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Abies Alberlutna, 75 : Brunoniana, 75 ; Doug-
lasii, 75, 1325 ; excelsa finedoncnsis, 76 ;

firma, 76 ; Menziesii, 76 ; Morisda, 76 ; orien-
talis, 76 ; cilicica, iia ; Pattoniana, 145

Abietina, 539
Abutiton Darwinii, 1620
Acacia (Albizzia) lophantha as a window plant,

289 ; of the Jardin des Planles, the, 463
Acampe deniata, 1652
Acclimatisation, on the evils of injudicious, 939
Acclimatising plants, M, De Candolle on, 1002
Accras hircina romana, 1620
Acer campestre, on the periderm of, 183 ; pal-
matum crispum, 1620 ; palmatum ornatum,
l6'20

Acincta Humboldtii var. straminca, 1003
Acrostichum Presloni. 1555
Acuifolium v. Aquifolium, 1262
Adelaide Botanic Gardens, rosery in the, 176
Adiantum farleyense, fine examples of, 1258

;

1560, 1620, 165Q
^chmea Maria Regina;, 7, 640, 1620
Aerides Houlletianum, 1194
jEthionema coridifolium, 1620
Agave americana, in flower at South Kensing-

ton, icx>2, 1226
AgavQ americana, 1288 ; Eesseriana, 1620 ; ixt-

lioiaes, 505 ; maculosa, 1194
Allamanda neriifolia, note on the culture of, 780
Albizzia rosea, 8, 1620
Albuca abyssinica, 392
Alexandra Park, Manchester, 1420
Alibertia, note on, 772
Allegory, an, 938
Almond trees in the province of Azerbijan,

176
Alnus cordata, 1250
Alocasia Marshallii, 7, 801, 1620
Alphand's " Promenades de Paris," 180
Alpine plants, Mr. Shirley Hibbcrd on. 971
Alsophila sagittifolia, 321, 1620; Scottiana, 699 ;

branched, from Lord Howe's Island, 113
Alternantheras, 1695
Amaranthus salicifolius, 8, 146, 1105, 1136, 1198,

r3*7. 1620: as a bedding plant, 1165
Amaryllis ^Hippeastrum) procera, 505
Amber, on the origin of, 874
America, effects olthe winter of 1870-71 on trees
and shrubs in, 804, 1329 ; how mats are made
in, iSo

American asdiles, 633
American plants, exhibitions of, S05
Amherstia nobilis, 325, 362, 429, 509Amomum angustitolium, notes on, 80; MeU-
gueta minus, 1620

Araorphophallus campanulatus, 1225, 1264,
1720 ; Rivicri, 1620

Ampclopsis Veitchii, on the tendrils of, 182
Ananas Forteana, 1620
Anaectochilus Ortgiesii, 1620

Androsace carnea cximia, 394
Anemone japonica, 78
Anemones, single, 804 ; in flower in December,

1652
Angola, sensitive Oxalis from, 1419 ; Dr. Wel-

witsch on some ornamental plants from, 545
Angrfficum arliculatum, 73
Anthurium zranthe, 1620 : bellum, 1620 ;

Binotii, 1620 ; cordifolium, 1620 ; cucuUatum,
1620 ; Dombeyanum, 1620 ; emarginatum,
1620 ; Fendleri, 1620 ; Gaudichaudianum,
1620 ; lucidum, 1620 ; macrophyllum, 1620

;

margaritaceum, 1620 ; nymphseifolium Roezlii,

1620 ; Olfersianum, 1620 ; radicans, 1620
;

rubricaule, 1620 : Urvilleanum, 1620 ; variabile,

1620; Scherzorianum, 36[, 575
Anthurium Scherzerianum, seeding, 395, 428,

509
Antholyza, on the fibres of, 1386
Anti-cloche, the, 466
Antirrhinum, a double, 1200
Ants, how to destroy, 702, 768, 802, 1592 ;

naphtha a remedy for, 1623
Aphelandra sulphurea, 1620
Aphides, twig of Poplar with, 504
Apiary :—fertile workers, 327, 511 ; the inventor

of movable frames, 14 ; the queen bee, 1530 ;

queen bees, do they sting? 1660 ; meeting of
bee-keepers, 1394 ; retrospective view of the
past season, 1530

Apple, the D. T. Fish, 147 ; Warner's King,
1328

Apples and Pears exhibited at the Stamford show,
1258

Apples from cuttings, 1593
Apple trees, on renovating old, 839
Aquavivariums and aquariums, 428
Arabis, on hybrids of, 1007, 1040
Arads, observations on, 1619 , 1720
Araucaria imbricata, 145 ; imbricata variegata,

^-ts . .

Araucaria imbncata, Mr. Barnes on, 42 ; the
Dropmore, 1324; seeding at Conholt, 1226;
at Laidlawsleil, 1392; at Lytchet, 428; at
Woodstock, 509 ; removing an, 1590

Archimedean lawn-mower, the, 603
Arctostaphylos Uva-Ursi, 1289
ArisjEma concinnum, 394 ; curvatum,

ringens, 435 ; speciosum, 1620
Aristolochia barbata, 1620 ; clypeata,

cordiflora, 7, 1620; Duchartrei, 1654
.Arnold arboretum, the, 1354, 1522
Arrested growth, 12

Arundinaria falcata at Penllagare, 221
Asparagus, winter, 112
Asparagus and Seakale, 669
Asparagus sethiopicus var. temifolius,

15.88

Aspidistra flowering in the open air, 734
Asplenium schizodon, 16^4
Asterostigma Luschnattuanum, 1654
Asters, notes on, 1225, 1529
Asystasia chelonleosis, 1654

394;

1098,

Atriplex Halimus, or the shrubby Orache, 1362
Aubergines, 1487, 1721
Aubrietia deltoidea grasca, 1654
Aucubas, 395; sports of, 10,45; note on sowing,

638, 734
_

Australia, Baron von Mueller's scientific

labours in, 633 ; North, notes of a trip to,

290 : foreign mdustries and forests in, 610
;

Tobacco culture in, 603 ; Vine mildew in,

607
Australian Vines, black spot in, 762 ; mildew

in, 607
Autumnal tints, 1457, 1528
Avenue gardens in Regent's Park, 1197
Awards at South Kensington, 1166, 1262
Ayres" expanding fruit houses, 704
Ayrton v. Hoeker, 939, 967, 1001, 1003, 1007,

1036, IIOl
Azalea Chelsoni, the raiser of, 1528
Azaleas, to propagate, 707 ; treatment of

Indian, 1560

B.

Bacon's new Atlantis, quotation from, 1139
Bacteria, 141
Balearic Islands, the culture of the soil in the,

1353
Bamboo, hardy, notes on, 1228
Bambusa Fortunei variegata, 1387
Bananas, 1041
Baptisia leucophjea, 394
Barnum, Mr. P. T., the marine residence of,

1451
Barron, Mr, A. F., memoir and portrait of, 74
Batarrea phalloides, 1717
Batemania Burtii, 1099, ^^54
Baxter, Sir David, death of, 1419
Beans, French, 1262, 1359; Osbom's Early

Forcing, 1292
Bearberry, notes on the, 1289
Bedding-out, the choice of plants for, 1 164 ;

Rev. C. P- Peach on, 969 ; spring, 803 ; the

system of, 1070, 1130, 1449
Beech, the evergreen, at Penllagare, 466
Beech tree struck by lightning, remarks on a,

13. 45
Beeches in the antarctic zone, 221

Bee Orchis with paic flowers, 863
Beetroot, a worm injurious to^ 1590
Begonia carminata, 1654 : cKeUoni, 7. 1654 ;

conchajfolia, 1654 ; crinita, 1654 ; Dregei, 8 ;

echinosepala, 1654 ; foliosa, 1654 ; pruinata,

1654 ; Putzeysiana, 1654 ; Richardsiana, 8,

1654
Begonias, 607 ; hybrid, log; culture of B. welto-

niensis in the cuy, 1040
Begoniaces, a new genus of, from New Gre-
nada, 772

Belfast Botanic and Horticultural Gardens,

219

Belgian nurseries and gardene, 1167 : orna-

mental trees and shrubs in, 1361, 1392, 1424,

1493
Belladonna Lily, white-flowered, 1259
Bellium rotundifolium. 1654
Beloperone ciliata, 1654
Berberis Aquifolium, 1105; on the berriefi ot,

1040, 1073 ; leaves of, for bouquets, 324 ; on
the fruit of, alluring birds, 1008

Berberis fascicularis, 1591
Berkheya (Stoboea) purpurea, 1262, 1654
Bignonia radicans, grafting of, on the Catalpa,

'4^
. , .

Billbergia Euphemix, 1654
Birch, new purple, 1259
Birmingham Botanic Garden, notes on the, 832,

1 291, 1360
Birmingham Botanic and Horticultural Society ;

a protest, 968
Birmingham, a great storm at, 831 ; on the

vegetation of the vicinity of, 905
Birmingham Show of the Royal Horticultural

Society, tlie, 107, 255, 391, 509-. 574 ; arrange-

ments for the show at. 729 : railway arrange-

ments for the, 797 ; hints for visitors to the,

830 ; gardeners and the, 780 ;
gawieners and

exhibitors' dinner at the, 909 ;
prize schedule

for the. 503; boiler trials at the, 509, 606,639,

'735, 1003 ;
protest of competitors in the boiler

competition, 1098 ; correspondence relating to

boiler trials, 1034, 1066, 1160, 1192 : certifi-

cates awarded at the. gog : dinner-table deco-

rations by gas light at the, 638 ; the imple-

ment show at, 466. 543, 639 ; horticultural

buildingsat,666, 671, 703; implement regula-

tions, 538, 504; awards of the judges of the

heating apparatus, 968 ; the Rose show at,

873 : report of the show, 866 ; Friday at the

show, 909 ; on the merits of the, S63 ; final re-

port of the local committee, 1554; someconclu-

sionb drawn from their report, 1586

Birmingham, the Horticultural Congress at,

504, 871 ; paper read at, 904
Blackberry wine, how to make, 398
Black Prince Grapes, 217
Blavct's, M., experiments on the influence of

coloured light on plants, 1353
Blewitt's, Mr., honours conferred on, 666

Bloom of fruits. Prof. De Bary's ob.servations

on the, 539
Blue Primulaces, 146, iSo

Blue flowers, 290
toiler, Deard's patent centrifugal, 1454 : Green's

patent duplicate, 1356; the safety, 395; the

zig-zag, iiQ6
. f

Boilers, on cleanmg out, 44 ; on the encasmg ol,

1529 ; encased in brickworks, water jackets,

wooden casing. &c., 1423 ; on the setting of,

1456 ; on the testing of, 793, 768

Bois de Boulogne, lakes, cascades, and rock-

work of the, 572 ; shelter sheds in the, 141

Bolbophyllum leniniscatum, 1654
Bomarea chontalensis, 7, 505
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Cabbage, the Cocoa-nut, 77
Cabbage cultivation in West Cornwall, 72, 112
Cabbage stumps, adventitious buds on a, 1066
Cacoa, fruiting of the, at Glasnevin. 462
Cacti in flower in Mr. Peacoclc's collection, 730,

798, 831. 934
Caddis worms, 1171
Caladium esculentum, 392
Calanthe for decorative purposes, the, 1721
Calathei Malcoyana. 1589 ; vestita, 165*
Calceolarias, on mulching, 361
Calceolaria, abnormr<l flpwer of, C)6S

<"alcutta Botanic Garden, 1312
Calliandria g^racilis, 1654
Calochortus elegans, 1654
Calvert's chemical compound for destroying

plant pest5;, 72
Camellia, note on the determination of, 772
Cajnellias, sickly, 1592
Campanula lactiflora, 1258 ; Medium calycan-

thenia, 1654 ;
pyramidalis, 1327 ; Vidalii, 1160,

1231
Canadian Horticulture, condition of, 39J
Caocerina, 539

Books noticed :—Album Van Eeden, 1660

Bence Jones on the Royal Institution, it

Founder, and its First Professors, 45 ; Bree's

An Exposition of Fallacies in the Theory of
Mr. Darwin, 1138 ; Brefeld's Observations on
Mould, 1202 ; Burke's Handbook of Sewage
Ut lisation, S37 ; Dowie's Foot and its Cover-
ing, 1107; Kkin's Table giving the Relative
Values of Different Articles of Food in Common
Use, 1723 ; English Local Floras, 327 ; Fair-
field Orchids, the, 222 ; The Field Quarterly
Magazine and Review, 1234 ; Floral Maga-
zine, 147; Forbes Watson's Flowers and Gar-
dens, 327 ; Gardiner's Flora of Forfarshire,

1298 : Gray's How Plants Behave, 910 ; Grise-
bach on The Vegetation of the World in

Relation to Climate, 14 ; Harris' My Flowers,

805 ; Harting's Handbook of British Birds
1298 ; Hibberd's The Ivy, a Monograph,
1685 ; Hibberd's Seaweed Collector, 1234 ;

Hooker's Students' Flora of the British Islands,

536 ; Hooker's Icones Plantarum, 1362 : The
dstone Papers, 1530 ; Knapp's Die Bisher

Bekannten Pflan2en Galiciens uiid der Buko-
wina, 805 ; Knox's Autumns on the Spey,
1397 ; Lecoq'sLe Monde des Fleurs, Botanique
Pittoresquc, 397 ; Marcet's Conversations on
Natural Philosophy, 806 ; Masters' Botany
for Beginners, 1009 ; Merrifield's Magnetism
and the Deviation of the Compass, 1234

;

Moore and Jackman's The Clematis as a
Garden Flower, 1425 ; Morren's Memorandum
des Travaux de Botanique et de Physiologic
Ve'ge'tale, 1694 ; Murray's Travels in

Uruguay, &c., 609: New Publications, 147,

S^Sf 757 ; The New Practical Gardener and
Modern Horticulturist, 1626 ; Payton's
Diamond Diggings of South Africa, 1107;
Penny Statutes for the People, 610 ;

The Plantation, Leighton Buzzard, 1495

;

Proctor's Essays on Astronomy, 1138 ;

Quinn's Money in the Garden, 737 ; Ratze-
burgh's Forstwissenschaftliches Schriftsteller
Lexicon, 1298 ; Risso and Poiteau's Histoire
et Culture des Grangers, 976; Rivers' Rose
Amateurs' Guide, 1201 ; Round the Table,
by the " G. C," 1495; Saunders' and Smith's
Illustations of Fungi, 1362 ; Simmonds'
Science and Commerce, 1361 ; Smee's My
Garden : its Plan and Culture, 837 ; Smith's
Air and Rain ; the Beginnings of a Medical
Climatology, 1168 ; Spenser's Flowers for

Sundays, 806 ; Taylor's Half Hours at the
Seaside, 1107 ; Tissicre's Guide du Botaniste
sur le Grand St. Bernard, 147; Transactions
of the Linnean Society, 805, 1234; Ulrich's
International Dictionary of Plants, 1530;
Vianne's Prairies et Plantes Fouragferes, 545 ;

Walker's Nature, S38 ; Warner's Select Or-
^ chidaceous Plants, 398 : Watson's Report 01
" the Geological Exploration of the Fortieth

Parallel, &c. : Botany, 705
Borders, inside, on watering, 144
Boston, from, to San Francisco and back, 1624
Botanical novelties in London Streets, 141
Botanic Garden, Birmingham, the, 1291, 1360
Botanic Gaidens, Baron von Mueller on the
use of, 1069. 1099, 1 162, 1 196

Bothies at Cliveden, 1354
Botryodendron magnificum, 835
Boussingault's memoir on the production of
honcydeiv, 468

Bouvardia jasminiflora, on the culture of, 215 ;

Vreelandii, 1654
Bouvardias, two new, 7 ; for winter blooming.
i486

Bowenia spectabilis, 1654
Uoy at the stream, the, ao^
Brachystelma ovata, 1654
Bramble, the Parsley-leaved, 1295
Brassica tribe, blindness in the, 1390
Briars, raising seedling, 1296, 1422 ; as stocks.

?359. mi. 1561
Brisbane Botanic Garden. 1041, 1296
British Association at Brighton, 1102 ; Dr. Car-

penter's address at the, 1102'

British Columbia, coniferous plants from, 464,

573
British Gardeners Mutual and Self-Supporting

Society 538
British Museum, flowering plants in the herba-
rium of the. 1321

British Orchids, 574
T^ritish plants, 466
I'.rixham Cave, exploration of, i486
Broccoli, how to get early, 908 ; Backhouse's
winter white, 180

BrodiEea multiflora, 1654
Bronielia Fernanda:, 7, 1654 ; Karatas, 875
Brooklyn Park. 1451, 1523
Brownea Birschellii, 1654
Brunsvigia Cooperii, 1654.

Brussels Sprouts, Scrymger's Giant, 78
Bud variation, 1388, 1453, 1523, 1657 ; in a white
Moss Rose, 1034

Bulbine Mackenii 1654
Hulb season of 1872, the, 1652
Burrs on trees, 607

' Candolle, M. De, on acclimatising plants, 1002
Canker and gum, 735, 767
Canterbury Cathedral, fire at, 1192
Cardopatium corymbosum, 1654
Carica erythrocarpa, 1654
Carpenter, Dr. Alfred, oa the Potato disease,

1283
Carrot grub, the, 78, 113. 146
Carter Challenge Cup, the, 44, 77, 113, 1554
Carter & Co.'s seed farms, 113
Caspary. Prof., on the effects of lightning on

trees, 1287
Cassia mimosoides Telfairiana, 1654
Castle Bromwich, notes on a visit to, 833
Catasetum ochraceum, 1718 ; scnrra, 1003
Cats, a new use for, 874 ; as bird scarers, 1556
Cattleya exoniensis, a remarkable bloom on,

i486; maxima, 1654; Reineckiana, 7; velu-

tina, 1259
Cattleyas, New Grenadan, fugacious, 392, 428,

508, 575
Cauliflower, the Early Snowball, 1328 ; Veitch's

Autumn Giant, 802, 1455
Cauliflowers, the blindness of, 1493, 1590
Cedar of British Columbia, what is the so-called,

1693
Cedar, a lightning-struck, 1295
Cedar trees on the Island of Bermuda, 1035
Cedar wood, 1171
Cedrus Deodara, 216
Celery collar, the Wortley, 504, 1294
Celery, Turner's Incomparable White, 1199
Celosia Huttoni. 215, 1654
Central Park, New York, 140
Cerasus Sieboldii roseo-plena, and pendula

rosea, 8 : ilicifolia, for covering walls, 1258 ;

Pattoniana, 1654 ; pendula rosea, 1654
Cereus, the night blooming. 79 ;

grandiflorus,

1492 ; at Dalvey, Forres, 1009
Ceylon, Cofl'ee fungus in, 609
" Characters," 607
Charcoal respirator, Dr. Stenhouse's, 1292
Chatenay's tree lifter, 145
Cherry, Frogmore Early Bigarreau, 255
Cherry-house, the, 1590
Cherries, mysterious disappearance of, it66,

iigS, 1230, 1294 : Mr, Rivers' new early. 763
Cherry tree, a remarkable, near the Ealing

station, 504
Cherry Laurel, on the adventitious roots of the,

i33

Chestnuts, early Horse, 1457
Chestnut trees, sweet, 1391 ; three varieties of.

1128; from

430,

China, the Spiny Elm of, 251
Chip of an old block, a, 1592
Chiswick garden, 1295; the Rev. Mr. Foun'

taine's vinery at, 251 ; meteorological observa'
tions at, Mr. Glaisher's reduction of the, 357
notes of the, 1265; redivivus, 1130; trials at,

256, 288, J553
Chlorocodon Whitei, 1654
Chlorophytum falcatum, 1654
Choisya ternata, hardiness of, 284
Christmas Rose, the, 146, 218
Chrysanthemum Mawii, 1654
Chusquea, the, S39
Cicuta virosa, habitats of, i486
Cienkowskia Kirkii, 1654
Cinchona tucujensis, 730
Cinchona Bark from Jamaica
Ootacamund, 539

Cinchona disease at Rungbee, 1660
Cinchona, notes on, 63S ; the price of. 575
Cinerarias, Messrs. Standish's strain of,

469, 546, 578 ; tints of colour in the foliage of,

609
Cirsium Grahami, 8, 394
Cissus albo-nitens, 7

Clematis, Albert Victor, 803 ; Mr. Anderson-
Henry's hybrid, 1687 ; Lawsoniana, 1002

;

montana. 1424 ; Sieboldii, 1425 ; Vitalba,
256 ; fragrance of the, 463 ; varieties of, 365

Clianthus Dampieri, hardines^of, 467
Climate, vegetation of the world in relation

to, 14
Clinometer, Wells', 1659
Clubbing, the cause of, 1327
Coal, economising, 1419
Cochliostema Jacobianum, 607, 638 ; at Lamb-

ton Castle, 504 ; on the development of the
androecium in, 577

Cocoa-nut Cabbage, 77
Codiceum variegatum Hookerjanum, 1654 ; Jo-

hannis, 1654 ; lacteum, 1654 ; multicolor,

1654 ; Weismanni, 1654
Ccelogyne cristata, 288; lentiglnosa, 1654
Cofl'ee plantations, fungus in the Ceylon, 425,
600

Colchicum autumnale albo-plenum, 1654; some-
thing about, 1525

Colea undulata, 1654
Collinsia violacea, 8

Colours of flowers, 466
Combe Abbey, notes on the gardens at, 800
Coming summer, the, 508
Committee, the Scientific of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, subjects brought before the :—
Australian Caoutchouc, 468 ; the Australian
gutta percha, 396 ; Australian Vine disease,

671, 909 ; Professor Archer's statement as to
guano, 396 ; an obtuse-leaved Beech, 326 ;

Boussingault's memoir on the produch'on of
honey-dew, 468, 509 : another view of the

- origm of hone^-dew, 609; Coffee fungus in
Ceylon, 609 ; a dwarf Cupressus macrocarpa,
6og ; a monstrous Cyclamen. 221, 396 ; bracts
of Dalechampia RoezRana assuming a leafy
appearance, 396 ; a fasciated branch of Daphne
Laureola, 1494 ; on the influence of foreign
pollen on the form of the fruit, 326 ; gum-
ming in Peach trees, 609 ; hybridism v.

mimicry, 671 ; ash and scorise from Mount
Vesuvius, 910 ; Onions deformed by Anthomya.
ceparum, 835 ; Phylloxera, specimens of, from
Henbury Hill. 1494 ; Portugal Laurels injured
by frost in 1866, 326; root obstructions in
duains, 835 ; Dr. Boswell Syme on the colours
of the anthers of British grasses, 545 ; ibid, on
the non-fruiting of a Spanish Chestnut at
Ealmuto, 545 ; Dr. Welwitsch's communica-
tion un some ornamental plants from Angola,
545

Composita:, on the classification and geogra-
phical distribution of, 201, 772

Composites, M. D^-lpino s proposal to divide
the group of, 968

Condurango, 284

Cones of resinous trees, gathering the, 1524,

ISS7 ... ...
Congress, the Horticultural at Birmmgham,

871, 1166, 1262; the so-called, 1328
Conifers, manure for, 15, 44, 218, 325
Conifers. Mr. Fowler's notes on, 41, 75, 145,

216, 285, 393, 605, 700, 973, 1070, 1163, 1326,

1490, 1526, 165s ; quick growth of, 1659;
scales of the cone in, 903 ; shedding their

leaves, 181
Coniferous fruits, new fossil, 8

Coniferous nomenclature, 940, 1008, 1040
Coniferous plants from British Columbia, 464,

573. 636
Coniferous trees and shrubs, on pruning, 179,

254, 426
Conservatory, the Royal Horticultural Society's,

1226 ; a tropical, 145
Constantinople, the spring at, 736, 769
Co-operation, garden, 40, 428
Cordyline Haageana, 1654; lentiginosa, 1654
Corfu, spring at, 703
Cork, virgin, for rustic work, 425
Cornish contributions to the food supply, 142

Cornus mascula, tricolor-leaved variety of, 1332
Corynophallus Afzehi, 1619
Corynostylis Hybanthus (atbiflora), 1259, 1654
Costus Malortieanus, 1654
Cottage gardening, 1323, 1360
Cottage gardens, 74, 864, 972
Cottage garden exhibitions. 1328
Cotton at the International Exhibition, 798,

353
Cotton plant, New Orleans, 1354
Cotton seed, oil produced from, 1360
Councd-room of the Royal Horticultural Society,

IS93
Cowdung flower pots, 218
Cowslip, the pale blue English, 73, 113
Crassula pyramidalis, 2S9
Croci, autumnal, 361, 1362
Crocus vemus, 362
Cross-breeding, 1103
Crown imperials, notes on, 507, 543, 780
Cryptomeria elegans, 216

;
japoiiica, 216

Cuckoo, habits of the, 1592, 1624, 1722
Cucumber, the Marquis of Lome, 940, 1007,

I 198, 1326
Cucumber catsup, to make, 1266
Cucumber house, Mr. Cooling's, 1135
Cucumbers, merits of, 12 ; notes on, 44 ; and
melons, shown at Reading, 1193 ; Russian
methods of preserving, 730

" Cultural " commendations, 702
Cumberland, the fruit crops in, 939
Cupressus Benthamiana, 285 ;

Goveniana, 285 ;

Lawsoniana, 285 ; macrocarpa, 285 ; macro-
carpa, a dwarf variety of, 609

Currant bud disease, 112
Currants, dried, 149
Cut flowers, on arranging, 637
Cutting-stealing at exhibitions, 734
Cyclamen, a monstrous, 221 ; cilicicum, note on,

1391, 1422 ; hederifolium var, grcccum, 1422
Cyclamens seeding, 1623
Cynara Scolymus, on the stem of, 183
Cypress, the yellow, 1592, 1658
Cypripedium niveum, 505; Veitchii, 2S4
Cyrtanthera chrysotephana, 7, 505
Cytisus for decoration, 1592

D.EMONOKOPS accidens, 12
Dahlias, Bouquet, 1170
Daisy, the, for spring gardening, 1357
Dalmatia, forest renovation in, 835
Dambonite. 251
Dandelion, the, 1139
Daphne Laureola, 324 ; pontica, 574
Daphne, remarks, on, 571
Darlingtonia cafffornica, 505
Davallia Tyermanii, 8

Davis challenge cup, the, 395
Deard's patent centrifugal boiler, &c., 1454
Dendrobium amethystoglossum, log ; chrysotis,

1230; rhodocentruni, 426 ; taurinum, 974
Denny's, Dr., pap«r on the influence of pollen
and seed parents, &g., 1224

Deodars at the north-western end of the Hima-
layan range, i486

Deparia nephrodioides, 253
Desfontainea spinosa, 112
Dioscorea prismatica, 7
Dicksonia Sellowiana, 8

Dicffenbachias, new, 7
Dinitrobrombenzene, 1160
Dinner-table decoration, 77, 768 ; rules for,

Dionsea muscipula, note on, 1098
Diospyros KaVi var. costata as a hardy fruit,

xDipIadenia insignis, 7
Disa grandiflora, on the culture of, 603, 1199,

1259
. ,

Dishing up fruit, leaves for, 40, 78
Distilleries, garden, 1623
Dodder, the, on Clianthus punicus, 1322 ; a
Grape Vine-attacked by, 1354

Double Orchids, 538
Dracaenas, new, 7
Dracaena and Cordyline, on, 905
Dracontium asperum, (syn. efatura), 1097!
Drainage of country houses, the, 1007, 107a
Drains, root obstructions in, 835
Dreschler's patent winnowing machine, 384
Dragon tree of Teneriflfe, the great, 763, 834
Dropmore Pinetum, the, 1323
Droitwich to Enville, 799
Drosera rotundifolia, 146, 1392, 1432
Duchartre, M. , on the structure of the bulb of
Lilium Thomsonianum, 1355

Dumortier, M., testimonial to, 1387
Dunnett v. Sutton, 320
Durrant, Mr. £., death of, 546

East Anglia, the weathor in, 429
East Indies, Col. Benson on the Orchids cf the,

182

Echeroria metaUica> »iq

Economic botany, the study of, 256
Economic entomology, 1200
Edinburgh Botanic Garden, report on the

vegetation in the, 144
Edinburgh, the new winter garden for, 465
Education, ' the advancement of, 1585 ; in

France, 1065
Eelworms, 1359
Elaphoglossum Herminieri, 8
Electricity, 1720
Elm, the spiny of China, 251 ; a variegated,

44, 78 ; root-growths of, 603 ; destruction of,

Ellis, Rev. W., death of, 806 ; Mrs. Ellis, death
of, 838

Endive, Eraser's variety of Batavian, 44
Entomology, economic, 1290; prizes for collec-

tions of economic, logS
Enville eariy Chestnut, 288
Enville, notes on the gardens at, 793
Epidendrum advena, 1194; Frederic! Guilielmi,

7 ; nemorale, 835 ; nocturaum,699, 763 ; Pseud-
tpidendrum, 7, 505, 763

Epilachna chrysomelina, 143
Epipactis palustris, a new British station for,

1354. 1493
Epiphyltum Russelhanum, 361
Epiphytes, 1042
Eranthemum cinnabariniim ocellatum, 505
Eria Bcrringtoniana, 6(36

Erica codonodes, 395
Esparto grass, notes on, 41, 798
Eucharis amazonica culture, 289, 509
Eucalyptus, a remarkable, at Sydney, 1041
Eucalyptus, the, 1071
Eulopina scripta, 1003
Euonymus japonicus aureo-varicgatus, 1623
Euphorbia, the juice of the Cape, for coating

ships' bottoms, 634 ; notes on various species

of, 1258
Evergreen Beech at Penllagare, 466
Examination of gardeners, 40
Exhibition of 1862, plants growing on the site of

the, 839

Fagus bctuloides at Penllagare, 466
Fairfield nurseries, the, 511
Fairfield Orchids, the, 222
Farrer, Rev, T. H., on the floral arrangement
of several of the Papilionacese, 1450

Female education at Cambridge, 1419
Fence posts, preserving, 1497
Fermentation and putrefaction, 1656, 1687
Ferns for basket culture, 1387 ; filmy, 287 : of

Lord Howe's Island, 252 ; Tree, from Lord
Howe's Island, 113; Welsh, a catalogue of,

*257
, .

Ficus stipulata, hardmcss of, 1193. minima,

.1193
Filmy F'erns, 287, 361
Fig, the Negro Largo, 1129
Fig culture : disbuddmg, 429 ; in the open air,

12, 45, 336
Fir trees, growth in the stumps of, after felling,

1161
Fir, variegated silver, 12

Fish breeding in Paris, 514
Fish ponds, Mr. Buckland on the management

of, 1288
Flies, the perfume of LiUum auratum obnoxious

to, 1 161

Floral Committee, awards of the, 803
Florists' flowers;—new of 1871, 80, 147, 183;
Indian Azaleas, 1202 ; bouquet Dahlias, 1170 ;

bcddmg Violas and Pansies, 1138 ; the
Gladioli in 1871, 237 ; Gladiolus in 1872, 1495 ;

Hollyhocks, 1426 ; Hyacinths, new, 1298 .

Mr. Laxton's double Pelargoniums, 1330

;

Mr. Perry's Verbenas, 1169 ; Phloxes in pots,

1074 ; Phlox Drummondii, 364, 1202 ; Im-
provement in the Polyanthus, 378, 673 ;

Primulas, 546 ; Messrs. Standish's Cinerarias,

430, 469, 546, -578 ; Sweet Williams, 943 ;

TropcEolums, 1234
Flower gardening, the bedding out system of,

of, 1449
Flower market, the new wholesale, 176
Flower pots, cowdung, 218 ; of plastic carbon,

^ 1424
Flower show pavilion, the, 1561, 1623
Flowers, colours of, 466 ; their colours and
odours, 641 ; their common plan of construc-
tion, 510 ; cut, on arrangmg, 637, 667, 766 ;

cut, at the Birmingham show, 868 ; for deco-
rations, 1163; on roots, 1321 : unseasonable
production of, 1617 ; the variety in their

forms, and how brought about, 577
Flowers and fruits under cultivation, 836
Flowering plants, on the relative influence 01

parentage in, S71, 904
Food supply, Cornish contributions to the, 142
Forest culture, Dr, Mueller on, 10, 43, no
Forest renovation in Dalmatia, 835
Forests, destruction of, 425 ; in India, on the
geographical distribution of, 1290 ; state, of tha
Watts River, 975

Forms in tree scenery, on, go6, 937
Forsyth's level and plumb-rule, 543
Fossil coniferous fruits, new, 8
Foxglove, the, 11, 45
Frailejon, 1043
France, education in,

cold weather in, 462
French Beans, 1166

;

1231

1065 ; effects of severe

Osborn's early forcing,

French Horticulturists' Relief Fund, 45, 424
Fritillarias, notes on, 833, 909
Frogmore Early Bigarreau Cherry, 255
Frost, Mr. P., complimentary dinner to, 14S6 ;

testimonial to, 1618, 1686
Frost and the fruit, the, 1194
Fruit and vegetables at the Birmingham show,
868

Fruit crops, the, i ig8 ; on the future of our. 936 ;

in Scotland, 1166; ubulated report of the

condition of the, 1131 ; remarks on the, 1134
Fruit growing in England, neglect of. 109 ; in

orchard-houses at Sawbridgeworlh, 1202

Fruit houses, Ayrcs' expanding, 704
Fruit, on the influence of foreign pollen on the

form of the, 336, i486
Fruit, leaves lor dishing Up, 40, iia, 146, i8«
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Fruit, how to make the most of our, 1165

Fruits, new of 1S71, 39 ; Prof. Dc Bary's

observations on the bloom of, 539
Fruits, their structure, 705
Fuchsia Riccartoni, 11, 44 ; hedges of, at

Valentia, 969 ; Sunray, 1423
Fumigation, tobacco for, iSi

Fungi, edible, 834 ; a case of luminosity in,

12^7, 1389, 1327; nutritive value of, 570:
poisoning by, 126;

Fungus in the Coffee plantations in Ceylon,
425 ; destruction by, in Russia. 45 ; the
Orange, 1292 ; on the roots of a Pear tree,

40 ; spa\vn, effect of, on trees, 504 ; on trees,

256
Fungus Exhibition, the, 1329 ; meeting and
exhibition at Hereford, 1392 ; at Munich, 1693,

Galanthi'S plicatus, 361, 326, 427
Galls, exportation of, from Aleppo, 1161
Galvanised wire. 395, G06, 638
Galvanism in plant cases, 1557, 1651
Garden co-operation, 40, 146
Garden distilleries, 1623
Garden dung and soil yard, the, iSi
Garden "edgings," 7S0, 802, 834, 874; as a
watering apparatus, 637

Garden frame, Horley's, 252 ; Voice's, 1554
Garden literature, originality in, 218
Garden pots, 12, 1491, 1525
Garden products and their cooking, 73, iSo, 255
Garden Memoranda ;—Aston Lower Grounds,
Birmingham, 1363 ; Castlewctlan, co. Down,
Ireland, 1170; Messrs. Cutbush it Son's
Nurseries, Highgate, 39S : the Fairfield
Nurseries, 511 ; Glasnevin Botanic Garden,
257; Hale Farm Nursery, 1496; Heckficld
Place, 1457 ; Miss Hope's new spring garden,
469; Ladd's Nursery. Bexley Heath, 101 1

;

ftlr. Laxton's garden at Stamford, 1594 ;

Meadow Bank. Uddingstone, 1561 ; Mr.
Prince's Rose grounds at Oxford, 1330; fruit

growing at Sawbridgeworth, 1202 ; Sister
House. Clapham Common, 145S ; Victoria and
Paradise Nursery, 641, 737 ; Worksop Manor,
Notts, 1362, 1624

Garden Walks, tile and other edgings for, 940
Garden walls, 670
Gardens and gasworks, 1553
Gardens, public and private, on the manage-
ment of, 1Z04

Gardeners and gardening, Scotch, 461
Gardeners, and their advisers, 139; a word of

caution to, i6qi ; on consulting with, 769

;

examination of, 40 ; examinations by the
Society of Arts, programme for the, 1521

;

residences, 697 ; taxes on, 1105. 1136; wages,
462, 542

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution, 73,
S29. 902

Garrj'a clHptica, 324 ; fruiting at Weston-super-
Mare. 1002

Gastronema sanguineum flammeum, 8
General Pleasanton's experiments with coloured

light, 396
Gentiana acaulis, 428
Geology in relation to plant life, 537
Geonomas, notes on, 78
Gcrardia quercifolia. 42 ; Pedicularia, 43
Germination, the influence of light on, 703
Ghent, the school of horticulture at, 1387
Gibson, Mr. John, portrait and memoir of, 865
Gilbert's amateurs improved handlight, 42S, 509,

1455 ; Grape exhibition case, 252 ; thrips
wash, 1129

Gilia liniflora, 8, 394
Girth, increase of, in old stumps, 1455
Gladiolus purpureo-auratus, 1128 ; Saundersii, 8
Gladiolus, the, in 1871, 257
Gladiolus disease, the, 668, 695. 734, 767 ; and
Dutch bulbs, 734

Glasgow-, the international fruit and flower show
at. 1223, 1232, 1264

Glasnevin Botanic Garden, the 257 ; on the cul-
ture of Nepenthes at, 359

Glazing, dry v. putty, 763 '

Glazing hothouses, some remarks on the modern
system of, 601

Gleichenias, on the culture of, 1622
Gloneria jasminiflora. 7
Glyptostrobus pendulus, 1128
Godwinia gigas in flower, 1651
Golden Champion Vine, disease in a, 570
Government in gardens, the evils of excessive,

1006, 1071
Grafting Eignonia radicans on Catalpa, 141
Grafting : its consequences and eflects, 215, 322,
360; Prof. Koch's observations on, 1618

Grantham and South Lincolnshire Horticultural
Society, 391

Grape, the Barbarossa, 1359, 1527 ; on the
origin of the Barbarossa, 1624 ; Black Prince,
217; Black Victoria, or Victoria Hamburgh,
J391 ; the Duke of Buccleuch, 1006, 1291,
1560, 1040 ; the Golden Champion, 1560 ; the
Gros Colman, T295, 1326, 1359, 1391, 1457 ;

^Gros Colman and Gros Guillaume, 1391 ; the
Gros Colman and Royal Albert, 1656 ; Gros
Guillaume, 1528; Madrcsfield Court, 1294;
the Pennington Hall Hamburgh, 1359 ; the
Seacliffe Black, 1492; the Sultana, 77; a
strange, 1456; the Waitham Cross, 1355

Grape exhibition case, Gilbert's, 253
Grape growers, a question for, 1394
Grape nomenclature, 1560
Grape rail, Kemp's registered, 429
Grapes, keeping, 28S, 362, 1591 ; keeping in

bottles of water, 769, 804 ; on walls, looS
Grasses, on the colour of the anthers of, 543 ;

hardy, for planting near a lake, 333 ; orna-
mental, 1034

Grass and roads in Paris, method, of watering,

Gravitation of fluids, draught in chimneys, &c.
1357. 1718

Gray, Dr. Asa, portrait and memoir of, 1421
Gray, Mr. S. F. , death of, 430 . ,

Greece, spring in, 703
Grecian Archipelago, spring in the, 735
Greenhouse climbers, outdoor borders for, 735
Greenhouse plants, watering, 146
Greenhouse shading, 643

Green's patent duplicate boilers, 1356
Greviltea intricata, 505 ; macrostylis, 505
Grevillea, Mr. M. C. Cooke's, 934
Grimston plant protectors, the. 803
Grindstone, hints how to use a, 1171
Gris, M., death of, 1193
Gros Colmar or Gros Colman, 1721 1

Growth, alternations and arrest of, 107
Guaco, concerning, 943
Guaduas, note on, 976
Guano, 364
Gumming of Peach trees v. galvanised wire, 606
Gutta percha, where the supplies of, come from,

^425
Gymnadenia conopsea, 835
Gymnogramma decomposita, 1587

H.

H.«MARiA discolor var. Dawsoniana, 321
Hamamelis virginica, on the contraction exhi-

bited by seeds of, 1225, 1456
Hampstead Heath, 40
Headcorn Oak, the. 1655
Heating by the tank system, 44, 77
Heckfield Place, the gardens at, 1457, 1524
Hedges, a new mode of laying, 1422
Helichrysum, to preserve, 329
Helleborus leaves for dishing up fruit, 324
Helleborus, unseasonable flowering of, 908

;

raising from seed, 255
Hcmitelia Moorei, 352
Henderson, Mr. J. A., death of, 80
Herbaceous reaction, the, 1193
Hereford, fungus meeting and exhibition at,'

1392
Herefordshire, notes of a trip through, 14*1,

Heterodera Schachtti, 1590
Hickory at Dulwich, 1392
Highways, encroachments on, iSr
Hillfield, near Reigatc, 1557, 1621
Histological notes, 182
Holliday's system of wiring garden walls. 13S7
Holly stealing, to prevent, 12
Holly, Waterer's variegated, 1590
Honey-dew, another view of the origin of, 609 ;

Boubsingault's memoir on the production of,

468, 509
Hooker, Lady, death of, 1427
Horley's garden frame, 252
Home, Esq., C. death of, 470
Horse Chestnuts, early. 1358
Horticultural subscription rooms, Kettelwell's
864

Horticulture, on the progress of practical, 935 ;

scientific aspect of, 871
Hothouses, remarks on the modem system of

glazing, 601
Hot-water heating apparatus, a new, 251
Hot-water pipes, cleaning out. 289
Hoyle, Mr. G. \V., death of, 737
Hudson, Mr. S., death of, 1660
Hugo von Mohl, Prof, death of, 578
Humming-bird hawk moth, the. 574
Hyacinth culture in glasses, 1292 ; in windows,

255
Hyacinths, tying up, 290
Hyacinthus candicans, 1099. 1136
Hybridisation, 1321 ; Dr. Denny on, 1224, 1263
Hybridism v. mimicry, 671
Hydrangea Otaksa, 1194
Hydrophobia, secret remedies for, 1451
Hydropyrum latifolium as a vegetable, G33
Hydroscopy, or subterranean hydrology, 703

Keele Hall, the gardens at, 109; the'Peach
houses at, 140

Kempe's registered Grape rail, 429
Kettelwell's horticultural subscription rooms,

864
Kew, report of the director on the Royal Gar-

dens, 631
Kew, Cinchona in India, &c.. 1136
Kew Gardens case, the, 933, 939, 967. 1001,

1068, 1097. 1128; in the House of Commons,
1065 ; Blue Book, 1033 ; the Treasury minute,
1034 ; directorate, 1073, 1040 ; management of,

1104 ; and their director, 974 (see Ayrton)
Kew herbarium, number of flowering plants
preserved in the, 1389

Keynes, Mr. John, complimentary dinner to,

1192, i486
Kidney Beans, preserved, 219
Kingston, Mr. R. C, death of, 876
Kitchen garden, extent of a, for a family of 25,

1973
Kniphofia pr£eco.\, 394
Knowsley, changes in the management of the
gardens at, 14S6

, 1522 ; tcrta-cotta, 1592

425,

1457

. 1391

Ice, how to have it all the year round, 1623
Ice-making in the tropics, 216
Ilex Aquifolium hastata, 1226
India, on the gardens and forests of, 9 ; on the
geographical distribution of forests in, 1290 ;

Tea cultivation in, 357
Indian forests, heights of trees in, 1522
India-rubber industry at Natal, the, i486
Indrajab and Kurchi, 12

Ingram, Mr. T., death of, 364
Ink for zinc labels, 514
Insecticide, parafiin as an, 769, 803, 834
Insects shaped by the seeds of flowers, 1332
International Exhibition, opening of the second,

602
International fruit show, the late, 1528, 1657,

i6gi
Invention, a Yankee, 1695
lonopsidium acaule, 1436
Ipecacuanha, Prof. Balfour on the fruiting of,

424 ; culture of in India, 538, 1322
Iriartea gigantea, 1105
Irish Yew, a fine, 734 ; from seed, 606
Iris Robinsoniana, 393
Ironwood tree and the parasite, 1526
Isle of Man, vegetation in the, 1657
Isotites, notes on the stem of, 182
Italy, spring on the eastern coast of, 639
Ivery, Mr. James, death of, 1075
Ivy, large stem of, at Kenilworth, 1294 ; the
common British, 1135 ; monograph on, noticed
1685

Ivy trees, large, 1493
Ixora Williamsii and Prince of Grange, 641

Japanese decoration, 1386
Japan Flax, 1534. 1592
Jameson, Professor. M.D., of Quito, 1622
Jardin des Plantes, the condition of the, 1419 ;

and Paris flower markets, 1263
Jenner, Mr. E., death of, ^98
Judges, rules for the guidance of, 508 ; the
entertainment of, 1262

Juniperus chinensia atirsl, d^ n93 ; txcolsa
atncu, 1093

L.A.8EL for trees, a nc
for plants, 1720

Lachenalias, on the culture of, 290
Ladybirds from Collioure, 143
L^lia autumnalis var., 1009; Jongheana,

i"37
Laird, Mr. W. P., death of, 1169
Lamium album, a variegated variety of, 1003
Lampronia rubiella, 607
Lapageria alba, 1288
Lasiandra macrantha, 1 359, 1 39 1, 1423,
macrantha floribunda, 1560

Lathyrus latifolius var., 1166
Laurels, comparative hardiness of ccrlain.
Lavender country, the, 1489
Lawn-mower, the Archimedean, 603
Lawn-mowers, 834 ; caution to users of, 146 ;

and lawn mowing, 802
Leaf-buds, replacement of, by flower-buds, 539
Leaves for dishing up fruit, 40, 112, 146, 180,

217, 324, 429 ; on the amount of evaporat.on
from the surface of, 904 ; skeleton, 1295 ; va-
riegated, 217

Leghorn, condition of industrial classes in, 1457
Leguminosse, notes on some members of the nat.

ord. , 634
Leicester Square, the riderless horse in, 697
Lepidozamia Peroffskiana, 394
Lettuces, 1040, 1071, 1165, 1199 ; sumnier, 1166 ;

notes of a small trial of, 1008
Level and plumb-rule, Forsyth's, 543
Libonia floribunda, i8r

Lichens and Algse, curious analogies which exist

between many young states of, 770 ; on the
gonidia of, 463

Licuala peltata, 1657
Lightbody, Mr. G., death of, 838
Lightning, remarks on a Beech tree struck by,

13 ; Beech trees struct by, 45 ; Professor
Caspary on the eff'ects of, on trees, 12S7

Lilies, hardiness of, 638; in New Jersey, 134
Lilium auratum, the perfume of, obnoxious to

flies, 1161
;
propagation, 325

Lilium auratum, 1105, 1230, 1360; californicum,

835; giganteuni at Gordon Castle, 934; longi-
florum Wllsoni, 607 ; Roezlii (syn. L. cana-
dense var. Hartwegii), 904 ; speciosum, 1522 ;

Thomsonianum, M. Duchartre on the struc-

ture of the bulb of, 1355 ; Thunberglanum,
1356 ; Washingtonianum, 1586

Lily bulbs, hardiness of many, 53S
Lime trees, tall, near Canterbury, 1360
Lindley and Hutton's " Fossil Flora of Great

Britain," 251
Lindley medal, the, 1230
LInum campanulatum, 8
Liparis Saunderslana, 1003
Lisianthus princeps, 1:63
Listrostachys cephalotes, 1687
Lithospermum Gastoni, 8, 394 ; prostiatum

1035
Lobelia fulgens, propagating, 1492
Lockhartia amosna, 666
Lombardy Poplar, origin of the, 1652
Lonicera Standishii, 217
Lord Howe's Island, 113 ; Ferns of, 252
Lothair's Botany, 1006
Lucuma obovata fruiting at Glasnevin, 1074
Luminosity in fungi, 1257, 1289, 1327
Lycaste lasioglossa, 215
" Lychees," 185
Lychnis chalccdooica fl. pi. ; dioica (vcsper-

tina) fl. j)l. alba, 1457
Lyons exhibition, the, 253

Melchct Court : destruction of by fiie, 1066
Medals, the " Seedsmen's," 329
Melon, the Colston Bassett green-fleshed, 1166 ;

Gilbert's Hybrid Cashmere, 72 ; Ward's
Netted scarlet-flesh, 112

Memorial of the Prince Consort, 902
Men and women stokers, 219
Menispermum dioicum, what is, 1192
Meres of Shropshire, notes on the, 13
Mesembryanthemums, notes on, 325 : bedding,

^559 ...
Mesospinidium vulcanicum, 393
Mignonette, new varieties of, 284
Milla capitatd, 505
Mimicry in plants, 141
Mimosa, effect of green light on the sensitive-
ness of, 284

Mistleto, curious legend connected with, 1686
M'Keith, Mr., presentation to, 73
Momordica Balsamina, 1105
Moosewood fibre, 1171
More, Sir Thomas, and his garden, 706
Mormodes fractiflexum, 141
Moscow, gardening notes from, 45, 1200
Mueller. Baron v., on forest culture, 43, no;

scientific labours of, 633
JMulberrics. propagating, 1327
Mulberry trees, 1007
Mulching, the utility of, in dry summers, 322
Munich, fungus exhibition at, 1693
Muntingia, on the fibre in the stem of, 183
Mushrooms, French, 570
Myosotis dissitifiora, 362, 428, 508

N.

Naphtha a remedy for ants, 1623
National thanksgiving ceremony, the, 2S3
Natural science ctammations at Oxford, 761
Nature, protective resemblances in, 1528
Nectarine, a seedling, from Mr, Rivers, 1258
Neil bequest, the, voted to Mr. A. Turnbull,

538
Neilson, Esq., James, death of, 183
Ncmophila insignis, 77, 112
Nepenthes, on the culture of, at Glasnevin, 359 ;

on the cultivated species of^, 540
Nepenthes Rafflesiana, and its culture, 1164;

Sedeni, 7
Newark Gooseberry Society, 1129
New Caledonia, the Sugar-cane in, 1529, 1593
New Forest, on the proposed inclosure of the,

71- 77
New York, effects of severe frosts in March on

plants at, S04
New Zealand, autumn the season for transplant-

ing in, 357 ; science in, 426
New Zealand Flax, 1266
Nosegays, 323
Nova Scotia, gardening notes from, 1105
Nut, purple-leaved, 539
Nut-bearing trees of the East, 1035
Nuts, something about, 1487 : illustrations of
twelve varieties of, 1488

Nurserymen and the income-tax, 223 ; and their
packing, 1657

Nurserymen, Florists' and Market Gardener's
Association, 140

O.

Maackia ainureiisis, S

Macrochloa tenacisslma, 41
Macrozamia spiralis, on the poisonous qualities

of the seeds of, 213
Macroglossa stellatarum, 574
Madresfield Court, notes about, 764
Magnolia Campbellii, rapid growth of, 1386;
conspicua at Hatfield House, 463

JVIaize from the Cordilleras, logS
Manchester, i>roposed International Horticul-

tural Exhibition at, 1353, 1422 : a marine
aquarium for, 571

Maranta Ma2ellii, 7 ; Seemanni, 325 ; Vuitchii,

325, 362, 1392
Market gardeners, a strike among, 863
Market gardening, 1454
Marks. Mr. Eugene, Russian awards to, 730
Martinezia caryotasfolia, tSr ; erosa, 1296
Masdevallia chimfera, 463 ; coriacca, 1067 ;

ignea, 545 ; Ignea var. Marshalliana, 571 ;

macrodactyla, 571
Masdevallias, new, 7
Mats, how they are made in America, iSo
McKen, Mr. M. J., death of, 806
Mealy-bug and its eradicatiooj ic^

Oak, the Headcorn, 1655
CEnanthe crocata, poisoning by, S63, 934
Obituary :— Buckley, Mr. T., 1011 ; Chcere,

Rev. Frederick, 1723 ; Cole, Joha and
Elizabeth, 1460 ; Durrant, Mr. E., 546 ;

Ellis, Kev. William. 806: Gray, Mr. S. F.,

430: Henderson, Mr. J. A., 80; Hooker,
Lady, 1427; Home, Esq., C, 470; Hoyle,
Mr. G. W., 737; Hudson, Mr. S., 1660;
Hugo von Mohl, 578 ; Ingram, Mr. Thomas,
364 ; Ivery, Mr, James, 1075 ; Jenner,
Mr. E., 398: Kingston, Mr. R. C, 876:
Laird, Mr. W. P., 1170; McKen, Mr. Mark
John, 806; Neilson, Esq., James, 183;
Oersted, Prof, 1354; Osborn, Mr. Thomas,
147; Osbom, Mr. William, 328; Parsons, Mr.
G., 1171 ; Ramsay, Mr., ion; Renter, M.,
73S ; Rose, Mr. Hector, 806 ; Sage, Mr.
Emanuel, 806; Sidney, Rev, Edwin, 1460:
Small, Mr. L. W., 1594; Spring, Dr., 147;
Taylor, Mr. Francis, 1202 ; Welwltsch, Dr.
F., 1426; Wight, Dr. R., F.R.S., 731;
Wooley, Mr., 147 ; Young, Mr. G., 706

Octomena tricolor, 1035
Odontoglossum Alexandrse, abnormal flower of,

53S ; Andersonianum, 41 ; X Coradinei, 1068 ;

crispum, 361 ; grande var. splendens, 1290
;

odoratum var. striatum, 667 ; Pescatorei,

1073 ; Phal^enopsis, a fine specimen of, 831 ;

puruni, 1323 : ringens, 1035 ; spilotanthum,
731 ; stenochilum. 969 ; tripudians, var.
oculatum, 393 ; ulopterum, 731 ; vexillarium
667

Odours of flowers, 1171
Oersted, Prof., death of. 1354
Ohio Squash, the. 1528
Olearia Haastii, 1194
Olive, on the cultivation of the, near Ventlmlg-

ha, 1420 ; a fruit of, ripened at Clapham, 1521
Olive oil, on the production of, in Syria, 1355
Oncidium aimulum, 798 ; alcicorae, 969 ; andi-
genum, 539 ; crispum var. sublaeve, 1290

;

cucullatum, &c., 539 ; flexuosum var. radiatum,

358 ; insculptum, 1035 ; macranthum, 1039
Marshal Iianum, 575; superbiens, 904 ; zebri-
num, 1355, 1391

On the way, 732, 764, 799
Ophioglossum vulgatum, 1392
Opium culture in Victoria, 570
Orange culture in Sicily, 171S
Orchard-houses and the frost, 577, 607
Orchid cultivation, 290, 3-4
Orchid growers' meteorology, 325
Orchid, pentandrous, 1591
Orchid tuber, the life history of the. 603
Orchids, British, 574; on the culture of terres-

trial, 60s : double, 538 ; In the East Indies,

182 : in flower in December, a list of. 1618,

1651, 1720; specimens of, 732; the Surrey,

542, 670, 702. 734 ; winter treatment of,i392
Orchis, the snipe, 1009
Osborn, Mr, Thomas, death o^ 147. 18a
Osborn, Mr, William, death oi, 328
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Osborn, the brothers, 395
Oxalis. sensitive, from Angola, 1419
Oxford Botanic Garden, notes on the, 732
Oxford, examinations in the School of Natural

Science at, 761 ; Mr. Prince's Rose grounds
at, 1331

Packington Park, Warwick, 1419
Palmetto, the emblctn of the state of South

Carolina, 176
Palm, the wax, 364
Palms, dwarf, iSi ; in the open air, 972, 1007

Pampas grass, the, 1457
Panama hats, 320
Pansies, bedding, 940, 1263
Papilionacea;, Rev. T. H. Farmer on the floral

arrangement of several of the, 1450
ParafTm as an insecticide, 769, 803, 834
Parentage in flowering plants, on the relative in-

fluence of, 872, 904
Paris, parks, squares, and gardens of, 362 ;

details of the siege and revolution in, 108 ;

gardening notes from, 1329: method of water-

ing grass and roads in, 635 ; re-appearance of

a fuic Cedar in, 1387 ; trees of Liberty in, 251

Parks and Gardens' Bill, 319
Parsnips, 361
Parsons, Mr. G., death of, 1171
Passion-flowers, 398
Paullinia thalictrifolia, 7, 554, 669
Peaches, Early Beatrice and Early Louise, 1323 ;

Early Rivers, 1262

Peach, the Salway, 1456 ; the yellow, or SL
Helena, 1042 ; the cause of yellows in the,

323
Peach housB at Kecle Hall, 110

Peaches and Nectarines, remarks on, 576
Peach trees, M, Prillieux on the blister in, 1067 ;

disease in, 544
Peaches, gumming of. 802; gumming of 7'. gal-

vanised wire, 574, 606, 670, 701, 734
Peach trees, insects resembling the Phylloxera
on the roots of, 1074

Pear, Belle Angcvinc, 607 ; Prince Napoleon,
289

Pear Leach, the, 1263
Pear leaf S3 wfly, the, 1167
Pears, new, 256, 288, 361 ; change of quality in

certain, 1354
Pear tree roots, fungus on, 40
Pear tree, unseasonable flowering of the, 12

Pea, the British Queen, 1560 ; Emerald Gem,
1527, 1618, 1658 : Veitch's Perfec tion and
the Prince, 1693; Laxton's Harbinger and
Omega, 1007 ; Superlative, 1360 ; Williams'
Emperor of the Marrows, 1359, '1493, 1527;
G. F. Wilson, 1692

Peas, the battle of the, 1587 : trial of at Seaham
Hall, 1072 ; Mr. Standish's new, 934 ; Lax-
ton's new, 1199

Peatbogs, Mr. G. H. Kinahan on, 634
Pedlars, duties of, 610
Peel's Parsley leaf, 634
Pegs for Roses, 146
Pelargonium, bedding, 1456; Forbury seedling,

1231 ; Marie Lemoine, 78
Pelargonium, bronze ivy-leaved, 762
Pelargonium, Lady Mary Hay, 1231
Pelargoniums, the Empereur des, 974, 1007
Pelargonium.s, zonal, Mr, Pearson's prizes for,

1355. 1386, 1493, 1651 ; zonal, beauty and
usefulness of, 1529; zonal, as standards, 36(

428, 508; pyramid, 1423, 1691 ; double white
zonal, 634 ; Mr. Laxton's double dwarf, 1327,

1331
Pentstemon Jaffrayanus, 702 : Menziesii var.

Robinsoni, 969
Pepinia aphelandrtcflora, 494
Perennials, late blooming, at the Hale Farm

Nurseries, 1496
Pescatorca Dayana, 1619
Peziza Chateri, 9 ; Bullii, 1623
Phalsenopsis Veitchiana, 935
Phaius Bensonia; var. Marshalliae, S35 ; Mar-

shal lias, 7
Phsedranassa Carmioli, 394
Philadelphus rubricaulis, 8

Philadelphus growing wild near Tivoli, 1592
X Philageria Veitchii, 358
Phlox Drummondii, on the varieties and culture

of, 364
Phloxes for pot culture, notes on, 1074
Phylloxera vastatrix, 1041, 1653; M. Planchon

on the, 1652 ; in Portugal, 1004
Picea amabilis, 286 ; bracteata, 286 ; cepha-

lonica, 393 ; cilicica, 394 ; grandis, 394 ;

Lowii, 394; magnifica, 394, 575; nobilis, 605 ;

Nordmanniana, 700 ; pectmata pendula, 700 ;

Pindrow. 700 ; Pinsapo, 700 ; religiosa, 701 ;

Wcbbiana, 973
Pine-apple, the Prince Albert, 1693
Pine growing in a small area, tt^

Pines, on the thickened cells \\\ the leaves of

Pmus austriaca, 973: Balfouriana, 973; Ben-
thamiana, 973; brutia, 1070; Cembra, 973;
contorta, 1070 ; excelsa, 1070 ; Hartwegii,
1070: insignis, 1070, 1136; Jeffreyii, 1071;
koraiensis, 1071 ; Lambertiana, 1071 ; Lam-
bertiana, coning of, at Dropmore, 1166:
Laricio, 1163 ; Lindleyana, 1163 ; macrocarpa,
1164 ; Mughus, 1164 ; muricata, 1164 ; monti-
cola, 1071 ; parviflora, 1326 ; ponderosa,
1326 : pyrcnaica, 1326 ; Sabiniana, 1326 ;

taurica or Pallasiana, 1326 ; Sinclairii, 255 ;

tuberculata. 1490
Plane trees on the Thames Embankment, the,

1529
Plantain fibre as a substitute for silk in carpet
weaving, 798

Plant cases, galvanism in, 1557
Plant labels, 1522, 1592, 1720
Plant life, geology in relation to, 537 ; growth,

571 ; root action, 698 ; food of plants—soil,

155s
Plant protectors, portable, or anti-cloches, 575 ;

the Grimston, 803
Plant stages, 508
Plant structure, a tiny, 1302
Planting at St. Thomas' Hospital, 176
Plants, new garden, described :—Acampe den-

tata, 1652 ; Acineta Humboldti var. straminea,
1003 ; Acrostichum Prestoni, 1535 ; Aerides

HouUetianum, 1194 ; Albuca abyssinica, 392;
Alocasia Marshallii, 801 ; Alsophila sagit-

tifolia, 253 ; A. Scottiana, 690 ; Angrsecum
articulatum, 73 ; Asparagus setniopicus terni-

folius, 1588: Batemania Burtii, 1099; Catase-
tumochraceum,i7i8 ; C. scurra, 1003 ; Catlleya
velutina, 1259 ; Cceliopsis, n. gen. Orchid, 9 ;

Corynostylis Hybanthus (albiflora,) 1259 ;

Dendrobium amethystoglossum, 109 ; D. rho-
docentrum, 426 ; Deparia ncphrodioides, 253 ;

Epidendrum advena, 1 194 ; E. nocturnum,

699, 763 : E. pseud-cpidendrum, 763 ; Eria
Bcrringtoniana, 666 ; Eulophia scripta, 1003 ;

Gymnogramma decoinposita, 1587; Ha;maria
discolor van Dawsoniana, 321 ; Hemitelia
Moorei, 252 ; Iris Robinsoniana, 393 ; La:lia

Jonghcana, 425 ; Liparis Saundersiana, 1003 ;

Listrostachys cephaloles, T687 ; Lockhartia
amrena, 666 ; MasdevalHa chimaera, 463 ; M.
coriacea, 1067 ; M. ignea var. Marshalliana,

571 ; M. macrodactyla, 571 ; Mesospinidium
vulcanicum, 393 ; Mormodes fractiflexum, 141;

Octomeria tricolor, 1035 ; Odontoglossum
Andersonianum, 41 : xO. Coradinci, 1068 ; O.
O. grande var. spiendcns, 1290; O. odoratum
var. striatum, 667 ; O. purum, 1323 ; O. ringens,

1035 ; O. stenochilum, 969 ; O. spilotanthum,

731 ; O. tripudians var. oculatum, 393 ; O.
ulopterum, 731 ; O. vexillarium, 667 ; Olearia
Haastii, 1194; Oncidium scmulum, 798; O.
alcicorne, 969 ; O. andigenum, 530 : O. cris-

pum var. sublseve, 1290; O. cucullatum, 539;
O. flexuosum var, radiatum, 358 ; O. insculp-

tum, 1035 : O. superbiens, 904 ; O, zebrinum,

1355; Pentstemon Menziesii var. Robinsoni,

969 ; Pescatorea Dayana, 1619 ; Phalsenopsis
Veitchiana, 935 ; x Philageria Veitchii, 358 ;

Pleurothallis lateritia, 731 ; Sarcanthus macro-
don, 1555 ;

Selaginella Icpidophylla, 1068 ;

Steliscanaliculata, 1718 ; Trichoglottisfasciata,

690 ; Trichopilia rostrata, 796 ; Warrea tri-

color var. stapclioides, 1652; Zygopetalum
lacteum, 1290

Plants, list of portraits of garden ; —Agave
ixtlioides 505, ; Amaryllis (Hippeastrum) pro-

cera, 505 ; Androsace camea eximia, 394

;

Arissema concinnum, 394 ; A. curvatum, 394 ;

Baptisia leucophsea, 394 ; Bomarea chontalen-

sis, 505 : Cirsium Grahami, 394 ; Cypripediiim
niveum, 505; Cyrthanthera chrysostephana,

505 ; Darlingtonia caWfornica, 505 ; Epiden-
drum pseudepidendrum, 505 ; Episcia chon-
talensis, 505 ; Eranthemum cinnabarinum
ocellatum, 505 ; Gilia liniflora, 394 ; Grevillea

intricata, 505 ; G. macrostyli';, 505 ; Kniphofia
pra;cox, 394 ; Lepidozamia Peroffskiana, 394 ;

Lithospermum Gastoni, 394 ; Milla capitata,

50s ; Pepinia aphelandrasflora, 394 ; Phaidra-

nassa, CarmioH, 394 : Pogogj'ue Douglasii,

394 ; Portea kcrmesina, 394 ; Saxifraga longi-

folia, 394 : Sciadocalx digitaliflora, 394 ;

Sedum glandulosum, 395 ; Tussaccia semi-

clausa, 395 : tabulated lists of, 1620, 1654
Plants, absorption of water by the leaves of,

1128: British, 466, 643; a new classification

of. 1651 : diseases of, 1067 ; distribution of,

affected by the march of troops, 505 ; the best

method of drying, to preserve their colours,

839 ; growing on the site of the Exhibition of

1862, 839 ; hardy at the Birmingham show,
868 ; on the hybridisation of, 1191 ; on sending

by mail, 1389 ; mimicry in, 141 ; notes on the

fertilisation of, 1592 ; new of 1871, 7 ; new,
certificated in 1871, 361; certificated in 1872,

1690 ; on the course of sap in, 602 ; recently

published portraits of, 1620, 1654 ; re-potting,

834 ; spontaneously varying in size, 702 ; stove

and greenhouse, for winter and spring flower-

ing. 293 : variation of, 767
Platycerium alcicorne, 511 ; grande, 1623, 1693
Platyccriums, 1137
Platyloma flexuosum for basket culture, 1387
Pleasanlon, Gen, , experiments with coloured

light, 175, 219
Pleiones, the, 222 ; notes on, 1560
Pleurothallis lateritia, 731
Plums, Bladder, 940
Pogogync Douglasii, 394
Poinciana GiUiesii, 1067
Poinsettia pulcherrima, 361 ; as a permanent
stove plant, 321

Polyanthus, improvement in the, 578, 671
Polyporus annosus, 1289
Poor man's house, a, 837
Poplar, notice of a slice of a, growing in Kildare,

291 ; sweeping, 1592
Portea kcrmesina, 394
Portugal, appearance of the new Vine^disease in,

075, 1004
Postal cards, halfpenny, 320
Post card telegrams, S

Post, how to send plants through the, 1385 ;

transmission of seeds by, 1451

Potato disease, the, 1007, 1159, 1166, 1197, 1231,

1257, 1292 ; Dr. Wallace on the, 1225 ; in

France, 1258, 1337, 1360, 1390, 1423, 1450,

1593, 1634 : absence of, in situations affected

by poisonous fumes from arsenic works, 1224 ;

Dr. Alfred Carpenter on the, 1288 ; con-
ditions of Earl Cathcart's prize for an essay on
the. 1554 ; on the fungus producing the,

119s
Potato starch, how to save, 1198, 1295
Potatos, Late Rose, 284, 1008; early kidney,

1040; American Early Rose, 78; the early

Rose for forcing, 974, 1039 : Paterson's

Alexandra, 429, 543 ; Red-skin Flourball, 217,

256, 288, 1692
Potatos, 182 : new, 1624, 669 ; notes on, 1456,

1229; on drying and freezing, 1200; to pre-

serve, 358 ; on the preservation of, 1452 ;

securing the starch from diseased, 1200
Pre Catelan, Bois de Boulogne, the, 1035
Prince Consort memorial, the, 902
Primrose, a monstrous, 361
Primula elatior, notes on, 428
Primula j-iponica, 8, 575, 670, 1200, 1528, 1587 ;

notes on culture of, 638 ; mode of flowering of,

702; germination of, 1591, 1624; the hardi-

ness of, II, 78, 107 ; a fine specimen of. 607 ;

seed or, 908, 1040; from seed, 1136, 1658;
note from Japan on, 112

Primulas, blue, 146. 180
Primulas, notes on the culture of, 546
Privet, children poisoned by the leives of,

Protcaceae in the British Museum, 1289
Protective resemblances in Nature, 1528

Pruning coniferous trees and shrubs,' 179
Pruning, root and branch, 324
Psophocarpus tetragonolobus, 1688

Purple nut, 607
Puya chilensis in the Scilly Isles, 1102

Pyrus japonica (flowers on roots), 1321, 1391 _

Pyrus spectabilis Riversii, 602 ; spectabtlis,

roseo-plena, 320

Q-

QuEKCi;s pyramidalis, 112, 181 ; stricta, 8

Radikh, the Californian Mammoth, 1492
Radishes, on raising early market. 471
Rae, Mr. R. G., testimonial to, 730
Rare trees and plants, 607
Regent's Park, the Avenue Gardens in, 1197
Rendle's patent houses, 1.^53

Resinous trees, on gathering the cones of, 1524,

1557
Retinospora filifera, 1490; obtusa, 1490; pisi-

fcra, 1490
Renter, M-, death of, 738
Rhododendron Countess of Haddington, 509
Rhododendrons, the great show of, in the

Surrey nurseries, 797
Rhus Osbeckii, 8

Ridge z/. W. A. Glynn, 1587
Robinia Pseud-Acacia, 8

Rochester Castle, the gardens at, 903
Rome, room for kitchen gardens in, 1651

Roots, flowers on, 1321, 1456
Root and branch pruning, 324
Root pruning, 286 ; and fruit thinning, 79
Rosa rugosa, 3

Rose, Mr. Hector, death of, 806
Rose, Gloire de Dijon, Mr. Kemp's pink sport

from, 1160, 1230, 1296 ; Gloire de Dijon in the

West Highlands, 1560
Rose grafting, 1328
Rose stock, the seedling Briar as a, 1235
Rose stock pruner, 72
Rosery in the Adelaide Botanic Garden, 176
Roses, new, 181 ; pegs for, 146 ; in pots, Mr.
W. Paul's, 730 ; on their own roots, 289 ; wild,

1040
Roundhay Park, Leeds, opening of, 968, 1288
Royal Horticultural Society's meetmgs in the

provinces, 11; annual meeting, 213; prizes,

1291 ; Council-room, 1593
Royal Parks and Gardens Bill, 313
Rubus laciniatus, 1258
Rungbee Valley, natural features of the, 1626
Rushes for footstool making, 1327, 1360, 1392
Russian Horticultural Societies, 467

Sabal Palmetto, the, 176
Sage, Mr, E., death of, 806
Salad, a cheap and capital, 514 ; Dr. Kitchener's

recipe for making a, 288
Salads and vegetables, on the washing of, 697
Salix babylonica, China the home of the, 251 ;

Salamonii, 1693
Saltmarsh, Mr. J., death of, 838
San Juan Island, 1452
Sap, on the course of, in plants, 602 ; on the

velocity of, 182

Sarcanthus macrodon, 1555
Sarcostemma Brunonianum, 1587
Sardinia, on the island of, 577
Sargent, Mr. W, H., on the effect'of frosts on

plants in America, 804
Sarracenia Drummondii alba, culture of, 609
Sarraccnia flava, note on, 1098
Saxifraga longifolia, 394 ; Maweana, 8

Sayes Court Estate, the, 1192
Scarecrows, 1556
bchizuphyllum commune, 1355
Schizostylis coccinea, 508
Schultz's process, on a modification of, 182
Scladocalyx digitaliflora, 394
Sciadopitys verticillata, 1526
Science In New Zealand, 426
Scientific aspect of horticulture, 871
Scillas, a study of, 1038
SciUec and Chlorogalear, revision of the genera
and species of, 577

Scilly, gardens of, 1102

Scirpus lacustris, 513
Scolytus destructor, 45, 78
Scotch gardeners, 1166 ; and gardening, 461
Scotland, plants in flower in the north of, in

January, 12; the weather in the western
islands of, 176

Scottish Botanists' Alpine Club, 1128

Seaham Hall, trial of Peas at, 1072

Sea coast, Italian shrubs for the, 1073, 1137,

1230
Secateur Eglantier, 72
Sedum glandulosum, 395
Seeds and cuttings, mode of transmitting, 13

Seeds, on the influence of wind on the distribu-

tion of, in mountain regions, 143 ; how they

are sown in Nature, 804 ; germinating in the,

1592 ; transmission of, by post, 1528

Seedsmen's assisUnts, 1423, 1456, 1528

Sefton Park, opening of, 730, 1004

Selaginella lepidophylla, 1068

Senccio pulcher, 570
Sequoia sempervirens, 1490
Sewage, on the conversion of, into cement, 697 ;

on the removal and utilisation of by carbon,

1587
Sewage utilisation, Mr. Chadwick's remarks

on, 8
Shallots, diseased, 1294 ; seeding, 1136, 119S;
seeding and diseased, 1166

; raising from seed,

1105
Shelter sheds for man and beast. 141

Sherwood forest, on the state of, 571
Shrubberies, hints on the formation and arrange-
ment of, 907

Shrubs, a few good, 768 ; and climbers, a88 ;

Italian, far the seacoast, 107^

Shropshire Meres, notes on the, 13

Sicily, state of vegetation in, 290

Sidney, Rev. Edwin, death of, 1460

Silkworms, 1559
" Silver thaw " in Newfoundland, 40
Slugs, 1359 ; an antidote for, 1327 ; to destroy.

768 ;
gas-tar and, 1295, 1326 ; war to the, 735

Smyrna, the spring at, 736
Snow, influence of, on the temperature of the,

108
Sobralia macrantha albida, 7

Societies :

—

Alexandra District Floral and Horticultural,

1201
Arts, 256
Bath and West of England Society's flower

show, 805
Berks and Hants Society's flower show, 910
Brentwood Horticultural, 1297
Brighton and Sussex Horticultural, 1233
British Gardeners' Mutual Improvement,

805
Bury and West Suffolk Horticultural, 805

City flower .show, loio

Crystal Palace, 673 ; Rose show, 975
Dover Horticultural, 1301

Dundee Horticultural, 1333
East London Amateur Florlcultural, 1106

Edinburgh Botanical, 13, 182, 291

Enfield Horticultural, 1201

Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticul-

tural, 469 ; International Fruit and Flower
Show, 1232, 1264
Grand Yorkshire Floral Fete, 943
Grantham and South Lincolnshire Horti-

cultural, 1010
Hereford Rose show, 942
IsleofThanet Flora! and Horticultural, 1233
Linnean, 80, 291, 577, 771, 1659
Luton Horticultural, 1042
Manchester Botanical and Horticultural,

256, 396, 511. 704, 942, 1265, 1361

Market Gardeners, Nurserymen, and
Farmers' Association, 430, 1234, 1361

Metropolitan Floral, 1167
North of Ireland Horticultural, 705, 1106

Reading Horticultural, 736, 1201

Royal Botanic, anniversary meeting, 1097 ;

first spring show, 362; second ditto, 510 ;

third ditto, 640 ; summer exhibitions, 705, 836,

941
Royal Caledonian, 544, 1694
Royal Horticultural of Aberdeen, 1396
Royal Horticultural annual meeting, 220

;

meetings of the Fruit and Floral Committees,

79, 221, 326, 396, 468,544, 608, 671, 770, 835,

909, 975, 1073, 1137, 1200, 1264, 1329, 1494,-

1625 ; A^ter and Dahlia show, 1300 ;
Azalea

and Auricula show, 545 : spring show. 46S ;

second May show, 672 ; show of dinner-table

decorations, 672 ; Fungus exhibition, 1329 ;

great show at Birmingham, 866, 969 ; great

summer show. 771; second June show, 835 ;

Hyacinth show, 396 ; International Fruit

show, 1494 ; Rose and Azalea show, 609 ;

Rose show, 910 ; Professor Dyer's lectures,

510, 577, 641, 705, 804, 836
Royal Horticultural of Ireland. 805
Royal National Tulip Show, 771
Saffron Walden Horticultural, 1011

Scottish Arboricultural, 1529
Scottish Pansy, gio
Sevenoaks Horticultural, 1201

Soclcte Royaie d' Horticulture d'Anvcrs,

1138
Stamford Horticultural, 1265

Trowbridge Horticultural, ii63

Tunbridge Wells Horticultural, 975
United Gardeners' Association, S37

West Kent Horticultural, 942
Woodbridgc Horticultural, loii

Woolhope Club, 1393
Worksop Floral and Horticultural, 1234

York Florists, the Ancient Society of, 1297

Soil, influence of snow on the temperature of,

108
Song by a " noble savage,'' 976
Sophora japonica pendula. 1066

South Italy^ vegetation in, 544
South Kensington, awards at, 1262 ; International

fruit show at, 1485
Spanish Chestnuts, mysterious disappearance of,

1492
Spanish oyster plant, 1456
Species, variation in relation to the origin of

665
Spencer, Mr, J., testimonial to, 40
Sphserogyne impcrialis, 7
Sphinctrina coremioides, 40
Spring, the advent of, 5x3
Spring bedding plants, 834
Spring, Dr., death of, 147
Spring garden, Miss Hope's new, 469
Squash, the Ohio, 1528
Stamford garland show, 666
Stapelias, their culture and peculiarities, 937 ;

note on the fertilisation of, 968
St. Denis, Reunion, gardening notes from, 430
Stelis canaliculata, 1718
Stenhouse's, Dr., charcoal respirator, 1292
St. Helena, on the marine Algx of the Island

of, 577
Stokers, men and women, 219
Stomata, or breatliing pores, 1161

Stock and scion : bud propagation, 1492
St. Paul's, the decorations at, 324
Strawberry, Vicomtesse Hericarl de Thury, 429
Strawberry strike, a, 908
Strceter's carriage indicator, 152a
Styrax v. Philadelphus, 1693
Subtropical gardening : Palms in the open air,

972
Succulent plants, hardiness of, in the Paris gar-

dens, 1555
Sugar-cane, 398 ; in New Caledonia, 1529, 1593
Sufphozone, a substitute for sulphur, 873
Sultana Grape, the. 77
Summer, the coming, 395 ; the, 1199
Sun and the Rose, the, 398
Sundews, fly-catching properties of, 252
Surrey Orchids, the, 542, 670, 702, 734
Sutton & Sons', Messrs., seed estabhshmcnt and

trial grounds, 732 ; and the Fruit Committee,
1720

Swans on the Thames, 1171

Sycamore (Acer Pseudo-Platanus), 1624

Sydney seed-sower, the, iia
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Table decorations at the Birmingham show,

S6g ; at South Kensington, 574, 619, 665
xTacsoniaexoniensis, 1653, 1687 ; moitissima, as

a summer climber, 324 ; speciosa, tJ ; Van
Volxemi culture, 1391

Tank system, heating by the, 44, 77
Tanning, imported articles for, 357
Tapeinotes CarolinEC, 975
Taxes on gardeners, 1136, 1105
Taxndium distichum, 1526
Taxus and Cupressus, 5l. Delpino on the fertili-

sation of, 1003
Tecophilea cyano-crocus, 219
Tea and Cotton, blights on, 1588
Tea cultivation in India, 357
Teas, Indian, Dr. Campbell on, 633
Tears, a remedy for, 1^23
Telegraph wires, on the disfigurement of trees

along roadsides to suit, 1719
Temperatures, extreme summer, 1626
Terra-cotia tallies, 78
Terrestrial Orchids, on the culture of, 605
Testimonials, the Earl of Essex on, 1160
Thames Embankment, planting of the, 1067
Theobroma sylvestris, 697
Thermometer for taking temperatures at the

roots of plants, a, 873 ; a dry and wet bulb,

Thistle roots in drains, 835
Thom^ry, disastrous news from, 391
Thuja gigantca, 1527 ; Menziesii, 1655 ; pen-

dula, 1192, 1294
Thujas, explanation of the confusion in the

names of, 1717
Thujopsis dolabrata, 1526 ; Standlshii, 1491
Tigridia conchiflora, 1258
Tilia alba pendula, ^587
Timber, on imported, 1589, 1717
Tobacco culture in Australia, 602 ; in Syria,

1355 : in Cuba, 1353 ; the growth of, in Natal,

398 ; home culture of, 288
Tobacco for fumigation, 181, 217
Todca barbara from the Victorian Alps, 1389
Tomato pickle, green, 1623
Toots and implements : keep them clean, 424
Toxicophloea spectabilis, 363 ; Thunbergii, 326
Trade circular, a, 40, 77
Transmitting of seeds and cuttings, modes of,

13
Transplanting machines, McNab's, 73
Transplanting, theory and practice of, 141
Tree Ferns, destruction of, in Australia, 358
Trees of Liberty in Paris, 251
Tree lifter, M. Chatenay's, 145
Tree planting, 574
Tree scenerj', on form in, 906, 937
Trees, Prof. Caspary on the effects of lightning

on, 1287 ; deleterious effect of fungus spawn
on, 504 ; on the disfigurement of, along road-
sides, to fix telegraph wires, 1719 ; fungus in,

25(1; heights of, 1167; on the injury done
to, by the removal of the bark, 539 ; on
measuring the heights of, 1166, 1199, 1262,

1295, 1358, 1392, 1659, 1722; an instru-

ment for measuring the heights of, 1231 ; in

the parks, the, 395 ; in the Paris Boulevards,

cost of, 72 ; new ornamental, 1391 ; and
plants, rare, 607 ; wasps upon, 1359 ; West
Indian, 1356

Trees and shrubs in Belgian nurseries, orna-

mental, 1361, 1392. 1424. 1493
Trenching and cfigging, 429 ; and draining,

509 : in the flower garden, 395
Trcntham gardens, notes on, 505, 539, 831 ; the

gardener s house at, 697, 701

Trcsco. in the Scilly Isles, 1102; list of plants

growing at, 1129
Trichomanes auriculatum, 8, 361 ; reniforme.

50Q, 430
.

ricnogTrichoglottis fasciata, 699
Trichopilia rostrata, 798
Trillium from seed, 606, 639
Tritoma Uvaria, 429, 508, 1327
Tropseolum tricolorum, 362 ; at Colston Bassett,

427
Tropxolum, on the germination of the, 218

Tropical conservatory, a, 145
Tuberose, the, 834
Tulips, ripening, 146
Tulp. what is ? 570
Turnip, Vcitch's Red Globe, 181

Tussaccia semictausa, 395
Tyerman, Mr. J. S., presentation to, 4=4

Vaccinium, en a hybrid, 577
Vaillant, Marshal, death of, 864
Vanda Lowii, 1295 ; suavis, a fine specimen of,

974
Vanessa Antiopa, 1166, 1193, 1330, 1258
Vanilla ices, 1192
Vanilla planifolia and " F. W. B.," 555
Variation in relation to the origin of species,

665
Variation of plants, 767
Vegetable and animal life, on the influence of

the blue colour of the sky in developing, 175
Vegetable, a Chinese culinary, 633
Vegetable garden, the season's experience in the,

702. 734
Vegetable ribbon borders, 181

Vegetable showing, 1657
Vegetables, on cooking, 73 :

gardeners' prizes

for, 1691 ; special prizes for, 12 ; new of 1871,

39; the season and, 1199, 132S
Vegetables and salads, on the washing of, 697
Vegetation of the Vicinity of Birmingham, 905
Vegetation, RI, P. Bert's experiments on the

effect of coloured light upon. 569
Vegetation in South Italy in March, 544 ; in the

Tropics, 1718

Vegetation t. miasma, 286
Veitchia Cantcrburyana, 327
Veitch memorial, the, 251, 284
Vcitch's, Messrs., nursery at Combe Wood,

1 129
Verba.scum, the, for mixed borders, 112

Verbenas, Mr. Perry's, 1169
Vermin asphyxiator, 1263
Vistoria electric thermometer, 146
Victoria and Paradise Nursery, the, 641
Victoria Park, cleaning of the ornamental water

in, 1450
Vienna, universal exhibition to be held at, in

1873, 423, 1417, 1521, 1618, 1686

Vine pest, the new, 1653
Vine disease in Australia, 671 ; in Portugal,

1004
Vine, cure for the root aphis of the, 730 ; graft-

,,.'"2; 734
Vine leaves, variegated, 1527
Vine mildew in Australia, 607
Vines, "black spot" in Australian, 762; mealy
bug on, and its eradication, 1722

Vinery, General Pleasanton's, 289
Violas and Pansies, new bedding, 1138

Violets for winter blooming, 1259 ; dcvonicnsis,

256
Voice's garden frame, 1554
Vriesia corallina, 7

Wages, gardeners', 542 ; in the United States,

424 ,, .

Walking-sticks from Algeria, 798
Wallflowers, the, 1719
Walls, evergreen plants for, 1258
Walls, how to make the most of our, 253, 286
Warrea tricolor var. stapelioides, 1652
Wasp, a good word for the, 1457 ; and cater-

pillars, 1423 : upon trees, 1359 ; on Silver Firs,

1455
Waste lands by roadsides, 974
Water, keeping Grapes in bottles of, 804
Watercress, on the home culture of the, 1004
Watering apparatus, garden edging as a, 637
Watering inside borders, on, 144
Watts River, State forests of the, 975
Wax Palm, the, 364
Weather and herbaceous plants, the, 466
Weather prediction, a, 508
Weed eradicator. a new, 1718
Wellingtonia gigantea, 1655, 1691 : gigantea

var., 219, 256 ; on the genealogy of the, 1236,

1260
Wells' clinometer, 1659
West Indian trees, 1356,
Westonhall, Oregon, U.S. letter from, 219
Welwitsch, Dr. F., death of, 1426 : will of,

15S5
Wight, Dr., F.R.S., the late 731
Wild Birds Protection Bill, 1002

1496

Wilder, Hon. Marshall P., memoir and portrait
ol, 463

Willow, gall-producing sawflies of the, 320 ; the
weeping, 251

Willowsdestroycd by fungus, 1073 ; seedling, i486
Wilson V, Newberry, 392. 571
Wind, oil the influence of, on the distribution of

seeds in mountain regions, 143
Window gardening, by children in Manchester,

1033, 1722; Mr. Nivcn on, 100 1 ; for the
poor, 1722 ; in Westminster, 903

Window, a London, as it is, and as it might
be, 1693

Windows, Hyacinth culture in, 255
Winnuwing machine, Draschler's patent, 284
Winter garden for Edinburgh, the new, 465
Wire, galvanised, 395, 606
Wiring garden walls, on, 1387
Witley Court Gardens, notes on, 766
Wood, note on the preservation of, 41
Wood Hyacinths, a study of, 1038
Wood paper for covering walls, 731
Woodwork, manufactured, from Sweden and
Norway, 357

Wooley, death of, 147
Worcester, Mr. Smith's nursery at Sl John's,

near, 766
Worksop Manor Gardens, 1624
Wortley Celery collar, 504

Xanthosoma Linden!, 7
Xiphion filifolium and junccum.

Year 1872, events of the, 1717
Yeltow-leaved plants, 1193
Yellowstone National Park, 1322
Yew cuttings, horses poisoned by, 292
Yew poisoning, 509, 574, 638, 66-^, 702, 735, 834
Yeso, a journey round the island of, 320
Yorkshire, South, the storm in, 874
Young, Mr. G., death of, 706
Yucca filamentosa in Texas, 425
Yuccas, reference to Dr. Engelmann's paper on,

II ; on the fruiting of, 941 ; seeding, 1391,

MS7

Zamioculcas at the Jardin des Plantes, 1128
Zephyrus and Flora, 513
Zopissa paper, 1039
Zygopetalum lacteum, 1290

-f-
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Abekdeenshire, game conference in, 551 ;

Polled cattle, 437
About, iM. Ednioiid, on English agriculture,

842
Accounts, farm, 298
Acland, Sir T. D., Bart., M.P., portrait and
memoir of, 777 ; on Labourers' Friend Societies,
153S ; on landlord and tenant, 1572

Agreement, a form of, offered to Hampshire
farmers, 878

Agreement, a model, by Mr. H. Corbet, 582,

587, 617
Agncultural chemistry, recent researches in, 20,

478
Agricultural Children's Bill, 810
Agricultural co-operation, 1245
Agricultural Department, a Government, 197
Agricultural education, 884 ; an essay on, 1178,

1243, 1273, 1306, 1336, 1371 ; by a young
Salopian, 405

Agricultural era, the new, 11 18
Agricultural gleanings from reports of British

Consuls, 1460
Agricultural Hall, implements at the, 20
Agricultural horses, Mr. Lingwood on, 6S3
Agricultural improvement, 741 ; a correspond-

ence on, 1240, 1273, 1433 ; Mr. Huskisson on
unexhausted, 1401

Agricultural labour, Mr. Edward Stanhope on,
518: on the remuneration of, 746, 811 ; Cap-
tain Horton, R.N., on the supply of, 56

Agricultural labourer, abroad, 229 ; the circum-
stances of the, 647 ; on the condition of the,

613, 1697, 1700 : dissatisfied condition of the,
401 ; education of the, 83 ; Mr. Cowper Tem-
ple on the, 1604 ; extracts from after dinner
speeches on the, 1434, 146S ; Sir Baldwyn
Leighton on the condition of the, 1302; Mr,
Mechi on the, 583 ; on the improvement of
the, 712

Agricultural Labourers' Union, the National,
mo

Agricultural labourers, lock-out of, 1014 ; Lord
Nelson's address to, 1597, 1602, 1727 ; in Mid-
Lothian, 555 ; in Turkey, the, 990

Agncultural leases and land tenure, 1022
Agricultural memoir, an, 1145
Agricultural notes of 1871, 297 ; by Mr. Mcchi,

jf'Q, 845 ; by Mr. W. Smith, 121
Agricultural Noteworthics :—Amos, Mr. C. E.,

C,E., 1631 ; Cathcart, Earl, 1947 ; Gibbs,
Mr. B. T. Brandreth, 1665 ; Liebig, Baron,
435; M'Combie, Mr. W., M.P,, 85 ; Shirreff.
Mr. P., 47G ; Stephens, Mr. Henry, iq ;

Wynn, Sir W. W., Bart., M.P., 981
Agricultural pipe drainage. 90, 124
Agricultural plagues, four, 1341
Agricultural prices, 1018, 1049, 1402
Agncultural progress, Mr. Hope on, 88
Agricultural schools in Belgium, 517
Agricultural statistics, 990, 1302 ; of Great

Britain, 434, 437, 519, 553 ; of the United
Kingdom, 368, 405 ; of Ireland, 1238 ;

foreign and colonial, 843, 916
Agricultural strikes, 877, 1145, 1237 ; in Dorset-

shire, 517
Agricultural taxation, 816
Agricultural undertaking in Slavonia, 847
Agricultural wages, 846
Agriculture, of Great Britain,. 17 ; and the

labourer, 21 ; English, 913; labour and ser-
vice in, 375 ; loss of force in, 155, 193, 234 ;

in the valley of the Loire, 480; in the neigh-
bourhood of Odessa, 551 ; Mr. Pinnigeron the
politics of, 533 ; Mr. Tr.-isk on the progress of,

1055 ;
political economy in relation to, 187 ;

South African, 18

Agriculturists of France, the Society of, 678
Agriculturists in New Zealand, 476
Agrostis stolonifera, 614
Albert model farms, Glasnevin, 524, 715
Alrewas Hay's farm, 93
Alsace, agricultural notes from, 373
America, Bates Shorthorns in, 1343, 1376;

poultry keeping in, 811

American cheese factories, 376
American milk condensing factories, 1570
Ammonia and phosphates, loss of, 1014
Amos, Mr. C. E., C.E., portrait and memoir

of, 1631
Animals, humanity to, 884
Analysis, the value of a guaranteed, S7S
Anglesea cattle, 1535
Angora goat, on the breeding of, i3q9
Angus bull and cow, points of a good, 125
Arable farming, 1502
Arable land, old, Mr. Hutcheon on the infer-

tility of, 8i8
Architecture, health and, 1701
Aristida hygromctrica, 152
Ashton, Mr. J., on the manufacture of cheese,

1470
Ass, the Poitou, 369
Aston, Mr. J., on mixed farming, gig
Atkins' filtering apparatus, &c., 681
Atkinson, Mr., on relations of Landlord and
Tenant, 814

Australia, aheep sales in, 914; tallow and bon«

j

manure from, 1542 ; transport of meat from,
1475

.

Australian retrospect, an, 55
Ayrshires and Shorthorns, 228

B.

Baker, Mr. Wjngfield, M.P., on the free
transfer of land, 745

Baldwin, Mr. S., on the foot-and-mouth disease,
1210

Ballynahown, near Fermoy, farm management
at, 1 116

Barrows & Stewart's portable steam-engine,
1 144

Bates Shorthorns in America, 1343, 1376
Beach, Sir M. H., Bart., M.P., on agricultural

topics, 91
Beaumont, Mr., on the free transfer ofland,

744 ; on tenants' unexhausted improvements,
1047

Bean crop, the, 407
Bean planting and steam cultivation, 302
Beckett, Mr., on cottage accommodation, 334
Beet-sugar manufacture, 122
Beever, Rev. Canon, on the breeding and rear-
ing of live stock, iig

Belfast, Royal Agncultural Society of Ireland's
show at, 1078

Belgium, agricultural schools in, 517
Belstead Hall, experiments with manures on

cereals at, 1274, ^i^'^
Benefit societies, Dr. Shorten, 1309
Bere, the common, 129
Berks and Hants Agricultural Society's show,

877
Biddell, Mr. H., on Sugar-Beet cultivation, 1x84
Bingley Hall exhibition of Shorthorns, the, 296
Bird preservation, 1539
Birmingham Agricultural Exhibition Society,

296
Birmingham cattle and poultry show, 1534,

1599, 1634, i6g8 ; horse show, 1046, 1148
Birmingham sewage question, the, 677, 714,

841 ; and clodhoppers, 373
Black Polled and Shorthorn breeds, comparison
of the. 125

Bloomfield, Rev. E. N., on friends and foes, 950
Boby's corn screen, 1671
Boiler, the Reading nozzle, 1726 : Root's " Safe
and Sure," 948

Bone, Mr. T., on cattle and sheep feeding, 407
Books noticed : — Accounts relating to the
Trade and Navigation of the United King-
dom, 58 ; The Advantages of the Double-
furrow Plough, 159 : Agricultural Labour,
1342 ; Allnutt's Wheat Diagrams, 229 ; Ame-
rica as it is, 717 : Burgess & Key on Reaping
and Mowing Machines, 127 ; Carter's Far-
mers' Calendar, 230 ; Cattle, Sheep, and
Deer, 1086 : Under Drainage, and the Steps
to be taken to Develope and Maintain its

Effects, 886
; The Farm, the Garden. Stable,

and Aviary, 26 ; The Farm Labourer in 1872,
1183; The "Field "Quarterly Magazine and
Review, 1*23; Harvesting Hay in Wet Sea-
sons, 1120; Horses, the Gentleman's Guide
to their Keep and Management, 1056 ; The
International Exhibitions Guide, 921 ; Journal
of the Bath and West of England Society, 1731 ;

Journal of the Farmers' Club, 1573 ; Journal of
the Royal Agricultural Society ol England,
524, 1509; The Land Tenancy Laws, 160 ;

Lecture on Finger-and-Toe in the Turnip
Crop, 1637 ; Letter to a Prussian Civil Engi-
neer, in reply to his question on the Culti-
vating and Fertilisation of the Soil, by the Earl
of Dunmore, 1541 ; Lock's Agriculturists
their own Superphosphate Makers, 92 ; On
the Composition and Agricultural Value of
Earth-closet Manure, 684 ; McDougall's Sires
of the Season, 1599; Memoranda oT the Plan
and Results of the Field Experiments of J.
B. Lawes, Esq., at Rothamsted, 748 ; Prac-
tical Essays for the Improvement of Farming,
785 ; Present Aspect of the Land Question,
268 ; Prize Poultry, their Breeding and Rear-
ing. &c., 1023; The Potato Disease, its

Cause and Remedy, 1605 ; Profitable Farm-
ing, 589 ; Raynbird & Co.'s Descriptive Price
List of Seeds, 340; Reports on the Applica-
tion of the French Peasant Farmers' Seed
Fund, 440. 480 ; Fourth Report of the Rivers
Pollution Commissioners, 920 , The Romance
of Peasant Life in the West of England,
1245 ; Sanitary State of Live Stock at the
October Ballinasloe Fair of 1872, 1706; The
Sewage Que-.tion, 1310 : A Hand-book of
Sewage Utilisation, S48 ; Mr, Sibson's
Annual Report on Guano and other Ma-
nures. 147S ; Suttons' Farmers' Yeaj Book,
230 ; Tegetmeler's Poultry Book, 339 ; Town
Refuse, the Remedy for Local Taxation, SiS ;

Tr.-insac t Ions of the Highland and Agricul-
tural Society, 409 ; Treatment and Utilisation
of Sewage, 1214; Universal Exhibition of
1873 in Vienna, 1278 ; Work and Wages, 160 ,

Wright's Illustrated Book of Poultry, 304
Brachypodum pinnatum, 614
Brasaey Green, pig feeding on whey at, 197

Breeder, considerations for the, 125
Breeders of polled stock, the leading, 125
Breeding and rearing of live stock, 119; Mr.
Douglas' memoranda on, 1050 ; animals, in-

fluence of imagination on, 153 ; influence of
sire and dam on the exterior appearance of
their offspring, 1698 ; In and in, 333 ; Mr.,
T. F. Jamieson on, 156, 192, 22S

Breeds and markets, Swiss and Bavarian, 817
Brewing, an improvement in, 1630
Brick machines, 193
Brise, Col., M.P., on the Free Transfer of
Land, 744

British Consols, agricultural gleanings from
reports of, 1469

British hedgerowism, Mr. Mechi on, 679
Brodie. Mr., on draining. 991
Brown Animal Sanitary Institute, the, 119
Browne, Mr. W. J., on the Nunah Lincoln
sheep, 1272

Brydon, Mr., on feeding cattle, 1148
Buckingham, the Duke of, on the condition of

the labourer, 1367
Buckman, Prof, on the harvesting and cleaning

of seed, 1471
Budget for 1872, Mr. Lowe's, 434
Buenos Ayres, sheets from a sheep breeder's

note book in, 407, 438
Burgess & Key's mowers and reapers for 1872, 22
Butter, adulterated, 1079
Butter statistics, 1599

Cadle, Mr. Clement, on leases z'. yearly agree-
ment, 880 ; on compensation for unexhausted
improvements, 1466

(^alrd, Mr. James, C B., on the crops of 1872,
1601 ; on home-grown sugar, 778 ; on the
treatment of Mr. G. Hope, 476

Caird, Mr. M'Neel, on the land laws, 23
Cake, a bad sample of, 337 ; Rape, 1666

;

"triangle best," 1116
Calf fattening, 267
Calves, on slaughtering very young, 336 ; Prof.

Wrightson on rearing, 1143
Cambridgeshire and Ely Agricultural Society's
show, 878

Cameron, Dr., on the valuation of manure, 26
Canada, horse disease in, 1464
Canadian emigration, 333, 1275
Cancerine, notes on, 409
Cape Colony, the breeding of Angora Goats in,

1399
Cape of Good Hope, Ostrich farming at the, 152
Capital, borrowed, profitably Invested, 1729
Cardiff, notes on, 945
Cardiff, meeting of the Royal Agilcultural So-

ciety. 979 ; table of entries for the, 878

;

cattle at the, 983 ; the cottage competition at,

1016 ; horses at the, g8i ; the implement trials

at the, 953 : implements at, 986 ; catalogue of

the implements at, 1151
;

pigs at the, 986 :

sheep at the, 985 ; steam elevators at the, 11 52

CardliT district, the first prize farm in the, 1542,
1605

Carnarvon, Lord, on the labour question, 1370
Cathcart, Earl, portrait of, 1047
Cattle :—Aberdeenshire Polled, 437 : Anglesea,

1535 ; at the Bath and West of England So-
ciety's show, 778 ; on the best breed of, 125 ;

black Polled Aberdeen and Angus, 125 ; Mr.
Brydon on feeding, 1148 ; Mr. Lisle's notes on
the feeding of. In 1756, 1728; at the Cardiff
meeting, 983 ; cure for red-water in, 126 ; on
the feeding of, during transit, 367 ; herd-book
of Polled Aberdeen, Angus, and Galloway,
947 ; Hereford news,' 19 ; Irish breeds of,

914 ; Irish, the importation and transit of, 980

;

maximum examples of Hereford and Short-
horn cattle, 333 ; the Pembroke breed of, 526 ;

sales of, at the Royal show, 1048 ; straw as
food for, 25 ; Mr. Scot Skirving on covered
courts for, 716 ; at the Smithfield Club Show,
1666 ; the Yew poisonous to, 715, 1276

Cattle and sheep feeding, Mr. T. Bone on, 407
Cattle breeding, Mr. T. F. Jamieson on, 156,

192, 228
Cattle disease, losses by, 1212
Cattle diseases, Privy Council report on, 1141 ;

Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., on legislation on,

1540 ; and transit, Mr. G. Hedley on, 1472
Cattle feeder, Willacy's patent, 1049
Cattle Market, the new Foreign, at Deptford, iS
Cattle pens at Deptford, 228
Cattle plague, the, 1046, nog, 1369; during

the year 1871, 18: in the Baltic provinces erf

Russia, i2o6 ; on the east coast. 1045; in

Russia, 842 ; in Yorkshire, 1430
Catde poisoning, a case of, 151
Cattle sheds, covered, closed and paved, 369
Cattle transit, the Marquis ot Tweeddale on, 844
Cereals, experiments with manures on, at Bel-

stead Hall. 1274, 1340
Chaff heaps. 1704
Chambers of Agriculture, and compensation for

unexhausted improvements, 1429 ; a model,
1725 ; uses of 335 ; what special purpose has
been served by, 775

Channel Islands, farming in the, 1499
Charlier horae shoe, the, 993, 1033

Cheese factories, American, 375
Cheese factors' profits. Lord Vernon on, 879
Cheese manufacture, Mr. J. Ashton on, 1470
Cheltenham, the sewage of, i^ot
Chemistry, agricultural, recent researches iuj 20,

478
Chickens, on rearing, 583 ; on the treatment of
young, 743

China, a new Mustard from, rg
Cholmondely, Col., on a new corn lifter for

attaching to reaping-machines, 1567
Christchurch, ick> square miles near, 1131
Churning butter and puddling Iron, 1082
Cirencester Chamber of Agriculture, 1725
Clay land under steam cultivation, 952
Clays, plastic, and open furrows, 1504
Clay soils, under drainage and deep cultivation

of, 9S0
Clipston water meadows, the, 589
Cluver, a new, 1307
Clubs for agricultural labourers, 263
Coales', Mr., Improvement In brewmg, 1630
Coffee plant, for English agriculture, the, 521,

551 ; on the culture of the, 620
Coleman & Morton's Hop culture implements,

518; horse pitchfork, 1664
Coleman's Potato digger, 781
Collegiate estates, 1700
Colonial Wheat, red rust in, 782
Common lands, our, 1080
Concrete building, Tail's system of, 1016
Condition of the labourer, on the, 158
Co-operation, agricultural, 1245
Corbet, Mr. H., on a model agreement, 587,

617 ; presentation to, 946
Corn and seed, an apparatus for protecting, from

heat, &c., 646
Corn crops, remarks on the, 1077 ; on the seed-
ing ofland for, 1400

Corn screen, Boby's, 1671 ; Rainforth's, 1671
Cotswotd ram sales, 1048
Cottage accommodation, Mr. Beckett on, 334
Cottage competition at Cardiff, the, 1016
Cottage question, the, 1633
Cottages, labourers', Inclosure Commissioners*

plans for, 742 ; Mr. Finlay Dun on the con-
dition of, 1119; the rent of, 1503; and their

cost, 52
Cotswold ram, Mr. R. Swanwick's, portrait of,

1669
Couch, remarks on, 614
Covered courts, 682; Lord Kinnaird's experience

of, 615
Cowper-Temple, Hon. W. F., M.P., on the food

of the labourer, 819
Cows, clean water for, 1606 ; and calves, on the
management of, 1543

Crisp, Dr., on the lamb disease, 1244
Crop and stock, 1307
Crops, in North Bedfordshire, loig ; in Devon-

shire, 1021 ; in Nottinghamshire, 1118 ; in

North Lancashire, 1341 ; in Norfolk, in8 ;

appearance of the, 947; tabulated report of the
appearance of tlie, mi ; of 1872, Mr. James
Caird, C.B., on the, 1601

Crystal Palace harvest festival, 1399
Cultivation, deeper, ggi ; freedom in, and

security of capital, 1500, 1507
Cultivation, manuring and cropping, Mr. Mechi
on principles affecting, 64S. 679

Culture deeply and manure highly, 1019
Cumberland, wages of the agricultural labourer

in. 747

Dairy cows, winter keep of, 1542
Dairy produce, Mr. Robertson on, 375
Davey, Paxman & Co.'s vertical steam-engine,

I2IO
Dead meat trade of London, the, H7g
Deer forests, sheep farms and, 1406
Dent, Mr. J. Dent, M.P.,on the lessening stock

of sheep, 404
Denton, Mr. Bailey, C.E., on cultivation after

drainage, 993 ; on tenant's work in drainage,
956 : on sewage intermittent filtration, 83

Deptford, the new foreign cattle market at, 18,

26s. 298 ; cattle pens at, 228
Derby's, Lord, speech at Preston, 1373
Devon cattle, Mr. W. Taylor on, 404
Dickson, Mr. John, death of, 888
Difficulties, our. 1470
DIsaforesting, 128
Dog in the manger principle, the, Sg
Dorchester meeting of the Bath and West of
England Society, 711, 776, 778

Douglas', Mr., memoranda on breeding, 1030
Doves and wood pigeons, 1014
Drainage, agricultural pipe, go, 134 ; and non-

drainage, 370; Mr. Baney Denton, C.E., on
cultivation after, 99^ ; tenants' work in, 956

Draining, Mr. Brodie on, ggi ; economical
advantages of, 235

Drains, depth of, 301
Drew. Mr. B., on fences and hedgerow timber,

1 182

Drink difficulty, the, S014 ; And th« labout
question, io8a
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Dublin showyard, the best animal in the, 516

Duchess Shorthonis, the, 192
. ^ e

Ducie, Earl of, on accommodation for farm

labourers, 15651 ^57^ ,. .
-

Dun, Mr. Finlay, on the condition of cottages,

1119; on picuro-pneumonia, .^71

Dunmore, Lord, on steam cultivation, 11 So

Eastern Border Counties, farming in the, 1145

Earth closet manure, 748 ; on the composition

and value of, 684
Earth closets, 991
Earth closet system, the, 951
East Ham, market gardening at, gqa

East Lothian, landlords and tenants in, 403 ;

reaping-machines in, 161 ; the plague of wood
pigeons in, 50

Eastwood, Mr. Richard, the career of, 85

Education, agricultural, by a young Salopian,

405 ; of the labourer, 83 ; an essay on, 117S,

1243, 1273, 1306, 1336, 1371
Educational endowments, 556
Eggs and poultry, Mr. M. K. B. Edmonds on

the home production of, 954
Emigration, Canadian, 333, 1275
Enclosure Commission, report of the, 551

Engine, Robey & Co.'s'semi-fi.\cd, 1079 : Mar-
shall, Son & Co.'s semi-fi.>£ed, 845 ; Ruston,
Proctor & Co.'s portable, S45

England, the population and food of, 1337 ;

waste land in, 881

English agriculture, 913 ; M. About on, 842

Entail, Mr. W. Fowler's resolution on the law
of. 516

Esparto cultivation, 1238
Esparto-grass, Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., on the

acclimatisation of, 914
Esse.x Agricultural Society's meeting at Hal-

stead, S19
Essex labourer, the, 616
Estates, settled, S16, 8ig, 843, 915
Estcourt, Mr. Sotheron, on the labour question,

1142
Everett, Mr. R. L., on Suffolk farming, 1017

Ewe, unusual case of protracted parturition in

an, 438
Ewe flocks, on the management of, on heavy

land, 267
Ewes slipping their lambs, iSg

Fardon v. Little, 431
Farm Accounts, 298
Farm Capital, Mr. R. S. Friar on, 1309
Farm, the first prize, in the Cardiff district, 1542,

1605
Farm agreement, the Marquis of Hertford's,

189
Farm, management of a small, 157 ; steam-
power on the, 54 : uses of method and observa-
tion in the management of a, 188, 194

Farm systems, Mr. H. M. Jenkins on some
comparative results of large and small, 1663,

1675, 1705
Farming, arable, 1502 ; Mr. J. Aston on mixed,

919 ; in the Eastern Border Counties, 1145 ; in

the Channel Islands, 1499 ; commercial prin-

ciples involved in, 261, 298 ; in France, 1013 ;

profits of, 89; of Shetland, the, 1365; in the

States, 1468, 151,7 ; Suffolk, 1017 ; at Tiptree,

265. 479..555. 533,652
Farmers' girU, 27
Farm labour, on the division of, 810
Farm labourers, condition of, 24, 122 : reports

on the condition of, 5S5, 617, 651, 652 ; Earl
of Ducie on accommodation for, 1565, 1571 ;

in Prussia, 621
Farm Memoranda :—Albert Model Farms at

Glasneviii, 524, 589, 684 ; Alrewas Hays, 93 ;

American cheese factories, 375 ; Eanffshue,

Boyne district, 921 ; the Border Counties,

1311 ; Brassey Green, Tarporley, 1^7;
Drumore, 409 ; East Ham, 992 : East Riding
of Yorkshire, 8r9 ; Eglwysnunyd. 1542, 1605 ;

a Fruit Farm, 749 ; Hampshire, 160, 557,
1056, 1706 ; Kinsale, Oswestry, 235, 269 ; Lam-
mcrmuir sheep farm, 26 ; Lord Wanvick's farm
near Leamington, 92, 160, 717 : Mr. Mechi's
farm at Tiptree, 887 ; Mungoswells and
Campto\vn farms, 127 ; New York Mills,

Oneida Co., New York, 1343, 1376 ; a Nor-
folk farm, 785 ; One hundred square miles near
Christchurch, 1151 ; Romney Marsh, 1637

;

Rotharastead, 848, 955, 992, 1024, 1087, 1120,

1183, 1474; Mrs. Sankey's farm near Welling-
ton, Salop, 234 ; Seafields, Strathspey, 1438 ;

Sheep farms and deer forests, 1406 ; Spittal

sewage irrigation farm, the, 1574 ; Sutherland-
shire, 1279 ; Towneley Park, 58 ; Upper
Winchenden, Aylesbury, 340 ; Wester Ross,

59 ; Wrexham sewage farm, 59 ; Yester farms,

the, 27
Farm prospects in the north, 372
Farm servants, annual hirin^s of, 368

Farms, large or small, 1704
Farmyard manure, 479 ; the waste of, 521, 588
Fences and hedgerow timber, Mr. B. Drew on,

1182
Fenton Bams, let to Mr. Campbell, 1501

Fields, fumigation of. 1277
Filtration and irrigation, on intermittent, 921
Filtering apparatus, Atkin's, 6S1

Finger-and-toe in Turnips, 585
Fish, Mr., on loss of force in agriculture, 155,

193. 234
Fisken's steam plough, 682

Fisken's system of steam cultivation, 134, 1024
Fison, Mr., on Sheep against Bullocks, 1437
Flax crop in Ireland, the, 917, 336, iiio, 1399
Flax breaker, Hodgkin'5, 1018

Flax growing in Canada, 1120

Flax Supply Association of Belfast, 517, 777,

1334
Food Committee of the Society of Arts, 946
Foods and manures, composition of, 60
Food of the people, the, 1704
Food supplies, our, 1470
Foot-and-mouth disease, 1077, 1117, iao6, 1210,

1344, 13071 1398 : Col. Kingscote, C.B.,
M.P., on the, 1738 ;jn Northamptonshire and

Buckinghamshire, 1046 ; in foreign animals,

403 ; among Irish stock, 1181

Ford, Mr., on agricultural leases and land

tenure, 1022 ; on straw as food for cattle, 25

Foreign agricultural statistics, 881, gi6

Foreign cattle market, the new, at Deptford,

18, 26s, 298
Foreign Correspondence : -Angers, 715 ; Berlin,

682, 1372; Cabana de Los Alamos, Buenos

Ayres, 407, 438 ; Dusseldorf, 302, 817,

847 ;
great Rice-fields of the South, 157 ;

Haarlem, Holland, 1021 ; Hamburgh, 1051,

1083 ; Moscow, 90 ; Mysore Agri-Horticul-

tural Society, Bangalore, 23 : Strasburg, 373 ;

Sweden, 1308 ; Sydney, New South Wales,

438
Foreign trade in the year 1871 ; our, 117

Forsyth, Mr. A., 011 the profitable use of waste

land, 1015
Fowler, Mr. W., M.P., on the free transfer of

land, 744 ; resolution on the law of entail, 516

Fowls, close breeding in, 189 ; on the keeping of,

884 ; what sorts of, to keep, 340
France, the crops in, 1271 ; farming in, ioi8 ;

La Petite culture in, 481 ; Society of Agri-

culturists of, 226
French peasant farmers' seed fund, 440, 480

Friends and foes, Rev. E. N. Bloomficld on, 950
Frier, Mr R. S., on farm capital, 1309

Fumigation of fields, 1277

Game conference, the Aberdeenshire, 551; Mr.
Hutcheon's remarks at, 40a

Game question, statistics of the, 226

Game Laws, the, 235 ; amendment Bill in the

House of Commons, 262 ; injustice of the

present, 336; and tenant-right, 1403

Garden of the farm, 532, 682, 882

Geology of Hop soils, 1568

Geology, Professor D. Page on the uses of, 1304

German agricultural labourers, 1433
German agriculturists, the first congress of, 682

Germany, restrictions on the importation of

cattle and sheep from, 616 ; an exporter of

machinery, 1398
Gibbsrf Mr. B. T. Brandreth, portrait and
memoir of, 1665

Gill, Mr. C. H., on beet-.sugar manufacture, 122

Girdlestone, Canon, on Agricultural Labourers'

Unions, 878 ; on the labourers' strike in War-
wickshire, 434 ; a letter from. 5S2

Glasnevin, the Albert Model Farms at, 524, 715

Gloucestershire, wages in, 521

Goat, the Angora, 1399
Grain crops of the country, 84
Grain, smut in, 917
Grain warehouses of the Mersey Dock Board,

the, 481
Grantham, Mr. R. B., on agricultural pipe

drainage, 90, 124
Grass as a mental agent, 229

Grass farms in Ireland, 848

Grass lands, improvement, Mr. Longman on,

58 ; advantages of more liberal farming on,

551
Grass plants with running rhizomata, 614

Grass v. tillage in Ireland, 1571

Gratitude as between employers and employed,

1606
Great Britain, on the agriculture of, 17 : how is

the cultivation of, to be carried on, 1245

Green crops. Dr. Voelcker's memorandum of ex-

periments on various, 551

Gregory, Mr., M.P., on the transfer of land,

263
Grey, Mr,, on steam cultivation, 59
Grimwade, Mr., on the Ncedham allotment

gardening, 1152
Guano trade, in Ireland, 521 ; Earl Granville

and Mr. C. S. Read, M.P.'s, corrsspondence

on the, 517
Guest, Mr. Montague, M.P., on the labourers'

strike, 1083

H.

HAARLEsr, trial of Mr. Gibbs' hay-drier at, 1021

Hailstorm, destructive, gqt

Hardon's cake, over-feeding with, 813

Harrow, the Norwegian, 715
Harvest home in Shropshire, a, 1373
Harvest of 1872. the, 1334 ; estimate of the,

1109 ; in the border counties, 1212 ; Mr.
Mechi on the. 1244

Harvest prospects, 715, 842, 914 ; reports, 1182 ;

Mr. James Sanderson on the, 117S , Mr. T. C.

Scott on the, 1240; in Sutberlandshire, the,

1307 ; the wet, 1307
Harvest wages at Tiptree, 1051

Haycastle Farm, let for experimental purposes,

1566
Hay, com, and plant protector, 1147
Hay from Italian Rye-grass, 1705
Haymaker and horse-rake, Ransomcs & Co.'s,

Haymaking, a new implement for, ioi8

Health and architecture, 1701

Health, influence of land drainage on, 993
Hedgerowism of the United Kingdom, 620

Hedley, Mr. G., on cattle diseases and transit,

1472
Hensworth ^. Mann, a game preservation case,

435
Henley. Mr., M.P., on the agricultural

labourer, 748
Herbert, Mr. A., M.P., on the protection of

wild fowl, S19
Hereford Herd-Book, the, 1599
Hilliard, Mr., on land tenure, 1540

Hiring of farm servants, annual, 369
Historical notes on wages, 140.;

History of steam-cultivation, 89
Hitchman, Dr., presentation to, 1367
Hodgkin's flax-breaker, 1018

Holbrook Grange, times of earing and flowering

of cereals at, 952
Holcus molcus, 615
Holdings, permanence of, 1509
Holkham lease, the, 84, 86
Holley, Mr. J. H.. on compensating a relumg

tenant, 1278

Home Cattle Defence Association, 83, 189, 615 ;

the case of the, 1342
Home food supply, Mr. H. Kains-Jackson on

the, 1 27

1

Home, Mr. Milne, on weather forecasts, 263

Hop crop, the, 1048, 1079, 1399
Hop culture implements, Coleman & Mor-

ton's, 518
Hop prospects, 554, 588, im, 11431 ^^75,

1209, 1230, 1272, 1304, 133s. 1368

Hops and Hop-picking, about, 988

Hops, Kentish, 743 ; notes on, 1466

Hop soils, the geology of, 1568

Hope, Mr. A. J. B. Bcresford, M.P., on Agri-

cultural topics, 1536
Hope, Mr. G., portrait and memoir of, 711 ; on

agricultural progress, 88 ; and his landlord,

476; V. Nisbet Hamilton, 555
Hope, Mr W. V.C., portrait and memoir

of, 1727
Horley, Mr., on freedom of cultivation and

security for capital, 1507 ; on land tenure,

303
Hornsby & Sons' mowers and reapers, 1432

Horse breeding, on, 229

Horses, diseases among, 1599 ; in Canada, 1464 ;

Agricultural, Mr. Lingwood on, 6S3 ; the cost

of maintaining farm, 404 ; at the Bath and

West of England Society's show, 781 ; at the

Cardiff meeting, 981 ; at Malton, the, 1143 ;

the supply of, 161 ; and fox-hunting, Mr.

West on, 57
Horse nails, machinery for the manufacture of,

1430
Horse rake, Ransomes', 781

Horse shoe, the Charlier, 993, 1023

Horse show, at Islington, 782 ; of the Royal
Dublin Society, 1175

Horton, Capt., R.N., on the supply of agricul-

tural labour, 56
Hoskyns, Mr. C. Wren, M.P., on the land

laws, 1437
House drainage, underground irrigation, 1436

Howard, Mr. James, M.P., on the reclamation

of waste lands, 1273
Howard's hay makers and horse rakes for 1873,

1337 ; international reaper, 9S8

Hungary, on the agriculture of, 302

Hughes & Kimber's vertical steam-engine, 949
Hunter, Mr. C. D., on manures and field ex-

periments, 1405
Huskinson, Mr., on unexhausted agricultural

improvements, 1401

Hutcheon, Mr., on the infertility of old arable

land, 818 : on the infertility of old crop-bear-

ing land, 1275

I.

Imi'EKIAL averages for 1870-71, 230

Implement for haymaking, a new, 1019

Implement trials at Cardiff, 953
Implements at the Agricultural Hall, 20 ; at the

Bath and West of England Society's show,

781, 812; at Birmingham, 1636; at Cardiff,

986; the Cardiff catalogue of, 1087, 1120, 1151 ;

at the Smithfield Club show, 1670

Improvements, compensation for, 1366, 1506

Imports for January, 271 ; for three years, 87

Income-tax, Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., on the, 1737

Intermittent filtration, 157
International conference at Vienna, proposed,

368
International exhibition, 1872, 845, 947, 1079,

1144, 1176, 1210
Inverness-shire, land reclamation in, 409
Ireland, agricultural statistics of, 1238 ; the

growth of Flax in, 336; the Flax crop in,

917, 1399 :
grass farms in, 848; grass j'. till-

age in, 1571 ; the guano trade in, 521 ; national

education in, 777 ; notes from the west of,

1504
Irish agriculture, Lord Spencer on, 554, 581

Irish cattle, the importation and transit of, 980
Islington, the horse show at, 782

Jamieson, Mr. T. F., on the breeding of cattle,

156, 192, 228
lemmett's farm account books, 476
Jenkins, Mr. H. M., on some comparative

results of large and small farm systems, 1663,

1675, 1705
Johnstone, Mr. A., M.P., on the uses of

Chambers of Agriculture, 335 ; ort the free

transfer of land, 744
" Jonathan," decision against the use of, 879

Jones, Mr. W. Bence, on settled estates, 816,

843, 915
Jones, Mr. J. Bowcn, on master and servant,

439

Kainit or crude potass salts, experiments with,

85
Kelso, the Highland and Agricultural Society 5

meeting at, 1045
Kennards, Rev. R. B., Shorthorn heifer, 1667

Kentish Hop gardens, 846, 884, 917
Kidd V. the Royal Agricultural Society of

England, 1116
Kingscote, Col., C.B., M.P., on the foot-and-

mouth disease, 1738
Kinnaird's, Lord, experience of cover«d courts,

615
Kohl Rabi, hints on the cultivation of, 231

Labour and service in agriculture, 375
Labour and wages disputes, 1403

Labour, farm, on the division of, Sio

Labour question, the, 1021 ; Lord Carnarvon on

the, 1370 ; Mr. Sotheron Estcourt on the,

214a ; the labourers' iide, 1634 J Mr. Wi*9 on

the» 35^

Labourer, the, 516, 1727 ; agricultureand the, 21 ;

Sir M. H. Beach, M.P., on the condition of the,

92, 1697, 1700; Mr. H. R. Brand, M.P., on
the, 918 ; Lord George hljinners, M.P., on the,

918 ; a speech to, by Mr. C. S. Read. BI.P.,

1729 ; Hon. W. F. Cowper-Temple, M.P., on
the food of the, 8ig ; Mr. Torrens. M.P., on
the, 918 ; and his relation to agriculture, 1150 ;

condition of the : meeting at Clunbury, 158 ;

education of the, 83 ; the Essex, 616 ; narra-

tive of a Suffolk, 916
Labourers' cottages and their cost, 52 ; the rent

of, 1503
Labourers' daughters, on the education of, 158
Labourers' Friend Societies, Sir T. D. Acland,
M.P., on, 1538

Labourers, agricultural, clubs for, 263; in the

North Riding of Yorkshire, 555
Labourers' home, the, 27
Labourers' strike, the agricultural, 478, 922 ;

Mr. Montague Guest, M.P., on the, 1083

Labourers' union, national, formation of a, at

Leamington, 743
Labourers' wages, movement for increase of,

475, 680
Lakes, in and around the, in8
Lamb disease, the, 1308 ; Dr. Crisp on the,

1244 ; of 1871, Mr. J. W. Proctor on tlie,

1241
Lambing season, unfortunate, in Wiltshire, 333
Lamport, Mr., on the commercial principles in-

volved in farming, 261, 298
Land agents' or factor^ association, proposed,

589
Land, the lease of, 302 ; Mr. J. W. Latham on
property in, 813 ; old crop-bearing, infertility

of, 1275 ; report of the Highland and Agricul-

tural Society on the improvement of, 713 ; on
the transfer of, 406, 744; Mr. Gregory, M.P.,
on the transfer of, 263 ; the Marquis of Tweed-
dale, and the improvement of, 7c^ ; and
labour, 1118 ; on the seeding of, for corn
crops, 1400

Land laws, Mr. M'Neel Caird on the, 23; Mr.
C. Wren Hoskyns, M.P., on the, 1437

Landlord and tenant, 473, 1435, 1463 ; justice to,

267, 372, 438, 521 ; relations of, 1533 o" ^^^

relations between, 1567; Sir T. D. Acland.
M.P., on, 1572: Mr. Atkinson on, 814; Mr.
James Caird. C.B., on, 476 ; Mr. W. Smith
on the relation of, 436

Landlord, tenant, and labourer, 1536
Landlords, abuse of, 406 ;

justice to, 479
Land question, the coming, 227 ; Pinnock's cate-

chism of the, 1465, 1502, .1535, 1568, 1600,

1632, 1699
Land reclamation, 1436 ; in Inveiness-shire,

409
Land tenancy laws, the, 1277: resolutions of the

Scottish Chamber of Agriculture in regard
to the, 1534

Land Tenure, Mr. HiUiard on, 1540 : Mr. T.
Horley, jun., on, 303 ; report of the com-
mittee of the Warwickshire Chamber of Agri-

culture on, 1079, 1501 , and tenant-right in

Wales, 1 147
Large's improved moulding and pressing ma-

chine, 1369
Lansdowne, the Marquis of, on tenant-right,

552
Latham, Mr. J. W., on property in land, 813

Lawes' Chemical Manure Company, 679
Lawes, Mr. J. B., on Kainit, or crude potass

salts, 85 : on the \Vheat crop, 1338
Lawrence's milk refrigator, 781

Leach's, Dr., report on milk adulteration, 127S

Leamington, the Agricultural Union at, 776
Lease, the, 302, 1543
Leases, clauses of Scotch, 1567 ; v. yearly agree-

ments, Mr. Clement Cadleon, 880

Leguminous crops, experiments on the growth
of, at Rothamsted, 1087

Leighton, Sir Baldwyn, on the farm labourer,

1183, 1205; on meadow and garden allot-

ments, 915
Liebig, Baron, memoir and portrait of, 435
Liebig's extract of meat, 1339, 1406

Lincoln ram, Mr. W. Marshall's, portrait of,

1669 ; notes on the, 1699
Lingwood, Mr., on agricultural horses, 683 ; on

the management of ewe flocks, 267

Linseed cake, the trial at Leeds, 1372
Linseed cmshers, resolutions adopted at a meet-

ing of, 1142
Live stock, the reduction in the numbers of our,

517 ; Mr. Welch on the transit of, 332, 338
Local taxation, 435, 652, 1506 ; Sir Massey
Lopes' resolution on, 550 ; town refuse, the

remedy for, 8i8
Longman, Mr., on grass land improvement, 58

Lopes', Sir Massey, resolution on local taxation,

550 ...
Lyons Universal Exhibition, 402

M.

MacCormac, Dr., on the loss of ammonia and
phosphates, 1014

Machinery exported from Germany, 1398
Malton, the horses at, 1143
Manure, earth-closet, 748 ; the value of chemical

analysis as determining the value of, 1019 ;

farmyard, 479 ; waste of farmyard, 521, 588 ;

phospho-silicon,i34o ; silicic acid as, 1051

Manure, for Swedes. 225 ;
uUow and bone, from

Australia, 1542 ; valuation of, 26

Manures and cattle foods, publication of Dr.

Voelcker's analyses of, to be continued, 1566 ;

and feeding stuffs, forms of guarantee of the

quality of, 373 ; analyses of, 1505 ; and field

experiments, Mr. C. D. Hunter on, 1405 : for

Swedish Turnips, 299
Market gardening at East Ham, 992
Marshall, Son &: Co.'s semi-fixed engine, 845 ;

threshing machine, 1703
Marshall's straw elevator, 989
Master and servant, Mr. J. Bowen Jones on,

439
Mayo, Lord, the death of, 262

M'Call, Mr., on the high price of meat, 1142

M'Combie, Mr. W., M.P., memoir and portrait

of, 85 ; on the transit of live stock, 370
Meadow and garden allotments. 915
Meat, the high price of, 710 ; Mr. M'Call on

114a

Maat supply, diBCUtaion on the, 1374
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Mcchi, Mr., agricultural notes by, 373, 845 ; on
the agricultural labourer, 5S3 ; on compensa-
tion for tenants' unexhausted improvements,
1503; on principles affecting cultivation, ma-
nuring and cropping, 645, 648, 679 ; and his
opponents, 1021

Mersey Dock Board, grain warehouses of the,
481

Merlhyr, the sewage farm at, 988
Metropolis Sewage Company, history of the, 189
Michaelmas averages : com rents, 1341
Mid Lothian, agricultural labourers in, 555
Milanese experience of sewage utilisation, 19
Milk adulteration, 12, 15 ; Dr. Leach's report

on, 1278
Milk, artificial, made during the siege of Paris,

1567
Milk-condensing factories, American, 1570
Milk coolers, 1601
Milk, impurities in, and how caused, 1244
Milk refrigerator, Lawrence's, 781
Minnesota, a sample of Wheat and Barley from,

1637
Model farm at Glasnevin, 555, 589
Monckton, Mr., on the labourer and his relation

to agriculture, 11 50
Moorland reclamation, 1464
Moulduig and pressing machine, Large's, 1369
Mowers and reapers for 1872, Burgess& Key s,

22 ; Hornsby & Son's, 1432 ; Wood's, 189
Mules, for agricultural work, 333 ; on the
absence of, at the Cardiff show, 914 ; Poitou,
369, 712

Mungoswells and Cainptown Farms, 127
Mustard, a new, from China, 19
Mustard seed, opening of the market for, 1431
Mutual Cattle Insurance, 1047

N.

Nash, Mr. John, testimonial to, 369
Nation, on the progress of the, 49, 54
Needham allotment gardening, 1152
Nelson, Lord, address to labourers, 1597
New Forest, the, 266
New Zealand agriculture, 476
North, farm prospects in the, 372
Norwegian harrow, the, 715
Nuisance, two prosecutions for, 517

Oat crop, failure in the, 226
Obituary :— Dickson, Mr. John, 888; Wel-

ford, Mr. R G., 1245
Odessa, agriculture in the neighbourhood of,

551
CEnanthe crocata, cattle poisoned by, 151
Oilcake, a report on, 812
Ostrich farming at the Cape, 152

Page, Professor D., on the uses of geology,

1304
Pasture, poor permanent, 1536
Pawlett, Mr,, of Beeston, the late, 19, as a

breeder, 297
Pembroke breed of cattle, the, 526
Permanent grass, 1730
Peruvian Government guano consignees, 1534
Phosphoric acid and phosphates, production of,

in France, 1306
Phospho-guano as a manure for root crops,

M36
Phospho-silicon manure, 1340; and the Potato

disease, 1634
Pigs, the Berkshire breed of, in Ireland. 993 ; at

the Bath and West of England Society's
show, 781, 846 ; .It the Cardiff meeting, 986 ;

feeding on whey, 197 ; Mr. Sadler's notes on
breeding, 679

Pinniger, Mr., on the politics of agriculture,

.333
Pinnock's Catechism of the Land Question,

1465, 1502, 1535, 1568, 1600, 1632, 1699
Pipe dramage, agricultural, 90, 124 ; duration

of, 125
Pirie's double-furrow plough, 780
Pitchfork, Messrs, Coleman & Morton's horse,

1664
Plagues, four agricultural, 1341
Plants, influence of light and heat upon, 1174;

Mr. G. Summers on the diseases of, 1274,1305
Plastic carbon, something about, 1051, 1083
Plastic clays and open furrows, 1504
Pleuro-pneumonia, a cure for, 89 ; Mr. Finlay
Dun on, 171

" Plough, the best way for the tryall of a new,"
236 ; Pirie's double-furrow, 780

Ploughs, advantages of double-furrow, 159 ; and
ploughing, 27

Poa compressa, 615 ; pratensis, 615
Poitou ass, the, 369
Political economy in relation to agriculture, 187
Polled cattle, pedigrees of, 126

Population and food of England, the, 1337
Porter, Mr. J. H., on the cultivation of sugar-

beet, 1212
Portugal, farming in, 402
Potato digger, Coleman's, 78

1

Potato crop in the Wisbech district, 1211
Potato disease, the, 1173, 1397. 1436, 1537, 1603,

1666, 1704, 1730; phospho-silicon and the,

1634 ; Earl Cathcart's prize for an essay on ;

the, 1 238

Potato failure, the, 1471
Potato famine, the impending, ii8i
Potato haulms, cutting off, 1729
Potato, Paterson't. Victoria, 406
Potato planting, 302
Potato starch, 1244
Potatos, 1503 ; on greening for seed, 1436 ; care-

ful selection of seed, 1504 ; raising from seed,

1404
Poultry, early sitting, 297 ; at the Birmingham
show, 1636 ; as farm stock, 955 ; judging the
age of a plucked fowl, 227 ; on the keeping of,

372, 915; keeping in America, 811 ; to pre-

serve eggs intended for hatching, 404 ; on

ITrearing, 880 ; on rearing chickens, 583 ; sta-

tistics, 27
Preserved food. Dr. E. Smith on, 1343
Price, Prof. Bonamy, on the doctrine of rent.

Prices, agricultural, 1018, 1049
Proctor, Mr. J. W., on the lamb disease, 1241
Profits of farming, 89
Profits of Tiptree management, 302
Progress, lop-sided, 295, 331
Prussia, the farm labourer in, 621
Public health, 1341

Rabbits, 883 ; destruction of crops by, 1604 ; a
valuation of injury done by, 1279

Painforth's corn screen, 1671
Ram sales, 120S, 1239, 1272 ; northern, 1302
Rams, portraits of Cotswold and Lincoln, 1669
Ransomes & Co.'s horse rake, 781; "Star"
haymaker and horse rake, 335

Rape cake. 1666
Rating, a question of, 434
Rat catching, 883
Rats, 953, 1051 ; the destructivenes? of, 742.
782,8,7

Rat destruction, 1276
Rats, modes of destroying, 917
Rat secret, tha, 815
Read, Mr. C. S., M.P., on the Income Tax,

1727; on the lessening stock of sheep, 404:
speech to labourers by, 1729 ; on legislating on
cattle disease, 1540

Reading nozzle boiler, the, 1726
Reaper, Howard's international, 988
Reaping machines, 1019 ; Col. Cholmondely on
a new corn lifter for, 1567; in East Lothian,
161 ; Samuelson's, 812 ; a trial of, 1207

Reaping and mowing machines, on, 127
Redgrave, Mr. A., on the progress of the nation,

49. 54 .

Red rust in colonial wheat, 846
Red-water in cattle, cure for, 126
Rent, what is, 815
Rice fields of the South, 157
Rinderpest and foot-and-mouth disease, loSo
Rinderpest, attack of, on our eastern shore,

1013 ; in Yorkshire, 1237, 1269, 1333, 1366,

U98
Robertson, Mr., on dairy produce, 375
Robey & Co.'s semi fixed engine, 1079
Romney Marsh, 16^7
Rooks—are they friends or foes of the farmer,

848, 917, 990, 1019
Rooks and their friends, 1021
Root crops, of 1871, 152: Mr. D. Macculloch
on the relative values of our, 1727 ; phospho-
giiano as a manure for, 1436

Root shows, the awards at, 1634 ; of the season,
1566 ; Messrs. Sutton's and Carter's, 1598

Roots shown by Messrs. Carter & Co., 1702 ;

by Messrs. Sutton & Sons, 1673
Root's "safe and sure " boiler, 948
Roper, Mr. G. N., on Sussex cattle, 1053
Rosebcrry, the Earl of, on the condition of the

labourer, 1367
Royal Agricultural Benevolent Institution, 878,

1534 ; annual banquet, 810
Royal Agricultural College, 878, 1404; Club,
meeting of the, 1698

Royal Agricultural College Pupils, success of,

646
Royal Agricultural Society, advantages of mem-

bership of the, 118
Royal Dublin Society, the, 474
Russia, notes on the crops in, 1271 ; the weather

in, and other matters, go
Ruston, Proctor & Co.'s portable engine, 845

Salt for wireworms, 406, 438
Samuelson's reaping machine, 813
Sanderson, Mr. James, on the harvest, 1178
Sanitary International Conference at Vienna,
809

Sanitary legislation, 556 ; reform, 652
Sawdust, 526
School boards : adventure schools, 90
Scotland, disastrous harvest in, 1271
Scotch leases and Irish " tenant at will," 6ig
Scott, Mr, T. C, on vegetable and fruit farm-

ing, 47,<;*, 479
Seed, Prof. Buckman on the harvesting and
cleaning of, 1471

Seeding cereal crops, on, 1209
Seeding of land for corn crops, on the, 1400
Settled estates, on, 816
Sewage, 1082 ; and ordinary irrigation, 60 ; of
Cheltenham, the, 1501 ; defecation and utilisa-

tion, 118 ; intermittent filtration, Mr. Bailey
Denton on, 88 ; Gen. Scott's plan of dealing
with, 710

Sewage farm at Mcrthyr, the, 988 ; the Spittal

1574; Lord Warwick's, 301
Sewage questions, the, 1177, 1435
Sewage tip, a, 433
Sewage utilisation, 153, T93, 229, 299, 301, 1279 ;

Mr, W. Hope on, 120; niter beds and irriga-

tion proper, 51 ; intermittent downward filtra-

tion, 267 ; the Lodge Farm, Barking, 123 ; at
Milan, 19; in Prussia, 1464 ; on Lord War-
wick's farm, 92

Shearing, early, 717
Sheep, at the Bath and West of England

Society's show, 778; at the Cardiff meeting,

985 ; against bullocks, 1437 ; Mr. J, Dent
Dent, M.P-.andMr. C. S. Read, M.P., on
the lessening stock of, 404 ; the Panton
House flock of, 552 : sales of, in Australia,

914 ; autumn sales of, 1079 ; sales and let-

tiiigs, 1338; sale of Hampshire Downs, 1175;
at the Smithfield Club show, 1668 ; Sir N. W.
Throckmorton's sale of, 1239 ; Mr. C. W.
Sutton on the scour in, 885

Sheep strike, 1637
Sheep breeding in Buenos Ayres, notes on, 407,

^438
Sheep farming, 341
Sheep farms and deer forests ; 1406
Sheep management, the science of, 1630

Sheep on Turnips, Mr. Wood's lecture on, 1701
Sheep pens at the New Foreign Cattle Market,

299
Sheep washing with soluble glass, 1312
Sheep tick, the, 488
Shetland, the farming of, 1365
Shirreft", Mr. P., memoir and portrait of, 476
Short, Dr., on benefit societies, 1309

Shorthorns:—The Acton Pigott herd of, 582;
sale of, 647 ; Shorthorns and Ayrshires,
228 ; Mr, \V. Angerstein's sale of, 843

;

" a representative man" on, 1501 ; Messrs, T,
& W. Arkell's herd of, 517 ; sale of, 647 ; Mr,
W. Ashburner's herd of, 50 ; Ashfield herd,
notes on the, 843, 1367 ; Messrs. Atkinson's
sale of, 403, 582 : average prices obtained at

sales in the North, 616 ; Aylesby herd, notes
on the, 1501 ; Mr. C. Barnard's sale of, 1272,

1335 ; Miss Barroby's sale of, 369, 436 ; Mr.
Gerard Barton's sale of, 679; Mr. J. N.
Beasley's sale of, 436, 552 ; Rev. W. Holt
Beevei^s sale of, 1014 ; Berkeley Castle sale

of, 263, 369 : Mr. R, Blackwell's sale of, 1272,

1335 ; Mr. J. H. Blundell's sale of, 712, 842 ;

Mr: T. Bracewell's sale of, 1142, 1207 ; Mr.
W. Bradburn's sale of, 1432 ; Lord Bray-
brooke's herd, 647 ; sale of, 811 ; Mr. R. B.

Brockbank's sale of, 1399: Burghlcy herd,

616; sale of the, 712; Carperby herd, the,

153, 189 : sales from the, 403; Shorthorns at

the Cardiff meeting, 983 ; Mr. W, Carr on
Isabella and her descendants, 297 ; Mr. Carr's

remarks on, 947 : Mr. Cheney's catalogue of,

1048 ; Mr. Croudson's herd, 517 ; sale of, 582 ;

Mr. R. Pavin Davies' two heifers, the breed-
ing of, 1302 ; Mr. James Dickinson's herd,

history of, 517; sale of, 582 ; Shorthorns, the

Duchess, 192 ; Dunmore herd, the, 647

;

Lord Dunmore's sale of, iiio, 1239 ;

Duke of Aosta, sale of, 403 ; 8th

Duke of Geneva, 1302 ; 4th Duke of Hill-

hurst, death of the, 712 ; Grand Duke of Kent
2d, and Baron Oxford 3d, pedigrees of, 9'4 ;

3d Duke of Wharfedale, a remarkable photo-
graph of, 679 : pedigree and portrait of, 879

;

exportations of, to America and Australia,

842 ; exportation of, recent, 1631 ; Me,ssrs.

Gaitskell's herd, notes on, 1600 ; Messrs.
Graddon & Perry's sale of, 616 ; additions to

Col. Gunter's herd of, 227 ; Mr. W. Harland's
sale of, 436 ; on the in-and-in breeding of,

8ri ; importations of, to America, 189 ; impor-
tation of, to Australia, 152, i8g ; Lord Irwin,
portrait of, 983 ; draft sale of, at the Island,

Wexford, 403; Rev. R. B. Kennard's white
heifer, portraitof, 1(367; Kingscoteherd, notes of

the, 296 ; .^dd^tions to the, 1431 ; the " Lallys,"

pedigree of the, 1465, 1501 ; Mr. Lamb's sale

of, 582 ; Mr. J. W. Larking's herd, 647, 743 ;

Lightburne, herd of, the, 19, 84, 296 ; Little-

bury herd, births in the, 50 ; sale of the, 263,

403 ; Sir John Lubbock's sale of, 647 ; Mr. F.

l-ythatl's sale of, 679, 743 ; McDougall's Sires

of the Season, 1590; Panton herd, notes on
the, 552 ; Mr. T. H. Parker's sale of, 226 ; the

late Mr, Pawlett's stock of, 297 ; sale of, 436,

517 : Pencraig Court, catalogue of the. 946 ;

Lady Pigott's calf Rapid, 1175 ; and heifer

Victoria Windsoriana, 152 ; Mr. W. Playne's

sale of, 1399; points of excellence in, 227;
the Rougholm sale of, 1335, 1399, 1431 : sales

of 1871, 18, 263 ; the Siddington herd of, 552 ;

sale of, 616 ; Mr. W. W, Slye's sale of, 1142 ;

the Spnng Hill, Fladbury, 1208 ; Mr. Statter's

Lady Dodona, 1239, 1367 ; Mr. Storer on
Booth V. Bates, 1465 ; Thornton's Circular,

mo, 1599; Mr. Tipler's sale of, 843, g8i ;

Mr. Torr's " Flower" tribe, pedigree of, 1567 ;

births in the Towneley herd, 1175 : Mr. T.
Walker's sale of, 946 ; Mr. Webb's sale of,

1239 ; the Weeting Hall sale of, q8i ; Wild
Flower Oxford 2d, 1303; Winterfold and
Turner's Hill herds, sale of, 1142, 1271 ; Mr.
Woodward's herd. 647 ; sale of, 842 ; Prof.

Wrightson's descnption of a Shorthorn, 647 ;

at the Yorkshire show, irio.

Silicic acid as manure, 1051

Skirving, Mr. Scot, on covered courts for cattle,

716
Slater, Mr, G., on labour and service in agricul-

ture, 375 . . .

Sclavonia, agricultural undertaking in, 847
Smith, Dr. E., on preserved food, 1343; on

Liebig's extract of meat, 1406
Smithfield Club, new resolutions, 1430; show,

1666
Smithfield gold medal white ox of 1871, 153
Smith, Mr. W., agricultural notes by, 121 ; on

the relation of landlord and tenant, 436; on
the history of steam cultivation, 89 ; on steam-
power on the farm, 54

Smut in grain, 917
Society, the tenant-farmer's place in, 1336

Societies :—
Ayrshire, 375
Bath and West of England, 374, 479, 778,

1085, I2I2
Birmingham Horse Show, 1148
Blofield and Walsham, 1540
Cambridgeshire, qi8
Chemico-Agricultural of Ulster, 716
Cheshire, 375
Devon, 1404
Essex, 1540
Gloucestershire, 1085
Herefordshire, 1437
Highland and Agricultural, 123, 231, 884,

1540, 1705 : at Kelso, 1052
Institute of Surveyors, 90, 124

Leeds Smithfield Club, ,664
Midland Counties Cattle Show, 16^4

Norfolk. 847
Northallerton, 1341
North Hereford Agricultural Improvement.

24
North of England, 1342
Northumberland, 1132
Over, 1470
Oxfordshire, 748
Romsey Labourers' Encouragement, 1604

Royal Agricultural of England, monthly
Council meetings, 194, 337, 373, 522, 620, 715,

782, 817, 918, loai, 1084, 1147, 1504, 1671 ;

rules for the Cardiff meeting of, 715 ;
great

show at Cardiff, 053, 981
Royal Agricultural of Ireland, $6, loaa,

1119

Royal Dublin, 522
Smithfield Club, 1341, 1539
Turriff. 818
Upton Magna, 137J
Wayland, 1308
Yorkshire, 1085

Chambers of Agricltlture ;

—

Breconshire, 954
Central and Associated Chamber, the, 1S8,

374. 555, 652, 1506, 1674
Cheshire, 784, 1366
Cirencester, 91
Cornwall, 1244
Devon and Cornwall, 1278
Scottish, 1142, 1277, 1572
Warwickshire, 303
West Suffolk, 56

Farmers' Clubs :

—

Athy, 26
Ayrshire, 407
Banbury. 1119
Blandford, 25
Borough bridge, 1022
Botley, 1055, 1351
Broadclyst, 1572
Carmarthenshire, 991
Gala Water, 1309
Haddington, 716, 1471
Hexham, 196, 232, 1148, 1472
Ixworth, 159, 1309, 1437
Kincardineshire, 125
Kingscote, 233, 1182
Lancashire, 1373
Lavenham, 234, 1212
London, 194, 338, 479, 1507, 167), 170J5,

1730
Maidstone, 1150, 1471
Manchester, 1278
Midland, 57, 557, 1374 ^
Over, 919
Shropshire, 439
Smithfield, 194, 1666
Stowmarket and Central Suffolk, 267, 6P3,

885
Tunbridge Wells, 1053
Wigton, 1405
Winforth, 58

Sons of the soil 7'. union schemers, 1704
Sour milk and good crops, 883
South African agriculture, 18
Sowing, thick or thin, 1051
Sow, a model, 1604
Sows, on the treatment of, after farrowing, 743
Spade husbandry in Shetland, 1365
Spencer, Lord, on Irish Agriculture, 554
Squarehead, a new variety of Wheat named,

1566
Stallions, regulations for Glasgow show of, 441
Stanhope, Mr, Edward, on agricultural labour,

Starling, the, 1372, 1403, 1436. 1470, 1504, 1572
States, farming in the, 1468, 1537
Steam cultivation, 157, 1704 ; Bean planting and,

302 ; clay land under, 952 ; Lord Dunmore on,

1180: the Fisken system of, 154, 1024; Mr.
Grey on, 59 ; history of, 89 ; at Woolston,

1633
Steam elevators at Cardiff, 1152
Steam-engine, a fixed, 89 ; Hughes & Kimber's

vertical, 949
Steam-plough, Fisken's, 682
Steam-power on the farm, 54
Stein, ^Ir., on ploughs and ploughing, 27

Stephens, F.RS.E., Mr. Henry, 19 ; memoir
of, 226

Stirlingshire, the harvest in, 1307
Straw elevator, Marshall's, 989
Straw as food for cattle, 25
Straw, stiff, Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., on the

growing of, 717, 747
Strikes, agricultural, 1144
Store stock, the price of, 1078
Stock, young, how to manage, 126

Suffolk, the crops in, 816 ; farming, 1017

Suflolk labourer, narrative of a, 916, 952
Sugar-Beet, 776
Sugar, Mr. James Calrd, C.B., on home-grown,

778
Sugar-Beet cultivation, Mr. H. Biddell on,

1184 ; Mr, J. H. Porter on, 1212

Summers, Mr, G., on the diseases of plants,

1274. 1305 .

Surrey, wages in, 682

Sussex cattle, Mr. G. N. Roper on, 1053
Sutton, Mr, C. W., on the scour in sheep, 885

Swedes, hints on cultivating, 230; manure for,

225
Swedish agriculture, 1308

Swiss and Bavarian breeds and markets, 817

Tait, Mr. W. Reid, on Tenant-right in Sect-

land, 519
Tail's system of concrete building, 1016

Taming the shrew, 370
Tangye's 12 - horse horizontal engine and

" special " steam pump, 949
Tattcrsall, Mr., on mutual cattle insurance, 1047
Taxation, agricultural, 816

Taylsr, Mr, W., on Devon cattle, 404
Tenant-farmers' alliance, 58S ; plam in society,

1336
Tenant, Mr. J. H. Holley, on compensating a

retiring, 1278 ; security for the, 555
Tenant League, Mr, McNeel-Caird's proposal

for the formation of a, 549, 554
Tenam-right, 89, 157. 330. 479, 521, 1539 : Mr.
James Caird, C.B., on. 476, 5S3 ; at the

Central Chamber. 776 ; meeting on, at

Cirencester, 710, 747 : Mr. Hope's case, 473,

520, 521, 584 ; nationally considered, 196,

232 ; the Marquis of Lansdowne on, 552 ; in

Scotland, Mr, W. Reid Tait on, 519
Tenants, allowances to outgoing, 326

Tenants' improvements, compensation for, 1506

Tenant Union, an old, 1538
Threshing-machines, portable, at Cardiff, 986 :

Marshall & Co.'s, 1703
Tiptree Hall Farm, the. 778, Q17. 949 :

as it

was, 1147 : balance-sheet, ii8j ; the crops at.
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1118, 1147 : farming at, 265, 479, 555> 588,

65* : harvest wages at, 1051 : management,
profits of, 302 ; the original fertility of the,

714, 816 : the price of, 846 ; valuation of, SS4

Tiptrec Heath, the soil of. 952 ; and Tiplrcc

Farm. 1019
Tiptrec holdmg, the famous, 747
Tithe commutation, 55
Tithe Commutation Act. the, 946
Tonks and Mechi, Messrs., correspondence
between, 1014

Towneley Park, 5S
Town refuse the remedy for local taxation,

818
Traction-engines, an elastic wheel for, 1367
Transit, on the feeding of cattle during, 367
I'ransit of live stock, Mr. M'Combic, M.P., on

the, 370 ; Mr, Welch on the, 33a
Trask, Mr., on the progress of agriculture, 1055
Triticiim repens, 614
Turkey, the agricultural labourer in, 990
Turnips, finger-and-toein, 5S5 ; how to cook, for

man or beast, 1403 ; Swedish manures for,

,
=99

.

Turnpike trusts and highways, 374
Tweeddale, the Marquis of, on cattle transit,

844 ; and the improvement of lands, 709

Ulster Land Occupiers' Association, annuni
meeting, 810

Unexhausted improvements, Mr. Clement Cadle
on compensation for, 1466 : Mr. H, H. Wat-
son on compensation for, 1404

Upjohn's, Dr., report on the composition of

foods and manures. 60

Upper Winchendeti, farming at, 340

Valley of the Loire, agriculture in the, 4S0
Valuation, n, 153S
Valuation of manure, 26
Varden, Mr. R. , on fruit farming, 749
Vegetable and fruit farmmg, Mr. S. C. Scott on,

475. 479
Vernon, Lord, presentation to, 84
Veterinary department of the Privy Council,

report of the, 1141
Vienna, sauitar;^' international conference at, 809
Vienna international exhibition, 1338

w.

Wahes, Labourers', 680 : abroad. 953 ; in

Dorset, the, 946 ; in Gloucestershire, 52^; in

South Northumberland, 993 ; in Surrey, 6S2 ;

historical notes on, 1402
Wales, land tenure and tenant-right in, 1147
Walker. Mr. G. J., on Black Polled Aberdeen
and Angus cattle, 125 ; on Aberdeenshire
Polled cattle, 437

Wallis & Steevens' double cylinder portable
steam-engine, &c., 1176, 1207

Walls of Wheat 7'. walls of hedges, 846
Walsingham, Lord, on the labour question, 1308
Warwickshire, the labourers' strike in, 475, 811
Warwickshire Agricultural Labourers' Union,
646

Waste lands of Hampshire and Dorsetshire, 58S
Waste lands in England, 881, 1241 ; on the pro-

fitable use of, 1015, 1147' Mf James Howard,
M.P., on the reclamation of, 1273

Water, Mr. Isaac Brown's system of distributing,

1302
Watson, Mr. H. H , on compensation for unex-

hausted improvements, 1404
Watts, Mr., on the cultivation and diseases of
Wheat, 233

Weather, the, in January, February, and March,

434 ; and the crops, the, 550, 1276 : forecasts,

263 ; lore, 521 ; meteorological charts of the,

516 ; the wet, 169S, 1730
Weed-growing propensities of Irish farmers,

Weights and measures, Mr. Howard on, 118

Welch, Mr., on the transit of live stock, 332,

33S
Welford, Mr. R. G., death ot, 1245
Welsh farming, 1181
West, Mr., on horses and fox hunting. 57
West Newton, condition of, 50
Wet weather, loss of time by, 710
What is rent? 589, 815
What ought landlords to do? 1307
Wheat and Barley, Professor Wrightson's pro-

posed experiments on, 551 ; on harvesting,

1707
Wheat and Maize, on the relative value of,

1334
Wheat crops, Mr. Lawcs on the, 1338
Wheat, colonial, red rust in, 782, 846; on uti-

tilising damaged, for feedmg, 1567 ; mecha-
nical lorce employed in the cultivating of a

crop of, 1599; on seeding, 1301, 1630; on
dressing for seed, 883, 1341 ; sowing, 1504;

on the steeping of, as a preservative against

smut. 846 ; pickhng of the, 8S3, 991 ; un-

sleeped c>lonial, 1082; a new variety of,

named Squarehead, 1566; Mr. Walts on the

cultivation and diseases of, 233 ; the yield of,

in English counties, 1206
Wheel, el.nstic, for traction engines, 1367
Wheels, big, 30a

Wild Birds Protection Act, 1311, 1341,1372;
Mr. A. Herbert. M.P., on the, 819

Wild Flower Oxford 3d. 1303
Willacey's patent cattle feeder, 1049
Williams, Mr. j. A., presentation to, 1367
Wiltshire labourers, about the, 1534, 1598
Winter, the coining, 1277
Wireworms and salt, 369, 406, 438
Wisbech, appearance of crops near, grji

Wise, Mr., on the labour question, 556
Wix, an invitation to, 952
Wood, Mr., on sheep on Turnips, 1700
Wojds and forests, annual account of the

1431
Wood trade, home, in 1871, iig
Wood-pigeons, the plague of, in East Lothian.

50
Wood, Mr. Willoughby, on the remuneration of

agricultural labour, 811
Woods' mower and reaper, 189
Woolston Farm Agreement, 950, 1021 ; pasture
land at, 952 ; and I'lptree, 191 ; steam culti-

vation at, 1633
Wrexham Sewage Farm, 59
Wrightson, Professor, on bringing up calves,

1143; on the cost of maintaining farm horses,

404 ; on tenant-right nationally considered,

,

196. 23^

[
Yester Farms, the, 27
Yew, the, poisonous to cattle, 715, 1276
Yorkshire, labourers in the North Riding of. 555
Yorkshire, rinderpest in, 1237, 1269, 1333 ; cattle

j

plague in, 1430, 1464
Young, Arthur, and his services to agriculture

I
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Abik Douglasii atDropmore, the, 1325
Abraxas grossulariata, 185
Abris or shelter-sheds, Bois de Boulogne, 141
Acland, Sir T. D., Bart., M.P.. portrait of, 777
j^chmea M arise Regina:, 640
Agave maculosa, 1194
Agricultural noteworthies ;—Acland, Sir T. D.,
M.P., 777 ; Amos. Mr. C. E., C.E., 1631 : Cath-
cart. Earl, 1047 ; Gibbs, Mr. B. T. Brandreth,
1665; Hope, Mr. G., 711 ; Hope, Mr. W.,
V.C., portrait of, 1727 ; Justus von Liebig,

435; M'Combie, Mr. W., M.P., 85 ; Shirreff,

Mr. P., 476; Stephens, F.R.S.E., Mr. Henry,
19: Wynn, Sir W. W., Bart., M.P., 981

Agrostis stolonifera, 615
Alocasia Marshallii, 801
Alsophila sagittifolia, 321
Alsophilas from Lord Howe'.s Island, 113 ;

Indian, 699
American garden at Trentham, the, 50G
American mitk-condensiiig machinery, 1570
Amorphophallu"; campanulatus, 1720
Amos, Mr. C. E., C.E., portrait of, 1631
Anthomya ceparum, 839
Apparatus for watering gardens, 637
Apple, the D. T. Fish, 147
Araucaria imbricataat Dropmore, the, 1324
Asparagus sethiopicus ternifolius, 15SS
Authorities high in fungi, 1329
Avenue gardens. Regent's Park, plan of, 1197
Ayres' expanding fruit-houses, 704

,
portrait of, 74

i portable steam engine, 11 44
; Mazel's, 108 ; Pearcei,

Barrom, Mr. A. F,

Barrows & Stewart'

Begonia boliviensis, io3

108
Berkheya (Stobcea) purpurea, 1261

Birmingham Botanic Garden, views of the con-

servatory in the, 1291
Birmingham show, ground plan of large tent at

the, 86g
Boby's corn screen, 1671
Boiler, the Davey-Paxman, 1210; Deard's patent

centrifugal, 1455 ; Green's patent duplicate,

1357 : *he Reading nozzle, 1726; Root's
safety, 948 ; the safety, 395

Bois de Boulogne, caverns in the, 572 ; shelter

sheds in the, 141

Bouvardia jasminiflora, 215
Boy at the stream, the, 867
Briars, roots of seedling, 1325
Brooklyn Park, New York, plan of, 1523
Burgess & Key's mower and reaper, 22 ; com-

bined reaper, self-raker reaper, 23

Cabbage stump, adventitious buds on a, 1066

Calceolaria, abnormal flower of, 969
Calathea Makoyana, T589

Carter & Co.'s agricultural roots, 1702 ; chal-

lenge cup, the, 76
Cathcart, Earl, portrait of, 1047
Cat, the, as a scarecrow, 1556
Cattle troughs and mangers at Deptford, 228

Cattlcya velutina, 1258
Caverns in the Bois de Boulogne, 572
Cedrus atlantica {not pruned), 427 ; Dcodara,
pruned and not pruned, 427

Celery collar, the Wortley, 504
Celosia Huttoni, 214
Chatenay's tree lifter, 145
Cherry, Frogmore Early Bigarreau, 255
Chiswick garden, plan of, 1130
Clematis montana, 1424; Sicboldii, 1425
Clinometer, Wells', 1650
Coleman & Morton's hop-cultivator, 518 ; hop
washing machine, 518

Coleman's horse pitchfork, 1664; potato-digger,

781
Conservatory in the Birmingham Botanic Gar-

den, view of the, 1291

Conservatory of the Royal Horticultural Society,

group of plants in the, 1227

Corn screen, Rainforth's, 1671 ; Boby's, 1671
Corynophallus Afzclii, 1619
Corynostylis Hyb-inthus, 125S

Cotswold ram, Mr. R, Swanwick's, i66g

Cottages, labourers', plans of, 52, 1016

Cotton house at the International Exhibition,

799
Cotton plant. New Orleans, 1354
Covent Garden, interior view of the new flower

market in, 177
"^

Crassula pyramidalis, 289
Crimean Snowdrop, the, 326
Cross of skeleton leaves, 1295

Cynips Quercus Ramuli, 774
Cyrtanthera chrysostephana, 936
Cucumber-house, Mr. Cooling's, 1135
Cupressus Lawsoniana, unpruned, 254

pruned, 254

Davev-Paxman boiler, the, 1210

Dxmonorops accidens, 12

Deard's patent centrifugal boiler, 1435

Dendrobium nobile, a fine specimen of, 732
Deodars, unpruned, branch and stem pruned,
and branch pruned only, 179

Deptford, cattle troughs and mangers at, caS
;

the new foreign cattle market at, 265 ; sheep
pens, 299

Diospyros costata, 576
Dragon tree of Teneriffe, the great, 765
Dreschler's patent winnowing machine, 284
Durham's, Earl, filter, 681

EniNBURGH, the new winter garden at, 465
Elm bark, perforated by Scolytus, 45
Elm, root growths of, 603
Engine, Barrows & Stewart's portable, 1144 ;

Robey & Co.'s semi-fixed, loSo
Epilachna chrysomelina, 143
Eucalyptus resinifera, 1041
Exhibition building at Lyons, 253

Fagus hetuloides at Penllagare, 467
Fern glen. Mr. Smee's, 837
Ferns, Filmy, 287 ; Tree, from Lord Howe's

Island, 113
Filter, Earl Durham's, 681
Finger-and-toe in Turnips, 5S5
Fir, the Silver, 907
Fisken system of steam cultivation, the, 154
Flax breaker, Hodgkm's, loig
Flower market In povent Garden, interior view
of the new, 177

Flower show in India, plate i

Flower show pavilion, Rendle's, 1561

Flowers, a basket of, in terra-cotta, 1491
Fluid pressure, diagrams illustrative of, 135S

Foreign Cattle Ma.rket, the new, 265

Form in trees, illustrations of, 906
Forsyth's level and plumb-rule, 543
French apparatus for road watering, 636
Frogmore Early Bigarreau Cherry, 255
Fruit houses, Ayres' expanding, 704
Fungi, edible, capital weather for, 1393 ; lumi-

nous, 1280 ; authorities high in, 1329
Fungus on Pear-tree roots, 42

Gai.anthus plicatus, 326
Gardener's house at Trentham, 701

Garden frame, Horley's, 252 ; Voice's. 1555
Gcrardia quercifolla, 42 ; Pedicularja, 43
Geonoma arundinacea, 78
Gibbs, Mr. B. T. Brandreth, portrait of. 1665

Gibson, Mr. John, portrait of, 865
Gilbert's Grape exhibition case, 262 ; registered

handlight, 1455
Glass case at Trentham, 507
Grafting, whip, 258
Grape exhibition case, Gilbert's, 262

Grape rail, Kemp's registered, 429
Gray, Dr. Asa, portrait of. 1421

Green's patent duplicate boiler, 1357
Grimston plant protector, the, 803

Gooseberry bush, trained, 675

Iris Roblnsoniana, 393
Ixora Williamsii, 641 ; Prince of Orange, 641

Keele Hali,, views of the Peach-house at.

Haymaker and horse-rake. Ransome & Co.'s.

Headcorn Oak, the. 1S55

Heckfield. views of the east and south terrace

at, 1458 ; flower walk in the kitchen garden

at, 1526
Hillfield, the Fern-house and Orchid-house

at, 1558 ; succulent-house at, 1621

Hive, Major Munn's frame, 14

Hodgkin's flax breaker, icig.

Holliday's system of wiring garden walls, 13S7

Holly, Waterer's, specimen bush of, 1591

Hope, Mr. G., portrait of, 711

Hope, Mr. W., V.C., portrait of, 1727

Hop culture implements, Coleman & Morton's,

518
Horley's garden frame, 252

Hornsby& Son'simproved Paragon mower, and

combined mower and reaper, 1433
Horse hoe. Hunt's, 813
Horse rake, Ransome's, 781

'
urists, portraits of:—Barron, Mr. A. F.,

hson, Mr. John, 865; Gray, Dr. Asa,

,_ . Wilder, Hon. Marshall. P.. 463 --4-
Howard's improved central axle haymaker and

self-acting horse r.ake, 1337 ; International

reaper, 989
Hughes & Kimber's vertical steam engine, 949
Hunt's horse hoe, 815
Hyacinthus candicans, logg

Indian flower show, plate i

Iriartea gigantea, 1105

'jl Horse rake
r Horticultu

\ 74: Cib
\- 1421 : W

Kemp's registered Grape rail, 429

Labourers' cottages, plans of, 52, 1016

Lachenalia aurea, 291

Ladybird from Collioure, 143
Lzelia autumnalis van, 1009: Jongheana, 425

l^ampronia rubiella, 607
Larch roots, grafted together, iiCi

Large's improved moulding and
machine, ii6q

Lawrence's milk refrigerator, 7S1

Laxton's new Peas, 1007
Leaves, illustrations of the form of, 93S

Level and plumb-rule, Forsyth's, 543
Licuala peltata, 1657
Liebig, Baron, portrait of, 435
Lincoln ram, Mr. W. Marshall's, 1669

Lisianthus princeps, 1163

Lyons' Exhibition, building of, 253

Maranta Makoyana, 1589: Seemanni, 323

Marshall's straw elevator, 989
Marshall & Co.'s threshing machine, 1703

Martinezia caryotsfolia, 181 ; erosa, 1297

Masdevallia Ignea, 54s
M'Combie, Mr. W., M.P., S5

Memorial of Prince Consort, the, 903
Merthyr sewage filter-beds, 987
Mesembryanthemum tigrinum, 325
Mignonette, new varieties of, 285

Milk coolers, 1601

Milk condensing machinery, American, 1570

Milk refrigerator, Lawrence's, 781

Mowers and reapers, Hornsby & Sons', 1432 ;

Key's, 22 ; Wood's, 190

N.

Nepenthes house, Messrs. Veitch's, 359
Nepenthes, pitchers of, 541

Nepenthes Rafflesiana, 1165

Oak, the Headcorn, 1655
Odontoglossum Alexandrse, abnormal flower of,

538 ; Coradinei, 1068 :
Phaljenopsis, a fine

specimen of, 832 ; vexillarlum, 667

CEnanthe crocata, showing the poisonous tuberi-

form roots, 934
Olearia Haastii, 1195
Oncidium zebrinum, 1354
Ophrystenthredinifera, 605
Orchis, the Snipe, 1009
Oxalis, sensitive, from Angola, 1419

Paui.UNIA thaliclrlfolia, 66g
, •

Peach-house at Keele Hall, exterior and interior

views of the, no
Pear leaf sawfly, the, 1167

Pea, Dr. Hogg, 1199; Emerald Gem, 1527:

Fillbasket, 1199; G. F. Wilson, 1692; Har-

binger, 1007 ; Omega. 1007 ;
Superlative,

1 199 ; Supplanter, 1 199 ;
Unique, 1 199 ;

William I., 1199
Peas, Laxton's new, 1007, 1199

Penllagare, the evergreen Beech at, 467

Pentstcmon Menziesii var. Robinsoni, 969

Peziza BuUIi, 1623 ;
ChateH, 9

Phajus grandlfolius, a fine specimen of, 733
xPhilageria Veitchii, 358

Pine, the Scotch, 906
Pinus Cembra, 397
Pirie's double-furrow plough, 7S0

Pitchers of Nepenthes. 541

Pitchfork. Coleman's horse, 1664

Plant protector, the Grimston, 803

Platycerinm alclcorne, 5" :
grande, 1137

Plough, Pirie's double-furrow, 780

Plum, Bladder, 940
Polyporus annosus, 1289

Poor man's house, Mr. Smee's, 835

Poplar, the Lombardy, 907
Poplar with aphides, twig of, 504
Potato digger, Coleman's, 781

Pr^ Catclan, Bois de Boulogne, 1036

Prince Consort Memorial, the, 903
Psophocarpns tetragonolobus. 1689

Puya chilensls in the Scilly Isles, 1102

Pyrus japonica (flowers on the roots), 1321

Rainforth's corn screen, 1671
Rams, portraits of Cotswold and Lincoln, 1669
Ransome & Go's " Star" haymaker and horse-

rake, 335 ; horse rake, 7S1
Reading nozzle boiler, the, 1726
Reaper, Howard's International, 989
Reapers, old and new systems of self-raker, 126
Reaping machine, Samuelson's, 812
Rendle's patent houses, 1452
Rhododendon flower, 1224
Road watering, French apparatus for, 636
Robey & Co.'s semi-fixed engine, loSo
Robinia inermis, 906
Roots, agricultural, Carter & Co.'s, 1702 ;

pressing
1 g^^ton & Sons', 1672

I

Root-growths of Elms, 603
Root's safety boiler, 94S

I

Rose, a pyramid, 836
Ko^e stock primer, a. 72

I
Riiston, Proctor & Co.'s steam-engine, 845

Samuelson's reaping-machine, 812

Scolytus destructor, 45
Secateur Eglantier, 72
Sefton Park, plan of, 1005

Selaginella lepidophylla, 1069
Sewage filter beds at Merthyr, 987
Sheep pens at the New Foreign Cattle Market,

299
Shelter sheds in the Bois de Boulogne, 141

Shorthorn bull, Lord Irwin, 983 ; the 3d Duke
of Wharfdale, portrait of, 879

Shorthorn heifer, the Rev. R. B. Kennard's
white, 1667

Skeleton leaves, a cross of, 1295
Smee's, Mr., garden, view in, 833
Sphinctrina coremioides, 40
Steam cultivation, the Fisken system of, 154
Steam engine, Hughes & Kimber's verticil,

949; Ruston. Proctor & Co.'s, 845
Stephens, F.R.S.E., Mr. Henrj', portrait of,

19
Straw-elevator, Marshall's, 989

Tangve's 12-horse horizontal engine and
"special" steam-pump, 949

Taxus baccata hibernlca, 397
Tecophilea cyano-croctis, 219
Terra-cotta, a basket of flowers in, 1491
Thermometer, a ground, and hygrometer, 873
Threshing-machine, Marshall & Co.'s, 1703
Tree lifter, M. Chatenay's, 145

_

Trees, an instrument for measuring, 1231

Tresco, in the Scilly Isles, 1103
Trentham, the American garden and outer glass

case at, 506 ; the flower garden and conserva-

tory at, 832 ; gardener's house at, 701

Tropasolum, germination of, 218

Triticum repens. 615
Todea barbara, from the Victorean Alps, 1389
Toxicophlcea spectabllis, 363
Turnips, finger-and-toe in, 585

Vanda suavis, a fine specimen of, 974
Veitchia Canterburyana, 327
Veitch's, Messrs., Nepenthes house, 359
Vermin asphyxiator. the, 1263

Vienna, plan of the Universal Exhibition at,

1418
View in Mr. Smee's garden, 833
Voice's garden frame, 1555

Wali,is Si Stevens' double cylinder portable

steam-engine, 1176, 1207

Walls, garden, Holllday s system of wiring,

1087
Weed extirpator, 1718
Watering gardens, proposed apparatus for, 617

Wells' Clinometer, 1659
Willow, the weeping, 907
Window, a London, as it is and as it might be,

1693
Winnowing machine, Dreschlcr's patent, 284

Winter garden at Edinburgh, the new, 465

Wood's mower and reapers, 190

Worksop Manor, view of the terrace at, 1^25

Wortley Celery collar, the, 504

Wynn. Sir W. W., Bart., M.P., portrait of, 981
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/-BARTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
V^ SEEDS.-Price 12J. U., ais., 3<"-. •P'-. and 63s. PackmK anii

337 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

/BARTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
V^ SEEDS will produce a constant supply of the best vegetables

all the year round.

ARTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
SEEDS.

For Cottace Gardens, 1 For Small Gardens, I For Medium Gardens,

price iM.M. I
price 2ir.

I
price jot. and 42J.

Packing and carriage free. Five per cent, for cash payment.

337 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.L^

CALCEOLARIA (herbaceous), of very choice strain,

from pans sown in August, and once pricked out, 3J. per dozen ;

V fid. Der two dorcn ; {M. for 50

;

^ AND R. STIRZAKEK,
i&r. per 100, free by post.

Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

Double Tuberoses.
'THE UNDERSIGNED offers to the Trade finest

i quality flowering TUBEROSE BULBS, own growth. Price,

/7 per 1000. No charge for box and packing.

JOHN SAUL, VVashington, D. C., United Stales, America.

TTZ-EBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours

;

AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with even- sort of Early

Spring Flowers. LIST on application,—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBTTS^PRIZE cols FILBERTS, and other

PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading. ^_^

Notice to Subscribers.

SUBSCRIPTIONS, payable in advance, including

Postage lo any pari of the United Kingdom :—

Three Months .. s'- "i"'- i
-S" Months .. lis. iid.

Twelve Months .. £1 y. lod.

Post O^ce Orders to be made payable to William
Richards, at the King Street Post Office.

Publishing Office, 41, Wellington Street, W.C.

GRAND YORKSHIRE GALA (1872).
FLORAL FETE

ADVERTISEMENTS for the forthcoming SCHEDULE to be

"sent to the SccrctarA- not later than SATURD.-VY, January 13.

Schedules forwarded on application to JNO. WILSON, Sec
13, New Street, York.— Ian. 6, 1872.

extra stock.—Smooth Cayennes,

Jamaicas, and Queens, to fruit immediately: very strong and

; never had scale-

M. ROCHFORD, Page Green, Tottenham, N.

"piNES, Fruiting,

Now Ready.
TT COPER'S GARDENING GUIDE and GENERAL
I I /- » T A T /-\|-'TTf r^.. >a-.i r,r\fB f,.1 • Tinut frpp. T',iCli. HOOPERXX CATALOGUE for 1872. pnc
AND CO.'S SEED CATALOGUE gratis.

HOOPER AND CO.,
^

irice 6^, ; post free, 7J^d. HOOPER
E gratis.

Cove nt Garden, London , W.C.

UTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s spring
CATALOGUE of SEEDS for 1872 is now ready. It contams

many Novelties of merit and worth consideration. Sent free and

post pEiid on application. ., , , , ,,,,-.

37, South Row, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.
Established upwards^f aj;cntury.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli. &c.

WILLIAM CUTBUSH AND SONS Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest

quality only. Post free on applic.il

Hichgate Nur; , London, N.

Kitchen Garden Seeds.

/CHARLES SHARPE and CO.. Seed Growers
KJ and Sffd Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, bee to intimat'

that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of KITCHEN
SEEDS is now ready, and 1

GARDEN
if be forwarded, post free, upon appli-

Trade Price Current Seeds for 1872.

PETER LAWSON and SON beg to intimate that

their trade LIST of AGRICULTURAL. GARDEN, and

FLOWER seeds, &c., is now ready, and will be forwarded post

free, on application. iri-Lu
20, Budge Row, Cannon Street, London, E.C, and Edmburgh.

Grape Vines, Fruiting and Planting Canes,

55 EACH.—Lewis Wuodthorpe begs to offer a fine

and well-erown STOCK of all the best sorts. Descriptive

CATALOGI/ES free. Second sized BLACK HAMBURGHS, 3*. 6d.

each L. W.'s system of packinc saves half the cost of carnage.

Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex,

DS. THOMSON begs to offer a quantity of good
. Dwarf trained PLUMS, CHERRIES, and APRICOTS;

also GRAPE VINES for planting—good ripened canes ot the best

varieties. Nursery, Wimbledon, Surrey.

TpKlR SALE, a quantity of LANCASTER LAD
X? GOOSEBERRY TREES, a-yr old; also some of MANN'S
NAPLES BLACK CURRANT TREES, the same age for price.

W MANN. Mncden, Isleworth.

Roses for Spring Planting.

PAUL AND SON, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt. have
still fine stocks of all the leading ROSES, and, all accumulated

autumnal orders being cleared off, can send off goods on receipt of

orders. Priced LIST free.

To the Trade.—Dwarf Roses.

HUSSEY AND SON beg to offer the above, all

leading HYBRID PERPETUAL kinds, at 30J. per 100, their

selection. Mile End Nurserj', Norwich

Seeds Direct from the Growers
The BEST MEANS of PREVENTING DISAPPOINTMENT.

SUTTONS' £s 3s. COLLECTION of GARDEN
SEEDS, for a Large Garden, carriage free.

SUTTONS' £2 2s. COLLECTION of GARDEN
SEEDS, for a Medium-sized Garden, carriage free.

SUTTONS- £1 IS. COLLECTION of GARDEN
SEEDS, for a Small Garden, carriage free.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by Special Appointment to the

Queen and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading.

New Soft-wooded Plants, 1871.

HCANNELL begs to inform his Friends and
• Customers that his AUTirMN CATALOGUE, containing

all the above, is now ready, and will be sent free on application.
- - id Fk

'" ^
.
..

. -New Florist Flower and Acr Seed Mcrchai

Agricultural and Garden Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Trade CATALOGUE of

• HOME-GROWN SEEDS is now ready. It contains all the

very best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

To the Trade.
SOOLY OUA CUCUMBER

SUTTON AND SONS have a limited quantity of

SEED of the above to offer to the Trade. Price on application.

Royal Berks Seed^ Establishment, Readmg.

and
or 100 seeds, on

To the Trade
CUCUMBER SEEDS.— Pearson's Long Gun

RoUisson's Telegraph (true). Price, per oz.

application to

Price,

"e. COOLING. Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby

B

New English Rose (Hyhrid Perpetual Cllmhing),
PRINCESS LOUISE VICTORIA.

WM. KNIGHT, Floral Nursery, Hailsham, the
raiser of the above, is sending it out. in good strong plants, at

71 6d. each, or three (or an. Coloured Plates, post free, for 12 stamps.
Priced CATALOGUES free on application.

Planting Sesison.—Roses, Fruit Trees, &c.W KNIGHT intimates to intending Planters that
• his NEW CATALOGUE of HARDY TREES and

PLANTS is now ready for distribution, containing faithful descrip-
tions of his stock, which is unsurpassed in the Trade. Catalogues free.

Floral Nurseries, Hailsham, Sussex.

Show Roses.

A PRICED LIST of the best Hybrid Perpetual Show
ROSES; also a PRICED LIST of choice Variegated

GERANIUMS, post free, on application to

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

AMATEUR ROSE GROWERS should at once get
my CATALOGUE. It contains all the good sorts, and the

plants are the finest that can be produced.
B. R. CANT, Si. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

Ahles Whitmaniana, true.

EF. FAIRBAIRN and SONS beg to offer about
• 60 splendidspecimens of the above noble FIR, 4, 5, to 6 feet

in height. Prices on application. „ ,. , ,
Exotic Nurseries, Cariisle.—January 6.

EVERGREEN OAKS.—About 200 Evergreen Oaks,
strong and healthy, 3 to 4 ft., twice transplanted and well rooted.

TheGARDENF" " ' —
•

' " -VER, Surrenden, Pluckley. Kent.

wHITETHORN QUICK, i-yr., fine. For sample
and price apply to

R. CANT, St. John's Street Nursen'. Colchester.

Christmas Trees.

iPRUCE FIR, in all sizes, ranging from 2 feet to

15 feet. For prices, apply t

THOMAS CRIPPS and SON
price
Tunlbridge Wells Nurseries, Kent.

To the Trade.

FOR SALE, CETERACH OFFICINARUM {scaly

Splcenwort Fern), by the dozen or hundred. For prices, &c ,

apply, F. GI LL, Exotic Nu rsery, Octagon. Plymouth.

TRUE LONDON PLANE TREES. 15 feet high, and
straight as gunrods, 42s. per dozen; also a great variety of

STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES forParkor Avenue Planting.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurserymen, Worcester.

"URSERYNfEN can be supphed with superior

. old Seedling LARCH, and native SCOTCH PINE,
NURSER'

1 and 2-yr. 1

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES. Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches. Nectarines. Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holborn, London.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

JOHN BESTER, Manager of^ the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

Transit Agency for Plants. Seeds. &c.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO.. late Betham &
• Blackith, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

Street, London, S.E.
Forwarders to all parts of the World.

OAKS, CHESTNUTS, BEECH, ELMS, suitable
for planting, 7or. per looo; SI. P€r 100.

WALNUTS, SYCAMORES, LABURNUMS, LARCH, SBRUCE,
SCOTCH and SILVER FIRS ROSES, and any olher NURSERY
STOCK. Carriage free to London.

WILKIN, Tiptree, Kclvcdon.

&C., very cheap, by „ », t.
JOHN GRIGOR AND CO., Nurseries, Forres, N.B.

IRD'S KING of the CUCUMBERS, is. 6d. per

_ packet. The best for exhibition,

BIRD'S OUEEN of the MELONS, is. per pacl<ct. The best

Ereen-flcshecr variety. May be had of all the Seed Trade, and of

TAMES BIRD,_Nurserym3n and Seedsman. Downham.

Telegrapli Cucumber.
\T7'OOD AND INGRAM offer the above well-known

VV variety, which is perhaps the ereatest bearer out, one sijall

house, 21 feet by 14 feet having produced 924 first-class fruit. Six fine

Seeds for ir., or Twelve for is. id. Postage stamps with orders.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

PARIS, I
SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867 SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GAfeDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading, Berks.

The Forwardest Pea known.
TTONS' RINGLEADER.

Price ij.jid. JJer quart. May be sown at once.S" ,1,^. .,. jd. pc. -,

SUTTON AND SONS, Reading, Berks.

B EST
The Best Wrinkled Pea Is

OF ALL (McLean's).
Price i^s per quart. Trade price on application

SUTTON AND SONS, Reading, Berks.

MCLEAN'S ADVANCER, LAXTON'S PROLIFIC
LONGPOD (improved stock), SUPREME, and ALPHA

PEAS. Prices on application to ,. , .^
F. lELLEY, Seedsman, Stamford.

MR LAXTON'S NEW PEAS for 1872.—For
particulars of Mr. Laxton's latest and remarkable Novelties in

Garden Peas which will be sent out by us this season m tnal packets,

see pages of this day's Ganfnirrs'C/i'-OTiffc

HURST AND SON, 6, Lcndcnhall Stree t, London, E.C.

To the Seed Trade.

Just Arrived from OaUfomla.

A FINE LOT of the very best CONIFERS SEEDS,
such as Wellingtonia, Abies Parsonsii (lasiocarpa), Abies nobilis,

Abies grandis .Vancouver, Pinus Lambcrtiana, &c. Special offers

on application
Messrs. PETER SMITH AND CO., Seed Merchants, Hamburgh.

FOR SALE, in large quantities, the following PEAS :

NE PLUS ULTRA^ 1 CHAMPION OF ENGLAND.
HAIRS' DWARF MAMMOTH.

All new seed and true stock. For price apply to

B. R. CANT, St. John's Stree t Nursery, Colchester.

WANTED, DOUBLE WHITE CAMELLIAS;
healthy bushy olants, not less than 5 feet from the tub.

W. D., 42, Upper Berkeley Street, Edgware Road, London, W.

WANTED, Strong MANETTI STOCKS.
price and quantity.

MANETTI, Gardeners' ChrontcU Office, W.C.

State

ANTED, a LOT of extra strong MANETTI
TOPS, or CUTTINGS; also MAIDEN PEACH. NEC-

TARINE, and APRICOT. Quote price and quantity.

L. WOODTHORPE, Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

W^
WANTED, strong CRAB, PLUM, and CHERRY

STOCKS; also MAIDEN PEACHES and NECTARINES.
—State lowest price to T. EVES, Gravesend Nurseries.

Wanted, Fruit Stocks.

TWO THOUSAND CRABS, 1000 MUSSELS,
500 BRUSSELS, 1000 COMMON PLUM, 500 BROM PTON.

Send price to . _.

PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, American Nursery, Leytonstone, E.

dozen of the various sorts of
large MULBERRYTREE, 2 dozen

WANTED, 6s
GERANIUMS, a large jviui.tic.KKi ^ ^'^'tt ^ o"«i'

STANDARD ROSE 'tREES, Jdoien DWARF ROSE TREES;
and 30 Plants of the best sorts of RHODODENDRONS, all to be of

double-blossom. State price and particulars to

D. P.,Gai • "' ""«
ardmin' Chtvnicli Office, W.C.

Early Shaw Potatos.

BEDFORDSHIRE GROWTHS, ready for delivery!

also REGENTS and VICTORIAS, from Scotland.

T. BOWICK AND CO. , Bedford.

Seed Barley.

CHEYNE and CHEVALIER, good
Scotch and English growth.

T. BOWICK AND CO , Bedford.

6^.

Seed Potatos.

CHARLES SHARPE AND CO., Seed Growers
and SEKD MERCHANTS.Slealord, Lincolnshire, beg to imimate

that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS u
now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon application.

Notice to Large Purchasers of seeds.

PURCHASERS of large quantities of SLh-US and
POTATOS will be supplied .on liberal terms, on application, by

post or otherwise (stating quantities required), to

SUTTON AND SU NS. Seed Growers, Reading.

Stocks, of

Turnip and Mangel Wurzel Seed8-1871 CroP.

JOHN SHARPE will on application furnish his Llbl,

with prices, of the principal SEEDS he is crowing this year,

Bardney Manor.Lijicoln.—July 6^
RICHARD WALKER can supply the following, for

cash :-Best SEAKALE for forcini;, lor. per 100; second size,

ss per too ASPARAGUS for forcing, 255. per 1000. WHUb
SPANISH ONION SEED, all new and eenuine, is. qJ. per lb.

The Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.
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SUTTONS'
COLLECTIONS

OF

SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

"toWES*'^

COMPLETE ASSORTMENTS, to produce a CON-
STANT SUPPLY of CHOICE VEGETABLES
for ONE WHOLE YEAR, in various sized Gardens.

BUTTONS' COLLECTIONS
OF

VEGETABLE SEEDS.

No. I. No. 2. I No. 3. No. 4,
£3 3 0'£2 2 0'£1 11 6'£1 1
Collection CoUcciion Collection Collection

For a
Large
Garden.

For an For a For a
ordinary medium small
Garden.

|
Garden.

\
Garden.

Carriage Free.

No. 5.

15S.
Collection

No. 6.

12s. 6d.
Collection

For very small
Gardens. All our
Collections contain

best sorts only.

SUTTONS'
KING of the CAULIFLOWERS,

A new and distinct variety, with very large, firm, and
L-'autifully white heads. It is the best for early use, and
is also suitable for producing a succession through the
Autumn and Winter. We now offer it for the first time,
and it cannot be too highly recommended. Price

2s. 6d. per packet.

SUTTONS' £3 3s. COLLECTION of
Choice GARDEN SEEDS for One whole Years
Supply, for a large Garden (Carriage Free), contains :

LETTUCE, 6 packets
MUSTARD, 1 quart
MELON, 3 packets
ONION, 13 oz.
PARSLEY, 2 oz.
PARSNIP, 6 oz.
RADISH, 21 oz.

SPINACH, 3 pints
SALSAFY, I large packet
SCORZONERA, i large packet
TU RN I P, 16 oz. [large pkl.
VEGETABLE MARROTV, i

SWEET and POT HERBS, 6
RAMPION, I packet [pkts.
TOMATO, I packet
CAPSICUlU, I packet
CORN SALAD, i packet
ORACHE, I packet

Best Sorts only.

PEAS, 20 quarts
BEANS, 8 quarts
FRENCH BEANS, 8 pints
BEET, 3 packets
BORECOLE, or KALE, 4 pkts.
BRUSSELS SPROUTS, i large
BROCCOLI, 7 large pckts. [pkt,
CABBAGE, 7 packets
SAVOY, 3 pacliets
CARROT. 16 oz.

CAULIFLOWER, 2 large pkts.
CELERY, 2 large packets
COUVE TRONCHUDA, ipkt.
ENDIVE, t'A oz.

ruTTCc fly^ pint and
1.K11.SS ••(2 packets
CUCUMBER, 4 packets
LEEK, I oz.

SPLENDID NEW CUCUMBER,

Marquis of Lome.
This splendid new white-spined variety is tmequalled

on account of its immense size, yet most symmetrical
form, and is the finest Cucumber ever introduced. The
flesh is very solid and firm, with but few seeds, while the
flavour is exceedingly fine. Price 3s. 6d, per packet.
Trade price on application.

For further particulars of Choice Seeds and Potatos, see

SUTTONS' AMATEUR'S GUIDE for 1872,
Price IS., Gratis to Customers, and

SUTTONS' ABRIDGED LIST for 1S72,

Gratis and Post Free on application.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO

THE QUEEN and H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
READING, BERKS.

GENUINE SEEDS ONLY.

James Veitch & Sons
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

ILLUSTEATED PEICED CATALOGUE
OF GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS FOR 1872,

With List of Implements and other Garden Requisites,

Is now Published, and will be forwarded Post Free on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

" The Best Catalogue."

—

See opinions 0/ the Press.

Just Published, Gratis and Post Free,

Dick Radclyffe & Co.s
SPEHG CATALOGUE OE SEEDS

FOR THn

KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER GARDEN, and FARM)
Garden Requisites and Horticultural Decorations.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN
ORCHARD

CONTENTS {Illustrated) :—
FARiM r GARDEN .SUNDRIES, IMPLEMENTS, &c.

FLOWER GARDEN | HORTICULTURAL DECORATIONS.

Seed Merchants and Garden Furnishers,

129, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. SEED GROUNDS—ERFURT, PRUSSIA.
N.B. Wholesale Catalogues for the Trade only on application. Seed packed for export.

NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS.

B. S. Williams
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF FLOWER, VEGETABLE
AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS FOR 1872,

Containing many New and Choice Flower and Vegetable Seeds,

IS NOW READY. POST FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Richard Smith,
NURSERYMAN AND SEED MERCHANT,

WOECESTEE.
ROSES— standard. Dwarf and Climbing.

FRUIT TREES of every description.

CREEPERS, for Trellises and Walls.

FOREST, SCREEN, and TIMBER TREES.
SHRUBS for GAME COVERTS.
QUICK and other STOCK for HEDGES.

CONIFEROUS TREES and SHRUBS,
EVERGREEN
FLOWERING
ORNAMENTAL ,,

AVENUE
GARDEN and FARM SEEDS of all kinds.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES to be had on application.

TO THE SEED TRADE.

SPLENDID NEW HARDY ANNUAL, VISCARIA OCULATA CCERULEA.

F. K. BURRIDGE,
SEED GROWER, IPSWICH,

Has great pleasure in announcing that he has now ready for distribution a limited Stock of this Magnificent

NEW VISCARIA. He feels the utmost confidence in recommending it as one of the very Best Novelties amongst

Annuals which has been offered to the Public.

It is a Seedling from the well-known Vlscaria oculata Cardlnalis, and was raised by F. K. B., at the Seed

Farm, Colchester. The flowers are very large, of the most lovely blue colour, with a dark eye. It is exceedingly

hardy, one of the great recommendations of this fine novelty being that it flowers so very freely, a perpetual

succession of bloom is kept up during the whole season. For massing in beds, or as a line in a ribbon border lor

spring gardening, it will be found invaluable.

December, 1871. PRICE ON APPLICATION,
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THE LARGEST, CHEAPEStInD BEST STOCK OF ROSES
IS STILL AT

V^ILL^IAM PAULA'S.
PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS, N.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FREE BY POST.

THE ROSE GARDEN, Second Edition, 6s. 6d. ; ROSES IN POTS^Third Edition^ijs.

32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, IV.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
(one of the Oldest Nurseries extant)

IS NOW CONDUCTED BY A COMPANY, WHO ARE
PREPARED TO

WAEBANT GENUINE
EVERY ARTICLE SUPPLIED TO THEIR CUSTOMERS.

THEIR STOCK AND RESOURCES ARE ALMOST

INEXHAUSTIBLE;
AND

THEIR MOTTO IS "LIBERALITY.'

Please write for their NEW CATALOGUE, and also for their SEED CATALOGUE, to be published

January i, 1S72, which will contain a large fund of useful information.

Address, JOHN BESTER (Manager),

PINE-APPLE NURSERY, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

POTATO.
VEITCH'S IMPROVED EARLY ASHLEAF KIDNEY.

J. C. WHEELER & SON,
SEED GROWERS,

GLOUCESTER and -LONDON,

WHEELERS' KINGSHOLM COS LETTUCE

James Veitch & Sons
Desire to direct special attention to this excellent EARLY POTATO, about which they are constantly receiving

very flattering Testimonials.
It is quite distinct from every other sort, and may be fairly described as THE best Ashleaved Kidney in

CULTIVATION, being a very heavy cropper, of excellent quality, and A first-rate forcer.

Per peck, 4s. ;
per bushel, 15s.

PRICE TO THE TRADE ON APPLICATION.

The following Finns have obtained a supply direct from us :

—

Messrs. Sutton & Sons
,, Backhouse & Son
,, G. Gibbs &Co. .,

,, Garraway Sa Son ,,

Reading
York
Down Street, Piccadilly, W.
Bristol

Mr. Van Houtte, Ghent,

Messrs. Rivers & Son .

,

Sawbridgeworth
,, Wrench & Sons .. London Bridge, E.G.

Mr. F. A. Haage , . .

,

Erfurt

,, Taber Rivenhall, Essex.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

I EARLY ROSE AND OTHER AMERICAN P0TAT08,
FRESH IMPORTED.

James Carter & Co.
HAVE JUST RECEIVED

A SPLENDID CONSIGNMENT OF THE ABOVE,
DIRECT FROM THE ORIGINAL RAISERS IN THE UNITED STATES.

Experience has proved that .the imported Potatos are far superior (both for productiveness and quality) to

English-grown Seed.

BRESEE'S PEERLESSEABLT BOSE
KING OF THE EAK.LIES

CLIUAX
BRESEE'S PROLIFIC

EARLY GOODRICH
LATE ROSE (new).

LOWEST PRICE PER CWT. AND TON ON APPLICATION.

For full descriptions, see

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED GARDENER'S VADE MECUM FOR 1872,
Post Free Is, (Gratis to Customers).

JAMES CARTER and CO,,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN AND THE PRINCE OF WALES,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

WHEELERS' KINGSHOLM COS LETTUCE
This magnificent Lettuce, fully described in previous

Advertisements, is now offered in Packets, post free,

at IS. each. A List of the Trade of whom it may be
obtained, will be published in this paper.

WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 1872
Is now ready, price 6i/., post free, gratis to customers.

"The mass of buyers who have no fancies, but who
dislike being perplexed, and are satisfied with what is

excellent, will greatly prefer a short select seed list to an
interminable labyrinth of names, which, for the most part

represent nonentities or rubbish. Messrs. Wheelers'
' Little Book ' will do something to satisfy their expecta-

tions."—Dr. LlNDLEY.

WHEELERS' TOM THUMB LETTUCE.
This is undoubtedly the best Cabbage Lettuce in

cultivation, and a remarkable favourite. It is good
both summer and winter. In our Little Book for 1872

are extracts from 13 letters, speaking in the very highest

terms of its excellence.

Price xs. per Packet, post free. Small Packets, (id.

PINUS AUSTRIACA.
Extra fine, transplanted, very handsome, well-rooted

plants, 3 to 4 feet. One of the largest stocks in the

Kingdom. Price on application.

WHEELERS' COCOA-NUT CABBAGE.

Wheelers' Cocoa-nut is a new and. very early variety,

perfectly distinct, of most excellent flavour. It should be
planted 18 inches apart : will yield an early and continuous
supply. This Cabbage is a decided novelty and a great

acquisition.

Owing to the small supply of seed this season, we much
regret that we cannot supply the Trade until we have
harvested our next crop.

Price IS, per Pacliet, post free. Small Paclcet, 6rf.

J. C. WHEELER and SON,
SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER and LONDON.
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Prize Calceolaria Seed>
JDOBSON AND SONS' strain are unequalled for

• their brilliant and varied colours, larjjc flowers, and dwarf habit.

No other strain has been awarded so many prizes at the Crj^stal

Palace, Royal Horticultural and Royal Botanic Society's Exhibitions

for the last ao years. Sealed packets, is. 6d.,2S. 6d.,2i- w. and gJ. each.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth,

Prize Cineraria Seed.

JDOBSON AND SONS beg to offer this magnificent
• strain, which are warranted to produce some splendid flowers of

all shades of colour known amonfij this class of plants. The seed
hitherto sent out has given the greatest satisfaction. Sealed packets.
If. 6d., ss. 6d., 35. 6d., and 55. each.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W.

Prize Primula Seed.

JDOBSON AND SONS offer this with the greatest
• confidence, as belter colours, flowers, fringe, and habit cannot

be obtained. Red and White, each is. 6d,2s. 6d.,2s. 6d., and y. per
packet. Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W.

Carter's Vade Mecum for 1872.

JAMES CARTER and CO. have the pleasure to

announce the publication of their ILLUSTRATED GAR-
DENER'S and FARMER'S VADE MECUM for 1872 (37th Annual
Edition), containing much useful information on matters connected
with the Garden and Farm, and Illustrated with over 200 Engravings
by the best Artists. Free by post for is.

;
gratis to Customers.

JAMES CARTER AND CO., Seedsmen to the Queen and the
Prince of Wales, 237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Beech—Extra Strong, Transplanted.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,

The " Upton " Nurseries, Chester, have to offer large quantities

of strong, extra transplanted, well rooted BEECH, 3 to 4 feet and
d to 5 feet : also a large and well grown stock of FOREST, FRUIT,
ROSE and other TREES, SHRUBS, &c. Priced CATALOGUES
forwarded on application.

Special Notice.

ROSES and VINES at Wholesale Prices.
Fine Standard ROSES, best sorts, 10s. per dozen.
Fine Dwarf ROSES, best sorts, 7J. per dozen.

Fine fruiting VINES, of sorts, 51. each ; 54s. per dozen.
Fine planting VINES, of sorts, 21. 6d. each; 245. per doz.

LISTS free. Terms cash. Post Office orders payable at Huntingdon.
KIRK ALLEN, The Nurseries, Brampton, Huntingdon.

To the Trade.
)AUL AND SON can offer their usual fine stocks of

the following :—
Standard VICTORIA PLUMS
Standard APPLES, with 6 feet stems
Standard PEARS, WILLIAM and others
Palmette-trained PEARS, APPLES, PLUMS, and extra tine

CHERRIES
Standard ROSES, of leading kinds
LIMES. POPLARS, SYCAMORES, &c, 10 to 12 leet

GOOSEBERRIES and BLACK-CURRANTS
SPRUCE FIRS, very handsome, 3105 feet

And some few other articles worth inspection.

The Old Nurseries, Chcshunt, N.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE, suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular

and botanical names^ derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,

growth, timber, use m arts, native country and size there, situation,

soil, and other information, with copious inde-K of their synonyms.
Free by post for six stamps.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

New Catalogue of Seeds, Plants, Fruits, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, containing select Descriptive and Priced Lists
of Agricultural, Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, Fruit Trees, Miscel-
laneous Plants, Sweet Violets, &c., is now published, and will be
forwarded to applicants.
The stocks of seeds have all been procured from the best possible

sources ; all are warranted genuine, and are oflered at the lowest pos-
sible prices. Intending purchasers are requested to compare the
prices with those of other houses.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

New Seeds—*' Only the Best."

MR. WILLIAM BULL'S CATALOGUE
is now ready.

SEEDS of NEW VEGETABLES,
SEEDS of NEW FLOWERS.

"Only the best." Vide descriptions in Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S
CATALOGUE. " Every article priced."
Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,

London, S.W.

Primula japonica (New Crimson Primrose).

MR. WILLIAM BULL begs to announce that he is

now sending out SEED of this new hardy PRIMROSE and its

varieties. P. japonica has been figured in the Florisl and Poviologist,

Floral Magazine, and Botanical Magazine, and the opinion of every-

one who has seen it in blossom may be expressed m the one word.
" lovely I" When exhibited before the Floral Committe of the Royal
Horticultural Society, it was voted a First-class Certificate by
acclamation.
The seed now offered was saved in Japan, and has just been received

from that country through Mr. Carl Kramer ; so that it is offered with-

out any guarantee as to growth, and Mr. W, B. thinks it only right to

stale that it is doubtful if it will grow : still, plants have been raised
from seed received from Japan ofthis Primula, and may be again, but
imported seed has also often failed to grow. In forwarding the seed,
Mr. Kramer remarks that care should be taken not to destroy the

seed-pans in which the seeds are sown, because thevtakea long time to

germinate; and Mr. W, B.'s experience is that tney lay six or eight
months before starting; but Mr. K. observes that they sometimes
take two years.
The Florist says of it :

—" Hail ! Queen of the Primroses I for so its

introducer designates the lovely flower we now figure, which is hardy
as a peasant, resplendent as a princess. It is just ten years since Mr.
Fortune met with it in Japan ; some plants were secured, but the

journey home was too much for them, and despite every care none
reached England alive. Ever since that time endeavours have been
made to introduce this lovely plant. At last, perseverance has been
rewarded, and plants have been raised in the establishment of Mr. W.
Bull, of Chelsea- Our gardens have thus secured a perfectly new,
thoroughly hardy, and exquisitely lovely Primrose, one which is really

valuable. Of the hardiness of the Primula japonica there can be no
doubt, for plants have stood all the winter, fully exposed, in the trying

atmosphere of London."
The Floral Magazine remarks:—"Since the day when Lilium

auratum was displayed to the horticultural public, we cannot recollect

so great a sensation to have been occasioned by any plant as by that

which we now figure, when Mr. William Bull exhibited it, and he
may well congratulate himself on being the first to introduce it into

Europe. A Primula a foot anda-half high, bearing four or five separate
whorls of flowers, each flower an inch in diameter, and of a splendid
magenta colour, and the plant perfectly hardy—can anything be added
to tnis to indicate its value ?

"

One great merit of the New Japanese Primrose is that it yields

varieties no less beautiful than itself, and, in addition to the species.

Seeds of the following are offered :

—

Per pkt.

—

s. d.

PRIMULA JAPONICA.—Bright rosy crimson or magenta
colour, with maroon-crimson centre, exceedingly handsome 2 6

PRIMULA JAPONICA ALBA.—This has white flowers, with
a golden-yellow zone round the eye . 26

PRIMULA JAPONICA CARM I NATA.—Flowers of a pure
carmine-red, with a maroon-crimson ring round the eye . . 26

PRIMULA JAPONICA LILACINA.—Eye surrounded by a
zone of orangeredj shading outwards to a beautiful rosy
lilac, the outer portion of the corolla lobes being white ..26

PRIMULA JAPONICA ROSEA.—Very distinct, with flowers

of a lilac-rose, and having a crimson ring round the eye - . 26
PRIMULA JAPONICA SPLENDIDA.—Flowers ofa deep

bright magenta, the zone of a rich bright crimson . . .,26
The above varieties mixed, 21. dd.

Plants of the beautiful Primula japonica, los. 6d. each.

New and Genuine Seeds of Superior Stocks.

187a. 'ffe^^^ ^^7^-

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,

The Old Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street, and
The " Upton" Nurseries, Chester, beg to intimate that their Priced
Descriptive CATALOGUE of NEW and SELECT VEGETABLE
and FLOWER SEEDS, &c., with Cultural Directions for 1872, is

now published. Copies will be sent gratis and rosT free on
application.

Vegetable and Flower Seeds of the value of £1 and upwards
CARRIAGE FREE to any part of the Kingdom.

MAURICE YOUNG'S NEW TRADE LIST of
CONIFERyE, HARDY EVERGREEN TREES and

SHRUBS, ROSES. RHODODENDRONS, JAPANESE PLANTS,
NEW AUCUBAS, &c., is now ready, and will be forwarded on
application.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

Forest Trees, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Fruit Trees,
ROSES, &c.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE'S Priced LIST of
the above is now ready, and will be sent free on application.

They are prepared to supply well-rooted, hardy plants, and their stock
is large and varied.

The Carlisle Nurseries, Knowefield
Office and Seed Warehouses, 44, English Street, and Blackfriars

Street, Cariisle.

Forest and Ornamental Planting.
PETER LAWSON AND SON respectfully solicit

early orders for FOREST TREES and ORNAMENTAL
TREES and SHRUBS, which they can supply to great extent.
The large breadths of LARCHES, from i to iJ4 feet. SCOTCH

FIR,NORWAV SPRUCE, AUSTRIAN PINES, and other leading
sorts of FOREST TREES, are unusually fine, and worthy of inspec-
tion. CATALOGUES and special offers will be furnished upon
application.

Edinburgh and London.—December, 1871.

WOOD AND INGRAM offer as follows, very fine
stuff:— Per 1000.—j. d.

OAKS, 3-yr. Seedlings 76
It 3 to 4 feet 30 o

,( 4 to s feet 35 o
ELM, English, i-yr. Seedlings 50
„ ,, 2-yr. Seedlings 76
., Huntingdon, 8 to 10 feet per too 50 o

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 3-yr. Seedlings 80
,, ,, 2 to 3 feet 12 o

OAK, Evergreen, i-yr. Seedlings .. .. ., .. .

.

10 o

„ „ 3-yr. Secdhngs 150
Samples sent on application.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

11 WING AND CO., The Royal Norfolk Nurseries,
-i Norwich, will be happy to ^furnish prices to the Trade of the

following :

—

Dwarf-trained Morello, Mayduke, and other CHERRIES.
Standard red-twigged LIMES, fine.

PURPLE BEECH, of the best dark variety, worked, and furnished
from the ground, 6 to 8 feet.

Standard CERASUS MAHALEB VARIEGATA
HERTFORDSHIRE ELMS, fine, 6 to 8 feet.

CHICHESTER ELMS, 6nc, 6to 10 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 6 to 8 feet, very stout.
COMMON LAUREL. 2 to 3 feet, bushy.
EVERGREEN PRIVET. 2 to 3 feet.

JAPAN PRIVET, fine, transplanted,
PINUS AUSTRIACA, transplanted, i to 3 feet
PICEA PINSAPO. nice specimens. 2 to 3 feet.

THUJA WARREANA, ex. transplantetf, 2 to 4 feet.

MAHONIA AQUIFOLIUM, transplanted.

Planters of Large Trees for Blinds and Immediate
EFFECT may be glad to know they can be SUPPLIED by

WILLIAM MAULE and SONS, from their
Nurseries, Bristol, in large quantities, at moderate prices.

EVERGREEN TREES.
HOLLIES, Green, on stems, 10 to 12 feet
PINUS EXCELSA, 8 to lofeet
NORWAY SPRUCE, 8 to 10 feet

CEDRUS DEODARA. 8 to 10 feet

CHINESE ARBOR-VIT.^.8toiofeet
ABIES DOUGLASII, 5 to6feet
ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, 4 to 5 feet

MOUNT ATLAS CEDAR, 6 to 7 feet
CEDAR of LEBANON, 7 to 8 feet

CHINESE JUNIPERS. THUJOPSIS, and a great
variety of choice EVERGREENS, 7 to 8 feet

PINUS AUSTRIACA. 4 to 5 feet

PORTUGAL LAURELS, 4 to 5 feet

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 4 tosfeet
ENGLISH YEWS, 5 to 6 feet

RHODODENDRONS, bushy, 4 to 5 feet

DECIDUOUS TREES.
POPLAR, BLACK ITALIAN, 10 to 12 feet
BIRCH, 10 to 12 feet

TURKEY OAK, 10 to 12 feet
ACACIA, BEECH, ELM, MOUNTAIN ASH,
ONTARIO POPLAR, LABURNUMS,
CHESTNUTS—10 to 12 feet

Prices on application.

FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND LARCH, i to 2,
2 to 3, and 3 to 4]-^ feet.

200,000 SCOTCH, 15 to 24 inches, thrice transplanted.

200,000 SPRUCE, 2 to 2J4. and a^ to 3 feet, thrice transplanted.

300,000 OAK, English, ij^ to s'A, 3 to 4, and 4 to 6 feet.

100,000 HAZEL, 15 to 24 inches, and 2 to 3J4 feet.

200,000 SYCAMORE, 2*4 to 3. 3 to 4. 4 to 6, and 6 10 o leet.

200,000 THORNS, three, four, and nve^'ears transplanted.

100,000 ELM, Wych, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 6 feet.

20,000 ASH, Mountain, 4 to 5, 5 to 6. 6 to 8 feet.

50,000 ASH, Common. 2 to 3, and 3 to 5 feet,

20,000 OAK, Turkey, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

50,000 ALDER, 2I4 to 3^, and 3'A to 4l4 feet.

50,000 BEECH, 2 to 3, and 3t0 4Ji feet.

30.000 BIRCH, n'A to 3, 4^106, 6 to 8 feet.

30,000 AUSTRIAN PINE, 15 to 20 inches, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

30,000 LAUREL, Common, i"^ to 2, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

10,000 YEW, English, i to ij^, iI4 to 2 feet.

We also hold a large general Stock of all other FOREST and
ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c., which will be offered at very mode-
r-ite prices. Fifty tons good sound SEED POTATOS, consisting of

Kidney, Early Ashleaf, Myatt's, and Lemon ; Early Handsworth,
Golden Dwarf, and Dalmahoy. For price and CATALOGUES
apply to

H. & R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nursery, Lancaster.

THOMAS THORNTON, Heatherside Nurseries,
Bagshot, Surrey, offers to the Trade :

—

PINUS INSIGNIS, very fine specimens, well transplanted, 4 tog leet

LAURUSTINUS, 12 lo 18 inches.
CRYPTOMERIA lAPONICA, 2 to 3 feet, and 3 to 4 feet.

COMMON LAURELS, 18 inches to 2 feet, and 2 to 3 feet.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, 12 to 18 inches, and very bushy.
IRISH HEATHS in variety.

STRIPED HOLLIES, best Gold and Silver varieties.

SPECIMEN THUJA AUREA.
SPECIMEN THUJA WARREANA.
DWARF-TRAINED MOOR PARK APRICOTS.
STANDARD CHERRIES, very fine.

APPLES and PEARS, fine.
" FLOWERING ALMONDS, extra fine.

LARCH, 18 inches to 2 feet, good.
BIRCH, 3 to 4 feet, fine.

QUICK, 2 feel, strong.
SCOTCH FIR, 2-yr. seedling. I^mlxed plantations.

PINUS RIGIDA, strong, 2 to 3 feet, and 3 to 4 leet—a fine Fir for

Prices on application. A New CATALOGUE now ready.

New Seeds
CHARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE of SEEDS

is now ready, and may be had on application.
This Catalogue contains selections of the best in each class, and

descriptions oithe leading varieties only.
C, TURNER'S CATALOGUE of HARDY TREES, including a

full collection of Fruits, Coniferie, Evergreen and Deciduous ShruDS,
and Trees, Roses, &c.. may also be had.

Tne Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Elvaston Nurseries.
WILLIAM BARRON and SON'S Priced

Descriptive CATALOGUE of CONIFER^E and other
ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS.
FRUIT TREES, Sec, is now ready, and may be had, post free, on
application.
A visit to the Nurseries from intending purchasers is respectfully

solicited. Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash, near Derby.

WILLIAM POTTEN'S CATALOGUE of choice
VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS, all selected from the

best stocks, is now ready: also his CATALOGUE of BEDDING
PLANTS, containing over 300 sorts of the best GERANIUMS in
cultivation. To be had post free on application to
WM. POTTEN, Seedsman and Florist, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst

Kent.

To the Trade.
BETA CHILENSIS (True), the variety grown so

extensively in all the London Parks and Public Gardens.—The
Undersigned have a small quantity to offer. Price per ounce on
application.
BUTLER, McCULLOCH AND CO., Covent Garden Market, W.C.

ORCHIDS. — Gentlemen interested in this class of
Plants would do well to inspect our Establishment at Fairfield,

and to judge of our mode of growing for themselves, The House wc
have recently erected, in wnich the plan of supplying moisture by
continued precipitation, without any disadvantage to neatness in
appearance, has been the admiration of everj' visitor, and excites
universal surprise that means so simple should have been so long
neglected.
JAMES BROOKE and CO., 16 and 18. Victoria Street, Manchester.

Nurseries : Fairfield, near Manchester.

Australian Seeds and Plants.
SEEDS of TIMBER TREES. PALMS. SHRUBS,

&c.. Plants indigenous to Australia, New Zealand, and Fiji,
including ARAUCARIAS, TREE FERNS, variegated FLAX. &c.
Orders may be left with our London Agents, Messrs. C, J. BLACKITH
AND CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C., for
transmission.
SHEPHERD AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Darling

Nursery, Sydney, New South Wales. Established 1827.

ROBERT NEAL. Nurseryman. Wandsworth
Common, Surrey, S.W., begs to offer to Gentlemen who intend

planting this season his large and varied stock of FRUIT, FOREST,
and ORNAMENTAL TREES, Standard and Dwarf ROSES,
RHODODENDRONS, CONIFER/E, SHRUBS, &c., which are
now in fine condition for removal. CATALOGUES may be had free
on application.
The Nurseries are within a few minutes' walk of the Clapham

Junction, and Wandsworth Common Railway Stations.

Planting Season.
JAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to draw attention

to. and to solicit an inspection of, their almost unlimited stock
of FOREST, FRUIT, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS,
ROSES, and all other NURSERY STOCK,
The " Newton " Nurseries can now be reached on foot in 8 minutes

from the Chester Passenger Station.
Priced LISTS post free.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS. "Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

J SCOTT, The Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset, has to
• offer 300,000 fine HAZEL, 3 to 3i feet, and 3| to 4! feet, at low

prices; alsosoo.ooofinc transplanted THORNS. 2l, 3, and 4 leet ; with
equal proportions of ALDER, ASH, BEECH, OAK, and other
FOREST TREES.
The FRUIT TREES are healthy and in large breadth ; the collec-

tion is unrivalled, nearly 1500 sorts of Pear, rooo of Apple, 140 of
Cherry, 184 of Nectarine and Peach, and 200 of Plum, with other fruits

in proportion, the names of which will be found in J. S "s new enumera-
tive CATALOGUE of FRUITS, 36 pages, Just published, gratis,
and is the most complete list of Fruit trees in the English language.

T. S.'s NEW SEED LIST is ready, and can be had free by post.

The ORCHARDIST and COMPANION, 21., in stamps, can still

be had.

LARGE CAMELLIAS, ORANGES, and LIMES,
magnificent TREE FERNS, handsome Pyramid-trained

AZALEAS, noble specimens of SIKKIM RHODODENDRONS,
set with flower; ARAUCARIA EXCELSA, 11 feet, very handsome

;

YUCCA ALOIFOLIA VARIEGATA; RHOPALA CORCOVA-
DENSE, q feet, well formed, a splendid plant ; a very large plant of

ERICA CAVENDISHII, 5 feet by g feet ; 16 handsome, strong Con-
servatory CREEPERS, in rustic and other Tubs, for immediate effect

;

17 large artistic SUSPENSION BASKETS, TERRA-COTTA
VASES, very large and handsome RHODODENDRONS, in Boxes;
also a large numoer of choice Greenhouse and Conservatory PLANTS,
—the whole of which were recently purchased at great cost by a
Gentleman who is leaving and selling his property.—Apply to

Mr. EPPS, Landscape Gardener, and Garden Architect and Valuer,
Flora's Villa, Lewisham.

fPO WILLOW GROWERS.—The Planting Season
X having commenced, WILLIAM SCALING, Willow Nursery-

man, Basford, Notts, is now ready to execute orders for

WILLOW PLANTS and CUTTINGS for Timber Trees and
Coppice Wood.

WILLOW PLANTS and CUTTINGS for Onamental Trees and
Shrubs.

WILLOW CUTTINGS for Basket Makers' purposes.
BITTER WILLOW PLANTS and CUTTINGS for Hedges and

Game Coverts.
WILLOW STOCKS for Budding and Grafting.

Descriptive CATALOGUES free upon application as above.

"THE SALIX. OR WILLOW," second edition, post free, if. ; or
ofSIMPKlN, MARSHALL AND CO., London.

Tyr ILFORD NURSERIES,
-*•'-'- near Godalming.

For NEW and RARE HARDY PLANTS and
CONIFERyE, SCO MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriplive
CATALOGUE.

For HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
EVERGREENS, &c., see MAURICE YOUNG'S New
Descriplive CATALOGUE.

For RHODODENDRONS and other AMERICAN
PLANTS, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE.

For STANDARD and HALF STANDARD ROSES,
see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For NEW JAPANESE AUCUBAS, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For JAPANESE NOVELTIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For Cheap EVERGREENS and SHRUBS for COVER
PLANTING or SHRUBBERIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For PLANTS suitable for WINTER BEDDING, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For EXTRA TRANSPLANTED or QUARTERED
FOREST TREES for Planting Belts or Shrubberies, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive Catalogue.

Forwarded on application enclosing stamp.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming.
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To Florists, Gentlemen's Gardeners, &c
rpHE ADVERTISER, being about to break-up some

1 old Moor Pasture, is vHling, lo DISPOSE of the surface

TURF, which would be very suitable for various Garden purposes,

'' Pricf; delivered at Wokincham Station,
3J.

per Ton : or at Nine

Elms, or Bricklayer's Arm Goods Station, in London, 6s. 6d, per 1 on.

For further particulars, address ,,,,.. t, i

Mr. GEORGF. ROSS, Tangley, Wokingham, Berks.

Free to London ; Five Casks and Upwards to any
Station in England, or 15 per Cent. Discount.

EPPS'S SELECTED PEAT is patronised by the

leading Horticulturists and Amateurs in the three kingdoms.

See testimonials. Packed in 4 bushel barrels, 8j. each, inclusive:

selected for Orchids. 9s. Special offers for large quantities for general

purposes. Terms cash.
Peat, Sand, and Loam Stores, Lewisham, s.fc..

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.

OOLEYS TOBACCO POWDER.
Of all Nurscrvmen and Seedsmen^

To Nurseiymen and Seedsmen.
The OLDEST ESTABLISHED WAREHOU.SF. in LONDON for

GENUINE ROLLED TOBACCO-PAPER, CLOTH, or CORD, is

H PERKINS, 16, Cambridge Circus. Hackney
• Read, N.E., who has a large STOCK of the best quality on

hand for the ensuing season.
Orders by Post promptly attended to.

G

TOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES.—Will destroy Thrip, Red Spider, Green and Black

Fly, and ATcaly Bug, and burns without the assistance of blowing,

and is entirely free from paper or rags. Price 31. td. per lb., carnage

tree. A reduction in price for large quantities. ,, ,

To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS and SONS, Tobacco Manufac-

turers, 112, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, E.G., of whom Copies of

Testimonials may be obtained : and of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading

Gardeners since 1859, against

Red Snider, Mildew, Thrips,

Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to a ounces
to the Rallon of soft water, and
ol from 4 to 16 ounces as a
\Vinter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-

sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in

boxes, IS., 3*., and 10s. (>d.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

{Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W,

Horticultural and Window Glass Warenouses.

JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and
13, Blosson Street, Shoreditch, London, E.

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.

Genuine White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, &'e.

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c

Prices upon application.

JAMES BOYD AND SONS, Horticultural
ButLDERS and Heating Engineers, Paisley. N.B

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, FORC-
ING HOUSES, PITS, and every description of Horticultural BuiMmg,
manufactured in Wood or Iron by Steam-power Machinery, and erected

in any part of the United Kingdom, ftlanufacturers of Hot-water
Apparatus for Heating Churches, Mansions, Warehouses, &c.

Plans and Estimates on application.

London Office : r, Church Court, Clement's Lane, E.G.

B ICK LEY'S PATENT HORIZONTAL SASH-
BARS require neither Paint nor .Putty ; an orchard-house or

greenhouse, &c., may be easily, cheaply, and quickly made with them
by an amateur. Four hundred feet can be firmly glazed or unglazed in

one hour. Drawings, &c. .for r stamp, of the I nventor and Patentee,

THOMAS A. BICKLEY, 70, Smallbrook Street, Birmingham.
Proceedings in Chancery will be taken against any person infnnging

this patent.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager, sqA, King William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c., from

Decay. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 3gA, King William Street, London, E.C.

Red
Spider.

Magi-
fted.

Save your Plants from the Frost.

MARRATT'S SELF- REGISTERING
THERMOMETER, for Marking how Cold it has been, and

telling the Present Temperature. No Gardener should be without it.

Price II., or by post, is. 4^.

MARRATT, Optician, 63, Kin(? William Street, London Bridge, E.C.

G ALVANISED WIRE NETTING.
Awarded " Mention Extraordinaire" at the Amsterdam

Exhibition,

Prices per Lineal Yard, 24 inches high.

'M

Mostly used for

Poultry
Rabbits, Hares, &c. .

Smallest Rabbits

Light. Medium. Strong.

d.
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RENDLE'S PATENT ORCHARD HOUSES,
PATENT PLANT PROTECTORS, AND GROUND VINERIES.

Secured by Her Majesty's RoyalLetters Patent (two separate and distinct Patents, 1869 & 1870/

H.R.H. the PRINCE OF WALES,
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCE CHRISTIAN.
HER MAJESTY'S COMMISSIONERS for ROYAL PARKS.
HIS HIGHNESS the MAHARAJAH PRINCE DULEEP SINGH.
HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND,
HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF SUTHERLAND,
HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE,
THE MOST NOBLE THE MARCHIONESS OF ANGLESEY,
THE RIGHT HON. THE EARL OF STAMFORD AND WARRINGTON.

Under the Distinguished Patronage of—
THE RIGHT HONOURiVBLE THE EARL OF PORTSMOUTH.
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE EARL OF DARTMOUTH,
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE LORD PORTMAN.
THE DOWAGER COUNTESS OF AYLESFORD.
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LORD ALFRED CHURCHILL,
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LORD BERKELEY PAGET.
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LORD BOLTON.
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LORD DE L'ISLE AND DUDLEY.

ETC. ETC. ETC.

PATENT PORTABLE GLASS WALL SCREEN. RENDLE'S PATENT PORTABLE

GLASS COPING FOR WALLS.

These PORTABLE GLASS SCRCENb hen kno n I be un a ly adop ed for co c nt,\\alsfo Fu lees AiAan2ofect
long couid be covered by an unsk I d abou c n ha f an hou The b cens 1 be supp cd a I comp e e h Pi ent Galvanized Iron

Grooves, Glass Uprights, &c., ne S ng pe squa e foo o 00 feet Oif pe square foo or 000 fee at gcf pe squa e foot. This
is the cheapest Glass structure ever invented.

BREHAUT'S PORTABLE LAWN CONSERVATORY,
OR FIRST-FRUIT CASE.

RENDLE'S PATENT.

Foi' I'lolcclin^' i'l.-.u.lK'^, Ncctaiinijs, Apricots, and other choice
Fruit Trees, from Sprin;,' I-rosts, Heavy Rains, &c, A Wall 50-feet

long can be Protected for £;] los, , and a most perfect protection, too.

Frost comes like rain—straight down the wall. The tender blossoms of
the Peach and Nectarine are more affected by frost after heavy rains;
they gel wet, and the frost comes and destroys their vitahly,

FOR VERANDAHS.—These Glass Copings will do excellently for

Verandahs, They can be made 6 or 8 feet in width, or indeed any width
that may be desired. Estimates will be sent if dimensions are given.

RENDLE'S PATENT PORTABLE

ORCHARD HOUSES and VINERIES
Erected at 9 f per squire foot

For Prices and particulars, apply to tlie Patentee and Inventor. A New Illustrated Catalogue of Mr. Rendle's New Inventions is

just published, and can be obtained on application Gratis.

Apply to MR. W. EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, WESTMINSTBB CHAMBERS, VICTORIA STEEET, S.W.
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CAETER'S
ILLUSTRATED

VADE MECUM FOR 1872
Is now ready, containing upwards of Two

Hundred Illustrations, with much valuable in-

formation. Post P'ree, i^. ; Gratis to Customers.

From The Farmer, Dec. 25, 1S71.

"Messrs CARTER, DuNNETT & Beale have excelled

themselves this year in the produetion of their Catalogue

It contains a large amount of valuable information, both

about the Garden and the Farm. The Illustrations are

profuse, and they thoroughly represent the articles which

they profess to do. This is more than can be said of

many works of a similar character,

flowers should possess a copy."

All who cultivate

Pelargoniums for the Million.

TAMES HOLDERS unrivalled COLLECTION of

fj FRENCH, FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strong Plants. CATALOGUES gratis on application.

HtlNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 varieties, seed or

plants, as per former Advertisement.
Crown Nursery, Readme.

CHOICI
Prince of V

:E TRICOLOR
f Wales

. Dunnctt
Sunbeam
Wonderful

Jetty Lacy
Sir Rol

GERANIUMS.
Miss Burbett Coutts
Mrs. John Clutton
Italian Beauty
Mabel Morris

Robert Napier
Pre-eminent
Pha:bus

The 13 for 21 J., cash; packace free.

Remittances requested from unknown correspondents.

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, CambridKCshire.

To OrcMd Growers.

JAMES BROOKE and CO. have in slock a great

variety of all the best sorts of ORCHIDS. Selections left to

J. B. & Co., never fail to Rive satisfaction. .,„,..
CATALOGUES, post free, on application to 16 and 18, Victoria

Street, Manchester.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN and
DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS.STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES. CLIMBING and TWINING PLANTS,
with their generic, specific, and English names, native country',

height, time of flowering, colour, &c., and general remarks, free

LAXTON'S SUPREME PEA
(A GRAND EXHIBITION PEA).

"Awarded a First-

class Certificate."

" Laxton's Supreme is

a grand Pea, a green

marrow of excellent

quality, with very long,

well-filled curved pods."
— Vide Report of Trials

bv the Royal Horticul-

tural Society.

"It is fitting that a
splendid Pea like Lax-
ton's Supreme should

head the list. It is a
variety destined to be-

come largely popular,

especially as during this,

a most trying season for

new Peas, it has de-

veloped a character in

the highest degree satis-

factory. It worthily

deserves the First-class

Certificate awarded by
the Committee."— Vide
Report of Peas, at Chis-

wick Trials of Royal
Horticultural Society.

/\r(7W:J.N.STEWAKDSON,
Esq., Upper Market,
Fakenham.

"July 5, 1871.-—The
Laxton Supreme Peas I

had of you last year, as

well as those you sent

me in January last, have
brought me in each year
the First Prize for Peas
amongst great com-
petition at our July
Meetings ; the other
seeds were all satisfac-

tory."

'

' Very good ; highly
recommended." — Vide
Trials of Peas, Gar-
deners' Chronicle, Sept.

30, 1871, /. 1264.

Price, per quart, 2s.

THE
IN

GARDENERS* ROYAL BENEVOLENT
NSTITUTION.—Notice is hereby given, that the ANNUAL

GENERAL MEETING of the MEMBERS of this SOCIETY wil
be held at the Bedford Hotel, Covcnt Garden, on THURSDAY
January ii next, when an ELECTION for THREE PENSIONERS
will take place. ,^, . . ,

The Chair to be taken at 6 o Clock precisely.

The Voting Papers have all been delivered; any Subscriber not

havine received one is requested to make immediate application.

EDWARD R. CUTLER, Secretary.

14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, W.C, December 20, 1871.

Noteworthy Horticulturists and Botanists.

NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of

NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS
is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already

appeared, and separate copies on tinted paper may be had on

application to the Publisher,

Dr. Hooker, C.B.,F.R.S,
W.Wilson Saunders, F.R.S.
Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.

M. Decaisne
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin
Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A,
Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS,

Covent Garden. W.C.

Professor Reichenbach, Ham-
burgh

E.J. Lowe, F.R.S.
James McNab, of Edinburgh.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.
James Bateman, F.R.S.
Berthold Seemann.

41, Wellington Street,

NOTICE.— I'f^zM this Number of the Gardeners'
Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette is

published a Supplementary Sheet of Engrav-
ings. Subscribers who do not receive it with their

Copy are requested to communicate with the

Publisher.

CARTER'S
COLLECTIONS OF

VEGETABLE SEEDS
PRODUCE a SUCCESSION of the BEST VEGE-

TABLES ALL the YEAR ROUND.

Collection No. 1

Collection No. 2
Collection No. 3
Collection No. 4

12s.

21s.

30s.
42s.

6d.for a Cottage Garden

for a Small Garden

for a Medium Garden

for a Larger Garden

Packing and Carriage Free.

Collections No. 5 and 6, for Large Gardens,

63s. and 84s.

DETAILED TABLE of CONTENTS on application,

SATURDAY, JANUARY 6, 1S72.

Five per Cent. Discount for Cash.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN AND THE

PRINCE OF WALES,

237 and 23S, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W. C.

ACCORDING to custom we propose to lay

before our readers a brief review of the

Acquisitions of 1871, in the shape of New
Plants, and in doing this we shall take them
in the several groups in which they are usually

brought together by cultivators.

Stove plants are much the most numerous.

The more important amongst those of the flower-

ing division appear to be the following ;—X Dipla-

denia insignis, the finest stove flowering plant of

the season, and the produce of an English

garden, as already recorded in our columns ; the

rich colouring and substance of its flowers place

it in advance of all the other members of this

showy family. In Aristolochia cordiflora and A.

clypeata we have two other hothouse climbers of

interest, the former having its oddly formed

blossoms as large as those of A. gigas, with a

cordiform limb, the latter much smaller but

deeper in colour. Bomarea chontalensis is again

a fine climber of the Alstromeria family, and is

one of the more recent introductions of the late

Dr. Seemann ; its waxy-looking rosy-red and
pale yellow flowers are very ornamental. X Ixora

amabilis and X I. Colei are two good acquisitions

amongst stove shrubs now in course of distribution :

the former having fine heads of salmon-orange

flowers, freely produced, the latter producing

immense globular heads of pure white flowers :

both being of garden origin. To the same group

belongs Gloneria jasminiflora, a Brazilian shrub,

with bold leathery leaves, and long-tubed white

flowers in panicles, which promises to be a really

ornamental object. Here, as also highly promising,

we may note the fine-leaved Melastomads, shown
by M. Linden under the provisional name of

Amaraboya, and which are said to produce magni-

ficent flowers. yEchmea Maria: Regince, a South

American Bromeliad, with very conspicuous rosy-

pink bracts, and blue-tipped flowers, is a showy
plant of its order ; as are also Vriesia corallina,

whose scape and bracts are bright purplish red,

contrasting well with the bright green flowers ;

and Bromelia Fernandiffi, whose great globose

inflorescence, with recurved cinnabar-coloured

bracts renders it an object of attraction. The

Mexican Cyrtanthera chrysostephana, is a showy
Acanthad, with terminal crown-like corymbs of

golden-yellow flowers ; while in the hybrid

Begonia Chelsoni, raised between boliviensis and
Sedeni, we have gained a fine ornamental cool

stove flowering plant, with bright orange-tinted

red flowers.

In the ornamental-leaved section of Stove

plants are numerous candidates for popular

favour, and the following, amongst others, seem
fairly to deserve it :— Spha:rogyne imperialis, a
Peruvian plant, which is said to be much superior

to S. latifolia, and is at any rate a noble plant, with

ample foliage. PauUinia thalictrifolia, a woody
stove climber, from Brazil, of quite an opposite

style of beauty, being slender in growth, with

beautifully cut leaves, resembling the fronds of a

highly-divided Maidenhair. Maranta Mazellii,

which v;as produced at one of our summer
shows, is a fine acquisition, in the way of

M. illustris, but superior to it ; its ample, rotuii-

date, shining leaves have two broad silvery longi-

tudinal bands. Of Dracaenas, from the South

Sea Islands we have four of great merit

—

D. amabiUs, with green leaves, and pink and
white variegation, much superior to D. Guil-

foylei ; D. Wisemanni, with bronzy leaves, red

at the margin, and breaking out into white

variegation ; D. magnifica, remarkably free-

growing, with erect, bronzy leaves, having a
delicate pinkish bloom on the surface ; and
D. splendens, a dense, dwarf plant, with recurved

leaves, distinct in habit, the bronzy leaves break-

ing out into a rich carmine-rose. Dracaena

lutescens striata, is also a distinct and elegant

plant, with bold recurved yellowish green leaves,

marked by dark green lines down the centre.

Nepenthes Sedeni, is a pretty dwarf form of

Pitcher-plant of hybrid origin, N. distillatoria

being one of its parents. Dioscorea prismatica

and D. eldorado are handsome climbing stove

herbs, with satiny richly-coloured foliage, the

former especially beautiful, its leaves being

cordiform, of a rich green shaded with purple,

with ivory-white ribs, a central silvery bar, and
transverse purplish veins. Cissus albo-nitens is

another graceful stove climber. In Alocasia

Marshallii we have an improved form of Jen-

ningsii, on which the leaves have, besides the

dark blotches, a central band of white. Xantho-

soma Lindeni, a bold plant of the same family,

has large, erect, deep green leaves of a sagittate-

hastate figure, with the principal ribs and veins

ivory-white. Finally, we have to record three

fine Dieffenbachias — D. imperialis, with very

large dark green leaves, spotted with yellow, and

a pallid midrib ; D. Bowmanni, a handsome
Brazilian species, with pale green leaves freely

blotched with deep green in a most effective

way ; and D. Bausei, of nearly the same colours,

but also spotted with white. These two are par-

ticularly stocky, and are perhaps the best

Dieffenbachias in cultivation, D. Bausei being,

moreover, an English hybrid raised at Chiswick.

New Orchids have been numerous, but less

remarkable than is sometimes the case. The
most interesting are probably those belonging to

the cool-house genus Masdevallia. Of these, we
have seen during the past season M. Lindeni,

with channing flowers of a brilliant violet-rose ;

M. Harryana, with equally charming flowers, of

a rich magenta colour ; and M. ignea, the

flowers of which are also very handsome, and of

a bright cinnabar colour, having sometimes

deeper coloured stripes. Phaius Marshalliae is

a decided novelty amongst stove terrestrial

Orchids, its large, drooping, pure white flowers,

with a lemon-tinted lip, having about them a

charming delicacy. Sobralia macrantha albida

is a conspicuous creamy-white variety of a well-

known showy species, with the labellum of a soft

rosy purple. Epidendrum Frederici-Guilielmi is a

handsome species of the type, having tall, leafy

stems, in this case terminated each by a broad

raceme of deep crimson flowers, uniform in colour,

except the base of the lip and the column, which

are white. The curious Epidendrum Pseudepi-

dendrum, with its bright green sepals and petals,

and bright orange-coloured lip, also deserves

mention in this place. Cattleya Reineckiana,

shown from the collection of Lord LoNDES-
BOROUGH, may also be referred to as a very

charming Orchid,with white flowers, having the lip

beautifiiUy variegated with purple and orange.

Greenhouse plants have not been very abun-

dant. The most interesting are two white-

flowered Bouvardias, obtained in America as

sports from the hybrid variety named Hogarth.

They are B. Vreelandii and B. Davisoni, and
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though evidently similar, are said to be different.

For decorative purposes, and for warm green-

house culture, they will be especially valuable. The
very distinct and pretty Begonia Richardsiana,

from Natal, with bipartite five-lobed leaves and
white flowers, will be useful as a companion to

B. Dregei ; while in Tacsonia speciosa, from

New Grenada, we have a very handsome green-

house climber, with clear rosy-red or carnation-

coloured flowers. The lists of awards we have

recently published will show that several Agaves

—interesting plants, now receiving more attention

than formerly—have been rewarded by certifi-

cates. The species or varieties thus distin-

guished have been either unknown or unfamiliar

in English collections.

Ferns have yielded little of importance during

the past year, if we except the interminable and
hard-named varieties of British species, which
we owe to the enthusiasm of cultivators. The
Dicksonia Sellowiana, however, a Tree Fern of

Brazil, which has found its way to the Belgian

gardens, will be a nice addition to our collec-

tions. Davallia (or Humata) Tyermanii is a charm-

ing basket Fern, from West Tropical Africa, its

small deltoid tripinnate fronds and silvery-scaled

rhizomes being singularly ornamental. Elapho-

glossum Herminieri, christened the Eel Fern by

Dr. See^iann, from the resemblance of its

clustered glossy iridescent sterile fronds to

clusters of silvery eels, is a good stove basket

Fern ; and Trichomanes auriculatum is a lovely

creeping stemmed hothouse Film-fern, with

transparent green narrow bipinnatifid fronds.

Asplenium marinum Thompsoniae and Poly-

podium vulgare cornubiense (or Whytei, as it is

sometimes called) may be mentioned as most
distinct-looking bipinnatifid varieties of the Sea

Splcenwort and common Polypody respectively,

which, as is well known, are normally pinnatifid

only.

Amongst Bulbs the Liliums take the first place
•—and deservedly so, for few of our garden

flowers are more beautiful than they. L. Wash-
ingtonianum we have already figured, and we
shall hope to see blooming plants exhibited in

the ensuing summer. L. Maxiraowiczii tigrinum,

and L. Roezlii, two very charming sorts— the first

from Eastern Asia, the second from the Rocky
Mountains,—we shall leave Mr. Baker to locate,

being content to record the fact of their having

found their way to European collections. The
South African Gastronema sanguineum flam-

meum is a charming dwarf greenhouse bulb,

with linear-lanceolate leaves, and rosy-crimson

flowers of great beauty. The ranks of the

Gladioli, augmented a year or two since by the

importation of G. cruentus, which is now yield-

ing the fruits of hybridisation, have been still

further strengthened by the acquisition of a

showy yellow-flowered species, and also of

G. Saundersii, which is very distinct and re-

markably handsome, with scarlet flowers marked
with white on the lower segments, the blossoms

themselves being decurved. Finally, Xiphion

—

the genus of the bulbous Irises, gives us two
very ornamental additions, X. filifolium, with

rich violet-purple flowers, and X. junceum, the

blossoms of which are of a golden yellow.

Amongst Hardy Trees of deciduous character,

the most distinct would appear to be the Maackia
amurensis, from the valley of the Amoor, which
is said to be perfectly hardy, and which forms a

tree with flexuous branches, pinnate leaves formed
of 3—4 pairs of ovate-oblong leaflets, and small

greenish-white flowers, in long, dense, spike-

like racemes. The Robinia Pseud-Acacia sem-
perflorens, if perpetual-flowering, that is, bloom-
ing on from April till autumn, as it is stated to

be,^ will "be a real acquisition in its class, the

general aspect of the tree resembling that of the
common Locust. The Albizzia rosea of North
America is described as a handsome and flori-

ferous small tree, the heads of long crimson
stamens being very conspicuous. There is also

a drooping variety of Purple Laburnum, Cytis-

us Adami pendulus, which is said to resemble
in habit the weeping forms of Sophora japonica.
Two very pretty deciduous shrubs have been
secured in Cerasus Sieboldii roseo-plena and
C. pendula rosea, both Japanese, the first having
long pendent branches, furnished with masses
of rose-coloured double flowers, the second hav-
ing its slender drooping branches clothed with a
profusion of delicate pink blossoms. Rhus
Osbeckii, another Japanese introduction, bears
handsome pinnate leaves, with winged rachides

;

while from China has Ijeen introduced to the
French gardens Philadelphus rubricaulis, a

species remarkable for its violet-red bark, and
its yellowish-white odoriferous flowers. The
Japanese Azalea (or Rhododendron) mollis pro-

mises to yield a race of hardy Azaleas, eclipsing

in beauty those obtained from A. sinensis and
the North American species. It has already

yielded many different tints and shapes, but the

typical form bears a grand broad-lobed flower of

a ,deep golden-yellow. Rosa rugosa (Regeliana),

another Japanese plant, bears corymbs of large

cup-shaped deep crimson flowers, looking like

single Paeonies. In evergreens, one of our finest

acquisitions is Mr. Young's Juniperus chinensis

aurea, a garden sport of one of the most useful

of hardy evergreen Conifers, and differing in

having the branches marked with a thoroughly
fixed bright golden variegation. As a half-hardy

evergreen tree of much promise we may finally

mention Quercus stricta, from Japan,—a tree of

pyramidal habit, with ovate-lanceolate leaves,

obliquely marked with alternate bars of green
and gold.

Amongst Hardy Perennials, the Primula japo-

nica is the plant of the year, its stately habit

and grand tiers of rich magenta flowers are

strikingly handsome, and well represented in our

fig- 277, p. 1225, 1871 ; and it well deserves the

title of Queen of the Primroses, which has been
given to it. Linum campanulatum is a fine dwarf-

growing plant, reminding one of L. flavum,

but more compact and floriferous, with deeper
golden-yellow flowers. Lithospermum Gastoni
and petra:um, are two useful Boraginaceous
plants, both blue-flowered and ornamental. In

Sa.xifraga Maweana, figured at p. 1355, 1871,

we have a fine acquisition to the large white-

flowered Saxifrages, while Baptisia leucophasa,

with its long spikes of white flowers, is re-

nrarkably ornamental. Cirsium Grahami, pos-

sibly biennial, a New Mexican Thistle, with

large heads of rich crimson flowers, is a really

handsome plant of its class, as is the Cardo-
patium corymbosum of Greece, which has
branched corymbose masses of azure-blue flower-

heads.
We have seen very few new Hardy Annuals

during the past season. The CoUinsia violacea

is one of the best of them, being compact in

growth and free flowering, the flowers large, and
having a white upper and violet-coloured lower

lip. Gilia liniflora, which has flowers resembling

a white Linum, is also free flowering and orna-

mental. Last, but not least, we come to the half-

hardy Amaranthus salicifolius, a remarkably
beautiful plant, adapted both for pot culture and
for the summer flower garden, and which, as it

has been already pictorially represented in our

columns, p. 1550, 1871, we need not further

describe.

We might have added others which have come
prominently forward during the season of 1871,

but the foregoing will suffice to show that novelty

does not yet fail to lend its charm to our modern
gardens.

Mr. William Carruthers, F.R.S., has

figured and described in the December number of the

Geological Magazine, two new species of Fossil Coni-
ferous Fruits from the gault beds of Folkstone.

He states one species to be allied to the existing

WeUingtonia, and shows that they point to the exist-

ence ofa coniferous vegetation on the high lands of the

Upper Cretaceous period, which had 3. fades similar to

that now existing on the mountains on the west of

North America, between the 30th and 40th parallels

of latitude. No fossil referable to Sequoia has hitherto

been found in strata older than the gault, and here, on
the first appearance of the genus, we find it is associated

with Pines of the same group that now flourish by its

side in the New World.

The idea was recently started, says the Builder,

that a system of Post-card Telegrams might be

adopted, which would prove a boon to the general

public. A pattern card was ordered, and has been

approved of. On the one side it bears an impressed

shilling stamp, with printed directions,—as in the case

of a post-card,—that the address of the person for

whom the message is intended should be ^nitten on

that side. On the other there is a space for the name
and address of the sender, and five lines ruled for four

words each, which are to constitute the message of 20

words. An order for an immense number of these

cards has been issued, and they are at this moment
being printed, and will shortly be for sale. A card

may be dropped into the nearest pillar-box, and

one of the regulations in connection with this new
system will be that immediately on receipt of the

message at the post-office to which it is taken it shall

be '* wired."

•—- A beautiful silver cup, the work of Jamnitzer,

the Nuremberg goldsmith, and contemporary of

Cellini, has just been added to the art collection of

the South Kensington Museum. The educa-
tional division has lately received a very curious toy-

house made in Nuremberg two centuries ago, filled

with models of utensils of the period, illustrating

German life and manners. It is at present shown in

the north court. Mr. William Smith's gift of

water-colours will be exhibited as soon as the room is

prepared to receive them.

• The following passage, relating to the proper
disposal of Sewage, is taken from a communication of

Mr. Edwin Chadwick to the Society ofArts Journal.

The writer is speaking particularly of house sewage.
It is clear that what he says would not apply to stable

manure—a gardener or farmer preferring to employ
rotten dung to fresh, and with justice. But it

must also be remembered that Mr. Chadwick is s

peaking more from a sanitary than a cultural point

of view :

—

"Not the chemist, but the horticulturist—not the drug-
gist with his deodorisers, which commonlyonly mask, or at

least mitigate, the mischief, but in rural districts the gar-
dener is the person who should be made responsible for

removing daily, or every other day, by pump and hose, the
contents of the sewer tank, and distributing it on a piece of
ground properly trenched and prepared to receive it as
manure. His skill as a gardener will be in distributing it

in appropriate doses, sufficient for the soil to receive it

without excess, and as to the quantities and modes of ap-
plication, his best authorities will be those horticulturists

—like Sir Joseph Paxton, cited in the minutes—who
have paid special attention to the modes of feeding
plants, and who have been the most successful in raising

prize fruits. He may be admonished that decomposed
manure, or putrid manure, is wasted manure, and that

his interest is in getting the manure in the ground whilst

it is fresh, and before decomposition commences."

Mr. M. C. Cooke, whom, by the way, we are

sorry to miss as editor of Science Gossip, has just issued

a fifth century of dried specimens of British Fungi,
comprising some new and several very interesting

species. Mycologists, take note.

With reference to the State of the Weather
in the vicinity of London, Mr. Glaisher reports

that the reading of the barometer during the week
ending on December 30, 1 871, was nearly 30
inches ; a decrease set in on the morning of the

24th, and decreasing readings were recorded, till

the minimum {29.2 inches) was reached on the

evening of the 28th ; the mean value for this day being
0.6 inch below the average. A rapid increase to

29.8 inches on the evening of 29th then occurred,

followed by a slight fall till 3 p.m. of the 30th. The
mean departure in defect of the average for the whole
week was o. 3 inch. Throughout the week the range of

temperature on each day was small, the greatest being
less than 10". The mean daily temperature of the air

was above the average throughout the week ; the
daily departures in excess being as follows :—24th,

3°. 2; 25th, 3°.3 ; 26th, 7°. I ; 27th, 7°.4 ; 28th, 8°. 7;
29th, 3^.4 ; 30th, 5°. 8 ; and the mean excess for the

week was 5*. 6. The mean for the week was 43%
being the highest in any week since that ending
November 4- The direction of the wind was generally

S.W., and at times the pressure was great. The sky

was generally cloudy, though parts of the 27th and
29th were exceptions to this rule. Rain fell on every

day except Sunday, Dec. 24, the amount collected

being 0.56 inch. The greatest fall occurred on the

morning of the 26th, and amounted to 0.39 inch.

In England the extreme high temperatures during

the week in question ranged between 52*^ at Liver-

pool and 48^ at Norwich, the general average over

the country being 49!". The extreme low tempe-

ratures varied from 37* at Birmingham and 31°

at Manchester, the general average being 33|°.

The average range of temperature in the week was
about 1 5°. The mean for the week of the highest

temperatures observed every day was 47°, the highest

being at Portsmouth, 48.1", and the lowest, 45°, at

Hull ; the general mean for the whole country was 47°

nearly. The average daily range of temperature was <i\°.

The mean temperature for the week was about 42|% vary-

ing from 404° at Norwich, to 43i°, nearly, at Leeds.

Rain fell in Lancashire on every day ; in the midland

counties on five days in the week, and at Norwich and
Leeds on two or three days only. The fall of rain

exceeded nine-tenths of an inch at Birmingham and
Manchester, and was less than two-tenths at Norwich
and Leeds ; the average fall for the whole country was
six-tenths of an inch nearly. In Scotland the extreme

high temperatures ranged from 54° at Perth to 48:;" at

Aberdeen ; the mean for the several stations being 5i'(°

;

the extreme low temperatures varied between 364° at

Greenock and 26" at Edinburgh, the general average

being 324°. The average range of temperature was
about 18.^°. The mean daily temperatures varied

between 43.^° at Greenock and 39° at Edinburgh ; the

mean temperature for the week being about 4ii°.

Rain fell at each of the several stations, the fall at

Greenock being as much as 2.9 inches, and at Glasgow

and at Perth ij inch and 1.2 inch respectively. The
fall at the other stations varied from \ inch at Aberdeen

to o.4inch at Leith ; the average fall for the whole

being 1.05 inch. For details as to the state of the

weather at Blackheath up to the 3d inst., we refer to

Mr. Glaisher's Table, at p. 14.
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New Garden Plants.

CcELiOPSIs, «. gen. Orchid.

Aff. Sievelcingiffi. Pcrigonium externum crassum. Sepaliim

dorsale oblongo-ligulatum : sepala latcralia alte connata, apice

biloba, basi menlum obtvisangulum rctrorsum efficient ia.

Tepala triangula, abbrevlata, supra basin inferioreni obtus-

angula. Labellum de columna omnino, immediate de-

flexum, oblongum acutum fornicatum, apicciii versus multipli-

catum, omnino inunobile, omnino ecallosum. Columna
clavata retusa, androclinio emarginato. Anthcra depressa.

Pollinia gcmina depresso pyriformia, basi bene stipitata-

coarclata extus fissa, sessilia in glandula hippocrepica.

—

Planta habitii Maxillaria: squalentis ex icone a cl. Saunders

benigue niissa. Flores spicati illis ejusdem xquimagni.—
C. hvncint/iostiia.

A very careful sketch, prepared by W. Wilson

Saunders, Esq., and three fresh flowers, have fur-

nished the materials upon which the genus is

founded. The sketch represents the pseudobulbs

pear-shaped, with longitudinal wrinkles, and three

plaited, cuneate-oblong acute leaves, as much as iS

inches long. The peduncle arising fron\ the base of the

well-sheathed bulb, has several sheatlis, and a dense

raceme of 6—S flowers with long triangular bracts,

nearly equal to the ovary, which is covered with small

blackish acute papillx, as in many of the allied forms.

The flowers are of a thickish consistence, white, except

that the point of the superior sepal, of the petals, and the

base and apex of the lip are orange, and there is a deep

crimson blotch in the middle of the white part of the

lip, while the foot of the column is purplish-crimson.

I am informed that the flowers had the most delicious

perfume of Hyacinths. The plant appears to be

quite distinct. We may by-and-by know its cousins,

and then understand it better. It appears to stand next

Sievekingia, yet to be widely distinct in the column,

pollen apparatus, and lip. It flowered in the garden

of W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., who got it from

Panama. From the sketch the plant must be vigorous

and well-doing under the care of Mr. Green. //. G.

Rchb. fit.

PEZIZA CHA TERI, sp. nov.

A SHORT time since we received a pretty red

Fungus from Mr. J. J. Chater, of Cambridge, with a

note requesting its name. Like many other subjects

first sent to the Gardeners Chronicle for determination,

this plant proved to be a new species, which we here

propose to describe under the name of Peziza (Humaria)

Chateri, in recognition of its discoverer, Mr. Jabez Jay
Chater, of Gonville Nurseries, Cambridge, and at the

same time to say a few words regarding the interesting

set of plants to which this new species belongs.

The genus Peziza contains an enormous number of

species, of which we have nearly 200 in this country ;

many are extremely beautiful both in form and colour,

the majority being small, like the subject of our illus-

tration. A considerable number grow upon the

ground, but by far the larger number are parasitic

upon fallen twigs, decayed stumps, &:c. Most of the

species take an elegant cup-like form, particularly when
young ; but others (especially the larger species) lose

this shape at an early period, and make irregular ear-

like growths. Some species have the margin of the

cup exquisitely toothed, or even fringed with long

hairs, others have the disc tinted with the most brilliant

colours ; most of the species are sessile, but a few
have their cups balanced on a stalk, sometimes long and
slender, but at other times thick and elegantly fluted.

This large genus is primarily divided into three

groups, distinguished by the furfuraceous, pilose, or

smooth external coats of the constituent species ; these

groups are again divided into about a dozen sections,

which depend upon their form and structure for their

sectional characters, and these cohorts are again sepa-

rated into numerous groups marked by less important
characters than those of the former sections.

Peziza is, perhaps, the most important genus of the

family Ascomycetes, and its numerous species are dis-

tinguished by their soft, fleshy substance, cup-like

form, and fruit consisting of eight sporidia contained
in innumerable slender transparent asci or sacs, packed
on the upper surface (or hymenium) of the cups.

The structure of one species will serve as an illustra-

tion for all. Therefore if any Peziza be cut in two the

fruit will be displayed somewhat as shown in fig. i, e,

where Peziza Chateri is figured in section magnified to

twice its actual size. The fructification, however, is so

extremely minute that the highest powers of the micro-

scope are required to make it out. Now to see the

fruit of any Peziza satisfactorily, an extremely thin

slice must be adroitly cut off one of the exposed sec-

tional surfaces ; indeed, so small and thin needs this

slice to be, that the smallest fragment taken off the
hymenial surface with a lancet is sufficient to show the

character of the fruit. When this filmy slice has been
detached, it has to be carefully laid on a piece of thin

glass, and overlaid and crushed with one of the very
thin discs of fine glass sold for this purpose by
opticians. If placed under the microscope, it may now
be seen as a transparent object, and viewed with a
power enlarging at least 500 diameters. As all this

trouble and loss of time is necessary before the majority
of these little Fungi can be determined with certainty,

our correspondents may judge of what a tax it is upon
our time and patience to name even half-a-dozen (the

prescribed Gardeners^ Chronicle limit) of these minute
things

J and not only has the work already described

to be done, but it often so happens that the fruit itself

must be measured in decimals of an inch before a

definite answer can be given.

When the said slice has been satisfactorily prepared

and placed under the microscope, the fragment will be

seen more or less like fig. I, c d, which shows the hyme-

nium or fruit-bearing surface of Peziza Chateri. The
asci, or sacs, c, are here seen packed side by side, each

bag containing its normal eight sporidia, each of these

sporidia (or reproductive bodies analogous with seeds),

being under fitting circumstances capable of repro-

ducing the parent plant, as surely as the healthy

seed of any flowering plant does the same thing

when planted. Side by side with the asci, c, may
be seen slender club-like sacs without sporidia ; these

are named the paraphyses, D, and are usually con-

sidered as aborted asci. The spores (or sporidia) in

Pezizas are extremely varied in shape and size, and in

P. Chateri they are both ])eculiar and beautiful, as

shown at e, enlarged to a still larger scale than the

section of hymenium. The way in which these bodies

are forcibly ejected from the sacs is very remarkable ;

they are expelled with sudden elastic force in myriads,

the generally received explanation being that the asci

are extremely sensitive to atmospheric and other in-

fluences, and consequently that the rays of the sun, a

sudden touch or a breath, immediately causes the asci

to collapse and discharge the sporidia into the air in

the form of a thin smoke, there to take their chance,

with other things, in the general struggle for existence.

searching through his own herbarium of Pezizas, and
through Fiickel's Fungi Rhenain, for any traces of a

similar species to the one here described. IV. G. S.

Fig. I.—peziza chateri.

A, Peziza Chateri, real size ; b, Section of do., twice real size ;

c, Asci, containing sporidia ; d, Paraphyses; e, Sporidia,

enlarged 700 diameters.

It sometimes happens, as we have observed, that both

within and without the asci certain granular particles

display the so-called Brownian movements, not dis-

similar to the movements of the spermatozoa of animals.

When once seen these movements can never be mistaken

or forgotten ; the particles move rapidly but almost

imperceptibly (the movement being extremely slight)

in a zig-zag fashion, ever and anon turning over on

themselves, or swaying from side to side; when the

particles are egg-shaped, sometimes the long surface is

presented to view, then suddenly the smaller ends come
into sight, but continuously swaying from side to side

or zig-zagging about.

Peziza (Humaria) Chateri, sp. nov.

Cups concave, at length expanded, margin curved inwards,

sessile, bright orange- red within, pale brown externally from the

colour of the cells of the cup. from 2 to 6 lines across ;
asci

cylindrical, containing 8 elliptic, rough sporidia with 2 nuclei,

.oooiJ inch long by .0004 inch wide, arranged in one row ; para-

physes linear with clavate tips. Cup composed of clavate, pale

brown, septate cells, whose tips give a granulated appearance to

the outer surface, which is without hairs. Its nearest affinities

are with P. melaloma and P. hirla.

Mr, Chater informs us that his plants were found on

the north and north-east sides of a heap of road earth,

gathered for use in the garden, some two years back, at

the Gonville Nurseries, Cambridge.
We are indebted to Mr, C. E. Croome for the sketch

of hymenium, for the specific characters, and for kindly

GARDENS AND FORESTS OF INDIA.*
Anglo-Indians are sometimes heard to complain,

and not without some show of justice, of the compara-
tive apathy that exists in this country as to Indian

affairs. There is no doubt, too, that many of our

more intelligent countrymen are far more familiar with
India as it appears in the graphic writings of Macaulay,
than they are with the actual condition and prospects

of that enormous and most varied territory. Every-

day experience, however, indicates that the ignorance

and apathy as to Indian affairs is rapidly giving

way, thanks especially to the enlightened policy

of the Government, and the much more speedy transit

to and fro than was the case but a few years ago. The
opening of the Suez Canal, too, is fraught with import-

ance in this last respect. India offers so fine a field for

practical gardeners, with brains as well as hands, so

many chances are opened up to competent men, in the

superintendence and management of forests, public

gardens, plantations of Indigo, Tea, Cotton, Cinchona,

and the like, that we think we shall be doing an

acceptable service by calling attention in a suggestive,

by no means exhaustive, way to sundry features of

Indian horticulture and allied pursuits.

Horticulture in India naturally varies greatly, ac-

cording to the climate of particular districts, the tastes

of European residents, and the like ; but its pvogess is

mainly fostered by the various societies, such as the

Agri- Horticultural Society of India, es;tablishcd in

1820, whose headquarters are at Calcutta, that of

Madras, of Bombay, of Mysore, of the Punjab, &c.

These societies, by means of their journals, diffuse a

great deal of valuable information to many, both Euro-

peans and natives, and serve to stimulate and keep alive

their zeal. By means of their gardens, too, the

societies are enabled to distribute seeds, grafts, bulbs,

plants, &c., among their members.
In the Bengal Presidency horticulture is likely to

receive a new impulse from the recent grant by the

Government of a new site for the Horticultural Society's

Garden. The requirements of the Royal Botanic Garden
in Calcutta obliged the Society, some five years back, to

withdraw from that corner of it which they had so long

occupied, and which had proved so useful a nursery for

feeding the private gardens of members dispersed over

the Presidency.

The societies also rendergreat service in the establish-

ment of flower shows, which are found in India as else-

where to be highly useful in stimulating a competitive

spirit among gardeners. In Calcutta there are two or

three such shows ever year—the last being the Orchid

show, generally at the beginning of April. We may
remark in passing that the cultivation of the Asiatic

Orchids has been much promoted since 1S66 by Dr.

Anderson's successful system of growing them in

thinly thatched structures, to protect the plants from

the ungenial climate of Bengal. As the Curator of

the Royal Botanic Garden (whose remarks on this sub-

ject we lately reprinted) testifies, there are now not

a few amateurs' collections in Calcutta and its vicinity

which would lose nothing by a comparison with some
of the better private collections in Europe. In order

to show the spirit with which the flower-shows

are conducted, we have availed ourselves of some
photographs placed at our disposal by Mr. W. Bull,

and representing a flower show held in Bombay on the

occasion of the visit of the Duke of Edinburgh a year

or two since. From these sketches, given as a

supplement with the present number, it will be seen that

our Indian friends have not much to learn from us as to

the artistic arrangement of their exhibitions, while

the novelty of the scene must strike any one who is

accustomed to the sameness of our horticultural dis-

plays at home. On all hands we hear encouraging

reports as to the value of these meetings in instructing

the natives, and stimulating the zeal of Europeans.

We doubt, from what we can gather, if sufficient

attention is paid to the improved culture of native

flowers, fruits, vegetables, &c., in contradistinction to

European products, the culture of which must in many
cases be carried on under the greatest difficulties.

European gardeners, too, need some apprenticeship ere

they can fairly adapt their proceedings to the different

climatal conditions. Nevertheless, the papers of Mr.

Scott, to mention only one, show how this adaptation

can be made when both the will and the ability are

present ; and one has but to look through the publica-

tions of the societies before alluded to, to find further

illustrations of this assertion.

We turn now to the subject of Indian forests, a

matter which has of late occupied much attention on

account of the endeavours made by Roxburgh,

Wallich, Royle, Strachey, Wight, and Falconer

in former times to put a stop to the waste and

destruction of Indian forests,—endeavours followed

up in our own days by the reports of Cleghorn,

Brandis, Gibson, Edgeworth, Dalzell, and Stewart.

Thanks to the persistent energy of these gentlemen and

other forest conservators, great efforts have been made
and are making to secure a proper system of forest

conservancy in all the forest districts of India. We

* See engravings on supplementary page in present is«;ue.
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have on former occasions alluded to the scheme of

education proposed for forest officers—a scheme that is,

we believe, merely experimental and provisional, and

which has brought out, as might have been expected,

various opinions on the probable benefits arising there-

from. That a system of training is necessary to enable

officers to fulfil their duties efficiently is not denied by

any one—the only question is, how that training shall

be conducted to produce the best results.

Major R. H. Beddome, in a report upon his depart-

ment, writing upon the necessity of a Forest School,

says:—"A great disadvantage that the department

labours under at present is, that all officers and over-

seers join without any preliminary training, and they

are expected to take charge of plantations and conser-

vancy operations, &c., although they may be perfectly

ignorant of the very rudiments of arboriculture or of

vegetable physiology. There is now an ample field

for a Forest School in this presidency (Madras) ; there

are plantations at all elevations from the sea level up to

7000 feet, and the cultivation of almost every descrip-

tion of tree is receiving attention. A small museum
of economic botany and forest products, and a forest

library, is almost all that is required. It is believed that

officers could be trained to far better advantage in India

than in Europe. There are certainly first-rate forest

schools in France and Germany, but the education is

too elaborate for anything required in this country ;

and a knowledge of French or German is unnecessary

when ultimate requirements call for Hindustani, Tamil,

or Tulugu ; students besides would not become
familiarised with a single Indian tree, and it is very

doubtful if an intimate knowledge of Oak, Larch, &c.,

would be of much service to a forester out in this

country. The extinction of the old native army has

prevented this department, as well as many others,

from looking in that direction for young officers qualified

in the native languages, and familiar with the natives ;

but still there are plenty of young men among the

sons of officers and civilians who are ready to enter the

department.
" It is suggested that none should be admitted as candi-

dates until they have passed the lower standard, in at

least, one of the native languages, and that they should

then be trained for a period of five or six months in

their profession, and be required to give some attention

to the rudiments of botany and vegetable physiology

before being permanently appointed to any range. A
forest life in most districts is one of great expo-

sure, and jungle fever more or less is a certainty ; and

the nature of the work compels a solitary residence in

jungles far from any Europeans. Attention as to the

constitution and natural proclivities of candidates is,

therefore, of great importance. It has sometimes been

doubted whether a botanical knowledge is necessary

for a forester. It is certainly most important in

India, where every jungle and forest abound with

a great variety of trees and timbers of every

description (many quite unknown), and where no

reliance can be placed upon the information ob-

tained from the woodcutters or natives, as in

every district there is some ridiculous prejudice

against particular timbers, though they may be of great

value and use in other districts j or other timbers,

though of great value and much prized, perhaps, in

another district, may be pronounced valueless and never

used simply because their ancestors never felled them.

To work a forest near the railway economically the

trees useless as timber have to be felled out for fuel,

and space given to the more valuable species. Again,

a forest officer should know eveiy tree botanically, or

he can have little idea at what size they reach maturity.

It is to be regretted that many of the officers and over-

seers hardly know a tree in their forests, except those

in everyday use, and often not even these."

It is to remedy this state of things that various books

have been recently published or are in course of publi-

cation, such as the Flora Sylvatka of Major Bed-

dome, devoted to the description and illustration

of all the principal timber trees of the Madras
Presidency. Works of similar character and objects,

either complete or in progress, are Cleghorn's Forests

and Gardens of India, Stewart's Flora ^ the Forests of
North- Western India and the Central Provinces, Kurz s

Burjnese Forest Flora, Balfour's Timber Ty-ees, '2\x^-

y!Ood\ Bombay Products, Major Drury's Useful Plants

of Jidiay and Stewart's Pujijaiib Plants, &c.

We should trespass far too much on the patience of

the reader if we enumerated the strictly botanical

publications relatintr to India, from those of Roxburgh,
Wallich, Wight, Royle, to those of Hooker, Thom-
son, and many living botanists. We must not, how-
ever, omit to mention that at last satisfactory progress

is being made with the Indian Flora^ under the conduct

of Dr. Hooker, and which will be a sine gud noji to all

concerned with horticulture, arboriculture or botany in

India.

The mention of the names of the eminent botanists

just cited, and which, did space allow, might be con-

siderably extended, is sufficient to recall the splendid

services which botanists, as such, have rendered and
are rendering to the empire in general. If we look to

horticulture only, we have only to recall the introduc-

tions of Royle, of Hooker, of Benson, of Parish, to say

nothing of the professional collectors, to see how
largely our gardens and plantations have profited by
the zeal of our botanists, too often thought to *' care for

none of these things."

In the matter of Cinchona growing in Ceylon,

Sikkim, and the Neilgherries, we have on the whole
most satisfactory progress to record. The death of

Dr. Anderson, the late director of the Botanic Garden,
Calcutta, who did so much to promote this branch of

culture, fortunately will not mar its prospects.

Cotton growing in the Central Provinces is evidently

carried on with the greatest spirit. Mr. Rivett

Camac's zeal and energy seem to be producing their

proper fruit. According to recent reports, nearly

300,000 bales were sent in one year from the Central

Provinces to Bombay. Here, again, the services of a

superintendent and man of position, as well as those of

practical gardeners, are required in various districts to

develope to the full the culture of this important

staple, whose culture in India received so great a

stimulus during the American war.

We can only jui.t refer to the culture of Indigo, Tea,

Tobacco, silk, and other products. Enough has been

said to show how vast and how varied in our Indian

possessions are the interests connected with horticulture,

agriculture, and arboriculture. We have but touched

on the subject in the most discursive manner, and,

restrained by the exigencies of space, have not even
attempted to do more than hint at the importance of

the subjects, and the brilliant services of those chiefly

concerned.

AUCUBA SPORTS.
The sport of Aucuba japonica, referred to by

Mr. P. Robertson in your last year's volume (No-

vember II, p. 1456), is not at all uncommon. I

have seen similar sports on several plants for many
years past, and I have several plants in my nursery

showing the same feature. I will, however, describe

only one, which I think peculiar, and which opens a

wide field for scientific inquiry, as to the causes pro-

ducing such remarkable results. The plant in question

stands close to my office door, and is about 2 feet high,

on a stem of 9 inches, where it branches into two to

form the head ; one of these branches has the bark half

green and half yellow in some parts, all yellow in

others, aud some portions all green ; it has the

spotted leaves of the old Aucuba as well as those

with the irregular blotch in the centre. This same
eccentric branch has four smaller ones with fruit, of

which I find No. i has green and yellow bark, leaves

all spotted, fruit of four berries, three green and one

green with a small yellow blotch ; branch No. 2, wood
all yellow, leaves partly spotted and partly with the

central blotch more or less developed, fruit of four

berries on three yellow stalks, one berry on each of the

side stalks yellow, two berries on the centre stalk, one

yellow and one green ; No. 3 branch is but slightly

tinged with yellow, leaves all spotted, fruit of six

berries, all green. No. 4 branch has the wood half

yellow and half green, has spotted leaves on the shoot

springing from the green side, and from the yellow side

a shoot with yellow wood and the gold central blotched

leaves ; it has eight berries on three stalks (the latter

being green and yellow) : the centre stalk has two
berries, one green and one yellow, the side stalks have

three berries each,—on one of them two are yellow and

one green, on the other one green, one yellow, and one

half-and-half. On the other and stronger branch of the

two, forming the greater half of the plant, the wood is all

green, leaves of the common Aucuba, and green berries.

So much for the vagaries of our old friend : now
a word or two on her recently introduced relations

and their descendants. We have, I believe, four dis-

tinct varieties, or, perhaps, species, of green Aucuba,
viz., the viridis, sent out as seedling plants by
Messrs. Veitch ; the vera (or, as it is sometimes

called, ovata), sent out by Mr. Standish ; and two
distinct forms of longifolia, sent out by the

above firms respectively. I believe that neither

of these four varieties has shown the least disposition

to sport (although there is a rather inconstant form

called longifolia variegata, which I think was im-

ported) since their introduction ; and as there are male

varieties of the same type and habit as viridis and

vera, I am inclined to think those two at least are dis-

tinct species. Of the two varieties of longifolia I am
not aware there is any male counterpart ; but a variety

of viridis, with rather long and narrow foliage, has

been sent out as longifolia mascula ; yet neither in

habit nor general character has it any resem-

blance to that very distinct and handsome kind.

Of the sports I will only allude to two, both

of which I purchased at the sales of Japanese
plants which took place in London ; one is named
medio-argentea mascula, and the other was not

named, but is, I believe, known now as A. picturata.

Both have central blotched leaves, though very distinct

from the sport previously referred to, and both of

them with cultivation revert to the green state, only

occasionally showing the variegation in some side

shoot. Of seedlings I have raised many thousands,

amongst which are some very good crosses, which will

be worth propagating. In some the spotted leaves are

produced in endless variety, the yellow predominating

to such an extent that the leaves seem only veined with

green ; in others, the yellow is only represented by an

occasional spot ; while others, contrary to the

experience of Mr. Robertson, are all green.

The tendency of seedlings to spotted leaves may
' be accounted for by the fact that most of them have

been produced from the old spotted variety, as well as
through the agency of the spotted male supplying the
pollen for the fructification of the green female varie-

ties ; nevertheless, I have no doubt that purely green
seedlings may be raised by having purely green plants

for parents. As the fruiting of the Aucuba is one of

its most valuable qualities, it may be interesting to

state that on three large plants, growing in this

village, I found fruit. The only male plants were in

my nursery, and about 100 yards distant. That the
new Aucubas will eventually obtain a great amount
of popularity, as hardy ornamental evergreens, I have
no doubt. Alaurice Yottng, Milford Nurseries, yiear

Godalming.

DR. MUELLER ON FOREST CULTURE.
{Continued front p. i68r, 1871.)

A LEADING industry in all forests is the production
of charcoal. It may be made in mounds, caverns, or

ovens. The method most frequently adopted is that in

mounds or meilers. The wood is closely packed around
a central post in regular form, the pieces placed either

all horizontally, or oftener the lower vertically. Only
such wood should be used as is unfit for timber ; it

must, however, be of one kind only, or of such various

sorts as require the same degree of heat for being con-

verted into a perfect coal. It must be sound and
almost air-dry. A loamy sand soil forms the best base
for a mound ; and this soil requires to be broken up,

levelled and pressed, also dried by branchlets being
burnt on the ground. The form of the mound or meiler

is usually hemispherical, and support is given to this

mound, the outer support consisting of short logs of

wood, the inner'part of the cover being formed of sods of

grass, branchlets, Rushes and similar substances ; and
over this is placed the outer portion of the cover, consist-

ing of moist forest soil, particularly fresh humus. The
united covering must permit the vapours of the glowing
meiler to escape. Shelter against wind is absolutely

requisite ; the operation of burning coal can therefore

only be well performed in still weather. The ignition

commences from an opening left purposely either at the

base, or less frequently at the summit of the structure,

but either opening is closed again during the burning
process. Caution is needed to prevent the expansive

vapours and gases causing explosions during the glowing
of the wood. To promote combustion on places where
it may have been suppressed, holes are forced through

the covering on the second or third day, particularly

on the lee side.

A bursting forth of gases of a blueish hue indicates

active burning, and under such circumstances the access

given to the air must be closed, while new perforations

are made in any yet inactive portion of the meiler.

Over-great activity of fire is suppressed by water

applied to the covering, or by adding to the thickness

of the latter. Strong sinking of the cover during the

earlier burning proves more or less complete combus-
tion of the coal, and it may then become necessary to

refill hurriedly the holes with wood or coal, under-

closure of all openings, and careful restoration of the

cover thus temporarily removed on one spot. This
refilling, in large meilers, may be required for five days

in succession ; but the more carefully the mound has

been built, and the more watchfully the early glowmg
process has been conducted, the less necessity will arise

for the troublesome and wasteful process of refilling.

A final additional covering becomes frequently needful.

The operation closes by the sinking of the cover, or by
its being partially forced downward, and the ready

coals are removable one day afterwards. Partial with-

drawals of coal can be effected from the lee side while

the meiler is still active.

By the method of carbonising wood in ovens, tar and
other volatile products can be secured. The wood
chosen for charcoal intended for gunpowder is chiefly

that of Willows, Poplars, Alder, and Lime. It must

be healthy, and is prefen-ed from young trees. Woods
which contain a good deal of hygroscopic salts—such

as that of Elms, Firs, Oiks—are not adapted for the

purpose. Extreme degrees of heat in producing coal

for gunpowder or blasting powder should be avoided,

otherwise the best wood will not serve the purpose,

because the powder will be less ready to ignite. The
yield of this coal is ^'^^ to i\|j

from the wood. Local
powder mills are sure to be established here, espe-

cially as sulphur is readily obtainable from New
Zealand. The increase of manufactures is also certain

to augment the demand for wood and coal hereafter.

For many industrial purposes charcoal is far preferable

to fossil coal.

It will be scarcely credited that the paraffin, which

now largely enters into the material for the candles of

our households, is not only obtainable from bituminous

slates, turf and fossil coal, but is also produced by the

heating of wood under exclusion of air. This substance

is furthermore a hydrocarbon of great purity j and its

cheap preparation, along with other substances from

our native wood, may possibly become a local source

of immense wealth. For obtaining information on the

products from heated wood, and the various apparatus

employed in dry distillation, reference may be made to

the great work, "Chemistry Applied to Arts and

Manufactures," by Professor Muspratt.

Presented to you here are samples of tar, acetic acid,

and alcohol, from several of our more common woods

;

I also pieces of pinewood, coated with Eucalyptus tar,
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the black colour with its fine lustre having remained

unimpaired for a series of years. Our wood tar would

for many industrial purposes be equal in value to the

best kinds of other tar, and may prove in some respects

superior to them.

Among the undeveloped wood resources we must not

pass that referring to potash, particularly as this alkali

can be obtained without sacrifice of any valuable

timber, and from localities not accessible to the wood
trade.

For the preparation of potash the wood, bark,

branches, and foliage are burnt in pits sunk 3 or 4 feet

in the ground ; the incineration is continued till the pit

is almost filled with ashes. Young branches and

leaves are usually much richer in potash than the

stem wood, hence they should not be rejected. The
ashes thus obtained are placed in tubs or casks on

straw, over a false bottom. Cold water in moderate

quantities is poured over the ash, and the first strong

potash liquid removed for evaporation in flat iron

vessels, while the weaker fluid is used for the li,\iviation

of fresh ashes.

While the evaporation proceeds, fresh portions of

strong liquid are added until the concentrated boiling

fluid assumes a rather thick consistence. At last, with

mild heat and final constant stirring, the whole is

evaporated to dryness. This dry mass represents crude

potash, more or less impure, according to the nature of

the wood employed. A final heating in rough furnaces

is needed, to expel sulphur combinations, water, and

empyreumatic substances ; also, to decompose colour-

ing principles. Thus pearlash is obtained.

Pure carbonate of potassa in crude potash varies

from 40 to So per cent. Experiments, as far as they

were instituted in my laboratory, have given the follow-

ing approximate results with respect to the contents of

potash in some of our most common trees. The wood
of our She-oaks (Casuarina suberosa and Casuarina

quadrivalvis), as well as that of the black or silver

Wattle (Acacia decurrens), is somewhat richer than

wood of the British Oak, but far richer than the ordinary

pine-woods.

The stems of the Victorian blue-gum tree {Eucalyptus

globulus), and the so-called swamp Tea tree (Mela-

leuca ericifolia), yield about as much potash as European
Beech, The foliage of the blue-gum tree proved
particularly rich in this alkali ; and as it is heavy
and easily collected at the sawmills, it might be
turned there to auxiliary profitable account, and,

indeed, in many other spots of the ranges.

A ton of the fresh leaves and branchlets yielded in

two analyses 4I lb. of pure potash, equal to about

double the quantity of the average kinds of pearlash.

The three species of Eucalypts spontaneously occurring

close around Melbourne—the red-gum tree (Euca-
lyptus rostrata), the manna-gum tree (Eucalyptus

viminalis), the box-gum tree (Eucalyptus melliodora)

produced nearly 3 lb. of pure potash, or about 5 lb. of

pearlash, from a ton of fresh leaves and branches
;

while a ton of the wood of the red-gum tree in a dried

state gave nearly 2 lb. weight of pure carbonate of

potassa, whereas the wood of the blue-gum tree proved
still richer. A ton of the dry wood of the erect She-oak
(Casuarina suberosa) furnished the large quantity of

64 lb. of pure potash. This result is about equal to

that obtainable from the European Lime tree or Linden
tree, which again is one of the richest of all European
trees in this respect.

I wish it to be distinctly understood that I do not
advocate an indiscriminate sacrifice of our forest trees

for any solitary one of its products, such as the
potash ; because by any such procedure we would still

more accelerate the reduction of our woods. On the
contrary, good timber, fit for splitting or for the sawmill,
ought to be far too precious for potash or tar prepara-
tion. But branchwood, bark, roots, crooked stems,
and even foliage, might well be utilised for this industry,

wherever the place is too remote to dispose of this

material for fuel. The recommendation carries with it

still more weight, if we remember how on many places
the close growth of suckers or seedlings has to be
thinned to allow of space for the new and unimpaired
upgrowth of actual timber ; whereas, moreover, now
the remnants at places where trees have been felled,

often block by impenetrable barricades the accessible

lines of traffic through the forests, and are frequently
the cause of the extensive conflagrations of the woods,
by placing so much combustible, dry and mostly oily

material within the easy reach of the current of flames.

Should, unfortunately, the fiery element have any-
where swept through the forest, it may then prove
advantageous to collect the fresh ashes before they are
soaked by rain, with the object of extracting from them
large quantities of potash. The whole process of potash
preparation being one of the simplest kind, and involv-
ing only a very trifling expense in casks and boiling
pans, can be carried out anywhere as a by-work, the
profit thus being not reduced by skilled or heavy labour
or by costly plant. The demand for potash must
always be considerable, as it is required for the factories

of nitre (particularly from soda saltpetre), one of the
three principal ingredients of gunpowder and blasting
powder ; it is needed also for glass, alum, various kinds
of soaps, dyes and many chemicals.*

* Flint-glass contains about a fifth pure pearlash ; crown-glass,
the best of window-glass, rather more than a quarter. Some
potash-nitre is wanted also in either case.

Potash, although universally distributed, is best

obtained in the manner indicated. I may remark,
however, though deviating from my subject, that it is

one of the most potent constituents in all manures,
being especially needed in the soil for all kinds of root

crops, for Vines and Maize ; nor can most other plants

live without it altogether, although the quantity re-

quired may be small ; but I must add that, for manur-
ing, potash by itself would be far too valuable.

Almost every kind of forage affords potash salts,

these being among the necessaries for the support of

herbivorous animals. Their undue diminution in food

is the cause of various diseases both in the animal and
vegetable world ; or predisposes, by abnormal chemic
components of the organisms, to disease.

The muscles of the human structure require a com-
paratively large proportion of carbonate of potassa ; it

is also absolutely required in blood, predominating in

the red corpuscles. Plants grown in soil of rocks con-

taining much felspar—such as granite, gneiss, syenite,

some porphyries, diorite—are always particularly pro-

ductive in potash, potassium entering largely into fel-

spatic compounds. The latter mineral yields in most
cases from 12 to 1 5 per cent, of potassa, which, if

changed to carbonate, would become augmented by
nearly one-half more. It is fixed chiefly to silicic acid

in felspar, and thus only tardily set free through dis-

integi'ation, partly by the chemic action of air, water,

and various salts, partly through the mechanic force of

vegetation.* The importation of potash into Victoria

during 1S70 was only 170 tons, but with the increase of

chemic factories we shall require much more.
It has justly been argued, that the chemical analysis

affords a very unsafe guide to the artisan, as regards

the quantity of potash obtainable from any kind of tree

or other plant, inasmuch as necessarily the percentage

must fluctuate according to the nature of the soil, this

again depending on geologic structure, and the quality

and quantity of decaying foliage on any particular spot.

It should, however, not be quite forgotten, that most
plants have a predilection for that soil which contains,

in regions otherwise favourable to them, also due pro-

portions of such mineral particles as are essentially

necessary for the normal nutrition of the peculiar

species ; for, otherwise, in the wild combat for space it

would succumb or give place before the more legitimate

occupant of such soil. Hence, at a glance, even from
long distances, we may recognise in many of our forest

regions an almost abrupt line of demarcation between
the gregarious trees, where one geologic formation
meets or replaces the other. Thus, trees richer in pot-

ash, or oils, or any other product, may often be traced

with ease over their geologic area.

{To be Continued.')

The Foxglove.—" H. K.'s " note upon the desira-

bility of a more general use of this plant for shi-ubbery

and wild garden decorative purposes is exceedingly
well timed, but from the experience of several years

growth of these semi-cultivated flowers, I am led to

differ from him as to the necessity of raising seedlings

in heat, and pricking them out under handlights, &c.

If seed is scarce, a portion sown in a box or large pan
in a cold frame, during the month of April, and then,

when the seedlings are large enough, pricked out
into some shady corner for the summer, will give lots

of big plants by the ensuing November; but where seed
is plentiful and labour scarce, then, if a piece of ground
be raked down fine, and the seed cast thinly over it

about the end of April, there will be need of little

farther trouble in relation thereto, except a slight thin-

ning until planting-out time comes. *' H. K." is

evidently not aware that we have been growing for

several years in this country a spotted variety, known
as gloxinioides, the ground colours of the flowers vary-
ing from bright purple to the purest white, and all of
them richly spotted with deep purple and crimson
spots, the individual flowers very large and the spikes

of great length. Messrs. Ivery enjoyed a year or two
since a well earned fame for the beauty of their fine

varieties. Growers of the Foxglove should never trust

to chance seedlings even in the wildest spots, as in such
case the seedlings generally come up all of a lump
and starve each other, besides being invariably in the

wrong place. There are few gardens in which there
are not some out-of-the-way corners where seed might
be sown without entrenching upon more valuable space,

and there is not a shrubbery that will not look the

gayer the following summer, for having a batch of these

seedlings planted out in its midst. Alex. Dean.

Hardiness of Primula japonica, &c.— This
plant is not the only variety of outdoor Primulas that

must be classed as tender. During the past summer I

succeeded in raising from a packet of German seed

one plant only of Primula luteola, a variety of which,
as yet, I know nothing more than that its foliage is

long, pointed, and diff'ers materially from that of the

Auricula or the Primrose. This was planted out-of-

doors in the autumn, a strong robust plant, but the

first frost cut up all the expanded foliage, leaving the

heart of the plant uninjured. Being led to inspect the

The proverb of chemistry

—

** Co7-pora non agunt, nisi

fi-uida "—is here also applicable.

appearanceofsome other seedlings, I found that frost had
served the foliage of Primula acaulis flore-pleno, acaulis,
and veris duplex, exactly the same ; so that it is

evident Primula japonica is far from being singular in
its tenderness. It may well be a question, however,
whether this apparent lack of hardiness is a very
serious matter, as growers of all the Primrose tribe
know too well that it is usually much more difficult to
preserve plants uninjured through a hot summer, than
through a severe winter. Possibly these tenderer
kinds will be enabled to withstand our summers more
easily, and prove that the foliage destroyed by frost in
winter scarcely results in so much injury as follows
from a similar destruction to the leaves of hardier
kinds by the heat of July and August. A. D.

Yuccas .—Dr. Engelmann's paper upon Yuccas,
&c., referred to by Mr. Baker, at p. 1516 (1S71), is a
short contribution to a most interesting volume, not yet
fairly published

—

The Botany of the Exploration from
California to the Rocky Alonntains, along the 40M
Parallel, under Clarence King (by Sereno Watson)—

a

4to volume, with many plates, published under autho-
rity of the U. S. War Department. A. Gray.

A Potato Trial in Cornwall.—It having been
suggested to me that the results of an experiment
made in these gardens during the past year with several
sorts of Potatos, showing the produce in weight of
I lb. of each sort, would be interesting to many of your
readers, I am induced to offer them to your notice.

The mode adopted for carrying out the experiment was
as follows :—Having selected a convenient place in the
garden, and manured it in common with the rest with
stable manure only, I weighed off i lb. of each sort of
Potato, dividing each pound into eight sets, and plant-

ing each set in rows 3 feet apart, each set being likewise

3 feet from the others. The garden is situated on the
bank of a river, in a deep valley, contiguous to the
high moorland district of this county, and is conse-
quently subject to severe and unseasonable visitations

of frost. This was the case in a remarkable degree
during the past year. The haulms of the plants were
twice cut to the ground, once in the month of April,

and again on the night of June 5, when ice was formed
as thick as a shilling. Many of the plants seemed to

recover in a degree from the effects of this severe trial,

but I had given up all hope of even an approach to

a satisfactory result, and was not a little pleased to

find the recuperative power of the Potato plant exem-
plified in so many instances. The Potatos were
planted on March 20, and taken up the first week in

November.

Prodtfce of 1 lb. ofPotatos ofeach ofthe wtdermentioned Sorts.
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wooden hut of good dimensions, as a sort of club tent,

where all horticulturists might have the entrk {to be

arranged hereafter), provided with tables, seats, news-

papers, writing materials,—where appointments might

be made, and where one would be sure of meeting

those one wanted to see. As there are plenty of tents

with refreshments, there would be no need to arrange

for these. The other is, that instead of a congress—

whicli, unless properly managed, is the slowest thing

imaginable—there should be held a conversazione on

two or three evenings. In my earlier days I was the

founder and secretary of a natural history society

(which still exists), and one of our most successful hits

were our conversaziones. They brought people

together far better than a dinner. At a dinner

you generally manage to get into little parties,

and there, more for convenience, you remain until the

evening is over. But not so at a conversazione. You
may spend your quarter of an hour chatting with one,

and a quarter with another. You are introduced to

people you wish to know, and in the way of becoming

acquainted with folk you do far more than at a dinner.

Let the dinner be held by all means; but I believe,

once tried, the conversazione would be found very use-

ful. Let tea and coffee be provided at a moderate

charge, and I think the experiment would work well.

And may I say, let all patronising be done away with.

I don't think the Royal Horticultural Society can

afford to patronise, and I am quite sure the horticul-

turists of England don't need it. Let it be remem-

bered that our great London shows owe a large propor-

tion of their success to provincial exhibitors, and let

this tend to a true ''fraternity" amongst all. I know
something of the working bees of the horticultural hive,

and I know that under many a blue apron there is as

much refinement and true gentlemanly feeling as is to

be met with in any class, and that it is an insult to these

men to attempt that patronising air which, after all,

never marks the true gentleman. Z>., Deal.

Special Prizes for Vegetables.—Opinions have

been prevalent that vegetables were worthy of better

support at our great exhibitions, and year after year

has seen them creep into favour ; but few thought that

they would ever vie with Flora and Pomona in prize

value, yet such is the case. Only think of a 50 guinea

cup (the Carter Prize Cup) for 24 dishes of vegetables,

and though the cup has to be won three times before

it becomes the property of the competitor, the prize

is very liberal. I fear the conditions of winning

it are, however, fraught with misunderstanding.

I purposely write to have those conditions under-

stood more clearly. I wish to know who is to be

considered as the " competitor." Some say that it is the

gentleman, others the gardener. Whichever it is I think

it a slur upon those gardeners who are likely to enter the

competition, to say that the challenge cup shall be in

the possession of the employer, and not of the gardener.

We have never seen keen competition for these gieat

prizes, and it will scarcely be created by such an injus-

tice. The gardeners* prize for vegetables at Notts

was pronounced to be second to nothing at the

exhibition. My 5^. are ready any moment for such

another purpose, also ^s. towards a county prize.

If there is one thing more than another which gardeners

have learnt from the provincial visits of the Royal
Horticultural Society, it is that the North of England

cannot hope to cope successfully with the South

in the production of vegetables so early as June.

Therefore I would solicit aid and discussion on the

question. A county vegetable prize or prizes, or say for

the North of England, Hmited by a line drawn from the

Mersey to the llumber, would cause a good deal of

competition, and would bring more gardeners to the

scene of action. What say other pens more potent than

mine? Andre^v Meikle, Read Hall^ Whalley, Lancashire.

Variegated Silver Fir.—I am glad to be able to

chronicle another instance of a different type to those

before alluded to. Some two or three weeks ago

my attention was directed to a noble tree, standing

some 60 yards off. On approaching it I found it

to be a Silver Fir, some 26 or 30 feet in height,

and one of the most beautiful trees that it has been my
lot to see. The colour was of the purest and brightest

yellow, far brighter than our Golden Yew. The tree

was in the most vigorous health, having made a lead-

ing slioot of about 2 feet : even in this the one side was
of a grand golden colour. With permission I secured

a large supply of grafts, which I hope to be able to get

to grow. Should any of your many correspondents have
seen the Silver Fir variegated before I should be glad

to hear, and if any of them can give me any advice as

to the mode of grafting, or the surest way of making
plants, they will greatly oblige. Robt, Craig, Gr. to

Hon. Mrs. Hoivard, Lezuns Hail, Westmoreland, yan.l.

Indrajab and Kurchi.—Can you give me any in-

formation respecting these plants, concerning which
the following note appears in the Press and St. James's
Chronicle :~

" Dr. Bose, civil surgeon, of Furreedpore, has dis-

covered a remedy for leprosy, by which he has saved
many lives. The remedy is no other than the Indrajab,

a seed gathered from the famous Kurchi ot the Indian

flora, whose bark is so widely used in curing dysentery.

This much has been known, but nothing besides. Neither

'Indrajab' nor 'Kurchi' are to be traced in Dr.

Birdwood's P'egetable Products 0/Bombay,"

At the Exhibition in 1S51, the late Dr. J. F. Royle

displayed a most interesting collection of substances

useful in medicine and the arts, which he had pur-

chased in the bazaars of the Bengal Presidency. A
detailed list of this collection will be found in the

Illustrated Catalogue of that Great Exhibition. In

this list, Koorchee appears amongst the barks, but

without any reference to the tree which produces it,

or to the part of India whence it is obtained. The
list contains 445 names of fruits and seeds, and 464
names of other vegetable products ; but I fail to find

amongst them any word at all resembling Indrajab.

IV. T. [In Dr. Forbes Watson's Index of Native

/Varnes "Indrajow" is given as the native name
for Wrightia antidysenterica and *' Kurasecha

"

for Echites antidysenterica, but the preferable

name is Holarrhena antidysenterica, a name
which, if adopted, will dispel the confusion that

has arisen from plants of two distinct genera having

been accidentally combined under one and the same
specific name. The history of the plant is given in

Wight's /<r(7tt£'j, 2, 439. At any rate the shrub belongs

to the Apocynads, and has a bitter tonic bark, formerly

used in European medicine, and esteemed in India for

dysentery. We find the name also spelt Anderjow
and Indurjuo. The nearly allied Oleander is used in

leprosy in India. Eds]

Dasmonorops accidens.—Herewith I .send you a

sketch (fig. 2) of D^monorops accidens, which is

one of the prettiest plants for table decoration, having

V.G.S.

Fig. 2,—D,ivMONOROPs accidens.

graceful, feathery, dark green foliage, and elegant

habit. The same may also be said of D. plumosa and
D. trichorus. F. W. B.

Mildness of the Season in the North of
Scotland.—The following is a list of plants in flower

in the open air at Gordon Castle on January i :

—

Cydonia japonica, Magnolia grandiflora. Carnations,

Arbutus, Stocks, Antirrhinums, pot Marigold, Alyssum
saxatile, Pansies, Ivy (common), Tritoma media,

purple Primrose, Violets, Arabis verna, Helleborus

niger or Christmas Rose, Colchicum autumnale. Wall-
flower (sorts), Daisies (sorts), Verbascum Thapsus,
Geum coccineum. Viburnum Tinus, the Laurustinus,

Auricula, Garrya elliptica, Escallonia macrantha,

Fairy Roses, and many varieties of hybrid perpetuals,

Bourbons, &c. y. Webster.

TortoisesheU Butterfly.—Last evening (Dec. 29,

1S71), on our retiring for the night, we were much
surprised to see a healthy tortoiseshell butterfly (Vanessa
urticae) resting on a candlestick. I very inconsiderately

had it brushed off into the garden, forgetting the

inclemency of the night. I afterwards endeavoured
to find it, but was unsuccessful. //. Allnutt, 3, Holland
Poadj Keiistftgton, IV,

Unseasonable Flowering of the Pear Tree.

—

The tree in question is Knight's Monarch, and the

past summer yielded a good crop of Pears, but not

content with that, it flowered and fruited again, though,

as may be supposed, to a minor extent. Strange to

say, it is now showing signs of a third process of bloom-
ing, of which I enclose a specimen, together with a

sample of its second fruit. I have frequently met with
cases of a second blooming both in the Pear and Apple,
but not the third. Can any of your correspondents

jive a hint as t© the cause of this curious phenomenon?

It may be well to mention that the tree in question is

situate exactly opposite and about two yards distant

from the chimney of a forcing pit; would this have such
an effect? E. Morgan, Harroio-on-the-Hill. [Has the

tree been recently moved, or its roots disturbed? Eds.]

Stealing Holly (1871, p. 16S1).—Your corre-

spondent shares in a wide-spread grievance, in the

yearly demolition of his Hollies. From their size and
extent they are possibly beyond the protection of a very
simple remedy which I have known answer well for

many years, otherwise I would suggest that of having
them stripped of their berries a fortnight or so before

Christmas would ensure their safety. I have known
this plan tried with great success where ornamental
Hollies, which it was wished to preserve, stood near a

public road ; and if it was impossible to clear the whole
tree, merely clearing the leading shoots, and enough of

the berries from the rest, to destroy the beauty of the

branches, would be a great protection. E. A, O,

Open Air Fig Culture.—A lady once told me
that gardeners, like doctors, very often differed in

opinion, but it happens in many cases that the differ-

ence will be found more apparent than real. Mr. Fish's

great success in open air Fig growing is, in some
measure, due to the dry bottom and the paved court,

assisted by the warm stables and the genial climate of
Bury St. Edmund's when accompanied by rational

treatment ; and were I in his position, in all proba-
bility I should adopt his mode of treatment. But Mr.
Fish is too able a cultivator not to admit that under
different conditions and indifferent situations the same
treatment will not invariably produce like results.

The same may also be said in reference to the recom-
mendation of a free application of the knile. That it

succeeds in some instances I freely admit, but in others it

only aggravates the evil complained of. Looking back
through the vista of years, I can recall a case that

exactly illustrates my meaning. The Fig trees I allude

to were a fine, healthy- looking lot, and had been
managed after the reputed orthodox fashion of a free

application of the knife ; but the greater part of the

fruit fell before it was half grown, and very little really

came to perfection. The truth was, the trees were too

vigorous, the wood was too gross, and the free use of

the knife made matters worse. The gardener then in

charge in this case, was a thoughtful, intelligent man,
and after a year or two spent in trying to induce a
fruitful habit by slashing away at the branches, he
reversed his treatment and commenced upon the roots,

and he had the satisfaction of seeing his trees assume a

thoroughly fruitful habit. I think the aim of the culti-

vator ought to be to obtain a thorough control over his

trees, both roots and branches. It is a well known
fact that a man may be a successful Fig grower in one
place and yet fail in another : thus proving that the

same treatment will not succeed in all cases alike. But
in any doubtful case a gardener cannot be far wrong if

he has a thorough control over his trees ; his success

then will be regular and certain, and he will be inde-

pendent of local circumstances. Edward Hobday^
Ramsey Abbey.

Garden Pots.—That the porous garden pots now
used cool the roots of plants by evaporation, as noticed

by Mr. Forsyth {Gardeners' Chronicle^ p. 1650, 1S71),

is undoubted, yet I believe most horticulturists prefer

such pots to those made of China ware. In hot coun-
tries, however, wooden tubs are preferred. Some
years ago, to lessen evaporation from pots in an
orchard- house, I painted them outside with linseed

oil, and then gave them a coat of paint ; but I must
confess that 1 never could perceive any good result.

The subject, however, deserves discussion, as practice

and theory do not always seem to accord. G. S.

Cucumbers.— I have Rollisson's Telegraph Cucum-
ber, but it is possible I have not the true one, if there

are two sorts of it. We cut a brace of good fruit of
Telegraph this week ; but I may tell Mr. Simmonds,
candidly, it is not such a handsome Cucumber, nor as

prolific, as Blue Gown. I am quite ignorant who
raised this queer-named Cucumber, but whoever that

honour belongs to, we may expect still further improve-
ment from him, as, to my mind, he has his idea fixed

on the right thing as regards Cucumbers. We always
turn aside from deep-eyed Potatos on account of the

waste, and for the same reason in peeling a Cucumber,
the Telegraph for instance, a too thick skin brings us
too near the seed, which is stronger and more watery.

However, not being a lover of Cucumbers, I can speak
but very imperfectly as to the flavour, but having to grow
as many as possible to supply indispensable wants, we
grow those which we find most useful, and these are

Blue Gown, Cox's Volunteer, Sion House, and Tele-

graph, and in regard to the esteem in which they are

held they stand in the order named. H. Knight^ Floors.

Arrested Growth : Root Forms.— I was much
interested with the views expressed on these subjects in

No. 16 of "Botany for Beginners" (p. 14S3, 1S71).

I believe arrested growth is a legitimate explana-

tion of many of the peculiar forms of vegetable

structure. But then, what arrests it ? And why
are the twin orders to stop growing, and to go on
again, at times so regular and at others so capricious ?

Take, for instance, the case of the Cauliflower crop

of the past season. As a rule, the growth is arrested

at the right time to secure the nice succulent
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heads, so higlny appreciated on our dinner-tables. But

last season there has been—shall I call it a mistake

somewhere ?—there was no stoppage, or at least a

very short one ; and we had a loose bundle of stick-

like branches—tender, it is true, because so young—
but wretched apologies for good Cauliflowers at the

best. This premature bolting was very prevalent

during the past summer. The first crop, matured

under handlighls, and the last autumnal crops—
whether of Veitch's variety, or others—were pretty

good. But in many gardens nearly all the intermediate

crops were sadly out of form, by this provoking rush

into stick-like branches ; they came so from the very

first. I removed the leaves, and examined the heads

before they opened, and there was the lack of sym-
metry and evenness which distinguish good Cauli-

flower and Broccoli crowns in embryo. Instead

of these was the ragged looseness, the earnest of

sure and certain bolting. How came this state ?

Were the conditions of growth so favourable, as Mr.

Earley put it, that the order to arrest it was overruled

by the vital force of the plant taking advantage of

these exceptional conditions, and making a dash

seedward without halting to oblige us with a delicious

mass of sweet succulency as usual? Perhaps so. I

fancy the way the writer puts the matter rather

favours Mr. Earley's views, and though I have ventured

another explanation, I have no objection to "cave in"

upon seeing more light. So much, I think, must be

admitted. If we owe the Cauliflower that we
eat to arrested growth, whatever conditions abnor-

mally stimulate growth must endanger our edible

Cauliflowers, including, of course, Broccoli. Prac-

tical experience, to a great extent, confirms this

theory. While rich feeding is needful for Cauliflower,

&c., it is possible to overdo it, and to grow leaves or

seed rather than the compact crowns we want. It is

very singular, too, that many Broccoli seem to require

that their growth should be forcibly arrested before

they will form succulent heads. Force them too

early, they rush off to seed, not stopping even to

form proper crowns before doing so. Time them
aright, they acquire a certain strength before winter

the frost stops their growth, and when spring

quickens them afresh, behold the mass of sweetness

and succulency, the produce of such arrestment. By
the way, this is cited as a case of compensation [the

word was used in the sense of " balance"] ; but I

question if the Cauliflower would look upon it in that

light. The growth is arrested that we may be filled,

but surely our gain is a total looS of time and strength

to the plant. And, even if we left the flower un-

touched, the plant, as we often see, hardly knows what
to do with it, for a great portion of the best Cauli-

flowers are useless for seed-bearing. But might not a
series of untimely checks likewise throw such plants as

Cauliflowers out of their right time of stopping? We
know they do. Let young Cauliflowers be frequently

and severely frozen in the winter, and the majority of

them will most assuredly button the following spring.

This I have proved over and over again. Growth has
been forcibly arrested, and their little stock of succulency
has been sent to the front in consequence. The same
thing often happens to a whole crop of plants nursed
in frames, and planted out in May. A late frost nips

them severely—in other words, arrests their growth
for several weeks, and behold, they button by whole-
sale ; and this buttoning, be it noted, is exactly like

what we have had this season. This term is expres-

sive, but not descriptive. These miniature heads have
no resemblance to buttons ; on the contrary, they stand
up and out from the first like tiny bundles of stumpy
branches ; in fact, the crops buttoned in the latter

sense almost by wholesale this season, and, I believe,

still from the same causes, a series of forcible and
unseasonable arrestments of growth. Night frosts, cold
rains, alternating with warm showers and bright sunny
weather, pushed the plants off" the usual lines of growth,
and they made a premature dash seedwards in conse-
quence. Such is the explanation I venture to offer

;

and if any one will favour me with a better of a very
troublesome phenomenon, and will instruct us how by
any means to prevent the bolting of green crops in the
future, I will thank him heartily. The importance of the
subject can hardly be over-rated. It is obvious that if

the most favourable conditions of growth cause bolting,

a series of checks would be likely to prevent it ; on the
contrary, if checks originate it, the most favoured
conditions of growth from first to last are
our best remedy for the evil. Space forbids me to
enter into the matter of root modification at any length
at present. I like your two-fold classification much

—

"anchors and feeders," holdfasts and collectors of
supplies. Now, the greatest point in horticulture
possibly is to get rid of the anchors. We don't want
them in our houses, on our walls, hardly within our
gardens at all. The ship on the ocean, the tree on
the mountain, need anchors strong and sure, and
withal it can hardly hold on at times, as the wind roars
and the storm rages ; but the boat on the placid lake
that mirrors the green turf or glowing beauty of the
flowers in the pleasure-ground, needs no anchor, any
more than most of our fruit trees in well sheltered
gardens. If a holdfast is used give then a stake to
hold on by. Anchors are for fruit trees in orchards
and fruit trees in woods, and specimen trees every-
where ; but for iruit-bearing trees they are worse than
useless ; their size and strength degenerate into gross-

ness, and in this they carry the top with them,. I think
the time has come for raising a new cry—cut the cable

oft" with the anchor, and let our fruit trees and bushes run

freely before the breeze of constant certain fertility. In

other words, by judicious root-pruning let us convert all

the roots into feeders. It is easily done. Every
anchor severed developes a dozen, a score, a hundred
feeders. The more numerous, and the more minutely
divided, the more fruit and the better, and vice vend.
Who ever heard of anchors freighting a vessel, or

bringing it into port. True they can hold it fast, but

this we can dispense with in our gardens. And we shall

gain immensely by converting our steady holdfasts into

busy collectors, and possibly discriminating selectors of

food. I should be grateful if some one would take up
the questions of the influence, if any, of size of root on
the quality of the food collected or conveyed thereby,

and the effect of soils on root forms and functions. D.
71 Fish^ F.R.H.S. [We shall have something to say
on some of the subjects touched on in this communi-
cation shortly. Eds.]

Pine Growing in a Small Area.—The pinery
here is built for the sole purpose of Pine growing, the

plunging material being tanner's bark. The house is

in three compartments, one for each of the three stages

of growth, viz., fruiting, succession, and suckers. The
fruiting bed is iS^ feet long and 9 feet wide, being i66|
superficial feet, or not quite double that of your corre-

spondent's, mentioned at p. 1584(1871). The succession
bed is of the same dimensions, and that which contains
the suckers is 9 feet by 7 feet. Now, out of this 1664
superficial feet I have cut since the beginning of last April

74 fruit, weighing in the aggregate 2551b., and of the

best quality, the sort grown being the Queen. \Vm,
Armstrongs Gr., Woodstock Mousey Hendoii, N. W.

Societies.
Edinburgh Botanical ; December 14, 1871. —

Alexander Buchan, Esq., M.A., in the chair. Professor
Wyville Thomson, LL.D., was elected President for

1871-72, The following communications were read ;

—

I. Notes on the Meres of Shropshire.— By Mrs. Wright,
Halston Hall ; communicated by Mr. Sadler. Mrs. Wright
had sent to Mr. Sadler, in August last, a couple of bottles
filled with water taken from White Mere, near EUesmere,
in Shropshire. The water contained thousands of minute
floating plants of a species of Rivularia, which, from their

enormous development at that season of the year, render
the waters in certain of the meres as thick as pea soup,
which is called the " breaking of the water," and during
which the fish will rarely take bait. The soil around the
meres is very variable. Mrs. Wright says ;

—

"At EUes-
mere, a curious thing happened since we came to Shrop-
shire. The town comes down to the side of the lake, and
the owner of one of the houses made a terrace-garden
close to the water-edge, which at that place was only
6 inches deep. A large quantity of soil was used to form
the terrace, and it was all finished one Saturday night.
Next morning the terrace had entirely disappeared, and a
small island, which still remains, had appeared at a short
distance from the shore. The water was now over 20 feet

deep, and increased some feet more in depth in the course
of the day. The same thing happened in making a rail-

way embankment between this and Shrewsbury, In both
these meres I have seen the green globules (Rivularia) in
abundance, A third mere. Coomere, is remarkable for
several curious things. The reed sparrow builds there
regularly, plaiting its nest with the broad leaves of the
reeds growing in the water. The Nuphar pumila also
grows there. At one time the mere was surrounded by
Fir trees, and the fishing nets used to bring up large
masses of the withered Fir tree leaves, in round or oblong
balls of great size, probably formed by some whirl in the
water. 1 believe they are not now found there. A species
of Conferva is found in the form of small balls, floating in

the water [Conferva segagropilaj. This mere is about
one mile from EUesmere."

II. Remarks on a Beech tree struck by Lightning. By
Mr. M'Nab, Botanic Gardens, While travelling through
some of the extensive forests of North America, in the
summer and autumn of 1834, I was astonished to find
that during a thunder storm many of the inhabitants took
shelter under the nearest Beech tree, believing that such
trees are never struck by lightning. Wishing to investi-

gate the truth of this opinion, I made inquiry in various
districts through which I passed, but in none could I hear
of a single instance of a Beech tree having been struck by
the electric fluid, although I had seen Elms, Oaks,
Chestnuts, and Ash trees more or less disfigured, both in

the United States and the Canadas. The stems of Elms
and Oaks were generally torn into long narrow strips, while
the Ash was in elongated detached masses of various sizes.

On returning to Edinburgh, I made inquiry in various
parts of Britain to ascertain if such was the case in
regard to the Beeches in this country. Although I have
seen and heard of many species of trees being more or
less injured, not one proved to be the Beech. From this

seeming exemption, I was inclined to think that there
must be something in the constitution of the Beech dif-

ferent from other trees, rendering it less susceptible to the
electric fluid. I may here mention one circumstance
which is pretty well known to all proprietors of Beech
forests, that is, the scarcity of vegetation in such places,
and in close Beech woods nothing is seen but the brown
decaying leaves of many successive years. In the Ame-
rican Beech woods, as well as some of those in Britain,

we do find a few herbaceous plants peculiar to such
places, totally different in appearance from the plants
found growing under any other species of timber trees.

Under the Beech trees in American forests we find the
different species of "Indian Pipe," Monotropa uniflora,

and M. lanuginosa, also the "Cancer Root," Epiphagus

virginianus. while the Monotropa Hypopitys is indigenous
in some Beech woods in England. These plants have, more
or less, a waxy appearance, of a peculiar whitish-brown
colour, devoid of leaves, but covered with scale-like bodies.
During a recent tour through England, I was interested
to see, in the extensive nursery establishment belonging
to Messrs. Smith & Son, at Worcester, a large Weeping
Beech, which was struck by lightning during the month of
June, 1857. This tree is 25 feet high, with a stem 6 feet
m circumference at base, and branches off horizontally at
top. The spread of the branches varies from 35 to 40 feet
in diameter. This Beech, instead of being riven in pieces
like the generality of lightning-struck trees, has the bark
on the upper horizontal portions of the branches injured,
just looking as if they had been seared with a hot iron.

The health of this tree does not appear to have suffered,

as the points of the branches then struck, as well as the
secondary ones immediately below the seared portions of
the large branches, have grown quite as freely, and continue
as healthy as those which were untouched by the electric

fluid. The three main branches injured vary from 21 to

27 inches in circumference, and the portion of bark riven
along their upper surface varies from 4 to 5 inches in

breadth, in small irregular flakes, standing quite upright.
The electric fluid must have passed off by means of the
pendent branches, as no trace is observable on the surface
of the horizontal ones beyond ro, 13, and 16 inches in cir-

cumference, nor is there the slightest appearance on the
stem of any electric fluid having passed down it, which is

not unfrequently the case with some lightning-struck trees.

Owing to the peculiar effect produced by lightning on this

Weeping Beech, I am still inclined to think that there
must be something in the constitution of the Beech tree

which ought to be investigated, and which renders it

incapable of being injured to the extent of other forest

trees. Still, large Beech trees may occasionally be struck,

and show no more injury than the Weeping Beech at
Worcester.

III. Mode of Transmitting Seeds and Cuttings.—By
Mr. M'Nab. The introduction of certain seeds "in a fit

state for germination has long been wished by cultivators.

I have repeatedly tried to get collectors to send home
seeds in strong earthen jars, or bottles firmly packed in

soil and closely corked, the soil to be taken 6 or 8 inches
under the surface, so as to contain the natural moisture
only ; however, few individuals, I am sorry to say, seem
inclined to give this method a fair trial, being rather

disposed to send by the old system, viz., in dry paper.
As far back as 1834 I introduced in this way acorns
of many varieties of American Oaks in excellent condition
for growing, while portions of the same seeds, brought
home in paper and also in canvas bags, did not suc-

ceed. Some acorns were also brought home in a box
between layers of Sphagnum Moss, having the super-
fluous moisture previously wrung out of it. By this

method of packing the acorns all succeeded well.

Dr. Little, ot Singapore, a gentleman eminently distin-

guished for his horticultural skill and ardent love for the

seience of botany, has been very successful in introducing

into this country many rare plants, such a? gutta percha
(Isonandra Gutta), and many rare and valuable Orchids.

Dr. Little seldom misses an opportunity of sending home
seeds peculiar to his district, but it too frequently happens
that they are completely dried up before reaching this

country. During Dr. Little's visit to Edinburgh, in the
year 1870, I told him of the disappointments so often

experienced with many of his seeds, and recommended
him to try the stone-bottle system. About the middle of

November last I had the pleasure of receiving a stone

jar from Dr. Little, filled with Palm seeds, firmly packed
in soil, all quite fresh and capable of germination. In

districts where Sphagnum Moss abounds, I would recom-
mend it in preference to soil, as it retains the moisture

for a much longer time, and is not liable to mould or

decay. In Sphagnum the radicles of the seed are often

slightly protruding when they reach their destination, while

the soil, with its natural moisture, keeps the seeds much in

the same condition as when sent away. Either system
is good, and ought to be more generally adopted,

more particularly now, with the facilities afforded

by the Post Office for such transmission from abroad.

With pulpy or berried seeds, the above methods are by
no means satisfactory. I have found from experience that

all pulpy seeds succeed best when rubbed out in dry
white sand. After being spread out in the sun or wind
for a day or two to dry, collect the mass and pack firmly

in stone jars, and when they reach their destination, take
out the contents of the jars, and cover with soil according

to the size of the seeds. By this method, I have frequently

sent to Australia, Canada, and other distant parts of

the world, the seeds of Strawberries, Gooseberries, Rasps,
Brambles, Currants, Blackberries, Laurels, Elderberries,

Thorns, Hollies, Yews, &:c. Any portion of the pulp
remaining with the seeds seems less liable to decay when
mixed with dry white sand than with soil or Sphagnum.
For a long series of years it has been customary to send
home seeds packed in charcoal, and I regret to see it still

recommended. Such a practice, however, ought to be
entirely abolished, as it tends to destroy the vitality of the

seed. Unless in the case of seeds with very fleshy

cotyledons, few others packed in this way ever grow.
It is not necessary that seeds should always be sent home
in comparatively dry soil in earthenware bottles. About
i8 years ago, I had some seeds of the Akee fruit (Blighia

sapida) sent from the West Indies. The seeds had been
put into a large old blacking-bottle (after being thoroughly

cleaned inside), in a mixture of soil and water, firmly

closed with a clean bung-cork, and thickly sealed over.

When they reached me, I broke the bottle, and found
every seed in a growing state. Each seed was put in a pot

and set in a dark place for a time, light being admitted
gradually ; they soon lost their pale hue. and arc now
fine thriving trees. This simple method is also worthy of

imitation with many hard tropical seeds. Wide-mouthed
glass bottles are also extremely useful to botanical col-

lectors and amateur horticultural travellers. During my
annual autumn peregrinations both in this country and
abroad, I have kept cuttings of rare stove and greenhouse

plants in clean old pickle bottles, in excellent preservation
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for a fortnight, with a little moss and water, and have

always found them to succeed well after reaching

home, if placed in an ordinary propagating pit or

frame, in a pot of fine sand covered with a bell-glass.

During a visit to the forest of Fontainebleau, I picked up
a number of two years old seedling Oaks, Elms, and other

trees, and put them all in aglass bottle among clean moss
and water. After 10 days' confinement, I broke the

bottle, put the young trees into pots and placed them for

a time in a shady situation ; they are now fine healthy

trees. I mention this circumstance for the information of

parties wishing to bring home from some remote, cele-

brated or interesting spot, a memorial of their visit, as was
the case with myself Such seedlings will succeed equally

well if lifted any time during the spring, summer, or

autumn months. The chief risk is the sudden exposure

to air and light. Alpme plants are easily conveyed from
their native habitats by the glass bottle system

;
a strong

wide mouthed bottle will hold a large number of such
plants, if put up in the way described. By this method
they will reach home in a much better condition for grow-
ing than they do when rolled in brown paper, as frequently

happens.

Die Vegetation der Erde nach ihrer Klima-
tischer anordnung. (The Vegetation of the

World in Relation to Climate.) By A. Grisebach.

Two vols. 8vo. Pp. 1238. Leipzig : Engelmann.
(Williams & Norgate.)

We must not fail to announce at once the publication

of Professor Grisebach's work above cited, which is not

of a character to be dismissed with a hasty notice, as

its value to cultivators and botanists will probably

prove to be very great. We must content our-

selves now with the announcement of its publication

and an indication of its contents, trusting shortly to

lay before our readers a fuller account of it. After

a few preliminary remarks as to the division of the

globe into separate floras, according to variations of

cUmatal conditions, Professor Grisebach gives a classi-

fication of plants according to their external

appearance, thus following up Humboldt's idea

of a physiognomy of plants. This portion of

the subject is of interest now when the so-called

"mimetic analogies of plants" occupy so much atten-

tion. The first section is devoted to the arctic flora,

its relation to the floras of mountains, the peculiarities

resulting from warm currents, shorter period of growth,

and former geological changes. To this succeeds a

general sketch of arctic vegetation, and the physical

geography of the arctic regions, so far as it is dependent
on plants. Subdivisions of the flora according to these

circumstances follow next, and then a discussion of

centres of vegetation and migrations of arctic plants.

The second chapter is devoted to the consideration

of the forest regions of the eastern continent, treated,

as are all the subsequent chapters, in a similar way,
midaiis mutandis, to the arctic flora, and necessarily at

greater length. The Mediterranean region next occupies

attention, then in order the Steppes, the Chinese and
Japanese regions, the Indian monsoon region, the

Sahara, Soudan, Kalahari, the Cape of Good Hope,
Australia, the forest districts of North America, the

prairie districts, the Californian coast region, the

Mexican region, the West Indies, the northern portions

of South America, the Amazon districts, Brazil, the

tropical portions of the Andes, the Pampas regions,

the Chilian provinces, the antarctic forest district, and
lastly the discussion of the floras of oceanic islets. The
work ends with a list of authorities cited, apparently
not so complete as it might have been, and a number
of explanatory notes, but with no index—a lamentable
defect in such a work.
We may give one further illustration of the probable

value of this work to cultivators by citing the contents

of the chapter devoted to the district of the Indian
monsoons. First comes a discussion of the climate at

various seasons audits variations ; then an enumeration
and slight sketch of the vegetation arranged under the
heads of Palms, Bamboos, Pandanads, Tree Ferns,
deciduous trees, Banyan forms. Mangrove forms

;

Bombax and Clavija-like plants ; Laurel forms (Laurus
and plants of Laurel-like aspect). Sycamore-like trees,

Tamarind and Mimosa-like forms, Conifers and Casua-
rinas, climbing plants. Epiphytes, Loranths, Epiphy-
tical Orchids, shrubs, Scitaminese, Arads and allied

forms, Ferns, Pitcher-plants, water plants, grasses.

To this follows a sketch of the vegetation of tropical

forests, savannahs, jungles and cultivated districts.

A discussion of the range of certain trees in the tropical

regions comes next ; then an account is given of the
forests of the Himalaya, the Neilgherries, and of the
vegetation of the mountains in the islands of the Indian
Archipelago. The section ends with a discussion of
the centres of vegetation, the migrations of plants, and
the interchange of plants from one country to another.
A coloured map of the world, showing the limit of

the various regions mentioned in the text, is given at

the end of the second valume.
It is to be hoped that so important a work will not

be allowed to remain long in its German dress, but will

speedily find a competent translator.

. Amongst New Publications, to some of

which we may again call attention at a future time, we
have received The Field Quartei'ly Magazine and
Review {Horace Cox).— The Weather Almanac^ by

Orlando Whistlecraft.—.^/ra^fw for Sunday, by Peter

Spencer, B.A. (Longmans).

—

Old Merry's Monthly^

a new serial for boys (Warne).— Volcauos ; the Charac-

ter of their Phenomena, &c. ; by G. Poulett Scrope,

F.R.S. (Longmans).

Some controversy exists as to the actual inventor of

movable frames, and in order to clear up the matter,

the American Bee Keeper^s Journal recently devoted
an article to the history of these frames, from which we
extract the following particulars [Eds.] :—

•

' For centuries, the Grecians used bars in their hives'

similar to the narrow top-bars now used in movable-comb
hives, but Francois Huber, of Geneva, Switzerland, was
probably the first inventor of the present style of movable
frames. This was about three-quarters of a century ago.

" Huber first made an observation hive containing a
single comb, with glass on each side. As it was difficult

to winter bees in such a hive, he set several side by side,

removing all the glass except the panes on the outsides.

The bars of these frames were too wide for a single comb
after removing the glass, which led him to construct

a hive with frames, having bars about i\ inch wide,

securing them together by hinges. This was the regular

Huber hive, but one plate in his book shows narrow bars

resting in rabbets in a case or hive, with the long screws

like side bars for elevating the comb, naturally suggesting

what is called the ' bars and frames ' m England, and
' movable frames * in this country and Germany.
"For nearly half a century bee-keepers advanced no

farther than the use of the Grecian bars, with honey
board and supers above, usually bell-glasses in Europe,

because they are cheaper there than wooden boxes with

glass sides, Bevan and others placed one hive upon
another. It is a conmion remark in England that his

book, Bevan on the Honey Bee, has furnished matter for

most of the later works on the subject, both in England
and America.

Fig, 3,—MAJOR MUNN*S FRAME HIVE.

'

' W. Augustus Munn, of Dover, England, was pro-

bably the first to invent narrow frames to be used within

a case or hive. He made his first hive with frames in 1834.

By 1843 he had taken out a patent in Paris, France (for

the hive had been in too general use in England), and a
friend using the hives had described the same with an
engraving [here reproduced] in the Gardeners' Chronicle

(1843, p. 317). This hive really embraced all practical

features of the movable frames of to-day. The same
was also described in a pamphlet by Major Munn in

1844, and in the second edition, 1851, he describes the

same with triangular frames to lift out at the top. His
descriptions, though brief, show that he was familiar

with supers, and that with his oblong frames he used
a honey board, the shallow chamber, and surplus honey-
boxes above ; to all of which Major Munn has made
solemn oath, perfectly invalidating the pretended claims

of Mr. Langstroth,
" The Russian, Prokopovitsk, perhaps, should be men-

tioned here, for he supplied the market at St, Petersburg
with thousands of pounds of honey in frames, but his

frames were not used in the breeding apartment, and
therefore do not invalidate Mr, Langstroth's claims,

though his hive was described in a pamphlet in 1841.
" We shall next mention movable frames used in

France. M. De Beauvoys is the author of a series of

excellent works on bee culture. In the second edition,

published in 1847, and the third in Paris, 1851, he
describes movable frames containing all the features of

the most perfect frames now used in America.
"The name of Augustus Baron von Berlepsch, formerly

of Seebach, Germany, now of Munich, Bavaria, should
be next mentioned among European inventors. We have
the hive which he presented March 16, 1852, to the Editor

of the Bicncnzeitung (the German bee journal, published

at Eichstadt) a description of which was published in the

May number for 1852. The hive is stamped with the

seal of Dr. Buchner, Royal Notary Public of Munich.
« • * The Baron of Berlepsch says, that in the winter

of 1842-43 he first heard of Dzierzon's hive with movable
bars, and obtained a sample which he perceived to be an
invention of the first rank, but still in its infancy, and
that the bars should be replaced with frames. He
made frames for a hive in which he put a swarm early

in June, 1840, but was troubled to keep the frames the
proper distance from each other. He remedied this par-
tially in 1844, and in 1845 he left space between the
frames and the walls of the hives to prevent the bees from
gluing the side bars to the walls. In 1846 he and his
partner, Jacob Schultze, obtained 50 glass jars or bell
glasses, and 30 of them were filled in May, 1846. We
saw samples of these frames, and they were exactly like

the narrow frames with tops, so improperly called
Langstroth ' frames in this country. They were used

with all the features—air spaces, shallow chamber, per-
forated top, and surplus or bell glasses above—from 1846
to 1850, when they were improved by side projections,
and described in the German bee journal, as before
stated, in May, 1852."
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that are well-rooted will be the better for a little weak

soot and manure-water given alternately with clear

water ; too much water must be guarded against on the

crown of the bulb, otherwibC the flowers might damp

off. Some of the Privudas must be potted on, to

keep up a supply of bloom in the spring months ; the

double and semi-double sorts are the best for cutting

purposes ; pot them in a rich, light soil ; they are very

impatient of having too much moisture continually

about their roots. Ciuerarias left over in the autumn

in small pots will require to be potted on ; watch for

their enemy, greenfly ; and, as prevention is better

than cure, a little tobacco smoke every fortnight should

be used to keep them clean. Calceolarias may he

treated like the Cineraria. Of Fuchsias, the

first batch may be shaken out, their shoots shortened,

and the plants repotted, placing them in the early

vinery where the Vines are just breaking; they will

soon produce cuttings for stock, and the old plants

may be had in flower at the end of June. Begojtias

of the flowering section form beautiful objects for

spring decoration ; they should be grown at the warm
end of the house. The Epiphylhims that are going

out of flower should have a rest by placing them in a

cool part of the greenhouse, and by withholding water.

The Kalosanths must not suffer for want of water.

G. Baker, Clapham.
Flower Forcing.—It is of the first importance that

in this department there should be a thorough command
of heat, for if too little piping is used, the forcing re-

quired will act most injuriously on the plants.

There should also be if possible a little bottom-heat

provided, as many of the plants are then more certain to

show flower, especially such as Amaryllis, which have

been grown freely the last summer, and have been allowed

a rest for the last two months. Give only sufficient

water to keep the leaves from flagging too much ;

examine the drainage without disturbing the ball,

surface-dress with a little rich loam, plunge in bottom-

heat ofabout 65', and they will soon show the flower-

stems ; if removed to an intermediate house just when
the first bloom begins to expand, it is astonishing how
long they will stand in bloom. Rhododendrons should

also receive some attention, by selecting those with the

most prominent buds, dewing them over several times

a day to induce them to swell more freely. Roses

will now be progressing ; they require very careful

treatment when put in so early, as they are very

impatient of strong heat, and moisture will bring on

mildew, which should be dusted over with sulphur on

its first appearance, and maybe held in check by keeping

them at the coolest end of the house and not syringing

them. Of Kalmias a few may now be introduced, as

they are valuable as cut flowers. The Begonias are a

class which deserve more attention than they receive;

the winter flowering varieties are grand, either as table

plants, when grown in suitable pots, or for cutting from.

Lily of the Valley should be put in in large quantities

when there is a great demand for it ; when the forcing

pit proper for them is full, if the Mushroom-house is

at work, let them be put in there, on a little of the

manure which is being prepared for future Mushroom
beds, and along with \\\^m. Spirtsa japonica 2.rADielytra

spectabilis, which will all do well until fairly started

into growth. A. H.
Stove Plants, — If not already done, all stove

plants should be thoroughly cleaned at once, especially

where such pests as mealy-bug, scale, or thrips exist.

"We find nothing better for either of the above than

syringing the plants all over with strong soapsuds.

Let all the interior of the house be well washed. Clean

and regulate climbing plants. An occasional syring-

ing with soapsuds will be found very beneficial for

keeping the plants clean

—

\ lb. of soft soap to 4 gallons

of water will not be too strong. Temperature : from
50" to 55' will suffice just now. A, Ingram, Alnwick
Castle.

FLOWER GARDEN. ETC.
Roses.—But little can be done in the Rose

garden at this season. The protection which
should have been given to Teas some time since

should, however, be carefully looked over from time

to time, and where it has been displaced by high

winds, or otherwise, it should be at once set right, as

one night's exposure to severe frost, which sometimes
sets in very suddenly, might ciuse the loss of valuable

plants. Care should also be taken to see that none of

the standards sway about with the wind, as this is apt

seriously to injure the roots of the plants. R. B.
Postansy Brentwood.
Alpine and Herbaceous Plants.—Maintain in

the pits and frames a free circulation of air in mild
weather, being careful only to exclude frost, snow, and
rain. Attend diligently to the removal of all damping
matter, and be on the alert to catch and destroy slugs,

which are more active in winter time than is often

supposed. Should the tendency to damp prove
persistent among weakly plants or in store pots of

cuttings or seedlings, dust them frequently with pow-
dered charcoal or wood-ash dust, or gather the affected

subjects together in one place where a few lumps of

unslaked lime may be set near them. These will

rapidly absorb excessive atmospheric humidity, and
thus keep in check one cause of damping. Give water
sparingly, and only when required, to all dormant
species, and water only in the mornings of those days
when air may be freely given. Early flowering ^wfWi'WifJ',

Squills, Primulas, &c., should be examined with a view
to correcting defects in drainage ; at the same time

remove the surface soil if it is exhausted, and dress

them with fresh rich compost ; before doing this, how-
ever, moisten the ball, if dry. Fresh sandy loam
three parts, and partially decomposed horse-droppings

that have been dry some time one-part, with a liberal

dash of silver sand, form a suitable compost for sur-

facing alpine plants generally. In the Rock Garden
contemplated alterations, or improvements involving

much disturbance of the plants, should be deferred till

February or March, but any work of this kind that

may now be done without risk to valuable specimens
should be accomplished, in order to save time at a more
busy season. Maintain order and cleanliness. Protect

during rigorous weather species that are scarce or

tender, or whose hardiness has not been fully tested.

Charcoal broken small, rough siftings of wood-
ashes, or spent tan, are tidy and suitable materials

for protecting all species that may be covered with a

few inches above the soil-Hne. For evergreen plants

no better protection need be wished than well-clothed

Spruce Fir branches. These latter should be freely

used also for the protection of tender blossoms from
dashing or cutting winds. Herbaceous plants in

beds and borders should receive a dressing of rot-heap

material when frost favours wheeling operations.

Digging is objectionable, but the dressing may be
forked lightly in at convenience in open weather. If

it is the practice to winter tall Lobelias out-of-doors,

lay several inches thick of either of the above-men-
tioned protecting materials over the places they

occupy. Plant Anemone hortensis and other tuberous-

rooted spring-flowering subjects, if they are yet to do,

without delay. Apply also the latter direction to all

hardy early blooming bulbs, indeed to hardy bulbs

generally that are not yet planted, W. Sutherland,

Minto Gardens,

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—Houses in which Grapes are hanging should

be kept as dry as possible, with an average temperature

of 45°. Go over every bunch several times a week
and remove all decayed berries. Prune the Vines in

all houses from which the fruit has been cut. If they

had any red spider last year wash them well, after the

old bark is removed, with a solution of Fowler's insecti-

cide, scrubbing them well with a hard brush ; then

paint them with a mixture of clay, lime, soft soap and
sulphur ; wash out all surfaces, whitewash the walls,

and paint the woodwork if necessary. After all this is

done, the loose surface soil ought to be removed, which
will do away with the eggs of insects. Vine eyes may
now be put in. Choose the best matured wood with
large prominent eyes. We generally put them in and
start them in seed-pans, always putting in more than

we require, and when they are about 2 inches long pick-

ing out of the best the number wanted, and potting them
on as they require it. Early houses can now have an
extra few degrees of heat. Forcing will not be so much
against Nature, now that we have the turn of the day.

Heavy cropping should be avoided as much as possible

in early forcing. It is much better to have a less quan-

tity and good quality, than an over crop and all bad.

G. Johnston, Glamis Castle.

Cucumbers.—Those who are desirous of having
Cucumbers in March or April should commence at once,

in order to be successful. One of the best modes, if not

the best, is by means of beds of hot manure, fresh from
the stables. This must be thrown into a heap, and when
sufficiently heated, must be turned two or three times

to "sweeten," as is commonly said. A one-light

frame will be large enough for the purpose. Make up
a bed of the hot manure 4 feet high, and about a foot

larger than the frame ; then place on the frame, and
when the bed has settled, which will be in a day or so,

place about 3 or 4 inches of suitable soil all over it,

taking care daily that the soil is kept close to the sides

of the frame, in order to prevent the rank heat from
escaping into it. When the hotbed is thus made
ready, sow the seeds of some early kind, and don't be

against having a plant of the old ridge variety for a

trial, as this sometimes has succeeded when the others

have failed. Sow again in 10 days, in case of a failure.

As soon as the plants have shown the first rough leaf,

repot them close up to the leaf and plunge the pots up
to the rim. Keep the temperature at about 75° to 80*.

Watch the thermometer and bottom-heat, and have

dung in readiness with which to renew the heat. A
good plan is to place a lining round one-half of the bed
weekly, until the plants are old enough to be trans-

planted to their fruiting quarters. R. Draper, Seaham
Hall.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Wall Fruits.—The work done in this department

will depend on the state of the weather. If frosty,

old nails and shreds may be cleaned, new shreds, cut

and stakes prepared. In open weather, the pruning,

regulating, and nailing of wall trees may be proceeded

with. Finish Apricots first, as they are the earliest to

move. Pears, Plums, and Cherries should have the

spurs and buds well thinned out ; these are generally

too crowded on old trees. The ripest and most plump
buds are at the ends of the spurs, but all good buds

near to the origin of the spur should be retained.

Before nailing the trees, they should have a good

dressing of the following mixture :—Lime, soot, sulphur
and clay, reduced to the consistency of paint, with
soapsuds. This will destroy and keep down insects.

M. Saul, Stourton Park.
Hardy Fruits.—In favourable weather cleanse the

stems and prune standard trees. This is generally too
much neglected. Most trees are overcrowded with
wood and spurs, and the consequences are, that one
season there is an abundance of inferior fruit, as in

1870, and the following season little or none, as was
the case last year. This season we may expect to have
a heavy crop. Were fruit trees judiciously pruned
every year, and the fruit properly thinned, we should
hear very little about failing crops, and the fruit would
be of superior quality. Thin out crowded and cross

branches, so as to admit the sun and air freely ; thin,

also, the spurs and buds ; a few years' attention will

make the trees productive of regular crops of fine fruit.

Attend to the pruning of pyramid and dwarf trees.

Give Strawberries a good dressing of half rotten stable

manure ; this will protect the plants from frost and
cutting winds, and keep the fruit clean in summer.
M. Saul, Stourton Park.

Bush Fruits.— If these are pruned early, and the

surface of the soil is carefully drawn out from around
the stem and immediately under the bushes, between
the rows, and allowed to remain there until it has had
the influence of a few frosty nights, before turning the
soil, there would be less complaint of the ravages of
the caterpillar. Some persons defer pruning Goose-

berry bushes until spring, on account of the depreda-
tions of the bullfinch during the winter months ; but we
have known them pass by pruned trees where the soil

is turned up, for those which remain unpruned, and
with the soil overgrown between them. We have also

noticed that where the caterpillar is a yearly visitant,

so is the bullfinch. H. Mills, Enys.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Outdoors.—The crops of early Peas sown on south

borders, and now breaking through the ground, should

be lightly covered with coal-ashes, for the double pur-

pose of protection from frost and slugs. Take advantage
of dry days to sow successions of Peas, Beans, and
Radishes in sheltered places. The spade should be in

constant use in digging or trenching all vacant quarters.

The Cabbage plants, which the late frosts have some-
what loosened, should be gone over the first fine day,

and made firm by pressing with one foot on each side the

row ; and in hoeing the ground, earth up the plants by
inclining the soil towards them. Sweep and roll walks
weekly, and try to make the kitchen garden as enjoy-

able as the pleasure grounds. R. Gilbert, Burghlew

Forcing Department.—Now is a capital time to

fill all outlying frames with litter, dung, or leaves—in

fact, almost anything in this way is sufficient to give a

slight heat. Put in 7 to 8 inches of light soil for

Early Carrots and Potatos, and sow Radishes between
the rows—waste not, want not. The first Potatos

which were put into boxes for starting, now 3 inches

high, should be at once turned out into the frames,

taking care to carefully protect from frost. Above all,

take care of the small things, and bear in mind that

such viands as lamb cannot be served without green

Mint, neither can a salad be called perfection without

Tarragon—consequently these small matters must have

due attention. The usual quantity of Seakale, Aspara-

gus, and Rhubarb must be put into work as occasion

requires. R. Gilbert, Burghley,

[Other departments of the garden will be treated on

from week to week in succession, according to the re-

quirements of the season. Eds.]

Notices to Correspondents.

Apple : D. T. F. A large, handsome, and excellent

kitchen or sauce Apple, which we shall figiire and

describe in a future number.

Cucumbers: Cucumber. Try the raisers, Messrs. Rd-
lisson, Tooting. —£. D. No. We cannot define the

difference, if any exists. We have no knowledge of the

Stockwood Cucumber.

Manure for Conifers.—Messrs. Dickson, of Chester,

have sent us some seedling Larches, quite equal in

every respect to those reported in this JoiUTial. Dec. 30,

1871, though no manure had been used. We doubt

very much whether the application in such a case of

guano is a wise practice. It is, we conceive, dangerous

both for the grower and the purchaser. If one reflects

upon the conditions under which Larch is in general

planted, the advantage would certainly seem to be in

favour of plants which had been less pampered.

M. J. B.

Names of Fruit : W. R. Pears : r, Knight's Winter

Crassane ; 2, 3, Beurre Diel ; 4, Lechfriande ; S'

Verulam ; 6, Beurr6 Ranee.

Names of Plants ; F. B., Markree Castle. Your

Orchid is a species of Brassia which we do not remeni-

ber to have seen before. If it come from Guiana it

might be a small and poor variety of B. Lanceana.

—

A. M. We cannot attempt to name such scraps.— W.
R. Adiantum Capillus-Veneris incisum.

Catalogues Received :—Alfred Legerton (5, Aldgate,

London. E.), Trade Catalogue of Garden, Agricul-

tural, and Flower Seeds.—John Scott (Memott), Cata-

logue of Fruit Trees. — Joseph Schwartz (Lyons,

France), Catalogue of Roses.—Wm. Wood & Soni
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(Maresfield), Catalogue of Seeds.—Haage & Schmidt

(Erfurl), Trade List of Garden and Agricultural Seeds.

— E. P. Di-\on (Hull). Catalogue of Seeds for the Farm
and Garden.—Chas. Wright & Co. (Newark-on-Trent),

Price List of Garden Nets.

CO.MMUNICATIONS RECEIVED: D. S. —Seedling.— F. A. Miller.

—South Devon.-Spec—R. S.-T. M. T.-F. W. B.-W. P.

—Theoboldus.—W. R.—S. T.—W. P.— F. Antoine.—J. W.—
T. B.—W. G.—E. B.—W. I.—H. A.—J. F.—A. W.—J. S.—
W. B.—H. Weddell (it shall be done as you wish).—W. B.

(thanks).—Mr. Glover.-A. D.—M. A. M.

CO VENT GARDEN.—Jau, 5.

We have not experienced any change worth notice, the

open weather enabling the growers to keep us well

supplied with all kinds of outdoor produce, inferior

qualities of which are being sold at merely nominal prices.

A fair supply of salading reaches us weekly from Paris

and its neighbourhood. Hothouse Grapes are freely

supplied, large quantities coming from Scotland.

Flowers.

^, d. s. d.

Azaleas,p.doz.sprayb2 o to 4 o
Cainelhas, per doz.

blooms .

.

,.60 —T2 o

Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays .

.

.,10 — .

.

Hyacinths, each . . 06 — 10
Lily of the Valley,

p. doz. sprays .. 6 o — 12 o
Pelargoniums,

French,p.izsprays .. — 20

5. d. s. d.

Pelargoniums, Scar-
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irHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY.
X (Established 1840).

.

Have now rearfy for dclivor)-, in hne dry condition-

TONCENTRATYb°\?l°l'o'NIACAL MANURE, for Top-Dressing

PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.

S'AVG°E''L"'il^';?,1,If POTATO MANURES. Also

PERUVIAN GUANO (as imported by Messrs. 1 homson, Honar,

& Co.), NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c
ii6, Fcnchurch Street. EDWARD PURbEK, Secretary.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registcicd Trade Mark, Flying Albatross) is now

ready for deliver^' in quantity and in fine condition. It is believed to

be the best Artificial Manure yet produced, ,Itsbajie is Peruvian

Government Guano; it contains 21 percent, of Soluble Phosphates,

^ to 7 per cent, of Ammonia with Sails of Potash. See reports of Dr.

Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston and Mr Sibson,

Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each ol which is secured by a leaden seal,

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so

long as the seals remain unbroken.

REES AND CO. (Limited), 58, Old Broad Street, London, E.C.

A"gents wanted for an OLD ESTABLISHED
MANURE. Liberal Commission. Address, by letter only,

R. M., Messrs. Dalton & Morgan, Wholesale Stationcrs,46, Southwark

Street, Borough, London, S E.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO., 71, Comhill,

London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

MR. JAMES ERASER. Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the firm ol J. & J. Eraser , Lea Bridge R oad.

To Land Agents.
ANTED, either to BUY a SMALL FARM or toW. - RENT a GRAZING FARM of about 150 or 200 Acres, with

a nice house on it, in the Midland Counties. Address particulars to

Captain SOAMES, Messrs. Soanics & Thompson, 17, Moorgatc
Street, London, E.C.

VINERIES TO BE LET, with Immediate Possession,
comprising about 180 feet of Glass by 17, with Vines in full

bearing, and healed chiefly with hot water, &c. Some Garden Ground
may be had with them. The Owner cannot attend to them, as

hitherto. Sixty miles north of London. None but Churchmen of good
character will have them.

RECTOR, Gardaicn' Chronicle Office, W.C.

To Nurserymen, Vine Growers, and Others.
SOUTH BOURNE WINTER and SUMMER GARDENS

COMPANY. LIMITED.

TO BE LET. or SOLD, by Tender, all that
CONSERVATORY and GARDEN situate at South Bourne,

near Eouincmouih, Hants; the Conservatory formerly erected at

Tcdworlh, by Ashcton Smith, Esq., 314 feet long, 40 feet wide, and 14
feet high, now removed to South Bourne, with the Gardens, consisting
of about 3 acres. The Company is willing— i. To sell the Garden and
the Building as it stands ; z. To sell the Building for removal ; 3, To let

for a term of years. It is confidently believed thai a verj' large income
may be made by the cultivation of Grapes alone. Further particulars,
with terms of sale or letting, may be had of Mr. MATTHEW WEBB.
Bournemouth. Honorarj- Secretary. Tenders for purchase or lease,

specifying price, tcnn, rent, and other conditions required, may be
sent to Mr. MATTHEW WEBB, before February 1, next. The
Llircctors do not engage to accept any Tender.

SALES BY AU CTION.
SALE THIS DAY, al IIAI.K-PAST TWELVE O'CLOCK.

Plants and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

SATURDAY, January 6, at half-past iz o'clock precisely. First-class
Slanciardand Dwarf ROSES. Standard-trained and Pyramid FRUIT
TREr,S, CONIFERS, LAURELS, CARNATIONS, PICOTEF.S
and PINKS, STRAWBERRY PLANTS, DUTCH BULBS,
GLADIOLI &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Lillum auratum and other Bulbs from Japan.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Kooms. ^S, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

TUESDAY. January' q. at "half past 12 o'clock precisely, 8000 BULBS
of LILIUM AURATUM, iust arrived from Japan in splendid
condition. Also a variety of New and Rare LILIES, several of
which have never yet been offered for sale. 6 lb. of SEED of
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Llttlebury, near Saffron Walden.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD begs to announce that he has
received instructions from the Executors of the late John

Clayden, Esq
, of I.ittlcbury. to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve,

on TUESDAY. March iQ next, the very select HERDofPURE-BREl)
SHORTHORNS, consisting of about ^5 Head of Bulls, Cows, and
Heifers, chiefly of the far-famed Knightley blood, and including a few
very choice specimens of the Kirklevington sort. First-class Bulls of
these renowned families have been used.

Catalogues with Pedigrees will be issued in due time, and further
particulars given in future Advertisements.—13, Euston Square, N.W.

Berkeley Castle, Gloucestersliire.
THIRD PERHiDICAL SALE of PURK-BRED SHORTHORN

STOCK. BERKSHIRE PIGS, &c.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION
without reserve, on FRIDAY. March 8, at the Home Farm.

Berkeley, FORTY HEAD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS, the
property of the Right Hon. Lord Fitzhardingc. About half the
number are choice Cows and Heifers, including several good speci-
mens of the Florentia, Ursula, and Violet tribes, from Col. Kingscotc.
Messrs, Bowly and Rich's herds. The Bulls comprise many promis-
ing young animals of fashionable blood, such as the Darlington,
Craggs, Cowslips. Musical, and Seraphina families. Thej' arc all I y
first-class Bates Sires, and chiefly by the well-known Bull Lord Wild
Eyes sth (26,762), who is also included in the Sale.

Several first-class young BERKSHIRE PIGS, from the noted
Berkeley stock, which realised such extraordinary prices last vear,
will also be SOLD. '

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, will soon be issued.

Sale of tlie late Mr. Pawlett's Herd of Shorthorns,
At EEESTON, SANDY, BEDS.

MR. JOHN THORNTON, in connection "with
Messrs. CONDER and SON, will SELL by UNRESERVED

AUCTION, by order of the Executors, on THURSDAY, April 4 at
Eeeston. about a mile from Sandj', the ENTIRE HERD of SHORT-
HORNS, bred by the late Mr. T. E. Pawlett. This Stock is of a verj'
first-class character; it consists entirely of two families, the Mantalini
tribe, bred by Mr. John Booth, and the Fame tribe, bred by Mr.
Richard Booth; to these have been used first-class bulls, chiefly of
the favourite Bracelet or Buckingham blood ; and the sires at present
in use are Prince Regent (29,677), of the Fame tribe, and Lord Blithe-
some (20,067). of the Mantalini family; (he former bv Mr. Booth's
King Cnarles, and the latter by Lord Blithe, own brother to the
celebrated prize cow Lady FragranL
The whole of the LIVE and DEAD FARMING STOCK will beSOLD the following week, particulars of which will be duly

advertised.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, will soon be issued.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
(Incorporated bv Special Acts of Parliament.)

DRAINAGE, RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES. TRAMWAYS, RAILWAYS, &C.

Directors.

fohn Clutton, Esq.
Frederick L. Daanwood, Esq.
Henrv' Farquhar, Esq.
Lord Garlics, M.P.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq.

Granville R. Ryder. Esq.
Granville R.H. Somerset, Esq.,Q.C.
Henry W. West, Esq., M.P.
Charles Watkin Williams Wynn,

Esq., M.P. (Chairman).

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes
of Agricultural Improvement, including the Erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
Tenants may, with the consent of their Landlords, execute the

necessary I mproveraents upon the Farms which they occupy, charging
them with the cost.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.—The Company also advances
money for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigation.

The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge upon
the land, redeeming principle and interest, over 23 years.

No investifiation of title is required.
For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No, i, Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W.

Agricultural Land Improvements.
DRAINAGE, SEWAGE IRRIG\IU>N. FARM BUILDINGS,

LABOURERS' COTTAGES, &c.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

(Incorporated by Act of Parliament in iSjg.)

Directors.
The Right Hon. Viscount Com-T. Chapman, Esq., F.R.3.

George Thomas Clark, Esq,
John C. Cobbold, Esq.
Henry William Currie, Esq

bermere.
Edward lohn Hutchins, Esq.
Sir WiUiam Tite, M.P., C.B.

Principal Engineer, Mr. J. BAILEY DENTON.
Agricultural Improvements of every kind are executed by the

Company, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer

carrying out the works by their own agents.

Tenant Farmers may also, by agreement with their Landlords,
procure the execution of such Improvements.
The outlay, with all official expenses, may be charged upon the

Estate, and paid off by a Rent-charge of about 6 per cent., in 31 years,

or at the option of the Landowners in a shorter term.

No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.
Special arrangements will be made with Boards of Health, Sewer

Authorities, and others, for undertaking Works of Sewage Irrigation,

together with all Works incidental thereto. The outlay in respect

thereof maybe repaid either by a sum in gross, or by a terminable

yearly payment, discharging in a fixed period the principal amount
with interest thereon.
Application to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN, Esq., the

Sec rctary, at the Offices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place. S.W.

FRENCH PEASANT FARMERS' SEED FUND.
Notice is hereby given, that all CLAIMS against the

EXECUTIVE COMMIl PEE of this FUND must be sent in to

ihe Honorary Secretaries on or before MONDAY, January 15.

Secretaries to Local Committees and Agricultural Societies. Clerks to

Boards of Guardians and others, are also requested to PAY their

BALANCES to the account of the Fund at the London and County
Bank, or to the Honorary Secretaries,* by the above dale.

By order of the Executive Committee.
* iiT.'nnAKtT-^D

B. T. BRANDRETH GIBES)
H. M. lENKINS )
W. H. DELANO J

Salisbury Hotel. S.-ih^bury Square. Fleet Street. E.C.

Honorary
Secretaries.

Dutch Agricultural Society.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION for AGRICUL-
TURAL MACHINERY and IMPLEMENTS. HAGUE.

SEPTEMBER, 1872. LAST DAY of ENTRY, AUGUST 15. For
Lists of Prizes, &c.. apply to P. F. L. WALDECK, Secretary, at

Looscluinen. near the Hague, Holland.

E)OYAL AGRICULTURAL
t SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

The Examination of Candidates for the
Society's Prizes will take place in the
WEEK COMMENCING TUESDAY,
APRIL r6, 1872. The age ofCandidates for

the Society's Prizes must not be above
21 years on March i ; but Candidates,
irrespective of age, may Compete for the
Society's Certificates.

Copies of the Form required to be sent in

by March i may be had on application to

H. M. JENKINS, Sccrctarj'.

12, Hanover Square, London, \V.

C|c|^grMteraI6a^ette,
SATURDAY, JANUARY 6, 1872.

THE Agriculture of Great Britain is

undoubtedly the foremost of the world.

Our climate is not better, nor are our soils more
fertile ; but our average crops are heavier than

are realised elsewhere. Our breeds of cattle,

sheep, and pigs are superior to any other. Our
agricultural machinery is unrivalled. The capital

employed by our farmers is in no other country,

as a whole, so large. Go to the Continental

agricultural shows and you will see our threshing-

machines, our steam-engines, our steam-ploughs,

our reaping-machines as it may be contended,

even our implements and tools of cultivation

—

ploughs, harrows, cultivators, horse-hoes, rollers,

rakes—our Shorthorn cattle and Leicester sheep,

or crosses of them—all representing the most
advanced stage, or perhaps one step beyond that,

of the agricultural progress of the foreigner.

Th.at great agricultural improvement of most
soils—the subsoil drainage ofthe land—originated

with us ; and here, tirst, has been that immense
development of the use and manufacture of

artificial manures which the present generation

of farmers have witnessed.

But there is another side to this picture. What
shall we say of the agriculture of a country so

outrageously unable to feed its inhabitants as

ours has proved ? We have 30,407,579 occu-

pied acres, and only 26,062,721 people in Great

Britain. We have even 17,250,172 arable acres

for the maintenance of that population. Taking

the whole United Kingdom, we have 46,177,370
acres in the hands of farmers, and only 3 1 ,465,470
people to be fed. Let .any one who knows the
produce of his own quarter-acre garden, and what
it does towards the maintenance of his family,con-
trast with it this enormous acreage, arable and
pasture—6.3 acres for every family of five of all

ages throughout the country—and say what he
thinks of the fact, that out of every 100 loaves that
family consumes, not more than 60 have been pro-

duced by English soil. What will he say of the fact

that since 1856-62, when the number of animals,

i.e., " oxen, cows, and calves," imported varied
from 80,000 to 100,000 annu.ally, this number,
excluding the cattle plague years, has since risen

to upwards of 200,000 annually, and 241,1 16 have
been imported during 1 1 months of 1S71 ? Or of

the fact that whereas in i856-'7-'8, the number of

sheep imported varied from 150,000 to iSo,ooo

annually, of late years the number has e.xcceded

half a million, and in the 1 1 months of last year
no fewer than 882,260 landed on our shores ?

Or, to take any other of our staple agricultural

products as the test of our growing or our waning
powers of agricultural produce, we have for

many years been more or less dependent on other

countries for our supplies of bacon, beef, butter,

and cheese. Our annual imports 12 or 15

years ago were 25,000 tons of bacon and
pork, 7000 or 8000 tons of beef, 20,000

to 30,000 tons of butter, and as much
cheese ; since then the quantities have been
more than doubled, and in the 1 1 months of

1871, of which alone the statistics have yet been
published, nearly 60,000 tons of pork and bacon,

12,000 tons of beef, 6o,ooo tons of butter, and
nearly as much cheese, have been imported from
abroad. Our growing imports of Wheat have
been inferred from our remarks on the bread
consumed. They now amount to from 30 to

38 million cwt. of Wheat, and three to five million

cwt. of Wheat flour, not to speak of nearly as

much in point of weight of IJarley, Oats, and
Maize, adding the three together ; and our whole
home growth cannot be put at more than

55,000,000 cwt. of Wheat, 42,000,000 cwt. of

Barley, 60,000,000 cwt. of Oats. We used

15 years ago to import from 70 to 80 lb. of

Wheat or Wheat flour for every individual of

our population : we now import from 100 lb. in

good years to 150 lb. apiece in bad ones ; and
in the last i r months we have imported 36,469,535
cwt. of Wheat, and 3,645,084 cwt. of flour—the

highest import previously recorded for a whole
12 months having been, in 1869, 37,695,828 cwt.

of Wheat, and 5,401,535 cwt. of flour.

This enormous import—this great dependence
on other countries for our food supply—doesn't

look like a prosperous or growing agriculture.

It is a paltry comfort after all that is gathered

from the proof that we are better farmers than

our neighbours. Taken, not comparatively, but

absolutely, and considering both what our land

produces on the whole and what it actually pro-

duces in particular examples, its outrageous

failure to produce sufficient for the wants of the

people living on it is nothing less than dis-

graceful.

There is nothing like it in any other of our

manufactures. Excepting the products of our

agriculture, in hardly any other thing which we
could produce for ourselves are our imports con-

siderable. When the raw material has to be dug
out of the very bowels of the earth, or even im-

ported from the other side of it, we supply the

whole world with our finished goods over and
above our own immediate wants. When it lies

immediately beneath us and around us—in the soil

on which we tread, or in the very air we breathe

—

somehow the usual triumphant success of Eng-
lish pluck and perseverance is awanting. We
do not even meet our own demands— still

less can we pretend to supply the wants of

others.

This not only strikes the student of our manu-
facturing industry ; it is admitted by all our

agricultural authorities. We could hardly quote

one more trustworthy on this subject than the

Earl of Leicester—a great landowner, a good
practical farmer, and a traveller. He lately

said :

—

" I have travelled much through England and through

parts of Scotland, and, taking into consideration the

whole of the land that 1 have seen under cultivation, I

thinli I may safely slate that the produce of the land

might be nearly doubled under a perfect system of agri-

culture. I have observed a want of capital and skill on

the part of the occupier, and an apparent want of assist-

ance and encouragement on the part of the owner. The
buildings were bad and inconvenient, the fields too small
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and ill-arranged, and too often covered with useless

timber. But the two greatest evils that, in my opinion,

prevented the growth of larger crops were—inferior

drainage and shallow cultivation."

We do not quote this for the lesson which it

offers but for the fact to which it bears witness.

The land is about half cultivated—that is the end

to which " the foremost agriculture of the world"
has at length attained !

In a future history of animal plagues, the past

year will occupy a remarkable place as a period

during which almost every contagious disease

to which stock are liable prevailed at home and
abroad.

Cattle plague, which in its normal condition is

confined to eastern Europe, was introduced into

the western countries during the war, and, obey-

ing the laws which always regulate its spread,

it followed the advancing armies into France,

where it has continued its ravages up to the

present time. At first the exigencies of war pre-

vented the adoption of those means which alone

have been found effectual in getting rid of the

disease, and when the war ceased, the demands
of science stood in the way of the rough-and-

ready " stamping out " system, and the disease

was fostered, while veterinarians, under the

direction of Professor BoULEY, were doing their

best, or their worst, to cure it by doses of phenic

acid, and other antiseptics which had failed here

and in Holland.
Belgiuin made energetic efforts meanwhile to

guard her southern frontier, but with only

partial success, and the disease broke out in

January, and continued until March, when it

finally yielded to the severe repressive means
which were employed. Scientific experiments

were still carried on in France, and at length

Belgium appears to have been roused to remon-
strate. We learn that a meeting of Belgian

and French veterinary surgeons was held in the

latter part of the year, and that after

considerable discussion it was determined
to discontinue treating the plague, and in place

of medicine to employ those stringent measures
which have usually succeeded in arresting the

progress of the disease. We have not heard that

the " stamping out " plan has yet been adopted
in France, but we may be tolerably certain that

the plague will not give way to less severe

means. In the beginning of December the cattle

plague again appeared in Belgium in two places,

and was at once met by the immediate slaughter

of the diseased animals and the establishment of

the cordon. These measures, however, do not

appear to have been effectual.

According to the Journal dc la Socidtc Agri-
cole du Brabant of December 17, the plague has
extended considerably since the first outbreak at

Audenarde, from which place, it is said, the

disease has been carried in various directions

by means of the meat and offal of diseased

animals, and also by persons who have been in

communication with infected places.

A farmer at Audenarde is credited with the

largest share of the mischief, he having kept

secret the existence of the plague in his herd,

preferring the plan, which is not unknown in

this country, of killing the animals and sending
the meat to market. Owing to this nigligence,

as it is gently designated, the disease appears to

have extended not only in the district but also

to several surrounding villages. Slaughter

and disinfection, we are told, are carried on,

under the superintendence of Government veteri-

nary surgeons ; and 400 soldiers are employed in

guarding all outlets, and preventing all communi-
cation with the infected districts.

Stock owners generally, it is said, co-operate

with the authorities in carrying into effect the

necessary measures. This is so far satisfactory
;

but we recollect that, in a previous number of

the yournal, the editor had to deplore that the

measures of prevention, although energetic, were
not in his opinion sufficient to arrest the course

of the disease ; and it was very plainly hinted
that " information had been received " of the

holding of markets surreptitiously in some
places even, as we should phrase it, under the
very noses of the authorities. One gentleman at

Audenarde is marked out for particular animad-
version, because he has just published a speech
which he made in 1866, finding fault with every-

thing which the authorities have done in the

way of prevention. An English editor would
hardly think it worth while to notice an
incident which in this country is so common
Western Flanders is reported to be free from
plague, thanks to the promptitude which

was evinced in the extinction of the centre

ol contagion which existed in the neighbourhood
of Everdinghe.
The sanitary cordon, which had been tempora-

rily withdrawn from the frontiers of Luxembourg
and Namur, has been re-established in such a

manner as to give assurance of efficient pro-

tection against that part of France from which
most danger is to be apprehended.

In France, where the cattle plague is still

making great ravages, more rigorous measures
have been determined on, and a recent circular

of the Minister of Agriculture and Commerce
calls attention to the circumstance that medical
treatment of the disease is forbidden ; and orders

the immediate slaughter of diseased or sus-

pected animals.

In central and eastern Europe cattle plague

has prevailed extensively, and in some districts

the Siberian plague and various forms of anthrax

have even rivalled it in intensity and fatality.

Sheep-pox has also been very rife in Pomerania
;

but although cargoes of sheep from Stettin have
been regularly landed in this country, we have
escaped any introduction of the malady, and
only one instance of a diseased sheep has been
reported by the inspectors, and that occurred in

a cargo from Hamburgh, landed in London.

Foot-and-mouth disease advanced during the

year with a rapidity quite unprecedented. In

January the weekly attacks amounted to about
6000 ; increasing week by week they reached the

enormous total of nearly 39,000 in September,

and then gradually declined to under 28,000 in

December. From Ireland we have no returns,

but it is known that the disease exists in every

part of the country. Legislation has certainly

done nothing to arrest the course of the disease,

for the simple reason that none of the provisions

of the Act or Order have been carried into effect.

There is a very general conviction that the

effects of the restrictions are really more damag-
ing than the disease, and under such circum-

stances it is useless to expect that the law will

find much favour from those without whose co-

operation it cannot be successfully put in action.

On the Continent foot-and-mouth disease does

not seem to have occasioned sufficient mischief

to excite attention. Comparatively few foreign

animals have been condemned on account of the

disease at our ports, and, in fact, the only

remarkable circumstance connected with the

progress of the disease abroad, is its appearance

in Spain—a country which has for many years

past been free from it, and other infectious

maladies of stock.

Pleuro-pneumonia has not varied much in its

rate of progress. In January last there were

36 infected counties in England and Scotland,

and in December the number had increased to

40, but few animals were attacked, and in many
cases immediate slaughter of the diseased beast

was adopted as the most economical course,

while in several of the infected counties com-

pulsory slaughter has been carried out by direc-

tion of the local authority. These means have

doubtless kept the disease in check, except in

the dairies of London and some other large

towns, where it carries on its ravages without let

or hindrance.

Sheep-scab is far too widely spread for our

credit as model farmers ; the disease is, of all

affections, the most easily cured, and is certainly

preventible by the use of well-known remedies,

in proof of which it never exists on a well-

managed farm for any length of time. The
present law on the subject is stringent enough,

rendering it an offence for a farmer to leave

a scabby sheep undressed, but legislation

will not protect those who deliberately defy

sanitary laws. If farmers will purchase animals

in fairs and markets, and at once, at the end of

a long journey by road or rail, put them into

the sheds or meadows with other stock, without

any precaution, no government, however paternal,

can save them from the consequences of their

rashness. After all is said and done, prevention

of disease is a matter for individual thought and
action.

The new Foreign Cattle Market at

Deptford was formally opened by the Lord

Mayor and Corporation on December 28, and
on the following day the Lords of the Council

passed an Order, declaring their satisfaction

with the arrangements in the following terms :

—

"The Mayor, Aldermen, and Commons of the City of

London have provided and opened for public use a

market for the purposes of Part III. of the Act of 1869 to

the satisfaction of the Privy Council. (Signed) Edmund,
Harrison."

At present, only two of the three landing-
places, with their lairs and slaughter-houses, are
in a condition for use, but they form a market
which is more than sufficient for the present trade,

and in a few weeks the entire work will be com-
pleted. Importation of cattle from scheduled
countries—that is to say, from Germany princi-

pally—will not amount to anything considerable
for some time, but the market is not ready a
moment too soon to receive the cargoes of sheep
from Belgium, where cattle plague is spreading.

Immediately after the official declaration of

the satisfaction of the Privy Council, the Order
of December 20 came into operation, and on the
first day of January the whole of the previous
Orders, relating to inovement of cattle in the
metropolis, &c., ceased to be in force ; and for

the first time since the cattle plague restrictions

were imposed, the inetropolitan market was
freed from all encumbrances, police orders, and
market passes, which have given rise to so many
complaints. Most of the restrictions which for-

merly affected diseased animals have been re-

enacted in the Order of December 20, and in some
cases the regulations are more severe than they
were. For example, animals affected with any
contagious disease cannot be moved from the
market by licence to a slaughter-house, but
must be seized and placed in custody of the

local authority, in fact several animals were so
dealt with on Monday last, at Islington.

Animals, however, which do not show any signs

of disease, but which may, nevertheless, be
infected, may be sent out of the metropolis, and
all over the country. And knowing something
of the state of prevalence of pleuro-pneumonia
in London dairies, and also of the usual course

which the owners adopt when an outbreak
occurs, we see strong grounds for apprehension,
now that we no longer have the protection of the

cordon round London.

The Com market opened on New Year's Day
without animation, good samples being taken at late

rates, and ill-conditioned parcels being neglected. On
Wednesday also trade was dull. In the Cattle

market trade was firm, and prices rose zd. per 8 lb.

The restrictions on the transportation of cattle beyond
the four miles' radius having been removed, country

buyers attended. No business was done in the foreign

cattle market. A large business has been done in

Wool, and it is now confidently expected that good
Kent and Leicester fleeces will get to 2j. ^d. per lb.

The Seed trade continues in an inactive state.

An improved demand is reported for English Hops,
at slightly higher quotations.

The arithmetic of our notice of the total Short-

homsalesof 1871 (p. 1661, 1871) is hardly correct. The
total sum received was not;^tI9,865 8j. 4^/., as there

stated, but ^^120,865 l8.f. 4^2?. This sum, over 2254
animals, amounts to, not ^'53 3J-. (id., but no less than

;^53 I2J. 5^(/. The following, therefore, is the form in

which the tabular comparison of the four past years

should have appeared :

—

In 1868, 1423 Shorthorns averaged . . ;£35 7 o each.

1111869,1585 „ „ .. 35 5 o ..

In 1870, 1430 ,, ,, .. 35 13 5

In 1871, 2254 „ ,, .. 53 12 54 ,,

In a recent number of the Cape Monthly Maga-
zine there is an excellent paper on Soul H African
Agriculture. The writer strongly advocates the

importation of Suffolk Punch and dray horses, for the

purpose of establishing, if possible, in the colony " a

breed of comparatively heavy draught animals, which

it is thought will supply the demand of the arable dis-

tricts of the country of the Cape, where improved

methods of ploughing, and the want of sufficient pasture

to maintain at a less expense a large number of oxen,

makes a system of more perfect culture, and the em-
ployment of such true pullers as the Suffolks advisable."

With regard to cattle breeding the writer says :

—

"The question may be considered settled, that for

towns and villages where cows must be fed, the Dutch
breed has been found to answer best ; but where the

natural pasture of the district is all that we are to depend
upon, great difference of opinion still exists, and the

system of crossing half-bred Dutch, Ayrshires, and Alder-

neys without any fixed principles of constant selection, is

much the same as ever. He says the Devons have been

tried and condemned, whilst the English Shorthorn has

not been much supported in the West, though good prices

have been given in the East." The possibiUty of

producing a breed of small-boned sheep with long

fleece is thus spoken of:— "It would be a curious

experiment to try whether, for colonies, where mutton is

smelted down, owing to its low price, it would not be

possible, by a system of crossing and selection, to produce

a race with comparatively small carcases and larger

fleeces. Practical men may smile at such theories
;
but

we all know that Bakewell produced a special breed

of cattle and sheep, by constantly selecting such as were

small in the bone, by these means substituting flesh and

fat for bone, so preventing waste of nourishment on a
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less useful part of the carcase. As a vast extent of bouth

Africa will never become fit for arable purposes, and

no other animal is likely to be so extensively reared as the

wool-bearing sheep, for whose fleece there always will be a

demand it is clear that our land, when it has fallen to the

price of similar land in other wool-exporting countries, is

likely to remain firm ; for though it appears that, without

takint' South America into consideration, even Australia

continues to increase in the quantity exported, we must

aot forget that the population of the world is becoming

more civilised, and that of America rapidly increasing,

and consequently, the consumption of woollen fabrics

also. In 182S only 28,000,000 lb. of wool were imported

into England from all quarters. The importation in

r866 amounted to 239,000,000 lb., and in r870 to

263 2KO 499 lb. In little more than 40 years the demand

has increased more than eight-fold, so that, on the whole,

we may expect, now that the sheep-producing countries

are pretty well stocked, the rates of consumption will,

after a few years, excel the ratio of production. Nor can

we maintain that our colony, which 40 years ago pro-

duced about 40,000 lb. of wool, and now exports nearly

40 millions, has retro-

graded."

The bulk of the paper

from vvliich the fore-

goingextractsare taken,

refeis principally to

local progress in agri-

culture, and the capa-

bilities of South African

soil. It is, however,

satisfactory to see the

subject of agricultural

advance taken up with

such spirit in distant

lands.

The following

Milanese experience in

the Utilis.ition of

Sewage is reported in

the yourtial of the

Society of Arts :—
The Societi Vespasi-

ana is a company estab-

lished about two years

ago for dealing with the

hquid refuse of the pub-
lic urinals in that city.

The urine is sold at the

rate of 50 centimes per
100 litres (or less than
one farthing per gallon),

in petroleum baiTels,

holding about 175 litres

each, so that the value
of a barrel would be
nearly 90 centimes. The
barrels are lent gratis to
the purchasers for ten

days, after which time

5 centimes per day are
charged for the hire of
each barrel. The urine
sold as manure is mixed
with water or earth, in

the proportion of one
part lu-ine to two parts
earth or water. This
mixture forms an excel-
lent manure for almost
every kind of crop,
but more especially for

cereals and meadow
lands. A mixture of
peat and urine is sold at
2.50 f. per quintal (about
IS. per cwt)., and is

highly recommended as
a manure for Mulberry
trees and for market
gardens. A chemical
process, introduced by
Dr. Cardone, is
adopted by the com-
pany for precipitating
the fertilising part of
the urine, especially rich
in nitrogen and phos-
phates. The powder so obtained Is sold in sacks, at the
rate of 20 f. per quintal (8j. per cwt.), and is used for
manuring Maize, in the proportion of about a table-
spoonful to each plant ; some farmers add also a small
quantity of ashes. For Potatos, 30 kilogrammes of pre-
cipitate to about the same quantity of dry earth, well
mixed together, should be used and scattered over the
land. Other crops are manured with a mixture of pre-
cipitate and earth, in the proportion of one part of the
former to two of the latter. For Wheat it is found
advantageous to add to the above-mentioned mixture an
equal quantity of ashes. The quantity of precipitate
required to manure a hectare is is quintals, or 12 cwt.
per acre. The residue liquid from the precipitating
process, containing a large amount of potassa, is used
most advantageously as a liquid manure for meadows,
and is sold for this purpose at th« rate of 40 centimes per
barrel, containing r75 litres.

Messrs. Carter & Co. have introduced a
New Mustard from China, which, as a salad plant
for domestic use, and as a green forage plant for sheep,
is stated to be superior to the common white Mustard,
the leaves being fully twice the size, the stems being
more succulent and the flavour more pleasantly sweet

and pungent. The seed is distinctly larger than that

of the common brown Mustard, though not so large as

that of the white variety, and it yields well. We have

not yet heard of its "crushing" and "flouring"

qualities, the former for oil, and the latter for the well-

known condiment, and therefore we cannot say how
far it may rival brown Mustard for dietetic and medici-

nal purposes, but its value for yielding such products

will soon be known.

NOTEWORTHY AGRICULTURISTS.
Mr. Henry Stephens, F.R.S.E.

The author of the Book of the Farm needs no intro-

duction to agricultural readers. His well-known
standard work, the first of a number professing to

represent the whole agricultural field, which were

issued some 20 years ago, when the writings of Liebig

and of Johnston, and the young activity of many a new

Mk. henry STEPHENS, F. R. S. E.

agricultural society, had stirred agricultural enterprise

into unusual activity, has been now a quarter of a cen-

tury before the world, and everybody knows its author

as having made a noble contribution to the promotion

of agricultural progress, and to the establishment of

agricultural truth. A second edition has recently ap-

peared, and for its completion within the last few

months we have again to thank Mr. Stephens. A much
younger man than he might well have handed over the

heavy task of re-writing and re-editing so large a

volume to another. It is characteristic of his energy and
love of work, that when a new edition was demanded
he determined that he alone would undertake it.

Mr. Stephens has long been one of the directors of

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

The Lightburne Herd.—Within the past few
years a visible and manifest improvement has shown
itself in the stocks of North Lancashire. This must in

a great degree be attributed to the excellence and

proximity of the Holker herd, the property of his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire, fostered and brought

to as near perfection as can be attained by Mr. Drewry.
In imitation of this great breeder, numerous lesser

luminaries have their existence in the neighbourhood
of Holker, foremost of which stands the Lightburne
herd, the property of Alexander Brogden, Esq., M.P.,
of Lightburne House, Ulverston. Mr. Brogden
commenced his Shorthorn career in 1864. Combined
with good judgment in his purchases, he has spared no
expense, and at the present time he possesses a herd
which, for colour, symmetry, and substance, is all

that could be wished. Frequent interchange of male
animals between Holker and Lightburne account for

the similitude between the animals. Mr. Brogden's

herd maybe said to be a "Princess " herd, for though

there are animals of four distinct tribes, nine of 1 7 females

are descended from Princess Elvira 2d, ^d, Sth, gt/i, loth,

and Ruby Rose nfh, $th, and 6th are all descended from

Elvira by Phenomenon (491). The daughters of

Princess, Princess 2d,

and e^h are descended
from Anne Boleyn by
Favoukite (252).

Another daughter of

Princess— Winsome fth.

—is from Mr. Bates*

"Wild Eyes" tribe.

Red Rose 4th is from
Mr. Bates' "Cambridge
Rose " tribe. The Cor-

delias are descended
from a cow bred at

Holker, by the bull

King Lear (8196),

purchased 27 years ago
at one of the Wiseton
sales for 200 gs. Since

that time they have
been crossed with bulls

used at Holker.

We have re-

ceived the following

Hereford news :—Mr.
W. G. Purdon, Killu-

can, Ireland, has se-

lected Crinoline and her

more than half-sister.

Blossom 2d, from Mr.
Morris' herd. Town
House, Madley : the

former by Interest
(2046), and the latter

by his son, Principal

(3358), and both from
Blossom by Little
Tommy (985), bred by
the late Mr. Price,

Pembridge, and by his

favourite bull Magnet
(823)

—

Interest, bred

by Mr. Rogers. The
Grove goes direct back
to Hewer's Old Sove-
reign (404). With
these Mr. Purdon has

sent Spangle 4//^ and
Lady ^h, both from the

Marlow Lodge herd,

and by Mr. Green's old

favourite bull Zealous
(2349), by Sir Ben-
jamin (13S7), from his

old Jeffries cow. Go-

verness. Both Spangle

and Lody are descended
in a direct line on both
sides from Sovereign
(404).

Mr. R. W.
Reynell, of Killynon,

Killucan, Ireland, hav-

ing disposed of his

Shorthorn herd, has added to his Herefords by

the purchase of Prince of Madley, from the

Town House herd, and bred by Mr. J. Morris,

Madley, Hereford, by his celebrated bull, Stow
{3478), winner of 1st Royal at Manchester, and

from his Wolverhampton commended heifer. Chignon.

Prince of Madley claims through his grand-

sire, Sir Thomas (2228), Sir Benjamin (1387)

as his great-grandsire, and on the dam's side goes direct

back to Sir David (349), the sire of Sir Benjamin.

He is accompanied by Flora by Renown {2719), from

the Marlow herd, and bred by Mr. J. B. Green, Mar-

low Lodge, Leintwardine. Flora, through Renown,
combines some of the best of the blood from the late

Lord Berwick's herd at Crookhill with that of the late

Jeffries of the Grove, through her dam. Flora by

Zealous (2349), and her further pedigree discloses the

fact of combinations from the herds of the late Monk-

liouse, Perry, and other celebrities of their day.

Among coming events is the pending sale of

the herd of the late Mr. Pawlett, of Beeston, Biggles-

wade. The late Mr. Pawlett was well known as a
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breeder of Leicester sheep and Shorthorns, as well as a

prominent man in the agricultural world. Mr. Paw-
lett was a man who tested his method by rigid experi-

ment, and in this way proved himself to be actuated by

the truest appreciation of science as well as of practice.

Of this there are abundant proofs in his excellent

essay on sheep in the yoin-nal of the Agricultural

Society of England, where, in place of the mere

opinions so often expressed by writers, figures are

given well worth the study of the breeder and

grazier. The question of the proper period for

weaning lambs was approached in a scientific spirit,

and the result was in favour of early weaning. Shed

feeding of sheep was also subjected to experiment, the

result being, in Mr. Pawlett's opinion, unfavourable or

not positively favourable to this method. The feeding

value of white Turnips, as compared with Swedes,

was another point that he investigated, with the result

that in early autumn white Turnips are really more
nourishing, while, as the winter advances, the Swedes
gradually assert their superiority. Carrots were
found to be an unsuitable food for sheep.

Would that such methods of testing agricultural

practice were more general. It is a significant fact

when we find men, like the late Mr. Pawlett, and the

still more distant, in point of time, Mr. Bates, of Kirk-

levington, labouring to gain an insight into the merits

of their cattle and sheep, by subjecting their aptitudes

to direct experiment. The greatest produce of beef,

mutton, and wool, with the least expenditure of food

and money, must be the ultimate aim of all breeders.

This is a fact which requires to be kept in mind in

these days when cattle are surrounded by a halo of

romance, and the august names of bulls and cows thrill

the hearts of enthusiastic aristocrats —when the names
of Hubback and Favourite have become talismanic,

and those of the respectable farmers who owned them
have been raised into a kind of Pantheon of the

imagination.

RECENT RESEARCHES IN AGRICUL-
TURAL CHEMISTRY.

When the chemist has to deal with a mixture of
several bodies, very similar in composition and proper-

ties, he is very apt to make a mistake. The result of

his first examination is frequently to regard the mix-
ture as a simple substance ; it is only after an extended
acquaintance with its history and properties that its true

character is made known, and the chemist is able to

distinguish its component parts. Thus for many years
margarine was enumerated among the animal fats ; it

was said to be of universal occurrence in the bodies of
men and other animals. It is now known that what
was termed margarine was only palmitine, more or less

disguised by mixture with other fats. A similar change
of opinion seems just now to be in progress with regard
to vegetable fibre, the substance forming the frame-

work of all plants. Originally regarded as one uniform
material, the differing properties of which, when ob-
tained from various sources, were merely due to differ-

ences in the density of its structure, it is now viewed
by many chemists as a mixture of at least two sub-
stances. That substance forming the true skeleton of
the plant is termed by these chemists cellulose, while
the matter with which the skeleton is encrusted is said

to be distinct in several of its properties, and is termed
lignin. Both of these names were formerly applied
with little discrimination to woody fibre. The question
still demands further investigation. One practical

point seems, however, to be made out, namely, that

the cellulose is far more digestible than the other kinds
of vegetable fibre. Dietrich and Konig have observed
that the non-cellulose portion of the fibre abounds in

the Aeces of herbivorous animals, while the cellulose

originally present in the food has to a great extent dis-

appeared. When further investigations shall have
placed in the hands of chemists a satisfactory mode of
determining the quantity of each kind of fibre present
in a sample of fodder, a great step will have been made
in the useful applications of chemistry.

Much has recently been done by Continental chemists
in determining what proportion of the various con-
stituents of fodder is assimilated by the animal. The
results must be regarded as approximative only ; they
are still, however, of considerable value. Dr. Marcker
has made experiments at Weende on the assimilation

of meadow hay by sheep. He employed two samples
of hay of fair average quality, and determined, by
analysis of the fteces, the proportion of the principal
constituents digested by the animal. The figures below
give the mean of his results. The results he obtained
with hay made from the second cut of meadow grass are

also shown :

—

Proportion 0/ each Constituent Digested/or 100 Consumed.

animal. The ingredients most readily digested are the
soluble non-nitrogenous substances, such as sugar,

mucilage, &c. The albuminous compounds are appa-
rently the ingredients of hay whicli are digested with
most difficulty. An important practical fact shown by
the Table is that hay of the aftermath is considerably

more digestible than hay of the first cutting ; the

difference in digestibility seems to be most marked in

the case of the albuminous constituents.

Professor E. Wolff has made similar experiments
with red Clover hay, and with a mixed diet of Clover
hay and Mangel Wurzel. His sheep received at first

3 lb. of hay per day, and on this diet gained 4 lb. in

weight during three weeks. The hay was then
reduced to 2 lb., on which diet the sheep neither

gained nor lost. He next added 4 lb. of Mangel to

the 2 lb. of hay, the sheep then gained 6 lb. in three

weeks. The hay was lastly reduced to i lb., the
roots remaining as before ; the sheep now lost weight.

Professor Wolff having ascertained what proportion of
the Clover hay was digested when it was supplied

alone, assumed that the same proportion was digested

in the subsequent experiments with Mangel Wurzel,
and was thus able to calculate what proportion of the

Mangel had been digested. The following Table
shows his analysis of the food employed, and the pro-

portion of the principal food constituents digested, by
the sheep :—

Water
Mineral matter
Fatty matter
Crude fibre

Albuminous com-
[

pounds .

.

I

Non -nitrogenous")

soluble sub- >

stances .

.

)

Total organic >

matter j

Red Clover Hay.
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make notes of the articles on the catalogue, and in due

course when they returned home orders were sent for

such and such implements. I am aware it has been

asserted that the catalogue does not pay—possibly not ;

thouMi I am not altogether satisfied on this point, and

I should like to know, for my enlightenment on this

head who had the money for the numerous advertise-

ment's at the end of the catalogue. Even now, if it

does not actually pay, the loss must be very triflmg

indeed, and can well be met by those wlio receive the

enormous amount taken at the doors for admission to

the cattle show.

Again, I have heard it remarked that the exhibition

of implements is quite a secondary matter, a sub-

ject of indifference to the Smithfield Club ; indeed,

as far as any single exhibitor goes, the committee

would probably simply tell him, if he did not

choose to take space, there were plenty of appli-

cants who would. Truly they can aftord, in the

plenitude of their power, to be very off-hand with

any single exhibitor, but it is rather a serious expe-

riment to attempt to lord it over the whole body. I

ask, are the committee prepared for a strike of all the

exhibitors? Notwithstanding their indifference to the

exhibition of implements, what would become of the

cattle show if the galleries were empty? Let them

try the experiment for one season. In truth, the

cattle may be considered the body and the

implements the limbs—neither can say to the other,

**
I have no need of thee." Call the show what

you please, it would be a very poor affair without the

implements ; in fact, I think it is high time that the

latter should be recognised in the exhibition by calling

it the " Fat Cattle and Implement Show." The sale of

the catalogue was not exactly a fair transaction ; care

seemed to be taken not to call it by its real title,

"Description of the Cattle, ^c." Some people in the

gallery evidently purchased the catalogue, fully expect-

in^T it to be a guide to the various implements. 1 ask,

what was the use of paying the 6/. to find such a line

as this {there were 76 such blanks out of 202

exhibitors) :

—

iViiwc.
I

Trad,: I A <Uress.

153. Corbett, Thomas .. | |
Shrewsbury.

I beg pardon, '* Salop " was added, to enlighten the

people, I suppose. What Mr. Corbett brought to

exhibit in London all the way from Shrewsbury, and

many others in a similar position, the reader was left

to conjecture ; no information whatever appeared.

Again, in another page we find :

—

would be outrageously high, and would act as an extin-

guisher to the catalogue. Some parties may assert that I

have overrated the importance of a catalogue ; I think

not : and as an evidence of its value we find no exhibi-

tion of any pretension without a catalogue ; it fixes the

memory, otherwise it is all confusion in the mind and

ephemeral, and is like a book without an index. In

conclusion, I have only to add that the catalogue of

implements should be drawn up with care, so thai

gentlemen may find it valuable for reference after the

show ; and I trust that some steps will be taken to

ensure this desideratum before the cattle show of 1872

takes place. Considering it an unhandsome thing to

"hit anyone in the dark," I subscribe my name,

though with the dread of being excommunicated by

the Smithfield Club. Henry Aihiutl, Estates Gazette

and Agricultural Library^ stand 53 in the Gallery^

and 200, Fleet Street.

Navte.

54. Agricultural and Hor-
ticultural Associa-

tion

Trade. Address.

Here the information stops, the name only is given-

no county even is vouchsafed, and no address, although

the person who prepared the list of names could have had

full particulars from the sheet sent in by each exhibitor,

as first stated. Was this fair dealing ? The excuse may
be made that the exhibitors did not send in their names

to the secretary of the Agricultural Hall Company as

requested ; but I contend the names had already been

given in with every particular ; and I should like to

know what the exhibitors of implements had to do with

the secretary of the Agricultural Hall Company?
Their engagements were with the secretary of the

Smithfield Club. Although the exhibitors were treated

so badly, you will not fail to see that others who
had no business with the cattle show employed the

catalogue to advance other interests. Look at the

top of every page ; an announcement is made that

the Horse Show of 1872 opens on Saturday, June i.

Once more, it may be said that the Smithfield

Club did not issue the catalogue, but it is printed

by the Agricultural Hall Company. This excuse

will not hold water. It reminds me of one com-
plaining of some objectionable act to a master.

**Oh!" says he, "it is my man who has done
it, speak to him." Then, going to the man, he

scratches his head, and says, ** Vou must talk to

measter!" How was it managed in other years? Is the

Smithfield Club so bound hand and foot to the Agri-

cultural Hall Company that the latter can do just as

they please, irrespective of the fair requirements of the

exhibitors of the Smithfield Club show ? I recommend
the exhibitors of implements to combine and form an

"Ami-Non-Catalogue Society," and have a clear

understanding whether there will be a proper catalogue

of implements or not. Until this is settled in a satis-

factory manner, let them hold themselves aloof from

the show.

Perhaps it would be as well, for the sake of peace,

to make some suggestion before closing this letter.

Will you let me propose that each exhibitor of imple-

ments be entitled to as many lines of brevier type

all across the page in the catalogue free of cost as

he has feet of frontage—this exclusive of his name and
address ; afterwards, should he require a greater number
of lines to describe his articles, let him pay 2'^. or ^d. a

line of brevier type—a page would contain about 60
lines, which, at 3^/., would yield 15^.—no exhibitor to

be allowed to have beyond —- pages, for I think some
limit should be named ; this would help the expenses

of the catalogue, and with the advertisements and
sile cf the catalogues, I doubt not, clear the ex-

pense?. I believe a year or so ago something was
said about charging the exhibitors is. a line; tli;

AGRICULTURK AND THE LABOURER.
Here is a capital speech on this important subject.

At a recent meeting of the Bedfordshire Agricultural

Society

—

Mr. Charles Howard said that farming, farm

labourers, land-laws, and land questions generally,

had received of late more than ordinary attention.

Statesmen and eminent landlords had written and

spoken upon them ; Social Congresses had thought

them worthy of debate ; while political economists had

on various occasions favoured us with their theories.

With some of the latter the remedy for many of

England's evils was the sub-division of our large

domains, and parcelling out the country into small

farms ; but if these gentlemen would point him out a

large territorial estate where large and moderate-sized

farms prevailed, then he would show them where the

most corn and meat was produced, a fact which the

consuming classes of this country ought not to lose

sight of. The farmers had no wish to see the Lords

abolished, nor their ancestral estates cut up : on the

contrary, they thought it would be better for the agri-

culture of the country if the land had fewer owners.

Their irrepressible and lively friend, Mr. Mechi, had of

late inundated the press with his letters. Those who
knew Mr. Mechi appreciated him very much for the

kindness of his disposition, and his desire to benefit

agriculture, but the fact could not be disguised that in

most of his letters there was an evident leaning to the

landlord at the expense of the tenant. Take the ques-

tion of the over-preservation of game, which had been

the ruin of hundreds of farmers. When tenants com-

plained of the injury done them, Mr. Mechi bade them
farm the best and highest where the most damage was

done, viz. , about the coverts, or to run wire fences all

round the fields, a course which some would pronounce

as "adding insult to injury." Avery good farmer,

not far from Bedford, had tried this plan, but very

soon had a notice to take up his wire fence or a notice

of another form would be the result,

Mr. Mechi had access to the Times, and with such

an advantage, instead of schooling the tenants he

might do vast service to agriculture and to the country,

by drawing attention to the fact that the land can never

be made to produce its proper amount of corn and

meat until landlords either grant leases, or (still better)

agreements, subject to two years' notice, with com-
pensation clauses for unexhausted improvements. Men
of capital and skill would not take land under sharp

landlords, subject to a six months' notice to quit. This

was a question which concerned the consuming classes

more than they at present realised, and the high price

of meat was partly the penalty of such a state of things.

Agriculturists intended that their agriculture and their

various breeds of animals should continue to be the

boast and admiration of the world, and he trusted that

the reading of papers on such occasions as these, fol-

lowed by practical discussions, would lead to so desir-

able a result. This movement, he remarked, had been

frequently suggested by their late lamented friend, Mr.

James, of Cople, but it was reserved for the year of

presidency of the chairman, who had brought the

subject prominently before the Society, for the move-
ment to be inaugurated, and he (Mr. C. Howard) ap-

peared before them, at the request of the committee,

to open the first discussion. In a carefully prepared

article in the Mark Lane Express of November 20, it

was estimated that the annual value of the corn crops

alone in Great Britain was over £^o,ooo,QOO, and that

the annual value of all agricultural produce in Great

Britain and Ireland is over ;^300, 000, 000,—facts which
those who were in the habit of depreciating agriculture

wou^d do well to study.

Of late years the harvest had become a most anxious

and trying season, the farmer needing much grace and
patience. Our labour supply is no longer what it was.

Those itinerant bands of Irish reapers who came yearly

to cut down our harvest, either remained at home, or

had left their country—in some instances, doubt-

less "for their country's good." Nor did other

portions of our population turn out as formerly

for the harvest month. The continued extension of

railways, the opening of iron-stone quarries, and the

great prosperity of the building and other trades, had
drawn largely upon our agricultural population, and
would continue to do so until farmers competed with

them in the price paid for labour. Hitherto the farmer

had proved equal to the emergency of his position,

though at some considerable cost. His wants and
requirements had brought into existence during the last

25 or 30 years gigantic manufactories of agricultural

miplements, and those who remembered the early

meetings of the Royal Agricultural Society could bear
witness to the enormous increase in this branch of its

proceedings. Although farmers rarely made fortunes,

many had been made out of them ; but they honoured
the men vvho had so prospered, and during the last

harvest many a thanksgiving went up for the reaping

machines, without which much corn must have been in

the fields at this moment. The farmer was therefore

fully alive to the fact that he must fly to machinery to

meet the scarcity of labour. The labourer had
gradually withdrawn his opposition to machinery, as he
found the hard work done for him, and, thanks to

public opinion, the opposition to it on the part of the

landlord had nearly died out. He (Mr. C. Howard)
had only heard of one case last harvest where a tenant

was forbidden the use of a reaping-machine. This

good man came and told him his troubles. He had

50 acres ot Wheat which required cutting, and scarcely

any men to do it. I asked him whether his landlord

expected his rent. He replied, "Oh yes, and no

mistake." I then said, " Are you an Englishman ?"

" Oh, yes," he replied. "Well, go home and act like

one ; use your machine at all hazards." His reply was
—and I would have all those who have any doubt
about the propriety of an equitable tenant-right mark
it
—" I should have no hesitation, but I have laid out a

good deal of money, and if I offend I can be got rid of

by a six months' notice to quit." To men of this class,

and others opposed to the introduction of machinery, I

will use the expressive language of the great Mr. Cob-
den. Of course it did not suit us at the time, as it was
applied to the agricultural interest in their opposition

to free trade. "To check it," said he, "you are as

powerless as a cork upon the cataracts of Niagara."
In tracing the history of the reaping-machine from the

earliest period to the present time, to make the farmers

happy they required a companion machine to tie the

corn up. The reaping-machine most in favour was the

two-horse side sheaf delivery, but on most farms in this

neighbourhood reaping-machines were used of one
make or another, and various were the methods in

which the harvest was conducted. Nine farmers out

of ten let the work in one form or another, but a few
preferred the old system of engaging the (men by the

month, others preferring to let the whole of the harvest.

By far the greater number, however, merely let the

cutting and tying, charging a price per acre for the

machine, the remainder, with the exception of thatch-

ing, being done by the day. He thought it preferable

to put the machine in the hands of one of the best men,
who should be rewarded for extra exertion and care of

machine ; the tying, shocking, and dragging to be let

either to their own men or to strranges. He thought it

desirable that a field or large portion of a field should

be cut before the men were put in it ; by this means
the men could be placed in as many companies as the

master might prefer. By placing a large number of

men together, the good man would be reduced to the

level of the indifferent one. Great vigilance, however,

was necessary on the part of the master. Valuable as

the horse-drag was, he had seen great mischief done by
its too free use, especially on clay soils, too much dirt

being collected by it. He thought the hand-drag
should be used only over the whole of the land at the

time of shocking, its gatherings tied up in bundles and
stacked separately, the horse-drag giving the finishing

stroke after all was carted. As to the stack, he thought

that there should be sufificient in it for a full day's work
with the threshing-machine. He inclined to the oblong

shape with the hipped roof, or the old hovel without

its stand or frame, the size he preferred being 10 yardE

long by 5i yards wide.

Much damage was often sustained by the roofs o

stacks not being properly built, many stackers r*n

taking suf^cient care to keep the middle full so that t/'<

outside sheaves should shoot off the rain rather than

conduct it into the stack. It was a great boon to the

farmer to have in his service some good stackers and
thatchers, and these men deserved every encourage-

ment. He regretted that the funds of the society did

not allow them to continue prizes for these operations.

He also thought it desirable to place the stacks in

several convenient spots on the farm rather than alto-

gether. In case of fire it was not right of the insurance

office, nor was it good policy, to risk the destruction of

the whole of the hay and straw of a farm. A labour-

saving machine was being gradually introduced in the

stacking of hay and corn—he alluded to the elevator.

During the last harvest he had applied a i-horse gear

to his ordinary straw-jack, and had used it with con-

siderable advantage in the stacking of Barley, saving at

least two men on a stack. He believed they were made
also for carrying up corn in a sheaf, and he did not

doubt they would come into more general use. Now,
as to thatching. In the course of his 25 to 30 years'

experience he did not remember so much damage being

done to stacks as by the 4-inch rainfall during the latter

end of last September. The cost of thatching was very

considerable each year ; but he would not dwell further

upon this subject, preferring rather to devote his atten-

tion to the beer question, which had been so long a

source of trouble and annoyance to the farmer.

From all he could learn, the farmers of Bedfordshire
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were more hampered by this custom than those in most to dwell in.—He (Mr,

other counties. Money payments, all the year round, satisfaction the prospect of an improved education for

had been substituted by one or two gentlemen, but he the rising generation of labourers, and he hoped the

had personally long wished to see his way out of the farmers would do all they could to forward it by re-

difficulty, and he confessed he had not yet done so. fusing to employ any boy under 10 years of age.

So long as the present drinking customs remained, his

only fear was, if the masters did not provide a good 1

wholesome beverage, that the man would introduce on
,

the farm, and at all hours, the frightful stuff of the

nearest beer-shop, the result being that the work would

be neglected, and that the man would be rendered half

mad.

Howard) hailed with much
[

in more ways than one, but up to this date they have
never been so save in the new machine of the Messrs.
Burgess & Key under notice.

The solution of this problem has been effected by
the substitution of a simple reaper bracket and gear-
ing, with a small guide-wheel in front, in place of
the mower bracket and gearing behind—the peculiar

mechanism of B. ti K.'s machines admitting this, the

working parts being outside the carriage-wheels. This
improvement is very easily effected, fig. 5 being con-
verted into fig. 6 at no great expense, the converted

BURGESS AND KEY'S MOWERS AND
REAPERS FOR 1872.

The three annexed engravings illustrate two machines,

g. 5 being convertible into fig. 6 by a very simple

Money payments might, however, be intro-
.,

mechanism, recently invented, and for the first time
|
machine, whether mower or reaper, being complete

duced among the boys, and he would advocate liberal \
exhibited at the last Christmas meeting of the Smith-

j

in itself, and entirely free from the objections to which
payments, too. He had often felt condemned in giving field Club in the Agricultural Hall, IsUngton. We ' other convertibles, or combined machines, are sub-

ject, the direction and velocity

of whose knives remain un-

changed.

The small expense of com-
bined mowers and reapers gives

to them a popularity they might
not otherwise possess. Farmers
must study the means they have
at command. There is no prac-

tical axiom in farming better

understood than this, for field

results as well as theoretical con-
clusions must give way to it.

Thus, if a farmer can start a
mower in hay harvest, and then
by a few shillings more can con-

vert his mower into a reaper

for hand delivery in com har-

vest, the practical argument is

to him conclusive ; and to such
farmers the Messrs. Burgess &
Key are now prepared to supply
the most efficient combined
mowers and reapers now in

use. The two seats (fig. 6) will

readily be understood to be, the

one for the driver, and the other

for the raker. Fig. 5 is a back
view of the mower, and shows
the knife behind, the raker's

shall notice each machine separately, taking them in seat ; the platform is removed, and the mower-bracket.

Fig. 5.—BURGESS & key's mower and reaper for 1872.

grass-

little boys so much beer. He
thought that if they could see

their way to a new great-coat at

the end of the harvest they

would be well pleased to forego

their beer. He had no doubt
that by the time the boys who
were to receive the benefit of an
improved education became men
the substitution of money pay-
ments for beer would be the

rule. This led him, in conclu-

sion, to refer to the condition of

the agricultural labourer. One
farmer-member, and long may
he remain so—Mr. C. S. Read
—in his address to the Farmers'
Club only the other day, and
Mr. Dent, M. P. for Scarbo-

rough, in an article in the last

volume of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's yoiirnaly have
both done good service inplacing

before the public the true posi-

tion of our labourers. Both
articles are worthy of every

farmer's perusal.

No man, in my opinion, said

Mr. Howard, is more rapidly im-
proving than the farm labourer.

The heavy work of the farm is now done by machinery.
The flail is preserved as a relic of a barbarous age ;

the scythe and sickle are gradually disappearing
; yet

the agricultural labourer is at this moment receiving more
for his work than at any former period of his history. I

do not for a moment think it will compare with that of

the higher class of artisans. But if the following ad-

vantages are taken into consideration— his piece-

work, his extra wages in hay-time and in harvest,

his allowance of beer at a weekly cost of \s. 6d.

the year through, his cheap cottage, and exemption
from all rates, his garden and allotment of land

of a rood to half an acre, together with the gleaning
of his wife and family, the weekly income of a
steady agricultural

labourer will com-
pare favourably with
that of the lower class

ofartizan. Perhaps
you will think it a

bold assertion, but I

verily believe that

according to numbers
employed, I can find

a greater proportion

of men on my farm
than my brothers

(Messrs. J. & F.

Howard) can at their

works, who will

change you a sove-

reign on any day in

the middle of the

week. As tothenine-
hour movement, of

which we have heard
so much lately, our
labourers have availed
themselves of that

boon without any
strikes for many long

years past. Our men,
after reaching the
homesteads, have per-

haps to go to a dis-

tant field to work, the

walk occupying some
15 to 30 minutes; the time allotted for meals and leaving with the law of forces, the knife moves in its proper

j

cially at the turnings.

the order of the harvest seasons, /. e., the

mower first.

Fig. 5 represents Burgess & Key's new mower
arranged for cutting meadow grass. Clover, Sainfoin,

and other crops of this kind, used either for green

forage or hay. In cutting such crops the weight

of the crop on the finger-bar and the onward
draught of the team have a tendency to pull the knife

downwards. To counteract this the knife is placed

behind the axis of the main or carriage wheels, as

shown in the engraving. The mechanical rationale

of this is simple, for by this position the horses pull

the points of the fingers upwards, so that, in accordance .
increased.

with its gearing and leverage, is substituted for that of

the reaper. Fig. 6 is a front view of the reaper, and
shows the knife and small guide wheel before the main
carriage wheel. In both illustrations the crank, con-
necting rod and mode of altering the inclination of the

pole, will be understood without a formal description.

Fig. 7.—This machine has been greatly improved
since it was first introduced some 12 months ago. It

was then reported by the Times ioh^ "the very simplest

self-raker we have yet seen," and the improvements
effected do not in any way complicate its mechanism,
but the contrary, its efficiency in the harvest-field being

off, except when at the homestead, cannot be so rigidly

enforced as in a manufactory ; on threshing days, and
other busy occasions, there is the time devoted to

*'ll o'clock" and "4 o'clock." These deductions,
coupled in the short days of winter, justify me in the
statement that the farm labourer does not the year
through work more than nine hours a day. Still, on
some farms they carry the hours of harvest labour to an
extreme. As to the apprehension lest the agricultural

labourers should be over-educated, my own experience
was to the contrary, as I have found that those men
who have had the most educational advantages are the

best labourers, and the most reasonable to deal with.

Let the agricultural labourer be better educated, and
the better dwelling must follow, for he would refuse to

live in such hovels as his forefathers had been content

When first exhibited the four wooden arms
were rigidly fixed in

the standard, so that

the path of the rakes

and reels was that of

the frustrum of a

cone, so to speak,

and the platform had
to be curved accord-

ingly. Now tubular

iron arms have been
substituted for the

wooden ones, with a

Dorsey undulating

cam and small rollers,

which enables the

reels and rakes to

bring the standing

corn better on to the

knife, and to sweep
the cut corn off the

platform in sheaves

at the side with less

power andstrainupon
the gearing. In the

first machine the

driver rode upon the

near horse's back, so

that he had to keep
a continuous eye, as

it were, behind, which
thus rendered the con-

trol of the machine a

little awkward, espe-

Now a seat is provided behind,

direction. ' as shown in the engraving, which gives the driver com-

The proper direction, velocity and cutting power of I plete control over both his team and machine, while

Fig. 6.—burgess & key's combined reaper.

the knife, are very important practical questions, and

as the knife of a mower requires to be worked at a

greater velocity than that of a reaper, it follows that in

combined machines provision should be made for such

differences, for unless this is done there will be a

sacrifice of motive-power, &c, , experienced. And more

his weight greatly counterbalances that of the pole,

thus relieving the necks of the horses, and at the same

time increasing the bite of the main or driving-wheel

on the ground. A bent lever comes round the wheel

to the driver's hand, which enables him to throw the

machine (knife and rakes) out of and into gear with the

than this, for in crossing ridge-and-furrow land the ' greatest ease. The driver's seat and bent lever can

driver must have full control over the knife by raising

or lowering it as occasion requires, otherwise the

points of the fingers will at one time dig into the

ground, and at another rise too high above it. The
direction of the knife of a combined machine is there-

fore as great a desideratum as its velocity and cutting

power. Doubtless such improvements may be effected

both be removed and placed on the machine out of the

way when required, as when passing through gates,

&c. The surface of the tire of the driving-wheel is

smooth, and last year this was found to have sufficient

bite to drive the working parts. Indeed, from the

simplicity of the whole of the working parts, less

power is required to actuate them than is consumed in
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driving more complicated mechanism. Simplicity

of mechanism is the chief characteristic of this

new reaper, which, expressed in other words, is the

construction of the working parts on sound prin-

ciples. Thus the gearing for actuating the rakes is

outside the main wheel—that for driving the knife

inside, so that their united weights balance each other

in the best possible way, and in the same vertical line,

giving greater steadiness of bite and driving power to

the wheel than were they otherwise placed—and as

the standard centres with the axis of the main wheel,

it is driven by a single pair of gear-wheels—a small

driving one on the main wheel, and a larger driven one

on the standard. This position of the centres, and

the calculation of the gearing, effect, too, the greatest

economy of power in working the rakes. A similar

economy of power is effected by the low position and
"direct thrust" of the knife. And the economy is

greater when the knife is in a line with the axis of the

main wheel (the ground under this wheel being the

common fulcrum of the whole system of levers in

operation), than when it is not in a line. Again, as

the land wheel is directly opposite the main wheel, and

the connection rigid, the machine is easy to guide,

whether cutting in a straight line, turning corners, or

in backing, as occasion may require.

Such is a general outline of the improvements made
in this machine since last year, and of the simplicity of

its construction, with the

advantages that follow.

Certain improvements are

common to figs. 5 and
6 as to fig. 7, such as the

*' direct thrust " of the

knife, the construction of

the knife and finger-bar,

and the lubrication of the

bearings by B. & K. 's

** patent oilers." The
chilling of the working
parts of the fingers by a
peculiar process is an ac-

knowledged triumph in

the art of manufacture, as

it insures a cleaner cut

and a more enduring sur-

face than steel. Such,
with their patent oilers,

central action of their

self-raker, and direct

thrust of the knife, are

great advances made by
this firm in the construc-

tion of mowers and
reapers—advances which
])romise to keep them,
where they have hitherto

moved, in the vanguard
of progress.

for themselves or others, consider themselves ill-

used. How many persons out of a hundred who
have nothing would be able to take care of them-

selves or their property if they had any ? I trow

very few. Reverting again to the inmates of our gaols

and workhouses, who that knows the homes and habits

of these people but can trace their positions to their

causes. There are certain families so tainted with idle-

ness or crime, that it runs through generations. Work
to these is the greatest possible punishment. A system

of out-door relief, I incline to think, acts as an encou-

ragement to such, and destroys the little self-reliance

they ever possessed. Many persons have an idea that

the remedy for the evil lies in education. The fact,

however, must not be overlooked that we have had

educated as well as ignorant vagabonds, and increased

knowledge makes a man more powerful for evil as well

as for good. We have had Roupells, Redpaths, and

Robsons, as well as Palmer and others so skilled in

the properties of poisons as to be enabled to destroy

life in such a scientific manner that no one knows the

number of their victims. While the boor may rob the

sheepfold or invade the hen-roost, the mischief is

trifling compared with the devastation which may be

caused by the educated villain. A mere book educa-

tion will do little good unless children are taught to

reason and think. They should be trained in a know-
]

ledge of cause and effect, to understand that every

THE VERY POOR.
Who, and what are

the very poor ? The
question is best answered
by visits to our gaols and
workhouses. Who can
wonder, with such low
types of humanity as

many of the inmates pre-
—^^^^^^ —._

sent, that there is poverty
in the land. In a free

country, like our own,
such^ persons are allowed
unrestrictedly to propagate and multiply the species.

There is no law to compel a man to marry at iS or

20, with IOJ-. or \2s. a week; nor, in fact, at any age,

and with any income whatever. Yet we find that no
man marries with such utter recklessness as the work-
ing man. If persons in the higher classes indulged in

the same imprudence, they would very soon lose their

positions. Now, by what means, except the paternal
system, both social and governmental, can these people
be cared for? Yet this is what is sneered at by the
self-styled leaders of the people, and they are taught to

believe that what assistance they receive they are not to

regard as an act of grace, but as of right. If all man-
kind were bom with equally good iaculties and parts,

every member would be able to take care of himself, and
Society would be pretty much at a dead level. But so
far as I can see, nowhere in creation is the prin-

ciple of a dead level observed. If we look into the
heavens, we find that " one star differeth from another
star in glory." If we go into the forest we find that
there are large trees and small trees, and yet all have
their fitting places and proper uses. So it is with man.
There are men of the most gigantic intellect ; there are
others who in this respect are little removed from
savages. Nothing can alter this, except creative power,
which could remake them. I am perfectly satisfied

that in this country no man of sound body and mind
need be very poor, but for causes quite within his

control. All that is required is, that every man should
be free, and have fair play—in England he has it

—

and the world will winnow us all. The worst part of
it is that the tailings, who are the idle, the dawdles,
and the profligate— the persons who never did any good

Fig. 7.—itURGEss & key's self-raker reaper.

single action will have an effect on their future life, or

that of others. If any scheme can be planned by which

they can be taught to reason and think, and act up to

their knowledge, the occupation of the stump orator

will be gone, and the demagogue will howl in vain,

while the conduct of the masses being governed by
greater prudence, the general happiness will be in-

creased. F. IV. Bigiiell., Loiighton^ Stony Stratford.

gome €^0rresponbencc.

Scottish Chamber of Agriculture : On the Land
Laws,—The following is an extract from an address

on the above subject delivered by Mr. M'Neal Caird :—" Again, if an enterprising farmer erects farm
buildings or labourers' cottages, or executes drainage or

other permanent improvements, the law is prompt to

punish him for his rashness. The house is no sooner

built—the moment the improvement is executed the

law takes the ownership of it from the man who built

it, and transfers it without compensation to the land-

lord." Whether the above is true as regards Scotch

farming matters I know not, but with respect to the law
on such subjects in England, it is not so ; and as a

great misconception exists as to this (in so far as

buildings are concerned), I will give a case in which I

was myself interested, and a quotation from the Act of

Parliament, by which it will be seen that if proper

business precaution be taken, nothing could be fairer

or better than the law on this subject. I had held the

farm on which I am now living for 15 years when the

landlord died, and it came into the hands of his

executors J in the course of their business with
me they inquired how it was that certain buildings
had been partly pulled down, and required me to re-

instate them, or pay the value in money. I contended
the buildings were mine, and that as I had not removed
all of them they must pay me for what was left stand-

ing. To this they would by no means agree, and as

the matter of the will, of which they were executors,

had been put into the Court of Chancery, the question
came before the Chief Clerk. After he had heard the
solicitor for the executors, I was called upon to say
how I could contend the buildings were mine. In
answer I produced a letter of the landlord's, granting

permission to erect them, and I then said that, under
the Act of Parliament, it was plain they were my
property ; but the Chief Clerk said he knew of no Act
such as was mentioned, whereupon I produced it, and,

after reading it, he said I was perfectly right, and
made an order that I should be paid for the part left

standing, and the price for this was arranged and stated

in the order before we left the room. Now, if a Cliief

Clerk in Chancery did not know of, or had forgotten,

this Act, it may be perhaps pardoned that a farmer

should be ignorant of its existence, but I contend that

no land-agent or landowner's solicitor should be un-

aware of it ; and yet I have not met with one land-

agent who knows of it, and I think few, if any, land-

lords are acquainted with it. But the Act is so plain,

and the arrangement so

good for both sides, land-

lord and tenant, that it is

a pity it should not be
known and used ; and it

is in the hope of making
it more widely known
that I write to you, and
shall be glad if you con-

sider this worthy of in-

sertion in your paper.

We are constantly hear-

ing and reading sucTr

addresses as Mr. Caird's,

and as there can be no
difficulty in applying the

Act, it seems unfair that

the law should not be

well known. Leisurely.

[Extract from Act of

Parliament. By section 3
of this Act it is enacted,
** That if any tenant of a

farm or lands shall, after

the passing of this Act

(14 & 15 of Victoria,

c. 25, July 24, 1S51),

with the consent in writ-

ing of the landlord for the

time being, at his own
cost and expense, erect

any farm buildings, either

detached or otherwise, or

put up any other build-

ing, engine, or machinery,

either for agricultural

purposes or for the pur-

poses of trade and agri-

culture (which shall not

have been erected or put

up on pursuance of some
obligation in that behalf),

then all such buildings,

engines, and machinery,

shall be the property of

the tenant, and shall be

removable by him, not-

withstanding the same may consist of separate buildings,

or that the same or any part thereof may be built in or

permanently fixed to the soil, so as the tenant making
any such removal do not in any wise injure the land or

buildings belonging to the landlord, or otherwise do

put the same in like plight or condition or as good

plight and condition as the same were in before the

erection of anything so removed. Provided, neverthe-

less, that no tenant shall, under the provision last

aforesaid, be entitled to remove any such matter or

thing as aforesaid without first giving to the landlord

or his agent one month's previous notice in writing of

his intention so to do ; and thereupon it shall be lawful

for the landlord, or his agent on his authority, to elect

to purchase the matters and things so proposed to be

removed, or any of them, and the right to remove the

same shall thereby cease, and the same shall belong to

the landlord ; and the value thereof shall be asctrtained

and determined by two referees, one to be chosen by

each party, or by an umpire to be named by such

referees, and shall be paid or allowed in account by the

landlord who shall have so elected to purchase the

same."]

Foreign Correspondence.
Mysore Agri-Horticultural Society, Ban-

galore : Noz: 28.— Referring to your article of

October 21, p. 1366, and its concluding paragraph

about Sorghum saccharatum, though it was tried some
years ago in all districts of Madras by order of the

Revenue Board as a sugar producing plant, and reported

on unfavourably everywhere, I brought it to notice in
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Mysore last year as a forage plant worthy of adoption

;

and it has turned out fully as well as I expected, grow-

ing well under dry or wet cultivation, and proving the

best forage crop, superior to all kinds of grasses. Next

in value as cattle food here is the Holcus Sorghum, or

Cholum of the country. The rapidity of growth and

nourishing properties of these tropical forage crops are

surprising, milch cows fed on them rapidly improve,

and their milk yields much more butter. Sorghum
has been grown at the Hydapet farm at Madras by Mr.

Robertson with fair success. A large breadth of land

will next season be put under Sorghum cultivation in

the Mysore province. E. Boddam.

bmlks.
NORTH HEREFORD AGRICULTURAL

IMPROVEMENT.
The Condition of the Farm Labower.—[We referred

a week or two ago to a meeting held at Brampton
Bryan, to discuss this question, Mr. G. Dixon, M.P.,
in the chair. The following is a somewhat abridged

report of the several statements made by the labourers

who spoke.]

Glee said they had met together that night to state

their difficulties as to the miserably low wages they

worked for. Labourers' wages were from gj. to lox.,

perhaps \\s. per week, but very few reached that (iij-.).

What they wanted was I5.r, per week : and the

question had been asked a many times since they had
begun to meet together, " How was it that the labour-

ing man 20 or 30 years ago worked for 7^. ?" Well,
he said that a man could buy as much for 'js. then as

he could now for 10^. Only look at the prices then

and now. Bread was sometimes higher then than now,
and sometimes lower. Meat was then ^d. and bd.

per lb., and cheese ^d. and 6^/. per lb. Then, butter

was 6(/. and Sd'., and now it was thought cheap at \s. \

and cheese was now 8c/, or <^d. Then, a man could

feed a pig, had a good crop of Potatos, and he could

buy his Barley for 2.s. 6d. or 3^, per bushel, but now it

was 5j-. or 6^. All this made a wide difference to a

man ; and, besides, a farmer used to give a man a meal
of victuals now and then, but at present very few
indeed did it. Some masters behaved better than
that, but they were not many. If they looked at those
things he thought all would say that the working man
had every reason to stand up for more wages than he
gets at the present time. Since they took to meet
together to try to get their wages rose, it had caused a
great deal of ill-feeling to them from their employers

;

and their friend, Mr. Strange (the secretary of the

society), was pointed at with the finger of scorn, and
treated with contempt. Now he would ask what
would their employers do if they were in the same
position as the labourer? Would they try for more
wages or not? He believed they would. ?Ie (the

speaker) well knew that if the h'gher classes were to

follow the footsteps of the labourer, if they would be
with him in wet and in dry, in hot and in cold—if

they would be with him at his table with his family

and see their scanty meal—if they would be with him
at his fireside with the fire warming him on one side

and the wind starving him on the other—they would
find the case of the farm labourer to be harder than
they think it is. He hoped the masters would remem-
ber the golden rule, to do as they would be done by,

and that they would raise the wages to 15s. "All the

men wanted was a rise, and for asking for it they were
despised."

KiN'SEY said he was paid lis. per week, and is. he
paid for rent every week. Out of the los. that was
left he had to support himself, his wife, and his five

children. He had one little girl out at service at pre-

sent. It took "js. every week for bread, and out of the

y. remaining he had to find all the other necessaries

—that is, meat, butter, tea, cofiee, clothes, and shoes
for seven persons. He found it was far too little, and
yet the generality of the farmers paid even less than he
received.

The Ghairman asked if the speaker had any
** privileges,"

KiNSEY said he had two quarts of cider a-day in

the winter, and as much as he liked in the summer.
He had the run of a pig; but these were privileges
that many of the men did not have. He found it very
hard at the present time to live and support a family as
they ought to be supported, and yet his own case was
not so bad as many others.

The Chairman : Does your wife and children bring
you anything in?
KiNSEY : My wife, when she is well, does work

out ; but she is poorly at times ; and, what with that
and nursing, she cannot always go out. My employer
to-day has promised to give me is. 6d. per week in
compensation for the cider, all the year round, and for
three months in summer he will give us is. per week
extra wages ; that is, is. 6d. for nine months, and
2s. 6d. for three months. [A voice: "That's good."]
And I hope and trust that we shall see the day when
the other farmers will do the same. I only wish the
farmers and the landlords would meet together and
consider the condition of the labourer, and I guarantee
they will never repent it, but bless the day when they
did meet. After some other remarks the speaker said
he believed the keeping of a cow would be a very great
blessing to the agricultural labourer, for milk was one

of the best things a family could have. He did hope
he should see the day when every agricultural labourer

would have a cow, a little plot of land, and a comfort-

able cottage. He believed that the labouring classes

in general were not dealt fairly with. He believed

there is, to a great extent, a law for the rich man and
a law for the poor man. He knew a case where a man
took a cottage off a farmer ; the cottages were let by
the landlord to the farmer, and sublet by the farmer to

the labourers, and when a man took a cottage there

was some slight verbal agreement. He knew one
party in particular who took a cottage in that way. It

was out of repair, and the farmer was to repair it. The
man went in at Candlemas (February 2), and he
remained till a little after Lady Day. He then asked

the farmer if he could put the cottage in repair, and he
replied, " Do you think I am going to put up a new
house for such a man as you ? " The man said he did

not want a new house, he only wanted the old one put

in repair. But the farmer would not repair it, and the

man left. His master proceeded to law against him
and sent him to gaol for 14 days for leaving the house.

But whose fault was it? He thought the labouring

man was not treated fairly in those cases. He wished
to have the cottages upon a different footing ; there

should be a six months' notice before a man could be

turned out.

Holland said he had not seen the hardships some of

them had, as his family was but small. He should

have preferred listening to men with larger families,

but those were the men the most in fear, and who did

not like to speak out. But they must sympathise one

with the other, and speak not only for themselves but

for each other ; and they should try to bear each

others' burdens. He was not used so badly himself as

a many was, but still he found it hard enough to meet
his payments. When he looked around him and saw
men with large families, he really wondered how they

did live at all on gs. or ioj'. per week. For himself he

could not do with much under is. a-week for firing—the

house would be very desolate without a bit of fire all

the year round. Some of their opponents talked of
" the privileges of a pig," as if the master gave the pig

for nothing. But the men had to buy the pig, and to

buy the stuff to feed it. Some months ago he bought

a pig for ;^i, and it had cost him £6 or 2*7 to feed it,

or about 2s. 6d. a-week. Fifteen shillings a-week was
not too much, he thought, for a man to rear his family

on ; and he thought that a man who did a fair week's

work earned l$s. The farmer had before him the

prospect of saving enough of money to live upon in his

old age—the labourer had nothing before him but the

workhouse, let him be as saving as he could be. Young
men could join a club, but when they got married they

had no money to spare to pay into it. It was admitted

by some of the farmers that the working man was, as a

general thing, honest and industrious, but he would ask

if the way in which he was treated was the way to keep

him so ? Let a man be used fair, and then it would be

some encouragement to him to be honest and industri-

ous. It was said that if a man had a cow, his wife

would not be able to manage it, but the labourer's wife

had been, generally speaking, the farmer's servant, and
knew all about cows. It was a great advantage for a

single man to save money, of course, but what little

he could save soon event when he was married. If

he could have bought a cow with it, however, he

would have it for his family. He thought, if things

didn't alter, the only thing for them was to emigrate.

He had a letter in his pocket—a very good encouraging

letter—from a friend of his who was now doing first-

rate abroad.

Owen asked why the farm labourer was worse paid

than any other working man in the kingdom. He
had asked a farmer the question ; and he had acknow-
ledged that it was so, and he seemed to think that it

was the fault of the landlord. The farmer admitted,

also, that the workmen ought to have isx. per week.

He (the speaker) had worked 16 and 17 hours a-day,

or eight or nine days a week, for I is. He had a large

family. Last year he paid Ss. bd. per bushel for

Wheat ; and his family consumed a bag in a month,
which came to 25J. The speaker gave other figures

to show the cost of the maintenance of his family. He
was puzzled, he said, in conclusion, to know how he

was to go on.

SiRRELL had kept a cow, and testified to the many
advantages of it. At present he had none, as he had
nowhere to keep it. In America they could buy as

good a cow for ;^5 as they could for £1$ here, and

there the keep was a mere nothing. He believed, if

they would persevere, tliey would succeed in what

they wanted. He believed the day was not far distant

when, instead of the labourer having to search two or

three days for a job, and for the farmer to inquire into

his character, the farmer would have to mount his

horse to search for a labourer, and the labourer would

want to know what was the character of the farmer

before he would work for him. If the labourer were

better fed, he could do more work, and so the farmer

would be benefited. And again, if a man were remu-

nerated so that he could put something up for a rainy

day, he would not have to fall upon the parish when
the " rainy day " did come.
One or two other speakers, all farm labourers,

followed, and their statements were of a very similar

character. Their food, they said, was chiefly meal,

Potatos, and bacon occasionally. Butcher's meat they

never tasted, and one man said he had had but 3 lb.

of butter in his house in twelve months. Milk was
supposed to be given to the men's families, but this is

said to be an error—one man declaring that his
children did not know the difference between new
milk and butter-milk. One of the speakers being
asked by the Chairman how, if his wages were so
small, he could buy a cow, replied that they might
manage to get a pig, which they could fatten up, and
they could sell it, to buy a poorish cow to start with,
and then they could buy a better cow afterwards.
Another man, named Morris, who earned loj-. per
week, and had a wife and family to support out of it,

said, besides paying is. rent, he had to pay is. a-week
to the Union towards the support of his aged father.

He thought that very hard, because if thmgs didn't

improve, he should very soon have to trouble the

parish himself. His father reared II children out of
los. a-week. All the speakers were in favour of
keeping a cow, and several pointed out the superior
advantages which were offered in America to those
offered them in this country. Having heard the men's
statements,

The Chairman said : I have listened to all that

you have had to say, and I think you have told your
tale with all the eloquence of sincerity, of great
simplicity, and great earnestness ; and I feel that I

understand very clearly now what your position is,

and what your wants are. And I cannot help saying
that I think it would be very wise policy on your part

if you were to try and have as many meetings of this

description as you can, and if you would, for the
future, get a landlord to be your chairman each time,

and a different landlord at every meeting. I cnnnot
but believe that the meetings you have already held
have been a great benefit to you, and I think the
more meetings you hold the greater that benefit

will be, especially if you always tell your story

as you have done to-night, without any feeling of
bitterness or envy against your employers ; but witli

the very natural desire that all honest and hard-
working men ought to have, the desire to better

their position. I once heard an American tell

a capital story in the Birmingham Town Hall, which
I will give you now. He said that on one of the

large steamers that were going up and down
the Mississippi there was a man that came from
the " far West," and everybody thought that he
looked like a very stupid fellow and that he was
a very silly man. He soon found this out, and
he determined that he would prove to them that

he was not such a fool as they thought him. So
he went to the captain, and asked for permission to

ring a bell that was on deck, and he told the captain

that he would give him 50 dols. to ring it. "Well," said

the captain, " I thought you were a fool before, and now
I know you are." But the captain took the dollars, and
gave the man permission to ring. The man began to

ring, and he went on ringing until the passengers

became so much annoyed, that they went to the cap-

tain to stop the noise. But the man refused to stop,

and did not stop until the passengers got so much dis-

tressed, that the captain had to give the man 200 dols.

to desist. Well, now, my opinion is, that if you goon
stating your grievances, and making them known to

your employers, to the landlords, and to the country

at large, those grievances will gradually be redressed,

not all at once, of course, but gradually. One of the

speakers said he was puzzled how to get on at all.

Well, I must say that I have always been puzzled how
a great many working men have got on, and especially

how the agricultural labourer got on. I have read a

great deal about you in books, and I have heard a

great deal said at different times about the con-

dition of the agricultural labourer, as all members
of Parliament and politicians have, and now it seems
the difficulty to know "how you get on '' is quite as

great to you as it always has been to us. One man
said that on 9^. a week, it was as much as he could do
to keep himself and his wife. He then said that his

father had, I think, los. per week only, and that he
managed to get on—or managed not to get on-^with a

wife and 11 children. Well, all this is puzzling. It is

extremely puzzling, and I cannot make it out how you
do get on. But to look at you all around, you are not

such a bad-looking lot, and I think you would compare
favourably with the same number of working men in

Birmingham, who get double your wages. But, how-
ever that may be, it is quite certain that your lot is one
that has a great many hardships in it. Now, I have
told you that I am not much acquainted with agri-

cultural districts, and perhaps it is presumption in me
to say anything about your condition or give you advice

;

but as I have come so far at your request, I cannot
help saying that I do think it would be not merely
kind, generous, and just, but that it would be wise if

the farmers and the landlords were to take your condi-

tion into consideration, and try to improve it, for I really

think it is not merely your interest but theirs that you
should be better off. Now, I have heard it said, although

you have not said it, yet I have no doubt you will say,

that I am only speaking the exact truth when I say that

it very frequently happens that, taking into consideration

the size of your families, your cottages are really not

fitting places for so many human beings to live in. I

have no doubt whatever that in consequence of that

there is frequently illness in your families which,

otherwise, might have been avoided ; and that illness
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of course costs the parish money, and that is to the

disadvantage of the farmer. But, besides all this, it is

not decent for so many people to be crowded together

in one apartment. I have been told to-night by one

of the speakers of a man whose cottage was not fit for

him to live in, who could not induce his master to

make it any better, and yet, that when the man left it

he was punished. Well, I think all that is exceedingly

unwise on the part of the farmers and landlords, and I

should recommend them—not to follow my advice, for

that is not worth having—to follow the advice of some
of the better landlords in the country, for there are

some good landlords and some very sensible farmers
;

and although it may not be the case in some districts

around here, I know that in some parts of the country

these things are being attended to, and attended to very

well, and I am sure the farmers will reap a benefit

from it. I think you have made out a very strong

case for having higher wages, land for a garden, a pig,

and a cow ; for the point you put forward is a very

strong one, and well worthy of the consideration of

the farmers. And that point is this : That exactly in

proportion as you are well fed and satisfied with your

condition, and as you are contented and happy, exactly

in that proportion will there be an increase in the

quantity and in the value of your work. We all know
perfectly well that it is absolutely and literally true

—

that the farmers would not lose if they were to give

you more.

Many employers of labour in this country are aware
of it, and act upon this knowledge. I can give you
an illustration of it. When the first railway, or one
of the first railways, was made in France, it was made
by an English contractor, who took out a great lot of

navvies from England, so that he had English and
French navvies working under him. The English

workmen were paid just double what the French, were,

and yet they were just as cheap to the contractor,

because they did twice as much work. But after a

time the French began to find this out, and they found
also that by living better they could do more work,
and it ended in a great number of them getting better

wages and doing more work, which was a great benefit

to themselves, and at the same time no loss to their

employers. There is another reason why it would be
to the advantage of the farmers and landlords that you
should be better paid. You will see that I am not

just now thinking about you, but about your em-
ployers. As for you, I think you are becoming
much wider awake than you used to be. I think

these meetings that you have held are evidence of it,

and I should not be very much surprised if agricultural

labourers in other parts of the country were to begin to

imitate you. Well, now, what is it you have told me
to be the result of your discussions and reflections

upon your present condition ? You have not been long
in finding out that if you could only be transported—I do
not, of course, mean by Government for any offence

—

but if you could be transported to Australia, or New
Zealand, or Canada, or the United States of America,
that you would instantly be converted from poor men
into comparately rich men. Well, now, I have been
a great traveller, and I know what you have said

about the United States to be literally true. I know
exactly what the condition of the labourer is in Canada,
and I will tell you what I myself saw in Australia.

In one of the most lovely parts of that enormous
continent, I was so much pleased with the richness of
the land and its great beauty, that I repeatedly asked
to whom it belonged ; and I was told that nearly the
whole of it was bought up by Irish labourers ; that
they paid as much as ^^30 an acre for land which was
covered with timber, and which could be of no use
until it was cleared, which would cost a great deal
more. Now these labourers when at home were in a
worse condition even than you are ; and it was thought
by a great many people that these poor Irishmen, when
at home, had themselves partly to blame for their

miserable condition. But when these men got to
Australia, they showed that it was not their own fault,

but that they were steady, sober, hard-working men,
who in an incredibly short space of time saved up
money enough to buy almost all the land around them,
and became proprietors of the land and wealthy
farmers, who ride upon their own horses.

I well remember once, at the Birmingham Town
Hall, hearing Mr. John Bright deliver one of his most
eloquent addresses ; and he explained, in that language
and with that power which he alone possesses, exactly
what the position of any one of his audience would be
if he was to be transferred to the rich land in America.
And I remember at the time thinking—what an extra-
ordinary thing it is that any one could have listened to
that description of what we may call the paradise that
seems to be beckoning from the other side of the water
to every labouring man in this country—one wonders
that any labouring man who can get away should
remain where he is. And what Mr. Bright said was
this. You must remember that Mr. Bright was once
considered to be a very dangerous Radical, and a great
demagogue, but is now looked upon by the great Con-
servative party as a very safe man ; and they listen to
him, and they admire him, and they wish some of us
fellows were a bit more like him. Well, Mr. John Bright
said this :

" If the landlords of England, and the farmers,
only knew what their own interests were, they would
take good care that the condition of the labourers was so
much improved that they would not be tempted away

by the pleasant prospect held out to them in America
and in our colonies." If they (the farmers and land-

lords) are not wise in time, they will find that men will

begin to go away by ones and twos, until at last labour

will become so scarce that farmers will be compelled

—as was so admirably put by one of the speakers to-night

—until the farmer will have to mount his horse to seek a

labourer, and the labourer will inquire into the

character of the farmer before he works for him. I do
not think John Bright himself could have put the

matter more neatly and forcibly. And yet I do not

know, after all, if the remark of another speaker was
not even better, for it was more practical, and that

remark was, " A good many can help one, but one
cannot help a great many." Now, I really believe that

in that one sentence lies the solution to the whole ques-

tion, for in it lies the great power that you yourselves

possess of maintaining and improving your position.

Someone, I remember, asked, *' Why is the agricul-

tural labourer the worst paid man in the country?"
Well, I believe it is generally acknowledged to be the

fact that he is the worst paid in the country, and the

reason I believe to be this, that there are too many of

you upon the ground. A farmer knows perfectly well

that if one man goes he can get two to fill his place.

You know, probably, that I have, for a long time,

taken a very great interest in the question of education ;

and as I was coming here to-night, I thought I would
point out to you some of the advantages of education.

And if I had, and it would have been suitable, I

should have explained to you what I mean by saying

that if you had, all of you, that kind and that quantity

of education which I should wish you to have, you
would at once become aware of the fact that it was
not so veiy difficult to improve your condition, and
that to do so it was required mainly, if not exclu-

sively, that you should migrate—that is, go to

other parts of England, or emigrate, which is to go
to the colonies or the United States. But this is quite

unnecessary, for I find that you know the remedy as

well as I do, and you have, also, indicated the precise

manner in which that remedy is to be applied. There
are many of you who are able to emigrate if you like.

If you do not marry when you are iS or 20, a few
years of steadiness and frugality will, after you get full

wages, enable you to go to those countries where you
would be better ofi, for what a cow would cost you
here would be suflicient to take you to that "happy
and better land." And if a man were to go he would
go with the reasonable hope of improving his condition,

and with the satisfaction of knowing that those he leaves

behind would be better off for his absence, for there

would be a smaller number of labourers, and, therefore,

probably an immediate, but certainly an ultimate rise in

wages. I have nothing more to say to you than to en-

courage you to go on in the course you have begun. I

am sorry that my influence is so slight, for your sakes.

You have produced upon me a very favourable impres-

sion by the manner in which you have stated your case,

and you have stated that case so forcibly that I am not
likely to forget it ; and I am certain that every occasion
that offers itself will be availed of by me for acquaint-

ing other people with it. I do not hesitate to say, for

one moment, that you ought to be, what you are^-dis-

contented. You would not be men, you would not be
worthy of the name of men, if you were not discontented

with your position. And I say this without hesitation,

because I know, from what I have heard to-night, that

you will only seek to improve your position by legiti-

mate means. If I thought you had envious or bitter

feeling against your employers, I would not have said

what I have done, but it is because there is so much of

right feeling that I do not hesitate to say that your dis-

content is a righteous discontent. I think it is a disgrace

to our civilisation that there should be such habitations

in this country as those some of you have to live in.

There is wealth enough in this country to provide you
with decent and healthy cottages, and I wonder that

any one can enjoy that wealth when he sees the condition

in which some of you are placed. Another thing I

should like to see is this, that your wives should never
have to work in the fields, but that they should be occu-
pied at home in the"more proper and the higher duties of
attending to their children and to their husband's com-
fort. And as you have very properly said, if you had the
land attached to your cottages, your wives are both
able and willing to attend to the pig and to the cow ;

and it would be much better for them, physically and
morally, that they should be working at home, where
they could look after their children, than that they
should be sent out to distant fields to work like men,
and leave their children to take care of themselves

—

which is to be neglected. And when the man comes
home at night, and finds he is surrounded by all the
comforts which such a wife, so circumstanced, would
be able to provide for him—when he sees his children
growing up around him well cared for, well clothed,

and properly taught at school—that man would not
merely be a happier man, but he would be, what all

ought to try to be, a better workman ; and I am con-
vinced that he would give to his employer a return in

work, both as to quantity and quality, which would
more than compensate him for the increased advan-
tages and increased wages which he (the farmer) gave.

I will only repeat, that I have had great pleasure in

listening to you, and I assure you that if I can be of
any use to you in any way hereafter, I shall be very
glad indeed to assist you. You may count on me as a

friend ; but that is saying very little, for I canjdu but
little for you. What you have to do is to do what is

wanted to be done by yourselves. Trust to nobody

—

nobody will help you unless you help yourselves.

At the termination of the meeting the Chairman
suggested that the men subscribe till they had enough
to pay the cost of one man emigrating, when he would
give the same sum for a second, on condition that the

men would return the money when they were able,

so as to enable others to emigrate.

Farmers' Clubs.
SLANDFOKD.

Strati) as Foodfor Cattle.—At one of the last year's

meetings of this Club, Mr. J. Ford said this subject

had, no doubt, claimed the attention of farmers in all

parts of the kingdom last winter, in consequence of the

shortness of keep of every kind. Farmers were
obliged to partly feed their beasts and sheep with

straw ; necessity had driven them to do what they had
never done before.—I must say I have not been
depending so much on hay as many of you have. I

have thought for a very long time that hay was some of

the dearest food we fed with. What I mean about
hay being expensive food is this : I have known many
farmers pinch their sheep by keeping them short of

food during the months of April and May, all for the

sake of having a great stock of hay for the next winter.

I think it more to our advantage to be a little more
liberal with our Clover and Rye-grass in the spring, to

improve our sheep after the winter is over, and not

think so much about the hayricks for the next

winter. I think it likely there is not one of you
that makes use of so little hay as I do, according to

the quantity of stock I keep. I have a notion

that if we pay a little more attention to straw-feeding

we can keep our stock so as to make it answer our

purposes better than to depend so much on hay. We
can winter our store beasts well with a liberal allow-

ance of any straw, and a little addition of a few pounds
of cake or com per day for each beast, instead of

keeping them on hay. I have for many years past cu

my Oats rather green, perhaps I may say a week before

some people would say they were fit to cut ; but I

think the crop that is cut at that stage is the most valu-

able, taking both corn and straw into consideration.

In cutting the Oats before they are quite ripe we save

all the best Oats that would perhaps fall out if allowed

to get ripe before cutting ; and should there be a few

under-ripe corns that the threshing machine would not

take out, the straw would be none the worse for it. I

also like to cut my Wheat rather gay. I find by so

doing I get a good bold sample, and I find the millers

like it better, and the straw is of more value for

feeding. I say the same with Wheat as I said of Oats

—we do not get so much prime corn shed out in the

fields as we should if we allowed it to be full ripe

before cutting. The Barley we are obliged to let stand

and get ripe before cutting, so as to have, or try to

have, it fit for malting. I last year wintered my little

Southdown tegs with roots and straw, and have done

the same many times before. They ate the straw very

well, and were certainly in very good store order. Try
your improved Hampshires ; see how they like it, if

they will eat it. I think it better than to depend so

much on hay. Many people, I find, are cutting a

great quantity of straw into chaff and mixing corn or

cake with it to rub through the winter. For my ow^n

part I object to having so much cut ; let them have a

small quantity of chaff with the cake or com that you

give them ; let them have a sufficient quantity of straw

as it is, and save the expense of so much cutting. I

believe the stock will do much better in that way.

I fat some quantity of oxen during the winter months,

I never think of giving them hay, but I cut straw into

chaff, and pulp up about I bushel of Mangel per day
for each beast, and mix it up with about the same
quantity of chaff, having one day's food prepared and

mixed beforehand ; it heats a little, it softens the chaff,

and the beasts are very fond of it, and they generally

keep in good health and fatten fast. It behoves us to

be careful of our straw. If we have more one season

than we require, by all means let us thatch it ; I have

often found sheep and beasts prefer old straw to new.

When I pulped the Mangels and mixed them with chaff

the beasts ate it better than when given whole.

Discussion.

Mr. Homer quite agreed in giving only a small quantity

of chaff, mixed with meal or other food, believing that

animals did better with the bulk of the straw ; and this

was reasonable when they considered the formation of the

animals' mouths, which were adapted for masticating

their food. He had used a great deal of straw this year,

and kept a great quantity of stock, and they had got on
very well. He gave his sheep straw in the troughs the

early part of the season, and afterwards gave them chaff

mixed with other food.

Mr. H. Richard believed one good result of last winter

would be to teach them the value of straw as food for

cattle. He had found that animals fed upon cake and
straw did remarkably well. The only thing with regard

to straw was its harshness, to reduce which he understood

that a machine had been invented, and was in use for

crushing the straw, and this plan, he believed, would be

far better than using chaff, for if straw was cut into such

small pieces, it was somewhat difhcult for the animal to

get hold of them. He had not given straw to sheep, but

he knew of one gentleman who gave his sheep straw and
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hay cut into chaff, with a pint of malt-dust mixed with it,

and the animals were in first-rate condition.

Mr. R. Lewis was of opinion that they were all men of

straw last year. He had never before cribbed kis sheep

with straw. His ewes were, before the frost set in, on

rough ground, and after he had them into the yard, and,

as his shepherd could tell them, they had thriven wonder-

fully on straw and Turnips. Cut straw was not so well

digested as whole straw, and it was better for stock,

because they took more time to eat it.

Mr. C. Fowler stated that some years ago he had a

large field of Beans partially blighted, and finding it no

good as corn, he got an engine, and had the whole

bruised as much as possible. The engine stripped off the

leaf and pods, which the animals ate, but would not eat

the stalk. He then cut some up as chaff, and mixed it

with malt-dust and Turnip, and the cattle improved upon
it. He was of opinion that the straw was too dry for the

animals, and that in bean-haulm there was very little

proof. He was of the same opinion as Mr. Ford with

respect to the advantage of cutting Oats and Wlieat gay.

The reason was that the moisture was retained in it. A
few days ago he went to Lord Portman's, where he saw a

machine at work bruising Gorse. When it came out it

was reduced to a pulp, and was in a wet state, and the

cattle ate it readily. He believed that Gorse would be

found a valuable substitute for hay.

Mr. T. Fry said he thought they had trusted too much
to the hay crop, and if the corn crops were cut earlier it

would be better. Wheat-straw, he was of opinion, was
not so palatable to animals as Oat or Barley, because it

was too flinty. When he cut his Oats this year early his

man remonstrated with him, but he told him he was going

to adopt Mr. Ford's plan— cut the Oats green, and let

Jhem stand in aisle some time, and he congratulated

himself that by so acting he had a first-rate crop, his Oats

weighing q score 16 nett. He had been feeding; his ewes

on barley-straw at night and hay in the morning, and
was surprised to see how they throve upon it. He gave

them as much straw as they could eat. His horses Iiad

been eating chaff, and chaff alone, but he had picked up
a good idea that evening, and would not continue that

plan. The first part of the year he began with Oats—
six bags of Oats mixed with chaff, which the animals did

well upon. They then had wheat-straw, but would not

eat it, and this was, he believed, because it was too

cutting to the mouth. He then returned to oat-straw

mixed with meal, and from his experience he was perfectly

satisfied that farmers would do more with straw as an
article of food for their cattle than they ever had ; and
though he would like to have a nice rick or two of hay
just now, he should not in future sacrifice his stock

because he had not enough in the spring, but should use
straw.

The Chairman (Mr. Galpin) said he had never used

straw as food for sheep until he looked over his neigh-

bour's (Mr. Ford's) hedge, and saw that his sheep were
eating and improving upon it. He gave his dairy cows
and stock cake and straw, and was perfectly satisfied with
them. Professor Voelcker some time ago wrote an article

in the Royal Agricultural yournal on the use of straw
for feeding purposes, and the practical experience of all

who had spoken that evening fully confirmed his views,

viz., that the straw cut green was the most nutritious. He
also gave an analysis, which showed that oat-straw was
the most nutritious of all straws. His analysis, with
their permission, he would read :
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tion of them for spring use is again behind, owing to

having a good deal of extra work on hand, and the

recent snow-stomi stopped all advance in this direction.

Now that the snow has disappeared, and fresh weather

again set in, we are making what haste we can in

securing the Turnips on the field, and this in three

different methods. First, by pulling four drills on

each side of the centre drills, which are left growing,

and packing the pulled Turnips, root and shaw, in the

middle of the two ; a good plough-furrow is then run

round the green bank or bed of Turnips, to protect

the sides. When the crop is good, and the shaws

strong, four drills from each side may fill up the space.

The second method is the common one of earthing up

the Turnips by the double moulded, and also by the

common plough ; and the third plan which we have

tried is on Swedish Turnips, viz., having them rooted

and shawed, then thrown into small heaps of half a

cartload each, the shaws spread over them, and a

spadmg of earth over all. This latter method has

the recommendation that the Turnips can be carted

off the land when the weather suits. The snow-

storm has been very severe for this early part

of the winter. Generally our real winter

weather comes in February. Hill stock suffer a great

deal less from snow-storms about New Year time

than they do as the season advances towards spring,

and at present the Heather is still fresh and unscathed

by frost. There has been less braxy, or grass-ill, this

autumn than for many years past, and this although the

autumn pastures never were better. Perhaps this may
be the cause of the immunity from this disease. There

was an uninterrupted flow of grass all through the

summer and autumn, whereas for several years by-

gone we have had dry, parching summers and a

strong autumn growth, which is always trying to sheep

stock.

Farm work is rather behind, the ploughing not being

so advanced as we have seen it. The storm favoured

the carting out of manure, which we had taken to a

grass field and carted over in the heap. After it is

sufficiently rotted, it will be spread on the grass as

weather permits, and if possible before the spring

growth. This grass is intended for pasture. In

autumn we had about 20 acres of lea intended for Oats

manured, and this just in time to have the last growth

of grass glow through it. It is now some time since

we began the practice of laying the dung on the grass

land, and the results are such as to justify a departure

from the usual course pursued in placing it all upon the

fallow break. We are so favourably impressed with

the advantages of the innovation, that we intend to

make it the rule as much as possible, and for this

reason—our rotation is a six-course, with three years

grass. The third year in grass renders the furrow when
ploughed for Oats tough and stiff, and the result is

frequently an inferior crop. Putting the manure on in

summer or early autumn rectifies this in great measure
by bringing away a fine fresh green sward, which gives

the lea a well -conditioned look, and renders it more
tender for the plough. There does not seem to be

much waste in applying the manure even in summer
weather, as in the dry summer of 1869, and during the

hottest and driest period of it, we had a portion of a

field done, and the same fine green sward was the

result in a very short time after the application.

We can raise the Turnip crop by the use of artificial

manures alone, and have the farmyard manure left for

the lea break. The Turnip crop is or should be eaten

wholly, or as much as possible on the ground with
sheep, thus keeping up the condition of the land,

which by the above system is manured twice in the

course of the six years' rotation, and the Turnip crop
eaten on the land besides. The straw is put down by
keeping a larger proportion of wintering cattle brought
through upon cake, an allowance of from 3 to 5 lb. per
head per day being sufficient. Another advantage of the
above system is, that the heavy work of carting the
manure is performed in summer weather, when other
work is not pressing, and the Turnip making is not
retarded by the laying on of the manure as the work
proceeds. For the above reasons we are disposed to

prefer grass land manuring to fallow break manuring,
as regards farmyard manure, especially in circumstances
such as ours, where Turnips can readily be grown on
newly improved land with artificial manures alone,
and where, in fact, the farmyard dung is often hurtful

from the loose, open, and turfy nature of the drill

formed before the new land is yet thoroughly wrought
down. Foot-and-mouth disease has been very common
in the county, and in this district one or two lots of
cattle have been affected, but only one lot of sheep,
that we have heard of ; and these (hoggs upon
Turnips ) are supposed to have been infected by
carrying straw to them from the steading where the
cattle had murrain. J, S. B.

The Vester Farms.—In East Lothian, as may be
supposed, there are varieties of soil ; and for the con-
venience of illustration we shall divide the county into
three districts—the southern, the midland, and the
northern—of each of which, in succession, we shall
attempt to give some account.
Of the southern, no better example can be adduced

of the mode of agriculture pursued than that which is

afforded by the home farms of the Marquis of Tweed-
dale, to whom, from the high position of his lordship
as an agriculturist, such precedence is due. The home I

farms of the Yester estate are a model to the whole of

the United Kingdom. Situated nearthe base of the Lam-
mermoor Hills, about 425feetabove sea level, and there-

fore in a colder climate than either of the other districtSj

the grain grown in them can compete successfully with

the produce of the others, it having been admitted by the

best practical judges that the Oats and grass during

these last dry seasons, on what might be almost called

uncultivated land, until recently subsoil ploughed,

were among the best in the country. This proves the

immense advantage of deep cultivation, and the pecu-

liarity of Lord Tweeddale's deep cultivating ploughs

lies in this : their frameworks are of wood and moulds

of a particular shape, which, while cutting the furrow

deep and square, do not admit of the poor subsoil being

thrown on the top, as deep work can be speedily

executed by the steam-plough cultivator, but unless the

soil is loamy and very deep, a rotation of five crops

may be run before land with a poor subsoil may recover

its character. The extent of these home farms is rather

more than 1600 acres, and 17 pairs of horses are found

sufficient to do all the cultivation, besides some extra

work in carriages of different kinds on the estate.

The farms in Lord Tweeddale's occupation, as well

as those let on the estate, are under a five-course shift,

viz., two years grass, Oats, Turnips, Barley, and then

grass again—little or no Wheat being grown on any

part of the estate. This rotation is made a condition

in all the leases ; but if any exceptional case should

arise, it may be varied, if the reasons assigned should

meet with his lordship's approval.

It has been found, from the experience of an average

number of seasons, that one bullock, or seven sheep,

is sufficient for i acre of Turnips ; this, of course,

applies only to lean animals bought in autumn and

sold off fat in spring. We do not intend in this report

to enter into the variations of stock management,
which are as numerous as the changes of soil and

climate. We merely state what has been found to be

a safe and profitable calculation for a full winter keep,

In the management, or, we might say, farming of his

sheep stock, Lord Tweeddale has found it ad-

vantageous to purchase well-bred Iambs at the

large south country (Scotch) fairs, and to feed

them off the following year, invariably taking

the fleece off before selling them. Exception may
be taken by some, especially now, when the price

of Wheat is so much higher than the price of Barleyj

that its cultivation should be discouraged on the Yester

estate; but for the last 10 years, Barley has very nearly

realised the same price per qr. as Wheat, and being

especially, in the later districts of the county, a crop

that can be reckoned upon as more certain. The
whole routine followed at Yester has been well de-

scribed by the author of the *' Book of the Farm," and
anyone anxious to learn more fully all matters of detail

has only to refer to its pages ; but all that has been
previously so well told on the subject has been of

late confirmed by practical farmers who enjoyed

the advantage and privilege of thorough personal

inspection.

It is a great boon to farmers when their landlord is

a practical agriculturist, who is able to satisfy himself

that justice is not only done to the land, but that no-

thing more than what is due is required from the

tenants. This advantage the tenantry on the Yester

estates fully enjoy, their farms being held on the

equitable principle of ** Live and let live," by which all

their leases have been regulated. Lord Tweeddale
may therefore be said to have the power of selection of

his tenants, who are consequently men of capital and
enterprise.

—

The Farmer.

Miscellaneous.
FARMERS' GIRLS.

Up in the early morning,

Just at the peep of day.

Straining the milk in the dairy,

Turning the cows away

—

Sweeping the floor in the kitchen,

Making the beds upstairs,

Washing the breakfast dishes.

Dusting the parlour chairs.

Brushing the crumbs from the pantry,

Hunting for eggs at the barn,
Roasting the meat for dinner,

Spinning the stocking yarn,

Spreading the snow-white linen

Down on the bushes below.
Ransacking every meadow
Where the red Strawberries grow.

Starching their cottons for Sunday,
Churning the snow^ cream,

Rinsing the pails and strainer

Down in the running strearn,

Feeding the geese and poultry,

Making the puddings and pics,

Jogging the little one's cradle.

Driving away the flies,

Grace in every motion,
Music in every tone,

Beauty of form and feature

Thousands might covet to own

—

Cheeks that rivnl the Roses,

Teeth the whitest of pearls
;

One of these country maidens is worth
A score of your giddy girls.

American Paper.

Poultry Statistics.—The following statistics of
the late show at Birmingham illustrate the stationary
or growing interest taken in the various breeds, and the
maximum weights attained in the several classes during
the past few years ;

—

A Comparative Statement o/the Entries in the several
Varieties for Eight Years,

Dorking
Spanish
Cuchin China
Brahma pootra.

Malay
CrSveccEur, Hon-

duras, and La'
FIcche ..

Hamburgh ..

Polish Fowl
Other distinct

breeds ,

,

Game
Bantams
Ducks
Geese .

.

Turkeys
Pigeons

i863't864'i865 1866 1867 1868I1869 1870 1871

269] 227 193
70; 101 60

205I 216 227

34 43 75
13

224 270 225

47! 43 39

16 20

3SOt 354'

1151 215
34S

27| 28 39

37I 35 37
275 290 331

325 305' 33» 294I 280
90 103! 70 72 86
331 3121 260 323 261

192, 233 233 261 346
13 II 18 27! 16

S8| loi

2801 253

47 1 47

107 90
195' 20s
63 S8

19: 20 23 12

1

19
39a

I

482 336; 374j 382
168 208, 142! i74| 153
1071 129 116, i2o 103

43 47' 39 361 32

43 64; 50, 67 55
565 432' 482 453| 574

,1780 1967 2006 2297 2676 2747 2453:2578:2661

Comparative Returns of iJie Weights of Prize Turkeysfor tlie

last Four Years:—

Old birds, single cock . .

j

Pair of hens .

.

.. !

Bred this year, single cock
j

Pair of hens .. ..J
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makers to produce an implement without shares, or

coulters, or mouldboards attached to them—to produce
the skeleton of an implement to which the local smiths

might attach whatever kind of shares, coulters, or mould-
boards as happened to be to the tastes of the farmers

—

he thought would be an advantage and a great step in

advance. What was required was an implement that the

local smith could keep in order, and also wanting as far

as possible the defects which all double-furrow ploughs at

present have. For his own part he thought very little

improvement had yet been made upon Pirie's double-
furrow plough, which was in existence three years ago. He
did not deny that very ingenious contrivances had been
made for the purpose of making neat work, but he
didn't think there were many contrivances made for

the purpose of really overcoming the general practical

defects of the plough in the ordinary working—to

make them more easily wrought by ploughmen. Referring

to the saving from the use of double-furrow ploughs,

Mr. Stein said he had reduced his stock from four

and a half to three and a half pairs of horses, and he could
quite as easily accomplish his work. He wrought the

plough with two horses in seed furrow, and two horses in

stubble. He could work also on the stubble with two
horses, but he did not think it was economical to do
so. With two horses he could turn over two English
acres of seed land per day. On stubble land the horses

did not go so fast."

South Northumberland.—Ere commencing our
weekly calendar of operations, it is necessary to pre-

mise that all farm work is unusually far behind, a

large portion of stubble being yet to plough, and in

many cases Turnips still unstored. Weather open and
mild, with occasional showers.

1871.—Dec. 28. Ploughing stubble.

29, Threshing and laying in coals.

30, Ploughing stubble and carting stone for roads,

1872.—Jan. I. Ploughing Turnip land for Wheat.
2. PloughinganddrillingWheatlHallctt's Hunter's)

and delivering grain to market.

3, Ploughing Turnip land and sowing Wheat.

General : Cattle feeding and cutting Swedes for

hoggs. Prospective work : Finishing Wheat sowing,
ploughing stubbles and threshing. A. TV. D.

Gloucestershire : Jan. i. — In consequence of

the quantity of rain that has fallen operations have
been nearly suspended the last week, with regard to

ploughing, sowing, &c. Wheat-sowing is not quite

completed, having a few acres to put in, where
Turnips are now nearly finished eating off with sheep,

also a little after Carrots that were dug up just before

Christmas. The tops of the Carrots being valu-

able for feed, they have been gradually dug through
the autumn, to give a regular supply to the store

cattle in the yards with straw and hay-chaff, the roots

being stored for after use. Should the weather be
favourable the Wheat-planting will be completed next

week. The chief manual labour the last week has
been cutting hedges and draining, land that was done
30 years ago, some of the drains Iiaving stopped, con-

sequently the land has become wet in places ; and
attending to the stock, now all in the yards.

Vale Farm : Jan. i.—The land is too wet
to proceed either with fallow ploughing or dung-cart

;

therefore the teams are engaged collecting ditch scour-

ings, road scrapings, &c., for compost heaps, and cart-

ing coals for the engine. The labourers have plenty
to do for some days, spreading dung and compost
carted on the pastures during the frost.

Herefordshire : Ja7i. i.—The unusually mild
weather which has succeeded the sharp frosts, with
which November closed and December commenced,
has enabled the occupiers of the light soils of the

county to make great progress with their cultivation,

and a large breadth of land cleared of the Mangel and
Turnip crops has been put to Wheat in good condi-

tion, whilst the heavier soils are much too wet to

admit of horse cultivation. Abundance of all kinds of

food for stock, and a limited supply, causes store stock
of both sheep and cattle to realise almost unheard of
prices, and we think those who have had to purchase
will be fortunate if they obtain any return for the keep,
care, and attention during the winter. Pigs are again
very cheap—some 12 months ago they realised almost
fabulous prices. Choice fat pigs are selling at from ^d.

to 6(/. per lb., whilst beef and mutton realise from
%d. to 9^.

North Riding of Yorkshire : Jan. 2,— Weather
open and mild. Farm work, getting up and storing

Swedes and ploughing Clover leas for Oats. Swedes
grown the usual way above an average weight. One
field, hitherto producing the best crops on the farm,
was manured with farmyard manure on the stubble
and ploughed in, 6 cwt. Lawes' Turnip manure being
broadcasted on the ridges and split in, the result being
a crop quite one-third less than any other field on the
farm treated in the usual way, viz., manure laid in the
ridges, 4 cwt. of Lawes' manure sown broadcast above,
and the ridges closed. Can any of your correspond-
ents state their experience in this matter, especially those
iu'the north of England ?

West Sussex : Jan. 3.—The work on the farm
now is mostly top-dressing meadows ; this is done
more frequently than it used to be, and anything
does good, if not in increasing the quantity of grass, yet
in improving the quality, and cattle eat it with more
avidity. Road-mending is one of the items to be

attended to now, and Httle can be done in the way of
ploughing, as most of the land here is rather flat and
heavy, and suffers greatly if worked when wet. Down
ewes are now begun lambing : the fields are very
wet, but as it is not cold they are not likely to suffer

much. G. S.

Notices to Correspondents.
Abortion of Ewes : Inquirer. We have never observed
any disturbance among a flock of ewes in consequence
of the occurrence of a case of abortion, and there is no
foundation for the belief that the " accident " is

infectious. Cows under such circumstances undoubt-
edly suffer from excitement, which is due to nervous
sympathy ; and abortion commonly spreads consider-
ably in a herd unless great care is taken to remove all

traces of the event, or, if necessary, to change the
pasture.

Bastard Oats : C. Challis. Your plant is a Bromus,
probably B, arvensis. It certainly never was Oat, and
never will be.

Lord Leicester's Lease : C. E. W. We are informed
that it will be printed next week. We shall publish it

as soon as it appears. It is proposed, not as a model
form generally applicable, but as one adapted for the
class of tenants on the Holkham estate, and the descrip-

tion of land which they cultivate.

New Account of an Old Fodder : Thomas Hudson
should apply to Sutton & Sons, Reading, or Carter
& Co., 237, High Holborn, W.C.

Tolls : Inquirer. A cart loaded with sand, to be used
as a dressing for land, is not liable to pay toll at a
turnpike gate.

Wheats: Northern Farmer. Probably the April Wheat,
a red bearded sort, would be iis good as any for sowing
late in February in the North. Browick does very well

here, sown either in autumn or immediately after winter.

But it is still some time till February, and we therefore

publish your question, in case any of our readers may
be willing to answer it :

— " What is the best kind of red
Wheat to sow in February on strong land ? Would
Red Kent or Browick do well ?

"

arMs*
METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET,

Monday, Jan. i.

The number of Beasts is larger than usual on this day,

but there is a good demand for them. This being the

first day of the removal of the restrictions, there is a
large attendance of country buyers, in consequence a
clearance is effected at rather higher rates. The supply
of Sheep is very short ; they are readily disposed of, at

higher prices for all descriptions. Good Calves are

still scarce and dear. Our foreign supply consists of

740 Beasts, 1900 Sheep, and 132 Calves ; from Scot-

land there are 190 Beasts ; from Ireland, 700 ; from
Norfolk and Suffolk, 650;
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GreenliouseB.

H FREEMAN and SONS, Horticultural
• Builders and Hot-water Appar.\tus Manufacturers,

Jo6, Mare Street, Hackney, E. Good subsiantial-madc GREEN-
HOUSES, Glazed, ready for tixing, 42 feet long by 13 wide, price £$0 :

ai feet by 13 feet, £28 ; laj^ teet by 10 feet, £iK. A handsome
CONSERVaTORV in stock, 36 feet long, 18 feet wide, £110.

Estimates given for any branch in the above line in Wood or Iron.

m ^m
HOT-WATER APPARATUS

erected Complete, or the Materials supplied for Healing

, . ./-_., GREENHOUSES, Tubular BotUr
Improved Conical. HOTHOUSES.

CONSERVATORIES,
CHURCHES,

PUBTJC BUILDINGS, &c.
HOT-WATER PIPESat whole-

sale prices ; Elbows, T Pieces,

Syphons, and every other connec-
tion kept in stock.
WROUGHT and CAST-IRON

, CONICAL, SADDLE, and

) IMPROVED CONICAL,
alco Elliptic, Boilers, from 24^. each

Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
wither without Water Bars, from 52^. 6d. each.

CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,

for use without brickwork, from 601. each.

/W#^w, /?., ;«. Patent TH ROTTLE and other VALVES^
PortabltBoiUr. puRNACE DOORS, BARS, and FURNACie* WORK of every description and sue. _

.

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS for Pipe Joints;

Sockets require no other packing, Elliptic Boiler.
and are perfectly water-tight. ' —'-"—

' Goods, of the very best manu-
facture, delivered at Railway or

Wharf in London.

LYNCH WHITE,
Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper

Ground Street, London.S. E. (Surrey _
side Blackfriars Bridge). Price List on application.

rAMES WATTS AND CO., Hothouse Builders
and Hot-Water Apparatus Mani/factijrers,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

200 CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and
LIGHTS, all sizes, Glazed and Painted complete, ready

for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom.
Strong GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, 55. each.

GLASSES, all sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the
Counties in England.

GREENHOUSES from the FINSBURY STEAM
JOINERY WORKS, 121, BunhiU Row, London, E.G.

W. H. LASCELLES, Proprietor. Lists sent on application.
Prices for Houses, as above, made of best red deal, and sashes 2 inches

thick, glazed with 16 01. good sheet glass, delivered and fixed within
?;o miles of London, painted four coats in best oil colour, including
ocks^ gutter, down-pipe, and gearing for opening the ventilators at
one time,—heating, staging, brickwork not included ;—

20 ft. by 12 ft. 40 ft. by 16 ft. 60 ft by 20 ft. 100 ft. by 24 ft
£40 o ^179 o o £1^2 o o ;£238 10

GARDEN LIGHTS AND BOXES.
3 ft. by 4 fL lights, 2 in. thick, unglazed 31. each

H „ glazed, 16-01. good sheet glass . . , . w. ,,

ft. „ ,,2 in. thick, unglazed 5^- ii
.» M glazed, 16 oz. good sheet glass .. us. „

Portable box containing one 6 ft. by 4 ft. light, painted four
coats, ready for use .

.

30J, ,,
Portable box containing two ditto, 6 ft by 8 ft. . . .. 551. ,,

Estimates given for Conservatories or Greenhouses to any Design.

/^EORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,^^
For WARMING and VENTILATING.

Prices :—
CoAL Calorigen, £6 6s.

I

Gas Calorigen, £3 ^s.

Height, 36 ins. ; diameter, 21 do. Height, 28 ins. ; diameter, 14 do.

A—the interior of the Room ; B—exterior of the Building • C—wall

;

D—the Calorigen; E—a Cylinder; F—pipes communicating to

supply air for combustion, and carry off product; G—pipe for

passage of Cold Air to Calorigen ; H—outlet for ditto after being
made warm ; I—gas burner ; J—door.

The only Gas Stove which retains the whole of the Heat given oB
by the Gas without vitiating the atmosphere.

It will be found very valuable in the Nursery or Sick Room, Damp
Buildings, Shops, Conservatories, Offices, &c. Exhibited in the
Exhibition of 1871 (Department of Scientific Inventions). May be
inspected at the Sole Manufacturers,

J. F. FARWIG AND CO..

36, Queen Street, Cheapside, London, E.G.

Archangel Mats.

J BLACKBURN and SONS beg to inform their
• friends that the First Shipment of NEW MATS has just

arrived, and they are of very good quality. Price List on application.

Russia Mat Importers, 4 and 5. Wormwood Street, E.C.

JONES'S PATENT " DOUBLE L " SADDLE
BOILER.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler.

with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and
over lop of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the

amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at the

same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable tocrack. They are made of thefollowing

Hi^h. Wide.
18 in.

18 „
i3 „
24 It

=4 n
34 •>

30 J

36 ,

48 „

Long.
18 in.

24 M
30 „
24 »
30 „
36 ,.

72
,

96
,

108
,

*44 1

To heat of
4-in Pipe.

Feet.
30a

1,000

1,400
1,800
2,600

4i500
7,000
10,000

And are kept in Stock and sold only by the Inventors and Patentees,
Jones & Sons.

Price Lists of HOT-WATER PIPES and Connections, with
ISoilers, of all sizes and shapes; or ESTIMATES for HOP-WATER
(APPARATUS, erected complete, will be sent on application.

I. JONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Bankside, Southwark,
London, S.E.

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus
FOR

HEATING
CONSERVATORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
PRIVATE RESIDENCES,

&c.

TRUSS' PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and
LEAKLESS PIPE JOINT and PATENT CRACKLKSS

EXPANSION-JOINTED TUBULAR BOILERS, of a VARIETY
of FORMS, PORTABLE or for BRICKWORK SETTING. They
are the MOST POWERFUL, whilst ONLV CONSUMING HALF
the FUEL of OTHER BOILERS. PORTABLE BOILERS, to

HEAT ANY LENGTH of PIPING; and ANY PERSON can
TAKE these BOILERS, as also the PIPES, APART, and
SPEEDILY PUT THEM TOGETHER AGAIN.

T. S. Truss begs to state that the immense number of APPA-
RATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in all parts of the
Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at South Kensington
and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a guarantee for skill of
design, superior materials, and good workmanship ; while the great
advantage obtained by his Improved System cannot be over-estimated.
consisting of perfectly light joints with neatness of appearance ; eflects

a saving of 25 per cent, on cost of Apparatus erected compared with
other systems ; facility for extensions, alterations or removals without
injury to Pipes or Joints; easily and expeditiously erected ; and pcr-
fectness of design supplied, insuring no e.xtras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY.
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,
Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water and

Steam Apparatus Manufacturer,

Roslier's Garden Edging TUes.

THE above and many other PAT IHRNS are made -„
materials of great durability. The plainer sorts arc especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR- ^3,^
DENS, as they harbour no "^^^
Slugs or Insects, take up little

room, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-
pense, as do "grown" Edg-
ings, consequently being mudi
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c, in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design,

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, S,E. ; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road. E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANT

COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from 35. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, fitc. Grooved ana other Stable Paving of great
durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds, Roofing
Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c,
F. AND G. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants.—Sec addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.
Fine 141., Coarse 17*. per Ton. In Truck Loads is. per Ton less.

Delivery by Cart within three miles^ or to any London Railway or
Wharf, 2J. per Ton extra. Samples of Sand free by posL
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT

PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.
F. AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberal discount to the Trade.

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale of
CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.
Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

WS. BOULTON AND CO., Norwich,
• Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Apparatus

Manufacturers.
New labour-saving machinery enables us to suppiv first-class CON-

SERVATORIES, VINERIES, ORCHARD HUOSES, FORCING
PITS, &c., at very low prices. Designs and Estimates furnishtxl.
Carriage paid to any station in the kingdom.

MELON and CUCUMBER LIGHTS ready for delivery.

These arc strong and well-made Sliding Lights, glazed, and painted
three coats. Height of trame, 14 inches at front, 25 inches at back.
With handles complete.

Prices.—Carriage paid to any station within 200 miles of Norwich
when orders amount to £j and upwards.
3 feet long by 6 feet wide. . £2 ig

|
16 feet long by 6 feet wide. . £^

12 feet long by 6 feet wide. . ^3 17 | 24 feet long by 6 feet wide. . £7 S
If prepared with wood cills, to build on brick wall, and lights to

slide, prices, carriage paid as above :

—

loi feet long by 6 feet wide. . £2 o\ 24! feet long by 6 feet wide. . £7 a
iji feet long by 6 feet wide. . j£5 o I 31* feet long by 6 feet wide. , £g o

Other sizes at prices in proportion.

PLANT PRESERVERS.
Illustrated Catalogues free on application.

Rose Lane Works, Norwicn.

B
By Appointment to H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.
ARTON'S PATENT STABLE and HARNESS

ROOM FITTINGS. BRACKETS. &c.

Patronised by H.H. the Viceroy of Eyypt, the King of the Belgians,
the King of Italy, the King of Holland, by the principal Nobility of
the Kingdom, and adopted by the first Architects and Builders of
England and the Continent. Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt
of six stamps
For ALTERATION of STABLES a competent person can be sent

to any part, to inspect and give Estimates.

THAMES B/\_RTON, Ij;on Works, ^(70, Oxford Stree t. W.

COTTAM'S PATENT PO RTABLE ~~U NITED
cow FirriN'^^

Their advantages are— Portability, not fixtures, removable at
pleasure; no Woodwork o: Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin; Hay Rick dispensed with 1.5 unnecessary; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to
infection, being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 555.
Prospectuses free of COTTAM AND Cu., Iron Wortcs, 2, Winsley

Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

Glass for Garden Purposes.AMES PHILLIPS and
beg to submit their REDUCED PRICES as follows:

PROP,\GATING

C O.

12 inches in diameter
Each.-

2 Inches in diameter

BEE GLASSES, with ventilating hole through knob.
ichcs in diameter ., os. 6d. 9 inches in diameter

Either flat or conical tops.

CUCUMBER "*i
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ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO."— Patronised

• and used for Frogmoreand Kew Gardens. It is made entirely

of prepared wool, and a perfect non-conductor of heat or cold where it

is applied.

PROTECTION AGAINST the COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

WOOL NETTING, a yards wide and is.6d. per yard.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS."
Two yards wide is. lorf. per yard.

Three yards wide 2s. lod. per yard.

Four yards wide 31. lorf. per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, 7oyai'dslonE, sJi-i- toBJ^d. p. yard.

HESSIAN CANVAS, do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, 6Hd. and
B%d. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of *' Frigi Domo,"3. Cannon
Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.

NOTICE.—Removed from ?• Great Trinity Lane.

UIR J.
PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.

Reduced Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and

other Glass Roofs, for three stamps.—HEREMAN and MORTON,
14, Tichborne Street, Regent Quadrant, London, W.

The Eoyal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips), Manufac-
turer of TERRA COTTA VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN

BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL ARBORETTES, STATUARY,
GARDEN POTS (from 2 to 30 inches in diameter), of superior quality,

withstand frosty and do not become green; EDGING TILES, &c.
See specimens in the Royal Horticultural Gardens, Price List free

Book of Drawings, 6d. each.

JOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

RUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, M-hich gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoredllch, London.

/IHAPMAN'S "ANTI-CLOCHE" VENTILATED
KJ MULTUM-IN-PARVO PLANT, FLOWER and SEED PRO-
TECTOR, preserves Plants, &c.. from Snails, Slugs, Earwigs, Wmd,
Rain, and Frost ; quite as useful for all purposes as the Hand Glass
or Cloche, and at about half their cost. Any Gardener can repair them.
They arc made in nests, of different sizes. Cost of Set, with one for

protecting Gladiolus or Hollyhocks, Dahlias, Roses, or Chrysanthe-
mums, for exhibition, with stake clip, and all complete, from One
Guinea. The Anti-Cloche can be made any size.

Estimates given to Nurserymen, Market Gardeners, &c., for large
quantities. When not in use, they pack in a very small compass,
without liability to breakage. To be obtained from

W. F. CHAPMAN, Patentee, Bristol Road, Gloucester.

A remittance from unknown Correspondents will have attention.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

TO MEET A WANT WHICH HAS BEEN LONG FELT BY THE HORTICULTURAL PUBLIC,

MAW & CO.'S PATENT IMPERISHABLE TERRA-COTTA PLANT MARKERS
Are offered as a cheap and permanent substitute for WOODEN and ZINC TALLIES for the Labelling of Plants in Pots and in the Open Border, and for suspending

to Roses, Orchids, Ferns, Emit Trees. &c. These Labels, unlike Wood and Zinc, combine perfect durability with a lasting legible inscription, and form an elegant adjunct

to the Garden and Conservatory for the naming of Horticultural and Botanical Collections. They are also inv.^luable for the labelling of Wine Cellars and for general use

in situations where other materials are perishable by damp.
i

Commended by the Editors of the Gardeneri Chronicle, and the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society. (See Gardeners Chronicle, July ii, i8

Can be procured from the iVIanufactory, or through any Nurseryman, Seedsman, or Ironmonger.

Specimens sent Post Free on application.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

I . . , . . , 3^ by
I
inch.

Si
6

7

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

8 by I inch.

2j „ 2 „
i^ inch diam.

3I by 2^ inch.

I

No. II 3I by 3

No. 12 5 ,, 4i

No. 13 .. .. ..2 ,,4
No. 14 3 ..5

inch.

Can be seen in use at the Royal Gardens, Kew ; the Gardens of the Royal Horticultural and Royal Botanic Societies, Bvittersea Park, the Royal Botanic Garden at

Edinburgh ; and Botanic Gardens, Giasnevin, near Dublin, &c.

Directio72sfor Writ'uig on the Labels with Black-had Pencil.—Apply a little white-lead paint thinly over the part to be written upon, and whilst wet, write with a hard fine-

pointed black-lead pencil. The writing will be perfectly indelible and unaffected by wet immediately the paint is set.

Black Efiamel Writing o?i the Labels.—All the above sizes can be supplied in several colours, ready written upon, with black enamel, having the appearance of jet black
ink, but perfectly permanent. On receipt of Lists of Names, Estimates of Cost will be sent for any quantities of Pot or Border Labels, Suspending Labels for Orchids, Roses,

Ferns, Fruit Trees, &c. Consecutive Sets of Numerals printed on the Labels, and Labels for Wine Bins, ready written with Enamel, kept in stock.

MAW & CO.'S ENCAUSTIC TILE and GEOMETRICAL MOSAIC PAVEMENTS and WALL LININGS

FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, ENTRANCE HALLS, VERANDAHS, DAIRIES, &c.

Printed Patterns of various Designs suitable for the above will be forwarded on application, and Drawings, free of charge, of any of the Designs adapted to the given

dimensions of spaces proposed to be Paved, will be supplied, accompanied by estimates of cost, including the expense of laying or othcnvise. Applications for Estimates should

be accompanied by an exact plan of the space drawn to scale, with all the dimensions marked in figures, and care should be taken that the size and position of all door-entrances

and recesses that have to be paved are correctly represented ; and when the walls are not exactly parallel, the measurements between the opposite angles, as well as along each

wall, should be given. WHITE GLAZED TILES for DAIRIES, &c.

Address—MAW and CO., BENTHALL WORKS, BROSELEY, SALOP.
The Telegraph and Railway Station at Ironbridge, on the Severn Valley (Great Western) hue is within three minutes' walk of the Works.
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LEGAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY.

10, Fleet Street, Temple Bar. (Founded 1836,)

The Parliamentary Accounts required by the " Life Assurance

Companies Act, 1870," may be obtained on application.

This Society lias taken a leading part in freeing Life Assurance

Contracts from all needless restrictions.

The " Proposal Form " is most simple in its terms.

The Policies are " Indisputable," that is, free from future challenRC.

The Invested Funds bear an unusually hifih proportion to the

Liabilities.

The Guaranteeing Share Capital of One Million (j£i6o,ooo paid up) is

fully subscribed by 300 Members of the Legal Profession.

Nine-tenths of the Profits belong to the Assured.

Selllemcnt Policies in favour of Wife and Children, arc granted in

terms of the "Married Women's Property Act, 1870,"

E. A. NEWTON, Actuary and Manager.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: OR, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Sell

Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price u.

SCHOOL BOTANY; OR, The Rudiments of
Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price 5^. 6d.

MEDICAL and OiCONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic OLconomy. In i vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price

71. 6J.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structural
AND Physiologicau With a Glossary ot Technical Terms,

and numerous Illustrations. 12s. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Worlcs by
Professor Lindley, of which " School Botany," and '* The Vegetable
Kingdom," form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprisine
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Technical
Terms, are published in one octavo volume, price 12s.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for Medical
and other Students who have made themselves acquainted with the

Author's " School Botany."
N. B. The Glossary may be had separately, price $s.

London : BRADBURY, EVANS, AND CO., 10, Bouverie Street, E.C.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT and
FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountains, Southacre,

Brandon), being a practical combination of Vinery, Orchard House
and Conservatory, as now worked in a New House erected for the

purpose at Chiswick. Third Edition, Illustrated. Free for seven
stamps to the
" Journal of Horticulture" Office, 171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

Now ready, price is., free by post for 13 stamps, with g Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON and SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.G.; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thame3.

Now ready,

THE SALIX, or WILLOW. By W. SCALING,
Willow NuriPn-man, Basford, Nr.tr>;. a rpvi<;/"d and ^nlarccd

edition, containing Instructions lor its Planting and Culture, with
Observations upon its Value and Adaptability for the Formation of

Hedges and Game Coverts.

Post free u. ; or of SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, And CO., London.

THE NOVEMBER NUMBER of the "FIELD
QUARTERLY MAGAZINE and REVIEW," Price 2s. 6d.,

contains :—The Game and Trespass Laws of Foreign Countries

—

Modem Bag-making—Autumn Leaves—American Isthmus Canal

—

The Bird of Fate—Imitative Plants (J. Britten, F.L.S) ; and many
other Articles and Notes on Farming, Gardening, Natural History,
Sporting, &c.

Vol. 11. of the QUARTERLY, handsomely bound, is now ready,
price I2J., by post 13s. id.

London : 346, Strand, W.C.

Price Twopence, post free.

HOUSEKEEPING and R E C I P E S.—Literary,
Artistic, Scientific, Musical, and Dramatic News of the Week

—

Fashion and Ladies' Work—Poultry and Pigeons—Dogs and Rabbits
^Flowers and Farming—and Thousands of Articles for SALE and
EXCKANGE by PRIVATE PERSONS.
See " THE BAZAAR, EXCHANGE and MART, and JOURNAL

of the HOUSEHOLD." Subscription, 25. 8d. a quarter.

London : 32, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

A Simple and Concise Analysis of

FARM ACCOUNTS, for universal use by Farmers of
Large or Small Holdings. See recommendations of Daily Press

and Agricultural Journals, By Alexander Jemmett, Murrell Hill
Farm, Binfield, Berks. For four stamps, to any address.

Eyton's Herd Book of Hereford Cattle.

MR. DUCKHAM informs the Breeders of Hereford
CatUe that he purposes publishing the EIGHTH VOLUME

of the HERD BOOK as earlv- as possible in the year 1873. It will
contain Pedigrees of Bulls, Cows, and Heifers calved on or before
December 31, 1871, Printed Forms of Certificates for Entries supplied
on application, and a fee of is. to Subscribers, and 21. to Non-Sub-
scribers, charged for all Entries. The Eighth Volume will be hand-
somely embellished and neatly bound. Price to Subscribers, 12s-
Early information and additional Names of Subscribers respectfully
solicited.

Previous Volumes may be obtained of Mr. DUCKHAM, cither
Singly or in Sets. Price of the Set, £2 12s.

50, Broad Street, Hereford.

Notice.
{By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, without extra charge
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, 5g, Fleet Street, E. C.

Wood Engraving,

MR. W. G. SMITH. Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London, N.

WANTED, as PARTNER, a persevering Working
Man, capable of Managing the Outdoor Department of a

small Nursery, situated near a large Town in the South of England.
Satisfactory references given and expected. Terms, Zioo down, and
£50 in 12 months.—W. E. G., Messrs. Howcroft & Co., Seedsmen, &c.,
Covent Garden, London, W.C.

WANTED, in a Provincial Nursery, an Outdoor
FOREMAN and SALESMAN. Must be of good character,

an expert Kmfcsman, and understand the Budding and Grafting of
Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.—Apply, stating wages required, to M.,
Gardeners- Chronicle 0^ct,\\.Q. & ^ 4 .

WANTED, a respectable elderly GARDENER, or
one unfitted for hard work, who, for a comfortable home, with

milk, &c., found, and a moderate wage, would attend to a Flower
Garden and Greenhouse,—Apply, with reference, &c., to FLEUR,
Post Office. Bcdale-

.

"Wanted, a Propagator of Hardy Plants.

MESSRS. F. & A. DICKSON & SONS, The
' Upton" Nurseries, Chc-sler. REijUIRE in the above capa-

city, an active industrious V/ORKING PROPAGATOR, well expe-
rienced in Propagation of Conifers, Rhododendrons, 'Hollies, Ivies,

Clematis, and other Hardy Ornamental Plants, by the most improved
methods.—Apply as above, stating age, situations previously held,

time in each, references, and wages expected.

WANTED, a thorough good, experienced practical
GARDENER, to take charj^e of a moderate sized garden,

with one under him,—A. B,, Post Oftice, Chancery Lane, W.C.

WANTED, one or two HANDS to work in a Forcing
Market Garden, in the neighbourhood of London. Wages

151. per week.—C. W. ALDERSON, Langley Lane, South Lambeth,
London, S. E.

WANTED, Two young Men, as IMPROVERS, who
have had some experience in Nursery Work in the various

departments.—Apply, stating wages, with reference, in own hand-
writing, to K. AND F. ALLUM, lamworth^

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE, Royal Nursery, Ghent,
BelKium, REQUIRES a thoroughly efticicnt ENGLISH COR-

RESPONDING CLERK. The knowledge of a foreign language is

not necessary.—Apply as above^

WANTED, a SHOPMAN and CLERK, whose
character will bear the strictest investigation,—KELWAY

AND SON. Nurserymen, &c. , Langport, Somerset.

WANTED, as SHOPMAN, a steady, industrious
Man. thoroughly acquainted with the Seed Trade in all its

branches,—Address, stating references, age, and salary required,
G. AND J. C. BOQTHBY, Market I'l.ice, Stockport.

Seed Trade
WANTED IMMEDIATELY, 'a SHOPMAN, who

is well up in his work, and quite understands the Retail

Garden and Flower Seed Department.—Apply by letter, T. P.,

Messrs. Hurst & Son, 6, Leadenhall Street, E.G.

JACOB WRENCH and SONS, 39, King William
Street, London Bridge, E.G., REQUIRES a young Man, not

under 22 years of age, as ASSISTANT SHOPMAN, Good references
required. Situation permanent.

WANTED a WAREHOUSEMAN, who has had
some experience in the Trade. — Apply by letter only, to

HURST AND SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.G.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE for SILVER.—
The REAL NICKEL SI1,\ER, introduced more than 30 years

ago by WILLIAM S. BURTON, when Plated by the patent process
of Messrs Elkington & Co., ia beyond all doubt the best article next to
sterling silver that can be used as such, cither usefully or ornamenlally,
as by no possible test can it be distinguished from real silver.
A small useful set, guaranteed of first quality for finish and

durability, as follows :

—

Fiddle or n j -r>i_ j Kine's or
Old Silver "'^^d Thread

ghell

WANT PLACES -Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.— F'urther particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood. N.W

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save lime by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected,
—Highgatc Nurseries, London, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 2S, married ; thoroughly
practical in ever^- department. Two and a half years' good

character, and testimonials from former employers as to character and
ability.—GARDENER, the Rectory , Nutii eld , Redhill.

GARDENER (Head).—Donald McVicar, Grims-
Ihorpe Castle. Bourne, will be at libertv on March ; next to

ei'S<tK^ with any Lady or Gentleman who may require the services
of a thorough practical Gardener. References of the highest order.
Six years' good character.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 46, married, no family;
thorough practical knowledge of the profession in all its

branches. Wife could take charge of small Dairy and Poultry if
required. Good character.—G. H.,Leigham Court Road, Strcatham,
Surrey, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married ; thoroughly
practical Man, of 29 years' experience in ail branches of the

profession. Can be highly recommended as to honesty, sobriety,
industry, and integrity of character.—Address, with particulars, to
H. H , Woodford Green, N.E.

GARDENER (Head).—jAMES Brown, Gardener to
Abraham Darb>-, Esq., Ebbw Vale Park, can hichly recommend

his Foreman to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the .services of a
good practical Gardener

; has had extensive experience in all the
various departments—Pines, Vines, Forcing of Fruits, Flowers, and
Vegetables, &c,—Ebbw "\'ale Park, Newport, Monmouthshire.

UARDKNER (Head), age 37, married, one child
^--- (aged 9).—John Easter, Head Gardener to G. Neville, Esq.,
Stubton Hall, Newark, is at liberty to treat with any Nobleman or
Gentleman requiring the scr^-ices of a thorough practical Gardener,
well versed in the Cultivation of Pines, Vines, Peaches, Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, including Orchids and Ferns, also Early and Late
Forcing of Fruits and Vegetables, and good Kitchen and Flower
Gardener.—Address as above.

GARDENER (Head), where one or more are kept.—a L.\dv wishes to recommend as above a Man, age 40, and
married, who also well understands the Management of Land and
Stock. Five years' character.—W. S., Post Office, Westerham, Kent.

GARDENER (Foreman), in a Gentleman's Estab-
lishment.—Age 2^; has a ^ood general knowledge of Gardening.

Three years' good character. 1 he Head Gardener whom he is now
leaving will answer any particulars as to character, abilities, &c.

—

G. C, The Gardener, Chilworth Manor, Romsev, Hants.

GROUND FOREMAN.—Age 31, single ; a good
Craftsman, Hardy Propagator, and Salesman. Two years' cha-

racter from a Nursery of 22 acres. State all particulars.—C. M.,
Prescot Nurserj', Liverpool,

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed).—Age
24, single.—For further particulars, apply to G. WAREHAM,

Eonehill Nurserj'i Tamworlh.

PROPAGATOR in General, or PROPAGATOR and
GROWER.—Age 26; a good Salesman. Good character.—A. B.,

Post Office, Leytonstone, Essex.

GENERAL PLANTSMAN or INDOOR PRO-
PAGATOR.—Married, Scotch; has had a lengthened experi-

ence in the Propagation and care of all kinds of Greenhouse and Stove
Plants, Bouquet Making and Packing. Can produce three years'
good character from present employer.—B. A., Gardeners' CkrotUcle
Office, W.C.

3 6
3 •

4 •

- 3
I 3

£ s.d.
a 5
a 5

12 Table Forks ..

12 Table Spoons ..

12 Dessert Forks
12 Dessert Spoons
12 Tea Spoons
6 Egg Spoons, gilt bowls
2 Sauce Ladles ..

1 Gravy Spoon .

.

2 Salt Spoons, gilt bowls
I Mustard Spoon, gilt bowl
I Pair of Sugar Tongs
I Pair of Fish Carvers
I Butter Knife . . .

.

I Soup Ladle
I Sugar Silter ..

Total .. .. 9 I 6 u 16 . 12 8 6 ' 13 2 6
Any article to be had singly at the same prices. An Oak Chest to

contain the above, and a relative number of Knives, &c., ^£2 15J. A
second quality of Fiddle Pattern :—Table Spoons and Forks, £t as
per dozen. Dessert, i6j. Tea Spoons, los.

Tea and Coffee Sets, electro silver, on white metal, jG3 igs. to Lj.
„ ,, on nickel £-j 17s. to ^24.

Dish Covers, Electro Silver on nickel :—A set of four, plain elegant
pattern, £q; a set of four, beaded patterns, ^10 los. ; a set of four,
fluted pattern, £12 los. ; chased and engraved patterns from £14 to ;i|26.

Cruet Frames, Electro Silver;
Three Glasses 12s. to ;6a 6 Six Glasses. ... iji 41.10/4 16
Four Glasses .... 151. to £2 18 | Seven do £t 18s. to £7 10

Biscuit Boxes . . . . 12s. to £5 $s.

Dessert Fruit Knives and Forks, from 45s. to £g 12s. the dozen pair.
Cases from 8s.

Fish Eaters—Knives, from 451, to 96s. the dozen. Knives and
Forks, from £4 4s. to ^^8 8s. 6i/. the dozen pairs. Cases from Zs. and
15s. Fish Car\'ers, in cases, from 15s. to 84s. the pair.

All kinds of Replating done by the patent process.

WILLIAMS. BURTON, Furnishing IRONMONGER,
by appointment, to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a

Catalogue, containiiig upwards of 850 Illustrations of his unrivalled
Stock, with Lists of Prices and Plans of the 20 large Show Rooms*
post free. 39, Oxford Street, W. ; i, ia, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street

;

4, 5, and 6, Perrj''5 Place ; and ij Newman Yard, London. The cost
of delivering goods to the most distant parts uf the United Kingdom
by railway is trifling. William S. Burton will always undertake
delivery at a small fixed rate.

K I N A H A N'S L L WHISKY,
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the very

CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalled, perfectly
pure, and more wholesome than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words, " KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal, label, and cork.
New Wholesale Depot, 6a, Great Tichfield Street, Oxford Street, W.W

E

M. YOUNGER AND CO.'S
EDINBURGH, INDIA PALE and DINNER ALES.

Sparkling, refreshing, nourishing and economical,
To be had of the principal retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 174Q- I-ondon Stores, Belvedere

Road^ S. E. ; Liverpool, i, Seel Street; Bristol, 14, Narrow Quay;
Dublin Stores, 7, Lower Abbey Street ; Swansea, Quay Parade

;

Glasgow, Queen Street; Birmingham, 13, Temple Street.

Grateful—Comforting!PS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

' By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the
operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of
the fine properties of a well selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our
breakfast-tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save
US many heavy doctor's bills."

—

Civil Service Casette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk.

Each packet is labelled,
JAMES EFFS AND CO.. Homotjopathic Chemists, London.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburnf Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. •

and of all Chemists throughout the WaHd,

VISITORS to the THEATRES exposed to sudden
changes of temperature, will find SPENCER'S PULMONIC

ELIXIR an agreeable and most effective remedy for COLDS,
COUGHS, ASTHMA, and disorders of the CHEST and LUNGS.
May be obtained of ail respectable Medicine Vendors in the

Kingdom. In bottles at is. i%d and 2s. 9J. each.

LAND STEWARD or FACTOR.—The Advertiser is
open for engagement now or in May. Has had the charge of a

large Estate for the last 13 years, where Draining and Improving have
been extensively carried on, also a Home Farm of .joo Acres. He is
a good Judge of Stock of all kinds, and only leaving in consequence of
the Estate being transferred. England or the Continent preferred.—
Mr. M'LAREN. Gartshore, Kirkintilloch, N.B.

To Horists.
BOUQUET MAKER, and to fill his time up in Seed

Shop or Glass Department.-Age 24; an abstainer. Writes a
good hand. A permanent engagement required. Seven years' good
character.—Apply, stating wages, &c., to A. B. C., 19, Newton Street,
St. John's Road, Hoxlon, N.

BILIOUS and LIVER COMPLAINTS, Indigestion,
Sick Headache, Loss of Appetite, Drowsiness, Giddiness,

Spasms, and all Disorders of the Stomach and Bowels arc quickly
removed by that well-known remedy, FRAMPTON'S PILL of
HEALTH.
They unite the recommendation of a mild operation with the most

successful effect; and where an aperient is required nothing can be
better adapted,
Sold by all Medicine Vendors, at is. i}^d. and 3S. gd. per box,

obtained through any Chemist.

OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at is. i%d., 2s. gd., 4s, 6d., and iis.

c

To Seedsmen.
ASSISTANT, in Writing and Executing Orders in a

Warehouse.—Age 36, married : wishes for a permanent situation.
Eight years' character.- R. J., 5, King Street, Regent Street, W.

/COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILL S.—
^—

' These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the
best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious
remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action
of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several
varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,
promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-
tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in
the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore
the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the
luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning
no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of
acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary, they are
characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-
tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-
liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,
nor are they adapted to all complaints ; but as a mild and eiiicacious
aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-
haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
ail systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alterations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated
family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at IS. i%d., 2S. gd., 4s. 6d.,and iis., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxes at is. iHJ., ss. c^., 4s. 6d., and iif.
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Henry Ormson,
HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECT, BUILDER, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS ENGINEER,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.,

Sensitive of the very liberal patronage bestowed on him for many years past, begs most respectfully

to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and his Patrons generally, that he is determined to spare no pains to

merit a continuance of their esteemed favours.

H. O., aware of the vast improvements that have been made in the Science of Horticulture, and the

growing desire of all classes to engage in its most interesting and agreeable pursuits, has made it his

constant study to keep pace with the constantly increasing requirements of the lovers of Horticulture, and by
perfecting a most complete set of Steam Power Machinery peculiarly adapted to the purposes of his trade, by
employing competent Draughtsmen, an efficient Office Staff, and the most skilful workmen in the various

branches of his business, combined with strict personal supervision of every department and the greatest care

that none but the very best materials are employed, may with confidence assert, that for Elegance, Durability,

Economy, and Adaptation to the various requirements of Horticulturists, his buildings cannot be supassed.

And it has been and will be his anxious study to produce them at the lowest possible cost consistent with

the employment of the very best materials and workmanship.

In the BUILDING DEPARTMENT his object will be to adapt all erections to the particular

purposes for which they are required. He will devote equal attention to the plain, inexpensive, practical

erections of Pits, Orchard Houses, Greenhouses, Vineries, &c., as to the more elaborate and architectural

erections of Conservatories, Winter Gardens, &c., either in wood or iron.

VENTILATION.—Knowing the absolute necessity for thorough Ventilation, he makes it a matter

of first consideration.

The HEATING DEPARTMENT always engages his special personal attention, and he feels

justified in saying that, through his improvements, in the construction of Wrought-iron Boilers, he is prepared

to heat the most extensive Horticultural Establishments, Mansions, Churches, &c., &c., on the safest and most
economical principles.

Surveys made in any part of the Country, and Plans prepared for the general arrangement and laying out

of Structural Gardens, on the broad principle that adajDts itself to the capability or requirements of the place,

which thorough practical experience in every department of Horticulture can alone effect.

H. O. is also in the habit of furnishing Estimates, and building from Drawings prepared by Architects, and

is kindly permitted to refer to many of the most eminent in the Profession. He has also much pleasure in

stating that he can refer to many of the Seats of the Nobility and Gentry in all parts of the Kingdom, where
he has been employed to build some of the finest and best arranged Glass Structures known at the present time.

ORMSON'S ESTABLISHMENT for WROUGHT-IRON BOILERS.— These
Boilers are perfectly safe from cracking and bursting—a danger to which all Cast-iron Boilers are at all times

liable. Whatever can be done by a Cast-iron Boiler, no matter what the extent of piping may be, it can to

a certainty be done with infinitely more security by one of Oirmson's Patent Wrought-iron Convoluted Boilers ;

and in addition to this immense advantage it also saves (where there is a large quantity of piping to be heated

on the One-Boiler System) the great additional expense of a supplementary or reserve Boiler, as well as the

expensive valves, &c., for connecting two Boilers, and also the additional cost of brickwork for setting two
instead of one Boiler.

H. ORMSON also supplies a great variety of other descriptions of WROUGHT-IRON BOILERS,
and his HOT-WATER APPARATUS for Warming all sorts of Buildings in any part of the country is

constructed on the most approved economical and scientific principles.

DESIGNS FOR CONSERVATORIES
IN ORMSON'S WELL-KNOWN STYLE, WHICH HAVE ALWAYS STOOD FIRST AT EXHIBITIONS OF

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, AND ESTIMATE S ON APPLICATION.

HENEY OEMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF

HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covcnt Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at tbc Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Evans, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitcfriars, City of London, in thcCouhlyof Middlesex, and Published by the aaid WILLIAM

^
Richards, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, January 6, 1872. '^
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O RCHARD-HOUSE TREES. Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches. Nectarines. Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurscn'man and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

CHOICE"ROSES.~The flnest"stock of Tea," Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to

RICHARD SMITH, Nurserjman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Silow Rosea.

A PRICED LIST of the best Hybrid Perpetual Show
ROSES; also a PRICED LIST of choice Variegated

GERAN I UMS, post free, on applicat:

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurserieries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

MATEUR ROSE GROWERS should at once get
my CATALOGUE. It contains all the good sorts, and the

plants are the finest that can be produced.
B. R. CANT, St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

-FineROSE MARECHAL NIEL (Noisette).
' Standard and Half-standard plants.

ROSES (Tea-scented).—Choicest varieties, fine Standard and Half-

standard plants. Offered by
JOHN CRANSTON, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

Price on application.

Grape Vines, Fruiting and Planting Canes,

55. EACH.—Lewis Woodthokpe begs to offer a fine

and well-grown STOCK of all the best sorts. Descriptive

CATALOGUES free. Second sized BLACK HAMBURGHS, 3*. W.
each. L. W.'s system of packing saves half the cost of carriage.

Monro Nurseri-, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

PARIS, I
SUTTONS" GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.Kll. the I'riiKC uf Wal es, Reading. Berks.

s
THe Forwardest Pea known.UTTONS' RINGLEADER.

Price II. 6d. per quart. May be sown at once.
SUTTON AND SONS, Reading, Berks.

Tbe Best Wriiilcled Pea Is

EST OF ALL (McLean's).
Price Sf. per quart. Trade price on apnlication

SCFTTO^I AND SONS, Reading, Bcrfc.'i.

FOR SALE, about 80 Bushels of PRIZETAKER
PEAS.

J. DANIELS, Burton Estate Office, Kurton, Neston, Cheshire.

To the Seed Trade.
OR SALE, in large quanlities, the following PE.\S :

NE PLUS ULTRA, t CHAMPION OF ENGLAND.
HAIRS' DWARF MAMMOTH.

All new seed and true stocl^. For price apply to

B. R. CANT, St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

B

F

Turnip and Mangel Wurzel Seeds—1871 Crop.

f
OHN SHARPE will on .ipplication furnish his LIST,
with prices, of the principal SEEDS he is crowing this year.

- -• . . _Ju(y-Eardney Manor, Lincoln.

-

ily6.

DS. THOMSON begs to offer a quantity of good
. Dwarftrained PLUMS, CHERRIES, and APRICOTS
GRAPE VINES for plantinj

varieties. Nursery, Wim
-good ripened canes of the best

bledon, Surrey.

Notice to Subscribers.

SUBSCRIPTIONS, payable in advance, including

Postage I0 any part of the United Kingdom :—

Three Months .. 5^. tiid.
|
Six Afont/is .. lis. iid.

Twelve Months .. £1 y. lod.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to William
Richards, at the King Street Post Office.

Publishing Office, 41, Wellington Street, W.C.

c RYSTAL PALACE FLOWER SHOW
ARRANGEMENTS.

The GREAT FLOWER SHOW. SATURDAY, May 11.

The ANNUAL ROSE SHOW, SATURDAY, June Je.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

JOHN BESTER, Manager of^ the Nursery and Seed Department.

The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

Every One Possessing a Garden should apply for

DICK RADCLYFFE and CO.'S SPRING
CATALOGUE of SEEDS and GARDEN REQUISITES,

gratis and post free.

129. High Holbom, W.C. Seed Grounds, Erfurt, Prussia.

Now Eeady.
HOOPER'S GARDENING GUIDE and

GENERAL CATALOGUE for l872,j)rice M. ; post free, -J^Ad.

HOOPER AND CO.'S SEED CATALOGUE gratis.

HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

VICTORIA PLUMS.—A large quantity of this useful
free-bearing Plum, in splendid Dwarf-trained Trees, to be SOLD,

Cheap. For price, apply to

JOHN FRAS EK, The Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road, E.

NAPLES CURRANTFOR SALE, fine BLACK
BUSHES, well-grown, 2-yr. old, £,^ per looo.

Heathrow House, Heathrow, near Hounslow.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

W^EBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

of ail the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;

AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early

Spring Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WM. KNIGHT is now sending out 12 Varieties

of the NEW FUCHSIAS of 1871. selected as the best of the

season, in extra strong Plants for Exhibition, for lOJ. W. the set,

package included.
Floral Nurseries, Hailsham, Sussex.

To Curators of Public Parks, &c.

JAMES CARTER and CO. offer their entire surplus
stock of splendid named HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSUS,

Sec, at a very low price, for immediate clearance. Price and par-

ticulars on application.

237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Double Tuberoses.
rpHE UNDERSIGNED offers to the Trade finest

X quality flowering TUBEROSE BULBS, own growth. Price,

£n per 1000, No charge for box and packing.
JOHN SAUL. Washington, P. C-, United States, America.

Notice to Large Purcliasers of Seeds.
PURCHASERS of large quantities of SEEDS and

POTATOS will be supplied on liberal terms, on application, by
post or otherwise (staling quantities required), to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seccf Growers, Reading.

YATTS PROLIFIC ^OTATOS. —A" true and
selected Stock, nice level sample, of our own growth. Price per

cwt. or ton on application to

HA R RISON AND SONS, Royal Midland Seed Warehou se, Leicester.
~

Seed Potatos.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
and Sekd Merchants, Slealord, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate

that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS is

now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon application,

To the Trade.

SEED POTATOS. — Several Tons each of Myatf

s

Prolific Ashleaf, Rivers' Royal Ashleaf, Shaw's, and Dawes"
Matchless. The above are true, and in good condition. Prices on
application to

J. AND P. MYATT. St anste.-td. near B ishop Stortford, Essex.

To the Trade.
SOOLY nUA CUCUMBER

SUTTON AND SONS have a limited quantity of
SEED of the above to offer to the Trade. Price on application.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holbom, London.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
SEEDS.— Price i2j. M., 21J., 30J., 421., and 63J. Packing and

carriage free.

237 and 238, High Holbom, London, W.C.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
SEEDS will produce a constant supply of the best vegetables

all the year round.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
SEEDS.

For Cottage Gardens, I For Small Gardens, I For Medium Gardens,
price 121. W. I

price 2if.
]

price 301. and 42*.

Packing and carriage free. Five per cent, for cash payment.
237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Choice New Seeds. Gladioli. &c.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH AND SON'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest

quality only. Post free on application.

H ighgatc Nurseries, London, N.

Kitchen Garden Seeds.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
and Seed Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate

that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN
SEEDS is now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon appli-

cation.

Trade Price Current Seeds for 1872.

PETER LAWSON and SON beg to intimate that
their TRADE LIST of AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, and

FLOWER SEEDS, &c., is now ready, and will be forwarded post

free, on application.

20, Budge Row, Cannon Street, London, E.G., and Edinburgh.

Agricultural and Garden Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Trade CATALOGUE of
• HOME-GROWN SEEDS is now ready. It contains all the

very best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

P>
ICHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN and

\) DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS,STANDARD
ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWINING PLANTS,
with their generic, specific, and English names, native country,

height, time of flowering, colour, &c., and general remarks, free

by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Worcester.

WHITETHORN QUICK, i-yr.. fine. For sample
and price apply to

B. R. CANT, St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

TRUE LONDON PLANE TREES. 15 feet high, and
straight as gun-rods, 421. per dozen; also a great variety of

STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES for Parkor Avenue Planting.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurserymen, Worcester.

NURSERYMEN can be supplied with superior
1 and 2-yr. old Seedling LARCH, and native SCOTCH PINE,

&C., very cheap, by
JOHN GRIGOR and CO., Nurseries, Forres, N.B.

To the Trade.
CARDNO AND DARLING have to offer LARCH,

2 to 3 feet, i!4 to 2 feet, and i-yr. seedling, jdl from home-saved
seed. Samples and prices on application.

Aberdeen.—January 8.

OAKS, CHESTNUTS, BEECH, ELMS, suitable
for planting, 3ar. per 1000; 55. per 100.

WALNUTS, SYCAMORES, LABURNUMS, LARCH, SPRUCE.
SCOTCH and SILVER FIRS, ROSES, and any other NURSERY
STOCK. Carriage free to London.

WILKIN, Tiptree, Kelvedon.

To the Trade.

BETA CHILENSIS (True), the variety grown so
extensively in all the London Parks and Public Gardens.

—

The Undersigned have a small quantity to ofl"er. Price per ounce
on application.
BUTLER, Mcculloch, and CO., Covent Garden Market, W.C.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited).

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke,

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,

for Wheat ; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

WANTED. 500 YARDS BOX EDGING.
Sample and Price.

JAS. REEVES, 176, High Street, Netting Hill, W.

WANTED, CRAB STOCKS.—State quantity and
price to

E. P. FRANCIS AND CO., The Nurseries. Hertford and Ware, Herts.

ANTED, extra strong transplanted CRAB
STOCKS. State height, quantity, and lowest price, to

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS. The "Upton"
Nurseries, Chester.

W^

Sooly Qua—New Chinese Cucumber.
WOOD AND INGRAM offer this remarkable variety,

which attains a length of from S to 6 feet, and a circumference

of from 12 to 16 inches, in packets of three seeds for is. dd. , or six for

2J. td. Postage stamps with orders.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Telegraph Cucumber.
IICT'OOD AND INGRAM offer the above well-known
VV variety, which is perhaps the greatest bearer out^ one small

house, 21 feet by 14 feet having produced 924 first-class fruit. Six fine

Seeds for 11., or Twelve for u. M. Postage stamps with orders.

The Nurseries, Huntmgdon.

BIRD'S KING of the CUCUMBERS, \s. 6d. per
packet. The best for exhibition.

BIRD'S QUEEN of the MELONS, u. per packet. The best

green-fleshed variety. May be had of all the Seed Trade, and of

JAMES BIRD, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Downham.

Extra fine Forcing and Planting Seakale.

GEORGE CLARKE has many thousands, very fine

clean stuff", this season, which he begs to offer as under:—
Planting size, 5s. per 100; forcing, los., 12s., and some superfine

selected Crowns, 15s. per roo.
,

Nurseries : Brixton Hill, London, S.W. ; and Mottmgham, Kent.S.E.

Planting Seakale. by the 100, lOOO. or 10,000.

WM. WOOD AND SON have an immense quantity

of SEAKALE ROOTS for Planting. Prices will be given on

application.
. ,, ^ ,, tt e u

WM. WOOD AND SON, The Nurseries, Maresfield, near Uckfield,

Sussex

CALCEOLARIA (herbaceous), of very choice strain,

from pans sown in August, and once pricked out, 2r. per dozen

;

31 6rf. per two dozen ; 65. for 50 ; los. per 100, free by post.

H. AND R STIRZAKER, Skerton Nursenes, Lancaster.

British Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage
stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,

including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive

CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursers'. Sidcup Hill, Kent.

To the Trade.

MISSING CATALOG UES.— Having been
mformed by several Friends that they have not received our

CATALOGUE for this season, we will be glad to send to any
Customer who will apply to us.

, , „
H U RST AND SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.

UTTING AND SONS, having had many complaints
that their WHOLESALE SEED LIST has NOT BEEN

RECEIVED, although duly posted, will be obliged to their friends

who have not had one by applying at once, when another shall be

immediately forwarded.
, ^ .^ ,

Seed Warehouses, 60, Barbican. London, EC—January6.

Scarlet Brompton Stock.

WANTED, SEED of a first-class strain.— Price per
ounce or pound to

EDMONDSON BROTHERS. 10. Dame Street, Dublin.

Nev Seed Catalogue for 1872.

MESSRS. JOHN AND CHARLES LEE
will be happy to forward, post free on application, their N-ew

Descriptive Priced CATALOGUE of GENUINE SEEDS, containing

every Novelty for 1872, to any of their Friends and Customers, emd
others who have not already received it.

,

Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith. \V

Agricultural Seeds.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
and Seed Merchants, Sleaford. Lincolnshire, beg to intimate

that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of iloJiE-GROWN
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready, and will be forwarded,

post free, upon application.
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J. C. WHEELER & SON,
SEED GROWERS,

GLOUCESTER and LONDON,

WHEELERS' KINGSHOLiVI COS LETTUCE

32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, IV.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
(one of the Oldest Nurseries extant)

IS NOW CONDUCTED BY A COMPANY, WHO ARE
PREPARED TO

WAEEANT GENUINE
EVERY ARTICLE SUPPLIED TO THEIR CUSTOMERS.

THEIR STOCK AND RESOURCES ARE ALMOST

INEXHAUSTIBLE;
AND

THEIR MOTTO IS "LIBERALITY."
Please write for their ROSE and FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE, andako for their SEED CATALOGUE,

just published.

Address, JOHN BESTER (Manager),

PINE-APPLE NURSERY, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

WHEELERS' KINGSHOLiVI COS LETTUCE
'I'his magnificent Lettuce, fuily described in previous

Advertisements, is now offered in Packets, post free,

at Ts. each. A List of the Trade of whom it may be
obtained, will be published in this paper.

WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 1872
Is now ready, price 6t/., post free, gratis to customers.

"The mass of buyers who have no fancies, but who
dislike being perplexed, and are satisfied with what is

excellent, will greatly prefer a shor^ select seed list to an
interminable labyrinth of names, which, for the most part
represent nonentities or rubbish. Messrs. Wheelers'
' Little Book ' will do something to satisfy their expecta-
tions."—Dr. LlNDLEY.

WHEELERS' TOM THUMB LETTUCE.
This is undoubtedly the best Cabbage Lettuce in

cultivation, and a remarkable favourite. It is good
both summer and winter. In our Little Book for 1872
are extracts from 13 letters, speaking' in the very highest
terms of its excellence. 1

Price \s, per Packet, post free. Small Packets, dd.

Richard Smith,
NURSERYMAN AND SEED MERCHANT,

WORCESTEE.
ROSES—Standard, Dwarf and Climbing.

FRUIT TREES of every description.

CREEPERS, for Trellises and Walls.

FOREST, SCREEN, and TIMBER TREES.
SHRUBS for GAME COVERTS.
QUICK and other STOCK for HEDGES.

CONIFEROUS TREES and SHRUBS.
EVERGREEN
FLOWERING
ORNAMENTAL ,,

AVENUE
GARDEN and FARM SEEDS of all kinds.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES to be had on application.

PINUS AUSTRIACA.
Extra fine, transplanted, very handsome, well-rooted

plants, 3 to 4 feet. One of the largest stocks in the
Kingdoin. Price on application.

WHEELERS' COCOA-NUT CABBAGE.

THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST STOCK OF" ROSES
IS STILL AT

Vv^ILL^IAM PAUL'S.
PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS, N.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FREE BY POST.

THE ROSE GARDEN, Second Edition, 6s. 6d. j ROSES IN POTS, Third Edition, 2s.

GENUINE SEEDS ONLY.

James Veitch & Sons
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

.TLXLLIOO

Wheelers' Cocoa-nut is a new and very early variety,
perfectly distinct, of most exceUent flavour. It should be
planted 1 8 inches apart : will yield an early aijd continuous
supply. This Cabbage is a decided novelty and a great
acquisition.

Owing to the small supply of seed this season, we much
regret that we cannot supply the Trade until we have
harvested our next crop.

Price IS. per Packet, post free. Small Packet, 6d.

ILLTJSTEATED PEICED CATALOGUE
OF GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS FORolfc.,

With List of Implements and other Garden Requisites,

Is 7unv Published, and will be forwarded Posl Free on- application.

Among Vegetable Seeds, J. V. k Sons specially recomniend the following

choice kinds !—

J. C. WHEELER and SON,
SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER and LONDON.

BEET, Dell's Crimson, fine dark coloured foliage .

.

per oz,

„ Pine-apple, sliort-top, own saving, true . . . - ,,

BORECOLE, Vt-itch's dwarf late curled, fine .. per pkt.
BROCCOLI, Cooling's Matchless, a fine variety .. .. „.

,, Snow's Superb Winter White, true, the best winter
vanety in cultivation per pkt.

„ Veitch'a Fine Spring White, very early, beautifully
white and compact per pkt.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS, Scrymger's Giant .. .. per oz.

CABBAGE, Atkins' Matchless (Veitch'a Improved) per pkt.
CAULIFLOWER, Veitch's Autumn Giant, the finest late

Cauliflower in cultivation per pkt,
CELERY, Veitch's Silver While, very crisp ,

,, Sandringham Dwarf White, very solid and dwarf ,,

CUCUMBER, Blue Gown .. ..

,, Cox's Volunteer, a very fine variety ,

„ Marquis of Lome ,,

CUCUMBER, Telegraph, Rolllsson's . .
'

•^

. . per pkt.

ENDIVE, Eraser's Broad-Iea\'ed per oi.

LETTUCE, Alexandra White Cos per pkt.

„ Hicks' Hardy White Cos, excellent either for spring
: or autumn sowing .• .- .. l^'^.''^

"MELON, Bellamore Hybnd, new—a delicious grecn-fleshed

variety per pkt.

„ Colston Basset Seedling—has received mauy certificates

for flavour ..... per pkt.

ONION, Queen, a beautiful wliito varlely. of very quick
growth per pkt.

PARSLEY, Veitch's splendid ourlpd ... .. ... P" o^-

PEA, Emperor of the Marrows -.. .- - - -- per quart

„ Laxton's Supreme (.,;,.'. ... i .. •• i»

Laxton!s Alpha ._. ._• ,.;; , -^ _ *• *(_

[ 6

TOMATO, Hopper's GoUah, a splendid large red vanety, per pi

TURNIP, Veitch's Red Globe per oi. o 6

ROYAL EXOXIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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Fnilt Trees.

FINE Dwarf-trained PEACHES. NECTARINES,
APRICOTS PEARS, PLUMS, and CHERRIES; also some

large fruitinK PEARS, PLUMS, and CHERRIES.
PlT-amids of all kinds
Standard PEAKS and PLUMS
RASPBERRY CANES
COMMON LAURELS, 2 to 3 feet

HORSE CHESTNUT, 6 to 7 feet

PRIVET, upriRht and ovalifolium

The above to be Sold, cheap.— Price on application to

B. MALLER, The Nurseries, Lee, and Lewisham, Kent, S.E.

Quicks and Forest Trees.

S ROBINSON has a large quantity of Bedding and
• Transplanting QUICKS lo ofTor :—2 to 3-yr. old, >5J. (xt. to -is.

per 1000 ; 3 to 4 yr. old, 7J, 61/. to 121, 6.V. per 1000; 4105-yr. old,

I2J, 61/. to 20J. per 1000.

SPRUCE FIR, well furnished, fit for ornamental planting, 201. to

aSr. per too.

LARCH, 12% to 4 feet high, verj- fine, 35s. per 1000.

SCOTCH FIR, "2 to =!? feet, bushy plants, in fine condition, 501.

per 1000.

PRIVETS, 2 to 3 feet, i8.s. to 21s. per looa
A few hundred fine ELM ami BIRCH, 7 to 8 feet.

HOLLIES, 7 togteet, beautiful specimen plants. Prices on appli-

cation,
Sliaw House, Melbourne, near Derby.

N. B. Samples of the above upon application, to be charfjed for.

FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND LARCH,
to 3, and 3 to 4i^ feet.

1 to 2,

200,000 SCOTCH, 15 to 2.1 inches, thrice transplanted.

200,000 SPRUCE, 2 to 7)4, and 2'^ to 3 feftt, thrice transplanted.

300,000 OAK, English, i!^to2;^, 3 104, and 4 to 6 feet.

100,000 HAZEL, 15 to 24 inches, and 2 to 3'' feet.

200,000 SYCAMORE. 2^A to 3. 1 to .\. 4 lo 6, and 6 to 8 feet.

200,000 THORNS, ihrci;, fouV, and hvc years transplanted.
100,000 ELM, Wych, 3 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 6 feet,

20,000 ASH, Mountain, 4 to 5, 5 to 6, 6 to 8 feet.

50,000 ASH, Common, 2 to 3, and 3 to 5 feet.

20,000 OAK. Turkey, 2 to 3, 3 Co 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

50,000 ALDER, 2'2 to 3M, and 3S to 4l^ feet.

50,000 BEECH, 2 to 3, and 3 lo 4}-; feet.

30,000 BIRCH, 2'-. to q, 4S' to 6, 6 to 8 feet

30,000 AUSTRI.\N PINE, 15 to 20 inches, 3 to 4, and 4 tog feet.

30,000 LAUREL, Common, I'i to 2, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet
10,000 YEW, English, i to ij^, ij-j to 2 feet

\Vc also hold a large general Stock of all other FOREST and
ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c, which will be offered at very mode-
rate prices. Fifty tons good sound SEED POTATOS, consisting of

Kidney, Early Ashleaf, Myatt's, and Lemon ; Early Handsworth,
Golden Dwarf, and Dalmalioy. For price and CATALOGUES
apply to

H. .\ND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nursery, Lancaster.

JY^"
ILFORD NURSERIES,

•*-'-*- near Godalmin^.

For NEW and RARE HARDY PLANTS and
CONIFER^'E, sec MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE.

For HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
EVERGREENS. &c., see MAURICE YOUNG'S New
Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For RHODODENDRONS and other AMERICAN
PLANTS, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE.

For STANDARD and HALF STANDARD ROSES,
see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGU.E.

For NEW JAPANESE AUCUBAS, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For JAPANESE NOVELTIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For Cheap EVERGREENS and SHRUBS for COVER
PLANTING or SHRUBBERIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For PLANTS suitable for WINTER BEDDING, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For EXTRA TRANSPLANTED or QUARTERED
FOREST TREES for Planting Belts or Shrubberies, sec
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriprive CatalOKUC,

Forwarded on application enclosing stamp.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming.

New and Genuine Seeds of Superior Stocks.

1872. 1872.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,

The Old Established Seed Warehouse, io6, Eastgate Street, and
The " UrTON " Nurseries, Chester, beg lo intimate that their Priced
Desci-iptive CATALOGUE of NEW and SELECT VEGETABLE
and FLOWER SEEDS, &c., with Cultural Directions for 1872, is

now published. Copies will be sent gratis and POST free on
application.

Vegetable and Flower Seeds of the value of £,t and upwards
CARRIAGE FREE to any part of the Kingdom.

C^OYOOv

A
Dutcb Flower Roots.
RCHd. HENDERSON
bees to announce that he has

receivecf a targe Consignment of
DUTCH and other BULBOUS
ROOTS, carefully selected from the
most celebrated k rowers.

Descriptive and Priced CATA-
LOGUES are now ready, containing
practical directions for their successful
cultivation on all the various systems
now adopted.

Also, a choice and select LIST of
\' E G E T A B L E and HARDY
FLOWER SEEDS for Autumn
Sowing.
LIST of general NURSERY

STOCK, containing a superb collec-

tion.

CATALOGUES gratis and post free upon application.
Sion Nursery, Thornton Heath, Surrey; and at the East Surrey

Seed Warehouse, North End, Croydon.

THOMAS THORNTON, Heatherside Nurseries,
Bagshot, Surrey, offers to the Trade ;

—

PINUS INSIGNIS, veryiinc specimens, well transplanted, 4 tojleet
LAURUSTINUS, I2 to iS inches.
CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA, 2 to 3 feet, and 3 to 4 feet.

COMMON LAURELS, 18 inches to 2 feet, and 2 to 3 feet.

RHODODENDRON PONTICU.M, 12 to 18 inches, and very bushy.
IRISH HEATHS in variety.
STRIPED HOLLIES, best Gold and Silver varieties.
SPECIMEN THUJA AUREA.
SPECIMEN THUJA WARREANA.
DWARF-TRAINED MOOR PARK APRICOTS.
STANDARD CHERRIES, very fine.

„ APPLES and PEARS, fine.

„ FLOWERING ALMONDS, extra fine.

LAKCH, 18 inches to 2 feet, good.
BIRCH, 3 to 4 feet, fine.

QUICK, 2 feet, strong.
SCOTCH FIR, 2-yr. seedling. fmi.xed plantations.
PINUS RIGIDA, strong, 2. to 3 feet, and 3 to 4 feet—a fine Fir for

Prices on application. A New CATALOGUE now ready.

Planters of Large Trees for Blinds and Immediate
EFFECT may be glad to know they can be SUPPLIED by

WILLIAM MAULE AND SONS, from their
Nurseries, Bristol, in large quantities, at moderate prices,

EVERGREEN TREES.
HOLLIES, Green, on stems, to to 12 feet
PINUS EXCELSA, 3 to 10 feet
NORWAY SPRUCE, S to 10 feet
CEDRUS DEODARA, 8 to lofect
CHINESE ARBOR-VIT.E, Stoiofect
ABIES DOUGLASII, s to 6 feet
ARAUCARIA IMBRfCATA, 4 to s feet
MOUNT ATLAS CEDAR, 6 to 7 feet
CEDAR of LEBANON, 7 to 8 feet

CHINESE JUNIPERS, THUJOPSIS, and a great
variety of choice EVERGREENS, 7 to 8 feet

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 4t0 5leet
PORTUGAL LAURELS. 4 to 5 feet
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 4t0 5feet
ENGLISH YEWS, 5 to 6 feet
RHODODENDRONS, bushy, 4 to 5 feet

DECIDUOUS TREES.
POPLAR, BLACK ITALIAN, 10 to 12 feet
BIRCH, 10 to 12 feet
TURKEY OAK, 10 to 12 feet
ACACIA, BEECH, ELM, MOUNTAIN ASH,
ONTARIO POPLAR, LABURNUMS,
CHESTN UTS-io to 12 feet

Prices on application.

1872-VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS.

James Dickson & Sons
WILL BE GLAD TO SEND THEIR DESCRIPTIVE PRICED

CATALOGUE OF GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS,
ALSO ILLUSTRATED SHEET OF THE MOST APPROVED GARDEN TOOLS, &c., £:?

Post Free on application.

" NEWTON " NURSERIES ; and 102, EASTGATE STREET, CHESTER.

E::ISs:Henderson & Son
RESPECTFULLY ANNOUNCE THAT THE

ISSUE OF THEIR NEW SEED CATALOGUE,
Containing the FLOWER SEEDS, with Descriptions and Illustrations, will be distributed this week.

Strangers wishing for a Copy will have one sent on receipt of Four Stamps. (The VEGETABLE LIST will be
repeated in this Edition.)

Amongst Novelties of their own introduction are the following i—
CONVOLVULUS M.^JUS PICTURATA, the most

beautiful variety in its group, u.

LOBELIA SPECIOSA, BRILLIANT, the most effec-
tive bedding kind for profusion of bloom and rich
colour, IS.

^VIOLA LUTEA GRANDIFLORA PERFECTA, by'far the finest bedding variety in the yellow-flowered
section of Violets, 6d. and is.

CAMPANULA TURBINATA HYBRIDA, 6d. and u.

CAMPANULA TURBINATA ALBA, i;.

„ ,, PALLIDA, tJ.

Beautiful hybrids, greatly superior to the species ;

effective summer flowering forms for groups and
margin lines.

/ETHIONEMA GRANDIFLORA, the finest species in

its genus, as a dwarf compact perennial herbaceous
plant, with numerous spikes of rosy-pink flowers, 1.1.

NZ Aa3^'^^-^^^^'^°^ NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, N.W,

WM. CUTBUSH & SON

HIGHGATE NURSERIES,

LONDON, N.

THE BEST NEW PEA

OF THE SEASON,

Cullingford's Magnum Bonum.

Retail price ;—Quarts, 4,r.
; Pints, 21. 6d.

THE HANDSOMEST EARLY POTATO

OF THE SEASON,

Pottle's Prince Teck.

The stock is very limited, and will be sent out strictly

in rotation, as orders are received.

In sealed Peck Bags (141b.), ys. ed.

Trade Price of Magnum Boniini Pea, and
Prince Teck Potato, on application.

^^ Names of Firms procuring supplies will be

published the third Saturday in January.

For particulars, &c., see Advertisement in Gardeners

Chronicle of January 6, p. i6 ; or CATALOGUE,
Post Free,

NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
NURSERYMAN and SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GAR-
DEN SEEDS, to suit Gardens of various sizes,

loi. 6(/., 21J.
,
42J., 63J. , and 84J. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Perjacket—J. d.

Williams' Alexandra BROCCOLI i S

Williams' Improved Dwarf BRUSSELS SPROUTS .. .. i o

Williams' Early Nonsuch CABBAGE i o

Williams' Matchless Red CELERY i o

Veitch's Autumn Giant CAULIFLOWER a S

Marquis of Lome CUCUMBER 3 6

Telegraph CUCUMBER (WooUey's Improved) i 6

Turner's Blue Gown CUCUMBER « ^

Williams' Gloria Mundi ENDIVE ^ 6

Burnell's Alexandra White Cos LETTUCE i 6

Williams' Victoria Cos LETTUCE i o

Webb's Climax MELON, the finest flavoured green-fleshed

variety out .. .. .. .. -t id
Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, scarlet-fleshed, the earliest in

cultivation l O

Queen ONION,thecarlicst and best keepLiig variety ever offered i 6

Williams' Emperor of the Marrows PEA, a white wrinkled
variety, very proliSc, and of exquisite flavour, the finest

wrinkled marrow Pea in culli\'ation ; this has been adver-

tised as a blue wrinkled marrow by mistake .. per quart 5 o

Earley's Defiance TOMATO, die earliest in cultivation, per pkl. r 6

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
Per packet—s. d.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed
IS. W., 2S. 6*/., 3S. W., and 5 o

Williams' superb strain of BALSAM u. M. and 2 6
Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA

\s. 6d., 2s. 6d., 3s. 6d., and S o
Wcatherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA

ij. 6d. , 21. 6d., 3s. 6rf. , and 5 o

Wiggin's prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. is. 6d,,2S. (>d., and 3 f>

Wigg^in's prize strain of POLYANTHUS .. .. u. and i 6
GLOXINIA, finest erect varieties ' °
GLOXINIA, finest drooping varieties.. , 10
AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf .. .. » o
AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS u. 6rf. and 26
CENTAUREA CLEMENTEI 16
COLLINSIA VIOLACEA ., -.::,.'; ' <>

DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE .. .'.- 26
East Lothian STOCKS, per collection of three colours . . ..26
VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress zs. 6<i. and 3 o
VIOLA CORN UTA, var. Perfection is. W. and 2

ZINNIA HAAGEANA.florepleno * *>

B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE is novir ready, post free on

application.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper HoUoway, London, N.
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Elvaston Nurserleg.

WILLIAM BARRON AND SON'S Priced

Descriptive CATALOGUE of CONIFER.^ and other

ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS,
FRUIT TREES, &c., is now ready, and may be had, post free, on

application.
A visit to the Nurseries from intending purchasers is respeclliilJy

solicited. Elvaston Nurseries, Eorrowash, near Derby-

New Seeds—" Only the Best."

MR. WILLIAM BULLS CATALOGUE
is now ready.

SEEDS of NEW VEGETABLES,
SEEDS of NEW FLOWERS.

"Only the best." Vide descriptions in Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S
CATALOGUE. " Every article priced." „. , „ , ^,_ ,

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,

London, S.W.

Primula Japonica (New Crimson Primrose).

MR. WILLIAM BULL begs to announce that he is

now sending out SEED of this new hardy PRIMROSE and its

varieties. P. japonica has been figured in the Florist and Pomologht,
Floral Maeasiiu, and Botanical Magazine, and the opinion of every-

one who Has seen it in blossom may be expressed m the one word.
" lovely 1 " When exhibited before the Floral Commitle of the Royal
Horticultural Society, it was voted a First-class Certificate by
acclamation.
The seed now offered was saved in Japan, and has just been received

from that country through Mr. Carl kramer ; so that it is offered with-

out any guarantee as to growth, and Mr. W. B. thinks it only right to

state that it is doubtful if it will grow : still, plants have been raised

from seed received from Japan of this Primula, and may be again, but
imported seed has also often failed to grow. In forwarding the seed,

Mr. Kramer remarks that care should be taken not to destroy the

seed-pans in which the seeds arc sown, because thcvtakea long time to

germinate ; and Mr. W. K.'s e.\pericnce is that ihey lay six or eight

months before starting; but Mr. K. observes that they sometimes
take two years.

The Florist says of it :—" Hail ! Queen of the Primroses I for so its

introducer designates the lovely flower we now figure, which is hardy
as a peasant, resplendent as a princess. It is just ten years since Mr.
Fortune met with it in Japan; some plants were secured, but the

journey home was too much for them, and despite every care none

reached England alive. Ever since that time endeavours have been
made to introduce this lovely plant. At last, perseverance has been

rewarded, and plants have been raised in the establishment of Mr, W.
Bull, of Chelsea. Our gardens have thus secured a perfectly new,
thoroughly hardy, and exquisitely lovely Primrose, one which is really

valuable. Of the hardiness of the Primula iaponica there can be no
doubt, for plants have stood all the winter, fully exposed, in the trying

atmosphere of London."
The Floral Magazine remarks :—" Since the day when Lilium

auratum was displayed to the horticultural public, we cannot recollect

so great a sensation to have been occasioned by any plant as by that

which we now figure, when Mr. William Bull exhibited it, and he
may well congratulate himself on being the first to introduce it into

Europe. A Primula a foot anda-half high, bearing four or five separate
whorls of flowers, each flower an inch in diameter, and of a splendid
magenta colour, and the plant perfectly hardy—can anything be added
to this to indicate its value ?

"

One great merit of the New Japanese Primrose is that it yields

varieties no less beautiful than itself, and, in addition to the species.

Seeds of the following are offered :

—

Per pkt.

—

s. d.

PRIMULA JAPONICA.—Bright rosy crimson or magenta
colour, with maroon-crimson centre, exceedingly handsome 2 6

PRIMULA JAPONICA ALBA,—This has*white flowers, with
a golden-yellow zone round the eye , . . . , . .,26

PRIMULA JAPONICA CARMINATA—Flowers of a pure
carmine-red, with a maroon-crimson ring round the eye , . 26

PRIMULA JAFONICA LILACINA.—Eye surrounded by a
zone of orange-red, shading outwards to a beautiful rosy
lilac, the outer portion of the corolla lobes being white . . 26

PRIMULA JAPONICA ROSEA.—Very distinct, with flowers
of a lilac-rose, and having a crimson ring round the eye . . 26

PRIMULA JAPONICA SPLENDID.\.—Flowers of a deep
bright magenta, the zone of a rich bright crimson . . ..26

The above varieties mixed, 2s. dd.

Plants (if the beautiful Primula japonica, los. 6d. each.

Genuine German Flower Seed, offered to the Trade by
MESSRS. HOCK AND CO., Seed Merchants,

Castel, opposite Mainz, Germany.
The seed being principally saved by themselves, they can safely

guarantee the genuineness of the varieties.

Separate, per collection.

ASTERS, 100 splendid varieties, all named, comprising the
best known (see Gardeners' Chronicle, December 30, 1871,
page 1674) ;£' o o

ANTIRRHINUM, Tom Thumb, 6 new extra fine varieties 020
COCKSCOMB, 12 superb best varieties 020
DIANTHUS, 20 splendid varieties ogo
gVERLASTING FLOWERS, 25 finest varieties ....050
ERMAN BALSAMS, so beautiful varieties, comprising

the newest .. o 10 o
IPOMCEA PURPUREA, 12 superb varieties o i g
LARKSPUR, 36 fine vars,, seed saved from selected plants .060
MARIGOLD, 15 finest selected varieties. . ,. ,, .. o z o
PERENNIAL PHLOX, saved from our exhibition Phlox,

mixed,-in many varieties, large packet, 2S, td. ; small pkt 016
PHLOX DRUMMONDI, 20 extra fine varieties .. ..050
POPPY, Double, 12 showy varieties 026

., Single, 8 best sorts 026
PANSY, bedding, in three pure colours, viz., black, yellow,

and light blue .. .. ,. ..030
PANSY, Odier, newest fine spotted, exhibition variety,

large packet, 51. ; small packet, 030
COMPACTA MULTIFLORA per packet o a o
RESEDA, newest Pyramidal Bouquet .. ., ,, 020

,, GIGANTEA PYRAMIDALIS .. ,. 010
TEN-WEEK or GERMAN STOCKS, 50 splendid varieties,

comprising the best known and newest, all named . . o rg a

HLANE AND SON beg leave to call the attention
• of Planters to the following SPECIAL LIST—having large

quantities to ofl'er of fine, well-grown specimens, regularly trans-
planted, and such as cannot fail to give satisfaction.' A personal
inspection is solicited.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, 6 to 14 ieet, very handsome, and safe
for removal, 21s. to 105J. each.

CEDRUS ATLANTICA, 3tos feet, is. td. to 31. 6d. each.
„ DEODARA, 7 to 12 teet, las. 6d. to 42s. each.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA,6to9 feet, u. W. to 5s. each; extra
fine specimens, 71. 6d to loj. 6d. each,

JUNIPERUS CHINENSIS, 3 to 7 feet, u. W. to 7s. 6^. each.

„ HIBERNICA, fine, 3 to 6 feet, u. M. to 3s, bd. each.
ABIES DOUGLASII, 9 to 12 feet, specimens, los. 6d. 10211. each.

„ MENZIESII,6to 12 feet, 21, 6d. to 71. 6d. each.
,, MORINDA, 4 to 12 feet, 21- 6d. to 7s. 6d. each.

PICEA FRASERn,3 to6feet, is. toss. each.
„ GRANDIS, 7 to 12 feet, los. 6d. to 21s. each. "i Fine
„ NOBILIS, 2 to 7 feet, 2S. bd. toby. each. > handsome
„ NORDMANNIANA, 2 to iofeei,3J.6rf. to 631. each.J specimens.

PINUS, in variety.
RETINOSPORAS, in variety.
THUJA GIGANTEA, very fine, 3 to 6 feet, 3s. (yd. to loj. (>d. each.

„ LOBBII, fine, 4 to 8 feet, 11. 6d. to 7*. 6d. each.
,, Siberian, good, 4 to 6 feet, 2s. 6d. to w. each.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 3 to 10 feet, is. 6d. to 101, 6d. each.
,, DOLABRATA, fine, 5^. to 21s. each.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, extra fine specimens, constantly
transplanted, 4 to 7 feet, gi. to 31J, 6d. each.

YEW, common specimens, 2 to j feet, is. 6rf. to 5*. each.
,, gold and silver striped, in large quantities, is. 6d. to 7s. 6d.cach.DECIDUOUS and EVERGREEN TREES and SHRUBS in great
variety.

RHODODENDRONS, finest named varieties, from 30;. to looJ. per
dozen.

ROSES, Standards, best varieties, 151. to 18s. per dozen.
,, Dwarfs, best varieties, 9s. to 12s. per dozen.
,, in pots, for forcing or exhibition, n-om 181. to qos. per dozen
Orders over ^c delivered free by carl within 30 miles (thus saving

expense of packing and carnage) ; carriage paid to London upon
orders over ^i.

Descriptive CATALOGUE free.
The Nurseries, Great Bcrkhampstcad, Herts

FOREST TREES.—The Administration of the

Nurseries at Ringelheim (Hanover, Germany), offer as follows

very fine, strong, and well-rooted Plants-millions grown :—

PINUS SYLVESTRIS, i-yr., per 1000, 2s.; 2-yr., per 1000, 3s.

AUSTRIACA, i-yr.,per 1000, 2s. ; 2-yr., per 1000, 3s.

PICEA EXCELSA, i-yr., per 1000, 3S ; 2-yr.. per 1000, y.
LARCH, Larix europa:a, i-yr., per 1000, 2s. ; 2-yr., per 1000, 3s.

s

PirTtfS STROBUS (White Pine) PINUS RIGIDA
ABIES PECTINATA

„ PINSAPO
NORDMANNIANA

THUJA, CUPRESSUS, &c
WELLINGTONIA

The above, in strong seedlings, i to 4-yr., per 100 and 1000.

Prices on application.

250,000 MAPLE, Acer pIatanoides,Negundo,&c., i-yr.,per 1000,4s.

;

2-yr., per 1000,
'

KS,

i STROBUS (White Pine)
MONTANA
MUGHUS PUMILIS
CEMERA
MARITIMA
LA R ICIO

280,000 OAKS American, rubra, palustris, &c, i-yr.,

prices various
300,000 BEECH, Fagus sylvatica, extra, 2 yr., per 1000, 51.

'800,000 ALDER, Alnus incana, i-yr.
,
per 1000, 5s. ; 2-yr, ,

per 1000, 8s. ;

3 to 5-vr. transplanted
1,500,000 WHITETHORN, Crataegus, i to 3-yr., per 1000, 4s to i2j.

1,400,000 ROB IN I A PSEUD-ACACIA, i to 3-yr., per 1000, 41. to I2J.

Orders promptly executed via Hamburg or Bremen.
Samples and Catalogues sent upon application.

The Horticultural Establishment al Ringelheim, Hanover, Germany.

Potatos for Planting.
C"1HRISTMAS QUINCEY, Seedsman, Peterborough,
J having just imported a larec quantity of the leading sorts from

America, begs to offer them, witTi others, at the following low prices :
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AUSTII & SEELEY'S SHOW-YAED,
EUSTON EOAD.

AUSTIN & SEELEY'S STOCK NOW COMPRISES

200 designs of FOUNTAINS, from j^io to ji^-^oo.

24 SUN-DIAL PILLARS, from ^2 to £g.

20 BASKETS, from i~^s. to ^35.

14 SHELLS, from I2j. to ^15.

52 STATUES. 44 SMALL FIGURES.

70 FIGURES of ANIMALS and BIRDS.

300 kinds of FLOWER VASES, at from io.r. to /so.

PEDESTALS of all sizes.

j8 flower BOXES for Windows.

BALUSTRADING.

34 BAPTISMAL FONTS.

26 CRESTS and FINIALS for Gate Piers.

22 PORTE-FLEURS and TAZZAS, of large diameters, for Lawns.

AUSTIN'S STONE, invented in 1826, is Waterproof, and no Sand is used in it.

There is no necessity to remove the earth from Vases during winter.

All the Kerbed Flower Beds in the Royal Horticultural Gardens and the Regent's Park made by A. & S.

Tlie Patent Imperlsliable Hothouse.AYRES'S PATENT.
GLASS, IRON, and CONCRETE.

Bcrore buildini; a Plant or Fruit House of any kind, send six
stamps, and obtain the Illustrated Prospectus of the

IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
Newark-on-Trent, Notts.

MANAGER—W. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S.,
Imperishable Hothouse Company, Newark-on-Trent.

Flans, Specifications and Estimates supphcd upon the shortest notice

GREENllOLSl'LS from the FINSBURY STEAM
JOINERY WORKS, 121, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

W. H. LASCELLES, Proprietor. Lists sent on application.

Prices for Houses, asabove, made of best red deal, and sashes 2 inches

thick, K'azed with 16 oz. good sheet glass, delivered and fixed wjthin

10 miles of London, painted four coats in best oil colour, includmg
locks, gutter, down-pipCf and gearing for opening the ventilators at

one time,—heating, stagmg, brickwork not included :

—

20 It. by 12 ft. 40 ft. by 16 ft. 60 ft. by 20 ft. 100 ft. by 24 ft.

^40 00 ;C79 o o ^£132 . o o ;£238 10 o
GARDEN LIGHTS AND BOXES.

3 ft. by 4 ft lights, 2 in, thick, unglazed 3s. each

„ ,, glazed, 16-OZ. good sheet glass .. .. 6s. ,,

6 ft. „ „ 2 in. thick, unglazed 5*- ..

,,
glazed, 16 oz. good sheet glass . . iii. „

Portable box containing one 6 ft. by 4 ft. light, painted four

coats, ready for use .

.

y^- »
Portable box containing two ditto, 6 ft by 8 ft 55*. „
Estimates give n for Conservatories or Greenhouses to any Design.

rONES'S PATENT " DOUBLE L - SADDLE
BOILER.

Having now been engaged in the making of FOUNTAINS, VASES, &c., since 1826. A. and S. can refer

to Work in almost every County in the Kingdom ; and unsolicited testimony which continually reaches them

warrants their assertion that neither terra-cotta or any other material, whether iron or the natural stone, is so well

adapted for economical decoration of gardens liable to such winters as are common to England and Scotland.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,

with the following improvements, viz.j the water-space at back and
overtop of saddle increases the hcatmg surface to such ao extent

that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the

amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of settmg is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at the

same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable tocrack. They are made of the following

sizes :

—

Sizes.
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ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

SUTTON & SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO

H.lffi. THE QUEEN VICTORIA, I

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
H.R.H. THE PRINCESS LOUISE OF LORNE,

|

&c. &c.

THE EMPEROR OF GERMANY,
THE KING OF PORTUGAL,
THE KING OF DENMARK,

&c.,

Desire to call the attention of all who have a Garden to the following

CHOICE VEGETABLE, FRUIT, AND FLOWER SEEDS.

Betterid
ASTER.—Tills is one of the finest

strains of Quilled Aster in culliva-

vation ; and wherever flowers have
been exhibited, they have invariably

taken First Prizes.

J2vars., separate, ^s. ; 6 do. do., 2S. 6d.

The same in mixture, perpkt., is. 6d

Thomson's Superb Calceo-
LARIA (Dalkeith Strain).

The following is extracted from the
Gardejiers' Ckror/ic/e of]nne 26, 1869:

'' The fjorgeciusly coloured flowers, from pure
white to dark purple, spotted and shaded in
every conceivable manner, are of great sub-
stance and size, and the colour perfect. What
seemed a most remarkable characteristic of the
strain, was that the leaves were as green and
healthy as Spinach, which is rarely the case
with such high-class flowers as these."

Packets 2s. 6d. and is. 6d. each.

Suttons' £2 2s. Complete Collection of Choice Vegetable

SEEDS for the Supply of a Medium-sized Garden throughout the entire

year. Carriage Free to any Railway Station, contains

—

^ quart Suttons' Ringleader PEA
I quart Suitons' Improved Early

Champion do.

I quart Veitch's Perfection do,

I quart Champion of Englanddo.
I quart Kentish Invicta do.

I quart Prizetaker do.

I quart Laxton's Supreme do-

I quart Ne Plus Ultra do.

I quart Advancer do,

r quart British Queen do.

I quart Scimitar do.

I quart Princess Royal do.

I quart Green Lonepod BEANS
I qt. Buttons' Impd. Windsor do.

I ({uart Early Mazagan do.

I quart Green Windsor do,

I quart Scarlet Runner do.

I pint Painted Lady do,

1 pint Newington Dwarf do,

% pint Longpodded China do. do.
^ pint Early Dun do. do,

; oz. Suttons' Dark Red BEET
^2 oz. fine Red do.

J2 0Z, Suttons' Matchless
BRUSSELS SPROUTS

H or. Scotch KALE
}i oz. Cottagers' do.

I pkt. Suttons' Improved Varie-
gated KALE

J^oi. COUVE TRONCHUDA
% oz. SuttonV Superb Early

White BROCCOLI
J^ oz. Walchercn do.

}i oz. Improved Purple Sprout-
ing do.

I packet Reading Giant do.

I packet Early I'tnzance do.

4 oz. Plain CRESS
4 oz. Curled do.

J^
oz. American do,

14 oz. Australian do.

I pint White MUSTARD
I packet CAPSICUM
4 oz. Suttons' Imperial CAB-

BAGE
^ oz. Improved Early York do.

I-i oz. Nonpareil do.

% oz. Sprotsboro' do.

% oz. Little Pixie do.

ii oz. Blood Red do.

I packet CORN SALAD
hfox. Green Curled SAVOY
;i oz. Early Ulm do.

>ioz. London CAU LIFLOWER
'4 oz. Walchercn do.

I packet Suttons" Superb ^Vllitc

CELERY
1 pkt. Suttons' Superb Pink do.

I packet Siockwood llidge
CUCUMBER

I pkt, Suttons' Berkshire Cham-
pion do,

I packet do, do. Challenfre do.

4 oz. Suttons' Improved Jieading
ONION

I oz. James' Keeping do.

K oz. Blood Red do.

'A oz. Paris Silver Skin do.

5 oz. Red Italian Tripoli do.

J^ oz. White Lisbon do.

1 oz. White Globe do.

2 oz. Early Horn CARROT
2 oz. Long Surrey do.

2 oz. Altringham do.

4 oz. James" Intermediate do.

r packet Ward's Scarlet Netted
MELON

I pkt, Suttons' Tom Thumb do.

li oz. Green Curled ENDIVE
li oz. Imperial White Bataviaii

do.

% oz. Musselburgh LEEK
I packet RAM PION
1 packet THYME
I packet Winter SAVOY
I packet SWEET BASIL
1 packet Knotted MARJORAM
I packet Suttons' Superb White

Cos LETTUCE
% oz. Mi.\ed do.

^ oz. Drumhead do.

Ji oz. Tom Thumb do.

I oz. Imperial Curled PARSLEY
^4 oz. Double Curled do.

I packet mixed \'esetable MAR-
ROW

Ji oz. SALSAFY
i<Joz. SCORZONERA
4 oz. Suttons' Student PARSNIP
1 packet TOMATO
20Z. Suttons' Six-weeks TUR-

NIP
2 oz. Greentop Six-weeks do,

2 oz. Orange Jelly do.

2 oz. Red Mousetail do.

I pint Round SPINACH
I pint Prickly do,

1 packet ORACHE
4 0Z. Beck's Short-top RADISH
2 oz. Mixed Turnip do.

2 oz. Scarlet Olive do.

2 oz. Wood's Frame do.

I oz. White Olive do.

Half the above quantities, £1 Is.; quarter the above, ISs. 6d.

Any article not required may be omitted, and others substituted according

to the wish of the purchaser.

A Special Certificate was awarded by the Royal Horticiiltnral

Society, Sept. 6, 1871,/^r a Collection of Vegetables (15 varieties)^

grown by Mr. C. Osman^ Sontli Metropolitan District Schoolj

Sutton, Si(r?'ey, from Seed supplied by us.

From ilie Rev. James B. Wenn.
Broome Rectory.

" jl/av 19, 1871.—I have tried many seeds from
different quarters, and none have I found at all

equal to Messrs. Suttons'."

Ffom Mr. D. Boote, Oakficld,

"Mav'ii.—l had your Guinea Collection of
Vegetable Seeds, and I have great pleasure in

saymg that they proved most excellent. In fact,

my gardener says he believes that not one seed
has missed I Certainty I never had anything as
good bclore."

From the Rev. W. Lockett, Little-

dean Rectory.

"Dec. 20, 1870.—Your Superb White Cos
Lettuce, without the slightest attention after

transplanting, were the largest I have ever seen,

very crisp, and of good flavour."

Frovi Mr. Thomas Pavitt, Gardener
to Lady G. Needham.

" January i6, 1871.—The Matchless Brussels
Sprout Seed I had of you last year was the best

I ever grew, and every one that saw the plants

said the same,"

From E. Hannaford, Esq., Easotis

House.
** FebrtiatyS, iS^i.—I gained the First Prize

with your King of Potatos last year at Yeovil,
and at Sherborne for the six newest and best
distinct sorts ; also several Prizes with Vege-
tables grown from your seeds, at both Shows.''

From Mr. W. ABRAHAM, Gardener to

J.
D. Bassett, Esq., Leightori Buzzard.

^^ Sept. 13, 1871,—My Collection of Garden
Seeds has been all I could wish. The Peas
especially have been very true and good."

Suttons' King of the Cauliflowers.

A new and distinct variety, with very large,

firm, and beautifully white heads. It is the best

for early use, and is also suitable for producing a
succession through the Autumn and Winter. We
now offer it for the first time, and it cannot be too

highly recommended. Price 2,r. 6d. per packet.

Suttons' Improved Reading Onion.

This is certainly the best in cultivation ; hand-
some shape, large, heavy, and the mildest flavour

of all Onions. In careful trials with Nuneham
Park aind the best stocks of White Spanish, it has
been found superior to either, both in produce and
size of bulb. Price (^d. per ounce.

Improved Camellia-flowered Balsam.
This magnificent strain surpasses in extraordinnry

size, perfect form, and brilhancy of colour any
hitherto introduced. Six var.s., separate, 25 seeds

of each, 2J. hd. ; the same, in mixture, pkt., \s. 6d.

From the Rev. Thomas Pearce, Mordeti Vicarage.

" Jtily 12, 1871.—The Seeds have as usual given me complete satis-

faction, especially the Cucumber, the Flourball Potatos, and the Onions
—tfie latter the finest bed ever seen. They are worth a journey to see."

From R. Stride, Esq., Shirley Warren.
" 'Jattttary 7, 1871,— I cannot speak too highly of the Collection of

Seeds you sent me, and my gardener is equally pleased,"

From Mr. Phelan, Gardener to R. Johnstone, Esq.,

Boulogne.

"December 20, 1871 —The garden seeds, &c., I had from you last

spring gave great satisfaction. At the Agricultural and Horticultural

Show held in Boulogne, I took the Gold Medal given for the best

Collection of Garden Vegetables, &c.

For complete particulars of

VEGETABLE, FLOWER, GRASS,

FARM SEEDS and POTATOS,

SUTTONS'
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES

Gratis and Post Free on application.

Suttons' Prince of Wales New Hybrid Melon.—
This splendid green-fleshed variety is a cross between the

Heckficld Hybrid and the Hybrid Cnshmerc. It is in every

respect a first-class variety, weighing from 4 to 81b. It is

slightly ribbed, of pale yellow colour, very free setter, and as

early as Victory of Bath ; handsomely netted, flesh rich

and of exquisite flavour. Price zs. 6d. per packet.

SUTTON & SONS, EOYAL BERTHS SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.
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CARTEE'S
ILLUSTRATED

VADE MECUM FOR 1872
Is now ready, containing upwards of Two Hundred

Illustrations, with much valuable information. Post

Free. u. ; Gratis to Customers.

LAXTON'S SUPREME PEA
(A GRAND EXHIBITION PEA).

AWARDED A FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.

' • Laxton's Supreme is

a grand Pea, a green

marrow of excellent

quality, with very long,

well-filled cur\-ed pods."
— Vide Report of Trials

bv the Royal Horticul-

tural Society.

"It is fitting that a
plendid Pea like Lax-
on's Supreme should

lead the list. It is a
ariety destined to be-

lome largely popular,

ispeciallyas during this,

L most trying season for

lew Peas, it has de-

eloped a character in

ihe highest degree satis-

lactory. It worthily

ieserves the First-class

Certificate awarded by
the Committee."— ViJc

Report ofPeas, at Chis-

vick Trials of Royal
Horticultural Society.

'rom]. N. Stewahdson,
Esq., Up-pcr Market,
Fakenham.

"July 5, 1871.—The
Laxton Supreme Peas I

had of you last year, as

ivell as those you sent

me in January last, have
brought me in each year
the First Prize for Peas
amongst great com-
petition at our July
Meetings ; the other
seeds were all satisfac-

tory."

New Seeds.

CHARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE of SEEDS
is now ready, and may be had on application.

This Catalogue contains selections of the best in each class, and
descriptions ofthe leading; varieties only,

C. TURNER'S CATALOGUE of HARDY TREES, including a
full collection of Fruits, Coniferac, Evergreen and Deciduous Shrubs,

and Trees, Roses, &c., may also be had.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

To the Trade.
FINEST STRIPED FRENCH MARIGOLD

Finest LEMON AFRICAN MARIGOLDS
Finest ORANGE AFRICAN MARIGOLDS
LOBELIA SPECIOSA
TROP^OLUM CANARIENSE
ASTERS, OUILLED GLOBE, finest colours, separate and mixed
ANTIRRHINUM, finest mixed
PANSY, Show, from named flowers

Prices on application.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, AND LAING, Edinburgh.

RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a
sketch of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for

Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Croppint^,

Treatment under Glass, also their synonyms, quality, sue, form,

skin, colour, flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &c.

Free by post for one stamp.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

The ANNUAL IMPORTATIONS having just arrived from Japan,

MR. WILLIAM BULL can supply good BULBS,
by the dozen, hundred, or thousand. The Bulbs are remark-

ably sound and good this season, and can be supplied at very low

Londgn , S^W.

_

__^
Noteworthy Horticulturists and Botanists.

NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of

NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS
is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already

appeared, and separate copies on tinted paper may be had on
application to the Publisher, viz. :

—

Dr. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S,
W. W1L.SON Saunders, F.R.S.
Rev. M. J. Bkrkeley, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne
G. F. WiL-SON, F.R.S.
Dr. SlooRE, ofGlasnevin
Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A,

Professor Reichenbach, Ham
burgh

E.J.Lowe, F.R.S.
James AIcNab, of Edinburgh.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.
James Bateman, F.R.S.
Berthold Seemann.

'

' Very good ; highly

recommended,

'

Trials of Peas,

Vide
Gar-

deners' Chronicle, Sept.

30, 1871, /. 1264.

Price, per quart, 2s.

CARTEL'S
Collections of Vegetable Seeds,

PACKING AND CARRIAGE FREE.

\ ECONOMY In tlie GARDEN.
PEAS, including Carter's,

First Crop, Laxton's
Supreme, and other
choice varieties for suc-|

cession
BEANS, Broad
French and Runners . . 1

BEET, in variety ..

KALE, in variety .

.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS..
ALBERT SPROUTS ..

BROCCOLI, best ..

CABBAGE, best ..

SAVOY, best
CAPSICUM
CARROT, best
CAULIFLOWER, best ..

CELERY
CORN SALAD

No. 1.
i

123. 6d.,

No. 2.

21s.

5 pints
2 pints
t pint

I packet
! packets
I packet

J packets

3 packets
packet

CRESS .. ..
\

CUCUMBER
ENDIVE
LEEK, -A. Castle ..

LETTUCE, best ..

MUSTARD
MELON, best
ONION
ORACH
PARSLEY
PARSNIP
RADISH
RAMPION
RAPE SEED
SPINACH
SALSAFY
SCORZONERA .i .'*i

TURNIP.best „. .
TOMATO .. ??' •.

VEGETABLE CREAM:
POT HERBS

•2GZ.

I packet
I packet

' 4 oz.

I t packet

13 pmts
2 pints
I quart
irg. pkt.

3 IrK- pkt
Irp. pkt.

[ packet

4 'rC' Pl^t-

4 'rff- pkt,

1 Irg. pkt.

I packet
302.

\ Irg. pkt.

2 Irg. pkt.

501.

1 packet
Irg. pkt,

I packet ]i Irg^ pkt
2 packctB;3 Irg. pkt

4 o^. 4 oz.

I packet
2 packets

Irg. pkt.

NO. 3. No. 4.

30s. 42 s.

10 quarts

3 quarts

3 pints
I oz.

3 Irg. pkt,

Irg. pkt,

I packet
5 Ifg- pkt.

5 Irg. pkt.
2 Irg. pkt-

I packet
6 oz.

1 Irg. pkt.

2 Irg. pkt.

I paclcet

5 quart;

4 quarts

3 pints
2 oz.

3 Irg- pkt.
Irg. pkt.
I packet

6 Irg. pkt.
6 Irg. pkt
3 Irg. pkt.

I packet
10 oz.

2 Irg. pkt.
2 Irg. pkt.

I packet
•4 pint &

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,

Covcnt Garden, W.C.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 13, 1872.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
(Rmal Horticultural (Fruit and Floral

Committees), at S. Kensington .. ii a.m.
wt.u.M.bUAi, ja... </\ ijitto (Scientific Committee) .. -. i r.M.

( Ditto (General Meeting) .. .-3 pm.
3—Linnean 8 p.m.

I

2 packets 3 packets
1 Irg. pkt.

r Irg. pkt-

3 Irg pkt.

% pint
2 packets

4 oz.

I packet
2 oz.

2 oz.

8oz.
I packet
8oz,
I pint

I packet
I packet
ooz.

I packet
packet

2 Irg, pkt.
I Irg. pkt.

.1 Irg. pkt.
I pint

! packets
8oz.

I packet
J oz.

2 OZ.

%0 OZ.

I packet
10 oz.

1 pmt
I Irg. pkt.

I Irg. pkt.

.
8oz.

I packet
packet

,4 packets 4 packets

Larger Collections, price 63s. and 84s.j rnay be had.
Detailed Table of Contents forwarded Gratis and Post

Free. All Seeds and Potatos. Carriage Free.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN AND THE

TKINCE OF WALES,
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W. C.

Thursday,
>

""[""HE season of 1S71 cannot be said to have

X been a favourable one in the matter of

Fruit. Our crops of fruit were unusually

small, on account of the cold and ungenial

spring, and what is more, of but indifferent

quality, through a continuance of the same more
or less unfavourable conditions during the greater

part of the year. To these causes, therefore, we
must in some measure attribute the somewhat
meagre supply of novelties in this department

during the past year, in comparison with many
of its predecessors. It is a perfect truism that

in a fruitful year—a season favourable to the full

development of fruits—we have more new fruits of

merit to chronicle than in an unpropitious one,

whichwas thecase last year. That our novelties are

not so numerous as usual some will consider less

a subject for regret than for thankfulness. Our
varieties of fruit are already so numerous, and
when well cultivated of so high a quality, that

it is now no easy matter to produce or obtain

any improvement. Still year by year we are add-

ing to our already extensive list, and gradually,

although slowly, our fruits are being improved.

Amongst Grapes—that noble fruit, to the cul-

tivation and improvement of which of late years

so much attention has been bestowed—we have

again to chronicle some important additions. It

has been our privilege to notify in these pages

the advent of most of our English hybrid

Grapes, and to note with satisfaction the great

and valuable additions that have been given us

during the past few years. It seems, however, to

be the fate of Grapes, as of men who distinguish

themselves above their fellows, to be at one time

inordinately praised, and then as speedily reviled

and cast down. So has it been with Champion
Hamburgh Muscat, Mrs. Pince's Black Mus-
cat, Royal Ascot, Golden Champion, and
now the Madresfield Court ; and yet we
have in these true English hybrids five of the

finest Grapes in existence— somewhat difficult

to cultivate it may be, but thereby only testing

the skill of our great gardeners. We last season

had just time to notice the appearance of Mr.

William Paul's Waltham Cross, one of the

noblest Grapes yet seen. It is like a huge well-

ripened Muscat of Alexandria, of sweet and
pleasant flavour, and an excellent late variety.

Our indefatigable friend, Mr. PEARSON, of Chil-

well, contributes a batch of lour. In Dr. Hogg
we have an improvement on the Duchess of
Buccleuch, larger in berry, and of better con-
stitution, with much the same flavour, i. c,

that of the Chasselas Musquc-. In Abram Bass,
raised from Mrs. Pince's Pilack Muscat, Chil-

well Alicante from the lilack Alicante or Tokay,
and Emperor of Morocco from Black Morocco,
we have decided variations from, and, in our
opinion, improvements on the parent varieties.

Mr. Standish furnishes the Early Ascot Fron-
tignan, a valuable early sort. In Pine-apples,

among which we do not expect to find much
novelty, M. Linden has introduced a new, large,

and very handsome variety, from Columbia,

named Ananassa Mordilona, somewhat in ap-

pearance like the Cayennes. Amongst Peaches,

Mr. Rivers, who seems bent on metamor-
phosing those fruits entirely—raising Peaches

from Nectarines and Nectarines from Peaches,

almost at will,—has again given us a great

batch of names. In Goshawk, Osprey, Rad-
clyffe, Golden Eagle, Condor, &c., we have
some good additions to our Peaches; and in

Byron, Dante, Darwin, and Humboldt to our

Nectarines. Coming now to Apples, we have
little to call attention to—only one, indeed, the

Galloway Pippin, a winter kitchen sort, well

adapted for the North and cold situations, conse-

quently valuable on that account. Of Pears we
have, strictly speaking, no novelties to mention.

We may, however, notice, en passant, the superior

qualities of two but quite recent introductions,

which have been well displayed during the past

year—we allude to Beurre de I'Assomption and
Souvenir du Congres, both partaking of the fine

character of Williams' Bon Chretien, early, and
most desirable. Coming now to Cherries, we
have a valuable addition in the Early Rivers,

the fruit being large, black, with a very small

stone, and of fine quality ; also the Bigarreau

Noir de Schmidt, a large black Cherry of high

quality. In Strawberries, Mr. Bradley pro-

vides us with The Amateur, a very large, won-

derfully prolific, and first-class sort, recommended
for amateurs, hence the name. Amongst Melons

we would notice Prince of Wales ; the best, how-

ever, which has come under our notice is the

Bellamore Hybrid of Messrs. Veitch, a pale

green-fleshed yellow-skinned sort, with very rich

and tender flesh. These, then, comprise the

main of our acquisitions amongst fruits during

the past year ; although small, the gain is satis-

factory, and full of hope and encouragement

for the future.

In the Vegetable department, so far as

names go, we have always suflicient novelty.

Vegetables are improved, or kept true to their

original form, principally by careful selection
;

and new names are in many cases applied, and

we cannot say without justice, to very pure and

good selections. I n the case of Peas, Potatos, &c.,

which have come under the hand of the hybrid-

iser, we do oljtain actual novelty and, in the

case of the former especially, some very decided

improvements. Our great Pea maker, Mr.

Laxton, is down with some half-dozen new

varieties of extraordinary character. William

the First we have already noticed ;
Superlative

is a splendid sort for exhibition, with pods

over 7 inches long, like Longpod Beans

;

Griffin is a very early green Pea ;
Popular

is like Champion of England ; Omega is a

dwarf late sort, raised from Ne Plus Ultra;

and lastly. Evergreen and Conqueror, all said

to be of first-rate quality. We have in addition

Williams' Emperor of the Marrows, a fine tall,

wrinkled sort ; Carter's First-crop Blue, stated

to be " the result of natural and artificial culti-

vation;" Glory of Cassel, from Messrs. HuT-
TON ; and Cullingford's Magnum Bonum, &c.

We must also notice the Canadian Dwarf of

Messrs. Finney, which is of great promise as a

free cropper, and of fine cjuality.
^
More might

still be enumerated, so numerous is the supply.

The past season, it may be noticed, was excep-

tionally favourable to the Pea. Of Onions, we
have had many Italian claimants of late. It is

questionable, however, whether they will prove

serviceable in this climate. We may men-

tion the new Ouecn as promising, and the

new Neapolitan' Marzagole. Of Lettuces we

may notice the Kingsholm Cos as a promising

sort, and William Robinson as a good summer

Cabbage Lettuce. In the Brassica tribe we have

nothing of novelty to notice, if we except Messrs.

Stuart & Mein's remarkably finely curled

German greens, rivalling in beauty the finest

curled Parsley. In Beets, Carter's Perfection
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may be named as an excellent stock. In

Radishes we have an addition to our winter

salads in Mr. Robinson's large white winter,

from California, where it has probably been
introduced from China or Japan. In shape this

is like a long white Turnip, and is of the size of

a good Carrot. Of this we gave an illustration (see

p. 1586, 1871) at the time it was exhibited. In

Vegetable Marrows we have to notice Hibberd's

Prolific Early as a very excellent variety. In

Cucumbers we have two excellent sorts, viz..

Tender and True, from Mr. D0UGLA.S, a
very handsome tipped-spined variety, and Luton
Hoo, a white-spined variety, raised by Mr.
Cadger. Lastly, we come to Potatos, the chief

of Mother Earth's productions under the care of

the gardener. Here we have so many that it is

almost invidious to mention names. Lee's

Hammersmith Early Kidney is very fine in

appearance, and of good quality ; Early Perfec-

tion (Veitch), round, and of excellent quality ;

Pottle's Prince Teck, &c. There are also numerous
American varieties claiming attention. These, if

not extra fine in quality, are very distinct in ap-

pearance, wonderfully robust, and great croppers.

Of the newer introductions, we may note

the Late Rose, a long, rather ugly Kidney,
but of fair quality. One word more in recom-
mendation of Madame Vilmokin'S Improved
Dandelion, although its introduction to our

gardens as a cultivated plant may be objected
to. Blanched Dandelions form one of the best

of salads, and these varieties—the Pissenlit a

coeur plein and P. Ji large feuilles—are of so large

and excellent a character that we venture to

consider them as one of the greatest acquisi-

tions of the season among salad plants.

Thus 1871 has run its course, leaving us so
much richer with the kindly fruits of this won-
drous earth. As we strive, so shall we attain.

We have received for publication the following
particulars as to the result of the Kxamination of

Gardeners, held at the Royal Horticultural Society,

South Kensington, on December I2, 1871 :

—

1. C. Adams, Retford
2. William Falconer, Royal

Gardens, Kew .

.

4. John Jones, Royal Gar-
dens, Kew

5. James A. Smith, Royal
Gardens, Kew .

.

6. Lli.irles Herbert, Royal
Hort. Soc.. Chiswick..

7. A. W. Maynard, Royal
Hort. Soc, Chiswick..

Fruit and Vege-
table Culture.

390

910

1 140

930

730

660

Certi-

licates.

3d

sd

2d

390

1080

1100

740

460

700

Certi-

ficates.

2d

3d

2d

N. B. The Examiner in Floriculture reports that Nos.
2 nml 4 have given very intelligent replies to the
questions set.

Some of our correspondents have sent us
copies of a Trade Circular, which we can but
stigmatise as of a pernicious character. The circular
in question is marked "private," and our corre-
spondents have consequently taken the precaution to
remove the name and address of the issuing firm. In
the interests alike of employers and of gardeners, we
think it right to call attention to one paragraph, and
we believe that the vast majority of gardeners will
feel as indignant at its tenor as those who have com-
municated with us on the subject, and will follow the
example of those who consider "the fire as the proper
place for such a document :"

—

" We would also call your attention to our prices,
which will compare favourably with any other respectable
House— in fact we are in a position to compete with any
for quality or price—we have also made it a rule to study
the interest of the Gardeners as well as that of their
Employers, as a proof of which we offer you lo per cent.
{zs. in the/") discount which will be sent to you hyfirst
post after receipt of order, and not as is usual with other
Houses waif until the account is paid."

Many gardeners, no doubt, are at a loss to know
what Leaves to send to the still-room for the pur-
pose of Dishing up Fruit at this season of the year.
We have, therefore, no hesitation in directing attention
to those of Passiflora quadrangularis and Cobeea scan-
dens variegata as being suitable for that purpose. On
this subject our esteemed correspondent, Mr. Knight,
says :~" Grown in a temperate house, Passiflora
quadrangularis makes a later growth, and during winter
furnishes an abundance of fine large limp leaves, which
are excellent for setting up fruit. Leaves in quantity,
S or 10 inches long and 6 inches broad, will recommend
themselves to every housekeeper. Ivy leaves have a
disagreeable odour to all who have the sense of smell,
and Pelargonium leaves have the same objection, not as
being disagreeable, but on account of the odour being
out of place. Cobr^a scandens variegata is very useful

in this way, producing as it does large quantities of

lively, crisp-looking leaves, which for some purposes,

and small dishes, will be found perhaps more useful

than the Passiflora ; the large leaf will serve as a basis,

and the Cobcea for building up, and will be more to the

liking of the decorator than Ivy, Pelargonium, and such-

like odoriferous leaves. The difficulty which every

gardener experiences just at this time can be, to a cer-

tain extent, overcome, if room could be given to these

two plants."

We are sorry to have to announce the suspen-

sion of the Irish Gardeners' Record, an unpretend-

ing fortnightly journal, published in Dublin. It appears

that an attempt is likely to be made to continue the publi

cation in another form. Should this be done, we trust

that no contributor will be allowed to vent his personal

spleen on those who, from circumstances, cannot reply.

In particular the old rule, *^ De moT^uis nil nisi Iwnum,^^

should be adhered to.

In our Notices to Correspondents, Nov. 4,

187 1, we promised to give at a future period some
account ofa curious FuNGUS, which had been detected
on the Decaying Roots of a Pear Tree, by Mr. J.
Atkins, of Painswick, The Fungus at first sight

looked so exactly like a Coremium, a species which is

justly considered as a form of Penicillium, that we were
greatly surprised on examination to find that it had
quite a different structure, and that in fact it was a
near ally, if not a species, of Sphinctrina. The stem
is composed of a close-packed intricate tissue of lon-

gitudinal cells, which form above a compact globose

head, some of the threads being prolonged above the

general surface, and forming paraphyses to the others,

Fig. 8.

—

sphinctrina coremioides.

which swell above and form linear asci. The endochrome
of those is at first divided into two, then into four
portions, and ultimately into eight, the separate sporidia
at length falling away with the portion of the ascus to
which they are attached, each sporidium being
about .00025 ^"ch in diameter. The only difference

between this curious production and Sphinctrina con-
sisting in its freedom from any shade of black, and the
extreme projection of the paraphyses, it is with the
sanction of Mr. Broome here referred to that genus,
and may be characterised Sphinctrina coremioides,
B. & B., white, hymenium downy from the projecting
paraphyses. It is clearly one of those plants which
form a transition from one grand division to another,
combining, in some measure, the nature of a Lichen
with that of a Fungus, and in its own division tending
on the one side to such plants as Sporendonema Casei,

of Desmazi^res, and on the other to Helotium. The
mode of separation of the spoiidia call to mind such
genera as Spha^rophoron and Calcium. Our figure re-

presents the plant of the natural size on a piece of Pear
root, a single plant magnified, a portion of the tissue

of the stem, asci, and paraphyses in different stages,

and seoarate sporidia, all more or less magnified. •

M. J. B.

One of the most remarkable phenomenon of
the climate of Newfoundland in winter, is what is there

named the Silver Thhaw. A correspondent of the
Toronto Globe says :

—

" It is produced by a fall of rain during a frost, when
the temperature near the earth is low. The rain freezes
the moment it comes in contact with any object, and
every tree, even bush and twig, is clad with glittering

* The Pear trees 011 whose roots the Fungus described above
was developed, had been grown in pots in an orchard-house, and
had not of late (especially in the past season} done well. The
young shoots die back, and the fruit is poor and much cracked.
It can scarcely, however, be conceived that the Fungus has any-
thing to do wuh their condition.

pearls, and the whole surface of the snow becomes a
beautiful mirror. Layer after layer of ice envelopes the
smallest twigs, till it attains a diameter of half an inch,
or even more. Each tree then presents the appearance of
a great chandelier of the purest crystal, and the play of
the light, when the sun shines, is equal to that from myriads
of prisms. The leafless trees droop and bend their
strongest boughs towards the earth, to which, if they
reach it without breaking from the enormous weight they
have to sustain, they become frozen. Branches thick as
a man's thigh are often wrenched otf under the pressure,
and serious injury is often done to fruit trees and shrubs.
Generally, the crystal scene is short-lived. A breeze
springs up

;
the frozen spray is dashed into fragments

;

the brittle forest flies into hosts of gUttering atoms, and
the fairy scene ends in a spangled shower."

A similar occurrence happened near London in the
winter of 1S66-7.

At the meeting of the Metropolitan Board of
Works, on the 5th inst., the subject of the purchase of
Hampstead Heath for the public was revived, by
the presentation of a memorial from the Vestry of the
parish of St. John, Hampstead, in which, while the
action taken by the Board in relation to the purchase
of about 216 acres, part of Hampstead Heath, to be
preserved as an open space for ever for the benefit,
health, and recreation of the inhabitants of the metro-
polis, was referred to with great satisfaction, the Vestry
stated that it was concerned to find that the purchase
did not comprise various portions forming part of the
heath as hitherto enjoyed by the public, and which
portions, although only about 5 acres in extent,

included some of the most picturesque, rural, and his-

torically interesting features connected with it. The
memorial went on to state that grants of some of these
portions of the heath were now being applied for, to
the lord of the manor, by various individuals, for their

own private purposes, with a view to enclosure, and
probably with the intention in some instances of
building thereon, but in other cases as a measure of
self-defence on the part of gentlemen owning adjacent
properties, and which it was believed they would be
willing to transfer to the Board at the price paid by
them, on condition that the land should be left open
and unbuilt upon. The memorialists concluded by
respectfully but earnestly praying the Board to exercise

the powers vested in it by the Hampstead Heath Act
of 1S71, of acquiring, if possible, the portions of the
heath referred to. The memorial was referred to the

Works and General Purposes Committee for considera-

tion and report.

The following extract, taken from a letter on
the subject of Garden Co-operation, in a recent
number of the Gai'dcntis^ Magazine, well states a point
in connection with the Wages question, which deserves
consideration :

—

" Having read the correspondence in the magazine
caused by the excellent advice given by Dr. McDonnell,
win you kindly allow me, as an outsider, to offer a few
remarks ? From the various statements of your corre-
spondents, there seems to be a great want of organisation,
which can only be remedied by forming a ' union '—not for
the purpose ofstrikes, let it be understood, but to protect and
better the condition of gardeners, which at present is very
unsatisfactory, especially as regards apprentices and jour-
neymen. Take, for instance, a gentleman's place where a
number of under-gardeners are kept. What is the differ-

ence between the journeyman of 10 or 20 years' experience
and the apprentice of four or five years? Little in the
shape of remuneration. They both have the bothy,
which may be good or bad, as the case may be ; their

wages are about the same, unless the journeyman may be
so * lucky * as to have some ' charge ;

' he is then hand-
somely rewarded with—what?—say, \s. per week more
than the apprentice whom he teaches. Now, tliis is

doubtless a great drawback to gardening being what it

should be. In the first place, the ' big wage ' for appren-
tices (in comparison with other trades) attracts a host of
lads, merely for the wages at the time, who linger on until

they become men ; then the wages are too small, and
they ' hang the trade.' In the second place, it affords no
stimulus to young men who are really desirous of becom-
ing gardeners. They cannot all be head gardeners any
more than all our sailors can be captains ; and yet, unless
the gardener reaches the position of ' head ' he is

unable to marry and support a family. And let us
remember he is; ever under the influence of the pretty
housemaid or kitchenmaid—nay, the combined influence
and beauty of all the maids at ' the hall ' where he may be
situated. Can we wonder, then, that under such an in-

fluence he/iZ/j^— I mean, 'in love," and marries—for we
are told that 'wedlock's an ill men eagerly embrace'

—

and is obliged to seek another method wherewith to pro-
vide a home. Hence the necessity for a graduated scale
of wages. 1 do not say, give your apprentices less wages,
but I do say, give your journeymen more ; let them see it

will 'pay 'to be efficient in their business, even though
they may never become head gardeners, and, depend
upon it, it is a step in the right direction."

A Testimonial has recently been presented
by the gardeners and florists of Nottingham to Mr.
John Spencer, late of Adbolton, a gardener of con-
siderable local reputation. Those who are unacquainted
with Mr. Spencer's services to the horticultural

public, may be interested to learn that in many
espects he had great claims to the gratitude of
gardeners in that neighbourhood. The delight which
he always took in his favourite pursuit led him to

introduce into Nottingham certain flowers and fruits

which will be handed down to posterity as amongst
the most useful or beautiful of their kind. Amongst
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Apple trees which owe their origin to Mr. Spencer's

industry Spencer's Seedhng and Selina may be named,

whilst nurserymen are said to be indebted to him for

the introduction into the locality of the now well-

known Dove Bank Plum, which was found by Mr.

Spencer in a cottager's garden on the banks of the

river Dove, in the neighbourhood of Uttoxeter ; and so

satisfied was he that it would become a general

favourite, that he at once transferred it to his native

soil. Of flowers that he has specially cultivated the

Polyanthus and Tulip may be specially noted. Amongst
the former Spencer's President has hardly been ex-

celled, and Spencer's Universal may be also noted.

Many years ago Mr. Spencer was a great Dahlia

grower, and it is said to be owing in no slight

measure to his exertions, coupled with those of I\lr.

Shilton, that they have become so widely grown as

they are at present in and around Nottingham. Mr.
Spencer has officiated as a judge of Tulips at the

All-England Show at Manchester. He is now residing

at Dunkirk, near Beeston, and as he has reached his

75th year it was thought not inappropriate that some
public recognition of his services should be made. A
subscription was accordingly originated, and the result

was that a purse of ;!^66 was handed to the worthy old

gardener.

Mr. Glaisher reports as follows concerning

the Weather :—In the vicinity of London, during

the week ending Jan. 6, the readings of the barometer

slightly increased on 1S71, Dec. 31, till nearly midnight,

the maximum about that time being 30. 24 inches at the

level of the sea. Early on the morning of January i a

decrease set in, and lasted, with the exception of a

small increase on the 3d, till the 5th, the minimum,

29.05 inches, occurring about 9 a.m. of that day.

Increasing readings were then recorded till 9 A. M. on

the 6th, the value^ at that time being 29.60 inches ; a

slight depression occurred at mid-day, but at night the

readings had increased to 29.62 inches. The mean
value for the 5th was as low as 29.11 inches, being

0.S2 inch lower than the average. The highest tempera-

ture recorded was 51^", on the 8th, and the lowest,

33% on December 31, 1S71, the range thus being iS^".

The mean daily temperatures, with the exception of

December 31, were in excess of the average, though not

to any very great amount. The departure in defect

on December 31 was 1°, but for the remainder of the

week the amounts in excess were :— 1st, 1^.9 ; 2d, 6°. 2;
3d, 4°.5 ;

4th, 8°. 3 ; 5th, S''.3 ; and 6th, 5*.2 respec-

tively. South-westerly winds prevailed throughout

the week, and very strong pressures were recorded,

especially on the 5lh, on which day the maximum
pressure exceeded 30 lb. on the square foot, the mean
pressure for the day being as much as 3. 9 lb. The
horizontal movement of the air was 61.4 miles.

The amount of cloud was generally variable

throughout the week. Rain fell on the 2d, 4th,

5th, and 6th, to the amount of 1.19 inch; the

greatest fall, 0.44 inch, occurring on the 5th.

In England, the extreme high temperatures of the air

ranged between 53^" at Leeds and 44° at Hull. The
general average over the country was 494°. The
extreme low temperatures varied from 36° at Bradford

to 29° at Nottingham, the general average being 33°.

The average range of temperature in the week was
164°; it was as small as 10" at Newcastle, and as large

as 22" at Nottingham. The mean for the week of the

highest temperatures observed each day was 45^°;
the highest was 48}°, at Portsmouth, and the

lowest 41 5^ at Hull. The mean for the whole
country was 454". The mean average daily range

of temperature for the week was lol^'. The mean
temperature for the week was about 40;^", varying

from 38° at Hull to 43° at Portsmouth. Rain fell on
every day in the week at Sheffield, and on five or six

days at most places ; the fall was large everywhere,
amounting to 14 inch at Portsmouth, exceeding an
inch at most places in the South of England. The
smallest fall was half an inch at Norwich. In Scot-
land the highest temperature observed in the week was
52° at Edinburgh; at Paisley 41^* was the highest

noted. The lowest temperature in the week was
30" at Paisley. The average of the highest tem-
peratures was 47^°, and of the lowest 33I.
The average extreme range of temperature was 14!°.

The mean temperature for the week varied from ;^;^^°

at Paisley to 41
4° at Greenock and Perth ; the general

mean was 38^°, being nearly 2" colder than in England.
The fall of rain was 2^ inches at Paisley and Greenock

;

it exceeded i inch at Glasgow and Edinburgh ; was
less than half an inch at Dundee and Aberdeen, and
was about i-ioth of an inch only at Perth. In Dublin
the highest temperature was 51°, the lowest 304°, the

mean 41", and the fall of rain I inch nearly.

At the Society of Arts recently, Mr. John-
ston read a paper on Esparto Grass {Macrochloa
tenacissima), now so largely used in the manufacture of

paper. The leaf is the portion used, and the imports

have risen from 50 tons in 1S56 to over 100,000 tons in

1870, standing second in this respect to Cotton only.

The plant grows best on the seacoast of southern Spain
and northern Africa, and there seems no reason why
the culture should not be largely increased both in the

native country of the plant and in other regions with
similar climates, &c. The plant is reproduced by seed,

by transplanting, and by burning the atockas or annual

growths after the harvesting of the leaves. New shoots
spring out with enhanced vigour from the stock after

the burning, though they do not attain a fit condition
for gathering till after a lapse of five or six years. The
burning also serves to clear the land of weeds, while
the ashes form a valuable manure.

From Darjeeling we continue to receive good
news about the Cinchonas. The Ipecacuanha also is,

so far, a success, and the quantity of tea produced
during the past season amounts to about 800,000 lb.

in excess of any previous year ; the planters, conse-
quently, are in high glee.

Dr. Dingler, in Polytechiiischcs Journal von
Dingier for October, states that Wood, thoroughly
impregnated with a strong solution of common salt,

resists decay. This mode of preservation is said to

answer well for underground work in mines and coal-

pits ; and is borne out by the good preservation of the
struts, &c., in such salt mines as those of Wieliczka,
nearCracow.

We learn that the average yearly number of
visitors to the South Kensington Museum during
the last five years has been 905,084.

New Garden Plants,
Odontoglossum Andersonianum, Rchb. f.^

Gardaiers^ Chronicle, 1868, 599.

When I originally described this doubtful plant,

most probably a hybrid between Odontoglossum cris-

pum, Lindl., and prrestans or gloriosum, I had but a
couple of flowers at hand. At a much later period,

J. Day, Esq., sent me a grand spike of the same thing,

but with less richness of colouring, there being but
exceedingly few brown spots and streaks scattered over
the cream-white flower. Now, in 1872, comes the
glory of the plant. Messrs. Veitch having imported
masses of New Grenadan Odontoglossa and Masde-
vallias, Sam Mendel, Esq., of Manchester, got a lot

of these. One of these Odontoglots has just flowered,
and Messrs. Veitch obtained a flower, which had to

travel from Chelsea once more to Hamburgh. Our
Parisian friends would call it hors de ligne. The day
of its first flowering must become a red-letter day
in the Mendelian calendar. The grand flower is

of the Alexandrce shape, yet the sepals and petals

are a little narrower (but fully broad enough to be
Alexandroid, not naevioid). It is creamy-white (not

milk-white) ; the inferior halves of the sepals and
petals are adorned, internally, with reddish-brown
dots and streaks, and some such blotches are to be
found on the disk of the anterior lip, whose superior
part is yellowish. There are some teeth under the
cirrhi of the column, and the side teeth of the side

cells are more developed than usual in this plant, a
little subulate and projecting. Yet one cannot be too
particular as to the differences of such mules. I feel

very much pleased to find that Harry Veitch, Esq.,

immediately had the idea of the plant being a
mule between O. Alexandra and O. gloriosum.
Messrs. Veitch knew they had such a wonder, since

they possessed a beautiful dried wild inflorescence of
the plant, now a magnian decus of my herbarium.
The moral of the information would be, that the pos-
sessors of Veitchian Odontoglossa of last year's impor-
tations should not dispose too liberally of their plants
until they have seen the flowers—a very good rule, at

least for private collectors. I have just been rewarded
for it at the Hamburgh Botanic Garden, where one
*' Oncidium crispum " proved to be a very good
O. Forbesii, Hook. H. G. Rchb.f.

NOTES ON CONIFERS— I.

Not a few of the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle

will remember that some 20 or 25 years ago, in these

islands, there raged something like a mania forConiferje.

This might be traced to a variety of causes—amongst
others, the glowing descriptions given by travellers of
many of these trees as seen in their native habitats;

and the introduction towards the close of the last and
early part of the present century of such trees as the

gigantic Abies Douglasii, the lovely Picea nobilis, the

unique and highly ornamental Araucaria imbricata,

the graceful Cedrus Deodara, the hardly less beautiful

Picea grandis, the spreading and majestic Sequoia
sempervirens, the refined and gentle-looking Abies
orientahs, as well as numerous species of Cupressus,

Thuja, (Sic.

The felt want in our old parks and pleasure-grounds,

of a larger admixture of evergreen trees, had doubtless

something to do with it. Professional and landscape
gardeners, who had specially devoted their attention to

ornamental planting, were not slow to discover the

great variety of form and colour which these recently

introduced Conifers supplied, and planted them with
no stinted hand. Proprietors in some cases took up
the subject themselves—-planting either in regular

pinetums, or spreading them all over their domains.

Others have since followed their example, till recently

introduced Conifers are now to be found wherever
ornamental plantations have lately been formed.

The increased taste for planting ornamental trees,

and the greatly increased number of planters, arising

from the great accumulation ofwealth, not only amongst

our old nobihty and gentry, but also in a larger mea-
sure amongst our merchant princes and traders, has
had much to do with it. These and other causes led
to the great demand for Conifers which arose at that
period, and the impetus thus given has not yet
altogetlier subsided. To meet the extraordinary
demand alluded to above, nurserymen were not slow
to propagate by every means in their power the
varieties they then possessed. When seedlings could
not be got, grafting, layers, and cuttings, were the
modes generally adopted. A prejudice against grafted
plants existed amongst many planters, arising in a
great measure from the stock and scion not being
closely allied, or from the operation having been imper-
fectly performed. At Castle Kennedy, however, as
elsewhere, there are hundreds of grafted Conifers from
20 to 30 feet in height, growing with all the vigour of
the finest seedlings.

As a matter of course, collectors were sent forth by
various associations, as also by the leading nurserymen
on their own account. India, China, Japan, and the
whole continent of America, were ransacked to furnish
their quota of new species, or to augment the supply of
previously introduced ones, thus adding to and form-
ing the rich stores of coniferous plants we now possess.
The result has been the introduction of an extraordi-
narily large number of species and varieties, not a few
of which are likely to prove great acquisitions to
planters, not only for ornamental, but also for timber
purposes ; others of them will only succeed in good
localities or well chosen sites in ordinary localities, so
as to grow to be interesting trees ; while I fear a very
large proportion will prove all but worthless, from their
being too tender to contend with our severe winters
and late spring frosts.

Those acquainted with the history of our ordinary
forest trees know that the greater number of them are
exotics, and therefore have good ground to hope that
at least a limited number of the recently-introduced
species of Conifers will yet take their place in our
ordinary forests. That there are amongst them a few
species well adapted for growing as timber trees has
already been abundantly proven, by the rapidity of
their growth and general adaptability to our climate,
as, for instance, the Abies Douglasii, plants of which
will, in the sequel, be noticed as growing in various
parts of the country, already reaching the extraordinary
height of 70, So, and 100 feet.

Picea nobilis and Picea Nordmanniana have already
been extensively planted as ornamental trees, and in
the far North, amongst our highland glens and hill-

sides, are to be seen with leading shoots of from 3 to

4 feet in length. Their general hardiness and suitability

to most soils and situations recommend them to the
notice of planters, both as nurses and as timber trees.

The Pinus nobilis is, I humbly submit, when seen of a
large size and in full health, with its fine glaucous
foliage, and loaded with its large cones, second as an
ornamental tree to no Conifer we yet possess ; while as
a timber tree its merits are likely to be of no mean
order. Pinus Laricio and Pinus austriaca are already
well known, and have of late years been pretty widely
planted. As a timber tree, the Pinus Laricio is likely
to prove of much greater value than the Pinus austriaca,

the wood of which will be coarse, owing to the large
size of its branches. As nurses, even in the most
exposed situations, they are invaluable.

The rapidity with which a few of these fine trees

form timber is a matter of national importance, and
should be constantly kept under the notice of those
engaged in planting, the more so as most of them can
now be purchased at prices little above those of ordinary
forest trees, for many of them are now coning and ripen-
ing their seeds in abundance. When a demand springs
up, which will be the case so soon as their merits are suffi-

ciently known to those engaged in planting for profit,

nurserymen will have no difficulty in meeting it. At
present the idea that they are still scarce and high-
priced prevents many from inquiring about or planting
them in large quantities.

I have often been surprised to observe the indis-
criminate way in which such trees as the common
Spruce (Abies excelsa) is planted, particularly on dry
soils, on open, porous, or gravelly subsoils, where at
best it never grows to be a tree of any dimensions, and
is always stunted and unhealthy. The Silver Fir
(Picea pectinata) is little better in similar situations, it

is only in really good soils that it comes to perfection.
In glens and corresponding situations it is occasionally
to be met with of great dimensions, and is then **a
thing of beauty," but how seldom is this the case ; it is

more frequently to be seen covered with scales, dying
or dead before it has past its teens. Some of the
hardier of the newer species will be found to thrive
much better in such soils ; here, for instance, the Picea
nobilis and Picea Nordmanniana grow and thrive well,
where the Spruce and Silver Firs all but starve.

Having been called upon more than a quarter of a
century ago, to lay out and plant the extensive pinetum
here, and in the interval having had to do with the
planting of large numbers of coniferous trees here and
elsewhere, and being a not altogether uninterested
spectator of what has been done in other localities, I

propose in a short series of papers on Conifers
to notice, so far as my experience and observa-
tion enables me, some of the more important species,

weeding out as it were the many all but useless ones,
and bringing into the foreground only those which have
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already shown indications that they are likely to

prove real acquisitions to the planter either as orna-

mental or timber trees. A. Fowler^ Castle Kennedy,

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA.—No. IV.

[Coududedfrom /. 1647, 1871.)

The transplanted Araucarias mentioned in my
" "

I

former letter all started from a stunted, unhealthy,

GERARDIA QUERCIFOLIA,
|
stagnant state into luxuriant growth, making vigorous

AT p 172 of our last volume, M. Van Volxem
,

shoots annually, maintaining a healthy character and

invited attention to this plant, the Golden Foxglove of becoming tmy ornamental trees Jo^J^^^^l
^^^^^^^

the Americans, with a view to its cultivation in
|
cullmgs left after the avenue was planted, I prepared

Europe. It is, indeed,

recorded in our plant

catalogues as having been

introduced in 1S12, but

we presume no one of

the present generation at

least has seen it gi'ow-

ingin European gardens.

It has, in fact, the repu-

tation of being difficult to

cultivate, and is, more-
over, said to be, as some
of its allies are wellknown
to be, dependent upon
parasitism for its growth
and development. We
are glad to find that

Messrs. Haage & Schmidt

have again introduced it,

so that our gardeners

may once more endeavour

to conquer its apparent

intractability.

The plant itself, with

its long spikes of golden

flowers, is really ex-

tremely beautiful, as the

accompanying woodcut
(fig. 9) shows. It is a

perennial {perhaps bien-

nial), with smooth glau-

cous stems, 3 to 6 feet

high, and usually
branched. The lower

leaves are twice pinnati-

fid, the upper ones ob-

long-lanceolate, pinnati-

fid or entire ; the upper-

most leaves are reduced

to bracts, and subtend

the short flowering pe-

duncles, which form
together a panicled ra-

ceme or spike, the flowers

being large, 2 inches long,

and showy, bell-fuimel-

shaped, somewhat fox-

glove-like in form, with

five spreading lobes, and

of a fine yellow colour.

The plant is usually de-

scribed as having the

flowers solitaiy in the

axils of the opposite

leaves, but in vigorous

specimens they appear to

come in pairs, as in the

figure. Dr. Gray states

that this species is com-
mon in the States, in wet
woods, especially south-

ward.
Another species of the

same genus, G. Pedicu-

laria (fig. lo), another

perennial species, has

also been introduced

by Messrs. Haage &
Schmidt. This is

smaller, but more branch-

ing than G. quercifolia,

the leaves being pinnati-

fid, and their lobes cut

and toothed, while the

flowers are smaller, about

an inch in length, and
less numerous ; these

latter are usually of a

citron-yellow colour, but

vary to deep yellow, and
sometimes assume a red-

ish tint. This plant is

also common in the

United States, growing
in dry copses.

The Gerardias, if they

prove cultivable, will fall into the same rank amongst
ornamental plants as Digitalis, Pentstemon, Antirrhi-

num, &c. The introducers recommend for them a

warm sheltered situation, and a rich friable soil ; in

short, such a treatment as would suit the tenderer

species of Pentstemon.

v^yp^^^^

Fig. 9.—GERARDIA QUERCIFOLIA.

pretty freely, while those at the ends became stunted

and rusty, oozing gummy resin from the base of their

stems, and losing some of their lower branches. Several

of them, indeed, died, and their places were filled up
at different times.

The Araucaria imbricata avenue had now been

established six or seven years, and all the other trees

planted and removed had so much overgrown them in

health and luxuriance, that several consultations were
held between my em-
ployer and myself as to

what was best to be done.

She then expressed her
regret that my first pro-

position had not been
carried out at the time,

when any amount of

earth most suitable for

their well doing, and so

easily obtained, was at

hand. I could seeno other

means to induce them
to start into growth, but

to remove them and place

about their roots what
earth we could command
in the locality, trenching

up the ground to a diame-

ter of 25 or 30 feet for

each plant. There being

an old, high, useless bank
of earth of about 600
loads in an orchard, and
some odds and ends of

soils 1 had about besides,

such as would afford 12

or 14 loads of good earth

for each plant, I suggested

that this, with the trench-

ing, should be made use

of to start them, future

additions being made as

opportunity offered. Her
ladyship approved of my
suggestion, and X was to

get it canied out.

In 1S49 we set about

it, commencing at the

dead plant vacancies,

trenching first, then re-

moving a plant on to the

surface, carting the new
soil around it, and mak-
ing the sloping mound as

it is now to be seen ; and
every plant did well,

starting into and main-

taining a healthy luxu-

riant growth, which has

been the admiration of

all who have seen it.

It is a fact incontro-

vertible, that every Arau-

caria thus removed, and
which I had planted on
the above principle, did

well ; and I beheve that

if the Araucaria is to suc-

ceed it must be planted

high, ondiy,brashy,open,

stony, or rocky soils.

It certainly does best on
a deep dry open soil, and
if that depth of natural

soil is not at command
in the locality where it is

intended to plant this tree,

it would certainly be best,

in my practical opinion,

to add the necessary

depth of soil to the ful-

lest extent at command,
on the original surface,

instead of digging pits

for the roots, which pits

will, in almost all soils,

get waterlogged by drain-

age from the surrounding

gi'ound, to the injury of

the roots—at times caus-

ing the well-known stun-

tedness and rustiness,

which certainly is very

unsightly, more particu-

larly when the bole be-

TRADE MEMORANDUM.
Some of our correspondents have made inquiries

respecting Mr. **Jas. Pond," who favours them with

orders dated "Fore Street, Marazion." Does any one

know who he is ?

openings in a plantation by trenching the ground and : gins to bulge and burst, oozing out resinous matter, to

casting up the surrounding natvvnl soil : the result was ' the weakening of the tree, and retardation of its gi-owth.
casting up the surrounding

rapid growth, and rude health and luxuriance. It was

obvious to all that these trees had met with the treat-

ment that suited them. In the meantime those m the

eastern park avenue had got sadly out of health, so much
so that my employer freely expressed her disappointment

at their progress and appearance, fearing they would

never prove to be what she had believed they would

become—a noble avenue of trees. Instead of this, they

became every year more unsightly, on account of their

unequal growth. Some of them on the good soil,

about the middle of the avenue, grew away at first

I became a convert to this system of planting the

Araucaria through observing the extensive losses which

occurred in the destructive winter of 1S37, and if that

had not been sufficient, there was unfortunately ample

further proof in the great destruction which again over-

took this tree in 1860-61. In 1S37 I noticed that

where the Araucaria was planted on open, dry, porous

soils, or raised high, there it stood uninjured the brunt

of that terribly severe winter ; while in low situations,

with a hole dug out and planted level with the

earth's surface—those in moist foggy situations, those
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planted on stiff heavy soils, and those planted

on an easterly aspect, taking the full and first glare of

the morning sun, the greatest destruction took place.

The conclusion then formed was fully confirmed in

1S60-61, and no doubt some facts have been observed

by others. They are certainly facts worth remembering

and recording.

That this noble avenue of Araucarias ranks amongst

the best, if it is not the best, in the United Kingdom,

has long been admitted. Many of the trees have pro-

duced cones and catkins for years ; and no doubt, after

the two or three late dry, long summers, many more

will be naturally induced

to do so, probably without
the treatment my suc-

cessor states he had re-

course to last year, namely,
supplying to the surface

one or two wheelbarrows-
full of old short grass, to

encourage the growth of

surface weeds, and the

doing away with the 6 feet

diameter of clear surface,

kept clean and free from
unsightly weeds and rub-

bish at all seasons by the

use of the Dutch hoe, a

plan so much appreciated

and strongly advocated by
the late Mr. Loudon, yas.

Banus, Exmottth.

exclusively Australian Eucalyptus. This special in-

dustry of ours exemplifies also, in a manner quite

remarkable, how from apparently insignificant ex-

periments may arise results far beyond original

anticipations. It is now possible to produce the

oil at a price so cheap as to allow the article to

be used in various branches of art—for instance,

in the manufacture of scented soap, it having
been ascertained that this oil surpasses any other in

value for diluting the oils of roses, of orange flowers,

and other very costly oils, for which purposes it proves
far more valuable than the oil of rosemary and other

dr. mueller on
porest culture

[Coniinned /rovi p. ii.)

I HAVE often been led

to think that many an indi-

gent person might find em-
ployment by collecting the

wood-ashes, which, as a
powerful manure, or as

material for a local potash
factory, ought to realise a

fair price. Such an em-
ployment would be pro-

bably as lucrative as col-

lecting glass, or bones, or

substances for paper-mills ;

while the ashes, now largely

wasted, would be fully

utilised.

It may be assumed that

on an average the ash of

our ordinary Eucalypts
contains lo per cent, of

crude potash, equal to

about 5 per cent, pure
potash. A bucketful of
wood-ash such as we daily

remove from our domes-
tic fireplaces, contains

about 25 lb., from which
accordingly about 2.\ lb.

of inferior, or l^ lb. of

superior potash, may be
obtained ; the former being
worth about 6(/. per lb.,

the latter double the price.

For ascertaining the con-
tents of carbonate of pot-

assa in crude potash or

pearlash, certain instru-

ments, well known as

alkali- meters, are con-
structed. The heaviest
ashes, as a rule, contain
the greatest proportion of
potash. The Brake Fern,
so common on many river

banks and sandy tracts of
the country, is rich in this

alkali.

Let us now approach
another forest industry

—

one quite unique and
peculiar to Australia,

namely, the distillation of
volatile oil from Euca-
lyptus and allied Myrta-
ceous trees. While char-

coal, tar, wood-vinegar, wood-spirit, tannic substances,
and potash are obtainable and obtained from the
woods of any country, we have in Australia a re-

source of our own in the Eucalyptus oil. In no
other part of the globe do we find the I^Iyrtacere

to prevail ; in Europe it is only the Myrtus of
the ancients, the beautiful bush for bridal wreaths,
which there represents this particular family of
plants ; and although copious species of Eugenia
and other ben-y-bearing genera, including the aro-
matic Clove and Allspice, are scattered through the
warmer regions of Asia, Africa, and America, all per-
vaded by essential oil, they do not constitute the main
bulk of any forests as here, nor can their oil in chemic
or technic properties be compared to that of the almost

Fig. 10.—gerardta pedicui,aria.

ethereal oils hitherto used. As this became known, such
a demand arose that one of our thoughtful and enterpris-

ing fellow-citizens was able to export about 9000 lb, to

England and 3000 lb, to foreign ports, though even
now this oil is but very imperfectly known abroad. The
average quantity now produced at his establishment,

for export, is 700 lb. per month. Alcoholic extracts

of the febrifugal foliage of Eucalyptus globulus and
E. amygdalina have also been exported in quantity by
the same gentleman to England, Germany, and
America. Similar substances from various Melaleucas
might be added. Originally an opinion was enter-

tained that all the Eucalyptus oils had great resemblance
to each other ; such, however, proved not to be the case

when accurate experimental tests came to be applied.

Thus, for instance, the oil, which in such rich per-
centage is obtained from Eucalyptus amygdalina,
though excellent for diluting the most dehcate essential
oils, IS of far less value as a solvent for resins in the
fabrication of select varnishes. For this latter purpose
the oil of one of the dwarf Eucalypts forming the
Mallee Scrub, a species to which I gave, on account of
its abundance of oil, the name Eucalyptus oleosa,
nearly a quarter of a century ago, proved far the best.
It is this Mallee oil, which now is coming into exten-
sive adaptations for dissolving amber, Kauri resin and
various kinds of copal. Mr. Bosisto's researches are

recorded in the volume of
the Royal Society of Vic-
toria for 1863 ; Mr, Os-
borne's, in the Jurors'

Reports of the Exhibition
of 1S62. For alluding so

far to this oil distillation,

I have a special obj ect

in view. I wish to see it

adopted far and near as a
collateral forest industry,

now that the way for the
ready sale of this product
is so far paved. The pa-
tentee is willing to license

any person to adopt his

process, and he is also

ready to purchase the oil at

a price which would prove
remunerative to the pro-
ducer. If it is now con-
sidered how inexhaustible

a material for this oil in-

dustry is everywhere acces-

sible in our ranges, how
readily it is obtainable, par-

ticularly at saw-mills and
at splitters' establishments,

and how easily the pro-

cess of the distillation can
be performed, it really

seems surprising that these

facilities should not be
seized upon, and that

under such favourable cir-

cumstances a far larger

export of this mercantile

commodity should not be
called forth. Those Eu-
calypts are the most pro-
ductive of oil in their

foliage, which have tlie

largest number of pellucid

dots in these organs ; this

is easily ascertained by
viewing the leaves by
transmitted light, when

^t^ >/,yi the transparent oil glands

j\^<* will become apparent, even
without the use of a mag-
nifying lens. Mr, Bosisto

is also a purchaser of
scented flowers, indigenous

as well as cultivated, in-

cluding even the Wattle
' flowers, for the extraction

of delicate scents, under a
clever process discovered

by himself ; and it is asto-

nishing what an enormous
demand for these perfumes
exists in European mar-
kets. This may be a hint

to any one living in or

near the forests, where the

extraction of the scent

could be locally accom-
phshed from unlimited re-

sources, with little trouble

and cost.

There exists another
special industry in its inci-

pient state among us,

which might be regarded

as essentially Australian,

and which also might be
widely extended : I mean
the gathering of seeds of

many kinds of Eucalyptus,

and also of some Acacias
and Casuarinas, for com-

mercial export. No doubt the collecting of seeds

is effected among the forest trees of any country, and
very important branches of industry these gatherings

are in very many localities abroad. But what gives

to our own export trade of forest seeds such significance

is the fact, that we offer thereby means of raising woods
with far more celerity and ease, than would be possible

through dissemination of trees from any other part of

the globe, it being understood that the operations are

instituted in climatic zones similar to our own. Trees

with softer kinds of woods, such as Poplars and Wil-

lows, even though they may rival some of the Euca-

lypts in quickness of growth, cannot be well drawn into

comparison, as most of them do not live in dry soil,

nor attain longevity, nor assume gigantic dimensions,
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nor furnish timber of durability. But there are still

other reasons, which have drawn our Eucalypts into

extensive cultural use elsewhere—for instance, in

Algeria, Spain, Portugal, Italy, the south of France,

Greece, Kgypt, Palestine, various uplands of India, the

savannahs of North America, the lianas of South
America, at Natal, and other places in South Africa,

and even as near as New Zealand.* One of the advan-

tages offered is the extraordinary facility and quickness

with which the seeds are raised, scarcely any care being

requisite in nursery works, a seedHng, moreover, being

within a year, or even less time, fit for final transplan-

tation. Another advantage consists in the ease with

which the transit can be effected, in consequence of

the minuteness of most kinds of Eucalyptus seeds, t
there being besides no difficulty in packing on account

of the natural dryness of these seeds. For curiosity's

sake I had an ounce of the seed of several species

counted, with the following results :

—

Blue-gum tree, one ounce—sifted fertile seed grains,

ID, 1 12.

Stringy-bark tree (unsifted), 21,080.
Swamp-gum tree (unsifted), 23.264.
Peppermint Eucalypt (unsifted), 17,600.

According to this calculation we could raise from
I lb. of seeds of the blue-gum tree 161,792 plants.

Let us suppose, for argument's sake, that only half the

seeds of such grew, the number of seedlings would be
enormous ; and even if only the seedlings of one
quarter of the seeds of i lb. finally were established

they would suffice, in the instance of the blue-gum
tree, to cover 404 acres, assuming that we planted at

the rate of 100 trees to the acre (allowing for thinning-

out). The following notes for comparison may be of

interest :—
Grains.

I oz. of seed of Pinus Pinaster .. contains 730
I ,, ,, ,, Pinea .. ,, 38
1 „ „ ,. halepensis .. ,, 940
I ,, ,, ,, alba .

.

„ lo.oSo
1 ,, ,, Cupressus sempervirens ,, 497°
1 ,, ,, Fraxinus Ornus .. „ 316
I ,, ,, Betula alba .. ,, 34i56o
I ,, ., Acer Pseudo-Platanus ,, 18^

It seems marvellous that trees of such colossal

dimensions, counting among the most gigantic of the

globe, should arise from a seed grain so extremely
minute.

The exportation of Eucalyptus seeds has already

assumed some magnitude. Our monthly mails con-

vey occasionally quantities to the value of over ;^ioo ;

the total export during the last 12 years must have
reached several or perhaps many thousand pounds
sterling. For the initiation of this new resource,

through his extensive correspondence abroad, the

writer can lay much claim ; and he believes that

almost any quantity of Eucalyptus seed could be sold

in the markets of London, Paris, Calcutta, San Fran-
cisco, Buenos Ayres, Valparaiso, and elsewhere, as it

will be long before a sufficient local supply can be
secured abroad from cultivated trees.

Monsieur Prosper Ramel, of Paris, stands foremost
among those who promoted Eucalyptus culture in

South Europe.
{To be Conthiued.')

Some ODomspitkirte.
Cucumbers.—Having always taken a deep interest

in Cucumber growing for exhibition, as well as for

supplying the table, I have tried all the choice kinds
I could procure. Some of them proved good, others
more or less inferior. I could give a list of what I

considered the best kinds if desired ; but I could not
depend on a thorough good brace of fruit for exhibition
until I had the pleasure of raising Blue Gown. 1 have
grown it four years in succession, and have shown it

in London and the provinces in all 15 times, and have
taken 1st prize on every occasion, which I think is

sufficient to prove that Blue Gown, if true, cannot fail

to give satisfaction in the hands of good growers. As
regards the queer name upon which your correspondent,
Mr. Knight, remarks, allow me to inform him that it

was raised and shown in the year 1S68, when the cele-

brated racehorse Blue Gown won the Derby ; hence I

think you will agree with me that the name was
applicable at the time. Thos. Loc/:ic, Great Marlozo^
Bucks.

Who is to Have the Prize ?—The Carter Prize
Cup is, I believe, intended to be the property of the
gentleman, not of the gardener, who, I think, has the
greatest right to it. Horticultural prizes are, I consider,
gardener's property ; they have to toil and bear the
heat of the day, and are deserving of the prizes awarded
by societies for the plants, fruit, and vegetables they
may exhibit

—

Palmam qui meruitfcrat. But why are
such prizes awarded to gentlemen only? It is some-
thing to draw customers, and with such customers
good gardeners seldom stay long enough to gain such a
prize three successive times. It is only in good old
families competent men stay any time, and employers

* The seeds of Eucalyptus rostrata (our red-gum tree) are
available fur all tropic countries, inasmuch as this species, which
is almost incomparably valuable for its lasting wood, ranges natu-
rally right through the hot zone of Australia.

t The seeds of the West Australian red-gum tree (Eucalyptus
caliphylla, and the East Australian bloodwood tree (Eucalyptus
corymbosa) are comparatively large and heavy.

of this class] would"deem it infra dig. to take a prize

which rightly belongs to the gardener. Bruce Mackay.

Heating by the Tank System.—Can any reader

of the Gardeners^ Chronicle%z.y whether the tank system
of heating by hot water is successful, or give any infor-

mation as to its merits or demerits? I have a lean-to

house 50 feet by 10, the back wall 10 feet, which I

want to heat in the most economical manner. Would
the sides of the wooden tank send out heat enough for

the house, allowing me the use of the top to heat a

propagating bed ? Would white deal i \ inch thick do
for the sides of tank, instead of the very good and stout

timber recommended in some gardening books ? A
Co/ishiiit Reader. [The tank system has always proved
efficient when fairly carried out ; but you would not be
able to heat the atmosphere of your house from the

sides of a wooden tank. Eds.]

Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants (see also

p. 46). — The practice of deferring the potting of

hard-wooded greenhouse plants until May or June has
many disadvantages, the greatest of which is that the

sun at that time lias so much power, that, no matter

how much shading be used, it is necessary to admit more
air to the plants than they hke for a short time after

the operation is performed, and which has the effect of

drying up the plants, and causing them to require the

application of water to the roots much sooner than

they ought to receive it after potting. The consequence

is that the roots, which are unavoidably more or less

injured in the operation, have not sufficient time to heal

before water is given—conditions which it is of the

greatest importance to avoid, inasmuch as it often has

the effect of causing the roots to rot from the

wounded parts right back to the collar ; hence the

death of so many valuable plants after potting. Not
that any plant should be repotted unless its roots are

more or less in action, but there are very few hard-
wooded greenhouse plants whose roots are ever quite

dormant, unless the plant has received some sudden
check or been subjected to continuous bad treatment.

The latter end of February, March, and September,
are the best months for potting these, as the objections

I have mentioned are then greatly reduced. There is

another advantage, that when the operation is per-

formed at either of these seasons there is more time to

do it with care, and also to give them the extra atten-

tion they require for a short time afterwards. Of the

times named, the first is the best, but in the case of young
plants that are required to be grown on quickly it is

often necessary to pot a second time in one season ;

in which case it is better to defer the second operation

until September. From these remarks it will be obvious
that, if not already done, the different potting materials,

peat, sand, loam, iSrc, should be at once got under
cover in an airy shed, where they will get sufficiently,

yet not too dry. Peat and loam that has been dug
twelve months is in the best condition for use, as if

stacked longer the vegetable fibre becomes too far

decomposed. From the use of peat in this condition,

or that has never contained sufficient fibre, many new
beginners in the cultivation of these plants fail. In
the case of gross-feeding plants it is possible to suc-

ceed on the make-shift principle, but not so with
these, which, both as to the soil in which they grow,
and also as to the amount of attention and close

observation they require, are by far the most diffi-

cult of all cultivated plants to grow well. T. Barnes^

Southgate.

Manure for Conifers.—Referring to the general
question, should manure of any sort be used in raising

seedling Larch? I shall assume that evei'y planter would
prefer beginning with strong, well-grown, thoroughly
ripened, and fully developed seedlings, instead of
transplanting hungry, poverty-stricken plants ; and
here I would ask how much of the disease which, in

so many cases, destroys the Larch trees in after life,

may not be fairly attributed to the seedlings having
been stunted for want of nourishment in their early

days ? Admit, then, that manure of some kind is bene-
ficial (and "J. M. B.," p. 1681, 1S71, besides the **Late
Foreman," goes in for rotted manure), the next point is,

what is the best and safest—and it was not without
due caution, and after several experiments, that guano
was used on such a large breadth of seedlings, the

loss, in event of failure, being great. As to what
guano was used, it is better to explain that Peruvian
guano, in its best days, contained too much ammonia
in proportion to its other constituents to render it safe

for application to young Conifers, while phospho-
guano is perfectly safe, on account of the large pro-
portion of soluble phosphates, the real food of plants,

which it contains, without possessing too much ammo-
niacal stimulant to over-tax the growing energies of
such young plants. Phospho-guano, then, was the sort

used in the large breadths of seedling Larch with such
splendid results as "J. M. B. " describes, and there is

no fear entertained here with regard to the future of
tliose plants. Some couple of millions of them, at least,

will be transplanted and grown on in the nurseries,

alongside of others treated with rotted manure only,

so that there will be no difficulty in "J. M. B."
observing how they get on together. At present,

the seedlings from guano are decidedly preferred by
competent judges who have examined them on the

ground and not '* by sample," like "J. M. B." In

conclusion, it is quite easy to spoil the Conifer seedling
crop with too much phospho-guano as well as with too
much rotted manure, in fact, to kill them with kind-
ness; but it is scarcely possible to raise good seedlings
without the aid of some sort of manure : so the proper
quantities to be applied forms, perhaps, the most im-
portant point in the question. If the subject is con-
sidered worth pursuing further, we shall, probably, at

some future time, give such, and other particulars, for

general information, through your columns. David
Syrne, Nursery Manager to Peter Lawson ^ Son^
Edinburgh.

Fuchsia Riccartoni. — I shall have pleasure in

sending Mr. Fish a batch of the roots of Fuchsia
Riccartoni, and I have no doubt in the fine soil and
climate of Hardwicke it will do well, if liberally

watered in dry summers. At Welbeck our soil is very
stiff and retentive, with the subsoil a hard red clay,

but well drained. On this soil the Riccartoni grows
well, but it seems to like moisture, for in the past wet
summer it has grown larger and also flowered finer

than it has ever done before. I am sorry I have lost

the old Fuchsia globosa, or I should have sent Mr.
Fish roots of it with the others. Of that gem of spring
bedding plants, Myosotis dissitiflora, I have only a
limited supply as yet, and that raised from a small
packet of seeds last year. I shall, therefore, be thank-
ful for a few plants from Mr. Fish's cherished store.

William Tillery.

Eraser's Variety of Batavian Endive.—Having
grown this kind of Endive for the last two or three

years, I find it very useful for supplying winter salads.

This past summer it grew very large with me, and on
being planted in the autumn in a border on a glass-

covered wall, along with Lettuces and the curled
green Endive, a supply of nice succulent salads can be
had every day throughout the winter and spring. The
appearance of Eraser's Endive, after being forced for a
few days on the dark shelf of a Mushroom-house, is

like a nice Cabbage Lettuce when cut and trimmed for

use. About a dozen plants each, of it and the common
green curled Endive, are lifted every three or four

days, and put into the Mushroom-house, so that a con-
stant supply is blanched for use. No need of protec-

tors or frames for growing salads here, for this border
of Endive and Lettuces is more than 300 feet in

length, and contains three rows of plants all that

length. An orchard-house, if heated to keep severe

frost out, is the best of all erections for growing
Lettuces and Endive—at least I find it so. William
Tillcrv.

Variegated Elm.—I am glad to be able to

chronicle another instance of variegation. On the
lawn of a villa belonging to my employer is a fine

variegated Elm, about 30 feet in height, growing on a

white sandstone rock. The whole tree in most years is

of a beautiful silvery-gray, some seasons brighter than
others. It throws up suckers, which in some in-

stances are almost white. I have one in the garden
here 2 feet high, and very pretty. T, Cajiei's^ Woodcoie
Park.

Cleaning out Boilers and Hot-water Pipes.—
I quite agree with your correspondents at pp. 15S5 and
165 1 in last year's volume, as to the desirability of

occasionally attending to this matter. But unfortu-

nately it is in many instances attended with no little

difficulty, on account of no provision having been
made at the time of fixing the apparatus to facilitate

the operation. I am glad, however, to find that most
of the newly introduced boilers are furnished with a

pipe, for the purpose of drawing off the water. But, at

the same time, I am afraid that something more than
this pipe is required to insure the thorough cleansing of

a hot-water apparatus, as I have found that no amount
of mere flushing can be relied upon as certain to re-

move sedimentary matter from the lower or return-pipe.

Some years since it was found necessary to alter the

arrangement of some pipes in one of the forcing-houses

at this place. The heating apparatus had been in use

many years, and I believe rain-water from the roofs of

glass houses had always been used for filling up the

pipes ; but, on examination, it was found that the

return-pipe was nearly half filled with a sedimentary
substance, resembling very thick paint, or gas-tar, and
over which water was found to flow in much the

same manner as clear water may be seen to flow
over the sometimes soft bed of a streamlet, with-

out disturbing or mixing with it in the least degree,
until mechanically disturbed or stirred up. This
substance was apparently composed of soot and
oxidised iron or rust from the inside of the pipes,

and the soot had no doubt been introduced with the

rain-water. On carefully examining the interior of the

boiler (one of the old bell form) it was found to con-

tain no sediment whatever, but was apparently as clean

as when fixed. This circumstance tended to confirm an
opinion I had previously entertained, viz., that ordi-

nary sedimentary matter was unlikely to remain at the

bottom of a boiler, "to act as a buffer between the

fire and the water," but would rather pass off by the

flow to be gradually deposited in the lower or

return-pipe. There are several very old boilers here

as well as new ones—some of them have been at work
nearly if not quite 30 years—and certainly no boilers

can act more efficiently than they do ; one of them
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heats a plant stove, an early vinery and Mushroom-
house, and is consequently at work for about lo

months during each year. By the aid of a tap fixed

in the return-pipe the water in the pipes has been

frequently changed, but there being no means of

emptying or cleaning out the boiler it has never been

attempted, nor does it seem necessary to do so, as it

acts in all respects as well as could be desired. But
believing as I do that it is chiefly in the return or

lower pipe that deposits of sedimentary matter are

likely to accumulate, and which must more or less

tend to impede the circulation and diminish the

heating power, I am consequently inclined to think
that provision might be made at the time of fixing the

pipes to facilitate the effectual cleaning out of the same,
and would recommend the forming of socketless joints

at intervals, or where theymightbe considered necessary,

as shown below. The packing at A and B could, with-

L

out much difficulty, be removed, and the collar or

larger pipe pushed to the right or left. A flexible iron

rod or strong wire, furnished with a brush or mop-head,
might then be introduced into the pipes, stirring up
and loosening all sedimentary matter deposited therein,

and which could then be flooded out by abundance of

water. As rust from the inside of the pipes

and boiler doubtless furnishes the principal item of

sedimentary deposit in the pipes, it is advisable to use

hard water from the chalk (if procurable) for a short

time, to be ultimately replaced by clean rain-water.

The hard water appears to have the property of pre-

venting oxidation or rusting, and by using it only for a
short time, say a week or ten days, no harm will accrue
from its chalky deposit. I distinctly remember the

circumstance of a cast-iron boiler being attached to an
ordinary kitchen range, for the purpose of furnishing a
constant supply of hot soft water, but which soon
became so strongly impregnated with rust as to be
rendered totally unfit for use. The soft water was at

last drawn off, and the boiler was then filled with hard
water, which was retained for about the time I have
mentioned, ^nd was in its turn drawn off and replaced
by clean rain-water as before, which always remained
clear afterwards. F, Grict'e^ Culford.

The Foxglove.—It is but right that we should all

differ, and I would thank Mr, Dean for pointing out his

mode ofsowing the Foxglove ; but, although I suggested
that the seed should be sown in moist heat, I didn't mean
to infer that it should be sown in strong heat. About
the time we sow Lobelia and other bedding plants we
sow, too, such as the Foxglove, Campanula, Antir-
rhinum, and others. In a large establishment such as
this we make a general sowing of such things for the
sake of order and efficiency, and the seeds so sown get
the benefit of a started Peach-house or vinery. I

haven't the least doubt that Mr. Dean will get as
good plants by autumn in his way of sowing as I,

and others doubtless will be as far ahead as us by
simply sowing under a south wall in March or April.
On the border on which our Foxgloves flowered last

year, millions of seedling plants were to be seen in

October over the whole surface, from the seed, of
course, which had been scattei-ed by the wind,— suffi-

cient plants to stock the whole country side. I am
well aware of the gloxinioides Foxglove being grown
in this country, which, no doubt, is the same as
Vilmorin's gloxinioides—rose, blanche, and purple ;

and, if so, it is similar to the one I have. When I

gave 4 feet as the height of flower-spike, I might have
said, that from the soil to the top of spike they {the
plants) would be 7 feet and 8 feet high. H. Knight,
Floors,

Aucuba Sports.—I have been much interested in

the remarks of several of your correspondents on the
diversity of foliage assumed by many of the recently-

introduced Aucubas, and this has induced me to forward
for your inspection a leaf from a plant growing here,

which measures 12 inches in length and 6^ in breadth.

Such may be a common occurrence, but I have seen
nothing Hke it before. The plant is of a healthy green,
without spots, and from four to five years old. It is

forked into two distinct branches, only one of which,
however, produces leaves like the one enclosed ; but
all on that half of the plant are of the same conspicuous
size and form. I should be pleased to hear if you
attach any importance to such productions, and also if

propagating from that portion would be likely to

establish permanently its present peculiar habit. J. E.^
Gr. to F. G. Saunders, Esq., Ivy House, Highdere,
Berks. [Unusually large and wavy ; possibly it is a
giant sport, and is certainly worth the attempt to

preserve. Eds.]

Beech Trees Struck with Lightning.—In Mr.
McNab's remarks, read before the Edinburgh Botanic
Society (p. 13), reference is made to a Beech growing in

Mr. Smith's nursery being struck with lightning, with-
out any perceptible injury arising therefrom. While gar-

dener to the late Lord Stanley of Alderley, there were
several Beech trees struck by lightning ; two in parti-

cular I remarked in 1869, not isolated specimens, but

standing in close proximity to Oak, Ash, Chestnut, &c.,
to all appearance uninjured, with the exception of a
narrow piece of bark about 2 yards long torn off ; it

then twisted round the stem of the tree,, and entering
the ground on one side of the root came out on the
other. Another Beech, which had been struck about
nine years previous (when a sheep was killed under it),

was every succeeding year longer in coming into leaf,

until eventually it died. When cut down the only
trace I could discover was that a small piece of bark
about iS inches long had been taken off; the wood
was not, as in Oak, &c,, shaken. A. Hossack, Ash-
Imrnham Place, Battle.

Open Air Fig Culture.—The finest Figs I ever
saw were on trees that had not for 30 years or more
been either nailed or pruned. One is a large tree,

about 16 feet in height, and 12 feet through, the
branches reaching to the ground, and standing in front

of a shrubbery ; the soil is a poor hungry peat and
gravel, which has never been either dug or fed in any
way. In another part of the garden, about 400 yards
distant, are more trees growing in wet, rather stiff soil,

which in their younger days had their corns and
branches pruned and nailed to a wall, but now are
growing about S feet above the top of it : they make
but little wood, but bear large crops of fine fruit. T.
Capers, Woodcote Park.

Scolytus destructor.—Kindly inform me if it is

possible to do anything with caustic limewash, &c., to
save the Elm trees, of which the accompanying are
specimens of the bark taken off to-day. Some of the

Fig. II.—bark of elm perforated by scolytus.

trees are infested only on one side, others all round,

while at a distance some others are not at present

touched. We wish to save all the trees, if we can. Any
remedy you can suggest will be thankfully received.

Fig. 12.—burrows of scolytus destructor.

Soidh Devon. [This is the well-known pest, Scolytus
destructor (figs. 11 and 12). The female insect (beetle)

deposits her eggs in the main gallery ; when liatched,

the grubs eat their way out through the side galleries

to the surface, through the holes in which (fig. 11) the
perfect insects escape. Many plans have been tried to

conquer it, but we know of none that can be regarded
as successful. See p. 342, of our volume for 1857.
Eds.]

French Horticulturists' Relief Fund.— Will
you permit me to say that I have received from Geo.
Sparks, Esq., Bromley, Kent, £,%^ which, by his con-

sent, will be appropriated to the distressing case of

Madame Lierval, the complete destruction of whose
establishment I have narrated in the Gardeners'
Chronicle. I shall be glad to receive further contribu-

tions for the general fund, or for this case. //, H.
Dombrain, Westwell, Ashford, Kent.

Foreign Correspondence.
Moscow: Dec. 16, 1871.—On the subject of Fungi,

I could furnish you with some curious facts that have
come under my notice in this country. As an instance
of their destructive powers, I may mention their having
destroyed a fine wood of young Pine trees some
20 years old. They appear to work with wonderful
rapidity, as the trees I allude to made in the month of
May fine healthy growths, fully 2 feet in length, and
by the middle of June they were brown and withered,
as though they had been fire scorched. I, indeed, at
first imagined that they had been burned, till on
examination it was found that roots and stems were
masses of Fungus. The threads appeared to have
run up betwixt the bark and the stem, as the bark
came away from the trees in large flakes. Now, had
the Fungus been active in spring, when the trees were
making their growth, it seems hardly possible that
they could have grown so freely, and been to all outward
appearance in robust health, as indicated by their fine

growth ; so that the Fungus would appear to be both
deadly and rapid in its effects. These Pine trees were
sown where they grew, and not transplanted ; so that
the theory of Mr. Miller, about transplanted trees, in
basins of hard, dry earth, would not apply in this

instance. It was a case of true Fungus poisoning,
brought about, as I think, by squirrels, for at the roots
of some trees, near the centre of the wood, we found
several hoards of Pine cones and nuts, collected by
these animals ; and these cones were as fine masses of
Fungus spawn as it is possible to imagine, and from
these centres of contagion the pest appeared to have
spread on all sides.

Another case of Fungus poisoning, that caused me a
deal of trouble, occurred with some fine old Orange
trees in tubs. Some 12 years ago, when these trees

came under my notice, they were in a most deplorable
condition ; all, with one exception, seemed dead or
dying, many of them were destitute of foliage, and
what few leaves hung on the remainder were yellow
and covered with black spots. I at first thought that
they had been exposed to the frost ; but on turning
one of them out of the tub, the whole secret of their

sickly condition was at once brought to light—it was
simply Fungus, the whole ball being a mass of white
threads, the young roots all black and dead, and
the older roots swollen and turgid. I had not far to

look for the cause of the spread of Fungus in this case,

as over the drainage at the bottom of the tub I found
a layer of Pine tree bark, put there evidently with
the intention of preventing the earth being washed
down amongst the drainage. As every gardener knows
the bark of old Pine trees is seldom free from Fungus,
and in this instance there cannot be a doubt that the

Fungus had spread from the bark into the soil, and on
to the roots of the Orange trees, and so caused them
injuiy. As soon as possible I had all the trees re-

planted in new tubs, removing as much as possible of

the infected soil from the balls, cleaning and washing
the roots, and dressing them with quicklime and wood
ashes ; it was several years before they recovered from
the Fungus fever, but in time they got over it, and are

now in good health. At the time of retubbing the trees,

we examined amongst the rest the one tree that I pre-

viously mentioned as being in better condition than
the others. This one tree had been planted without
the layer of bark over the drainage, and was free from
Fungus. A more convincing proof of Fungus poisoning

and its ill effects it would be difficult to find. After this I

think even the boldest denier of the noxious influence

of Fungus would hesitate ere placing Pine bark under
valuable plants. I could bring forward many more in-

stances of these baneful effects, but enough for the present.

The sort of Fungus I have been writing about are

called in the expressive Russian vernacular unclean,

but here we have many Fungi of a more useful de-

scription; indeed, one of the great staples of food in

Russia is Mushrooms : they are generally produced in

countless numbers, but this season, owing to the dry
summer, they have been scarce, and are just now
selling at 3J. per lb. I had intended to have said

something about their qualities, and the way in which
the various sorts are prepared for use, but I fear my
gossiping letter has already encroached too much on
your space. John Finlay. [Not at all. Eds.]

Hottrcs 0f §00hs.
The Royal Institution: its Founder and its

First Professors. By Dr. Bence Jones, Hon.
Secretary. Longmans. Svo, pp. 431.

Some short time since there appeared in the columns of

one of the daily papers a humorous account of some
schoolboys being taken as a supposed penance to the

Royal Institution in Albemarle Street. The writer

supposed that the character of the information, and the

style in which it would be conveyed, would be such as

to prove a wholesome counterpoise to a course of

pantomimes, and serve to check, by force of contrast,

the occasionally distressing exuberance of animal

spirits manifested by juveniles when freed from the

restraint of the pedagogue. In place, however, of

** useful and interesting" information being imparted,

after the fashion of Mr. Barlow in Sandjord and
Merton, the writer of the article found some elementary
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truths in physics illustrated more after the fashion

of Grimaldi than of a learned professor. In popu-

larising to such an audience some of the gieat facts of

everyday life, the Professor wittingly, or unwittingly,

followed in the spirit of the original founder of the

Institution in question. We have been accustomed so

long to think of the Royal Institution as in many senses

the headquarters for pure physical research and dis-

covery, apart from their practical applications, that it

will strike many as singular that the origmal purpose

for which the Institution was founded by Count Rum-

ford was more akin to that now-a-days more

especially carried on under the auspices of the Society

of Arts, to wit, the " speedy and general diffusion of

the knowledge of all new and useful improvements,"

and the teaching the application of scientific discoveries ;

to the improvement of arts and manufactures in this

country, and to the increase of domestic comfort and

convenience.

The splendid researches of Davy, and later of Fara-

day, tended especially to give a somewhat different

character to the Institution. It will not, however, be

forgotten amid the scientific discoveries which have

shed so much honour and lustre alike on the Institution

and its professors, that the safety lamp of Davy, and

numerous applications of magnetism and other sciences

to the purposes of everyday life with which Fara-

day endowed his country, took origin within its

walls. As to the diffusion of knowledge, the In-

stitution has been signally fortunate in its lec-

turers. Davy and Faraday were admirable in this

capacity. The eloquence and genius of the former

saved the Institution from collapse ; the discoveries of

Faraday, and his peculiarly happy mode of explaining

them, raised it to the very highest position among

kindred institutions, a position not in the least likely to

be deteriorated in the hands of its present professors,

who have the happy knack of being, like their prede-

cessors, gi-eat as discoverers and great as expounders.

The present volume conveys much information of the

early history of the Institution, and of the lives of its

first professors—Count Rumford, Garnett, Young, and

Davy, the life of Faraday having been previously

separately published by the same author.

In substance, then, the book is pretty much a series

of biographies of the eminent men we have named,

and from the intimate connection with their best society

of the times, social, literary, and scientific, it may
readily be imagined that the book with which Dr.

Bence Jones has now favoured us is one of peculiar

interest and importance. The life of Count Rumford
is indeed one of the most extraordinary pieces of bio-

graphical writing we have ever read, and as among his

many schemes and discoveries he found time to be a

landscape gardener, and to improve the breed of horses

and cattle, and may lay claim to that of being the

originator of heating buildings by hot water, his life has

some special interest to gardeners and agriculturists.

The acquirements, too, of Dr. Young were of the most

singularly varied character, and, together with the

lectures of Coleridge and Sydney Smith, did much to

enhance the reputation of the Institution, and to make
science and philosophy fashionable in high quarters.

The life of Davy has been frequently written before,

but we do not remember ever to have seen brought

out into such prominence the vigorous way in which

Davy wrestled with the scientific problems which
arose in the course of his experiments.

Major Munn is quite right : I do not mean venti-

lation. I think this is within the reach of the wealthy

only, by having clockwork at a short distance from the

hive to keep it in constant motion, as the only cure.

We know that straw has one good quality (non-con-

duction) and many evils, while wood has many good
qualities and one evil (f.^., conduction). Since in-lining

has been objected to, can we secure to wood the one

good quality of straw chemically, or in some way
change the internal faces of the boards used for making
the hive ? I have thought of charring (or rather

scorching) the inside faces of the boards before putting

them together—how would this act ? I think I shall

be understood now, and bid adieu, unless I happen
to be the first to stumble on some plan. A. H.
[As I conjectured, **A. H." did not and could not

mean *' ventilation ;" the **bees" are the best judges

when they require the heated air of a "closed hive"

to be driven out. Huber and Newport have long ago
\vritten about this matter. The common bar-frame

hive was constructed from the first with the view of

being " non-conducting" to the combs from the " air-

space " around the frames. The most perfect plan is

to introduce within two sheets of cork on the back and
front of the hive ; but there is the extra cost to con-

sider immediately the carpenter or hive-maker is made
to nail together or secure anything but the simple hive.

To char the inside of the planks would do, but the

rough board is just as good, without the cost and
trouble. The great object is to get the ** hive" which
approaches the natural habitat of the bee, which can
be examined or removed at any moment, and the

*' bar-frame hive" is an instance of meeting these

wants when made in the simple form ; but whilst there

are " many men of many minds " there will be many
hives of many kinds. W. A, M.\ '

THE WEATHER,
STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
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care not to let drip come on the leaves, and see that no

water lodges in the centre, as it often causes a spot

which will disfigure the plant. Crasmlas, Ei/wi-cttas,

and Sempcnnvums have a tendency to grow now, which

should be averted as much as possible by keeping

them cool and dry. Mesembryanthemitms should be

kept from damp, and as far as possible from the

liot-water pipes, admitting air when favourable.

y. Crouc/wr^ Hantnwrsmith.
Heaths.—Admit all air possible through the day, so

that the temperature of the housedoes not fall below 32°.

Fire-heat sliould only be used in this house to exclude

frost ; the less fire-heat used in the cultivation of

Heaths, the more robust will be their constitution. Pay
particular attention to watering ; do not allow the soil

of any plant to become d 17, and when watering give

sulTicient to pass freely through the ball ; by this the

cultivator has the twofold advantage -of knowing that

the ball is properly moistened, and the drainage

efhcient. Keep all plants near to the glass, so that

they may'get the maximiifn amount of light at this dull

season ; those now coming into bloom will be better in

colour and substance of flower in consequence of this

attention. Let all plants be turned round occasionally,

so that they may not become bare from want of sun

and light. Keep thosp that require it neatly staked and
tied. //. ChilmaUj Somerlcy.

FLOWER GARDEN, ETC.

The Parterre and Mixed Garden.—The old

year has departed, and all arrears due to it must be

paid up at once! Proceed with planting during

mild weather, paying particular regard to the dis-

tances and arrangements of heights, colours, &c.,

so that the different plants may be readily distin-

guished, for this is of the utmost importance in

ornamental planting. The different heights and style

of growth should be well considered, and placed so

that one plant will not destroy the beauty of another.

Let any alterations which have been decided on in the

grounds be persevered in with all dispatch, keeping in

mind that success depends upon the careful manner in

which every operation is performed. Prune and nail

up hardy creepers. Shrubberies may also be thinned

when this involves only the cutting out of overgrown
plants, or lopping deciduous trees, but the general

pruning of evergreens should be deferred until the end
of March. See that half-hardy plants are protected ;

also protect with long grass or litter the roots of newly-
planted trees and shrubs, should the weather set in

severe. Beds containing autumn-sown annuals would
be better for having a few branches of evergreens

stuck in them to shade the plants from bright

sunshine after frost. Beds planted with spring flowers

require also a slight protection from cutting winds, &c.

Those planted with bulbs may be covered with old tan

or leaf-mould. Anemones, Hyacinths^ TuUps, &c.,

may still be planted. These planted in patches in the

shrubberies have a very pretty appearance. Lawns
and gravel walks should be frequently swept and
rolled in mild weather, and let every spot present a
clean and tidy appearance. E. Bemiett, Enville.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Peaches and Nectarines.—Now that the trees in

the early house are in bloom, let a somewhat liberal

amount of artificial heat be maintained, especially

during the early part of each day, in order to be able
to ventilate freely, for the surer impregnation of the

blossoms
; guard, however, against cold currents.

The temperature by night may range from 50* to 55°,

and by day from 60° to 65*, with an increase of about
10° by sun-heat. Withhold the syringe, and keep the

evaporating pans empty during this period, but
moisture may be applied at night about the paths or
other cool surfaces, by way of stimulating the
blossom buds in their various stages to expand with
renewed vigour during the ensuing day. The
" setting" process would also be much augmented by
gently shaking the trees, especially about mid-day.
Now is a good time to begin to force a succession-

house, first having duly pruned, dressed, and trained

the trees, and applied a thorough soaking of water to

the inside borders, if they had been allowed to become
dry during the time the trees were at rest. Keep the

evaporating troughs constantly filled with water

;

syringing may be resorted to morning and evening,

slightly, however, so as not wash off the dressing

applied for the destruction of the ova of insects.

During the first 10 days a temperature of about 48''

at night, and 55'* by day, maybe maintained, with a
rise of 10° or 15" by sun-heat. W. Gardiner, Lower
Katington Patk,

Figs.—Carefully go over each tree and prune back
and thin out the shoots where required. Trees on
trellises should have the shoots tied in and regulated,

placing them at 6 or at least 4 inches apart, so as not

to have the leaves overcrowded. Plants in pots should
also be pruned into shape ; all shoots pruned back
now will break and produce an abundant second crop
in the autumn. To destroy, or in a measure prevent,

scale or bug, wash or paint all the shoots with a mix-
ture of soft soap and sulphur, or Fowler's Insecticide.

When required to start forcing early, copiously water
the borders and soil. A thorough good soaking of
water must be given. Trees in pots requiring potting
should be seen to at once. In doing this with large

specimens the ball and roots maybe reduced one-third,

and then repotted ivith fresh soil into the same sized

pot. The soil best suited for the pot culture of Figs is

fresh yellow loam, lime rubbish or chalk, and one-

third rotten manure. A few trees in pots may now be

placed in any vinery at work or Pine-pit, so as to pro-

duce an earlier crop, or the Fig-house itself may be

started at a temperature of from 45" to 50". B.

Forcing Frames.—In making up fresh beds of

fermenting materials at this season, endeavour that half

the bulk may be of fresh fallen leaves. By turning the

whole over together, and again when the heat is

intense, and then leaving it to heat well before putting

it to the final use, a great advance towards sweetening

it and preparing it for use will have been made. Shake
the materials well up when filling in frames, or making
new beds, and tread it evenly down to a moderate

extent only. Place the frame or lights on at once,

tilting them at the back to admit air, which is a great

incentive to renewed fermentation. Let the first

violent heat subside until that in the main body does

not exceed 100", before any kinds of plants are

introduced, and then they must be placed upon a

thick layer of cinder ashes, cocoa-nut fibre refuse, or

some similar kind of material. Keep air constantly on
at the back for some time, and in fact until a mean
heat of about 75" only exists. Even then, in the

case of all plants with leaves which are being forced,

it will be judicious to give just sufficient night air to

give egress to all excess of aqueous vapour, which
would otherwise settle upon the plants in the form of

condensed moisture to their certain injury. W. Earley,

Valentines.

Orchard-house.—In the cool, unheated orchard-

house but little attention is required just now. The
trees in pots, if not all potted, &c., as they should

have been in October last, must now be at once

attended to. Take care and protect the roots of the

potted trees from frost by covering them with dry leaves

or litter of some sort. Where desirable, a few of the

earlier sorts ol Peaches,^^m^ as the Early Louise, Early

Beatrice, Early York, &c., may be pruned, and
placed in some vinery or heated pit, at a temperature

not exceeding 45°, to come gently forward for an early

crop. The orchard-house may at this season be used

with advantage for various purposes, such as for Winter

Salading, Endives, Lettuces^ &c., which do exceedingly

well, either in boxes or planted out in the borders. B.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Forcing Department.

—

Asparagus placed in pits

heated with hot water, or in ordinary dung frames,

should have the crowns covered with about 4 inches of

light soil
;

give air daily when it can be done with

safety ; temperature, 60° by day, 50"* at night. Sow
Kidney Beans either in boxes or pots, to be transplanted

when 3 inches high into S-inch pots, five in a pot.

When this is done, place them near the glass in pits

where the temperature is maintained at 65* by day,

60° at night. Place Potatos separately into boxes or pans

with leaf-soil, to be taken to any of the forcing pits to

start, and when about 3 inches high to be planted out

into pits heated by hot water, or in ordinary dung
frames. Cover the crowns of Seakale with pots in suc-

cession, subsequently covering them with a mixture of

leaves and dung ; the heat should be mild and regular ;

temperature from 50° to 55°. Place some roots of

Rhubarb in the Mushroom-house at work, or cover up
in the same way as Seakale. Make up a slight hotbed

with leaves and dung for Carrots. When the rank

heat has abated, cover the beds to the depth of 8 inches

with light mould on which to sow the seed, in drills

5 inches apart. Radishes may be sown amongst the

Carrots to be drawn for use before the former are

sufficiently advanced to sustain injury from them.

When herbs such as Mint, Sorrel, Tarragon, and
others are required, lift some good healthy plants from

the open ground, and place them in S-inch pots. Six of

each, taken to any of the forcing houses at work, will

give a good supply. D. Lttinsden , Bloxholni Hall.

Mushroom-house.—I may preface my remarks

under this head by stating that, in my opinion, in

nine cases out of ten the dung is over-worked. As a

rule, three times turning is sufficient. For small

families, a piece 2 yards square is enough at one time.

Make the dung firm by beating, treading, &c. The
most successful mode of growing Mushrooms at this

season is in outside beds. The mode is simple and

practical ; mix 3 cartloads of fresh dung \\'ith one of

any kind of light soil, turning over three

times ; on the sbcth day after being

turned make up the bed in the manner
indicated, and tread well. The only ^ 3 feet

thing that is required is to keep the bed

dry. Place two stakes in the dung, and when it is of the

warmth of new milk, put in the spawn, and cover with

2 inches of garden soil ; well protect with straw or

Fern, and place mats over all. R. Gilbert, Burghley.

FORESTRY.
Take advantage of all open weather to push forward

planting operations. See that the roots are properly

spread out and the soil firmly trodden. Continue to fell

timber ; lot and clear up as the work proceeds. The
sap being now in slow circulation, lop or rather fore-

shorten branches which are taking too large a supply of

sap from the leading stem and outbalancing the symme-

try of the tree ; attend particularly to this in early
thiimings, which render unnecessary the process of cut-
ting off large limbs—an operation at all times to be
deprecated. Take advantage of frost to remove heavy
timber from woodlands. See to all culverts and open
drains, that the water is passing off freely. 7. Webster^
Gordon Castle,

ENTOMOLOGY. •

Noxious Insects.—Search should now be made
for the chrysalides of the Cabbage Butterjlv and its allies,

the Pontia Brassica^, &c., which may be found hanging
by the tail in sheltered parts of garden walls, and in

quantities in neglected comers of garden sheds and
outhouses. These may be known by their mottled
green or whitish colour. The smooth, oval, brown
chrysalides of the Cabbage Moth, Noctua Brassicce, are

to be found in digging over garden ground, and should
also be destroyed. The American Blight on Apple
trees, which now is visible and get-at-able from the

leafless state of the boughs, should be carefully

destroyed by rubbing in some material, such as Gishurst

Compound. Where fruit walls are of rough stone, or
roughened by age, so as to form a harbour for insects,

much good may be done by washing them well, using
a hard brush for the purpose, and some application,

such as lime-wash, scalding water, &c., of course
taking care not to injure the trees near. This would
destroy the eggs of the aphides, which, when hatched
from their protecting holes in spring, are most destruc-

tive in some situations to trees fastened to walls.

Advantage may be taken of wet Weather to remove
scale insects from conservatory and hothouse plants,

using for the purpose soap and warm water applied

with a cloth or sponge, or, where necessary, a small

hard brush. A. Murray.

TOWN GARDENING.
The present, being the depth of the winter season,

veiy little will require doing in the garden outside

beyond sweeping walks, or keeping lawns clean—unless,

indeed, any of the autumn work has been neglected,

such as manuring, digging and trenching flower-beds

and borders, pruning and replanting hardy fruit and
forest trees and shrubs, levelling and returfing lawns,

croquet grounds, &c., or planting Dutch flower roots,

hardy herbaceous plants, &c., for early spring display.

Where any of the above works has been neglected

no time should be lost in having them carried out,

should the weather still continue mild and favourable.

If any bulbs, &c., planted during the autumn months,

are peeping through the soil, they should, on the

first reappearance of frost or severe weather, be covered

over with cocoa-nut refuse, or any other suitable

mulching. All kinds of newly planted herbaceous

plants should also be mulched to prevent their suffering

injury from frost and drying winds. Fresh planted

shrubs and trees should be carefully examined to see

that they are perfectly secure in the ground ; and when
such is not the case they should at once be firmly

secured, and kept in their proper positions with stakes,

and the ground well trodden about their roots. After

this is done, the surface of the soil should be loosened

with the hoe, and lightly raked over to give the

beds or borders a neat and tidy appearance.

Frequently roll all gravel walks where practicable, in

order to give them a neat appearance, and to render

them more comfortable for walking on. Prepare some
good soil, and place it in a suitable position under

cover, to be used for sowing annuals, &c., in, about

the middle of the month.

Parlour Gardens.—Plants in boxes in front of the

windows should be examined, to see that they are

not suffering for want of water. Many boxes are so

placed that no water can reach them naturally. When
this is the case, and water is withlield, the plants soon

fade, and become very unsightly. Plants in drawing-

rooms, such as Fiats elastica, Latania borbonica, and

various other foliage plants now used for the ornamen-

tation of apartments, should be frequently sponged

to keep the foliage clean and the plants healthy.

Care must be taken in watering such plants : when
an increase of temperature takes place after cold

weather, the plants then require a greater quantity of

water ; this should not be given in frequent and small

driblets, but each plant should be thoroughly soaked

when it is watered, and the surplus water must not be
allowed to remain in the saucers. On the balconies,

where plants are exposed in bleak situations, the boxes

or pots in which they are planted should be protected

with a layer of straw, covered neatly over with

mats, &c. Withhold water as much as possible for a

few weeks from Ferns growing in Wardian cases,

ferneries, &c., in order to give them a season of rest,

but where they are growing in a high temperature they

should not be allowed to suffer from want of moisture.

J. Wills, F.R.H.S.

Notices to Correspondents.
Fr:RNS : C. J. Adiantum hispidulum and A. fuKnjni are

distinct species, and should be known by the mode of

branching of the fronds, which in A. hispidulum are

dichotomously forked, in A. fulvum pinnalely branched.

Gibraltar Flora : C. E. There is a work on this

subject by Dr. Kelaart. published by Van Voorst. The
Pepper plant is, we suppose, Schinus Molle.
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GOKSF. : X. K. writes to say that he has about an acre of

waste land so full of holes that it is impossible to plough

it, and wishes to know if Gorse would grow if he had

the seed planted under the turf in rows without any

further cultivation. Will some of our correspondents

be so good as to answer the question?

Is Sand Free from Toll? J. S. B. Yes, if used for

the improvement of land.

Jl'nipers : J. Dixon. They were not likely to succeed,

in consequence of the roots not having been prepared

for transplanting. Better get them from your nursery-

man.

Lecidea .^ruginosa ; W. P. The plant appears to be

a Peziza. We are not acquainted with the species, but

if new it will be published in a forthcoming notice of

British Fungi in the Annals of Natural History.

M. J. B.

Names of Fruits : H. C. if Sons. .
Apple : Probably

Winter Strawberry, but we are not quite certain of it.

It is of excellent quality.—G. P. C. Pears : i. Winter

Crassane ; 2. Ne Plus Meuris ;
other rotten. — P.

Anstell. Apples : 1. Alfriston ;
2. Herefordshire Pear-

main.

Names of Plants ; Theohaldus. The only way to settle

the question is to compare the seeds of the various

packets offered for sale.— .ff. G. G. Sparmannia africana.

Phlebodium aureum.

Oats ; A Subscriber, Dumfries. An old story, and a very

absurd one.

Peach Buds Dropping off : J. W., Brighton. The
wood is probably not so well ripened as usual. The
appUcation of too much heat, too, would cause the buds

to fall. It is, in short, the result of greater excitement

than the constitution of the tree could stand.

Royal Show at Birmingham ; T. S. Opens on June

25, and closes on June 29.

Strawberry Vine ; C. C. Yes. Apply to your

nurseryman.

Watsons Lawn Sand : South Devon. Apply to your

nurseryman or seedsman. We have not the address

before us.

Communications Received.—F. W. B,—Orchid Grower.—

J. C—T. S.— ;. M.—C. H. C—J. Rust.—W. E.—R. H.—
C D. S.—W. B.—Syntax—N, Blandford—A Subscriber.—

O. O.—W. J.—A. F.—H. C—W. J. (thanks).—G. J.-
E. M., Li^ge.—D. O.-F. W.

Tliree FIrat-class Certificates for the Magnificent new
hybrid perpetual climbing rose, princess

LOUISE victoria.
KNIGHT has still a limited number of strong

linue to supply it at 7s. 6<f. , or

three for 2ij. Usual Trade discount. Also, a laTRe and varied

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, whiclt cannot be surpassed.

CATALOGUES free on application.

Floral Nurseries, Hailsham, Sussex,

WM.
Plants of the above, and v

Gladioli and Roses.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of

FRENCH HYBRID GLADIOLI. ROSES, &c,, forwarded

free on application to

DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Seedsmen, Nurserymen, and
Florists, 52. George Street, Edinburgh.

Special Notice.

ROSES and VINES at V^holesale Prices.

Fine Standard ROSES, best sorts, loi. per dozen.

Fine Dwarf ROSES, best sorts, 7^. per dozen.

Fine fruiting VINES, ofsorls, gs. each;S4J. per dozen.

Fine planting VI N ES, of sorts, 21, M. each ; 24J. per doz.

LISTS free- Terms cash. Post Office orders payable at Huntingdon.
KIRK ALLEN, The Nurseries, Brampton, Huntingdon.

Grape Vines.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN has Fruiting and Planting
Canes of the most esteemed sorts, in fine condition, the following

in considerable number :—BLACK HAMBURGH, MILLHILL
HAMBURGH, BUCKLAND SWEETWATER. ESPERIONE,
and FOSTER'S SEEDLING, 3^- 6ii.. ^s. &f., and los. fid. each.

Sheen Nursery. Richmond. Surrey.

To Thicken Plantations and Shady Walks.
HEMLOCK SPRUCE.— This gracetul, beautiful Fir,

so frequently described in American travels,

—

4 to 5 feci, 5s. per dozen, 30s. per 100.

; to o feet. 8r. per dozen, 50J, per 100.

RICHARD S MITil. Nursc-r^man and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Evergreen Hedge or Screen.
THUJOPSIS BOREALIS. — This beautiful silvery

Conifer, in appearance between the Cypress and Siberian Arbor-
vita;, is fast-growing, compact, and bears clipping well; it is so hardy
that no frost can hurt it in Britain.

Upright, well-grown shrubs, 7 feet high and upwards, at the
extremely low price of 301. per dozen.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

New Japanese Lilies, Orclilds, Maples, Conifer Seed, &c.

MESSRS. TEUTSCHEL and CO.. Colchester,

Agents for Messrs. Kr,\mer & Co., Seedsmen and Nursery-

men, Yokohama, Japan.
CATALOGUES of Importations in preparation, will mclude three

New Lilies and L. Leichtlinii, several New Orch:ds, Seeds of Abies
Firma, &c. ^_^_^__^^

Pelargoniums for the Million.

JAMES HULOICRS unrivalled COLLECTION of
FRENCH. FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strong Plants. CATAL<^(iUES gratis on app'icalion,

HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 varieties, seed or

plants, as per former Advertisement.
Crown Nursery, Reading^

/CHOICE
V-^ Prince of W;

arhds*
COVENT GARDEN.—Jan. 12.

There is a slight improvement in the general demand,

but no advance in prices worth quoting, as the supply is

well kept up, and a considerable increase has taken place

in the foreign importations, including Apples of very

inferior descriptions, selling at 55. to 5j. per bushel. Hot-

house Grapes and Pines remain without alteration : the

former comprise Muscats, Lady Downe's Seedhng,

Alicante, and Barbarossa. French vegetables, consisting

of Cabbage Lettuce, Endive, Barbe de Capucin, and
Batavian Endive, are plentiful and good.

Flowers.

J. d.

Azaleas.p.doz.spraysa o to 4 o

Camellias, per doz.

blooms . . ..90 —15 o
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays . . ..16 —; .

.

Hyacinths, each . . 06 — i o

Lily of the Valley,

p. doz. sprays . . . . — 60
Pelargoniums,

French,p, 12 sprays .. — 30

5. d. s. d.

Pelargoniums, Scar-

let, p. 12 sprays.. . . to 2 o
Poinsettias, each . . 06 — 1 o
Roses, per doz. .. 9 o

—

iC

:E TRICOLOR
f Wales Tetty Lacy

Mrs. Dunnclt Sir Robert Napier
Sunbeam Pre-eminent
Wonderful Phcebus

The 12 for 21s., cash; package free.

Remittances rcrjuestcd from unknown correspondents.

ALFRED FRYER. The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

GERANIUMS.
Miss Burbett Coutts
Mrs. John Glutton
Italian Beauty
Mabel Morris

Carter's Vade Mecum for 1872.

JAMES CARTER and CO. have the pleasure to

announce the publication of their ILLUSTRATED GAR-
DENER'S and FARMER'S VADE MECUM for 1872 (37th Annual
Edition), containing much useful information on matters connected

with tiie Garden and Farm, and Illustrated with over 200 Engravings
by the best Artists. Free by post for is.

;
gratis to Customers.

JAMES CARTER and CO,, Seedsmen to the Queen and the

Prince of Wales, 237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

SELECT VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS.—
Amateurs and others who may be at a loss in making a suitable

selection of SEEDS for the GARDEN will be greatly aided by
referring to our Descriptive CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and
FLOWER SEEDS ior 1872.

THOMAS KENNEDY AND CO., Seed and Nursery Establish-

ment, Dumfries. _^^.

I71OREST TREES, SHRUBS, Sec.

. ALDER, transplanted, 12 to 18 inches.
BEECH ,,

18 to 24 and 24 to 30 inches.

BIRCH „ 12 to 18, r8 to 24 and 24 to 30 inches.

LARCH „ 9 to 12, 12 to 18 and 15 to 20 inches.

RHODODENDRONS, Hybrids, fine bushy plants, 9 to

12 and 12 to 18 inches.
Priced LIST now ready, post free. Special offers on application to

JAMES COCKER, Sunnypark and .Fn>f;batl Nurseries, Aberdeen^

Forest Trees, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Fruit Trees,
ROSES, &c.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE'S Priced LIST of
the above is now ready, and will be sent free on application.

They are prepared to supply well-rooted, hardy plants, and their stock

is large and varied.
The Carlisle Nurseries, Knowefield.

Office and Seed Warehouses, 44, English Street, and Blackfriars

Street, Carlisle.

Forest and Ornamental Planting.

PETER LAWSON AND SON respectfully solicit

early orders for FOREST TREES and ORNAMENTAL
TREES and SHRUBS, which they can supply to great extent.

The large breadths of LARCHES, from r to 3J4 feet. SCOTCH
FIR, NORWAY SPRUCE, AUSTRIAN PINES, and other leading

sorts of FOREST TREES, are unusually fine, and worthy of inspec-

tion. CATALOGUES and special offers will be furnished upon
application.

Edinburgh and London.—December, 1871.

Planting Season.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to draw attention
to, and to solicit an inspection of, their almost unlimited stock

of FOREST, FRUIT, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS,
ROSES, and all other NURSERY STOCK.
The " Newton" Nurseries can now be reached on foot in 8 minutes

from the Chester Passenger Station.
Priced LISTS post free.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, "Nevvton" Nurseries, Chester.

ROBERT NEAL, Nurseryman, Wandsworth
Common, Surrey, S.W., begs to offer to Gentlemen who intend

planting this season his large and varied stock of FRUIT, FOREST,
and ORNAMENTAL TREES. Standard and Dwarf ROSES,
RHODODENDRONS, CONIFER.'E, SHRUBS, &c., which arc

now in fine condition for removal. CATALOGUES may be had free

on application.

The Nurseries arc within a few minutes' walk of the Clapham
Junction, and Wandsworth Common Railway Stations.

QEEDS NOT to be SURPASSED for QUALITY
lO and Cheapness combined.—All Orders amounting to 5s. sent

carriage free to any RaiKvay Station in England, Scotland, or Wales,

or to any seaport town in Ireland, No charge is made for packing or

packages. Your early orders will greatly oblige,

CATALOGUE free on application.

C. M. KEMP-WELCH, Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,

Cotham, Bristol,

WILLIAM POTTEN'S CATALOGUE of choice
VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS, all selected from the

best stocks, is now ready; also his CATALOGUE of BEDDING
PLANTS, containing over 300 sorts of the best GERANIUMS in

cultivation. To be had post free on application to

WM. POTTEN, Seedsman and Florist, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst,

Kent.

TropEcolums, p. bun.
Trumpet Lilies.each

Tulips, per doz. .

.

White Lilac, p. doz.

sprays
Cyclamen,p. izspks.

- o 6

,,— 1 6
. — 10

Fruit.

s. d. s. d.
I

s. d. s. d.

Apples, per \ sieve 20 to 5 o Melons, each . . 2 o to 5 o

Cobs, per 100 lb. . .60 o —65 o . Oranges, per 100 . . 6 o — 10 o

Filberts, per lb. ..08 — 10 Pears, per dozen .. 30 — 60
Grapes, per lb. ..40 — 80 Pine-apples, per lb. 4 o ~ 8 o
Lemons, per 100 ..70 — 10 o Pomegranates, each 04 — o S

Vegetables.

.r. d. s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea. o 6 to o 8

Asparagus, per 100 6 o— 8 o
Beet, per doz. . - 1 o— 2 o
Broccoli, purple, per
bundle .. .. 10— i 3

Brussels Sprouts, p.

half sieve.. .. i 6— 2 6

Cabbages, per doz,

.

Capsicums, p. 100.

.

Carrots, p. bunch ..

— French, do. .

.

Cauliflowers, p. do?.

Celery, per bundle .

Chilies, per 100

Cucumbers each .

.

Frencli Beans, new,
per 100

10— I 3
I 6— 2 o
05—07
1 o— I 6
2 o— 6 o
I O— 2 O
1 6— 2 o
2 O— 3 o

30—40

5. d. s. d.

Herbs, per bunch .. o 2 to o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun. 3 0—50
Leeks, per bunch .. o 2— o 4
Lettuces, per score. . i 6— 2 o
Mushrooms, p. pott, i o— 2 o
Onions, per bunch .,0 4— o 9
Parsley, p. bunch . . o 2— o 4
Peas, new, per pun. .. — 30
Radishes, per bunch o 2— .

.

— French, do. . . o 4— o 6
Rhubarb, p. bund. . i 6— 2 o
Salsafy, per bun. . . o 9— i 3
Scorzonera, per bun. o 9— i 3
Seakale, per punnet t o— 2 o
Shallots, per lb. .. o 8

—

Spinach, per bushel 3 o— 4 o
Turnips, p. bunch,, o 2— o 4

New Lists.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING, beg to intimate
that their NEW LISTS of AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN,

and FLOWER SEEDS, FLORIST FLOWERS, GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, GLADIOLI, &c., arc now ready, and may be had free

on application.

17, Frederick Street, Edinburgh ; and Stanstead Park, Forest Hill,

London, S.E.

. New Catalogue of Seeds, Plants, Fruits, &c.

P>OBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
\i CATAI.()OUE, containing select Descriptive and Priced Lists

of Agricultural, Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, Fruit Trees, Miscel-

laneous Plants, Sweet Violets. &c , is now published, and will be
forwarded to applicants.

The stocks of seeds have all been procured from the best possible

sources; all are warranted genuine, and are offered at the lowest pos-

sible prices. Intending purchasers are requested to compare the

prices with those of other nouses.
Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

RICHARD SMITHS LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE, suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular

and botanical nameS; derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,

growth, timber, use in arts, native country and size there, situation,

soil, and other information, with copious index of their synonyms.
Free by post for six stamps.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

WOOD AND INGRAM offer as follows, very fine

stuff:

—

Per 1000.

—

s. d.

OAKS, 3-yr- Seedlings 76
., 3 to 4 feet 30

„ 4 to 5 feet 35 o
ELM, English, i-yr. Seedlings 5 °

,, ,, 2-yr. Seedlings 7 °
.. Huntingdon. 8 to 10 feet per 100 50 o

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 3-yr. Seedlings 80
,, ,, 2 to 3 feet 12 o

OAK, Evergreen, i-yr. Seedlings 10 o

„ „ 3-yr. Secdhngs 15°
Samples sent on application.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

J SCOTT, The Nurseries, Merriott. Somerset, has to

• offer 300,000 fine HAZEL, 3 to ji feet, and 3i to 44 feet, at low
prices; also 500,000 fine transplanted THORNS, 2i, 3. and 4 Icet ; with

equal proportions of ALDER, ASH, BEECH, OAK, and other

FOREST TREES.
The FRUIT TREES are healthy and in large breadth ; the collec-

tion is unrivalled, nearly 1500 sorts of Pear, 1000 of Apple, i^o of

Cherry, 184 of Nectarine and Peach, and 200 of Plum, with other fruits

in proportion, the namesof which will be found in J, S 's new enumera-
tive CATALOGUE of FRUITS, 36 pages, just published, gratis,

and is the most complete list of Fruit trees in the English language.

T. S.'s NEW SEED LIST is ready, and can be had free by post.

The ORCHARDIST and COMPANION, 2J., in stamps, can still

be had.

rpo WILLOW GROWERS.—The Planting Season
X having commenced, WILLIAM SCALING, Willow Nursery-

man, Basford, Notts, is now ready to execute orders for

WILLOW PLANTS and CUTTINGS for Timber Trees and
Coppice Wood. . „

WILLOW PLANTS and CUTTINGS for Onamental Trees and
Shrubs.

WILLOW CUTTINGS for Basket Makers' purposes.

BITTER WILLOW PLANTS and CUTTINGS for Hedges and
Game Coverts.

WILLOW STOCKS for Budding and Grafting.

Descriptive CATALOGUES free upon application as above.

"THE SALIX, OR WILLOW," second edition, post free, is. ; or

of SIMPKIN, MARSHALL and CO., London.

MAURICE YOUNG'S NEW TRADE LIST of
CONIFERS, HARDY EVERGREEN TREES and

SHRUBS, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, JAPANESE PLANTS,
NEW AUCUBAS, &c., is now ready, and will be forwarded on
application.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

Potatos, Regents, looi. to 130^. ; Flukes, 120^. to 150J. ;

French Shaws, 60J. to fas.

POTATOS.—Soiithwark, Jan. 8.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been
moderate, but larger from France. The trade has still

been of a holiday nature—very little demand, and second-

rale samples neglected. The quotations are as follow :

—Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, lOos. to 130J. ; Yorkshire

Regents, 6qs. to 100s. ;
Dunbar and East Lothian do.,

lOOS. to 130J. ; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do., 85-r, to

locj. ; do. Rocks, 8oj, to 90J. ; Kent and Essex

Regents, <p^. to 90J. ; do, Rocks, 60s. to Boj. ; French
Whites, tps. to yos.

For Want Placer, &c., see page 63.

Planting season.
DICKSONS AND CO.. Nurserymen and

Sei^dsmen, I, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, beg to call the

attention of those about to plant to their very large and hc.ilthy

Stock of FOREST TREES, FRUIT TREES, ORNAMENTAL
TREES and SHRUBS, which are now in fine condition for trans-

planting. They are prowing on very exposed ground, arc finely

rooted, and their wood is thoroughly ripened. Samples and Cata-

logues on application. Special prices will be quoted where large

quanlities are taken. (Established 1770.)

Experienced FORESTERS, GARDENERS, and LAND
STEWARDS recommended

Tji WING AND CO., The Royal Norfolk Nurseries,
4_J Norwich, will be happy to furnish prices to the Trade of the

following :

—

Dwarf-trained Morello, Mayduke, and other CHERRIES.
Standard red-twigged LI.VIES, fine.

PURPLE BEECH, of the best dark variety, worked, and
furnished from the ground, 6 to 8 feet.

Standard CERASUS MAHALEB VARIEGATA
HERTFORDSHIRE ELMS, fine, 6 to 8 feet.

CHICHESTER ELMS, fine, 6 to 10 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 6 to 8 feet, very stout.

COMMON LAUREL. 2 to 3 feet, bushy.
EVERGREEN PRIVET, 2 to 3 feet.

JAPAN PRIVET, fine, transplanted.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, transplanted, 1 to 2 feet.

PICEA PINSAPO, nice specimens, 2 to t feet.

THUJA WARREANA, ex. transplanted, 2104 feet.

MAHONIA AQUIFOLIUM, transplanted.

Lycopodlmn dentlculatum.
WANTED, 100 dozen strong plants, in 48-sized pots ;

also large PALMS, such as Scaforthia elcgans, from 8 to 20

feet high; also handsome TREE FERNS, with 8 feet stems; also

strong GREENHOUSE CREEPERS, established in large pots.

Send full particulars as to size, price, &c., to

JOHN WILLS, Royal Exotic Nursery, Sussex Place, Old
Brompton, London, S.W.

Lord Mayor's Banquet.

THE FLORAL ORNAMENTATION was by
Mr. John Wills, of Old Brompton, whose taste was gene-

rally commented on in terms of eulogy, "—rirf^C»7v Press, Nov. 11, 1871.

All kinds of FLORAL DECORATIONS, WliDDING, OPERA,
and other BOUQUETS.
JOHN WILLS, Royal Exotic Nursery and Floral DepOt, Sussex

Place, Old Brompton, London, S.W.
^

r\\0 PLANTERS.—STRONG FOREST TREES, &c.
LARCH, 2103, sj-i to 3;^, and 3 to 4 feet.

SCOTCH, i'^to2, 2\6-2]^, and 2^510 3 leet.

SPRUCE, \\l to 2, 2 to 2}^, aM 103. and 3 to 4 feet-

ENGLISH OAKS, 2^ 103!^, 3 to 4. 4 to 5, 5 to 6, and 6 to 7 ft.

BIRCH, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

ELMS (Wych), 2 to 3, 3 to a, and 4 to 5 feet.

HAZELS, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

MOUNTAIN ASH, 2103, 3 to 4. a»d 4 to 5 feet.

SYCAMORES, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

With many others, all of the best quality. The Larch arc clean,

stout, well-grown stuff, and have never been injured by frost.

JOHN HILL, The Nurseries, Spot Acre, near Sinnc, Staffordshire.

FOR DISPOSAL, the following SEEDS, for cash.

Samjjles can be had, post free, on application ;—

PEAS—PRIZETAKER MARROW./s. per bushel

WOODl'ORD'S GREEN MARROW, 7s. per bushel

NE PLUS ULTRA 01. per bushel
MrLEAN'S PRINCESS ROYAL. 8i. 6./. per bushel

CHAMPION of ENGLAND, 8j, dd. per bushel

BLUE SCIMETAR,8j. 6./, per bushel
BRITISH QUEEN, os. M. per bushel
VEITCH'S PERFECTION, «w. td. per bushel

BEANS—MONARCH LONG-POD, 75. per bushel

MIGNONETTE, is, td. per lb.

STOCK—RED VIRGINIAN, is. 3<i. per lb.

Immediate attention wilt be given to all orders addressed
SEED GROWER, Gardintn'' Chromdi Office, W.C.
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REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Kegistcicd Trade Mark, Flying Albatross), is now

ready for dcliver>' in quantity and in fine condit.on. It is believed to

be the best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian

Government Guano; it contains 21 percent, of Soluble Phosphates,

5 to 7 per cent, of Ammonia with Salts of Potash. See reports of Dr.

Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.

Delivered in 2 cwt. bafis, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guarajiteed so

long as the seals remain unbroken.

REES AND CO. (Limited), 58, Old Broad Street, London. E.G.

T HE LONDON MANURE
(Established i840)(

COMPANY.
n line dry condition

—

Have now ready for dcliverj-

PURE DISSOLVED ISONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE, forTop-DressinK
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITROPHOSPHATE
MANGEL, HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Bonar,

&Co.), NITRATEof SODA, SULPH.XTE of AMMONIA, &c
lib. Fenchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71. Comhill,

London, E.G. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Compaiiy.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Paiterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD. Manager, 3qA, King William Street, London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c., from

Decay. Alanulactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 3gA, King William Street, London, E.G.

Save your Plants from the Frost.
ARRATTS SELF- REGISTERING
THERMOMETER, for Marking how Cold it has been, and

telling the Present Temperature. No Gardener should be without iL

Price 15., or by post, is. ^d.

MARRATT, Optician, 63, King William Street, London Bridge, E.C.

M

MR. JAMES ERASER, Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the firm ol J. & J. Eraser, Lea Bridge Road.OSEPH NEWTON,
Landscape Architect,

Office : 42, Bishopsgaic Street Without, E.C.
Private Address : 74, Oxford Terrace, Hyde Park, W.

M Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH. Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London, N.

To Roadmakers. Contractors, and Others.

THE METROPOLITAN BOARD of WORKS are
prepared to RECEIVE TENDERS by parties who may be

willing to Contract for the FORMATION of a HORSE RIDE,
FOOTPATHS, DONKEY STANDS, and a NEW ROAD leading
from Dover Road to the avenue entrance of Greenwich Park,
Blackheath.

Parlies desiring to submit Tenders may inspect the Plans and
Specifications, and obtain other particulars, on application to Mr.
GEORGE VULLIAMV, Architect, at the Ofiiceof the Board. Spring
Gardens, S.W,, between the hours of 9 a.m. and 4 p.m , or on Satur-
days between the hours of 9 A.RL and 2 r.M., until Thursday,
January 25 instant.
The Tenders must be endorsed, " Tender for Horse Ride, Donkey

Stands, S:c." and addressed to the Clerk of the Board, are to be
delivered at this Office before 4 o'clock on the lasl-mentioned day, and
no Tender will be received after that hour. The parties tendering
must be in attendance at the Board at 12 o'Clock on the day appointed
for opening Tenders, and any Tender which is not fully tillea up in

every particular will be rejected.
The Board do not bind tnemselves to accept the lowest or any Tender.

JOHN POLLARD, Clerk of the Board.
Spring Gardens, S.W., January 10.

To Nurserymen. Gardeners, and Others.
VALUABLE FREEHOLD PROPERTY, near LEICESTER.

TO BE SOLD, by Private Contract. TWO first-class
SEMI-DETACHED VILLA RESIDENCES, each containing

Eight Rooms and Scullerj', situate on the main road leading from
Leicester to Melton Mowbraj-, and within three miles from the first-

named town. One of the above would be suitable for a Nurseryman,
there being attached to it about 2500 feet of Glass, all Heated with
Hot-water Pipes, Potting Shed, large Packing Room, Store Rooms,
Stabling, and about One Acre of excellent Garden Land
There is everj- convenience attached to the above, with abundance

of Hard and Soft Water. The locality is central for Four Markets
a week, and in all respects the property presents a rare opportunity for
a competent, persevering Man. The whole of the Buildings have
been erected within the last three years by the present owner, who is
retiring from the business in consequence of a family bereavement.
Forfurtherparticulars,applyto Mr. CHARLES TAMES HUNTER,

Solicitor, 13, Halford Street, Leicester,

SALES BY AUCTION.
SALE THIS DAY, at HALF-PAST TWELVE O'CLOCK.

Hardy Plants and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

SATURDAY, January 13, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely. Dwarf-
trained, Pyramid, and Standard FRUIT TREES, Standard and
Dwarf ROSES, Specimen CONIFERS, RASPBERRY CANES,
CARNATIONS. PICOTEES and PINKS, GLADIOLI, STRAW-
BERRY PLANTS, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

LUium auratum from Japan.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

FRIDAY. January lo. at half past 12 o'Clock precisely, 40 CASES
ofLILIUM AURA! UM, just arrived from Japan in good condition,
and Lotted to suit the Trade and private buyers.

Un view the morning ol Sale, and Catalogues had.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

TUESDAY, January 16. at halfpasi 12 o'Clock precisely, WHITE
DORKINGS, from Miss E Williams: LIGHT BRAHMAS. from
Rev. J.D, Hoystead: SPANISH, from Miss E. Browne ; DORKINGS
and ROUEN DUCKS, from Mr. Taylor; SILVER-GREY DORK-
INGS and BARBS, from Mr. Salter; DARK BRAHMAS and
DORKINGS, from Mr. Dowsctt ; and a variety of other choice
POULTRYand PIGEONS, from welt-known Breeders and Exhibitors.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Chapel Brampton, Northampton.
IMPORTANT SALE of FIRST-CLASS SHORTHORNS.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on THURSDAY, April 18, the FIRST-CLASS HERD of

PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS, the property of Jos. N. Beasley,
Esq. It numbers about Forty Head, and consists principally of
animals of the celebrated"] "tribe, which have been crossed with
first-class Bulls of Bates blood.
Further particulars and Catalogues will be duly announced
London, 15, Langham Place, \\., January 8, 1877,

Buttons' Choice Seed Potatos.

SUTTONS' Illustrated Descriptive LIST of the above
is now ready, and may be had gratis and post free on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by special appointment to the

Queen and Prince of Wales. KtadmR^

Seed Potatos.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Wholesale LIST of SEED
• POTATOS is now ready, and may be had, post free, on

application. It comprises all the best early and late varieties, also all

the American sorts worthy of cultivation. The quality is c-tcellent,

and the prices very moderate.
Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

For Seed.

H
TRADE

PEDIGREE
MARK.

CHEVALIER
BARLEY,
which was awarded

The FIRST PRIZE THREE YEARS in SUCCESSION

(1867, 1868, 1S69, and again in 1871),

at the Birmingham and Midland Counties' Show,

Yielded, at Brighton, in 1S69. TEN QUARTERS PER
ACRE, weighing 57 lb. per bushel.

ALSO

PEDIGREE BLACK TARTARIAN,
AND

PEDIGREE WHITE CANADIAN
OATS.

For price and full particulars of above, and of

PEDIGREE SEED WHEATS, apply to the Originator
of the System,

Captain HALLETT, F.L.S., Brighton.

Granville R. Rydf" H«fq
GranvilleR.H.S'- . .scl.c,Lq.,O.L
Henr>' W V-

, -^. M >?.
Charlpc \> . ^^'l!itt.„J. V.*>.. .,

Esq., At P- .- .. .:r.it-J.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
(Incorporated bv Special Acts of Parliament.)

DRAINAGE, RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES. TRAMWAYS, RAILWAYS, &c

Directors.
John Clutton, Esq.
Frederick L. Dasnwood, Esq.
Henry Farquhar, Esq.
Lord Garlics, M.P.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq.

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes
of Agricultural Improvement, including the Erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to
the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
Tenants may, with the consent of their Landlords, execute the

necessary Improvements upon the Farms which they occupy, charging
them with the cost.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.-The Company also advances
money for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigalion.
The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge upon

the land, redeeming principle and interest, over 25 years.
No investigation of title is required.
For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No, i, Great George Street,
Storey's Gate, Westminster, S. W.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 13, 1873.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MnNnw Tan ,c H^'^''^^'^^ °^ Surveyors, 12, Great GeorgeMONDAY, Jan. 151 Street, Westminster-S P.M.

MR. REDGRAVE, H.M. Principal Inspec-

tor of Factories, lately undertook, before a

Yorkshire audience, to illustrate the Progress
OF THE Nation. We have given his figures in

another page. He tells us how many more we
are, and gives a number of particulars to illus-

trate our social and religious condition. He also

gives us the history of our growing industry,

saying how much more coal and iron, tin and
lead, and cotton goods and silks, we now produce
in comparison with loor 20 years ago, By-and-by,
however, he leaves the manufacturing for the agri-

cultural field, and then his argument is based, not

on what we yield, but on what we want. It is not

the production, it is the consumption which sur-

prises him ; and the progress of the nation is

for once illustrated by a reference to our imports.

This, it is plain, however satisfactory it may be
as regards our wealth derived from other sources,

is by no means complimentary to " the agri-

cultural interest." And once more we have to'

reflect on Lord Leicester's declaration, that

the land is about half cultivated—that being the

end to which " the foremost agriculture of the

world" has at length attained.

Whose fault is this ? Why should not the

abundant raw material in English soil and air

be the subject of as prosperous and growing
manufacture as that which can only be got by
digging for it hundreds of feet deep, or sending

for it from thousands of miles away.' Why is

capital forthcoming, and the sharpest wit and
strongest will at hand whenever the demand shall
show a growing market for cotton goods, or iron
rails, or alkali, or broadcloth .'—whereas for the
products of our agriculture, many of which have
risen 50 per cent, in value within the memory of
young men, we have to depend on imports I We
have grain no cheaper than it used to be, and
meat is <)d. to is. per lb. It used to be pro-
duced, and rents and labourers were paid, when
it brought no more than ^d. and 6d. per lb.

Why is it, unlike all other manufactured goods,
rising in price, while the English manufacturers
of it seem unable to supply the demand ?

The question really is—Why is not more
capital invested on the farm ? It is that which
has multiplied and cheapened the produce,

while it has increased the profits, of our furnaces

and factories. It is that which must increase

the produce and the profits of the land—if ever

we are to see our farmers equal, with other
manufacturers, to the demands upon them. Why
is increased capital not forthcoming for the food
manufacture ? The land will pay for the use of
it. Our market reports this day announce ds. a
stone, /. e., £^ 4J. per cwt. as the price of beef,

and ^5 2s. Sti. per cwt. as the price of mutton,
at which the best fat cattle and sheep were
sold last Monday at the iVIetropolitan Cattle

Market. If beef and mutton could be grown
" to pay " when they were sold much under £'i
a cwt., certainly they will pay at present.

It no doubt takes a largely increased capital

to increase the live stock of the farm, but why
is it not forthcoming for such an immensely in-

creased demand for this dear beef and mutton
as now exists ? Land is to be had. Farms are

continually falling vacant. Why do not our

capitalists, who are now going into all manner of

wild speculations for sheer want of other em-
ployment for their money, seize upon opportu-

nities of this kind ? If any one can increase the

value of the land, it is the man who proposes to

double the meat manufacture on it ; and he, if

anv one should be welcome to the owner of it.

—

fJ-.Vray btiSi to ;..<i.ke k convrrnicn' f"- ; .jt pur-

pose. Buildings, roads, and drains, anything
which is a clear and permanent addition to the

value of the estate, shall be provided ; and you
shall lay out your capital on live stock, labour,

and manures and seed. It shall be yours at a
fair rental for a sufficient term of years to make
it answer your purpose. It will certainly well

answer mine. I can see that that land lets for

most which keeps most stock. The land will be
worth much more to the owner and the labourer

as well as to the tenant, for your expenditure.

It is my interest to encourage that in every

possible way."

Is this the way in which the proposal of a tenant

is received? On the contrary, as a rule, he is re-

ceived with suspicion. That is the ordinary key-

note of the duet between him and the agent.

It is as a great favour that is conferred upon him
if he be received at all. He is to be hedged
about on every side of him, for he is naturally

bent on "taking it out of the land.' He is not

to cultivate this particular crop or that, for they

e.xhaust the soil. The land is to maintain an
indefinite quantity of destructive animals for the

landlord's pleasure, which the tenant must not

interfere with, while he himself is interfered with

continually by the watchers of these animals, his

master's servants. Moreover, probably he has

to pay a tenfold rent as fine if he breaks

through any of the rigid conditions of a compli-

cated lease. Or perhaps he is met point blank

with the decision, " It is not the custom to grant

leases on this estate."
" Bless my heart !

" an outsider might exclaim
;

" is the landlord afraid of the incoming tenant's

capital ? Is it his interest to begrudge the profits

which the other makes ? Does he desire to warn
investors off his land ? Where has the common
sense of the country gone to !

"

On the contrary, we are told, and by the tenant-

farmers' member too, " My honourable colleague,

indeed, says he does not grant leases. But I

will tell you what he does, which I think much
better. He lets his farms at an extremely low

rent, and he grants compensation to tenants for

all unexhausted improvements." Yes 1 and in

the same column of the Mark Lane Express,

from which we quote these words, he has to

mourn over the increased and increasing pauper-

ism of the country ; and we, too, have to speak
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of the people being fed, not from English, but
from foreign soil. Let us not forget these two
facts.

The goodwill of the landlord and a good un-
derstanding, perhaps for generations old, between
him and his tenantry—this is the remedy for

deficient capital in agriculture ; and the " en-
couragement " of more provident habits among
the labouring class—this is the old old remedy
for increasing pauperism.
But we have to read them, and receive them,

in the light of the two portentous facts to which
we have just alluded.

Wheat was sold at about is. a quarter dearer
on Monday, and this advance was maintained on
Wednesday. Trade has not been so brisk in the
Metropolitan Cattle Market during the past week, and
prices are, generally speaking, rather lower.
English wool continues to advance in price, and at

present there seems every prospect of a further advance.
The seed market is becoming active, and prices of

all first-rate qualities of Clover seed, grass seeds.

Tares, Peas, t&c, are fully maintained.

' The following subjects have been selected for

discussion before the London Farmers' Club during
the year 1S72 :

—

February 5.—The Use of Method, Arrangement, and
Observation in the Management of a Farm

;
proposed by

Rev. G. Davies, Hall Place, Romsey,
March 4.—The Transit of Live Stock ; Mr. A, Welch,

Southall.

April I,—Vegetable and Fruit Farming ; Mr. T.
Scott, Knap Hill, Woking.
May 6.— Principles affecting Cultivation, Manuring,

and Cropping ; Mr. J.J. Mechi. Tiptree, Kelvedon.
November 4.—Freedom in Cultivation and Security of

Capital ; Mr. T. Hoelev, jun.. The Fosse, Leammgton,
December 9.—Some Comparative Results of Large and

Small Farm Systems in Providing Food for the People
;

Mr. H. M. Jenkins, ra, Hanover Square, London, W.
It will be seen that subjects and lecturers, both new
and old, are here enumerated. The great subject of
freedom of cultivation and security of capital has, it

will be seen, a place upon the list, and will, no doubt,
be well expounded by Mr. Horley,

The Agricultural Improvement Society of
Ireland are next week to superintend a Show of
Traction Engines, probably on the i6tli "'-

Bagot reported that Mes" "
. . .j.mg over

engines and y.'r.^'^.j-ns iu< exnibition near Lyons or
Sallins station. A neld is to be taken, on which douMc-
lurrow ploughs also are to be exhibited at work. An
entrance fee of £1 each is to be charged for each
double-furrow plough to be exhibited, and each owner
will provide his own horses. Only one plough from
each maker will be admitted. Entries close this day.

The Plague of Wood Pigeons in East
Lothian has become a subject of almost first-class

agricultural importance. At a recent meeting of the
East Lothian Agiicultural Society, Mr. Harvey,
Whittingham Mains, reported that since March last

13,000 wood pigeons had been killed in the county,
and that the special fund for the promotion of their
destruction amounted to /'aS. A tremendous number
of these birds had visited Haddingtonshire this year,
and it was very annoying to see the immense flocks of
them completely destroying the fine fields of red
Clover. Lord Elcho, Lord Blantyre, the Earl of
Wemyss, Sir Hew Dalrvmple, and other proprietors,
had aided the Society in their crusade against these
destructive birds, and he implored the remaining
country gentlemen to follow such a good example.
Landlords could not do a more gracious act towards
their tenantry, who paid large rents for their farms,
than to order their foi'esters to pull down the nests of
the wood pigeons, and to create still greater havoc
than at present among the winged pests. —Sir Hew
Dalrvmple said he did not believe that wood pigeons
bred in Haddingtonshire. He did not know whether
it was complimentary to Mr. Harvey's persecution of
them or not, but the number which visited the county
this year was something marvellous. He had seen the
other day a field of red Clover positively blue with
them ; they were as thick as they could stand together.
It was a well-known fact that proprietors who shot
these birds in the neighbouring county found them full
of grain, not which was growing there, but which had
been grown 30 miles away.—The Chair.man sympa-
thised with Mr. Harvey in his statement about the
intolerable nuisance it was to farmers to see the fields
destroyed by these birds. He did not believe that
Haddingtonshire was responsible for their breeding.
He knew that in Suffolk flocks of these and other
birds came and went no one knew where ; and really
Mr. Harvey, to succeed in extirpating them, would
require some sort of international wood-pigeon league.
—Mr. Roughead (Myreside) believed that one cause
of the great increase of wood pigeons was the gun-
tax. If they could get Mr. Lowe to take the tax
away, plenty more wood pigeons would be destroyed.—The Chairman said he would not envy the members
of any deputation sent by the Society to Mr. Lowe in
regard to the gun-tax.

The following paragraph in the Times of last
Saturday describes the Condition of West Newton,

on the Sandringham property, which, as regards its

water supply and other domestic accommodation, with
consequent liability to typhoid fever, may be taken as
the type of many another country village :

—

'

' The records of West Newton for the last 10 years
show that this village has been the seat of repeated out-
breaks of typhoid fever, and, as might be anticip.ated
under such circumstances, the examination of the well
waters shows an universal pollution of the wells by infil-

trating sewage. From the analysis published this week
it appears that this pollution is proved not only by the
excessive proportion of organic nitrogen, amounting to

from three to eight times as much as the 7naxhtium
amount found in water of good quality, but by other un-
failing chemical evidence. All the drinking waters of
West Newton, not excluding that of the rectory, are
evidently subject to dangerous contamination by direct
infiltration from cesspools or other receptacles. It cannot
be doubted that this is the source, in West Newton as in

so many other of our villages and towns, of the exces-
sive zymotic mortality. The Prince has already, by a
considerable expenditure, freed this village from the greater
part of the causes of preventible disease. This, however, is

one of those sources of mortality which must often lurk
unsuspected, and to which builders " and engineers when
carrying out improvements give least attention. Over
many of the wells at West Newton—and those the worst
—the Prince's agents have no control, as they are upon
small separate freeholds ; and to these it will behove the
local sanitary authorities to give immediate attention.

Most of them have been, either recently or at no distant
time, foci of disease, and the village cannot be freed from
typhoid fever until the sources of its drinking water are
protected from pollution. The lesson which is thus taught
by the sanitary investigation of a village which has been
favoured by much enlightened and liberal care, ought not
to be lost on the country at large. The whole of the
annual sickness from typhoid fever—100,000 cases at least

—may be fairly set down as preventible, and a very large
proportion of the cases may be directly traced to the
pollution of drinking-water—in towns by the absorption of
sewer gas, in villages by the percolation of sewage through
the soil into surface wells. The same remarkable causes
of disease—ignominious and shocking as they are—which
we have pointed out at West Newton, exist on a large
scale in one-half the villages and country towns through-
out the kingdom."

By a decree of the President of the French
Republic (dated December 30, 1871), Monsieur
Barral, the editor of the foiirnal de VAgriailture, so
well known for his agricultural and scientific researches,

has been appointed, with the almost unanimous vote of
tne members of the Societe Centrale d' Agriculture de
France, perpetual secretary of this society, in the place
of the late Monsieur PaYEN.

The following interesting paragraph is quoted
from the Mark Lane Express

:

—
"An adjourned meeting of the Norfolk Agricultural

Society was held at Norwich on Saturday, Mr. C. S.
Read, M.P,

,
presiding, for the purpose of electing a

President for the current year. The following letter was
read from Mr. F. Knollys.

"Sandringham, King's Lynn, January 5.
" Dear Sir,—With reference to the meeting of the Nor-

folk Agricultural Society which is to be held at Norwich
to-morrow, I am desired by my father to say that you are
at liberty to make an unofficial communication to the
effect that he understood from the Prince, before His
Royal Highness' illness took place, that he would accept
the office of President of the Association with great satis-

faction, on the condition that the meeting should be held
at Lynn.—Truly yours, F. Knollvs.
The Chairman said that it was most desirable that His
Royal Highness should accept the office of President,
more especially as he lived in Norfolk during part of each
year. The acceptance of the Presidency by the Prince
would confer a great honour upon the Society and upon
the farmers of Norfolk, as the chair now vacated by one
of themselves would be occupied by the future Sovereign
of England.—The Prince was then unanimously elected
to the Presidency, and it was also agreed that the next
year's meeting should be held at Lynn.— Colonel FiTZ-
ROY moved a resolution to the effect that the members of
the Association in general meeting assembled, desired to
express their heartfelt thankfulness at the improvement
which had taken place in the condition of the Prince of
Wales, and also their earnest hope that His Royal
Highness might, with the blessing of Almighty God, be
soon restored to perfect health.—The Chairman said he
would take it for granted that this resolution was carried
unanimously."

OUJi LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE,

Mr. William Ashburner, of Netherhouses,
Ulverston, the result of whose sale we recorded some
weeks ago, still retains a considerable number of well-

bred Shorthorns, among which the following may be
noticed as indicating the strains of blood now to be found
at Netherhouses :

—

Arid, by Mr. S. E. Bolden's
Lablache (16,353), bred by Mr. Thomas Atherton, of
Speke, dam^r/f/by General Canrobert (12,926),
g.d. Mr. Cheney's Atiemoiie by General Napiek
(24,024) ; Kirlderin^toii Princess, a substantial, thick-

fleshed cow, got by SvLPH Prince (30,095), dam Kirl;-

levington by GENERAL Canrobert (12,926); Blossom
by Sir James (22,902), a grand massive 6-year-old
cow out of Blanche y/i by Antonius (12,401) ;

Orange Blossom, a daughter of the last named cow by
Baron Geneva (25,568), and bred by Mr. Sartoris

;

Anemone 2d, bred by Mr. Cheney, got by General

Napier ; Wdd Blower "jtlt, a roan heifer rising three
years old, by 13TH Duke ok Oxford (21,604), dam
by Cherry Duke 2d (14,265)—she, it is expected,
is in calf to Oxford Le Grand ; Double G~<oynnc by
RUFUS (27,397) ; Barmpton Rose 2d by Perseve-
rance (27,062), a thick fleshed cow, for some time gone
in calf to Oxford Le Grand ; Duchess of Clarence i^h,
an attractive looking 2-year-old heifer by Cherry
Duke (25,753) ; Lady Barrington gth by Wild Duke
(27,808), dam Lady Barrington ']th, and in calf to

Oxford Le Grand since the middle of October;
Nonpareil "jth, a red yearling, by Grand Duke 17TH,
dam Red Nonpareil by Cambridge Barrington ist

(14,223) ; Kirhlevington 2^h, bred by Mr. Downing,
of 'Turner's HUl, got by 5TH Duke of Wharfdale
(26,033), dam Kirklei'inglon i']ih—a very neat animal,

with a fine head, good girth and loins, and plenty of soft

hair ; Cassandra 2d, a good level calf by Baron Fennel,
dam Macco by Paris (20,469); Nonsuch by Baron
Fennel, dam Nancy ^th by Storrs (25,238). The
bull section of the herd comprises Oxford le Grand,
the sire now in use in the herd. He was bred by
Colonel Towneley, and is by Baron Oxford(23,375),
from 6M Maid of Oxford, imported from America by
Mr. J. O. Sheldon. Admiral and Adjutant are
twin bull calves, by Baron Fennel, and from
Arid i^h. Darlington Prince, a three months old

calf, by Mr. Robart's Caractacus (28,141), by Colonel
Gunter'sDuKEOF Tregunter ; his dam is GrandPrin-
cess by Grand Duke 7th (19,877). Baron Fennel,
already mentioned as a good sire of stock, is by Baron
Wild Eyes (25,604), bred by Mr. Atherton, and got
by 2D Lord O.xford. The above cattle are well and
fashionably bred, and we understand that under the

influence of spirited men, such as Mr. Ashburner and
other well-known Cumberland breeders, the general

character of the cattle is rapidly improving in those

parts.

An interesting record of births in the Little-

bury herd during the years 1856-67, which w^e hold,

shows that from May 6, 1S56, to December 31, 1867,

119 calves were bom, 61 of which were bulls and

58 heifers. We have also had the opportunity of

inspecting Tables of births, constructednianyyears ago,

giving information as to the relative number of calves

of either sex dropped in Lord Spencer's herd. The
equality of the sexes in point of numbers is shown in

these Tables, a fact not so altogether Iree from singu-

larity, when we remember the polygamous tendencies

of the bovine race. One bull will fertilise many cows,

and through the influence of natural selection no doubt
does so, in the wild as well as the domestic condition,

and yet Nature sends a bull for every cow. This, and
other points connected with breeding, deserve more
attention than they have yet received, and the want of

sources of inlormation is much to be regretted. The
Herd Book should be a safe guide as to the relative

numbers of males and females born in, at least, the

most fashionable tribes. Take, for instance, the

Duchesses. Would it not be interesting and im-

portant to know how far the long-continued in-

breeding of these animals may have influenced

their fecundity? What the mortality is among
calves of such a high-bred race, in comparison

with other less fashionably-bred races ? What eflect,

if any, in-breeding has had on the relative number of

males and females bom. A complete record of births

in which dead calves, or calves which died, were men-
tioned, would be an important improvement to our

present Herd Book. Some time ago we took consider-

able pains to gather from the existing Herd Book the

births of a few of our best-bred families. We were

astonished first at the small number of calves recorded

at all, .and, secondly, at the preponderance of females.

How is this ? We can hardly suspect in these days

that calves by a noble " Duke " and from a " Prin-

cess " will intentionally and willingly be excluded from

the Herd Book. We are led to speculate as to the

causes. Are the cows barren ? Do they bring dead

or delicate calves ? Is the produce lost, and its pedi-

gree forgotten? Or are breeders so careless that

fashionably bred calves fail to be entered ? The
explanation must be in the answer to one of

these queries, and we certainly think that it

is important that it should be answered. If a family

of cows whose name is familiar to eveiy Shorthorn

breeder, and whose produce is valued at hundreds of

pounds per head, fails to produce anything like its due

number of calves, as recorded in the Herd Book, we
cannot help thinking that breeders and purchasers have

a right to ask questions about baiTcnness, abortion,

and other causes of failure. We also think that the

editor of such an important work as the Herd Book
should insist that the conduct of each entered cow
should be recorded for each year, whether she breed a

living or dead calf, or fail to breed any calf at all.

SEWAGE UTILISATION.
"Filter Beds" and "Irrigation Proper."

Those who are interested in the utilisation of sewage

by *' irrigation proper," are much indebted to you for

your able articles on the essay lately read by Mr.

Bailey Denton before the Council of the Society of

Arts, entitled " Sewage as a Fertiliser of Land, and

Land as a Purifier of Sewage."
As I was prevented from taking part in the dis-
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cussion which followed, I must ask you to allow me
space in your columns to record my dissent from some

of the theories therein developed, and to point out how
irreconcilable are the statements it contains.

I gather that Mr. Denton desires to recover from the

sewage the whole of its fertilising ingredients,— ist,

fully to utilise the manure, and, 2d, for the purpose of

rendering the water passed into the stream as pure as

possible. Also that Mr. Denton does not think ** inter-

mittent filtration " of itself is alone equal to the task of

extracting the fertilising ingredients, and therefore he

avails himself of the aid afforded by the '* scavenging
"

powers of vegetation.

These being the principles upon which sewage farms

have long been worked with varying success according

to varying circumstances, but with no failures, so far as

I am informed, we must all agree with Mr. Denton in

the propriety of keeping these objects in view, and

regret that unfortunately when dealing with very open

soil, and without the power of re-using the effluent

water, a large quantity of valuable manure has some-

times escaped in the bright looking stream which runs

to the i-iver- after having assisted to grow enormous

crops.

Assent must, however, cease to be given when Mr.

Denton states that the value of sewage when "per-

fectly " cleansed and " fully " utilised is at least liL

per ton, such sum being divisible between the rate-

payers and the farmer, that is to say, that a farmer can

afford to pay " at least" a halfpenny per ton to the rate-

payers, and make a profit of another halfpenny for

himself.

It must be remembered that, the quality of sewage

varies. There is sewage and there is sewage. There

may be facilities for distribution and redistribution on

suitable land conveniently situated and in sufficient

quantity for the purposes of *' irrigation proper," and

there may not be land so attainable, and yet these

questions affect the farmer and his profits, since the

capital invested and the returns to be obtained depend
on them ; and whilst one market gardener or farmer

may be able to pay a halfpenny a ton and still make a

living, another will be unable to pay even half that

sum.
It must also be remembered that as the scavenging

powers of vegetation are not in full activity during

some months of the year, the farmer can neither '.'per-

fectly" cleanse nor "fully " utilise the sewage he is

bound to take, and therefore during such months the

farmer cannot be expected to make the penny a ton.

He must, therefore, either deduct the quantity so used,

—or, rather, so wasted—from the total before making
payment, or he must make so much more than the

standard id. a ton out of the remainder as will

enable him to realise that sum over his year's supply.

As no such evidence of the value of sewage has yet

been afforded, Mr. Denton must, I assume, have argued
on a presumption that because such and such returns

have been obtained by means which he does not

approve, and which are, in his opinion, vicious and
wasteful, they cannot fail to be greatly improved when
all the conditions he lays down are observed.

He says that "up to very recently the object of

getting sewage on to the land was not to let it percolate

into the ground, but to keep it on the surface.

"

This statement is a very serious imputation against

all irrigationists, and I hope each one who does not
deserve to lie under it will forthwith ask to have the
name of his farm struck out of the list from which Mr.
Denton reads, as I now ask that the Lodge Farm may
be excluded from it. If the returns from irrigation

farms which have acted on the principle described by
Mr. Denton have given him hopes of their improve-
ment, and the realisation of at least id. a ton for their

sewage when they have mended their ways, I think he
is quite justified in looking to such returns ; but as so
many sewage farms, where no such views were ever
entertained or practised, have long been in operation,
and where the principle of " filtration " is no novelty to
any one interested in the question, they would be, I
imagine, better guides to future value than those
hitherto worked upon erroneous principles.

However, when I say that the charge brought against
us upon this farm has been that of super-filtration, and
not super-saturation in any form, and that we have
not the power of taking the effluent water from the
subsoil drains for re-distribution, I have explained why
the sewage is not "fully utilised," and show that we
never belonged to the class of farms which Mr. B.
Denton properly condemns.

with the sewage of 2500 persons. The quantity at

present applied to each acre is 70,000 tons per annum,
eventually something over 100,000 tons per annum will

be poured upon this area. The sewage is admitted to

be weak.
The town of Merthyr having incurred the expense of

taking the land, constructing the filters and delivering

the sewage, and the whole area being but 20 acres,

easily handled, we will assume that it retains it in its

own hands, and earns for the ratepayers the whole of

the promised penny a ton.

The yearly return to be derived from the present use

of sewage is equal to £s^^t, y. 8^/., or ^^291 13J. 2d.

an acre, the expected return on the increased use of

sewage contemplated is;^S333 6s. Sd., or;i^5i6 13^. ^d.

per acre annually. Whether Mr. Denton ever really

looked to the realisation of such returns from such

limited areas, and whether he ever hoped that the

scavengingpowers of the few plants he would be enabled

to grow would be equal to the task he assigns to them,

I will not stop to ask. I have only to deal with the

broad statements, and leave your readers to form their

own opmions, but I would say that in instances where
it may be necessary to adopt some such mode of deal-

ing with the sewage of a town as the Merthyr filter-

beds present, might it not be more advantageous to the

town and to the country near it, that any system of

precipitation which succeeds in making and profitably

selling its manure, should be allowed to intercept the

sewage on its way to the filter-beds, and thus prevent,

at least for a time, their proper action being interrupted

by the accumulation of manure which would render

them inoperative. Although it may appear somewhat
contradictory, Mr. Bailey Denton urges upon "irriga-

tionists" the necessity for exercising "economy" in

the use of sewage ! Is the application of 50 times

more sewage to i acre, and the production of no more
crops than is now obtained from it economy ? Does
Mr. Denton ever hope to produce from i acre of

filter-bed as much produce as we now take from

50 acres, and at the same time pour his effluent water

into the river, as well cleansed as that which runs from

the drains of a properly arranged sewage farm ? But
he must do all this before we can admit the justice of

his remarks, that filter-beds will bear "comparison
with irrigation proper."

There can be no question that // by confining the

application of large quantities of sewage to I acre

;!^ioo can be realised by its cultivation, and that when
the application of an equal quantity is extended to

5 acres only ;!^2o an acre is obtained, every farmer

would naturally prefer to cultivate the i acre ; but

upon the waste upon i acre, of manure sufficient for

5 acres, follows imperfect cleansing of the sewage, and
consequent pollution of the rivers, great loss of food,

and the abandonment of the means of profitably

employing labour in producing it.

cially when by the use of it they will materially
improve its character and possibly double its value.

Mr. Denton summarily decided that my reported
tons of sewage ought to be regarded as so many half-

pennies to be paid to the sewer authorities, leaving me
to make another halfpenny as the profit due to the
farm, or more, or less, and he argued that as I had not
accomplished this, there must be fault somewhere, and
he was so courteous as to cast the blame on the soil.

Now, before it is conceded that there has been any-
thing wrong in my inability to make i(/. a ton for

division with the sewer authorities, I claim that it

should be shown on undeniable evidence that the
profits elsewhere on sewage farms have been such as

to permit of such a tribute ; and this should be proved,
not in single crops or in exceptional seasons, but over
the whole average of sewage delivered to a farm, and
used by it since it has been in operation.

The conditions which Mr. Denton lays down—" the
perfect cleansing" of sewage—sewage " fully utilised,"

are, he states, to be found in the filter beds at Merthyr,
which have proved so successful as to satisfy him that
the results there " will bear comparison with irrigation

proper," and that, notwithstanding the very heavy
outlay, they show a fair prospect of profit to the rate-

payers. We may, therefore, for argument sake put
them on a par with " irrigation proper," or " irrigation

proper" on a par with the "filter-beds"—although
Mr. Denton has not succeeded in rendering the
effluent water from his fresh filter-beds any purer than
that from irrigation improper on the Lodge Farm.

At present the sewage of 1500 persons is annually
applied to each acre of "filter bed" at Merthyr, but
eventually each acre, we are told, is destined to deal

Mr. Denton, speaking of economy, says that the

sewage of 62 persons, or 2000 tons per acre per annum,
is that due to "irrigation proper." There is avast
difference between 62 persons and 2500 persons

—

between 2000 tons and 100,000 tons per acre ; and yet

we are told that they will rank alike, will produce
crops alike, will earn the same rate per ton of sewage

;

that the two are on a par, but with a leaning, I fancy,

on Mr. Denton's part, towards the largest number
of tons.

I should be sorry to be limited to 2000 tons as the

maximum dressing, because we have on an average

used twice as much ; but I do not deny that upon
certain soils, and with the power of re-using the

effluent water, that quantity of sewage would grow
excellent crops, but I woiUd rather agree with Mr.
Denton when he says that the calculations hitherto

made as to the proper number of persons to an acre are

worth very little, because such apportionment must
always depend on the nature of the land and the nature

of the sewage, and the nature of the crops required.

I cannot conclude my remarks on the opinions of

both systems promulgated by Mr. Denton, without

expressing my surprise that those which affect " irriga-

tion proper," have not been borne out or explained by
the knowledge which he has acquired at the Romford
Sewage Farm, at which he has been, I believe, a

frequent visitor and a witness to the many scientific

experiments there conducted, and which would no
doubt convey much valuable information on the

subject.

The results which we have obtained at the Lodge
Farm, and the means through which they were accom-
plished, have always been made public, and these,

when serviceable to him, have been very properly made
use of by Mr. Denton, excepting in the instance of his

accidentally taking wrong figures, and quoting the

application to gi-ass, in one instance, at 21,488 tons an
acre in one year, instead of 996S tons, which was the

quantity used, and of his quoting 12^. a ton as the selling

price of grass instead of iSj. aton, and therebymaterially

affecting the facts which he selected as an illustration.

Mr. Denton also forgets our yearly growth of Wheat
by means of irrigation, when he says that it is thus '

' not

successfully grown." His objection to the use ofsewage
upon such soil as that which forms part of this farm is a
proper one when he can command a better application of

it, but as towns will have to take the land which happens
to be most convenient or most readily obtainable, it

cannot be expected that they will reject poor soil, espe-

In the discussion on Mr. Bailey Denton's paper one
gentleman,whose exalted notions of the value of sewage
have hitherto been proverbial, expressed "complete
agreement " with the author, and at the same time

advocated the economic use of sewage to the growth
of cereals. It may seem difficult to understand how
he could advocate economy whilst agreeing with Mr.
Denton " completely ;" but this difficulty will,

perhaps, be overcome when we look back a little, and
compare past and present statements.

In May, 1869, this gentleman, addressing the Sur-
veyor's Institute, repeated that which he had often

stated, viz., that 100 tons of Italian Rye-grass ought to

be taken in one year from i acre, and that such
quantity ought to be grown from 5000 tons of sewage,
and leave a nett profit of ^45 to the farmer, after

paying, not \d. a ton, but \d. a ton, for the sewage.
This profit was not to be derived from high prices

made by selling the grass in London, but by its con-

version into milk or butter on the farm. On the same
occasion, reasoning on what had been done on the

Lodge Farm in the growth of Mangel, and by an ex-

pected increase of crop in proportion to an increase of
sewage, which he proposed should be applied, he
stated that 70 tons of Mangel would be produced from
2000 tons of sewage, and that after allowing for its

payment at id. a ton, he estimated the nett profit to

the farmer at ;i^33 3J-. &,d. an acre.

In November of the same year, 1869, he re-affirmed

his previously expressed opinions, and whilst lamenting

over our shortcomings, he congratulated himself, and
those around him, on at last (from possessing the Rom-
ford farm) being in a position to fulfil his promise of

100 tons of Italian Rye-grass per acre, adding that

'"reliable quantitative experiments" would now be
made, and explaining the means he had adopted, in

order to " tone down the Romford sewage to the same
strength as that of London."

Ii> April, 1S71, when discussing the paper which I

had the honor to lay before the Surveyors' Institute,

the same gentleman, having by that time acquired

some practical experience, denied the possibility of

land absorbing such quantities of sewage as I said we
had used, and stated that he found 40 tons of sewage
an acre a sufficient dressing to some, and from 90 to

no tons when the land had been stirred to a depth of

9 inches. Also that the value of sewage ranged from

Sj. to I is. a-head of the population, and that it was
the farmer's own fault if he did not obtain the full

value of the manure he applied to his land.

Also that he paid \d. a ton, or £z^ per acre, for his

sewage, and that for every £^ he received £1^. He
stated too that there were many appliances on his farm

which we did not possess at the Lodge Farm, and that

an experienced man was employed by the British

Association to check the quantities of sewage applied,

but that notwithstanding all the advantages they pos-

sessed, he could not commit himself to exactness within

to tons a-day as to the quantity delivered.

I would here shortly remark that there must have
been some mistake about the payment of \d. a ton for

the sewage, as £'^ an acre gives 2400 tons an acre ; and
even if as many as no acres out of the whole farm of

120 or 121 are taken as being under irrigation, which
is, I believe, in excess of rather than below the area

dressed, an average of 3600 tons an acre would be
necessary to use the whole supply, and this quantity at

\d. a ton gives £"] los. an acre.

On the occasion before referred to—April, 1871—he
again spoke of the Romford sewage, for which he paid

4^. per ton, as being "more diluted than that of

London," thereby contradicting or correcting his

former statement as to its requiring to be "toned
down," but with this exception—he was more con-

fident than ever ; and in order to place everything

before the public in the most authoritative manner, he
stated his determination to submit everything to public

accountants of high standing, as one of the daily papers

was in the habit of doing. Your readers have probably

forgotten all these statements, and many otliers of a

similar nature, and if so they will not be so much sur-

prised as I was to read the opinions expressed by this

gentleman in the Journal of the Society of Arts^ lately

published, and which have made me wonder what has

happened in the short experience gained by him to

cause so sudden a change—to abandon the conservation

of sewage—to forego the large profits which its use in

high farming leads to, and to "agree completely " with

Mr. Bailey Denton in his course of destruction.
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It cannot be that the establishment of the Romford
farm, in addition to that at Barking, can have caused

the excess in production which Mr. Hope says has

overburdened the market, or that an increased amount
of such produce must be checked instead of being

fostered. Can it be contended that the metropolis is

already fully supplied with everything which it is in the

power of sewage to grow excepting corn ? and does

nothing but corn offer a prospect of a return of \d, a

ton ? Do the present prices show that every one, high

and low, rich and poor, can each and all obtain a

sufficiency of garden produce ? Have cattle feeders an

excess of fodder at command ? and, if not, how can he

agree with Mr. Denton in the propriety of burying

;^6oo a year in one acre of ground, and of contem-

plating the sacrifice hereafter of ^1000 a year on the

same area, and compare such waste with that of

"irrigation proper?"
He not only says he agrees with Mr. Denton, but,

notwithstanding all his previous assertions, and forget-

ful of his declaration as to the impossibility of the

absorption of 12,000 tons of sewage by the land in one
year, he has actually been imitating Mr. Denton, and
applying sewage on his own farm at the rate of 31,000
tons an acre per annum, with the view of establishing

the propriety of using such quantities per acre annually

at Birmingham.
Surely Mr. Hope has forgotten his promise to the

Surveyors' Institute, the members of which no doubt

still look for the results of the carefully conducted

experiments which they, as well as everyone interested

in the question, hoped would have proved as satisfactory

as Mr. Hope predicted.

Instead of giving these, he only records the " satis-

factory " disposal of 31,000 tons of sewage an acre,

/.£'., the putting out of sight of that which costs him at

the rate of ^64 \\s. Sc/. an acre. That which, accord-

ing to Mr. Hope, is equal to about 20 tons of the best

Peruvian guano with 16 per cent, of nitrogen, and
which, if applied by him, would have grown 600 tons

of Italian Rye-grass, and have produced in milk and
butter a gross return of ^^450. To one who has done
so much to improve the supply of milk to the metro-
polis this must have been a sore trial ; and if so, why
was it done ? There surely was no doubt that it could

be so wasted. All our experience upon this farm
exemplified an exactly opposite difficulty, and one
would almost have looked upon such application by
him as unavoidable, but for the fact of the establish-

ment through it of the means of dealing with the

sewage of Birmingham.
It is true that Mr. Hope did say that his previously

expressed opinion was confirmed by experience, and
that the best use of sewage would be found in the

applicition of that of 20 to 25 persons to an acre in the

production of cereals ; but this statement is so irrecon-

cilable with everything else which he has said and
done, and so opposed to everything which practice has
taught us, that I will only dilate on it to say that we
are already aware that cereals can be grown by a

moderate use of sewage directly applied, and also that

cereals may, and I think will, be grown on every sew-
age farm as a resting crop free from sewage dressings

;

but as there will be a great falling off in the returns

which acres so treated will yield, farmers who can
grow market garden crops and root crops will not

adopt the plan to an extent greater than is necessary.

The area required for the devotion of the '* bulk "

of the sewage to the growth of cereals would be enor*

mous ; the outlay necessary to prepare and drain the

land would be out of all proportion to the returns

;

and, tlierefore, excepting in the manner I mention,
and when the rotation of crops withdraws the sewage
for grass and roots and vegetables, from land previously

so cropped, com will not be selected, but will follow in

the wake of these.

I regret that this vindication of '* irrigation proper "

has rendered reference to individual names necessary ;

but, as both the gentlemen to whom I have been
obliged to refer may, by their publicly expressed

opinions, influence those who have to direct the dis-

posal of town sewage, it becomes a duty to make an
effort to prevent that influence from being banefully
exerted. Henry y. Morgan^ Lodge Farm, Barkings
December 23.

FARM LABOURERS' COTTAGES AND
THEIR COST.

By Mr. Bailey Denton, Jun.

[The following paper on this important subject has appeared
the Farmers' Alvianac, published by Cassell & Co.]

The object of the present short paper is to expose
some of the causes which contribute to make the cost

of labourers' cottages vary on different estates and in

different parts of the country, and to show how such
differences may be reconciled. Thus, it is hoped that
many difficulties may be removed, and the fallacy of
hasty comparisons made manifest.

Upon large estates where the cottage question can
be dealt with as a whole, it is no doubt desirable to
erect a certain number of cottages with two bed-rooms
each (although the major portion should be built with
three bed-rooms), so that small families may be accom-
modated without being overhoused. It is when
village labourers find their houses too large that they
are induced to take in lodgers to assist them with their

rents, a practice which should be resisted in most cases.

though admissible with certain restrictions in others.

Cottages with one bed-room, though desirable under
exceptional circumstances on large estates, cannot be
generally recommended, and will therefore in the

present instance be excluded from consideration.

The way in which cottages are grouped, whether in

Fig. 14.—A, Ground floor plan ; b, Chamber floor plan.

pairs or in blocks of three or four, or in rows of a

larger number, is a point which considerably influences

their cost. It may be stated as an axiom that the

nearer a cottage or a group of cottages approaches to a

cube in shape, the less expensive will be its erection,

and the less pleasing its appearance when built. This

Fig. 15.

Fig. 16.—A, Ground floor plan ; B, Chamber floor plan.

fact is an important one, for it is very possible, while

seeking economy at the expense of appearance, to

build cottages which may materially depreciate the

value of rural estates.

As might be supposed would be the case when deal-

ing with so well-worn a subject as cottage building,

Fig. 17.

rrra

Fig. 18.—A, Ground floor plan ; B, Chamber floor plan.'

Fig. 19.

certain rules have been established on sanitary and
structural grounds, which it will be necessary in the

first place to consider ; for it is a fact about which no
doubt can be entertained, that when they are strictly

observed it is not possible, by the exercise of the

gi'eatest ingenuity, foresight, and care, to reduce the

cost of cottages below a certain amount, although it is

easy enough to increase it by an expensive mode of
construction or by the introduction of ornament.

The rules established on sanitary grounds, and which
may, therefore, be taken as universal and immutable,
are those which relate to the space and accommodation
necessary for the comfort and well-being of the labourer
and his family. The space to be provided within the

cottage has, to a certain extent, been both theoretically

and practically determined, by alloting to each dwelling
a certain cubical area of breathing space according to

the number of persons that will usually live in it. The
breathing space considered necessary for each adult
person varies from 240 cubic feet (according to the re-

quirements of the Lodging House Act) to Soo cubic feet,

as recommended by the Board of Health. If the former
figures are taken as representing the minimum space
that should be given in a farm labourer's cottage (and
surrounded as it is by the pure air of the country, this

may with safety be done), it will be seen that for a
family equal in size to five grown-up persons—which,
according to the census returns, is the average number
that a family contains—the amount of breathing space
required will be 1200 cubic feet in the living-room,

from 700 to 750 feet in the parents' bed-room (allowing

for one or more young children who may sleep in the
same room with the parents), and from 500 to 600 cubic
feet each for the children's bed-rooms.
Acknowledging the necessity for certain rules which

should form an absolute guide on such a vital question
as this, the judges of cottage designs exhibited at the

Royal Agricultural Society s show at Manchester, in

1869, determined—"That no design should be con-
sidered to afford sufficient space unless the floor of the

living-room contained an area of 1 50 square feet, that

of the parents' bed-room 100 feet, and those of the
children's rooms 70 feet each ; while the height between
the floor and the ceiling of the ground floor should nut
be less than 8 feet, and that of the bed-rooms 7 feet

6 inches, thus affording a minimum breathing space in

the living-room of 1200 cubic feet, in the parents' bed-
room 750 feet, and in the children's bed-rooms of

500 cubic feet each." But it need hardly be added
that the exigencies of design seldom allow the two
children's bed-rooms to be of equal size. This cir-

cumstance may be turned to a positive advantage—as

long as the sanitary rule which gives an aggregate

space of 1000 feet to the two bed-rooms is observed

—

if, when cottages are let, due regard is paid to relative

sizes of the bed-rooms, and the members* ages and
proportion of sexes of the children who are to live in

them are fairly considered.

Acknowledging, too, that certain rules should govern
the nature and extent of the accommodation to be pro-
vided within the cottage, the same judges required

that in addition to the living-room and the necessary

bed-rooms, cottages should have "a scullery contain-

ing at least 550 cubic feet, a pantry with shelves having
at least a cubical area of 250 cubic feet, and a cupboard
for fuel within the dwelling."

In addition to these internal requirements, it is

always conceded that dwellings should be provided
with a privy and ash-pit, and with a proper and suffi-

cient drainage and water supply. Therefore, in each

of the comparisons which are afterwards made, these

requirements are arbitrarily provided for on the same
scale and in the most acceptable way, although in prac-

tice it has always been found that, especially with

regard to the two last items, in no two cases do the

same circumstances prevail.

But it must not be forgotten that local customs, the

individual views of the landowner, or the peculiar

circumstances of the case, interfere to prevent the

universal adoption of any fixed extent of accommoda-
tion. Many landowners, for instance, think that the

copper or boiler usually placed in the scullery should

not be allowed within the house, and that consequently

a wash-house must be provided and included in the

outbuildings. In many parts of England, as in Shrop-
shire, Worcestershire, and Suffolk, no cottage is con-

sidered complete without an oven placed in a bake-

house amongst the outbuildings. In Cheshire, Lanca-
shire, and other counties of the north-west of England,
a piggery is considered essential. In Bedfordshire,

Cambridge, and Northamptonshire, a lock-up barn or

wood-house is considered necessary to every cottage.

All these arrangements should be considered when
comparing the cost of cottages, as the provision of
accommodation of this nature frequently entails a con-

siderable expense. Then, as already intimated, the

provision of a water supply affords a frequent cause of

expense, as it may sometimes be necessary to sink deep
wells, bore to great depths, or to collect the rain-water

from the roofs and store it in tanks. The necessity for

a deep well will often result, as the writer's experience

can testify, in an extra expenditure of from ^20 to ^^30
for a block of cottages, and the construction of a tank

is an equally serious item, as is evident when we con-

sider that to be sufficiently large for a block of three

cottages, it must contain at least 3276 gallons (which

is equal to 36 gallons a day for 13 weeks, for three

families of four persons each), and will cost on an aver-

age about 2d. per gallon, or ;^27 6i', altogether, exclu-

sive of drains. Drainage, too, is a fruitful cause of

additional outlay, when cottages are built at some dis-

tance from an outfall, or it is necessary from any other

cause to extend the drains beyond ordinary limits.

And, lastly, it must be remembered that fences and

gates, culverts, paths, and yards, are heavy sources of

expense, all of which must sooner or later be included

in the costs of cottages, and should be remembered
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when dealing with the differences it is so desirable to

reconcile.

In order fairly to compare the relative cost of any

number of buildings, it is obviously necessary that the

materials used should in each case be the same, and in

the present instance it will be well to consider and take

as standards for comparison, those materials which are

the best for general use. Firstly, with regard to the

walls, it will be generally conceded that the best mate-

rials are well-burnt bricks ; for although where stone

is plentiful it is preferred, from custom or for appear-

ance, it is open to many objections. Rubble or rougli-

dressed work of any kind is liable to abuse in construc-

tion through hasty or defective work. Besides this,

stone walls afford a harbour for vermin, and are actually

more expensive than brick walls where any appreciable

amount of work has to be done to the stone before it is

walled, or where it is necessary to use a large quantity

of mortar.

The use of concrete as a building material has made
as yet but little progress ; nor has the experience we
have had of it up to the present time been at all

favourable, either on the score of appearance or of cost.

Fig. 21.—Chamber floor plan

Fig. 22.—Ground floor plan.

^Ye have, however, much to learn on the subject, and

it is possible that something may yet be done to make
concrete available and applicable in cottage construc-

tion; at all events, in those places where trusty work-

men can be obtained, and where the qualities and

quantities of the materials used can be depended on.

Secondly, with regard to the woodwork, there can

be no doubt that the best and cheapest material is Fir

timber from the ports of the Baltic, such as Memel,
Riga, or Dantzic. Home-grown timber, except Oak,
must be excluded from consideration as inappropriate,

save in a few instances, as when good Larch can be

Qi-own on the estate, and used in a seasoned condition

after it has been properly prepared by soaking in a

lime solution, as described in a letter addressed to the

Editor of the Journal of the Royal Agi'icuUural

Sociciy, when it may be considered equal to foreign

timber.

Thirdly, with regard to the roofing material, there

can be no doubt that slates may be considered to be

the best and most generally applicable ; for, although

tiles preserve a more equal temperature beneath them,
and in certain districts are used to the almost total

exclusion of every other material, it will be conceded
that in consequence of their weight and the extra pitch

of roof that they require, they are on the whole more
expensive than slates.

With repect to the fittings of the cottage, such as

windows, doors, grates, chimney-pieces, boilers, &c.,

no definite rules can be fixed, as their character

depends entirely upon local customs and the individual

views of the landowner and his architect ; but it must

suffice to say that in every case, as in the present

instance, fittings should be provided of a complete and

durable nature without any extravagant expenditure

being incurred.

Having stated the accepted data for space and

accommodation, and specified the materials which may
fairly be taken as standard materials in cottage con-

struction, I will proceed to compare the cost of several

examples of cottages which have been already erected

by builders under contract, with the same works built

by the landowner himself through the agency of

journeymen employed on the estate. In the former

case, the actual amount of the contractor's estimate is

given for each description of cottage ; he supplied all

materials and workmanship, and took all risks con-

nected with the work. In the latter case the land-

owner is supposed to supply certain materials, to get

all the haulage done by the tenants, and so save a

portion of the ordinary profit of the contractor.

Figs. 13 and 14 show a pair of cottages in the erection

of which I have had considerable experience. The
plan may be called the *' Leeds Design " since it is

founded on the design of Messrs. Richardson & Ross,

of Darlington, which gained the prize at the Royal
Agricultural Society's show at Leeds, although a few
alterations have been made which suggested themselves

as the cottages were built. (See column No. i in

Schedule, p, 54). The cubical contents of one of these

cottages are as follow :—Living room, 1200 feet ;

scullery, 672 feet ; pantry, 196 feet ; fuel store, 126
feet ; lobby, staircase, closet, and landing, 982 feet

;

parents' bed-room, 8Sr feet; second ditto, 722 feet;

third ditto, 525 feet. Total, 5304.
Figs. 15 and 16 represent a pair of cottages which pre-

sent a neat and agreeable appearance, and are therefore

great favourites with the landowner wherever they are

built. But they are open to the objection of being

slightly defective in bedroom accommodation, as the

size of the smallest bedroom in each cottage (43S cubic

feet) is 62 feet below the standard dimensions before

mentioned as necessary upon sanitary grounds. (See
column No. 2 in the Schedule.) The cubical contents

of one of these cottages are as follow:—Living room,
124S feet ; scullery, 576 feet ; pantry, 112 feet ; porch,

128 feet ; staircase, passage, aud fuel store, 577 feet;

first bed-room, Sio feet ; second ditto, 585 feet ; third

ditto, 438 feet. Total, 4474 feet.

The third example (Figs. 17, 18, and 19) is also a pair

of cottages, the arrangement of which is considered to be
in many respects convenient. When built according to

the plainer elevation (fig. 17) they are found to be com-
paratively cheap in construction ; and when built

according to the alternative elevation (fig. 19), although
more expensive in construction, they are well adapted
to situations where a superior class of cottage is desired.

(See column No. 3 in the Schedule, where the figures

refer to the plainer elevation.) The cubical contents of

one of these cottages are as follow :—Living-room,

1200 feet ; scullery, 688 feet ; pantry, 224 feet ; fuel

store, 146 feet ; staircase and landing, S20 feet
;

parents' bed-room, 846 feet ; second ditto, 6SS feet ;

third ditto, 638 feet. Total, 5250 feet.

Figs. 20, 21, and 22 illustrate ablockof three cottages

built under one roof, two of which have three bed-
rooms each and the remaining one has two bed-rooms.
This mode of building cottages recommends itself to the

landowner and the farmer, because by its means a
greater quantity of labour can be concentrated in one
spot at less cost than attends the erection of double or
single cottages. (See column No. 4 in. the Schedule.)
The cubical contents of one of the two outside cottages

Fig. 23.

Fig. 24.—Chamber floor plan.

Fig. 25.—Ground floor plan.

are as follow:—Living room, iioo feet; scullery,

704 feet ;
pantry, 256 ; fuel store, 256 feet ; porch,

128 feet; stairs and landing, 341 feet; parents' bed-

room, 720 feet ; second ditto, 701 feet ; third ditto,

492 ft. Total, 4698 feet. The cubical contents of the

centre cottage are as follow :—Living room, 1 102 feet

;

scullery, 596 feet ;
pantry, 224 feet ; fuel store;

20S feet ; porch, 1 1 2 feet ; stairs and landing, 30S feet ;

first bed-room, 967 feet ; second ditto, 780 feet.

Total, 4207 feet.

Figs. 23, 24, and 25 also illustrate a block of three

cottages ; but in this case the amount of accommodation
provided is reversed, and only one cottage has three

bed-rooms, while the other two cottages have two bed-

rooms. This arrangement is often advantageous on

large estates where small cottages are required, but is

not to be recommended on estates on which only a

small number of cottages are built. (See column

No. 5 in the Schedule.) The cubical contents of

one of the two outside cottages are as follow :—Living

room, 1 186 feet; scullery, 448 feet; stairs, 774 feet;

pantry, 144 feet ;
porch, 84 feet ; first bed-room,

942 feet ; second ditto, 49S feet. Total, 4076 feet.

The cubical contents of the centre cottage are as
follows :

—

Living-room, 1200 feet ; scullery, 704 feet ; stairs,

713 feet
;
pantry, 254 feet ; fuel, 1 36 feet ; first bed-

room, 877 feet ; second ditto, 630 feet ; third ditto,
670 feet. Total, 5184 feet.

The last illustration given (figs. 26, 27, and 28) re-
presents a single or " lodge " cottage, such as may be
built at the entrance to a farm or a park, or may be
usefully placed in situations where more than one
labourer would not be agreeable to the proprietor.
The cottage shown in the woodcut has been erected at
the entrance to a home farm, and close to the mansion,
and is consequently of a more ornate character than
would otherwise have been adopted. (See column
No. 6 in the Schedule.) The cubical contents of this
cottage are as follow :—Living room, 1416 feet ;

scullery, 616 feet; pantry, 97 feet; staircase, closet,

and cupboards, 319 feet ; parents' bed-room, 1491 feet

;

second ditto, 616 feet ; third ditto, 680 feet. Total,

5235 feet.

A. The cost of the haulage of materials, though, of
course, dependent upon the varying circumstances of the

Fig. 26.

Fig, 27.- Ground floor plan.

Fig. 28.—Chamber floor plan.

case, can yet be reduced to an average value. Contractors

estimate it at from 5 to 7^ per cent, on the cost of the

works ; and if we suppose that the average distance that

the materials are carried is 2 miles, that the number
of loads averages 200 for a pair of cottages, and that

they are hauled at the rate of from \s. ^cl. to is. 6d.

per load, we have a total outlay for haulage of from
£12 loj. to ;^I5 for a pair of cottages. It must not,

however, be supposed that these are prices which the

contractor is willing to deduct from his contract amount
if it be subsequently agreed that the tenant does the

haulage, for in most cases the contractor has horses and
men of his own which remain idle, and by which he is

a loser if he is not allowed to do the work. Besides

this, a contractor is always afraid that, if the haulage is

done for him, the person doing it will consult his own
interest and take his own time, and will only help him
(the contractor) when he has no more profitable use for

his horses.

B. The quantities of gravel and sand required for a

cottage vary from 8 to 10 yards of the former, and from

23 to 25 yards of the latter, according to the form of

the cottage and the number that are built under one
roof. The average value of good gravel in the pit may
be estimated at is. dd, per yard, and that of sand at 2s.

per yard. If, therefore, these materials are supplied by
the estate free of charge, a saving of about ^5 Is, is

effected upon each cottage.

C. The cost of manufacturing kiln-burnt bricks of
proper quality varies, of course, with the prices of
labour and coals, but it cannot be estimated, on an
average, at less than i8j'. per looo. The average price

at which they may be purchased in the brick-yard may
be said to be 25 j. per 1 000. The average number of

bricks used in a cottage may be estimated at about

21,000 ; if, therefore, the bricks are supplied by the

landowner at cost price, the sum of about ^7 "js. will

be saved on account of the difference.

D. The contractor's profit, or the amount which every

builder includes in his estimate over and above the sums
actually paid for materials and workmanship, and the

allowance he makes for interest on the money used by
him during the progress of the works and for plant, is

usually estimated at from 10 to 15 per cent, on the cost

of the works ; but since the landowner who does not

let his work by contract is obliged to employ superior

journeymen, who will receive from him larger wages
than they would obtain from a builder, the amount of

profit saved cannot be reckoned at more than 10 per

cent, upon the actual cost of the works, and at this

rate, therefore, this item has been calculated in the

Schedule.

In conclusion, I must briefly refer to several points
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which should not altogether escape notice, smce they

may materially afTect the cost of the cottages. Amongst
these is the different cost of materials and workmanship

in various parts of England. In some instances bricks

cost 20s. and in others 30J. a thousand, and brickwork

will vary as much as from 20s. to 30^. per rod, and

earthwork, plasterers' work, and plumbing, are also

items in which differences will frequently be found.

Nor must the numerous circumstances under which

cottages are built, and the different arrangements exist-

ing between landlord, tenant, contractor, and workmen
be altogether omitted. A builder often undertakes to

build cottages who has determined to abstain from

making any profit on the work, or to sustain actual

loss rather than allow it to pass into other hands. In

other instances a contractor will undertake cottages at

an exceptionally low rate, because he has other work
going on at the same time for the same landowner, by

which he hopes to make up any loss he may sustain on

the cottages. Or it may be that the price at which

root for brandy making without letting us know some-
thing—the vast sum of money his friend has expended
in his experiments that he will never see again. But
then Mr. Mechi is not always content with talking

upon big doings, for he is now talking of the little

doings of a big man, the Duke of Northumberland.

Three years ago the noble duke bought a 12-horse en-

gine set of Fowler's tackle for / 1 500, and thus became
a contractor among his tenants, pleasing his children

by ploughing a bit each for them for los. an acre,

then cultivating it for 5^. an acre, then cross-cultivating

it for 2s: 6d. an acre, and then haiTowing it for is. 6(/.

an acre ; total, i<^s, an acre—a grand catch this for

keeping a few of his lordship's tenants poor. My
seed-beds on my heavy land this year stand thus :

—

Wheat, 4J. 74^.; Beans, 6i. 2d.', and Barley, 9^. 2d.

Look and learn. I said a few of his lordship's tenants,

and I meant it, for this one set could only work a bit

a year each for a few of them.

Mr. Thomas Bell, at the Hexham Farmers' Club,

SCHEDULE OF COSTS.

April 3, 1861. But in this country our numbers are
reduced, not by death alone, but by emigration.
Taking, therefore, the actual increase on April 8, 1S71]
as 2,524,637, we have to add to these the number of
emigrants, 1,674,544, and we shall arrive at a gross
total of 4,199,231. During the ten years the due pro-
portion of emigrants would have died, but, on the
other hand, there would have been the due proportion
of births, and the actual increase of population in this
country has therefore not been less than that above
stated, viz., upwards of 4,ooo,cxx).

2. Trade and Navigation.—The value of imports of
foreign and colonial produce, and exports of the pro-
duce and manufacture of this country, in the year
ended December 31, 1870, was /i'455,666,017, or,
including gold and silver, ;^499,ooo,ooo. Thirty years
ago the value was ^5 1,634, 623. But the progress
during the present year has been more marked than ever.
In the first 10 months of 1871 the imports and exports

The following Schedule (referred to on previous page) shows the Comparative Cost of the foregoing Examples of Farm Labourers' Cottages—(I.) when the works are done by Builders under
contract ; and (IL) when they are done by the Landowner :

—
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is that for the year 1S54, and the quantities of metal

produced in that year and in 1869, the last account

published, were :

—

Iron tons

Tin
Copper
Lead
Silver ounces

1854.

2,069.83S

4.4=5
14,191
64,005

562,659

5,445.757
9,760
8,291

73.^59
831,891

The coal produced at the same periods was respectively

—in 1854, 64,661,401 tons, and in 1869, 107,427,537

tons,

5. Regarding the Economy ofManufacture, 30 years

ago a spinner of cotton yam was only expected to

mind a pair of mules containing 300 or 324 spindles,

having three assistants. Now he minds mules con-

taining 2200 spindles, with perhaps five assistants,

producing at least seven times the quantity of yams that

he produced in 1S41. Sometime since (Mr. Redgrave

said) I was greatly stmck with the altered appear-

ance of woollen mills. Formerly they were filled with

women and children, now machinei'y seems to do all

the work. I asked a manufacturer to tell me the dif-

ferent proportions of hands he employed at different

dates, and the following is the statement given to me :

—

Under the old system he employed 63 persons ; he

then introduced improved machinery, and reduced his

hands to 33 ; and, lastly, he made great changes, and

was able to reduce his hands to 13. In this country

the only limit to the enterprise of manufacturers is,

as far as I have been able to observe, the quantity

of raw produce to be turned into manulactured

articles. Giving a raw produce, the ingenuity, the

power of adopting means to an end, and the

energy of an Englishman can fashion it at a reason-

able yet remunerative price. As a manufacturing

nation, we have abundant supply of coal and iron of the

best quality. We can, therefore, make machinery and

drive it with steam at a moderate cost. Each individual

in this country can, as a working man, do an enormous

amount of work compared with the working men of

other nations. A few years ago I collected, through the

different Embassies abroad, statistics of manufactures,

and I found the following was the comparison of textile

fabrics, and the powers of production :—In France, the

average number of spindles in a factory was 1500 ; in

Prussia, 1500 ; Belgium, 4000 j'Saxony, 4500 ; Austria,

7000; Switzerland, Sooo ; United Kingdom, 12,000.

When taking Cotton factories only, I found that the

proportions of spindles to persons employed was—In

France, 14 ; Russia, 28 ; Pmssia, 37 ; Bavaria, 46 ;

Austria, 49 ; Belgium, 50 ; Saxony, 50 ; Switzerland,

55 ; smaller States of Germany, 55 ; United King-

dom, 74,

6. Social and Religious Condition of the People.—The
consumption of spirituous liquors was referred to. In

1742, each individual in England and Wales consumed

3 galls. In 1S41, the consumption was at the rate of

.51 per head,* a rate at which, with some fluctuations,

it has remained to the present day. The consumption

of malt has slightly increased. In 1S41, it was at the

rate of I bush, and one-third per head. In 1S70, it

was at the rate of i bush, and two-thirds per head.

With regard to the homes of the people. Not long

ago I saw some bothies in Scotland. Now, a bothy
is a barrack, generally situated near the place of work,
there being separate buildings for males and females.

The floor is the bare earth, wom into ruts by constant

wear. Here will be a stove, but no seats, though it is the

living room of the barrack. Above are the dormitories.

There was literally notliing for the hands to do but to

work, to eat, and to sleep. When there was time to

spend, it was spent rather in horse play than in rational

amusement. Need I contrast with this happily ex-

ploded system the substantial, comfortable cottages

built for operatives in the manufacturing districts, or

compare any one of the hundreds of houses of Saltaire,

which would be as Eastern palaces in their comforts to

the inhabitants of the wretched bothies.

Contrast, again, the prices of food and clothing of

to-day with those which ruled 30 years ago. Contrast

with them at the same time, the relative power of

The following is an extract from Professor Leone Levi's

letter on this subject in last Saturday's 'fivies :—The Commis-
sioners of Inland Revenue give us the quantity of British spirits

used for beverages only, and comparing the consumption in 1870
with that of 1S60, we have the following facts :—

Quantities cojtsitiiied as Beverages (Thousands omitted).

Year.
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kmim.
ROVAL agricultural op IRELAND.

Half-yearly Meeting.—At the late half-yearly meet-

ing of this Society, Lord Talbot de Malahide in the

chair, after a loyal resolution on the recovery of the

Prince of Wales, the Secretaiy read the half-yearly

report, as follows :

—

Your Council, in recording the transactions of the

Society for the past half-year, wish it were in their power
to announce to you a large accession of members. Such,

jt is much to be regretted, has not taken place ; the

limited funds at your Council's disposal thus preventing

that extension of their operations which is so much to be

desired. The annual exhibition, held under the presi-

dency of his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, in

August last, at Ball's Bridge, on spacious and convenient

grounds, most liberally set apart for such purpose by the

Earl of Pembroke, was by far the most important and
successful that has taken place since the formation of your

Society ; the classes in all departments, comprising

numerous entries in horned stock, sheep, swine, poultry,

Flax, and dairy produce, were fully represented. The
exhibition of horses was on a most extensive scale, being

the largest brought together within the United Kingdom ;

and the interest'taken in the several classes of animals in

this department fully indicates the propriety of en-

couraging this very important branch of our national

produce. The display of implements was most numerous

and varied, while the traction-engines formed a novel and
very interesting feature in the showyard. Their Excel-

lencies the Lord-Lieutenant and the Countess Spencer,

accompanied by their royal and distinguished visitors,

attended on several occasions, and expressed their entire

approbation of the various arrangements made for their

comfort and convenience. The banquet and ball were
numerously attended ; and your Council cannot ade-

quately express their sense ot the ability, zeal, and untiring

energy displayed by the local committee in bringing

their varied undertakings to a successful issue. Your
Council beg to present for your consideration a Table
showing the entries in all classes at the Ball's Bridge show
and the show held in Stephen's Green in 1867, showing
the increase or decrease :

—

Description of
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labourer. Mr. Gayford had spoken about landlords

building cottages, but he would suggest to that gentle-

man to recommend the Barrow people to pull down a few
of theirs.

Rev. C. W. Jones (Pakenham) thought one classifica-

tion operated most injuriously—that by whicli a man was
treated as a boy till he married, and which never gave
him full wages till he married. (Expressions of dissent.

)

The Chairman hoped two statements which had been
made would not go forth .as the opinion of the Chamber.
Great stress was laid by one gentleman on the circum-
stance that b> improving cottages and giving allotments
they would render the labourer more contented, and he
wished to guard against an impression being created that
this Chamber considered the agricultural labourer discon-
tented. Another gentleman said that none but the igno-
rant and uneducated men would be crushed to the earth,
and he should not like it to go forth that the Chamber
was of opinion that the labourer was crushed. That
gentleman advocated increased knowledge, and he asked
whether education was not spreading, and whetlier there
was not every prospect that it would spread more and
more? As to the cottages, he agreed with Mr. Gayford,
but there had been an improvement in that respect, and
though he disliked to allude to anything personal, he
believed there were cottages enough on the land he owned,
and to every one was attached a garden or an allotment.

Captain Hijkton having briefly replied, a vote of
thanks was passed to him, and a similar compliment to
the Chairman closed the proceedings.

Farmers' Clubs.
THE MIDLAND.

Horses and Fox-hunting.—A paper on "Horses, their
Breeding and Management," from which we take an
extract, was read at one of last year's meetings of this
Club by Mr. West, the President of the Club. Having
described at length the most important points of this
noble animal, the President went on to consider the
rather puzzling question, how to breed a grand well-
actioned carriage horse and a really good weiglit-
carrymg hunter. It was a very common thing to hear
a man say :

" I have bred a nag or two, but I will not
do so again

; it does not pay." He could, from his
own e.xperience, say the same. The reason wa.s, they
did not go the right way to work ; they were too apt
to consider it very mucli a matter of chance—a mere
lottery

; but it was not so. Now, to make breeding
horses a source of profit to the agriculturist, let them
consider the kind they sliould try to breed. 1st. They
had the high-actioned harness horse, so much sought
after for the London market. There was little diffi-
culty in producing this animal, provided they had got
the breed or stock ; but the stock which produced
these was almost gone. There was a remnant still in
the eastern counties, and in Wales also, chiefly roans
and chestnuts

; but they required cultivating—that was
they were rather coarse and undersized, though they '

had the fine high action and courage so essential in a
valuable horse. They had been bred for tlieir action
for many years. The use of a thorough-bred, good-
actioned sire, to improve tlieir beauty, might be
suggested. This, however, would not be desirable
to obtain the animal they required, because thorough-
breds were a distinct breed, and had been bred formany hundred years for a distinct purpose—viz., fleet-
ness on the turf. Very high action was fatal for that
purpose, and, consequent, the action of that horse
could not be hereditary. The only way to improve

^^ u
'^°'^''°?" '" q""'ion was to choose the best of

hat breed and continue to draft out, year after year,
the imperfect animals, until a pure stock was found!
VV e would now consider the other profitable animal for
fermers to breed viz., "weight-carrying hunters."Wow if they were fortunate enough to be able to breed

we^th"? °l,,''"""^u' " '™"''' '^^^^ P™™ "^ mine of

about It. The demand for this class of horse was very
great, and good animals always commanded high
prices

; but the profit which should go into the pocket
ot the breeder too often found its way into that of the
dealer. Now, the general plan to produce this animalwas to put a thorough-bred sire to a half-bred mare •

but the great difficulty was to obtain a sire which
could carry 14 or 15 stones himself. Rather than use a
horse unable to carry weight himself, he should haveno objection to use one with a slight stain in his
pedigree. The Colonel, winner of the Liverpool
twice, was the sort of horse he meant ; one which
could go across country himself, and was a good-
tempered one. This should not be overlooked. He
would advise above all things never to breed from amare which had not good action, length, and ability to
carry 15 stones. Supposing them to have found a sire
and a dam calculated, in their own mind, to produce a
weight-carrying hunter, and supposing the hunter to
have been weaned, he could not impress upon them
too strongly the importance of feeding him well He
was a great advocate for early handling a colt and
learning him to look upon man, not as his enemy but
as his protector. At three he should be bitted and
have the dumb jockey on his back. His own plan was
to drive the young one before him with long reins, and
after he had learnt to walk straight to take him into
the turnpike road, and accustom him to the sight of
carriages, carts, &c. He also tried to get the animal's
mouth as perfect as possible before mounting him,
which should be done early the following year. It was
the custom in England to put a rough rider upon a

young horse, and send him out with hounds to learn
his business ; but he was entirely opposed to that plan,
and preferred to lunge the animal over small fences
until he was perfect. He learnt to jump in cold
blood ; he was not bustled ; neither was his delicate
mouth sawed by the hands of a man who, in all

probability, did not know how to use them. The Irish
horses are the best fencers in the world ; and are
eagerly sought after as hunters. The reason is— 1st,

that when they are following their dams they are
obliged to jump over the various banks and ditches
whicii the mare chooses go over from one pasture field

to the other ; and, secondly, they are always most
carefully lunged in the manner he had described, and
made as near perfection as can be before they go with
hounds.

Fox-hunting might be considered, at first sight,
somewhat an odd subject to be introduced at an
assembled meeting of a Farmers' Club ; but, on a
secondary consideration, it would be found that this
national pastime is so intimately associated with the
agriculturists of Great Britain, without whose good
will it would be impossible for it to flourish, that it

must consequently prove a fertile topic for discussion
wherever and whenever the interests of agriculture are
to be considered. If we desired to form any estimate
of the character of a particular people, we could not
do so better than by making ourselves acquainted with
the "sports and pastimes " practised by them; and,
where we found them partaking of a manly character,
we had every reason to believe that the country was in
a morally healthy state. In order to carry out this
national pastime of fox-hunting, and to allow tliou-
sands to participate in this healthy and manly amuse-
ment, there were, in England alone, 119 packs of fox-
hounds

; three packs hunting six days a week, three
hunting five, 27 hunting four, 46 hunting three, and
40 two days a week ; and, as the usual calculation of
the expense incurred simply and solely for bringing a
pack to the covert side, independent of the master's
own expenditure, was ^^500 per day—/.f., for each
day in the week they are advertised to hunt—he would
leave any one to judge of the immense sum which was
circulated throughout England by this national sport,
and of which much must necessarily find its way into
the pockets of the agriculturists, by the great demand
it occasions for hay, oats, and straw, to say nothing of
the number of men who are employed throughout"°the
United Kingdom to look after the horses of those
engaged in the sport, who might otherwise have no
employment, and prove a severe and heavy burden to
the ratepayers. Of all classes of men who enjoyed
this noble sport, there were none more fond of it than
the tenant-farmers. They were generally to a man
good preservers of foxes, straight-goers over country,
kind, genial, aud hearty to all they met in the hunting
field ; and, should the sport lead them to the vicinity
of their own homes, none were so truly hospitable.
He had hunted in many counties, and, with few ex-
ceptions, had invariably found the tenant-farmers
keenly alive to the desirability of fox-hunting being
kept up throughout England. Damage in fox-hunting
was occasionally done, but it had only to be properly
represented to the persons in authority to be made
good. On very heavy land in wet weather the wheat
plant must be to a certain extent injured ; and, should
there be a slight deficiency in a certain ten-acre field
on land of that description at harvest time, the
occupier said :

" Well, never mind ; I have made up
for it by getting more for those good white Oats I had
last year by zs. a quarter than I should have got at
market, from Mr. Topthorn, who has had six horses
down in our village for the last four months, and he is
a rare man, too, to get through my old hay." From
long experience in hunting he feared they must some-
times do harm just before the ewes were going to lamb
in going over a farm where they were not expected

;

but there was generally one of the right sort out who
could stop them at the first gateway. He would tell
them how unnecessary damage was done to farmers
by hunting. It was not caused by those who went
straight and understood how to ride ; they would, to
save their horses, select the soundest ground ; they
went rejoicing from field to field, topping the fences
like swallows, and leaving few marks of their flight

;

and those who caused mischief were the men who,'
somehow or other, had by a gate or gap got into a
field with or near the hounds, and whose heart failed
them when they saw the opposing obstacle. They
rode up and down, looking out for an easy place,
trampling the ground in a most unnecessary manner]
till at last they put their horses at the fences in the
irresolute way funkers always did. Again, there were
a class who did not understand what the different
crops were, and, from sheer ignorance, went where
there was not the slightest necessity for them to go.
There might be some opposed to fox-hunting, who
grumbled at the occasional damage done in the poultry
yard

; but surely a little extra care in looking after the
safety at night of the fowls and the ducks would
obviate that. In nearly all "hunts" a certain sum
was set apart to pay legitimate poultry bills, and to
remunerate those who could not afford to be losers
through the depredations of Master Reynard. With
the few exceptions mentioned he did not think that
any one could complain that fox - hunters did the
conimunity any harm; and, therefore, he must come

detnmental to the true interests of agriculture, it had
an entirely contrary effect. There was a subject he
wished to bring forward, in order to provoke dis-
cussion, and that was about "wire fencing" being
kept up during the winter in a fox-hunting countryT
In Leicestersliire, where " wire fencing " was used, it
was invariably taken down at the commencement, and
put up again at the close of the season, at the expense
of the hunt, which was perfectly fair, as it would be
extremely hard upon the occupier of the land to expect
him to do so himself ; but, where the tenant wished
wire in a particular field or so kept up during the
winter, the least that could be expected of him was to
put up a board with "'Ware Wire" legibly painted
thereon. The expense would be trifling ; and it might
be the means of saving, possibly the life, or, at all
events, the bones of sportsmen. In the hunting field
they had no such thing as a tenant-right, except the
right for the tenant to ride over the landlord, or the
landlord to ride over the tenant ; and he would remind
any who might seek to depreciate fox-hunting that
they had been told on the very best authority that this
is the last link in the chain of amusements which binds
English country gentlemen to their homes. If it were
not for fox-hunting the money which was now ex-
pended on the pursuit would, in all probability, be
spent in foreign countries, at watering-places, on the
turf, or perhaps at the gaming-table. The landlord
would be unknown to the tenant, and the tenant to
the landlord

; and soon, from the absence of fox-
hunting, would die out that mutual esteem and regard
between landlord and tenant, which was one of the
greatest blessings of this country. He hoped none of
them would live to see this noble pastime on the
wane, but that, on the contrary, it might increasingly
flourish, and that they might each successive year see
future landlords and future tenant-farmers coming out
as boys on their ponies to enjoy that sport which
would make them bold, resolute, and fearless of
danger.

Discussion.

Mr. FOKD agreed with Mr. Wise as to the best kind of
horses to breed

; but he had found, from the little experi-
ence he had had in breeding, that it was very difBcult to
dispose of nags before they had passed through a dealers
hands. He remembered having a remarkably good horse
for which he found it impossible to obtain 100 gs. in this
part of the country. Ultimately, after keeping the animal
for two years, lie sold it to a London dealer, who, in the
course of a week or two, sold it for 500 gs. He agreed
wilh Mr. Wise when he said fox-hunting brought all
classes together, and was productive of much good feel-
ing

; and that, when farmers did suffer, it was not so
much from any act of the true sportsman, as from tliose
who knew little or nothing of the sport they were tempted
to indulge in. Fox-hunting brought the trading and
farming classes into closer union than would be otherwise
possible

; and, if it was discontinued, the price of hay
and Oats would be very different from what it was at the
present time. Any one who raised his voice against fox-
hunting was no true friend to his country, because nothing
tended more to bring the landed proprietors among their
tenantry and neighbours than the national sport of fox-
hunting.

Mr. J. BovvEN Jones agreed with Mr. Wise as to the im-
portance ot looking to purity of blood before commencing
to breed animals. Having obtained the blood they wished,
and sticking to that particular blood, certain charac-
teristics were developed which could not be obtained by any
other means. One part of the subject, however, had not
been adverted to by Mr. Wise to the extent which it

perhaps merited, and that was the fact that the nature of
the land and its locality had an important effect upon the
breeding of horses, more particularly as far as j;oncerned
this branch of agriculture being a remunerative business
or otherwise. It was essential to have a good run of
grass land upon which horses might, in a great measure,
be reared tlie first few years of their lives, at a compara-
tively small expense ; and it was found that colts will do
well on meadows of a rough character, which are not so
suitable to other descriptions of stock. It would not
only be inconvenient, but almost impossible, to breed
horses to advantage on large, well laid out farms, where
the soil is of a light character, where the fences are kept
down, and where almost all the food for stock is pro-
duced by the growth of artificial grasses. Clovers, &c. As
to fox-hunting, he had always done what he could to
promote the sport, believing, as he did, that it was fo.x-
hunting which made Englishmen the manly race they are.

Mr. Wright said the gentlemen present were evidently
vyarm supporters of fox-hunting, but objections were some-
times raised to this sport, and its upholders were called
upon to prove that the advantages which were said to
result from it were justly claimed. For instance, it was
alleged that many gentlemen devote too much time to
hunting, neglecting public and other duties ; but this did
not apply to their excellent President, who, as they well
knew, was always ready to give his assistance in any use-
ful work. Again, it was held by many that fox-hunting
was a cruel sport ; and the answers which had been given
to this assertion were not entirely conclusive ; but a
great change in the feelings and habits of society must
take place before considerations of this kind would pro-
duce rnuch effect. At the same time he had no hesitation
in saying that in comparison with the disgraceful pigeon-
shooting matches of which they sometimes heard, and
which the leading journal had strongly and justly con-
demned, fox-hunting was a noble and ennobling pastime.
With regard to the improvement in the breed of horses
which fox-hunting was said to encourage, there was a
strong division of opinion on this point, as it was con-
tended in some quarters that really serviceable horses

, ., •
, .- , • , , , • ,

have not increased in number. He feared that, even in
to the conclusion that, so far from fox-hunting being ' Shropshire, there would, at the present time, be found
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but few magnificent hunters like those which were con-

stantly seen there 20 or 30 years ago ; while, in many
instances, the horses used in onr cavalry regiments were

much too light for the weight they had to carry.

WTNFRITH.
Grass Land /mproi'cment.—Mr. Longman read a

paper lately on this subject, in which he referred to the

advantage of land drainage, especially of water-

meadows.
Water meadow is the cheapest land to improve, as

the water brings fertilising properties with it, which

save the expense of artificial manure, also the cartage

of farmyard manure. But this, above all other grass

land, should be kept dry, except when you turn the

water over it. If it is capable of getting dry as soon

as the hatches are drawn out, the water will do twice

as much good when it comes over it again. If it is

necessary to drain water meadows, you should be care-

ful that the soil be pressed firm in the drains after the

pipes are put in, otherwise the water will run in at the

top, work down the earth into the pipes, and stop

them up. They should not be watered the following

year after draining, but time maybe allowed the drains

to get firm on the top, when the water will flow over as

before. We all know that for a meadow to water well

it should be thrown up in narrow beds, so that the

water may run swiftly over it, otherwise it will not do

half the good, but produce a rough coarse grass. The
water that comes from chalky springs is the best, but

this is only obtainable in certain districts. The next

best is the thick flood-water from the rivers, but that

which comes from the heath I think of little use. We
should be particular to get the first floods of autumn
over our meadows if possible, as the water is then much
fuller of manure than afterwards.

As, however, water meadows are only possible in

certain localites, we must endeavour to improve our

other grass lands. Doing this we all know is a diffi-

culty, because we seem to want all the yard manure
that we can get for the arable land, as that will bring a

quicker, but I should say not a surer, return. To
manure strong and heavy land, chalk is a good dressing,

at the rate of from 30 lo 40 tons per acre. It will not

only fertilise the soil, but will last a number ofyears. If

that is not obtainable by reason of distance, lime is a

good substitute,at the rate of about three waggon loads

per acre mixed up with the cleaning of ditches, earth by
the roadside, and road scrapings,—all of which are

good manures for heavy land ; or, if lime is applied in a

raw state, in heaps of about a bushel, and about 250
bushels to the acre, and spread abroad as soon as

pulverised, it will answer a good purpose. To manure
light soils, the cleaning out of mud ponds, ditches,

rivers, or any heavy compost mixed with yard dung, is

a good dressing. Where the herbage is rough and
coarse, salt at about 5 cwt. per acre, sown broadcast,

is recommended. In some parts of Somerset they use

marl—a kind of fatty clay—which has an excellent

effect as a manure, put on the land in the same manner
as we use chalk in chalky districts, and about the same
quantity per acre, varying according to circumstances.

I do not think artificial manure, such as bone-dust or

guano, are used so much in this county as a dressing

for pastures as in some others. In Staftbrdshire, a

large butter and cheese and cattle producing county,

they annually use a large quantity of bones to restore

the fertilizing qualities taken away. According to a

prize essay in the Highland Socidys Transactioi7s^

bearing on the use and value of artificial manure as a

top-dressing for pastures, it recommends for strong

soils guano, sulphate of ammonia, nitrate of soda, and
soot, as a good dressing. On light soils compost of

earth, bone-dust, cattle urine, salt, sea-weed, and fish

refuse are the most suitable, and generally have an ex-

cellent effect. Should all these fail to make good
pasturage, then certainly it ought to be ploughed up.

Not that we can be at all certain that if so treated it

would be the first time that this or that piece of land

has been furrowed by the plough. Thousands of acres

of meadows and pastures are producing less than half

the quantity of hay and feed which the land is capable
of, owing to a deficiency of the grasses which are most
productive and most suitable for the soil.

In some cases, where the pastures are very foul with
weeds and moss, it is advisable to pare and bum the

old sward and resow the land entirely ; but in most
cases great improvement can be effected by merely sow-
ing renovating seeds, which should consist of the finest

and most nutritive kinds of perennial grasses and Clover,

in the following manner : Heavy harrows should be
drawn over the old turf early in spring, to loosen the

soil for the admission of the seeds, which, if sown
freely, will occupy the numerous small spaces between
the grasses already growing, and supersede the coarse
grasses and noxious weeds. It is good practice to sow
these seeds at the same time as the top-dressing, if any
is applied ; but this is by no means necessary. The
months of February, March, and April, are recom-
mended for sowing the seeds—the earlier the better, as

the old grass will protect the young from frost. It is

also usehd to sow in July and August, immediately
after carrying the hay. Should the old turf be very
full of moss this is generally an indication that draining
would be beneficial. The following is, however, an
almost infallible remedy for the moss, not only destroy-

ing it, but preventing the growth in future : Mix two
cart-loads of quick-lime with eight cart-loads of good

light loam, turning the compost several times that it

may be well mixed and the lime well slaked ; spread
this quantity per acre over the pasture, dragging the

turf well with harrows. In sowing the seeds choose a
fine day, when the land is tolerably dry, but when there

are indications of approaching rain ; these are much
more favourable conditions for the seeds to fall on the

land than rainy or showery weather, as they are

more likely to be evenly covered, and will be
very gradually absorbing moisture from the soil pre-

vious to the fall of rain, which they will then be in a

condition to receive with benefit : whereas if so\vn after

a shower, which is frequently done, these advantages
are not obtained, but the seeds having become saturated

with moisture, and the dry weather returns, they are

often malted. Cattle should not be allowed to graze at

the same season as this dressing is given, or at least not

till after one crop of hay has been taken from it. As
to the poor chalky hills that are now worth but little

for feed, I should recommend that they be broken up
if not too hilly, by which we could get double the

amount of feed from Sainfoin and root crops to what
they would produce in their original state, and enough
com between to pay the expenses of breaking. If we
have good meadows by no means break them up, but
manure liberally, and I am quite sure you will be well

repaid for your outlay. I should have mentioned that

folding sheep on pasture does not improve it to so great

an extent as it does arable land. I should say the dif-

ference would arise from the different management.
The manure or droppings from the sheep on the arable

land would be ploughed or dressed in, and in the other

case it would remain on the surface for a considerable

time, and being exposed would lose some of its manur-
ing properties.

Discussion.

Mr. Chapman Saunders said : A greater amount of

attention was bestowed on the arable land than on the

pastures. He believed that there was great room for im-
provement. The poor pastures which could not be
improved, might, he thought, be converted into arable

land with advantage ; that, he took it, would pay better.

He threw out the suggestion that it would be well to

change the stock put in the meadows—from sheep to

beasts, and so on—and also that grass should not be
allowed to run to seed before it was cut for hay. Regard-
ing the drainage of water meadows, he agreed that much
poor land would be improved by draining, but they could

not in all cases, he contended, get the necessary fall. In

draining water meadows they should, he urged, be careful

not to drain too much the first year.

Mr, Chick said two-thirds of his own water meadow
was drained by means of pipes. The other third was not

drained on account of its lying too low. One acre of the

land drained was worth three acres of that undrained
Both the quantity and the quality of the hay on the

former was superior to that on the latter. With regard to

the manuring of pastures—his land was light—he did not

think that farmyard manure did as much good as when
applied to arable land. Road scrapings, or any fine com-
post of that kind, he recommended for pastures. Reverting

to the subject of draining, he agreed with Mr. Longman
that on strong clay land care should be taken not to drain

too deep.

Mr. Sly agreed with Mr. Longman as -to the drainage

of pasture land. They had found, he said, that their

pasture land had gone back very much. To this he could

speak from his own remembrance. Cows and sheep used
to be fed on the pasture land the whole of the winter,

none of the cows were tied up away from the pastures.

The falling off he attributed to the stall feeding now
adopted, and referred to the improvement which had been
effected in one of his pastures after feeding with hay and
Swedes upon it. The treading of cows on the pastures

was, he said, beneficial. Cow-leaze he had tried to

improve with bones and guano. With bone-dust applied

in the proportion of 8 cwt. to the acre he had observed not

the least benefit—not the least difference could be seen

after the application. He applied it in April on two
pieces of ground of half an acre each. Regarding moss
ground he had covered a patch with loose straw, letting

the latter lie thickly for some time, until the grass grew
through ; then he raked the straw on to another piece,

and so on until all the moss was killed : none afterwards

was to be seen.

Mr. R. G. Randall liked the idea of sheltering cattle

as much as possible in winter. In advocating the practice

of feeding stock in the fields in winter Mr. Sly was a land-

lord's rather than a tenant's friend. Mr. Randall differed

from that gentleman in that respect, for he believed that

when sheltered, animals required less food and thrived

better than when exposed to the cold. As to the quality of

the manure, he thought it was far better when the system

of feeding in sheds was adopted, because then they some-

times gave the animals a little cake and corn; the manure
in that case must be better than when it was simply

made from straw. He did not believe in straw manure,
Mr. Chick could not agree with Mr. Sly as to keeping

beasts in the field during wmter ; that system might, he
admitted, do the pasture land good, but he did not think

it paid in the end. He still held the view already

advanced— that a little compost, such as road scrapings,

did more good than farmyard manure separately. He did

not think they could profitably put farmyard manure on
the pasture land, that was, if they had a good proportion

of arable land. He corroborated Mr. Sly as to the ineftec-

tivencss of bone-dust.

Mr. Chapman Saunders gave a practical illustration

of the value of clot drains. A meadow of his father's was
thus drained some 40 or 50 years ago. The drains were
sometimes cut through to get a hare or rabbit ; they were
good now, and seemed likely to last 100 years to come.
He referred to the usefulness of air drains in meadows,
and recommended the rolling of dry meads in winter.

Mr. Bates (the Chairman) said that no doubt arable

land did pay well for the manure made in the farmyard,
and probably it was better to use it on arable land, but if

they did so they must find a substitute for the manure now
used on the meadow land. He thought they might as
well expect arable land to grow a succession of good crops
without manure as that pasture lands should keep good if

continually the same class of stock was grazed on them.
A succession of one kind of crop had the same effect on
the soil as the grazing of the same sort of stock. One of
the leading theories in agriculture was that you must pro-
vide the soil with the constituents necessary to produce
the crop required from it. He objected to the grazing of
sheep exclusively on land. He thought that the exclusive
system as applied to any class of animals was objection-
able. You found that sheep were very close feeders ; if

there was a particular plant which they liked better than
anything else it was the first to get exhausted. You fre-

quently found that pasture land suffered from a want of

change in the class of animals grazed, just as you found
land impoverished by growing a succession of the same
crop. He was satisfied that they would all do better with
their pasture land if they shifted the feeding stock more
than they-did at present, if they did not so generally adopt
the exclusive system in regard to any particular class of
animals. Horned stock, horses, and grazing stock gene-
rally should be spread over the whole surface ; in that case
they would have better herbage, and the animals would
thrive better. Mr. Bates pointed out that dairy land
especially suffered from want of an adequate return for

what was taken from it, dairy cows in the majority of cases
living on the minimum of food, and the maximum of pro-
duce being taken from the land. He did not begrudge the
manure supplied to the arable land, but they should, he
held, by liming or bones, supply to the pastures the phos-
phates taken from them. Respecting the draining of

water meadows, no doubt a great deal depended upon the
quality of the water used. No doubt a gallon of a certain

stream was worth a hogshead of another sort of water.

i;0ltas 0f §00hs.
Accounts Relating to the Trade and Navigation

of the United Kingdom, for each Month during

the Year 1871. Hansard, 33, Queen Street, W,C.

We referred last week to the imports of agricultural

produce during Ii months of the past year. The
returns for the 12 months have since been pub-

lished, and we extract the following particulars:—
*35>i33 oxen, and 73,639 cows, worth, respec-

tively, ;^2,407,755 and ^1,031,999, have been im-

ported in 1S71 : there is a threefold number of cows,

but a considerably diminished number of oxen as com-
pared with the imports of the two last years. Of sheep,

however, no fewer than 916,799 have been imported,

worth ^1,789,826 ; which is ;(f6oo,ooo worth more
than last year's imports.

Taking now other animal food, bacon, beef, and
cheese and butter, the imports are 1,017,907, 301,184,

i,337,So8, and 1,219,056 cwt. respectively, all of them
largely in excess of last year. The total imports of

Wheat are the largest ever yet reported. No less than

39,407,646 cwt. of Wheat, valued at ^^23, 345,630,
has been imported, along with 8,589,059 cwt. of

Barley, 11,007,106 cwt. of Oats, 1,021,950 cwt. of

Peas, 2,975,651 cwt. of Beans, and 16,832,499 cwt. of

Maize, worth nearly another ;i^ 16, 000, 000. Besides

this there are 3,984,638 cwt. of wheat-fiour, valued at

;^3,438,284.
The imports of cattle and other live stock, bacon,

beef, butter, cheese, and corn of all kinds, exceeded in

1871, ^60,000,000 sterling. How much is this less

than the whole agricultural rental of the country ?

Why is not more of it produced at home ? Surely it is

time for the landowner, as well as the tenant-farmer,

to study these figures. We shall give them in full

detail next week.

Farm Memoranda.
TowNELEY Park.—Twenty years ago we made

the acquaintance of Butterjiy. There were few

then who could predict the fame that has fallen to her

lot. Of admirers she had many, most of whom were

prepossessed by her evenness, for about that time
** patchiness " was at its ugliest stage. The prizes won
by Bidtcrfly were many, and great was the sensation

created thereby ; but the excitement culminated in the

sale of Butterfly's calf for Australia. From this time

began a new impetus to Shorthorn breeding. Those
who possessed blood paid greater attention to their

herds, A fresh set of breeders sprung up, and
altogether we seemed to be in a new Sliorthorn era.

Higher prices were given for individual animals, and
** averages" consequently went up. The successes of

the early Shorthorns at Towneley were supported by
later events, and both in the showyard and sale ring,

Towneley blood commanded much attention, especially

if the name Bidtcrfly occurred in the pedigree. Ame-
rica and Australia sent their buyers, and wherever

Shorthorns are known, there is some of the Towneley
stock.

A visit to the home of the "Butterfly" tribe of

Shorthorns will amply delight lovers of good stock.

There are few places where so much good quality,

good blood, and good management, may be witnessed,

and, we may add, tiiere are few places where hospi-

tality in its true British acceptation is more general.

We found the massive 7-year-old Baron
Oxford (23,375) in the exercising ground, and
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although suffering from a slight injury to his foot, he

seemed as active as a 3-year-old. Five years ago,

500 gs. were transferred from the Towneley exchequer

to that of Havering Park in consideration of the

property of Baron Oxford being vested in Colonel

Towneley—and a fortunate purchase was this. A ist

and 3d Royal prize were awarded to a heifer of his get

at Oxford and Wolverhampton, and high prices have
been obtained for animals whose purchasers considered

themselves fortunate in obtaining such blood. A
rumour that Earl of Thorndale was not fruitful

enabled Culshaw to easily add another gem to the rich

store, and since his coming there are those who would
not begrudge a very considerable bonus on the price

paid by the clever manager of the Towneley herd.

The Earl of Thornd.vle, whose blood is excelled

by no living animal, is one of those who are likely to

leave their mark. A roan of the most beautiful sort,

his lengthy frame is covered with splendid hair. Such
long quarters are seldom seen. His style altogether is

superb, and although he is now in the merest "store "

condition, he is as attractive as can well be conceived.

A few years will decide the value of this animal.

There is little risk in predicting for him a brilliant

fame through his produce.
The cows are of the " old sort," Barmpton Rose and

Btttlerjty are reproduced, and, as in other mundane
events, *' history repeats itself" here.

The roan Duchess of Towneley is an exceedingly
stylish animal : she is by DUKE OF Wharfdale, and
tracing back to Barmpton Rose, a cow of grand quality

and substance, with splendid loins and quarters ; her
breast, shoulders, and ** through the heart," are almost
perfection. A well-bred white cow, of the " Charmer "

blood, is her companion. This is a useful cow, a good
breeder and milker.

Duchess ofLancaster 2d, with her daughter, Duchess

ofLancaster <,th, occupy the same stall. They have
proved valuable breeders, and still look like continuing
in good service. Duchess oj Lancaster 2d is by Pre-
sident (11,918), dam by Louis Napoleon 2d
(13,259), g.dam by DuKE of Lancaster (10,929),
and g.g.dam by North Star (9447).
Lady Butterfly 2d is a red cow of grand quality. She

is perfect as regards breeding, by 6th Duke of AlR-
drie, dam by Great Mogul, grand-dam by Master
Butterfly.

6tk Maid of Oxford, a splendid roan, has repaid the

400 gs. which brought her to Towneley.
Another high-priced cow was not so successful,

450 gs. having been given for a white cow of the
** Oxford " strain. She has not as yet produced a calf.

A red and white cow of the *' Charmer" tribe is

evidently a good milker and safe breeder. Some of the

*' Gwynne " blood is exhibited in dpsy Gwynne, a
very good 2-year-old, which we expect will be heard of
hereafter as the dam of something good.

A daughter of old Frederick, the founder of the
Towneley herd, was brought back about a year ago ;

she is a fine roan cow of large frame, and carries many
of the points of her sire. A Foggathorpe cow is her
companion. This is an animal which bears the type
of this strain, the immense substance and arched back
being fully brought out. She is now in calf to Earl of
Thorndale, and there is reason to expectsomething very
good from her. Next come two animals of extraordinary
merit. The roan Grand Duke's Butterfly was
sold to Mr. Betts for 500 gs., and afterwards brought
back to Towneley at a cost of 350 gs. She is a grand
cow, with immense substance. She inherits the
evenness of Butterfly, with her great fulness behind
the shoulder points. The IVhite Toivnetey Butterfly,
whose price helped to swell the average at the Prest-
wold sale, has done good service at Towneley. A
regular breeder, she is well known at the local shows.
The next stall contains the red 2-year-old Baron
Oxford^s Duchess^ winner of a 1st prize as a yearling
at the Oxford Royal show, and 3d at Wolver-
hampton. An exceedingly nice 2-year-old, she is

by Baron Oxford, out of Duchess of Lancaster 2d.

Her companion is Alice of Oxford, whose blood
is worth more than a little. She is by
Baron Oxford, dam Alice Wharfdale by Duke of
Wharfdale, g.d. by Master Butterfly, g.g.d.
by Duke of Athol. Coming to the next stall we
find two of the Barmpton Rose yearlings, and next to
these are two "Foggathorpe" beauties.

A few young bulls are left for the spring sales, and
if they continue as they promise high prices may be
expected.

A notable feature in the Towneley herd is the few-
ness of non-breeding animals. There seems to be a
remarkable fecundity here, and the majority of the
cows appeared to be good milkers. The animals all

seemed in blooming health, and are highly creditable

to the care and judgment of Mr. Jos. Culshaw, whose
name in connection with Towneley will long be
remembered.

The Wrexham Sewage Farm : Another Sewage
Farm Failure.—[We take this easily-understood head-
ing, with the following extract, from the Mark Lane
Express. To " meet and talk and differ " was never
the way to farm, either with or without the aid of
sewage.]—The Corporation of Wrexham, with respect
to the farm that tliey have had in their hands for a

him—they don't know what to do with it. It has been
proved over and over again in the Council Chamber
that sewage farms do pay, and pay well, in other parts

of the country, but tliere appears to be such a perverse

obstinacy about the Wrexham Corporation farm that

"it won't pay no how,'' as the Cockneys say. When
the new committees were formed, at the commencement
of the present municipal year, great care was taken in

the appointment of the farm committee to select men
who were " free, able, and willing " to serve, and after

the committee was formed, a mere scanning of the

names would lead anyone acquainted with them to

expect that whatever may have been the Corporation's
shortcomings in the previous management of the farm,

they would shortly have two blades of grass growing
where only one grew before. Mr. Yeoman Strachan,

seedsman, was appointed chairman, the name and the

calling both implying that he knew something about
agriculture. Mr. Alderman Walker, a man eminently
successful in business, and who, in addition to his im-
mense dealings in grain, has also some knowledge of the

working of land, was appointed deputy-chairman. Mr.
Hugh Davies, who, in travelling to and from his resi-

dence, had walked over the farm twice a day, and who
had criticised the management of it perhaps 20 times a
day, was very properly appointed a member of the com-
mittee. The Mayor, who is a shrewd man of business,

who has had some experience in the management of
land, and in whose establishment a large quantity of
agricultural produce is consumed, fortunately consented
to take his place as an active member of the committee,
and in order to render the thing complete in a scientific

point of view, Mr. Alderman W. Rowland, who is a
chemist, cast in his lot with his agvicultuial friends. A
better selection of five for the purpose out of the
16 forming the Town Council could not have been
made. Soon after their appointment they appeared
disposed to go to work with a will, and they com-
menced by paying the farm a visit and giving it a
thorough overhauling. "They went, and saw, and con-
quered !

'* Dare we say they conquered ? We are afraid

not, for a few days afterwards they met, and talked,
and differed. It is said that there were as many
ways for managing a farm as there were members of the
committee, and as all the plans could not be carried

out simultaneously, and it would not be practicable to

carry them out successively, the farm is ** To be Let."
Poor farm ! Before the Corporation had it we are told

that it was occupied by a tenant who made a good
living at it—some say he made his fortune. The Corpo-
ration having once set their heart upon it, never rested

until they got the tenant out of it. A Corporation com-
mittee then attempted to work it, and they failed.

A bailiff was advertised for ; a number of candidates
sent in their applications ; they were put througli a kind
of competitive examination, and the man whom the
Council in their wisdom considered to be the most
eligible for the office of bailiff was elected. He took
office, but he never commenced work ; and in a few
months the Council got rid of him. The committee,
assisted by the surveyor, again took the active manage-
ment, which in the course of a very short time they re-

signed into the hands of a single member of the com-
mittee, Mr, Councillor Thomas Rowland. Mr. Row-
land visited the farm twice or thrice a day, accom-
panied by the surveyor. Fresh ground was broken
up for the sewage, and in order that it might
the more readily flow over it there was levelling

up and levelling down ; carriers to convey the
sewage were cut in all directions ; artificial manure was
strewn thickly on one part, and the town sewage was
run plentifully over the other. The hedges were
trimmed, the ditches were cleaned out, and the farm
was further rendered a model one by the most modern
implements being introduced in its culture. A large

amount of money was spent during this kind of "in-
terregnum," and it ended by Mr. Rowland differing

with the committee and resigning, which brings us
again to the point where we started, namely, the
appointment of the present Farm Committee. It ap-
pears to us a pity to let the farm, after spending so much
money in permanent improvements upon it, but the
committee appear to think that they must spend a
deal more before they can make the best of it, and the
rates have reached such an enormous height, that the
cry of the ratepayers with regard to all kinds of im-
provements, for the present, is "Hold—enough." The
rent is somewhat high, being nearly ^^4 an acre, and
£j^ for land, the produce of which for the past year
fetched on the average only £^ \2s. 6d. per acre,

leaves but a small margin for labour, seed, horse-flesh,

implements, wear and . tear, and other working
expenses. The committee are quite at their wits' end

;

therefore, the farm is "To be Let."

—

Orwestry
Advertiser.

Several meetings have been held of late to consider
the advisability of introducing to the county the steam-
plough, and already it is arranged that one or two of
them will soon be at work. A large portion of Easter
Ross is well adapted for this work, and on many farms
in Wester Ross also the steam-plough would work
satisfactorily. With steam-power the ground would
be turned to a much greater depth than by horses,
and, with abundance of manure, would speedily be in
a greatly improved condition.

A pretty large extent of lea has already been seed-
furrowed for Oats. During last winter the frost was so
severe that a very large quantity of excellent Turnips
was rendered completely unfit for feeding purposes ; and
although in the early season it was thought that the crop
could not be consumed, before the end of it sound Turnips
would have fetched nearly any money, and a gieat deal
was expended in artificial stuffs. Taught by the
bitter experience of last year, a larger breadth of
Turnips has this year been secured than, perhaps,
ever was before. Stock of all kinds, with abundance
of keep and mild weather, are doing well, and although
the price of fat stock is again high, it will not this year
prove so remunerating as it did last year. Last summer
the price of lean cattle was so unusually high that little

room was left for much profit. Turnips, especially

Swedes, were never more abundant than now, and as
sheep are not so plentiful in the low country as usual,
there may be difficulty in getting them all consumed in
a remunerating way. Potatos are a very abundant
crop, of excellent quality, and fetch a very satisfactory

price. Wheat and Barley have not threshed out so
largely as was expected, but the quality and price are
both good. Altogether this is one of the most favour-
able years we have had in the Highlands for a long
time.

Miscellaneous,

Wester Ross.—There has been a continuation of
most suitable weather for outdoor labour ever since

harvest, and a great deal of work has been done. A
very large breadth of Wheat has been laid down in

first-rate condition, and all the earlier sowings are well
above ground. And Wheat-sowing is not yet com-
pleted, for should the weather be suitable, several fields

would yet be sown after Turnips eaten off with sheep.
The green crop lot has received its winter furrow

I

generally, and as the habit now is to give an in-

creasingly deeper furrow when preparing for green
^ — „ ......^ ^.wt-..«..t fi.,v.,i L« crops, much additional time is occupied. I

Steam Cultivation.—Here is a speech by Mr.
Grey, of Aberdeenshire and Leeds, a steam plough-
man 15 years ago, and now for many years a steam-
plough farmer and steam-plough manufacturer. At a
dinner given to the tenantry of his estate by Lord
Saltoun he gave some account of the history and pro-
gress of steam cultivation since 1S55, in which year he
had the pleasure of assisting the late John Fowler to

start his first steam-plough in Essex, which was a very
successful attempt, much more so than many attempts
he made after that. The design consisted of a single

engine upon the roundabout system, and, barring a
few minor details, it proved equal to expectations, and
gave Mr. Fowler great encouragement to proceed.
After this, Mr. Fowler expended ;^7o,ooo on experi-

ments, at the end of which time all he had to represent

this large capital was a lot of old machinery. At this

point friends came to his aid with substantial en-

couragement, and the result has been a perfect success.

The question of the solution of the great problem in

connection with steam cultivation—whether ploughing
could be done cheaper with steam than horses—was
decided in 1S5S by John Fowler, first, under the
auspices of the Highland and Agricultural Society of

Scotland, when they awarded him a prize of ;!^200,

and again, later on, by the Royal Agricultural Society
of England, when they awarded him the prize of ;^5oo.
The importance of steam cultivation can be learned

from the fact that there are works in the country
at present in full operation, employing 1200 men,
doing nothing else but making steam-ploughs. To
show the effect which steam cultivation has produced
in other countries, he might state that one farmer in

Egypt is employing 400 steam-ploughs on his farm.

The same farmer had sent to England within the last

twelve months orders for at least ;i^6oo,ooo for sugar

machinery. He is laying down 400 miles of railway

on his farm, principally to carry sugar-cane to his

mills, and he has ordered thirty locomotive engines for

this railway. And this farmer is the Pacha. If you
go to other countries—take Germany, for instance—you
will find that steam cultivation is making a revolution

in their agriculture. Let us see what steam cultivation

is doing in England. There are working for hire 400
to 500 sets of tackle, and a large proportion of these

tackles belong to private individuals, who have in-

vested in them for profit, and who are depending
entirely on this source of income. While in Essex,
four years ago, he met there the son of a gentleman
who had a great desire to become practically acquainted
with farming. It was suggested to him to purchase a
steam-plough to hire out and thus get a connection
with farming. He did so ; and the result has been
that he has found it so profitable that he is now the

proprietor of seven different sets, representing a capital

of ^"10,000. There are several public companies in

I

England who employ from 15 to 30 sets, and who are
' paying handsome dividends. A private gentleman in

London bought from four to five hundred acres of land
near London that could not be rented at ioj. an acre.

He took out the fences, drained it, bought a steam-
plough, put it all in white crop, continuing every year
since to do so. Before harvest he sells the whole crop
off the place by public roup, and the result has been
contrary to the expectations of his neighbours, that the

crops have increased every year by this process. Last
year and the year before he had a clear profit, after

allowing £2 an acre for rent, of ;!i^j6oo. The subject

operated upon is one of those stiff Eugliih clays which
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cannot, by horse-power, be brought into profitable cul-

tivation. The giant in steam cultivation in England is

Mr. Campbell, who bought 5000 acres of what was
considered worthless clay land. He employs two

engines of 30-horse power each, nominal (240 horse

effective), and by this means he stirs the land to a depth

of 3 feet, which last year produced crops nearly 7 feet

high. Regarding Scotland, they would feel gieater

interest in learning what is being done there. There

is Mr. Wilson, Edlington Mains—a gentleman who is

well known to all as the author of the best Scotch

work on agriculture

—

British Farming. Mr. Wilson

is one of the most enterprising farmers in Scotland,

and would be glad, he felt sure, to see any gentleman

from the North regarding the system of steam cul-

tivation which he so successfully employs. Mr. Hope,
Fenton Barns, also a pioneer in agriculture, has eni-

ployed steam for the last six or seven years, and his

crops this year were a wonderful illustration of the

benefit to be derived from steam cultivation. Mr.

Henderson, Longnidclry, some years ago, embarked
in a steam-plough, costing him /1500; he had not

used it long when he secured another, and with these

he continues his system with the most satisfactory

results. Mr. Roughead, the late Provost of Hadding-

ton, also acquired a steam-plough on the single engine

principle, but this year he is so convinced of the

superiority of the double system, that he has had it

transformed. Mr. Fortune, Elphinstone Tower, who
farms about 600 acres, is a great example of what

can be done with steam under cifficulties. His land

is not only infested with boulders, but it might be said

to be one complete boulder. Nothwithstanding this,

Mr. Fortune has had less breakage with his steam-

plough than any one he knew of. If any were anxious

to see steam caltivation taken full advantage of, a visit

to Mr. Twcedie, Coats, near Haddington, would be

amply repaid. In Kincardineshire there has been a

joint-stock company in existence for six or seven years,

with the result, up to this time, of one-third of its

original capital in the " till," and a dividend of 5 per

cent, this year ; and all this, notwithstanding the

great difficulty with which they have had to contend

in the education of their men, and the replacement,

from revenue, of all their implements, which got anti-

quated.

COiMPosiTioN OF Foods and Manures. — The
following is Dr. Upjohn's report of work done for the

Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland:

—

" The number of analyses I have made and reported on

for members of the Royal Agricultural Society since Dec.

3r, 1870, is very large, as it reaches 63 [viz., 23 for vendors

of manures, 22 fornon-vendors. and 18 for farmers" societies]

-—an amount of work which I would be quite imable to

get through were it not for the help I received from my
assistant in the numerous chemical and mechanical

operations which have to be conscientiously performed,

in order to the accuracy of the results. The matters

analysed have been, 2 specimens of soot, 4 soils, 9 linseed

cakes, i cotton cake, i sample of bread, 8 guanos, 6

phospho-guanos, 2 nitro-phosphates, 29 superphosphates,

I specimen of kainit, making up, as already observed, the

total number of 63. The soot contained 3.4 per cent, of

ammonia, which gave it the value ji^2 lu. per ton. The
linseed cakes were of medium quality, the average per-

centage of oil being 10.5, and that of the nitrogenous or

flesh-forming constituents, 29.11. Some years since the

proportion of oil in the unadulterated cake was con-

siderably higher, its average amount being 13.5 in the

100. So large a quantity is now never found upon an
analysis,— I presume because the machinery used in ex-

tracting the oil has been improved, and that a high
pressure is employed. The composition of the cotton
cake is remarkable, and deserves the attention of all

persons who are interested in the feeding and fattening

of cattle. The specimen mentioned in the above list

actually includes once and a-half as much oil, and once
and a-half as much of the flesh-producing constituents, as

an equal weight of linseed cake, and therefore should be
once and a-half as valuable for feeding purposes. The
only drawback to its value that I know of is that the husk
or shell of the cotton seed is of a very indurated nature,

and that, in the best cotton cake, the decortication of the

seed is scarcely ever complete. The guanos in my list

are, all but one, of a quality much inferior to the article

with which farmers were once supplied from the Chincha
Isles. Instead of containing 16 per cent., they yield, as

a mean, but 11.4 per cent of ammonia, and are inferior

in value to the original Peruvian guano in the ratio of

7 to 10. This is a matter which should be generally

known to tillage farmers, and I have already alluded to

it in my last report. Of the substances analysed during
the present year for the Royal Agricultural Society, 29
have been superphosphates ; that is, manures in the pre-

paration of which phosphate of lime has been used, a
greater or less proportion of this material being rendered
soluble by the action of oil of vitrei. I find that the
average quantity of phosphate of lime which has been
made soluble, in the case of 29 samples, is 26.4, corre-

sponding to 16.89 ^^ bi-phosphate of lime in the manure,
the money value of which is ;^5 \os. 91/. In simple
superphosphates there is generally but a very small
quantity of ammonia. The mean percentage amount of

this valuable constituent in the specimens under con-
sideration is only 0.39 ; so that the amount in a ton is

only worth 5^. ^d. In all these superphosphates the
phosphate of lime was derived, not from bones, but from
coprolites

; so that, leaving out of account (as is usually
done) the portion of the coprolitic phosphate which has
resisted the solvent action of the acid, the mean value of
a ton of these fertilizers will be _^5 165. Btj'. Four of the

29 superphosphates were prepared from bones ; and, as

the ammonia in these is up to 1.38 per cent., the quantity

of it in a ton will be worth 19J. <^d. The phosphate of

lime, too, derived from bones, having a money value

which is nearly a third of that of bi-phosphate, we are

enabled to conclude that a bone super-phosphate will be

generally worth very nearly £,']. With superphosphates

we may group some other manures, a few of which
appear amongst those I have analysed for the Royal

Agricultural Society. They are generally called phospho-
guanos, and are merely superphosphates, to which an

ammoniacal salt, or some nitrogenous manure, such as

Peruvian guano, has been added, so as to raise the

ammonia to about 4 per cent. Some of these, yielding

a smaller amount of ammonia, say 1.5 per cent., are

called nitro-phosphates—a designation calculated to mis-

lead, as it suggests the idea of nitre being present, an

inference which I have not been able to verify in any of

them which I have carefully e.xamined. A good phospho-

guano, i.e., one containing 4 per cent, of ammonia, and

at least 20 per cent, bi-phosphate of lime {the equivalent

of 31.25 per cent, of phosphate of hme made soluble),

if sold for 9 gs. a ton, is, I think, generally speaking, the

safest for the farmer to invest in. It already includes a

sufficient amount of the volatile alkalies, so that the

agricultunst is relieved from the necessity of adding to it

Peruvian guano, or an ammoniacal salt."

Sewage and Ordinary Irrigation.—The advan-

tage of sewage irrigation is fully proved on a small

scale in the neighbourhood of many towns in Northern

Italy, where marcitc, or winter meadows, irrigated by

canals that receive part of the town drainage, and

charged with an abundance of fertilising matter, are

found not only to retain a higher temperature than the

air, but to stimulate the productive powers of these

meadows by rich deposits. The marcite meadows in

the vicinity of Milan, watered by the Vettabia, a

branch of the Naviglio interno that penetrates into the

heart of the city, receiving a considerable part of the

sewage, are for this reason rendered so fertile that they

yield from six to nine crops of gi-ass annually, equal

in weight from 45 to 50 tons per acre. These crops

are cut about every 40 days, while the ordinary

7narcitc meadows in Lombardy, irrigated with pure

spring water, can only be mown every 60 or 70

days. The vegetation in this manner receives a

constant stimulus, and supplies the dairy-keepers

throughout the year with a sufficient quantity of green

food, with the exception of about a month in the spring,

when the canal is closed for cleansing and repairs.

This has a marked efTect upon the production of milk,

which, during this period, is considerably diminished.

With regard to the remarks made by Mr. Denton on

ordinary irrigation in Italy, I certainly cannot agree

with him as to the loss he says is estimated by Italian

irrigators, in carrying forward the waters for distri-

bution over their land, and which seems to me to be

greatly exaggeiated, and not likely to throw much
credit on Italian engineering. Nadault de Buffon

gives the following results of three experiments made
in Lombardy, on the loss of water in canals by filtra-

tion and evaporation, meaning the total quantity intro-

duced and that taken out for irrigation, &c. From
this it appears that the loss was :

—

Naviglio Grande .

.

.. .. 0.129 of total amount.
Naviglio Marlesana .. .. 0.107 >. >.

Canal Muzza 0.161 ,, „

There would, of course, be a further loss in the distri-

buting channels before reaching the laud. These
remarks, however, do not refer to the irrigation of

winter meadows, which it is impossible to establish

without having a great deal more water than is abso-

lutely necessary for the mere irrigation of the land.

Under ordinary circumstances, only a quarter of the

total quantity of water required would be absorbed

by the land, leaving a surplus of three-quarters to flow

away to waste, or, where the land is adapted, to do

duty at a lower level. This surplus water is most

valuable, as in its passage over the surface of the

meadow it carries away a portion of the manure.

These meadows are established at different levels. It

is the custom of farmers to manure more highly the

upper ones, the water itself bearing the fertilising

matter to the lower levels. Although Italian agricul-

turists are far from indifferent to the loss of water in

conducting it from the source to the fields, the above-

mentioned loss of water in marcite cultivation is

comparatively of little consequence, as it is only during

the winter season that it is carried on, the land

being irrigated in the summer in the ordinary

manner, when water is considerably dearer, and in

great demand for rice and other crops. The
following Table, taken from a paper published by
the College of Engineers at Pavia, shows the value of

a cubic metre of water in that province :

—

tinuous slope. Supposing, for sake of illustration, this fall

to be I metre in 1000, and that springs are met with at a
depth of 4 metres below the surface, it is evident that,

in order to tap them for irrigating a lower part of the

plain, one would have to make a canal ; and, giving

this canal a fall of 60 centimetres per 1000 metres, its

length from the source to the land requiring irrigation

would be 10 kilometres. This is far from an extreme
case, and a large landed proprietor near Mortara, in

order to obtain an abundant supply of water for irri-

gation purposes, has tapped springs at a distance of not

less than 20 kilometres north of his farm, which is

brought down by a canal in deep cutting at its source,

the depth of which gradually decreases as it descends,

until it reaches the land to be irrigated, when the

water is on a level with the surface of the fields. This

canal, which has less fall than the natural slope of the

country, loses a considerable quantity of water by
filtration at the lower part of its source, and so pro-

bably tempts other proprietors some miles further

south, who are enabled to tap it at a lower level, and
bring it on to their lands by another canal. P. Le Nei'e

Foster, Jutt. , C. E., Mortara^ LomcUina, Italy,

Dec. 16, 1871, in yournal 0/ Society of Arts.

Lowest price

Average price

Highest price

For Winter
Irrigation.

For Summer
Irrigation.

Frs.

0.002
0.004
0.008

Frs.

O.OOOI

0.0003
0.0005

The power of regaining the water which is absorbed by
the soil, by tapping it at a lower lever, is not as advan-

tageous asit appears from Mr. Denton's paper, for in the

majority of cases no individual proprietor is directly

benefited by the tapping of the water that he has lost, but

which probably benefits other landowners. some miles

distant. The irrigated plain of Northern Italy stretches

away sonthward from the Alps to the Po, in one con-

[Will our correspondents in this column be good enough to

tell us the area, cropping, stocking, soil, and other particulars of
their several farms ?]

Ross-shire : jfan. i. — A general holiday.

Jan. 2. Ploughing stubbles for green crop with one
furrow across the hill, from lo to 12 inches deep.

Jan. 3, 4, 5. Do. Jan. 6. Trucking Barley, weight

56 lb. per bush. Each morning an hour in the bam
threshing or dressing grain. The cattle, about 70 head,

attended to by a man and a boy.

Chatteris : Jan. 6. — Ploughing lands designed

for Potatos and Oats, a few spare men going before the

ploughs to fork out any little patches of Twitch or

Couch grass they may find. This work has been

retarded by the severe frosts of the last two months,

but rapid progress is now being made. The other

men are all engaged in attendance upon cattle and

sheep. A. S, /H.

North Wilts : yati. 6. — In consequence of con-

tinuous ram, horses have been employed at dungcart,

delivering corn to station, and threshing Wheat and

chaff cutting. Wheat sowing has been finished some

time. Ewes in the pastures days and folded on Turnips

at night. Fat tegs on Swedes, also the ewe tegs for

stock. Cattle in stalls and yards fed on roots, chaff,

and hay, the feeding stock having in addition cake and

meal. The pastures, now soaked by late rains, dressed

by hand and bush-harrow. Labourers not with stock

employed haulm cutting, pitting Swedes, and throwing

up dung, trenching, &c. £. W. M.
Roxburghshire: Jan. 8. — The weather during

winter has been variable in the extreme, and has

delayed all sorts of farm labour. We have been busy

this last week in getting forward with our lea plough,

ing, and during the early part of the week storing and

ploughing in [?] Turnips. Feeding cattle are thriving

well, but the wet lie the sheep have to put up with on

the Turnip land is telling against them.

West Sussex: Jan. 8.—The weather is still very

rough attd wet, and all outdoor work is at a standstill.

But we shall sow Peas as soon as the land gets in a

sufficiently dry state, as we find that the earlier they

are got in the better they do. They do not blight so

readily, and come to harvest earlier, so that we can get

them secured before the corn harvest interferes, and

also get the land worked and cleaned, so that late

Turnips may be put in. This is not often done, as

Wheat usually follows Peas. Lambing goes on slowly,

and the fields are in a bad state for sheep to feed upon,

so that we have to carry roots out on the meadows to

them. G. S.

Leicester : Jan. 8.—Finished storing Swedes. A
very heavy crop of sound roots. Ploughing Turnip

break for Barley. Levelling old banks and fences.

Milch cows fed upon Cabbages, Swedes, grains, cut

barley-straw, and about S lb. of hay per day ; stores

and in-calf heifers getting 6 st. of Swedes, pulped,

with cut barley-straw and a little hay ; horses, 7 lb.

Oats, 4 lb. Peas, I lb. linseed cake, cut straw, and 5 lb.

of hay, per day ;
pigs, boiled Swedes and barley meal.

Markets slightly improved, a rise on some descriptions

of grain ; all firmer. T. C.

Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire : Jan. 8.—The
year has commenced with very high winds, and the

largest downfall of rain which we have had for the last

three months. To-day the Thames is much swollen,

but the heavy rain and wind will do much good in

settling the earth round the roots of the Wheat plant,

which had been made hollow by the early frosts. The
Wheat generally looks well, but much of it is very

backward, and there is still a considerable breadth

to sow as soon as the Turnips are consumed ; but

the crop of roots is so large, and sheep scarce,

that many farmers are ploughing them in. The only

work that can be done is fallowing, where not com-
pleted, and carting dung into heaps for the next root

crop. J. H.
South Gloucestershire : Jan. 9.—The young

Wheat looks all the better for the heavy rain,

but we are now longing for fair weather, so that we
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may get on with the winter work. We find plenty for

the odd hands to do cleaning up the pastures. 7- ^^
North Riding, Yorkshire : Jan. 9.—Owing to

continued wet weather, farm operations almost nil.

A little ploughing done of seed-land for Oats. Sheep
on Turnips in a deplorable state, and have had to be

removed to grass fields for a dry lair. A frost set in

yesterday, and continues to-day, but barometer very

low, and we shall probably have a change or a fall of

snow. Condition of corn threshed very indifferent,

being stacked in a soft condition, and with no drying
winds has remained so.

Tiptree Hall: Jan. 9.—Seventy acres of Wheat
coming up a full plant, though rather late, nearly

all drilled i bush, per acre ; 6 acres of winter Tares,

a good plant ; 9 acres of winter Beans, also a plant.

Drains running freely, although our heavy land is

as slippery as butter, and as adhesive as hot pitch or

melted glue. Plenty of Cabbages and Kohl Rabi for

our lambing ewes, and a superabundance of Mangels
in clump. Sold /290 worth of Clover hay ;

live stock healthy, and going on well. Six acres of
white Peas drilled in on the 7th. The longer I live

the more convinced am I that deep cultivation, after

drainage, is the sheet-anchor of farming. Next to that

comes covered and enclosed yard-manure, made upon
a paved floor, by animals consuming much corn and
cake, malt combs, Ueans, hay, and straw-chafl^, and a
moderate quantity of pulped roots. On the light land
sheep close folded within moveable iron hurdles, and
fed with cake, corn, i^c, in addition to what they find

on the land. Every man who values money or profit,

will take care to pass his Turnips through the cutter or

pulper. J. y, JMechi.

South Northumberland : Jan. lo.—Weather wet
the latter part of last week, but fine days now, with
frost night and morning.

Jan. 4. Carting Turnips, coals, and setting up hurdles.
5. Threshing Wheat.
6. Mending farm roads, and ploughing lea.

8. Ploughing lea, getting in coals, cutting hay for horses,
and delivering Wheat.

9. Ploughing stubble.
10. Ditto.

General : feeding cattle, cutting Swedes for sheep.
Prospective work : ploughing stubbles. A. W. D,

unfavourable for slaughtering, consequently trade is slow,

and lover prices are taken. We are but moderately
supplied with Sheep, the demand is also very limited ; on
the average prices are lower, and it is very difficult to

effect a clearance. Calves are still very scarce and dear.

Trade is not quite so brisk for Milch Cows, and prices

are rather lower. Our foreign supply consists of 390
Beasts, 1150 Sheep, and 52 Calves ; Milch Cows, 60.

Notices to Correspondents.
Draining ; Agricola. Air wells in the course of long

drains will not help the flow. Fill in the clay over the
drain. You need not ram it down at first upon the
tiles, but tread it firmly in afterwards, ^d. to td. per
pole of 5 yards is the price for 30-inch drains in ordi
nary soil.

Manures :
7*. Baily. Probably bone-dust, if you have

not got farm dung, is the best dressing you can apply,
get it rotted in wet sand, and apply 10 or 15 cwt. per
acre in compost. Major iVIunn's frame hive can be had
of Mr. Pettitt, Margate Street, Dover ; or of Messrs.
Neighbour. Regent Street, London.

Best Scots, Here-
1
Best Long-wools

fords, &c. .. 5 6to5 8 I Do. Shorn
Rest Shorthorns .

.

5 4—5 6 Ewes & 2d quality
ad quality Beasts 4 o—5 o Do. Shorn
Best Downs and Lambs
Half-breds .. 6 10—7 o Calves

Do. Shorn .

.

. . — . .
I
Pigs

Beasts, 1260 ; Sheep and Lambs, 5200; Calves, 81

J. d. s. d.

6 6to6 8

3 a—

5

Pigs, 15.

C Mn™!^;^ "ANTI-CLOCHE- VENTILATED
TFCTOR r.^^^'^^'^o'^'^^^

PLANT, FLOWER and SEED PRO-TEC1 OR, preserves Plants. &c., from Snails, Slugs, Earwigs, Wind.Rain, and frost
;
quite as usefuf for all piirpi>scs as the lilnd R ass

fhev .'r'/Hfj^ •

^""^
,^^'^'tl^^'"

^°^'- ^"^ Gardener can rVp^i? them
I hey arc made m nests, of different sizes Cost of Si^t with one fnr

protecting Gladiolus or ^lollyhocks, DahliasfKoses oV Chn'san.he-

Guinea \\S^kTcC^'J" '''t'' "'if'
^^^ ^" complete, fr^m OneGuinea, ine Anti-(_locne can be made any size

Estimales Riven lo Nurserymen, Market Gardeners Src for larsequantities *hen not in use, they pack in a ve™ImaU cSraSsswithout liabihly to breakage. To be obtained frorS^
compass,

W F. C'HAPMA>r, Patentee, Bristol Road, GloucesterA remittance from unknown Correspondents will have attention

Red.
Red.

Red.

Malting .

.

Making ..

Feed ....

Feed ....

Feed . . .

.

Foreign .

.

ilarkts*
ENGLISH WOOL,

Prices continue steadily to advance. The small stocks
and the great material prosperity of the country, which
enables the working classes to expend large sums in
clothing, are unfailing elements of strength, and at present
there seems every likelihood of a further rise.

HAY.—Per Load of -^6 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Jan.
Prime MeadowHay, Soi.togor.
Inferior do 60 70
Rowen 40 65
Inferior do — —
Straw 30 37

Clover, old .

.

Inferior do. ..

Prime 2d cut do.
Inferior do. .

.

.ii5^.tor3<w.

. 70 90

Cumberland Market. Thursday, Jan. 11.
Sup. Meadow Hay 92j.toioo^. Inferior Clover ., 84J.toicKW.
Inferior do 70 86 Prime 2d cut do. . . — —
New do _ _ (New do. .. . — _
Inferior do .. - - i Straw 40 45Supenor Clover ..no 140 ' Joshua Baker

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARJ^MT, Jan. 11.
Best Fresh Butter 19^. per dozen lb.
Second do. do. . . , . , . 17^-.

Small Pork, 3*. Zd. to 4J. 4^. ; Large Pork, 3V. od. to
y. id. per 8 lb.

MARK LANE.
MoNDAV, Jan. 8.

The supply of English Wheat to this Tnorning's market
was small, and disposed of at is. per.cir. upon the prices

of this day sc'nnight. There was a moderate attendance,
and the business done in foreign was at the extreme rates

of last week. Malting Barley was fully as dear, grinding
rather easier, with a good sale. Maize slow. Beans and
Peas were i^. per qr. cheaper. New Swedish Oats were
6d. per qr. dearer, other descriptions unaltered. Flour
without alteration in value.

Price per imperial Quarter,
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk.. White
— fine selected runs do.— Talavera~ Norfolk— Foreign

Barley, grind &dist.,26f to 31,? .Chev.— Foreign..grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato
— Irish Potati
— Foreign .... .Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan....32.s, to 34.?.. .Tick— Pigeon 37s. to 58.?. . . Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers
— - Maple, —s. to —s Grey

Maize
Flour, best marks delivered., per sack— 2d ditto ditto— Foreign per barrel

Wednesday, Jan. 10.

Although fhe transactions in grain to-day were not ex-
tensive, the tone of the market was firm, and the tendency
of the quotations was favourable. Supplies of English
Wheat were small, and generally in bad condition, but
there was a good show of foreign on offer. The [demand
for all descriptions was in retail only, but full rates were
demanded and paid. Flour ruled quiet, but steady in
value. In Barley, Beans, and Peas there was scarcely
anything doing, but Maize and Oats were firm in price.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.

55—60
58-62
60—64

51—69
38—40
28—31
20—23
25—27
24—26
22—26

31—33

34—49

40—44
39—41

55-58
57—59

33-3!

20— 22

14—19

34—49

33—34

Harrow ..

Longpod .

Egyptian.
Suffolk . . 41—44
Foreign ..36—44
Foreign .. 32—35

40—42 Country .. 40—42
24—28 Per sack,. 38-60

E "^^
/^?r"^/'^ "FRIGl DOMO."_ Patronised-l-l. and used for FrogmoreandKe%yGardcns. It is made entirely

of prepared wool, and a perfect nonconductor of heat or cold where it
IS applied.

"ucic lb

PROTECTION AGAINST the COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide and is. td. per yard.

" FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS."
Two yards wide is. lorf. per yard.
Three yards wide 2s. to<<. per yard.
l-ouryardswide 3s. toii. per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, yoyardslong, sJ^d. toBJ^rf. p. yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS, do., do., 54 and 7» inches wide, tiid. anda^d. per yard.

^tf.^/^^,'^ X-
ARCHER, Only Maker of " Frigi Dome," 3, CannonStreet, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.

NOTICE.—Removed from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

COTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE
cow FITTINGS,

UNITED

Iheir aci\aiua;,'e5 are— Portability, not fixtures, removable at
pleasiire; no Woodwork o: Partitions to impede Ventilation or breedVermm; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to
mlection, being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 551.
Prospectuses free of COTTAM and Co., Iron Worxs, 2, Winsley

Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street. London, W., where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable I-ittings just secured by Patent.

aiR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
y~J Reduced Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and
other Glass Roofs, for three stam;
14, Tichborne Street, Regent Quadrant, London, W.

Shlet, with Views of these and
EREMAN AND MORTON,

English &
Scotch .

.

Irish

Foreign .

.

Qrs.

190

Barley.

Qrs.

570

3280

Qrs.

Flour.

( 1000 brls.

Liverpool, Jan. 9.—There was a good attendance,
and a good business done in Wheat for consumption, at
Friday's rates, an attempt to obtain an advance thereon
having failed. Flour was steady, and in fair request.
Beans and Peas unchanged. Oats quiet. Oatmeal in
rather more request. Indian Corn yl. per qr. dearer,
with moderate sales ; mixed American, 32J.

Averages.

Jan.

23 ..

30 ..

6 ..

Average

Wheat.

56s jd
56 10

56 S

SS 8

55 4

54 II

55 II

Barley.

36S101/

37 I

37 I

36 g
36 5
36 8

36 10

Oats.

23s 8rf

24 2

HOT-WATER APPARATUS
erected Complete, or the Materials supplied (or Heating

l«,tmtd CcHual. *^HOTHOUsls
'^' Tubular BoiUr.

CONSERVATORIES,
CHURCHES,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c.
HOT-WATER PIPESat whole-

sale prices i Elbows, T Pieces,
Syphons, and every other connec-
tion kept in stock.
WROUGHT and CAST-IRON

CONICAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONICAL,

also Elliptic, Boilers, from 24s. each
'

Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
with or without Water Bars, from 52s, M. each.
CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,

for use without brickwork, from 60s. each.

Patent THROTTLE and other VALVES,
FURNACE DOORS, BARS, and FURNACE
WORK of every description ana size.

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS for Pipe Joints;
Sockets require no other packing, ElliUic BoiUr.
and are perfectly water-tight.

^-"'/'"^ x,„,,.r.

Goods, of the very best manu-
facture, delivered at Railway or
Wharf in London.

FortabU Bailer.

LYNCH WHITE, ,,,,„.
,

Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper jJiiMM
Ground Street, London.S. E. (Surrey
side Blackfriars Bridge). Price List on application.

N D CO.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Jan. 8.

The number of Beasts is not quite so large as last week,
but the average quality is good. Trade is not so brisk,
and prices are, generally speaking, rather lower. There
are a few more Sheep, and the demand is scarcely as
good

; choicest qualities are but little altered in price

;

trade is slow for other kinds. Choice Calves are stili
very scarce and dear. Our foreign supply consists of
700 Beasts, 700 Sheep, and 136 Calves; from Scot-
land there are 213 Beasts ; from Ireland, 700 ; from
Norfolk and Suffolk, 1000 ; and 1227 from the Midland
and Home Cotmties.

- . — ' i- ' d. '

s. d. s. d.
6 8t07 o

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns ..
2d quality Beasts
Best Downs and

Half-breds
Bo. Shorn

8t05 10
6-5

'

4—5
0—5

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 5

I Do. Shorn .

.

. . — .

.

Lambs . . .

.

. , — .

.

Calves . . .

.

4 8—6 8

u - - - •
i
Piss - . .

.

3 8—5 o
1 Beasu, 3840 ; Sheep and Lambs, 12,680 : Calves, 157I Pigsf 65.

Thursday, Jan. ir

0—7

SEED MARKET.
The recent heavy arrivals of American red Clover have

somewhat depressed the value of this description on this
side

: this, however, applies especially to second-rate
qualities. Cable advices to hand from New York describe
the market there as very firm. English samples are
scarce, and are held for extreme rates. Alsike and
Trefoil are steady. White Clover is in brisk request just
now

; fine qualities are very scarce. Country buyers
have not begun to operate as yet. As soon as a demand
springs up higher prices are anticipated. Foreign Italian
moves off at full currencies. Perennial Grasses are with-
out alteration. For spring Tares there is some Httle
inquiry. Winters are quite neglected. Blue Peas meet
with an improved demand. As noted in our last, Canary
seed has lately advanced 5^. to 65. per qr. Hemp seed is

a little dearer. For both Rape and Mustard the trade is

quiet. John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants,
37, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

JAMES PHILLIPS
beg to submit their prices as follows

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural

Society, and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the
United Kingdom.
Each Bo.\ contains loo feet. The prices only apply to the sizes stated.
SQUARES 20 by iz, 20 by 13, zo by 14, 20 by 15, 20 by 16, 2a by 18.

l6 oz. to the foot. 21 oz.
Fourth quality .. .. xv. od 20J. cui
Third quality 181. oti 233. orf.
Seconds 20J. orf. 281, oi,
English.. .... .. 22J. orf. 30*. orf.

The above prices include the boxes, which are not returnable.
HORTICULTURAL GLASS.

Stock sizes, i6-oz., in 100 feet boxes, boxes included.
These prices only apply to the sizes stated.

J..11 by 9 12 by 9 13 by 9 14 by
12 by loi 13 by 10 14 by 10, 15 by
13 by 11114 by iil .. I

14 by i2|i5 by 12:15 by ii'i6 by i

3rds.
J. d.

t6

2nds.
s. d.
18 o

COALS.—Jan. 10.

Holywell Main, 2o.t. 6d.; Walls End Hetton, 21s. 6d.
;

Walls End Hawthorn, igj. gd. ; Walls End Keepier
Grange, 2is.\ Walls End Russel's Heton, 21J. ; Walls
End South Hetton, 21s. 3d. ; Walls End Kelloe, 21s.

;

Walls End East Hartlepool, 21J. s^- i
Walls End South

i.,„ V ,
.w««., j«ii. *,.

I
Hartlepool, '21J.; Brancepeth Cannel, iqs. 6d.—Ships atWe have a large supply of Beasts, and the weather is | market, 24 ; sold. 24 ; at sea, 25.

14 by i2|i5 by 12
1 15 by 11 '16 by ii,

18 by 13 19 by 12! 10 by 12 [17 by 12 I

16 by 13 17 by 13 20 by 12 .. >• 15 o i3 o 20 o
16 by 14 20 by 13 18 by 13 . . \

17 by 14I18 by 14I20 by 14I . . '
SMALL SHEET SQUARES (in 100 feet Boxes),

by 4 6'A by 4'^ 7 by 5 7'^ by 5U )
by 5 8gby^4 9 by? 9^ by f f? } •• "^

Best.
s. d.

19 o

6rf.

135. td.

PATENT

— by 8 10!^ by 8 2
Boxes 2J. each, returnable at full price.

London Agents for HARTLEY'S IMPROVEDROUGH PLATE.
LINSEED OIL, Genuine WHITE LEAD, CARSON'S PAINTS.PAINTS of various colours ground ready for use

T.S*?!.^'^ ^^^ ROUGH pIaTE GLASS. SLATES of all sizes,BRITIbH PLATE, PATENT PLATE, ROLLED PLATE.CROWN, SHEET, HORTICULTURAL, ORNAMENTAL,COLOURED, and every description of GL.A,SS, of the best Manu-
facture, at the lowest terms. Lists of Prices and Estimates
forwarded on application to

?AS. PHILLIPS AND CO., 180, Bishopsffate Street Without, E.C.
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St. Pancras Iron-work Company.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.

ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

OLD SAINT
APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

THE STEAM-ENGINE TRIALS
OF THE

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of ENGLAND , OXFORD, 1870.

The FIRST PRIZES at this SHOW were again AWARDED to CLAYTON and SHUTTLEWORTH. viz. :—
First Prize for Horizontal Fixed Engine of lo H.P. ; First Prize for Steam Engine, with Boiler combined.

At the previous Trials of Steam Engines, at Bury, 1867, CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH took ALL the FIRST PRIZES for

ENGINES; also a PRIZE of £15 for THRESHING MACHINES, and the Society's SILVER MEDAL.
CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH have received FIRST PRIZES at all Trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of England at

which they have competed since 1849. N.B.—All the principal Makers of Portable Engines, &c.. Compete for this Society's Prizes, bemg
the only Trials in Great Britain conducted by competent and impartial Engineers, and where the capability and value of each Engine is

thoroughly tested by practical experiments. C. AND S. therefore do not Compete at any other Shows.

CLAYTON & SHUTTLEAVORTH
Having for the Third time made a

REDUCTION IN PRICES,
Revised Catalogues can now be obtained at

STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN; 78, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C. ;

and TARLETON STREET, LIVERPOOL.
Free by Post.

Boslier's Gaxden Edging Tiles.

THE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
materials of great durability. The plainer sorts are especially

".'ei-'^T^c
^°' ^I'^^^u^^

GAR- ™^^^^^^DENS, as they harbour no ^^.g^r^-j-.^"^'^
Slugs or Insects, take up little J^^Si^^Sy
room, and, once put down, '^'^'^

''

^
incur no further labour or ex-
pense, as do *' grown " Edg-
ings, consequently being mucK
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c, in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in p^cat variety of design.

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, S.E. ; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W, ; Kingsland Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANT

COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from 31. per sc^uare yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths. &c. Grooved ana other Stable Paving of great
durability, Wall Copinps, Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds. Roofing
Tiles in great variety, Slates, Cements, &c.
F. AND G. ROSHER. Brick and Tile Merchants —See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.
Fine i4i.. Coarse 17J. per Ton. In Truck Loads u. perTon less.

Delivery by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway "or
Wharf, 2J. per Ton extra. Samples of^Sand free by post.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT

PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.
F. AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberal discount to the Trade.

A Simple and Concise Analysis of

FARM ACCOUNTS, for universal use by Farmers of
Large or Small Holdings. See recommendations of Daily Press

and Agricultural Journals, By Alexander Jemmett, Murrell Hill
Farm, Bintield, Berks. For four stamps, to any address,

Imperial 4to, Copiously Illustrated, Price i2J.,

FARM BUILDINGS: a Digest of the Principles
adopted in Construction. Reprinted from the " Farm Home-

steads of England," now out of print. By J. Bailev Denton, C.E.,
and Bailev Denton, Jun.

E. AND F. N. SFON, 48, Charing Cross, W.C.

Eyton's Herd Book of Hereford Cattle.

MR. DUCKHAM informs the Breeders of Hereford
Cattle that he purposes publishing the EIGHTH VOLUME

of the HERD BOOK as early as possible in the year 1873. It will
contain Pedigrees of Bulls, Cows, and Heifers calved on or before
December 51, 1871, Printed Forms of Certificates for Entries supplied
on application, and a fee of is. to Subscribers, and aj. to Non-Sub-
scribers, charged for all Entries. The Eighth Volume will be hand-
somely embellished and neatly bound. Price to Subscribers, \is.

Early information and additional Names of Subscribers respectfully
solicited.

Previous Volumes may be obtained of Mr. DUCKHAM, either
Singly or in Sets. Price of the Set, £3 12s.

50, Broad Street, Hereford.

Just published, in 8vo, price One Shilling,

PSYCHIC FORCE and MODERN SPIRITUAL-
ISM ; a Reply to the Quarterly Review and other Critics. By

William Cbookes. F, R.S., &c.
London : LONGMANS, GREEN, AND CO., Paternoster Row, E C.

Notice.
[By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the Londonj Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, without extra charge
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, 59, Fleet Street, E.C.

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.C.

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDBAULIC RAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, which worlds day and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Public or Private Estabhshments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 37.

No. 63.

DI':Kr WliLL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.
PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or

Steam Power.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanized Iron Tubs.

as designed for, .the

No. n6a. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Gardens, &c.

No. 49<7. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. so and s^a. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

No. S4''. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER,
Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.- '' '"

^'^if^--^'''

No. 39*. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hoae for
Garden use. '

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES. &c., &c. Particulars taken in anypart ofthe Country. Plans ani Estimatesfurnished.

.•3JIjawl»(W!=njeMa».;p.ifeiO. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUBS CAN BE HAD OK APPLICATION.
'^
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In a Jew days,

THE FAIRFIELD ORCHIDS; a Descriptive
Catalogue of the Species and Varieties grown bv JAS.

BROOKE AND CO., Kairheld, near Manchester, with rrcliramary
Chapters upon the Historj;, Structure, and uses of Orchids, and a
Copious Glossar>* of the Significations of the Names. 8vo, pp. 128.

Neatly bound, ss. 6d.

BRADBURY. EVANS, anh CO.. 10 Houvorie St., London, E.G.

Linneau Society.
Just published, price £1, the First Part of Vol. XXVIII. of

THE TRANSACTIONS of the LINNEAN
SOCIETY of LONDON.

Sold by LONGMAN and CO., P.iternostcr Row, EC; and by
Mr. KIPPIST, at the Apartments of the Society, Burlington House,
Piccadilly, "W., n{ whom may be had all or any of the precedinc
Volumes. The Fellows of the Socictv are requested to apply to Mr.
Kl PPiST for the ir Copies, between the hou rs of 10 and 4 o'Clock.

Now ready, price u., free by post for 13 stamps, with g Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits. Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.G. ; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

Now ready,

THE SALIX, or WILLOW. By W. Scaling,
Willow Nurseryman, Basford, Notts. A revised and enlarged

edition, containing Instructions (or its Planting and Culture, with
Obser\'ations upon its Value and Adaptability Tor the Formation of
Hedges and Game Coverts.

Post free is. ; orofSIMPKIN, MARSHALL, AND CO., London.

WANTED,
EDWARD

63
a SHOPMAN.—Appl;^ personally to
JACOBS, Decorative Florist, 157, Erompton

Seed Trade.
W7"ANTED. IMMEDL\TKLY, as JUNIOR SHOP-
TT M.\N. a Vounc Man —Apply by Ictti

. SON, ' -

MAN.
mcnts, &c.|

Young ^^an.-
loHlIRST.1

. staling previous
6, Lcadenhall Street, E,G.

WANT PLACESr-Lettm to be Post Paid.

W Gardeners and Under Gardeners.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of vanousqualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest mquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearlv stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages oflfered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.—Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

"PXPERlENCED GARDENERS (or^GARDENERJ—
1 and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

H'vPih'"??""*^"""" particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.HENDERSON AND SON.Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood. N.W

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT and
FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountatne, Southacre,

Brandon), being a practical combination of Vinerj', Orchard House
and Conservatory, as now worked in a New House erected for the
purpose at Chiswick. Third Edition, Illustrated. Free for seven
stamps to the
" Journal of Horticulture " Office, 171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

Tlie Subscription to the
TLLUSTRATED GARDENERS' GUIDE,
-L one of the best Horticultural Gazettes (published in German,
French, and English), Edited by the Directors of the Horticultural
Establishment at Ringelheim, and Emil Rodigas, Botanical
Professor and General Secretary at Ghent, is 20s. lod., including
postage : and may be sent directly to the Horticultural Establishment
at Ringelheim (Hanover, Germany), or to any Post Olifice.

THE FLOWER GARDEN and its MANAGEMENT:
Short Directions as to the Planting of Flower-beds, with a

Special View to their Ornamentation (published in German, French,
and English), with 30 Engravings, can be obtained for 2J,, at the
Horticultural Establishment at Ringelheim (Editor), Hanover,
Germany, and of all Booksellers.

GARDENER (Head), _

knowledge of the profession
testimonials to good character.-

"

Grove, Stoke Newington, N.

Age 30 ; has a thorough
I in all its branches. Ten years'

A. v., J. Larkman, Florist, Barrett's

GARDENER (HEADWAge 32. married, no family
;

thorough knowledge of I-orcing Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables,
also Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen and Flower Gardening Si.\
years character from present employer.—G. SMIIH, Chapel Yard,
High Street, Ware, Herts.

1 »- .

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married; thoroughly
practical Man, of 29 years' experience in all branches of the

profession. Can be highly recommended as to honesty, sobriety,
industry and integrity of character.—Address, with particulars, 10
H. H , Woodford Green, N.E.

GARDENER
thoroughly

.Head).— Married ; of high character;
„ , T- Y ' ,

ractical ; has had extensive experience in Vine
Culture, Early and Late Forcing, and is a good Flower and Kitchen
Gardener. No objection to Land and Stock.—GARDENER, 4, Park
Terrace, Upper Richmond Road, Putney, S.W.

/"iJARDENER (Head). —Single ; understands theV^ profession m every branch ; First-class Diplomas of the Royal
Horticultural Institute of Belgium, and testimonials from the most
2-'^S^r^ ??^^f,"i^^,-

places m England, Belgium, and France.—
E. DE CONINCk. Nuj;seo;man^hent, Belgium.

C YfTAuSciySf?F^v^''v"-'^^^ "'^s* ^'^"^^ assortment
WILLIAM S. BURTON'S '" ^''°^''^* ^" warranted, is on sale at

The Blades are all of the finest
Steel.

3J^-inch ivory handles
3ii do. balance do. ..
4 do. do. ..

4 do. fine ivory do.
"tra large do.

per dozen
.. do.
.. do.
.. do.

do.
.

do. finest African ivory do. do,
Uo. with silver ferules do

Kv ,
'^"^ silvered blades do.

Nickel electro silvered handles do

tlJ: :' ?w ^ '^"^ "' *'»»= =0 large Showrooms, nost frc - -

Table
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GREEN'S PATENT BOILERS,
WITH INVERTED CYLINDER ENGINES COMBINED.

Engines andBailersfitted luith Governors, Equilibrium Throttle Valve, Stop Valve, Safety Valve, FeedPump, Water aud Steam Gauges, ^'e., complete.

Consumption of Fuel—7i lb. of Coal per Horse Power per Hour.

„ Water, 1 Cubic Foot „ ,,

Horse
Power.
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AMATEUR ROSE GROWERS should at once get
my CATALOGUE. It contains all the good sorts, and the

plants arc the finest that can be produced.
B. R. CANT . St- John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

ROSE MARECHAL N I Ei:"]Noiset"te).—Fine
Standard and Half-standard plants.

ROSES (Tea-scented).—Choicest varieties, fine Standard and Half-
standard plants. Offered by

JOHN CRANSTON Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.
Price on application.

SHOW Roses.

A PRICED LIST of the best Hybrid Perpetual Show
ROSES; also a PRICED LIST of choice Variegated

GERANIUMS, post free, on application to
ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries . Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, ail strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMIT H, Nurserjinan and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE "TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches. Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Or?nges.
RICHARD SMITH , Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

DS. THOMSON begs to offer a quantity of good
• Dwarf-trained PLUMS, CHERRIES, and APRICOTS;

also GRAPE VINES for planting—good ripened canes of the best
varieties. Nursery, Wimbledon, Surrey.

Grape Vines. Fruiting and Planting Canes,
55. EACH.—Lewis Woouthorpe begs to offer a ane

and well-grown STOCK of all the best sorts. Descriptive
CATALOGUES free. Second sized BLACK HAMBURGHS, 31. 6d.
each. L. W.'s system of packing saves half the cost of carriage.

Munro Nursen,-, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

Grape Vines.
FRANCIS R. KINGHORN has Fruiting and Planting

Canes of the most esteemed sorts, in fine condition, the following
in considerable number :—BLACK HAMBURGH, MILLHILL
HAMBURGH, BUCKLAND SWEETWATER, ESPERIONE.
and FOSTER'S SEEDLING, 31. 6d ys. 6d., and iw. 6d. each.

Sheen Nursery. Richmond, Surrey. B

WEBBS PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varietiet from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS.
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

fTlHE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
T^i.xT T>

'^' Maida Vale, Edgware Road. W.
^rl V^ HESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
1 he Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genumc Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

ouTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s spring
CATALOGUE of SEEDS for 1872 is now ready. It contains

many Novelties of merit and worth consideration. Sent free and
post paid on application.

27. South Row, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.
Established upwards of a century.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK atCARTER'S New Seed Warehouse. 237 & 238, High Holbom, London.

_ To the Trade.STUART AND CO., Seed Growers, Nice
;Seed Merchants, 5, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, W.CNEW and CHOICE SEEDS.

___^ CATALOGUE on application.

C^
Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

J. BLACK ITH AND CO., late Betham &
• Klackith, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

street, London, S.E.
"

Forwarders to all parts of the World.HNow Ready.
OOPER'S GARDENING GUIDE and
general catalogue for 1S72, price 6d.

; post free, Sd.HOOPER AND CO.'S SEED CATALOGUE gratis.
^HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, London, W.C

Cbolce New Seeds, Gladioli, &c.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the fmest
quality only. Post free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

CEitclien Garden Seeds.
HARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
and Seed Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intim.ite

'hat their wholesale CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDENSEEDS IS now ready, and will be forwarded, post free. uDon aoDli-
cation. ^ "^

CALCEOLARIA (herbaceous), of very choice strain,
from pans sown in August, and once pricked out, 2s. per dozen ;

31. 6rf. oer two dozen ; 6s. for 50 ; los. per 100, free by post.
H. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

WM. KNIGHT IS now sending out 12 Varieties
of the NEW FUCHSIAS of 1871, selected as the best of the

season, in extra strong Plants for Exhibition, for 105. 6d. the set,
package mcluded.

Floral Nurseries, Hailsham, Sussex.

WHITETHORN QUICK, i-yr., fine. For sample
and price apply to

B. R. CANT, St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

TROUBLE WHIN, or GORSE, nice plants,
-*-^ 3s. per dozen, 155, per 100. See Catalogue.

Ji^I^'^^J'_*'_'_1'". Parley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

nn RUE LONDON PLANE TREES, 15 feet high, and
4r. straight as fiun-rods, 42s. per dozen; also a creat variety ofSTANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES for Park or Avenue Planting.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurserymen. Worcester.

STRONG Transplanted LARCH, 2 to 5 feet. Buyers
of the above or other Trees will be treated liberally

JAMES DICKSON anu SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

_ To the Trade.
/^ARDNO AND DARLING have to offer LARCH,
y~y 2 to 3 feet, i'4 to 3 feet, and i-yr. seedling, all from home-saved
seed. Samples and prices on application.

Aberdeen.—January 8.

i>ERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, for Covert.
" 12 to i3 jnches, 8s. per loo, 40s. per 1000.

i^ to 20 inches, loi. per 100, 6oj. per 1000. See Catalogue
JAMES SMITH, Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

FINE bushy LAURUSTINUS, 1 to 2 feet. Prices
on application.

WM. WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near
Ucklield, Sussex.

/AAKS, CHESTNUTS, BEECH, ELMS, suitable
^—

'

for planting, 3or. per 1000: 51. per loa
WALNUTS, SYCAMORES, LABURNUMS, LARCH, SPRUCE,

SCOTCH and SILVER FIRS, ROSES, and any other NURSERY
STOCK. Carriage free to London.

WILKIN, Tiptree, Kelvedon.

Must be Sold, to Clear the Ground,
ASH, BEECH, OAK, SYCAMORE, LARCH,

SCOTCH. SPRUCE, PINUS AUSTRIACA, PINUS
CEMBRA, PRIVET, PORTUGAL LAUREL, YEWS HOLLY,
and other Nursery Stock.

JAMES MELDRUM. Kendal.

To the Trade.
BETA CHILENSIS (True), the variety grown so

extensively in all the London Parks and Public Gardens.

—

The Undersigned have a small quantity to offer. Price per ounce
on application.
BUTLER, McCULLOCH, AND CO., Covent Garden Market, W.C.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send, post free for si.x postage

stamps. Part I. (British P^erns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy E.\olic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN and
DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS.STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWINING PLANTS,
with their generic, specific, and English names, native country,
height, time of flowering, colour, &c., and general remarks, free
by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Worcester.

WANTED, HORNBEAM, stout, well transplanted
stuff, 4l; to 5 feet. State quantity and price per 1000 to

WM. RUMSEY, Joyning's Nursery. Waltham Cross, N.

WANTED, 1000 good 2 or 3-yr. grafted Standard
APPLES, of the best sorts; 10 quarters SPRING TARES,

English saved : 8 quarters best DWARF ESSEX RAPE.
Send price and sample to WILLIAM FORD, Nurseryman and

Seedsman, Rose IliU Nursery, Little Petherick, St. Issey, Cornwall.

(BARTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
V..-' SEEDS.— Price 121. 6d., au., 30s., 425., and 63s. Packing and
carnage free.

237 and 238, High Holborn^j^rondon, W.C.
pARTER'S COLLECTIONS of "VEGETABLE
V-^ SEEDS will produce a constant supply of the best vegetables
all the year round.

CARTER'S "COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
SEEDS.

For Cottage Gardens, I For Small Gardens, I For Medium Gardens,
price 125. 6rf.

I price sis.
| price 30J. and 421.

Packing and carriage free. Five per cent, for cish payment.
237 and 238, High IInl[„,rn, London, W.C.

Trade Price Current Seeds for 1872.
PETER LAWSON and SON bet; to intimate that

their TRADE LIST of AGRICULTUKAL, GARDEN, andFLOWER SEEDS, &c., is now ready, and will be forwarded post
free, on application.

2o, Budge Row, Cannon Street, London, E.C., and Edinbu rgh.

NUTTING AND SONS, having had many complaints
that their WHOLESALE SEED LIST has NOT BEEN

RECEIVED, although duly posted, will be obliged to iheir friends
who have not had one by applying at once, when another shall be
immediately forwarded.

Seed Warehouses, 60, Barbican, London, E.C.—January 6.

Agriculturarand~GaFden Seeds.HAND F. SHARPE'S Trade CATALOGUE of
. HOME-GROWN SEEDS is now ready. It contains all the

verj' best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

PARIS,
I
SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. I SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to
H. M. the Queen, and H. R.H . the Prince^r\Va|^es, Reading, Berks.

SUTTONS' GR.^SS SEEDS~~ro7"all~SOILS7~fof
PASTURES, PARKS, and LAWNS. Prices and full particulars

on application.
Royal Berks Seed Establishment. Reading.

To the Trade.
SOOLY QUA CUCUMBER

SUTTON AND SONS have a limited quantity of
SEED of the above to offer to the Trade. Price on application.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

BIRD'S KING of the CUCUMBERS, is. 6d. per
packet. The best for exhibition.

BIRD'S QUEEN of the MELONS, is. per packet. The best
green-fleshed variety. May be had of all the Seed Trade, and of

JAMES BIRD , Nurseryman and Seedsman , Downhara.

Telegraph Cucumber.
VtrOOD AND INGRAM offer the above welUknown
VV variety, which is perhaps the greatest bearer out, one small

house, 21 feet by 14 feet having produced 924 first-class fruit. Six fine
Seeds for is,, or Twelve for is. OJ. Postatje stamps with orders.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Paul's, or Woolley's Telegraph Cucumber (True).

PAUL AND SON having more than required of the
following Home-saved Seeds, 1870, can offer them as below :

—

TELEGRAPH CUCUMBER, 20s. per oz.

SNOW'S WINTER WHITE BROCCOLI, true, 30J. per oz.
The Old Niirsi-rics, Choshunt, N,

Turnip and Mangel Wurzel Seeds—1871 Crop.
JOHN SHARPE will on application furnish his LIST,

with prices, of the principal SEEDS he is growing this year.
Bardney Manor, Lincoln.—July 6.

RICHARD WALKER can supply the following, for
cash:—Best SEAKALE for forcing, 5s. per loo; second size,

ds. per loo. ASPARAGUS for forcing, 25s. per 1000. WHITE
SPANISH ONION SEED, all new and genuine, is. ad. per lb.

The Market Gardens. Tiigglcswade. Beds.

F
Forcing Asparagus and Seakale.

RANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS offer
the above, extra e.\tra strong, and \'i;ry superior.

The " Upton " Nurseries, Chester.

FOR CASH, HARLINGTON WINDSOR BEANS
(original stock), and VEITCH'S PERFECTION PEAS. For

samples and price, address
M. NEWMAN, The Elms, HariJngton. W.

s
THe Forwardest Pea known.UTTONS' RINGLEADER.

Price II, 6d. per quart. May be sown at once.
SUTTON AND SONS, Reading, Berks.

MR. LAXTON'S NEW PEAS for 1872.—For
particulars of Mr. Laxton's latest and remarkable Novelties in

Garden Peas, which will be sent out by us this season in trial packets,
see page 69 of this day's Gardeners' Chronicle.

HURST AND SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

F
To tlie Seed Trade.

OR SALE, in large quantities, the following PEAS :

NE PLUS ULTRA, | CHAMPION OF ENGLAND.
HAIRS' DWARF MAMMOTH.

All new seed and true stock. For price apply to
B. R. CANT, St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester^

Notice to Large Purcliasers of Seeds.
PURCHASERS of large quantities of SEEDS and

POTATOS will be supplied on liberal terms, on application, by
post or otherwise (stating quantities required), to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seecl Growers, Reading.

S^
EED POTATOS—Wheelers' Milky White.—About

20 Bushels for SALE, price ds. per bushel.
S. P., Post Office, Hitchen. Herts.

POTATOS.—Fifty Tons good sound Seed of Kidneys,
Early Ashleaf, Mj-att's and Lemon, Early Handsworth, Golden

Dwarf and Ualmahoy. Prices per cwc. and ton very moderate.
H. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

EARLY SEED POTATOS. —20 Tons Myatfs

Prolific, or Fortyfold. Good sample, fine quality, and heavy
crops. Put on the rails at 5s. per bushel of 70 lb.

JAMES PEARSON, Forest Mills, York. ^
Seed Fotatos.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
and Seed Merch.\nts, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate

that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS is

now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon application,
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NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
NURSERYMAN and SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GAR-
DEN SEEDS, to suit Gardens of various sizes,

los, 6d., 21S,, 42s., 63J., and 84J. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Per packet—J- d.

Williams" Alex.-iJidra BROCCOLI i 6

Williams' improved Dwarf BRUSSELS SPROUTS .. .. i o

Williams' Early Nonsuch CABBAGE i o
Williams' Matchless Red CELERY i o

Veitch's Autumn Giam CAULIFLOWER 26
Marquis of Lome CUCU^IBER 36
Telegraph CUCUMUER (Woollcy's Improved) 16
Turner's Blue Gown CUCUMBER 26
Williams' Gloria Mundi ENDIVE i

Burnell's Alexandra White Cos LETTUCE 16
Williams' Victoria Cos LETTUCE 10
Webb's 'Jlimax MELON, the finest flavoured green-floslied

variety out 16
Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, scarlet-fltshed, the earliest in

cultivation 16
Queen ON ION, the earliest and best keeping variety ever offered i 6

"Williams' Emperor of the Marrows PEA, a white wrinkled
variety, very prolific, and of excjuisite flavour, the finest

wrinkled marrow Pea in cultivation ; this has been adver-
tised as a blue wrinkled marrow by mistake ., per quart 5 o

Earlcy's Defiance TOMATO, the earliest in cultivation, per pkt. i 6

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,
Per packet— s, ti.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed
IS, 6d., 2S. 6d,, 35. 6d., and 5 o

Williams' superb strain of BALSAM ., .. ., 11. 6rf, and 2 6
Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA

15. 6d., 2s. 6ii.t 3^. 6^.
I
and S o

Weatherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA
IS. 6rf., 2s. 6^., 31. (id., and s

WijTgin's prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. is. 6d., 2s. 6d., and 3 6
Wiggin's prize strain of POLYANTHUS .. .. 11. and i 6
GLOXINIA, finest erect varieties 10
GLOXINIA, finest drooping varieties. . ^ 10
AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf 10
AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS 15. 6rf. and 2 6
CENTAUREA CLEMENTEI 16
COLLINSIA VIOLACEA 10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE 26
East Lothian STOCKS, per collection of three colours . . ..26
VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress 2s. 6rf. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA.var. Perfection u. 64. and 2 6
ZINNIA HAAGEANA, florepleno 10

B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready, post free on
application.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper HoUoway, London, N.

WM. CUTBUSH & SON

HIGHGATE NURSERIES,

LONDON, N.

THE BEST NEW PEA

OF THE SEASON,

Cullingford's Magnum Bonum.

Retail price :—Quarts, 4s. ; Pints, 2s. 6t/.

THE HANDSOBCEST EARLY POTATO

OF THE SEASON,

Pottle's Prince Teck.

The stock is very limited, and will be sent out strictly

in rotation, as orders are received.

In sealed Peck Bags (141b.), ys. bd.

Tradi Price of Magituin Bonum Pea, and

Prince Teck Pota/o, on application,

^^ Naines of Firms procuring suppliea will be

published the third Saturday in January.

For particulars, &c., see Advertisement in Gardentrs'

Chronicle of January 6, p. 16 ; or CATALOGUE,

Post Free.

E. G. Henderson & Son's
DESCRIPTIVE AND ILLUSTRATED SEED CATALOGUE,

FORWARDED GRATIS TO CUSTOMERS.

TO OBTAIN THE BEST DISPLAY, THOSE MARKED * SHOULD BE SOWN EAKLY.

Amongst the numerous NOVELTIES and improved strains, the following are specially noticed ;

—

FLORIST FLOWERS, first quality.

ASTERS and STOCKS.—The most distinct and finest sections, including the best fixed colours in each group.

These two features are all-important, as there are so many varieties inferior in colour, and also whole sections

deficient in first-class properties, and which, from repeated trials, especially in the last-named class, have proved

unsuitable for English Gardens, by their forming a good growth with very defective bloom.

'ANTIRRHINUM majus section, 6rf. ; collection, 25. 6tf.

BALSAM, in colours, separate or in collections, self or parti-coloured,

Carnation-striped, mottled, and three coloured, of superior double

quality, selt or mixed, dd. and is. ; collection, 2J. 6rf,

'CANNAS, fine, named decorative kinds, fid. and is.

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, as. W. and qr. ; Yellow, zr. W.

and 5$.

,, Winter-fiowering, 2J. 6ii. ; new dwarf and early flowering, 6d.

and 15.

CELOSIA (Coxcomb), fine dwarf purple-crimson, 6i. ; 6 colours,

IS. td.

CALCEOLARIA, superb strain, as. 6d. and ^s. ; dwarf section, zs. 6d.

*
,, shrubby habit, bedding section, as. 6<f.

CINERARIA, from splendid varieties, in blue, crimson, and parti-

coloured, separate or mixed, all colours, 2S. M. and gs,

^CYCLAMEN persicum, 6 choice mixed, is. and as. W.

DELPHINIUMS, splendid collection, named sorts, separate, fid.

and IS. ; or collection of 34 kinds, 7s. 6rf ; 12 kinds, 3s.

"GLOXINIAS, erect, and drooping, is. td.

HUMEA ELEGANS, 6d. and is. ; new purple variety, is. and as. 6d.

HOLLYHOCKS, good mixed colours, is. and as. dd. ; 18 named

varieties, 6s. ; la named varieties, 4s.

*M1MULUS quinquevulnera, in blotched varieties, superb new

colours, C)d. and is.

* „ pardina, or tigrioides, beautiful new colours, spotted and

speckled, 6d. and is.

PANSIES, best English flowers, is. 6d. ; second, (>d.

* „ French, blotched, is. 6i. ; second, bd.

* „ German, striped, 6if. and u.

* „ colours separate, see Catalogue.

PELARGONIUM, Show varieties, splendid quality for prize

collections, -is. 6d.

„ Continental section, lower petals blotched, as. 6d.

„ fimbriate and fringed flowered section, as. 6d.

,, Fancy flowered class, aj. 6d.

,, Golden Bronze zoned, is. and is, 6d.

^ „ Tricolor variegated leaved, 2s. 6i. and 5s.

* „ Cape species, is. ; Scented-leaved kinds, is. 6d. ; and several

other sections ; see Catalogue.

PETUNIA, double-flowered, is.

* „ pure white, bedding habit, and neat flower, is.

* „ crimson, neat bedding kind, is. ; rose-coloured, for beds, 6d.

'* „ blotched white and crimson, select and free, is.

These and others are select seeds, from pot plants, and of

first-class quality.

PHLOX Drummondi Heynholdi, scarlet

I,
,, In la varieties, 3s. 6d. ; 6 colours, is. 6d.

decussata, best varieties, selected, 6d. and is.

POTENTILLA hybrida, florc-pleno, novel and beautiful, if.

POLYANTHUS, best, is. ; Double do , u.

PYRETHRUM carneum hybridum, is.

^FUCHSIA, from a choice selection. Double and Single, is. and 3S.6d.

GLADIOLUS, from extra fine French group, 6d. and is.

NOVELTIES in SEEDS for 1872.

AMARANTHUS atropurpureus, is.; A. bicolor olbicnsis, u. ; A.

salicifolia, ii, 6rf. and as. 6d. ; A. tricolor gigantea, is.

ANTIRRHINUM atrosanguineum, 6d.

CELOSIA pyramidalis aurantia plumosa, 6d.

CONVOLVULUS majus piclurata, u.

DELPHINIUM nudicaulc, is. and as. 6d.

MARIGOLD, dwarf, aurea floribunda, 6d. and is.

•MIMULUS Roezlli, 6ii. and IS,

MYOSOTIS sylvatica compacta, is.

PHLOX Drummondi Heynholdi cardihatis, as. 6d.

PRIMULA japonica, a new and splendid flowering plant, in 6

varieties, ^s. 6d. and 5s.

„ sinensis fimbriata, while and crimson, 35. 6d.

,, ,, Magnum Bonum, /rinj^cd, as. 6d. and 31.

,, ,, carminata splendens, fine, as. 6d.

II ,, Fcrn-lcaved, white and red fringed as. 6d~

„ „ punctata elegantissima, as. 6d. ; P. marmorata, 2s. 6d.

„ „ double white, red and magenta, 2s. 6d. and 5s.

»LOBELIA, Brilliant, fine bedder, large deep blue petals, ».

* „ Imperial, rich blue, white eye, is. ; L. Purple Prince, is.

*
,, Rainbow, large blue, is. ; L, Sunset, best red, is.

* „ pumila section, alba caerulea, blue, while eye, is.

SAXIFRAGA longifolia, beautiful alpine species, is.

SWEET WILLIAM, pure while, is.; perpetual flowering, 6d. and is.

„ in5varictiesiis.-6i,. - - .-.,.,.-
STREPTOPTERIS supetba, "beautiful. Fern,- fresh New i^alaud

seed, IS.

•VERBENA, splendid quality, M. and a<, 6(/.

,*VIOLA cornula, Enchantfess, bedding, is. ; V. Perfection,

bedding, is.

*
,, luiea grandiflora perfecta, first-class bedding variety, W. and ir.

The three last are large-sized Pansy-sized flowers, with

fine bedding features.

ZINNIA elegans, new dwarf section, mixed, is. and as. td.

,, „ in splendid double flowers, 8 colours, as, 61. ; mixed

varieties, 6d. and u.

„ Haageana flore-plena, is. and is. 6d.

AGERATUM imperialis, dwarf white, 6d.

COLLINSIA violacea, is.

CORETHROGYNE spathulata, is.

,*CUPHEA platycentra aurea variegala, is.

*DAHLIA arborea, is. ; D. imperialis rosea, is.

*
,, coccinea flore-plena, is.

'CAMPANULA turbtnata hybrida, fine variety, 6i. and is.

^ „ ,, hybrida alba, is. ; C, hybrida pallida, is,

BEGONIA rosaflora, 2s. 6d. ; B. Veitchii, as, 6d.

,, Sedeni, 2s. 6d.

BOUGAINVILLEA aurantiaca, is.

"CINERARIA acanlhifolia, is. ; C. maritima Candida, is.

" ,, maritima lastre^folla, 6d.

^GAILLARDIA picta, new, salmon coloured, 6i. and is.

"MATRICARIA grandiflara, is.

SALVIA nilotica, is.

NEMOPHVLLA insignis lilacina, is.

*'SCABIOSA nana stricta flore-plena, is.

* „ major compacta, black, is.

Other desirable FLOWERS in SEEDS.
ECHEVERIA metallica, is. and is. 6d. ; E. metallica glauca, is.

and IS. 6rf.

* „ glauca, pumila, and secunda, 6d. each.

•COB.^A scandens, 6d. and is.

*COLEUS, in great variety, is.

"CENTAUREA ragusina (candidissima syn.) is.

* „ Ctementei, is.

•CALAMPELIS scaber, 6d.

CALENDULA, Aurorc, 4^.

CHAM^PEUCE diacantha, is.

*CLIANTHUS Dampieri, is. ; C. Dampieri alba, as. 6d.

GESNERA magnifica, and G. Houtteana coccinea, 15, each.

IRIS pumila, 6if.

LAPAGERIA rosea, is. and as. 6d.

LEPTOSIPHON roseum, 6d.

LILIUM auratum, L. colchicum, and L. giganteum, is. each.

CONVOLVULUS tricolor variegatus stellatus, is.

*DIANTHUS diadematus plenissimus, 6d.

LARKSPUR, Ranunculus-flowered, mixed colours, W.

„ candelabra spiked, new section, mixed colours, 6d. and is.

•LOBELIA speciosa, 6d. ; in 4 colours, 2s.; L. speciosa, from
cuttings, IS.

* „ Indigo Blue, deep colour, is. ; L. speciosa alba, is,

" „ pumila section, mixed colours, or separate, 6d.

„ „ „ 6 varieties, 2s. 6d. ; L. Queen Victoria, tall

scarlet, 6d. and is.

MIGNONETTE Amelioro.new red, 6d.

„ „ new Giant Tree, 6d.

MARIGOLD, extra fine quality (see list), 10 varieties, 2s. 6d. ; single

6d. and is. 6d.

MYOSOTIS dissitiflora, fine bedding variety, 6d. and is.

„ sylvatica, for bedding, 6d. ; 6 distinct species, is. 6d.

PORTULACA, 8 colours, is. 6d. ; double flowered, 6d. and is. 6d.

*RICINUS, Palma Christi, 6<i. and is, ; in 12 varieties, 3»- W. ;

6 sorts, as.

"AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf, fine bedding plant, &f.

ANEMONE pavonia, 6d. and 11.

AQUILEGIA glandulosa gigantea, is, ; A. ccCrulea, M.

•MAURANDYA, in colours, 6d. each ; n»ixed, 1*.

"MESEMBRYANTHEMUM cordifolium variegatum, is.

NEMOPHILA, in 12 varieties, as.

NICOTIANA Cavolo, best varitty of tobacco for making

cigars, 6d.

*NIEREMBERGIA gracilis, 6i. ; N. fruticosa, is.

PYRETHRUM aureum (Golden Feather), 3d. and 6rf.

•RHODOCHITON volubilc, is.

•RHODODENDRON arborcum, is.

„ Carapbelli, is.; R, campylocarpum, is.

„ ciliatum, is. ; R. Dalhousii, i*. ; R. Falknefi, is.

„ Jenkinsi, is. ; R. Kcysi. «s. ; R. Maddenii, is.

SOLANUM pseudo-capsicum, newhybrld, beautiful forpot culture, if.

„ ciliatum, ornamental fruit, is.

•THALICTRUM minus, 6^.

•WIGAND! A imperialis, is. ; W. caracasana, U.

WALLIH.0WBR* double, in .v«iriQU3 t^slours, la ,icip4»j S'-W. J— -mixed, If,, •::-',

„ „ new dwarfj golden-ye!loiVi 6rf,

'

WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, N.W.
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Trade Mark.

" The Best Cataloguei"

—

See opinions of the Press.

just Published, Gratis and Post Free,

Dick Radclyffe & Co.s
SPEIIG CATALOGUE Or SEEDS

FOR THE

KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER GARDEN, and FARM;
Garden Requisites and Horticultural Decorations.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN
ORCHARD

CONTENTS {Illusirated) —
FARM

I

GARDEN SUNDRIES, IMPLEMENTS, &c.

FLOWER GARDEN | HORTICULTURAL DECORATIONS.

Seed Merchants and Garden Furnishers,

129, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. SEED GROUNDS—ERF URT, PRUSSIA.
N.B. Wholesale Catalogues for the Trade only on appUcation. Seed packed for export.

PREMIER HORTICULTURAL PRIZE AND TWO GOLD MEDALS
FROM INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1871.

William Paul
RESPECTFULLY SOLICITS ORDERS FOR HIS

COLLECTION OF ROSES,
The largest, cheapest, and best stock in the counti-y.

VEGETABLE ANB FLOWER SEEDS
Of the most select and improved races, many of which have been worked up under his own eye and hand

;

the carriage of whicli may be deducted from the account.

FRUIT TREES,
Standards and Dwarfs, Trained and Untrained ; also many thousands of handsome Fruiting

Pyramids, well set with flower-buds.

GRAPE VINES.
A large Collection, including all the newest sorts, in e-xcellent condition of root and top.

EVERGREENS and FLOWERING TREES and SHRUBS.
Many acres in splendid condition for removal, well worthy of inspection by any gentleman planting.

Carriage of all Goods Free to London. Priced Catalogues Free by Post.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

Richard Smith,
NURSERYMAN AND SEED MERCHANT,

WOECESTEE.
ROSES—Standard, Dwarf and Climbing.
FRUIT TREES of every description.

CREEPERS, for TreUises and Walls.
FOREST, SCREEN, and TIMBER TREES.
SHRUBS for GAME COVERTS.
QUICK and other STOCK for HEDGES.

CONIFEROUS TREES and SHRUBS.
EVERGREEN

,, ,,

FLOWERING
ORNAMENTAL ,, ,,

AVENUE
GARDEN and FARM SEEDS of all kinds.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES to be had on application.

NEW JAPANESE PRIMROSE, PRIMULA JAPONIGA.

B. S. Williams
HAS MUCH PLEASURE IN OFFEKING

IMPORTED SEEDS OF THE ABOVE SUPEUB PLANT,
A Plant which has deservedly been designated the "Queen of the Primroses."

«„e.3!''hf,''l"^ t
undoubtedly one of the best of Mr. Fortune's introductions from Japan, the flowers in the original

wif ^, r,
'=""5°" produced m several whorls upon an erect scape

;
plants from seed produced flowers ofbright magenta, lilac and rose, white, carmine and red, rosy Ulac and orange, in addition to the original colour, rosycnmson and maroon crimson. Besides the above colours many variations may be expected under cultivation.

fnr ^TnL^f^l hT °^f^3 "^^ ''^™ ''™! '1°'"^ ''y ^''- Kramer from Japan, who remarks that it sometimes remains
lor a long time before startmg into growth, but Mr. B. S. Wilhams would advise those who wish to give it a trial, to

name h„f°J?Sh ,f T^ •'^ ,"' '""''. '° ^"""^ ^"""^ '" germination. The varieties are here offered withoutname, but with the descnptive colours as imported.

Cultural directions will be found on each packet.

PRIMULA JAPONICA, purple-crimsonfr ''"*.?~2 \
» ,, var., white flowers 36
>> „ var., reddish scarlet flowers .. .. 26
I I, var., lilac and crimson centre flowers 2 6

PRIMULA JAPONICA, var., clear rose flow'ers' 3
,, ,, var. , white and rosy crimson flowers 2
M I, • mixed, each packet containing seeds

of all the above varieties . , .

.

3

B. S WILLIAMS, VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, N.

J, C. WHEELER & SON,
SEED GROWERS,

GLOUCESTER and LONDON,

WHEELERS' KINGSHOLM COS LETTUCE

WHEELERS' KINGSHOLM COS LETTUCE
This magnificent Lettuce, fully described in previous

Advertisements, is now offered in Packets, post free,

at \s. each. A List of the Trade of \vhom it may be
obtained, will be published in this paper.

WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 1872
Is now ready, price 6t/., post free, gratis to customers.

"The mass of buyers who ha\e no fancies, but who
dislike being perplexed, and are satisfied with what is

excellent, will greatly prefer a short select seed hst to an
interminable labyrinth of names, which, for the most part
represent nonentities or rubbish. Messrs. Wheelers'
' Little Book ' will do something to satisfy their expecta-
tions."—Dr. LiNDLEY.

WHEELERS' TOM THUMB LETTUCE.
This is undoubtedly the best Cabbage Lettuce in

cultivation, and a remarkable favourite. It is good
both summer and winter. In our Little Book for 1872
are extracts from 13 letters, speaking in the very highest

terms of its excellence.

Price \s. per Packet, post free. Small Packets, 6d,

PINUS AUSTRIACA.
Extra fine, transplanted, very handsome, well-rooted

plants, 3 to 4 feet. One of the largest stocks in the
Kingdom, Price on appUcation.

WHEELERS' COCOA-NUT CABBAGE.

Wheelers Cocoa nut is a newand\ery early variety,

perfectly distinct of most excellent flavour. It should be
planted 18 inches apart : vnll yield an early and continuous
supply. This Cabbage is a decided novelty and a great
acquisition.

Owing to the small supply of seed this season, we much
regret that we cannot supply the Trade until we have
harvested our next crop.

Price ij. per Packet, post free. Small Packet, 6*/.

J. C. WHEELER and SON,
SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER and LONDON"
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AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS.

This remarkably

beautiful annual is by

far the finest Amar-

anthus ever offered to

the public.

The plant is of pyra-

midal form, attaining a

height of from 2J to

3 feet, branching close

to the ground, the

lower branches being

from 12 to 15 inches in

length, and extending

in a horizontal position.

The leaves, which

are beautifully undu-

lated, vary in the earlier

stages of growth from a

green to a bronzy green

shade, and are from

5 to 7 inches in length,

by about a quarter of

an inch in width. As

the plants get stronger,

the leaves at the ends

of all the principal

branches assume a

bright orange -red

colour, and become

more elongated, gene-

rally being from 10 to

15 inches in length,

forming magnificent

bright coloured plumes,

and giving the plant

a most elegant and

picturesque appearance.

From its extremely

graceful habit and rich

colours this plant pro-

duces a striking effect

when planted in large

beds or masses ; it also

forms a very handsome

object as a single speci-

men for the centre of a

vase or small bed, and

is invaluable as a pot

plant for autumn green-

house decoration.

It has been exhibited

by us in Hamburgh,

London, Edinburgh,

and Brighton, and has

invariably received

First-class awards ; it

cannot be too highly

recommended.

Per Packet, Is. 6d., 2s. 66,, and 5s.

J

INTRODUCED AND SOLD BY

KING'S

Messrs. Armitage & Son
„ Backhouse & Son ..

„ Barr & Sucden
>> Briggs & Brothers
„ Thomas Bunyard & Sons F

„ Butler, McCulloch & Co. '

„ Carter & Co
,, Henry Clarke & Sons
„ Dickson, Brown & Tail .

„ Dickson & Co
„ Jas. I>ickson & Son
„ James Dickson & Sons .

.

„ F. & A. Dickson & Sons.

.

„ James Dickson & Son .

.

,, Dippe Brothers
,, Downie, Laird & Laing .

„ W. Drummond & Sons .

.

„ F.dmondson lirolhers

,, Ernst & Van Spreckelsen 1

„ S. Finney & Co
'

„ Fisher, Holmes & Co. .,

,, Garraway & Co. .

„ Geo. Gibbs& Co
„ Groenewegen & Co,

,, Haage & Schmidt .

.

„ E, G. Henderson & Son.

.

„ P. Henderson & Co.
» Hogg & Wood
,, Hooper & Co.
„ Hursl&Son
„ Tackson & Son
„ John IclTrie5& Son

f,
Successors of F. Juhlke.

,

AMES Veitch & Sons,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY,

ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.^V.

The following Firms have secured Supplies c
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32, Maida Vale, Edgwarc Road, W.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
(one of the Oldest Nurseries extant)

IS NOW CONDUCTED BY A COMPANY, WHO ARE
PREPARED TO

WAEEANT GENUINE
EVERY ARTICLE SUPPLIED TO THEIR CUSTOMERS.

THEIR STOCK AND RESOURCES ARE ALMOST

INEXHAUSTIBLE;
AND

THEIR MOTTO IS "LIBERALITY."

Please write fortheir ROSE and FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE, andalso for their SEED CATALOGUE,
just published.

Address, JOHN BESTER (Manager),

PINE-APPLE NURSERY, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

1872-VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS.

James Dickson & Sons
WILL BE CLAD TO SEND THEIR DESCRIPTIVE PRICED

CATALOGUE OF GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS,
ALSO ILLUSTRATED SHEET OF THE MOST APPROVED GARDEN TOOLS, &c..

Post Free on application.

" NEWTON " NURSERIES ; and 102, EASTGATE STREET, CHESTER.

New Seeds—" Only tlie Best."

MR. WILLIAM BULL'S CATALOGUE
is now ready.

SEEDS of NEW VEGETABLES
SEEDS of NEW FLOWERS

nl^^f^A'^'^.^^^^U^
rirf^ descriptions in Mr. WILLIAM BULL'SCATALOGUE. " Every article priced."

It is particularly requested that orders be sent on the order sheet
that acconijjanies the Seed Catalogue, as soon after its receipt as
possible. J'his is desired with a view to prevent any delay in the
execution of orders, for, although a large and efficient staff is cm-
ployed, yet, in the height of the season, the pressure is extremely
great, and hence the work is much facilitated if the orders arc
received early.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W.

Importea Seed of

PRIMULA JAPONICA (New Crimson Primro.e).
in six varieties.

Vidt Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S NEW SEED CATALOGUE, p. 84.
Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,

London, S.W,

Delphinium nudlcaule.W THOMPSON, SEEDSMAN. Tavern Street,
• Ipswich, begs to oflcr SEED of the above beautiful species,

with scarlet flowers, introduced by him from California, in packets, at
IS. and 2s. dd. each : free for 13 or 30 stamps,
W. T.'s CATALOGUE for the present season, including ncarl

2000 species and varieties , may be had gratis on prepaid application.

Pelargoniums for the Million.
JAMES HOLDERS unrivalled COLLECTION of

FRENCH, FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in
strong Plants. CATALOGUES gratis on application.
HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 varieties, 5c;J or

plants, as per former Advertisement.
Crown Nursery, Reading.

c HOICE TRICOLOR
Prince of Wales
Mrs. Dunnett
Sunbeam
Wonderful

GERANIUMS.
Miss Burbett Coutts
Mrs. John Glutton
Italian Beauty
Mabel Morris

Jetty Lacy
Sir Robert Napier
Pre-eminent
Phoebus

The 12 for 215., cash ; package free.
Remittances rcqu<.:slcd from unknown correspondents.

ALFRED FRYER. The Nurse ries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

T3HODODENDRON PONTICUM, fine
J-i

\\i to 2 feet..
20 to 30 inches
2 to 2j^ feet .

.

'M to 3 feet

.

plants :

Per loa

35^-

bushy

40s.

Per 1000.

. l\-2 or.

16 10

19 o
75^ 35RHODODENDRON HYBRIDUM.

15 to 20 inches , . -xps. .. .. £14 o
2 to 2]-2 feet . . . . 40J. . . ., 19 o

RHODODENDRON MAXIMUM ALBUM (White).
2 to 2!2 feet . . . . 40s. , . ..£ ig o

For smaller si;es, see CATALOGUE.
JAMES SMITH, Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

MR. LAXTON'S NEW PEAS FOR 1872.

SUPERLATIVE, Average Size. {From a Photograph.)

Messrs. Hurst & Son,
HAVING BEEN ENTRUSTED WITH THE DISTRIBUTION OF

THE rOLLOWIIG DISTINCT lOVELTIES II G-AELEI PEAS,
THE LATEST PRODUCTIONS OF MR. LAXTON, WILL, THIS SEASON, BE PREPARED TO SUPPLY

A LIMITED QUANTITY OF EACH, IN SMALL PACKETS, FOR TRIAL ONLY.

WILLIAM THE FIRST.
The finest Pea yet sent out for earliness, flavour, and appearance combined. It is

a first early variety, with long and well-filled deep greenish pods ; ripe seed parti-
coloured, li]<e " Ne Plus Ultra." It has been thoroughly tested and recommended at
the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens at Chiswick on several occasions, and was
the only Pea e.xhibited in Mr. Gilbert's first prize " Gardener's " collection of Vegetables
at the Society's Exhibition at Nottingham in July last. Height 3 feeL—For further
description see " Hogg's Gardeners' Year Book for 1871," page 73.

GRIFFIN.
A remarkable and distinct variety, as early as '

' Sangster's No. i, " of a fine colour
and flavour when cooked ; the ripe seed is also of a bright grass-green colour, and well
calculated to supply "Green Peas all the year round." Pods medium-sized : height
about 2 feet 6 inches.

POPULAR.
For general crop this Blue Wrinkled Marrow will be found earlier, more prolific,

and to have better filled pods than those of " Champion of England," to which variety
it is quite equal in flavour, and against which it should be tried. Height above 4 feet.

SUPERLATIVE.
The largest and finest podded variety yet raised : indispensable as an E.xhibition

Pea. The pods, which have been exhibited 7 inches in length, are more than twice
the size of those of the parent Pea, " Laxton's Supreme," which during the last three
seasons has taken nearly every first prize when shown in competition. It is also quite
as early as that variety, and very prolific. As "Superlative" sometimes runs 7 or 8 feet
in height, it should be slightly pinched in when the growth is about 5 feet. The colour
and flavour of the Peas, when cooked, are excellent.

OMEGA.
This dwarfish late Pea was raised by fertilising " Ne Plus Ultra " with " Veitch's

Perfection," and has all the valuable characteristics of the former variety. It is

remarkably prolific, the pods are very fine and closely filled, and the flavour and colour
of the Peas, when cooked, unequalled. Ripe seed like " Ne Plus Ultra." Height
2 feet 6 inches.

1^^ These Peas can be confidently recommended by Mr. Laxton as decided
acquisitions, having been thoroughly tested by him for several years, and selected at
great expense from hundreds of cross-fertilised varieties, the majority of which, although
far in advance of older sorts in cultivation, have been discarded and suppressed.

They will be sent out in sealed Packets only, at £1 Is. the Collection
A nd may be obtained Retail of the principal Scedsjnen in London and the Provinces.

Sole Wholesale Agents for the United Kingdom,

MESSRS. HURST and SON, SEEDSMEN, 6, LEADENHALL STREET,
To whom the Trade can apply for Terms.

LONDON, E.G.
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" The Advantages of procuring Seeds direct from the Growers cannot be over-estimated.'

JAMES CARTER & CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
1

H.B.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, &c.

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
To Her Majesty

tlie Queen.

To the Prince of
Wales.

.

ALL SEEDS CARRIAGE FREE. 5 PER CENT. FOR CASH.

%.-•:. 11

Laxton's Supreme
Per Quart, 2S.

Carter's First Crop Blue Pea.
Introduced for the first time this season.

This is also the combined result of natural and artificial cultivation, selected from " Little Gem " and
"Laxton's Supreme." The following description is also from the trial of Messrs. J. A. Bruce & Co.,

Hamilton:—"This Pea comes into use with Carter's White Gem, with very similar habit and foliafje—

a

good bearer, pods large and of uniform size. It is a fine-flavoured Pea."

Height, 12 to 15 inches. Per Quart, 2s. 6d.

Laxton's Alpha
Per Quart, 3J.

We were Awarded a Special Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society for 60 varieties of Potatos and 16 varieties of Onions,

^^''^dis^

Carter's Perfection of Beets.
Price, per Packet, is.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
PRODUCE THE BEST VEGETABLES ALL THE YEAR ROUND.

Carter's 42s. Collection comprises

—

PEAS—Carter's First Crop,
Dickson's Favourite
Prizetaker .

.

Champion of England
Advancer .

.

Premier
Bishop's Long-pod
Laxton's Supreme
Carter's Victoria ,

.

Veitch's Perfection
Strathmore Hero..

BEANS—Broad Windsor
Monarch .

.

Green Nonpareil .

.

Best French, in sorts

Scarlet Runners .

.

BEET—St, Osyth ..

Pine Apple
KAIl^CotlaKcrs' . . Irg.

New, Asparagus .

.

Dwarf Scotch
ALBERT SPROUTS
BRUSSELS SPROUTS-

BestBROCCOLI— Carter's
Champion . . Irg.

Snow's Winter ..

Wilcovc
Adam's Early White
Knight's I'rotcctine
Purple Cape

CABBAGE—Carter's Early

.

Tom Thumb

2 pt.

ipt
I oz.

p'kt.

pkt.

CABBAGE—Enfield Market, Ig.p.

Dwari Nonpareil.. .. ,,

Early York
,Suf;ar-loaf . . . . >»

Savoy, dwarf curled . . „
Drumhead . . . ,1

Dwarf Uhn .. • *>

CAPSICUM „
CARROT—French, forcing i oz.

Early Horn . . . . 2 oz.

Selected Scarlet . . - . . 3 oz.

James' Intermediate . . 2 oz.

Long Surrey '. , • • >
CAULIFLOWER— Carter's

Dwarf Mammoth Irg. pkt.
Walcheren ,,

C E LE KY — Incomparable •

Dwarf White .. ..• „
Manchester Red .. I •'11

CORN SALAD .. ....
CRESS—Plain "T. ^.'.TTpt.

Curled . . . . . . 40Z.
Australian i oz.

American „CUCUMBER — Carter's
Champion ., .. pkt,

Lynch's Star of the West „
Newton Hero .. • ,,

ENDIVE—French curled, Ig. pkt.

Imperial Batavtan .. ,,

LEEK—Avion Caslle . . „
LETTUCE—Carter's Giant

White Cos ,. .. „

ipt.

LETTUCE— Carter's Giant
Brown .. .. Irg. pkt

Drumhead .

.

Wheeler's Tom Thumb.
MUSTARD
MELON—Carter's Excelsior pkt.

Turner's Gem
ONION—Giant Madeira .

Reading Inijjroved

James' Keeping .

.

Silver-skin
ORACH
PARSLEY— Dunnetf

Garnishing
PARSNIP—Student
RADISH—Wood's Frame.

Short-top
Scarlet Turnip
White Turnip .. .

RAMPION
RAPE—For salads ..

SPINACH—Summer
Winter

SALSAFY .. .. Irg,

SCORZONERA
TURNIP—Early Six-week

White Dutch
Orange Jelly
Yellow Malta

TOMATO
VEGETABLE CREAM-

Moore's .

,

POT HERBS ..

pkt.
10 oz.

iapt.

; pkt.

20Z.

pkt.

GILBERT'S

Improved Victory of Bath Melon.
First-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural

Society, June 29, 1870.

Mr. A. Henderson, Gardener to Earl Manvcrs,
Thoresby Gardens, informs us, that:—"He con-
siders it a most valuable acquisition, and he never
saw a thicker flesh, the seeds occupying the smallest
space, and the flavour of a delicious description."

Gilbert's Improved Victorj' of Bath is a green-
fleshed Melon, free setter and grower, fruit round,
with thick.firm, but juicy flesh of delicious flavour.

Centaurea Clementei.
Price, per Packet, i^. and zs. 6ff.

Other Collections, izs. 6d,, zis., 30J., 635., and 84J. each.

All Collections Packing and Carriage Free.

CARTER'S
ILLUSTRATED

YADE lEClJl EOR 1872,
CONTAINING

UPWARDS OF TWO HUNDRED ILLUSTRATIONS.
WITH MUCH VALUABLE INFORMATION.

Post Free, u. ; Gratis to Purchasers.

Betteridge's Prize QuiHed Asters.

15 colours, separate, zj. ; finest mixed, pkt. , 6d.

JAMES CARTER & CO., 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C,
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CAETEE'S
SEED POTATOS,
CHOICE SELECTED STOCKS.

New American Potatos,
FRESH IMPORTED SEED THIS YEAR.

EARLY ROSE, 4s. per peck ; i4.t. per bushel.

PEACH BLOW, per peck, s^-
CLIMAX, per peck, yx. 6d.

BRESEE'S PROLIFIC, per peck, 7.1. erf.

KING of the EARLIES, per peck, 7s. 6,i.

BRESEE'S PEERLESS, a new American variety, very

highly recommended. Per peck, ys. 6d.

LATE ROSE, new, per peck, 14X.

Detailed ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE sent Gratis
and Post Free on application.

CARTER'S
Californlan Mammoth White Radish.

Awarded a First-class Certificate by the Fruit Committee of the
Royal Horticultural Socteiy. Dec. 6, 1871.

' The Committee entertained a high opinion of its merits for winter
use, and especially for cutting up for Salads."

Per packet, 2s. 6d,

JAMES CARTER and
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN, THE PRINCE OF WALES.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, &c ,

»37 snd S38, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W. C.

CO.,

Seeds Direct from tlie Growers
Ttie BEST MEANS of PREVENTING DISAPPOINTMENT.

SUTTONS' /3 y. COLLECTION of GARDEN
SEEDS, for a Large Garden, carriage free.

BUTTONS' £2 2S. COLLECTION of GARDEN
SEEDS, for a Medium-sized Garden, carriage free.

SUTTONS' £1
SEEDS,

IS. COLLECTION of GARDEN
for a Small Garden, carriage free,

s UTTONS' I2J. 6d. COLLECTION of GARDEN
SEEDS, for a Small Garden.

SUTTONS' COLLECTION of GARDEN SEEDS
for One Whole Year's Supply. Complete particulars forwarded

Gratis on application to
SUTTON_AN13_ SONS, Seedsmen by Sp.

Queen and H.R.H. the Prin
ial Appointm

of Wales, Reading. Herks.
:nt to the

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.—At a General Meeting of the Members of

this Institution, held on THURSDAY, January ii, for the purpose of
ELECTING THREE PENSIONERS, - '

• "^

RESULT of the BALLOT:—
CANDIDATES,

the following was the

Age. Votes.Name.

DANIEL DEWDNEY
OWEN OWENS
WILLIAM CAWLEY
RICHARD HUSSEY ..

JOSEPH ODD ..

FRANCIS PRITCHARD
LUKE ADAMS ..

JOHN FREESTONE ..

JANE FYFE
THOMAS KING
MARY ANN TAYLOR

The Meeting then declared MARY ANN TAYLOR, RICHARD
HUSSEY, and OWEN OWENS, as haying the greatest number of
Votes, duly Elected Pensioners of this Society.

EDW. ROGER CUTLER, Sec.
14, Tavistock Row, W.C, January 13, 1872.

78
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Strong feeling against this exclusive appro-

priation of open or waste lands. It is felt that

with the great increase in our population, and
the people congregating more and more round the

principal centres of commerce, that open spaces

are not only desirable, but actually necessary

for the public good. No matter what the cost

or sacrifice of revenue may be, it is urged that

opportunities for securing breathing places free

to the public should no longer be disregarded.

The question is often asked, " What rights have
the public in any land belonging to the Crown ?"

The rights of the Crown, of the Metropolitan

Board, of the commoners, or any corporate

body, are easily defined in their respective

spheres, but what rights do the public possess in

the New Forest? In the case immediately under
consideration the public have no definite right,

beyond that of usage. From time immemorial
the New Forest has been open to them, and this

in some cases constitutes a good title, as in a
right of way.

It is a fair subject of inquiry whether the

people of this country are anxious to preserve

the New Forest, and some portions of similar

Crown lands, as unenclosed places, or whether
the interest in the New Forest, for instance, is

entirely confined to those who reside on its

borders. In this case it would be unreasonable

to anticipate that the Commissioners of Woods
and Forests should forego, or that Parliament
should sanction the loss of a valuable source of

revenue to local interests. The country cannot

afford to pay for the pleasure that is derived

from the shady drives and walks of the New
Forest by those who live near it, and even for

some time has refused to incur any further

expenditure on behalf of the metropolis. It

would be too much to surmise that a large pro-

perty of great marketable value should be main-
tained or suffered to remain unproductive in a

state of useless ornament for the benefit jof any
district whatever. In a word, a great park can-

not be kept up for the exclusive use of a country

neighbourhood.
Against these plausible objections, which arc

not without force, it may be stated that there is

a strong conviction that there is plenty of money
made in the country, and that the increasing

commerce is well able to bear the increasing

burdens imposed upon it ; that everything is not

to be made money of ; that the health of the

people is to be looked to as well as their pecuniary

interests : and there is a very substantial impres-

sion that one way of securing health to the pre-

sent generation and its successors is by keeping
intact open spaces easy of access from London
or other large towns, wherever it is practicable,

and that fresh air is quite as invaluable an
element of national health as pure water and
good drainage. If it can be so expressed, it

seems equally necessary that a healthy sentiment
should be preserved by doing our best to respect
the national monuments. Among the national

monuments the New Forest stands pre-eminent.

On the supposition that a portion of the forest

is reserved to the public, questions as to the cost

of maintenance have to be encountered. There
is no doubt that the leading landowners in the
neighbourhood would come forward, and do their

best to assist in the management of it ; but it is

hardly fair to contemplate the trouble and ex-

pense of a national estate falling upon a fev/

country gentlemen, and without doubt it would
be desirable to make any allotment reserved for

the public self supporting, by letting out detached
portions of it in such positions as would not
interfere with its general unity, on building
leases. The rights of the Crown, it may be
hoped, would be gratuitously made over to

the public, or to a committee of manage-
ment representing the public ; and the rights
of the commoners would have to be compensated
for in some such manner as is proposed under
Mr. Howard'.s arrangement. The Commis-
sioners of Woods and Forests, and a local
board composed of commoners and the most
influential inhabitants, might safely be appointed
trustees of the forest. But if the matter is

seriously taken in hand, these and other details
that require great consideration would be ad-
justed.

There is, of course, another alternative, and
that is to leave the forest as it is, and so long
as this is identical with the interests of the
Crown, it is identical with the interests of the
public. The unreserved enclosure of the New
Forest would be a misfortune. It is the last un-
enclosed Royal forest, dating from the Conquest,

and is most especially a record of an era that,

for better or worse, laid the foundation of a new
life in these realms. Z.

• We are reminded that in our Review of the

New Fruits of the past year, at p. 39, we omitted to

notice Gilbert's Hybrid Cashmere Melon. We
apologise for the omission, as the said Melon, we are

well aware, is tmly excellent, and worthy of all we
ought to have said about it. We cannot pretend,

however, to notice every good thing amongst so many.
The fact of its coming from Burghley, from such a

first-class Melon grower as Mr. Gilbert, is in itself,

we doubt not, a sufficient recommendation.

We are informed that, at a large Meeting of

Flower Growers, held on the i6th inst., it was
unanimously resolved to apply to the City Markets
Committee for temporary accommodation during the

reconstruction of Farringdon Market ; tliis step was
taken in consequence of the exorbitant charges for

stands in the new market of Covent Garden.

We have recently had our attention drawn to a
remarkably useful Tool for Pruning the Roots of

Rose Stocks, which should be in the hands of every

nurseryman. It is a French invention, called the
" Secateur Eglantier," and, as will be seen from

our illustration (fig. 29), it is on the same principle,

so far as the knives are concerned, as the pruning-

scissors proper, the cutting power being increased

by the use of the cog-wheels. We saw it at

work in the skilful hands of a Frenchman, in the

nursery of Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, at

Forest Hill, the modus operandi being as follows :

—

The operator stands with his right side to the im-

plement, his right hand, of course, being on the

handle, his left being engaged in the mani-
pulation of the Rose stocks, which he trims as

required with the greatest rapidity. One man with

Fig. 29.—ROSE-STOCK I'RUNliR,

this machine can keep 10 or 12 men supplied with
stocks for planting. The power gained by the use of
the cog-wheels is immense, considering the size of the
knives—roots from 2 to 3 inches in diameter being
cleanly cut off with astonishing ease. The knives are
removable, in case new ones should be required, but
this, we believe, is very seldom the case ; and the
cost, including transport, is about £2 loi.

An important meeting of the Market Gar-
deners', Nurserymen, and Farmers' Association
was held at the Bedford Head Hotel, Covent Garden,
on Tuesday, January 16, to take into consideration
the steps now taken by the police to prevent the
waggons loaded with London litter coming into or
near Covent Garden to take home the empty baskets of
the owners. The Chairman, Mr. Meyers, stated the
object of the meeting, and called upon Mr. Newman,
who said that his carter had been summoned for loiter-
ing and obstructing the thoroughfares in Covent
Garden, and that he appeared with his carter in
answer to the summons before Sir Tuns. Henry at
Bow Street. The solicitor whom he employed, in
cross-questioning the policeman, elicited that the carter
was not loitering nor causing an obstruction, but the
summons was taken out to try and prevent the waggons
of litter going back into Covent Garden. Sir Thos.
Henry said they were determined to put a stop to it,

and that the market gardeners should obtain some ex-
tensive premises close to the market for the stowage
of their baskets, and employ one or more vehicles to
deliver them to their respective owners. The utter
impracticability of such a scheme was pointed out to
the meeting, and tlie impossibility of many of [he
growers sending a second van or cart up to London lor
the empty baskets. The case of Mr. Newman
having been adjourned for a month, in accordance
with his request, it was resolved that the chairman and
secretary of the Society should be present at the hear-
ing, and if necessary obtain the assistance of a solicitor
to defend the case ; it was also resolved that applica-,
tion should be made to Colonel Henderson, the

Chief Superintendent of Police, to receive a deputa-
tion upon the subject. The meeting then adjourned
to the Bedford Office, according to appointment,
to present the memorial, signed by upwards of 200
stand-holders and salesmen, petitioning his Grace the
Duke of Bedford for a covering over the open part of
Covent Garden Market. The deputation was received
by Mr. Davison, the agent for the Duke, who, the
deputation was informed, was not well enough to
attend to public business. Mr. Meyers hoped that

Mr. Davison would give them an opportunity of
answering any objections that might be made by those
parties now holding shops in the market who are
opposed to a roof being erected over the growers to

protect their persons and goods from the weather.

—

Mr. Clarke said he was sorry the shopkeepers had
not accepted the special invitations to be present at the
public meetings held to discuss this question.—Mr.
Davison, in reply, said he would endeavour, as far as

lay in his power, to protect the interests of all parties

concerned.—Mr. Lobjoit pointed out that the memo-
rial had been restricted to the tenants of his Grace, but
he considered that every gi-eengrocer attending Covent
Garden, and indeed every inhabitant of the metropolis,
was deeply interested in obtaining the much-needed
covering of Covent Garden Market.—The deputation,
having thanked Mr. Davison, withdrew. With refer-

ence to the matters under dispute, it appears that

great difference of opinion exists amongst those most
concerned ;—a difference made manifest at another
meeting held since the date of those just mentioned.

Mr. Baker, in the yoiirnal of Botany, men-
tions a somewhat peculiar method of Cabbage Culti-
vation, which he observed last year in West Corn-
wall. "All through the western half of Cornwall
they have a plan in the corn fields of gathering the

refuse together in heaps 3 or 4 yards in diameter, and
planting upon these a crop of Cabbages, and when the
Cabbages are grown and taken away, spreading what
remains over the land. At the time of our visit, late

in August, the corn was reaped, and these Cabbage
' pies ' stood conspicuously exposed. Of course this

plan of proceeding abstracts a good piece of the field

from its proper crop, and it is looked upon by the

rising generation as old-fashioned and unprofitable."

The ATuJiicipaUic, which is the organ, as its

name imports, of the Paris Government, gives the

following interesting particulars of the Cost of the
Trees planted in the boulevards and other public

ways of the city ;—
Francs.

Excavation, 15 metres, at 4 fr.incs 6005
Vegetable mould, same quantity, at 4 francs .. 60.00
Pole to support the tree, 5 to 6 metres long .

.

.

.

1.50

121. t:o

Deduct contract price of earth excav.ateJ

Complete drainage with pipes, per tree

Pipes, &c. , for watering, estimated at

Cast-iron grating around the tree

Carriage and placing of the tree and pole
Iron cradle around the tree

Cost of the tree

Labour

iy.23

103.27
11.13

2.50

46.69
500
8,70

S-oo
1.69

184,00

Each tree has to be replaced, on the average, once
in 12 years, so that the cost of maintenance
amounts, per tree, to .. .. .. .. .. 18.00

Each tree, therefore, the actual cost of which is about

41., costs, planting and maintenance included, about

£& every 12 years. There are in Paris 102,154 trees ;

the total cost is therefore about ;^8i7,232, or upwards
of j^6S, 102 a year. It must be understood that this

account applies only to the plantation of saplings. The
mere cost of moving large trees ranges between ^"4 and

£fi each, without taking into account any of the inci-

dental expenses in the above list, and as the percentage

of failures is very large, the costs of such transplanta-

tion are proportionately heavy. Those who desire to

be more particularly informed on this head should

consult M. Alphand's work on the Pans el Promenades
de Paris, noticed in the Gardeners^ Chronicle at

p. 1381, 1870.

Our Entomological friends will hear with
regret that among the disastrous losses occasioned by
the Chicago fire, the very valuable Entomological
Collection of the late Dr. Walsh was totally de-

stroyed. The Canada Farmer states that after the

death of the eminent entomologist, the collection be-

came by purchase the property of the State. It was
not only very extensive, but the specimens were
arranged and labelled with great care and accuracy ;

and it will be many years before another can be col-

lected to replace it.

We have received for trial from Mr. Calvert,
of Sabden, Whalley, Lancashire, a sample of an
insecticide, which he proposes to call Calvert's
Chemical Compound for Destroying Plant
Pests. The compound is applied by means of a

chemical wash bottle, and thrown against the plant in

the form of spray by blowing through a bent glass tube.

At the strength of 2 oz. to rather less than a quart of

water (the strength recommended), and applied while

tolerably hot, we have found scale, mealy bug, and
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iJiiips to be quite killevi, while, except in the case of

a few very young leaves, no damage has been done

10 the plants. The inventor recommends dissolving

the 2 oz. of the compound, in the bottle, by adding

half a pint or more of boiling water, and then after it

is dissolved to fill the bottle nearly full with cold water.

We found it most effectual when thus made and used

warm. When allowed to get cold before application it

appeared to be less effectual. So far as a few experi-

mental trials enable us to judge, it seems to be an effi-

cient destroyer of the insect pests which infest plants.

We hear that General Scott is to read a

paper "On the Construction of the Albert
Hall," on the 22d inst., at S p.>l, at the Royal

Institute of British Architects, 9, Conduit Street,

Hanover Square, W.

We are informed that Mr. McNaij, of the

Edinburgh Botanic Garden, recently tested one of his

Transplanting Machines, made by Mr. Alex
ANDER HiSLOP, of Canonmills, for Sir Antony de
Rothschild. The test applied was the transplanting

of a beautiful specimen of Cupressus Lawsoniana,

14 feet high. The weight of the whole mass removed

was about a ton, and from the time when the men
began to lift the tree from where it was growing to the

place in which it was to be transplanted only about

17 minutes intervened, and in a very few minutes more

the beautiful Cypress was standing gracefully in the

new position. The very simple application of leverage,

by which this result was obtained, has long been in use

at the Botanic Gardens—the old experimental garden,

now the arboretum, being literally crowded with

graceful trees, all of which have been transplanted by

the McNab machine, without showing any sign of

having suffered by the process.

According to the Times, the CoRNiSH Broc-
coli Trade of 1S72 has commenced in earnest.

During the last fortnight upwards of 25 tons have

been sent away by rail, principally to London. Prices

from \s. 6d. to 2s. per dozen heads. £60 have been

given this season for one early acre.

We are glad to learn that the Canvass for

Subscriptions in aid of the family of the late Mr.

Macmillan, head gardener of the Alexandra Park,

Manchester, who died very suddenly a few weeks ago,

leaving a wife and five young children totally unpro-

vided for, as noted by us last year (p. 1652), has

been successful. Mr. Findlay informs us that "an
effort was made to raise a little money for the ' widow
and fatherless,' and we have succeeded in raising the

handsome sum of ^440, which will be devoted to the

education of the children."

Mr. Henry Kingsley, in his new story,

Valentin^ speaks of "the Pale Blue English
Cowslip, the Diana among flowers, which my father

had, brought with his own hands from Yorkshire, and
which not one Englishman in ten knows even by
name." Is this variety in cultivation ? or can any of

our readers give further particulars about it? Can
P. farinosa be meant ?

On the evening of Monday last, the 15th inst.,

Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing entertained the

principal employes of their Edinburgh establishment,

along with a few other friends, to a splendid dinner in

Philpot's Hotel. Mr. Downie occupied the chair,

Mr. Laird acting as Vice. After the usual loyal and
patriotic toasts had been proposed, the Chairman, in

a very appropriate feeling speech, presented Mr.
M'Keath, the manager of the West Coates Nurseries,

with a very handsome watch and chain, as a mark of
esteem, for on that day he had completed a service of

21 years as foreman, and during that long period had
shown an amount of energy and perseverance which
Mr. Downie hoped he might be long spared still to

do. Such consideration, on the part of employers,
deserves the highest commendation.

At the Annual General Meeting of the Gar-
deners' Royal Benevolent Institution, held
on the nth inst., six additional pensioners were placed

on the funds. Of these, three, having been subscribers

of 15 years' standing, were put on without election,

whilst for the remaining places a contested election

took place between eleven candidates—so little, not-

withstanding its flourishing condition, is this useful

Institution able to keep pace with the need of those

vho fly to it for succour. The names of the former
three were James Lane, of Fulham, George Wells,
of Southborough, and Louisa Wilson, of Cambei-
well ; the latter were Mary Ann Taylor, of Rogate,
Richard Hussey, of South Cheriton, and Owen
Owens, of Oakham. If they would but remember
that there are eight remaining disappointed candidates,

all fit subjects for benevolence, surely the gardeners of

Great Britain, and the friends and lovers of British

gardens, would combine to place more liberal means
at the disposal of an institution which is doing its

utmost, and is really doing a vast amount of good
a.mongst the needy members of the craft.

Concerning the Weather, Mr. Glaisher
reports as follows :—In the vicinity of London the
reading of the barometer at the level of the sea, at

the beginning of the week ending January 13,

was about 29.60 inches. Decreasing readings were

generally recorded till about noon of the Sth, the

value at that time being 20.30 inches, followed

by several increases to 30.20 inches on the I2ih.

During the remainder of the week a fall was expe-

rienced, 29.70 inches being recorded on the even-

ing of the 13th. The mean reading for the week
was 29. 7S inches. The highest temperatures by day

were generally in excess of 40"; the maximum, 51°,

occurring on the 13th. The lowest temperatures at

night did not vary much from each other throughout

the week, being generally between 32" and 39°,

though on the 13th the value was as high as

45*. At Blackheath the departures of the mean daily

temperatures for the respective averages were as fol-

lows :—7th, +4°.6 ; Sth, +0^1 ;
9th, +0°.9 ; loth,

—o'.4 ; nth, -f S°.5 ; 12th, +5**.2 ; and 13th,

+ I i^-S ; thus warmer weather was experienced at the

beginning and end of the week than in the middle.

The sky was generally cloudy, the wind at the begin-

ning of the week being generally northerly, changing

to S.W. and W.S.W. on the nth ; the pressures were

generally light, and on the lOth the air was compara-

tively calm. Rain fell on three days, the amount
measured being nearly f inch. Snow fell on the morn-

ing of the 9th, though not to any great amount.

It appears to have fallen as far south as Hastings.

In England, the extreme high temperatures ranged

between 59.^* at Portsmouth, and 48^ at Hull and

Norwich, the general average over the country being

$1%"*. The extreme low temperatures varied from
32^" at Blackheath, to 23" at Eccles, the general ave-

rage being 28^". The average range of temperature

for the week was about 24". The mean for the week
of the highest temperatures observed every day was
45°, the highest being at Portsmouth, 49.^', and the

lowest, 41 j% at Hull. The average daily range of

temperature was i^''- The mean temperature for

the week was about 39°, ranging from 41 i" at

Liverpool to 354 at Hull. Rain fell at Black-

heath, Leeds, and Hull, on three days in

the week, and at other places from four to six

days. The greatest fall, 1. 1 inch, occurred at

Portsmouth, and the least, 0.4 inch, at Birmingham.
The average fall over the country was about 0.6 inch.

At Liverpool showers of hail fell on the Sth, and light-

ning was seen at night. At Hull the lowest tempera-
tures at night rarely exceeded 32°, the sky being some-
what clearer than at other places. In Scotland the

extreme high temperatures varied between 51* at

Greenock and 35° at Paisley, the general average being
about 47°. The extreme low temperatures ranged
between 32" at Greenock and 20°. 5 at Paisley, the

general average being 275*, The mean tempera-

tures varied between 404° at Greenock and 2S|*
at Paisley ; thus the greatest extremes occurred at

places, comparatively speaking, close to each other.

The average temperature over the country was a little

above 36°, thus being about 5" colder than the cor-

responding temperature in England. The rainfall in

Scotland was heavier than in England ; at Greenock,
as much as 2^4 inches was measured, and at Glasgow
1 1 inch fell. The average fall over the country was
1 5 inch. At Dublin the maximum temperature during
the week was 55", the minimum 28% and the mean
temperature 41^°. The amount of rain was o. 54 inch.

We hear that Mr. Gamble, the Government
gardener of the hill-town of Darjeeling, in India, has
been sent to Sikkim, to Collect Plants on the

Snowy Range, partly for Kew. Dr. Hooker, it will

be remembered, was a former explorer of Darjeeling

and Sikkim.

From the local papers we learn that Warring-
ton is to have a Public Park. The Corporation of

that town has purchased of Colonel Wilson-Patten,
M.P., his Warrington residence, together with iS acres

of park and garden land, for ;^22,ooo. It is intended

to convert this estate into a Public Park, and to build

thereon a Town Hali.

'New Garden Plants.
Angr^ecum articulatum, n. s/.

Foliis cuneato-oblong!s Jnasquali bilobis inxqualibus ; psdiinculis

cmssis basi ima mnltivaginatis siipernis racemosis ; bracteis
triangulis, toros conicos retusos pro pedicellis recipiendis vix

a;quantibus; ovariis pedicellatls gracllibus elongatis : sepalo
supremo cuneato-oblongo acuminato, iuferiori siibfequali

omnino connate aplce nunc refiexo ; tepalis oblongis acutis ;

Libello cuneato oblongo apiculato, breviori, calcar! filiformi

acute ponrecto ovarium pedicellatum nunc subaiquante, nunc
props ter superanle, nunc illo bene breviori: columna brevi
trigona ; anthera apice minute apiculata (caudicula bene
Mmplici).

Among all the Angra;ca represented by Aubert
de Petit Thouars, there is only the Angrcecum citratum

that has cuneate leaves like those of this very inte-

resting species, and its nearest relations, the western

Angroccum bilobum, Lindl., and its allies. These
leaves are very unequal, cuneate, and unequally
bilobed. The common peduncle is very short, more
than two spans long, flexuose in the middle. The
basilar part only is covered with large acute sheaths,

all the other portion bears flowers. It is most remark-
able that the flower-stalks are articulated with a

thick mamilar body, somewhat longer than the bract.

The cream-white flowers are as large as those of the

well-known Faham tea plant, the Angra;cum fragrans.
They are very difficult of representation, for the plant
appears to delight in endless caprices in the produc-
tion of polymorphous flowers. I have been twice
favoured with the flowers, but they were very different,

and a whole inflorescence I lately obtained proves them
to be widely varying. There is a good hope that the
inferior sepal may keep coiistantlyconnate, thus forming
a kind of a sheath for the benefit of the straight spur.
Vet, as if to indulge in the pleasure of not having less
than six perigonal segments, there is one flower that
bears three petals in lieu of the customary two. How
can I describe the spur? It is straight, filiform, acute,
but do not ask for its length. I have seen it three
times as long as the stalked ovary, in other cases

equalling it in length, and in some instances shorter.

At all events it developes very late, and is not
to be seen outside of the bud. The column, too, is

full of caprices. I have, however, watched what would
rather appear to be its normal development. In other
cases it indulges in morphological fun, even bearing
before it two filiform arms (such as are seen in Schcen-
orchis juncifolia), but with polleniferous knobs; thus

aping the filaments of such plants as have not the

honour of being Orchids.

This pretty plant appears to be a great rarity, since

I have not seen it in any herbarium, and since

there are but two living plants in Europe, as far

as I know. They are both small, three-leaved, the
larger one being just making two new leaves, and
having for the last three years produced every season
one flower-stalk. The leaves reach the length of
6 inches.

I am indebted for this great curiosity to the kindness

of the Rev. Mr. Ellis, of Rose Hill, Hoddesdon,
Herts, who has also favoured me with the particulars

of its growth, &c. It is another of the treasures brought
home from Madagascar, though not indeed rivalling the

most glorious sfioiia introduced by the Rev. Mr.
and Mrs. Ellis—the Ouvirandras, Aeranthus sesqui-

pedalis, Grammangis (Grammatophyllum) Ellisii, and
Angrcecum Ellisii. J/. G. Rchb. fiL

GARDEN PRODUCTS, AND THEIR
COOKING.

Gardeners and theif employers, as a rule, get on
well together in all matters which are arranged by
personal communication, the one with the other.

The opportunity which gardeners have of talking with
their masters about their multifarious duties must, of

necessity, depend upon, and vary with, the amount of

their leisure and the extent of their interest in their

garden. But, whatever may be the frequency of these

opportunities, a very large proportion of the time is

generally devoted to intercommunications relative to

the ornamental branches of horticulture, while vege-

tables and their products come in but for a very small

share of consideration in the employer's conversations

with his servants. This is to be regretted, since pro-

viding for the table should be regarded as of primary

importance amongst a gardener's duties.

The difficulties that arise between gardeners and
their masters occur, if I mistake not, more often

through the intervention of other people than in

any other way. Thus, there may be a difliculty in

the matter of the bailiff and the manure, in the matter
of the plumber and the hot-water pipes, in the matter
of the glazier and the roofs of the houses; but I

apprehend that there is no more frequent cause of
disagreement than that arising out of the grumbles
of the cook in the matter of vegetables.

Circumstances have put in my way a certain amount
of knowledge, connected with cooksand their grievances,

about vegetables. Circumstances have also thrown
me much amongst working gardeners, so that I have
from them heard "the other side of the question." I

am not a gardener, neither am I cook, but I think I

know when a vegetable is well or badly grown, and
when it is well or badly cooked. I am fortunate in

possessing a fair collection of books upon horticultural

subjects, while in books upon culinary and gastronomic
matters my library is decidedly "strong." With these

aids I venture to hope that I may be able to furnish

your readers with a few short articles, which may
interest consumers, and be useful to gardeners.

It is not probable that your pages often find their

way into the cook's or the housekeeper's room of large

establishments ; if it were otherwise, I might perhaps
give them some hints that might be of service to them
in connection with their requirements at the hands of

the gardeners. For the present, at any rate, I will

assume that I am addressing gardeners only, and will

endeavour to give, to the younger ones especially,

some useful information of a description that is not

commonly found in books upon gardening.

Let me begin with some remarks about salt, its use
and its abuse.

All gardeners know the value of salt as a destroyer of
weeds in garden walks. All cooks know the value of
salt as a preservative of animal food. The action of

salt upon vegetable products is vastly different from its

action upon animal products ; and yet how rarely do
you find a good cook whose proceedings indicate that

this difference is remembered, or, if remembered,
realised ? But how can you wonder at it, when the

prejudicial effects of salt upon uncooked vegetation
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are not referred to in any cookery-book that I have of saying something of it. Mr. Barron is, we believe,

yet met with. Proof of what I assert is open to every a native of Aberdeen, a locality in which, to quote an

one.'> You have only to deprive yourself at your old saying of the Edinburgh nurseries, "They strike

breakfast to-morrow morning of a dozen heads out gardeners by cuttings, so plentiful is the supply."

oi your dish of watercresses. Before you begin, put His gardening career commenced at Crathes Castle

half-a-dozen heads upon a plate, and over them on the banks of the Dee, Aberdeen, under the auspices

sprinkle some salt ; put the other half-dozen upon of his father, who was then gardener there, and
another plate, but put no salt over them ; when you enjoyed considerable reputation in the district as an

have finished your breakfast compare the contents of able cultivator and excellent gardener. Crathes was

these two plates, and also taste them. Your eye and but a small place, where, however, considerable

your mouth will agree in asserting that the salt has attention was paid to Dahlias, Pansies, Hollyhocks,

converted a crisp, juicy, tempting vegetable, into ' and other florists* flowers, and where vegetables

a flabby, washy, and unsightly mess. 1 received the attention they deserve. It was there the

How often do you see a salad sent to table fit to subject of our notice learned, as he tells us, liow to

eat, if it has been dressed in the kitchen? My ex-
'
grow vegetables, how to prepare land, how to use the

perience answers, not once in a hundred times ; and spade, the hoe, the rake, the scythe, and all those accom-

is not that yours, gentle reader? And why is this? plishments which some among the modern school of

Simply because the fresh vegetable has been salted for ' young gardeners think it beneath their dignity to acquire,

half-an-hour before it was served to you.
j

On leaving Scotland in 1S53, Mr. Barron proceeded
The gardener may spend his master's money in , to the gardens of the Marquis of Huntly, at Orton, near

buying seeds of all the varieties of Lettuce, Endive, I Peterborough. The late Marquis was a great admirer

Cucumber, and other
saladings ; — he may
pride himself upon the

earliness of one and the

lateness of another, upon
the whiteness of this and
the greenness of that,

upon the flavour of this

variety and upon the

cold juicy crispness of

that ;—he may have ap-

plied to the growth and
perfection of certain

kinds the thought and
experience of many years

of labour and observa-

tion; and all his antici-

pations of giving pleasure

and satisfaction to his

employer are knocked
on the head by the

thoughtiulness (?) of the

cook, who {in order to

be well forward with her

work) salts the salad or

the Cucumber half-an-

hour or more before it is

to be eaten, though in

this she only follows the

instructions of the books
and of her preceptors by
beginning with the use
of pepper and salt, and
subsequently pouring
over vinegar and oil

!

Upon another occasion

I pi opose to explain how,
in my judgment, un-

cooked vegetables ought
to be served. The sub-

ject I now have before

m ; is not salads but salt.

And gardeners, who de-

sire that the saladings

they have grown should
be ticrved to their masters
ill perfection, should lose

nil time in impressing

upon the cooks for whom
they have to provide, that

salt should never, under
any circumstances what-
ever, be added to raw
vegetables until the very
last minute that it is

pussible to do so before

it is to be eaten.

Every cooks knows
that all combinations of

eggs, milk, and flour,

r. quire to be served im-
mediately that they are

ctx)ked, as they so quickly become sodden ; batter
paddings, fritters, pancakes, and omelettes of various
^ uids, are all dishes of which the cooking is put
• ^(T until the last moment; and all who enjoy these
[reparations will agree with me that they had much
i.ither be kept waiting a few minutes for a pancake or
^n omelette, than that it should be half a minute in

ne room too soon. Let the gardener remind the
jok of these facts, and at the same time explain to
er that the premature use of salt overgieen vegetables
ill as certainly injure his credit as a grower, as the

, remature cooking of an omelette will afiect her credit
i a good cook. JF, T.

ARCHIBALD F. BARRON.

ARCHIBALD F. BARRON.
Among the representative horticulturists of Great

'itain, there are few, if any, who have, by their
lents and personal qualities, secured from their
llow-labourers a larger measure of respect and
.teem than the Superintendent of the gardens of the

I oyal Horticultural Society at Kensington and at
biswick ; and as his career is one that may with
•ofit be studied and imitated by the coming race of
irdeners, we gladly avail ourselves of this opportunity

of trees, and was just commencing then, with Mr. Ross, I

the formation of the fine pinetum which now exists

there. From Orton, in April, 1854, Mr. Barron went
1

to the gardens at Arundel Castle, Sussex, the seat of
the Duke of Norfolk, and at that time under the

'

direction of the late Mr. M'Ewen. '

The collection of fruits at Arundel was very fine, and
'

great attention was paid to their cultivation in every
\

way, so that the foundations of Mr. Barron's know-
ledge in this department were laid in this situation. I

Mr. M'Ewen was at this time grappling with Mr.
Fleming, of Trentham, for the chief honours as an 1

exhibitor of fruit at the London shows. Great altera-

tions were being made in the gardens, and all sorts of
experiments were in progress. Arundel was specially

gi-eat in forcing all kinds of fruit in pots and out of
pots, and Mr, M*Ewen was extremely fond of making '

daring experiments with them, so that while his pupil ,

learned the way how to become successful, he learnt

also what methods of procedure to avoid.
|

From Arundel Mr. Barron went to Shrubland
Park, Suffolk, the seat of Sir William Middleton,

|

then one of the leading places in the country for

summer flower gardening. Here Mr. Barron under-
weit a good drilling, under Mr. Foggo, in the depart-

1

ment of ornamental gardening, in the use of Verbenas
Pelargoniums, &:c.

' *

After a short stay at Shrubland, our now well-
trained gardentr went to South Wales, to assist his
brother m farming, and whilst there Mr. M*Ewen was
appomted superintendent at Chiswick, and invited his
former pupil to come to Chiswick, which he did.
Mr. M'Ewen shortly afterwards died, and Mr. Eyles
became superintendent, when Mr. Barron found himselfm a much better position than heretofore, with a wide
field of interest before him, in the management of which
he was encouraged by Mr. Eyles, Dr. Lindley, Dr.
Hogg, and Mr. R. Thompson. From the latter Mr.
Barron derived much benefit, and learned some of the
best lessons of his life. The great vinery at Chiswick
was planted the season previous to Mr. Barron's
appointment. The first season the Vines were in a
wretched plight, but they were not long before they
assumed a more creditable appearance.

_

On the appointment of Mr. Eyles to South Ken-
smgton, Mr. Barron became superintendent at Chis-

wick, and those wha
know the discourage-
ments under which he
laboured in an establish-

ment starved for want of
means, and perforce ne-
glected in sundry depart-
ments, are those who are
the loudest in their ap-
proval of the skill with
which the garden was
managed. By-and-by a
change came ; the garden
was reduced in size, and
altogether put on a
different footing. The
orchard was replanted,

and space left for the
resumption of those trials

of vegetables and flowers

which have been so useful

in the past. The altera-

tions have been too re-

cently made for us to say
anything as to results,

but there can be no two
opinions as to the skill

shown in the re-organisa-

tion of the garden. At
the present time Mn
Barron acts as supei^in-

tendent at both Chiswick
and Kensington, and
while essentially a prac-

tical gardener of the best

stamp, is no rule-of-

thumb practitioner. His
practice is based on ex-

perience, but it is mo-
dified according to cir-

cumstances by shrewd
common sense, correct

reasoningupon the results

of observation, and a
most careful appreciation

and discrimination of the
requirements of plants

and the conditions in-

fluencing those require-

ments. If Mr. Barron
has a love for one thing
more than another it is

the cultivation of fruits

both under glass and in

the open air, in which
any one conversant with
the history of Chiswick
Garden during the last;

few years will readily

admit he has had a well

merited share of success.

The way in which he has
treated, and in a manner rejuvenated, the almost
worn-out Vines in the large vinery, is deserving

of all praise. The old house never promised better for

a bright future than it did the past season. The
culture of Figs in pots has received his special attention,

and both by his pen and the beautiful bushy, fruitful

trees which he has to show visitors he has done more to

bring about their more general cultivation, than any
other man of the day and generation he serves so well.

COTTAGE GARDENS,
I AM an old country resident living in Hertfordshire,

in a district celebrated for its cottage gardens, in which
Roses and Apple trees are equally abundant, giving an
appearance and reality of comfort to the inhabitants not

often seen, but very pleasurable.

In travelling in other districts of England I am often

grieved at seeing gardens neglected, or, at best,

devoted only to Potatos and Cabbages. Knowing, as

I do, the comfort given to families by our best-known

and easily-grown fi-uit, the Apple, I am tempted to

ask you to assist in spreading the knowledge of its

culture, so that every cottager may grow his own
Apples, and thus contribute to the comfort, and, I may
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add, refinement, of his family : for I contend that

a fruit garden is a means of education, teach-

ing children forbearance—for Apple bushes full

of fruit are, indeed, tempting, arid require the

fence of education in children to keep their Iiands

from picking. I know that the temptation must exist,

for my trees, such as I shall describe, were last autumn
most severely tempting. They were four years old,

about 3 feet high, and covered with the finest Apples

I ever beheld. I saw then how well such trees would
profit the cottage gardener, and I thought if only the

Times would take the matter in hand, how many
thousands would be benefited ; the gardening papers,

reaching so small a portion of our villagers, are not

sufiicient. Before I endeavour to describe the method
of forming a cottager's Apple garden, I must give a

description—all gardeners know it— of the stock to be
employed to bring in the fruitfulness required in a

small garden. Now, a stock, in gardener's language,

is the wild tree employed on which to graft a tame
one—/.(., a cultivated sort. There are many kinds of

stocks employed by grafters—some stocks make the

trees grafted on them dwarf and fruitful, others

vigorous and luxuriant. We have at present only the

former to consider.

There is a stock used to graft Apples on with an
almost fabulous name and origin. It is said to have
been imported from Armenia, from the real site of

Paradise. The French gardeners in old times christened

this tree the Pommier du Paradis—the Apple tree of
Paradise. We, as humble imitators, named it the

Paradise stock. Soon, however, the name was applied

to other Apple stocks of the same dwarfing nature, so

that we have several varieties of this dwarf stock, which
are called English Paradise stocks—kinds suited to our
climate, and likely to be very valuable to our cottage

gardeners.

The first business of the cottager with a garden is to

find a corner or square portion of it in which to form
his plantation. This space he should mark out so as to

hold trees in proportion to his ground. These he may
plant in rows round the edges of his garden at a
distance of 4 feet apart, or he may form a square, say
20 feet in extent, which at 4 feet apart will hold
20 trees.

If a square piece of ground is selected it should be
planted with Apple trees grafted on the English Para-
dise stock, in the form of bushes, 4 feet apart row from
row, and the same distance tree from tree in the rows.
The centre of the space, 4 feet between each row, iS to

20 inches in width, may be cultivated for three or four

years, till the trees have grown to the size of a fair-sized

Goosdbeiry bush, and in this space may be grown
Onions and dwarf Potatos, &c., so as to give a paying
crop. This portion of the soil may be dug or forked,

so as to loosen it, while the space on each side next the
rows may be left solid, and be kept clean from weeds
with the hoe.

We have thus formed an Apple garden—say of 20
trees. The sorts may be as follows :—Four trees of
Winter Hawthomden, four Duchess of Oldenburg, four
Lord Suffield, four Dumelow's Seedling or Wellington,
and four Cox's Pomona. These are large Apples, all

great bearers, will be in season from August to March,
and will pay the cottager well for the slight trouble of
their cultivation. My bush Apple trees, now four years
old, of the above kinds, bore last season half a peck
each. They were beautiful objects.

My plantation consists of l6o trees, and, in addition
to the sorts enumerated above, I have the Jolly Beggar,
Betty Geeson, Mere de Menage, Small's Admirable,
and Warner's King. I mention the names of these
prolific trees to assist the cottager's selection. I may
add others equally so—viz., the common Hawthornden
and Keswick Codlin. Some kinds of dessert Apples
are equally prolific, and may be cultivated by the cot-

tager with advantage. I may mention one sort, Cox's
Orange Pippin, which bears well and sells well, and
would in itself be a fortune to a cottager.

And now as to their planting and management. The
trees, as I have mentioned, should be planted 4 feet

apart ; the ground, after being dug, should have holes
opened, 2 feet in diameter and i foot deep : in a hole
of this size the tree should be placed, and its roots
covered with the earth taken from the hole ; this should
be gently trodden, and the planting is complete.
The first season after planting no pruning will be

required, as the growth of the trees will be very mode-
rate ; the second season, and every year afterwards,
about the middle of June, every young shoot should be
shortened to half its length with a sharp knife or
pruning scissors, and in August the young shoots that
have broken forth since the June pruning should be
shortened to 2 or 3 inches. This is all the pruning
required, and under this simple culture, the trees, if

grafted on the Paradise stock, become sturdy fruitful

bushes about the size of the Gooseberry bush, and
will give a supply of fine fruit all through the
winter.

Trees may, I believe, be bought at dd. and ^d. each,
so as to be within reach of the labourer's pocket ; or if

a man is ingenious he may buy his Paradise stocks—say
at %s, per 100. The second year after planting he may
graft them with the proper sorts. By the way, grafting
ought to form a part of the education of boys in our
rural schools. It is very simple and easily taught.

If, by the simple method of culture I have en-
deavoured to describe, Apple trees can be made profit-

able to our cottagers and a means of education to their

children, by teaching them forbearance and self-control,

they will do a real service to the community. T. /!.,

Hcrts^ in the " Tiinesy

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS.
Ftbrnary 14. Royal Horticultural Society : Exhibition of

Chinese Primulas, Dielytras, Lycastes, Dessert

Apples and Pears, and Novelties.

TebriiKiry 20, Manchester Botanical and Horticultural

Society; Exhibition of Novelties.

March 6. Royal Horticultural Society : Exhibition of

Camellias, Forced Shrubs, Early and Late Grapes,

Forced Vegetables, and Novelties.

March 13. Royal Botanic Society : Exhibition of Spring
Flowers.

March 19. Manchester Botanical and Horticultural

Society : Exhibition of Novelties.

March 20. Royal Horticultural Society: Exhibition of
Hyacinths and other Spruig-flowerlng Bulbs, Grapes,

Apples, Broccoli, and Novelties.

April 3. Royal Horticultural Society : Exhibition of

Odontoglossums, Cyclamens, and Noxelties.

April 9. Manchester Botanical Society : Exhibition of

Novelties.

April 10. Royal Botanic Society : Exhibition of Spring

Flowers.
April 17. Royal Horticultural Society • Exhibition of

Greenhouse Azaleas, Auriculas, Pansies, Rhododen-
drons, Forced Vegetables, and Novelties.

Mav I. Royal Horticultural h'ociety : Exhibition of Pot
Roses, Auriculas, Azaleas, Orchids, Herbaceous Cal-

ceolarias, and Novelties.

May S. Royal Botanic Society : Exhibition of Spring

Flowers.
Mav II. Crystal Palace : Great Flower Sho\v.

Mav \^and \(i. Royal Horticultural Society : Exhibition
'

of Table Decorations, Pot Roses, Rhododendrons,
Hardy Perennials, Gloxinias, Agaves, Peas, and
Novelties.

May i8 /y 27. Manchester Botanical and Horticultural

Society : Grand National Horticultural Exhibition.

May 22 and 23. Royal Botanic Society : Great Summer
Exhibition.

May ^T^ to Jitfie 1$. Royal Botanic Society: Exhibition

of American Plants.

Jn/ie 5, 6, and 7. Royal Horticultural Society : Great
Summer Exhibition at South Kensington.

Jiijie 19. Royal Horticultural Society : Exhibition of

Zonal Pelargoniums. Fuchsias, Palms, Pa^onies,

Ranunculuses, and Novelties.

June 19 iifid 20. Royal Botanic Society : Great Summer
Exhibition,

June 22. Crystal Palace : Annual Rose Show.
June 25 lo 29. Royal Horticultural Society : Great Exhi-

bition at Birmingham.
Juf/e 26. Bishop Stortford and Hertfordshire Horticul-

tural Society : Great Summer Show.
July 3. Royal Horticultural Society : Exhibition of

Roses, Vegetables, and Novelties.

July S a?id 6. Manchester Botanical and Horticultural

Society : Exhibition of Roses and Fruit.

July JO and I J. Royal Botanic Society: Great Simimer
Show.

July 17. Royal Horticultural Society : Exhibition of

Hardy Herbaceous Plants, Phloxes, Liliums, Carna-
tions, Vegetables, and Novelties.

August 7. Royal Horticultural Society : Exhibition of

Zonal and Variegated Pelargoniums, Clematis,

Gooseberries, and Novelties.

August 21. Royal Horticultural Society : Exhibition of

Gladioli, Hollyhocks, and Novelties

September 4. Royal Horticultural Society : Exhibition of

Liliums, Asters, Verbenas, and Novelties.

September 10. Manchester Botanical and Horticultural

Society : Exhibition of Novelties.

September 18. Royal Horticultural Society : Exhibition

of Zinnias, Pentstemons, Celosias, Begonias, Dessert

Apples and Pears, Toniatos, Vegetables, and Novelties.

October 1. Royal Horticultural Society : Exhibition of

Fungi, Vegetables, and Novelties.

October 8, Manchester Botanical and Horticultural

Society: Exhibition of Novelties.

November 6. Royal Horticultural Society: Exhibition of

Chrysanthemums, Potatos, and Novelties.

November 19. Manchester Botanical and Horticultural

Society ; Exhibition of Novelties.

December 4. Royal Horticultural Society : Exhibition of

Tree Carnations, Late Chrysanthemums, Hardy
Evergreens, Salads, Vegetables, and Novelties.

NOTES ON CONIFERS.—II.
Abies Albertiaiia, syn. A. Mertensiana and A. Wil-

liamsoni. Introduced in 1858 from Oregon and
Northern California, where it grows in large quantities.

It is in general found to be quite hardy, and grows freely,

making in favourable situations annual growths of from

3 to 4 feet in length. It somewhat resembles the Hem-
lock Spruce in appearance, is less dense in habit, and
stands high winds much better, although not adapted

for planting in exposed situations. A most elegant and
graceful evergreen tree, with light green foliage, and
numerous long small branches ; the branchlets are also

long, flexible, and pendent, like the Cedrus Deodara.
The largest specimens I have seen of this interesting

tree are open in their habit, throwing out branches

irregularly beyond the others, loaded with their pen-

dent branclilets, giving a light, pleasing, and elegant

appearance to the tree. It appears to thrive best in a

good, strong soil, as at Riccarton, the residence of Sir

William Gibson Craig, Bart., where, in his rich col-

lection of Conifers, is to be seen one of the first seed-

linj^sniised from seed senthomebyjeffery, and which is

now from 40 to 50 feet in height. As an ornamental
tree it is likely to be much in demand, for planting on
a lawn, near a mansion-ho.use, by the sides of drives,
or for grouping in parks and pleasure-grounds ; either
by Itself or in combination with others, it is likely to
be a favourite. In its native country its timber is said
to be white, and very soft, producing Uttle turpentine ;

in this country it does not form wood freely ; its stem,
like its branches, are small in proportion to its height.
It cories freely at Castle Kennedy and elsewhere.

Abies Bninoniana^ from Sikkim, resembles the
Hemlock Spruce, but is a great improvement on it.

It is said to be by far the handsomest of all the Indian
species, and judging from the few healthy plants of it

which are to be met with, it appears to merit, at least

as an ornamental tree, the flourish of trumpets with
which it was introduced some 25 years ago, and which
led to its being extensively planted and experimented
with. Unfortunately it has not generally proven
hardy, suffering not so much from the severity of our
winters as from our late spring frosts. Here it forms a
bush seldom more than 6 or S feet in height, and double
that dimension in diameter. In liighly favoured
localities, where late frosts do not prevail, it should be
planted. The best specimen I have seen of it is at

Ravensdale Park (the residence of Lord Clermont),
Dundalk, Ireland, where, growing near the flower
garden in a somewhat elevated but finely sheltered
situation on the side of a valley, it may yet form
a tree of some magnitude.

Abies Doitglasii.—This truly magnificent and gigantic
tree was first introduced in 1S27 by Douglas, the cele-

brated botanical collector, whose name it bears, and who
accidentally lost his life while prosecuting the noble
cause to which he so ardently and so successfully
devoted it. In its native country it has a wide range,
forming immense forests in the north-west parts of
America. It is found growing at very various alti-

tudes, rapidly dwarfing to a mere bush as it ascends
the Rocky Mountains. Towards their base, and on the
banks of the Columbia River, it assumes great dimen-
sions, and is often to be seen towering to the height of 1 50
to 200 feet, the boles occasionally measuring as much
as 10 feet in diameter. It is also to be found growing in

various parts of California. Judging by the progress
already made by not a few specimens growing in

various localities, I think we have a right to anticipate

that it may almost reach similar dimensions in our own
country. In speaking of the well-known specimen at

Dropmore, Mr. Frost, the respected gardener there, in

a recent communication informs me that " the Abies
Douglasii seeds were put into my hands about mid-
winter, iS27;""the following March three seeds had
vegetated, and were about i inch in height. At the
present time (October, 1S71), the large tree i^ 100 feet

6 inches in height, and the girth, 3 feet from the ground,

9 feet 7 inches. The leader now is obliquely pointing
to the North : if erect it would make the tree 103 feet

higli. I have the growth since 1S44 ; its growth since

then is 60 feet 6 inches, or more if it had been erect."

This is said to be the finest Douglasii in Europe.
There is no record of any other tree having made the
same amount of growth in the same period—44 years.

The fine glaucous variety of Douglasii at Raith, in

Fifeshire, Mr. Rintoul, the gardener there informs me, is

80 feet in height, and measures round the bole, at 3 feet

from the ground, 7 feet 6 inches. There is also a hand-
some tree at Hopeton House, near Edinburgh, about
70 feet in height, and measuring round the bole, at

5 feet above the ground, 5 feet 10 inches. There is

also a very fine specimen at Scone Palace. All over
the country specimens of large dimensions are to be
met with, but nowhere are they to be seen growing in

greater luxuriance, or plants of a large size in greater

numbers, than at Murthly Castle, in Perthshire, which
has been called " the home of the Conifers," and which
at least holds true in a remarkable manner with this

and a few other species. There hundreds of A. Douglasii
are to be seen, from 40 to 70 feet in height, growing
with all the beauty and vigour which travellers describe
them as doing in their native habitats, on the banks of
the Tay and on the base of the Murthly Hills, as on the
banks of the Columbia and base of the Rocky Moun-
tains. With the exception of a few which were
planted before 1846, nearly all the others have since

been propagated by layers or cuttings and planted,
showing in a remarkable degree the rapidity of growth
of this tree, in a comparatively young state, and its great

importance as a timber producing tree. Mr. Barron,
in his Winter Cm-den^ in speaking of the rapidity of

its growth, says:—"At Elvaston young trees raised

from cuttings or layers, have shot up as much as 5 feet

in one year : in two extraordinary instances 5 feet 7
inches and 5 feet 9 inches." The fine specimen shown
in the International Exhibition of 1S62 measured when
cut down 309 feet. It is said the strength of the
timber considerably surpasses that of the Larch and best

red deal, and is only approached by the Pitch Pine.

It will be found to succeed in most ordinary soils and
situations ; in a dry, open, gravelly soil it does not
thrive ; in a good deep, strong loam, it appears to
grow best ; in well-drained peaty soils, it shows great
health. It should not be planted in situations exposed
to high winds ; in moderately sheltered ones it is

always at home, bidding defiance to our severest

winters, and withstanding late spring frosts even in its

young state better than most other species. There are

a few interesting varieties in cultivation, and these are
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likely to i)e increased, tlie move so as it cones and
ripens its seed freely even in the northern parts of the

country, and shows a slight tendency to sport or run

into variety. Its fine form, large proportions, graceful

habit, and beautiful green colour, ever changing with

the seasons, will always make it a favourite with the

landscape gardener. Its rapidity of growth will be

sure more and more to arrest the attention of those

engaged in planting for profit or shelter. Monuments
of stone and lime have frequently been raised to com-
memorate and hand down to posterity the deeds of

daring and renown done by war-
Wors and statesmen, poets and phi-

losophers, but no monument can
be raised by the hand of man, how-
ever well-merited, so appropriate
and so enduring, as the living monu-
ment with which the name of
Douglas is now so happily for ever
united.

Ah'^s excelsa fiiiedonensh.—This
is a variegated Spruce, which, when
well grown, has a very pleasing
appearance, particularly when asso-

ciated with dark foliaged trees. The
underside of the branches is gene-
rally green, while the upper side is

ofa straw colour, the shade changing
considerably with the season of the
year. Some branches show the
variegation more than others, but
all show it to a large extent. It

is well worth planting, to give what
is so much wanted, greater variety
of tint in our landscapes. In plant-
ing avoid a dry warm subsoil. In
peaty soils it is to be seen growing
and showing the variegation to the
best advantage.

Abies fniia.— A very distinct

species, introduced a few years ago
from Japan, and generally reported
to be hardy, which I believe will

prove to be the case, in so far as the
severity of our winter frosts are con-
cerned ; but like the Abies Morinda,
Webbiana, and others, it will always,
in its young state at least, be liable
to be injured by late spring frosts.

At Castle Kennedy there are two
plants growing, now upwards of

3 feet in height, which had pre-
viously been slightly protected
during the spring and early summer
months. The last spring, which
was an unusually severe one, they
were purposely left unprotected.
They are both growing in mode-
rately sheltered situations—the one
open to the south, the other planted
amongst larger trees in an open
position, but shaded from the south
and east. The plant open to the
south h.ad the young side growths
blackened, the leaders escaped ; the
plant in the shaded situation had
not a leaf or bud injured in the
slightest degree. It will be well, till

we have had more experience of this

interesting Japanese tree, to plant
it on hanging ground with a west or
north aspect, avoiding the bottoms
of glens or other low-lying situations,

on the one hand, and very high or
exposed ones on the other. Where
positions such as I have indicated
cannot be conveniently had, plant-

ing in the shade of larger trees,

selecting or making open spaces,
and trenching the gi'ound before
planting, will be found to answer
well for this and most of the spring-
tender species.

Abies Jl/eiiziesii.—This is another
interesting tree, which Douglas found
growing on the north-west coast of
America, and is said to be found
in numerous other localities—grow-
ing in ordinary soils and situ.itions

from 60 to 70 feet in heiglit, and on
the banks of rivers and in deep
alluvial soils reaching occasionally
the height of 100 feet. ICxperience
has already taught us that it

will not thrive on light, dry soils, although on such
soils in wet seasons it makes free growths. On our
light, thin soil here it becomes half deciduous in very
dry seasons, such as we have lately passed through, and
in that state is most unsightly. To form a correct
estimate of its character, it should be seen growing in a
deep, rich, damp loam, as at Murthly Castle, where
trees from 50 to 60 feet in height are growing a little

above the level of the Tay, throwing up their long,
straight, stiff branches at acute angles, looking as if

they were silver-laden with their glaucous foliage.
This is to be more particularly observed towards the
top of the tree ; towards the middle and lower part of
the tree the branches become nearly horizontal, and the

foliage less glaucous, or it appears to be so fron\ its

altered position, the under side of the leaf alone having
tliis silvery appearance. From having been pretty widely
planted, underagreat variety of conditions, I think it may
safely be classed amongst hardy trees—as much so as the

Spruce, certainly not so spring-tender as the Silver Fir.

As an ornamental tree it can only be used sparingly,

for planting in peaty or damp loamy soils. Its timber
is said to be very hard, and fine in the grain, and alto-

gether it appears to possess some merit as a forest tree.

Abies Morinda^ syn. A. Khutrow and A. Smithiana.

Fig. 31.—TftE CARTER CHALLENGE CUI' (see p. 77).

Introduced from the Himalayas in 1818. Is a native
of India, China, and Japan. In its native habitat it

grows from 100 to 150 leet in height. Major Madden,
speaking of the dimensions of this species in his

Obsei-'alions on the Conifers of /miiil, says :
—"Abies

Smithiana, near Simla, 15 feet in girth; near Nag-
kunda, 17J feet ; and on the north-east face of Choor
Mountain 20 feet in girth." In general appearance this

species resembles the Spruce Fir, but it is altogether a
more robust tree. Its cones arc considerably larger,

and on healthy trees grown in tliis- country its leaves
measure from i to 2 inches in length. Wlien young,
and till it reaches from 20 to 30 feet in height, its habit

is close and compact, and its outline very regular ; the

I

radius of its branches, in proportion to its height, being

I

a little greater than those of the Spnice Fir. As the

j

tree increases in size it becomes somewhat more open in
habit, the upper branches being nearly vertical, gradu-
ally flattening till they become almost horizontal
towards the middle of the tree, the points always tend-

;

ing upwards, giving the main stem of the branches a
j

more or less curved appearance, being slightly concave

j

on the upper side. The lateral branches and branch-
lets hang down on each side of the main branch in a

I

nearly perpendicular manner, which, ' as the tree

increases in size and age, becomes
more apparent, and when seen on a
large specimen produces a very
pleasing effect. The lower branches
exhibit the same characteristics, and
gradually as they extend out become
more and more pendulous. The two
finest specimens in Scotland are those
at Hopeton House, well known to
most admirers of Conifers, the one
a seedling, the other a grafted plant

;

they were planted in their present
positions about the year 1824 by
the late Mr. Smith, the well loiown
gardener, who so long and so ably
presided over the gardens there.

Mr. Niven, the present gardener,
informed me a few months ago that
the seedling plant was then 60 feet

in height, and measured exactly 7 feet

round the bole at 4 feet from the
ground. The grafted plant appears
to have been worked on a Spruce
Fir, fully 4 feet above the ground,
and is now 58 feet in height. The
graft has overgrown the stock, and
stands out all round from 2 to

3 inches, thus showing that the
Morinda is a much quicker timber-
producing tree than the Spruce Fir.

At Castle Kennedy, where numerous
plants from 20 to 30 feet in height
are growing side by side with the
Spruce Fir, planted at the same
time, and on their own roots, they
are forming wood much faster than
the Spruce, the boles being of larger
dimensions, although not increasing in

height much quicker than the Spruce
h'ir. As an ornamental tree it is not
without merit ; as a nurse or timber
tree it may yet be planted pretty
generally where it can be had in

quantity cheap enough. Although
many good specimens are scattered
over the countiy, I am not aware
wliether it has coned or ripened
seed since it was introduced. When
at Versailles a few years ago I ob-
served a fine plant with a nice crop
of cones in the Jardin des Fleurs, at

the Petit Trianon. Its timber is

said to be light, white, and soft,

free of knots. When planted in

light soils and warm situations, at

least when young, it is sometimes
injured by late spring frosts, and
therefore should in late cold dis-

tricts be planted in cold heavy soils,

where it will be later of coming
into growth ; this tendency will be
increased if planted in a north or
west aspect. Many of the plants

here were slightly injured last spring,

in this way, to the height of a few
feet above the ground, while all the

rest of the plants escaped altogether

unscathed.

Abies orientalis. Indigenous to the

coast of the Black .Sea, and also found
on the loftiest mountains of Imeritia,

in LTpper Mingrelia and the neigh-
bourhood of Tiflis, forming whole
forests between C.uriel and the
Adchar Mountains. When seen in

a good state this is a charming
tree. It has a gentle refined appear-
ance, its foliage, as seen during the
winter months, when matured, being
shorter, finer, and more densely set

than the common Spruce. Its

habit, when young, is compact,
but the tree becomes less so as it

increases in size ; its branches are peculiarly straiglit

and slender—a line of yellowish brown bark, bare
of foliage, is seen on the underside of the branch-
lets. Useful for planting in dressed grounds or a
lawn, by the sides of drives or wood-walks, where it is

always pleasing. It is quite hardy, and thrives in most
soils and ordinary situations, stands high \\'inds better

than most of its congeners. Plants, from 20 to 30 feet

in height, are frequently to be seen at Castle Kennedy,
a plant, 25 feet in height, has coned. When to be had
cheap enough it will be well worth experimenting with
as a forest tree, the more so as its wood is sai<l to be of

excellent quality, and veiy tough. A. Fowler, Castle

Kemiedy, Stranraer.
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THE CARTER CHALLENGE CUP.
"With reference to the challenge cup (fig. 31), which

has created so much interest, and been the cause of some
discussion in our columns, Messrs. James Carter & Co.

inform us that it is offered by them for competition at

the great Provincial Shows of the Royal Horticultural

Society, commencing this year at Birmingham. It is to

be in possession of the employer, not the gardener, and
when won three times (not necessarily consecutively) it

is to become theproperty of the competitor so winning it.

That tlie gardener is not forgotten is evident from the

fact that *'a prize of ;,^io is annually given to the gar-

dener winning the cup, and for r. 2d prize the sum of

£2, is also offered." These spirited and liberal prizes

are offered under the following conditions :—
For collection of vegetables (24 dishes), to include as

follows :—Haifa peck each of La.vton's Alpha, Laxton's
Quality, Laxton's Supreme, Carter's First Crop, Carter's
White Gem, and Carter's Hundredfold Peas : Carter's
Covent Garden Garnishing Parsley. Cox's Golden Gem
Melon. Naseby Mammoth and Marzagolc Onions, French
Breakfast Radish, and Carter's Champion Cucumber.

All vegetables to be grown by boin\ fide gentlemen's
gardeners or gentlemen amateurs, and in the open
ground, excepting Cucumbers anti Melons.
The following to comprise dishes :—Of Onions, 12

;

Radisli, 3 doz. ; Melons and Cucumbers, i brace; Let-
tuce, 3 ;*Beet, 3 ; Potatos, 18 ; Savoy, 2 ; Kale, 2 ; Cauli-
flower, 2 ; Parsnips, 6 ; Can-ot, 6 ; Leek, 6; Celery, 3.

Jfluu Comsponbence.
The New Forest.—The following is an abstract

of the letter addressed to the Times referred to at

p. 71 :—
*

' I was glad to find your correspondent calling the

attention of the public to what he calls the ' Government
Disafforestation Bill,' but which I venture to hope is only
the draught of a Bill setting out Mr. Howard's expressed
personal views in reference to the New Forest. Being a
strong advocate for the preservation of the New Forest. I

am decidedly opposed to the principle of Mr. Howard's
Bill for reasons which I shall presently give ; but I think
it but just to Mr. Howard to state that he is in no wise
personally responsible for the enclosures of which so
many complaints have been made, inasmuch as all such
enclosures have been effected in strict conformity with
certain statutory enactments relating to the forest, which
authorise the Crown to enclose, and keep constantly
enclosed, for the purposes of planting, no less than
16,000 acres.

" The first of these Acts was passed in 1698. and the
Crown is thereby authorised to enclose and plant 6000
acres for the express purpose, as stated in the preamble
of the Act, of preventing the destruction of the forest,

,

which ' might be of great use and conveniency for the
supply of His Majesty's Royal Navy.' But, as iron has
superseded timber in the construction of ships of war,
the forest can no longer be considered as requisite to the
nation as a nursery for naval timber. The Government
has at the present time larger stores of naval timber than
it actually requires or can conveniently keep in store, for
I was informed in July last, on the best authority, that
Pembroke Dockyard was literally ' blocked up ' with
timber purchased by Government as far back as 1859,
and this fine, old, selected timber could not command
a sale when offered at the low price of xod. a foot.

Inasmuch, then, as the national purpose for which this
Act of 1698 was passed has ceased to exist, the special
powers thereby given to the Crown to enclose the open
forest lands should, as a matter of justice to the
commoners and the public, also cease and determine.
In fact, the objects for which the Act was passed having
become unnecessary, the Act itself ought to be repealed.

" The second Act authorising the Crown to enclose and
plant portions of the forest was the Deer Removal Act of
1851. The destruction of the deer had become a pubHc
necessity ; for while the deer were an actual source of
expense to the Crown, they were, owing to their having
the run over nearly 60,000 acres, a thorough nuisance to
the district. For consenting to carry out a positive
public necessity the Crown in the first instance required
the commoners to surrender their rights over 14,000
acres, and, when this demand was refused, the Crown
pbtained the power to enclose and plant no less than
jo.ooo acres. Mr. Howard considers the Deer Removal
Act as an absolute bargain irrevocably concluded between
the Crown and the commoners, the powers obtained by
the Crown being the consideration paid for the removal
of the deer. So far as this Act can be regarded as a
concluded bargain, it was a bargain effected between
the Crown and the commoners, without the slightest
consideration for the rights and interests of the public in
the open spaces of the forest. In 1851 the value of such
open spaces was hardly appreciated, and, although only
5000 acres or thereabout ha\'e been up to the present
time enclosed under the provisions of this Act, the
enclosures already effected have so seriously interfered
with the interests of the public that the House of
Commons last session agreed to a resolution that no
further enclosures should be made ' pending legislation,

'

which I presume means until Mr. Howards Bill is again
brought before Padiament for approval or rejection, or
some definite legislative action is taJien in reference to the
New Forest.

" During the last twenty years (in strict conformity with
the powers conferred by these Acts) nearly half of the
old forest timber trees existing in 1851 have been felled
and sold, and 40C0 acres of old forest land have been
cleared and converted into Fir plantation. In addition
to this, 7000 acres more of open land have been
enclosed and similarly planted, and if these Acts are
carried out to their full extent the whole of the com-

moners' pasture land will eventually be absorbed into

these gloomy Fir plantations.
" Under these circumstances Mr. Howard brings fonvard

the New Forest Disafforestation Bill, which effectually

removes all grounds of complaint on the part of tlie

public by getting rid of the forest aUogether, the prin-
ciple of the Bill being to divide or partition the forest

into two allotments, one to become the private estate of
the Crown, tlie other to belong to the commoners. The
Act is to give the commoners the power to exclude the
public from the commoners' allotment, and we may be
tolerably confident that Mr. Howard intends to exercise
the right the Crown would possess of excluding the
public from the Crown's allotment. A partition of the
forest as proposed by Mr. Howard necessarily deprives
the public of their free and undoubted right of access to

the open forest lands. So long as the coinmouLMS are
secured in the enjoyment of their common rights as they
at present exist, so long the interests of the commoners
and of the public are identical, and not antagonistic

;

and the commoners are the best, because the natural,

guardians of the public rights and interests in the New
Forest. Directly we give the commoners a definite

territorial allotment for their indefinite, though certain and
ascertained rights, the interests of the commoners and
those of the public are severed and opposed.

"Parliament, as the guardian of the public interests, has
the undoubted right to deprive the Crown of the powers
which Parliament, under the circumstances I have
stated, conferred on the Crown, and I fervently hope that
when the New Forest question has to be determined
by Parliament the House of Commons will unhesitatingly
refuse its sanction to any Act, whether promoted by the
Departments of Woods and Forests or at the instance of
the commoners, which will directly or indirectly lead to
a partition or to an enclosure of this our only remaining
national forest.

"Surely the time has come when we should endeavour
to stop any further enclosure of a district so admirably
adapted for military manccuvres, and protect the 5C00
acres, which are still adorned with some of the finest

forest trees in the kingdom. It is idle to deplore the
mischief that has resulted from the mistaken, though
legalised, policy of the last 20 years in regard to this

forest if we deliberately allow the work of destniction to
culminate by passing the proposed ' New Forest Dis-
afforestation Bill.' A Borderer ou the Nexo Forest."

Dinner Table Decoration.—As I have strongly
protested against the absurd length to which this has
been carried, and the vulgarisms perpetrated under its

name, it is with no ordinary satisfaction that I have
read an article in BlaeJcivood for this month. The
following passage I would commend to all those
who are interested in the subject ; indeed the whole
article on, "French Home Life," is well worth reading
for all who care to know about French taste, which
is so often reflected here, only that we are sure to

caricature the doings of our neighbours. And while
mentioning table decorations does it not seem a

strange thing that the Royal Horticultural Society
should give its premier prize, not to anytliing that

manifests skill ip horticulture, but to a display in

which
*' Jeames " must act a large part, and in which

most probably, glass and china merchants will be
the principal exhibitors? Z?., Deal.

" The ornamentation of the table is a triumph of good
sense and knowledge ; it ought, indeed, to be always so,

for the science of adornment offers but few such occasions
of interest, as all artist-mindeil French women are well
aware. It shows character and breadtli of composition,
with ample space, and no crowding or excess of detail

;

there is harmony between (he hues of glass, and flowers,

and dessert (the Russian service is the only one now used
in France) ; the whole aspect is one of gaiety, mixed with
calm : as all the lighting comes from lamps and candles
suspended overhead, the eye is not dazzled, it suffers no
fatigue, and ranges over the entire table, because every
ornament is kept low, so as not to mask the dincrsfrom each
other. The calculation of effect at table isso profound a
question, and is so keenly felt by certain women, that it

comes to evidence sometimes in the subtlest forms. A
lady told her servant that six people were coming that
night to dinner, that as they all were, friends it was not
necessary to spend 10 f. for flowers, and that, therefore,

the green Ferns in daily use would do for the centre-
piece ; 'but,' she added, 'as we shall consequently
have no brilliancy in the middle, take care to choose the
bonbons and the cakes of vivid colours, so as to com-
pensate its absence, otherwise the table will look dull."

"

Nemophila insignis.—Can any of your readers
whose practical experience enables them to speak with
confidence on the subject, kindly inform me how long
they have known this annual to last in profuse bloom,
under favourable treatment ? As a blue, it is match-
Ijsss for bedding purposes, and to save the labour of
getting up a great stock of Lobelia, I have been think-
ing of using the Nemophila to a considerable extent
next summer, hoping to prolong its blooming season,
by thinning the seedlings carefully and liberal treat-

ment in other respects, but would first be glad to have
further information concerning it, and to know if any
one has ever known it to die oflT in patches to any
serious extent. S.

Trade Circular.— I notice with regret the publica-
tion of a portion only of a [lithographed] circular
distributed among gentlemen's gardeners by a firm in

London, and I think that, in justice to the more
respectable portion of the London nurserymen and
seedsmen, the circular should be inserted in its entirety,

thus making the public acquainted with the name of the
said firm ; for which purpose I beg to enclose you one I

which was received by a gardener in my neighbour-
hood, who not only feels insulted by the "private"
offer tims made, but considers that all such communica-
tions deserve no respect. I shall therefore feel obliged
if you will insert it in your next issue, fully believing
such practices to be very hurtful, and to present a great
temptation to gardeners, who as a rule are a most
respectable class of men. I hope that the making public
of this disgraceful means of increasing business, and at
the same time demoralising gardeners, may prove a
warning, and deter others from adopting such a course.
justice. [We were not able to publish the circular in
full last week, from causes then explained. Now that
we have the entire circular before us we insert it, to
prevent any unjust imputation being made (as we hear
has been the case) on firms more honourable in their
mode of doing business.]

iPrivate.'\
" Henry Clarke & Sons, Established 1815.

" Seed Warehouses, 39. King Street,

Covent Garden, London, Dee. 30, 1871.
" Dear Sir,—Our Retail Catalogue of \'egetable and

Flower Seeds, Garden Requisites, &c., is now in press, and
will be issued . in a few days. We should very much like
to place you on our list of customers, feeling assured tliat
you will have no cause to regret having given us a trial

;

every seed we offer is Nezv, true to name, and the growth
carefully proved before being sent out. The leading
articles we offer are grown in immense; quantities by our-
selves, hence we have increased confidence in offering
them

;
and our reputation for supplying ^i-z/zz/V/^ and/riA

class seeds is sufficiently guaranteed and established, when
you take into consideration the fact of our having enjoyed
an extensive and yearly increasing connection for upwards
of ^o years.

'

'
We would also call your attention to our prices, which

will compare favourably with any other respectable House
—in fact we are in a position to compete with any for
quality or price—we have also made it a rule to study the
interest of the Gardeners as well as that of their Employers,
as a proof of which we offer you 10 per cent. {2s. in the £)
discount, which will be sent to you hyfirst post after receipt
of order, and not as is usual with other Houses wait nntil
the account is paid.—V^^ are. Dear Sir, yours faithfiilly,

Henry Clarke ^ Sons per G. C."

Heating by the Tank System. — In leply to
"Constant Reader" as to the economy and efliciency
of heating a lean-to house, 50 feet by 10 feet, on the
above system, allow me to state that a tank and flue

constructed in the following manner will be found more
economical than heating by hot-water pipes, both in
the first cost of construction and in the after consump-
tion of fuel, while it will be found quite as efficient.

Let a tank 4 feet wide, running the length of the house,
be formed thus :—The bottom to be of stout slates,

cemented together carefully at the joints, and resting
on transverse walls of brick on a bed raised to any
desired height. The sides to be formed of two bricks
in the bed, and the whole inside to receive several coats
of cement, mixed to the consistence of thick paint, and
laid on with a brush. The interstices will thus be com-
pletely filled up, and no after leakage need be appre-
hended. The tank is now to be covered with slates,

also cemented together, so as to prevent the material
used for plunging from getting into the tank, and from
thence into the boiler. This plunging material had
better be sharp river sand. A frame of white deal,

5 inches deep and i inch thick, may be placed on top
of the tank, to hold this sand or other material. Now
for the furnace and boiler : this latter will do either
conical or saddle-back ; the simplest form is by far the
best. Let the furnace and boiler be set at one end of
the brick wall, and sufficiently low to allow the flame
from the furnace, after passing through and around the
boiler, to be conveyed into a flue sufficiently depressed
at one end of the house to allow a pathway over it

;

this flue will then be taken along the front of the
house and other end, and through a chimney in the
back wall at the end of the house farthest from
furnace. Other minor details of construction will
naturally present themselves, but if the foregoing are
carried out in the main, a very effective mode of
heating will be provided. William Abraham^ Fort
Prospect Nursery, Lifnerick.

Sultana Grape.—Have any ot your correspondents
tried the Sultana as a late Grape ? We grow it largely
here, one house being entirely devoted to it. I have
only one fault to find with it, and that is, the smallness
of berry ; the bunches are large, and the berries, when
properly ripened, of a beautiful amber colour. It has
a great advantage over most Grapes,—it is not liable
to shrivel, and will keep into March. It requires to
be treated on the long spur or rod system, and should
not be forced much until in flower, when the ordinary
treatment will answer. I have this season tried a few
in pots, but they are not forward enougli to see
whether they will answer. A. Hossack^ Ashl'urnham
Place, Battle.

Cocoa-nut Cabbage.—Seeing an advertisement
of this variety of Cabbage last spring, I procured a
small packet of seed, which I sowed in a pan ; and as
soon as the plants were large enough to handle they
were pricked off in a frame, every care being taken of
them until they were large enough to plant out in the
open border. They were put out iS inches apart each
way, and soon became fine plants. For some time
they had every appearance of the common field or Ox
Cabbage, and such I quite thought they were. Every
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one who saw them shared in this opinion, until at last

I became quite disgusted at having taken so much pains

with them, and ordered them to be pulled up and
thrown into the park for the sheep. Not wanting the

ground they grew upon, however, I allowed a portion

to remain, and to my great and agreeable surprise they

commenced almost directly to turn in, as represented

in the illustration which appeared in your advertising

columns. A better name could not have been given to

it, for it is nearly as hard as a Cocoa-nut, of the same
shape, and of an excellent mild, sweet flavour. It

requires to be cut in quarters for boiling, and being so

firm they require a much longer time than the common
Cabbage. I can with every confidence recommend it

as a first-rate Cabbage, although it has a very coarse

appearance until it commences to heart. S. Taylor,

The Gardens, S'lon Hill, Kidderntinster.

Pelargonium Marie Lemoine as a Bedding
Plant.— I would strongly recommend the above to the

notice of flower gardeners for the coming season. I

had two large beds of double pink Pelargoniums last

season for trial, each containing about 60 plants of

Madame and Marie Lemoine : Madame is not worth
growing in comparison with Marie— the growth was
irregular, and most of the leaves spotted, ami the

trusses of flower small, while in Marie the growth was
regular, and the foliage handsome, and splendid

trusses of bloom, which stood the rain. It is a

continuous bloomer (far preferable to Christine as a

pink), and requires liberal treatment. I have been
told it is a shy grower, but have not experienced it.

A. IJossack, Ashhurnham Place, Battle.

American Early Rose Potato.—In April last I

planted half a peck (the largest of which I cut into

fair good sets), in rows 20 inches apart, and about
12 inches between the sets. They all came up true,

and when lifted the produce was nearly 8 pecks ; but
as to their appearance when cooked, a well-fed pig

would scarcely have eaten them. Thinking they would
improve by keeping, I tried them a month later ; but
found no improvement in their quality. After this

they were allowed to remain unnoticed until all my
other stocks were exhausted, and necessity obliged me
to use a few for my employer's table, the servant's

hall, &c., all being then of one mind, that they were
the best mealy Potatos we had had. It had a slight

tinge of red in the middle, but in all other respects was
a first-rate Potato. It is a most productive sort, and
free from disease, as I had but tliree affected tubers ;

neither have they gone since they were taken up. My
soil is neither heavy nor light. I manure heavily in

the autumn with the old Cucumber and Melon beds,

which consists of a nearly equal quantity of stable dung
and leaves. S. Taylor^ Sion Hill, Kidderminster.

Terra Cotta Tallies. — Seeing an advertisement

of this much-desired article in the Gardejwi Chronicle,

I ordered 200 of No. 9. It is an admirable article. I

wrote the names of the trees on white paint with a

pencil, and then had them varnished, which will

greatly help to preserve the writing. W. F. Radcly(fe.

Anemone japonica.—Is not this good old plant

again losing caste amongst us as a bedding plant ?

We possess three or more varieties, and very beautiful

objects they are when in bloom. . They thrive well in

moist situations, and will flourish on a damp cool soil,

flowering freely where many plants would not. Besides

you may plant them almost anywhere in a flower

garden, and they seem to prosper with orJinary atten-

tion. Where the summer display is not required in

perfection until late in July or August, this is a pecu-
liarly useful subject for the centre of beds, as it

tends to increase the variety of contrasts, and to

multiply effects, such as are not seen where vivid

colours alone are displayed or employed. William
EarUy.

Hardiness of Primula japonica.—I do not con-
sider the decaying of the outer leaves of this plant any
indication of the tenderness of its condition. The
same thing occurs in our common hedge varieties.

The plant I have here has this winter withstood 16°

of frost. Its heart is quite sound and full, and will,

as will also the plants of your correspondent, I doubt
not, flower all the better for its rest. H. J\l., Envs. [We
recently saw some plants in Messrs. Downie, Laird
.N; Laing's nursery in the condition described by our
correspondent. Nothing could give greater promise
that the stout plump crowns which they show. Eds.]

The Carrot Grub.— If you want to encourage this

pest take a piece of ground for Carrots in the autumn,
clear it of the crop, turn the dead leaves, weeds, and
rubbish under by ridging, before frost comes, so that
all grubs formed during the summer may be put away
safely for the winter. The same thing may be done for
years, until the garden is full of grubs or other injurious
insects. Now for a preventive. Take a piece of
ground in the autumn when the crop is cleared oiT;
hoe and rake it clear

; put the nibbish away, to be
mixed with hot litter. This will heat, kill all gnibs,
and make good manure. Having cleaned the ground,
get some agricultural salt, which costs about I4J. per
ton. Scatter it over the ground, the same as you
would do lime or soot. Rough dig your ground about
a week before you want it, scatter some sea sand over

it, and rake it before you sow the seed. Vou will then

soon get rid of both Carrot and Onion grubs. D. E, B.

Leaves for Dishing-up Fruit.—Allow me to

draw attention to the following leaves, which are very

useful for dishing-up fruit :—Abutilon striatum, with
its fine dark green leaves, is first-rate for this purpose ;

also A. Thompsoni. I think the last-named plant

would be better than Coba^a scandens variegata,

though some people have an objection to variegated

leaves for the purpose. I would also recommend
Selaginella denticulata as good for a basis ; it looks so

nice by gas or candle-light, and so easily grown. In

the winter months it will grow well under the stage, or

by the side of the paths in the greenhouse, and always

looks clean and tidy. John Clark, Rochatnpton Lodge,

S.IK

Unseasonable Flowering of the Pear Tree.

—

The Pear tree to which I alluded at p. 12 as having
fruited the second time, and now showing signs of a

third process of blooming, has not been moved for four

years at the least, nor have its roots been disturbed in

any way ; on the contrary, they are subject to an
unusually close confinement, owing to the daily traffic

upon them, in gaining access to a forcing pit. If the

present mild weather continues, it will ere long present

a peculiar appearance. E. Morgan, Gr. to y. Eiithcn'eu,

Esij. , Harroiv-on'the-Hill.

Dwarf Palms : Geonomas.—G. elegans has
slender annulate stems, bearing near their apices a few
bright green leaves slit into irregular lobes. The foliage

Fig. 52.— geonoma ari'ndinacea.

of this plant is brown or olive-coloured when youngj
and it is a beautiful little species. G. Martii (G. See
manni) has long dark green bilobed leaves, which, like

the preceding, arc brown when young. It is a most
beautiful addition to a collection of strong plants, and
is moreover one of the most distinct species of the

group, (i. arundinacea (fig. 32) has ca'spitose cane-

like stems and leaves, somewhat resembling the last-

named, but with shorter lobes. Add to these G. fenes-

tralis, G. macrostachys, and G. Ghiesbreghtiana, and
you will have a choice selection from this charming
genus. F. fV. B,

Scrymger's Giant Brussels Sprouts,—If there is

any "brother in the craft" in doubt about ordering

Scrymger's Giant Brussels Sprouts, allow me to inform

him that he need not be afraid to do so, for it is one of

the best in the lists. The stalk from top to bottom is

{with me) literally covered with well-formed, compact
miniature Cabbages, which are of good flavour. It is

really a good variety. G. Warren, Balcombe Place.

Variegated Elms.—I have a pair of these very
beautiful trees growing in the carriage drive leading to

my house. I have not measured the height, but I

should say they are considerably over 30 feet, and large

in proportion. They were planted in 1S18 by a gentle-

man I knew, who told me they were at that time
selected as rarities to commemorate his eighth birthday.

He also told me they were brought from a garden
about a mile from this place. The foliage varies in

beauty, according to the season, but generally the early

spring foliage is very lovely—it has all the appearance

of being frosted with silver. These trees throw up innu-

merable suckers. In 1S68 I selected a strong one, which
I have carefully trimmed, so as to form a good head,

and it has become a very handsome young tree, possess
ing all the variegated properties of its parent. B. S. R.
Adam, The Manor House, Staines.

Scolytus destructor.—When the Botanic Society,
in 1839, entered on the ground in the Regent's Park,
it was found to be encircled by a belt of Elm trees,
many of which were infested, and were being rapidly
destroyed by the larvre of the Goat Moth (Cossus ligni-
perda), and that more fatal pest, Scolytus destructor, a
little beetle not larger than the common " Death
Watch." This belt of Kim trees was not included in
the lease of the ground to the Society, but retained
under the management of the Crown officers. How-
ever, in 1842, permission was granted to the Society to
experiment upon the trees, with a view to prevent their
total destruction, and so successful was the plan then
adopted, that during the past 23 years only occa-
sionally Jias an individual of either of the depre-
dators made its appearance. I have this morning
carefully examined the trees one by one, and of
the total number (97) I have only detected signs
of the presence of either of the insects in two
instances ; and, as the spring advances, even these
may prove to be the work of past generations ; one
small tree, however, which by accident appears to
have escaped attention and care, is quite dead, and
fully illustrates the rapid and fatal work of tl>e beetle.
Although all the other trees in the belt are in robust
health and vigour (for London), many of them exhibit
full evidence of the scars and scrapings of our early
operators. The process is very simple, and re-
sembles that practised in France : it consists in divest-
ing the tree of its rough outer bark, being careful at
the infected parts to go deep enough to destroy the
young larva, and dressing with the usual mixture o
lime and cowdung. In 1S4S a paper, describing the
process in detail, was read before the Society, and
printed with a few good illustrations, of which I shall
be happy to send a copy to any one whose Elm trees
are suffering from the ravages of these pests. William
So7oerby, Botanic Gardens, Regents Park.
' In Loudon's Arboretum Britannicnm, vol. iii., p.
1390, it is strongly recommended that Elm trees which
been attacked by the Scolytus for food, but in which
the female beetle has not yet deposited her eggs,

should have the bark well brushed with coal-

tar, the absence or presence of the larvae being made
out by cutting down to the wood of the tree in a few
places with a spoke-shave. This remedy might, from
the great dislike of the Scolyti to the smell of coal-tar,

be of service even where the trees are badly infested

with the larva?, it would almost certainly save them
from further external attacks, and if put on thick

enough might possibly prevent the beetle gnawing its

way out to do further mischief. E. A. O.

Destruction of Elm Trees. — Had *' South
Devon" afforded some information as to the position

which the Elm trees in question occupied, it might
have aided your readers the more freely to suggest some
means of alleviating the ills from which the trees are

suffering. Twenty-five years ago the entrance to the

town of Southampton from Winchester was decorated

with a noble avenue of lofty Elms, and which, judging

by their size, had not then attained to full maturity.

Just after that period, however, symptoms of disease

began to appear in some of the trees, the foliage became
yellow, and fell off prematurely, large slices of the bark

also peeled off, and the ravages of the Scolytus

became apparent. Men learned in arboriculture

were consulted, and all seemed to concur in fixing

the mischief upon the backs of the insects. Various

remedies were adopted, such as coating over the in-

jured portions with a mixture of clay and cowdung
and other compositions, but all failed to arrest the evil

;

and in the course of a few years the whole of the trees

on either side of the road, to nearly half a mile in

extent, died, leaving at the northern extremity one or

two solitary specimens to show another generation

what the glories of the avenue once had been. A few

hundred yards farther on, the high road had years ago
been diverted from the original course taken when the

old avenue was planted, and beyond this point of

diversion, and standing in what is well known there as
" The Common," is a continuation of the trees of the

original avenue, numbering probably a few score ; but

I believe I am correct in stating, that of this part of

the avenue not a single tree has died, whilst all

over the splendid natural park, miscalled "The
Common," of some 300 acres, timber flourishes

in the healthiest form. Reverting to the one or two
specimens of the old avenue that are left standing, it

is noteworthy to observe that they stand upon the

immediate verge of a garden. What was the real

cause of the destruction of this avenue of Elms?
Modern improvements in road-making necessitated

the rendering of the roadway between the rows of

trees as impervious to the entrance of moisture as pos-

sible, so the centre was well rounded up that all

surface-water might run ofi" freely. Then on either

side, and outside of the rows of trees, ran a broad

pathway about 12 feet in width, and at a lower level

than the roadway, so that no moisture in any avail-

able quantity could enter to the roots of the trees,

until it had ran from off the wide surface covered bg
the macadamised road and pathways. Added to

his, it became necessary to make deep cuttings,
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along the road to lay down water and gas mains,

and thus considerable disturbance and maceration of

the roots ensued. Is it possible to come to any other

conclusion therefore than that the trees were literally

starved to death for want of moisture and nutriment,

and that the appearance of the Scolytus was but the

effect rather than the cause of the mischief? When I

write of nutriment I allude, of course, to the external

application of it either naturally or artificially. Now
in the case to which I alluded, neither one way or the

other could nuturiment be given. Nature's own
restorer, the leaves of the previous summer, were either

swept away by the wind or scraped clean from
the surface, so that not a particle of decomposed
vegetable matter could become to the impover-
ished roots that "ashes to ashes, and dust to

dust," which would in the course of Nature's evolu-

tions be converted again into food sap and foliage.

Why did all the trees (planted contemporaneously) in

the portion of the avenue that is now in the common
continue to exist ? Here there was no exclusion of

moisture, and all the leaves that fell year after year
became absorbed into the soil and aided to maintain
that nutrimental property in the earth that is so
essential to health and life. I greatly fear that much
of our fine timber has had to suffer from deprivation
both of moisture and of its leafage ; and especially

from this latter cause has many a hitherto fine

luxuriant shrubbery come to grief when the imperious
demands of modern tidiness has gathered from off the

surface year after year almost every leaf that fell. No
wonder that with such a continuous abstraction of
what otherwise would have been so much good,
trees should begin to develope a precocious autumn,
and that Laurels and other shrubs should grow
"smaller by degrees and beautifully less," until

a few dead branches are all that is left.

How many a noble trees has thus been paved,
gravelled, and swept to death, and yet how in-

comprehensible the cause ! Mr. Robert wrote years
ago that trees in France were being done to death in a
similar fashion, and a walk across Hyde Park will
expose to the observer plenty of wretched specimens
struggling for life (like a Geranium in a blacking bottle
at a garret window), the surface of the earth around
them being as hard, smooth, and impervious as the
"powers that be "can make it. Do "South Devon's"
trees suffer from such surroundings as these ; or if not,
would he tell us if any conditions similar to them
exist ? Perhaps it may really be old age, but it is not
unlikely that there are more fine trees killed by mis-
directed kindness than die of natural decay. A. D.

Root Pruning and Fruit Thinning.—Mr. Fish,
in his able letter (p. 13), has opened up a wide field

for discussion, but at present I only wish to notice the
latter part of it bearing upon root-pruning ; he has
there touched a chord that I trust will echo throughout
the land amongst fruit growers. But it is no new
theory ; many of our best fruit growers have recog-
nised its value for maintaining the balance of power
among fruit trees, and as an aid to fruitfulness. But as
far as I remember now Mr. Rivers is the only large
fruit grower that has really elevated it into a regular
system. To my mind, grossness and fmitfulness are
directly antagonistic terms, and deep rooting, in most
of our strong soils, means grossness; therefore, if we
can, by judicious root-pruning, correct that habit (of
which I have no doubt), it will be a great and decided
gain. But another important question in association
with this subject in my mind is this—if we cut away
the anchors or deep feeders, we lose our hold upon
the deep cool stratum below, that supplies moisture in
hot dry weather j therefore we must bring some
influence to bear to compensate for its loss. And as
far as my experience goes, I strongly recommend
mulching, not necessarily directly on the surface, but
by turning back about 2 inches of the top soil, placing
on the compost, and replacing the loose soil ; there
is thus no eyesore to the fastidious, and the birds
cannot drag it about. Intimately connected also with
this subject is the custom of cropping fruit-tree borders.
This was discussed in your columns several years
ago—I cannot just now refer to the papers

—

but I think an open verdict was returned.
I think the question of our fruit supplyas at least of
equal importance to the supply of vegetables, and if it

can be proved that the cropping of our fruit-tree

borders with vegetables to the extent generally practised
is injurious, by all means let us reserve a portion at

least round each tree sacred to the roots alone. I think
Mr. Fish invented this phrase, but I hope he will

pardon my using it, for I cannot find a more expressive
one. In conclusion, allow me to say a word or two on
fruit-thinning. I think many of us, in favourable
seasons, leave too much fruit on our trees, thus to a
certain extent injuring our prospects for the following
season. I am not only alluding to our choice wall
fruits, such as Peaches and Apricots, but I should like

to see our best kinds of Apples, Plums, and Pears done
justice to by a timely and vigorous thinning. True, in

a large garden it would take time, and I admit the
labour question is a most anxious one with many of us ;

still I think the first result would be very superior fruit,

and it would also have a great influence upon con-
tinuous fruitfulness, as the trees after a heavy crop are

•xhausted, and require a season to recuperate their

powers, k, Hobdayt Ramsey Abbey. P.S,—Referring

to the word "mulch," can any one oblige me with
information as to its origin or derivation ? I have looked
through all the dictionaries I have access to, but cannot
find it. [German Mulsch = rotten, soft. Eds.]

The Night-blooming Cereus. ~~ Some hfty

years since it was the custom for sundry Fellows
of the Linnean Society to dine together at intervals

at the Star and Garter Hotel, at Kew Bridge. On
these occasions the party consisted of Sir Everard
Home ; Robert Brown, princeps botanicoritm ; Mr.
Alton, the curator of the Royal Garden ; Ferdinand
Bauer, the unrivalled botanical artist, and others. Sir

Everard at that time resided at Ham, a few miles dis-

tant from the place of feasting ; and having, on one of

the meeting days, a plant of the Cereus grandiflorus

about to expand its flowers, he invited the party to dine
at his residence, instead of the tavern aforesaid. The
savans were to inspect the flower, the artist to paint it.

All went well, as we learn, though there are curious

rumours afloat as to what took place : whether some
of the party thought, as they might well do, that they

saw the sun at midnight, or whether they saw two
floweps in place of one, is not recorded. At any rate,

Sir Everard's muse was inspired, and produced the

following apostrophe, for an inspection of which we
are indebted to Mr. Smith, the ex-curator of the Royal
Gardens, Kew :

—

On Seeing the Cactus grandifloka Blow.

Mysterious flower, whose broad expanse I see,

Clad in pure white, celestial panoply.
Purer than all the race beside can show,
For in no clime, like you, do others blow.
Angels and ghosts who came on earth of yore
Such pure and spotless garments wore :

Such, too, when fairies ventured on our land,

The dress by which distinguish'd was their band.

Is your angelic form of heavenly white

Of mortal eyes unfit to bear the sight ?

And therefore dost thou come, when light is gone,

That you may live and die to us unknown ?

Unrivall'd though you are upon the earth,

Having attained perfection at your birth.

Yet what is life ? An hour that cannot last.

Your progress to decay comes on so fast
;

Unless by sons of Science you are caught,

And are preserved ere yet you fall to nought

:

To show mankind that beauty is so frail,

And thence to point the moral of a tale.

A flower mysterious you must still remain.
Till Science shall that wondrous spell explain
Instinctively to you by Nature given :

In other words, a law that comes from heaven.

Which makes you in the midnight hour to blow,

And fully your expanded beauties show :

Yet, ere Aurora sheds her morning light,

Shrunk into nothing, you elude our sight.

Sir Everard Home.

Societies.

Royal Horticultural : Jamutry 17.—Lord Henry
Gordon Lennox, M.P., in the chair. Beyond the usual

routine business, nothing transpired at the general meeting

of any interest to our readers.

Scientific Committee.—Dr. Masters, F.R.S., in

the chair. The attendance on this occasion, probably

owing to the inclement weather, was very scanty, and the

subjects brought before the committee were few in

number. Among them was a remarkable Chinese Prim-

rose, with leafy flowers, on which we may have more to

say on a future occasion ; specimens of the false cones

made by the aphis, Chemes abietis, &c.

Floral CommLittee.—W. Marshall, Esq., in the

chair. This was one of the best meetings the Society has

ever had in January, notwithstanding that the weather

was as unfavourable as it well could be, rain falling nearly

all day, with boisterous winds from the south-west. Tlie

Council-room was unusually attractive with Orchids,

Cyclamens, Primulas, and other spring flowers, and there

was a very good attendance of members. Amongst
other new arrangements which came into operation, we
must not omit to mention that Special Certificates are

abolished. These have usually been given to such objectsas

have evidenced superior cultivation, but having been used for

trade purposes in a manner which was not anticipated at

the lime of their adoption, it has been decided to give

Commendations'only in such cases, First and Second-class

, Certificates being granted as heretofore to novelties and
improvements on existing forms. First-class Certificates

were voted to Messrs. E. G. Henderson iJc Son for four

varieties of what must evidently be regarded as a new
strain of double Primulas, and which, on account of the

distinctness and vividness of their colours and fine form,

must be welcomed as a decided step in advance of any-

thing of the kind seen before. They were P. filicifoha

Emperor, rosy-crimson, suffused with a slight shade of

purple, and very double ; Princess of Wales, pure white,

very fine ; Exquisite, delicate pink, a beautiful flower

;

and Magenta King, rich bright magenta, fine in size, and
very double. Mr. Denning, gr. to Lord Londesborough,
also received a similar honour for Odontoglossum Deni-

sonpe. It was sent to the meeting unnamed, and the

Committee thought it was probably a white variety of

O. luteo-purpureum, but very distinct. It had a branched
spike, on which were 19 flowers, from 3 to \\ inches

across, pure while, with a lemon-yellow labellum, the

sepals and petals being spotted with light brown. A
peculiar feature of this plant was the fact that some of the

flowers had the normal number of sepals and petals

while others had seven. Mr. Denning also sent along

with the above a nice collection of Orchids, including
vigorous flowering specimens of Lycaste lanipes, Zygope-
talum Mackayi, Ada aurantiaca, Laelia anceps, Onci-
dmm leopardinum, Saccolabium Harrisonice, and Phalaj-
nopsis Porteana, a nice specimen, with two good spikes
of white and purplish lilac flowers. lioth this plant and
the collection were commended. From Messrs. V'eitch &
Sons came a fine group of Orchids, including several good
specimens of Lycaste Skinneri and its varieties

; a rich
orange-flowered species of Arpophyllum, the Guatemalean
Barkeria Skinneri ; and a new and very distinct species
of Dendrobium from the East Indies, with white
flowers, produced in short but dense drooping spikes, the
labellum being white at the base, tipped with rosy lilac,

and incurved like the floret of a Dahlia. They also sent
nicely-flowered groups of Cyclamens and Primulas, and
forced examples of Persian and Charles X. Lilacs.
These also were commended. I'Yom Messrs. Standish
& Co. came a beautiful group of spring flowers, the most
remarkable of which were some exceedingly well-grown
and beautifully-flowered plants of Bouvardia longiflora and
Lily of the Valley, with cut blooms of Gardenia florida in-

termedia. The Bouvardias were objects of much intere§t,

being nice young bushy stuff, in 32-sized pots, literally

covered with flowers. Mr. Standish grows them in a span-
roofed house, around the outside walls of which he has a
heated tank, a bed in the centre being kept filled with dung
and leaves. The Lily of the Valley and the Gardenias are
also pushed along in this house, there being any amount
of powerful bottom-heat at command. An extra prize was
awarded. Commendations were bestowed on a collection
of hybrid Aucubas, and a group of Tricolor Pelargoniums,
m fine colour for the season, from Mr. Turner ; on a speci-
men of Cattleya Walkeriana—the best that has been seen
here—from Mr. B. S. Williams ; on a specimen of
Lnslia autumnaiis grandiflora, with 12 handsome white
and rosy-purple flowers, from Messrs. Backhouse & Son ;

and on showy groups of Cyclamens, from Mr. Wiggins,
gr. to W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth. and Mr. R. Clarke,
market gardener, Twickenham. From Messrs. Dobson
& Son came a group of well-grown plants of Primula
sinensis fimbriata alba, on which were flowers nearly
2 inches across ; and from Mr. J. George, Putney
Heath, came a box of choice cut flowers. Mr.
B. S. Wilhams also sent some nicely-berried plants
of Aucuba luteocarpa, and a flowering specimen
of the rare Oncidium cheirophorum, which produces
spikes about 12 inches in length, of diminutive clear pale
yellow flowers. Prizes were offered for g distinct Ivies in

pots, which were taken by Messrs. H. Lane & Son and
Mr. Turner, with capitally grown pyramidal specimens,
the varieties being somewhat similar to those shown on a
former occasion. For 9 hardy Conifers, distinct, some
beautiful plants were shown, especially in the ist prize

group, contributed by Messrs. Standish & Co., as, for in-

stance, a perfect specimen of Cupressus Lawsoniana
fragrans, about 8 feet high ; a large and handsome plant

of the graceful weeping Retinospora filifera ; a fine

example also of R. pendula ; and dwarfer but equally
attractive plants of Cephalotaxus Fortunei robusta,

Thujopsis dolabrata, &c. Messrs. Veitch cS: Sons were
2d with a uniform group of vigorous-growing, well-formed

plants of Cryptomeria elegans, a beauty ; Picea lasio-

carpa [Parsonsii], P. nobilis, Retinospora filicoides, Scia-

dopitys verticillata, &c. ; and Messrs. Lane & Son came
in 3d with some specially healthy young trees, notably
a very vigorous Araucaria imbricata, &c.

Fruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in

the chair. For similar reasons to those mentioned in our
report of the Floral Committee above, this body has also

decided to abandon the Special Certificate, substituting

instead what will in future be recognised as "Cultural

Commendations." From Dominico Piccirillo, Wigniore
Street, Cavendish Square, came a most interesting collec-

tion of fruits and vegetables, grown at Naples, and which

included fine Giant Chestnuts, Sorrento Walnuts, new
Lemons from the Island of Procido, Pine cones, a green-

fleshed Melon weighing 10 lb. 11 oz., dried Figs from the

Island of Ischia. nice examples ofthe new small white Queen
Onion, and fine Giant Garlic, &c. A letter of thanks was
ordered to be sent him. Cultural Commendations were

voted to Mr. Wilson, gr. to Earl Fortescue, Castle Hill,

South Molton, Devon, for two handsome fruits of the

Charlotte Rothschild Pine, weighing i3Ub., cut from

plants 17 months old ; and to Mr. Bray. gr. to W. A.

Sandford, Esq., Nynehead Court, Wellington, for a
splendid bundle of early forced Asparagus. Mr. Bray,

whose method of culture was described in our columns

last year at p. 308, has frequently shown this vegetable

here in a condition which any gardener might be proud

of. Mr. Dancer, Little Sutton, brought some fine

examples of Beurrc dAremberg Pears. Messrs. Back-

house & Son, York, sent two dishes of the new Galloway
Pippin Apple, which fully confirmed the high opinion

which the committee entertained of its merits when they

awarded it a First-class Certificate last year. From
Mr. William Paul came a collection of six varieties of

Apples. Mr. Clarke, gr. to W. Vivian, Esq., Roe-
hampton Lodge, sent a dish of Glou Morceau Pears,

which had been well kept, and were very fine, from a
standard tree; and Mr. J. Batters, The Gardens, Chil-

worth Manor. Romsey, exliibited three bunches of Grajies,

well kept but deficient in flavour. Mr. C. Ross,

gr. to C. Eyre, Esq., Welford Park, Newbury, sent

examples of a pretty seedling Apple, which was
considered promising, but being a little too ripe it

was requested to be shown again another season.

The prizes offered for three dishes of kitchen Apples
brought out some really fine examples, and a nice lot of

them too, considering their scarcity. The ist prize was
won by Mr. Parsons, gr. to R. Attenborough, Esq.,

Fairlawn, Acton Green, with largo, heavy, and nicely-

coloured fruit of r.lenheim Orange, Golden Noble, and
Wellington, Mr. G. T. Miles, gr. to Lord Carrington,

coming in 2d with very fine Alfriston, Prince of Wales,

and Wellington. The other competitors were Mr. Par-

sons, Danesbury ; Mr. C. Frisby, Blankney ; Mr. C
Ross, and Mr. W. Crager, Snyd Park, Bristol. For 3
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dishes of kitchen Pears Mr. Miles had the ist prize, show-

ing finer and better coloured specimens of Catillac than are

usually seen, together with Vicar of Winkfield and Uve-

ilale's St. Germain, which were also of excellent qudity.

Mr. Parsons, Danesbury, sent capital examples of Fon-

d;mte de Mars, Morel, &c., which, unfortunately, were not

entered in time. Mr. B. S. Williams exhibited Rothnie's

Patent Electric Thermometer, described and figured m
these columns at p. 1473, 1870, and which seemed to

create considerable interest. Mr, A. M'Lachlan, gr.,

Dungourney, Greenock, N.B., sent a specimen of his new-

patent verge cutter, which was not considered of any

great merit—perhaps from the manner of working it not

being properly undetstood.

LiNNEAN : Decanter J.—Q. Bentham, Esq., President,

in the chair. The Rev. A. Johnson, M.A., and M. S. C.

Rickards, Esq., were elected Fellows. D. Hanbury,

Esq., exhibited a shoot of the Olive (Olea europa^a), bear-

ing fruit, which had been produced in the open air

(against a south wall) in his garden at Clapham. The fol-

lowung papers were read :— I. A^o/f mi Amomiim angusti-

mliiim, by Daniel Hanbury, Esq. The author exhibited

specimens of the fruits of this species, ripened in his hot-

house at Clapham during the past autumn. The plant

was collected by Sonnerat in Madagascar, and was de-

scribed and figured by him under the name of A. angusti-

folium, in 1782. Roxburgh cultivated it in the Calcutta

Botanic Gardens from plants brought from the Mauritius,

of which island it is a native. Bojer, in 1837, in his

Hortiis Mauritianus, called it A. nemorositm, and
Bouton subsequently observes that it grows abundantly in

the island in marshy places. Mr. Hanburys. plant was

raised from seeds sent from Mauritius to the Paris Exhi-

bition of 1867, and when it flowered in June last its

identity with the West African A. Danielli was at once

seen, and subsequently confirmed. The West African

plant varies in the colour of the flowers, which are some-

times of a uniform chrome-yellow, sometimes crimson, with

the labellum of a yellow colour more or less pale, and
sometimes entirely crimson, but the shape of the flower,

which is highly characteristic, presents but little variation.

The scape is either long or short, from 3 to 8 inches in

length, and varies greatly in the number of fruits which it

bears. The fruits, which are moderately uniform in shape

and size, are filled with an acidulous pulp, in which are

lodged numerous oblong polished brown seeds. Neither

the fruit or foliage, nor the two combined, afford positive

characters for the recognition of the species. The author

concluded by giving the synonymy of the species as fol-

lows :—A. angustifolium, Sonnerat (
Voyage nux Indcs

OrUntales, ii. 242, t. 137) ; A. nemorosum, Bojer {Hortns

Miiuj-ittaiiiis, 327) ; A. Danielli, Hook. f. {Hooker's

Joiiniiil of Botany, iv. 129, t. 5—sub nom. A. Afzelii

;

Bot. Mag. t. 4764) ; A. Clusii, Bot. Mag. (t. 525°

:

? Smith, Rees' Cychftedia, xxxix., addenda). II. On
the Formation of British Pearls, and their possible

itnproi'ement, by R. Garner, Esq. In connection

with Mr. Garner's paper, W. Matchwick, Esq. , exhibited

by permission of the Science and Art Department, South
Kensington, examples of pearl-producing molluscs and of

artificially produced pearls ; also, on the part of F. D. T.
Delmar, Esq., a fine specimen of a pearl oyster in spirit,

with pearls attached to the shell, and embedded in the

tissues of the animal. III. On a Luminous Coleopter-

ous Larva, by Dr. H. Burmeister. IV. On the Botany

of the Spcie and Grant Expedition, by Lieut. -Col. Grant.

Z>^<-. 21.—G. Bentham, Esq., President, in the chair.

H. W. Bates, Esq., H. Seeley, Esq., and the Rev. F. A.

Walker were elected Fellows. The commencement of a
lengthy paper, On the Anatomy of the King Crab, Limu-
htspolyphcmus, by Professor Owen, was read.

Florists' Flowers.
Looking back over the list of the New Flowers

of the Past Year, the nett result shows most con-

clusively that the march of improvement is, as of old,

steadily onward, and that our raisers are busily engaged
in the eminently successful work of adding to the floral

treasures each year brings as its especial heritage.

Year by year the ideal rises up to a higher level of

comparative perfection, and as surely is it approached ;

and what is now accontplished is but an earnest of what
is yet to be done. The "higher types of Nature " is

the pole star towards which the patient, laborious

florist turns his longing, expectant eyes, and surely reaps

his reward.
The genus Amaryllis, including that of Hippeastrum,

has been widely augmented during the year that has
just closed. Various species and varieties, all of great

beauty, and generally rich in gorgeous tints, have re-

ceived First-class Certificates. One of the most con-

spicuous is Chelsoni, the flowers rich orange-red, and
remarkably bold in appearance. Then follows that fine

imported Peruvian species, Leopoldii, Brilliant, and
maculata, a glorious high-coloured flower of rare beauty.

These form part of the collection of Messrs. Veitch &
Son. Mr. B. S. Williams exhibited one form named
Ilybrida gigantea, which was reported to be a hybrid
between an Amaryllis and Lilium giganteum, but
which is, we believe, A. longiflora. The tiowers are
longer in the tube than is usually seen, and are
handsomely feathered with crimson on a white ground.
Marmorata perfecta and Prince Henry, the former
handsomely marked, the latter more delicate in tint

than is usually seen, were strikingly fine. The
varieties of this superb flower, with their gorgeous
lints, may be said to close up the rear of our winter
blooming plants, and are unapproachable for stove
decoration when in full bloom.

Year by year that old garden flower, the homely
Antirrhinum, displays itself in varying types of delicate

and rich beauty. Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing have

a batch of eight varieties, selected from a large number
of seedlings, some of which are remarkable for the

beauty and novelty of their marking. Perhaps as a

late summer and autumn blooming plant, when the

numerous side branches are aglow with the bright

colours of their many spikes of bloom, the Antir-

rhinum is scarcely sufficiently appreciated, common
though it is.

While the show Auricula may be said to be sta-

tionary {some authorities have asserted that it has

deteriorated during the past ten years), the richly

coloured alpine varieties, *' gorgeous as the tints of

iris' purple robe," are steadily in the ascendant. In

Marquis of Westminster and Sultan, Mr. Turner

possesses two fine flowers ; while Thomas Moore,

superbly rich in colouring, has great breadth of pip,

though a little rough.

Of the eight varieties of Azaleas thai have taken

First-class Certificates during the past year, all but one

are of Continental origin. At one of the early summer
meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society, M. Louis

Van Houtte exhibited a group that attracted much
attention, and to six of these Certificates were awarded.

For brilliancy of colour George Loddiges and Marquis

of Lome were especially conspicuous, while in Alice and

President de Ghellink de Walles improved double

flowers could be seen. .So rich, however, are the

Continental raisers in seedling Azaleas that these are

said to be but an introduction to something of much
higher value.

A very pretty and acceptable free blooming green-

house Begonia appeared in Multiflora elegans, from

Messrs. E. V^. Henderson & Son, and having the

reputation of being perpetual in blooming.

No new Carnation put in appearance, but a good
flesh-coloured forcing Clove, narhed Miss Joliffe,

received the highest award the Floral Committee can

grant. On the other hand, new Picotees were quite

plentiful ; that well-known raiser, Mr. N. Norman, of

Woolwich, received four First-class Certificates for Ada
Ingleton, purple edge ; Mrs. Brown, red edge ; and
Miss Ingleton and Morning Star, both rose edged

varieties. These were all of full substance and fine

promise. Delicata, purple edge, one of Messrs. Wood
& Ingram's seedling flowers, was also of high-class

character, and had a similar award.
Of Pinks, Mr. Turner had three superb flowers in

Dr. Masters, Godfrey, and Shirley Hibberd, large, full

substance, and handsomely laced ; the first and last-

named were remarkable for their marvellous size.

Lady Blanche was also very promising.

So great has been the advance made during the past

six years with hardy Clematises, that our raisers would
appear to have paused for a time till they had fixed

upon some mode of bringing forth ailother valuable

and decisive break. There is a grand wealth of

summer blooming Creepers in the new varieties of

Jackman, Cripps, Noble, and others, and it is pleasant

to know they are being much planted about the gar-

dens of suburban villas, where they make a most
effective display. Lady Maria Meade and William
Cripps, two new varieties, shown by Messrs. Cripps &
Son during the past summer, were very handsome and
attractive, and will no doubt be seen again next season.

Now that the Floral Committee requires that the

plants of new Clematises should be shown in order to

obtain certificates, it is just possible so many awards of

this character will not be made.
The three new forms of Coleus shown during last

year, viz.. Favourite, Lady Leigh, and Tryoni, w-ere

very distinct in character, the latter remarkably so, as

one half of the leaves were of a rich glowing crimson,

and the other of a bright golden-yellow ; and it would
seem, from later announcements, that this character is

maintained, and will be perpetuated by the ordinary

methods of propagation.

That most useful of .all autumn and winter flowering

plants, the Cyclamen, is still being improved ; three

fine varieties, of Mr. C. Edmund's raising, having re^

ceived First-class Certificates. Cultivators, like Mr.

Henry Little, of Twickenham, are gradually getting

together collections that must presently produce seed-

ling flowers of surprising beauty, as artificial fertilisa-

tion is being resorted to for the attainment of certain

desired ends. It is now asserted that any given variety

of the Cyclamen, if the seed be carefully saved, will be

certain to yield a large proportion of flowers of the

parental type, as certainly as a Primula, and that this

tendency is becoming more apparent year by year,

as a higher mode of culture is followed. R. D.
{To be Continued.')

We have to recoi*d the death, full of yeai^s, of Mr.

John Andrew Henderson, of St. John's Wood.
Mr. Henderson was well known to a former genera-

tion of gardeners as the highly-respected head of the

rine-apple Nursery Establishment in the Kdgware
Road, which, under his management, became one of

the foremost nurseries of the metropolis. Many years

since, however, he retired from business, and has

since resided in Hamilton Terrace, St. John's Wood,
where, on the 13th insl,, he died, aged 77. Mr.

J. A. Henderson was an attached friend and earnest

supporter of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion, and has been for many years one of its trustees.
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cleared away, and it was cloudless after 6 I'.M.
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JAMES GLAISHER.

^arir^K #perati0tts,
(for the ensuing fortnight.)

PLANT HOUSES.
The Conservatory.—Evergreen creepers, such as

Hihbcrtia i-olubiiis, Rhynchospcttnum jasininioides^

yasminiwigrandifloyinn^ LapagetHa rosed and alba, Loni-
cera se/npennrtms, Tecoma Jasfninioidesj and mahy other
beautiful species which are grown in one garden ot
another, with such "twiggy" pillar plants as Helio-

trope, F7(c/isiaSj HabrothamniiS elegans. Plumbago
capeftsisy Ho^'ea Celsiy and others, should all receive a
share of attention, such as slight pruning, cleaning, and
rearranging, by slinging with string and copper wire
from the rafters or columns of the building in a grace-

ful natural way, and not in a stiff faggot-like manner,
in disregard of the real habit and requirements of these

graceful plants. Suspending brackets made of pottery,

which are the best, may be looked to and filled with
many beautiful combinations : for instance the Sedum
carna^rn variegatiim and Tradescantia discolor mixed,
will recommend itself at all seasons, and especially

now. Many others will quickly occur to the thought-
ful gardener, when he has such things at his disposal.

Vases, too, could have the soil renewed and filled in

the meanwhile with Bulbs and Mosses. No one need
be timid in taking to the conservatory, and especially

if in connection with the mansion, such Orchids as may
be in flower just now. Lcvlia supcrbierts and other

such like long-stemmed flowers, could be cut and stuck

in a pot of moist Selaginella denticulata, since they

show off to much advantage in this way. We have
also kept the Poiusettia a long while by the sattie

plan, and other long-stemmed flowers no doubt could

be treated thus with advantage and profit to the plant.

H. Knight^ Floors Castle.

Greenhouse Soft-wooded Plants.—These will

require great care this mild damp weather. Give all

the air possible on favourable occasions. It frequently

happens that the greenhouse is filled with a mixed
collection of plants : where such is the case it is a good
plan to collect the different kinds into separate groups,

if possible, a5 they are then more easily attended to ;

besides, it is better for the plants, the more tender

kinds not being so liable to get smothered by the

robust and stronger growers. See that no dead or

decaying leaves are allowed to remain on the plants

;

they not only look untidy, but are sure to spread

decay around them. Lachenalias that are showing
bloom should have plenty of water. Imaniophyllum
miniaium that has been kept rather dry should not be

allowed to suffer in this respect ; when well grown it

forms one of the finest and most useful flowering plants

we have. Vallota purpurea also should not be allowed

to lose its leaves for want of water. AWincs, as soon

as they show signs of losing their leaves, should

have the water gradually withheld. Disa grandijlora^

where growing strongly, should have plenty of water.

In some situations it is liable to rot off; hence, instead

of giving water in the usual way, stand it in a pan fdr

two or three minutes, allowing the water to reach half

way up the pot. Kalosanthcs may now be potted*

using three parts light loam to one of leaf-mould,

adding a few pieces of charcoal and old brickbats

smashed up j they are very useful plants for decoration
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in July and August. Sarmceiiias, where it is necessary

to increase the stock, may now be divided, and others

potted that require it. Lilium lamiAtlium and aiiialnin,

if not potted in the autumn, should be done at once,

using eciual parts of peat and loam with one of old

cow-dung, giving them plenty of room in the pots ; a

cold pit or frame is the best situation for them until

they become too tall. There is nothing requiring so

much care in the greenhouse as the application of

water. Never give it to a plant unless it requires it

;

then give enougli to soak the ball, i-'se well-aired

water at all times, and let it be of the same temperature

as the house. All vigorous-rooted plants are fond of a

little soot added to the water. G. Bakir, Clapham.

Flower Forcing.

—

Azaleas should be introduced

more freely now, always taking those that have the

buds most forward. A. ama-na is one of the best early

ones, but many of the others will bloom equally as

early, by gradually bringing them in a little earlier

each year. Small plants, in 5 and 6-inch pots, when
in bloom, are becoming very fashionable for the dinner-

table ; let them have frequent syringing. A few

plants of Gai-daiias will be found in great demand, at

least the blooms, which make nice " button-holes." Let

them have the hottest end of the house, with several

dewings overhead daily. A few of the early Hyacitilhs

may be set close to the glass if they are required very

early. Eucharis amazoitiax is another plant which

does well if plunged in a brisk bottom-heat, and

afforded a humid surface-heat. When the flowets begin

to appear, let them have frequent waterings with

liquid manure, and if wanted to stand, when in bloom,

they \vill do so, in a very low temperature, for a long

time. Euphorbia jacqiiinitvfiora should have attention
;

it can be easily gro\\'n in small pots, in which it

blooms well. If a bed can be spared, and planted with

it, a rich harvest will await the autumn gatherer.

Epacrises force very well ; a few may now be

introduced, also another batch of RhoJodemhvns,

A'almias, Kosis, and Epip/iyllitins, which are becoming

popular as table plants when on stems about a foot

high, and in not too large pots. They should not be

kept too damp at the roots until freely growing : by
syringing alone, they can be kept quite fresh for a long

time. A. H.

Stove Plants.—See that all dry Bulbs, such as

Ac/iimeiics, Gloxinias, and Catadiums, are in a proper

state of preservation ; they should not be kept in a

temperature below 50". Atlatiiandas, Dipladenias, and
Clerodiudrous, which will now be at rest, ought still to

have as much water as will keep them from shrivelling ;

they are often kept much too dry at this season. Pay

strict attention to plants in flower ; keep them as near

to the glass as possible ; a little weak manure water will

help to prolong the blooming season. In regard to such

plants as Poinscltias, Plumbago rosea, Eitphorbias, and

Begonias, get all materials for potting in readiness.

Moisten the piths on fine days, and the last thing at

night, to prevent dry heat as much as possible. A.

Ingnwi, Alnwick Castle,

Indoor Ferns.—In the warm division keep the

temperature at 55° to 58° at night ; the former will be

sufftcient during very frosty weather. Very little, if

any, air will be required unless the day is very warm at

this season of the year. Look carefully to any Ferns

that are planted near the hot-water pipes, to see that

they do not suffer for want of water ; syringe overhead

only on fine days, especially if there is any water in the

house. Get a good supply of foliage plants ; they have

a beautiful effect when plunged with the different

Ferns ; avoid those, however, that have much white in

the leaves, as they soon spot and look unhealthy in the

moist temperature of the tropical fernery. For green-

house or temperate Ferns, 40° to 45° at night will be

sufficient. Any plants that have grown too large can

now be moved to where there is more head room. On
fine days syringe the stems of Z>?W'jf«?Vrj-, Cyathcas, &c.,

but use the syringe very carefully on wet or foggy days.

Fiius repens \stipulata\ looks very well planted at the

base of Tree Ferns, and allowed to climb up the trunks.

I'repare in a moist shady corner a place for some of

the beautiful Triehomanes, such as eaudiculatum,

tnaximum, &c. , Hvme}iophyllu7H crispalnm, pyxidi-

feruin, and many other varieties. Todea pellucida and

sufcrba also do well with them. The latter will do

with much less heat than they usually receive. Rough
peat and broken sandstone or tufa, with silver sand,

will grow them well. J. R. Pckh, Manley Hall,

Manchester,

FLOWER GARDEN, ETC,

Roses.—Should the weather be severe, advantage

may be taken of the frost to wheel dung to the Rosa-

rium. This may be either well rotted or only half-

decayed, and should be spread about 2 inches thick in

a circle of about 2 feet in diameter round the plants.

Pig dung is perhaps the best manure for this purpose.

The dressing may, as soon as the ground will work, be

pointed in, or if neatness be no great object, it may be

suffered to remain on the surface, for the rain and worms
will carry down most of the goodness to the Rose
roots, and the residuum will mulch the roots and pre-

vent excessive evaporation in scorching weather.

Should the weather be wet, supports for the shoots

which will spring from last yea/s buds may be pre-

pared. Nothing is better for this purpose than the

upper ends of the stocks cut off at planting time.

These should be from iS inches and upwards long ;

they are easily and quickly prepared. One cut which

shaves away about half its thickness for a length of

8 or to inches of the thickest end is all that is

required. R, B, P.

Spring Garden.—The establishment of a reserve

garden appropriate to the cultivation ai Spring Flowei's

is a very important point in relation to their manage-

ment. If the collection of plants be tolerably large and

varied, it is very necessary to have some peat beds, some
others rich in leaf-soil, with or resting on unbroken and
tenacious subsoil, while other portions of the reserve

plot may be light, open, and calcareous. Whether a

reserve garden be employed or not, it is true economy
in the management of spring plants to give them space,

suitable soil, and a position that will encourage a hard

and healthy growth. Young, weU-developei plants of

Aubrietia, Arabis, and Russian Violets produce finer

blossoms and bloom at an earlier period than old

plants. These plants belong to a section which may
be annually propagated by means of division or seed,

and a reserve stock should always be retained for early

propagation, so that entire dependence may not be

placed on the plants occupying the flower beds, wliich

are removed in the month of May, when the weather is

often hot and dry. The plants thus treated receive a

serious check, so that their growth is retarded ; and

rooting late in the season, the maturity of growth and

elaboration of blossom is less complete than it should

be. Another section of plants, which includes the Double

Primroses and Hepaticas, demand somewhat different

treatment ; the annual removal of such plants at the

moment of growth checks any further development for

the season, and, subjected to the same treatment for a

few years, the plants become valueless for decorative

purposes. Allowed to remain, and to get established

in cool, moist, leafy beds for two or three seasons, both

Primroses and Hepaticas may be kept in health and

vigour, even though subjected to removal to or from the

spring garden. W, Ingram, Bek'oir Castle,

FRUIT HOUSES,

believe it is beneficial to the trees, if done in modera-
tion

; but this should now be taken off, for after the
salt is washed out little good remains, and if forked in,

it loosens the ground so as to afford harbour for insects

to bury themselves, previous to their going into the
chrysalis state. //. Atills, Enys,

KITCHEN GARDEN,

Outdoors.—Now is the best time to plant early

round Potatos in warm south borders, digging and
jilanting as the work proceeds. I find Coldstream the

best and earliest. Place thinly on cold vinery floors

the dilYerent varieties of Ashtops, of which Veitelis is

among the best ; the shoots will break strong and
hardy preparatory to planting. By doing this all your

Potatos will be up at the same time, all pri/,es and no

blanks ; nothing looks worse than a!i uneven crop of

anything, and especially of Potatos. Plant Seakale in

good rich land. I find cuttings the size of one's thumb
make the best plants ; cut them in 3-inch lengths, pack

them thickly in a bo.-i of light soil, and place them in

the Mushroom-house to start ; harden them ofi in the

orchard-house, and before planting rub off all shoots

but the strongest, and plant 3 feet apart each way.

Rhubarb should also be planted early. I'ut in single

eyes, and bear in mind the more dung you give them
the more Rhubarb you may expect to have. HawISs
Champion is the best I know. R. Gilbert, Burghley.

Cucumbers.—The month of January is more
favourable than the two preceding ones for forcing the

Cucumber, so that in a few weeks some better growth

may be expected. Maintain a moist temperature of

about 75' to So° by day, and about 65° by night

;

avoid pouring water on the hot pipes, but rather make
it a rule to syringe the walls and pathways twice

daily, and add a little liquid manure, just sufticient

to discolour the water : this will be an advantage.

Continue fortnightly to give the surface of the bed a

slight covering of manure and soil. Do not stop the

shoots too soon, but allow them to make from four to

five joints before stopping ; and if the plants are in a

weakly state, do not stop them at present. R, Draper,

Seaham Hall,

FRUIT GARDEN.

Wall Fruits.—Continue the pruning and nailing

of wall trees in open weather. If the ground has been

already properly prepared, all kinds of wall trees may
be planted in the absence of frost. If the soil be of a

strong, rich nature, little or no manure is needed ; but

if of a light, thin nature, with a porous subsoil, then a

good dressing of manure is absolutely necessary to

insure healthy, vigorous wood in fruit trees. In

planting the trees on heavy strong soils, it is ad-

visable to keep them a little higher than the

general surface of the soil, but on light soil it is

better to plant them a little below the level of the sur-

face, so that what rains fall may reach the roots.

C;ive all newly-planted trees a good mulching of rotten

dung. M, Saul, Stourton Pari.

Hardy Fruits. — Prepare ground and plant all

kinds of fruit trees in open weather. Secure them

safely to stakes, and give them a good mulching of

rotten dung. Finish pruning Apples, Pears, Plums,

and Cherries, also Gooseberry and Currant bushes ;

and dig the borders. Raspberries will not require much
pruning if the canes were well thinned in summer.

These are best grown in rows 4 feet apart and trained

to wires fastened to stakes. The ground should be

very lightly dug, and a good dressing of manure will

be beneficial. Make fresh plantations. Raspberries

will continue in a bearing state for a great many yeai-s,

but it is advisable to keep up a healthy young planta-

tion of canes by planting a row or hvo of young plants

yearly, and destroying a row or two of old ones. M,
Saul, Stourton Park,

Bush Fruits.—I do not think the practice of

throwing fresh slacked lime among the bushes effects

any good, for after such a dressing I have seen many

of the larger branches die off. Smearing the stems to

get rid of lichen and moss is another matter, and

should, where necessary, be done now. Where these

bushes have been bound up with straw or hay-baiids,

as a protection against birds—a material which entices

the birds more than anything else—they should at once

be loosened, and soon be all cleared away. Many
cover the ground between their bushes with seaweed—

a capital thing to keep down slugs and insects—and I

Notices to Correspondents.

.\Ui;uBAS : .Alt Old Reader. If your male plant flowers

first, collect the pollen, and keep it in a paper packet

or small pill-box in a dry place. When the female

flowers are in bloom, place a little of the pollen on
the stigma with a dry caniel's-hair brush. This is

the surest method, but the bushes will be pretty certain

to set many of the flowers under the circumstance you
mention. Indeed once we had nearly .is many berries

formed by insect agency as by the bnish,

BuoKS : T. S, R. Before we can aUow you to "transfer

your important mission to gardeners, both head and
under ones, concerning various valuable works about to

appear, treating on the science and practice of horti-

culture," we must have an opportunity of judging for

ourselves whether the works in question are
'

'
most

admirable." "invaluable," "incomparable," &c.. as

you describe them. If we find them so, we shall gladly

say so.

Cool Orchids : C, J. *0dontoglos5um grande, O.

luteo-purpureum, O. Alexandrx, Cypripedium insigne,

('. barbatum, •Ccclogyne cristafa, Cymbidium Mas-

tersii, *Dendrobium nobile var., »Loelia autumnalis,

L. albida, *Oncidium leucochilum, Maxillaria Harri-

sons;, *Lycaste Skinneri. If six only are required take

those marked *.

iNsr^CTS : Wm. Cross, Polydesmus complanatus.

Watering with salt or nitrate of soda has been recom

mended. We should be glad to hear what success

attends any experiments you may try. The creature is

not imported, but is a too well known native pest.—

7. Slater Sr" Sons. Otiorhynchus sulcatus. We are

afraid there is nothing for it but careful examination

and hand-picking.

Iron Rose Pegs: G, F. W. writes, "I shall be much
obliged if any of your correspondents can tell me
whether iron pegs, long and strong enough for pegging

down the shoots of strong growing Roses, can be bought

ready-made, and if so, where?"

JAPANKSE Honeysuckle: IV. C, It cannot be said to

be common for this to produce flowers in this country,

still less fnut, though we have often seen both.

LAl'AGERlA : IV, C, We do not know if this plant will

be.ar as much as 10° of frost, but think it not unlikely.

It ought to bear gas well, according to a statement

recently made as to its growing, uninjured, near smelt-

ing works in Chili.

Mr. James Pond, The Vineries, Jersey, writes to say

that he has no knowledge of or connection with Mr.

James Pond, of Marazion.

Name of Fruit : E, E, Court-Pendu-Plat. D. \V,

Names of Plants: Syntax, i, Retinospora pisifera

;

2, material insufficient for determination ; 3, Thujopsis

borealis. A. M.— W, B. G. i, Gymnogramma chry-

sophylla ; 2, Pleopeltis Phymatodes ; 3, Pteris cretica

albo-lineata.—7. M. Polystiohum capense.

New Nectarines : Nectarine. We believe that Albert

and Albert Victor are distinct, and that the flowers of

both are large.

Scarlet Thorn : hnjnirer. No doubt it could be

done, but the time required and the loss sustained

would not make it worth while to .adopt the plan you

mention.

Ti;STIM0NIAL : W. T. We cannot see that you Iiavc

any grounds for complaint. The character given is a

good one, and from its general tenor we slioutd

imagine the lady would reply to any specific question

that might be asked her.

CATALOGUES Reciuved ;— Little & Ballautyne (Car-

lisle), Catalogue of Forest and Ornamental Trees,

Shrubs, Evergreens, Fruit Trees, &-c.—Butler, McCul-

loch & Co. (Covent Garden), Spring Catalogue of

Seeds, Bulbs, &x.—Downie, Laird & Laing (^Forest

Hill, S.E.), Descriptive Catalogue of Garden, Ilower,

and Agricultural Seeds, Implements, &c.—Barr & Sug-

den King Street, Covent Garden), Descriptive Spring

Catalogue of Choice Seeds for Flower and Kitchen

Garden.—WiUiam Leno (East Street, Walworth, S.E.),

Price List of Medicated Garden .Shreds.—E. F. Fair-
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bairn & Sons (Carlisle), Catalogue of Roses.—William
Cutbush & Son (Highgate), C:atalogue of Select Vege-

table, Flower, and Farm Seeds.—Robert Parker (Toot-

ing), Catalogue of Agricultural, Flower, and Vegetable

Seeds, (Plants, Fruit Trees, &c. — Milligan & Kerr

(Dumfries), Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds,

Gladioli, &c.—William Rollisson & Sons (Tooting),

General Seed Catalogue, comprisingalsoa List of Seeds

of Sub-tropical Plants.—James Dickson & Sons (Ches-

ter), Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Gar-

dening Tools, Implements, &c.—John Scott (Yeovil,

Somerset). Catalogue of Seeds for the Kitchen Garden,

P'lower Garden, and Farm. —Charles H. Dickson

(Manchester), Spring Catalogue of Vegetable, Flo-ver,

and Agricultural Seeds.—\Vm. Drummond & Sons

(Stirling), Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds.—

Stuart & Mein (Kelso), General Catalogue of Vege-

table and Flower Seeds.—George Gibbs & Co. Down
Street, Piccadilly), Catalogue of Kitchen Garden and

Flower Seeds.—Wm. Bull, Catalogue of Select Flower,

Vegetable, and Agricultural Seeds ; and Special List ol

Gladioli and New Plants.

Erkatum.—At p. 39, col. c, 20 lines from the bottom,

for Hutton read Stitton.

COIMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED.—P. D. L. (tOO lollg fof illSet-lioll,

the substance of it is given elsewhere).-Tcutschel and Co.

(next week).—T. R.—J. R. P.—B. F.

ark^ls.
CO VENT GARDEN.—Juu. 19.

We have very little variation, either in supply or de-

mand, the best descriptions of goods maintain last week's

rates, but rough ones remain heavy in stock. Arrivals

from the Continent have fallen off, and comprise very

little else but salading.

Flowers.

s. d. s. (i.

Azaleas.p.doz.sprnys . , to i 6
Camellias, per doz,

blooms .

.

..40—60
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays .

.

. . . . — 10
Hyacinths, each . . . .

— 06
Lily of the Valley,

p. doz. sprays . . 40-^60
Pelargoniums,

French.p. 12 sprays 20 — 30

5. if. S. d-

Pelargoniums, Scar-

let, p. 12 sprays..

Poinsatias, each .

.

Roses, per doz.

TropEeolums, p. bun.
Trumpet Lilies,each 06— 09
Tulips, per doz — 20
White Lilac, p. doz.

sprays .

.

. . . .
— 18 o

Cyclamen.p. isspks. .. — 06

1 6 to ;

6 o — 12 o
.. — 04

Frlut.

.d.\
_

s. d. s. d.
i

J. d. s. d.

Apples, per I sieve 2 o to 5 o
j

Melons, each .. 2 o to s o

Cobs, per 100" lb. . .60 o —65 o ! Oranges, per 100 ..60 —10 o

Filberts, per lb. ..08 — 10 Pears, per dozen . . 40 — 80
Grapes, per lb. ..40 — 80 Pine-apples, per lb. 4 o — So
Lemons, per 100 ..70 —10 o Pomegranates, each o 4 — o S

Vegetaules.

s. d. s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea. o 6 to o 8

Asparagus, per 100 6 o— 8 o
Beet, per doz. . . i o— 2 o
Broccoli, purple, per
bundle .

.

.. 10— i 3
Brussels Sprouts, p.

half sieve.. .. x 6— 2 6

Cabbages, per doz... 10— 1 3
Capsicums, p. 100.. 1 6— 2 o
Carrots, p. bunch .. o 5^- o 7— French, do. . . 1 o— 1 6
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 2 o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle . 1 o— 2 o
Chjlies, per 100 .. i 6-— 2 o
Cucumbers, each . . 2 o— 3 o
Frcncli Beans, new,
per 100

s. d.

rierhs, per bunch ..02
Horse Radish, p. bun.3 o
Lcelis, per bunch ..02-
Lettuces, per score..

Mushrooms, p. pott.

Onions, per bunch ..04-
Parsley, p. bunch .

Peas, new, per pun. . .

Radishes, per bunch o 2-

— French, do. . . o 4-

Rhubarb, p. bund. . i 6
Salsafy, per bun. ..09-
Scorzoncra, per bun. o g-

Scakalc, per punnet 1 o-

Shallots, perlb. , . o 8-

Spinach, per bushel 3 o
Turnips, p. bunch., o 2-

to o 4— 50
o 4— 20
2 o

,— 09— 04
3 o

o'e
- 2 O

I 3
1 3

.. 30—40
Potatos, Regents, ioo.r, to 1301. ; Flukes, 1201. to

French Shaws, 60s. to 70s.

isa--.

BOROUGH MARKET.
Wholesale Prices.

IS72.
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Agricultural Seeds.

CHARLES SHARI'E ANn CO.. Seed Growf.ks
and Skkd Merchants, Slcaford, Lincolnshire, bcp to intimate

that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of HOME-GROWN
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready and will be forwarded,

post free, upon npplication.

RAYNBIRD. CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Sekd, Manuke. and Oilcake Mekchants. *

Address, 20, Seed Market, ^Iark Lane, E.G. ; or Basingstoke.
Samples and prices post free on :ipplication. Prize Medals, 1851,

for Wheat; 1862, for " E.\ccllent Seed Corn and Seeds."

STOCK MANGEL SEED.-- This celebrated
Somerset Mangel, grown by Mr. Taylor of Hambridge, near

Taunton—from large transplanted bulbs—may now be obtained from
MESSRS. KELWAY and SON, The Royal Nursery, Lan;;porl.

The kinds arc Long Red, Yellow Globe, and Intermecliate Orange.
This is a line opportunity to procure some pure stocks. Prices on
application.

Planting Seakale, by the 100, 1000, or 10,000.
'NL WOOD ANO SON have an immense quantity

of SEAKALE ROOTS for Planting. Prices will be given on
application.
WM. WOOD AND SON, The Nurseries, Maresfield, near Uckfield,

Sussex.

w
Best of All Pea.

SUTTON AND SONS having grown for trial all the
New Peas which have lately been introduced by Dr. McLean.

Mr. l^xlon,and others, have no hesitation in recommending McLean's
HES T OK ALL, as richly worthy oi" its name.
Si-'iTON ^ Sons have always on hand, ready for Sale, all the new

sorts of PEAS, POTATOS, and other SEEDS, which they supply at

the same Prices as charged by the raisers who introducea them; as
sec Priced LISTS.

Royal IJerks Seed Establishment, Reading.

Sooly Qua—New Chinese Cucumber.
WOOD AND INGRAM offer this remarkable variety,

which attains a length of from 5 to 6 feet, and a circumference
of from 12 to i6 inches, in packets of three seeds for u. &/., or six for

ss. ttd. Postaire stamps with orders.
W. & L's new select LIST of GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL

SEEDS, with an engraving from a photograph of the above (ugantic
novelty grown here last summer, is now ready, and will be sent free on
application. The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Extra fine Forcing and Planting Seakale.
GEORGE CLARKE has many thousands, very fine

clean stuff, this season, which he begs to offer as under :

—

Planting size, s*- per loo ; forcing, los., 12s., and some superfine
selected Crowns, 155. per 100.

Nurseries: Brixton Hill, London, S.W. ; and Mottingham, Kent,S.E.

Seed Fotatos.HAND F. SHARPE'S Wholesale LIST of SEED
• POTATOS is now ready, and may be had, post free, on

application. It comprises all the best early and late varieties, a\so all

the American sorts worthy of cultivation. The quality is excellent,
and the prices very moderate.

, Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech,

M Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, i?, North Grove We st, Mildmay Park, London, N.

MR. JAMES FRASER^HORTlcuTfuRAlTand
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the firm of J. & J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.

To Nurserymen and Florists.

TO BE LET, with immediate possession, near
Birkenhead and Liverpool, a well-stocked NURSERY, contain-

ing about Five Acres (including a good House and Cottage), situated
in the midst of a fashionable and increasing neighbourhood.

ROBERT DOBSON, Estate Agent, Rock Ferrj-, Birkenhead.

Cambridge.
To LANDSCAPE GARDENERS, NURSERYMEN and

FLORISTS.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, with immediate possession,
in consequence of the death of the Proprietor, a first-class

GENERAL LANDSCAPE GARDENER and NURSERYMAN'S
BUSINESS, with Greenhouses, Stock in Trade, Goodwill, &c.
Applications to be made to Messrs. WISBEY and SON, Auctioneers

and Land Agents, Cambridge.

To Nurserymen. Gardeners, and Others.
VALUABLE FREEHOLD PROPERTY, near LEICESTER.

TO BE SOLD, by Private Contract, TWO first-class
SEMI-DETACHED VILLA RESIDENCES, each containing

Eight Rooms and Scullery, situate on the main road leading from
Leicester to Melton Mowbray, and within three miles from the first-

named town. One of the above would be suitable for a Nurseryman,
there being attached to it about 2500 feet of Glass, ail Heated with
Hot-water Pipes, Potting Shed, large Packing Room, Store Rooms,
Stabling, and about One Acre of excellent Garden Land.
There is every convenience attached to the above, with abundance

of Hard and Soft Water. The locality is central for Four Markets
a week, and in all respects the property presents a rare opportunity for
a competent, persevering Man. The whole of the Buildings have
been erected within the last three years by the present owner, who is
retiring from the business in consequence of a family bereavement.
Forfurthcrparticulars.applyto Mr. CHARLES JAMES HUNTER,

Solicitor, 13, Halford Street, Leicester,

SALE THIS DAY, at HALF-PAST TWELVE O'CLOCK.
Hardy and Ornamental Plants and Spring Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent (Jarden, W.C, on

SATURDAY, fanuary 20. at half past 12 o'Clock precisely, an impor-
tation of Standard and Dwarf ROSES. FRUIT TREES. Sic, from
Holland: RASPBERRY CANES. CARNATIONS, PICOTEES,
and PINKS; LAURELS, HOLLIES, BOX, CEDARS, RHODO-
DENDRONS, Dwarf-t rained, Pyramid, and Standard APPLES,
PEARS, PLUMS, APRICOTS, and CHERRY TREES; specimen
CONIFERS, and a Variety of DECIDUOUS TREES and
SHRUBS; STRAWBERRY PLANTS, choice GLADIOLI and
LILLUMS.^ <!)n view the morning of Sate, and Catalogues had.

M
Seeds, Bulbs, and Tree Ferns.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

MONDAY, January 22. at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely. 10,000
Bulbs of LILIUMAURATUM, in two different Consignmenis ; also
a quantity of new and rare LI LI ES from Japan and other parts ; two
Importations of TREE FERNS, consisting of Cyathea dcalbata,
Dicksonia squarrosa, .and ant.irctica; CONES of ABIES NOBILIS,
and SEEDS of ABIES FIRM A; 3 oj:.ofSEED of PRIMULA JAPO-
NICA, just arrived from Jap.^n. The lots are so arranged as to suit the
Trade and private buyers. The Lilies are likely to contain varieties,
as the Bulbs differ verj' much from previous Consignments.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on"""" ' ' " o'clock precisely

,
first -tTUESDAY, January zi, at half-past-

IE COCHINS, from
BRAHMAS, BUFF COCHINS, and RED GAME BANTAMS,
from Rev. T. C. Hose; and a variety of other POULTRY and
PIGEONS, from well-known Breeders and Exhibitors.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

^^CallforlanTreeSeeds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C. , on

TUESDAY, lanuary 30, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, an impor-
tation of TRfiE SEEDS, consisting of Wellingtonia gigantea,

Pinus ffexilis
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where wc have read that " great is the distance

'twixt country and town," and most emphatically

does this appear when we attempt to deal with

the education question as affecting both. Little

difficulty ought to attend its settlement in towns
;

many a one will have to be met in meeting the

wants of agriculturists—in fact, the problem how,

and how best to educate our rural population

can only be solved by special consideration.

A boy cannot at school receive all the education

necessary to make him an intelligent man. At

school—and we are speaking of those who have

to pass at an early age into the ranks of

bread-winners—at school he simply receives

the foundation for the superstructure to

be raised by application and observation

in after years. In large towns and cities

there are evening classes for all grades of

learners, where all kinds of subjects are syste-

matically taught : what has the villager given him
as a similar make-weight ? Virtually nothing.

We have yet to learn that the willing-minded

lad has any chance of acquiring at school a

knowledge of even the rudiments of that special

education which alone is fitted to make him a

successful agricultural labourer.

We see it announced that the Society of

Arts are to abandon their usual examination, by
which in a number of centres throughout the

country they have tested the school education of

young men; and seeing that that is now provided

for by Government, they are to confine themselves

to examinations in the science and technology of

tlie various arts and manufactures of this country,

conducted by a board of examiners representing

the abstract science involved, as well as the

practical knowledge and skill in its application.

No doubt agriculture will find its place on them,

and it is possible that even such humble technical

knowledge as the shepherd, or the groom, or the

attendant on the steam-plough or threshing

machine, requires, may be submitted to the

test of their examination.

Failing these, it may be well to cast a glance

at what some of the London Guilds are doing.

Some of them are offering prizes for the best

specimens of work in trades from which the guilds

derive their titles ; and ihis is certainly a step

forward. Only one company or guild has done

this for a long series of years—the Painter-

Stainers ; a humble guild it may be, which

nevertheless has done, and will continue to do,

good work. Possibly the various companies will

eventually unite in founding a Technical College,

where the practice of the workshop will be supple-

mented by teaching in the class-room. Surely,

this is a consummation most devoutly to be

wished. Now, are there any bodies in the

agricultural world which can be named as the

ecjuivalent for those in London and elsewhere ?

We think there are. But, not to take the

hurdles too lapidly," we must first consider

that certain educational facilities already exist

in the country— that many schools now teach

much that is good, and might more that would
be better ; then the thing to settle is, how-

to get the greatest good out of these institu-

tions, and what to add to them to bring them
up to the requirements of the times. Our
guild-equivalents in the agricultiu'al world are

Farmers' Clubs, Chambers of Agriculture, and,

in England, the Royal Agricultural Society.

Certain is it, that to no more profitable subject

could they turn attention than the technical educa-

tion of our agricultural population. High-class

impJements are now becoming the rule where but

recently they were the exception, and their

number must continue to increase. The cultiva-

tion of the soil becomes more and more scientific,

and the breeding and rearing of valuable live

stock necessitates the employment of intelligent

and observant men. The education of the junior

agriculturist has not hitherto been in keeping

with the advances made in implements and in

stock ; let the agricultural -brain—and it is a

massive one think out the problem how to get

Ihc'twoto run more evenly together in the shafts.

Any representations they may make to Govern-
ment will assuredly be well received, for wa be-

lieve that all "parties" are thcn'oughly in earnest

in making up for the valuable time lost 'twixt

'3; and '71.

That wc do not needlessly draw attention

to this matter the columns of the Ai^ricuHnral
Gametic abundantly prove: and we hope that no
time may be lost in giving it that prominence
in discussion and action which we believe the

subject of agricultural education richly de-

serves. E.

At Mark Lane on Monday trade was firm, and

all good qualities made the full price of the previous

week ; corn was, however, generally in bad condition.

On Wednesday trade was dull. Good English Wheat,
indeed, commanded the late rates, but all other kinds

were neglected. At the Metropolitan Cattle Market
supplies have been rather short, and trade was pretty

brisk on Monday. On Thursday, however, it was dull,

owing to the immense supplies of dead meat. The
agricultural seed trade has hardly yet wakened up to

the usual spring activity.

We have been requested to publish the follow-

ing correspondence :

—

(Copy.)
ToH. M.Jenkins, Esq., Sccrefaiy. Jioyal Agnail/iiral

Society of England.

Sudbury Hall, Derby, January 9, 1872.

Dear Mr. Jknkins,—.Accompanying this you will re-

ceive tlie copy of a letter addressed to'me by the French
Foreign Minister.

I: is unnecessary to allude to it further than to say that

it has been a source of pride to me to h.ave been associated

in the performance of a philanthropic work for the benefit

of a neiglibouring country in its hour of bitterest distress.

I shall never forget, that if circumstances placed me at

the liead of our work, it was the sagacity of my colleagues

which brought about the result for which, apparently, I

receive the honourable recognition of the French Govern-

ment.
The cordial manner in which my colleagues have always

co-operated with me, is a guarantee that they will join in

viewing this testimonial as a record of approval of our

united efforts, and that they will be satisfied that it

should rest in my keeping.
Whenever we do separate we shall all look back to our

intimate association with unmixed pleasure.

Believe me, yours very faithfully, Vernon.

(Copy.)

A Lord Vernon, President dii Comitk pour la dis-

tribution des Scmences aux AgricultettrsJYani^ais.

Versailles, le 30 Novembrc, 1871.

My Lord,— L'ceuvre du Comit6 qui s'est charge, sous

voire direction, de venir aux secours des Agriculteurs

fran9ais, victimes de la guerre, en leur faisant distribuer

des semences, a rendu u la France de trop grands services

pour c|ue le President de la Rcpublique, nc ful pas

dcsireux de vous donner un temoignage de sa

gratitude. Le President m'a charge de vous offrir

line porcelaine de Sevi-es. Je m'empresse de vous

transmettrc ce souvenir, et je me felicile d'etre, en cette

circonstance, I'interprete duChof del'Etat, et d'avoir cette

occasion de vous exprimer, my lord, nies sentiments

personnels de haute consideration.

Le Ministre des Affaires Etrangeres, Remusat.

(Translation.)

To Lord Vernon, President of the Committeefor the Dis-

tribution of Seeds to the French Farmers.

Versailles, November 30, 1871.

My L<JKD,—The work which the committee, under
your presidency, undertook in coming to the aid of those

among the farmers of France who were the victims of the

war, by causing seeds to be distributed among them, was
of such great value to France, that the President of the

Repubhc can but feel desirous of offering you some mark
of his gratitude. The President has desired me to pre-

sent you with a vase of Sevres porcelain. I lose no time

in forwarding this souvenir to you, and I rejoice to be, in

this matter, the interpreter of the Chief of the Stale, and
to have this opportunity of expressing to you, my Lord,

my personal sentiments of high regard.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs, RemusAT.

The Mark Lain- Express last week published

the returns of its correspondents regarding the Grain
Crots or THE Country. The following is an extract

from its account of the large mass -of correspondence

which is tabulated in its columns :

—

"Taking the accepted average of the country at

28 bush, of Wheat per acre, these returns show 328 dis-

tricts to be under an average, 121 to reach to an average,

and 29 only to be above an average. Over the harvest of

1S70, similar advices gave 156 districts under an average,

213 at an average, and 118 above. It will be found, how-
ever, that many of the present returns speak more strongly

against the Wheat crop of 1S71 than would be nnplied in

the phrase merely ' under an average.' Thus we have ' the

worst crop for many years '—
' never known to be so bad

'

-
—

' nuich under an average '—'condition bad and unsale-

able '—
' full third under average, and much of it stacked

in bad order,' with a preponderance of similar advices

alike against the yield and the (|uality of the crop. The
Barleys show far better, particularly when jjut m com-
parison with last year;'whilc of Oats there was pretty

generally a fairly good growth ; exceptionally favourable

in certain districts, but very seldom less than an average."

The HoLKiiAM Lka.m;, in another page,

deserves careful study. It is. hardly possible to over-

estimate the influence or the value of the noble prece-

dent here established on a great estate by the 6lh clause.

Absolute freedom of cultivation is conceded until the

last four years of the lease, during which, if an agree-

ment for a new lease has not been effected, the tenant

is to adopt the 4-course system of husbandry.

Wc have received from Mr. W. lIorK, V.C.,

Parsloes, Barking, a reply to the communication from

Mr. H. J. MoRCrAN, on sewage utilisation, which

appeared last week. It gives the history of the Metro-

polis Sewage Company, and of Mr. Morgan's con-

nection with it as secretary ; and it makes certain

corrections of that gentleman's account of the discus-

sion before the Society of Arts. Mr. Hope says ;

—

" 1. I did not say that I agree 'completely ' with Mr.
Pailky Denton.

" 2. I did not say that ' the ntetropolis is already fully

supplied with everything whicli it is in the power of sew-

age to grow excepting corn, ' nor did I nicUte use of any
expression tending in the slightest degree to convey this

impression.
"

3. I did not say that 12,000 tons of sewage could not

be parsed throiigh an acre of land Within li nidriths.

"4. I did not say that I had passed 31,000 tons of

sewage tlirough an acre of my own land in a year.

"5. I did not say that ' the best use of sewage would
be found in the application of that of 20 to 25 persons to

an acre in the production of cereals.'
"

We are unable to give the whole letter immediate
publication.

VUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

We this week give a list of the Lightburne herd

(noticed at p. 19), with a few additional particulars.

In. the bull section :

—

Guano Duke 17TH (24,064). rich roan, calved May 4,

1866, got by 2D Dure of Wiiarfkoale (19,649), dam
Grand Duchess izth by Imperial Oxford (18,084), was
purchased in 1868 for 300 gsi at Mr. Betts' sale at Preston

Hall.

Prince of Ligiitburnk, red and white, calved

October 4, 1869, got by Granp Duke i7tH (24,064),

dam Princess id by 3D DUKE or Thorni:)ALF. (17.749).

was bred by Mr. Progden. His colour is unexceptionable,

and he is a model of symmetry ; a most promising young
buU; and one highly valued by his owner.

*

Baron Russ (27,966), roan, calved May 23, 1870, got

by Grand Duke 17TH (24,064), dam Elvira yi by 8th
Duke of Oxford (15,939) ; bred by Mr, Brogden.
Grand Duke of Lightburne 3D, red and a httle

white, calved Julv 4, 1870, got by Grand DuKt; lOTH

(21,848), dam Red Rose ^th by Grand DukE 4TH
(19,874); bred by Mr. Brogden.
Prince Bismarck, roan, calved May 24, 1871, gt)t by

Grand Duke 17111 (24,064), ddiii FJvira ^d by 8th
Duke of Oxford (15,939) ; bred by. owner.
Dukk of Oxford 23D, white, calved July 4, 1871; got

by 4rH Bakon Oxford (25,580), dam draitd Duchess of
Oxford c)th by 12TH Duke of Oxford (19,633) ;

bred by
his Grace the Duke of Devonshire, and purchased by Mr,
Brogden, when two months old, for 155 gs.

Meathup, rich roan, calved September 10, 1871, got

by Grand Duke 17TH (24,064), dam Cordelia 6/A by
Kfntucky (22,029) ; bi'^'i *^y ^^i"- Brogden.

Among cows and heifers we notice :

—

FJvira id, roan, calved September 6, i860, got by the

8tii Duke of Oxford (15,939), dam Ruby Rose %d by
Baronet (10,918); bred by Mr. Drewry. In calf to

Grand Duke i7TH.
Elvira ^d, red and white, calved August 19, 1861, got

by 8th Duke of Oxford (15,939), dam Rnby Rose 2d

by Baronft (10,918) ; bred by Mr. Drewry. In calf to

Grand Duke i7tn.
Cordelia 5M, red and white, calved September 13, i86r,

got by 9TH Duke of Oxford (17,738), dam Cordelia ^d
by Prince of Gloucester (17,738) ; bred by Mr.
Drewry. In calf to Grand Duke i7Tn.

Ruliy Rose ^fli, roan, calved in 1862, got by GoLDRiLl*

(16,177), dam Ruby Rose 3^ by VOLTlGEUR {12,274).

Purchased at the Holker sale.

Princess zd, red and white, calved June 13, 1864, got

by 3D Duke of Thohndale (17,749), d^'" Lady Sale

by Old Rowley (15,020). Pj-i7iccss -zd is on the eve of

calving to the celebrated Holker bull, BaRon Oxford
4TH. She was purchased from Mr. Mackintosh, Essex,

by Mr. Foster, of Kilhow, and was knocked down to Mr.

Brogden at the Kilhow sale for 300 gs.

Red Rose ^th, red and a Httle white, calved April 30,

1865, got by Grand Duke 4TH (19,874}, dam Red Rose

2d bv Englishman (19,701) ;
purchased from Mr. Betts,

Preston Hall. In calf to Grand Dukf, 17TH.

Ruby Rose ^th, light roan, calved June 4, 1667, got
by Kentucky (22,029), dahi Ruby Rose j^fh by Gold-
rill (16,177) ; in calf to Grand Duke 17711. Bred by
Mr. Brogden.
Elvira Stli, red and white, calved Febmary 9, 1868.

got by loTH Grand Duke (21,848), dam Elvira st/by

8th Duke of Oxford (15.939) ; in calf to Grand
Duke 17TIL Bred by Mr. Drewry.

Cordelia 6th, rich roan, calved July 2, 1868. got by
Kentucky (22,029), dam Cordelia ^th by gTH DUKB OF
Oxford (17,738) ; bred by owner.

Princess 4/I1, light roan, calved October 30, 1868, got

by Royal Camukidoe (25,009), dam Princess sd by 30
Duke of Tjiokndale (17,749) : l^red by Mr. Brogden.
Ruby Rose 6fh, white, calved November 12, 1868, got

by Grand Duke i7rH (24,064), dam Ruby Rose ^f/i by
Goldrill (16,177) ; in calf to Prince of Lightburne.
Bred by Mr. Brogden,

Winsome jtli, red, calved January g, 1869, gol by
Grand Dukf, loiH (21,848), dam Winsome by Oxford
2p (18,507) ; in calf to Bakon Oxford. A splendid

animal, purchased from his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,

when 2 years old, for 300 gs.

Elvira gth, red. calved February 24, 1869, got by
Grand Duki; iotii (21,848), dam FJvira 3D, by 8tu
Duke of Oxfdrd {25,939) : '" *^^^^ to Prince of Light-
burne. Bred by owner.
Elvira ioth,' rich roan, calved March 31, 1869, got

by Grand Dl kk 17TII (24,064), dam Elvira zd by
8th DuKi: of Oxford (15,939) ; in calf to PRiNCR of
Ligiitburnk. Bred by owner.

Cordelia jtli, roan, calved July 5, 1870, gol by Grand

* W* cannot addlice a hiffher compliment to our eulogy of

Prince or Lightuurne than by sfxyinc thai since the above was
written he has been transferred lo the Holker herd, having been
bought from Mr. Brogden by his Grace the Duke of Devonshire.
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DUKF. 17111 (24,064), dam Cordelia 5W, by glH DUKB
OF OxixiKli (17,738); bred by owner,

, ^^_.
Dudicss of LiqlitbiinK, rich roan, calved October 29,

1870, sot by Bakon Oxford 4T11, dam Elvira ith by

loin Gkan'D Duke (21,848) ; bred by owner.

O,;/;!/ Dachas of Liglithnnc, red and a little white,

calved March 5, 1871, got by Granb Duke idth (21,848),

dam Princess 2d by 3D DUKic OF Thorndalf, (17,149) 1

bred by owner.

. The following interesting particulars regarding

the career of Mr. Richard Eastwood are abridged from

Mr. Tliornton's memoir of that eminent Khorthorn

breeder, in the Circular for October. Mr . Eastwood

was formerly a solicitor, and afterwards became agent

to Colonel Towneley. His first essay in Shorthorn

breeding was made by the purchase of cheap cattle,

which, after some time, were sold off. At the \ ork

Show, 1S42, he saw Butta-ciip, the dam of Bui"IERFLy,

and subsequently purchased her at Mr. Watson's sale.

His career as a breeder and how he sold his herd to

Colonel Towneley has been well told by the " Druid

in Saddle and Sirloin.

We add a few of the

leading particulars :

—

Barmpton Rose (the

dam of Bul/erciip) was
bred by Mr. Waldy at

Barmpton ; Mr. W.
Wetherell had often no-

ticed her as a heifer, and
tried to buv her ; at last

Mr, Waldy said he might
have her and her calf

Bessy for ^50 : it was no
civil bargain on either

side, for the money was
paid and the cow and calf

driven away on the in-

stant. She vas in calf at

the time, and produced
.the beautiful Princess

Poyal (bought by Earl

Ducie for 230 gs.), .and

the three were eventually

sold to Mr. Watson, of

Walkcringham. Mr. La.x,

at Ravensworth, was said

at that time to have had
the best small herd in the

country. Mr. John Booth
sent Bracelet to his Mus-
sulman, the produce
being the celebrated sire

Buckingham (3239), and
the prize bull Captain
Shaftoe (6833) went
from the same herd into

Lincolnshire. From Mr.
La.\, Mr. Eastwood
bought Duke (9032), of

"Cherry" blood, by Me-
HEMET Ali (for whom
Mr. Torr bid 300 gs. ),

and lie became the sire

of Frederick (11,489),

a plain twin calf, which
was to have gone to Mr.
Manning, but went in-

stead to a tenant on the

Whitewell Moors. When
shooting two or three

years aftenvards, Mr.
Eastwood observed a lot

of good calves, and the

keeper said they were by
Frederick. The tenant,

shortly coming up. asked
if he might sell the bull,

" No," said Mr. East-

wood, "he may go to

another tenant," but
seeing how good his

calves were, he asked
what the bull was worth
in the market? "About
;^8," replied the tenant.

"Then take him to

Towneley,"was the reply,
" and I'll give you a ten-

pound note for him." Be-

ing very poor, and scarcely

able to walk, he was not at first allowed to be used with
the herd, but he afterwards begot Master Buttf.rfey
(13,311) and Royal Butterfly (r6,3ii), as well as most
of the celebrated Towneley winners. The fame of these

animals is well known. When Master Butterfly won
the 1st prize at the Royal at Chelmsford, Mr. Eastwood
was asked to sell him, and said he should want a long
price, 1500 gs. at least. Twelve hundred guineas \vere

bid at once and accepted, and Mr. Strafford, through
whose recommendation several of the Towneley animals
had been collected, bought the bull for , Australia.

Mr. Eastwood always liked to have a few choice Short-
horns on the farm at Thomeyholme. Lately, however,
increasing age told upon him, and when his neighbour,
Mr. Jonathan Peel, proposed selling the Knowlmere herd,

he thought it a fitting time to sell his own ; so the two
herds were sold together last spring at Wfiitewell. From
the time the sale was proposed nothing but ill-luck

prevailed. Barmpton Butter/ly 2d died, Lady Spencer
became too ill to bring out, and Dtichess of Towneley'

\

beautiful red heifer calf was lost, yet, notwithstanding
these drawbacks, the stock came out in blooming condi-
tion, realising for the entire herd of 15 head the e.xtra-

ordinary average of £i^i 8j. grf. Mr. Eastwood was
exceedingly weak and ill at the time of the sale, so much

so that he could not be present. In the evening, when the

cheque was handed over to him, he remarked that it was

just a thousand more than he e.vpected, and that he was

rewarded at last. In a short time he removed for a little

change near the sea at Morecambe, but he gradually

sank, and passed away in his 70th year.

NOTEWORTHY AGRICULTURISTS.
Mr. William M'Combie, M.P.

[For the folloxVing portrait and memoir, we are Indebted to

Messrs. Cassell's Farnjers' AbitauacA

Mr. M'Comhie is sufficiently well known to all

agricultural readers in the southern .as well as the

nortliern half of the island. He has long been a lead-

ing man in the agricultural world of Scotland ; and as

Member of Tarliament for his native county he has

attained a leading position in the English agricultural

world also. Known at first in London as a breeder

and stock-farmer, sending some of the finest animals

southward that are seen either in our fat stock shows

dr in the Metropolitan Cattle Market—introduced to :

the lowlands is dead, for as big and as strong as he was.'

One of his descendants, Donald M'Combie, settled in the

North, and an ancestor in direct descent of the cousins at

Tillyfour and Easter Skene was buried just 150 years since

in the parish of Tough. His grandson William began to

farm Lynturk in 1748, and was"" reputed to be the strongest

man in seven parishes round. He had also, lilce ' the big

M'Combie,' seven sons, of which the three youngest—

•

Thomas, Peter, and Charles—all became lairds. Thomas
was an Aberdeen baillie, and left Easter Skene to his son

William, the present possessor, who also got Lynturk
through his uncle Peter ; and Charles, who did not care

for the quiet life of an ,-\berdeen merchant, and preferred

the more exciting one of a lean cattle dealer, invested in

land, and left Tillyfour and TuUyriach to his eldest son,

the Rev. Dr. Charles M'Combie, minister of Lumphanan,
who lets them to his brother."

Mr. WILLtA^^ M'COMBIE, M.P.

us also by his own pen and other pens in works

descriptive of the agriculture of his county—he has

since found his way to the front in connection with

many public movements having especially an agricul-

tural interest. He led his county in the successful

effort which it made to resist the introduction of the

cattle plague, and he has since led it in its protests

against the hardships inflicted under coyer of the

Game Laws. The energy and ability displayed in

these and other ways led to his being returned to Par-

liament at the last election by his brother farmers, as

Member for Aberdeenshire. Mr. M'Combie belongs

to a Highland family, of which the following notice is

extracted from the late Mr. H. ll. Dixon's amusing

volume, entitled Field and Fern :—
"'The powerful, pushing, and prosperous race' of

M 'Combies are first heard of in Glenshee and Glenisla.

The name signilies ' son of Thomas,' and the family is

specially mentioned as Clan M 'Thomas, in the clan roll.

They were all men of large stature ; and the ' great

M'Combie' kept the Cateran in such check, that one of

their number thus announced his death :
' Blessed be

the Virgin Mary I the great M 'Combie in the head of

K.IINIT, OR CRUDE POTASS SALTS.

The substance imported from Germany under the

name of Kainit, is a mixture of sulphate of potass, sul-

phate of magnesia, chlo-

'ride of magnesium, and
chloride of sodium or

common salt, with small

and immaterial amounts

of some other matters.

It is found as a natural

deposit ; and although

different samples differ

more or less in compo-
sition, the analyses of

L')r. Voelcker show it to

contain : — From 23 to

25 per cent, sulphate of

potass ; from 14 to 2S

per cent, salts of mag-
nesia ; from 30 to 48
per cent, chloride of

sodium, or common salt.

In round numbers it

may be said to contain

about 13 per cent, of

potass. The cost of the

manure by the time it

reaches the farmer's

hands will be nearly /'4

per ton ; and assuming

it to contain from 23 to

25 per cent, of sulphate

of potass, it supplies that

substance at the rate of

from £16 to £l^ per

ton, which is not far

from its cost in the form

of the ordinary sulphate

of potass of commerce,
containing from 90 to

92 per cent, of the pure

salt. This is allowing

nothing for the other

constituents ; for, if in a

few cases they may be

of some value, in the

majority they will only

add to the cost of car-

riage.

As many agiiculturists

are using the Kainit

salts, and I receive many
inquiries as to whether

the application of them
is likely to be profitable,

it may be of some inte-

rest to give a brief state-

ment of the results ob-

tained from the use of

salts of potass, soda, and

magnesia, at Rotham-
sted, where experiments

have been made with

them for nearly 30

years.

Barley.—In the expe-

rimental field in which

Barley has now been grown for 20 years in succession,

one plot has been manured every year with ammonia
' salts and superphosphate of lime, and another with the

same amount per acre of ammonia salts and superphos-

phate of lime, and, in addition, 200 lb. sulphate of

potass, 100 lb. sulphate of soda, and 100 lb. sulphate of

magnesia, every year. The result is, that there has been
' practically no increase of crop by the use of the potass,

soda, and magnesia salts, notwithstanding the exhaust-

I

ing character of the process of removing both corn and

straw every year for 20 years in succession. It is

obvious, that, in this case, the soil itself supplied sufli-

:
cieht alkalies for the production of 20 crops of Barley

[

grain and straw.

ir/ieai.—Vot more than 20 years one plot in the ex-

perimental Wheat field has been manured with super-

phosphate of lime and ammonia salts every year ;
and

another with the same, and a mixture of salts of potass,

soda, and magnesia, similar to that employed m the

: case of the Barley. The effects of the alkali salts have

been much more marked with the Wheat than with the

Barley ; and they are more and more apparent as time
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goes on, and the exhaustion on the plot where they are

not used becomes more developed. At first sight it

might be supposed that the Wheat, sown so much
earlier, and therefore having time to extend its roots

through a much greater mass of the soil, would have
suffered much less from an exhaustion of potass than the

late sown, and more superficially growing Barley. But
the amount of the alkali taken off in the straw of the

Wheat is very much greater than in that of the Barley.

Notwithstanding the comparatively beneficial effects

from the application of the salts of potass, soda, mag-
nesia to the experimental Wheat crop, when it is

borne in mind, that the crop has been grown year after

year on the same land, that the whole of the produce
(both corn and straw) has been removed, that there has

been no return of dung, and how very different are

these conditions from those of ordinary agriculture, it

cannot be concluded from this result, that the use of

potass salts for the Wheat crop would be advantageous
under the usual conditions of its growth on moderately
clayey soils, which naturally contain a large amount of

potass.

Beans.—For many years in succession. Beans have
been grown by superphosphate of lime, both with and
without nitrogenous manure, and by the same, with

salts of the alkalies in addition. Although growing the

crop year after year on the same land is unfavourable

to its healthy development, and it seems under such
circumstances to be more liable to injury from un-

favourable conditions of season than when grown in the

ordinary way, and hence the crops have seldom been
large and healthy, still, potass salts have had very

marked effects, more especially in the earlier years of

the experiments.

Cloz'cr.—With Clover, as well as with Beans, there

was, especially in the early years of the experiments,
considerably larger produce where superphosphate of
lime and salts of potass were used, than where super-

phosphate of lime was used alone.

Notwithstanding these results with Beans and Clover
the action of artificial manures upon them, as well as

upon all other crops of the Leguminous family of
plants, such as Tares, Peas, &:c., has proved to be so
uncertain, that I have long ceased to recommend their

application with a view to profit, for any of these

crops.

Swedish Turnips.—In a field in which (with the ex-

ception of an interval of three years of Barley without
manure) Turnips have now been growing every year
since 1843, almost from the commencement one portion
has been manured with superphosphate and ammonia
salts, withoutalkalies, and another with superphospliate,
ammonia salts, and salts of potass, soda, and magnesia.
In each case the whole of the crop (both roots and
tops) has been removed from the land. Under these

circumstances of very unusual exhaustion, the salts of
the alkalies have given some increase, which compa-
rison with other results shows to be most probably due
to the potass. But, as in the case of the Beans and the

Clqver, the cost of the manure has been much greater

than the value of the increase obtained by its use. And
as in ordinary practice the root crop follows closely upon
the application of dung, it will seldom happen that

potass will be relatively deficient, at any rate in soils

containing a moderate proportion of clay.

Permanent Meadoiv Land.—It is with the natural
grasses that the best results have been obtained by the
use of salts of potass, soda, and magnesia ; but espe-
cially of salts o( potass. When used with superphos-
phate, but without any nitrogenous manure (such as
ammonia salts or nitrate of soda), potass salts greatly
increase the proportion of Clover and other Legu-
minous plants in the mixed herbage, and give a very
good quality of hay, though not a large crop. When
used with both superphosphate and nitrogenous manure,
they give more increase of hay per acre, but the in-

crease consists almost entirely of the grasses, and the
Leguminous plants are very much reduced in quantity.
If we consider how large is the amount of potass removed
in the hay crop, that the roots of the majority of the
grasses do not penetrate very far beneath the surface,
and that the soil of grass land Is not exposed to the
action of the atmosphere as is that of arable land, it is

not surprising that potass salts should be useful where
hay has been removed every year, and no dung has
been applied.

Thus, in the experiments above referred to, with
some crops the application of potass salts has produced
no beneficial effects, whilst with others there has been
a more or less considerable increase of produce obtained.
Looking, however, to the special conditions under
which any increase of crop has been obtained, I must
say that, if farming moderately heavy land in the ordi-
nary way with a view to profit, I should not be
disposed to spend my money in the purchase of Kainit.
Under such circumstances, corn and meat constitute
almost the whole of the products sold ; in them the
export of potass from the farm is but small ; and it is

established that, in the case of such land, the loss
of potass by drainage is very small. This conclusion is,

however, deduced not only from the results of the
experiments at Rothamsted, but also from a knowledge
of the results obtained on the application of potass
salts with a view to profit in all parts of the country for

many years past.

Our knowledge of the available supply of potass in

soils of different descriptions is too limited to enable us
to say with certainty on what soils Kainit may, and on
what soils it will not, be applied with profit. But it

may safely be assumed that it is more likely to be re-

munerative on the lighter than on the heavier soils

—

that is on sandy or gravelly rather than on clayey soils,

and more especially for roots. Clover, or other Legumi-
nous crops, or Potatos. For the latter crop, when
grown not for consumption on the farm, but for sale,

it may even be of use on the heavier descriptions of
soil. Used in moderate quantity, it may also prove of
service for grass land which does not receive sufficient

dung, and from jtvhich hay is annually taken by the aid

of nitrogenous manures, such as ammonia salts or

nitrate of soda. Kainit salts are certainly much
superior as manure to common salt, and those who find

the use of the latter profitable on their soil, will most
probably find it worth while to pay the extra price for

Kainit.

In conclusion, I feel bound to say that I do not anti-

cipate much benefit from anything like a general use of
Kainit in agriculture. In isolated cases it will doubt-
less pay for the cost of the application ; but it is prob-
able that in a much larger number the value of the in-

crease of crop obtained will be less than the cost of the

manure. I am myself a large maker of salts of potass;

but have felt that I could not recommend them for

general use as manure, and only in special cases employ
them as an ingre^lient in mixed manures. J. B, Lawesj
Rothamsted^ Herts.

^ yanuary.

THE HOLKHAM LEASE.
[\Vc have received from the Earl of Leicester the following

" Terms and Conditions upon which a Lease of the — Farm of
the Right Hon. Thomas William, Earl of Leicester, of Holk-
hani, in the county of Norfolk," is granted.]

I. The tenancy is to be for twenty years, commencing
on the eleventh day of October, one thousand eight

hundred and but to be terminable at the end of sixteen

years at the request of the tenant, with the consent of the

landlord ; with the intention that the landlord shall then,

if he think fit, grant a new lease from the end of the
sixteenth year, at the old rent for the first four years of
the new term, and for the remainder of the term at the

rent that may then be agreed upon.

II. The tenant is to reside in the farmhouse, and not to

assign, underlet, or part with the farmhouse, or any part

of the farm, without the previous consent in writing of the
landlord or his agent.

III. The rent is to be £, per annum, and is to

become due and be payable by two equal half-yearly pay-
ments, namely, on the 6th April and nth October in each
year (except the last half-year's rent, which shall become
(due and be payable on the 2d August next before the

termination of the tenancy), clear of all present and future

rates, taxes, and deductions whatever, except the tithe-

rent charge, land tax, quit-rents, and landlord's property
tax. The tenant is also to pay £^^ per centum per annum
on any sum or sums of money expended by the landlord
in altering or erecting buildings at the request of tenant,

after the works agreed to be done at the commencement
of the tenancy are completed ; he is also to pay ^5 per
centum per annum on any sum or sums of money expended
by the landlord in draining. The payment for buildings

is to commence from the nth day of October next after

the completion of the work, and the payment for draining
from the nth day of October next before the completion

;

and both the said annual sums shall become due, and
continue payable as rent, during the remainder of the
term, on the same days as the original rent is payable,
and be subject to the same conditions.

IV. The tenant before entering upon the occupation of
the farm is to pay to the landlord such a sum of money as
the hay. Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, and muck left upon the
farm, and grown and made thereon during the then
present year, shall be adjudged to be worth for consump-
tion on the farm—the amount to be determined by arbi-

tration, as hereinafter provided; and also the amount
that has been expended for grass seeds sown on the farm
in the same year, and nd. per acre for sowing the same.
At the end of the tenancy the tenant is to leave in the

hands of the landlord all the hay, Turnips, and Mangel
Wurzel which shall be grown and produced on the tarm
in the last year, being paid for the same by arbitration.

V. The tenant is to find and provide, at proper and
convenient times, before the ist day of June next after

entering upon the occupation of the farm (up to which
time the tiarns or dressing-houses are to remain in the
occupation of the outgoing tenant), sufficient horses and
waggons, or carts, with drivers, to convey the necessary
fuel and water to the steam-engine for threshing the corn,

grain, and pulse, of the previous harvest ; to remove the

com, grain, or pulse, when threshed, into the dressing-

house ; to provide labourers to remove the straw as it

passes from the threshing-machine ; and to provide
horses and drivers to remove the steam-engine and thresh-

ing apparatus after each threshing, to any distance not
exceeding 7 miles from the farm. The tenant is to carry

out and deliver, at proper and convenient times, before
the said ist day of June, in loads of not less than
25 coombs each, and not exceeding loads in any
week, all such corn, grain, and pulse, to any place as
may be required, within lo miles from the farm, and
bring back the empty sacks ; and he is to be allowed lo

take the straw, chaff, and colder, for his own use, and to

be paid or allowed by the outgoing tenant the tolls

and porterage consetiuent upon carrying out the corn.

At the end of the tenancy, the landlord is to make the
same provision for threshing and carrying out before the
ist day of June following, the corn, grain, and pulse,

grown on the farm in the last year of the tenancy, and to

permit the tenant to retain possession of the barns or
dressing-houses until that date.

VI. The tenant is to cultivate and manage the farm
during the first 16 years of the term according to his own
judgment, and to have full power during such time to
dispose of all or any portion of the produce of the farm by
sale or otherwise. During the last four years the tenant
shall bring the arable lands into the four-course system of
husbandry practised in Norfolk, so that in the last year of
the term there shall be, as neariy as the sizes of the fields

will admit, one-fourth in winter corn or pulse, upon olland
or grass of one year's lying ; one-fourth in a root crop,
of which not more than one-fourth shall be Mangel
Wurzel, and not more than one-tenth in white Turnips ;

one-fourth part in Barley, or other spring corn ; and the
remaining fourth part in olland, or grass of one year's

lying ; and he is not to suffer any Hemp, Mustard,
Coleseed, nor any Clover, Trefoil, or other artificial grass,

to stand or grow for a crop of seed in the last four years
of the term.

VII. The tenant is effectually to destroy all rabbits,

moles, and rats, upon every part of the farm. The tenant
is to deliver waggon loads of good wheat-straw at the
Holkham stables, or at any one of the landlord's brick-

yards as may be directed, in every year, without any
allowance. "The tenant is to deliver one good fat turkey
at Holkham House in the month of December in every
year. The tenant is to do days' work of four horses,
with the necessary waggons or carts and drivers as may
be required, to any place within the distance of ten miles
from the farm in every year without allowance ; and in
case any portion of such day's work shall not have been
done in any one year, the arrears of such year shall be
performed in the subsequent year, if required or appointed
by the landlord or his agent.

VIII. The tenant is not to remove nor alter any fences,
landmarks or boundaries, nor lo erect nor alter any
buildings without the consent in writing of the landlord
or his agent. The tenant is not to break up, aor convert
any of the meadow or old grass land into tillage, without
the consent in writing of the landlord or his agent. The
tenant is to pay a further annual rent of £zo for every
acre, and the same rent in proportion for any greater or
less quantity than an acre, which he shall break up and
convert into tillage, in addition to any other rent of the
farm

; and such additional rent is to commence from the *

nth day of October next preceding the breaking up of the
land, to be payable half-yearly with the other rents of
the farm, and to be subject to the same conditions. The
tenant is also to pay a penalty of ^5 for every timber or
other tree which he shall cut down, crop, or lop, without
the consent in writing of the landlord or his agent, in

addition to the market value of the tree.

IX. The tenant is to give ten days' notice to the land-
lord of his sowing Barley or spring com in the last year
I of the tenancy, and the landlord is to have liberty to sow
grass seeds on such lands, which the tenant is to harrow
in without any allowance : the tenant is not to suffer any
live stock, except swine well ringed, to be upon these lands
from that time. The tenant is not to sow any Swede
Turnips in the last year of the tenancy before the 16th day
of May. The tenant is not to suffer the ollands or grass
lands to be fed by any stock, except those of the landlord
or his incoming tenant, after any sale of the tenant's
stock and farming utensils in the last year of the tenancy,
without first offering to sell the same to one of them by
agreement or by arbitration. The tenant is to have all

the crops upon the farm propcriy cleaned and weeded
during the last two years of the tenancy ; and the land-
lord is to have the power to do this work at the expense
of the tenant, if it be not effectually done upon sufficient

notice in writing from the landlord or his agent. The
tenant is to stack all the crops of corn, grain, and pulse
produced on the farm in the last year of the tenancy, in

the fields where they are grown, or in an adjoining one if

required by thej landlord or his agent ; and is to thresh

out the same in a husbandlike manner before the ist day
of June following, leaving the straw, chaff, and colder
without any allowance, so that the landlord or his incoming
tenant may be regularly and constantly supplied.

X. The landlord reserves to himself the power at any
time during the first sixteen years of the term, by notice

in writing, to require that the arable lands shall be
brought into the four-course system within four years
from the date of such notice. The tenant, on receipt of
such notice, or in the event of the death of the tenant, his

executors or administrators without notice, shall bring the
arable lands into the four-course systeni ; and from such
time he or they shall continue so to farm the lands;

namely, the one-fourth part in winter corn, upon olland

or grass of one year's lying, shall immediately after such
winter corn be summer tilled, and sown with Turnips or
Mangel Wurzel, and then sown with Barley or other
spring corn, and laid down for one year with a sufficient

quantity of good Clover or grass seeds.

XI. After such notice shall have been given, or on the
decease of the tenant, or during the last four years of the

term, the tenant, or his executors, or administrators, shall

consume on the farm all the hay, straw, chaff, colder,

green crops, Turnips, and Mangel Wurzel (except that

grown in the last year of the tenancy), and spread the
manure made thereon upon the lands where necessary,

except in the last year, when one-thinl part thereof, as
near as the same can be estimated, shall be left turned up
in heaps for the use of the landlord. After such notice, or

on the decease of the tenant, or during the last four years

of the term, the tenant, his executors, or administrators,

shall not mow more than a third of the meadow, or old

grass land, and that only once in any year, and not two
years in succession, nor at all in the last year ; and he, or
they, shall not mow more than two-thirds of the Clover,

or artificial grass, in the last year, nor any of the lands

more than once ; and such two-thirds shall be made into

hay, and stacked and thatched upon a convenient part of

the farm. After such notice, or on the decease of tlie

tenant, or during the last four years, the tenant, his

executors, or administrators, shall cut and scour, at proper
seasons in every year, such fences and ditches as may
require it, or as the landlord or bis agent shall direct

;
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shall defend and preserve all young Thorn, quick fences

and trees, from cattle and sheep ; shall not pare nor

remove the soil from the backs of the fences, but keep the

banks well faced-up and backed-up, and not less than

four and a half feet wide at the base or foot thereof; and

shall prevent the banksorfences ofany wood or plantation,

on or adjoining the farm, from being injured. He, or

they, shall also cause all grips, water-courses, and drains

belonging to the meadow or grass lands, including rivers

on or adjoining the farm, to be opened, drawn, cleansed

and botlomfyed, once in every year, at the proper season
;

shall keep the outfalls of all drains clear and free from
obstruction ; spread and level all ant-hills and mole-hills

;

mow all Tliistles. Rushes and Weeds before their seeding

time ; and not suffer any swine, unless well ringed, to be

upon any meadow or grass land,

XII. The tenant is to maintam, keep, and leave all the

glass, windows, lines, weights, and fastenings thereto

belonging ; all locks, keys, bolts, bells, bell-wires, hinges,

shelves, and fixtures of every kind to tlie farm-house,

offices, and premises ;
water-closets, with the cisterns and

going gears ; also all gates, gate-irons, stiles, posts, pales,

rails, pumps, wells, bridges, tunnels, drains, grips, writer-

courses, river, river-banks, and other fences, upon and
belonging to the farm or premises, in good and tenantable

repair and condition, being allowed, or assigned on
request. Thorns grown upon the farm, bricks, pipes, lime,

and \\ood, for and towards such repairs. The tenant is

to cause the woodwork and painted walls of the interior

of tlie farmhouse and offices to be painted with two coats

of good oil paint, and the papered walls to be re-papered,

when considered necessary by the landlord or his agent,

and to- leave the same in a perfectly good and tenantable

state, the paper to be of the same description and quality

as at the commencement of the tenancy. The tenant is

not to lay any corn, grain, wool, or other weighty or

prejudicial matter in the farmhouse. The tenant is to

make good at his own expense, both as to material and
labour, all injuries to the farmhouse, buildings, and
premises, through the fault or neglect of himself or his

servants, or by the horses or cattle on the farm and
premises, damage by fire excepted : and in the event of

damage by fire not the wilful act or neglect of the tenant,

the landlord shall sufficiently rebuild or restore the premises

damaged or destroyed, within 12 calendar months.

XIII. The tenant is to cause all gutters, pipes, and
troughs, belonging to the farmhouse and other buildings,

to be effectually cleaned out when necessary. The tenant

is to provide and keep on the farm premises a ladder of

sufficient length to reach to the roof of the highest build-

ing thereon, in a fit state for use, and to cause or permit

the same to be used on all necessary occasions. The tenant

is to keep and leave the garden, orchard, and shrubberies,

well and sufficiently stocked, planted, manured, cleaned,

and preserved ; and to well and sufficiently cherish, nail

up, prune, and preserve all the fruit trees, bushes, \'ines,

and shrubs, standing or growing in the gardens, orchards,

or shrubberies.

XIV. The landlord is to maintain and keep the farm-

house and other buildings hi good and tenantable repair

during the term, excepting only such repairs as are before

specified to be done by the tenant. The tenant is to fetch

and carry all materials to be used in repairing the build-

ings, or in erecting new ones upon the farm by agreement
during the term. The tenant is to fetch and carry all

bricks, pipes, and tiles to be used in draming upon the

farm ; and also a proportion of the materials to be used in

repairing or erecting cottages belonging to the landlord,

and situated in any village within one mile from the iAvm,

with other tenants upon the estate ; the proportion to be
settled by the landlord or his agent.

XV. The landlord and his agent, and other persons
authorised by him, are to have full power to enter upon
the farm at all reasonable times, for the purpose of taking
down and removing timber or other trees ; carrying on
draining or other works ; inspecting, altering, and repair-

ing the buildings ; raising and removing marl, clay, brick-

earth, gravel, sand, or stone (which, with all timber trees,

mines, and minerals, are reserved to the landlord)
;

burning bricks, pipes, or tiles, or for any other lawful
purpose, reimbursing the tenant for any injury he may
sustain. The landlord retains the power to take land for

roads, watercourses, building, plantings, or other improve-
ments, or for the purpose of exchange, allowing to the
tenant a proportionate reduction from the rent, and pay-
ing him for any actual damage he may sustain.

XVI. The landlord reserves the exclusive right, for him,
self, his friends, companions, and servants, of hunting
shooting, fishing, fowling, and (subject to the liberty of

the tenant, between the ist day of November and the ist

day of March in every year, to course tlie hares by means
of greyhounds, but not otherwise) of coursing and sport-

ing upon the farm and premises. The tenant is to use
his utmost endeavours to preserve the fish, game, and
eggs and nests of game, and to prevent all other persons
from molesting or destroying the same, or for trespassing

on any part of the lands for that purpose. The landlord
may bring any action, or take any legal proceedings, or
give any notices to or against any person so offending or
trespassing, in the name and on behalf of the tenant, who
shall not release, impeach, hinder, or discharge any such
action or proceedings, without the consent in writing of
the landlord, who shall indemnify and save the tenant
harmless from the costs and charges.

XVII. If the rents reserved, or any part of them, shall

be in arrear or unpaid for twenty-one days after the date
on which they are specified to be paid ; or if the tenant
shall break or infringe any of the conditions of his

tenancy
; or shall abscond, or cease to reside upon the

farm ; or be declared bankrupt ; or make any assignment
of his personal estate, or any composition with his

creditors; or if any writ of execution- shall be issued
against his person or goods, the landlord shall have power
to enter upon the farm, land, and premises, and remove
the tenant, or any other persons therefrom, and the term
shall thereupon cease ; llie right of distress, ej'-clment, or

other action at law by the landlord not being in any
way thereby affected. If at any time the crops shall be
sold under a distraint for rent, they shall be sold subject
to the straw, chaff, and colder being left on the farm with-
out any allowance, and the hay and roots being consumed
thereon. No receipt for any rent or penalty shall dis-

cliarge any other rent or penalty than that mentioned in

such receipt ; and no condition before-mentioned shall

operate to weaken, prejudice, or postpone the perform-
ance of any other conditions by the tenant, nor the right

of the landlord to enforce the same by action, suit, or
otherwise.

XVIII. In the event of the farm being given up to tlie

landlord at any time during the first 16 years, in conse-
quence of the death of the tenant, or for any other reason
with the consent of the landlord, the tenant shall be paid
for any claying or marling done in the four years previous
to such surrender, with the knowledge and sanction of the
landlord or his agent, at the rate of three-fourths of tlie

cost for that done in the previous year, one-half for that

done in the third year, and one-fourth for any such work
done in the fourth year before such surrender. In the
event of the farm being so given up, by agreement made
at any time subsequent to the ist day of l-'ebruary in the
year in which it is surrendered, the tenant shall also be
paid one-third part of the cost price of linseed cake,
consiuned by stock (except horses) in well-littered yards
with troughed sheds, or in boxes ; or by sheep, when

consuming Turnips or Mangel Wurzel on the land,
during the last year of the tenancy.

XIX. When any valuation shall be made of the hay.
Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, and muck to be left at the end
of the tenancy, the person or persons making such
valuation shall take into consideration the state, con-
dition, and usage of the farm and premises, and deter-
mine whether the tenant has carried out all the terms and
conditions before-mentioned, and whether the farm is then
in a clean and creditable state ; and if not, shall deter-
mine what sum of money shall be paid to the landlord as
compensation therefor, and shall deduct such .sum from
the amount which the hay, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, and
muck shall be adjudged to be worth.

XX. The word " landlord " shall include his heirs and
assigns; and the word "tenant" shall include his exe-
cutors, administrators, and assigns.

XXI. If any question or dispute shall arise between the
landlord and tenant, or their respective heirs, executors,
administrators, or assigns, as to these terms and con-
ditions, or any matter or thing connected with them, or
with tlie occupation of the farm, such matter indifference,

including any provided to be referred to arbitration, shall

be referred to two arbitrators and their umpire, in accord-
ance and conformity with the provisions contained in the
Common Law Procedure Act (1854), or any then subsist-
ing statutory modification thereof.

UfPORTS FOR THREE YEARS,
[We extract the following figures from the Board of Trade Return.^, jiist issued.]

Principal Articles.

cwt.
No.

cwt.

Alkali

Animals, living—Oxen, and Bulls
Cows
Calves
Sheep and Lambs
Swine

Bacon
Beef— Salted

Fresh, or slightly salted .

.

.

.

Bones (burnt or not, or as Animal Charcoal) :

For manure .

.

tons
Butter .. ., cwt.
Cheese ..

Corn—Wheat—From Russia
Denmark ..

Germany .

.

., . . . . ..

France
Austrian Territories

Turkey and Wallachia and Moldavia
Egypt
United States
Chili .. ..

British North America ..

Other countries .. ..

Quantities.

1869. 1870. 1871.

97,679

23.097
29,516

709.843
69,067

696,177

2M.955
14,^68

90,604
1,259,089

979,189

92,497

M5.737
24.910

31,525
669,905
95.624

536.844
203,713
12,035

92,032

M59.210
ii04i,28i

101.560

135.1^3

73.639
40,139

916,799
85,622

1,017,907

279,179
22,005

94.212
i.337,8oS

1,219,056

1869.

£•
135.550

3.289,171
402.940
141.739

1,219,014
246,223

2,280,697

380,387

516,64s
6,933,210

3,083,850

9.>58,33>
549,811

6,149,030

468,274
1,030,563

2.379.906
.004,479

13,181,507

567,107
',7=3.053
483,767

10,269,198

3=7,9>9
3.348,214

253.644
60,472

489,421
104,950

12,371,922

599,337
2,838,361

237,791

15.629.435
130.370

3,°49.°3i

134,841
239.147

1,418,886

884,396
13,405.057

549.529
3,279,264
687,690

Total
j

37,695,828 I
30,901,229

I

39,407,646

4,518,108

=77.175
3,450,018

245,73=
513.5>7

1,106,534
473. log

6,939,258
332.635

'.392,996
266,676

19.515,758

1870. 1871.

{.
153,041

2,622,778

391,269
133.014

1,151.373

356.47'
',668,096

427,823

33.698

59:. 70'

6,793.877
3,274.33'

I-
144.99s

2.407,755

'.03'.999

'40,553
',789,826

292,089

2,507,470
58. ,77'

54.'50

59'.998
6,958,961

3.343.574

5, "7. 392
'65.301

1,949.805
140,119
29,071

223,104

45,239
6,564,341

360,341

.537.855
'30.959

8.940,597
77.791

2,018,292

72,345
'58,475
737.718
489,74'

8,062,414

358,427
2,005,698

424,132

16,264,027 23,345,630

B.lrley

Oats
Peas
licans .

.

Indian Corn, or Maize

Wheat meal and Flour—Germany
France
United States
British North America .

.

Other countries .

.

3.407.425
4,001.687

459.624
1.269,424

6,470.789

Total

Indian Com Meal .. .. .. ., cwt.
Eggs Great hundreds
Flax (dressed, undressed, and Tow or. Codilla

of)—Russia
\ , cwt.

Germany .. .. ,. ,.

Holland
lielj'ium

Other countries ,

.

Total

Guano tons
Hams.. ., cwt.
Hemp ^dressed, undressed, and Tow or

Oodilla of)—Russia .

.

.

.

. . cwt.
Italy
Austrian Territories
Hritlsh India .

.

Philippine Islands
Other countries .. .. .. ,. ,.

Total

Hops .

.

.

.

. . cwt.
Meat, uncniunerated—Salted or Fresh,.

Preserved otherwise than by Salting .

.

Nitre, Cubic (Nitrate of Soda) ..

Oil Seed Cakes .

.

,

.

.

.

. . tons
Pork—Salted \not Hams) cwt.

Fresh
Potatos
Poultry and Game, alive or dead (including)

Rabbits) )

Saltpetre .. .. .. ,. ,. cwt.
Seeds —Clover and Grass ,

.

Cotton tons
Fla.>: and Linseed . . . . . . qr.
Rape

Wool, Sheep and Lambs'—Europe .. lb. 25,199,401
I'ritish Possessions in South Africa ,. .. 34.307.S82
l.ritish India .. .. ,. .. .. j 18,796,579
Australia .. .. .. .. ., .. 158,477,960
Other countries i 18,379,522

Total 255,161,344

Yeast, dried ,

.

,, .. .. .. cwt, 120,912

This inclndcs the value of a quantity of Mai^^na, a preparation of Indian Corn meal.
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AGRICULTURAL PROGRESS.
Mr. Hope, of Fenton Barns, addressing a social

gathering of the Haddingtonshire Association, in Glas-

gow lately, said :

—

I think you have judged well in making your homes
in this great, flourishing, and steadily and rapidly-

increasing commercial capital of Scotland. Glasgow
is now, indeed, in point of population, the second city

of the United Kingdom. It has more resources than

any other city. It is not merely a manufacturing

place like Manchester, or a commercial one like Liver-

pool. It unites both . manufactures and commerce
;

and over and above its cotton and woollen manu
factures, it has great coal and iron works ; and besides

all this, it does a good stroke of business in shipbuild

ing. What a pity Mr. Butt does not see that the

difference of the Clyde and the Shannon is owing
entirely to the populatioiv I am very glad to know
that every trade and business here is at present in a

highly satisfactory state, and I hope it will long con-

tinue so. But evei7 now and again fluctuations or

changes may be looked for in all industries. Depres-
sions, however, are not likely to affect every branch of

trade at the same lime. I think, therefore, Glas-

gow rests on a broader ami surer basis of prosperity

than any other town I know of. The commercial
policy of perfect freedom of trade, now happily well

imderstood, has been one of tlie main sources of the

lengthened course of your prosperity.

It is little more than 30 years since the total prohibi-

tion of foreign cattle and sheep was changed by the

great Sir Robert Peel into free and unrestricted impor-
tation. Some of our East Lothian friends, under the

idea that ruin would speedily overtake them from beef
and mutton selling at 2it per lb., sold off their flocks

of sheep. It was curious at that time how people
approved of free trade in everything except what they

sold themselves. I recollect hearing a conversation

which took place in a hotel in this city, shortly before

this change was made, betwixt an arable farmer and a

great Highland grazier. The latter inveighed against

the iniquity of the Corn-laws, which increased the price

he paid for oatmeal to his shepherds, when our friend

of the plough said he quite agreed with him; but he
thought the prohibition against live stock would be
done away with before the abolition of the Corn-laws.
*' What ? " cried our free trade grazier, " I would just

lilce to see the scoundrel who would propose to admit
I'l'SlVch wedclers ! " But this was done before the

•I'oolition of the Corn-laws was carried. It was years

before many arable and sheep farmers were reconciled

to the present state of matters, and they kept calling

nut that they would speedily be ruined. It was in vain

that I used to point out that there was more butcher

meat consumed in your adopted city than was imported
into the whole kingdom. That does not hold good
now, the foreign supply of meat having increased even

more largely than the consuming powers of this fair

city. But owing to your wealth, and the general pros-

perity of the kingdom, butcher meat is now dearer

than ever before known. This shows how intimately

the well-bsing of your native district is connected with
your prosperity here. You are, in fact, the source of
our prosperity.

The science and practice of agriculture, stimulated

by your requirements, has for years past been making
great progress, and certainly as much in East Lothian
as in any other district. The clianges in my time are

something remarkable. I remember the first steam
threshing-machine being erected, and for upwards of

30 years, I may say, there has been one on every
farm except the smallest possessions, and even for them
there are now portable steam threshing-machines easily

to be hired at a very moderate charge. I have seen
the county thoroughly drained with tiles, which has
enabled us to abolish plain fallows, and have in place

of them large and valuable crops of Potatos and Tur-
nips. The produce of our grain crops has increased

fully 50 per cent., and in many cases been doubled, and
by having our lands lying on the flat, and without open
furrows, the reaping-machine has superseded the sickle,

which saves the rural population from the most labo-

rious part of harvest operations. We feed and send to

market treble the number of cattle and sheep we did
formerly. Only a short time ago scarcely a penny was
spent in the purchase of manures and feeding-stuffs,

while the annual sums now paid for them equal the

rental of the whole county. Cultivation by steam has
been introduced. There are now eight steam ploughs
in the county, and they cannot fail to increase in num-
liers. By their general use I hope to see the active

.<;oil of the whole county doubled in depth, though it is

impossible to increase our acreage.

Then, again, we have railroads, which may be said

to have annihilated the distance betwixt us, not only for

social purposes, but by which we are enabled to send
you in any forenoon such bulky crops as Potatos, for
your benefit and our profit. My father used to tell me
of the grain being sent to market on horseback, and
that farmers had a large four-wlieeled waggon, with
which four horses and two men were sent to bring home
coals, the men taking with them a hedgebill and a
spade to cut Whins and fill up any holes in the road
larger than usual. lie also told me that he had seen
his father's men ploughing the public road betwixt
North Berwick and Dirleton—being the highway to

Edinburgh—to make the road passable, and prevent
travellers from traippling on the sown ground. I sus-

pect some of my young friends from North Berwick
here present will be rather surprised to hear this.

Before quitting this subject, I have one more early

renuniscence I should like to narrate to you. Fifty

years ago, an old man, upwards of 90 years of age,

told me that when he was a lad in the village of Athel-

staneford, he witnessed the arrival of the Duchess of

Gordon at Gilmerton House, the residence of the

respected family of Kinloch. Her Grace was in a car-

riage drawn by six horses, and, besides the drivers, she

was attended by six men as outrunners, who carried

long poles in their hands, and ran beside the carriage

ready to prevent it overturning. Every inhabitant of

the village was at Gilmerton House to witness the

arrival. The last hundred yards or so of the road
being good, the horses were urged to a canter, and the

Duchess landed at the door in triumph, and amid the

cheers of the assembled multitude. This was the first

time a private carriage had been seen in these parts.

I hope you will excuse these remarks about bygone
times, and perhaps I have also said too much of what
may be considered ** the shop;" but you know a
person talks most easily about what he is deeply inte-

rested in. I may say to my young friends, no one can
accjuire name or fame in any business or pursuit unless

it occupies the greater part of his time and thought,
and also that he holds it to be a religious duty to dis-

charge with q.11 his might every obligation incumbent
on him, professional or otherwise,

SEWAGE INTERMITTENT
FIL TRA TION.

[The following letter, from Mr, Eailey Denton, in reply to that
of Mr. Blackburn quoted at p. 1686, 1871, lately appeared in

the Tinii-s.'l

As your correspondent, Mr. J. T. Blackburn, of the
Camp Farm, Aldershott, in his letter of the 23d ult.,

when speaking of intermittent filtration, obviously
pointed to the works executed under my directions at

Merthyr Tydfil, and referred to opinions expressed in

certain letters of mine which have appeared in your
columns, I trust you will pardon the delay that has
occurred, and give me space for a few words in

explanation.

The advantages of applying liquid sewage to land
depend on two results— lirst, the permanent purification
of the sewage before it enters the rivers, and, next, a
remunerative return on the outlay involved in the

necessary works ; and it is clear that your cor-

respondent has not fully appreciated the means
by which the intermittent mode of applying sewage'
to land may effect both these objects while re-

ducing the quantity of land so appropriated. No
one is more desirous than myself to see the adoption
of sewage irrigation on a large scale, whenever land
can be obtained under circumstances favourable to it

;

but in the present state of things it is difiicult to

believe that it would be consistent with sound economy
to widen the area of surface distribution at a loss to

individual towns, in order that the nation at large may
have the benefit of increased production. To my mind
it is far better that sewer authorities, without shutting

their eyes to the better appreciation by agriculturists of
the value of sewage as a fertiliser, which must sooner
or later occur, should limit the land they take for irri

gation to such a quantity as will enable them to purify

the sewage of their towns, and either obtain a return
on the outlay expended in works or reduce to a mini-
mtim the loss those works may involve, taking care

not to reject any opportunity of obtaining a larger

profit from wide irrigation where it can be secured
with certainty. It is 30 years since I first

advocated in the pages of the Westminster Rcvitw
(March, 1842) the utilisation of liquid sewage on
land, and from that time to the present I have earnestly

watched the results of those practical instances which
have been established without being able to find any
examples in which Worshipful Corporations and Local
Boards of Health have—as yet—managed to secure a
satisfactory return. This, doubtless, arises from two
causes which will ultimately right themselves—first,

that public municipal bodies are naturally the worst
farmers in the world, and must, therefore, learn the
business ; and next, because agriculturists are not
believers in large gains from farm produce, and will

not give high rents until convinced of a profitable

return. But it is also true that nothing has gone so far

to prevent practical farmers entering upon sewage irriga-

tion as the statements, so often repeated by those who
would have wide irrigation at any price, that a large

proportion of Italian Rye-gi^ass is an essential feature

in sewage farming ; for every one has noticed that on
sewaged free soils Italian Rye-grass fails in quantity in

dry years like that of 1S70, when it is most wanted,
while in favourable seasons, when prolific crops are
grown everywhere, like that of last year, there is the
greatest difficulty in disposing of it ; and farmers
generally have suffered so much from cattle plague and
pleuro-pneumonia that they are disinclined to enter
upon extensive operations involving the keeping of a
large number of cows in order to consume it.

The Merthyr works have distinctly proved two facts

which were not anticipated even by Dr. Frankland, to

whom we owe the original idea of intermittent filtra-

tion. I refer to the growth of crops on the surface of

the filtering areas, and the attainment of a remunerative
return. To state the case shortly and clearly, I will

first quote a few words from the Report of the present
Rivers Pollution Commissioners, and then give the
experience at Merthyr. The Commissioners state that,

although I acre of filtering material, 6 feet deep, used
intermittently, would cleanse the sewage of 3300
people, the process was subject to three formidable
objections:— "First, it is entirely unremunerative ;

second, the whole of the manure ingredients of
the sewage would be absolutely wasted ; and, third,

the collections of solid fascal matters upon the sur-

face of the soil, with no vegetation to make use
of them, would probably give rise to a for-

midable nuisance." At Merthyr, as soon as some
of the filtering areas were drained and prepared, and
the filtration was at work, they were planted with
Cabbages and roots, and 70 days afterwards the pro-
duce was sold by auction at a price which enabled the
chairman of the local board to declare that had the
land been obtained at a fair agricultural value, and the
works executed at the cost for which they would now
be executed, with the experience acquired, he " had no
hesitation in saying the filtering areas would be a
source of great profit to the ratepayers of the district."

The sewage applied to the land was frequently

144,000 galls, per acre per diem, witliout any miisance
whatever ; for there was no smell, although, as the
crops grew on ridges while the sewage ran down the
furrows between them, its depth often reached from
10 to 12 inches in the furrows.

These facts cannot be otherwise than satisfactory to
every one ; for, as land to which sewage is applied is

not likely to become less suitable for the gi'owth of
appropriate crops, no further experience is needed to
prove that selected vegetables planted on well-prepared
land will flourish in the midst of heavy doses of sewage
applied daily ; and when the practice of intermittent
filtration is extended from one series of filtering areas
to three or four, as it should be to be permanently suc-
cessful, the growth of vegetation will be increased in
even greater proportion than the land, and its scaveng-
ing powers brought to bear in a like degree.
Without questioning Mr. Blackburn's assertion that

the manure ingredients of liquid sewage will be greatly
wasted by such copious applications as are involved in
intermittent filtration, in which plant growth is made
a secondary object to purification, I may state that it

is also certain that ordinary irrigation, in which the
production of crops is made of the same importance as
purification itself, is often accompanied by an equal
waste without attaining the same amount of purification.

In fact, it may be said, without disparagement, that
the majority of sewage-irrigated lands are simply
defective filters, owing either to the soil being too free

or to the drainage being inappropriately executed. This
is proved by an examination of the effluent water from
the two processes ; and the Lodge Farm at Barking
and the Camp Farm at Aldershott, when compared
with Merthyr, will serve for illustration. While the
eftluent water at Merthyr is declared by the Rivers
Pollution Commissioners to be "so pure that, if it con-
tained twice the percentage of impurities which it did,

it would still fall considerably within the standards
lecommended in their first Report (Mersey and Ribble
Basins, 1869)," that at Barking is stated by Dr. Frank-
land to contain of organic nitrogen . 198 and of ammonia
.005 parts per 100,000, and that at Aldershott has been
shown on equal authority to contain of organic nitrogen

.129 and ammonia .622 parts per 100,000. It is

clear from these figures, satisfactory in themselves,
that, if doubled, the percentages will exceed instead of
being below the standard referred to.

I observe that Mr. Blackburn and several of those
who are the advocates of wide irrigation, irrespective

of immediate return, ignore the arrangements I have
recommended at Birmingham and elsewhere as a certain

means of securing permanency of effect and of prevent-
ing any possibility of clogging the soil of which the
filters are composed. I refer to the provision and pre-
paration of, at least, treble the quantity of land which
would theoretically suffice for purification ; or, in other
words, that there should be, at least, three distinct

areas of filters, each capable of purifying the whole
sewage, so that intermittency of action maybe extended
from one series to three series, with a view to make eacli

serve its turn for a year and allow of an interim of two
years to elapse before it is againbrought into constant use.

Duringthe interval of twoyears the two series that would
not be in use would be devoted to the growth of crops,
receiving sewage only when wanted for the promotion of
growth, at which times the quantity delivered would be
only just as much as would be requisite for that purpose
and no more. By this means a greater acreage crop
may be expected than even from ordinary irrigation.

The soil would be prevented from clogging, first, by
the extraordinary vigour of vegetable growth resulting

from this mode of treatment ; and, next, by the deep
and frequent surface cultivation, which is essentially a
part of the filtering process, and which breaks up and
exposes to the atmosphere all those particles of organic
matter which would be arrested in the upper portion of
the soil. Thus, while vegetation would never be
absent from any portion of tiie land during the growing
period of the year, maximum croi)s would be produced
from the two series at rest from filtration, with all the
advantages of an increased plant growth as a scavenging
power.
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Though this may be called " irrigation in a con-

centrated form, yet the intermittency of treatment

gives it a distinctive character, and it is wrong, there-

fore, to say that the difference between such a mode
of Treatment ahd that of ordinary irrigation is purely

imaginary.

I should add that the process of intermittent filtra-

tion designedly canied out has been tested by me for

two years under considerable disadvantages, in the

grounds of a hospital in Surrey, and, both with regard

to purification and remuneration, with undoubted
success. J. Bailey Dmhn, 22, WhiUhall Place, Jan. 4.

History of Steam Cultivation.—At p. 59, Mr.
Grey gives us a sketch of steam cultivation from 1S55,

As Mr. Grey seems to me to shoot with a long bow, I

must step in. Hear him :
— *' In which year {1S55) he

had the pleasure of assisting the late John Fowler to

start his first steam-plough in I'.ssex, which was a very

successful attempt, much more so than many attempts

he made after that. The design consisted of a single

engine, upon the roimdabout system, and, barring a

few minor details, it proved equal to expectations." As
this pretended novelty of Mr. Grey's is quite unknown
to me, I ask for particulars other tlian his assertion of

''assistance in Essex, in 1855;" for the late John
Fowler's *' first start at steam plougliing " was the in-

stmctions he received from me at Carlisle to make for

me a windlass to be worked upon the roundabout plan.

That windlass was made by Messrs. Ransome, and
supplied tome in December, 1S55. All Fowler did in

the matter, was to convey my instmctions to tlie Messrs.

Ransome. That windlass never worked in Essex,

for I have a letter before me, dated Nov, 24, 1S55,

signed "John Fowler, Jan.," stating that "the wind-
lass had been tried but found incomplete." This
"trial" took place at Ipswich. Hear "J. A. Ran-
some" upon the point, by letter, to Mr. Fowler, dated

March 28, 1S59 :—
" Dear John, — The wmdlass and tackle prepared

under my direction for Wm. Smith, of Woolston. was
tried on November 17. 19, 20, 1855, on Harvey's Farm,
Ipswich, with a Biddle scarifier, in the presence of the
following parties ;

—

Q ABiddell, 1^^^
W. M orley. )

^ '

J. Smith, John Fowler's manager
;

J. Hammond, foreman of engineers
;

S. Felgate, foreman of pattern-makers
;

R. Hagger, engine driver
;

—all of whom can testify to the fact.
"

This same letter also proves that the Messrs,

Ransome sent the windlass off from their works on
Dec. 12, 1S55, and that they had sent to me
an engine on October 13, 1S55, for me to work it

with ; and thus the instructions given by me to them,
and "John Fowler, jun.,'' in the showyard at Carlisle

in 1855, were carried out, and I paid them both accord-

ing to contract made in the said showyard at Carlisle.

Now, in the face of all these witnesses, "John
Fowler" himself, "J. A. Ransome," and six others,

proving the first doings of "John Fowler" upon
steam-ploughing, I ask Mr. Grey to show clearly to us
his asserted start of "John Fowler" in Essex in 1S55.

Mr. Grey goes on thus : "and gave Mr. Fowler great
encouragement to proceed. After this Mr, Fowler
expended ^70,000 on experiments, at the end of which
time all he had to represent this large capital was a lot

of old machinery." "Which time?" that is the

question. \Ye will take it to mean at the death
of "John Fowler" in 1S64, for we have the
substantial evidence at the trial between Howards
and Fowler & Co., proving clearly that he had
expended a large sum of money on experiments.
Then, according to the evidence of Mr. Grey, the Scotch
prize of " ;^200 " and the " R, A. Society prize of

;^500 " were awarded to experimental lumber, I knew
all that in 1858, through Mr. Colinson Hall, who told

me that Mr. Fowler knew before the trials that the
windlass with which he won these prizes could never be
made a practical and an economical working machine.
The judges pronounced that it was so, yet it succumbed
to the condemnation that Mr, Fowler had passed upon
it before it went into trial for these prizes, and now
Mr. Grey, although he cracks up these prizes, tells us
that they were won by experimental machinery, now
and long since "old machinery." Mr. Grey next tells

us about 400 steam-ploughs in Egypt, worked by
one farmer, without telling us how many of
them may be placed amongst the " lot of old
machinery." Mr. Grey then goes on thus ;

" There are
working in England, working for hire, 400 to 500 sets

of tackle." Then, upon this evidence, what a mighty
place Eg)'pt is, with its steam-ploughing machinery
out-stripping England. To be sure, Mr. Campbell's
two big " 30-horse power engines, nominally (240 horse
effective)," stirring land 3 feet deep, growing crops

7 feet high, can give England a leg-up ; but then Mr.
Grey does not give us the wear and tear, as well as
breakage, with the hindrances of this very powerful
machinery, I can tell him that 14-horse double set

engines are vastly more costly in repairs and much less

effective than double 12-horse engines are, therefore I

jump to the conclusion that his double 30-horse engines,

V'orked up to 120-Iiorse po\\cr each, are very much
more so. Common sense tells us that they must. A
120-horse power pull upon an agricultural implement
is a thunderer, and besides all that the ropes must be
worked out when there is aworking power of 120-horse
power in them. Look at the waste when working with
big engines. Mr. Grey's little talk about Scotland's
doing upon the steam-plough question is not worth
troubling one's self about. Mr. Grey is a big talker.

Now let him give us all the particulars about his big
figures, and saying especially so about his doings in

Essex in 1855. iVilUam Smithy IVoolston, BUtchUy
Station, Bucks, yan. 13.

A Fixed Steam-Engine of 6-hor5e power will,

with S. horse Cornish boiler, cost about £\lo. There
it is if you want it, and there it is if you don't want it ;

in the latter case it eats and drinks nothing, and you
have only a loss on interest of capital at 5 per cent,, or
of less than 6./. per day {^4 5j. for half a year). How
difierent from horses when they stand idle and retpiire

both food and attendance, and get gouty-heeled for

want of labour. Now a farmer with 300 acres of
arable land should keep 40 bullocks and 200 sheep,
nearly always, but certainly for six or eight months in

the year, and he will then require (if he studies profit)

to grind his corn, break his cake, cut up his

straw and hay into fine chaff, pulp his roots,

crush his Linseed, pump water, and steam chaff, &c,,
and this should be done regularly during the six winter
months, and it must be done by steam if done cheaply.
It won't do to neglect your cattle and .sheep at inter-

vals, by taking away your steam-engine for cultivating,

threshing, ike. Having worked my steam-engine for

24 years, I can speak practically on this matter, and
get all my work done for nothing, because my neigh-
bours (some of them with plenty of money and Innd)

are foolish enough to send me their corn to grind,

instead of having an engine of their own. If we farm
high, 200 sheep and 40 bullocks are none too much for

300 acres, if arable land, I have often had as many
or more on 175 acres of poor land, and grow
plenty of corn too, and make a good .'profit ; for I

find, even this year (1871), that the balance available

for rent, interest, and profit, after paying every
expense, is nearly £'joo ; in 1S70 it was more than
that. Vou shall have details shortly. If we are to

make our poor farms pay, it must be by "going In"
for plenty of home-made under-cover manure, plenty of
fat meat, very deep cultivation, not too much seed, and
maximum crops. The cheese-paring system and un-
drained land won't do, with 32,000,000 of hungry and
well-to-do customers, wanting a daily supply of bread,

meat, milk, butter, cheese, and beer. It was a
different affair a centmy or two ago, in the pastoral

age, with plenty of acres, few people, scarcely any
manufactures, and no steam, and very little capital.

We, as agriculturists (landlords and tenants), must watch
the signs of the times, and keep moving forward.

7. y. Mci'hi, Tiptree, Jan. 15.

Tenant-right. — That one false step leads to

another is as true in politics as in social life. I

seldom see any monstrous scheme proposed without
the proposer referring to the Irish Land Bill as a
general precedent for eccentric legislation. The two
points in which that Bill runs counter to the principles,

not only of English Law, but of all sound legislation,

are as follows— i. Every law having a retrospective

eflect is vicious, and the Bill in question is such,

because it affects leases which commenced before it

became law. 2, The principal office of civil law is

to enforce contracts, but parts of the Bill abridge the
free exercise of the right of contract, or even annul it

altogether. This, again, is sought to he justified by
the precedent of a clause in the Income Tax Act, thus
confirming the old saying, "Decipit exemplum vitiis

imitabile." I observe from your reports of the conver-
sations at farmers' clubs, that many English farmers
desire that the Irish Bill may be extended to England,
and therefore it is not irrelevant at the present time to

point out the injustice of some of its provisions.

There seems, however, to be no reason why the rela-

tion between landlord and tenant should not be con-
sidered by the Legislature. The common law has laid

down certain incidents as belonging to tenancies by
the year, and to tenancies for a term. These incidents

are, however, considerably modified by various local

customs, which are themselves to be regarded as a part

of the common unwritten law. Now any one desirous

of legislating on the subject should first make himself
acquainted with these local customs. He should
then, by their light, and also with the advice of the

best practical men, determine what would be the most
equitable incidents to attach to the difierent sorts of

tenancies, having regard to the rights of all parties

concerned. When this has been settled, an Act might
be passed abolishing all local customs, and, in lieu

thereof, laying down new rules, and enacting that

such rules shall be applied to all tenancies commencing
after the passing of the Act, in the absence of any
written contract modifying the same. Such an Act
would injure no one, would not be retrospective, and
would remedy any injustice, if there be such, in our
present laws. G. S.

Profits of Farming, — Some few years ago an
M.P,, at an agricultural dinner, spoke somewhat -as

follows :- " He held but little land then in hand—not
more than enough to supply the house ; he had farmed
largely, drained, improved, and erected machinery,
procured the best stock, &c. ; but it happened thai,
though heattamedto 6qr. per acre of wheat, 15 gs.
a head all round for his rams, 35 gs. each for his 3-year-
old steers, and other things in proportion, when his
shepherd informed him that the scab had got into the
flock, and advised selling the lot by auction. He
said 'So we will ; and, while we are about it, we will
sell the horses, cattle, pigs, and implements, as I find
I [have drained my purse.' " A good few of us have
the same story to tell I fear the truth is that, if a
man has money, or brains, or both, he cannot lake
them to a worse market than agriculture. Agricultural
money-making is a very slow game, and by no means
a sure one. This must be the reason why capital,
sharp wit, and strong will, prefer any wild speculation
to agriculture ; though I have no doubt that what
associated capital has done for locomotion and traction
it would also do for agriculture. Rustkits Expectans,

A Cure for Pleuro-Pneumonia in Cattle.

—

Mr. Russell emigrated from Lancashire to the
neighbourhood of Chicago, North America, several
years ago, where he commenced as a farmer and cattle-

dealer—his wife being one of those clever, practical
ladies, who are often to be found in luigland as good
farmers ; but, preferring to reside in England, they
returned home in the autumn of 1S71. They had an
intimate friend in South Gloucestershire, Mr. W., a
dairy owner, who had recently lost many cows by
pleuro-pneumonia, and Mrs. Russell, being at[his house
on a visit (before they decided w^here to settle), when
the last of Mr. W.'s diseased cows was nearly
in a dying state, she offered to cure it by a remedy
which she said was so effective and so well known
in America, that they thought but little of that disease
there. Mr. W. remarked that, the cow being then so
bad that it would not live, she was welcome to try it.

Accordingly Mrs. Russell poured as much paraflin oil

as would lie in the palm of her hand, and then threw
it with a blow up the animal's nostrils, which blow
caused the cow to suddenly withdraw its nose, and
thereby it inhaled some of the paraffin oil, whxh
made the animal sneeze violently, by which much of
the matter on the lungs, which caused the disease, was
dislodged and ejected ; and the cow, thus relieved,

became better from that time. About three days
afterwards the cow, although better, being still far from
well, the same process was repeated, but with a larger
quantity of oil, and with such a result of sneezing that

the cow soon quite recovered, and is uowrestored to good
health. This information was related by Mrs, Russell
in the presence of the undersigned, who, supposing the
same process, if used, may prove to be an effective

remedy against that fatal disease, pleuro-pneumonia, in

the cattle districts of Great Britain, he supplies it for

publication as related to him, but the merit of
the information is due to Mrs. Russell. The principle

of the remedy appears to be, that paraflin oil (or per-
haps some other liquid) may be equally effective when
inhaled into the lungs ; it excites excessive coughing,
whereby diseased matter, contained therein, is ejected

therefrom, and the lungs being thus cleared of such
matter, become restored to a healthy state. E. Wat,
Saltford, near Bristol,

The Dog-in-the-Manger Principle is not to be
commended, and is especially injurious to agriculture.

To deprive yourself of 10s., because some one else will

get 5.r. of it, don't pay in a commercial point of view.

I am, and always have been, a strong advocate for

tenant-right, which will surely come in time ; but while
the grass is growing the steed may starve ; so all busi-

ness men who have an eye to profit do the best they
can under the circumstances. I have carried that

out both in agriculture and in trade, where I have
had a lease, as I certainly should not do it on
annual tenure, except under certain landlords, and
on certain estates where generations of farmers are
retained on the same occupation as a point of honour.
When I bought the lease of my premises in Regent
Street I laid out ;i^50oo in alterations, fittings, and
fixings suitable for my trade, knowing that when the

lease expired (21 years) my rent would be increased.

On the 45 acres of Chapel land which I hold adjoining
my own on a 21 years' lease I immediately drained it

thoroughly, although I knew that the rent would be
ultimately raised ; but I could not aflord to lose the
benefit of improvement because a percentage of it

would ultimately go to the landowner. Our Scottish

friends as farmers are quite clear upon this point, for

at the very commencement of a 19 years' lease they
frequently drain and lime the land, at a cost of many
pounds per acre. There is one evil that sadly requires

remedy. In business our leases are saleable or trans-

ferable. If this were done in agriculture, it would lead to

much investment of additional capital and great improve-
ments. I look upon this as nearly or quite as important as

tenant-right. Good farms are always much competed
for, but poor unimproved land may always be had, and
often cheaply too, by a tenant known to be an agricul-

tural improver. Farming will never be what it ouglu
to be until land, whether for selling or letting, is

emancipated from old feudal customs and dealt with

on commercial principles. There is no reason why
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this should be inconsistent with an agreeable feeling

between landowner and tenant. I am sure that it

would increase the landowner's rental, y. J. Mechiy

Jan, 15.

School Boards : Adventure Schools. — In the

parish where I reside, we have some 18 to 20 schools

of one kind or other. Above a moiety of these would,

according to the Elementary Education Act, be deemed
elementary adventure schools, /. e., eligible to receive

the Government grants under inspection : the pupils

not paying more than 9</. per week for their schooling.

We have elected a School Board many months since,

but notwithstanding their weekly meetings, and their

arduous and difficult labours, they have made but little

progress. We have four school-rooms upon charitable

foundations. One is supported by a good charity left

by our forefathers, the others by voluntary subscrip-

tions, aided by "a few pence weekly from some of the

scholars. The great difficulty lies in the appropriation

of these rooms for the uses of the School Board. The
Education Endowment Commissioners have nearly

unlimited power over all educational endowments, and

they will not give one iota of endowment under their

custody ** in relief of or to diminish " the rates of any
parish. We have a large outlying and populous district

to provide for, consequently we shall require at least

four school-rooms,—two for boys, two for girls, and

possibly two more for "infants,"—besides houses for

the masters and mistresses. We have to provide in one

way or another for the education of about Soo children.

The adventure schools it is not to be supposed will all

be swamped by the establishment of our School Board

schools. Our poor people are very independent, and

will send their children to be taught at such schools as

they like best, and the present proprietors of these

schools also hope to hold their own. I want to know,

therefore, why we are to be compelled to erect such

large and expensive school-rooms ere we ascertain the

need of them ? I am told the Elementary Education

Commissioners insist upon this being done, and,

moreover, further insist upon additional class-rooms.

Verily this does astonish me. Elementary classes !

Well, let us drop the word elementary. I have to-day

seen the estimates of our surveyor for one of our

schoolrooms and master's house, &c., which, however,

is to be a combined one for boys and girls. It exceeds

;[^3400, exclusive of the site. It is a rural parish, and
the accommodation is for about from 400 to 500
children, which includes the aggregate number now
taught in the free and adventure schools. The out-

lying district will require like accommodation, unless

the Endowment Commissioners can be prevailed upon
to yield acquiescence to the School Board. What an

expenditure !—and much of it an entire speculation as to

whether the adventure schools can be swamped, to be

replaced by rate-aided schools. Now, this is no

isolated case ; such-like costly and oppressive courses

will be pursued in every parish throughout the kingdom
wherever School Boards are formed. It is high time

a stand was made against such unwise and reckless

extravagance. Surely some temporary course could be

adopted in every parish till the effect upon adventure

schools was manifest. They go to the full extent of

the provision before it is required. I know the Act
authorises it, and the Commissioners require such to be

done, but the time is much in the hands of the School

Boards. The onjy penalty is dismission if they fail to

carry out the law. It appears that very trifling notice

is to be taken of adventure schools. To my mind it is

a great trial, and a direct hardship and wrong that is

thus thrown upon the proprietors of these schools.

Thousands of masters 'and mistresses are laudable

teachers of these schools, obtaining good and honest

livelihoods. It could never be the intention of Par-

liament to put them down. Why, then, erect such large

establishments for that purpose ? I write rather

angrily, because I see a great wrong done to this class,

and also to the ratepayers, which a little care and
timely procrastination would greatly modify. O. F,

Foreign Correspondence.
Moscow: December 16 (28), 1871.— 77/^- Weather

in Russia^ and other Alatters. —While the greater part

of Western Europe is being subjected to a more than

ordinary severe visitation of frost and snow, we in the

East are enjoying comparatively mild weather. Up to

the present time I have not once had occasion to don
my fur coat. Such of your readers as have had expe-

rience of a winter in Russia will understand what such

a fact signifies, for inordinary winters it is not possible

to be continuously in the open air at this season with-

out ninning great risk of being frozen, unless well pro-

tected by a fur overcoat and warm boots ; but, during

the present winter, such precautions have, so far, been
unnecessary, indeed inconvenient, as, from the mild-

ness of the weather, a light overcoat is much more
agreeable to walk about in than when enveloped in

the heavy folds of a "shube."
On one occasion only has the thermometer indicated

more than — 10° Reaumur (54° Eahr.) ; that was on
December 12 (24), when we had — 13° Reaumur
(3* Fahr.). With this one exception the thermometer
has on no occasion indicated more than—6''(iS*Fahr.

),

and the mean temperature for the month has been

—4* Reaumur {23" Fahr.), as against the mean tem-

perature of December, I S70, of— 12" Reaumur (4" Fahr.

)

—a difference in favour of 1871 of 8° Reaumur (19°

Fahr.). Even with this mild average temperature the

frost has not been continuous, as on several occasions

we had the glass up to 38"^ Fahr. in the night time,

and during the day there was quite a rapid thaw;
indeed, on December 8 (20) we had quite a summer's
day, the thermometer in the sun indicating 54* Fahr.

Such a fine day in the middle of winter is rather a rare

occurrence in Russia.

Along with this comparative absence of frost, we
have also very little snow ; indeed, in many places the

snow-roads are not yet formed, and traffic has still to be

conducted on wheels, and as a consequence all articles

of home produce are extremely dear ; for as nearly all

the breadstuffs, and other necessaries of life, for the

supply of Moscow are brought from the interior, it is

a matter of primary importance to have good winter

roads, and that early in the season, as with good snow-

roads everything can be carried at a much cheaper rate

than on wheels, the more especially in a country like

Russia, where there are no good turnpike roads, with

the exception of the great Chauss(?es. As for the cross

country roads, they are mere tracks, and in the autumn
and early winter are almost impassible even for light

carts, and the carriage of heavy articles is altogether

out of the question ; so that every one is very glad when
the snow-roads are formed, and it is possible to travel

by sledge.

This winter, owing to the want of snow-roads (it is

only some 10 days since the first snow fell) all heavy
traffic from the interior, except by railway, has been

brought to a standstill ; and this, added to a more than

ordinary bad harvest, has conduced to raise the price

of bread to almost famine prices. The absence of

snow and the mild weather has also interfered with the

conveyance of frozen geese and ducks from the steppes

in the South, and Raiptchick and other game from
Archangel.
Add to all these complications the cattle plague,

which has been for some time past ravaging (the

herds of the steppe, and also of Central Russia, and

you may well imagine that our Christmas larders are

not likely to be overstocked, and also that we are all

very glad that at length we have something like winter,

so that it is possible to travel by sledge ; and if haply

there should be sharp frost, we may yet have some
chance of having our usual supplies of frozen game for

Christmas time.

Formerly one could purchase frozen geese and ducks

at this season of the year for 5 copecks {\\d.') per lb.,

and beef and mutton for 2d. per lb. ; but I fear that

good time will be a long time in coming again. Frozen

geese are not yet in the market, and good beef is now
about 6(/. per lb. ; bread flour, especially Rye, is also

very dear. At the present moment it is about 3^-. per

measure of 36 lb.—that is, more than double its average

price in past times. The price of rye-flour has been

going up year bv year ever since the emancipation of

the serfs ; and this is easily accounted for by the simple

fact that there is not now so much land cultivated in

Russia as previous to that great change, for in former

times the nobles and landowners cultivated immense
breadths of land at a mere nominal cost for labour ; but

since the people have been free, and their labour has

had to be paid for, the landowners have in many cases

given up the cultivation of their estates, and there are

now many large tracts lying waste that formerly pro-

duced crops of Rye. And the land that was given to

the peasantry is in many cases so miserably cultivated,

that it is impossible to expect anything like a crop from

it ; and this year, owing to a combination of circum-

stances, there has been a very short harvest over the

greater part of Russia. The young Rye plants suffered

from the fearfully severe cold of January, 1S71, which,

according to the report of the St. Petersburg Observa-

tory, was the coldest that has been experienced in

Russia for 90 years past. The Wheat and other

spring-sown crops were got into the ground under very

unfavourable conditions, as April and May months were
both cold and wet ; indeed, from May i to May 20

there was hardly one dry day, so that it was
impossible to get a good seed-bed, and as

a consequence the plants came up very irregu-

larly, and when the dry weather did at length set

in it was nearly as bad as the wet, for June month
was dry and cold, a hard searching east wind blowing
nearly the whole month, and from May 20 to the end

of August we had continuous dry weather. This long

drought had a very disastrous effect on the crops, all of

which, roots and cereals, are far below an average in

quantity, and also of bad quality, the Rye especially

is very inferior, even bad, being much infested with

ergot.

The other day I read in a Russian paper a report

from some medical men of several districts in Russia,

where the people are suffering from having eaten this

bad Rye ; its effects appear to be most disastrous,

causing paralysis, severe ague, intermittent fever, gan-

grene, and other complaints ; and in the case of women
the birth of still-born children. As the crop for next

year has been sown with this ergotted Rye, it isdifficult

to foresee what ills may arise from it, as here there

are no means employed to destroy the germs of the

Fungus ; so that in all probability it will produce an
infected crop next season. And as Rye is the staff of

life in Russia, it is rather a serious prospect to look
f.TA'ard to. John Finiay, [Many thanks.]

Somlits.
INSTITUTE OF SURVEYORS.

Agricultural Pipe Drainage.—The following is an
abridged report of the paper on this subject read by
Mr. Richard Boxhall Grantham, C.E., at the

ordinary general meeting of the Institute of Sur-

veyors, December iSth, 1871 :

—

The end of all pipe drainage, let the depths be what
they may, is to keep the subsoil water at such a level

as not to allow it to rise to the roots of the plants, and
injure their growth by its coldness and non-fertilising

properties, and to render the soil above the pipes more
friable and open, by making it moderately dry, and
causing a circulation of air through it.

A very prevalent opinion existed that the sole use

of pipe drains was to take off to an outlet water which
descended upon the surface of the land as rain, or

overflowed it from springs, &c. , and with many
farmers this idea is still prominent, and they cannot
understand that if drains are sunk in clay soils as

deep as 4 feet, the drainage water will ever reach
them, or the land ever be improved ; and, if left to

themselves, they would not lay the drains deeper
than 2 feet, or 2 feet 6 inches.

I have many times tried to convince them what
is the source of the water, by showing it to them by
trial holes dug in stiff clay, and asking them where
they thought it came from, as there was no appearance

of its having run down the holes from the surface of

the land, or of its having percolated from the sides of

the holes. I have shown them that it could only rise

from the bottom ; but in a few instances only have I

found that the conviction, even if an^ived at, lasted

very long. I have also shown them that, after a drain

has been dug out to its proper depth, in a few hours

water will gradually arise where there was none
before.

Many instances are well known in which shallow

draining, say from 2 feet to 2 feet 6 inches, has been

taken up and the pipes relaid at depths of 4 feet and
upwards ; and it is scarcely possible to believe that in

the present day persons can be found who would
practise shallow in preference to deep drainings.

There have certainly been failures in deep draining,

but these have arisen from imperfect work ; either the

pipes have not been laid in a true line in the drains,

or proper attention has not been paid to the fall or

inclination, or, more frequently, to the distances from
each other at which the drains are laid.

When the soil between the drains has been rendered
perfectly permeable, so that rain water sinks to the

full depth of the drains, and the subsoil water rises up
to their level, the work may be deemed to be satis-

factory, as showing that the drains have not been
placed too far apart, having regard to the depth in the

particular soil which is being treated.

Many persons, being desirous of saving the cost of

deep draining, have placed the drains closer together

with shallower depths ; but it will be found that this

system entails a greater cost and is not so efficient or

durable. The Table, which will be found under the

head of cost, shows the several rates per acre at various

depths and widths apart.

The alternative, in case of a defect either from the

pipes being laid at an insufficient depth or too far

apart, is to do the work over again, or to allow it to

remain a lasting disappointment.

I will now proceed to direct your attention to the

several practical parts of the question, and will first

deal with the nature of

Soils.—In laying out drainage the principal difficulty

in determining both the depth and width apart of

drains, is found in dealing with the different kinds of

soil that are met with. The first question that

naturally arises is

—

What is the geological formation of the locality ?

and what is the inclination or dip of the strata? From
the answers to these questions we are able to infer the

existence or absence of permanent springs. Thus, for

example, beds of gravel, sand, or other free soil, sur-

rounded or underlaid by beds of clay or other impervious
strata, store up large bodies of water, which, by slow
percolation, saturates the surface of the country. So
that we can in such cases, by simple means and a small
amount of work, free large areas of land from wetness.

A knowledge of the soils may be gained by sinking trial

holes, exceeding in depth the proposed drainage, or by
boring to moderate depths.

The depth from the surface with which it is necessary
to deal is really very small as compared with the great
masses of material which make up any geological forma-
tion ; but, nevertheless, it is highly necessary that the

engineer should investigate every feature of the soil, the

form of the land, its inclinations, and produce, in order
that he may be able to lay out the work to be executed

both efficiently and economically, as well as in the

manner best suited for the future improvement of the

land. Soils may be classed in two grand divisions—clays

and free soils, and it is these we have to deal with ; but
it must be remembered that each of them admits of

several subdivisions, and in both cases rock may be
mixed with them."

" Depth and Internal ofDrains.—In all cases in which
loans of money are made by the drainage companies

under the powers of their Acts, the Inclosure Com-
missioners, who sanction the charge upon property for
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the repayment of the loans, require 4 feet to be the

minimum depth of pipe drainage; and experience has

fully confirmed the good effects of this rule^ after

several yeajs' practice. This minimum depth has

been fixed after mature deliberation ; but it ou^t not

to be imperatively insisted upon in every kipd of soil

or under all the varying conditions of land.

One constantly meets with the objection that water

cannot get down through thick clay, and that it is useless

to go so deep as 4 feet ; but our experience teaches us

that the soil having become more loosened and opened

by cracks, admits the permeation of water to that depth

at least ; the very wormholes permit the rain to per-

colate, and, after it has once found its way, by gravity,

through the soil, by innumerable small passages, it never

ceases, year after year, to continue the same course.

Thus, in course of time, the whole depth, from the

causes before cited, — namely, the prevention of the

capillary attraction upwards of ungenial water, the

admission of air by the pipes, and the gradual filtering

of rain from above,— is totally changed in character from
that of an obdurate and untractable soil to that of a more
genial plant-producing one.

The same effects are produced both in arable and
pasture lands ; but the system to be adopted in draining

them is somewhat different. I have hitherto endeavoured
to prove that there is a certain minimum depth at which
pipe drainage is capable of producing the best results,

more particularly when applied to stiff clay.

I think a general rule might be established to detennine,

in connection w^ith the depths, the distances at which the

drains should be placed apart from each other, and that

is, that the width should be a multiple of the depth ; for

instance, 4 feet drains may be 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, or 40
feet apart, the depth being first found at which the level

of the \s'ater bed stands beneath the surface. We must
then judge, from the nature of the soil, whether it

will allow of the water finding its way, for half of any
of the above widths, to the pipes, always bearing in

mind that water will find its way most quickly to a
vacuum or the point of least resistance. Take again
any soil in which it may be found that the water level

stands at 5 feet deep, the multiple may be 40, 45, 50,

55, or 60 feel, and so with 6 feet drains, the widths may
be 60, 66, 72, 78, 84, or 90 feet. The drainer's judg-
ment and experience will enable him to determine at

which of these widths the particular soil which he finds

will act best, remembering again that each line of pipes,

i.e., each drain, only influences half the distance between
it and the next one on the other side of it.

The depths of pipe drains can be determined (as we
have already seen) by many conditions of the soil and of
the water beds as they are found in the land ; but the
determination of the widths at which the drains should
be laid apart requires much practical knowledge of the

nature of different soils, especially as regards the facility

with which they allow water to percolate through them,
the object being to drain arable land sufiiciently, while
not overdraining grass land. The expense is lessened

considerably when great widths can be attained, even
at an additional depth. The rate I have before referred

to as the measure of the width would still require the
judgment of the drainer to decide what soils will be
properly drained by any of those distances apart.

hiclhtation or Slope of Drains.—Owing to the con-
stantly varying slopes of the country, scarcely any rule

can be absolutely laid down for the inclinations at

which the pipes should be laid.

The greatest attention is required in laying the main
pipes, into which the smaller branch pipes run. In flat

countries they should always be set out with the spirit

level, and the depths from the surface given to the
men at every one or two chains along the line. Water
will run freely at inclinations of i foot fall to 1,000, 2,000,
or 3,000 feet of length, where the pipes are well laid ; but
it must be obser\ed that at every junction of a branch
pipe the flow will be impeded in the main pipe by the

water entering from the branch pipe, sometimes running
with considerable velocity. So that as much inchnation
as possible should be given to the mains, in order that
the hydraulic pressure may force the current towards the
outlet. The inchnations of the minor or branch pipes
must, necessarily, be controlled by the natural slopes of
the ground. In a general system, laid out on a definite

plan, it is better to have as few outlets as possible, and I

need hardly say that all the minor or branch pipe drains
ought, at their lowest ends, to be united or jomed up to

one main pipe of such larger dimensions as may be
proportioned to, and capable of discharging the water
from a given area of land ; these larger pipes being
conducted to the lowest extremity of the area to be
drained, and there discharged into an open drain or
stream.
The cost of long lengths of large pipes, increasing

in size as they go, raises a question as to the expediency
of using them ; but the work is easier to maintain than
when a large number of outlets is used.

I have frequently found it most useful, in laying both
large and small pipes, where the bottoms of drains are in

soft, boggy, or sandy soils, and there is every probability
of the pipes sinking or getting out of their proper inclina-
tion, to lay them on strips of wood cut out of planks
of elm, or other timber as durable in water, from \ inch
to \ inch thick. The cost is very trifling, and is as nothing
compared to that of having to re-open and re-lay the
drains, while doubt of the success of the work is thereby
to a great extent avoided.

Outlets.—The pipe at the outlet or head should be
raised above the ditch or stream, which should be cleared,
and, if required, deepened for some distance, so as to
ensure the water not being backed up into the pipes. I

have adopted self-acting iron traps at the outlets, in
cases where the tide has occcasionally risen against
them ; but the chief object was to prevent the mud,
of which there is generally a large quantity in tidal

waters, from being taken up the pipes, and there left

to deposit itself. All^<J^t^ts should be protected by
brick or stonework, set m mortar or cement, the founda-
tions being sunk from i to 2 feet under the bottom of the

ditch or stream, which should be paved to receive the

water from the pipe.

Referring again to the depths of the drains, it is fre-

quently necessary to lay the main drains, 6, 7, 8, or even
10 feet deep in places, in order to drain land to an outfall

which lies at too low a level to allow of the ordinary
depths being employed.

Sizes of Pipes for c€i-iain Areas.—In all engineering

questions relating to the flow of water through pipes,

there are fixed rules for ascertaining the quantity dis-

charged, when running full, according to the size of

the pipes, their inclinations, and head or pressure

above the point of entrance of the water into the pipe.

But in the case of pipes in land drainage, which are

not as a continuous tube, no rule can be applied to

measure the quantity that flows, so as to adapt the

sizes of the pipes to the particular cases in which they
are employed, because the quantity of water which is

taken in is very uncertain, and in some cases most
irregular, and the inclinations vary at every change of
surface, so that in some parts of the same pipe the

velocity is very great, and at others very small. It is

seldom found that the same amount of water is dis-

charged out of any two pipes in the same field, and this

is frequently the case even when they are side by side.

The quantity of water varies very considerably under the

different conditions of soils in which the pipes are laid
;

for instance, in free soils with springs and in times of

much rain, which penetrates quickly, all the pipes will

run full, and likewise, at times, in free soils, with rain

alone. In clay soils—the percolation of water in sus-

pension through the soil being slow, and rain water also

descending slowly, — the pipes are not overcharged
;

besides, in such soils the pipes are at more frequent
intervals, and would, if the water came as rapidly as
from the free soils, discharge it more easily. In the
early period of land drainage pipes of i inch in diameter
were commonly used, but they were not continued for

any length of time, and they were seldom, if ever, sunk
in the ground deeper than 2 feet or 2 feet 6 inches.

Pipes of i^ inch in diameter succeeded them, and, more
recently, 2 inch pipes have been almost universally adopted
for the branch drains. There was also the horse-shoe
pipe, laid on a tile as a sole ; but these have totally failed

and become obsolete. The adoption of 2 inch pipes
(the area of which is 3.14 square inches), has been a
great improvement, inasmuch as, besides being in nearly
all cases large enough for the water to run out, they allow
the air to pass up when they are not full, as before
described, and thus ameliorate the condition of the soil

above and around them. No single rule can apply as to
size ; but, as regards the sizes of main pipes, into which
the minor pipes discharge, some attention is required to
regulate them, and, if possible, their inclinations. In
these cases, however, it would be impossible to fix the
sizes by the ordinary rules of engineering ; so that it is

necessary to resort to experience, aided by a few approxi-
mations which serve somewhat as guides. These main
pipes vary from 3 inches up to 12 inches, and 2 feet in

diameter, in proportion to the area which will discharge
into them, and the inclinations at which they are laid.

The following Table gives the approximate sizes of pipes
for soils of maximum density and lightness.

Diameter
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ingsofthis Chamber during the time of its existence,

must be able to see that what has been said and what
has been done, has been of real practical use to

agriculture.

2. The Condition of the Labourer.—Let me take the

question first of the lodging of the labourer. Now
any one who has paid any attention to the dwellings of

the labourer—let us say in this district—and any one
who also knows the state of the dwellings of the work-
ing classes in some of our large towns, will see tliat the

comparison is, as a rule, in favour of the agricultural

labourer. At any rate, whatever the house may be, he
has the benefit of growing what is very often denied
him in the towns. But still we must feel that there is

very much room for improvement in this respect, and I

do not myself look at the matter as some people do,

entirely upon the ground as to whether or no the build-

ing cottages will pay— I don't think a landlord ought
to consider whether the money, the actual expense in

building cottages, will return him so much per cent,

only. I should be very sorry to do so myself. I think
we must feel there is a moral obligation upon the

owner of the property to take care that his tenants do
not live in houses which are not fit for their habitation.

Now the question which we may consider is, how far

we may enforce that obligation by law? For my own
part I think we may fairly consider the que?.tion of

overcrowding ; whether a man owning a little corner
of land should be allowed to cover the whole of that

land with cottages, having perhaps no backdoor,
and no possible room for comfort or decency. Any-
one who knows almost any village can bring for-

ward numberless instances where this has been done.
Then there is the question of his wages. Now, in

former times when the feudal feeling existed between
landlord and tenant, it also existed between tenant
and labourer. There was perhaps a greater associa-

tion between them than we can ever expect to see
again, and rising from that there was the custom which
still prevails in some parts of England of a consider-

able number of labourers being employed not only
when actually wanted, but being kept on the farm
year after year through their whole lives, and doing
the work of the farm really whether they wanted to

do it or not. In these days, now that agriculture

has become a science, and that it must be considered
with regard to the profit which can fairly be made, I

don't think it is wonderful if we find sometimes an
agriculturist in the habit of employing labourers
simply for the harvest, and then when there's nothing
to do turning them off. And again, now that the
labouring element has become more independent, it is

not wonderful if we find a tendency on the part of the
labourer—that after he has engaged himself for a year,

to leave his master just when his services are most
required. How is it possible for us to mend this state

of things which, as far as my experience goes, is not by
any means satisfactory ? I don't think it can be mended
by simply giving higher wages—it is a question of
demand and supply, and I am inclined to think that
the agricultural labourer gets as much for his work as
that work is worth. But it has occurred to me that we
may fairly consider whether it may be possible to place
the agricultural labourer, who has shown himself
deserving, in a better position to raise himself in the
world than he has at present. Let me explain what I

mean. I read with great interest the system which
had been pursued in the unions of Shropshire in

reference to outdoor relief. It was by teaching
the laboureis to be provident, and they were taught
to be provident because they were encouraged to

lay by from time to time a certain sum in the
savmgs' bank, and there were some pieces of land
somewhat larger than allotments, which were placed in

the hands of those who could show a certain sum to

their balance in the savings' bank. How far is it pos-
sible with the system of large farms—which I confess I

prefer, because I think in that way agriculture is most
progressive—how far is it possible in any part of the
country where the system of large farms prevails to
have certain small tenancies which shall as it were
encourage the labourer, and enable him to raise himself
towards the class to which at present he has hardly any
chance of reaching? Then there is a question which
may very properly be discussed—that of poor relief

—

the question of outdoor relief. I should be glad if it were
possible that the agricultural labourers sliould be here
themselves and express what they think upon these

matters, but we must feel that in the present state of
society it would be hardly possible for them to do so.

But I have no doubt that we have some among us,

men—practical men—who can of their own know-
ledge tell us what the labourers think. I would also

seriously invite the co-operation of those whom I am
quite sure could afford us valuable information on these
subjects. I mean the clergy. I am glad to see one or
two members here this evening, and I wish that they
and others would come more constantly to the meetings
of this Chamber—and especially when questions of this

kind are being discussed ; they would be performing a
duty thoroughly consistent wkh their high and sacred
office. Not only that, but they would be doing far

more to promote the real benefit of the agricultural

labourer, than if, like certain clergymen iri the West of
England, they endeavoured to set class against class by
placing themselves in opposition to the farmers, who
ought to be their best friends.

I\Ir. S-MjWsiiLL said : There is one point omitted in

Sir Michael's excellent address, which is of most vital

importance to us as tenant-farmers; that is, the non-
payment for all unexhausted improvements. The
farmers generally are twitted by the manufacturing and
other classes at the slow progress of their improvements,
but I would ask these parties, if their positions were
the same as ours, if they could have then boasted of the
great improvements they have undoubtedly made.
Therefore I would ask them, how can they expect
farmers to lay out thousands of pounds in improve-
ments, when they are at the mercy of their landlords,

who, under the present laws, can claim it for them-
selve ? and I appeal to all tenant-farmers whether they
are not prepared to improve the agriculture of this

country to an extent hitherto unknown, if they had but
that right granted them ? The landowners, after letting

their land at its full value at the time being, are cer-

tainly entitled to the natural increase of the land, say
some 1)1 per cent, every 14 years, and if they lay out
their own money in draining, building, &c,, they are
entitled to 5 per cent, on the outlay ; but I must say
they are not entitled to the improvements which their

tenants have made without first paying them a fair price

for the unexhausted improvements.

The President : It is an important subject, there
can be no doubt ; and I don't think it is a point which
we have properly discussed. I believe it has been re-

commended by the Central Chamber for discussion, and
if Mr. Snowsell would prepare a paper and read it, I

am quite sure it would be a very valuable one.

Mr. Rucic thought the question of outdoor relief

touched the farmer more nearly than any others. He went
dead against outdoor relief. To bring a man up to expect
at the end of his days a miserable pittance of 2.s. 6(f. or
3^. 6d. a-week, seemed an unfortunate end to his life.

It affected the price of labour. If they were deserving
of relief, let the amount be increased very considerably.
They could not get a man to work over a certain age.
As soon as he became of a certain age he said. No more
work for me, and passed the remainder of his days on
the miserable pittance he had mentioned.

The Rev. T. Matjrice did not think in that union
any outdoor relief was given except in cases of sick-

ness and inability to work from old age. He did not
quite see how wages could be affected by that. It

might be there were old men capable of doing some-
thing, and they might obtain relief from defective
information ; but it was the invariable rule at the
Cirencester Board not to give partial relief. They
received a man as a pauper or refused him altogether :

they did not allow him to eke out parish pay by
working for some one at a less rate than he could get
another man to do the work for. It had often been a
great question with him, whether outdoor relief should
be refused to old people or not ; but it seemed a
wretched thing, at the end of a man's days, to compel
him to come into the workhouse when his inability to
work was undoubted.

Mr. Ruck agreed with Mr. Maurice. Still, it seemed
to him that there was something very wrong when out
of a parish of 435 inhabitants 67 received parish pay.
It seemed to him the principle was wrong of bringing
people up to such an end ; that was the only point he
spoke of. He did not make the least reflection upon
the manner in which the Board carried out its duties

;

he made not the slightest charge or allusion to them
;

he only spoke of the principle, and should like to see
the law altered.

The Rev. T, Maurice quite understood that Mr.
Ruck did not cast any imputation upon the Board,
The question was, how was the agricultural labourer
to be provided for when he grew old ? A question had
been raised among a committee of the East Gloucester-
shire Club whether something might not be done
by insurance, but it was found to be extremely difficult,

because the payments would be so much larger than
the earnings of agricultural labourers would enable
them to meet. It appeared to him that there were but
three ways of maintaining a man, when his work was
done, viz., either from his own savings, which seemed
impossible in the case of an agricultural labourer ; or
by outdoor relief; or in the workhouse, which would
then be required to be made more comfortable as an
almshouse. There was one other state for him, it was
true, which was to die of starvation, but that the
country would never allow.

. Lock assures us that you can.
concluding sentences :

—

itie tollowmg are

Y By either of these described methods, not only is an
article obtained of which you know the ingredients, but,
at an actual saving of xos. per acre, as the following cal-
culation will show. It has been proved by many agricul-
turists, some of whom have made their own superphos-
phate for years, and a few of whose testimonials (from
among many) I have inserted at the end of this work.
"By experiments which have been made by several

agriculturists, it has been proved that the application of
one sack of bones, dissolved, to an acre of land, produces
a result equal to 4 cwt. of the best procurable super-
phosphate.

" Now, we will take half-inch bones at 20s. per quarter,
yet they can be purchased early in the season as low as
18s. and i8j. 6d., and the best oil of vitriol at id. per lb.
—the price at which I sell it at the manufactory,—and
the best superphosphate of lime at £6 51. per ton {and
really serviceable cannot be purchased under) ; then we
have this result :

—

I sack of bone? at 201. per quarter ^<
60 lb. oil of vitriol at i(/. per lb

.0 10
• o S

;^o IS

4 cwt. superphosphate at jC6 ss. per ton . . ..£150
Saving effected on i acre ;£o 10 o
" It would be well if every farmer always kept a few

carboys of vitriol by him, so that when horses or cattle
die on the farm through disease, accident, or age, they
might be dissolved and turned into useful manure,
instead of, as now, being buried, or given as food to
tlie pigs.

"To do this,—take the skin from the animal, and
sprinkle it well with salt on the fleshy side, to preserve it

;

then roll it up until an opportunity occurs of selling it to
the tanner. Cut up the carcase, and boil it for 24 hours
in a copper of water, by which time the bones can easily
be taken out. During the boiling, a quantity of fat wiU
float on the top, which should be carefully skimmed off
and presen'ed, as it is very superior to any other grease
for cart axles or machinery. The liquor is excellent for
wetting bones—better than simple water—or it could be
emptied into the manure tank. The bones should be
broken as small as possible, and, with the flesh, put into
the tank. Some water must be added, and, in the next
place, some oil of vitriol, the whole to be covered with
some ashes. Let the compound remain for several days.
at the end of which time it could be dug out, mixed with
the ashes, and used as superphosphate.

" A friend of mine, in the present year, made some
manure in this way, at a cost of about ^4 15*, per ton

;

of which he used an equal quantity per acre on the same
day and on the same soil by the side of some blood
manure at ^8 per ton, and found his own to be far supe-
rior. A horse will yield from 50 lb. to 80 lb. of dry bones,
according to size."

g^ctitcs of %oa\\%
Agriculturists their own Superphosphate
Makers ; icith Illustrations. By Alfred G. Lock.
E. & F. N. Spon, 4S, Charing Cross.

We suppose that the division of labour principle will

hold its own against all the attempts of the kind here
illustrated, which are continually being made, and like

home brewed beer and home spun clothing, home
made superphosphate will soon be a thing of the past.

Nevertheless, instructions of the kind here given are

serviceable as furnishing, if nothing else, one great

security and protest against adulteration. If you have
wit enough to buy unadulterated bone-dust and un-
adulterated sulpliuric acid, you can, by Mr. Lock's help,

make unadulterated superphosphate. We doubt, how-
ever, if you will do it cheaper than you can buy it. But

Farm Memoranda.
Lord Warwick's Farm, near Leamington :

Utilisatiojt of Sewage.—The best way of utilising the
sewage of towns has been for a long time before the
public. Cesspools and middens are clearly inadmissible

in densely populated, or, indeed, in any other districts.

After Parliament passed the Health of Towns Acts,
local authorities sent their excreta into the nearest

brook or river, as the case may have been, and the

results were the pollution of running streams, and
injunctions in the law courts restraining parties from
continuing the practice. The decisions of the legal

tribunals—and they are numerous—invariably condemn
the system of contaminating rivers.

Local authorities and manufacturers in various

places have of late years thought that they could
cast their impurities into the adjacent river, if only
they deodorised and clarified the liquid which issued

from their premises. With a view to carry out
this idea, they have employed chemists who have
used various substances, such as perchloride of iron,

carbolic acid, and lime to neutralise the effects of
deleterious matters. These so-called remedies have,

in most instances, made matters worse, and ren-

dered the liquid treated in this way poisonous
to fish, as well as injurious to man and beast. The
promoters of the "A B C" process of treating

sewage profess to be in possession of a mode of treat-

ing this obnoxious liquid that shall convert all its

manurial parts into the valuable form of British guano,
at the same time changing the effluent liquid into a
substance fit to be turned into a nmT\ing stream, which
stream may, at a distance of a few miles, be used by
human beings and by cattle for drinking purposes.

That the churning, by mechanical means, of alum,
blood, clay, charcoal, and other substances, with town
sewage, exercises a beneficial effect upon it we do not
deny. The expense of the process is, however, con-

siderable, and the value of the solid " British guano '*

so obtained has yet to be ascertained. At Leamington,
where the promoters of this scheme had the sewage
of 25,000 people for nothing for more than a year, the

results of the sales of British guano do not seem to

have been so remunerative as to justify them in offering

a rent for the excreta of the town, which would no
doubt have been accepted had other concomitant

circumstances been satisfactory. The real point is, does

the "ABC " process, in its most improved forms, treat

liquid sewage in such a way that it can afterwards be
turned with impunity into running water? The inhabi-

tmts of Leamington could answer this question. In
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the meantiine we may state that the Board of Health

of that town have entered into arrangements with the

Earl of Warwick for an irrigation scheme, which is now
in operation. The Earl pays the Leamington Board of

Health /450 a year for the sewage of 25,000 people,

delivered to him free of all cost. He has a farm of

nearly 400 acres laid out in proper form for receiving

the liquid, which can be pumped up to the highest part

of the farm by two powerful engines. As the land

undulates, the sewage is distributed on the catch-water

system, familiar to those who manage water meadows.

The main carriers on the farm are furnished with

earthenware pipes, which hide the sewage from view

before it is distributed over the land.

It is intended to grow Rye-grass, Mangels, Swedes,

corn, &c., and various kinds of garden stuff.

Should a market not be found for this produce,

he has an adjoining farm in his own occu-

pation, on which he can consume any surplus.

A Scotch farm manager, well acquainted with the

distribution of sewage over land, and with the manage-

ment of crops, superintends the whole. This sewage

farm near Leamington will, in all probability, when
in full operation, prove a model for the whole country.

There is another similar to it at Banbury, and the irri-

gation system is at full work in various other parts of

the kingdom.
The irrigation of land by sewage seems at present to

be the plan most in vogue for getting rid of a nuisance.

If scientific men can by chemical means devise a

better plan of disposing of the obnoxious liquid than

that now in favour let them do so. The cost of manu-
facturing what is called British guano will always

prove to be a serious item of expenditure, not to speak

of the nuisance created by the process, as in the case

of Leamington.
It is satisfactory to find that the sewage of towns is

gradually being withdrawn from rivers, and used on
the land. Any economical method which aims at the

same object will no doubt be welcomed with satisfac-

tion by the general public.

Alrewas Hays.— [The following report of a com-
plimentary dinner 'to Mr. Winterton, the tenant of the

farm which received the second prize for the best

cultivated farm near Wolverhampton, is abridged from
the Midiajid Counties Herald. We publish it in this

section of our journal, as it conveys a history of agri-

cultural success such as the readers of these columns
generally expect to find.]

The Vice-Chairman (Mr. G. A. May) proposed the

toast of the evening, namely, " The health of Mr.
Thomas Winterton." He supposed one of the reasons

why he had been selected to propose the toast was
because he was, perhaps, Mr. Winterton's oldest friend.

During his long knowledge of Mr. Winterton, which
extended to 40 years, he had never known a stain upon
his character. Early in life Mr. Winterton lost his

father, but by the help of a good mother the nest was
kept warm for the young birds until they were fledged.

He was lately reading an account of one of the old
Roman states where the right to citizenship consisted

in one of three things : that a man should be the father

of a male child, build a house, or write a book. He
knew that Mr. Winterton had several male olive

branches, that he was fond of bricks and mortar, and
that, if he had not written, he had lived a book, which
all of them might read with profit, and perhaps
pleasure. By a curiuus coincidence he found himself
living in .Staffordshire at about the same distance from
Mr. Winterton that he resided in Leicestershire. He
remembered Alrewas Hays before Mr. Winterton
entered upon it ; but now a wonderful change had come
over the place—a change for the better, for landlord
and tenant, and for the nation at large, for it meant
more beef, more mutton, more bread, and more wool.
He congratulated Mr. Winterton on the honour-
able position in which he stood as a farmer. It

required a horse having bone, muscle, and wind
to come in a good second in a race of 23. He
believed Mr. Winterton's honours were fairly won,
and would no doubt be worn wisely. In looking over
the judges' report of the farm two or three points were
noticeable. The first was the large amount expended
in artificial food, nearly 40J. an acre, a fair share of
which was no doubt put to the land account, and for

which no doubt he had security ; but it must require a
sharp look-out to keep that little account of four figures

correct. The slow part of the farm seemed to be the
64 acres of second seeds. They had been told for many
years that the four-course system was best on light

land. He was not there to criticise Mr. Winterton's
farming, and no doubt he had good reason for what he
did ; but if his second seeds were only Rye-grass they
were not very valuable. The judges, however, said,

*'the second seeds give a large amount of food."
Another item in the report was the small amount of
labour—only 23J. an acre. His {Mr. May's) account
was a good deal more, and he should like to be
enlightened on the matter some day. Mr. Winterton
was a living example of Longfellow's advice to be ** up
and doing," and certainly he was " still achieving, still

pursuing," for, though he had grey hairs in his beard,
he had successfully begun a new business, namely, that
of auctioneer. No doubt the Lichfield Smithfield was
a great convenience to many, but as a farmer he held
the old creed—that a man does his own business best

:

and he remembered with regret the old monthly meet-

ings, where, if a man had half-a-dozen good heifers, he
had as many customers for them. He was, however,

no obstructive; the "old order changeth, and giveth

place unto the new," and he was not one wholly to

regret change. It was with the greatest sincerity he

begged to propose the health of Mr. Winterton, wish-

ing him every prosperity and happiness.—The toast

was very cordially received.

Mr. Winterton, after making his acknowledg-

ments, said h-" had had from childhood a peculiar

pleasure in the cultivation of the land, and he came
into the neighbourhood because there appeared to be

room for the development of a good deal of what he

thought was in him. The farm at that time was
occupied by a gentleman living at a distance. He knew
there was something good in the land, and he felt sure

the neighbourhood was one where a man might make
his way by industry and perseverance. With regard to

the farm, there was no work connected with it but

what he had been obliged to do ; and if he had met

with success, it was through knowing how the work was

to be done in detail. He came to the farm with a

certain amount of capital, which was sufficient, but it

now required more than double that amount to work
and stock the farm. When he went to the business, at

the enthusiastic age of 20, he intended to work hard,

and to retire at the age of 50 ; but he had passed the

age of 50, and had failed to attain that position. He
had, however, a good home and a happy family, while

he himself was blessed with health. With these

advantages he could not complain. He did not look

upon the man who possessed the greatest amount of

wealth as being the richest ; but the man who was

endowed with the largest amount of principle, and who
applied it in tue direction of making other persons

happy. Since "le had been in the neighbourhood he

had endeavoure-' to do his duty to all around him. He
would refer to the question of labour, which had been

alluded to by Mr. May. The sum certainly did appear

small, but the fact of its being so small a sum was

owing to the house being situated in the centre of the

farm, and having cottages attached to it for the

labourers. In the short space of 10 minutes he could

go to any part of his farm, which comprised 560 acres.

He would tell them candidly that he looked after his

labour well. If he neglected his men, it was the same

as being unkind to them, and therefore injurious to

them. His object was to pay them well, and have an

adequate return for so doing.

The Earl of Lichfield felt it to be a very great com-

pliment when he was asked to preside that evening.

Knowing Mr. Winterton as he did, his friends would

not have asked him to take the chair unless they

thought Mr. Winterton and his landlordgot on pretty well

together. Mr. Winterton's case was a peculiar one.

He entered on the farm immediately after he (the noble

Earl) came into possession, and, altliough nothing

could be more satisfactory than the manner in which

Mr. Winterton was farming the land, he candidly con-

fessed he was not prepared for his taking so distin-

guished a posi. m as he had done in gaining the 2d

prize of the Royal Agricultural Society. It so hap-

pened, however, that there was some particular fortune

about the farm \.hich Mr. Winterton occupied, because

when an uncle of his friend on his left (Mr. Parr) was

the occupier of it in the year 1825, he gained a prize of

50 gs., given by the County Agricultural Society,

against all Staffordshire. On the death of Mr. Parr's

uncle another tenant brought the farm into a very un-

satisfactory state. When it became vacant, in the

year 18 55, he without the slightest hesitation accepted

Mr. Winterton, because he was satisfied that he was

the man who would act up to the principles he had

so well put before them that evening. He was

glad to hear that Mr. Winterton had no reason to com-

plain. Indeed, if the stock upon his farm had doubled

in value he was to be congratulated upon his great

success, because the farm he had occupied during the

last 16 or 17 yeri-s was a very ordinary one. He (the

noble Earl) was, however, disappointed in reading the

report on Mr. Winterton's farm in the Journal. No
doubt it was valuable to those who wished to follow

Mr. Winterton's career in farming. There must, how-

ever, be many .' 'tails in the management of that farm

which were only slightly touched upon in the report,

but respecting j'hich valuable suggestions might be

made by men of such experience as those who had

awarded the prizes. It seemed to him that a report of

that sort might be made a most useful and valuable

document for reference by all persons engaged in farm-

ing upon a large scale, and having a large amount of

capital embarked upon their farms. He hoped, as

they had several members of the Council of the Society

present, the subject would not be lost sight of. There

was one feature in the management of Mr. Winterton's

farm which had led him to take his part in this com-

pliment more earnestly than he otherwise might have

done. He believed there were few farmers who had

taken more trouble and given more attention to the

position of his labourers than Mr. Winterton. Mr.

May wondered at the small amount paid for labour,

but it would have been possible to have had some use-

ful examples of what might be done by labourers when

they were treated with proper care and attention.

There was no 1. ne in that room who attached more

importance to the circumstances that every farmer

should have a sufficient number of cottages within

immediate reach of his farm, for the labourers engaged
on it, than he did. He told them honestly and fairly

that he did not think there was any cause of complaint
against the farmers in this respect. He was not going
to say that the landowners were not to blame ; but this

he did say, that for one application he had had for
enabling cottagers to live within reach of their work he
had 50 from tenants for the convenience of themselves.

Mr. R. H. Masfen, responding to the toast, "Suc-
cess to the Agricultural Interest," said Mr. Winter-
ton was a benefactor to mankind, for he brought
more beef and mutton to the shambles than any
farmer had done for many years, and it had been
the endeavour of Mr. Winterton so to increase

the supply of meat that we should not be dependent to

so great an extent on foreign supplies. He remembered
reading in the Agricultural Gazette^ a few days ago, the

fact that the [current] interest of a tenant in a farm was
something like fourfold that of the landlord ; and,

such being the case, he asked them whether they were
a complaining class because they asked for a fair and
liberal agreement in return for the investments of their

occupation. He had often said—and he would say
again—that there was a class of men who might be
called custodians or agents, and who carried the

balance. He, however, thought that agents should be
pioneers in the districts in which they moved, whose
interest should be to let farms at a reasonable rent,

and, having let the farms, to make a periodical visit to
the estate. He believed the great stumbling block in

the way of the tenant-farmer was the unsatisfactory

position in which he was placed with reference to the

education of his children. In the counties of Bedford
and Devon institutions existed for the benefit of the

children of the tenant-farmer, and he thought it was
quite patent that something should be done in their

own particular county. He felt determined not to let

that meeting pass without bringing the subject before

them, inasmuch as the children of operatives could now
receive a good education, while those of tenant-farmers

had no privileges in that respect.

Mr. S. A. May, in reply to] the health of "The
Vice-Chairman," said : His was not a show farm. It

was rather old-fashioned, having crooked fences and
deep ditches, which did not take the eye favourably.

He was not afraid that the judges would find much
fault with the stock and crops, and therefore he
entered his name as a competitor solely on the ground
that Staffordshire should not be behind her sister,

Salop, in pluck. There were three main points

needed in farming : security of tenure, liberty of action,

and compensation for unexhausted improvements

—

sufficient security that a man might farm for the future

as well as the present ; that he should feel at home in

his holding ; have liberty of action in cropping and
selling, so that he did not deteriorate the land ; and
compensation as agreed upon for all real improvements.
In looking over the reports of the judges, one was
pleased to find that a good understanding must exist

between landlords and tenants, as only one prize farm
was held on lease, and yet buildings had been
erected, land drained, farms changed, cottages built,

and the farms wonderfully improved, proving the

old adage that a good landlord makes a good
tenant. Now, if such were the case, and the object

of the Royal Agricultural Society was the giving of

farm prizes for the improvement of agriculture, they

seemed to want another prize—for the best managed
estate. The possession of land in England he held to

be one of great responsibility, and though there were a
great number of noblemen and gentlemen whose time

was employed in the government of the country, and
in the solution of important social questions, there were

plenty of honest, practical men able and willing to take

the management of estates. Mr. Masfen truly said

that they wanted good practical agents—not laivyers

living in London, or, in fact, anywhere ; not outsiders

who oidy, perhaps, visited the estates to sport or

receive the rents, but common-sense men, who, while

taking every care for the landlord, would lend a helping

hand to a deserving tenant. There were several

important questions which would soon have to be solved

by some one. There was the supply of labour, the

increase of taxation, the purchasing of disease at ^d. a

pound, and that other peculiar word of four letters,

which, if he spelt to them, they would, perhaps, make
" game " of. He would iTot further tire them, but

simply thank them for good wishes.

The Vale of Gloucester : Jan. 9.—The very wet
weather that we have again had the last week has inter-

fered with ploughing and Wheat sowing ; torrents of rain

have come down the past few days, and much land is

under water. The teams have only ploughed one day,

upon a Wheat stubble of light soil, the Turnip land for

Wheat being too wet, therefore no progress has been
made towards finishing sowing. Hauling stones for

repairing roads and gateways, and carting road-sidings

and mould for forming the bottom of a dungheap, has

been the chief work. Draining and hedging has been
continued, also turning a large heap of dung and mould,

in preparation for using for the next root crop. The
ewes are now put into a strawyard at night, and foddered

with bean-straw, going out upon a hill pasture by day.
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and getting a bait of Swede Turnips before going into

the yard at night.

yan. 16.—The weather last week admitted

of ploughing until Friday, when a heavy fall

of rain put a stop to it for the present. The
labourers have been employed in planting Swede
Turnips for producing seed, which work was com-
pleted on Saturday ; they are set in rows 2 feet

apart and i foot in the rows ; 20 bush, of seed an

acre is a good yield. Threshing, cutting chaff, and
grinding corn for cattle and pigs has been done
when too wet to work out : machinery driven by water-

power (a turbine wheel) being used upon this farm
for such work. Wheat is looking well, the heavy
rain having done good in consolidating the soil, but
should it continue much longer it will sufier, par-

ticularly the early sown.
East Lothian Farm: Jan. 11.—There has been

a good sharp frost for the most of this last week, but
hardly enough to prevent ploughing on the low-lying

land. Grass land is being now ploughed up for

Potatos, as also stubble for Potatos and Turnips.

Ploughing, as a rule, almost four weeks behind last

year. Dung is being carted out of cattle courts, and
straw threshing to litter same. Potatos being picked
over ; already beginning to grow in pits. Turnips
(Swedish) being stored for feeding cattle, and Cabbages
carted home for ewes and early lambs, ewes and
feeding sheep being folded on Turnips. Wheat sowing
finished for this season, although a great many have
got little more than half their quantity sown this

year, owing to the wet weather. H. B. [Many thanks
for your report, which will appear next week.]

Jan. 15.—The weather during the last

week has been very wet. The land has perhaps
not been so M'et for the last six years. We
have been busy ploughing grass land for Potatos,

stubble for same ; threshing Barley for straw for

cattle. Weight of Barley, 59 lb. per bush. Intend to

plough grass land for Oats, Potato land for Barley,

the soil being too light for Wheat. Threshing Wheat
for straw for cattle. Young Wheat nearly all up,
and looking well. H. B.

Chatteris: Jan. 13.— Five hundred and twenty
acres, in four small farms : about 100 acres pasture,

remainder arable. A great variety of soil—light fen
lands, gravelly and clay high lands. Every con-
ceivable kind of cropping—no regular rotation : Wheat,
Oats, Barley, Carrots, Potatos, Onions, Kohl Rabi
for seed, or anything else that offers a prospect of
remuneration. Threshing Wheat ij day: stopped
by bad weather. Ploughing land designed for Oats
and Potatos. Clip quicks : cut down to renew quicks ;

began to underdrain an acre or two where drains pre-

viously laid have failed. Preparing to put up Potatos
for market. Fat sheep all sold. Sixty cattle in yard.

A. S. R.

Herefordshire: Jan. 15.—Unusually mild weather,
very changeable—heavy storms of rain, boisterous
wind, succeeded by sharp frosts, of more or less dura-
tion, during almost every successive 24 hours of the
present year. On the light dry soils the ploughing of
Wheat stubbles (usually finished months ago) is now
pretty generally finished. The land, cleared of roots
by the sheep, is ploughed ready for planting, when
dry enough. The poor sheep have no chance to lay on
flesh, saturated with water on their backs, and mud to
lie upon. The com in the ricks is so damp that little

threshing is done, and all are anxiously looking for a
dry atmosphere and seasonable frost. The roots are
remarkably sound, but the hay was so damaged by
wet that there is no proof in it for making beef, which
depends upon cake, corn, and roots. The heavy soils

are in a very backward state, and undrained land will
be a long time before it can be cultivated.

Leicester : Jan. 15.—Commenced ploughing lea
for Oat sowing. Finished stubble ploughing. Thresh-
ing Wheat—corn not as dry as w:is expected. Sheep
feeding upon Swedes on grass land intended for Oats.
The roots are cut into finger pieces by a Gardner's
machine, and spread regularly over the field. Markets
almost unchanged. Dry corn firm in value. T. C.

Selkirkshire : Jan. 15.—Land very wet ; field
work behind. Mixed arable and stock farm—a large
proportion reclaimed from natural hill pasture by
draining, fencing, liming,. &c. After a rotation of Oats
and twice Turnips in succession (Turnips all eaten on
.the ground with sheep), laid down to grass without a
corn crop. Sow Rape with the grass and Clover seeds,
also eaten on the land with sheep. At present draining
more for the same purpose ; drains 18 feet apart, 3 feet

deep ; tile pipes used. Soil light, resting on Avhin-
stone. Ploughing lea for Oats, and attending to sheep
and cattle, is the chief work on the farm at present.
Cattle fed on Turnips, cake, and straw ; making
rapid progress after coming through foot-and-mouth
disease, but sheep on Turnips suffering from such a
continuance of wet. W. S.

Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire : yan. 15. The
past week has been rather more favourable for out-
door work on the farm, as ploughing behind the sheep-
fold for the spring corn, cutting hedges, &c. ; but it is

almost too early in the year for much to be required to
be done, except attending to the stock, and threshing
out the corn. The latter comes to market in very bad
condition, and causes the trade to rule dull. The
early lambs for fattening are beginning to fall, and are

going on as satisfactorily as the weather will permit.

Roxburghshire ty^?/. 15.—Carting out dung during
the frosty days in the beginning of the week, ploughing
Turnip land for Barley, and threshing Barley,—weight

57 lb. per bush, sold at 35^. per qr. The yield is far

short of the past two seasons. Reference was made
last week to ploughing-in Turnips. Two drills are

pulled and placed in a deep furrow, the plough turning
the furrow back over them again, covering them all up
except the top of the shaw. Frost is found not to

injure them when covered in this way, but more earth

adheres to them when lifted in spring than is desirable.

West Gloucester: yau. 16.—By shifting the folds

often the sheep have been kept on Turnip land ; they
are doing well in spite of the bad weather ; ewes look
promising for an average fall of lambs. Cattle have had
foot-and-mouth disease, but of the mildest possible form;
farmers are beginning to look upon it just as they do
measles,—a warm, comfortable shed is preferable to

medicine. Ploughing for Wheat, Oats and Barley is

being pushed on vigorously. Threshing an old Wheat
rick : weather has very much affected condition. Men
will be engaged turning Potato pits and forking out bits

of Couch before sheep, y. IV.

West Sussex : y^K. 16.—The weather is still wet,

and we can do nothing in the fields. Sheep have to be
taken out of the Turnips where possible, and then they
hardly ever do so well with the best care as they do if

they can be allowed to stop in the arable fields. But
though wet, it has been so mild that they have done
well. The lambs are dropping in good season, and as

yet there have been no losses ; but we have heard of
some severe losses among the forward cross-bred lambs,
after they had attained a good size. Mutton gets a
little lower in price, but there is no chance of much
alteration in it. The Wheat plant is very regular on
the ground, and though not so forward as usual at this

date, it looks, upon the whole, promising, and the

occasional frosts appear to check the slugs, G. S.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.
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THE ONLY POTATO FREE FROM DISEASE IS

BUTTONS' RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL
This variety entirely resisted the disease last season, and is, witliout exception, the heaviest cropping and

best cooldng late Potato in cultivation.

,.-^

BUTTONS' BED-SKINNED FLOUilBALL POTATO.
This splendid Potato was sent out by us in 1870, and at once became immensely popular. Last year there was

such an extraordinary demand for it, that although we had an enormous supply, we were sold out long before the

season was over. It is pre-eminently the Potato for storing, and is good for cooking long after the young Potatos

are ready, and we would not advise its use till after Christmas. When sent up to table the Potatos appear like balls

of flour, and, when sufficiently known, we are confident it must supersede all otlier sorts for supplying the London
market. Lowest price per sack or ton on application. We think it necessary to caution the Public against the

numerous inferior kinds of Potatos which have been sent out under the name of Red-skinned Flourball.

For further particulars of BUTTONS' CHOICE SEEDS and POTATOS, see SUTTONS' DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUES, Gratis and Post Free on application.

SUTTON & SONS,
SEEDSMEN BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO THE QUEEN AND H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

READING, BERKS.

J. C Wheeler & Son,
SEED GROWERS,

GLOUCESTER AND LONDON.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE KIDNEY POTATO.
J. C. WHEELER and SON can highly recommend the above POTATO for eartiness, flavour, and size. In

comparison with the Ashleaf, it is as early, -whilst it produces nearly double the crop, and is altogether superior
jO that variety.

Price per bushel, 10s.
;
per peck, 3s.

J. C. WHEELER and SON have much pleasiu-e in referring to the following Letters, speaking in high
terms of its earliness and excellence :—

" I have grown, your Gloucestershire Kidneys here for the last five years with all other early kinds, and find
yours to be much the earliest."—Mr. Speed, Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Penrhyn, Peurhyi} Castle.

"Please send me two bushels of your Gloucestershire Kidney Potatos. I have grown them these last four
years with other early kinds, and find them the best always both in crop and quality."—E. Morgan, Conri-y-Gallofi.

" Your Gloucestershire Kidney Folates suit this chmate admirably. I have grown them for six years, and
have never seen one diseased."—Col. Apperley, Machnyllclh.

" I grew last year more than 120 lb. of Gloucestershire Kidneys per perch, and of first-rate quality. My man
says 1401b., and I think he is right."—Rev. James L. May, West Putford.

GLOUCESTER; and 59, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.Cr^c^^^^.

STo the Trade.
EED POTATOS. — Several Tons each of Myatt's
Prolific Ashleaf, Rivers' Royal Ashleaf. Shaw's, and Dawes'

Matchless. The above arc true, and in good condition. Prices on
application to

J. AND P. MYATT, Stanstead, near Bishop Stortford, Essex.

HOME-GROWN SEEDS. POTATOS. &c.—Royal
Ashleaf, Myait's Prolific and Gloucester Kidneys, Early Hands-

worth. Early Oxford, &c. , a!! true, clean, and selected seed, 8j. per
cwt. ; Sangsler's No. i PEAS, 8s, per bushel; Purple Sprouting
BROCCOLI, ij. td. per lb. ; White Cos LETTUCE, si 6rf. ; PARS-
NIP, 4.i.; SHALLOTS, 3rf. ; Yellow Globe MANGEL WURZEL,
i^. Much cheaper by the cwt,

THOS. EVES, Gravesend Nurseries and Seed Grounds.

Seed Potatos.
WHALSTEAD has to offer, in fine condition.

• American Early Rose. Wheeler's Gloucester Kidney,
Wheeler's Milky White POTATO. Price per bushel or ton on
application.

LARCH, transplanted, extra fine, 3 to 4 feet.

,, ,, fine, I '3 to 2 feeL
ALDER „ strong, 2 to 3 feet.

Sample 100 for 31. dd. Price per 1000 on application.

Warrington GOOSEBERRY Trees, strong, 12s. td. per 100.

Strong SEAKALE, 8j. per 100.

W. HALSTEAD, Nursery-man. Lancaster.

POTATO PLANTS.—-The Eariy American Goodrich
Potato, the quickest growing sort in England. I have grown

them the last two years with very good results. Crop 1870, 1 had
nearly double the produce I had on cither the Early Shaw or Dalma-
hoy, and quite 15 days sooner fit for market. In 1871 I planted 32 acres,

and, although a cola, wet season, they were ready to dig two weeks
sooner than any other sort. In the month of June, 6 tons per acre ; in

the third week of J uly, q tons ; and by the middle of August. 10 to 12

tons per acre ; more than double the crop of Shaws or Oalmahoys.
They had licm to no blight in them, while all other sorts had a large
proportion, and those I clamped arc keeping quite sound. I have a
limited quantity of them for sale, grown in Essex, also some grown on
the east coast of Scotland, ready to deliver in February ; also Flukes,
Dalmahoys. Victorias, Evergreen Regents, the hardiest sort of
Regent, Blues, and other sorts, fresh from Scotland, in the months of
February and March.

ALEXANDER TOD, 17, Duke Street, London Bridge, S.E.

For Seed.

H
TRADE

PEDIGREE

CHEVALIER
BARLEY,
which was awarded

The FIRST PRIZE THREE YEARS in SUCCESSION
(1867, 1868, 1S69, and again in 1S71),

at the Birmingham and Midland Counties' Show,

Yielded, at Brighton, in 1869. TEN QUARTERS PER
ACRE, weighing 57 lb. per bushel.

ALSO

PEDIGREE BLACK TARTARIAN,
AND

PEDIGREE WHITE CANADIAN
OATS.

For price and full particulars of above, and of

PEDIGREE SEED WHEATS, apply to the Originator

of the System,

Captain HALLETT, F.L.S., Brighton.

SELECT VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS.—
Amateurs and others who may be at a loss in making a suitable

selection of SEEDS for the GARDEN will be greatly aided by
referring to our Descriptive CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and
FLOWER SEEDS ior 187?.

THOMAS KENNEDY AND CO., Seed and Nursery Establish-

ment, Dumfries.

Seeds" NOT to be surpassed for QUALITY
and Cheapness combined.—All Orders amounting to 51. sent

carriage free to any Railway Station in England, Scotland, or Wales,
or to any seaport town in Ireland. No charge is made for packing or

packages. Y'our early orders will greatly oblige.
CATALOGUE free on application.

G. M. KEMP-WELCH, Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,

Gotham, Bristol. ^_______
Great Bargain.

GIANT asparagus ROOTS, 3 and 4-yr. old, all

raised from one root, at 21. td. per 100. These roots are second
to nona, and are sold at tho above low price, the land being required.

Beds made of these roots may be cut the following year. Orders
accompanied by remittances will have immediate attention.

Mr. G. F. A. FLOWER, Stafford, Dorchester.

To tne Trade.
CHOICE CUCUMBER SEED, all home-grown,

carefully saved Seed.
BURNETT'S PERFECTION, 21. 6.^. per 100, 305. per 1000.

MASTERS' PROLIFIC, 2s. 6(f. per 100, 2M. per 1000.

REYNOLDS' PERPETUAL BEARER, as. pcrioo, 151. penooo.
ROLLISSON'S TELEGRAPH, 31. per 100.

BERKSHIRE CHAMPION, 2i. td. per too, 20s. per 1000.

WILSON'S PROLIFIC, 2J. 6rf, per 100, 205. per 1000.

And many other choice sorts. Prices to be had on application to

EDWARD TAYLOR, Seed Merc hant, Malton, Yorkshire._ __
RIGHT'S G^OVE WHITE CELERY, one of
the largest and best-flavoured bleaching \'arieties ever intro-

duced; after the same character as the Grove Red, sent out by me,
but blanches about a fortnight earlier. It has been awarded the First

Prizes at the two Celery Shows held at Retford, the average weight of

the sticks exhibited being 6 lb. each. It was raised by myself, and
will be found one of the best white Celeries jn cultivation. This is

the second season I have sent it out, and, as the stock of seed is

limited, early orders are requested. Price is. p. packet, or 61. p. doz.

W. WRIGHT, Seed Merchant, East Retford.

Agents : HURST and SON, 6, I^adcnhall S t reet, London, E.C.

FOR DISPOSAL, the following SEEDS, for cash.
Samples can be had, post free, on application :

—

PEAS—PRIZETAKER MARROW, ^s. per bushel
WOODhORD'S GREEN MARROW, 7s. per bushel
NE PLUS ULTRA as. per bushel
MCLEAN'S PRINCESS ROYAL, 8s. OJ. per bushel
CHAMPION of ENGLAND. S5, W. per bushel

BLUE SCIMETAR, 8j. 6.^. per bushel
BRITISH QUEF.N.^i.W. per bushel
A'EITCH'S PERFECTION. OS. W. per bushel

BEANS—MONARCH LONG-POD, 7^- per bushel
MIGNONETTE. II, &i.perlb.
STOCK-RED V^RGI^fIAN, is. 3^. per lb.

Immediate attention will be given to all orders addressed
SEED GROWER, Canttners' ChtvnUlt Office, W.C.
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RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a
sketch of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for

Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping,
Treatment under Glass, also their synonyms, quality, size, form,
skin, colour, flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &c.
Free by post for one stamp.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

IilUiun auratum.

The ANNUAL IMPORTATIONS having just arrived from Japan,

MR. WILLIAM BULL can supply good BULBS,
by the dozen, hundred, or thousand. The Bulbs are remark-

ably sound and good this season, and can be supplied at very low

Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
prices.
Establishment for New a

London, S.W,

Charles H. Dickson's
new vegetable and flower seeds,

OF BEST QUALITY ONLY.

All Orders amounting to 20s. and upwards sent Carriage paid.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUES Free by Post on application.

23, MARKET PLACE, MANCHESTER.

New and Genuine Seeds ot Superior Stocks.

1872. 1872.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,

The Old Established Seed Warehouse, Io6, EastRate Street, and
The " Upton" Nurseries, Chester, beg to intimate that their Priced
Descriptive CATALOGUE of NEW and SELECT VEOETABLE
and FJ.OWER SEEDS, &c., with Cultural Directions for 1872, is

now published. Copies will be sent gratis and rosT tree, on
applicatJon.

Vegel.lble and Flower Seeds of the value of £t and upwards
CARRIAGE FREIi to any part of the Kingdom.

\T ILFORD NURSERIES,
•*''-*- near Godalming.

For NEW and RARE HARDY PLANTS and
CONIFER.-E, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE.

For HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
EVERGREENS, &c., see MAURICE YOUNG'S New
Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For RHODODENDRONS and other AMERICAN
PLANTS, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE.

For STANDARD and HALF STANDARD ROSES,
sec MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For NEW JAPANESE AUCUBAS, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For JAPANESE NOVELTIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For Clieap EVERGREENS and SHRUBS for COVER
PLANTING or SHRUBBERIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For PLANTS suitable for WINTER BEDDING, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For EXTRA TRANSPLANTED or QUARTERED
FOREST TREES for Planting Belts or Shrubberies, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive Catalogue.

Forwarded on application enclosing stamp.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming.

NEW LARGE LATE FRANKFORT CAULIFLOWER.
The above Cauliflower, after having been thoroughly tested, wc7s iniroduced by us in Spring i86g, and advertised

in the Gardeuets Chronicle under the above, its true name, as being of great size, extremely hardy, growing
vigorously in almost every description of soil, and uninfluenced by weather or climate. It has, since its introduction,

fully borne out all that has been said of it, as can be verified from the reports of numerous Correspondents through-
out the Kingdom, who have had no difficulty in producing, in the months of November and December, large heads,
beautifully wliite and very solid, measuring from lo to 12 inches in diameter. Price per packet, containing about
2000 Seeds, 2s.

We have, this season, received from the raiser of the above another variety, called

NEW SECOND EARLY FRANKFORT,
Which he strongly recommends as "exceeding in beauty and flavour all other sorts hitherto grown."

per packet, containing about 2000 seeds, 2s.
Price

Genuine German Flower Seed, offered to the Trade by
MESSRS. IIOCK AND CO., Seed Merchants,

Castcl, opposite Maiiiz, Germany.
The seed beinp principally saved by themselves, they can safely

guarantee the genuineness of the varieties.

Separate, per collection.

ASTERS, 100 splendid varieties, all named, comprisinj:; the

best known (sec Gardeners' Chronicle, December 30, 1871,

pace 1674) .. .. ;Ci o o

ANTIlvRHINUM, Tom Thumb, 6 new extra fme varieties 020
COCKSCOMB, 12 superb best varieties 020
DIANTHUS, 20 splendid varieties .. ..050
EVERLASTING FI.OVVEKS, 25 finest varieties .. ..050
GERMAN BALSAMS, 50 beautiful varieties, comprising

the newest .. .. .. .. .. oto o
IPOMCEA PURPUREA, 12 superb varieties o i q
LARKSPUR, 36 line vars., seecf saved from selected plants .060
MARIGOLD, 15 finest selected varieties 020
PERENNIAL PHLOX, saved from our exhibition Phlox,

mixed, in many varieties, large packet, 2s. bd. ; small pkt, 016
PHLOX DRUMMONDI, 20 extra fine varieties .. ..050
POPPY, Double, 12 showy varieties 026

„ Single, 8 best sorts 026
PANSY, bedding, in three pure colours, viz, , black, yellow,

and light blue .. .. .. ..030
PANSY, Odier, newest fine spotted, exhibition variety,

large packet, 5s. ; small packet, 030
COMPACTA MULTIFLORA per packet 020
RESEDA, newest Pyramidal Bouquet .. .. „ 020

GIGANTEA PYRAMIDALIS .. ,. 010
TEN-WEEK or GERMAN STOCKS, 50 splendid varieties,

comprising the best known and newest, all named . . o 15 o

FROEBEL AND CO., Neumunster Nursery, Zurich,
Switzerland, call the attention of the Trade to the following

NEW PLANTS, which will be ready for SALE on April i :—
SALVIA SPLENDENS COMPACTA FL. ALBn —The white-

blossoming Salvia splendens compacta, with quite white bracts (so

that the wTioIe of the panicles are white, not the llowers only), till now
only known with scarlet (lowers, but producing the same efTcct in

while as the other type in scarlet.
Our new plant attains less height than the red oncj and is extremely

suitable lor borders to beds of scarlet Salvia. It is unnecessary to
commend the advantages and various uses which the pure while
Salvia splendens compacta offers. It will, without doubt, meet with
immediate appreciation. One plant, price 71. ; 6 plants, price 30J.

SAXIFRAGA PELTATA (Torr., MS. ex. Benth. in " Plant.

Hartweg," n. 1740, p. 311).—Called by the natives on the Sacramento
River, " Umbrella Plant."
We offer for the first time this gigantic Saxifraga, hitherto

only known from the manuscripts of Hentham, and in the hortus
siccus of Hartweg. and only f^und in the district ol the Sacramento.
We feel assured that this unique Saxifraga will be received with

interest by Botanists and Gardeners. The leaves are circular and
scutiform, the margin with round flaps, the stalk joins to the middle of
the leaf.

The leaves are from ij^^ to 2 feet in diameter, and are used by the
natives on the Sacramento as umbrellas.
They are dark green, glossy, and of a solid leathery consistence.

The peduncles are straight, solid, i!i—2 feet long, and crowned with a
fine rose-coloured flower-umbel, This plant has slnud out unharmed all

the severe winters of 1870-72, an amount of hardiness which makes its

value quite incontrovertible. As this plant likes wetground, it is most
fit for shady grass plots, grottos, ponds; whilst its most permanent
leaves make it especially valuable for decorating rooms, vestibules, and
conservatories.
Bentham says of this plant :

—" Species from all those we know very
distinct, still retaining in its flowers ail the characters of a Saxifraga.
The rhiiomc of this plant is sojid and creeping, like that of S. crassi-

folia, cordifolia, and NIcgasea ciliata. This plant will be sure to create
as much sensation as, in their time, OiiBnera scabra and Acanthus
macrophj/llus did, to which it will prove a successful rival. One
Plant, price 20J. ; six Plants, £k.
CROSSOSOMA TRILOBATA (Roczl^—From Wahsatch Moun-

tains, Utah, one of the Rosaceous plants, a neat evergreen, most dis-

tinguished shrub. The upper surface of the leaves is of a glossy
green, the under surface lomentose, and of a silvery-grey, A very
singular and original novelty, and perfectly hardy, having withstooa,
without any protection, the severe cold of this winter with absolute
mpunity. One plant, price f>s. ; 3 plants, price 15s.

Our CATALOGUE of SELECT VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS, NEW POTATOS,
&c., is now ready, and may be had on application.

I^^ All Orders are executed at once, and forwarded Carriage paid.

WILLIAM DEUMMOND & SONS,
SEED AND NURSERY ESTABLISHMENT, STIRLING.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

A Complete Collection for a large Garden
A Complete Collection for a medium-sized Garden
A Complete Collection for a Small Garden

None but the most approved sorts of Vegetables are included in the above Colieclions.

LIST, Free on application.

63s.

42s.

21s.

For sorts, see SEED

The GUINEA COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, Carriage Free,

Is composed of tlie following most approved kinds :—

TEAS—Dillistone's Earliest, 1 quart
Sutlons' Early Champion, i quart
Champion of England, 1 t|uart

Veitcn's Perfection, i quart
Payne's Conqueror, i pint

Advancer, 1 pint
liluc Scimitar, i pint

EKANS—Johnson's Wonderful, I tjuart

Broad Windsor, i quart
French Robin's Egg, i pint

Scarlet Runners, i pint
HEET—St. Osyth, i o^.

BORECOLE, or KALE—Asparagus, 1 pkt.

Hearting, i packet
Cottagers', i packet

BRUSSELS SPROUTS—Finest, i packet
BROCCOLI—Adams' Early, i packet
Snow's Winter White, i packet
Purple Sprouting, i packet
Wafcheren, i packet

BROCCOLI—Dwarf Late While, i packet
CABBAGE—Early Nonpareil, 1 packet

Eiilield Market, i packet
Worcester Incomparable, 1 packet
Red Pickling, i packet

CARROT—Early Horn, 1 oz.

lames' Intermediate, i oz.

Improved Altringham, i oz.

CAULIFLOWER—Early London, i packet
CELERY—Matchless Red, i packet

Cole's Crystal White, i packet
CRESS—Broad-leaved, 2 oz.

Curled, 2 oz.

Australian, i oz.

CUCUMBER—Smith's Frame, i packet
Stockwood, I packet

ENDIVE—Moss Curled, i packet
LEEK—Musselburgh, i packet
LETTUCE—Paris White Cos, i packet
Paris Green Cos, i packet

LETTUCE—Worcester Cabbage, i packet

MUSTARD~4oz.
MELON— Haiinarn's Hybrid, i packet

ONION—While Spanish, i oi.

James' Keeping, i oz.

PARSLEY— Myatt's Garnishing, i packet
PARSNIP—Improved Hollow Crown, i oz.

RADISH—Long Scarlet, 2 oz.

Ked Turnip, 2 oz.

White Turnip, z oz.

Olive Shaped, 3 oz.

SAVOY—Green Curled, i packet
SPINACH—Round, 402-

Prickly, 4 oz.

TURNIP— Early Snowball, i oz.

American lledlop, i oz.

TOMATO—Red, i packet
VEGETABLE MARROW, i packet
POT HERBS, 4 packets

EICHAED SMITH,
SEED MERCHANT AND NURSERYMAN, WORCESTER.

MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL and HOT-WATER ENGINEERING WORKS,
LOUGHBOROUGH.

T. G. Messenger
Begs to call attention to his Patented mode of Construction, now being adopted in every part of the country,

wliicli combines extreme lightness and durability, and being lManufactui«d by Steam-power Macliinery, can be

supplied at very moderate rates.

T. G. M. will be happy to prepare Plans and Estimates from instructions by Post, or he will be liappy to wait

upon Ladies and Gentlemen to assist tliom in the arrangements, and take particulars for Plans and Estimates.

Architects' Designs carried out according to their details, or with liis principles of Construction adapted to their

Designs. The satisfactory completion of all work undertaken is guaranteed.

A richly Illustrated CATALOGtJE forwarded Post Free for 83 Stamps.

PHOTOGRAPHS of HOUSES RECENTLY ERECTED SENT FREE for INSPECTION.
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Would You be Surprised to Hear
^HE UNDERMENTIONED can now be purchased

at about half the usual prices? Apply to

CHARLES NOIILE, Bacshot.

Standard APPLES, PEARS, and PLUMS
Pyramid ,. ,,

Dwarf.trained PEACHES
Standard lyr. trained PEACHES
RED CLIRKANTS, in variety
RHODODENDRONS, Hybrid Secdlingt, a to 4 feet

SPRUCE FIR, 3 to 4 feet
CUPRESSUS LAVVSONIANA, 2 to 10 feet

PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 3to6feet
PINUS CEMHRA, 3 to 4 feet

RETINOSPORA StjUARROSA, I'A to 2'^ feet

„ ERICOIDES, l!^t03fcet

„ PISIFERA, iK to61ect
„ OBTUSA, 3to6fcet

THUJA AMERICANA, 3 to 6 feet

„ LOBBII, i'2 too feet

THUIOPSIS BOREALIS, 4 to 8 feet

„ DOLABRATA, ginches to jr; foot

ARUNDO CONSPICUA, strong
BEREEKIS AQUIFOLIA

„ DARWINII, ijd to 2!i Icct

„ lAPONICA, ito2feet
LABURNUMS. 3 to6 feet

DEUTZIA CRENATA FLORE-PLENO, 3 to 6 leet

DOUBLE FURZE, pots
ENGLISH OAKS, 2 to 6 feet

LAURELS, Colchic, i',i to 3!^ feet

,, Common, iJ4 to ai^ feet

„ Portugal, t to 2 feet

LARCH FIR, 6 to 9 feet

SCOTCH FIR. 4to6feet
MENZIESII POLIFOLIA, strong
Paul's New Scarlet THORN, Standard and Pyramid
PURPLE LABURNUMS, 4 to 8 feet

POPLAR, t)NTARIO, 6 to 12 feet

,, BLACK ITALIAN, 6 to 12 feet
LOMBARDY, 6toi2feet

QUICK, extra strong
SPIR,-EAS, of sorts, 3 to 4 feet

VIBURNUM PLICATUM, 2 to 3 feet

\'IOLETS, in best varieties
YUCCA FLACCIDA, strong
CLEMATIS, of sorts
IVIES, of sorts
GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM

APPLES on PARADLSE STOCK.—The fines! kinds
as under, in Pyramid and Bush Trees, each or dozen.

POMONA
REINETTE DU CANADA
NORTHERN SPY
DUMELOVV'S SEEDLING
BLENHEIM ORANGE
GLORY
LORD BURGHLEY
COX'S ORANGE PIPPIN
RINGER
KING of the PIPPINS
.LORD SUFFIELD
BEAUTY of KENT
COURT-PENDU-PLAT

Purchaser's selection from the above,

ECLINVILLE PIPPIN, fine, with fruit buds-

ALFRISTON
IRISH PEACH
COCKLE PIPPIN
COCKPIT or EVER BEARER
GOLDEN HARVEY
CALVILLE BLANCHE
ROUNDWAY MAGNUM

EONUM [LING
BEDFORDSHIRE FOUND.
KESWICK CODLIN
KING
DUTCH MIGNONNE
EARLY HARVEST

each,

this sort has been
Tiuch spoken o[ in Garilt-ners' CAr.'Hif/f—3 feet stems, fine head:

,

buds for fruit, 3s. 6d. each.

The finest 3-yr old LANCASHIRE GOOSEBERRIES, 121. per too,

or 80J. per looo.

HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, all correctly named on each
kind, 35^. per too.

HARDY ROCK PLANTS, 30s. per ico.

My Collections of the above are very extensive.

CATALOGUES of HERBACEOUS PLANTS ready.

HENRY MAY. Hope Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

Forest Trees.

WOOD AND INGRAM ofier as follows, very fine
stuIT;— Pcnooo.—J. d.

OAKS, 3-yr. Seedlings 76
„ 3 to 4 feet 30 o
„ 4t05feet 35 o

ELM, English, t-yr Seedlings 50
„ ,, 2yr. Seedlings 76
,, Huntingdon, 8 to 10 feet per 100 50 o

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 3-yr. Seedlings So
,, ,, 2 to 3 feet 12 o

OAK, Evergreen, i-yr. Seedlings 10 o

>> „ 3-yr Seedlings 15 o
Samples sent on application.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Quicks and Forest Trees.

S ROBINSON has a large qu.antity of Bedding and
• Transplanting QUICKS to offer ;—2 to 3-yr- old, ss. fxi. to 71.

per 1000; 3t0 4-yr-old, 7J. (>d. to I2r. 6.f. per 1000; 4 to s-yr. old,
I2S. fid. to 20^- per 1000-

SPRUCE FIR, well furnished, fit for ornamental planting, 2or. to
255- per too.

LARCH, 2^ to 4 feet high, very fine, 3SJ. per tooo.
SCOTCH FIR, 2 to 2j^ feet, bushy plants, in fine condition, soj.

per looa
PRIVETS, 2 to 3 feet, 18s. to 21!. per 1000.
A few hundred fine ELM and BIRCH, 7 to 8 feet.
HOLLIES, 7 to 9 teet, beautiful specimen plants. Prices on appli-

cation.

Shaw House, Melbourne, near Derby,
N.B. Samples of the above upon application, to be charged for.

To the Trade.
I STOCK PLANTS of GOLDEN TRICOLOR GERANIUMS

and OTHER PLANTS.
GEORGE POULTON begs to offer the following, in

good strong nlants, in 48-sized pots, each plant averaging from
3 to 6 Cuttings eacn .—Lady Cullum, loj. per doz. ; Louisa Smith, 105.

per doz, ; Lady Franklin, lot. per doz. ; Sophia Cusack, I2s. perdoz. ;

Sophie Dumaresque, I05, per doz, ; Mrs, Pollock, 8s, per doz, ; Zonals,
Bonfire and Jean Sisley, loJ. per doz. Averaging about 5 or 6
Cuttings each : Vesuvius, White Perfection, and other choice named
varieties, 61. per doz. (stock plants), CI.N'ERARIAS, fine strain, 51,
per doz, ; Primulas, beautifully fringed, immense trusses of bloom, t>s.

per doz, CALCEOLARfAS, splendid strain, 4J per doz. Packages
(basket and mat) charged 2i, td. extra. Small plants in 6o's of all the
above Geraniums, 4s, per doz,, package free,
GEORGE POULTON, Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmonton,

Middlesex.

Planters of Large Trees for Blinds and Immediate
EFFECT may be glad to know they can be SUPPLIED by

WILLIAM MAULE and SONS, from their
Nurseries, Bristol, in large quantities, at moderate prices.

EVERGREEN TREES,
HOLLIES, Green, on stems, 10 to 12 feet
PINUS EXCELSA, 8 to 10 feet
NORWAY SPRUCE, 8 to to feet
CEDRUS DEODARA, 8 to to feet
CHINESE AREOR-VIT.E, 8 to to feet
ABIES DOUGLASII, 5 to 6 feet
ARAUCARIA IMERICATA, 4 to 5 feetMOUNT ATLAS CEDAR, 6 to 7 feet
CEDAR of LEBANON, 7 to 8 feet
CHINESE JUNIPERS, THUJOPSIS, and agreat
variety of choice EVERGREENS, 7 to 8 feet

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 4 to 5 leet
PORTUGAL LAURELS, 4 to 5 feet
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 4toSfect
ENGLISH YEWS, 5 to 6 feet
RHODODENDRONS, bushy, 4 to 5 feet

DECIDUOUS TREES,
POPLAR, BLACK ITALIAN, to 10 12 feet
BIRCH, 10 to 12 feet
TURKEY OAK. ro to 12 feel
ACACIA, BEECH, ELM, MOUNTAIN ASH,
ONTARIO POPLAR, LABURNUMS,
CHESTNUTS—10 to 12 feet

Prices on application.

Forest Trees.
LARCH, SCOTCH, SPRUCE, SYCAMORE,

HORSE CHESTNUT, BIRCH, LIMES, MOUNTAIN
ASH, &c, A fine slock. For prices, see (^^atalogue,

JAMES SMITH, Parley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

FIFTY WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 12 to 14
feet high, and beautifully furnished to the ground, and removed

in 1871, These beautiful specimens are said bv many to be the finest,

in England for beauty and health. Single plants, 30J each, or 2oc5

per dozen, or less for the whole. They remove with balls of roots,

and will be delivered free on the rails here, '
pg,, dozen —s d.

ABIES DOUGLASII, 3 to 4 feet, very healthy per 100, 75J, t2 o

,, ,, 2 to 3 feet ,, ,, 65J, 9 o

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 3 to 4 feet, well transplanted ,. ,.90
AMERICAN ARBOR-VIT.B, 4 to 5 feet 90
Paul's New Double Scarlet THORN, 3 to 4 feet 12 o
PORTUGAL LAURELS, at03feet,and2to3feetacross .,90
RIEES SANGUINEA, 2t03feet,fine .. .. per too, 20s. 3 o
EERBERIS DARWINII, 2 feet ,, 20J, 3 o
AILANTUS GLANDULOSA, 6 to 7 feet, very fine—the

Silkworm Tree, or Tree of Heaven, magnificent foliage, 2

to 3 feet long, and hardy per 100, 7.5s, 9 o
RHOIIODKNIlRi.lN, J, C, Stevens, the finest scarlet, 2 feet,. 12 o

„ Chianoidcs, the finest white, 2 feet .. .. . . 12 o

,, line named kinds, 2 to 3 feet. . ,, 18 o

„ line hybrids, 2 to 3 feet, fine .. ,. ., ,, .. 80
to.ooo finest kinds of Hybrid Perpetual ROSES,

roo named, in 50 sorts, 5(M., or 9s. per dozen.
The above Roses are budded low on' the Manctti, and fine plai ts

HENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire. '

MOUNTAIN ASH, for Underwood.
3 to 4 feet, 3s, per 100, 255. per 1000 ; 4 to s feet, 45. per 100,

30S. per 1000
; g to () feet, 5s. per 100, 35s. per i(x» ; 6 to 8 feet, loj. per

100. See Cat.alogue.
JAMES SMITH, Parley D.ale Nurseries, near Matlock.

REES AND CO.'S BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN
GUANO (Registered Trade Mark, Flying Albatross), is now

ready for delivery in tiuantity and in fine condition. It is believed to
be tne best Artificial Manure yet produced. Its base is Peruvian
Government Guano; it contains 21 percent, of Soluble Phosphates,
5 to 7 per cent, of Ammonia with Salts of Potash. See reports of Dr.
"V'oelcker, Dr Anderson, Professor Way, Mr. Ogston, and Mr. Sibson.
Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal,
bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so
long as the seals remain unbroken.

_ REES AND CO. (Limited), 58, Old Broad Street, London, E.G.

r^
Tie " L O N D O N M A Sru"^RE~~C O M PANY.

{Established i8-(o).

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

PURE DISSOLVED BONES,
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE, for Top-Dressing
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITROPHOSPHATE
MANGEL, HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO (as imported by Messrs, Thomson, Bonar,

& Co,), nitrate of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c
116, Fenchurch S treet. EDWA RD PURSER, Secretary.

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide^
POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER.

Of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

rflOBACCO Tl'SSUE," for FUM laATINCT^REEN'-
X. HOUSES.—Will destroy Thrip, Red Spider. Green and Black
riy, and Mealy Bu^, and burns without the assistance of blowinij,
and is entirely free from paper or rags. Price 31. f>d. per lb., carriage
free. A reduction in price for large quantities.
To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS AND SONS, Tobacco Manufac

turcrs, 112, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, E.G., of whom Copies of
Testimonials may be obtained ; and of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen,

To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
The OLDEST ESTABLISHED WAREHOUSE in LONDON for
GENUINE JiOLLED TOBACCO-PAPER, CLOTH, or CORD,

H PERKINS, 16, Cambridge Circus, Hackney
• Road, N.E., who has a large STOCK of the best quality on

hand for the ensuing season.
Orders by Post promptly attended to.

/'' I S H U R S T
^^ COMPOUND.
Used by many of the leading

Gardeners since 1859, aminst
Red Spider, Mildew, 'I nrips.
Green Fly, and other Elight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, a
ol from 4 to 16 ounces as
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, ir

boxes, It., 31., arid \as. (>d.

Red
Spider.

Magni-
fied.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited),

Eattersea, London, S.W.

WS. BOULTON AND CO., Norwich,
• Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Apparatus

Manufacturers.
New labour-saving machinery enables us to supply first-class CON-

SERVATORIES, VINERIES, ORCHARD HOUSES, FORCING
PITS, &c., at very low prices. Designs and Estimates furnished.
Carriage paid to any station in the kingdom.

MELON and CUCUMBER LIGHTS ready for delivery.

Iliiillip
These are strong and well-made Sliding Lights, glazed, and painted

three coats. Height of frame, 14 inches at n-ont, 25 incnes at back.
With handles complete.

Prices.—Carriage paid to any station within 200 miles ol Norwich
when orders amount to £3 and upwards.
8 feet long by 6 feet wide. . ;£2 15 I 16 feet long by 6 feet wide., ^£5 o
12 feet long by 6 feet wide. . j^3 17 | 24 feet long by 6 feet wide. . £7 5

If prepared with wood cills, to build on brick wall, and lights to
slide, prices, carriage paid as above :^
loi feet long by 6 feet wide.. £i o I 24! feet long by 6 feet wide.. £7 o
lyi feet long by 6 feet wide. . ;^5 o I 31^ feet long by 6 feet wide. . £g o

Other sizes at prices in proportion.

PLANT PRESERVERS.
Illustrated Catalogues free on application.

Rose Lane Works, Norwich.

T. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO.*— Patronised
• and used for Frogmoreand KewGardcns. It is made entirely

of prepared wool, and a perfect non-conductor of heat or cold where it

is applied.

PROTECTION AGAINST the COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide and u.Gd. per yard.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS."
Two yards wide is. lod. per yard.

Three yards wide 21. lod. per yard.

Four yards wide 3»- 'o*'- P" yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, yoyardslong, sJ^d. toSJ^^i.p. yard.

HESSIAN CANVAS, do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, t%d. and
i^d. per yard.
ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of " Fngi Domo " 3, Cannon

Street, City, E.C. { and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.
NOTICE.—Removed from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

FOR SEAKALE POTS, RHUBARB POTS.
GARDEN POTS Oarge stock and good quality), apply to

JOHN MATTHEWS. Royal Potter>-. \\'e';t..>n supcr-Mar^^

For sowing Peas.
BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT
T^HE SIDNEY GARDEN
-*- SEED SOWERS.

21. 6rf. and 5s, each.

For all sorts and siiics ol Vegetable
and Flower Seeds.

By an Inside fitting, Peas will not
block in the large Sower.

Wholesale Agents for the Patentee,

Messrs, POLLARD, JEPHSON
AND CO., Bear Garden, Southwark.

Sold by all Seedsmen and Iron-

mongers. The Trade supplied by alt

Wholesale Dealers.

. A L V A N I S E D W iITe " N E T T I N~G.
Lvarded " Mentioii^Extraordinaire" at the Amsterdam

xhibilion
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Tlie Patent Imperishable Hothouse.AYRES'S PATENT.
GLASS, IRON, and CONCRETE.

Before building a Plant or Fruit House of any kind, send six

stamps, and obtain the Illustrated Prospectus of the

IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
Newark-on-Trenl, Notts.

MANAGER—W. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S,,
Imperishable Hothouse Company, Newark-on-Trent.

Plans, Specifications and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice

Improved CsituaL

HOT-WATER APPARATUS
erected Complete, or the Materials supplied lor Heating

GREENHOUSES, Tubular BoiUr.
HOTHOUSES,

CONSERVATORIES,
CHURCHES,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, &c.

HOT-WATER PIPESat whole-

sale prices : Elbows, T Pieces,

Syphons, and every other connec-

tion kept in stock.
WROUGHT and CAST.IRON

, CONICAL, SADDLE, and

)
IMPROVED CO^fICAL,— - also Elliptic, Boilers, from 24^. each ,.,^,tci,c

Improved and enra strone CAST-IRON TUBULAR LOILERS,
wither without Water Bars, l"romS3s.6.i. each. t^pc „- c.,.1
CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,

for use without brickwork, from 60s. each.
,TATirc.c

ror>.,U BcUr. pS'^JTIcJ"d"o"oYs';^aR1 "an-d"- ^I'S^'Hi
jft WORK or every description and Size

INDIA-RUBBER RINGb for Pipe Joints

Sockets require no other packing, Eiuptic Boiler
and are perfectly water-tight.

Goods, of the very best manu
factur«[ delivered at Railway or

Wharf in London.

LYNCH WHITE,
Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper |liil!

Ground Street, London.S. E. (Surrey

side Blackfriars Bridge). Price List on application.

JONES'S PATENT " DOUBLE L " SADDLE
BOILER.

HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.—Medal, 1862.
Invented bv the late Sir Ioseph Paxton.

Manufactured in London; Utversione ILancashire) ; Gloucester

;

Coventry; Paisley, and Aberdeen, only.

Illustrated Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and
other styles of Glasshouses, post free, 31^. Estimates given for

Conservatories, Sic, to any design in Wood; also for Heating
Apparatus,
HEREMAN AND MORTON, Horticultural Builders,

14, Tichborne Street, Regent Quadrant, London. W.

[AMES WATTS AND CO., Hothouse Builders
' and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

Onn CUCUMLLR and MELON BOXES and
^\j\j LIGHTS, all sizes. Glazed and Painted complete, ready
for immediate use, packed ana sent to all parts of the Kingdom.
Strong GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, 5s. each.

GLASSES, all sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the

Counties in England.

BEARD'S PATENT NON-CONDUCTING and
VENTILATING METALLIC GLASS HOUSES will prove

cheaper than wood.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,

with the following improvements, viz,, the water-space at back and

over lop of saddle increases the healing surface to such an extent

that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the

amount of work with, the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied ; at the

same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
ofwrought iron, are not liable tocrack. They are made of the following

sizes :

—

High.
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r^ EOLOGICAL MINERALOGY.-KING'S
VT COLLEGE, London.-Professor TENNANT F G S.. will

COMMENCE the SECOND, or PRACTICAL DIVISION of his

LECTURES, on MINERALS and ROCKS, on WEDNESDAY
MORNING. January 24. The Lectures will be continued on each

succeeding Friday and Wednesday, al 9 a.m. Fee C-2 2s.
^,„^,^^

A shorier COURSE on the same subject will be ijiven on IHURS-
DAY EVENINGS, at 8 o'clock. Fee £1 is.

Private Instruction in Mineralogy and GeoloRy is given by Professor

TENNANT at his residence, 149, Strand, W.C

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
(Incorporated bv Special Acts of Parliament.)

DRAINAGE, RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, TRAMWAYS, RAILWAYS, &c.

Directors.

John Glutton, Esq.
Frederick L. Dasnwood, Esq.
Henry Farquhar, Esq.
Lord Garlies, M.P.
John Horatio Lloyd. Esq.

Granville R. Ryder, Esq.
Granville R. H.Somerset,Esq,,Q.C,
Henry W. West, Esq., ftl.P.

Charles Watkin Williams Wynn,
Esq., M.P. (Chairman).

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes
of Agricultural Improvement, including the Erection of CottaKes and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, zind to

the Clergj* in respect of their Glebe Lands.
Tenants may, with the consent of their Landlords, execute the

necessary Improvements upon the Farms which they occupyj charging
them with the cost.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.—The Company also advances
money for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigation.

The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge upon
the land, redeeming principle and interest, over 25 years.

No investigation of title is required.
For Fonns and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq. Managing Director, No, i, Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster, S. W.

Agricultural Land Improvements.
DRAINAGE, SEWAGE IRRIGATION. FARM BUILDINGS,

LABOURERS' COTTAGES. &c.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

(Incorporated by Act of Parliament in 1849.)

DiKECTORS.
The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
bcrmere.

T. Chapman, Esq., F.R.S.
George Thomas Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq.
Henr>' William Currie, Esq

Edward John Hutchins, Esq.
Sir William Tite, M.P., C.B.

Principal Engineer, Mr. J. BAILEY DENTON.
Agricultural Improvements of every kind are executed by the

Company, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer

carrying out the works by their own agents.

Tenant Farmers may also, by agreement with their Landlords,
procure the execution of such Improvements.
The outlay, with all official expenses, may be charged upon the

Estate, and paid off by a Rent-charge of about 6 per cent., in 31 years,

or at the option of the Landowners in a shorter term.

No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.
Special arrangements will be made with Boards of Healthy Sewer

Authorities, and others, for undertaking Works of Sewage Irrigation,

together with al! Works incidental thereto. The outlay in respect

thereof may be repaid either by a sum in gross, or by a terminable
yearly payment, discharging in a fixed period the pnncipal amount
with interest thereon.

Application to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN, Esq., the
Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, ga. Whitehall Place. S. W.

Notice.
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICUL-

TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready

;

price, in cloth. £1 6s. 6dW RICHARDS. 41. Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

In a few days,

THE FAIRFIELD ORCHIDS; a Descriptive
Catalogue of the Species and Varieties grown bv JAS.BROOKE AND CO., Fairfield, near Manchester, with Preliminary

Chapters upon the History, Structure, and uses of Orchids, and a
Copious Glossary of the Significations of the Names. Svo, pp. ia8.

Neatly bound. 2s. 6d.

BRADBURY, EVANS. AND CO., 10 Bouverie St., London, E.C.

Now ready, price ii., free by post for 13 stamps, with 9 Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.C. ; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

Now ready,

THE SALIX, or WILLOW. By W. Scaling,
Willow Nurserj'man, Basford, Notts. A revised and enlarged

edition, containing Instructions (or its Planting and Culture, with
Obser\-ation5 upon its Value and Adaptability for the Formation of
Hedges and Game Coverts.
Post free ir. : or of SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, and CO., London.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT and
Fl^OWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacrc,

Brandon), being a practical combination of Vinery, Orchard House
and Conservatory, as now worked in a New House erected for the
purpose at Chiswick. Third Edition, Illustrated. Free for seven
stamps to the

"Journal of Horticulture" Office, 171, Fleet Street; or to the Author.

Just published, in 8vo, price One Shilling,

PSYCHIC FORCE and MODERN SPIRITUAL-
ISM; a Reply to the Quarterly Rrvuw and other Critics. By

William Crookes, F.R.S., &c,
London : LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row, E.C.

To Ground Foremen.
WANTED, a steady, respectable MAN, who well

understands Budding, Grafting, &c. A reliable, truthful

Man, will find this a permanent situation.—Apply by letter to J. T.,

59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

WANTED, a young MAN, who understands Budding
and Grafting. He will be required to look after a small

Greenhouse ior BcJding Plants. One who has a knowledge of the
Seed Trade preferred, as he wculd have to assist in the Shop when
wanted. None need apply unless their character can bear the
strictest investigation, — GEORGE WINFIKLD, Gloucestershire
Seed Warehouse, Gloucester.

WANTED, in Birmingham, a GARDENER (Out-
door), well understanding Pine, Grape, and Peach Houses,

and Flower Growing.— R., Housekeeper, 61, New Street, Birmingham.

WANTED, a young MAN, active, and of good
character, accustomed to Potting and general work of Green-

house. One accustomedj to Growing for Market preferred.—State
wages, and all particulars, to The Clapham Road Nursery, Stockwell,
London, S. W.

WANTED, to Grow Alpines and Hardy Ferns, a
YOUTH, who is fond of and knows them well, and their

cultivation —Address, with terms, Y. Z., Messrs. Hurst & Son,
Leadenhall Street, London. E.C.

WANTED, a first-class BOUQUET MAKER, &c.
If suitable, wages no object. Also an APPRENTICE to the

above business.—Apply, by letter, to G. D. TAVINER, Florist and
Seedsman, Bayswater Koad, W. - . -

FAND A. SMITH have an OPENING for a
• PACKER.—A permanent situation for an active, intelligent

Man. Good handwriting necessary. Good relerencc e-\pected.—The
Nurseries, West Dulwich, S.

WANTED, a HEAD SHOPMAN and an
ASSISTANT for a large Seed and Nursery Establishment in

Ireland. Preference given to parties having a knowledge of Plants.

—

Apply, in first instance, stating qualifications and salary required, to
A. AV. ELPHICK, 12. GarsdiUe Road, Pcckham, S.E.

WANTED, a HEAD WAREHOUSEMAN, in a
Wholesale Seed House. An ASSISTANT also WANTED.—

WARD AND CO., Seed Merchants, Bristol. __^__
Seed Trade.

WANTED, an e-xpc-ricnccd SHOPMAN, to take
Management of Garden, Seed, z^nd Plant Department, to a

suitable Person a permanent situation on progressive salary.—Apply,
stating age, &c., to THOMAS PIERPOINT, iz6, Bridge Street,

Warrington.

ANTED, CLERK and SHOPMAN.—KELWAY
AND SON, Lang pott. _^

ANTED, a W A~R E H O U S E CLERK,
acquainted with Shipping Business. — Apply by letter to

MESSRS. PETER LAWSON and SON, 20, Budge Row, City, E.C.

ww
WANT PLACES—Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications^ recommended to

Genilenien.— Further p.irticulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
PIENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Nursen%St^IohjiVWood.N.W

To Gardeners and Bailiffs {Head, Foremen, or Under).
JAMES CARTER anu CU. having many applications

for the above, request that those WANTING SITUATIONS
will send NAME. ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS,
for ENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send
unquestionable references need apply.

Any Lady or Gentleman requirmg GARDENERS or B.\ILIFFS
may rely upon J. C.'^RTER & CO. adopting the most stringent
regulations in reference to testimonials as to ability, honesty, &c.

237 and 238, High Holborn. London. W.C.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly staling the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.
—Highgate Nurseries, London, N. ^
GARDENER (Head).—Age 40 ; thoroughly practical

in all branches. Seven years' character. No Single-handed
place accepted.—A. B., 13, Charles Street, Portman Square, London,W.

GARDENER (Head). —Age 30, married. Scotch;
thoroughly experienced in all the branches of the profession.

—

Address, slating wages and all particulars, to G. E., Post Office,
Leatherhead, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Middle-aged ; thorough and
extensive experience in the various branches of the profession.

First-rale references. — J. G., Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale,
London. W.

GARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly understands the
Management of Stove, Greenhouse, Orchids, and Ferns, &c.

Seven and a-h.ilf years in last situation. Good references.—W. G.,
Posl Office, Gateshead.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married, one child
;

has a thorough knowledge of the profession in all its branches,
including a good knowledge of^ Orchids.—P. P., The Gardener, Hythc
"\'illa, Staines,

ARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married, no family;
is a thoroughly good general Gardener. Two and a half years'

character from last place.—T. G., Pine-apple Nursery, 32, Alaida
Vale. London, W.

To Ladies and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head), age 40, married.—Messrs,

Warren & Craik, Florists, 41, Duke Street, St. James's. S.W.,
can with confidence recommend to either requiring a M^n of superior
abilities, with excellent testimonials as to character, &c.—Address as
above.

GARDENER (Head).—The Advertiser, having had
many years' experience in first-class establishments, is at liberty

to treat with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of a
thorough practical Man in all branches of the profession, including the
Early and Late Forcing of Fruits and Vegetables ; a good Plantsman,
and Flower and Kitchen Gardener.—A. B., Beau Manor Park Gardens
Loughborough, Leicestershire.

GARDENER (Head), where two or three are kept.—
Good practical knowledge of the profession in all its branches.

Can produce four years' good character from present employer.

—

H. AL, Mr. Crew, Abbey, Romsey.

GARDENER (Head), and BAILIFF.—To Noble-
men and Others, especially to those who are forming or enlarging

their Grounds and Forcing Houses.—A Gentleman wishes to recom-
mend a Gardener of unusually satisfactory attainments and character,
and who is qualified either to Layout new Gardens and Houses, or to
take charge of Gardens of large capacity, and can also act as Bailiff.

—

R. F., Moulsey Grange, Esher, Surrey.

GARDENER (Second), or ne.\t to good Foreman in a
private garden.—A young Man. Highest references to character

' - "*"",R, Bridge Street, Si - --and ability.—A. BARKER , Stowmarket, Suffolk.

GARDENER (Single - handed, or where one is

kept).—Married, no incumbrance ; well up in the profession in
all its branches. Wages no object, so long as place is comfortable.
Good references.—A. B., Taylor's, Stationer, Stanmore, Middlesex.

GARDENER, in a place where two or three are
kept, or FOREMAN in a large establishment.—Age 24, single ;

steady and persevering. First-class character.—J. L., Pine-apple
Nursery, Maida Vale, London, W.

GARDENER, where two or more are kept.

—

Thoroughly practical and steady. No Single-handed place
accepted.—Apply, stating salary and particulars, to C. H. , Mr. Martin,
Bookseller. 4, Park Terrace. Sutton, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under), or GARDENER where one,
two, or more are kept.—Age 24. Character and testimonials

first class. Three years Foreman in present situation,—State terms to
C. W., The Gardens, Lower Eaton, Hereford.

GARDENER (Under).— Age 22, single; well up in
Orchids, Stove Plants, &c. Highest references.—T. H., 28,

Clapham Park Road, Clapham, S.W,

GARDENER (Under), age 20.—A Gardener wishes
to recommend an honest, steady, sober, willing Man. Excellent

character.-P. P., The Gardens, Wembley Park, Harrow, Middlesex.

GXARDENER(Head), (age 36.

and BAILIFF, or GARDENER
ied), to any Nobleman or Gentleman who

requires the service of a good practical Man, of 20 years' experience
Well versed in the Cultivation of Pines, Vines, Peaches, ftlelons,
Cucumbers, Mushrooms, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids and
Ferns, also Early and Late Forcing of Fruits. Flowers, and Vege-
tables, and a good Kitchen and Flower Gardener ; also understands
the Rearing and Breeding of Stock, and their Value. Wife can take
charge of Poultry. Good character from present and previous em-
ployers.—F. A. H., The Gardens, Turville Park, near Henley-on-
Thames, OxorL

FOREMAN, in a good estabUshment,—Age 25 ; has
good e.\perience and first-class testimonials.—A. S. Y., Post

Office, Chelford, Cheshire.

FOREMAN, or FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.—
Well understands the Cultivation of Roses, Rhododendrons,

Conifera;, &c. ; 20 years' good experience in" the Nursery business
generally, both Indoors and out. Good reference.—A. D., Bedford
Road Nursery, Northampton,

FORESTER and GROUND OFFICER.—Age 38,
married ; has had long experience in England and difterent

parts of Scotland. Highest references, with particulars as to wages.
&c, given on application to MUNRO BROTHERS, Seedsmen and
Nurserymen, Inverness, N. B.

A YOUNG MAN, with some experience, desires a
situation in a London Florist's Establishment, or under a good

Gardener.—W. C, 13, Park Street, DawUsh, Devon.

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and Packing. Second sized Arch-

angel, 100s. : I'elersburg, 601. and 801. ; superior close Mat, 4S»., 501.,
and sjr, ; packing Mats, 20*. , 30*., and 351. per 100; and every other
description of Mats at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,
4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C,

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering~Garden Frames.

—

ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS arc the cheapest and
most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7. Commercial Street. Shoreditch, London.

/"IHAPMAN'S "ANTI-CLOCHE" VENTILATE!)
V^ MULTUM-IN-PARVO PLANT, FLOWER and SEED PRO-
TECTOR, preserves Plants, &c.. from Snails, Slugs, Earwigs, Wind,
Rain, and r rost ; quite as useful for all purposes as the Hand Glass
or Cloche, and at about half their cost. Any Gardener can repair them.
They are made in nestS, of different sizes. Cost of Set, with one for

protecting Gladiolus or Hollyhocks, Dahlias, Roses, or Chr>'sanlhe-
mums, for exhibition, "with stake clip, and all complete, from One
Guinea- The Anti-Clochc can be made any siie.

Estimates given to Nurserymen, Market Gardeners, &c., for large
quantities. Vvhen not in use, they pack in a very small compass,
without liability to breakage. To be obtained from

W. F. CHAPMAN, Patentee, Bristol Road, Gloucester.
A remittance from unknown Correspondents will have attention

B-EDSTEADS, BEDDING, and FURNITURE.—
BEDSTEADS, IRON and BRASS, and CHILDREN'S COTS,

a very large assortment of: 150 patterns on show, from lu. to £^5.

BEDDING Manufactured on the Premises, and
warranted by WILLIAM S. BURTON.

For Bedsteads. Width : 3 ft. 4 ft- 6 in.

under Mattresses .. 11s. 6d. .. i6j, od.Best Alv;
Good Coloured Wool
Best Brown Wool
Good White do.

Best do
Good Horse Hair
Best do
German Spring Hair Stuffing

Best do. Elastic Sides
Feather Beds, from 31s.

175, od.

SIS. (id.

28s. 6d.

501. o^.

42s. 6d.

55^- orf.

DSf. od.
851. od. .. ii5i.

i8or. : Bolsters, 6s.

25 J. od.

3rs. 6d.
43s. od.

73r. od.
62s. od.
83s. Off.

871. 6d.
od.

5 ft.

t8s. od,
2Ss. 6d.

34s. 6d,

471. od
811. od.
6gs. od.

945, od,

95^. od.
125s. od.

to 2gs. 6d. ; do.
Pillows, 35. 6d. to 13s. ; Down Pillows, 101. 6d. to i.

FURN ITUREfor Bedrooms and Dining-rooms.—Complete suites in

Mahogany, Fancy Woods, Polished andjapanned Deal, always on show.
FURNITURE for Dining-rooms.—An assortment of Sideboards,

Dining Tables, Dinner Waggons, Chairs, Couches, and every other
article of Dining-room Furniture is on view in the Large Furniture
Show Rooms. Easy Chairs, a large selection, from 371. 6d. Gilt

Chimney and Pier Glasses, a large and new assortment, from 47*. 6d.
Catalog'ues post free.

WILLIAM S. BURTON. Furnishing Ironmonger by appointment
to H.R. H. the Prince of Wales, sends a Catalogue, containing upwards
of 850 Illustrations of his unrivalled stock, with Lists of Prices and
plans of the 20 large show rooms, post free.—39, Oxford Street:
I, lA, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street; 4,5, and 6, Perry's Place; and
1, Newman Yard, W, The cost of delivering goods to the most distant

§arts of the United Kingdom by Railway is trifling. WILLIAM S.

:URTON will always undertake delivery at a small fixed rate.

K I N A H A N'S L L WHISKY
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the very

CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalled, perfectly
pure, and more wholesome than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words, " KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal, label, and cork.
N ew Wliolesale Depot, 6a, Great Tichfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

M. YOUNGER AND CO.'S
EDINBURGH, INDIA PALE and DINNER ALES.

Sparkling, refreshing, nourishing and economical.
To be had of the principal retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1740 Ixindon Stores, Belvedere

Road^ S. E. ; Liverpool, t, Seel Street; Bristol, 14, Narrow Quay;
Dublin Stores, 7, Lower Abbey Street ; Swansea, Quay Parade

;

Glasgow, Queen Street; Birmingham, 13, Temple Street.

A.
Grateful—Comforting.EP P S S CO

BREAKFAST.
" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the

operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of
the fine properties of a well selected cocoa, ^Ir. Epps has provided our
breakfast-tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save
us many heavy doctor's bills."

—

Civil Service Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk.
Each packet is labelled,

JAMES EPPS AND CO., Homceopathic Chemists, London.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

BILIOUS and LIVER COMPLAINTS, Indigestion,
Sick Headache, Loss of Appetite, Drowsiness, Giddiness,

Spasms, and all Disorders of the Stomach and Bowels are quickly
removed by that well-known remedy, FRAMPTON'S PILL of
HEALTH.
They unite the recommendation of a mild operation with the most

successful effect; and where an aperient is required nothing can be
better adapted.
Sold by all Medicine Vendors, at u. i%d. and 2J. 9^. per box,

obtained through any Chemist.

c OCKLES ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at ii. il4^-t -* O'^-i ** ^^i 3nti iij.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of' the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the

flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the

irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the

morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the

luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-

liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,

nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alterations, with

an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes

at IS. i%d.,2s. gd., 45. 6d., and in., as well as in India, China, New-
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxesat is. iHd., 2S. gd., 4t. Od.. and iir.
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GREEN'S PATENT BOILERS,
WITH INVERTED CYLINDER ENGINES COMBINED.

Engines and Boilersfitted ivith Governors, Equilibrium Throttle Valve, Stop Valve, Safety Valve, FeedPump, Water and Steam Gauges, fi-v., complete.
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_ Notice.
/^ARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICUL-
^-1 TURAL GAZETTE.-The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready:
price, in cloth, j£i 6s. &/.

W. RICHARDS. 41, Wellington Street, Strand. W.C,

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY GARDENS,
Regent's Park.

EXHIBITIONS of SPRING FLOWERS—WEDNESDAYS :

March 13, April 10, May 8.

SUMMER EXHIBITIONS—WEDNESDAYS and THURSDAYS:
May 22 and 23, June 19 and 20, July 10 and 11.

Schedules of Prizes, and all other particulars, can be obtained at the
Gardens, by post.

BUTLER. McCULLOCH, and CO.'S SPRING
CATALOGUE of SEEDS for 1872 is now ready. It contains

many Novelties of merit and worth consideration. Sent free and
post paid on application.

27, South Row, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.
Established upwards of a century.

s
To the Trade.

TUART AND CO., Seed Growers, Nice;
Seed Merchants, 5, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, W.C.NEW and CHOICE SEEDS.

CATALOGUE on application.

Cbolce New Seeds, Gladioli, &c.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest
quality only. Post free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N,

CHARLES H. DICKSON'S NEW VEGETABLE
and FLOWER SEEDS, of best quality only. All orders

amounting to aoj. and upwards sent carriage paid. Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUES free by post on application.

23. Market Place, Manchester.

Eltcben Garden Seeds.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

and Seed Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN
seeds is now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon appli-
cation.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genume Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

Trade Price Current Seeds for 1873.
PETER LAWSON and SON beg to intimate that

x.x^jK'U':.'^?:'^^^ LIST of AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, andFLOWER SEEDS, &&, is now ready, and will be forwarded post
free, on application.

20, Budge Row, Cannon Street, London, E.C., and Edinburgh.

ALFRED LEGERTON. Seed Merchant,
5, Aldgate, London, E., begs to announce that his WHOLESALE

E^JV.^Pt,^-^'^'^^*^^^'^
^f GARDEN, AGRICULTURAL, and

r LOWER bLEL,S IS now ready, and can be had on application
Samples are unusually fine this season, and prices the lowest in

London,

O'
AKS, CHESTNUTS, BEECH, ELMS, suitable

for planting, 30*. per 1000 : « per loa
.JXAi^UTS' SYCAMORES, LABURNOM^, LARCH, SPRUCE
l?S?£" ?."'' S'LVER FIRS, ROSES, and iiy other ffURSERYbiUCK. Carnage free to London.

WILKIN, Tiptree, Kelvedon.

ICHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN andDECIDUOUS SHRUBS. RHODODENDRONS STANDARDORNAMENTAL TREES. CLIMBINGandTWlNlfjG PLANTS
with their generic, specific, and English names, native country,
height, Ume of Ilowenng, colour, &c, and general remarks, free
Dy post. '

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Worcester.

ROSE MARECHAL NIEL (Noisette).—Fine
Standard and Half-standard plants.

ROSES (Tca-scentcd).—Choicest varieties, fine Standard and Half-
standard pl.Tnis. Offered by

JOHN CRANSTON, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.
Price on application.

Show Roses.

A PRICED LIST of the best Hybrid Perpetual Show
ROSES: also a PRICED LIST of choice Variegated

GERANIUMS, post free, on application to
ALFRED FKVEK, 1 he Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

AMATEUR ROSE GROWERS should at once get
my CATALOGUE. It contains all the good sorts, and the

plants are the finest that can be produced.
^R. R. CANT, St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES," Fruiting in~Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines. Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

DS. THOMSON begs to offer a quantity of good
• Dwarf trained PLUMS, CHERRIES, and APRICOTS;

also GRAPE \'INES for planting—good ripened canes ol the best
varieties. Nursery, Wimbledon, Surrey,

Grape Vines. Fruiting and Planting Canes,
KS. EACH.

—

Lewis Woodthorpi-; begs to offer a fine
tJ and well-grown STOCK of all the best sorts. Descriptive
CATALOGUES free. Second sized BLACK HAMBURGHS, 35. U.
each. L. W.'s system of packing saves half the cost of carriage,

Munro Nurserj', Sible Hedingham, Essex.

PINES—Fruiting and Succession, smooth Cayennes,
Jamaicas, and nueens, very fine, from a stock that never had

Scale. M. ROCHFORD, Page Green, Tottenham, N.

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE, Four Dozen
SUCCESSION PINES, strong plants, 15 months old, price 301.

per dozen.
WINDEBANK AND KINGSBURY, Eevois Valley Nurserj-,

Southampton.

FINE STRONG SHOW GOOSEBERRIES, i6j. per
100; strong RED and BLACK CURRANTS, 8s. per 100, ^Cs per

1000; 2-yr. GOOSEBERRIES, ^s. per 100, Jjx per 1000; strong 4-i'r,

APPLES, loj, per doz
, £,1 per 100 ; splendid Dwarf-trained APPLES,

151. per doz. ; PLUMS and PEARS, i%s.

R. THORN H ILL, Bowdon Nurseries, Bowdon, Cheshire.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Eariy
Spring Flowers, LIST on application.—Mr. WEBri, Calcot, Re; "

CALCEOLARIA (herbaceous), of very choice strain,
from pans sown in August, and once pricked out, is. per dozen ;

31. M. per two dozen ; 6j. for 50 ; loj. per 100, free by post.
H. AND R, STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

WM. KNIGHT is now sending out 12 Varieties
of the NEW FUCHSIAS of 1S71, selected as the best of the

season, in extra strong Plants for Exhibition, for los. dd. the set,
package included.

Floral Nurseries, Hailsham, Sussex,

EVERY G A R D EN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holborn, London.

TRUE LONDON PLANE TREES, 15 feet high, and
straight as gun-rods, 425. per dozen; also a great variety ofSTANDARD ORTmaMENTAL TREES for Park or Avenue Planting.

RICHARD SM ITH. Nurser>'men, Worcester.

FINE bushy LAURUSTINUS, i to 2 feet. Prices
on application.

WM. WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nurscri-, Maresficid, near
Uckfield, Sussex.wHlTETHORN QUICK, i-yr., fine. For sample

and price apply to
B. R, CANT, St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester,

TRONG Transplanted LARCH, 2 to s feet. Buyers
of the above or other Trees will be treated liberally.

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, NEWTON Nurseries, Chester.

IP INE, Strong, well-grown, transplanted LARCH
FIR, from 2103 feet.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON, The Nurseries, Mar«s6eld, near
Uckfield. Sussex.

STRONG THORNS and LARCH.—Buyers of the
above will be liberally dealt with. For samples and prices apply toRUSH AND YEATS (late Chiva.s & Weaver), Eaton Road

Nurseries, Chester.

HTo Thicken Plantations and Sliady Walks.
EMLOCK SPRUCE.--This graceful, beautiful Fir,

so Irequently described in American travels,

—

4 to 5 feet, 5^. per dozen, 30s. per 100.

5 to 6 feet, 8s, per dozen. 50J. per 100.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

A
Must be Sold, to Clear the Ground,

SH, BEECH, OAK, SYCAMORE, LARCH,
SCOTCH, SPRUCE, PINUS AUSTRIACA, PINUS

CEMERA, PRIVET, PORTUGAL LAUREL, YEWS, HOLLY,
and other Nursery Stock.

JAMES MELDRUM, Kendal.

To Gentlemen and the Trade.

AT very moderate prices, Extra Strong THORN,
QUICK, BIRCH, ALDER, SPRUCE, SILVER, LARCH,

OAK, WILLOWS, AUSTRIAN and WEYMOUTH PINE.
JOSEPH TREMLE AND SONS, Penrith

MAURICE YOUNGS NEW TRADE LIST of
CONIFERS, HARDY EVERGREEN TREES and

SHRUBS, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, JAPANESE PLANTS,
NEW AUCUBAS, &c., is now r<ady, and will be forwarded on
application.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

WANTED, 50,000 to 100,000 gooti BEECH and
THORN PLANTS, delivered at Plymouth Station. Apply,

stating lowest price, &c.,
WARD AND CHOWEN, Tavistock.

PARIS,
I

BUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL
1867. I SOILS, The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

I I, M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading, lierks.

Agricultural Seeds^
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

and Seed Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of HOME-GROWN
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready and will be forwarded,
post free, upon application.

BIRD'S KING of the CUCUMBERS, \s. 6d. per
packet. The best for exhibition.

BIRD'S QUEEN of the MELONS, is. per packet. The best
green-Ucshed variety. May be h.nd of all the Seed Trade, and of

JAMES BIRD, Nu rserym,in .ind Seedsman, Downham.

To the Traded
SOOLV IJUA CUCUMBER.

SUTTON AND SONS have a Umited quantity of
SEED of the above to offer to the Trade. Price on application.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

Telegraph Cucumber.
VXTOOD AND INGR.-\M oflcr the above well-known
V V variety, which is perh,i])s the greatest bearer out, one small

house, 31 feet by 14 feet having produced 924 first-class fruit. Six fine
Seeds for is,, or Twelve for is. bd. Postage stamps with orders.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Turnip and Mangel Wurzel Seeds-1871 Crop.
[OHN SH.ARPE will on application furnish his LIST,

with prices, of the principal SEEDS he is growilg this year.
Bardney Manor, Lincoln,—JulyS.

Mangel Wurzel and Kohl Rabl.

MR. S. A. DAINTKKE, ol I-endrayton, St. Ives,
Hunts, has fine stocks of the above SEEDS for SALE, of his

own growth and selection, from large bulbs, at very moderate rates.

GENUINE MUSSELBURGH LEEK. — Sample
and price on application,

BALLANTYNEand SON, Nurscrimcnand Seedsmen, Dalkeith,N. P.

s
THe Forwardest Pea known.UTTONS' RINGLEADER.

Price IS. 6d. per quart. May be sown at once,
SUTTON^ AND SON S , Reading, Berks.

MR. LAXTON'S NEW PEAS for 1872.—For
particulars of Mr. Laxton's latest and remarkable Novelties in

Garden Peas, which will be sent out by us this season in trial packets,
see page 105 of this day's Gardoters' Chroiticle.

HUKST AND SON, 6. Lcndenhali Street, London, E.C.

F
To the Seed Trade.

OR SALE, in large quantities, the following PEAS :

NE PLUS ULTRA,
|
CHAMPION OF ENGLAND.

HAIRS' DWARF MAMMOTH.
All new^eed and true stock. For price apply to

B. R. CANT, St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
SEEDS.— Price 125. 6d., 21s., 30*,, 42s., and 63s. Packing and

carriage free.

237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C,

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
SEEDS will produce a constant supply of the best vegetables

all the year round.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
SEEDS.

For Cottage Gardens, I For Small Gardens,
]
For Medium Gardens,

price 121. 6d.
\

price 21J.
|

price 30^. and 425.
Packing and carriage free. Five per cent, for cash payment.

237 and 238. High Holborn, London. W.C.

To the Trade.
ASPARAGUS PLANTS, very strong and good;

grown on our own farms. Lowest price on application.
JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE, 237 and 238, High

Holborn. London, W.C.

RICHARD WALKER has to offer for cash :—Best
SEAKALE for forcing, 7s. per too; SEAKALE for planting-

out, 3s, per loo! WHITE SPANISH ONION SEED, all new and
genuine, 11. gd. per lb.

The Market Gardens. Tilgglcswade, Beds.

Planting Seakale, by the lOO, 1000. or 10,000.

WM. WOOD AND SON have an immense quantity
of SEAKALE ROOTS for Planting. Prices will he given on

Notice to Large Purchasers of Seeds.
PURCHASERS of large quantities of SEIiDS and

POTATOS will be supplied on liberal terms, on application, by
post or otherwise (stating quantities required), to

SUTTON AND SONS. Seccf Growers, Reading.

POTATOS.—Fifty Tons good sound Seed of Kidneys.
Early Ashleaf, Myatt's and Lemon, Early Handsworth, Golden

Dwarf and Dalmahoy. Prices per cwt. and ton very moderate.
H. AND R- STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries. Lancaster.

EARLY SEED POTATOS. —20 Tons Myatt's
Prolific, or Fortyfold. Good sample, fine quality, and heavy

crops. Put on the rails at 5^. per bushel of 70 lb.

JAMES PEARSON. Forest Mills. York

CARTER'S CHOICE POTATOS.
See page 104 of this day's Gardencn' ChronicU.

JAMES CARTER and CO., Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238, High
Holborn. London. W.C.

Seed Potatos.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO.. Seed Growers

and Sehd Merchants, Slealord, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS is
now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon application.

To the Trade.
SEED POTATOS. — Several Tons each of Myatt's

Prolific Ashleaf, Rivers' Royal Ashleaf, Shaw's, and Dawes'
Matchless. The above are true, and in good condition. Prices on
application to

J^ and p. MYATT, Stanstead, near Bishop Stortford, Essex.

GIANT KING POTATO (True), a heavy cropper
and the earliest Potato in Cultivation. Per cwt.. fn, 6J., cash;

price per ton on application. Also HOKLEY'S NEW PATENT
GARDEN FRAMES, complete, from 121, W. On inquiry full parti-

culas sent to any address.
M. E. HORLEY, Toddington, Beds.
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Orcliids.

JAMES BROOKE AND CO., Nurseries, Fairfield,

near Manchester.—Our recent importations of choice ORCHIDS,
especially of the best winter flowering; kinds, having been extensive,

and the plants being all in excellent condition, we are enabled to offer

them on terms unusually advantageous. Where selections to a fixed

value, say £ro to £so, are desired, and the choice is left to ourselves,

the purchaser pays less than the catalogue prices, and is no loser m
regard to merit and variety. The plants we have sent out in execution

of such orders have, we are inforn-.ed, given unmixed satisfaction.

The following list, with prices annexed, will be some guide to intending

purchasers :

—

Dendrobium Falconeri, 21S. to 63J. each; D. Wardianum, 63s. to

105s. ; D. chrysotis, 21s. to 6y. ; D. McCarthia:, 42s. to S4S.
;

u.

heterocarpum, 55. to 21s. D. moniliforme, los. 6ii. to 21s. ; D, trans-

parens, 5s. to 21s. ; D. Devonianum, 7s, bd. to 21s. ; D. nobile, 5s. to

1051. ; Odontoglossum grande, 7s. 6d. to los. 6d. ; O. Insleayi, 7'- ud. to

las. 6d. ; O. citrosmum, 7s. 6rf. to los. 6d. ; (». luteo-purpurcum, 25s. ;

O. gloriosum, 25J. ; O. Alexandra (Bluntii), 21s. to 63s. ; O. Pescatorei,

21s. to 63s. ; O. Rossi superbum, 21s. to 31s. 6rf. ; O. crocidypterum,

d3S. ; O. platyodon, 31s. td. ; O. ramulosum. 31s. 6if. ; O. Bictonense,

15s. : O. Uroskinnen, los (3d. to 15s. ; Vanda cccrulea, los. dd. to 105s.

Pleione WaJlichii, 3s. dd. eich, 30J. per dozen; P. lagenana, S^-.W
105. 6d. I Cypripedium hirsutissimum, 7s. 6d. to 215. ; Catlleya Mossiffl,

TS. f}d. to 2is: : C. maxima, 31s. 6d. ; C. Trianse, 15s. ; C, Warneri, 21s.
.

Barkeria Skinneri, :oj. 6d. to 63s.: B. spectabihs, los. M. to 63J. ;

Calanthe vestita, 3s. M. to 21J. ; C. Veitchii, los. 6d. to 42s. ;
Ca:]ofjyne

crislatum, las. dd. to 63s. ; Oncidium Papilio, 7J. fid. to loi. 6*1. j O.

Krameri, 21s. ; O. Lanceanum, fine variety, 15J.

APPLES on PARADISE STOCK.—The finest kinds
as under, in ryraniid and Bush Trees, each or dozen ;—

POMONA
KEINETTE DU CAN-^DA
NORTHERN SPY
DUMELOW'S SEEDLING
BLENHEIM ORANGE
GLORY
LORD BURGHLEY
CO.X'S ORANGE PIPPIN
RINGER
KING of the PIPPINS
LORD SUFFIELD
BEAUTY of KENT
COURT-PENDU PLAT

ALFRISTON
IRISH PEACH
COCKLE PIPPIN
COCKPIT or EVER BEARER
GOLDEN HARVEY
CALVILLE BLANCHE
ROUNDVVAY MAGNUM

BONUM [LING
BEDFORDSHIRE FOUNU-
KESWICK CODLIN
KING
DUTCH MIGNONNE
EARLY HARVEST

Purchaser's selection from the above, IJ. each.

ECLINVILLE PIPPIN, fine, with fruit buds—this sort has been
much spoken ot in Gardnters' Chronicle—3 feet stems, fine heads,

buds for fruit, 3s. 6d. each.

The finest 3.yr, old LANCASHIRE GOOSEBERRIES, 13s. per 100,

or 8or. per 1000.

HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, all correctly named on each
kind, 35r. per 100.

HARDY ROCK PLANTS, 301. per ico.

My Collections of the above are very extensive.

CATALOGUES of HERBACEOUS PLANTS ready.

HENRY MAY, Hope Nurseries, Bcdale, Yorkshire.

ABIES DOUGLASII, 3 to 4 feet, very healthy, per
100, 75s. : 12J. per doz. Per doz.—s. d.

ABIES DOUGLASII, 2 to 3 feet, very healthy .. per 100, 65s. 9 o
PINUS AUSTRIACA, 3 to.! feet, well transplanted .. ..0
AMERICAN AREOR-VIT.E, 4 to 5 feet 90
Paul's New Double Scarlet THORN, 3 to 4 feet is o
PORTUG.\L LALTRELS, 2 t0 3 feet, and2t0 3fectacross .. 90
RIBES SANGUINEA, 2 t0 3feet, fine .. .. per 100, 20s. 3 o
BERBERIS DARWINII,2 feet 20s. 3
AILANTUS GLANDULOSA, 6 to 7 feet, very line—the

Silkworm Tree, or Tree of Heaven, magnificent foliage, 2
to 3 feet long, and hardy per too, 75J. 9 o

RHODODENDRON, J. C. Stevens, the finest scarlet, 2 feet.. I2 o
„ Chianoides, the finest white, 2 feet 12 o
,, fine named kinds, 2 to 3 feet.. 80
„ fine hybrids, 2 to 3 feet, fine 80

10,000 finest kinds of Hybrid Perpetual ROSES.
100 named, in 50 sorts, sos. , or Qr. per dozen.

The above Roses arc budded low on the Manetti, and fine plants.

HENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

TO PL.-VNTERS of FOREST TREES.—The
handsomest and also the most profitable Forest Trees to grow

are the two NEW WILLOWS, SaLIX BASKORDIANA and
SALIX SANGUINEA. S. Basfordiaiia is the most vigorous growing
Willow yet introduced ; the timber is exceedingly tough and valuable

;

the branches arc of a brif.;ht orange colour, deepening into a red
towards the points, and shine in the sun as if varnished. S. sanguinea
is not quite such a rapid grower, but the timber is equally tougn, and
the branches throughout of a deeper red, and very bright. The colour
is the most brilliant when the trees are destitute of leaves. They are
spiry topped trees, and attain a large size, perfectly hardy, and will
grow in the poorest soils or most exposed situations. They would
form handsome groups in a landscape, or mix with and relieve the
sombre appearance of^ our woods in winter. It is very rarely that a
valuable novelty like the above has been offered at such extremely low
rates. Strong rooted plants, 6 to g feet high, bs. per dozen, or 40J. per
100; 9 to 13 feet hign, ft. 6d. per dozen, or 501. per 100; selected
specimens over 13 feet, 12s. per dozen, or Sos. per 103.

For the value of the Willow as a Timber Tree, see the Garden,
December g, 1871.

WILLIAM SCALING, Willow Nurseryman, Earford, Notts.

FOX and GAME COVERTS.—The BITTER
WILLOW is the cheapest, most easily reared, and most useful

plant yet offered for forming new coverts, or improving those already
made. Birds are especially partial to Willow plantations. Bitter
Willow stakes, 3 to 4 feet long, will make a really good covert the first
year, and perfectly secure from the attacks of^ rabbits. Anxious to
make the value of this plant better understood, W. Scaling will supply
cuttings or stakes at the following extremely low rates for the remainder
of the planting season :

—

10 inches long, i5(. per 1000 I 36 inches long, 40^. per 1000
IS inches long, 20J. per 1000 48 inches long, w. per 1000
24 inches long, 301. per 1000 | 60 inches long, 60s. per 1000

Increasing in thickness as they increase in length, and all. except the
10 inches, cut from 3-yr. old shoots. The two larcer sizes are well
adapted to make hedges, in place of Thorn or Quick-reared. See
article in Rural Almanac, 1872, p. 37, published at the Field office.

WILLIAM SCALING, Willow Nurseryman, Basford. Notts.

JIT ILFORD NURSERIES,
near Godalming.

For NEW and RARE HARDY PLANTS and
CONIFER/E. see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive

For HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
EVERGREENS, &c, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New
Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For RHODODENDRONS and other AMERICAN
CATALOGUE

^^^^^^^^ YOUNG'S New Descriptive

For STANDARD and HALF STANDARD ROSES
see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For NEW JAPANESE AUCUBAS, see MAURICEYOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE

^°'Jvmm^f§^.?^*^^^L'^^^S' see MAURICEYOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE
For Cheap EVERGREENS and SHRUBS for COVERPLANTING or SHRUJiHERIES, see MATfRTrFYOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE "^"^^^^
For PLANTS suitable for WINTER BEDDING seeMAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE
For TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES seeMAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE
For EXTRA TRANSPLANTED or QUARTERED

x/l'^?^^'^'^**'''E^ ^°' Planting Belts or Shrubberies, seeMAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive Catalogue.
Fon,varded on application enclosing stamp.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming.

E. G. Henderson & Sons
DESCRIPTIVE AND ILLUSTRATED SEED CATALOGUE

Forwarded Gratis to Customers, and on receipt of Six Stamps to Strangers.

See PRICED LIST of FIRST-CL.^SS FLORIST FLOWERS,
See PRICED LIST of NOVELTIES for 1872,

See PRICED LIST of RARE and DESIRABLE FLOWERS,

In the Gardeners' Chronicle of January 20, p. 66.

WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, N.W.

Richard Smith,
NURSERYMAN AND SEED MERCHANT,

WOECESTEE.
ROSES—Standard, Dwarf and Climbing.
FRUIT TREES of every description.

CREEPERS, for Trellises and Walls.
FOREST, SCREEN, and TIMBER TREES.
SHRUBS for GAME COVERTS.
QUICK and other STOCK for HEDGES.

CONIFEROUS TREES and SHRUBS.
EVERGREEN ,, ,,

FLOWERING
ORNAMENTAL „
AVENUE
GARDEN and FARM SEEDS of all kinds.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES to be had on application.

32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
(one of the Oldest Nurseries extant)

IS NOW CONDUCTED BY A COMPANY, WHO ARE
PREPARED TO

WABEANT GENUINE
EVERY ARTICLE SUPPLIED TO THEIR CUSTOMERS.

THEIR STOCK AND RESOURCES ARE ALMOST

INEXHAUSTIBLE;
AND

THEIR MOTTO IS "LIBERALITY."
Please write fortheir ROSE and FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE, and.also fortheir SEED CATALOGUE,

just published.

Address, JOHN BESTER (Manager),

PINE-APPLE NURSERY, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

PREMIER HORTICULTURAL PRIZE AND TWO GOLD MEDALS
FROM INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1871.

William Paul
RESPECTFULLY SOLICITS ORDERS FOR HIS

OOLLEGTION OP ROSES,
The largest, cheapest, and best stock in the country.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS
Of the most select and impi-oved races, many of which have been worked up under his own eye and hand ;_

the carriage of which may be deducted from the account.

FRUIT TREES,
Standards and Dwarfs, Trained and Untrained ; also many thousands of handsome Fruiting

Pyramids, well set with flower-buds.

GRAPE VINES.
A large Collection, including all the newest sorts, in excellent condition of root and top,

EVERGREENS and FLOWERING TREES and SHRUBS.
Many acres in splenrfid condition for removal, well worthy of inspection by any gentleman planting.

Carriage of all Goods Free to London. Priced Catalogues Free by Post.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.
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PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

Messrs. Geo. Jackman & Son
INTF.NII DISTRIBUTING IN MAY NF.XT

A SET OF THEIR HARDY FREE-FLOWERING CLEMATIS,
VIZ. :

—

C THOMAS MOORE, pucy violet, white stamens, passiflora-like. ist Class Certificate.

C. MRS. JAMES BATEMAN, pale lavender, tine, ist Class Certificate.

C. VITICELLA RUBRA GRANUIFLORA, bright claret-crimson, ist Class Certificate,

C. ALEXANDRA, pale reddish violet, ist Class Certificate.

C. VELUTINA PURPUREA, rich blackish mulberry, ist Class Certificate.

15s. each. The set of five varieties for 60s.

Orders booked, and sent out in rotation.

See CATALOGUE for a general collection of CI.EMATISES in stock.

N.B. A Priced and Descriptive CATALOGUE of HARDY TREES and SHRUBS free on application.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

1872-VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS.

James Dickson & Sons
WILL BE GLAD TO SEND TIIElfe DESCRIPTIVE PRICED

CATALOGUE OF GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS,
ALSO 1LLUSTR.-\TED SHEET OF THE MOST APPROVED GARDEN TOOLS, &-c.,

Post Free on application.

" NEWTON " NURSERIES ; AND 102, EASTGATE STREET, CHESTER.

NEW LARGE LATE FRANKFORT CAULIFLOWER,

The above Cauliflower, after having been thoroughly tested, was introduced by us in Spring 1869, and advertised

in the Gardenets' Chronicle under the above, its true name, as being of great size, extremely hardy, growing

vigorously in almost every description of soil, and uninfluenced by weather or climate. It has, since its introduction,

fully borne out all that has been said of it, as can be verified from the reports of numerous Correspondents through-

out the Kingdom, who have had no difficulty in producing, in the months of November and December, large heads,

beautifully white and very solid, measuring from 10 to 12 inches in diameter. Price per packet, containing about

2000 Seeds, 2s.

We have, this season, received from the raiser of the .above another variety, called

NEW SECOND EARLY FRANKFORT,
Which he Strongly recommends as "exceeding in beauty and flavour all other sorts hhherto grown."

per packet, containing about 2000 seeds. 2s.

Price

Our CATALOGUE of SELECT VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS, NEW POTATOS,
&c., is now ready, and may be had on application.

1^* All Orders are executed at once, and forwarded Carriage paid.

WILLIAM DEUMMOND & SONS,
SEED AND NURSERY ESTABLISHMENT, STIRLING.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

A Complete Collection for a large Garden 63s.

A Complete Collection for a medium-sized Garden .. .. 42s.

A Complete Collection for a Small Garden 21s.

None but the most approved sorts of Vegetables are included in the above Collections. For sorts, see SEED
LIST, Free on application.

The GUINEA COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, Carriage Free,

Is composed of the following most approved kinds :

PEAS—Dillislone's Earliest, i quart
Suttons' Early Champion, i quart
Champion of Eopland, i quart
Veitch's Perfection, i quart
Payne's Conqueror, i pint
Aavanccr, i pint
blue Scimitar, i pint

BEANS—Johnson's Wonderful
Broad Windsor,

I quart
. I quart

French Robin's Egg, i pint
Scarlet Runners, r pint

BEET—St. Osyth. i oz.

BORECOLE, or KALE—Asparagus, i pkt.
Hearting, i packet
Cottagers', i packet

BRUSSELS SPROUTS—Finest, i packet
BROCCOLI—Adams' Early, i packet
Snow's Winter White, i packet
Purple Sprouting, i packet
Walcheren, i packet

BROCCOLI—Dwarf Late White, i packet
CABBAGE—Early Nonpareil, i packet

Enfield Market, i packet
Worcester Incomparable, i packet
Red Pickling, i packet

CARROT—Early Horn, i or.

Tames' Intermediate, i oz.

Improved Altringham, i oz.

CAULIFLOWER—Early London, I packet
CELERY—Matchless Red, i packet

Cole's Crystal White, i packet
CRESS—Broad-leaved, 2 oz.

Curled, 2 oz.

Australian, i oz.

CUCUMBER—Smith's Frame, i packet
Stockwood, I packet

ENDIVE—Moss Curled, i packet
LEEK—Musselburgh, i packet
LETTUCE—Paris White Cos, i packet
Paris Green Cos, i packet

LETTUCE—Worcester Cabbage, i packet
MUSTARD—4 oz.

MELON—Hannam's Hybrid, i packet

ONION—White Spanish, i oz.

James' Keeping, i oz.

PARSLEY—Myatt's Garnishing, i packet
PARSNIP—Improved Hollow Crown, i oz.

RADISH—Long Scarlet, 2 oz.

Red Turnip, 2 oz.

White Turnip, z oz.

Olive Shaped, 2 oz.

SAVOY—Green Curled, i packet
SPINACH—Round, 4 oz.

Prickly, 4 oz.

TURNIP—Early Snowball, i oz.

American Redtop, i oz.

TOMATO—Red, i packet
VEGETABLE MARROW, X packet
POT HERBS, 4 packets

EICHAED SMITH,
SEED MERCHANT AND NURSERYMAN, WORCESTER.

Before Ordering Seeds, Sc,
PLEASE TO PROCURE

XTOOPER'S GARDENING GUIDE
.^ND GENERAL GATALOGUE,

A complete Instructor, and Illustrated witli more than

THREE HUNDRED ENGRAVINGS,
Price iid., post Tree 8rf.

HOOPER ,\ND CO., Covcnt Garden, London, W.C.

D
Every One Possessing a Garden sliould \ i

apply for \l
ICK RADCLYFFE AND CO.'S J

SPRING CATALOGUE of SEEDS A
AND \\\\GARDEN REQUISITES, I/'

I

gratis and post free.

!i), HiRllHolborn, W.C.
Seed Grounds, Erfurt, Prussia.

Lillum auratum.

The ANNUAL IMPORTATIONS having just arrived from Japan,

MR. WILLIAM BULL can supply good BULBS,
by the dozen, hundred, or tliousand. 'I'he Bulbs arc remark-

ably sound and good this season, and can be supplied at verj- low
prices.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W.

M

New Seeds—" Only the Best."

R. WILLIAM BULL'S CATALOGUE
is now ready,

SEEDS of NEW VEGETABLES,
SEEDS of NEW FLOWERS.

"Only the best." TiVi- descriptions in Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S
CATALOGUE. " Every article priced."

It is particularly requested that orders be sent on the order sheet
that accompanies the Seed Catalogue, as soon after its receipt as
possible. Phis is desired with a view to prevent any delay in the
execution of orders, for, although a lar-je and efficient staff is em-
ployed, yet, in the heifjbt of the season, the pressure is extremely
great, and hence the work is much facilitated if the orders are
received early.

E^itablishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chclseai
London, S.W.

Imported Seed of

PRIMULA JAPONICA (New Crimson Primrose),
in six varieties.

Vide Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S NEW SEED CATALOGUE, p. 8j.
Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,

London, S.W.

New and Genuine Seeds of Superior Stoclcs.

1872. 1872.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.
FRANCIS ik ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,

The Old Established Seed Warehouse. 106, Eastgate Streef, and
The " Upton" Nurseries, Chester, beg to iniimate that their Priced
Descriptive CATALOGUE of NEW and SELECT VEGETABLE
and FLOWER SEEDS, &a, with Cultural Directions for 1872, is

now published. Copies will be sent gratis and post free on
application.

Vegetable and Flower Seeds of the value of £1 and upwards
CARRIAGE FRHi; to any part of the Kingdom.

New Japanese Primrose, Primula japonica.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in offering
• imported SEEDS of the above superb FLANT, a plant which

has deservedly been designated the " Queen of the Primroses." This
species is undoubtedly one of the best ol Mr. Fortune's introductions
from Japan, the llowers in the original species being rich crimson,
produced in several whorls upon an erect scape; plants from seeti
produced flowers of bright magenta; lilac and rose, white, carmine
and red, rosy lilac and orange, in addition to the origisal colour, rosy
crimson and maroon crimson. Besides the above colours many
variations may be expected under cultivation. The seed here offered
has been sent home by. Mr. Kramer from Japan, who remarks that it

sometimes remains for a long time before starting into growth; but
Mr. E. S. Wn,LiAMS would ad\-ise those who wish to give it a trial to
do so at once, as now is the best time to ensure success in germina-
tion. The varieties are here offered without name, but with the
descriptive colours as imported. Cultural directions will be found on
each packet. p^r packet.-^, d.
PRIMULA JAPONICA, purple-crimson 26

,, ,, var., white flowers z 6
„ ,, van, reddish scarlet flowers .. .. z 6

,, ,, var., lilac and crimson centre flowers ..26
,, ,, var., clear rose flowers 26
,, ,, var., white and rosy crimson flowers .. z 6

,, ,, mixed, each packet containing seeds of
all the above varieties . . ., ..26

B. S. WILLIAMS, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper
Holloway, N.

Planters of Large Trees for Blinds and Immediate
EFFECT may be glad to know they can be SUPPLIED by

WILLIAM MAULE AND SONS, from their
Nurseries, Bristol, in large quantities, at moderate prices.

EVERGREEN TREES.
HOLLIES, Green, on stems, 10 to 12 feet
PINUS EXCELSA, S to loieet
NORWAY SPRUCE, 8 to 10 feet
CEDRUS DEODARA, 8 to 10 feet
CHINESE ARBOR-VIT-*:, 8 to lOfeet
ABIES DOUGLASII, 5to6fcet
ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, 4 to 5 feet
MOUNT ATLAS CEDAR, 6 to 7 feet
CEDAR of LEBANON, 7 to 8 feet
CHINESE JUNIPERS, THUJOPSIS, and a great
variety of choice EVERGREENS, 7 to 8 feet

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 4 to 5 feet
PORTUGAL LAURELS, 4 to 5 feet
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 4 togfcet
ENGLISH YEWS, 5 to 6 feet
RHODODENDRONS, bushy, 4 to 5 feet

DECIDUOUS TREES.
POPLAR, BLACK ITALIAN, 10 to 12 feet
BIRCH, 10 to 12 feet
TURKEY 0.\K, 10 to rzfeet
ACACIA, BEECH, ELM, MOUNTAIN ASH.
ONTARIO POPLAR, LABURNUMS,
CHESTN UTS—10 to 12 feet

Prices on application.
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Tlio Kew American Potatoa.
TO THE TRADE.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Merchants.
Sieaford, can ofTer the following varieties of POTATOS, fresh

iroported Seed. Price on application.

^fij NEW AMERICAN LATE ROSE
EARLY ROSE
EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY SOVEREIGN
BRESEE'S PROLIFIC
ERESEE'S KINGoftheEARLIES
BRESEE'S PEERLESS
BRESEE'S CLIMAX
PEACH BLOW. ^___^

Seed Fotatos.
WHALSTEAD has to offer, in fine condition,

• American Eariy Rose, Wheeler's Gloucester Kidney,
Wheeler's Milky White POTATO. Price per bushel or ton on
application.

LARCH, transplanted, extra fine, 3 to 4 feet.

„ „ fine, iVi to2 feet

ALDER „ strong, 2 to 3 feet.

Sample 100 for 3s. od. Price per 1000 on application.

Warrington GOOSEBERRY Trees, strong, 125. 6d. per 100.

Strone SEAKALE, is. per 100.

W. HALSTEAD, Nurseryman, Lancaster.

Seed Fotatos.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Wholesale LIST of SEED
• POTATOS is now ready, and may be had, post free, on

application. It comprises all the best early and late varieties, also all

the American sorts worthy of cultivation. The quality is excellent,

and the prices very moderate.
Seed GrowinK Establishment, Wisbech.

Great Bargain.

GL^NT ASPARAGUS ROOTS. 3 and 4-yr. old. all

raised from one root, at 2s. 6d. per 100. These roots are second

to none, and are sold at tho above low price, the land being required.

Beds made of these roots may be cut the followmg year. Orders

accompanied by remittances will have immediate attention.

Mr. G, F. A. FLOWER, Stafford. Dorchester.

Extra fine Forcing and Flanting Seakale.

GEORGE CLARKE has many thousands. ver>^ fine

clean stuff, this season, which he begs to offer as under:—
riantine size, 51. per 100; forcing, los., 12s-, and some superfine

selectea Crowns, 15^. per 100.

Nurseries: Brixton Hill, London, S.W. ; and Mottingham, Kent,S.E.

Sooly Qua—New Chinese Cucumber.
WOOD AND INGRAM offer this remarkable variety,

which attains a length of from 5 to 6 feet, and a circumference

of from 12 to 16 inches, in packets of three seeds for 15. 6ii., or six for

a*. 6d. Postage stamps with orders.

W. & I.'s new select LIST of GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL
SEEDS, with an engraving from a photograph of the above gigantic

novelty grown here last summer, is now ready, and will be sent free on
application. The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

JAMES FAIRHEAD, Seed Grower. &c., Peckham,
Surrey, offers the following, all 1871 crop :

—

CARROTS.—Altringham, Surrey, James' Intermediate, White and
Yellow Belgian.
MIGNONETTE.
PEAS.—Early Sangster's, Harrison's Glory, Ne Plus Ultra, Hair's

Dwarf Mammoth, Veitch's Perfection.
Prices on application.

WANTED, by the RAIKES HALL PARK
GARDENS and AOUARIUM COMPANY, Limited,

Blackpool, Lancashire :—CHRYSANTHEMUMS, ROSES, Fancy
or Show PELARGONIUMS, VERBENAS, CAMELLIAS,
ERICAS, GLOXINIAS, ACHIMENES. PHLOX, MESEM-
BRYANTHEMUMS, CARNATIONS, DIANTHUS. State price

per 100, including package. R. RUSHTON, Secretary.

J. C. Wheeler &
SEED GROWERS,

Son,

GLOUCESTER AND LONDON.

% -

'-3S

GLOUCESTERSHIRE KIDNEY POTATO.
J. C. WHEELER AND SON can highly recommend the above POTATO for mrliness, flavour, and j/:c. In

comparison with the Ashleaf, it is as early, whilst it produces nearly double the crop, and is altogether superior
to that variety. Svyce per bushel, 10s.

;
per peck, 3s.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON have much pleasure in referring to the following Letters, speaking in high
terms of its earliness and e.^cellence ;

—

" I have grown your Gloucestershire Kidneys here for the last five years with all other early kinds, and find

yours to be much the earliest."—Mr. Speed, Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Penrhyn, Penrhyn Castk,

" Please send me two bushels of your Gloucestershire Kidney Potatos. I have grown them these last four

years with other early kinds, and find them the best always both in crop and quality."—E. MORGAN, Court-y-Gallon.
'

' Your Gloucestershire Kidney Potatos suit this climate admirably. I have grown them for six years, and
have never seen one diseased."—Col. Appeeley, Machnylleth.

" I grew last year more than 120 lb. of Gloucestershire Kidneys per perch, and of first-rate quality. My man
says 1401b., and I think he is right."—Rev. JAMES L. May, Wesi Putford.

GLOUCESTER; and 59, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.C.

Seedsmen to
{

The Queen.

CARTER'S CHOICE POTATOS,
CAEBIAGE FBEE.

BRESEE'S PEERLESS POTATO, per Peck, 7s. 6d.

Seedsmen to the

Prince of Wales.

NEW AMERICAN POTATOS
(fresh imported seed). Special

quotations per Cwt. or Ton will

be given where large quantities

are required.

EARLY ROSE {fresh imported seed

direct from the raiser). This
remarkable novelty, introduced

by us some years since, has
thoroughly established its claims
to public favour. For a combi-

nation of productiveness and
fineness of quality we believe it

is without a rival. Per Peck, 4s,

;

per Bushel, 14s,

LATE ROSE (a new importation,

offered for the first time this

season!. Per Gallon, 71. M. ;

per Peck, 145.

BRESEE'S "CLIMAX" (fresh

imported seed direct from the
raiser). In productiveness it is

fully equal, if not superior, to

either the Early Rose or the

Early Goodrich, bears few small

tubers, matures nearly with the

Early Rose, while its keeping
qualities are unsurpassed. —
Frotn R. G. Lakes, Esq., Tie-

narrick, Si. Austell. Feb., 1871,

— "I have much pleasure in

recommending the Climax Potato
I had from you last year, i lb.

produced 52 lb, of first-rate

Potatos." Per Gallon, 41. ; per
Peck, 7s. 6d.

BRESEE'S KINGoftheEARLIES,
or FIFTY-DOLLAR POTATO
(fresh imported seed direct from
the raiser). Per Gallon, 41. ;

per Peck, 7J. 6<i.

EARLY GOODRICH POTATO
(fresh imported seed direct from
the raiser). Per Peck, 55.

BRESEE'S PROLIFIC POTATO
(fresh importe<l seed direct from
the raiser). Per Gallon, 4s.

;

per Peck, 75. Cd.

Special loiv quotations per
Cwt. or Ton on application.

The largest and best of all the Atncricans.
BRESEE'S PEERLESS (fresh imported seed direct from the raiserj.—.P'rawi Mr. II. PRlctlARD, Ganf<^(r/f> J. Hamilton,

Esq., Fync Court, Somerset. Aug. 18, 1871.
—" I had i lb. of IJrescc's Peerless Potato of you last spring ; and the produce of ihf

lib. is 591b. in weiglit, which were taken up and weighed in the presence of witnesses. Such an increase appears almost
incredible,

' "
'

" f. -^ .. .,
,

, ,

, but such IS the case," Peck, 7J, td.

JAMES CARTER & CO., 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C

CARTER'S ASH-TOP FLUKE
POTATO. — This variety has
now been before the public for

many years, and the increasing

demand lor it, both in private

gardens and amongst the Cornish
growers for market, stamps it

as one of the best Potatos in

cultivation ; for table purposes
it has no equal. Per Peck,
3J. W. ; per Bushel, 131.

CARTER'S MAIN CROP
POTATO. —"D,, Deal," thus

describes this valuable variety

in the Jatintal of Horticulture,

A'ov. 9, 1871 :
—" Carter's Main

Crop is the heaviest red Potato

I have ever seen, smooth as a
cricket-ball, and without the

least hollowness ofeye; no waste
whatever." Per Peck, gj.

RED-SKIN FLOURBALL
POTATO.—For charitable and
other institutions where there

is a large consumption, this

Potato is invaluable.

Sf-ecial Notice. — Our stock

may be thoroughly depended
upon, having been obtained

direct from the original raiser.

Price, per Bushel, 10s. &/.

Much cheaper in large quantities.

CARTER'S CHAMPION EARLY
FORCING POTATO. — The
earliest frame Potato in cultiva-

tion ; described in the Gardeners'

Chronicle as " An early kidney

frame Potato, earlier than the

Ashleaf, with scarcely any
haulm, and therefore very suit-

able for forcing." Per Peck,

51. ; per Bushel, i8r.

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED
POTATO CATALOGUE will be

sent Gratis and Post Free on
application.
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To PLANTERS.—STRONG FOREST TREES;&c.
LARCH, 2 to 3, sJi to 3';, and 3 to 4 feet.

SCOTCH, I'A to 2, 2 lo2'^, and a'ti to 3 'eet.

SPRUCE, iS to 2, 2 to sJi, 2K to 3. and 3 to 4 feet,

ENGLISH OAKS, 2?^ 103?^, 3104. 4 to S. S to 6, and 6 to 7 ft,

BIRCH. 2 to 3, 3 to 4. 4 to 5. and 5 to 6 feet.

ELMS (Wych), 2 to 3, 3 to a, and 4 to 5 feet.

HAZELS, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

MOUNTAIN Ash. 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to S feet.

SYCAMORES, 2 to 3, 3 to 4. 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

With many others, all of the best quality. The Larch are clean,

stout. well-Kfown stuff, and have never been injured by frost.

JOHN HILL, The Nurseries, Spot Acre, near Stone, Siafford shire.

WITTY AND SON have to offer the following cheap
FRUIT TREKS. FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL

TREES and SHRIFDS, which arc all of first-class quality :—

Standard APPLES, 95. per dozen, 60s. per 100.

Standard PEA RS, as. per dozen, 601, per 100, fine.

Standard CHERRIES, 12s. per dozen, 75s. per 100.

Dwarf-trained PEACHES, 301. to 48J, per dozen, fine.

Dwarf-trained NECTARINES, 301. to 48^. per dozen.
Dwarf-trained APRICOTS, 30J. to 48s. per dozen.
Dwarf-trained CHERRIES, 241. 1030^. per dozen, extra fine.

P>'rainid PEARS, i2j. to 60s. per dozen.
Pyramid PLUMS, i2J. to i8j. to 361. per dozen.
Pyramid CHERRIES, as. to I2J. to 24s. per dozen, fine.

GOOSEBERRIES, is. 6d. per dozen, loj. per 100, £4 per 1000.

ASH, Mountain, 6s. to 8 feet, 305. per 100.

American Weeping WILLOWS. 121. per dozen, 175^. per 100,

Kilmarnock Weeping WILLOWS, iSj. per dozen.
POPLAR, in sorts. 3s. to i2S. per dozen.
THUJAG1GANT1>.A, 4to -

THUTAGIGANTEA, 5to
CUPRESSUS LAWS(>NIANA,4to5feet, 30*. 10405. perdoz., fine.

American ARBOR-VIT.-E, 3 (eet, sj. to 6s. per dozen, 25.^,1042*.

per 100.

Siberian ARBOR-VIT.-E, 3 to 4 feet, 405. per 100.

LAUREL, Common, from los. 6d. to 21s. per 100, fine and bushy.
LAUREL, Portugal, 18 inches to 2 feet, 1355. per 100.

QUICKWOOD, loi. 6<f. to 25s. per 100, extra fine.

LARCH, fine, agi. to 301. per 1000, fine.

SYCAMORE, 25s. to 30J. per 1000, extra fine.

The above have all been regularly transplanted, and will remove
with perfect safety.

The Nurseries, Cottin^liam, near Hull.

to 5 feet, 365. per dozen, fine.

to 6 feet, 60s. per dozen, fine.

JOSEPH SMITH, JUN., Moor Edge Nurseries,
Tanslcy, near Matlock, Derbyshire, offers as follows, at per 1000 :

—

ALDER, I fi to 2 feet, 141. ; a to 3 feet, 18s. : 3 to 4 feet, 22s.

ASH, Mountain, 2 to 3 feet, i8s, j 3 to 4 feet, 20J,
; 4 to g feet, 255,

;

3106 feet, 401. ; 6 to 7 feet, 60s.
BEECH, 1% to 2 feet, 185. ; z to 3 feet. 23s.
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM,9toi2inches, 20J. ; 1 to r^; foot, 30s.

;

BIRCH, 1?^ to 2 feet, lof. to i6j. ; 2 to 3 feet, iji. to 21s. ; 3 to 4 feet,
201. to 3&r.

BOX, Tree. 9 to 15 Inches, 60s.
BROOM, Common, 2 to 3 feet, igj. ; 3 to 4 feet, 15J. ; Seedlings, 3s. 6i.

„ White, I and 2-yr. . 3s. 6d. to 51.
COTONEASTER MICROPHYLLA. 255. to 401.
ELM, lia to 2 feet, 14J. ; z to 3 feet. iSs. ; 3 to 4 feet, 23^.
FIR, Scotch, I to il-2 foot, 14s. ; ij^ to z feet, 16s. ; 3 to 4 feet, 30J.

„ Spruce, I to i;^ foot, 155. ; i}^ to 2 feet, 205. ; 2 to 3 feet, 30s.

;

3 to 4 feet, 50S.

,. I, American, a to 3 ft., 70s. ; 3 to4 ft., 120s. : 4 to 5 ft., i.^os.

„ Larch, 9 to 15 ins , loj. ; 1 to 1^ foot, 12s. 6d, ; i^ to 2 feet, iCs.

;

z to 3 feet. 25s.

FURZE or Gorse, Seedlings, ts. 6rf.

LIMES, I to 1,'j foot, 50s, ; iJi to 2 feet, 70s. ; 2 to 3 feet, iios, ; 3 to
4 feet, 1 40s.

OAKS, r to i^A foot, 7s. ; 1I3 to 2 feet, 12s. ; 2 to 3 feet, aor. ; 3 to 4 ft.,

28s. ; 3 jr , 2s. OJ.
PINUS AUS TRIACA, 6 to iz inches, 15s. ; 9 to 15 inches, 25s. ; i to

iN' foot. 30s.

MARITIMA, zfeet, los.

POPLAR, Ontario, i to ij-i foot, los. ; ij^ to 2 feet, 12s. 6d. ; 2 to 3 ft,,

zor. r 4 to 5 feet, 45s. ; 6 to 8 feet, 70s.

QUICKS, 2-vr. transplanted, 8s. ; 3-yr. do., los.

RHODODENDRONS, 2 and 3-yr. Seedling, £20 per 100,000.

•( 3-yr- selected, ,^37 los. per 100,000.

,, 2-vr. i-yr. transplanted, i6s, ; 2-yr. and 2-yr. transplanted, 24s.

SYCAMORE, i!^ to z feet, 14s. ; z to 3 feet, \6s.
; 3 to 4 feet, z5s.

;

4 to 5 feet, 35s,

WILLOW, ISedTord, i to \% foot, 7s. ; i^^ to 2 feet, los. ; 2 to 3 feet,

15s. ; 3 to 4 ft.. 23s. ; 4 to 5 ft. , ags, ; 6 to 8 ft., 70s, ; 8 to 10 ft,, lOos.
PRIVET, Evergreen, i-yr,, 4s. ; ij^to 2 feet, ijs.

LAUREL. Common, i-yr., fine, igs.

SEAKALE, 2-yr, 25s. ; i-yr. 15s.

FLOWERING SHRUBS, in 50 varieties, 1 to 4 feet, loos.

With many others, of which a Priced LIST will be sent on application.

T
To the Trade.

O BE SOLD CHEAP.

30 qr. VEITCH'S PERFECTION
and 10 qr. PRI2ETAKER PEAS.

For price, &c., apply to F. G.
GODWIN, Seedsman, 3 and 4, Norfolk
Market Hall, Sheffield.

N.B, F. G. G.'s No, 2, or VEGET-
ABLE SEED CATALOGUE, will be
forwarded Post Free on application.

T~OBACCO~lTsSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES.—Will destroy Thrip, Red Spider, Green and Black

Bly, and Mealy iJu^', and burns without the assistance of blowinp,
and is entirely free from paper or rags. Price 3s, dd. per lb,, carriage
free. A reduction in price for large quantities.

To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS and SONS, Tobacco Manufac-
turers, 112, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, EC, of whom Copies of

Testimonials may be obtained ; and of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
The OLDEST ESTABLISHED WAREHOUSE in LONDON for

GENUINE ROLLED TOBACCO-PAPER, CLOTH, or CORD, is

H PER KINS, 16, Cambridge Circus, Hackney
• Road, N.E. , who has 3 large STOCK of the best quality on

hand for the ensuini; season.
Orders by Pos t promptly attended to.

TEVEN SO N 'S^^ABYSSINIAN MIXTURE,
For the Destruction of all Insects Infesting Plants.S^

TRADE MARK, Surpasses all other remedies for

—

(Killing easily Mealy
;. Effective-j Bug, Brown and

NESS. "1 White Scale, Thrips,

p-o
fJ =

be used with a
_. Ease of 1 Syringe, or in any
Application"! other convenient

(. way.

3. Cleanli-
ness.

{Leaving the foliage as
< thoutch it had been
t polished.

Sold by all Nurserymen and Seeds-
men in the United Kingdom, in
bottles, IS, 6d., 3s., 4s. 6rf., and 5s. 6d.

Entered at Stationers' Hall, each, with full directions for use.

Sole Manufacturer, F, STEVENSON, Lark Hill, Timperley, Cheshire.

G

Rfd
Spider.

Magni-
fied.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the lead in.;

Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
ct from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it,

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in

boxes, IS., 3s., and los. td.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

F OR SALE, a large quantity of first-class
ORNAMENTAL ROCK STONE, '

G. H, RAINS AND CO., Rope Works, Canons Marsh, Bristol.

FOR SEAKALE POTS, RHUBARB POTS,
GARDEN POTS (large stock and good quality), apply to

JOHN_MAjrTHEWS, Royal Potterj', Weston-super-Mare.

ANNED GARDEN" NETTING, One""Penny per
square yard, for Protecting Seed Beds, Peas, Fruit, Straw-

berries, &c,, from Birds, Frost, Blight, &c., and as a Fence for
Fowls—in 1,2, 3. and 4 yard widths. HEXAGON, TIFFANY,
and other NETTING; GALVANISED WIRE NETTING, PEA
HURDLES, SEED PROTECTORS, &c.
C. WRIGHT and CO. (late 376, Strand, London), Newark-on-Trent.

POTATO.
VEITCH'S IMPROVED EARLY ASHLEAF KIDNEY.

James Veitch & Sons
Desire to direct special attetition to this excellent EARLY POTATO, about which they are constantly receiving

very flattering Testimonials.
It is quite distinct from every other sort, and may be fairly described as THE best Ashleaved Kidney IN

CULTIVATION, being a very heavy cropper, of excellent quality, and A first-rate forcer.

Per peck, 4s. ; per bushel, 15s.

PRICE TO THE TRADE ON APPLICATION.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

A BLUE PEA AS EARLY AS ANY WHITE ONE,
And the most prolific early Pea ever introduced.

THE PUBLIC ARE RESPECTFULLY REMINDED
that this magnificent " First Early " Blue Pea, brought to their notice last season,

achieved great success, fully realising the anticipations that were then entertained, and thus

proving itself to be excellent in flavour, a magnificent cropper, and in the primarily important

point of gathering time surpassed by no Early Pea.

No Gardcno's Collcclion complete luit/iont it.

To be obtained of the Principal Seedsmen in Town and Country.

MR. LAXTON'S
NEW PEAS FOR 1872.

The following latest and
remarkable Novelties in

GARDEN PEAS will

be found to be great ad-

vances in their respective

classes :~

William the First.

The finest Pea yet sent

out for earliness, flavour,

and appearance, com-
bined ; height 3 feet.

Griffin,

A. remarkably fi ic-

flavoured variety, hivuigj

bright green seeds wlien

ripe ; height 2 ft, 6 ins.

Popular.

Ablue wrinkled Marrow,
earlier than, and an im-

provement on, "Champion
of England ;" height 4 ft.

Superlative.

The largest and finest

podded variety yet raised,

indispensable for exhibi-

tion
;
pods 7 in. In length,

height 7 ft.

Omega.
A dwarfish " Ne Plus

Ultra," a first-class late

Pea ; height 2 ft. 6 in.

For further particulars

see larger advertisements,
and Hogg's Gardeners'

Year Books for 1871 and
1872.

In order to show the

true characters of these

Peas,

EARLY SOWING
IS

RECOMMENDED.

^^15 will be offered, in

five pnzes of £$. £a. £$•
jQz and ^i, for fifty pods
of "SUPERLATIVE"
at the Royal HorticultuTal

Society's forthcoming ex-

hibition at Birmingham.

To be had only in small
sealed Collections of trial

Packets, price £1 is., of
the principal Seedsmen in

S..„.„I-A' ,_ the United Kingdom, and
UperlatlVe. wholesale of

Messrs. HURST and SON, 6, Leadenhall St. . London.

The Cheapest and Best luBecticlde.

OOLEVS TOBACCO POWDER,
Of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

A EX. W I L K I

"CONDENSED" COMPOSITION

Is allowed to be the CHEAPEST and only EFFECTUAL MEALY
BUG, SCALE, and THRIP DESTROYER.

Sold in bottles, containing J^ pint, 2i. ; 1 pint, y. 6d. ; i quart, 6j.

Can be obtained from any of the undermentioned Nurscrj-men and
Seedsmen, who will also be pleased to furnish a printed Copy of
Testimonials on application :

—

Messrs. Backhouse & Son, York
,, Barr&Sugden, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.
„ Cutbush & Son, Highgate.N.
,, F. & A. Dickson & Sons,

Chester
,, Tas. Dickson & Sons, Chester
,, "Dickson & Tumbull, Perth

,, Downie, Laird & Laing,
Edinburgh

,, Downie, Laird & Laing,
Forest Hill, S.E.

,, Drummond & Sons, Stirling

,, Drummond & Sons, Dawson
Street, Dublin

,, Garaway & Co,, Bristol.

,, Harrison & Sons, Leicester
„ E. G. Henderson & Son, Wel-

lington Nurser>', St. John's
Wood. N,W.

,, Hogg & Robertson, z«, Mary
Street, Dublin

„ Hurst & Son, 6, Leadenhall
Street, London, E,C.

,, Kennedy & Co., Dumfries
,, Laird & Sinclair, Dundee
,, J. & C, Lee, Hammersmith
„ Little & Hallaiityne, Carlisle

Messrs. Lowe & Co., Wolver-
hampton

„ Osborn & Sons. Fulham, S.W.
,, Dick Radclyfle & Co.. lag,

H ighH olborn ,London , W. C

.

„ Rolhsson & Sons, Tooling
„ Smith & Son, Market Street,

Aberdeen
,, Stuart & Mein, Kelso
„ Sutton & Sons, Reading
„ Veitch & Sons, Chelsea
„ Wood & Ingram, Huntingdon

Mr. Beni. Bracher, Halifax

„ E. Cooling, Derby
„ G. Cooper, Derby
„ William Cutbush, Earnct

„ C. H. Dickson, 23, Market
Place, Manchester

„ John Fraser, Lea Bridge
Road, London

„ John Harrison, Darlington

„ F, Kinghorn, Richmond, S.W.
„ T. J. Pern-, Banbury
„ T. B. Thomson, 20, High

Street, Birmingham.
„ B. S, Williams, Upper Hollo-

way, N. [Wilts

„ George WhecIcr,Warmmster,
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J. C. WHEELER & SON,
SEED GROWERS,

GLOUCESTER and LONDON,

WHEELERS' KINGSHOLM COS LETTUCE

WHEELERS' KINGSHOLM COS LETTUCE
This magnificent Lettuce, fully described in previous

Advertisements, is now offered in Packets, post free,

at zs. each. A List of the Trade of whom it may be
obtained, will be published in this paper.

WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 1872
Is now ready, price 6(/., post free, gratis to customers.

"The mass of buyers who have no fancies, but who
dislike being perplexed, and are satisfied with what is

excellent, will greatly prefer a short select seed list to an
interminable labyrinth of names, which, for the most part

represent nonentities or rubbish. Messrs. Wheelers'
' Little Book ' will do something to satisfy their expecta-

tions."—Dr. LlNDLEY.

WHEELERS' TOM THUMB LETTUCE.
This is undoubtedly the best Cabbage Lettuce in

cultivation, and a remarkable favourite. It is good
both summer and winter. In our Little Book for 1872

are extracts from 13 letters, spealcing in the very highest

terms of its excellence.

Price IS. per Packet, post free. Small Packetg, 6d.

PINUS AUSTRIACA.
Extra fine, transplanted, very handsome, well-rooted

ants, 3 to 4 feet. One of the largest stocks in the

.ingdom. Price on application.

plants, J
Kingdom,

WHEELERS' COCOA-NUT CABBAGE.

Wheelers' Cocoa-nut is a iiew and very early variety,

perfectly distinct, of most excellent flavour. It should be
planted 18 inches apart : will yield an early and continuous

supply. This Cabbage is a decided novelty and a great

acquisition.

Owing to the small supply of seed this season, we much
regret that we cannot supply the Trade until we have
harvested our next crop.

Price IS. per Packet, post free. Small Packet, 6d.

J. C. WHEELER and SON,
SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER and LONDON.

WM. CUTBUSH & SON,

HIGHGATE NURSERIES,

LONDON, N.

THE BEST NEW PEA

OF THE SEASON,

Cullingford's Magnum Bonum.

Retail price ;—Quarts, 4^. ; Pints, 2S. 6d.

THE HANDSOMEST EARLY POTATO

OF THE SEASON,

Pottle's Prince Teck.

The stock is very limited, and will be sent out strictly

in rotation, as orders are received.

In sealed Peck Bags (141b.), ys. 6d.

Tf'ade Price of Magnum Bonum Pea, and
Prince Teck Potato, on af)plicatio7i.

1^^ Names of Firms procuring suppHes will be

published the third Saturday in January.

For particulars, &c., see Advertisement in Gardeners'

Chronicle of January 6, p. 16 ; or CATALOGUE,
Post Free.

NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS,
CARRL.\GE FREE.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
NURSERYMAN and SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

COIMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GAR-
DEN SEEDS, to suit Gardens of various sizes,

21J., 42^., 635., and 84J. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Per packet—*, d.

Williams' Alexandra E ROCCOLI 16
Williams' Improved Dwarf BRUSSELS SPROUTS .. ..10
Williams' Early Nonsuch CAKEAGE 10
Williams' Matchless Red CELERY 10
Veitch'sAutumn Giant CAULIFLOWER 26
Telegraph CUCUMEER (Woolley's Improved) 16
Turner's Blue Gown CUCUMBER 26
Williams' Gloria Mundi ENDIVE 16
Burncll's Alexandra White Cob LETTUCE 16
Williams' Victoria Cos LETTUCE 10
Webb's Climax MELON, ihe finest flavoured grccn-fleshcd

variety out .. ... 1 6
Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, scarlet-fleshed, the earliest in

cultivation 16
Williams' Emperor of the Marrows PEA, a white wrinkled

variety, very prolific, and of exquisite flavour, the finest
wrinkled marrow Pea in cullivalion . . . . per quart .

.

go
Barley's Defiance TOMATO, the earliest in cultivation, per pkt, i 6

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
Per packet—s. d.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed
IS. 61/., 25. 6(/., 3J. fid., and 5 o

Williams' superb strain of BALSAM is. 6rf. and 2
Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA

IS. &f.,2s. 6<i.,3s. 6i., and 5 o
Weatherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA

IS. td.yis. 6rf., 3S. 6if,, and 5 o
Wiggin's prize strain of CYCLAMEN.

.

\s. 6d., 2s. 6d., and 3 6
Wiegin's prize strain of POLYANTHUS .. .. is, and i

GL()XINIA, finest erect varieties ..10
GLOXINIA, finest drooping varieties 10
AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf , 10
AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS is. 6.i. and 2 6
CENTAURKA CLEMKNTEI i 6
COLLINSIA VIOLACEA 10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE 26
PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful varieties .. each s 6

„ ,, mixed a 6
East Lothian STOCKS, per collection of three colours . . ..26
VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress 2s. 6rf. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA.var. Perfection is. 6rf. and 2 6
ZINNIA HAAGEANA,florcpleno 10

B, S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready, post free on
application. _

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES.
Upper HoUoway, London, N.

•^^^t ROb,

CRASS SEEDS

^

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS

VEGETABLE SEEDS
PRODUCE THE

Best Vegetables
ALL THE YEAR ROUND.

EVIDENCE of QUALITY.

T/ieRev. Canon KiNGSLEY
Eversley, Sept. 2t, 1871.

" The seeds are by far the best

I ever had ; and I have much
pleasure in mentioning this to all

friends."

W. Baylis, Esq., JV/n-

slow, Feb. 21, 1871.

"You have sent me Collections

of Seeds for the last two years,

which have succeeded admirably.''

H. W. PoRTEUS, Esq.,

Farningham, Au^.26, 1871.

" You were good enough to

send me a Collection of Vegetable

Seeds last year, which turned out

remarkably well ; and if you could

send mc another, you may do so

at once."

The Rev. H. J. Stokes,

Griudon, March 22, 1871.
" I found the seeds 1 had from

you so good, and they did so well

in this high latitude, that I shall

try them again."

Other Collections,

12s. 6d., 21s., 30s.,

and 63s. each,

All PACKING and

CARRIAGE FREE.

SEE

CARTER'S
ILLUSTRATED

VADE MECUM
for 1872

(Described as the Queen of

Catalogxies),

CONTAINING UPWARDS OF

Two Hundred

Truthful Illustrations

or

NATURE and ART.

Post Free, One Shilling.

Gratis to Customers.

Carter's 423. Collection
CONTAINS—

1 quart Carter's First Crop PEA
1 quart Dickson's Favourite do.
2 quarts Prizctaker do.
2 quarts Champion of England do.
I quart Advancer do.
I quart Premier do.
I quart Bishop's Long-pod do.
I quart Laxton's Supreme do.
I quart Carter's Victoria do.
I quart Veitch's Perfection do.
1 quart Strathmore Hero do.
2 quarts Broad Windsor BEANS
1 quart Monarch do.
1 quart Green Nonpareil do.
2 pints Best French do., in sorts
I pint Scarlet Runners do.
loz. St. Osyth BEET
I oz. Pine Apple do,

large packet Cottagers' KAIL
,, New, Asparagus do.

,, Dwarf Scotch do.

„ ALBERT SPROUTS
„ BRUSSELS SPROUTS.Best
,, Carter's Champion BROC-

COLI
„ Snow's Winter do.

,, Wilcove do.

,, Adam's Early White do.

„ Knight's Protecting do.

„ Purple Cape do.

„ Carter's Early CABBAGE
,, Tom Thumb do.

„ Enfield Market do.

,, Dwarf Nonpareil do.

,, Early York do.

„ Sugar-loaf do.

I, Savoy, dwarf curled do
I, Drumhead do.

,, Dwarf Ulm do.

„ CAPSICUM
1 oz. French CARROT, forcing
z oz. Early Horn do.

3 oz. Selected Scarlet do.
2 oz. James' Intermediate do.

2 oz. Long Surrey do.
large packet Carter's Dwarf Mam-

moth CAULIFLOWER
„ Walcheren do.

,, Incomparable Dwarf White
CELERY

„ Manchester Red do.

„ CORN SALAD
J^pint Plain CRESS
4 oz. Curled do.
I oz. Australian do.
I oz. American do.
I packet Carter's Champion

CUCUMBER
,, Lynch 's Star of the West do.

,, Newton Hero do.
Ig. pkt. French curied ENDIVE
„ Imperial Batavian do.

„ Ayton Castle LEEK
„ Carter's Giant White Cos

LETTUCE
„ Carter's Giant Crown do.

,, Drumhead do.

,, Wheelers' Tom Thumb do.
I pint MUSTARD
1 pkt. Carter's Excelsior MELON
„ Turner's Gem do.

I oz. Giant Madeira ONION
4 oz. Reading Improved do.
20Z. James' Keeping do.
I oz. Silver-skin do.
1 packet ORACH [LEY
.)oz. Dunneit's Garnishing PARS-
20Z. Student PARSNIP
2 oz. Wood's Frame RADISH
4 oz. Short-top do.

20Z. Scarlet Turnip do.
2 oz. White Turnip do.
t packet RAMl'ION
looz, RAPE—For salads

!i pint Summer SPINACH
)2 pint Winter do.
large packet SALSAFY
large packet SCORZONERA
2 oz. Early Six-week TURNIP
2 oz, White Duldi do.
2 oz. Orange Telly do.
2 oz. Yellow Alalia do.
I pkt. TOMATO [CREAM
I packet Moore's ^'EC.ETABLE
4 packets POT HERBS

Carriage Free.

Before laying down Meadow Land or Lawns, read

Carter^s Illustrated Farmers' Calendar,
Containing much valuable information, i.e..

What to Sow, How to Sow, When to Sow.
Post Free, 6d. ; Gratis to Customers.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN, THE PRINCE OF WALES,
THE EMI'EKOR of RUSSIA, THE EMTEROK of GERMANY

THE ROYAL HORTICULTUUAL SOCIETY, &c.,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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New Lists. . .

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING, beg to mtimate

that their NEW LISTS of AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN,
,„d FLOWER seeds: FLORIST FLOWERS GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, GLADIOLI, &c., are now ready, and may be had free

"".7,''lrSer°ck Strecl, Edinburch ; and Stans.ead Park, Forest Hill,

London, S.E.

New Seed Catalogue for 1872,

MESSRS. JOHN AND CHARLES LEE
will be happy to forward, post free on application, their New

Descriptive PriceS d-VTALOGUE of GENUINiS SEEDS, contamtnc
Friends and Customers, andVCSCTV. . .

evcrj' Novelty for 1872, to any ot thci

others who have not already received it.

K oyal Vineyard Nursery and Seed LstabUshment, Hammersmith, VV

New Seeds. „^„o
/CHARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE of SEEDS
KJ is now ready, and may be h.id on application.

This Catalogue contains selections of the best m each class, and

descriptions oflhc leadine varieties only. „„^^ . , ,
C. TURNER'S CATALOGUE of HARDY TREES, including a

full collection of Fruits, Conlfera;, Evergreen and Deciduous Shrubs,

and Trees, Roses, &c,, may also he had.
The Royal Nurseric s,_SJo u gh.

Notice.—Seed Catalogue.

R. WILLIAM BULL begs to intimate that his

NEW SEED CATALOGUE has been issued; but if, by over-

sight, inadvertence or nondelivery, any of his Customers have not

received a Copy, Mr. W. B. will be glad to be informed of il, and

will immediately forward one.
> ^l 1

Establishment for New and Rare I'lants, Kmg s Road, Chelsea,

London, S.W.

M

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL MEETINGS will be held

at the Town Hall, Kinc Street, Manchester, during the year 1872, on

the following dates :

—

TUESDAYS—Februar)' 20, March 10, April g, September 10,

October S, and November ig.

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL SHOW,
MAY 17 tozj.

ROSE and FRUIT SHOW.—JULY 5 and 6.

Schedules will shortly be issued and obtained from the Undersigned.

Botanic Gardens. Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

Notewortliy Horticulturists and Botanists.

NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of

NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS
is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICLtLtURAL GAZETTE." The following have already

appeared, and separate' Copies (price M. each),>nUmted paper, may
be had on application to the rublisher, -'-

Dr. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S.
W. Wilson Saundeks, F.R S.

Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.

M. Decaisne
G. F.Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin
Professor Keichenb.^ch.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, ^i, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, W.C,

Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.
E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.
James McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.
James Bateman, F.R.S.
Berthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.

SATURDAY, JANUARY it, 1872.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Thursday, Feb. i—Linnean 8 P.M.

MR. FISH, in commenting on some expres-

sions made use of in one of the articles

on Botany for Beginners, published in our

columns last year (see p. 1483), accepts the

explanation there given, as to alternations of

GRO^VTH and Arrest of Growth, and proceeds

to apply it to the tendency which Cauliflowers

and Broccoli so provokingly manifested last

season, to form flowers— " to bolt," as it is

termed in gardening phrase. Now one object

of the writer of the articles in question was
to put before practical gardeners an account of

the principles of plant growth, so far as that is

manifested in outward form, in order that they

might apply those principles in their everyday
work. The principles laid down were based
on facts, derived, in the first instance, from a study

of plants in a state of Nature, but if they are

correct they should apply, mutatis mutandis, to

cultivated plants equally well. The difficulty in

applying them consists mainly in this, that the

conditions under which they act are so many and
often so conflicting, that it becomes next to im-
possible to determine precisely to what cause a
particular effect is due.

In fact, growth and development are the

results of a series of compromises, and this is

one reason why the principles of physiology, of

medicine, of agriculture, or of horticulture, are

less advanced than in the case of mathematical,
or even of chemical science. This, too, affords

an explanation of the empirical, irrational, but
for all that often highly successful manner in

which practitioners in the above-named arts

carry on their operations. In mechanics, even,

where mixed agencies often concur in bringing
about certain results, it is a comparatively easy
matter to disentangle the problem, to ascertain

precisely what is the effect of a particular cause,

to what extent it is influenced by modifying cir-

cumstances, and to apply the necessary correc-

tion—all this is very much matter of calculation,

rather than of judgment.
How different in gardening. Take the case

before us ; assuming the growth to be arrested,

Mr. Fish pertinently asks, what arrests it ? and

he proceeds to answer the question by referring

it to changes in climatal condition. In this no
doubt he is right ; but such changes will not

account for all the phenomena of arrest or

renewal of growth. In the case of the Cauli-

flower we have a sort of antagonism between the

feeding organs, the store-rooms of the plant

(leaves, &c.), and the organs of fructification. To
some extent, also, we have an antagonism
between the succulent cellular tissues of the

plant and the fibrous woody material.

Now we know by observation what circum-

stances will favour leaf-growth, what that of

flowers, what conditions tend to exalt the cellular

growth, what to promote that of the woody
tissues. " Why, here," some may say, " is all that

we want to know." Unfortunately, it is not so.

We only know part, not the whole. We know
how leaf-growth and that of cellular tissue is

favoured by the coincidence of heat and moisture,

and by the application of rich manures. We
know, too, that drought and heat and a brisk

wind favour the production of woody tissue, and
accelerate the production of flowers. But will

this hold good in all cases ? Certainly not. That
fat, fleshy Houseleek on the cottage roof, that

succulent Cactus growing irom the crevices of

rocks so hot that the hand can scarce touch

them without pain, have heat enough in all con-

science, but wonderfully little moisture ; and yet

their cellular tissue is inordinately developed,

and the quantity of water they contain is very

considerable. The thick rind prevents the evapo-

ration that goes on so freely from the surface of

other leaves, and enables the plant to retain and
store up the moisture that it gets at intervals.

The thick rind is here the modifying circum-

stance. Again, the time at which a particular

climatal or manurial change occurs, is of the

first consequence. The same circumstances

which at an early stage of plant life promote the

growth of leaves, will at a later period promote
that of flowers. We see examples of this every

day in our practice ; the manure that gives

vigour to our Rose trees, and size and colour to

their leaves, will by-and-by give size, substance,

colour, to the flowers.

It comes to this, then, that over and above the

external conditions there is the innate organi-

sation of the plant itself handed down from

generation to generation, and which is, so far as

we see, only partially affected, that is to say, in

degree rather than in kind, by any outward influ-

ence, natural or artificial. The natural tendency of

the Cauliflower is to " bolt ; " the desire of the

gardener is to prevent its doing so. By care-

fully repeated selection he has got the plant to

produce those toothsome heads so much
esteemed on the dinner-table ; by careful culti-

vation and incessant watchfulness he forces the

plants to do his bidding. But every now and
again some climatal change or some ill-under-

stood agency is exerted, and away goes the

Cauliflower back to its normal and ancestral

form. All this is very interesting to the physio-

logist, but it is very annoying to the gardener.

His only certain way of preventing the recurrence

of such vexations is carefully to study the laws

of growth, and the conditions influencing them,

and to apply the knowledge so gained at the

right time, and in the right way. Some varieties,

such as the Walcheren, are less disposed to

" button ' than others. These, then, should be

grown by preference, and in any case when the

heart is forming care should be taken, as far as

possible, to keep the conditions of life as equable

as possible, by affording moderate temperature,

moderate watering, moderate manuring. So
treated the plant will grow, its cellular tissue in-

crease and multiply : disturb the balance, so as to

modify its even course of growth, and it will "bolt."

A MEETING was held at Birmingham last week
in connection with the Country Show of the Royal
Horticultural Society, to be held in that town on

June 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29 next, the result of which it

seems desirable that we should briefly chronicle. The
meeting was a public one, convened by advertisement,

and was presided over by the ex-Mayor of Birmingham,

who was one of the gentlemen who signed the invita-

tion to the Society, and which was forwarded during his

mayoralty. There was a large attendance, and practical

horticulture was well represented, though it took no

very active part in the proceedings so far as we can

learn. The business of the meeting was mainly

transacted by Birmingham business men. The
first resolution expressed the satisfaction that was

felt at the Royal Horticultural Society having

decided to honour Birmingham with a visit, and

stated that the meeting pledged itself to co-opciate

in all the arrangements which may be necessary

to promote the success of the visit. The next
business was the appointment of a committee consisting
entirely of noblemen and gentlemen (some 120 in
number), who had expressed their willingness to act
upon it. This long list included the names of the
Most Hon. the Marquis of Hertford, the Right Hon.
the Earl of Shrewsbury and Talbot, the Right Hon.
the Earl of Lichfield, the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop
of Worcester, the Right Hon. the Lord Leigh, Lord-
Lieutenant of Warwickshire ; the Right Hon. the Lord
Wrottesley, Lord-Lieutenant of Staffordshire ; the
Right Hon. the Lord Lyttelton, Lord-Lieutenant
of Worcestershire ; the Riglit Hon. the Lord
Willoughby de Broke, the Right Hon. the Lord
Dormer, the Right Hon. .Sir John Pakington, Bart.,

G.C.B., M.P., Sir G. Cornwall, Bart., Rev. Sir

L. T. Stamer, Bart., Sir T. E. Winnington,
Bart. ; II M. P.'s, 25 Justices, scientific men, clergy-

men, representatives of the Town Councils of Bir-

mingham, Dudley, Kidderminster, Wolverhampton,
and Lichfield, and a large number of other gentlemen
of influence (some being well known amateurs) in the

counties of Warwick, Stafford, Worcester, and else-

where. The Earl of Bradford (who has a seat at

Castle Bromwich, near Birmingham) was invited to,

and has since accepted the office of President of the
local committee, and the Mayor of Birmingham that of

Vice-President ; Mr. Councillor Lowe was elected

Hon. Treasurer, Mr. E. W. Badger, Hon. Sec, and
Mr. A. Forrest paid secretary. Then followed an
important resolution on the subject of the special prize

fund, to which sums amounting to over ^{^130 were
immediately afterwards subscribed. With such a start,

we think there can be no doubt as to the needful

amount (^^700 to ;ifSoo) being speedily raised. Mr.
T. B. Wright then introduced a resolution, which

we print at length :

—

That this meeting desires that the local committee
should encourage, as far as possible, the exhibition of

horticultural implements and appliances, garden orna-

ments, and articles generally which are applicable for use
in the several branches of rural economy ; and expresses a
confident hope that this important department of the

exhibition will be on an extensive scale, and worthy of a
district in which the branches of manufacture more par-

ticularly referred to have long been successfully carried on.

We need scarcely say that it is a source of much
gratification that we have thus foreshadowed a really

great exhibition of garden implements and appliances

in connection with the June show. Other resolutions

followed, all tending to the success of the forthcoming

event. It will be seen from what we have stated that

the work of preparation has been well and vigorously

begun. We trust and believe it will be carried on to

a successful issue.

It is always gratifying to us to see our articles

copied into other papers w^hen, as is usually the case,

the common courtesy of acknowledgment is paid ; but

when they are systematically extracted without acknow-
ledgment, we think we have a right to complain. We
complain now of the Royal Cornwall Gazelle, which, in

spite of our private remonstrance, continues to reprint

our articles without saying a word as to whence they

were taken. This is, to say the least, not courteous.

Respecting the Hardiness of Primula
JAPONICA, Mr. Fortune writes :—

" Ha\ing had the honour of introducing this charming
plant from Japan to Europe, I ought, perhaps, to give

any information I have, as to its habit and hardiness, for

the information of those correspondents of the Gar-
deners' Chronicle who li.ive been writing upon the subject.

I had several plants of it out all last winter, and quite un-

protected, in a I^ondin garden, under very unfavour.able

conditions. They passed the winter—a severe one

—

without being injured in the least degree, and flowered

beautifully last summer. Several plants also stood with-

out any protection in my son's garden at Elphinstone

Tower, East Lothian, with a like result. It is the habit

of the plant to lose its outer leaves in winter, and retain

a few short ones only, which are barely visible above
ground. In fact, it goes to rest in this way, and as your
correspondent, ' H. M., Enys,' well says, 'will flower

all the better for it.' I have no doubt of its being quite as

hardy as the common Primroses and Cowslips of our

woods and hedges."

. We are informed that the Rev. S. Reynolds
Hole has kindly consented to preside at the Anni-
versary Dinner in aid of the funds of the Garde-
ners' Royal Benevolent Institution, to be held

in the ensuing summer.

At a meeting of merchants and others, held

recently at the Mansion House, several resolutions

were passed in favour of the metric decimal system of

Weights and Measures. All the speakers, in-

cluding Sir John Luhbock and Professor Leone
Levi, were unanimous in advocating a uniform system

of weights and measures, not only in this cotmtry, hut

throughout the civilised word, and most of them
advocated the introduction of the metric system. It

was ultimately determined to petition the President of

the Board of Trade to introduce in the forthcoming

session of Parliament a measure to amend the general

law in relation to weights and measures, and to secure

the compulsory adoption of the metric system.

By the permission of H.R.H. the Duke of

Edinburgh, the collection which has been formed by
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his Royal Highness during his cruises in different parts I
covered with turf or denuded. The authors found that led to the preservation and extension of many useful

of the world, has been sent to the South Kensington ,
the temperature under the turfed soil within two or trees, but we are sorry to find that more attention is

Museum to be exhibited there for the next two or three I three centimetres of the surface was always above not paid by the authorities to other useful plants,

months. 'The objects and drawings have been arranged
,

freezing point, and as constantly below that point where Thus we learn that, in some parts of the Madras

in the north court of the Museum, where they fill many I
the turf had been pared off—a result that might have been Presidency, where the Cardamom grows spontaneously

in many hill tracts, and where,
with good management and
cultivation, it might be made to

yield a handsome return, it is

turned to little or no account.

In South Canara some Carda-
mom tracts have been sold on
a lease of several years for a
very small sum ; and in por-

tions of the Anamallays, Ma-
dura, Tinnivelly, &c., the

Government tracts are poached
on by collectors under the

Cochin and Travancore Govern-
ments. In a great portion of

these forests, however, the Car-
damoms are left uncared for, so

that they simply rot upon the
plants.

—— Referring to the note in

our columns at p. 1360, 1871,
as to the distinctness of Picea
grandis, P. lasiocarpa, and P.

Parsonsiana, Mr. Meehan ob-
serves, in the last number of the

Ga7-dcner's Monthly^ that there

has never been a doubt in

America as to Picea Parsonsiana
being at least a very well
marked variety.

From the report of the
meeting of the Metropolitan
Board of Works on the 13th

inst. , it appears that Mr.
M'Kenzie has been authorised

to take the necessary steps for

replacing with Occidental Planes
— acerifolia, we presume, is

meant— eight Oriental Planes
on the Victoria Embankment,
which it is found—so says the

report—" do not flourish by the

river side." Is it really so, or

is the failure of these plants

merely accidental ? or is it a
bad variety which has crept in ?

We can at least state, on the

other side, that in the Chelsea
Botanic Garden, within a few
feet of the river's edge, stands

one of the finest Plane trees in

London, and this is of the true

Oriental type.

glass cases and cover many
screens. Mr. Oswald Brierly
and M. Chevalier are the

artists who produced the draw-
ings and sketches of the various

places visited, and of the inci-

dent* which occurred during the

cruises. Both these gentlemen
accompanied his Royal High-
ness in his travels.

A Mr. Raoux assures

the editor of the American
Ga7'dene7-s' Monthly that *' it is

becoming the practice with some
swindling concerns in Europe
to Dye Apple Seed the colour

of Ptar, and then sell it. This
seai<:in especially the tempta-

tion is great, on account of the

scarcily of Pear seed. It is

fortunate, perhaps, that it is not

wor^e than this, with Pear seed

at 4 dols, per lb."

The Parisian scientific

journals continue to record in

an official matter-of-fact-way

matters of detail that transpired

during the Siege and Revo-
lution in Paris, and which
serve to recall vividly the hor-

rors experienced in that city

only a few months since. Thus
at the Botanical Society of
France during April, we find

on the 14th, four members
were present ; on the 2Sth,

three ; on the 12th of May, four,

and on the 26th of the same
month— in a week in which "the
capital of the so-called civilised

world was inundated with blood
and bestrewn wilh nuns, in a
moment when after furious fight-

ing the eastern part of the city

on both banks of the Seine re-

mained in the power of the Com-
mune, when the flames were
destroying the most important
public buildings of Paris, when
trafiic in the streets, especially

at night, was impeded, or in

certain quarters forbidden, it

was more than ever impossible

to hold a peaceable scientific

meeting "—we are told, even
in (he midst of such dire

cata^tiophes, that the sense of

duty on the part of the Secre-

tary was such that he was at his

post at the usual hour of meet-
ing, to find himself, as might
have been expected, the only
member of the Society present.

A few days after, the courageous
and zealous Secretary (M. de
Schonefeld) had the satisfac-

tion of ascertaining that the library and other property
of the Society was unhurt.

Fig. 55.—CRGONiA. tearcei.

MM. Becquerel have, Z3.ys Nature^ recently
contributed to the Academy of Sciences of Paris a
memoir on the iNFLUENCEof Snow on the Tempera-
ture of the Soil at various depths, according as it is

Fig. 54.—mazel's hybrid begonia.

anticipated, and the practical deductions from which are

obvious. In that favoured comer of France, Finisterre, at

Penendreff, there are, according to M. Blanciiard,
the head gardener of the Botanic Garden at Brest, six

trees of Araucaria imbricata which were planted in

1823. The largest is now more than 60 feet high

(20 metres), and its trunk at 3 feet from the ground has

a girth of 2 metres 10. The tree is well furnished.

Only one of the six trees has produced cones,

and this has a different habit from the rest, being

round-headed, while the others are pyramidal.

Apropos of this matter, M. Brongniart remarked
at a recent meeting of the Central Plorticultural

Society of France that the Australian and New Cale-

donian Araucarias were mono3cious (bearing male and
female flowers on the same tree) while those from
South America were dicecious (bearing male flowers on
one tree, and cones on Another) : hence it had been

proposed by some botanists to make two genera, to

keep the designation Araucaria for the American or

dicecious trees, and to call the Australian monoe-
cious trees by the name of Eutassa. In further

support of this division, it is stated that the

seedlings of the American Araucarias germinate

with two seed-leaves, which remain below ground,

while the Eutassias or Australian Araucarias, have four

cotyledons [or rather two, each divided into two]

thrust up above the surface of the ground. This one-

sexedness in the case of A. imbricata, if a general rule,

does not always hold good, in witness of which we
refer to the specimen sent from Bicton by Mr. Beguie,
and which bore both male calkins and female cones.

The thorough organisation of the forest depart-

ment in India, says the Pharmacmtual Joiii'jiGl^ has

In the 1 2th number of
Fors Clavigera, Mr. RUSKIN
tells his working-class readers

that he has made them the

Christmas gift he promised—
/7000 Consols in all clear—" a

fair tithe," he says, ** of what I

had, and to as much perpetuity

as the law will allow me." He
adds :

—" It will not allow the

dead to have their own way long,

whatever licence it grants the

living in their humours, and this seems to me un-

kind to those helpless ones. Very certainly it is in-

expedient for the survivors, for the wisest men are

wise to the full in death ; and if you would give them,

Fig, CEGONIA BOLIVIENSIS.

instead of stately tombs, only so much honour as to do

their will when they themselves can no more contend

for it, you will find it good memorial of them, such as

the best of them would desire, and full of blessing to

all men for all time." English law, he thinks, needs
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mending in many respects ; in none more tlian this.

As it stands, he can only vest his gifts in trustees,

desiring them, in the cose of his df^ath, immediately to

appoint their own successors, and in sucli continued

succession td apply the proceeds of the St. Cieorye's

fund to the purchase ofland in England and Scotland,

which shall be cultivated to the utmost attainable fruit-

fulness and beauty, by the labour of man and beast

thereon, such men and beasts receiving at the same
time the best education attainable by the trustees for

labouring creatures, according to the terms stated in

his book.

Referring: to the Neolect of FruiT-Growing
in Encland, the Food youruai says, it may be
remarked that pomology, properly so called, as dis-

tinguished from other branches of horticulture, has not

yet received anything like the attention which it

deserves in this country. We have been well enough
contented to go on in the old grooves, or too often in

what may be better called the old muddy ruts. Many
fruits might, under conditions of scientific treatment,

be grown successfully, and after the first investments of

time and money, what are now regarded as the expen-
sive luxuries of the few fortunate persons who can com-
mand a supply of them, might become a large popular
supply. How many sunny walls are there in Corn-
wall, as well as in other parts, on which year by year
might be grown splendid crops of luscious wholesome
fruit; what Pears and Plums—to say nothing of pos-

sible Grapes, Peaches, and Apricots ! The fact that

high wind-storms often blow and scatter the promise
of harvest abundnnce given by our large standard fruit

trees planted in the open groimd is no solid objection.

Concerning the WeatMER Mr. Glaisher
writes :—In the vicinity of London at the beginning
of the week ending January 20, the reading of the

barometer at sea level was abont 29.7 inches. A
slight increase occurred till the evening of the 14th,

the maximum at that time being about 30. i inches.

A steady decreai^e then set in and lasted till the

morning of the iSth, the lowest value recorded being
about 29.1 inches; this was followed by increased
readings till the end of the week. The tnean daily

values for the last four days were below the average
to the amounts of 5, 7, 5, and 3-ioths of an inch
respectively. The great depression on the 17th and
1 8th was accompanied by a very heavy S.W. gale
and fref|uent rain. Numerous pressures of 30 Jb. find

upwards on the square foot were registered on these
days, and the horizontal movement of the air was lit

excess of 500 miles on both occasioiis. With the
increasing barometric readings or! the 19th the wind
changed to N. E., and throughout the 20th the pre-

vailing direction was N.N.E. Rain fell on the last

four days of the week to the amount of half an inch
;

the greatest fall on any one day occurred on the 17th,

the amount collected being three-tenths of an inch.

The highest temperatures by day ranged between 48*
on the 18th, and 41 3° on the l5th aiid 20lh. The
lowest temperatures by night varied from 38^° on the
iSth, to 28^-'^ on the 15th. The daily ranges of tem-
perature were generally small, the greatest being 157,".

On the I4lh the mean daily temperatures were in defect

of the average on the 15th and i6th, but in excess on
the remaining days. The departures were as follows :—
14th, 3°.6

; 15th, i*,3 ; i6th, 1°. i; 17th, + 5^.5;
18th, + 5°. 9; 19th, +3°; and 20th, +2°. The dif-

ference of dew-point temperatures from air tempera-
tures were generally small, the greatest were regis-

tered on the iSth, and the least on the i6th, the air

and dew-point temperatures being the same at g A.M.
on that day. On the 14th, r5th, iSth, and 19th, the
amount of cloud was generally small, but on other
days the sky was nearly covered. In England the
extreme high temperatures ranged between 55' at

Leeds, and 46° at Hull, the general average over the
country being about 51*^. The extreme low tem-
peratures varied from 33° at Bradford to 24* at

Manchester, the general average was 28^". The average
range of temperature in the week was about 22^. The
mean for the week of the highest temperatures observed
every day was 45" ; the highest being, at Bradford 48°,

and the lowest 42", at Hull. The average daily range
of temperature was 105°. The mean temperature for

the week was about 39^°, varying between 42° at Brad-
ford and 374* ^'^ Manchester. Rain fell on six days in

the week at Birmingham, on five at Portsmouth, and
on four days at other places generally ; at Newcastle-
on-Tyne, however, it is only recorded as having fallen

on one day. The fall of rain exceeded an inch at

Portsmouth, and was greater than seven-tenths at Bir-

mingham, Norwich, Manchester, and Eccles. At
Newcastle-on-Tyne only two-hundredths of an inch
fell. The average fall for the whole country was a
little in excess of half an inch.

In Scotland, the extreme high temperatures varied
between 52" at Glasgow, and 471" at Aberdeen, with
a general average of about 50°. The extreme low
temperatures varied between 35^'' at Greenock and
Perth, and 30° at Paisley, the general average was
i3*. The mean temperature for the week was 41°,

ranging from 42^° at Perth to 39^° at Aberdeen.
Heavy falls of rain occurred ; at Paisley 3v inches
vvas measured, and at Greenock and Glasgo^\- 3 inches
and I i inch respectively fell. The average fall over
the country was I ^ inch.

New Garden Plants.
Dendrohium (Pedilonum) amf.thystoglossum,

H. Sp.

Cairle ctongato fusiiformi-cylindrato prupe Detidrobii taiirini
;

foliis ; laccmis latcralibus dcnsifloris ; Horibus ebunieis
;

sep.-iIo dorsali imparl iriangulo, tepah's oblongis acutls, sepalts
lateralibus subsequ.itibus, sed m mentiim dorso gibbiim scmi-
cytindratiim cxtensis ; labetlo linear! oblongn obspatulato
aciito, lateribiis obtusatis involuto, callo triangulo retrurso
altiiiscida carno^o ante basin, coluinnae auriculis late triangulis
bidcntatis, scu iinidentatis.

A very interesting species, bearing flowers nearly as
large as those of D. sanguinolentum, on a close, long
spike, compared by Messrs. Veitch with that of
D. cumalatum. The dowers are white, very shining,
almost as if cut out of ivory. The lip is of a most
beautiful amethyst colour at its apex, and has two
similar coloured lines running over ils disc to the
triangular very curious sessile callosity of the ante-
basilar region, corresponding to the triangular, supine,
depressed horn found in various Dendrobia. This
beauty was introduced from the Philippine Islands by
Messrs. Veitch & Sons. It may perhaps have to do
with the totally different D. taurinum, whose external
habit it has. //. G. RcJib. fil.

HYBRID BEGONIAS.
THK illustration which we give opposite (fig. 54)

has been furnished to us by the eminent French
geologist, Count Saporta, through the intervention of
Dr. Hooker. It- represents a hybrid obtained by M.
Ma zel, nurseryman of Monsauve, near Anduze, France,
from Begonia Pearcei (ng. 55), fertilised by the pollen
of^. boliviensis {fig. 56), and presents some of the
chfiracteristics of both species, with some features
proper to itself. We are glad to have the oppor-
tunity of figuring both parents as well as the
offspring, our illustrations of the parents being
taken irom the catalogue of Messrs. Hooper, of
Covent Garden, who placed them at our disposal
for the purpose. The hybrid plant is hardy in the
South of France, and might also be used for

borders or summer bedding in this country. The
plant is branched from the base, the branches being
of a deep green tinted with rose. The leaves are
obliquely cordate, lanceolate, acuminate, coarsely and
irregularly toothed, narrower than those of B. Pearcei,
and resembling those of B. boliviensis. They are of a
deep green colour, with " marbled '' spots on the
upper surface like those of B. Pearcei, while on the
under surface they are of a silvery green flushed with
red. The plant is a more free flowerer than either of
its parents. The flowers vary a little in tint in

different specimens, but are usually of a vermilion
colour tinted with carmine and with a dash of yellow.
The flowers are in cymes. The male flower is usually
central or terminal, flanked on either side by a female
flower. The two outer segments of the male flower are
broadly oblong acuminate, the two inner ones narrower.
The segments of the female flower are ofa similar form.
In both sexes the segments are less widely spreading
than those of B. Pearcei, but much more so than those
of B. boliviensis. The perianth segments are more
sharply pointed than those of the seed parent, and
wider than those of the pollen parent. On the whole,
the characteristics of B. Pearcei show themselves in

the organs of vegetation ; while those of B. boliviensis
are more apparent in the flower.

The stamens are well formed, and the pollen is also

normal, as also the ovary and the ovules. The capsule
is three-winged, one of the wings exceeding the others
in size, and lightly tinted with rose.

It is worthy of special note that occasionally herma-
phrodite flowers are formed in this hybrid, the stamens
being inserted at the base of the segments of the
perianth, above the ovary (epigynous). The pollen,
however, in these pseudo-hermaphrodite flowers was not
perfect. It will thus be seen that the hermaphroditism
of this Begonia is of a different character from that of
the B. frigida, which provoked so much discussion in

our columns in 1S60-61. Our woodcut was taken from
a photograph and water-colour sketch, the latter exe-
cuted by Dr. Marion. Numerous similar Begonias of
the same parentage have been raised in this country.

KEELE HALL GARDENS.
[Second Notice.]

Not less crowded wilh detail than the beautiful
grounds about Keele Hall, are the manifold glass struc-

tures that abound in the kitchen gardens. A some-
what hasty notice of the leading features of these

—

for the details in full would fill a considerable space
—will now he given, to supplement the notice of the
grounds which appeared on p. 1452, 1871
Near to the gardener's residence is a fine range of

lean-to houses, containing a Peach-house and vineries.

There is a mavellous solidity about the structure of
these houses ; they were erected under the supervision
of Mr. Skirving, of Liverpool, some 30 years ago, and
there does not appear to be a bit of decayed wood
about them after so many years of service. The
Peach-house, into which the visitor enters first, is

84 feet in length by 16 feet in width ; it contains two
fine trees of Peaches and two of Nectarines planted in

front and trgined up the roof, and with five standard

trees at the back, trained to horizontal wires that are
bent over towards the front. Three of these trees are
to years of age, and in common with all the rest bear
very fine crops of fruit. They have been lifted occa-
sionally

; and the first gathering of fruit is generally
taken about the last week in May. The condition
of the trees is one in every respect satisfactory. No. 2
house is an intermediate vinery 56 feet in length, and
contains chielly Black Hamburgh and Lady Downe's
Grapes, all the Vines about nine years of age, and in
splendid bearing condition, with such a development
of wood, foliage, and fruit as befits the cultural skill of
one of the champion Grape growers of England—

a

designation no one will begrudge Mr. Hill, as in the
course of 10 years, viz., from 1853 to 1863, he took at
the metropolitan exhibitions, 61 first, 26 second, and
21 third prizes : achievements ofno mean order. Some
of the canes of the Black Hamburghs had been brought
down the roof again, and Mr. Hill stated that he always
takes the finest bunches from the descending rods.
The Grapes here are ready about the end of ,Utgust.

One Vineof Lady Downe's in this house, or practically
two Vines, as one of the rods had layered itself and
given forth two others, had seven rods in all. which
bore capital bunches of fruit. In No. 3 house the
Vines occupying it were here 21 years ago, when
Mr. Hill came to Keele. This house is 40 feet in
length, and was used as an early vinery in 1870 ; the old
Vines had been cut back, the inside border renewed, and
it will this autumn be planted with young Vines. No. 4
is an early vinery altogether planted with the Black Ham-
burgh, with the exception of e.\amples of the following :

Chasselas Musque, the fruit of which was much freer
from the defect of cracking than is usually seen, as it

seems to be a difficult Grape to grow without being so
affected ; Chaptal, an excellent forcing white Grape,
large and handsome in bunch ; Foster's Seedling, said
by Mr. Hill to be the best of all the early white Grapes

—

on one Vine could be seen 15 bunches, averaging 2 lb.

each, growing on a rod five years in bearing, all well-
developed and symmetrical in appearance ; and Buck-
land Sweetwater, considered by Mr. Hill to be neither
so useful nor so showy as Chaptal. Mr. Hill has Foster's
White Seedling worked on the Black Hamburgh,
which he considers the best stock for it.

The new range of vineries occupies a position behind
the one just noticed, and is not so large in proportion
as the preceding, but stands at a higher elevation by
nearly 6 feet. It is 135 feet in length, divided into

four houses of equal size, and very useful houses they
are. No. I is a late vinery, and, with the exception of
two plants of Alicante, wholly occupied by Lady
Downe's. This Mr. Hill considers to be the best late

Grape we have, always good, and cropping \vell.

No. 2 is an enrly vinery, but the \^ines, which comprise
both Black Hamburgh and Black Prince, were cut back
in 1869. The young growth was extremely fine

—

wood and leaves being of great size ; no doubt splendid
crops will be cut here in a year or two. From this

vinery came the enormous bunches of Black Prince
Grapes that caused such a sensation at the exhibitions

of the Royal Botanic Society and at the Alexandra
Palace Show a few years ago ; on one occasion three
bunches weighed 13 lb. 10 oz. Last year the outside

border of this house was entirely renewed. No. 3 is a
very promising house of young Vines, planted in 1870,
and at present entirely confined to the inside border.

They consist of Black Hamburgh, Foster's White
Seedling, a promising grafted Vine of .Snow's Muscat
Hamburgh, Madresfield Court, and the Golden
Champion. The Madresfield Court carried three very
fine bunches, and Mr. Hill considers it the best of the

new Grapes. Snow's Muscat Hamburgh was very fine,

perfect in colour and flavour. Mr. Hill, however,
states that it is difficult to get large bunches of this

variety to colour well. The Golden Champion {on its

own roots) was simply grand in appearance in a green
state, with noble berries like Canon Hall Muscat ;

how they fared has been recorded in these columns.
No. 4 vinery contained White Muscats, Royal Vine-
yard, and Mrs. Pmce's Muscat; and a grafted rod
of Royal Ascot. In regard to Mrs. Pince's Grape,
Mr. Hill thinks highly of it, notwithstanding it has
been denounced ; he finds it to set freely and colour
well. The vinery has a 4-foot border outside.

At each end of this range stands a pair of span-
roofed pits, each 32 feet in length by 1 1 feet 5 inches
in width, the height at the centre 8 feet, along which a
path runs. These are extremely useful forcing houses ;

in thetn were fruiting Pines, Cucumbers, Melons, &c.
These houses were erected by Mr. P. J. Perry, of
Banbury ; the arrangements are very complete, and
the houses in every respect under the perfect control of
the cultivator. The flow and return mains for heating
these.pits at each end of the vineries, are covered with
small glass frames, and these are found very useful for

raising early Carrots, annuals, &c., and for pricking
out many things ; these frames are 4 feet in width, and
extend the whole length of the range of houses. Four
saddle-boilers placed in one stokehole work both
ranges of vineries and the pits. This line of frames is

some 3 feet lower that the ground level of the houses,
and being rather removed from them also, allows ofspace
for a border level with the back of the frames, and
about S feet in width. The roots of the Vines in the

two central houses are carried out into the border, which
is chambered, and heated by means of 4.inch pipes.

There are also in this garden two lines of what were
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formerly cold pits, but which are now heated by means
j

of 4-inch pipes, and very useful indeed for raising early

Potatos, Kidney Beans, Carrots, &c., and later for

succession Pines and Melons. This garden is walled

in on three sides ; on the fourth, or west side, is the

gardener's house and the stables. On the south wall

are some of the best varieties of Pears ; on the south-

east, Peaches and Nectarines ; on the north. Currants

and Morello Cherries. From the entrance to Mr.

Hiirs residence a broad gravel walk runs straight away

to a further walled-in garden beyond.
I

On the left hand of the second garden is the coke
j

yard, &c., shut in by means of fences, the garden

proper being on the right. As the former was termed
;

the lower kitchen garden, so this is known as the upper. I

The walk is continued through it from west to east, as
|

in the former case, the glass structures being on the
j

south side of it. There is, first, a Peach case against
,

the wall, 112 feet in length by 4 feet in width, and

II in height. This covers six fine trees. It was 1

formerly an open wall, but the fruit was seldom worth

eating till it was covered with glass ; now very fine
|

highly-flavoured fruit is taken from it. Next
,

comes a range of three houses, in the centre of
I

which is a large, lofty conservatory, and on either side
;

staging, and supported by common 9-inch drainpipes

placed on their ends, and excellent pillars they make.

This house contains Oranges and Camellias in tubs and

pots, large specimen Azaleas, ^c, and is made gay all

the year round with flowering and foliaged plants.

There is no doubt a great advantage in having a show-

house on a north aspect like this one at Keele Hall, as

the plants keep much longer in bloom in consequence.

From the show-house there is a doorway leading into

the conservatory at the back.

The south wall of this garden is entirely covered

with glass, in the form of a long improved Peach-house,

after a design by Mr. P. J. Perry, of Banbury, having

somewhat of the curvilinear shape in its outline, in

length 107 yards by 3 in width, and ii^ feet in height.

This house deserves something more than a passing

notice, as besides being light and elegant in appearance,

it is very durable, and the mode of glazing, which is

novel, renders the house perfectly water-tight, while the

exterior of the roof has the great advantage of never

requiring paint. The absence of any laps in the glazing

prevents drip and cold draughts. The panes of glass are

each 2 feet 2 inches in length, by i foot in width ; the

rafters are formed of several pieces bolted together, five

pieces forming each curve, and the leads into which the

in the kitchen garden. In the process of thinning his

plants, Mr. Hill never cuts off the tips of the canes left

for fruit, as he holds that in doing this much of the best

bearing wood is destroyed. Galvanised iron wire fences

are used for the purpose of supporting the rods, and they
are bent down bow fashion. As soon as the crop of

fruit is taken, the fruiting canes are removed at once,

so that the young growth can be properly matured and
ripened. The canes cut away come in very handy for

tying up Chrysanthemums and otJier plants in the

autumn. In the upper kitchen garden there is a
remarkable Apple trellis, about 54 feet in height by
24 in width ; the trees are trained to slight iron rods,

and being bent down towards the ground form quite

a leafy tunnel, extending for a considerable distance.

The sorts of Apples are principally Codlins, Fearn's

Pippin, Blenheim Orange, and Kerry Pippin, which
is one of the best Apples for this district of Stafford-

I

shire. Of dessert Apples that succeed well here, the

j

following may be mentioned :— Collins' Pippin, Old
Nonpareil, Margil, Blenheim Orange, and King of Pip-

I

pins ; and they were finer on standard trees than on a

!
wall. Fearn's Pippin crops very well indeed, the

;
wood very healthy. Manx Codlin is a very fine cropper

;

the Northern Crreening always does well, and is
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spacious vineries with ridge-and-furrow roofs. The roofs

are very flat, the houses 12 feet high at back, and
21 feet in width. The first of these houses had been
planted with Muscats and Madresfield Court alter-

nately during the spring. At the back Citrons were !

trained against the wall. The corresponding vinery
was of the same dimensions, and had all Black Ham-

;

burghs, which were planted 21 years ago, and it is now
\

used as a late Mamburgh house. The conservatory is
^

approached from the kitchen garden by a flight of

steps, and is in length 52 feet, by 26 in width, wilh a
|

ridge-and-furrow roof, the interior of which'is covered
'

with Passifloras and other creeping plants. Lonicera
|

aureo-reticulata was in bloom, and was exquisitely
j

fragrant. During the dry summer of 1S70, this creeper
1

flowered freely against the front of the National School
j

in the village of Keele. During winter this house is
i

used to keep specimen Azaleas and other plants in ; I

during summei large- flowering specimen plants of
various kinds find a home there. At the end of the

j

garden, corresponding to the Peach wall, is a Fig
wall, covered with glass, 40 feet in length by 4 feet in

'

width, and built in the same fashion as the Peach case.
'

Figs can only be got out-of-doors at Keele in this

manner. At the back of the conservatory and vineries
is a long, narrow north, or show-house, 1 10 feet in

length, by 1 1 4 feet in width, with a broad slate stage

2 feet in height at the back, and a slate

shelf in the front also, giving about 7^ feet width of

glass is thrust on either side are extra strong, and over
half an inch in width. There are eight horizontal bars,

running along the glass-case, each intermediate one
stronger than its fellow ; and the ventilating apparatus
is as effectual as it is simple and easily worked. The
style of the house was copied from one in use at Bowood,
"Wilts, but somewhat elaborated and better finished.

To a great extent this is an Apricot-house, fully two-
thirds being planted with Apricots, chiefly Moor Park,
and the trees carry great crops. Peaches do well here
also. The trees are both trained to the wall, and
grown on a trellis along the front of the house. At the

east end of the show-house are the bothies, potting
sheds, and other offices. The whole of the glass at

Keele is in an excellent state of preservation, due to the

fact that one coat of paint, of a light stone colour, at

least is given annually. Probably if gentlemen would,
as a general rule, pay strict regard to the annual
painting of the glass structures on their estates, there

would be much less cause for complaints as to their

defective construction.

On the south-east wall of the lower kitchen garden
there is a Ne Plus Meuris Pear. On the opposite side

of the wall a mess-house for the workmen was con-
structed some time ago, and the flue from the fireplace

passes up the wall at the back of the tree. Previously
the fruit from the tree was not worth eating ; since

then it has been of very fine quality.

Cutbush's Prince of Wales Raspberry was very fine

a very serviceable Apple for the Keele district ; Lord
Suffield and Wellington both do well at Keele also.

Mr. Hill says if he was again to attempt planting

Apples, he should be content with half-a-do/en good
sorts well suited to the climate and district.

The foregoing notes will serve to show that the fruit

gardens at Keele are not less efficiently maintained and
managed than the delightful pleasure-grounds. Z>.

Z)A\ MUELLER ON FOREST CULTURE.
(Concluded from /. 44.

>

For belts of shelter-plantations, again, no country in

the warm, temperate, or subtropic zone could choose
trees of easier growth, greater resistance, rapidity of

increment, early and copious seeding, contentedness
with poor soil, and yet valuable wood for various pur-

poses, than some of the Australian Acacia- and
Casuarinx. They exceed much in quickness of growth
the coast shelter-Pines of South I^urope—Pinus hale-

pensis and Pinus Pinaster, but are not all equally last-

ing. The trade in seeds of this kind is also not unim-
portant, and the sources of it are at least partly in our
sylvan lands.

Still another forest industry might be viewed as

especially Australian ; namely, the supply of Fern
trees for commercial exportation. Though about 150
different kinds of Fern trees are now known, they are
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mostly children of tropical or subtropical countries,

and these again nearly all restricted to the humid
jungles or the shady valleys meandered by forest

brooks. Very few species of these noble plants extend

to a zone so cool as that of Victoria, Tasmania, and
New Zealand. Again, among this very limited

number the stout and large Dicksonia antarctica is not

only one of the tallest of all the Fern trees of the globe,

but certainly also the most hardy, and the one which
best of all endures a transit through great distances.

Indeed, a fresh frondless stem, even if weighing nearly

half a ton, requires only to be placed without any
packing in the hold of a vessel as ordinary goods, to

secure the safe arrival in England,* the vitality being

fully tlius retained for several months, particularly if

the stem is occasionally moistened, and kept free from
the attacks of any animals. Through my unaided exer-

tions these hardy Fern trees became, like many other

of our resources, fully known in many countries ; and
while their value became established, a market for them
has now been gained. I would, however, not coun*
tenance the vandalism of denuding every one of our
Fern glens ol their pride, as, even with all care, in half

a century the pristine grandeur of the scenery could not

be restored
;
yet when we consider that hundreds of

Assam stands, perhaps, foremost. It is a singular
fact, that even in the genial clime of Southern Europe,
and under the advantages of inexpensive labour, the
important and lucrative branch of tea culture has
received as yet no attention whatever. This is probably
owing to the circumstance, that hitherto the laborious
manual process of curling the fresh tea leaves under
moderate heat has never yet been superseded by adopt-
ing for the purpose rollers, worked and heated by
steam, though such contrivance was suggested here by
me many years ago.

The tea thus obtained could always be brought to its

best aroma by such a mode of exact control ever the
degree and duration of the heat. Tea culture in the
ranges would show us which soil, or which geologic
formation, produced here the best leaves. The yield of
the latter would, in the equable air of the humid forest

glens, be far more copious than the harvests which we
obtain from the tea bushes planted in poor soil, or
exposed localities near the metropolis, wliile localities

in the ranges are often not accessible to ordinary cereal

culture. But I do not speak of tea cultivation as an
ordinary field industry, but rather as a collateral occu-
pation in forest culture of the lower ranges.

The tea, in its commercial form, will, liowever, here

In the foregoing pages I alluded cursorily to the
Cork Oak

; let me add my opinion, that in any locality
with natural boundaries, such as abrupt sides of ranges,
deep watercourses, where fences could be largely
obviated, the Cork tree might well be planted as a
forest tree, and thus estates be established at little cost,
with hardly any expense of maintenance, from which a
periodic yield of cork might be obtained for several
successive generations. The investment of a limited
capital for raising a cork forest in any naturally defined
locality, would, as I said, create a rich possession for
bequest.

Many other cultural resources of forests are as yet
very inadequately recognised. The Dye Saffron might
be grown as much for anmsement as for the sake of its

prett)^ flowers {just as an ordinary bulb), wherever
juvenile gatherers are to be had. Equally lucrative
might be made the culture of another plant, the
medicinal Colchicum, a gay autumnal flowering bulb,
worthy of a place in any garden. In suitable forest spots
both would become naturalised. Amidst the forests,

in glens which skirt the very base of alpine mountains,
on the M'AUister River, opium was produced without
any toil, almost as a play-work, to the value of /'30
from an acre. Mr. Bosisto, who on that particular
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gullies are teeming with these magnificent plants, we
can well afford to render them accessible also to all the

conservatories of the winterly north, in order that the

inhabitants there may indulge in admiration of such
super!) forms of vegetalile life—even though a Fern-
tree group in a glasshouse can convey but a very inade-

quate idea of the wild splendour of our Fern ravines.

Not without pain I have seen the base of whole tram-
way lines for the conveyance of timber, in some of
our forest gullies, constructed almost exclusively of
Fern trees. A watchful Forest Board would prevent

,

such sacrifice, and would save also the tall Palm trees
i

of East Gipps Land from sharing the fate of those
;

princely trees at Illawarra and elsewhere. [Since

writing this, our Livistonas or Fan-Palms have been
protected by Government interdiction ; the law forbids

also the indiscriminate removal of red-gum trees from
the banks of the Murray River. In Queensland, every
Bunya-bunya tree and native nut tree is secured against

being felled. The very local and circumscribed Kauri
forests, known only in two limited spots, also need
some protection.] To the facilities of exporting the

huge, square Todea Ferns—a commerce initiated by
myself—I alluded on a former occsion.

Among new industries, which by introduction from
'

abroad are hkely to be pursued in sylvan localities, that

of the cultivation of the Tea shrub of China and of

^ No Fern tree is indigenous to Europe. '

not likely be manufactured by the grower. It is more
probable that whenever plantations are formed in any
forest region, an enterprising man will establish, amidst
the tea farms, a factory for preparing the tea leaves,

and purchase the latter from the producers. Tins is

the system by wliich in many parts of South Europe
the multitude of small lots of silk cocoons pass into the

central reeling establishments ; and this is the manner
in which, from numerous peasants, the Beetroot is

obtained for the supply of sugar factories. In the same
way the branches of the Sumach, a shrub which with
care could be reared in our ranges, would be rendered
saleable at a central Sumach mill.* The demand for

tea being so enormous, and geographical latitudes like
\

ours being those which allow of its growth, it will be
|

fully apparent that it must assume a prominent part in

our future rural economy, particularly as the return for 1

capital and labour thus invested and expended will be
quite as early as that from the Vine. The importation 1

of tea into Victoria during 1S70 has been valued in the !

Customs returns at ^^496,623 ; whereas Victoria might
'

largely export this highly-important and remunerative

commodity. >

The simple process of gathering the leaves might be

performed by children. 1

* An essay by Professor Inzenga, on Sumach cnlture in Sicily,

translated by Colonel H. Vnle, C.B., is pubbshed in the Trmisac-
\

tioris of the Botanic Society of Edinburgh, vol. ix., 341-355, and '

was, on my suggestion, transferred to a local joiirnaL !

locality called forth this industry, found on analysis
that the Gipps Land opium proved one of the most
powerful on record, -^p^-^ of morphia being its yield.

Small samples of opium, prepared in the Melbourne
Botanic Garden, were exhibited some years ago at the
International P^xhibition. The Hon. John Hood, of
this city, promoted much the opium industry in this

country by the extensive distribution of seeds of the
Smyrna Poppy ; he found the yield here, in favourable
seasons and by careful operation, to be from 40 to

50 lb. on zfv acre, worth at present 30^-. to 351. per lb.

The value of the opium imported into Victoria during
1S70, according to customs returns, was ;^i50,6Si.
The banks of many a forest brook, and the slopes
within reach of irrigation from springs, might doubtless
in numerous instances be converted into profitable
Hop-fields, the yield of Hop in Gipps Land having
proved very rich. Mr. A. M. M'Leod obtained, in one
instance, 1500 lb. of Hops from an acre of ground at
Bairnsdale. Messrs. A. W. Howitt, F. Webb and
D. Ballentine had there also large returns from their
Hop-fields. As an instance how large a revenue
might be realised from forest land in a variety of ways,
quite irrespectively of wood supply, I adduce the fact,

that the income obtained by the Forest Department of
Hanover from the mere gathering of fruit—chiefly

Bleeberries—amounted to ;^2i, 750 during one of the
late years. The Hanoverian forests comprise an area
equal to the county of Bourke, our metropolitan county.
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and occupy one-seventh of the territory. Speaking of

Hanover, let me add, that the laws promulgated this

year in that country render it compulsory on each

district to line its roads with trees, the widest distance

allowed from tree to tree being 30 feet ; similar laws

were in force long since in other parts of Germany
;

fruit-trees are among the trees chosen for these lines.

Would it not, therefore, be advisable to naturalise

along our forest-brooks and in our shady vales such

plants as the Raspberry bush, the Strawberry plant,

and others, which readily establish themselves? In

one of my exploring tours, when it fell to my lot to

discover the remotest sources and tributaries of the

River Yarra, and to ascend first of all Mount Baw
Baw, I scattered the seeds of the large-fruited Canada

Blackberry along the alpine springs ; and I have since

learnt that this delicious fruit is now established on the

rivulets of that mountain. We may hear of equal

successes of experiments which I elsewhere instituted.

The Truffle, though not an article of necessity, might

be naturalised in many of our forests, especially in soil

somewhat calcareous. Would any one imagine, that

during one recent year (1867) the quantity collected in

France was valued at j{;"r,400,000 (35,000,000 francs) ?

I might allude on this occasion also to the great

productiveness of bees in our forests, the flowers of so

many of our native plants, and among them those of

the Eucalypts, being mellaginous, blossoms of some

kind or the other being available all the year round.

Cuba, with an area less than half that of Victoria,

exported in the year 1849 so large a quantity of hotiey

as 2,800.000 lb., and about 1,000,000 lb. of wax. I

believe the export has since increased. A forest

inhabitant might devote a plot of ground near his

dwelling to the Earth-nut or Pea-nut, an originally

Brazilian plant, of which latterly about 900,000 bushels

were produced annually in the United States for the

sake of its excellent table oil. In Harper s Magazine

of 1870 it is stated that of the Earth-nut in 1869 not

less than 235.000 bushels were brought to New York.

It is estimated that Virginia, Tennessee, Ceorgia, and

Carolina have conjointly sent over 1,000,000 bushels to

market in 1870. The yield, it is said, is from So to

120 bushels on an acre. The seeds are slightly roasted

for the table, or pressed for a palatable oil. As much
as loj. to I2,f. is paid for the bushel in New York.

The plant seems well eligible for forest farms, par-

ticularly in a somewhat calcareous soil. In the garden

under my control I have reared it with ease.

I intended to have spoken of the various implements

especially designed for wood-culture, but time will not

admit of it. Thus, merely by way of example, I place
|

before you one of those utensils—the hohlborer, or, as :

it might be called, the "bore spade," brought into use

nearly 50 years ago by a scientific forester, Dr. Heyer,

of Giessen. Several thousand plants of the Scotch Fir

and of other Pines can be lifted with this bore-spade in

a day by one forest labourer, the object being that each

seedling should retain a small earth-ball, to facilitate

the success of the moving process. About 10,000

such seedlings are conveyed at a time in a forest

waggon.
Tn a special work {Die Bc/>Jfanzi(>i_i^ der Eisenhahn

Damme, &:c., by E. Lucas, second edition, 1S70), the

methods adopted in Germany for utilising the railway

dams, and the free space within railway fences, for

wood and fruit culture, is amply discussed. With the

increasing value of culture-land, this question of

utilising the spare ground along railways becomes
more and more important. Where the space proves

too narrow for rearing timber trees, Hazel, Olives,

Figs, Mulberries, Almonds, Osiers, Sumach, Myall,

Ricinus, Blackberries, and such other lowei: trees or

bushes as require no great attention, could doubtless

be grown with profit. It might also be possible to

establish advantageously permanent hedges of Haw-
thorn, Opuntias, Osage Orange, and other not readily

inflammable and easily managed bushes. Lucerne and
Sainfoin are much cultivated along Continental railway

lines as fodder herbs.

In North America 650 Walnuts or Hickories are

]>lanted on an acre ; though standing so close, they

are worth I7.s. in 20 years for a variety of purposes.

If wanted for heavy limber or nuts, they are thinned

out so as to keep them 20 feet apart. This may serve

as an indication how spare places on railways might be
utilised. Our regular and quick communication with

California is giving now easy opportunity for importing

nuts of the various American Hickories apd Walnut
trees in quantity : while of the ordinary Persian Walnut
tree seeds can already be obtained both here and in

Tasmania. Resinous Pine trees may possibly increase

any danger of conflagration on railway lines. Nurseries

for sowing seeds of hardy utilitarian trees might at

once be established on all the railway stations at com-
paratively little cost.

gouie Comsjianknce.
Abies cilicica and Quercus pyramidalis.

—

Years ago a dear friend, now deceased, who was
considered one of the best authorities on forest trees in

France—in fact, head of a great college—and who was
selected by the French Government to report on the

newly acquired forests of Savoy, sent me several of

the above two kinds of trees, which he highly valued.

As our grounds dre much exposed to the stormy sea

blasts, they have not grown so much as might have

been expected ; but Abies cilicica—we might call

it Picea— is very beautiful at present, being of a very

regular habit ; and as it attracted the notice of

M. Andre when he lately visited me here, I should

like much to know if it be common in England,

M. Andre assured me that it was rare in France, nor

would so good a judge as my late friend have sent me
anything ordinary. It stands near Taxodiuni semper-

virens, which makes but a poor figure in our fierce

gales, and is far inferior in hardiness to Cryptomeria

iaponica. Abies cilicica is described in M. Andre
Leroy's catalogue as being "very handsome, and

remarkable in regularity of form." Quercus pyramidalis

grows like a Poplar, but has nothing else remarkable

about it. I have not seen it on any catalogue. Thos.

C. Brchaul, Richmond Home, Gnernsev. . [Picea

cilicica is allied to the Siberian P. Pichta. Eds.]

Ward's Netted Scarlet-fleshed Melon.—This

is one of the best scarlet-fleshed Melons. It is a very

early sort, a free setter, of medium-size, and handsomely
netted ; rind very thin ; flesh thick, liighly coloured ; and

most delicious flavour ; apparently an improvement on

Scarlet Gem. PVm. A7-mstro7igj Woodstock House,

Hendon, N. PV.

Nemophila insignis.—I beg to inform your coitc-

spondent, " S." (see p. 77), that if he has a deep rich

soil, thins out his seedlings early, and at the approach

of dry, hot weather mulches with about an inch of

thoroughly decayed manure, well broken up, and passed

through a coarse sieve, working it in carefully among
the foliage with the hand ; attends to it well with

water, and keeps the seeds picked off as much as

possible—there is a chance of its continuing to bloom

well into the autumn. Its beautiful colour, so scarce

among bedding plants, has often tempted me
to use it for massing ; but, like most annuals,

it is somewhat uncertain. I never feel safe with

it, without I have a good bed of purple or blue

Chrysanthemum Asters in the kitchen garden, waiting

to take its place. And I would strongly advise "S.,"
if he uses it largely, to provide a bed of Asters in the

reserve ground, in case it should become patchy or die

off in September. They are capital things to have in

reserve if a bed fails. I have moved them in dry

weather without their losing a leaf. A change of this

kind, too, enhances the interest felt in the garden by
causing a little more variety. It is a standing reproach

with persons of taste, that when a garden is once

planted with its costly tenants there is so little change

afterwards that it becomes wearisome from its same-
ness—no matter how tastefully arranged in the first

instance, nor how carefully attended to afterwards. It

is not always true that "a thing of beauty is a joy for

ever," and no doubt this feeling has caused the free use

that i^ how being made in the flower garden of Palms,

Dracrenas, Musas, Ficus, &c., to break up and tone

down the masses of bright colours in AiigUst and Sep-

tember, and to impart freshness and variety to the

scene. E. Hobday, Ramsey Ald'ey.

Prolongation of the Season of the Matie
Louise Pear.—I herewith send you two Pears of the

above excellent kind, fair specimens of a crop which
was gathered here on November 28, after being ex-

posed to many frosty nights, varying from 4° to 17°.

/f ';;/. Umplehv, N'ydd Hall, Leeds. [Perfectly sound,

and the flavour excellent. Eos.]

Leaves for Dishing-uf) Fruit.—Cobaea scan-

dens and Abutllon striatum are no doubt very good
for this purpose, but except in large establishments,

where they can be grown in great quantity, it is useless

to recommend them, as no one with but a plant or two
of each would care to strip them of their leaves at this

or at any other time of year, especially the Abutilon,

which is just now in full flower. I have for years

used the leaves of the Portugal Laurel ; they give oft

no odour, which is the only objection to Ivy leaves,

and are quite as decorative. IVm. Armstrong, Woodstock

House, Hendon, N. PV.

Verbascum.—In the many species of Verbascum,
we have border plants of no mean order—in my
opinion quite equal, if not superior to the Foxglove.
Hardy, showy, and not at all particular as to soil or

situation, these are good properties for any class of

plants to possess. In cultivating V. nigrum I have
found it varies greatly in different soils and positions

;

in light sandy soil it will not continue long in flower,

but in stiff, stony soils it will continue flowering all the

summer. Let any one try a few hundreds in mixed
flower borders along with Foxgloves, Phloxes, Pent-
stemons, and such-like, and I am convinced they will

never be without them in such positions. Most of the

Verbascums are biennials, but tliey may be propagated
by cuttings, which strike root readily in any light

sandy soil, and they will flower early the following

summer. In .Siberia V. ]5ho?niceum is said to be used

as a substitute for Tea. I can see no reason why our

florists should not try to improve the Verbascums, for

they certainly are capable of great improvement. James
Sfnit/iy Exton Parl\ Rutland,

Primula japonica.—Thinking that it will interest

your readers to learn something of the habit and growth

of this magnificent Primula, we beg leave to forward

you a few extracts from letters received from Mr,
Kramer, of Yokohama, Japan, who has at various

times forwarded to us seeds and plants of the same :

—

" If the drawing in the Gardeners' Chronicle is a true

one, Primula japonica must be very much finer than it

ever is seen here. A cold climate and good cultivation

have no doubt great influence, for its native country is

said to be the Island of Yeza. {November, 1S71.) It is

generally found growing on the banks of streams and
watercourses, in yellow loam. I have seen it growing
from 2.\ to 3 feet high, with six or seven tiers of flowers—

a

magnificent sight. In sowing the seed it is very import-

ant to know that, as this Primula is not a native of a warm
country, it requires no artificial heat for germinating, and
that frequently the seed does not germinate until the next

spring ; in fact, the latter is the rule. I would, therefore,

advise tliat the seed should be sown immediately, and left

for at least six months undisturbed. (June, 1870.) I have

now some boxes which have stood for two years, and

tfcis year there are more plants coming up than even the

first year. (May, 1871.)"

From this it appears that the seed takes a long time to

germinate, that a cool, moist, yellow loam is best

suited to the plant, and that it is likely to improve much
under cultivation. It will also prove especially valuable

(on account of its tendency to vary) for hybridisation.

Tmtschel C,-^ Co., Colchester.

Winter Asparagus.—I grow my winter Asparagus

as follows : Shallow pans, 12 to 13 inches in diameter,

and 9 inches deep, are provided with slight drainage at

bottom. In these pans are placed Asparagus roots,

three to four years old, with the earth attached to them.

They are pressed firmly into ttie empty pot or pan, and
then some sifted dry earth is filled in, the pot well

shaken, and the mould pounded with a light pestle or

stout stick ; water should be given gradually till the

earth is saturated. The pans are placed in front of a

Peach-house, with gentle heat ; they have had two

crops cut from them, and now promise a third. This

is not new, but it is a most siniple method of producing

a cheap luxury. All lovers of "sparrowgrass" should

sow the seed in drills every year, and thus have plants

ready for planting in pots in winter. T. R.

Currant Bud Disease.—I send you a sample of

Black Currant wood attacked by a disease or insect

which is very prevalent in the West of Scotland ; will

you kindly say what it is? what is the cause? and

what is the cure for it, or any information regarding

the same ? Wherever the plant is attacked fruit is

seldom ever afterwards got, and one plant will affect

the whole, although acres in breadth. It gets yearly

worse, until there is not a sound bud on the plants.

Co7istant Reader, Paisley. [A full description of the

insect which causes this disease, by Professor Westwood,
was given in our columns for 1S69, p. S41, with an

illustration, which will assist our correspondent in

determining the nature of the pest. " M. J. B."

is of opinion that badly infested trees ought evidently

to be very close pruned in autumn, but Professor West-

wood recommends the picking of the old dried buds

in August or September. Eds.]

Desfontainea spinos^.—This is one of thechoicest

shrubs, and one of the most effective plants when in

flower, that can adorn a garden. How is it that so

little notice is taken of it ? Out of four catalogues just

looked irtto, only one has its name. It is of easy

culture, and if not planted in too wet or too exposed a

situation, it will stand intense cold. It is also easy to

propagate. A whole handglassful of cuttings, put in

in the mohth of September, 1869, struck, and are now
nice plants. They strike freely in leaf-mould and
sand, raised above the level of the ground, with a

handglass over them. //. M.

The "Sidney" Seed Sower. — In the spring

of last year you gave a favourable notice in your
journal of my seed-sower ; a large number of them
were sold, but it was evident something more was
wanted,— it did not succeed with Peas. I there-

fore turned my attention to devise some plan to prevent

these large square-sided seeds forming an arch, which
often became quite solid. After many trials I arrived

at a successful issue by considerably enlarging the

size, and placing inside an inverted cone, so that,

with the base of the tube being larger than the top,

there is no buttress against which an arch can be
formed, and, consequently, the Peas are free, and flow

regularly. There are these advantages also : the

larger size makes it more useful for all size seeds in

large gardens, for market gardens, and for farmers for

filling up blank places in fields. C. y. Cox^ Im-entor

and Patentee of the ''Sidney'' Seed Soiver. [The
addition made to this handy implement, greatly in-

crease its utility for large seeds. Ens.]

Cabbage Cultivation in Cornwall.—To give

the above as the heading in your weekly index of what
Mr. Baker saw in the fields in Cornwall is hardly fair

to your Cornish readers ; they would understand whnt

he meant better if it was headed, "The Cornish way
to keep a heap of filth clean." The Cabbages are

not grown for the profit they yield, so much as the

attention they require in the matter of hoeing, &c.,

this being a sure way to keep the surface of the heap
clean. The heap is collected from the ditches and

fields in the winter season, and left until the next
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^\^nter or spring to rot, when it is spread over the

field, of course mixed with manure. The kind of

Cabbage grown in the way described is the Drumhead,
or what is locally called "flat-pole." Henry Mills^

Envs. \

The *'Pale Blue English Cowslip" is, I should
|

think, the blue Polyanthus I wrote you about last year,

and which is to be obtained (according to Mr. Crewe)

in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh. Jas. MacPherson.
—'— Mention is made in your last number of Mr.

Henry Kingsley's " pale blue English Cowslip" (p, 73),

and I remember some time ago a discussion in your
pages on the subject of the bUte Polyanthus, a horti-

cultural rarity which I have seen more than once in my
younger days. Tliose of your readers who are inte-

rested in the blue varieties of different species of

Primul^i may be glad to have tlieir attention called to

the large blue Auricula in Mr. Thomas Baring's fine

Van Huysum, now being exhibited at the Royal
Academy (No. 44). Van Huysum generally groups
together plants whicli do not all flower at the same
time, but no master has surpassed him in the accuracy

with which each individual plant is represented. His
materials, too, were so good, that his pictures show no

or racing, and certainly Messrs. Carter & Co. dc- '

serve the thanks of all gardeners for bringing
vegetables to the front in such a handsome manner.
Therefore, brother gardeners, do not let it be said that

we are a class of grumblers, but let us put our shoulders
to the wheel, and by entering keenly into the competi-
tion show the visitors to Birmingham that vegetable
growing is anything but a lost art amongst us.

R, Gilbert, Burgkley. [Hear! Hear! Kns.]

Foreign Correspondence.
Lord Howe's Island.—Dr. Bennett informs us

tliat a short time since Mr. W. Carron was sent by
Mr. Charles Moore (Director of the Botanic Garden,
Sydney), in H.M.S. Rosario, to J^ord Howe's Island,

for the purpose of collecting plants; the result was, he
succeeded in obtaining a large and valuable collection of
Palms, Ferns, and other plants, several of which are sup-
posed to be undcscribed, ''but as it is the intention of
Mr. Moore to send a detailed account to Dr. Hooker,
accompanied by both living and dried specimens, it

will be unnecessary to enter into more particulars."

" My object in this communication," says our corre-

Garden Memoranda.
Messrs. Carter, Dunnett & Beale's Seed

Farms.—As every gardener cannot save his own seed—nor indeed do we think it would be altogether a
wise practice to do so—it must be of considerable
importance to him to know something of the growing
and harvesting of seeds as carried out by the large
firms from wliom he draws his supplies. Messrs.
Carter's seed farms should be seen by those interested
in the matter about the beginning or middle of
July, for at that time most of tlie annuals are in

l^erifection, and the sight of these broad acres of
glowing masses of colours—and nearly every shade
of the rainbow is represented—is indeed a striking

picture to behold. Thougli from the Great Eastern
railway, for some distance before you reach Maiming-
tree, you catch frequent glimpses of masses of glittering

Tropteolums, and get a foretaste of the fragrancy ol

the Mignonette which at certain times pervades ihe air

from afar, it is nut until near the end of your three

miles walk from the place above mentioned that you
can gain any definite idea of the magnitude and
beauty of this flower garden of Essex,

'.^ff^-^i

Fig.- 59.

—

hranched alsophila, i-rom lord huwe's island. Fig. 60.

—

alsophila sr'., h^rd iiowe's island.

sign of a fading, changing, or even deepening of

colour. William Wickkam, Alkemnaii Club. [Query,
did not Jean Baptiste run him very close? Eds.]

The Carrot Grub.—Any hints thrown out for the

prevention or cure of this destructive pest, cannot, I

think, fail to be welcomed by all. I agree with
" D. L. B," in the matter of applying both salt and
sea-sand, but I think it would be far cheaper for the

majority of gardeners to buy Carrots and Onions tlian

the latter. Allow me also to ask how many of your
practical readers would allow their ground to remain
undug or untouched all through winter till a week
before it was wanted for sowing, as recommended by
'* D. L. B. ?"—as in that case I am of opinion that the

cure would be worse than the disease. E, Morgan,
Harrffw-on-the-Hill.

The Carter Challenge Cup.—At p. 44 a coire-

spondent states his belief that this cup is to be the pro-

perty of the employer, which turns out to be perfectly

true, and I think justly. The gardener, however,
receives the money, and I think my brother gardeners

generally will agree with me that this time we have
the best of it. It is certainly a great prize to win,

if only once. I think the employer has a perfect

right to the cup, as he has to those won by yachting

spondent, "is to direct your attention to the discovery of

two remarkable Tree Ferns, of the genus Alsophila, and
supposed to be new. One has adventitious buds or lateral

slioots, simitar to those observed in Dicksonia Youngice,
described by Mr. C. Moore, obtained at the Richmond
River, New South Wales, and in D. squarrosa, of New
Zealand. I have enclosed a sketch of it (fig. 59) from a
living plant, brought by Mr. Carron, and growing in

the collection of the botanical gardens. The other species
of Alsophila is peculiar, from having a very smooth stem,
marked by indentations, more or less deep, on the trunk,

from the scars of the fallen fronds, as seen in the enclosed
sketch {fig. 60), also drawn from a living plant in the
garden collection, differing from any Tree Fern at present
known. Mr. Carron also mentions having seen trees of
the Dracophyllum Fitzgeraldii from 50 to 60 feet high,

and with stems of from 2 to 3 feet in diameter.

"Among the plants was also a new Lomaria, and
another resembling Achras austrahs in the foliage. Most
of the plants obtained were found growing at an altitude

of from 1800 to 2000 feet above the level of the sea.

" Mr. Carron was only four days on the island, and the

fatigue of collecting and bringing down plants from a great

elevation, without the advantage of roads or even path-

ways, was very great. Coifld he have been able to pro-

long his stay on the island, the novelties found would, no
doubt, have been more numerous ; as it is, the collection

made of living and dried plants will no doubt prove of

great interest to botanists."

It is a remarkable feature of these farms, and, we
believe, of all others in these enlightened days, that

bad samples—that is, samples freely intermixed with
" rogues "—are the exception, and not the rule. This
is brought about only by incessant care and attention in

weeding out the " rogues" before the plants come into

flower. This work has to be done by intelligent hands,
and that it is done here thoroughly well is abundantly
testified by the purity of the samples growing all

around. Again, another evidence of the great care
which is required in keeping seeds true to their cha-

racter consists in sowing them in breadths—apparently
in the most indiscriminate manner, but in reality by
separating nearly allied plants by others of different

and very distinct genera. The soil here, a good sandy
loam, seems eminently favourable to tlie realisation of
a floriferous habit, the only manure applied being
lime, which produces a tendency in the same direction.

To mention all the good things to be seen on these
farms would occupy more space than we can spare,

but we may mention a i^w of those we saw on
the East House and Jupes Hill Farms. The varieties

of Calliopsis were very showy, some having fine bright

yellow flowers with a deep velvety crimson eye ;

these keep in flower for a considerable time, but much
longer if the seed-pods are picked off" as soon as

they are seen. Cenia flava and C. turbinata

—
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the former yellow, the latter white—are pretty

hardy annuals from the Cape, dwarf in habit.

Mesembryanthemum glabrura is very dwarf, flowers

large, deep yellow ; M. tricolor album, about

3 inches in height, compact in growth, white, appa-

rently well adapted for growing in rows ; the latter is

a half-hardy annual, the former a half-hardy perennial

;

both are useful for covering sloping banks and rock-

work. The Indian Pinks were exceedingly attractive

in masses, and amongst them were several fine strains,

notably of Dianthus Heddewigii and its variety lilacina.

The first named has been much improved within the

last few years by careful selection, and well it

deserves all the attention paid to it, for there are

few beds to equal one of it in quiet beauty.

Petunias, too, are coming much into favour, and we
saw several very fine varieties. They are very effective

bedding plants, on account of their richness of

colour, fragrance, and continuity of blooming ; the only

objection to their use in the flower garden has been
the straggling character of their habit, but this is

gradually becoming obviated by the production of a

dwarfer and more wiry race of plants. A variety,

named Satin Rose, was exceedingly showy ; it is a

large flower, of much substance. P. grandiflora La
Superbe, a strong grower, is of a beautiful magenta,

with a white eye. The white forms were particularly

])ure and good, and amongst the striped and blotched

varieties are some particularly striking flowers.

Among African and French Marigolds were some of the

finest shaped flowers that have come under our

notice, the yellow flowers of the African kinds being also

of great size and substance. The miniature French
forms are very pleasing flowers, remarkably double,

rich in colours, and a great improvement in habit,

being very dwarf and compact. For the production of

new varieties of that undoubtedly useful bedding plant,

the TropLvoIum, it is well known that Messrs. Carter

& Co. enjoy celebrity, most of our best improvements
emanating from these farms. The flower is rapidly

gaining in popular estimation, and to meet the demand
an immense quantity has to be grown. In the Lob-
bianum section some welcome additions have been
made during the last few years, and amongst the newest

of these are T. Lillie Schmidt, bright crimson, a first-

rate acquisition ; Pearl, a very near approach to

white ; and Beauty, a chaste flower of a new shade
of colour, between scarlet and crimson ; the yellow
Tom Thumb will, we doubt not, make a fine

bedding plant ; and the yellows, spotted with crim-
son, are very showy. Perhaps the most striking

are those having veiy dark foliage, as T. King of Tom
Thumbs and others, their rich scarlet flowers contrast-

ing admirably ; whilst another remarkable variety is

T. Imperatrice Eugenie, which has nicely-shaped red

flowers, spotted and striped with yellow. The Swan
River Daisy, Brachycome iberidifolia, is a very neat

blue bedding plant, and like its variety albiflora, both
of which grow to the height of 12 inches, it is a very

free flowering plant if it be only thinned out well.

Antirrhinum Crescia, a variety with scarlet flowers,

is a fine acquisition, and one which is thought very
highly of by Mr. Dunnett. The pretty and grace-

ful Saponarias, the longest blooming of all dwarf
annuals, and in the case of S. calabrica fur-

nishing one of the brightest ornaments of the

spring garden, are very largely grown liere—one of the
grandest beds of the season being one of the last

named, covering 4 acres ; S. ocymoides—amongst the
showiest of rock plants, also comes in for a large

measure of attention. Passing over a large patch of
the pretty double magenta Senecio Jacobii^a, a new
flesh-coloured Scabious, in which the habit of growth
is dwarfer than usual, and Chrysanthemum bicolor, an
annual with white quilled flowers with a golden eye,

we come to the Godetias, which have had considerable
attention drawn to them since the introduction of that
splendid novelty, G. Whitneyi ; G. reptans alba has an
erect sturdy habit of growth, is very free flowering, and
altogether the best white ; G. roseo-alba is exceedingly
pretty, having a bright crimson spot on each of the
petals of its rose and white flowers ; and in G. Lind-
leyana we have a good purple. There are several
other varieties of more or less merit, and all grown
particularly true to their colours. We noticed also a
large batch of seedling Gladiolus, containing several
good forms ; and another of the remarkably attractive

white Datura ceratocaulon, the flowers of which bear
the nearest resemblance to satin of any flower we have
seen.

Of vegetable seeds, the greater portion, and espe-
cially the Peas, was harvested at the time of our
visit, so that little can be said respecting them, with
the exception that the threshed samples appeared to be
of excellent quality. Gf M 'Lean's Little Gem, and Tom
Thumb, two varieties too well known to need any
comment, we saw about 10 acres of each under culti-
vation, and large tracts of Beck's Dwarf Green Gem
Beans, and the new Carter's Champion Runner Beans,
which are acknowledged to be first-rate.

From Dedham to St. Osyth, where Messrs. Carter
& Co. have another large farm, is a drive of some
14 miles. Here are grown a number of vegetables, as
well as the principal stock of bulbs, such as Gladiolus,
of which there were of G. brenchleyensis alone a bed
containing about 200,000 bulbs, which were all in full

bloom at the time of our visit, the spikes being
uniformly strong and good. Next to these came a

large breadth of Parsons' new Mignonette, very

strong in growth, flowering freely and true ; then

a similar patch of the Crystal Palace variety of

Tagetes pumila, a very compact form, growing

to the height of about 6 inches, and producing a good

show of orange-yellow flowers ; and then we have about

2 acres in all of Sweet Peas. TropKolum Lillie

Schmidt and T. Lobbianum Napoleon IIL, the latter

having showy vermilion-striped flowers, were very full

of bloom ; T. Queen Victoria was much like Pearl, only

spotted. The Helichrysums were exceedingly fine in

size, especially the variety monstrosum, and a very good

white form. Of Hollyhocks there was a mixed collec-

tion of seedlings, covering from 4 to 5 acres, and con-

taining a large percentage of very good flowers and a

great number of named varieties, as Mrs. McKenzie,

Narcissus, Golden Fleece, Beauty of Broxbonrne, t\:c.

Passing over some good strains of the Cliveden

yellow and blue Pansies, also some beds of very fine

Show and Fancy Tansies, we noticed a nice lot of Con-

volvulus minor unicaulis, a very bright amiual, pro-

ducing an abundance of flowers on single stems ; a

nice compact spring bedding annual—Asperula azurea

setosa, light blue ; a good sample of Viscaria cardi-

nalis, a pretty magenta-flowered annual, which keeps in

bloom for about three months ; a very true stock of

the brownish-white Nigella hispanica ; and a new
variety of Salpiglossis, well named nigra, almost a jet

black, and a free bloomer.

Of Larkspurs there were about 60 beds in all, the

most attractive, on account of its size, being Delphi

nium Consolida candelabrum, light blue. There are

five or six varieties of this flower, the best of which
is one of a very deep blue colour. Taken as

a whole, the Larkspurs were the best batch

we remember to have seen, especially as regards

the size, substance, and doubleness of the flowers. A
single flower is on no account allowed to remain in the

grounds. The Ranunculus-flowered varieties are very

neat. Lobelia Paxtoniana, blue and white, was as pure

a stock as any one could wish to see, and of this and
L. speciosa an immense quantity is grown, the beds

attracting notice, on account of the purity and distinct-

ness of their colours, a long way off. The largest-

flowered of all the Lobelias is ramosa, of which there

are white and blue varieties. Godetia Whitneyi was
doing remarkably well, and well maintains the high

character given to it on its introduction ; so also was
Leptosiphon roseus, which is, if possible, a greater

acquisition than the former. That good old annual,

Nemophila insignis, was over, but, to show the immense
quantity of seed required, we may state that it is grown
in rows extending right across the farm, the united

length of which was 14 miles !

Amongst vegetables, many of which have been com-
mented on before, we noticed a new Kidney Bean,
which grows to the height of about 15 inches, and
produces freely large pods of deep red speckled Beans,

and which is likely to be very acceptable ; also a new
blue Pea, unnamed, recommended for frame work, on
account of its dwarfness and productiveness. Under
cultivation in the open ground, it produced about
12 sacks of fine seed per acre. It may be remarked
here that Peas were all unusually good last season, and
some fine crops were harvested.

THE WEATHER.
STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, Jan. 17, 1872.
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heads, not surpassed by any other class of plant.

Those wayward straggling sorts, such as Lady

Hume's Blush, &c., are best trained column-fashion

to a single stake, with the shoots trained downwards.

Plants that are being brought forward to bloom, and

are at all pot-bound, will be benefited by applications

of manure-water : tliat from deer or sheep dung

mixed with soot is the best, with soft water, taking

care that it is used fresh, as much injury is done by

using liquids in a putrid state. Guano-water mixed as

used is also very good ; but bear in mind that it is

better never to give stimulants of any kind excepting to

plants that are thoroughly established, and the food

within their grasp is impoverished. Syringe and afford

to plants that are swelling their buds a healthy state of

moisture. G. IVeitlanJ, IVitley Court.

Palms.—Take advantage of bright days to occa-

sionally syringe the foliage, to keep it free from dust

and thrip. These latter pests are very apt to get on
the foliage of Sea/orthia elegatis, and being so much
like the natural scale of the plants they are often over-

looked, and do much damage. Wherever ants are to

be seen running about the plants, there you may expect

to find a stock of scale, which they are in the habit of

bringing there, often to the injury of the centre of the

plant. Any young plants requiring a shift may now
have it, using strong loam with a slight dash of sand.

One piece of crock at the bottom is enough. Young
plants of Araa hitescciis will be found very useful for

table purposes at this season. Avoid currents of cold

air. Any large plants of Chaitucrops Fortuiiei or

C. hiimilis that may be in the way, will keep very well

tied up in a mat, and kept in a cold shed. J. Crouclier,

Hamunrsmith,
Orchids.—Raise the temperature in the Cattleya-

house to 58° night, and 63° day, by fire-heat, and

allow an advance to 70° by sunshine. Be careful to

ventilate as much as the weather will permit, espe-

cially by the front openings. Water as before directed.

Commence to pot or top-dress Callleyas as each indi-

vidual plant may require it. In potting, fill the pots

fully two-thirds with crocks, and finish off with the

best fibry peat and small potsherds. Get shading put

into repair against it is wanted. See that all your

plants are clear of insects. Keep all cool surfaces

moist, so that the plants may feed more from the

atmosphere than by root application. IV. D.

FLOWER GARDEN, ETC.

The Parterre and Mixed Garden.—Neatness and
cleanliness in the flower garden is always agreeable,

and at no season more so than the present, when the

.Aconite^ Squill, Sjicnvdrop, Crocus, tic, will be begin-

ning to appear. The surface of beds and borders

should be carefully stirred with a hoe, and neatly

raked, which will give it a fresh even surface, and

make the whole appear pleasing to the eye. Should

the weather continue open. Herbaceous Planls of all

kinds may be planted in borders, or collections of

these much neglected plants may also be remodelled

by taking them up and reducing the more luxuriant

and replanting the whole, making up what deficiencies

may have occurred, and adding such new ones as

may be desirable. In planting, some little judg-

ment is necessary, to dispose of the whole so

as to produce a striking effect when in flower,

and an uninterrupted succession of flowers during the

season. The beauty of a border of gay flowers does

not consist so much in the quantity of bloom as in the

manner in which that bloom is disposed, so that har-

mony of colouring may prevail throughout the whole.

Various kinds of Hardy Shrubs which require to be

propagated by layers may be done any time this month
when the weather is open. Box Edgiugs, Thrift, &c.,

may also be planted. Proceed with all possible despatch

with Turf Laying, for the sooner this is completed
the better. It is seldom necessary to give manure to

shrubs ; but, when the roots of them become so matted
and entangled as to render digging amongst them im-

practicable, it may be necessary to top-dress them
with any light mould free from weeds. This will

greatly encourage their growth, as well as give the

borders a neat appearance. . It is a bad practice to

lake the leaves away from the shrubs, thus depriving

them of their food. This should never be done, butthey

should be turned in for manure. Look over the Bedding
Plants, and propagate at once any varieties that are

wanted. Place in heat stock plants of Heliotropes,

Lobelias, Verbenas, Jresines, Dahlias, &c., and prepare

a hot-bed ready for the cuttings, unless propagating

houses are at command. Edward Bennett, EnviUe.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines. — In my remarks on Pine culture I shall

strive to show as briefly and clearly as possible the

system I have pursued with success, especially relative

to the fruiting of young plants, when the pinery is

divided (a way I much prefer), and the heating arrange-

ments, top and bottom, are severally under control.

Under these conditions there is, then, generally little

trouble in getting the greater part; of the plants up
when required, at this season especially. The earliest

batch of suckers, potted last March, will now shovv

signs of fruiting ; encourage them to do so by a brisk

bottom-heat, and a nice temperature of 60° to 65" by
night, with a rise of 5° or 10° by day, according to the

state of the weather ; but, if sunny, the temperature

may rise 10° to 15° higher, admitting air freely. Keep
successional plants, which are not required to fruit at

once, about 57* to 65"*, with a proportionate rise as

above. Plants with fruit approaching maturity will do

well in this pit. Suckers in tan-beds should be kept

dry, in a temperature of about 55"* ^' ^* Miles,

Wycombe Abbev Gardens.

Peaches and Nectarines.—The more forward of

these will now be ready for disbudding—^^m-n^y

,

however, at first, especially so in the case of old or

weakly trees, or such as have suffered from the effects

of over-cropping. At the first appearance of Aphides,

fumigate with tobacco or tobacco-paper, otherwise

dust the affected shoots with Pooley's Tobacco- powder
by means of a sulphur puff', or the india-rubber puff'

sold with the powder. 'This remedy I have found very

effectual and handy — especially where there was
only an occasional presence of the pest, and notably

so for trees in pots. Pay unremitting attention to

the inside borders ; do not let them become dry

on the one hand, nor unhealthily damp on the

other. If required, give a thorough soaking of

tepid clarified dung-water or of Peruvian guano,

at the rate of 3 to 4 oz. to a gallon of water. This will

make an excellent stimulant, especially for old-estab-

lished trees or for such as have not recently received a

rich top-dressing. When the embryo fruits begin to

protrude their noses through the decaying corollas, both

the day and night temperature may be slightly increased,

also more atmospheric moisture afforded. W. Gardiner.

Figs.—Continue to treat them as directed for last

fortnight. Those just breaking should enjoy a moist

and genial temperature of from 55° to 65°. Keep
them plentifully supplied with water as soon as the

roots are fairly in action. In order to keep them short

and fruitful, especially in the case of pot plants, pinch

out the points of the young shoots when they are

2 inches in length. Now is a good time to propagate

Figs ; they strike freely by eyes, treated in much the

same manner as Vines. Portions of well-ripened

shoots, cut up into pieces I or 2 inches in length, and

placed in small pots in a strong bottom-heat, will

strike root freely in 10 or 12 days. B.

Forcing Frames.—Sow seeds of Cucumbers and
Melons in nice friable loam and leaf-mould. Do not

water them until germination has taken place, and then

only in the early part of the day ; and if the sun shines,

do so during such a period in particular that all excess

of moisture be dried up quickly. Place a batch of such

Strawberry plants as have been placed for a week or

two in ari intermediate house into the frames, giving

them liberal root waterings. One fact I would

urge as being of very great importance, and that

is, always to use tepid water when giving superficial

sprinklings in connection with all kinds of plants grown

by these means. Economise the internal heat to the

utmost by using mat coverings by night, which soon

exhibits its own importance by aiding to maintain the

warmth within the beds to the utmost time possible,

and with less fluctuation. IVilliam Farley, Valentines.

Orchard-house.—The most important duty to be

attended to now is that of pruning, this especially in

the case of trees in pots, which are generally not over

robust. These should be finished at once, for the

sooner a shoot is pruned the stronger will it break.

The pruning of those which have been making gross

shoots may be delayed a little longer, as it will thereby

impose upon them a slight check. As a rule, too much
wood is left in orchard-house trees, and they produce

too many flowers. Cultivators are far too anxious to

secure a fine and plentiful show of bloom, forgetting

that the greater the quantity of bloom the more trying

it is for the plant, and the less likely are the flowers to

set. A Peach tree in a 12-inch pot, for instance, with

50 or 100 flowers upon it, is just as good (if not better),

and will produce as good a crop as one with ten times the

amount. In pruning, therefore, it is well to bear this

in mind—that every flower-bud, if properly developed,

will produce a fmit, and that only a few (of Peaches,

one on each shoot) are required. Excepting where it

is required for the formation of the tree, the shoots of

Peaches, cS:c. , in pots, or all bush and pyramid speci-

mens, should not be left more than 2 or 3 inches in

length. Where the trees have been closely pinched

during the past year, the twiggy ends only require to be

cut off. Care must be taken at all times to prune

direct to a wood-bud, which may be known by being

much more slender and pointed than the flower-buds.

Where no wood-buds are to be found the shoots must

be left a full length, if they cannot be dispensed with.

Keep the houses open night and day, so as to retard

the trees as much as possible, this continued mild

weather bringing the buds forward too fast. Paint the

trees, where any fear of insects exists, with Gishurst

Compound, or some mixture of that sort. Give the

borders everywliere a thorough soaking of water. If

well drained they cannot have too much, but they may
have too little. B.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Forcing Department.—Keep up a succession of

Asparagus in pits or ordinary dung frames, as required

:

temperature, 60° by day, and 55° at night. Continue

sowing succession crops of Kidney Beans, as previously

directed. Advancing crops should be watered with

clear liquid manure about twice a week. Manure-water

from the farmyard, diluted with clear water, is excellent

for Kidney Beans. Plant out Potatos into pits or

ordinary dung frames, 12 inches between the rows and

9 inches apart in the row. One stem only should be
suff"ered to grow on each tuber, for where more are

allowed to remain the young tubers are smaller, and the

crop is not increased in weight. Give air daily when it

can be done with safety : temperature, 55* to 60°. A
succession crop of Seahale can be covered in the open
ground, or where convenient a number of roots can be
taken up and planted in pits or frames, well covered

down to exclude the light and air : temperature, 50°

to 55". A succession of Rhubarb roots can be taken to

the Mushroom-house, or the crowns may be covered in

the open ground, as advised for Seakale. Carrots

and Radishes may yet be sown on a slight hot-bed, as

before advised. Attend to the production of herbs,

such as Mint, Sorrel, Tarragon, &c. , as before directed.

Chicory is an excellent winter salad herb. Put several

roots in lo-inch pots, take them to the Mushroom-
house at work, and keep them from light. Of the

broad-leaved varieties of Endive 40 or 50 planls may be

taken to the Mushroom-house as required, and covered

over with a mat. They will come in fit for use in a

week, and will be an excellent addition to winter

salads. D. Lufusden, Bloxholm Hall.

FORESTRY.
Continue planting in all favourable weather, and

drain wherever necessary. Study well the situation,

texture, quality, and depth of the soil. Select the

sorts of trees suited for these different conditions, and

plant accordingly. Plant also by the sides of drives,

and along the margins of large blocks or masses of

plantations, for single specimens a few of the new and

finer sorts of Conijers. These will in such places

frequently thrive better, and prove equally attractive,

as those growing under more exposure, and seemingly

under more favourable circumstances, in the arboretum.

Continue to fell timber. Select lopwood of si/es

suited for making charcoal, the process of which will

be afterwards explained. Cut down Coppices, pnmc
Hedges, and see that all Fences are in proper order.

y. ll'ebster. Cordon Castle.

Notices to Correspondents.

Boiler : Camjce. Without further particulars as to the

size and situation of your consenatory, we cannot

answer your question. Besides, there are so many
boilers of merit in the market, that we cannot undertake

" to recommend anv particular one.

Books : C. H. C. 'We do not know of any such book as

you ask for. You mention that which comes nearest

to your description ; it surely is practical, and

contains as much cultural information as could be

looked for at the price. You might supplement it by

Glenny's Handbook to the Flmver Garden.

Caladiums : E. E. It is usual, though not absolutely

necessary, to start both Gloxinias and Caladiums in

bottom-heat, especially the former. They must, in any

case, be started in a warm house or pit, and grown on

while young in a genial, warm atmosphere—the amount

of heat and the time of starting being regulated by the

time the plants are required in perfection.

Dressing Vine Borders : W. C. S., Droon. First,

slightly fork the surface of the border, then spread the

manure thereon, and leave the rest to the natural

elements. The loss of ammonia by exposure to the air

is quite infinitesimal. We not advise the forking of the

manure into the border at all. Being placed on the

surface it encourages the roots to come there in search

of it.

Names of Plants : J. Bell, i, Bletia hyacinthma ;

2, is a miserable Maxillaria, which is, however, quite

new to us. You should have told us from what

country it came.— H'. M. We have made inquiries.

Probably it is a waif or stray.

Pandanus utilis.—A correspondent asks: "What is

the lowest temperature this plant will stand in the

autumn and winter months without injury ?
"

Primula: Windebant: and Kingsbury. Your Fern-

leaved Chinese Primula is one of the finest we have

seen. The flowers measure 2 inches across, are <|uite

double and convex, the centre being densely filled with

petaloid bodies resembling small corollas, and the

colour a delicate and charming tint of blush.

Selection of Fruits : A Subscriber. Best 12 Winter

Kitchen Apples : Dumelows Seedling, Winter Haw-
thornden. Rymer, Alfriston, Brabant Bellefleur, Golden

Noble, Northern Greening, Yorkshire Greening, Royal

Russet, Gloria Mundi, Minchull Crab, Blenheim

Orange. Six Dessert Winter Apples : Cox's Orange

Pippin, Braddick's Nonpareil, Court-Pendu Plat, Cockle

Pippin, Adams' Pearmain, Dutch Mignonne. Six Early

Apples for Dessert or Kitchen : Early Harvest, Kes-

wick Codlin, Sugar-loaf Pippin, Wormsley Pippin,

Cox's Pomona, Gravenstein. Six Dessert Pears :

WilUams' Bon Chr(!tien, Beurre Bosc, Louise Bonne of

Jersej-, Marie Louise, Beurre Did, Beurre Superfin.

Four Kitchen Pears : Catillac, Uvedale's St. Germain.

Gilogil, Verulam. Eight Plums : Early Prolific, July

Green Gage, Denyer's Victoria, Jefli'erson, Prince Engle-

bert, Prince of Wales, Belle de Septembre, Autumn
Compote. What is the necessity for having so long a

list, especially of kitchen .\pples ?

Catalogues Received.—James Cocker (Aberdeen),

Descriptive Catalogue of Flower, Vegetable, and Agri-

cultural Seeds, Garden Implements, &c.—Hooper &
Co. (Covent Garden, W.C), Gardening Guide and

General Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, &c.

—William Rumsey (Waltham Cross, N.), Select List

of Garden, Flower, and Farm Seeds, &c.—Edwin
Cooling (Derby), Select Catalogue of Seeds, &-c.—

Smith & Simons (Glasgow), Cultural Guide and De-
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scriptive Seed Catalogue.—Henry Richardson & Co.

(York), Catalogue of Artificial Manures, &c.—Peter

Lawson & Sons (Budge Row, Cannon Street, E.C.),

List of Garden and Flow'er Seeds. &c.—Evving & Co.

(Nor%vich), Descriptive (Catalogue of Seeds.

COiM]\iuNicAT!ONs Received.—T. S., Broomfield (your notice,

or a similar one, will appear in due time).—R. C. K. (with

ihaliks).-]. U.-F. "W. B.—J. T. 'New Jersey!.—M. S.

—

G. J.—W. M.-E. M.— G. B.—A. H.—ll. L.—tt. C—
W. J. M. lin our next).— I. M.-G. D.^H. L.—G. T. M.—
W. D.—J. C—n. K-G. Rotlinle.-J. R. P.—J, K.—A. G.

COVENT GARDEN.—Jan. 26.

There has been rather more business done here during
the past week, but the trade is much influenced by the

weather. We have had, a fair attendance of buyers
during the week, but no advance in prices is to be
noticed ; a few transactions in best goods are the only

fejiture in which improvement may have occurred.

Flow
s. d. s. ci.

Azaleas.p.doz. sprays . . to i 6

Camellias, per doz.

blooms .

.

..30 — 60
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays .

.

. . . .
— 10

Hyacinths, each . . 06 — 09
Lily of the Valley,

p. doz. sprays . . . . — 30
Pelargoniums,

French,p.iasprays .. — 20
Pelargoniums, Scar-

let, p. 12 sprays.. .. — 20

EKS.

^. d. s. d.

Poiiisettias, each . . . . — .

.

Roses, per doz. . . 4 o to 9 o
TropJEolums, p. bun. .. — 04
Trumpet Lilies,each 06 — 09
Tulips, per doz — 16
White Lilac, p. doz.

sprays .

.

- .
.—12 o

Cyclailien,p.i2spks. 04 — 06
Vio!ets,p, 12 bunches .. — 20
Do., Neapolitan, p.

bunch — 06

s. d. s. d.

Apples, per \ sieve 2 o to 5 o
Cods, per 100 lb. . .60 o —65 o
Filberts, per lb. ..08 — 10
Grapes, per lb. ..40 — 80
Lennins, per loo .. 7 o —10 o

s. d. s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea. 6 to o 8

Asparagus, per 100 6 o— 8 o
Beet, per doz. • . i o— 2 o
Broccoli, purple, per
bundle ,

.

, . 10— 1 3
Brussels Sprouts, p.
half sieve.. .. 1 6— 2 6

Cabbages, per doz. ,. 16— 1 3
Cap-sicums, p. 100.. r 6— 2 o
Carrots, p. bunch . . o 5— o 7— French, do... i o—• i 6
Cauliflowers, p. doz. ^ o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle . i o— 2 o
Chilies, per 100 .. i 6— 2 o
Cucumbers, each . . 2 6— 3 o
French Beans, new,

per 100

J. d. s. d.

Melons, each . . 2 o to 5 o
Oranges, per 100 ..60 — lo o
Pears, per dozeu . . 40 — 80
Pine-apples, per lb. 40 — 80
Pomegranates, each 04 — 08

j:. d.

rierbs, per bunch ..02
Horse Radish, p. bun, 3 o-

Leeks, per bunch ..02-
Lettuces, perscore. . 1 6-

Mushrooms, p. pott. 1 o-

Onions, per bunch ..04-
Parsley, p. bunch ..02-
Peas, new, per pun. . . -

Radishes, per bunch o 2-

— French, do. ..04-
Rhubarb, p. bund. . i 6
Salsafy, per bun. ..09
Scorzonera, per bun. o 9-

Seakale, per punnet i o-

Shallots, per lb. . . o 8-

Spinach, per bushel 3 o
3 o— 4 o Turnips, p. bunch., o 2-

Potatos, Regents, loos. to 130?. ; Flukes, 120^. to isoj'

French Shaws, 60s. to 70s'.

d.

to o 4

5 o
o 4
2 o
2 O
o 9
o 4

3 o

0*6

2 O

— 40
o 4

BOROUGH MARKET.
Wholesale Prices.

1872-

Jan. 20.

— 23.

— 25-

Savoys.

Per doz.

, d. s. d.

6 to o 10

..—09
9 — o 10

Greens.

Per doz. bun.
J, d. s. d.

2 o to 3 o

2" o — 3 6

20 — 30

Parsnips.

Per score,

. d. s. d.

I 7 to o 10

Broccoli.

Per sieve.

. d. s. a

.9—1
' 9 to 1

POTATOS,—Sonf/noark, Jan. 22.

During the past week the arrivals have been light,

but, from the quantity left over from former anivals, quite
sufficient for the demand, at the following quotations :—
Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, 100s. to 130J. ; Yorkshire
Regents, 6oj. to tooj, ; Dunbar and East Lothian do.,
1 105. to 130J. ; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do., 85J-. to
I10J-. ; do. Rocks, 85.^. to gos. ; Kent and Essex
Regents, 6oj. to loos.; do. Rocks, 60s. to Bos. ; French
Whiles, 50J-. to 70J.

For Want Places, &c., see page 131.

Planting Season.
PICKSONS ANu CO., Nurserymen and

Seedsmen, 1. Waterloo Plate, Edinburgh, beg to call llic
attention of those about to plant to their very large and healthv
Stock of FOREST TREES, FRUIT TREES, ORNAMENTAL
TREES and SHRUBS, which are now in fine condition for trans-
planting. They arc arrowing on very exposed ground, are finely
rooted, and their wood is thoroughly ripened. Samples and Cata-
logues On application. Special prices will be quoted where large
quantities arc taken. (Eslablishea 1770.)
Experienced FORESTERS, GARDENERS, and LAND

STEWARDS recommended.

Northampton Nurseries.
To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and OTHERS, ENGAGED

in PLANTING.
JOHN PERKINS, Sen., begs to call particular

attention to his large STOCK of the following, the whole of
which have been transplanied, are stout, and well rooted —
FTNU.S AUSTKIACA, i'^ to 2 fret, 751. per looo; 2 to s'^ feci, i23S.

per 1000; 2?; to 3 feet, zoj. per 100. All tine fibrous roots.
BIRCII. 2(03 leet, 20J. per Jooo ; 3 tti 4/2 feet, 30s. per 1000

f;ViJb .^'*'^,: V° ^ ^'"'\' ^^^P'^'' '«>o: 3 10 4 feet, 35s. per 1000
OAKS, English, 3 to 4 feet, 6oj. per 1000, fine transplanted : ,i to ^ feet.

looj. per 1000
FIR, Spruce, 2 to -z^A feet, <,os. per 1000
BERBERIS AQUirOLIA, 1 to t',J foot, 30,*. per iooo
BL.^CKTHORN, i',; to 3 feet, 151. per 1000; J to 3 feet, soi. per 1000BOX, Green 1;^ lo 2 I'cet, iiox. per 1000
HAZEL, fine, i to 7 feet, 15.^ per 1000
HORNBEAM, 2 to 3 feet, 30^. per 1000
LAUREL, Common, rj^ to 2 feet, 100s. per 1000
PRIVE'rj Evergreen, 2 to 2!,' feet, 20s, per 1000
YEWS, English, I'i to 3 fer-t. ^oj. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet, 70s. ncr 100CATALOGUES of GENERaI NURSElfV sVoCk fr« by
post on application to 53, Market Square, Northampton, where .ill

communications are to be addressed.

Pelargoniums for the Mililon.
TAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of
O FRENCH, FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready,
rong Plants. CATALOGUES gratis on app'ication.

HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 varieties, bced i

plants, as per former Advertisement.
Crown Nursery, Reading.

c HOICE TRICOLOR
Prince of Wales Ictty Lacy
Mrs, Dunnett Sir Robert Napier
Sunbeam Pre-eminent
Wonderful Phu-bus

The 12 for i\s , cash; package free.

Remittances requested from unknown correspondents.
ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

GERANIUMS.
Miss Burbett Coutts
Mrs. John Glutton
Italian Beauty
Mabel Morris

ESSRS. R. AND F. ALLUM, The Nurseries,
Tamworth, offer the following :—PEL.'VRGONIUMS, very

n all ilie leading sorts, in 3-inch pots, 45. per dozen; in 5-incn
"'

' '
"•""" " " per dozen

M
line, in all ilie leadiii„ ... ^ ^ . ,

pots, 6.(, per dozen. Standard ROSES, fine.

Dwarf ROSES. 9s, to 125 per dozen; POLYANTHUS, choice, 8s. pel

100 landSWEET WILLIAMS at IS. W. per dozen; WALLFLOWERS,
best dark, strong, is. per dozen, 5s. per 100 1 R,\Sl'l)ERRIES, strong,
15s, per too; STRAWBERRY, Dr. Hogg, 4s. per 100; CURRANTS
and GOOSEBERRIES, 3s. to 4s. per dozen.
CATALOGUE of SEEDS and GENERAL NURSERY STOCK

free on application.

New Japanese Lilies, Orcliids, Maples, Conifer Seed, &c.

MESSRS. TEUTSCHEL AND CO., Colchester,
Agents for Messrs. Kkamer & Co., Seedsmen an<l Nurscrj-

men, Yokohama, Japan.
CATALOGUES of Importations in preparation, will include three

New Lilies and L. Leichtlinii, several New Orchids, Seeds of Abies
Firm a, &c.

ROSES,Japan.QUEEN of PRIM
PRIMULA JAPONICA.

Mixed Seed, from Japan direct, 18 stamps per packet, post free
Flowering Bulbs oT LILIUM AURATUM, imported, 11 stamps.

TANTON'S Seed Warehouse, Borough End, London Bridge, S.E.
Nurseries, Epsom, Surrey.

URP", TURF.—40,000 pure silky downs Turf, for
tirst-class Cricket or Croquet Grounds,
Mr TANTON,TheNu ' "

T
To tlie Trade.

FINEST STRIPED FRENCH MARIGOLD
Finest LEMON AFRICAN MARIGOLDS

Finest ORANGE AFRICAN MARIGOLDS
LOBELIA SPECIOSA
TROP.-EOLUM CANARIENSE
ASTERS, gUILLED GLOBE, finest colours, separate and mi.ted
ANTIRRHINUM, finest mi.xed
PANSY, Show, from named flowers

Prices on application.
DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING, Edinburgh.

Gladioli Seedlings, 1}y Name, from Paris.
LEVE')UE AND SON, Nurserymen, Ivry-sur-Seine,

ncai Paris (late IJoulcvard dc THopital), offer the following:—
GLADIOLI SEEDLINGS, first-class, per 100, is. ; per 1000 ;£3 o o
100 GLADIOLI, by name, 10 sorts o S o
100

,, ,, =5 » o 14 b
100 „ ,, 50 ti jCi to 2 o o
100

,, „ 100 ,, ;i2 to 6 o o
And upwards, according lo the novelty of the sorts: all in good

flowering bulbs. Cheque on Bankers accepted for payment.

Standard Tea Roser: and Dwarfs from Paris.

LEVEQUE AND SON, Nurserymen, Ivry-sur
Seine, near Paris, have a large stock of Standard and Dwarf

TEAS, comprising the best sons :—Souvenir d'un Ami, Madame
I'alcot, Sombreuil, Triomphe de Rcnnes, &c. Standards, ^6

;

Dwarfs, and on their own roots, ^£3 ; Souvenir de la ^lalmaison,
their own roots, £,£ 6s. Their slock of Pei-petuals is also good.

Three First-class Certificates for tlie Magnificent new
HYBRID PERPETUAL CLIMBING ROSE, PRINCESS

LOUISE VICTORIA.

WM. KNIGHT has still a limited number of strong
rianls of the above, and will continue to supp!y it at 7s. dd., or

three for 21s. Usual Trade discount. Also, a large and varied
GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, which cannot be surpassed.
CATALOGUES free on application.

Floral Nurseries. Hailsham, Sussex.

Special Notice.

ROSES and VINES at Wholesale Prices.
Fine Standard ROSES, best sorts, 10s. per dozen.
Fine Dwarf ROSES, best sorts, 7s. per dozen.
Fine fruiting VINES, of sorts, 55. each ; 54^. per dozen.
Fine planting VINES, of sorts, 2s. bd. each ; 24s. per doz.

LISTS free. Terms cash. Post Office orders payable at Huntingdon
KIRK ALLEN, The Nurseries, Brampton, Huntingdon.

,
Fruiting and Planting Vines.

T^ DWARD MORSE has a quantity of the above.
-i-J They are verj' strong and short-jointed this season, and consist
of BLACK HAMBURGH, SWEETWATER, ROYAL VINE-
YARD. ROY'AL MUSCADINE, BLACK ALICANTE, MRS.
PINCE'S MUSCAT, and DUCHESS of BUCCI.EUCH. Fruiting
Canes, 55. each ; planting do., 3s. (td.

Oiiginal Nurseries, Epsom,FRUIT TREES.
1,000 VICTORIA, and true GREEN GAGE PLUM TREES,

Standards and Pyramids, wcll-t;iu-.\n.

10,000 APPLE and PEAR TREES, Standards and Pyramids, strong.
S,ooo GOOSEBERRY and CURRANT TREES, dressed Standards.

All offered very cheap.
Splendid FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES: see advertise-

ment in Gardeners' Chronicle, January 20, p, 82. Apply early to
W, JACKSON AND CO,, Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for si.x postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

17^.%.',., / M.. ^.. c:j u;ii I." .Foot's Cray Nursery, SJdcup Hill, Kent.

RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a
sketch of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for

Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping,
Treatment under Glass, also their synonyms, quality, size, lorm,
skin, colour, flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &c.
Free by post for one stamp.
RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.~ ~ To the Trade.
BETA CHILENSIS (True), the variety grown so

extensively in all the London Parks and Public Gardens.

—

The Undersigncti have a small quantity to offer. Price per ounce
on application.
BUTLER, McCULLOCH, and CO., Covent Garden Market, W.C.

BETA CHILENSIS (True, selected).—Thi7"choi^e
variety is superlatively beautiful, and cannot be surpassed ; it is

well suited for all ornamental purposes. No Garden should be with-
out it, A small quantity only can be supplied. Price on application
lo ihc Grower,

H. J. HARDY, Stour Valley Seed Grounds, Burcs, Essex.
POTATOS, choice sorts forSeed, all of H. .f. H.'s own growing.

Prices given on application.

O BE SOLD, very cheap, ten remarkably handsome
WELLINGTOMA GIGANTEA 12 to !.( feet high, moved in

he spring of '869, and dug I'ound 3 feet aeej) last autumn. They are
growing m a stiff loam, and will move with large balls. No reasonable
ofter refused for these plants on the sjjol, or would EXCHANGE for
small Portugal Laurels, Yews, Hollies, Aucubas, or Laurustinus, or
Thujaaurea.
To be seen at HENRY DAVIES', Nurseryman, Seedsman, anfi

Florist, Great Staiimore, N.W.

T

FINE LARGE LIMES.—Twenty splendid Trees,
17 to j8 feet high, with stems 14 to 16 inches round, and fanned

heads 6 to 8 feet wide. They were root-pruned last season, and have,
consequently, compact masses of fibres, making them perfectly safe to
rtoiuve. Price jQj los. ihe lot.

WOOD AND INGRAM. The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Evergreen Hedge or Screen.
THHUJOPSIS BOREALIS. — This beautiful silvery
J_ Conifer, in appearance between the Cypress and Siberian Arbor-
vita:, is fast-growing, compact, and bears clipping well ; it is so b^j'ijv
ihal no frost can hurt it in Britain,

Ifpright, well-grown shrubs, 7 feet high and upwards, at the
extremely low price of 30s, per dozen.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester

Forest Trees, Ornamental Trees, Slirubs, Fruit Trees,
ROSES, 6:c.

LITTLE AND .BALLANTYNE'S Priced LIST of
the above is now ready, and will be sent free on application.

They are prepared to supply well-iooted, hardy plants, and their sfock
is large and varied.

The Carlisle Nurseries, Knowefield.
Office and Seed Warehouses, 44, English Street, and Blackfriars

Street, Carlisle.

TO BE SOLD,
200,000 2-rcct LARCH,
200.000 2-fect SPANISH CHESTNUT,
20,000 2-fect ASH,
AM stout, well rooted, and transplanted.

Also,
200,000 Secdhng SPANISH CHESTNUT.

y^r. G. CHURLEY, Midhurst, Sussex.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE, suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular

and butaiiical names, derivations, description, tonn, colour, toliage,
growth, timber, use in arts, native country and size there, situation,
soil, and other information, with copious index of their synonyms.
Free by post for si.v stamps.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

UTRONG Transplanted LARCH, 2 to 4^ feet
;
OAKS,O SPRUCE FIR, SCOTCH FIR, HAZELS, and other FoRES'f

TREES; strong and extri strong QUICK. The Larches being
grown on newly brokcn-up land, in an exposed situation, arcexlragootj
rooted, very stout, with line leaders. Prices very reasonable, wTiich
can be had by applying to

C. WHI TEHOUSE, Brereton Nursery, Rugeley, Staffordshire.

STRONG FOREST TREES, for planting in sheltered
places, for immediate effect;—Austrian Fir, 2 to 3 feet; Scotch

Fir, 2 to 4 feet ; Larch, sjj to ^]2 feet ; Oak, ?% fo 3 feel : Alder, 3 to

Sleel; Sycamore, _5 to 7 feet ; Norway Maple, 5107 feet; Mountain
Ash, 5 to 6 feet ; Birch, 4 to 5 feet ; Ontario and Lombardy Poplars,

3tos fect^ Huntingdon Willow, 4 feet ; Weymoutti Pine, iJ:^ fo2 fcf t

;

Cemora Pine, ij^ lo 2 feet.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, The Carlisle Nurseries,
Knowefield, Carlisle.

IpOREST TREES, SHRUBS, &c.
ALDER, transplanted, 12 to 18 inches.
BEECH „ i3 lo 24, and 24 lo 30 inches.
Bl RCH

,, 12 to 10, 18 to 34, and 24 to 30 inches.

LARCH „ Q lo 12, 12 to 18, and 15 to 20 inches.
RHODODENDRONS, Hybrids, fine bushy planls, 9 to

12, and 12 to 18 inches.

Priced LIST now ready, post free. Special offers on application to

JAMES COCKER, Sunnypark apd Froghall Nurseries, Aberdeen.

Forest Trees.
MITCHELL AND YOUNG, Brechin, N.B., offer the

following, which arc all well grown and hcalthj-, at special

low prices :

—

LARCH, transplanted, i to ij^ foot^ and 1% to 2 feel-

SCOTCH FTR, do,, native, Q to 10 ms., 12 to 15 ins,, and i!< to 2 iX-

PINUS CEMBRA, I'i to 3^ feet.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, i foot to 3 feel.

LARCH, 2-yr. Seedling.
BEECH, 2-yr. Seedling.
RASPBERRIES and CURRANTS.

Samples sent on application.

A Coloured Plate of
CLEMATIS LORD LONDESBOROUGH for la

Stamps; and fine plants of this magnificent Seedling can now be
had as under :

—

CLEMATIS LORD LONDESBOROUGH, now offered for the
first time. (First-Class Certificate. Royal Horticultural Society,
May, 1870,)—Deep rich mauve, witn delicate maroon stripe down
the centre of each petal, sometimes blotched at the base of the
petal instead of the stripe, large and very tine, chocolate-coloured
stamens. los. 6d. each, strong plants.

The three Seedlings sent out last year maintain their enviable
rOSITION.

ALBERT VICTOR 1LADY LONDESBOROUGH ^ 3J. (W, and 51. each.
RJISS BATEMAN J

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot^

ROBERT NEAL, Nurseryman, Wandsworth
Common, Surrey, S.W,, begs to offer to Gentlemen who intend

planting this season his large and varied stock of FRUIT, FOREST,
and ORNAMENTAL TREES, Standard and Dwarf ROSES,
RHODODENDRONS, CONIFER.E SHRUnS, &c., which are
now in fine condition for removal, CATALOGUES may be had free
on application.
The Nurseries are within a few minutes' walk of the Clapham

Junction, and Wandsworth Common Railway Stations.

Forest and Ornamental Plantliig.

PETER LAWSON and SON respectfully solicit

early orders for FOREST TREES and ORNAMENTAL
TREES and SHRUBS, which they can supply tu great extent.
The large breadths of LARCHES, from i 103}^' feel, SCOTCH

FIR, NORWAY SPRUCE, AUSTRIAN PINES, and other leading
sons of FOREST TREES, are unusualk' fine, and worthy of inspec-
tion, CATALOGUES and snecial oflers will be turhished upon
application.

Edinburgh and London.—December, 1871.

J SCOTT, The Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset, has to
• offer 300,000 line HAZEh, 3 to 3i feet, and 3! to .(J feet, at low

prices
; also 500,000 tine transplanted THORNS, 24, 3, and 4 lect ; with

equal proportions of ALDER, ASH, BEECH, OAK, and other
FOREST TREES-
The FRUIT TREES are healthy and in large breadth ; the collec-

tion is unrivalled, nearly 1500 sorts of Pear, 1000 of .A.pple, 140 of
Cherry, 184 of Nectarine and Peach, and 200 of Plum, with other fruits
in proportion, the names of which will be found in J.S 's new ennmera-
tivc CATALOGUE of FRUITS, 36 pages, just published, gratis,
and is the most complete list of Fruit trees in the English lan(;uaKe-

I. S.'s NEW SEED LISP is ready, and can be had free by post.
The ORCHAKDIST and COMPANION, 2i,, m stamps, can still

be had.

F|.aVE HUNDRED THOUS.\ND LARCH, li to 2,
L 2 to 2?!, 2^3 to 3, and 3 lo .1 feet.

200,000 SCOTCH Fik, 15 to 24 inches, ihiicc transplanted.
200,000 SI'RUCE I'TK, 2 to 3}^, 2j^ to 3, and 3 to 3^1 feet.
300,000 OAK, English, i]-i lo 2j-;,3 to 4, and 4 lo feel.

100,000 IIA'/.EL, 15 to 24 inches, and 2 to 3 feet.

200,000 SYCAMORE, 2'A to 3, 3 lo 4, 4 to 6, and 6 to 8 feel.

200,000 Till »RNS, 3, 4, and 5-yr. transplanted.
100,000 ELM, Wych, 2 to 3, j to 4, .] to 5, and 5 to 6 feci.

20,000 ASH, Mountain, 4 to 5, 5 to 6, b to 7, and 7 to 8 feci.
20,000 OAK, Turkey, 2 lo 3, 3 (o 4, | to 5, and 5 to 7 feet,

50,000 BIRCH, i'< 102, 2 lo 3, 4'^. to 6, jind 6 to 8 feet.

30,000 AUSTRIAN PINK, i lo S, 2 to 3. 3 lo 4, and 4 lo 5 feci.
10,000 YEW, English, i to ilj, ijj to 3, and 4 lo 7 feci.

We also hold a large general Stock of all other FOREST and
ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c,, which will be offered at very moderate
prices. CATALOGUES on aiiplication.

H. AND R. STIK/.AKER, Skcrton Nurseries, Lancastcrf
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A-3 supplied lo the

s

SUTTONS'
PASTURES.

SUTTONS'

UPTONS'
i;rass seeds

for ALL SOILS.

CiuriaKa l*'rce.

Ab supplied to the

PERMANENT MIXTURES for

3 busli. Grass Seeds and 12 lb. Clovers per acre.

PERMANENT MIXTURES for

CROQUET GROUNDS, Kinc LAWNS, nnd other ornaoieiUaJ

purposes. Sow 3 bush, per acre.

SUTTONS' PERMANENT MIXTURES for

PARK GROUNDS, CKICKET GROUNDS, and BOWLING
GKEENS. Sow 2'4 bush, per aere.

For prices and complete inlormatioii on the formation and Improve
mem of PASTURES, CRICKET CROUNDS, CROi^UET
GROUNDS, and LAWNS, apply to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by special appointment to H.M.
the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince ol" Wales, Reading.

RAYNBmO, CALDECOTT,' BAWTREE;
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Coic.', Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, ?6, Seed Market, Nlark Lane, EC. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples aiid prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 185^,
for Wheat; 1863, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

Agricultural and Garden Seeds^ ^^
^AND F. SHAKPES Trade CATALOGUE of

• HOME-GROWN SEEDS is now ready. It contains all the
verj' best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence,
quality is very fine, and the prices low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbecli.

The

WILLIAM POTTEN'S CATALOGUE of choice
VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS, all selected from the

best stocks, is now ready; also his CATALOGUE of BEDDING
PLANTS, containing over 300 sorts of the best GERANIUMS in
cultivation. To be had post Tree on application to
W^L POTTEN, Seedsman and Florist, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst,

Kent.

Seed Season.
"VTEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS, of the best

quality, may be obtained from the old-established Warehouse of

W, H. ROGERS, 133, High Street, Southampton.
The Seeds from this Establishment will be found quite as fine in

every respect as those offered by great advertising houses.
An orders for and above the value of 20J. delivered free to any

Railway Station in the Kingdom.

SE'LECT "VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS.—
Amateurs and others who may be at a loss in making a suitable

selection of SEEDS for the GARDEN will be greatly aided by
referring to our Descriptive CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and
FLOWER SEEDS (or 1672.
THOMAS KENNEDY and CO., Se.cd and Nursery EsJ^Jjlish-

nient, Dumfries.

QEfeDS "NOT" to be SURP.^SSED for QUALFtY
'^ and Cheapness combined.—All Orders amounting to 5s, sent
carriage free 10 any Railway Station in England, Scotland, or Wale(i,
or to any seaport town in Ireland. No charge is made for packing or
packages. Your early Orders will tjreatly obllfje.

CATALOGUE free on application,
li. AJ. KEMP-WELCH, Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,

Cotham, Bristol.

Carter's Vade Blecum for 1872.
JAMES CARTER and CO. have the pleasure to

announce the publication of their ILLUSTRATED GAR-
DENER'S and FARMER'S VADE MECUM for 1872 (37th Annual
Edition), containing much useful information on matters connected
with tlic Garden and Farm, and Illustrated with over 200 EngraWngs
b}' the best Artists. Free by post for is.

;
gratis to Customers.

JAMES CARTER and CO , Seed-imen to the Queen and the
Prince of Wales, 237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

New Catalogue of Seeds, Plants, Fruits, fine.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing select Descriptive and Priced Lists

of Agricultural, Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, Fruit Trees, Miscel-
laneous Plants, Sweet Violets, &c., is now published, and will be
forwarded lo applicants.
The stocks of seeds have all been procured Irom the best possible

sources ; all are warranted genuine, and are offered at the lowest pos-
sible prices. Intending purchasers are requested to compare the
prices with those of other houses.

T-xotic N ursery, Tooting, Siirrey, S.W,

^he Largest and Best Early PeaTfor Blarket
GARI'EMNG TURTOSES is

QUTTOXS' IMPROVED EARLY CHAMPION,
KJ only four days later than Ringleader tthe earliest known), and a
week earlier than Daniel O'Rourke.

Lowest prices per bushel and per quarter on application.
SUTTON AND SON. Seed Growers. Reading-

JOHNSTONES ST. MARTIN'S RHUBARB.-
Strong roots, is. 6J. each. Price to the Trade on application.

The above is undoubtedly the best variety of RHUB.'\RB in culti-
vation, wliether for I'orcmg or Out -door culture. The leading
Nurserj-men in Britain,- and also most of the London Trade, have had
sum>iieb direct from us.

W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen, Dundee, N.B.

For Seed.

U
TRADE

PEDIGREE
MARK.

CHEVALIER

,

BARLEY,
which was awarded

The FIRST PRIZE THREE YEARS in SUCCESSION
{1867, 1868. 1869, and again in 1871),

at the Birtningham and Midland Counties' Show,

Yielded, at Brighton, in 1869, TEN QUARTERS PER
ACRE, weighing 57 lb. per bushel.

ALSO

PEDIGREE BLACK TARTARIAN,
ANU

PEDIGREE WHITE CANADIAN
OATS.

For pnce and full particulars of above, and of
PEDIGREE SEED WHEATS, apply to the Originator
of the System,

Captain HALLETT, F.L.S., Brighton.

rHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY.
(Established i84o)(

Have now ready for deliverj', in hne dry condition

—

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE, forTop-Dressing
PURSER'S HONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUl'ERPMOSI'irATE of LIME.
NITROI'lIOsl'HATE
MANGEL, llnf. and POTATO MANURES. Also
I'ERU\'IA.\' GUANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson. Bonar,

& Co.), NJTKATEof SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c
Ufa. Fenchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

FOWJ.ER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply lo JOHN FOWLEK AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

'^PHE "C E L E p. R A TE D^ GRA N IT I C PA IN T ^

-L Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Compaiiy.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD. Manager. ,^qA, King William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c., from

Decay. Manulactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Majiager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

OSEPH NEWTO
Landscapi; Architect,

Oftice ; 42, Bishopsgate Street Without, E,C.
Private Address: 74, Oxford Terrace, Hyde Park, W.

N,

MR. JAMES ERASER, Horticultural and
Aghicultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Rom ford, Essex ; late of the lijro ol J. & J. Eraser, Lea Bridge Road.

Wood Engravong.

MR. W. G. SMITH. Artist and Engraver on
Woon, 12, North Grove West, Miidmay Park, London, N.

Large Garden (Gentleman's) Wanted.
WAN'lED. a GENTLEMAN'S GARDEiV, within

20 miles of London, by the FRUIT FARMING COMPANY.
An arrangement could be made for supplying the family with their
daily requirements, and thus save all the expense of the garden.

Application to be made to Mr. W. E, RENDLE, 3, Westminster
Chambers, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

ITiOR SALE, an Old-established FLORIsY"and
-L NURSERY BUSIjNESS, well-known, and where a successful
Tr^de has been carried on for 25 years. Several thousand feet of Glass,
about Two Statute .\cres of Land, and Lease of Land. Three minutes'
waUc from an important railway station and post oflice.

Market business could be done with Manchester (distant five miles),
and three other large towns. Rare opportunity, tlie present owner
wishmg to retire.

T. N. Z., 2, Whright Street, Oldham,

SALES BY AUCTION.
Cg^Uforian Tree Seeds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, WC , oh

TUESDAY, January 30, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, an impor-
tation ofT'REE SEEDS, consistmg of Wellinglonia gigajitcar

s Hexilis
i"

Cupressus macrocarpa
Macnabianamonticola

„ Jeffreyii

,, ponderosa
,, coniorta

,, insignis

On view the moj

1 ,, Lawsoniana
Picea amabilis

]

Libocedrus decurrens
I

&c., &c.

ling of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Ciioice Lilies.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he wiU
include in his SALE, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C., on TUESDAY, January 30, 2000 LII.IUM
AURATUM, just arrived from Japan, in line condition ; also a quantity
of new and rare LiLlES, from Japan and other parts.

On view the morning ol Sale, and Catalogues had.

Hardy Plants and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

WEDNESDAY, January 31, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely.
Standard, Dwarf, and Climoing ROSES ; Standard, Trained, and
Pyramidal FRUIT TREES, LAURELS, HOLLIES, Specimen
CONIFERS, DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS, CLIMBING
PLANTS, STRAWBERRY PL.ANTS, choice GLADIOLI and
LILIUJIS, Rustic Seats, Stools, Vases, &:c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

M
orclilds.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

FRIDAY, February 2, at half past i3 o'Clock precisely, several impor-
tations of ORCHIDS, consisting of Ci-pripedium Lowii, Stonei, and
Hookeri, Angra;cum funale, Oncidium luridum, Ucndrobiums, and
others; CONIFEROUS SEEDS, PALM SEEDS, LII.IUM
AURATUM, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 30, and FRIDAY, FEBRUARV^a^
Important to Noblemen, Gentlemen, Nurserymen. &c.
SALES of LILIU.M AURATUM, STANDARD ROSES, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, at the City Auction Rooms, 38, Grace-

church Street, E.C, on TUESDAY, January 30, at nalf-pasl
12 o'clock precisely, 2000 LILIUM AURATUM, hne bulbs, in
splendid condition, trom Japan ; ULIUMS, of sorts; GLADIOLUS,
ike; 300 line Standard and Dwarl ROSES, of the best varieties;
selected FRUIT TREES, AMERICAN PLANTS, choice CONI-
FER.F: and EVERGREEN SHRUBS, &c-, together with a bmall
consignment of choice Manufactures from Japan.

Also 1200 c\. fine LILIUM AURATUM, 300 Standard and Dwarf
ROSES, selected FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS, &c , on FRIDAY,
February 2, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues may Jje had at the Rooms,
and of the Auctioneers, Lcytonstone, E.

'PHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
-- (Incorporated by Special Acis of P.vrliamesi.)

T aE'J,'^1.^'^9.^/.^^'^^"^^>--^'>I'^N, farm BUILDINGS,LABOURERS- COTTAGES. TRAMWAYS, RAILWAYS, &o.
Directors.

John Ctutlon, Esq.
Frederick L. Dashwood, Esq,
Henry Farquhar, Esq.
Lord Garlies, M.P,
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq.

Granville R. Ryder, Esq.
CranvillcR II, Somerset, Esq ,Q.C.
Henry W. UVst. Esq., M.P.
Charfcs Watkm Williams Wynn,

Esq., M.P, (Chairman).

nt,for all purposes1 he Company advances money, unlimited in a>,-ju,u, .u. ^„ purpi^^w
of Agncutura! Improvement, including the Erection of Cottages and
L '^'^i

Ss. to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to
the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
Tenants may, with the consent of their Landlords, execute the

necessary Improvements upon the Farms which they occupy, charging
them with the cost. *" *"

UTILISATION of SEWAGE,-Thc Company also advances
money for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigation.
The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge upon

the land, redeeming principle and interest, over 25 years.
No investigation of title is required.
For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE -R.RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No, i, Great George Street,

Storey s Gate, Westminster, S.W.

/ 1ENTRAL CHAMBER of AG RIC U LT U RE.V^ —MEETINGS will be held at the SALISBURY HOTEL,
Fleet Street, as follows :— '

'

MONDAY, February 5, at 3 o'Clock— I-ocal Taxation Commiilcc.
,, at 8 o'clock—General Business Committee.

TUESDAY, February 6, al 10 o'Clock in the forenoon—Bye Laws
Committee.

,, at 11 o'clock—Council Meeting.

AGENDA.
To transact General Business.
To receive the Report of the Local Ta.xation Committee.
1 o consider and resolve upon the following Subjects :—

1. Local Taxation.
2. Prevention of Contagious Diseases of Animals.
3. The Malt Tax and the Licensing System.

Members of the Legislature (not Deputed or Elected on the
Council), who may be interested in the subjects for consideration,
are also invited to be present, though not privileged to vole.
WEDNESDAY, February 7, at ir o'Clock—General Meeting of

Members of the Central Chamber.

AGENDA.
To transact General Business,
To appoint an Auditor.
S.\ME DAY, after the General Meeting, will be held a Council

Meeting.

^ ,
AGENDA.

To elect a Chairman and Vice-Chairman for 187?.
To appoint a Treasurer and paid Secretary for 1872.
To lill up a \acancy in the Elected portion of the Council.
To appoint a Standing Commillce for General Business,—consisting

of the Chairman, A^ice-Chairman, and not more than seven other
Members of the Council, four of whom at least must be Annual
Deputies ; such Committee to be chosen from the list of Membcni
nominated in manner provided by Law 38.
To frame Bye-Laws In accordance with Law 25.
To appoint a Parliamentary Committee.
To select Subjects for consideration al the March Meeting ol ihc

Council,—from the following, or other questions proposed.—namely,
"Turnpike Tolls and Highways," " Game Legislation," " Compenaa-
tion for Unexhausted Improvements." " Poor Law Relief," "The pro-
posed Appropriation of Educational Endowments for Secondarv or
Middle-class Education," -'The Stale and Means of Education fur
Farmers' Sons, with reference to Educational Endowments."
To transact General Business.

JOHN ALGERNON CLARKE, Secretary
The Salisbury Hotel, Ftcat Street, E.C.

Notice.
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICUL-

TURAL GAZETTE.--The VOLUME for 1S71 is now ready;
price, in cloth, £1 6s. 6J.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C

Preliminary Notice—Windlesbam, near Bagshot.
EXTENSIVE UKRESERVED SALE of VALUABLE

NUK.SERY STOCK,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. G. Baker & Son lu SELL by

AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the American
Nurseries, Windlcsham, near Bagshot, Surrey, lifteen minutes' walk
from the Sunningdale station, on the South-Wcstern Railway, on
MoND.VY, February 19, and two following days, at 12 o'Clock
precisely each day, many thousands of FIRS P-CLASS NURSERY
STOCK, in capital condition for removal.

Full particulars will appear next week.

Hassock's Gate Nurseries, Sussex.
IMPORTANT SALE of SURPLUS STOCK.

MR. W. KENSETT will SELL by AUCTION, on
THURSDAY, February 15, by order of Mr. G. Parsons,

SURPLUS STOCK, consisting of choice CONIFERS and other
EVERGREENS, ROSES, FRl/'iT TREES, &c., Including many
fine specimen SHRUBS.
Catalogues may be had a week previous to Sale, from the Nurseries,

and 27 and 28, WcsLetn Road, Brighton; or the Auctioneer, Mr, W.
KENSETT, Ditchling, Sussex. The Lots will be on view on
February 12.

N.B. The Nurseries are within five minutes' walk of the Hassock's
Gate Station on the London and Brighton Railway.

SATURDAY, JANUARY it, 1S72.

" T T is really a wondrous tale that is told of our
i- foreign trade in the year 1S71 by the Board

of Trade in its Accounts relating to the Trade
and Na'iiigatioii of the United Kiiigdom. The
imports of merchandise into this country in the
year have been of the unprecedented value of

jf326,834,647, leaving an amount that is really

immense even when we have allowed a sixth or

a fifth for re-exports of articles not consumed
here. . . . Corn and breadstuffs represent

the large value of more than 42 millions sterling.

The import of oxen, sheep, and other animals in

the year reached a value of ^5,662,000 ; of bacon,

^2,500,000 ; of pork, ^700,000 ; of cheese,

.£3>343i°°o ; of butter, nearly seven millions

;

eggs, 2i,25o,ooo ; lard, ^1,300,000."
We quote from a statement in the Times. AH

these articles have been selling at highly
remunerative prices at home, and yet wc had to

pay nearly ^64,000,000 for them last year to the

farmers of the United States and of various
Continental countries, and all this, while our own
land is much of it not half cultivated. This sum
amounts upon the whole to about 27j'. dd. an acre
over 46,177,370 acres—the extent of land in Great
Britain and Ireland which in 1870 was under
' all kinds of crops, bare fallow and grass." It

is a very fair average rent for the whole of the
farmed land of the United Kingdom. It amounts
to more than £1 an acre over all the land

(30,407,579 acres) excepting unenclosed moor-
lands, in the hands of English and Scottish
farmers. And if it be true that some of the
smaller items imported, as eggs and hard, together
worth 2i millions sterling, arc not produceablc
in sufficient quantity at home, yet there arc
other productions, as Flax and hemp, quite

within the scope of English agriculture, of which
we imported last year more than /^8,ooo,ooo

worth—uncounted in the above enumeration ; so

that we may fairly assert that as much is paid to

foreigners for things wc well might grow at home
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as the whole agricultural rental of the United
Kingdom amounts to.

A fact like this ought to strike the landowners
of the country—Why is their property not made
more productive ? Is it because they don't take

a. sufficient personal interest in their estates, and
in those who dwell upon them and cultivate

them ? On the contrary, they display an inte-

rest most anxious and particular. They regulate,

administer, direct, and superintend—know, and
praise or blame—every person, process, thing.

Prizes are offered for the best farms, for the best

gardens, for the best cottages, for the best

servants, for the best families. No one can say

that there is not the most earnest interest taken

by the landowner in the welfare of his neigh-

bourhood. At every agricultural meeting there

is ample evidence that the condition of the

farmer and his labourers occupies his earnest and
most anxious thought. Even their opinions are

cared for and directed, and we see it announced
that the noble owner of large estates in one

of the midland counties has thought it neces-

sary to inform his tenantry, in reference to a

forthcoming political contest, that they may
vote for whichever candidate they please !

But what is the upshot of this system? Has
the condition of the agricultural labourer been

satisfactory under it.' Is it satisfactory now?
Are the tenants of the land all as prosperous and
as energetic as we see those engaged in other

manufactures, or in trade, to be? Is the land as

productive as it ought to be? It was stated,

indeed, by Mr. M'Neel-Caird in his exceed-

ingly able lecture before the Scottish Chamber
of Agriculture, that in the past 20 years an
advance to the extent of ;£ 1 6,000,000 has been
made in the annual productiveness of the

country, by "merely exhorting the farmer to

effort ;" but that is not more than 6s. an acre

over its cultivated area. And, in that time,

the money paid for imported corn alone has
increased ;^2o,ooo,ooo annually, or nearly loj-.

an acre.

It is plain that the system, of personal inter-

ference, exhortation, guidance, has been a failure.

Is it not worth while to try the other plan?
What, indeed, is the feeling on this subject

uppermost at every agricultural meeting where
there is any out-spoken independent thought ?

If Mr. Mechi addresses an agricultural meeting
in Essex on deep cultivation and steam plough-

ing, he is immediately followed by a speaker on
the need of security for the tenant's capital, if

additional outlay be required from him. If Sir

Michael Hicks-Beach delivers a thoughtful,

kind, and considerate address (p. 92), as Presi-

dent of a Chamber of Agriculture in Gloucester-

shire, up gets Mr. Snowsdell to say, " There is

one point omitted in Sir Michael's excellent

address, which is of the most vital importance
to us as tenant-farmers, and that is the repay-

ment for all unexhausted improvements." If a

good, practical farmer, like Mr. Burnett, of

Kingscote, discusses before the Club of which
he is the secretary, the question— Is it advisable

to increase the working capital of the agri-

culturist ?—after pointing out the immense scope
for such an increase which exists, he gives this

answer to the question :
" Under the present

system of holding—No ! " And yet it is only by
increasing the capital of the farm that its pro-

ductiveness can be increased. Thus only can
more labour be profitably employed, more food
be produced, and more rent be paid.

We venture, therefore, to submit to the land-
owners of the country that, instead of trusting

as heretofore so much to their own superintend-
ence and direction of affairs—instead of insist-

ing that this, that, and the other shall be the

rule of cultivation and of management on their

estates— instead of standing //i loco parentis

to all upon their land, and determining what is

right for all, and seeing that it is carried out

—

they had better stand aside a little, and trust

rather to the efficiency of those motives, common
to all men, which are found satisfactorily to

guide human conduct in other departments
of hfe. They have land to let, and, naturally
desiring good neighbours, they may well insist

on care in the selection of the tenant. But
having accepted him, let them give him the land
for a term of years at the accepted rent, follow-

ing Lord Leicester's example, and leaving him
to cultivate and manage the farm as he pleases,

buying and selling and dealing with its produce
as he chooses. Require him, if you will, to

revert to the four-course rotation of cropping
during the four last years of his lease, or agree

upon a scale by which the value of whatever is

unexhausted of his outlay on manures and foods

shall be repaid him when he leaves. Do not,

however, follow the example of the Holkham lease

in respect of all the petty gifts and services it

requires from the tenantry ;* but having chosen
a good man, with capital enough, leave him free

to make what profit he can out of a 21 years'

holding, certain that the landlord, if any one,

will in the long run have reason enough to join

in the chorus of praise which, we are told, on the

best authority, will greet him if he does well unto
himself.

It is the intrinsic difficulty of Sewage Defe-
cation and Utilisation, not that which arises

from personal or financial considerations, in

which we are especially interested. The conduct
of affairs by persons and by companies is there-

fore, if not altogether, very nearly beyond our
province. Unfortunately, however, the personal
details of controversy, if ever they are allowed a

place, at once absorb attention : and that which
might have been a serviceable exposition or a
useful discussion becomes an angry wrangle.

No one acquainted with the history of this

subject will deny to Mr. William Hope, V.C,
the great merit of having been one of the earliest

properly to appreciate the loss and injury, both
agricultural and financial, inflicted on the com-
munity by—in short, the watercloset and the

sewer. He was the very earliest, we believe, to

devise, and certainly the earliest to prosecute
into actual operation, an adequate and
reasonable scheme for recovering the loss and
abating the nuisance—meeting thus the loss and
injury—occasioned by the sewage of the 2,000,000

people on the north side of the Thames. In

the midst of growing doubts and disappoint-

ments he has been the one to hold on vigorously,

with as robust a faith as ever, to the original

calculations and assertions. And when public

opinion shall have turned, as it no doubt ulti-

mately will, to the adoption of sewage irrigation

as the only proper, profitable, or even, speaking
generally, practicable remedy for all the loss and
mischief which it now admits, it will be to him,
more than any other man, that the result will

have been properly attributable. No one, there-

fore, has a clearer right to speak with authority

upon the sewage question than Mr. HOPE.
For that very reason, however, it seems to

us desirable that the opinions he at any time
expresses should receive the frankest criticism.

On points involving large outlay, considerable

risk, possible loss, nothing should be permitted
on mere authoritative statement, and no personal
considerations ought to interfere with the appli-

cation of the sheerest logic. The argumentnm
ad homincm will lead most people in the case of

Mr. Hope to a strong prejudice in favour of any
opinions he may express—but it ought not to be
forbidden, in the case of one on whose judgment
so much depends, even in the hands of an un-
friendly critic who should think that, properly
directed, it would lead to an entirely difl'erent

conclusion. Some such considerations as these,

no doubt, led to Mr. Morgan's criticisms (p. 50)
of the discussion before the Society of Arts, and
of the part in it taken by Mr. Hope. The reply

which has been elicited was, we suppose, in-

evitable, and we reluctantly allow it to appear.

We must, however, preserve our columns for the

future more strictly for the discussion of the end
which both of these gentlemen have in view,

notwithstanding the personal difference which
appears to exist between them.

One further remark on a personal matter con-
nected with sewage defecation may be permitted
to us. We are constantly amused by the fluency

with which writers on this subject cjuote now the

process known as " intermittent filtration." These
words, and the idea which they convey, already
sound like ancient and familiar acquaintance,
whereas the first introduction to them which any
of these authorities received is hardly two years
old. In the writings of drainage engineers,

Government inspectors, and sewage experts of
all classes, " intermittent filtration "has for many
months got past the stage when novelties

admitted true are at length pronounced no longer
new. The Rivers Pollution Commissioners are

indeed praised for their scientific exposition of

the principles on which intermittent filtration

depends for its results, " the effects of the process

" The Mark Lane Express well s.^yfi of the Holkham lease,
" Lord Leicester has been able to preserve the main idea with
which he started, although this is fettered and clogged with con-
ditions, or perh.-ips more properly ' set ' in the mere verbiage of
a solicitor's office."

have been admirably explained by them"—
and so on. But the device itself, as true an
invention, due to Dr. Franki,AND, and as
logically worked out by.him to a successful issue,

as ever was the safety-lamp by HUMPHREY
Davv, is spoken of as a pre-existent fact, long
known to writers upon subsoil drainage. Mr.
Bailey Denton, and many others, pointed out
long since that the soil is altered in character,

oxidised, and benefited by the aeration conse-
quent on land drainage and-the descent of rain-

water through it ; but this gives none of these
writers the smallest share in an invention, the

object of which is, not the oxidation of the filter,

but the oxidation of the filthy organic matter in

the fluid passing through it.

Let us not for an instant dispute to Mr.
Bailey Denton the very great credit which is

no doubt due to him for his courageous adoption
of Dr. Frankland's invention on the great
scale of Methyr, with a population of nearly
20,000 creating the nuisance which had to

be abated. But we see so constantly that the
man who does a thing gets all the credit (as well

as all the profit), while the man who conceived,
invented, and had established the very thing
which he has done is forgotten, that we must
do what we can to keep things straight.

The fine dry samples of Wheat offered on
Monday at Mark Lane sold readily at last week's
full prices, but inferior samples were very unsaleable.

On Wednesday quotations were unchanged. In
the Metropolitan Cattle Market on Monday fat

beasts were rather cheaper than last week. Sheep
maintained their price. On Thursday Monday's
quotations were hardly maintained.

We have received from the Secretary of the

Dutch Agricultural Society the Prize Sheet
for the International Exhibition of Agricul-
tural Implements, to be held at the Hague,
Holland, on September 21—30, 1S72, in celebration of

the 25th anniversary of the institution of the Dutch
Agricultural Society. Exhibitors are requested (l) to

state how much space they require ; (2) to send, on
or before August 15, a list of the articles they

wish to exhibit ; and (3) to say what numbers on the

list of the programme they wish to compete for, to the

Secretary of the Dutch Agricultural Society, P. F. L.
Waldeck, Esq., at Loosduinen, near the Hague. AU
the machinery and implements must be brought,

carriage paid, to the showyard, and be arranged in

complete order before September 18. All goods
are sent at owners' risk and expense. No charge will

be made for the space required by the exhibitor. The
different juries will commence their labours on Thurs-
day, September 19, and on October i, the implements
must be taken away by the exhibitors. Then follows a
list of implements for which prizes are offered.

. Mr. James Howard, M.P., writes thus in the

Times on the maintenance of the existing system of

Weights and Measures in preference to what is

called the Metric system :

—

'

' After some experience, I venture to maintain that our
Imperial system of weights and measures is far simpler
than the metric one ; that its abolition would lead to

itiextricable conftision in every trade, in every workshop,
and in every counting-house in the kingdom, no man of
business can for a moment doubt. There is one view of
the question which Mr. Ste\'EN50n has not touched
upon—the English language is fast spreading over the
world, and this is not the case with any other language.
English is the language of the great continent across the

.'\tlantic and of Australasia ; it is planted in South Africa,

in India, China, and will assuredly grow. Be it remem-
bered, also, that wherever the English language is

carried, along with it goes our Imperial system of weights
and measures. Is it not, therefore, far more probable that

the countries which have adopted the metric system will

have to change it for the Imperial, than that England
will have adopted the metric system—will have to make
the change, particularly when it is remembered that

England and America are the two great manufacturing
nations of the earth, and whose varied productions must
necessarily, in most cases, be described and sold to

other nations under the Imperial nomenclature ? . . .

I never yet met with a practical man of business who
desired a total change of our system of weights and mea-
sures. There is, untjuestionably, great necessity with
respect to agricultural produce to make weights and
measures uniform throughout the kingdom, and our
system is doubtless susceptible of some improvement ; but
any organic change would meet with a resistance too

strong even for the law to enforce."

. Mr. Charles Lawrence, of Cirencester, for

many years an active member of the Council of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England, writes in

the Wilts and Ghuccsier Standard, on the Advan-
tages of the MEMiiERsmr of that Society :

—

" Allow me to state that which is quite unaccountable
tome in this age of progress ; namely, that out of the

great number of farmers in this neighbourhood, I believe

I may safely say there are not more than half a dozen
who are members of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England. I can only attribute this to the want of know-
ledge of the annual cost of membership on the one hand,

and of the privileges resulting on the other. The cost is
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;^i per annum—the privileges are, first, the receipt of two

numbers annually of ihcjounm/oi ttie Society, every one

of which contains many analyses cf foods and manures,

accompanied by very instructive notices by Dr. Voelcker,
and many other reports often worth many pounds to the

farmer. Second, the members have the privilege of ob-

taining analyses from the Chemical Professor of the Society

for the time being. Third, certain privileges of obtain-

ing information and advice from the Professors of the

Veterinary College ; and lastly, free admission to the

annual exhibition of the Society during its continuance."

The following figures, which give the Statis-
tics of the Home Wool Trade for 1S71, are

extracted by the Economist from the Bradford Odser7-t'r

.

According to the best information at our command, the

fleeces grown in some divisions of the United Kingdom
are equal in weight to those of last year ; but over a far

larger extent of country they average \ lb., whilst in

Lincolnshire and some minor counties we calculate them
§ lb. a fleece in defect of last year, which gives the follow-

ing result :

—

Bedford. Berks, Bucks, Cambridge, North imi-

berland, and Northampton
Chester, Essex, Monmouth, and Suffolk
Cornwall, Glo'ster, Devon, Huntingdon, Kent,

Somerset, and Leicester
Cumberland, Derby, Dorset. Rutland, Salop,
And Westmoreland

Durham, Middlesex, Norfolk, and Isle of Man
Hants, Hereford. Hertford, Oxford, and Stafford
Lancaster, Warwick, and Worcester .

.

Lincolnshire and East Riding, York
Notts and North and West Riding, York
Wilts, Surrey, Sussex, and Channel Islands .

.

lb.

14,641,041

5,477.539

26,345.6(^3

Wales
Scotland (Laid estimated <

Ireland
:lean)

Produce of the United Kingdom
Deduct for sheep slaughtered,' their

rteeces not having been allowed to

grow to full weight, but calculated
111 the above figures as if they had
done so.

T.ambs relumed Midsummer, 1871
Add decrease of sheep and lambs

Total sheep slaughtered
—estimated at 2% lb. each fleece

4,880,693

9.971.885
4,802,316

15.705.082
10,278,510

5,723,664

12,179,15s
32,066,556

26,003,904

179.003.363

11,050,155
1.319,901

12,370,056

34,017,654

Nett weight of clip, 1871
870

.. 144,985,709
.. 149,516,679— iat.9 155.591.096— 1868 165,549,735

—or a decrease in three years of about 14 per cent., and
this, too, with machinery steadily increasing both in
quantity and capability for production ; so that, keeping
this fact in view, we may safely estimate that the supply
of home wool is to the machinery at least 20 per cent, less

than it was three years ago. The following Table shows
the prices current at the dales named :—

Parcel Lots, consisting of Hoggs and Wethers in equal
Proportion.

Dublin, and the institute opened, that the sum should lapse

to the University of Dublin, to be employed by them in

founding and maintaining professorships in most of the

Eastern languages. After surmounting many legal and
other difficulties, the Senate of the University of London
were enabled to obtain a suitable piece of ground, near the

Vau.vhall Station, Wandsworth Road, London, and there

the Institute was finally erected, The superintendent
Professorship of the Brown Animal Sanatory Institute has
been accepted by Dr. Durden Sanderson, so well known
by his researches into the ultimate pathology of conta-

gion, and the cattle plagues. His assistant is Dr. Klein,
formerly in Vienna, and well known as a most painstaking
observer. The veterinary surgeonship has been given to

Mr. William Duguid, whose excellent education and
great experience will also be of great value in carrying out

the objects of the institution. United to the residentiary

part of the institute are five stall and four loose

boxes, the fittings of which are so arranged that

they can be made suitable for the reception of animals of

the equine or bovine race at the shortest notice. Foe this

purpose the mangers are made to move higher or lower,

as may be required. A room in the hospital is also

appropriated for the reception of the smaller animals,

besides a special house fitted up exclusively for dogs, and
an aviary for fowls. An experimental stable has also

been built in connection with the laboratory, and a
galvanometer in one of the rooms leads into it through
the walls. There is also an extra stable where
the more infectious cases can be isolated, and should
an epidemic appear, and a strain be put on the resources

of the institution, ample vaults have been constructed

under the rooms appropriated to chemistry, where the

sufferers can be placed. There is, moreover, plenty of

room to erect, either extra temporary, or permanent
shedding, should such unhappily be required. The
laboratory consists of two large rooms, fitted up with
every appliance of modern erudition, and connected with
these are the more private laboratories of the professor

superintendent, and his assistants.
" The whole of the work-rooms and hospitals are

heated by hot-water pipes, each room working inde-

pendently of the other. The ventilation of the loose

boxes is constrticted according to Musgrave's patent
;

and elsewhere it is carried on by louvres and other con-
trivances. Altogether the Brown Animal Sanatory Insti-

tute, though possessing not the slightest pretensions to

architectural appearance, is admirably adapted to carry

out the views of its endower."

was done by high-class farming, and different farmers
might drop the amount from 40 to 35, but they could
not reduce it below what might be termed its natural
yield or its natural aptitude. The next field might
grow 25 bush., and they could not reduce it below
that amount. They might improve it and they might
reduce it, but they could not exhaust the soil below
a certain yieldinjj power, and between the highest and
lowest limit was the scope for good farming.

Now he presumed what a young farmer ought to do,
and what he would do if he were beginning farming,
was to find out on taking a farm from those who had
lived on it what special aptitudes the land possessed

;

and having ascertained that, he should next consider
whether he had sufficient capital to work it properly.

The rule of a certain landlord was, "Show me your
capital, and I will let you a farm." For himself, he
thought a capital of £\o per acre was not too much.
But he wished to impress upon them the extraordinary

fact of the aptitude of soils, and said that if a man
wished to succeed he had better ascertain the aptitude

of the land he was about going to.
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.
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What could be a pleasanter expression of the
general joy than that which has been adopted by the
agriculturists of West Norfolk :

—

" While all England is rejoicing at the recovery of the
Prince of Wales, the agriculturists of West Norfolk, who
have been permitted to blend with their deep respect for
the Heir to the Throne something of the attachment to a
neighbour and friend, join with all in thanking GOD that
the beacon of the nation has been rekindled from the last
spark, and at the same time congratulate themselves that
the hospitable hearth of Sandringham is burning bright
in the midst of their own firesides. The Council trust
that the members will authorise them to express to
General Knollys their delight at the Prince's recovery.
One of the many cheerful prospects which that recovery
has opened, is the hope that the Prince will be able to
preside at the meeting of the Norfolk Agricultural Society,
to be held at Lynn next June."

• The Milk Jouriial gives the follomng descrip-
tion of the Brown Animal Sanatory Institute :

—

" About 20 yearsago the late Mr. Thos. Brown, of Dub-
lin, bequeathed in his will the residue of his estate to the
Senate of the University of London for ' founding, estab-
lishing, and upholding an institution for investigating,
studying, and without charge, beyond iminediate expenses,
endeavouring to cure maladies, distempers and injuries
any quadrupeds or birds useful to man may be found
subject to. ' It was directed by the testator that the interest
of the sum left should accumulate, and be added to the
principal during 15 years, and we believe that the sum
now under the control of the Senate has reached the sum
of j^30, 000.

William Platt, farmer, of Bradshaw, was
lately summoned before the county magistrates at

Bolton, at the instance of the surveyor of the Eden-
field and Little Bolton turnpike road, for having
neglected, after due notice, *' to cut, prune, and trim

to the height of 6 feet from the surface of the ground "

all the hedges belonging to him as the occupier of

certain lands in the township of Bradshaw, adjoining

the said road. The order requiring the defendant to

trim his hedges was in accordance with a statute of

the third year of the reign of King George the

Fourth, for regulating turnpike roads. Mr. Lomax
complained that Mr. Plait's fences were in very

bad order ; he would do nothing to them—in fact, he

seemed to set the turnpike authorities in this respect

completely at defiance. The Bench made an order

upon the defendant to trim and prune his hedges
within ten days, and to pay the costs of the case ; in

default of obeying the order within the time specified

he would be fined.

_^ .
It was also stipulated that unless within 19,

years after Mr. Brown's death, a suitable place should '5 hush, and not less,

be found within a mile of Westminster, Southwark, or ' produce might be increased to 35 and 40

OUR LIVE STOCK.
The following are notes of a recent address by the

Rev. Canon Beever before the Brecnockshire Chamber
of Agriculture :

—

In the first instance he had thought of speaking on
the general management of a farm, but that seemed
such a wide subject that he could not do justice to it in

a single address. Moreover, during the past few hours
he had seen farms as well managed, and with as good
stock, as he had seen in any part of England. There
was, therefore, little or nothing to be taught on that

point. He had no doubt there were farmers amongst
them who took advantage of those things which gave
increased production. Of course success depended in

the first place upon sufficient capital at command and
placed in the soil ; and that, backed up by energy,

which ensured the land being well ploughed in good
time, sown with the best seed, and having the best

management, would, under ordinary circumstances, be
followed with success. But there was also one other

matter he wished to put before them, though most of
them might know it, and it was in reference to Mr.
Lawes' theory about soils. His theory was this : that

soils, like men, possessed certain specialties—idiosyn-

cracies so to speak—that is, special aptitudes for

growing different kinds of crops. For instance,

he found when speaking to old farmers, who could
scarcely read a book, they had learned from
practical experience that different soils possessed

distinct specialities. On his own land, for example, one
field would grow better Wheat than another ; a second
would grow better Barley, a third better Oats, and a
fourth better root crops. Mr. Lawes recognised what
experience had shown, and he also went still further

and said :—Supposing a field grew 15 bush, of Wheat
per acre without manure, it was possible to make it

produce more by the aid of manure ; but without
manure, and if cultivated, it would always grow

It was quite possible that the

bush., as

Breeding and Rearing of Live Stock.—This was
another important matter. Mr. Frank Buckland
and others had tried to introduce all sorts of birds

and cattle into this country from those in which they
were climatised, but Mr. Buckland himself had told

him that the experiment had proved a failure ; and
therefore his advice to those commencing farming,

and what he himself would follow if he were beginning,

was to get the best stock of the neighbourhood in

which the farm was situate, and in that respect Mr.
Buckland said the farmers of this country had a grand
field for improvement. Now, supposing he took a
farm in that county, he should endeavour to become
acquainted with the stock kept by the leading farmers,

and also the special aptitude of the soil from those

who lived in the neighbourhood of the farm he pro-

posed to take, who necessarily were better acquainted
with it, and in that way he should derive very valuable

information. He should probably find that the flocks

of the county were a special feature, because Brecon-

shire was somewhat noted for its sheep ; and certainly,

from what he bad seen, justly so. His object, there-

fore, would be, whether on a hill or a lowland farm,

to improve the breed of his sheep, so as to make them
give them better fleeces, more flesh, and possess

hardier constitutions. With regard to pigs, they were
not a local breed, the different kinds being found
everywhere ; but he would not go in much for any of

them. Homed stock, he observed, appeared to be
closely related to the soil, inasmuch as the different

breeds were peculiar to their own distinct part of

country. He might be wrong, but he believed that if

they took pure-bred Herefords, and turned them out in

the black cattle country, without allowing them to be

crossed, they would, after a long term of years—say
100—be found to have grown into and have assumed
the type of black cattle.

Here was an instance : An old friend of his in

Carmarthenshire commenced breeding Shorthorns, and
for that purpose bought the very best representatives of

that type ; but the result had been that they had
assumed the exact shape and appearance of the black

cattle, though certainly they were not of the same
colour. He asked him how he accounted for it, and in

reply he attributed it simply to the soil, and said he

had watched them change gradually until they had

assum.ed the type of the cattle of that county. And,
again, if they took Devonshire cattle into the Shorthorn

country, and turned them loose for a hundred years,

their characteristics would be those of Shorthomed
stock. However, as he had said, he had nothing to teach

them ; he should say to a young farmer coming into

a fresh, country, ** Choose the best slock around you."

For example, he saw a flock of sheep the day
before from which he might choose 20 animals, all

of them of the most beautiful type ; and having

done that, he should endeavour to make his whole
flock, by judicious cross-breeding, as perfect as possible.

That is, he should fix a certain type for himself, and try

to reach it with his entire flock. He instanced that

an eminent breeder came to the conclusion that South-

down sheep were not the most profitable, and to make
them more so he crossed and re-crossed, always keeping
before him a distinct type to attain to. And so again

with horses. If they wanted a good breed they must
begin by getting a mare of character, as fine as possible

in every point, and perfectly sound. He was glad to

say they had an excellent breed of horses in that county.

But he had seen horses that were not of such an excel-

lent type, and instanced that one to which a prize was
awarded at an agricultural meeting he attended had
not a single good point about it— at least what he had
been taught to consider good points in an animal. It

would be useless to try and get a good breed except

the animals were good on both sides, and even when
they had a good male and good female they might be
disappointed. At first they might be exceedingly lucky,

as several notable breeders had been in producing such
animals as the Bloomer mare, Stockwell, and King
Tom ; but he had a friend who had bred a hundred
mares who had never managed to breed a good one,

yet he was a first-rate judge and went in for horses, but

he was not fortunate, and gave it up. Then again

there were small breeders, who perhaps with two or

three animals made a really good thing out of breeding.
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Now, what he should recommeud the young farmer

to do would be to endeavour to purchase from his

neighbouring farmers some old female animals of known
character ; and for sires he should recommend him to

go to an eminent breeder and see if he could get hold

of something, witliin his means, known lo be the sire

of something first-class ; and having done that and
fortune favoured him, it was more than likely he ^vouId

be successful. But if were not successful he could only

say that his experience had shown him that there was
no certainty whatever in breerling horses. A breeder

might have a splendid carriage mare, beautiful to look

at, fine in action, and possessed of great inherited

qualities, yet the foal she brought should not be fit to

be looked at ; whereas, at the same time, a man occu-

pying the next farm might have a famous trotting

thing which would produce a foal which at three years

old would sell for 50 or 60 gs. For sires, however,

never let them try to use cross-bred animals. They
should go in for purity of biood. The Arab, who got rid

of everything that was not perfect to hisskilled and trained

eye, taught them that lesson. The first cross of any
animal he knew was always beautiful. For example,

the crossing of a Southdown with a Cotswold would pro-

duce in the first instance a beautiful animal, but if it was
repeated they would agree with him that the result

would be disappointing ; and he could not do better

than repeat that whatever sire they employed it

should be a pure-bred one. He next came to the

question of how to introduce pure blood. Eminent
breeders went to other breeders, sparing neither time

nor expense, until they secured a cow to their own
liking, and after four generations breeding in-and-in

they managed to introduce and gain her constitution,

at the same time investing her progeny with their own
desired type and outward appearance. He had paid a visit

a month ago to an eminent breeder's, where the process

of improving stock and obtaining a higher and better

type of animal was being carried on, and he advised

that during the period of gestation all kinds of stock

should be well housed. He did not mean that it was
necessary they should be kept in confined buildings,

but certainly they ought to be sheltered from the rain,

and also to be well fed. One of his neighbours, who
was really one of the best sheep farmers he knew, and
who loved it, had had a great mortality among his

lambs this last season ; he believed he had lost 160,

vi-hilst he (the speaker) had not lost one. It was not

that he paid more attention to his sheep, but the real

secret was in what the surgeon said to him, that he
had kept his ewes too low. Now that exactly agreed
with his own experience, and if they allowed their

ewes at a certain season to run on stubble to pick up
what they could get, the probabilities would be that

they would have a great mortality amongst their lambs

;

whereas, if they fed them well, the result would be far

more satisfactory.

His next point was as to rearing the young. With
regard to horses, they could not treat them too well

;

young horses especially required to be fed well, and
being so they would repay their owners. If people

would only eat horse-flesh it would be, he thought, a

great blessing to the country, for the reason that we
should not have such prices in the market for butcher's

nreat if, when they had a spindle-shanked good-for-

nothing 2-year-old coll, it was sent to be slaughtered.

]'>erybody had a nat-ural love for horses, and if the

antipathy to eating them could be got over, the conse-

(|uences would be that, if all the bad ones were sent to

the market, we should have t)ie finest accumulalion of

horses—because we had the finest breed in the world,

that was, he repeated, provided all the screws were
killed and eaten. Calves, also, required to be treated

well. A friend of his had a splendid lot of Shorthorns,
but he had managed to get a miserly bailiff, and the

result had been that he had got a lot of pot-bellied

calves, not worth 17j-. 6c/. each; but, if mother and
calf had been treated well in all probability they would
have been a fine lot of healthy calves, which, when
they came to two years old, would well repay the little

extra cost incurred by a more liberal management.
The late Mr. R. Booth, one of the finest judges of

stock, said to him, '

' What would you have the mother's
milk for, but for the calf?" and advocated that the

various foods suggested to be given, should be given
through the mother, as, if so, the calf would possess an
increased richness of blood. Regarding pigs, he might
make them acquainted with a dodge worth remember-
ing. Most of them knew that if they had a sow which
had not enough milk for her litter, and they gave
skimmed milk to the Jittle pigs, the chances were a

thousand to one that a lot of them would die, Bui, by
mixing Epsom salts in a proper proportion, its pre-

judicial effects would be prevented. Skim-milk made
them costive, while the mixing of Epsom salts with it

gave it an opposite tendency.

He had only one other suggestion to make, and it

was that they should go In for a distinct stamp of stock

—say like the Suffolk farmers and breeders had done.

One eminent breeder of that county got 600 guineas

for two carl mares, and why should they not do the

same ? Then with regard to their sheep they had a
distinct type, and it should be their endeavour to

improve it in the same way as other breeders had im-
proved their flocks, and who now realised high prices

for them. He mentioned one farmer who began life

as a labourer's son, but who had applied himself to the

improvement of stock, commencing in an humble way,

until he had derived great profit from it, and was
known as one of the must eminent breeders in the

country. The Suffolk horses and cattle had become
famous because the breeders and farmers in that county

had set before themselves a distinct type to attain to,

and now their horses and cattle were as much like one

another as they could possibly be. They, in Brecon-

shire, were celebrated for their cart mares as well as

their ponies, out of both of which they might make a

firsl-rate thing, and he instanced that he remembered
;!^S4 being given for an unbroken 3-year-old colt from

that county. He advised that in order to the improve-

ment of their cart mares and ponies they should agree

upon a distinct type, towards which they should get

rid of all the bad three-cornered animals, and only

breed from those that were the best of their kind.

From what he had seen since he had been in that

district, if he had only 100 of their ewes, such as he

could pick from farms of the neighbourhood, and if he

haci two or three of their cart mares, as well as other

stock, he should be as happy as a prince, and he

thought he should hardly ever go to bed for looking at

them.

SE JVAGE UTILISA TION.

In the year 1861, in conjunction with my cousin,

Mr. W. Napier, of the Lands Improvement Company,
I submitted a proposal to the Metropolitan Board of

Works for the utilisation of the sewage of London
north of the Thames. That proposal was selected by
the Board as the best of the many that had been sub-

mitted to them, and we were encouraged by the almost
unanimous vote of the " Main Drainage Committee"

—

being what is called a committee of the whole Board

—

to go to the expense of preparing and depositing parlia-

mentary plans, together with a Bill for the session of

1S62. This cost us about ;i^40oo. Early in 1S62,

however, the Boai"d decided, as a half measure, not to

do anything until after the report of "Dr. Brady's

Committee," for the appointment of which he had
given notice in the House of Commons on the day pre-

vious to the final discussion of the Metropolitan Board.

After this sharp lesson we were more cautious, and
waited until after "Lord Robert Montagu's Com-
mittee " made their report in 1S64 before again moving.
Finding then that opinions in the Board were much
riper, we again came forward in the autumn of 1S64
with our old proposal : it was definitively accepted ;

we again deposited our parliamentary plans and Bill,

and in the session of 1865, after a prolonged struggle

in both Houses of Parliament, our Bill became law by
receiving the Royal assent on June ig.

But I must ask space for a few words on this parlia-

mentary contest. We were violently and persistently

opposed by the Corporation of the City of London,
wjth their unlimited purse and parHamentary influence,

and our competitors contrived to secure the sup-

port of Baron Liebig for the Corporation. He wrote
his celebrated Ldlcrs (0 tJic Lord Mayor, in the

third of which he said that our scheme appeared to

him "like a soap-bubble, glistening with bright colours,

but inside hollow and empty." Against such an anta-

gonist I was sadly overweighted. However, I knew
that my views were sound on the whole, and I knew
that the Baron was writing upon false data; therefore I

boldly accepted the challenge, and in a Letter to yohn
T/iwaites, Esq.^ Chairman of the Metropolitan Board of

Works^ being a Comparative Analysis of Baron Liebig's

three Letters, I achieved the feat of discomfiting and
silencing the father of agricultural chemistry on his

own ground, and he did not eventually appear as

a witness for the Corporation. When the Bill was
read a second time in the House of Commons,
and committed, some one moved that it be

referred, not to a private Bill committee of five

members, but to a " Select Committee " of 10 members,

as if it had been a public Bill ; and, further, that it be

an instruction to the committee not to confine their

inquiries lo our particular scheme—as in the case of all

private Bills—but generally to "inquire into the most

useful and profitable means of disposing of the metro-

politan sewage on tlie north side of the Thames."
This "instruction" had no precedent in private Bill

legislation, and was so wide in its scope, throwing such

indefinite expense upon the promoters, that, had I

opposed it, the House would have rejected it as a

matter of course. Accordingly, Sir John Thwaites,

who was not a little alarmed at it, urged me to oppose
it ; but I replied, "No ; if the scheme is a bad one,

the sooner we all find it out tlie better. My counsel

(Denison, Burke, Vernon Harcourt, and Horace
Lloyd) will take very good care that the scheme is not

condemned on insufficient grounds ; and if the scheme
is really the best, the committee will report that it is

so with judicial authority, as they will be in possession

of complete information." The committee, after an
exhaustive inquiry, summed up their report in these

words :
—" Upon this evidence, your committee are of

opinion that the scheme which has been submitted to

them is a useful and profitable mode of applying the

sewage of the northern portion of the metropolis, and
they have no reason to suppose that any more useful

or profitable schenie could be devised," Strong
language for a Select Committee uf the House of Com-
mons, presided over by the Judge-Advocate. The
Bill was again opposed in the House of Lords down to

the third reading, when, however, it was carried by a

triumphant majority, the numbers being—content, 49 ;

non-content, 4 ; and somewhat curiously, .in view of
his recent illness, the Prmce of Wales took part in the
proceedings of the House of Lords for the fy'st time,
by voting with the majority on this occasion.

I then proceeded to form the company, which was
technically " incorporated " by the Act. 1 got together
12 first-rate men as directors, including Lord De
Tabley, as chairman. Lord Gort, and Lord Richard
Browne. I also got the capital "guaranteed " by the
International Financial Society on behalf of them-
selves and of certain other parties fur whom they were
authorised to act.

I then, in the belief that he was competent to dis-

charge the office duties in London, offered the post of

secretary to Mr. Henry J. Morgan, \\ho was at that

time looking about fur something to do, and I pro-
cured for him the appointment at a salary of ^500
a-year. This is the gentleman who so often attacks

me in your columns, and who has made the extra-

ordinary personal attack upon me in your impres-
sion of yesterday. A more absolutely unprovoked attack
was perhaps never made by one man upon another
than this latest attack of the secretary of the Metropolis
Sewage Company upon me. Your readers will recol-

lect that when he thought fit, some months ago, to

attack me on two purely engineering questions, I

pointed out that it was impossible to argue with a man
who maintained such propositions as those of the secre-

tary of the Sewage Company, but I offered to refer our
differences—which were engineering, not agricultural

—

to the arbitration of the implement judges of the Royal
Agricultural Society, or to that of any professor of
mathematics, or engineering, or natural philosophy, in

any first-class college ; and I also undertook to procure
for Mr. Morgan, if he could prove his statements to be
correct, the gold medal of the Royal Society, as the

greatest mathematician of this or of any other age.

This challenge I repeated four times in your columns,
namely, on June 17 last, on July 8, August 26, and
September j6, and the secretary shirked it. He
knew he could not stand such an ordeal. Therefore
from that time to the present I have never again
alluded to him in any way whatever, and he has no
shadow of an excuse for his present attack.

He professes to write about Mr. Bailey Denton's
paper read six weeks ago at the Society of Arts, and
makes this the peg on which to hang his personal

attack upon me. But even the reason which he gives

for asking "space in your columns" is not correct.

He states that he "was prevented from taking part in

the discussion which followed " Mr. Denton's paper.

I am authorised to state that he was not prevented.
The statements of the secretary of the Sewage

Company regarding myself will not, after this, carry
much weight, but still I must briefly notice them.

1. I did not say that I agree "completely" with
Mr. Bailey Denton.

2. I did nnt say that "the metropolis is already
fully supplied with everything which it is in the power
of sewage to grow excepting corn," nor did I make use

of any expression tending in the slightest degree to

convey this impression.

3. I did 7iiit say that 12,000 tons of sewage could
not be passed through an acre of land within

12 months.

4. I did nol say that I had passed 31,000 tons of
sewage through an acre of my own land in a year.

5. I did not say that "the be^t use of sewage would
be found in the application of that of 20 to 25 persons

to an acre in the production of cereals."

After the elaborate misrepresentations of the Sewage
Company's secretary I must ask to be allowed to say

that my confidence in the possibility of the intrinsic

value of the manure in sewage being realised by the

farmer is as great as ever. The onus prohandt lies

altogether on those who assert that manure in solution

—in which form alone it is available for vegetation

—

is not as valuable as the same substances undissolved,

in which form they ai'e not available for vegetation.

The only difficulty is as to the disposal of the winter

sewage, when vegetation is dormant, but nothing is

simpler than to apply this to fallow land as a prepara-

tion for spring Wheat, Oats, Beans, &c. In this way
I believe that the proportion of persons per acre over a

whole farm (including Rye-grass and Mangel Wur/^el

land, receiving, say, from 30 to 60 or 80 persons per acre)

may be reduced with profit to an average of from
20 to 25 persons per acre. But the cereal crops should
not receive half of that average. The scheme that I

have recommended to the Corporation of Birmingham,
and in which they have adopted my London scheme
over again, applied to an inland town, namely, a long

culvert running straight away into the country, capable

of supplying the farmers on the road, and a reserve

filter of land {to be purchased) at the end of the cul-

vert, capable, if necessary, of taking the whole of the

sewage and purifying it,—that is of converting its

organic and putrescent constituents into inorganic and
non-putrescent forms, except such portion as the area

of the surface will permit of being turned into plant

life. Schemes must however be made to vary with the

circumstances of each town. Birmingham, like Lon-
don, is a great city ; it has nearly half a million of in-

habitants, and is surroLUided by very valuable land.

In the case of a little coimtry town of 6000 inhabitants,

and surrounded by land that can be bought even by
compulsory purchase for ^50 an acre, I have recom-
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mended 254 acies to be purchased, or one acre for

every 23,'. persons.

I could, if permitted, throw considerable light on

the question of national importance, namely, why does

the sewage of London still run into the Thames at

BavkintT ? but the real battle of tlie London sewage

will eventually be fought in a court of law. Mean-

while, I would ask your readers to remember that

I have spent more time and anxious thought over

the sewage question than any other human being.

I claim from them that credit for sincerity to which

a man has a right when he backs his opinions with

his money, and devotes the best years of his life

to putting them in practice ; and, lastly, I would

caution your readers that whenever they see any

statement about sewage, signed '* Henry J. Morgan,"

and dated " Lodge Farm, Barking," they should

remember that it is really written in the office of the

Metropolis Sewage Company, London, and by the

secretary. IK //ofe, Pars/ocs, Jamiary 14.

AGRICULTURAL NOTES.
By Mr. W. Smith, Woolston.

Sfeam Cultivation. •— I continue to receive letters

of inquiry upon the question of steam cultivation.

Amongst those received this morning is the following,

the answer to which is of such general interest, that I

must ask you to publish it ; besifles, I cannot afford the

time to write private answers, needing so much labour,

to each letter of such general interest :

—

"
sii-^— 1 have read, with much interest, your letter in

last week's As^ricitifiiral Gazcftc, more particularly as

before I had no conception that rt was possible to work
.•steam cultivation so cheaply.

"The interest which you have always taken in steam

cultivation emboldens me to venture to ask you a few

questions on the subject.

"When the land is cultivated by steam, I conclude that

fewer horses are kept on a farm. How do you manage
at certain times when there is a great deal of horse-work

to be done at once?— at harvest time, for instance, when
some of your corn is fit to carry, and you wish to have a
reaping machine going at the same time.

" In your system, I understand that you only use culti-

vators, and[ never plough the land. How do you bury
your manure, and how do you prepare your Clover lea for

Wheat? Is your engine a locomotive, or if not, how
many horses does it require to move it ?

" Do you not think it would be a good plan on a farm
of say 300 acres of arable land, to have a small fixed

engine of say 2-horse power for chaff-cutting, and other

ligM work, using the larger engine for threshing, grinding,

&c., and steam cultivation?
" If I might venture to offer a suggestion, I think that

an account of the general year's work on your farm would
meet with a re^tdy sale, and would be a great boon to

agriculturists who. like myself, would be glad to become
better acquainted with a system of steam cultivation

which, while successful and profitable, would not require

a targe outlay of tenant's capital.
" Apologising for troubling you so much,

" Yours, &c."

Here is my answer ;—It is not my fault that it is not

generally known that it is possible to v/ork land

cheaply by steam-power, for I have published yearly

all the operations (both steam and horse power), with

the costs, on every field on my farm separately, since

1S56. As a sample, see my diary published November 3

last, with all the particulars given therewith. I have
repeatedly shown that fewer horses are kept on my
farm than it would be possible to farm it with horses.

Four with my nag is all that I have upon it now, yet

my heavy clay land is worked 10 inches deep. Double
that number would be needed to work it 6 inches deep
under the dead-fallow system, or under the best known
horse culture. In 1865 I published a Table showing
my horse-work throughout the year. I had three

horses then, and tiieir work throughout the year was as

follows :—Carting corn, 75 days ; carting dung, 59
days; job work, 117 days; cultivating, 34 days;
drilling corn, 15 days

;
ploughing, 36 days

;

total, 356 days for one horse, or an average of

iiS| days' work for my three horses. I have pulled

down old buildings and built up new ones, placing

them at the most convenient spot possible for saving

distance in carting corn, &c. At some of my fields I

do not cart the corn home at harvest, but rick it about

half-way home, and bring it home for threshing at a

second move, or thresh it in the field, bringing the straw

home when needed. Here is how I did last harvest.

My machine cut 14 acres of Barley, while my men
mowed 12 acres. The 14 acres was then carted.

Then my machine was set to work, cutting 13 acres of

AVheat in the morning, carting the 12 acres of Barley

in the afternoon. This done, the machine went
straight a-head, finishing my Wheat, 78 acres in all

;

then the Wheat was carted. Then the machine was
set to work on my 39 acres of Beans, which were then

carted, finishing my harvest on September 18. By
this it may be seen that my horses cut 131 acres

of Wheat, Beans, and Barley, the men cutting only

12 acres. It may be seen that I cannot cut com by
machinery and cart com at the same time, but by con-

triving I can do both, and finish harvest in a late

season within a reasonable time. My neighbours,

under horse farming, did not outstrip me last season,

although tlieir corn acreage was nothing like so great

AS mine, in proportion to the acres we farm, I use a

cultivator to smash up my Bean stubbles for Wheat,
and I use a combined ridging and subsoiling plough for

Beans, roots, and Barley, the latter after a white straw

crop. The plough has not been worked either by
steam or horse power on my heavy land for 17 years,

yet my land is clean, although it has never had a

fallow during the whole of that period. It was not

clean when I started 17 years ago. The manure is

carted upon my Wheat stubbles, and spread in the

usual way. Then the land is ridge-ploughed and sub-

soiled at one operation. The ridger covers up the

manure, and Beans are planted without any more
being done to the land. For Barley, after Wheat, on my
heavy land, the ridges get split in the winter by horse-

power, and that is all that gets done to it. I grow a

bit of Clover yearly on my light land, and that gets

ploughed over by my horses for Wheat. My engine is

not locomotive. It is an S-horse boiler, made of the

very best iron, with a lo-horse cylinder upon it : thus

I get all the power I want at the least possible weight.

Three horses can draw it easily on a road, four

can shift it over my land from field to field, &c,

I cannot see that a 2-horse power fixed engine can be

of any possible use on a 300-acre farm, all arable, for,

as I showed in my letter that such a farm would need

42 days' work a year from a little engine of the power
of mine, a fixed engine could not be of any use ; for

threshing, chaft'-cutting, isic, throughout the year, are

just the kind of work to keep a ploughing-engine like

mine in good order. Engines damage more when idle

than they do at work, therefore a fixed engine would

be worse than waste of tenant's capital, for it is waste-

ful in causing unnecessary repair to an idle plough-

engine. If people will read my letters and the reports

on my farm attentively, they will not need a book of

particulars, for all useful particulars are published

yearly ; in that way I give all the information that can

be got from my farm for nothing : T have had no pay,

neither do I want any. The evidence that I have

published proves that I can farm heavy clay land for

6j. 2>k^' ^ y^^^ o^ ^^ average, the land always in crop

and always clean.

" The Dog-in-ihe-Manger Principle.'' — \lx. Mechi
tells that "the dog-in-the-manger principle is not

to be commended," which he illustrates by telling

us that tenants should not mind spending 20J-. in im-

provements, &:c. , if the landlords do get ^s. of it ; but

then he becomes "dog-in-the-manger" himself, when
he says :

" I certainly should not do it on annual

tenure, except, &c." That is just it. That is the

reasoning of Mr. Thomas Bell. I know of very many
cases where "the dog-in-the-manger principle"' has

not been carried out, and where the landlords have

become bulldogs, ea;tlng-up tenant's unsecured capi-

tal. Here is one :—A tenant five years back took a

lot of very poor land— that is, poor in its then

state ; it was taken by him at a higher rent

than anybody else would give. This tenant set

to work at draining, stacking, and clearing, as well

as improving in many ways, to the tune of many hun-

dreds of pounds ; and this he did under one of Mr.

Mechi's " excepted" landlords, who had always been

found a just and fair man, but then death stepped in,

and took this just and fair landlord away. After this

a new landlord stepped in, and his first doing was to

send "John Land Agent" (a very busy man now-a-day

in gleaning up tenants' improvements for bulldog land-

lords) over the whole of the estate, several parishes in

extent, to pick up all the gleanings. Gleanings were

found on most of the farms, on the one pointed at

above to the tune of an increased rent of ioj-. an

acre a-year, without allowing a penny for the large

sum of money spent by the tenant. The "dog-in-the-

manger principle'' may not be " commendable," but

who are Mr. Mechi's exceptional landlords who are

worthy of trust ? There may have been " landlords on

certain estates where generations of farmers are retained

on the same occupation as a point of lionour," but they

are now become few and far between. Death knocks

this and that man down, in whose place Bulldog Land-

lord steps in with John Land Agent at his elbow. Can
we call that "commendable?" No ; tenants must be

defended against the now-a-day bulldogs,—our big ones

are not to be trusted upon a point of " honour" any

more than our little ones are. Mr. Mechi tells us that

when he bought his lease upon his premises in Regent

Street "he laid out ^^5000 in alterations, fittings, and

fixings suitable for his trade, knowing that when the

ease expired (21 years) his rent would be increased."

This is all right, for we know that Mr. Mechi was a

fancy man who needed a fancy shop in a fancy place.

According to his own showing he found one, bought

the lease, ami then spent ^"5000 in making it suilahle

to his own fancy, wherein he has since attracted many
fancy customers to see and undergo the shaving process,

strop and razor always in hand ready ; therefore shav-

ing has gone on by " magic,"—shaving a pocket here

and a pocket there to the tune of a very large sum
yearly: and as fancy shavings were by "magic" shaved,

and from Mr. Mechi's fancy wares, it is pretty clear that

his ;^5ooo was well spent in his fancy arrangements.

But then this does not prove that at the end of his

21 years' lease those premises will be worth (less a per-

centage for repairs, »!i:c. ) ;^5000 more than when he

bought the lease, for we must remendier that this

fancy shop has been made suitable to his fancy and

*' taste"; therefore it is not at all unlikely that if

Mr. Mechi leaves at the end of his lease, by being out-
bid by another fancy man, these premises might need
another ^5000 spent in making them suitable
for him. Therefore we must not look at Mr. Mechi's
;^50oo spent as improvements to the property,
but, as he says, "in alterations, fittings, and fixings
suitable for his trade;" for if Mr. Mechi was
to leave the premises, they might not be worth a penny
more than they were when he bought the lease,

yet for all that he may be willing to pay an
increased rent at the end of his lease, rather than
leave his "alterations, fixings, and fittings," that arc

of value to himself only. That is a matter of bargain
between himself and his landlord, which is well under-
stood on both sides. Improvements on land by tenants

will not compare, for they are made yearly little by
little, thereby becoming permanent improvements that

can be used by any man,—not alterations, fixings, and
fittings suitable only to a fancy man. Mr. Mechi
goes on thus:—"On the 45 acres of Chapel land,

which I hold adjoining my own on a 21 years' lease, I

immediately drained it thoroughly, although I knew
that the rent would be ultimately raised." Then,
according to Mr. Mechi's own evidence, the '* £24$ rent

of Chapel land, 45 acres," as shown in his balance-sheet

for 186S, at p. 90, 1S69, is not a fair one, for the total

cost of the draining, with the interest of money thereon,

would add many shillings an acre to the rent ; there-

fore he has paid his increased rent forward all in a

lump in drainage, and that according to agreement.
Vou see Mr. Mechi's balance-sheet, when we get

evidence to sift it, will not hgld good. I do not forget

his high-priced Wheat in 1868.

TAc Steam P'.ngine on the Farm. — Mr. Mechi
sticks to his fixed engine and extravagant application

of tenant's capital. He say.s, " about £\10^^' and then

he goes on thus— " There it is if you want it, and there

it is if you don't want it ; in the latter case it eats and
drinks nothing, and you have only a loss on interest of

capital at 5 per cent." And then he goes on to com-
pare it with idle horses, whxh is altogether beside the

question, for we are now considering the question as to

the use of engines on a farm irrespective of horses.

Now, let us look at the case fairly. He says, " There
it is if you want it," and he brings his 300-acre

farm to support him, which he assures us will

need the use of the engine "during the six winter

months" for chafif. cutting, &c. When are we to

begin these six winter months? September cannot

be one of them, neither can October. November,
December, January, February, March, and April

are the six cattle feeding months throughout

England, therefore I shall call them Mr. Mechi's

"six winter months." According to the evidence

worked out by luyself, the ploughing engine is needed

in the months of September and October 42 d.ays, to

work a 300-acre farm. In those months there are 61

days, from which we must deduct eight Sundays,

which leaves 53 working days— 11 days more than is

needed to do the ploughing. Mr. Mechi may have the

use of the engine these 11 days to start his cattle on

feeding in August if he likes. Therefore the evidence

before lis is clear, that the ploughing engine can do

Mr. Mechi's grinding, &f., on a 300-acre farm, as well

as do the ploughing all in season and in order. Now
let us consider Mr. Mechi's words. "There it is

if you do not want it . . . it eats and drinks

ilothing, and you have only a loss on interest

of capital at 5 per cent." I must give Mr.

Mechi a lesson upon this point, for if it will not

eat or drink anything, it will need looking after, and

looking after will cost quite \s. a week throughout

the year ; and, in the face of all the looking after he can

give it, will in time rust out at points where luoking

after cannot get at—^yes, much quicker than an engine

in regular work will ; therefore I must allow 5 per

cent, on the cost price of this engine that is to stand

by and rust out, for renewals. The case will stand

thus :
—

Interest at 5 pel" cent, on ;6i7o .. .. . . iJS 10 o

Cost of looking after the engine 2 12 o

Allow.ince for renewal .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 8 10 o

Total

£\(^ I2J. a-year is Mr.

tenant. Mr. Mechi's

the face of it, very

must be there the

f,^<

Mechi's "only a lo.ss " to the

fi.xing it at £4 5.r. is, upon
unjust, for his fixed engine

next or summer half-year,

if not used; therefore a year's interest ought to have

been charged by him, and he knew it. Mr. Mechi

appears to think that it is a capital thing for a tenant to

use a large capital, whether it be used usefully or not ;

indeed, f might say wastefuUy or not, for in the case

above he is recommending an exjienditure of tenant's

capital that would waste fully ^19 I2.r. of tenant's

income a-year; and he looks at "only a loss "as a

mere trifle. Such wastefulness would soon waste a

tenant's .substance as well as his living, therefore is nnt

the road to the big loaf. There is a vast difierence

between positive waste and "cheese-paring." Mr.

Mechi tells us that his profit for 1S71, "for rent,

interest, and profit, after paying every expense, is nearly

_^7oo—in 1S70 it was more than that;" and he

finishes thus :
" "^ou shall have details shortly." Does

he mean to give us the details for lS6y, 1870, and

1S71? His details for 1S6S, that I punched a large

hole in, are given at p. 90, 1869. He promised
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those for 1869 a very long time since ; surely he does

not mean to jump that year, and leave us in the dark

for a whole year, getting a fresh start for 1870.

THE BEET-SUGAR MANUFACTURE.
[The following is condensed from a lecture on this subject by

C. H. Gill, Esq,, lately deli%-ered before the Society of Arts ;

and reported in their Journal.]

The first operation performed in a Beet-sugar manu-

factory is to wash the roots, which is done by a

machine made for the purpose. The washing being

over, the roots are passed onwards, and are freed from

the upper part, or crown from which the leaves spring,

and also from any worthless or decayed portions which

may be noticed upon them. They then go to a

machine, in which they are rasped up into a fine pulp.

It practically consists of a drum, from 18 inches to

2 feet in diameter, and 2 feet long, the whole circum-

ference of which is set with a number of saw-blades,

with teeth just sticking out of the circumference. This

drum is caused to rotate with great rapidity, performing

between 700 and 1000 revolutions in one minute. Near
to it is a straight steel-edge, and as the roots are passed

into the hopper of the macliine they fall down, and are

rasped against these rotating saw-teeth, and, of course,

as the teeth come round, they scrape out from the root

a number of small strips, and gradually the roots are

rasped up into a soi*t of pulp. This pulp is next folded

up in a number of cloths made of coarse flannel ; the

pulp is put into the centre of the cloth, the edges of

which are folded over, so that it is made into a kind of

square cake. It is then put upon an iron plate, another

plate upon the top, then another cake of pulp, and so

on, till there ai-e 50, 60, or 70 cakes piled one above

the other. These packets are all put into a powerful

hydraulic press, which is caused to exert a gradually

increasing, but finally very great pressure on the mass.

Of the 95 or 96 per cent, ofjuice which the roots con-

tained, So to $5 are obtained by this method. Where
the process of diffusion is adopted, 94 to 95 per cent, is

the pratical yield of juice. The juice, as it is pressed

out, runs into a vessel prepared to receive it, somewhat
dark-coloured, as it contains all the impurities that I

mentioned before, and has now to be clarified. If we
boil it, as I have boiled some similar juice here, we do

get a partial clarification, for the albuminous consti-

tuents coagulate in the same way as the white of an egg

sets when it is heated, and form a kind of scum on the

surface. The coagulation is by no means very perfect.

But it is found that, by the addition of some lime, tlie

process of coagulation, and consequent running together

of many of the other constituents, is very much facili-

tated, owing to the formation of insoluble lime com-
pounds. But this addition of lime prevents the coagu-

lation of the albumen itself, which therefore remains in

solution till it is partially destroyed by being boiled in

the alkaline solution.

The juice running from the presses is allowed to go
into some large copper heaters, holding about 500 galls,

each, and to each of these a quantity of lime is

added, which is equal to about i per cent, of the weight

of the roots from which the juice has been obtained.

Before the lime is added, however, the juice is heated

to a temperature of about 180° Fahr. The lime being

added, the coagulation commences, and then the heat

is raised slowly by turning steam into the pocket of the

pan. As the liquid approaches boiling point, a scum
arises in the way I have described. The juice defecated

by the action of the lime contains still a considerable

quantity of lime in solution, for though much of the

lime which has been added has combined with the

organic acids and other matters, which were present in

the juice, and has separated in the form of scum, still a

great portion remains behind, and gives to the juice a

distinct alkaline character. Before the manufacturer
can advantageously treat the solution so as to obtain

sugar ci7stals, he is compelled to remove a great part

of this lime by some process or another ; and that

which on the whole is most economical and most
usually applied is by causing the lime present in such a
solution to unite with carbonic acid gas, which forms a
compound which is very slightly soluble, in a sugar
solution, and thus separates in the shape of a white
powder.
When this portion is performed on a large scale, the

workman continues to pass gas into the hot solution

until he finds that the precipitate which forms clots

together pretty readily, and sinks rapidly to the bottom
of the vessel. He takes this as an indication that the

operation is practically complete, the settling of the

precipitate marking the termination of the action, and
showmg that nearly all the lime has combined with
carbonic acid, so as to beeome insoluble.

Supposing that this operation has actually been per-

formed in the factory, that the juice has been first defe-

cated, then saturated, or carbonated with carbonic acid,

that the excess of lime in the juice has been removed
by cai'bonation, we get such a product as is contained
in this bottle, which comes from Mr. Duncan's factory.

There is, however, still some lime to be removed from
the juice, and there are also contained a considerable

number of gummy and albuminous bodies. Tliese are

partially removed, and at the same time a considerable

portion of the colouring matter, which gives this brown
tint to the liquid, by passing the juice through animal
charcoal. This is done by taking the juice coming
from the carbonating pan into an iron cistern, and there

heating it nearly to boiling point, and from there

passing it into the top of tall vessels, 15 or 16 feet in

height, and i\ to 3 feet in diameter, and filled with

granulated animal charcoal. The juice finds its way
through this charcoal gradually to the bottom, and runs

out while a fresh supply is poured in at the top. The
animal charcoal has a considerable power of absorbing

bodies, such as dextrine, and if you give it a longer

time, and the liquid be hot, as in the case under con-

sideration, the action is considerably increased, and

the liquid undergoes'a very material purification.

The juice, therefore, has now been defecated,

carbonated, heated to boiling, so as to decompose

any remaining bicarbonate of lime in the solution,

and to raise its temperature, so that the charcoal

may have a greater action upon it, and it has

then been allowed to run down through a column

of animal charcoal, 15 or 1 8 feet deep. The
thin juice, as it is now called, issuing from the bottom

of the charcoal, has become decolorised, somewhat
freed from the lime and from the gummy and albuminous

bodies which the lime had failed to remove. The next

process is to concentrate it, or to remove from this thin

juice—and as a rule it is very thin—a great portion of

the water which it contains. This is effected in the

ordinary way by boiling. In the older processes this

was done by simply putting the juice into open pans,

and putting a fire under them, in the same way as cane

sugar is treated, but this method is no lodger adopted.

It is now done in an apparatus which I may call a

double effect apparatus, because the heat is used twice

over, for the purpose of evaporating the liquid. The
juice is put into a vessel somewhat resembling a loco-

motive boiler, being heated by steam, which passes into

a number of pipes which run through the boiler, while

a very partial vacuum is created above. When the

steam is hot enough to make the liquid in the vessel to

boil rapidly it goes off in steam, but instead of sending

it out into the air, and wasting the heat contained in

this vapour from the boiling juice, it is made to pass by

a tube into the tubes of the second vessel similar to the

first, and though the temperature of the vapour thus

obtained from the first pan is not high enough to make
the liquid in the second vessel boil with any degree of

rapidity at the ordinary atmospheric pressure, by con-

necting the top of No. 2 vessel with an air-pump, and

a condensing apparatus, so that the contents of the

second vessel boil much below the usual temperature,

this slight difficulty is entirely got over, and thus nearly

the whole of the heat given off by the steam is utilised.

In some factories three such evaporating vessels are

connected together, but I believe the saving effected by

using a third is very small, because the practical loss of

heat is very considerable.

In this double effect apparatus the juice is brought to

what is technically termed 25** Beaume, which I may
explain thus. When the juice is so far concentrated

that this little float (Beaume's cerometer) only sinks in

it so far as the mark 25, it contains about 45 per cent,

of its weight of total solids, including sugar, in solution.

From this preliminary concentration, the juice, now
technically ** thick juice," goes to a cistern in which it

is heated to boiling, and is then again filtered through

fresh animal charcoal, to remove more of the colouring

matters still present, and some of the albuminous bodies

which are more readily absorbable from dense than

from thin liquids. After this second charcoaling, the

juice is almost colourless, and veiy brilliant and trans-

parent, but is still not a pure or by any means a saturated

solution of sugar, and accordingly, before the maker

can obtain any sugar from it in the solid form, he is

obliged to reduce the quantity of water still further.

This he does by the use of the vacuum pan, the name
of which, I have no doubt, suggests the nature of its

construction. It is simply a pan, into which the liquid

can be introduced and heated, while a comparatively

perfect vacuum is formed above the surface, and in

which, consequently, the liquid is capable of boiling at

a very low temperature. [The lecturer then described,

by means of a large diagram, the construction of the

vacuum pan.] The liquid introduced into this vacuum
pan of course loses water, and shrinks, and from time

to time more is added, until the pan is filled to a con-

venient height with the new and more concentrated

liquor. At this point this admission of liquid is stopped

for a short time, and the boiling is continued, until a

sample, taken out by means of what is called a proof

stick, is found to be of a certain degree of stickiness.

At this time the liquid contained in the pan is a super-

saturated solution of sugar, that is, a solution containing

more sugar than the water present really ought to con-

tain at that temperature. The problem which the man
has to solve is, how to disturb that liquid in such away
as to bring about crystallisation. The right kind of

disturbance in this case is, as a rule, to admit by little

jerks small quantities of the liquor from which the boiled

mass was made. The man, therefore, opens the cock,

and lets in a small quantity of the thickened juice into

the pan, and after a little time—the duration of which

appears to me very uncertain, depending very much on

the purity of the juice operated upon—the boiler, when
he takes out the proof, and examines it between his eye

and the light, sees small grains of sugar beginning to

appear. At this point he knows that crystallisation has

begun, and when it has once started it proceeds very

rapidly, and in a few minutes after they have once made
their appearance, the whole mass of liquid in that pan

is filled with a mass of very minute crystals of sugar

floating in a syrup, which is a normal saturated solu-

tion for the temperature at which the crystallisation

takes place. The excess of sugar forming the super-

saturated solution is deposited, and we have now
crystals floating in a solution only properly saturated

for the temperature at which we have been operating.

After the crystals have once formed, and we liuve this

mass of crystals in the pan, little by little, more of the

original solution is admitted, and so it is continually

added, and the water is evaporated until the pan be-

comes nearly full. The crystals which are first formed
now continue to grow by a continuous addition of sugar

to their surfaces, and if this operation of adding to the

solution of sugar, and evaporating off the water, be
allowed to take place a sufficient number of times, and
in a sufficiently gentle manner, the crystals will become
a very considerable size. I have here some samples of
sugar made by this process, some of which are very
fine specimens. Here is some of very nearly the first

quality beet-root sugar, which is made in France in the

way I have described. It has been boiled for 12 hours
in this way. After they once get "gi'ain," as it is

technically termed, in the pan, they add fresh liquor in

very small quantities,'and'evaporate off the water, so that

there is a slow deposit of sugar on the grains already
formed, so slow that it deposits in a comparatively
regular manner, and when that occurs we get large-

sized crystals. Here are some still finer, for which I

am indebted to Mr. Duncan ; indeed, it is the finest

I have ever seen, though it is called raw beet-sugar. It

is made in England from English-grown roots.

The crystals formed in this case are practically pure
sugar, and, therefore, what is left behind when the

crystals are separated out must contain all the impuri-

ties originally present, plus so much of the sugar as has
not been crystallised on.account of the water still present

.

The mass in that state, when the boiling is finished, is

let out by opening a plug, or slide valve, in the bottom of

the apparatus. The sugar now has to be recovered from
this, and the mode usually adopted is to make use of a

so-called centrifugal machine. You know that when
anything is set rotating very violently on its axis, the

outer particles of it at any portion of their course tend

to continue their motion in the direction of a tangent

to the circle at that point, and if you make the motion
very rapid, the force which makes them tend to fly off

becomes very considerable.

In this way, and in this first operation, about three-

fourths of all the sugar that can be obtained, is obtained,

if the process is conducted successfully. The syrup

that has drained away is obviously worth keeping. It

is a saturated solution of sugar, and for every pound of

water we have there, we have at least two pounds of

sugar, for one pound of water will dissolve that quantity

of sugar, it is obviously necessary to recover as great a
quantity of that sugar as possible. This- syrup that has

been drained away is far more impure than the original

thickened juice which we evaporated, and accordingly

it is not possible to get crystals of sugar formed in the

pan during this second concentration. But the liquid

having been thickened to the degree which experience

has found necessary, is run into large iron tanks, where
it is allowed to stand for a fortnight or three weeks,
and kept at a moderately high temperature. Crystal-

lisation then slowly takes place, and the mass is then

stirred up with some fresh syrup, and put through the

centrifugal machine again. This constitutes the second

product of factories, of which I have two samples here.

The result is, of course, less pure, both in appearance

and in reality, than the first product, owing to the

ciystals retaining on their surfaces a large proportion of

the still more sticky mother liquid than the first did,

and not only a larger proportion of that, but this mother
liquid itself is more impure, consequently the whole
mass contains a much greater proportion of impurities

than the first crop. The syrup from this second pro-

duct is again concentrated, but by this time it is so

impure that before crystallisation can be brought about

after it is concentrated, it has to be kept for six months
in tanks at a comparatively high temperature.

The syrup which drains away from the third product

has no longer any value to the sugar-maker, but is sold

for the purpose of making spirits from. It is diluted,

fermented, distilled, and thus is obtained a crude Beet-

root spirit, which is afterwards rectified, duly flavoured,

and sold as French brandy.

^omc Comsponbence.
The Condition of the Farm Labourer.—Your

interesting report of the labourers' meeting at Brampton
Bryan will, no doubt, astonish many of your readers,

not only by the calm and dispassionate statements of

the speakers, but by the report that the wages in

Hereford are still so small, without any perquisites to

account for their remaining so. It is difficult, however,

to conceive how, in this small island, one county can

procure labour at one-third less than another, the

two being only a day's journey apart. The mining

operations and the iron works have so drained off the

agricultural labourers in the North of England, that it

is the cry of every farmer that labourers are not

to be found, and I have no doubt that in this

county (Cumberland) there are hundreds like myself,

who would be glad to find accommodation and
work for one, two, or three families ; and the

more workers amongst them the better, for the
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most knotty question now is, how to crop the land

to take the least labour, instead of how to produce the

most, and how to afford the greatest amount of profit-

able labour. I confess I see little prospect of labourers

keeping a cow each ; it would entail considerable out-

lay on the landlord, be a source of inconvenience to

the tenant, and the labourer would find considerable

difficulty in keeping up his supply of milk besides the

risk incurred. Some advocate "allotments'* for the

labourer, but I think the advantage doubtful, as after

his day's work a labourer has as little inclination for,

as he has need of, more exercise ; but with his cottage

{of not less than four rooms) provide him with a small

garden, and, instead of the allotment, if the farmer

will permit him to plant Potatos in the field along with

his own (charging a trifle per lOO yards of furrow for

liorse-worU, &c.), it will enable the labourer to keep a

pig, one half of which I find is generally sold, the

other making a very suitable picture for the cottage.

IJut even this system requires some restriction, for I

have known the one pig get to four or five, and conse-

quently the thousand yards of Potato furrow increased

to three or four times as much. On or near every farm

there undoubtedly ought to be sufficient cottage ac-

commodation for the labour required, and even then a

difficulty may arise, for in the course of 40 years I have

seen families reared and dispersed, and the cottage

remain tenanted by the aged, being no longer able to

do a fair day's work ; then comes the difficult question,

how are they to be dealt with, without doing violence

to one's better feelings ? Cumbrian.

Sewage Utilisation : The Lodge Farm,
Barking.—Those who remember the outcry that met

me when I insisted upon the passage of sewage through

soil as well as over the surface of vegetation, will not

be surprised to find that the advocates of wide irriga-

tion should join in opposing the modification I have

proposed, by the introduction of intermittent filtration

when, and only when, circumstances prevent the attain-

ment of profitable results from irrigation as it is now
practised. But as all persons, without exception, now
admit that irrigated land should be drained if not

naturally percolative, I do not despair of an equally

general admission at no very distant date that by the

adoption of intermittent filtration (in the way pointed

out in my letter to the Times of the 4th inst. ) both the

ratepayers of towns and the farmers of the country will

be best served. As the matter is one of vast importance,

and facts and figures will go much further to decide the

question in difference than any number of words,

Mr. Morgan would do real service if he, as manager
of the Lodge Farai, Barking, and representative

of the Metropolis Sewage Company, would supply a

little additional information to that given in his report

and statement of accounts of September last. By
that statement Mr. Morgan shows a *' profit" of

/1324 ii-f. 6//. from 207 acres of land, or nearly

^6 Sj-. an acre. On examining the details given, how-
ever, I find nothing charged for sewage, although the

total quantity absorbed was 150,000,000 galls., and
this, at a halfpenny a ton, would amount to close upon
^1300, and swallow up the whole of the profit. I find

all charge for interest on money expended in preparing

the land for irrigation, and on capital employed in

carrying on the farm, omitted from the accounts,

although if 5 per cent, were charged upon the total

amount of money spent and required—and upon which
a farmer would look for at least 5 per cent, before he

calculated his profits— it would reduce Mr. Morgan's
/'1324 iiJ-. 6(/. one-half, and the remainder would be

swallowed up if only a farthing a ton was put on the

sewage. I observe also that there is no entry for interest

on money expended in delivering the sewage to the

land, though pumping is resorted to. It may be
quite right to disregard this item as one that should

not be charged against the farm ; but when consider-

ing the relative advantages of large and small works,

it is the duty of those who would unreservedly

recommend the former to show that a large profit

attends it, after every item of outlay, original and cur-

rent, has been fairly dealt with. Mr. Morgan shows
that the sum of ^'^\^ \is. \\d. covers the rent of

the 207 acres as well as rates and taxes, or rather less

than £,^ per acre, which, if divided and capitalised,

represents less than ^80 per acre as the fee simple value

of the land. Perhaps Mr. Morgan will explain what
would become of his "profit" if the authorities of a

town had to pay ;i^i50 or ^^200 an acre instead of ;!^8o.

It is only in instances where the great cost of land and
other implements preclude the probability of actual

profit, that I advocate intermittent filtration as a check
on extortion, and as a means of enabling sewer autho-

rities " to cut their coats according to their cloth." I

have stated that the Lodge Farm, under the manage-
ment of Mr. Morgan, illustrates the assertion that ordi-

nary irrigation carried out on a too free soil partakes

of the character of bad filtration attended with immense
waste ; and surely the fact shown by the report

referred to, that 300 tons of sewage, worth, at a

\J, a ton, I2J. 6(/., are used to produce I ton of green

Rye-grass, worth less than izs. a ton, must satisfy

every one that such is the case. This is no fault of Mr.
Morgan's ; he uses every care to make the most of the

farm, but it clearly proves that what he calls "irriga-

tion proper " is very improper irrigation. In spite of

our present inability to show profitable results from,

sewage farming in the hands of corporate bodies, the

time is not far distant when that object will be attained,

but it will not be done by the indiscriminate adoption

of wide distribution, but by the provision of a means of

extending the application of sewage as the demand
arises ; and intermittent filtration, while effecting this,

secures a more satisfactory pmification than is to be

gained by any other treatment. As to the purification

effected at Merthyr, the answer to Mr. Morgan's

observations is the fact that when double the quantity

of sewage, /. ^., double the quantity of polluting matter,

was applied to the same surface-space, there was no

practical difference in the condition of the effluent water

from the under-drains. J, Bailey Deiiion, 22, Whitehall

Place, S.W., Jan. 21.

Smti\t%.
HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL.

General Meeting, Jan. i7.^The following oflice-

bearers were elected for the current year :

—

President.—Most Noble the Marquis of Tweeddale,
K.T.

Vice-Presidents.—Right Hon. the Earl of Strath-

more ; Right Hon. Lord Kinnaird, K.T. ; Most Noble
the Marquis of Lothian ; Right Hon. Lord Dunglass.

Extraordinary Directors. — Sir John Ogilvy, of

Inverquharity, Bart., M.P. ; Sir Robert Anstruther, of

Balcaskie, Bart., M.P.
; J. Whyle Melville, of Ben-

nochy ; William Smythe, of Methven ; Harry Young,

of Cleish ; Sir Hugh Hume Campbell, of Marchmont,
Bart. ; Sir George H. Scott Douglas, of Springwood

Park, Bart. ; SirG. Graham Montgomery, of Stanhope,

Bart. , M. P. ; Allan Eliott Lockhart, of Borthwickbrae ;

David Robertson, of Ladykirk, M.P.
Ordinary Directors.—ThomasCoults Trotter, Champ-

fleurie
; John Wilson, Edington Mains, Chirnside

;

Sir George Warrender, of Lochend, Bart. ; Robert

Binnie, Seton Mains, Longniddry
; John Dickson, of

Corstorphine ; Thomas A. Hog, of Newliston ; James
Ewan Newton, of Linnbank, Lanark ; John "Wilson,

Professor of Agriculture, University of Edinburgh

;

Alexander Young, Keir Mains, Dunblane ; Sir Archi-

bald Hope, of Pinkie, Bart. ; Adam Curror, The Lee,

Edinburgh ; Capt. Maitland Dougall, of Scotscraig,

R.N. ; William Ford, Hardengreen, Dalkeith
;

Andrew Mitchell, Alloa; Captain Tod, of Howden ;

James Seton Wightman, of Courance ; Sir William

Forbes, of Craigievar, Bart. ; James Baird, of Cambus-
doon ; T. R. B. Leslie MelvUIe Cartwright, Melville

House ; Thomas Elliot, Hindhope, Jedburgh ; James
W. Hunter, of Thurston ; Patrick S. Keir, of Kin-

drogan ; Robert Scot Skivving, Camptoun, Drem ; Sir

David Baird, of Newbyth, Bart. ; Sir Henry J. Seton

Steuart, of Allanton, Bart. ; William Aitchison, Lin-

hope, Hawick ; George Harvey, Whittingham Mains,

Prestonkirk ; David Milne Home, of Wedderburn ;

George Auldjo Jamieson, C.A. ; John Munro, Fair-

nington, Kelso.

Office Bearers.—The Kight Hon. Sir William

Gibson-Craig, of Riccarton, Bart., Treasurer ; Sir

William Stirling-Maxwell, of Polloc, Bart., Honorary
Secretary ; Fletcher Norton Menzies, Secretary ; Rev.

James Grant, D.C.L., D.D., Chaplain ; Thos. Ander-

son, M.D., Professor of Chemistry, University of

Glasgow, Chemist ; Kenneth Mackenzie, C.A.,

Auditor; Murray & Falconer, W.S., Law Agents;

John Wilson, Professor of Agriculture, University of

Edinburgh, Professor of Agriculture ; W. J. Macquorn
Rankine, LL. D. , Professor of Civil Engineering,

University of Glasgow, Consulting Engineer; Alexander
Slight, Practical Engineer ; Gourlay Steel, R.S.A.
Animal Portrait Painter ; Wm. Williams, M.R.C.V.S.
F. R.S.E., Professor of Veterinary Surgery; Thomas
Walley, M.R.C.V.S., Professor o'f Cattle Pathology

;

Thomas Duncan, Clerk ; John MacDiarmid, Junior

Clerk ; William Blackwood & Sons, Publishers ; Neill

& Company, Printers; Mackay, Cunningham & Co.,

Silversmiths ; Alexander Kirkwood & Son, Medalists ;

John Watherston & Sons, Inspectors of Works ; W.
Simpson, Messenger.
Chairmen of Committees.—Agricultural Reports :

William S. Walker, of Bowland. Argyll Naval Fund :

Admiral Sir William J. Hope Johnstone, K.C.B.
Chemical Department : Professor Anderson. Cottages :

Harry Maxwell IngUs, of Loganbank. District Shows :

A. Campbell Swinton, of Kimmerghame. Finance :

Anthony Murray, of DoUerie. Forestry Department :

Professor Balfour. General Shows : Andrew Gillon,

of Wallhouse. Hall and Chambers : John Ord
Mackenzie, of Dolphinton. Law : Graham Binny,

W.S. Machinery : Professor Macquorn Rankine.

Publications : Alexander Forbes Irvine, of Drum.
Veterinary Department : Captain Tod, of Howden.

Council on Education — Under Supplementary
Charter, granted in 1856 :—Members of Council

named by Charter : The President of the Highland
and Agricultural Society, President ; the Lord Justice-

General, Vice-President ; the Lord Advocate, the

Dean of Faculty, the Professor of Agriculture, the Pro-

fessor of Anatomy, the Professor of Botany, the

Professor of Chemistry, the Professor of Natural His-

tory. Members of Council named by Society : Lord
Colonsay, Sir Wm. Gibson-Craig, Bart. ; Sir A. C.

R. Gibson-Maitland, Bart., M.P. ; George Hope,
Fentonbarns ; Thomas Mylne, Niddrie Mains ; Henry

. Stephens, Redbrae ; John Wilson, Edington Mains.

105 new members were unanimously elected, the
list being headed by Her Most Ciracious Majesty the
Queen.

The Perth Shmu.—Mr. GiLLON, of Wallhouse,
reported upon the last general show which was held at
Perth in July, 1S71. The Perth Show might be
characterised as a very successful one. There was a
surplus of £()% and since balancing and closing the
accounts on 30th November last, there has been a
further sum of ;^5 1 remitted from the county of Fife,

which made the balance now in the hands of the
Society ;^i 50. The show, besides being satisfactory,

was also, he believed, very harmonious. Tliere was
only one circumstance which occurred and gave some
little trouble and annoyance. That was the case of

Mr. George Anderson, horse-hirer, in Linlithgow.

Mr. Anderson entered for competition a brown gelding.

Between the time of entry and the awarding of the

prizes by the judges, Mr. Anderson thought fit to sell

his brown gelding, and in his place substituted a grey

gelding ; and that grey gelding gained the first pre-

mium of the Society. At the meeting of the board on
November i, that case came before them, and the

board at once resolved to consider the grey horse to

have forfeited his prize. It was then handed over to

the animal second in merit. In the second place, the

board, taking everything into consideration, thought it

rather hard upon Mr. Anderson that he should be
forthwith and for ever disqualified from exhibiting, and
dealt with the case in as lenient a manner as they could.

They acquitted him of all attempt at trickery of any
kind, and believed that he contravened nile No. 22

from ignorance of the Society's rules.

The resolutions of thanks in connection with this

meeting were unanimously adopted.

The Kelso Shaw 0/ 1872.—Mr. GiLLON further statetl

that it was gratifying to know that the arrangements

for the general show at Kelso this year are in a highly

satisfactory state. The show has been fixed to take

place on July 31 and August I and 2, and arrangements

are in progress for holding it in one of the parks near

Kelso Bridge, belonging to Sir George Douglas, of

Springwood Park. The list of premiums offered

amounts to upwards oi £l%?>o, or about ;^26o in excess

of Perth last year. For meeting this increased sum the

directors are trusting to a liberal voluntary assessment

from the counties embraced in the district of the shov/

—viz., Berwick, Roxburgh, Selkirk, and Peebles. In

accordance with the wishes of these counties, it has

been resolved that the premium of50 sovereigns for the

best thorough-bred entire horse shall be competed for

at the local show of the Border Union Society in spring.

The horse to serve in the district. The other prizes for

hunters and roadsters have been increased from the

usual gold medals to three first and second premiums
of;^20 and ^^lo, and two of £\o and ^"5, besides the

usual silver medals. In the sheep department it will be
found that the usual prizes for Long-woolled sheep

have been doubled. Acting on suggestions made by
various members, the directors have agreed to offer in

the poultry class first and second premiums of 20s. and
\os. in place of the usual medals.

The ShiKc 0/ iSy ^.—Mr. Gillon next reported that

the directors had agreed to requisitions forwarded to

them from the counties of Stirling, Dumbarton, and

Clackmannan, and the western division of Perthshire,

that the show for 1873 should be held at Stirling.

—

This resolution was agreed to.

Cottage Competitions.—In reference to this subject,

Mr. H. Maxwell Inolis referred to a statement lately

made by Sir Michael Beach, M.P., President of the

Central Chamber of Agriculture, which shows that the

improvement of cottage accommodation is not being

lost sight of in England. In appealing to the land-

lords on behalf of the agricultural labourers. Sir

Michael says, the labourers ought no longer to be com-
pelled to pass their time in dwellings quite unfit for

human habitation, and the landlord ought to refrain

from the cold calculation of the percentage which his

outlay in cottages would yield. In Scotland there

exists a strong feeling in favour of the improvement of

cottage accommodation, and I know that this feeling

has been acted upon in many districts. Still much
remains to be done before this movement can be con-

sidered as having attained the object which its pro-

moters contemplated.

The Hon. Mr. Waldecrave Leslie said that at

page 40 of the rules he found the following :
—" Parties

competing will forward to the Society plans, specifica-

tions, and estimates ; of which, and all information

sent therewith, copies may be taken for publication, if

the Society shall see fit." He should like to ask if the

Society had published any of these plans.

The Secretary said that there were a number of

plans published in the Transactions, but they were now
antiquated.

The Hon. G. Waldegrave Leslie said he believed

the plans were very well suited for this country, but the

Enclosure Commissioners thoroughly disapproved of

them, and would not sanction the building of cottages

according to the plans of that society of which he had
been a member. Mr. Geoage Culley, assistant com-
missioner of inquiry into cottage accommodation, was
in Scotland last year, and he understood the subject

thoroughly. He drewupagood report, which hadbein
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widely circulated ; but the Enclosure Commissioners
were just as deaf to his remonstrances as to the remon-
strances of this Society and of that society of which Mr.
Walker was the architect. There had been a good deal

of correspondence in the Times during the autumn on
the subject, and he was astonished that not more of it

appeared in the Scotch newspapers, because the

correspondence related to the building of cottages in

Scotland. There was great difficulty in getting the
plans approved of. If they put in yellow pine the

Commissioners altered it to red, and if red was put
in they altered it to yellow. He hoped that the

Society would assist the landowners in order to get this

matter put on a proper footing. Ife applied to Mr.
Caird, one of the Commissioners, but he was powerless.

It was Mr. Caird who got inserted into the Act of

Parliament for the census a clause stating the number
of cottages or rooms in Scotland which had only one
window ; and he thought that, seeing Mr. Caird took
such a prominent part as that, he ought to be asked
to assist in this. He was glad that thie Convener had
called attention to the statement by Sir Michael Beach.
He miglit remind them that the Irish Board of Works
issued plans, but people were allowed to send to tlie

board plans of their own. He appealed to the Society

whether there was not a stagnation in cottage building

from the difficulty of getting the plans approved of in

London ?

The Chairman said he had no doubt that the meet-
ing had listened with much satisfaction to Mr. Leslie's

statement. Many parts of it lie could corroborate from
his own experience ; and those who took an interest in

the welfare of our labouring population could not but
wish all success to any well-devised scheme for improv-
ing the cottage accommodation.

Chemical Department.—Dr. ANnERSON reported on
the state of the chemical department, which during
the past year had presented the usual features. The
work which, during the first half of the year had been
above the average, had been somewhat smaller during
the latter half, though, on the whole, it had been con-
siderable, for during the whole year 3S0 analyses had
been made for members of the Society, embracing
nearly every kind of manure, many feeding-stuffs, soils,

waters, and a variety of materials of interest to the
farmer ; some of these had been of great excellence,
but too many were of inferior quality, or adulterated.
During the past half-year a variety of matters of in-

terest and importance in relation to the management
of the laboratory had been under consideration, and
especially a proposal which had been made that he
should publish the names of dealers in inferior or adul-
terated manures. After very careful consideration on
the part both of the Chemical Committee and the
directors, it was resolved that when cases of flagrant

adulteration occurred they should be reported by him
to the directors, who should, if they saw fit, authorise the
publication of the names of the parties concerned. He
himself should have preferred a more direct course, so as
to avoid the delay which, in some cases, may occur from
this arrangement ; but the board, acting under the
best advice, thought that it was the safest course, and he
trusted that it would meet the approval of members,
for he was satisfied that it ought to work well
ior the protection of tlie farmer. He had- already
reported one case to the directors which he thought
worthy of notice, and hoped he should receive per-
mission to ymblish the details. Another case had
recently occurred of a manure of very inferior quality,
which he thought should be made public, but which
illustrated a difficulty he feared must sometimes be
encountered. On completing the analysis, he wrote
to the member who sent the sample, askirig for the
guaranteed analysis and name of the seller, but his

application hr-d been without effect, for he was without
an answer to his letter, though he still hoped he might
receive the required information, which should be at

once referred to the directors. Several other interesting
cases had also occurred, the publication of which
seemed to him to be undesirable, though he thought
attention should be called to one of them as indicating
the amount of caution required by all persons engaged
in the purchase and sale of such articles. He received
sometime since a sample of oilcake from a dealer of
the very higliest respectability, with a statement that
an analysis was required for the satisfaction of their
customers, but that they believed it quite unnecessary,
ior the cargo came from merchants of the highest
character, altogether above suspicion, and in whom they
had the most perfect confidence. On examination It

proved to be highly adulterated, more than half of it con-
.sisting of French nut. Another sample sent by the same
dealer was likewise found to be adulterated, but not to
so large an extent. f)f course, these cakes were no
longer offered for sale ; and I am sure the Society will
agree with me in thhiking that the name of the dealers
should not be made pidilic, as the circumstances must
be considered as, on the whole, creditable to them.
They show, however, how great is the caution that
must be exerci'^ed, even under the most favourable
conditions. During the past half-year some progress
has been made in inve'^ligating the subject of scab in

3'oiatos, to which reference had been made at a
previous meeting, but, a3»he had then anticipated, it

was necessary to continue the investigations on the
produce of the past season, as the data from the crop of
the previous year was not sufficient. Scab had not

been abundant last Season, but he was promised material

for prosecuting the investigation, which, however, had
not yet reached him. During the past year, also, the

field experiments, extending over a complete rotation,

had been completed, and, he trusted, would be ready

for publication in the forthcoming number of the Trans-

actions. These results, though interesting, are not all

that could be desired, for they had bfeen peculiarly

unfortunate in w^eather, the season having been singu-

larly unsuited to bringing out the effects of artificial

manures.
For some time back the Chemical Committee had

been actively engaged in devising a scheme for conduct-

ing lield experiments on a better system than that

hitherto in use in this country, and more in accordance

with the present state of scientific agriculture, and they

were most anxious to obtain the consent of the Society

to the establishment of an experimental station some-
what on the principles of those which had been in

existence for some years in Germany. Mr. (loodlet, of

Bolshan, who is much interested in this matter, had
taken it up with great energy, and he and Mr. Goodlet
had been engaged in a long correspondence in endea-

vouring to get all the necessary information. They had
now got a great deal, part of which had been laid

before the Chemical Committee, and they expected

soon to have a definite plan ready, which they trusted

would meet with approval. They \vere, however, most
anxious that abundant time should be taken for con-

sideration, so as to make it as complete as possible,

and avoid future difficulties. They were fully satisfied

that it must be taken up in a purely scientific spirit,

and that unless this is done the movement must prove
abortive, and their only fear is, that they may not

receive full support in this respect. Farmers in

this country are very different from those in Ger-

many, where scientific education has made a progress

altogether unknown here, and our farmers prefer

what are called " practical experiments," and are

slow to appreciate the advantages to be derived from the

establishment of the principles of agriculture, which
are still most imlperfectly understood, and to which
the attention of the German experimental stations is

mainly directed. It would be unnecessary, and in-

deed premature, to enter into any further details here,

but he ventured to hope that it would obtain the cor-

dial support of practical farmers. He had no doubt
that it would be supported by those who took the

trouble to examine the subject. He only regretted

that we had not in this country a body of farmers

familiar with science such as was to be found in Ger-

many, fully capable of appreciating the value of in-

quiries, some of which must be unintelligible, and
probabl)' appear unimportant, to those who are unac-

quainted with science. It was impossible to predict

immediate results from such a station as it was pro-

posed to found ; but if our members would only have

patience to wait and give science time and fair play,

he liad no doubt the results would prove satisfactory,

and highly beneficial to practical agriculture.

Mr. Hara'ev, Whittingham Mains, moved a vote

of thanks to the directors for the trouble they had
taken in the chemical department during the past year.

He felt that they had made a step in advance in this

matter ; and that where adulteration was found they

should not be frightened to make the matter public.

The Chairman said it must be very satisfactory to

them all to see the prospect of people who were in the

habit of selling adulterated stuffs being more sharply

dealt with than they had been in the past.

The report was adopted.

Essays and Reports.—Mr. Walker, of Bowland,
reported that the following premiums had been awarded
for reports lodged in November, 1S71 :— i, £y>, to

Robert Scott-Skirving, Campto\m, Drem, for a

Report on the Agriculture of East Lothian. Gold
medals, or /lo, to each of the following :— i, George
Armatage, M.R.C.V.S., The Bank, Hertford, for a

Report on Abortion and Premature Labour in Cows,
Mares, and Ewes; 3, Hugh Borthwick, Old Caber-

stone, Innerleithen, for a Report on Lambing, and the

Diseases incident thereto
; 4, Duncan Clerk, Writer,

Oban, for a Historical Accotmt of Farming Covenants
in Scotland; 5, the Rev. John Gillespie, A.M.,
Mouswald Manse, I.>umfries, for a Report on the same
subject. Medium gold medals, or ^^5, to each of the

following :— 6, Laurence Anderson, Norlhfield Cottage,

Liberton, for a Report on the Agriculture of I'eebles-

shire
; 7, Robert Laidlaw, Summerhopeburn, Selkirk,

for a Report on the Natural History ot the Sheep
Tick. Mr. Walker also announced the following

premiums for competition in 1S72 :—Subjects connected

witli the Science and Practice of Agriculture.—On
what has chemistry done for agriculture by improving

or increasing the produce of the soil, £.^0 ; on the

agriculture of the stewartry of Kirkcudbright and Wig-
tonshire, £'}p\ on the agriculture of Orkney, £y>l
on the agriculture of Shetland, /"30 ; on ancient farm-

ing customs in Scotland, £\o \ on the advan-

tage of ploughing in manure al once on being

spread, ;^5 ; on autumn manuring, ;i^20 ; on manures
produced by different kinds of feeding, ;!^20 ; on

manure made with and without Clover, ;!^20 ; on waste

cliemical products, ^20 ; on securing grain crops,

;,^I0 ; on improved varieties of agricultural plants,

^"50; on failures of Wheat, ;^'5 ; on comparative pro-

ductiveness of Turnips, ^lo ; on experiments with

Potatos, /20
; on cultivation of Cabbage as a field

crop, £\o; on insects which prey upon agricultural

plants, £2(:> ; on vegetable productions of India, China,
and America, ;^io ; on the best modes of housing
fattening cattle, ;^2o ; on different descriptions of food
for stock, ;i^2o ; on disinfecting agents for stock, ;,^io

;

on the Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act, 1S69, £10 ;

on the influence of geological formation on the health
and development of sheep, ;!^Io ; on the use of artificial

or foreign feeding substances, with reference to whether
they induce a predisposition to disease in the stock con-

suming them, ^^lo ; on rural economy abroad sus-

ceptible of being introduced into Scotland, ;^io.

Estate Improvements.—On the general improvement
of estates by proprietors, ^10 ; on most approved farm
buildings by proprietors, ;i^lo ; on reclamation of waste
land by tillage by proprietor or tenant, ;^io, ^^5, and
silver medal ; on improvement of natural pasture

without tillage, ;£'io and silver medal. Machinery.

—

On the invention or improvement of implements of

husbandry, ;^5o.—The reports were adopted.

Forestry Department.—Professor Balfour reported
that the following premiums had been awarded :—The
gold medal, or £\o., to— I. J. Sykes Gamble, B.A.
Oxford, Assistant-Conservator of Forests in India, for

a Repoi-t on the State Forests and Forest Schools in

France ; the medium gold medal, or £<„ to— 2. Robert
Hutchison, of Carlowrie, Kirkliston, for a Report on
the Effects of Dry Season, 1 870, on Trees and Shrub.s.

3. Robert Hutchison, of Carlowrie, Kirkliston, for a

Report on the W'ellingtonia gigantea. Minor gold
medal, or ,^^3, to— 4. John Blaikie Webster, wood
forester, Churchhill, Verner's Bridge, Moy, Ireland, for

a Report on the Planting of Peat Bog. 5. Silver Medal
to Andrew Gilchrist, forester, Ury Castle, Stonehaven,
for a Report on Plaiiting and Rearing of Shmbs, &c.,

in Plantations for Ornament, or as under-cover for

game. Silver medals to the authors of papers on the

following subjects :— 6. On the Stem and Branch
Priming of Conifers. Motto. " Non amputatum."
7. On the Soils suited for the different kinds of Forest

Trees, as indicated by the plants that grow naturally

upon them. Motto, "Pro Grege." Professor Bal-

four also stated that premiums on the following subjects

will be offered in 1872:—On Extensive Planting by
Proprietors, ^^lo ; on General Management of Planta-

tions, £\o ; on Planting on Exposed or on Barren

Tracts, £\o ; on Planting on Peat Bog, £^ ; on
Forest Trees of Recent Introduction, £^', on the

Value for lilconomical Purposes of Corsican Fir, ;^5 ;

on the Abies Douglasii, ^5 ; on Stem and Branch
Pruning of Conifers, £^ ; on the Treatment and
Management of Oak Coppice in Scotland, £<, ; on
Charcoal-producing Plants, £<^ ; on Perthshire Woods,
Forests, and Forestry, £\o \ on Aberdeenshire
Woods, Forests, and Forestry, ;^io ; on State Forests

and Forest Schools in Germany, ;^io; on Sawing
Machinery {Water or Steam) Employed in Converting
Timber in the Highlands, ;^5.

INSTITUTE OF SURVEYORS.
Agricultural Pipe Drainage.—[We conclude Mr.

(Jrantham's paper, commenced on p. 90].

Cost.—The most material consideration resulting

from all the experience of soils, depths, widths apart,

inclinations, directions of drains and sizes of pipes, is

the minimum cost at which the work can be done, so

as to obtain the best result in permanently improving
the land.

This must vary in different parts of the kingdom,
according to the soil, tlie rate and quality of the labour for

this kind of work, the seasons, and the price, quality, and
cost of carriage of the pipes. Sometimes the cheapness of

one or two Of these items will counteract the dearness of

the others, so that something like an average may be
arrived at.

I have kept a register for some years past, which
shows tlie rate of cost per acre and per rod of drainage

works, executed under my supervision, m localities dis-

tributed over a large part of the kingdom. This sum-
mary includes about 120 distinct works, representing

every variety of soil, every degree of difficulty, and
ranging in cjuantily from 10 to i^oo acres. Tlie rates of

cost extend from ^"3 6.v. %d. to £^ 5^. 4^. per acre, and
from ii,d. to 'i.^d. per rod, wliilst tlie number of rods of
drains to the acre varies from 39 to 115. The following

are the results shown by this retord up to the end of last

season :

—

Total

Cul.

Tot:il

Drainecl.

15,006 2 i6

No.

,136,219

Rods

Dr"i„s
;

Tobl Cos,,

per Acre

No.

75-7

£, S. d.

90,284 12 10

Cost per
Acre.

per
Rod.

19-07

It should be stated that these figures include the large;

and exceptional work of drainage of disafforested land at

Hainault, the 1900 acres of which cost upwards of £8 per

acre, and averaged about 105 rods of ih'ains to the acre,

tlie widths apart varying from 18 feet to 60 feet, according

to soil.

Where the rate per rod is high the rate per aero may be

low, and t'/V<- z-ersu. This necessarily arises from the

nature of the soils, the prices of the pipes, and the widtha

of the drains apart, with other varying drcumstancea

before referred to,
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I have arranged the following Table, which gives the

general prices of work under the various conditions :

—

Ordinary Cost of Cnitiitg and Filling Minor Drains, using
^•itichpipes, at—sayi^s. per looo.

Depth.

4 feet

5 feet ,

6 feet .

Rate per Rod
for Cutting
and Filling.

O.V. %d.

o 10

Rate per Rod
for Pipes.

OS. sd.

o 5

o 5

Cosi ofMain Pipesfier Rod,

Size.
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Improvement of Pedigreed Stock.—Pedigreed stock '

should be paid more attention to by us. What are

pedigrees doing in England, America, and elsewhere 1

for the breeders and owners of Shorthorn stock ? I

Why, giving them in some cases from 1000 to
I

2000 gs. for animals worth to the butcher only from
j

30 to 40, or even less. I think that the Highland
;

Society and all the local agricultural societies in the
j

country should make a distinct rule that the test of an
animal being a pure-bred Shorthorn or Poll shall be

|

the Herd Book of these breeds, and make it impossible
,

for any animal to be exhibited in these classes at any
,

show whose pedigree cannot be traced through the .

Herd Books. I hope this will be taken up and brought
to a successful issue.

Pedigrees of Polled Cattle.—In reference to the pedi-

grees of the Polled cattle, I am very glad to say that

As an example of the great care required in breed-
j

ing pure-bred animals of one colour, I beg to

state a circumstance that came under my own '

notice a few years ago. My father had two heifers

two years old, at which age they are first served
;

they were great favourites, and had been picked out to

go together. They came in season, and were bulled

both in one day. Shortly after a strange black and
\

white dog passing got amongst and frightened them, I

and the consequence was, they produced at the proper
j

time a calf each, marked as like as possible, and 1

almost spot for spot with the dog. They happened to
'

be both bulls, and were very soon castrated. Although
the fashionable and proper colour of Polled cattle is

black, yet it sometimes happens that one appears with
,

a brownish tinge, and I have seen others quite red. I

think some of the very old Buchan Doddies were red

and a good many brindled. These are generally of,

much. The great bulk arfe tied up, but I think they
will grow and thrive better at all times if kept in
loose boxes or warm strawyards with plenty of room
and good ventilation, especially will this be apparent
after they are put to the grass ; and I think landlords
should in building new steadings look that some part
of the cattle accommodation is devoted to loose boxes,
capable of holding a limited number of animals in each.
I shall now make a few remarks on the treatment of
breeding stock. The bull should not be kept fat, but
in good fresh condition—cows the same. The rule in

my father's herd is to pay particular attention to keep-
ing the blood of the cow in good order, and with this

object, for a week before calving she gets a dose of nitre

each day, say about 2 oz., dissolved in a bottle of cold
water ; the third day after calving a purge is given
composed of 12 oz. of glauber salts, 4 oz. cream of
tarter, 2 oz. nitre, and 2 drachms ginger in powder

K^

Fig. 61

—

"old system" self-raker. Fig. 62—new self-raker reaper.

Fig. 63— " NEW SYSTEM.' Fig. 64—" OLD SYSTEM.'

the second volume of the Polled Herd Book is now in

the course of preparation for publication by Mr. Ram-
say, o{\\\^ Banffshire Journal, and Mr. Adamson, of
Palquharn, formerly a pupil of the honourable member
for West Aberdeenshire—gentlemen who will, I am
sure, do justice to the volume ; but it is to be regretted
that some of the breeders are not taking that interest

the breed deserves in getting the pedigrees of their

stock completed and connected with the first volume

—

as, if the Herd Book is to be of value to the breed, such
must be eventually of the utmost concern— in fact, so
much so, that I hope to see the day very soon when
breeder; will decline to purchase any animal, however
good looking, for breeding purposes, that cannot trace
descent through the Herd Books in an unbroken line.

The breeder of pure Polled stock must also never
breed from a cow, although herself pure-bred, that has
at any time been served with a Shorthorned or other
than a Polled bull, as I am convinced from experiments
with dogs that such will affect the purity of the breed.

good quality, and excel in milking properties. To
keep up the strength, character, and quality of a
breeding stock a judicious blending of the tribes and
introduction of strange blood is occasionally necessary,

but care should always be taken to get such of un-
doubted purity, and not to use any bull in the herd but
of good blood and pedigree. The question of breeding
in-and-in has been the subject of some discussion

lately. I think it may be, and often has been, done to

advantage ; indeed, in several instances quality and
neatness have been obtained, and an inclination to

coarse or rough bone prevented to my knowledge by
in-and-in breeding, but it should only be the exception
and not the rule, and may as often be attended with
bad as good results. It is impossible, I think, to give
any guide to go by when it should or should not be
adopted, as it is purely experimental.

How to Manage Young Stock.—I think the tendency
amongst farmers is to confine young stock in winter too

dissolved in boiling water, and this is administered
milk-warm in the morning two hours before food,

which should only be up till mid-day, a little hay, but

W'-^i^x ad libitum. This dose is followed by a similar

on the seventh day after calving. These doses purify

the blood and greatly assist the cleansing of the cow.
The same dose can be given, along with blooding, with

good effect, to cows or heifers, to induce them the more
readily to conceive after copulation. If possible all

calves should be suckled, and when weaned care taken

not to allow the calf beef to disappear. Cake or other

artificial food ought to be given for some time for this

purpose.

Curefor Red-water in Cattle.—In conclusion, I may
be allowed to mention here what may not be generally

known—a wonderful cure for red-water in cattle. I got

the particulars of it from the late Mr. Thomson, of

Banchory, and it has been of very great use in our

district—never failing when properly applied. Mr.
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Thomson, when travelling in Italy, got the particulars

of the cure from a shepherd of that country, and on his

return home he handed them to Mr. Charles Davidson,

druggist, Aberdeen, who can now supply all and sundry

with the cure, I believe. Mr. Thomson was anxious

to try it on some of his own stock before offering it to

anyone else, and said he was very much delighted one

morning to be told that a young cow of his liad got

red-water. The animal was successfully treated, and
cured in a few hours.

Bcrtixts at ^aa\\^,
A Few Words on Reaping and Mowing
Machines. By Messrs. Burgess tS: Key. Cassell,

Petter is: Galpin.

Tlie pamphlet which this celebrated firm of reaping-

machine manufacturers have just issued describes by
means of diagrams the difference between the former
style of reaper and that which they now manufacture,

and we have requested the loan of their sketches for

the purpose of reproducing them here. After some
introductory remarks on the labour question—now
affecting farmers as much as manufacturers—they say :

—

" The diagram (fig. 6i). shows the characteristics of the

American machines, and we repeal that most of our

English makers still adopt them in their self-raker reapers.

The finger-beam projects out behind the main wheel.

The gearings and crank are placed outside the main
wheel.

A long connecting-rod, reaching from the outside and
some distance in to the finger-beam.

The crank is placed far above the line of the knife, so

that the thnist is made at a considerable angle.

The small land wheel is placed far behind the line of

the main wheel.

"This arrangement, which we call the 'Old System,'

is in every point mechanically defective, and involves

complication, extra weight, difficulty in turning or
backing, &c.
The gearings being all on the outer side of the main

wheel, their weights beai' unequally on the main
spindle, causing both it and the main wheel to wear
unduly.

The finger-beam behind is bad as affecting the balance,
stability, and simplicity

;
and the arrangement of the

two canying wheels, the small one being far behind
the other, causes side draught, and renders the
machine difficult to turn or back.

The crank being above the level of the knife makes it

necessary, in order to reduce, the angle of thrust, to

have a much longer connecting-rod than it would
require if it were level, as it should be, with the knife.

"A long connecting-rod (that is, longer than necessary)

also involves either weakness or excessive weight
; and as

strength is generally preferred, then the result is that to

move that excessive weight to and fro, say from 500 to

1000 times per minute, takes much extra power, and
causes much extra wear on the knife-slide and crank-shaft

bearing, to say nothing of the extra vibration imparted to

the bearings and to the whole machine.

"Again, it has long been admitted that the proper
position of the cutter-bar m relation to the two wheels on
which the machine moves is in a line witli their axles ; but
the weights must be so arranged that the greater portion
falls on the larger wheel— in fact, a small portion only on
the smaller. This arrangement was repeatedly pointed
out as most desirable by Mr. Amos, the Royal Agricul-
tural Society's engineer ; and the advantages held out
were greater steadiness of the machine in work, easy
movement over uneven surfaces, greater facility for
turning without cutting up the land, and also in backing
—in fact, to use Mr. Amos' own words, the machine
would be in these respects 'more cart-like.' Why was
this desirable arrangement not generally adopted ?

Simply because, to get the knife in a line with the
axle, it was necessary to have the crank on the inner
side of the main wheel ; and the long connecting-rod
made the gearing and finger-bar project out so far,

and the whole machine so wide, as to throw far too
much weight on the small land wheel : therefore the old
system was generally continued of having the gearing on
the outer side, and, in consequence, the knife-bar either

before or behind the main wheel.
" It was to remedy these defects in mowing-machines

that in 1865 we took out a patent for a new arrangement
of gearing for reaping and mowing machines, the novelty
being that the crank and connecting-rod which gave
motion to the knife were placed in a line with the knife.

Now, to any one having any knowledge of mechanics
without special acquaintance with the general construc-
tion of reaping and mowing machines, it would appear
absurd that such an arrangement as we were then intro-
ducing should be a novelty, for he would say that in
every steam-engine it was a principle about which there
could be no two opinions, that the best and only correct
position for a connecting-rod and crank was in a direct
line with their work

;
yet so little regard had been paid

up to that time to true mechanical principles that our
' New System ' took every one by surprise. Still, like

every great truth, it only required to be slated to be
admitted ; and we are glad lo be able to refer to the
Report of the Royal Agricultural Society, signed by their
engineer and judges, in which our success is duly acknow-
ledged."

Messrs. Burgess Sc Key then quote the approval of
the English Agricultural Society's proofs of the altera-

tion which they had effected.

" The diagrams, figs. 6^ and 64, p. 126, will illustrate
the ' Old ' and ' New Systems " as applied to mowers.

" It maybe thought that, even when the knife and
crank are in a line, it is desirable to make the connectiny,-
rodsaslong as in the 'Old System' machines, and th"s
idea may naturally arise from the practice in other classes

of machinery where a crank and connecting-rod are

used ; but it must not be forgotten that the knife of a
reaper or mower is driven at a very high speed, whereas,
in most other instances, reciprocating motions are very
much slower, though, even then, as in the portable and
locomotive engines, engineers adopt the same proportions
as ourselves between the crank and connecting-rod.
Still, in a slow motion, the weight of the connecting-rod
is of comparatively small importance ; and, therefore,

after securing the usual length, viz., three times the
stroke of the crank, engineers have sometimes availed
themselves of opportunities to give more length to the
connecting-rod for the sake of reducing the angle of
thrust, however shghtly. In a mower, where the crank is

driven, say from 800 to rooo revolutions 'per minute, if it

were possible to increase the length of connecting-rod
without adding to its weight, some little might be gained;
but it is found in practice that the additional weight which
is inevitable more than neutralises the effect of the slight

reduction of angle attainable.

"The arrangement of gearing above described we first

applied to our mowers, with a success sufficiently attested
by the great increase in our sales. We then (1867) turned
otu' attention to improving reaping-machines, and soon
found that we had no difficulty in adapting our ' New
System ' to M'Cormick's single-rake reaper; and as the
great Paris trial took jjlace that year, and all best known
reapers from America and England compcted^ncluding
one of M 'Cormick's own make, from his works in Chicago
—there was the best opportunity of judging between the
"Old' and the ' New Systems.' A week's trial resulted in the
award to our machine of not only the highest prize, but
the decoration of the Legion of Honour,

" Having succeeded with theM'Cormick reaper,we next
determined to improve the self-raker reapers, now in much
favour in England, having vertical rake-shafts, and
arranged to deliver the corn in sheaves or swath ; and we
found that instead of meeting with difficulties, we were,

on the contrary, thus enabled to overcome all the serious

defects of the ' Old System,'
" As we have before shown, it has long been felt that

the cutter-bar of reaping-machines ought to be as nearly
as possible in a line with the axles of the two wheels

;
but

in machines constructed on tlie ' Old System,' the cutter-

bar must be cither before or behind the main wheel, be-

cause the connecting-rod must be free to connect the knife

with the crank-shaft, which is placed on the opposite side

of the wheel. Some of the evils of this arrangement we
have already described, and we will not dwell on them
further ; we have generally found one fault lead to anotlier,

and we have never found the adoption of a correct prin-

ciple in one particular involve the sacrifice of what is right
in another.

" Our new self-raker reaper is constructed in strict con-
formity to our ' New System ' above mentioned, with addi-
tional patented improvements, of which the following are
the chief characteristics, as illustrated (see fig. 62, p. 126).

" It is an essential characteristic of our ' New System
'

that everything should be balanced about the axle of the
main wheel, and we apply it to this machine as follows:

—

The gearing for giving motion to the rakes is placed
outside, and the gearing by which the knife is driven
is placed on the inner side tlie main wheel.

The rakes revolve round an axis situate in the same
vertical plane with the axis of the main wheel, and the

knife-bar is also placed in the same \'ertical plane.

The main and land wheels are also nearly in a fine.
" By this simple arrangement we obtain, among other

advantages, the following :

—

The rake-gearing counterbalances the knife-gearing

;

and their united weiglit, falling perpendicularly upon
the centre of the main wheel, gives a steadiness of

action and stability of balance.

The centre of the rake being placed otitside, and im-
mediately over the main axle

; motion is communi-
cated by a single pair of gear wheels, the smaller one
being attached about the^centre'of the main wheel, and
the larger to the rake-shaft. This is the simplest and
most direct mode known to mechanics by which such
motion can be transmitted, and, while exposing the
fewest parts to wear or derangement, involves the
least possible loss of power by friction.

The position of the knife-bar, also in a line with the
main axle, renders possible the placing of the crank
on a level with the knife, which, in consequence, is

driven by a ' direct thrust.'

The position of the main and land wheels opposite
each other secures so perfect a balance that no weight
is thrown on the horses, nor is the machine heavy
behind. It may be backed as readily as a cart,"

The pamphlet concludes with remarks on the ma-
terial used in the finger cutters, and on the importance of

permanent oiling reservoirs.

'• Simple as this matter may appear at first sight, it is

found to add considerably to the durability of the machine
as well as effecting a considerable saving of time in the
field, to cay nothing of the oil saved. In reference to

these oilers. Professor Coleman (than whom there is no
greater authority) says, in his report on the implement
department at the Bath and West of England show, at

Guildford, 1871 :
—

' There is great economy, inasmuch as

the required quantity of oil and no more is used ; dust is

kept out, as the attachment is air-light ; and, best of all,

there can be no fear of neglect. The more we can make
machinery independent of the man in attendance llie

better will it work."

Farm Memoranda.
The Farms of Mungos-Wells and Camptoun,

in the county of East Lothian, tenanted by R. Scott-

Skirving, Esq., extend to about Soo acres, or thereby,

all arable, and with a northern exposure. The one
half of the farms is of a light gravelly nature, I say

and the other half partly stiff clay and partly black I are being fed in courts, about six being the average

loam. The land is all drained with li inch pipes, at a ^ number in each court. Thirty-si,x of the cattle are

distance of 6 yards between each drain. The fields

vary in size from 10 to 50 acres, one-half of them
being enclosed with Thorn hedges, and the other half
with dry stone walls. The depth of soil on the farms
varies very much, some of the land being on the rock
where little more than 3 or 4 inches of soil is to be
had, but the greater portion of it may be ploughed
from 6 to 12 inches deep.

About 35 or 40 men and women are employed on
the farm. They all live upon the farm ; the former
are paid with ^14 in money, 65 stones of Oatmeal,
12 bush, of Barley, 4 bush, of Beans, Soo yards of a
27-inch drill of Potatos, one cow's grass, with perhaps
two cartloads of Turnips, free house, coals carted,

garden, and liberty to keep a pig. The women also

live upon the farm, some of them being the plough-
men's daughters, and the others, being generally

Highland women, who live two and three together,

being allowed a free house, coals, and i.r. per day.

Owing to the briskness of trade, the latter class of

women are getting very scarce, so that in a short time

the farmer will find the getting of women workers one
of his greatest difficulties.

There are 1 1 pairs of horses kept on the farm, mostly
of the Clydesdale breed. They get about 16 lb. of
Oats per day, with straw or Vetches, as the case may
be. When getting oat-straw or bean-straw they are
generally allowed five or six Turnips per day, or a few
small Potatos. They seldom, if ever, get hay, as it is

considered more economical to add a little to their

Oats, instead of all hay and less Oats.

The system of cropping followed is the six-course.

Generally two or three years grass, then Oats, then
Potatos, Beans or Turnips, then Wheat or Barley, then
green crop again, then Wheat or Barley, sown down
with grass seeds. Potatos, however, are often substi-

tuted for Oats after grass, as it is found they do better

after grass than anything else, and require no farmyard
manure if the field has been well pastured.

Of Wheat about 130 acres are usually sown after

Potatos, Beans, or Turnips ; very little, however, is

sown after the latter crop, as the Ossinis seem to

attack it more than the other Wheats grown after Beans
or Potatos. When the Wheat is sown after Beans it is

considered advisable to plough the land twice, first

with a fight furrow to braird any weeds, Beans, &c.,

and then with a furrow about 7 or S inches deep. The
Wheat sown is mostly Fenton, it being a hardy sort

and quite as prolific as any of the finer varieties. The
quantity sown, when drilled, is generally from 9 to

10 pecks per acre, and the time of sowing the months
of November and December.
Of Barley about 130 acres are also sown, and

mostly after Turnips. Nothing but Chevalier is sown

—

8 pecks per acre, perhaps a little more if part of the

Turnips have not been eaten on the ground.

Of Oats from 60 to 80 acres are sown, the dif-

ferent varieties being Longfellow, Sandy, and Potato ;

the latter is the most prolific, but is more liable to

shake, and does not do so well as the Sandy, except

when grown on veiy good soil. The Longfellow
produces most straw, but the Oats are not so much run
after for mealing purposes. The quantity sown is

generally from 8 to 10 pecks per acre, perhaps a little

more when sown broadcast.

Beans and Vetches, mixed, only take up about

30 acres. Nothing but the Scotch Bean is sown, the

land for which is generally dunged with 16 tons of

farmyard manure, and ploughed in in the autumn.
The Beans and Tares are sown on the flat, with one of

Garrett's drills, at a distance of 16 inches between
each drill. The mixture used for sowing is i bush, of

Tares to 6 bush, of Beans, and is sown at the rate of

10 pecks per acre ; time of sowing, the latter end of

February or beginning of March.
Of Vetches for green food, only a very little is

grown—say, from 10 to 15 acres, 5 of which are

generally winter or English Tares, and are cut for the

horses in the month of May, the spring-sown ones
coming in when they are done.

I come now to Turnips, of which about 130 acres

are grown—60 of Purple-top Swedes, 50 of Green-top
Yellow Turnips, and 20 acres of Grey Stone and White
Globe; they generally get from 12 to 16 tons of farm-
yard manure per acre, and 5 cwt. of artificial. The
quantity of seed sown is from 2 to 3 lb. per acre.

About a third of the Turnips are generally eaten on
the ground with sheep. Only about 5 acres of Mangel
are sown, for the ewes after lambing ; and one acre or

so of Cabbage, for ewes that lamb in December.
Of Potatos the number of acres planted varies a

good deal, but from 60 to So acres is about the average.

When planted after pasture they generally get about
8 or 10 cwt. of bones and guano per acre, and when
after Oat stubble about 16 tons or perhaps rather more,
of farmyard manure per acre, along with 5 cwt. of

artificial. Regents are the only Potatos planted, as they
take the London market better than any other sort that

can be grown. It is a good thing to give your Wheat
after Potatos i| of bone-dust and i^ cwt. of rape-dust

per acre, as without it, it is never so good as Wheat
grown after Beans. About 200 acres are yearly left in

pasture, upon which a flock of 400 ewes is kept,

besides fatting sheep. But before proceeding to give

a regular account of 'the sheep, I would like to

few words about the cattle, of which 70
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English cross-breds, and 34 of them are Danish
cattle, all of them being 3-year-olds, and bought in in

the months of September and October. When first

put into the courts, being in pretty fair condition, they

got as many Turnips and straw as they could eat for

two months, and since then they have been getting 4 lb.

of good linseed-cake per day. They will, to judge from
present appearances, be all ready to sell to the butcher

in another two months. The Danish cattle were
bought in cheaper than the others, and have done quite

as well as the crosses. They are rather narrow across

the hind-quarters, being more like the Alderney covi's

in that respect ; but about the Hanks and shoulders

they handle as well as any Shorthorns, and I have no
doubt that when killed they will produce as much
tallow, nearly, as a Highlander. It is the first time

they have been tried on the farm, and I have no doubt
that it won't be the last now.

I now come to sheep, of which about 400 breeding

ewes are kept. They are all half-breds ; that is to say

between a Cheviot and Leicester, with the exception

of 50 Down and 30 Dorset ewes. The half-breds are

generally bought in in the month of September, being

then four years of age ; are put to a Leicester tup, so

as to lamb in February and March. When put to the

tup they are given the run of the young grass fields,

and when there is no young grass, which sometimes
happens if it has been a dry summer, they get a few
Turnips. After they are all tupped they are put on to

the old pasture, and get a few Turnips until the month
of January j they are then folded on to a Turnip field,

to consume the Turnips on the ground for about six

hours daily.

After they have lambed they get a few cut Swedes
for a day or two, and if the weather is anything fine

they are then turned out to grass, and get whole Tur-
nips or Mangels, along with about ^ lb. of cake
per day. The lambs are sent to Edinburgh to be sold

during the months of May, June, and July. The ewes
are also sold as soon as they can be got fat, so that by
the month of August perhaps only about 100 ewes and
100 lambs are left, and they are sold for store sheep.

Mr. Skirving has been very successful as a breeder of

Downs, carrying off nearly all the honours at the High-
land and Agricultural Society's shows. The Dorset
ewes are put to a Down tup in December and January.
The largest of the lambs weigh about 50 lb. live weight
at the present time. They will very likely begin to

sell them in another week, 50^-. being the current price

for them at this time of the year.

About 800 sheep have been, and are still being fed

on Turnips this winter, one-half of them being half-

breds, and the other half Cheviots. The half-breds

are all sold at a good profit, perhaps better than has
been realised for many years, and tliey were considered
dear at the time they were bought, having paid 49J.

for them ; the Cheviots are still on Turnips, but are

getting no cake, owing to the Turnips being so plen-

tiful ; they have all had murrain, which has put them
back a month,—I think, however, that in another two
months they will all be ready for sale : 800 is above
the average number of feeding sheep generally kept.

It is seldom that there is such a good crop of Turnips
in East Lothian as there has been this year, so that

perhaps more sheep are being fatted this year than
there has been for a good number of years back. I

may add, in conclusion, that the farm buildings are
mostly new, and that on each farm there is a threshing
mill and engine, the latter being about 6-horse power.
//. B.

cultivation it may be made as productive as any other

part of the estate.

"The land, on being completed and rendered fit for

cultivation, is handed over to the tenants of the adjoining

farms, who hold it free for the first year, after which, for

the remainder of a 14 years' lease, they pay an average

rent of about 23J. an acre. As the income derived from
the woods hitherto, after paying all outgoings, has been
only nominal, the improved annual value may be consi-

dered to be from 121. to t^s. an acre.
" I should add that the timber, lop and top and under-

wood, have been sold by public auction at various times,

the trees having been first felled and barked by our own
men, and not by the purchasers. The roots have all been
burned, and the aslies used on the land by the tenants.

" The outlay per acre may be divided as follows :

—

Grubbing and digging, £6 lox. to ;£io average cost.

.

;^8 10 o
Clearing and burning, and foreman's wages . . .

.

i 10 o
Open water-courses and new fences . . . . .

.

o 10 o
Drainage, 4 ft. to 6ft in depth, and from 21ft. to

33 ft. in width for the greater part , . . .

.

6 10 o

Total .^17

"As the land is being added to adjoining farms, no
new homesteads are necessary ; but it may be found
desirable to increase the existing buildings, in which case

tlie tenants will pay 6 per cent, interest on the outlay.

No additional roads are required, but the outlay might be
very profitably increased by the application of lime or

chalk, which, in fact, is almost essential to the proper
cultivation of the land."

Miscellaneous.
Disafforesting.—At the late meeting of the Sur-

veyors' Institute, the following note was read from
Mr. G. North, a member :

—

" In the spring of 1869 my firm was instructed by the
owner of an estate of nearly 15,000 acres, in Somerset, to
grub, clear, and drain 500 acres out of 2300 acres, com-
prising the woodland. It was covered with inferior Oak
and Ash trees, averaging nearly 50 to the acre (besides
numerous tree butts), and underwood of various growths.
Both timber and underwood were unremunerative, owing
partly to the best timber having been exhausted by un-
usual falls, to the facihty of obtaining coal, and to the
abundance of underwood in the neighbourhood. The
average annual returns from the sale of the timber, bark,

and underwood, for some years preceding the clearing,

had barely covered the annual parochial and other
charges when the expenses of maintenance and the cost
of realization were added.

" We received our instructions after the barking sea-
son, in the spring referred to, had commenced ; but we
had sufficient time to fell and strip 1850 Oak trees and
saplings. In the two succeeding springs further quan-
tities of 5525 and 4870 were taken down, making
together 12,245, besides 1550 Ash trees, saplings, and
poles, and 150 Larch, Elm, and Chestnuts, leaving about
5000 Oak trees still standing for next spring's operations,
when the whole of the 500 acres will have been dealt
with. Up to the present time about 325 acres have been
grubbed, cleared, drained, and fenced, at a cost of rather
more than ;^550o, which is only a little in excess of the
nett sum realized by the sale of the timber, bark, and
underwood. By the time the 500 acres have been wholly
completed, there will probably be a balance on the wrong
side of nearly ;^20oo, including expenses. This, wlien
charged on the estate at 6 per cent,, will be paid off in

31 years by a rent-charge of 55. per acre per annum.
"The soil is principally a tenacious clay, but by proper

North Riding, Yorkshire : yaii. 17.—Extent of

farm, 600 acres. One-half in grass. Arable cropped

on a two and four-course rotation—two-course being

com and root crops, alternately ; four-course, roots,

grain. Clover, Oats

—

£2 per acre of artificial manure
being used for roots in addition to yard manure. A
flock of 180 Shropshire Down ewes kept, and their

produce sold fat at from 12 to 16 months old. On an

average 150 head of cattle kept, viz., 30 cows, the

produce being fattened off under three years of age.

About 24 head bought in spring to fatten on the

grass. (Description to be continued.)

South Northumberland : Jan. 18. — Area,

470 acres ; under plough, 320 acres. Soil ; dry

Turnip soil, with south exposure. Cropping : i, one

year's seeds ; 2, two years' seeds
; 3, Oats ; 4,

Potatos, Peas, and Mangels
; 5, Wheat ; 6, .Swedes

.and Turnips ; 7, Wheat and Barley (sometimes Barley

instead of Oats after seeds). Stocking : eight scores

half-bred (Leicester-Cheviot) ewes and their lambs, by

Leicester ram — other sheep bought, according to

state of Turnip crop ; 60 Irish heifers grazed and as

many fed as the Turnips will admit of, generally from

60 to 80, and 40 to 50 wintered on steamed straw and

rape-cake (2 to 3 lb.).

Jan. II—Wet during night, fine day: threshing and carting

Swedes from storeheaps to Turnip-houses.

,, 12—Raw frost and cold. Ploughing stubble.

„ 13—Fine day. Ploughing stubble.

,, 15—Frost, cloudy and raw. Ditto.

,, 16— Fine. Ploughing stubble and delivering grain to

market.

,, 17- Fine. Ploughing stubble.

General: feeding cattle and sheep, cutting hedges, &c.;

prospective : completing stubble and lea ploughing.

A. IV. D.
Wisbeach District : Jan. 19.—The Wheat crop

in this neighbourhood is unusually backward—more so,

indeed, than has been known for years ; but there

appears to be a full plant on the land, which is of a

healthy colour, and the mild, damp weather we are

now having makes it grow rapidly. There is a great

abundance of roots of every description, and the crop

of Mangels is almost entirely unconsumed. Beef and

mutton are making great prices, and the numberof fatting

stock is somewhat larger than usual at this time, owing

to the abundance of roots and hay. Lean stock of all

kinds are remarkably dear—so much so, indeed, that

farmers have ploughed in good crops of Cole-seed rather

than purchase sheep to eat it off, with the certainty of

losing money by them. The price of wool being so

high, wUl make some men choose an earlier date than

usual for clipping. Breeding ewes on grass are doing

very well. Tillage operations are generally forward.

Growers of Potatos who have held their stocks until

this time are busy turning them over, and many are

being sent to market, tlie prices now being tolerably

remunerative to those who had a fair yield, and were

fortunate enough to escape the disease. The use of the

threshing-machine plainly shows the yield of the

Wheat crop of 1S71 to l)e sadly deficient, the corn

being very thin, and invariably much out of condition.

Oats yield very well. N.
East Sussex : Jan. 20.—The weather during

the last three weeks has been unusually wild, bois-

terous, and wet, during which time horse labour on

the farm has been almost entirely suspended ; con-

sequently Wheat sowing is not yet nearly completed,

and a great deal of land remains unploughed. Owing
to the same cause, a very little folding on the root

fields has been going on ; sheep, however, are doing

remarkably well (and the ewes promise a good crop

of lambs) on the pastures (where there is still a good

bile), with the aid of a few Swedes, and a plentiful

supply of straw. My Swedes are principally thrown

up in heaps of two cartloads each, as they were pulled

up, and covered with a thin coating of earth, out of

which they come perfectly sound, dry, and almost
clean. For years previous to this winter I have not
given my stock under two years of age a root, and
during that time I have not, till this winter, lost an
animal from quarter-ill. I have ordered the discontinu-

ance of the use of them, feeling confident that to this

particularkindof food this malady is attributable. /K T.

Chatteris : yan. 20.—Thresh, dress, and deliver

Wheat ; riddle and put up and forward Potatos to the

London market ; clip hedges ; underdraining with

some of the spare hands part of the week j dig out

patches of Twitch on lands designed for early spring

crops ; remove manure from yard. Weather damp and
roads bad ; a little frost needed to enable us to finish

putting manure on land for Onions, &c. A. S. R.
North Wilts : Jan. 22.—Size of farm 900 acres,

half pasture and half meadow ; treated as two farms,

being on two formations, one part for sheep, the other

for dairy and grazing ; 400 half-bred ewes kept, 130
culled every year, and ewe lambs drafted into their

place ; 50 cows milked, a few being pure-bred : only

pure-bred bulls used. During past week the weather

has been unfavourable for outdoor operations. Horses
bush-harrowing, &c. ; labourers engaged with thresh-

ing-machine, chaff-cutting, &c. ; cattle fed upon roots,

cake, and straw ; those grazing for butcher have hay

instead of straw ; fatting tegs on roots with hay and
cake

;
pigs running in the yards have wash and Mangel,

—feeding pigs, barley meal and roots, &c. E. W. AI.

Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire : Jan. 22.—The
weather during the last week has been so unsettled

that very little work could be done on the farm. The
large fall of rain which it is taking place will be very

serviceable in the summer and autumn, and could not

happen at a better time. Soon, however, we shall be

glad of a cessation, to enable us to proceed with the

planting of Peas and Oats. y. H.
The Vale of Gloucester : Jan. 20.—Again a

very unsatisfactory report of the week's work, but by
taking advantage of the weather, ploughing for Wheat
upon the Turnip land is finished, but sowing cannot

be done until we have a few dry days in succession ;

now ploughing for Peas and Beans when dry enough

for the teams to go out, which is about half time,

consequently work is getting backward. Draining is

now finished, and hedge-cutting nearly so, and it is

difficult to find remunerative work for the labourers to

do, chalf-cuUing and grinding only requiring about

one day a-week. Cattle in comfortable yards, wilh

good sheds, are doing well upon straw and hay chafl',

with a few roots,—better perhaps than if the weather

was dry and cold.

East Lothian ; Jan. 22.—The weather during the

past week has been very changeable, high winds and
showers alternately. Now, however, hard frost has

set in, which bids fair to stop all ploughing if it

continues. The work done on the farm this past week
has been mostly ploughing stubble that has been

manured for Potatos, at the rate of 25 tons per acre,

ploughing grass land for Oats, picking Potatos for

Newcastle market, threshing Wheat for straw for

cattle. Beans for straw for horses, ewes, and feeding

sheep ; carting 100 qr. of grain to station, and picking

up shells of Turnips where sheep have been folded on

the Turnip lands. This week the work likely to be

done, is spreading manure on stubbles for Polatos,

Beans, and Tares ; carting same out of cattle courts,

storing Turnips for cattle, if weather permits ; thresh-

ing Wheat and Beans, picking Potatos, and carting

road-scrapings ; also ploughing stubble, grass land, and

Potato land, if the frost gives way. Wheat (young)

still looking well, and no appearance of rot-fly. H. B.

West Gloucester : Jan. 23.—Farm work at a

standstill ; all we can do is to attend well to the live

stock, for they really require extra attention this very

wet weather to keep them in anything like comfort.

J. ]V.

Herefordshire : Jan. 23.— Heavy rains, with al-

ternate sunshine and slight frost, have again charac-

terised the weather of the past week. The Wheat
plant is generally looking well ; abund.ance of food for

stock with deficient stock is everywhere observable.

The weather is most unfavourable for threshing, and

but little is being done. Cleansing water-courses,

clearing up roadways, clearing hedge-butts, laying

hedges, straightening old hedge-rows, planting new;
pruning orchards, turning manure and compost heaps,

cleaning Swedes, constitute the work of the week.

Although a great abundance of rain has fallen, the

Wye has not overflown its banks, but its tributaries

have flooded many of the other valleys of the county. D,
North Riding of Yorkshire : "Jan. 23.—Unsettled

weather yet prevails. Week's work has consisted of a

little lea ploughing and one day's cartage of manure
from the folds. Season most adverse to sheep on

Turnips, and we fear the increase of weight will not at

all prove in proportion to the food consumed. In

addition to cut Swedes, our hoggets are receiving a

mixture of hay and straw chaff and 4 lb. each of linseed

cake.

West Sussex : Jan. 23.—The weather being very

wet, a good deal of the work is to get the stock sup-

plied ; Turnips have to be drawn out to the meadows
for the sheep, and as they lie so much in the yards or

on the pastures they have a tendency to gel lame on

low lying lands. But still lambing goes on all right.

There will now be a danger of working the land too

I soon, for it will take a long time to be fit for the plough.
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and it is rather annoying to have to wait until it is dry

enough to work safely. But we have to refuse the

"stitch in time" and practise patience if we do not

wish to make extra and unsatisfactory work for the

summer. There is no chance of the plough being at

work for another week, and we shall soon be rather

behind. G. S.

Notices to Correspondents.
Common Bkre. Though unable to answer the particular

question put by the Earl of Essex at p. 94, regarding

the tendency of this variety to grow grass instead of

seed, wc quote from the Cyclopaedia of Agriculture

the following particulars as to other points named :

—

The average length of the straw of common Bere is

3 feet 3 inches, and of the ear ql\ inches. The average

number of grains in each car is 47. The grains are

smaller and more elongated than those of two-rowed
Barley, and the awns are long, tough, and persistent,

adhering with great tenacity to the grains. Bere is

cultivated principally in tlie Highlands of Scotland as a

spring crop. When sown before winter, as is generally

the case in Ireland, the crop is ready to be cut about
the middle or end of July. Sown in spring [late in

March] Bere ripens in ordinary years about the second
week of August. When Bere is cultivated on good
land, situated in an early chmate, the produce is often

greater than that yielded by the two-rowed Barley
;

yet, notwithstanding this, the price which it fetches is

so much lower, that the gross return per acre is less
;

while, at the same time, the labour of threshing and
cleaning the grain is greater. It is only on high-lying,

late districts, that the cultivation of Bere is profitable.

The produce per acre on land thus situated seldom
exceeds :.S or 30 bush, per acre, or the weight per

bushel 47 lb.

Poultry : Lindsay. Next week.

Trifoltum: Lindsay. There are Clover seed machines
for the purpose of threshing out Clover seed. But, if

you have not got one, the common threshing-machine
will, if the Clover be passed more than once through
it, take out most of the seed.

Red.,
Red.,

51—69
38—40
28—31
20—23
25-27
24—26
22—26
31—33

34—49

40—44
39—41

Red.

MARK LANE.
Monday, Jan. 32.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market
was limited, and the condition generally very bad ; the

few dry samples on offer sold readily at the extreme prices

of this day se'nnight, but inferior ones were very unsale-

able. There was a good attendance, and a moderate
demand for Russian and American at late rates. English

Barley was \s. per qr. dearer, foreign fully as dear. Beans

and Peas were unchanged in value. The Oat trade was
slow, at last week's prices. Flour steady, without

change.
Price per imperial Quarter,

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. .White 55—60
— fine selected runs do. 58—62
— Talavera - 60—64— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barlev, grind&dist.,26j t0 3i^..Chev.— Foreign.. grinding and distilling

Oats. Essex and Suffolk ...

— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato
— Irish Potato— Foreign ...... Poland and Brew

Rye
Rve-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan . . .

.

32J'. to 34^. ..Tick— Pigeon 37^. to 585. ..Winds— Foreign Small
Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers

— - Maple, —s. to —s Grey
Maize
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2d ditto ditto 40—42 i;ountry ,.'40—42
— Foreign per barrel 24—28 Per sack. . I38— 60

Wednesday, Jan. 24.

The continuance of mild open weather, accompanied by
frequent rains, has had a depressing effect upon the
grain trade, and there was very little doing here to-day in

any kind of produce. Supplies of English Wheat were
short, and the condition was much affected by the
weather, all the samples having deteriorated more or
less. The market was well supplied with foreign Wheat.
Trade ruled very quiet for all qualities, and the quotations
were unchanged in the absence of important business.

Grinding Barley sold slowly at the late decline ; malting
was not inquired after to any great extent. Oats were in

fair supply, but somewhat out of condition ;
prices, how-

ever, were without change. Maize changed hands quietly

on Monday's terms. Beans and Peas were altogether
neglected.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.

Malting ..

Malting .

,

Feed ....

Feed ....

Feed ....

Foreign .

,

Harrow ,

,

Longpod ,

Egyptian,
Suffolk .,

Foreign .

Foreign .

,

33—38

20—22
14—1

9

34—49

33—34
41—44
36—44

J32—35

English &
Scotch..

Irish

Foreign .

.

Qrs.
160

4060

Barley.

Qrs.

Gate.

Qrs.

21,960

2i,6qo

( _
1 1450 brls.

Liverpool, Jan. 23.—There was a fair attendance,
but only a limited business was done in Wheat, at lower
prices than Friday, or at a decline of o.d. to -^d. per
cental on the week. Flour dd. per barrel and is. per sack
lower. Beans rather dearer, but not in much request.

Peas firmer. Indian Com in fair demand, at reduced
rates

; new mixed American, 30J. to 30J. 3^. ; old, 30J. 30'.

to 30J. 6i/. per 480 lb.
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BE'^RD'S PATENT NON CONDUCTING ind
XFNTIL\TING MET \LLIC GLAbS H I SEb \ 11 pro e

cheaper h d

H.S
:^-c"W'-'^' 'rt^lk

rffi
" M'ijjt

All lovers of Wall Fruit and del cate Flowers should ha\e a p ece of

BEARD'S PATENT IRON-FRAMED GLASS
or SLATE WALLS.

Full particulars rf the ab \(. niaj be had for a stamped envelope,
also Illustrated C Vr \.I OtjUE, price is of

CHARLES 15FARD, Patentee, Horticultural Engineer, Victoria
Works, ISury- St. Fdmuids
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Notice.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICUL-
TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready;

price, in cloth, £t 6s. 6ii. „ ^ ,,, ^
W. RICHARDS, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

THE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST for

FEBRUARY contains a Coloured Portrait of the splendid

Double-flowered PYRUS SPECTABILIS, with articles on Cross-

breeding Pelargoniums, by Dr. Denny—Culture of Tea-scented Roses,

by Mr. William Paul—Notes on New Peaches and Nectarines, by
Mr. J. Clark, Studley Royal—Renovating Old Apple Trees, by Mr.

Gilbert, Burghley-New Horists' Flowers of 1871—Neapolitan Violets,

by Mr, Tillery, Welbeck—How to Utilize Garden Refuse, by Mr.
Webster, Gordon Castle, and a variety of other interesting papers,

with several Woodcut Illustrations. Price is.

171, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Now ready,

THE SALIX, or WILLOW. By W. Scaling,
Willow Nurseryman, Basford, NoHs. A revised and enlarged

edition, containing Instructions (or its Planting and Culture, with
Observations upon its Value and Adaptability for the Formation of

Hedges and Game Coverts.

Post free is.; orofSIMPKIN, MARSHALL, and CO., London.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT and
FLOWERS {by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre,

Brandon), being a practical combination of Vinery, Orchard House
and Conservator^', as now worked in a New House erected for the
purpose at Chiswick. Third Edition, Illustrated. Free for seven
stamps to the
" Journal of Horticulture " Office, 171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

Now ready, price if., free by post for 13 stamps, with 9 Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,

which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.C. ; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

In a few days,

rPHE FAIRFIELD ORCHIDS; a De.<;criptive

_L Catalogue of the Species and Varieties grown by J
AS,

BROOKE AND CO., Fairheld, near Manchester, with Prclimmary
Chapters upon the History, Structure, and uses of Orchids, and a

Copious Glossary of the Significations of the Names. 8vo, pp. 128.

Neatly bound, 3J.

BRADBURY, EVANS, and CO.. 10 Bouverie St., London, E.G.

lust published, in Svo, price One Shilling,

PSYCHIC FORCE and MODERN SPIRITUAL-
ISM : a Reply to the Quarterly Rcvieio and other Critics. By

William Crookes, F. R.S., &c.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, AMD CO., Paternoster Row, E.C

LIKE ALL GRAND CONCEPTIONS, the
process is remarkable for its simplicity."—This was said by

the Ghbe of the method by which THE BAZAAR, THE
EXCHANGE AND MART, AND JOURNAL OF THE
HOUSEHOLD enables Ladies and Gentlemen to Sell, Exchange, or

Buy ever>' description of Properly with ease, security, and without
making their names public. Specimen Copy, containing fulldircctions

post free for two penny stamps.
Office, 32, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C.

o
Grateful-Comforting.EP P S * S CO

BREAKFAST.
" By 3 thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the

operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of

the fine properties of a well selected cocoa, ^t^. Epps has provided our
breakfast-tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save

us many heavy doctor's bills."

—

Civil Service Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk.
Each packet is labelled,

JAMES EPPS AND CO.. Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

Lea & Ferrins' Sauce,

THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced bv Connoisseurs "the only good Sauce." Improves

the appetite, and aids digestion, Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour.

ASK FOR LEA and PERRINS' SAUCE.
Beware of Imitations,

and see the Names of LEA and PERRINS on all Bottles and Labels.

Agents—CROSSE and BLACKWELL, London, and sold by all

Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.

Surrey County Lunatic Asylum, near Tooting.
WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER.—Wages, 24J.

a week, and the use of a cottage, rent free. Candidates for

the situation must be enabled to produce satisfactory testimonials of
character and ability, and not exceed 3^ years of age.—Personal

'
"lily to the STEWARD of the Asylum,application may be made <

between 10 and 12 o'clock.

WANTED, as GROUND FOREMAN, a steady,
industrious Man. State experience, references, and salary

required.— R. THORNHILI., Bowdon Nurseries, Bowdon, Cheshire.

WANTED, a good WORKING GARDENER, who
understands the Management of Hothouses and Forcing Pits.

W.iges 185. per week, and house rent free. — H. B., Post Oflice, Thet-
forJi Norfolk.

WANTED, a Man, who is a thorough practical
hard-working GARDENER, understanding perfectly the

Cultivation of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables, and all Greenhouse.
Plants.—A married Man, without incumbrance, would be preferred.

He will have to Superintend the care of one or two Cows and Pigs,
and have a boy under him.—A. B., Post Office, Ripley, Surrey,

German Gardener.
WANTED, in a first-rate Nobleman's Establishment,

near Berlin, a GERMAN GARDENER, thoroughly conversant
with the English system of Grape Growing, Plant Culture, P'lower
Gardening, and Dinnertable Decoration. To an energetic Man, with
a thorougn knowledge of the profession, this is an excellent opening.

—

Apply, by letter only, stating all particulars, including terms required,
to J.\MES VEITCH AND SONS, Royal Exotic Nurserj', King's
Road, Chelsea, S.W.

WANTED, a good general PLANTSMAN, for
Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; must also be good at Forcing

Flowers, and Propagating of choice Plants. A single Man prefcrreo.
—JOSEPH MEREDITH, The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

WANTED, a young MAN, to Grow Plants for
Market. Must be a good Budder and Grafter. Wages 22s.

per week—FLORIST, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

WANTED, a young MAN, not over 25 years of age,
to work under the Foreman. One who has a knowledge of

eeneral Indoor Propagation, particularly of Ericas.—B. MALLER,
Lewisham, S. £.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, AND LAING are in WANT of
a good PACKER. State wages required and references.

—

Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, 5.E.

WANTED, a BAILIFF and HEAD GARDENER.
—Application maybe made, in writing, to Messrs. VIGERS,

Fredericks Place, Old Jewry, London, E.

WANTED, a FARM BAILIFF.—The Advertiser
desires to meet with a thoroughly respectable, intelligent, and

industrious Man, equal to the Management of a large Farm, about
half Arable and half Pasture. A Dairy of 50 Cows is kept, and a
Flock of from 300 to 400 Ewes. Wages $100 a-year, witn house,
garden, and fuel. References as to skill and character must be very
satisfactory',—Address, post paid, A, B. C, Messrs. CasUe & Lamb,
133, Salisbury Square, London, £.C.

WANTED, for a large Provincial Seed Warehouse in
the North of Encjland, an active young MAN for the Counter.

—Apply, stating age and particulars as to experience, &c,, to A. B. C,
Mr. R. Cooper, 15= . Fleet Street, London, E.C.

WANTED, a DAIRYMAID, in a first-class Estab-
lishmcnt, where about 10 Cows are kept ; also to take charge of

Poultry.—Wages and particulars on application to S. F,, Post Otfice,

Taplow, Maidenhead, Berks.

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualiticaiJons,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save lime by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.
—Highgale Nurseries, London, N.

EXPERJENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and B.\ILIFF>, of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E, G.
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood. N.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40 ; thoroughly practical
in all branches. Seven years" character. No Single-handed

place accepted.—A. 1!., 13, Charles Street, Porlman Square, London,W.

GARDENER (Head).—Middle-aged ; thorough and
extensive experience in the various branches of the profession.

First-rate references. — J. G., Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale,
London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married, no family
;

is a thoroughly good general Gardener. Two and a half years'
character from last place.—T. G., Pine-appte Nursery, 32, Maida
Vale, London, W,

/:i ARDENER (Head). — Middle-aged, married
;

K-Ia thoroughly understands the Management of Pines, Vines,
Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers and Mushroom, the Laying-out of
Pleasure Ground, and Bedding-out of Flowering Plants to any
eMcnt. <iood character.—G. J ,Thc Nurseries, West Dulwich, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38; has first-class

testimonials and is a most successful Pine and Grape grower,
having taken several First Prizes, also with Melons and other Fruits ;

and has been a successful Exhibitor of Plants and Vegetables

;

also a good Cultivator of all Plants, including Orchids, and is

thoroughly conversant with the Erection and Heating of Horticultrual
Buildings, &c.,- and can M.inage L.ind and Stock. — HORTUS,
Messrs. Cutbush and Son, The Nurseries, Highgatc, N.

GARDENER (Head), age 29.—Tiios. Knowles,
Foreman in the Kitchen Garden and Forcing Department at

Ashton Court, offers his services to any Nobleman, Gentleman, or
Lady requiring a good practical Gardener j has had 12 years' e.\perience
in the Culture of Pines, Vines in and out of pots, Melons, Mushrooms,
Cucumbers, Kitchen and Flower Gardening, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, &c. For character and general ability, is kindly permitted to
refer to Mr. Kimp, Gr. to Earl of Jersey, Middlcton Park, and Mr.
Dodds, Gr, to Sir Greville Smyth, Bart., Ashton Court, Bristol.
Address as above.

(;:< ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 30; married
;X active and energetic. Thorough practical knowledge of the

profession in all its branches. Good character, &c. — S. W. R.,
I, Elizabeth Street, Northampton.

G1
ARDENER (Head), where two or three are kept.—

^ Good practical knowledge of the profession in all its branches.
Can piuilut-c four j ears' good character from present employer.

—

H. ^^., Mr. Crew, Abbey, Romsey.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are kept.

—

Age -jo; thoroughly understands the profession in all its

branches. Good character from last situation. Wife will undertake
the Laundry if required,—X. V., Mrs. Cox, near The Wheatsheaf
Inn, Tolcshill, near Coventry'.

GARDENER.

—

[ames Hamilton, Gardener at
Berry Hill, Mansfield, Notts, is open for re-engagement.

GARDENER.—Age 34, married ; understands Green-
house, Frames, Fruit and Vegetables. Has had i8 years' expe-

rience. Good character.—H. NEVILLE, 15, Tipthorp Road,
Lavender Hill, S.W.

GARDENER, in a place where two or three are
kept, or FOREMAN in a large establishment.—.'\ge 2.(, single ;

steady and persevering. First-class character.—J. L., Pine-apple
Nursery, Maiaa Vale, London, W.

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Gardeii.—Age 20. Four years' good character.—J. T.,

Fernside, Freshwater, Isle of Wight, Hants.

GARDENER (Under), in a good Establishment.-
Age 21 ; has a good knowledge of Plants, Forcing, &c., having

been five years under one of the leading Plantsmen. Twenty-seven
years' good character.—W, S., Copthall Gardens, Hunsdon, near
Ware, Herts.

GARDENER (Second or Third), in the Houses.—
Age 3t. Good character.—D. B., Mr. R. Smith, Nurseryman,

Worcester.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN (General).—A middle-aged Man, who

is thoroughly experienced in Hard and Soft-wooded Propagating,
Grafting and Plant Growing, is open to an engagement.— .V. B.,
I, Laburnum Place, Lower Road, Belvedere, Kent, S,E.

I"FOREMAN in a Gentleman's Establishment, where
one or two are kept, in the houses.—Thoroughly understands

Pines, Vines, Peaches, Early and Late Forcing, and general routine
of Gardening.—A. B , Mr. Bailey, Nurserj'man.East Moulsey, Surrey,

To the Trade.
PROPAGATOR of Stove and Greenhouse Plants and

Coniferee, and successful Grafter of Camellias, Roses. &-c., or as
Soft-wood Propagator and Grower. A young Man. Four years'
references from present place.—T. H., Lradford Nursery, Shipley,
near Leeds.

To Florists, &c.
i^ROWER of Hard or Soft-wooded Plants, Cut
V.X Bloom, Grafting and Budding, Forcing, &c,—A^e 37, married;
has been 12 years in the Market Trade. Good references.—G. G.,
2, Anthony Terrace, Plumstead, Kent, S.E.

MANAGING BAILIFF of a Farm or Farms, or to
fill some position of trust in connection with the Corn and

Seed Trade.—Age 35, married ; has a thorough knowledge of Agri-
culture in all its branches. Highest references, with security if
required.—A. B., Post Office, Chippenham, Wilts.

MR. C. J. CLARKE, late TRAVELLER for one of
the largest Surrey firms, is desirous of an engagement for the

remainder of the season to call upon the Trade, Gentlemen, Gardeners,
&c. Of good address, and used to Selling in the outdoor Nursery
and Seed Departments. Well acquainted with the Home Counties,
and the best routes for business. Salary very moderate. References
and testimonials,—Alpha Cottage, Perry Street, Gravesend.

^HOPMAN, or CLERK.—Age 30 ; active, energetic,
k3 and well-experienced. Knowledge of Plants.—"GRAHAM,"
Gardeners' Chnmtele Ofiice, W,C.

SHOPMAN (ASSISTANT).—Good reference.—Y. Z.,
Post Office, Lewisham, S.E.

ASSISTANT, in Writing and E.\ecuting Orders
(permanent).—Age 26, married; accustomed to a Seed Ware-

house. Eight years' character.— R,, 5. King Street, Regent Street , W.

COACHMAN.—Middle-aged, married, no family;
respectable; thoroughly understands the Management of

Horses. Seven years' present, and eight and 3 halfyears^ previous,
character.—G. P., Post Office, Wallingford, Berks.

HOTHOUSE CLOCKS, in Ornamental Iron Cases,
Bronzed, Japanned, Enamelled, &c. No glass being used in

the construction of these Clocks, they are not liable to damage. Also,
the cases being of Iron, they arc arc not injured by heat or damp

;

and, the keyholes being bushed, no dust or water can possibly enter.
Going 12 days.

Going 12 days, and striking

,, .
but "ot striking. hours and half-hours.

Price, medium size .. ..j£ois o £110
Price, large size .. ..100 160

Box and Package free of charge.
In ordering say if Clock is required to hang or stand.

J, T. W .M N WRIGHT AND CO., Cambridge Street, Birmingham.

"I71ENDERS. STOVES, KITCHEN RANGES,
-L' FIRE-IRONS, and CHIMNEY-PIECES. —Buyers of the above
are requested, before finally deciding, to visit the SHOW-ROOMS.
They contain such an assortment of Fenders, Stoves, Ranges,
Chimncy-Pieces, Fire-irons, and General Ironmongery as cannot be
approached elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty of design, or
exquisitencss of workmanship.
Black Register Stoves from . . Zs. to fy 5s.

Bright ditto, with Ormolu ornaments . . from £2 19s. to jCsB lOJ.

Bronie Fenders from 3s. gd. to £^ izj.

Steel and Ormolu Fenders . . . . from £2 10s. to £25.
Chininey-Pieces from 2i 12J, to£io».
Fire-Irons (the Set of Three) . . . . from 3s. 2d. to £^ los.

r-iOAh SCOOPS.—WILLIAM S. BURTON has
Vy 400 different Patterns of COAL SCOOPS on SHOW, of which
he invites inspection. The Prices vary from 11. ^ to 150J, Plain
Black open Scoops, from is. Qd. ; ditto, ditto, zinc lined, from 4^, 6d. ;

covered Box-scoops, from w. 6rf. ; ditto, with Hand-scoop, from
105. 6d.; ditto, ditto, with fancy ornamentation, from 12s.; highly
finished and ornamented, and litted with imitation ivory handles,
from 20s. to 150S. There is also a choice selection of Wooden Coal
Boxes, with iron and brass mountings, WILLIAM S, BURTON
confidently asserts his to be the largest, and at the same time the best
and mtist varied, Assortment in the World,
WILLIAM .S. BURPtiN, Furnishing Ironmonger, by Appointment,

to n.R. I[, the Prince of Wales, sends a Catalogue containing upwards
of Sw Illustrations of his unrivalled stock, with lists of prices and plans
of the 20 large Show-rooms, post free. 39, 0,\ford Street, W. ; 1, i a,
2, 3, and 4, Newman Street; j, 5, and 6, Perry's Place; and i, New-
man Yard, The Cost of delivering Goods to the most distant
pans of the United Kingdom bv Railway is trifling. WILLIAM SI
BURTON will always un.l, rial:..- ih live ry at a small fixed rate.

Protection from Fire.

.THEPUBUCARE CAUTIONED AGAINST
\NGKR'

O U N G E
Mir.A'i I

WM. YOUNGER and CO.'S
EDINBURGH, INDIA PALF. and DINNER ALES.

Sparkling, refreshing, nourishing and economical.
To be had of the principal retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1740- Ixindon Stores, Belvedere

Roadj S.E. ; Liverpool, i, Seel Street; Bristol, 14, Narrow Quay;
Dublin Stores, 7, Lower Abbey Street; Swansea, Quay Parade;
Glasgow, Queen Street; Birmingham , 13, Temple Street.

TT I N A H A rrs li L WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the very

CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalied, perfectly
pure, and more wholesome than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words, " KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal, label, and cork.
New Wholesale Depot, 6a, Great Tichficid Street, Oxford Street, W.

INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.D'
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD .\nd CO., 173, New Kond Street, London, W. ;

and of .^11 Chemists throughout the World.
' O T and RHEUMATISM.—The excruciating

pain of Gout or Rheumatism is quickly relieved and cured in aG
BLAIR'S GOUT and(ew days by that celebrated Medicim

RHEUMATIC PILLS.
They require no restraint of diet or confinement during their use,

and are certain to prevent the disease attacking any vitai part.

Sold by all Medicine Vendors, at is. i^A^- ^nd 2S. gd. per box, or
obtained through any Chemistj

(pO C K L E ' S ~A"N TIBILIOUS PILLS.
V' THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at is. i^^d., 2s. gd., us. 6d., and iis.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILL S.—
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the

irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the

morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously alTect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the

luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients; on the contrary, ihey are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-

liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,

nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and eflicacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under

all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alterations, with

an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes

at IS. i%d., 2s. gd., 4s. 6d., and lis., as welt as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxes at IS. i^d., 2S. gd., . 6d., and 115.
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Seeds direct from the Growers the best means of preventing disappointment.

SUTTON & SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO

H.M. THE aUEEN VICTORIA,
H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
H.R.H. THE PRINCESS liOXTISE OF LORNE,
H.I.M. THE EMPEROR-KING OF GERMANY,

H.M. THE KING OF PORTUGAL,
H.M. THE KING OF DENMARK,
H.M. THE KING OF BAVARIA,
H.M. THE PACHA OF EGYPT, &c., &c.

ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

mi

11

VEGETABLE SEEDS,
Containing only the best and

most prolific varieties.

No. I. Large Garden* ../,3 3 o
No, 2. Medium Garden* 2 z o
No. 3. Ordinary Garden* i 11 6
No. 4. Small Garden* .. i i o
No. c Very Small Garden o 15 o
No. 6. VerySmall Garden o 12 6
No. 7. Ex. Larfje Garden* 550

* Carriage Free.
A Special Certificate was

awarded by the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, Sept. 6, 1871, for

a Collection of W'getables (15
varieties), grown by M r. C.
Osman. South Metropolitan Dis-
trict School, Sutton, Surrey, from
Seed supplied by us.

CHOICE COLLECTIONS OF

FLOWER SEEDS,
Containing only the most

showy varieties.

No. I. Large Garden .. £2 2 o
No. 2. Medium Garden , . i 11 6
No. 3. OrdinaryGarden. . i i o
No. 4, Small Garden . . o 15 o
No. c Small Garden .. o 10 6
Smaller Collections, 21. 6rf. to 5 o

Free by Post or Rail,

For further particulars, see
SUTTONS' SHORT SELECT
LIST of SEEDS for 1872, Gratis

Suttons' King of the Cauliflowers
A new and distinct variety, with very large,

firm, and beautifully white heads. It is the best

for early use, and is also suitable for producing a
succession through the Autumn and Winter. We
now offer it for the first time, and it cannot be too
highly recommended, Piice zs. 6d. per packet.

Buttons' New Peas.
BEST OF ALL (see illustra-

tion),—This splendid new main-crop
wrinkled variety, introduced by
us last season, was raised by the
late Dr. McLean, and pronounced
by him to be the " best of all " his
introductions. We have tried it

by the side of all the new Peas
which have lately been introduced
by Dr. McLean, Mr. Laxlon, arid

others, and have no hesitation in

recommending McLean's " Best of
All " as richly worthy of its name.
Its rubust and vigorous growth,
large pods completely coverin;^ the
haulm, and filled with from 7 to

10 fme Peas, together with its rich

flavour, will recommend it to every
gnjwer of Wrinkled Peas, lleighl

5 feci. Price 5s. per quart,

GLORY of CASSELL, new-
early, per quart, 51.

NELSON'S VANGUARD, new,
second early wrinkled, per
quart, 2J. 6d.

Laxton^s New Peas.
SUPREME (see illustration), a

grand exhibition variety, per
quart, 2S.

ALPHA, first early wrinkled, per
quart, 3s. 6d.

QUALITY, per quart, 2S. 6d.
QUANTITY, per quart, 25. 6d.

Collection, rive varieties, as
advertised, £i is.

For further particulars, see
SUTTONS' AMATEURS'
GUIDE for 1872, price 15. : Gratis
to Customers.

SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS FOR ALL SOILS,
First Prize,

Paris, 1867.

Carriage Free.

SUTTONS' RENOVATING MIXTURE of GRASSES and
CLOVERS, for Improving Pastures, should be sown in early spring,

6 to 12 lb. per acre. is. per lb., cheaper by the cwt.

SUTTONS' FINE GRASSES and CLOVERS for LAWNS
and CROQUET GROUNDS, the best means of securing a permanent
evergreen turf. is. ^d. per lb.;;

SOver Medal

Paris, 1867.

SUTTONS' CHOICE SEED POTATOS (Carriage Free).

Sooly Qua Cucumber.
This extiaordinary variety is

remarkable for its immense
fruit, large dark green glossy

leaves, and the beauty of its

flowers. In China it is used
as a regular article of food,

boiled with rice. The fruit is of

rapid growth, attaining in this

country a length of 5 to 6 feet.

Per Packet, zs. 6d.

SUTTONS' BED-SKIN FLOURBALL POTATO.
The only Potato that entirely resisted the disease last season, and the heaviest cropping and best cooking

late variety in cultivation. Lowest Price per Sack or Ton on application.
Suttons" Descriptive LIST of CHOICE SEED POTATOS, Gratis and Post Free on application.

SUTTON & SONS,
SEEDSMEN BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT to the QUEEN and H.R.H. the PRINCE OF WALES,

ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

Best of All Pea.

Laxton's Supreme Peai

Editorial Communications should be .addressed to "The Editor;" Advertisements ahd Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradburv, Evans, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitcfriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the said WlLLIAa

^CHAROS, at the Office, Na 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, January 27, 1872,
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\
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Twelve Months .. £1 $s. lod.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to WiLLIAM
Richards, at the King Street Post Office.
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Notice.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICUL-
TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready

;

price, in cloth, £1 6s. 6d.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

New Flower Market, Govent Garden.
NOTICE.— The GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND

AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE for NEXT SATURDAY,
February 10, will contain a FULL PAGE ENGRAVING of the
NEW FLOWER MARKET, COVENT GARDEN.

Copies may be had of all Newsmen, and at the Railway Stations.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli. &c.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH AND SON'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the linest

quality only. Post free on application.
Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

WM. KNIGHT is now sending out 12 Varieties
of the NEW FUCHSIAS of 1871, selected as the best of the

season, in extra strong Plants for Exhibition, for ioj. 6d. the set,

package included.
Floral Nurseries, Hailsham, Sussex.

CRYSTAL PALACE. SATURDAY. February 10, till

February 15. —SINGING and TALKING CAGE BIRDS,
British and Foreign. The ANNUAL GREAT SHOW.—Canaries of
all varieties. Linnets, Blackbirds, Finches, Larks, Pies, Daws, and
every description of British Birds; Parrots, Cockatoos, Lories, Car-
dinals, and all varieties of Foreign Birds. Admission, Saturday (Con-
cert and Promenade also), Half-a-crown ; other days One Shilling. All
days by Guinea Season Ticket.

1 HE OXFORD ROSE SHOW is fixed for
THURSDAY, June 27.

C. R. RIDLEY, Hon. Sea

NURSERYMEN. FLORISTS, and MARKET
GARDENERS" ASSOCIATION.

The FIRST GENERAL MEETING of the above Society will be
held at Evans' Hotel, Covent Garden, on THURSDAY, February- 8,
at 4 o'clock P.M., for Consideration and Confirmation of Rules, and for
the Election of Oflicers. The attendance of alt connected with the
Trade is respectfully invited.

Show Roses.

A PRICED LIST of the best Hybrid Perpetual Show
ROSES; also a PRICED LIST of choice Variegated

GERAN I U MS, post free, on application to
ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

AMATEUR ROSE GROWERS should at once get
my CATALOGUE. It contains all the good sorts, and the

plants are the finest that can be produced.
B. R. CANT, St, John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

ROSE MARECHAL NIEL (Noisette).—Fine
Standard and Half-standard plants.

ROSES (Tea-scented).-Choicest varieties, fine Standard and Half-
standard plants. Offered by

JOHN CRANSTON, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.
Price on application.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fmiting^^n' Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH ,_N urseryman and Seed Merchan t, Worcester.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS. "^' other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading,

CALCEOLARIA (herbaceous), of very choice strain,

from pans sown in August, and once pricked out, as. per dozen ;

y. 6d. per two dozen ; 6s. for 50 ; 101. per 100, free by post.

H. AND R, STIRZAKEK, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster^

s
To the Trade.

TUART AND CO., Seed Growers, Nice
Seed Merchants, 5, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, W.C.

NEW and CHOICE SEEDS.
CATALOGUE on application.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY.
32, Maida Vale, Edgwarc Road, W,

JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Comp.iny guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO., late Betham &
• Blackith, Oct's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

Street, London, S.E.
Forwarders to all parts of the Worldj ^^^^

CHARLES H. DICKSON'S NEW VEGETABLE
and FLOWER SEEDS, of best quality only. All orders

amountingto 20s. and upwards sent carriage paid. Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUES free by post on application.

23, Market Place, Manchester.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading,

BUTLER, MCCULLOCH, AND CO.'S SPRING
CATALOGUE of SEEDS for 1872 is now ready. It contains

many Novelties of merit and worth consideration. Sent free and
post paid on application.

27, South Row, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.
Established upwards of a century.

Trade Price Current Seeds for 1872.

PETER LAWSON and SON beg to intimate that
their TRADE LIST of AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, and

FLOWER SEEDS, &c., is now ready, and will be forwarded post

free, on application.

20, Budge Row, Cannon Street, London. E.C. . and Edinburgh.

New and Choice Seeds.

J SCOTT'S Descriptive CATALOGUE of
• VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS is now ready, contain-

ing Cultural Notes and other useful information, and will be sent

gratis, post Iree, on application to

J. SCOTT. The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

CHARLES NOBLE has some thousands of magnifi-
cent Hybrid Seedling RHODODENDRONS, ranging from i to

4 feet. Such Plants are scarcely to be equalled, and the unprecedented
prices at which they are now being sent out are seriously alarming the

Nursery Trade. Bagshot. ^_^
GARDENIA INTERMEDIA.—For SALE, 500 clean,

healthy plants of the above, in s-inch pots. Well set for bloom.
COOPER, BROS., AND PLUNKET, The Nurseries, Ashford,

Middlesex.

TRUE LONDON PLANE TREES, 15 feet high, and
straight as gun-rods, d2s. per dozen; also a great variety of

STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES for Parker Avenue Planting.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurserymen, Worcester.

QTRONG THORNS and LARCH.—Buyers of the
lO above will be liberally dealt with. For samples and prices apply to

RUSH AND YEATS (late Chivas & Weaver), Eaton Road
Nurseries, Chester.

STRONG Transplanted LARCH, 2 to 5 feet. Buyers
of the abbve or other Trees will be treated liberally.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

DOUBLE WHIN, or GORSE, nice plants.
3s. per dozen. 15s. per 100. See Catalogue.

JAMES SMITH, Parley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

B ERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, for Covert.
12 to 18 inches, 81. per 100, 401. per 100.

15 to 20 inches, los. per 100, 60s. per 100. See Catalogue.
JAMES SMITH, Parley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

wHITETHORN QUICK, i-yr., fine. For sample
and price apply to

B. R. CANT, St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

TJ^INE, Strong, well-grown, transplanted LARCH
Jj FIR, from 2 to 3 feet.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON, The Nurseries, Maresfield, near
Uckfield, Sussex.

FINE bushy LAURUSTINUS, 1 to 2 feet. Prices
on application.

WM. WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near
Uckfield, Sussex.

EXTRA fine, clean grown. Transplanted ENGLISH
OAKS. 3. 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet; fine Transplanted SCOTCH and

LARCH Fl Rb.. 2 to 3 feet.

WM. WOOD AND SON. The Nurseries. Maresfield, near Uckfield,
Sussex.

RUSH-LEAVED BROOM, 2 to 3 feet and 3 to 4 feet.

12s. per 100, very bushy. Planted in the autumn of 1870.

WALTER DAWSON, Spike Bridge Nursery, The Cemetery,
Coventry.

CHEAP LAURUSTINUS.—Strong, bushy, and weU
rooted ; delivered free to Liverpool, Bristol, or Dublin, For

prices, apply to

J. J. HARPUR, The Nurseries, Wexford, Ireland.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
SEEDS.— Price 121. 6rf., 21s., 30*., 421., and 63J. Packing and

carriage free.

237 and 238, High Holbom, London. W.C.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
SEEDS will produce a constant supply of the best vegetables

all the year round.

MAURICE YOUNG'S NEW TRADE LIST of
CONIFER.^, HARDY EVERGREEN TREES and

SHRUBS, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, JAPANESE PLANTS,
NEW AUCUBAS, &c., is now ready, and will be forwarded on
application.

M ilford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Architect,
Builder, and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

Stanley Bridge, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
Plans, Specifications, and Estimates on application

WANTED. Strong, clean, transplanted APPLE
STOCKS. State quantity, with lowest price, to

RICHARD SMITH, St. John's Nurseries, Worcester.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
SEEDS.

For Cottage Gardens, I For Small Gardens, I For Medium Gardens,
price 12J, 6rf.

|
price 21 j.

|
price 30J. and 42J.

Packing and carriage free. Five per cent, for cash payment.
237 and 238, H jgh Hol born. London, W.C.

To the Trade.
ASPARAGUS PLANTS, very strong and good;

grown on our own farms. Lowest price on application.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE. 237and 238, High
Holborn, London, W.C.

BELL'S MARKET FAVOURITE CUCUMBER.
—The best and most prolific White Spine in cultivation. Average

length 24 in. ; easy culture, fine form, colour and flavour. Sixseeds, is. oa.

JOHN BELL, Seedsman, Exchange Street, Norwich.

6d. perBIRD'S KING of the CUCUMBERS,
packet. The best for exhibition.

BIRD'S QUEEN of the MELONS, is. per packet. The best
green-fleshed variety. May be had of all the Seed Trade, and of

JAMES BIRD, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Downham.

EIWiTJE MUSSELBURGH ^LEEK. — Sample
and price on application.

BALL.A.NTYNEandSON, Nurstryme^nand Seedsmen, Dalkeith,N.B.

s
Tne Forwardest Pea known.UTTONS' RINGLEADER.

Price IS. 6<i- per quart May be sown at once.
SUTTON AND SUNS, Koading, Berks.

McLean's Little Gem Pea.

ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant,
?,Aldgale, London, E., has the above to offer to the Trade.

Sample and price on application. _^ ___^^_

S~
' URPLUS~STdCK. of PEAS. -All the leading kinds

of Peas can be offered, in large or small quantities. Samples and
prices on application to

ALFRED LEGERPON. Seed Merchant, 5, Aldgate, London. E.

MR. LAXTON'S NEW PEAS for 1872.—For
particulars of Mr. Laxton's latest and remarkable Novelties in

Garden Peas, which will be sent out by us this season in trial packets,
see page 137 of this day's Gardeners' ChrcnicU.

HURST AND SON, 6, Lcadenhall Street, London, E.C.

Notice to Large Purchasers of Seeds.
PURCHASERS of large quantities of SEEDS and

POTATOS will be supplied on liberal terms, on application, by
post or otherwise (stating quantities required), to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers. Reading.

POTATOS.—Fitty Tons good sound Seed of Kidneys,
Early Ashleaf, Myatt's and Lemon, Early Handsworth, Golden

Dwarf and Dalmahoy. Prices per cwt. and ton verj- moderate.
H. AND R. STIRZAKER. Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

EARLY SEED POTATOS.—20 Tons Myatt's
Prolific, or Fortyfold. Good sample, fine quality, and heavy

crops. Put on the rails at 5s. per bushel of 70 lb.

JAM ES PEARSON, Forest Mills. York.

SEED POTATOS for SALE.- Several Tons of Old
Ashleaf, Myatt's Ashleaf. American Early Rose, American

Flourball. and Bovinia. Prices on application to

JOHN BLAC K, Potato Merchant. Jedburgh, N.B.

UANTITY" of SEED 'POTATOS for SALE.—
Dalmahoys and Early Shaws. Prices moderate.

SKINNER AND SONS,' Potato Salesmen, 32, James Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.

Seed Potatos.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO.. Seed Growers
and Sefd Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate

that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS is

now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon application.

Turnip and Mangel Wurzel Seeds—1871 Crop.

JOHN SHARPE will on application furnish his LIST,
with prices, of the principal SEEDS he is growing this year.

Bardney Manor, Lincoln.—July 6.

Mangel Wurzel and KoM RabL
R. S. A. DAINTREE, of Fendrayton. St. Ives,

Hunts, has fine stocks of the above SEEDS for SALE, of his

n growth and selection, from large bulbs, afvery moderate rates.
M
BEET.—Henderson's Pine-apple, short top (true stock).

BEET.—Henderson's Waterloo (true stock).

CAULIFLOWER.—Dwarf Frogmore (pure and true stock).

Price per pound on application.

Mr. HARDING, 2Q, Maddox Street, Regent Street, London.

RICHARD WALKER can supply the following for

cash:—Best SEAKALE for forcing, 7J. per 100; SEAKALE
for planting-out, M. per 100; ASPARAGUS, ,Ci per 1000 ; WHITE
SPANISH ONION SEED, all new and genuine.

The Market Gardens. Biggleswade, Beds.

w
apphca-j
WM.

Sussex.

Planting Seakale, by the 100, 1000. or 10,000.

"^M. WOOD AND SON have an immense quantity
of SEAKALE ROOTS for Planting. Prices will be given on

WOOD AND SON, The Nurseries, Maresfield, near Uckfield,

PARIS. I
SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. I
SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appomtmcnt, to

H.M. the Q ueen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. Reading. Berks.

DESFONTAINEA SPINOSA, strong plants, in pots,
as. and as. 6d., or i8j, to 24J. per dozen. Highly recommended,

vide Gardeners' Chronicle, p, 112, of lanuar>' 27, 1872.

H . AND R. STIRZAKER. Skerton Nurseries. Lancaster.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238. High Holborn, London.

Kltclien Garden Seeds.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO.. Seed Growers
and SEED Merchants, Sleaford. Lincolnshire, beg to intimate

that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN
SEEDS is now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon apph-
rarinn
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New Seeds-" Only tlie Best."

MR. WILLIAM BULL'S CATALOGUE
is now ready.

SEEDS of NEW A^EGETABLES,
SEEDS of NEW FLOWERS.

"Only the best." Wide descriptions in Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S
CATALOGUE. " Every article priced."

It is particularly requested that orders be sent on the order sheet

that accompanies the Seed Catalogue, as soon after its receipt as

possible. This is desired with a view to prevent any delay in the

execution of orders, for, although a large and efticient stati js cm-

ployed, yet, in the height of the season, the pressure is extremely

great, and hfince the work is much facilitated if the orders are

received early. _ ,,. . „ > ^. i

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, Kmgs Road, Chelsea,

London, S.W.

Imported Seed of

PRIMULA JAPONICA (New Crimson Primrose),
in six varieties.

yideUv WILLIAM BULL'S NEW SEED CATALOGUE, p. 84.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,

London, S.W. __^_

ORNAMENTAL GAME COVERT.
A Collection of Plants, consisting of SYRINGA, RISES,

ELDER, SPIR/EA, SNOWBERRY, &c., will be supplicii at ;£? per

1000. See Catalogue.
JAMES SMITPI, Parley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

O'iNE
HUNDRED THOUSAND HARDY

HEATHS.
100, in 10 varielies, 20s, ; 100, in 20 varieties, 30s. ; or 100, in 40

varieties, 45s. .See Catalogue.
_ ,, , ,

JAMES SMITH, Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE, suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular

and botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour,^ foliage,

growth, timber, use in arts, native country and size there, situation,

soil, and other infornaation, with copious index of their synonyms.

Free by post for six stamps.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.—Quicks, i to

iJi foot, 9J. per 1000 ; Oak, i to iJi foot, 8s. per 1000; Larch,

6 to 15 inches, 7s. per 1000; Scotch. 6 to 15 inches, 6s. per 1000;

Spruce, 2-yr., and 2-vr. transplanted, 6s. per ic»o ; Beech, 6 to

15 inches, 8s. per loco ;
Berberisaquifolia, 6 to 15 inches, 15s. per 1000.

The above in larger sizes, very cheap. Price on application.

W. JACKSUN. Blakedown, near Kidderminster.

TO PLANTERS of FOREST TREES.—The
handsomest and also the most profitable Forest Trees to grow

are the two NEW WILLOWS, SALIX BASFORDIANA and
SALIX SANGUINEA. S. Basfordiana is the most vigorous growing
Willow yet introduced ; the timber is exceedingly tough and valuable;

the branches are of a bright orange colour, deepening into a red

towards the points, and shine in the sun as if varnished. S. sanguines
is not quite such a rapid grower, but the timber is equally tough, and
the branches throughout of a deeper red. and very bright. The colour

is the most brilliant when the trees are destitute of leaves. They are

spiry topped trees, and attain a large size, perfectly hardy, and will

grow in the poorest soils or most exposed situations. 1 hey would
form handsome groups in a landscape, or mix with and relieve the
sombre appearance of our woods in winter. It is very rarely that a

valuable novelty like the above has been offered at such extremely low
rates. Strong rooted plants, 6 to g feet high, 6s. per dozen, or 40J. per

iQo; g to 13 feet high, 7s. 6d, per dozen, or 50s. per 100; selected

specimens over 13 feel, 12s. per dozen, or 8cw. per 100.

For the value of the Willow as a Timber Tree, see the Garden,
December 9, 1871.

WILLIAM SCALING, AVillow Nurseryman. Barford, Notts.

FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND LARCH, H to 2.

2 to 2^^, 2^ to 7, and 3 to 4 feet. I MANETTI STOCKS.
200,000 SCOTCH FIR, 15 to 24 inches, thrice transplanted.

200,000 SPRUCE FIR, 2 10 2}^, 2K to 3, and ^toVA feet.

300,000 OAK, English, ij'j to 2J2, 3 to 4, and 4 to 6 feet.

100,000 HAZEL, 15 to 24 inches, and 2 to 3 feet.

200,000 SYCAMORE, 2% to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 6, and 6 to 8 feet.

200,000 THORNS, 3, 4, and syr. transplanted,

100,000 ELM, Wych, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

20,000 ASH, Mountain, 4 to 5, 5 to 6, 6 to 7, and 7 to 8 feet.

20,000 OAK, Turkey, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 7 feet.

50,000 BIRCH, 1% to 2, 2 to 3, 4;-i to 6, and 6 to 8 feet.

30,000 AUSTRIAN PINE, 1 to 2, 2 103, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

10,000 YEW, English, 1 to ijj, 1J2 to 2, and 4 to 7 feet.

50,000 ALDER, 1 to 2, 2 to 3, and 3 to 5 feet.

10,000 ELM, English, grafted, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

20,000 SILVER FIR, I to iJi.and 1% to 2 feet.

40,000 BEECH, 2% to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

30,000 PRIVET, Evergreen, ij^ to 2, and 2 to 3 feet.

RHODODENDRON FONTICUM, some thousands,

f:ood plants, with 6 to 20 flower-buds on each, grown in
oam, with fine balls.

We also hold a large general Stock of all other FOREST and
ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c., which will be offered at very moderate
prices. CATALOGUES on application.

H. AND R. STIRZAKEK, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster

JOSEPH SMITH, JuN., Moor Edge Nurseries,
Tansley, near Matlock, Derbyshire, offers as follows, at per 1000 :

—

ALDER, i^ to 2 feet, 14s. ; 2 to 3 feet, i8s, ; 3 to 4 feet, 221.

ASH, Mountain, 2 to 3 feet, i8s. ; 3 to 4 feet, 20s.
; 4 to g feet, 251.

;

5 to 6 feet, 401. ; 6 to 7 feet, 60s.
BELCH, \% to 2 feet, i8j. ; 2 to 3 feet, 23J.

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM, g to 12 inches, 201. ; i to iKfoot, 30J.
;

2-yT., 31.

BIRCH, ij^ to 2 feet, loj. to i6s. ; 2 to 3 feet, 151. to 21s. ; 3 to 4 feet,
20s. to 30J.

BOX, Tree, g to 15 inches, 60s.

BROOM, Common, 2 to 3 feet, 15s.
; 3 to 4 feet, 155. ; Seedlings, 31. 6d.

„ White, I and 2-yr., 3s. 6d. to 5s.

COTONEASTER MICROl'HYLLA, 25*. to 40s.
ELM, 1% to 2 feet, 14s. ; 2 to 3 feet, i8r. ; 3 to 4 feet, 231.
FIR, Scotch, I to i}^ foot, 14s. ; ij^ to 2 feet, i6s. ; 3 to 4 feet, 30s.

„ Spruce, I to ij^ foot, igs. ; ij^ to 2 feet, 20*. ; 2 to 3 feet, 305,

;

3 to 4 feet, 50s.

„ I, American, 2 103 ft., 70s. ; 3 to 4 ft., 120s. ; 4 to 5 ft., 1501.

I, Larch, g to ig ins., los. ; i to ij^ foot, 121. 6ii. ; i^ to 2 feet, i6j. ;

2 to 3 feet, 25J.

FURZE or Gorse, Seedlings, is. 6d.
LIMES, I to 1% foot, 50s. ; ij^ to 2 feet, 701. ; 2 to 3 feet, iiof. ; 3 to

4 feel, r40s.

OAKS, I to ili foot, 71. ; iJi to 2 feet, 12s. ; 2 to 3 feet, 20J. ; 3 to 4 ft.,

28s. ; 3 yr , 21. 6d.
PINUS AUSTRIACA, 6 to 12 inches, igj. ; 9 to IJ inches, 25s. ; i to

ij^ foot, 30f,

J, MARITIMA, 2 feet, los.

POPLAR, Ontario, i to 1% foot, los, ; i?j to 2 feel, I2J. 6<f
.

; 2 to 3 ft.,

20s. ; 4 to 5 feet, 45s. ; 6 to 8 feet, 70s.
QUICKS, 2-yr. transplanted, 8s.

;
3-yr. do., los.

RHODODENDRUNS, 2 and 3-yr. Seedling, £20 per 100,000.

•t 3-yr- selected, £37 los. per 100,000.

t.,F^\.?"X'',;i-"^"''//^"^P'^"'^^' ^^^' ^'i''"- ^"•^ =-y- transplanted, 24i.
SYCAMORE, ij^ to 2 feet, 14s. ; 2 to 3 feet, 161. : 3 to 4 feet. 2W :

4 to 5 feet, 35s. ' " ^ ' ^ '

WILLOW, Bedford, i to ij^ foot, 7s. ; i^ to 2 feet,
iM, : 3 to 4 ft.. 23s.

; 4 tog ft., 25s. ; 6 to 8 ft., 70:
PRIVET, Evergreen, i-yr,, 4s. ; ij^to 2 feet, igs,
LAUREL, Common, i-yr., fine, 15s.

SEAKALE, 2-yr. 251. ; p-yr. igj.

FLOWERING SHRUBS, in goVarieties, 1 to 4 feet, loos.

With many others, of which a Priced LIST will be sent on application.

los. ; 2 to 3 feet,

; 8 to 10 ft., loos.

^AM " '''^^ ^^^* Catalogue."

—

Se^ opinions of the Press.

iJ*JKi Just Publisheti, Gratis and Post Free,

Dick Radclyffe & Co.s
SPEIIG CATALOGUE OF SEELS

FOR THE

KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER GARDEN, and FARM)
Garden Requisites and Horticultural Decorations.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN
ORCHARD

CONTENTS {Illustrated) :—
FARM

I

GARDEN .SUNDRIES, IMPLEMENTS, &c.

FLOWER GARDEN | HORTICULTURAL DECORATIONS.

Seed Merchants and Garden Fumisherg,

129, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. SEED GROUNDS—ERFURT, PRUSSIA.
N.B. Wholesale Catalogues for the Trade only on application. Seed packed for export.

Richard Smith,
NURSERYMAN AND SEED MERCHANT,

WOECESTEE.
ROSES—Standard, Dwarf and Climbing.

FRUIT TREES of every description.

CREEPERS, for Trellises and Walls.

FOREST, SCREEN, and TIMBER TREES.
SHRUBS for GAME COVERTS.
QUICK and other STOCK for HEDGES.

CONIFEROUS TREES and SHRUBS.
EVERGREEN ,, ,,

FLOWERING
ORNAMENTAL ,,

AVENUE
GARDEN and FARM SEEDS of all kinds.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES to be had on application.

32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, IV.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
(one of the Oldest Nurseries extant)

IS NOW CONDUCTED BY A COMPANY, WHO ARE
PREPARED TO

WAEEANT GENUINE
EVERY ARTICLE SUPPLIED TO THEIR CUSTOMERS.

THEIR STOCK AND RESOURCES ARE ALMOST

INEXHAUSTIBLE;
AND

THEIR MOTTO IS "LIBERALITY."

Please write fortheir ROSE and FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE, andalso for their SEED CATALOGUE,
just published.

Address, JOHN BESTER (Manager),

PINE-APPLE NURSERY, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

PREMIER HORTICULTURAL PRIZE AND TWO GOLD MEDALS
FROM INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1871.

William Paul
RESPECTFULLY SOLICITS ORDERS FOR HIS

COLLECTION OF ROSES,
The largest, cheapest, and best stock in the country.

VEGETABLE Ain> FLOWER SEEDS
Of the most select and improved r.^ces, many of which have been worked up under his own eye and hand

;

the carriage of which may be deducted from the account.

FRUIT TREES,
Standards and Dwarfs, Trained and Untrained ; also many thousands of handsome Fruiting

Pyramids, well set with flower-buds.

GRAPE VINES.
A large Collection, including all the newest sorts, in excellent condition of root and top.

EVERGREENS and FLOWERING TREES and SHRUBS.
Many acres in splendid condition for removal, well worthy of inspection by any gentleman planting.

Carriage oj all Goods Free to London. Priced Catalogues Free by Post.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N,
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KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
• CARRIAGE FREE.

A Complete Collection for a large Garden

A Complete Collection for a medium-sized Garden ..

A Complete Collection for a Small Garden

None but the most approved sorts of Vegetables are included in the above Collections. For sorts, see SEED
LIST, Free on api»lication.

63s.

42s.

21s.

The GUINEA COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, Carriage Free,

Is composed of tlie foUowing most approved kinds :

PEAS—Dillistonc's Earliest, i quart
Suttons' Early Champion, i quart
Champion of England, i quart
^'eitch's Perfection, i quart
Payne's Conqueror, i pint
Advancer, i pint
Blue Scimitar, i pint

BEANS—Johnson's Wonderful, i quart
Broad Windsor, i quart
French Robin's Eg;;, i pint
Scarlet Runners, i pmt

BEET—St. Osyth, i oz.

BORECOLE, or KALE—Asparagus, i pkt,

Heartinp, i packet
CottaKers', i packet

BRUSSELS SPROUTS—Finest, i packet
BROCCOLI—Adams' Early, i packet
Snow's Winter White, i packet
Purple Sprouting, i packet
Walchcren, i packet

BROCCOLI—Dwarf Late White, i packet
CABBAGE—Early Nonpareil, i packet
Enfield Market, i packet
Worcester Incomparable, i packet
Red Pickling, i packet

CARROT—Early Horn, i oz.

Tames' Intermediate, i oz.

Improved AUringham, i oz.

CAULIFLOWF.R—Early London,! packet
CELERY—Matchless Red, i packet

Cole's Crystal White, i packet
CRESS—Broad leaved, 2 oz.

Curled, 2 oz.

Australian, 1 01.

CUCUMBER—Smith's Frame, i packet
Siockwood, I packet

ENDIVE—iMoss Curled, i packet
LEEK—Musselburgh, i packet
LETTUCE—Paris While Cos, i packet
Paris Green Cos, i packet

LETTUCE—Worcester Cabbage, i packet
MUSTARD—4 oz.

MELON—Hannam's Hybrid, i packet

ONION—While Spanish, i oz.

James' Keeping, i oz.

PARSLEY—Myatt's Garnishing, i packet
PARSNIP—Improved Hollow Crown, 1 in..

RADISH—Long Scarlet, 2 oz.

Red Turnip, 2 oz
White Turnip, 2 oz.

Olive Shaped, 2 oz.

SAVOY—Green Curled, i packet
SPINACH—Round, 4 oz.

Prickly, 4 oz.

TURNIP—Early Snowball, i oz.

American Rediop, i oz.

TOMATO— Red, i packet
VEGETABLE M.A.RROW, i packet
POT HERBS, 4 packets

EICHAED SMITH,
SEED MERCHANT AND NURSERYMAN, WORCESTER.

TO PLANTERS.—STRONG FOREST TREES, &c.
LARCH, 2 10 3, 2% to i'4, and 3 to 4 feet.

SCOTCH, i!'i to 2, 2 10 2'4, and 2^ to 3 (cct.
SPRUCE, 1J1 to 2, 2 lo 2]^, 2^ to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

ENGLISH OAKS, 2!^ lo 3J4, 3 to 4, 4 lo 5, 5 to 6, and 6 to 7 ft.

BIRCH, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.
ELMS (Wych), 2 to 3, 3 to J, and 4 to 5 feet.
HAZELS, 2 to 3, 1 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.
MOUNTAIN ASH, 2103, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.
SYCAMORES, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 lo 5, and 5 to 6 feel.

With many others, all of the best quality. The Larch are clean,
stout, well-grown stuff, and have never been injured by frost.

JOHN HILL, The Nurseries. Sp^-t Acre, near Stone, Staffordshire.

A BLUE PEA AS EARLY AS ANY WHITE ONE,

And the most prolific early Pea ever introduced.

THE PUBLIC ARE RESPECTFULLY REMINDED
that this magnificent " First Early " Blue Pea, brought to their notice last season,

achieved great success, fully realising the anticipations that were then entertained, and thus

proving itself to be excellent in flavour, a magnificent cropper, and in the primarily important

point of gathering time surpassed by no Early Pea.

No Cardeiio^s Collection complete without it.

To be obtained of the Principal Seedsmen in Town and Country.

E. G. Henderson & Sons
DESCRIPTIVE AND ILLUSTRATED SEED CATALOGUE

Forwarded Gratis to Customers, and on receipt of Six Stamps to Strangers.

See PRICED LIST of FIRST-CLASS FLORIST FLOWERS,
See PRICED LIST of NOVELTIES for 1872,

See PRICED LIST of RARE and DESIRABLE FLOWERS,
In the Gardeners' Chronicle of January 20, p. 66.

CONVOLVULUS MAJ1.IS PICTURATA.—Most lovely and eleeant
among summer climbing planis, with bright rose flakes covering a
pure white jiroiind. is.

LOBELIA ERINUS BRILLIANT.-Eeautiful rich blue, with large

CAMPANULA TURBINATA HVERIDA, ditto ALBA, ditto

PALLIDA,—A fme plant in its varieties for bedding, a sheet of

bloom in May, June, and July. is. each.
PENTSTEMON GI.ABER.—Lovely blue. --

_pclal. IS. \^s.td andgs. AQUILEGIA GLANDULOSA GIGANTEA (true).—A magnificent
PRIMULA JAPONICA.—This fine hardy species in mixed colours. plant, is,

>ETHIONEMA GRANDIFLORA.—Beautiful Alpine Plant, as. 6^. VIOLA LUTEA GRANDIFLORA PERFECTA.—The best yellow
ANEMONE PAVONINA.—Brilliant crimson scarlet, 6rf. and is. . bedding Pansy, is.

WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, N.W.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE,

Messrs. Geo. Jackman & Son
INTEND DISTRIBUTING IN MAY NEXT

A SET OF THEIR HARDY FREE-FLOWERING CLEMATIS,
VIZ. :-

C. THOMAS MOORE, pucy violet, white stamens, passiflora-like. ist Class Certificate.

C. MRS. JAMES BATEMAN, pale lavender, fine, ist Class Certificate.

C. VITICELLA RUBRA GRANDIFLORA, bright claret-crimson, ist Class Certificate.

C. ALEXANDRA, pale reddish violet, ist Class Certificate.

C. VELUTINA PURPUREA, rich blackish mulberry, ist Class Certificate.

15s. each. Tlie set of five varieties for 60s.

Orders booked, and sent out in rotation.

See CATALOGUE for a general collection of CLEMATISES in stock.

N.B. A Priced and Descriptive CATALOGUE of HARDY TREES and SHRUBS free on application.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

Northampton Nurseries.
To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and OTHERS, ENGAGED

in PLANTING.
JOHN PERKINS, Sen., begs to call particular

attention to his large STOCK^of the rollowing, the whole ot

which have been transplanted, are stout, and well rooted :

—

PIN US AUSTRIACA, 1% to 2 feet, 75s. per 1000; 2 to aj^ feet, 120s.

per TOGO ; aj-j to 3 feet, 20s. per 100. All fine fibrous roots.

BIRCH, 2 103 leet, 20s. per 1000; 3 to 4^^ feet, 30J. per 1000

ELM, Wych. 2 to 3 feet, 25s. per 1000; 3 to 4 feet, 35s. per 1000

OAKS, Enclish, 3 to 4 feet, 6a!. per 1000, fine transplanted
; 4 to 5 feet,

loos. per 1000
FIR, Spruce, 2 to 2^/2 feet, 50s per 1000
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, i to \% foot, 30s. per 1000

BLACKTHORN, ij^ to 2 feet, 15s. per 1000; 2 to 3 feet, 20s. per 1000.

BOX, Green, x^/^ to 2 feet, 120s. per 1000
HAZEL, fine, i to 2 feet, 155. per 1000

HORN BEAM, 2 lo 3 feet, 30s, per 1000

LAUREL, Common, \% lo 2 feet, 100s. per 1000
PRIVET, Evergreen, 2 lo 2^^ feet, 20s, per 1000

YEWS, Entrhsh, ijj to 2 feet, 40s. per 100; 2 lo 3 feel, 70^. per 100
CATALOGUES of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK free bv

post on application to 52, Market Square, Northampton, where all

communications arc to be addressed.

WITTY AND SON have to offer the following cheap
FRUIT TREES, FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL

TREES and SHRUBS, which are all of first-class quality :—
Standard APPLES, 9s, per dozen. 60s. per 100.

Standard PEARS, os, per dozen, 60s. per 100, fine.

Standard CHERRIES, 12s. per dozen, 75s. per 100.

Dwarf-trained PEACHES, 301. to 48s. per dozen, fine.

Dwarf-trained NECTARINES, 30s. to 48s. per dozen.
Dwarf-trained APRICOTS, 30s. 10485. per dozen.
Dwarf-trained CHERRIES, 24s. to 30s. per dozen, extra fine.

Pyramid PEARS, I2f. to 60s. per dozen.
Pyramid PLUMS, 12s. to i8s, to 36s. per dozen.
Pyramid CHERRIES, gs. to 12s. to 24s. per dozen, fine.

GOOSEBERRIES, is. id. per dozen, los. per 100,^4 per 1000.

ASH, Mountain. 6s to 8 feet, 30s, per 100.

American Weepinjj WILLOWS, 12s, per dozen, 75s. per 100.

Kilmarnock Weepmg WILLOWS, i8s. per dozen.
POPLAR, in sorts, 3s. to 12s. per ciozen.

THUJA GIGANTEA, 4 to g feel, 36s. per dozen, fine.

THUJA GIGANTEA, 5 to 6 feet, 60s. per dozen, fine.

CUPKESSUS LAWSONIANA, 4105 feet, 30s. t040s. perdoz., fine.

American ARBOR-VIT.^, 3 leet, 3s. lo 6s, per dozen, 255.10421.
per 100.

Siberian AREOR-VIT.li, 3 to 4 feet, 40s- per 100,

LAUREL, Common, from los. td. to 2is. per 100, fine and bushy.
LAI'REL, Purtugal, 18 inches to 2 feet, 25s. per 100.

QUICKWO'lD, los. 6rf, 1025s. per 1000, extra fine.

LARCH. 25s. to 30s. per iodo, fine.

SYCAMORE, 25s. to 30J. per 1000, extra fine.

The above have all been regularly transplanted, and will remove
with perfect safety.

The Nurseries;, Cotlingham, near Hull.

T
Would You be Surprised to Hear

HE UNDERMENTIONED can now be purchnsed
at immensely reduced prices ? Apply to

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

Standard APPLES, PEARS, and PLUMS
Pyramid ,. m u
Dwarf-trained PEACHES
Standard i-yr. trained PEACHES
RED CURRANTS, in variety
RHODODENDRONS, Hybrid Seedlings, 2 to 4 feet

SPRUCE FIR, 3 to 4 feet

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 2 to 10 feet

PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 3 to6feet
PINUS CEMBRA, 3 to 4 feet

RETINOSPORA SQUARROSA, \% to 2^ feet

„ ERICOIDES, ij^tosfeet
„ PISIFERA.iJ^' 106 leet

„ OBTUSA. 3lo6feet
THUJA AMERICANA, 3 to 6 feet

LOBBII, i^ to 6 feet

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 4 to8 feet

,, DOLABRATA, 9 inches to iJ4 foot

ARUNDO CONSPICUA, strong
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA

,,
DARWINII, i3^t0 2Kleet

,,
TAPONICA, I to 2 feet

LABURNUMS, 3 to6 feel

DEUTZIA CRENATA FLORE-PLENO, 3 to6 feet

DOUBLE FURZE, pots
ENGLISH OAKS. 2 to 6 feet

LAURELS, Colchic, iM to sJ^ feet

„ Common, i% to 2% feet

,,
Portugal, I to 2 feet

LARCH FIR, 6 to 9 feet

SCOTCH FIR, 4 to 6 feet

MENZIESII POLI FOLIA, strong
Paul's New Scarlet THORN, Standard and Pyramid
PURPLE LABURNUMS, 4 to 8 feet

POPLAR. ONTARIO, 6 lo la feet

„ BLACK ITALIAN, 6 to 12 feet

,
LOM BARDY, 6 lo 12 feet

QUICK, extra strong
SPIR-EAS, of sorts, 3 to 4 feet

VIBURNUM PLICATUM, 2t0 3fcct
VIOLETS, in best varieties

YUCCA FLACCIDA, strong
CLEMATIS, of sorts
IVIES, of sorts

GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM

MILFORD NURSERIES,
near Godalming.

For NEW and RARE HARDY PLANTS and
CONIFER^E, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE.

For HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
EVERGREENS, &c., see MAURICE YOUNG'S New
Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For RHODODENDRONS and other AMERICAN
PLANTS, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE.

For STANDARD and HALF STANDARD ROSES,
jec MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For NEW JAPANESE AUCUB.AS, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For JAPANESE NOVELTI ES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For Cheap EVERGREENS and SHRUBS for COVER
PLANTING or SHRUBBERIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For PLANTS suitable for WINTER BEDDING, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For EXTRA TRANSPLANTED or QUARTERED
FOREST TREES for Planting Bells or Shrubberies, sec
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CataloRue.

For%varded on application enclosing stamp.

Alilford Nurseries, near Godalming.
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RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN and
DFCinUOUS SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS,STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWINING PLANTS,
with their generic, specific, and English names, native country-,

height, time of flowering, colour, &c,, and general remarks, free

by post,

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Worcester.

X> HODODENDRON PONTICUM, fine bushy
±V

1% to 2 feet..

20 to 30 inches
2 to 2% feet .

3^4 to 3 feet

.

plants :

—

Per 100.

405.

Per 1000.

..£l3 OS.

ig o

75*- 35 o

RHODODENDRON HYBRIDUM.
ig to 20 inches . . loi. . . - . £14 o

2 to 2I4 feet . . . . 40^. - . . . 19 o

RHODODENDRON MAXIMUM ALBUM (White).

3t02Mfcet.. .. 40^- --A^^ °
For smaller si^es, see CATALOGUE.

JAMES SMITH, Parley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

Forest Trees, Shrubs, &c.

MARTIN AND SON, Seed Growers, Merchants,
and Nurserymen, Cottingham, and 7, Market Place, Hull,

respectfully offer as under :—

2,000,000 Larch, i to i!^, and 2 to

3% feet

10,000 Alder, 3 to 12 feet

200,000 Ash, 2 to 3, and 6 feet

10,000 Purple Beech, 2, 3, 4,

and 5 feet

100,000 Elms, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet

150,000 Oaks, 2, 3, and 4 feet

150,000 Austrian Pine, i to 2 ft.

150,000 Sycamores, 2, 3, and 4 ft.

2,000,000 Quick Thorns, 2 to 3 ft.

10,000 Arbor-vitse, 2, 3, 4, 5,

and 6 feet

20,000 Aucubas, fine, all sizes

20,000 Mahonia, strong
10,000 Berberis japonica, 1 to

2 leet

10,000 Tree Box, i to 2 feet

S,ooo Thujopsis borealis, i to

6 feet

5,000 Biota eleijantissima, fine

1,000 ,, semperaurescens, fine

4,000 Clematis, of kinds
1,000 Lapageria rosea

2,000 Dcutiias, 2 to p feet

200,000 Laurels, i to 2^ feet

3,000 Lilacs, 3 to 4 feet

5,000 Phitlyrea, i to 3 feet

200,000 Privet, 1% to 2 feet

5,000 Ligustriini japonica, r to

2 feel

20,000 H.P. and other Roses,
strong

100,000 English Yews, 1 102^-3 ft.

10,000 Irish Yews, 2 to 5 feet

1,000 Cryptomcriaelegans,fine
20,000 Cupressus Lawsoniana,

3 to 5 feet

5,000 Chma Juniper, i to 5 ll

5,000 Thuja [jigantea, 1 to 5 ft

2,000 Pinus Cembra, 2 to 3 ft.

5,000 Juniper, excclsa striata,

fine

3,000 Gold-leaf Ivy, fine

2,000 Standard Pears, 6os. per
100 [Plums

8,000 Extra strong standard

5,000 Maiden Cherries

The following Seeds are of fine sample, and may be obtamed cheap :—

PEAS.—Prizetakcr, Flack's Imperial. Hairs\ Eug6nie, Napoleon,

Veitch's, Yorkshire Hero, Champion of England, Prince and Princess

of Wales, Ringleader.
SCARLET RUNNERS, ALTON CARROT Lon? Scarlet

RADISH, MIGNONETTE, DRUMHEAD LETTUCE, TRIPOLI
ONION, &c. MYATTS KIDNEY POTATOS, £7 per ton.

•Special offers and CATALOGUES given on application for 1 recs or

Seeds. ^
The Largest and Best Early Pea for Market

GARDENING PURPOSES is

SUTTONS' IMPROVED EARLY CHAMPION,
only fowr days later than Ringleader (the earliest known), and a

week earlier than Daniel O'Rourke,
Lowest prices per bushel and per quarter on application.

SLTTTON AND SON, Seed Growers, Reading.

RICHARD WALKER has to offer the following for

cash:— The real American Red-skinned Flourball POTATO,
loi. per cwt.; always free from blight, the heaviest cropper in England.
Richard Walker was the first man who introduced it into theTrade,
which all in the Trade know. Early American Goodrich, i+s. per cwt.

;

Peach Blow POTATO, just arrived from the United States, 41. per

peck ; variegated Golden Gem, 2s. 6d. per peck.
The Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
NURSERYMAN and SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GAR-
DEN SEEDS, to suit Gardens of various sizes,

2IJ., 42s., 63J., and S4S. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Per packet—I. d.

Williams' Alexandra BROCCOLI 16
Williams' Improved Dwarf BRUSSELS SPROUTS .. ..10
Williams' Early Nonsuch CABUAGE 10
Williams' Matchless Red CELERY 10
Vcilch'sAutumn Giant CAULIFLOWER 26
Telegraph CUCUMBER (Wootley's Improved) 16
Turner's Blue Gown CUCUMBER 26
Williams' Gloria Mundi ENDIVE 16
Burnell's Alexandra White Cos LETTUCE 16
Williams' Victoria Cos LETTUCE 10
Webb's Climax MELON, the finest flavoured green-fleshed

variety out 16
Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, scarlet-fleshed, the earliest in

cultivation 16
Williams' Emperor of the Marrows PEA, a white wrinkled

variety, very prolific, and of exquisite flavour, the finest
wrinkled marrow Pea in cultivation . . . . per quart .

.

50
Eariey's Defiance TOMATO, the eariicst in cultivation, per pkt. i 5

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
Per packet—s. d-

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed
IS. 6d., 25. 6ii., 31. 6d., and S o

Williams' superb strain of BALSAM is. 6d. and 2 6
Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA

IS. 6d., ss. 6d., 3s. 6d., and 5 o
WeatheriU's extra choice strain of CINERARIA

IS. 6d. , 2S. 6ii., 3s. 6d., and 5
Wipgin's prize strain of CYCLAM EN .

.

i j. 6d., 2s. 6d. , and 3 6
WigRin's prize strain of POLYANTHUS .. .. 11. and i

GLOXINIA, finest erect varieties ., ..10
GLOXINIA, finest drooping v.irieties. . , 10
ACERATUM, Imperial Dwarf .. ..10
AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS is 6rf and 2 6
CENTAUREA CLEMENTEI i

COLLINSIA VIOLACEA 10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE .... . 26
PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful varieties .. each 2 6

tj M mixed 26
East Lothian STOCKS, per colleclion of three colours .. .. 2 G
VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress 2s. 6rf. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA.var. Perfection ii. 6rf. and 2 6
ZINNIA HAAGEANA, lloreplcno 10

B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready, post free on
application.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holloway, London, N.

J. C. Wheeler c^^ Son,
SEED GROWERS,

GLOUCESTER AND LONDON.

/.

_ =35^::

GLOUCESTERSHIRE KIDNEY POTATO.
J. C. WHEELER AND SON can liighly recommend the above POTATO for earlincss, Jljvoiii; zni size. In

comparison with the Ashleaf, it is as early, whilst it produces nearly double the crop, and is altogether superior

to that variety. -p^.-^^^ pgj. ^usiiel, IDs.
;
per peck, 3s.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON have much pleasure in referring to the following Letters, speaking in high
terms of its earliness and excellence :—

" I have grown your Gloucestershire Kidneys here for the last five years with all other early kinds, and find

yours to be much the earliest."—Mr. SPEED, Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Penrhyn, Perirhyn Castle.

"Please send me two bushels of your Gloucestershire Kidney Potatos. I have grown them these last four

years with other early kinds, and find them the best always both in crop and quality."—E. Morgan, Court-y-GaUon.

" Your Gloucestershire Kidney Potatos suit this climate admirably. I have grown them for six years, and
have never seen one diseased,"—Col. APPERLEY, Machnylletk.

" I grew last year more than 120 lb. of Gloucestershire Kidneys per perch, and of first-rate quality. My man
says 140 lb., and I think he is right."—Rev. James L. May, IVest Pulford.

GLOUCESTER; and 59, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.C.

im % THE ONLY POTATO FREE FROM DISEASE IS <5?&'^

aSUTTONS' RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL. «
This variety entirely resisted the disease last season, and is, without exception, the heaviest cropping and

best cooking late Potato in cultivation.

STJTTONS' BED-SKINNED FLOURBALL POTATO.
This splendid Potato was sent out by us in 1870, and at once became immensely popular. Last year there was

such an extraordinary demand for it, that although we had an enormous supply, we were sold out long before the

season was over. It is pre-eminently the Potato for storing, and is good for cooking long after the yoimg Potatos

are ready, and we would not advise its use till after Christmas. When sent up to table the Potatos appear like balls

of flour, and, when sufficiently known, we are confident it must supersede all other sorts for supplying the London
market. Lowest price per sack or ton on application. We think it necessary to caution the Public against the

numerous inferior kinds of Potatos which have been sent out under the name of Red-skinned Flourball.

For further particulars of SUTTONS' CHOICE SEEDS and POTATOS, see SUTTONS' DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUES, Gratis and Post Free on application.

SUTTON & SONS,
SEEDSMEN BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO THE QUEEN and H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

READING, BERKS.
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American Early Rose Potato.—Imported Seed.
1

MESSRS SUTTON and SONS have just imported i

a vcr>- large quantity of the above excellent variety, imporled
seed being far preferable to that which is English grown. Price 41. per

peck, ijs, per bush.
SUTTONS' ILLUSTRATED list of CHOICE SEED POTATOS,

may be had on application.
Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

EARLY WALNUT-LEAVED OXFORD ROUND
POT.A.TOS.—The most valuable of all varieties for forcing

purposes; the haulm being very short and compact, and producing
very handsome shaped tuocrs of excellent quality earlier than any
other sort. The Trade can be supplied with a few of the above at
as. 6^ per peck. H. AND F. SHARPE. Wisbech.

For the Coming Season.

FOR SALE. 100 bush, of Rivers' Royal Abhleaf
rOTATUS, at j.t. per bush.

SO bush, of American Earlv Rose Pill ATOS, at 6s. per bush.
100 bush, of Dunbar Regent POTATOS, at 3s. per bush.
100 bush, of Early Shaw POTATOs. at js. per bush. ; also
400 bush, ol pure White Spanish ONIONS, at 5*. per sack of 3 bush.,

suitable for Planting; and
I cwt. of selected ONION seed of the abo\e variety, at 21. per lb.

Sacks and bags charged at the current price.
The above can be well recommended, being all grown by the

Advertiser ; and will be forwarded in any quantities to Hedingham
Station, on receipt of pnst-officc order, pavable at Castle Hedingnam.

THOS. ELEV, Sible Hcdingham, Halstead, Essex.

A\\t ROy^^
^v\t ROy^^

CART
~^f£osMS>>>^ FOR ^,^^%DsVi'^;^

CRASS
H\^l^^^^ J)escri|)tive Lists^-.'';''

"^^^ Gratis :Fost Free^'<^5;i:.| ;;;>.:

«^x^X >^r[
SEE

CARTER'S

Illustrated Farmers' Calendar

for 1872,

Containing an epitome of the various soils prevailing

throughout the country, with reUable information as to

WHAT TO SOW,

WHEN TO sow,
!

HOW TO sow.

Now ready, postfree, bd. ; Gratis to Piircka

JAMES CARTER and CO.,

THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN,

237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Caro Guano.

QHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO, rich in Soluble
Phosphates and NitroKcnous Organic Mailer. See Chemical

Reports and Tcstimoniajs of Results, especially for Gram and Root
Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to Peruvian.
Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO., Billiter Street, London, E.C.

Tbe 14ew American Fotatos.
TO THE TRADE.

CHARLES SHARPE AND CO., Seild Merchants,
Slcaford, can offer the following varieties of POTATOS, fresh

imported Seed. Price on application.
NEW AMERICAN LATE ROSE
EARLY ROSE
EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY SOVEREIGN
ItRESEE'S PROLIFIC
BRESEE'S KlNGoflheEARLIES
BRESEE'S PEERLESS
BRESEE'S CLIMAX
PEACH BLOW.

MR. L^AXTON'S
NEW PEAS FOR 1872.

The following latest and

remarkable Novelties in

GARDEN PEAS will

be found to be great ad-

vances in their respective

classes :—

William the First.

The finest Pea yet sent

out for earliness, flavour,

and appearance, com-
bined ; height 3 feet.

Griffin.

A remarkably fine

flavoured variety, havmg
bright green seeds when
ripe ; height 2 ft. 6 ins.

Popular.

A blue wrinkled Marrow
earher than, and an im
provement on, "Champion
of England ;" height 4 ft

Superlative.

The largest and finest

podded variety yet raised

indispensable for exhibi

tfon ; pods 7 in. in length
height 7 ft.

RENDLE'S
P.ATENT

OECHAED HOUSES,
PATENT PLANT PROTECTORS,

AND GROUND VINERIES.

SECURED by HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.
(Two separate and distinct Patents, 1865 and 1870 )

Under the DisTiNGuiSHEn Patronage of
His Royal Hichncss the Prince nf Wales
His Royal HiRhnes Prince Christian
His Highness the Maharajah Prince Dhulecp Singh
His Grace the Duke of Rutland
His Grace the Duke of Sutherland
His Grace the Duke of Devonshire
The Most Noble the Marchioness of Anglesey
The RJRht Honourable the Earl of Stamlord and \Varfiiif;t3 1

The Right Honourable the Earl of Portsmouth
The Right Honourable the Earl of Dartmouth
The Right Honourable ihc Lord Portman
The Dowager Countess of Aylesford
The Right Honourable Lord Alfred Churchill
The Right Honourable Lord Berkeley Paget
The Right Honourable Lord Bolton
The Right Honourable Lord de L'Isle and Dudley, &c.

Rendle's Patent Portable Glass Coping for
AVALLS, for Protecting Peaches. Nectarines, Apricots, an I OLlicr
choice Fruit Trees, from Spring l-rosts, Heavy Kains) &c.

Omega
A dwarfish " Ne Plus

Ultra," a first-class late

Pea ;
height 2 ft. 6 in.

For further particulars

see larger advertisements

and Hogg's Gardeners
Year Books for 1871 and
1872.

In order to show the
true characters of these

Peas,

EARLY SOWING
IS

RECOMMENDED.

^15 will be offered, in

five prizes of ^5, ^4, ^3.
£2 and ^r, for fifty pods
of "SUPERLATIVE"
at the Royal Horticultural

Society's lorthcoming ex-

hibition at Birmingham,

To be had only in small
sealed Collections of trial

Packets, price j^i is., of
the principal Seedsmen in

the United Kingdom, and
Wholesale of

Messrs. HURST and SON, 6, Leadenhall St.. London.

Superlative.

SEED POTATOS.

H. & F. Sharpe'S
WHOLESALE LIST OE SEED POTATOS

COMPRISES, AMONGST OTHERS, THE FOLLOWING FINE VARIETIES, VIZ. :

—

EARLY SANDRINGHAM KIDNEY, First Early
MONA'S PRIDE KIDNEY
AMERICAN EARLY ROSE
OLD ASHLE.'iF KIDNEY
WALNUT-LEAVED KIDNEY
RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF KIDNEY
MYATTS PROLIFIC KIDNEY
DAINTREE'S EARLIEST ROUND
The above varieties have been carefully selected, and

and other particulars, apply to

AMERICAN EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY DALMAHOY ROUND
EARLY OXFORD ROUND
DRUMMOND'S EARLY PROLIFIC ROUND
EARLY FLOUNDER, very prolific

PATERSO.N'S VICTORIA, True
FLUKE KIDNEY
RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL, True

the quality is excellent. For prices (which are very low).

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH, CAMBS,

'1 hib new invention is (or the lirat lime intrudoccd. On lou^in;; at
the engraving it will be seen that the glass is fixed on top ol the
wall. A piece of wood is nailed to the brickwork, with the Patent
Metal Groove : and another piece ot wood, about 2 feet Irom the wall,
is supported by uprights with the Metal Groove also. The glass runs
in these Metal Grooves, as in the Earthenware Protectors, and, as the
glass falU into the under Groove, it will stand the most severe gale of
wind. This will be found to be the most valuable idea that has
sprunij from the new Protector system, and every wall in the kingdom
should be protected in this way.
A Wall 50 feet long can be Protected for £7 10s., and a most perfect

protection, too. Frost comes like rain—straight down the wall. The
tender blossoms of the Peach and Nectarine are more affected by
frost after heavy rains ; they get wet, and the frost comes and destroys
their vitality.

I described this invention to Mr. Ingram, of Belvoir Castle, and I

do not think that I shall be committing any breach of faith if I state
that he told me that it was the very thing he wanted, and gave me
orders to send him sufficient to cover the walls for His Grace the
Duke of Rutland, at Belvoir Castle.
FOR VERANDAHS.—These Glass Copings will do excellentlj^ for

^'erandahs. Theycanbe made 6 or 8 feet in width, or indeed any width
that may be desired. Estimates will be sent if dimensions are given.
The whole of these Patent Glass Copings are portable The wood-

work and metal grooves can be packed as easily as a bundle of sticks,
and the glass in a case, and sent from one part of England to another
for a few shillings. Price, 31, per running foot, all complete, in-
cluding Metal Grooves, Glass, Uprights, and Netting. For example,
a wall 20 feet long will only cost jC^ all complete. It makes no dif-

ference in price as to the height of the wall ; but it will be necessary
to give the height, on account of the length of the uprights to support
the front grooves for the glass. This New Invention is worthy the
notice of all who are growers of choice Peaches, Nectarines, &c., also
to those who grow choice Roses or delicate Creepers against Walls.

Patent Portable Green-housps, Orchard-houses, &c.
The Patentee is now in a position to Contract for and Build any

description of Green-houses, Orchard-houses, or Conservatories of all

sizes and dimensions. The New Patent System of Glazing is the
cheapest and most perfect ever introduced. The Houses are Duilt on
wooden framework, with zinc or galvanised iron 'grooves; the glass
slides in the grooves, and the most complete plan of ventilation is
secured. No paint or putty is required, and the zinc and glass are the
only materials exposed to the action of the atmosphere. When the
system is known and understood, it will become universal,

A Span-roof Orchard House complete, 12 feet wide
and 30 ffct long, from ^^35.

A Span-roof Orchard House, 40 feet by 15 feet, £B5.
A Lean-to Green-house, 30 feet long and 10 feet wide,

from £2$.
These Houses are all portable, and can be removed and fixed again

in a few hours. These are the cheapest Glass Structures ever intro-
duced, and intending purchasers of Green-houses should compare the
above prices with others.

The NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE can now be obtained
on application to the Patentee and Inventor,

Mr. WILLIAM EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, London, S.W,
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For Competition by Noblemen's and Gentlemen's Gardeners at the Royal

Horticultural Society's Birmingham Show, on the 25th of June, and

following days, 1872.Tbe Queen.

Seedsmen to the

Prince of Wales.

SUTTON & SONS
Offer for Competition, by Noblemen's and Gentlemen's

Gardeners (only), at the Royal Horticultural Society's

Birmingham Show, June 25, and following days

—

For Six Dishes of Peas, six sorts

(Haifa peck of each, to include McLean's Best of All),

First Prize . . . . £5 Ss.

Second Prize . . . . £2 Ss.

McLEAN'S BEST
PEA,

OF ALL

The finest Wrinkled Pea in cultivation.

Price 5s. per Quart.

The following Seedsmen have obtained a supply direct

from Sutton & Sons :—

Earr & Sugden, King Street,

Covcnt Garden, W.C.
Backhouse & Sons, T., York
Clarke & Sons, H., Covent
Garden, W.C,

Cooper, R.. Fleet Street, E.G.
Dickson, Brown & Tait,
Manchester

Henderson & Son, E. G., St.

John's Wood, N.W.
Hurst & Sons, Wiiliam, Lead-

enhall Street, E.G.
Krelage, E. H., Haarlem
Lawson & Sons, P., Cannon

Street, E.G.
Laird & Sinclair, Dundee.
Lee, J. &C., Hammersmith, W.

Minier. Nash & Nash, Strand
Nutting&Sons, Barbican, E.G.
Osborn & Sons Fulham, S.W.
Paul & Son, Gheshunt
Robertson &Ga]loway,Glasgow
Scott, J., Yeovil
Smith, Richard, Worcester
Stuart & Mein, Kelso
Thorburn & Co , J. M., New
Turner, C, Slough [York
Veitch&Sons, F-, Chelsea, S.W.
Veitch, R. T., Exeter
Williams, B. S., Holloway, N.
Wheeler & Sons, J. C,

Gloucester
Waite, Burnell & Co., South-
wark Street, E.G.

SEEDS ^r>

TTON
f^

ROrAl B^RKSSCEO ESTABl/Sf/M£A/r .^.

PRICED LISTS POST FREE.

For prices and full particulars of

SUTT0N8'
CHOICE FARM SEEDS,

SEE

BUTTONS'

FARMERS' YEAR BOOK
for 1872,

With numerous Illustrations, and much practical

information.

Price (id.^ post free ; Gratis to Customers,

f

w
McLean's Best of All Pea.

Marquis of Lome Cucumber.

SUTTON & SONS
Offer for Competition, by Noblemen's and Gentlemen's

Gardeners (only), at the Royal Horticultural Society's

Birmingham Show, June 25, and following days

—

For Three Brace of Cucumbers

(To include Marquis of Lome),

First Prize . . . . £5 5s.

Second Prize . . . . £2 2s.

MARQUIS OF LOE.NE
CUCUMBER.

A splendid new white-spined variety, beautiful short

neck, perfectly smooth skin, very straight, and extra-

ordinarily productive. As an exhibition variety it is

unequalled on account of its immense size, yet it is most

symmetrical in form, and is the finest Cucumber ever

introduced. The flesh is very solid and firm, with but

few seeds, while the flavour is exceedingly fine.

Price 3s. 6(1. per packet.]

Messrs. Sutton & Sons have a few packets left of the

above splendid Cucumber, and advise their Customers

who have not ordered it to do so without delay.

P- csa vc, SEEDSIVIEN ^^SB^
9;.<}^^;M'tS^ "SPEC/A L WARRANT. '-mk^P

CARRIAGE FREE

UTTONS
^ KOrMBfRKSS[[D eSTABLISHMENT. ,

PRICED LISTS POST FREE.

For complete Instructions on

Laying down Land to Grass,

AND

LISTS of GRASS SEEDS
SUITED to VARIOUS SOILS, see

SUTTONS'

FARMERS' YEAR BOOK
for 1872,

Containing Mr. M. H. Sutton's " Essay on Pastures,'

from the Jofirt:al of the Royal Agriciilliiral SocUtv,

and numerous Illustrations.

Price 6d., post free; Gratis io Cusloiiicrs.

For particulars of SUTTONS' CHOICE GARDEN SEEDS, FLOWER SEEDS and POTATOS, see

SUTTONS' DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FOR 1872,
GRATIS AND POST p-REE.

EOYAL BERKSHIEE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING, BERKS.
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J. C. WHEELER & SON,
SEED GROWERS,

GLOUCESTER, and 59, MARK LANE, LONDON.

WHEELERS' KINGSHOLM COS LETTUCE

WHEELERS' KINGSHOLM COS LETTUCE
This magnificent Lettuce, fully described in previous

Advertisements, is now offered in Packets, post free,

at I J. each.

WHEELERS' LITTLE BOOK for 1872
Is now ready, price 6t/., post free, gratis to customers.

"The mass of buyers who have no fancies, but who
dislike being perplexed, and are satisfied with what is

excellent, will greatly prefer a short select seed list to an
interminable labyrinth of names, which, for the most part
represent nonentities or rubbish. Messrs. Wheelers'
' Little Book ' will do something to satisfy their expecta-
tions,"—Dr. LiNDLEY.

WHEELERS' TOM THUMB LETTUCE.
This is undoubtedly • the best Cabbage Lettuce in

cultivation, and a remarkable favourite, It is good
both summer and wintei\ In our Little Book for 1872
are extracts from 13 letters, speaking in the very highest
terms of its excellence.

Price IS. per Packet, post free. Small Packets, 6d.

PINUS AUSTRIACA.
Extra fine, transplanted, very handsome, well-rooted

plants, 3 to 4 feet. One of the largest stocks in the
Kingdom. Price on application.

WHEELERS' COCOA-NUT CABBAGE.

Wheelers' Cocoa-nut is a new and very early variety,
perfectly distinct, of most excellent flavour. It should be
planted iS inches apart : will yield an early and continuous
supply. This Cabbage is a decided novelty and a great
acquisition.

Owing to the small supply of seed this season, we much
regret that we cannot supply the Trade until we have
han'ested our next crop.

Price IS. per Packet, post free. Small Packet, 6d. .

J. C. WHEELER and SON,
S££0 GROWSRS

GLOUCESTER, and 59, MARK LANE, LONDON.

"THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN"

CARTER'S 1
^.,F=<-^.^PARIS,ia6 7. LONDON. 186

MBURGH,I869. WICAtJ, 1870.
BUftCKPOOL, 1870. &=,

GENUINE SEEDS.I
DESCRIPTIVE LISTS"

''il
..ORKTis, POST FREE"

^'i'^L-,.' ^"""^^J PEP, CENT DISCOUNT"
iZ'^X ^'^^^rOR- CASH.

Carriage free!
237, &. 238, High Hoibprn,

LONDON."
CARTER'S COLLECTIONS

VEGETABLE SEEDS
TRODUCF. THE

Best Vegetables
ALL THE YEAR JtOUND.

GIANT [MADEIRA ONION.

CARTER'S

21s. Collection
CONTAINS ;—

I qt. PEAS—Carter's First
Crop.

I qt. Advancer.
I pt. Premier.
1 pi. Bishop's Long-pod,
1 pt. Prizetaker.
I qt. Laxton's Supreme.
I qt. Champion of England.
I pt. Carter's Victoria,

I pt, Veitch's Perfection.
I pt. BEANS—Nonpareil.
I pt. Broad Windsor,
I pL best French.
I pt. Scarlet Runners.
Ic- pt. IIEET—St. Osylh.
Ig, pt. KAIL—Cottagers'.

Ir. pt. new. Asparagus,
Ig. pt. Uwarf Scotch.
ig. pt. A L B E R T

SPROUTS.
Ig. pt. B R U S S E L S

SPROUTS, best
Ig, pt. BROCCOLI —

Carter'sCham pion
]g. pt. Snow's Winter.
Ig. pt. Adam's Early White
Ig. pt. Purple Sprouting.
Ig. pt, C A B B A G E —

Carter's Early.
Ig. pt. Enfield Market.
Ig. pL Dwarf Nonpareil.
Ig. pt. Tom TliumtJ.
Ig. pt. Savoy, best curled.
Ig. pt. CAPSICUM.
I oz. CARROT— Early

Horn.
I oz, James's Intermediate.
I oz, selected Scarlet.

Ig.pt. CAULIFLOWER—
Carter's Dwarf
Mammoth.

Ig. pt. CELERY — Incom
parable Dwarf
White.

Ig. pt. Manchester Giant
Red.

4 oz. CRESS—plain.

I oz. Australian,
pkt. CUCUMBER —

Carter's Champion
lg.pt. ENDIVE— French

curled.
Ig, pt. L E E K — Ayton

Castle.
Ig. pt. L E T T U C E —

Carter's Giant
White.

Ig. pt. Drumhead.
Ig, pt. Victoria.

4 0Z. MUSTARD—White,
pkt. MELON —Carter's

Excelsior.
I oz. O N I O N — Giant

Madeira.
1 oz. Reading Improved,
loz. PARSNIP—Student.
Ig, pt. PARSLEY — Dun-

nett's Garnishing.
2 oz. RADISH —Wood's

Frame.
2 oz. EarlyScarletShort-top
2 oz. mixed Turnip.
60Z. RAPE—for salad.

;^ pt. SPINACH—Summer
% pt Winter.
1 oz. T U R N I P — Early

Six-week.
I oz. Yellow Malta,
1 oz. Red Stone.
pkt. TOMATO—Red.
pkt. VEGETABLE

CREAM—Moore's
2 pkt. POT HERBS.

EARLY TURNIP.

Other Collections,
XQ.S. 6d., -^OS., Jf2S.,

and 6y. each.

All Packing and
Carriage Free,

SEE

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED

VADE MECUM FOR 1872
(Described as the Queen of Catalogues),

CONTAINING UPWARDS OF

Two Hundred Truthful Illustrations.
Post Free is.. Gratis to Customers.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
Seedsmen to the Queen, the Prince of Wales, the Emperor of Russi

the Emperor of Germany, the Royal Horticultural Society, &c.,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Garden and Flower Seeds.

THOMAS METHVEN and SONS beg to intimate
that their Descriptive Priced CAT.-iLOGUE of KITCHEN

GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS. IMf'l.EMENTS, &c., for 1872,
is now ready, and may be had, post free, un application.

Seed Warehouses : 15, I'rinces Street, and Nursery Gate, Leith
Walk, Edinburgh.

Ullum auratum.

'^^

Ihe ANNUAL IMPORTATIONS having just arrived from Japan,

MR, WILLIAM BULL can supply good BULBS,
by the dozen, hundred, or thousand. The Bulbs are remark-

ably sound and goaA this season, and can be supplied at very low
prices.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S. W.

New and Genuine Seeds of Superior Stocks.

1872. 1872.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS.

The Old Established Seed Warehouse, io6, Eastgate Street, and
The " Upton" Nurseries, Chester, beg to intimate tnat their Priced
Descriptive CATALOGUE of NEW and SELECT VEGETABLE
and FLOWER SEEDS. &c,, with Cultural Directions for 1872, is

now published. Copies will be sent gratis and rosT FREE on
application.

Vegetable and Flower Seeds of the value of £1 and upwards
CARRIAGE FREE to any part of the Kingdom.

Hardy Scarlet and other Choice Named
RHODODENDRONS.

WH. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nursery, Southampton,
• can olTer a splendid collection of the above, at low prices

;

also line Standard and Dwarf ROSES, beautiful specimen CONI-
FER.'E, FKUIT TREES (true to name). FOREST TREES,
EVERGREEN and FLOWERING SHRUBS of every description,

extending over 60 Acres.
The whole of the extensive Stock in this Nursery is frequently trans-

planted, to insure its being well rooted.
Priced CATALOGUES and every information may be had on

application.

New Flower Market, Covent Garden.

NOTICE.—The GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE for NEXT SATURDAY,

February 10. will contain a FULL PAGE ENGRAVING of the
NEW FLOWER MARKET, COVENT GARDEN.
Copies may be had of all Newsmen, and at the Railway Stations.

Noteworthy Horticulturists and Botanists.

NOTICE,—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of
NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS

is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already

appeared, and separate Copies (price &f, each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, viz. :

—

Dr. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S.
W. WiL-soN Saunders, F.R.S,
Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne
G. F. W1L.S0N, F.RS.
Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin
Professor Reichenbach.

Rev. S. R.'HoLE, M.A.
E. J. Lowe. F.R.S.
James McNab.
ROBERT Hogg, LL.D.
James Bateman, F.R.S.
Eerthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1S72.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday, Feb. 5—Entomological 7P.M.

EVERY Englishman is said to consider him-

self competent to advise as to horses or wine,

and as all men are b( rn gardeners, since they are

descended from AnAM, so they are apt to have

decided views on the subject of gardening, and
are prepared to give advice on that as well as on
farming. Great writers, such as COBBETT, ScOTT,

Dickens, cinn inultis alHs, have given Advice to

Gardeners, which, although not exactly offered

gratis, has been put forth at such a low figure

that any lending library supplies it for a mere
trifle. The late Wm. Cobbett published a work
on horticulture, and spoke of the ignorance of

gardeners in covering up Asparagus beds with

manure to keep out the frost, whilst, said he, the

plant is a native of our sea-shores, and would not

suffer from frost. Poor Cobbett I if he had had
a little more practical knowledge of horticulture,

he would have known that the English gardener

was manuring his Asparagus beds ; but as the

author of Twopenny Trash knew no better, he
mistook the one thing for the other. Again,

he gave instructions for building a real

American ice-house, with two rows of trees

in circles, and the space between filled with

straw, the ice being in the centre, covered

with a thick coat of straw ; and he naively

adds, that if it should fail for an ice-house

—

a
thing not improbable—it would be a pattern of

a pig bed for ages to come. His masterpiece,

however, was arboriculture, and, like the man of

one book, Cobbett rested his reputation on the

single tree that still bears his name, " Cobbett'S
Locust tree" (Robinia Pseud-Acacia). Won-
drous things were related of this tree, but still,
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after all these'years of experience, planters fight

shy of it. We have seen it in the London nur-

series used as a stock for the " Rose Acacia

"

(Robinia hispida) ; as an ornamental tree it is

valuable, but as a timber tree beside the Oak,
the Ash, and the Beech, it is not to be named.
Whilst on the subject of trees, we may men-
tion that the editor of the Gardeners' Maga-
zine, the late J. C. Loudon, quoted a letter

of Sir Walter Scott's, in which the " Wizard
of the North " stated that the Scotch Fir,

once so famous for fine timber, had become
degenerated by nurserymen getting cheap seed

of that tree from Canada ; on which LoUDON
remarked that no notice was to be taken of such
a tale, because, he said, the tree was not a native

of the American continent, and the prima;val

forests there were not of that kind of Fir.

Botany admits of no gloss, but the writer of

ro'nance may paint inexactly with impunity, as

when Sir Walter painted the Lady Rowena
going to mass in the evening, although that

service is never either said or sung till after mid
night, as the same author later on had learnt,

when he said of Christmas eve

—

" That only night in all the year
Saw the stoled priest the chalice rear."

Again, we have our own " Boz," the late

Charles Dickens, the talented author of so

many works of fiction, mistaking sugar Peas
for ordinary garden Peas in Germany, and
advising us to cook and partake of the " husks
which the swine did eat." Had he been born
to wealth instead of humble life, he might
have known the vegetables used at the tables of

the higher classes. Again, as to the savoury
ingredients that were boiling in the iron pot at

the hostelry, the Cauliflower and Aspara^
gus and the other ingredients of that Hotch
Potch could not have been got, for these articles

have seasons, and summer Cauliflower is not to

be had in spring, nor spring Asparagus in

autumn. It was the want of knowing Broccoli

from Cauliflower that caused the blunder. There
is no royal road to botanical knowledge, but to

learn its nice distinctions, and thus people,
otherwise sensible, may avoid writing nonsense,
as if nobody knew better than they. One author
is in duty bound to praise the other, perfas ct

nefas. Dickens had written some lines of
poetry, but had them printed as prose, and it was,
we believe, in one of Chambers' publications
that a review of these appeared. The reviewer
—clever fellow—found out the trick, and com-
menting on it, said gravely, " That the mind of

th; author was so poetic, that he unconsciously
wroie poetry." Honestly speaking, the talented
author had abilities of a high order, but he was
ju,i as likely to write pure Gaelic unconsciously
as measured rhyme.

Advice, to be of any service, must be founded
on experience, and it is amusing to see a person
who has not mastered any of the branches of

horticulture presuming to teach others, and to

introduce novelties and make improvements.
We may just name a few of the branches of
the tree of gardening, in order to show the
writers of " light reading " what the boy gar-
dener has before him. A boy with good abili-

ties and some patronage might, by attentive
study, learn enough book-knowledge to be a
bishop in 10 or 15 years; and we may reckon
that he could do this by the time he had got to

be 25 years of age. The plantsman at that age
would only be collecting his dried specimens,
and would, perhaps, have gone into the study
of flowerless Ferns, or into that of Orchids-
epiphytal air plants, growing upon trees and not
in earth, not to speak of terrestrial Orchids,
native and foreign. Fruit trees and fruit-bearing

shrubs would also call for his attention, and the
study of timber trees must not be lost sight of.

Ornamental trees and shrubs, deciduous and ever-

green, could not be passed over. The forcing of
fruits and vegetables, and the general supply
necessary for a family must also be seen to

;

and besides all these, there is the bedding-out
business, the laying-out of gardens and grounds,
the seed business, the knowledge of bulbs, of
herbaceous plants, and ofalpines. Moreover,
as the gardener frequently has charge of the
home farm and the domestic animals—horses,
cows, dogs, poultry, sheep, swine, &c., not to

speak of harvesting hay, corn, &c., and the cul-

ture of roots—all these branches have to be
studied, and many other items of rural affairs,

which he little dreamed of when learning the
business, force themselves upon the gardener's
attention.

From these facts we see that the gardener,
with the best of opportunities for study, has a
life-long lesson to learn ; and they are not his

friends who would deceive him on this point.

He must fling the love of money overboard,
for there is no chance of his ever being ade-

quately rewarded for his pains. Cobbett's lines

for worldly-wise folks are to be detested. His
advice is worthy of the fallen angel :

—

" Get money, lads,

—

'Tis money makes the man
;

Get money first.

And virtue when you can."

This adviser said of the Potato that it was an
accursed root, and he laid the misery of Ireland

to the door ol the Potato ; but neither gardener
nor botanist, with all their knowledge of plants,

know of any plant that can be made a sub-

stitute for the Potato. The gardening perio-

dicals of our time put a bridle upon such
advisers, so that any one broaching a theory of

his own, jarring with established facts, is quickly

called to account, and has to make out a case to

stand the test of public opinion.

In conclusion we may state that we have never
known a gardener get a good situation, or hold
it long after he had got it, who disregarded

virtue ; and where his good deeds did not stand
him in good stead, he had to feign the good and
hide the bad side of his character, thus proving
by his hypocrisy the real value of sterling virtue.

A MEETING for the purpose of establishing an
Association for the Protection of the Interests
of Nurserymen, Florists, and Market Gar-
deners was held at the White Hart Inn, Tottenham,
on Tuesday evening, the 23d ult. The chair was
taken by Mr. John Fraser, of Lea Bridge Road,
Leyton, and there were present a number of horticul-

turists and market growers of the neighbourhood of

London. The Secretary (Mr. Henderson, Totten-

ham) read the minutes of a preliminary meeting, at

which a provisional committee agreed upon the follow-

ing objects, to be submitted to the general meeting :

—

I. Co-operation to resist all unjust and oppressive

assessment. 2. Mutual assistance in all cases of loss

from hailstorms. 3. Combined effort to procure

sufficient and suitable market accommodation, and
promote the general interests of the trade." 4. To
help any member who through misfortune or accident

is brought into poverty. Letters were read from
gentlemen interested in the movement, stating

their inability to be present, but wishing

the Association success, and expressing their

willingness to become members.—The Chairman,
in the course of a practical speech, alluded to the

importance of establishing an association such as was
now proposed, to resist the assessment, by parish autho-

rities, of greenhouses, which, he considered, was an
illegal act. Individually they would have considerable

trouble in testing the legality of such rating, and many
of them perhaps were unwilling to bear the cost of

legal proceedings in the matter, but by throwing their

collective strength against the assessment question, he

trusted they would be able to effect their object at a

trifling expense to each member.—Mr. A. Johnston
(Edmonton) moved the following resolution: "That
this meeting considers it advisable that an association

be formed to carry out the objects as read to the

meeting."—Mr. John Maller (Tottenham) seconded

the resolution, which was carried.—The Secretary
then read the rules of the Association, drawn up at

the preliminary meeting, and a provisional committee

was appointed to examine them and make arrange-

ments for the next general meeting, to be held in

London. A vote of thanks to the Chairman termi-

nated the proceedings.

In the description of the Peach Houses at

Keele Hall, at p. no, it is stated that they were
designed by Mr. P. J. Perry, Banbury. Mr. Perry
requests us to say that this is an error on the part of

our correspondent. He erected some forcing houses

and pits at Keele a few year^ ago, but the improved
Peach range was designed by Mr. Lewis, architect,

Newcastle-under-Lyne, and was built under his direc-

tions. We have also a communication from Mr.
Lewis to the same effect, and further stating that all

the new or altered works done in Keele gardens in

relation to the houses, pits, or heating apparatus,

during the last 13 years, have been done under his

superintendence.

We are requested to announce that the Bir-

mingham local committee, in connection with the

Royal Horticultural Society's Show in June next,

intend that there shall be a Congress during the show
week, the details of which will be published as soon as

they have been decided upon. The arrangements will,

we believe, take something like this form : On Tuesday,

fune 25, there will be a public dinner ; on the three

following days, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, a

luncheon at a convenient hour and at a very moderate

charge ; and afterwards each day, as per progiamme to

be issued in due course, papers will be read, to be

followed by discussions upon them. With a view to

enable the committee to make suitable arrangements,
it is requested that all who are interested in the success
of the Congress, and who have suggestions to offer,

and all who are wilhng to read papers and take part
in the Congress, will at once communicate with the
Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. W. Badger, Midland Counties
Herald Office, Birmingham. In the case of those who
wish to read papers, it is desirable that they should state

the subject of them, and the length of time they desire
to occupy. These communications will be laid before
the sub-committee, whose special business it will be
to arrange for visitors, the dinner and luncheons, and
the Congress. Early communications will be much
appreciated.

We are informed that Messrs. Sutton & Sons,
Reading, have announced their intention to offer at the
Royal Horticultural meeting at Birmingham in June
next, ^5 ^s, for the best six dishes of Peas, half a peck
of each sort, to include Dr. McLean's Best of All

;

and ^2 2J. for the second best ditto; also £z^ 5^. for

the best three brace of Cucumbers, including Marquis
of Lome ; and £2 2s. for the second best ditto. The
competition is to be confined to noblemen's and gentle-

men's gardeners only.

From the American Noriicitllnrist we learn

that a complete change has been made in the manage-
ment of the Central Park, New York. All the
" Ring Commissioners" and their employh have been
dismissed, and a new board established, while Messrs.

Olmstead, Vau.x & Co., have been re-appointed as

consulting architects and landscape gardeners. M.
Deneckes, formerly of the Royal Gardens, Berlin,

has been also appointed to take charge of the landscape
gardening and conservatory departments.

The following are Mr. Glaisher's notes on
THE Weather ;—In the vicinity of London thereadings

of the barometer at the level of the sea at the beginning

of the week ending January 27, were about 29.7 inches.

On the morning of the 14th a decrease commenced
and lasted, with a very slight exception, till the

morning of the 24th. The minimum value was about

28.4 inches, and occurred about 5 a.m., though, for

about an hour preceding and following this time, the

readings were nearly as low as that given above.

There have been but very few cases where the same
or lower values than this have been observed. On
March 6, 1783, the minimum value, at sea level,

recorded was 28.4 inches ; on December 17, 1809, about

28,3 inches; on December 24, 1821, about 28. 1 inches

;

and on January 13, 1843, 28.3 inches. Increasing values

were recorded throughout the remainder of the week,
and on the evening of the 27th the reading was about

30 inches. During the period of this great depression

violent S.W. winds prevailed, and very heavy pres-

sures were recorded, especially on the morning of the

24th. The highest temperatu,res by day ranged be-

tween 4IJ° on the 2Ist, and 5oJ° on the 24th. The
lowest temperatures at night were generally near 40**,

the coldest night being that of the 2ist, when 344° was
recorded. The daily ranges of temperature were
generally small, the greatest being but 1 1 J* on the 24th.

The mean daily temperatures were above the average
throughout the week, the departures being as follows:

—

2ist, o°.6 ; 22d, 2°.S; 23d, 5°. 7 ; 24th, 6°.i; 25th,

6°.4; 26th, 5°; and 27th, 2°. 7. The differences

between dry and dew-point temperatures were very

small on the 21st and 22d, but larger on the 24th.

Large amounts of cloud were prevalent throughout the

week, on some days the sky being nearly overcast

throughout. Rain fell every day ; on the 24th as much
as half an inch was measured, and on the 23d more
than a quarter of an inch. The total fall for the week
was nearly I^ inch.

In England the extreme high temperatures of the air

ranged between 53I' at Portsmouth and 46° at Sheffield,

the general average over the country being 484**.

The extreme low temperatures varied from 344° at

London to 26i° at Sheffield, the general average being

30° nearly. The average range of temperature in the

week was 184°. The mean for the week of the highest

temperatures observed by day was 45° nearly, the

highest being at Portsmouth—494°, and the lowest at

Sheffield—43°. The lowest temperature at night

varied between 385° at London, and 34^° at Notting-

ham. The average daily range of temperature was
84°. The mean temperature for the week was about

40°, ranging from 424° at Portsmouth to 384° at Not-

tingham. Rain fell on every day in the week at Green-

wich, and on five or six days at most other

places, the amount collected everywhere being un-

usually large. More than 2 inches fell at Birmingham,

and nearly 2 inches at Portsmouth. The least fall was

J inch at Manchester, and the mean fall for the whole

country was greater than ij inch. A heavy gale swept

over the south and midland counties of England on the

morning of the 24th ; at Leicester the minimum read-

ing of the barometer was 28. 3 inches, and at Norwich,

2S.40 inches, being the lowest reading recorded at

that place since;iS43, when2S.2i inches were registered

on January 13. Hail fell on the 23d at Portsmouth,

and at Leicester ; snow fell on the 24th.

In Scotland the maximum temperatures of the air

ranged between 48° at Edinburgh, and 45° at Aberdeen,

with a general mean over the country of about 46°^

The minimum temperatures at night varied from 33°
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at Greenock to 23^ at Edinburgh, the general mean
being 23^*. The mean daily temiieratures ranged

between 38.^" at Dundee and 36.1° at Edinburgh,

the general mean being about 3SI''. Rain fell at

every station, the greatest fall being about li inch

at Dundee, and the least, half an inch, at Glasgow.

The average fall all over the cour.try was g-ioths of

an inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature of the air during

the week was 514", the lowest 2"]", and the mean
about 39°. The amount of rain measured was nearly

7-ioths of an inch.

The current volume of the /^(•/^/'/iw Hordcolc is

dedicated to the Rev, M. J. BiiKKELEY, the Editoi

taking the opportunity of republishing the portrait and
biographical notice originally published in our

columns, p. 271, 1S71.

A correspondent of the HortkuUciir Francais
announces the successful Grafting of Bignonia
KADlCANs on the Catalpa. Some of the branches
were headed back, and tlie Bignonia scions inserted by
cleft-grafting. The result was, that from the midst of

the liLxuriant foliage of the Catalpa emerged numerous
llowering branches of the Bignonia. This is an experi-

ment worth repeating.

In tlic January nunil)cr of the Popular Science

iVt-'/Wi', Mr. A. W. Bennett has an interesting

article on MniiCKY IN Plants in which he calls

attention to the many instances of the close external

us to allude to the oft-observed fact, that the same
purpose is carried out by very different means, and
in this manner some of the so-called mimetic resem-
blances find their solution. Thus, take the case of the

winged seed-vessels, like those of the Maples, alluded

to by Mr. Bennett. Among the Sterculias there are

several cases of a similar kind, especially in those

species where the fruit does not open. In some cases

it is the seed that is winged, and it not unfrequently

happens that the winged seed of some species is so like

the winged seed-vessel of some other plant, tliat close

examination is refjuired to detect tlie difference. Some
of the Pterospermums, for instance, have seeds almost

precisely like the seed-vessels figured by Mr. Bennett.
In yet another class of cases it is the calyx which
enlarges so as to form a winged appendage or " float

"

to the seed vessel. In all these instances, we take it,

the purpose is the same—the dispersion of the seed
;

but, as we have seen, that purpose is effected in several

dilTercnt ways.

• The thronged and busy streets of the City of

London are the last places in the world one would
think of exploring for Botanical Novelties. Yet
such things are frequently to be found by any wayfarer

who keeps his eyes open; indeed, in the neighbourhood

of the docks, and similar busy centres of commerce,
various interesting specimens of natural history may
from time to time be picked up. On the other hand,

it may be feared that many things are often lost from

their scientific value being unknown to those who

bemg gathered. Many years ago a quantity of these
were brought to this country, and exposed for sale in
London, but we ha\ c not met with any recently.

The Belgian Government has already nomi-
nated its committee to protect the interests of Belgian
exhibitors at the forthcoming International Exiiibi-
TiON AT Vienna in 1S73. Horticulture, agriculture, and
arboriculture are to be represented at that Exhibition,
which is to be on the grandest scale. We do not learn
that anything is being done in this country to maintain
the honour of British agriculture and horticulture.

Much discussion has from time to time arisen
as to tlie nature and origin of tliose extremely minute
organisms known as Bacteria. The latest view is

that they are modifications of the spawn of the common
mould, Pcnicillium glaucum.

New Garden Plants.
MORMODES FRACTIFLEXUM, n. Sp.

Rnccmo
_

paucifloro laxifloro fractiflexo
; scpalis lepalisque

ligulatis acutis ; labello ungulculato sp,Ttiilato valde dilatato
flabellato rotundalo cum apiculo ; foveolo supcrnc biloba in
disco, oinnino glabro.

The sepals and petals are of a whitish green, with
purplish streaks and some such dots ; the lip white,
with radiating purplish streaks on the under siile, and
some such dots on the over side of the axil. Column
distinctly purplish. It would be M. buccinator if only

Figs, 65, 66.

—

abris, or shelter-sheds for horsemen, etc., in the bois de Boulogne.

resemblance between plants often of very distant

relationship. Mr. Wilson Saunders has exhibited,
on more than one occabion, a series of plants showing
these resemblances (see 1871, p. 611) instances of
wliich are familiar enough to all who have to do with
plants. Mr. Bennett adds to the list by calling

attention to the winjs^ed seed-vessels of Securidaca
(Polygalacece) and compares them with the similar seed-

vessels of some Phytolaccads and Malpighiads—plants
having no relationship except of the most remote
degree one with the other. The difficulty is to

account for the phenomenon. It occurs so often that

it cannot be considered as a mere coincidence.
" Mimicry," in the sense of any conscious act on the
part of the plant, is clearly inadmissible, hence the
suggestion that has been made to use a term like

Homoplasy, which expresses a fact without involving
any speculative explanation of it. Consanguinity or
hereditary descent may be also put out of court.

External causes producing similar conditions of growth
may account sometimes for the similarity of ap-
pearance, but it is clearly not sufficient in cases where
the conditions are different, and yet the resemblance
occurs—a common thing. Mr. Bennett falls back on
the tendency to vary that is innate in all living
creatures, and to the "doctrine of design," according
to which we believe ''Nature has some general
purpose in the different modes in which life is mani-
fested ; a purpose not in all cases for the immediate
advantage of the individual species, but in furtherance
of some design of funeral harmony which it may take
centuries of imweaiied observation and laborious toil

before we discover the key by which we may be
able to unlock it. " This reference to " purpose " leads

frequent such places. As an illustration of this, we
may mention a fact that came to our own knowledge
some short time since. While visiting one of the great

East-end docks, one of the ofScers submitted for our
inspection what he termed a very fine example of
" spun glass ;

" this was a fair specimen of the Venus*

Flower-basket (Euplectella). It was taken from a large

case entirely filled with them, which was imported
from Shanghai, but not meeting with a customer, it

was sent to a Continental port with the hope of better

success. Amongst the things of this description one
occasionally sees exposed for sale in London are the

several kinds of Rose of Jericho. Very recently we
saw in a shop window in the City a quantity of fruits

so labelled, the remarkable hygrometric properties of

which were duly set forth. These fruits, which were
marked at \s. each, were those of Mesembry-
anthemum Tripolium, which, as is well known,
have a chip-like, shrivelled appearance when dry, but

open fully in the form of a star when placed in water,

or in a moist situation. The Anastatica hierochontica

is, perhaps, that which is most generally referred to as

the Rose of Jericho, but this is the entire plant of a

small annual, native of the dry desert places of Syria,

Egypt, and North Africa, which becoming detached
from the ground by the force of the wind is blown
about like a ball in dry weather, but expands again

with moisture. This plant, however, is seldom seen

except in collections. Another plant, sometimes called
'

the Rose of Jericho, but more often the Resurrection

Plant, is the Selaginella lepidophylla. It grows in a

regular rosette form, and will retain its green colour

and- hygrometric properties of expanding in moist

weather, and rolling up in dry, for a long time after
[

[

it had a strict and compact raceme. The lip is gene-

I

rally bent in two unequal sides, yet that may be

! monstrous since the best first developed flower is differ-

ent, showing two great symmetrical valves. Imported
' from Costa Rica by Messrs. Veitch. B. G. Rchb. fd.

SHELTER FOR MAN AND BEAST,
OlTR illustrations (figs. 65, 66), taken fromM. Roths-

child's magnificent pubication on the Parks and Pro-

menades of Paris, suffice to show how this may be
obtained in parks and pleasure-grounds in a cheap,

efficient, and pictural way. Fig. 65 has somewhat the

aspect of a giganric Mushroom, but on the principle of

"any port in a storm" is not to be despised \ and, as

we can testify, has not (or had not—the Prussians, for

aught we know, may have used the straw for palliasses)

a displeasing appearance amid the trees in the leis fre-

quented parts of the Bois de Boulogne. The cost of

these structures, according to size, is given at from ^^30
to Z"ioo.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE
OF TRANSPLANTING.

Transplanting is perhaps that operation in which
beginners find more difficulty to exist than in any other

connected with the practice of ornamental gardening,

and in which the causes of success or failure are least

understood, yet it depends almost exclusively upon
the two following circumstances, namely, the pre-

servation of the tips of the roots and the prevention

of excessive evaporation. It is well known that plants

feed upon fluid contained in the soil, and that their roots
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are the mouths through which the food is conveyed

into their systems, but the absorption of fluid does not

take place either by all the surface of the roots or even

of their fibres, but only by the extremities of the latter,

consisting of bundles of vessels surrounded by cellular

tissue in a very lax spongy state, whence those

extremities are called spongioles. That it is only

through the latter that absorption to any amount takes

place, is easily shown, by growing a plant in water, and

alternately preventing the action of the spongioles,

when langour and a cessation of vital action comes on,

and preventing the action of the general surface

of the roots, .leaving the spongioles at liberty,

when the vital energies are immediately renewed.

These spongioles are exceedingly delicate in their

organisation, and a very slight degree of violence

destroys them. It is scarcely possible to remove the

soil from the roots without injuring them in some

degree ; and if transplantation is effected violently or

carelessly, they are in a great measure destroyed. In

proportion to the size or age of a tree is the difficulty of

preserving them increased, and hence at the same time

tlie difficulty of transplantation is augmented. If by

any method the rootlets could be preserved un-

harmed there would be no reason whatever why the

largest trees should not be removed as easily as young

plants in a nursery, but their preservation in such

cases is next to inrpossible, and therefore the trans-

plantation of trees of very great magnitude cannot be

effected wilh anything like safety. It is because of the

security o! the spongioles from injury when the earth is

undisturbed, that plants reared in pots are transplanted

with so much more success than if taken immediately

from the soil. Hence, also, when earth is frozen into

a huge ball around the roots of a plant, transplantation

is effected with the same kind of certainty. The

practice of cutting the roots of all large trees the

year previous to removing them is attended with

success for a similar reason. Wherever the roots are

cut through, the new fibres which are emitted, provided

a plant is in health, in short tufts, and each terminated

by a spongiole, are much more easily taken out of the

ground without injury than if they were longer and

more scattered among the soil. When destroyed the

spongioles are often speedily replaced, provided a slight

degree of growth continues to be maintained. This is

one of the reasons why trees removed in October suc-

ceed better than if transplanted at any other time. The
growth of a tree at that season is not quite over, and

the first impulse of Nature when the tree finds itself in

a new situation is to create new mouths by which to

feed when the season for growing again returns.

Evaporation takes place from plants to an inconceiv-

able degree in certain circumstances. In damp or wet

weather this evaporation is least, in hot dry weather it

is greatest. This loss has all to be supplied by the

moisture introduced into the system by the spon-

gioles, and hence, if the latter are destroyed and

evaporation takes place before they can be replaced,

a plant must necessarily suffer. This is the reason

why deciduous trees cannot be transplanted with

safety when in leaf ; it is impossible to remove them

without injuring their spongioles, and it is equally

impossible to prevent evaporation from their leaves.

It is well known that certain evergreens such as Hollies,

Laurels, &c., can be transplanted almost at any time ;

this arises from their perspirationbeingmuchless copious

thanindeciduous trees, wherefore the spongioleshave less

difficulty in supplying the loss occasioned by the opera-

tion ; yet even evergreens cannot be removed with safety

in the hottest months in the year, because then the action

of such spongioles as may be saved, would not be suffi-

cient to supply the waste by evaporation. Plants just

beginning to grow in spring, with their leaves just turn-

ing green, are in a most unfit state to remove, for when
transplanted their roots will not have time to form a

sufficient number of new spongioles to supply the loss to

which the rapid perspiration by the leaves at that

season will give rise. It is upon this same principle

that if deciduous plants are taken from the ground in

summer they are put into pots and placed in a hotbed

to recover, not for the sake of the heat, but because the

atmosphere of a hotbed is so charged with humidity

that perspiration cannot go on, and the vital ener-

gies of the plant instead of being wasted by evaporation

are directed to the formation of new mouths by which

to feed. Such is a brief outline of what the principles

are upon which the operation of transplanting depends.

As regards the practice of transplanting, in no place

with which I am acquainted has it been carried out on

so large a scale or so successfully as at Elvaston Castle

in Derbyshire. The object of such operations here, as

elsewhere, was to produce an effect in a short time

which must otherwise have been the work of years.

Therefore, the trees operated upon were more or less

large in size. Mr. Barron says :

—

" Wlien I first entered the employment of the late Earl

of Harrington at Elvaston, in August, 1830, his lordship,

then having been about ro montlis in possession of his

estates, had tlirce Cedars of Lebanon, varying in heiglit

from 28 to 35 feet and the diameter of tlreir branches from
2510 30 feet, with trunks varying from 3 to 4 feet in circum-

ference : whicli trees he was anxious to have removed upon
what is termed Sir Henry Stewart's plan, the basis of

which is to prepare the roots two years previously to

removal, by cutting a trench round and severing all the

roots confining them within a given circle. The trench

is then filled up with good soil, the roots are allowed

two years to enter it and to produce a lot of rootlets, thereby

ensuring as far as practicable the safe removal of a tree.

Tlie trees above-named were accordingly thus prepared in

August, r830, and two months afterwards I was given to

understand they must be moved the following February.

This startled me, and cost me some thought, and the

more I reflected the more apparent were the defects of

that system. Soon I saw that many persons might be in-

clined to move large trees, if the thing could be accom-
plished at once, with a justifiable prospect of success ; but

when told that they must wait two years before their

favourite scheme could be put in operation, in the majority

of cases it would be abandoned. And, again, that system

had only been applied to deciduous trees which were

removed when dormant, and could be carried with their

stems in a horizontal position by having them lashed to

the pole of a two-wheeled janker or machine and so con-

veyed to their place of destination ; but I saw the utter

impossibility of thus treating the wide-spreading, hori-

zontal, and brittle branches of Cedars of Lebanon of the

magnitude described, which, if mutilated or broken, would
not be worth removal. Again, on looking at the roots

and considering that they must be freed from soil, and
knowing their brittle nature also, the whole concurred to

convince me that another system must be adopted if the

trees must be removed. The thought, therefore, struck

me, that if it were possible to remove a tree with a large

mass of earth, something similar to that containing the

roots, after .Sir Henry Stewart's preparation, I should be

stealing a march upon him, and be as forward at once

as he would be in two years. I then set about conquering

the mechanical difficulty, which when once accompUshed
1 saw that success would be certain. In order, then, to

surmount the two chief difficulties which presented them-

selves— namely, the removal of the tree with a large un-

broken mass of earth adhering to the roots, and main-

taining the trunk in a vertical position,— I saw that a
four-wheeled carriage would be necessary ; I then availed

myself of such means as were within my reach, and
removing the centre pole from a timber-carriage, and
raising the bolsters, I fixed two strong poles, the

ends resting on the two bolsters, and the tree {when all

was prepared to be lifted) was raised by means of an im-

mense lever, the tree standing erect between the poles. A
framework of wood having been previously formed under

the tree, upon which the whole rested ; and by means of

the lever and strong chains, the entire mass, when raised

sufficiently high, was suspended from the poles by other

strong chains, and the tree maintained in its upright posi-

tion by the aid of guy-ropes. The carriage, being braced

together by ropes and chains, was then moved upon
planks to the intended site, and the whole having been

again lowered by means of the lever, the tree was planted.

The two other trees were afterwards removed in the same
manner ; in all three cases the greatest possible care

being taken with the roots, and as each tree was planted

a thorough soaking of water was given. All succeeded

beyond my most sanguine expectations ; all three were

transplanted in February, i83r. The success which
attended these operations led to bolder attempts after-

wards."

I have, myself, had likewise considerable expe-

rience as regards the removal of large trees in various

parts of the country, and especially at Neasham Hall,

near Darlington, the birthplace of many of our most

celebrated race-horses. In the park stood several trees

which had at one time been in a hedge-row, and which

could not have been less than from So to 100 years'

growth ; by grouping some of these it was perceived

that an ungainly straight line would be effaced, and a

decided and marked improvement produced : and at a

marvellously small expense, considering the magnitude

of the operation. The moving was accomplished with

entire success. One tree was an Oak of the common
English variety, measuring 26 feet high, 36 feet wide,

44 feet girth at bottom, and 4 feet at top of bole. This

was removed with a ball of earth weighing 10 tons.

Another, a .Sycamore, stands 35 feet high, measures

44 feet across, has a bole of gj feet in height, with

proportionate girth, altogether weighing 16 tons. A
third, also a Sycamore, was larger still, being 48 feet

by 44 feet, and weighing 1 7 tons. All these trees, now
in their second year of growth, are flourishing, and will

of course improve year by year. As regards the modus
operandi of moving, I constructed a framework

of two pieces of timber, 12 feet long, joined

together by means of two end pieces 6 feet in length

—the whole being secured by a strong plate of

iron of triangular form, and four bolts. This frame-

work, so constructed, could be separated and placed

piecemeal under the tree. In the first place the soil was
dug away, and a road formed ; then the two long

beams were inserted under the ball, one on each side.

Tunnelling under the ball was next commenced, planks

shod with iron were laid down, and rollers were put

under the framework for the whole to run on. Then,

by mean's of a builder's crab, a double-block pulley,

and the assistance of eight men, the trees were moved
up the incline on to the level, the rollers working out,

and being replaced after the fashion of those of a

common mangle. Each tree was moved a distance of

from 60 to 100 yards over soft arable ground, without

losing a pound of earth on the way. An incline was
then made down to the place where the trees were to

stand. In the spring, previous to removal, the soil

was dug out 6 feet wide and 5 feet deep, leaving a

square ball of earth 12 feet by 12 feet. In this neu-

roots were formed during spring and summer—a cir-

cumstance on which success greatly depended. As
soon as replanted, new fibres pushed into the freh

soil.

By adhering to the foregoing instructions, trees may
be removed with almost uniform success, The month

of September, i.e., the beginning of it, is the best of
any in the year for the transplantation of evergreens.
Deciduous trees may be moved at any time when the
leaf is down ; but even for these, the late autumn
months are preferable to those of winter, when entire

inactivity prevails. J. N,

CORNISH CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
FOOD SUPPLY.

Cornwall plays a really important part in relation

to the general food supply of the country at large. It

must by no means be forgotten that the county in

question has, and in the very nature of things is bound
to have, cerain not inconsiderable advantages in regard

to climate. It stretches, in relation to the map of

England, far to the south and far also to the west.

The sea, or rather the broad ocean, washes its shores

on three sides. These climatic conditions operate so

favourably that extremes, whether of heat or of cold,

are practically little known or experienced. Severe or

long-continued frost is here a very rare phenomenon,
and it is very seldom that snow lies long upon the

ground. This was true even of last winter, exception-

ally severe in most parts as it was. We experienced

our share of its bitterness in Cornwall also, yet the

main conditions of our climate remained as just

described. It must at the same time be confessd that

we are liable to cold and biting winds from the Atlan-

tic ; and we are subject also to a considerable amount,

at times, of heavy and driving rains, the effect of which
on certain kinds of tender vegetation is more or less

disastrous. Still, all this being true, our county, in

some of its parts more especially, and in some particu-

lars, is none the less a market garden for other portions

of the country less favourably situated than itself. In

the springtide of the year a very extensive trade ih

carried on between West Cornwall and London itself

Tons upon tons of early Broccoli are transmitted by

rail, .So large is the demind for this article of traffic

that it is grown on a wholesale scale as a fielil cro)'.

It is systematically packed in large hampers, and in its

season is daily sent off in vast quantities. Early

Potatos, again, are another marketable commodity anil

object of cultivation under similar conditions. It is

stated, indeed, that in Cornwall and the Scilly Isles

(which may be considered as pertaining to Cornwall)

this crop can be harvested 10 weeks earlier than in the

midland districts of England. This fact gives ample

and striking testimony to the mild and equable charac-

ter of the climate, in Western Cornwall more especially.

Horticultural industry has, it may well be believed,

a great future of possible development in Cornwall.

Much has already been done, as the records of com-
mercial operations under this head may be adduced to

show ; much more, however, it may be, yet remains to

be done. Great quantities of "waste" land have

already been reclaimed in Cornwall, and have been

made to yield up a fulness of supply for human suste-

nance, instead of the Heath, Fern, and Brambles,

which erst-while were their richest products ; but a

very casual inspection reveals the truth that Comisli-

men have not yet used up all their store of means in

the way of reclamation of their soil. There is no reason

why it may not be made in many ways the garden of

England. It will only require the faithful and perse-

vering application of skill and science to realise in

these matters all that can be desired. Hitherto com-

paratively little genuine horticultural science, properly

so-called, has been brought to bear. It must undoubt-

edly be acknowledged that market gardeners, as a

class, are very honourably distinguished for the amount

of skill which they bring to bear upon the practice of

their profession. Probably, no body of men better

understand how to till the ground so as thoroughly to

utilise it and make it yield the fulness of its fertility ;

yet, even these men, clever and intelligent though

they be sometimes, are strongly prejudiced in favour of

old and comparatively valueless modes of culture, and

unwilling and incapable to adopt new, yet more com-

mendable methods.
General observations such as these seem almost to

suggest themselves in view of Cornish vegetable culti-

vation. Cornwall is not yet, like many other districts,

formed into a mere agglomeration of large farms.

There are multitudes of small agricultural holdings of

5 acres or thereabouts, which, under ordinary farm (as

distinguished from garden) culture, cannot be expected

to be very valuable to their occupiers. How large

might be their profitable yield, in every sense of tlie

word, if they were generally devoted to the culture of

esculents, and perhaps to some considerable extent of

fruit also !

Again, there is a point of possible food supply in

regard of which Cornwall ought to do a great deal,

but it is to be feared actually (alls very far short of iis

powers and duties, viz., the rearing of poultry.

Wherever there is a pretty central market, there arc

quotations of prices lur luwls, ducks, and geese no

doubt ; e. g., turning to the IVes/eril MoniitJi; AW's of

October 14, 1871, prices at St. Austell arc thus

reported:
—"Geese, (jd. per lb.; ducks, 5j-. per

couple; fowls, 3^. to 4.r. ; eggs, six for 61/." Now
ihe feeding and rearing of geneial poultry slock is just

one of those profitable measures of industry' which

might, properly managed, be made to " work in
"

admirably with that market gardening which I have (
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now been endeavouring lo illus;trate and recommend ;

yet» in Cornwall, for all the quotations of local prices

in local markets, it is at a low ebb. The market in

such a town as St. Ives, which is an ancient borough

with all the paraphernalia of mayor and corporation

and a representative in Parliament, does not contain a

single stall devoted to tlic sale of poultry, nor is there

such a thing as a poulterer's sliop to be found in the

place. This may be said to be an extreme case,

drawing an illustration from the seat of a fishery, yet

the fact remains true all the same. Here we find a

population of some thousands dependent upon a poul-

try supply of the most casual kind possible. Now it

ought not to be possible to find any place of which
tlxis is true ; except, perhaps, in very remote and
backward communities. Still less should it be true of

a locality wliere it would probably be most easy, if

people would only go the right way to work, to

produce a supply which would greatly exceed the local

needs. Indeed, judicious poultry-raising might be
made a most profitable branch of industrial occupation,

besides adding to the general stock of food in the

country. In some localities this has been realised to a

large and noteworthy extenl, Aylesbury and its

neighbourhood have, it is recorded, ]>roduced ;[^40,ooo

worth of ducks in a single season. Surely there is no
condition so exceptionally favourable in any one
locality as contrasted with others, as that this need
remain an unapproachable achievement of success. It

speaks well for the Aylesbury people that they have so

largely served the public convenience in adding to the

home-groftTi food supply, and why should, not others

who have time, means, and skill (if they would only
use them) emulate their example? One can but

repeat, and **keep on'' repeating, till attention to the

requisite extent has been secured, that it is an object

worthy of public, nay, of national attention, how best

to increase and most completely to utilise home-grown
supplies of food. This is a point on which the public

intelligence stands in need of a good deal of education
even yet. /ooii fourmil.

LADYBIRDS.

exposes it at the open window, and, ere long, male
after male makes hi"^ appearance. There can be no
doubt tiiat "from every pore of her a perfume falls,"

imperceptilile luuur blunt senses, but grateful to the last

degree to their more acute organs. Having regard, then,
to the special kind of food the carnivorous species of
ladybirds prey on, there is obviously no reason why
any diflerence should exist betwen the organs of smell
of the vegetable feeders and the carnivorous species
of that family. The ordinary difference in such cases
is, that the vegetable feeders have larger antennro than
the carnivorous species. Generally speaking the an-
tenna* of the latter are long, thin, and slender, like a
thread. In the non-carnivorous, they are expanded
into the form of leaves, or plates, or combs, or clubs.

In the ladybirds they are thickened into a flat club
shape. If that is required for the ladybirds, wliich
have to feed on green leaves, it will at once be seen
that the section which has to feed on greenllies has at

least as much need of a good power of smell. Thegreen-
fiy is as sedentary as a leaf, and certainly not more
noticeable : and if a little less obvious to sight is

probably a little more patent to smell. And here again
another organ which is well marked in carnivorous
species, viz., the eye, does not differ in the two sec-
tions of ladybirds. Predacious insects have generally
large and prominent eyes, but here the habits of the
greenfly being almost those of the leaf on which it

feeds, it is <]ita pursuit in no different position from it,

and requires no greater power of vision.

The only real structural difference that exists between
the two sections lies in the mandibles, and is present
both in the larva and perfect insect : thc^e of the car-

nivorous section being simple sharp cutting instru-

ments, with a double point, as at w ; those of the

Iarva\ Those of the Coccinella- (r) have a velvetv.
opaque surface, but in other respects are smooth. The
larva- of the Kpilachna are not velvety, but have a
number of projecting arborescent appendages on the
back, as shown at g. These figures show that
there is a much greater divergence between the two
sections in the larval state than in the perfect state,
and if we knew only the larva we should unquestionably
place them further apart than their true affniity warrants,
while perhaps, if we judged only from the pcifect insectj
we should go as far wrong in the other direction.
Andretv Murray.

MoxsiEiTR Naudix, through Dr. Masters, some
time since submitted to the Scientific Committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society a {^\\ specimens of an
insect which he had found ver)' destructive, both in its

larval and perfect state, to plants of all kinds in his

garden at Collioure, in the Eastern Pyrenees.

The insect is a a kind of ladybird, called Kpilachna
chrysomelina(ofwhich A,fig. 67, is a representation). It

is not a native of Britain, but the section of ladybird

to which it belongs is represented here by one species

(Lasia globosa), and by more if we include the Seym
nidit, and we may therefore be allowed to take some
notice of it, especially as it has some interest in

physiological point of view.

Ladybirds are best known as the enemies of all kinds
of greenfly. Their raison d'etre is to keep them within

bounds, and being thus carnivorous, it startles one at

first sight to find any of them herbivorous ; not that

theirs is a case like that of Zabrus gibbus, where a par-

ticular species, having all the means and appliances for

leading a carnivorous life, proves false to its nature, and
morbidly indulges in a vegetable diet. It is not so
with M. Naudin's insect ; it belongs to a group which,
with a close family resemblance prevailing through all

its members, is yet divitied into two sections, one
fitted for a predaceous carnivorous life, the other for a
phytophagous one. A similar duplication of endow-
ments to a family, and separation of its members into

two parallel series according to their structure, occurs
in other families. Thus the Mantis and the leaf

insect belonging to one and the same order equally
present a most startling imitation of a leaf, but the

Mantis is predacious, and the leaf insect feeds on
leaves ; and each has a structure adapted to that

sphere of life in which it has pleased Providence to

jilace it. The same occurs in the small Ichneumon
flies. Perhaps the water-beetles may be cited as

another example, although that is more questionable,
for the general structure of the herbivorous water-
beetles diverges so much from that of the carnivorous
water beetles, that they cannot be rightly referred

to the same family at all. But with the ladybirds
there can be no doubt. Form, general structure,

texture, and colour are all of one type. Even the
antenn:e are the same,—organs which are almost
invariably found to differ in carnivorous and her-

bivorous insects, as may well be anticipated,

for the antennre are organs which combine
the sense of touch, hearing, and smell {of all

three the sense of smell being that which seems
more especially developed). Whenever an insect

has to smell out its living, as when it feeds on
decaying animal or vegetable matter, then the
antenna; are largely increased in size ; in like manner
the necessity of a powerful organ of smell is the expla-
nation of the antenna being pectinated and enlarged in

the males of moths and many other insects, especially

nocturnal or crepuscular species, while they are small
and simple in the females. It would be a hard task
for a male to find his mate, either by sight, or touch,
or hearing, in the dark. It is by smell that he finds

her. When in search of specimens of any rare species,
the wily entomologist takes a virgin female in a breed-
ing cage into the woods or fields, or, it may be, only

ON THE INFLUENCE OF THE WIND
ON THE DISTRIBUTIO-N OF ."^EEDS
IN MOUNTAIN REGIONS,

Fin. 67.— EPII.ACHNA CUKVSOMELINA.

herbivorous section bearing two teeth, fitting into

corresponding inequalities on the opposite mandible,
as at c. They are, in fact, respectively parallel

to the canine and molar teeth in mammals ; the
denticulations on the latter mandibles serving to

triturate the vegetable food, like molars, while the
simple mandibles of the carnivorous species serve merely
to cut asunder the skin of the Aphides, whose juices

it sucks, like canine teeth. The maxilla, or inner jaws,
and the palpi of the two sections scarcely differ. D{fig, 67)
is that of a Coccinella, one of the carnivorous section

;

and E that of Epilachna, the vegetable feeders. It will

be seen that both are rather of the nature of a brush
to sap up juice than of either a cutting or triturating

machine, and this reveals the nature of the mode of
feeding in both. They do not masticate or munch up
their food, but suck up and brush in the juice in the

one case of the aphis, in the other of the parenchyma.
All the points of external structure bearing on the
economy of the insects are thus identical, with the

exception of the mandibles, and for the reason that

they are equally adapted to either mode of nutrition.

We do not know whether the internal viscera show any
distinction.

There remains, however, one point of external

difference, which, although in itself apparently a thing

of no moment, is constant, and serves at once to dis-

tinguish the two sections. All the true Coccinella

have the surface glabrous and shining ; the Epilach-
nidre have it invariably tomentose or pubescent

;

as if covered with a velvety doum. What the import

of this difference may be we cannot tell ; systemaiists

treat it as an artificial character of no physiological

importance. In other families, whether herbivorous or

carnivorous, the presence or absence of pubescence on
the surface seems absolutely without import. It is

present in some and absent in others of closely allied

species. Still here it is invariable, and if not a

physiological character, it is at all events a homological

one. Something of a similar difference occurs in the

[Abstract of a paper by A, Keriicr. of Iiinsbrllcl;, reprinted from
the Jounuil 0/ the iScrmau Alpine Cliil>.\

Ik we place ourselves, on a hot afternoon in the
middle of summer, in the shelter of a mountain ridge,
so that a ray of bright sunshine is intercepted by a
projecting pinnacle of rock, we see, in the immediate
vicinity of this piece of rock, innumerable shining
spangles dart upwards with the quickness of an arrow
through the sunshine. These spangles jjiove, on
examination, to be minute fruits and seeds of plants,
provided with tufts or tails of hair, carried upwards by
the current of air xscendtng up the escarpment, generallv
invisible, and seen only under circumstances similar lit

a ray of sunlight, which shows the floating dust in a
chamber. Witli ilie cessation of the ascending current
of air at sunset, and the moistening of the air by dew,
cloud, or rain, a large proportion of these seeds falls to

the ground, and strews the summits, ridges, and hollows
of the mountain.

In order to ascertain what kinds of plants are thus
distributed by the agency of the wind, an opportunity
is afforded by the moraines, where it is impossible to

suppose that seeds can be deposited by any other means
than the one we are considering ; and the flora of the
moraines must be a catalogue of plants whose seeds are
distributed by the action of the wind. A list of (we of
these floras, from as many different moraines, consisting
of limestone, schist, and gneiss, included 124 species-,

the following orders being the most largely represented :

—Composite, 23 per cent. ; Caryophyllea, 10 percent. ;

firaminea, 8 per cent. ; Mosses, Saxifrage. e, and
Salicaceoe, 6 per cent. ; Crucifera', 5 per cent. ; Ferns
and Rosacea, 4 per cent. ; Scrophulariacea% 3 per
cent. Of the smaller families, the genera Valeriana,
I''.pilobium, and Juncus occurred the most frequently.
The investigation of these lists, with a view to trace
the origin of these plants, shows that the larger number
of those which constitute the moraine flora are species
widely distributed over the higher mountain regions in

immediate proximity to the glacier. Eess frequent are
those plants which belong to the grazing plateaux nf
the lower elevations ; and still less common species
belonging to the meadow or wood flora of the lowlands,
as Calamagrostis montana, Senecio nemorensis, l^pilo-

bium angustifolium, and Aspidium Filix-mas, whicit

maintain only a short and precarious existence.

It does not however follow, because only this limited
number of species is found to grow and to flourish,

more or less, on the moraines, that therefore seeds of
other kinds are not brought by the wind, which are
unable even to germinate in such unfavourable circum-
stances. In order to determine this point M. Kerner
made a careful examination of the organic substances
found on the icy surface of the glacier itself, which were
in places very numerous, and belonged to both the
animal and vegetable kingdoms. The animals found
were entirely dead or benumbed insects belonging to

the orders Lepidoptera, Hymenoptera, Coleoptera, and
Diptera, and consisting of 43 species, a considerable
portion of which are found only in the highest moun-
tain regions in the immediate vicinity of the glaciers,

e.}g., Sargus infuscatus, Ftiolina crassicornis, l-lrebia

Cassiope and Manto, Zygana exalans, Setina ramosa,
and Argynnis Pales ; more than half the species of very
wide distribution, extending from the mountain valleys

and neighbouring plains to the edge of the glaciers,

very few being found nominally only in the mountain
valleys, as Hesperia sylvamis, Agrotis Pronuba, Leiico-

phasia Sinapis, and Aphis picea ; and one only, the
common honey-bee, being peculiar to cultivated dis-

tricts. None of the insects found belong to extra-

alpine species, none of the kinds peculiar to the warm
valleys of the southern Alps are represented ; and the

inference is unavoidable, that all the animals found on
the glaciers have either strayed voluntarily, or been
driven by the wind from districts immediately adjacent

to the glacier.

The task of determining the seeds found on flu-

surface of the glacier was much more difficult, 'i'he

seeds of many alpine plants have hardly been de-
scribed ; and in other instances it is difficult to dis-

tinguish between those belonging to several different

species of the same genus. This was especially the
case with the genera Hieracium and Salix. Thirty-six
species, however, were determined with tolerable

certainty, the majority of which were identical with the

species previously recorded as inhabitants of the

moraines. Here again the same results are esta-

blished ; not a single seed is found on the glacier, as

not a single plant on the moraine, which dues not
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lielong to .1 species inhabiting the immediately adjacent

mountain slopes or valleys. The conclusion from these

facts seems inevitable, that tiie conveyance of seeds,

even when provided with apparatus calculated for

floating in the air, by horizontal currents, takes place
only within very circumscribed limits ; and that the

prevalent opinion that they may be thus carried for

very great distances is not supported by facts.

The higher mountain flora may be divided, for the

purpose of this investigation, into two sections. The
first consists of plants whose fruit or see^d is provided
with some kind of appendage to facilitate its transport

by the wind ; they have a very short span of life, are

constantly changing their habitat, can exist on a surface

of ground containing scarcely a trace of humus, and
spring up with the greatest readiness on the ledges or

in the crevices of the barest rocks ; of this kind con-
sists by far the larger portion of the moraine flora.

The second kind is much less migratory, requires a
better soil and a larger proportion of humus, has a

longer span of life, and its fruit and seed are unpro-
vided with any apparatus for flight ; the seeds, there-

fore, drop close to the parent plant, or can only be
carried a short distance when extremely minute. The
largest and heaviest seed of this description found on
the glaciers or moraines was that of Sibbaldia pro-

cumbens, measuring i m.m. in diameter, and weighing
o.4m.gr. The seed of Rhododendron ferrugineum has

a length of o.S— i m.m., a breadth of 0.2—0.3 m.m.,
and weighs only 0.06 m.gr.

M. Kerner thus sums up the results of his observa-

tions :
—

I. Only dust-like substances, such as pollen, spores,

diatom-scales, &c., can be distributed by currents of

air over wide stretches of land and sea in iminterrupted

flights, and thus be brought into the alpine regions.

2. Fruits and seeds of flowering plants which are

provided with a web-like floating apparatus that dis-

tends itself in dry air in the form of a parachute, are

carried upwards by the ascending current of air which
arises on sunny days in aljiine regions on the cessa-

tion of the horizontal wind ; but after sunset they sink

again to the ground at a small distance in a horizontal

direction ; and the object attained by this floating

apparatus is not so much the adaptation of the seeds

for long journeys, as to enable them to settle on the pro-

jections and in the crevices of steep precipices and
rocks, and to clothe with vegetation these rock-walls

which are not easily accessible by other seeds.

3. The presence of membranous margins and wings
favours the transport of fruits and seeds by horizontal

currents of air ; the horizontal distance, however, over

which these seeds are carried scarcely ever extends

further than from one side of a valley to the other side,

and the distribution of the fruits and seeds of flowering

plants, in so far as this is caused by currents of air, can
only proceed gradually and step by step.

4. Fruits and seeds which are d,eficient in any kind
of appendages which facilitate flight are scarcely

influenced by currents of air ; it is only when these

seeds are of very minute size and extremely small

weight that they can be driven short distances by
horizontal winds.

These results, insignificant as they may seem, are of

great importance in the solution of a whole series of

questions relating to the geography and history of

plants, which may here be briefly indicated.

If the seeds of flowering plants can only spread

themselves step by step, an unbroken chain of habitats
must have at one time existed between the outposts
\yhich each plant occupies on the extreme limit of its

area of distribution and tlic centre of this area. If the
area of distribution is interrupted for a considerable
space, and if there is no possibility of the carriage of
fruits or seeds by some other agent of distribution,

such as designed or accidental transportation by
men, animals, or water --the interruption of the area
of distribution, or its sphtting into two, three, or
more sections separated from one another, can only
have arisen in the course of time ; for the supposition
that the seeds of flowering plants may be carried by
currents of air from one mountain range to another,
from one island to another, is inadmissible, from the
considerations advanced above. We find, however,
in the Alps, in limited spots favoured by local con-
ditions, groups of plants which otherwise have no wide
distribution, and only crop up again in the far south,
and whose transportation by man, animals, or water
can be negatived with certainty. These can only be
considered as abandoned outposts of an earlier area of
distribution connected by an uninterrupted series of
habitats. The circumstance, however, that these
colonies of southern plants occur on several points of
the eastern Alps, forces us to the conclusion that since
the last glacial period, a warmer climate must have
reigned in the region of the eastern Alps, under favour
of which these southerly plants were propagated far
more widely in an unbroken chain of habitats ; but
that later, in consequence of the change of the climatal
conditions, these species retreated to more southerly
regions, and have only remained in northerly latitudes
in isolated localities greatly favoured by the climate.

REPORT ON THE STATE OF VEGETATION IN THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN, EDINBURGH, DURING THE
FIRST FOUR MONTHS OF THE YEAR, FROM 1850 TO 1871.

By Mr. James M'Nab.
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This shows the average increase in height, from May 3

to November 11, to be nearly 10 inches ; and from

November 11 to February 22, to be ih inch;

proving that they, in moderately open winters,

as this was, continue to grow during the whole

of it ; a peculiarity the existence of which I am not

aware of in any other hardy tree. Notwithstand-

ing this, it is only in low-lying or very cold situa-

tions, and on rare occasions, after warm moist autumns,

followed immediately by very low temperatures, that

serious damage is done. This can be proved by re-

ferring to the almost innumerable multitude of fine

specimens which are spread all over the country,

north, south, east, and west, from the large plant

at Dropmore, now 50 feet in height, downwards, to

those to be seen in connection with almost every villa.

In many places it shows great health and vigour, in

others it does not thrive so well—not so much from

climatic causes as from the soil either wanting some

"-^- .- .— chemical ingredient which it requires, or from pos-

it is lined "with a thick layer of indiarubber to ' sessing some which it dislikes in too large quantity, as,

prevent abrasion of the bark ; a screw serves to fix the for instance, lime, with which the Araucaria does not

clamp in place. Projecting teeth on one

side of the clamp allow of the insertion of

the end of the notched lever. The fulcrum

consists of a stout plate of iron which fits

into the notches of the lever, and is itself

fixed to the top of a stout wooden three-

legged stand. Our illustrations (figs. 68

and 69) will sufliciently show the way of

using the machine, by means of which, as

we are assured, the tree is removed with a

minimum amount of damage to the roots,

much more qmcldy, and far more satisfac-

torily with the than spade. Such is the ver-

dict of French practitioners.

at command, wet days can be adopted for watering

inside borders—more especially where the tanks are

small, and the soft water is going to waste down the

over-flow pipe. 7- Miller, Worksop Manor.

TREE LIFTER.
We copy from a recent number of the Rez-ud Horti-

cole two illustrations of a machine for uplifting and

removing trees prior to transplantation. We confess

the apparatus has a barbarous root-destroying appear-

ance, but it is so highly spoken of by M. Carricre,

who has seen it in use, that as honest chroniclers we
have deemed it advisable to bring it under the notice

of our readers. The instrument in question was in-

vented by M. Henri Chatenay, a nurseryman of Doue-

la-Fontaine, France, and is in use by many of his

fellow nurserymen, who testify to its good qualities.

It consists of a cylindrical iron clamp, opening by

means of hinges, and capable of adaptation to the tree,

NOTES ON CONIFERS.—III.

Abies Pattoniana.—When this fine Spruce

was first introduced by Jeffery, and nametl

by him in honour of the late Mr. Patton

of the Cairnies, much was expected of it,

both as a timber and an ornamental tree

—

more than will, I fear, ever be realised. It

is said to have been first discovered by
Lewis and Clarke while exploring the

sources of the Missouri River, in the years

1804-6. They describe it as being found

by them attaining 300 feet in height, with-

out any branches on the stem for more
than 200 feet, and 42 feet in circumference

at a point beyond the reach of an ordinary

man. I\Ir. Jeffery, who discovered it in

the Mount Baker range, in Northern Cali-

fornia, describes it as a noble tree, rising

to a height of 150 feet, and 13.^ feet in

circumference, and towering above the rest

of the forest ; but as it ascended the moun-
tains it got gradually smaller, till at last it

dwindled down into a shrub not more than

4 feet high. This is a very marked and
distinct species, and quite hardy. At Castle

Kennedy and a few other places I have
seen nice healthy plants of it from 5 to 6
feet in height, and nearly as much in

diameter, but unfortunately it appears to

be a slow-gro\\'ing tree, at least in the

northern parts of these kingdoms. It has

a close, dense habit when young. The leaves

are light green on the upper, and slightly

glaucous on the under side, giving the tree

when seen at a distance, a light greyish

appearance. Altogether it is a tree worth
attention, particularly if when older it

comes to grow quicker, which is the case

with not a few Conifers.

Araucaria imhricata.—Introducedin 1796. c

Indigenous to the mountains of Chili, where
it is sometimes seen 150 feet in height. In
forests it is often seen bare of branches
for three-fourths of its height. It glows
at high altitudes, often reaching the snow line, antl

never more than 2000 feet under it. We might
infer from this, that it would prove quite hardy in the

British Isles, which in general it has done, but unfortu-

nately there are well-known exceptions where, in an
extremely exceptional season, 1S60-61, large specimens
were killed. I believe this would never occur were it

not that the Araucaria, from some cause, with us con-

tinues to grow during the greater part of the year.

Whether this arises from our comparatively cold
summers deranging the habit of the tree, and not
admitting of the growth being finished before winter,

as is probably the case in its native habitat, I know
not. The following notes were made in 1S52-53, and
have reference to the aliove theory :— I measured six

plants of Araucaria imbricata on the dates below named,
and the following were their respective heights :

—

Kn;. 68.—M. tllATENAV's TKKF.-T.ft TER.

ago a plant was growing here on a ihin, poor soil,

and in a very exposed situation, stunted and unhealthy
in appearance. The propriety of manuring Conifers

was about that time being discussed in the horticul-

tural periodicals, and in high quarters disapproved of.

Having previously and with favourable results been
using decayed vegetable matter of various sorts, it

occured to me that the aforesaid Araucaria would be a
favourable subject for experimenting with. I had the
soil all loosened 3 or 4 yards round the plant, some of

the worst taken away and good soil substituted in its

place, and three or four loads of decayed vegetable

matter from the rot-heap were spread over the soil and
round the plant. It did not growmuch the next year, but

tlic year following it commenced to throw up a shoot

which it took two years to finish, and which measured

about 5 feet ; after resting a little a tier of branches was
formed. Once or twice since a similar stimulant has

been applied, and the rain washing down the essence

of the manure about the roots has kept up the vigour

of the tree. I this day measured the distances betwixt

the tiers of branches, the tree being now in perfect

health, with unusually large leaves, 9 inches

being the distance of the tier immediately
l>elow the one from which the long growth
commenced, foUowetl by 5 feet 3 inches,

3 feet 11^ inches, 2 feet 5 inches, afterwards

about I foot 6 inches—thus showing that

manures, when judiciously applied to

Araucarias, particularly when planted on
poor soils, add greatly to their vigour.

As an ornamental tree its merits are well

known and highly ap[Heciated ; its severe,

formal habit makes it highly suitable for

planting near buildings and on dressed

grt)unds. As an avenue tree it is very

pleasing, and it is being not unfrequently

used for that purpose. Its timber in its

native country is said to be hard, heavy,

and durable, taking a fine polish, and
being much in demand. As a forest tree it

may yet be planted in some parts of England
and Scotland ; on the seaboard and towards
the south and west it appears to do best.

In Ireland it is quite at home, and may yet

be planted for profit in that country. Till

it cones and ripens its seeds abundantly it

will always be too expensive to plant ex-

tensively ; already it has coned in Fmgland.

though I am not aware of its yet having

done so in either Scotland or Ireland. A
fine staminiferous plant at Bergany, in Ayr-
shire, betwixt 30 and 40 feet in height, has
this season shown numerous catkins.

A?'aucaria imbricata varic^a/a.—This is

a very interesting and striking variety, the

variegation showing to a greater or lesser

extent all over the tree, some shoots being

nearly all yellow, in others the leaves are

striped green and yellow, the tiers being

quite distinct, sometimes the yellow and
sometimes the green predominating ; while

the growths are young the shade of yellow

is light, as the season advances into winter

the tinge deepens to a fine rich yellow.

About one half of tlie tree is green, the

variegation showing less or more on nearly

every branch. The specimen here, now
upwards of 14 feet in height, is very

healthy. It was got amongst some seed-

lings which are growing here. Two or

three other plants have originated elsewhere

in a similar manner. It can be propagated

by grafting on the common variety ; but

\oung plants are still scarce. A. Fo^-'lcr.

Fir., 69.—IRON CL.\M1', OPEN.

pome Corrtsponbence.
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ihese walls of flower and foliage should run and ripple

a meandering stream, flowing from a pool at the foot

of the rocks at one end of tlie rocky glen ; tumbling

over the rocks above the pool should be a cascade, the

water of which should be warmed in a cistern, having

a coil of hot-water pipes in it. Growing near the edges

of the stream liere and there should be groups of Tree

Ferns, Musas, Heliconias, dwarf Bamboos, Papyrus,

&c., and over the boulders of rock should trail various

Anthuriums, Hoyas, and yEschynanthus. If a Tree

Fern died, I would try and grow Impatiens Jerdoni

and small Ferns upon it, placing it in a moist situation.

I would complete my ideal glen by planting a selection

of beautiful climbers in a heated and glass covered

border outside the main structure, and I would let my
Bougainvilleas and Bignonias, Combretums, Ipomoeas,

Clerodendrons, and Passion-flowers grow to their

heart's content in root and branch, when growing
seemed to be their wont. In no other way can these

gorgeous plants obtain the full justice their superb

beauty merits. Any one who has seen the roofs of

buildings in the tropics covered with such things as the

before-mentioned, can realise the effect they produce

when they have fair play. In a combined fernery and

climbery (if I may coin a word), tliey would get the

conditions they so well deserve to be supplied with.

yames MacPherson,

Leaves for Dishing-up Fruit.— I have a good
recollection of a plant of Abutilon striatum growing up

t)ie back wall of a lean-to vinery at Bryn-y-Pys Park,

Flintshire, some 20 years ago. It covered a large space

of the wall, and afforded leaves for the dishing-up of

fruit all through the winter months. It is besides a very

free bloomer at this dull season, the flowers coming in

very useful for cutting. The leaves of this plant when
so grown cannot be surpassed by anytliing else for

dishing-up fruit in the winter. When living in Sussex

nine years ago Bramble leaves were the choice of the

housekeeper. These were gathered daily from a

plantation near at hand, in which they thrived luxuri-

antly. They are certainly far preferable to Ivy, Portugal

Laurel, or anything else amongst hardy evergreens, and
let me remark that the Bramble forms a most effective

cover for game in some localities. T. Il'y/i/ie, Gr.,

IJolhrook^ Suffolk. [But Bramble leaves are not to be

had during the winter. Eds.]

Blue Primulacese. — Vour correspondent, Mr.
Wickham, speaks of a blue Auricula, pourtrayed in

Mr. T. Baring's \^xv Huysum ; it happens singularly

enough that a friend of mine has a blue Auricula
bloom represented in a group of flowers upon a pair of

vases. 1 have often wondered at this, and felt in-

clined to attribute the bright blue colour of this bloom
10 a freak or fancy on the part of the artist, although
the other flowers in the group are coloured with mar-
vellous faithfulness and truth. Is there a bright blue

Auricula in cultivation? yames AlacPherson. [Ves,

violet-blues, not aziire blues. Eds.]

Pegs for Roses.—In answer to " G. F. W."
(p. Si), allow me to say I have no doubt any black-

smith could make the iron pegs ; or, if a quantity was
required, they could be cast at a foundry. They would
necessarily be expensive, as the weight of metal would
be considerable, as each peg should be as thick as a

man's forefinger, and about 9 inches long. But I feel

sure " G. F. W." would find stout pegs chopped from
old Pea sticks answer every purpose ; they will last

two years, and cost very little, as they can be cut on
wet or frosty days. I have about 2000 cut every
winter at odd times. I would suggest that old wood
only be used, as if the wood is green, and a wet sea-

son ensues, many of the pegs will grow, although they
may be inserted upside down. I do not think iron

)jegs would hold in the ground nearly so well as wood.
Charles yames PerrVt The Cedars^ Castle Bromwkh.

Amaranthus salicifolius.—This beautiful foliage

plant is liivcly to meet with many patrons this season,

and I douht not a few remarks regarding its culture

would be very acceptable to many. Seeing how well
Mr. Dominy staged those shown at South Kensington,
I infer it is of robust growth and free. How do the
seeds germinate, however? Can they be treated like

other Amaranthuses, and as simply ? And can an
amateur raise the plants in his small dung forcing

frame, &c. ? William Earley.

Ripening Tulips : Bedding-out.—Like many
other of your readers, I have often been obliged to

remove my Tulips to make ready for the bedding
l^lants before the Tulips were anything like ripe for

taking up, consequently I have never had the bloom to
my satisfaction ; in fact, not so good as some of my
neighbours who never touch their bulbs, but let them
always remain in the ground year after year. But
after reading several articles in your columns, I deter-
mined last year not to disturb the bulbs till the folia^re

had completely died yellow, and the early part of last

se.ison, being a very cool season, I had to wait till the
end of July before I could get out my Pelargoniums,
which, I hardly need add, was very vexatious. Since
then a plan has suggesteil itself to me, which I think
might answer, and 1 should feel obliged if any of your
numerous readers, versed in such matters, would give
their views on the matter, I propo.se to take up the
bulbs with as much soil as possible directly the bloom

is over, and transplant them carefully to some part of

the kitchen garden, where the leaves may mature them
selves, and complete their drying processes before taking

them up for hardening, which will give me a month,

at least, more with my summer plants. Nuneaton.

Watering Greenhouse Plants. — It is a mis

take to suppose that compact fibrous-rooted plants,

such as Sikkim and other Rhododendrons, planted out

of pots, are contented with an ordinary surface

watering. In nine cases out of ten such plants have
been planted after attaining a large size in tubs or pots,

and may not have been soaked with water previous to

planting. I'A'en though they have been planted some
years the balls will be found to be dry, unless a basin

has been made around the bole of the plant with soil

sloping inwards, and filled with water now and again.

Take the R. arboreum, which seldom flowers pro-

fusely every year. The year it has few flowers less

water may be given to induce it to flower next year,

but if covered with buds ready to open as soon as

natural heat increases, too much water cannot be given

just now if found to be dry, and if watered now
thoroughly little more will be needed for the year.

Camellias oftentimes sufler after being planted-out in

this way, and may be seen to die off bit by bit through
sheer want of water. In planting old valuable plants

in new conservatories the utmost watchfulness must be
shown in the way of watering before and after plantin;_

Plant a little below the level, 2 or 3 inches, so that the

soil may slope inwards and not outwards, which is too

often done both in planting and potting plants. Fruit-

tree planting and pot-plant planting are two different

things altogether ; the soil in the one case may slope

outwards, but the soil of the other must slope inwards.

H. K.

The Carrot Grub.—The following is the plan

I have adopted with Carrots for many years, and never
lost a crop from grub or anything else :—In autumn,
when the ground is arranged for next year's cropping,

the Carrot ([uarter is amongst the first to get attention.

With a liberal dressing of well decomposed dung, the

ground is then trenched from 18 inches to 2 feet deep,

and put up in ridges. All the refuse from the former

crop {whatever it may have been) is put in the bottom
of the trenches, which keeps the ground open. In this

state it remains till the time for sowing ; the ridges are

then levelled down, and the ground gets a dressing of

wood-ashes, not less than half an inch all over, this we
dig-in one spit deep, making the ground level at the

same time, after which it has a good dusting of soot on
the surface. The ground is then ready for the seed ;

the drills are drawn, and the seed sown in the usual

way. ./. Ingram, Alnwick Castle Gardens.

Prize Medal, 1862 Exhibition.—Can any one tell

me in what class Messrs. Sutton, of Reading, were
awarded a medal at the International Kxhibition of

1S62 ? I notice this medal illustrated (for the first time

by them) on the title-page of their Amateurs^ Gnideiox

1S72, just 10 years after the supposed award, and it

has never, so far as I am aware, been claimed by them
previously. I have a vivid recollection that two houses

in the seed trade received prize medals at the great

Exhibition of 1S62, one for cereals, and one for general

collection of seeds, &:c., but the name of Sutton did not

belong to either of them. Perhaps Messrs. Sutton will

explain. Puffin.

The Victoria Electric Thermometer.— Al-

though present at the last meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society for the purpose of exhibiting and
explaining the \'ictoria Electric Thermometer, I find

that two important points in connection with it were
then discussed without my having an opportunity of

explaining them. The first, I believe, was that

although the instrument could be easily set to ring

when above or below any required degree, yet it would
be too sensitive

—

e.g.^ if set at 60° it would ring the

bell if the temperature was only one degree above or

below that point, and hence be almost continually

ringing. Second, that though it would ring the bells suf-

ficiently loud to call the foreman's attention at first, yet

in time he would become so accustomed to it that it

would not awaken him. In answer to the first objection,

I admit that it will ring the bell for I* of error in tem-
perature ; but then what I consider one of its chief

points of excellence is that it can be set so as

to ring only when the temperature is, say 4°, 6°,

or 8" above or below the temperature required.

In answer to the second objection made, I cannot
agree with those who imagine that a gardener could
lie in bed asleep with a bell {like tliat exhibited)

ringing at his ear for hours (it will ling the bells

12 hours without stopping if tiie temperature is wrong);
besides, this small thermometer would cause a bell as

large as an ordinary church bell to ring for that time in

his room. If the gardener should be deaf, or, what is

probable, become so by use, he has only to look at an
index worked by the thermometer, which will point to

the words "Hot," " Right," or "Cold," as the tem-
perature of the houses may be. If eitho/ of these be
considered insuflicient, do not blame the thermometer,
only the apparatus in connection with it, as it can be
made if required to throw the gardener out of bed on*

the error of 2° of heat in his houses. And what is

more plain and useful, I promise that if any of these

doubters will have the kindness at the next meeting to

sit in the chair which was occupied by a nubie lorcl at

3 o'clock in the afternoon last meeting, I will arrange
machinery so that the small thermometer, whigh they
could scarcely see, should, on the rise or fall of 2° ol

heat, '* soundly thrash " with a stick the said individual,

to his own and the company's satisfaction I George

Rotlinie.

Caution to Users of Lawn Mowers.—We have
had numerous complaints from parties using lawn-
mowers that travelling tinkers have called upon them
and represented that they were sent out by us, and that

they have thus been induced to allow them to repair

their machines. The result has been that they have pro-

fessed to put them into working order, and after tinker-

ing with them have made most exorbitant charges.

But that is not the whole evil ; in all cases where we
have had complaints made, the machine has been
damaged by what has been done and left in a more
unsatisfactory state for working than before. That
the public may be on their guard against such unprin-

cipled persons, we wish it to be clearly understood that

no workmen are sent out by us except by special orders,

T/ios. Green c^ .Son, Leeds.

Garden Co-operation.—While it must be admitted
that there are many existing evils, which might, and
certainly ought to be removed in connection with
under gardeners, both apprentices and journeymen
(see p. 40), it is difficult to see how a co-operation of

under gardeners can in any way bring about such a

result. It is but too true that journeymen gardeners

are for the most part under-paid. On the other

hand, some men are dear, even at a gift, and if

by co-operation is meant equality of wages, tliis

illustrates one of its greatest evils—that the idle and
unskilled woi'kman secures the same remuneration as

the industrious and skilful. No : equality of wages kills

interest, and thereby exercises a crushing influence on
both skill and industry. I am for letting a man rise

according to his own merit, and not for paying a

uniform rate of wages to the bad and good alike ; and
I warn those young gardeners who set up a high

standard for their goal, not to be led away by the vain

and delusive idea that co-operation, in its literal sense,

will secure for them a higher rate of wages, or settle

the feeling of discontent. The only co-operation that

I know of likely to bring about an increased rate of

wages, and in every sense bettering the young gar-

dener's condition, is that of a willing mind, coupled
with muscles and brains, and every other good i|uality

that goes to make a man worth the name of a gardener.

It is no use to do things by halves : "Whatsoever thy

hand findeth to do, do it with thy might." Without
doulH if this were the predominating spirit amongst
young gardeners of the present age, it would be found

to be the very best form of co-operation. I can
strongly recommend it. As to bothies, clearly that i-.

not a matter which co-operation could influence, but

would better be remedied by stating the matter in a

fair spirit to the head gardener, or employer. Thos.

Simpson, Broomfield.

Drosera rotundifolia.—Every one who knows this

plant must have noticed how very seldom the flowers

are seen expanded. \Vhether observed in its native

bogs, or under cultivation in the greenhouse or garden,

the flowers are almost invariably seen in the bud state,

or in acurled-up condition, evidently after full expansion

has taken place. I never saw this plant in full flower

till the summer of the past year, and that was about

5 o'clock on a sunny morning, and in my own garden.

Wishing to make an accurate drawing of a flower I had
never seen expanded before, I began taking its exact

proportions with a very small pair of compasses, but nt

the moment the compasses lightly touched the flower

that very instant it closed up. After making a sketch

{without measurement) of another expanded flower, I

tried in succession the sensitiveness of every remaining

open flower, and found they all instantly closed at the

slightest touch. It seems reasonable, therefore, to

think that this plant is so seldom seen in full flower

owing to its extreme sensitiveness to touch, the flowers

being far more sensitive than the leaves in this

respect. W. G. S. [An important fact, if confirmed.

Ens.]

Christmas Rose (Helleborus niger).—A charm-
ing hardy, free-blooming jjlant, producing pro-

fusely its delicate white flowers at the present dull

season, and tolerably well known amongst gardeners,

and yet it is scarcely to be met with in a day's journey.

A few days ago I saw 20 or 30 roots planted in a
narrow border alongside a plant stove, all of which
were flowering very freely. These plants were care-

fully protected by bell-glasses, or rather I ought to say

the flowers,—the plant beingashardy as a Dandelion-

-

for the delicate white flowers are apt to he soiled and
splashed by heavy rains, while the above simple pre-

caution keeps them nice and clean ; indeed, they

looked as fresh as exotics on the glasses being re-

moved. A rich handful of, say, two or three doyen
blooms, could at any time be cut from these plants for

a week or two to come, and they are very useful for

bouquets (or many other uses to which cut flowers are

usually put) at this inclement season, when flowers of

any kinrl are comparatively rare. Tliis plant grows
well planted out in an ordinary herbaceous border, and in

one or two old country gardens 1 have come acrcss

vigorous pal dies nearly a yard in di;inir'ter, whi'/h
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annually pioduce an abundance of flowers. It is cer-

tainly a subject well worth encouraging, as perhaps the

best winter flowering herbaceous plant we have at

present in cultivation in Kuropean gardens. F. IV. A.

D. T. Fish Apple. — We have received from

Messrs. Rush & \'eats, Katon Road Nurseries, Chester,

a specimen of a new seedling Apple raised by them,

and named by the raisers in compliment to our excel-

lent correspondent, Mr. D. T. Fish. We are informed

that it is one of a batch grown from pips collected

at random, so that its precise parentage cannot now
be ascertained. We are now in a position to give an

illustration (fig. 70), and to reprint the description

already given of this handsome Apple. Kruit

large, roundish, flat at both ends, irregular, and

obtusely angular. Eye small, half closed, set in an

evenly-formed shallow basin. Stalk short, the end

level with the base of the fniit. Skin smooth, of a

uniform clear straw colour, with small specks of

russet, and on the side ne.\t the sun slightly flushed

with crimson. Flesh white, rather soft, tender, juicy,

with a fine pleasant sub-acid flavour. A large, very

handsome, and excellent kitclien or sauce Apple. In

use from November to January. Well worthy of

cultivation.

bert le Due; Cotitiaissatue Pratujue dtt Chcx'al, &:c.,

by A. Vial (.\ Practical Treatise on the Morse, with

numerous plates) ; D'utioiiitaire f'?/t'/-/«(i/>(' (Dictionary

of \'eterinary Medicine, ^c.), by L. Feni/.et, with a pre-

face by M. J. A. Barral. Some of the above are richly

illustrated with those beautiful woodcuts which ap-

peared in the magniticent work entitled Pans, Pro-

menades et yardins de Paris, and many of which
have since become familiar to the British public

through some of the many publications of Mr. W.
Robinson. We shall take an early opportunity of

adverting at greater length to some of the

above remarkable publications.

—

Speefruin Analysis,

by Dr. H. Schellen (Longmans)

—

P'ood, ll'ater, and Air
(Wyman & Sons)—The hrst monthly part of T/ie

Garden— T/ie People^s Afagazine— The Sehoohnaster,

a new weekly educational newspaper and review

(Cassell)—The second series of The Cobden Clnb

Essays, 1S71-2 (Cassell).

gfftitcs 0f 36fl0li5,
:

Amung New Publications and New Edi-

tions, to some of which we may allude at greater

length at some future time, we may mention, Grund-

tiigc dcr Obst-Baiiknnde^ von J. G. Beer (Williams .t

,

Norgate), (Outlines of the Culture of Fruit Trees), a
'

German treatise, well illustrated,

and containing much useful in-

formation to those who read Ger-

man.— The Floral Magazine^ edited

by the Rev. H. II. Dombrain
(Reeve & Co.), appears this month
in large 4to, with four coloured

plates, by W. G. Smith, and
accompanying letterpress. The
plates, when of interest, will be
noted in our list of Plant Portraits.

Two pages are devoted to accounts

of exhibitions, garden economics
(new inventions), reviews of books,

and catalogues received. The in-

creased size of page gives the artist

a better chance of displaying his

skill, and this circumstance leads

us to regret that the three Verbe-
nas have been so crowded as they

are. By the way, such has been

the advance in Verbenas, that,

apart from their leaves, the present

illustrations, conectly representing

three new varieties, might be taken

for Phloxes. — Mr. W. Earley's

capital little pamphlet, Hoxv to

Grow Mushrooms (Bradbury & ^^

Evans), has, we are glad to see,

reached a third edition). — The
Entomologist''s Annual for 1872
(Van Voorst), an excellent little

publication, contains amongst other

articles one on. British gall insects,

some portions of which we shall

probably extract on another occa-

sion.

—

Guide du Botaniste sur Ic Grand St. Bernard, par
i

M. P. G. Tissicre, one of the canons of the famous
Hospice (Williams & Norgate), is a classified list of

plants found wild on the St. Bernard, and may be
recommended to the notice of those contemplating a

visit to the mountain. It is preceded by a biographical

sketch of the author. The following details may be
useful to those who cultivate "alpines:" Theelevation
of the monastery near the summit of the pass is given

at 2473 metres (between 7000 and Sooo feet), some of

the neighbouring peaks attain as much as 4397 metres.

The mean temperature of the year is given at — 1°.26,

about 30" F. ; that of the winter at —S°.24 = about
17° F. ; of January, the coldest month in the year,

at —g^.Sg^about 15'' F. ; that of spring at —2''.4i =
28 F. ; that of summer at +6". 08 = 43" F. ; of July
and August (the hottest months) at +6°.20 and 6°. 44,
about 43' F. respectively ; that of the autumn at

+ o*. 62 — j^" F. The maximum temperature observed
during loyearshas been + I9° = 66°F., andtheminimum
during the same period —27*^ — — 16° F.

—

Financial

Reform Almanac for 1872 (Longmans), full of valuable
statistical information.—From RI. Rothschild, 43, Rue
Sabit -Vndre des Arts, Paris, we have received the

following i—Les Oiseaux Utiles et les Oiseaux Nuisibles

(Useful and Noxious Birds), by H. de la Blanchere;
Prairies et Plantes Fo7irraghrs, par E. Vianne (Field

and Forage Plants) ; Le Monde des Fleurs (The W^orld
of Flowers), by the late Professor Lecoq ; Mise en
Valeur dcs Sols Pair.'res (Utilisation of Poor Soils), by
Alfred Fillon ; Elhnens de Sylvicnlture (Elements of

Arboriculture), by A. Bouquet de la Grye, sixth

edition ; Guide Pratique du yardinier PaysagistCy

&.C., par R. Siebeck, translated from the German
by J. Rothschild, and edited by Charles Naudin,
with numerous coloured plans ; CEuvres Ag7-onomiques
et Forestiere de Varenne de Fenille (Agricultural and
Arboricullural Works of Varenne de Fenille), by Phili-

Florists' Flowers.
(Continued from p. 80.)

Perhai's the least satisfactory of the lists of new
flowers of the year were the Dahlias, notwithstanding

that certificates were unsparingly bestowed. The
grandest flower of the year is undoubtedly John
Standish, a superb bright crimson-scarlet self flower,

raised by Mr. Turner, large in size, fine in form,

very full, and quite constant, as was testified by

its being so much exhibited ; it can be truthfully

designated the premier flower of the year. Kate
Ilaslam, a very pretty delicate violet-pink flower;

Flu. 70.- T. KISII AI'l'LK.

Livonia, light purplish peach; Maid of Essex, pale

ground, tipped with purplish rose ; Mephistopheles,

crimson, heavily shaded at the edges ; Mrs. Waite, de-

licate blush-lilac ; Old Port, dark maroon, flushed witli

crimson ; Souvenir d'Herbert Turner, delicate blush-

white ; William Keynes, pale orange-red, suffused with

pale salmon ; and Yellow Standard, soft deep yellow :

all received awards of the first class, while several

others had that somewhat anomalous distinction, a

Second-class Certificate. The best new Fancy Dahlia
was Mrs. Saunders, yellow, tipped with white, a

greatly improved Duchess of Kent,—a very old but

worthy flower, that can yet be found in collections ;

Admiration, creamy yellow, striped with purplish

crimson ; Bucks Lass, creamy yellow, tipped with
brown and mauve ; Dolly Varden, pale ground, flaked

with crimson ; and Laura Haslam, primrose ground,

tipped with white, represent the leading new Fancy
Dahlias.

That most useful of summer blooming conservatory
plants, the Fuchsia, is always in force among the new
plants, though it is to be regretted that the new
varieties are rarely or ever seen exhibited as such pre-

viously to being sent out. And yet the new Fuchsias

of the past five years have shown an advance as

marked as that observed in any other popular flower.

Mr. Bull and j\Ir. Cannell send out new batches

yearly, in wliich there is considerable novelty, as in

this direction lies the chief advance. Flowers with

striped corollas, once considered to be beyond the

grasp of the present generation, are becoming frequent,

the purple of the corolla being distinctly marked with
red. Who knows but that the tinted tube and sepals

of some of the light coloured varieties may in the

course of time become handsomely striped ?

Never before perhaps in the history of the Gladiolus
did so many new varieties receive First-class Certifi-

cates as during the past year, as many as 14 of these

falling to the lot of Messrs. Kelway 6: Son, of Lang-
port, now the leading cultivators of the flay ; while Mr.

J. Douglas, of Loxford Hall Gardens, as representing
the amateur cultivators, has obtained five awards of
the same order. Massive flowers, finely formed, and
richly as well as delicately coloured, forming noble
spikes of considerable length, are represented in the
new varieties of the past year. Experienced cultivators
are found asserting that there is a tendency on the part
of some of these fine seedling forms to change in

character after a year or two, and, in so many words,
are found asking that a longer trial should be given tu
the new varieties—that they should be more thoroughly
fixed in character. Whether there is ground for this

fear or not, is a matter that can be left to time to

prove. The briefest glance at the new flowers of 1871
must comprehend the successful break obtained by Mr.

J. Standish, which crowned his efforts to cross some of

the varieties of the G. gandavensis section with the
recently imported species, G. cruentus. An altogether

new type of flower resulted, which took the circular

form of the Lily, and so became a veritable floricultural

surprise. This, which was named Alice Wilson, was
one of the most remarkable floral products of the year.

Mr. W. Chater's batch of new Hollyhocks contains
some very fine and beautiful flowers, highly refined in

character. Jennie, Peerless, and Rose of Sharon, by
other raisers, received First-class Certificates, the
second being a medium-sized and distinct flower, the
colour pinkish salmon, tinted with buff".

Hyacinths George Peabody, S.R., Marquis of
Lome, S. B., Princess Louise, D.R., Princess Louise,

S.W.. and W. M. Thackeray, S.B., all received First-

class Certificates. They may be heard of again a dozen
years hence.

That useful bedding plant, the

Lobelia, has appeared during the

past year in several new and ac-

ceptable types, especially of the

dwarf or pumila section. Brilliant,

rich deep blue, one of the larger

type ; and Celestial Blue, ofa clear

azure blue, were an excellent pair,

because of the decided hues of

colour. Two new white varieties

of L. speciosa came to the fore, one
named White Perfection, for which
Messrs. J. Cc C. Lee obtained a
First-class Certificate ; and Snow,
a very promising, useful variety,

in the hands of Messrs. Carter,

Dunnett &; Beale. Both of these,

when fully exposed to the atmo-
sphere in sunshine and shade, had
no lint of blue in the flowers.

Thus, a really white variety of I«

speciosa seems to be a bequest of

the year that is gone.

New Show Pansies seem to be
as plentiful as ever, but they, too,

are rarely seen southwards nowa-
days. Raisers of repute, like

Messrs. Dicksons & Co., Downic
Laird & Laing, and others, still

produce ; and as their flowers in

the past have acquired a high

reputation for quality, there is

much reason to believe the present

productions are no less worthy than

their fellows. The new Fancy
flowers are very numerous, and they show increased

size, texture, form, and novelty of colouring. A'. D,

©bttuarg.
We notice with great sorrow the deatii, on the 2^th

uU., of Mr. Thomas Oshorx, of the Nurseries,

Fulham, at the comparatively early age of 53. Mr.
Osborn's thorough rectitude of principle, and genial,

amiable disposition, endeared him to all that knew
him. He was present at the last meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society, apparently in good health ; and
the intelligence of his somewhat sudden and premature
death will be received with deep regret by the numerous
personal friends who so highly esteemed him.

Belgian papers announce the death, at Liege, on
the 17th ult., of Dr. Spring, in his 59th year. Y\\\

Spring was German by birth, but made Belgium his

adopted home, having been appointed Professor of

Physiology in the University of Liege, in which city he
practised as a physician. Dr. Spring was a writer on
subjects relating to medicine, physiology, geology, and
botany, but is more especially known in this country

for his monograph on Lycopodiums and Selaginellas.

We regi'et to have to record the death of Mr.
WooLLEV, gardener to Sir Wm. Jackson, Manor
House, Claughton, Birkenhead, who died on Friday
last, the 26th ult., at the age of 54 years. He had
occupied this situation during the last 1 7 years,

and was well known in the gardening world as a

successful grower and exhibitor of both plants and
fruit, especially Grapes, having, during his long
career, carried off many 1st prizes. He was mucli

esteemed by all who knew him, for his kind and
benevolent disposition, and many young gardeners

will deeply regret his loss.
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be allowed to be left too long befor ebeinjj done, at

is often the case when the trees are planted in a shel-

tered place. Be cateful not to plant too regularly or

too thickly
; give them a more natural character. In

the more central counties, the eastern aspect must be

avoided, as when an easterly wind has prevailed in

iVIarch for three weeks or more, I have known the

exposed part of the tree to be killed, from the com-
bined action of the cutting wind and roasting sun.

I'nder such conditions all the Mexican species, which
are amongst the most graceful and beautiful of the

whole genus, are sure to be totally destroyed. I have
seen this happen after many years' growth, and unfortu-

nately they can be grown only in very sheltered places.

Pinus patula is one of the most beautiful, from its pen-
dulous and feathery foliage ; once I had one of the

most lovely trees I ever grew, promising to surpass all

other kinds, but it was killed in tlie year i860, with
every one of the smaller examples of the same species,

though in different aspects, so that this beautiful tree

can be planted with success only in the South. I should
fancy Ireland would be most suitable for its gi'owth.

I have planted all the Mexican kinds that could be
had for money, and there Is not one left. The Cali-

fornian species are more hardy, and of these I shall

next treat. F.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—Attend to Grapes hanging, and the cleaning

and dressing of \'^ines, as directed last month. Where
phints are kept under the Vines, the best way is to cut

the Grapes with a portion of the wood attached, and
keep them in bottles filled with water in a cool, diy
room. The \'^ines are more properly at rest, and more
able for their work, than they are when treated for the
preservation of the Grapes, as they often are till the
forcing period commences. Thin the bunches and
berries of advancing crops as they require it ; in leaving
bunches to come to maturity, the most compact, with
strong, short stalks are to be preferred, as they are sure
to swell their berries well, and are not so liable to

shank as the more straggling bunches are. Avoid hard
forcing in cold, dull weather. Airing should receive
every attention, and be admitted on every favourable
opportunity, as nothing is more ruinous to Vines in
all stages than a close stagnant atmosphere ; when
air can be admitted freely, forcing can be carried on at
double pace. See that outside borders are properly
protected from the cold rains and snow, and that inside
ones are not suffering from want of water, or the reverse
by frequent sprinklings. Houses in bloom should be
kept steady at 65° at night, with a rather dry
atmosphere, shutting up early in the afternoon with
So° or more. Newly-star ted, houses should be syringed
several times a day, and any strong rods that may
prove slow in breaking can be bent back, and kept
constantly moist. Attend to disbudding, pinching,
and the proper development of the foliage in every
progressive stage. G. J., Glamis.

Melons.—Plant out in the best heavy loam that
can be procured ; if poor a sniall quantity of bone-dust
or rotten cowdung may be added. Avoid as one of
the greatest evils in Melon culture too much root-room.
Place a little pounded charcoal round the collar of each
]ilant. This is a capital preventive of canker, to
which some kinds are liable. Do not let the bottom-
heat exceed 70°, with a top-heat ranging from 65' to
70°, according to the state of the weather, and cover tlie

glass at night, to save firing and the health of the
plants. Maintain a moderately moist atmosphere, give
air on all favourable occasions, and a "dewing" over-
head when closing up. Sow for succession as follows :

put a couple of seeds in a 4-inch pot, half filled with
soil, and as soon as it can be seen which is likely to
make the best plant, destroy the other, and earth-up the
remaining one. By this plan no check takes place
through broken roots and cold soil, which is of the
gi-eatest importance to a plant so susceptible of injury
as the Melon. }\\ Wihhmith, ITeckfuhi,

Cucumbers.—-Tliose who may have a plant of any
favourite sort of Cucumber should propagate by
cuttings. It will be found that this method is some-
times better than from seed at this early season

;

besides, the plants generally fruit sooner, do not gi-ow
so succulent, and are not liable to sufter from such a
low temperature as young plants raised from seed. I

have known a kind that was shy to seed to have been
kept for three years by cuttings alone, but in the third
year it was found to be so weakly in constitution that
the experiment was discontinued. The cuttings should
be taken off the tops of the bearing shoots, placed in
pots, and plunged up to the rim in the hot-bed, and
covered over with a bell-glass ; nice strong plants will
be ready in about ten days. To recommend what
sorts of Cucumbers to grow at this season, I should
certainly say a short variety, but most gardeners have
their favourites. It is worthy of consideration at this
season whether short or long Cucumbers will be the
most useful for the family ; some require one oi* more
daily, others not so often, therefore, for general use, it

is better to have a medium-sized variety, which is also
generally more prolific than larger ones. R. H. D.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Wall Fruits.—Pmck tms require great care and

attention to keep them in a thriving, healthy con-
dition in most places, but particularly so where the soil

and situation arc unfavourable. One great point to be
attended to, is to secure well-ripened wood, and this

'

no easy matter always in our climate. Avoid planting

the trees in highly-enriched borders, which induce
gross shoots, that rarely get properly matured in ordi-

nary seasons ; and the consequences are, that when
the young shoots have pushed forth, the leaves begin
to curl and blister, and the trees to gum and canker.
In pruning, do not retain too mucli wood, and cut

back the last year's growth one-half, always cutting to

a leaf-bud. This is an important matter, for it is

better to have 4 inches of well-ripened wood than to

retain more that is not properly matured. Proceed
with the pruning and nailing of the trees whenever the

state of the weather permits ; give the trees a good
dressing of the mixture previously recommended, or of

Gishurst Compound, before they are nailed. Do not

use old shreds unless previously boiled, as they har-

bour the eggs of insects. In general, it is best to use

fresh shreds and ligatures. M. S,i/e/, Stourfon.

Hardy Fruits.—In the absence of frost the plant-

ing of all kinds of fruit trees may be proceeded with
till the end of the month. If not already done, all

newly planted trees should be securely tied to stakes,

and have a good mulching of rotten dung to protect

the roots from the drying ^vinds of March. Push
forward the pruning ol Apples^ Pt-ars, Plums, Cherries^

and Filberts. With the prospect of a heavy crop of

fruit this year, don't be afraid to thin out well the

spurs and buds, where they are the least crowded. It

is impossible to overrate the benefits of this practice.

If any Apple trees are infested with the Anierican
Bli^^hi, or woolly aphis, tliis is a favourable time to

eradicate them. There are several remedies, but I

have always found a little linseed-oil, rubbed with a

brush into the parts affected, to destroy them effectually.

i\/. Saul, Stoiirton.

Bush Fruits.—Where a kind of trellis is used to

train Citrraitts upon, instead of adopting the bush
system, it will be wise now to see whether it is firm

enough to stand another year, if not, attend to the

necessary repairs. In commencing lo prune and tie the

Currant, a sharp shake of the larger branches will often

save trouble and disappointment in breaking off

branches, which to the eye may look much like the

rest, but which by shaking are found rotting at the base,

and which would die in making the attempt to produce
leaves. The Black Cnrmnt, if planted and trained

against a north wall, will keep its fruit plump and good
many weeks after those in sunny aspects are rotten or
shrivelled. These should now be nailed in. In pruning
them leave as much young wood as possible without
crowding, and trust less to spurs than in the case of
Red or White Currants. The seasons of the latter

kinds also are prolonged if planted in north aspects.

These fruits are useful to garnish other fruit which may
be in season, such as Pears. H. Alills, Envs.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Mushroom-house.—The unfavourable state of the

weather in this locality places garden operations out-

side almost at a discount, therefore advantage should be
takenof getting all put right in the Mushroom-house.
Our first bed inside was spawned on September 16 last,

but is now getting worn out ; I shall give it a good
soaking of dung-water, adding a little salt, keep the
house about 50*, and make fresh beds if necessary.

R. Gilbert, Burghley.

TOWN GARDENING.
The present is a good time to sow Parsons' New

IVhite Mignonette for summer decoration : any good
soil will suit it. The only thing necessary to be done
is to well drain the pots before filling them with soil.

The soil should be firaily pressed into the pots, and
should be in a nice state of moisture when used, not too
wet nor too dry. About six seeds will be quite enough
for a 4S-5ized pot, and after the young plants are safe,

they may be reduced lo three in each pot. A fort-

night before Christmas I saw a quantity of fine plants
in the conservatories of T. Green, Er,q., at Harrogate

;

they were beautiful ol'jecls, and perfumed the whole
house directly the door leading into the consen'atory
was opened. The plants were about 2 feet high, and
formed handsome pyramids, covered with beautiful

spikes of bloom, from 3 to 6 inches long. A itw
dozen pots sown now, and just shelterei.t from the
weather under any ordinary garden frame or green-
house shelf, and planted out in May near the house,
would well repay the extra care bestowed on. it.

Many other Annuals, such as Neniophila insignis and
its varieties. Sweet Peas, &c., may also be sown and
treated in a similar manner as recommended above for

the Mignonette. All kinds oi Bedding Plants, such as
Pelargoniums, Verbenas, Lobelias, Sec. , that have been
kept in store pots during the winter months should,

now that we are getting more daylight, be partly shook
out, and repotted, and placed as near the light as pos-

sible ; after potting water sparingly for a week or
two till the roots have got hold of the new soil. Pick
all dead or decaying leaves off the plants, and give
abundance of air on all favourable occasions. If the

ground continues wet, owing to the heavy rains, very
little can be done in the garden outsido, beyond keep-
ing walks, Sec, clean. The roller should be used
sparingly on lawns, unless they are well' drained, else

lit will make the grass look unsightly, yo/in JVills.

Notices to Correspondents.
Amkrican HoKTicuLTfRAL Periodicals : W. W.,

Coatbridge. The Gardeners- .Monthly (Brinckloe &
Marol, 23, North Six Street, Philadelphia) ; the
Hortienltnrist {H^nryT. Wiinunis, ^. Heckmm street.
New York)

; the Amcrii\in A^ricnltun^f (OranKe
]udd&Co., New York).

BoiiJCRs : Caustic.
,
We cannot make out from your

letter the nature of the information you reciuire.

Botanical Diagrams : C. P. Professor Henslow's may
be obtained through any bookseller.

C'ALANTHB Vkitciui : j. Meredith. A very fine spike,
large, and beautifully coloured. One of the best forms
of this lovely Orchid which has come under our notice.

Camkllias : Orchid Grower. You should get the wood
ripened thorouglily, commencing, as soon as you perceive
the growth to be completed, to give more and more air;

and when it has become well set, let therh have full .

exposure if possible.

Chtswick Gardens : J. Moir^ Sons. Accounts of the
works being carried out here are published in the
Journal and Proceedings of the Royul Horticultural
Society, which may be obtained by Fellows on applica-
tion. We are also in the habit of publishing such ol

these as we think sufficiently interesting to our readers.
Of late years, as we have already btated, little has been
done in the way of practical experiments, but we buUcve
they are now to be resumed in earnest.

CucUMBi':RS : Constont Reader. .\ small, close house,
with full command of bottom and top heat, is desirable
for growing these. There Ikis been no recent treatise

oil their culture that we know of, and probably those
published some years since are out of print. Considt
our Garden Operations.

Currant Bud Disease : Constant Reader, Paisley.
Send us your name and address.

Dried Currants : A Subscriber. What you sent us
was a very good sample of the common " Currants " of
commerce, which are in reality Grapes. They are the
produce of tlie Black Cormth or Zante Vine, and are
easily cultivated in a house with about the same heat as
Black Hamburghs.

English Paradise Stocks : A. G. G. Your nursery-
man should be able to supply them or to procure them.
We cannot recommend dealers.

French Horticulturists Relief Fund; Pro. H. H.
Donibrain desires to acknowledge the receipt from
Galashiels of io.(. in stamps for the distressing case of
Madame Lierval. Further subscriptions are earnestly
solicited.

Insects : Anon. The little grub on the Azalea leaf was
quite smashed and unrecognisable ; but it is evidently

the young caterpillar of some small moth. Please send
specimens in a box alive. /. O. IV.

Names o}- Plants : A. IV. Senecio Petasites, alias

Cineraria platanifoUa. '

NE^v Pi:a"rs : IV. J. M. Mr. Rivers informs us in reply
to your question thatBeurre de I'Assomption was raised
by M. Ruille de Beauchamp, at Pont Saint-Martin,
near Nantes, about i860. Souvenir du Congres. he
received from Lyons, and tliinks it was raised there
from seed, but has forgotten by whom. For parti-

culars see Revue Horticote of 1868-69-70, where it is

figured.

Peach-buds Dropping : One in Trouble. The proba-
biUty is that it arises from having received too much
beat, which has unduly excited tliem. There ought lo be
no difficulty, however, in keeping a few bedding plants
in the same house. Heat sufheient to keep out frost

would not have injured them, but we fear you have
given them a good deal more. Dryness at the same
lime would assist. Now keep the temperature cool, and
give them as much fresh air as possible, with sufficient

moisture at the roots.

"Royal Curnwall Gazette": A correspondent
points out that acknowledgment is sometimes made by
the paper in question of the sources whence it lalces its

gardening articles. We are obliged lo our corre-

spondent for putting us right on this matter, and can
only wish the acknowledgment were more frequent.

Tree Carnation : A Subscriber wishes to know if the

pure while Tree Carnation is to be had anywhere?
Some years ago it was much grown in conservatories in

the North of England, but our correspondent lias not
seen it for many yeai-s. It used lo grow to the height
of 6 or 7 feet.

Vanda Catiicartii ; A. Van Geerl. This plant was
figured in No. 43, 1870, p. 1409.

Communications RKCKi\-En.— T. P., —H. E. M.—Gale Sand.—
E. B.~E. N.—Niineham.—B. T.-E. M.—A. R. H.—Hursr
& Son. -W. H.—C. B. S.—J. T.-Gardener.—R. M.—
f. C—J. McN.—H. C—J. R. J. —F. Autoinc.
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105s. ; do. Rocks, Sos. to 90J. ; Kenf and Essex

Regents, 60s. to 100s.; do. Rocks, 60s. to Sos. ;
French

Whites, soj. to 70s.

CO VENT GARDEN.—Feb. a.

We have had heavy consignments of Broccoli from

LornwiiU this week, and a large amount of home-grown
rough produce, which tend to keep prices stationary in

the open vegetable market. Aspara' Seakale, and

forced varieties are quite sufficient .^ the demand.

Cucumbers, however, are in better request, at an advance

on last week's quotations. Lettuces, Endive, and other

salading from Paris, are now regularly supplied three or

four times a week.
1''kuit.

s. d. s. d.
\

-• d. s. d.

Apples, per } sieve 2 o to 5 o
|

Melons, eacli

Cobs, per loo'lb. ..60 o —65 o Oranges, perioo
Filberts, per lb. . . o 8 — 1 o

,

Pears, per dozen
Orapcs, per lb,

I.eiTions, per 100

s. d. s. d.

ArLichokes.greeii, ea. o 6 to o 8

.\&paragiis, per 100 6 o— 8 o

Beet, per do/. . - i o— 2 o
Broccoli, purple, per
bundle .. . . 10— I 3

Brussels Sprouts, p.

lialf sieve.. .. i 6— 2 6

Cabbages, per doz... 10— i 3
Capsicums, p. 100.. i 6— 2 o

Cwrots, p. bunch . . o 5— o 7— French, dn. .. 1 o— i 6
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 2 o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle . i o— a o
tjhilies, per 100 .. i 6— 2 o
Cucumbers, each . . 2 o— 3 o

French Beans, new,
per 100 . • • 3 o~" 4 o

Potatos, Resents, loor. to

2 o to 5 o
. 6 o — ID o

^ . . 4 o— 8 o

40 — 80 Pine-apples, per lb. 6 o —10 o

7 o —iQ o Pomegranates, each 04 — 08

Vegetaules.

s. d. s. d.

Herbs, per bunch .. o 2 to o 4
Horse Radish, p. btui, 3 o— 5 o

o 416-20
I o— 2 o
04—09
O 2— O 4— 30

Leeks, per bunch
Lettuces, perscore.

.

Mushrooms, p. pott,

Onions, per bunch . o
Parsley, p. bunch . . o
Peas, new, per pun. .

.

Radishes, per bunch o
— French, do. .. o 4— o 6

Rhubarb, p. bund. . i 6— 2 o
Salsafy, per bun. .. o 9— i 3
Scorzonera, per bun, o 9^— i 3

Seakale, per punnet 1 o— 2 o
Shallots, per lb. . . 08— .

.

Spinach, per bushel 3 o— 4 o
Turnips, p. bunch., o 2— o 4

30J. ; Flukes, i20i\ to

Delayed Seed Orders.

TAMES CARTER and CO. have received Seed
OriJers without name or address of senders, bcarint' the followins

post marks :— Durton-on-Trent— Newni.irket— Liverpool — Stamford-
Harrogate—Stornoway—Stockton-on-Tees—Swindon.
This will probably explain the delay experienced by those of Messrs.

Carter's Customers by whom the respective orders were sent, and

who have not been supplied with their seeds.

237 and 238, High Hulborn, London, W.C.

U T U A R T. MAC DONALD AND CO.'SO WHOLESALi: LIST of FLOWKR SEEDS contains the

leading Novelties of the Season.

STUART, MAC DONALD and CO.'S
strain of Russell's Pyramidal Prize PRIMULA is the finest in

cultivation. ^^___^
STUART, MACDONALD and CO.S

Imported German Ten-week STOCKS, and Truftaut's Paeony
Perfection ASTER are of the finest description.

STUART, MACDONALD and CO.,
WiioLi£SALi': Seed Merchants and Seed Growers,

Southampton Row, llolborn, London. W.C.

New Lists.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING, beg to intimate
that their NEW LISTS of AGRlCtiLTHRAL, GARDEN,

and FLOWER SEEDS, FLORIST FLOWERS, GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, GLADIOLI, &c., are now ready, and may be had free

on application.

17. Frederick Street, Edinbur;ili ; and Sianstcad Park, Forest Hill,

London. SE. ^^_^__

Fines.

BS. WILLIAMS has now a fine stock of splendidly
• fjrown Plants, of all the best kinds, including both suckers and

successions of the CHARLOTTE ROTHSCHILD. Prices on
application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, LTpper Holluway, N.

Grape Vines. Fruiting and Planting Canes,
55. EACH.

—

Lewis Woodtiiokpl begs to offer a fine
and well-grown STOCK of all the best sorts. Descriptive

CATALOGUI':S free. Second sized RLACK HAMBURGHS, 31. t>d.

each. L. W.'s system of packing saves iialf the cost of carriasc-
Munro Nurscn,', Sible HedinKham, Essex.

]"71INE"STR0NG SHOW GOOSEB]':RRIEs7"i6^er
- 100: strung REI>and 15LACK CURRANTS, 8j. per 100, ijjpcr

1000; 2-yr. GOUSEUERRIES, 7s. per 100, £^ per 1000; strong 4-j''-

apples, JOS. per do^ , X3 per 100; splendid Dwarf-trained APPLLSi
15s. per doz. ; PLUMS and PEARS, 185.

_ R. THOIiNHILL, Jiowdon Nurscries,_Bowdon, Cheshire.

STRONG STANDARD APPLES, PEARS, and
WALNUTS—Fine Standard and dwarf-trained APRICOTS,

PEACHES, and NECTARINES, Standard and Dwarf Perpetual
ROSES, EverKreen and Deciduous Flowering SHRUBS, FOREST
TREES of sons, from 2 to lo feet. Prices on application to

CHARLES BIJRGESS, The Nurseries, London Road, Cheltenham.

French Shaws, 60s. to 70^.

/'or Want Places, &c., sec pat^e 167.

Orchids.

TAMES BROOKE and CO., Nurseries, Fairfield,

near Manchester, have a choice lot of ORCHIDS in first-class

condition, at really moderate prices. Orders for £io and upwards, if

left to I. H. & "Co., will be liberally and carelullj' selected, and
additional plants put in to cover carriage. CATALOGUES on
application to i6 and i8, Victoria Street, Manchester.

TjlAST LOTHIAN INTERMEDIATE STOCKS.—
Itrl February is the best month for sowing these celebrated Stocks,
.icknowledged to be the best of all Intermediate Stocks, and unrivalled

boiii for Flower Gardening and for Pot Culture. May be had true in

sc])arate packets of white, purple and scarlet, at is.,2s. (w., and 55. each,

from
THO.MAS METH\I.N XSU St iNS. i;;. Pniics Sir<-c-l, Edinburgh.
~'

Gladioli Seedlings, by Name, from Paris.

LEVK*JUE AND SON. Nl'KSKKVMi:n, Ivry-sur-Seine,
near Paris (late Boulevard dc I'Hopital), olTer the following;

—

(JLADIOLI SEEDLINGS, first-class, per 100, ;j. ;
per 1000 £300

100 GLADIOLI, by name, 10 sorts 080
100 „ M 25 .. .. o J4 o

100 „ „ 50 „ Ai to 2 o o
100 „ ,, I03 (I . - .

.

. .
^"2 to 6 o o

And upwards, according to the novelty of the sorts : all in good
flowering bulbs. Cheque on Bankers accepted for payment.

Standard Tea Roses and~Dwarf8^om Paris.

LE\'E(JUE AND SON, Nlkservmen, Ivry-sur-
Seine, near Paris, have a large stuck nf Standard and Dwarf

TEAS, comprising the best sorts :—Souvenir d'un Ami, Madame
Falcot, Soinbreuil, Triomphe de Rennes. &c Standards, £6 ;

Dwarfs, and on their own roots, ^£3 ; Souvenir de la Mahnaison, on
their own mots, £2 (w. Their stock of Perpetu.ils is also good.

Special Notice.

ROSES and VINES at Wliolesale Prices.
Fine Standard ROSES, best sorts, 10s. per dozen.
Fine Dwarf ROSES, best sorts, 7*. per dozen.
Fine fruiting VINES.ofsorts, gi. each

; 541. per dozen.
Fine planting VINES, of sorts, 2s. 6d. each; 24J. per doz,

LISTS free. Terms cash. Post Uftice orders payable at Huntingdon.
KIRK ALLEN, The Nurseries. Pr.impton, Huiuini;don.

Three First-class Certificates for the Magnificent new
HYBRID PERPETUAL CLI.MBING KtJSE, PRINCESS

LOUISE VICTORIA.
'"M. KNIGHT has still a limited number of stron

New Seed Catalosue for 1872.

MESSRS. JOHN AND CHARLES LEE
will be happy to forward, post free on application, their New

Descriptive Priced CATALOGUE of GENUINE SEEDS, containing

every Novelty for 1872, lo any of their Friends and Customers, and
others who have not already received it.

Royal \'ineyard Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, W.

New Seeds
CHARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE of SEEDS

is now readv, and may be had on application.

This Catalogue contains selections of the best in each class, and
descriptions of the leading varieties only.

C. TURNER'S CATALOGUE of HARDY TREES, including a
full collection of Fruits, Coniferic, Evergreen and Deciduous Shrubs,

and Trees, Roses, Sic. may also be had.
The Rnval Nur-;crips, Slough,

W'^ .. nts of the above, and will continue to supply it at 71. (>d.., or
three for -zis. Usual Trade discount. Also, a large and varied
GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, which cannot be surpassed.
CATALOGUES free on application.

Floral Nurseries, Hailsliam, Sussex.

To tliG Trfl-deTDOBSON AND S 0*N S have to offer
• CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, PRIMULA, liALSAM.

CYCLAMEN, and Intcrnicdiale STOCK SEED, from their un-
rivalled strain, in packets, on advantageous terms. See List, post
free on application.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W.

D^O~BS~0 NS '" CELEBRATED """SEE D S.
DOBSONS' Prize CALCEtJLARlA, unequalled, u. 6rf., 2J. 6rf.,

31. 6rf., 51.

DOBSONS' Prize CINERARIA, 11. td., 2s, firf., 3s. 6rf., ss.

DOBSONS' Prize PRIMULA sinensis fimbriata alba, line, u. 6rf.,

2j. 6rf., 3*. (>d
,
5J.

DOBSONS'^ Prize PRIMULA sinensis fimbriata rubr?, ex. ex.,

If, 61/., 2J. 6d., 31. 6rf., 5s.

DOBSONS' Prize BALSAM, eight varieties, is., 2,f.

DDBSONS' Scarlet Intermediate STOCK, 6J. and is.

The above in sealed packets, post free.

JOHN DOHSI)N .\ND SONS, Seed Meri.hants^ls>le»\orlli, N.

New Japanese Lilies, Orchids, Maples, Conifer Seed, fee.

MESSRS. TEUTSCHEL and CO., Colchester,
Agents for Messrs. Kramer & Co., Seedsmen and Nurser>'-

iiien, Yokohama, Japan.
CATALOGUES of Importations in preparation, will include three

New Lilies and L. Leichllinii, several New Orchids, Seeds of Abies
Firma, &c.~"

BritishFem"CataIogue^
TI> OBERT SIM will send post free for six postage
.\^\} stamps, Part I (British I'"erns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Eerns) nf his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Font's Crny Nursery, Sidcii]i Hill, Kent,

MITCHELL AND YOUNG, Brechin, N.R., offer the
following, which arc all well grown and healthy, at special

low iirtces :

—

LARCH, transplanted, r to t\i foot, and ij^ lo 2 feet.

SCOTCH FI K, do., native, to 12 ins., 12 to 15 Ins., and iJ-J to 2 ft.

PINUS CEMBRA, i', lo^% feet.

CUPRESSUS LAWS'ONIANA, i foot to 3 feet.

LARCH, 2-yr. Seedling.
BEECH. 2-vr- Seedling.
RASPBERRIES and CURRANTS.

Samples sent on application.

Felargonlums for the Million.
TAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of
f/ FRENCH. FANCYj^nnd SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

,
seed or

strong Plants. CATALOGITES gratis on application

HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, m 24 v:

plants, as per former Advertisement.
Crown Nursery, Reading.

c H O I C E TRICOLOR
Prince of Wale;
Mrs. Dunnett
Sunbeam
Wonderful

GERANIUMS.
Miss Burbett Coutts
Mrs. John Glutton
Italian Beauty
Mabel Morris

Jetty Lacy
Sir Robert Napier
Pre-eminent
Phcebus

The 12 for 2IJ., cash ; package free.

Remittances requested from unknown correspondents.
ALFRED FRYER. The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

ESSRS^~R7~ANir~Fr"ALLUM, The~Nurseries,
Tamworth, ofier the following :—PELARGONIUMS, ver\'

line, in all the leading sorts, in 3-inch pots, 45. per dozen; in s-incn
pots, i)S. per dozen. Standard ROSES, fine. 12s. to iSi. per dozen;
Dwarf ROSES, qs. to \2s. per dozen ; POLY.^NTHUS, choice, 8.t. per
ioo;andS\VEETWII.LlAMSatii.6rf. per dozen;WALLFLOWERS,
best dark, strung, u. per dozen, 5s. per 100 : RASPBERRIES, strong.
15J. perioo; STRAWBERRY, Dr. Hogg, 4J. per 100; CURRANTS
and GOOSEBERRIES, 35. 1045. per dozen.
CATALOGUE of SEEDS and GENERAL NURSERY STOCK

free on application.

RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a
sketch of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for

Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping,
Treatment under Glass, also their synonyms, quality, size, form,
skin, colour, Hesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &c.
Free by post for one stamp.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Worcester,

R U I T"^ T R E E S.
1,000 VICTORIA, and true GREEN GAGE PLUM TREES,

Standards and Pyramids, well-grown.
10,000 APPLE and PEAR TREES, Standards and Pyramids, strong.

5,000 GOOSEBERRY and CURRANT TREES, dressed Standards,
All offered very cheap.

Splendid FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES: see advertise-

ment in Gardeners' Chronicle, lanuary 20, p. 82. Apply early to
W. JACKSON AND CO.. Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire^

New Catalo^e of Seeds, Plants, Fmits, &c,

P>
OBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

\j CATALOGUE, containing select Descriptive and Priced Lists
of Agricultural, Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, Fruit Trees, Miscel-
laneous Plants, Sweet Violets, ike, is now published, and will be
forwarded to applicants.

The stocks of seeds have all been procured Irom the best possible
sources; all are warranted genuine, and arc offered at the lowest pos-
sible prices. Intending purchasers are requested to compare the
prices with those of other nouses.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

SANDY AND S"6N beg to offer the following
• articles, of which they have a large stock :

—
APPLES, two years grafted, 5 to 8 feet, not cut back, all the best

Standard varieties. Names and price perioo or 1000 on application.

YEWS, English, transplanted two years since, perfectly lurnishcd,
2 to 3 feet.

BOX, Tree, very good, 1 to 1J2 foot.

LAURELS, Common, il^ to 2 feet, two years transplanted, bushy.
Prices per 100 or 1000 on application ; and samples of two Yews, two

Bo.\, and three Laurels forwarded on receipt of 21. 64. in stamps.
Ihe Nurseries, Staflord.

ANTED, healthy plants of common HOLLY,
YEW, JUNIPER, and BOX, height 2?^ to 3 feet. Plants with

naked stems a foot or more high preferred, to protect from rabbits.

Also RHODODENDRON PuNTlCUM, or Seedlings, DAPHNE
LAUREOLA, and SWEET BRIER. State price per 100 to

GEORGE STANTON, Park Place Gardens, Henley-on-Thames.

To the Trade.
FINEST STRIPED FRENCH MARIGOLD

Finest LEMON AFRICAN MARIGOLDS
Finest ORANGE AFRICAN MARIGOLDS
LOBELIA SPECIOSA
TROP.*:OLUM CANARIENSE
ASTERS, (jUILLED GLOBE, finest colours, separate and mixed
ANTIRRHINUM, finest mixed
PANSY, Show, from named flowers

Prices on application.
DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING, Edinburgh.

Superb Ranunculuses.
CTYSO, Florist. &c., Walliiigford, Berks, is

• offering assortments of this beautiful hardy Flower at 31. and
V. per dozen sorts, post free for cash with order. He will send a
CIRCULAR with descriptions of a Collection of 50 named sorts, on
Bpphcation; also a TREATISE on CULTURE, price 6d., free to

purchasers of 105. worth
Choice DOUBLE ANEMONES, 2s, and 3s. per doicn, named sorts,

w ith full directions for culture.

GERMAN SEEDS of superior quality, in assortments of is.,2s. 6d.,

and 55. ANNUAL FLOWER SEEDS, 12 packets, post free, 2J. 6d.

CATALOGUES gratis.

Forest Treed, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Fruit Trees,
ROSES, &c.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE'S Priced LIST of
the above is now ready, and will be sent free on application.

They arc prepared to supply well-rooted, hardy plants, and their stock
is large and varied.

The Carlisle Nurseries, Knowcfield.
Office and Seed Warehouses, 44, English Street, and Blackfriars

Street, Carlisle. ^
Evergreen Hedge or Screen.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS. "This beautiful silvery
Conifer, in appearance between the Cypress and Siberian Arbor-

vitK, is fast-growing, compact, and bears clipping well ; it is so hardy
that no frost can hurt it in Britain.

Upright, well-prown shrubs. 7 feet high and upwards, at the
extremely low price of 30s. per dozen.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

STRONG Transplanted LARCH. 2 to 4^ feet ; OAKS,
SPRUCE EIR, SCOTCH FIR, HAZELS, and other FOREST

TREES; strong and exlri strong QUICK. The Larches being
grown on newly broken-up land, in an exposed situation, are extra good
routed, very stout, with fine leaders. Prices very reasonable, wnich
can be had by applying to

C. WnrrEHOUSE, Brereton Nursery, Rugeley, Staffordshire.

ROBERT NEAL, Nurseryman, • Wandsworth
Common, Surrey, S.W., begs lo offer to Gentlemen who intend

planting this season his large and varied stock of FRUIT, FORES T,

and ornamental TREES. Standard and Dwarf ROSES,
RHODODENDRONS, CONIFER.E. SHRUKS, &c., which are
now in fine condition for removal. CATALOGUES may be had free

on application.
The Nurseries are within a few minutes' walk of the Clapham

Junction, and Wandsworth Common Railway Stations.

F~
OX and GAME COVERTS.—The BITTER
WILLOW is the cheapest, most easily reared, and most useful

plant >et offered for forming new coverts, or improving those already

made. Birds arc especiallj' partial to Willow plantations. Bitter

Willow stakes, i to 4 feet long, will ni.ike a really good covert the first

year, and perfectly secure from the attacks of rabbits. Anxious to

make the value of this plant better understood, W. Scaling will supply
cuttings or stakes at the following extremely low rates for the remainder
of the planting season :

—

10 inches long, 155. per 1000 I 36 inches long, 40J. per 1000

15 inches long, aoi per 1000 48 inches long, 501. per 1000

24 inches long, 30J. per 1000 | 60 inches long, Oos. per 1000

Increasing in thickness as they increase in length, and all. except the

10 inches, cut from 3-yr. old snoots. The two lareer sizes are well

adapted to make hedges, in place of Thorn or (Juick-rearcd, See
article in Rural Aitnaiiac, 1872, p. 37, published at the Field office.

WILLIAM SCALING, Willow Nurseryman, Basford, Notts.

MOUNTAIN ASH, for Underwood.
3 to 4 feet, 3^, per 100, 25s. per 1000 ; 4 to 5 feet, 4J. per 100,

30J. per 1000 ; s to 6 feet, 51. per 100, 35^. per 1000 ; 6 to 8 feet, 105. per
100. See Catalogue.

JAMES SMITH. Darley Dale Nu rseries, near Matlock.

Forest Trees.
LARCH, SCOTCH, SPRUCE, SYCAMORE,

HORSE CHESTNUT, BIRCH, LIMES, MOUNTAIN
ASH, &c. A fine stock. For prices, see Catalogue.

JAMES SMITH. Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

Forest and Ornamental Planting.

PETER LAWSON and SON respectfully solicit

early orders for FOREST TREES and ORNAMENTAL
TREES and SHRUBS, which they can supply to great extent.

The large breadths of LARCHES, from i to 3^^ feet, SCOTCH
"ORV """ " -".>..-. ... .

i-
-FIR, NORWAY SPRUCE, AUSTRIAN PINES, and other leading

f FOREST TREES, are unusually fine, and worthy of inspec-

tion. CATALOGUES and special oflers will be furnished upon

Edinburgh and London.—December, 1871.

To Thicken Plantations and Shady Walks.
HEMLOCK SPRUCE.— This gracelul, beautiful Fir,

so Jrequently described in American travels,

—

4 to 5 feet, 51. per dozen, 30J. per 100,

^ to 6 feet, 85, i)cr dozen, 50J. per 100.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcestc r._

TO BE SOLD, cheap, in consequence of ground being
wanted for a Cemetery, the following :

—

LARCH, 3 to 4 feet, very fine ; 2 to 3 feet, very fine.

AUSTRIAN PINE, 2 lo aJi feet.

ASH, ELM, BEECH ; first-class LAURELS, 4 to 5 feet, moved
last winter; WELLINGTONIAS, 3 to 4 feet, fine plants ; Scotch
FIR, I fool 6 inches.

CHARLES BUTLER, The Nursery, Wellington, Salop.

STRONG FOREST TREES, for planting in sheltered
places, for immediate effect :—Austrian Fir, 2 to 3 feet; Scotch

Fir, 2 to 4 feet ; Larch, 2% to 3'-^ feet ; Oak, 2% to 3 feet ; Alder, 3 to

5 (eel ; Sycamore, 3 to 7 feet ; Norway Maple, 5 to 7 feet ; Mountain
Ash, 5 to 6 feet ; Birch, 4 to 5 feet ; Ontario and Lombardy Poplars,

3 to 5 feel ; Huntingdon Willow, 4 feet ; Weymouth Pine, iJi to a feet

;

Cemtra Pine, ij^ to 2 feet.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, The Carlisle Nurseries,
Knowefield, Carlisle.

To the Trade.

BETA CHILENSIS (True), the variety grown so
extensively in all the London Parks and Public Gardens.

—

The Undersigned have a small quantity to ofTer, Price per ounce
on application.
BUTLER, Mcculloch, AND Ca, Covent Garden Market. WC.
^ETA 'CHILENSIS (tme, "

selected).^This choice
variety is superlatively beautiful, and cannot be surpassed ; it is

well suited for all ornamental purposes. No Garden should be with-

out it. A small quantity only can be supplied. Price on application

to the Grower,
H. J. HARDY, Stour Valley Seed (^.rounds, Bures, Essex.

POTATOS, choice sorts for Seed, all of H. • "'
Prices given on applic

Surplus Stock.

JOHN CARTER, Nurseryman, Keig
Yorkshire, offers to Gentlemen and the Trade the following,

quality good in every respect :

—

Ash, common, 7 to 8 feet. I FIR, Scotch, I'i to :i feet.

ELM, Wych, 5 to 7 feet, | „ Spruce, iJi to 2,'^ feet.

SYC.'VNIORE, 3 to 4 feet, and 5 to 7 feet.

WILLOW, Huntingdon, 3 to 5 feet,

2-yr Seedling BERBERIS AtjUIFOLIUM.
2 and 3.yr. ASPARAGUS | ARTICHOKES. Jerusalem.

Australian Seeds and Plants.

SEEDS of TIMBER TREICS, PALMS. SHRUBS.
&c., Plants indigenous to Australia, New Zealand, and Fiji,

including ARAUCARIAS, TREE FERNS, variegated FLAX, &c.

Orders maybe left with our London Agents, Messrs^C. J. BLACK ITH
AND CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C., for

transmission.
SHEPHERD AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Darhng

Nursery, Sydney, New South Wales. Eslablishcd 1827.
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As supplied to the i

Queen.

BUTTONS'

Improvement

GRASS LANDS
BV Sowing

As supplied to the

Prince of W'ALts.

MIXTURERENOVATING
of line GRASSES and CLOVERS,

Thousands of meadows and upland pastures are producing less than
half tlie quantity of hay and feed which the land is capable of, from a
dcliciency of those plants which are most productive and suitable to

the soil.

From 6 lo I3 lb. pec acre of SUTTOXS' RENOVATING
MIXTURE, sown in February or March, will produce a most bejic-
liciiil effect, and greatly increase the quantity and quality of the
succccdiny hay crops, f'ricc lod. per lb. , 85*. per cwt.

Complete Instructions on the Formation and Improvement of Grass
Lands gratis on application.

SUT TON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the < lueen aiid the Prince of
W:iles, Readiii,-.

Agrlcmtural Seeds.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO.. Sized Growers

and Sttn Meki h.vnis, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
thai their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of HONIE-GROWN
AGRICL'LTUKAL SEEDS is now ready and will be for^varded,
post Irce. upon application.

RAYNBIRD. CALDECOTT, BAWTREE.
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited).

Corn, Seed, Manlrk, and Oilcake Ml:rchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.G. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
for Wheat ; 1863, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

Asricultural and Garden Seeds.HAND r. SHARPE'S Trade CATALOGUE of
• HOME-GROWN SEEDS is now ready. It contains all the

\ ery best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low,

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

MR. JAMES ERASER, Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the firm of J. & J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.

Wood Engraving.

MR. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London, N.

TO BE SOLD, the LEASE of a NURSERY and
convenient DWELLING HOUSE, within eight miles of Covent

Garden Market.—It contains nearly 2 Acres of Ground, Five wcli-
built Greenhouses heated by Hot Water, Pit 'Lights, and good
Stabling. A hrst-class Jobbing Trade might be easily established.

—

F'or particulars address
A. Z., Gardeners' Chrmticle Office, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOR SALE,
NURSERY IJU

Old-established FLORIST and
USINESS, well-known, and where a successful

Trade has been carried on for 25 years. Several thousand feet of Glass,
about Two Statute Acres of Land, and Lease of Land. Three minutes'
walk from an important railway station and post office-

Market business could be done with Manchester (distant five miles),
and three other large towns. Rare opportunity, the present owner
wishmg to retire.

T. N. Z., 2, Whright Street, Oldham.

E

SALES BY AUCTION.

JOHNSTONE'S ST. MARTIN'S RHUBARB,—
Strong roots, is. td, each. Price lo the Trade on application.

The above is undoubtedly the best variety of RHUBARB in culti-
xalion, whether for Forcing or Out-door culture. The leading
Nurserymen in Britain,; and also most of the London Trade, have had
supplies direct from us.

W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen, Dundee, N.B.

Established 1793.

JOHN K. KING, Seed
Grower, Co;,'(ieshall, Essex,

will be happy to supply his unrivalled
Hardy Prize Stocks of M.VNGEL
WURZEL, SWEDES, and other
TURNIP SEEDS (carefully selected
from large roots), at moderate prices.
Large Purchasers supplied at

special moderate prices.

FARM SEED LISTS post free.

Carridgc paid on orders of aw. and
upwards. Five per cent, discount
for cash.

For Seed.

H

SALE THIS DAY, AT HALF-PAST TWELA'E O'CLOCK.
ConBignment of Plants from Ghent.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, Kin" Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

SA rURDAY. February 3, at half-past 12 o'Clock p^eci^ely, an
importation of CAMELLIAS, Indian AZALEAS, Hardy RHODO-
DENDRONS, and C-'VNNAS, from Ghent; 1000 Standard, Dwarf,
and Climbing ROSES; Herbaceous P.-EONIES, from France;
FRUIT TREES, CONIFERS, LAU RELS, HOLLIES,
DKCIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS, STRAWBERRY PLANTS,
GLADIOLI, RANUNCULI, and ULIUMS.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.
R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

^•-^ his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on
TUESDAY, February 6, at half past 12 o'Clock precisely, Silver-
pencilled HAMBURGHS. from Miss Williams; SPANISH,
COCHINS, and BANTAMS, from Mr. Howard; CARRIERS,
from Mr. Ord ; TURKEYS, GEESE, DUCKS, DORKINGS,
ERAHMAS, and other varieties of POULTRY and PIGEONS,
from the yards and lofts of well-known Breeders and Exhibitors.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

M

city Auction Booms, 38 and 39, Gracecburcli St, E.C.
SALE of 3000 LILIUM AURATUM, 350 STANDARD and

DWARF ROSES, &c.

MESSRS." PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL
bv AUCTION, at the Rooms, as above, on TUESDAY,

February 6. at balf-past 12 o'Clock precisely, 3000 1,11.lUM
AURATUM a consignment from Japan; 350 Standard and Dwarf
Roses, by name ; Selected FRUIT TREES, CONIFER/E SHRUBS,
Hardy AMERICAN PLANTS, &c. ; also fine ULIUMS,
ANEMONES, RANUNCULI, GLADIOLI, &c.
On vievr the morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the

Rooms, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Lcytonstone, E.

TRADE

PEDIGREE

CHEVALIER
BARLEY,
which was awarded

The FIRST PRIZE THREE YEARS inSUCCESSION
(1867, i863, 1869, and again in 1871),

al the Birmingham and Midland Counties' Show,

Yielded, at Brighton, in 1869, TEN QUARTERS PER
ACRE, weighing 57 lb. per bushel.

ALSO

PEDIGREE BLACK TARTARIAN,
AND

PEDIGREE WHITE CANADIAN
OATS.

For price and full particulars of above, and of
PEDIGREE SEED WHEATS, apply to the Originator
of the System,

Captain HALLETT, F.L.S., Brighton.

G ELECT VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS.—
>J Amateurs and others who may be at a loss in making a suitable
selection of SEEDS for the GARDEN will be greatly aided by
^feSSn'" O'i.f Descnptive CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE andFLOWER SEEDS for 1873.
THOMAS KENNEDY AND CO., Seed and Nursery Establish-

ment, Dumfries.

S'
EEDS~NOT to be SURP.\SSED for QUALrf-y
and Cheapness combined.—,M1 Orders amounting to « sent

carriage free to any Railway Station in England, Scotland, or Wales
or to any seaport town in Ireland. No charge is made for packing or
packages. Your early orders will greatly oblige.

CATALOGUE free on application.
M. ^KEMP-WELCH, Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,

Sale of Engllsli-gTown Camellias, Azalea Indlca, &c.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL

by AUCTION, at the Auction Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, near
the Bank, City. E.C., on MONDAY, February 12, at half-past
12 o'clock precisely, without reserve, 350 CAMELLIAS, remarkably
well set with bloom-buds : and AZALEA INDICA, 300 Standard and
Dwarf ROSES, selected FRUIT TREES, choice AMERICAN
PLANTS, LILIUM AURATUM, from Japan; ERICAS,
EFACRIS, and other Plants in bloom. &c
On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the Mart,

and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Lcytonstone, Essex.

MIGRATION to CANADA.
THE EASTERN TOWNSHIPS.

I speak From the experience of many vtars" residtnce in the country
when I earnestly advise respectable fcn^^lish Emi(,'rants commg to
Canada to SETTLE m the EASTERN TOWNSHIPS, as being
especially suitable for them m point of Climate, (luality and Cheapness
of Land, beauty of Scenery, Social and Educational Advantatrcs, and
Material Requirements.
To centecl people of small means this district offers, pre-eminently,

a healthy, cheap, and independent home, and association, on equal
terms, with those of their own station of hfe. To the steady
Yeoman and industrious Agricultural Labourer it affords a sure and
easy means of settling in comfort and plenty on their own properly.

It is the Protestant district of the province of fiuebec, and the
Grand Trunk Railway passes centrally throufjh it, viJl this place and
the Market Town of Sherbrooke, which arc within three miles of each
other, and distant a five hours' run from Quebec and Montreal.
From Portland in winter, and from (.)ucbec in summer, the Grand

Trunk Railway brings Passengers on their arrival by the Canadian
Steamers from Liverpool lo this place direct, without more loss of
time than is needed lo change the luggage from the Steamer to
the Train.
All particulars as to passage can be obtained at the Office of Messrs.

ALLAN AND CO., Canadian Line of Steamers, Liverpool.
Every further information respecting the country will be given, by

letter, to those who desire it and let no one hesitate to apply to tne
for ii; there is no charge, lOHN H. CHARNOCK.
Lennoxvillc, Province of Quebec, Canada, Jan. lo, 1872.
There is good Hotel accommodation both here and at Sherbrooke.

Dutcb Agricultural Society.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION for AGRICUL-

TURAL MACHINERY and IMPLEMENTS, HAGUE.
SEPTEMBER, 1873, LAST IMY of ENTRY. AUGUST 15. For
Lists of Prizes, &c., apply to P. F. L. WALDECK, Secretary, at
Loosduinen. near the Hague, Holland.

BrRMTNGHAM~A"GRfcX'LTURXL^:"xm"BTTfON
SOCIETY.—The FOURTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION and

SALE of PURE-BRED SHORTHORN CATTLE will be held in
Bingley Hall, Birmingham, on THURSDAY, March 7, when the
following PRIZES will be offered :—
For SHORTHORN BULLS, above 12 and
under 20 months old /So, £,t<„ and L<.

For BULL-CALVES, above six and under
*'''*' ^' *'^

12 months old .£20, £10, and ^5.
Prizes will also be given in Classes for COWS, HEIFERS, and

older BULLS.
The ENTRIES CLOSE on SATURDAY, February 17.

Jf^HN B. LYTHALL, Secretary.
Omces. 89, New Street, Birmingham,

New Flower Market, Covent Garden.
NOTICE,—The GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND

AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE for NEXT SATURDAY,
Februarj' 10, will contain a FULL PAGE ENGRAVING of theNEW Flower market, covent garden.
Copies may be nad of all Newsmen, and at the Railway Stations.

Freliminary Notice.—Windlesham, near Bagshot.
extensive unreserved sale of valuable

nursery stock.
IVTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRISAND MUKKIS are

instructed by Messrs. G. Baker & Son to SELL by
AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the American
Nurseries, Windlesham. near Bagshot, Surrey, fifteen minutes' walk
from the Sunningdale Station, on the South-Western Railway, on
MONDAY, February 19, and two following days, at 12 o'clock
precisely each day, many thousands of FIRSl'-CLASS NURSERY
STOCK, in capital condition for removal.

Full particulars will appear next week.

Fymms Park. Edmonton.
A quarter of a mile from the " Angel."

MR. A. RICHARDS will SELL by AUCTION, on
the Premises, on THURSDAY, February 8, at ir o'Clock,

about 1000 GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including Camellias and
Azaleas, and Ferns and Stove plants ; 500 Show and Fancy PELAR-
GONIUMS, CINERARIAS, PRIMULAS, &c. ; Iron Garden
Rollers, Lawn Mowers, Farming Implements, 70 loads of Meadow
Hay, Punts, Boats, remaining Household Furniture, capital Billiard
Table by Thurston, &c.
On view the day previous. Catalogues obtained on the Premises,

and of the Auctioneer, Tottenham.

Cotham, Bristol.

^ Seed Season.
^T^EGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS, of the best
> quality, may be obtained from the old-established Warehouse of

W. H. ROGERS, 132, High Street, Southampton.
The Seeds from this Establishment will be found quite as fine in

every respect as those offered by great advertising houses.
All orders for and above the value of 205. delivered free to any

Railway Station in the Kingdom.

G
Extra fine Forcing and Planting Seakale.EORGE CLARKE has many thousands, ven- fine

clean stuff, this season, which he begs to offer as under —
llantmg size, 55. per 100; forcing, 10s., 12s.. and some superfine
selected Crowns, 155. per 100.
Nurseries: Brixton Hill. London. S.W. ; and Mottingham, Kent.S.E.

T\/"RIGHT-S GROVE WHITE CELERY, one of
T

J ^^f
largest and best -flavoured bleaching varieties ever intro-

duced; after the same character as the Grove Red, sent out by me
but blanches about a fortnight earlier. It has been awarded the First
rriies at the two Celerj- Shows held at Retford, the average weight of
the sticks exhibited being 6 lb. each. It was raised by mysel?, and
will be found one of the best while Celeries in cultivation. This isthe second season I have sent it out. and, as the stock of seed is
limited, ^^--b' orders are requested Price i* p. packet, or 6s. p. doi.W. WRIGH r. Seed Merchant. East Retford
Agents : HURST and SON, 6, Lcadcnhall Street London, E.C

Beddington Comer, near Mitcham.
To GENTLEMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, FLORISTS.

and OTHERS.
ROBT. W. FULLER and MOON are instmcted by

Mr. Buck (who is quitting) to SELL by AUCTION, on the
Premises, situate at Beddington Corner, near Milcham, on FRIDAY,
February q, al 11 for 12 o'Clock, a variety of FRUIT- BEARING
TREES, comprising about 1000 selected specimen Pyramid Pears—
Duchessc d'AngoulCmc and Louise Bonne of Jersey ; 11 large trained
Pears, 83 fine specimen trained Pears—Bergamotte d'Espercn and
Louise Bonne of Jersey, 20 large trained Apples, and about 1300 small
Pyramid Apples, of sorts ; also Four new Two-light Box Frames, One
Five-light and One Four-light Frame ; a nearly new Newport Pagnel
Dog Cart, Village Cart, Pony Cart, Cart Horse, Pony, Pony Harness,
and other uselul effects.

May be viewed the day prior to, and morning of Sale. Cata-
logues obtained at the place of Sale, at the principal Inns in the
neighbourhood, and at the Auctioneers' Offices, Croydon and Reigate.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1872.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

f
London Farmers' Club (Rev. G. Davies otl

Monday, Fab. 5
J

Method and Observation in Farm Manage-
\ ment), at Salisbury Hotel—^ P.M.
t Central Chamber of Agriculture {Council Meet-

Tli:sd.\v, — 6( ing—Local Ta.\ation—Contagious Diseases,
\ Animals—MaltTax),SalisburyHotel—II .\.M.

Wednesday — 7 1 ^°y^' Agricultural Soceity of England (Coun-
* ' I cil Meeting), at Hanover Square—Noon.

Hassock's Gate Nurseries, Sussex.
IMPORTANT SALE of SURPLUS STOCK.

MR. W. KENSETT will SELL by AUCTION, on
THURSDAY, February 15, by order uf Mr. G. Parsons.

SURPLUS STOCK, consisting of choice CONIFERS and other
EVERGREENS, ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c., including many
line specimen SHRUItS.
Catalogues may be had a week previous to Sale, from the Nurseries,

and 27 and 28, VVestern Road, Brighton; or of the Auctioneer, .Mr.
W. KENSETT, Ditchling, Sussex. The Lots will be on view on
Fehruarv- 12.

N.B. fhe Nurseries are within five minutes' walk of the Hassock's
Gale Station on the London and Brighton Railway.

Llttlebury, near Saffiron Walden.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORN.S.

MR. STRAFFORD begs to announce that he has
received instructions from the Executors of the late John

Clayden, Esq.,of Littlebury. to SELLby AUCTION, without reserve,
onTUESDAY, March 10 next, the ver>- select HERDof PURE-BREU
SHORTHORNS, consisting of about 35 Head of Bulls, Cows, and
Heifers, chiefly of the far-famed Knightley blood, and including a few
very choice specimens of the Kirklevington sort. First-class Bulls of
these renowned families have been used.
Catalogues with Pedigrees will shortly be issued, and further

particulars given in future Advertisements.
London, 13, Euston Square, N.W.—January 22.

AT a time when the lives of cattle are unusually
valuable to their owners, it is unnecessary

to apologise for reporting a Case of Cattle
Poisoning which recently came untier our
observation ; and as the plant which killed a
valuable cow in this instance has before this
killed kine and mankind by scores, we will

describe it and point out its bad character.
In the present case a valuable cow, amongst

several which had been turned into a meadow,
was found dead by the owner, and another
animal, which ultimately recovered, was dis-
covered to be alarmingly ill, foaming at the
mouth, with tottering gait and staring eyes.
The veterinary surgeon who was called in
found, on examination of the dead cow, that there
were red patches of inflammation on the mucous
surface of the stomach ; and the cause was not
far to seek, for amongst the undigested food were
portions of the spindle-shaped roots of the
Hemlock Water-Dropwort (OEnanthe crocata),
which we found had been picked by the animal
from the clearings of the open wet ditches in
the meadow. Some of these roots were brought
to us from the spot where they had been thrown
out to bleach in the air, until they fonned a
tempting bait for a hungry cow.
The Hemlock Water-Dropwort, like the

common Hemlock and the common Carrot, and
the Parsnip, is one of that large family of Umbel-
liferie which vary so greatly in their character
and qualities, the dilferent members being edible
and nutritious, medicinal, poisonous, or narcotic,
or highly aromatic and stimulating ; and in some
instances they have been greatly altered and
improved by cultivation. The bad qualities of
the Celery, for example, which in its wild state
is rank, coarse, and unfit to cat, are entirely
removed, or rather by the art of the gardener
their formation is pre\ented, so that in the
garden its blanched leaf-stalk becomes sweet,
crisp, juicy, and of agreeable flavour. The
OLnanthe pimpinelloides affords an example of
a still greater modification, since the roots of
the plant when cultivated at Angers are stated
to be harmless, though in the wild state are most
dangerous.
The bad " subject " to which we wish to

draw attention, the Hemlock Water-Dropwort,
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is a plant with deeply-cut leaves, growing com-
monly on the banks of ditches and rivers, 2 feet

or 3 feet in height, with a hollow, jointed, and
chambered stalk, like the common Hemlock ; but
it has a smooth, yellowish red appearance
instead of the shining green, spotted stem, and
it has a perennial instead of a biennial root, and
is, besides, a plant of only about half the size of

the common Hemlock.
Among some of the Hemlock family there is a

diiTerence in the properties of the different parts

of the plant, which appears to depend on the state

of maturity or elaboration of the sap. In some
cases the narcotic principle is found in the

ascending sap, and in the stems and leaves, while

the seeds are aromatic and not in any degree
poisonous. The root of the common Hemlock
possesses little or no active power ; the poison
resides in the seeds and in the leaves and other
herbaceous parts (which sheep alone eat with
impunity), and these portions of the plant are

eaten by few, if any, insects, and are instinc-

tively refused by horses, cows, and goats.

But our bad subject, CEnanthe crocata, is

poisonous in all its parts to most animals except
goats, and even its odour, if long inhaled, causes
nausea and giddiness. Its root, whether fresh

or dried, is a virulent poison, even when eaten in

small quantities, and, unfortunately, it is palat-

able. Sixty years ago, some French prisoners

confined at Pembroke, were allowed to take a
stroll, and, searching by the river-side for frogs

to eat, as our predecessors might have supposed,
they discovered some of the roots of our bad
subject, and ate them for wild Celery. By the

time they reached the town on their return one
man was suddenly seized with convulsions
without previous warning by sickness or other
inconvenience. His companions ran home for a
surgeon to bleed and A'omit the patient, but it

was too late for either the proper or thfc improper
course to be taken—the man was dead. Mean-
while, the two survivors, unaffected as yet,

distributed the "Celery roots " among their

comrades, who all partook of them for dinner,

and all speedily repented, for the two men and
eight others were shortly after seized with con-
vulsions. One of the two died, the other was
bled, and saved by an emetic with great difficulty,

owing to the jaws having become locked. The
others were bled, and saved by timely emetics.

There is a case recorded of eight boys at

Clonmel, who ate the roots of this same Hem-
lock Dropwort, and were soon seized with the
usual symptoms—burning heat in the stomach,
great agony, sickness, and convulsions. Only
three were saved, one of whom was maniacal
for several hours, another lost his hair and nails,

the third escaped unhurt, as the goats do.

A case of wholesale cattle-poisoning is recorded
by LiNN.KUS, who relates in his Toi.'r to Laplanit
that " at Tornea hundreds of cattle were annually
destroyed in the spring without any assignable
cause ; the poison was said to be of so pesti-

lential a nature, that although the animals were
flayed before they were cold, yet wherever their

blood came in contact with the human body,
it caused gangrenous spots and sofes : some
indeed had lost their lives in this way." On
examining the meadow in which the cows were
first turned out to grass, LlNN.+.us found in it a
bog or marsh, in which gre\V', in groat abundance,
the Cicuta aquatica, another of the Water
Hemlocks.
To coinplete our account of the Water

Hemlocks, we must notice the Cowbane fCicuta
virosa), a plant with an acrid root, which is

powerfully poisonous when in a fresh state. The
Cowbane has a Parsley smell, instead of the
]iauseous odour of common Hemlock, but it is

objectionable to cattle, and they are seldom
killed by it, except in spring, before the odour is

fully developed, when an unlucky cow occasion-
ally loses her life in the pasture, for want of her
accustomed discrimination. Horses, sheep, and
goats neither fear nor have any need to fear, the
Cowbane.

The means of preventing accidents will have
occurred to our readers. There is no necessity
to leave poisonous roots to become tempting on
the margin of ditches, or to allow Hemlock stalks

to kill and slay while green, or dry into " kecksies "

by the roadside. Our talk is of oxen, but
we may mention that it has not been ascertained
whether it was the juice of the common Hem-
lock, or of the ec[ually deadly Cowbane, which
the ancients administered to their crimimals—to

Phocion and SuCRATES. The symptoms in

both cases \Vere such as we have described.

The supply of English Wheat on Monday at

Mark Lane' was short ; dry samples sold readily at the

full prices of that day se'nnight. Wednesday's trade

was without animation, but firm as regards price.

Samples were inferior. The trade in beasts on
Monday at the Metropolitan Cattle Market was not
veiy brisk, but prices were better; a short supply of
sheep was cleaved off at rather higher rates. On
Thursday choice beasts were not plentiful, but there

was inquiry for them, and a good clearance was
elTected ; the few sheep on offer were sold at fully

Monday's rates.

Mr. Donnelly, C. B., who annually protests in

his report of the agricultural statistics of Ireland against

the Weed-growing PnorENsiTiES of Irish farmers,

moved, at the last meeting of the Royal Agricultural

Improvement Society :

—

:
. .

" That all persons occupying land who may hereafter

be awarded a prize from this society for green crop, horse,

cattle, sheep, or pig, shall be required, either by them-
selves, their agent, or 5te\vard, to subscribe the following
declaration :— ' I hereby declare that the lands ot •

are kept in a husbandhlte manner, and generally free from
all weeds such as may injure the occupiers of adjoining
lands."

He reminded the Council that 15 years ago the

Society had expressed "its entire approval of the
exertions of the Registrar-General in calling public
attention to the importance of the destruction of weeds
on the tillage and pasture lands of this country,
and the Society trusts that the local farming
societies will, as far as practicable, use every
exertion— by annexing suitable conditions as

to clearing of lands from weeds, in the distri-

bution of their premiums—in order to accomplish
this important object."—After a discussion, in the

course of which the possibility of attaining a desirable

end in the manner proposed was disputed, Mr.
Donnelly said as there was a general concurrence of

opinion on the importance of the subject, the only thing
being as to how it could be best attained, he did not
think it would be becoming in him to press his motion.
He hoped to be enabled to bring the matter forward in

a more satisfactory manner at the next meeting of the

Council.

The Mark Lane Express thus epitomises the
returns of nearly 500 correspondents scattered through-
out the kingdom on the Root C'Rors of 1871 :—It is

difficult to strike any general average of the yield per
acre of either Turnips or Mangels, but there can be
no question as to the favourable results, more parti-

cularly when, again, put into contrast with 1870. The
abstract for 1871 from 490 correspondents is thus
drawn out \'

—

'

.

Over .-iveiage

Average .

.

Under average .

.

None grown

Total
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from Mr. Alexander, of Kentucky. The first-named

Duchess has since her purchase produced a red bull

calf to lOTH Duke of Thorndale, whicli is 'pro-

nounced a good one. Lastly, Mr. Clieney has also

secured Lady Susan j*/, a roan, calved November, 1S67,

by QTH Duke of Thorndale, and out of Red Rose

by Waterton. These cattle were purchased through

the agency of Mr. R. Gibson, who took out some
Shorthorns to America from this country last year.

Mr. J. K. Fowler, speaking of the influence

of imagination upon breeding animals, feels "sure
{Jounta! of fhe Fanners' Clnh, Dec. 1S71) that a

lierd of valuable Shorthorns ought never to have a

Polled Scot, an Alderney, or any but their own breed
with them." Also he lays some stress upon " external

surroundings,'' such as the colour of gates, gateways, tSic.

These, he tells us, are kept black by Mr. M'Combie,
of Tillyfour, in order that his famous polls may not be
disposed to adopt a more lively tint in their progeny.
A lady well known in Shortliorn circles discontinued
whitewashing her buildings because her cows dropped
so many white calves, and the story proceeds that the

remedy was eflective, the calves coming darker in

colour afterwards. Considering that Mr. Fowler made
such free use of Mr. Darwin in his lecture on the facts

;uid principles of breeding, it is a pity that he did not

ijuote his authority upon this point of tlie influence of
the imagination of the mother upon the offspring.

Such influence appears to be of very doubtful force,

even in the human subject, and we cannot help thinking
it exceedingly apocryphal when applied to the lower
animals. Such unfortunate contretemps as ended in the
red locks of Lord Bantam have frequently been
related, but do not stand upon sufficiently well authenti-

cated facts to be unhesitatingly received. That the

sable buildings at Tillyfour or the whitewashed ones
at Branches Park can, or could, have any direct effect

in-influencing the characteristic colour of either Polled
Scots or Shorthorns is, we think, exceedingly unlikely.

At the same time it is a subject upon which judgment
must be reserved until we have more facts to guide us.

Nature is so diversified in her colours, that no amount
of precaution can prevent the admission of every conceiv-
able tint into the eye. One might with more reason
suspect the influence of a goodly slice of white Turnip
upon the imagination of a cow than a white wall in

front of her. A white cat, or duck, moving in front

of the Tillyfour cattle would, we cannot help thinking,
leave a more lively impression upon cows heavy in

calf than could be obliterated by the steady persistence
of a black gate post. Clouds also are white, and often
of striking form and possessed of movement ; and
yet v/e never Iieard whiteness in calves attributed
to this agency, or redness in calves to a succession
of brilliant sunsets. The laws which regulate colour
in calves are not understood, although there is little

doubt that they are closely connected with inheritance.
We have also, on more than one occasion, insisted

upon a fact which seems not generally appreciated
among breeders—namely, that there appears to be
a strong predisposition in cattle to assume a white
colour, and that, when cattle run wild, they gradually
approximate to this tint.' •

the hands of well-known breeders, they will be looked
forward to with considerable interest. VVc would
especially mention the Beeston and Bywell Hall herds
as having long been bred with gi*eat care and judg-
ment, and as comprising many first-rate animals.

• A new catalogue of the Carperby herd has just

appeared. WiNr)SOK Fit/.-Windsor, a bull which
was greatly admired at Wolverhampton last summer,
is the sire of some excellent young stock. More heifers

are e.\pected to calve to him during this and next

month, and others are shortly due to calve to Windsor
Prince, purchased from Mr. Lace, of Grenaby, Isle

of Mam. The catalogue contains the names and pedi-

grees Cf 43 females and eight bulls, five of which are

quite ready for service.

A case of disputed age, involving the question
of dentition, has just been placed before us. It is

that of a heifer calved in January, 1S70, and at that

time carefully entered in the private herd book of her
owner. She was a prizetaker in 1S70, as a calf, and
in 1S71, as a yearling. Subsequently she took a first

place in one of our leading shows last summer, and is

now under objection on account of her having four
** broad " teeth. A learned Professor has been con-
sulted on the i^oint, and lias given it as his opinion that

four broad teeth are conclusive against the heifer being
under two years old, the earliest period for four teeth

being two years and six weeks. The owner, on the

other hand, and his herdsman, both knowing the register

of birth to be right, naturally smart under the imputa-
tion of unfairness. "We have forced all we could,"

writes h&r owner, "and she is really a grand animal,
and we entered her for the Royal and Bath and West
of England shows ; but if this case is not decided
favourably for us, it will be no use trying her there

indeed, it is possible that her very early maturity of

body and teeth may be fatal to her success. I may
also say that her horns are as smooth as any calf's,

without showing any points. I know her age is right

in my herd book, and should I fail in making good my
case, I don't see the use of private herd books, nor
public ones either."

The Smithfield gold medal white ox of this
year was born August 20, 1S67, his dam suckled him
and his twin brother {only milking on three teats) with-
out assistance from any other cow. He was weaned
early in October, and wintered on hay and a little meal.
In the spring he went to grass, and the following
October he was shut up for about three weeks to fat

for the young class, but the late Mr. Stratton changed
his plan and turned him in a yard to eat rough hay,
straw, and roots. In the spring he went out to grass
as before ; the following winter hay and roots were his
only food. In the summer of 1S70 he went to grass
with the rest of the cattle, coming in for an
hour every day to receive about 3 lb. of linseed
cake. In September he was taken in, but never
exceeded 71b. of corn and cake per day until about a
month before he was shown, when he had an increase
in the form of some of Thorley's Condimenl. He was
taken out for exercise about half a mile every alternate
day until he went to Birmingham (November, 1871),
where he was first exhibited. From thence he went to
London, and after\vards to Leeds, where he was placed
2d to an animal recently exhibited at the York show,
where he had received no prize, nor, as we believe, com-
mendation, whilst the i st prize York winner (in

competition at Leeds) was not placed. This shows
that the judgment was, to say the least, peculiar. This
ox girthed, when in London, 9 feet 3 inches. Mr.
Bi-uce, of Burnside, Fochabers, purchased liim at
Leeds, intending to keep him on another year. He
took him, at the request of the committee {as extra
slock), on to Newcastle. Mr. Bruce tells us if he had
been in competition he must have won everything.

Among forthcoming events we may mention
the following ;—On March 8 Lord FiLzhardinge's sale
takes place at Berkeley Castle, Gloucestershire; on
April 4 the late Mr. Pawlett's stock will be disposed
of, and shortly afterwards Mr. John Atkinson, of
Bywell Hall Farm, Northumberland, will sell a
portion (?) of his well-known Booth and Towneley
herd ; and Mr. J. N, Beasley will also make a clearance.
These sales have been entrusted to Mr. Thornton, of
London, and all the hcrdo being, or having been, in

UTILISATION OF SEWAGE.
The history of the Metropolis Sewage Company, and

of its secretary, which appeared in your last journal,

substituted by Mr. Hope for a reply to my remarks,
is incomplete.

Mr. Hope should have stated that the concession of
the North London sewage, and the scheme with which
it was coupled, were handed over to the company by
him, as one of the co)teessionaires, and that in his capa-
city as general manager of the International Financial
Society he introduced it, and the public declined to
subscribe to it.

The directors, becoming persuaded of the impracti-
cability of the scheme, declined to proceed with it, but
afforded Mr. Hope every facility for carrying out his

views upon any scheme which he might succeed in

establishing ; and although he has made many endea-
vours during the last five years to enlist support to
schemes involving a very large reduction in the pro-
posed original outlay, he has been unable to accomplish
his object.

As respects Mr. Hope's misrepresentations ofmy posi-
tion in the Metropolitan Sewage Company, I need say
but little, since it is perfectly well known to you and to
those who are engaged in the sewage question, that I

have been actively employed here since the formation
of this as an experimental sewage farm, about six years
ago, and that the statistics contained in my reports for

the two past years are the results of my management of
the farm during that period.

Mr. Hope very improperly takes offence at remarks
made in a public sense upon statements and proceed-
ings of a startling and novel nature, forgetting that he
stands pledged to exemplify on his own farm an
entirely opposite system, through which the adoption
of sewage irrigation should become universal; an
undertaking to which he bound himself by reason, as he
alleged, of our failures at the Lodge Farm during its

past as well as its present management.
So long as Mr. Hope confined his operations to

endeavour to redeem the pledge he gave, so long was I
content to await the results, although they were some-
what tardy, hoping that his two years of practice would
agree with what his previous years of theory had pre-
dicated ; but when a totally different line of argument
is adopted by him, and all reference to the most
important subject, namely, the profit derived from the
use of sewage upon a farm, carefully and systematically
laid out, is altogether avoided, it is not unnatural that
some explanation is sought.

Mr. Hope, however, has stated that I have mis-
represented him, and has given the following denials
to my statements, and I therefore subjoin tlie following
quotations, in order to afford your readers an oppor-
tunity of judging of the inaccuracy of his assertions.
Mr. Hope's denials are numbered i to 5.

I. "I did not say that I agree 'completely' with
Mr. Bailey Denton."

'

The Journal of the Society of Arts, December 8,

1S71, p. 72, col. 2, line 15, gives the following account
of what Mr. Hope said :— " He had listened to Mr.
Denton's paper with great pleasure, and agreed with I irrigation proper was inexpedient. If he will go one

him so completely that he would not occupy time
in discussing those few minor points on which he
differed."

2. '* I did not say that * the metropolis is already
supplied with everything which it is in the power of
sewage to grow excepting corn,' nor did I make us^
of any expression tending in the slightest degree to
convey this impression."

I did not say that Mr. Hope made such a statement.
I asked whether such was the case ? for as cereals are
the least profitable crops, and as Mr. Hope recom-
mends their growth because it is so '* easy to over-
burden the market with garden produce" (see Journal
of the Society of Arts), I could not imagine any other
reason for his recommendation.

3. "I did not say that 12,000 tons of sewage could
not be passed through an acre of land in 12 months."

Mr. Hope has on every occasion denied the possi-

bility o( applying such dressings of sewage as 1 have
from time to time reported, and on April 24, 1S71, at

the Surveyors' Institute {vide report of proceedings),
commenting on my statement that I had applied 12,000
tons of sewage to i acre during the year, he said that
" he altogether disputed the quantities" on the ground
of possibility, and he went on to say that "he did not
think it possible, under any circumstances, to get so
much as 6 inches of water under ground at one time "

[Journal of the Institute of Suri'eyors, pp. 246, 247),
The quantity above referred to was applied within a
period of nine months, and averaged 7 inches of water
per dressing.

On another occasion I took the average standard
per head of population given us by Mr. Bailey Denton,
and spoke of having used the sewage of 335 persons in

one year on an acre of Italian Kye-grass, the quantity
being about 11,000 tons. Mr. Hope, in a letter dated
May 21, 1S71, and which appeared in your journal of
May 27, says :

—"This quantity is equal in nitrogen to
more than 10 tons of the best Penivian guano. Mr.
Morgan's statement is, tlierefore, a transparent ab-
surdity. It is quite clear that if he did pass any such
stupendous quantity of liquid—equal to about six years'
rainfall—over the land, he simply wasted it."

Mr. Hope here does not even allow that 11,000 tons
passed through the land, which it did, but "over" it,

and even then he speaks of it as a "stupendous
quantity!" and treats the whole affair as a "trans-
parent absurdity !

"

4. "I did not say that I had 'passed 31,000 tons
of sewage through an acre of my own land in one
year.'

"

Mr. Hope said that he had applied sewage on the
Romford farm at the rate of 31,000 tons per annum per
acre, and, at the price which he says he pays for it,

I charged him with a waste " at the rate of ^'64 i is. S>d.

an acre." His denial, however, is a mere quibble,
for on reference to the Journal o^ the Society of Arts,
p. 73, col. I, line 36 from bottom, the following report
of what he said will be found :

—

"On his farni at Romford, in last June, December,
and January, he had applied 6000 tons an acre continually
to a portion of about 7 acres, and the result was perfectly
satisfactory, although the land had not been so
thoroughly drained as it should be for such a purpose.
This was at the rate of about 31,000 tons per annum per
acre, and the 16,000,000 of gallons in Birmingham would
be about the same proportion when applied to 1000 acres,
consequently he did not apprehend any danger from the
operations proposed to be carried out tliere.

'

Thus, in three months, upon i acre, he disposed of
more than half as much sewage as I stated I had used
in 12 months {the absurdity of which was transparent)

—

a quantity equal to 5 feet in depth over its whole area,

whether passed through the land or oyer it he does not
say; and that he found it so "satisfactory" that he
contemplates applying at Birmingham something like

five times that depth within four times the period

!

5. " I did not say that ' the best use of sewage would
be found in the application of that of 20 to 25 persons
to an acre in the production of cereals.'

"

At p. 73, col. I, line 9 of the Journal of the Society

ofArts is the following statement by Mr. Hope :—
" He had previously stated that land would not take

the sewage of more than 20 to 25 persons per acre, and
after two years' experience his belief was it was impossible
to get the value from the sewage of more than 20 persons
per acre, for it was very easy to overburden the market
with garden produce, and the bulk of the manure, there-
fore, must be converted into more portable produce, such
as cereals;" and by such use of sewage, he goes on to say,
"the uncertainty as to a market" is brought to a
minimum.

In concluding my remarks upon Mr. Hope's letter, I

would ask him whether the scheme which he has
recommended to Birmingham, and which he says is

similar to that which he planned for London, has been
taken up as a commercial undertaking with good
grounds for hoping that id. a ton will be realised? If
the Corporation of Birmingham undertake the whole
charge of its execution and maintenance, and pay for it

out of the rates, liien the London scheme, which is a
purely commercial one, is not similar to that of
Birmingham.
Now, sir, I will, with your permission, say a few

words inreply to Mr. Bailey Denton, who, to use a nauti-
cal phrase, has "taken the wind out of my sails" by
admitting that he would only use filter-beds where
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itep further, and give up his standard of value of a half-

penny a ton, and use some precipitating process before
the sewage-water reaches his filter-beds, there will be
no difference of opinion between us.

ine proht stated to have been made on this farm carnage ; or, if the engine has its fly-wheel at the other To guide this light machine the fore-carriage has an
last year, during a very bad year of prices, is swallowed end, this pulley is supported by a bracket strutting arm, i, with an eye through which the wire-rope is
up by Mr. Denton s calling upon me for a halfpenny a from the fire-box. Any portable engine can be fitted passed. The hemp-rope being led again towards the

Denton's with a large grooved rigger and the smaller guide- engine and round the fi.ted pulley K, before passing

suitable for receiving a Manilla hemp rope of J or carriage, for the purpose of tightening up the endless
" inch diameter. This rope is led a three-quarter turn rope ; this being done when requisite by the hand-
round the fly-wheel by means of a guide-pulley, B, wheel K and pinion and small barrel G slowly winding
which is temporarily attached upon the engine fore- ' up a piece of wire-rupe ii, which is anchored ahead.

ton for my sewage ; but my reply to Mr.
demand is, that I

never promised to

pay a halfpenny a
ton ; and, what is

more, that I would
not enter into any
such arrangement
without more evi-

dence than is at pre-

sent before me.
That a larger profit

than I have been able
to show could be ob-
tained from this farm
by a farmer working
only for profit I have
always admitted, but
upon a farm purely
experimental, and
where much money
has been unavoid-
ably wasted, it would
be manifestly unfair

Fig. 71.—ACTION of windlass I.N the FISKEN iiVSTEM.

along the field in the

direction indicated by
the arrow, a loop is

formed ; so that an
advance of i foot by
the tension - pulley
carnage gathers or

tightens up 2 feet

length of the rope.

For altering to differ-

ent sizes of field, rope
is easily added or re-

moved, a splice of
about 2 feet in length
being done in from
five to ten minutes.

As represented in the

plan (fig. 72), the

endless hemp rope,

running always in

the direction indi-

cated by the arrows,

is conducted from the
to sewage irrigation to charge it with interest upon

1

pulley, both made to take off and on in a few minutes. ! grooved (ly-wheel of the engine, A, round the movable
any sum not actually necessary to the purpose. I

|
The rope is completely supported, at a height of! tension-anchor 1:, the fixed anchor c, the comer anchor

tlicrelore do not reply to Mr. Denton's inquiry on
|

3 feet 9 inches above the ground, upon a number of
j

i), then once round the two riggers, K and F, of a
this head. ... i ''S'^' friction rollers or grooved pulleys, secured in a travelling windlass c, thence round the two comer

In answer, ^however, to his question. What would be- ! very simple manner to wooden stakes, c, which are anchors II and i, one turn round the riggers i and K of
come ot my profit if I h.id to buy land at /200 an driven upright into the ground at intervals all round ' another travelling windlass L, and finally round the
acre

. 1 thmk 1 must refer him to the Merthyr filter the field or plot to be worked. The angles are turned comer anchor M to the engine fly-wheel, A.
beds for a reply, as I am quite unable
to imagine any profit at all if I am
'9 pay £10 or ji'14 for rent, &c.
(including interest on outlay and
rates), and a halfpenny a ton for the
sewage. It might, however, under
certain circumstances, be pradent for
a town to pay a large price for land
on which to utilise its sewage, on
account of the opportunity it affords
of employing labour in producing
food.

The surest way of judging the
value of a plan is by the support
it obtains. Persons are found willing
to enter upon sewage irrigation and
pay something for the sewage they
use ; but I cannot say that I know
of any one who is at all likely to
enter upon a " filter-bed specu-
lation " even at a temptingly low
price for the sewage. /A-nrv J.
Morgan, Lodge Farm, Barking,
January 29.

r//£ FISKEN SYSTEM OF STE.LU
CULTIVATION.

[The fullowing report on this system is taken, with its

It will be observed that when the

windlass L is in work, hauling the

implement N by the drum and
single ply of wire rope shown by the

dotted lines, only the portion of

hemp-rope between A and the wind-
lass L is subject to full tension, the

remainder of the rope being only

tight enough to support itself clear

of the ground ; and the strain due to

the work is sustained only by one
comer anchor, M. When the other

windlass G is in gear and hauling the

implement, the hemp-rope is tight

between the engine and that wind-
lass, and the strain is taken upon the

three corner anchors, M, I, and 11.

The windlasses gradually shift them-
selves for^vard, so as to be always
opposite the line of work, by slowly

winding up fixed headland wire

ropes anchored at P and (i.

Fig 71 is an enlarged view, not

drawji to any scale, but illustrating

over larger pulleys, D, mounted upon light two-wheeled
,
the action of the windlass. A horizontal iron frame,

carriages or barrows, each being held in position by a
j

mounted upon four wheels, which are ribbed on

Fig. 72.— PLAN ILLUSTRATING THE FISKEN SYSTEM.

couple of short chains fastened to iron stakes in the the tires to give them some hold upon the ground,
gi-ound. As the weight of the Manilla hemp rope is

\

carries a 4-foot diameter rope-drum. A, undemeath,
. L 1" • ^-- - - ....^..^.....,

I

only 6 to 8 oz. per yard, and as the strain upon it when . and driving spur gear and riggers above. The

S«/SvSi'T!ffW?,w'']°
''"'"'''' °-^ "^y ^ 'O-horse engine is only between 3 and

!
driving-rigger «, of 3I feet diameter, has two V-grooves;

„ ^
./"'.'.

. [4 cwt., the pressure upon the fixed rope-porters and and the guide-rigger c, of 20 inches diameter, with a
1 HE question of light swift-running ropes versm upon the pulleys of the comer anchors is comparatively single round-bottomed groove, is hung on a skew axis,

strong slow-running ropes for driving cranes and other ' small ; and hence, so long as the bearings are kept in so as to divert the rope from one V-groove to the other

I'lt:. 73.— ITIE FISKEN SYSTEM UF SIlEAM IXI.rn ATlON.

machinery, has occupied of late years a great deal of
attention and provoked much controversy ; and it is

interesting to find the same problem reappearing among
the various methods of steam cultivation. The
arrangement adopted in what is called, after the
inventor, the " Fisken " system, is as follows :

—

An ordinary portable engine, a (in the sketch
fig- 73). O'' it may be a self-moving engine, for the
purpose of transporting the apparatus without horses, is

fitted with a fly-wheel or rigger, having a deep V-groove

order, the friction, notwithstanding the high speed of
|

30 up to 40 miles per hour, is not excessively great.
j

It is not necessary to place the engine in tlie same
field as the cultivating machinery ; and at .Stafford
one of the trials was made with the engine stationed
200 yards from the plot, for the purpose of letting it

draw its water from a stream which happened to be
near. The outgoing ply of rope (the rope running
always in one direction) is conducted round a tension-
anchor, E, consisting of a pulley upon a light movable

upon the rigger ji. The rope takes more than half a
turn round the bottom groove of the driving-rigger, and
lies for a few inches length only in the upper groove

;

but this extent of bite or pinching of the rope is found
sufficient for transmitting the full power of a 12-horse

engine. At the lower end of the vertical axis of the
driving-rigger a pinion, I), engages with a spur-wheel
E ; and the axis of this intermediate motion carries two
pinions, one (not shown in the drawing) gearing with
the spur-wheel, which is secured to the rope-drum A,
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the other pinion, v, driving the rope-barrel c The
pinion n is thrown in or out of gear by mean-^ of a

friction cone, h, which is tightened or loosened by the

lever j and hand-wheel and screw K. The pinion v is

similarly put in or out of gear by a friction-cone, not

represented in the sketch ; and the rope-drum A, being

hung upon a stud or shaft whicli can be turned eccen-

trically, can be moved by the lever i. so as to set the

drum spur-wheel in or out of gear with the pinion on

the axis of the intermediate spur-wheel E. When
paying-out the plough-rope u the drum is thus released,

but its motion is restricted and the rope held partially

taut by means of a friction-strap round the upper flange

of the drum ; this strap being caught and held by a

pawl and ratchet-teeth, which cause the brake to operate

only wlien the drum is paying-out rope. A radial

arm, which swings round upon a swivel, carries a

guide-roller for upholding the rope as it feeds on or

runs off the drum, but there is no coiling gear.

The action is easily understood, l^pon the imple-

ment arriving nearly at the windlass, the anchor-man

instantaneously releases the clutch it by the hand-wheel

K, and then withdraws the drum out of gear by the

lever i-. The other anchor-man, at the opposite end of

the field, immediately upon finding the rope to cease to

pass off his \vindlass sets the drum in gear and screws

his friction-clutch tight, and the implement begins its

return iourney without any delay. Thus, in tlie first

trial at Barnhurst, the average tmie occupied at the

ends was only 6 seconds, and frequently did not exceed

5 and sometimes 4 seconds. While the windlass is

paying out wire-rope, it is made to advance for the

required distance along the headland by putting the

pinion f in gear, so as to wind slowly upon the barrel

G the wire-rope N which is fixed to a dead-anchor

ahead. The windlass is guided by being made to follow

this headland rope, with the fore-carriage held straight

and set at an angle by a ratchet-piece placed across the

shafts and resting upon the rope. The windlass is

anchored against the side-strain due to the plough-rope,

not by cutting-discs, but by a single spade-shaped

coulter, r, about 15 inches long by 7 or S inches deep,

which is attached to the main frame by a strong upright

stem, and lowered into the ground at any requisite

depth. When setting down to work or removing, there

are no travelling-wheels to be removed or put on. A
spit of earth is dug up, and the anchor-blade, lowered

into the hole, cuts its way at an invariable level through

the soil at every advance of the windlass along the

headland. Being placed in the proper position, a little

backward from the line of direction of the plough-rope

M, the blade i", held down by the weight of the wind-

lass—3 tons 2 cwt.—is found able to sustain any side-

strain due to the work of hauling the implement ; and
this holding power is not surprising when it is remem-
bered that from the fact of there being only one ply of

puUing-rope the strain is only one-half that upon the

anchor of a Fowler's double-drum set, and less than

one-half the strain upon the anchor of a clip-drum

tackle.

The lighter windlass, also made by the Ravensthorpe
Company, which weighs 2 tons 6 cwt., is constructed

without the intermediate-motion shaft e ; and the same
lever which connects and disconnects the friction-clutch

H, also connects and disconnects the other friction-cone

for driving the small coiling-drum G, the hauling and
travelling motions not being required to be in gear at

one and the same time.

From the short trials which it was alone pos-

sible to make, it is difficult for the judges to

pronounce decidedly upon the mechanical merits of

the system. The plan appears to be eminently flexible

-—that is, it can be very readily adapted to any form of

field ; and the power of placing the engine at a dis-

tance, witliout great cost of rope, is an important
advantage, more especially as it is not necessary for the

engine-driver to see any signals. The engine, when
fitted with a good governor, in a great measure regu-

lates itself ; and at any rate the driver can readily tell

by the variation of speed what is doing in the field.

The two travelling-windlasses possess one advantage of

the double-engine system, in the furrows always ending
at the windlass, so that the windlass-man can see in all

weather what he has to do. On the other hand, there

is considerable loss of power, amounting to between 5
and 10 per cent., in driving the swift rope (a speed

which is 12.^ times the pace of the implement), even
lor a 3-acre plot, and necessarily much more when
dealing with a large field. The consumption of oil and
tallow is also large, perhaps wasteful, owing to imper-

fect lubricating appliances ; and the high-speed rope-

pulleys are apt to heat, so that in dry and dusty weather
an attendant would be necessary to look after them. It

is much to be regretted ih-it the design and workman-
sliip, of the windlass especially, are not so good as

might be desired. It is also to be regretted that the

machinery is not ananged to be completely self-moving,

ihe supply of horses being always a troublesome matter;

that should indeed be unnecessary where the driving-

power is a good traction-engine.

On plot 7, at Barnhurst, the time in moving to the
field and setting down to work was 46 minutes ; in

removal after the trial 15I minutes. Kight horses and
four men were engaged. To work the tackle took one
engine-man, one implement-man, and two anchor-men

;

no lads being required, as rope-porters are not used for

the wire-rope. Working with one of Messrs. Howard's
7-tined reversible cultivators \\itli large-sized wheels,

the apparatus finished the 2 acres 3 roods and 1 1 perche:

in I hour and 1 9 minutes, which is at the rate of

21 acres i rood 17 perches in 10 hours, or 25 acres

2 roods 20 perches in an autumn day of 12 hours. The
depth of the tillage was only about 5,^ inches ; the

work fair, but not well broken up ; the bottom, how-

ever, was cut perfectly level.

LOSS OF FORCE IN AGRICULTURE.
Mr. D. T. Fish returns with his old cleverness to

the illustration of his former subject. (See p. 1 521,

1S70.) The paper which he has just been reading

before the Lavenham Farmers' Club must, however,

be much condensed to obtain a place in our columns.

The following, accordingly, is an abridged report

of it :— '

On a former occasion I directed your attention to

the loss of force in regard to the driving forces of

agriculture ; the forces enumerated were capital, skill

and labour. Capital was declared to be insufhcient,

because insecure ; skill wanting, or too little esteemed
;

and labour deficient in quantity and inferior in <|uality.

A \^•ant of perfect cogging between landlord, tenant

and labourer was likewise adverted to as causing a loss

of force by an excess of friction. Such is the baldest

possible outline of the ground gone over on my last

visit here.

Success or failure in producing anything is mostly

dependent on the price given for, the use made of, raw

material. For instance, the sugar factory here is

dependent upon your crops of Beet. It is the same
with all other trades—stop the supply of Cotton, and

we have a Cotton famine ; cease growing wool, and

cloth-making is depressed ; let a mortality destroy the

silkworm, and the Coventry weaver is pauperised or

starved. And not only must there be a supply of raw
material, but it must be made the most of. If a pro-

ductive enterprise is to be profitable, it must husband

and utilise this to the utmost. Of this also we have a

capital instance in the sugar factory. Mr. Duncan
wastes nothing ; pulp, chips, refuse, scum, all are

utilised. It is the same with the makers of broad-

cloth, the very dust of the wool is worked up into

shoddy goods. Now, were agriculturists equally careful

of their raw material, I firmly believe the produce of

the country would speedily be doubled. What are the

raw materials of agriculture? Is there not waste of

force in regard to the tilth of the earth and tangible,

visible manures? In regard to the earth, force is reck-

lessly lost, mainly in two ways—from an excess of

water and a lack of depth. While stagnant water as it

were putrifies the heart of good land and converts its

stamina into weak useless mud, the more thoroughly

the rain penetrates, and the deeper it sinks into good
land the better, as we shall probably see when advert-

ing to the advantages of a deep tilth.

Shallow cultivation is one of the most perfect con-

trivances for waste of force that could be invented.

Supposing you purchased a coal mine with five or six

seams of good coal, one on the top of the other, and
could only be persuaded to work the upper seam ?

But this is virtually what thousands of cultivators are

doing. Year after year they go on and on, scratching

the surface to the same depth. They seem positively

afraid of the good pan that has slumbered for ages in

the bottom of your furrows. No matter how rich the

soil below, the pan must not be broken. The upheav-
ing and overthrow of this idol is the grandest revolu-

tion that has ever been effected in agriculture.

This deepening of the tilth, however, should pro-

ceed with caution. First loosen, then enrich, next

invert, and finally incorporate the under with the

upper soil. Some enthusiasts have brought reproach

on deep culture by doubling or trebling the depths of

their tilths at once, thus scattering an irruption of

barren earth over the surface. Such cases are sure to

be cited as proofs positive against deep culture. They
are nothing of the sort. They only prove the truth of

a sentiment, which I am confident you will all endorse

here, that a complete inversion or subvei'sion of our
institutions is not a wise way of reforming proved
abuses. A little at a time and no going backwards is

the safest way of reforming either the land or the

State. And now the era of reform in both has reached,

or is about to reach, the lowest stratum. But how
deep would you go? We will answer this question by
another—How deep will the roots go? Did ever you
see a tilth that they did not bottom ? I never have,

and yet I have seen tilths 4 or 5 feet deep, and
have found the roots of green crops, Swedes, Mangel,
Cabbages, and Sugar-Beet pierce through them into

the subsoil. Kven Wheat and other corn plants have
been traced down to a depth of 5 or 6 feet. There is,

however, another mode of answering this question of

depth. How deep have others gone? The twin

sister of agriculture, horticulture, that some of you con-

sider a little frst, has already reached a depth of from

3 to 4 feet. And it answers so well that the rent and
produce of garden lands throughout the kingdom is

probably ten-fold that of agricultural land. But, as I

have already remarked, the deepening of soils must be

a work of time, and in the course of 50 years probably

the tilths of your fields will have reached a foot,

I S inches, or 2 feet. Kvery inch added to the depth

I
increases the productive force of land by 120 tons per

acre.

When yuu hire a steam-engine or threshing-machine
you set all hands to work it in order that there may be
no loss. It is a costly thing, and you make the most
of it while you have it. Why not treat the land on the

same principle, and see that every part of it is employed
in the art of production. Shallow ploughing is simply
a reckless sacrifice of force, profit, yield. It, of
necessity, puts the roots of plants on short commons,
and compels them to live in the worst possible place

for the utilisation of such food as they have. Kvery
change of weather affects their power of consumption,

and they are overrun with rival roots in all directions.

The earth is not simply plant food, but the great

storehouse for most other sorts of food. It is raw
material, and the diluent and distributor of other kinds

of raw material, that is, manures. The deeper within

reasonable limits, the safer and the more it stores, and
the better it distributes, the food of plants. If this

storage is too small, that which is uncovered is virtually

lost ; shallow soils are like granaries or barns too full

—

grain lying outside is wasted. A shallow soil can

hardly decently bury 20 tons of dung to the acre ;

several inches of soil are also needed to shut in the

most volatile—that is the most valuable—portions of

manure. The plants get a taste of good things at start-

ing, but the roots speedily outrun their larders, and
then comes that worst of all catastrophes on tlie line of

growth—a stunt, ending in a light harvest.

There is no branch of agriculture in which there is

more loss of force than in the preparation and applica-

tion of manures. The subject is so wide and im-

portant that many papers would be needful to do it

justice. I can but briefly advert to it thus :—What
manures to apply, and how, where and when to use

them to most advantage. The preliminary question of
" What are manures? " ought perhaps to be answered
in a sentence or two. A change of labour is called

rest by some, and so a change of earth is manure.

For instance, clay, or marl, or burnt earth, are the

best possible manures for peats and sands ; lime or

sand for clays ; gravelly subsoils for humus, sick

surfaces, and so on. But, more directly, manures are

everything that has lived, and is dead or dying. It

has been appointed to all dead matter to strengthen,

nourish and beautify some living thing. Nothing
liveth, nothing can die to itself. The grass of to-day

is part of a bullock to-morrow, by-and-by, it becomes
a fruit, a flower, a Sugar-Beet. Anon it is part of a

man—muscular force in his arms—mental power in his

brain—an inspiration of genius—a flash of wit—an
oration to captivate senates— a sermon to melt hearts

—a policy to govern empires. Once more it falls

lightly on your fields to grow prize Mangels. We all

help manure the fields. Our work, our life, involves

a constant waste, and the crops utilise and convert

it into food. In my first paper I briefly adverted

to the fact that the agricultural manufactory

was the biggest in the world. The same may
be said of your manure heap. There is nothing

more huge, nor inexhaustible. It covers the earth

—

nay, it does more, for it fills and overflows the oceans

of water and of air, and every living animal forms a

portion of it. Fortunately for us, the heap varies in

thickness, density, quality, else we must all speedily

perish that the plants of the farm might be fully fed.

Manures present themselves to us chiefly in three

general forms. The solid, liquid, and gaseous, and they

are mostly valued in the order I have placed them ;

nevertheless, their real value is the reverse of that order.

" Solid muck, yes ; that's the stuff; we can appreciate

that, sir." Well, doubtless, and so some profess to

prize Suffolk bang cheese, and Suffolk dumplings,

though wliat merit they possess, except that of extreme

hardness, toughness, and leanness, it would be diflicuit

to discover. J t is frequently just so with solid dung;
all its gases dissipated—all its strong soup gone into

the neare->.t ditch— it is the mere bony skeleton of what
manure should be. Farmyard manure will never be

what it ought until it is all made and kept undercover.

^'our splendid covered yards here are a great step in

this direction, and the increased value of the manure
will doubtless pay the cost of the roofs in a few years.

But proper care will never be taken of manure until a

higher estimate is put upon its wortli. It is sometimes
said that figures are more eloquent than facts, as if they

too were not facts. Here are some which ought to

carry conviction to every mind. TJiey give tlie value

of tlie manure from one ton of the 32 different feeding

stuffs named:

—

L s. ii. l s. e/.

1. Coiton seed cake,
,
16. O.its .. . . i 15 o

decorticated .. 6 10 0} 17. Wheat .. .. 1 13 o
2. Rape cake.. .. 4 18 o ! 18. Malt .. ..in u

3. I.inseed cake .. 4 12 o
I
19. liarley .. . . i 10 o

4. Lotion seed cake, 20. Clover hay ..256
not decorticated 3 18 6 21. Meadow h.Ty ,. i o (i

5. Lentils .. .. 3 17 o 22. liean-straw .. i o ("1

6. Beans ,. .. 3 14 o 23. Pea.-sti-a\v .. . . o rS g
7. Tares .. >• 3 13 o 24. ()at-sti-aw .. .. o 13 o
8. Linseed .. .. 3 13 o 25. Wheat-straw . . o 12 6

9. Peas .. .. 3 2 o 06. IJarley-siraw . . o 10 ij

10. Indian meal .. i it o 27. Pntatos .. ..090
11. Locust Hcans .. i z 6 28. Parsnips .. . . o s 6
12. Malt dust .. ..4 5 6 , 29. Mangel .. .. o s (

13. Bran .. . . a i8 6 30. Swedish Turnips . . o 4 ;

14. Coarse: pollnnl . . 2 18 o 31, Comninn 'turnips 040
15. Fine pollard . . 2 17 o :;2. Carrots .. .. u 4 u
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It is imjaossible to add anything that could give addi-

tional force to these figures. They cry out against

waste with irresistible force. The richer the manure
the more sohible and the easier spoilt. Which of you,

when you buy guano, crushed bones, phosphates, salt,

leave them out in the rain? But what of your home-
made guano from cake-fed bullocks ? That is quite a

different matter. I admit it is different, that is, yet

more valuable,
(To i'f continued.)

THE BREEDING OF CATTLE.
[We propose to give during this and the following week a lecture

on thi^ subject, recently delivered by Mr. T. F. Jamieson,
Lecturer on Agriculture in the University of Aberdeen.]

Many people must have observed with some degree

of surprise the prices given at ceitain sales of live stock

during the past few years. When heifers sell for a

thousand guineas and bull-calves at a like figure, we
naturally ask what peculiarity there is about the animals

to excite so keen a competiton. To the uninitiated

many of them seem no better than might be picked up in

a market at a very moderate price ; but it is evident there

must be some hidden virtue, real or supposed, that acts

as a charm on their admirers. Lords and commoners
assemble round the ring, and the bids rise rapidly by

50 gs, at a time, and men come from America and far

Australia to secure some of the lots. On inquiiy, we
are told it is Bates' blood, or, it may be, Booth's that

constitutes the charm, or perhaps the animals are of the

Duchess or Oxford tribe ; that it is not so much the

beasts themselves as their pedigree that is the attraction.

The competitors are anxious, eager men, and

—

Their expression is so solemn, and so earnest is their

tone,

That nought would seem worth living for but "red and
white and roan."

The white bull-calf just knocked out at a 1000 gs. is

entitled Duke of Oxford the 20th, and its lineage, run-

ning through many a far-famed sire, is recorded in the

catalogue for ever so many generations. And who is

Bates ? the stranger may ask, and what is the Duchess
blood that it should be so famous ? As the breeding

of cattle has become a sort of science, and is

regulated by laws or conditions which seem to apply,

not only to the animal kingdom, but also to the

human race itself, the subject is one of considerable

interest, not only in regard to agriculture, but also on
account of its relations to biology at large. The record

of facts connected with the breeding of our domestic
animals, which has been now accumulating for many
years, may be studied with advantage even by those

who have no special interest in the pursuit itself.

There is every reason to believe that pedigree is

of importance in regard to the mental faculties as

well as to the bodily features and constitution, and the

progress of investigation leads us to suppose that every

peculiarity of mind and body may be inherited.

Some even hint that there is such a thing as hereditary

brains and pedigree tells in ^ Hohenzollemaswellasina
Shorthorn.

No one paid more attention to pedigree than Thos.

Bates, who brought the Duchess tribe of Shorthorns

first into public notice. He was a native of Northum-
berland, born in 1775, and spning from a family which
had long been resident in that county. Being in easy

circumstances, and owner of some landed property, he
was able to devote his attention to the rearing of cattle

under very favourable circumstances. He had also the

advantage of a tolerably good education, having at one
time intended entering the Church. He was well

acquainted with Charles and Robert Colling, although
considerably younger than either of them, and knew a

good deal about both their herds. The northern

counties of England seemed to have possessed a good
kind of cattle for a considerable period, owing appa-
rently to the natives of the legion having a taste that

way, and it is evident many excellent herds existed

before Charles Colling began to devote his attention to

the subject. Early in the last century, we learn that

several of the landed gentry in Northumberland prided
themselves in tlie excellence of their cattle. The
Sniilhsons of Stanwick were among these, and Sir

Hugh Smithson, who married the heiress of the

noble house of Percy, used to weigh his cattle

periodically, as well as the food they ate, so as to

ascertain the amount of imprcrvement made in proportion

to the food they consumed—the first authentic instance

we hear of this being done ; and it is from his stock

that Bates' Duchess tribe are supposed to have origi-

nally descended. The Studley family had also long
been famous for the excellence of their Shorthorned
cattle, and the Blacketts, at Newby, near Ripon, had
their entrance hall, we are told, hung with portraits of

their more celebrated animals. In addition to this

native stock, Ave find that a Mr. Michael Dobinson,
early in the iSth century, brought over some very
superior cattle from Holland, which were of material
service in improving the breed of Shorthorns in the
North of England, and Sir Wm. St. Quintin also

imported others from the same quarter. It is clear,

then, that Colling had good materials to select from,
and, in fact. Bates seems to think the Shorthorns were
at their best about 1770, and alleges that both Robert
and Charles Colling repeatedly admitted to him that the
Shorthorns were better before they came into their

hands than when they had them. This, perhaps, may

be true in regard to their milking properties, for some
of the early Shorthorns, as I shall afterwards have

occasion to show, seem to have far excelled their

modern representatives in this respect, and Bates laid

much stress upon the yield of milk, but in other respects,

as flesh producers, the breed, instead of falling off, isgene-

rally considered to have much improved. For example,

George CuUey, writing in 17S6, says—"Within a few

years, a very rapid improvement has taken place in the

breeding of Shorthorned cattle, so that in a few years,

I have reason to think, they will surpass their rivals

the Longhorns." No doubt this improvement to

which he refers was that carried out by Charles Colling.

It is to be regretted that accurate data do not exist for

enabling us to compare the animals of the.present day

with those which existed in the last century, or even

50 years ago. And we occasionally hear some judges

and practical breeders, like Mr. Sanday, asserting that

the animals bred at the present day are inferior both in

size and quality to those of former times. We want,

for comparison, the elements of weight and measure,

and have to depend merely upon hearsay and matter of

opinion. If correct measurements were recorded of

the size of the animals at certain periods of their age,

we could at once tell whether those we now produce

were equal in magnitude and rate of growth to the

races of a former generation. The fineness of bone

could also be a subject of accurate measurement. At
our national shows there should be committees

appointed for the purpose of acciirately measurmg and
noting the features and qualities of the finest animals in

the various classes, and let a record of the particulars

be inserted in the Journals of the societies. If some-

thing of this kind were done, we should know what
progress takes place, whereas by the present system

no certain data are established, and we can't tell

whether our breeds are improving or falling off.

From the fossil remains of oxen, got in the more
recent geological deposits, naturalists are of opinion

that at least two species existed in this country before

it was inhabited by civilised man— one, a very large

kind of ox, called the Urus, whose remains are some-

times got in the marl beds and peat mosses of this

country, and Julius Ctesar mentions it as occuring in

a wild state in the forests of Germany in his day. It

seems probable that the Shorthorns and some of the

other large breeds, such as the Hereford, are descended

from this great wild ox. It is believed to have been

domesticated in Switzerland at a very early period, and

Lord Tankerville's cattle at Chillingham Park, in

Northumberland, are thought by some to be descend-

ants of this species, although much degenerated in size.

These half-wild cattle at Chillingham Park are white,

with the inside of the ears reddish-brown, the eyes

rimmed with black, muzzle brown, hoofs black, and the

horns white tipped with black. According to some old

Scottish historians, the wild cattle of the Caledonian

forests were white, and furnished with a great mane.

Perhaps this may partly account for the great tendency

of white to appear in the Shorthorned breed, notwith-

standing the desire of breeders to avoid it. Many of

the best early herds of Shorthorns near Ketton were

white, with red ears and red spots on then- necks, and

it used to be remarked that there was a great tendency

to white in all those that were bred from closely related

blood. The other species of wild ox {called Bos longi-

frons by Professor Owen) was of a much smaller size,

had a short body and fine legs, and is believed by Mr.

Dawkins to have been domesticated in England at the

time the Romans occupied it, and to have supplied food

to their legions. Owen supposes that the small High-

land and Welsh cattle are derived from this species.

Nothing certain is known as to its original colour.

From the magnitude of the skeletons of the larger species

of fossil ox, it would seem that the great size of our

Shorthorn and Hereford cattle is not a feature we owe
to the progress of modem improvement, but it is an

ancient characteristic of the breed.

The main object for which we keep cattle is the pro-

duction of beef and milk, and the most valuable

breeds are those which best fulfil that object. A doubt

exists as to the possibility of combining in great per-

fection both of these qualities. Some advise that we
should have separate breeds adapted for each purpose

;

one for the dairy, and the other for the production of

butcher's meat ; and that it is a mistake to think of

getting both advantages united to any great degree in

the same animal Such was the opinion, for example,

of George CuUey, who thought that where this is

attempted, we are likely to get neither in perfection ;

in proportion as we gain the one we lose the other
;

the more milk, the less beef; the more beef, the less

butler. " I am inclined," he says, " to think you can-

not unite great milkers with quick feeders. They are

two diflTerent types of cattle, adapted for different pur-

poses, and we should make our selection according to

the particular object we have in view. If we want
dairy produce, let us select both bulls and cows
from the best milking tribes we can find, and keep
to that sort exclusively, breeding on both sides

from the families most remarkable for the production of

milk, and in due time we shall attain our object. On the

other hand, if we want feeding or grazing cattle for the

production of butcher's meat, let us select the quickest

feeders wherever they can be found ; but let us keep to

distinct sorts, and don't mix them, for by attempting to

unite the two we shall probably spoil both. ' And
Culley points out that the two sorts belong to different

types of cattle. *' The great milkers are lean-backed,
flat-sided, big-bellied, poor, and ill-looking, although
kept on good fare. Whereas the others are thick-set,

broad-chested, round, and barrel-shaped beasts, light

in the paunch, and well-covered on all their points." I

have quoted Culley's opinion because he was considered

a very good judge, and a high authority in his day.
Although contemporary with Charles Colling, he was
an older man by 16 years, being born in 1734. He
published his essay on live stock in 17S6, so that his

remarks were made before the improved Shorthorns
came much into notice. Culley was a pupil of Bake-
well, who is said to have had a special liking

for him, and often took him along in his tours

to examine the various breeds of live stock through-

out the kingdom ; so that he came to be considered

Bakewell's favourite disciple ; and Robert Colling used
to say, that whatever he knew of the art of breeding

cattle he owed to George Culley. There is no doubt
a great number of the high-bred cattle of the present

day are very deficient in milking properties. This is

especially the case with those exhibited at our cattle

shows, not only among the Shorthorns, but also in the

Herefords, Devons, Polled Aberdeenshires, West
Higlilanders, and Galloways, which would seem to

corroborate the opinion of Culley, that the farther we
go in improving a breed for the production of beef, the

more we spoil it for the dairy. Some, however, dis-

pute the accuracy of this opinion, and maintain the

possibility of uniting both advantages in the same race.

Thomas Bates was one of these, and as he had a veiy

long experience as a breeder, and is an oracle on the

subject, his opinion is entitled to considerable weight.

Bates, when a young man, knew Culley very well, as

he lived in the same neighbourhood, and often visited

him, and highly esteemed his judgment in all agri-

cultural matters, although he differed from him on this

particular point.

It would seem to be the fact that there are very great

diversities among cattle. Some are great milkers,

some quick feeders, and bad sorts may be found, which
are good for neither purpose. But it seems also to be

the case that there are cattle which unite both qualifi-

cations to a considerable degree, and that it may be

possible to perpetuate these advantages in a single

breed. Both qualifications depend upon certain common
properties. There must in each case be a good appetite

for the consumption of food, and great powers of

digestion ; hut in the one case the products of digestion

are turned to milk, and in the other to fat and flesh.

It is clear enough they cannot go to both at the same
time, and a cow that is giving a large quantity of milk
will not lay on much beef. But there seems nothing to

hinder the production of meat to go on after the secre-

tion of milk is stopped ; and when the yield of milk
ceases the same animal may fatten quickly, and grow
to a great size ; its produce, also, may be rapid feeders

and good grazing beasts. Facts, however, will perhaps
be more to the purpose here than arguments, and as the

point is one well worthy of discussion, I shall make no
apology for dwelling upon it at some length.

More than 70 years ago, Dr. Anderson, of Monks-
hill, who was himself a practical farmer, as well as a

man of a highly cultivated mind, remarked that some
animals had come under his particular observation

which not only afforded rich milk in very large quan-

tity in proportion to their size, but possessed the

quality of fattening in a very eminent degree. One of

these was a cow of his own, which not only gave an

unusual quantity of very rich milk, but yielded it for

about II months in the year. He kept this cow until

she was 10 years old, and states that she was at all

'

times in much better condition than the others kept

along with her on the same food, and her descendants

retained the same quality for several generations, as

long indeed as Dr. Anderson kept them. This cow,

which was of small size, and of a mixed Kyloe breed,

sometimes gave about 7 galls, of milk soon after

calving, and when well fed would have averaged about

5 galls, during most of the year. Some of Charles Col-

ling's famous herd of Shorthorns were great milkers.

Old Daisy, for example, gave 8 galls, a-day ; and the

Cherry tribe, one of his best families, were also good at

the pail. Magdalcna by Comet, was another cow which
yielded S galls, a-day. Colling reserved her for him-
self when he sold off his stock in i8io, but afterwards

parted with her to Whittaker of Burley. Now these

are quantities that are seldom exceeded by the best

dairy cattle. Mr. Bates informs us that the dam and
grand-dam of Huhback were both good milkers, and
HuiiBACK was one of the best sires and quickest

feeders ever known. Perhaps the very best tribe of

cows Charles Colling had, and which, so far as we
can judge, were his own favourites, was that which is

known as the "Lady Maynard " family, the first of

which he got from John Maynard, of Eryholme, in

1786. Robert Colling is reported to have said, that

it was to the blood of this family that the gi-eat

superiority of his brother's cattle and of his own was

due. Colling bought this cow when seven years old

for ^30, with \2s, back of a luck-penny, and he kept

her until she was 19 years old, and had bred no less

than 20 calves, and was still a fresh-looking cow. She

was the dam of Phoenix, and grand-dam of his bull

Fa\'OURIte, which he used more than any other,

keeping him until he was 13 years old. Any one who

I

takes the trouble of looking up the pedigrees of the

early Shorthorns will see that FA\-otrRiTE's blood
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preponderaier. f.iv more lliau that of any other nnim.il ;

so much so, that we may ahnost say the improved

Shorthorn breed are the ofispring of Favouritk.
This is the case because they all run baclc to

the ColUngs* stock, which latterly were perfectly satu-

rated with the blood of Favourite. Now John May-
nard himself, who sold this fine cow to Charles Colling,

told Thomas Bates that he remembered the tribe to

which this animal belonged as far back as the year

1750, and that the originals of them were great

milkers, the first three in succession having always to

be milked before calving. It is true that of

Favourite's blood 50 per cent, was due to the bull

called FoLjAMBE, who was grandsire on both sides, which
doubtless led Colling on one occasion to make the

remark that Foljambe was the animal that did him
most good. He, however, used Foijamre only one

season, and to a very few cows, and sold him when he
was but a year old. It would, therefore, seem that he

did not think very highly of him, although it is worthy
ofremark that he shouUl liavc put him to two of his very

best cows. FoLjAMisE himself was out of a fine neat

cow called I/dughfoii, an extiaordinai-y milker, but his

sire was an inferior animal, which probably induced

Colling to part with him so soon. We see, therefore,

that Favourite had a good milking pedigree througli

both lines, and it is clear that Colling resembled

Bates in paying much attention to this point, for many
of his animals were not only good, but extraordinary

milkers, and it appears that Charles Colling at first

kept cows solely for dairy purposes, and that it

was only after he picked up Hubback that he
turned his attention to the breeding of Shorthorns.

The dam of Robert Colling's cow, Bright J£ycs^

gave 15 quarts of milk, at a meal, and she produced
the buU Marske, a noted sire. Another instance of

an extraordinary milker being also a capital breeding

animal was a cow called Barforth, belonging to Mr.
Wastil of Great Burdon, a well-known breeder and
noted judge of cattle, and a contemporary of Colling.

This Barforth is reported to have given 9 galls, of
milk a-day, yielding at tlie rate of 24 imperial pounds
of butter in the week. .She was a well-bred Shorthorn,

and dam of Robson's bull, which figures in some of the

best early pedigrees. A cow of this kind, I suspect,

must be a rara avh among the Shorthorns of the

present day, and it certainly taxes one's credulity to

believe some of these statements ; but, from the

number of independent witnesses, whose testimony
cor-n^ to be worthy of credit, we are compelled to

believe that many of thtsi early Shorthorns were un-
commonly fine milkers, instances of S galls, a-day being
mentioned by many persons, and an affidavit was sworn
before a magistrate in America that an improved Short-
liorn ciiw im;iorted into that country produced milk
that yielded 20 lb. of butter in the week.
Thomas Bates seemed to have selected his Duchess

tribe on account of their combining great milking
powers with an aptitude to fatten readily. I believe

Bates is generally considered to have been a trust-

worthy man in his statements, and correct in his facts,

although many thought he had an overweening opinion
of his own stock. He tells us that his first Duchess
cow, which he bought from Charles Colling, gave

7 galls, of milk per day, viz., 14 quarts at each meal,
the practice being to milk only twice a-day, morning
and night, and the milk yielded iS imperial pounds of
butter in the week. He never had a cow that, to his

knowledge, gave more than this. This same cow was
the dam of his bull Ketton, a very fine animal, and
an excellent sire.

(To be Continued.)

them. We have to thank him for the very copious
statement of his cultivation and cropping in the Ti/ncs

of Nov. 7, and also in your columns. From this it

appears that he commenced steam cultivating on
Oct. 10, 1S71, and by Nov. 3 had cultivated :

—

Acres.
For Wlieut 39 at 4f' iW- i'" 5 I'-'V^
Ridged and subsoiled for Beans . . 42 at 6s. zd. "I

Ditto for Barley 38 at 6j. z;/. > in 17 days
Ditto for roots 12 at 6j. 2fl?. )

131 acres in 22 d:iys

.^7 10 o

. iQ 14 6

. o 16 6

. 9 i6 6

Steam Cultivation.—I am always much amused
and interested by l\[r. Smith's racy and smashing up
articles, and especially admire his untiring advocacy
of steam cultivation. I also particularly approve of his

concentrating the whole force of his 8-horse engine on
a single ridging plough, followed in its track by the

deep subsoiler, thus accomplishing nearly the same
result as the lute worthy Rev. Samuel Smith, of Lois
Weedon, who kept the top-soil uppermost, and laid

bare, manured, and cultivated the hitherto unaerated
subsoil, thus gaining, year by year, a great increase of

fertiIi^ed soil. Mr. Smith would also do still better

by manuring the furrows (as well as the top soil).

This is what helped to produce the enormous Lois
Weedon crops. Mr. Smith averages 4J qr. of Wheat
per acre. Mine exceeds that considerably, and in 1S65
and 186S averaged fully 7 qr. per acre on poorer land
than Mr. Smith's. This is owing partially to my
manuring of the subsoil. Mr. Smith grows a very
large breadth of Wheat and Beans alternately, and a
certain portion of the Wheat crop is also alternated

wiMi Barley and Oats. 170 acres of his land are

arable, and 130 in permanent pasture. Surely it will

some day answer his purpose to convert the pasture
into arable. I wish he would be kind enough to give
us a statement of the live stock on his farm, and a

general statement Itke my balance-sheet, always
assuming that it might be perfectly agreeable and
uninjurious to him to do so. Mr. Smith is perfectly

welcome to fulfil his threat and to bore as many holes
as he pleases in iny balance-shec4s ; for, as they are
filled only wiih truth, that is all he will get out of

Co.ils, 12 tons 10 cwt., ;it 121-,

Manual labour
Oil, at grt*. per day
E.\tras, IS, (yd. per acre

131 acres, at about sr. <jd. per acre . .

.

^37 17 6

In addition to the 131 acres, Mr. Smith has about
12 acres of Wheat horse-ploughed after Clover;
12 acres of Oats—after roots, I presume, also horse-

ploughed ; 12 acres of Clover; total, 167 acres. Mr.
Smith will probably tell us how he disposes of the
straw from the 143 acres of corn. Mr. Smith does not
plough his land for W^heat after Beans, but merely
cultivates it at a cost of 4.r. 7.i(/.

i^er acre. A farmer
who has seen it tells me that the Bean stalks and roots
remain on the surface, and that the Wheat looks
healthy growing up among them. I presume that the
Bean crop is kept very clean and free from weed.s, and
any weeds gathered. It would, I suppose, not be
possible to horse-hoe the Wheat, owing to the Bean
stalks. I rather accuse myself of negligence in not
going to see Mr. Smith's farm, which he so kindly
placed at the public disposal ; but I am getting old, and
have many irons in the fire. It will be perceived that

in ridge-ploughing and subsoiling only half the ground
is plouglaed and deeply subsoiled, but the other half

would, of course, undergo a similar treatment after two
crops. There can be no doubt that this is a very
economical arrangement, and worthy of adoption. Mr.
Smith might add to the cost of cultivation interest on
the machinery when not at work ; but if he does not, he
will only be following the usual farm custom, which is

not to reckon interest on horses, drills, horse-hoes,
ploughs, harrows, rolls, &c., when not in use, or the
rest and wear and tear of horses. Altogether, we owe
to Mr. Smith a debt of commendation and gratitude,

for he has greatly increased and cheapened the pro-

duction of food on his farm, and set a worthy example
to others. We must excuse the boiling over of his zeal

or indignation occasionally. It is quite clear from the
practice of Mr. Prout, Mr. Smith, myself, and some
others, that this country could produce an immensely
increased quantity of food for the people without
injury to the soil ; and it is also evident that the present

stringent clauses in leases might, in proper cases, be
greatly relaxed with advantage to the landowner,
tenant, and country at large, y. y. Mec/ii, yan. 30.

Intermittent Filtration.— I ask your permission
to add my testimony quaittum valcat in favour of the
fact that the scientific explanation of the action of the

soil upon sewage passed through it by intermittent

downward filtration, as well as the enunciation of the

particular phrase, are due to Dr. Frankland, and to

none else. No doubt the ground was to a great

extent prepared for Dr. Frankland when he took up
his inquiries, for when the old Sewage Commission
and the first Rivers Pollution entered upon their

labours, the sewage difficulty was only beginning
;

nothing was known, and everything had to be
learnt. To Mr. Way is probably due the first positive

statement that it wiis hopeless to attempt to deal with
sewage in any other way than by applying it to the

land, but he had not got beyond this when his inquiries

were cut short, and it was left for Dr. Frankland to

discover and explain the modus operandi by which the
purification was effected, and to point out that this

principle, if carried to its full logical sequence, would
admit of a far greater concentration of sewage than had
ever before been hinted at. I myself frequently used
the term ''reserved filter" (which I used in my letter

of the 14th inst.) in speaking of the Maplin Sands
in the case of London, but in doing so I was merely
alluding to results that I knew could be predicated
with certainty from observed facts, these observed
acts Dr. Frankland was the first to understand and
explain. His explanation has rendered me more con-
fident in my views, and, therefore, I have largely

benefited from his investigation on this, as well as

on several points involved in the question ; and it has
amused me as much as it has you, six", to observe
how glibly Dr. Frankland's discovery has been appro-
priated by persons who have hitherto been unknown, or

nearly so, in the battle of river dispollution and sewage
utilisation. W. Hope^ Parsloes, yan. 27.

Management of a Small Farm.—I have about,

say, 50 acres of arable, divided into five fields of nearly
10 acres each, under the five-course system :—First year,

Wheat ; second year, roots ; third year, Barley, Clover
seeds ; fourth year. Clover, cut twice for hay ; ftfth

year. Clover, cut twice for hay. In course of each
alternate rotation, .Sainfoin takes the place of Clover,

and vice versa ; the soil shallow loam, with chalky sub-

soil, in North Hants, My difficulty is with the root

crop ; it cannot be dispensed with for cleaning purposes,

while the occupation is too small, to hold a breeding

pnces. If, then, I grow Swedes or Turnips they must
be fed oft by the sheep of other.s, either at an altogether
losmg payment to me, or, as this year, for nothing at
all, only "leaving their tails behind them," the value
of which I hold very cheap, as the owners take good
care that they shall get nothing but roots and hay so
long as they continue on my land. The Mangel,
Cabbage, Potato and Carrot crops, all require, as [ am
taught, farmyard or stable manure ; this I can get only
at a ** fearful sacrifice," and bad at that, though there
is a station half a mile distant. I should look on
it as a great favour if any of your correspondents
could give me a hint as to what I could do with the
root-course as a cleaner and preparation for Barley
and grass- seed, without losing money, even though there
may be no profit. Could anything be growm for this
purpose without the aid of *' pot dung," as the elegant
phrase goes hereaway ? There is no market for Sugar-
Beet within reach. -4« Old and Constant Subscriber
{L. 7. r.).

Tenant-right.—I see by an article in your paper of
January 27 that for imported food last year we had to
pay nearly ^64,000,000 to foreign countries, *' while
our own land is much of it not half cultivated." The
land of England could be made to grow much more
than it does, if the tenants were secured in their outlay
in improvements. The tenant-farmers have to thank
Mr. Smith, of Woolston, and others, for their denun-
ciation of those landlords who raise rents without first

repaying the tenants for their improvements. Land
will never be cultivated as it ought to be so long as
landlords are able by law to act in this way. Land-
lords can no longer do this injustice in Ireland, and I
think it appears to any honest mind that it ought to be
made impossible for landlords to thus act on this side
of the Irish Sea. As Mr. Burnett, of Kingscote, said
at the meeting of their Farmers' Club (after asking
whether it was advisable to increase the working
capital of the farmer), so will say nine-tenths of the
tenant-farmers, " Under the present system of holding,
no !" We are convinced that Mr. Smith, of Woolston,
is right in his deep autumn stirring by steam, but we
dare not make the necessaiy outlay, because we know
that in a few years, when we have made the land
worth more, our rents will be raised, and so our out-
lay will be stolen. My own opinion is, that a land-
lord is not justified in raising the rent of a tenant who
has spent money (and skill is money's equivalent)
in improving land, until he has first repaid to
the tenant the sum so spent. We depend on foreigners
for half our bread now ; as population increases, we
shall want a still greater proportion, unless more corn
is raised at home. I have no doubt that Mr. Smith,
of Woolston, grows very much more corn than those of
us who are as yet prevented from adopting his plans ;

and I have no doubt that the production of the country
generally could be very greatly increased if fanners
were free from landlord spoliation. Allow me to give
a {q\v instances :—Two large landowners have lately

died in my neighbourhood. Their sons, on succeeding
to the estates, have raised rents, in some cases 5^. to
los. an acre, making the rent of some farms ;i;^ioo to
;i^i5o more than it was. So far as I can learn, this is

not owing to any outlay, or very little, on the landlord's
part. Two other landowners, it is rumoured, intend to
do the same. One other has hinted that if the tenants
do not keep a sufficient stock of game for landlords and
their friends to shoot at, the land will probably be put
up to be let by auction, after the tenants have improved
it. A tenant on another large estate now lies under
notice to quit. His son accidentally killed a hen
pheasant while sitting on her eggs, mistaking her for a
rat in a hedge bottom. At the Worcestershire Chamber
of Agriculture meeting, last Saturday (Jan. 20), one
speaker said he had spent £\o an acre in improving a
farm previously out of condition, when he got notice to

quit, and the land was re-let at IjJ". an acre more rent.

Clearly the tenant-right—the ^10 an acre—of that
farm was " conveyed." Can this thing go on in
England, any more than it did in Ireland? I think
not. No honest tenant wishes to rob his landlord of a
farthing ; I conceive, then, that it is monstrous that the

tenant's outlay, his labour, the skill of years, should all

be swept away by a six months' notice, and put into

the pocket of a landlord. Surely this thing cannot last.

H. H. a, Jan. 27.

Foreign Correspondence.
The Great Kice-Fif.li:)S of the Soi th.—A

correspondent of the Syracuse Courier gives the
following interesting account of the rice lands of the
Southern States :—There is a belt of land stretching

from Virginia down the coast to the Gulf of Mexico,
and most of the distance it lies low, very little above
the level of the ocean, and some of it is covered with
water every high tide. The greater portion of this

land may be called swamp land— not altogether given
up to the domain of the water, but always damp, and
too wet for any grain except Rice. It is not every
swamp or wet piece of land that is fit for the culti-

vation of Rice. The alluvial sw.amps lying along the
banks of rivers, having a' deep soil composed of
decayed vegetables, is best fitted for tbe purpose,
but it must be so located that it can be overflowed

Hock of sheep, and buying to fatten is ruinous at present I at high tide, or it is useless for the purpose. The
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lands must also be protected from the salt water, and

from the rapid currents occasioned hy freshets. South

Carolina is the great Rice State, more being cultivated

there than in all the United States besides. The rivers

flowing down from the tableland of the interior reach

this low land, and force themselves to the sea,

spreading and forming a broad deep channel. There

is volume of water sufficient, so that the tide will cause

it to set back for many miles. Along many of these

ravines the land is as level as the sea, and it can

be flooded at pleasure. Gates are constructed through

artificial embankments along the banks of the river,

and when the tide is high the water is let in, and the

land flooded and the gates closed. When it becomes

necessary to draw the water off, the gates are opened

at low tide. Some of these fields are very large, and

are very beautiful when the Rice comes up through

the water and shows its needle-like spears. These

fields must have a secure embankment along the river,

and must be thoroughly drained by artificial channels,

so as to take the water entirely away when necessary.

In large fields some of the channels have capacity

enough to float a flat-bottomed boat, which is used to

convey the harvest to the place of storage.

The land is ploughed in winter, and in the first warm
days of spring is flooded. The preparation of the

ground commences in March. The seed is sown
in trenches about fifteen inches apart, about three

bushels of seed to an acre. The seed is covered with

the soil, and the water let in, to remain about a week,

by which time the grain sprouts, when the water is

drawn off"; but when the grain is a few inches above

the ground it is again flooded for four or five days, and

the grain is then allowed to grow for four or five

weeks, when it is cultivated and the ground thoroughly

stirred. The water is then let on, and it is flooded for

a few days, and then gradually drawn down and again

cultivated ; after the second cultivation the water is

again let on to remain till the crop matures, which

takes about two months, when the water is drawn oft",

and the crop is harvested in the same manner as

Buckwheat. The crop in a favourable season is a

profitable one. The grain is threshed and cleaned in

mills ; it is frequently sent to market before the hulls

are removed. There are extensive mills at Liverpool

and New York for hulling the rice, and they enable

the dealer to put it in the market fresh and white.

There are mills at Savannah and Charleston, where

Rice is hulled for the local market. The best hulling

machines cost from 15,000 to 18,000 dollars, and have

very intricate machinery. Tlie Rice before being hulled

is called poddy. The machine takes off the hulls and
assorts the grain. After the hulls are removed, it

is moved out on inclined screens, which are fine at

first, and all the small and broken Rice passes

through ; and then a little coarser, and the Rice called

"middling Rice" drops through; and last the

"Prince Rice." The last named quality is passed

through another screen, which is called polishing, and

in that process is swept clean and bright.

ktuim.
CLUNBUKV, SALOP.

The Condition of the Labourer.—Another meeting of

agricultural labourers, under the auspices of the North
Herefordshire and South Shropshire Labourers' Mutual
Improvement Society, was lately held at Clunbury,

in the southern division of this county.

The Rev. W. Jellicorse, vicar of Clunbury, occupied

the chair.

A labourer, named Watkins, of the Twitcher, said

that, although he had no particular grievance to

mention as far as he himself was concerned, he
could not help expressing his opinion that Q.r. or los..

a week and the so-called perquisites was not sufficient

wages for a man with a family. With such a low
remuneration it was certain that the most industrious

man in the parish had no chance nf keeping himself

eventually out of the workhouse. ICvery hard-working
agricultural labourer, he argued, should have a fair

day's wage for a fair day's work. Whether the em-
ployers were willing to give it or not, the labourers

ought to have 15J. a week, and with that he could
purchase what was now considered their perquisites.

For his own part, in addition to his lOr. a week, he
had a house and garden free, and the keep of two pigs

;

but these were privileges which many others had not.

Kasthoi'E, of Kempton, said 15J. a week was little

enough, and they ought to have it. Without saying

anything disrespectful of his master, he would just

mention that he had a wife and one child, which, with

himself, had to be maintained out of 9;. a week and is.

for the Sunday, and for this he had to be at work or

on the ground all the winter soon after six o'clock in

the morning. He would be glad to give up the per-

quisites if his master would give him 15^. a week.
Watkins said he quite agreed with tlie concluding

remark of the last speaker ; it would, for instance, be a

great advania:je for a man to be able to pay his rent in

money, and to rent his cottage direct from the landlord.

It would also be a great blessing if every labouring man
with a family had a cow and a bit of land to keep it

on ; and he had no doui)t the day was not far distant

when this latter desideratum would be acceded to by
their employers.

A labourer from the neighbourhood of Clunton said

they were eight in family, and that they had all to be
supported out of pj. a week, about 2.d. a day for each
individual to live upon, saying nothing about clothing

and other expenses. There were plenty of his neigh-

bours' wives, with families of children, who, to help
their husbands in eking out an existence, had to go out

lopping Swedes. He, like his fellow labourers, had his

perquisites, which were not worth much.
BiiDDOES, Clunton, said he had a large family, and

was getting 9^. a week, with the usual perquisites. It

was scarcely sufficient to keep body and soul together ;

and under such circumstances what prospect had they

but the workhouse ? He believed the farmers were
well able to raise their wages. At present, if anything
went wrong between master and man, they were met
with, *' Oh, you can turn out with your family ; 1 must
have your cottage, recollect." Reference had been
made to schooling. It was certainly very cheap. It

was but a penny a week ; but what were they to do
when they hadn't got a penny ? He considered it

would be much better both for master and workman if

the latter was sufficient to enable him to pay his rent

and for his own cider.

Gooi>E, of Kempton, said he,. too, had 9J'. a week,
and a family of eight to support. For sticking up for

his rights, in accordance with his agreement he was
now under notice. He considered his services well

worth 15J. a week, with which he could pay his rent,

and would then take a greater interest in patching up
his cottage and bit of garden. As regarded the keep-
ing of a cow, he could manage everything but the

buying of it. If he could only find the means, he
would see if he could not better his position by crossing

the Atlantic.

Bird, Clungunford, spoke in the same strain, with
regard to the renting of cottage and garden, and said

the poor man had no heart to repair either one or the

other, because he did not know the moment he would
be turned out.

Dr. Meteyard, Clunbury, asked, if the cottages

were to be alienated from the farms, how was the land

to be paid for ?

GoODE argued that the cottages should be taken
subject to six months' on either side, and that the

tenants should work on the estate, although not on
the same farm, until the notice expired.

Watkin'S remarked that a good master could always
get plenty of men if there was not a singly cottage on
the farm.

Several other speakers having spoken in favour of

1 5 J", per week,
The Chairman said that the meeting had supported

these five points:— i. Wages should be paid all in

money, at the rate of i5j-. per week, and extra time
after 6 o'clock to be paid for ; 2. An improved state

of cottages ; 3. The opportunity of keeping a cow
;

4. The opportunity of renting at a moderate rent a

quarter of an acre of arable land, called an allotment

;

5. The providing means for emigrating to those persons

who were willing to run the risk of leaving this country

for another. He (the rev. chairman) gave up the ques-

tion of allotment, for it was his opinion that if the

labourer had time to work the ground, he could not

get the manure. The emigration question he would
not touch upon, because he was not sufficiently well-

informed in the matter ; but he must say he joined with

them in the question of keeping a cow, better wages,

and improved cottages, many of which in this part of

the country were a disgrace to all concerned. The ac-

commodation in many of them was such, he was bound
to confess, as no one could bring up a son or daughter

in, indecency, not to say delicacy. It had been urged

that all cottages should have three bedrooms. With-
out going so far as that—for in very many instances

the building of cottages was a matter of investment

—

small cottages at a cheap rate (A Voice : And the

biggest rent) and a big rent—he thought the minimum
amount of cottage accommodation ought to be strictly

defined. If there was a cottage with only one room
upstairs, that cottage, he had no hesitation in saying,

was a disgrace to its owner. His own idea was that

every cottage ought to have two bedrooms, with a fire-

place in one of them, and a good kitchen, a fair back
kitchen, with boiler and oven, and a pump, so that

there should be no necessity to run to the polluted

water of a river. A pump, an oven, and a staircase,

instead of a ladder, were very necessary. He was not

for expensive cottages ; but he did think there should

be an Act of Parliament to compel owners of cottages

to find the necessary accommodation for the inmates,

and there should be an inspector under the Act to see

that it was not infringed. It was, too, only a matter

of common justice to the agricultural labourer that he

should not be turned out of his cottage, without proper
notice, at the whim and caprice of his master. Now
he came to the vexed question of wages. It had been

clearly shown at that meeting that the wages were not

more in this part of the country than 9f. or lOj-. a week,
with the usual privileges, which amounted to 3f. or 4,r.

per week. He did not mind saying there what he had
Slid in private elsewhere, that, considering the price of

everything, the wages were too small. His opinion

was that the wages, whatever they might be, should be

paid as now, part in money and part in kind ; but he
wished it to go forth, as the opinion of that meeting,

and that of their chairman, that the wages should be
in one way or another 15.?. per week. With regard to

the keeping a cow, the plan of the late Sir Baldwin
Leighton, about whom so many hard things had been
said, and unjustly said, was one which he highly ap-
proved. Any working man who had been working on
a farm on his estate, say six or eight years, and had at

the end of that time saved sufhcient money to buy a
cow, had the privilege of keeping it at the same rate as
a farmer paid for his land. The improvement of the
condition of the agricultural labourer rested very much
with themselves. If young men and young women
would only be a little more careful than they were when
there was an opportunity of "putting by for a rainy
day," they would have something better to look forward
to than the workhouse ; they might at least save,

instead of spending as they do, sufficient money to buy
a cow. If the habit of thrift was properly inculcated

amongst young people, they would not have the

workhouse staring them in the face as a last resource.

Unfortunately the wages of young men were too often

spent in what they call pleasure, in another word, dis-

sipation, while the earnings of young women were
spent a good deal in finery. If young men would only
restrain their love for strong drinks, and the young
women their love of fine clothes, they would be a great

deal more independent in after life. Too early mar-
riages, they might depend upon it, had a great deal too

much to do with their present poverty. Young people
married without any provision whatever for their future

maintenance. A great curse of the countiy was the

May-hiring fair, and this might be abolished, at an)'

moment, as in other parts of England, if masters and
men would only combine together to that end.

Farmers' Clubs.
IXWORTH.

Labourers' Daughters.—At the last meeting, the sub-

ject was the education of the daughters of agricultural

labourers.

Mr. George Gayford, jun., said that up to the

present their attention had not been specially directed

to the improvement and encouragement of the female

members of the labourer's family, and he thought that

in no way could this be done more effectually than by
inculcating attention to, and proficiency in, the per-

formance of such plain, practical duties of everyday

life as would tend to make them good servants, wives,

and mothers. He had used the plain old-fashioned

word teaching, as he did not wish to enter into the

general question of education, preferring to leave that

in better hands. They might compare the teaching of

a child to the rearing of a building—both required a

sound and good foundation. He would not enter into

the question of whether the present system of education

was right or wrong ; but he would say, without going

into such questions as that, it appeared to him that it

was their duty to endeavour to lay a sound, solid foun-

dation by trying to teach and encourage those plain

duties of everyday life which they knew must be well

performed by the wife, if a man's house was to be made
comfortable and happy. It appeared to him, that this

part of the teaching of the daughters of agricultural

labourers had been, and still was to a certain extent,

overlooked ; and he thought they would all see there

was an increasing tendency to allow a regard for mere

outward show and fashion to take the place of utility

and comfort. After stating that this was his reason

for bringing the subject forward, Mr. Gayford proceeded

to say :—Two men may be living under the same roof

whose circumstances shall in all respects be similar

—

the family of the one will always appear tidy, comfort-

able, and well fed ; the other, ragged, uncomfortable,

and half-starved ; and often because the one has a tidy,

careful, and industrious wife, who has been well

taught, knows the value of time, and how to make the

best of her small income, while the wife of the other,

who may have been, perhaps, a more showy and fine

dressing girl, is, from the neglect of good training in

early life^ destitute of those qualities and that useful

knowledge possessed by her neighbour. Now, when-

ever the latter state of things prevails, can we expect

good conduct and industry in the husband, who is

neither a contented nor a happy man ; and if we can do
anything towards rendering such a state of things less

frequent, we shall not only benefit the labouring man
but society generally. And how is this to be done .'

I think in a very simple may, by taking for our guide

that Book which should be the foundation of all teach-

ing, in which we are told to do our duty towards Tiod

and towards our neighbour. The public instruction in

the first of these duties we may leave to those whose
special mission it is to teach it ; but the second, I

think, comes quite within our province, and we are

plainly told that our duty to our neighbour is lo learn

and labour truly to get our own living, and to do our

duty in that state of life to which it may please ( iod to

call us. And I say that if the leaching of these plain

tmths is in any w.ny neglected, and is not constantly

impressed upon the minds of the young, all other edu-

cation will lose much of its value ; and I fear that all

education bills, school boards, certificated teachers, and

(iovernment mspcctors, will be init of little use, an<l

will fail in producing the good effects anticipated by

their .advocates. If you, g n''e:nen, consider it desirable

that we should encourage such a system of teaching as

I am in favour of, I would respectfully suggest that we
should appropriate from our funds such a sum as we
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can spare to be devoted to giving prizes to the daughters

of agricultural labourers, for skill in bread-making,

plain sewing, mending clothes and stockings, knitting,

or any other branch ot industry likely to be useful to tiiem

or for any special cases of merit or good conduct brought

before us. In conclusion, if there should be any person

to whom this appears a trifling and unimportant matter,

I would remind them that history tells us that woman's

influence has always to a great extent swayed the

destiny of mankind in all parts of the world, and we
know it is still the case, and it is right that it should be

so, provided that their influence is properly exercised,

and confined within fair and legitimate limits; and I

would also remind them that many of our greatest

and best men, some of whom have risen from

the lower classes, have recorded their conviction

that they owed their success in life in a great

measure to the teaching of a good wise mother.

And again, I would ask them if they do not feel and

know that whatever there maybe of good in them is

mainly to be traced to a mother's teaching and example,

and that the evil or wrong in their natures has been

more checked and overcome by the influence or memory
of a mother than by any other means ? And, gentlemen,

this influence pervades all classes of society ; therefore,

I do feel that if we can do anything to raise the standard

of excellence and usefulness in the daughters of the

agricultural labourers, our discussion will not have been

in vain, and we may possibly lay the foundation of much
present happiness and much future good.

Mr. R. Green {schoolmaster, Ixworth) also read a

paper on the same subject, saying ; In my opinion the

great root of the evil, iu many parishes, is the want of

proper accommodation in the cottages of the poor.

What is the use of talking about decency and respectful

conduct to a girl who has passed the most of her young

life in a sleeping-room with men and boys? What is

the use of teaching morality while such a state of things

is allowed to exist? But it is said, " We know it, and

are sorry for it, but we cannot help it." I ask, '* Do
you try?" Many, by importunity, get even more than

they expect. Why should not every farmer say to his

landlord, "lean employ so many men; build me up
as many good cottages, and let me hire them with the

farm, so that I may have some influence over my work-
men ? " Such a system, carried out properly, would
be a great help to destroy the present state of things in

overcrowded cottages, and, under the management of

the farmer and his wife, there might be a special interest

taken, and an assistance given, to remove what may be

called the next great evil and hindrance to education :

I mean the want of moral control at home. I don't

want to see our labourers treated as serfs or slaves, but

I think in some cases a little judicious compulsion may
be made use of in this great failing, with great benefit

to both parents and children. Among the labouring

poor, the parents seem to lose all moral control over

their children about the age of nine or ten years.

"Forced prayers," it is said, "are not good for the

soul," but I have seen, in parishes where the squire's

lady had absolute control, better servants and better

mothers than those produced from parishes where
everybody does that which seemeth right in their own
eyes— in parishes where this one lady is not. Why
should not the employers of labour use their influence

to incline the parents to more careful training, and the

children to understand the necessity of obedience. This
kind of aid would greatly help, if not entirely effect a

remedy. Should they refuse to accept these kindnesses,

then, I say, put in a little sugar and force the medicine
down their throats. The next obstruction to a pure
education is the cheap and easy means of obtaining

finery in dress. Oh for the days of neat white caps
and sensible-sized aprons, instead of the make-believe
things worn by servants in these days ! One thing I

would strongly impress upon ladies if they were here
present ; never give away anything to poor girls which
may be converted into useless finery. If they give, let

it be something neat and useful. Mr. Green then pro-

ceeded to condemn the Government system of education
as a system of cram, which would never, as rule, pro-
duce what is most wanted. It is all artificial and on the

surface, producing contempt for hard work, and a con-
ceited superiority over one's neighbours.

Discussion.

Mr. FisoN said he thought they should begin at the
beginning, and that was to improve the dwellings of the
labourers. He quite agreed with Mr. Gayford's sugges-
tion, that prizes should be given for useful work.

Dr. Short said he should like to ask the farmers pre-
sent whether they thought that wives had not, years ago,
more influence over the children than they had now ? He
was a young man, but he could remember that when he
was a boy children were more obedient to their parents
than they were now. It was. astonishing, on going into
cottages, to hear the impudent remarks that children
made to their parents. His experience was not great in
the matter of ser\'ants, but if they got tht^ni they were not
what servants were years ago. He did not think the
influence of the parents was so much exercised as it used
to be. The children grew up giddy, thoughtless, and
imfit for the state of life into which they were called.

Mr. H. Taylor thought a very great source of the evil

was the employment of females in agricultural labour.
He had witnessed young females, and old ones too, as it

were, half unsexed, employed in labour in the fields, and
they were by no means pleasant sights to the eye. A girl

went to work in the fields, and paid no regard to the pre-
servation Qf her character. If she lost her character as a

domestic servant there were the fields to resort to. He said

that the amount of iniquity was very great as regarded

tliat indiscriminate grouping together of females in agri-

cultural labour. He thought that if farmers would really

refuse to employ females they would be obliged to devote

themselves and employ their energies in other things, and

they would get better servants, better wives, and better

mothers. The wives now not only neglected their hus-

bands, but also their children.

Mr. Mansfield could not agree with Mr. Green, that

the present defective cottage accommodation was easily

remedied. How was it to be done in a place like Ixworth?

The owners would not doit. He thought that they must

all agree that the daughters of agricultural labourers re-

quired such an education as would fit them for after

life. They must, at least, be good sempstresses, and

possess the qualifications for good domestic servants. He
entirely disagreed with Mr. Taylor's remarks as to the

employment of women in agriculture, and quoted Mr. C
S. Read's opinion m support of his argument.

Dr. Short stated that he could speak from his expe-

rience of the parishes in which he was poor-law medical

otttcer, that the women who went out to work in the fields

were the most untidy, and their homes the most uncom-
fortable. In seven out of eight cases, where the women
worked out, this was so.

Mr. FisoN disclaimed the idea that seemed to prevail

amongst the speakers, that it was a general thing to em-
ploy mothers of families in the fields. It was the exception

rather tlian tlie rule.

Mr. F. Gayford said women did not go out so much
now as they did. They had not half a dozen women, out

of a population of 350, who would go into the fields to

work. He agreed with Dr. Short's remarks, that the

homes ofwomen who went out to work must be neglected.

Mr. Taylor rejoined, that his argument was that the

supply of domestic servants was bad. They expected

labourers' daughters to be practically educated, and he

asked how that could be done in the fields ?

Mr. S. W. Hunt, the vice-chairman, said he recollected

when he was a boy that girls used to go into the fields

and used to do a great deal more labour than they did

now. Servants ot that day were a different class of people

from what they were at present. Formerly wives and
daughters did not mind work, but at the present time the

question was, whether they could get servants to work.

What he maintained was this ; unless the mistress of a
household knew how to set a servant to work, they could

not expect to get a good servant. He thought that if they

had more milk pails and fewer music stools, they would
be better off. Speaking of what had been said as regarded
immorality, he said there was not so much immorality in

the country as there was in towns. A town was a hot-bed

of immorality and illegitimacy, and statistics would bear
that out.

Mr. Gayford, in reply, suggested that many persons

might do good in taking a little girl into the house to

assist the other servants, so that she learnt a little from
all, and was trained to be a very useful servant in that

way. To show that there was something in it, he was
prepared— if the Club would give a guinea, for a medal
or something of the kind—he would give a five guinea cup
to the daughter of a farmer of about 150 to 200 acres who
made the best pound of butter or the best loaf of bread.

Let it be kept by the winner who took it three years in

succession, and let the winner at the time have also a
medal or something to commemorate the event. He
thought that was most important to young farmers.

Perhaps when the first cup was won some gentleman
would give another.

The Vice-Chairman said he should be very happy to

give the second cup then.

MoiutB at '§m\xB,
The Advantages of Double-furrow Ploughs.

By Mr. J. C. Ransome, Ipswich.

We have before us a pamphlet on this subject, being

a lecture lately read by the author before the Framling-
ham Farmers' Club ; and as we are unable to give the

whole of it in our columns, we propose to take extracts,

connecting them with notes of the omitted passages,

leaving it to our readers to procure the work. The
questions considered are :— I. What are the advantages
of double-furrow ploughs? 2. Can they be profitably

employed on the majority of our farms ?

Before, however, entering on these two practical

points, Mr. Ransome first states the history of the

invention, quoting Captain Walter Blith, who wrote
in the time of the Commonwealth ; also Arthur Young,
writing in 1771 ; Mr, Tweed, of Sandon, 1802 ; and
showing thus that double ploughs have in past times
been made in considerable numbers, and have done
their work satisfactorily and well, but that they have
not come into much general use. Indeed, Mr. Ran-
some quotes from the account books of his own
firm :—

" We have an entry in one of our old day-books of one
supphed to the late Sir William Middleton, of Shrubland
Hall, dated February 12, 1818 :

—

' One new double plough.
' Repairing one old ditto.'

And they were worked on this estate for 40 years, with
two oxen to each plougli, and doing their i^ acre a day."

Mr. Ransome gives reasons for the great impulse
which has of late been given to their manufacture,
among which the chief probably is the increased com-
petition between this country and others in the produce
of the soil, which makes it as necessary for the farmer
as for the manufacturer to avail himself of any
machine or implement which will lessen the cost of

production.

to come now to the double-furrow plough of the
present day, with all the improvements that have lately

been made in it.

"To Mr. Thomas Pirie, Kinmundy, N.B., belongs
the credit of bringing out the double plough in an entirely
new form, and especially of fitting to it a friction wheel
to run behind the plough in the angle of the furrow in

place of the slade, in order to reduce the draught. For
his invention he obtained a patent in July, 1867, but the
plough was first brought to notice in this country at the
Leicester meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England. July, 1868."

The several makers of double-furrow ploughs are

named by Mr. Ransome, without, however, the several

distinctive features of their implements being described.

It is the general subject of double ploughing that is his

theme, and. the following are the points which he
states ought to characterise them all :

—

1. It should not be heavier than is necessary for

the land it is intended to work upon. 2. It should
be strong and simple in construction. 3. It should
have good clearance between the two plough bodies,

to allow the second furrow to pass freely. 4. 1

1

should have sufficient height under the beams to pre-
vent any accumulation of rubbish. 5. It should be so
arranged that the width of the furrows can be easily

altered. 6. It should have a friction wheel to nm at an
angle in the furrow, to take the weight of the hind part of
the plough, and the friction against the land side and sole

caused by turning the furrow slice. This friction wheel
should be adjustable in depth and width, to adapt the
plough to a hard or soft bottom, and a slade should be
interchangeable with it for special places, such as stony
ground. 7. It should be arranged to lift out of work,
and turn easily at the headland without cutting up the
ground. 8. It should have a pair of handles of sufificient

length for the ploughman to guide it and assist it round
at the headland. 9. It may be fiirnished with a steering

lever if desired ; but when the plough is furnished with
sufficiently long handles, I do not consider it necessary,

and it adds to the weight and complication. 10. It should
be fitted with the best breasts, shares, coulters, and skim-
coulters, to enable it to do its work efficiently and without
waste of power."

We now give a series of extracts on some of
the points raised by questions in Mr. Ransome's
paper :

—

" /s (I Doiihk'fiirro'iu Plough Lighte)' in Draught, in

Proportion to the Work it has to do, than a Single
Plough i— r. The old form of double-furrow plough,
which had two slades—one on each plough body—took
twice the power of a single plough fitted with a slade.

2. A double plough—of which the back part of the front

body is cut away, and which has only one slade on the
hind plough—does not lake more than i| times the
draught of a single plough fitted with a slade. 3, A
double plough of the new sort, with a friction wheel
behind instead of a slade, does not take more than
r\ times the power of a single plough with slade. 4. A
single plough with a friction wheel takes about three-
quarters of the power of a single plough with slade. 5.

A double plough with a friction wheel takes just double
the power of a single plough with a friction wheel.

"Taking the above figures to be correct, and the
average draught, on a mixed soil, of a good single

plough with slade when ploughing 6 or 7 inches deep,

being taken at 24 stones, we should have the draught oi

a single plough with friction wheel, 18 stones ; single

plough with slade, 24 stones ; double plough with friction

wheel, 36 stones ; double plough with one slade, 42 stones

;

double plough with two slades, 48 stones. Of course
these draughts will vary on different soils, and the

advantage of the new double plough will be still greater

when compared with many of the older patterns of single

ploughs still in use, but it may safely be taken for granted
that, in almost all cases, the double ploughs do not draw-

more than half as heavy again as the single ploughs, and
the heavier and more sticky the soil the greater is the
comparative gain,

2. What are the Advantages to he Gained by the Use oj

Double Ploughs f—Double work : They will do twice as
much work as a single plough in almost all cases. Saving
in horse-power : As we have seen, the draught is only
half as much again, therefore, three horses harnessed
abreast will do double the work of two on a single, and
not be any harder worked. Many double ploughs are

now being worked with two horses only, on light land.

Saving of labour : One man with a double can do the
work of two men with single ploughs, and when three

horses are required they are driven abreast and guided by
reins. Work done better ; The work can at all times be
done equally as well as with a single plough, and it

entirely prevents a man carrying a plough on its back,
and so cutting an unlevel bottom, which can be done with
a single plough even when fitted with flat cutting shares.

Pan of furrow not so much trodden or glazed : As only
one horse walks in the furrow, and two furrows are ploughed
at one time, the horse walks in each alternate furrow
instead of every one, and the pan is consequently less

trodden down. By the use of the friction wheel instead
of the slade, all glazing, both of the bottom of the furrow
and of the ^land side, is avoided. Ploughing hill-sides :

In the hill-side ploughing they are very serviceable, as
(ploughing up and down the hill) two horses can carry
two furrows down hill, and by slipping one furrow on
coming back, they can carry one furrow up hill ; thus in

each round ploughing three furrows against two furrows
with the same team on a single plough. Subsoiling :

They form one of the best implements for an ordinary
subsoiling. By removing the front plough and adding a
subsoil tine to follow the furrow-horse and subsoil the

previous furrow, the hind plough turns a furrow over the

loosened earth. Potato planting : They are very useful

for Potato planting. By setting the plough to the widest

width—say 12 inches to each furrow, or more if desired—
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the two carry 24 inches, and the Potatos are set in the furrow
and covered the next round. Thi^ ensures the widths of

the rows beingexactlyahke, and faci.iUites after operations.
Paring Stubbles : They are very useful for paring stubbles.

The greater weight of a double plough keeps it more
steadily at the shallow depth of say 2 inches than is

possible with a single plough. Beginning and finishing :

The ridges, tops, or beginnings can be easily set with a
double plough. By taking a smalt furrow with the front

plough on the first half-bout, and a full furrow with the
hind plough, which will lie on the first furrow, then
returning with two whole furrows to back up the top.

three furrows are shown the first round against one with
the single. Wide lands : In order to make the most of the
advantages to be gained by the use of the double ploughs,
it is very desirable to have the lands or stetches as wide
as possible, for although these ploughs may be worked,
and are a great assistance, even wlierc the lands are
narrow, they are much more so when the distance between
the ridges is sufficient to enable them to' go a consider-
able number of rounds on each ridge. All kinds of work
can be done with the double plough, with the exception,

perhaps, of ridging or baulking up land for the winter.

Work done at proper time : One of the greatest advan-
tages of double ploughs, besides the saving of labour and
horse-power, about which I propose to make some
further remarks, is undoubtedly the great facility they
give for getting the work at the proper time. As the double
plough gets over a double quantity of work with an
increase of only 50 per cent, of horse-power as compared
with a single plough, the work with the same lot of horses

is done much more speedily. As the double plough
enables a farmer to get his ploughing done quicker, it

greatly helps him in getting on with other work on the

farm which would otherwise have to be delayed."

We have given only a portion of Mr. Ransome's
remarks on the points named above. The last item

which he mentions is the most important of them all,

and we give his calculations in full :

—

** Money Saving.—On the other hand, and especially

on those farms where the staff of men and horses kept
has been sufficient to do all the work at the right time and
in a proper manner, a considerable saving in expenditure
can be effected by the use of double ploughs.

"To show this more clearly, I will first take the case of
a farm having 300 acres of arable land, and on which, as
a fair average, 12 horses are kept. Assuming—and in

some cases I believe the assumption is correct— that no
larger number of horses need be kept than are sufficient to

do the ploughing, the following calculation would hold
good :~Six men and 12 horses would be required on such
a farm to work six single ploughs, whereas three men and
nine horses would work three double ploughs, thus saving
three men and three horses. The horses might be entirely

dispensed with by careful management, and the men
during the time they would have been engaged in using
the single ploughs. These 300 acres of Wheat, Clover,
Peas, Beans, Barley, Oats, summer-land, or root crops,

would lake two ploughings each per acre on an average,
or say 600 acres of ploughing. Taking i acre per day as
the work of each single plough, or 2 acres per day its that

of each double plough, the ploughing would occupy
17 weeks. The following calculation will show the saving
eTected :

—

Interest on the value of three horses at ^30 = £')o at

5 per cent ^4 10 o
Annual decrease in value, at £2 each 600
Hazard of loss at ;i;5 per cent ". .. 4 10 o
Annual value of food : three horses at 12^. a week .. 93 12 o
Shoeing and farriery at £1 each . . . . . . .

.

300
Wages of three men for 17 weeks at loj. .. .. 25 10 o

Total ^137 2 o
Deduct interest on value of throe double ploughs at

£10, at ;^5 per cent i 10 o

Total .. ,. .. jC^?,3 12 o

" Say a nett saving of ^ 135, which is equal to 9^. per
acre on the whole farm.
"This may, perhaps, be an extreme case, or at any

rate not the most usual way in which the saving effected

by double ploughs would be taken, though I shall give

you presently one or two statements from practical men
corroborative of the above calculation.

" If two horses out of the 12 could be dispensed with it

would save ;^ioo a year, or 6s. Qd. per acre. If only one
horse out of 12 could be sold, the saving would be ^^60 a
year, or 41. an acre. And if no horses are sold, we slill

have the item of wages £2$ los., which is saved, or equal
to IS. S(f. per acre.

" On some light land farms, where a great deal of the
work can be done with two horses on a double plough, I

believe quite the above saving may be effected."

Mr. Ransome concludes his address with quotations

from many experienced men who liave realised the

advantages he claims. His lecture is a very complete
account of the implement and of the advantages to be
expected from it, and well deserves general perusal.

The Land Tenancy Laws. An Address by Mr.
M'Neel-Caird to the Scottish Chamber of Agri-

culture. Pp. 20. Seton & Mackenzie, Edinburgh.

Work and Wages. A Lecture delivered in the

Parish School-room, by the Rev. P. T. Onvoy,
M.A., Vicar of Wing, near Leighton-Buzzard. R.
Barrett & Son, 13, Mark Lane.

Here are two tracts, the one bearing on the relation

of landlord and tenant—the other on the relation of

farmer and labourer—both well deserving wide circu-

lation and careful study. The latter is a simple state-

ment, for the use of villagers, of the economical laws

which regulate the wages question : the former is a

powerful exposition, by an able and accompUshed
speaker, of matters most important for tl e two parties

interested to know. From its pages we take an extract
bearing on the subject of a leading article in last week's
Agi'icnllural Gazette,

" In TOO years the average increase of agricultural pro-
duce per acre in Great Britain has been only i6| per
cent. Of that nearly one-half has been gained by a
sudden start since 1851. The start of the last 20 years is

equal to a gain exceeding 16 millions sterling a-year for
the future. And if so much has been accomplished by
merely exhorting the farmer to effort, what may not be
expected if we strike off the fetters which have hitherto
restrained him? Every tenth that we can add to the
acreable produce is equivalent to 20 millions a-year.
Great as this is, tlie field of agriculture is so wide that a
mere annual change of seed, if adopted universally,
would go a long way towards it, by the increase of
return and improvement of quality. And, besides the
increase of acreable growth, there are still immense tracts
which can be rendered profitably productive.

"I will not set a limit to the possible increase which
might be obtained if all hindrances were removed.
Every observant man, whose attention has heen directed
to the subject, must have seen practical proof that the
produce of vast districts is capable of being increased, under
proper treatment, not by tenths merely, but doubled and
more. I can state, from authentic information, that the
increase of stock and produce on an extensive farm,
within a very limited period, has, by the skilful applica-
tion of capital and energy, been more than fourfold,
though the operations arc still incomplete. That was
where the occupier was, from special circumstances,
altogether unhampered by tenancy laws. The average
must, no doubt, be always greatly below that rate of
increase. But make every allowance, say that only a
twentieth of that rate could be attained on the average,
the increase of wealth to the country could not be less

than 40 millions sterling a-year, the absolute growth of
the soil. What are all the cheese-parings of ordinary
Statecraft, necessary though they be, while such a leak of
national wealth is left unstopped? And how mightily
would the increase react on commerce and trade !

"

Farm Memoranda.
Hampshire. —The wet weather which has prevailed

for the last five weeks may be considered as favourable

for the Wheat plant, which, from the lateness of the

harvest and other causes, was sown at an unusually late

period, much of it not having shown above ground at

Christmas ; and, as much land was very light at the

time of sowing, the late heavy rains were really

required to consolidate it, and should the wet
weather continue till the month of March, it would be
seasonable if that month should prove dry without
frost. The rather severe frosts experienced during
November and December do not seem to have
prejudiced any crops. The Swedes and Turnips are

still very sound, and the autumn-sown cereals and
pulse, although not very forward, show a healthy and
vigorous plant. Whether we refer to Rye, Vetches,
Trifolium, winter Oats, or winter Beans, they look
strong, and have generally maintained plant. The only
drawback from the wet weather arises from its favour-

ing the slug, which is doing injury upon some lands

sown out of lea to both Wheat and winter Oats. Some
farmers, to get rid of the slugs, strew Turnip or

Cabbage leaves over the land, looking them over every
other day, carrying away those which are sure to

shelter themselves on the underside of the leaves. The
rainy season, although beneficial to some crops, is very

much against sheep feeding on roots in the open field,

particularly on the mixed soils peculiar to South and
East Hants, and some other parts of the county. It

sliould, however, be remembered that during the

autumn months the weather was unusually favourable

for root-feeding in the fields.

The water meadows are in flood, and the heavy rains

now prevailing are bringing down from the hills ferti-

lising matters, and colouring the rivers, which prove
highly beneficial to the meadows, which are at the

present time looking very luxuriant, and promise an
abundant produce at the usual period of April, at

which time the flocks on the hill farms generally so

much require it, although this year, owing to the

abundance of the root crop, it may not be of so much
importance.
The markets are scantily supplied with home-grown

corn, for two reasons. The crops of Wheat are very

deficient, although Barley and Oats are a fair crop,

yet the wet weather is quite sufficient to deterioriate

the grain if threshed on a fine day, because the roofs

and outside of the stacks arc thoroughly saturated by
succession of rain, hence tlie corn offered in the market
is so much out of condition that it is difficult to sell,

even at the prices quoted.

The price of mutton and beef is still high, especially

the former ; for, although many parties held back their

stock for Christmas, yet the sale at that time was very

dull, the supply being beyond the demand, since which
mutton and beef have been as dear as before, the

exception being pork and bacon pigs, which are very

difficult of sale at a price out of all proportion, and
below any other animal food.

If we look to the prices of beef and mutton in the

coming spring, it is fair to infer that they must still

be high. The price of wool will make the skins of

sheep valuable, particularly whilst so large a portion

of the supply consists of tegs. Again, a large number
of farms are very short of stock, and many we see have
no sheep at all upon them. This, more than anything

else, shows the scarcity of sheep, and, if the truth could
be ascertained, the stock of sheep in the United King-
dom would be probably found something like 4,000,000
less than in 186S, and it must be confessed that agri-
cultural statistics ought to solve this question, but
where are they ? We can find no returns issued as yet,
although they were sent in last June. This is too bad,
because if anybody is to benefit by these returns they
ought to be made available for the farmers lliemselves,
who ought to know the result early in July every year,
before the great sheep and cattle fairs commence,
whereas they now lay dusting about in the Board of
Trade offices, or elsewhere, until they are no use what-
ever to the farmer, but may be made weapons in the
hands of opponents at a future day. There is certainly
no reason why these returns should not be made the
first week in May, and published the first week in July.
There is a strong feeling amongst the farmers that we
ought to have a Board of Agriculture in this country,
the same as in France, and that their interests are not
improved by filtration through the Board of Trade.
There has been a good fall of lambs, rather over the
average, from the horned Dorset and Somerset ewes.
Although the season was later than usual there has
been a large number of twins. Serious losses have
occurred in some cases, both of ewes and lambs, but
the number saved may be reported rather over the
average, and there is a large number of this stock in
South and East Hants. Joseph Blunddl^ Sonihampton.

Earl of Warwick's Sewage Farm, near
Leamington. — The following memoranda on the
works have been sent to us since the publication of
the notice on p. 92 :

—

Engines and Pumps.—Two, both high pressure con-
densing, rotary beam engines, with cylinders 36-inch
diameter, and 8-feet piston stroke. Beams 32 feet

long, weight, 13 tons each. Pumps.—On each arm
of the beams a rod is attached, working a ram pump,
26 inches diameter, of 5 feet stroke. Tiie four pumps
are connected with the main delivery pipe, which
passes through the centre to the end of the engine-
house, thence to the rising delivery main. The engines
and pumps can be worked separately or together.

There is one fly-wheel, 24 feet in diameter. There are
three boilers of the Cornish pattern, 24 feet long,

7 feet diameter, with double flues, can be worked
singly or together. They are partly fed by one of
Giffard's injectors with the condensed steam of the

engines. There is a permanent travelling crane over
the engines to facilitate repairs. Each engine is calcu-

lated to deliver 1,500,000 gals., 132 feet high, 2| miles
distant, in 12 hours. Maker, Joseph Clayton, Preston.

Cost, irSooo-
77ie Rising Main.—Cast-iron pipes, 2| miles long.

The first section of it is 20 inches, remainder 18 inches

diameter. There are eight hydrants on the main,
working with screw valves. An air-valve at each
summit, with two small valves at lowest points for

draining main. Founders, D. & S. Roberts, of West
Bromwich. Cost, ;i^3,675 ; laying, £1000.
Pumping Station.—Engine house, 72 feet long,

36 feet wide, 57 feet high ; wall, 3 feet thick, to carry

travelling crane ; chimney stack, 90 feet liigh, and
12 feet square. The foundations of the buildings go
down 21 feet, and rest on the rock. Reservoir:

—

Top, 230 feet by 95 feet ; bottom, 175 feet by 47 feet

;

10 feet deep. In addition, there are the brick tanks
of the old lime process ; together afTording storage for

24 hours' sewage. Cost of buildings, reservoir, and
two cottages, ^,5000.

The Farm is the property of Earl Warwick, who
has contracted with the town to take the whole of the

sewage for a period of 30 years, at a yearly rental of

^^450. The town laying the main and delivering the

sewage at given points on the farm, Lord Warwick
undertaking the expense and responsibility of its dis-

posal. The land commanded by the irrigation

works equals 1200 acres. 351 acres are now in hand,
and the operations will be confined to this area for

the present.

The " A/ain," rising from the pumping station,

passes south, under the Napton Canal, then through
private property, till it reaches Lord Warwick's estate,

1000 yards distant, and at a height of 71 feet. The
"main" then dips, crosses a valley, of which the

Myton Brook is the drainage line, and rises to the

second summit, at a distance of 2000 yards from
the station, ami 102 feet above it. From this point

the *'main" again dips and trends eastward, reaching

the terminus at a height of 132 feet, and a distance of

3550 yards. The main drainage line from and beyond
the second summit is into the Tach Brook.

Branch Line.—At a convenient point a branch line

is thrown out from the rising main commanding a
separate area of about 250 acres.

Conjignration of the Land.—On the "main" line it

is generally of easy gradients, favourable to irrigation,

and will be worked on the *' catchwork," "terrace,"

and "channel" systems. Where the land is flat the
** bedwork " system will be adopted. The " branch

"

line is mainly a plateau, with slops north and west ;

the former will be in *' bedwork " and the latter in

contour irrigation.

Soil, On the "main" line it is generally of a

loamy character, with bits of heavy land here and
there. The subsoil varies greatly, and includes sand.
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gravel, sandstone, marl, clay, and their associates.

On the ** branch " line the soil is a light gravelly loam
—on a gravelly bottom.

Drai/iagc:—The surface drainage is everywhere col-

lected and transmitted for use at lower levels. The
arterial drainage is planned especially for irrigation,

and ranges in depth between 4.^ feet and 8 feet. The
old drainage is intercepted and connected with the new
system. At convenient points, the drainage is collected

into brick wells, whence it can either be discharged
into its natural outfall, or further utilised for irrigation.

T/ie General Scheme of Irrigation presents some new
and interesting features. It is on a scale of unprece-
dented magnitude, of which the following may be taken
as a brief sketch :—One object has governed the whole
scheme—to secure it all details have been subordinated,
viz., to regard the sewage for its value as a manure,
with the assistance of water as a carrier for its distribu-

tion, and for summer irrigation. Therefore, as a fixed

sum will be paid for the sewcge, the object has been
to utilise it over the widest possible area, in order
that a system of mixed and alternate husbandry may
be adopted, including not only the ordinary opera-
tions of farming, but of wet and of dry farming,
changing from one to the other systematically. In
winter the sewage to be used simply as a manure
on bare fallows, for spring cropping. A visit to the
farm will show that the governing idea, so to speak,
has been carefully worked out in all its details.

To each of the eight hydrants on the rising main a
*'bend" is attached, with its mouth on the surface of
the ground. This mouth is enclosed in a brick chamber.
On opening the screw-valve, the sewage enters the
chamber and is distributed by regulated outlets into

stoneware pipes ; these pipes, working under a head
pressure of from 8 oz. to 2 lb., on the square inch.

carry the sewage to the exact point wanted. At regular
intervals on the carrying lines, there are outlets with
penstocks, and at necessary points, partition chambers,
for changing the direction and regulating the volume of
discharge. These arrangements are very satisfactory
and their advantages obvious. The sewage is every-
where economised : all waste, whether by escape,
absorption, or evaporation, is prevented ; it is kept out
of sight, and the ground that would be lost by open
carriers is thus saved. Charged full bore, the pipes
deliver the sewage just wliere required, and the velocity
of delivery is regulated and controlled by the head of
pressure at the chamber. As may be imagined, the
pipe work is extensive; the pipes were manufactured
by Mr. T. C. Edwards, near Ruabon. North Wales.
The arrangement for collecting and using the sewage
at lower levels for its final purification before escape
into the water-courses, are very efficient. Every pre-
caution that skill could suggest has been taken to
prevent nuisances of any kind whatever.
The line of the main, positions of the hydrants, and

the whole of the works, have been planned and carried
out by Mr. W. Clifford, of Emscote, Warwick. The
agricultural operations are under Mr. D. Tough (late
of the Barking Sewage Farm), in subordination to his
lordship's agent, Capt. Fosbery. The farm is in first-

rate condition. A large dairy will be maintained, for
which suitable buildings have been erected. Stock will
be kept as well for grazing as for stall feeding. The
cultivation will, as noticed, be divided into ordinary
farming and sewage farming, for which arrangement
the breadth of land affords every facility.

Miscellaneous.
The Supply of Horses.—It is quite true that

within the last few years there has been a sensible
increase in the price of horses of all kinds. During
the Franco-German war both countries purchased here
largely, and France is still a purchaser, as she has been
for any time during the last 20 years. The demand at
home for riding horses and well-bred harness horses
for more than 20 years has rapidly increased with the
increased wealth of the country and the diminution of
the taxes and turnpikes which formerly discouraged
carriages. But another cause has affected the supply,
ever since the introduction of artificial manures and
drill sowing has stimulated root cultivation. Thou-
sands on thousands of acres of rough land, on which
horses were formerly bred, as the cheapest produce
that could be sent to market in non-railway days, are
now drained, cropped with roots, and fed off with
sheep, which, in wool and mutton, pay a great deal
better than horses. Under these circumstances, it

would be well that we bred more really stout, useful
horses, and made less use of ill-shaped stallions which
have nothing better to recommend them than a more
or less authentic pedigree connecting them with some
great turf winner. There are plenty, or, at any rate,
a sufficient number, of thoroughbred sires of bone and
substance. If any one doubt this, let him visit the
Glasgow Stud Farm, at Enfield. The problem is to
put such horses within reach of the farmers in the
horse-breeding districts, at such prices as plain farmers
can afford to pay. I dismiss the idea of Government
stallions competing with those of private individuals

;
no Chancellor of the Exchequer in esse or in posse dare
ask the House of Commons for money for such a
purpose. Equally impracticable is the system which
was established by Louis XIV. of permitting no
stallions to be used except those passed and branded

by a Govemm.ent official—a system abolished at the

French Revolution which the centralized Government
of France, whether Republican, Kingly, or Imperial,

has never been able to restore. A simpler plan,

perfectly suited to our habits of private enterprise,

which I lately suggested at the London Farmers' Club,
would answer our purpose much better. Let every
local agricultural society form a special fund for hiring

one or more stallions for the season, according to the

demands of the district. To such a fund a great many
persons would subscribe, without the least idea of

breeding themselves, as a matter of local patriotism.

Mr. Edmund Tattersall tells me that a good useful

thoroughbred stallion can be hired for about ^100 for

the season. The services of such an animal might be
afforded to the district at a fee from /i to £2 without
any serious loss to the committee. Tlie choice would
be the duty of gentlemen, whose selection would be
open to wholesome criticism in the local newspapers.
The plan would grow into a system, and the days for

letting stallions for hire at Tattersall's would be crowded
with country committee men in search of suitable sires.

As for Mr. Moss's idea of encouraging breeders by
local horse shows and prizes confined to young horses,

if he had paid any attention to existing shows, he would
have known that it is only in one or two counties that

respectable classes of 3 and 4-year-old horses can be
filled. A dealer's price for a really good animal is

more tempting than any prize a local society can afford

to give. The money a county would have to spend in

getting up a horse show, which would attract very few
horses, would go far to hire two or three good sires.

Races, too, as means of improving the breed of horses,

are quite played out. If an illustration be wanted of
this fact, turn to the National Hunt Steeplechase,
established for the encouragement of farmer breeders.

Vet, since the first year or two, a farmer's name is

scarcely to be seen in the entries, and never as a
winner. England is the country of self-supporting

societies, which, in encouraging agriculture, have far

exceeded the costly efforts of Continental Governments.
Apply the same principle to horse-breeding. The
Manager of the AgricuUural HaU Horse Sho7o^ in the

Times.

Reaping Machines in East Lothian.—The
first trial of a reaping machine—one of Bell's—was
made at Phantassie, a very celebrated farm in East
Lothian, the property of T, Mitchell-Innes, Esq.
We think it was m 1S52 this exhibition took place

;

nearly all our most eminent farmers were present, and
few then believed in the possibility of its perfect

success. Mr. Hope, Fenton Barns, was the first who
bought a reaping machine, which he tried in a field of
Wheat in 1853. We remember Lord Tweeddale was
there, and other eminent agriculturists from a distance.

From that day we may say that the problem of
reaping by machinery in East Lothian was solved.

Other countries rapidly followed suit. The inventive
genius of Great Britain was applied to the subject, the
great object being to obtain sufficient strength in

framework, combined with lightness of construction
and increased rapidity in the action of the knives.
To show how universal is the adoption of reaping
machines in East Lothian, we give two Tables, one of
the parishes with the machines used in each ; also

another with the names of the different makers.
The machines are of various contruction, but all are
modelled, so far, after the invention of Mr. Bell,

who may be called "the Watt" of the reaping
machine. What Watt's genius did for the steam-
engine, the genius of Bell did for the reaper.

where they have a good lair, but complaints of their
not doing so well where folding on heavy soils is

practised. In consequence of the mildness of the
season and abundance of keep, graziers and dealers are
scouring the country for " barren beasts " for summer
grazing. Markets almost stationary for all kinds of
grain. Dry Wheat looking up. T. C.
South Northumberland : yan. 24.

Jan.

which gave way at night. Ploughing

Machines
used.

Aberlady .

.

.. . . 21
Athelstaneford .. .. 21
Bolton , , . . • 15
Dirleton . . .. ..34
Dunbar .

.

. . . . 38
P'ala and Soutra .

.

. . 6
Garvald . . .

,

. . 26
Gifford 28
Gladsmuir .

.

. . . . 46
Haddington.

.

.. . . 62
Humbic .

.

.

.

. . 34
Innerwick ,. .

.

. . 20
Morham .. .

.

. . 10

Carried forward . . . . 361

Machines
Halliday . . . . .

.

135
Gardener & Lindsay .

.

83
Bamlett 64
Porteous 46
Brigham & Bickerton .

.

42
Hornsby & Sons .

.

42
Kemp, Murray & Nichol-
son . . . . . , .

.

42
Bridges 41
Samuelson . . . . .

.

28
Lillie, Goodlctt & Elder .

.

26
Picksley & Sim . . .

.

20
Jack & Son 12
Sheriff .-. .. .. n
Wallace & Son ,. .. n

Machines
used.

Brought forward.. .. 361
North Berwick ,

.

. . 31
Oldhamstocks .. .. 16
Ormiston .

.

.

,

. 22
Pencaitland .. , . ..26
Prestonkirk 3^
Prestonpans .

.

. . . . 7
Salton .. .. , . 26
Spott 18
Stenton . . .

.

. . lo
Tranent 38
Whitekirk 28
Whittingham .. .. 25

Total

Carried fon,vard .

The Farmer.
603

Brought forward
Wood & Son
Bell's, byCroskill ..

Scott
Burgess & Key
Croskill

Munro & Dickson .

.

Wright & Seton .

,

Brown, Traprian .

.

Brown & Young, Cuthbcrt,
Dray, Hunter, Milton,
Moffat, M'Cormack, Sim^
Stevenson, Walker, Win
ton, and Young — 1

each

Total

.. 656

Machines
.. 603

, 656

Leicester : Jan. 23.—Weather very unfavourable
for outdoor work. Ploughing lea. Turning over
and sorting Potatos, many of which are diseased.
Draining and levelling fences. .Sheep doing very well

18—High wind with showers. Ploughing stubble.
,, 19— Fine day. Threshing grain.

„ 2o^Slight frost in morning : fine day. Ploughing stubble
and lea.

,. 22—Hard frost,

lea.

.. 23—Dull, damp day, wet at night. Ploughing lea.

„ 24—Very wet. Ploughing lea in forenoon, crushing
kainit and caning bricks afternoon.

General : Cattle feeding, and cutting Swedes for hog-
gets. Prospective : Finish stubble and lea ploughing.

Ross-shire : y,ui. 23.—Farm all arable, about
420 acres. Putting a very large proportion of it into a
si.<c -course rotation, with three years' grass, and nearly
the whole of this grass eaten off by cattle in summer
and sheep in winter. Soils very different—the lower
fields mould, with a slight mixture of clay, and pretty
suitable for all kinds of crops ; the higher fields
recently reclaimed, and gradually deepening and im-
proving ; much of the subsoil mountain clay. Weather
changeable, but mild. Carting manure the principal
occupation. [Arrived too late for last week.]

Chatteris
: Jan. 27.—Showery and wet week ; a

great deal of water about ; moved engine and thresh-
ing tackle, and prepared to thresh, but compelled to
await better weather. Delivered 50 qr. Wheat to
station. Put up and delivered Potatos ; a few hands
underdraining

; other hands attending to stock. Land
getting very wet, and requiring dry weather, or spring
seeding must be backward. A. S. A'.

North Wilts : 7rt«. 29.—Weather has continued
so wet that outdoor operations have been almost sus-
pended ; highest floods for several years; just what
was wanted to replenish springs and saturate soil, and
at the best time of year. Horse and manual labour
employed at all kinds of odd jobs on the farm, just as
weather permits. Cattle fed as usual, and sheep also ;

the latter on the land, which is more like a mud-pit
than anything else, but with a little extra corn, &c.,
seem to do better than could be expected. £. IK M.
Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire : Jan. 29.—We

have had another week of wet, boisterous weather,
preventing almost all kinds of work being done on the
farm, except occasionally ploughing on light land.
The sheep are in a very dirty state, and have not
thriven much of late. The Wheat plant in this loca-
lity looks well, but on strong, retentive soils, it will
soon sicken and become unhealthy. The meadows
lying low are very much flooded. J. H.
Roxburghshire : Jan. 29.—There has been a

heavy fall of rain this week, and everything has been
soaked with water. Sheep on Turnip land very un-
comfortable, and doing little or nothing ; feeding cattle
doing well on Swedes, cake and hay ; the price of
beef considerably back from what it was ; we have a
few steers away this week, they fetch a trifle over <)s.

per stone. The labour carried on has been lea plough-
ing, laying on compound, threshing and delivering
grain, &c.
West Sussex : Jan. 29.—Work is still at a stand-

still
; we have had a great deal of rain, and probably

have now attained our average. The fields have been
in a bad state for the sheep, and some of the young
lambs are rather crampy ; the sheep do badly, and the
land is suffering. A good deal of the work is to carry
roots from the fields to yards and meadows. There are
a great many hands out of work, but they are not the
most useful ones ; and when we hear surprise ex-

pressed that hands are scarce in one place, and too
many in another, the two being only a day's journey
apart, yet nothing is done to put the matter on a better

footing, we know the reason to be that all good hands
are generally employed at fair wages where they now
are, and those that we can spare we cannot recommend.
But no doubt good men's wages will get higher, and
bad ones will have to improve, and by degrees there
%vill be greater equality. G. S.

East Lothian : Jan. 30.—The weather for the

past week has been very wet, so that very little has
been done in the way of ploughing, and what little

has been ploughed has been mostly grass land for Oats—both stubble and Turnip land being too wet for

ploughing. The work done during the past week has
been mostly threshing Wheat for straw for cattle.

Beans for fodder for horses, picking Potatos, carting
same to station, and spreading manure. The work
likely to be done this week is ploughing grass land,
stubble and Turnip land, topping and tailing Swedish
Turnips and storing same for cattle, picking Potatos,
spreading manure, threshing Wheat and Beans, and
cutting hedges. The Wheat is making great progress,
indeed I hardly ever saw it grow so fast at this season
of the year. H. B.

Selkirkshire : Jan. 30.—For the last 14 days
almost incessant ram ; to-day wet and stormy. The
ground has not been so thoroughly soaked for several
years past. The fields where hained are fresh and
green

; young grasses nearly a full bite for sheep ; we
may expect a check to such an early growth.
400 breeding ewes (Cheviot, bringing half-bred
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lambs) getting half Turnips and as much hay as they

can eat ; 440 hoggs and young Cheviot wedders getting

full Turnips and hay. Feeding sheep : Cheviot

wedders (only about 100 left) getting, besides Turnips
and hay, I lb of Oats each daily. Horses' work :

ploughing stubble for Turnips — a dry light soil j

finished ploughing lea. IV. tS.

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: Cohnisf. On sheep: Wuiait on Cattle; pub-

lished by Society for Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
On horses: Bhiiiics Veterinary Art, by Steele. In-

digo: Si?nmouds Commercial Products of the Vegetable

Kingdom, Castor-oil Plant, &c. : Pcrcira's Manual
of Materia Medica. The beans are pressed in the

country where grown.
"Crumen:" T. H. says:—"Dr. J. E. Gray {id sup..

Pen. Cyc, p. 48) classifies the tribe Bovina, and sub-

tribe Oveag, into four genera :— i, Ovis, crumen distinct,

&c. ; 2, Caprovis, crumen distinct, &c.
; 3, Pseudovis,

crumen none, &c. ; 4, Ammotragris, crumen none, &c.

Will some one of your readers, acquainted with the

comparative anatomy and natural history of the sheep,

kindly explain the meaning of this word ' crumen,'

which I have vainly searched for in dictionaries and
cyclopaedias?" [Crumena=smaU money-bag. SesLat.
Mng. Diet.]

Land Tenure: Amicus. Professor Qiffe Leslie's report

on a system of Land Tenure appeared, we believe, in the

annual volume of the Cobden Club, which is published

by Cassell, Petter & Galpin, La Belle Sauvage Yard,

Ludgate Hill. You should also read Mr. W. Fowler's

paper on the Land Question in the annual volume just

published.

Poultry : L. A. As regards dark Brahmas, you must
not demand black breasts in the cock unless you are

prepared to accept chestnut patches on the wings, and
vulture feathering on the hocks, of your birds. The
best and purest plumage of the best dark Brahma
Poutra fowls that have ever been seen in this country
has always been grey in different shades and in every

shade, but always grey. The copper patches on the

wings, and jet black breasts on the cock birds are due
to the efforts of European breeders to adapt an Asiatic

bird to the type nearest to hand. Brahma Poutra
fowls both light and grey deserve well at our hands

;

but the Americans buy our best stock birds, and from
them produce chici<cns that put competition out of the

question at present.

The Sewing Machine : Rodcrs. It is with the sowing-
machine with an 0, not the sewing-machine with an e,

that we have any acquaintance. On the latter subject

our opinion would be of no service to you.

arkts.

55—60
58—62
60—64

51—69
38—40
28—31
20—23
25-27
24—26
22—26
31—33

Red.
Red.

Red.

Maltinj

Making .

Feed ...

Feed ...

Feed ...

Foreign .

g - 33—38

20—22

14—19

MARK LANE.
Monday, Jan, 29.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market
was again very short ; the iew dry samples were readily

sold at the full prices of this day se'nnight, but damp and
inferior were very unsaleable, at irregular prices. For
foreign there was a fair retail demand, at the quotations of

last week. Barley, Beans, and Peas were unchanged in

value. Oat barely maintained late rates. Maize was in

good supply, and cheaper. There was no change in the
value of Flour.
Price per imperial -{Quarter.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. .White
— fine selected runs do.
— Talavera
— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind & dist. ,26^ to 31^ . . Chev.
— Foreign,.grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan .... 32^. to 34^. . . Tick— Pigeon 37.1. to 58,^. . . Winds— Foreign Small
Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers

— - Maple, —s. to —s. Grey
Majze
.Flour, best marks delivered., per sack— 2d ditto ditto— Foreign per barrel

Wednesday, Jan. 31

There was little animation in the grain trade, but the
market was tirm in regard to prices. The show of
English Wheat was small, but the quality of the samples
was inferior, notwithstanding the improvement in the
weather. The supply of foreign was ample. Prices were
unchanged for all qualities, and the transactions were in

retail only. Malting Barley was in request, but grinding
samples were dull of sale. Maize and Oats changed
hands to a fair extent, on fully former terms. Beans and
Peas were quite neglected. In the seed market there was
nothing doing. Flour met a limited inquiry, on former
terms.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water CARRrAcr.

34—49

39—41

34—49

34

Harrow .

Longpod
Egyptian. [33

Suffolk . . 41-

Foreign ..'36—44
Foreign .. 131-33

44—50 1

40—42 Country ..:4o—42
24—28 Per sack.,

j

38— 60

buyers' favour. No change in value of fine white. Flour
sells slowly at the rates of Friday. Beans, Oats, and
Oatmeal unaUered. Indian Com in moderate demand,
at the extreme price of Friday last ; mixed American,
30J. yi. per 480 lb.

Averages.
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FOLLOWS &, BATE'S
PATENT LA/VS^N MO^VERS,

The "CLIMAX" and the "ANGLO-AMERICAN."
Between 5000 and 6000 of these eelcbraled Machines were sold last year, and 10,000 are being prepared for the present season.

te

»^^ " In all things, but proverbially so in Mechanics, the supreme
^ excellence is simplicity."—JAMES WATT.

These words are very applicable to the simple Wheel and Pinion
driving power of the Climax Lawn Mower.

«fe-.l^

The
"CLIMAX "

6-inch

7~inch

THE "CLIMAX" PATENT BACK DELIVERY LAWN MOWER
Is now sutliciently well known for its simplicity and easy workins to require but a very short description. The two novel

features in its construction, and in which it differs from all other machines of the kind, are (firstly) the entire absence of the hea\7

iron roller behind the knife, and the substitution of the grass collecting box in its place, so that, every impediment being removed

from the front, the machine can be worked close up to walls and trees, or underneath shrubs, without removing the collecting box—

the grass being cut as it grows, and disposed of with equal rapidity whether wet or dry
;
(secondly) in the revolving cutter being

i
•

propelled by a simple wheel and pinion—which gear direct instead of being connected by intermediate wheels or chains—the most

uninitiated will at once understand this simple arrangement, and readily admit its non-liability to get out of order. When used

25s. ^'''''O"' "le Bo^ (see Illustration) either size will cut Grass 6 inches long if required. Every Machine is made of the best materials,

35s. ""'^ "° ''^'"^ '^'^'^ spared in finishing every one, even the cheapest, in the best possible manner.

„ The 8-inch 45s.

"CLIMAX" 10-inch 55s.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE "CLIMAX" LAWN MOWERS

May be thus enumerated :—

•

They are CHEAP, SIMPLE, WELL M.-\DE. NOT LIABLE TO GET OUT OF ORDER, and can be EASILY

worked by LADIES or CHILDREN.

They Cut LONG GRASS as well as SHORT, and WET Grass as well as DRY, and do not CLOG.

As they have no ROLLER in FRONT, the Knives Cut the Grass as it GROWS, and do not miss the BENTS.

They Cut CLOSE up to Walls and Trees, or UNDERNEATH Shmbs, and are invaluable for SLOPES and

STEEP EMBANKMENTS.

By their regular use CROQUET GROUNDS can be kept in the PERFECTION of order.

They do not RIB the Grass, but leave the Lawn with a beautifully even and velvety appearance, very different

to Scythe Mowing.

Having a BACK-DELIVERY they are EQUALLY adapted for Collecting the Grass in the usual manner, or

for scattering the Cuttings on the Ground, thus COMBINING the ENGLISH and AMERICAN Systems

in ONE Machine.

THE 25s. MACHINES MEET A GREAT WANT !

Since their introduction THOUSANDS of Purchasers have derived pleasure

from personally using them for Mowing their small Grass Plots, instead of employing

a Man with a Scythe at a considerable periodical expense. GREAT NUMBERS have
also been Sold to work in conjunction with larger Machines, and when their merits are

more generally known they will be considered INDISPENSABLE for this purpose, as

they can be worked WITHOUT DIFFICULTY in AWKWARD places where it

would be IMPOSSIBLE to use ANY OTHER kind.

I^T" These Machines are fully guaranteed m every respect, and after a Trials if
not approved of they may be at once returned to the Manufacturers, who will bear all

the expenses of carriage, 6-v.

View of the "Climax " as used on steep embankments at the Manchester Botanical
Gardens. The three smallest sizes are recommended for this'kind of work.

ILLUSTRATED CATATOGUES of HORTICULTURAL MACHINERY, con-

taining opinions of the Times, Gardeners' Chronicle, Engineer, and other leading

organs of the Press, Testimonials from all parts of the Kingdom, and full particulars,

forwarded. Post Free, by

FOLLOWS AND BATE,
MANUFACTUEING ENGINEEES

BUTTON STREET WORKS, MANCHESTER;
Or tliey can be obtained from their Agents in every Town.

N.B. For Illustrations and description of F. & B.'s Patent "Anglo-American" Lawn
Mowers, which are made from 12 inches and upwards, see Catalogues and
future Advertisements.
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S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.G.

THE IMPROVEB SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC HAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, wliich works day and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No.

No.
37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steam Power.

No. 46a. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Gardens, &c.

No. 49a. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and 54J. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanized Iron Tubs.

as designed for theNo. S4*. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER,
Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 39^. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

Garden use.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSEPIPES, &c., &c. Particulars tcikm in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

W. S. BOULTON 8c CO., NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Improved Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at \ery Low Prices.

Only the best materials used. Houses desi^i^fied to suit any situation. Estimates given free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have pricefrom us before ordering clseivhere.

UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER.

m^-'%.

MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES.
.\11 sizes {glazed with 21-ounce) ready for immediate delivery.

111 introducing our New Pattern for :872, we wish to

point out that instead of having to remove or slide loose

glass every time it is necessary to attend to the plants, we
attach the glazed lights with hinges to the frame of each
length, thereby doing away with the continual breakage of

glass and loss of time inseparable from the use of the ordinary
kind send out by other makers. Two men can instantly

remove a complete length 1 2 feet by 3 feet wide, thtis proving
them to be really portable.

The first of this improved kind was lately sent to

Christopher Turner, Esq., Stoke, Rochford, Grantham.
His Gardener, ]V[r. J. Dell, wrote us the following Letter,

unsolicited :

—

Messrs. W. S. BoULTON & Co.

" Gentlemen,—I consider them the only" Plant Preservers
worthy of that name. Every one who has seen them is of the same
opinion. I hope to have some more of them shortly.

" Believe me, yours truly, ISAAC Dell."

They are made in the following sizes. One pair of ends
is sufficient for any number of lengths, if set in a continuous
row. In ordering state the number of ends required. Carriage
Paid to any Station within 200 miles of Norwich.

Ends per

Height at back, 24 inches ; at fiunt. 13 inches ; sides, i^ inch thick ; lights, 2 inches thick.

All made of very best red deal. Painted three coats. Every pane of glass is nailed as well as

puttied in. Each light is pro^ided with an iron strengthening rod and handle.

Purchasers are strongly recommended to have 21-ounce glass, this being so much stronger

than i6-ounce. In the following Table, columns 2 and 3 are cash prices at Norwich .Station
;

columns 4 and 5, prices carriage paid to any station within 200 miles of Norwich, when orders

amount to 40.^. and upwards.

All 6 feet Wide.
Glazed with
i6-ounce.

Glazed with
21-ounce.

4 feet long, i Light .

.

16

Glazed with
i6-oimce. .

Glazed with
21-ounce.

£^ 7
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A
The Patent Imperishable Hothouse.YRES'S PATENT.

GLASS, IRON, and CONCRETE.
Defore biiildini,' a Plant or Fruit House of any kind, send six

stamps, and obtain the Illustrated IVospectus of the

IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
Ncwark-on-Trent, Notts.

MANAGER—W. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S.,
Imperishable Hothouse Company, Ncwark-on-Trent.

Plans, Specifications and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice.

Secure your Peaches by Covering your Walls

SIR J.
PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES
FOR THE MILLION,

Which are cheap, substantial, and portable, and effectually

protect Peaches and Wall Fruit against spring frosts, without

artificial heat. Ri:di'ced Price List still adhered to.

HEREMAN and MORTON,
14, Tichborne Street, Recent Quadrant, London, W.

Works in London, and at Gloucester, Coventry, Ulvcrstone, Paisley,

and Aberdeen only.

rAMES' WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders
' and Hot-Water Apparatus Manuf.^cturers,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

i)t\l\ v^L\. UMBER and iMllLON BOXES and
cWV/U LIGHTS, all sizes. Glazed and Painted complele, ready
for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom.
Strong GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, 51. each.

GLASSES, all sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the
Counties in England.

BEARDS PATENT NON-CONDUCTING and
VENTILATING METALLIC GLASS HOUSES wMI prove

cheiper than wnod

"^--
? "

^z^K^^^f^":

All lovers of W ail Fruit and delicate Flowers should have a piece of

BEARD'S PATENT IRON-FRAMED GLASS
or SLATE WALLS.

Full particulars of the above may be had for a stamped envelope,
also Illustrated CATALOGUE, price ir.. of
CHARLES BEARD. Patentee, Horticultural Engineer, Victoria

Works, Bury St. Edmund's.

GREENHOUSES from the FINSBURY STEAM
JOINERS \\ORKS, i-i, Bunhill Row London, EC

W. H. LASCELLES, Proprietor, Lists sent on application.
Prices for Houses, asabove, made of best red deal, and sashes 2 inches

thick, glazed with 16 oz. good sheet glass, delivered and fixed within
;,o miles of London, painted four coats in best oil colour, including
ocks^ gutter, down-pipe, and gearing for opening the ventilators at
one time,—heating, staging, brickwork not incluaed :

—

zo It. by 12 ft. 40 ft. by 16 ft. 60 ft. by 20 ft. 100 ft. by 24 ft
£40 o j£7g o o £132 o o £^33 10 o

GARDEN LIGHTS AND BOXES.
3 ft. by 4 ft, lights, 2 in. thick, unglazed 31. each

„ „ glazed, 16-0Z. good sheet glass .. ., 6s. „
6 ft. „ „ 2 in. thick, unglazed 5^- tt

„ ,, glazed, 16 oz. good sheet glass ., iis, „
Portable box containing one 6 ft. by 4 ft. light, pEiinted four

coats, ready for use .. ^Oj. „
Portable box containing two ditto, 6 ft by 8 ft, .. .. 55*. „
Estimates given for Conservatories or Greenhouses to any Design.

JONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L " SADDLE
BOILER.

These Boilers possess all the advantages ol the old Saddle Boiler,

with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at the

same lime these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made of the following
sizes :

—

Sizes.

High. Long.
18 in.

24 ..

To heat of
4-in Pipe.

Price.

Feet.
30a

700
850

1,000
I,JOO

1,800
2,600

4.500
7,000

10,000

20 O O

100 o o

And are kept in Stock and sold only by the Inventors and Patentees,
J. Jones & Sons.

Price Lists of HOT-WATER PIPES and Connections, with
Boilers, of all sizes and shapes; or ESTIMATES for HOf-WATER
APPARATUS, erected complete, will be sent on application.

J. JONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Eankside, Southwark,
London, S.£.

H
Tubular BoiUr.

OT-WATER APPARATUS
erected Complete, or the Materials supplied for Healing

, , j^ . , GREENHOUSES,
''ipnmid Cmual. HOTHOUSES.

C0N5ERVAT0KIES,
CHURCHES,

PUBLIC liUILDINGS. Src.

HOT-WATER PIPES at whole-

sale prices ; Elbows, X Pieces,
Syphons, and every other connec-
tion kept in stock.
WROUGHT and CAST-IRON

CONICAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONICAL,

also Elliptic, Boilers, from 24J. each
Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,

wither without Water Bars, from 535. M. each.
CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,

for use without briclcwork. from 6or. each.

Parlahl, n^iLr Patent THROTTLE and other VALVES,
l-«rlabU Botler. puRNACE DOORS, EARS and FURNACE

WORK of every description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS for Pipe Joints;
Sockets require no other packing,
and are perfectly water-tight.
Goods, of the very best manu-

facture, delivered at Railway or
Wharf in London.

LYNCH WHITE,
Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper

GroundStreet, London, S.E. (Surrey
side Blackfriars Bridge). Price List on application.

(^EORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN
For WARMING and VENTILATING.

Prices :
—

Coal Calorigen, £6 6s. \ Gas Calorigen, ^^^3 y.
Height, 36 ins. ; diameter, 21 do. Height, 28 ins. ; diameter, 14 do.

A—the interior of the Room; B—exterior of the Building; C—wall

;

D—the Calorigen; E—a Cylinder; F—pipes communicating to

supply air for combustion, and carry off product ; G—pipe for

passage of Cold Air to Calorigen ; H—outlet for ditto after being
made warm; I—gas burner ; J—door.

The only Gas Stove which retains the whole of the Heat given oft

by the Gas without vitiating the atmosphere.

It will be found very valuable in the Nursery or Sick Room, Damp
Buildings, Shops, Conservatories, Offices, &c. Exhibited in the
Exhibition of 1871 (Department of Scientific Inventions). May be
inspected at the Sole Manufacturers,

J. F. EARWIG AND CO.,
36, Queen Street, Cheapside, London, E.C.

The Opening of Parliament and the London Season.
NOHLEMEN.GKNTLEMEN.and MEME£R>; of PARLIAMEN f

having their CUT FLf)\VERS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES, t^c,
forwarded to their TOWN HOUSES, should USE

CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE TRANS-
MISSION CASES, pronounced by the Royal Horticultural

Society " the best now in use."
These Cases are now reduced in price for cash, and can be obtained

from the Agents or Patentee, Glouceeter.to whom all communications
should be addressed.
Intending Exhibitors in the Patent Cases should give their orders

at once, to insure the Paint and Varnish being thoroughly dry.
The No. 12, The " MALTON " Plant, Flower, &c., Protector.

Varnished, packed and forwarded on the receipt of Zs., in postage
stamps, or order.—Gloucester, January 17,

JAMES BOYD and SONS. HORTICULTURAL
Builders and Heating Engineers, Paisley, N.B.

CONSERVATiiRIES, GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, FORC-
ING HOUSES, PITS and every description of Horticultural Building,
manufactured in Wood or Iron by Sicam-powcr Machinerj-, and erected
in any part of the United Kingdom. Manufacturers of Hot-water
Apparatus for Heating Churches, Mansions, Warehouses, &c.

Plans and Estimates on application.
London Office : 1, Church Court, Clement's Lane, E.C.

BICK LEY'S PATENT HORIZONTAL SASH
BARS require neither paint nor putty, and possess greater

ad\'antages than others for horticulturists. Drawings, &c., sent for
one stamp.

THO.vlAS A. BICKLEV, 70, Smallbrook Street, Birmingham.

For Sowing Peas.
BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT
rjiHE SIDNEY GARDEN^ SEED SOWERS.

2J. 6rf. and 5*. each.

For all sorts and sires ol Vegetable
and Flower Seeds.

rty an Inside fitting. Peas will not
block in the large Sower.

Wholesale Agents for the Patentee,

Messrs. POLLARD, JEPHSON
AND CO., Bear Garden, Southwark.

Sold bj' all Seedsmen and Iron-

mongers. The Trade supplied by all

Wholesale Dealers.

orGREEN'S PATENT " SILENS MESSORS
NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-

LECTING MACHINES for :872.

The WINNER of EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES of
COMPETITION.

N.B. Parties having Lawn Mowers to Rcp.iir will do well to send
them either to our Leeds or London Establishments, when they will

have prompt attention, as an efficient staff of workmen are kept at

both places.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS,
DRIVES. BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and

GRAVEL PATHS.
Suitable for Hand or Horse-power.

Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

THOMAS GREEN and SON. Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds;

54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.

••By Appointment to H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.
BARTON'S PATENT STABLE and HARNESS

ROOM FITTINGS, BRACKETS. &c.

Patronised by II. 11. the \'iccroy lA E^'ypt, liie Kiti;; of the Belgians,
the King of Italy, the King of Holland, by the principal Nobiluy of
the Kingdom, and adopted by the first Architects and Builders of
England and the Continent. Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt
of six stamps
For ALTERATION of STABLES a competent person can be sent

to any part, to inspect and give Estimates,

lAMES BARTON, Iron Works, 370, Oxford Street, W.

1 TTAM" S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
COW FITTINGS.

Their advantages are— Portability, not fixtures, removable at
pleasure; no Woodwork 01 Partitions 10 impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to
infection, heing all of Iron. Price ol Fittings per Cow, 55*.
Prospectuses !ree of COTTAM and Co., iron Worxs, 2, Winsley

Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street^ London, W., where the
above arc exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.
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The Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.

JOHN M.ATTHEWS (late C. Phillips), Manufac-
turer of TERRA COTTA VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN

BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL ARBORETTES, STATUARY,
GARDEN POTS (from 2 to 30 inches in diameter), of superior quality,

withstand frost, and do not become green: EDGING TILES, &c.

See specimens in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free

Book of Drawings, 6d. each.
JOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

ALVANISED WIRE NETTING.
Awarded " Mention Extraordinaire " at the Amsterdam

Exhibition,
G
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THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT and
FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre,

Brandon), bcinp a practical combination of Vinery, Orchard House
and Conser\atory, as now worked in a New House erected for the

purpose at Chiswick. Third Edilion, Illustrated, tree for seven

stamps to the
" journal of Horticulture " Office, 171. Fleet Street

;
or to the Author.

Imperial 4to, Copiously Illustrated, Price izj.,

EARM BUILDINGS: a Digest of the Principles

adoDtcd in Construction. Reprinted from the " Farm Home-

steads of England." now out of print. By J. Bailey Denton, C.E.,

and Bailev Denton, Jun.

E. and F. N. SPON, 48, Charing Cross, W.C.

Notice.

(By Appointment to the Roval Horticultural Society.
)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FR.*\NCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magaiines, and Periodicals, without extra charge
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents. !5g, Fleet Street, E.C.

PROPERTY of EVERY DESCRIPTION for

EXCHANGE, SALE, nnd WANTED by PRIVATE
PERSONS; Information on Every Subject, with Occasional Illus-

trations; Houses. Apartments, and Estates Wanted and to Let;
Situaiiuns Wanted and Vacant. See
THE BAZAAR, THE EXCHANGE AND MART, AND

JOURNAL OF THE HOUSEHOLD. Weekly, ad. To be had of
alt Newsanents in Town and Country ; or direct from 32, Wellington
Street, London, W.C.

In One thick Volume, the Thirteenth Edition, price i6s.,

MODERN DOMESTIC MEDICINE. Describing
the Symptoms, Causes, and Correct Treatment of Diseases,

with a larfje Collection of Approved Prescriptions, &c. Forming a
Comprehensive Medical Guide for the Cler^, Families, Emigrants,

&c. By T. J- GRAtlAM, M.D.,. Fellow of the Royal Cotle;,'e of

Physicians of Edinburgh.
•'Of all the Medical Guides that have come to our hands, this is by

far the best. For fulness and completeness they all yield the palm to

Dr. Graham's."

—

Banner.
" Far excelling every publication of its class.'

—

Btitish Standard.

London: Published by SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, AND CO.
St.itioncrs' Court, Sold by all Booksellers.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 44, married, no incum-
brance. Six years in the situation he is now leavinp No single-

h.inded place accepted. The highest reference can be given.—G. G.,
I ostJJInce, Karin^don, Berks,

GARDENER"~(Head).—Middle-aged ; thorough and
extensive experience in the various branches of the profession,

l-irst-rate references. — J. G., Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale,
London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married, no family
;

is a thoroughly good general Gardener. Two and a half years'
character from last place.—T. G,, Pine-apple Nursery, 32, Maida
\ ale, London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married, one child
;

understands the profession thoroughly. A first-class Plant
Grower. References to some of the first Gardeners of the day.—X, L
Mr. Hester, Pine-apple Nurser>-. Maida Vale, London, W.

GARDENER (Head),—Age 29, single (at present)
thoroughly understands the profession in all its branches. Wei

recommended from three last places.—H, P.,
Knightsbridye, W.

3^ Raphael Strt

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40 ; thoroughly practical
and steady, and well up in all branches of the profession ; can be

highly recommended. No single-handed place accepted. Seven years'
character.—A. IS., 13, Charles St reet, Portman Square, W.

GARDENER (Head)", age 29.—Thos. Knowles,
Foreman in the Kitchen Garden and Forcing Department at

Ashton Court, offers his services to any Nobleman, Gentleman, or
Lady requiring a good practical Gardener ; has had 12 years' experience
III the Culture of Pines, Vines in and out of pots. Melons, Mushrooms.
Cucumbers, Kitchen and Flower Gardening, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, &c. For character and general ability, is kindly permitted to
refer to Mr. Kimp, Gr. to Earl of Jersey. Middleton Park, and Mr.
Dodds, Gr. to Sir Grevillc Smyth, Bart,, Ashton Court, Bristol,
Address as .ibove.

WANTED, as GROUND FOREMAN, a steady,
industrious Man. State experience, references, and salary

required.— R. TIIORNIIILL
,
Bowdon Nurseries, Bowdon, Cheshire

ANTliD, a GARDENER, accustomed to Nursery
and Jobbing Work.—WALTER DAWSON, Spike Bridge

Nurserj', The Ci^metery, Coventry.

WANTED, a GARDENER, with a good character
of not less than two years, either as Head or Second, in a large

Garden. Age not over jo. Very young children objected to. A Boy
kept.—Sir H, T,, Po^t (_iirice, East Sheen, S.W.

WANTED, a GARDENER (married). — Must
understand Forcing A'ines, Melons, &c., and who will

undertake care of Pigs. Will have a Boy under liim. Wife must
thoroughly understand Rearing and Fattening Poultry. Cottage
and garden found.—Address, stating wages, L., Post Office, Forest
Row, Eaiit Grinstcad, Sussex.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, as GARDENER, a
steady active Working Man (married), who thoroughly

understands the Management of a Kitchen Garden, Greenhouses,
Vinery, &c. Cottage and garden provided. Good testimonials
required— Mr. SEELS. Wainfleet Hall, Lincolnshire.

WANTED, a MAN and WIFE, without incumbrance,
ages from 35 to 45, for the Bakers' Almshouses, Lea Bridge

Road. The Man to keep the Garden in front in order: the Wife to

keep the Board and Committee Rooms in order, and wait on the Com-
mittee when required, and to make a daily supervision of the Inmates.
Further particulars may be obtained, any Friday or Saturday morning,
between q and 10 o'clock, ol the Treasurer, Mr. DEATH,
286, Kingsland Road, N.

WANTED, a good WORKING GARDENER,
with a thorough knowledge of the profession in all its

branches. No one accepted who has not lived in a single-handed
situation. A Boy is kept. Cottage found. State wages and
references.—S. C. . near Worcester.

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF.—.\ge 32, married; 18 years' experience in all

branches. Good character and references. — W. T., Post-Oflice,
Siltiiigbourne, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 28. married,
one child ; good practical knowledge of the profession eenerallv

Good character.—H. C, Mr. Tyrrel's, 8, Lower Georee Street,
Bromley-by-Bow, E.

Hortltjultural and Window Glass WareHouses.
I A M E b MILE S, 6, High Street, and 12 and

r,.M = i;ivl°S?iif,""f' Shoreditch, London, E.CONSEkX A-IORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.
Genuine White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, b-c.GARDEN ENGINES. PUMPS. SYRINGFS TNniA RtlRRPttHOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS,&c"' '^'^'A-KUBBER

Prices upon application.

TTOTHOUSE CLOCKS, in Ornamental Iron Cases,J-J_ Bronzed. Japanned, Enamelled, &c. No glass beintr used in
the construction of these Clocks, they are not llabO: to damage Alsothe cases being of Iron they are are not injured by heat or damn;and, the keyholes being bushed, no dust or water can possibly enter.'

„ . ,
Going 12 days,

'

Uoing 12 days. and striking
„. ..

but not striking. hours and half-hours,
rnce, medium size . . - . Ao 15 o .

.

i|i i o
Price, large size .. ..100 !i6o

Eo.\ and Package free of charge.

T T ^,, , ,1"! ,?r'l.'\S-^>%,'^
^''^^'* '^ required to hang or stand

J, T- WAINWRIGHT AND CO., Cambridge Street, Birmingham .

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE for SILVER
,

'^I'.^.r^?'^!-
NICKEL SILVER, introduced more than 30 years

ago by WILLIAM S. BURTON, when Plated by the patent process
of Messrs. Elkington & Co., is beyond all doubt the best article next
to sterling silver that can be used as such, either usefully or ornament-
ally, as by no possible test can it be distinguished from real silver.

Patterns. I j^'i^'.«
«•

[
Old Silver.

Bead. Thread.

£ s. d,

2 5 .

/^ARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Age 28
;y~A thoroughly practical in every department. Seven years' excel-

len^aiacter.—

A

. R. B., Post Office, Upper Clapton, E.

GARDENER (Head), where two or three are kept.—
Good ijractical knowledge.—H. M., Mr. Crew, Abbey, Romscy.

GARDENER (Superior), or GARDENER, FARM
BAILIFF, or AGENT.-Has held similar situations, and is a

hirst-class Judge of Stock; also understands the Management of
Woods, Valuing I'lmber, Draining and Improving an Estate; would
^.'^i^T., '^i?-"'^

or America. Wife a First-class Poultry Woman.—^ELIA, Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale, London.W
GARDENER.—James Hamilton, Gardener at

l^grry Hill, Mansfield, Notts, is open for re-engagement.

GARDENER.—A Gentleman is desirous of recom-
mending to any Nobleman or Gentleman a thoroughly practical

Gardener, who has had extensive experience in every branch of the
profession, and IS fully competent to undertake the Management of a
good place, tive years" excellent character.—H, D. D., no, Cannon
Street, E.C. '

GARDENER, in a place where two or three are
kept, or FOREMAN in a large establishment.—Age 24, single

;steady and persevering. First-class character.—J. L., Pine-apple
Nursery, Maida Vale. London, W.

Table Forks or Spoons, £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
per dozen i 10

Dessert do. do. do. .. 12
Teaspoons.. ,. ... 14 .

These are all as strongly plated, and are in every respect at least
equal to what other houses arc selling as their first quality at very
much higher prices.

A Second Quality of Fiddle Pattern,
Table Spoons and Forks J^i 2 per dozen
Dessert q 16 „
Tea Spoons o 10

Tea and Coffee Sets from £-i 15s. to £21 i6s. ; Dish 'Covers from
j£9 to JC26; Corner Dishes, £7 los. to j^iS i8j. ; Biscuit Bo.\es,
121. to £$ sj. ; Cruet and Liquor Frames, &c., at proportionate
prices.

^

The largest slock in existence of plated Dessert Knives and Forks
and I'lsh-eating Knives and Forks and Carvers.

All kinds of replating done by the patent process.

. W,W^t^ \ KURrON.Fumishinglronmongcr.by Appointment,
^n T,i"-

the Prince of Wales, sends a Catalogue containing upwards
of 8qo Illustrations of his unrivalled stock, withlists of prices and plans
of the 20 large Show-rooms, post free. 39, Oxford Street, W • i, i A,
2, 3, and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5. and 6, Perry's Place ; and i, New-
man Yard. London, W. The Cost of delivering Goods to the most
distant parts of the United Kingdom by Railway is triflineWILLIAM S. BURTON will always undertake delivery at a small
fixed rate.

K I N A H A N'S L L WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the veryCREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalled, perfectly

pure, and more wholesome than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words, "KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal. labcT, and cork.
New Wholesale Depot, 6a, Great Titchficid Street, Oxford Street, W.

/^ARDENER (Second).—Age 27, single ; is well up inV^ Forcing, and has been in present situation two years and six
months.—Apply, m first instance, to A. B., Highnam. near Gloucester

/':j,ARDENER (Second), in a Gentleman's Establish.VJ ment.—Age 30 ; understands Vines, Pines, Stove and Greenhouse
Hants, and Cucumbers and Melons. Good character—A B,
2, Laurel Cottage, Cricklewood. N.W.

WANTED, as SECOND HAND, a young Man. who
understands Forcing for Market, Must be single, with good

reference, also state age.—Mr. SMITH, Market Gardener. Back
Common, Acton Green, Middlesex, W.

WANTED, a WAREHOUSEMAN.—Apply
WARD AND CO., Bridge Parade, Bristol.

to

WANT PLACES —Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G
HENDERSON AND SON, WeUington Nursery, St. John's Wood, N.W.

To Gaxdeners and Bailiffs (Head, Foremen, or Under).
JAMES CARTER and CO. having many applications

for the above, request that those WANTING SITUATIONS
will send NAME, ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMONIALS,
for ENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send
unquestionable references need apply.
Any Lady or Gentleman requiring GARDENERS or BAILIFFS

may rely upon J. CARTER & CO. adopting the most stringent
regulations in reference to testimonials as to ability, honesty, &c.

237 and 338, High Holbom, London. W.C.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at ail times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered. &c., so that suitable Men may be selected,—Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

GARDENER [Undek), in a good Establishment.—
Age 21 ; has a good knowledge of Plants, Forcing, &c., having

been five years under one of the leading Plantsmen. Two years' good
character.—W. S., Copthall Gardens, Hunsdon, near Ware. Herts.

GARDENER and BAILIFF, or GARDENER
(Head, Working), to any Nobleman or Gentleman who

requires the services of a good practical Man.—Age 36, married ; has
had 20 years experience; well versed in the Cultivation of Pines,
Vines, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, Mushrooms, Stove and Green-
houses Plants, Orchids, and Ferns ; also Eariy and Late Forcing of
Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, and a good Kitchen and Flower
Gardener. Understands the Rearing and Breeding of Stock and
their value. Wife can take Charge of Poultry. Leaving on own
account.-F. A. HICKS. Turville Park Gardens, near Henley-on-
Thames. '

£FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.
„ ,

~:^g,^24. Good referencesastocharacterandabilities.—W. W.,
Hylands Park, Chelmsford,

WM. YOUNGER and CO.'S
EDINBURGH. INDIA PALE and DINNER ALES.

Sparkling, refreshing, nourishing and economical.
To be had of the principal retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 174a Ixindon Stores, Belvedere

Roadj S.E. ; Liverpool, i, Seel Street; Bristol. 14, Narrow Quay •

Dublin Stores, 7, Lower Abbey Street ; Swansea. Quay Parade

;

Glasgow, Queen Street; Birmingham, 13. Temple Street.

Grateful—Comforting.
S * S COCOA.

BREAKFAST.
" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the

operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of
the fine properties of a well selected cocoa. Mr. Epps has provided our
breakfast-tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save
us many heavy doctor's bills."—Ci'wiV Service Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk.
Each packet is labelled,

JAMES EPPS AND CO.. Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

E

J^INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and InfantsDINNEFORD and CO., 172. New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

Tj^OREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Establish-
J- ment.—Age 22 ; understands Forcing, &c. Good reference as to
ctiaracter and abilities.—Address, stating wages, X. Y Z .12 MarvAnn Place, Catford Bridge, London. S.E.

"PIOREMAN, or FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.—
J- Well understands the Cultivation of Roses, Rhododendrons.
Loniter.-c, itc. ; 20 years' good e.xperience in the Nursery business
generally, both indoors and out. Good reference.—A. D , Bedford
Road ^J^^rsery, Northampton.

'M'URSERYFOREMAN (General), in a Provincial
-Ll Nursery.—A ihorouchlv practical industrious Man. r.^n,!ursery.-A thoroughly practical industrious Man.

:cs as to ability '
" ' . _ _ -

ies, Worcester.

PROPAGATOR (General), or INDOOR\ I'OREMAN.—A sober.industriousMan, of 33years' experience.—A . B., 9 , Byrom Street, Bowden, Manchester.

TO FLORISTS.—Wanted, by an experienced young
Lady, a re-engagement where the situation would be permanent

The country not objected to.— L. P., Messrs. Brooks & Son's,
Florists, 102, Edgware Road, London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married; thoroughly
practical knowledge of the profession, and the Management of

Land and Stock. Wife could take Charge of Dairj* and Poultrj' if
required. Nine years' character. A Lady wishes to recommend the
above.—W. S., New Street, Westerham. Kent.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, no family;
thoroughly understands Pines, Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, &x. ;Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening

Six years' good character.—G. SMITH, Chapel Yard, High Street.
Ware, Herts. • *

/^ARDENER (Head).—The Advertiser having had
V>« many years' experience in first-class Establishments, is at liberty
to treat with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of aMan thoroughlj-practical in all branches ofthe profession, including thetarly and Late Forcing of Fruits and Vegetables; is also a good Plants-man and Flower and Kitchen Gardener.-H. B., Beau Manor Park
Oardens. Loughborough, Leicestershire.

To tlie Seed Trade.
ASSISTANT.—Age 21 ; has a fair knowledge of the

^^ _^ „ ___^ Trade, and willing to be useful.—W. ROBINSON, 30, St. Judes
(^ARDENER (Head), age 29. —Mr. Stevenson P'^"- Bradford. Yorkshire.

V^ Gr. to C. Coombe, Esq., Cobham Park, Surrey, can with conti- To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
SrgeS'K'havi'n'.fe^^^^^^^

(^ARPENTER and JOINER.-An experienced Man

Address iS above
'^''"^' *'" '"'" '''= ^'"'='«' invesfEanon.- Cabmet work ^irst-class reference from present employer. -P. B.,

• Post Office, Eltham, Kent,

p R

O

PAGATOR (Soft-wooded), and GROWER ofX Flowering Plants for Market.-Age 26, single.-J. C, 4, Carlton
terrace, Waterworks Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

pROPAGATOR.
"

-Age 24, single
;„..„-. Stove, Beddmg

Plants. Comfera;, Rose and Fruit Budder, Grafter, &c —W B
7, Salisbury Road, Upper Holloway, London, N
PROPAGATOR (Assistant). —A young Man. who
-L has served three years and a half in a Nursery.- E. E., Post
Office, Chester.

To Head Gardeners.
JOURNEYMAN (age 20).—Thomas East has
tf a young Man of unexceptionable character and ability requiring
a change; Plant department preferred- Any questions replied to bvTHOMAS EAST. The Gardens, Wolverton, Dorchester.

BILIOUS and LIVER COMPLAINTS, Indigestion.
Sick Headache, Loss of Appetite. Drowsiness, Giddiness,

Spasms, and all Disorders of the Stomach and Bowels are quickly
removed by that well-known remedy, FRAMPTON'S PILL ofHEALTH.
They unite the recommendation of a mild operation with the most

successful effect; and where an aperient is required nothing can be
better adapted.
Sold by all Medicine Vendor.^, at is. i%d. and zi. Qii. per box, or

obtained through any Chemist.

SECOND (in a Gentleman's Establishment). — Ten
years' experience. Can be well recommended. — S. S., The

Garden, Heighington, Lincoln.

'MPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden.~A steady,
industrious young Man. Premium if required.-X. Y. Z., Sydney"

"
' ""-npstcad, Herts.Cottages, Cotterel's Road, Hemd

/COCKLE'S A N T I B I L I O U S PILLS,^^ THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.
In boxes, at is. i%d., 2s. gd., 4s. dd., and iir.

r^OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.--
^^ These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the
best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efticacious
remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for'torpid action
of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several
varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,
promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-
tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in
the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore
the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the
luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning
no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of
acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not rccomraended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary-, they are
characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-
tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-
liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,
nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efficacious
aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-
haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alterations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated
family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at IS. i^d.fis.qd., 45. 6ii., and iis.,aswell as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE. ' """1

In boxes at 15. i]^d., 21. grf., 45, 6rf., and iir.
*^'
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Notice.

r^ ARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICUL-
VT TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready;
price, in cloth, ^i 6s. 6^:^.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. SOUTH
KENSINGTON, W.

NOTICE.—FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEE MEETING, on WEDNESDAY NEXT. February 14, at

jio'Clock. GENERAL MEETINGat3. Band of the Royal Horse
Guards irom 2.30. Admission 2s. 6d.

WM. KNIGHT is now sending out 12 Varieties
of the NEW FUCHSIAS of 1871, selected as the best of the

season, in extra strong Plants for Exhibition, for los. 6d. the set,

package included.
Floral Nurseries, Hailsham, Sussex.

CALCEOLARIA (Herbaceous), choice strain, good
plants, 12 for 2s., 24 for 31. 6d , 50 for 61., 100 for loi., free by

post; strong and healthy, established in pots, 20J. per 100 for any
quantity.—H. and R, STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

"IROP.^OLUM CANARIENSIS, fine picked SEED
of 1871. in I'i lb. packets, 41.

JAMES WHOMES, Royal Nursery, Windsor.

LILIUM AURATUM.—Flowering roots, is. each;
strong roots, is 6d. each. Free by post for extr.T id. stamp.

W. G. CLARKE, Great Western Nurseriijs. Wellington, Somerset.

CHEAP LAURUSTINUS.—Strong, bushy, and well
rooted ; delivered free to Liverpool, llriscol, or Dublin. For

prices, apply to

J. J. HARPUR, The Nurseries, Wexford, Ireland.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238. High Holbom, London.

To the Trade and Others.

BEST BEDDING GERANIUMS, strong summer
and autumn struck, from store pots, at 12J, perioo; cuttings,

half-price.

T. L. MAYO, Floral Nurseries, Here ford.

AMATEUR ROSE GROWERS should at once get
my CATALOGUE. It contains all the good sorts, and the

plants are the finest that can be produced.
R. R. CANT, St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

ROSE MAR ECHAL NIEL (Noisette).—Fine
Standard and Half-standard plants.

ROSES (Tea-scented).—Choicest varieties, fine Standard and Half-
standard plants. Offered by

JOHN CRANSTON, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.
Price on application.

Show Roses.

A PRICED LIST of the best Hybrid Perpetual Show
ROSES; also a PRICED LIST of choice Variegated

GERANIUMS, post free, on application to

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette^
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurser>'man and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches. Nectarines. Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
^1, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is carneslly solicited.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli, &c.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SONS Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest
quality only. Post free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

CHARLES H. DICKSON'S NEW VEGETABLE
and FLOWER SEEDS, of best quality only. All orders

amounting to 205, and upwards sent carriage paid. Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUES free by post on application.

23. ftlarket Place, Alanchcster.

, Kitchen Garden Seeds.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

and Sked Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN
SEEDS is now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon appli-

Delayed Seed Orders.
TAMES CARTER and CO. have received Seed
f' Orders without name or address of senders, bearing the following
Postmarks :— Kurton-on-Trent— Newmarket— Liverpool— Stamford

—

larrogate—Stornoway—Stockton-on-Tees—Swindon, &c., &c
237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Pines.

BS. WILLIAMS has now a fine stock of splendidly
• grown Plants, of all the best kinds, including both suckers and

successions of the CHARLOTTE ROTHSCHILD. Prices on
application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N,

Grape Vines. Fruiting and Planting Canes,
KS. EACH.

—

Lewis Woodthorpk begs to offer a fine
'J and well-grown STOCK of all the best sorts. Descriptive
CATALOGUES free. Second sized BLACK HAMUURGHS, 31. 64.
each. L. W.'s system of packing saves half the cost of carriage.

Munro Nurser>', Sible Hedingham, Essex.

Fj^RUITING VINES.—Excellent strong Fruiting Canes
can be supplied at Mr, WILLIAM BULLS Establishment for

Ne\v_and Rare I'lants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W

EBKS~PRIZE ~COB~FrLBERTS,^and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, Cariisle, have just
issued their SPRING SOWERS' GUIDE for 1872, containine

pricesanddescriptionsof GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS, FARM
SEE DS, &c. ; copies of which will be sent free on application.

New and Choice Seedsr

J SCOTT'S Descriptive CATALOGUE of
• VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS is now readv, contain-

ing Cultural Notes and other useful information, and will be sent
gratis, post Jree, on application to

J. SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

Genuine Garden Seeds.
For THOROUGHLY RELIABLE GARDEN SEEDS, see

PONSFORD AND SON'S CATALOGUE, post free.
Extra choice stocks of PRIMULA, CALCEOLARIA,

CINERARIA, and other FLORISTS' FLOWER SEEDS.
Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Brixton and Camberwcll, Surrey.

DESFONTAINEA SPINOSA, strong plants, in pots,
21. and ss. 6d., or iSr. to 241. per dozen. Highly recommended,

vide Gardaiers' Chronicle, p. iia, lanuar)' 27, 1S72.
H. AND R. STIRZAKER, "Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

WHITETHORN QUICK, i-yn, fine. For sample
and price apply to

B. R. CANT, St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

Good Whitethorn QulcK.
FOR SALE, 100.000 and upwards.—For sample and

price apply to Mr. LEWIS ROLF, West Row, by Soham,
Suirolk.

LIMES, LIMES.—Handsome specimen Limes, for
PARKS or AVENUES, by the doien or too.

PONSFORD AND SON, Nu rserymen, Brixton, Surrey.

To the Trade.
EVERGREEN OAKS, 3~yr. old, bedded out last

May, los. per too, or EXCHANGED for other stoc!<.

R- AND G. CUTHF.ERT, Southgate, Middlesex.

fPRUE LONDON PLANE TREES, 15 fcet high, andX straight as gun-rods, 42s. per dozen: also a great variety of
STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES for Park or Avenue Planting.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurserymen, Worcester.

STRONG Transplanted LARCH, 2 to 5 feet. Buyers
of the above or other Trees will be treated liberally.

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, Newton Nurseries, tjhester.

tpINE, Strong, well-grown, transplanted LARCH
X FIR, from 2 to 3 feet.
WILLIAM WOOD AND SON, The Nurseries, Mareslield, near

Ucklicid, Sussex.

QTRONG THORNS and LARCH.—Buyers of the
kj above will be liberally dealt with. For samples and prices apply to
RUSH AND YEATS Hate CHIVAS & Weaver), Eaton Road

Nurseries, Chester.

EXTRA fine, clean grown. Transplanted ENGLISH
OAKS, 3, 4, 5, 6, and? feet; fine Transplanted SCOTCH and

LARCH FIRS, 2 to 3 feet.

WM. WOOD AND SON,TheNurseries, Maresfield, nearUckfield,
Sussex.

RICHARD WALKER can supply the following for
cash:—Best SEAKALE for forcing, 71. per too; SEAKALE

for planting-out, 35. per loo; ASPARAGUS, /t per 1000: WHITE
SPANISH ONION SEED, all new and genuine.

The Market Gardens. Biggleswade, Beds.

H
W

ENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Architect,
Builder, and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

Stanley Bridge, Kind's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
Plans, Specifications, and Estimates on application.

ANTED, COMMON WHITE JASMINE
PLANTS

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Gloucester.

UTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for PASTURES, 22s. to
32J- per acre. Carriatie free.

UTTONS' GRASS'SEEDS for PARK" GROUNDS,
aos. per bush. Carriage free.

BUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for GARDEN LAWNS,
IX. 3^. per lb. , or 241, per bush. Carriage free. Sow 3 bush, per acre.

UTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for CROgUET
GROUNDS, IS, 2d per lb., or 241. per bush. Carriage free.

Sow 3 bush, per acre.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

Grass Seeds.
BOLTON AND CO., having paid great attention to

the Grass Seed Department, are able to oner first-class SEEDS
of the different kinds.
BOLTON AND CO.. Seed Merchants. Wood Green, London, N.

Turnip and Mangel Wurzel Seeds -1871 Crop.
'OHN SHARPE will on application furnish his LIST,

with prices, of the principal SEEDS he is growin'^ this year."
-July 6.Bardncy Manor, Lincoln.

-

Mangel Wurzel and KoM Rabt
MR. S. A. DAINTREE, of Eendrayton, St. Ives,

Hunts, has fine stocks of the above SEEDS for SALE, of his
own growth and selection, from large bulbs, at very moderate rates.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
SEEDS.— Price 121. 6rf., 21s., 30J., 42^., and 63s. Packing and

carriage free.

237 and 238, High irolbom, London, W.C.

C~
ARTER'S ^COLLECTIONS of "VEGETABLE
SEEDS will produce a constant supply of the best vegetables

all the year round.

C.ARTERS COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
SEEDS.

For Cottage Gardens, I For Small Gardens, I For Medium Gardens,
price 12s td.

I price 2ir.
|

price 3oi. and 42s.

Packing and carriage free. Five per cent, for cash payment.
S37 and 238, Hish Ilolborn. London, W.C.

To tlie Trade.
ASPARAGUS PLANTS, veiy strong antj gootl

;

grown on our own farms. Lowest price on application
l.\MES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE, 137 and 238, High

Holborn, London, \V,C._

TELEGRAPH "CUCUMBER PLANTST^btrong
plants are now ready for sending out, carefully packed to travel

safely. For prices apply to
A. WATKINS, Nu rsery, Bishop S tort ford.

BIRD'S KING of the CUCUMBERS, ij. 6rf. per
packet. The best for exhibition.

BIRD'S QUEEN of the MELONS, is. per packet. The best
grecn-fleshed variety. May be had of all the Seed Trade, and of

JAMES BIRD, Nurserjman and Seedsman, Downhani.

BELL'S MARKET FAVOURITE CUCUMBER.
—The best and most prolific White Spine in cultivation. Average

length 24 in. ; easy culture, fine form, colour and flavour. Six seeds, if. 6J.

JOHN BELL, Seedsman. Exchange Street, Norwich.

s
Tlie Forwardest Pea Iniown.UTTONS' RINGLEADER.

Price II. 6d. per quarL May be sown at once.
SUTTON AND SONS, Reading, Berks.

R. LAXfON'S new" peas" for 1872.—For
particulars of Mr. Laxton's latest and remarkable Novelties in

Garden Peas, which will be sent out bv us this season in trial packets,
see page 172 of this day's Gardeners' Chronicle.

HURST AND SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

Feas.
BOLTON AND CO., having a large stock of all kinds

of Peas, are offering them at very moderate prices.

BOLTON AND CO.. SeecTMerchants, Wood Green, London, N.

McLeain's Little Gem Fea.
ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant,

5, Aldgate, London. E-, has the above to offer to the Trade.
Sample and price on a pplication.

URPLUS STOCK of PEAS.—All the leading kinds
of Peas can be offered, in large or small quantities. Samples and

prices on application to
ALFRED LECiERTON, Seed Merchant. 5, Aldgatc. Londoft^ E.

Notice to Large Purcliasera of Seeds.
PURCHASERS of large quantities of SICEDS and

POTATOS will be supplied on liberal terms, on application, by
post or otherwise (stating quantities required), to

SUTTON AND SUNS, Seed Growers. Reading.

E ARLY SHAW POTATOS for SALE.—
A. BENTON. Avelev, Romford, Essex.

RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL POTATOS. £6^eT
ton, 7J. per cwt. ; EARLY ROSE, ^ per ton, loj. per cwt. ;

EARLY GOODRICH and CLIMAX, i7s. per cwt.
ALFRED COCKERILL, Northampton.

EARLY SEED POTATOS.—20 Tons Myatt's
Prolific, or Fortyfold, Good sample, fine quality, and heavy

crops. Put on the rails at 51. per bushel of 70 lb.

JAMES PEARSON, Forest Mills. York.

SEED POTATOS for SALE.— Several Tons of Old
Ashleaf. Myatt's Ash leaf. American Early Rose, American

Flourball, and Bovinia, Prices on application to

JOHN BLACK, Potato >lerchan t. Jedburgh, N B.

POTATOS.^Filty Tons good sound Seed of Kidneys,
Early Ashleaf, Myatt's and Lemon, Early Handsworth, Golden

Dwarf and Dalmahoy. Prices per cwt. and ton ver>' moderate.
H. AND R. STIR7.AKKK, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster^

Seed Potatos.
HARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

_ and Seed Merchants, Slealord, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS is

r ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon application.

c
EARLY SEED POTATOS.- Several Tons of Myatt's

Prolific, at iis. per cwt. ; Early Sandringham, same price; Ash-
leaf, 2J. per peck. Sacks ii. 6d. each. Delivered at the Lowdham
Station, Midland Railway.

Mr. HARDING, Epplestone. Southwell, Notts.

WSAVILL, Clavering. Essex, will put on rail, for
• cash, MYATT'S PROLIFIC ASHLEAF and MAPLE-

TOP KIDNEYS, 3?. qJ. ; LEMON KIDNEYS, .\s.: EARLY
SHAWS, DALMAHOYS and DRUMMUNDS' EARLY PRO-
LIFIC, y. 3rf.—per bush, All the above dd. per bush, less per ton.
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Pelargoniums for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of
FRENCH, FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strong Plants. CATALOGUES gratis on application.

HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 varieties, seed or
plants, as per former Advertisement.

Crown Nursery, Reading.

c HOICE TRICOLOR
Jetty Lacy
Sir Robert Napier
Pre-eminent
PhcL-bus

The 12 for szs. , cash ; package free.

Remittances requested from unknown correspondents.
ALFRED FRYER. The Nurseries, Chatteris. CambridKcshire.

Prince of Wales
Mrs. Dunnett
Sunbeam
Wonderful

GERANIUMS.
Miss Burbett Coutts
Mrs. John CluHon
Italian Heauty
Mabel Morris

Three Flrst-clasa Certificates for the Magnificent new
HYBRID PERPETUAL CLIMIJINU ROSE, PRINCESS

LOUISE VICTORIA.

WM. KNIGHT has still a limited number of strong
Plants of the above, and will continue to supply it at js. 6d., or

three for 21s. Usual Trade discount. Also, a large and varied
GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, which cannot be surpassed.
CATALOGUES free on application.

Floral Nurseries, Hailsham, Sussex.

Special Notice.

ROSES and VINES at Wholesale Prices.

Fine Standard ROSES, best sorts, 10s. per dozen.
Fine Dwarf ROSES, best sons, 7s. per dozen.

Fine fruiting VINES, of sorts, 5s. each ; 54s. per dozen.
Fine planting VINES, of sorts, 2s. (id. each; 24s, per doz.

LISTS free. Terms cash. Post Office orders payable at Huntint,'don.

KIRIC ALLEN, Tlie Nurseries, Brampton, Huntingdon

Gladioli Seedlings, by Name, from Paris.

LEVEtjUE AND SON, Nurserymen, Ivry-sur-Seine,
near Paris (late Boulevard de I'Hopital), offer the following:—

GLADIOLI SEEDLINGS, first-class, per 100, 7J. ; per 1000 i3 o o

100 GLADIOLI, by name, 10 sorts 080
100 „ „ 25 „ o 14 o

100 „ ,t 50 „ j£i to 2 o o
100 „ ,1 100 ,, ^2 to 6 o o

And upwards, according to the novelty of the sorts: all in good
flowerinji Lulbs. CbequL- on Bankers accepted for payment.

New Catalogue of Seeds, Plants, Fruits, &c.
r>OBERT PARKER bL-gs to announce that his NEW

\l CATALOGUE, containing select Descriptive and Priced Lists

of Agricultural, Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, Fruit Trees, Miscel-
laneous Plants, Sweet Violets, &c., is now published, and will be
forwarded to applicants.

The stocks of seeds have all been procured from the best possible

sources ; all are warranted genuine, and arc offered at the lowest pos-

sible prices. Intending purchasers are requested to compare the

prices with those of other houses.
Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

TO PLANTERS of FOREST TREES.—The
handsomest and also the most profitable Forest Trees to grow

are the two NEW WILLOWS, SALIX BASFORDIANA and
SALIX SANGUINEA. S. Basfordiana is the most vigorous growing
Willow yet introduced ; the timber is exceedingly tough and valuable

;

the branches are of a bright orange colour, deepening into a red
towards the points, and shine in the sun as if varnished. S. sanguinea
is not quite such a rapid grower, but the timber is equally tough, and
the branches throughout of a deeper red, and very bright. The colour
is the most brilliant when the trees are destitute of leaves. They are
spiry topped trees, and attain a large size, perfectly hardj', and will

grow in the poorest soils or most exposed situations. They would
form handsome groups in a landscape, or mix with and relieve the
sombre appearance of our woods in winter. It is very rarely that a
valuable novelty like the above has been offered at such extremely low
rates. Strong rooted plants, 6 to 9 feet high, 6s. per dozen, or 40s. per

100; 9 to 13 feet hign, 7s. 6d. per dozen, or 50J. per 100; selected
specimens over 13 feet, i2J. per dozen, or 8oj, per 100.

For the value of the Willow as a Timber Tree, see the Garden,
December o, 1871.

WILLIAM SCALING, Willow Nurseryman, Barford, Notts.

NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

B. S, WILLIAMS,
NURSER'n^IAN and SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GAR-
DEN SEEDS, to suit Gardens of vaiious sizes,

21 J., 42J., 63J. , and 84J. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Per packet—I. d.

Williams' Alexandra BROCCOLI i 6

Williams' Improved Dwarf BRUSSELS SPROUTS .. .. i o

Williams' Early Nonsuch CABBAGE i o
Williams' Matchless Red CELERY i o

Veilch's Autumn Giant CAULIFLOWER 26
Telegraph CUCUMBER (Woolley'a Improved) 16
Turner's Blue Gown CUCUMBER 26
Williams' Gloria Mundi ENDIVE 16
Bumell's Alexandra White Cos LETTUCE 16
Williams' Victoria Cos LETTUCE 10
Webb's Climax MELON, the finest flavoured Ercen-fleshed

variety out .. .. .. .. 16
Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, scarlet-fleshed, the earliest in

cultivation 16
Williams' Emperor of the Marrows PEA, a white wrinkled

variety, very prolific, and of exquisite liavour, the finest
wrinkled marrow Pea in cultivation .. .. per quart .

.

5 o

Earley's Defiance TOMATO, the earliest in cultivation, per pkt. 1 6

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
Per p.ickct— s. d.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed
li. 6if., 21. 6rf., 31, 6d., and s o

Williams' superb strain of RALSAM is.td. and 2 6
Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA

IS. 6if., 2J. dd., 31. 6J,, and g o
Weatherill's extra choice strain of CINER.ARIA

I J. 6rf. , 2S. 6d. , 3s. 6d. , and 5 o
Wiggin's prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. is. dd., 2s. 6d., and 3 6
Wiggin's prize strain of POLYANTHUS .. .. is. and i 6
GLOXINIA, finest erect varieties i o
GLOXINIA, finest drooping varieties 10
AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf 10
AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS is. 6rf. and 2 6
CENTAUREA CLEMENTEI 16
COLLINSIA VIOLACEA 10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE 26
PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful varieties .. each 2 6

,, ,, mixed 26
East Lothian STOCKS, per collection of three colours ., ..26
VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress 2S. 6d. and 3 C
VIOLA CORNUTA.var. Perfection is. 6rf. and 2 6
ZINNIA HAAGEANA, (lore pleno 10

B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready, post free on
application.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper HoUoway, London, N,

NEW BEDDING PLANT FOR 1872,

GNAPHALIUM LANATUM, fol. eleg. var.

This remarkably fine variegated form of a most popular bedding plant originated at the 'country seat of
Mr. Edm. de Ghellinck de Walle, the Honourable President of the Royal Horticultural Society of Ghent, who has
kindly passed the entire stock into the hands of JEAN VERSCHAFFELT for distribution. The leaves of this

beautiful plant are of the usual greyish white, as in the type, but are largely margined with golden-yellow
; some are

also striped with yellow. The general appearance of the plant is really fine. It has been tried in open borders for

two years (1870 and 1871), and has e.\cited the admiration of all who have seen it.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT has much pleasure in announcing this fine Novelty to the Horticultural world ; it

will be sent out in March ne.xt. Orders are being booked now, and will be sent out in strict rotation at the under-
mentioned low prices, viz. :—Extra strong plants, 8j. each

;
good plants, 4J. each, zSs. per dozen, 48^. for 25, and

160s. per 100. These prices are applicable only to the quantities mentioned. Early orders are respectfully

solicited by
JEAN VERSCHAFFELT,

THE NURSERIES, 134, FAUBOURG DE BRUXELLES, GHENT, BELGIUM.

Richard Smith,
NURSERYMAN AND SEED MERCHANT,

WOECESTEE.
ROSES -Standard, Dwarf and Climbing.

FRUIT TREES of every description.

CREEPERS, for Trellises and Walls.

FOREST, SCREEN, and TIMBER TREES.
SHRUBS for GAME COVERTS.
QUICK and other STOCK for HEDGES.

CONIFEROUS TREES .and SHRUBS.
EVERGREEN
FLOWERING
ORNAMENTAL ,,

AVENUE
GARDEN and FARM SEEDS of all kinds.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES to be had on application.

32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, IV.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
(one of the Oldest Nurseries extant)

IS NOW CONDUCTED BY A COMPANY, WHO ARE
PREPARED TO

WAEEANT GENUINE
EVERY ARTICLE SUPPLIED TO THEIR CUSTOMERS.

THEIR STOCK AND RESOURCES ARE ALMOST

INEXHAUSTIBLE;
AND

THEIR MOTTO IS "LIBERALITY."

Please write fortheir ROSE and FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE, andalso for their SEED CATALOGUE,

just published.

Address, JOHN BESTER (Manager),

PINE-APPLE NURSERY, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

PREMIER HORTICULTURAL PRIZE AND TWO GOLD MEDALS
FROM INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1871.

William Paul
RESPECTFULLY SOLICITS ORDERS FOR HIS

COLLECTION OF ROSES,
The largest, cheapest, and best stock in the country.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS
Of the most select and improved races, many of which have been worked up under his own eye and hand ;

the carriage of which may be deducted from the account.

FRUIT TREES,
Standards and Dwarfs, Trained and Untrained ; also many thousands of handsome Fruiting

Pyramids, well set with flower-buds.

GRAPE VINES.
A large Collection, Including all the newest sorts, in excellent conditio!! of foot and top.

EVERGREENS and FLOWERING TREES and SHRUBS.
Many acres in splendid condition for removal, well worthy of inspection by any gentleman planting.

Carriage of all Goods Free to London. Priced Catalogues Free by Post.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.
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A Coloured Plate of

CLEMATIS LORD LONDE&BOROUGH for 12

Stamps ; and fine plants of this magnificent SecdlinR can now be

had as under :

—

CLEMATIS LORD LONDESBOROUGH, now olTered for the

first time. (First-Class Certificate, Koyal Horticultural Society,

May. 1870.)—Deep ricii mauve, with delicate maroon stripe down
the centre of each petal, sometimes blotched at the base of the

petal instead of the stripe, large and very fine, chocolate-coloured

stamens. loi. 6(/. each, strong plants.

The three Seedlings sent out last year maintain their enviable
POSITION.

ALBERT VICTOR )

I.ADV LONDESBOROUGH ^ 3s. 6-/. and s*. each.
MISS RATESLA.N )

CHARLES NOBLE, Ba^'shot

Spring Flowers.
LEWIS WOODTHORPE begs to offer the

follnwing :

—

Per dozen— s. d.

AURICULAS, finest mixed alpincs, very choice strain .. ..26
1. fjood named varieties .. ,. ..60

VIOLETS, The King, The Queen, The Cznr, Gi.mt, Double
Crimson, Neapolitan, Devoniensis, and Obliqua striata .. 30

HEPATICAS, double red, siuK^e blue, pink, and red .. .,40
DAISIES, in six distinct named varieties ,. 3

,, aucuba;folia, the Golden Blotched, and Daisy .. ..40
ROCKETS, double white and double purple 30
I'OI.VANTHUS, in very choice laced varieties 36
IWNSIES, finest named border varieties .. .. .. ..40
PAMPAS GRASS, in pots 30
WALLFLOWERS, double Roldcn and black 40
CHRISTMAS ROSE, Helleborusnificr 60
IVIES, 12 of the best eolden and silver tricolor ,. .. .. 10 o
CLEMATIS, M distinct named varieties .. 10 o
PRIMROSE, double white and double yellow 60

,, double purple and crimson .. .. .. .. .,60
,, double salmon, a new and splendid variety ,. . . 12 o

HELIANTHEMUM, the Sun Rose, named varieties, in pots 4 o
CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, superb named varieties, in pots 4 o

A Descriptive CATALOGUE of NEW and CHOICE PLANTS free.

Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

D
Every One Possessing a Garden should v i

apply for XL

ICK RADCLYFFE and CO.'S
|

SPRING CATALOGUE of SEEDS jk
AN-D ill

\GARDEN REQUISITES, ' '

gratis and post free.

129, High Ilolborn, W.C.
Seed Grounds, Erfurt, Prussia.

Lilium auratum.

The ANNUAL IMPORTATIONS having just arrived from Japan,

MR. WILLIAM BULL can supply good BULBS,
by the dozen, hundred, or thousand. The Bulbs are remark-

ably sound and good this season, and can be supplied at verj- low
prices.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W.

Hardy Scarlet and other Choice Named
RHODODENDRONS.

Ty H. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nursery. Southampton,
1 c* i'*" J J

^ splendid collection of the above, at low prices;
also fine Standard and Dwarf ROSES, beautiful sneclmen CONI
FER.^, FRUIT TREES (true to 'name). FoTeST TREESEVERGREEN and FLOWERING SHRUBS of evcTy descriDtion
extending over 60 Acres. f »

The whole of the extensive Stock in this Nursery is frequently trans-
planted, to insure its being well rooted.

Priced CATALOGUES and every information may be had on
application.

New and Genuine Seeds of Superior Stocks.

1872. 1872.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.
FRANCIS ik ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,

The Old Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgatc Street, and
The "Upton" Nurseries, Chester, beg to intimate that their Priced
Descriptive CATALOGUE of NEW and SELECT VEGETABLE
and FLOWER SEEDS, &c,, with Cultural Directions for 1872, is

now published. Copies will be sent GRATIS and I'OST free on
application.

Vegetable and Flower Seeds of the value of £1 and upwards
CARRIAGE FREE to any part of the Kingdom.

GALLOWAY PIPPIN APPLE.
New, large, Iiandsome, long-keeping, and of "high quahty " as a Kilchen Apple. Tree hardy, and an

abundant bearer. First-class Certificate Royal Horticultural Society, February 14, i87r. Exhibited again

Jnnuaiy. 1S72. and further commended by the Horticultural Press.

Standards and Half-standards, 3s. 6d. each. Dwarfs and Maiden Plants, 2s. 6d. each.
Usual Discount to the Trade.

GOOn TREES FOR PRESENT PLANTING.

PRIZE SEEDS, of extra choice quality.—
COCKSCOMB, Paine's Pruc Crimson ; BALS.\M, Superb

Double Prize, 12 varieties, mixed : both saved from First-prize Plants,
ASTERS, Superb Prize Perfection, 24 varieties, mixed, each \s. per
packet

: ASTERS, other choice sorts : STOCKS, 24 varieties, mixed :GOLDEN FEATHER ; MIGNONETTE, Parsons' new White ;
do new Red; PETUNIA, Superb; TAGETES signata pumila
fl.-pieno, new, at 6rf. and is. per packet. Also other NEW FLtJWER.
and VEGETABLE SEEDS of the highest excellence, includinc THE
f^XSKR'J'^ LETTUCE (DavKi'), best Cabbaee vtriely

;

TROPHY TOMATO, each &(. and IS.

Illustrated and Descriptive CATALOGUE free on application.
B. R. DAVIS, New Seed Warehouse, Yeovil, Somerser

WOOD AND INGRAM offer 'as follows, very fine

^.,,„ stuff ;— Pcriooo.—J. d.
OAK,S,3-yr. SeedtinES 76

II 3 to 4 feet 30 o
„ 4 to 5 feet 35 oELM, English, lyr. Seedlings 50
>i >i 2-yr. Seedlings 76
„ Huntingdon, 8 to 10 feet .. .. per 100 qo oHORSE CHESTNUT.S,3.yr. Seedlings .. .' .. 8 o
! II 2 to 3 feet .. ,. .

.

12 o
OAK, Evergreen, i-yr. Seedlings 10 o

)» »i 3-yr. Seedlings IS o
Samples sent on application.
The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

JAMES BACKHOUSE and SON, YORK NURSERIES.

SEED POTATOS.
H. & R

WHOLESALE LIST

SHARPE'S
OE SEED POTATOS

COMPRISES, AMONGST OTHERS, THE FOLLOWING FINE VARIETIES, VIZ.

EARLY SANDRINGHAM KIDNEY, First Early
MONA'S PRIDE KIDNEY
AMERICAN EARLY ROSE
OLD ASHLEAF KIDNEY
WALNUT-LEAVED KIDNEY
RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF KIDNEY
MYATTS PROLIFIC KIDNEY
DAINTREE'S EARLIEST ROUND
The above varieties have been careftilly selected, and

and other particulars, apply to

AMERICAN EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY DALMAHOY ROUND
EARLY OXFORD ROUND
DRUMMOND'S EARLY PROLIFIC ROUND
EARLY FLOUNDER, very prolific

PATERSONS VICTORIA, True
FLUKE KIDNEY
RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL, True

the quality is excellent. For prices (which are very low).

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH, CAMBS.

Young Palms, Cheap.
" Palms lor the million is no idle word here."—" D., Deal," in

Gttrdi-iiers' ChTViticUf p. 1393, Oct. 28, 1871,

TEAM VERSCHAFFELT has much pleasure in

^ ofiering the following first-rate PALM sorts, tliat can be obtained
from his Establishment in large quantities at the undermentioned low
prices, viz. :

—

CORYPHA AUSTRALIS, in store pots, 48J. per 100, £20 per 1000.ARECA RU13RA, in single pots, 20J. per 25.
,, SAPIDA, in store pots, 241. per dozen.
„ \'ERSCHAFFELTI, in store pots, 40J. per dozen.CHAM,EROPS EXCELSA, in single pots, Ms. per 100, ^20 per 1000.

FORTUNEI, 485. per 100,720 per ioo(J
COCOS MAXIMILIANA, 60s. per dozen, £< per 2=5

IUB,EA SPECTAKILIS, i6j. per dozen, ffi per 10^
XATANIA BORBuNICA, 60s. perroo.
PANDANUS UTILIS, 12s. per dozen, 2as. per 23. 6js. perioo.

VANDERMEERSCHI, 32s. per dozer. *

PHCENIX RECLINATA (true), i-yr. Seedlings, in store pots. 80s.
per 100.

The above are all most useful for Table Decoration, and those in
store pots can be sent at very little expense, as they will easily travel
without pots, and by shaking oil the larger part of the soil a large
number may be packed in a comparatively small package, and sent per
Contmental Parcels E.xprcss. Early orders solicited, to be directed to
JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, 134, Faubourg de Bruxelles. Ghent,

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

A Complete Collection for a large Garden
A Complete Collection for a medium-sized Garden .

.

A Complete Collection for a SmaU Garden

LIS'?!°'See"on"ap'"phcS:°"'
'°"' "' ''"=^^'^"" "^ "^'"''^'^ '" ">^ aboveColleetions.

ess.

42s.

sis.

For sorts, see SEED

The GUINEA COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, Carriage Free,
Is composed of the following most approvetl kinds :—

PE.\S—Dillistone's Earliest, i quart
buttons Early Cliampion, i quart
Champion of England, i quart
\ eitchs Perfection, i quart
Paj-ne s Conqueror, i pint
Advancer, i pint

u^l,"iSl'='"'''^''' ' pint

R™^J°'1"™"'^ Wonderful, I quartnroad Windsor, i quart
^""."^ Robin's Egg i pint

^S'n'.'i'r'pTcfet"-^"'"^-'"''''^'
Cottagers', i packet

BROCCm'l ^f
5^UT|-F-est, r packetUKUULOLI—Adams' Ear v. i oacketSnows Winter White, , ^k^lSt

Purple Sprouting, i packet
V, alchcren, i packet

CARP J^F^'^-^r'il'^'''^ '^i''"'='
P'"':l'='

^ ? ,j ., ^'"'>' Nonpareil, i packet
Enfield Atarket, i packet
Worcester Incomparable, i packet
Red Pickling, i packet

CARROT-Early Horn, i oi.
James' Intermediate, i oz.
Improved Altringham, i oz.

^ ,

.R^—'"^'*'<^ss l*<:<i, I packet

i-KHibb—iJroad- leaved, 2 oz.
Curled, 2 oz.

Australian, i oz.

CUCUMBER-Smith's Frame, 1 packet
btockwood, I packet

S??^^V"°fK '^"i'""'' ' P'«=''«
iji!.fc,K.—Musselburgh, i packet
LETTUCE^ParisVhilJ Cos, I packetPans Green Cos, i packet

LETTUCE—Worcester Cabbage, i packet
MUSTARD-^oz.
MELON—Hannam's Hybrid, i packet
ONION-White Spanish, i ot.
James' Keeping, i oz.

PARSLEV^Myalfs Garnishing, i packetPARSNIP—Improved Hollow Crown, i oz.
JiADISH-Long Scarlet, 2 oz.
Red f urnip, 2 oz.
White Turnip, 2 oz.
Olive Shaped, 2 oz.

SAVOY—Green Curled, I packet
SPINACH-Round, 4 m.

Prickly, 4 oz.
TURNIP-Early Snowball, i oz.
American Redtop, i oz.

TOMATO-Red, i packet
VEGETABLE MARROW, i packetPOT HERBS, 4 packets

EICHABD SMITH,
SEED MERCHANT AND NURSERYMAN, WORCESTER,

lyr ILFORD NURSERIES,
near Godalming.

For NEW and RARE HARDY PLANTS and
CONIFER.E, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE. "^

For HARDY ORNAiMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
EVERGREENS, &c., sec MAURICE YOUNG'S New
Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For RHODODENDRONS and other AMERICAN
PLANTS, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE. '^

For STANDARD and HALF STANDARD ROSES,
see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For NEW JAPANESE AUCUBAS, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For JAPANESE NOVELTIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For Cheap EVERGREENS and SHRUBS for COVER
PLANTING or SHRUBBERIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For PLANTS suitable for WINTER BEDDING, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, see
MAURICE Y'OUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For EXTRA TRANSPLANTED or QUARTERED
FOREST TREES for Planting Belts or Shrubberies, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive Catalogue.

Forwarded on application enclosing stamp.
Milford Nurseries, near Godalming.

JOSEPH SMITH, JuN., Moor Edge Nurseries,
Tansley, near Matlock, Derbyshire, offers as follows, at per 1000 :-

ALDER, 1% to 2 feet, 141. : 2 to 3 feet, i8j. : 3 to 4 feet, 22s.
ASH, Mountain, 2 to 3 feet, i8j.

; 3 to 4 feet, 20s.
; 4 to 5 feet, 25s.

:

S to 6 feet, 401, : 6 lo 7 feet, 60s.
BEECH, ij^ to 2 feet, i8s. : 2 to 3 feet, 23s.
EERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM,9toi2inches, 20s. ; i to i'4 foot. 3m ;

2-yr.,3s.

BIRCH, iji to 2 feet, los. to 165. ; 2 to 3 feet, iss. to 21s. : 3 to 4 feet,
20s, to 30s.

J.J-
- J I i

BO.X, Tree, 9 to 15 inches, 60s,
BROOM, Common, 2 to 3 feet, 15s. ; 3 to 4 feet, 131. 1 Seedlings, 3s. 6ii.

„ White, I and 2-yr., 3s. 6rf. to -^sCpTONEASTER MICRO^IIYLLA, 255. to 40s.

Eio 'c'-^ ? "
''"'^\\*i- : 2 to 3 feet, i8s.

; 3 to 4 feet, 23s.
b t K, Scotch, I to I !i foot, 14s. : ij^ to 2 feet, 16s. ; 3 to 4 feet, 30s.
„ Spruce, I to i]-i foot, 15s. ; i}^ to 2 feet, 20s. ; 2 to 3 feet. 30s :

3 to 4 leet, 50S.

„ „ American, 2to3ft.,7o«. ;3to4ft.,i20J. ;4tosft.,iSos.
„ Larch, 9 to 15 ins., los. : 1 to i}^ foot, i2s. 6d. z I'A ia -a feet, i6s :

2 to 3 feet, 25s.

FURZE or Gorse, Seedlings, is. 6rf.
LIMES, I to i!i foot, 50s. ; i]i to a feet, 70s. ; 2 to 3 feet, iios. ; 3 to

.{^ feet, 1405.
> ' . J , .J

OAKS, I to iij- foot, 7S. ; i!i 10 2 feet, 12s. ; 2 to 3 feet, 20s. ; 3 to 4 f>.
23s. : 3 yr., 2S. 6rf.

, p j , . j .#

PINUS AlJsTRIACA, 6 to .2 inches, iss. ; 9 to .3 inches, 25s. : t to
I Ji foot, 30J.

J, MAKrnMA,2feet, los.
POPLAR, Ontario, i to i)J foot, lOS. ; I'i to 2 feet, I2S. 6i. ; a to 3 ft.,

r,ii??i.-'o-'
'" 5 f'", 45s.

; 6 to 8 feet, 70s.
yi.',t(..KS, 2-yr. transplanted, 8s. : 3.yr. do , 10s
RH0D0i>ENDR,3ti's, 2 and j-jV' leidlin'g% per toO,000.

.. 3-yr- selected, £n los. per 100,000.

svr'AMXnlr''''i'/^'''''^"""''
''"'• =>" aid 2-yr transplanted, 241.

4I0 s f«f,' 35?
" ' ''" <'•:'"> 3 feet, .6,. ; 3 tS 4 feel, isf. i

WILLOty,^ Bedford, I to .>< foot, 7s. ; .« to 2 feet, los. : 2 to 3 feet.

PKlffFT-^F '' •°3''' <'>'Sfl.,25S. :6to8ft.,70s.
i 8 to 10 ft., lOOS.

SEAKALE, 2-yr. 25s. ; i-yr icsFLOWERINd SCRUBS, in'50 varieties, i to 4 feet, toot.
With tnany others, of which a Priced LIST will be sent on application.
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TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.—Quicks, i to
1I3 foot.qs. per looo ; Oak, i to j'^i foot, Ss. per looo ; Larch,

6 to ig inches, 7^. per 1000; Scotch, 6 to 15 inches, 6s. per 1000;
Spruce, z-yr. . and zyr. transplanted, 6s. per 1000; Beech, 6 to
13 inches, 8s. per 1000; BerberisaquifoHa, 6 to 15 inches, 15s. per 1000.

The above in larger sizes, very cheap. Price on application.

W. JACKSON, Elakedown. near Kidderminster.

To tlie Trade.WP. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nukserymen,
• Dundee, N.K,,have still a Rnod stock of the following, of

which they will be glad to furnish quotations, cheap :

—

Seedlings:—2-yr. LARCH, 2 yr. Scots FIR, sand 3-yr. Silver FIR,
2 and 3-yr. Norway SPRUCE, z-yr. BEECH, i and 2-vr. HAZEL,
I and 2-yr. No'rway MAPLE, i and -j-yT. SYCAMORE, &c.

Transplanted LARCH of sii-es. Scots FIR, PINUS AUS-
TRIACA, English OAK, Norway MAPLE, BIRCH, PEAR
STOCKS, Irish YEWS, Irish JUNIPERS, Red CEDARS, &c.

piVE HUNDRED THOUSAND LARCH
~

2 to 2!^, 2'^ to 3, and 3 to 4 feet. | MANETTI STOCKS.
!0o,ooo SCOTCH FIR, 15 to ^4 ir

200,000 SPRUCE FIR, 2 to 2i^, 2

feet.
I

M
^J incnes,

to 2,

thri transplanted.
ij-s to 3, and 3 to ^]4 feet.

o6fe„ 0,000 OAK, English, 1% to aj^, 3 to 4, and 4 to 6 feet.
100,000 HAZEL, 15 to 21 inches, and s to 3 feet.

200,000 SYCAMORE, 2% to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 6, and 6 to 8 feet.
200,000 THORNS, 3, 4, and 5yr. transplanted.
100,000 EI,M, VVych, z to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet
100,000 ASH, Common and Mountain, 2 to 3,3 to 4, and 5 to 7 feet.
20,000 OAK. Turkey, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to g, and 5 to 7 feel.
50,000 BIRCH, I'i to 2, 2 to 3, 4!; to 6, and 6 to 8 feet.

30,000 AUSTRIAN PINE, i to 2'. 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.
10,000 YEW, English, i to I'a, 1% to 2, and 4 to 7 feet.
50.000 ALDE R, I to 2, 2 to 3, and 3 to 5 feet,
lo.coo ELM, English, grafted, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.
20,000 SILVER FIR, I to i!^, and i'^ to 2 feet.
40,000 BEECH, 2l4 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

;io,ooo PRIVET, Evergreen, i'; to 2. and 2 to 3 feet.
RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, some thousands,
good plants, with 6 to 20 llower-buds on each, grown in
loam, with fine balls.

We also hold a large general Stock of all other FOREST andORNAMENTAL TREES, &c., which will be offered at very moderate
prices. CATALOGUES on application.

H. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster

Forest Trees, Siirubs, &c.
MARTIN AMI SON, Si-:kd Growers, Merchants,

and Nl'rseeo-.mi-n, Cmungham, and 7, Market Place, Hull,
respectfully offer as under :

—

2000,000 Larcli, I to I's, and 2 to
2'. feet "

10,000 Alder, 3 to 12 feet
200,000 Ash, 2 to 3, and 6 feet
10,000 Purple Beech, 2, 3, 4,

and 5 feet
100,000 Elms, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet
150,000 Oaks, 2, 3, and 4 feet
150,000 Austrian Pine, i to 2 ft.

150,000 Sycamores, 2, 3, and 4 ft.

z,ooo,ooo Quick Thorns, 2 to 3 ft.

10,000 Arbor-vitse, a, 3, 4, 5,
and 6 feet

20,000 Aucubas, fine, all sizes
20,000 Mahonia, strong
10,000 Berbcris Japonica, i to

S'jcct

lo.coo Tree Box, i to 2 feet
S,ooo Thujopsis borealis, i to

6 feet

S,ooo Biota elegantissima, fine
1,000 ,, semperaurescens, fine
4,000 Clematis, of kinds
r,ooo Lapageria

2,000 Deutzias, 2 to 5 feet
200,000 Laurels, i to 2!^ feet

3,000 Lilacs, 3 to 4 feet
5,000 Phillyrea, i to 3 feet

200,000 Privet, iJi to 2 feet
5,000 Ligustrum japonica, 1

2 feet

20,000 H. P. and other Roses,
strong

100,000 English Yews, i 10 2!.i ft

10,000 Irish Yews, z to 5 feet
1,000 CryptomeriaeIegans,rine

20,000 Cupressus Lawsonrana,
3 to 5 feet

5.000 Chma Juniper, i to 5 ft.

5.000 Thuja gigantea, i to s ft

2,000 Pinus Cembra, 2 to 3 ft.

5,000 Juniper, e.\celsa striata.
line

3,000 Gold-leaf Ivy, fine
2,000 Standard Pears, 60s. per

too [Plums
8.000 Extra strong standard
5,000 Maiden Cli

The following Seeds are of fine sample, and may be obtained cheap—
PEAS.—Pnzetaktr, Flack's Imperial, Hairs', EugOnie, Napoleon

Veitch's, Yorkshire Hero, Champion of England, Prince and Princess
of Wales, Ringleader.

SCARLET RUNNERS, ALTON CARROT, Long ScarletRADISH. MIGNONETTE. DRUMHEAD LETTUCE TRIPOLIONION, &c. MYATT'S KIDNEY POTATOS, £7 per ton.
Special offers and CATALOGUES given on application for Trees or

Seeds.

W VIRGO AND SON, Wonersh Nurseries, near
• Guildford, Surrey, respectfully call the attention of Noble-

men, Gentlemen, Nurserymen, and Others, to the under-mentioned
stock, the whole of which is particularly strong and hcalihy, and in
excellent condition for removal :

—

.

Standard and Half-Standard ROSES, upwards of 300 varieties'Sandard Pyramid, and Dwarf APPLES, extra fine : ditto PEARS =

Common Laurel, 2 to 4 fefet.

Portugal Laurel, 2 to 4 feet.
Green and Variegated Box, 2 to
Green Holly, 2 to 3 feet. [4 feet.
Yew, 2 to 4 feet.

Siberian and Chinese Arbor-vita;,
3 to 4 feet.

Pinus austriaca, 2 to 5 feet.

EVERGREENS.
Spruce Fir, 2 to 6 feet, fine and
bushy.

Berberis aquifolia, 1 to ij foot.
American Arbor-vitce for hedges,

3 to 6 feet.

Evergreen Privet, 2 to 3 feet, fme-
Cupressus Lawsoniana.g 104 feet.

Spanish and Hcrse Chestnut,
6 to 8 feet.

Wych Elm, 6 to 8 feet.
Double, Scarlet, White and

Paul's New Thorn, 6 to 8 feet
Black Italian Poplar, 6 u> 8 feet
Turkey, English and Scarlet Oak.

ORNAMENTAL TRRES.

Transplanted FOREST TREES, for Covert and Copse Planti
Alder, 3 to 5 feet.

Beech, 2 to 3 feet.
Horse Chestnut, 3105 feet.
Spruce Fir, a to 3 feet.
Sycamore, 3 to 4 feet.

I clean-gi

Hornbeam, Laburnum, Lime,
Norway Maple, Lombard^,
Ontario, White or Abelc,
Balsam, &c.

Sycamore, Sumach, Acacia,Weep-
ing Willow and Birch, 6 tn
8 feet

"C-
Scotch Fir, i to ij^ foot,

2'/^ to 3!^ feet.

Hazel, 2 to 3 feet.

English Oak, 2,'^ to 3 feet.

wn CRAB STOCKS.
Priced CATALOGUE and samples ... ^,.^..^^..^...

The Nurseries are lU mile from Rramley Station, London, Brighton,
and South Coast Railway; 2I4 miles from Shalford Station. South-
Eastern Railway

: and 4 miles from Guildford Station, London and
houtti-Western Railway. Goods delivered free to the above stations

WITTY AND SON have to offer the followin? cheap
TTJTrTr/^i'JSoTT^?^^ FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTALTREES and -SHRUBS, which are all of first-class quality :—
Standard APPLES, 9s. per dozen, 60s. per 100,
Standard PEARS, qs. per dozen, 60s. per 100, fine
Standard CHERRIES, 12s. per dozen, 751. per 100,
Dwarf-trained PEACHES, 30s. to 48s. per dozen, fine.
Dwarf-trained NECTARINES, 30J, to 48s. per dozen.
Dwarf-trained APRICOTS, 30s. 10481. per dozen.
Dwarf-tramed CHERRIES, 24s. 10301. per dozen, cMra fine.
Pyramid PEARS, 12s. to 60s. per dozen.
Pyramid PLUMS, i2j. to 18s, to 36s. per dozen
Pyramid CHERRIES, gs. to izs. to 24s. per dozen fineGOOSEBERRIES, is. Sk. per dozen,'.os'! per .« £ per .000.ASH, Mountain. 6s to 8 feet, 30s, per roo.
American Weeping WILLOVVS, 12s. per dozen, 75s. per 100.

S^A'???'"."2<='^
Weeping WILLOWS, i8s. per dozen

£.S?J.hA^} '." sons, 3s. to I2S. per dozen,

per 100.

Siberian ARBOR-VIT.'E, 3 to 4 feet, 40s. per 100.

T aitSSy '
^ommon, from los. 6d. to 211. per 100, fine and hushv.1.AUKEL, Portugal, 18 inches to 2 feet, 25s. per 100,QUICKWOOD, ios. 6rf. to 255. per 1000, extra fine.LARCH, 25s. to 30J. per 1000, fine.

SYCAMORE, 25r. to 30s. per 1000, extra fine,
The above have all been regularly transplanted, and will remove

With perfect safety.

The Nurseries, Coltingliam, near Hull.

FOR SALE, the following specimen Plants—price
on application :

—

1 FRANCISCEA CONFERTIFLORA, 6 feet by < icet
2 ALLAMANDA HENDERSONII, 5 feet by 3 feet
I „ NOBI LIS, 4 feet by 3 feet
I ADENANDRA FRAGRANS, 4 feet hy 3 feet
I DRAC^NA AUSTRALIS,9feet high
I „ BANKSII, sleet high
I „ INDIVISA.sfeet high
I „ ERYTHROCARPUS, fine specimen
I MARANTA RGSEA-PICTA, 2 feet by 2 feet

J. PARKER, Victoria Nursery, Rugby.

T C. WHEELER and SON,
Seed Growers,

Gloucester, and 59, Mark Lane, London,

Offer the following packets, post free : —
Per packet.—*, d.

Wheelers' Cocoa-Nut CABBAGE., i c

,, Kingsholm Cos LETTUCE., i c

„ Tom Thumb LETTUCE ..06
yS^^Br-^r " Croquet GRASS SEED, sample
>i^^i^gOk sufficient for trial on a small

V t L E /?^o\ Lawn or Croquet Ground . , 10
'vX^^^^^^^ ^ " LITTLE BOOK for i872.each o 6

/V<\/ XT^\^ Paterson's Superb MELON,, ..10
Sy/ \^\ Sweet Spanish CAPSICUM.. ..06

ff/flr^i ^^ I \\ , W t:o"ection of iz choice varieties of
O #MY!5irf'1>> ' I ^sweet-scented FLOWER SEEDS 4 6

*^-^'*'^4-9l/W|» Or with an extra .quantity of
QlB Mignonette 50

'^/f Wheelers' Gloucestershire Kidney^^ POTATOS .. .. per bushel 10 o
Ashmead's Kernel APPLE {Pyra-
^nrds) each 2 o
Erockworth Park PEARS
(Maidens) each 7 6

J. C. WHEELER and SON,
, Gloucester; and 59, Mark Lane, London, E,C.

MR. jLAXTON'S
NEW PEAS FOR 1872.

G^^EOR r°F ^'l"p^J^*?^* ^*"« *""! Apples.E-UKUt CLARKE has an overstock of the
following kinds ;

—

PEAR?,
Eliza (Malthews)
Bishop's Thumb
Marie Louise
Gansel's Bcrgamot

King of the Pippins
Yellow Ingeslrie
Lefestre's Pippin
Wellington

Winter Nelis
Colmar d'Aremberg
Louis dc Fleur
Belle Lucrative, &c.

LES.
Golden Knob
French Crab
Golden Russet
Hall Ooor, &c.

well furnished to ihe bottom wiih
They are from lo to 15 feet high^

[',"1'^'^ ^°°''j ""? '''"? ^""' freflutn'Vlran'SMed'rihey aVcoWered

fL'^N'oTifn-ghtm-R^r^tlS? "" ""'' " ^° "" "• "='" "' »- "'

Very strong E.iSTpLF RASPBERRY CANES, .51. per 100
Nurser.es, Brixton Hill, S.W.,and Motlingham, near Eltham. Kpox and GAME COVERTS.—The BITTER
1 .""-J'^^Y,"'!!' '''"P"''' ™" easily reared, and most useful

plant yet ofTered for forming new coverts, or improving those alreadymade. Birds are especially partial to Willow plantations. BitterWillow stakes, 3 to < feet long, will make a really good covert the first
year, and perfectly secure from the attacks of rabbits. Anxious tomake the value of this plant better understood, W. Scaling will suonlv

orthepia^t?" s'i"'on''
-°''°"'"''' '""^'"'^^ '"" ""'^ '"' '>" remainJer

10 inches long, 15s. per 1000 I 36 inches long, 40!. per 1000
15 inches ong, 20s per 1000 48 inches long, 505. per 1000
24 inches long, 301. per 1000 | 60 inches long, 60s. per 1000

fncrcasing in thickness as they increase in length, and all, except the
10 inches, cut from 3-yr. old shoots. The two larger sizes are welladapted to make hedges, in place of Thorn or Quick-reared. Sec
article m Rural Alvamic. 1872, p. 37, published at the Fi,ld office

WILLIAM SCALING, Willow Nurseryman, Basford, Notts.GTo the Trade.
FARNSWORTH has to offer large quantities of

• the under-mentioned, at a low rate. Prices and samples on
application at the Nurseries, Matlock :—

LIME Lajers, 2 to 3 feet; do., transplanted, 5 to 7 feet; OAK
English, 2 to 3 feet ; POPLAR, Ontario. i'A to 4!^, and 6 to n feet
do.. Balsam, 3 to 4, and 5 to 7 feet ; PRIVE'l'S, 2 to 3 feet, evcrL'reen-RliopODENDRONS, j-yf. seedlings: do., 'and 2'vr bedded 5S ".

B

^ < 3-yr- seedlings; do., and 2'yr. bedded; do'.
15^, and I ^ to 2 feet; SYCAMORE, 2 to 3, and 4 to 6 fee t.

New Garden Seeds.
OLTON AND CO. have a fine stock of all kinds olNEW GARDEN SEEDS, at moderate prices.

BOLTON AUD CO., Seed Merchants, W.iod Green, London, N.

L^y"

The folloiving latest and

7-emarkabIe Novelties in

GARDEN PEAS will

he found to he great ad-

vances in their respective

classes :—

William the First.

The finest Pea yet sent
out for earliness, flavour,

and appearance, com-
bined ; height 3 ieet

Griffin.

A remarkably fine-
flavoured variety, having
bright green seeds when
ripe ; height 2 ft. 6 ins.

Popular,

Ablue wrinkled Marrow,
earlier than, and an im-
provement on, "Champion
of England ;" height 4 ft.

Superlative.

The largest and finest

podded variety yet raised,

indispensable for exhibi-
tion

; pods 7 in. in length,

height 7 ft.

Omega.
A dwarfish " Ne Plus

Ultra, " a first-class late

Pea ; height 2 ft. 6 in.

_ Collections of Vegetable and Flower Seeds.TAMES DICKSON and SONS' are the most
f-' liberally supplied and best "Made-up COLLECTIONS" olGARDEN and ELOWEK SEEDS.
VEGETABLE SEEDS, 121. M.. 2tJ.. 311. 6J., 421., 631, and lowFLOWER SEEDS, los. 6d., 12s. 6d., i«., 2t7., 305.. and 421 , con-

taining selections of the choicest German, English, and other blowers
Carriage free. Descriptive priced LISTS post free.

lAMES DICKSON and SONS, 102 and 108, East -ate Street, and
Newton Nurseries. Chester.

„ Early Feed for Sheep and Cattle.
CUTTGNS' IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS.O The earliest and most productive in cultivation. Should be sown
ill February, March and April, to produce a succession of valuable
cuttings during the year. If sown alone, 3 bush, are required per acre,
frice 8s. per bush., cheaper by the quarter. Carriage (rcc.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen jo_the Queen, Reading, Berks.

MYATTS PROLIFIC POTATO "for Planting.—The
Undersigned begs to state that, notwithstanding his large

exports to the Channel Islands, he has still to offer from 30 to 40 tons,
in large or small quantities. Wholesale and retail.
CHRISTMAS (JUINCEV, Seed Grower and Seedsman,

Peterborough,

Buttons' Choice Seed Potatos.

SUTTONS' Illustrated Descriptive LIST of the above
is now ready, and may be had gratis and post free on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by special appointment to the
Queen and Prince of Wales, Reading,

To the Trade.
EARLY SEED POTATOS.—A few tons of the

following to DISPOSE OF:—Mona's Pride. Milky White, and
Early Shaw. Also a few quarters of Laxton's Supreme PEA.—For
prices, &c,, apply to

JAMES MVATT, Offenham, Evesham.

EARLY SEED KIDNEY POTATO^, all true to
sorts and first-class stock.—Myatt's Prolific Kidney; Sutton's

Berkshire Kidney : the King Potato, a kidney that does well for first
or second early, being about ten days later than Myatt's—a very good
cropper and sound quality.
ANDREW SCOTT, Rydens Farm, near Hersham, Esher, Su rrey.

EARLY WALNUT-LEAVED OXFORD ROUND
POTATOS,—The most valuable of all varieties for forcing

purposes; the haulm being very short and compact, and producing
very handsome shaped tubers of excellent quality earlier than any
other sort. The Trade can be supplied with a few of the above at
2s. 6rf. per peck. II. and F. SHARPE. Wisbech.

For further particulars

see larger advertisements,
and Hogg's Gardeners'
Year Books for 1871 and
1872.

In order to show the
true characters of these

Peas,

EARLY SOWING
IS

RECOMMENDED.

\

Superlative.

£1% will be offered, in

five prizes of ^5. £^, £3.
£2 and £1. for fifty pods
of "SUPERLATIVE"
at the Royal Horticultural
Society's forthcoming ex-
hibition at Birmingham.

\ To be had only in small
sealed Collections of trial

,^ \ Packets, price £1 is., of
Sj the principal Seedsmen in

the United Kingdom, and
Wholesale of

Messrs. HURST and SON, 6, Leadenhall St., London.

UEED POTATOS. —The Early Goodrich is,O without doubt, the best early round Potato we possess. Havill^
imported it three years aco and grown it largely, we can with confT
dencc recommend it as a heavy cropper, and of good cooking quality,
far surpassing the Early Shaws, Giant King, or any otherearjy I'otato.

I'rice 2S. bd. per peck, bag included. Also EARLY KORTYFOLDS,
and other good sorts, to be sold, cheap.

J. CHAPMAN AND SON, Vale Nursery, Ramsgate.

The Hew American Potatos,
TO IIIK TRADE.

CHARLES SH.'^RPE and CO., Seed Merchants,
Sleaford, can offer the following varieties of POTATOS, fresh

imported Seed. Price on application.
NEW AMERICAN LATE ROSE
EARLY ROSE
EARLY C.OODRICH
EARLY SOVEREIGN
BRESEE'S PROLIFIC
BRESEE'S KINGofthcEARLIES
BRESEE'S PEERLESS
BRESEE'S CLIMAX
PEACH BLOW.

s EED POTATOS.
ROYAL ASHLEAF 341. persack.
MYATT'S ASHLEAF 245. „
A very early round prolific, own Seedling . . 241. .,

PINK-EYED FORTYFtiLD .. . . iSs. „
REGENTS 18s. „
PRINCE of WALES KIDNEY .. .. 341. „
RED-SKINNED FLOUREALL .. .. 241. „

All fine picked clean seed.
JAMES WHOMES. Royal Nu rsery, Windsor.

To Potato Planters.

CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Skedsman, &c., Peter-
borough, begs to slate that he has in Stock more than 20 tons ot

the EARLY and LATE AMERICAN VARIETIES, and iseitpecting

further arrivals. The whole being purchased for cash, he is enabled,
both for price and tjuality, to compete with any house in the Trade,
to*n or provincial. Priced LIST on application.
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TELEGRAPH CUCUMBER (RoIIisson's variety,

true).—The best variety of Telegraph Cucumber Rrown, and the

best all-the-ycar-round Cucumber extant ; guaranteed the pure stock.

Small packet, iJ. ; larger, u. M. each.
. , , , .

FORTYFOLD CUCUMBER (Cucumis Aneurta), the new hardy

ridge Gherkin : the best known for pickling. I'er packet, 6d. and is.

W. G. CLARKE, Great Western Nurseries, Wellington, Somerset.

B
Mangel Wurzel.

OLTON AND CO. have to offer SEED of very fine

stocks of the above, including

—

LONG RED
MAMMOTH LONG RED
YELLOW GLOBE
FISHER HOMES' ORANGE GLOBE
RED GLOBE
Prices forwardcti on application.

BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London, N.

SuttODs' Selected Prize Stocks of Farm Seeds.

^ Carrtace ^SS^^^ '''"''^•

NOTICE to LARGE PURCHASERS.

MESSRS. SUTTON have now completed their stocks
of FARM SEEDS, and will be pleased to make special quota-

tions to large purchasers on application stating sorts and quantities
r.-quired.

Messrs. SuTTONS' FARMERS' YEAR BOOK, Illustrated, is now
ready, price 6<L

;
gratis to Customers.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsman to the Queen, Reading.

LEICESTER SEEDS
ARE OBTAINING A GREAT REPUTATION IN ALL PARTS

OF THE COUNTRY.

DESCRIPTIVE ANB PRICED CATALOGUE
now ready. Post Free, on application to

HARRISON & SONS,
ROYAL MIDLAND SEED WAREHOUSE,

LEICESTER.

Seeds Direct from tlie Growers
The BEST MEANS of PREVENTING DISAPPOINTMENT.

SUTTONS' 4:3 3s. COLLECTION of GARDEN
SEEDS, for a Large Garden, carriage free.

SUTTONS' £z 2J-. COLLECTION of GARDEN
SEEDS, for a Medium-sized Garden, carriage free.

SUTTONS' ^i IS. COLLECTION of GARDEN
SEEDS,, for a Small Garden, carriage free.

s UTTONS' i2.t. 6d. COLLECTION of GARDEN
SEEDS, for a Small Garden.

SUTTONS' COLLECTION of GARDEN SEEDS
for One Whole Year's Supply. Complete particulars forwarded

Gratis on application to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by Special Appointment to the
Queen and H.R.H, the Prince of Wales, Reading, berks.

PARIS, I
SUTTONS" GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. I SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading, Berks.

For Seed.

H

CHOICE AND SELECT VARIETIES OF

GARDEN AND FARM SEEDS,
Trade prices, &c., on application.

Useful Collections of GARDEN SEEDS, from loj. 6ii-

each lo jT,^, Carriage Free.

Upwards of 1000 varieties of FLOWER SEEDS,
comprising the most ornamental kinds.

Collections from 2S, 6(f. to j^2 2J,

HARRISON'S FAVOURITE CUCUIMBER.—

A

beautiful While-Spine, unsurpassed for general use

and exhibition. Per packet, 2j. 6</.

LEICESTER RED CELERY.—The best Celery ever

sent out, distinct in growth and of matchless quality.

Per packet, is.

HARRISONS IMPROVED WHITE COS LET-
TUCE.—A fine selection from Paris While Cos.

Nothing better could be desired. Per packet, is.

The above, post free, for 40 stamps.

TRADE

PEDIGREE
MARK.

CHEVALIER
BARLEY,
which was awarded

The FIRST PRIZE THREE YEARS in SUCCESSION
(1867, 1868, i86g, and again in 1871),

at the Birmingham and Midland Counties' Show,

Yielded, at Brighton, in 1869, TEN QUARTERS PER
ACRE, weighing 57 lb. per bushel.

ALSO

PEDIGREE BLACK TARTARIAN,
AND

PEDIGREE WHITE CANADIAN
OATS.

For price .and full particulars of above, anrl of
PEDIGREE SEED WHEATS, apply to the Originator
of the System,

Captain HALLETT, F.L.S., Brighton.

SPLENDID NEW CUCUMBER.

HARRISON'S IMPROVED FARM SEEDS,
Of llieir own growing, warranted as pure as Iiarvested

from the field, and cleaned with great care.

The best MANGEL WURZEL,
And the best SWEDE :—

HARRISONS NORMANTON GLOBE MANGEL
has again proved its superiority over all other kinds.

Per lb., IJ-. 4^. ; cheaper by the cwt.

HARRISON'S DEFIANCE PURPLE-TOP SWEDE.
A new variety, and a great improvement. Per lb.,

i.f. ; cheaper by the bushel.

Read our Customers' opinions on Seeds.

CATALOGUES now ready.

Permanent Pasture Grasses,

TO SUIT ALL SOILS.

HARRISON'S MIXTURES of GRASSES are made
with great care, and the praise we have received

assure us of their success in almost every case.

Price and particulars on apphcation.

Marquis of Lome Cucumber.

This splendid new white-spined variety is unequalled

on account of its immense size, yet it is most symmetrical

in form, and is the finest Cucumber ever introduced.

The flesh is very solid and firm, with but few seeds,

while the flavour is exceedingly fine.

Price 3s. 6d. per packet.

New Varieties of Peas.
BOLTON AND CO. have all the new varieties of

PEAS in stock. Early orders are advisable.
BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London, N.

Best Of All Pea.
SUTTON AND SONS having grown for trial all the

New Peas which have lately been introduced by Dr. McLean,
Mr. Laxton,and others, have no hesitation in recoramcndinn McLean's
BEST OF ALL, as richly worthy ok its name.
St'TTON & Sons have always on hand, ready for Sale, all the new

sorts of PEAS, POTATOS, and other SEEDS, which ihcy supply at
the same Prices as charged by the raisers who introducea them; as
see Priced LISTS.

^ Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

Turnip Seed.
BOLTON AND CO. have to offer very fine stocks of

ihc above, at moderate prices, which can be obtained on
application.

BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London, N.

Improvement of Grass Lands Uy Sowing
SUTTONS' RENOVATING MIXTURE of fine

GRASSES and CLOVERS, price lod. per lb., 26s. per cwt
Carriage free. Sow in February and March, 6 to 12 lb. per acre.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

NEW GIANT HYBRID COW CLOVER.—

A

Sreat acquisition. A Hybrid between Cow Grass and Commcn
over—will mow three heavy crops in one year, and succe-Oi m

Clover-sick land. Price 2s, 6d. per lb. Cheaper by the cwt.

SUTTON ANO SONS, Seedsmen to the Q u eeii, ReadiiT^-.

SUTTONS' CLEAN CLOvITr SEi:-L^S
New and Unadulterated, at Market Prices.

RED.
I

ALSIKE. 1 COW Gti.\SS.
WHITE. TREFOIL. | SUCKLING.

NEW GIANT HYBRID RED. | MALDEN'S WONDLR.
SUTTON .\ND SONS, Seed Merchants. Reading.

Agricultural and Garden Seeds.

HAND K SIIARI'ES Trade CATALOGUE of
• HOME-GR<.iW\ m;KDS is now ready. It contains all ihe

very best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

"P AYNBIRD. CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
-LX DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Sked, Manuiie, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, ^Iark Lane, E.C, ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Med^s, 1851,
for Wheat ; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds^^"

Agricultural Seeds.

CHARLES SHARPE AND CO., Seed Growers
and Seed Merchants, Sleaford. Lincolnshire, beg to intimate

that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of HOME-GROWN
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready and will be forwarded,
post free, U|iun aiipHc.uion.

^

Extra fine Forcing and Planting Seakale.
GEORGE CLARKE has many thousands, very fine

clean stuff, this season, which he begs to offer as under :—
Planting size, 5s. per 100; forcing, loi., 12s., and some superfine
sclectetl Crowns, 151. per 100.

Nurseries: Brixton Hill, London, S.W.; and Mottingham, Kent,S.E.

KICHARD WALKER has to after the following for

cash:— The real American Red-skinned Flourball POTATO,
IPS. per cwt.; always free from blight, the heaviest cropper in England.
Kichard Walker was the first man who introduced il into ihe'lrade,

which all in the Trade know. Early American Goodrich, 14s. per cwt. ;

Peach Blow POPATO, just arrived from the United Stales, 4s. per

peck ; variegated Golden Gem, 2s. td. per peck.

The Market Gaidens, Biggleswade, Beds.

JOHNSTONE'S ST. MARTIN'S RHUBARB.—
Strong roots, is. 6d. each. Price to the Trade on application.

The above is undoubtedly the best variety of RH (JBARB in culti-

vation, whether for Forcing or Out-door culture. The leading

Nurserymen in Britain, and also most of the London Trade, have had
supplies direct from us.

W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen, Dundee, N.B,

MESSRS. SUTTON and SONS have a few packets

left of the above splendid Cucumber, and advise their

Customers who have not ordered to do so without delay.

Orders above £\ Carriage Fre

Trade prices, &c., on application.

HARRISON AND SONS, Seed Growers,
LEICESTER.

SUTTON AND SONS
Offer for competition by Noblemen's and Gentlemen's

Gardeners (only) at the Royal Horticultural Society's

Show, June 25, and following days—

FOR THREE BRACE OF CUCUMBERS

(To include Marquis of Lome),

first Prize, ^^5 y. Second Prize, ^^2 2J.

To tlie Trade.

TO BE SOL.D, Cheap,
30 qr. VEITCH'S PEKI'liC-

TION, ami lo qr. PRIZE lAtvER
I'E.-iS.

Also from 12 to 14 tons eacfi, DAL-
MAHOY and PATEKSON'S EARLY
(seed from Paterson last year).

For price. &c,, apply to F. G.
I lODWlN, Seedsman, 3 and 4, Norfolk
Market Hall, Sheffield.

N I; F G. G.'s Ko. 2, or VEGE-
TABLE SEED CATALOGUE, will be
forwarded Post Free on application.

Sooly Qua.—New CUnese Cucumbsr.

WOOD AND INGRAM ofter tliis remarkable variety,

which attains a length of from 5 to 6 feet, and a circumference

of from la to 16 inches, in packets of three seeds for .,<, U. or six for

2i. 6J. Postage stamps with orders.
. ^o ,,-iti tiid AT

W. & L's new select LIST of GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL
SEEDS, with an engravinK from a photograph of the above giKantlc

novelty grown here last summer, is now ready, and will be sent Iree on

ipplicatic The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

inABBAGE PLANTS. CABBAGE PLANTS,
V^ strong, healthy, vigorous.

1,000,000 Robinson's Drumhead, at 3J- per 1000. ,.,,.. ,,
500,000 Early Battersea, Enfield Market, and Little I'l.ue, at 31. M.

per 1000.

100,000 Red Pickling Drumhead, 51. per 1000.

Sutton's Red-skinned Flourball POTAl O. atfo. per bushel.

Paterson's Kovinia, or Cattle-feeder POTATO, at (>s. per bushel.

Samples on application.

Remiilanccs to accompany Orders from unknown Correspondents.

W, VIRGO AND SON, Wonersh Nursery, near Guildford, Surrey.

THE WARDIE VARIEGATED KALE.—We beg

to offer the above (seed direct from Miss Hope), which is by far

the finest strain, and invaluable for Winter Gardening. The colours

are beautifully bright and distinct, and may be had separately or in

mi.xcd packets, post free, as follow

Per packet

—

s. a.
- 6

6

Per packet-
White

., cut-leaved
Mi.\ed packet of all ..

SUTTON AND SONS,
Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to the Queen and the Prince of

Wales,

READING.

Purple ..

,. cut-leaved
Cabbage.hearted, purple

pjfced'usfs of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS post free

on application,

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, "Newton" Nurseries, and

lOj .
Easlgate Street, Chester.

rpHE TRUSTEES of the Business recently carried on
JL bv Messrs. CmvAS & Wea\e1! beg to intimate that they have

DISPOSED OF the entire STOCK-IN TRADE consisting ol

IMPLEMENTS, SEEDS, &c., to Messrs. JAMES DICKSON AND
SONS, of No. 102, Eastgate Street, and the " Newton Nurseries,

Chester, who have taken the Premises No loS, Easlgate Street
;
also

the adjoining Implement Warehouse underneath the Chester Corn

Exchange, aid to whom the Trustees have much pleasure in referring

the Friends and Customers of the above-mentioned Business.

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS beg to direct .attention

to the iibove notice, and to say that Purchasers of AGRICUL-
TURAL IMPLEMENTS and MACHINERY will have every

information and facility of selection afforded, and be most liberally

treated at the Corn Exchange Implement Warehouse.

Priced LISTS and all information furnished post free.

102 and 108. Eastgate Stret, and "Newton Nurseries, Chester

also Com Exchange Implement Warehouse, Chester.— I'eb, i.
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CARTER'S PRIZE MEDALS,
AWARDED for SUPERIOR EXCELLENCE of CARTER'S FARM and GARDEN SEEDS.

PUBLIC NOTICE! CAUTION,
JAMES CARTER 6- CO., having had

their attention drawn to a most unwarrant-

able appropriation, by another House, of the

Prize Medal awarded at the Great Inter-

national Exiiihition of London in 1862,

desire to announce that the Onlv Prize

Medal for a General Collection of Seeds

was awarded to JAMES CARTER &l CO.

BLACKBURN, 1871.

Awarded to JAMES CARTER and CO.
for Grass and Other Seeds.

LIVERPOOL, 1871.

Awarded lo JAMES CARTER AND CO,
for Grass and Other Seeds.

GREAT MALVERN, 1871.

Awarded to JAMES CARTER and CO.
for Grass and Other Seeds.

TfHE CAKTER CHAL!L'ENiGE!;cUP
and other Prizes, value ^90, offered by JAMES CARTER and CO., the Royal Seeds-
men, to be awarded at the Royal Horticuhural Society's Great Birmingham Show.

See S o c i ety's
Schedule.

See See iety's

Schedule.

Special Notice.

—The Carter Chal-

lenge Cup and other

Prizes offered by

James Carter & Co.,

under the patronage

of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society.

CARTER^S

COLLECTIONS OF

VEGETABLE

SEEDS
Include the best

of everything, and
produce choice
Vegetables all the
year round.

Special Notice.

—The Carter Chal-

lenge Cup and other

Prizes offered by

James Carter & Co.,

under the patronage

of tlic Royal Horti-

cultural Society.

CARTER'S

( ULLEC ri(.»NS OF

VEGETABLES
For Large or Small

Gardens.

No. 1, I2J. 6d. each.

No. 2, 21J. each.

^Jo- 3. 30'- each.

No. 4, 42J. each.

No. s, 63J. each.

CARTER'S 21s. COLLECTION CONTAINS-
1 qt. PEAS — Carter's

First Crop.
I qt. Advancer.
I pt. Premier.
I pt. Bishop's Long-pod.
I pt. Prizelaker.
I qt. Laxton's Supreme.
I qt. Champion of Eng-

lana.
I pt. Carter's Victoria.

I pt. Veitch's Perfection.

I pt. BEANS—Nonpareil
I pt. Uroad Windsor.
I pt, best French.
1 pt. Scarlet Runners.
iR. pt. JJEET-St. Osyth.
Ig. pt. KAIL—Cottagers'
Ig. pt. new, Asparagus,
Ig. pt. Dwarf Scotch.
!g. pt. A L B E R T

SPROUTS.

lg.pt. BRUSSELS
SPROUTS, best

lg.pt. BROCCOLI —
Carter's Champion

Ig. pt. Snow's Winter.
Ig. pt. Adam's EarlyWht.
ig. pt. Purple Sprouting.
Ig, pt. CABBAGE —

Carter's Early.
Ig. pt, Enfield Market.
Ig. pi. Dwarf Nonpareil.
Ig. pt. Tom Thumb.
][j. pt. Savov. best curled
Ig. pt. CAPSICUM.
I oz. CARROT — Early

Horn.
I oz. James' Intermediate
I oz. selected Scarlet.

lg.pt. CAULIFLOWER
—Carter's Dwarf
Mammoth.

!g. pt. CELERY — In-
comparable Dwarf

(

White.
Ig. pt. Manchester Giant

I

Red.

I

4 oz. CRESS—plain.

I

1 oz. Australian,
I pkt. CUCUMBER —
I Carter's Champion.
lg.pt. ENDIVE—French

I curled.

\
Ig. pt. LEEK — Ayton

Castle.
Ig. pt. LE TT UCE —

' Carter's Giant
White.

' Ig. pt. Drumhead.
I

Ig. pt. Victoria.
.joz. MUSTARD—White
pkt. MELON — Carter's

I Excelsior,

I oz. ONION — Giant
Madeira.

1 oz. Reading Improved.
1 oz. PARSNIP—Student
Ig. pt. PARSLEY— Dun-

nett's Garnishing.
2 0Z. RADISH—Wood's

Frame. [top.

2 oz. Early Scarlet Snort-
2 oz, mixed Turnip.
6 oz, RAPE—for salad.

Mpt. SPINACH —
J^ pt Winter. fSummer,
loz. TURNIP - Early

Six-week.
I oz. Yellow Malta.
1 oz. Red Stone.
pkt. TOMATO—Red.
pkt. VEGETA B LK

CREAM— Moore's
2 pkt. POT HERBS.

BLACKPOOL, 1870.

-Warded to JAMES CARTER AND CO.
for Grass and Other Seeds.

WIGAN, 1870.

Awarded to JAMES CARTER and CO.
for Grass and Other Seeds.

GREAT MALVERN, 1871.

Awarded to JAMES CARTER AND CO.
for Grass and Other Seeds.

HAMBURG, 1869. BLACKBURN, 1871.

Awarded to
J. CARTER and CO.,

for Grass and other Seeds.

SEE

CARTER'S
ILLUSTRATED

VADE

MECUIVI

For 1873

(Described asj

the (2uccn of,

CataTogu c s),

containing up-}
wards of Two
Hundred Truth-
ful Illustr.iliuns.

Post Free is.,

Gratis to
Customers.

HAMBURG,

Awarded to J. CARTER AND CO.
for Grass and other Seeds,

JAMES CARTEB & CO., 237 and 238, HIG-H HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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CHARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE of SEEDS
is now ready, and may be had on application.

This CataioKue contains selections of the best in each class, and
descriptions ofihc Icadinc varieties onlj-.

C. TURNERS CATALOGUE of HARDY TREES, includinc a
full collection of Fruits, Coniferae, Everjireen and Deciduous ShruDS,

and Trees, Roses, &c.. may also be had.
Tn: Royal Nurseries, Sloughy

M New Seed Catalogue for 1872.
ESSRS. JOHN AND CHARLES LEE
will be happv to forward, jrost free on application, their New

Descriptive Priced CATALOGUE of GENUINE SEEDS, containine
every Novelty for 1872, lo any of their Friends and Customers, and
others who have not already received it.

Royal ^'ineya^d Nursery- and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, W.

Garden and Flower Seeds.
THOMAS METHVEN and SONS beg to intimate

that their Descriptive Priced CATALOGUE of KITCHEN
GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS. IMPLEMENTS, &c., for 1872.
is now ready, and may be had, post free, on application.

Seed Warehouses; 15, Princes Street, and Nursery Gate, Leith
Walk, Edinburgh.

ICHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN and
DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS,STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMDING and TWINlfjG PLANTS,
with their generic, specific, and English names, native countr>',
height, time of flowering, colour, &c, and general remarks, free
by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Worcester.

, , Noteworthy Horticulturists and Botanists.
/\TOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS

NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS a
of

d BOTANISTS
;is being published in the " GARDENERS' CHRONICLE "and
/AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE
appeared, and separate Copies (prii

be had on application to the Publisher,

following have already
6d. each), on tinted paper, may

Dr. Hooker, C.B.,F,R.S.
W. Wilson Saundehis, F.R S.

Rev. M. J. Bf.rkelev, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne
G. F, Wilson. F.R.S.
Dr. MooBE, of Glasncvin
Professor Reichen b.'lch.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS,
Coveiit Garden, W.C.

Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.
E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.
James McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.
James Bateman, F.R.S.
Berthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.

Wellington Street,

arkners'C|rMcIe
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY lo, 1S72.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tuesday, Feb n-[^°^'^' Horticultural (Anniversaiy),

^ i. at S. Kensington

W'EDNtSDAV,

THt;R5DAY,

Royal
at S. Kensington 3 P.M.

Roj-al Horticultural (Fruit and Floral
Committees), at S. Kensington .. il A.M.

Ditto (Scientific Committee) .. .. i p.m.
Ditto {General Meeting) .. .. 3 P.M.
Linncan ., , 8 P.M.

MUCH attention has recently been excited in
America by the publication of a pamphlet

by General Pleasanton, " On the Influence of
the Blue Colour of the Sky in Develoi'ing
Vegetable and Animal Life," and which has
already reached a third edition. The matterwas
first brought under the notice of the Agricultural
Society of Philadelphia, and the facts narrated
were deemed so marvellous that their publication
in a separate form was requested by the Society.
Moreover, such has been the interest excited,
that the Academy of Sciences of Paris, a scien-
tific body second to none in the world, has occu-
pied itself with the discussion of the subject, as
may be seen in the official Compta Remius,
Nov. 20, 1871, Ixxiii., p. 1236; and Dec. iS, 1S71.
These circumstances are sufficient to warrant

us in laying the facts before our Vine-growing
readers, and if they say with Dominie Samp-
son, " Prodigious !" they must remember that we
only tell the tale as told to us, apparently on
unimpeachable authority. It appears, then, that
General Pleasanton, reflecting on the blue
colour of the sky, naturally enough came to the
conclusion that it must have some most potent
influence on beings, plants or animals, living
beneath its beams. With this idea dominant in
his mind, the General, in i860, erected a vinery
at Philadelphia, brushed up his recollection of
what he had learnt at college as to the influence
of the various rays of the spectrum on plants,
and proceeded to apply his knowledge to the
cultivation of the Vine. The vinery was finished
in March, 1S61 ; it was a span-roofed house,
84 feet in length by 26 in width, and 16 feet high,
and ran from north-east to south-west, thus
having an aspect nearly north and south. The
borders outside and inside were 3 feet 6 inches
in depth, and of the ordinary composition.
After some hesitation as to the precise amount
of violet light to be admitted, the General ulti-

mately came to the conclusion to introduce one
portion of violet glass between seven ofuncoloured
glass. The rows of violet-coloured panes on one
side of the roof were made to alternate in position
with those on the opposite side. In this way the
sun in its daily course would throw violet light
successively on all the leaves exposed to its

influence. The glazing thus effected, the borders
were planted inside and out. Cuttings of
20 varieties were planted in April, 1861. Gro\vth
speedily commenced, and went on with a degree
of vigour that excited the astonishment of all

beholders, as well it might, when we are told that

the gardener employed himself every day in tying
up the new wood which was not in existence the
day before ! In September, 1861, Mr. Robert
BuiST, the well known nurseryman, from whom
the Vines were purchased, paid a visit to the
General, and was struck with astonishment at the
growth they had made. Mr. BuiST measured
some of the rods, and found they were 45 feet in
length, and i inch in diameter at i foot from the
ground, and this growth was made in five

months !

Mr. Buisr remarked that he had also visited
a vinery, established at the same time, planted
with the same sorts, and generally treated in the
same manner (glazing excepted) as that of
General Pleasanton, and in which the rods
were not more than 5 feet in length, and had
scarcely increased in diameter since they were
planted. These Jack-in-the-Beanstalk Vines, for
we can call them by no other name, grew at this

surprising rate all the season. In January, 1862,
they were pruned, and in March they began to
push, and in the development alike of foliage,
wood, and bunches, they outdid their former
year's growth. In September, 1S62, Mr. BuiST,
this time accompanied by his foreman, again
visited the vinery. The Grapes were then
beginning to colour. Mr. BuiST is described as
at first stupified with astonishment. Recovering
himself, he proceeded to estimate the weight of
the bunches at 1200 lb. The General goes
on to tell us that Mr. BuiST might well be asto-
nished, as in Grape-growing countries a period of
five or six years elapses before the smallest bunch
is produced ! ! !—while here Vines 1 7 months old
from the cuttings produced this remarkable crop
ofmagnificent (drapes. In 1863 the Vines yielded
a crop estimated at 2 tons ! ! ! Naturally enough
the neighbouring growers thought that after such
overcropping as this, there would be consider-
able signs of fatigue and exhaustion on the part
of the Vines. Not a bit of it. From year to
year the Vines have continued to yield splendid
crops without intermission, and they are now in
robust health without any sign of exhaustion or
decrepitude. Pleased with his success the
General directed his attention to pigs and calves.
These animals were submitted to the couleur de
violettc treatment, and with results as wonder-
ful as in the case of the Vines. We leave our
agricultural friends to deal with the pigs and the
calves, and proceed to comment on the General's
explanation of this surprising effect of violet glass
on vegetable development. If we cannot gain-
say the results of the author's experiments, we
can at least say that the explanation he gives of
it is by no means consistent with the results of
modern investigation. He tells us, for instance,
that the most refrangible rays of the spectrum,
the violet rays, are those which are most potent in
effecting the decomposition of carbonic acid gas.
Now the truth is exactly the reverse. It may be
taken as an accepted fact that the least refran-
gible rays—the yellow light-giving rays, that is—
are those which are most energetic in causing
the breaking up of carbonic acid gas, and
the giving off of oxygen gas ; that the action,
in fact, of the various rays of the spectrum
on the foliage of plants is just the reverse
of that which occurs in the case of the
salts of silver, when exposed to light. As the
question is one of so much importance practically,

we may perhaps profitably lay before our readers
a brief summary of the results of modern investi-

gation as to the effects of variously coloured light

on vegetation. For this purpose we may cite the
following passage,* embodying in a very con-
densed form a summary of the principal pheno-
mena as established up to the year 1869, by a
great number of observers :

—

intensity. A corresponding fact has been noticed with
reg.irci to the evaporation of water, so that the two
phenomena would appear to be in some way connected."

Now if the breaking up of carbonic acid gas
by the green part of plants, and the consequent
giving off of oxygen gas under the influence of
light, be accepted as a test of the degree of health
and vigour in the plant—and no one has ever
ventured to question it—it of course follows that
General Pleasanton's theory is rather seriously
at fault.

'

' The unlike influence of the different rays of the spec-
trum [on plants] is very remarkable. According to Draper
[a countryman of General Pleasanton's], whose observa-
tions have been confirmed by numerous observers, sun-
light acts in proportion to its illuminating power in the
deoxidating process, which appears to be just the reverse
of what occurs in the reducing action of light on silver.

The yellow rays are almost as powerful as white light

;

while the more refrangible rays, blue, violet, &c., have
little or no eifect on the emission of oxygen, tjioiigh it is

probable they ma)%exert great influence on the cliemical

transformations which follow that process [a loop-hole for

General Pleasantun]. In green light the leaves emit
carbonic acid as in darkness. Diffused light is rich in

the more refrangible (violet and blue) rays, and hence
causes a scanty emission of o.xygen. Prillieux asserts

that the amount of oxygen emitted by light of different

colours is in direct proportion to their illuminating power,
and that the effect of the yellow and red rays in causing
the disengagement of oxygen is due to their luminous

Henfrev's EtcHfetitary Course o/ Prtany, second editinn

(1870), by Dr. Ma5Tei!s, F.R.S.. p. 571.

Pfeffer is one of the most recent and ex-
haustive writers on this subject, and his results
are for the most part the same as those of
Prillieux, Baranetsky, D^h^rain—not to
speak of older writers, whose experience is

summed up in the passage we have cited. The
nearer approach to white light, then, that plants
are subjected to, the more vigorous their growth.

Let us put it in another way. All real growth,
/. <•., increase, is connected with the formation
and utilisation of starch ; that starch is not
formed unless the plant be exposed to light, and
the brighter the light, the quicker and more
abundant the formation of starch. Some experi-
menters, such as Famintzin, have even denied
that starch can be formed under the influence of
the blue light, but Krauss has shown that this is

too alpsolute a statement, asserting, however, that
the time required for the formation of starch
under blue light has to be measured by hours as
against minutes in the case of yellow light.

There are yet other points of view from which
the growth of these Vines should be considered,
and which may be thus stated. While all those
parts of plants specially devoted to the assimila-
tion or digestion of food, the green portions in
other words, get as near to the light as they can,
other portions devoted to the formation of new
tissues are shaded from the light, the nascent
buds, for example, are generally shrouded from
the light by opaque scales. The development,
then, of new tissues can and does take place
during darkness ; moreover, plants will extend
in size, if not in weight, in darkness. We
have plenty of illustrations of this in the case of
blanched plants. They become " drawn " in their
efforts to reach the light. The amount of
obscurity, however, caused by the influence of
one-eighth of violet light against seven-eighths
of white light, as in General Pleasanton's
vinery, can hardly be deemed sufficient to account
for the prodigious growth mentioned. Were it

otherwise we might surmise that as the light
traversed the vinery in its course from east to
west, it would at every eighth violet pane cause
a lengthening of the rods, while in the inter-
vening seven white panes the tissues so length-
ened would be consolidated, and those matters
requisite for true growth and development would
be created under the influence of the white light.

We lay stress on the words " true growth "

because much of that lengthening that does
undoubtedly take place in darkness is a mere
stretching of old tissue, and not a forri, ation of
new. Some time since (see 1871, p. leg?) we
had occasion to allude to the variations n ten-
sion of the parts of the plants, and the nnve-
ments consequent thereon. We showed t lat

certain portions of the plant were active, othe'.'s

passive, in the matter of tension, under varyiny
conditions there explained. Now, let us apply'
these facts to General Pleasanton's Vines.

,.

The central tissue of the rods—pith—would have
a tendency to lengthen as its state of tension is

active. On the other hand, the bark and rind-
cells are passive in this matter. Now, in dark-
ness, and, we presume, in violet light, in a
proportionate degree, the pith-cells would
lengthen as usual, but the bark and wood cefls

would not. Their growth is checked by the
want of light, and their state of tension is

passive. There would then be nothing to
prevent the lengthening of the shoot.

The discussion of these matters before the
Academy of Sciences may be of great service to
science, by extending the knowledge of the
phenomena of plant life, and thus, we suspect,
will indirectly be of more service to Grape
growers than will the experiments of General
Pleasanton.

We are informed that the insertion of the
representation of a Medal on the wrapper of a
catalogue issued by Messrs, .Sutton, and complained
of by a correspondent in our last issue, was accidental.

Messrs. Sutton lay no claim to iiaving received the

award of a medal from tlie International Exhibition of

1862, but they pride themselves on liaving been the

recipients of a medal from the Royal Horticultural

\
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Society on the occasion of the International Exhibition

of Horticultural and Agricultural Produce, held in

October, 1862. It was this latter medal that should

have been represented on the catalogue in question, and

instructions were given to that effect to the printer, who
by mistake inserted a representation of the wrong
medal. The error was not seen by Messrs. Sutton
in time to remedy it, as the catalogues were all

posted in London, to save time, before the

wrappers had been seen by Messrs. Sutton. We
further learn that Messrs. SuTTON have removed

the objectionable representation from their catalogue.

Such is the number of medals now-a-days, and so

frequent their display, that we imagine the general

public pay little heed to what the medal is or who
awarded it ; and we are sure that Messrs. Sutton
must have so many medals of one sort or another, that

they would not imperil their well-earned reputation by

wilfully laying claim to an honour which did not belong

to them.

The Council of the Royal Horticultural
Society has issued a circular containing the names
of three gentlemen whom it recommends for election into

the Council at the ensuing annual meeting, on Tuesday

n;.\t, in the place of three retiring members. The three

recommended are H. R.H. Prince Arthur and Messrs.

Grote and Murray. Each and all of these gentle-

men are in one way or another qualified as counsellors,

and we would not be thought to raise any other

objection against their election than this, that there are

other Fellows of the Society more intimately connected

with horticulture, and possessing in a larger degree the

confidence of the horticultural public, and whose
claims should tlierefore have been considered first.

There should have been, for instance, an easy method
of associating Prince Arthur with the Society if it

be deemed desirable to do so, without conferring on hira

an office he is not likely to be able to fill with much dili-

gence, while at the same time His Royal Highness is

made to prevent the access to the governing body ofsome
more practically competent member. 1 1 would have been
felt as a compliment to a large section of the gardening

fraternity if the Rev. S. Reynolds Hole had been
nominated, and his election would have done much
towards stamping-out a smouldering feeling of dis-

content. The Fellows of the Society, however, have
this matter in their own hands, and if they see fit at the

annual meeting to endorse the recommendation of the

Council they must not afterwards complain.

It would be interesting to know if either the

physicians or the lecturers on Botany at St. Thomas'
Hospital and King's College Hospital, London,
respectively, have been consulted as to the Planting that

has been lately carried on in the enclosures facing the

buildings we have mentioned. We can hardly suppose
that these gentlemen can have had any voice in the

matter, since they must be too good physiologists not

to know what must be the inevitable result of such

operations. At St. Thomas' the expenditure for ever-

green shrubs must have been very considerable. There
are, we think we may safely say, scores of such things

as Libocedrus decurrens, Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thu-
jopsis borealis, Wellingtonia, and the like, which are

c^rlain to die. The selection of evergreen shrubs for the

Thnmes Embankment (north) is sufficiently unfortunate,

but 'or reckless planting commend us to the Hospital of

St. Thomas. At King's College Hospital the planting
his been more modest, the victims consisting merely of
Cherry Laurels. Surely we might have looked for a
little com- lon sense in such establishments as we have
alluded to.

We are informed that the old-established

nurseiy of the late Mr. J. Van Geert, pere, of
Ghent, has passed into the hands of his son, Mr.
A^tguste Van Geert, who will continue to grow
extensively, as heretofore, the Camellia, Indian Azalea,
'ind other hard-wooded plants, for which this establish-

ment is renowned.

The Weather in the Western Islands
of Scotland has been this winter much less severe

than usual. A correspondent, writing from Stornaway
at the close of the past year, describes the weather as

being cold but in no degree of comparison to what it

had then been in England. The frost had been but

very slight, the lowest marking of the thermometer was
28°, and this during a night in November. Up to the

end of the year Fuchsias in the plantations had not

lost their leaves, neither had the Sweet Brier ; Stocks,

Pansies, double Daisies, Arabis, monthly Roses,
yellow and purple Primoses, and many other things

were in flower. The Elder, and many other common
-plants were forming quantities of new shoots—in fact,

the climate of the Hebrides is normally very favourable
to vegetation. The snowfall up to the date mentioned
above had been a mere sprinkling,

A nobleman's gardener, residing in the midland
counties, writes to us respecting the advisability of his

brothers of the craft getting up a Gardener's Prize
for Vegetables at the forthcoming Royal Show at
Birmingham. He wisely remarks that evei7 gardener,
from obvious reasons, will not be able to compete for

the handsome prizes offered by Messrs. Carter & Co.
and Messrs. Sutton & Sons, and therefore suggests
that they should endeavour to raise amongst themselves
the sum of ^iS, to be divided into three prizes, of 2^io,

£$, and ;i^3 respectively, for the three best collections

of vegetables, to include one dish of Peas, two heads of

Cauliflowers, two Cabbages, two dishes of Potatos (one

round, one kidney), 12 Turnips, 12 Onions, 12 Carrots,

two Lettuces, one brace of Cucumbers, and any two of

the following :—One dish of Longpod Beans, one dish of

Mushrooms, one Vegetable Marrow, and six heads of

Celery. Our correspondent does not understand how
those gardeners who have to keep up a continuous

supply of Peas as long as possible will be able to have

all the sorts enumerated by Messrs. Carter & Co. in

use at the same time. Most of the vegetables named
above will be in good order for showing by the time

required, and thus many will be induced to take a

lively interest in the show who would otherwise be

debarred from competing. With a view to giving the

project a fair start, our correspondent offers to subscribe

^3 to the sinews of war, upon condition that the

remaining sum is raised ; and hopes, with ourselves, that

the matter will be taken up with a spirit and determi-

nation to carry it through to a successful issue. What
have his brothers of the spade to say on the subject ?

We learn from a report of Mr. Consul JoNEs,
that there are considerable numbers of Almond
Trees in the Province of Azerbijan, Persia, and any
injury to the crop is universally felt. The spring season

is very irregular in the elevated plains of Northern
Persia, and frequently, after some weeks of hot weather
have brought out the Almond blossoms, falls of snow,

accompanied by severe frosts and strong gales, will

destroy the entire crop. The greater part of these crops

finds a market in Russia.

Mr. Glaisher thus reports on the State of
THE Weather during the week ending February 3 :

The reading of the barometer at the level of the sea at

the beginningof the week was about 30 inches, increasing

by the evening of January 28 to 30.2. Lessening read-

ings were then generally recorded till a value about

29,6 was reached on the evening of February i, fol-

lowed by an increase to about 30 indies again on the

morning of the 3d. Duringthe remainder of the 3d ade-
crease was experienced. The mean daily values, with the

exception o( January 28, were all below the average.

The highest temperatures by day ranged between 54.^*

on February 2, and 44^° on January 28. The lowest

temperature at night on January 28 was 365°, on other

nights the values were in excess of 37° ; on January
30 the lowest temperature was

42';f''.
The daily

rangesof temperature were generally small, the greatest,

14I, occurring on February 2. The mean daily values

were entirely above the average, the respective amounts
of departure being as follows :—28th, i'*.6 ; 29th,

5^3; 30th, 8^3; 31st, 8^.3; February i, 8°. 5; 2d,

8°. 3 ; and 3d, 4". 2. The differences between air and
dew-point temperature were small at the beginning and
end of the week, but large in the middle, especially on
January 31. The sky was generally cloudy in the day-
time throughout the week, with the exception of

January 31, but several evenings were comparatively
cloudless and very fine. Rain fell thinly on January
29 and February 3, but the amount was small, viz.,

only four-hundreths of an inch. South-westerly winds
prevailed throughout the week, but the pressures were
light compared with those of last week, the greatest

being only 14 lb. on the square foot on February i.

In England the extreme high temperatures ranged
between 56^ at Liverpool and 51° at Norwich; the

general average over the country being 54J'*. The
extreme low temperatures varied from 37 i° at Bradford
to 28^" at Portsmouth, the general average being 34!".

The average daily tange of temperature in the week
was about 20°. The mean for the week of the highest

temperatures observed by day was 504% the highest

being at Bradford, 55 i°, and the lowest at Norwich,
47.^°. The average range of temperature was about

loi''. The mean temperature for the week was about

441°, varying from 47!" at Bradford to 42^° at Nor-
wich. Rain fell on six days in the week at Wolver-
hampton, Sheffield, and Eccles, and on five days at

Birmingham. The greatest fall was nine-tenths of an
inch at Wolverhampton, and the least, four-hundredths

of an inch, at Greenwich.
In Scotland the highest temperatures varied between

544** at Leith and 50^" at Aberdeen, the general

average being nearly 53°. The lowest temperatures
ranged from 37° at Perth to 30^° at Aberdeen ; the

general mean over the country being nearly 34°. The
mean temperature for the week was 444°, the highest
{46'') occurring at Leith and Perth, and the lowest (42^")

at Aberdeen. Large amounts of rain were collected at

all stations, the fall at Greenock for the week being
more than 3 4 inches, and at Paisley and Glasgow
2 inches and i^ inch respectively were measured.
The average fall over the country was l^ inch nearly.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 56^°, the

lowest 351°, and the mean 47° nearly. The rainfall

was nearly ^ of an inch.

In a recent number of an illustrated Australian

paper is a woodcut representing the Rosery in the

Botanical Gardens at Adelaide. This rosery

was laid out about three years since by the present

director. Dr. Schomburgic, and is about 200 feet

long, by no feet wide. It is arranged in several

divisions, separated by gravel walks, and each division

contains about 60 distinct kinds of Roses arranged in

colours, from the darkest to the purest white. Those

in the compartments nearest the borders are arranged
so as to present the appearance of a gradual slope, the
outside Rose bushes being 3 feet high, and those inside

only iS inches. Between these Roses are planted
various kinds of Oxalis. The intervening paths and
beds are composed, some of different coloured sands,
and others of short grass. The borders are all formed
of dwarf Roses, and at the southern end is a series of
climbing Roses forming festoons. In the centre of the
ground is a bronze statue of the Amazon, purchased by
subscription, and presented to the gardens ; between
this and the northern and southern borders are two orna-
mental fountains. It is said that when the Roses are

in full blossom, the effect is very grand.

It is believed by many that there would always
be more exhibitors of Grapes at our fruit shows if by
any means they could receive the fruit after the

exhibition in the same condition as it was when staged.
To bring about this happy consummation, we hear that

Mr. Gilbert, gardener to the Marquis of Exeter, has
had a special show case for this work made, and which
will be shown at the next meeting of the Fruit Com-
mittee, at South Kensington, on February 14.

Some of our present Ministers, and in par-

ticular the one upon whom devolves the care of public
works, are not in particularly good odour just now, but
it does not appear that things are always better under
a Republican form of Government. We have before

us a correspondence relating to the Dismissal of Dr.
Parry, the late Botanist to the Department of
Agriculture, at Washington, by the Commissioner
of Agriculture, who seems to have acted in a very
rude and peremptory manner. This led to a quiet,

but firm protest signed by Drs. Torrey and ASA
Gray, and by Professors Brewer and Eaton. We do
not profess to know the full history of the transaction,

but we know Dr. Parry as a competent botanist, and
the scientific reputation and personal character of those
who signed the above protest is such that we have no
hesitation in assenting to the proposition, that the

abrupt dismissal of Dr. Parry by the Commissioner,
following a course of vexatious treatment at the hands
of his chief clerk, is "not calculated to win the con-

fidence of scientific men in the present administration of

a department in which they naturally feel much interest.

"

Mr. M. C. CoOKEwrites that itishis intention, if

the names of a sufficient number of subscribers can be
obtained, to issue monthly a small journal, somewhat
like Hedwi_^ia^ of 16 pages 8vo, with illustrations,

devoted absolutely to Cryptogamic Botany. It will

serve as a sort of Appendix to the Lichen and Fungi
Floras recently published, by recording and describing
new species as they are found. Although British Cryp-
togamia will occupy the first place, it is intended to

record from time to time what is doing abroad in all the

cryptogamic families (except Ferns), and to keep the

student acquainted with what is being published in

foreign countries as well as his own. As a medium of

communication between cryptogamists of all countries,

it is hoped that such a journal will greatly facilitate

the interchange of specimens and friendly relations,

without coming into competition with any existing

periodical. The co-operation of the Rev. W. A.
Leighton, Dr. Lauder Lindsay, Dr. Braith-
waite, F. Kitton, and other friends, in special

departments is promised. The subscription will be 5^.

per annum {post free), payable in advance. We heartily

wish success to the project. Those who share our
views should communicate forthwith with Mr. CoOKE,
2, Grosvenor Villas, Junction Road, London, N.

The Palmetto (Sabal Palmetto) is the

Emblem of the State of South Carolina. Fort
Ripley, a new fort in the rear of Fort Sumter, with the

name of which we were so familiar during the American
war, is built almost entirely of Palmetto wood, which
aflords excellent material for the purpose, as cannon-
balls soon lose their force in its spongy substance, and
while they penetrate but little, make no extended

fractures, and detach no dangerous splinters. Palmetto
wood is much used for facing wharves and other works
under water, as it is never injured by the teredo.

THE NEW WHOLESALE FLOWER
MARKET.

Great complaints have been made of late years, and
certainly not without reason, at the wretchedly inef-

ficient arrangements provided for the frequenters of the
wholesale Flower Market in Covent Garden. Not only
was the temporary shed erected some 12 years ago
far too small for the requirements of the trade in the

summer months, but it was ill adapted in all ways,
and more suited to be the cause of ill health to the

dealers and of injury to their plants than to fulfil the

requirements of the trade. Unsuitable as this was, it

was thought much better than holding the market in

the open air, as had been the case up to that time, in

front of St. Paul's Church. At length a remedy
was decided on, and, being decided on, has been
carried out with extraordinary rapidity. As soon
as the Duke of Bedford had determined on the

erection of a suitable flower-market, Mr. Davison, the

Duke's agent, gave instructions for the removal of

three houses on the west side of Wellington Street,

and of the temporary structure which had been used as

a flower-market, lying between the south-east corner of
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Covent Garden Market and the north side of Tavistock
Street, and extending behind the New Hummum's
Hotel, and at the rear of the Gardeners' Chroiuele office

—the whole containing an area equal to about 16,000 feet

superficial, with a height of 19 feet next the walls, and
54 feet to the highest part of the roof— possessing
ample accommodation for the rapid delivery and
removal of goods, and for business purposes generally.
The new market, of which we give an illustration on

p. I77,i is being constructed of iron and glass, within
the surrounding walls, and is lighted partly by a
clerestory around the central building, the windows of
which are so arranged as to afford by easy action good
ventilation. Extensive ranges of cellars are being con-
structed under the market in groined brickwork, in

cement, for which purpose many thousand tons of earth
are being excavated and actively carted away.
The principal elevation, which is to face Wellington

Street, and the entrance to which is next to the office

of this journal, is to be of a plain and simple character,
worked out in white bricks with Portland stone
dressings, and the entrances are arranged so as to afford

i.Timediate shelter to all persons frequenting the

market.
The stands shown in the engraving are to be arranged

in rows parallel with the lines of the building itself,

each standholder having a raised entablature or ticket,

to indicate his position. Each stand is to contain

30 feet super, with additional shelf room. The stands
are to be rented as annual tenancies, or casually, at a

small rent-charge per diem. Both annual and casual

tenants will be required to conform to certain bye-laws
for the good conduct of the market, and for the ganeral
benefit of all parties using it.

The whole of the works are being very rapidly and
substantially carried out by Messrs. Cubilt & Co., of
Gray's Inn Road, from designs by them, under the
general superintendence of Mr. W.J. Trehearne, C. E.,

5S, Great Russell .Street.

To the carrying out of the works, and the careful
consideration of the requirements and general comfort
of the frequenters of the proposed market, Mr.
Davison has devoted very considerable care and atten-

tion ; and it is confidently expected that the whole of
the central portion of the market will be in active

operation, for all business purposes, by the middle of
March next.

Veiy few, even among professed Londoners, have
much knowledge of this department of Covent Garden
Market. Young gentlemen who make a boast of
hearing the "chimes at midnight," and, we fear, later

still
; journalists, artists, and novelists in search of new

ideas, are, indeed, familiar with the general aspect
of the market ; the huge lumbering waggons, the tons
of Cabbages or Lettuces from the suburbs, the railway
waggons with their consignments of fruit or what-not
from Cornwall or Kent, from the Channel Islands and
Western France, the crowd, the jostling, the inde-
scrib.able uproar, and apparently inextricable con-
fusion— all heightened by the much too limited space
in which the operations are carried on. If the
reader ever had the fortune—as how many must
have done—to occupy a bedroom facing the market
in one or other of the many hotels surrounding it,

he will not need any reminder of this extraordinary
scene. It is worth losing a night's rest for once in a
way, to see such a sight. But the flower market proper
has not, to the casual observer at least, presented many
featiires sufficiently distinctive from the rest to attract
special notice. Its operations have hitherto for the
most part been carried on in an unattractive shed, little

likely to attract the casual visitor ; and if perchance he
may have seen a handbarrow of Pelargoniums and
Fuchsias, he has not paid particular attention to it,

amid the turmoil of the adjacent and larger market.
And yet the flower market proper is well worth a
visit on a summer morning, say in the months
of May and June ; its occupants, whether of human
or of vegetable nature, are of types perfectly dis-

tinct from those of the adjacent market. Where do all

those myriads of Pelargoniums, of Balsams, of
Fuchsias, of " Calcies " come from? They fill the
benches, occupy the floor, well over into the adjacent
streets, line the pavements : one cannot walk even in

the street without carefully picking one's way. If the
exigencies of a provincial show at Nottingham, or
other important horticultural event, demand the pre-
sence of the Editors and their subordinates in Welling-
ton Street, during the very small hours on a summers
morning, their path to the editorial sanctum may be
.said to be strewn with flowers. The editorial
" Hansom " has to be steered as carefully as ever ship
was between Scylla and Charybdis, and as to gaining
access to the sacred portals, that is not possible till a
gangway has been made amid the pots for the purpose.
By 6 or 7 the plethora of flowers has somewhat subsided.
No more growers arrive with van loads of produce

—

the costermongers and other buyers have materially
lessened the supplies, and have retired with their pur-
chases. Still up to 9 in the morning, or later, traces
may be seen of the floral carnival.

Growing for market is a distinct branch of trade :

the plants must be of the class known as "market
plants;" they must be readily propagated, cheaplygrown,
free growers, and "good uns to flower." Any
gardener accustomed to the primness and precision of
our best nursery or private estalilishments would
be struck with something like astonishment at

the tumble -down, ricketty structures in which
many of these plants are grown. We have seen
Pelargoniums, Balsam;, Verbenas, Lobelias, and bed-
ding plants generally grown literally by the million
in mere glazed sheds, which seem so ricketty that a
kick would annihilate them. They are withal strong
enough and good enough for the purpose, managed as
they are by expert cultivators. As an instance of this
superior cultivation let us pick out the Mignonette. Go
where you will, where do you see Mignonette grown as
it is by those who supply Covent Garden ? and very
often it is grown in the dilapidated sheds we have
mentioned. We do not mean to say that all the
growers for market are content with such structures as
we have alluded to, but in every suburb of London
there are a number of such establishments turning out
in the season their plants by myriads, grown at the
smallest possible cost, but clearly with great skill, and
sold wholesale at prices which strike despair into the
heart of the ordinary nurseryman. As to "Musk" in
such establishments as we have mentioned, it grows
like a weed, in vast quantities, and yet sells at so ridi-

culously small a price that the wonder is that it can
ever be worth the while to grow it at all. Sometimes
in these establishments a murrain occurs, and then
great is the disaster. We have known of Verbenas
and Calceolarias and sometimes Mignonette swept off
by disease in this way. Sometimes, too, we have
seen the plants in a whole range of low pits devastated
by the growth in a single night of that horrid yellow
frothy looking Fungus known as ,Ethalium vapora-
rium. Salt and sulphur, or quicklime, are good medi-
cines, but the best of all is to avoid the use of tan.

Besides the regular market growers who furnish the
largest quantities of the goods brought to the market,
other nurserymen having facilities for the growth in
quantities of certain things, such as hardy Ferns, or
having a surplus stock, manage occasionally to get rid

of it in the market. The regular market mornings are
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, but the exigencies
of the public service are such that from April to July
market morning means every lawful morning, from
Monday to Saturday, both inclusive.

\Ve have indicated in a suggestive not exhaustive
way the sources of supply—now where do the plants
all go to ? That question is readily answered,
Londoners are flower-lovers, and the taste is happily
increasing. In every drawing-room, in full many a
garret, is the soothing hallowing power of God's
precious gift of flowers now exercised. Some houses,
even in smoky dirty London, are well nigh covered
with flowers in the season. Every dinner-table has
more or less of them. Suburban villas and terraces
all have their flowers somewhere—in their windows, in
their conservatories, certainly in their gardens ; and
this latter class of consumers is very largely supplied
by the hard-working, loud-tongued " Coster," whose
cry of " All a-blowin' and a-growin' " is so familiar to
cockney ears. Master Coster is not refined certainly

;

he works hard, and is a shrewd man of business : he
does not always sell for cash—he is often quite as will-
ing to barter his flowers for an old coat or a disused
hat, and though the housewife may chuckle at the
thought of stocking her window without outlay of cash,
it is pretty certain that Coster has the best of the bar-
gain in the value of the old clothes. But if both
parties are satisfied, well and good.
The market which has suggested these remarks is

exclusively a wholesale one, the ladies w-hom our
artist—in this case with, perhaps, too keen a sense of
the propriety of associating the flowers of humanity
with those of the greenhouse or forcing pit—repre-
sents " flow'ring " themselves in the new market,
would soon be made to feel that their room was
more valuable than their company. " Indeed we fear
it cannot be said that the mercantile transactions in

the flower-market are likely to refine either buyer or
seller, as theorists and poets might imagine from the
refining influence flowers are said to exercise on those
who come in contact with them.
Be this as it may, the wholesale flower-market

is now in a fair way of being provided for, but
there is still a great want in London of one or
more retail flower markets where purchasers of single
plants, of cut flowers or bouquets might get what they
want with greater readiness and at lower prices than
they can do now. As to the fruit and vegetable
market, that is, as is well known and acknowledged,
far too small and inconvenient for the requirements of
this Large city ; but in the spirited erection of the
wholesale flower market we may, perhaps, find grounds
for the hope of improvement in other respects also.

To make our notice of the market more complete,
we subjoin some gossiping fragments relating to its

historical associations, in great part borrowed from a
recent article in our contemporary, the City Press, and
supplemented by the results of our own inquiries :

—

" Covent Garden has a curious literature of its own
;

no public place in London, devoted to such comparatively
humble purposes, can boast such a history. True, the
martyrs died in Smilhfield

; but here wit, beauty, art, and
fashion once delighted to find homes, and even now, each
daylight hour of every fine day, fair women and elegant
costumes are common in Covent Garden. The Spectator
speaks of daily prayer at the Garden Church, and how the
fine ladies, with black pages carrying their books, walked
across the market to their pews. When we knew it first—now over 60 years since—the arrangements were very
primitive. The middle walk consisted of old, tumble-

down shed shops, though the fruit, flowers, and vegetables
were excellent. Crockery-ware was sold in several of
them. There were two medical herb shops, where you
could purchase leeches, and where snails, then employed
to make broth for consumptive patients, were vended. A
well-known itinerant bird-dealer had a stall, where he
sold larks, canaries, owls, and, if you desired it, he could
get you a talking parrot, or manufacture you a love-bird on
the shortest notice.

"Covent (Convent) Garden belonged to the Abbots
of Westminster. On the dissolution of monasteries it

was given to the Duke of Somerset, and after his
fall, in 1552, to the Earl of Bedford. It was used
for many years as a pasture-ground, and was then
let on a building lease. Then the square was planned,
and Inigo Jones designed it. The piazza, which runs
round a part of it, was also his work. In our climate
piazzas were a novelty—we seldom need to exclude the
sun

;
yet those in Covent Garden became popular. Long

afterwards piazzas were erected in Regent Street (the
Colonnade), but they were not a success, and have been
removed. Those in Covent Garden, though much dis-
honoured, remain ; and are, perhaps, the only buildings
in that style in England. [Chester Rows, much older in
point of date, are the nearest approach we can call to
mind.] The market originated casually. Vegetable
and fruit sellers used the centre of the square as a
market, and in lapse of time it grew into a recognised
institution. It was strangely unsightly, being but a rude
combination of stalls and .sheds. But in 1831 the present
market buildings were erected at the Duke of Bedford's
expense

; and, a few years later, open air accommodation
was obtained on the roof for the sale of plants, &c.

"Covent Garden was for a long period fashionable
as a residence and a promenade. From 1666 down
to 1700, the following noble personages tenanted the
piazzas :—Lords Hollis, Brownlow, Lucas, Newport,
Barkham

; Bishop of Durham, Duke of Richmond.
Earl of Oxford, Sir Godfrey Kneller, Sir Edward
Flood, Sir Kenelm Digby, Earl of Bedford, Hon. Colonel
Russell, Bishop of St. David's, Marquis of Winchester,
Earl of Peterborough (where auctioneer Robins afterwards
flourished). Earl of Sussex. The piazzas attracted many
remarkable literary and scientific persons. In addition to
Kneller, several gifted painters chose them for their
studios

; John Zachary, Kneller, Aggas, Sir Peter Lely,
Peter Roestraten, Mrs. S. P. Rose, a famous water-
colourist, and John Mortimer Hamilton. West, when he
first came from America, resided in Covent Garden. The
neighbouring streets, also, King Street, Henrietta Street,
&c., were crowded with persons of quality. It was re-
markable, besides, as the spot where the elections for
Westminster were carried on.

We subjoin a few historical details, in chronological
order.

"The market buildings were commenced in 1632, by the
Earl of Bedford. r65o, April 26. Col. Poyse was shot in
the market. 1675, December 29. A proclamation against
coffee-houses. Januarys. Ditto to allow th'eir continuance
till June 24, following. 1679. The poet Dryden was as-
saulted in Covent Garden, on account of some verses in
his Hind and Panther."

[.According to a plan, dated i586, a copy of which
is now before us, and which gives the boundaries of
the parish of St. Paul, as established in the year
1660, i2th of Charles II., Covent Garden proper was
as large at that date as it is now—sufiicient proof, if any
were wanted, of its now too limited space. Bedford House
was then standing, facing the Strand by one front and
having another front towards what is now Southampton
Street. The grounds and gardens of Bedford House
extended quite up to the market—up to

'

' Heneretta " Street
in fact. The Bedford stables occupied part of the space
now known as Tavistock Street. Wellinglon Street, then
known, and for many years after, as Charles Street, had
no direct access to the Strand

; Bow Street ran not into
Endell Street as now ; otherwise the streets in the im-
mediate vicinity of the market were pretty much as they
are now.]

"16S7, .\prilr4. Asoldier, William Grant, was h.anged in
the market, for running from his colours. Evans' Hotel
formed a prominent object in Hogarth's print, 'Morn-
ing ;' it is well known to most readers of Thackeray, and
not a fewjnow middle-aged men have pleasant recollections
of " Paddy Green." Here lodged Sir William Alexander
Earl of Stirling, the poet, 1637 ; Thomas Killigrew the
jester, r64o ; Daniel Hollis, in 1644 ; and in 1647, Sir
Harry Vane, and also Sir Kenelm Digby, 1662. Of Hollis,
this anecdote is told :— In a hot debate in Pariianient,
Ireton offended Hollis, upon which he persuaded him to
walk out of tjie House, and told him he must fight, to
justify his words. Ireton pleaded that his 'conscience
would not suffer him to fight a duel ;

' upon which Hollis
pulled him by the nose, saying, ' If his conscience forbade
his giving men satisfaction, it should also keep him from
provoking them.' The old staircase of the Hotel was
formed of part of the vessel commanded by .'\dmiral
Russell, at La Hogua— the Britannia, of 100 guns, Mr.
West's library, sold here, occupied the auctioneer six
weeks. His prints and drawings were sold in 13 days ; sale
began March 29, r773. In 1709, M. Lorbiure, a French
traveller, wrote thus :—' Covent Garden is not so large
as -the Place Royale, but it is much finer, because it is

much higher, and because it has houses only on two
sides, the third being the front of a fine church, and
the fourth, gardens of Bedford House, whose trees
can be seen 'over the walls. '.The houses in Covent
Garden are more stately than ours, by reason the arches
are higher, and the portico larger, being raised two steps,
and the whole paved with squares of freestone.'

"In 1753 the whole area of the market was divided
thus :— I. The long market. 2. The flower row. 3. The
Watercress row. 4. Russell row. 5. Up on the Hill, a
centrical point so named. At this period there were 38
shops or sheds, and the names of all are preserved.

'

'
Here is a curious card circular : 'St. Paul, Covent Gar-

flen, July 31, 1790. The favour of your companv is desired
on Friday next, August 6, at the Shakspeare Tavern, at
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half-past three o'clock precisely, to partake of his Grace

the Duke of Bedford's venison.' This year the church-

wardens have resolved to ' decline with thanks ' the two

bucks sent by the Duke. 1790. Mrs. Hudson, the land-

lady, ended an advertisement. ' with stabling for 100

noblemen and horses !
' Sevenil actors were inmates of the

hotel (Hummum's)-"' Little Knight," &c. While Charles

Kemble li\cd there, Mrs. Fanny Kemble was born in a room

near the Music Hall. The dinnig-room was called ' The
Star, ' from the numerous titled persons who frequented

it. One of the old servants declared ' It was not un-

common for nine dukes to dine there in one day." Modem
club-houses have sadly abridged the splendours of hotel

life. Mr. Forster, in his Life of Goldsmith, quotes this

passage from Tills Book on Medals — ' My business-room

as a coin-dealer, at 17, Russell Street, was that which in

1674 was, by the subscription of 700 of the nobility. &c.,

the card-room and place of meeting for many illustrious

persons, till in 1768. when a fresh voluntary contribution

induced Mr. Harris, the proprietor, to add the next room

as a coffee-room, and the whole floor en suite was con-

verted into card and conversation rooms, where assembled

Dr. Johnson, Garrick, Murphy, Dr. Dodd. Dr. Goldsmith,

Sir Joshua Reynolds, Foole, George Colman, Sir Philip

Francis, George Stevens, many of the nobility, &c.' The
morality of the market and neighbourhood was far from

praiseworthy, as appears from certain passages that are

iiardly fit for insertion here.

"Old Covent Garden Theatre, which was burnt when

J. P. Kemble was manager, was built in the reign of

"CharlesII. The Cider Cellars, adjacent to the market, was

the favourite haunt of Wycherly, Porson, and Chatterton.

The Bedford Arms, now the haunt of market gardeners,

was frequented by Hogarth. Churchill, Lloyd, Fielding,

who had here a sort of Gossiping Whist Club.

"The tolls taken in the market in i8i6 were thus ad-

justed:—One \d. for a sieve ; \d. for a sackful of Nuts,

fruit, or vegetables ; Potatos, ^d. per sack ; Turnips, u.

a load, and loads by water, 4./. ;
Cauliflowers (a waggon-

load), 2i. ; Strawberries and the like fruit (every head-

load), id. ; sellers of flowers to pay ^d. per day for a

stand
:
physic herbs, A,d. per cart-load ; each waggon-load

of Christmas Holly, 3.^

Here are a few memoranda as to prices: "1672.

A load of faggot and pitch -tub for a bonfire, 19J. i,d-.

At the Bumper Tavem, James Street, Covent Garden,

French Wmes, 2.f. yi. per bottle ; canary and sherry,

IS. ; port, 6.r. 6d. per quart. ' Hot leg of beef is

sold in halfpennyworths and pennyworths in the

Piazza on market mornings. The Flying Pieman

attends sometimes with hot minced pies." May 12 was

thought the earliest date for green Peas. 1815. Peas

sold at a guinea a pottle, which would not yield abo\e a

small teacupful. Mr. Richardson gave three guineas a

quart for green Peas. Parsley. \s. per ounce m winter.

Two Potatos, IS. 6d. when thev were rare. Cauliflowers

me is a good one, and requesting to know if I prune
Wellingtonias, Deodars, Thujas, also Picea and Abies.

The editor remarks that I do prune some trees to

induce an upward growth. Fur the benefit of those

wishing infoiniation on this subject, I have much plea-

sure in giving, through the medium of the Botanical

Society, some detailed observations on the results of

my long experience in pruning Conifers.

The circumstance wliich first led me to turn my
thoughts more directly to this subject was from noticing

the rude stale in which the Deodar was once seen in

many nursery establishments throughout the country,

and the great difliculty which was experienced in fixing

on a couple of well-shaped plants to match. Of recent

years this difficulty has become less, branch-pruning

or foreshortening being now very generally adopted in

all well-regulated nurseries.

There are but few species of coniferous plants on
which I would recommend the knife to be used. The
Deodar is the one on which I most frequently operate.

Other species, however, that have been subjected to

frt»v' .-^i^ --«S^i^'

killed. I do not consider the killing of these plants
was so much the result of the cold, as the want of a
judicious and timely pruning beforehand. With the
unpruned specimens, the snow, then 2 feet deep, lay
heavy over the extended branches, bending them lo
such an extent as to cause the bark along the upper
surface to crack. The severe frost wliich immediately
followed, wliile the branches were in a constrained
position, injured the tissues to such an extent as lo

I cause great harm or deatli lo the plants. On ytyra-

midal or branch-pruned specimens, however, the snow
j

could not lie, and less injury from bending conse-

I

quently took place. To this circumstance alone I
' attribute the preservation of nearly all our branch-
pruned specimens of Deodar.

;
Previous to the time when seeds of LJeodar were sent

\
to this country in abundance, young plants were exten-

I sively propagated by means of cuttings ; such cutting-

1 made trees are easily recognised even at the present time,

;
although 20 to 25 feet in height, by their hori/ontnl

j

and somewhat sparse branches (fig. 76), more resem-

,
bling those of the Cedar of Lebanon than the Deodar ;

and many botanists allege that these are one and the

same species. Nearly all the cutting-made Deodar
trees suffered from the severity of the winter 1860-61,

although the tree from whence the cuttings were taken

j

was not in the least injured. This original tree in the
' Edinburgh Botanic Garden is now above 35 feet in

height. It was of necessity severely branch-pruned
during the year 1856, from the circumstance of the

;
branches interfering with the walks on each side.

Besides, the free-growing nature of the side branches
all round so completely stinted the leader that the

diameter of the branches was considerably more than

the height. The tree, after being operated on, was
made to assume a pyramidal shape, and most of the

lower branches cut were fully 6 inches in circum-

ference. This tree is now in a healthy condition,

having a fine symmetrical appearance, and covered \\\{\i

young pendent brandies all round, and with a goo;l

going leader. Since 1856 it has been three times

slightly dressed all over with a knife. Had this tree

not been branch-pruned previous lo the snow and frost

of 1S60-61, it probably would have suffered like all

those trees produced by cuttings taken from it, and not

previously branch-pruned. Three of the cutting-made
trees now exist in the garden, averaging 28 feel in

height. They had their branches shortened at the

same time with several seedling raised trees, after the

large tree just alluded to was found lo have sustained

no injury. The Deodars raised from cuttings had

Fin. 75.—sEEni.i\G I Wn STF.M rRI'XFD.
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off in such a way as to leave fully half an inch of the

wood close to the stem ; such cut points should be

smoothed over and darkened with clay. The effect of

such stem-pruned Deodars standing on grass lawns is

graceful, and where several specimens exist, I would

strongly recommend one or more of them to be so

treated, as it gieatly assists in encouraging an upward
growth, besides adding variety to the landscape,

and is not in the least injurious to the health of the

plant.

Stem-pruning need not be practised on the Deodars

till th?y become 8 or 10 feet in height, and when of

such a size the stem should be divested of its lower

branches, 10 to iS inches from the ground, according to

the height of the tree ; as the upward growth of the

tree increases, the stem-pruning may be carried to the

height of 24 or 30 inches. The effect of the pendent

points of the branches round the central stem is in

some circumstances infinitely more pleasing than to see

the lower branches lying fiat on the ground, and
destroying the grass below.
'' After pruning the stems of Deodars, as well as all

other coniferous trees, where the branches to be

removed are in close contact with the ground, it will

be necessary to lay down soil, so as to cover any roots

which may be near the surface, in order to protect

them from the sun or frost. Unless this simple treat-

ment is adopted, such stem-pruned trees are liable to

sustain injury, and blame may be given to the pruning,

and not to the want of this after-treatment, which is

absolutely necessary, not only with Conifers, but with

all evergreen shrubs requiring to be cut down.
The remarks here given with reference to the

Deodar all bear upon it as an ornamental tree. Some
years ago seeds were introduced in very large quan-

tities, for the purpose of planting it extensively as a

forest tree. This proceeding cannot be answering the

end proposed, or we should have heard of it before

now. If not succeeding, it cannot be from cold, as

we know that the Deodar, under certain circumstances,

will endure a great amount of frost, as the pruned
specimens did during the winter of 1860-61. It would
be advisable for some one to try the branch-pruning

system on trees planted for forest culture, and report

the result.

With stem-pruned specimens of coniferous plants, I

consider that the bark on the lower part of the stem,

when allowed to mature and harden from exposure, is

better able to resist cold, and the tree more likely to

stand uninjured than it does when completely sur-

rounded with branches ; besides, from the gx-eatest

cold being on the surface of the ground, it is more apt

to injure those lying on the surface than those higher

up, as liappened with some plants of Cupressus
M'Nabiana during the winter of 1860-61, when stem-

pruned spenimens were not in the least injured, while

the unpruned ones suffered severely.

Another circumstance which I have frequently found

to affect tl\e health of certain coniferous plants is the

alternate frosts and thaws which we often experience,

and which was particularly noticeable in many places

during last winter. When the ground was frozen hard,

and sometimes partially covered with snow, a slight

thaw took place, which caused the moisture to rest

round the base of the stems, as it could not penetrate

the frozen mass. The return of frost at night caused
this water to freeze again, and permanently injured the

bark on tlie surface of the ground, and this affected

the whole plant. When the bark is thoroughly hardened
from free exposure, such injury is less liable to happen.
To prevent, as far as possible, the occurrence of such
accidents, Conifers should be planted on somewhat
raised mounds if on level ground, while on naturally

sloping ground an excess of moisture is less liable to

rest round the stems.

The Atlantic Cedar (Cedrus atlantica) is another
coniferous tree which I have branch and stem pruned
with success, and it is difficult otherwise to form a well-

outlined specimen. With this plant branch-pruning
should be carried on till such time as the top assumes a
fair upright growth. When this takes place, com-
mence to stem-prune as recommended for the Deodar,
taking care not to cut too closely ; this stem-pruning to

be continued as the tree gets up. Like the Deodar,
the Atlantic Cedar has a tendency to form several

leaders. The superfluous ones ought to be removed
when young, but if this has been neglected, several

leaders will not be objectionable if they all take an
equal and upright tendency—one, however, is preferable.

yames A/cNaO, Royal Botanic Gardeii^ Edinburgh.
(To be Continued.)

When the time for making mats comes, the bundles

are loosened and the straw shaken to clear it from
weeds and grass, and then it is ready to be tied up into

mats. This is done in a room provided with a stove to

make the tarred " marline " work pliantly. A horizontal

frame is built 3 feet from the floor, 7 feet square, of

2 by 4-inch scantling. This frame stands on posts at

the corners ; three sides are made fast, the fourth is

movable, and is worked inward as the mat is made,
being fastened in place temporarily by pins. The
marline used is of two sizes, the larger for the lines

stretched across the frame, the smaller for giving a turn

around each handful of straw as the work goes on.

Nine large-sized stringsare first stretched across theframe
from the movable side to the opposite firm side, and
secured to pegs made for the purpose, at distances of

8 inches asunder on the frame ; two men stand against

the movable side of the frame with a bundle of straw at

their sides : pieces of small-sized marline, 21 feet long,

are made fast by one end to the larger strings already

stretched on the frame, and wound around a snug bit of

stick, so as to pass readily under in making the turn.

Each man now grasps a small handful of straw, places

the buts outward upon the web of marline, and begins

at the middle of the mat, giving each small line a

turn around the straw and the web, and drawing it

tightly home, working outward to the butts of the

straw. Much depends on the straw being long, straight,

evenly cut and tightly tied.

When the men have thus tied in the straw until they

cannot reach their work easily from the edge, the

movable side of the frame is slipped forward, and again

made fast to the web lines, so as to stretch them tight,

and secured by pegs, when the work proceeds until the

frame is full, when it is tied off, and the loose ends of

straw sheared off. Mats well made and well taken
care of will last from five 10 seven years, but it is very

common to see mats made from common dry crispy

straw carelessly made, tied, and more carelessly

handled, give out in two years or less. They should

be kept as dry as may be when in use, and carefully

housed as soon as they are not needed for use. A mat

7 feet square costs 2^ dols. when well made. Through
the severe and snowy weather they are generally kept

covered with shutters when in use, which both saves

the mat from wet and is a great protection to the bed
from frost. The manufacture and care of mats is a

matter of considerable importance amongst the large

market gardeners, several of whom hereabouts num-
ber their sashes by the thousand. IV. D, Philbrick^

Middlesex Co.^ A/ass., in the Cultivator and Country
Gentleman.

HOW MATS ARE MADE IN AMERICA.
Hot-bed mats are best made of rye-straw ; it should

be long and free from weeds, and should be cut before
the grain forms and while still of a green colour ; for

cut thus early the straw is very tough, and worth, for

mats, five times the trifling amount of grain lost by early
cutting. Moreover, when made of ripened straw, from
which the grain has been threshed (the threshing must
be done by hand-flail) there is always grain enough left

to tempt rats to gnaw holes in the mats, and shaking
into the beds to cause a crop of " winter Rye " to start

where it is not wanted. The straw is mowed by
scythe or cradle, and bound into bundles after lying
a ^^"^ days to cure, and stooked in the field till well
cured.

pome ComspnlJtiice.

The Late Thomas Osborn.—Will you permit
me to lay a wreath composed of sweet and fragrant me-
mories on the new-made grave of my departed friend ?

His annual visits were red-letter days to most of us. He
was ever welcome, and seemed to bring sunlight and
pleasure with him. Endowed beyond most with all

the high qualities that distinguish the best of men, it

was nevertheless his gentleness that made him so

greatly beloved. His charity, too, was ever ready to

smooth any difficulties or cover a multitude of faults.

In an intercourse of many years' standing, I never re-

member hearing from his lips an unkind expression or a

harsh judgment, and in business matters his sense of
honour was so high that he seemed ever diffident in

pushing his own interests lest he should injure friends

or rivals in trade, I have never met his equal in this

respect. Kindly himself, he was always laden with
kind messages from others, thus linking together near
and distant friends. His loss is not only the bereave-

ment of a large circle to whom he was a brother and
friend greatly beloved, but a loss to horticulture on the

gentler side of its social amenities and gentlemanly
business quaHties. Peace be to his memory. It will

be long before we see his like again. He has died

young ; may his goodness and gentleness be lived over
again by us who mourn his loss. D. T. Fish.

Leaves for Dishing-up Fruit. — I beg your
pardon, Messrs. Editors, Bramble leaves like the
enclosed are to be had during the winter, and
in such quantities that I could supply you with
as many sacks as you would care to give me an
order for. The hedgerows in this neighbourhood
are still green with them, and nearly of as good
a colour as the leaves of Berberis Aquifolium, and
though I have not advocated their use for dishing-up

fruit, I have nevertheless used them with very good
effect under artificial light, and when the leaflets are

used whole they are more permanent on the dishes

than single leaves of some other shrubs. T. WynttCy

Holbrooke Suffolk.

Blue Auricula (pp. 113, 146).—I never saw a blue

Auricula, but I have in my possession an exquisite

painting of one on vellum, by Ehret, date 1727. The
colour is a deep blue—violet-blue would probably
convey the correct idea of the colour. I think Ehret
may be quite depended on, as copying from the life.

IV. Marshall, Ely, Feb. 5.

Backhouse's Winter White Broccoli. — The
outer leaves of this Broccoli were very much injured

here by three nights' frost last autumn. The thermo-

meter on November 18 was as low as 25° at 9 A.M.,
on the 29th it was 26*, and on December 8 it was 24"

at the same hour. I have cut 52 heads of this Broc-
coli since December 20 last, the average dimensions of
which was about 2.\ inches in diameter. Robert Stokoe,

Gr. to H. C. Marshall, Esq., U'eetivood Hall, Leeds.

Alphand's " Promenades de Paris."—In last

Saturday's issue it is stated, with reference to "those
beautiful woodcuts" of this great work, that "many
of them have become familiar to the British public
through some of the many publications of Mr. W.
Robinson." Kindly permit me to state that this is a
mistake. As the sentence stands, it conveys the

impression that my books are stocked with these illus-

trations, the fact being that there is but one dozen in

them altogether, and they are confined to my Parks
and Gardens of Paris, which contains between 400 and
500 cuts. There are none in Hardy Flowers, none
in the Subtropical Garden, none in the Wild Garden,
none in Alpine Fhnvcrs — in a word, in no other
publication of mine. The few used in my book
on the gardens of Paris consist of those of iron

edgings, watering appliances in the parks, tree plant-

ing machines, and two rocky scenes—none of these

being of any fineness or importance compared to

many others in the great work alluded to. If

it be desirable to state who most deserves the
honour of making the cuts in question best known to

the public, I think it may be fairly claimed by the

"Journal of Horticulture, which has of late been very
liberally illustrated with many of the really good cuts

from Les Promenades de Paris. Electros of the few
cuts in my book were purchased from the publisher.

IV. Robinson. [We very willingly insert Mr. Robin-
son's correction of our unintentional mis-statement.

We think the interests of the public demand that

acknowledgment of the source whence cuts are derived
should be made, even when the cuts have been, as is.

so commonly the case, purchased. Eds.]

Preparation of Salad : Garden Products and
their Cooking.—" W. T." is perfectly right in some
instances, for some employers trouble themselves very

little about vegetables, as, generally speaking, they are

only considered a nuisance at a dinner, except when
sent as a second course dish. " W. T. " continues :

—"But I apprehend that there is no more frequent

cause of disagreement than that arising out of the

grumbles of the cook in the matter of vegetables."
" W. T." is right again, but in the wrong sense, for

cooks have a perfect right to grumble on such matters,

as often for vegetables they have sent in things which
are only fit for the pig-tub or dungheap. " W. T.'s

"

remarks upon salt are very well in their way, and the

experiment upon Watercresses is well known. Here we
come to a more ticklish point :

—" How often [? seldom]

do you see a salad sent to table fit to eat if dressed in the

kitchen?" Salads arevei-y rarely dressed in the kitchen

in gentlemen's establishments, but when they are they

are dressed in the proper way and at the last moment.
Salad when sent in is usually washed a short time before

dinner and put in some clean cold water, and put in the

larder till wanted, that is, in the country. In town,

and where the salad may have been picked perhaps

for two or three days, and is withered, it is done a few
hours before, to refresh it ; for I have seldom seen a

salad from a gentleman's garden that could be cleaned

and dressed, or salted, "as it is generally done abroad,

except foreign salad," unless three-fourths of it be

wasted ; it is then left and put aside till the under

butler is sent for it after the remove is gone, when it is

dried and seasoned and taken into the dining-room.

How can the salad, then, be salted half an hour before

wanted? " W. T," continues, " The gardener may
spend his master's money (which I do not doubt in the

least) in buying seeds, &c. ; he may pride himself on
the earliness of one, and the lateness, &c.;" but I have
seen very few gardeners who can send a decent salad in

for the table, orsuch as he can pride himself on, especially

in the case of Endive. There is no comparison in this

matter with the fruit they send in for dessert ; and
further, in nine cases out of ten the salad is cleaned

and dressed in the pantry. I do not wish to take

the blame off the cook's shoulders, but to show what
very little insight " W. T." has of gentlemen's estab-

lishments. Let the gardener send in a decent salad

—

one fit to be called a salad, and 1 feel certain that his

employer will not grumble at him, and that his years

of labour and observation, and all his anticipations of

giving pleasure, will not be knocked on the head by
the thoughtfulness (?) of the cook in salting it half an

hour before it is served. Will " W. T." say in what

cookery book it is directed to salt salads half an hour

before-hand? I have perused a good many, both by
ancient and moderh authors, but have not yet seen it

in either the one or the other ; and as for preceptors

teaching those that are under them to salt salads "so
long " before wanted, this must be some absurd notion

that " W. T." has got into his head. Gdtesauce.

[We are glad to see that the Gardeners^ Chronicle,

occasionally at least, finds its way into the hands of the

chef as we think it very desirable that a closer

rapprochement between the two chefs of the kitchen

and of the garden respectively should be brought about

than is always the case. Our coiTespondent must

excuse us for certain minor alterations we have made in

his text, and which we have deemed necessary for the
''
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full comprehension of his remarks by English-speaking

gardeners. " W. T." is pretty well able to take care

of himself, and we tnist we shall be favoured with

further remarks on the relation between the kitchen

garden and the pantry, both by **W. T." and by our

correspondent whose letter is above printed, and whose

modest signature surely belies his real position. Kds.]

New Roses.—The Rose trees are breaking very

early (I do not mean that they are insolvent, for they

were never so rich in variety, colour, or form), and no

time should be lost in transplanting where, unhappily

that process has been delayed. Let me say, then, ere

it is too late, that the rosarian who has not the Roses

named herewith no longer deserves the name if he

goes to bed without ordering them, even for another

night :—Comtesse d'Oxford, in colour a rich deep

carmine, in form large and symmetrical—as shown by

Mr. George Paul at the Manchester Rose show, one of

the grandest Roses in cultivation ; a seedling from

Victor Verdier, sent out in 1S70. h:niilie Hausburg,

of exquisite shape, and well described as to colour by

Mr. Cranston, "satin rose." La Belle Lyonnaise, a

daughter of Gloire de Dijon, with all the material

vigourof constitution, but with a different complexion

—a deep yellow ; it is simply indispensable to a lover

of Roses. Mademoiselle luigenie Verdier seems to be

by general consent the Queen Rose of her year ; when
I say that she resembles La France, and yet is quite

distinct and quite as beautiful, I need say no more to

the rosarian. And Marquise de Castellane is another

noble Rose, with a vigorous growth, which promises

to brave our most cruel winters, and with large well-

formed flowers of a true, bright, fresh rose colour : it is

admirably adapted for cultivation in pots. S. Reynolds

Hole.

Tobacco for Fumigation.—I have gi'own a small

quantity of Tobacco for my own use, but find in using

it for fumigating that it burns the plants badly. I have
used it in the usual way—burning it in a flower-pot,

first damping it with a fine rose, and covering it with

damp Moss. I have found by using it thus it bums the

plants before it kills the aphis. The Tobacco has had
nothing done to it but has been merely cut offclose to the

ground, stem and all, just after flowering, and hung up
in a dry shed, being taken down for use when wanted.
Will any of your correspondents tell me how I could
use it without injury to the plants? Constant Reader.

Conifers Shedding their Leaves.— I have read
everything lately written in your journal about Conifers,

but have seen nothing about a failing to which I find

several of the genus Picea liable, especially Parsonsi-

ana, Pinsapo, and grandis. In autumn or winter they
occasionally shed the leaves of the season's growth.
One very healthy-looking P. Parsonsiana of mine shed
all the leaves of the summer's growth about the begin-

ning of August. I suspected the drainage was wrong,
but on examination there was no accumulated wet
about the roots. I was afterwards told that it was
owing to the growth of the previous season having been
continued too late to be properly matured. The failing

is, I think, commoner in strong soils than in poor ones.

I have noticed Picea grandis in such soils becoming
year after year more bare at the ends of the branches
until it perishes ; conversely, the best trees of grandis
I know are in dry and peaty soils. I am inclined to

think that, independently of danger from frosts, late

growth in autumn is almost as hostile to the well-

doing of some kinds of Picea as early growth in spring
;

and that v.hilst the remedy for the latter is an exposed
northerly aspect and slope, sheltered from the morning
sun, the remedy for the former is to avoid rich and
retentive soils for such kinds of trees as continue their

growth under its influence so long as not to mature
their wood before a new growth begins. But I should
like to hear other opinions. C. W. Dod, Eton,

Orchids in Flower (see p. 184).—Ada aurantiaca,
Angrcecuin bilobum, Brassavola glauca, Cattleya
Trianei and Walkeriana, Cypripedium Lowii, hirsutis-

simum, and villosum ; Coelogyne cristata, Cymbidium
eburneum and sinense, Comparettia falcata, Dendro-
biuni speciosum, moniliforme, and crassinode ; Den-
drochilumglumaceum, Epidendrum Karwinskii, Helcia
sanguinolenta, Loelia anceps, Lycaste Skinneri, Mas-
devallia ignea, Odontoglossum Alexandrce, cordatum,
roseum, cristatum, nebulosum, Cervantesii, and Rossii

;

Onctdium Sprucei, leucochilum, cheirophorum, and
bicallosum ; Pilumna fragrans, Phala^nopsis grandiflora,
amabilis, Porteana, and Schilleriana ; Saccolabiuni
Ilarrisonianum, Sophronites violacea, Vanda tricolor.
//'. Denning, Griviston^ Tadcastcr.

Vegetable Ribbon Borders.—This will no doubt
sound rather strange to florists ; but let me assure
them that vegetable ribbon borders can vie with Pelar-
goniums, and Purple Kings, and such other small fry

;

in fact, for usefulness and ornament combined, we
Cabbage growers have the best of it, inasmuch that
after their beauty is over we can utilise them.
Vegetable borders here are 15 feet wide, but 5 feet is

left next tlie wall undisturbed, so that we have a clear
."Space of 10 feet for cropping. In this we have 10 rows,
commencing at the back with two lines of white or
Seakale Beet ; next come two rows of Altringham
Carrots

; then three of Barr's Pine-apple Beet, finished
off with three lines of Parsley. The Beets should be

sown in boxes, and planted all of one size. The
Carrots may be sown where they are to stand, and the
Parsley should be sown in autumn, taking care to

select all the curled plants. R. Gilbert^ Burghley.

Veitch's Red Globe Turnip. — The Messrs.
Veitch deserve great credit for the many really good
vegetables they have introduced, not the least amongst
them being their new Red Globe Turnip, which is

decidedly a great acquisition. Having grown it the

last season it has proved all that could be wished, both
for early maturity, sweetness, and hardiness, a large bed
here having been in use for the last five months, and
at the present time the bulbs are as sound and sweet
as the first day they were used, when other kinds in

the same square are next to worthless, either from rot

or fuzziness. This is a variety I would strongly recom-
mend, and one which should be grown in every garden,

as it seems here more hardy than a Swede. Robert
Moulton^ Somen'ilL'^ Navan,

Dwarf Palms.—One of the most gi-aceful of all

Palms is Leopoldina pulchra (Cocos Weddeliana),
figured in your columns in 1870, p. 494, and
which should by all means be included in the most
select collections. Martinezia caryotxfolia (fig. 79),
(M. brassiccefolia of some nurseries), is also a peculiar
and not inelegant plant, its foliage being slightly

Flit: 79.—MARTINEZIA CAR^OT^^;FOLIA.

glaucous, and profusely armed with black spines ; it is

tolerably common, and may be cultivated for variety.

F. IV. B.

Quercus pyramidalis.—Your correspondent, the
Rev. Thos. C. Brehaut, of Richmond House, Guernsey

(p. 112}, inquires whether Quercus pyramidalis has
been advertised in any catalogues. I have grown and
advertised both pyramidal Oaks and Elms, for many
years, and I recollect his being in close proximity to a
row of these trees in my nursery some years since ; but
I suppose they must have escaped his notice. I have
just had a row of them dug up, and would send any
applicant a few gi'afts, if they wished to grow it. As
very justly observed, there is nothing very remark-
able about it but its pretty pyramidal growth. The
trees I have just removed are as pyramidal as a
well-grown Cypress or Lombardy Poplar, and
are branched down close to the ground. Referring

to the varieties of coniferous plants, I have noticed

that batches of seedlings vary very much in cha-

racter of growth, even when raised from the seeds
of the same tree, and that the same plants or varieties

present a different appearance in accordance with the

peculiar nature of the soil in which they are growing.

I noticed, a few days since, in a batch of seedling

Pinus Strobus, or Weymouth Pine, several different

styles of growth, varying from the original character of

the variety, to Pinus austriaca, or the Black Austrian

Pine : some with soft silky foliage, some with long
dark green foliage, and some with the dark green
stiff leaves of the Austrian Pine. Indeed, so varied

were the plants in foliage, that a gardening friend who
happened to be present remarked that one was Pinus
insignis. The same rule seems to apply to the genera Abies
and Picea ; hence the plants which are calleil by one
name in one nursei7 are often diflerenlly named in

another, and on comparison it is perceived and acknow-
ledged that they are dissimilar, although the acute

practical eye readily detects the original type of

species in the sport of varieties. May not Mr.
Br^haut's plant be a sported variety of the
Abies cilicica or Pichta, which, in his soil,

has assumed a peculiar beauty of growth that makes it

comparatively attractive ? Again, the same varieties in
health and vigour, compared with their kind in a
striving condition, present such different appearances,
that they are hardly recognisable as the same plants.
Mr. Brtfhaut will doubtless agree with me that the
Channel Islands, with their windy climate, are not
favourable localities for the growth of fine ConiferEC.

I have an unhappy-looking Araucaria imbricata, about

35 feet high, which was a specimen of fine growth until

the September blast of 1869, when its northern side

became so disfigured by the gales, that I have been
obliged to cut off all the lower branches to the height
of 20 feet or more, and it now presents the appearance
of a vegetable mop stuck in the ground. Were it not
for the associations connected with it during the last

quarter of a century, I should be much inclined to treat

it as •' the unfruitful Fig tree," and cut it of!" close to

the ground. Conifera?, as a rule, lose their beauty in

exposed situations. Charles B. Saunders^ Cissarean
Nurseries, Jersey. [Plant Clematis Jackmanii_^against
the stem. Eds.]

Libonia fioribunda.—Where dwarf, bushy, free-

flowering plants are in demand in winter, a dozen or
two of this Libonia ought to be grown. It has a very
neat habit, with small pea-green foliage, producing
freely about the new year its peculiar but showy tube-
shaped yellow and red flowers. It may be classed as

a soft-wooded greenhouse plant, and any one com-
mencing with small plants in February, may, by
liberal treatment, obtain dense little bushes by autumn.
The great secret in doing this plant well is to grow it

rapidly in spring and early summer, occasionally pinch-
ing in the strongest shoots that seem inclined lo break
away, and about the end ofJuly to place them in a cold
frame to mature the giowth, keeping the lights on fof

two or three weeks at first, and then afterwards to give
abundance of air approaching to almost total exposure.
In the beginning of October place them in a warm
greenhouse near the glass. The following compost
will grow it well:—Two-thirds turfy loam, one-sixth

peat, one-sixth two years old cowdung, thoroughly
mellow, with a sprinkling of charcoal, broken small,

and silver sand. The thing to aim at is to induce a
free growth in spring, with a cooling and ripening

period out-of-doors afterwards, with a good supply of

water at all times. I should state it is easily pro-

pagated. Young shoots strike freely in a hotbed in

spring. E. Hobday, Ramsey Abbey, Hunts.

Encroachments on Highways.—Induced by your
leading article respecting the enclosure of the New
Forest (which particularly interests that locality), I beg
to refer to inclosures constantly going on, which affect

the whole people of Great Britain, viz., the encroach-
ments on the margins of turnpike roads and highways.
These margins ought to be preserved intact, being the

only land all people have a right to use, not only the

traveller in carriages and on horseback, and foot

passengers, but all inhabitants of towns and villages

can recreate themselves there in pure air and in Nature's

fields, and hereafter, when an extended education will

give more knowledge of the natural sciences, there the

rural botanist will find a garden of wild flowers, and the

entomologist and geologist places for study. But they

are yearly lessening in extent, petty and large encroach-

ments are going on, and the farmer rakes off the turf

for a temporary manure. I therefore hope you will use

your influence by advocating measures that will not

only put a stop to encroachments, but also promote the

judicious planting of trees on these margins—single

trees or dwarf bushes, which would not shade the road,

and yet make the free highways of Great Britain a
dehght to all persons. This could be done by a clause

in a General Turnpike Act (although encroachments are

illegal now, this is not generally known), which must
follow the abolition of turnpikes—near at hand—pro-

hibiting any encroachments whatever of the existing

margins of highways, and allowing, under certain

restrictions, the planting of trees by individuals at their

own cost. Thos. C. Broken, Further Barton, Cireneester.

[The greed of some proprietors in this matter is, to say

the least, most mean and reprehensible. Eds.]

The Garden Dung and Soil Yard.—Next to a
good and liberal supply of soft water in a garden, is a

well arranged dung and soil yard, on a sloping piece of

ground conveniently situated with reference to the glass-

houses and cropping-ground. Through the far-sighted

practical ability of my predecessor, Mr. Rose, such an
one exists here, which I dare say is unequalled in any
garden for arrangement and order. I may be excused
if I describe it, since such like places are about the last

which are inquired after, either by gardener or employer,
in visiting a garden. It forms a square of 40 yards, or

thereabouts, contiguous to the Asparagus, Rhubarb,
Seakale, Artichoke, and herb quarters, slopes to

about I in 20, and is surrounded by a wall 5 feet high,

sufficient to prevent leaves and litter from blowing
about in windy weather. The upper end, south, is

occupied with the hotbed frames on beds of leaves

and litter, which are devoted to the usual wants of a .

garden in the shape of early forced vegetables. Aspa-
ragus, Carrots, salads, &c. The opposite side (north).
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facing south, is divisionecl off with low walls for soils,

very rotten leaf soil, and dung fit for use for the
potting-bench or other purposes. At the lower end
(north-east) is the rotting-heap pit, quite 2 feet below
the surrounding level, and large enough lo hold any
amount of refuse and stable litter, which accumulates
during six months of the year. The pit is filled in

this wise, from which is manufactured our chief stock
of manure :—Two or three hundred Kale stalks and
leaves form one layer, with a bushel or two of salt

sprinkled over all ; then three to six cartloads of stable

litter covers and smothers up all smell, and promotes
rotting. Next inordermaybe a clearance of the Broccoli
quarter, and another layer of salt and litter ; the mow-
ings of a dozen-acre lawn, and so on, to the sweepings,
rollings, toppings, and other accumulations of the
flower garden, down to the refuse of the vegetable
shed, the potting shed. Onion room, fruit room, and,
finally, the water closets ; all of which are smothered and
otherwise made, if not sweet, yet nosable and non-offen-
sive, with the salt, soot, and lime and litter judiciously

added from time to time. Such a mass of stuff every six

months turned out, and over and over once or twice, is

of the most enviable description, and is greedily

devoured by the several crops of growing vegetables
during the year. But this is not all the advantage
which is derived from these rich accumulations.

A large manure tank is sunk at the bottom end of this

big dung-dish, into which, with every rain, is pouring
the richest manure-water which it is possible to have.
This cemented tank is furnished with an efficient

pump, which is made use of very frequently in soft,

mild, rainy weather, and the manure-water carried

by labourers in cans to the different houses or quarters of
the garden, as required. Thus recently 150 gallons were
carried to our large bushes of Camellias, and given in

abundance direct to the roots, which are gross feeders
at certain times of year, since hundreds and thousands
of bloom-buds are dependent on a liberal supply of
water, either pure or in a manured state ; and as the
year developes, and light and heat increase, other
plants will be invigorated and improved in fruit and
flower by similar measures. H, Knight^ Floors.

Potatos.—Last year I purchased at a nursery-
man's sale a small quantity of seed Potatos, which
came to me with the name of Early Eclipse. They
were planted March 20, and we had very fine young
ones on June 20. It is a splendid cropper, delicious

in flavour, and mealy. Some of them, in September,
on taking up the bulk, weighed \\ lb. It is a kind of
flattish (but not long) kidney. As it is really a very
superior kind of tuber, and I cannot find the name
among all the lists I have, I shall be obliged by any ot

your correspondents giving me any clue to it. It is

possible it may be the Early Climax, being very like it

in shape. --/ Subscriber, Isle ofMan.

Foreign Correspondence.
Madras, East Indies. — I have noted the

emark of Mr. MacPherson at p. 1133 in your issue of

September 2, and he is correct in giving Dodabet as

8760 feet above the sea ; my letter was intended to have
been *'about" and not "above 9000 feet." Regard-
ing the Aerides which he called my attention to near
Meetapolliam, I am sorry to say I could not find it.

I am inclined to think it must have been a plant
of Vanda Roxburghii, which grows in some pro-
fusion at the foot of the ghaut, and in the surrounding
jungles.

Before giving an account of my trip to the western
slopes of the Neilgherries I cannot pass the paragraph
in your paper of August 20, p. 1098, wherein you
express wonder at the account of a New Jersey Apple
treehavingnearly full ripe, half-grown fruit, and blossoms
on at the same time. Now, 1 perfectly believe this,

:ind for the following reasons :— I arrived in Madras
in January, from which time up to September I have
had a constant supply of Apples, well grown and ripe.

In the garden of the house in which I was residing in
Coonoor, an Apple tree in September last was bearing
fruit full grown, half grown, and blossom. In Banga-
lore I have gathered ripe fruit from an Apple tree
when in blossom. The New Jersey Apple tree is not
therefore such a wonderful phenomenon after all.

Sufificient allowances are not always made for the
effect of climate on plants, and scepticism of the asser-

lions of others (although made from actual observation),
100 often arises from restricted experience, and the
inability of impartially viewing a subject otherwise
than in the dress of its immediate local surroundings,
and the preconceived ideas connected with it.

I do not deny but that this is natural, and a certain
caution is necessary before adopting each fresh theory,
i am therefore not surprised at the doubt which arises
when plants are stated to be subject in their own
habitat to great and sudden variations in temperature.
Now before committing myself to the statement that
un the Neilgherries there is within the 24 hours a
variation of 90° or so, I considered it as well to make
the above prefatory remarks. When giving these
extremes of temperature, I wish it to be understood
that this is the variation to whicli indigenous plants
may be subject during the 24 liouis, according to
their growing situation, and the relative movements 01
the sun theretoi The descent ol the ghauts from

Ootacamund to the Wynad jungles may be said to com-
mence at Neddiwuttum. I had hoped to meet with
some novelties on these western slopes—to have come
across that mysterious plant, Aerides Schrcederi— of
which only one plant, I have been told, was found by
that indefatigable collector, Mr. Lobb, somewhere in

these parts. But my luck was not good, for not only
was Schrcederi not found, but little worthy of par-

ticular mention.
Below Neddiwuttum a great deal of the jungle has

been cleared for coffee and Cinchona plantations, and
numbers of Orchids must have fallen with old primeval
forest trees. However, the following are the Orchids
which I gathered during my trip :—Coelogyne nervosa,
corrugata, angustifulia, Aerides cylindricum, Cirrho-

petalum grandiflorum, Dendrobium Jerdonianum, Pla-

tanthera inantha, Calanthe Perrottetii, and Habenaria
montana.

In reviewing these plants, I will take them in the
order of merit in which, in my opinion, they deserve to

be ranked. Well, then, first, Platanthera inantha
must be noticed. Properly speaking, it is an Orchis of
the tribe Ophrydea;, and not only a very elegant but
also useful specimen of a tuberous Orchid. Its lower
leaves are somewhat large and ovate, clasping the stem,
decreasing in size on ascending the stem. Its inflor-

escence is highly characteristic of a Hyacinth, forming
a compact spike of lilac flowers (some white and lilac),

with tinted leaves of the same colour, thus making it

an object of attraction and beauty as a garden plant.

Its economic value is as a medicine. Its tubers are
prepared in like manner to those of the Arrowroot,
and administered in cases of emaciation, as it is sup-
posed to possess great nutritive properties. I have
myself tasted the meal, prepared in milk, and found
its taste not unpleasant. Its native name is "Salah
maistre," or " the health-maker or restorer."

The next plant I shall notice is Calanthe Perrot-
tetii. If its beauty were to be judged by the euphony
of its name, it would to my ear be ugly indeed ! Such,
however, is not the case, for it is a glorious plant, with
its dark green bold elliptical leaves, with a scape above
2 feet in height rising from their centre, bearing a
terminal raceme of lilac flowers with a deep purple
lip. It is in its habit of growth partially terrestrial,

sending its rhizomal roots, so to speak, well into the
ground below the roots of trees or stones upon which
it locates itself

The next plant, Coelogyne nervosa, is a fine plant,
bearing a raceme of pure white flowers with a dullish
red bract. It is found chiefly on rocks. The speci-
mens I gathered were from a large rock about half-way
between Neddiwuttum and Gardaloor, in the Wynad.
The last Orchid from amongst those I have men-

tioned above, if not the most beautiful is, in appearance,
the most grotesque, and for its curious fantastic shape
and ugly form is worthy of cultivation. To my mind
it resembles a death's or ghost's head, with a pair of
lank, uncombed "Dundreary" whiskers. It is of a
white-greenish colour ; but yet, with all its disadvan-
tages, it shows prettily in masses on the rocks, and
is well suited for rockeries in conservatories where
aquatic plants are kept.

I cannot conclude this letter without mentioning a
most lovely Exacum. I have observed three varieties

;

of these three, this one excels in beauty all the others.
It grows almost as a weed, on the slopes facing the
west ; it has a somewhat umbelliferous character of in-

florescence, dense heads of delicately-tinted mauve and
white flowers, having its elegance and beauty further
enhanced by its bright yellow centred stamens.
Unfortunately it was not in fruit. I have, however,
transplanted some specimens in a garden at Coonoor,
from which I hope to gather seed. A'. HensoUy
Colonel.

Societies.
Edinbuhgu Botanical: January 11. — Professor

Wyville-'lhomson, [^resident, in the chair. The following
communications were read :

—

I. Obituary Notice ofJames BoydDavics. By Professor
Balfour.

II. On the Velocity of Sap. By W. R. M'Nab. M.D.,
I*:dinburgh.— If the amount of fluid transpired by a plant
in a given time be measured, and if the size of the stem
through which the fluid lias passed be known, it becomes
possible to calculate the velocity witli wliich the fluid
moved. As alt the tissues in the stem do not ser\c as
canals for the passage of sap, it becomes necessary to
deduct the area occupied by the non-conducting tissues
from thL' total area of the stem. Hales observed that a
Sunflower transpired in 12 hours 34 cubic inches of water,
the transverse section of the stem having an area of i

square inch, a column of water 34 inches high would have
passed through the stem if it had been a simple tube.
Hales allowed one-third of the stem to be non-conducting
tissue, which would thus raise the column to 45^ inches.
Calculating the velocity of the fluid from these data, we
find that the rate was .001 181 1 inch per second, or still

further reducing the conducting tissue, as Males' calcu-
lation was too large, we have a velocity of .0015748 inch
per second. Saclis {Hofmeistcr Ha?id. der Phys. Botan.,
vol. iv., p. 234) gives an account of an expen'ment on a
branch of White Poplar which transpired 480 cubic cent,
of water in no hours. After making the necessary de-
ductions for the non-conducting tissues in the stem, Sachs
calculates the rale of movement to be .064 m.m., .oo2c;i96
inch, per second. In experiments made by me to deter-
mine the velocity of the sap in the Cherry T.Jiurd, hymenns

of Lithium and Thallium citrate and the spectroscope,
the following results were obtained:

—

1. .0020232 inch per second, ir a.m., cloudy.
2. .0029436 „ ,, „ 3 1'. M., cloudy.
3. .0035277 ,, ,, ,, 3 P.M., cloudy.
4. .0051108 ,, „ ,, II A.M., bright sun.
5. .0078324 ,, ,, ,, 12 noon, bright sun.

Mean .0047292 ,, ,, ,,

The mean of the five experiments giving a velocity of
,0047292 inch per second. The greatest velocity, expe-
riment 5, was obtained in bright sun-light at noon ; the
lowest rates, experiments i and 2, were observed in the
forenoon and afternoon, the sun being more or less ob-
scured by passing clouds. As Sachs has calculated the
velocity on the amount transpired in no hours, the mean
is lower than that obtained by spectroscopic observation

—

the short duration of the experiments, together with the
time of day, increased temperature and brighter light,

easily accounting for the difference. I am indebted to
the Rev. J. Constable, M.A., Principal of the Royal
Agricultural College, Cirencester, for some of the calcu-
lations required in this paper.

III. TeiidrilsofAmpclopsis Veitchii. By W. R. M'Xab,
M.D., Edinburgh.—While visiting I. Anderson-Henry,
Esq., of Hay Lodge, in August last, he directed my atten-
tion to the peculiar tendrils of Ampelopsis Veitchii. These
tendrils are furnished with disc-like suckers -several of
them occurring on one tendril and forming a very strong
support. At first these appear as bodies resembling very
much the head ofa small pin, and afterwards they develope
into flat discs. Sachs, Lehrbuch der Botaiiik, p. 672,
mentions that in Ampelopsis hederacea the tendrils
develope discs which secrete a sticky substance, and these
adhere to walls, &c. Darwin found that the old dry discs
would support a great weight— one tendril with five discs
supporting no less than 10 lb. The tendrils of Ampe-
lopsis are like those of the Vine—modified portions of the
stem. They branch, and when examined in transverse
section the ring of fibro-vascular bundles is seen to be
complete. At. the end of each of the branches of the
tendril, a slight club-shaped swelling is observed. This
rapidly grows into a disc by the develoiiment of a large
branching hair from every cell of the epidermis of the part
of the club-shaped end of the tendril which is next the
body to be adhered to, and therefore that part which is

most shaded from the light ; as every cell produces a hair,

the original epidermis is entirely lost. These hairs are
glandular and secrete a sticky substance, which enables
the disc to adhere to the wall or other support. The cells

in the centre of the disc rapidly enlarge and become
thickened, the dry walls having a well-marked pitted
appearance. These tendrils have but little tendency to
coil round any fixed object, but are markedly influenced by
light. They turn away from the light, as do also the
whole branches, and tlierefore afford a very well-marked
example of negative Heliotropism. The interest in these
tendrils is considerable—first on account of their being
negatively heliotropic, or turning away from the light, and
second on account of their morphological nature. They
are stem organs, the apex of each branch developing a
series of hairs—each epidermal cell on one side of the
club-shaped extremity developing a large glandular
branching hair, and thus losing all the appearance of an
epidermis. In the cells of the tendril both rounded and
acicular crystals of Calcium oxalate are to be met with. I

am mdebted to I. Anderson-Henry, Esq., of Hay Lodge,
for the specimens examined.

IV. Notes on the Stem of Isoetes. By Dr. M'Nab.—
Professor Williamson and others have directed attention
to the cambmm layer of Isoetes. Having an opportunity
of examining sections of fresh specimens of Isoetes, kindly
sent to me by my father, I am now able to show these
sections to the Society ; and I trust I shall be able to con-
vince most of you that no cambium layer comparable to
that in ordinary dicotyledonous plants exists. At the
meeting of the British Association held in Edinburgh in
August last. Professor Williamson stated that cambium
was a fluid in which free cells floated. I have not been
able to find anything like that in Isoetes, or in any other
plant I have ever examined

; and it is not likely that any
indications of such a form of cambium could be met with
in fossil plants. In the section of Lime which I exhibit,

you will be able to see the cambium layer stained with
carmine, and giving you an almost diagramatic view of it.

In Isoetes we have a layer of cells in the periphery of the
stem, which multiply by division, but they are really the
meristen cells of Naegeli, developed in the primitive
tissue, and not a portion of the fibro-vascular bundle.
The bundles are only slightly developed, and run through
the cellular (primitive) tissue to the roots and leaves.

Professor Williamson has thus mistaken the meristen
layer of the primitive tissue for the cambium layer of the
united fibro-vascular bundles of dicotyledons.

V. Histological Notes, II. By W. R. M'Nab, M.D..
Edinburgh.—3. On a modification of Schult/ZsprocesF.—In
order to separate the cells of plants, Schultz recommended
that portions of the tissue should be placed in chlorate
of potash and nitric acid. No quantities whatever art»

stated, and the strength of the acid is also omitted in all

accounts of Schiiltz's process that I have read. I tried
taking a little chlorate of potash and a little nitric acid,

as adviied in Naegeli and Schwendener's book on tlie

microscope, and in placing the portions of tissue to be
operai.d on into the test tube I had the satisfaction of
seeing them instantly dissolved, abundance of nitrons
fumes being at the same time given oft". Professor Church
kindly came to my assistance, and by placing the tissue in

a test tube, with 2 drachms of nitric acid of sp. gr. i.io,

with 3 grains of chlorate of potash, a mixture w.t,s

obtained which gave good results. The action was slow,
and after keeping portions of tissue in the solution for a
fortnight the cells could be separated. No nitrous fumes
are given off, and as the action is slow it is quite under
control. Specimens of scalariform vessels, prepared in
this way, are exhibited. They are from Pteris aquiiina,
and show tli.U each cell forming the vessel cnn be sepa-
rated. It is also to bf noticed that the ends are not
hexagonal pyramids, but ilie cells arc obliquely cut across,
the ve«sel iliiis being coniiiuiou'i. In r:ome spfrinmn^ I
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lune observed that no cell wall exists at the junction,

merely the bars of thickening matter giving a sort of

gridiron appearance, while a free channel must exist

between the component parts of the scalariform vessel.

4. On the Fibre in the Stem of Muntingia.— In August
last, I. Anderson-Henry, Esq., of Hay Lodge, direc^ted my
attention to an Australian plant, Muntingia, which, ht-

informed me, yielded a useful fibre. Having just con-

cluded the investigation of New Zealand Flax, I thought
it might be interesting to compare the Muntingia fibre

with that of Flax, Hemp, Manilla Hemp, and New Zea-

land Flax, all of which 1 liad just examined. On making
sections of the stem of Muntingia, abundance of bast cells

were observed between the cambium and the epidermis.

The epidermis of the stem produces numerous Iiairs,

underneath it are a few layers of sub-epidermal cells, tlien

the bast cells in bundles, alternating with soft bast and
divided by the expanded ends of the medullary rays. The
wood cylinder was well developed, and had a well marked
pith in the centre. The walls of the bast cells are thin,

and of comparatively little strength, and from the close

way in which they are imited into bundles, it would be
(juite impossible to separate the ultimate bast cells so as to

render the plant available for llie manufactureof fine fabrics.

The quantity of fibre in the stem is very considerable, but I

do not think it could be used except forthe manufacture of

ropes.

5. On the Adventitious Roots of the Cherry Laurel.—In
a paper on the adventitious roots of the Cherry Laurel,
jjublished in the Bofat/icul Society s Tmusiicf/'offs, vol. x.,

p. 314, I stated that there seemed to exists a peculiar
matrix between the loose cells of the pileorhiza which
could be brightly coloured by the long action of carmine.
This was considered to be owing to the gelatinous dege-
neration of the walls of the cells at the growing point.
This view turns out to be quite correct, as it has been
obsen-ed by other authors. Hofmeister, Hand, der P/ivs.

Bot., vol. i., p. 425, mentions that the walls of neigbour-
ing cells become gelatinous in the pileorhiza of many
plants, such asSecale, Allium Cepa, andAngiopteris evecta.
In some plants the cells of the pileorhiza do not separate
but always remain attached, as in Lemna, Pistia, and
Cuscuta.

6. On the Stem of Cynara Scolymus.—Professor Dyer
recently directed my attention to the stem of Cynara
Scolymus. At first sight the stem exactly resembles that
of a monocotyledon, the bundles being all isolated and
scattered up and down in the cellular tissue {primitive
tissue) of the stem. In the ordinary dicotyledonous stem
the fibro-vascular bundles are all united to form a solid
cylinder, and no distinction is to be noticed between the
fibro-vascular bundles proper to the stem, and those run-
ning to the leaves. In other dicotyledonous stems, how-
ever, these bundles are often separate, and if instead of
forming a cylinder with a ring of cambium, the individual
bundles remain separate, then the stem will resemble
very much the stem of a monocotyledon. In dicotyle-
dons, according to Sachs Lehrbuch, p. 542, we have
the secondary fibro-vascular bundles of the stem
forming either outside the leaf bundles (exogenous),
or internally to them (endogenous). In Mirabilis,
Amaranthus, Atriplex, &c., the secondary fibro-vascu-
lar bundles of the stem form outside the leaf bundles.
The leaf bundles are therefore near the centre of the
stem, and these remain separate, while the stem bundles
unite and form a close cambium ring. In other stems
tlie leaf bundles unite, and have a closed ^cambium
ring. This ring of cambium soon ceases to grow, and
a new one grows outside, which in turn disappears. In
this way. numerous circles of fibro-vascular bundles are
formed. Many Bauhinias, Phytocrenes, &c., have a stem
of this kind. In Cynara, the secondary stem bundles
form after the leaf bundles, and more intenially all the
bundles remain separate, and do not form a cambium
ring. These bundles anastomose with each other, and
when the stem is examined in transverse section the appa-
rently monocotyledonous nature of the stem is very
evident. The same kind of stem is found in Cucurbita
and Nymphteacea?. In Piperacere, Bignoniacea?, and
Aralia, the internal ascending bundles remain isolated,
while the leaf bundles form a cylmder, having a closed
cambium ring, a very interesting modification of the form
found in Cynara. Such stems would be very puzzling to
the PaJasontological botanist, and might lead to their
being placed in a wrong division of the flowering plants.

7. On the Periderm of Acer campestre.—The young
stems of Acer campestre give a very good demonstration
of periderm. In the autumn, the shoots of the first

year become more or less invested with a cover-
ing of cork, periderm. On examining the stem in
transverse section, the pith, wood cells, and cambium
layer are distinctly visible. Outside the cambium,
layers of soft bast and thickened bast cells are observed,
then the cork cambium and numerous cork cells, forming
a thick external layer. The epidermis with its appendages
is thrown off. The periderm is in general cracked longi-
tudinally, because the cells remain of uniform diameter

;

hence, as the cells at the periphery are of the same size

as those next the cork cambium, splittmg must take place.
The formation of the periderm is very well seen in the
young shoots of the black Currant. If a section be made
in the autunm, then a layer of cork cells can be observed
below the epidermis. A transverse section of the black
Currant shows pith, wood cells, and cambium layer.

Outside the cambium comes a quantity of soft bast, no
thickened bast cells being visible. Externally the epidermis
is to be seen covered with hairs, then several rows of
sub-epidermal cells and then the cork cells. After the forma-
tion of the cork cells, the epidermis with all its appendages
is thrown off in the same way as in the Acer campestre.

8. On the thickened Cells in the Leaves of Pines.— Under
the epidermis of the leaves of Pines peculiar elongated
thickened cells are to be met with, which resemble bast
fibres in their general character. On a careful examina-
tion of a transverse section of the leaf, the fibro-vascular
bundles can be obser\'ed, but no bast cells are visible, the
bundles being surrounded by soft cellular tissue. While
underneath the epidermis, and therefore widely separated

from tlie fibro-vascular bundles, these peculiar thickened
cells are to be seen. As the true bast cells always form a
portion of the tissues of the fibro-vascular bundles, it is

evident that from their position these thickened cells are
not to be considered as bast, but rather as sub-epidermal
cells. Dr. Hooker describes and figures numerous bast
cells in the scales of the cones of W'elwitschia. In that
plant, liowever, the fibro-vascular bundles in the scales
are only very slightly developed, and do not form any of
the true bast cells, while the thickened cells occurring so
abundantly under the epidermis seem to be only thickened
sub-epidermal cells. These thickened sub-epidermal cells

occur in Lycopods, and I have no doubt that what Pro-
fessor Williamson and others call liber in Lepidodendron,
must be considered as only a series of greatly developed
and thickened sub-epidermal cells.

VT. On the Ejects of Pnni ing on Certain Coniferous
Trees and Shrubs. By Mr. M'Nab, Curator, Royal
Botanic Garden.—[See p. 179.]

\'II. Miscellaneous Communications,—Mr. M'Nab laid
before the meeting a variety of Hellebores raised from
seed by Mr. G. M. Butler, nurseryman, Finnart, Greenock,
being crosses between Helleboms purpurascens and
atro-sanguineus. The habit of the plants, as well as the
size of the flowers, approaches H. purpurascens, while
the colour is intermediate between the two. These
hybrids will pro\e great acquisitions, as adding to our
stock of hardy winter flowering plants, now so much
wanted. Mr. Butler does not give any detailed account
of their parentage, but it seems evident that the seed has
been taken from the H. purpurascens, crossed with
H. atro-sanguineus. Professor Balfour exhibited a grow-
ing specimen of the Ipecacuan plant, bearing ripe fruit.

The Ipecacuan plants have flowered freely in the hot-
houses at the Botanic Garden for several years, but none
of them have hitherto borne perfect fruit. The pollen
was applied to the stigma artificially.

Florists' Flowers.
Those who saw the new Show Pelargoniums of

Foster's and Hoyle's raising at Nottingham in June
last, will readily fall in with the statement that they

were generally of superb quality. Such flowers as

Achievement, Charlemagne, Blue Bell, Chieftain, Pre-

late, Royal Bride, and Zephyr are grand additions to

these useful summer-flowering plants ior house decora-

tion ; and they serve to show that the constant labours

of the raisers receive their fitting reward. Enterprise

promises to be a very useful forcing variety. No new
Fancy Pelargonium came to the fore during 1S71, but
of the other classes, each was pretty well represented.

The doubles have become quite numerous, and some-
thing distinct and fine is needed to show a marked
advance. These characteristics are well summed up in

Laxton's Jewel, the glowing reddish-crimson of

which, added to the fulness of the flowers, and
their peculiarly reflexed form, gives them the appear-

ance of very miniature blooms of the Senateur Vaisse

Rose. A high-coloured flower, named Le Progres,

also reaches us from the Continent with a good reputa-

tion. Mr. George'sbatchofnew Nosegay Pelargoniums
certainly give some splendid varieties, notwithstanding

the wealth of these useful decorative plants we already

possess. Magnificum, Progress, Fred George, T.

Caven Fox, Flame, and Polly King, are likely to

become great favourites. Nor must Mr. Pearson's set

be overlooked, for the Chilwell flowers are not inferior

to anything else offered. Of the ordinary Zonal type,

lanthe, Sir C. Napier, and Wellington, of Dr. Denny's
raising, are deserving an extended cultivation. Dr.
Livingstone, Monica, Troubadour, and White Swan,
the last reported to be the best white yet offered, are

also good additions. The three striped varieties offered

by Mr, Cannell will be looked for with much interest

;

and there is no doubt they will be frequently exhibited

should their published characters be maintained.

Among Golden Tricolors, a great many of which after

all are little better than toy plants,—Baroness Bur-
dett Coutts, Gem of Tricolors, Lady Manvers, Mr.
Rutter, and William Sandys, were finely coloured.

Lady Manvers and William Sandys are of sturdy

growth, and form excellent beds, colouring well in the

open air, and being of robust constitution. .Such Silver

Tricolors as Alice Maud Mary, Countess of Flanders,

Lady Dorothy Nevill, and Mrs. Rousby, were shown in

a high stateof perfection, finely grown and well coloured.

Notwithstanding the charge of sameness brought
against the Gold and Bronze Pelargoniums, new
varieties are freely produced. The leading ones are

Bronze Banner, Bronze Queen, Dreadnought, Emperor
of Brazil, Maid of Kent, Mar(?chal McMahon, and the

Rev. C. P. Peach. The old variegated type (leaves

green and white) is reinforced by Mont Blanc, the

Bride, and Virgin Queen, all highly promising as bedders.

And then the Pentstemon, the most rapidly improved
flower of the past five years— that, too, receives grand
additions from our English raisers, saying nothing

about the fine Continental flowers imported annually.

Their praises arc now so often sung, in consequence of

their great usefulness as hardy border flowers, that

there is no necessity of enlarging farther on their

merits in this relation.

In Petunias Coquette, Pantaloon, and Princess

Louise, we get useful additions to these charming plants.

The first and last are double varieties ; the second, one
of the fringed varieties raised by Mr. A. F. Barron, of

Chiswick, a variety that sets at defiance the rounded
edge that used to be regarded as an essential charac-

teristic of a good Petunia.

We are no longer altogether dependent on the Con-
tinent for additions to our lists of herbaceous Phloxes.
as Mr. Laing has succeeded in raising at the Stanstead
Park Nurseries some varieties of great merit. These
belong to the decussata section, and are characterised
by large stout flowers and fine hues of colour.
A vivid scariet forcing Pink must be an acquisition.

This is found in Lee's Princess Louise, the colouring
bright, and it is said to force remarkably well.
The beautiful and unique Primula japonica and its

varieties are among the most valued products of the
year ; and now that supplies of seed are reaching us
from Japan, the species will soon be widely distributed.
P. sinensis Princess Louise, white, flushed with lilac ;

and Waltham White, snow-white, are two fine varieties

of the Chinese Primrose, capable of being reproduced
by seed. The new crimson-flowered variety of the
common Primrose is a gem for early spring work.

In Rhododendron The Bride there is obtained a
remarkably fine white hybrid Bhotan variety, singularly
chaste and beautiful ; and in Helen Waterer, Kate
Waterer, Loquendum, MadameCarvalho, Perfruendum,
and Victurum, Messrs. Waterer & Son possess some
magnificent varieties of R. catawbiense of great merit.
That nine Roses should obtain First-class Certificates

in one year, is a pretty conclusive proof that there is

no falling off in the new forms of the queen of flowers.

Climbing Victor Verdier and Princesss Louise arc
two good climbing varieties. Belle Lyonnaise and
Earl of Eldon belong to the Tea-scented section ;

and Comtesse d'Oxford, Louis Van Iloutte, Marquis
de Castellane, Mons. Paul Neron, and Princess Bea-
trice, to the Hybrid Perpetuals.

Tropseolum Mr. Bowmann is one of the Lobbianuni
section, short-jointed in growtli, and free blooming ;

the colour reddish-orange.

Verbenas are not quite so numerous as usual, but
they comprise some very fine flowers. Such varieties

as Emma Weaver, Lady Braybrooke, Lady Edith,
Lady Gertrude, Mauve Queen, Pluto, Queen of Pinks,
and Sandy Gibson, fully sustain the reputation of our
two leading raisers.

Looking back through the two former portions of
this paper (pp. 80, 147) we see that there is no lack of
new flowers of good promise. The resistless energy
that prevails in all the departments of everyday life

keeps up a never failing supply of these "gems pf
earth ;'' and so it will be as long as a love for flowers
lives in the hearts of men, R. D.

THE WEATHER,
STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDO.\\
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—Cloudy till the afternoon, tiieii the clouds broke, and the
amount varied slightly from time to time. A little rain
fell in the afternoon.

—Rain fell in early niorninR, and the sky was also over-
cast. The amount of cloud gradually decreased till

night, when it became cloudless.
—Generally overcast till night ; then very variable. Fine

evening.
—Cloudy till night ; then variable. A liulc thin rain fell.

Very fine aurora at night, accompanied by great
magnetic perturbations.

—Overcast throughout. Thin rain fell frequently.
—Generally overcast. Thin rain fell in morning.
—A \CT\ fine day. Light clouds prevalent till the evening.

Overcast, and rain fell afieroP.M.
(AMES GLAISHER.

©fit'tuatB.
We have with much regret to record the demise

of James Neilson, Esq., of Rose Hall, Falkirk,
at the age of 62 years. This sad event occurred
on the 23d nit., after a very short illness. In his

profession as an auctioneer he has made himself a
name that will long be remembered. He was the
architect of his own fortune, and was possessed of indo-

mitable diligence and perseverance, which no obstacle
could turn aside : his motto was self-reliance. His
beautiful residence of Rose Hall will remain a monu-
ment of his taste and architectural skill, and even more so

his garden and pleasure grounds, which are models of
the art of landscape gardening. His taste and intense

love for hardy trees and shrubs, and hardy plants of

all kinds, was unbounded, and led him to form one of
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the chuicest coUeclions anywhere to be found. His

principal hobbies were Roses, Rhododendrons, Coni-

fers, Hollies, Ivies, Clematis, hardy Ferns, and hardy

herbaceous plants. Variegated plants formed also a

great feature in his collection.

To Mr. Neilson belongs the merit of inventing the

most approved stand for exhibiting Pansies, of which

more than 25 years ago he was both a famed raiser and

successful exhibitor ; he likewise invented the best shade

for protecting Hollyhock blooms that has yet been seen,

also a transplanting machine (described in our columns

at p. 147, 1863), improved trainers for plants, improved

watering-pots, and many other garden implements : in

fact, wherever he touched he left the impression of a

master hand. It was at Rose Hall where the grandest

spike of Lilium auratum that has yet been produced

was grown, there being upwards of seventy blooms ex-

panded at one time on one spike.

Mr. Neilson was selected by the Executive Com-
mittee to act as one of the judges at the Great Interna-

tional Show of 1866. He was possessed of a fine com-

manding exterior, and was of a warm, genial tempera-

ment, which made his company always welcome ; and

now that he has gone from amongst us the friends of

Horticulture may well shed a tear, for he was one of

her steadiest patrons, and one of her most attached

friends.

(for the ensuing fortnight.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants.—If the dif-

ferent soils got under cover for use during tlie present

month are not diying so well as could be wished, turn

them over and lay them sufficiently thin for the air to

act upon them. Repeat the turning over every week
until the whole is sufficiently dry for use. To those

whose practice has hitherto been confined to the

culture of soft-wooded and free-growing plants, I

would more particularly impress the necessity of great

care in this matter. The soil should be broken in

pieces proportioned to the size of the plants it is

intended to be used for {say in pieces about as large as

moderate-sized acorns in the case of small plants, up

to fragments of the size of pigeon's eggs in the case of

larger ones); mix these with the necessary quantity of

sand, and take as much as the hand will hold, squeeze

it firmly, then place it gently down on the potting-

bench : if it partially falls to pieces, it may be con-

sidered in a fit condition for use, if, on the other hand,

it adheres together it is too wet. Any plants that

appear to be coming on for flowering earlier than they

are wanted, should be removed from the general stock,

and placed where they will not be under the influence

of the sun. There is no plant-house, in any garden,

that is more useful than a lean-to house with a north

aspect. The length of time that the blooming season

of all kinds of greenhouse plants, soft as well as hard-

wooded, can be prolonged by placing a portion of the

stock in a house of this description would surprise any

one who had not previously tried it. By this means
such things as Azaleas can be kept for blooming as late

as July, which it will be seen is of considerable import-

ance. The back wall of such a house ought not to be

less than 12 feet high, and away from the near shade

of trees ; otherwise, by their obstruction or absorption

of light, they will induce weak growth. As the days

lengthen and the sun gets more power, give air in

proportion, and earlier in the morning ; and where the

object is to induce early growth, close whilst the sun is

yet on the glass. Unless the roofs of the houses are in

very good repair, drip will occur during such drenching

weather as we have had lately. Keep a good look-out

that no plant stands in a position to receive such, or

the soil will soon become saturated. T. Babies,

Souikgaie,

Azaleas.—There are two seasons in the year in

which grafted Azaleas succeed well—the present month,
just before they begin to grow, and again about July
or August, when their young wood is half matured.
Any one who happens to have any plants of inferior

kinds, and is desirous of improving them, can easily do
so if he has the convenience of a moist stove. Any
free-growing kind may be worked upon, excepting the

old indica alba^ or those nearly allied to it. Tliese

being almost deciduous, it will not answer to graft on
them any of the hybrids which retain their leaves to a
greater extent than the whites do. The method of

procedure is this :—Select for the stocks such plants as

are in healthy condition, thin two-thirds of the shoots
out, leaving the strongest and best placed ; then make
your selection of such sorts as you wish to grow. The
grafts are to be made of an inch or an inch and a-half

of the points of the shoots. They require nothing
more than paring down about half their length, cutting
away one-third of their thickness, reducing the shoots
of the stock in a similar manner about the same dis-

tance from their points as the length of the grafts,

making the two parts so cut fit together, and then tying
them moderately tight with worsted, which is the best

material I have tried. As soon as a plant is finished,

immediately remove it to a warm moist stove, and keep
it syringed overhead lightly, once or twice a day.
Shade the plant from the sun, and exclude air from
the end of the house where the plants are placed. If

all goes well the grafts will take, and begin to grow in

the course of five or six weeks. The shoots of the

stock will most likely start first. Keep this young
growth pinched off, but do not entirely take away the

points of the stock until the grafts are fairly

making growth, when the ties may be slack-

ened a little, and the points of the stock shoots

cut back to where they are worked. Keep tlie

plants growing on in a genial atmosphere, and dili-

gently cut off any shoots that start from the stock lower

than where the grafts are placed. When the grafted

shoots have pushed about 3 inches, pinch out their

soints, which will have the effect of preventing them
from setting their flower-buds sooner than they are

wanted. Grafting is the system I always adopt when com-
mencing with any really good new sort, as it does not

take a third of the time to get a plant up that would
be required to grow it on by the ordinary method.
T. BaincSf Southgate.

Camellias.—The soil must be thoroughly examined,

so as to insure a healthy state of moisture at the root.

Such as are planted out should be seen to, and the soil

tested, and if at all dry one or two thorough waterings

with tepid water should be given, so as to penetrate to

every part. To those in pots the same careful super-

vision must be given, as an implicit observance of this

is specially necessary. Those in small pots that are

pot-bound, with but a limited area from which to draw
their food, providing the pots be well drained, can

scarcely be over-watered. Any of the early sorts that

may require repotting should be attended to immediately.

They are seldom benefited by too frequent shiftings,

providing that the soil and drainage are good. Plants

that are pot-bound or for their size in small pots,

should have the drainage carefully removed and the

roots disentangled, and in doing so it is requisite to

exercise extreme care so as not to break the fibres,

which are extremely brittle and easily damaged ; con-

sequently it is best to shift seldom and rather liberally,

in accordance with the size of the plants. Use clean

pots, thoroughly drained, pressing the soil firmly about

the roots, and afterwards place them in a nice humid,

growing temperature of from 50° to 55°, using the

syringe overhead morning and evening. The best soil

to plant in is a fibrous loam, from the sandstone forma-

tion, and the next in point of merit is a rich soft peat,

cut thin and stacked for some time previously to using.

To neither of these should any admixture, with the

exception of sharp sand, be used. If it is found neces-

saiy to use the soil in a green state, it should be sub-

jected to a drying heat, so as to destroy insect life and
ameliorate to a certain extent the texture of the soil

;

more particularly is this necessary as regards the loam,

which when so treated I would prefer fresh, I would
here observe that loam of a calcareous nature is to be

avoided, as Camellias v'iU not grow in it. G. WesthiJid,

Withy Court
Palms.—As these plants are not particular when

they are potted, it will be well to shift those requiring

it before the busy season comes round. Always pot
them in strong loam only. Those who do not wish

their plants to grow too fast are not obliged to pot

them, though they may be pot-bound, as they will do
very well if they get plenty of water. For cool

houses small plants of Raphis flabeUiforviis and Cka-
mcrrops humilis are good subjects at this season of the

year to mix, either in the hall or conservatory, with
Primulas, Cyclamens, and bulbs. After they have
served their time for that purpose they come in useful

for sub-tropical work in the flower garden, or as

centres for vases. Both species may be increased by
division. In the tropical house water may be given

freely, y. Ci'Oitchcr, Hammersniith.

Orchids.—As soon as you Inve a sufficient com-
mand of heat, be careful to put as much front air on as

possible, without having to use additional fire-heat in

consequence : Orchids cannot bear a close unhealthy
atmosphere. Dendrobiums, which are growing, such
as chrysanthum, Wardianum, chi-ysotis, Cambridge-
anum, infundibulum, and Falconeri, will require more
water than hitherto, also the macranthum and serratum
section of Oncid'mms. As regards the main collection

great care must still he exercised in not giving too much
water. Where Stanhopeas^ Acinetas^ and Coryanthes
are grown they should be seen to at once, or the spikes

of flower will be protruding through tiie bottom of the

baskets
;
give them a mixture of Moss, peat, and plenty

of potsherds. Pleiones must also be repotted at once,

pressing the material very firmly. Look to the collection

of Miltonias, potting firm in Moss and very small

potsherds mixed ; push on with tiie Catthyas, using the

best peat, in all cases drain carefully. Phahcuopsis,

Lycastes^ and Odontoghssmns will now want a little

shade in the middle of the day, at least where the

houses lean to the south. See that all Insects are

banished before the hot weather. .Sca/e can easily be
got rid of by simply nibbing the leaves over with soft

soap, but it must be washed off the next day, taking

care to keep the soapy water from the roots. Stau-

hopeas and Sobralias will be the better for having their

foliage syringed daily. For list of Orchids in flower,

seep. 181. \V. Domingo Grimston Park, Tadcaster.

Heaths.—Pay strict attention to watering, and wash
the glass where it has become dirty, as well as any pots

that may require it. If mildew should make its

appearance amongst the plants, dust the affected parts

with flowers of sulphur. Those plants most in need of

a shift should now be attended to. I>et the soil used

be of a good fibry quality, and sufficiently moist lo

work freely without sticking to the hands when break-

ing it up into small pieces. Add to this a liberal

amount of sharp silver sand, and mix well together.

Let the pots used be clean, and have broken crocks

placed, in the bottom until about one-sixth of the depth
is filled, let the pot be what size it may, and cover the

crocks with some fibry peat. Avoid large shifts ; it is

best to give only sufficient room to allow of the opera-

tion being properly performed. A stout lath, cut to

the required length, should be used in order to press

the new soil firmly round the old ball, and if the soil

used is in the condition above recommended, there will

be but little fear of making it too firm. More Heaths
are killed from want of attention to firm potting than

from any other cause. H. Chilman, Somerley.

Succulents.—Those who wish to see the beauty of

such plants as Gasten'as and ITaworthias should water
them overhead once a week, as this is their growing
period. It is the practice with many to keep them
quite dry at this season, but this is a mistake. In
their native habitat—the Cape of Good Hope-—^they

grow and throw up their long flower-stalks, shaded by
the gi-ass, after which the latter become scorched, and
the plants then get the sun as well as their dry season

when they are at rest. The Aloe, which grows in more
exposed positions, is softer, and, consequently, more
apt to rot from damp ; therefore, be very careful in

watering, and see that the foliage is kept dry. Agaves
may have water when they are quite dry, and the same
will apply to Crassuhis and that tribe. Cacti must be
kept quite dry. The wet weather continuing, care

must be taken oi Echei'crias in frames. The seed will

be ripening on some of the plants of E. metallica, and
these must be kept from damp. The temperature of

the house should not be allowed to fall below 40°, and
every advantage should betaken to give air when mild.

y. CroKcher, Hafitjuerspitth.

Flowers for Market.—Push on the late batches of

Bulbs. Lily 0/ tlie J'alley, Spincas, Bases, Hydrangeas^

should also be pushed on, if possible, on bottom-heat,

as where this is attainable so much more ventilation

can be given. Early Pelargoniums will be fast throw-

ing up their buds, and must receive great attention to

prevent drawing ; occasional waterings of weak soot-

water will do much good. Fttchsias will also be fast

coming on, and should also receive manure—weak ;

bottom-heat where attainable is of great benefit to

this plant. Ulrs. Marshall is the kind I find still the

best for early work, and Lady Heytesbury and War
Eagle for summer. Cyclamens should be pushed on in

a good warmth, and receive every attention, to prevent

the young bulb becoming stunted ; I do not think any
plant repays the cultivator better than this. Camellias

and Azaleas that have flowered should be pushed into

growth with all speed, for if they are not ripened early

it is useless to expect winter bloom. Propagation of

all kinds must now be done. //. Bailey, Feltham,

FLOWER GARDEN. ETC.
The Parterre and Mixed Garden.—To gi^ow

Bedding Plants well, the beds must annually have a
dressing of manure. I generally use the old manure
from the Mushroom beds for Pelargoniums, and
more solid manure for Violas, Pansies, Iresines, &c.

No time should be lost in manuring and digging up
the beds and borders, if not already done. Annuals
that were sown in autumn, and are standing too close

together, should be thinned out sufficiently to allow

each plant plenty of room to fully develope itself.

V\^ni Anemones, Raminculnses, See, indeed all bulbous

roots kept out of the ground for late bloom, should be
planted, to succeed tliose planted in former months.
Mice are often very troublesome at this season of the

year, especially amongst the Croenses ; a little powdered
rosin sprinkled over the ground is a most effectual

protector, but the better way is to trap them, in the

old way, with a figure-of-four trap. Preparations for

the summer display must now have constant attention.

Pot off cuttings at every convenient time, and when
the first potted plants are well rooted, remove them
to a cooler temperature and replace them with others.

Propagate all kinds according to the demand. The
planting of all kinds of Deciduous Shrubs and Orna^
mental Trees should now be brought to a close. This
is a good time to edge the margins of walks,

borders, &c., with an edging-iron. Sweep and roll

both turf and gravel, and keep everything clean and
in order. Edward Bennett, Enville.

Spring Garden.—There are several fragrant and
early blooming shrubs which may worthily be asso-

ciated with the flowers of spring, and especially where
the shelter of a wall or that of a bank of evergreens

can be afforded. Pre-eminent for its fragrance is the

Winter Honeysuckle, Lonicera fragrantissima. Not
being evergreen, like the Winter Honeysuckle, Cliimo-

nanthus fragrans is less attractive ; but its powerful

fragrance makes it very desirable, and the early period

at which it appears in bloom is a merit of no mean
consequence. yasminum nndijlornm is even too

precocious, producing in the greatest profusion its bril-

liant yellow flowers early in February, in open winter.

Bright and beautiful as it is, it lacks the quality of

fragrance. Rhododendron dahuricuni atroT'ircns is

already bursting into bloom; its leaves and blossom-

buds have a rich aromatic odour ; its deep crimson

flowers, produced in great abundance, make it espe-

cially attractive and valuable as an early blooming
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shrub. Rliododaidron pnecox superbum is even more
showy than the foregoing ; its habit is better, and it

flowers longer ; it is a week or two later than R, dahu-

n'cuf/i^ but often too early for the frost, that too

frequently follow sunny spring days. IV. /. , Belvoir.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines,—The fruit which is now appearing will be

valuable for the London season and the exhibitions.

(Queens and Providences, ripening first, will give the

earliest supply ; Envilles, Prickly and Smootli Cayennes,
and Charlotte Rothschilds, requiring more time to finish,

will give a successional supply. Particular attention

is required to the state of the roots, for without good
healthy roots fine heavy fruit cannot be obtained.

Maintain the temperature as before, with a steady
bottom-heat, and water freely when necessary with
tepid weak guano-water, but avoid syringing over-

head. Keep Siwcessionah growing slowly at present,

with the temperature, ijcc, as before advised. If a new
bed has to be prepared for Suckers, now is the time to

get the materials ready, by well fermenting them
beforehand. I like an old tan-bed refreshed with some
new tan, because the suckers can be plunged imme-
diately after they are potted. Have some good
fibrous loam got into one of the sheds near the boiler-

houses, where it will get warm without becoming too

dry ; also cut a few loads of turf an inch thick, which
should be stacked for use next autumn. G. T. Miles,

irycorni>e AbOey.

Orchard House.—Give an abundance of air night
and day, so as to retard the buds as much as possible.

This long-continued mild weather is bringing them
forward too fast. We may yet have very cold and
severe weather, when, if the buds are much advanced,
they will be very liable to injury. All Pruning, if not
done, should be finished immediately. Plants in pots
should be looked over occasionally, to see that they do
not suffer for want of water. Dryness at the root is

A-ery frequently the cause of buds dropping off. Again
I say, give air. B.
Peaches and Nectarines.—As soon as the fruit

in the early house is properly set, increase the tempera-
ture by letting it range from 60" to 63° at night, and
65° to 70° by day, according to the state of the weather.
Resume syringings, with clear soft water, at about the
temperature of the house, twice a day. Where the
young fruit have set thicker than is required for a crop
it should be thinned freely before they attain the size

of Peas. Continue the disbudding process, taking care
to preserve those placed lowest all over the tree, that
is, those spruaging from the base or heel of the previous
season's growth, for on these mainly depend the supply
of successional wood. The "fore-right" shoots or
breastwood should be entirely rubbed off, reserving,
however, such shoots of this character where blank
spaces are likely to occur. Where the trees are grow-
ing in outside borders, continue to maintain a genial
heat in the border by relays of fermenting material
when necessary, or as soon as the heat at a few inches
below the surface of the border has declined to 60*.

See that inside borders are not suffering from want of
water. Late houses should be kept as cool as possible.
Wm. Gardiner.

Figs.—In houses were the plants are already in leaf
maintain a moist and genial atmosphere. Figs whilst
growing delight in moisture and heat, therefore give
them an abundance of each. The greater the heat the
more the moisture required, especially when it is fire-

heat. As soon as the shoots have extended 3 or

4 inches pinch out the point, this will induce the rapid
formation of the second crop. Where there is a good
supply of pot plants a few might be very advantage-
ously placed in any vinery or pine-pit to force on a
little. B.
Forcing Frames.—The Strawberry plants lately

placed upon a vinery shelf or some similar position will
now be sufficiently advanced to introduce into the
forcing frame—an excellent place for them, whether the
grower is, through circumstances, constrained to place
them there, or otherwise. If the temperature exceed a
mean of about 62' to 65* at this stage, place a good
layer of cocoa-nut refuse, leaf-mould, or old tan upon
the bed, and subsequently place the pots containing
the Strawberry plants thereon. Give air freely at the
back for the first week, and until the flower-spikes
show, and the plants have become used to their fresh
abode. Then gradually reduce the air, and so increase
the internal heat to aid the flower-stalks to develope
sturdily. At this stage apply manure waterings alter-
nately, and damp the whole plant over once or twice
daily during any bright weather we may be favoured
with. William Farley, Valentines.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Forcing Department.—With the increase of light

Asparagus will now come strong and fine, provided
the bottom-heat does not exceed 70°, and plenty of air
be given. Pull the lights off in fine weather, to give
colour to the shoots, and make fresh beds to keep up
a succession. Kidney Beans will improve as the days
lengthen. When the plants have advanced from 6 to
7 inches in height, small branches should be stuck in
the pots for their support. Water twice a week with
manure-water, and syringe twice a day. Make another
sowing in pots or pans. Keep up a succession of
Seakale and Rhubarb, according to the requirements of

the family. Sow Carrots and Radishes on slight hot-
beds ; and also Mustard and Cress weekly in boxes,
according to the demand. Plant Mona's Pride or
Veitch's Improved Kidney Potatos, to succeed those
planted last month, on a gentle heat in frame. Sow in
pots or boxes Capsicums^ Totnatos, and Egg Plants, as
well as Canlijicnuers, Lettuce, Celery, and Oniom, and
put into a little heat ; when up, remove to a cool
frame, to harden 'off gradually. Of Tarragon, Mint,
and Sorrel put in a few more roots. Sow a pinch of
Sweet Basil and Sweet Marjoram in pots for early use,

and toget plants forward for planting out. /V^i- should
be sown in boxes, small pots, or on turves, and placed
into a little heat. When up, remove to a cool house

;

they must not be allowed to get drawn, but have an abun-
dance of air at all favourable times. Caulijlower,
Lettuce, Endive, and other things under protection in

cold frames, will require an abundance of air when
possible ; no decayed leaves should be allowed to

appear, and the surface soil should be kept stirred.

A dusting of dry wood ashes will be beneficial. David
Lumsden, Bloxhohn.

FORESTRY.
The common practice in planting wastes and bleak

moorlands is by the process of the slit or T system,
and the plants generally selected for it are those which
have been transplanted, and are from two to four or
five years old, the roots being inserted into the open-
ings, and made secure and firm by the heels of the
planters. This method has considerable advantage over
that of pitting in such places, in consequence of the
small expense in plants and labour to plant an acre.

There is, moreover, another important consideration to

recommend it, viz., a better chance of success, the
small size of the plants, with roots in better proportion
to their tops, and through being snugly sheltered
under heather or herbage for a few years, the consti-
tution becomes gradually hardened and inured to the
situation by the time the growth reaches to full expo-
sure. The Corsican Pine, Pinus Laricio, and Pinus
austriaca, are both well adapted for similar treatment.
Some large patches were planted here some years ago
in a very bleak and cold situation, amongst Larch
and Scotch Fir; both sorts are thriving well, especially
JUiJ'icio, which has got considerably in advance of the
Scotch Fir surrounding it. Thin out and prune young
plantations, and give Oaks plenty of room. Keep in

view that crooked Oaks are always most prized by
ship and boat builders. J. Webster, Gordon Castle.

ENTOMOLOGY.
Besides continued attention to the matters recom-

mended last month, it will be well to remove all dead
leaves hanging on Gooseberry or Black Currant bushes
as a precaution against the Abraxis grossulariata, the
Magpie, or Currant Moth {fig. 80). The perfect insect is

Fig. So. -ABR.^\-Is grossi'LAkiata.

only too common in our gardens, and is easily distin-

guished by its yellow and black body, and white wings
with blotches of black, and a few yellow markings. In
autumn the grub spins the edges of a leaf together, and
theft fastening it to the bough, awaits securely inside
the first appearance of spring leaves to renew its

attacks, selecting the Gooseberry and Black Currant,
and occasionally the Red Currant, for its food. The
dead leaves should be carefully picked into a basket
and burnt. The Red CuiTant also suffers from the
attacks of the Currant Clearwing, Sesia tipuliformis,

the larvrc of which, living on the pith of the shoots
during the winter, gradually destroy the twigs which
harbour them. The bushes should be examined as soon
as the sprouting leaves on the live shoots show which
parts have been destroyed, and the infested twigs cut
away, and burnt with the contained grubs. Where it

is possible, the Apple trees should be examined, and
all pupae or larvae bmshed away and destroyed

,

especial care being taken to destroy the eggs of the

Lackey Moth, CHsiocampa Neustria, easily known
by their arrangement in a ring on the twigs. A. M.

Notices to Correspondents.
Anastatica hierochuntina : An Old Subscriber is

right.

Blue Bedders : J. T. Ageratum Tom Thumb, as a
half-hardy summer bedder, or Campanula carpatica,
if for permanent beds.

Books
: C. H. C, Cannock. Read and note the articles

on the subject under our heading of " Garden Opera-
tions.* It is not unlikely that these may be reprinted.
~h. A. H. Williams" Select Ferns.

Discount
: Garden ami Farm Seed Merchant. Where

is your Trade Association ? While some firms recog-
nise a 5 per cent, discount as a trade practice, and
others do not, while others again will overbid their
fellows for the sake of getting custom, it is not fair to
lay all the blame on the gardeners' shoulders. Em-
ployersl should pay proper wages, and then dis-
countenance all payments of this nature. A trade
association, honestly conducted, might regulate this
matter of discount ; and a gardeners' society might,
without having resort to any of the obnoxious features
t>f a trade union, secure better wages, according to a
man's value as a workman.

EucALYJ'TUS : C. B. It is not possible to name your
leaves with certainty, particularly as the forms vary on
the same tree.

FuKCiNG Pit : H. H. H. We cannot say that we
admire your proposed plan of heating by flues :

"One fired placed in the middle of the end of the
house, branching into two flues, one on either side, and
having a chimney similarly placed at the other end,"
will not answer. The smoke, which is the heating
power, will not divide ; the draught will be all in one Hue,
so that only one side will be heated. With respect to
top-heat, having your flues buried, you will obtain very
little. That from inside openings, next the centre
pathway, is in the wrong place, and will do little good.
The heating power should be near the coldest point,
viz., the two sides, not in the centre, as you propose.
For top ventilation, a very cheap and efficient construc-
tion is that of a sort of flap or shutter attached by
hinges to the centre ridge—a single board, 9 inches wide,
on either side, which can be easily opened by any
ordinary lever.

Heating : Conifer. Hot-water pipes are better than
flues for heating Cucumber pits. A good saddle-
boiler, well set, is as efficient as any. The flued
boilers, and the Improved Cornish boilers are also good,
and so, indeed, are most of the boilers put up by
respectable firms. We should therefore recommend
you to choose that which your engineer understands
best, so that you may get it properly set.

Incu.me-Tax: A Nurseryman writes:—"I have just
had to pay my Income-tax. on which I consider I am
very unjustly assessed. Before appealing against the
tax, I want to know if it is customary to tax nursery
lands on schedules A, B, and D together. I take it

that schedule A is on the rental of land, or landlord's
tax

; B, on the produce or profits made off the lands
by tenant or occupier ; and D, on the profits of trade
derived from any source except land. As I am owner
and occupier, also trade as a nurseryman, my lands are
charged under A, B, and D. making me pay an In-
come-tax of ij. 3t/. in the pound. This of course comes
very heavy, and is an intolerable burden when one has
to pay it in a lump sum. more especially at the time
that Christmas bills are due. It appears to me. if I am
liable on schedule B. I should be exempt on D, or vice
versa ; as it is, I am paying a double tax, viz.. gd. in
the pound on my profits derived from the nursery
business, whilst a farmer only pays ^d. in the pound
under B. Can any one advise me how the law
stands?"

" Lychees" : Old Sub. The fruit you saw in Covent
Garden the other day under this name is the " Litchi,"
one of the celebrated Chinese and Malayan fruits in-

cluded in the genus Nephelium. We believe they are
principally found near the Straits of Malacca, about
Singapore, and in Java, and are .bought in large
quantities by the Portuguese traders, and sent as
presents to the mandarins, who are very fond of them.
The red shells, covered all over with rough, wart-Uke
protuberances, are very brittle, and contain a sweet
jelly-like pulp of a blackish colour, surrounding a good-
sized shining brown seed.

Mint : E. K. H. Consult such general works as
^XoXxvio^'% Book of the Garden, Thompson's Gardener's
Assistant. Loudon's Horticulturist, &c.

Mushrooms : A Constant Reader. Write to Mr. Earley,
Valentines, Ilford.

Names of Fruits: J. Watson. Pears: Ko. i we do
not know ; No. 2 is Ne Plus Meuris, examples of which
you sent for comparison. The Pear named Prince
Albert is not correct. Is it not old Colmar?— ////rj^

\if Sons. Your Apple seems to us to be the Whorle or
Horle Pippin, kept until long after its season.

—

yohtt
May. I, King of the Pippins

; 3, Herefordshire Pear-
main.

Names of Plants : A Constant Reader, Forres. Juni-
perus recurva, A. M.— J. H. H. i, Adiantum
formosum ; 2, Cyanotis vittata

; 3. Asplenium bulbi-
ferum.

—

J^ C, Sliadwcll. Lastrea Filix-mas crispa.

—

A. R. H., Caterham. i, Candollea cuneiformis. a
plant we do not very often see; 2. Hardenbergia mono-
phylla ; 3. Brachysema lanceolatum—all natives of
Australia.

—

E. K. H. Alsophila australis.

Pines : Foreman. If your plants are well-rooted pot
them firmly into lo-inch pots immediately they show
signs of fruiting, and water freely. See that they are
thoroughly moist when potted.

Potatos : Ignoramus. An old story, often discussed and
ultimately given in our favour by the referee, Dr. R. G,
Latham ; at any rate, the question is an open one. A
standard book now before us has in the title-page
"volcanos"—not volcanot's. We write potato in the
singular, and, as the judge remarked, we have theoreti-

cal propriety on our side, and shall not be long before
we have custom also.

Primulas : J. Tomkius. Your Primula Mai-quis of
Lome is the finest of the high coloured fringed purples
we have yet seen, and a worthy companion for your
Princess Louise, of which the blossoms now sent are
magnificent in size and lovely in colour. The flowers
of both measure upwards of two inches across, and are
beautifully fringed, and so full as to be very prettily un-
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tlulaled. The red one is of little importance ; the

others are grand.^//. Af. Tliere are a number of belter

marked varieties in cultivation than the flowers you
sent. No doubt the " marking will stand."

Sanchezia nuhilis vakiegata : Constant Reader.

This plant may be grown well in a mi.xture of about

equal parts of fibrous peat and light loam, and a little

silver sand. You ought to keep them in a temperature

of 50' during the winter.

S~ooLY Qua Cucl'Mhkr ; R. V., Oswarhy. This Cucum-
ber, is not much as a vegetable, but interesting as a

curiosity. We should like to know how you prepare

the skeleton specimens.
Stove and Greenhouse Plants fok Winter
BLOOMrNG: E. E. Stove: Euphorbia jacquiniasflora,

I'Aicharis amazonica. Gesnera exoniensis, Gardenia
florida, G. citriodora, Luculia gratissima, Poinsett la

pulcherrinia, Plumbago rosea, Kranthemum pulchel-

lum. GrceiihoHsc : Bouvardia leiantha compacta,

Azalea vittata, Acacia Drummondii, Daphne indica

rubra, Epacris Lady Panmure, E. Sunset. Monochastum
sericeum nuiltiflorum, Camellias of sorts, Chinese

Primulas,
White Mustard : An Enquirer, We are not acquainted

with the names of the largest "growers ol White Mus-
tard in the North of England." Apply to some of the

large wholesale firms.

Winter I*eaks : J. T. Glou Morceau, Monarch or

Winter Nelis, Josephine de Malines, Easter lieurrc.

Cummun'ications Ri-xiiivEn.—C. B. -Rev. W. Ellis.—F. W. B.

—H. K.—J. S. H.—Rob.— [. D.-C L.—G. C—A. J.—
—H. & Co.—P. M. C—E. M.—G. ri. (thanks).—W. E.—

' A. S.—T. J, H.—J. H. H.-J. M.-H. G. Rchb.—A. C.

ilarkels*
( Ol'E\r GARDEX.~Fd>. 9.

A steady general trade is experienced, and fair average

juices are realised, most of the choice vegetables being

cleared from the stands at last week's quotations.

Among other items from St, Michael's there has been at

auction a very fine parcel of smooth-leaved Cayenne
Pines, much cleaner and better than those of last spring,

the prices ranging from 25J. to 35J, each. New frame
Potatos are making their appearance. T.he trade in old

samples is particularly dull, at former quotations.

Flowers.
s. d. s. d.

Aziileas.p.dox.sprayso g to i o
Camellias, per doz,

blooms
Heliotropes, p. duz.

sprays .. ..

Hyacinths, each .

.

lily of the Valley,

p. doz. sprays .

.

Pelargoniums,
French.p, 12 sprays

Pelargoniums, Scar-
let, p. 12 sprays..

60 — 90

s, d, s, d.

Poiiisettias, each . . . . to .

.

Roses, per doz. , . 40 — 90
Tropa;olum'^, p. bun. .. — 03
Trumpet Lilies.each .. — 06
Tulips, per doz — 10
White Lilac, p. doz.

sprays .

.

. . ,^^90
Cyclamen,p.i2spks. 03 — 06
Violets.p, 13 bunches .. — 16
Do., Neapolitan, p.

bunch .

.

.. .. — 06
.. — 16

Fruit.
J. d. s. d.

j

J. d. s. d.

Apples, per i\ sieve c o to 5 o Melons, each , . o o to o o
Cobs, per ICO lb. ..600 —65 o ' Oranges, per 100 .. 60 —100
Filberts, per lb. ..08 — 10 Pears, per dozen . . 40 — 80
Grapes, per lb, ..50 — 10 o Pine-apples, per lb. 6 o —10 o
Lemons, per 100 ..70 —10 o Pomegranates, each 04—08

Vegkt.\bles.
s. d. s. d.

Artichokes.grcen, ea. o 6 to o 8

Asparagus, per 100 6 o— 8 o
Pcet, per doz, . . i o— 2 o
Broccoli, purple, per
bundle . . 10— I 3

IiTussels Sprouts, p,
half sieve.. .. t 6— 2 6

Cabbages, per doz. . . 10— i 3
Cardoons, each . . 2 o— 4 o
Ciirrot-s, p. bunch . . o 5— o 7— French, do. . . 1 o— i 6
Cauliflowers, p. do/. 2 o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle . 1 o— 2 o
Cucumbers, each , , 2 o^ 3 o
French Beans, new,
per 100 . . . , 4 o— 6 o

J-lerbs, per bunch ,. o 2— o 4

Potatos, Regents, looj. to

French Shaws, 60s. to 70J.

s. d. s. d.

HorseRadish, p.bun.3 oto 5 o
Leeks, per bunch . . o 2— o 4
Lettuces, perscorc, . 1 6— 2 o
Mushrooms, p. pott. 1 o— 2 o
Onions, per bunch . o 4— o 9
Parsley, p. bunch . . o 2— o 4
Peas, new, per pun. . . — 30
Potatos, newframe, II). 2 o— 4 o
Radishes, per bunch o 2— .

.

— French, do. . . o 4— o 6
Rhubarb, p. bund. . . .

— 16
Salsafy, per bun. . , o 9— i 3
Scorzonera, per bun. o 9— 1 3
Seakale, per punnet i o— 2 o
Shallots, per lb. .. 08— ..

Spinach, per bushel 3 o— 4 o
Turnips, p. bunch., o 2— o 4

Flukes, 1205. to 150.C.
;

VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS,
GLADIOLI and ROSES.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUKS sent post Tree on application.

DRUMMONU BROTHERS, Seedsmen, &c
, 52, George Street,

Edinburgh. ^^^__ ______^^_^__^___
S^"eLEcFvEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS.—

Amateurs and others who jnay be at a loss in making a suitable

selection of SEEDS for the GARDEN will be Rrcaily aided by

referring to our Descriptive CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and
FLOWER SEEDS lor 1872.

THOMAS KENNEDY .\N-D CO., Seed and Nursery Establish-

ment, Dumfries.

SEEDS NOT to be SURPASSED for QUALITY
and Cheapness combined.—All Orders amounting to 51. sent

carriage free to any Railway Station in England, Scotland, or Wales,
or to any seaport town in Ireland. No charge is made for packing or

packages. Your earlv orders will greatly obliKc.

CATALOGUE free on application.

G. M. KEMP-WELCH, Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,

Cotham, Bristol. ^^^

FOREIGN FLOWER SEEDS.—The most beautiful
French ASTER grown is Truffaut's Reine Marguerite, in Fleur-

Perfection, liombeO and Pivoinc varieties ; 500 seeds, in i6 line double
colours, mixed, is.

The Imcst STOCK in cultivalion is the new Goliath Pyramidal Ten-
week, height 2 feet, surpassing all others in the size ofthe plants and
flower-spi!(es ; 250 seeds, in eight fine double colours, is,

PHLOX DRUMMONDII, of the best quality, in 12 colours; 500
seeds, 6rf. Post free.

ALFRED HAMMOND, Foreign Seedsman, Bedwin Street, Salisbury

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s spring
CATALOGUE of SEEDS for 1872 is now ready. It contains

many Novelties of merit and worth consideration Sent free and
post paid on application.

27, South Row, Cuvent Garden Market, London, W.C.
Established upwards uf a century.

New Japanese Lilies, Orchids, Maples, Conifer Seed, &c.
MESSRS. TEUTSCHEL and CO., Colchester,

Agents for Messrs, KR.\MliR & Co., Seedsmen and Nursery-
men, Yokohama, Japan.
CATALOGUE includes three New Lilies, Lilium callosum and

I.eichtlinii, Cypripedium japonicum, Plalanthera;, Seed of Abies
I'irma, Veitcini, Primula japonica, *tc.

II^AST LOTHIAN INTERMEDIATE STOCKS.—
_J Febniary is the best month for sowing lliese celebrated Stocks,

acknowledged to be the best cif all 1 ntermcdiate .Stocks, and unrivalled
both for Flower Gardening and for Pol Culture. May be had true in

separate packets of white, purple and scarlet, at i;.,2s. 6if.,and5(. each,
from
THO-MAS METHVEN AND SONS. 15, Princes Street, Edinburgh.

Orchids.
JAMES BROOKE and CO., Nurseries. Fairfield,

near Manchester, have a choice lot of ORCHIDS in first-class

condition, at really moderate prices. Orders for £10 and upwards, if

left to J. U. & Co., will be liberally and carelully selected, an.^

additional plants put in to cover carriage. CATALOGUES on
ann'iraiion ti ift and tS. Victoria Street. Manchester

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps, Part I, (liritish Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of HRITISH and EXOl IC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent,
- —— -^

^^ ^^^ Trade.
__

BETA CHILENSIS (True), the variety grrown so
extensively in all the London Parks and Public Gardens.

—

The Undersigned have a small quantity to offer. Price per ounce
on application.
BUTLER, McCULLOCH, and CO., Covent Garden Market, W.C.

BETA CHILENSIS (Tme, seIected),~This choice
variety is superlatively beaulilul, and cannot be surpassed ; it is

well suited for all ornamental purposes. No Garden should be with-
out it. A small quantity only can be supplied. Price on application
to the Grower.

H. J. HARDY, Slour Valley Seed Grounds, Kures, Essex.
rOTA'TOS, choice sorts for Seed, all of H. J. H.'s own growing.

Prices gi\en nn application.

MAURICE YOUNG'S NEW TRADE LIST of
CONIFERi^, HARDY EVERGREEN TREES and

SHRUBS, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, lAPANESE PLANTS,
NEW AUCUBAS, &c, is now ready, and will be forwarded on
application.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalmmg, Surrey.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE, suitable for Britain, giving sii^e, price, popular

and botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,
growth, timber, use in arts, native country and size there, situation,
soil, and other information, with copious index of their synonyms.
Free by post for six stamps.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

EVERGREENS, including all the choicest and best,
and all other Nursery Stock, of all ages and sizes, and in the best

possible condition for safe removal, being " full of roots," the result of
carelul and regular transplanting. Priced LISTS post free.
JAMES DICKSON .^ND SONS," Newton " Nurseries, Chestei

BOROUGH MARKET,
Wholesale Phices.

1872.
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SUTTONS'
GRASS SKEDS
FOB ALL SOILS,

CARRIAGE FREE.
^" Fof nearly forty years we have given the subject of

Lizvi/tg down Lund to Pasture our most careful

attention, and from a long and practical experi-

cnee of the Soils of this and other countries, we
are euabkd to prepare Mixturesfor every descrip-

tion of Soil, which need only be mentioned in

sendirtp ike order.

FOR PERMANENT PASTURES.
Wc specially prL-pare Mixtures for the following Soils :

STIFF CLAYS
HK.VVY LOAMS
MKOIUM LOAMS
Lic'.HT LOAMS

1 LIGHT SANDY SOILS
SHARP GRAVLLS
CHALK SOILS

I
SHEEI' DOWNS

GOOD BLACK PEATY SOILS.

V.KS r (JUALITV. 30s. to 32s. per acre. Carriage

I'rec. Two Bushels of Grass Seeds and 12 lb. of Clovers

supplied per acre.

SECOND QUALITY (good), 22s. to 28s. per acre.

Carriage Free.

FOR PARK GROUNDS.
SUTTONS' CRYSTAL PALACE MLXTURE. which

produced the beautiful Turf in the grounds of the

Crystal Palace Company.

20s. per bush. Sow 2i bush, per acre.

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS,
SHOWING THE SUl'ERiqR QUALITY OK

Suttons' Grass Seed Mixtures,
As supplied to

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
H.M. THE KING OF DENMARK.
H.M. THE KING OF PORTUGAL,

&c. &c. &c.

Fi-oni],]. Mechi, Esq., Tiptrec Hall, near ICelvcdou.
"February S-—Your Grass Seeds are so pure and well selected

that I have often spoken of them to those who required them."

From]. L. Williams, Esq.. Poync I'ierv, Navan,
Aleath, Ireland.

" Afarch 30.—Last year I got from you Permanent Pasture Grass
Seeds for 10 acres, with which I laid down one-half of a zo-acrc field
ttrish). I am ver,' much pleased with the way the Grass Seeds have
answered, and I now want to lay down the other half of the field in
the same manner,"

From]. Ward, Esq., Found Oak, Greenham, Newbury.
" 7«^v 4.—The Permanent Gra^^s Seeds for about 21) acres, supplied

by you last year (the prcater part sown with Barley), have civcii me
;,'reat ^aiisfaciion, and produced a crop (this dry season) of about 4c
tons of KDod hay, 4', acres of which have fed five head of cattle durJne
the spring.

' '^

From Mr. Henry Awcock, Agent to Lady Geary.

r^^ ''^
S'^^l^iS'^^.*

>:o" sent last year, for seven acres in the middle
of Oxen Heath Park, is the best herbage I ever saw."

M Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, la, North Grove West , Mildmay Park, London, N.

O S"" E"~F~H N E "W~T O ~N,
Landscape Architect,

Office : 42, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C.
Private Address : 74, Oxford Terrace, Hyde Park, W.

A/rk. JAMES ERASER, Horticultural andX Agricultural Valler and AucriosiitiK, Maylands Farm,
Romford, Essex ; late of the firm ot J. & J, Eraser, Lea Bridee Road.

fro BE DISP"OSKD "of,' on very reasonable temis.
-L the stock, LEASE, and GOOD-WILL of a small Established
NURSERY. A good opportunity, not often met with.

JAMES WHOMES, Royal Nursery, Windsor.

'PO BE SOLD, the LEASE of TWO ACRES and a
-L QUARTER of LAND, covered with Fruit and Flowers, at
Little Sutton, ill the parish of Chiswick, suitable for a Florist and
Nursery. Lease, unexpired, 87 years.

A. U., 21, Whittington hoad, Asylum Road, Peckham.

^yO BE SOLD, the LEASE of a NURSERY andX convenient DWELLING HOUSE, within eight miles of Covcnt
Garden Market.— It contains nearly a Acres of Ground, Five well-
built Greenhouses heated bv Hot Water, Pit Liyhts, and good
Stabling. A lirst-class Jobbing Trade might be easily established.

—

For particulars address
A. /.., Oardftifrs' Clpvnide OfJijc, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

To Com and 6eed Merchants.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, in consequence of the
Proprietor retiring from the Trade, a most lucrative CORN and

SEED BUSINESS, capable of being greatly extended. Excellent
Business Premises, situate in a ihrivmg market town in one of the
Southern Counties. A very old and extensive Connection. An enter-
prising man of business, with the command of C^ooo to ;C3ooo. would
find this a splendid opportunity —Z., Messrs. VVaitc, Burnell, Hug-
gins & Co., Seed Merchants, Southwark Street, London, S. E.

Excellent Farm.

TO BE LET (entry to the Fallow Land immediately,
and to the Arable Land at Michaelmas next), WEST DEAN

FARM, in the Parish of West Dean, and County of Sussex, extending
to 610 Acres or thereabouts, of which about 390 Acres are Arable,
49 ^leadow, 175 Down, and 16 Coppice. The Farm is in a high state
ol cultivation. It was for many years occupied by the late Mr
Pinnex, who thci'e bred and kept his celebrated flock of Southdowns.
It is at present occupied by his executors pending the termination of
his lease. The Chichester Railway Station is distant about 5 miles.
Every encouragement will be given to an enterprising tenant with
capital.

Mr. HEMING, at West Dean, will give directions for showing the
boundaries, and further particulars may be learned upon application to
Mr- Mcculloch, Gatlon park, Rcigate.

SUTTONS'
Mixtures of Grasses and Clovers,
To produce enormous crops of Hay during the speci-

fied periods they are to remain down :

—

For One Year's Lay, 15s. per acre.

For Two Years' Lay, 18s. 6d. per acre.

For Three or Four Years' Lay, 24s. per acre.

Second quality Mixtures cheaper.

LAYING DOWN NEW, OR IMPROVING OLD,
GRASS LANDS.

For the best practical information on the above subject, see

Suttons' Farmers' Year Book for 1872,
With which is incorporated " Pi:rmanknt Pasturi:s";

By M. H. SUTTON, F.R.H.S., &c.

"If you want to ^row the right sorts of plants, you must sow the
right sorts of seeds, and you cannot do belter than read Mr. St; r ion's
Paper on Laying Down Grass, which you will get by sendinc to
Reading. "~^fr/VH//»m/ Ga^^lic,

**

"I do nol know of anything toetjual it "—Professor Blxkman.

Price 6d., Post Free. Gratis to Customers.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO

THE QUEEN and H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
READING, BERKS.

SALES BY AUCTION.
SALE THIS DAV, AT HALF-PAST TWELVE O'CLOCK.

Consignment of Plants from Ghent.

MR. J. C. STF:VENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

SATU R DAY, February 10, at half-past 12 o'CIock precisely,
CAMELLIAS, Indian AZALEAS, Sweet BAYS, ORANGE
TREES, MAGNOLIAS, LATANIAS, ARALIAS, PANDANUS,
SELANGINELLAS, ERICAS, CHAM.'EROPS, DRACCNAS.
ASPIDISTRAS, AGAVES, YUCCAS, and other GREENHOUSE
PLANTS from Ghent; Pyramid HOLLIES, Standard and Dwarf-
trained FRUIT TREES, kOSES, specimen CONIFERS, LAURELS.
RHODODENDRONS, GLADIOLI, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Xrec Ferns

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C. on

TUESDAY, Februar>- 13. THIRTY fine PLANTS of DICKSONIA
SQUARROSA, fromc to 7 feet.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Coniferous Seeds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

TUESDAY, Febrnary 13, at half-past i2 o'CIock precisely, 420 lots of
CALIFORNIAN TREE SEEDS, of Picca amabilis, Libocedrus
(lecurrens, Abies Pattoniana, Wellingtonia gigantea, Pinus ponderosa,
P. Torreyana, P. Jeffreyii, P. insignis, P. Lambertiana, P. monticola,
Cupressus macrocarpa, &c,

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Hardy Plants and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

on WEDNESDAY, February 14, at hall-past i2 o'CIock pre-
ciselv. First-class Standard and Dwarf ROSES. FRUIT TREES,
Specimen CONIFERS, HOLLIES, LAURELS, RHODODEN-
DRONS, BERBERIS, FOREST TREES, CAMELLIAS, AZA-
LEAS.CARNATIONSand PICOTEES. HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
3000 GLADIOLUS from France, RUSTIC SEATS, STOOLS
VASES, BASKETS, &c.

On view rhc Morning ol Sale, and C.italogues had.

Mt

Highly Important Sale of specimen Stove and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, the PROPERTY of a GENTLEMAN

who has RANKED amongst the MOST SUCCESSFUL
EXHIBITORS during past years.

J. C. STEVENS is favoured with instructions
from Mr. T. C;rr, of Bvtieet Lodge, Weybridge, to offer for

SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden, on FRIDAY, March 15, at half-past j= o"Clock precisely,
without the least reserve, the whole of his EXHIBl'ITON
SPECIMENS, consisting of splendid plants of all the best varieties of
Heaths, Azaleas, Ornamental Foliage Plants, Exotic and British
Ferns. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c., which have formed a leading
feature in the various metropolitan exhibitions during several past
years. "The plants are all in the finest possible condition, and can be
seen at Byfleet one week previous to the Sale, and on the day of Sale
at Mr. J. C. STEVENS' Horticultural Sale Rooms, 38, King Street,
Covent Garden, W.C, and Catalogues had.
~ ~ Andover, Hants.
IMPORTANT to GENTLEMEN and Others PLANTING.

MR. W. .ABRAH.AM is instructed to SELL by
AUCTION, in the Corn Exchange, Andover, on TUESDAY.

February 13. at i o'CIock punctually, a large and varied assortment ol

Dwarf, Standard, Pyramidal, Trained, and Bush FRUIT TREES,
also a quantity of ornamental E\'EUGREEN CONIFER.-E, and
DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS, Hardy CLIMBERS
ROSES, &c.
Catalogues to be obtained at the Exchange, or of the Auctioneer and

Valuer, Goldwjrth Nurseries, Woking, Surrey.

Reading, Berks.
IMPORTANT to GENTLEMEN and Others PLANTING.

MR. W. ABRAHAM is instructed to SELL by
AUCTION in the Corn Exchange, Reading, on THURSD.VY,

February 15, at i o'CIock punctually, a large and varied assortment of
Dwarf, Stantiard, Pyramidal, Trained, and Bush FRUIT TREES;
also a quantity of ornamental EVERGREEN CONIFER.^;, and
DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS, Hardy CLIMBERS,
RUSES, &c.
Catalogues to be obuiiicd at the Exchange, or of the Auctioneer and

^'aluer, Goldworlh Nurseries, Woking, Surrey.

Hassock's Gate Nurseries, Sussex!
IMPORTANT SALE of SURPLUS STOCK.

MR. W. KENSETT will SELL by AUCTION, on
THURSDAY, I'ebruary 15, by order of Mr. G. Parsons,

SURPLUS STOCK, consisting of choice CONIFERS and other
EVERGREENS, ROSES, FRUIT TREES, *ic., including many
line specimen SHRUIiS.
Catalogues may be had a week previous to Sale, from the Nurseries,

and 27 and 28, \Vestern Road, Brighton; or of the Auctioneer, Sir.
W. KENSETT, Ditchling, Sussex. The Lot<i will be on view on
February 12. I

N.B. The Nurseries are within five minutes' walk of the Hassock's I

Gate Station on the London and Brighton Railway.

choice AMERICAN
EVERGREEN SHRUBS,

Sale this day, at half-past 12 o'CIock precisely,

'^^^^.J'Jc ^"^^i ^^f-^l^}}}
'"«'"

l^P^" : 450 Standard and DwnrfRObEb, selected FRUIT rRE'""
PLANTS. CONIFER.^-: and
GLADIOLI, &c.

"lY/TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
i-TX the above by AUCTION, without rcsen-c. at the City Auction
Rooms, 38 and 39, Graccchiirch Street, E.C., at ha'l-past 13 o'clock
precisely.

On view morni ng of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Sale of English-grown CamelllasrAzalearindica, Ac .postponed to MONDAY, February ig

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, at the Auction Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, near

the Bank, City, EC, on MONDAY, Februar\- iq. at half-past
12 o'clock precisely, without reserve, 230 CAM ELLIAS andAZALEA IN DiCA, remarkably well set with bloom -buds, and in
perfect health : 400 Standard and Dwarf ROSES, CONI FER.E andEVERGREEN SHRUBS, choice AMERICAN PLANTS, LILIUM
AURATUM, from Japan, ERICAS, E1'.\CRIS, &c., in bloom.
On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues had at the Mart as abore,

and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

Bagshot, Surrey,
IMPORTANT and EXTENSIVE SALE of VALUABLE

NURSERY STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS arc

instructed by Messrs. G. Baker & Son to SELL by
AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the American
Nurseries, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, one mile from the
Sunningdalc Station, on the South-Western Railway, on MONDA'Y,
February ig, and two following days, at 12 o'CIock each day, many
thousands of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, including hand-
some and effective specimens from 6 to 15 feet, comprising 'I'huiopsis,
Cupressus, Thujas, Taxus, Piceas, Abies of sorts, ^50 line specimen
Hollies of sorts^ also 5000 Cupressus Lawsoniana, 2 to 4 feel;
Thujopsis borealis, 200 Picca Nordmanniana, i to \K foot ; 100 Ccdru^i
Dcodara, 2 feet; 1000 Thuja gigantea, 2 to 5 feet; Juniperus anil
Retinosporas of sorts ; 5000 bushy Portugal Laurels. 2 to 4 feet; 1000
fine Pampas Grass; rooo Euonymus radicans Jol. var., 500 Yuccas,
2000 Green Hollies, i to j feet ; 150 Standard Rhododendrons, 3 to 4
feet stems and good heads, of the best named varieties; 3000 hybrid
and pontica Rhododendrons, 2 to 3^3 feet ; 2000 named hardy Heatlis,
4000 Pinus Laricio, austriaca and others; 1500 Spruce Firs, 300
standard Roses. Copper Beech, quantity of Aucubas, Andromedas,
and thousands of choice Coniler^ and Evergreen Shrubs.
May be viewed three dajs prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

Spring Sales of Pure-bred Shorthorns, Sheep, Figs, &c.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by
AUCTION the undermentioned HERDS of PUREBRED

SHORTHORNS, &c.. further particulars of which will be duly
announced ;

—

FRIDAY, March 8.—.-X.nnuat .Sale at Berkeley Castle, Gloucestershire.
of 20 first-class Young Bulls, and about 30 choice Cows ana
Heifers ; also some very superior young Berkshire Pigs.

TUESDAY, March 13—Sale of about 30 head of Young Bulls and
In-calf Heifers, the property of W. Bolton, Esq., at The Island,
Co. Wexford, Ireland.

FRIDAY. March 22.—Sale of the very superior Herd belonging to
Miss Barroby, Dishforth. Thirsk, Yorkshire.

THURSDAY, April 4.—The late Mr. Pawlelt's entire Herd, at
Hecston, Sandy. Bedfordshire.

THURSDAY, April 11 (not the i8lh, as formerly advertised).—The
valuable Hera belonging to J. N. Beasley, Esq , Chapel Brampton,
Northampton.

TUESDAY, April 16.—Messrs. Atkinson's large Herd, bred for half a
century at Bywell Hall Farm, Stocksfield, Nswcastle-on-Tyne.

THURSDAY, April 18.—The entire Herd belonging to J. Copland,
Esq., at Mainshead, Terregles, Dumfries j ana about 400 Half and
Cross-bred Sheep.

TUESDAY, April 23.—Mr. Crowdson's entire Herd, at Urswick, near
Ulverston, Lancashire.

FRIDAY, April 26.—The extensive Herd belonging to Messrs. Arkell,
at Draycott, Swindon, Wilis.

TUESDAY, May 7.—The entire herd belonging to Gerard Barton,
Esq., at Fundcnhall. Wymondham, Norfolk ; also the small Herd
belonging to G. E. Frere, Esq., Roydon Hall, Diss.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, will soon be issued, and further
particulars may be obtained of Mr. THORNTON, 15, Langham
Place, Regent Street, London, W.—February 3.

BIRMINGHAM AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITION
SOCIETY.—The FOURTH ANNUAL E.XHIDITION and

SALE of PURE-BRED SHORTHORN CATTLE ivjll be held in
Bingley Hall. Birmingham, on THURSDAY, March 7, when the
followinc PRIZES will be offered :—
For SHORTHORN BULLS, above 12 and
under 20 months old ^t/o, /^i^, and jCs.

For BULL-CALVES, above six and under
12 months old j^20, ;CtOt ^nd £5.

Prizes will also be given in Classes for COWS, HEIFERS, and
older BULLS.
The ENTRIES CLOSE on SATURDAY, February 17.

JOHN B. LYTHALL, Secretary.
Offices. 89, New Street, Birmingham.

Notice.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICUL-
TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready!

price, in cloth, £1 6s. 6.y.

W. RICHARDS, 4t, Wellinslon Street, Strand, W C.

C|e|^j:riaItoaI§a^eWe,
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY lo, 1872.

AN embryo political economist, who thought

Wealth ofNations, was disconcerted to find that,

in recent editions, many of the doctrines in the
text are disputed by modern editors. Having;
bent his mind to his task, followed step by step a
difficult train of reasoning till light broke and
the argument became clear, it was startling to

read in a note " the whole of this is open to

doubt," or " there can be no question that our
author is here entirely in the wrong.''

It is possible that the correctors of Ada.m
Smith may have some day to be themselves
corrected. It is an advantage, no doubt, that a
great many minds should be employed on the
same subject, but the eyes that are on the
highest eminence see furthest, and so docs
the master mind. And it may happen that
the boundary lines laid down in the original

survey are correct, and that the " many minds ''

are mistaking their vocation in scratching out
and altering ; they ought to confine themselves
to filling in details. Among other lines laid down
by Adam Smith is the axiom, Agriculture is the

Imost productive of all occupations ; but this has
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been scratched out, as leaning too much to the

system of the economists : instead thereof we
are to read, " what is most advantageous to the

individual must be so also to tlie State, wliich

is a collection of individuals."

This dogma of the correctors of ADA^t Smith
might have passed unchallenged 20 yearsago ; but
it has been proved to be dangerous, and therefore

common sense rejects it. Society is getting tired

of" individual advantageousness." It objects to

the adulteration of food, for instance, and to the

pouring of volumes of smoke and sulphur from
" individual " chimneys into " collective " dwel-
lings ; it objects to the employment of young
children in factories ; and in this and many
other instances it has interposed Acts of Par-
liament between the exercise of individual liberty

and the consequences to the community. With
all respect for the "many minds," we must hold
to the view which Adam Smith laid down in

theory a hundred years ago, and which expe-
rience has shown to be correct. We believe

that in the complex relations of modern life,

restraints on individual liberty of action, in many
particulars, will become more and more necessary
to the well-being of the State.

No doubt trade was formerly oppressed by
restraining laws. There was a time when the
servants of husbandry were prohibited from
wearing hose above loii. a yard, on pain of being
put in the stocks for three days, and when every
little farmer was compelled by law to sow one
acre in sixty of Flax, to encourage the spinning
of linen.

Perhaps the remembrance of such restraints

has made us impatient of reasonable restraints
;

and it may have been the fear of "fettering
industry " that has sometimes prevented our
tying the hands of individuals who were mis-
chievously inclined. But it is evident that where
the cjuestion of public interest is concerned, as
for instance when a man is going to be hanged,
the individual is the worst possible judge of the
question of advantageousness. It has been con-
sidered that certain combinations of labourers
and some of the forms of trades' unions, are
against the public interest, which, according to
the theories of Adam Smith's correctors, cannot
be the case, since trades' unions are formed for

the benefit of the unionists. In all cases the
community is the rightful judge of the effect of
individual undertakings, and the interest of the
few must be made subordinate to the interest of
the many

; so that the question of advantageous-
ness cannot be defined in an axiom, and Adam
Smith may be right after all.

Adam Smith not only gave the preference to
agriculture as the most productive employment,
but he considered the home trade more produc-
tive than a direct foreign trade, and the latter
more so than the carrying trade. This has been
disputed, on the ground that " labour is the only
source of wealth," and equally productive of it

whether employed in the cultivation of the land
or in manufactures and commerce. Again, we
say, let the community judge between the master
mind and the many minds. We are aware that
no purely agricultural country was ever opulent
or powerful, and we do not recommend Arcadian
life in the nineteenth century in England, nor do
we recommend rural life to that portion of the
"intelligent pubhc " which habitually rides in
omnibuses, because we know thev could not
appreciate its advantages. The ' " intelligent
public '' which one meets by chance in large
cities, is generally incapable of existing out of its

usual small bustle of city life. Poverty of ideas,
the want of sound information, and a merely
imitative habit of mind usually unfit " town
people " for country life. Men who never breathe
the fresh air ofthe country are in general strangers
to the energy of character, the self reliance,
individuality and healthful robustness of mind
and body which are common among shepherds
and horsemen and the upper worktnen of the
farm, and among the rural population generally.
But it is on material, not on moral, grounds that
the paramount importance of agriculture, even in
a great commercial country, is laid down as a
principle by the master mind of the author of
IVcallh of Nations ; and yet at the present
moment, notwithstanding the fact that the
slightest reaction in trade immediately brings
the gaunt figure of starvation into our streets and
alleys, how many people in this country are
convinced of the importance of earnest and
patient attention to the question of increasing
the agricultural production of the country 't On
the contrary, " everybody " is convinced that

agriculturists may safely " trust to sun and
shower," and that the principle of " individual
advantageousness " is sufficient to gain for agri-

culture every possible development, consequently
no special attention to agricultural questions is

thought necessary on the part of the public ; and
although a President of the Board of Trade
cannot be dispensed with, a Minister of Agri-
culture is believed to be quite unnecessary.

Nothing but public opinion and legislative

enactment, and probably public expenditure on
no small scale, can arrest that drain on the
sources of fertility which arises from the food
supply of towns. But this subject, though it is

by far the most momentous question connected
with the commissariat of the nation, is at present
entirely neglected by the public, and, strange to

say, it is looked on coldly by the Royal Agri-
cultural Society, which ought to identify itself

with agricultural interests, and to take the initia-

tive in endeavouring to rouse the public mind.

A PAPER on " The Uses of Method and
Observation in the Management of a
F.ARM " was read at the meeting of the London
Farmers' Club on Monday evening last, by the
Rev. G. D.avies, Hall Place, Romsey, but it was
not very well received by the large body of

practical farmers who were addressed.
Among the speakers during the discussion which

ensued were the Rev. E. Smythies, and Messrs.
Trask, Neild and Trethewy, all well known
as public-spirited members of the Club. The
Rev. E. Smythies was disappointed to find that

no allusion had been made by Mr. Davies
to farm buildings, which he considered
a very important point in relation to suc-

cessful farming, and one which in every
way was deserving of thoughtful consideration.

He instanced the wasteful and expensive
arrangements existing on the generality of farms
in the midland counties, where the buildings

were scattered about as if dropped from the
clouds. Some years ago, before commencing to

build a new homestead for himself, he had
experienced great difficulty in getting any really

good practical information on the subject. In
his opinion, the cardinal objects of any plan for

the arrangement of farm buildings should be
to enable them to keep and maintain the
greatest number of cattle, and to make
and preserve the maximum amount of manure
at the least possible expense of labour.

Straw, the bulkiest of all the articles in use at

the homestead, should be passed once only
through the buildings. On his farm this was the
case ; the straw was passed, from the place
where it was threshed, continuously through the
various stages of consumption and decom-
position, until it reached the manure sheds ready
for carting on to the land. The liquid manure
from the cattle was also drained off in the same
direction, and this enabled him to pump it on to

the manure to its great benefit. In all cases
manure should be prepared and preserved under
covered sheds ; and the open yards, which in too

many instances now were up to the knees in

manure, should be paved and kept like a
street, so that carrying and other work
could be done with a minimum expenditure
of labour. Another point having direct con-
nection with the subject was the important one
of the relation of grass and arable lands to

buildings. In order to save labour they ought to

have the greatest amount of arable land near to

the buildings, not the greatest proportion of the
grass land, as was at present almost universally
the case.

Mr. Trask, of Hampshire, asserted, notwith-
standing the observations of the lecturer, that
although chalking was expensive it was still

practised even where there was a chalk subsoil
;

and he considered that no money was better
spent, where there was a good understanding
between landlord and tenant. He also demurred
to the statement that the average rateoflabourers'
wages in Hampshire was so low as had been
mentioned ; it would be nearer the mark to say
I5J-. and i6j'.

Mr. Neild did not agree with Mr. Davies as
to either his facts or his principles. He thought
they were not so much behind their forefathers

in agricultural knowledge as had been made out,

or he did not know how they could farm for profit

in the face of the high prices they had to pay for

everything now. He considered the use of
observation and experiment to be of great
practical value, and in his county (Lancashire)
the farmers were in the habit of making various

experiments, the results being communicated to
each other.

Mr. H. Trethewy agreed with Mr. Trask
that the practice of chalking land was by no
means abandoned, and he was convinced that
nothing was more conducive to good farming,
even in those cases where the chalk forms the
subsoil, and lies near to the surface. He doubted
if .Mr. S.mvthies' remarks respecting the arable
land being near to the building could be generally
carried out, because on most large farms there
was a variety of soils, on some of which you
could not depend for a root crop. As regards the
skeleton maps of farms, showing the situation of
drains, upon which some stress had been laid,

he thought that there were few land-agents
that would allow drains to be laid without a plan
showing where they were, and the sharp ones
took care that the outfalls were well seen to.

After a few remarks from Mr. Cheffins, the
Chairman for the year, and a short reply in
conclusion from the Rev. G. Davies, votes of
thanks were passed to these two gentlemen, and
the meeting adjourned.

Mr. D.4VIES' paper will be found on another
page.

At Mark Lane on Monday there was a small
supply of English Wheat, the condition thereof being
generally wretched. The few dry samples sold
readily at the exlremest prices of the previous
Monday, but the remainder was unsaleable. Wednes-
day's trade was quiet, and the supply of English
Wheat limited, though improved in condition, and no
concessions were made on Monday's rates. There
was a large supply of beasts at the Metropolitan
Cattle Market on Monday, but, as the demand was
reduced, prices were lower for all kinds ; however,
they were nearly all disposed of. Choice descriptions

of sheep experienced little alteration in price ; the
general trade was not brisk. Trade in beasts was dull

at Thursday's market, and some remained unsold.

The prices for sheep were, on the average, lower, and
very little business was done. Calves are much
cheaper. The weather still continues to influence

the Seed Market, though the 'general tone is firm.

With the advent of better weather a brisk demand is

anticipated.

Among the notices given by Members of the
House of Commons on Tuesday last were those
of Mr. William Fowler to submit a resolution

condemning the law of entail, on the ground that
it tended to prevent the employment of capital

in agriculture, and in the cuftivation of real

estate ; of Sir H. Selwin-Ibuetson, to introduce a
Bill to provide for the better carrying out of the laws
relating to public health in rural <listricts, also to

bring in a Bill to amend the laws relating to game ; of

Mr. Smyth, to move for a return of absentee Irish

landlords, stating the number of acres possessed by
each, and their estimated value ; of Mr. P. A. Tay-
lor, to bring in a Bill to abolish the Game Laws ;

and of Mr. Wren Hoskyns, to call attention on
March 6 to the present state of the Ordnance Survey,
especially as regards England.

At the monthly meeting of the Council of the

Royal Agricultural Benevolent Institution,
on Tuesday, Feb. 6—present, the Marquis of HuNTLY
(in the chair), Mr. Cantrell, Mr. Baldwin, Mr.
Battcock, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Brown, Mr. Garrett,
Mr. Collins, and Mr. Naish—it was unanimously
agreed that at the forthcoming election 33 names be
added to the present list of pensioners, viz., 8 male,

15 female, and 10 married candidates ; thus raising the

total number of pensioners to nearly 300.

At a meeting of the Central and Asso-
cuted Chambers of Agriculture, held at the

Salisbury Hotel, Fleet Street, on Tuesday and Wed-
nesday last (Mr. E. Heneage in the chair) the fol-

lowing business was transacted :—On the motion of

Sir Michael E. Hicks Beach, M.P., seconded by
Mr. Arthur Stariin, the Council approved and
adopted the report of the local taxation committee, and
urged all the Chambers of Agriculture to support the

policy and course of action indicated in that report.—

•

On the motion of Mr. H. George Andrews,
seconded by Mr, C. M. Caldecott, it was
resolved :

—

" That in the opinion of this Council, many charges
now paid from funds raised under the poor-rate assess-

ment ought to be transferred to funds raised by Imperial
taxation, but tli.at such transfer will not justify the con-
tinuance of the exemption from the poor-rate assessment
of income arising from personal property."

—On the motion of Sir George S. Jenkinson,
M. P., seconded by Mr. C. Bramlev, it was
resolved :

—

" I. That this Council, having heard the reply of Mr.
Glaostone to the second application made to him to
receive a deputation from the Chambers of Agriculture
on the subject of the Contagious Disea^^es (Animals) Act,
regrets that the Prime Minister still declines to receive
such deputation, as the subject is of vital importance to
the agricultural interests. 2. That as the recent Orders
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of the Privy Council do not meet the requirements of the

case, this Council adheres to the resolutions passed at its

meeting in November, to the effect that the failure of the

Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act has demonstrated the

necessity tor compulsory slaughter or sufficient quarantine

of all imported foreign animals, and that the Govern-
ment should make their present inspection of all cattle

and sheep previous to embarcation in Ireland, and of all

vessels engaged in conveying animals between Ireland

and Great Britam, as complete and effectual as possible."

—On the motion of Mr. H. Neild, seconded by Mr.
F. Arkell, it was resolved that, in the opinion of

this Council, the agricultural interest is entitled to

relief in the matter of the malt tax, either by repeal or

by commutation, as may appear most advisable to the

Chancellor of the Exchequer. On the motion of

Mr. T. WiLLsoN, seconded by Mr. G. Cooper, it

was resolved that this resolution be forwarded to the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, and that Colonel
Barttelot be requested by this Council to bring the

subject of the malt tax before the House of Commons
at an early day. The subjects for consideration at the

Council meeting on March 5 are : i. Sanitary Legisla-

tion ; and 2, Turnpikes and Highways ; and at a

future meeting will be discussed the proposed appro-
priation of educational endowments.

We have received a letter from Mr. William
Hope, V. C, commenting at some length on that of

Mr. H. J. Morgan in p. 153. Referring to that gentle-

man's assertion that his History of the Metropolis
Sewage Company was incomplete, he says :

—
'*It is

true that my history of the company was incomplete,

but you, sir, know that when I wrote it, it was com-
plete enough. The missing portion was excised by
your legal adviser, from doubts as to whether there was
a sufficient 'justification' for publishing it.''—It is not
necessary, we think, to give the farther criticism

now sent us of this company ; but Mr, Hope adds, in

reference to Mr, Morijan's attack upon him, " the
secretary who writes so confidently about my Romford
farm has never seen it ; and of my scheme, adopted by
the Corporation of Birmingham, he knows practically

nothing."

disinfection of the landing-place before the second
cargo passed over it. The second cargo of animals, itwas
said, after being detained 12 hours on the same boards
over which the first had passed were allowed to leave
the wharf to go in any direction ; whereas the second
cargo was not detained on the same boards at all, but
in another part of the wharf, separated from the first

cargo by a street, in addition to intervening walls and
fences ; and instead of 12 hours, they were detained for

at least 4S, and only then allowed to leave because
there was no reasonable pretext for their further
detention. Mr. Waller, in a letter to the Mark
Ltijw Express, says that if he had known all the facts

whicli we published, his opinion would not have been
affected thereby, and the editor of the Chamber of
AgrkitUitre yournal considers that Mr. Waller
would have attributed very little importance to the dis-

infection as a security against the subtile virus of foot-

and-mouth disease. Possibly he would not ; but far

higher authorities attach great importance to the appli-
cation of disinfectants as a means of destroying the
activity of subtile virus. This, however, is outside our
province ; we merely contended that Mr. Waller's
account of the landing and subseciuent treatment of
animals at Brown's Wharf has calculated to convey a
totally wrong impression, atid we proved our position
by a reference lo facts which no amount of special
pleading can alter.

A Dorsetshire farmer writes thus to Mr.
Mechi :

" Many farmers in this county are meeting with very
heavy losses just now from their ewes slipping lamb,
caused 1 have no doubt from overfeeding them with roots.
The root crop is so heavy that most farmers are quite at a
loss how to get the ground cleared of them, and I notice
ihey are giving the sheep far more than they can eat. A
farmer near here has already had over 300 of his ewes slip
lamb, and lost upwards of 40 ewes out of a flock of 900."

Mr. Mechi remarks on the above :

—

" How can any other result be looked for when we
compel our ewes to drink 9 pints of water with every pint
of dry food. If they were on Nature's food, grass, they
would only get 3 pints of water with i pint or pound of dry
food, and that is quite as much as they ought to have.
Succulent Turnips contain 90 per cent, of water."

At a banquet lately given to the Marquis of
Hertford by his Warwickshire tenantry, at Alcester,

upon his coming to reside on his estates at Ragley, his

lordship intimated that he had decided to offer to his

tenantry a Form of Agreement which would leave
them free from all restrictions as to Cropping, would
enable them to dispose of their produce in the way that

would pay them best, and would secure to them a return
for any outlay upon their farms of which they might not
have had time to reap the benefits. In short, he pro-

posed to grant them an equivalent to the custom which
had worked so well In Lincolnshire, without its restric-

tions as to cropping and consumption of the produce
upon the farms. His lordship spoke in favour of im-
proving the dwellings of the labouring classes, on
reducing the number of beer-houses, and on the import-
ance of enforcing the attendance at school of the chil-

dren of the labourer.

Our excellent contemporary, the Journal of the
Chamber of Agriculture^ defends Mr. John Waller,
the Secretary of the Home Cattle Defence
Association, from an adverse criticism in our pages
of January 20. We would gladly, had it been pos-
sible, have transferred this defence to our columns now,
for we had no personal object whatever to serve by the
remarks we made three weeks ago. Mr. Waller is,

we cordially admit, the efficient officer of a most useful

society. It is quite right that all the risks we incur
should be constantly exposed to view ; and those arising

outof the movement of live stock from marketto market,
whether seas intervene or not, are considerable enough
to deserve a special organisation to expose them. There
is, however, no good done either by exaggeration or
misrepresentation, but the contrary ; and we there-
fore thought it light to reprint Mr. Waller's letter

on a recent importation of foreign cattle at Brown's
Wharf as an example of both, and our own account
of what took place was printed alongside of it. As
we are now asked for a detailed justification of
our charge, we may point out that Mr.
Waller's letter conveyed the impression of
great carelessness on the part of the ofiicials who
were charged with the landing and inspection of the
animals. Two cargoes, it was said, were landed, one
directly after the other, no mention being made of the

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

The following animals were consigned to Mr,
Augustus Whitman, of Fitchburg, Massachusetts, and
sailed from Liverpool on the l6th ult., on board the
Nyanza :

—

Scrap/lie, a roan cow, and a good breeder and milker,
calved June 25, 1866 ; bred by Mr. W. Woodward,
Northway House, Tewkesbury; by Makmauukk 2D
(22,287), clam Scraphiiia wth by May Duke (13,320),
g.-d. ScraphhHi jfh by Duke of Sussex.
Lady Scraphiu.a ^(h, a sweet roan heifer, with fine liead

and character, calved April 28, 1868 ; bred by Lord
Southampton, Whittlebury Lodge, Towcester ; by Duke
OF Barkington (21,565), dam Seraphina i7//e by John
o'Groat (18,115), S--d. Seraphina 2d by Sweet Wil-
liam (7571).

Ncmmie. a red and white, promising, heifer, calved
May 5. 1S68. bred by Mr. C. W. Goode, Pewsey ; by
Florist (23,962), dam Young Empress ^tIi\iy'X\i^¥..\\\\.

(23,034), g.-d. Empress by Alfred (6732).

A'ati/ika, a rather small, very even, sweet-headed, and
symmetrical roan heifer, calved February 15, 1869 ; bred
by Mr. H.J. Sheldon, Brailes House, Shipston-on-Stour

;

by Duke of Brailes (23,734), da.m Miss /Cnig/it/evhy
Bull's Run (19,368), g.-d. Gumdta by Sarawak
(15,238), g.-g.-d. Smock Frock by Earl of Dublin
(10,178). This heifer is in calf to Duke of Kingscote.
Honey zs^k, a fine-sized, roan heifer, with plenty of

hair and coat, calved May 16, 1869 ; bred by Colonel
Kingscote, Kingscote, Wootton-under-Edge ; by 3D
Duke of Clarence (23,727), dam Honevless by Caleb
(15.718), g.-d. Heienhy Oregon (8371).' She is in calf
to Duke of Hillhur.st.

We have received a catalogue of an exceedingly
good lot of cattle of very uniform character, full of
quality and flesh, with plenty of hair, and of good
Shorthorn colours. These animals were shipped on
board the Northumberland from Grays on December
29, and were consigned to Mr. Wm. McCulIoch af
Melbourne, Australia. The catalogue contains abun-
dant information both as to the breeding and achieve-
ments of these animals. The first on the list is

—

Zero (30,347) calved in June, 1870 ; bred by Mr. H. D.
Bartlay, of Easturck Park, Leatherhead ; by Zealot
(25,480), and descended both on his sire and dam's side
from the stock of the Rev. T. Harrison, of Firby, York-
shire. This is A very excellent roan bull, and a prize
winner.

Royal GeoSoe is a very grand bull, finely made,
smart, and good-looking. He was bred by Mr. Hugh
Aylmer, ot West Dereham Abbey, Norfolk, and was got
by Royal Broughton (27,352), from Industryhy Prince
Leopold (20,557). This is a well-bred Booth animal, his
sire being by Commander-in-Cuirf, and his dam being
a scion of the well known " Isabella " tribe.

Thorndale Duke (30,159)13 a fine headed bull, of
good character ; bred by Mr. C. Barnard, of Hariowbury,
by Thorndale Thorndale, and from Echo by Archi-
tect (19,240). The sire combines Bates and Butterfly

hlood, out of Miss Thorndale by Young Oxford
(22,477), g.-d. Lady Thorndale by 3D DuKc of Thorn-
dale (17,749), &c., and descended from Lord Spencer's
"No. 54 " family, from which tribe the celebrated Osberton
prize animals were bred. Echo comes of a tribe still

represented in Her Majesty's herd at Windsor,

Launcelot, a very even, fine coloured bull, possessed
of excellent quaUty, was bred by Mr. W. Woodward, of
Hardwick Bank, Tewkesbury. He is by Mr. Wood-
ward s Drummer (25,919), a well-bred bull by the Duke
of Devonshire's Chicago, dam Delilah by Clarence
Royal (17,571), g.-d. Drmilh bv Royal Harbinger
(18.770). Launcelots dam is /-.i-^cz/flVr bv Leandrr
(22,085), a cow bred by the Hon. H. Noel Hill, of
Berrington, Salop, and her sire (Lkander) wi^s a son of
Mr. Booth's Lord of the Hills, and m direct descent
from Sir Charles Tempest's cow Lavender by the prize
bull Dan O'Connell, which realised the highest price
at the Broughton sale, 1849.

Besides these bulls there are also a Ketura and a
Red Duchess heifer. The first, Ketu>a ^(h by 2D
Duke of Wetherbv, is a fine stylish 4-year-old,
bred at Winterfold, and in calf to President (27,088),
bred by Mr. Adkins, of Milcote. The second. Duchess
4//;, is a very even, broad-horned, well backed heifer,
with a truly femininehead, and good milking proclivities.
She was bred by Mr. H. Aylmer, of West Dereham

;

is by General Hofewell 2n (2402), and from
Duchess zd by Norfolk Thorndale Duke (24,656).
She is in calf since July to Mr. T. C. Booth's Roval
Broughton (27,352), by CoMMANOER-iN-CiirEi--
(21,451).

We have received a favourable report of the
Carperby herd (Bedaie), so long and successfully bred
by Mr. T. Willis. Three births have occurred since
the publication of the catalogue we noticed last week

;

viz., a roan b.c. from Windsor's Gem, by Windsor
Fitz-Windsor; a red b.c. from Charlotte Bronte by
ditto, and a red and white c.c. from Jl'iudsor's Bride,
by Windsor Prince. Several more calves are
expected during the next two months to Windsor
Prince. Windsor Fitz-Windsor is working well

;

he and Booth's Royal Seal, a young bull of Mr.
Bruere's "Vesper" tribe, are at present in i;se in the
herd. Mr. Willis has had several applications to
hire Windsor Fitz-Windsor, but he does not
intend to part with him, as he is so much pleased
with his stock that he intends using him to everything
he can. The herd consists of five families or tribes,

four of which have been bred at Carperby for from 20
to 30 years. The " Confidence " of Wilsons "Cer-
tainty " tribe was purchased from the Hon. H. Noel
Hill. For many years past they have been crossed by
the best Booth bulls, so that the herd has now assumed
very much of the Warlaby type and character. The
Manor House Farm is situated at a high altitude -700
feet above the level of the sea, and is consequently
liable to severe weather, with rapid changes of tempera-
ture. An endeavour has been made to preserve great
substance, with plenty of hair and hardiness of constitu-
tion, as delicate light-fleshed animals would never bear
the exposure of the cold northern clime of the locality.

The young bulls now on sale are very promising.

The following letter on in-and-breeding in fowls,
from J. S. Ives, of Essex County, Mass., appeared in

the last number of the American Cultivator

:

—
"To answer to an inquiry as to close breeding in fowls,

one should know the point aimed at by the breeder. If a
particular colour or form is required, it can be attained
much sooner and better by selecting nearer and nearer to
the style required from the same family, but to follow this

rule for more than three or four times will degenerate the
stock in size and strength. In commencing with the light

Brahmas, some 20 years since, I considered myself fortu-

nate if one-half my flock was free from buff feathers, single

combs, or vulture hocks. These points I determined to
eradicate, and by in-and-in breeding for 10 years, care-
fully selecting each season fowls entirely free from the
above objections, I attained the desired object, but not
without reducing the size of my fowls. 1 then crossed a
coarse ungainly cock (not akin to my stock) with my com-
pact pullets, and, by each season breeding my stock pullets
from one flock and the cocks trom another, ha\e now
produced as near perfection as I expect to get. My
yearling hens now weigh from 9 lb. to 12 lb.—short
legged, with perfect colours. In raising 300 the past
season, I have not seen a single comb, buff feather, or a
hocked bird."

WOOD'S MOWER AND REAPERS
FOR 1S73.

The annexed three illustrations represent the new
mower, combined mower and reaper, and Champion
Self-Delivery Reaper, of Walter A. Wood, Loudon,
and Hoosick Falls, New York, U.S.A., for the current
season (1872).

Woods Moivcr (fig. Si) has recently been greatly in

ACHMET. bought from Mr. T. Rose, of Melton Magna, proved. Iron framing has been substituted for the
- " " " --

* wooden framing of the old machines. Bolts and nuts,

which are always getting loose, thereby throwing the
working parts out of sheir proper position and working,
are dispensed with—the bearings, which are of the best

composition brass, and closely fitting, needing nothing
to hold them. All the principal journals are "emery
ground," and perfect, and continuously lubricated with
oil from patent oil feeders. The framing, as will be
seen from the diagram, is of the simplest kind possible,

the parts being fewer than in any other machine, and
they are subject to little tear and wear, and easily

replaced when woiti out or broken by accident. The
knife is driven from one or both main wheels, so as to

was bred by Mr. G. K. Cowper, Bowbeck House, Suffolk,

He is of rich colour, good quality, and well covered with
hair. He is by Hogarth 2D (24,148), from Amanda
by AsriiROlD (21,193), and is a grandson of Ada by
Highthorn (13,028). Hogarth 2D was by Colonel
Towneley's Royal Butterflv 17TH (22,774), a well-

known prizetaker ; and Asteroid, the sire of Amanda,
was a son of Mr. Booth's R.wenspur and Belle Etoile, a
cow descended from the Warlaby " Bliss " tribe.

My Lord, a short-legged, good x-earUng bull, was
bred by Mr. T. G. Curtler, Bevere House, Worcester, by
CoNQiJEROK (25.823), dam Lady^y Sir James (16,980),

and therefore combines some of the best Knightley and
Booth blood. I
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cut when turning either to the right or left. The
crank is low, nearly on a level with the knife, so as to

elTect a " direct thrust," and shielded to protect it from
grass, dust, 6cc. The bearings of the crank-shaft are so
placed as to reduce vibration to a minimum, and from
the length of the connecting rod or pitman it works at

a less angle than those machines which work with a
short connecting rod. And the mode of regulating tlic

height of the cut and
of raisino; the knife at

the land s-end, and to

clear obstructions, are

so plainly shown in

the illustration as to

render description su-

perfluous.

VVootfs Combined
Jilozvc}- and Reaper^

when used as a mower,
bears a close resem-
blance to hg. Si.

The illustration of

this machine, fig. 82,

shows it fitted up with
tipping platform,

land-wheel, divider,

and hand-rake for

reaping. The dividing

shoe, with wheel and
track-clearer of the

mower, are removed,
and the land or grain

wheel and reaper

divider put on, as

shown in fig. 82. The
small land-wheel, it

will be seen, is nearly

in a line, or right

opposite the two main
carriage wheels, so

that it works freely

without ploughing in

soft land or extra

friction on hard sur-

faces in turning right

or left ; consequently
the machine can be
easily backed or other-

wise turned with the same facility as a common
cart. This is a great advantage over those machines

;

in which the land-wheel is a long way in the rear of the
main carriage wheels, and where complicated castor

wheels are being used to obviate, as far as possible,

ploughing and other objections alluded to. At Man-
chester, 1869, and all the more recent trials, Wood's
machines, from the position of the land-wheel, simple
and even incredible as

this may appear to

some, have enjoyed a
very great advantage
over those machines '\._z -_-

in which the land-

wheel is a long way
behind the main
wheels ; and to those

acquainted with ap-
plied mechanics the

ratioyiale of this will

be understood, for in

turning to the right

hand it will plough
one way, and in turn-

ing to the left another.
And as to the work-
ing of complicated
castors, the less said

about it the better,

for, practically speak-
ing. Wood's machine
requires no such com-
plicated mechanism.
The two seats will

readily be understood
as being, the one for

the driver and the

other for the raker
;

their position being

such as to give both
workmen entire con-

trol over their respec-

tive tasks, by means
of foot levers, &c., as

shown in the illustra-

tion (fig. 82), and to

relieve the horses of

pole-weight, &c. The
small wheel in front guides the knife over ridge-and-
furrow land successfully. To farmers of limited capital
this is a promising machine, having now been per-

'

fected in its working details.

Wood^s C/iam/>ion Self-dcUvery Reaper (fig. 83) is one 1

of the peculiar novelties of the season, being different

in many respects from all other self-delivery reapers
now in the harvest field. It was out in sufficient time
last year to have above 30 machines thoroughly tested

on the different kinds of crops, as Wheat, Barley,

Oats, and Beans, considerably diversified by the effects

of the weather, soils, &c., and also over ridge-and-

furrow land, and the reports, public and private, are
I

in each case favourable. One thing may require to be
confirmed, v\i. "draught," which is reported to be
'* the lightest;" but although there is a mechanical
sacrifice in one point, vi^., "the endless leverage of the

\

wheel," there is a gain in another, /. ^., the weight of

Fk;. Si.—wood's mower.

the machine acts in conjunction with the motive-power,

so that the balance may be in favour of the team. To
both sides of this question we shall allude in our

description.

There are three peculiar novelties in the construc-

tion, each of which involves a principle. 1st. The
main carriage-wheel rotates on three friction rollers,

and is without spokes, hub, and axle, as will be seen

Fig. 82.

—

wood's combined mower and reaper..

from the engraving ; consequently the weight of the

machine, including the weight of the driver and crop

on the platform, presses or rests on the two lower

friction rollers, a small portion of this weight resting on
the land-wheel. 2d. The absence of spokes permits

the framing and working parts that actuate and control

the knife and rakes to pass through the wheel, and to

be reduced in number ; and 3d, the rake-standard has

a friction roller-wheel below, driven by a worm or

screw, whilst the arms balance in a peculiar crown or

saddle-wheel above, the standard being of medium

length. These three novelties may therefore be more
conveniently described separately, under the wheel,
knife, and rakes, with their respective mechanisms and
movements.
A wheel rotating on friction rollers is a common

mechanism, but applied, as it now is, to the reaping-

machine, the case is otherwise. Had the rollers been
equidistant, the triangle would have been equilateral,

and hence the side be-

tween the two points

ofcontactof the lower
rollers would have
been equal to the

chord of 120°. The
sacrifice of the spoke*

leverage of the wheel
would in this case

have been equal to the

cosine of 60", the
actual leverage being
reduced to the versed

sine, liut the friction

rollers do not form
an equilateral triangle,

whilst the fulcrum is

not a point of the

ground immediatel y
below the centre of

the wheel, as is too

frequently assumed ;

but that portion of

the ground on which
the wheel acts in ad-

vance of this point, as

will be more fully

shown underthe knife,

so that the above rea-

soning does not ex-

actly apply. There
is, however, a sacri-

fice, which must ap-

proximate to it. On
the other hand, as the

power is applied to

the leading friction

roller, this will to

some extent remove
pressure from the

other. The pressure

on the foremost one will thus be increased, which
increase will act in conjunction with the motive-power

j

in turning the wheel, on the principle of a tread-

mill. In drawing a practical balance between the two,

a great deal might be said in favour of either, but it

would require sectional drawings to render such details
' intelligible to the reader, even from a statical point of

view, whilst the dynamical question, the real one at

issue, is influenced by
every inequality of the

ground—the depth to

which the wheel sinks

in it, and so on. And
this is not all that has

to be said touch-

ing the question of

draught, for, as will

be shown under the

next two heads, the

saving of power in

actuating the knife

and rakes has to

be deducted from

draught, consequently

the true balance is a

complicated one, the

solution ofwhich must
be left to the harvest-

field.

The central position

of the knife is uni-

versally admitted to

be favourable, and as

this is effecied with-

out shortening the

connecting rod or pit-

man, so as to increase

the angle of thrust,

this machine has an
advantage over its

rivals. The expres-

sion "direct thrust,''

which has crept into

practice, although
convenient, is a fal-

lacy, for in crossing

centres there is no
direct thrust or pull.

The thrust and pull arc on cither side this line, and
as the crank is the sine of the angle, so to speak,

and the connecting rod the radius, it follows that

the shorter the connecting rod is, the greater the angle

at which it works. No doubt a long connecting rod

has greater weight than a shorter one, and hence more
tear and wear on the journals, caused by weight. But
this is rather a fireside set-off than weight of argu-

ment in field practice, for when journals wear new ones
can be supplied at a trifling expense ; and besides

working at a greater angle, increases the tear and Wear
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of the journal in a greater degree than the difterence in

the weight of the connecting rod. Add to this the

increased tear and wear of the "slide" when worked

to and fro at a greoter angle, and the difiercuce will be

found decidedly in favour of Wood's machine. One
question more requires notice, viz., if the wheel bites

from 4 to 10 inches before it gains a fulcrum resistance

sufhcient to drive the knife and rake, and if this

fulcrage is in advance of the central line, as doubtless

it is, what is the best position of the knife? If the line

of centres and the line of fulcrage are two different

lines—say, for the sake of practical argument, 6 inches

apart—which of tlie two lines is the best for

the knife? If the knife in this new open wheel is

placed in the centre (and the curvature of the wheel

almost enforces this, to get the connecting rod suf-

ficiently low to work on either side the line of centres

with an equal angle, or rather equi-angular force, velo-

city, and cutting power) then it may be as far behind

the line of fulcrage as the knife of those common ma-

chines is in advance of this line—machines whose

connecting rods work in front of the driving wheel, as

in Wood's own mower and combined reaper. True,

this may not be exactly the case at present ; but as we
are now discussing a new principle of mechanism, in

contrast with an old one, it must be borne in mind that

the connecting rod may be placed closer to the wheel

in front, and hence be brought nearer to the line of

fulcrage. In short, the question opens a wider field for

discussion than our space will permit.

WOOLSTON AND TIPTREE.
PERMir me to thank Mr. Mechi for his very friendly

letter. I will take it bit by bit, and reply to it.

First :
'*

I approve of his concentrating the whole

force of his S-horse engine on a single ridging-plough,

followed in its track by the deep subsoiler, thus accom-

plishing nearly the same result as the late worthy Rev.

Samuel Smith, of Lois Weedon, who kept the top soil

uppermost and laid bare, manured, and cultivated the

I
hitherto uuaerated subsoil."

, Mr. Mechi and I do not understand the Loi-; Weedon
! practice alike. Thirteen years ago I visited Lois
' Weedon, and to put the matter quite plain I will tjuote

from a letter that I published in May, i86o :—
" In July, 1S58. I did myself the pleasure of accepting

,

a private and kind invitation fioni the Rev. Mr. Smith to

inspect his Wlieat and system. I found his Wheat a

\

full plant, strong in straw, with a fine head upon it, and
!
with the aid (as he told me) of earthing it up, not a

' single straw was blown down. To my mind it pro\ed

I

beyond question the mine of mineral wealth stored up

I
in our clay subsoils. I examined his Beans, roots, and

other crops, but did not see any value in those experi-

ments, they being double manured, double dug, in a

doubly expensive \\:\v. I then took particular notice of

the soil and subsoil, and with Mr. Smith's permission

brought a lump of the subsoil away. The adjoining grass

field (very much in quality wUh the experimental tield)

showed a very nice sweet turf, and is, in my opinion, over

an average in ih-j country's quality of grass land. This

that is the only crop worth talking about there
;

manure never was used for Wheat—at all events, as I

understood the matter, and I think I understand
rightly.

Now, I will show that I do keep the top soil upper-
! most, and lay bare, manure, and cultivate the " hitherto

;
uuaerated subsoil ;

" for instance, take my No. 3 heavy

j

land, 24 acres after Wheat, that comes in for Barley
! this year. In October last this land was manured at

,
the rate of 8 tons per acre, then thrown into ridges,

! covering in the manure, and subsoiled at one opera-

tion by steam-power; thus, the "top soil"

I
is " kept uppermost," and the " subsoil '*

is

"cultivated" by the subsoiler, and "laid bare."

I In this way it laid for more than two months, and
I through the sharp frost we had before Christmas, the

subsoil getting well aerated. Since then the ridges

have been split by four horses drawing a subsoiler

along each of these to a depth of 15 inches, pulling

subsoil up from the middle of the ridges to get aerated

till seeding time, and the 8 tons of manure get scattered

in all directions, the "furrows" coming in for a full

share of it ; therefore I do comply with Mr. Mechi's

i
suggestion, it being a part of my practice to do so.

Next year this same field after the liarley is harvested

i will get manured with 12 toni of dung to the acre, then

!
it will be ridge-ploughed and subsoiled again. There-

j

fore aerating the broken subsoil in the furrows

through the winter will go on again next year

for the Beans. The Beans will be planted on each

Fig. 8^,

—

\vood's champion self-delivehy reaper.

The peculiar mechanism of the rake, we imagine,

will be readily understood from the engraving. Its

jiosition is favourable for side delivery, and the short-

ness of the arms and the manner in which they are

raised and lowered require less power to work them
than the longer arms of high standard machines. The
working parts are also free from the objection of

catching and getting entangled with cut com,
lo which some of the low standard machines are

subjtct, as the height of its standard permits the

screw friction roller wheel, &c., all being closely

shitlded in.

The friction roller wheel, after cutting upwards of

130 acres last year, showed a less amount of tear and
wear than might have been expected from its peculiar
cor struction. The position of the driver's seat,

while it balances the weight on the wheel, is suf-

ficiently high to give the driver lull control of his

team, and the position of the small outside grain or
land wheel is favourable for working at the land's-end

in cutting round either to the right or left, or in back-
ing, finishing, or cutting angles, iS:c. The rake is

under the control of the driver, the size of the sheaf
can be regulated at pleasure, and the cut corn on the
platform carried when turning corners. The height of
the cut, it should be stated, is adjusted without loss

of time, and the throwing out and into gear is simply
perfect.

We may nole that one and two-horse machines are
made on tlie same principle, with drop platform and
hand-rake in place of the self-delivery rake, as shown
in the illustration r)f the ("Iiampiun Self-delivery

Reapar, fig. 83. /K /A

gives some idea of the value of the top soil of the trial

field at the start, 15 years back. The lump of subsoil that

I took I examined the most minutely, and am of opinion

that it contained full an average quantityof mineral muck
and a very considerable quantity of hnie. Thesf with air

are the best, and Mr. Smith's Tnuck, for growing Wheat."

The practice at Lois Weedon was to summer fallow

4 feet, and grow Wheat upon 4 feet throughout the

plot, tlie fallow coming in for Wheat the next year, and

so on for ever (that is, during Mr. Smith's term of trial)

without any manure. The Wheat stubble portions

were dug up deeply in the autumn, bringing up a por-

tion of the subsoil yearly, aerating top and subsoil

through the winter together. In the summer the 4 feet

fallow strips got worked about and kept clean in

various ways ; the earthing up of the Wheat was done
by ploughing the strips towards the Wheat. Thus,

according to tills, the Lois Weedon manure for Wheat
was air, ike, acting upon mineral muck, not "manure,"
in the sense in which I read Mr. Mechi's letter ; and
the Lois Weedon system was not to "keep the top

soil uppermost," but lo mingle the top and subsoil to-

gether. Mr. Mechi probably means this when lie says,

" thus gaining year by year a great increase of fertilised

soil ;" but we must remember that Mr. Smith did not

lay " bare" the subsoil and keep the top soil uppermost

only by mingling the two together on the top. Mr.

Mechi then goes on thus :
— " Mr. Smith (myself)

would also do still better by manuring the furrows (as

well as the top soil). This is wliat helped to produce

the enormous Lois Weedon cnjp."

Mr. Mechi certainly is wrong when he talks about
" manure " a'? a help at Lois Weedon. Take Wheat,

side the ridge, thus about iS inches from jow
to row throughout the field. After planting by hand,

at 3?. ()if. per acre, the ridges will be harrowed dov\n

to cover in the Beans. In March or April the ridges

will get a horse-hoeing, and then the field gets harrowed

I

across the ridges ; this brings the land upon the flat

I with the manure mingled amongst the soil all over the

viand, therefore "furrows" as well as ridges get

j
manured again.

After the Beans come off, this land will get

I

smashed for Wheat, and that crop will get no manure

I whatever. This land hxs been in my occupation two

j

years only, yet with the operations above shown the

I land will, I affirm, be clean when the next three crops

I are taken from it, and will go on Barley, Beans, and

! Wheat for the next three year.s, &c., yet it must and

1
will remain clean.

I Mr. Mechi's next point is, " Mr. Smith averages

I

4.^ qr. of Wheat per acre, mine exceeds that con-

siderably, and in 1865 and 1S68 averaged fully 7 qr.

per acre on poorer land than Mr. Smith's." This

4,^ qr. was my second crop on this land, and I am well

content with it ; for last year's crop Mr. Mechi fetches

up two good producing years on his land that has been

mucked deeply for 20 or more years against my last

bad producing year : that is not quite fair. If 1

remember rightly, Mr. Mechi told us a short time back

that his 1S71 Wheats would not be over 4^ qr. per

acre—your pages would show, but I am too busy to

look ; but then Mr. Mechi says that his land is poorer

than mine. Th.it may be, I cannot tell, for 1 have

never seen liis, but I can tell him that mine was valued

some years ago at 8j. an acre, nnd I myself 30 years
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ago, before it got worked by steam, thought it scarcely

worth occupying.

I need not trouble you with Mr. Mechi's remark
about my own cropping, for that is well known ; if not,

it is the people's own fault, for you have told them
times out of number. But then he says 170 acres of
my land are arable and 130 in permanent pasture, and
then he goes on thus:— "Surely it will some day
answer his purpose to convert the pasture into arable."

Of this pasture land, 30 acres are flooding meadows by
the river side ; it would not do to plough that up. A
lo-acre home close at the back of my house, and a
2-acre one in the front ; it would not do to plough
them up. A 5-acre grass field, situated by itself—an
old brick-yard ; it would be a lot of plague as arable

land. Tliree 5-acre fields at my new building in the
field will be of too much value as accommodation fields

to plough them up ; indeed, I have just laid two of

them down as such. Five acres, a part of an old

rough grass field, will be ploughed up this spring ; the

other half of this field was ploughed up last year,

and cropped with Potatos. It is now planted

witli WIreat. The 6^ acres on the flat lying between
my heavy and light land are good useful grass land,

more suitable for the latter than they are the former
;

therefore I am not likely to plough them up, and I can
assure Mr. Mechi that I use all my land for the purpose
for which I am of opinion I think it the best adapted
and most paying.

Here is Mr. Mech's next point :
—" I wish he would

be kind enough to give us a statement of the live stock

on his farm, and a general statement, like my balance-

sheet, always assuming that it might be perfectly

agreealjle and uninjurious to him to do so." The
stock on my farm now is—4 horses, i nag, i yearling

colt, bred from a mare on my farm ; 6 milking cows,

17 cows and oxen for feeding next summer, 90 tegs

feeding on my 6 acres of Swedes, 60 ewes in lamb,
fed upon bean-straw in a yard in the field,

at nights nmning out into one of the grass fields ; in

the day time 50 tegs feeding in a yard on bean-straw,
in the field at nights, running out into two of the grass

fields in the day time ; and I have eight yearling cow
kind, growing on for fatting another year. My cow
stock live upon chaff, half straw and half hay, with
some pulped Mangel and bean-flour mixed together.

My horses live mainly from the same kind of food,

and are loose in a yard in the day time very frequently,

as they are not half employed in the winter months. I

grow and feed to the weight of 8 to 10 scores each,

16 or 20 pigs a-year, and I buy in about 100 tegs to

fatten yearly. Ttie 60 ewes, with their lambs,
will be fed this summer.
Now, about my balance-sheet, I tell you at once that

I am too busy to keep accounts to make one ; besides,

mine is such a mixed matter between landlord and
tenant, I being both, that I should find it a great

plague to try to make one. My banking account is

my indicator as to how matters stand at the end of
each year. My accounts are kept as to operations and
costs per acre ; those I publish yearly, and that is all

that can be of use to the public, who know all about
hoeing, harvesting, threshing, &c., per acre as well as

I do, and it may be that Mr. Mechi and others can
make greater profits at feeding stock than I can, but
that is beyond the point with me. My point is, deep
and clean culture at the lowest cost per acre. The
public are told all about it yearly.

Mr. Mechi then says that I am "perfectly wel-
come" to "bore as many holes as I please " in his

"balance-sheets; for, as they are filled only with
truth, that is all he will get out of them." Well, I

cannot understand the " truth " of Mr. Mechi's making
63c 9</. a quarter of his Wheat, RiveKs included, in

every particular in my power upon the spot. This, I

think, gives all the information Mr. Mechi's letter

requires, for the interest of money question has long
since been explained. JVi^liani Smit/i, If'oo/sto;r,

Bleichl^ Station, Bucks, Febi-uary 3.

1S5S, when all England's farmers only made 54^. a
quarter. Then it is only half a "truth" to tell us
that 45 acres of Chapel land stand at rent £^^, when
the cost of draining in a lump at starting ought to have
been added.

I need not follow Mr. Mechi through my cropping,
but I must tell him how I dispose of my straw. Until
within the last two years I used to rot a lot of my
wheat-straw down and send it back to the land—straw
and water as it was. Two years ago I bought a 3-acre
grass field adjoining the canal, and adjoining my heavy
land ; since then I have sold a portion of my wheat-
straw to the London market, buying London dung in

return. Here is what I have done upon that score down
to now. IniS70strawsold,nettcash, ;^8i ig-i. \\d. ;dung
bought, actual payment, delivered, ^^84 \s. \Oii. In 1871
straw sold, ^68lo.f. \od. ; dung bought, /146 \^s,%d. A
lot of my barley-straw gets cut into chaif, the rest, with
some wheat-straw goes for litter ; my bean-straw is

eaten by sheep (that is, all of it that is good for food), and
the sheep, with a run out daily, do vastly well upon it.

This move of selling straw and buying dung enables me
to keep out of the artificial manure market, although I

do grow cora on all my heavy land yearly. The bean-
stalks and roots may be seen upon the surface of my
land, and the Wheat appears to look well, for all that

I never use a horse-hoe for Wheat, but I get it hoed by
hand at from \s. dd. to is. Gd. an acre ; 2J-. 6d. has
has been my top price for years, but I get the greater
portion done for less than that, and the people get well
paid at those prices. I do keep my Bean crop hoed
very clean—never less than three times over, with hand
weeding the last time over ; and I should be especially

pleased to show Mr. Mechi over my farm, giving him

THE DUCHESS SHORTHORNS.
[We continue from p. 157 our reprint of the lecture on the

Breeding of Cattle. ]

As this Duchess tribe has become so famous, and
sells at such euormous prices, I may here give a few
particulars regarding them. The first of the family we
hear anything of was bought by Charles Colling from
the Duke of Northumberland's agent at Stanwick, in

1784, for the modest sura of £1^^ sterling. She was a
massive short-legged cow, of a yellowish red colour,
with the breast near the ground, had a wide back, and
was a great grower. Colling called her Duf/iess, and
had often described her to Bates as a very superior
animal, particularly in her handling, and told him that
he considered lier the best cow he ever saw, but that

he never could breed so good a one from her. She
was descended from the old stock of Sir Hugh Smyth-
son, of Stanwick. Thomas Bates bought from Colling
one of the descendants of this cow in 1804 for too gs.,

being the same I mentioned as being such a fme dairy
animal ; and he bought another at CoIIing's sale in

1810. For the latter he paid 183 gs., and styled her
Duchess tlic J'li-st, and from her all the present family
have descended. Bates tells us he was induced to
select this tribe from having found that they were great
growers, quick feeders, with fine quality of meat, con-
suming little food in proportion to the progress they
made, and also from finding that they were equally
remarkable as great milkers. Bates asserted that the
tribe improved under his care in regard both to growth,
aptitude to fatten, and small consumption of food ; but
admitted they gave less milk than the first cow of the
tribe A\ hich he bought from Colling in 1S04, although
what they did give was richer in butter. I have seen
no statement of the actual produce in milk from
any of them, except the first one of 1804, and am
unable to say to what extent the present Duchesses
excel as dairy cows. We may readily allow that
Bates improved the breed in regard to form and
aptitude to fatten, for several of those he pro-
duced, especially after the cross with Belvidere, were
remarkably fine animals ; and at the first show of the
Royal Agricultural Society of England, which took
place at Oxford in 1839, he carried off all the prizes in

the Shorthorn class except one, for which he had not
an animal present. Bates' herd was sold off in 1850,
shortly after his death, and the animals were dispersed,
and fell into various hands. Some of the best of the
Duchess tribe were bought by I^ord Ducie, and when
that nobleman's herd came to the hammer, in 1S53, the
Americans carried off several of the choicest at great
prices. At the present time, I believe, Colonel Gunter's
herd contains the purest representatives of the family in

England, and his Duchess TJlh well maintained the
fame of the breed by beating all and sundry at Leeds
and elsewhere, carrying off no less than 19 prizes and
seven challenge cups ; but the Colonel, having experi-
enced some of the evils resulting from the state of
fatness in which it is necessary to bring out the
animals at these shows, I believe wisely declines now to

exhibit. We see that, although Bates improved the
breed in other respects, he admitted that he was un-
able to keep up the produce of milk to the same degree
he got it in his first purchased Duchess. Not only could
he not improve it, although he paid much attention to
this point, as he sold much butter, and reared his calves
from the pail, but he allows that the quantity fell off,

although the tribe improved in aptitude to fatten.

This, then, in so far, is a point in favour of CuUey's
opinion. But I thiidc it may be accounted for by the
close breeding which Bates pursused, and which expe-
rience shows has the effect of impairing the yield of
milk. Bates had a most exalted opinion of the excel-
lence of his own cattle, but other people didn't always
coincide with him in thinking them so fine. His
father, George Bates, ridiculed his purchase of the
Duchess at the Ketton Sale, and termed her a shabby
animal, saying he had many better himself, which his

son might have had for nothing. George Coates,
editor of the Herd Book, also thought she was only
"fair,"—rather faint praise, it must be allowed, and
she seems to have generally considered inferior to the
Duchess he previously purchased in 1 804. The fact is

that Bates had his own notions as to what constitlited

a good animal, and he often railed at the decisions of
the judges at our national shows when they didn't coin-
cide with his own views.

By following Sir Hugh Smythson's system of periodi-
cally weighing the food he gave his animals, and ascer-

taining what increase they made upon it (a plan he
followed for 17 years), he educated himself into a
knowledge of what really were the best sort of beasts,

and he recommends every one to examine their stock
by this criterion, for it was in this way, he tells us,

that he was led to perceive the great difierence that
exists in the various kinds of cattle, and to know the
external character which indicated their real merits.
Bates laid much value on the milking property, and
on the style, quality of hair, and handling. Good
form did not in his estimation compensate for defects
in these points. He was a very different man from

Charles Colling, who seems to have been a very
reserved character, but a consummate judge of cattle.
Colling kept his eyes open and his mouth shut,
and seems to have invariably declined throwing any
light upon his proceedings. His chief object in
breeding cattle seems to have been to make money,
whereas Bates was full of enthusiasm on the subject,
ready to impart his knowledge, and fond of impressing
on others his own peculiar notions as to what
constituted the points of a good animal. He firmly
believed that he had the best tribe of cattle in the
world, and wished to have them adopted everywhere
for the good of the nation and mankind at large.
When he thought a good use would be made of them,
he was sometimes very liberal in disposing of his beasts,
but where he thought the intending purchasers would
cross them with inferior tribes, and thereby spoil the
breed, and bring his stock into disrepute, he would
occasionally refuse to sell at any price. Bates, as I
have already mentioned, said that Charles Colling told
him that the first cow of the Duchess tribe which he
bought from the Duke of Northumberland's agent at
Stanwick was the best he ever saw, and that he could
never rear so good a one from her. Whether it was
owing to this that her produce turned out so much
worse than herself, or for some other reason, it is clear
that Colling did not cultivate the breed to any great
extent, and on this account it seems to me diflicult to
believe that he thought so very much of them. On
looking over his sale catalogue, we find only two
animals of the Duchess blood in it, one of them a
2-year-old heifer, and the other a yearling bull. None
of the older breeding stock seems to have contained
any of the blood, and it does not appear that Charles
Colling ever used a bull of the Duchess blood. Now,
as his first purchase of the tribe was in 1 7S4, and
his sale in iSio, he had 26 years' experience of their
qualities, and ample time to have propagated them in
larger number if he had thought it for his advantage to
do so. Most of the animals at his sale were de-
scendants of the " Lady Maynard " tribe, and I think
we must from this infer that the Duchesses were not his

favourites, or he certainly would have had more of
them. On turning to the sale catalogue of his brother
Robert, who was only second to Charles as a breeder,
and who did not sell off his stock until :Sl8, we look
in vain for any trace of the Duchess blood ; and as the
two brothers acted very much in concert, we have here
another proof that it was not the tribe they thought
most of All Bates' Duchesses trace back to what he
called Duchess isl, which was the cow he purchased at
the Ketton sale in 1810. Now, when we examine her
pedigree, we find that 75 per cent, of her blood belongs
to CoUing's well-known bull Favourite, and little

more than three percent, to the original "Duchess"
element. Even taking Bates' first cow of the tribe,

which he bought in 1804, we find that her sire and
dam were both by Fa\'0Urite ; and her own calf,

Ketton, was also by F'avourite. This shows how
strongly the blood of Favourite was infused into the
best Shorthorns of those days. As we trace the
"Duchess" tribe downwards, we find the blood
derived from the Stanwick cow dwindling rapidly to
so fine a fraction that we can hardly appreciate its being
drowned out by other strains, in all of which the blood
of Favourite preponderates. Sothatifany confidence
is to be placed in the recorded pedigrees, the excellence
of even the earlier individuals of Bates' herd must be
attributed to the influence of F'avourite far more
than to any other animal ; and it would seem almost
absurd to assign any appreciable effect to the in-

finitesimal quantity of the original Stanwick blood
now remaining. Although the family soon became
Dijchesses only in name, yet they continued to be
animals of very select blood, for Bates was very parti-

cular in regard to pedigree, and took good care to use
none but well-bred sires of the choicest families. Of
all the sires he used Ketti:in 1st had most of the
original Duchess blood, and yet it amounted to only
12.1 pef cent., 75 per cent, belonging to Favourite

;

for Ketton, as we have already seen, was not only,

got by Favourite, but his grandsire and grand-dam
were so too, which shows to what an extent in-and-in
breeding was sometimes carried in those days.

Bates had another sort which he held out as an
example of the combhiation of great milking and
feeding properties. These were the progenitors of
his Oxford tribe. Malchem, his first cow of this

family, he tells us, never gave less than 12 quarts
of milk at a meal, when on the grass after she dropped
her calf She was the dam of an excellent cow,
which Bates called Oxford Premium, because she
carried the 1st prize at the Royal Agricultural
Society's show at Oxford in 1S39. She also gained
the highest premium at the Yorkshire Society's show-
in the year following. This Oxford Premium was also
a good dairy beast, often giving milk the whole year
round, without being put dry for calving. I have dwelt
at some length on Bate^ and his herd, as these two
tribes of his—the Duchess and the Oxford—have been
more run after than any other races in existence. (Jur
American cousins are generally reckoned an acute and
enterprising race, with a good judgment in the practical
affairs of life. It was their bid of 700 gs. for Duchess
(>&/h, at Lord Ducie's sale, that first opened the eyes of
the British public to the value of Bates' blood in the
market. The present rage for animals of fashionable
pedigree, and the extravagant prices of late given for

"
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the so-called grand Dukes and Duchesses, remind us of

the Tulip mania in Holland, which happened more
than two centuries ago. The Dutchman, solid and
phlegmatic as he is usually reckoned, yet, on that occa-

sion, showed he had a fine vein of enthusiasm in him,

and the passion for these interesting plants became so

strong that nothing else seemed to the Dutchman
worth living for. High and low were carried away
by it. Not only speculative merchants, but steady

farmers, and men of all classes, from the nobleman to

the chimney-sweep. Single bulbs sold for 2000 florins,

just as we see an innocent calf now sell for 1000 gs. ;

and there were fashionable strains of Tulips in those

days just as there are Shorthorns now. One sort,

called the Semper Augustus, seemed so enviable, that

a man offered for a single root of it no less than

4600 florins, together witli a new carriage and a pair

of horses, with harness complete. Another madman
agreed to give 12 acres of laud for a root, and gambling
in Tulips became for a time a consuming passion, just

as gambling in railway scrip was many years ago in

this country. Who knows, therefore, but we may see

a further development of this excitement regarding
pedigree Shorthorns ? for enthusiasm, once awakened,
is catching, and no one can tell how far a Briton may
go for a Shorthorn, when we see to what length the

Dutchman went in his passion for Tulips. Pedigree is

no doubt all very \vell, but a long pedigree on paper
is not always a good one in fact. Many of these

fashionably-bred animals are notoriously bad beasts
;

they have in many cases been bred so long with-

out proper judgment, and from nearly related blood,
that vigour of constitution seems 10 have been irretriev-

ably lost. They have become ewe-necked, weasel-
waisted, leggy, and consumptive, can't stand bad
weather, and give little milk ; and, doubtless, there are

occasional flaws in the pedigree that don't appear in

the Herd Bcok^ or in the sale catalogues. Our improved
races of domestic animals have attained their high
degree of excellence by being bred from carefully se-

lected animals, with a constant weeding out of the bad
ones, and it is only in this way that they can be kept
up ; but to do this requires a degree of judgment and
perseverance that few possess. It is men like Charles
Colling, Thomas Bates, and Richard Booth that have
made our cattle what they are, and it is by men of a
similar stamp that we may expect to see them further

improved, or even kept from deteriorating.

LOSS OF FORCE IN AGRICULTURE.
ICimcliided/>\nnp. 156.;

I CO.ME now to the second question of how to apply,
or in what state to use, manure to minimise loss and
develope its power of production to the uttermost.
Besides, plants cannot consume raw food. Manures
should be partially cooked—that is, decomposed

—

before they are set before the roots. We have now
reached the question of where should manure be
applied—on the surface or under it ; near the top or at

the bottom of the tilth. Perhaps the best answer
would be, to incorporate it as thoroughly as possible
with the whole soil. See to it that it is all covered,
and that some of it reaches to the bottom of the culti-

vated earth.

We now reach the last point, the best time, or when
to apply manure. The answer is mostly determined
by convenience, weather, &c. Dry or frosty weather
should be chosen if possible. Another point or two
are worth notice here ; such as the mechanical effect of
the manure on the tilth, its direct influence on the
special crop and the character of the manure itself.

Hitherto I have spoken only or chiefly of farmyard
manure. All artificial manures, such as guano, super-
phosphate, &c., are probably most effectual when
applied as top-dressing. To develope to the full the
mechanical effects of bulky manures the earlier in the
autumn they can be applied the better. The entire
tilth is thus converted, as it were, into a sort of com-
post heap. Slow decomposition proceeds, and the
gases liberated are held fast in the fine sieve-like net-
work of the pulverised earth. Those who cannot pre-
pare and store their manures under cover can hardly
do better than cover it in as speedily as possible in
their fields. Securely buried there, it is so far safe

against waste. Should the rain wash out its juices, as
they will, these only enrich the lower strata, and fit

them for surface work by-and-by. Thus early autumn
or winter manuring, tends to deepen and enrich the
entire tilth. These, therefore, are, I believe, the best
times for general manuring. Still, special crops, such
as Turnips, need a special stimulus at special periods
of growth, and perhaps the present general practice of
applying the manure directly to the crop at the time
of sowing is that best adapted to them. Or, should
the land for green crops be manured in the autumn,
the plants might have a special fillip in the form of a
dressing of guano, phosphate, or bones, to hurry them
through their early—that is, their dangerous—period.

Doubtless there is also a considerable loss of force in
agriculture arising from the misapplication of manures.
A few years ago farmyard manure was the be-all and
end-all of farming. It never will lose its supremacy as
the backbone, the marrow, and fatness of true fertility.

Still, it has many rivals now, and almost daily the list

of artificial manures is lengthening. Special manures
are also offered for almost every separate crop. This
is as it should be, and is full of hope for the future.

To feed all the various plants of the farm with the
same food is about as unreasonable as to set the same
food before everybody. "One man's meat is another
man's poison," saith the proverb, and it is almost equally
true of plants. Liebig's classification of plants, as lime,

silica, potash-eaters, and his tables of the percentages
of each found in Wheat, Peas, and Beet, did great
service in the matter of selecting manures. Of course,
they were not meant to be strictly exact, as nearly all

plants need all three, more or less. But they were
more suggestive of the use of special manures for

special crops. The more recent experiments of Mr.
Lawes, Dr. Gilbert, Dr. Voelcker, and others, extend-
ing over a period of nearly 20 years, afford valuable
evidence in the same direction, and also establish the
fact that the permanent fertility of the land can be
kept up by artificial manures as well as by farmyard
dung. In the Wheat experiments the average of
26 successive crops grown by farmyard dung, at the
rate of 14 tons to the acre, was 1 1 barrels of Wheat per
Irish acre. With artificial manures, and a moderate
amount of ammonia the average was 12 barrels per
acre, and where a larger amount was used, 13 barrels.

With Barley, the farmyard manures gave, on the
average, 19 barrels, and the artificial manure about the
same. On permanent pasture, by the use of 23 tons of
dung per Irish acre, the yield was 3 tons 9 cvvt. of hay ;

with the artificial manure, 4 tons 6 cwt. The average
yield of a permanent pasture, manured for six years in

succession with 14 tons of farmyard dung per acre,

was 434 cwt. The average produce of mineral manure
and 400 lb. of ammonia salts every year for 14 years,

54 cwt. of hay per acre. Again, the average of crops
of grain for iS years with mineral manures alone was
173 bush. The average grown by ammonia salts was
31I bush., or nearly 14 bush, peracre per annum more.
By doubling the amount of ammonia the produce of the
Barley rose from 45^ to 495 bush. Further, after a
liberal application to a root crop, which proved a
partial failure, of rape cake, salts of ammonia, and
mineral manure, the crops amounted to 60.^ bush, of
Barley, 43.^ bush, of Beans, and 46 bush, of Wheat
per acre. These figures demonstrate that land may be
kept in good condition either by artificial or farmyard
manures—that active nitrogenous manures, such as
guano, ammonia salts, and nitrate of soda, are almost
wholly utilised by the first crop ; while rape cake,
bones, and other organic substances, decompose slowly
and benefit the crops through the whole rotation, and
that the effects of farmyard manure are equally or
more lasting.

It is to be hoped that when the science and practice
of manuring is thoroughly understood it will serve to

place the cultivator of plants on the sure and certain
basis of principle, rather than leave him, as now—to

the uncertain, though often to the marvellously success-
ful guidance of empiricism ; or, in other words, the
farmer of the future may be able to order his manure
in for his different products, as you do now your liquors.

Do you want timber, fibre, food, colour, medicine,
sugar. Clover, grain, hay, fruit, or flowers—order the
raw material of such from the manure doctor—and
behold it may be forthcoming. This is a vision of the
future, but it is coming nearer to us every day. Already
we have Vine, Peach, flower. Wheat, Clover, Turnip,
Mangel, and other specific manures : and the time is

at hand when manures for each crop will probably be
offered as freely as feeding cakes for your bullocks.
When that day arrives, and we have thoroughly mastered
the likes and dislikes of plants, the seasoning and com-
poundings of their food, then will one of the great
sources of waste of raw material in agricultural pro-
duction—the misapplication of manures—be dried up.

But it is not only that we misapply manure, but the
best part of it is thrown away by wholesale. When
you have a boiled leg of mutton, or shin of beef, what
would you say to your wives if they threw away the
broth ? That is what thousands of agriculturists do
with their manure soup. It is full to repletion with all

the raw material of growth, produce ready for imme-
diate use. But what of that— it is only liquid ? there-
fore away with it to the horse-pond, ditch, river, any-
where, everywhere but on the land. Only liquid ?

Why, plants live, grow, ripen, on no other food but
liquid, and yet more attenuated gases. Liquids are
the richest food in the most consumable form. In
Russia and other cold countries manure used to be got
rid of by being carted on to the ice during the frost.

When the thaw came the nuisance was swept away by
the flood. We condemn such reckless waste ; but
they were wiser than we. Their manure was useless
husks compared to the enriching sewage we pour into
the silver streams that dram, and the great deep that
engirdles, our isle. \'es, and while the great problem
of the age is the utilization of town sewage by the lands
of the country, almost every farmyard is the theatre of
reckless waste. The liquid excrements are not hus-
banded, and the richest portions of the solid manures
are mostly washed away by the rain, or whipped into
space by the wind. The land is half-starved that the
water may be polluted or choked up with rank weeds
and Horse-tail, whose size and strength are at once a
nuisance and a protest against the prodigality of our
waste. A maximum yield will never be reaped until

all this is altered, and this wasted force turned in
fructifying streams on to the land, ilanure— liquid,

solid, gaseous—is the keystone of the great arch of
agriculture. It is the goose that lays the golden eggs

of bountiful harvests. It is golden grain, monster
lurmps, 25 to 30 tons per acre of Sugar-Beet, Christ-
mas beef, prize mutton, fat pigs, your banker's balancem a raw state. Use it wisely, husband it carefully it
will be all this to you and more. The deepened earth
IS calling out for more manure and richer. Thousands
of half-fed men and women are re-echoing that cry in
another form as they demand more food and cheaper.
And it is not too much to add that the health, happii
ness, strength, stability of the State is largely
dependent upon the will and ability of agriculturists so
to use those inexhaustible supplies of raw material
the earth and manure—as to silence, by satisfying
these cries. D. T. Fnh.

loM Comspnknte.
Sewage Utilisation. — Instead of "angry

« rangles " doing any good to this all-important subject
for the British public, they only prejudice it, and raise
a wish for the poor kicked-about sewage question to
be committed to the hands of practical farmers, whose
information the agricultural public could receive and
trust. Mr. Hope, amongst other things, takes care to
mention Birmingham as having adopted his plan, and,
curiously enough, we also find Mr. Bailey Denton
before the Society of Arts, claiming it as his plan

;

and again, more curious still, the " Sewage Inquiry
Committee," or the promoters of the scheme, give out
that Messrs. Hope and Company were called in only
to support and suit some dovetailing arrangethent to
preconceived ideas, " foregone conclusions " of its own
on the subject. I cannot give a better idea of the difli-

culties these gentlemen are bringing upon themselves
than by relating what was witnessed Wednesday,
January 24, on a part and counterpart of the scheme
in question. The Birmingham sewage farm at Saltley,
which is about 126 acres, occupies a most unfortunate
position, being on the site of the surroundings of the
meeting of the streams at the lowest part of the town.
There are altogether 10 watercourses through it. After
eight hours rain these streams, two of which skirt the
low sides of Birmingham, were the other day in their
January's flood, which in a short time covered nearly
the whole surface of this sewage irrigation farm in one
sheet of water, leaving nothing, save a solitary
chimney stack and its belongings, to mark its
existence. Had some of the Romford brethren
been present to behold it, when from side to side it was
one sea, running four to five knots an hour, it must
have struck them as peculiarly situated, from an
engineering point of view, for an irrigation farm—
" model " or otherwise—in the purification or utilisa-
tion of sewage. The farm is subject to inundation four
or five times a year, and yet Mr. Hope has, to suit the
view of one of the " Sewage Farm Committee," dove-
tailed in another scheme, which is to put it under
market gardening, lissex fashion, and with embank-
ments, ditches, and Romford carriers, to occupy the
surface for which the Corporation pays ;^io an acre,
including taxes. If the efifect of the late flood on an
odd field of green stuff did not frighten such schemers
from eating vegetables from the farm, certainly it

would, at least, have put them past attempting growing
them on it, and instead of breaking up its surface for
low gardening to find they had recommended it to
remain in grass—its safest and most remunerative crop.
Whoever may be the author of the new scheme, it is

exactly a counterpart of this Saltley farm, only that it

is removed and situated 10 or 12 miles farther down
the wash of the same valley, with floodings and
troubles all the same, but on a more enlarged and
colossal scale, and of its surface two-thirds were actually
covered by the late floods. This "selected" land is

to be connected with Birmingham by a one-sided dis-
tributing conduit, 7 feet by 54 feet, from which the
farmers along its route are to be tempted to take the
sewage chalybeate, or iron refuse water of the town,
wdiich will choke up their drains, and poison both their
stock and crop. It is high lime, I think, that corpora-
tions, local boards, and such-like individuals sink their
jumped-at conclusions, and by independent competition
invite those to guide them who give the subject in all

its phases their exclusive study. John Martin.

Brick Machines.—The Agriailtnral Ga~.dle (1S71,
p. 752) contained an illustrated notice of the "Self-
delivery Cutting Table and Brick-making Machine " of
H. Clayton & Co., as exhibited in the International.
The advantages of the table are there summed up as
realised in the brickfield. Since then a patent law-
suit has been decided, in which it was argued that this
" self-delivery cutting table " is an infringement of
another project, somewhat similar in a few of its details,

patented by a Mr. Murray ; but the latter fell through,
as being anticipated by a prior patent, No, 49, 1863, the
principle being thus public property. Indeed, upwards of
20 years ago Henry Clayton made various attempts at the
solution of the problem, some of them closer hits than
either of the other two projects just quoted, so tli.at,

practically speaking, his present table is only an im-
provement of his earlier one. The Judge in the recent
decision barely does justice, in this respect, either to
H. Clayton and Co., or to the general cause of pro-
gress. No doubt, from a legal point of view, he acteil

wisely in confining his judgment to the prior patent
of 1S63, the parallel being so close as to leave no
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doubt on the matter. From the practical value of his

table and the prominent position which Henry
Clayton has long held in the manufacture of brick

machines, and the car& with which he specifics his

patents, this law - suit has excited a very lively

interest in a large number of brickfields directly and
indirectly, and tlie decision will be attended with

much good in more ways than one. Thus, when a

landowner of unquestionable authority comes forward

and gives evidence that one of these tables is worth

^^300 a-year to him, the practical conclusion of large

brick companies, who use 8 and 10 tables daily, is

simple. In another sense brickmakers will now see

what is patentable and what public property, and, as the

principle is public property, further improvements and
rivalry as to manufacture and price may be looked
for. ir. B.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council : U'eduesdav, fcb. 7, 1S72.

—

Tresent, Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Bart., M.P., Presi-

dent, in the Chair ; Lord Chetham, Lord Kesteven,
Lord Vernon, the Hon. Wilbraham Egerton, M.P.,
the Hon. H. G. Liddell, M.P., Sir T. Dyke Acland,
JJart., M.P., Sir A. K. Macdonald, Bart., Mr. Bald-
win, Mr. Barnett, Mr. Clive, Colonel Challoner, Mr.
Davies, Mr. Dent, M. P., Mr. Druce, Mr. Kdmonds,
Mr. Brandreth Clibbs, Mr. Hornsby, Mr. J. Bowen
Jones, Colonel Kingscote, M. P., Mr. Leeds, Mr. D.
Mcintosh, Mr. Masfen, Mr. Milward, Mr. Pain, Mr.
Randell, Mr. Rawlence, Mr. White Ridley, M.P.,
Mr. Shuttleworth, Mr. Statter, Mr. Thompson, Mr.
Torr, Mr. Jabez Turner, Mr. Wakefield. Mr. Earle
Welby, M.P., Mr. John Wells, Mr. W. Wells, M.P.,
Mr. Whitehead, Major Wilson, Mr. Jacob Wilson,
and Dr. Voelcker.

The following new members were elected :

—

Backhouse. R. Onions, Westwood, Bridt^tiorth.

Bailey. J. B., 4. Coley Hill, Reading.
Ball, James. Peterstone Mills, Cardiff.

Benley, J. Noble, Pitsford Hall, Northampton.
Benson, C, 98, Bull Street, Birmingham.
Blockstock, John, Hayton Castle, Marypoit.
Cadle, Miles, Stockton-on-Tees.
Danson, John Towne, Carnsdale Farm. Barnston,

Birkenhead.
Edwards. D. T., TaffWell, Cardiff.

Edwards, Richard, Trewern Hall, Welshpool.
Farmer, Charles Haywood, Comberford Hall, Tamworth.
Farrer, H. R., Green Hanmerton, Noak.
Fisher, Edward, Grove Hill, Beverley.

Fitz-Herbert, W., Swynnerton, Stone.
Foster, Matthew Henry, Little Wymondeley, Stevenage.
Hodgkinson, F., Kirkby Hardwick, Sutton in Ashfield.

HodsoU, J. H., Loose Court, Maidstone.
Holmes, William, Cloverdale Island, Magee.
Jackson, G., Higher Peover. Knutsford.
Jackson, T. Finch, Tattenhall Hall, Chester.
Keightley, A. D., Old Hall, Milnthorpe.
Kings, W. Padbury, Lower Heyford, Banbury.
Leney, Edward, Hadlow Place, Hadlow.
Lloyd, R. T., Aston Hall, Oswestry.
McCalmont. A. Leighton, Broodgate Farm. Romsey.
McDougall, J. T., 158, Leadenhall Street, E.C.
Mansell, T.

J.,
.Adcott Hall, Baschurch.

Minton, John, Forton, Shrewsbury.
Montford. W. G. S., Vanbrugh House, Blackheath. S.E.
Morley, R. N., Leadenham, Grantham.
Oldham, Tom Edward, Loddington Hall, Kettering.
Paddison, C. T., Stapleford, Newark.
Peart, Isaac, Tavin Bury, Hertford.
Pidgeon. Hubert H., Torrington.
Proby. W., Glen Art, Arklow, Ireland.

Proctor, H. Matthews, Hill House, Wykeham, Spalding.
Proctor, M. M., 49, ThornhiU Square, Barnsbury, N.
Read, James, Salisbury.

Smith, Henry F,, Lamworth House, Sutton, Yorkshire.
Stewart, W. M., Culhoon House, Stranraer.

Thompson, James. Castle Meadows. Kendal.
Tisdall, E. ('., Holland Park Farm, K,ensington, \V.
Trethewy, William, Tregoose, Probus.
Turbervill, Major Picton, Ewenny Abbey, Bridgend.
Tyler, John Hawkins, Tylherington, Falfield, Gloucester.
Vachell, Edwin, Penarth, Cardiff.

Wallace, Henry, Trench Hall, Gateshead.
Williams, Lewis, Redwick House, Chepstow.
Willson. y. Larkham. Kimbolton.
Wright, Frank, Hill Top Farm, Ashbourne.
Wyley, H.J., Bridgnorth.

Finances.—Colonel Kingscote, M.P., presented
the report, from which it appeared that the Secretary's
receipts during the past two months had been examined
by the committee, and by Messrs. Quiller, Ball & Co.,
the Society's accountants, and were found correct.

The balance in the hands of the bankers on January 31
was;r^ii76 i8j. 5'/. Tlie balance-sheet for the quarter
ended December 31, 187 1, and the statement of sub-
scriptions and arrears, were laid upon the table ; the
amount of arrears then due being ;^II5I. Seventy-
five members have given notice during the past year of
their withdrawal from the Society.

Journal.—Mr. Thompson (chairman) reported that
the judges of the competing farms had all signified
their acceptance of the appointment, and that arrange-
ments were made for the first tour of inspection°to
commence the last week in January. The committee
recommended that 250 copies of the list of members
be printed in a separate form, and sold at dd. each.
They referred it to the ('ouncil to decide whether the

publication of the next Journal should be delayed, if

necessary, for a few days, in order to admit of the

publication of forms of guarantees of artificial manures
and feeding-stuffs.—This report was adopted, and the

publication of the Journal was ordered to be deferred

accordingly.

House.— Col. Kingscote, M.P., reported that the

resolution passed in December last, respecting the

retirement of the hall porter be carried out, and that

he should receive a pension of ;>{, 20 per annum, paid

quarterly in advance. The committee further recom-
mended that the secretary be requested to engage
another porter, who should undertake, in addition to

the present duties, the packing and posting of the

Journal ; and that his salary be ^^i \s. per week, with

clothes and other allowances as at present. This
report was adopted, after some discussion, and the

rejection, by 18 votes against 12, of an amendment
moved by Col. Challoner and seconded by Lord
Tredegar, that the pension of the retiring porter be

£2.'^ per annum.
General, Cardiff. — Lord Vernon (chairman)

reported that the conditions under which the Marquis
of Bute and Major Picton Turberville proposed to offer

prizes for cottages, in connection with the Cardiff

meeting, had been submitted to the committee. They
recommended that an entrance fee of los, be paid by
competitors ; that plans and specifications should be
sent in to the secretary by July i ; and that the secre-

tary be authorised to advertise the competition in the

usual papers, and in those that are connected with the

building trade.—This report was adopted.

Election.—Mr. Thompson (chairman) reported

the recommendation of the committee that the Earl of

Leicester be elected a member of Council, to fill the

vacancy caused by the election of Sir A. K. Mac-
donald as a trustee.—This report having been adopted,

the Earl of Leicester was unanimously elected a

member of the Council, on the motion of Mr. Thomp-
son, seconded by Lord Tredegar.

Special Committee on Receipts and E.\pen-
DITURE. — Lord Vernon (chairman) reported that

reports had been received from the implement, stock,

prizes, and showyard contracts committees, and from
the honorary director, consulting engineers, and
secretary. These reports had been ordered to be
printed, and circulated amongst the members of the

committee.—This report was adopted.

Chemical.—Mr. W. Wells, M.l*. (chairman),

reported that the committee had drawn up forms
of guarantees which vendors of manures and feeding

stuffs can be invited to sign. These forms, when
printed, will be sent to members of Council for

consideration ; and if approved of at the next Council
meeting, it is suggested that tliey be issued on appli-

cation, at a trifling charge to members of the Society.

—This report was adopted.

Stock Prizes.—Mr. Milward (chairman) reported

that letters had been read from several persons com-
plaining of malpractices with regard to the exhibition

of pigs, and that the committee recommended that the

attention of the stewards and judges be called to this

subject, and that any persons found guilty shall not be
allowed to exhibit in future. The committee also

recommended the following addition to the rules of the

Cardiff prize-sheet :—" No mare will be eligible for a

prize unless certified, either at the date of entry, or

between the date of entry and that of the show, to have
had a living foal,—or that the foal, if dead, was born
at its proper time,—in the year of the show. Or in

the event of a mare being exhibited without a foal at

foot, a certificate shall be given at the time of entry

that she has been served, and the prize sliall be
withheld till a certificate be produced of her having
produced a foal."—This report was adopted.

Imi'LEMEn't,—Col. Challoner (chairman) reported

that the committee recommended that the secretary be

instructed to ask, in the Country Meeting Queries for

1S73, for not less than eighty acres of land, in such
proportions of tillage as the Society may require.—This
report was adopted.

Veterinary.—Mr. Thompson reported that the
Governors of the Veterinary College had not yet

elected a Principal in tlie place of the late Professor

Spooner, and that the committee were therefore unable
to report further on the relations between the Society

and the Royal Veterinary College. It was also

reported that the committee had received a report

from Professor Simonds on the subject of Hardon's
Patent Cake, and lamb disease in Lincolnshire, and had
recommended it for publication in the next Journal.

—

This report was adopted.
Letters were read from the authorities of Newcastle,

Hull, and Darlington inviting the Society to hold its

country meeting for 1873 in those localities ; and from
the authorities of Vork and Durham declining to invite

the Society on this occasion. Mr. Thompson gave
notice, that at the next monthly Council he would
move

—

*'That towns competing for the country meetings
of the Society be no longer required to send deputations

to attend the monthly Council in May."
The prize-sheet of the International Exhil)itinn of

Agricultural Implement?, Machinery, &c., to be Iield

at the Hague in September next, in celebration of the

25th anniversary of the institution of the Dutch Agri-
cultural Society, was laid before the Council.

Farmers* Clubs.
SMITHFIELD.

Feb, 6.—A Council meeting was held this day. Pre-

sent : Lord Tredegar, President, in the chair ; Earl of
Powis (Vice-President), J. D. Allen, J. N. Beasley,

Josh. Druce, Samuel Druce, Walter Farthing, Brand-
reth Gibbs {hon. sec), John Giblett, Thomas Horley,

jun., K. Hornsby, Robert Leeds, E. W. Moore, R. J.
Xewton, James Quartly, William Rigden, William
Sanday, T. L. Senior, C. Stephenson, Josh. Stratton,

William Torr, H. Trethewy, J. S. Turner, H. Webb,
Jacob Wilson.

The minutes of the last Council meeting were read

and confirmed.

The report of the stewards on animal No. 215, exhi-

bited at the late show, was read, when it was unani-

mously resolved :

—

"That the Council considers Mr. Warner Coleman,
farmer and dealer, of Hackford, near Wymondham, to be
highly blameable in having filled up and signed the
breeders" certificate without the breeder's aiUhority, and
that no certificate signed by him be received in future."

A letter was read from the Earl of Darnley relative

to an animal excluded from the show in consequence of
the veterinary surgeons of the show having reported
that it was affected with foot-and-mouth disease, and
the Council directed a copy of Professor Simonds'
report on the same to be communicated to his

lordship.

The report of the judges who decided on the merits

of the instruments exhibited for the Earl of Powis*
prize, for the best instrument to supersede the use of

the poleaxe in the slaughter of cattle, was read. The
prize being withheld, it was resolved to accept the

offer of the Earl of Powis to renew the prize this year.

It was resolved to defer the consideration of the two
following subjects :— I. Whether animals exhibited

elsewhere within a limited period before the date of

the Club's show, should or should not be admitted in

future, during the prevalence of the foot-and-mouth
disease. 2. Whether any, and if so, what modifica-

tions shall be sought to be obtained from the Privy
Council in reference to the regulations afiecting the

foot-and-mouth disease generally. And it was resolved

that if the President and stewards shall consider it

expedient, a special Council meeting shall be called by
the President at such time as he and the stewards shall

consider necessary previous to November i next, and
that if no such meeting be called the matter shall

remain as heretofore.

Mr. Henry Webb, of Streetly Hall, West Wickham,
Cambridge, and Mr. Wm. Fookes, of Tarrant Monk-
ton, Blandford, were unanimously elected stewards of
live stock for the ensuing three years.

Mr. Joseph Druce and Mr. Robert Leeds were
unanimously re-elected stewards of implements for the

present year.

The following additions and alterations were made
in the prize sheet for the next show :—A new class for

Sussex steers, not exceeding 2 years and 6 months old :

1st prize, ;i^20 ; 2d, £,\o. The other classes of steers

to be as follows, not exceeding 3 years and 3 months ;

above 3 years and 3 months ; and a 3d prize of £^ was
added in the Sussex heifer class, and also in the
Sussex cow class. It was resolved to omit the word
** west ' in the division for West Highland cattle;

also to abolish the class for *' light weight" Leicester

sheep ; also to abolish the class for the old sheep in the

(Oxfordshire breed.

Also, to increase the 1st prize for Ryeland Cheviots,

Dorsets, &c., to ;i^20.

Also, to increase the prize in extra stock, viz., for

steers or oxen, to ^20 ; for heifers or cows to ^20.
It was resolved— "That any animal that has once

won the champion plate shall not compete for it again.

"

It was resolved—"That in the classes for ewes in

the different divisions, the restrictions making it com-
pulsory for them to have had lambs be abolished."

Also, that there be a 2d prize of £<^ in each of the

classes for ewes.
Letters were laid before the meeting, and answers

directed to be sent thereto, in accordance witli the

decision of the Council in the respective cases.

The following were duly elected members of the

Club :—Francis Sherbour, of Bedfont, Hounslow ;

Earl of Feversham, of Duncombe Park, Hemsley,
Yorkshire ; R. H. S. Vyvyan, of Trewan, St. Colomb,
Cornwall.

The thanks of the meeting were voted to the Right

Hon. Lord Tredegar, President, for his lordsliip's able

conduct in the chair.

LONDON.
Feb. '^.^Thc Use of Method^ AryauiU'ment, and

Observation in the Mi^nagcment of a Farm. — The
following paper was read by the Rev. Georce Davies,
Hall Place, near Romsey. We can only give extracts

from it :

—

We certainly liave progressed most wonderfully in all

matters connected with the cultivation of land, and
nowhere more than in Hampshire, because the dis-

covering of dis'^olving bones, combined with tlie intro-

duction in the last 50 years of Turnips and Swedes, has
enabled us to cultivate hill farms which before were
worthlei^s (except as sheep-walks), l>ecause iliey were
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inaccessible to the dung-cart). At the same time, are

there not some things in which we have gone back ?

I often hear the complaint on heavy lands, " Our clays

cap so— run together after heavy rains—even more than

they used to do." What wonder? We shave our

wheat-straw, and, indeed, all our straw crops, off so close

to the ground with the reaping machines, that in distant

fields perhaps no vegetable matter is ever returned to the

ground. But in olden times, when they reaped high, and
xlien began winter-fallowing, there was after every straw

crop about 6 inches of straw distributed, and not only

distributed, but placed in a most even way, so that it

was restored to the ground ; and not only that, but

the under side of the turned-over furrow was by this

means wedged up, as it were, to let the frost and air

circulate underneath. If you consider t)iis going on
for a long scries of crops, can you wonder that the land

changes character? 1 admit our forefathers' stubbles

were foul, and that we have learned the value of straw
for stock and also for feeding stuffs ; still, that does
not alter the fact. Let a man cart out for his sheep to

kiy on of a wet night ever so little refuse straw, and see

the difference in tiie work of that part of the field com-
pared with the rest of the field. Take again the instance

of chalking land. You will excuse my illustrations being
in a great measure local ; I am speaking of hea\'y land in

the south of Hampshire, which is strong, good Wheat
land, about 30 to 36 inches from the chalk. Now, in

walking over that part of the country, you will see in

every field one or more chalk-pits. I have in a 40-acre
field a pit from which an acre of chalk has been dug, and
put on the land—mind, a chalk-pit, the area of which is

an acre, and the depth 30 or 40 feet. Tliat field must
have been in times gone by chalked over and over again,

because 3 or 4 rods of area at that depth would chalk it

all over once. And I conclude none was taken into

other fields, because all the surrounding fields have their

chalk-pits, and people would naturally cart from the
nearest pit. I observe these chalk-pits have not been
nmeh used of late years, because in all my pits I find

gun-flints and the stones chipped off them at the
mouth of the pits. At the time of the Teninsular
War the flints of these chalk-pits were largely used
for gun-flints. It has been said to me more than once
by strangers looking into these pits, " Why, what absurd
people you Ham pshire folk must have been ; it surely never
could have been intended that chalk should be put upon
this soil because Providence has placed it so close ; why,
it is only 3 feet from the surface." On the same principle

one might say in the midland counties the coal could
never have been meant to smelt the iron ore, because it is

so near. The test would naturally be this : take a piece
of land just broken up out of a wood, which has never
been chalked, although it has a chalk subsoil ; trv it with-
out and with chalk, and you will soon find the \^i£dom of
our forefathers. I will quite admit the immense progress
of the age—steam-engines and the solution of phosphates
were not problems for the infancy of farming ; but yet our
forefathers worked well with the materials they had at

hand. Our returns are enormously more than our ances-
tors' on the same farms 50 years ago ; but then our
expenses are enormously more also. When they had no
roots, because roots were not known, the labour bill was
small. There was no necessity to employ labourers,
because there were only cottages for the carter, the shep-
herd, and the thresher, and these three functionaries did
the work of the farm ; and so it used to be a local proverb
that a man wanted an active carter to get over the fallows,

a lazy shepherd to make the sheep-feed last out, and a
spiteful thresher not to leave-any corn in the straw. The
labour accounts such as we have—equal to the rent, tithe,

and taxes on a farm— they knew nothing of, nor had they,
I imagine, the enormous bills we have from blacksmith,
wheelwright, harness-maker, engineer, iS;c. Thus, to
make a fair estimate of an improved position, we must
look at both sides of the balance-sheet —expenditure and
returns.

I have been led into these remarks by two stories
respecting past and present, which I shall venture to put
before you. They both relate to 50 years ago. In the
year 1870 I was talking to a labourerwho had lived in the
village all his life, and was 76 years old. We were in a
Wheat field, at harvest time. I said, " I suppose you
don't recollect so long ago, though you are old enough,
what sort of corn crop this farm carried 50 years ago ?"

He rephed, '

' This very field was Wheat 50 years ago,
and I mind it particularly because I was going to be
married that autumn, and 1 worked early and late to earn
money to furnish my home with." "Well," I said,
"and compared with the present crop, what sort of a
piece of Wheat was tliere?" He said, " Rather more
straw, and quite as much com as there is now." Now,
my crop in which we were standing was a good crop

—

after Swedes grown with superphosphate, and fed off by
sheep, eating a little corn and cake. Supposing the sheep
to pay for the artificial food, there would be still the
expense of the root crop, say ^'4 an acre. " How was
the crop grown 50 years ago?" I said. " It was a
fallow, well knocked about for nine or ten months, and
then a ewe flock, receiving SainToin and Clover leys,
folded at night on the naked fallow." There is a picture
of the same field under the same crop in the autumn of
I S20 and the autumn of 1870. The old style was much less
expensive, and the resultasgood. Thequestion, then, arises.
Are webetter than our ancestors? The other anecdote is of
a very different kind. A gentleman, who farmed some
thousands of acres of land, close to the town of Stock-
bridge, retired last autumn from farming, and, at his sale,
he said, " I commenced this flock of Hampshire Down
sheep, which will now be offered under the hammer, on
this same estate in the year 1821 ; but half a century has
altered prices very much. We must make great allow-
ances for the exceptionally high prices of this particular
season, but, after making this allowance, what a fearful
difference

! In 1821 I purchased the ewes from which
this flock is descended for 12^. each, and the lambs
at 8^. each. The ewes are now worth 48J. to 50^., and
t le lambs 40J. to 44J." Here is a wonderful picture-

corn farming not much progressed ; stock, quadrupled in

value within half a century— or, to take off one-fourth for

the exceptional year, three times the old value. I was
telling this to a very experienced man, Mr. Westbury, of
Andover, a well-known valuer, and asked him if my
figures were correct. He said, " I myself am old enough
to recollect something of the same sort. A man once
offered me some couples (ewes and lambs), quite sound
and healthy, at -js. 6d. ;

' But,' he said, 'it is 2.(. 6d. a-head
more than they are worth in the fair, and therefore, as a
friend, I should not like to sell them to vou.' " Of course,

these figures apply, in matters of profit, to the breeder
only— not to a man who buys a lean sheep and fats him,
because this year the profit is to the breeder, and the
fatter may even have to sell at a loss ; certainly, if he
bought in late, his profit will not be great.

Mdhod,—\Vith respect to the method which a man
will pursue in farming, he will probably, to a certain

extent, be bound down by his lease ; and his lease, to

a certain extent, may be a safe guide, because it is

generally drawn from experience of the tillaj^e most
suitable to that particular locality.

Still, I think, after a time, landlords will grow less

stringent in their leases, and, m fact, now the covenants
are seldom kept strictly, except in the last two years. If

a man is bound down not to sell hay, straw, or roots off a
farm, he cannot hurt it much ; if he is bound to keep so

much stock per acre, he cannot hurt a farm much. Some-
times there are covenants in a lease which are very

injurious to the tenant, without helping the landlord. In

some leases in my neighbourhood the covenant is inserted

never to have two white straw crops in succession. That
is now changed for this greatly improved clause— " Not
to grow two white straw crops in succession, unless after

two root crops just preceding." Ours is a heaN'y Wheat
country. If Wheat is followed by a root crop, fed off

with sheep, and Barley put in afterwards, the Barley goes
to straw, and exhausts the ground, without producing a
good sample ; whereas, Barley sown on a Wheat stubble
is often much more productive, and always of a better

quality. Then, with a breeding flock, we are obliged to

keep back our roots till March, April, and the first ten

days of May, in order to support our lambs till the
grass is ready. This land, so fed off, is often, if put in

with corn, in bad tilth, and too late to expect any yield ;

whereas, by ploughing up the late-fed Swedes, and
putting in Rape, or Mustard, or \'etchcs, or some other
catch crop, for sheep to be fed off in the autumn, the
cultivation suits the season, and then it comes well
twice folded, for Wheat in October and November, and
that Wheat followed by Barley or Oats. This greater

latitude in the leases is now being introduced in deference
to common sense. As a general rule, I think a man
coming to a new county cannot do better than fol-

low the system of that county, at all events at

fifst let him look over the hedge, and see what
his neighbours are doing, and try to improve upon
that ; but still, let him take the farming of the dis-

trict as his basis. Lock how different is the cultivation

of Hampshire chalks to heavy land in Essex, for instance.

In Essex, all your tackle made to fit a lo-turn ridge, so
that your horses may always walk in the furrow ; in

Hampshire no furrows, and the more your horses tread

the ground the better ; in fact, for Wheat, we often drive

flocks of sheep over the newly-sown corn to get the ground
firm, and follow the plough with a presser. It is a bad
compliment to any locality for a new man coming from

1
another county to imagine the people who have lived

i
there all their lives know nothing about farming, yet

I

many a new-comer proclaims this^vhen he sets at nought
all the old views of tillage, implements, and cattle. I

did this to a certain extent myself, and there-

I

fore I see the folly of it. I thought I could intro-

duce long-woollcd sheep, instead of the Hampshire Down ;

but I soon found that the improved Hampshire Down
was the sheep of the district and the sheep for the dis-

trict. They work hard for their food, and fold well, and
from an even distibution of lean in a fat sheep, are always
saleable? In fact, the camel is not more peculiarly fitted

to be the ship of the desert, than the Hampshire Down
sheep for its own locality. In the same way I tried hoe-
ing Wheat on the strong land, but the hoe flies off the
stone, and cuts out the Wheat quite as much as it would
cut the weeds. Again, look at the Hampshire way of
making the Sainfoin ricks in the fields close to the roots,

and then cutting out the hay and feeding the sheep in

cages made of the common ash-poles of the hedgerows.
It seems to a stranger a very antiquated and wasteful
way. But it is not. The stock ewe kept hungry to

follow the fatting sheep is the best clearer up I ever saw.
1 knew a farmer who came from a distant county, who
with new-born zeal set to work to carry all his hay home,
cut it into chaff, bagged it up, brought it back, and gave
it to the sheep in oxen troughs. They did not eat it any
cleaner, because they wasted none before.

Arrangement.—Now, when I say a few words on
arrangement in matters of detail, I speak again {I am
aware) of those minutio? which, though seemingly
beneath the dignity of essayists, may contribute a great

deal to the successful and pleasant working of a farm.

I believe very much in the "power of tittles," in agri-

culture as well as in other things, and that the education
of the farmer cannot be too practical, cannot too much
embrace the early stages of learning, the lower depart-
ments of knowledge, what will correspond to the cate-
chism and primers of literary education. Let me illustrate

by a very small matter. It was with us a very wet and
catchy time at harvest : one man seeing his men stopped
from cutting corn by a shower, set all hands to work to
throw off the dry straw to catch the descending moisture,

afterwards to draw the straw ready for thatching. The
next day sets in hot, and a \Vlieat rick was made in the
afternoon, and next day thatched and safe. Another man
tells his men to stand still ; that makes them dissatisfied at

losing half a day. When after a while he throws out his

straw for thatching water has to be fetched in a water-
cart some distance from a pond. When his Wheat ricks
arc finished a delay occurs in the thatching, no straw
being drawn. Here are three points lost at a very
important time, and a wet Wheat rick as a final result,
all from what might by good management have been
avoided. Take another case : one man has his Turnip
and Swede crop in half-a-dozen different fields ; another
man has managed to throw his four or five course shift
pretty much together. Look at the difference in the
moving tackle from field to field, and after that in shifting
hurdles, cages, &c., when the sheep are folding off the
roots. I pass on to the third and last head lo^ be con-
sidered, viz. ;

—

Observation.—The observant man I take it to be one
who thoroughly enjoys liis farm, as the gardener enjoys
his vinery or his greenhouses-one who spends his time
on it, watching it and the plants that grow on it at all

times of the day and in all seasons.

We all know {and some of us in this room have heard)
those admirable statistics which Mr. John Bennet Lawes
has drawn from the experimental observations in various
plots of ground, stimulated and fed with different manures.
Now, what he has so well done for the public, is what
each man ought, however unconsciously, to be working
out evermore for himself. And that he can do without
expense ; only let him, as he walks about, keep his eyes
open and his mind at work. How much will accidents do
to inform him ? It was but last summer that I noticed a
square piece in the middle of a Wheat field, where the
corn was a few inches shorter than the rest of tlie field.

As the piece was about the size of a sheepfold, and the
line of demarcation ran as regularly as the hurdles would,
I went to the shepherd, and said, " I see such a piece
looks as if the sheep had broken out from their fold when
the Mustard was penned for Wheat last autumn." He
said, " Yes, one night I suppose a strange dog must have
run by the fold—for they did break out of that particular
fold, and lay under a kedge in another field—and it could
not have been long after I left them in the fold at sunset,
for in the morning I found they had scarcely eaten up
their bait."

We know the value of bringing a ewe flock in full off

Clover leys and folding them thick between hurdles, as
well as any one, but it was never brought home to me so
clearly as by that accident. Those sheep had been one
hour in that fold, and 12 hours on the next ; and it was to
be seen, by difference in straw and corn, exactly (as in
Mr. Lawes" plots) what was the value of a sheepfold for

corn ; whereas, otherwise, it would have been only known
in a general way. If I had had a farming pupil with me,
I think that would have taught him more tlian volumes on
the same subject. Again, suppose one of our stock
farmers to divide his lambs and fold them in the same
field ; the ewe lambs, being for stock, we do not want to
feed ; the wether lambs we do. I did this three years
ago, and penned them over roots side by side. The ewe
Iambs had only hay ; the wethers, with only a hurdle
between, went down the same field in parallel lines, and I

allowed them about 4 sacks per acre of Oats in addition
to the hay. I put that field in with Oats in the spring,

and, as near as I could reckon, there were 4 sacks an acre
more on the part where the wether lambs were fed, so
that I exactly got back my 4 sacks given in feed. If I

had fed the whole field with slieep eating Oats, I should
not have been able to say whether the corn given had
improved the crop or not. It was the accident which
helped me. But the same thing holds good whenever
there is only a partial distribution of manure.
Supposing a farmer to be trying any top-dressing, it is

always well to try some on a crop of which a ridge here
and there is left unmanured : otherwise what is attributed

to the manure may perhaps be due to the season or the
tilth, with which the crop was put in. It is our custom to

drill all our root crops, Swedes, Turnips, and Mangels,
with ashes and sujierphosphate. My custom, as my land
is heavy, is to drill never less than roo bush, of sifted

ashes and 3 cwt. of dissolved bones. I find by getting the
dissolved bone either from Mr. Lawes or Messrs. H. & T.
Proctor, I am never disappointed in a crop. The expense
of the bone and ashes is about 30^. an acre. It very often
happens, owing to the ashes bemg damp, that the manure
drills get stopped for a few yards while the seed barrel
delivers the seed. The Turnips or Swedes get hoed in

these patches where the manure has not run the same as
the rest of the field. In the autumn the exact value of the
manure is easily estimated by taking a dozen roots from
the manured and the unmanured drills, and estimating
their weight. I am inclined to think the crops would stand,
on an average, as 15 tons per acre on the manured drills

and 5 tons on the unmanured. The average weight of
roots with manure would be as 6 lb. to 2 lb., the bone and
ashes making a seed-bed. and giving the plant a great
start in the early season of its growth. I may add, that I

prefer old ashes which have been exposed to a winter's

wet and cold, because they are damp, which new ashes
are not ; and in our dry soils the damp of the seed-bed
often brings up a plant, which with dry ashes would not
start till a rain. If this calculation, which is open to your
criticism, be correct, as I belie\e it is. the cost of the extra

10 tons per acre is to be achieved at the rate of 3^. a ton.

Suppose a man to have a sliepherd who has tended sheep
on your farm for 20 or 30 years, how much may be
learned from him, or from your carter or drillman's
experience and observation in times past? " To pick the
brains and inherit the experience of such as these is the
practical way to learn of the past and inquire of the days
that are gone." Thus it is that accident often tries

experiments for us, which we have not the energy to set

about for ourselves. But if we observe them when they
do occur, what matter? I have another one in my mind
at this time. There is half-an-acre of ground in the corner
of one of my fields which was let as an allotment garden
with some cottages for several years, and cultivated with,

spade husbandry. It has now been cropped for six years..

in the usual course of husbandry with the rest of the tield

under the plough. But I can see the boundary line to ^^
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inch— in every crop now after six years—which I suppose
we should attribute partly to deep cultivation of tlie spade,
partly to the manure, but chiefly to its having Iiad

entire rest for many years from cereal crop. If land gets
(as the saying is) Clover-sick by sowing Clover oftener
than once in eight years, does not land get
Wheat-sick and Barley-sick which has had a white
straw crop, on a low estimate. 30 times in 50 years?
One can see the results ten years afterwards of where a
dung-heap has stood, but I never could get any one to
tell me why it is that where a hay-rick or straw-rick has
stood the crop shows the place years afterwards. Ad-
mitted tliat small particles of vegetable matter may fall

through ; but even where there has been a bottom of
faggots, and everything has been cleared up. still the
effect is evident. And it almost seems as if the exclusion
of air and light had the contrary effect to that which we
usually attribute to it. Out of this close observation
arises a sort of mental arithmetic, by which conclusions
may be quickly formed. And nothing is more valu.able

—some such hahit as this, in the management of a farm.
The mind of the experienced man in this way is like the
table of a ready reckoner. The other day a person said

to me, " I have got a chance to supply a stable with
straw. Had I better exchange the straw for the manure
made by that straw, even ; or had I better sell the straw
at ^3 per ton, and buy back the manure at i4.r. a waggon
load? I don't suppose there is muchdifference, it will come
to much the same thing." I said, you liad better weigh out
a ton of straw, use it in your own stable, and then load
the proceeds, as rotten manure, into a waggon, and you
will see tliere is a very great dilTerence— I believe consider-

ably more than half, which would be ^i los. out of ^^3.
I believe more than that even, and that j^3 of straw at

present price would come back in about a waggon and a
cart, as well-rotted compost. I have tried it. and I have
had the experience of others who have tiied it, and I

believe those whom I have asked put it at even a greater
difference than I do. In the same way one may think to

sions which closely touch their interests. Hence we
might conclude that no section of the community were
better off—none clearer of government or other griev-
ances, were it not for the complaints which from time
to time we hear muttered in private, in a way alto-

gether futile. The position of tenant-farmers, no doubt,
has its bright side, but I venture to assert that it has
sad drawbacks which not only affect the men who
occupy it, but the community at large.

keep Mangel or Carrots till the spriiig. and get 35. or 4J.

ton more for them, and the inexperi^ced man may fancy
he has done. But take the expense of clamping, the risk

of decay, and chiefly the loss in weight, we should admit
the earliest sale made on the ground in the autumn, even
if it was 25 per cent, less, would be the most profitable. It

is time now in a few more lines to bring this paper to a
conclusion. What I have offered has been written for
plain practical men. and. as I said in the beginning, falls

rather below the dignity of a Club like this, which contains
many men of high position and great knowledge. In fact,

this Club is, to a certain extent a sort of agricultural
House of Commons, and would come within the meaning
of Tennyson's expression in " Locksley Hall."

"In the parliament of man— the federation of the world."

1 have endeavoured to show that no education of col-
leges or of books, excellent as they are, can supersede
continual habits of observation, method, and arrange-
ment. And herein exists the answer to the often-asked
question, How is it gentlemen farmers don't make money?
Because they never began to leam at the bottom of the
question. They are in the hands of other people ; and
how large a margin exists between the balance of a man
who buys and sells well and one who does not ! The
hook-educated man would not have picked out the cow
offered at dairy price in Devizes market, and yet I should
like to have for a fortune the money that one animal
produced when Mr. Stratton's obser\'ant eye fixed upon
her as the basis of a long line of illustrious Shorthorns.
A practical man can tell more about how sheep are doing
by looking into the wool over a hurdle, than an unpractical
man would by handling every sheep.

At the annual meeting of this Club, C. G. Grey,
Esq., presiding, the annual report was adopted. It
stated that the number of members on the books is

254, being an increase of 20 for the 12 months. It
expressed thanks to the gentlemen who have, during
the past 12 months, introduced subjects for discussion,
viz., to Mr. T. P. Dods, for his paper on " Local taxa-
tion ;" to Mr. J. J. Ilarle, for his paper "On feed-
ing in its relation to cropping ; " to the Rev. Canon
Dwarris, for his paper " On increasing the facilities of
education for farmers' sons ; " to Mr. T. J. Bold, for
his paper " On insects injurious to the Turnip plant ;

"

to Mr. Thos Bell, for his paper " On the relative inte-
rests of landlord, tenant, and people in the soil."

Tenant-right Nationally Considered.—We must
abridge the long and valuable paper by Professor
Wrightson on this subject, which appeared in the
Hexham Cowant of January 13. He said :

—

Tenant-right has been too often discussed to allow
of my coming before you armed with new .arguments.
Such is not my intention : neither, I venture to say, is

it what you expect. The Government of this country,
and, as more immediately affecting a meeting of
farmers, the landlords of this countiy, are in a great
measure ruled by public opinion, and it is as guiding
public opinion that such meetings as the present are
valuable. Would that the farmers of this country better
understood the value of their individual and united
opinions. How often are Members of Parliament in-
fluenced in their views by contact with well-informed
farmers ? Mow often are Game Bills, Local Taxation
Bills, Contagious Diseases (.A.nimals) Acts, modified by
the motions of agricultural associations such as this?
I think it necessary to remind you of this fact, because
the great mass of farmers are not yet roused to a sense
of the importance of united effort. Unlike the members
of other professions or callings, and in spite of the
means now at their disposal for combined influence,
they remain isolated, and refuse to take part in discus-

It is not my object to-day to open up all the diffi-

culties which beset the farmer in developing his business
to the utmost of his means. We have to do with one
of them only, which may be expressed as follows : An
enterprising farmer may lay out hundreds or thousands
of pounds in cleaning, fertilising, draining, and other-
wise improving his land. Several years may elapse,
during which time the business has been carried on at
a loss or very small profit, and yet the grateful land is

ready to give back with interest the capita! already
incorporated with it.

It is exactly at this point that the need of tenant-
right makes itself evident. The tenant may die,

leaving a wife and young children, who must speedily
quit. The landlord may be succeeded by a needy,
greedy, or unprincipled person, who at once proceeds
to raise rents or eject tenants : political difficulties,

game disputes, and offences of various kinds may arise,

any of which are sufficient, at a six months' notice, to
sever the connection between landlord and tenant, and,
except in certain favoured localities, the unfortunate
tenant is robbed much in proportion as his occupation
has been improved by his management. The position
of the tenant-farmer is the reverse of satisfactory in all

this. It may be summed up in the word "insecure."
We have heard much lately about the land question,

the land monopoly, peasant proprietors, large and
small farms, entail, primogeniture, and such like.

Much might doubtless be improved, but I am far from
viewing sweeping changes with favour. The English
rural economy in which the land is owned by one class,

farmed by a second, and actually tilled by a third, has
resulted in the finest farming in the world. Whatever
theoretical reasons may be urged against this old-
established system, for God's sake let us be careful
how we change it for new-fangled notions, which might
not be found suitable to our national constitution.
England is nearly all let to farmers, and cultivation
is brought to the highest perfection upon large farms
and upon large estates. The immense mass of
food produced annually in England is produced by
tenants, and I maintain that whatever shackles the
farmers of this country diminishes the food supply.
;,!^io and ^I2 per acre, and even larger sums (iMr.

Mechi says £iS), may be profit<ably expended in ordi-
nary farming business. This is equal to from one-third
to one-fourth of the entire value of the land, and yet
look at the legislative enactments for protecting the
landlords, and contrast them with the helpless legal
incapacity of the tenant.
" I recently read a paper," says Mr. Mechi, " before

the Midland Counties Farmers' Club at Birmingham,
where I met the most wealthy, intelligent, and enter-
prising farmers of an extensive district. In the dis-
cussion which followed, it was painful to me to hear
from every speaker that the want of security of tenure
and valuation for improvements sat upon them like a
heavy cloud." The same feeling prevailed throughout
the country, and demands our most serious attention.
We have, indeed, come to this point. Knowledge and
wealth have increased, new improvements liave been
invented, new means for increasing the fertility of the
land have been discovered, stock has been improved,
and yet the old relations between landlords and tenants
are tenaciously preserved. I say it is impossible to
apply the knowledge now possessed by farmers, unless
they are secured from loss by a lease, a comprehensive
tenant-right, or, better still, a combination of both.

I have been much struck with the unanimity of
opinion which exists with regard to this subject of
tenant-right. Landlords and tenants appear to be
agreed as to the principle of compensation, and, while
it is by no means uncommon to hear men of experience
declaim against leases, it is rare to hear this other
means of security condemned.
[A number of opinions were quoted, and details

stated on this point, and Professor Wrightson pro-
ceeded.]

Having glanced at the history and present position
of tlie question, we have next to consider what tenant-
right really is, to strip it of its ambiguities, and finally

to see whether any practical basis of action can be fixed
upon in order to accelerate its more general adoption.
Firstly, we must not confound English with Irish
tenant-right. The Irish tenant not only requires pay-
ment for the improvements but for the "good-will" of
giving up possession. Such a tenant-right not only
locks up the capital of a young tenant commencing
business and diminishes the rental value of land, but it

can hardly be supposed in any sense to develope agri-
culture. Neither must we use that ambiguous expres-
sion "Custom of the countiy" as quite tantamount to
this right. Tenant-right might be, and to some extent
has been, grafted upon the "customs" of various dis-
tricts, but too often the customs do little more than
protect the waygoing tenant from loss upon any ne-
cessary labour he may have performed for the bene^t

of the incomer. 1 cannot, however, agree with jMr,
Corbet in maintaining a strict and definite distinction
between customs and tenant-right. I rather view the
customs as the existing machinery by which improved
ideas as to tenant-right are to be carried out. Neither
do I think that we have reason to be altogether de-
pressed w-ith regard to the progress of tenant-right.
The principle, as we have already seen, has been
granted by eveiy leading agriculturist, namely, that
the tenant's capital should be made secure upon his
leaving his occupation. It is also desirable that a way-
going tenant should have sufficient inducements to farm
well up to the end of his tenancy. I would also urge
that in advocating tenant-right, which is essentially the
payment by the landlord for improvements made by
the tenant, we are bound to allow that, in case the
farm can be shown to have been damaged during the
occupancy, the tenant should be equally willing to
reimburse the landlord for such damage.
The exact state of tenant-right throughout the

country has been too little investigated. Lincolnshire
tenant-right is in every one's mouth, and it no doubt is

the oldest and probably the most perfect system in
existence in this country. This right is, however, in-
corporated in the customs of the county, and can only
be viewed as an extension of them in a direction ac-
cording with modern improvements. With regard to
other counties we have in some cases a liberal way-
going crop with an allowance in addition. In Mon-
mouth the outgoing tenant takes an awaygoing crop of
Wheat on one-third or one-fourth of the arable land,
and has liberty to sell Clover, hay, straw, and roots.
Usually when a waygoing crop is allowe di tappears to
stand in the place of other ordinary allowances. In
Derbyshire there is a limited compensation ; bones,
lime, guano, rape dust, &c., are allowed for. The
allowance for i-inch bones extends over six years ongrass
land when pastured ; if inown for three years ; on some
farms one-third or one-half of the cost of the oilcakes
consumed during the last year is allowed. In Hunt-
ingdonshire the allowance for lime is in equal propor-
tions over four years ; one-third is allowed for linseed
cake, or other artificial food used the year before quit-
ting. The outgoing tenant is allowed for carriage on
materials for building and on drainage tiles, and also
five years in equal proportions for draining. In Kent,
Surrey, and Sussex, the amount to be paid to outgoing
tenants has been complained of as excessive. In Lei-
cestershire and Rutlandshire, in a Michaelmas entry,
the incomer pays for all acts of husbandry, bought
manures and their carriage, and one year's rent and
rates on the summer fallows. He has to take the root
crop at consuming price, the bought manures and car-
riage being also charged. On Lady-day entries the
summer fallows are paid for as at Michaelmas. For
drainage there is an allowance of four or six years
according to circumstances. Linseed and cotton cake
are allowed for at the rate of one-fourth for the last two
years, and the same allowance is made for lime, but
without the cost of the carriage for the second year. In
Nottinghamshire, on a Michaelmas entiy, the incoming
tenant pays on the dead or summer fallows for the acts
of husbandry, the rent, rates, and taxes, also the
manure or lime applied, and the labour for supplying
them. He also pays for the Turnips at a consuming
price, together with two-thirds of the cost price of the
bones or other approved artificial manures. On the
grass land he has to pay for one-third of the value of
the cake consumed in the preceding summer, and for
the hay and straw of the last summer at a consuming
price. On the Lady-day takings the outgoing tenant
is allowed liberally for the Wheat on fallows and for
Turnip fallows. He receives consuming price for hay
and straw, also for manure made from produce of pre-
ceding summer, and labour thereon ; one-fourth the
cost for the linseed cake consumed in the last two years,
which payment, however, is not quite to be classed as
customary. Staffordshire, raw bones and lime are
allowed for extending over three years. Draining is

paid for, the allowance extending over seven years.
The outgoing tenant also has an awaygoing crop of
Wheat. In the North and East Ridings of Yorkshire
the principle of compensation is spreading. In the
West Riding custom varies considerably. In some
instances the outgoing tenant is even allowed on the
Turnip or summer fallow one year's rent and taxes, as
well as for all manure purchased, the dressings of the
fallows, and the manure, making a deduction for the
.green crops. On the "half tillage" land (seeds,

bean and pea stubble) he is allowed half the rent and
taxes, the dressings, half the m.anure, three-fourths for
bones, and one-third for guano, less half the deduction
for the last green crop. In other parts, purchased
manures are paid for at full cost if no crop has been
taken, but after a crop the outgoer receives half the
value." The above information, abridged from Mr.
Cadle's able essay on the Farming Customs of Eng-
land, shows us clearly that tenant-right, or regard for

tenant's capital invested, is extending. The very
terms oilcake, bones, drainage, are too recent m agri-

culture to allow of tliis being doubted, and such allow-
ances have evidently become engrafted with the old

system of custom. In other counties, unfortunately,

no such reasonable allowances are made, but there

is little doubt that the good examples already quoted
will spread, and that the true value of what are

sorftewhat ambiguously termed unexhausted improve-
ments will become better understood.
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Before proceeding to speak upon the actual ad-

justment of the claims of an outgoing tenant, who
is leaving his farm in a high state of artificial fer-

tility, directly brought about by the investment of his

own capital, I have a word to say upon the whole

general question as it affects the country at large. Tlie

public have a right to demand that the country shall be

well cultivated. Or whether they have a right or not it

is not improbable that the question of the public or

commonweal (commonwealth) in this particular may
be mooted. No man, however, will develope the

capabilities of the soil to the utmost (especially clay

soils) unless he is made secura to an extent which

tenant-right can scarely reach to. It is only the puv-

chaser, the owner, who can reap the advantages of his

agricultural improvements by the real increase in value

of his estate, which may be realised by an opportune

sale. Every one cannot be an owner of land, and a

man of small capital is not to be advised to lock up

money in a 3 per cent, investment. It is, however,

only just to the public as well as to the farmer, that

the tenant's capital should be secure, and security can

only be obtained by giving the tenant a more perma-

nent interest in the land. I need not, I think, argue in

favour of a lease before the present company, because

I believe most of the gentlemen present have made up
their minds in favour of this mode of tenure. A lease,

among other things, is accused of favouring an " up
and down " system of farming. You improve for seven

years, you keep up the fertility for seven years, and

you take it out for seven years. This is, I cannot help

thinking, both natural and commendable, but it is

nevertheless unfortunate for the country, and may be

remedied by the introduction of tenant-right clauses

into leases ; and I believe this would knock the ground
from under those who make out a case against leases.

These gentlemen object to leases, first, because under

them there is this " up and down " system of farming,

and, secondly, because the end of the lease gives an
opportunity for raising the rent, which, in the case of a

yearly tenancy, rarely occurs. Now, if you introduce

a proper tenant-right, the first of these objections

clearly gives way, and I believe the second would also

disappear, because if the farm were really improved by
tenant's capital, the tenant-right should come into

operation at the end of the lease as a set-off against any
proposed rise of rent. There is only one other sugges-

tion which I shall mention as apparently meeting the

case ; I refer to the proposal to do away with the six

months' notice to quit altogether as far too short a
period for a farmer to transfer his business. Substitute

a two years' for the six months' notice, and introduce a

proper tenant-right, and we should soon witness an
immense improvement in the agriculture of the country.

I do not mean to say that this is yet applicable to the

condition of backward districts, where the tenantry are

too poor and ignorant to be trusted with greater powers
than they at present enjoy, but I do think that the con-
dition of the greater part of England justifies a greater

liberty of action being given to the tenant-farmers.

There are other men besides the Rev. E. Smythies,
of the Central Farmers' Club, who are ready to tell us
that expressions of general opinion are in this case of
no use whatever, and that " what farming men want is

to know exactly what the outgoing tenant has to receive

—what proportion of the whole." There is much truth

in this, and yet it is of importance to be thoroughly
agreed upon the principle before proceeding to elabo-
rate a system. I am also confident that with our pre-

sent knowledge and agricultural organisations there
would be little difficulty in coming to a decision as to

the money value of unexhausted improvements, such as

drainage, claying, marling, building, &c. So far the
attempt has been made without sufficient regard to the
united evidence, and I certainly would recommend that

any committee for adjusting the claims of tenant-right

should not only represent the landlord and tenant inte-

rest, but also represent scientific knowledge by the in-

troduction of a good agricultural chemist, whose opinion
would be valuable in fixing the relative value of manures
and foods as fertilisers. In recommending this, the
only real dif^culty I see is the few men there are in this

country who know anything at all of agricultural che-
mistry. No system of tenant-right can be sound which
is not based upon truth. The estimates must be based
upon experience, upon direct experiment, and upon
chemical evidence, and not upon the mere dictum of a
land agent. Glancing at some actual and proposed
schemes of compensation, there is sufficient evidence of
confusion. Mr. Piper, before the Swindon Chamber
{Dec. 1S70), quoted from the scheme of an eminent
land agent in Devonshire as follows :—The tenant to
receive compensation for unexhausted improvements
according to the following rules :

—

1. Bone manure with Turnips over five years : ist

year the tenant to be allowed 20s. in the £1 ; 2d, 10/.
;

3d, 5^. ;
4th, 3J. ; and 5th, 2s.

2. Guano over 4 years : ist year 20s, in the £1 ; 2d,
Sj. ; 3d, 4^. ; 4th, 2J-.

3. Superphosphate of lime and other manure for

Turnips the same as rule 2.

5. Corn, Linseed, or oilcake, fed in the last year of
tenancy by fattening stock or sheep, to be repaid 20
per cent.

6. Purchased yard, pig, or any decomposed manure,
1st year, Ss. in the ;^20 ; 2d year, 4j-.

Contrast this scale with that proposed by Mr. Bellamy

to the North of England Chamber, in which two-thirdsof

the bones and guano are to be paid for after a green crop,

and if a waygoing crop is taken after such green crop,

then one-third only of the expense. Dissolved bones
only to be allowed for at the rate of one-sixth of their

value after a green crop, and are supposed to be worth

nothing after a corn crop has been taken. No mention

is apparently made by Mr. Bellamy of purchased foods

spent on the land. In Lincolnshire the whole of the

bones are paid for after a Turnip crop, and one-fourth

of the oilcake bills for the last two years. Mr. Masfen,

in his admirable paper on " A farm agreement " (Lon-

don, 1S69), said, "Mr. Cadle proposes compensation
for artificial food and manure, and that on a liberal

scale, and I think it will meet with many supporters ;

as far as the food is concerned, I will go with him, but

I am not disposed to sanction his views as regards su-

perphosphates— the last year but one for a manufactured
manure. The last year, in my opinion, goes far

enough." This last opinion is supported by the expe-

riments of Mr. Lawes, of Rothamstead, but controverted

by Dr. Voelcker. For my own part I have long

doubted the efficacy of superphospiiates and guanos as

a means of really improving land except indirectly.

Their effect is generally ended with the crop to which
they were applied. At the same time by increasing

the yield of Turnips and of straw, tliey eventually

increase the " muck-heap," and that will be of more
permanent advantage to the land than any expenditure

on so-called "artificials." With regard to the value

of food residues they, as being incorporated with and
enriching the farmyard manure, are probably of greater

permanent value than guanos and superphosphates.

The differences in the value of the manure produced by
various feeding stuffs is, however, so great that no
person is entitled, as in the rules above cited, to class

corn and cake together. According to Mr. Lawes,
the money value of the manure made from i ton of de-

corticated cotton-seed cake is £6 los., or not much
below the price of the cake itself ; that from I ton of

rape cake is worth £4. iSj. 6d. ; and that from i ton

of linseed cake £4 12s. 6d. On the other hand, the

manurial value of the residue of I ton of Barley con-

sumed is only ^i loc ; of Wheat, £l I'^s. ; of Oats,

£1 l^s. ; and of malt, £l Us. bd. The fixing of the

payments for manures and feeding stuffs is, then, the

most difficult part of the problem before us, and it

appears to me that Mr. Lawes' opinion should be care-

fully considered with reference to it. Mr. Lawes has
done much towards proving that land may be kept in

condition equally by artificial manures and by farm-
yard dung : but when he comes to consider the perma-
nency of effect from the various classes of manures used,

he arrives at the following conclusion :
—"That wdien

active nitrogenous manures, such as Peruvian guano,
ammonia salts, or nitrate of soda, are applied in only
the moderate quantities usually employed in practical

agriculture, the unexhausted residue left in the soil

after the removal of a corn crop has but little effi^ct on
succeeding crops. That when rape cake, and other
organic purchased manures, which yield up their ferti-

lising elements comparatively slowly, are employed,
the unexhausted residue left after the removal of the
first crop may yield an appreciable amount of increase

throughout a rotation. That when farmyard dung is

employed the effect may be apparent for a still longer
period. That when mineral manures, such as phos-
phates, salts of potash, ic, are used, the eflects of any
unexhausted residue are too slow and gradual to admit
of any determination of their value." Again, " It has
been shown by reference to direct results that some im-
portant constituents of manures either leave little or no
unexhausted residue in the land, or leave it so combined
within the soil, or so distributed throughout it that it

produces little or no appreciable effect on succeeding
crops. Some manures, on the other hand, have been
shown to produce marked effects for several years after

their application. It is, obvious, therefore, that it

would require a very complicated sliding scale to enable
us to estimate the value of unexhausted manures under
the many varying conditions that would arise." It is

considerations such as these which led Mr. Lawes to
the following very practical expression of opinion :

—

"It would, I think, be more satisfactory that all valua-
tions should, if possible, relate only to what is above
ground . Nor do I see any difficulty in doing full justice

to the outgoing tenant without taking into account the
value of the unexhausted residue of manures which have
already yielded a crop." The three items upon which
Mr. Lawes would rely as the basis of a valuation in

favour of the outgoing tenant are—the farmyard ma-
nure made during the last year of the occupancy ; the
manure from purchased food which has not grown a

crop ; and the straw of the corn crops of the last

harvest." This conclusion of Mr. Lawes has been cri-

ticised {especially by Mr. Smith, of Woolston), as

providing an insufficient remuneration for the outgoing
tenant. It is, however, capable of expansion, and
appears to me to be based upon a sound principle, for

after all the expenditure in various fertilisers is of less

importance than the effect of such an expenditure.

What better claim can a tenant have for compensation
than by showing that he has raised the yield of the corn
crops and the quantity of manure upon the farm ? If

this has been done by proper means, I cannot see how
a simpler basis for calculation can be obtained than by
the results of such good cultivation as above indicated.

Here, then, is one means by which nearly all the

tenant's land improvements may be compensated to
him. It is not, however, perfect, because it does not
provide for the outlay of money upon drainage, liming,
marling, claying, &c., which may have been done by
the waygoing tenant, and which still have a prospective
value. These improvements must still be paid for on
a sliding scale which is not difficult to construct. Im-
provements to house and buildings, roads and fences,

will readily be valued by experienced men, and thus a
complete system of tenant-right may be elaborated.

[The "discussion" is unavoidably postponed.]

Farm Memoranda.
Brassey Green, Tarporley.—We reproduce Mr.

Aston's statement, in the Chester Chronicle, of his ex-

perience here in pig-feeding on the whey from large

dairy farms :— Since the factory system has been mooted
in England some landlords and tenant-farmers have
objected to any change being made in cheese-making,

on account of the value of whey and injury the land
would sustain if robbed of the pig manure. This
matter was freely discussed in the early part of last

spring, at a meeting of the Cheshire Chamber of Agri-
culture, held at the Crewe Arms Hotel, in Crewe, when
I resolved on keeping accounts of pig-feeding for the
])ast season, and publishing the result. The experiment
dates from March iS last, when cheese-making com-
menced, and terminated on December 15, when all the

milk was taken for churning butter. The average
number of dairy cows kept through the season was 58.

The whey is pumped out of the cheese tubs by one of

Mr. Manock's patent pumps, into slate cistems, elevated

nearly 2 feet above the level of the floor, and, after

remaining for about 24 hours, is then topped and run
off into other cisterns convenient for feeding. I never

bred a score of pigs since commencing farming, conse-

quently am dependent on purchasing from others. The
following are the particulars of last season's fatting,

showing the profit derived from the before-mentioned
cows in whey, independent of the butter :

—

Payments.
Cost of 46 pigs . . . . .

.

. . .

.

. , ^^56 5 o
To feeding stuffs in palm-nut meal, Indian Corn, pol-

lard, and Beans 55 18 z

To 9 bush, of coarse salt .. .. .. .. .. 046
To 7 cwt. of ashes .. .. .. .. .. .. 000

/;"» 7 8

Receipts.
To 32 pigs ^19414 o
To five unsold, as price offered by butcher .. . . 16 5 o
To seven stores, as per price of by dealer .

.

. . 10 10 o
Dead two .. .. .. ,. .. .. .. 000
To balance of feed left .. .. .. .. .. 150

£,^22. It o

It will at once be seen that a little over £\ iSj. w-as

the clear profit derived from each cow in whey by
feeding, besides the manure, which has not been taken

into consideration, and which I shall leave for some
more competent agriculturist to value. To prevent

the waggoner from taking the food for the horses, I

mixed it with ashes, but have recently ascertained that

one or two attempts were made to separate them by a

fine sieve. Still the fastidious steeds refused the swines'

meat. However, the poultry were not so particular,

and were fed from the bulk for a considerable time,

and for which no deduction is made, as some little offal

from the house made up the loss. With the exception

of seven or eight calves fed, the others were sold ofl

soon after being dropped, and altogether realised ^^40
within a few shillings. Last year was over the average

season for cows milking, but under for fattening pigs,

on account of the low'price of bacon and the high value

of feeding stuffs. About 17 years ago I realised -^^is.

clear profit on each cow in whey by my feeding, and
only produced four-fifths of the cheese made in 1871,

Butter is a very important item in a farmer's accounts,

and ought to be taken into consideration when com-
puting the result of dairying. I have realised upwards
of;!^ioo during the late cheese-making season from

this source, and, though a good portion was derived

from cream, still more was got from the tops of whey.

I estimate £a,% \os. was made from the former, and

£^2 \Qs. from the latter. The cheese was skimmed
freely during the months of April and May, which
lessened its value, and I considered more was lost by
the experiment than was gained by the increased

quantity of butter. Weighing milk has been regularly

practised by some dairy farmers in Cheshire last year.

I have only scaled mine twice, and the following figures

show the results :—From 14914 lb. of milk, weighed
on April 25, I had 152^ lb. of green cheese ready for

the drying-room, and from 6674 lb., weighed on
October 26, there were 91 lb. of ditto. I was
astonished to find that 74 lb. of milk should have pro-

duced I lb. of green cheese. This proves its high value

for dairying. The amounts realised per cow in whey
and butter appears rather large, still I have preferred

being a little under the mark than over, and shall

decline offering any further remarks on these profits.

Miscellaneous.
A Government Agricultural Department.—

Our contemporary A^/«r^ thus ably comments upon the

scope for Government action in the work of agricultural

improvement. In a review of the United States De-

partment of Agriculture and its publications it says :

—
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" It is true that the Royal Agricultural Society of Eng-

land, with less than 6000 members, does more, probably, in

its special walk than any other private society in the world ;

but it is still nothing more than a private society, and it

cannot possibly, therefore, cover the whole ground required

by the progressive agriculture of the present day. Indeed,

it is, by its charter, expressly prohibited from interfering

in matters which are questions of either law or politics.

Its efforts are therefore confined to * practice " and
' science, ' and it supports a large staff of scientific officers,

including a chemist, botanist, veterinary inspector, engi-

neer, and others, absolutely without Slate aid ; it also

expends at least ^^2000 per annum in testing machinery ;

gives away j^30oo per annum in prizes for
_
the best

animals
;
promotes e.xperimental investigations; and incurs

very serious risk in exposing adulterations of manures

and feeding stuffs. It may, doubtless, be urged that if

English farmers can do so much for themselves they

require no help. But practically our Government has

found out that there are things to be done which only a

Government can do. Thus, after the nation had suffered

fearful losses by the ravages of cattle plague, it ordered

an investigation of the subject, and— published a blue

book. After the condition of the agricultural labourer,

and especially of women and children employed in agri-

culture, had been stigmatised as a blot on our

civilisation, it issued a Royal Commission, and

the result of this excessive effort for the ad-

vancement of agriculture was—a series of blue

books. But who reads blue-books ? Farmers cannot

perform successfully a feat which almost baffles the best-

trained member of Parliament. What they want is a

Department of Agriculture which shall improve the laws

of the land, as well as investigate obscure subjects, and
circulate the official reports in the manner of the United

States department, in editions of a quarter of a million.

The United States Commissioner not only expounds the

laws of the federation on roads, fences, &c. ; but he learns,

for instance, that the beet-sugar industry of Europe, and
the system of agricultural education in Germany and
other countries, present instructive features to the intel-

ligent agriculturist, and he therefore sends a qualified

commissioner to report on each of these subjects.

American farmers are thus enlightened on European agri-

culture sooner and more authoritatively than we, who
are separated from the Continent by nothing more than a

'streak of silver sea.' There are our colonies also ; and
we would on their behalf inquire whether an intending

emigrant to Canada, New Zealand, Australia, or the

Cape, can obtain as much tnistworthy information on
their agriculture as the American farmer now possesses

about his country's recent purchase, Alaska? It thus

seems clear that the United States Department of Agri-

culture presents features which may be profitably copied

by our executive Government, and others which are

equally instructive both to our [agriculturists and to our

men of science."

^t mtzKB maxk
South Northumberland.

—

Jan. 25.—Fair, but dull. Threshing Wheat and Oats, and
carting Turnips from store to turnip-houses.

„ 26.—Showery forenoon, very wet afternoon. Ploughing
lea in forenoon. Crushing kainit, &c., in after-

noon.

,j 27.— Close damp day. Finished lea ploughing.

„ 29.—Showery and wet towards evening. Ploughing

stubble for Peas, and carting c.ike from station.

,, 30.— Fine day. Finished stubble ploughing and carting

coals.

„ 31.— Fine day. Threshing and delivering Barley ; cut-

ting straw for cattle and hay for horses,

Feb. 1.—Very fine day. Ploughing Turnip land for Wheat.

„ 2.—Fine day. Sowing Wheat (Hunter's) and cutting

hedges.

„ 3.—Fine day. Same as yesterday.

„ 5.—Very wet forenoon, fine afternoon. Carting farm-

yard dung.
,, 6.—Fine day. Carting farmyard dung.

General : Cattle feeding and cutting Swedes for hoggets.

Trospective : Finish Wheat sowing. .-/. JV. D.

West Gloucester : Jan. 30.—Wet every day

throughout the week, therefore cannot report any

progress towards spring sowing. Ploughing very much
behindhand. Teams engaged carting out dung.

Labourers forking up odd corners on fallows, and

opening additional water-furrows. T. W.
Chatteris : Feb. 3.—Threshing Wheat two days

;

deliver 40 qr. at the station ; finish underdraining for

the winter ; clip hedges ; cut down Quicks ; two men
three days digging Twitch on 20 acres before ploughing

for Oats ; riddle and deliver Potatos at station ; deliver

Carrots to boats ; three ploughs part of week for Oats
;

dig some patches of Twitch on land designed for roots

in the spring. Better weather the last few days. A.S.R.
Vale of Gloucester : Feb. 5.—The weather the

last week has been better, still unfavourable for getting

on with farm work, which is very backward ; all that

has been done has been ploughing (on fine days) for

Beans and Peas. There is still an unusually large breadth

of Wheat to be sown in this neighbourhood. The
manual labourhas consisted of hedging, ditching, chaff-

cutting, grinding, and attending to stock, which are

doing satisfactorily. The ewes, having just begun to

lamb, are now getting hay in the place of bean-haulm,

with which they have been foddered ; in a yard at

nights for the last five weeks, running out upon a dry

pasture by day, with a few Swedes, upon which they

have done well. H.

Northamptonshire: Feb. $. — Field operations

have been nearly at a standstill during the past month,

owing to the excessive rainfall, although, as the amount
measured here is only 3.32 inches, as against 5. 82 inches

reported by Dr. Allnatt from Frant, we must not

complain. It has been impossible to keep the sheep

on Turnips except on the very driest spots, and as the

crop is a heavy one, there is a superabundance of roots
;

in fact, they have been given away to be eaten on the

land, without any stipulations as to corn or cake.

Autumn Wheats are looking almost too gay, and unless

we have fair weather it will be difficult to sow Wheat
for the present. Fat stock have been selling well, but

stores of every description command extreme prices

—

in fact, can hardly be bought at all. We are all

hoping for more seasonable weather, and a week's frost

would be very beneficial. J. Borlase Tibbits, Barton

Smgi'ai'c^ Kettering.

Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire : Feb. 6.—We
have been enabled to do rather more during the past

week, having had much less rain, and one or two very

fine days. The weather continues very mild and

growing for the time of year. The Turnips and

Swedes are beginning to run to green, thus adding to

the too abundant keep for sheep. The stock, how-
ever, is beginning to increase from the fall of lambs,

which is going on satisfactorily,
"J.

H.
Ross-shire: Feb. 6,—W^eather uncommonly fine, and

wondrously suitable for outdoor work. Wheat, grass,

Turnips a-field, beautifully green, and indicating a far

more advanced period of the year. In the early part

of last week carting manure, and the after part of it

ridging the ground a second time for Barley after

Turnips eaten off with sheep. For several years,

instead of ploughing close, I have drilled the

ground, and afterwards split the drills again, and left it

thus till sowing time. Then it is harrowed, grubbed,

and sown. It is a great improvement to soil clayey,

stiff", and damp.

Notices to Correspondents.
Farm for Agricultur.a,l Pupils : An Anonymous

Correspondent. The gentleman to whom you refer would
probably decline, on the score of age, to receive a pupil.

Anyhow we must not publish his name without his

permission. We are happy, however, to of^er you an
introduction to him.

Tenant-Right : Constant Subscriber says :—I am leav-

ing my farm at Michaelmas next. In my agreement I

am not allowed to sell hay, straw, or roots ; the tithes

are commuted and paid for by me. The tithe-owner not

being my landlord, the question is, can I sell the tenth

of hay or straw ? I am leaving many improvements
behind. [You will probably be bound by the rule to

which you consented, and by which you were benefited

when you entered the farm. The point you raise is,

however, one which we would imagine must have been
already raised and settled ; but not being learned in the

law we cannot advise.]

iarluts*
SEED MARKET.

Firmness of tone but inactivity of demand continue to

characterise the agricultural seed trade. Advices from
New York describe red Clover as being very steady.

Alsike, white Clover, and Trefoil are without alteration.

Foreign Italian and Perennial Rye-grass move off at

recent currencies. Mustard and Rape are for the moment
neglected. Hemp and Canary are unchanged in value.

There is some inquiry for spring Tares, but the trade

has hardly yet begun. A spell of fine weather would soon

cause our market to assume a brisk appearance.

John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants,
^7, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

MARK LANE.
Monday, Feb, 5.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market

was again very small, and the condition generally

wretched ; the few dry samples were readily sold at the

extreme prices of this day se'nnight, but out-of-condition

was unsaleable. There was a fair attendance at market,

including several country millers, and a moderate amount
of business resulted, chiefly in American and lower

descriptions of Russian, at late rates. Barley was rather

easier. Beans and Peas unchanged in value. Oats
declined 6d. to js., and Maize 6d. per qr. There was no
change in the value of Flour.

Price per imperial Quarter. s. s.\ ^ s. s.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. .White 55—60 Red 55—58
— fine selected runs do. 58—62jRed 57^59
— Talavera 60—64I

— Norfolk — Red
— Foreign 51—69

Barley, grind&dist.^26i t03ij..Chev. 38—40 Malting .. 33—38— Foreign, .grinding and distilling 28—31 Malting .

Oats. Essex and Suffolk 20—23— Scotch and Lincolnshire, .Potato 25—27 Feed . .

,

— Irish. Potato 24—26 Feed ...

^ Foreign Poland and Brew 22—26 Feed . .

.

RvE 31—33 Foreign .

Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan.. ..335. to 34J. . .Tick 34—49 Harrow ., 34-49— Pigeon 37J. to 58J...Winds — Longpod
— Foreign Small 40—44 Egyptian. 33—34

pRAS, White, Essex.and Kent. .Boilers 39—41 Suffolk .. 41—44
— - Maple, —s. tos Grey — Foreign . . 36—44

Maize — Foreign .. 31—33
Flour, best marks delivered.. per sack
— 2d ditto ditto

— Foreign per barrel

Country .

Per sack.
40—42
38-60

44-

40-

24-

Wednhsday, Feb. 7.

The grain trade ruled very quiet to-day. The supply
of English Wheat on sale was very limited, but there was
some improvement in the condition, while the show of

foreign was good. The demand ruled ver\' dull, but

factors refused to make any concession on the rates

current on Monday last. The Flour trade was very
inactive, and the tendency of the quotations was down-
wards. Malting Barley was less active, but values were
unchanged, while grinding sorts sold slowly. Malt was
firm, but without animation. Beans and Peas were
neglected. Good sound Oats sold to a fair extent, on
former terms, but inferior corn was dull. Maize was not
inquired after to any extent, and values tended down-
wards. In the seed market there was nothing doing, but
Linseed and Rape seed ruled fair in value. Cakes met a
quiet demand, at stationary quotations.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London bv Wate
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aS" Muci Money Is Saved and tlie best Quality

secured by purcliasing Seeds direct from the

original Producer.

^^t ROkf.

CARTER
^f£DSMt5>-^ FOR

Descriptive Lists^J^W
Oratis :R)stFrecJ-<^t||^

WV
V lifi

N^

As supplied to

H.M. Tlie Queen.

H.R.H. Tlie Prince

of Wales.

H.I.M. The Empe-
ror of Germany.

H.I.M. The Empe-
ror of Russia.

The United States
Government.

Her Majesty's War
Department.

Hilsca Lines.

Aldershot Camp.

The Severn De-
fences.

The Crystal Palace,

Lord's and the Oval
Cricket Grounds.

Christ's Church.
Oxford.

&c., &e., &c.

CARTER'S
MIXTURES OF

'G-EASS
SEEDS

FOR PERMANENT
PASTURES,

Carefully arranged
to suit the various

conditions of soils.

For Li.E^ht Soils, 30J.

to 32jr, per acre.

For Medium Soils,

30.(. to 32J.

For Heavy Soils,

30/. to 32^^.

Second quality, 22J.

to 28^.

Before Laying Down Land to Grass, see

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED

FARMERS' CALENDAR for 1872,
Containing an epitome of the various soils prevailing

ihronghout the country, with reliable information as to

WHAT TO SOW,

WHEN TO SOW,

HOW TO SOW.

Now ready, postfree, 6d. ; Gratis to Purchasers.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
THE ROV.\L .SEEDSMEN,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Caro Guano.

/^HE.APEST ANIMAL GUANO, rich in Soluble
^"'^ Phosphalcs and Nitrogenous Organic Matter. See Chemical

Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for Grain and Root

Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to Peruvian.

Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO., Billiler Street, London, E.C.

'PHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
-L (E=iTABLISHED 1840),

Have now ready for deliver^', in fine dry condition

—

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE,forTop.Dressing
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITROPHOSPHATE
MANGEL, HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO {as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Bonar,

S:Co.), NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c
no. Fenchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

LAWES'S MANURES for GRASS L.A.ND should
be applied durinti the months of February and March. Nitrate

of Soda supplied e.\ Ship or from Stocks at Docks at London, Liver,

pool, and other ports, at lowest market prices.

JOHN BENNET L.WVES, 59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.
Branch Offices :—Market Street, Shrewsbury: 22, Eden Quay,

Dublin; Womanby Street, Cardiff: Cumbcrfand Road, Bristol;

63. Constitution Street, Leith ; and 34, Market Street, Aberbeen.
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOL^ED BONES.
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
LAWES'S WHEAT. BARLEY, GRASS and MANGEL MAN URE.
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses or

through any of the appointed Atjents throughout the United Kingdom.
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHAl'E of

AMMONIA, and other CHEMICAL MANURES; AMERICAN
and other CAKES, at market prices.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANUR,E
for CORN CROPS.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for ROOTS and GREEN CROPS GENERALLY.

ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPH.\TE of LIME.
ODAMS'S NITRO-BIPHOSPH.VIEtor Prepared) GUANO.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL BARLEY MANURE.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL MANGEL MANURE.
ODAMS'S TOP-DRESSING MANURE.

MANUFACTURED

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE,
OR

U L O O D MANURE COMPANY (LIMITED),
Consisting of

TENANT FARMERS occupying upwards of 80,000 acres of Land.
Chief OfI'ICE—log, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

DlRECTOKS.|]
CAa I>-»;wH—Robert Leeds, Castlcacre, Norfolk.

Z?.//(/^-CAai'r«i.iH—John Collins, 255, Camden Road, N.W.
Edward Hell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Sianstead Abbot, Hens,
Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon, Norlolk.
George Savill, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Charfes Dorman, 21, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
Thomas Webb, Ilirdcrsham, Cambridecshirc.
Jonas Webb, Alelton Ross, Lincolnshire.
C. J. Lacy, 60, West Sraithfield, E.C.

J. C. Jonas, Cambridge-
Herbert Bird, Shortacres, Peterborough.

Matt<\gins Director.—James Udams.
Several Hundred Thousand Tons of the Manures have been supplied

to the Agricultural Public, and the increasing demand that exists lor

them is the best proof of the appreciation in which they are held,

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of the local agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.
Chief Offices, 109, Kenchurch Street, London, E.C.

BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(registered Trade Mark, " Flying Albatross "), is now ready for

delivery in quantity and in fine condition. The best fcniliser yet

produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contams
21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Sails

of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor
Way, Mr. Ogston, Mr. Sibson. Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of
wlii^h is secured by a leaden seal bearing the Company's Trade
Mark. TUc analysis is guaranteed so long as the seals remain
unbroken.
BIPHOSPHATED OL'ANO COMPANY, 20, Billlter Street, E.C

The Clieapest and Best insecticide.
OOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER.

Of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen^

TOBACCO CLOTH and PAPER.—The cheapest
and best article for Smoking Greenhouses and Destroying the Fly.

Price IS. a,d. per lb. ; over 10 lb., is. id. Tobacco Paper, is. per lb.

;

;C4 4s. per cwt. Post-oflice Orders payable at Fleet Street, E.C.

JOSEPH BAKER, 14, Nelson Square, Blackfriars Road, S,E.

Notice to Nurserymen and Florists.

TO BE SOLD, very Cheap, a quantity of very
superior TOBACCO CORD and TOBACCO PAPER, for

cash only. For testimonials and price per stone, cwt. , or ton, apply to

J. G., Tobacconist, 66, High Street, Putney, Surrey.

T0"bACC0 tissue, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES.—Will destroy Thrip, Red Spider, Green and Black

Hy, and Meaty Bug, and burns without the assistance of blowing,
and is entirely free from paper or rags. Price 31. 6ii. per lb., carriage
free. A reduction in price for large quantities.

To be had of Messrs, ROBERTS and SONS, Tobacco Manufac-
turers, 112, St- John Street, Clerkenweli, E.C., of whom Copies of
Testimonials may be obtained ; and of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen,

G

To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
The OLDEST ESTABLISHED WAREH<.HISE in LONDON for

GENUINE ROLLED TOBACCO-PAPER, CLOTH, or CORD, is

H PERK INS, i5, Cambridge Circus, Hackney
« Road, N.E., who has a large STOCK of the best quality on

hand for the ensuing season.
Orders by Post promptly attended to._.-,__ ____________

COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
ot from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-

sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in

boxes, If., 3s., and \os. f>d.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited),

Batterseat London, S.W.

Free to London ; Five Casks and upwards to any Station in England,Eor 15 per Cent, Discount.
PPSS SELECrED PEAT.—Patronised by the
leadmg Horticulturists and Amateurs in the three kingdoms.

Sec testimonials. Packed in 4-bushel barrels, 8s each, inclusive:
selected for Orchids, qs. Special olTers for Truck-loads for general
purposes, Terms, cash.

PEAT, SAND, and LOAM STORES, Lewisham, S.E.

COTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE
COW FITTINGS

UNITED

Their advantajjes are—Portability, not fixtures, removable at
pleasure ; no Wfiodwork o; Partitions to impede \'cntilation or breed
Vermin; Hay Rick dispensed with qs unnecessary; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and imper\'ious to
infection, being all of Iron. Price of Fitting) per Cow, 551.

Prospectuses Iree of COTTAM and Co., Iron Worxs, 2, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W,, where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County m England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

HE SIDNEY
SOWER.

SEED

For all sorts and siites of ^'egctab!c

and Flower Seeds.

21, 61/. and 5s. each.

Sold by all Secdsmt
Wholesale Dealers.

Messrs. POLLARD, JEPHSON
AND CO., Bear Garden, Southwark.

Messrs. CARTER, DUNNETT,
AND BEALE, Holborn.

Messrs. SUTTON AND SONS,
Reading,

and Ironmongers. The Trade supplied by all

QECATEURS, or FRENCH PRUNINGO SClSSOIiS,
As recommended

in the Gardeners'

^'^
j \

Chronicle, Dec. 2,

1871.

Mr. Knight,
Floors Castle, writes

us :

—

" I use tliis Seca-

teur in preference to

all others, and have

done so for a num-
ber of years ; and
until I see some-
thing better and
more efficient, shall

continue to do so."

Price, post free,

js. 6d. each.

STUART AND MELN,
Seedsmen to the Queen, Kelso, N.B.

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

HE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
-i- materials of great durability. The plainer sorts arc especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR-
DENS, as they harbour no "^

Slugs or Insects, take up little

room, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-
pense, as do " grown " Edg-
ings, consequently being much
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c-, in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, S.E. ; Queen's Road West. Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANT

COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c,, from 3s. per squ-ire yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls ofDairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved ana other Stable Paving of greal
durability, Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds, Roofing
Tiles in great variety, Slates, Cements, &c.
F. AND G. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants.—See addresses above.

Red
Spider.

Magni-
fied.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.
Fine 145., Coarse 17J. perTon. In Truck Loads 15. perTon less.

Delivery by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway or

Wharf, 2s. per Ton extra. Samples of Sand free by posL
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT

PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.

F. AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses sec above.
N.B. Orders promptly executed bv Rail or to Whar\'e-'.

A liberal discount to tne Trade.
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Secure your Peaches by Covering your Walls
WITH

UIR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES^ FOR THE MILLION,

Which are cheap, substantial, and portable, and effectually

protect Peaches and Wall Fruit against spring frosts, without

artificial heat. Ricduced Price List still adhered to.

HEREMAN AND MORTON,
14, Tichborne Street, Recent Quadrant, London, W.

Works in London, and at Gloucester, Coventry, Ulvcrslone, Paisley,

and Aberdeen only.

The Patent Imperlsliable Hothouse.AYRES'S PATENT.
GLASS, IRON, and CONCRETE.

Before building a Plant or Fruit House of any kind, send six

stamps, and obtain the Illustrated Prospectus of the

IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
, Newark-on-Trent, Notts.

MANAGER—W. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S..
Imperishable Hothouse Company, Newark-on- J'rcnt.

Plans. Specifications and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice

Change of Address.

I
BEG respectfully to intimate that, after February i.

the Hot-water Apparatus branch of my Business will be carried

on by Mr THOMAS JONES, David Strcet,.Manchester, the Inventor
of the "TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER," to whom I have handed
over the Business. In thanking my Patrons for past favours, may I

ask a contiuance of the same to Mr. Jones, who will, I am sure, give

enlire satisfaction ?

J. IRELAND. Edward Street, Broughton Lane, Manchester.

HAVING TAKEN to the BUSINESS of HOT-
WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER, hitherto

carried on by Mr. J. Ireland, Edward Street, it will in future be
conducted by me at the following address. Beinp the Inventor and
Patentee of the " Terminal Saddle Boiler," and having made the sub-

icct of Heating by Hot Water my special study for many years, I

trust by personal attention, and promptitude in executing all com-
mands with which I may be favoured, to secure a continuance of the

Patronage so long enjoyed bv my predecessor.
THOMAS JONES, David Street, Manchester.

PI

Ititfovvcd Conical.

OT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials sui-pi'ed for Hcatn;,

GKEENUOUSES, j, b lar B Uf uithHO I HOUSES, \^ at Bats
CONSERVATORIES,

CHURCHES,
PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, &c.
H O T -W A T E R

Ill'ES at wholesale
priLCs ; Elbows and
T Pieces, Syphons, and
every other connection
kept in stock.

\V R O U G H T and ^ji
I AST-IRON CON!- ^

I t \L, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONI-
CAL, also ELLIPTIC
BOILERS, from 245.

each.

Improved and extra strong CA.ST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
with or without Water-bars, from 53J. 6rf. each
CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on

Stand, for use without brickwork, from 60s, each.

f^f'^^lm^

I'ortable Boiler.
Saddle Boiler, 7i'illi M'ater

Bars.

Patent
THROTTLE

Lud other VALVES,
FURNACE

DOORS. BARS,
and FURNACE
WORIv of every

description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER
, RINGS for Pipe
IJoinIs; Sockets re-

quire no other pack-
ing, and are pcrlcctly
water-tiyht.

(Joods, of ihe very best manufacture, delivered at Railway or
Wharf in London.
LYNCH WHITE, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

London, S.E. {Surrey side of Blackfriars Bridge).
Price List on application.

JONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L" SADDLE
BOII.KR.

PU^^^^:^^'

These Boilers possess all the advantages ol the old Saddle Boiler,

with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent

that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the

amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at the

same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made of the following
sizes :

—

VIRGIN CORK for ROCKERIES, FERNERIES,
&c., can be had wholesale of J. G. VAN WEEDE, 41, Great

Tower Street Buildings. London, E.C.

/CRYSTAL PALACE VIRGIN CORK FERNERY,
\~J adjoining Christmas Tree,—erected by CLARK and CO ,

Seedsmen, the original artists, and manufactured in Cork,—where
various designs are exhibited. For its adaptability to Waterfalls.
Cascades, and Scenic Effects, see Pantomime, "Ali Ba-Ba."—For
particulars and Estimates of Ferneries, &c., apply to

City Establishment, 42, Bishopsgate Street Whout, E.C.

Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.
JAMES MILE S, 6, lli-h Stix'ut, and 12 and

n, Elosson Street, ShorcdJl, li, Loiulun. E.

CONSERVATORY and ORCHAKD-IlOUSE GLASS.
Genuine White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, &=c.

GARDEN ENGINES. PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.

Prices upon application.

Siies.
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Save your Plants from the Frost.MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL and HOT-WATER ENGINEERING WORKS, iM^„\ST;iI„ .^^lf,registering

LOUGHBOROUGH.

T. G. Messenger
.Begs to call attention to his Patented mode of Construction, now being adopted in every part of the country,

which combines extreme lightness and durability, and being Manufactured by Steam-power Machinery, can be
supplied at very moderate rates.

T. G. M. will be happy to prepare Plans and Estimates from instructions by Post, or he will be happy to wait
upon Ladies and Gentlemen to assist them in the arrangements, and take particulars for Plans and Estimates.

Architects' Designs carried out according to their details, or with his principles of Construction adapted to their
Designs. The satisfactory completion of all work undertaken is guaranteed.

A richly Illustrated CATALOGUE forwarded Post Free for 33 Stamps.

PHOTOGRAPHS of HOUSES RECENTLY ERECTED SENT FREE for INSPECTION.

tellin.rh-.??.'^'^,"r^'^"^'^*''°'
Marking how Cold it hitelhng the Present rempcrature. No Gardener should bPrice ij., or by post, ii. 4rf.

MARRATT. Optici an. jg^King William Street. London Bridge, E.C,

^ . las been, and
Oardener should be without it.

GREENHOUSES from the FINSBURY STEAM
w IT W^J^I^r^^c'^y^^-^^' "' EunhiURow, London, E.C.
W. li. l^ASLKLLES, Proprietor. Lists sent on application
Prices for Houses, asabove,mndeof best red deal, and sashes 2 inches

thick, glazed with 16 01. good sheet glass, delivered and fixed within
30 miles of London, painted four coats in best oil colour, including
locks, gutter, down-pipe, and gearing for opening the ventilators at
one time,—heating, staging, brickwork not included :—

20 ft by 12 ft. 40 ft. by 16 ft. 60 ft. by 20 ft. 100 ft. by 24 ft.
/.40 00 Ln o Q jCisz o o £p-xZ 10 oGARDEN LIGHTS AND BOXES

3 It. by <j ft. lights, 2 in. thick, unglazcd 31. each
M » glazed, 16-0Z. good sheet glass .. .. %s ,,

ft- » „ 2 in. thick, unglazed cj.

_ _ ^i , " . .
Blaied, 16 oi. good sheet glass ..' 11*! "

Portable box containing one 6 ft. by 4 ft. light, painted four
coats, ready for use .

.

^q^
Portable box containing two ditto, 6 ft. by 8 ft. . . '.'. 55J* "
Estimates given ior Conservatories or Greenhouses to aiiy Desi^

BY HER MAJESTY'S .ROYAIj LETTERS PATENT.

CANNELL'S COMPLETE HOT-WATER CIRCULATOR,
OR THE

NEW WASTELESS AND PERMANENT BOILER.

TESTIMONIALS and LIST of PRICES
SENT POST FREE

ON APPLICATION. COMPLETE HOT-WATER CIRCULATOR.

AMATEUR'S CONNECTIVE BOILER

An INSPECTION of the ABOVE at WORK and OTHERWISE
IS

RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED.

MESSRS. CANNELL and CO.'S BOILER and HOT-WATER WORKS,
KING STREET, WOOLWICH, S.E. (opposite Dockyard Station).

HORTICULTURAL AND FLORAL WIRE WORK.

Suspending Baskets. Rose Fence. Balloon Trainer.

R. HOLLIDAY, Practical Wire Worker,
2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE, NOTTING HILL GATE, W.

CONSERVATORIES FITTED UP WITH TRELLIS WORK, FLOWER STANDS, BASKETS, WIRES, &c.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES OF HORTICULTURAL WIRE WORK FREE ON APPLICATION.
GARDEN ARCHES ARCADE&\ VERAlm^HS, OR^^ FENCING, TRELLIS WORK for CREEPERS, FLOWER STANDS, SUSPENDINGBASKElb, AVIARIES, PHEASANTRIES, &c. Every description of WIRE WORK for GARDENS, CONSERVATORIES, &c.
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BANKING COMPANY.
ESTABLISHED 1836.

Subscribed Capital, ^^2, 500,000, in 50,000 Shares

of _^50 each.

Paid-up Capital, £1,000,000. Reserve Fund, £500,000.

Directors.

Nathaniel Alexander, Esq,
Thos. Tyringham Bernard, Esq.
Philip Patton BIyth, Est).

Thomas Stock Cowie, Esq.
Frederick Francis, Esq.
Frederick Harrison, Esq.

Wiiliam Champion Jones, Esq.
Edwd. Harbord Lushinf^ton, Esq.
Tames Morley, Esq.
William Nicol, Esq.
Abraham Hodgson PhilIpotts,Esq
Frederick Youle, Esq.

Ctncral Manag;er—\J'\\\\zn\ McKewan, Esq.
ChiefInspector—\^ . J. Norfolk, Esq.

Tmpectors cf BraMches~-H. J. Lemon, Esq., and C. Sherring, Esq,
ChiefAccountant—]^mzs Gray, Esq.

Secretary— F. Clappison, Esq.
Head Office—"21, Lombard Street.

vl/aMflcvr—Whilbread Tomson, Eso.
Assistant Mana^r-^WXx^vn Howard, Esq.

At the Annual General Meeting of the Proprietors, held on
Thursday, February i, 1S72, at the City Terminus Hotel, CannOn
Street Station, the following Report for the half-year ending December
31, 1871, was read by the Secretary,—William Champion Jones, Esq.,

in the Chair :

—

The Directors, in submitting to the Proprietors the Balance-sheet of

the Bank for the half-year ending December 31 last, have the satisfac-

tion tn report that, after paying interest to customers, and all charges,
allowiiiR for rebate, and making provision for bad and doubtful debts,

the nett profits amount to ;£98,og8 51. iirf. This sum, added to

j(^4,449 17s. 41^, forward from the last account, produces a total of
j(;io2,548 31. 3^.
The usual dividend of 6 per cent, for the half-year is recommended,

together with a bonus of 3^-^ percent., both free of Income-tax, which
will absorb £q5,ooo, and leave ;C7.S48 3^- "ifi- to be carried forward
to profit and loss new account. The present dividend and bonus added
to the June payment will make iSJ^ per cent, for the year 1871
The Directors have to announce the retirement of their esteemed

colleague. Lord Alfred Hervey, in consequence of his acceptance of
the oltice of Receiver-General of Inland Revenue. Abraham Hodgson
Phillpotts, Esq., has been elected a director in his stead, in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Deed of Settlement.
The directors retiring by rotation are: Philip Patton Blyth, Esq.,

Tames Morley, Esq., and Abraham Hodgson Phillpotts, Esq , who,
being eligible, offer themselves for re-election.

The dividend and bonus, together ^1 i8s. per share, free of Income-
tax, will be payable at the Head Office or at any of the Branches on or
alter Monday, the 12th inst.

Balance-Sheet of the London and County Banking
Dr. CoMi'ANY, December 3[, 1871.

To Capital paid up ^£1,000,000 o
To Reserve Fund
To amount due by the Bank for
customers' balances, &c

To liabilities, on acceptances, co-
vered by securities

To profit and loss balance brought
from last account

To gross profit for the half-year,
after making provision lor bad
and doubtful debts, viz

500,000 o o

j£t6,ii6,730 5 9

2,778,016 6 7

283,231 19 10

3,894,746 12 4

287,681 17 2

Cr. ;C20,&82,428 9 6
By cash in hand at Head Office and
branches, and with Bank of
England /;2,24i,o62 6 8

By cash placed at call and at notice,
covered by securities . . . . 2,807,571 10 8

Investments, vir. :

—

By Government and guaranteed
stocks ..- .. 1,370,980 9 3

i(y other stocks and securities ,

.

124,845 o 4

By discounted bills and advances
tocustomers, in town andcountry 10,941,833 5 6

By liabilities of customers for drafts
accepted by the Bank, as per
contra 2,778,016 6 7

/;5,o^8,633 17 4

1.504,834 9 7

By freehold premises in Lombard Street and Nicholas
Lane, freehold and leasehold property at the
branches, with fixtures and fittings 248,51717 4By interest paid lo customers 52,t>47 9 i

By salaries and all other expenses at Head Office and
branches, including Income-tax on profits and
salaries 107,925 4 i

Dr. Profit and Loss Account.
;C2o,682,428 9 6

To interest paid to customers, as above JC521647 9 i

To expenses, as above 107,925 4 i

To rebate on bills not due, carried to new account .

.

24,561 o gTo dividend of 6 per cent, for half-year 60,000 o o
To bonus of 3;^ per cent 35,000 o o
To balance carried forward 7.548 3 3

Cr.
;£287,68i 17 2

By balance brought forward from last account .

.

j£4,449 17 4
By gross profit for the half-year, after making pro-

vision for bad and doubtful debts 283,231 19 10

£287,681 17 2
We, the undersigned, have examined the foregoing balance-sheet,

and have found the same to be correct.
(Signed) WILLIAM JARDINE, "1

WILLIAM NORMAN, ^Auditors.
RICHARD H, SWAINE.J

London and County Bank, Jan. 25, 1872.
The foregoing report having been read by the Secretary, the follow-

ing resolutions were proposed, and unanimously adopted :

—

1. That the Report be received and adopted, and printed for the use
of the Shareholders.

2. That a dividend of 6 per cent., together with a bonus of 3J5 per
cent., both free of Income-tax, be declared for the half-year ending
December 31. 1871, payable on and after Monday, the 12th instant.
and that the balance 01 £jy^\^ 3*- 3^. be carried forward to profit and
loss new account.

3. That Philip Patton Blyth, James Morley, and Abraham Hodgson
Phillpotts, Esquires, be re-elected Directors of this Company.

4. That the thanks of this meeting be given to the board of directors
for the able manner in which they have conducted the affairs of the
Company.

5. That William Jardine, William Norman, and Richard Hinds
Swaine, Esquires, be elected auditors for the current year, and that
the thanks of this meeting be presented to them for their ser\'iccs
durin)» the past year.

6. 'ihat the thanks of this meeting be presented to the General
Manager, and to all the other officers of ihe bank, for the zeal and
ability with which they have discharged their respective duties

T-u r^^ (^'t'"''^* .

W. CHAMPION Jones, Chairman.
T he Chairman having quitted the chair, it was resolved and carried

unanimously :

—

7- That the cordial thanks of this meeting be presented to William
Champion Jones, Esq., for his able and courteous conduct in the
Chair. (Signed) WILLIAM NICOL, Deputy Chairman.
Extracted from the minutes.

(Signed) ' F. CLAPPISON, Secretary.

LONDON and COUNTY BANKING COMPANY
—Notice is Hereby Given that a DIVIDEND on the Capital of

the Company, at the rate of 6 per cent, for the hall.vcar cndinr'
December 31, 1871, with a -BONUS of 3J^ per cent., will be PAID to
the Proprietors, either at the Head Oftice, 21, Lombard Street, or at
any of the Company's Branch Banks, on or after MONDAY, the
i2lh instant. By order of the Board,

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ .

W. McKEWAN, General Manager.
21, Lombard Street, Feb. 2, 1872.

rHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
(Incorporated bv Special Acts of Parliament.)

DRAINAGE, RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, TRAMWAYS, RAILWAYS, &c.

Directors.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq,
GranvilleR.H.Somerset,Esq.,Q.C.

John Glutton, Esq.
Frederick L. Dashwood, Esq,
Henry Farquhar, Esq.
Lord Garlies, M.P.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq.

Henry W. West, Eso,, M.
Charles Watkin Williams Wynn,
Esq., M.P. (Chairman).

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes
of Agricultural Improvement, including the Erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergj' in respect of their Glebe Lands.
Tenants may, with the consent of their Landlords, execute the

necessary Improvements upon the Farms which they occupy, charging
them with the cost.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.—The Company also advances
money for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigation.

The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge upon
the land, redeeming principle and interest, over 25 years.

No investigation of title is required.
For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No, i. Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster. S.W.

EMIGRATION to CANADA.
THE EASTERN TOWNSHIPS.

I speak from the experience of many years' residence in the country
when I earnestly advise respectable English Emigrants coming to

Canada to SETTLE in the EASTERN TOWNSHIPS, as being
especially suitable for them in point of Climate, (Quality and Cheapness
of Land, beauty of Scenery, Social and Educational Advantages, and
Materia! Requirements.
To genteel people of small means this district offers, pre-eminently,

a healthy, cheap, and independent home, and association, on equal
terms, with those of their own station of life. To the steady
Yeoman and industrious Agricultural Labourer it affords a sure and
easy means of settling in comfort and plenty on their own property.

It is the Protestant district of the province of Quebec, and the
Grand Trunk Railway passes centrally through it, via this place and
the Market Town of Sherbrooke, which are within three miles of each
other, and distant a five hours' run from Quebec and Montreal.
From Portland in winter, and from Quebec in summer, the Grand

Trunk Railway brings Passengers on their arrival by the Canadian
Steamers from Liverpool to this place direct, without more loss of
time than is needed to change the luggage from the Steamer to

the Train.
AH particulars as to passage can be obtained at the Office of Messrs.

ALLAN and CO., Canadian Line of Steamers, Liverpool.
Every further information respecting the country will be given, by

letter, to those who desire it and let no one hesitate to apply to me
for it : there is no charge. JOHN H. CHARNOCK.

I-ennoxville, Province o£ Quebec, Canada, Jan. 10, 1872.

There is good Hotel accommodation both here and at Sherbrooke.

Notice.
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICUL-

TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready

;

price, in cloth, £,\ 6s. td.

W. RICHARDS. 41, AVclIington Street, Strand, W.C.

FOR SALE.—The GARDENERS' CHRONICLE,
from 1841 to 1871, All half-bound to end of 1870, in yearly vols.

The last year in two. All in good preservation. Apply lo

Mr. BENNION,.'I.i'T/£;-//jtv-Onice, Market Drayton.

The Second Edition of
FRASER'S MAGAZINE for FEBRUARY.

Edited by J. A. Froude, M.A.

Contents :—
The Drink Traffic. By F. W. Newman.
Notes on East Greenland. By A. Pansch, M,D.
Religion as a Fine Art.
The Burgomaster's Family. A Dutch Story. Translated by Sir

J. Shaw Lefevrh.
Concerning John's Indian Affairs.—No. III.

Ireland's Experiences of Home Rule.
On Longevity, ^y Professor Owen.
An American on Representation.
The Kriegsspiel.
The Mahometan Revival. By W. Gifford Palgrave.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row, E.C.

E. Hughes* Approved Elementary School-Books.
New Edition, with Eight Maps, lamo, 31. bd. Questions, price td.

OUTLINES of PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY,
descriptive of the Inorganic Matter of the Globe and the

Distribution of Organised Beings. By Edward Hughes, late
Master of the Royal Naval Lower School, Greenwich.

GEOGRAPHY for ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS, the
Physical and Descriptive Geography of the Globe. Prii-c is.

SCHOOL ATLAS of BIBLE LAND?, containing 12
coloured Maps, engraved on Steel. Price is, (}d.

SELECT SPECIMENS of ENGLISH POETRY, with
Prose Introductions, Notes, and Questions. Latest Revised
Edition, in lamo, price 3s. 6rf.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO,, Paternoster Row, E.C.

The Genuine Edition of Mangnall's Questions.
A New Edition, in ismo, price 4s. 6ii, cloth,

MANGNALL'S HISTORICAL and MISCEL-
LANEOUS QUESTIONS, for the use of Young Persons;

with a Selection of British and General Biography.
New Edition of the Only GENUINE and Perfect Edition, as

finally corrected by the Author ; but remodelled throughout, enlarged,
and improved,
" The most comprehensive book of instruction existing, and to be

preferred to all others, to which it has served as a xnoAcX,—Quarterly
Revierii}.

" A new edition of a very familiar and useful school-book, entirely
remodelled, enlarged and improved, in order to embody the informa-
tion derived in the progress of discovery in history and science."

—

Yorkshire Post.

S^ Messrs. LONGMANS & Co.'s Edition should be ordered.

Notice.
[Bv Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Forcifjn

Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, without extra charge
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS and FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, 59, Fleet Street, E.C.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; OR, The
Structure. Classification, and Uses of Plants. Illustrated

upon the Natural System. In One Volume, 8vo, cloth, price 36s., with
upwards of 500 Illustrations.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: OR, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price is.

SCHOOL BOTANY; or, The Rudiments of
Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price 5s. 6d.

MEDICAL and CECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic tEconomy. In i vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price
7J, td.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structural
AND Phvsiologicau With a Glossary ot Technical Terms,

and numerous Illustrations. \2s. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor Lindlev, of which " School Botany," and " The Vegetable
Kingdom," form the other parts.
The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising

Structur.1l and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Technical
Terms, are published in one octavo volume, price i3S.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for Medical
and other Students who have made themselves acquainted with the
Author's " School Botany."

N. B. The Glossary may be had separately, price 31.

London : BRADBURY. EVANS, and CO.. 10. Bouverie Street, E.C.

Just published, 8vo, 128 pages, neatly bound, 3^.,

THE FAIRFIELD ORCHIDS; a Descriptive
Catalogue of the Species and Varieties grown by JAS.

BROOKE AND CO., at Fairfield, near Manchester, with Preliminary
Chapters on the History, Structure, and Cultivation of these Plants,
and a Copious Glossary of the Significations of the Names.

BRADBURY, EVANS, and CO.. London; and
JAS. BROOKE and CO., Victoria Street, Manchester.

HCANNELL'S (F.R.H.S.) ILLUSTRATED
• FLORAL GUIDE for 1872 is now ready, containing a mass

of valuable Information on Soft-wooded and Bedding Plants, &c.,
H. C.'s Nursery Business being strictly confined to the above and
choice Florist Hower Seeds. Sent post free for Eight Penny Stamps.
New Florist Flower and Florist Flower Seed Merchant. Woolwich, S.E.

Now ready, price is., free by post for 13 stamps, with 9 Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON and SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E,C. ; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

Now ready,

THE SALIX, or WILLOW. By W. SCALING,
Willow Nurseryman, Basford, Notts. A revised and enlarged

edition, containing Instructions for its Planting and Culture, with
Observations upon its Value and Adaptability lor the Formation of
Hedges and Game Coverts.

Post free is. ; orof SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, and CO,, London.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT and
FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacrc,

Brandon), being a practical combination of Vinery, Orchard House
and Conservatory, as now worked in a New House erected for the
purpose at Chiswick. Third Edition, Illustrated. Free for seven
stamps to the
" Journal of Horticulture " Office, 171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

TIMBER WANTED, suitable for CLOG BLOCKS
and BRUSH HEADS. Quantity no object. Terms cash.

Address, stating price and full particulars,

British Timber Co., Limited, North Carriers' Dock, Liverpool.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, One Penny 'per
square yard, for Protecting Seed Beds, Peas, Fruit, Straw-

berries, &c., Irom Birds, Frost, Blight, &c., and as a Fence for

Fowls~in 1,2. 3. and 4 yard widlhs. HEXAGON, TIFFANY,
and other NETTING; GALVANISED WIRE NETTING, PEA
HURDLES, SEED PROTECTORS, &c.
C. WRIGHT and CO. (late 376, Strand, London), Newark-on-Trent.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES. SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBEKKIES, &c,—TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the .above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,

7.d oer vard, or 100 yards, 20s. ; 4 yards wide, (>d. per yard, or 50 yards,

5J. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, td. per yard ; 4 yards

wide, IS. per yard ; 3|-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is, 6ti, per yard. Also
TIFFANY. Can be had in any quantity of

EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7. Crooked Lane, London Bridge, E.C.

R ALPH WALLER AND CO.,
45, Dale Street, Manchester.

MANUFACTURERS of all kinds of GARDEN NETTING, &c.
The serious injury done every spring to Fruit Crops by frost has

proved to every Gardener the absolute necessity of providing some
Protection to the Trees early in thelyear. If the blossom, in its

earliest development, be but slightly weakened by frost, the vitality of

the fruit-germ is destroyed, and the fruit lost. In this climate, on the

average of a century, there is not more than one year in nineteen when
the protection is unnecessary. Many fabrics have been tried for this

purpose of protection, with more or less success: and we may now
say, without fear of contradiction,'that we have succeeded in manu-
facturing the only fabric which is altogether unobjectionable for this

purpose. Without unduly nursing, it effectually protects the young
germ, and does not impede the action of light and due circulation of
air. Some other fabrics do this, and thus weaken the vitality of the

tree altogether. Almost every large grower in the three Kmgdoms
can testify to these facts.

HOTHOUSE SHADING of various thicknesses, superior to any
other yet discovered for lightness, strength and durability, standing,

as it docs, all weathers.

Testimonial from Robert Warner, Esq.
" I have had the netting No. 6 on my Orchid-house for eighteen

months, and I find it now in very good order, and Hkely to last as
many more months, and I intend to use it on all my houses in future,

being well satisfied both as to its lasting qualities and also as to the

shade it gives, which is sufficient to prevent burning, and yet not thick

enough to keep out the light, as the ordinary strong shading stuffs do;
indeed, it is suitable for shading any kind of plants,

—

Broomjield,

Feb. 13, 1871."

TIFFANY of various kinds always on hand. NETTING and
SHADING, in nieces 30 yard long, \% yard wide TIFFANY, in

pieces 20 yards long, 38 inches wide. For prices, &c., apply to the

above address— 45, Dale Street, Manchester.

THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
EY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

REPRINTED from the GARDEtfERS' CHROmCLK AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE, with ADDITIONS.

Price 3d. each, or 5s, for 25 Copies for distribution amongst Cottage Tenantry.

Delivered Free anywhere In London on receipt of a Post Office Order, payable lo WM. RICHARDS, at tlie

King Street Office, Covcnt Garden, W.C.

PUBLISHED at the OFFICE of the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL
GAZETTE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.
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Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant MarHera.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed

Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Pallerns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Lonservalones, Entrance

Halls &c MAW AND CO., B enthall Works, liroseley.

Labels, Labels.—Parcbment or Clotli Labels.

TREE or PL.^NT L.XBELS. punclied parchment,

J inches lonp, JJ. per looo. or 10,000 for 355., cash on delivery.

Also PUNCHED ClO ril LAIiEI.S, Assorted Size, 10,000 for 15J.

All Sizes in Plain and Printed Labels made to order at ver>' low prices.

Sample Label sent on receipt of a postage-stamp. Orders delivered

Iree in London by , , , .

JtlHN FISHER AND CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

T,
H. FOX AND SON'S Original SEED
PROTECTORS, 8r. per dozen, with ends; !^-inch mesh,

'.
; 5a.inch mesh, gs. ^d. ; ^^-irich mesh, 3s. per dozen.

•.';'
:-''^--'?'?

->(».- ' . 1
•".,

1
-. , A» VTi,

GARDEN ARCHES, from lar. each.
Galvanised NETTING, Hd. per foot. All orders for 40J. and

upward carriage paid.

Viaduct House, 126. Newgate Street, E.C.
Illustrated CATALOGUES free.

Ci UTLERY, Warranted.—The most varied assortment
' of T.^BLE CUTLERY in the world, all warranted, is on sale at

WILLIAM S. UURTON'S.
The Blades are all of the finest

Steel.
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GREEN'S PATENT BOILERS,
WITH INVERTED CYLINDER ENGINES COMBINED.

Engines and Boilersfitted ivith Governors, Equilibrium Throttle Valve, Stop Valve, SafetyValve, FeedPump, Water andSteam Gauges, S^c, complete.
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Fines.

BS. WILLIAMS has now a fine stock of splendidly
• grown Plants, of all the best kinds, including both suckers and

successions of the CHARLOTTE ROTHSCHILD, Prices on

application.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, N.

Vines.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS

have to offer STRONG planting CANES of BLACK
HAMBURGH. MUSCAT of ALEXANDRIA, LADY DOWNE'S,
BLACK ALICANTE, and otherleading kinds, LIST, with prices. on
application. The "Upton" Nurseries, Chester.

ES.—Fruiting and Succession, Smooth Cayennes,
amaicas, and Queens, very fine, from a Slock that never had

scale." M. ROCHFURD. Page Green, Tottenham. N.

PINES.
Jamaic

FRUITING PINES.—A Gentleman wishes to

DISPOSE OF his entire stock of Fruiting and Succession Pines.

WILLIAM BUNTING. Nurseryman, Colchester.

FOR IMMEDIATE iSALE, strong Succession
PIN ES, n months old. jos. per do:

Vi AND KINGSBUR\', "WINDEDANK
Soulhampti

Bevois Valley Nurseries,

Ij^RUITING VINES.—Excellent strong Fruiting Canes
. of Black Hamburgh and other Vines can be supplied at

Mr, WILLIAM BULL'S Est.iblishment for New and Rare Plants,

King's Road, Cht-lsea, London, S.W

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines. Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurser^'man and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
hina, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

CHOICE ROSES.

-

Ch

ROSE

Notice to Subscribers,

SUDSCKIPTIONS, piiyabU m adi\ini-e, including
Postage to 'iny part of the United Kingdom :—

T/iree Montlis .. 5^. iihd.
|
Six Afont/is .. iis. iid.

Twelve Montlts . . f^i 35. lot/.

Post Ofice Orders to be wade payable to WILLIAM
Richards, at the King Street Post Office.

Publishing Office, 4r, Wellington Street, W.C.

Notice.
(GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICUL-
T TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready

;

price, ia cloth, £1 6i. 6d.

W. RICHARDS, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

v"EGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS,
GLADIOLI and ROSES.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUES sent post free on application.

DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Seedsmen, &c., 52, George Street,
Edinburgh. _^____

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACK IT H AND CO., late Betham &
• Blackith, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

Street, London, S.E.
Forwarders to all parts of the World.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli, &c,
WILLIAM CUTBUSH AND SON'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest
quality only. Post free on application.

Ilighgate Nurseries, London, N.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, Carlisle, have just
issued their SPRING SdWERS' GUIDE for 1872, containing

prices and descriptions of GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS, FARM
SEEDS, &c ; copies of which will be sent free on application.

NIARECHAL NIEL (Noisette).—Fine
Standard and Half-standard plants,

ROSES (Tea-scented).—Choicest varieties, tine Standard and Half-
standard plants. Offered by

JOHN CRANSTON, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.
Price on application.

of VEGETABLE
, and 63s. Packing and

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS
SEEDS.— Price 12s. 6d., 21s., 305., 4

237 and 238, High Holborn , London, W.C.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
SEEDS will produce a constant supply of the best vegetables

all the year round.

C^
^RTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE

SEEDS.
For Cottage Gardens, 1 For Small Gardens, I For Medium Gardens,

price I2S. 6d.
\

price 21s.
|

price 30s. and 42s.

Packing and carriage free. Five per cent, for cash payment,
237 and 238, High Holborn. London, W.C.

To the Trade.
ASPARAGUS PLANTS, very strong and good;

grown on our own farms. Lowest price on application.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE, 237 and 238, High
Holborn, London, W.C.

i[3ELl7s~MARkET FAVOURITE CUCUMBER.
J3 —The best and most prolific While Spine in cultivation. Averse
length sjin. ; easy culture, fine form, colour and flavour, Sixseeds, it. oa.

JOHN BELL, Seedsman, Exchange Street, Norwich.

B IRD'S KING of the CUCUMBERS, is. 6d. per
packet. The hcst for exhibition.

BIRD'S QUEEN of the MELONS, is. per packet. The best

green-fleshed variety. May be had of all the Seed 'i'rade, and of

JAMES BIRD, Nurserj'man and Seedsman, Downham.

T15~N^'' ^G^R^A S S
FOR ALL SOILS.

SEEDS

Show Roses.

A PRICED LIST of the best Hybrid Perpetual Show
ROSES; also a PRICED LIST of choice Variegated

GERANIUMS, post free, on application to

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries. Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

B
New Garden Seeds.

OLTON AND CO. have a fine stock of all kinds of
NEW GARDEN SEEDS, at moderate prices.

BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Oreen, London, N.

STOCKS" and CLEMATIS
supplied by
nbridge Wells, Kent.

RHODODENDRON
ROOTS, fi

Messrs. CRIPI*S an
ROOTS, fit for immediate use, can be supplied by

D SON, The Nurseries, Tunbridge We!

LILIUMAURATUM.—Flowering roots, i.r. each;
strong roots, is 6ii. each. Free by post for extra id. stamp.

W. G. CLARKE, Great Western Nurseries, Wellington, Somerset.

CHEAP LAURUSTINUS.—Strong, bushy, and weU
rooted; delivered free to Liverpool, Bristol, or Dublin. For

prices, apply to

J. HARPUR, The Nurseries, Wexford, Ireland.

DOUBLE WHIN, or GORSE, nice
31. per dozen, 15s. per 100. See Catalogue.

plants,

JAMES SMITH, Da'rley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

for Covert.BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA,
12 to 18 inches, Si per 100', 401. per too.

15 to 20 inches, los, per 100, 605. per 100. See Catalogue.
JAMES SMITH, Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

LARCH for SALE.—A large quantity of fine Trans-
planted Larch, from 1.'^ to 3H' feet,—For price and samples,

apply to H. CARRIER, Dodington, Siltingbourne, Kent.

STRONG Transplanted LARCH, 2 to 5 feet. Buyers
of the above or other Trees will be treated liberally.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

QTRONG THORNS and
lO above will be liberally dealt with.

LARCH.—Buyers of the

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
32, Maida Vale, Edg^vare Road, W.

JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department,
rhc Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

To the Trade and Others.
BEST BEDDING GERANIUMS, strong summer

and autumn struck, from store pots, at 125. per 100; cuttings,
half-price.

T. L. MAYO, Flora] Nurseries, Hereford.

GER.\NIUM CUTTINGS, strong.- Mdme.Vaucher,
Dr. Lindley, Le Grand, Wiltshire Lass, Excellent, Bijou, Rosa

Mundi, Amy Hogi^, Christine, Mdme. Rose Charmeux, Duchess, &c.,, Christine, Mdme. Rose Charmeu

, Wellesbourne, near Warwick.

WM. KNIGHT is now sending out 12 Varieties
of the NEW FUCHSIAS of iS;i, selected as the best of the

season, in e.\tra strong Plants for Exhibition, for 10s. 6d. the set,
package included.

Floral Nurseries, Hailsham, Sussex.

CALCEOLARIA (Herbaceous), choice strain, good
plants, 12 for 2s,, 24 for v. 6d., 50 for 65., 100 for los., free by

post
; strong and healthj-, established in pots, 20s. per 100 for any

quantity.— H. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double: with every sort of Eariy
Spring Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

Eltcheii Garden Seeds.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

and Seed Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN
SEEDS is now ready, and will be forwarded, post free. uDon aoDli-
cation.

For samples and prices apply to
RUSH AND YEATS (late Chivas & Weaver), Eaton Road

Nurseries, Chester.

EXTRA fine, clean grown, Transplanted ENGLISH
OAKS. 3, 4, 5, 6.and7'feet; fine Transplanted SCOTCH and

LARCH FIRb, 2 to3fect.
WM. WOOD AND SON, The Nurseries, Marcsfield, near Uckfield,

Sussex.

X DE
BE SOLD, Cheap, about 70 CEDRUS

DEODARA, from 10 to 14 feet high, well grown, and properly
rooted ; now standing on land that must 00 cleared by March 20 next.

ANTHONY VVATERER, Knap Hill, Woking, Surrey.

QUTTONS' GRAS
Sec p. ?44 of this day's Ganiinirs' ChnmicU

O U T T O N S' ^H OME GROWN
iO FARM SEEDS.

See p. 244 of this day's Gardeners' Chronicle.
^

Q U T T O N S'"~I~M"P R0~V ED MAM MOTHO LONG RED MANGEL,
The heaviest croppinR variety ever introduced.

See p. 244 of this day's Gardcturs' ChtonicU.
IS. ^d. per lb-, cheaper by the cwt.

Mangel Wurzel and Kohl Rahi.

MR. S. A. D.-VINTREE. ot Kendrayton, St. Ives.

Hunts, has fine stocks of the ahnvc SEEDS for SALE, of his

own "rowlh and selection, from Lirgc bulbs, at vcrj' modcr.Uc rates.

Turnip and Mangel Wurzel Seeds-1871 Crop.

JOHN SHARPE will on application furnish his LIST,
with prices, of the princip.1l SEEDS he is growing this year.

Bardney Manor, Lincoln.—July6.

VERY G A R D E N "~ R E Q U I STT E
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holborn, London.

C1ABBAGE PLANTS (select sorts) for SALE, by the
-' hundred or rod; also some Eariy Shaw Seed POTATOS,

Bedfordshire stock.
Elms Farm, Barnes, Surrey, S.W.

BOLTON AND CO., having a large stock of all kinds
of Peas, are offering them at very moderate prices.

BOLTON AND CO,, Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London, N.

McLean's Little Gem Pea.

ALFRED LEGERTON. Seed MERCHANT,
5, Aldgate, London, E, , has the above to offer to the Trade.

Sample and price on application.

QURPLUS STOCK, of PEAS.—All the leading kindsO of Peas can be olTered, in large or small quantities. Samples and
prices on application to

ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant, 5, Aldgate, London, E.

New Varieties of Peas.

BOLTON AND CO. have all the new varieties of
PEAS in stock. Early orders are advisable.

BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London, N.

RICiiARD WALK"ERrcan supply the following for

cash :—Best SEAKALE for forcini^, 7^. per 100; SEAKALE
for planting-out, 35. per 100; ASPARAGUS, ;ti per 1000; WHITE
qpant';h ONION SEED, all new and genuine.

The Market Gardens. Biggleswade, Beds.

>OTATOS, ONIONS, and TARRAGON ROOTS.
Surplus stock to be SOLD, Cheap.

JOHN MITCHINSON, Seed Merchant, Truro, Cornwall.

POTATOS.—Quantity of Myatt's Ashleaf,
Dalmahoys, and Early Shaws, for Sale.

SKINNER & SONS, Potato Salesmen, Covent Garden Market, W.C.
S^

RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL POTATOS, /'e per
ton, 7S. per cwt. ; EARLY ROSE, £3 per ton, 105. per cwt. ;

EARLY GOODRICH and CLIMAX, 121. per cwt.

FOR SALE, a large quantity of 2 to 3 feet SPANISH
CHESTNUT, LARCH, ASH, and BIRCH, stout, well rooted,

transplanted: also 200,000 Seedling SPANISH CHESTNUT.
Mr. G. CHORLEY. Midhurst, Sussex.

LIMES, LIMES.—Handsoine specimen Limes, for
PARKS or AVENUES, by the doicn or too.

PONSFORD AN D SON, N urserj-men, Brixton, Surrey.

TRUE LONDON PLANE TREES, 15 feet high, and
Straight as eun-rods, d2s. per dozen; also a great variety of

STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES for ParkorAvenL "

RICHARD SMITH, Nurserymen, Worcester.

riety

; Planting.

EVERGREENS, including all the choicest and best,
and all other Nursery Stock, of all ages and sizes, and in the best

possible condition for safe removal, being " full of roots," the result of
careful and regular transplanting. Priced LISTS post free.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, " Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

HENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Architect,
Builder, and Hot-Water Apparatus Manlfacturer,

Stanley Bridge, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
Plans, Specifications, and Estimates on application.

WANTED, BOX EDGING.—Send sample yard,
and state price and quantity to

THOMAS BUNYARD and SONS. Maidstone, Kent.

WANTED, 120 Transplanted SPRUCE FIR, 7 feet
high, well furnished. State lowest cash price.

GEORGE SMITH. Nurser>-man, Wilton Road, Salisbury-.

POTATOS.—WANTED,
Ashleaf, Suttons' Redskin

Milky Whites, Myatt's
Flourball, American Early Rose,

—

Apply, stating lowest price per cwt. or ton, to
T. L. mayo, Floral Nurseries, Hereford.

HEAD POTATOS for SALE, at £6 per ton.
Tons of the old citecmcd Early Ashleaf POTATOS, a

Tons of Early American Rose POTATOS.
W. BROOKES, Seedsman, Long Sutton, Lincolnshire.

Five
and Five

FOUR TONS of Early Shaw POTATOS (true stock)
for SALE, For price, apply to

Z., Messrs. Prolhcroe Sc Morris, Leytonstone. E.

PO I'ATOS, at reduced prices.—Fifty Tons good sound
Seed of Kidneys, Early Ashleaf, M>-att's and Lemon, Early

Handsworth. Golden Dwarf and Dalmahoy. Pricespcrcwt. andtonvery
moderate.—H. and R. STIKZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

To tlie Trade.

J AND W. MYATT, Mile End, Colchester, have to
• ofTer a few of Myatt's Early Prolific Ashleaf POTATOS.

Laxton's Supreme PEAS, and a few pounds'of Snow's BROCCOLI
Seed. Price on application.

YATT'S
POTATOS.

Lincolnshire.

EARLY PROLIFIC KIDNEY
-A few Tons to dispose ot, good sample and true

;

'rec on Rails, Boston Station, nett cash.
[ AND SON, Nurser>'men and Seedsmen, Boston,

M
price £s 5^- P^r ton, free on Rails, Boston Station, nett cash.
W. W, JOHNSON .

"
' "

'

POTATOS.—MYATTS PROLIFIC ASHLEAF, 4s.

per bush, of 56 lb., very true, and a fine sample. Purchasers
must send sacks or pay for them. Prepayment from unknown corre-
spondents.

JOHN GROVES, Shellingford Rector>-. Faringdon. Berks.

Seed Potatos.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO.. Seed Growers

and Seed Merchants, Slealord. Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS is

now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon application.
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Flower Seeds.

STUART, MAC DONALD. AND CO.'S
strain of CARNATION, PICOTEE, CALCEOLARIA,

CINERARIA, and PRIMULA SEED is the linest in cultivation.

LIST of SEEDS on application.
Wholesale Seed Merchants and Seed Growers, Southampton Row,

London. WC. „

New Catalogue of Seeds, Plants, Fruits, &&
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, containing select Descriptive and Priced Lists

of Agricultural, Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, Fruit Trees, Miscel-
laneous Plants, Sweet Violets, Sec, is now published, and will be
forwarded to applicants.
The stocks of seeds have all been procured Irom the best possible

sources ; all are warranted genuine, and are offered at the lowest pos-

sible prices. Intending purchasers are requested to compare the

prices with those of other houses.
Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

SELECT VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS.—
Amateurs and others who may be at a loss in making a suitable

selection of SEEDS for the GARDEN will be greatly aided by
referring to our Descriptive CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and
-FLOWER SEEDS for 1872.

THOMAS KENNEDY and CO., Seed and Nursery Establish-
ment, Dumfries.

Collections'of Vegetable and Flower Seeds.
JAMES DICKSON and SONS' are the most

liberally supplied and best " Made-up COLLECTIONS " oi

GARDEN and fLoWER SEEDS.
VEGETABLE SEEDS, i2j. 6./,, 21s,, 31s. W., 42s,, 631., and 1051.

FLOWER SEEDS, los. 6d., 121. 6d., 15s., 2ii., 30J,, and 42s., con-
taining selections of the choicest German, English, and other Flowers.
Carriage free. Descriptive priced LISTS post free.

lAMES DICKSON and SONS, 102 and 108, East>;ate Street, and
Newton Nurseries, Chester,

EEDS NOT to be SURPASSED for QUALITY
and Cheapness combined.—All Orders amounting to 5s. sent

carriage free to any Railway Station in England, Scotland, or Wales,
or to any seaport town in Ireland. No charge is made for packing or
packages. Your early orders will greatly oblige.

CATALOGUE free on application.
G. M. KEMP-WELCH, Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,

Gotham, Bristol.

FOREIGN FLOWER SEEDS.—The most beautiful
French ASTER grown is Truffaut's Reine Marguerite, in Fleur-

Pcrfection, Bombee and Pivoine varieties; 500 seeds, in i6 fine double
Colours, mixed, is.

The finest STOCK in cultivation is the new Goliath Pyramidal Ten-
week, height 2 feet, surpassing all others in the size of the plants and
flower-spikes ; 250 seeds, in eight line double colours, u.
PHLOX DRUMMONDII.of the best quality, in 12 colours; 500

seeds, 6d. Post free.

ALFREDHAMMOND, Foreign Seedsman, Bedwin Street, Salisbury

XT AST LOTHIAN i?nrMMEDTATE~STOCKS.—
-1—J February is the best month for sowincj these celebrated Stocks,
acknowledged to be the best of all Intermediate Slocks, and unrivalled
both for Flower Gardening and for Pot Culture. May be had true in

separate packets of white, purple and scarlet, at is,, us. 6d.,and$s. each,
from
THOMAS METHVEN and SONS, 15, Princes Street, Edinburgh.

Superb Ranunculuses.
CTYSO, Florist, iic. Wallingford. Berks, is

• offering assortments of this beautiful hardy Flower at 31. and
51. per doien sorts, post free for cash with order. He will send a
CIRCULAR with descriptions of a Collection of 50 named sorts, on
application; also a TREATISE on CULTURE, price 6d., free to
purchasers of lOi. worth
ChoiceDoUlJLE ANEMONES, 21. and 31. per dozen, named sorts,

with full directions for culture.
GERMAN SEEDS of superior quality, in assortments of iJ,,25. f>d.,

and Si. ANNUAL FLOWER SEEDS, iz packets, post free, ss. 6d.
CATALOGUES gratis.

Spring Flowers.
LEWIS WOODTHORPE begs to offer the

following :

—

Per dozen

—

s. d.

AURICULAS, finest mixed alpines, very choice strain . . ,. 2 6
II good named varieties ,. .. .. ., .. ..60

VIOLETS, The King, The Queen, The Czar, Giant, Double
Crimson, Neapolitan, Devoniensis, and Obliqua striata . . 30

HEPATICAS, duuble red, single blue, pink, and red . . ..40
DAISIES, in six distinct named varieties ., .. .. ..30

J, aucubarfolia, the Golden Blotched, and Daisy .. ..40
ROCKETS, double *'hite and double purple 30
POLYANTHUS, in very choice laced varieties 26
PANSIES, finest named border varieties .. .. .. ..40
PAMPAS GRASS, in pots 30
WALLFLOWERS, double golden and black 40
CHRISTMAS ROSE, Hellcborusniger 2
IVIES, 12 of the best golden and silver tricolor 10 o
CLEMATIS, 20 distinct ncimed varieties 10 o
PRIMROSE, double white and double yellow 60

„ double purple and crimson .. ,, .. .. ..60
,, double salmon, a new and splendid variety . . ,.120

HELIANTHEMUM, the Sun Rose, named varieties, in pots 4 o
CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, superb named varieties, in pots 4 o

A Descriptive CATALOGUE of NEW and CHOICE PLANTS Iree

Munro NursLTy, Sible Iledinghain, Essex.

To Thicken Plantations and Shady Walks.
HEMLOCK SPRUCE.— This gracetul, beautiful Fir,

so Irequently described in American travels,

—

4 to 5 feet, «. per dozen, 30^. per 100.

5 to 6 feet, 8s. per dozen, 505. per 100.

.RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Evergreen Hedge or Screen.
THUJOPSIS bOKEALlS. — This beautiful silvery

Conifer, in appearance between the Cypress and Siberian Arbor-
vitae, is fast-growing, compact, and bears clipping well ; it is so hardy
that no frost can hurt it in Britain.

Upright, well-prown shrubs, 7 feet liigh and upwards, at the
extremely low price of 30J. per dozen.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

jyr ILFORD NURSERIES,
near Godalming.

For NEW and RARE HARDY PLANTS and
CONIFEIL'E. see MAURICE YOUNG'S New DescripUve
CATALOGUE.

For HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
EVERGREENS, &c,, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New
Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For RHODODENDRONS and other AMERICAN
PLANTS, sec MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE.

For STANDARD and HALF STANDARD ROSES,
see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For NEW JAPANESE AUCUBAS, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For JAPANESE N OVELTI ES. see MAU RICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE,

For Cheap EVERGREENS and SHRUBS Tor COVER
PLANTING or SHRUHBERIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For PLANTS suitable for WINTER BEDDING see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For EXTRA TRANSPLANTED or QUARTERED
FOREST TliEES for Planting Bells or Shrubberies, see
.MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive Catalogue.

Forwaided on application enclosing stamp.

Miiford Nurseries, near Godalming.

GALLOWAY PIPPIN APPLE.
New, large, handsome, long-keeping, and of "high quahty " as a Kitchen Apple. Tree hardy, and an

abundant bearer. First-class Certificate Royal Horticultural Society, February r4, 1871. E.\hibited again

January, 1872, and further commended by the Horticultural Press.

Standards and Half-standards, 3s. 6d. each. D-warfs and Maiden Plants, 23. 6d. each.
Usual Discount to the Trade.

GOOD TREES FOR PRESENT PLANTING.

JAMES BACKHOUSE and SON, YORK NURSERIES.

NEW BEDDING PLANT FOR 1872,

GNAPHALIUM LANATUM, fol. eleg. var.

This remarkably fine variegated form of a most popular bedding plant originated at the country seat of

Mr. Edm. de Ghellinck de Walle, the Honourable President of the RoyalHorticuUural Society of Ghent, who has
kindly passed the entire stock into the hands of JEAN VERSCHAFFELT for distribution. The leaves of this

beautiful plant are of the usual greyish white, as in the type, but are largely margined with golden-yellow ; some are

also striped with yellow. The general appearance of the plant is really fine. It has been tried in open borders for

two years (1870 and 1871), and has excited the admiration of all who have seen it.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT has much pleasure in announcing this fine Novelty tto the Horticultural world ; it

will be sent out in March next. Orders are being booked now, and will be sent out in Strict rotation at the under-
mentioned low prices, viz. :—Extra strong plants, 8j. each

;
good plants, 4J. each, 2%s. per dozen, 485. ior 25, and

i5oj. per 100. These prices are applicable only to the quantities mentioned. Early orders are respectlully

solicited by

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT,
THE NURSERIES, 134, FAUBOURG DE BRUXELLES, GHENT, BELGIUM.

E. G. Henderson & Son'S
DESCRIPTIVE AND ILLUSTRATED SEED CATALOGUE.

See PRICED LIST of FIRST-CLASS FLORIST FLOWERS,
See PRICED LIST of NOVELTIES for 1872,
See PRICED LIST of RARE and DESIRABLE FLOWERS,

In the Gardeners' Chronicle of January 20, p. 66.

riiORIST FLOWERS.
The continued advance and improvement which has taken place in Horticulture amongst that class of Florist

Flowers which contribute to the decoration of the greenhouse, conservatory, and flower garden, demand that the
selection of seed in each section should be made with proportionate skill and care, with respect to the peculiar

properties of each, whether in form, substance, colour, or doubleness, to which qualities E. G. HENDERSON AND
SON have devoted special attention in the selection of varieties for the present season. Many of the most orna-
mental groups are their own production, selected and harvested under their personal inspection, and, as the bond fide
produce of their own cultivated plants, are not only guaranteed to be genuine, but obtained from the most extensive

and valuable collections for variety and beauty in their respective sections.
''

* •
='"-

WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, N.W.

N E ^V PALMS.
VEITCHIA CANTERBURYANA (Wendland).

KENTIA AUSTRALIS (Wendland).

KENTIA FORSTERIANA (Wendland).

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons
Have much pleasure in offering for the first time the above three splendid Novelties, received by them from

Lord Howe's Island.

These Palms are perfectly distinct from any varieties hitherto in cultivation, and succeeding thoroughly in a

temperate house they cannot fail to be generally grown.

As Palms suitable either for decorative or exhibition purposes they will be invaluable.

VEITCHIA CANTERBURYANA.
Probably the most robust-growing dwarf species yet introduced. The stem and leaf-stalks are very stout, and

the leaves, which are divided much as in Seaforthia elegans, are more robust than in that kind. They are of a
beautiful bright green colour.

From its line habit and robust constitution we are confident this Palm will become one of the \ery best either for

exhibition or decorative purposes yet known. Price, good plants, 31s. 6d. each.

KENTIA AUSTRALIS.
This is a much more slender-growing species than the preceding, and will probably eventually prove to be the

dwarfer grower.
It IS a plant of exceedingly giaeelul habit, the leaves being finely divided and elegantly arranged. They are of a

beautiful dark greePi colour. T, 7-,-y,,^ Good young plants, 21s. each.

KENTIA FORSTERIANA.
This proves tci be a very fine Palm, in habit somewhat resembling K. austr.alis, but being a stronger grower than

that species, and. perfectly distinct from it in all respects. The leaves are more robust and of a darker green, and

not quite so finely divided. We believe this will prove to be the larger grower of the two. Good plants, 21s. each.

The set of three together, 63a. -

PRICES TO THE 'TRADE ON APPLICATION.

ROYAL, EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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Nobility.
Mobility.

"THE COMBAT THICKENS."
The Battle of the Medals again seems Ukely to become in its small way as fajnous and as fierce as Swift's " Battle of the Books." Each

vendor of his small wares, instead of humbly saymg with Touchstone—"An ill-favoured thing, Sir, but mine own!" resembles, as the
< '.i^rman epigrammatist has It, " a barndoor fowl, which, having !aid an egg, goes forth cackling, to announce to all the world its wondrous feat.

"

It is thus the rival Medallists in the Gatdeners' Chronicle put forth their claims, sounding their horns, that the seed-time is at hand—that
sowing must precede reaping,—and that a bountiful harvest is dependent upon the quality of the seeds sown. Thus the Heralds, garnished with
medals,^ proclaim "This is the Shop!!" Even our illustrious paper, the Gardeners' Chronicle, in its columns becomes a Vade Mecum
and a Guide to the selection of medals, and the justification of medallists in the cultivation of the golden grass.

The paucity in the variety of Medals used, has forcibly impressed us that there might be a very great improvement in this direction. We
have, therefore, occupied ourselves for half an hour with the contents of our Cabinet of Medallion-subjects (so appropriately and forcibly referred
to in the Gardeners' Chronicle as the peculiar possession of Seedsmen), and have culled therefrom a few, whichweofFer as suggestive for the forth-
coming International Exhibition ; and, as we do not wish that there should be a Battle of Dorking over the anticipated bentfits, wc take this
opportunity of publicly announcing that our selection of subjects is freely placed at the service of any of those who are disposed to enter the lists.

THE GRASS OF DISCORD. ;

Our Illustration repre.sents a humble

plant, but one which yields a heavy crop

of good and evil. The Philosopher has

in vain striven to ascertain its origin, and

the Statesman has laboured to secure its

produce. The Hebrews in their earliest

history discovered its value and import-

ance, cultivating it with great assiduity,

and leaving it as a special inheritance to

the Jews of all times. In the middle

THE GRASS OF CONCORD.
In Egypt's palmy days this plant was exten-

sively cultivated, diffusing happiness amongst the

myriads of that ancient land, and extending its

benefits to the ends of the then known world. The

Poet sang Its praises, and the Philosopher set forth

its advantages ; the poor man rejoiced in his daily

portion, and the rich man in the number and extent

of his wcU-filled granaries. We have heard much

of the Mummy Wheat and the Pedigree Wheat,

but the grass, as developed by our artist, represents

the greatest advance capable of a cereal, obviating

ages, after much transplanting from one

province to another, it became one of the

staple products of Lombardy ; from thence

it was transplanted to Londinium, and has

since flourished with unabated luxuriance 'c

in the centre of our "great Metropolis."

At times the produce is used for the

alleviation of distress, but more frequently

as a source of discord and wrangling, as

illustrated in the case of the rival Medallist?.

the intervention as well of tlie baker as of his oven.

Neither the Holcus saccharatus nor the Sorghum

tartaricum, which were promised to supersede the

Wheat, can be compared to the subject of thb

Medallion, w^ich wc suggest to be used as a

Trophy Medal ^'^ ^^ Seedsman who from his shop

will produce the finest and most extensive collection

of Seeds at our next Great International Show.

The possession of either of these Medallions

will leave it no open question as to who holds the

Medal of Discord or Concord.

The Seedsmen's Anns.

Free on application,

THE LONDON DESCRIPTIVE SEED CATALOGUE FOR 1872
(Described as "The Czar of All the Catalogues").

Those keaders ofthe *' Gardeners^ Chroiicle" who did not have a copy sent to them thefirst loeek in yanuary are invited toforward their clddresse:\

BAER & SUGDEN, 12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.
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Imported Seed of

PRIMULA JAPONICA (New Crimson Primrose),
in six varieties.

ytdt Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S NEW SEED CATALOGUE, p, 84.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Koad, Chelsea,

London, S.W.

New Seeda—" Only the Best.'

MR. WILLIAM BULL'S CATALOGUE
is now ready.

SEEDS of NEW VEGETABLES,
SEEDS of NEW FLOWERS.

"Only the best." Vide descriptions in Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S
CATALOGUE. " Every article priced."

It is particularly requested that orders be sent on the order sheet

that accompanies the Seed Catalogue, as soon after its receipt as

possible. This is desired with a view to prevent any delay in the

execution of orders, for, althouKh a large and efficient staff is em-
ployed, yet, in the height of the season, the pressure is extremely

great, and hence the work is much facilitated if the orders are
received early.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W.

Hardy Scarlet and otHer Choice Named
RHODODENDRONS.

WH. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nursery, Southampton,
• can offer a splendid collection of the above, at low prices j

also fine Standard and Dwarf ROSES, beautiful specimen CONI-
FERTE, FRUIT TREES (true to name). FOREST TREES,
EVERGREEN and FLOWERING SHRUBS of every description,

extending over 60 Acres.
The whole of the extensive Stock in this Nurseryis frequently trans-

planted, to insure its being well rooted.

Priced CATALOGUES and every information may be had on
application

New and Gentiine Seeds ot Superior Stocks.

1872.

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,

The Old Established Seed Warehouse. 106, Eastgate Street, and
The " Upton" Nurseries. Chester, beg to intimate that their Priced
Descriptive CATALOGUE of NEW and SELECT VEGETABLE
and FLOWER SEEDS, &c., with Cultural Directions for 1872, is

now published. Copies will be sent gratis and rosT free on
application.

Vegetable and Flower Seeds oi the value ol £t and upwards
CARRIAGE FREE to any part of the Kingdom.

RICHARD SMITHS LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE, suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular

and botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,

growth, timber, use in arts, native country and size there, situation,

soil, and other information, with copious index of their synonyms.
Free by post for six stamps.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
NURSERYMAN and SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GAR-
DEN SEEDS, to suit Gardens of various sizes,

21J.
,
42J. , 63J. , and 84^. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Per packet—r. d.

Williams' Alexandra BROCCOLI 16
Williams' Improved Dwarf BRUSSELS SPROUTS .. .. i

Williams' Early Nonsuch CABBAGE 1

Williams' Matchless Red CELERY i

Veitch's Autumn Giant CAULIFLOWER z

Telegraph CUCUMBER (Woolley's Improved) 1

Turner's Blue Gown CUCUMBER 2

Williams' Gloria Mundi ENDIVE i

Burnell's Alexandra White Cos LETTUCE i

Williams' Victoria Cos LETTUCE i

Webb's Climax MELON, the finest flavoured green-fleshed
variety out i

Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, scarlet-fleshed, the earliest in

cultivation t

Williams' Emperor of the Marrows PEA, a white wrinkled
variety, very prolific, and of exquisite flavour, the finest

wrinkled marrow Pea in cultivation . . . . per quart .

.

5

Earley's Defiance TOMATO, the earliest in cultivation, per pkt. i

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
Per packet

—

s. .

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed
IS. 6d., 2J. 6d., 31. 6d,, and 5

Williams' superb strain of BALSAM is. 6d. and a
Ncill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA

15. 6d., 3s. 6d., 37. 61^., and 5
Weatherill'a extra choice strain of CINERARIA

IS. 6d. , is. 6d., 3s. 6d., and 5
WiRgin's prize strain of CYCLAMEN. . ij. 6d., ai. 6d., and 3
WiRgin's prize strain of POLYANTHUS .. .. is. and i

GLOXINIA, finest erect varieties ., .. .. ., ,. i

GLOXINIA, finest drooping varieties. . ,- ., .. .. i

AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf , i

AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS u. 6rf. and z
CENTAUREA CLEMENTEI i

COLLINSIA VIOLACEA i
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE 2
PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautifulvarieties .. each 2

Ixed
East Lothian STOCKS, per collection of three colours . . . . 2
VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress 2S. Ctd. and 3
VIOLA CORNUTA, var. Perfection 15. 6d. and 2
ZINNIA HAAGEANA, flore pleno i

B. S. W,'s Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready, post free c

application,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holtoway, London, N.

PREMIER HORTICULTURAL PRIZE AND TWO GOLD MEDALS
FROM INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1871.

William Paul
RESPECTFULLY SOLICITS ORDERS FOR HIS

COLLECTION OF ROSES,
The largest, cheapest, and best stock in the country.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS
Oi the most select and improved races, many of which have been worked up under his own eye and hand

;

the carriage of which may be deducted from the account.

FRUIT TREES,
Standards and Dwarfs, Trained and Untrained ;

also many thousands of handsome Fniiling
Pyramids, well set with flower-buds.

GRAPE VINES.
A large Collection, including all the newest sorts, in excellent condition of root and top.

EVERGREENS and FLOWERING TREES and SHRUBS.
Many acres in splendid condition for removal, well worthy of inspection by any gentleman planting.

Carriage of all Goods Free to London. Priced Catalogues Free by Post.

PAUL'.S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

" The Best Catalogue."

—

See opinions 0/ the Press.

Just Published, Gratis and Post Free,

Dick Radclyffe & Co.s
SPEIIG CATALOGUE OF SEEDS

FOR THE

KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER GARDEN, and FARM;
Garden Requisites and Horticultural Decorations.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN
ORCHARD

CONTENTS {Illustrated) :—
FARM

I

GARDEN SUNDRIES, IMPLEMENTS, &c.

FLOWER GARDEN j HORTICULTURAL DECORATIONS.

Seed Merchants and Garden Furnishers,

129, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. SEED GROUNDS—ERFURT, PRUSSIA.
N.B. Wholesale Catalogues for the Trade only on application. Seed packed for export.

Richard Smith,
NURSERYMAN AND SEED MERCHANT,

WOECESTEE.
ROSES—Standard, Dwarf and Climbing.

FRUIT TREES of every description.

CREEPERS, for Trellises and Walls.

FOREST, SCREEN, and TIMBER TREES.
SHRUBS for GAME COVERTS.
QUICK and other STOCK for HEDGES.

CONIFEROUS TREES and SHRUBS.
EVERGREEN
FLOWERING
ORNAMENTAL „

AVENUE
GARDEN and FARM SEEDS of all kinds.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES to be had on application.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

Messrs. Geo. Jackman & Son
INTENn DISTRIBUTING IN MAY NE.XT

A SET OF THEIR HARDY FREE-FLOWERING CLEMATIS,
VIZ. :-

C. THOMAS MOORE, pucy violet, white stamens, passiflora-like. ist Class Certificate.

C. MRS. JAMES BATEMAN, pale lavender, fine, ist Class Certificate.

C. VITICELLA RUBRA GRANDIFLORA, bright claret-crimson, ist Class Certificate.

C. ALE.XANDRA, pale reddish violet, ist Class Certificate.

C. VELUTINA PURPUREA, rich blackish mulberry. 1st Class Certificate.

15s. each. The set of five varieties for 60s.

Orders booked, and sent out in rotation.

See CATALOGUE for a general collection of CLEMATISES in stock.

N.B. A Priced and Descriptive C.'\TALOGUE of HARDY TREES and SHRUBS free on application.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.
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TWELVE fine RHODODENDRON CHIANOIDES,
fine white, 2 feet, 125. L i- <i-

12 fine RHODODENDRON J. C. Stevens, fine scarlet, 2 ft. o 12 o

12 „ „ fine named, 3 feet . , o 18 o

12 ,, Hybrids, choice, 3 feet . . ,.090
12 ABIES DOUGLASII, gfc" 090
12 THUJA L0BIiir.3fcet o Q o

12 FICEA PINSAl'O, I foot 090
12 PICEA NORDMANNIANA, I foot 090
la Paul's New Double Scarlet THORNS, 4 feet .. . . o 12 o

100 BERBERIS DAR\VINII,2fcot o 10 o

100 ENGLISH YEWS. 2 feet i 10 o
12 AILANTUS GLANDULOSA (Silkworm tree), 6 feet.. 060

100 finest named Hybrid Perpetual ROSES, dwarfs, 2 feet .. 2 10 o
100 FASTOLF RASPBERRIES, 4 feet 010
100 fine named GOOSEBERRIES o 10 o

Dwarf-trained PEACHES, PLUMS, CHERRIES, APRICOTS,
\

PEARS, and APPLES.
HENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries, Bedale. Yorkshire. I

Spring Planting.

THOMAS BUNYARD and SONS, Maidstone, offer

the following. For particulars, see their TRADE LIST, which
may be had gratis.

Kentish Filberts
Kentish Cob Nuts
Layer Vines
Standard Quinces
Standard Roses
Arbutus
Bcrberis Beallii

Bcrberis aquifolia, fine

Double Furze
Garrya elliptica

luniperus sinensis
Evergreen Oaks
Thuja aurea
Thuja elegantissima vera

Yuccas
Elms, Chichester
Horse Chestnuts
Laburnums

CLIMBERS.
Ampelopsis Veitchii
Ceanothus azureus, true
Clematis, of sorts
Irish Ivies
Lonicera flexuosa
Pyracanthas
Wistarias,

&c. &c. &c.

The Old Established Nurseries, Maidstone, Kent.

32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, IV.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
(one of the Oldest Nurseries extant)

IS NOW CONDUCTED BY A COMPANY, WHO ARE
PREPARED TO

WAEEANT GENUINE
EVERY ARTICLE SUPPLIED TO THEIR CUSTOMERS.

THEIR STOCK AND RESOURCES ARE ALMOST

INEXHAUSTIBLE;
AND

THEIR MOTTO IS "LIBERALITY."
Please vvrile for their ROSE and FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE, andalso for their SEED CATALOGUE,

just published.

Address, JOHN BESTER (Manager),

PINE-APPLE NURSERY, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

YEITCH'S ATJTUH HAIT CAULIELOWEE.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGRIlKN and
DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS, STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWINING PLANTS,
with their generic, specific, and English names, native country,
height, time of flowering, colour, &c., and general remarks, free
by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Worcester.

James Veitch & Sons
Desire to call attention to this extremely valuable CAULIFLOWER, which is without doubt the FINEST in

CULTIVATION. If sown in April and May it will succeed the Walcheren, and coming in between that variety and

Snow's Winter Broccoli, is a great acquisition to all gardens. Numerous Testimonials in favour of this grand

Cauliflower appeared in the leading Horticultural Papers during the autumns of 1870 and 1871, and we cannot too

strongly recommend it. It was awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society, November 2,

1870, and again a Special Certificate in 1871. Per packet, 2s. 6d.

ILLUSTRATED PRICED CATALOGUES of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS

Forwarded Post Free on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

A Complete Collection for a large Garden
A Complete Collection for a medium-sized Garden ..

A Complete Collection for a Small Garden

None but the most approved sorts of Vegetables are included in the above Collections.

LIST, Free on apphcation.

63s.

42s.

21s.

For sorts, see SEED

The GUINEA COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, Carriage Free,

Is composed of the following most approved kinds :

—

PEAS—Dilli stone's Earliest, i quart
Suttons' Early Champion, i quart
Champion of Enpland, i quart
Veitch's Perfection, i quart
Payne's Conqueror, i pint
Advancer, i pint
Blue Scimitar, i pint

BEANS—Johnson's Wonderful, i quart
Broad Windsor, i quart
French Robin's Egg, i pint
Scarlet Runners, i pint

BEET—St. Osyth, i oz.

BORECOLE, or KALE—Asparagus, i pkt.
Hearting, i packet
Cottagers', i packet

BRUSSELS SPROUTS—Finest, I packet
BROCCOLI—Adams' Early, i packet
Snow's Winter White, t packet
Purple Sprouting, i packet
AValcheren, i packet

BROCCOLI—Dwarf Late White, i packet
CABBAGE—Early Nonpareil, i packet

Enfield Market, i packet
Worcester Incomparable, i packet
Red Pickling, i packet

CARROT—Early Horn, i oz.

Tames' Intermediate, i oz.

Improved Allringham, i oz.

CAULIFLOWER—Early London,! packet
CELERY—Matchless Red, i packet

Cole's Crystal White, i packet
CRESS—Broad leaved, 2 oz.

Curled, 2 oz.

Australian, 1 07.

CUCUMBER—Smith's Frame, i packet
Stockwood, I packet

ENDIVE—Moss Curled, i packet
LEEK—Musselburgh, 1 packet
LETTUCE—Paris White Cos, i packet
Paris Green Cos, i packet

LETTUCE—Worcester Cabbage, i packet
MUSTARD—4 oz.

MELON—Hannam's Hybrid, i packet
ONION—White Spanish, i oz.

James' Keeping, i oz.

PARSLEY—Myatt's Garnishing, i packet
PARSNIP—Improved Hollow Crown, i 02.

RADISH—Long Scarlet, 2 oz.

Red Turnip, 2 oz
White Turnip, 2 oz,

Olive Shapecf, 2 oz.

SAVOY—Green Curled, i packet
SPINACH—Round, 4 oz.

Prickly, 4 oz.

TURNIP— Early Snowball, 1 oz.

American Redtop, i oz,

TOMATO—Red. i packet
VEGETABLE MARROW, i packet
POT HERBS, 4 packets

BICHAED SMITH,
SEED MERCHANT AND NURSERYMAN, WORCESTER,

SURPLUS STOCK, to be SOLD, Cheap, of
Prince Albert, Linnarus, and Victoria RHUBARB, Fastolf

RASPBERRIES,j-yr.-old,ASPARAGUS, China ROSES, SKIM MIA
JAPONICA, CLEMATIS LANUGINOSA, CUPRESSUS LAW-
SONIANA, PERNETTYA SPECIOSA, AUCUBA LIMRATA,
BICOLORand VIRIDIS; RIBES of sorts ; SALIX SALOMONII,
the new Hardy WEEPING WILLOW; WEIGELAS of sorts.
Prices, &c., on application.

ISAAC DAVIES, Nurser>-man, Ormskirk.

TilHiiTn auratum.

The ANNUAL IMPORTATIONS having just arrived f-om Japan,

MR. WILLIAM BULL can supply good BULBS,
by the dozen, hundred, or thousand. The Bulb.s are remark-

ably sound and good this season, and can be supplied at very low
prices.
Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea^

London, S.W,

/^ERMAN FLOWER SEEDS, in the original
V.X Imported Packets. i. d.
ASTERS, Paeony-flowered Pcrleclion, is colours, 100 seeds each 2 o
„ Victoria, verj- fine, 12 colours. 100 seeds each 36
,, Shakespere, dwarf, fine, 10 colours, 100 seeds each .. .. a o
,, Globe-nowered, 8 colours, 100 seeds each .. .. ..20

STOCKS, fine German dwarf, 12 colours, 100 seeds each . ..20
BALSAMS, Camellia-flowered, 10 colours, 50 seeds each . . ..20
LARKSPURS, Hyacinth-flowered, la colours
Double German WALLFLOWERS, 8 colours, 100 seeds each 2 6
MARIGOLD, double orange and double yellow African .

.

,, Miniature striped French, fine .. .. 00
,, Miniature brown French, fine .. ,. .. ..06
,, Fine striped French ,. ,. .. .. .. .. ..06

Cliveden PANSIES, dark blue, light blue, white, yellow, black., o 6
AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS, beautiful for pot culture .. i 6
Choice CALCEOLARIA, in packets 26
Choice PRIMULA, in packets 26
Choice CINERARIA, in packets 16
And all other choice FLOWER SEEDS, from the best sources,

post free.

HENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale. Yorkshire.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, fine bushy
plants :—
Per 100. Per roM.

iJt to 2 feet. . . . 25^. . . . . £,\2 OS.

2oto3oinches .. 351. .. ,. t6 10

2 to 2;^ feet , . . . 4tw. . . . . ig o
2% to 3 feet . . . . 7SJ 33

RHODODENDRON HYBRIDUM.
15 to 20 inches . . 30J. . . . . ^^14 o
2 to 2.'3 feet . . . . 40J. . . . . 19 o

RHODODENDRON MAXIMUM ALBUM (White).

3 to -2% feet . . . . 40s. . . . .£ 19 o
For smaller sizes, see CATALOGUE.

JAMES SMITH, DaHey Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

Forest Trees, Slirubs, &c.

MARTIN AND SON, Seed Growers, Merchants,
and Nurserymen, Cottingham, and 7, Market Place, Hull,

respectfully offer as under :-

2,000,000 Larch, i to ij^, and 2 to

2i4 feet

10,000 Alder, 3 to 12 feet

200,000 Ash, 2 to 3, and 6 feet

10,000 Purple Beech, 2, 3, 4,

and 5 feet

100.000 Elms, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet

150,000 Oaks, 2, 3, and 4 feet

150,000 Austrian Pine, i to 2 ft.

150,000 Sycamores, 2, 3, and 4 ft.

2,000,000 Quick Thorns, 2 to 3 ft.

10,000 Arbor-vit^, 2, 3, 4, 5,

and 6 feet

20,000 Aucubas, fine, all sizes

20,000 Mahonia, strong
10,000 Berberis japonica, i to

2 leet

10,000 Tree Box, i to 2 feet

5,000 Thuiopsis borealis, i to

6 feet

5,000 Biota elegantissima, fine

1,000 ., sempcraurescens, fine

,1,000 Clematis, of kinds
1,000 Lapageria rosea

z,ooo Deutzias, 2 to 5 feet

200,000 Laurels, r to 2J7 feet

3,000 Lilacs, 3 to 4 feet

5,000 Phillyrea, i to 3 feet

200,000 Privet, 1^ to 2 feet

5,000 Ligustrum japonica, I to
2 feet

20,000 H.P, and other Roses,
strong

100,000 English Yews, i to 2!^ ft.

10,000 Irish Yews, 2 to 5 feet

1,000 CryptomeriaeIegans,fine
20,000 Cupressus Lawsoniana,

^ to 5 feet

5,000 Chmese Juniper, I to sit
5,000 Thuja giganica, i to 5 ft

2,000 Pinus Cembra, 2 to 3 ft.

5,000 Juniper, excelsa striata,

fine

3,000 Gold-leaf Ivy, fine

2,000 Standard Pears, brts. per
100 [Plums

8,000 E.xtra strong standard
5,000 Maiden Cherries

The following Seeds are of fine sample, and maybe obtained cheap :—

PEAS — Prizetaker, Flack's Imperial, Hairs\ Eugf-nie, Napoleon,

Veitch's, Yorkshire Hero, Champion of England, Pnnce and Princess

of Wales, Ringleader.

SCARLET RUNNERS, ALTON CARROT, Long Scarlet

RADISH. MIGNONETTE, DRUMHEAD LETTUCE, TRIPOLI
ONION, &c. MYATT'S KIDNEY POTATOS, i;7 per ton.

Special offers and CATALOGUES given on application for Trees or

Seed?;,

FROEBEL AND CO., Neumunster Nursery, Zunch,
Switzeriand. call the attention of the Trade to the following

NEW PLANTS, which will be ready for SALE on April i :—

SALVIA SPLENDENS COMPACTA FL. ALBO -The white-

blossoming Salvia splendens compacta, with quite white bracts (so

that the whole of the panicles are white, not the flowers only), till now
only known with scarlet flowers, but producing the same effect in

while as the other type in scarlet.

Our new plant attains less height than the red one, and is exiremcly

suitable for borders to beds of scarlet Salvia It is unnecessary to

commend the advantages and various uses which the pure white

Salvia splendens compacta offers. It will, without doubt, meet with

immediate appreciation. One plant, price 7s. ; 6 plants, price 30J.

SAXIFRAGA PELTATA (Torr,, MS. ex. Bcnth. in "Plant.

Hartwcg." n. 1740, p. 311).—Called by the natives on the Sacramento

River, " Umbrella Plant."

We offer for the first time this gigantic Saxifraga, hitherto

only known from the manuscripts of Bentham, and in the hortus

siccus of Hartweg. and only found in the district ot the Sacramento.

We feel assured that this unique Saxifraga will be received with

interest by Botanists and Gardeners. The leaves arc circular and
sculiform, the margin with round flaps, the stalk joins to the middle of

the leaf. ,. , ....
The leaves arc from ij^ to 2 feet in diameter, and are used by the

natives on the Sacramento as umbrellas.

They are dark green, glossy, and of a solid leathery consistence.

The peduncles are straight, solid. 1'^—2 feet long, and crowned with a

fine rose-coloured flower-umbel. This plant has stood out unharmed all

the severe winters of 1870-72, an amount of hardiness which makes ils

value quite incontrovertible. As this plant likes welground.il is most

fit for shady grass plots, grottos, ponds; whilst its most permanent

leaves make it especially viiiuabic for decorating rooms, vestibules, and
conservatories.

. , ,

Bentham says of this plant :—" Species from all those we know very

distinct, still retaining in its flowers all the characters of a Saxifraga.

The rhizome of this plant is solid and creeping, like that of S. cras<ii-

folia, cordifolia, and Megasea ciliata. This plant will be sure tocreate

as much sensation as, in their time, Gunners scabra and Acanthus
macrophyllus did, to which it will prove a successful rival. One
Plant, price 201. ; six Plants, ^5.

CROSSOSOMA TRILOBATA (Roezl)—From Wahsatch Moim-
tains, Utah, one of the Rosaceous plants, a neat evergreen, most dis-

tinguished shrub. The upper surface of ihc leaves is of a glossy

green, the under surface tomentosc, and of a silvery-grey. A vcrj-

singular and original novelty, and perfectly hardy, having withstf>od,

witTiout any protection, the severe cald of this winter with absolute

impunity. One plani
,
price 6s.

; 3 plants, price 15*'
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ORNAMENTAL GAME COVERT.
A Collection of Plants, consislinK of SYRINGA, RIBES,

ELUER, SPIR^A. SNOWBERRY, &c., will be supplied at £7 per
1000. See Catalogue.

JAMES SMITH, Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND HARDY
HEATHS.

100, in 10 varieties, 20J, ; 100, in 20 varieties, 301. j or 100, in 40
varieties, 45s. See Cataioeue.

JAMES SMITH, Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

LARGE SPECIMEN EVERGREENS.
To be SOLD, Cheap.

100 WET.LINGTONIAS.B feet high, magnificent plants.

100 THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 10 feet.

100 CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, gfcet.
100 THUJA LOBBII.pfeet.

All grown singly in an exposed situation on stiff clay soil, and will

nove with compat balls of earth. For price apply to

E. COOLING. Mile Ash, Derby, where the plants may be seen.

FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND LARCH, 1^ to 2,

z to 2^^. 2^ to 3, and 3 to 4 feet. I MANETTI STOCKS.
200,000 SCOTCH FIR, IS to 24 inches, thrice transplanted.
200,000 SPRUCE FIR, 2 toaj^, 2'^ to 3, and 3 to^J^ feet.

300,000 OAK, English, r^j to zj^, 3 to 4, and 4 to feet.

100,000 HAZEL, 15 to 24 inches, and 2 to 3 feel.

200.000 SYCAMORE, 2'4 to3, 3 to4, 4 to 6, and 6 to 8 feet.

200,000 THORNS, 3, 4, and 5-yr. transplanted.

100,000 ELM, Wych, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

100,000 ASH, Common and Mountain, z to 3, 3 to 4, and 5 to 7 feet.

20,000 OAK, Turkey, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 7 feet.

50,000 BIRCH, i'.^ to 2, 2 to 3, 4% to 6, and 6 to 8 feet.

30,000 AUSTRIAN PINE, i to 2, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

10,000 YEW, English, i to I'i, j}4 to 2, and 4 to 7 feet.

50,000 ALDER, I to 2, 2 to 3, and 3 to 5 feet.

10,000 ELM, English, grafted, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

20,000 SILVER FIR, 1 to iM,and i'^ to z feet.

40,000 BEECH, 2K to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

30,000 PRIVET, Evergreen, ij^ to i2 to 2, and 2 to 3 feet.

We also hold a large general Stock of all other FOREST and
ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c., which will be offered at very moderate
prices, CATALOGUES on application.

H, AND R. STIRZ.\KER. Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster

Yoimg Palms, Cheap.
"Palms for the million is no idle word here."—" D., Deal," in

Gardeners' Chronicle, -p. 1393, Oct. yZ, 1871.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT has much pleasure in
offering the fol'owing first-rate PALM sorts, that can be obtained

from his Establishment in large quantities at the undermentioned low
prices, viz, :

—

CORYPHA AITSTRALIS, in store pots, 48s. per too, ;i;2o per 1000.

ARECA RUBRA, in single pots, 2or. per 25.

,, SAPIDA, in store pots, 24s. per dozen.
,, VERSCHAFFELTI, in store pots, 40J. per dozen.

CHAM.'EROPS EXCELSA, in single pots, 48s. per 100, ^^20 per 1000.

,. FORTUNEI, 48s. per 100, £,20 per 1000.

rOCOS MAXIMILIANA, 60s. per dozen, £<, per 25.

TUB.^iA SPECTAIULIS, 161. per dozen, £,6 per roo,

"LATANIA BORBONICA,6oi- per 100.

PANDAN US UTl LIS, \2s. per dozen, 20s. per 25, 6is. per too.

„ VANDERMEERSCHI,3ZJ. per dozen.
PHCENIX RECLINATA (true), i-yr. Seedlings, in store pots, 805.

Eer 100.

e above are all most useful for Table Decoration, and those in

store pots can be sent at very little expense, as they will easily travel
without pots, and by shaking oft the larger part of the soil a large
number may be packed in a comparatively small package, and sent per
Continental Parcels Express. Early orders solicited, to be directed to

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, 134, Faubourg dc Bruxelles, Ghent,
Belgium. .^__^^_^
JOSEPH SMITH, JUN., Moor Edge Nurseries,

Tanslcy, near Matlock, Derbyshire, offers as follows, at per 1000 ;

—

ALDER, i% to 2 feet, i+r. ; 2 to 3 feet, iZs. ; 3 to 4 feet, 231.

ASH, Mountain, 2 to 3 feet, iZs. ; 3 to 4 feet, 20s.
; 4 to 5 feet, 251. ;

5 to 6 feet, 40J, ; 6 to 7 feet, 6oj.

BEECH, 1% to 2 feet, i8s. ; 2 to 3 feet, 331.

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM, 9 to 12 inches, 205. ; 1 to iJ4-foot, 30s.
;

2-yr
,
3s.

BIRCH, i!^ to 2 feet, 10*. to i(ts. ; a to 3 feet, 15J. to 21s. ; 3 to 4 feet,

20S. to 30J.

BOX, Tree, q to 15 inches, 60s
BROOM , Common , 2 to 3 feet, 151. ; 3 to 4 feet, 151. ; Seedlings, 31. fiii.

,, White, I and 2-yr. , 3J, (>d. to 5s.

COTONEASTER MICROPHYLLA, 25s. 10401.
ELM, t% to 2 feet, 145, ; 2 to 3 feet, i8j. ; 3 to 4 feet, 231.

FIR, Scotch, I to iM foot, 14s. ; ij^ to 2 feet, loj. ; 3 to 4 feet, 30J.

„ Spruce, 1 to 1% foot, 151. ; i!4 to a feet, aoi. ; 3 to 3 feet, 301.

;

3 to 4 feet, 50s.

„ ,, American, a to 3 ft., 70s. ; 3 to 4 ft., laor. t 4 to 5 ft,, 150^.

,, Larch, g to 15 ins , loi. ; 1 to ij^ foot, 13S. 6d. ; ij^ to 2 feet, i6j. ;

2 to 3 feet, 2$s.

FURZE or Gorse, Seedlings, is. 6d.
LIMES, 1 to ij^ fool, 501, ; iJ4 to 3 feet, 70s. ; 2 to 3 feet, iios.

; 3 to
4 feet, 140J.

OAkS, I to ij^ foot, 7s, ; iJ4 to 2 feet, 12s. ; 2 to 3 feet, 20s. ; 3 to 4 ft.

285. ; 3 yr , as. 6d.

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 6 to 12 inches, 13s, ; 9 to 15 inches, 25s. ; 1 to
1^ foot, 30s.

„ MARITIMA, 2 feet, los.

POPLAR, Ontario, i to ij^ foot, los. ; ij^ to 2 feet, 12s. 6d. ; 2 to 3 ft.

20S. ; 4 to 5 feet, 45s, ; 6 to 8 feet, 70s.

QUICKS, a-yr, transplanted, 8s,
;
3-yr. do., lOJ.

RHODODENDRONS, 2 and 3yr. Seedling, ^20 per 100,000.

,, 3-yr. selected, £^7 10s. per 100,000.

,, a-yr. i-yr. transplanted, i6s, ; 2-yr. and a-yr, transplanted, 24J.

SYCAMORE, 1% to a feet, 14s.; 2 to 3 feet, 16 r. ; 3 to 4 feet, 25s, ;

4 to 5 feet, 35s.

WILLOW, Bedford, i to iJi foot, 71. ; ij^ to 2 feet, lor. ; 2 to 3 feet,
15J. ; 3 to 4 ft., a3s. ; 4 to S ft,, aw. ; 6 to 8 ft., 70s. ; 8 to 10 ft., 100s.

PRIVET, Evergreen, i-yr,, 4s. ; ij^to 2 feet, 151.

LAUREL, Common, i-yr, fine, 15s.

SEAKALE, 2-yr. 251, ; i-yr, 155.

FLOWERING SHRUBS, in 50 varieties, i to 4 feet, lOOS

With many others, of which a Priced LIST will be sent on application.W VIRGO AND SON, Wonersh Nurseries, near
• Guildford, Surrey, respectfully call the attention of Noble-

men, Gentlemen, Nurserymen, and Others, to the under-mentioned
slock, the whole of which is particularly strong and healthy, and in
excellent condition for removal :—

Standard and Half-Standard ROSES, upwards of 300 varieties;
Standard, Pyramid, and Dwarf APPLES, extra fine ; ditto PEARS:
ditto PLUMS; GOOSEBERRIES; Black, Red, and White
CURRANTS; FILBERTS, extra fine.

EVERGREENS.
Common Laurel, 2 to 4 feet.

Portugal Laurel, 2 to 4 feet.

Green and Variegated Bi
, 2 to

[4 feet.Green Holly, 2 to 3 feet.

Yew, 2 to 4 feet,

Siberian and Chinese Arfjor-vitae,

j3 to 4 feet.

Pinus austriaca, 2 to 5 feet,

ORNAMENTAL TRRES.

Spruce Fir, 2 to 6 feet, fine and
bushy.

Berbens aquifolia, 1 to i\ foot.
American Arbor-vitcc, for hedges,

3 to 6 feet.

Evergreen Privet, 2 to 3 feet, fine.

Cupressus Lawsoniana,3 104 feet.

Spanish and Horse Chestnut,
6 to 8 feet,

Wych Elm, 6 to 8 feet
Double, Scarlet, White^ and

Paul's New Thorn, 6 to 8 feet.

Black Italian Poplar. 6 to 8 feet

Turkey, English ana ScarletOak.

Transplanted FOREST TREES, for Covert and Copse Planti

Hornbeam, Laburnum, Lime,
Norway Maple, Lombardy,
Ontario, White or Abele,
Balsam, &c.

Sycamore, Sumach, Acaeia.Weep-
ing Willow and Birch, 6 to
8 feet.

Scotch Fir, i to iJ4 foot,
2I4 to 354 feet.

Hazel, 2 to 3 feet.

English Oak, 2'4 to 3 feet.

Alder. 3 to 5 feel. Scotch Fir, i to iJ4 foot, and
Beech, 2 to 3 feet.

Horse Chestnut, 3 to 5 feet.

Spruce Fir, a to 3 feet.

Sycamore, 3 to 4 feel,

10,000 clean-grown CRAB STOCKS.
Priced C.\TALOGUR and samples on application.

The Nurseries arc i% mile from Bramley Station, London, Brighton,
and South Coast Railway : 2'^ miles from Shalford Station. South*
Eastern Railway: and 4 milea from Guildford Station, London and
Soulh-Westem Railway. Goods delivered free to the above station*.

DOBSON AND SONS' CHOICE SEEDS,
in sealed packets, post free.

CALCEOLARIA, splendid Hybridised, is. 6d., 2S. 6d., 3J. 6d., Jf.

CINERARIA, extra fine, is. 6d., as, 6d., 3s, 6rf,, 5s.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA ALBA, i5.&i.,as &i.,3J.6<f.,5s,

„ „ „ RUBRA, IS, 6af.,2S. 6rf.,3S. 6rf.,5s.

,, ,, ,, Mixed, IS. 6d., as. 6d., 3s. 6d., 5s.

CYCLAMEN, superb mixed, is., 2S. 6d.

BALSAM, eight splendid varieties, is., as,

INTERMEDIATE STOCK, fine, 6<f., is.

PVRETHRUM GOLDEN FEATHER, W., is.

BETA CHILENSIS, 6rf,, IS.

LOBELIA SPECIOSA,6rf,,is.
PANSY, Mixed, IS., as.

HOLLYHOCK, is., as. 6d., Ks.

SPRING-FLOWERING PLANTS, &c,, per dozen.
AUBRIETIA, 3s.; CANTERBURY BELLS, as.

DELPHINIUM FORMOSUM, as, 4S., 6s.

DAISIES, Red and White, is,, 2s.

HOLLYHOCKS, Seedlings, 4s. ; 24*. per 100.

LUPINUS POLYPHYLLUS, 2S. 6<i.

MYOSOTIS, 3s. ; POLYANTHUS, 4s.

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, 4s. ; Yellow do., as.

SILENE PENDULA, 2s. 6d. ; WHITE ALYSSUM, 2S. 6d.

ASPARAGUS, I, 2, 3, and 4-yr,,2s. 6.1, 3s. 6d., 5s. per 100.

SEAKALE, strong, for plantmg, "55. per 100.

Woodlands Nursery, Isfeworlh, W,, and High Street, Hounslow, W.

n^b PLANTEliST^StRONG FOREST T^EES,'&aX LARCH, 2 to 3, zj^ to 3%, and 3 to 4 feet.

SCOTCH, i!^ to 2, 2 to 2^4, and aj^ to 3 leet.

SPRUCE, 1% to 2, 2 to 2I4, 2]4 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

ENGLISH OAKS, 2% 103?^, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, 5 to 6, and 6 to 7 ft.

BIRCH, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

ELMS (Wych), 2 to 3, 3 to a, and 4 to 5 feet,

HAZELS, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, ana 4 to 5 feet.

MOUNTAIN ASH, 2103, 3104, and 4 to 5 feet.

SYCAMORES, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

With many others, all of the best quality. The Larch are clean,
stout, well-grown stuff, and have never been injured by frost.

JOHN HILL. The Nurseries, Spot Acre, near Stone, Staffordshire.

Nortbampton Nurseries.
To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and OTHERS, ENGAGED

in PLANTING.
JOHN PERKINS, Sen., begs to call particular

attention to his large STOCK of the following, the whole ol
which have been transplanted, are stout, and wel! rooted :

—

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 1% to 2 feel, 751, per 1000; 2102?^ feet, i20S,

per 1000; 2j^ to 3 feet, 20s. per 100. All fine fibrous roots.
BIRCH, 2 to 3 feet, 20s, per 1000 ; 3 to 4*3 feet, 30s. per 1000
ELM, Wych, 2 to 3 feet, 25s. per 1000; 3 to 4 feet, 35s. per 1000
OAKS, English, 3 to 4 feet, 60s. per 1006, fine transplanted

; 4 to 5 feet,
100s. per looo

FIR, Spruce, 2 to 2^2 feet, sos, per 1000
EERHERIS AQUIFOLIA, 1 to t!< foot, 30s. per 1000
BLACKTHORN, i'^ to 2 feet, 15s, per 1000; 2 to 3 feet, 201. "per 1000.
BOX, Green, i}4 to 2 feet, laos. per 1000
HAZEL, fine, i to a feet, 15s, per 1000
HORNBEAM, a to 3 feet, 30s. per 1000
LAUREL, Common, ij^ to a feet, loos. per 1000
PRIVET, Evergreen, a to zJX feet, aos, per 1000
YEWS, English, 1^3 to 2 feet, 40s. per 100; 2 to 3 feet, 70s, per 100
CATALOGUES of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK free by

post on application to 52, Market Square, Northampton, where all

communications are to be addressed

Eltham Nursery, Kent, S.E.
two MILES from BLACKHEATH STATION;

ONE MILE from ELTHAM, LOOP-LINE.
rpHIRTY ACRES of healthy, well-grown NURSERY
J. STOCK, of every description, comprising Specimen CONIFERS
and EVERGREENS of all sizes. Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
&c. Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to come
and select (or thewselves.

JAMES W. TODMAN, Eltham Nurse^i^ Kent, S.E.

DOUGLAS FIR SEED (True).— Price, including
postage, 7s. 6d. per oz, A limited portion of Seed of this

hardy, quick-growing, and noble Evergreen Spruce Fir, may be had
from Messrs. BEN REID and CO., Aberdeen Forest Tree Nurseries,
Aberdeen,, Scotland.
%" Growth of bulk tested 25 per cent., yielding from 500 to 600

ripened seeds per oz. The Trade also supplied.

"PVERGREEN SHRUBS for COVER PLANTING,

SCOTCH FIRS, 3 to 4 feet, transplanted spring, 1871, 7J. td. per
100; 65J. per 1000.

SPRUCE FIRS, 3 to 4 feet, lOS. per 100; 80s. per 1900.

LARCH FIRS, 3 to 4 feet, ss. per 100; 40s. per 1000.

Evergreen PRI\ ET, 4 to 5 feet, 5s. per 100; 30s. per 1000; 2 to

3 feet, 2J. td. per 100 ; aos. per 1000.

LAURELS, Common, 3 to 4 feet, bushy, aos. per too.

BERBERIS MAHONlA AQUIFOLIA, i to 1% foot, los. per 100.

Victoria PLUMS, Dwarf Trained.
APPLES, Dwarf Espalier Trained, best sorts, at equally low

prices. The above are all well-grown bushy Plants, and suitable for
immediate effect. For samples, &c., apply to
FREDERICK PERKINS, Nurseryman, Regent Street, Leamington

FOX and GAME COVERTS.—The BITTER
WILLOW is the cheapest, most easily reared, and most usetul

plant yet offered for forming new coverts, or improving those already
made. Birds are especially partial to Willow plantations. Bitter
Willow stakes, 3 to 4 feet long, will make a really good covert the first

year, and perfectly secure from the attacks of rabbits. Anxious to
make the value of this plant better understood, W. Scaling will supply
cuttings or stakes at the following extremely low rales for the remainder
of the planting season :

—

10 inches long, igs, per 1000 I 36 inches long, 40s. per 1000

15 inches long, aos per 1000 48 inches long, 50s. per 1000
24 inches long, 30s, per 1000 | 60 inches long, 60s. per 1000

Increasing in thickness as they increase in length, and all, except the
10 inches, cut from 3-yr. old snoots. The two larcer sizes are well
adapted to make hedges, in place of Thorn or Quick-reared. See
article in Rural Almanac, 1872, p. 37, published at the Field oflice.

WILLIAM SCALING, Willow Nurseryman, Basford. Notts.

Would You lie Surprised to Heax^E UNDERMENTIONED can now be purchased
at immensely reduced prices ? Apply to

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

Standard APPLES, PEARS, and PLUMS
Pyramid ,, ,, ,,

Dwarf-trained PEACHES
Standard i-yr. trained PEACHES
RED CURRANTS, in variety
RHODODENDRONS, Hybrid Seedlings, 2 to 4 feet
SPRUCE FIR, 3 to 4 feet
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, Jto lofeet
PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 3to6feet -

PINUS CEMBRA, ito4feet
RETINOSPORA .SIjUARROSA, ij,' to a'-: feet

„ EKICOIDES, i;^ tosfcct
„ PISIFERA, i"^ to6leet
„ OBTUSA, 3to6fcet

THUJA AMERICANA, 3 to 6 feet
LOEBII, iKtoSfeet

THUIOPSIS EOREALIS, 4to8feet
,, DOLABRATA, Q inches to iK foot

ARUNDO CONSPICUA, strong
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA

„ DARWINII, i^ to 2'^ feet

„ JAPONICA, I t0 2fcet
LABURNUMS, 3 to6 feet
DEUTZIA CRENATA FLORE-PLENO, 3 to6 Iccl
DOUBLE FURZE, pots
ENGLISH OAKS, 2 to 6 feet
LAURELS, Colchic, iK to35j feet

,, Common, 1% to 2!^ feet

,, Portugal, I to 2 feet
LARCH FIR. 6 tog feet
SCOTCH FIR, 4 to 6 feet
MENZIESII PO LI FOLIA, strong
Paul's New Scarlet THORN, Standard and Pyramid
PURPLE LABURNUMS, 4 to 8 feet
POPLAR, ONTARIO, 6 to 12 feet

„ BLACK ITALIAN, 6 to 12 feet

„ LOMBARDY, 6 to 12 feet

SPIR^AS, of sorts, 3 to 4 feet
VIBURNU.M PLICATUM, 3 to 3 feet
VIOLETS, in best varieties
YUCCA FLACCI DA, strong
CLEMATIS, of sorts
IVIES, of sorts
GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM

TO PLANTERS of FOREST TREES.—The
handsomest and also the most profitable Forest Trees to grow

are the two NEW WILLOWS, SALIX BASFORDIANA and
SALIX SANGUINEA S. Basfordiana is the most vigorous growing
Willow yet introduced ; the timber is exceedingly tough and valuable

;

the branches are of a bright orange colour, deepening into a red
towards the points, and shine in the sun as if varnished. S. sanguinea
is not quite such a rapid grower, but the timber is equally tough, and
the branches throughout of a deeper red, and very bright. The colour
is the most brilliant when the trees are destitute of leaves. They arc
spiry topped trees, and attain a large size, perfectly hardy, and will

grow in the poorest soils or most exposed situations. They would
form handsome groups in a landscape, or mix with and relieve the
sombre appearance of our woods in winter. It is very rarely that a
valuable novelty like the above has been offered at such extremely low
rates. Strong rooted plants, 6 to 9 feet high, 6s. per dozen, or 405. per
100; g to 13 feet high, 71. bd. per dozen, or 50J. per 100; selected
specimens over 13 feet. las, per dozen, or 805. per roo.

For the value of the Willow as a Timber Tree/ see thtCarde»^
December 9, 1871.

WILLIAM SCALING, Willow Nurser>'man, Barford, Notts.

Leicester Seeds
Are obtaining a great reputation in all parts of the country.

HARRISON'S CATALOGUE of first-class

GARDEN and FARM SEEDS of their own growing, is now
ready, post free on application,
Myatt's Ashleaf POTATOS, a selected stock, beautiful sample.

Price per cwt. or ton to the Trade on application.

See advertisement, paRc 211 of this day's Gardeners' Chronicle.
HARRISON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Leicester.

JOHNSTONE'S ST. MARTIN'S RHUBARB.—
Strong roots, is. 6if, each. Price to the Trade on application.

The above is undoubtedly the best variety of RHUBARB in culti-

vation, whether for Forcing or Out-door culture. The leading
Nurserymen in Britain, and also most of the London Trade, have had
supplies direct from us,

W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen, Dundee, N.B.

WRIGHTS GROVE WHITE CELERY, one of
the largest and best-flavoured bleaching varieties ever intro-

duced; after the same character as the Grove Red, sent out by me,
but blanches about a fortnight earlier. It has been awarded the First

Prizes at the two Celery Shows held at Retford, the average weight of

the sticks exhibited being 6 lb. each. It was raised by mysell, and
will be found one of the best white Celeries in cultivation. This is

the second season I have sent it out, and, as the stock of seed is

limited, early orders are requested. Price is p. packet, or 6s. p. doz.
W. WRIGHT, Seed Merchant, East Retford.

Agents : HURST and SON, 6, Leadenhall Street London, E.C.

HLANE AND SON beg leave to call the attention
- of Planters to the following SPECIAL LIST—having large

quantities to ofl^cr of fine, well-grown specimens, regularly trans-
planted, and such as cannot fail to give satisfaction. A personal
inspection is solicited,

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, 6 to 14 feet, very handsome, and safe
for removal, ars. to 105s. each.

CEDRUS ATLANTICA, 3 to 5 feet, is, 6d. to 3s. td. each.
„ DEODARA, 7 to 13 feet, lOs 6.^. to 42s. each.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA,6 to 9 feet, is, bd. to ss. each ; extra
fine specimens, 7s td. to los. dd. each.

JUNIPERUS CHINENSIS, 3to7feet, IS. 6J toys, 6d. each.
,, HIBERNICA, fine, 3 to 6 feet, is. 6d. to 3s, td. each.

ABIES DOUGLASII, to 12 feet, specimens, los, 6rf. to 21s. each.
„ MENZIESII,6 toi2feet, 2s. 6.f. to 7s. td. each.
„ MORINDA, 4 to 12 feet, 2s. td. 1075. td. each.

PICEA FRASERII, 3 to 6 leet, is. toss. each.

„ GRANDIS, 7 to 12 feet, los. td. to 21s. each. "i Fine
,, NOBILIS, 2 to 7 feet, 2s. 6d. to63S, each, > handsome
„ NORDMANNIANA, 2 to 10 feet, 3S.6rf, to63J.each.J specimens.

PINUS, in variety,
RETINOSPORAS, in variety.
THUJA GIGANTEA, very fine, 3 to 6 feet, 31. td. to los. td. each.

„ LOBBII, fine, 4 to 8 feet, u. td. to 7s, td. each.
,, Siberian, good, 4 to 6 feel, 21. td. to 5s. each.

THUJOPSIS BOREALTS, 3 to 10 feet, is. 6rf, to los. 6rf. each.
DOLABRATA.fine, 5s. to 21s, each.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, extra fine specimens, constantly
transplanted, 4 107 feet, 5s. to 31s. td. each,

YEW, common specimens, 2 to 4 feet, is. td. to S^- each.
,, gold and silver striped, in large quantities, is. td. to 7s, td. each,

DECIDUOUS and EVERGREEN TREES and SHRUBS in great
variety.

RHODODENDRONS, finest named varieties, from 30J. to loos. per
dozen.

ROSES, Standards, best varieties, 151. to i8s, per dozen
,, Dwarfs, best varieties, os to 12s. per dozen,

,, in pots, for forcing or exhibition, from i8s. to pos, per dozen.
Orders over ;£5 delivered free by cart within 30 miles (thus saving

expense of packing and package) ; carriage paid to London upon
orders over £1.

Descriptive CATALOGUE free.

The Nurseries, Great Berkhampstead, Herts.

THE WARDIE VARIEGATED KALE.—We beg
to offer the above (seed direct from Miss Hope), which is by far

the finest strain, and invaluable for Winter Gardening. The colours
arc beautifully bright and distinct, and may be had separately or in

mixed packets, post free, as follows :

—

Per packet—*, d.

White 16
,, cut-leaved .. ..16

Mixed packet of all .. ..26

Per packet—s. d.

Purple 16
,, cut-leaved . . ..16

Cabbage-hearted, purple
and white .. , . i 6

Priced LISTS of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS post free

on application.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, "Newton" Nurseries, and
102, Eastgate Street, Chester.

/ 1ABBAGE PLANTS, CABBAGE PLANTS,
V_-/ strong, healthy, vigorous.

1,000,000 Robinson's Drumhead, at 3s. per 1000.

500,000 Early Battersea, Enfield Marlcet, and Little Pixie, at 3s. td.

per 1000.

100,000 Red Pickling Drumhead, 5s, per 1000.

Sutton's Red-skinned Flourball POTATO, at 6s, per bushel.
Paterson's Bovinia, or Cattle-feeder POTATH, at 6s. per bushel.

Samples on application.

Remittances to accompany Orders from unknown Correspondents.
W. VIRGO AND SON, Wonersh Nursery, near Guildford, Surrey.

NOTICE is HEREBY GIVEN, that by deed duly
executed by both the Partners, and dated the i6th day of

December, 1871, the PARTNERSHIP theretofore subsisting between
CHARLES ONESIMUS BURLEY and JAMES WINDSOR
MARTIN, as Nurserymen, at the Town of Brentwood, in the County
of Essex, under the style of Burley and Martin, was DISSOL\'ED
by MUTUAL CONSENT.

A, SCOTT LAWS0N,3i, Lincoln's Inn Fields,

Solicitor in the matter of the said Dissolution.

^PHE TRUSTEES of the Business recently carried on
X by Messrs, Chivas & WF^VEH beg to intimate that they have
DISPOSED OF the entire STOCK-IN-TRADE, consistmg of
IMPLEMENTS, SEEDS, &c., to Messrs, J AMES DiCKSON and
SONS, of No. 102, Eastgate Street, and the " Newton" Nurseries,

Chester, who have taken the Premises No 108, Eastgate Street ; also

the adjoining Implement Warehouse underneath the Chester Corn
Exchange, and to whom the Trustees have much pleasure in referring

the Friends and Customers of the above-mentioned Business.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to direct attention

to the above notice, and to say that Purchasers of AGRICUL-
TURAL IMPLEMENTS and MACHINERY will have every

information and facility of selection afforded, and be most liberally

treated at the Corn Exchange Implement Warehouse,
Priced LISTS and all information furnished post free.

102 and 108, Eastgate Stret, and "Newton" Nurseries, Chester,

aUo Corn Exchange Implement Warehouse, Chester.—Feb. i.
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Best of All Pea.
SUTTON AND SONS having gro^^Tl for trial all the

New Peas which have lately been introduced by Dr. McLean,
Mr- Laxton,and others, have no hesitation in recommendiiiK McLean's
BEST OF ALL, AS richly worthy of its name.
Sutton & Sons have always on hand, ready for Sale, all the new

sorts of PEAS, POTATOS, and other SEEDS, which they supply at

the same Prices as charged by the-raisers who introduced them; as
see Priced LISTS.

Roj-al Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

PENZANCE EARLY WHITE CORNISH
BROCCOLI.—The undersigned has a few potinds of True Early

Pcniancc White BROCCOLI SEED. This invaluable variety; if

sown early and planted in a generous, warm soil, will produce hne
heads in February', Price lai. per lb , or gs. per dozen packets, post free,

JOHN MITCHINSON, Seed .Alerchant. Truro, Cornwall.

Turzilp Seed.
BOLTON AND CO. have to offer very fine stocks of

the above, at moderate prices, which can be obtained on
application.
BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London. N.

TELEGRAPH CUCUMBER (Rollisson's varietv,
true).—The best variety of Tclcgraph'Cucumber grown, and the

best all-the-year-round Cucumber extant ; guaranteed the pure stock.

small packet, ii. ; larger, is. 6d. each.
FORTYFOLD CUCUMBER (Cue__ _ _ _ _ .Lucumis Anguria), the new hardy

ridce Gherkin : the best known for pickling. Per packet, td: and u.
\y. G. CLARKE, Great Western Nurseries, Wellington, Somerset.

Extra fine Forcing and Planting Seakale.
GEORGE CLARKE has many thousnnds, very fine

clean stuff, ihis season, which he begs to- offer as. uuder :—
Plantinp^size, $i. per lOO : forcing, lOf., 121., and some Superfine

; and MottJngham, Kent, S.E

"^,
selectctTCrowns, 15J. per

Brixton Hill, London, S.WNurseries: Bri

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Enfield Market, 2s. 6d. per
1000, 20J. per 10,000 ; Early York, 3s. per 1000; 251. per 10,000.

POTATOS.
Per bush.
of 56 lb.

4*.

6s.

Per cwt.

71.

Per sack of
16 stones.

Myatt's Prolific .. ..

Early Rose .

.

llushcl bags yd. each, 2 bushel bags io.f. each, 4 bushel bags u. Zd.

each. Remittances toaccompanyall orders.

CHRISTMAS QUINCEV. Seedsman, Peterborough.

To the Tralde.

EARLY SEED POTATOS.—A few tons of the
following to DISPOSE OF :—Mona's Pride, Milky White, and

Early Shaw. Also a few quarters of Laxton's Supreme PEA.—For
prices, &c., apply to

- JAM ES" MYATT, Offenham, Evesham^

EARLY WALNtrf-LEAVED OXFORD ROUND
POTATOS.—The most valuable of all varieties for forcing

purposes ; the haulm being very short and compact, and producing
very handsome shaped tubers of excellent quality earlier than any
other sort. The Trade can be supplied with a few of the above at
ai. 6d. per peck. H. and F. SHARPE. Wisbech.

RICHARD WALKER has to offer the following for
cash:— The real American Red-skinned Flourball POTATO,

10s. per cwt.; always free from blight, the heaviest cropper in England.
Richard Walker was the first man who introduced it into the Trade,
vrhich all in the Trade know. Early American Goodrich, 141, per cwt. ;

Peach Blow POTATO, just arrived from the United States, 45. per
peck ; Variegated Golden Gem, 3s. 6d. per peck.^ The Market Gardens, Biggleswade. Beds.

To the Seed Trade.
MALDEN AND SON have a considerable quantity of

WHITE PORTUGAL ONION SEED to DISPOSE of, grown
by themselves, from fine large selected Onions r no better stock or
quality in England. Also a few sacks of WHITE GLOBE ONION
SEED, from re-selected Onions. The above Seeds warranted true to
Stock and all Nett Crop 1S71. For price state quantity required.
Also from 40 to 50 tons EARLY SHAW POTATOS, true to Stock.
MALDEN and SON. Seed Growers, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire.

New Varlegatfld Golden Gem Potato.
SUTTON AND SONS recommend this interesting

novelty to all Potato growers. Through the early part of the
season the foliage presents an exceedingly beautiful variegation of
green and gold, renclering it exceedingly ornamental, while it is very
prolific, and of excellent flavour.

Price, 51. per peck ; i8j per bushel. Particulars of other choice
sorts on application.

SUTTON and SONS, Roj-al Berks Seed Establishment, Reading-

s

New American Seed Fotatos

UTTON AND SONS strongly recommend the
following NEW AMERICAN VARIETIES, as being well

worthy of cuituation ;

—

-Bresec's King of the Earlies
Bresee's Peerltiss
Bresee's Prolific - -1
Bresee's Climax

Early Rose
Early Goodrich
Late Rose , , _ ..

Hundredfold Fluke ^.. ii,„..,
Lowest price per bushel, sack, or ton, on application.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

The Dew American Fotatos.
TO THE TRADE.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Merchants,
Sleaford, can offer the following varieties of POTATOS, fresh

imported Seed. Price on application.
NEW AMERICAN LATE ROSE
EARLY ROSE
EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY SOVEREIGN
BRESEE'S PROLIFIC
BRESEE'S KING of the EARLIES
BRESEE'S PEERLESS
BRESEE'S CLIMAX
PEACH BLOW.

^ —^
I

•-"^''-

LEICESTER SEEDS
ARE OBTAINING A GREAT REPUTATION IN ALL PARTS

, OF THE COUNTRY.

'descriptive and priced catalogue
now ready. Post Free, on application to

HARRISON & SONS,
ROYAL MIDLAND SEED WAREHOUSE,

LEICESTER.

ESTABLISHED 1764.

CHOICE AND SELECT VARIETIES OK

GARDEN AND FARM SEEDS,
Trade prices, &c., on application.

Useful Collections of GARDEN SEEDS, from io.r. 6*/.

each td £^, Carriage FVee.

Upwards of looo varieties of FLOWER SEEDS,
comprising the most ornamental kinds.

Collections from 2s. 6cf. to £2 is.

HARRISON'S FAVOURITE CUCUMBER.—

A

beautiful White-Spine, unsurpassed for general use

and exhibition. Per packet, 2J. 6j/.

LEICESTER RED CELERY.—The best Celery ever

sent out, distinct in growth and of matchless quality.

Per packet, is.

HARRISON'S IMPROVED WHITE COS LET-
TUCE,—A fine selection from Paris White Cos.

Nothing better could be desired. Per packet, is.

The above, post free, for 48 stamps.

HARRISON'S IMPROVED FARM SEEDS,
Of their own growing, warranted as pure as harvested

from the field, and cleaned with great care.

The best MANGEL WURZEL,
And the best SWEDE :—

HARRISON'S NORMANTON GLOBE MANGEL
has again proved its superiority over all other kinds.

Per lb., I J. 4rf. ; cheaper by the cwt.

HARRISON'S DEFIANCE PURPLE-TOP SWEDE.
A new variety, and a great improvement. Per lb.,

IS. ; cheaper by the bushel.

Read our Customers' opinions in SEED CATALOGUE,
now ready.

Permanent Pasture Grasses,

TO SUIT ALL SOILS.

HARRISON'S MIXTURES of GRASSES are made
• with great care, and the praise we have received

assure us of their success in almost every case.

Price and particulars on application.

Orders above £i Carriage Free.

Trade prices, &c., on application.

HARRISON AND SONS, Seed Gro-wers,
LEICESTER.

,"!1." ) PiT ?-_
POTATOS. .lUcfnujKi'

,hfl ."S.r 9rrfifff)*iXtnXJt •

H. & F. Sharpe'S
WHOLESALE LIST OE SEED POTATOS

COMPRISES, AMONGST OTHERS, THE FOLLOWING FINE VARIETIES, VIZ. ;

—

EARLY SANDRINGHAM KIDNEY, fet Early
MONAS PRIDE KIDNEY
AMERICAN EARLY ROSE
OLD ASHLEAF KIDNEY
WALNUT-LEAVED KIDNEY
RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF KIDNEY
MYATTS PROLIFIC KIDNEY
DAINTREE'S EARLIEST ROUND

AMERICAN EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY DALMAHOY ROUND
EARLY OXFORD ROUND
DRUMMONDS EARLY PROLIFIC ROUND
EARLY FLOUNDER, very prolific

PATERSON'S VICTORIA, True
FLUKE KIDNEY
RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL, True

The above varieties have been carefully ^elected, and the quality is excellent. For prices (which are very low),

and other particulars, apply to

;

H. ANJbtc SHARPS* S£ED GRO'WING ESTABLISHMENT, -WISBECH, CAMBS.

B„
Mangel Wurzel.

OLTON AND CO. have to ofler SEED of very fine
slocks of the above, includini;^

I.ONt; KE1»
M;\.MMorH LONG REDYELLOW i;LOBE
FISHER Unlins' ORANGE GLOBE
RED GLOBE
Prices forwarded on application

nOLTON ASP CO., Seed Merchants
, Wood Green, London, N.

BUTTONS' CLEAN CLOVER SEEDSO New and Unadulterated, at Market Prices
RED.

I

Al.SIKE,
I

COW GRASS.
WHITE.

I
TREFOIL. SUCKLINGNEW GIANT HYBRID RED. | MALDEN'b WONDER.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Merchants. Readine .

35.*.^-,:^^ EstabUshed 1793.

— "^ JOHN K. KING, Seed
tt Grower, CoRpeshall, Essex,
will be happy to supply his unrivalled

illiW Hardy Prize Stocks of MANGEL
ulll WURZEL, SWEDES, and other

'/o I
TURNIP SEEDS (carefully selected

l'^\\ ^^^^ //"// ffom large roots), at moderate prices.

\^^ ^^r ff II
Large Purchasers supplied at

^Y ^itK V yKksV special moderate prices.

•*' \-SA%i. J_-iS^«/ -t"'
I'-ARM SEED LISTS post free.

"Txv^ /5ffTFv!^^^»?* Carriage paid on orders of 20J. and

^^''^sj;;^! L^^i:^^^^
upwards. Five per cent, discount

V ^^^SjiJlUS:^^
"

for cash.

T C. WHEELER and SON,
Seed |Growers,

Gloucester, and 59,1 Mark Lalie, London, '

OfTcr the following packets, post free :—
Per packet.

—

s. d
Wheplers' Cocoa-Nut CAMBAUE.. 1

„ IKingsholm Cos LETTUCE., i

„ !Tom Thumb LETTUCE .. o
^"^^6htat-.axc' M Croquet GKASS SEED, sample f

ig^^^^^^j^ sufficient for tri.nl on a small
, C l_ E JD^^?' Lawn or Croquet Ground i o

'vVfe==^5^ /\ M LITTLE BOOK for i872,eacli o 6

'iCy/< ^Lx'Jn^ Paterson's Superb ^^ELON.. ..10
^// \^\V Sweet Spanish CAI'SICUM.. ..06

\ \\ Collection of 12 choice varieties of

OlHI/fi)l(rf>l'^iriP"(t>lr in sweet-scented FLOWER SEEDS 4 6
"J||^Mjr^MlPJ)cflJ Or uilh an extra .quantity of

O// IVIi;:;nonette ,. ,. .. ..go
'^1/ Wheelers' Gloucestershire Kidney
•^/y POTATOS .. .. per bushel ro o

Ashmead's Kernel APPLE (Pyra-
mids) each 2 o

Erockworlh Park PEARS
(Maidens) each 7 6

J. C. WHEELER and SON,
Seed Growers, Gloucester; and 59. Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Fine Lawns and Croquet Groiinds

BY SOWING

SUTTON'S LAWN GRASS MIXTURE, which
forms a choice velvety turf in a very short time. For making

New Lawns or Croquet Grounds, 3 bush., or 60 lb., is required per
Acre, or i gallon to every 6 rods (or perohcs) of ground.
For improving those already in Turf, 20 lb. should be sown per

Acre.
March, April, and May are the best months for sowing. Price i*. 3^.

per lb. ; 31. per gallon ; a^s. per bush, (carriage free).

From Mr. J. Merrick, Gardener to S. Foster, Esq . Le Court.
January 21.

" The seed you sent me last year turned out uncommonly well.

Several gentlemen who came to Le Court could scarcely credit, from
the appearance of the lawn, that it was only sown in May. In
August it was as fine and thick as I have seen some lawns that had
been laid down for three year."

Prom Mr. H. Reynolds, Gardener to Lady Emily Foley, Stoke
Edith Fark.

" March 9.
" The fine Lawn Grass Seed purchased of you last year has given

the greater?! satisfaction.

From Mr. Henry Fuller, Gardener to St. John's College, Cambridge.
" October 8.

"The Lawn Grass Seed has given the greatest satisfaction to the
Masters and Seniors of the College.

INSTRUCTIONS on the FORMATION and IMPROVEMENT
of GARDEN LAWNS, CROQUET GROUNDS, &c., gratis and
post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

tlHEYNE BARLEY.—This celebrated Barley, which
^ could not be found in sufficient quantity for seed last spring, at

any price, is now offered by the undermentioned Grower at 4SS- per

quarter. It has been asserted that 11 quarters per acre of this Barley

have been produced. fhis may or may not be exacllj' true.

However, any one may ha^f Chevne Seed Barley by applying to

R. VALLENTINE, Wing, Leighton Buzzard.

For Seed.

H L
1 iL

TRADE

PEDIGREE
MARK.

CHEVALIER
B A R .L E Y,

which was awarded

The FIRST PRIZE THREE YEARS in SUCCESSION

(1867, 1868. 1869, and again in 1871),

at the Birmingham and Midland Counties" Show,

Yielded, at Brighton, in 1869, TEN QUARTERS PER
ACRE, weighing 57 lb. per bushel.

ALSO

PEDIGREE BLACK TARTARIAN,
AND

PEDIGREE WHITE CANADIAN
OATS.

For price and full particulars of above, and of

PEDIGREE SEED WHEATS, apply to the Originalor

of the System,

Captain HALLETT, F.I. .P., Brighton.
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CARTER'S PRIZE MEDALS,
AWARDED for SUPERIOR EXCELLENCE oF CARTER'S FARM and GARDEN SEEDS.

PUBLIC NOTICE! CAUTION.
JAMES CARTER &- CO., having had

their attention drawn to a most unwarrant-

able appropriation, by another House, of the

Prize Medal awarded at the Great Inter-

national Exhibition of London in 1862,

desire to announee that the Ofllv Prize

Medal for a General Collection of Seeds

was awarded to JAMES CARTER k CO.

NEW AMERICAN POTATOS
(fresh imported seed). Special

quotations per Cwt. or Ton will

be given where large quantities

are required.

EARLY ROSE {fresh imported seed

direct from the raiser). This
remarkable novelty, introduced

by us some years since, has
thoroughly established its claims

to public favour. For a combi-

nation of productiveness and
fineness of quality we believe it

is without a rival. Per Peck, 4s,

;

per Bushel, 145.

LATE ROSE {a new importation,

offered for the first time this

season), Per Gallon, 7s. dd. ;

per Peck, 14J.

BRESEE'S "CLIMAX" (fresh

imported seed direct from the

raiser). In productiveness it is

fully equal, if not superior, to

cither the Early Rose or the

Early Goodrich, bears few small

tubers, matures nearly with the

Early Rose, while its keeping
qualities are unsurpassed. Per
Gallon, 4s. ; per Peck, 75. 6rf.

BRESEE'S KINGoflheEARLIES,
or FIFTY-DOLLAR POTATO
{fresh imported seed direct from
the raiser). Per Gallon, 41. ;

per Peck, 75. td.

EARLY GOODRICH POTATO
(fresh imported seed direct from
the raiser). Per Peck, 55.

BRESIE'S PROLIFIC POTATO
(fresh imported seed direct from
the raiser). Per Gallon, 4s.

;

per Peck, 7s. 6rf.

Special low giiotaiioiis per
Cwt. or Ton on application.

CARTER'S NEW AMERICAN POTATOS.
N.B.—^J.

C. & Co. import the Seed of these Potatos fresh every year from America, as they are convinced
that change of climate has a great influence on their productiveness.

BRESEE'S PEERLESS POTATO (Direct from the Raiser). Per Peck, 7s. 6d.

CARTER'S ASH-TOP FLUKE
POTATO. — This variety has
now been before the public for

many years, and the increasing

demand for it, both in private

gardens and amongst the Cornish
growers for market, stamps it

as one of the best Potatos in

cultivation; for table purposes

it has no equal. Per Peck,

31. td. ; per Bushel, 131.

CARTER'S MAIN CROP
POTATO. —"D., Deal," thus

describes this valuable variety

in the Journal of Horiictilture,

Nov. 9, 1871 :
—" Carter's Main

Crop is the heaviest red Potato

I have ever seen, smooth as a
cricket-ball, and without the

least hollowness of eye; no waste
whatever." Per Peck, jj.

RED- SKIN FLOURBALL
POTATO.—For charitable and
other institutions where there

is a large consumption, this

Potato is invaluable.

special Nol-ict. — Our stock

may be thoroughly depended

upon, having been obtained

direct from the original raiser.

Price, per Bushel, 10s. W.
M uch cheaper in large quantities.

CARTER'S CHAMPION EARLY
FORCING POTATO. — The
earliest frame Potato in cultiva-

tion ; described in the Gardeners*

Chronicle as "An early kidney

frame Potato, earlier than the

Ashleaf, with scarcely any
haulm, and therefore very suit-

able for forcing." Per Peck,

5J. ; per Bushel, i8j,

CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED
POTATO CATALOGUE will be

sent Gratis and Post Free on

application.

GREAT MALVERN, 1871.

Carter^s 21s. Collection of Vegetable Seeds contains-
GREAT MALVERN, 1871.

Awarded to JAMES CARTER and CO.
for Grass and Other Seeds.

I qt. PEAS — Carter's
First Crop.

I ql. Advancer.
I pt. Premier.
I pt. Bishop's Long-pod.
I pt. Prizetakcr.
I qt. Laxton's Supreme.
I qt. Champion of Eng-

land.
1 pt. Carter's Victoria.
I pt. Veitch's Perfection.
1 pt. BEANS—Nonpareil
1 pt. Broad Windsor.
I pt. best French.
I pt. Scarlet Runners.
lg.pt. BEET—St. Osyth.
Ig. pt. KAIL—Cottagers'
Ig. pt. new, Asparagus,
Ig. pt. Dwarf Scotch.
Ig. pt. A L B E R T

SPROUTS.

Ig. pt. B R U S S E L S
SPROUTS, best

lg.pt. BROCCOLI —
Carter's Champion

Ig. pt. Snow's Winter.
Ig. pt. Adam's EarlyWht.
Ig. pt. Purple Sprouting,
lg.pt. CABBAGE —

Carter's Early.
Ig. pt. Enfield Market.
lg.pl. Dwarf Nonpareil.
Ig. pt. Tom Thumb.
Ig. pt. Savoy, best curled
!g. pi. CAPSICUM,
I Dz. CARROT — Early

Horn.
I oz. James' Intermediate
I oz. selected Scarlet.
lg.pt. CAULIFLOWER

—Carter's Dwarf
Mammoth,

., . CELERY — In
comparable Dwarf
White.

Ig. pt. Manchester Giant
Red.

4 oz. CRESS—plain.

I oz. Australian,
pkt. CUCUMBER —

Carter's Champion.
Ig- pt. ENDIVE—French

curled.
Ig. pt. LEEK — Ayton

Castle.

Ig. pt. LETTUCE—
Carter's Giant
White.

Ig. pt. Drumhead.
Ig. pt. Victoria,
40Z, MUSTARD—White
pkt. MELON — Carter's

Excelsior.

Carriage Free.'] Other Collections, 12s. 6d., 30s,, 42s., and 63a,

oz. ONION — Giant
Madeira.

I oz. Reading Improved.
1 oz. PARSNIP—Student
lg.pt. PARSLEY— Dun-

nett's Garnishing.
2oz. RADISH—Wood's

Frame. [top.

2 oz. Early Scarlet Short-
2 oz. mixed Turnip.
60Z. RAPE—for salad.

!4 pt. SPINACH —
ll pt Winter. [Summer,
loz. TURNIP — Early

Six-week.
I oz. Yellow Malta.
I oz. Red Sione,
pkt. TOMATO—Red.
pkt. V EGETA B LE

CREAM— Moore's
; 2 pkt. POT HERBS.

each. {Packing Free.
Awarded to JAMES CARTER AND CO.

for Grass and Other Seeds.

BLACKPOOL, 1S70.

Awarded to JAMES CARTER and CO,
for Grass and Other Seeds.

BLACKBURN

Awarded to
J. CARTER and CO.

for Grass and other Seeds.

CARTER'S
ILLUSTRATED

VADE

iVIECUIVI

For 1872

(Described as
the Oueen of
C a talog u e s),

containing up-
wards of Two
Hundred Truth-
ful Illustrations,

Post Free \t..

Gratis to
Customers.

BLACKPOOL, 1870, WIGAN, 1870.

Awarded to J. CAKIER and CO.,
for Grass and other Seeds.

Awarded to JAMES CARTER and CO.
for Grass and Other Seeds.

JAMES CARTER & CO., 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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Seeds Direct from tlie Growets
The BEST MEANS of PREVENTING DISAPl-OINTMENT.

SUTTONS' ;^3 3^. COLLECTION of GARDEN
SEEDS, for a LarRc Garden, carriaRe free.

C2 IS. COLLECTION of GARDENQUTTONS' /2
yj SEEDS, for a Medium-siicd Garden, carriage free.

BUTTONS' £t -ls. C0LLECTI©N of GARDEN
SEEDS, for a Small Garden, carriage free.

s UTTONS' I2J. 6rf. COLLECTION of GARDEN
SEEDS, for a Small Garden.

BUTTONS' COLLECTION of GARDEN SEEDS
for One Whole Year's Supply. Complete particulars forwarded

(iratis on application to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by Special Appointment to the

Queen and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading, licrks.

<OOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
'X\i SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.
SHOW of CHINESE I'RIMULAS, LYCASTES, &c, Eebruary 14.

AWARDS of the JUDGES.
Class i.—6 CHINESE PRIMULAS, distinct. (Open).

»;st, Mr. G. Goddard, Gr. to H. Little, Esq., Cambridfic Villa,
Twickenham, {^x,

(Extra, Messrs. J. Dobson & Sons, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W
.Class 3.-3 CHINESE PRIMULAS, " Waltham White." (Open.)

(Prizes offered by Mr. Wm. Paul, F.R.H.S.)
list, Mr. J. Scott. Gr. to J. H. Howitt, Esq., Uriyden Hall, Enfield, C$

Class 3.-3 DIELY TRAS, in bloom. (Open,).

'TSt, Mr. J. George, Gr, to Miss Nicholson, Putney Heath, £t.

cd, Mr. W. Dcnnint;, tlr. to Lord Londcsborouyh, Grimston Park,
Tadcasicr, Yorkshire, 151.

Class 4.-6 LYCASTES, in bloom. (Open).

1st, Mr. W. Denning, j^i loi.

Cl.\ss 5,—dessert APPLES, 3 dishes, distinct. (Open.)

1st, Mr. G. T. Miles, Gr. to Lord Carrington, Wycombe Abbey, Hish
Wycombe, 15J.

2d, Mr. T. Parsons, Gr. to R. Attenborough, Esq , Fair Lawn, Acton
Green, W., loj.

Class 6.—DESSERT PEARS, 3 dishes, distinct. (Open).
ist, Mr. T. Stephenson, Gr. jo F. C. Darker, Esq., Leigh Hill, Essex,

2d, Mr. J. Gardner, Gr. to Col. Astley, Elsham Hall, Brigg, Lincoln,
lOJ.

Notewortliy Hortlculturlsta and Botanists.
NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of

NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and UOTANISTS
is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already
appeared, and separate Copies (price 61/, each), on tinted paper, may
,be had on application to the Publisher '-

Dr. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S.
"iV. Wilson Saunders, F.RS.
jRev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.
ri'^. Decaisne
-G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.
fDr. lIooRE, of Glasncvin
lProfe«sor Keichenbach.

Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.
E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.
James McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.
James Bateman, F.R.S.
Pertiiold SEt^rANN, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.

Tubl^cd by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,
iCovcat Garden, W.C.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1872.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday, Feb. 19—Entomolnslcal 7 p.m.

TiiKn.v _„ f Manchester Botanical and Horticulturalici.iu.«, — -o^
(Exhibition of Novelties).

THE Annual Meeting of the Roval
Horticultural Society, held on Tues-

day last, attracted but little attention on the part
of the Fellows. The attendance was very scanty,
and the proceedings were not marked by any
very striking incident. The report of the Council,
a copy of which will be found in another place,
is, on the whole, so satisfactory, that it is no
wonder there was little overt grumbling.

If the Fellows were rather seriously incon-
venienced last year, and will probably be even
more so this, through the connection with the
International Exhibition, yet as that connection
resulted in a nett balance of over ,£5000 being
handed to the Society, as well as in the conferring
of certain valued privileges to the Fellows, it was
generally felt that the gain was so much greater
than the inconvenience that it was not wise to

say much about the latter—and so the Council
had things pretty much its own way.
The Nottingham Show, it seems, resulted also

in a good handsome profit, which is encouraging
as regards Birmingham this year, of which
place, by the way, and of the spirited efforts

there making on behalf of the Society, not a
word is said in the report.

The item of ,£500 on Mr. Foley's group,
sanctioned in the days of reckless extravagance,
was fortunately not claimed by the artist till last

year, when, owing to the circumstance we have
mentioned, the funds of the Society \vere in a
much better state to meet the demand than
would have been the case some years before.
The expenditure on the tents will, in view of

their necessity, commend itself to most fre-

<|uenters of the Society's shows.
Some discussion took place as to the mode of

election of Prince Arthur to one of the vacant
seats at the Council, and His Royal Highness—
who is, we believe, deservedly popular— was
finally elected by acclamation. Had His Royal

Highness been elected to some honorary office in

the Society, we should have heartily concurred in

the propriety of such a step, but when he is made
to fill the room of working bees, we think the

latter have a full right to murmur. The
Council, as we take it, should be a representative

body of working horticulturists, including mem-
bers of all classes and parties of the horticul-

tural world, so far as practicable ; and we hold

it to be injudicious and impolitic to ignore the

strongly-expressed opinion of a very large and
influential section of the Fellows and sup-

porters of the Society. It is true that they
were not represented at the annual meeting,
wliich comprised a very small number of

Fellows, and hence they may be said to have
allowed the matter to be adjudged by default

;

but this does not diminish the moral obligation

of the Council as nominees. We would not be
thought to undervalue the aristocratic element

;

far from it ; and when, as is the case with some
of the aristocratic members of the .Society, hard
work is combined with high birth, we gladly

acknowledge that the work done is in proportion
the more valuable.

We fear that ill health may have prevented
the more frequent presence of the ducal Presi-

dent of late years. If so, we can only regret the

circumstance. Our only object in alluding to

the matter now, is to prevent such an unseemly
occurrence as happened last year, when a large

number of persons, including several delegates
from foreign Governments, were specially invited,

in the President's name, to a soinc, and when
the time came there was not a single member
of Council present to do the honours of the
occasion. We happen to know that this w.as felt

as a slight by some of the distinguished guests
on the occasion in question. If a similar oppor-
tunity should present itself this year, we trust

that H.R.H. Prince Arthur, or some other
responsible dignitary of the Society, will be
found to play the part of host.

The only other topic upon which we need say
anything is as to the appointment of Mr. Dyer
as Professor of Botany, in aid of the Botanical

I

Director, the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, whose name
can never be mentioned without recalling the

immense value of the services he has for so
many years rendered to horticulture and botany.
The general duties of the new Professor are

thus broadly defined : — "To conduct the
scientific business of the Society, both horti-

cultural and botanical." No doubt the newly
appointed Professor will speedily carve out his

own mode of action, and the Society will once
more possess an accomplished energetic man
at the head of those departments which have
been comparatively neglected of late years, or
left to the amateur endeavours of " willing

horses," Now that a chief is appointed we
may confidently expect that a general im-
provement in the conduct of those departments
of the Society not immediately connected with
its financial operations, will ensue. In adverting
to these matters we may say that many of its

members would be glad to see more order and
method introduced into the meetings and dis-

cussions of the Scientific Committee, where
much valuable information is, so to speak, dissi-

pated, front the want of sufficient control over the
discursiveness of members. The general direc-

tion of this committee will, we presume, form
one of the functions of the new Professor. Another
point we may look forward to hopefully is the
placing of the publications of the Society on a
better footing. Want of funds has hitherto

proved an obstacle to the regular publication of
the Joiinial, but as this impecunious state

seems happily passing away, we trust that the
Journal will speedily resume its former interest

and importance. Hitherto, our own columns
have afforded the only record at all approaching
completeness of the doings at the Scientific

Committee, and of the papers brought before it.

It must be obvious to all who have watched its

proceedings, that there have been numerous and
important communications which merit repub-
lication in the Society's own Joitnial. To this

day, for instance, the elaborate report of Mr.
Glaisher on the meteorological phenomena as
observed for so many years at Chiswick—

a

report involving enormous labour, and, we be-
lieve, of commensurate importance- -has never
seen the light, save in the condensed abstract
and diagrams, which was all that our space
would permit us to publish.

The improvement in the scientific status of the
Society is an object whose importance we have

in this journal always urged, and towards whicli
we have rendered such aid as has lain in our
power. We, therefore, heartily thank the

i Council for the step they have now taken, and
congratulate the Society on the appointment of
so keen and able a botanist as Professor Dyer.
has shown himself to be in the conduct of his
former offices in the Royal Agricultural College,
Cirencester, and in the Royal College of Science
of Dublin respectively.

We are requested to announce that Messrs.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, seed growers, of Gloucester
and London, have placed at tlie disposal of the Local
Committee for the Birmingham show of the Royal
Horticultural Society, the sum of 10 gs. , to be offered
" for the best collection of plants, in pots, in bloom,
ijearing Sweet-scented Flu\ver,s, such as Koses,
Lilies, Honeysuckles, Stocks, Jasmines, Mignonette,
Violets, Carnations, Pinks, &c., ornamentallygrouped."

In the current number of the Journal of
Bolauy, Dr. George Benneti', of Sydney, has a
communication on the Poisonous Qu.\hties of the
Seeds of MacroZ.miia si'Iralis, a plant common
about Sydney, and whose leaves are used for decorative
purposes. The seeds are eaten by the aborigines, but
are poisonous if not steeped in water previous to being
eaten. The poisonous ingredient has been ascertained

to be binoxalate of potash, a salt only soluble in water,
and decomposed by heat ; hence it is only in the raw-

state that any injury is likely to accrue from their use.

The "active and intelligent " members of our
Police force are often charged with some peculiar
duties, but we did not know until nowthat a BOTANICAL
Knowled<.;e was a necessary qualilication for its

members. In a recent report, in the Daily .Vhiv, ofan
inquest held at North Cray, to inquire into the mys.
terious death of a girl, it was proved by medical evi*

dence that death had resulted from the effects of White
Hellebore, and the coroner, in adjourning the inquiry

for a fortnight, said that "Hellebore was sometimes
mistaken for Wild Celery, and he had held an inquest
at Woolwich in which tliirteen or fourteen persons had
made a mistake in that way in Plumstead marshes.
Deceased's mother had a garden, but she did not know
that there was any White tdellebore in it. He advised
the police to make diligent inquiries amongst the.

chemists and herbalists within a moderate range, and
to ascertain whether White Hellebore grew in the

locality." Now, White Hellebore is the Veratrum
album, not a British plant, but found growing in the

South of Europe, where its root-stocks are collected for

medicinal purposes. It belongs to an entirely different

order from the title Hellebores. Perhaps the police,

under the coroner's suggestion, may add something to

botanical science.

In the House of Commons on Monday last the
Royal Parks and Gardens Bill was read a second
time. It was opposed by Mr. Vernon Harcourt,
who strongly objected to the right of summary arrest

given to the park-keepers and to the Rangers' power
of making arbitrary regulations. The aim of the Bill

apparently was to make the parks a preserve for

"carriage company," and it would put an end to the

right of public meeting. Mr. Beresford Hope
thought this description highly exaggerated, and
pointed out that the Bill only enacted the same
restrictions for the protection of the Royal Parks as

already prevailed in all town parks. Colonel Hogg,
as Chairman of the Metropolitan Board of Works,
bore testimony to the necessity for some regulations

;

and the second reading was also supported by Lord J.
Man NERS, Mr. Mitford, and Mr. Baillie Cochrane.
On the other hand, Mr. Henley, Mr, Denison,
Mr. White, and Mr. Alderman Lawrence opposed
the Bill, which they believed would restrict the enjoy-
ment of the paiks by the lower classes. Mr. Avrton
disclaimed all idea of lessening the privileges of any
portion of the population, and explained that his object

was to protect the well-disposed against the violence of
the "roughs." The Bill only extended to the Royal
parks, in a limited degree, the principle which had been
applied to all other parks established by Parliament.

There had been a mistaken idea that the power of the

Crown was sufficient to protect these parks, but the
Crown had no power at all compared with the power
of a local body or a private owner. He denied that

the Bill would put an end to the right of public meeting
in the parks ; it would subject it to regulations, and no
regulations made by the Ranger would be valid until

they received the assent of the First Commissioner.

We may remind our readers that the first of
the proposed Floral Meetings of the Manchester
Botanical and Horticultural Society will take place
on Tuesday next, in the Town Hall, Manchester.
These meetings are intended to be on the plan of those
held fortnightly by the Royal Horticultural Society,

and have been projected with the view to extend the
taste for ornamental plants, and horticulture generally,
in and around Manchester..

Mr. Glashier writes thus on the State ok
the Weather during the week ending February ro,

1S72 ;—In the vicinity of London the reading of the

barometer at sea level, at the beginning of the week.
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was about 29.9 inches. By the morning of the 5th; that of the 9th, when the minimum temperature was very uniform over the country, there being but 4* dif-

the reading had decreased to 29.7 inches. This value i but just above freezing point, viz., 32I'; the warmest ference between the greatest and least. The mean of

proved to be the minimum for the week, and a gradual that of the 6th, $6". The daily ranges of temperature
1
the whole was 41^°. The fall of rain was larger in

vise from this point then occurred to about 30 inches,
,

varied between 25" on the 9th, and 5^" on the 6th.
|
Scotland than in England ; at two stations more than

Fig. S4.—celosia uuttoni, natural size. (See p. 215.)

near which the readings remained generally till the end
of the week; a tendency to decrease was, however,

Fig. 85.— celosia huttoni, showin-g UAniT (p. 215),

apparent on the afternoon and evening of the loth.
The highest temperature by day ranged from about
47.^" on the4th to 58" on the 9th. The coldest night was

The mean daily temperatures were again entirely above
the average, the departures in excess being as follows :

—4th, 5°.5 ;
5th, 7'.2; 6th, 10°. i

;
7th, b'' ; Sth,

7''.2
;
9th, 7''; loth, 11*. I. The differences between

air and dew-point temperatures were small on the 4th,

and in the evening and morning of the 7th and Sth.

The sky was generally cloudy during the greater

portion of the week, the amount of cloud was, how-
ever, small on the Stli, and at mid-day on tlie 7th.

Light south-west winds were again prevalent through-

out the week. Rain fell on two days, but very

sparingly, the amount collected being but 2-ioths of

an inch.

In England the extreme high temperatures ranged
between 58° at Blackheath and 50° at Newcastle-on-

Tjme, the average over the country being about 544**'

The extreme low temperatures varied from 39" at

Liverpool to 30"* at Hull, with a general average of

about 34^". The average range of temperature in the

week was about 19./*. The mean for the week of the

highest temperatures observed by day was about 504%
the highest being at Blackheath, 53°, and the lowest at

Newcastle-on-Tync, 47°. The average daily range of

temperature was io|°. The mean temperature for the

week was about 44.^°, varying from 46.!,'' at Blackheath

to 42I at Newcastle-on-Tyne. Rain fell on four, five,

or six days at most places, but the amounts col-

lected were generally small, the gi-eatest fall occurring

at Birmingham (9-ioths of an inch), and the least at

Blackheath, but 2-ioths. The average fall over the

country was about half an inch. A very brilliant

aurora was observed on the evening of the 4th. Its

greatest brilliancy occurred between 6 and 7 r.M.,

though very fine occasionally up to 10 r.M. It was
the finest that has been observed in England since

1870, and was accompanied by very large magnetic
perturbations.

In Scotland the highest temperatures by day varied

between 54° at Perth, and 47,'/ at Aberdeen, the

general mean over the country being 50**. The lowest

temperatures at night averaged for tlie week about 30*,

ranging between 36° at Greenock, and 27° at Edin-

burgh. The mean daily temperatures were generally

I inch fell, viz., at Aberdeen and Greenock, while at

the stations amounts varying from 8 to 3-loths of an

inch were measured. The mean fall over the country

was about 7-ioths of an inch.

At Dublin the maximum temperature recorded was
58°, the lowest 28^°, and the mean 45f. The rainfall

was 3-ioIhs of an inch.

A writer in the Ti/fws points out the danger to

which the Trees on the Thames Embankment will

be subjected on Thanksgiving Day, if the Queen's
procession should pass that way. We do not believe

Fig. 86.--STRUCTUKE of I'l.OWIiH 01" CliLOSIA UUTTUNI
(P- 2"5)-

A, Siamiu.il tube cut open ; n. Ovary; c, Bract.s and flowers

(a and I!, magnified ; c, natural size).

in the wholesale wilful damage therein predicted, but

we think that the inevitable injury that would accrue

to the trees, now just established, would be so seriousi
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as to demand instant attention on the part of those

with whom the arrangements rest. There was a con-

siderable crowd on the last Lord Mayor's Day, but

happily little injury was tlien effected. \Vc could

scarcely expect so fortunate a result from the dense

crowd which would be congregated on the 27th. The

danger to human life would also be so considerable,

that'^we earnestly trust some other route will be chosen.

We hear that Mr. MoORE was the successful

candidate at the recent examination for the appoint-

ment of Assistant in the IlERitARiUM at Kew.

New Garden Plants.
Celosia Huttoni, sp, n. (seep. 214.)

Annua, glabra, caule sulcato-strialii : foiiis infimis ovato-Iancco-

latisacutis, basi atteniiatis, petioli vitroque latere deciirrentibus,

foiiis supremis lanceolatis subsessilibus ; racemis spiciformibus,

cylindralis oblongis obtusis li poUicanbus; floribus brcvissinie

peduiiculatis ;
pedunculis tri-bracteatis : bracteis ovatis acutis

nifima ad basin pedunculi minore, reliquis ad basin floris,

approximatis i-nerviis, nervo apice excuncnte : perianthii 4 lin.

longi. oblongi erccti segmcntis 5 oblongo-lanceolatis plurinerviis

(ncrvo medio proniinente apice exciirrente), basi carnosulis,

puniceis supra medium albidis scariosis ; staminibus 5 infi-a

medium inseparatis cupulam membrJuaceam efformaiitibus : fila-

mcntis subulatis ad basin processubus 5 parvis liiflexis ad
marginem cupulae sitls alternanlibus ; antheris oblongis ; ovario

oblate spha;roideo 5-Iobo i-loculari, stylo columnari
;
pyxide

submembranaceo , ovulis x curvatis.

This very beautiful plant was introduced by Mr.

Hutton from Java, through the mediation of the Messrs.

Veitch, who gave it the name of

Amaranthus iluttoni. As, how-
ever, its floral structure is precisely

that of Celosia, we here publish it

under its proper generic name. For

garden purposes its bushy, well-

furnished, pyramidal habit, and

crimson or claret-coloured leaves,

will render it very attractive. It

is hoped it may prove valuable as a

bedding plant. In any case its rich

colour, something resembling that

of Iresine Herbstii when well-

coloured, will ensure it a welcome.

As a species it differs from C.

cristata, var. coccinea, in the

different size of the flowers, different

arrangement of the nerves of the

perianth, and different shape of the

ovary ; from C. argentea in its ob-

long not lanceolate perianth seg-

ments, in its flattened ovary and
oblong flower-segments, in the more
widely separated bracts, which are

oblong, not lanceolate, and unequal

in size ; from both in the reflected

border to the staminal tube, not

previously remarked in Celosia, and
shown in the sketch, fig. A. It must,

however, be owned that, as a species,

it comes very near to those we have

mentioned, though for garden pur-

poses it is abundantly distinct. The
lobed ovary has a peculiar flattened

form, different from that of its im-

mediate allies. The style, which is

at first shorter than the stamens,

ultimately lengthens so as to become
equal to them, hence it is clear the

flowers are not sell-fertilised, but

that the pollen needs, by some
means, insect agency or otherwise,

to be transferred from one flower to

another. M, T. M.

Lycaste LASIOGLOSSA, «. Sp.

Aff. L. macrophyllx, Lindl. Mento bene angnlato : sepalis

oblongo-Ugulatis acutis, tatcralibus ima basi intus pilis appressis

quasi arachnoideis ; tepalis bene brevioribus oblongis obtusis

;

labcUo bene immobili, laciniis lateralibus elongatls obtusangu-
lis anlrorsis obliquis, lacinia media porrecta oblongo-ligulata
obtuse acuta densissime ac longe hyaline viUosa ; callo inter

lacinias laterales triangulo serrulate, apice bidentato ; columna
brevi antice callosa.

This very interesting species looks as if intermediate

between L. SchiUeriana and L. macrophylla, it having
the general aspect of the lasi, the short petals of the first,

and a totally peculiar lip, with the wonderfully bearded
middle lacinia, which is quite novel. Bract exceeding
the short ovary. Sepals outside gieenish, with brownish
borders, of a beautiful dark cinnamon-brown inside, with
an arachnoid hairy cover at the very base ; tepals and
lip yellow, the last with some purplish dots covered by
the beautiful hyaline villous hairs ; column whitish
yellow, with some purplish streaks at its base. It

was imported by Messrs. Veitch from Guatemala.
There is nothing quite like it amongst very numerous
Central American specimens of L. macrophylla.
H. G, Rchb. f. [The plant was exhibited at the last

Wednesday meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society.]

jasmine-like flowers very much resemble those of li.

longiflora, but the plant is altogether more compact in

habit and more floriferous than that species. The neat

and bushy little plants were, as we learn from Mr.

Standish, produced in the manner described below.

Cuttings are struck in April and May, and when
these are well rooted they are planted out in pits, the

soil, consisting of leaf-mould, rotten dung, and loam,

being about 5 inches deep. T!ie plants are planted

6 inches apart, and are kept topped throughout the

summer, to induce a dwarf and bushy habit of growth.

About the middle of September they arc taken up and
potted, and kept in a close place for about ten days, in

order that they may get established, after which they

are stored for the winter, and brought out in succession

for forcing.

The plants sent to South Kensington had been
placed on shelves close to the glass, in a stove, the

heat of which was never allowed to iall below 70°, even
at night. The atmosphere of the house was, moreover,
charged with moisture, and a large quantity of ammonia
was given off from a bed of dung and leaves, which
occupied a pit in the centre of the house. In such a

position they bloom continuously for three or four

months. Those shown on Wednesday last were in full

flower in January, and were then all cut over, the

flowers being sent to London for bouquets ; and these

were now fuller of blossoms than before. Mr. Standish
observes that they grow B. jasminillora in preference

to the old B. longiflora, as it makes better plants, and

BOUVARDIA JASMIN/FLORA.
The beautiful little specimens of this Bouvardia,

which have been exhibited at the January and February
meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society, by Messrs.
Standish & Co., of Ascot, and of which an example is

represented
.
in the accompanying woodcut {fig. S7),

prove it to be one of the most chaste and charming of
dwarf plants for winter decoration. Its white and

BOUVARDIA JASMINIFLORA.

is altogether freer both in growth and bloom.
The temperature noted above applies of course to

the flowering of the plants in December, January, and
February. At other seasons, when there is an abund-
ance of sun, a much lower degree of artificial warmth
will suffice, and in a hot summer they will bloom
abundantly for about three months out-of-doors, the

plants being of course grown on for the purpose.

Voung plants are also much to be preferred to old ones.

GRAFTING: ITS CONSEQUENCES
AND EFFECTS.

Anyone who would write the history of grafting

,

might readily fill a volume—a large one, and one as
|

interesting as large. If he entered into technical
j

details a great many volumes would be required. All 1

that we have space to do here is to show that our
forefathers were not ignorant of the practice, that the

:

surgeons adopted it from the gardeners, that John '

Hunter made it the subject of experiment, and that in

these days both surgeons and gardeners seem disposed

to avail themselves yet more and more of the advan-
tages it holds out. If we could induce any reader of

a practical turn of mind, and a bent towards physio-

logical inquiry, to turn his attention to the subject,

we should be glad ; for although, among gardeners
,

especially, great use is made of the grafting process, it

is perfectly clear that a vast field remains yet for

research—research, too, almost certain to yield profit-
'

able results alike to science and to practice.

Though so largely practised by nurserymen, it is

really doubtful if we know much more about the

matter than did the " Scriptores Rei Rusticre."

,

\
Columella knew how to bud Roses; he describes t;

many modes of grafting the Vine as Beau Brummdl
had fasliions for adjusting his necktie, while Virgil

I

described the results with a neatness of expression that

,

leaves only one regret—that the matter of his verse is

I

less correct than the meter. It is the fashion to laugh
at these old cultivators, who could wield the pen with
as great facility as the pruning-hook, because their

ideas of what could be done by means of grafting do
not coincide with our own ; but we should not be
much surprised if in the future it turned out that the
statements we have been accustomed to ridicule con-
tain, nevertheless, much more of truth than is admitted

I

at present. We do not venture to look forward to the

. time when Apples shall grow on Plane trees, or ashen
boughs enwreath themselves in a white mantle of Pear

I

blossoms,* or when hogs shall crunch acorns that have
fallen from the overlianging Elm. Possibly none oJ

I

these things will come to pass, and yet others equally

;
strange have happened, as we shall endeavour to show

;

by-and-by, wliile much at least of what the old writers

I tell us is literally true. In hundreds of nurseries at

I

this season Pears are being grafted on (Quince stocks.

Apricots on Plums, Apples on Crcibs, so tlicit Virgil's

statement,

—

" Nee longum tempus et ingen.s

Exiit ad ccelum ramos felicibus arbos
Miraturqne novas frondes et non sua poma,"

is as much a matter of fact, as that if we commit a ripe

seed to the ground under favoui'able

conditions it will spring up in due
season.

Who first among snrgeons adopted
the grafting process we do not know.
Tagliacozzi (

Latinc Taliacotius),

wdio died in 1553, is the one most
held in remembrance for his feats in

requisitioning a portion of the skin

of a bystander in order to supply
the deficient organism of his patient,

IIow this was done is told in Ian-

guage more expressive than polite

by one Butler, and it may, perhaps,

be said with justice that the

"learned Taliacotius " owes his

reputation among posterity more to

the rhymes of Hudibras than to his

own publications, John Hunter,
who left very little unheeded as un-
worthy his attention, illustrated the

grafting process by divers expsri-

ments, among which the most
striking is, perhaps, the removal of

the spur of a cock, and its success-

ful implantation on the comb.
Hunter, too, practised a method of
curing ulcers which has been
revived within the last year or two
by French surgeons, and carried out

with much success in several of our
own hospitals. The operation simply
consists in the removal of minute
pieces of healthy skin, and in their

transfer to the diseased surface.

Under fitting conditions, and with
due precautions, adhesion takes

place, the ulcer heals over, and
what is usually a long and intract-

able sore is by these means rapidly

and effectually cured.

We do not propose in this paper
to enter at any further length into

the historical or chirurgical portion

of the subject. Our intention is simply to treat it

from a physiological point of view, and to allude to

certain facts or allegations which, if confirmed, will ba
of no small importance scientifically and practically.

Before adverting to the artificial process as practised

by the gardeners, it may be well to allude to what
Nature herself does in this way without assistance frcm
man. The union from branch to branch of the same
tree is so common a phenomenon that we need not

dwell upon it further than to note it as the simplest

and commonest case of grafting, at least so far as

flowering plants are concerned. Among the Fungi,

indeed, or even in the early stages of growth of the

Mosses, the young plants become so inextricably inter-

grafted that the so-called individual is really a republic,

one and undivided. In the higher plants the grafting

process is exceptional, and is the result of some
abrasion which removes the outer rind, and thus

allows the growing tissues of the two abraded surfaces

to come into contact, and, under favourable circum-

stances, to adhere to each other. Union of the con-

tiguous branches of two trees of the same species is of

equally common occurrence with that just mentioned,

and to this occurrence the great size of some trees is

attributable.

We mention these more familiar illustrations with
nothing more than passing comment. They illustrate

tlie power that growing vegetable tissues have of

* There is oidy a difference of one letter between the Greek
words ^(X/a^Ash, and ^*iAi«=xPcar. Is it possible that Virgil,

recalling what some Greek friends had told him, or what he had
read in some Greek author, confused the Ash and the Pear?
This is hardly Ukcly, and would not account for the other

anomalous cases of grafting ; nevertheless, the similarity is

suggestive.
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uniting, and that is all we want with their testimony

in this place. More important for our purpose is the

evidence that plants of different species will unite

together. This has been denied, but there are plenty

of cases on record, and one facetious observer (Charles

Waterton), compared the union of a .Spruce Fir with

an Elm, and the consequent stunting of both, to the

incongruous union of Church and .State 1 Such cases

are certainly abnormal and exceptional, but they exist

nevertheless, as a visit to Richmond Park will attest.

There may be seen, or might have been a year or

two since, a Thorn (Crata;gus) adherent to a Horn-

beam (Carpinus). There are cases where the contact

of the two trees has been so firm and so persistent

that at length the two have become actually in-

sepavable! unless great force were used. It must,

however, ' be remembered that we cite these cases

simply as instances of the union of two distinct species,

not of grafting properly so called. The difference is

this a graft derives its nourishment through the stock

on which it is placed, while, in the cases just alluded

to, each plant, though firmly joined to its neighbour,

is perfectly independent of it in the matter of food.

The same statement, however, cannot be made with

reference to the Mistlelo or Lorauthus. These are

different enough from the trees on which they grow ;

they adhere to their foster-parents with a tenacity

greater than that of any graft, and they suck the very

life-blood out of them, ensuring their own destmction

by causing the death of the trees on which they grow.

It is worth while noting this fact in connection with

the well-known tendency that grafting, as artificially

practised, has of shortening the term of life of the

plant. Other cases of natural union are worthy of

remark, especially the union that sometimes takes

place in roots. For many years it has been known

that the stumps of .Silver Firs increased in diameter

after the trunks had been felled. Mere was a pretty

case for those who lield the presence of leaves as an

essential to the due formation of wood. How would

they get over this difficulty— that wood there was, and

yearly increasing, and yet no leaves? Even quite

recently one of our agricultural societies has awarded

its prize to an essay in which the phenomenon in

question is in some way or another explained by the

antiseptic action of peat 1 What a delightful discovery !

Would that the salt beef in the brine-tub would increase

in like manner ! Jesting apart, the cause of the annual

gr-owth of the stumps of the Silver Fir was satis-

factorily shown some 20 years ago by the German
botanist, Goeppert.* He was enabled to jirove that

the roots of the felled tree inosculated with those of

adjacent trees, and that a communication of the

nutrient fluids from the sound tree served to keep life

in the maimed one. Doubtless, a similar root-union

exists in other cases, and affords the explanation of the

formation of these seemingly detached knobs of Oak
that one occasionally meets with.

Another instance of root-union is worth mention, .

not only for its inherent singularity, but because it will

yield us important evidence by-and-by. We allude to

the case of the red and white Carrot, recorded by

Lindley. The two roots by some means became
twisted one around the other and firmly united

together. But this was not all. While the tops or

crowns of the two Carrots preserved their natural

appearance above the point of union, it was very

different below. In fact, the characteristics of the

roots below the union were exactly transposed.

What should have been a red root i^ecame white,

while the white root blushed with a redness not its

own. We may illustrate what happened in the case

of these Carrots by the letter X, consisting as it

does of two lines, one thick the other thm, crossing in

the centre. Now, suppose the thick line to become
thin below the junction, and the thin line to become
thick, and we shall have a change analogous to that

which took place in the Carrots aforesaid.

Another curious phenomenon occasionally met with

is the union of embryo to embryo, either within the

seed or immediately after germination. In most cases

a seed contains but one embryo plant, but there is

always a provision made for more than one, and, in

fact, sometimes two or more are produced, as in the

Orange (Citrus). The Mistleto is one of these plants,

apt to produce twin embryos, and, what is more to our

point, the twain are not unfrequently adherent like

their famous Siamese counterparts. We liave before

us as we write, thanks to the courtesy of an American
correspondent, a case wherein two seedling plants of

the Osage Orange (Maclura) are thus united together.

In this plant the seedling consists of a root or radicle,

surmounted by a "caulicle" which bears the two seed

leaves above which the stem proper begins. Now, in

our specimen, the roots are free and the stems are free,

but the two caulicles are intimately united throughout
their entire length. In America, where the Osage
Orange is largely grown as a hedge-plant, such unions
are said to be not infrequent. Mr. Thvvaites, the
eminent director of the Botanic Gardens, Ceylon,
records f a yet more curious instance, wherein two
embryos were contained in one seed of a Fuchsia, the
two embryos possessing, moreover, different charac-
teristics—a circumstance probably due to tiicir liybrid

origin, the seed in question having been the le.ult of

the fertilisation of one variety of Fuchsia by the pollen

of another.

It would be ea.sy to multiply instances, but we have

said enough to show that union may, and does, occa-

sionally, take place between different parts of the

same individual plants, or between different plants of

the same species, and even between plants of different

specific nature.

Gardeners have not been slow to avail themselves of

this hint. About this season of the year, in our large

nurseries, a small army of expert workmen may be

seen preparing the stocks for the reception of the

" graft," adjusting the latter in its place, and with

an amount of precision, dexterity, and rapidity truly

marvellous, the' more so as a glance at the horny

hands of the operators would not lead one to credit

their owners with the possession of the requisite

surgical nicety of manipulation. One main object of

this grafting process is the multiplication of desirable

varieties of fruit or other trees, which could not be re-

produced by other means with suflScient certainty and

rapidity, and, in some cases, not at all. Other reasons

why grafting is done will become apparent as we
proceed. In the meantime, we may briefly allude to

some of the conditions for successful grafting, so far, at

least, as they are yet known to us. The first is, that

the plants furnishing the stock and the scion respec

lively should be nearly related one to the other. We
may set aside as fables the stories previously alluded

to, or at any rate we may explain them by the opera-

tion of causes other than those of grafting properly so

called. But there is something more than mere

botanical kinship necessary, and what that is, is at

present in great degree a mystery. It is readily in-

telligible that there must be a certain conformity of

habit between stock and scion, that the two must be

well matched as regards vigour, health, time of start-

ing into growth, and the like, that the tissues of the

plant must be sufficiently alike to admit of due contact

and union, and so on. But these facts will not

suffice to explain the sympathies and antipathies

which plants manifest. A Pear (Pyrus) will graft on

another Pear, on a Quince (Cydonia), or on a Haw-
thorn (Crataegus); but there is difliculty in getting it to

grow on an Apple, and a like difficulty in inducing an

Apple to grow on a Pear, closely as the two are

related.

Cultivators are often sadly puzzled to find a suitable

stock on which to "work," as they phrase it, some
desirable variety, and it is only by repeated trials with

various plants that they succeed. In such cases they

have nothing to guide them but the general principle

that there must be some near botanical affinity, and,

as we have just seen, even that fails them occasionally.

For years it was a hard matter to find a stock on which

Viburnum macrocephalum could be grafted, in spite of

there being plenty of near relations at hand. On the

other hand, the Loquat (Eriobotrya) will graft on the

Pear, the Eriostemon on the Correa, genera which,

under the circumstances, we should not call very

closely allied ; while in numerous instances evergreen

plants will graft on stocks of deciduous plants. A
perennial species of Convolvulus grafted on an annual

species has caused the latter to assume the perennial

habit of the scion—nay, some French nurserymen have

even succeeded in grafting a bud on a leaf Not only

did union take place, but the leaf thus made to serve

as a stock, instead of speedily perishing, as it would

have done under ordinary circumstances, acquired a

greater degree of permanence—assumed, in fact, the

characters of a stem.*

It is evident, then, that much yet remains to be

learnt as to the why and wherefore of these sympathies

and antipathies.

In addition to a certain not remote botanical affinity,

and to conformity of physiological conditions, it is

obvious that nice adjustment and accurate contact of

the growing tissues must be secured and maintained if

the graft is to be satisfactory.

" On eacli lopp'd shoot a foster scion bind :

Pitli pressed to pith and rind applied to rind
;

So shall the trunk with loftier crest ascend,

Nurse the new bud, admire the leaves unknown,
And, blushing, bend with fruitage not its own."

A close paraphrase, on the part of Erasmus Darwin,

so far as the last lines are concerned, of those of Virgil,

already cited. Dr. Masters in Popular Science Rci'inu.

[To he Continued.)

NOTES ON CONIFERS,~IV.
Ccdrus DeoJara.—Introduced from Nepal in 1822.

"Ann. Sc. Natmclie-i,
"Ann. Mag. Nat. Hi

" xix. 184:!,

X ;• March, 184S.

Is also found in many other parts of India, where it

has a wide range. Is generally found growing at

elevations of from 6000 to 10,000 feet above the sea.

This truly beautiful and well known tree is considered

by many to be one of tlie most graceful and magni-

ficent Conifers in cultivation. It should be introduced

wherever an ornamental tree is an object, being well

adapted (or grouping, or planting singly in parks and

pleasure-grounds, but should only be planted freely

where it is found to thrive well. As an avenue tree it

has few equals. As seen in its young state, the Deodar

is a fine spreading tree, with horizontal branches, and

numerous small pendulous branchlets, the brandies

gradually shortening towards the top, form ing a pyramid

* Cavikmrs' Chronicle^ 1866, p. 386.

with- a broad base. Old plants are said to very much
resemble the Cedar of Lebanon. In their young state

and till' they reach 40 or 50 feet in height, as seen in

this coun-try, they are very distinct. To grow it well

t will reqnire to be planted in a good deep, rich soil,

always preferring a moderately well sheltered situation.

It appears to thrive well wherever the Cedar of Leba-
non is at honje, but will have a much wider range, not

being so fastidious about either soil or climate. The
extent to which it is already planted is the best proof
of its merit as an ornamental tree. Although the
Deodar prefers a deep strong soil, it grows in a great

variety of soils, always preferring a dry bottom, and dis-

liking a thin poor soil, in which it may live for lo, 20,

or 30 years, but is sureto die of exhaustion. This, indeed,

is a very common occurrence, other causes being fre-

quently made to account for the unsatisfactory result.

In Lower Kumaon there is an extensive forest of very

fine trees, from 20 to 27 feet in girth. Major
Madden measured one tree in 1830, which was
364 feet in cirtumference, fully 5 feet from the ground;
and in a subsequent journey he saw several on the

northern declivity of the Boonum and Roopin Passes, not

under 30 feet in girth, and from 150 to 200 feet high.

To all who are about planting this fine tree, I

would say, avoid exposed situations, as it dislikes high
winds, and if much exposed to them it soon becomes
scraggy and unhealthy, although travellers tell us it is

to be seen in its greatest perfection on the snowy ranges

and lofty mountains in the interior of India, where,
doubtless, the hot summers ripen and harden the
young growths, so as to enable them to contend with
the storms and frosts which prevail in these bleak
regions for the greater part of the winter. In its

native country its timber is extremely valuable, and
is used for a great variety of purposes — when
old becoming remarkable for its durability. The
once celebrated gates of Somnauth are said to have
been manufactured from its timber. If it should prove

of importance as a timber tree with us—and the rapidity

of its growth in good soils and situations justifies the

hope—it can only be to a limited extent in the best

localities ; on poor soils and in elevated situations it can

never be profitably grown as a timber tree. Some of

the larger specimens have formed cones, yet in limited

quantities— soon, we may hope, to be followed by
abundance.

Cryptomeria elegans.—Introduced from Japan in

1863. This fine species promises to be an invaluable

addition to our ornamental trees, and is not only

extremely elegant, but apparently very hardy. Already
it has been widely and very generally planted as an
ornamental tree, and even in our northern climate is

growing rapidly, unscathed either by winter or spring

frosts. It is quite distinct from the C. japonica, being less
'

robust in habit, and having a more delicate appearance,

somewhat resembling a tender exotic. Its branches

grow horizontally, the points and branchlets all turning

down ; the upper side of its narrow sickle-shaped

leaves and small stems is always tinged with a reddish-

, brown hue, the colour deepening as the winter advances

;

the under side is of a bright green colour. The appear-

ance of the tree, as seen at a distance, is very pleasing

and very striking, particularly during the winter and
spring months, when it appears to greatest advantage

in its dark dress. If it turns out that in this country it

will grow to the height of 30 or 40 feet, what a charming

subject it will be in the hands of scientific planters to

work into fine landscapes. Judging from the progress

it is everywhere making, it is likely under favour-

able circumstances to grow much larger than this, and

does not appear to be very particular about soil, thriving

in a great variety. The largest specimen at Castle

Kennedy is showing cones, and being easily propa-

gated by cuttings the stock can be increased to any

extent.

Cryptomeria japonica.—Introduced in 1S44 by For-

tune. Indigenous to Japan, and also the northern parts

of China, where it is to be found growing in immense
quantities. It is described as being a tall, pyramidal

tree, with a straight stem from 60 to 100 feet in

height, and 4 or 5 feet in diameter, with a brownish-ted

bark : the wood compact, very white, soft, and easily

worked, and much used for numerous purposes, par-

ticulary cabinet work. In this country it forms a

handsome tree when grown in a deep, damp soil, either

loam or moss ; in very dry, poor, gravelly soils it does

not thrive, indeed it scarcely lives ; moreover, it always

has a scraggy, stunted, unhealthy appearance when
planted in inferior soils or exposed situations. When
seen in fine health, it possesses consideralde merit as

an ornamental tree, and being quite hardy is likely

to hold its ground, and be pretty generally planted.

When considered worth experimenting w^ith as a forest

tree, the sides and bottoms of glens where the soil is

deep would be a proper place to plant it, always

avoiding very exposed situations. As it forms wood
rapidly, it may yet have some value as a timber tree.

A. pQwUr^ Castle Kennedy.

ICE-MAKING IN THE TROPICS.
The most marked e.xample of the influence of radia-

tion of heat on temperature, is its intluence on the

production of artificial ice by the natives of India.

The fieUls in which the ice is made are low, Ihit,

and open ; and the ice is produced in large quantities

when tlie temperature of the air is 16" or 20" F. above
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the freezing point ; and the plan followed is an

interesting example of accurate observation applied

to practical purposes by a people now ignorant of

science. Tlie same process has been employed from

time immemorial in India with scientific accuracy ;

and while the theory was explained by Dr. Wells,*

the practical application was not so well understood
;

and this first led me to investigate the subject in

India.f
The following method is employed by the natives of

Hengal for making ice at the town of Hooghly near

Calcutta, in fields freely exposed to the sky, and

formed of a black loam soil upon a substratum of sand.

The natives commence their preparations by mark-

ing out a rectangular piece of ground 120 feet long by
20 broad, in an easterly and westerly direction,

from which the soil is removed to the depth of two

feet. This excavation is smoothed, and is allowed

to remain exposed to the sun to dry, when rice straw

in small sheaves is laid in an oblique direction in the

hollow, with loose straw upon the top, to the depth of

a foot and a half, leaving its surface half a foot below

that of the ground. Numerous beds of this kind are

formed, with narrow pathways between them, in

which large earthen water-jars are sunk in the ground

for the convenience of having water near to fill the

shallow unglazed earthern vessels in which it is to be
frozen. These dishes are 9 inches in diameter at the

top, diminishing to 4,}, inches at the bottom, if^ inch

deep, and ^-, inch in thickness ; and are so porous as

to become moist throughout wlien water is put into

them.
During the day the loose straw in the beds above

the sheaves is occasionally turned up, so that the

whole may be kept dry, and the water-jars between
the beds are filled with soft pure water from the

neighbouring pools. Towards evening the shallow

earthen dishes are arranged in rows upon the straw,

and by means of small earthern pots, tied to the

extremities of long bamboo rods, each is filled about

a third with water. The quantity, however, varies

according to the expectation of ice—which is known
by the clearness of the sky, and the steadiness with
which the wind blows from the N.N.W. When
favourable, about S oz. of water is put into each dish,

and when less is expected, from 2 to 4 oz. is the usual

quantity ; but, in all cases, more water is put into the

dishes nearest the western end of the beds, as the sun
first falls on that part, and the ice is thus more easily

removed, from its solution being quicker.

There are about 4590 plates in each of the beds
last made, and if we allow 5 oz. for each dish, which
presents a surface of about 4 inches square, there will

be an aggregate of 239 gallons, and a surface of 1530
square feet of water in each bed.

In the cold season, when the temperature of the

air at the ice-fields is under 50° F., and there are

gentle airs from the northern and western direction,

ice forms in the course of the night in each of the

shallow dishes. Persons are stationed to observe

when a small film appears upon the water in the

dishes, when the contents of several are mixed
together and thrown over the other dishes. This
operation increases the congealing process ; as a state

of calmness has been discovered by the natives to

diminish the quantity produced. When the sky is

quite clear, with gentle steady airs from the N.N.W.,
which proceeds from the hills of considerable elevation

near Bheerboom, about lOo miles from Hooghly, the

freezing commences before or about midnight, and
continues to advance until morning, when the thickest

ice is formed. I have seen it ^,-, inch in thickness,

and in a few very favourable nights the whole of
the water is frozen, when it is called by the natives

solid ice. When it commences to congeal between
2 and 3 o'clock in the morning, thinner ice is ex-

pected, called paper-ice ; and when about 4 or 5
o'clock in the morning the thinnest is obtained, called

flower-ice.

Upwards of 250 persons, of all ages, are actively

employed in securing the ice for some hours every
morning that ice is procured, and this forms one of
the most animated scenes to be witnessed in Bengal.
In a favourable night upwards of 10 cwt. of ice will be
obtained from one bed, and from 20 beds upwards of
10 tons.

When the wind attains a southerly or easterly direc-

tion, no ice is formed, from its not being sufficiently

dry ; not even though the temperature of the air be
lower than when it is made with the wind more from a
northern or western point. The N.N.W. is the
most favourable direction of wind for making ice,

and this diminishes in power as it approaches the
due north or west. In the latter case more latitude

is allowed than from the N.N.W. to the north.
So great is the influence of the direction of wind
on the ice, that when it changes in the course of a
night from the N.N.W. to a less favourable direction,

the change not only prevents the formation of more
ice, but dissolves what may have been formed.
On such occasions a mist is seen hovering over the
ice -beds, from the moisture over them, and the
quantity condensed by the cold wind. A mist in

like manner forms over deep tanks during favourable
nights for making ice.

' Ess-iy on De^v, 1814.

t Experimental Essay ; Jonr. As. Society, Calcutta, vol. ii.,p, 80.

Another important circumstance in the production
of ice is the amount of wind. When it approaches a

breeze no ice is formed. This is explained by such
rapid currents of air removing the cold air before any
accumulation of ice has taken place in the ice-beds.

It is for these reasons tliat the thickest ice is expected
when during the day a breeze has blown from the

N. W., which thoroughly dries the ground.

The ice-dishes present a large moist external surface

to the dry, northerly evening air, which cools the

water in them, so that, when at 61", it will in a few
minutes fall to 56**, or even lower. But the moisture
which exudes through the dish is quickly frozen, when
the evaporation from the external surface no longer

continues radiative ; a more powerful agent then pro-

duces the ice in the dishes.

The quantity of dry straw in the ice-beds forms a
large mass of a bad conductor of heat, which pene-
trates but a short way into it during the day ; and as

soon as the sun descends below the horizon this large

and powerfully radiating surface is brouglit into action,

and affects the water in the thin, porous vessels, them-
selves powerful radiators. The cold thus produced is

further increased by the damp night air descending to

the earth's surface, and by the removal of the heating
cause, which deposits a portion of its moisture upon
the now powerfully radiating and therefore cold sur-

face of the straw, the water, and the large moist
surface of the dishes. When better radiators of heat
were substituted, as glazed, white, or metallic dishes,

the cold was greater, and the ice was tliicker, and the
dishes were heavier in the morning than the common
dishes. Any accumulation of heat on their surface

from the deposit of moisture is prevented by the cold,

diy, north-west airs which slowly pass over the dishes.

The wind quickly dries the ground, and declines

towards night to moderate airs. The influence of
these causes is so powerful that I have seen the
mercury in the thermometer placed upon the straw
between the dishes descend to 27**, when, 3 feet above
the ice-pits, it was 48°.

So powerful is the cooling effect of radiation on
clear nights in tropical climates, that in very favour-

able mornings, during the cold season, drops of dew
may sometimes be found congealed in Bengal upon
the thatched roofs of houses, and upon the exposed
leaves of plants. In the evening the cooling process
advances more rapidly than could be supposed by one
who has not experienced it himself, and proves the
justness of his feelings, by the aid of the thermometer.
In the open plain on which the ice is made, I have
seen the temperature of the air, 4 feet above the

ground, fall from 70^.5 to 57*, in the time the sun
took to descend the two last degrees before his

setting.

The tropical rains are succeeded by the cold season,

when the night is cold, the sky quite clear, and the air

becomes a bad conductor of electricity, from the dry
northern winds which then prevail. This is proved
by the rapidity with which evaporation proceeds, by
the dispersion of clouds, and by the more evident
proofs which the hygrometer exhibits. During the

cold season vegetation proceeds, and electricity con-
tinues to be evolved by living bodies, and during their

decomposition.

These remarks will enable us to explain the process
by which the ice is prepared in Bengal.

1st. The large quantity of dry straw and moist
dishes rapidly become cold, by their powerfully
radiating surfaces, at the same time that the large

body of dry straw strongly attracts positive electricity,

and the descending currents of air deposit moisture in

the dishes of water. Hence, during a cold and clear

night, with airs from the N.N.W., the cooling process
will advance more rapidly in proportion to the non-
electric or attractive nature of the body, which, with
the radiating power of the surface, regulates the cold
and the quantity of dew deposited upon the body.

2d. The high and dry situation and free exposure of
the ice-fields to the sky, and the absence of all causes
which could interrupt the influence of the large body
of non-electrics, and the extensive surface of powerful
radiating substances, sufficiently accounts for the

degree of cold produced in the ice plates ; and
3d. The cool, dry, north-west airs slowly pass over

the ice-beds, absorbing the accumulation of moisture
and of heat, which is given off by the liquefying of a
large quantity of water that would otherwise accumu-
late over the beds ; and, thus retaining the air clear

and dry, allows the full operation of the other causes,

particularly radiation. T. A. PVise, in Nature,

Variegated Leaves.—I have more than once
heard it stated by practical gardeners that variegation

is catching or infectious, or, in other words, that if a

plant with variegated leaves be planted near another

plant with non-variegated leaves, that the latter oft-

times becomes variegated too ; in fact, I believe the

same statement has appeared in your columns more
than once, but the idea has always been scouted as an
absurdity. I consider, however, that the recent detec-

tion of a Fungus in the variegated leaves of Coleus by Mr.
Howse {yoiirnal of Botany^ n. s., vol. i., 1872, p. 24),

tends somewhat to confirm the correctness of the above

statement, absurd as it may at first sight appear. If this

minute endophyllous Fungus (Synchytrium) is always
present in Coleus leaves (as it really always appears to

be), and as the same Fungus may not improbably be
met with in other variegated leaves, it seems one of the
simplest things possible to conceive of the minute
reproductive bodies being set free from the infected
and variegated plant, and infecting a non-variegated
neighbour. The subject is evidently well worthy of
attention. W. G. Sfnith.

Redskin Flourball Potato. — Would some of
your readers kindly state their experience of this

Potato ? I have been in communication with at least

a score of people who grew it last year, and while all

admit that it yielded well and resisted the disease, they
speak of it as a very bad eater, at least in the mean-
time. I myself have a capital crop, but no one at

table will look at them, they being so wet, waxy,
and ill-tasted. The "Flourball" is an American
production, whatever some may say to the contrary,

and it seems to have the fault that mostly all the
Potatos from that country have, viz., a want of per-

manency of character. I have had a good deal to do
with the Goodrich, Early Rose, and others, which, when
first received direct from America, were dry and good,
but now I can hardly get any one to speak well of them.
My impression is, that the trade and others are riding

the "Potato hobby" to death ; and the likelihood is,

that the good old Regent, which for general use has
not yet been surpassed, will be more thought of than
ever. A^. B,

Lonicera Standishii.—This peculiar introduction

from Japan must be classed with shrubs, for it seems
to possess but little of the characteristic climbing habit
of the many other known kinds. It is an exceedingly
early blooming plant, the flowers expanding at the
first signs of genial warmth, frequently as early as the
middle of February. It is not a plant of strong, robust,

or rampant growth, but seems disposed to form a

bushy head, and to assume an average stature of 3 or

4 feet. Half a dozen of its small spriggy branchlets,

with expanded blooms, neatly arranged with two or

three blooms of the Czar Violet, make a sweet and
chaste button-hole bouquet. This will give an idea of
the size of the blossoms. WilUain Eariey, Vahniines,

Preparation of Tobacco.—A "Constant Reader "

of your paper (p. iSi) should exercise a little more
care with his tobacco, and then he might even smoke
it himself. The leaves should be separately plucked
when ripe, which will be {in good seasons) when they
become senna-coloured or brownish yellow. On no
account should they be wet. As they are gathered
they should be stnmg on strings of 12—20 leaves

each, by passing a darning-needle through the

midrib of each. These strings of leaves may be
hung in a vinery from which the Chapes are cut,

or under any other glass roof where there is a
similar amount of heat and ventilation. Here the

leaves should hang until the midribs are quite dry.

The strings may then be taken down, and the tobacco
packed in two-dozen cases, or similar boxes, care

being taken to prevent its contracting damp or mouldi-
ness. When the whole crop is in, the leaves may be
taken out during damp weather and allowed to con-

tract just sufficient moisture to render them soft and
pliable, and no more ; they should then be smoothed
out and repacked, when fermentation will take place

rapidly ; the leaves should be examined to see that the

fermentation is not too active, and that they do not rot,

which will not be the case if they are packed in a
properly moist state. As the heat declines, the leaves

may be weighted down with bricks or stones, and in

eight or ten weeks they will be perfectly cured. There
are many other methods, but this is one of the best.

James MacPherso7i.

Leaves for Dishing-up Fruit.—I have no ex-

perience in leaves for "dishing-up fruit," but the
miniature palm-like leaves of Helleborus fnetidus have
not been named by your correspondents. The plant

would sow itself in any wild shrubbery or open wood.
There is also the Heuchera, than which no leaves

stand longer, and, especially when the light shines

through them, they are very beautiful. Both the

Heuchera and the Hellebore have firm clean foot-

stalks convenient for the above purpose j both are

perfectly hardy, and to be had all winter, thus saving-

indoor plants. F. y. HopeJ IVardie Lodge^ Edinburgh

Black Prince Grapes.—In the notice of Keele
Hall Gardens which appeared in your impression of

Jan. 27, your correspondent alludes to " the enormous
"bunches of Black Prince Grapes that caused such a
sensation at the exhibitions of the Royal Botanic

Society and at the Alexandra Palace show a few years

ago ; on one occasion three bunches weighed 13 lb.

10 oz. " I may be allowed to state that I exhibited at

the show held in the Sidney Gardens, Bath, last Sep-

tember, two bunches of Black Prince Grapes, which
weighed respectively 7 lb. 2 oz., and 6 lb. 4 oz. =
13 lb. 6 oz. the two. They were handsome bunches,

compact, and well-coloured, but were awarded
2d prize, two bunches of Alicante taking the 1st

—

compact and well-finished samples, weight not stated,

but appeared to be from 2 to 3 lb. each. I also exhi-

bited two bunches of Black Prince at the Bath shov/
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in the autumn of 1S70, the united weight of which

was II lb., and I was awarded 1st prize. In the

autumn of 1868-9 I took 1st prizes with good samples

of the same Grape at the same show, but they were not

so heavy as those stated above. A. Squires^ Gr. to R.

L. H. Phipps^ Esq., Leighton House, Westbury, Wilts.

Cowdung Flower Pots. — Vessels made of

tempered cowdung and peat have been used by
hundreds of thousands on the plantations of Southern

India, for nursing Cinchona and other plants. I believe

one person actually applied for a patent for them.

They are made in the following manner :—A wooden
frame or mould is provided with a false bottom, and

elevated sufficiently above the bench by means of four

legs, to admit of the full-sized **pot" standing clear

under it. The mould is divided into small squares of

the required size, and is fitted with another frame,

fitted with plugs to correspond with the moulds, on the

inside of the pot. The tempered peat or cowdung is

partly worked in by hand, and neatly finished by

pressing down the plugs. The false bottom is then

removed, and the plugs are again used for forcing the

pots out of the moulds on to the bench. This would

be capital wet weather work, and save pot washing,

crocking, knocking-out, &c. These little square pots

may be plunged in cocoa fibie, &c., and are altogether

first-rate for spring-struck bedding plants, seedlings,

&c., and if plunged in Moss or fibre, save a great deal

of watering. 'James MacPhersoiu

Christmas Rose.—We have at present (Feb. 6)

eight varieties of this invaluable family in flower. The
major variety of H. niger has been in bloom since

October, and for the last three months we have had a

supply of its flowers, some three dozen, weekly. Why
do not H. niger and its varieties seed ? My ignorant

attempts have failed with the large variety. Cloches

are very useful for protecting the blooms, but must be

used witli judgment. We injured our plants seriously

two winters ago, and as the leaves were weakened and
many destroyed, there was no bloom next season on

the protected plants. In the open border, in a hard

frost, the cloches get fixed to the ground, and the

flowers are covered with mould when you get the

glasses off. Of course this will not happen " alongside

a plant stove," and we deserved to suffer for our gross

mismanagement ; the Hellebores unfortunately suffered

likewise, and, hardy and easy of cultivation as they are,

my experience has warned me that no plant suffers

longer from mde treatment of its foliage. But with

winter-flowering plants, as with spring bulbs, there is

in most gardens, I observe, a very ruthless mode of

management. They are no longer required, and are

therefore neglected and abused, until winter comes
round again, when their blank, which nothing else can

supply, is felt too late to be remedied. Tussilago

fragrans is another winter-blooming plant, not half

enough grown ; some 10 or 12 heads of bloom are

perfuming our room at present ; it looks best in a

glass by itself, with its own leaves. F. J. Hope.

Originality in Garden Literature. — In one
of your contemporaries for Febniary 10 I notice

an illustration employed which was originally taken

from one of the plant stoves of the Jardin des

Plantes, Paris, and which has been employed in

Figuier's ]\'getahle World, and other publications; but

it is of the remarks on the fecundation of the Vanilla,

in the same journal, that I wish more particularly to

speak. Vanilla planifolia (Andrews) was introduced

as early as iSoo, and nearly 40 years afterwards

Prof. Charles Morren pointed out the fact that

when in a cultivated state, fmit was only to be ob-

tained by artificial fecundation. This was in the

Ann. (THlst. Nat, 1839. The next account of

fertilising this plant was in the pages of this paper
{Gardeners'' Chronicle; 1 841, p. 499), by Mr. J. Hen-
derson, Milton, near Peterborough. Twenty-six years

later we find the same directions given by a second
correspondent in the Gardeners' Chronicle, Sept. 28,

1867, and now these directions are repeated
(without acknowledgment), as before alluded to.

Again, in the Gardeners' Chronicle, Jan. 30, i S69,

another writer gave m exienso, as his own, an article

which prefaced Backhouse & Son's cool Orchid cata-

logue for 1S65. [This was exposed at the time.] Every
right thinking person will readily admit that this

unwarrantable filching from the labours of others is bad
in itself, and shows a lamentable want of original

thought and application in those who unblushingly send

or use *'copy" and illustrations culled from former

writers, or, to use the slightly altered words of Hamlet,
*' Assume a virtue if they have it not." F. W. B . [We
quite agree with the spirit of our correspondent's

remarks, but in practice it is sometimes advisable to

allow a little latitude, especially in the case of matters

of so long standing as to be considered common pro-
perty. Again, in an ordinary newspaper we do not
expect the rigid citation of chapter and verse demanded
in a scientific communication. Eds.]

The Royal Horticultural Society at Birming-
ham,—It will have been noticed that a resolution was
passed at the public meeting requesting the local com-
mittee to give their attention in a special manner to

the exhibition of horticultural imjilements, buildings,

iaz. If the special prize committee should have ample

funds at their disposal would it be advisable to open a

few classes in which prizes should be offered for manu-
facturers only of some of the leading articles, for

example, lawn-mowers, garden-rollers, garden-engines,

garden-seats, vases for different pui"poses, flower-pots,

ornamental and othei'wise, collections of spades, forks,

hoes, &c. ? In addition lo these prizes, the judges
might visit the stands of all other exhibitors and dis-

tribute prizes to articles of merit not included in these

classes. H.

Germination of Tropaeolum.—Last year, when
looking through the drawings of Francis Bauer's,

preserved in the botanical department of the British

Fin. S8.—GRRMFNATING EMBRYO OF TROP-I^OLl'M, SHOWING
TKi'E LOLEORHiZA (maEfnified).

Museum, I was struck with one which represented the

germinating seeds of Troposolum as unmistakably

endorhizal. Having mentioned the matter in a letter

--SECTION THROUGH THE BASE OF TME EMBRYO
OF TROPvEOLUM.

A, A. Cotyledon? ; b, b, Lobes from the base of the cotyledons,

forming the teeth which surround the radicle ; c, Plumule,
with rudiments of fibro-vascular bundles ; D, Primary radicle,

wilh the persistent cells of the suspensor attached.

to Dr. Masters, he communicated it to the Scientific

Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society. This
elicited a notice from " M. J. B,," a well-known con-

Fir,, 90. — SECTION THROUGH BASE OF THE OERMINATINO
EMBRYO.

B and c, as in Fig. 89 ; D, Apex of the primary radicle thrown off,

forming part of the coteorhiza ; k, Axillary bud ; 1-, Lateral

secondary rootlet.

tributor, who in the Gardener's' Chronicle for July 9
made the following remarks :

—

" It was Stated some time since, at one of tlie Scientific

meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society, that the seed
of TropEEolum is endorhizal. This surprised us so much
that we immediately sowed some seed, to see how the case

really stands. If a section be made in the seed through

the thick cotyledons when it is just ready to germinate, it

will be found tliat the base of the cotyledons united below
extends beyond the primary radicle, which is perfectly

distinct, forming a sort of coleorhiza. This, indeed, is

indicated in the vertical section of TropEeolum majus in

the Vegetable Kingdom."

Coming from the source from which it did, I felt that

this view of the matter required consideration, and I

therefore also sowed some seeds {as, indeed, I had
done before), and made a very careful examination of
them in different stages of germination. I succeeded
in ascertaining that the embryos are traly endorhizal,

and that what *'M. J. B." describes is perfectly

correct, but that the real phenomenon in question had
escaped his notice. The seed-coats of Trop?eolum
immediately inclose the embryo, of which the principal

bulk consists of the enlarged, fused-together, or con-

ferruminate cotyledons. At the base is a very minute
cavity, inclosing the plumule, and the extremely short

radicle is also inclosed, and concealed by the four
tooth-like lobes or downward processes from the bases
of the cotyledons which " M. J. B." describes. These
four teeth separate from one another in germina-
tion, to allow the outward passage of the radicle,

and it is these which '* M. J. B." thinks have been
mistaken for a coleorhiza, but this is not the case.

As early as iSii Auguste de St. Hilaire gave in the
Annals oj the Mnseurn of Natural History at Paris,

vol. xviii., pp. 461—471, a perfectly correct account
of the development of the radicle. He says :

—"The
radicxdar body, by its elongation, soon makes its

appearance beyond the four teeth. Its extremity is

then ruptured, and the true radicle exhibits itself,

emerging from a kind of sheath or cover, which forms
round it a swelling, of which the irregularly torn borders
quickly disappear." (466.) He further states :

" If we
accept the division of Phanerogams into endorhizal and
exorhizal, Tropo^olum forms amongst the last a very
remarkable exception." (469.) To the same effect, in

1815, Mirbel remarks in his Elemcns de Botanique
(vol. i., 59) :

—"It is very rare to find the radicle pro-

vided with a coleorhiza in dicotyledonous embryos
;

we ought, therefore, to pay particular attention to that

of Tropceolum." I am indebted to Dr. Masters for

calling my attention also to a paper by Chatin in the

4th series of the Annales des Sc. Natitrellcs, vol. v.,

where it is pointed out (p. 295) that, ** in addition lo

the root, which in germination proceeds from the

radicle of the axis of the embryo, four other

roots originate symmetrically from its sides. This
makes a total of five roots, each of which pushes before

it and pierces, in order to prolong itself externally, the

root-sheath with which the embi70 of Tropa^olum is

provided." Schacht, who with many other writers has

studied the remarkable processes from the suspensor

which are developed in Tropreolum, speaks of the

radicle in the mature seed as "already provided with

the commencement ofa coleorhiza." {Ann. des Sc. Nat.,

4th ser., vol. iv., p. <^i.) The radicle of Tropcoolum
is also remarkable for the persistence with which the

cells of a portion of the suspensor remain attached to

it. Perhaps, it may be supposed, this contributes to

make the exterior of the radicle tough and unyielding.

As is well known, the growth takes place within the

apex, elongation appears to be only possible for the

future root by bursting through the investing tissues.

In this way a more or less complete collar of the root

remains is formed, and it is this which is the true

coleorhiza. The accompanying illustrations have been
carefully drawn from specimens examined by myself,

and quite confirm what has been stated by the writers

I have quoted. \V. Thiselton Dyer.

The Council of the Royal Horticultural
Society.— I heartily thank you for your remarks on
this matter in last week's Gardeners' Chronicle. I

confess I was disappointed, on receiving the circular

adverted to, to find that the Council had not nomi-

nated the Rev. Reynolds Hole, after the spontaneous

opinion expressed at the horticultural dinner at Not-

tingham last year, in favour of this gentleman being

placed on the Councih As a means of fiUing up the

gulf that existed between the Society and practical

men, it would have been at once graceful and
politic to have nominated Mr. Hole. Apart from
forming a link of rare strength and worth between the

two great classes that constitute the strength of the

Horticultural Society, he is in every way worthy of a

seat at the Council as the distinguished representative of

Rosa. Knowledge such as Mr. Hole possesses would
prove of incalculable service at the council board of any

society concerned with the advancement of horticulture.

As you justly remarked, the Fellows had the matter in

their own hands. I exercised my right of voting for

the first time on this occasion, by marking out one
name nominated by the Council, and substituting that

of Mr. Hole in his place. D. T. F., F.P.H.S. [It

might prove to be beneficial if the country Fellows of

the Society and the working horticulturists would more
often and more pertinently make their voices heanl.

Eds.]

Manure for Conifers.—The commendation of

phospho-guano is irrelevant, as none was used for tlie

Larches referred to, and none put on the same ground

for two years previous to May, 1S71, so that it could

have had nolliing to do with the quality of the Larch

crop referred to by Mr. Syme and " M. J. B;" The
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I.avcli crop is risky enougli already, « itliaut adding to

the risk by the use of phospho-guano. I dare say

that most growers of Conifera; will agree with me m
saying that well-decomposed nianine is the best and

safest" manure for Conifers, young and old, when

required, and when properly applied. Allow me to

state that your correspondent, " M. J. 1!.," sent me a

copy of his letter, asking my idea on the subject. I

simply referred him to the remarks given in the

Gankiurs' Chroituli, p. 15, 1S72. J. B. C, JCJin-

/'iirgk, Feb. 10.

General Pleasanton and his Vinery. — Wo
Iiave had many Yankee notions foisted on us respecting

pomological knowledge, but this, the latest, by General

Pleasanton, on Vine growing, is astounding. "Jack
and the Beanstalk " is nothing to it ; and our Vine

extension supporters will now get a wrinkle to carry on

their system in the greatest perfection. I know of a

glass erection, lately finished, which if it had been

glazed on the General's plan, and planted with Vines,

and grown with the same success as the General's,

would have kept Covent Garden Market supplied for

the season. Tliis erection is about 1300 feet in length,

6S feet in width, and of proportionable height. I do

not doubt the extraordinary quick growth of the

General's Vines and their heavy crops, but I think his

success must be partly owing to some other cause than

the glass used. Without entering on the scientific

question of the refrangible rays of light, and their

effects on vegetation, some gardeners know practically

that cuttings will strike quicker under blue or violet-

tinted glass than under white glass. This I have

proved by putting pieces of violet-tinted glass over the

cutting-pots, and at the same time covering other pots

with pieces of white glass, and the difference in point

of rooting the first was always in favour of the tinted

glass. [See Gardeners' Chronicle, 1841, pp. 195, 276.]

I do not, however, believe that the violet-tinted glass

used in vineries will have the marvellous effects in

Grape growing which General Pleasanton has ascribed

to it. Of the advantages our agricultural friends will

reap from the General's discovery in rearing pigs and

calves, I am unable to speak, but doubtless the poultry

exhibitore will try its effects in breeding large speci-

mens for tlie different shows. Thoth.

Messrs. Suttons' Special Prizes.—The system

of giving special prizes by our seedsmen, with special

conditions annexed, grows, the Messrs. Sutton's being

the latest addition. Whether the system is a wise one

or not I will not now enquire, but I think it is not

unfair to ask the Messrs. Sutton why their prizes

should be confined to gardeners, to the exclusion of

amateur gi-owers, who certainly have as good a right to

contend, if they think fit, as have their professional

brethren. Of course an amateur would be scarcely

likely to give so large a seed order as a "nobleman's

or gentleman's gardener," but then such a consideration

cannot be for a moment supposed to weigh with so

highly respectable a firm. It would rob the conditions

imposed considerably of their exclusiveness, if the

members of the trade or gi'owers for sale only had been

excluded from the competition. Those who intend

competing for the prizes for Peas at Birmingham must

sow very early, and even then they will have enough to

do to get good samples of Best of All and other of the

finest kinds ready for showing by June 24. Exhibitors

from the South will undoubtedly stand the best chance.

Alpha.

Men and Women Stokers.—In February, 1S43,

I w.as employed in a London nursery, waiting for the

time coming to be appointed to that high office, as I

then thought, of head gardener. The time soon arrived,

as I one morning had orders to attend at the office, to

see the proprietor of the establishment. I was told

briefly the particulars of a situation he wished me to un-

dertake, and was to go at once. He gave me some good
advice before leaving, in which he said, " I have every

confidence that you are able to fulfil the duties that

will be required of you, but as I have not had the

opportunity to see whether you are a tidy stoker, I

cannot speak so explicitly of your merits as I could

wish. I have in my experience always found those

gardeners that were tidy in their fires were always tidy

in all their duties, and men of superior merits. Bear

this in mind. " .Strange to relate, on my way from

the country to London I had to call on a relative,

commonly called by us lads " Old Aunt Jenny," but

always Aunty Jane in her presence. Now my old aunt

was a good, kind old soul, and she was a last year's

bird, and by her good judgment, as she was wont to

say, she had kept single. She was rather tall and
thin, and we used to say she looked straight up
and down. She had a way of sitting very up-

right, her habits were punctual and particular,

freely giving advice to the young, and she had a way
of holding out her forefinger at the end of a sentence,

as much as to say, " Do you understand me ? " The
following dialogue occurred between us on the occa-

sion of my going to London;—"I may not see you
for a time. I beg you will use some little judgment,
and not be blinded by a too early marriage. Guard
against those little freaks of nature that are so apt to

ome into the minds of young people ; as, if you do,

ou will be liable to have your nose tied to the

grindstone for life. Before you think of marriage,

thoroughly know your intended wife's mother ; for,

'as the mother is, so is the daughter.'" At this

point up went the finger. " Now, if I were a man,

and wanted a wife, I should like to see if she was tidy

in the coal-house ; as, if she were untidy, I should say,

' Not for me.' How often do I see young women so

untidy as stokers, that they seem to walk upon the

heap of coals, and fill from the top, and afterwards to

throw the shovel upon the coals, so as to dirty the

handle for the next time." Since that time I have

been blinded by marriage, and wished one day to

convey my aunt's advice to my wife. I soon saw a

storm arising. Atmosphere becoming cloudy, teaciips

washed up rather sharp, and put away m a clattering

manner, the storm seemed to die away with rumbling

words, which sounded very much like "It was a pity

the laws of England did not allow a man to marry his

aunt ! " R. II. D. [We suppose the moral here

intended is to the effect that the "habit oft proclaims

the man." Eds.]

Echeveria metallica.—I have this plant now in

flower in an intermediate house, and am rather sur-

prised to notice that the corolla never fully opens—in

fact, the divisions adhere closely to the very tip. Is

this invariably the case ? E. retusa, in a cooler house,

opens its flowers perfectly. Perhaps some of your

readers who have had a longer experience of the E.

metallica will tell me if under any circumstances its

flowers expand ? T.

Tecophilea cyano-crocus.—Of this pretty little

half-hardy bulbo-tuberous plant, a native of the Chilian

Andes, Messrs. Haage &' Schmidt have favoured us

with the subjoined woodcut (fig. 91). Dr. Leybold

some few years since proposed to erect the genus

Tecophilea into a small order, which he called Teco-

philacea:, but Mr. Miers, in a subsequent paper in the

Transactions of the Linncan Society, shows that it

belongs to the Conantherefe, a small but very inter-

esting group of LiliaccjE which includes besides Cum-
mingia and one or two other genera of similar cha-

FlG. gi.—TECOPHn.EA CVANO-CROCUS,

racier. The present species, whose name Mr. Miers

writes T. cyaneo-crocea, has fibrous-coated bulb-tubers

about three quarters of an inch in diameter. From
these grow up two or three radical leaves, which are

linear, carinate, and undulated, while the scape is

short and erect. The flowers, which are said to have

a strong scent of Violets, are large and conspicuous, an

inch and a half long, with a short slender pale blue

tube, and a deep blue campanulate limb, the two

upper segments being variegated with white markings.

These flowers are produced in October and November.

The plant would form a pretty object for the gardens

of those who appreciate elegant floral structure and

exquisite colouring, qualities which are to be very

frequently found in the sadly neglected class of bulbous

plants.

The Royal Belfast Botanic and Horticul-

tural Gardens.—These gardens, which now form a

centre of great attraction to botanists in the North of

Ireland, have been managed throughout the past year

with increased efficiency and care ; but much remains

to be done before they can claim a position worthy of

the enterprise of the pubUc, of the taste they exhibit,

or of the inexhaustible resources in the vegetable king-

dom at their command. The reconstruction and

improvement of the heating apparatus are impera-

tively necesssary, not so much on account of the large

saving in coals that may be effected, as of the safety of

the plants themselves, particularly the more valuable

specimens, which are subject to considerable risk in

winter, from the want of proper means of heating.

This defect, however, will be remedied as soon as

"the sinews of war" are forthcoming. The show-

houses in the spring of last year had an abundant

bloom of Camellias ; and although the plants were not

large, four had about 2000 flowers upon them. These

plants promise well for the present year. The Tea-

scented Roses, too, last summer, flowered remarkably

well ; one plant of the celebrated Marechal Niel

had about 600 flowers upon it. In the out-

door gardens the hardy spring !' flowers were

late in unfolding their beauty, in consequence of the

severity of the preceding winter, and even Wall-
flowers (Cheiranthus Cheiri) were completely killed in

these gardens. The spring plants covered the ground
with such masses of flowers, that the summer plants
were kept out in the beds and borders a fortnight later

than usual. The summer flower garden contained a
greater variety of plants than the gardens ever before
displayed, by the use of such hardy plants as the
variegated Ash-leaved Maple, Hops, Virginian
Creeper, Adam's Needle, New Zealand Flax,
&c. In the rosery the plants had a large quantity of
bloom, and the south side of the rosery was planted
with 70 varieties of Ivy. The general collection of
plants was improved during the year by the addition

of 723 species or varieties, 13 of which are fine speci-

men greenhouse or stove plants. The donations in-

clude a packet of seed from Japan, seven bulbous
plants from Natal, 15 packets of seeds from Nepaul,
seed from Australia, a collection of seeds from New
Orleans, 7000 Snowdrops, &c. The subscriptions

received during the past year were ^645, against ^^405
in 1S65, being an increase of .^^240, and larger than

any. /'.

Preserved Kidney Beans.—In October, 1870

(p. 1412), I directed attention to the German method of

preserving Kidney Beans for winter use, which was by
simply slicing them, putting layers of the sliced Beans
alternately with layers of common salt, and when
done, or the jar full, the whole was pressed down with

a plate on which was placed a heavy stone. Now, as I

have lately enjoyed a dish of Beans which had been
preserved by this method, I again advert to the sub-

ject. As Beans were very good and very plentiful last

summer, we preserved a considerable quantity, some in

the manner described, and others by another process,

which will be presently pointed out. Our German
friends make a kind of feast of Bean slicing, and young
gentlemen are invited to assist the ladies of the house-

hold in the operation—their reward being a dance, and
doubtless a little flirtation afterwards, but it occurred

to me that the whole Beans treated by the salt would
be even better, as these would present fewer edges to

become discoloured. A stone jar was then managed
in this way :—Beans merely stalked were put in layers,

and then sprinkled over with salt on the top of each

layer ; when the jar was full, the covering plate and
stone were arranged for pressure. When these are

required for use, a quantity are soaked in cold water,

then sliced ,in the usual manner, ^and put to boil

with a little soda. Well, the sliced ones were good in

point of flavour, but these were even better in this

respect, while their colour was far more agreeable :

indeed, even in summer I have seldom eaten better

Beans, or had any that looked better when brought to

table. Vegetables, it is true, have not been scarce this

winter, but a hard winter may thus be provided against,

especially if it follows a plentiful summer, and our

winter roast mutton be enhanced in flavour by easily

preserved summer Kidney Beans, y. I>.

Wellingtonia gigantea, var.—While on a visit

to Chatsworth during the spring of last year (1S71)

Mr. Speed pointed out a very distinct, long-leaved,

glaucous variety of this noble Conifer, growing side by

side with a specimen of the ordinary type near the

great conservatory. It has been said that " compari-

sons are odious," and this undoubtedly is true in many
instances, but in the case in point it furnishes the

most reliable proof of the individuality of this elegant

variety. When viewed at a distance it resembles,

in colour and habit, a Pinus rather than a Wel-
lingtonia, and this is more apparent by the near proxi-

mity of the normal green type. I have little doubt

but that this variety originated in the seed-pan, and in

my opinion it is well worth perpetuating as a striking

variety of one of our most beautiful Conifers. I

should think that it possibly may exist in other places,

or in nurseries where seedlings are raised, and if so I

should be glad of any information respecting its his-

tory. F. IV. B.

Foreign Correspondence.
Westonhall, Yamhill County, Oregon, U.S.

—Before leaving Scotland, you may recollect that I

wrote to you for a certain number of the Gardeners*

Chronicle, in which was given a description of certain

horticultural farms in the neighbourhood of San Fran-

cisco, and for your kindness in sending me the number
I have never before had time or opportunity to return

you thanks. Accept them now, though the distance

between us may attenuate them vilely.

My first impression of this section of the States was
very favourable, and now that I have been a couple of

months here, I find I am even more taken with this

noble tract of country the longer I remain. I do not now
regi'ct that I have made the extra effort to bring my
family and myself past California up north here on the

Pacific coast. Here might be a gardener's paradise !

A climate similar to that of the South of England :

rain in plenty at the proper season, with occasionally

some little snow and frost ; then the most genial

forcing weather in spring and summer, and as mellow
an autumn as in California. A soil than which it is

impossible to fancy anything more rich ; deep, stone-

less, and rich as marrow, waiting to be stirred up

sufficiently to yield endless succession of crops. Such
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a subject for well-directed efforts as would throw a

Scottish farmer or gardener with amazement into a
swoon for a week. The present owners of the soil

are not enterprising ; they get what they need so easily,

that even all the open prairie is not half broken in, and
the modicum under the plough is only scratched by it

to the depth of from i to 6 inches. Now, the soil has
practically no bottom. My farm is on the banks of

the beautiful Willamette, and I have it sheer down
60 feet resting on the unctuous soapstone, It is a most
peaceable country, and wholly agricultural, but Portland
offers to grow to a town of considerable commercial
importance ; already a good many big ships come there.

The railroads, too, are pushing up both sides of the

Willamette to join the Californian lines, under the

energetic management of Ben llolladay, a famous
character hereabouts ; and the river which runs by my
door is navigable in summer to this place, and much
higher up now that there is plenty of water in its

channel ; so that there will be every convenience to

bring nomadic Britons to possess the land, and show
forth its great capabilities. The forest scenery is sub-

lime ; the tall trees (they say here one has to look twice

to see the top of them, /. c, you first look to a point

where you expect to see the top, and then look again

to find the actual apex), and glorious jungle, in which
I have lost myself several times when out shooting; the

fertile land, intersected by creeks and smaller streams ;

the splendid rivers, the Cascade and other mountains,
with far-stretching prairies between; snow-clad peaks,

striking and beautiful as the Alps
;
green trees and the

*' freshness of the grass " all the year round, save some
three months in autumn—these altogether recommend
this State, to a North Briton especially, over all the

other divisions of territory I have seen or heard of in

the Union for a home.
I could write much more, but I shall add what I

retain to what I may gather, and send you a much
longer letter next time. Allow me to say that an
industrious, intelligent Scotch gardener is very much
wanted, at 30 dols. to 40 dols. per month, with board.
He is sure ultimately to make his fortune, and that

quickly if he is large-minded, and not hide-bound to

his specialty, but willing and ready for what is best and
most profitable. J. II.

Societies,
Royal Horticultural: Feb. 13, Auniversan'. —

O. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. The minutes
of the last annual meeting having been read by the
Assistant-Secretary, and signed, Mr. Fortune and Mr,
Moore \\'ere appointed scrutineers of the ballot for the
election of Council and officers for the ensuing year.
These gentlemen subsequently reported that the nominees
of the Council had been unanimously elected (there being
only one dissentient), namely, H.R.H. the Prince Arthur
(confirmed by acclamation); Arthur Grote, F.L.S. ; and
Andrew Murray, F. L.S. ; in the room of Major R. Trevor
Clarke, Rev. Joshua Dix (deceased), and E. J. Lowe,
F.R.S. ; while the Duke of Buccleuch, K.G. ; Mr. John
Clutton, and Major-General H. Y. D. Scott, C.B., were
respectively re-elected as Presiden t , Treasurer, and
Secretary.

The Assistant-Secretary then read the following report
of the Council :

—

" T. The Council, in their last year's report, expressed
a confident expectation that the International Exhibition,
then about to be opened under the direction of Her
Majesty's Commissioners, would tend greatly to the
advantage of the Society. Their anticipation has been
fully realised, and they have the gratification of an-
nouncing to the Fellows that the Society has participated
largely in its success. Not only has it profited by the
Exhibition being made accessible to them and their
families on especially favourable terms, but the result of
the arrangement entered into with the Commissioners (by
which, in consideration of the temporary use of the
arcades and other facilities given by the Society, it

should receive a payment by way of a royalty of one
penny for every visitor to the Exhibition), has been to
place to their credit a sum of _;^503o oj. i\d.

"2. It was not to be expected, nor did the Council
ever anticipate, that so important an operation could be
carried tlirough, and so large an increase to their income
for the year be acquired, without some reduction of
certain sources of income on which the Society had been
accustomed to rely. The amount of such reduction,
iiowever, has been small, as will be seen by a comparison
of the different items of receipts and expenditure in last

year's statement of accounts, with that which accom-
panies this report.

" 3. On turning to the side showing the receipts, it will
be found that the sum received this year for annual sub-
scriptions shows no material difference^; tlie amount
received this year being /7115 17J. as against /7177
last year. The number of Fellows continues nearly the
same. The items where the receipts have fallen,' and
where the fall maybe directly traced to the Exhibition,
are the daily admissions and promenades, the rent of
S[Dace in the arcades, and the produce of exhibitions and
ycMT. "Ihe sum received for daily admissions and pro-
menades has fallen from ^^463 6j. 91/. to ^"172 4^, it/.

;

the rent of space in the arcades, from ^424 to ^388 i8.r.
;

.ind the produce of exhibitions and f^es, from £\-2j-j -js.

1° .^634 6-f- i*''- A considerable diminution in the receipts
for garden produce was of course to be looked for after
the garden at Chiswick had been so much reduced in
size—at all events until the new arrangements are in
working order. It has. however, proved much less than
the Council anticipated, viz., from ^578 51. luL to

;C349 15^- 4^- The alterations at Chiswick liave been

completed, and the new walls built, the expenses having
partly been borne by the adjoining tenant and partly
defrayed from the sale of plants and other produce in the
ground given up.

"4. The Council have the pleasure to announce that
although in tlie year 1870 the Society sustained a slight
loss from the show at Oxford, this last year they more
than redeemed it at Nottingham. Besides having pro-
duced a show of unusual beauty and interest, they
realised a nett profit of ^^774, a result which the Council
feel to be in a great measure due to the devoted and un-
tiring labours of one of their number, Mr. E. J. Lowe.

"
S- Turning to the other side of the account, the

Fellows will find that notwithstanding the reduction of
the establishment at Chiswick, its expenses liave last year
risen from /1335 Sj. 'jd. to ^^2060 igi. 11J. The expla-
nation of this IS the large drafts made on the garden at
Chiswick by the establishment at South Kensington,
rendered necessary by the International Exhibition.

"6. On South Kensington Garden the expenses have
also been considerably increased, the amount this year
being ^^3802 2j-. 6d., instead of ^2359 loj. 71/. The
expenses of exhibitions last year were ^^1484 7J-. 71/., this

year they amounted to /^iQi6 8-v. ^d. This increase must
be regarded as part of the necessary outlay required to
produce the receipt of ^5030 os. \\d. from the Exhibition.

"7. It is also to be observed that the amount of Ken-
sington Garden expenses is largely increased by the
payment of ;^5oo to Mr. Foley for his exquisite piece of
sculpture, "The Boy at the Stream," which was produced
under arrangements initiated by H.R.H. the Prince
Consort, at the establishment of the garden at South
Kensington, in 1861, and which has remained unexecuted
until now. The work, though ordered in 1862, was
delivered only in 1870.

" 8. Anotlier large item which the Fellows will observe
in the expenditure is /^soo paid on account of tents. This
is the first instalment of a payment of ^1400, which those
two fine tents now in the gardens will cost. These tents
had become essential to the continued success of the
Society's shows.

"9. The foregoing is a brief summary of the working
business of the past year. It now remains to say a few
words in anticipation of that of the coming year. The
Council have only two alterations of any moment in view,

but both are important. Many Fellows who were in town
during the period of the Exhibition, and who availed
themselves of their privileges, may have felt some degree
of inconvenience from the arrangements with the Exhi-
bition Commissioners as to entrance into the Exhibition
and gardens, and all of them must have agreed that it

would have been a very great boon had their Fellows'
tickets admitted them to the Exhibition on the same
footing that they did to the gardens. Feeling this, the
Council have endeavoured to make arrangements with
the Commissioners, by which this privilege should be
acquired, and they have the satisfaction of announcing to
the Fellows that the Commissioners have agreed to grant
the privilege sought by the Council for the present year,
in consideration of the use of the quadrant arcades by
visitors to the E.xhibition.

" 10. The other step is the appointment of a botanical
Professor, who, by lectures, answers to personal inquiries,

and other means, shall assist in establishing a more
correct knowledge of the principles of botany and horti-
culture, and of the names of plants, among those of the
Fellows and their gardeners who are desnous to profit by
the opportunity. An abstract of the duties proposed to
be attached to the position is annexed, and the Council
believe that they have secured a very competent botanist
and horticulturist to undertake them, in the person of
Mr. Tliiselton Dyer, late Professor of Botany in the
University of Dublin, [^oyal College of Science.]

"' Duties nf the Professor 0/ Botany

.

— i. General: To
conduct the scientilic business of the Society, both
horticultural and botanical. To enter into communication
with horticultural and botanical establishments at home
and abroad, and especially with the societies in union
with the Royal Horticultural Society.

"2. South Kensington : To attend the meetings and
exhibitions of the Society, and there note carefully, and
report upon all objects of merit, for publication by the
Society ; also to pay attention to the correct naming of
the plants exhibited. To aid the Rev. M.J. Berkeley at

the Wednesday meetings. To be at the offices one after-

noon in each week, for the purpose of answering any
scientific inquiries which maybe made by the Fellows. To
edit any publications which the Society may issue. To
give a series of lectures on subjects connected with scientific

horticulture to the Fellows and others during the session,
as the Council may direct. To take charge of the library
and look to its increase.

"3. Chiswick : To take care that all plants of botanical
interest be properly named. To inspect all scientific

experiments made in the garden, to report the results, and
offer suggestions for further experiments relative to
scientific horticulture and the growth of plants. To be
present one afternoon each week to give information on
such points as may be necessary to Fellows and gardeners
of Fellows, and to receive from them plants which may
require botanical names. To give a series of lectures
each year to the students in the gardens and the gardeners
of Fellows on scientific horticulture and botany. To
report monthly on the meteorological observations made
in the garden. To form one of the Horticultural Board
of Directors."

The following are extracts from the reports of the
Horticultural Directors :

—

" Sclentijic Committee \sic\—Under the peculiar cir-

cumstances of the gardens at Chiswick in 1871, it was im-
possible for the Board of Direction to do more than apply
all their energies to the best mode of carrying out the
necessary alterations. In consequence of the lateness of
the season at which anything effectual could be accom
plished, there was considerable anxiety as to the fate of
the valuable stock, which could not be removed till a
period far later than was desirable. It is, however, with
great pleasure that they are able to report that the removal
of ihe trees was most successful. Partly from constant

care, and partly from a very favourable condition of
weather, not a single plant of any value failed, and the
gardens must now be considered as in a most satis-
factory condition. The Board will now be prepared to
carry out any horticultural experiments which may be
suggested, while it is hoped that, under the regulations
proposed by the Council for lectures to students, the
gardens may become a very valuable school for horti-
culture. The Board cannot help congratulating the
Society in having been able to retam the services of
Mr. Barron, which could not possibly have been very well
replaced.

" Pomological Department.—^hKX. has chiefly occupied
attention in the pomological department during the past
year has been the preparation and furnishing of the
ground, in the new arrangement of the garden, with the
fruit trees that were removed from the old orchard. The
advantages of this reconstruction are now apparent, and
not the least important of these is the classifying of the
trees, by wliich facilities are obtained for comparmg and
judging of the different varieties. The Board take this
opportunity of testifying to the skill displayed by Mr.
Barron in the way the new arrangements have been
carried out and completed. Although the whole of the
open space appropriated to the fruit department has
been completed, the new boundary walls have yet to be
furnished. Steps ha\e been taken, and are now in pro-
gress, to obtain such trees as are adapted for that
purpose, and ere spring has much advanced as complete
a collection of Apricots, Cherries, Peaches, and Nec-
tarines as it is possible to obtain shall have been secured,
and the former high reputation of the Chiswick garden
for its pomological collections will have been restored.
Up to the present time there exist, under the successful
re-arrangement of these, about 400 sorts of Apples, 350
of Pears. 300 of Plums, 430 of Cherries, 220 of Vines,
and 100 of Figs. Of the last there are yet many varieties
that have not been determined.

"Besides the work of reconstruction, an extensive
experimental trial of the numerous varieties of Borecole
or Kale has been made, by which the confusion so much
complained of will be cleared up, and the various names
by which the varieties are known will be referred to their
proper place. This season arrangements have been made
for a trial of Peas, of which the varieties have become so
numerous, and the confusion of names so complicated,
since the last great trial in the garden.

" In the great vinery there is a very marked improve-
ment in the condition of the Vines since the enlargement
and re-dressing of the border, and the heading down of
some of the varieties. The new Grape, Madresfield
Court, which was at first supposed to be a variety
requiring hot treatment, has pro\ed to be one of the very-
best for a cool house, equalling if not surpassing the
Black Hamburgh in the high condition it attains under
such circumstances. A vine of this variety was planted
in company with one of the Black Hamburgh in the Rev.
Mr. Fountaines vinery, which was erected in the garden,
and although the house has no provision of any kind for
being artificially heated, the Madresfield Court Grape
ripened thoroughly, and was considered to be much
better adapted for such a situation than the Black
Hamburgh.
"As usual, the Fellows have made good use of the

privilege afforded them in obtaining scions of fruit trees
and seeds from the garden. During the past year the
distribution of each has been as follows :—60,000 packets
of vegetable seeds; 4500 packets of cuttings of Figs,
Vines, and other fruit trees ; and 600 plants of Figs
distributed by ballot.

"Floral Department.—Owing to the alterations which
have been in progress at Chiswick, but little opportunity
was afforded during the season of 1871 for carrying oil

the usual trials of flowers. These alterations have in-

cluded the formation, in the vicinity of the Council-
room, of a new series of beds for the growth of trial

plants ; and though it was late in the season before thest-

beds were completed, a collection of bedding Pelar-
goniums was nevertheless got together, and planted out
in time to make satisfactory progress. These were
examined in the jnonth of August by the Floral Com-
mittee, when the following awards were made :

—
First-class Certificates.—As flowering plants : Law-

rence Heywood, Charley Casbon, Mrs. Mellows, Lady
Kirkland, Stanstead Rival, R. Bowley, "Wallham Seed-
ling, Louis Veuillot, Penelope. As foliage plants :

Goldfinder, Macbeth, Louisa Smith, Black Douglas.
"Second-class Certificates.—As ilowering plants : De-

mosthenes, Arthur Pearson. Murillo, Triomphe de Stella.

Augustine Rougier, The Champion, Mrs. Menzies, Mdlle.
NiUson, Cleopatra, Acme, Madame Lemoine. As foliage
plants : Miss Batters, Florence.

" In the present season it is proposed to continue the
trials of bedding Pelargoniums, and to add in the out-
door department collections of Pentstemons and Phloxes,
and in the indoor department of Fuchsias—all of which
have been much augmented as to the number of varieties,
and materially improved as regards quality, since the
former examinations of them were made.
"On the wall bounding the trial-ground on the west it

is proposed to grow examples of ornamental hardv
climbers, instead of fruit trees as heretofore. Contribu-
tions for this object will be acceptable. Notwithstanding
the reduction of space in the garden, the collection of
herbaceous perennials which had been recently acquired
has been retained, and any further accessions thereto, or
to the class of hardy bulbs, especially Lilies, would be
welcomed.
"The Chiswick garden has contributed, during the

past year, to the garden at Kensington the following
supplies, viz. :—For the decoration of the conservatory,
about 20,000 plants ; and for other purposes of furnishing
and decoration, about 50,000 plants.

" The distributions made to the Fellows during the
year, in this department, have comprised 7000 useful
plants, allotted by ballot, and 60.000 packets of flower
seeds."

Mr. Blenkins had much jileasure in moving the adop-
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lion of the report, which he thought wiis a really satis-

factorj- one. Last year he took occasion to express his

opinion that a union between tlie Commissioners for the

Kxliibition of 1851 and the Council of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society would be highly beneficial to the latter,

kind he was pleased to hear that this had been the case.

He hoped this union would long continue, and that they

should receive from it not alone their present advantages,

but the still further privileges which the continuance of

exhibitions must ensure.

Professor Tennant seconded the motion, at the same
time making one or two suggestions. It was well known
lliat the Society gave to their members tickets which
admitted persons to the gardens on certain days of the

^\eek ; but, unfortunately, these tickets were not available

on Sunday, the day to which many a one looked forward
during the week for a pleasant day in the gardens. Wiiat
was refused in this Society was conceded in others. In

the Zoological Society, for instance, the members
received tickets to admit two persons on Sundays. The
Council should, he thought, take this matter into con-
sideration ; and he was confident, if they did adopt the

plan xeferred to, tlie Society would be a considerable
gainer by it. He thought the best plan would be to give

tickets regularly dated, so that no member could give

more than two admissions for any one day.

Mr. Wooster took exception to the expense of the new
tents erected at the lower part of the garden, which were the

greatest eyesores the Fellows had ever had to put up with.

He presumed the Council had sanctioned the destruction

of what was a remarkably handsome tent, and which it

was a pity had been destroyed. He was pleased that the

Council had decided upon the appointment of a botanical

l)rofessor, who by lectures, &c., should assist in establish-

ing a more correct knowledge of the principles of botany
and horticulture. That he looked upon ;is a step in the

right direction, and he thought the action of the Council
in this respect could not fail to prove highly beneficial to

the Society.

Mr. Godson suggested that His Royal Highness Prince

Arthur, whose name stood on the balloting list for the

Council, should be elected by acclamation, as was usual

in the case of members of the Royal family. With refer-

ence to the report, he said that he found in the capital

account an item of ^"700 disallowed by the Expenses Com-
mittee, some reason for which he hoped would be given.

As to th-; election of the Council, he could not help bring-

ing under the notice of the meeting, that one year they

had a gentleman voted out, and the next year they had
him voted in, which, with all deference, he thought
looked too much like a family compact. He thought all

the Fellows ought to have a chance of being placed
upon the Council. In the report Mr, E. J. Lowe was
praised for his exertions on behalf of the Society last

year, and what was the gratitude shown him? Why was
he sent out of the Council this year. He thought that

gentleman ought to have been kept on the Council, and
he believed the meeting would be of the same opinion.

He also wislied to know how was it they were charged
/,"2400 for rent to Her Majesty's Commissioners of 1851
in respect to the gardens, and yet no Income-tax was
allowed ? ^"50 or ^"60 was, he thought, a matter worthy
of consideration. He did not like making such remarks,
but he could not help doing so when he read in the
report this passage ;^" The Fellows will find that not-

withstanding the reduction of the establishment at

Chiswick, its expenses have last year risen from

^1335 8i. 7i/. to /^2o6o 19J". iiti'. The explanation of

this is the large drafts made on the garden at Chiswick
by the establishment at South Kensington, rendered
necessary by the International Exhibition." Now, that

had never been admitted before. He felt satisfied that if

the ^^2400 rent paid to Her Majesty's Commissioners of

1851, and other payments and moneys, were taken into

account, it would be found that the Society was not
imder those great obligations to the Commissioners which
it was probably thought they were, and he thought the

Commissioners might act more liberally than they did.

The Chairman said that the matter of giving greater

facilities as to the acquisition of tickets to the gardens lay

entirely with the Fellows themselves, the great object the

Council, and, indeed, all connected with the Society, had
in view, was to keep the gardens as quiet as possible on
Sundays. Increased facilities for admission would bring
more people to visit the gardens than might be altogether

agreeable. Mr. Wooster had spoken of the loss of the

large tent, but he might mention that it had one disadvan-
tage—it was like a white elephant, very expensive, and it

was on ground which the Society were bound to give up
at six months' notice. Mr. Godson had suggested that His
Royal Highness Prince Arthur should be elected on the

Council by acclamation, and he had much pleasure in

putting that question to the meeting. — NIr. Godson
seconded the motion, which was carried unanimously.

Mr. \\'^ilson then observed that Mr. Godson had made
some remarks as to Mr. E. J.

Lowe's removal, but this

did not by any means rest witli tlie Council. A bye-law
existed which provided that two members of the Council
should go out every year by reason of non-attendance, the

object being to infuse new blood into the Council. Mr.
Lowe, on the present occasion, was one of those who went
out for non-attendance, and only on that account. Mr.
Godson also spoke of the ^^2400 rent paid the Commis-
sioners, without deduction ol Income-tax ; he would say
that that was the sum fixed for rent without the question
of Income-tax being entertained ; moreover, there were
five or six years' rent yet which they had not paid.

The motion for the adoption of the report was then
put and carried unanimously.
Mr. Fernyhcugh had heard many complaints respect-

ing the annoyance caused by children at the musical

promenades, and by the fact that the nursemaids took
for themselves the very best places to be had. Per-

ambulators and hoops were undoubtedly a nuisance when
music was being played, and he thought the Council
might adopt some remedy for it.

Mr. Wooster suggested that terra-cotta medallions of
the most eminent botanists and horticulturists should be
placed in the niches of the arcades. On the capitals, too,

he would suggest that floricultural groups should be
placed, as carried out at Oxford.

Major-General Scott thought it would be a mistake to

put the busts of distinguished botanists on the walls

referred to. He had heard various opinions as to the
Oxford capitals. In the present instance, he could not
help referring to an old saying, " Beggars must not be
choosers :" the Society had not paid for the capitals,

and it would indeed ha\e been diliicult to get sculptors

equal to the task proposed. It should be remembered
that the Commissioners had gone to the expense of

making all the improvements round the gardens, and
that they were not done by the Society at all. There was
plenty of space for busts, even busts of full si^e, when the
Society could afiford to provide them.
The Chairman said, wit!i reference to the remarks of

Mr. Femyhough, the Council would do the best they
could to reduce or abate the annoyance complained of.

Monthly Meeting : /'W'. 14.—James Bateinan,
Esq.. F.R.S., in the chair. The usual preliminary busi-

ness, which included the election of about 50 new Fellows,

being concluded, the chairman of the Fruit Committee
announced the awards made by that body, who he stated

had requested the Council to forward a letter of condol-
ence to the widow of a late member of that committee-
Mr. Thomas Osborn, as a mark of their esteem of his

personal worth. The chairman then introduced to the
meeting the newly appointed botanical Professor—Mr.
Thiselton Dyer, who, in the absence of Mr. Marshall,
announced the awards made by the Floral Committee,
and directed attention to one or two objects of interest,

and especially to a cut raceme of Amherstia nobilis, from
the Duke of Devonshire's garden at Chatsworth—

a

singular and exceptionally beautiful member of the

vegetable kingdom. Mr. Bateman, before conmient-
ing on the grand display of Orchids, wished to

say a few words about an object of general interest.

It had long been known that along the antarctic

zone various Beeches found a home, several species

being also found in Terra del I'uego, Chili, and Van
Diemen's Land, and that there was a difference of

opinion among botanists as to how many species there
really were. Dr. Hooker, in his Botany 0/ //le Afitarctic
I'oydgc, mentions that in Terra del Fuego there were two
Beeches which attained to a great size ; and it was thought
that, on account of the climate there being so much worse
than our own, these trees would prove valuable acquisi-

tions to our gardens, though at the time the late Sir

William Hooker expressed his opinion to the speaker that

the chmate of this country would be too good for them.
However, young plants were raised here, and he pur-
chased one for two guineas, which, he was sorry to say,

died the first winter after planting, and he had thought since

that the species in question had been lost to the country.
But a short time since an example had been brought
under his notice by an old friend, Mr. Dillwyn Llewellyn,
of Penllagare, near Swansea, who possesses, about 6 miles
from that town, a favoured nook on the sea coast, where
quite a colony of trees had been formed, and amongst them
were several that would thrive nowhere else, including this

evergreen Beech, which had grown up into an object of
great beauty. This proved that what this Beech w^anted
is plenty of moisture, and he would urge upon those who
had residences near the sea to procure plants and plant
forthwith. Mr. Dillwyn Llewellyn thought the plant was
the Fagus antarctica, alluded to by Mr. Darvvin in the
supplement to the I'oyuigc of the Beagle ; but this could
not be, the plant there noticed being described by Hooker
as deciduous, whereas this was an evergreen, and corre-

sponded with the description given of F. betuloides, which
it no doubt is. The following notes, furnished by Mr.
Llewellyn, were then read :—

" Mr. Darwin, in the supplement to the Voyage of the

Beagle, tells us that Fagus antarctia grows and flourishes

on the most exposed headlands of Terra del Fuego. It

clothes the shore to the edge of the sea, thriving where
no other tree can exist ; it is shorn by the sea breeze so

closely that it presents the appearance of tables of foliage,

so dense that a man may almost walk on the matted
twigs. It looks as if it had been clipped by the hand of

man into a regular symmetrical form. This aptitude for

bearing the force of the wind, and the saltness of the sea
air, in the most tempestuous climate in the world, recom-
mends the plant for experiment in exposed places on our
own coast ; and in the year 1853 I procured a plant from
Kew, given to me by Dr. Hooker. It was planted in the

comer of the garden at Carwell, only a few feet from the

edge of the tide, and near some evergreen Oaks, which
had been put there to resist the west winds which prevail

on that coast. The shrub throve in a remarkable manner
from the time it was planted, taking the lead among the

Ilexes.

"In the autumn of 1870, when I last measured it, it

was 15 feet high, with a girth of 11 inches at 3 feet from
the ground. The sketch will give you some idea of its

manner of growth and general appearance.
"The Bamboo behind it is Arundaria falcata, also

15 feet high, a very handsome specimen, being a dense
mass of healthy %igorous vegetation. The bushes at the

base in the right hand corner of the picture are Indian
Azaleas, Camellias, and New Holland Metrosideros. But
these being low shrubs are completely sheltered from all

the violence of the wind by other and hardier plants, and
enjoy the mild temperature which the south-western sea-

board of the island aflbrds. The feature most noteworthy
is the manner in which tlie evergreen Beech in its highest

and leading shoots defies all the force of the storm, when
all the common trees of this country shrink before it."

Mr. Batenian then commented upon several of the

Orchids exhibited, especially alluding to Odontoglossum
Alexandres and its several varieties as being pre-eminently

adapted for floral wreaths for the decoration of ladies' hair.

Scientific Committee.—A. Murray, Esq., in the

chair. The proceedings were of a discursive character.

The subjects brought before the meeting were numerous
and varied, consisting, among others, of portions of cork

destroyed by ants
;

portions of Elm destroyed by the

maggots of Scolytus destnjctor (see p. 45, figs, ir, 12) ; a
specimen of Fagus betuloides, an antarctic species ; a.

monstrous plant of Cyclamen, from Mr. Webb, of Reigate,
in which the corm had sent up a leafed branch with a
deformed flower at tlie top. Dr. Welwitsch stated that he
had seen similar malformations in Portugal. Dr. Wel-
witsch also stated that, from a communication from Count
Salms. there was now evidence in the Berlin Museum that
the parasite producing the deformity figured at p. 1425,
1871, was a true Loranthus, as leaves still remained on
the specimen.

Floral Committee.—Dr. Denny in the chair. This
was a charming little show, the Council-room being
literally filled with as fine a lot of Orchids as ever were
brought together in Febniary, with Cyclamens. Primulas,

and various other spring-flowering plants. The day was
fine,and there was a very good attendance— a convincing
proof, if any were needed, of the snstained interest which is

being taken in these pleasant gatherings. First-class

Certificates were awarded to Messrs. Veitch & Sons for

two very fine new Palms from Lord Howe's Island

—

Kentia aostralis, a very graceful plant, in the way
of an Areca, the stem and leaves being of a shining
emerald-green colour, and Kentia Canterburyana, a dwarf,
compact-habited plant, of which we hope shortly to

furnish further particulars, with an illustration ; to Mr.
B. S. Williams, for Davallia Tyermanh, a beautiful new
Fern, figured and described at p. 871, 1870, and shown
here in capital condition ; to Mr. C. Noble, Sunningdale.
for Thujopsis borealis aurea variegata, apparently a well-

marked form, which w^ill be very acceptable if the
variegation is permanently fixed ; to Mr. C. Green, gr, to

W. W. Saunders, Esq., for Rhipidodendron plicatile

major; and to Mr. Croucher, gr. to
J.

T. Peacock, Esq.,

Hammersmith, for Agave Morgani, a Mexican species,

with rigid spear-shaped leaves, edged with formidable
whitish species ; and A. Gibbsii, a dwarf, compact-grow-
ing, small thick-leaved species from Brazil. To IVIr. Bull, a
Second-class Certificate was voted for Odontoglossum
odoratum, the flowers of which are medium-sized, pale

yellow, heavily spotted with deep crimson. Cultural

Commendations were on this occasion bestowed upon
Messrs. Veitch & Sons for a fine specimen of Hip-
peastrum pardinum, on which were 17 fully expanded
blooms, and for a remarkably fine group of Orchids,

which included beautifully - flowered plants of the

several varieties of Lycaste Skinneri ; a specimen with

three fine spikes of Dendrobium Hillii ; Coelogyne cris-

tata, a grand example, 3—4 feet through, and covered

with blooms ; a flowering specimen of the new and very

curious Lycaste lasioglossa, described by Prof. Reichen-

bach in another column (p. 215) ; a nice example of thelovely

Dendrobium Wardianum, the same of D. heterocarpum ;

Restrepia elegans, a beautiful little thing, but not so good
as R. antennifera ; Cypripedium Schlimii, &c. The same
award was also made to Mr. Speed, gr. to his Grace the

Duke of Devonshire, Chatsworth, for cut flowers of the

lovely Amherstia nobilis, of which the original plant was
introduced by Mr. Gibson ; to Mr. B. S. Williams, for a
group of plants which included several fine Orchids, a
collection of improved hybrid Solanums, remarkable for

their neat bushy habit and vigorous growth, and a flower-

ing plant of Tillandsia Lmdeni major, which on account

of its brilhant violet-blue colour attracted much attention ;

to Messrs. RoUisson & Son for a group of Orchids and
fine-foliaged plants, including good specimens of Phalae-

nopsis Schilleriana, Cct'logyne cristata, Cattleya Triana;,

Dendrobium nobile, which contributed much to the high

character of the display ; to Mr. Howard, gr. to
J.

Brand,

Esq., Balham, for a very handsome bouquet principally of

Orchids, for two boxes of cut Camellias, a capital col-

lection, and for two baskets of Lily of the Valley, shown
in exceedingly fine condition ; to Mr. Denning, gr. to

Lord Londesborough, for an effective group of Orchids,

which comprised a large specimen of Laelia anceps, on
which were from 60 to 70 very fine flowers ; a splendidly

coloured Cattleya Trian^ ; a nice specimen of the deli-

ciously scented Pilumna fragrans, and Phalrenopsis

grandiflora, a specimen on which were eight remark-

ably fine flowers; to Mr. J. Wiggins, Isleworth, for a
capital group of Cyclamens ; to Mr. B. Johnson, gr.

to T. T. Clarke, Esq., Uxbridge, for a remarkably well-

grown specimen of Daphne indica rubra, of six years"

growth, rather too severely tied-in perhaps, but covered

with flowers and very sweet ; to Mr. J. Tompkins, Spark-
hill, near Birmingham, for 24 Chinese Primula Princess

Louise, a very good strain ; to Mr. Richards, gr. to Baron
Rothschild, Gunnersbury, for a very broad-petaled variety

of Odontoglossum Alexandrse ; to Mr. Wilson, gr. to W.
Marshall, Esq., Enfield, for two specimens of MasdevallJa

ignea, the flowers on which were much finer than had been
seen before— one of the most interesting of the genus, which
we hope soon to be able to figure in our columns; to Mr.
Lawrence, gr. to Bishop Sumner, Farnham Castle, Surrey,

for a large, well-flowered plant of Dendrochilum gluma-
ceum ; to Mr. W. Paul, for a capital box of cut CameUias ;

to Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, for a
choice and interesting group of succulent plants, and for

a basket of spring flowers, which included several of the

lovely varieties of Hepatica triloba, Lily of the Valley, &c..

and a showy collection ofthe rich deep blue Iris reticulata
;

and to Messrs. Standish & Co., for an exceedingly attrac-

tive group of spring-forced plants, including another batch
of those pretty little specimens of Bouvardia jasniini-

flora of which an account is given at p. 215, some
capital Hyacinths and Cinerarias—amongst the latter

being two very showy flowers, named in honour of Lord
and Lady Kilmorey, and in colour a nearer approach to

crimson than any we have yet seen. Messrs. Carter & Co.
sent six good specimens of Caladiums, good for the

season ; Mr. Clarke. Twickenham, had a fine collection

of Cyclamens; and from Mr. J. James. Isleworth.

came some well-grown Cyclamens and Primulas.

Mr. Grant, gr. to J. B. Giegg, Esq., Withington
Hall, Congleton, sent a capital lot of cut blooms of

Camellias and other spring flowers, but they unfortu-

nately arrived too late to be brought under the notice

of the committee. Prizes were offered for three Dielytras,
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a most useful plant in spring for conservatory decoration,

but one that does not improve with travelling, as was
plainly shown in the case of the otherwise excellent

examples staged by Mr. Denning, and which on that

account only came in for the 2d prize—Mr. J. George,

gr. to Messrs. Nicholson, Putney Heath, coming in 1st,

with smaller plants in fresher condition. The ist prize

of si.x Lycastes was won easily by Mr. Denning, with a
group consisting of varieties of L. Skinneri. For six

distinct Chinese Primulas, Mr. Goddard, gr. to H. Little,

Esq., Twickenham, was ist ; Messrs. Dobson & Son
receiving an extra prize. For the prize given by Mr.
William Paul for three Waltham White Primulas, there

was only one competitor— Mr. J. Scolt, gr. to j. B.

Howitt, Esq., Brigden Hall, Enfield, who took the prize

with good specimens, larger, in fact, than those shown
by Mr. Paul himself.

Fruit Committee.—G, F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S.,

in the chair. Mr. Melville, The Royal Nurseries, St.

Lawrence, Jersey, sent very fine examples of his improved
prolific variegated ornamental greens, highly coloured in

most instances, and particularly proliferous ;
a Cul-

tural Commendation was awarded. A new improved

sprouting Borecole was also shown by Mr. James Allen,

gr. to the Earl of Denbigh, Newnham Paddox, Lutter-

worth. Prizes were offered for the best 3 dishes each of

dessert Apples and Pears. In the former class the

ist prize was taken by Mr. G. T. Miles, gr. to

Lord Carrington, Wycombe Abbey, with highly

coloured examples, of a fair size, of Blenheim
Orange, Ribston Pippin, and King of the Pip-

pins ; and Mr. T. Parsons, gr, to R. Attenborough,
Esq., Fairlawn, Acton Green, came in 2d with good
specimens of Eraddick's Nonpareil, and the two last

varieties above mentioned. The other exhibitors in this

class were Mr. J. Gardner, gr. to Colonel Astley, Elsham
iHall, Brigg ; and Mr. W. Gardiner, gr. to E. P. Shirley,

Esq., Lower Eatington, Stratford-upon-Avon. In the

class for dessert Pears, Mr. J. Stephenson, gr. to F. C.

Barker, Esq., Leigh Hill, Essex, was ist with Passe
Colmar, Winter Nelis, very fine, and Glou Morceau, Mr.

J. Gardner being 2d. Mr. Dixon, gr. to Lady Holland,

Holland House, Kensington, Mr. J. Watson, gr. to

E. W. Harcourt, Esq., Nuneham Park, and Mr. G. T.
Miles, also competed. Mr. Gilbert, gr. to the Marquis
of Exeter, Burghley, exhibited a new form of Grape exhi-

bition case, which contained some features of merit, and
of which we hope shortly to give an illustration. The
committee requested that one of the largest size should be
sent to Chiswick for trial.

The Fairfield Orchids : A Descripfivc Catalogue of
the Species and Varieties groivn dy yames Brooke ^
Co., Fairfield Nurseries^ Manchester. London :

Bradbury, Evans & Co. ; and Brooke iV Co., Man-
chester. 8vo, pp. 128.

This, as its title bears witness, is a descriptive cata-

logue of the Orchids grown by Messrs. Brooke &; Co.,

at Fairfield ; but it is something more. It is a neatly

bound and nicely printed book, in which is gathered
together a considerable amount of trustworthy informa-

tion on Orchid culture, while the species and varieties

grown in the F'airfield collection, some 38 1 in number,
are familiarly and popularly, but briefly described. We
have first a chapter on the nature, uses, and life history of

Orchids, in which we read that these plants " are rapidly

taking a front position in all high-class collections of

ornamental plants—the Rose alone, the acknowledged
queen of flowers for 2000 years, retaining her ancient

and incontestible place. In this there is something
very significant. Appealing as they do to the most
finished perceptions of what constitutes the bcau-ideai

of floral excellence, when the histoid of Orchid-cultnre

in England comes to be fairly written out it will testify

not more to enterprise and skill than to the growth of
good taste." Another chapter is devoted to the structure

of Orchids, both plant and flower. A third relates to

the culture of Orchids, and in this such questions as

heat, moisture, sunshine, rest, Sic, are freely discussed,

and at sojne length.

We then come to the descriptions of the plants,

under their respective genera, which are arranged
alphabetically. Here each plant is marked by a letter

indicating whether it requires hot, medium, or cool
treatment ; the duration of the flowers is also in most
cases stated. At the end is given a glossary of generic

and specific names on a novel and perspicuous plan,

and both this and the body of tlie work seem to be
honestly worked out. The nomenclature and ortho-

graphy are fairly accurate, though the first does not
profess to be so in a critical sense, but rather to follow
the recognised garden form. Thus, we find the name of
Dendrobium moniliforme preferred to the more correct

D. Linaw-ianum, the latter rosy-flowered plant being
of course totally different in habit and in flower from
the true white-flowered D. moniliforme of Japan.

As an example of the kind of information scattered

through the book, we quote the general remarks under
Pleione ;

—

"The Pleiones are delightful little Orchids, from the
mountains of Upper Nepal, where they grow upon mossy
rocks and the moss-covered trunks of trees. In slmeture
of flower they strongly resemble the genus Coslogyne, to
which they are by some botanists referred. There is little,

indeed, except habit, to keep them apart, and the best
collective name for them would probably be Alpine
Ccelogynes. The densely-clustered pseudobulbs are short,

curiously marked, and prettily mottled, and, unlike those of I

other Orchids, while the rhizome is perennial, are in them-
selves (at all events in certain kinds) only annual. In some
species the flower comes first, as in the Colchicum, and
the leaves do not shoot up until the bloom is over ; in

others the foliage appears at its accustomed period, but

is so quickly deciduous that the flowers are similarly un-

vestured. The deficiency of leaves is, of course, soon

remedied by carpeting the soil with Selaginella. The
flowers, which are always large and sprightly, come out

in great abundance, one to every bulb ; in colour they

are purple, or lilac, or rose, the handsome and con-

spicuous lip luxuriously ornamented \vith crimson streaks,

and with dentate lines of yellow. So powerfully do they

recall the English flower, so striking is the resemblance of

hue and texture, that they have gained for the beautiful

genus the name of the Indian Crocus.' A well-grown

panful will present two or three dozen flowers expanded
at once, and as they make their appearance in the depth
of winter, as decorative plants these sweet Pleiones are

simply inestimable. Nothing can excel them as floral

pleasures for the parlour-table or the boudoir, and as a
solace for the invalid they are second only to Primroses.

All the species are of very easy culture, requiring only to

be kept cool and dry during their season of rest, and to

be encouraged with a fair amount of warmth, moisture,

and bright light when inclined to grow, and while growth
is in progress."

The species described are P. humilis, lagenaria,

maculata, pr^ecox, and Wallichiana. We quote one

other passage from the observations which preface the

glossary, since they agree entirely with our own views

on that subject :

—

"The question is often asked, Why cannot these

glorious flowers have ' Enghsh names ? ' In one point of

view, to give them Englisli names is impracticable ;
on

the other hand, they are already possessed of English

names ! Appellations rhyming with Daisy and Butter-

cup they never can possess. To attempt to bestow such

appellations would prove a useless and thankless task—
for no one would be willing to accept them ; and in the

presence of Fuchsia and Rhododendron, Iris and Chry-

santhemum, Crocus and Narcissus, and a thousand others

of corresponding fabric {which are as thoroughly un-

English as Calanthe and Epidendrum), would be simply

absurd, since it would be to attempt to supply a want
which no one really feels. The people who talk of Lilies

and Roses, yet complain of Calanthe and Lcelia, belong

to the school of M. Jonrdain, in Mollere, who ' had
spoken prose all his life without knowing it,' for in the

former names they are quite as far from Saxon as in the

latter— Lily and Rose and Violet being themselves

nothing more than Latin words with the endings slightly

altered. Here and there, after the same manner, we may
shorten a Latin orchideous name, saying Dendrobe, Oncid,

and Cypripede, instead of Dendrobium, Oncidium, and
Cypripedium ; following, too, in that procedure, the plan

recommended by Mr. Bentham with regard to the names
of certain English wild flowers ; but there are many
names which cannot be so abbreviated, without sacrifice

of euphony, and these will be adopted by all

sensible people without a murmur, just as a

little while ago they accepted the Fuchsia and Rho-
dodendron, and the hundreds of similar names which

have virtually become the English ones. A little time

only is wanting, and Calanthe will slide into everyday

speech, just as ' Polyanthus ' has done—that is to say,

with every one who cares to know what a Calanthe is, our

own experience leading us to the belief that those who
object to ' Latin ' names do not want to learn the English

ones either."

Viewed as an attempt to elevate the character of a

trade catalogue, we may regard the Fairfield Orchids

as successful and deserving of commendation. Such a

book, freely illustrated, would seem to be all that

could be desired in this direction.

THE WEATHER,
STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, Feb. 14, 1872.
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of the GarJcinai that rive set with flower-buds may

now be plunged in the warmest end of the bed ; also

one or two Eiidiaris amazoiiica, one of tlie most use-

ful stove plants in cultivation, about which I shall have

something more to say by-and-by. The temperature

may now range from 60° to 65° at night. Syrmge

and shut up early on fine days, and make the most of

sun-heat. A. Ingram, Almuitk.

Indoor Ferns.—In the warmest division continue

the night temperature from 55° to 58°, raising from 3°

to 5° more in the day time, and keeping more mois-

ture in the house than I have before recommended.

They may safely be syringed overhead on fine morn-

ings. TfK Firm will be better lor the stems being

syringed twice in the morning and early in the after-

noon. Any Ferns that require room may either be

divided or removed to another place, being careful not

to move large Tree Ferns when they are just making

the new fronds, or they will cotne deformed. Sus-

pended baskets must now be lookeil over. If possible

add fresh soil, or put in larger baskets. The finest of

all Ferns for that purpose is GoiiiophlMlini submiricu-

hilum, it will make magnificent fronds 6 to 10 feet in

length ; NiphrcUpis djviilliokics and Uibcrosa, Da-'al/ias

Polvaiilha, buUata, dUsecta, and pyxidata, are also fine

basket Ferns. Where cut Ferns are required they are

invaluable. I l<now of none that keep fresh so long in

water. In the cool ferneiy 40° to 45° will still be

sufTicient. If any fresh moss has been put between the

Ferns, look very closely after Slugs, as they are very

fond of the young fronds. To trap them I find nothing

better than fresh cabbage leaves, examining tliem in

the evening, and taking them up in the morning. Use
the water-pot more freely, but guard against excess in

syringing. J. R. Fdik, Muitlcv Hall, Maiuhestcr.

Pelargonium House.—Under this head I purpose

treating of specimen plants of the Shinv and Fancy
Pelargoniums for exhibition purposes ; all merely

decorative kinds will be noticed under the head of

flowers for market. This is a most important month
for the plant under notice. The May plants, which, I

healthy shoots and fine blooms are required from

weak growers, close pruning is absolutely essential.

K. n. P.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—Airing should receive every attention, and

more or less be given daily, according to the state of

the weather. The moisture, too, in all vineries at

work should be in proportion to the weather, and the

amount of air given. In mild, sunny weather this may
be much increased, and the contrary on cold, sunless

days. Thin Ilamburghs and free-setting sorts as soon

as they are the size of small shot ; remove all unneces-

sary lateral growths, and let the growths that are left

have plenty of room, and be neatly tied in their

permanent places. Newly-started houses should be

syringed several times a day till they burst into bud,

when it is prepared by frequently sprinkling the paths.

Now is a good time for starting pot Vines for fruiting

ne.xt season. If they can have a bottom-heat of 80°,

and be kept near the glass, they will come away strong.

The standard variety for this purpose is undoubtedly

the Black Hamburgh, although the Duchess of Buc-

cleuch has proved an excellent companion to the

former. Ctv. Johnston, Glainis Castle.

Melons.—Those that were planted last month will

now be growing freely. Water thoroughly when
required. I am no advocate of the starvation process

of Melon growing, and am inclined to think that half

the failures in securing good fruit arise from the belief

that to obtain them it is necessary to use the least pos-

sible amount of water. Increase the air, to prevent a

thin flabby development of foliage ; a high night

temperature and an atmosphere surcharged with mois-

ture are niinous. What we require is foliage that will

withstand the brightest sunshine (as we never think of

such a thing as shading Melons), and this can only be

attained by a moderate degree of moisture, plenty of

an-, and the smallest amount of firing compatible with

the health of tlie plants. Allow the shoots to run

nearly to the top of the trellis and then pinch out the

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Outdoors.—Earth up and stake early Peas at once.

Nothing does them more harm than searching winds,

which may now be expected. Sow successional crops
in open quarters of Peas, Beans, and -Spinac/i. Plant
out autumn-sown Onions in good rich land. Prepare
trenches, the same as for Celery, for early Cattlifioivers.

Grown in this way, you will have no other trouble than
earthing them up, and the trenches come in for late

Celery afterwards. Get all vacant ground turned over
without delay, and when fixing the places for the

different crops always have an eye to the ornamental

side of the question, as nothing looks more dressy than

single rows of Peas and Scarlet Runners across the

quarters, when nicely staked. R. Gilbert, Burghtey.

wiirpKsumc, 7eceTved'their final' potting not 'later than tops ; train the" laterals horizontally. Sow again for

- . • , „ . , . , ,' °. .1 I succession as beiore directed
the beginning of October, should now be pushed on,

placing them as close to the glass as possible, and the

temperature should range from 50" to 55°, with plenty

of air, closing early in the afternoon. Be careful to see

that tiie roots are thoroughly soaked ; a good watering

with tepid water I have found of benefit. Tie out the

shoots, and keep quite clean. Late plants must have

all the air possible, and finish all potting and stopping

requisite at once. Fancies require in all respects

similar treatment ; they are generally kept much closer

and warmer than requisite, and miserable plants are the

result. H. Bailcv. Fcltham.

FLOWER GARDEN. ETC.
Hardy Trees and Shrubs.—Newly planted trees

of a considerable size should be secured against wind
waving. The most effectual plan to prevent any strain

upon the roots is to place three stakes in a triangular

form, binding the stem with hay or straw bands to pre-

vent the bark from chafing. Trees of some years

standing, which may be stunted or unhealthy, ought

to have their roots examined so as, if possible, to pro-

vide a remedy. The disorder may arise from hidden

stagnant water, or the obdurate state of the soil. In

the former case the water must be liberated, and in the

latter the ground beyond the extremity of the roots

trenched deeply to give easy extension, leaving the

surface fully exposed for the admission of air. Another
impairing cause may occur : the inorganic food may be
distasteful, or in some way offensive, and then no system

of management will ever pi-ove successful. In cases

where the branches are over-crowded have them
thinned, and all contending shoots shortened to direct

the current of growth as much as possible to the centre

of the tree. This matter is too little thought of, and
is the reason why we so often meet with ungainly sub-

jects. It would, however, be highly injudicious to inter-

fere, unless to a veiy limited extent, with those

of mature age, as large wounds often prove fatal.

See that all vacancies in the shrubbery are filled up by
the transfer of plants where too crowded, or by a

supply of young ones. In either case have the ground
broken up deeply several feet beyond the extremity of

the roots ; do not by any means allow these to be
cramped. The principal point is not so much in plant-

ing, success depends more in lifting—the preservation

of as many fibrous roots as possible. Hobinia hispida is

one of our most beautiful shrubs, but so brittle as to

require to be supported ; it will occasionally break

down by its own weight ; properly it should be trained

to a wall. Alexander Crainb, Tortiuorth.

Roses.—The pruning of Hybrid Pei-petuals and
other hardy Roses may be proceeded with. Care
should be taken to prune those varieties first which
are most backward in flowering. For instance,

Mdme. Vidot if pruned at the same time as MdUe.
Bonnaire will flower a fortnight later ; indeed, unless

it is pruned early no blooms of that variety will be
ready for the early shows. The manner of pruning

must depend on whether the amateur "goes in " for

showing, or requires a great display in the rosarium ; in

the former case he must prune very much closer than in

the other. Speaking generally, the weaker the habit

of growth the closer it must be cut in. Amateurs as a

rule are too much afraid of using the knife, but if good

W. Wildsniith, Heckfield.

Cucumbers.—Those who commenced early last

month to prepare beds for raising Cucumbers, will by

this time have them in a suitable condition. Therefore

it may be expected by this time that the young plants

will be nearly ready to repot. This is the most trying

time of the year (should severe weather set in) to keep

the young plants in a growing state. It is advisable,

if these are near the glass, to cover at night with double

mats, even if the temperature is high. Keep the

plants in the seed-bed until they are nice and strong.

Examine the bottom-heat daily, and sprinkle the bed

all over when required, not forgetting the inside of the

framework. Take every opportunity of securing as

much light as possible, and let the sun shine on the

plants, giving air daily if the weather will admit.

R. IL D.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Wall Fruits.—Push forward the pruning, nailing,

and washing of all kinds of fruit trees at every favour-

able opportunity, as the buds will soon be in a forward

state. Finish Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, and

other trees on south walls first. In pruning and nail-

ing always endeavour so to arrange the branches that

the trees may be well balanced. The pruning of

Vines should be completed this month, otherwise

bleeding may result. Fruit trees of all kinds may still

be planted, but it is desirable to bring it to a close at

as early a period as possible. M. Saul, Stomioii.

Hardy Fruits.—No time should be lost in getting

the Priming of all kinds of fruit trees finished as soon

as possible. Espalier trees should be carefully looked

over, and have all uld ligatures that are injuring the

bark removed, the trees being tied afresh. Tie bush,

pyramid, and other trained trees, and be careful so to

arrange the branches that the sun and air may have

free access to all parts. Provide cuttings of such kinds

of fruits as you intend to graft next month, and keep

them in a cool place till wanted. No inferior kinds of

Pears or Apples should be allowed in a garden, when
we have so many superior sorts to select from. Dig

and dress borders and ground where the trees are

pruned. M. Sanl, Stourton.

Bush Fruits.—The present is considered by some

the right time to pmne Nut trees, but I think if it

were done in November it would prevent the rubbing

off of the flower-buds, which at this time are far

advanced to the blooming state. In pruning these the

aim should be to keep the bushes within bounds, and

the branches from becoming over-crowded. All strong-

growing branches and incipient shoots should be

entirely removed. Where Filberts are grown at a

distance from the commoner and freer blooming kinds

it will be necessary, to insure a good crop of nuts,

to procure flowering branches of the latter, and place

them among the Filbert bushes, which are always

deficient in catkins, and, as far as I have seen, are

more so this year than usual. This should be done on

a morning when it promises well for a fine day, and be

repeated at intervals of a few days, while any female

flowers continue to open. A good plan where Nust

are largely grown is to plant some commoner kinds at

given intervals between the choice ones. Clear away

all suckers from around the bushes, and to any sickly

plants give fresh good soil. H. Mills^ Enys.

Notices to Correspondents.
AucuBA Pollen; Subscriber. Put the pollen in a paper

bag, keep it in a dry place, and use it with a camel's-

hair brush when convenient. It will keep good for at

least 18 months, expcrtc credc.

Fungus : J. B. The Fungus on CliKrophyllum leniulum

is not recorded as British. It comes very near to Stig-

matea Robertiana. Ifwe find it in any of the Continental
collections, we will let you know by private letter.

Meanwhile, be so good as to secure more specimens.
M. J. D.

Hakuy Grasses : G. Ckauning. To plant on the

borders of your lake, take Calamagrostis Epigejos, C
lapponica, Phragmites communis, Digraphis arundi-

,

nacea, Poa aqualica, and Spartina cynosuroides. You
may try also Arundo conspicuaand Erianthus Ravennie,

besides your Gyneriums.
Insects: H, \V. Your paper box, with its contents,

arrived, of course completely smashed in the post, and
we could not find a trace of anything in the buds.

/. O W.
Income-tax.—An assessor writes, in answer to a ques-

tion in our last issue, that a nurseryman is only liable in

A. and D. His is a trade, and his premises are used
for carrying on that trade upon, and, like factories, mills,

7&c., are only liable under A. and D. B. is the far

I* mer's occupation tax ; in other words, the law supposes
' he makes a profit equal to half his rent, and the law
fixes his expenses at one-eighth, which is deducted, and
he pays on seven-eighths of his rent. D. is the trades-

man's schedule, and he makes a return of that,

charging all expenses, and if he makes a loss, he will

not have to pay anything ; not so with the farmer ; he
must pay on the seven-eighths rental. Assessor.

Law.v Shrub : J. F. There is no more beautiful "hardy
ornamental evergreen shrub " than a well furnished

specimen of Holly, of either of the variegated varieties

called Waterer's, or the Golden Queen, or that called

Hodginsii if a green-leaved sort is preferred.

Lychnis chalcedonicum fl. tl : J. M. Your want of

success—the roots becoming less every year—is prob-

ably owing to your overkindness in taking them up
every winter. They do not require this codling, but if

planted in light, free, open soil, moderately enriched,

will stand like other hardy perennials. The soil, how-
ever, must not be holding of water. The best protec-

tion, if any is considered requisite, would be to lay a
small heap of dry ashes around the crown during the

severe part of the winter. Both this and its single

type, are examples of hardy neglected plants of high

merit.

Medals : Puffin. The error has been acknowledged and
remedied. Enough has been said.

Names of Plants : H. &• Co. Westringia rosmarini-

folia, Sm., once known, it appears, as Cunila verticil-

lata, a native of New South Wales, and figured in

Andrews" Repository many years ago, who ascribes its

introduction to Messrs. Lee & Kennedy, of Hammer-
smith.—t'izw-^j Tuley. The true Oxalis versicolor of

Linnseus, a native of the Cape of Good Hope ; requires

a cool greenhouse, free from frost in winter.— IV. O.

B. The Fern is not Lastrea remota. It comes nearest

to L. Filix-mas elongata.—.5. C D. i. Lastrea dila-

tata; 2. Lastrea Fihx-mas.— PK J. O. 1. Polystichum

capense; 2. Selaginella pubescens
; 3. Selaginella un-

cinata alias cassia.— W. D. r. Omphalodes verna ;

2. Aubrietia deltoidea
; 3. Lamium maculatum

; 4.

Cornus mascula.
Portugal Laurel : J. S. H. We have no doubt that

the condition of your Portugal Laurel is owing to the

early frost in December. Tlie perforations are undoubt-
edly due to that cause, and though we have not seen

before the same shrivelled appearance, we beheve that

it is equally attributable to cold. If this is the case, it

is to be hoped that when the affected branches are

pnined in, a healthy growth may take place when
more genial weather arrives. M. J. B.

Rhododendrons: G. H. D. R. NuttaUii is naturally of

straggling habit. Thepruningorstoppingof the terminal

bud should have been effected while the plant was
young, that is all the pruning we should now recom-

mend. R. jasminiflonim and Princess Royal, if pro-

perly attended to in stopping while young, grow into

neat bushes. You can prune them back to improve
their shape, but probably at the sacrifice of a crop of

flowers.

Spot on Ixoras ; B. T. The spots on your Ixora have

probably arisen in the first instance from chill after

syringing ; now they are partially sprinkled with an

obscure Fungus (Glceosporium), which is rather the

consequence than the cause. Such spots often arise on

tender exotics when moist, from exposure to a cold

draught. J/. J. B.
Traveller : A String of Queries, i, Your Tea plant is,

we suppose, Lycium barbanim : Marocco ; 2, We are

not aware that the Com Cockle, by which you mean,

we suppose. Centaurea Cyanus, has ever been used as

a blue bedding plant
; 3, There are three distinct Pines

of the names you mention; 4, Reier to Moore &
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Mores Cvbcle Hiberniia, or to a paper by the same
writers, published in the report of the Botanical Con-
gress, London, 1866, and extracted in our columns of

the same year.

Caialogues Received.—Bell & Thorpe (Slratford-

on-Avon), Illustrated List of New Seedhng Pota-

tos."-E. G. Henderson & Sons (WelHngton Road, St.

John's Wood, N.W.), Catalogue of Flower, Vegetable,

and Agricultural Seeds.—William Paul (Waltham
Cross. N.), Catalogue of Seeds.—James Vick (Roches-

ter, X.Y.), Illustrated Catalogue and Floral Guide.—
S. Dixon & Co. {48A, Moorgate Street, E.C.), Select

List of Vegetable and Flower Seeds.—B. R. Davis

(Yeovil), Descriptive Catalogue of Vegetable, Flower,

and Agricultural Seeds, Garden Requisites, &c. Robert-

son & Galloway (Glasgow and Helensburgh), Descrip-

tive Seed Catalogue and Amateur's Pocket Guide to

the Kitchen and Flower Garden.—Haage & Schmidt
(Erfurt), Catalogue of Seeds and Plants.—Hogg &
Robertson (Dublin). General Spring Catalogue of Vege-
table and Flower Seeds.—Drummond Brothers (Edin-

burgh). Select List of Gladioli, Roses. &c.—Clarke,
Brothers K' Co. (Carlisle). Annual Price Current of

Garden and Farm Seeds, Trees. Garden Requisites. &c.

—Little & Ballantyne (Carlisle), Spring Seed Guide.

—

James W. Mackey (Dublin). Annual Descriptive Seed

"Catalogue and Amateurs' Guide.—Edmonson Brothers

(Dublin), Spring Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower

Seeds. Garden Implements, &c.—StepHen Brown
(Weston-super-Mare), Illustrated Seed Catalogue, in-

cluding also Bulbs and Roots for Spring Planting.

—

Robert Bowie (Glasgow), Descriptive Catalogue of

Select Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Gladioli, &c.

—

Teutscherit Co. (Colchester), List of Japanese Lilies,

Orchids, Maples. Seeds, &c., from Kramer & Co.,

Yokohama, Japan,—Thomas S. Ware (Tottenham, N.),

List ofSucculent Plants.— Harrison & Sons (Leicester),

Select Seed Catalogue.—W. P. Laird & Sinclair (Dun-

dee). Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds and
Gladioh.—Henry Bennett (Stapleford, near Wilton),

Trade List of New Roses.—Ponsford & Sons (Brixton

and Camberwell). Catalogue of Kitchen Garden and
Flower Seeds.— H. Cannell (Woolwich), Illustrated

Floral Guide for 1872^^

CnMMiMc.vi IONS Received,"R. D., Seahani (much obliged

f"or your letter. We have many varieties of readers to please,

;uid try to give all a turn).—D. McK.—D. T. N.— J. D.—
R. R.-G. M. B.-T. F.-J. R. P.-R. T.—W. B.-R. G.-
T. W.—W. E.-P. M.—H. K.-W. J —A. F.—J. F. L.

ilarhils.
COVENT GARDES.—Fch. 16.

Busmess has improved during the week, and fair

prices have been obtained for the leading descriptions of

Fruit and Vegetables. Among the imports from Paris

we are now receiving some very good Asparagus, with

the different sorts of salading, and also some good
samples of Easter Beurre Pears, which are very useful.

A few Strawberries of home growth ha\e made their

appearance, price 3.^. ^d. per oz. The Potato trade is

very sluggish, with a downward tendency.

Flowers.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Azalcis.p.duz. sprays o q to 1 o Primroses.]). 12 bun. . . to 2 o

Camellias, per doz. Roses, per doz. . . 2 G— g
blooms .... ^

Heliotropes, p. doz. Trumpet Lilles.eacti . .
— 06

sprays — 06 Tulips, per doz. . . . . — 10
Hyacinths, each .

Lily nf the Valley, sprays .

.

. .—60
p. doz. sprays .... —

,i
o Cyclamen, p. 12 spks. 03—06

Pelargoniums, Violets,p.i2bunches .. — 10
French.p. 12 sprays

Pelargoniums, Scar-

let, p. 12 sprays..

Primrose^, j). 12 bun.
Roses, per doz.

Tropa-'oUiins. p. bun.
Trumpet Lilles.each

Tulips, per doz. .

.

White Lilac, p. doz.

sprays
Cyclamen, p. 12 spks.

Violets,p.i2bunches
Do., Neapolitan, p.

doz. bunches
6

Frlit.
i-. d. s. d.

\

Apples, per \ sieve 2 o to 5 o Melons, each

Cob^, per 100 lb. . .60 o —65 o
^

Oranges, per 100
"'" " "

Pears, per dozenFilberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100

;. (/. J. d.

D O to O O
6 o — 10 o
40 — 80

5 o — 10 o Pine-apples, per lb. 6 o —10 o

7 o —10 o ' Pomegranates, each 04 — 08
Vegetaules.

s. d. s. d.

HorseRadish, p. l)un.3 oto 5 o
. d. s. d.

Artichokes.green, ea. o 6 to o 8

Asparaarus, per 100 6 o— 8 o
— French, do. ..12 0—14 o

Beet, per doz. . . i o— 2 o
Broccoli, purple, per
bundle .

.

. . 10— 1 3

Brussels Sprouts, p.

half sieve . . 1 6— 2 6

Cabbages, per doz. .. 10— i 3

Cardoons, each . . 2 o— 4 o
Carrots, p. bunch . . o 5— o 7— French, do. . . i o—• i 6
Cauliflowers, p. do?, a o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle . 1 o— 2 o
Cucumbers, each . . 2 o— 3 o
French Beans, new,
per 100 .

.

. . 4 o— 6 o
Herbs, per bunch ..02— 04

Potalos, Regents, looi. lo 130J. ; Flukes,

French Shaws, 60s. to 705.

Trade is still dull, at the following quotations ;—

Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, looj. to 130J. ;
Yorkshire

Regents, 6oj. to loos. ; Dunbar and East Lothian do.,

looj. to 130J. ; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do., 85J. to

100s. \ do. Rocks. 80s. to gos. ; Kent and Essex

Regents, 60s. to iooj.; do. Rocks, 60s. to 8oj. ; French

Whites, 50J-. to yos.

For Want Placks, &c., see page 243.

New and Choice Seeds.

J SCOTT'S Descriptive CATALOGUE of
• VEGETAHLE and FLOWER SEEDS is now ready, contain-

ing Cultural Notes and oilier useful information, and will be sent

frralis, post free, on application to

J. SCOTT, The Sce^^ti es, Yeovil, Somerset.

Genuine Garden Seeds.
For THOROUGHLY RELIABLE GARDEN SEEDS, see

PONSFORD AND SON'S CATALOGUE, post free.

Extra choice slocks of PRIMULA. CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, and other FLORISTS' FLOWER SEEDS.
Niirscrj''Tien and Seed Merchants, lirixto n and Camberwell, Surrey.

BUTLER, McCULLOCHT^nd Cb.'S"~SPRlNG
CATALOGUE of SEEDS for 1872 is now ready. It contains

many Novelties of merit and worth consideration Sent free and
post paid on application.

27, South Row. Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.
Established upwards of a century.

New Japanese Lilies. Orchids, Maples, Conifer Seedr&c.
MESSRS. TEUTSCHEL AND CO., Colchester,

Accnts for Messrs. Kramer & Co., Seedsmen and Nursery-
men, Yokohama, Japan.
CATALOGUE includes three New Lilies, Lilium callosuni and

I-cichtlinii, Cj;pripedium japonicum , Platanthera:, Seed of Abies
Firma, \'eitchii, Primula japonica, &c.

New Seeds.

CHARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE of SEEDS
is now ready, and may be had on application.

This Catalogue contains selections of the best in each class, and
descriptions of the leadmg varieties only.

C. TURNER'S CATALOGUE of HARDY TREES, including a

full collection of Fruits, Coniferte, Evergreen and Deciduous Shrubs,
and Trees, Roses, &c.. may also be had.

'I'fic Royal Nurseries, Slouf,'h. ^^___

Grape Vines, Fruiting and Planting Canes.
5S. EACH.

—

Lewis Wuodthorpe begs to offer a fine
and well-erown STOCK of all the best sorts. Descriptive

CATALOGUES free. Second si«d ISLACK HAMBURGltS, 3J. W.
each. L. W.'s system of packint; saves half the cost of carriage.

Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex. ______

Garden and JFlower Seeds.

THOMAS METHVEN and SONS beg to intimate
that their Descriptive Priced CATALOGUE of KITCHEN

GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS. IMPLEMENTS, &c., for 1872,

is now ready, and may be had. post free, on application.

Seed Warehouses; 15, Princes Street, and Nursery Gate, Leith
\V alk, Edinburgh. ^

I^ecks, per bunch .. o 2^ o 4
Lettuces, peracore. . 1 6— 2 o

Mushrooms, p. pott. 1 o— 2 o
Onions, per bunch . o 4— o 9
Parsley, p. biinrh , . o 2— o 4
Peas, new, per pun. .. — 30
Potatos.ncwframc.Ib. 2 o— 4 o
Radishes, per bunch o 2— .

.

— French, do. . . o 4— o 6
Rhubarb, p. bund. . . . —16
Salsafy, per bun. .. 09— i 3
Scorzonera, per bun. o 9— i 3

Seakale, per punnet 1 o— 2 o

Shallots, per lb. .. 08— ..

Spinach, per bushel 3 o— 4 o
Turnips, p. bunch., o 2— o 4

\-zos. to ijOi. ;

New Seed Catalogue for 1872.

MESSRS. JOHN AND CHARLES LEE
will be happy to fonvard, post free on application, their New

Descriptive Priced CATALOGUE of GENUINE SEEDS, containing

every Novelty for 1872, to any of their Friends and Customers, and
others who have not already received it.

Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, W.

Agrlctiltural Seeds.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO.. Seed Growers
and Sked Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate

that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of HOME-GROWN
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready and will be forwarded,
post free, upon application.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.G. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Pri?e Medals, 1831,

for Wheat; 1862, for " F:xccllent Seed Corn and Seeds."

Agricultural and Garden Seeds.

HAND Y. SHARPE'S Trade CATALOGUE of
• HOME-GROWN SEEDS is now ready. It contains all the

verj' best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

N ÊW GIANT HYBRID COW CLOVER.~A
great acquisition. A Hybrid between Cow Grass and Common

Red Clover—will mow three heavy crops in one year, and succeeds on
Clover-sick land. Price 2i. W. per lb. Cheaper by the cwt.

SUTTON and SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

Grass Seeds.

BOLTON AND CO., having paid great attention to

the Grass Seed Department, are able to oner first-class SEEDS
nf the different kinds.
BOLTON and CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London,

"'

MANCHESTER FIRST MONTHLY EXHI-
lilTION, in connection with the liotanic Gardens, to be held

in the Town Hall, Kin^ Street. Manchester, on Tuesday next, the

20lh inst. R. S. YATES will EXHIBIT two or three plants of his

Ca-'.LOGYNE CRISTATA, with 70 or 80 Spikes of Bloom on each.

He shall ofier them, for cash only, at 25 Guineas each,
__^_^

Pelargoninms for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of
FRENCH, FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready,

strone Plants. CATALOGUES gratis on appUcation.

HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 '

plants, as per former Advertisement.
Crown Nursery, Reading.

varieties, seed or

CHOICE
Pr

TRICOLOR
Prince of Wales
Mrs. Dunnett
Sunbeam
Wonderful

GERANIUMS,
letty Lacy 1 Miss Burbett Coutts
Sir Robert Napier Mrs. John Clutton
Pre-eminent Italian Beauty
Phccbus I

Mabel Morris
The 12 for 211. , cash ; packai^e free.

Remittances requested from unknown correspondents.

ALFRED FRYER. The Nurser ies, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

"VfEW~ROSES"fbPi'872rTn 40 best Varieties, worked
X\ in the ver>' best style. Extra strong, well furnished plants (not to

he surpassed), ready in March- Descriptive LISTS, with raisers'

lames, on application.

HENRY IlENNETT
Wilton, W'ilts.

Descriptive LISTS,

Manor Farm Nursery, Staple foril.

BOROUGH MARKET.
Wholesale Prices.

Savoys,

Feb. 10.

— 13.,

— 15.

Per doz.

. d. s. d.

) 1^ to o 9

I C — o g\i

I 6 — o 90

Per doz. bun.
s. d. s. d.

I o to 2 6

Parsnips.

t

Per score.

. d. S. il

I 6 to o

1 6 — o

6—0

Per sieve.

. d. s. d.

o to I

. g -^ I 6

o — I 6

POTATOS.—Soiithwark, Feb. 12.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been

moderate, but considerable from France and by rail.

STRONG STANDARD APPLES, PEARS, and
WALNUTS.—Fine Standard and dwarf-trained APRICOTS,

PEACHES, and NECTARINES, Standard and Dwarf Perpetual
ROSES. Evergreen and Deciduous Flowering SHRUBS, FOREST
TREES of sorts, from 2 to 10 feet Prices on application to
CHARLES BURGESS, The Nurseries, London Road, Cheltenham.

QTRONG 3 and 4-yr. APPLES, gs. per dozen,
;iC3 per 100 "extra strong PEARS, PLUMS, and CHERRIES,

very (ine, 15J. per dozen ; very line Dwarf-trained APPLES, 155. per
dozen; do. PLUMS and FEARS, 18s. per dozen; e.-vtra strong
RASPBERRIES, 6j. per 100; GOOSEBERRIES. 165. per loo;

strong Red and Black CURRANTS, 8j, per 100. Splendid Standard
RUSES, fine heads, 15J, per dozen ; choicest Dwarls, fine plants, 95.

per dozen, 50^. per 100. Tenns cash.

R. THORNHILL, Bowdon Nurseries, Hale Road, Bowdon, Cheshire.

Three First-class Certificates for the Magnificent new
HYBRID PERPETUAL CLIMBING ROSE. PRINCESS

LOUISE VICTORIA.

^L KNIGHT has still a limited number of strong

Plants of the above, and will continue to supply it at 75. 6rf., or

three for 21J. Usual Trade discount. Also, a large and varied

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, which cannot be surpassed.

C.\TALOGUES Irecon application.

Floral Nurseries, Hailshain, Sussex.

W^

R'
Special Notice.

OSES and VINES at Wholesale Prices.

Fine Standard ROSES, best sorts, 105. per dozen.

Fine Dwarf ROSES, best sorts, 71. per dozen.

Fine fruiting VINES, of sorts, 5s. each ; 545. per dozen.

Fine planting VINES, of sorts, is. td. each; 24s. per doz,

LISTS free. Terms cash. Post Office orders payable at Huntingdon.

KIRK ALLEN, The Nurseries, Brampton, Hiintin^-clon.

To the Trade Only.
EE'S PROLIFIC BLACK CURRANT,

• In not less than i dozen plants.

In not less than 50 cuitin;:;s.

i-yr. old plants, 12s. the dozen plants.

2 or more yr. old plants, 16s, the dozen plants.
Largest size, at 20J. the dozen plants, sold out.

Cuttings, 50 for 131. ; 100 for 255.

GEORGE LEE, Market Gardener, Clevcdon, Somerset.

R.

RICH
sketc

To the Trade.
AND K. ALLUM, The Nurseries, Tamworth,
offer the following, in tine slulT:—Standard ROSES, RED

CURRANTS (Strong), BERBERIS AgUIFOLlA, HORSE
CHESTNUTS, i to 2 feet, and RASl'bERKY CANES. Price on
application. Rtference required from unknown correspondents.

liARD^ SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a
:tch of the various forms of I'rees, with Directions for

Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Lifting, CroppinK,
Treatment under Glass, also their synonyms, quality, size, form,
skin, colour, flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &c.
Free by post for one stamp.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy E.xotic Eerns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7-

Fool's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

Orcmds.
JAMES BROOKE and CO., Nurseries, Fairfield,

near Manchester, have a choice lot of ORCHIDS in first-class

condition, at really moderate prices. Orders for j^io and upwards, if

left to J. B. & Co,, will be liberally and carefully selected, and
additional plants put in to cover carriage. CAIALOGUES on
application to 16 and 18, Victoria Street, Manchester.
See Advertisement amongst Publications in this week's Gardeners'

Chronicle, p. 241, of their descriptive Catalogue, the FAIRFIELD
ORCHIDS.

To Nurserymen and Others.

WANTED, ACACIA TREES, in large or small
quantities, with stems not less than 7 feet clear between the

surface of ground and underside of the head of the trees, and not less

than 2 inches in diameter.
Apply, with price and full particulars, to JOHN S. PHENE, Esq.,

5, Cariton Terrace, Oakley Street, S.W.

MOUNTAIN ASH. for Underwood.
3 to 4 feet, 3s, per 100, 25s, per 1000; 4 to 5 feet, 41. per 100,

30S. per 1000
: 5 to feet, gs. per 100, 35s. per 1000 ; 6 to 8 feet, io5.|pcr

100. See CATALOGUE.
JAMES SMITH, Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock. _

Forest Trees
LARCH, SCOTCH, SPRUCE, SYCAMORE,

HORSE CHESTNUT, BIRCH, LIMES. MOUNTAIN
ASH, &c. A line stock. For prices, see CATALOGUE.

JAMES SMITH, Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlocl<.

O'AKS, CHESTNUTS, BEECH, ELMS, suitable
for planting, 30J. ])er 1000

: 51. per 100.

WALNUTS, SYCAMORES, LABURNUMS, LARCH, SPRUCE,
SCOTCH and SILVER FIR, ROSES, and any other NURSERY
STOCK. Carriage free to London.

WILKIN, Tiptree, Kelvedon.

CHINESE ARBOR-VIT.E.
specimen plants, jfrom_6 to lo feet high : move with utmo.st

Beautifully formed
gh : move with utmo.st

safety.' Must lie SOLD, a Bargain, in order to clear ground. Price
on application to

_ Mrs. COOPER, Nursery, Starch Green, Shepherds' Bush. W.

M~
AURICE YOUNG'S NEW TRADE LIST of
CONIFER,^, HARDY EVERGREEN TREES and

SHRUBS, ROSES. RHODODENDRONS, JAPANESE PLANTS,
NEW AUCUISAS, &c., is now ready, and will be forwarded on
application.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey. ^^^
To the Trade.

BETA CHILENSIS (True), the variety grown so
extensively in all the London Parks and Public Gardens.

—

The Undersigned have a small quantity to offer. Price per ounce
on application,
BUTLER, McCULLOCH.ANdCC, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

Gladioli Seemings, by Name, from Paris.

LEVEQUE AND SON, Nurserymen. Ivry-sur-Seine,

near Paris (laie Boulevard de I'Hopital), offer the following:—
GLADIOLI SEEDLINGS, lirstclass, per 100, 7s.

;
per 1000^3 o o

100 GLADIOLI, by name, lo sorts 080
100 ,, „ 25 .. .. o 14 o

100 „ „ so „ £1 to 3 o o

100 „ „ 100 ,, ^2 to 6 o

And upwards, according to the novelty of the sons ; all in good
flowering bulbs. Cheque on Bankers accepted for payment.

STRONG Transplanted LARCH, 2 to 4J feet ; OAKS,
SPRUCE FIR, SCOTCH FIR, HAZELS, and other FOREST

TREES. The Larches being grown on newly kroken-up land, in an
exposed situation, are extra good rooted, very stout, with fine leaders.

Prices very reasonable, which can be had by applying to

C, WHITEHOUSE, Brcreton Nursery, Rugclcy. Staffordshire.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.—Quicks, i to

1J3 foot. gj. per 1000 ; Oak, i to i]i foot, Ss. per 1000; Larch,
6 to 15 inches, 7s. per 1000; Scotch. 6 to 15 inches, 61. per 1000;
Spruce, 2-jT, and 2-yr. transplanted, 6s. per looo ; Beech, 6 to

15 inches, Ss. per looo ; Kerheris aquifolia, 6 to 15 inches, 15s. per looo.

The above in larger sizes, very cheap. Price on application,

\\. JACKSON. Bbkedown. near Kidtlerminster.

s FRONG FOREST TREES, for planting in sheltered
places, for immediate effect :—Austrian Fir, 2 to 3 feet ; Scotch

Fir, 2 to 4 feet ; Larch. zJi to s'-j feel ; Oak, al4 to 3 feet ; Alder, 3 to

5 (eet ; Sycamore, 5 to 7 feet ; Norway Maple, 5 to 7 feet ; Mountain
Ash, 5 to 6 feet ; Birch, 4 to 5 feet ; Ontario and Lombardy Poplars,

3 to 5 feet ; Huntingdon Willo\v,4 feet ; Weymouth Pine, iJ4 to 2 feel

;

Cem'bra Pine, iJi to 2 feet.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, The Carlisle Nurseries,
Knowefield, Carlisle,

Forest and Ornamental Planting.

PETER LAWSON and SON respectfully solicit

early orders for FOREST TREES and ORNAMENTAL
TREES and SHRUBS, which they can supply lo great extent.

The large breadths of LARCHES, from i 103;.^ feet, SCOTCH
FIR, NORWAY SPRUCE, AUSTRIAN PINES, and other leading

sorts of FOREST TREES, are unusually hne, and worthy of inspec-

tion, CATALOGUES and special offers will be furnished upon
applicatic

Edinburgh and London.—December, 1871.

w.
To the Trade.

P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen,
Dundee, N.B.. h.-ive FJtill a good stock of the following, of

whicli they will be glad to furnish quotations, cheap :

—

SEEDLINGS:—2-yr. LARCH, a-yr. Scots FIR, 9 and 3-yr. Silver FIR,
2 and 3-yr. Norway SPRUCE, 2-yr. BEECH, i and 2-yr. HAZEL,
I and 2-yr. Nonvay MAPLE, i and 2-yr. SYCAMORE, Sc.

Transplanted LARCH of sizes, Scots FIR, PINUS AUS-
TRIACA, English OAK, Nor\vay MAPLE, BIRCH, PEAR
STOCKS, Irish YEWS, Irish JUNIPERS, Red CEDARS, &c.
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SEEDSMEN to the aUEEN,

And to the PRINCE of WALES.

CABTEE'S
GRASS SEEDS.

CARTER'S
Mixtures of Grass Seeds,

I-or PERMANENT PASTURED,
Carefully arranged to suit the various conditions of Soils.

Per acre.

For Light Soils^..)
^_^^^,^„^

(30s. .0 32s.

FREE.
\

30s. to 32s.For Medium Soils/

For Heavy Soils . '
^'^^^- IsOs. to 32s,

Second quality, 22s. to S8s. per acre.

Carter's Grass Seeds at Aldershot Camp,

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.
From Col. Laffan, R.E.

" Aldershot Camp, Feb. 4, 1871.

" Colonel Laftau presents his compliments to Messrs.

C. & Co., and begs to inform them that all the Grass and

Clover Seeds supplied by them to the War Otitice, for use

at Aldershot last' year, have succeeded admirably. Last

year a very good crop of excellent Hay was produced on

what had previously been a barren sand."

Carter's Renovating Mixture,
For RENEWING and IMPROVING OLD GRASS

LANDS.
I'his Mixture is composed of those sorts of Permanent

Grass Seeds and Clovers that are best suited for Sowing

on Old Pastures or Meadows, and it will speedily improve

the quality and increase the produce. During the past

dry seasons \s e have supplied immense quantities of this

Mixture, and continue to receive the most gratifying

reports of its value in increasing both quantity and quality

of the Grass produced.

(S/*J. to 12 Id. per acre ivill be found sufficient,

according to the condition of the turf]

Price, per lb., lOd.; percwt., 86s. Carriage Free.

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.

From G. T. Dickinson, Esq.

" Wheelbirks, Northumberland.

" I have got from ai to 3 tons per acre of Hay, from a

field that was covered with Whin, Heather, and Thorns,

when I bought it in 1864. In 1867 it was drained, and

the Whin stubbled up and burned. It was then limed,

and after that had some half-inch bones put on it, %oith

some of Carter's Renovatiti^ Grass Seedj,"

CARTER'S
Mixed Clovers and Rye-grasses,
Or " SEEDS." For Alternate Husbandry.

Per acre.

—

s. d.

CLOVERS and RYE-GRASS only, to lay one year 14 o

CLOVERS and GRASSES to lay one year.. .. 15 o

CLOVERS and GRASSES to lay two years .. 18 6

CLOVERS and GRASSES to lay three or four years 24 o

CLOVERS only, to lay one year .. .. 135. to 14 6

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.

From
J.

G. Burcham, Esq.

" Heasham, Lynn.
" The Grass Seeds I had of yo" for three years" lay are

admirable, and continue to produce me wonderful crops,

paying better than Com."

Before Laying Down Land to Grass, read

Illustrated
Post Free, dd.

CARTER'S
FARMERS' CALENDAR,

Gratis to Customers,

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN to the QUEEN and the PRINCE of WALES.

37 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

MR. JAMES FRASER, HORTICULTURAL and
Agricultural V.^lver and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm

Romford, Essex : late of the firm of J. .t J Frascr, Lea Bridge Road.

M Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Aktist and ENGRAVER on
Wood, iz, North Grove West, Miidm.iy Park, London, N.

To Farmers, Scavensers, and Otbers.
XTOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the CATTLE
1> MARKETS COMMITTEE of the CORPORATION of
LONDON will meet at Guildhall, on WEDNESDAY, February

"

instant, at hall-past i o'clock, to receive rROl'USALS from parties

desirous of PURCHASING and TAKING AWAY the MANURE
from the METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET, Islington, for

one year from March i next.
Furtlier particulars may be obtained by applying at the Office of the

Clerk and Collector 5f the Market.
Guildhall. Feb 12 FERD. BRAND, Comptroller.

UEED and FLORIST BUSINESS to be DISPOSEDO OF, with Jobbing. House and Shop in a first-class position, and
a good trade guaranteed.

E. F., 3, Milford Place, ^'a3sall Road, Brixton, S.W.

TO BE LET, from Lady-day next, a small compact
fertile FARM (about 80 Acres), within two miles of Lincoln,

well adapted for Agricultural Seed Growine, &c Is surrounded by
Nurseries and Gardens. Good F^amily Rcsioence, Foreman's Cottage,
and extensive Farm Buildings.

B. J. WfTSON. Braccbridge.

TO BE SOLD, the LEASE of a NURSERY and
convenient DWELLING HOUSE, within ei^ht miles of Covent

Garden Market.— It contains nearly a Acres of Ground, Five well-

built Greenhouses healed by Hot Water, Pit Lights, and good
Stabling, A first-class Jobbing Trade might be easily established.—
For particulars address

A. Z., Gardaurs' ChrojticU Office, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SALES BY AUCTION.
SALE THIS DAY, AT HALFPAST TWELVE O'CLOCK,

Hardy Plants and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTIO.N. at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

on SATURDAY, February 17, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely,

Dwarf, Pyramid, Standard, and Trained FRUIT TREES, Standard
and Dwarf ROSES, Specimen CONIFERS, HOLLIES, LAURELS,
RHODODENDRONS, CLIMBING PLANTS, DECIDUOUS
TREES and SHRUBS, HERBACEOUS PLANTS, GLADIOLI
RUSTIC GARDEN WORK, &c.

On view the morning ol Sale, and Catalocues had.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

TUESDAY, February 20, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, Spanish
and Silver-spangled HAMBURGHS, from Miss E. Browne ; Silver-

pencilled HAM BURGHS, from MissE. Williams ; Light BRAH MAS,
from Mr. Morrison ; DORKINGS and Rouen DUCKS, from Mr.
Taylor ; SPANISH, from Messrs Nichols; and a great variety of
other POULTRY, and a choice assortment of PIGEONS, from the
yards and lofts of well-known Breeders and Exhibitors.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Consignment of Plants from Ghent.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, or

WEDNESDAY, February 21, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely,

choice CAMELLIAS, Indian AZALEAS. Sweet BAYS, ORANGE
TREES, MAGNOLIAS, LATANIAS, ARALIAS, PANDANUS,
DRAC^iNAS, YUCCAS, and other GREENHOUSE PLANTS
from Ghent; Standard and Dwarf ROSES, specimen CONIFERS,
Standard and trained FRUIT TREES, HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
GLADIOLI, STRAWBERRY PLANTS, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Choice Lilies.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, in

the course of a few days, an Importation of AURATUM and other
LILIES, from Japan and other parts.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

CedruB Deodara Seed from India.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent G.-irden, W.C, in

the course of a few daj s, a large quantity of fresh SEED of CEDRUS
1)E0DARA, just arrived from India.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Highly Important Sale of Specimen Stove and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, the PROPERTY of a GENTLEMAN

who has RANKED amongst the MOST SUCCESSFUL
EXHIBITORS during past years.

MR. J.
C. STEVENS is favoured with instructions

from Mr. J. Carr, of Bj-fleet Lodge, Weybridge, to ofler for

S.'X.LE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden, on FRIDAY, March 15, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely,

without the least reserve, the whole of his EXHIBITION
SPECIMENS, consisting of splendid plants of all the best varieties of
Heaths, Azaleas, Ornamental Foliage Plants, Exotic and British

Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c , which have formed a leading
feature in the various metropolitan exhibitions during several past
years. The plants are all in the finest possible condition, and can be
seen at Byfleet one week previous to the Sale, and on the day of Sale
at Mr. J. C STEVENS' Horticultural Sale Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, and Catalogues had.

Croydon, Surrey.
IMPORTANT to GENTLEMEN, GARDENERS, and OTHERS.

MR. W. ABRAHAM begs to inform intending
Planters that he has a large consignment of choice ENGLISH

NURSERY STOCK, well selected, and in excellent condition, which
he will SELL by AUCTION, in the Greyhound Hotel Yard,
on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, February 21 and 22, at

I o'clock punctually each day. They consist of a choice and varied
collection of Dwarf, Standard, Pyramidal, Trained and Bush I-"ruit

Trees, such as is seldom offered for public competition. Also
numerous Ornamental, Evergreen, Coniter^, and Deciduous Trees
and Shrubs, Dwarf and Standard Roses, Rhododendrons, &c.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues obtained at the Hotel,

or of the Auctioneer, Goldworth Nurseries, Woking, Surrey.
N.U.—This Stock is guaranteed to be all young vigorous Trees,

I'ruits, &c., all true to name, and sent direct from the Nurseries to

the place of Sale.

Llttlebury, near Saffron Walden.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD begs to announce that he has
received instructions from the Executors of the late John

Clayden,Esq.,of Littlebury, to SELLby AUCTION, without reserve,
on TUESDAY, March iq next, the veri' select HERDof PURE-BRED
SHORTHORNS, consisting of about 15 Head of Bulls. Cows, and
"leifers, chiefly of the far-famed Knightley blood, and including a few
cry choice specimens of the Kirklevmglon sort. rst-class Bulls of
Heifers, chiefly

___ _e specimens of the Kirklevmglon
these renowned families have been used.
Catalogues with Pedigrees may be hid on application to Mr.

STRAFFORD, 13, Euston Square, London, N.W. ; or of Mr. WM.
CLAYDEN, LittFcbury, SaflVon Walden.

Slddington House, near C&encesteri
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions
to announce for SALE by AUCTION, without reserve, on

THURSDAY, April 25 next, about 30 Head of First-class

SHORTHORNS, belonging to Edward Bowly, Esq., of Siddington
House, which have been long and carefully bred from the most
fashionable blood of the day. The Sire now in service is the 2d
Duke of Tregunter (26,022), and who will be included in the Sale, as
well as some choice Siddingtons and other favourite strains, the whole
of which will be found in a satisfactor)' breeding state.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees and other particulars, will be issued in

due time, and announced in future Advenisements.
London : 13, Euston Square, I-'ebruary 15,

Sale of English-grown Camellias, Azalea indlca, &c.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL

by AUCTION, at the Auction Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, near
the Bank, City, E.C., on MONDAY, February iq, at half-past
la n Clock precisely, without reserve, 250 CAMELLIAS and
AZALEA IN UICA, remarkably well set with bloom - bud-^, and in
perfect health

; 400 Standard and Dwarf ROSES, CONIFER.^ and
EVERGREEN SHRUBS, choice AMERICAN PLANTS, LILIUM
AURATUM, from Japan, ERICAS, EPACRIS, &c., in bloom.
On view the morning of Sale. Caialo^ucs had at the Mart as above,

and of the Auctioneers and X'aluers, Lcytonstone, E.

Bagshot, Surrey.
IMPORTANT and EXTENSIVE SALE of VALUABLE

NURSERY STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Messrs. G. Baker & Son to SELL by
AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the American
Nurseries, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, one mile from the
.'^unningdale Station, on the South-\\'estcrn Railway, on MONDAY,
February iq, and two following days, at 13 o'Clock each day, many
thousands of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, including hand-
some and effective specimens from 6 to 15 feel, comprising Thujopsis,
Cupressus, Thujas, Taxus, Piccas, Abies of sorts, 350 fine specimen
Hollies of sorts, also 5000 Cupressus Lawsoniana, 2 to 4 feet;

Picea Nordmanniana, 1 to i*,' foot ; too CedruThujopsis borcalis, 200 F
Deodara, a feet; 1000 Thuja gigantea, 2 to 5 feet; Junipcrus and
Retinosporas of sorts ; 5000 bushy Portugal Laurels, 2 to 4 feet ; 1000
fine Pampas Grass; 1000 Euonymus radicans fol. var., soo Yuccas,
2000 Green Hollies, i to 4 feet ; 150 Standard Rhododendrons, 3 to x
feet stems and good heads, of the best named varieties; 3000 hybrid
and pontica Rhododendrons, 2 to b'^ feet ; 3000 named hardy Heaths,
4000 Pinus Laricio, austriaca and others; 1500 Spruce Firs, 300
Standard Roses, Copper Beech, quantity of .\ucubas, Andromedas,
and thousands of choice Conifcrx and Evergreen Shrubs.
May be viewed three days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstonc, E.

Important Unreserved Sale of about 1000 Roses, &c.
~ " ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELLM^by AUCTION, at the City Auction Rooms, 38 and 30, Grace-
church Street, E.G., on SATIIRDAY, February 2J, at half-past 12

o'clock precisely, about 1000 clean grown Stanaard and Dwarf
ROSES, consisting of the best named varieties; also a quantity of
selected FRUIT TREES, AMERICAN PLANTS. LILIUM
AURATUM, including choice named RHODODENDRONS
Ghent AZALEAS, handsome C0NIFER-4i and EVERGREEN
S.HRUBS, ERICAS, CYCLAMEN, LILIUMS of sorts,

GLADIOLI. &c.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had, at the Rooms, as

above, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Lcytonstone, Essex, E.

Horsham,
IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. T. W. PilchertoSELL by AUCTION, on the

Premises, The Station Nurseri', Horsham, Sussex, on THURSDAY,
February 29, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely, a quantity of SURPLUS
NURSERY STOCK, comprising a varied and choice assortment of
Conifera: and Evergreen Shrubs, many of which are handsome speci-

mens, 5 to 8 feet, comprising Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thujopsis
borealis. Thuja Warreana, Lobbii and aurea; Wellingtonia ; about
?oo Border Shrubs, consisting of Ccdrus Deodara, Piccas, Thujas,
lollies, &c ; also 1000 tine common LaureK, 2 to 5 feet ; ivxt Spruce

Firs, 2 to 7 feet ; 500 bushy English Yews ; 500 Portugal Laurels

;

300 Piceas of sorts; Irish Ivies, quantities of Scotch, Silver, and
Austrian Firs ; 400 best named Standard and Dwarf Roses, Goose-
berries and Currants, together with a small collection of Greenhouse
Plants.
May be viewed three days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be

had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Lcytonstone,
Essex, E.

PARIS, I
SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. I
SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading. Berks.

Suttons' Selected Prize Stocks of Farm Seeds.

NOTICE to LARGE PURCHASERS.

MESSRS. SUTTON have now completed their stocks
of FARM SEEDS, and will be pleased to make special quota-

tions to large purchasers on application staling sorts and quantities

required.
Messrs. SuTTOss' FARMERS' YEAR BOOK, Illustrated, is nov/

ready, price 6rf. ; gratis to Customers.
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsman to the Queen, Reading.

HIGHLAND and AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The EXAMINATION of CANDIDATES for the SOCIETY'S

AGRICULTURAL CERTIFICATE and DIPLOMA, and for the

SOCIETY'S CERTIFICATES in FORESTRY, will take place in

the Hall, No. 3, George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh, on TUESDAY and
WEDNESDAY, March 36 and 27.

Candidates must lodge intimation on or before March 18 with the

Secretarj-, from whom iurther information may be obtained,
F. N. MENZIES, Secretarj'.

3, George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh, February' 9. 1872.

Notice.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICUL-
TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready;

price, in cloth, £1 61. W,
W. RICHARDS, 4t, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1872.

THOSK who can remember 30 years of agri-

cultural journalism know how—long ago

—

almost the whole work of the agricultural writer lay

in reporting the effects of various manures upon
various crops. Professor JOHNSTONE and the

Agricultural Chemistry Association of .Scotland

did a great deal of useful work of that kind.

Mr. L.\WES experimented and reported most
multifariously in the same field. There w'as but
little insight or guidance displayed in these

earlier researches. .So many cwts. or half

cwts. of this, that, or the other ingredient applied

per acre to this, that, or the other crop, pro-

duced this, that, and the other result. The
insight and the guidance came after the

results had been realised and recorded in a suffi-

cient number of examples. And to no one more
than Mr. Lawes, who was at first (if we remember
rightly the great mass of MSS. in his hand-

writing which passed through our hands 28 years
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ago), among the most random of experimenters,
is due whatever of scientific insight or systematic
guidance has at length arisen out of the appa-
rent chaos of facts whicli have been thus
recorded. The early volumes of the English
Agricultural Society's Journal, and the early
volumes of the AgriciiltiirnI Gazette, are full of
the results of those manure experiments out of
which modern agricultural practice has arisen.
Now-a-days it is too much the fashion to sup-
pose we know all about it without further trials.

We apply our bonedust and our superphosphates
to our Turnip crops, our rich farmyard manure
to Mangel Wurzel, our ammonia and nitrate salts

to Wheat and grass, so certain of the results
that we do not care to obsei-ve them narrowly

;

and if we do not realise them perfectly, the
failure is put down, not to any unfitness of the
means employed, but to exceptional disturbing
causes which need not be anticipated again.

Experiments in the use of manure have been
continued longer and more constantly in -Scot-

land than in England, and latterly Professor
Anderson has endeavoured to organise experi-
ments on mere plots, from which, by particular
care to exclude all sources of error, inferences
may be drawn regarding the agricultural value of
manure as trustworthy as those of trials which
have hitherto been conducted over acres or whole
fields. In our own division of the island, also,
Professor VoELCKER has annually for many years
collated the results of experiments directed by
himself on the farms of former pupils or colleagues
in different parts of the country. And in the
Journal of the English Agricultural Soeietv
there has been almost every year an instructive
discussion of the year's experiments for the
guidance of practice in the application of manure
to iVIangel Wurzel, Turnips, Potatos, Sugar-
Beet, and other crops.

In the current number of that Journal, for
example, are reports of the effects of various
manures on Turnips and Potatos, to which
appropriatel)', at this season of the year, we may
direct attention.

Thus at Blennerhasset the field trials prove
that superphosphate alone has not nearly so
good an effect on Swedes, on light land, as mix-
tures of superphosphate with potash salts. The
plot with superphosphate alone produced 13 tons
y-i- cwt. per acre— the addition of 2 cwt. of muri-
ate of potash raised the crop to 15I tons per
acre.

Among other results, it appears that 20 tons
of rotten dung, with li cwt. of superphosphate,
produced almost as good a result (21 tons per
acre) as 20 tons of dung without addition, which
produced 23^ tons per acre. Mineral superphos-
phate, 3 cwt. ; muriate of potash, 2 cwt. ; and
nitrate of soda, i cwt., together produced 18 tons
per acre.

Froin Durham, Yorkshire, Norfolk, and Berk-
shire similar experiments are quoted, from which
similar inferences are drawn. Potash salts seem
almost invariably to have benefited the root
crops to which they were applied.

The following account ot recent experiments
shows the value of potash salts in the case of
Mangel Wurzel. Two sets of results are quoted—we give those obtained under Professor Cole-
man's superintendence, at Escrick Park, York-
shire, as fairly representing the lesson taught bv
both :

—
" Mineral superphosphate alone gave only an increase

of ij ton, and thus appears not to be the kind of manure
which ought to be employed for Mangels on light land.
"The addition of = cwt. of salts of potash to 3 cwt. of

mineral superphosphate proved very successful, inasmuch
as it raised the produce to 29J- tons, and gave an increase
of 7\ tons over tlie average yield of the unmanured
portions of the field.

" In these experiments, the addition of 2 cwt. of salts of
potash had a better effect than the addition to superphos-
phate of I cwt. of Peruvian guano, or than 3 cwt. of
Peruvian gnano alone.

"Peruvian guano alone Answered better than mineral
superphosphate applied by itself, but did not appear to be
the best artificial manure that can be used on light land
for Mangels.
"We may learn from this that neither the exclusive use

of a purely mineral phosphatic manure, nor a manure
containing, like Peruvian guano, an excess of nitrogenous
compounds, produces the best crops of Mangels on light
land.

" .\ moderate amount of an ammoniacal salt, or of
nitrate of soda, added to a manure composed of available
phosphates and salts of potash, appeared to be very
useful.

"The mixture of 3 cwt. of superphosphate, 2 cwt. of
salts of potash, and i cwt. of nitrate of soda, it will be
seen, produced 31^ tons of Mangel, which, considering
the natural poverty of the soil, must be considered a very
good crop indeed.

'

'
The same mixture, it will also be observed, had a

belter effect than 20 tons of farmyard manure ; for, whilst
Plot 9 gave an increase of 10 tons over the unmanm-ed
plots, 20 tons of rotten dung per acre produced only an
increase of 8i tons.

'

'
A heavy dressing of dung proved to be less beneficial

than the addition of some superphosphate to a moderate
dose of dung. The best crop, it will be noticed, was
obtained by 10 tons of rotten dung and l^ cwt. of super-
phosphate.

" On the whole, the results obtained at Escrick agree
well with those described in another series of e.xperiments
which were tried by Mr. Ellis at Iver Moor. Both sets
plainly showed that pot.xsh salts are very useful to Man-
gels, and that, in order to obtain the best economic
results from their use for this crop, they should be mixed
with superphosphate and a small quairtity of either sul-
phate of ammonia or nitrate of soda."

Dr. VoELCKER adds, in words with which this
reference to his report may conclude :

—
" I have repeatedly observed that a small

quantity of nitrate of soda helps on the Mangel
plants in a striking manner, provided that other
fertilisers are used at the same time, or the land
is in a high agricultural condition. The mixture
of 3 cwt. of superphosphate, 2 cwt. of s-ilts of
potash, and i cwt. of nitrate of soda per acre,
can be recommended, both as an economical and
beneficial artificial Mangel manure for light
land."

On Monday last, in Mark Lane, supplies of
Wheat were short. Prices for that and all other grain re-

mained unchanged from those of the previous week. On
Wednesday the tendency of prices was rather upward.

In the Cattle Market ou Monday the supply
exceeded the demand, and prices fell.

At the recent meeting of the Highland and
Agricultural Society a letter was submitted from the
Inland Revenue Office, London, stating that, as a
gener.al rule, a person who breeds horses does not
require a license as a horse dealer to enable him to sell

the horses bred by him ; but a farmer who purchases
horses and keeps them on his farm as stock, no matter
for what time, and afterwards sells tliem, does require
such a license.

The Society of Agriculturists of Fkance
have revived the project, started nearly two years
since, of forming a regular club in connection with the
.Society, but not excluding persons who are not
members of the latter. The club will include not only
dining and colfee rooms, but an agricultural library and
a room or amphitheatre for lectures and com*.;rences.

The club will be started when 400 subscribers have
given in their names ; these will form the founders of
the club, those who join afterwards will have to pay an
entrance fee, to be fixed by the council, in addition to
the annual subscription of a hundred francs. We are
very sorry to see that tlie Society has lost one of its

most prominent members, M. Decauville the elder,

one of the largest and most enlightened tenant-farmers
in France, and a member of the Royal Agricultural
Society of England. It was on the farm of Petit

Bourg, M. Decauville's homestead, that the compe-
titive trials of reapers took place in Jiily, 1870.

We were able to give but a scanty reference to

the agricultural career of Mr. Henry Stephens,
whose portrait appeared in our first number this year.

It was, indeed, only of his great work, the Boole of
the Farm, that any mention was made. The following
biographical details, whicli would have been more appro-
priately given at that time, will, however, still interest

the many readers and students who have benefited by
his labours :—Mr. Henry Stephens was bora in

1795 at Keenpoy, on the Hoogly, where his father was
resident surgeon in the East India Company's service.

He came to Dundee in jSoi, where he was educated
in the parochial and grammar schools and academy.
In 1S13 lie went to the college at Edinburgh, lie
learned practical agriculture with a farmer in Berwick-
shire for three years, from 1815 ; and afterwards
travelled on the Continent of Europe, taking especial

observation of foreign agriculture. He purchased a
property in Forfarshire in 1820, which, after great
improvements, was sold again in 1S30. Resident
in I'Minburgli since 1S32, he has edited the
Quarterly journal oj Agrieulture, and conducted
the Transactions of the Jfightand and Agricultural
Society ofScotland {mm 1836 to 1S53. The first edition

Q(t\\e Book of the Farm appeared in 1844, in three

volumes ; the second edition, in 185 1, in two volumes
;

the third, in 1871, in two volumes. The workhas been
translated into the German, Hungarian, and Swedish
languages. Mr. Stephens' book on Land Drainage
appeared in 1846, has gone through three editions,

and has been translated into the French and Swedish
languages ; his Catechis/n of Practical Agriculture cn.m&

out in 1S56, and h.as been translated into the French
and German languages; and his book on the )'ester

Deep Land Culture appeared in 1855. Mr. .Stephens
was for many years employed in valuing land for the
first projected railways in Scotland. He has received
many personal distinctions as marks of national indebt-

edness ; e.g., from the Emperor Nicholas of Russia,

from the Emperor of Auspria, from the National
Agricultural Society of Norway, and from the Com-

missioners of the International Exhibition in 1855, at
Paris, &c. We are certain that his place in the estima-
tion of his own countrymen, unsignaUsed though it be
by any special mark of approval either from Societies
or tlie State, is all the higher for the singularly modest
and unobtrusive way in which his great services in the
furtherance and establishment of agricultural progress
among us have been rendered.

At the late annual meeting of the Cheshire
Farmers' Supply Associai ion, held at Crewe, it

was resolved that all Samples of Seed bought by the
Association should be submitted to the inspection of a
practical botanist ; and Mr. Robert Holland, of
Mobberley, Cheshire, was appointed consulting botanist
to the Association.

At the meeting of the Kelso F'armkrs' Club,
the other day, the Failure in the Oat Crop was
discussed, and it was stated by Mr. Penny', Buitleliill,

that the best means to prevent this failure of the crop
was to apply gas-lime to the land some time before
sowing the Oats. Some of the members corroborated
what Mr. Penny had stated as to the good effects of
gas-lime.

-;— The committee of the Monmouth Chamber of
Agriculture, to whom was confided the task of drawing
up a list of Allowances to Outgoing Tenants, in
accordance with the proposals of Mr. J. L. Fletcher,
of Chepstow, have presented a report, in which, with-
out pretending to dictate to landowners, they have
drawn up certain clauses, the provisions of which
they consider equitable in cases where high farming
prevails, and which they think ought to be gradually
adopted as a whole or in part in the agreements of
many estates :

—

" The outgoing tenant to be allowed ;—
" I. For all lime and undissolved bones used in the

arable land in the last year of the tenancy, one-half the
cost, and for that used in the last year but one one-fourth
the cost.

"2. For all cake or corn consumed, or Peruvian guano,
superphosphate of lime, or other soluble manures (not
being nitrogenous) used on the arable land in the last year
of tenancy, one-third the cost.

"3. For undissolved bones applied to meadows or per-
manent pasture the full cost, less one-eighth part for each
year since application.

'

'
The above three clauses are not to include the manure

or feeding stuffs purchased with the proceeds of hay,
straw, or roots, sold under any agreement with the land-
lord.

"4. In all drainage executed in a permanent manner
(provided it is done with the written sanction of the land-
lord), on delivery of a plan of the drains and outfall, and
an accurate account of the cost, the full cost, less i-i4th
part for each full year since such draining was done.

"5. For new quickset fences, m.ide with the written
consefnt of the landlord, the same having been kept clean
and well taken care of, the full original cost, less l-ioth
part for each full year since the planting.

' 6. P'or healthy fruit trees planted within seven years,
with the written consent of the landlord, and properly
preserved, the full cost price.

*

' 7. I'or new buildings, if erected in a substantial and
permanent manner, and with the written consent of the
landlord, the full cost, less i-20th p.art for each full year
since the work was done."

The Statistics of the Game Question
in Aberdeenshire are represented in the following
paragraph, extracted from the report of a committee of
the Aberdeen Game Conference :

—

'

' The number of farms the game on which is let is 1 165,
and the arable acreage thereof 96,877 acres. The number
of farms the game on which is not let is 3413, and the
arable acreage 275,208 acres. The number of tenants
who state that their crops are damaged by game or other
wild animals is 3817, and the total acreage of arable land
possessed by these tenants 309,757 acres. The number
of tenants who state that their crops are not damaged is

761, total acreage 62,328 acres. 1 he number of tenants
who say their crops are injured by crows and wood-
pigeons only is 5S1, total arable acreage represented by
such tenants being 58,730 acres ; 234 of these tenants
have, and 347 ha\e not, estimated their annual loss. The
total amount of estimated annual loss returned by 234
tenants is ;^i44i 19J. The number of tenants who state
that their crops are damaged by deer only is 14, and the
arable acreage of their farms 600 acres. The estimated
yearly loss returned by ten of these tenants is /."qs. Only
two tenants complain of damage by grouse, tlie arable
acreage being 74, the estimated yearly loss £e).

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE,

The dispersion of Mr. T. Holme Parker's Short-
horns, on Friday the 2d inst., by Mr. James Bell, at

the Home Farm, Warwick, near Carlisle, ni.ay be fairly

looked upon as the opening sale of the season. The
stock had been chiefly bred fioiii the herds of Sir
Wilfred Lawson, and Messrs. J.

1'. I'oster, I. F'awceft,

and W. W. Slye, and the cows and heifers were in calf

to F"ARNLEY Duke (26,134) and F'awsi.ev Baronet
20(28,587). Lot I, Benson lyli by Kii.donan, and
descended from Old Benson by Western CoME-r
(689), was sold at 42 gs. to Mr. Norman ; Triplet by
6th Grand Duke (19,876), became Mr. Bell's

lutiparly at 36 gs. ; Efie Deans by the renowned
Edgar (19,680), dam fenny Deans by Great Mogul
(14,651), and tracing back to Favourite, Punch,
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and HuBRACK, was purchased by Mr. Lamb for 62 gs.

Cindt-reUa by DuKE of Cumberland (21,584), and

previously sprung from cows by First Fruits (16.048),

HlillITHORN (13,028), KiRKLEVINC.TON (11,639), and

Erouohton Hero (6Sii), was knocked down at

II gs. to Mr. Milbourn ; ^7veclhc<irt yi by Sir

Walter Gwvnne (22,921), and tracing in a direct

line to Stvcdheart by Accordion (5708), and Channel-

by Little John (4232), made 82 gs., and became
the property of Mr. Gibbon ; Sdiua lot/i by Grand
Duke of Oxford (24,070), and out of Sciifta ^fh by

Grand Duke ov Lancaster (19,883), made 35 gs.,

Mr. Hodgson ; Cherry Duchess by Grand Duke of
Lancaster (18,883), ii^ade 32 gs., Mr. Hodgson;
JeTniy Liiid ']th by KoYAL Duke {25,015), 31 gs., Mr.
Graham; Mary Benson by Valiant Duke (23, 11 1),

and a daughter of Beitson \yh (lot i), 45 gs.,

Mr. Norman ; Kfie Deans 2d by Earl of
Eglinton (23,832), and from Effie Deans by Edgar,
24 gs., Mr. W. Thompson; and Sweetheart 4/// by
17TH Duke of Oxford (25,994), dam Sweetheart yi,

105 gs. ; Mr. W. Thompson. In the bull sale Farn-
lev Duke {26,134) by Grand Duke of Lancaster
(19,883), dam Moss Rose %th by RovAL Gwynne
(22,784), was purchased for 47 gs. by Mr. Ingledew ;

Faavsley Baronet 2d (28,587), for 46 gs. by Mr.
Nelson ; and four other young bulls made from 13 gs.

to 26 gs. each. Eleven cows made an average ol

;^50 6.f. \d. each ; six bulls made ;i^29 %s, each, and
the 17 animals sold realised ^729 i5j-. each, or an
average of ;^42 i8j-. dd. per head.

Mr. Strafford announces two important Short-

horn sales. The first, that of the herd of the late

lamented Mr. John Claydcn, of Litllebury, upon
March 19; and the second, that of 30 head from the

Siddington herd, Gloucestershire. We have not yet

received catalogues of either sale, but we have no
hesitation in expressing our conviction that both events
will prove very attractive to the admirers of Short-
horns. The Litllebury herd consists of 35 head, chiefly

of Knightley blood, and includes some individuals of
the Kirklevington strain. The Siddington cattle are

well known to stand high among the pure Bates herds
of the country. We defer further remark upon them
for the present, merely mentioning that the Wetherby-
bred bull, 2D Duke of Tregunter, the vigorous
young siie now in use in the herd, will be included in

the catalogue. The Siddington sale will lake place
on April 25.

Mr. Thornton disposes of a selection of Short-
horns from the Berkeley Castle herd on Friday, March S-

Lord Fitzhardingc has assembled some very choice
animals at Berkeley, principally from the neighbouring
well known herds at Kingscote, Siddington, and, till

recently, at Didmarton. Many of the animals belong
to the " Florentia," '* Ursula," and '* Violet" tribes,

and are by first-rate sires. The bulls comprise many
promising young animals of fashionable blood, such as
the "Darlington," " Craggs," " Cowslip," " Musical"
and " Seraphina " families, and are chiefly by the well-
known bull Lord Wild Eyes 5Tii (26,762), who is

also included in the sale. Several first-class young
Berkshire pigs will also be sold.

straight to the ground. The general appearance should
show even outlines. The whole body is covered with long
soft hair, there frequently being a fine undercoat, and this

hair is of the most pleasing variety of colour, from soft

white to full deep red. Occasionally tJie animal is red and
white, llie white being found principally on the forehead,
underneath the belly, and a few spots on the hind-quarters
and legs

; often the whole body is white, with the neck
and head partially covered with roan, while, again, tlie

entire body is most beautifully variegated, of a rich deep
purple or plum-coloured hue. On touching the points,
the skin is found to be soft and mellow, as if l>'ing on a
soft cushion. In animals thin in condition, a kind of
inner skin is felt, which is the quality or liandling indica-
tive of those great fattening propensities for which the
breed is so famous."

POULTRY.

It is easy to judge of a plucked fowl, whether old or

young, by the state of the legs. If a hen's spur is

hard, scales on the legs rough, the under bill stiff, and
the comb thick and rough, she is old ; while a young
hen has only the rudiments of spurs, scales on the legs

smooth, glossy, and fresh-coloured, whatever the

colour ; claws tender and short, under bill soft, and
comb thin and smooth. An old hen-turkey has rough
scales on the legs, callosities on the soles of the feet,

and long, strong claws ; a young one has none
of these. When the feathers are on, an old

turkey cock has a long tuft on the breast,

a young cock but a sprouting one ; when feathers are off,

smooth scales on the legs, difference of size in the

wattles of the neck and in the elastic snot upon the

that is, by means of improved cultivation. Whether
a« improved system of cultivation will ever supple-
ment the whole deficiency, it is difiicult to say, but that
it would go far towards it is, I think, quite easy to see.
According to your figures, each cultivateable, or

rather cultivated, acre of the whole of the United
Kingdom requires to be improved to the extent of a
present money value of 27^. ^d. in the amount of its

produce. On the supposition that all the articles
valued in the 64 millions are produceable on the soil

and with a climate like that of the United Kingdom,
it would not be a very rash assertion on my part to
state that an increase of produce to the value of
27J. 6</. an acre is far within the bounds of improv-
able cultivation, returning, at the same time, a reason-
able rate of profit over and above cost of production.
The increased power of production by aid of capital

and common sense, combined with security of tenure,
has been exemplified rather considerably to the north of
the Tweed, in spite of an injurious law of hypothec ;

and in England, Smith, of Woolston, Mechi, Proutl,
and others too numerous to mention, have shown what
men can do on their own land. That what can be
done will be done is more than doubtful, as long as
land is held and dealt with on the same principle as at

present. The possession of a bit of land, whether
measured by acres in thousands, within a ring fence,
or by poles in patches on side of common or waste, is

the desire and aim of all ; and as population increases,

and the acres cannot be made to increase, land, as a
rule, fetches more than its real and mercantile value,
and the disproportion between its cost and its return

nose, decide the age An old goose when alive is (^ (^^ ^„ ^^ population increases. The
known by roughness of legs, s rength of the wings at the ^^ntal of land and its value has advanced duri„<; the last
pmions, thickness and strength of the bill, and firmness

and thickness of the feathers j and, when plucked,

young goose has smooth legs, weak pinions and bill,

and fine skin. Ducks are distinguished by the same
marks ; but there is tliis difference, that a duckling's

bill is much longer in proportion to the breadth of its

head than that of an old duck. A young pigeon is

easily recognised by its pale-coloured, smooth-scaled
tender feet, yellow, long down interspersed among the

feathers, and the soft under bill. A pigeon that can
fly has red-coloured legs, no down, and is too old for

use. A general criterion of the young state of all kinds
of poultry, is the yielding gristle at the lower end of
the breast bone or sternum. When hard as bone, the

bird is old. Stephens' ^^ Book of the Farm.'^

THE COMING LAND (JUESTION.

The following births have occurred withui the
past month in Colonel Gunter's herd at Wetherby
Grange :

—

Lady Wild Eyes by Baron Wild Eyes
{25,604), from iViid Duchess hy DuKE OF Wether-
by, has produced a roan bull by the famous sire

3D Duke of Wharfhale (21,619). Bai-oness
IVaterloo by the 5TH Duke of Wharfdale
(26,033), fi'om Water Nymph by Beau of Oxford
(21,254), li^s given birth to a red bull by 13TH
Gr-and Duke. Ceres 4//; by Oxford 2d (18,507),
from Ceres 2,d by Oxford Duke, a red bull by 13TH
Duke of Oxford (21,604). Bright Eyes 3^^/ by
Beau of Oxford, from Bonny by Oxford Duke,
a red roan heifer by 3D Duke of Wharfdale, and
Water Nyiuph by Beau of Oxford (the dam of
Baroness Waterloo) produced a white heifer by 3D
Duke of Wharfdale.

Mr. Thornton thus gives the points of excel-
lence in Shorthorn cattle :

—

"The breed is distinguished by Us symmetrical pro-
portions, and by its great bulk on a comparati\ely small
structure, the offal being very light, and the limbs small
and fine. The head is expressive, being rather broad
across the forehead, tapering gracefully below the eyes to
the open nostrils, and fine flesh-coloured muzzle. The
eyes are bright, prominent, and of a particularly placid,
sweet expression, the whole countenance being remark-
ably gentle. The horns (whence comes the name) are
usually short, springing well from the head, with a
graceful downward curl, and of a creamy white or yellow-
ish colour, the ears being fine, erect, and hairy. The
neck moderately thick (muscular in the male), and set
straight and well into the shoulders, which when viewed
in front are wide, showing thickness through the heart,
the breast coming well forward, and the fore-legs standing
short and wide apart. The back, among the higher bred
animals, is remarkably broad and flat, the rrbs spring-
ing well out of it. barrel-like, and with little space
between them and the hip bones, whicii are soft and well
covered. The hind-quarters are long and well filled in, the
tail being sot square on to them

; the thighs meet low
down, forming tin- full and deep twist ; the udder not too
large, but placed forward, the teats being well formed and
of a medium size, and the hind legs standing short and

Your leader in the Agncidtttral Gazette of January
27 (p. 177) induces me to make a few remarks on a
subject which, though looming in the distance, is yearly

coming nearer home, and yearly assuming larger pro-

portions in the food supply for the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland. For the year ending 1871
we have the astounding fact of the value of imported
food amounting to nearly 64 millions sterling, or rather

more than 40J. per head of the population ; and, if we
may draw our conclusions for the future from the past,

our population, which is increasing in a greater ratio

than our powers of production, will have to look more
and more every year to the products of foreign countries.

So long as Great Britain is the workshop for the

greater portion of the world, and so long as wars do not
prevent her access to every part thereof, if her abund-
ant labour can obtain, through the loom and forge, the
food necessary for its support at an easier rate than it

could by its employment on the land, common sense
would say, why apply it to the land ? Should Great
Britain, however, cease to be the workshop for nations,

or should she be prevented disposing of her wares,
either by wars or extravagant protective systems on
the part of other nations, or by other nations becoming
producers for themselves, a very serious question
arises, as how the millions are to be fed ? Where is the
food to come from to supply the two or three millions
at present fed through the loom and forge ?—by the pro-
ducts of foreign countries, where they are driven for

existence, or to the land of Great Britain ?

There are only three ways in which the question
can be answered (that is, as far as I can see).

I. By a wholesale emigration to countries more
favoured. 2. By a diminution of population through
famine, and disease, and war ; and, thirdly and
lastly, by an increase in the productive powers of the
land itself. With regard to the means first suggested
—emigration, on a scale sufficiently large to be effective,

is imposssible " Man (as Adam Smith remarked nearly
a century ago) is of all sorts of luggage the most diffi-

cult to be transported," and a forced emigration would
only end in disaster. The percentage of those who
voluntarily emigrate and succeed is but small, although
the opportunities of success are great, provided they be
properly watched and laid hold of. With regard to

the means secondly mentioned, the position is too
awful to contemplate, although the catastrophe must
happen some day or another ; and whether it is to take
place suddenly, or to work itself gradually, will depend
upon whether the food supplied by loom or forge is to

be suddenly withdrawn by reason of a disastrous war,
or gradually by reason of other nations becoming their

manufacturers. Of the two first alternatives it will be
seen that the first is impracticable, the second too awful
to contemplate. There only remains one other)
mode by which the contemplated evil can be averted, I the common birthright of every native of the country^

350 years tenfold, the value of its produce barely half

that. The landed proprietor, therefore, has had a great
advantage. But independently of the permanency of
lanil as an investment, and its naturally increasing value,

there is another value, which has been aptly described on
the Stock Exchange as the sentimental value —
that is, the desire to be a landholder. The cottar who
will give for his two or tliree roods of land a price
three times the real value, and the capitalist who buys
several thousand acres at 35 to 40 years' purchase

—

each in their own way attach a sentimental value to
the land. The one will willingly make a slave of him-
self to raise the money to buy a bit of land to call his

own, to till with his own hand, and to make his own in

the real sense by the sweat of his brow ; the other, to

be called the owner of broad acres, and to have a sort

of imaginary importance as such owner, will, in his

purchase of extent, cripple himself in his power of
improvement, should he wish to farm on his own
account ; whilst, on the other hand, should he let the
land he cannot get a full rental for it, for the
simple reason that, w^hilst unable, or unwilling, to cul-

tivate it himself, he only parts with the possession for

a time so short, or for a time so uncertain as to its

duration, and saddled with conditions so onerous in the
shape of covenants as to cultivation, reservations of
timber and rights of game, that no pei^son in his senses
will do otherwise than put as little as possible in the
shape of expenditure, and get as much as possible out
of the land before it is either taken from him or he
finds it no longer worth holding. What is done when
land tenure is so precarious, or conditions so
onerous, as compared with what might be done under
an entirely different state of things, is exemplified by
what is going on to the north of the Tweed. There
the common tern; for a tenancy is 19 yeare, and,
although many of the conditions are onerous, and
might be modified with advantage or dispensed with
altogether, we find a class of hard-headed, respectable

men start in the commencement of a term with an
expenditure that would make the hair of a tenant in

the southern counties stand on end, and this, too, in

the face of a rental of nearly double per acre of what is

paid by the southern man for land of similar quality.

The one, having a fixity of tenure for a long term, puts
this question to himself—How much money can I put
into this land to the best advantage in the 19 years to

get it back? Whilst the other says, My holding is un-
certain, how much money can I get out of the land in

the shortest possible time, and clean away altogether
before the land is exhausted ? The difference between
the two cases is entirely owing to the difference in the
extent of sentiment in the Scotch and the h-nglisli

landed proprietor. The former, having to deal with a lot

of hard-headed practical men has to sink the sentinrent,

and part with his land absolutely, subject to payment of
rent and covenants during a term of sufficient length to

render an outlay on the part of the tenant safe; whilst the
English landlord, afraid of losing an apparent control
over the land bygiantinga long lease, lets his land out
either on a yearly tenancy, or for a term far too short to

induce a proper outlay on the part of the tenant.

It may be asked, what all this has to do with tha
;^64,ooo,ooo paid for imported food. My answer is

simply this, that as long as we have the ^64,000,000
worth of goods to give for ^64, 000,000 of fuod, and can
find customers to take our goods and pay us in food,

the question is of no importance ; but if by any change of
circumstances the food represented by ^64,000,000 has
to coraeout ofthe land, the social idea, through which alone
property is guaranteed, may say, Why should the right

of properly be guaranteed to those who are unable to do
themselves and unwilling to let others do with the land.
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what can and ought to be done to the best advantage
and for the common good? The law, which is always the

creature of the ruling idea for the time, has in various

ways interfered with the landowner's idea^** Cannot
I do as I like with mine own ?" The statutes relating

to sewers and embankments have enforced the maxim
of *' Sic ittere tuo iii aliemim non hrdasy^ by preventing
a landowner swamping or allowing his land to remain
in swamp to the detriment of his neighbour. The
various statutes enabling railway and canal companies
to take land compulsorily, have shown that the private

right must succumb to the general public good.
Surely there would be no injustice

in the ruhng power saying to a
landowner who will neither on
his account make the most of his

land, nor yet allow others to do
it: "You have not made as much
of your land as others are willing

and able to do
;

you have fixed

its value by what it at present

brings. As you stop all improve-
ment by others, and neglect to

improve on your own account,

we will take it from you for a
term of years, guaranteeing a rent

equal to what you are now get-

ting, and at the end of the term
we will let it again for another

term, guaranteeing you such im-

proved rent as the land may then

fetch." We have seen of late

some legislation tending very

much in this direction. The idea

that a man can do what he likes

with his own, when that own is

land which must feed the mil-

lions, has been rather roughly

treated by the Indian Land Act
of 1S59, and still more recently by
the Irish Land Act. When the

ideas of men like Mills, Rogers,

and other writers on political

economy as to the real position

of the ownership of land are more
generally known, the social idea

will force on the English land-

owner a very different mode of

treating the land. The rates and burthens which now an open sparred 'flooring

fall on the improving landowner in the shape of poor-

rates, county-rates, Income-tax, <S;c. , on the improved
value of the land will then fall over a larger value, and
be considerably less to the real improver.

As an example of the pernicious working of the

present system as regards the improver, I may mention
my own case. I am the owner of some seven score odd
acres of land in a neighbourhood where the principal

owners preserve game and refuse leases. The rents are

consequently low and the rates high, and the county-

rate is much increased by convictions under the Game
Laws, and by the em]iloyment of the police in looking

after poachers. I have laid out in

draining and stubbing up hedge-

rows, trenching, iS:c., from pounds
ten to pounds fourteen an acre.

One of the fields was almost in

a state of Nature ; one of its

boundaries is a wood—rated to

Income-tax at 2J. bd. per acre :

last year the value was raised,

with much opposition, to 4^.

Rabbits in abundance ; my first

crop of Rape nearly all eaten

by rabbits. On my improvement
poor-rates raised to a value on
30J. an acre ; Income-tax the

same. This is no solitary case.

The howl of a small proprietor

like myself is of no avail. The
landed magnates, the unpaid
magistracy, aided by their clerk,

who is generally the agent of the

principal landowners, settle mat-
ters in their own way.
The next settlement, unless the

house is put in order, will be
made in its own way, when some
million or two of empty stomachs
cannot find wherewithal to satisfy

their cravings. The land must be
cultivated compulsorily ; the game
and Game Laws must be abo-

lished, and the landowner must
learn that society in guaranteeing the possession only
does so on the condition that the owTicrship, whatever
the beneficial interest may be in the owner, is exer-

cised to the best advantage to the nation at large.

These views may startle landed proprietors, but that

they are founded on truth is the opinion of Khoda Bux.

is indebted to Mr. Horace Jones, the City architect,

through whose courtesy wc hope shortly to lay before

our readers a plan of the arrangements which have been
followed, as well as further details of the accommodation
provided. The two sets of cattle troughing represented

in the woodcuts now given were proposed by Messrs.

Brewster and Rudkin, both of whom have had large

experience of markets—the former a large sheep sales-

man, the latter chairman of the Cattle Market Com-
mittee at Guildhall.

In the one (fig. 92) the trough is wooden and
continuous, and the feeding trough is provided with

Fig. 92.—CATTLE TROUGHS AND MANGERS.

A, .\, Feeding gangway ; B, Brick-paved floor ; c, Wooden water-trough ; D, Oak protecting bar

;

E, Open sparred floor to troi.gh.

CATTLE PENS AT DEPTFORD.
The following sketches represent two forms of

equipment adopted for the cattle pens in the new
Foreign Cattle Market at Deptford. For the extremely

clever, well designed, and economical method which has

been here carried out in the conversion of the old dock-

happened in a number of cases ; but, as he does not
give the actual measurement of the quantity of milk
yielded by any of them, there is a looseness about his

statements which I am unable to rectify. Some of the

original stock of old Thomas Booth are said to have
been good dairy cows, and great grazers when dry ; and
the first of Richard Booth's Isabella tribe was a cow he
bought in Darlington market, which gave brimming
pails of milk, and, nevertheless, had a remarkably
ample development of the fore-quarter, an unusual

feature in a good milker. Mantalini, a celebrated

prize-winner, and the ancestor of a fine family of Short-

horns, is said to have been an
excellent dairy cow, and so was
Toy^ dam of the famous twins,

Necklace and Bracelet. Among
others of the same characters, I

may mention Bliss, the first of the

tribe which goes by that name.
She was a very heavy milker, and
so was her daughter, BlUhe, the

latter being known to produce
two or three calves in successive

years without ever going dry. She
again was dam of Ladv Blithe^

who has produced more first-rate

animals than almost any other cow
in recent times, but had no show-
yard pretensions herself, being
just a well-bred dairy cow. Satin

was another, all a dairyman could

desire, giving great quantities of

rich milk, suckling two calves,

and required milking after them.
Princess Elizabeth by Crown
Prince, combined milking and
grazing qualities in a very unusual
degree, and produced Queen 0/
the Islest a 1st prize winner at

Chester. Caroline by FlTZ LEO-
NARD, we are told, was a pro-

digious milker, giving four pailfuls

of milk in the day. Camp Fol-

lower was also an extreme milker,

and died of milk fever, yet showed
as a very fine cow, and produced
some first-rate stock. Indeed,

some of the admirers of the Booth
in the other (fig. 93) the blood go the length of asserting that all the Warlaby

water troughs are of iron, and the manger is provided tribes were famous for possessing more than ordinary

with an asphalted flooring. The latter will probably be i milking powers.

generally considered the better of the two, for cleanli- These examples may sufhce to show the possibility

ness—the former had^the advantage of being more easily
I

of uniting in a considerable degree the two desirable

provided in quantity within a limited period of time.
;
properties of giving much milk and fattening well, and
I may further mention that Mr. Whitaker of Burley,

and Mr. Wilkinson of Lenton, who both bred many
SHORTHORNS AND AVRSHH'ES. excellent Shorthorns, kept their herds expressly for

[The following is the concluding portion of Mr. Jamie^on'b dairy purposes. Mr. Vouatt and the Rev. Henry
Lecture on the Brcednig of Cattle] ' Berry also agreed in thinking it quite practicable to

Probably no herds of cattle have turned out such a combine good milking and feeding qualities in the

number of first-class animals as tliose of Warlaby and same animal. Mr. Berry had experience of it in his

own herd ; while Vouatt says that

many of the cows in the London
dairies are as fine specimens of

the improved Shorthorn as one

could wish to see. It is evident

that it would be very desirable to

have a breed in which this combi-

nation of advantages could be

secured, for a race of cattle

where the cows scarcely give milk

enough to bring up one calf pro-

perly must be reared at a great

disadvantage, and however excel-

lent they may be as grazing or

fattening beasts after they do
grow up, yet the cost of rearing

the calves during the first year is

too great, since it may be said to

involve the whole expense of

keeping the cow for a twelve-

month. On the other hand, in a

dairy breed, where the animals

are neither good growers nor

quick feeders, the steers are un-

profitable beasts, and the cows,

when past use for the dairy, can-

not be profitably fattened. Our
Aberdeenshire farmers must have
something that will feed well,

come to the dairy what will—
something that will be prime
Scots in the London market.

Killerby. The Booth family have been noted breeders They like to see big (iit oxen, heavy animals, round

of Shorthorns for three generations. The herd was as a hogshead. They don't trouble themselves with

founded in the days of Colhng by Thomas Booth, who I your stones of Sib. or 141b., but always reckon

then owned the Warlaby and Killerby estates. lie their animals by the hundredweight. This taste for

wassucceededby his sons, Richard and John, of wliom fat beasts has certainly led to the deterioration

the former established himself at Warlaby, and the of the cattle as milk producers, and I rather sus-

latter at Killerby. Although both are now dead, yet pect the Aberdonian in general would agi'ee with

the family happily still survives in the descendants of ,
Culley in his opinion that first-rate feeders are not to

the latter. The animals bred by the Booths have
|

be had from a dairy breed. The fashion of judging at

been noted for their fine forms, massiveness, and
j

the local and national sho\\s has also tended in the

heavy flesh. It may, therefore, be worth inquiring same direction. Round, well-fed animals always look

whether, in a race of cattle so distinguished for
]

so much better than leaner ones, that nothing has any

substance and feeding quality, we can find instances
j

chance of a prize unless it be fat ; and the fatter you

of these characteristics being united to good milk-
!
can make it, so much better is its chance.

Fig.

A, Feeding gangway
;

g^.—CATTLE TROUGHS AND MANGERS.

n. Brick paving ; c, Iron water-trough ; d. AsphaUc floor to trough.

Exhibitors

yard to the purposes of a cattle market, the metropolis !
ing powers. Now, according to Mr. Carr, this are, therefore, obliged to conform to the fashion, and
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good feedin* and skilful training are half ihe battle.

This, however, is ruinous to the animals for breeding

purposes ; and many of the best ones are spoiled in

this way every year. But breeders say they can't

help it ; they must keep up the character of their

herds by exhibiting at these shows, and taking prizes

—otherwise, they would lose ground. The evil, it

seems to me, might be remedied to some extent by a

more careful selection of judges. If possible, men
should be got for the purpose who are themselves

eminent as breeders, and can distinguish the value of

an animal in a lean state, even when pitted against one

that is much fatter. If the judges also were selected by

the breeders, and not by committees, composed often

of people who have little experience in that line, per-

haps a better mode of judging might be gradually

established at our national shows. Valuable prizes

should also be given in the proper classes for animals

uniting tine symmetry with good dairy qualifications.

If the breeders of Shorthorns and other races of cattle

would also afford some informatioir in tlieir printed

catalogues, as to the milking pedigree of the animals

they offer for sale, I think that tliey would soon find that

their customers would appreciate it, and that animals

well-come in this respect would be looked after, and

would fetch high prices at their sales. At present it is

difficult ascertaining anything in regard to this point.

The Ayrshire i.-. t!ie type of a dairy animal, and it is

very proper that those wlio rear them should make
the development of their milking powers their main

object. Let them go as far in this direction as they

can, so that we may see what sort of animal will emerge

from the continued cultivation of this special feature.

The origin of the Ayrshire breed is not very exactly

known. It sems to have arisen by a process of selection

made with a view to the production of milk and hardi-

ness of constitution, without much regard to anything

else. Very likely there has been a mixture of larious

elements ; for we learn that there were importations of

Durham cattle by the Earl of Marchmont, in 1750,

and of Dutch cows by Mr. Dunlop of Dunlop about

the year 1 760. There has probably also been an infu-

sion of the Alderney, or breed of the Channel Islands ;

for Quayle, who wrote the Agricultural Survey 0/

Jersey, states that the Ayrshire was a cross between
the Shorthorn and the Alderney : while Colonel Le
Couteur informs us that General Andrew Gordon, when
Governor of Jersey, about the end of last century, sent

some of the best cattle to Scotland. A veterinary

book, pubhshed at Glasgow in 1794, likewise states

that the Dunlop cows, which were considered the best

milkers, had been produced by crossing the native

cows with bulls brought from the Island of Alderney.

The general resemblance of t!ie Ayrshire and Alderney

cattle has been noticed by Professor Low and Colonel

Le Couteur. Vouatt, however, seems to think that

the Ayrshire breed has originated from a cross of the

ITolderness with the Highlander; the former giving

the milking properties, and the latter the hardness of

constitution and small size. The prevailing colour of

the AjTshires is red and white in various mixtures ;

game (lC0rrespttirence.

Sewage Utilisation.—Mr. Mariin's statements

about my Birmingham sewage scheme are nothing but

a tissue of misrepresentations, arisinj;, no doubt, from

ignorance. W. Hope, Jutiiibitrg/i, Fd'. ii.

The Earl of Warwick's Sewage Farm near
Leamington.— I beg you will correct an error in

reference to the above farm which has found its way
into your paper of February 3. You there state :

" The
Hne of the main positions of the hydrants and the

whole of the works liave been planned and carried out

by Mr. W. Clifford, of Emscote, Warwick." Allow me
to say that I was selected on behalf of Lord Warwick
to take the management of Ins sewage farm, from my
experience at Barking—that the line of the main for

the Leamington sewage farm was surveyed by Mr.

Davidson, the surveyor to the local Board of

Health, I.eamington—that the branches of the main
on the farm were carried out by Mr. Clifford—and

that the land has been levelled and prepared for the

reception of the sewage by me. It seems necessary, in

justice to myself and others, that I should make these

observations. r>. Tough ^ Hcathcote Fixrrn, JFnrw/c/:.

Grass as a Mental Agent.—A brace of sentences

on p. 155, in a lecture by your valuable correspon-

dent, Mr.' D. T. Fish, deserve repetition here, and

certainly some comment. They are as follows :

—

" The grass of to-day is part of a bullock to-morrow
;

by-and-by it becomes a fruit, a flower, a Sugar-Beet.

Anon it is part of a man -a muscularyf'/rf in his arms

—

mental power in his brainpan inspiration of genius—

a

flash of 7f/7—an onition to captivate senates—a sermon to

melt hearts—a /.'//Vj' to govern empires."

The itniiis are mine. A friend at my elbow says :

—

"Grass?—Bosh. Better give the orations and sermons,

and the policy and the wit, &c., neat from the field,

with a soupcon of Thorley ; save a world of trouble,

and satisfy stomach and brain at one feeding." I,

however, have long esteemed, and I hope appreciated,

Mr. Fish's writing, and cannot endorse the enunciation

of my friend, who, though a good grazier, is somewhat
short of temper. But supposing, for a moment, that

within the vegetable kingdom are contained the germs

of wit and humour, of pathos and eke bathos, why
limit the birth-germ to grass? Many men and women
eat little butcher's meat—are fond instead, of Broccoli,

Potatos, Turnips, Apples, Oranges, t^c. Surely, they

do not all spring from grass ? Grass, as a " mulching
"'

for some things may be good— is good ; but I feel

tempted to submit, that not even science bears out Mr.

Fish's assertions—facts I cannot for a moment believe

them to be. In fact, I am very much inclined to defy

him to the proof. The Agj-icultural Gazette may not

be the proper field for discussing the points, but

having been re-uttered there, I submit there is nothing

for it but that the lecturer should gi%'e his proof in the
' case, here—Grass-fed beef v. Mind. The broccolic

sometimes they are wholly red, but I believe never (not the bucolic) mind may feel interested in the dis-

whoUy white, which is rather curious, for in the Short-

horn, which is also red and white in all proportions,

pure white animals are constantly occurring, as if there

were an innate tendency to that colour. As Mr. Caird

has remarked, the great demand for dairy produce has

in a great measure made the Ayrshire breed. It has

been developed from a variety of different elements by
process of selection. The great mining and manufac-
turing population of the district in which the breed is

located has given rise to a constant demand for milk
and butter, and the climate and soil being both favour-

able for cow-feeding, there was a strong inducement to

cultivate dairyfarming, and to select such animals as were
most noted for giving milk. We see that there were
importations of Dutch, Alderney, and Durham cattle

—

all good dairy breeds. We may be sure that the best

milking cows were retained, and the worst ones got rid

of as soon as possible. The necessity for acquiring

good cows would sharpen the powers of observation in

regard to what constituted the outward signs of a milk-

producer, and thus the judgment would be educated as

to the points to be looked for. Carry on this process for

generations, and you have the result. Just as the dense
manufacturing population of Lancashire and Yorkshire
has developed the Holderness breed, so has the great

great seat of Scotch manufactures developed the Ayr-
shire. The Yorkshire dairy cow is just an Ayrshire on
a large .scale. All the essential points of the animal
are similar. The fine neck, light fore-quarter, deep
ril), thin skin, lean back, good udder—even the colour
is very much the same, but there is a considerable dif-

ference in size. These dairy breeds, and, in fact, most
great milking animals, are distinguished by having a

lightness of fore- quarter, a sharpness at the top of the

shoulder, with rather a small girth round the heart, and
a general leanness along the back. Now these features

are d isapproved of in a feeding animal, and the question
is, can we get rid of these features without damage to

the milk ? can we get a right development of fore-

quarter and a good girth round the heart in a first-rate

dairy cow, or are the two things incompatible? I

think the evidence I have adduced in the course of this

lecture is sufficient to encourage us to attempt it, and
lo make us hope tliat we shall eventually succeed in

uniting good feeding and growing properties with first-

rate qualifications for the dair)'.

cussion. All "flesh" may be grass, but surely man
{of whom the mind is the measure, /^r the poet, not

weight in stones) is not solely composed thereof.

Flesh, surely, is not genius, nor wit, nor wisdom, nor

power. Surely '*mind" is not a voluntary effort and

effect of beef. Hope, a mental phenomenon, of which

Pope says—It

" springs eternal in the human breast,"

cannot find a spring-board on a rib of beef; or else

that other line

—

" Men are but angels loaded for an hour "—

can only, or ought only, by reason of the " new light,"

to set us calculating "weights." Not to put too fine

a point on the matter, I submit that man has too sorts

of food—one, grass, or beef, as you will, suited for his

outer wrapper ; the other, intellectual, suited to his

mind. The books, those wells, from which man draws
his mind-food, may be made from Esparto grass ; the

ink with which they are printed may be in great

part composed of substances derived from the vegetable

kingdom—but it is no more true that the " within," the

food, is grass, or limitable, than that chalk bears the

slightest resemblance to cheese. A cow can walk
through and "utilise" an acre of grass ; millions of

men and women can take their intellectual food from
one volume, and still leave that field as full of " mind
Clover" as it was at first. No, Mr. Fish, grass is not

food for the mind, nor is it, under any conditions,

mind. In an old, old book 1 read " Flesh and blood

have not revealed," &c., nor, according to the

same authority, can either of these share in that

elysium which is not born of, what I may term, this

round world's grassy plains, seeing that the^e latter are

an effect, not a cause. Surely Mr. Fish has read

Cicero's "Dream of Scipio," the Vicar of Wakefield's

Sermon, the speculations ot some of our greatest philo-

sophers, the grandest conceptions of our poets, that

" Sublimest book—Heaven's gift;" and though in

all he will find the grass of the field, the "wee,
modest, crimson-tipped flower," the Lily, all things

beautiful, apostrophised and commented on, he will

never in them find man made cousin-german to grass,

even in the process of natural development or " evo-

lution !" Truly, certain constituents are built up by

a Powe>- on a model—who has ever been face to face

with that Power, or drawn that model?—and the car-

case of man is the result. liven that frail "tene-

ment "—clay we are sometimes told it is composed of

("Dust thou art," &:c.)—has tu be perpetually built

up, for it is ever decaying. Well, perhaps, beyond
" The black and silent doors of Nature

"

we may find Nay, according to my text, that being
poetic, is but grass highly developed ; and here 1

pause. Dun Edin^ Feb. 7.

On Horse Breeding.— I must certainly endorse the

views of the writer of the short article in the last Agri-

cultural Gazette referring to the paper on the subject of
" Breeding Horses," brought before the London
Farmers' Club at the December meeting, in which the

writer expresses his regret that, when Mr. Fowler quoted

so much from Mr. Darwin's book, he did not give

the authority for his statement respecting the influence

of imagination on the colour, &c., of the offspring. It

is, indeed, very curious that when Mr. Darwin observes

the most religious exactitude in giving his authority for

every statement made or fact adduced, that Mr. Fowler

should have omitted to follow such a good example,

and should have treated the subject without deference

to others who had long laboured in the same field.

People are very much in the habit of confounding the

exception with the rule, and paying their worship

chiefly to the false prophet. 1 will answer for it

that for one well-authenticated example showing

the influence of imagination on the development

of the offspring, there are a hundred, perhaps

a tliousand, examples to the contrary. It is lamentable

to find that our knowledge, or rather our practical

progress on the breeding of horses, should be altogether

in a retrograde condition, and if we must judge from

some writers who set up as authorities, it appears the

only plan for removing the evils complained of is to

take a double dose of the causes that induced them.

For instance, it is generally acknowledged that good
substantial horses of all kinds, for hunting or as hacks,

or for harness purposes, have become, independent of

the foreign demand, exceedingly scarce. The remedy
suggested is to continue the cause that rendered them

scarce. The only kind of horse that is not scarce is

the thorough-bred and some of his weedy relations, so

it is seriously recommended, by a late writer in the

Times^ that in order to breed horses of substance we
should use the thorough-bed stallion still more than

ever, trusting to chance for the mare, the latter in the

natural course of things becoming more scarce every

year. Mr. Tattersall, in a paper read before the

Farmers' Club last year, brought forward some valuable

facts showing the great success of the Prussians in

breeding good troop horses, but the moral arrived at

was that we should pursue just a contrary course to

that which the Prussians had found so successful.

And so I suppose we shall go on curing our madness

by taking " a hair from the tail of the dog that bit us,"

or perhaps hoping that Nature may kindly forget her

rule of " like begetting like." \\\ C. S.

The Agricultural Labourer Abroad.—The fol-

lowing note on this interesting subject may prove of

interest to those " whom it concerns :
"—In the consular

district of Leipzig the agricultural labourer is not

worse off than the unskilled labourer in towns.

He may be divided into two classes, the labourer

with wages, who keeps himself, and the labourer

with wages who is fed by his employer. The
latter class, chiefly in villages inhabited by small pea-

sant proprietors, is smaller, numerically, than the former.

In both classes the feeding is good and plentiful, con-

sisting of rye bread, soups, cheese, lard, butter, and

once or twice, if not three times a- week pork, or other

meat. The wages of the labourer who keeps him-

self vary from \s. id. to is. 34./. per diem ; that of

the fed labourer from 6d, to 7^./. a-day. The rents of

the agricultural labourer are low—two rooms in a

cottage, with a small garden, costing little more than

30^. a-year, and the same without a garden, 24J-.

Wheat is dearer in England than in Saxony, but the

Saxons seldom or never eat wheaten bread, for Rye is

much cheaper food. On the other hand, coffee and

sugar are dearer in Saxony than in England, and beef

is as dear at Leipzig as in London. Wages in Saxony

being much lower than in England, the Saxon con-

sumes more bread, but less meat, coffee, and sugar

than the luiglishman. y.

Wheat Diagrams : S/nnving the Fhtduntions in

the Pnt\'s of JTheat Afiaun/ly from 1641, and
weeklvjrom 185S //// the present t'ime. By H. AU-
nutt.' Published at the Plstates ar.f-/A' Office, 200,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Fifty-two equidistant columns up and down a page,

and as many equidistant lines across the page as there

have been threepences between the extremes of price

in the weeks of the year, afford the framework ot the

curved or crooked line zig-zagging from one side of the

page to the other, whicli not only tells you at what

price corn stood during any week in the year, but

which presents in the form of the curve pruJaced an

accurate picture to the eye of the character and extent of

the variations which have happened during llie twelve-

month. It is plain that unless there is a drop in the
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curve in true proportion to the drop in price, the curved "Time of Sowing.—About the same time as your 1 do not deal in manures. If dung is not used, apply
line will not truly represent the varying price. The neighbours, for the iarming customs of a locality are not

|

5 cwt. of dissolved bones. Most manure makers have
yourualoftheRoyalAgrintlturalSocielyofEngland w?-^^ arbitrary. They usually arise from the varying influence a good special * Turnip Manure.'
to give the weekly price in an annual diagram, in which of soil and climate

;
practical men having in a long course '

' Culture.—If the land is deeply ploughed, or steams
the fall from line to line meant, sometimes 3<-/., some- »*" y^-'^''^ (^nd often by dear-bought experience), found cultivated in autumn, and well frosted, it will be better

times id. Such a diagram might be useful as repre-
' ^^'^^* answers best. Thus oiu- Scotch friends sow in the without much spring work. Heavy crops are grown on

senlin^ the mere fact

of a rise or fall of
prices, but as repre-

senting, which it is

naturally presumed to

do, the quantity of
that rise or fall, it was
entirely fallacious.

Mr. Allnutt's plan of
making equal intervals

of time and equal
intervals of price

aways represented by
equal intervals right

and left, or up and
down, perfectly as-

sures that his curved
lines are accurate re-

presentations of both
the fact and the quan-
tity of the variations

of prices which have
occurred.

We give here two
of his sheets, re-

presenting the aver-

age prices of Wheat
for 1S70 and 1871 re-

spectively. The port-

folio containing these

and ether plates, also

holds a longer sheet

in which are more
than 200 vertical lines,

eac h representing a

yea7\ and on which
accordingly the ex-

tremely zig-zag curve
which traverses it

from one end to nearly

the other represents

the extremely various

fortunes of the Wheat
grower for two cen-

turies past. There are

fly-leaves left to which
the curve for years to

come may be attached,

and there are vacant
columns in the longer

sheet, enabling the ex-

tension of the annual
cui-ve for as many
years in the future.

We cordially recom-
mend the publication

as one interesting and
useful to the agri-

culturist.
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" In singling, always leave the [best plants, which tended for Kohl Rabi should receive much the same

will make ti difference of from 2 to 4 tons an acre in treatment as for Swedes ; but as the young plants do not

produce. ^* '^'"st grow rapidly, the seed may, with advantage, be

"Storing. Though a Swede maybe hardy enough to sown a month earlier. Sow, therefore, any time after

stand through tlie winter, we are confident from long ex- April i, and drill in superphosphate and guano under the

perience that it never pays to let Iheni do so. Though seed. The rows sliould be from 18 1024 indies apart, and
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that circular, and also of the original minute, which it is

desirable should be as widely known as possible. The
remarks which Mr. Leslie seems to have made about the

interference of the Commissioners inordinary 'alterations

of red Pine to yellow, and yellow to red,' are merely a
figure of speech, as I am assured that nothing of the kind
has ever been done. My connection with Scotland and
the Highland Society, independent of my public duty,

\vill at all times ensure from me a hearty co-operation in

wisely-considered efforts to improve the condition of the

agricultural labourer, and that feeling is fully shared by
my colleagues. As the discussion which took place has
been widely circulated, and the erroneous impression it

conveys may be detrimental to cottage improvement
in Scotland, I leave it to your discretion to give such
publicity to this communication as you may consider

desirable,—Believe me, very faithfully yours,

(Signed) "James Caird.
"To F. N. Menzies, Esq.,

" Secretary of the Highland Society,"

{^Circular to the Dminagc Inspectors hi Scofli7nd.)

"Enclosure Commission, 3, St. James' Square,
" London, S.W., January 31, 1872.

" Sir,—As it appears that there is still a misunderstand-

ing as to the requirements of this Board on the extent of

accommodation to be provided in labourers' cottages in

Scotland, I am directed by the Inclosure Commissioners
to forward you a copy of their minute issued in the year

1868, and to call your particular attention to the fifth

paragraph. The Commissioners have acted on the

principle of that paragraph from that year, and have
sanctioned cottages with two bed-rooms and one living-

room, in which there may be a bed, as there described ;

and they have reason to believe that this arrangement,

where understood, was quite satisfactory in Scotland.

Be good enough to inform landowners and their agents

who may apply to yoii, that this is now, and has been
since 1868, the practice of the Commissioners ; and take

any other opportunity which may be offered to you to

give circiUation to this, and to the earnest desire of the

Commissioners to facilitate cottage improvement in every

way in their power, consistent with the Acts which they

administer.— I am, &c., G. B. Mavo.
" By order of the Board."

[Extractfrom the Minute of the Inclosiwc Commissioners
issued in May, 1868.)

"5th. In all cases provision must be made for the

separation of the sexes. This principle is best carried

out in cottages which contain four rooms ; where, how-
ever, it is desired to erect cottages consisting of a living-

room {in which is placed a bed, and two other bed-rooms,
with a scullery and proper out-ofhces, such an arrange-

ment will not be objected to. In such cases the living-

room should not be less than 15 feet by 12 feet, nor the

height less than 8 feet in the clear. The level of the

ground floor to be not less than 8 inches above the

general surface of the ground outside the buildings."

Ccjitagious Diseases {Ani?nais) Act.—Letters were
read from Sir Wm. Forbes, of Craigievar, Bart., and
Mr. Newell Burnett, sending, by desire of the local

authority of the county of Aberdeen, a report by their

inspector, and expressing a hope that the Society will

co-operate witli them in representing to the Privy

Council the necessity of all local authorities throughout
The country taking proper precautions to prevent the

spread of disease, and that it is indispensable that more
efficient provision should be made for the inspection

of animals in Ireland. The following excerpts from
the reports were read :

—

" Since my report to you on September i last, I regret

to say that there has been a continued increase of con-
tagious diseases among animals within the county.

Since that date there have been 16 outbreaks of pleuro-

pneumonia, and 597 of foot-and-moiUh disease. In

reviewing the state of disease throughout the county
during the year 1871, I find that there have been 866
centres of foot-and-mouth disease, while there were only

150 during the previous year. There have been 25
outbreaks of epizootic pleuro-pneumonia. seven of which
are, however, re-occurrences of the disease at places pre-

viously reported on. Only four outbreaks occurred
during the year 1870 ; 223 animals have been slaughtered

during the year in accordance with the regulations of the

local authority. It is disappointing to find that, notwith-
standing the restrictive measures adopted by the local

authority, contagious diseases have prevailed so exten-

sively during the past year, but this state of matters is in

a great measure due to the increasing practice of import-

ing stock from the South, and consequent importation of

disease. During the past year to, 000 animals, consisting

mainly of English and Irish stock, with a small propor-

tion of foreign cattle, have been brought to Aberdeen
either by rail or steamboat, and have been examined by
me. Of this number 400 have been found suffering more
or less from foot-and-mouth disease."

Forestry Department.—The following communication
was laid on the table :

—

"The Highland Society have given large premiums
towards improving stock in selecting breeds from pure
and healthy progenitures, as well as their symmetrical
proportions, whether in the horse, cow, ox, sheep, swine,

or aviarian breeds. They have shown an encouragement
to the produce arising from these fine breeds, in the
shape of butter, cheese, and other useful products from
these fine selected stocks. They also have given en-
couragement to the selecting and rearing of the best

and healthiest kinds of grain in the land cultivation, as

well as premiums for almost every implement for agri-

culture, whether through steam, horse, or hand labour
;

and have given, and are offering, premiums on the
science of forestry and practical management of woods,
&c. Yet 1 think there is an essential element awanting -

viz., the renovating and restoring of healthy plants from

sound seed and change of climate, and that more
especially of two of the commonest and most useful of
all our forest plants. To me for years it has been a
regret to see the decay and total degeneracy of two of the

most useful and profitable of all our forest productions

—

viz., the Larch and Scotch Fir. In travelling, whether in

my own country or through various parts of Scotland,
with rare exceptions the Larch has written on it decay
and death, so that, unless something is done to restore

its degeneracy as a ' forest plant,' in a very few years it

will have written on it 'Ichabod,' the glory is departed
;

and as for our Scotch Fir, it has degenerated into a
coarse, rough timber, which, although not like the Larch,
compaiatively lost, yet its profitable qualities are un-
heeded, and therefore the bona fide values and returns

are sadly diminished. Seeing that such are my views as
to the state and decay of our most valuable forest pro-

ductions, it may be asked, and that truly, what remedy
do you prescribe? It is a well-known fact that the crab,

or unhealthy trees, produce not only most largely the
seed cones, but they are easily reached in the way of
gathering, for it is quantity and iiot quality that is the
object of those who gather them ; while the aim and
object of the nurseryman is the number of plants to sell,

whether raised from these crabs and diseased trees of our
country, or the buying of seed, wherever got, or by
whom gathered. In my perambulations the only healthy
forest I have seen of Larch is on the braes of Athole,
where the verdure was as green as grass on a May
morning ; and this is the district w'ere the plant was first

introduced into Scotland, and it is possible there may be
others equally healthy. It would be well for the Society
to appoint a trustworthy person, who has a thorough
knowledge of forestry, to select every healthy forest in

Scotland, and, after asking liberty—and it is presumed it

is the interest of every proprietor in Scotland to grant
permission— to take cones from these pure, healthy trees,

and these alone, and let these be reared, specially under
the superintendence of the Society's agents, and these

seeds, got from not only these healtliy and sound stock,

but, like every other seed brought from a highland to a
lowland district, would be to strengthen the plant so
propagated, and, in all likelihood, regenerate the whole
cultivation of Larch. In the Scotch Fir there is less

difliculty, but still equally advantageous the selection of

the seed cones. In almost every plantation you will

find not only the crab and diseased trees, but you will find

two special varieties—the one strong, coarse, ugly, rough
bark—these, as well as the crab trees, avoid— the other a
fine, clean, timber and bark. Let the cones be selected

solely from these, and the propagation alone from such.
For no doubt many of our nurserymen know nothing
where or what kind of seed they are rearing from, and the

consequence is, in too many cases, a kind of unprofitable

rough timber raised, which must tend much to depreciate
the returns to every proprietor.

(Signed) "James Thomas.
" Forthar, Kettle, February i, 1872."

Farmers' Clubs.
HEXHAM.

Tenant Right.—The following discussion ensued
on Professor Wrightson's paper, reported last week :

—

The Chairman congratulated them upon the success-

ful paper that had been read to them by Professor

Wrightson. It was the last of the year, and the winding
up of a succession of papers, all of great interest, and
many of them had excited a considerable amount of dis-

cussion in the Club, which discussions were of great

interest not only to themselves but to the countr\', and
they were much indebted to the local papeis for reporting

all these discussions so very fully. It would be a difficult

matter to go into details as to compensation, but Profes-

sor Wrightson suggested a combination of lease and
tenant-right as better than either alone. A lease of itself

without tenant-right had a tendency to the "up and
down " system of farming—running down a farm at the

end of a lease—which was natural. But he thought if a
lease was combined with compensation there was no reason

why good farming should not be carried on to the end of

the lease. He admitted that it was a very difficult subject,

but the difficulty was not insurmountable, and a scale

might be established to give compensation under different

circumstances. He mentioned at one of their recent

meetings that Mr. Pusey, the celebrated agriculturist, had
in his day attempted something of this kind, but failed to

carry it through Parliament. He did not despair of it

being carried out some day, but unless farmers gave their

minds to it, of course no one in Parliament would give

their attention to it. The Club had carried out these dis-

cussions in a spirit of friendliness and good feeling

amongst themselves. He stood sometimes rather alone,

and he had heard some gentlemen say the chairman na-

turally takes the landlord's side of the question. His
interest as a tenant-farmer was considerably greater than
that as landowner, and as agent his personal feeling was
in the happiness and prosperity of the tenants. As an
honest man, however, he must do his duty, and see that

the property of his landlord was not deteriorating. He
always wished to take an impartial view, and he thought

he generally succeeded in taking an impartial view of the

case. The impression might be that he took the landlord's

view of it, because there were no landlords at their meet-

ings ; certainly the views he expressed at the meetings were
made from a love of fairplay, and it might be from some
little opposition, as he took an opposite view when he heard
extreme views enunciated at the Club. He never hked to

see a man hit hard behind his back, and if he took his

part it might be from the spirit of English pugnacity.

Amongst themselves these discussions did good, and he
hoped they would do good all over the country, and that

these discussions throughout the country might tend to

excite greater interest in agricultural questions, so that at

some day they might arrive at a more satisfactory settle-

ment of the arrangements between landlord and tenant.

The great object was to carry on the cultivation of the

land, to secure the greatest quantity of produce from it

that it was capable of growing, and the interest of the
country at large in the land was to see that nothing was
w.isted, and that everything produced all that it possibly
could. Would they establish a manufactory and let part
of the machinery stand idle if they could get orders to keep
it all at work, and where they had land should they only
get half of what it would produce if they set properly
about it? The question of draining had been brought
before them, but it was seldom that tenants in this part of
the country had to do any draining. It was generally
done by the landlords, but it was capable of adjustment
where it was done by the tenant. He had drained land
as a tenant-farmer on a short lease, the expense of which
was repaid him in a couple of years. He naturally after
that cultivated the land in a different way, and it paid him
for the improvement. He got the land worth \qs. an acre
and left it worth 30J. an acre. He got no compensation
at the end of his lease, though he was far from saying
that there should not be a scale established, and that he
should have received compensation, but as it was he was
perfectly satisfied. He could not, however, go in for the
principle that the tenant ought to have the capitalised
value of all the increase he had made in the value of the
land. He took the land at roj. an acre and left it worth
30J. an acre, but it paid him, he got his money back with
good interest, and what right had he to get all the increase
capitalised on that farm? The landlord might wish to
drain the land of his own free will, but the tenant might
go and put his money in it, and get the increased value of
the land. If the landlord had been consulted, and the
law had been that he could claim the value of all the im-
provements, the landlord would probably have told the
tenant to leave it as it was, and that he would make the
improvement himself. There were two sides of the ques-
tion, and he said this in answer to those gentlemen who
could see only one side.

Mr. Jos. Lee had had an opportunity of being with
Mr. Wrightson in Lincolnshire, where there was tenant-
right, and he met with the best farming there that he ever
saw in any county in England. He had been through
great part of England and Scotland, and he might say
that the value of sheep and corn might be increased 30
per cent, if the tenant had security for the capital invested
in the land. Farming would never be brought to perfec-
tion, and the land put into the highest state of cultivation,
until the time came when such security was given to the
capital of tenants. Some 30 years ago it was difficult to
find a man with much capital, but now there were hun-
dreds of them, and they scarcely knew how to invest
their capital, many of them joining joint-stock companies,
and probably another crash would come. How much of
this money would go into farming operations if only
security was given for the capital. Mercantile men were
not like farmers, and would not invest unless they saw
some chance of some security for their capital being
returned. He thought that if anything could be done to
follow up this paper of Mr. Wrightson's, if any method
could be devised which would give the landlord a fair

share of the value of the improvement made by the tenant,
and also what the tenant should have, it would be a great
boon to this country.

Mr. Matthew Smith remarked that what they wanted
was a tenant-right that would be liberal both to landlord
and tenant. They could not have such a tenant-right as
was established in many parts of the South of England.
He knew a gentleman who farmed in the South, and who
was now hving in this neighbourhood, left a farm of little

more than loo acres and received ;,^5oo compensation. If

such a tenant-right was applied here what ^vould be the
consequence of it? Supposing the farm was 400 acres
and the tenant-right ;i^20oo, where would tlie tenant get
/'2000 to pay for tenant-right and commence farming?
What they wanted were leases that would do away with
hares and rabbits, which were eating up the food of the
country. He would give the tenant a liberal lease, and
let him have power to dispose of a portion of his crop in
the best way he could, as the tenant would be able to
keep the farm up in condition by manures.

Mr. W. Trotter (hon. sec.) remarked that Professor
Wrightson's paper tended to make confusion more con-
fused. Mr. Wrightson had quoted many authorities on
the question of tenant-right, but in no case did two of
them agree, because they were fidgetty and wrong—they
played upon the fringe of the subject, as it were, and did
not go to the principle of it. He held that as to thp
improvement made by the tenant in the farm, the increased
value of it was the true measure of that improvement. He
was not in favour of the tenant getting the full value of
that improvement, but only a fair and judicious part of it.

He would leave to the landlord that part which might
represent to some extent—and closely approaching to it—

-

that undefinable money value which, at their previous
meeting, Mr. Robb alluded to as illustrating the progress
of the times. On that point a good deal of misapprehen-
sion existed, as he held the great improvement in the value
of farms, judging from the farms he had known from his
earliest years, was owing to the improvement in their
cultivation. There were farms not worth a penny more
than they were 20 or 30 years ago, because they had
remained in the same state, yet some farms in the Bywell
parishes had increased 100 per cent, in value simply by
the improvements made by the tenants and not by tlie

landlords. Many landlords when they came into posses-
sion of an estate expended large sums of inoney on each
of their farms, and they expected to get their money back
again in increased rents, then why obect to pay compen-
sation to the tenant who made improvements t

Mr. Young said the simple way for a tenant-right was,
if the farm was improved, for the tenant to receive the
increase in the value of the f;rrm, but let it be valued at a
little above the present rent, and if the farm was deterio-
rated let it be again valued, and the landlord paid for
such damage by the tenant.

Mr. H. T. Thompson asked Mr. Wrightson why he
put a higher value upon phosphates than nitrate of soda,
or things of that kind? On many soils nitrates grew an
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excellent crop on the first application, andi they .often

heard it said that the vegetable m:itler left in the land

went far to produce good crops. If nitrate produced a

good crop, there must be a large quantity of vegetable

matter left in the soil to decay, and be food for succeeding

crops Then, again, a higher value was placed in the

iianer upon manures derived from cakes than that from

meal. So far as he was able to speak, as a practical man.

he had used cake a good deal, and the manure was greatly

Improved, but he knew several farmers who used meal.

These farmers said that those who used cake allowed the

manufacturer to pick their pockets, while they knew they

were dealing with honest fellows when they were dealing

with themselves. He would like Professor Wrightson to

give them a little more information on that point, as he

knew a good deal of scepticism existed amongst farmers

in regard to it. As to tenant-right, lie was sceptical upon

that matter, but he would not express his opinions upon

It that day.

The vote of thanks to Professor Wrightson for his

valuable paper having been carried unanimously,

Prof. Wrightson, in reference to the view taken by the

Secretary, said: Certainly he could wish that some simple

method could be arranged so that a sliare of the increased

value might be taken by the tenant and a share by the

landlord, but he was afraid that instead of being a

simpler method it would be quite as difiicult as taking

the improvements in detail. Of course, many circum-

stances might arise to give land an increased value
;

they might have a town growing out in a certain direc-

tion, a railway going across it, and many incidental im-

provements, which had nothing to do with agriculture,

but which increased the value of the property. When
they came to share this improvement and capitalise it,

the sums would be so large that either party would

have to pay that each would be careful to shun any

such agreement, binding them to pay a large sum. They
had sometimes a reduction in rent as well as an increase,

and probably the tenant of the farm on which the

reduction took place was not in good circumstances,

and if his deficiencies were to be capitalised it would

be very difficult to recover it from liim. These were

the difticulties, but there also seemed to be unfairness

n it as well. They must remember in the case

of the tenant's improvement of the farm that that

improvement had been latent in the farm. It was like a

man making a hole down to coals ; he made a hole down
to a 7-foot seam, but was he to claim the whole of the

coal which lay there simply because he had made such a

hole? It was much the same in the case of a tenant

draining a farm, and opening up treasures which really

existed, and which any landlord might have done. He
thought the proposition of the secretary would make the

landlords jealous of letting their farms at all, as they

would think it would be too good a thing. He was not

aware that he put a higher value upon phosphates than

upon nitrates ; and whatever might be said in the paper

about the value of phosphates, these remarks were made
in speaking of tenant-rights in various counties. The
difference which existed in the tenant-rights in different

counties showed them the immense amount of confusion

in which the question was veiled, and that of itself ought
to convey a valuable lesson to them, and make them wish

for a simpler form of tenant-right, and do away with all

these confused systems. With reference to phosphates,

they acted very quickly upon the land, and, so far as

his definite experiments had gone, he had not

much reason to think that either superphosphates
or nitrate of soda had much residual effect.

It was true that they increased the crop, but

they did not appear to have much residual effect.

With reference to manures and feeding stuffs he could not

well speak of them together, they were so very different.

He reminded them ot what Mr. Lawes pointed out, that

these active nitrogenous manures, which they called

artificial manures, did not appear to have much effect in

improving crops after that to which they had been par-

ticularly applied. WTien they came to organic manures,
there was a residue from cake in farmyard manure

;

so that while they got a similar increase in the first crop
they probably got an increase in every crop for a greater

length of time than even a rotation. Although they got
good crops from artificial manures as well as from organic
manures, yet there was a difference in their value as

respectively increasing the value of the land. He would
make a difference between simply artificial manures, such
as nitrogenous phosphates, and those of an organic
nature, which kept yielding up products to plants for

more than a year. He was asked why the manure from
meal should have less effect than that from cake, but they
must consider the nature of meals and of cake. In linseed

cake there was a good deal of husk, and the percentage
of husk was very much increased by the very fact that the
oil was pressed out of it. The husks of seeds, just as in

the way of bran of corn, although not of such a nourish-
ing character as the entire seed, contained a great

deal of nitrogenous and mineral matter, while the
oil which had been pressed out contained very
little of either. Meals contained a large amount
of starchy materials, and although of its feeding
qualities there could be no question they did not make
such good manures as cakes. In cakes there was a
large amount of nitrogenous and mineral matters ; in

meals, made from unbroken and whole corn, there was a
very large amount of starchy materials not of manurial
but of feeding value, and there was a less amount of what
they might call actually fertilising materials. Mr. Wright-
son then apologised for the rather complicated nature of
his paper, but when he wrote it he looked forward to the
fact that it would be published in the papers, and prob-
ably looked at again and read and discussed. He had
been at some pains to collect his information on the
subject, and he had placed in his paper the compari;=on
between tenant-right in the various counties, and also
opinions of good authorities, which, when placed in ja.\ta-

position. could be the more easily compared, and thus
made more readily of service.

K'INGSCOTE.

CttUi--ali^n and Diseases of Wheat.—Wx. Watts,
Whitfield Farm, Falfield, read a paper on this subject,

in which, after referring to the limits of the Wheat
growing climates of the world, he passed on to the

preparation of the land for Wheat, a sul)ject which is

of the greatest importance ; for the ultimate success of

every crop depends in a great measure upon the condi-

tion of the plants through the first stages of their

growtli, that is, from the germination of the seed

until the plant has attained some degree of strength,

say for the fust three or four weeks after the seed

is sown.
The question is, do we as a rule look sufficiently into

these important points connected with tlie preparation

of the seed-bed ? Are we not all too apt to neglect our

ploughing for Wheat, simply because there is still a

little sheep keep on the clover-lea ? the real value of

which is imaginary compared with the loss sustained

through putting off the ploughing till the sheep have

fed off the last bite. The more we study the cultiva-

tion of Wheat, the more we see the necessity of a stale

furrow for the seed-bed, especially when the seed is

sown upon a one-earth furrow. If we put our plough-

ing off till within three or four weeks of the time of

sowing, we are then compelled to plough deeper in

order to bui-y the sward more effectually as well as to

get a sufficient tilth. The consequence of this is, that

the rain has a much better chance ol saturating the soil

furrow deep, thus giving the frost a much greater

influence over it, which often leaves it in such an ash-

like hollow state that the roots have literally no hold in

the ground, and unless the roller can soon be brought

to its aid, to consolidate the soil about the roots, the

plant becomes sickly and very soon dies away.

There is another evil attending the delay of plough-

ing, that is, we become alarmed at the lateness of the

season, and therefore bring into the field all the strength

of the farm ; those who can plough are pushed on to

turn over as much they possibly can, and those who
cannot must do the same. The result is that the

furrow-slice is of very various depths and widths.

Sometimes the ploughman has given his plough too

much land, and has turned over a much broader fun'ow

than he should have done, thus producing a low place

in the land, in which the water often lies long enough

to make the plant perish. In another place his furrows

are too upright, thus producing too much soil into

which the seed is too deeply deposited below the

surface. Then, again, the plough is allowed to lean

too much to the side, cutting a furrow considerably

deeper at top than at bottom, which in its turn will

influence the seed-bed and the crop by stirring too

little soil in certain places.

Although these things appear of but little conse-

quence at the moment, yet they have a very important

bearing upon the production of a good and regular

crop of corn.

Clover-Icas designed for Wheat should be ploughed

up from two to three months at least before seed-time,

in order that the sward should have time to get

thoroughly decomposed, and the soil well consolidated.

No amount of furrow pressing or rolling can give to the

soil that healthy and firm condition which a natural

settling does ; and again when the harrows are put

over these artificially-pressed furrows they often leave

a tilth as fine as ashes, which, as soon as the seeding is

completed, and the first heavy rain falls, becomes

beaten into a smooth plaster all over the surface, thus

excluding the air from the young plant, and retaining

an excess of water about the rootlets, which is most

hurtful, by reducing considerably the temperature of

the soil. I like to see, after the seeding is finished

(especially upon wet, tenacious soils), the surface of the

field studded with small clods about the size of a

pebble ; these not only shelter the young plant from the

keen frosty winds, but prevent the soil running together

in a very wet time.

Neither does the seed corn come up so quickly or so

strong from a raw seed-bed as it does from one well

prepared, of which we have abundance of proof every

day of our lives. There is generally some drawback,

the soil is either too wet or too dry, and plants cannot

thrive in an excess of either. These mishaps seldom
happen on a stale seed-bed, for if the weather be ever

so dry, there is generally sufficient moisture to cause

the seed to germinate ; or be it ever so wet, very soon

after the rain has ceased to fall the surface is dry

enough again for sowing to go on, for the subsoil has

attained a naturally porous state, so that the water

draws freely away ; thus showing that the success of

the crop depends in the main upon, early and good
ploughing, in order that the soil may be as nearly as

possible of one uniform depth, and in a perfect state

of cultivation. The depth of ploughing depends in a

great measure upon the strata of the land ; for instance,

you upon the hills seldom require to exceed four inches,

while in the vale we require live or six.

As to top-dressing or manuring for Wheat, that is

entirely a question for the occupier ; he is best able to

judge whether or not his land is capable of carrying

out the crop to full maturity. The difference in

the quality of the soil upon almost every farm, and

indeed almost every field, is so very various that while

one part of the field is as good as can be, another really

requires a dressing of manure to enable it to main-

tain thc crop through all its stages, and it is thercfoie

well to mark these weak places, and help them out in
some way or other.

The selection of Wheat for seed is too often a sub-
ject of very little forethought, although much dis-
appointment may be avoided by carefully studying the
character of the soils, as well as the habits of the
particular variety of Wheat which we are about to sow.
Wheat is not a native production of Great Britain,
therefore it has a tendency to degenerate, more espe-
cially in the colder districts of the North. In proof of
this, seed sown in the same neighbourhood year after
year very soon becomes less productive, therefore we
should look somewhat to the temperature of our own
neighbourhood, as well as to the climate from whence
we intend to get a change of seed. For a change of
seed is as necessary to the success of a Wheat crop as

fresh blood is to our cattle. The varieties of Wheat
are more numerous than of any other kind of grain, and
are constantly being augmented, probably from the
fact that the difference in the quality and colour of
certain soils has materially changed the original

character and colour of the grain, and caused it to assume
new names and to pass as new varieties.

The quantity of seed required per acre has given
rise to much conllicting controversy. Every farmer
should be able to decide for himself by careful observa-
tion wliat quantity of seed his land really requires.

Too thick seeding is both injurious and wasteful, for if

the land is not in an efficient state to support one
plant, how can it support more? but it is mere delusion
to tell us that an acre of land can be seeded with a few
quarts of Wheat. From 5 to 8 pecks per acre is

ample upon land in ordinary condition. Climate, too,

must rule the time of sowing. In my opinion all

autumn Wheat should be sown by December I, and
all spring Wheat by April i ; after this a Barley or an
Oat crop will pay better to grow than Wheat. The
depth of sowing is another point to which I should like

to draw your attention. The soil is usually the medium
of moisture and warmth to the seed, and it affects ger-

mination only as it influences the supply of these. The
burying of the seed serves to cover it from the birds,

and to keep it from drying up. I believe the medium
depth should be about i^ inch, for if the seed is

deposited too deeply it comes up weak and spiry. On
the other hand, when sown so that there is soil enough
to well cover it, the plant comes through quicker, and
looks more vigorous and healthy, for air and light have
a freer access to the roots, and without these no plant

can thrive.

Mr. Watts proceeded to enumerate and discuss the

diseases of which the Wheat plant is the subject.

Discussion.

Col. KiNGSCOTE said his o\vn observations would bear
out what Mr. Watts had said respecting early ploughing.
Some years ago, in one of his own fields, the ploughman
had struck out a good many tops, and ploughed a bit on
each side just before their ploughing match was to take
place, They did not plough any more in that field for

something like a month afterwards ; the Wheat on the
early ploughed land looked much better all the winter,

and the crop equally so at harvest, such a difference that

you could see to a furrow. And only that very day, as

he was riding along the road, he saw a field which looked
exactly the same. He should like to know if there was
any difference in the time of ploughing. {Mr. B. Drew
said the cause of this was exactly the same as had been
mentioned.) He (Col. Kingscote) would like to know if

it was of as much importance to have the Wheat plough-
ing done as early in the vale as on the hills ; and the

means (if any) to prevent the fly mentioned which caused
such ravages amongst our Wheat crops ; whether the

quantity of grass ploughed in one season over another,

had anything to do with the superabundance of these

pests. He believed that when the plant looked weak and
sickly the land required a stimulant, what that stimulant

should be would be very important to know.

Mr. Robinson, who had farmed on the hills, and now
in the vale, believed in early ploughing for Wheat in botli

districts, but more so in the former. It was a great mis-

take to plough deep for Wheat, whether clover-leas or
after Swedes or Mangels, and more especially if not done
some considerable time before sowing. He believed in

using for seed the best and very driest Wheat. Their
practice used to be to keep enough or buy old Wheat for

seed ; and. although it was not in accordance with the

age to move backwards, yet he was sure it would be a
step to their advantage to return to that system. There
was no need for preparing the seed, and it came up
quicker and stronger. He had seen holes eaten through
Wheat stalks before now, and it may have been done by
the fly which Mr. Watts had mentioned ; but mildew,

rust, and other diseases, which the Wheat crop is liable

to, especially where it was very thick, or thin, or late

sown, were caused from wet weather and black frosts at

night. As regards manuring, the late Mr. Drew and Mr.
Burnett had carried out experiments for some years ;

and, speaking from memory, the result was not

satisfactory. The best was soot, the second best guano.

Mr. Hayward could corroborate every word that had
been said in favour of early ploughing, especially on the

hills. To grow Wheat successfully you must have a good
seed-bed, the best and driest seed, and the firmer you
compressed the land the better. His experience was quite

in harmony will all Mr. Watts had said.

Mr. B. Drfcw (Boxwell) would not have taken a part

in the discussion were it not that he not only fully

agreed with Mr. Watts, but could endorse the opinions

of all the former speakers. Several times he had put off

his Wheat ploughing tiU late for tlie sake of the keep on
the land, but had always burnt his fingers by so doing.

The result was he had to plough and sow again in the
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spring and if not he had two or three sacks less per acre

than by the early ploughing. As had been said, many

of the diseases which Wheat and all other cereals were

Hable to. might be in a great measure prevented by care

and attention to modes of treatment.

Mr. C, Ford said Mr. Watts had recommended salt

or linie as a means of destroying the wireworm and other

insects which injured the Wheat ; he would ask which of

them was the best, and the best time to apply them ?

From his experience he could not speak in favour of pre-

paring {or what we term vitrioling) old Wheat for seed.

On two occasions he had done so, and the Wheat never

came up.

Mr. Watts said not less than 100 bush, of ame or

half-a-ton of salt applied before ploughing.

Several others took part in the discussion ;
and Mr.

BURNF.TT proposed a resolution to the following effect :

—

The opinion of those who have taken part in this discus-

sion is. that facts bear out most fully tlie ideas of Mr.

Watts, whose paper is. therefore, a source of trustworthy

information. This was seconded by Mr. Hayward, and

unanimously carried. The usual votes of thanks to

Colonel Kingscote and to Mr. Watts closed tlie pro-

ceedings, .^
LAl'ENHAM.

Loss of Force in AgrktiUtire : Jan. 26.—We have

already given (pp. 155. I93) ibe greater part of Mr.

D. T. Fish's lecture on this subject ; we now abridge

from the Bury Post its report of the interesting discus-

sion which ensued.

Mr. R. Hawkins said they all knew that Mr. Fish

looked upon these things from a literary point of view,

and his ideas were not practicable. It was impracticable

for them as agriculturists to carry out the views which he

had brought before them on very many points. Mr. Fish

supposed that they had all covered sheds, so that they

might make their manure as they liked. They could

do nothing of the kind. They had to make the manure to

support the land, and to grow the best amount of corn

that they could for the public and for themselves. That

was all they aspired to. They never expected to get rich

out of the land ; if they could only live they were happy.

They all knew that the cultivation of the ground was

most desirable, but how were they to obtain it ? He
remembered that his friend, Mr. Hitchcock, very kindly

brought a steam cultivator into the locality. The result

was that he had the greatest possible difficulty to get a

cultivator, and when he did get one he kept it. and he

hoped he would get a great deal of good from it. Mr. Fish

was quite right that the deeper they could cultivate their

ground the betterit was for their crops, but he differed from

him on many material points. Mr. Fish considered that

whatever they did to tlie soil, tliey were sure to have a

crop. He had seen crops where artificial manure had

been applied, and there he had seen a worse result from

the best farming that he had ever seen in his life. With

regard to what Mr. Fish said about Lord Leicester, it

appeared to him that that nobleman said if they were

going to drain their ground, he would have 5 per cent, off

all drainages. Was that what they called a liberal land-

lord ? (A voice, " Yes, yes."") He differed from the gen-

tleman. He could do it at 3.V per cent, himself, and do

it well at a so years' lease. He called it most illiberal

He should be very sorry to be a tenant under Lord

Leicester. With regard to the application of manure he

very much differed with their friend. He spoke probably

from what he believed was very right. He had manured

his young Clover in the autumn on the surface, and he

had never seen a better result in his life than from the

application of manure to young layers and for Wheat
crops. He once manured some in the autumn, and in

the spring of the year there came some sharp frosts, and

they were ploughed up, and he had as fine Beet as he

ever had in his life. He did not believe that manure

suffered from exposure to the atmosphere in any possible

way, provided they put it on the ground. It was laid

perfectly bare. He grew 36 tons of Beet per acre. They
couldn't get their manure on the land during such weather

as the present, but they must get it on when they could.

Mr. Fish had, however, read a capital paper, and there

were many capital remarks in it, if only they could be satis-

factorily carried out.

Mr. T. P. Hitchcock, too, thought it a very excellent

paper, though he did not think it practicable to bring all the

things to bear that their friend had suggested to them. He
didn't know the county of Norfolk himself, and with respect

to what Mr. Fish had said concerning the Earl of Leicester,

all he (Mr. Hitchcock) could say was, that if such a state

of things existed as had been stated, the farmers were

responsible for it, and they ought to know better than to

allow such a state of things to exist. He did not much
like what Mr. Fish had said about the sleeping partner in

the land. He believed that if the landlords wanted too

much for their land they would not get it. According to

Mr. Fish's account, if the land-agent said you were to

give so much more for your land, you had to do it. He
wanted Mr. Fish to explain to him those tables that he

had read. One thing he should especially like to knew
was, that whilst the manure from the ton of cotton cake

was worth £(i los., how they got the quantity of fat they

did on the animal ? Alluding to what Mr. I-'ish had said

respecting the experiments to be tried in boxes, he asked

if that gentleman would tell them that he could deal with

those boxes in the same way that he could with fie;lds of

20 or 30 acres. He hoped he did not mean to tell them
that when he put plants into those boxes he could tell

what he should require to do with a whole field. They
might do very well to grow Cucumbers in, but they would
not do to grow Mangel Wuri:el, or anything of the sort.

They were very much pleased and very much amused with

Mr. Fish's paper, but it was the dream of an enthusiast,

and nothing more nor less.

Mr. Wm. Hustler thought landlords would not be

likely to build new premises and covered sheds, and there-

fore Mr. Fish's ideas would not be brought to bear for a

very long time. It was all right enough, but it could not

be done. As far as the manure was concerned, they could

not keep that in their yards till tiiey wanted to use it.

They must get rid of it, and lay it on one side till the right

time for putting it on the land.

Mr. W. ViNCE, sen., wished Mr. Fish could come
amongst them, and settle down on a heavy-land farm of

300 or 400 acres. He was of opinion that their own expe-

rience would teach them as much as they could learn from

these papers.

Mr. PoKTKR raid no doubt science had done a great

deal ; their own experience showed them that it was so.

Therefore he thought they ought to be very slow in saying

that all these things were impracticable. He must say

that farmers had a great deal to learn and a great deal to

do. He was not a young man, and had read a great deal

upon the progress of agriculture, and he thought there

was a great deal to be done yet before they would be able

to get the produce that the land was capable of yielding.

Mr. Wm. Bakek remarked that they had heard that
" an ounce of practice was worth a pound of theory,"

Their friend had said that if they went down to a certain

depth in tlie earth they doubled the fertility of the soil.

He should like to ask one question. Supposing he planted

three roots of Potatos in a given area, containing a depth

of 3^ feet of soil ; it would produce all it could. Now if

he filled the same box double the depth with soil, and put

as many roots again in, he wished to know if the produce

would be doubled? Supposing a farm produced 8 or 10

coombs of corn per acre. Set the locomotive to work,

and, as Mr. Mechi said, tear the ground up say 2 feet

deeper, and he asked whether they would double the

produce of the land ? The idea was absurd. They were

finite beings : they could not command the seasons, nor

could they command the results. They did not think they

were going to make the earth produce 15 or 20 coombs
per acre. That was a result beyond the command of man.

With respect to the draining, Mr. Baker said in dry sea-

sons they might take too much water off the land, and he

believed they would suffer by it. He believed there was a

great deal of land in this country that if it had never been

drained would never want it. In his opinion a great deal

of land had been deteriorated because it had been drained.

They might drain land, and spend a large amount of

capital about it, and work it about in a wet time, and it

would not be so dry as if it had not been drained at all.

He was not a friend to very shallow cultivation, but he

believed that a fair depth was all tliat was necessary.

There were many men who had cultivated deep had found

it to be a damage to their crops, and after having carried

the plan out for the last few years they had repented.

Mr. Fesk asked what Mr. Baker called a fair depth ?

Mr. Baker said he should call 8 to 10 inches a fair

depth.

The Chairman said 8 inches was very deep to go.

Mr. Baker then suggested 6 inches. If they went too

deep they must also go to an enormous expense.

The Chairman referred to his own experience in the

way of deep cultivation. In almost every instance that

he had tried it he had seen no good result from it. With
respect to their corn crops, every farmer knew that it was
the greatest difficulty to keep them on their legs. The
deeper they cultivated, in his opinion, the more difficuUy

they would have in maintaining a good strong straw, and
if they lost that they would lose quality and quantity as

well as Wheat and Barley. He did not exactly understand

what sort of soil it was recommended for. He had tried

it on several, and it had not answered his purpose on any

one, but it was possible that on the very land on which

he had not tried it, there it might be found to answer.

He did not think land-agents stood in the way of cultiva-

tion. He believed that they were always ready to give

plenty ofliberty to a good farmer, but they would not give

much to a bad one. If they found liberty shown on the part

of the tenant they were ready to grant him Uberty as to what

he should do. He thought the manure ought to have

some fermentation before it was brought on the land. He
did not mean to say that they should let any of the am-
monia escape. If they could mix it with clay or something

he thought they would do themselves considerable benefit.

They could not keep their manure in the yards such

weather as this. He thought there was nothing better

than for outside gentlemen like Mr. Fish to come forward

and tell them what they ought to have. He tliought he

did good by telling them what they should aim at obtain-

ing, though they might not be successful in obtaining it.

Every man had more or less the experience of covered

sheds, if hewould only notice how his horse-sheds wcrebuiU.

Mr. Hawkins had made some allusions to tlie lease of

Earl Leicester. That lease appeared at first sight to be

a very liberal one, but very much of the cream had been

taken off it. But at the same time he thought there were

some clauses in it which were extremely liberal. He did

not find fault with the clause that Mr. Hawkins did. where

the landlord would drain for the tenant at 5 per cent. If

his landlord would do his draining for 5 per.cent. he would
rather let him do it than do it himself. Mr. Hitchcock

had particularly alluded to^ the enthusiasm of their friend,

but he must remember that great schemes had generally

been started by enthusiastic people at first. They might

go to some extremes, but they were often the first intro-

ducers of good ideas, which were a benefit to the country.

With reference to the experiments tried in the small boxes,

they flourished better in the boxes, he thought, because they

got more air.
* They often remarked that the crops looked

better at the edges of a field than in the middle; the

reason was that they had more air. He was not a believer

in the over-drainage of arable land, but he did not think

they could well lay arable land too dry. They had no

reason to fear that they would ever drain their arable land

too much. He thought they were very much indebted to

Mr. Fish for his paper; it was a much more practical one
than they had there before. He thought they might take

a useful hint from it as to the fermentation of manures,

but he should be a long time before he believed in very

deep cultivation. He rather despaired about making any
more experiments, because all those he had made tended

in one direction.

Mr. Fish then replied. He expressed himself as some-
what astonished at beinjf called an enthusiast, and still

more so that his paper should have been called a non-
practical one. He maintained that it was a very practical
one. It was not theory, it was fact. It was well known
that deep cultivation greatly increased the fertility of the
soil. In the horticultural department they had got to a
depth of 4 feet, and they found it answered. They depre-
cated what he suggested, but they were following in the
lead of it every one of them. It had not answered as they
expected ; possibly it had not done so at first, but it was
because they didn't put faith in the natural fertility of the
soil. Their vice-president came there and told them tliat

deep cultivation had never succeeded with him--probably
the fact was, that he gave the land the same manure after
he had cultivated it deep as he had done previously. The
consequence was that the crops were not able to support
themselves. He mentioned that the season made a great
difference in deep cultivation. Last summer was not a
good summer. In answer to a question as to how deep
he would go, he said he would go to the depth of i foot
at once on all ground. Instead of advocating violent
changes, as some gentlemen had suggested, hethough_the
had become more conservative since he was there before.
He would say, do these things gradually. He took it as
an honour to be called an enthusiast in these matters.
How was it, he asked, that the farms of to-day were better
than they were too years ago? He was surprised to hear
what Mr. Hitchcock said respecting the experiments in
the boxes. Why should they despise little experiments.
He spoke of the invention of steam-engines and railways
as a result of one man noticing the steam proceeding from
the spout of a tea-kettle, and said so it was in farming and
agriculture. They told him that these things were im-
practicable ; he told them to go and take care of their
manure ; could they not do so if they would ? Mr. Hitch-
cock was wonderfully keen in finding out the weak places.
He maintained that it would pay them to cover their
manure over. Let them ask Mr. Hitchcock if it would
pay him to leave all his artificial manure out in the rain.

If they went to work they could overcome any amount of
difficulties. If they represented to their landlords or their

agents that they were convinced that they would be bene-
fitted by having covered sheds built, in which to store
their manure, they would get them, but they would not
do so whilst they came there and told them that what he
said was all nonsense, and all that sort of thing. He
maintained that what he had said was based upon facts

and not theor\—that the produce of this country might
probably be doubled. It was quite time that an attempt
was made in that direction. The farmers did not grow
them enough corn for bread. He quoted statistics to show
that they were far short of the demand, and asked if it was
not discreditable to this country. If it was possible for

them to grow more, was it notjworth their while to endeavour
to do so ? They were growing more and better things in

the gardens every day. If some of the old-fashioned
farmers were to go and look in their gardens they would
think they were got into a new world—there was such a
cliange since they were boys. He was far a-head of the
farmers in some things, and a long way behind them in

others.

Votes of thanks to Mr. Fish and to the Chairman con-
cluded the business of the meeting.

Farm Memoranda.
Mrs. Sanicev's Farm, near Wellington,

SaloI'.—Mrs. Elizabeth Sankey's farm was highly

commended by the Judges of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England at the last Farm Competition,

Wolverhampton, and it was awarded a prize of £2^^
in recognition of her profitable management.

This farm contains 230 acres of arable land and 131

of grass, and is situated about 2| miles north of Wel-
lington, the high road from Drayton passing through

it, and the road from Wellington to Shrewsbury
bounding it on the south. About 50 acres are at a

distance of one mile ; this land is of a peaty, boggy
nature ; half of it is grass, and the remainder arable.

The main portion of the farm connected with the

homestead is various in texture, some being a mixed
loam, and another portion weaker, inclining to sand ;

the subsoil of the whole is a variety of gravel, the

upper surface varying greatly \\\ depth. The four-

course system is generally adopted. The foldyard

manure is applied for roots in the autumn, led direct

from the yards upon the land, at the rate of 20 cart-

loads to the acre. These stubbles having been pre-

viously well cultivated, the manure is ploughed in for

the winter. In the spring, when sufficiently worked,

5 cwt. per acre of Griflfin & Morris's artificial

manures are sown broadcast ; the land is then ridged

and the seed drilled. For white Turnips a smaller

quantity of artificial manure is used, and they are

drilled on the flat. Half of the Turnips are consumed
on the land, the remainder being carted to the home-
stead. The land appropriated for Mangels is autumn
cultivated, ploughed 8 inches deep for the winter, and
worked well in the spring. When sufiiciently fine the

land is ridged, and manure applied at the rate of

20 cart-loads per acre. It is then split, rolled, and
drilled. The whole crop is led off and stored by the

homestead. A large portion of the Turnip land is

followed by spring Wheat, a plant which appears to

answer well ; the clover-lea is also followed by Wheat,
a somewhat unsual practice being adopted. Rye-grass

being a large ingredient in the seeds, autumn sown
Wheat is liable to turn out, therefore- the lea is un-

touched till February, affording valuable pasturage

for sheep during the winter ; and they are also fed on
cake and corn. The land is consequently merely

ploughed, harrowed, and drilled with Wheat of a

white variety. The whole of the Wheat, after both

Turnips and lea, was remarkably good, and most pro-
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mising. Although not a dairy faiiii, a good return is

made from a dairy of 20 common-bred cows, both

cheese and butter being made. The calves are all

reared. The produce of one cow's evening meal of

milk we saw weighed, with the extraordinary result

of 40 lb. Mrs. Sankey wrote and informed us that

the same cow's milk the following morning weighed

381b.
During the winter the cows have pulped roots and

chopped straw, with 2 lb. of cake, given until

February ; this is increased until calving, and con-

tinued until glass. At the date of our first visit,

35 calves of various ages were being fed in a sheltered

yard with mown Vetches and porridge. Twenty year-

lings and 2-year-olds were upon the grass, making a

total head of 83. Forty-five beasts are fed-off

annually ; they are tied up in the autumn, and have
sliced Turnips ad libitttiii^ with an allowance of 5 lb.

of linseed cake per day. The younger beasts during
the winter are fed on pulped roots, chopped straw and
hay, with I lb. of cake daily.

100 Shropshire Down Ewes are kept, yielding 150
lambs. They commence with artificial food before

weaning, and it is never discontinued up to the time of

clipping, which is generally in April, when they are

sold fat. Beyond this number 100 shearlings are pur-

chased and fed-off. All the fat stock is sold at Wel-
lington by auction. Mrs. Sankey's practice is to shear

all the lambs at the same time as the ewes, the average

value of the fleece being is. 6(/., and it is considered
that they thrive and grow better in consequence. Ten
breeding sows are kept ; and, although the variety is

not pleasing to look at, the produce is numerous.
About 200 are sold annually, and the returns form a

not unimportant item in the balance-sheet. Great
attention is also paid to the poultry, which, under
skilful management, are highly profitable.

The grass land has all been dressed with 5 cwt. per
acre of Griffin & Morris's artificial manures. Thirty-
eight acres are laid out for irrigation, receiving the

sewage from Wellington, and are invariably mown.
Twenty acres of outlying grass or peaty bog were of a
very worthless character, being full of the tussock
grass : on most of this Mrs. Sankey has pared and led

off the tussocks, applying half a ton to the acre of
Griffin & Morris's artificial manures. The result is

wonderful, the herbage having changed from most
inferior to really good grasses and Clover.

Eight horses are kept, fed during the working sea-
son with 75 lb. of meal, composed principally of beans
and bran, the latter in the proportion of one-fifth. The
outlay in manures and feeding-stuffs is so remarkable
for the acreage that we tabulate the figures :

—

£
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riched by what the rains bring down. 10. Air is

sucked down into the subsoil, yo/uisloii's Elements 0/
Agricultural Chemistry and Geology.

"Thk Best Way for the Tryall of a New
Plough."—"And, secondly, having his plough and all

its accutrements corapleated, then to the tryall of it,

and therein be sure to make the lust tryall of your
plough upon land workable and regular lands, not upon
lands above measure liard, rooty, rushey, twitchey, or

any way unfeacible, because upon such lands a true

demonstration of the goodness and truth of the plough
cannot be discovered, nor any rule can be observed.

Because such lands will more easily and suddenly
wrench, writh, or put a new plough out of its work
before it be wrought into its work ; a rough new plough
being somewhat like an unbroken horse, which may
easily be spoyled in the hand of a violent madcap
rider, but if the horse be kindly used and taken
o(T his untamedness by degrees, by ease, kindness,

and patience, he is made a horse for ever ; so

after that, in ordinary land, your patient, discreet

ploughman have well scoured your plough, brought it

to a true furrow both for bredth and depth, and set

your irons so it will go itself with the very bearing of

the hand to keep it steedy, then you may afterward be

bold to put it to any service on any lands whatsoever

the strength of it will abide, and it maybe serviceable

for many years." And to the ploughman: "I shall

dismiss my ploughman with this exhortment—be as

willing to learn as thou hast need ; and abandon those

poor, silly shifts men make to preserve themselves

ignorant and unserviceable, as they have been plough-

men all their days, and are not now to learn ; and men
may as well be too precise, and better ploughs cannot
be made than their country affords, and could better

have been devised they would long since ; with hun-
dreds more so childish as are not worth an answer ; but

these exceedingly stille and choak invention." Captain
Walter Blyth^ quoted by Mr. J. E. Ransome.

Dorsetshire : Jan. 30.—Most of the land is pre-

pared for the spring crops of Oats, Peas, &c. A few
pieces here and there may be seen of oatstubljle,

waiting suitable open weather. Sheep are doing
badly. Many ewes have had dead lambs, and in

many cases the ewes themselves have died. Two
instances may be quoted—one farmer has lost 50, and
another 300 lambs during the past three weeks ; these,

however, are not general, but scattered cases ; and it

is the belief amongst practical men that roots have
been too freely, and hay {which is not of first-rate

quality) too sparingly used. Butter is quoted in some
parts of the county at \^d. to \s^\d. per lb., and eggs
9^/. per dozen. On some of the hilly lands near

Shaftesbury the rain of last week was so heavy as to

bury whole acres of Wheat, and the damage thus done
is something serious. J. B. C.

North Wilts : Fd>. 7.—Very slight variation in

outdoor operations for last week. Land will require

time for consolidating. If allowed to get dry before
working it will, I expect, turn up in a healthy con-
dition, it was so very dry before the rains. Foot-and-
mouLh disease amongst the cattle, but it is passing off

very lightly. £. IT. Jf.

fji. 10.—The uplands are now rapidly drying,

so that ploughing does well ; other horses at dung-
cart and heaps for roots, &c. Cattle in fatting stalls

having hay, roots, oilcake, and meal ; store stock not
doing well—several, in spite of good food, seem losing

condition ; they have hay, ml.xed chaff, and roots. Fat
sheep still on Swedes, with chaff, cake, and beans.

Breeding sows have grains and roots, with wash.
Weather has been exceedingly mild. Wheat plant

looking well, and pastures have quite a spring aspect.

£. IV. M.
North Riding of Yorkshire: Fd, 6. —Wet

weather yet continues. Field work at a standstill.

Teams employed at jobbing and manure carting.

Sheep removed from Turnip field to grass. Mild
temperature inducing too forward a vegetation.

Wheats looking tolerably well.

Feb. 13.—Wet weather continues, confining

the week's farm work to a day's ploughing of lea, the

remainder dung carting and jobbing work. Ploughing
is now in arrear ; sheep generally doing badly, more
especially those on Turnips ; Wheat getting loo for-

ward, but much land intended for Wheal yet unsown.
Cattle in stalls—fed with Swedes, straw-chaff, and 5 lb.

cake, linseed and cotton in equal quantities —making
good progress.

West Sussex : Fd. 6.—Weather still wet and
mild ; everything begins to grow. The Wheat is

regular, and in a very good state of forwardness. The
young Clover looks up, and now our fear is that things
may get too forward, and then a few frosts will throw
all back. Work is being pushed on rather al a disad-
vantage. Top-dressing meadows must be done now
or not at all, and the surface suffers ; and land for

Peas is being dunged where that is done, but many
prefer to sow them without, as they are not so likely

to blight. Sheep are not doing so well as we could
wish ; there is some lameness among them, which we
have not had for some years—the land is so soft, and
their feet are never dry. We can now see how drains

work, and as the land was formerly so dry they ought

to work well ; the pores must have been all well
opened ; and if they are put at a fair depth (about

3 feet) there will be a good fall and a great number of
veins for the water to find its way to the pipes. All
live stock is scarce and dear. Mutton was dearer in

our last market than it has ever been. G. .S.

Fell. 12.—The weather may be reported a
little fine, and the land nearly fit to go upon, but the
barometer is falling, and I fear we shall yet have to

wait for some time, and there will be plenty to do
when we get to work again. The Turnip fields are
being cleared as rapidly as possible, but there is not
sufficient stock to eat all off in time, and a good deal is

being wasted. Threshing has been done but sparingly,
as the Wheat is in such a cold condition, even where
it was well harvested, and a great deal of it was not
secured in really good condition. Our market is fully

supplied with Wheat, but sale is dull, except for the
few dry samples. Politics are not permitted, but a
Ballot Bill is the precursor of tenant-right and abroga-
sion of game preservation ; such is the often declared
opinion of good Conservatives, so you may rest assured
that we are going at a rapid rate. Shall we make more
hurry than good speed 7 G. S.

Haddingtonshire : Fdi. 6.—The weather during
the past week has lieen more favourable for field work.
Should we not get a little frost soon. Turnips will

begin to run to seed, and Turnip land that is intended
for Barley will be very difficult to break down. Grass
land is nearly all ploughed now both for Polatos and
Oats, and most of the stubble has been turned over.

The work done during the past week has been mostly
threshing Wheat and Beans, ploughing remainder of
grass land stubble and Potato land, picking a few
Potatos, and women putting in manure behind plough.
The work likely te be done is ploughing Turnip and
Potato land, threshing Wheat and Beans, picking
Potatos, and storing Turnips. Feeding sheep are
doing, as also cattle, notwithstanding the wet weather
we have had //. B.

Chatteris : Fel>. 10.—A heavy rain on Wednesday
night. Weather generally mild. Threshing Wheat
one day, dressing \Vheat, riddling, putting in sacks and
delivering Potatos to rail for the London market.
Ploughing for Oats with five ploughs part of the week.
Two men three days digging Twitch before ploughs ;

two men cut quicks, two clip quicks. Men waiting
upon stock as usual ; 60 ewes in yard ready for lamb-
ing

; 24 hoggets and three fat sheep in yard, to be sold
shortly. A. S. R.

Leicester; Fci. 12.—During the past week the
weather has been unseasonably mild, and pastures are
beginning to freshen, and on light soils Wheat crops
are looking very well. On the clays and undrained
lands everything is veiy miserable-looking, in conse-
quence of the soil being still thoroughly water-logged.
The chief work has been ploughing and pressing lea

for Oat sowing, which we hope to finish this month
;

carting manure to fields intended for green crops,
draining. Markets slightly improved for Wheat and
malting Barley. Very few samples of thoroughly good
corn shown on market. T. C.

Herefordshire ; Fdi. 12.—Wet weather continues
to retard all outdoor operations, keeps the corn
in ricks unfit to thresh, and if threshed, it has to go to
mirket in bad condition. Complaints are made of the
young Wheat on the wet soils perishing, and dry
weather is, and has been, anxiously looked for. The
feeding sheep on Turnips cannot improve, their backs
are continually v.'et, and nothing but mud to lie upon.
Ewes appear healthy ; and, as abundance of food
greets the eye in every direction, the lambs when they
come will be well provided for. Beef is selling at '^d.

to 81/. per lb., mutton gd. to lod., pork and bacon
(,d. to b\d.

Roxburghshire : Fd'. 12.—Ploughing is getting
well advanced. Lea nearly all finished, and the drier

weather during the last 10 days has allowed us to get
well on with the Turnip land intended for Barley.
Turnips in the pits are keeping well, though they are
sprouting a good deal ; it is now a difficult matter to

know how to get them consumed profitably. Lean
sheep can't be purchased under a shilling'per pound, and
at that price there is little chance of pay off them,
even with the present prospect of high prices for wool.
South Northumberland.

—

Feb. 7. — Fine d.ny. Ploughing Turnip land for Wheat.
„ 8.— Cold, misty day. Sowing Wheat (Hunter's).

,, g.—Cold, but fine. Sowing Wheat.
,, 10.— I''ine mild day. Sowing Wheat.
,, 12.— I''inc day, but cold. Threshing Barley, and cutting

Ijay for horses.

„ 13.—Cold, raw day. Delivering corn, and getting in
Turnips.

General : Cattle feeding and cutting .Swedes for

hoggets. Prospective : Carting farmyard dung.
East Lothian : F,l>. 12.

—
'The weather for the past

week has been, as usual, wet and stormy, with a slight

frost for two days. Field operations are now, how-
ever, progressing favourably; most farmers are now
ploughing the land after Turnips, the stubble and grass
being all turned over. .Sowing will commence in a
few days, if the weather woukl only keep fine. The
work done here during the past week has been mostly
threshing Beans, anil Tares, and Wheat, picking
Potatos, storing Swedes, ploughing Turnip and Potato
land. Ewes here are folded on the Turnips night and
day, and get nothing but a little bean-straw ; there has
been only one death amongst a flock of 400. The

Turnip land, threshing Beans, and sowing Beans and
Vetches if weather will permit. //. £.
West Gloucester : Fd. 13. — Weather more

favourable for farming operations. We have to-day
finished up the ploughing close to the sheep. Towards
the end of the week the early ploughed land will be in
condition to commence sowing (Barley). Owing to the
immense quantity of roots to be fed off, spring sowing
will be late before it can be completed. We shall be
compelled to cart off a considerable quantity of Swedes
in order to get the seed sown in time. The Swede
pits hereabouts have began to heat. We have all

spare hands on, turning them over as quickly as
possible. Ewes have begun to yean ; the lambs drop
very strong. Store sheep are selling very high, and
mutton from lid. to is. per lb. y. ly.

Ross-shire : Fd'. 13.—Weather continuing most
suitable for all outdoor work, and wonderfully mild.

Feb. 5.—Delivering P.arlcy: weight, 56 lb. ; price, 34r.

,, 6. —Delivering Wheat ; each sack weighed up to 252 lb. ;

price per quarter, 58^.

,, 7 and 8.— Seed-furrowing for Oats.
,, 9.— Ploughing for Oats, and trucking Potatos, Rocks at

60J. per ton.

„ 10.—Ploughing for Oats.

Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire : Fdi. 13.—As the
weather is more favourable, we have made a beginning
in planting Peas and Oats, as it is now time they were
sown to insure a good crop. The unusual mildness of
the season is bringing vegetation too forward for the time
of year. The fortnightly sheep markets at Ilsley began
last week, but from the quantity of Turnips still uncon-
sumed, only a very few were offered for sale, for whom
there were many buyers, at exceedingly high prices.

Notices to Correspondents.
Cow 's Milk : If. writes :— " A cow is 8 years old, and

has h.ad six calves. On calving her milk is always
black, sticky, and apparently rich. For two or three
days it is of this colour ; it then changes to the colour
of blood, and it is not fit for use until about 10 days
after she has calved. Her calves are always healthy,
and the cow shows no signs of not being so herself."
[Without an examination of the milk it is impossible to
determine on what the blackness depends. Is it too
late to obtain a specimen? A very small quantity
would suffice. .Send it to Prof. G. T. Brown, 3,
Princes Street, Westminster.]

Cow Wasting Mii.k : ./. B. We cannot advise with-
out knowing something of the circumstances. Is there
any dise-ase or injury of the udder perceptible ?

Royal .Aghicultuhal Society : Ficus. The first and
second Roy.al Agricultural Shows were held in Oxford
and Cambridge respectively.

SEED MARKET,
We have to report an increase of activity in the seed

trade. The export demand for red Clover for France
still continues, and orders from the provinces now conio
to hand

;
values of all descriptions are consequently firm.

White Clover, Alsike, and Trefoil meet with more inquiry.
Grass seeds are steady. Foreign Canary seed has
declined \s. to 2j. per qr. Hemp seed is without altera-
tion. For Linseed there is a fair trade. Spring Tares
begin to excite more attention. Fine weather would
impart additional briskness to our markets.

John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants,
37, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

MARK LANM.
MoNDAV, Feb. 12.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning s market
is exceedingly small, condition generaliy bad, and prices
the same as this day se'nnight. There was a good
attendance, and a fair consumptive demand for foreign
Wheat, at fully late rates. Barley and white Peas were
unchanged, grey Peas and Beans rather cheaper. The
Oat trade was steady, at the prices of this day week.
There was no alteration in tlie price of Flour.

5S—60 Red 55—5S
58—62 Red 57—59
60—64

1

\— iRcd : —
51-69

1

I

38—40 Maltiiig .

31 Making .

. 33-3&

Price per imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. .White
— line selected runs do.— Talavcra
— Norfolk
— Foreign

Baulev, grind &dist.,26j to 31J .Chev.
— Foreign.. grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk ....

— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato
— Irish. Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Ryf,-miial, Foreign
Beans, Mazag3n....32.j. to 34J. ..Tick
— Pigeon 37J. to 58J. . .Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. .Boilers
— - Maple, 36^. to 38^ Grey

Maize
Flol'r, best marks delivered, .per sack
— 2d ditto ditto
— Foreign per barrel

Wednesday, Feb. 14.

There was no animation in the grain trade to-day, but
the tendency of prices in the Wheat market was towards
increased firmness. The show of English Wheat was
small, but there was a good supply of foreign samples
on the stands. The sales were in retail only, at late rates

for both English and foreign quaUties. Flour was

,—23
25-27
24—26
22—26
31—33

34—49

40—44
39—41

36

44—50
40—42
24—23

Feed ...

Feed ...

Feed ...

Foreign .

Harrow .

.

Longpod
Egyptian.
Suffolk .,

Foreign .

,

Foreign .

,

Country .

.

Per sack.

.

14—19

34-49

33—34
41—44
36-44
31—33

40—42
138-60

work likely to be done is picking Potatos, ploughing without change in value, the demand being very quiets
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Barley met a fair inquiry, and the quotations were well

supported for both malting and grinding sorts. Malt was

dull of sale, at nominal currencies. Maize and Oats

were inactive, but not cheaper in price. Beans and Peas

were neglected.

Averages.
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FOLLOWS &, BATE'S
PATENT LA/VV^N MO^^^^ERS

The "CLIMAX" and the ''ANGLO-AMERICAN."
BeUvien 5000 and 6000 of these celebrated Machines were sold last year, and 10,000 are being prepared for the present season.

" In all things, but proverbially so in Mechanics, the supreme

excellence is simplicity."—JAMES WATT.

These words are very applicable to the simple Wheel and Pinion
driving power of the Climax Lawn Mower.

The
" CLIMAX

inch

inch

25s.

35s.

THE "CLIMAX" PATENT BACK DELIVERY LAWN MOWER
Is now sufficiently well known for its simplicity and easy working to require but a very short description. The two novel

features in its construction, and in which it differs from all other machines of the kind, are (firstly) the entire absence of the heavy

iron roller behind the knife, and the substitution of the grass collecting box in its" place, so that, every impediment being removed

from the front, the machine can be worked close up to walls and trees, or underneath shrubs, without removing the collecting box—

the grass being cut as it grows, and disposed of with equal rapidity whether wet or dry ; (secondly) in the revolving cutter being

propelled by a
,

simple wheel and pinion—which gear direct instead of being connected by intermediate wheels or chains—the most

uninitiatedwillat once understand this simple arrangement, and readily admit its non-liability to get out of order. When used

without the Box (see Illustration) either size will cut Grass 6 inches long if required. Every Machine is made of the best materials,

and no pains aije spared in finishing every one, even the cheapest, in the best possible manner. 1:

The 8-inch

"CLIMAX" 10-inch

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE "CLIMAX" LAWN MOWERS

May be thus enumerated :

—

-

They are CHEAP, SIMPLE, WELL MADE, NOT LIABLE TO GET OUT OF ORDER, .and can be EASILY

worked by LADIES or CHILDREN.

They Cut LONG GRASS as well as SHORT, and WET Grass as well as DRY, and do not CLOG.

As they have no ROLLER in FRONT, the Knives Cut the Grass as it GROWS, and do not miss the BENTS.

They Cut CLOSE up to Walls and Trees, or UNDERNEATH Shrabs, and are invaluable for SLOPES and

STEEP EMBANKMENTS.

By their regular use CROQUEl' GROUNDS can be kept in the PERFECTION of order.

They do not RIB the Grass, but leave the Lawn with a beautifully even and velvety appearance, very different

to Scythe Mowing.

Having a BACK-DELIVERY they are EQUALLY adapted for Collecting the Grass in the usual manner, or

^C_ for scattering the Cuttings on the Groirod, thus COMBINING the ENGLISH and AMERICAN Systems

55s.
in ONE Machine.

THE 25s. MACHINES MEET A GREAT WANT !

Since their introduction THOUSANDS of Purchasers have derived pleasure

from personally using them for Mowing their small Grass Plots, instead of employing
a Man with a Scythe at a considerable periodical expense. GREAT NUMBERS have-

also been Sold to work in conjunction with larger Machines, and when their merits are

more generally known they will be considered INDISPENSABLE for this purpose, as

they can be worked WITHOUT DIFFICULTY in AWKWARD places where it

would be IMPOSSIBLE to use ANY OTHER kind.
^ ^

I^"' These Machines are /itlly guaraufeed in ^every respect,, and a^er .a\Tri0l^if^-:'>''.

not apprcn'ed of, they may be at once returned tf\ tAe J^anu/ficturfrJtiw^a.atfil^^^ri/^ffu^
the expenses 0/ carriage, ^r^c. .--.,,, .; .

;'
. ; ; , i] U » j.-^

ILLUSTRATED CATATOGUES of HORTICULTURAL MACHINERY, con-"

taining opinions of the Times, Gardeners' Chronic/c, Engineer, and other leading

organs of the Press, Testimonials from all parts of the Kingdom, and full particulars,

fonvarded, Post f'ree, by

FOLLOWS AND BATE,
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS,

BUTTON STREET WORKS, MANCHESTER;

View of the " Climax " as used on steep embankments at the Manchester Botanical

Gardens. The three smallest sizes are recommended for this kind of work.

1 every Town.

Anglo-American " Lawn
Mowers, which are made from 12 inches and upwards, see Catalogues and
future Advertisements.

Or they can be obtained from their Agents

N.B. For Illustrations and description of F. & B.'s Patent
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Vj 1

REEN'S PATENT "SILENS MESSORS" or
_

' NOISELESS I.AWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-
LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

I

The WINNER of EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES of

COMPETITION.

Mi
Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.
AW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on a[iplication ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Con-iL-rvaiorics, Entrance
Halls, &c. MAW anj> CO., Benlhall Works, Urnsclev.

By Appointment to H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.
ARTON'S PATENT STABLE and HARNESS

ROOM FITTINGS. BRACKETS, &c.

N.B. Parties havinp Lawn Mowers to Repair will do well to send
them either to our Leeds or London Establishments, when they will

have prompt attention, as an efficient staff of workmen are kept at
both places.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS,
DRIVES. BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and

GRAVEL PATHS, ;

Suitable for' Hand or Horse-power.

Patronised by H.H. the Viceroy of EpjTt. the King of the Belgians,

the Kinc of Italy, the Kinp of Holland, by the principal Nobility of

the Kingdom, and adopted by the first Architects and Builders of
Enfirland and the Continent. Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt

of SIX stamps
For AL'l ERATION of STABLES a competent person can be sent

to any part, to inspect and give Estimates.

lAMES BARTON, Iron Works, 370, Oxford Street, W.

TTORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,
OF EVERY DEScBIPTrON,

Designed, Built, and efficiently Ventilated and Hcatad. Estimate
given to Architects' Plans, or tn Rough Sketches, with sizes, &c.

Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithficld Iron Works,
54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, 5.E.

G ALVANISED WIRE NETTING.
Awarded " Mention Extraordinaire" at the Amsterdam

Exhibition, 1869.
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Change of Address.

I BEG respectfully to intimate that, after February i,
the Hot-water Apparatus branch of my Business will be carried

on by Mr THOMAS JONES, l)avid Street, Manchester, the Inventor
of the "TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER," to whom I have handed
over the Business. In thankinR my Tatrons for past favours, may I
ask acontiuance of the same to Mr.Jones.who will, I am sure, give
entire satisfaction ?

J. IRELAND, Edward Street, Broughton Lane, Manchester.

HAVING TAKEN to the BUSINESS of HOT-
WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER, hitherto

carried on by Mr. J. Ireland, Edward Street, it will in future be
conducted by me at the following address. Being the Inventor and
Patentee of the " Terminal Saddle Boiler," and having made the sub-
lect of Heatmg by Hot Water my special study for many years, I
trust by personal attention, and promptitude in executing all com-
mands with whicii I may be favoured, to secure a continuance of the
Patronage so long enjoyed by my predecessor.

THOMAS JONfcS, David Street, Manchester.

VIRGIN CORK for ROCKERIES, FERNERIES,
&c., can be had wholesale of J. G. VAN WEEDE, 41, Great

Tower Street Buildings, London, E.C.

Labels. Labels.—Parchment or Cloth Labels.
TREE or PLANT LABELS, punched parchment,

4 inches long, ar. per looo, or 10,000 for 35s. , cash on deliverj'
Also PUNCHED CLOTH LABELS, Assorted Size, 10,000 for 15s.
Ail Sizes in Plain and Printed Labels made to order at very low prices.
Sample Label sent on receipt of a postage-stamp. Orders deHvered
free in London by
JOHN FISHER AND CO.. Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

The Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL V^^'S'^^^S^ PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips), Manufac-
turer of TERRA COTTA VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN

BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL AREORETTES, STATUARY,
GARDEN POTS (from 2 to 30 inches in diameter), of superior quality,
withstand frost, and do not become green; EDGING TILES, &c.
See specimens in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free
Book of Drawings. 6rf. each.

lOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

The Patent Imperishable Hothouse.AYRES'S PATENT.
GLASS. IRON, and CONCRETE.

Before building a Plant or Fruit House of any kind, send six
stamps, and obtain the Illustrated Prospectus of the

IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
Newark-on-Trent, Notts.

MANAGER—W. P. AYRES. C.M.R.H.S.,
Imperishable Hothouse Company, Newark-on-Trcnt.

Plans, Specifications and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Companj'.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager, sqa. King William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c., from

Decay, Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

BY HEE MAJESTY'S BOYAL LETTEBS PATENT.

CANNELL'S COMPLETE HOT-WATER CIRCULATOR,
OR THE

NEW WASTELESS AND PERMANENT BOILER.

pi

1:1

n

o
B

to

•a

TESTIMONIALS and LIST of PRICES
SENT POST FREE.

a.

n
o
o
B

AMATEUR'S CONNECTIVE BOILER

COMPLETE HOT-WATER CIRCULATOR.

An INSPECTION of the ABOVE at WORK and OTHERWISE
IS

RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED.

MESSRS. CANNELL and CO.'S BOILER and HOT-WATER WORKS,
48 and 49, KING STREET, WOOLWICH, S.E. (opposite Dockyard Station).

W. S. BOULTON &, CO., NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Inipro\ed Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very Low Prices.

On/y the best materials used. Houses desipied to suit any situation. Estimates given free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have pricefrom us before ordering else^vhere.

UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER.

In introducing our New Pattern for 1872, we wish to point out that instead of having

to remove or slide loose glass every time it is necessary to attend to the plants, we attach

the glared lights with hinRcs to the frame of each length, thereby doing away with the con-

tinual breakage of glass and loss of time inseparable from the use of the ordinary kind sent

out by other makers. Two men can instantly remove a complete length 12 feet by 3 feet

wide, thus proving ihem to be realty portable.

The first of this improved kind was lately sent to Christopher Turner, Esq., Stoke,

Rochford, Grantham. His Gardener, Mr. I. Dell, wrote us the following Letter,

unsolicited ;

—

Messrs. W. S. EouLTON & Co.
" Gentlemen,— I consider them the only riant Preservers worthy of that name.

Every one who has seen them is of the same opinion. I hope to have some more of them
shortly. " Believe me, yours truly, Isaac Dell."

They are made in the following sizes. One pair of ends is sufficient for any number of

cngths, if set in a continuous row. In ordering state the number of ends required.

Carriage Paid to any Station within 200 miles of Norwich.

6 feet long by 2 feet wide
12 feet long by 2 feet wide
6 feet long by 3 feet wide
12 feet long by 3 feet wide
6 feet long by 4 feet wide

12 feet long by 4 feet wide
12 feet long by 6 feet wide
Two-thirds allowed for Packing Matcri

We cannot be hclfl responsible for damage in transit ; every carp being
breakages qre seldom heard of.

MELON OR CTTCUMBER FRAMES.
All sizes (glazed with 21-ounce) ready for immediate delivery.

Heijjht at back, 24 ins at front 13 ms sides I'^in thick lights 21ns thit-k All made of \er> best red deal
Painted three coats i-very pane of ),lass is nailed as v.c\\ as pullicd m Each light is provided \Mth an iron strengthen-
ing rod and handle Purchasers are stronglj recommended to ha\e 21 oz glass, this bcmg so much better than 16-0

Price.
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JONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L" SADDLE
BOILER,

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,

with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and

over top of saddle increases tlie heatmc surface to such an extent

Ihat a " Talent Double L Saddle Holier" will do about twice the

amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied ; at the

same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, bein" made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made of the following

siies ;

—

Siies.
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'''.'.' Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: OR, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price is.

SCHOOL BOTANY; OR, The Rudiments of
Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price 51, f)d. 1

MEDICAL and (ECONOMICAL BOTANY; orAnl
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine oJ

Domestic CEconomy. In i vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, pried
71. (>d.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structural
AND Physiologicau With a Glossary ot Technical Terms,

and numerous Iliustratiotvs. las. cloth.

This completes the scries of Elementarj' Rotanical Works by
Professor Lindley, of which " School Botany," and " The Vegetable
Kingdom," form the other parts.
The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising

Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Technical
Terms, are published in one octavo volume, price 12s.

These three parts form a complete manual of Bolanj for Medical
and other Students who have made themselves acquamted with the
Author's " School Botany."

N.B. The Glossary may be had separately, price $i.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; OR. Thr
Structure. Classification, and Usks of Plants. Illustrated

upon the Natural System. In One Volume, 8vo, clolh, price 361., with
upwards of 500 Illustrations.

tXTRACT FROM THE AUTHORS PREFACE.
" The Vegetable Kingdom contains, among a large quantity ot

plants of no known importance to man, various useful species employed
in medicine, the arts, or in the many branches of domestic ceconomy.
The principal part of those which can be brought by teachers in
Europe under the notice of students, or which, from their great
importance, deserve to be among the earliest subjects of study, are
mentioned in the following pages, where they are arranged in the
manner proposed in the ' vegetable Kingdom ' of the author, with
the sequence of matter departed from in a few instances, when it »

believed that the convenience of younger students would be consulted
by doing so. The author trusts that this selection will be found to
have been made in sucha way that all teachers who possess reasonably
extensive means of illustrating their lectures, and all Botanic
Gardens, may furnish the larger part of the species which are mt
tioned. A small selection was indispensable ; firstly, because
greater work would have been beyond the reach of the majority of
purchasers ; and secondly, because experience shows us that the
who have to study a science of obser\'3tion, such as Botany, require to
concentrate their attention, in the first instance, upon a limited
number of objects."

London : BRADBURY, EVANS, and CO., 10. Bouverie Street. E.C.

THE

Now ready, price is., free by post for 13 stamps, with 9 Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter nnd assist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.G.; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Tharaes.

rpHE EFFECT of CONTINUOUS SUNSHINEX UNINTERRUPTED by NIGHT. In FrasirS Mag-asint for
February appears an article on this subject, considered in its Effect
on the Vcge tation of East Greenland. By A, Pansch, M.D.

London : LONGMANS AND CO.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.
Lately Published,

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY. Structural and
Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms. In one

Volume, 8vo, cloth, with numerous Illustrations, price izs.

SS" The Glossary may be had separately, price 5^, cloth.

By the same Author,

Dr. Lindley's Theory of Horticulture.
In 8vo, with q8 Woodcuts, price au. cloth,

THE THEORY and PRACTICE of
HORTICULTURE; or. an Attempt to explam the Chief

Operations of Gardenmg upon Phjsiological grounds; being the
Second Edition of the " Tneory of Horticulture," much enlargei By
John Lindley, Ph.D., F.R.S.
" The First Edition of cliis valuable work was issued in 1840, since

which time it has had an extensive circulation, and has been translated
into tlie German, Dutch, and even Russian languages. Being more
particularly restricted to principles, however, the author at length
resolved to render the work more generally interesting and useful by a
more frequent reference to practical operations. He has thus greatly
extended the matter by supporting the physiological doctrines with an
appeal to facts familiar to cultivators, or which ought to be ; and the
result is a still more interesting and popular compendium of the
principles and practice, or the science and art, of horticulture "—
Builder.
"This is a Second Edition of the 'Theory of Horticulture,' with the

addition of a large quantity of practical matter introduced to show how
entirely scientific principles and good cultivation correspond. The
volume contains about four times as much matter as the" first
edition. . . . Although very large additions are made to every
chapter, while many passages in the first edition have been wholly
struck out, it may be proper to say that the greatest changes are those
which relate to vitality, climate, domestication, ventilation, propa-
g:jtion, pruning, resting, and soils and manures; such being the
stibjecls in which practical men arc most interested. The whole work
has, indeed, assumed such a form as to make it evident that the great
object of the author has been, not to produce a work suited to men of
science, but one which every well-informed person may understand
and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious index of
matter, there is no difficulty in finding where any given subject is
treated of "

—

Gardciurb' CkiontcU.
London: LONGMANS. GREEN. AND CO., Paternoster Row, E.C.

Now Ready, the First Number of the New Edition of

THE POULTRY BOOK. By W. B. Tegetmeikr,
F.Z.S. With full-page illustrations, by Harrison Weir, printed

in colours, Prige is. A Prospectus will be forwarded on receipt of
one stamp.
GEORGE ROUTLEDGE and SONS. The Broadway. Ludgate, E.C.

Wright's New Serial Work on Poultry.
This day. Part I., price iJ„ The

ILLUSTRATED BOOK of POULTRY. With
Coloured Plates of celebrated Pri^e Birds of every Breed, re-

cently Painted from Life expressly for this Work, and numerous
Woodcuts, The Text by Mr. L. Wright, Author of" The Practical
Poultry Keeper," " The Brahma Fowl." &c.

CASSELL, PETTER, andGALPIN, Ludgate Hill, E.C.

NOTICE to SUBSCRIBERS.—In ordering the
above New Serial Work on Poultry, Subscribers should ask for

WRIGHT'S POULTRY BOOK, which is an entirely new work, by
the highest Poultry authority of the present day. The Coloured
Plates will be executed in a style never previously even attempted,
gnd on a scale ol size never before shown. The Text will consist of
nearly double any other work on Poultry, and will so fully enter into
every part of tiie subject, that any one who will stutly and practise
what IS there laid down, will be able to attain success, not only in
obtaining eggs and chickens, but in competing for the prizes which
are becoming every year more coveted,

CASSELL, I'ETTER
, and GALPIN, Ludgate Hill, E.C.

THE ILLUSTRATED BOOK of POULTRY. By
L. Wright. Part 1. is now ready, price One Shilling. See

Notice above. Supplied by all Booksellers, and at all Railway Book-
stalls.

CASSELL, PETTER, and GALPIN, Ludgate Hi ll, E,C.

To Advertlsera.
,

~"
TWENTY THOUSAND COPIES of the. BAZAAR.

THE EXCHANGE AND MART, THE JOURNAL OF THE
HOUSEHOLD (Illustrated), will be issued and circulated on March 6.
Special advantages to Advertisers ordering for a series commencing
before or with the above issue. Terms on application. Specimen
.cop3-. Two Stamps.

Office, 32i Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C.

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF CARDEN OPERATIONS.
BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

REPRINTED from the GARDENERS' CHROmCLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE, with ADDITIONS.

Price 3d, each, or 5s, for 25 Copies for distribution amongst Cottage Tenantry,

Delivered Free anywhere in London on receipt of a Post Office Order, payable to WM. RICHARDS, at the

King Street Office, Covent Garden, W.C.

PUBLISHED at the OFFICE of the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL
GAZETTE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W^.C.

THE JOUEIAL OF HOETICULTIJEE,
Cottage Gardener, Country Gentleman, Bee-keeper, and Poultry Chronicle.

This popular journal is published Weekly, price 3^/., stamped 3.U/., and is the best Illustrated Gardening
Periodical for Amateurs and Country Gentlemen. It treats on every branch of Gardening and Rural Economy
connected with the Household, as well as on all Departments of Science relating to these subjects, all of which are
treated popularly, rendering the Journal a welcome guest in every Country Home.

A SPECIMEN NUMBER sent by post for 31^/. stamps; and it may be had of all Booksellers, and at the
Railway Stalls ; or, direct from the Office, on prepayment of the following Terms :—One Quarter, 3/. <^d. ;

Half-year, js. 6d. ; One Year, 151.

OFFICE: 171, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Every Saturday, of any Bookseller or News Agent, price Threepence,
Each half-yearly Volume complete in itself, ivith Title-page and Index,

The Athen^uM:
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE

FINE ARTS, MUSIC AND THE DRAMA, Contains:

REVIEWS of every important New Book.

REPORTS of the Learned Societies.

AUTHENTIC ACCOUNTS of Scientific Voyaecs.
FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE on Subjects relating to Litera-

ture, Science and Art.

CRITICISMS on ART, MUSIC and DRAM.^.
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES of distinguished Men.
ORIGINAL PAPERS and POEMS.
WEEKLY GOSSIP
MISCELLANE.\, including all that is liltely to interest the informed.

THE ATHEN/EUM
Is so conducted that the reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature, Science and Art, on an equality

in point of information with the best-informed circles of the Metropolis.

Subscription for Twelve Months, 13J. ; Six Months, 6s. 6d.

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.

' Learned, chatty, vsEFVL."~At/ic/r(Eum.

Every Saturday, 24 pages, price 4d., of all Booksellers, or stamped to go by Post, 5d.

Notes and Queries :

A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS,
ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, &c.

Containing every Week amusing Articles on some of the following Subjects :—

ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH HISTORY, Illustrated by original communications and inedited Documents.

BIOGRAPHY, including unpublished Correspondence of eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected mth them.

BIBLIOGR.'VPHY, more especially of English Authors, with Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their Works,

and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK LORE, preserving the fast-fading relics of the old Mythologies.

BALLADS and Old Poetry, with Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBI.-VL S.\YINGS, their origin, meaning, and application.

PHILOLOGY, including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes on our old Poets.

GENEALOGY and HERALDRY, including Histories of Old Families, Completion of Pedigrees, &c.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES, and REPLIES, on points of Ecclesiastical History, Topography, Fine

Arts, Natural History, Miscellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics, Photography, &c.

The following eminent Writers, besides many others equally distinguished who have chosen to preserve their

incognito, have contributed to NOTES AND QUERIES:—
Hepworth Dixon, Esq.
Dr. Doran
Sir Henry Ellis

E. Foss, Esq.
Rev. A. Gatty
Henry Hallam, Esq.
I. a Halliwell. Esq.
E. Hawkins, Esq.
Samljel Hickson.£sq.
Rev.i, Humor,'
George Vere Irving, Esq.

j4Rcv. J}i((rJ.3ebb-

'Twuglas lerrold, Esg.
Thomas Keishloy, Esq.
Rev. Dr. Kennedy
Rev. L.«.' Larking
Rl Hon. Sir G. C. Lewis

NOTES AND QUERIES is published every Saturday, price ^., or stamped to go by Post, 5</.

issued in Monthly Parts ; and in Half-Yearly Volumes, each with Copious Inde.x, price iQSf_6d. cloth boards.

The Subscription for Stamped Copies for Si\ Months, forNvarded direct from the Pubhsher (including the

Half-Yeariy Index), is lis. 4J., which may be paid by Post Office Order, payable at the Strand Post Office, to

WILLIAM GREIG SMITH.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured by order of every iBookseller and NewSinin ; or at the

OFFICE, 43, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

Ke

A. Ashpitel, Esq.
Lord Braybrooke
Rev. Thomas Koy^
'ohii Brilion, Esq.
ohn Bruce, Esq.
Bunt, Esq.
D. Christie, Esq.

T. P. Collier. Esq.
VV. r>. Cooper, Esq.
Bolton Corney, Esq,
P, CunninKham, Esq.
Rev. T. Corser
Rt. Hon. J. W. Crokcr
T. Crossley, Esq.
Dr. Dal ton
Professor Dc Morfran
Dr. Diamond

M. A. Lower, Esq.
Lord Lyttelton
W. B. MacCabe, Esq,
Rev. Dr. Maitland
Sir F. Madden
I. H. Markland, Esq.
^ev. J, E. B. Mayor
Lord Monson
R. M. MUnes, Esq.,M,P.
J. G. Nichols, Esq.
George Offer, Esq.
George Ormerod, Esq.
William Pinkerton, Esq.
T. R. Planchfe, Esq.
l-:. F. Rimbault, Esq. ,

Rev. Dr. Rock '*"•

S. W. Singer, Esq.

E. Smirke, Es(^.

A. Steinmctz, Esq.
George Stephens, Esq.

H. E. Strickland, Esq.
Earl of Shaftesbury
Sir T. E. Tenncnt
Professor Thompson
W. J. Thorns, Esq.
B. Thorpe, Esq.
Rev. J. H. Todd. D.D.
Sir W. C. Trevefyan, Bart
T. H. Turner, Esq.
Rev. Henry Walter
Albert Way, Esq.

-Benjamin B. Wiffen, Esq.
W. Yarrcll, Esq.

J. Ycowcll, Esq., &c
It is also
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VAC A N C Y.—A Gentleman Farming 300 Acres,
Pasture and Arable, South Shropshire, has a VACANCY for a

PUPIL, with every home comfort, and excellent Fishing and Shooting,

Terms /so*.—Apply for further particulars to P. H. RODEN,
HiRh Ercall.

Working Ground Foreman.

J CARTER. Nursi:rv.\[An. Keighley, Yorkshire, is

• in IMMEDIATE WANT of an experienced MAN for a
Nursery of 18 Acres, where Forest and Fruit Trees, Roses and
Hardy Shrubs are grown in quantity. J. C. hopes that none but
steady, trustworthy, and competent flien, nor Men who are above
using a Spade, will apply.

Exchange of Foremen.
WANTED, one in Flo\\cr Garden, from Houses, in

EXCHANGE for one to be sent in his place. Mine is a first-

rate Man, and I expect the same in return.—C , Barnet, Herts ,

ANTED, a youn^ Man, as PROPAGATOlTof
Soft-wooded Plants, Ferns, &c.—One acquainted with getting

up Flowers for Winter preferred,—Apply, bv letter, stating references
and wages required, to JAMES COCKEK, Nurseryman, Aberdeen.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a young or middle-aged
MAN, to take an active part in the general work of a Nursery.

2IJ, per week will be given for a competent, trustworthy Man,

—

Apply by letter to THOMAS BARNES, Nurserj'man, &c., Thirsk,
Yorkshire.

WANTED, a young MAN, to assist Foreman.
Experienced in Potting, Watering, &c. Wages, igs. per week.

—State references, &c., to EDWIN HILLIER, Nurseryman,
Winchester.

"\\7"ANTED, a young Man, who has some knowledge
^ V of Nursery Work, as IMPROVER, or otherwise.—Apply, in

own handwriting, stating wages and reference, to R. & F ALLUM,
Nurseries, Tamworth.

WANTED, a TRAVELLER, for the South of
England, principally for the Sale of Orchids, for a large Firm.

—

Apply, by letter, to J- B. C,. CarJetuis' Chronicle Office. Wrc.

WANTED, a young MAN, in a Country Seed Shop
near London.—One who knows something of the Retail Trade.

^Applv. by letter, stating previous occupation and wages required,
to G, W., Gardeners' Chtvmcle Office. WC.

WANTED, a competent Man, as SALESMAN, for
the Royal Exotic Nurservi Onslow Crescent, Old Rronipton,

Liberal a:>d progressive wages will be given to a really respectable and
suitable Young Man.—Address, stating full particulars, J. WILLS,
Royal Exotic N ursery, Old Brompton, S.\V.

ANTED, within a month from this date, EIGHt
or TEN very intelligent young Men, as FURNISHERS.

To young Men wishing to improve their positions, this would be an
excellent opportunity.—Address, stating full particulars, J.WILLS.
Roj'al Exotic Nursery, Old Bronipion. S.\\\

To Bouquetists.
WANTED, at the end of this month, several first-rate

BOUQUETISTS. None but persons possessing superior Talent
and good character will be treated with.—Address, stating full parti-

culars, whete last employed, &c., J. WILLS, Royal Exotic Nursery,
Old Hrompton, S.W. ^

Wanted, a Carman.
WANTED, a careful and respectable MAN, to

undertake the care of three horses and a Pony; must know
Town well, and thoroughly understand the Management of Horses.
A single man would be preferred, or a married man without family
woultl not be objected to. A comfortable cottage and liberal wages
will be given to a deser\'ing man.—Address, with full particulars,

I WILLS, Royal Exotic Nursery, Old Brompton, S.W.

TEAMSMAN WANTED, in the County of Sussex.
A first-class Man, from Cambridgeshire, Suffolk, or Lincolnshire.

Wages 171. per week, with cottage and garden on the farm rent-free.

—Applications by letter only, addressed to Messrs. THOMAS GIBBS
AND CO, Seedsmen to the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
Corner of Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, W.

CLERK of WORKS.—The Patent Imperishable
Hothouse Company is in IMMEDIATE WANT of an experi-

enced Clerk of Works, competent to make Working Drawings and to

direct works in the Pattern Shops, Foundry, Filling and Fixing
Departments. To an efficient Workman, constant employment and a
liberal salary will be given. A good Penman preferred.—Address,
stating terms and experience, to WM, P. AYRES, Newark-upon-
Trent, Notts.

WANT PLACES —Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENDERSON andSON, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, N.W.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books M EN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.

—Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

GARDERER (Head). —Age 35, married; under-
stands the Growing of Pines, Vines, Peaches, Figs, Orchids,

Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen Gardening,
&c.—

T

he MANAGER, Pine-apple N ursery , Maida Vale, London, \V.

GA R DE N E R "^Head). — Married, no" family
;

thoroughly acquainted with every branch of the profession.
Good character and testimonials from present and previous em-
ployers .—E. M., Cobden Terrace, Canterbury Road, Forest Hill.S.E.

GARDENER (Head). — Married, no incumbrance;
thoroughly understands the profession in al! its branches. Can

be well recommended by his previous and present Employers.

—

T. GRANT, The Gardens, Sulhampstead House, near Reading.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, one child
;

thoroughly understands the Cultivation of Vines, Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Early and Late Forcing, and Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Good character.—A. B., Post Office, Wotton, Surrey.

GARDENER(Head).—Age 35. married; understands
Gardening in all its branches. Nine years' good character from

present employer. Formerly at Shrubland Park.—S. GRIMWOOD,
Hurts Hall Gardens, Saxmundham.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 27, about to be married;
understands Pines, Vines, Stove, Greenhouse, and Flower,

Fruit, and Kitchen Gardening. Three and a half years' pood character
from present situation.—T.S., 9, Albert Place,High Road,Tottenham|N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 27 ; thoroughly practical
in all branches. Has lived as Foreman in some of the leading

places in England, from whom he can be highly recommended.—A.
B., 13, Munden Street, Hammersmith, London, W.

^^ARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married; practical
y~A and energetic ! well versed in Early and Late Forcing; good
Plantsman. V ' '

..... ^^ -

Upper Claptoi
Plantsman. Five years' character.—Mr, CHASE, 2, Winslade Road," on, N.E.

G A R D EN E R ( Head).—Age 43, married, two
children ; has had 30 years' experience in Practical Gardening,

including Pines, Grapes, Peaches, Melons, and everything connected
with Gardening; could undertake Woods and Plantations if required.

Character will bear strict investigation.—Mr. G. FLETCHER,
Moreton-cn-Lugg, Hereford.

GARDENER (Head).— Married, without incum-
brance; thoroughly practical, sober, and industrious; a first-class

Grower of Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Grapes, Melons, and Cucum-
bers,; ihas,haJd very exbChfiive expfrience in tnc;Ji:oUivanon ef Fruits,
Flowers and Vegetables. Wife is wiirfng to '^^an"age a T)air>' or
Poultry,—Address, stating wages, Sic, to J. S,, Post Office, Braintree,
£ssex. .C;-.' .i.(,Uo.I ,<iil.-;i.O :iur.-u:j ,iw

JiW liLt it'l \C ^S'>ik^I'•^ lav .xitrlU'JM ':

GJ.ARDENER (Head).—Twenty years' experience in
' England and Scotland in the Management of Stove, Green-

house, Orchids, and Ferns, Seven and a half years in last situation

;

good references.—W, S,, Post Office, Gateshead.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married; thoroughly
practical knowledge of the profession, and the Management of

Land and Stock. Wife could take Charge of Dairy and Poultry if
required. Nine years' character. A Lady wishes to recommend the
above.—W. S., New Street, Westerham, Kent.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Thorough experience, in first-
v_l class establishments, in the Culture of Grapes, Pines, Peaches,
Melons, Cucumbers, &c. ; Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen
and Flower Gardening, also Dinner-table Decorations.—W. B., 47,
Blantyre Street, Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—A^e 40 ; thoroughly practical
in all branches of the profession, also knows Land and Stock

well. No single-handed place accepted. Wife good Man.ager of
Fowls. Three vears" good character, and can be highly recommended.
—A. B., Post Office, St. Albans, Herts.

GARDENER (Head), age 26.—Mr. Gray, Gardener
to the Earl of Zetland, Upleatham, Marske-by-lhe-Sea,Yorkshire,

can with conhdence recommend his Foreman, James Bourne, to
any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a good general
Gardener. He has been twelve years in the profession, in good
establishments, and his character will bear strict inquiry

Gardener" (HEAD);^^^e 32 ;~^has~had several
years' experience, including 3^ years on the Continent;

understands the French system of Fruit Growing, Forcing of Salads
and Vegetables, Subtropical Gardening, and Conservatory and Table
Decoration; also the Laying-out of Gardens, &c. No single-handed
place accepted. No objection to go abroad Testimonials on
application.—J. JONES, 2, VVarriston Crescent, Ed inburgh.

GARDENER (Head, Superior), LAND
.

STEWARD, or BAILIFF.-Age 29, single; has served 13 years
in the largest Establishments. Good testimonials.—X., Mr. Bury,
New Road, Barnet, Herts.

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF (age 35, married, no family).—James Bolton, five

years Head Gardener and Bailiff to the late W. Worswick, Esq Birstall
Hall, Leicestershire, and leaving through changes in the establislunent,
is at liberty to treat with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the
services of a thoroughly practical man, well versed in the Culture of
Pines, Grapes, Peaches, and all kinds of Ftuit^ Stove and Green-
house Plants, Flower Gardening, and Pleasure Grounds. First-class
testimonials.—Address as above.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where two or three
are kept.—Age 33, married, one child

r has a thorough knowledge
of the Growing ol Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Vines, Peaches,
Melons, Cucumbers, and Flower and Kitchen Gardenitig. Good
reference from previous employers.-A. B. C, Post Office, Cobham,
Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, Working). — Understands
Pines, Vines, Peaches, Melons, Strawberries, Cucumbers, and

Forcing in general; Kitchen and Flower Gardens, Conservatory,
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchard-houses, &c. Five years
Gardener, &c-, with the late General the Hon. Sir J. Yorke Scarlett
Good references.—J. R., Messrs. John Waterer & Sons, American
Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are kept.—
.•Vge 25, married, one child

; understands ihe profession in all its
branches. Good character from last place.—J. B., 25, Campbell Street,
Hall Park, Paddington, W.

GARDENER (Head), where two, three, or more are
kept.—A young Man, who has a good practical knowledge of

the profession in all its branches. Four years^ good character from
the establishment he is now leaving.—H. A., Paulton's Gardens,
Romsey, Hants.

GARDENER.—A Gentleman is desirous of recom-
mending to any Nobleman or Gentleman a thoroughly practical

Gardener, who has had extensive experience in every branch of the
profession, and is fully competent to undertake the Management of a
good place. Five years' excellent character.—H. D. D., 110, Cannon
Street, E.C

GARDENER.—Age 28 ; understands the Manage-
ment of Pines, Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower

and Kitchen Gardening. Thirteen years' experience. Four and a-half
years' character from present employer.— TAMES BURGE, J
Boastead, Esq., Cannizare Gardens, Wimbledon, S.W.

GARDENER.—Has been 17 years with Mr. Bailey
Denton, of Stevenage, and desires another engagement. He

thoroughly understands all Outdoor duties, as well as the Greenhouse
and Conservatory. Mr. Denton will give him a character.—HENRY
MORGAN, Stevenage, Herts.

GARDENER (age 29, married, one child).—Mr. A.
WlLKiE, Gr,, Oak Lodge, Kensington, W., wishes to recom-

mend his Foreman to any Lady or Gentleman in want of a thorough
practical Gardener. Has been with him six years, and is an excellent
Gardener and first-class Plant Grower. No single-handed place
accepted. Mr. Wilkie will be pleased to answer all inquiries.

GARDENER (Single-handed preferred).—A young
Man, who understands Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and

Flower and Kitchen Gardening.—Mr. H. K. 9, Clark's Buildings,
Snaresbrook, Essex.

GARDENER, where three or four are kept, or
Second, in a large Establishment.— First-class reference. A

year and nine months in last situation.—W. T., 20, Caroline Place,
Mariborough Road, Chelsea. S.W.

G:j.ARDENER (Under). — Age 23.-
' Office, Nawton, York.

-T. H.. Post

GARDENER (Under), where he can improve himself.
—Age 20; good knowledge of Plants and Flower Garden.—

H. M., Ashbourne House, 114, High Street, Putney, S.W.

F
To Nurserymen.

O R E M A N (General).—Good practice and
references.-T. W., Argus Office, Bath.

i^OREMAN.—Age 22 ; has had experience in Forcing
^"'"wers, Fruit, and Vegetables ; also Flower Gardening. Good

'5. Elgin Terrace, Maida Vale, London, W.charactei

Xj^O REMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
.*- Establishment,—Age 25, single ; has a thorough knowledge of
the Cultivation of Pines, Vines, Peaches, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Ferns, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening, Character will bear the

PROPAGATOR, and Grower of Flowering Plants for
Market.—Age 26, single.—J. C, Rosherville, Barkby Road,

1 hurmaston, Leicester.

PROPAGATOR (Hard-wooded).— Has had exten-i sive experience in Propagating Hardy Heaths, Rhododendrons,
Clematis, Ivies, Hollies, Acers, Conifcra:, &c., by the newest and
most approved methods. Is at present engaged at Messrs. Veitch
& Sons', at their branch establishment at Kingston Hill, from whom
the highest references as to character, abilities, and qualifications
can be obtained on application.—H. MARSLEN.
PROPAGATOR.—William Munro, who has been

li years with Thomas Mclhven & Sons, is now open for cngage-
tnent, having a thorough knowledge of the Management ol an e.xten-
sivc Nursery business, more especially the Growing of Pot Vines.
References as to character may be had of all the leading Nurserymen
of Edinburgh—10, Tamfield Place, Leith.

TjlARM BAILIFF.-A young married Man. well
J- acquainted with Agricultural pursuits. Wife capable of
Managing Poultry and Dairy. Good references.-J. N., Mr. H.
Coppin, 1 he Rose Nursery, Shirley, Croydon,SSeed Trade.
HOPMAN, Wholesale or Retail.—Age 22; has a
good knowledge of Plants and general Nursery Stock; six years

experience Good references.—G. II., Messrs. Thomas Gibbs& Co..
Corner of Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, W. :

* **- ^^

'

To Seedsmen.
SHOPMAN (Assistant).—A young Man (Scotch)

;
seven years' experience.—H, M.. 19, Upper Sackville Street,

Dublin. '

COACHMAN.— Married, no incumbrance ; no objec-
tion to the country. Three years' good character.—F". S.,

18, Lower North Street, Sloane Street, Knightsbridge, W.'

HOTHOUSE CLOCKS, in Ornamental Iron Cases.
Bronzed. Japanned, Enamelled, &c. No glass being used in

the construction of these Clocks, they are not liable to damage. Also,
the cases being of Iron, they are are not injured by heat or damp;
and, the keyholes being bushed, no dust or water can possibly enter,

Going 12 days,
Going 12 days, and striking
but not striking. hours and half-nours.

Price, medium size .. . . .£0 15 o j£l i o
Price, large size .. ..100 160

Bo.\ and Package free of charge.
In ordering say if Clock is required to hang or stand '

J . 7- WAINVVRIGHT and CO., Cambridge Street, Birmingham.

BEDSTEADS, BEDDING, and FURNITURE.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON-S Stock ol IRON and BRASS

BEDSTEADS and Children's Cots stands unrivalled, either for
extent or moderateness of prices. The Bedding, manufactured on
the premises, and Bedhangings, are of guaranteed quality. Patent Iron
Bedsteads, fitted with dovetail jointsand patent aacking, from us. each.
Ornamental Iron and Brass Bedsteads in great variety, from £1 to
£^0. Complete suites of Btdroom Furniture in Mahogany, Fancy
Woods, Polished and Japanned Deal, always on show. 1 hcse arc
made by WILLIAM S. BURTON, at his Manufactorj^ 84, Newman
Street, and every article is guaranteed. China Toilet Ware in great
\-ariety, from 41. the set of five pieces. FURNITURE for Dining-
rooms.—A most complete assortment is on show. Easy Chairs, from
37s. 6d ; Gilt Chimney and Pier Glasses, from 47s. 6d.
WILLIAM S BURTON, Furnishing Ironmonger, by appoint-

ment, to H.R.H, the Prince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE,
containing upwards of 850 Illustrations of his unrivalled Stock, with
List of Prices, and Plans of the 20 Large Show Rooms, post free.

—

?q, Oxford Street, W. ; i, lA, 2, 3 and 4, Newman Street; 4, 5, and 6,
Perry's Place ; and i, Newman Yard, London, W,
The cost of delivering Goods to the most distant parts of the

Limited Kingdom by railway is trifling. WILLIAM S. BURTON
will always undertake delivery at a small fixed rate.

K I N A H A N'S L L WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the very

CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalled, perfectly
pure, and more wholesome than the finest Cu^-nac Brandy. Note the
words, " KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal, label, and cork.
New Wholesale Depot, 6a, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

WM. YOUNGER and CO. 'S
EDINBURGH. INDIA PALE and DINNER ALES.

Sparkling, refreshing, nourishing and economical.
To be had of the principal retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1740. London Stores, Belvedere

Road^ S.E. : Liverpool, i. Seel Street; Bristol, 14. Narrow Quay;
Dublin Stores, 7, Lower Abbey Street; Swansea, Quay Parade;
Glasgow, Queen Street; Birmingham, 13, Tenjple. Street.

E
Grateful—Comforting.PS'S COCOA.

BREAKFAST.
By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the

operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of
the fine properties of a well selected cocoa, Mr, Epps has provided our
breakfast-tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save
us many heavy doctor's bills."

—

Civfl Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk.

Each packet is labelled, .;;

JAMES EPPS AND CO,, Homoeopathic Chemists, London., -,j

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn( Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

BILIOUS and LIVER COMPLAINTS, Indigestion.
Sick Headache, Loss of Appetite, Drowsin<;ps, Giddiness,

Spasms, and all Disorders of the Stomach and Bowels are quickly
removed by that well-known remedy, FRAMPTON'S PILL of
HEALTH.
They unite the recommendation of a mild operation with the most

successful effect; and where an aperient is required nothing can be
better adapted.
Sold by all Medicine Vendors, at u. il'^d. and 2S. gd. per box, or

obtained through any Chemist.

c DCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at ii. ilid., 25, grf., 45. 6rf., and 11*.

I
To Gardeners.

MPROVER.—Age 18 ; would pay a small Premium if

required —H. H., Watcringbury Post-office, near Maidstone.

To Head Gardeners, &c.
IMPROyER.-rAge 21, single, good appearancei; sly

years and nine months' good cnaracter. No objection to pay a
Premium.— F. W. BEST, Hassobury Gardens, near Bishop Stortford,
Herts.

/COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
^^ These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the
best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the

irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the
luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning
no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of
acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combinatioti, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-
liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,
nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet,-changes of climate or atmospheric alterations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at II. ilid,, 2;. Qi., 41, 6ii., and iii., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c OGKL-E'S' X-!?f T^B^tLK&U 3 -'VlXihS.
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

Iiit>oxtaat»i;x^4.tBipgrf^t4'*4(iii<uid tu.
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Unsolicited Testimonials,

showing the superiority of

BUTTONS'

Mangel Wurzel
AND

CHAMPION
SWEDE SEED.

From William Nayloh,
Esq., Lon^ Sutton.

Oct. 16.—" I took the First

Prize at our Show for Mam-
moth Long Red Mangels
grown from your Seed. I got

70 tons per acre."

From Mr. William White,
Bnrrill. BedaU.

Si-pt. 26.—"At the North-
allerton Agricultural Show
I exhibited two lots of Mam-
moth Long Red Mangel,
from the Seed I got from you,
and took both First and
Second Prizes, beating 16
otliers. The crop averaged
between 40 and 50 tons per
acre, and many of the roots

weighed ^olb. each

From Mr. James Harding,
Speckingtoit.

fan. 4. — " The piece of
Champion Swede with which
1 won the Four-guinea Prize

at the Sherborne Agricultural
Show, November 30, 1871,
was grown from your seed,

and weighed 41 tons 18 cwt,

2 qr, 81b. per acre."

From Mr. Owen Price,
Nanty>-hari(.

May 20.
—

" A Silver Cup,
value £s 5^- (offered by
Messrs. Vivian, of Swansea),
was awarded to my father,

last October, for roots grown
from your Champion. It was
really a splendid crop, the
weight per acre 31 tons 14 cwt,,

which is very heavy for moun-
tainous land like ours."

From Mr. James Riddell,
EaiiifF to Henry AUsopp,
Esq., HvuiUp Hall.

Nov, 23. — "I wis very
much pleased on receiving
your Silver Cup for the

best 24 Champion Swedes. I

almost expected it, as our
Swedes are very fine this

year. Although I have grown
m England, Scotland, and
Ireland, several thousand
acres, I have never seen any-
thing like our crop here this

season."

From Chas. Gochrr, Esq.,
Bolton Hill.

Oct. 14.
—"I have a field

of remarkably fine bulbs from
your Berks Prize Mangel
Seed. They are reckoned
here to be the finest ever seen
—numbers are 54 to 38^ inches
round. I have 72 tons 10 cwt.
per acre."

From C. C. Lovejoy, Esq.,
Local Board 0/ Healtk,
fVat/ord.

Nov. II. — "The aver-
age weight of the Mangel
from your Seed was 57 tons
per acre, and some of the
Berks Prize Yellow Globe
reached 66 tons, with no other
manure than liquid sewage."

From Mr. Jno. Pounch,
Steward to Capt. Croker,
The Grange.

April 27.
—"We had ex-

cellent crops from seeds
supplied by you last season ;

nothing to compare with them
in this locality. The Yellow
Intermediate Mangel gave
fully 60 tons to the Irish acre."

From F. J. Wintle, Esq.,
Brixham.

March 8. — "I obtained
First Prize, value 12 Guineas,
for 5 acres of Yellow Inter-
mediate Mangel, last year,
grown from your seed."

NOTICE.
As the mistake made by the Printer of the cover to our Catalogue—in ilhistrating the 1S62

International Exhibition Medal, instead of the Royal Horticultural Society's Silver Medal, awarded
by them at their International Meeting of the same year—appears to have caused annoyance to
another House in the same Trade, we would mention that we have never claimed to have received
such medal, and that we regret the circumstance of the error above referred to having been made.

We certainly pride ourselves much more on possessing the Royal Horticultural Society's large
Silver Medal than any other medal we hold, as it was given by that Society at their International
Exhibition of Agricultural and Horticultural Produce, in their grounds, in connection with the
Great Exhibition of 1862.

It was gained by us for a Collection of Roots and other Produce acknowledged by the entire
Press to be such as had never before been brought together ; and we are sure an award like this,

from such a Society, must have far more weight with the Public than any ordinary International
Exhibition jury's award for a Miscellaneous Collection of Seeds.

We do not care to occupy the pages of this paper with a representation of the many medals
we have received during the last half century, as we think the Horticultural and Agricultural
Public will agree with the Editor of the Gardeners^ Ckrouicle, February 10, page 176, that

—

" Such is the number of medals now-a-days, and so frequent their display, that we imagine the general public
pay little heed to what the medal is, or who awarded it ; and we are sure that Messrs. SUTTON must have so many
medals of one sort or another, that they would not imperil their well-earned reputation by wilfully laying claim to
an honour which did not belong to them."

Some apology would appear due to the readers of this Journal for alluding to a matter of so
little interest to the Horticultural Public generally ; but we are desirous, on the one hand, of giving
all due prominence to the statement that we do not profess to have obtained the medal in question,
and, on the other, to guard ourselves against unworthy imputations.

SUTTOIS' HOME &EOWI FAEI SEELS.
Long Red Mangel.Suttons' Mammoth

The most profitable and
most nutritious Long Mangel
ever introduced.

Price Is. 3d. per lb.

Much cheaper by the cwt.

SUTTONS' IMPROVED

Mammoth Long Red

MANGEIj.
First Prizes and Silver

Cups have been awarded to

this Mangel at the following
Agricultural Meetings :—

Bandon (Ireland), Barton,
Bedale, Birmingham (for the
fourth time), Bury St. Ed-
munds, Cheltenham, Chi-
chester, Cuckfield, Dublin

,

Dunmow, East Surrey, Ever-
creech, Faversham, Jersey (for

the third time), Keevil, King's
Lynn, Lanesdale, Leeds,
Leicester, Long Sutton, New-
market, Northallerton, Nor-
wich , Ongar, Pocklington,
Reigate, Roscommon (Ire-

land), Royal Central Bucks,
Rugby, Sleaford, Stalham,
Terrington, Tring, Tunbridge
Wells, York (for the second
time).

We offer three valuable
Prizes for the best 12 Roots of

this Mangel to be exhibited at

the Royal Berks Root Show
ne.\t November, and it is m-
cluded in the Collection for

which we offer a Silver Cup at

the Birmingham Cattle Show,
1872. Price Is. 3d,, per lb.

Much cheaper by the cwt.

The Best Globe Mangel,

SUTTONS'

BERKSHIRE PRIZE.
Price Is. 3d. per lb.

Cheaper by the cwt.

The Best Mangel for Shallow
Soils,

SUTTONS' YELLOW
INTERMEDIATE.

Price Is. per lb.

Much cheaper by the cwt.

iin'lfflrPf,

The heaviest cropping Long
Mangel in cultivation; 70 tons

per acre having been grown in

1871. Price Is, 3d. per lb.

Much cheaper by the cwt.

SUTTONS' IMPROVED

Mammoth Long Red

MANGEL.
This variety was introduced

by us five years smce, and is

quite distinct from, and far

superior to, any other Long
Mangel. It has, for four
years in succession (1868,

1869, 1870, and 1871), been
awarded the first prizes at

the Birmingham Great Root
^how. The specimens on our
stand at the late Smithfield
Club Show, weighing 58 lb.

each, were tnily described as
Mammoth "

; and yet the
feeding quality was excellent.

It is not only in size of indi-

vidual roots, but in weight per
acre, that this Mangel has
proved itself superior to all

others. Our customers, Lord
Norbury. and Mr. Thos.
Goulstone, grew in 1870,

64 tons per acre ; and in 1S71
our customer, Wm. Naylor,
Esq., grew 70 tons per acre.

As a feeding Mangel it is

unequalled. Tlie roots are
particularly sound and solid,

and having generally only one
tap-root, it is most easily

drawn. We have had this

Mangel analysed by Professor
Voelcker, who finds it to con-
tain a larger proportion of sac-
charine matter than any other
variety. Price Is. 3d. per lb.

Much cheaper by the cwt.

Prime New Yellow Globe
and Long Red

MANGEL SEED,
8d. per lb.

Cheaper by the cwt.

For further particulars of
Clioice Farm Seeds, see

Suttons' FARMERS' YEAR
BOOK for 1872.

Unsolicited Testimonials,
showmg the superiority of

SUTTONS'
GLEAMED

GRASS
AND

CLOVER SEED.

From Jas. Brebner, Esq.
Steward to Her Most
Gracious Majesty the
Queen, Nor/oik Farm.
Feb. 16. —"Neither your

Italian Rye-grass, nor any
other Seed supplied by you for
the Royal Farms, has ever
failed to vegetate."

From]. J. ^[ECHl, Esq.
Tiptree Hall.

"Your Grass Seeds are so
pure and well selected that I
have often spoken of them to
those who required them."

From Thomas Matheson,
Esq., Poulton Hall.

Aug. 17. — "The Per-
manent Grass and Clover
Seeds supplied by you have
grown so well, that we are in
doubt whether to put young
beasts on it this autumn
or not."

From Mr. Henry Awcock,
Agent to Lady Geary.
Oxon Hoth.
Feb. 28.—" The Grass Seeds

you sent me last year, for
7 acres m the middle of Oxon
Hoth Park, produced the best
herbage I ever saw."

From Mr. Saml. P. Nrw-
OERV, Steward to the Earl
of Morley.
March 31.—" The Perma-

nent Grass Seed you sup-
plied me with last season
has produced a splendid piece
of pasture."

From Hugh Wvndham,
Esq., Brockhavipton.

Sept. 7. — " Laying down
Permanent Qj-ass has gene-
rally been failure here. I

have this year, however, suc-
ceeded in getting a capital
plant from your Seeds."

From Mr. Jas. Bull, Bailiff

to C P. PHrpps. Esq.,
M.P., Chalcot House.
March 4. — " Your Grass

Seeds, supplied the last two
seasons, have given great satis-

faction."

From Capt. Robert L.
Turner^ Sivanivick.

Oct. 20. — " The Perma-
nent Grass Seed sent in the
spring for 11 acres has come
up extremely well. The field

looks almost like an old
pasture."

From S. BRmcLAND, Esq.,
Surrey County Asylum.
"The appearance of the

Grass after cutting gives the
best evidence of the advantage
of using your Renovating
Grass Seeds. Our meadows
are the admiration of all who
look at them."

From R. Bird Thompson,
Esq,, F7-ee Chase.

"The Seeds for one year's
lay had from Messrs, Sutton
turned out wonderfully. The
mowers stated they had not
seen such a crop for years, and
that it was like cutting into

a wall."

From Mr. James Lillv-
wH I T E, Cheltenham Cricket
Ground.
Oct. 12. — "I can very

strongly recommend your
Seeds for Lawns and Cricket
Grounds."

From Mr. J. Alexander,
tlte TwickenJiam Burial
Board.
yan. 4. — "I am quite

delighted with the sample of
Clover Seed ; it is the same
as before, and the best in

England."

From J. L'EstrangeEwen,
Esq., Tlu Rookery,

yitne 33.— " I was much
pleased with the Red Clover
Seed you sent me in the
spring. If every individual

seed had been picked by hand,
it could scarcely have been
better."

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN BY APPOINTMENT TO THE QUEEN AND H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

BOYAL BEBK8HIBE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, BEADING. BEEKS.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ;

" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradhurv, Evans. & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the said WlLLlAM

RICHARDS, at the Office, No. 411 Wellmgton Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, February 17, 187a.
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Notice.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICUL-
TURAL gazette.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready ;

price, in cloth, £1 6j. 6J.

W. RIC HARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C,

Very Strong Fruiting Vines.

EXCELLENT strong Fruiting Canes of BLACK.
HAMBURGH and other VINES can be supplied at

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare Plants,
King's Roai, Chelsea, London. S.W.

Pines.

BS. WILLIAMS has now a fine stock of splendidly
• erown Plants, of all the best kinds, including both suckers and

successions of the CHARLOTTE ROTHSCHILD. Prices on
application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

Grape Vines, Fruiting and Planting Canes,

53. EACH.

—

Lewis Woodthorpe begs to offer a fine

and well-grown STOCK of all the best sorts. Descriptive
CATALOGUES free. Second sized BLACK HAMBURGHS. 31. bd.

each. L. W.'s system of packing saves half the cost of carriage. _
Monro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

ROYALTY STRAWBERRY.—Awarded a First-class
Certificate by the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, J une 29, 1871.

L 'IROTMAN can still supply the above. Price, 211. per 100; 4*.

per dozen. In pots, 6j. per dozen.

Spring Grove Nursery, Isleworth, W.

VICTORIA and ALBERT RHUBARB. 16s. perioo.
The noted Gravescnd ASPARAGUS, 3-yr. old, 21. W. per 100.

T. EVES, Gravesend Nurseries.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES. Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums. Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurserj'man and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

ROSES, ROSES, ROSES.—Twelve choice Standard,
and Twenty-four choice Dwarfs, sent to any address, on receipt

of post-office order for 211.
,
package included.

JAMES WALTERS, Mount Radford Nursery, Exeter, Devon.

Show Roses.

A PRICED LIST of the best Hybrid Perpetual Show
ROSES; also a PRICED LIST of choice Variegated

GERANIUMS, post free, on application to

ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries. Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

NEW ROSES for 1872, in 40 best Varieties, worked
in the very best style. Extra strong, well furnished plants (not

lo be surpassed), now ready. Descriptive LISTS, with raisers'

names, on application.

HENRY BENNETT. Manor Farm Nursery, Stapletord, near
Wilton, Wilts.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot , Reading.

EBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS.
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;

AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr.WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a
sketch of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for

Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping,
Treatment under Glass, also their synonyms, quality, size, form,
skin, colour, flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, fi:c

Free by post for one stamp.
RICHARD SMITH, Nursery-man and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

M. JACKSON '~AND~~CO. , Nurseries. Bedale,
Yorkshire I30 miles north of York), can still supply APPLE,

PEAR, PLUM, and CHERRY TREES, also CURRANT TREES
in quantity; splendid ORNAMENTAL TREES and FOREST
TREES, all at very low prices. Buyers will please apply at once for

samples and special prices for this week.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
32, Maida Vale. Edgware Road. W.

JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli, &c.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SONS Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest

quality only. Post free on application.

Highgate N urseries, London, N.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery,
134, Faubourg de Bruxclles, Ghent, Belgium.

CATALOGUES to be had free, from his Agents,
Messrs. R. SILRERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower

Street, London, E.C. __^^_

VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS,
GLADIOLI and ROSES.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUES sent post free on application.

DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Seedsmen, &c
, 52, George Street,

Edinburgh^

EV E RY" GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238. High Holborn, London.

To the Trade and Others.

BEST BEDDING GERANIUMS, strong summer
and autumn struck, from store pots, at izr. per 100; cuttings,

half-price,
T. L. MAYO, Floral Nurseries, Hereford.

PELARGONIUMS, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS.
VERBENAS, &c., now ready, sent post free for one stamp.

GEORGE POULTON, Fountain Nurserj', Angel Koad, Edmonton, N.

Felargonlimis for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of
FRENCH, FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strong Plants. CATALOGUES gratis on application.

HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 varieties, seed or

plants, as per former Advertisement.
Crown Nursery. Reading.

British Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage
stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,

including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive

CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, SJdcup Hill, Kent.

WM. KNIGHT is now sending out 12 Varieties
of the NEW FUCHSIAS of 1871. selected as the best of the

season, in extra strong Plants for E-xhibition, for loj. 6d. the set,

package included.
Floral Nurseries, Hailsham, Sussex.

L ILIUM AURATUM.—Flowering roots, is. each
;

strong roots, ts bd. each. Free by post for extra id. stamp.
W. G- CLARKE, Great Western Nurseries. Wellington, Somerset.

ri^RUE LONDON PLANE TREES, 15 feet high, and
-L straight as gun-rods, a2s. per dozen; also a great variety of
STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES for Park or Avenue Planting.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurserymen, Worcestcr-

STRONG Transplanted LARCH. 2 to 5 feet. Buyers
of the above or other Trees will be treated liberally.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester-

QTRONG THORNS and LARCH.—Buyers of the
10 above will be liberally dealt with. For samples and prices apply to

RUSH AND YEATS (late Chivas & Weaver), Eaton Koad
Nurseries, Chester.

EVERGREENS, including all the choicest and best,

and all other Nursery Stock, of all ages and sizes, and in the best

possible condition for safe removal, being " full of roots." the result of

careful and regular transplanting. Priced LISTS post free,

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, " Newton" Nu rseries, Chester.

T"
"6 BE SOLD, Cheap, abom 7o"~CEDR U

S

DEODARA, from 10 to 14 feet high, well grown, and properly
rooted ; now standing on land that must ne cleared by March 20 next.

ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill. Woking. Surrey.

FOR SALE, a large quantity of 2 to 3 feet SPANISH
CHESTNUT, LARCH, ASH, and BIRCH, stout, well rooted,

transplanted; also 200,000 Seedling SPANISH CHESTNUT.
Mr. G. CHORLEY, Midhurst, Sussex.

LARCH for SALE.—A large quantity of fine Trans-
planted Larch, from 1% to 3'-< feet.—For price and samples,

apply to jH. CARRIER. Dodington, Sittingbourne, Kent.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE. Carlisle, have just

issued their SPRING SOWERS' GUIDE for 1872. containing
pricesanddescriptionsof GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS, FARM
SEEDS, &C. ; copies of which will be sent free on application.

RHODODENDRON STOCKS and CLEMATIS
ROOTS, fit for immediate use. can be supplied by

Messrs. CRIPPS and SON, The Nurseries. Tunbndge Wells, Kent.

CHARLES NOBLE has some thousands of magnifi-
cent Hybrid Seedling RHODODENDRONS, ranging from i to

4 feet. Such Plants are scarcely to be equalled, and the unprecedented
prices at which they are now being sent out are seriously alarming the

Nurser>- Trade^ Bagshot. _^_^

H ENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Architect
Builder, and Hot-Water Apparatus Manl'facturer,

Stanley Bridge, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
Plans, Specifications, and Estimates on application.

wANTED, l-yr. Seedling APPLE STOCKS.
State quantity and price.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurser^-man, Worcester.

WANTED, BRUSSELS, MUSCLE, BROMPTON,
CHERRY, APPLE and PEAR STOCKS, slrons and well

rooted. Send prices and quantities to

J. AND C. LEE, Nurseries, Isleworth, W.

PARIS, I
BUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. I SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.RH. the Prince of Wales , Reading. Herks.

Improvement of Grass Lands by Sowing
SUTTON'S' RENOV..\TING MLXTUKE of fine

GRASSES and CLOVERS, price to./, per lb., 86j. per cwt.
Carriage free. Sow in February ana March, 6 to is lb. per acre.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

NEW GfANT HYBRID COW CLOVER.—

A

great acquisition. A Hybrid between Cow Grass and Common
Red Clover—will mow three heavy crops in one year, and succeeds on
Clover-sick land. Price ar. 6rf. per lb. Cheaper by the cwt.

SU

T

TON and sons. Seedsmen to the Queen. Reading.

SUTTONS' CLEAN CLOVER SEEDS,
New and Unadulterated, at Market Prices.

RED.
I

ALSIKE. I COW GRASS.
WHITE.

I
TREFOIL. | SUCKLING.

NEW GIANT HYBRID RED. | MALDEN'S WONDER.
SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Merchants. Reading.

Turnip and Mangel Wurzel Seeds—1871 Crop.
rOHN SHARPE will on application furnish his LIST,

with prices, of the principal SEEDS he is LTawiaR this year.
Bardney Manor, Lincoln.—July 6,

Telegraph Cucumber.
PAUL'S IMPROVED, or WOOLLEY'S.-

Kood growing SEED, 211.

The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

-Per ounce,

BELL'S MARKET FAVOURITE CUCUMBER.
—The best and most prolific White Spine in cultivation, Averaffe

len^^th 34 in. ; easy culture, line form, colour and flavour. Sixseeds, u. w.
JOHN BELL, Seedsman, Exchange Street, Norwich.

BIRDS KING of the CUCUMBERS, \s. 6d. per
packet. The best for exhibition.

BIRD'S QUEEN of the MEHJNS, is. per packet. The best
grccn-fleshcd variety. May be had of all the Seed Trade, and of

JAMES BIRD, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Downham^

CARTERS COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
SEEDS.— Price 12s, 6d., 21s., 305., 421., and O3J. Packing BUid

carriage free,

237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

/'BARTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
V_y SEEDS will produce a constant supply of the best vegetables
all the year round.

TTaRTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
KJ SEEDS.
For Cottage Gardens,

]
For Small Gardens, I For Medium Gardens,

price I2S. 6d.
I

price 21*.
|

price 30J. and 42s.

Packing and carriage free. Five per cent, for cash payment.
237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

To tbe Trade.
ASPARAGUS PLANTS, very strong and good

;

grown on our own farms. Lowest price on application.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE, 237 and 238, High
Holborn, London, W.C.

RICHARD WALKER can supply the following for

cash:—Best SEAKALE for forcing. 7s. per 100; SEAKALE
for planling-out,3S. per 100; ASPARAGUS, jj]! per 1000; WHITE
Sl-ANISH ONION SEED, all new and genuine.

The Market Gardens. Biggleswade, Bed<;. ___^
>OTATOS, ONIONS, and TARRAGON ROOTS.

Surplus stock to be SOLD, Cheap.

JOHN MITCHINSON, Seed Merchant, Tiurn, Cornwall.

riTEN or TWELVE SACKS of (Pure) RIVERS'
X ASH-TOP KIDNEYS, also some FORTYKULDS, for SALE,
at IS. Sd. per stone ; in lots, 3s. one sack, and upwards.

Apply by letter to Mr. FLETCHER DANIELL, Oakham.

POTATOS. at reduced prices.— Fifty Tons good sound
Seed of Kidneys, Early Ashleaf. Myatt's and Lemon, Early

Handswonh, Golden UwarfandDalmahoy. Pricespercwl. and ton very

moderate —H. and R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

r>ED-SKINNED FLOURBALL POTATOS, ^^6 per
\i ton, 7s. per cwt. ; EARLY ROSE, £8 per ton, lOJ. per cwt. ;

ARLY GOODRICH and CLIMAX, 12J. per cwt.
ALFRED C iCKERILL, Northampton.

Seed Potatos.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
and Seed Merchants, Slealord, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate

that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of SEKU POTATOS is

now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon applicat ion.

EED POTATOS.—Quantity of Myatt's ASHLEAF,
EARLY SHAWS, DALMAHOVS, and SCOTCH REGENTS

for SALE, at moderate prices.
.

SKINNER, SKINNER, AND SONS. Commission Fruit, Pea,

and Potato Salesmen. Covcn t Garden Market, W.C.

MERICAN'^ARLY ROSE POTATOS, /12 per
ton, for Cash Many other varieties, including the lollowing:

—Ercsee's Prolific, Climax, The Queen, Bovinia, Barron's Perfection,

Beaconsheld, &a Priced LIST on application to

HENRY MINCHIN, The Nurseries, Hook Norton, Oxon.

To the Trade.

EARLY SEED POTATOS.—A few Tons of the

following to DISPOSE OF :—Mona's Pride. Milky White, and
Early Shaw. Also a few quarters of Laxton's Supreme PEA. For
prices, &c, apply to

JAMES MYATT, Offenham, Evesham.

EARLY WALNUT-TEAVED OXFORD ROUND
POTATOS,—The roost valuable of all varieties for forcing

purposes ; the haulm being very short and compact, and producing

very handsome shaped tubers of excellent quality earlier than any
other sort. The Trade can be supplied with a few of the above at

2s. td. per peck. H. and F. SHARPE, Wisbech.

Extra fine Forcing and Planting Seakale.

GEORGE CLARKE has many thousands, very fine

clean stuff, this season, which he begs to offer as under:—
Planting size, 5s. per 100; forcing, 10s., 12s., and some superfine

selected"Crowns, 151. per 100,

Nurseries: Brixton Hill, London, S.W. ; and Mottingham, Kent, S.E.

PENZANCE EARLY WHITE CORNISH
BROCCOLI —The undersigned has a few pounds of True Early

Penzance White BROCCOLI SEED. This invaluable variety, if

sown early and planted in a generous, warm soil, will produce fine

heads in February. Price i2j. per lb., or ^r. per doicn packets, post free.

JOHN MITCHINSON, Seed Merchant, Truro, Cornwall.
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New Catalogue of Seeds, Plants, Fruits, &c.

P>OBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
t CATALOGUE, containini,' select Descriptive and Priced Lists

of Agricultural, Flower, and Veectable Seeds, Fruit Trees, Miscel-
laneous Plants, Sweet Violets, fitc., is now published, and will be
forwarded to applicants.
The stocks of seeds have all been procured from the best possible

sources : all arc warranted genuine, and are offered at the lowest pos-
sible prices. Intending purchasers are requested to compare the
prices with those of other houses.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W\

LUium auratum.

The ANNUAL IMPORTATIONS having just arrived from Japan,

MR. WILLIAM BULL can supply good BULRS,
by the dozen, hundred, or thousand. The Bulbs are remark-

ably sound and good this season, and can be supplied at very low
prices.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W.

^

Every One Possessing a Garden should \ 1

APPLY for VDICK RADCLYFFE AND CO.'S
J

SPRING CATALOGUE of SEEDS A
AND

I
ill

GARDEN REQUISITES, ^ '

gratis and post free.

129, High Holborn, W.C.
Seed Grounds, Erfurt, Prussia.

A Coloured Plate of
CLEMATIS LORD LONDESBOROUGH for 12

Stamps ; and fine plants of this magnificent Seedling can now be
had as under :

—

CLEMATIS LORD LONDESBOROUGH, now offered for the
first time. (First-Class Certificate. Royal Horticultural Society,
May, 1870,)—Deep rich mauve, witfi delicate maroon stripe down
the centre of each petal, snmetimcs blotched at the base of the
petal instead of the stripe, large and very hne, chocolate-coloured
stamens, los. 6d. each, strong plants.

The three Seedlings sent out last year maintain their enviauli;
POSITION.

ALBERT VICTOR )LADY LONDESBOROUGH ^ 3s. &f. and 5s. each.
MISS BATEMAN J

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

r:i ERMAN FLOWER SEEDS, in the original
V.T Imported Packets. s. d.

ASTERS, Pa:ony-flowered Perfection, 12 colours, 100 seeds each 2 o

„ Victoria, very fine. 13 colours, too seeds each .. ., ..26
„ Shakesnere, dwarf, fine, 10 colours, 100 seeds each .. ..20
„ Globe-llowered, 8 colours, too seeds each .. ,, ..20

STOCKS, line German dwarf, 12 colours, 100 seeds each . . ..20
BALSAMS, Camellia-flowered, 10 colours, 50 seeds each .. ..20
LARKSPURS, Hyacinth-flowered, 12 colours 20
Double German WALLFLOWERS, 8 colours, too seeds each ..26
MARIGOLD, double orange and double yellow African . . ..06
„ Miniature striped French, fine 06
,, Miniature brown French, fine 06
,, Fine striped French 06

Cliveden PANSIES, dark blue, light blue, white, yellow, black., o 6
AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS, beautiful forpot culture .. i 6
Choice CALCEOLARIA, in packets 26
Choice PRIMULA, in packets 26
Choice CINERARIA, in packets 16
And all other choice FLOWER SEEDS, from the best sources,

post free.

HENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
NURSERYMAN and SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GAR-
DEN SEEDS, to suit Gardens of various sizes,

21J., 42.V., 63J., and 84J. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Per packet—5. d.

Williams' Alexandra BROCCOLI 16
Williams" Improved Dwarf BRUSSELS SPROUTS ,. ..10
Williams' Early Nonsuch CABBAGE 10
Williams' Matchless Red CELERY 10
Veitch's Autumn Giant CAULIFLOWER 26
Telegraph CUCUMBER (Woolley's Improved) 16
Turner's Blue Gown CUCUMBER 26
Williams' Gloria Mundi ENDIVE 16
Bamell's Alexandra White Cos LETTUCE 16
Williams' Victoria Cos LETTUCE 10
Webb's Climax MELON, the finest flavoured ffreen-fleshed

variety out 16
Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, scarlet-fleshed, the earliest in

cultivation
j q

Williams' Emperor of the Marrows PEA, a white wTinkled
variety, very prolific, and of exquisite flavour, the finest
wrmkled marrow Pea in cultivation .. ..per quart.. 5 o

Barley's Defiance TOMATO, the earliest in cultivation, per pkt. i 6

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
,,,,„. ,

, . „ r*er packet—5. d.
Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed
,,,.„. , ,

" 6ii., 2S. (id., 31. dd.. and 5 o
Williams' superb strain of BALSAM ij &i and z 6
NeiU's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA

Weathcnll's extra choice strain of CINERARIA
,„. ... .

IJ. (i<i^.,2j. 6rf., 3s. 6</., and < o
Wiggin's prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. is. 6<i., 2s. 6<i., and 1 6
WiBKin'spriie strain of POLYANTHUS .. .. 11! and I 6GLOXINIA, finest erect varieties 10GLOXINIA, finest drooping varieties "10
AGERATUM, Imperial bwarf .. .. '

. , %AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS .. .. IS M and 2 6CENTAUREA CLEMENTEI.. ,

IS. txl. and 2 6

COLLINSIA VIOLACEA .. J „DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE .. .. , IPRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful varictiei' .'.'each 3 6
„ »J »» mixed ., .. .. a 6East Lothian STOCKS, per collection of three colours .. .! 2 6
V.Ix, '-'^'^^^'^''^> I^"chantrcss zs &i and 1 fi

ZINNIA HAAGEANA.lloreplcno .! .. ..
"'

_

='™
\

°

sppiilalljfn'
'""*"'""' CATALOGUE is now ready, 'post' free on

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holloway, London, N.

32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
(one of the Oldest Nurseries extant)

IS NOW CONDUCTED BY A COMPANY, WHO ARE
PREPARED TO

WAEEANT GENUINE
EVERY ARTICLE SUPPLIED TO THEIR CUSTOMERS.

THEIR STOCK AND RESOURCES ARE ALMOST

INEXHAUSTIBLE;
AND

THEIR MOTTO IS "LIBERALITY."
Ple.ise WTite fortheir ROSE and FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE, andalso for their SEED CATALOGUE,

just published.

Address, JOHN BESTER (Manager),

PINE-APPLE NURSERY, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

Richard Smith,
NURSERYMAN AND SEED MERCHANT.

WORCESTER.
ROSES-Stardard, Dwarf and Cliinbing.

FRUIT TREES of every description.

CREEPERS, for Trelhses and Walls.

FOREST, SCREEN, and TIMBER TREES.
SHRUBS for GAME COVERTS.
QUICK and other STOCK for HEDGES.

CONIFEROUS TREES and SHRUBS.
EVERGREEN
FLOWERING
ORNAMENTAL „

AVENUE
GARDEN and FARM SEEDS of all kinds.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES to be had on application.

NEW BEDDING PLANT FOR 1872,

GNAPHALIUM LANATUM, fol. eleg. var.

This remarkably fine variegated form of a most popular bedding plant originated at the 'country seat of
Mr. Edm. de Ghellinck de Walle, the Honourable President of the Royal Horticultural Society of Ghent, who has
kindly passed the entire stock into the hands of JEAN VERSCHAFFELT for distribution. The leaves of this

beautiful plant are of the usual greyish white, as in the type, but are largely margined with golden-yellow ; some are
also striped with yellow. The general appearance of the plant is really fine. It has been tried in open borders for
two years (1870 and 1871), and has excited the admiration of all who have seen it.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT has much pleasure in announcing this fine Novelty to the Horticultural world ; it

will tie sent out in March next. Orders are being booked now, and will be sent out in strict rotation at the under-
mentioned low prices, viz. :—Extra strong plants, 8j. each

;
good plants, 4J. each, 28J. per dozen, 48J. for 25, and

160J. per 100. These prices are applicable only to the quantities mentioned. Early orders are respectfully
solicited by

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT,
THE NURSERIES, 134, FAUBOURG DE BRUXELLES, GHENT, BELGIUM.

PREMIER HORTICULTURAL PRIZE AND TWO GOLD MEDALS
FROM INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1871.

William Paul
RESPECTFULLY SOLICITS ORDERS FOR HIS

COLLECTION OF ROSES,
The largest, cheapest, and best stock in the country.

VEGETABLE AND FLQ-WEB SEEDS
Of the most select and itnproved races, many of which have been worked up under his own eye and liand ;

the carriage of which may be deducted from the account.

PRXJIT TREES,
Standards and Dwarfs, Trained and Untrained ; also many thousands of handsome Fruiting

Pyramids, well set with flower-buds,

GRAPE VINES.
A large Collection, including all the newest sorts, in excellent condition of root and fop.

EVERGREENS and FLOWERING TREES and SHRDBS.
Many acres in splendid condition for removal, well .worthy of inspection by any gentleman planting.

Carriage of all Goods Free to Londoi\. Priced Catalogues Free by Post.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.
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Poreat Trees, Shrubs, &c.

MARTIN AND SON, Seed Growers, Merchants,
and NURSFKYMES, CotlmKham, and 7, Market Place, Hull,

respectfully offer as under :

—

2,ooo Dcutzias, 2 lo p feet

200,000 Laurels, 1 to 2,^ feet

3,000 Lilacs. 3 to 4 feet

S.ooo Phillyrea, i to 3 feet

aoo,ooo Privet, i}4 to 2 feet

5,000 Lif^ustrum japonica, I to
3 feet

20,000 H, P. and other Roses,
Htronp

100,000 Enslish Yews, i to 2^ ft.

10,000 Irish Yews, 2 to g feet

1,000 Cr>'ptomeriaeIeg3ns,fine
20,000 Cupressus Lawsoniana,

3 to 5 feet

S,ooo Chinese Juniper, I to git

S,ooo Thuja gigantea, i to 5 ft

2,000 Pinus Cembra, 2 to 3 ft,

5,000 Juniper, excelsa striata,

fine

3,000 Gold-leaf I\'j', fine

2,000 Standard Pears, 6oj. per
100 [Plums

8.000 Exir.T strong standard
5,000 Maiden Cherries

2,000,000 Larch, i to i]i, and 2 to

2!4 feet

10,000 Alder, 3 to 12 feet

200,000 Ash, 2 to 3, and 6 feet

10,000 Purple Pccch, 2, 3, 4,

and 5 feet

100,000 Elms, 3, 4- Si 3"d 6 ^^^^

150,000 Oaks, 2, 3. and 4 feet

150,000 Austrian Pine, i to 2 ft.

150,000 Svcamores, 2, 3, and 4 ft.

s,ooo,ooo Quick Thorns, 2 to 3 ft.

10,000 Arbor-vita:, 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 6 feet

30,ooo Auciibas, fine, all sizes

20,000 Mahonia, stronc
10,000 Uerberis japonica, 1 to

2 leet

10,000 Tree Box, i to a feet

5,000 Thujopsis borealis, i to

6 feet

5,000 Biota ele£;antissima, fine

1,000 ,, semperaurescens, fine

4,000 Clematis, of kiiids

1,000 Lapageria rosea

The following Seeds are of fine sample, and may be obtained cheap :—
PEAS.— Pritctaker, Flack's Imperial, Hairs', Eugf-nic, Napoleon,

Veitch's, Yorkshire Hero, Champion of England, Prince and Princess

of Wales, Ringleader.

SCARLET RUNNERS, ALTON CARROT, Long Scarlet

RADISH. MIGNONETTE, DRUMHEAD LETTUCE, TRIPOLI
ONION, &c. MYATT-S KIDNEY POTATOS. ^T? per ton.

Special offers and CATALOGUES given on application for Trees or
Seeds. ^_^__^___^__^_^_^_„

W^'IRGO AND SON. Wonersh Nurseries, near
• Guildford, Surrey, respectfully call the attention of Noble-

men, Gentlemen, Nurserymen, and Others, to the under-mentioned
stock, the whole of which is particularly strong and healthy, and in

excellent condition for removal :

—

Standard and Half-Standard ROSES, upwards of 300 varieties;

Standard, Pyramid, and Dwarf APPLES, extra fine ; ditto PEARS;
ditto PLUMS: GOOSEBERRIES; Black, Red, and White
CURRANTS; FILBERTS, extrafine.

EVERGREENS.
Common Laurel, 2 to 4 feet.

Portugal Laurel, 2 to 4 feet.

Green and Variegated Box, 2 to

Green Holly, 2 to 3 feet. [4 feet.

Yew, 2 to 4 feet.

Siberian and Chinese Arbor-vitiC,

3 to 4 feet,

Pinus austriaca, 2 to 5 feet,

ORNAMENTAL TREES.

Spruce Fir, 2 to 6 feet, fine and
bushy,

Berbcris aquifoHa, i to li font.

American Arbor-vita?, for hedges,
3 to 6 feet.

Evergreen Privet, 2 to 3 feet, fine.

Cupressus Lawsoniana,3 104 feel.

Spanish and Horse Chestnut,
6 to 8 feet.

Wych Elm, 6 to 8 feet.

Double, Scarlet, White and
Paul's New Thorn, 6 to 8 feet.

Black Italian Poplar, 6 to 8 feet

Turkey, English and Scarlet Oak.

Hornbeam, Laburnum, Lime,
Norway Maple, Lonibardy,
Ontario, White or Abele,
Balsam, &c.

Sycamore, Sumach, Acacia.Weep-
ing Willow and Birch, 6 to

8 feet.

Transplanted FOREST TREES, for Covert and Copse Planting.

Scotch Fir,

2'.4 to 3i4 ^eet.

Hazel, 2 to 3 feet.

English Oak, ^'A to 3 feet.

foot, andAlder, 3 to 5 feet.

Beech, 2 to 3 feet.

Horse Chestiuit, 3 tog feet.

Spruce Fir, 2 to 3 feet.

Sycamore, 3 to 4 feet,

10,000 clean-grown CRAB STOCKS.
Priced CATALOGUE and samples on application.

The Nurseries are I'j mile from Eramley Station, London, Brighton,
and South Coast Railway ;

2'^ miles from Shalford Station, South-
Eastern Railway; and 4 miles from Guildford Station, London and
South-Weslern Railway. Goods delivered free to the above stations.

Special Offer of Seed of the Handsome Flowering
NEW BEGONIA.

BEGONIA CARMINATA, an elegant tuberous-rooted
Hybrid of the " boliviensis " group. The leaves are stained with

a coppery brown tint between the veins, while the llowers arc large, of

a pretty delicate salmony hue tinged with rose, the males having four
oblong segments upwards of an inch long, and the females five petals

of smaller size. Tlie Plants come into 1' lower while quite dwarf, and
continue blooming in the most profuse manner. $s. per packet.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL, Establishment for New and Rare Plants,
King's Road, Chelsea, London, S,W.

s UTTONS' CHOICE FLOWER
Free by post or rail.

SEEDS.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE QUILLED ASTER. —This is one of
the finest strains of t^uillcd Aster in cultivation; andwherovcr flowers
have been exhibited, I hey have invariably taken First Prizes.

12 vars,, separate, 5s.; 6 do. do., 2S. 6d. The same in mixture,
per packet, is. 6d.

SUTTONS' COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of FLOWER SEEDS,
to produce a continuous and beautiful display during the entire
summer and autumn.

No. I Collection, free by post or rail ^^a 2 o
No, 2 Collection, free by post or rail i 1 1 6
No. 3 Collection, free by post or rail i i o
No. 4 Collection, free by post or rail .. . . . . o 15 o
No. 5 Collection, free by post or rail o 10 6

Smaller Collections, as. 6d. to 71. (nt.

To those who prefer making their own selections, at very moderate
prices, full particulars of choice Vegetable and Flower Seeds will be
found in SUTTONS' SPRING C.VTALOGUE and AM.-VTEUR'S
GUIDE for 1872, price is., gratis to customers. Also SUTTONS'
ABRIDGED CATALOGUE for 1872, gratis, and post free on
application.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by appointment to the Queen and
Prince of Wales, Reading,

Nursery Stock of Superior Quality.
T>AUL AND SONS. The Old Nurseries, Chesbunt, N.7
J- are large holders of the fullowing several articles, of usual
quality;—

ROSES.—Leading kinds, their selection! Good Standards, ajf to
4 feet, 18s. to 24J. per dozen; Dwarfs, on own roots or Manctti,

^ 75^- to iCs per 100.

Seventy First Frizes were awarded to Pal'i. & Sons for Roses durini
the past year, including what may be termed the " Blue Riband
of the Rose Shows, Rev. Mr. Hole's Cup at Nottingham.

'S

FRUIT TREES for ORCHARDS.-Fine 6 feet stemmed, good-
headed Standards, 181, per dozen, £6 per 100.

PEARS and APPLES.—Sorts, as Tibbett's Incomparable Gooseberry
Apple, King of Pippins, Sturmer Pippin, amongst Apples ; Williams'
Bon Chretien, Beurrfe Capiaumont, Marie Louise, Louise Bonne,
amongst Pears, in large quantities.

Standard Victoria PLU^fS, 6 feet stems, fine heads, fruiting trees,
241, per dozen ; 3-yr. trees, i8s. per dozen.

Standard MEDLARS, extra fine, on Thorn, 241, per dozen.
WALNUTS, grand trees, 301. per dozen.

VINES for Planting, very good, 361. per dozen.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, for cover, very bushy, i foot,

30s. per 100 ; ij^ to 2 feet, 50J. per 100 ; named sorts, good bushy
plants, 30^. to .J2S. per dozen.

KALMIA LATil-OHA, nice bushy plants, i to 1^ foot, 501. per 100.

ORNAMENTAL TREES.—Collections of 50 or 100 varieties, Varie-
gated, Flowering or Weeping trees, from £j 101. per 100,

ORNAMENTAL DECIDUOUS .SHRUBS, sos. to 75J. per 100.

CONIFERS.
Collection of 100 varieties, ^lo W i^20 per 100, according to sire.

EVERGREENS, of all sizes, in large quantities, LAURELS,
.

YEWS, &c.

Priced Descriptive LISTS of above post free on application.

PAUL AND SON, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND LARCH, li to 2,
2 to 2!^, 2j^ to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

200,000 SCOTCH FIR, 15 to 2J inches, thrice transplanted.

200,000 SPRUCE FIR, 2 to 2;^, ^14 to 3, and 3 103?^ feet.

300,000 OAK, English, ij^ to 2^4, 3 to 4, and 4 to feet.

100,000 HAZEL, 15 to 24 inches, and 2 to 3 feet.

200,000 SYCAMORE, 2'4 to 3. 3 to 4, 4 to 6, and 6 to 8 feet.

200,000 THORNS, 3, 4, and g-yr. transplanted.

100,000 ELM, Wych, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

100,000 ASH, Common and Mountain, 2 to 3,3 to 4, and 5 to 7 feet,

20,000 (.>AK, Turkey, 2 to 3, 310 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 7 feet.

50,000 BIRCH, iM to 2, 2 to 3, 4'; to 6, and 6 to 8 feet.

30,000 AUSTRIAN PINE, i to 2, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

10,000 YEW, English, i to ij^, i',4 to 2, and 4 to 7 feet.

50,000 ALDER, 1 to 2, 2 to 3, and 3 to 5 feet.

10,000 ELM, English, grafted, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet,

ao.ooo SILVER FIR, i to iJi, and 1% to 2 feet.

40,000 BEECH, 2J5 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

30,000 PRIVET, Evergreen, I'A to 2, and 2 to 3 feet.

We also hold a large general Stock of all other FOREST and
ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c., which will be offered at very moderate
prices. CATALOGUES on application.

H. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

TELEGRAPH CUCUMBER (Rollisson's variety,

true).—The best variety of Telegraph Cucumber prown. and thf.

best all-the-year-round Cucumber extant
irue).—The best variety of Telegraph Cucumber grown, and the

LJ..J1. all-the-year-round Cucumber extant ; guaranteed the pure stock.

small packet, is. ; larger, is. 6d. each.imaii pacKci, is. ; i^iyci, is. uu. tii-ii.

FORTYFOLD CUCUMBER (Cucumis Anguria), the new hardy
ridge Gherkin : the best known for pickling. Per packet, 6d. and is.

W. G. CLARKE, Great Western Nurseries, Wellington, Somerset.

B. S. AVILLIAMS,
VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERY, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N„

Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry about to furnish their Conservatories, Greenhouses, Stoves, and Orchid Houses, to an inspection of his Stock of Magnificent
Specimens, that are unequalled in this country, consisting of

THE CHOICEST AND HAEEST EXOTICS,
TREE FERNS, DRAC/ENAS, PALMS, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, AGAVES, YUCCAS, CYCADS, BEAUCARNEAS, ARALIAS,

AND ALL KINDS OF FLOWERING, STOVE, AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Besides the LARGE CONSERVATORY, which is at all times of the year worth a visit, there are numerous Houses, consisting of ORCHID HOUSES, PALM STOVES,
NEW HOLLAND HOUSES, FERN HOUSES, AZALEA HOUSES, &c., replete with Plants which, by the interest and instruction they will afford, will well repay a \-isit.

The COLLECTION of MEXICAN PLANTS at this Nursery is of unrivalled excellence.

All New Plants that are worthy of notice are to be seen here. The houses have all been erected to suit the requirements of the Plants, which is one of the surest reads to

success in their cultivation.

Should Purchasers require Selections or Collections of Plants, they may depend upon having them put up with judgment. In such cases it is advisable to supply a List of
the kinds already possessed. PRICED CATALOGUES POST FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

SEED DEPARTMENT.
GENUINE SEEDS, CARRIAGE PAID AND FREE BY POST.

Complete Collections of Kitchen Garden Seeds, for One Year's Supply, to suit Large and Small Gardens, at the following prices :

IDs. 6d., 21s., 43s., 63s., 84s. each.
B. S. WILLIAMS devotes special and particular attention to this branch of his business, and can strongly recommend all seeds of!*ered by him as being grown from the

most carefully selected and genuine Stock, all true to name, and of the finest possible quality.

His choice strain of Flower Seeds, such as PRIMULA, CINERARIA, CALCEOLARIA, &c,, are unequalled
; they are grown especially for him by persons who stand in

the first position as cultivators of the respective kinds.
The CATALOGUE, published in January, which can be had Post Free on application, will be found to contain Lists of the latest really useful Novelties in Flower and

Vegetable Seeds ; also a detailed compendium of all previously known kinds. VINES, FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS, &c.

LANDSCAPE AND SUB-TROPICAL GARDENING.
Estimates, Plans, and Advice given for the Laying-out of Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c. ; also for Erecting Greenhouses, Conservatories, and the Construction of

Rockwork and Ferneries,

pHOICE

Pos/ 8va, cloth, price ;.?., or Free by Post, t,s, 5^. each,

HORTICULTURAL WORKS BY B. S. WILLIAMS, F.R.H.S., RECENTLY
Mr. Williams' skill as a plant cultivator is well and widely known."

—

Journal of HorticuUun
O ELECT

PUBLISHED.

STOVE and GREENHOUSE FLOWERING
Coloured Frontispiece and Plans of Houses.

PLANTS, with FERNS and LYCOPODS, BRITISH and EXOTIC, copiously
Illustrated with Engravings on Wood.

Just publislied. Fourth Edition,

THE ORCHID-GROWERS'MANUAL, enlarged, revised, andillustrafed.containing
„_ ___ descriptionsofupwardsofaoospecicsandvarietieaofOrchidaceouspIantsprovedtobewonhgrowing.

Published and Sold at Victoria and Paradise Nursery, Upper Hollcavay, N,

r\ HOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE ORNAMENTAL-LEAVED PLANTS,
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Young Palms, Cheap.
"Palms for the million is no idle word here."—" D., Deal," in

Gardentri' Chronicle, p. 1393, Oct. 28, 1871.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT has much pleasure in
offering; tlie following first-rate PALM sorts, that can be obtained

from his Establishment in large quantities at the undermentioned low
prices, viz. :

—

CORYPHA AUSTRALIS, in store pots, 48J. per 100, /20 per 1000.
ARECA RUBRA, in single pots, 20s. per 25.

„ SAPIDA, in store pots, 24J. per dozen.
„ VERSCHAFFELTI, in store pots, 401, per dozen.

CHAM.-EROPS EXCELSA, m single pots, 48s. per 100, £20 per 1000.
FORTUNEI, 48J, per 100, ho per 1000.

COCOS MAXIMILIANA, 60s. per dozen, Z^ per 25.

JUB-^'A SPECTABILIS, i6s. per dozen, tt per 100.

LATANIA EORBONlCA,6oJ, per 100.

PANDANUS UTILIS, 125, per dozen, 201. per 25, 64 J. per 100.

„ VANDERiMEERSCHI, 32s. per dozen.
PHCENIX RECLINATA (true), i-yr. Seedlings, in store pots, Soi.

per 100.

The above are all most useful lor Table Decoration, and those in
store pots can be sent at very little expense, as they will easily travel
without pois, and by shaking ofi the larger part of the soil a large
number may be packed in a comparatively small package, and sent per
Continental Parcels Express. Early orders solicited, to be directed to
JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, 134, Faubourg de Bruxelles, Ghent,

Belgium.

rriHE TRUSTEES of the Business recently carried on
J- by Messrs. Chivas & \Vea\ er beg to intimate that they have
DISPOSED OF the entire STOCK-IN-TRADE, consisting of
IMPLEMENTS, SEEDS, &c., to Messrs. JAMES DICKSON and
SONS, of No. 102, Eastgate Street, and the "Newton" Nurseries,
Chester, who have taken the Premises No. 108, Eastgate Street ; also
the adjoining Implement Warehouse underneath the Chester Corn
Exchange, and to whom the Trustees have much pleasure in referrint;
the Friends and Customers of the above-mentioned Business.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to direct attention
to the above notice, and to say that Purchasers of AGRICUL-

TURAL IMPLEMENTS and MACHINERY will have every
information and facility of selection afforded, and be most liberally
treated at the Corn E.\change Implement Warehouse.

Pricod LISTS and all information furnished post free.

102 and id8, Eastgate Slret, and "Newton" Nurseries, Chester,
also Corn E.xchange implement Warehouse, Chester.—Feb. i.

Agricultural Seeds.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

and Seed Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of HOME-GROWN
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready and will be forwarded,
post free, upon ai>plication.

Established 1793.

JOHN
Growe

K. KING, Seed
_ w ^R, Coggeshall, Essex,
will be happy to supply his unrivalled
Hardy Prize Stocks of MANGEL
WURZEL, SWEDES, and other
TURNIP SEEDS (carefully selected
from large roots), at moderate prices.
Large Purchasers supplied at

special moderate prices,
FARM SEED LISTS post free.

Carriage paid on orders of soi. and
upwards. Five per cent, discount
for cash.

Notice to Large Purchasers of Farm Seeds.

CARRIAGE FREE. CARRIAGE FREE.

MESSRS. SUTTON have now completed their stocks
of FARM SEEDS, and will be pleased to make special quota-

tions to large purchasers on application stating sons and quantities
required.

Messrs. Suttons' FARMERS' YEAR BOOK, Illustrated, is
now ready, price 6rf.

; gratis to Customers.
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

New American Seed Fotatos.

SUTTON AND SONS strongly recoinmend the
following NEW AMERICAN VARIETIES, as being well

worthy of cultivation

Bresec's King of the Earlics
Bresee's Peerless
Bresee's Prolific

Bresee's Climax

Early Rose
Early Goodrich
Late Rose
Hundredfold Fluke

Lowest price per bushel, sack, or ton, on application.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

The New American Potatos.
TO THE TRADE.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Merchants,
Sleaford, can offer the following varieties of POTATOS, fresh

imported Seed. Price on application.
NEW AMERICAN LATE ROSE
EARLY ROSE
EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY SOVEREIGN
BRESEE'S PROLIFIC
BRESEE'S KINGof thcEARLIES
BRESEE'S PEERLESS
BRESEE'S CLIMAX
PEACH BLOW.

Seed Potato.
EORGE SIBBALD, Fruit and Vegetable
Grower, 27. Wellgate, and Drumgeith by Dundee, has for

SALE a LARGE STOCK of the above, including American Early
Rose, Wheeler's Milky White, Queen of Flukes, Prince of Wales,
Baron's Perfection, Myatt's Ashleaf, Rivers' Royal Ashleaf, Rintoul's
Striped Don, Rintoul's White Don, Oxford Early, Daintree's Early,
Dalmahoy Early, Palerson's Victoria, Paterson's Improved Regent,
&c. Also his NEW POTATO, Eclipse, which he can confidently
recommend as the best in cultivation, and when known will supersede
all others either for garden or field planting ; very white inside, dry,

and extra fine flavour; about 10 days later than FortyfoJd, a much
heavier cropper, and will keep until new Potatos come into the market.
G. S. has many testimonials in their favour. Price per peck of 14 lb.,

3J., or per bush, of 56 lb,, los.

G

CABBAGE PLANTS, CABBAGE PLANTS,
strong, healthy, vigorous.

1,000,000 Robinson's Drumhead, at 31. per 1000.

500,000 Early Ballcrsea, Enfield Market, and Little Pixie, at 3J, 6(:/.

per 1000.

100,000 Red Pickling Drumhead, <;i. per 1000.
Sutton's Red-skinned Flourball POTATO, at 6j. pcrbuslid.
Paterson's Bovinia, or Cattle-feeder POTATO, at 61. per bushel.

Samples on application.
Remittances to accompany Orders from unknown Correspondents.
W. VIRGO AND SON, Woncrsh Nurse

r

y. near Guildford, Surrey.

THE WARDIE VARIEGATED KALE.—We~beg
to offer the above (seed direct from Miss Hope), which is by far

the finest strain, and invaluable for Winter G.irdening. The colours
are beautifully bright and distinct, and may be had separately or in

mixed packets, post free, as follows ;

—

Per packet

—

s. d. Per packet—J. d.

Purple 16 White .. _

,, cut-leaved . . ..16 ,, cut-lcavcd .. .. 16
Cabbage-hearted, purple Mixed packet of all .. ..26
and while . . . . ..16
Priced LISTS of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS post free

on application.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, "Newton" Nurseries, and
102, Eastgate Street, Chester.

J. C. WHEELER & SON,
SEED GROWERS,

GLOUCESTER, and 59, MARK LANE, LONDON,

Offer the following packets, post free :
—

Per packet.—s. d.

Wheelers' Cocoa-Nut CABBAGE., i c

,, Kingsholm Cos LETTUCE., i c

., Tom Thumb LETTUCE ..of
„ CroquetGRASSSEED,sample

sufficient for trial on a small
Lawn or Croquet Ground . . i c

„ LITTLEBOOKfori872,each o (

Paterson's Superb MELON.. .. i c

Sweet Spanish CAPSICUM. . .. o £

Collection of 12 choice varieties of
sweet-scented FLOWER SEEDS 4 t

Or with an extra quantity of
Mignonette .. ., .. .-St

Wheelers' Gloucestershire Kidney
POTATOS .. .. per bushel 10 i

Ashmead's Kernel APPLE
(Pyramids) each 2 t

Brockworlh Park PEARS
(Maidens) each 7 (

Seeds Direct from the Growers
The BEST MEANS of PREVENTING DISAPPOINTMENT.

sUTTONS' /3 y. COLLECTION of GARDEN
SEEDS, for a Lar^e Garden, carriage free.

SUTTONS' £2 2j. COLLECTION of GARDEN
SEEDS, f^ a Medium-sized Garden, carriage free.

sUTTONS' £1 IS. COLLECTION of GARDEN
SEEDS, for a Small Garden, carri.iRe free.

s UTTONS' 12S. ed. COLLECTION of GARDEN
SEEDS, for a Small Garden.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON, Seed Growers,
Gloucester, and 59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

SUTTONS' COLLECTION of GARDEN SEEDS,
for One Whole Year's Supply. Complete particulars forwarded

Gratis on application to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by Special Appointment to the

Queen and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading , Berks.

ICHARD WALKER has to offer the following for
cash: — The real American Red-skinned Flourball POTATO,

lOJ. per cwt.; always free from bli):;ht, the heaviest cropper in England.
Richard Walker was the first man who introduced it mto the Trade,
which all in the Trade know. Early American Goodrich, 14J. per cwt. ;

Peach Blow POTATO, just arrived from the United States, 41. per
peck ; Variegated Golden Gem, 21, 6d. per peck.

The Market Gaidcns, Biggleswade, Beds,

YEITCH'S ATJTUII GIAIT CAULirLOWEE.

James Veitch c^^ Sons
Desire to call attention to this extremely valuable CAULIFLOWER, which is without doubt the FINEST in

CULTIVATION. If sown in April and May it will succeed the Walcheren, and coming in between that variety and

Snow's (Winter Broccoli, is a great acquisition to all gardens. Numerous Testimonials in favour of this grand

Cauliflower appeared in the leading Horticultural Papers during the autumns of 1870 and 1871, and we cannot too

strongly recommend it. It was awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society, November 2,

1870, and again a Special Certificate in 1871. Per packet, 2s. 6d,

ILLUSTRATED PRICED CATALOGUES of VEGETABLE and TLOWER SEEDS

Forwarded Post Free on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

SEED POTATOS.

H. & R Sharpe'S
WHOLESALE LIST OE SEED POTATOS

COMPRISES, AMONGST OTHERS, THE FOLLOWING FINE VARIETIES, VIZ. :—

EARLY SANDRINGHAM KIDNEY, First Early
MONA'S PRIDE KIDNEY
AMERICAN EARLY ROSE
OLD ASHLEAF KIDNEY
WALNUT-LEAVED KIDNEY
RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF KIDNEY
MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY
DAINTREE'S EARLIEST ROUND

AMERICAN EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY DALMAHOY ROUND
EARLY OXFORD ROUND
DRUMMOND'S EARLY PROLIFIC ROUND
EARLY FLOUNDER, very prolific

PATERSON'S VICTORIA, True
FLUKE KIDNEY
RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL, True

The above varieties have been carefully selected, and the quality is excellent,

and other particulars, apply to

For prices (which are very low),

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH, CAMBS.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

A Complete Collection for a large Garden 63s.

A Complete Collection for a medium-sized Garden . . .

.

4Ss.

A Complete Collection for a Small Garden 21s.

None but the most approved sorts of Vegetables are included in the above Collections. For sorts, see

SEED LIST, Free on application.

The GUINEA COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN
Is composed of the following most approved

PEAS—Dillistone's Earliest, i quart
Suttons' Early Champion, i quart
Champion oT England, i quart
Vcitcn's Perfection, i quart
Payne's Conqueror, i pint
Advancer, i pint
Blue Scimitar, i pint

BEANS—Johnson's Wonderful, i quart
Broad Windsor, i quart
French Robin's Err, i pint
Scarlet Runners, i pint

BEET—St. Osyth, i oz.

BORECOLE, or KALE—Asparagus, i pkt.
Hearting, i packet
Cottagers', i packet

BRUSSELS SPROUTS—Fincst, i packet
BROCCOLI—Adams' Early, i packet
Snow's Winter White, i packet
Purple Sprouting, i packet
Walcheren, i packet

BROCCOLI—Dwarf Late White, i packet
CABBAGF.-Early Nonpareil, i packet
Enheld Market, i packet
Worcester Incomparable, i packet
Red Pickling, i packet

CARROT—Early Horn, i oi.

James' Intermediate, i oi.

Improved Altringham, i oz.

CAULIFLOWER-Early London, i packet
CELERY—Matchless Red, i packet

Cole's Crystal While, i packet
CRESS—Broad-leaved, * oz.

Curled. 3 oz.

Australian, I oz.

CUCUMBER—Smith's Frame, i packet
Stockwctod, I packet

ENDIVE—Moss Curled, i packet
LEEK—Musselburgh, i packet
LETTUCE—Paris White Cos, i packet
Paris Green Cos, i packet

SEEDS, Carriage Free,

kinds :—

LETTUCE—Worcester Cabbage, i paicfeot

MUSTARD—4 oz,

MELON—Hannam's Hybrid, i packet

ONION—White Spanish, i o^
James' Keeping, i oi.

PARSLEY—Myall's Garnishing, i paclftft

PARSNII'— Improved Hollow Lrown, i o*.

RADISH—Long Scarlet, 2 oz.

Red Turnip, a oz.

White Turnip, 2 oz.

Olive Shaped, a oz.

SAVOY—C.recn Curled, i packet
SPINACH—Round, 4 oz.

Prickly, 4 oz.

TURNIP— Early Snowball, 1 ot.

American Rcdlop, i oz.

TOMATO-Red, i packet
VEGETABLE MARROW, i packet
POT HERBS, 4 packets

BICHAED SMITH,
SEED MERCHANT AND NURSERYMAN, WORCESTER.
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LEICESTER SEEDS
ARE OBTAINING A GREAT REPUTATION IN ALL TARTS

OF THE COUNTRY.

DESCRIPTIVE AND PRICED CATALOGUE
now ready, Post Free, on application to

HARRISON & SONS,
ROYAL MIDLAND SEED WAREHOUSE,

LEICESTER.

ESTABLISHED 1764.

Useful Collections of GARDEN SEEDS, from los. Sd.

each to £$, Carri>age Free.

Upwards of looo varieties of FLOWER SEEDS,
comprising the n^ost ornamental kinds.

Collections from 2s. 6d. to £2 21.

HARRISON'S IMPROVED FARM SEEDS,
Of their own growing, warranted as pure as harvested

from the field, and cleaned with great care.

HARRISON'S NORMANTON GLOBE MANGEL
has again proved its superiority over all other kinds.

Per lb., IS. 4^/. ; cheaper by the cwt.

HARRISON'S DEFIANCE PURPLE-TOP SWEDE.
A new variety, and a great improvement. Per lb.,

IS. ; cheaper by the bushel.

Read our Customers" opinions in SEED CATALOGUE,
now ready.

Permanent Pasture Grasses,

TO SUIT ALL SOILS.

HARRISON'S MIXTURES of GRASSES are made
with great care, and the praise we have received

assure us of their success in almost every case.

Price and particulars on application.

BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(registered Trade Mark, " Flyinp Albatross"), is now ready for

delivery in quantity and in fine condition. Tlie best fertiliser j-ct

produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contains
21 per cent, of Soluble Fhosphntes, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, witli Salts
of I'otash. See Reports of Dr. Vnelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor
Way. Mr. Ojjston, Mr. Sibson, Delivered in 2 cwt. bays, each of
which is secured by a leaden seal bearing the Company's Trade
Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so long as the seals remain
unbroken,
lUl'HOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, so, Bllliter Street. E.C.

ODAMS'S NITKO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for CORN CROPS.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for ROOTS and GREEN CROPS GENERALLY.

ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
ODAMS'S NITRO-BIPHOSPHATE(or Prepared) GUANO.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL BARLEY MANURE.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL MANGEL MANURE.
ODAMS'S TOP-DRESSING MANURE.

MANLTACTl'RED

PATENT N I T R O - P H O S P H A T E,
OR

BLOO'J MANURE .COMPANY (LIMITED),
Consisting of

TENANT FARMERS occupying upwards of 80,000 acres of Land.
Chief Office— log, Fcnchurch Street, London, E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Irish Br.\nch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
Chairman—Robert Leeds, Castlcacre, Norfolk.

Dfputy-Chairtnan— }o\\n Collins, 255, Camden Road, N.W.
Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.

Richard Hum, Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon, Norfolk.
George Savill, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
Thomas Webb, Hildersham, Cambridtjcshirc,
fonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.

"C. J. Lacy, 60. West Smithficid, E.C.

J. C. Jonas, Cambridge.
Herbert Bird, Shortacrcs, Peterborough.

Managing Dir£cU>y.—]a.uiGs Odams.

Several Hundred Thousand Tons of the Manures have been supplied

to the Agricultural Public, and the increasing demand that exists for

them is the best proof of the appreciation in which they are held.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of the local agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

Chief Olfices, 109. Fenchurch Street, London. E.G.

Orders above £i Carriage Free.

Trade prices. Sec, on application.

HARRISON AND SONS, Seed Growers,
LEICESTER.

LAWES'S MANURES for GRASS LAND should
be applied during the months of February and March. Nitrate

of Soda supplied ex Ship or from Stocks at Docks at London, Liver-

pool, and other ports, at lowest market prices.

JOHN BENNET LAWES, 59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.
Branch Offices :—Market Street, Shrewsbnry ; 22, lidcn Quay,

Dublin ; Womanby Street, Cardiff; Cumberland Road, Bristol

;

63, Constitution Street, Leith ; and 34, Market Street, Aberbeen.
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED BONES.
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
LAWES'S WHEAT. BARLEY, GRASS andMANGEL MANURE.
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses or

through any of the appointed Agents throughout the United Kingdom.
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and other CHEMICAL MANURES; AMERICAN
and other CAKES, at market prices.

Caro Guano.

i^HEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO, rich in Soluble
^^ Phosphates and Nitrogenous Organic Matter. See Chemical

Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for Grain and Root

Crops, (or which it has been found to be superior to Peruvian.

Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO., Eilliter Street, London, E.C.

TOBACCO CLOTH and PAPER.—The cheapest
and best article for Smoking Greenhouses and Destroying the Fly.

Price II. 4if- per lb. ; over 10 lb., is. id. Tobacco Paper, is. per lb. ;

jC4 4J. per cwt. Post-office Orders payable at Fleet Street, E.C.
JOSEPH BAKER, 14, Nelson Square, Blackfriars Road, S.E.

To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
The OLDEST ESTABLISHED WAREHOUSE in LONDON for

GENUINE ROLLED TOBACCO-PAPER, CLOTH, or CORD, is

H PERK INS, 16, Cambridge Circus, Hackney
• Road, N.E., who has a large STOCK of the best quality on

hand for the ensuing season.
Orders by Post promptly attended to.

THE SANITARY IMPROVEMENT and
MANURE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED,

beg to call the attention of Farmers, Market Gardeners, and others

to their NATURAL MANURE.
This Manure, manufactured from the pure human excreta (collected

on Goux's Patent Closet System), mixed with the best fertilising

absorbents, is suitable for every kind of Crops, and, being remarkably

rich in organic matter and humus, transmits its fertilising properties

to the plant in the most soluble and advantageous form possible.

It is delivered in bags in a dry portable condition at a much less

cost than Guano or Artificial Manure, and has been proved fully equal

to them. ,
Prices delivered at the Works, Halifax :—

Taken from the heap, not screened per ton £:i o o

Screened and bagged (exclusive ofbags) . . .

.

,, 3 10 o

At Alderbhot, North Camp ;—
Taken from the heaps •> 200
Screened and bagged (exclusive of bags) 2 10 o

In bricks, much drier , 300
Orders to be addressed to the MANAGER, Lynchford Koad,

Aldershot. North Camp, or the MANAGER, 29, Northgalc, Halifax.

London Office, 2, Westminster Chambers. S.W.

'PHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
.X. (Established 1840),

Have now ready for delivery, in line dry condition—

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
, , „ , ^ t.CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE.forTop-Dressing

PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITROPHOSPHATE
MANGEL, HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Ronar,

& Co ) NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c
lib, Fcnchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

Free to London ; Five Casks and upwards to any Station in England,
or ig per Cent. Discount,

EPPS'S SELECTED PEAT.—Patronised by the

leading Horticulturists and Amateurs in the three kingdoms.

Sec testimoniaJs. Packed in 4-bushel barrels, 8? each, inclusive

;

selected for Orchids, os. Special offers for Truck-loads for general

purposes. TermSvcash.
PEAT, SAND, and LOAM STORES, Lewisham, S.E.

Tne Cheapest and Best Insecticide.

POOLEYS TOBACCO POWDER.
Of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

ARNXRD;" BISHOP. AND BARNARDS'
PATENT NOISLESS LAWN MOWERS,

with jointed handles suitable for Shipping.
B

G

TOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES.—Will destroy Thrip, Red Spider, Green and Black

Fly, and Mealy Bug, and bums without the assistance of blowing,
and is entirely free from paper or rags. Price 3*. M. per lb., carriage
free. A reduction in price for large quantities.

To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS and SONS, Tobacco Manufac-
turers, 112, SL John Street, Clerkenwell, E.C., of whom Copies of

Testimonials may be obtained ; and of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Tnrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
ot from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
FruitTrees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, ir,

boxes. It., 31., and ioj. 6d.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Pallcrns, and Specimens sent post free on application; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls. &C. MAW and CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

NSERVATOR

Red
' gpider.

Magni-
fied.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited)i

Eattersea, London, S.W.

The Miniature Lawn Mower, cuts 6 inches £23
Do. do, do. cuts 8 inches 2 10

Suitable for the very smallest grass plots or edgings ; can be
worked with ease by a child.

To cut 10 inches. This can be worked by a Lady . . - il3 5
To cut 12 inches. Suitable for One Person 4 10

This, and all larger sizes, have the drum or roller divided into

two parts, for the convenience of turning.

To cut 14 inches. Suitable for One Person C$ ^

The i6-in., and all larger sizes, have a driving-wheel on each side

ot the Machine, which gives great steadiness to the working.
To cut 16 inches. Suitable for One Person £0 o o

To cut 18 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 6 10 o
To cut 2o inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 700
i'o cut 22 mchcs. Suitable for Two Men 7 10 o

To cut 22 inches. Suitable for Donkey 800
To cut 34 inches. Suitable for Pony 900
To cut 27 inches. Suitable for Pony lo 10 o
To cut 30 inches. Suitable for Pony 12 o

Improved Strong Lawn Mower, with Gear Wheels, suitable for a
Pony, with new Side-tip Deliverj'.

To cut 27 inches . £13 o j To cut 30 inches .-£1^ o o

Improved extra-strong Lawn Mower, with Gear Wheels, suitable for a

Horse, with new Side-tip Delivery, and Shafts and Scat for Driver.

To cut 36 inches, ;£24 |
To cut 42 inches, ils? |

To cut 48 inches, /30
Having a very large stock of^ all si?,es, orders can be executed on

receipt.—Packed and delivered (carriage free) lo the principal Railway
Stations in England.
BARNARD, BISHOP, akd BARNARDS, Norfolk Iron Works,

Norwich.

BASKETS*
Strained Wire Espalier

Trainers, for all kinds of
l-'ruit Trees, &c, ; Garden
Fencing, Rabbit proof;
Trellis Wire Work, lor
Gardens and Consor-
vatories ; Wire Work
Covered Ways, for Gar-
dens, Pleasure Grounds,
&c. ; Wire Work Rose
Fences, Roserica, Ar-
bours, Summer Houses,
&c. : Wire Work Vase
Baskets ; Suspending
Baskets for Conserva-
tories; WireWork Flower
Stands for Conserva-
tories ; Aviaries for Con-
servatories, Pheasan-
tries, &c.
Conservatories fitted

up with Trellis Work,
Flower Stands, Baskets,
Wires, &c

All kinds of Wire
Work made to order.

R. H O L L I D A V,
Ilorticullural and Klmiil

Wire Works, 2,\, I'liTin-

bcllo Terrace, .NoMh g
Hill Gate. London, W,
Illustrated Catalog I I'S of

the above on ar>ij'i<'"'''''n.

By Royal Letters Patent.

'HE SIDNEY SEED
SOWER.

For all sorts and sUes oi Vegetable

and Flower Seeds.

2f. &d. and s*- each.

Messrs. POLLARD, JEPHSON,
AND CO., Bcir Garden, Southwark.

Messrs. CARTER, DUNNETT.
AND BEALE, Holborn.

Messrs. SUTTON and SONS,
Reading.

Sold by all Seedsmen and Ironmongers. The Trade supplied by all

Wholesale Dealers.

s E C A T E U R S, or FRENCH PRUNING
SCISSORS,

As recommended
in llie Gardeiien'

Chroiiiilc, Dec. 2,

1871.

Mr. Knight,
Floors Castle, writes

us :

—

" I use this ^6ccL-

teur in preference to

all others, and have

done so for a num-
ber of years ; and
until I see some-
thing better and
more efticient, shall

continue to do so."

Price, post free,

js. 6d. each.

STUART AND MEIN,
Seedsmen to the Queen, Kelso, N.B.

Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.
JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and

1"^, Elosson Street, Shoreditch, London, E.

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.

Gcniiitie IVklte Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, 5fc.

GARDEN ENGINES. PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE, TAPS. CONNECTIONS, &c.

Prices upon application.

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO.
beg to submit their prices as follows :

—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural

Society, and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the
United Kingdom.
Each Box contains 100 feet. The prices only apply to the sizes stated.

SQUARES 20 by 12, 20 by 13, 20 by 14, ao by 15, ao by 16, ao by 18.

16 oz. to the foot. 21 01.

Fourth quality .. .. it,s.od 20s. od.

Third quality iSs. od aii- od.

Seconds 20s. od sas. od.

English 22J. od. 301. od.

The above prices include the boxes, which are not returnable.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS.
Stock sizes, i6-oz., in 100 feet boxes, boxes included.

These prices only apply to the sizes stated.

II by 9 12 by 9 13 by 9 14 by ,

13 by 10. 13 by 10 14 by 10 15 by 10

I3byii;i4 by ii| .. | ..

14 by 12 15 by 12,15 P^ " '" ?*' ^14 by 12' 15 by 12; 15 by 11 16 by ir »

18 by 12 ig by 12 10 by 12 17 by 12 I

16 by 13 17 by 13 20 by 12 . . > 15

16 by 14 20 by 13 18 by 13' . . \

17 by 14 18 by 14 20 by 14' . . -'

4ths. 3rds.
s. d.

16 o

2nds. Best.

12s. (td.

SMALL SHEET SOUARES (in 100 feet Boxes),

by ^ t% by i% 7V 5 7J4 by 5% \
by 8J^ by tVa 9 by 7 9^, by 7'^;

10 by 8 lo'l by 8i^ ,. 13*. 6d.

Boxes 2S. each, returnable at full price.

London Agents for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT
ROUGH PLATE.
LINSEED OIL, Genuine WHITE LEAD, CARSON'S PAINTS.

PAINTS of various colours ground ready for use.

SHEET and ROUGH PLATE GLASS, SLATES of all siJ^cs,

BRITISH PLATE. PATENT PLATE, ROLLED PLATE,
CROWN, SHEET, HORTICULTURAL, ORNAMENTAL,
C(.)LOURED, and everj- description of GLASS, of the best Mann-
facture, at the lowest terras. Liets of Prices and Estmiatcs

forwarded on application to

IAS. PHILLIPS AND CO., jSo, Bishop^gate Street \Vithout, E,C,
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CALCEOLARIA (Herbaceous), choice strain, good
plants, 12 for 2s., 24 for v. 6d., 5ofor6j., loo for iw., free by

post ; strong and healthy, established in pots, 20s. per 100 for any
quantity. VIOLET {double purple-flowering plants), 12 for 3s.; 24
KTSJ. ; 5oforc(j. ACHIMENES, in eight good varieties, six tubers

. each, for sj , free by post,
H. AND R STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

DAHLIA, Pot Roots, in 50 named varieties, 12 roots,
in six sorts, 4s. 6d. ; 25 roots, in 12 sorts, 81. 6d. ; 50 roots, in

25 sorts, i6j ; 100 roots, in 50 sorts, 30J. Package free.
TRirOMA UVARIA, strong flowering roots, 12 for 6y., 25 for los.,

^?, '^*- ^
I
^0° ^^^ 3°*- Package free.

FUCHSIAS, strong plants, in good named varieties, 13 distinct sorts
for 4i,, 25 for ys. 6d

, 50 for 14s. Package free.
ROSES, Tea-scented, Noisette, and Bourbon, young plants,

iz Varieties, 5s. ; 25 for o^. Chinas, in six varieties, 12 plants for

45- 1 25 for 7s. 6d Moss Roses, six varieties, 12 plants for 6j,
,

25 for los. Hybrid Perpetual, 12 good varieties, 71. ; 25 varieties

fof 13J., 50 varieties for 2^. Package free.

H. AND R STIRZAKER, Skerton Nursery, Lancaster.

Trade Price—Notice.
iTRUE FASTOLF KASI'BF.RRY, CARNATIONS, PINKS,

DAISIES, ASPARAGUS. &c.

J HUNT, having a stock of Fruiting Canes and Plants
• of the above, begs to offer packages—50 for 4s, 6d. ; loo, 8^.

;

500,35s.; iooo,;C3.

Ke:
DAISIES, finest ki

FINKS, 50 pairs, finest kinds
Kellfs AUCUB^FOLIA,

packages—

100 pairs, £i.

NEW SEEDS.
"ONLY THE BEST."

MR. WILLIAM BULL'S

CATALOGUE
IS NOW READY.

, to name, per 100, 61.

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, fine, per dozen pairs, iSr.

Fine old Crimson CLOVE CARNATIONS, per dozen plants, y.
KING of CLOA'ES. new, per dozen, 55.

Giant ASPARAGUS, strong 2-yr,, per 1000, 165. ;
3-yr , fine, per

1000, 20S.

SEAKALE, strong, per 100, 6s.

SWEET WILLIAMS, very fine, per 100, 51.

VIOLET, The Czar, ner 100, 6s.

AH packages included.

Apollo Nurseries, Great Yariiiouth,

SELECT
CALOPHACA WOLGARICA.

LAWN TREES.—
CARAGANA ARBORESCENS PENDULA, New

ARENARIA Us.6.f. each
„ CHAMLAGU ^'^i.u.-. i.acn,

TUBATA
HALIMODENDRON ARGENTEUM

The above are of the Caragana race, and are grafted on
Caragana stems.

CRAT^GUS, three double kinds and others, is. 6d.

LILACS, seven choice varieties, is. 6d.

These arc budded on Seedling stocks ; stems 5 feet, strait,'ht

and handsome.
MALUS FLORIBUNDA, Pyramids, is. 6d.

PAVIA RUBRA PENDULA, verj- distinct, 3i. W.
„ CARNEA PUBESCENS, 2S. 6rf.

POPULUS PENDULA, 2s. 6d.

ULMUS MICROPHYLLA PENDULA, 2s.

MONUMENTALIS PENDULA, is, 6d.

Half- Standard WEEPING ROSES, worked on stout slocks,

3 feet, 2s. each.
Carriage pnid to London.

THOS. RIVERS and SON, Sawb ridgeworth^^

SEEDS of NEW VEGETABLES,

SEEDS of NEW FLOWERS.

" Only the best." Fide descriptions in Mr. WILLIAM
BULL'S CATALOGUE. " Every article priced."

It is particularly requested that orders be sent on the

order sheet that accompanies the Seed Catalogue, as soon

after its receipt as possible. This is desired with a view-

to prevent any delay in the execution of orders, for,

although a large and efficient staff is employed, yet, in

the height of the season, the pressure is extremely great,

and hence the work is much facilitated if the orders are

received early.

Spring FlantlDg.

THOMAS BUNY,-\RD AND SONS, Maidstone, ofter

the follawing. For particulars, sec their TRADE LIST, which
may be had gratis.

Kentish Filberts

Kentish Cob Nuts
Layer Vines
Standard Quinces
Standard Roses
Arbutus
Bcrbcris Beallii

Eerberis aquifolia, fine

Double Furze
Garrya elliptica

Tunipcrus sinensis
Evergreen Oaks
Thuja aurea
Thuja elegant issini.i vera

Yuccas
Flms, Chichester
Horse Chestnuts
Laburnums

CLIMBERS,
Ampelopsis Vcitchii
Ceanolhus azureus, true
Clematis, of sorts
Irish Ivies
Lonicera fle.\uosa

Pyracanthas
Wistarias,

&c. &c. &c.

c
The Old Estiltlished Nurseries, Maidstone, Kent.

New Pelargoniums.
HARLES TUkNlCk can .supply strong Plants of
the following be.iutiful NEW PELARGONIUMS, which are

lenaed :

—

highly recommi
ACHIEVEMENT (Foster).—A pleasin" large light variety, s. ,

lilac-rose, maroon spot on top, targe white centre, fine form 21

BRIGAND (FOSTEK),—Clear cherry-pi.ik, maroon spot on top
petals shaded with orange-pink, clear white eye, tine . . 21

BRUTUS (HoYi,E).—Rich crimson, with black spots, narrow
crimson margin, white centre .. .. ,, .. • ^5

CiESAR (Foster).—Fine bright lower petals rich crimson,
Sainted, top dark maroon, narrow crimson edge .. ..21
NSELLOR (FOSTKR) —Deep rose-pink, small spot on top

petals, white eye, large 21
IMPERATOR (Hovi.E),—A rich dark flower of fine form and

substance, deep crimson-black top, narrow crimson edge . . 21
KINGCRAFT (Foster).—Novel orange-maroon, dark maroon

top, clear white centre, very rich colours .. .. .. ai
POMPEY (Foster) —A very large flower, rich colours, and

fine form_, orange lower petals, maroon top, orange margin,
large white eye ai

PRELATE (Fo.ster). — Lower petals dark purple-maroon,
black top petals, marrow purple margin, white eye . . . , 21

PRIME MINISTER (Foster).- Crimson lower petals,
maroon top, lilac margin, white eye .. .. .. ..21

ROSICRUCIAN (Hovlf).—New shade of colour, rosy purple-
maroon spot on lop petals, shaded with purple, fine form . . 15

KOYAL BRIDE (Foster).—Cherry, medium spot on top
petals, shaded with orange, clear white eye. fine form . . 21

SUNSET (HovLE).—Bright crimson -scarlet, dark spot on top
petals, shaded with rosy-scarlet, (ree bloomer . . . . 13

ZEPHYR (Hoyle).—Painted crimson lower petals, dark maroon
top, a wide edge of bright crimson, fmc form and substance 21

Also best named Show and Fancy Varieties of former years i

CAtra strong plants, sis. per dozen.
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

M R S E R I E S,L F O R D N U
near Godalming,

For NEW and RARE HARDY PLANTS and
CONIFERS, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE,

For HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
EVERGREENS, &c , see MAURICE YOUNG'S New
Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For RHODODENDRONS and other AMERICAN
PLANTS, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE. ^

For STANDARD and HALF STANDARD ROSES,
see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For NEW JAPANESE AUCUEAS. see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For JAPANESE NOVELTIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For Cheap EVERGREENS and SHRUBS for COVER
PLANTING or SHRUBBERIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For PLANTS suitable for WINTER BEDDING see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For EXTRA TRANSPLANTED or QUARTERED
FOREST TREES for Planting Belts or Shrubberies, seeMAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive Catalogue.

Forwarded on application enclosing stamp.
Milford Nurseries, near Godalming.

The following choice things are recommended :

—

Per packet.

—

PRIMULA JAPONICA, six varieties, vide Catalogue (p. 84)

each

FUCHSIA, will produce new varieties .. .. zs. 6d. and

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI is. 6ii. and

TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMI li. 6rf. and

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, from magnificent varieties

15. 6d. and

BEGONIA CARMINATA, new, magnificent flowers ..

„ HYBRIDA ELEGANTISSIMA, new

„ other choice sorts each

PELARGONIUM, Gold and Bronze, will produce new varieties

25. 6d. and

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA ALBA and RUBRA
each

„ „ ALBA and RUBRA, fcrn-leavcd each :

,, ,, ,, ,1 double-flowered ,. .. each,'3s. 6d. and

„ „ FLORENCE, new and most beautiful .. ss. 6.1 and

„ „ LILACINA ALEO-MARGINATA, new and most

beautiful ss. dd. and

„ „ VILLAGE MAID, beautifully striped .. 2S. 6d. and

CARNATION (Tree), new varieties, and 90 per cent, double

flowers 2s. 6d. and

„ show kinds .. .. Z5. 6ti. and

PICOTEE, of various colours 15. 6d. and

AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS 15. 6(i. and

CALCEOLARIA, the very best.. .. ,, .. u. 6ii. and

CINERARIA, from beautiful varieties .. ,, w. 6rf. and

AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf, azure-blue ., .. is. and

ASTERS, all the best imported kinds, vide Catalogue (pp. 18

and ig)

STOCKS, all the best imported kinds, vide Catalogue (pp. 20

and 21)

GOLDEN FEATHER PYRETHRUM
,

MIMULUS, new prize strain

PETUNIA, double-flowered, a good proportion will come double

25. 6d. and

„ single-flowered, celebrated strain u. W. and 2

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA i

„ CLEMENTEI i

PANSY, best fancy strain is. 6d. and 2

BALSAM, four distinct colours each i

AURICULA, choice Alpine, unequalled 2

COLEUS, will produce new varieties 25. 6ii. and 5

ECHEVERIA METALLICA ts. ad. and a

„ GLAUCO-METALLICA u, 6d. atid 2

„ SECUNDA-GLAUCA 15. 6rf. and a

VERBENA, from prize flowers a

,, Carnation-striped 3

LOBELIA SPECIOSA, true strain o

PRIMULA JAPONICA, mixed colours a

CAN NAS, of sorts, for sub-tropical gardening . . 6 sorts for 2

SEEDS of ORNAMENTAL-FOLIAGED and SUB-
TROPICAL PLANTS, vide Catalogue, pp. ^8 10 54.

GLOXINIA, erect and drooping each 2

PELARGONIUMS, show, spotted and fancy .. .. each a

,1 variegated tricolor-leaved varieties 3

LAPAGERIA ROSEA a .

MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA, true 1 ,

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

CARRIAGE free!
237, & 238, High Holborn,

LONDON .

'^

CARTER'S FLORAL NOVELTIES
Betteridge's Prize Guilled Aster.

w

M
q
c

15 colours, separate, 2s. ; finest mixed, packet, 6d.

Cineraria maritima candidissima.

For full descriptions, sec CARTER'S llluslralecl VADE MECUM
(the Queen ol CataJoKucs), Post Free, i^. ; Gratis to Customers.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN to the QUEEN and the PRINCE of WALES,
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LO.NDON, W.C.
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RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN and
DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES. CLIMBING and TWINING PLANTS,
with tlieir pencric. specific, and English names, native country,

helRht, time of flowering, colour, &c., and general remarks, free

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Worcester.

WELVE fine RHODODENDRON CHIANOIDES,
fine white, 2 feet, 12s. jC ' <^-

13 fine RHODODENDRON ]. C. Sicvens.finc scarlet, 3 ft. o la o

,3 „ fine named, 3 feet . , .

.

o to o

13 „ „ Hybrids, choice, 3 feet . . ..090
12 ABIES DOUGLASII, 3f«t o 9 o

12 THUJA LOBKILsfeet otjo
12 PICEA PINSAPO, I foot o g o

13 PICEA NORDMANNIANA. I fool o g o

13 Pauls New Double Scarlet THORNS, 4 feet .. .. 012 o

100 ItERBERIS DARWINII,2fect o 10 o

100 ENGLISH YEWS.2feet i 10 o

13 AILANTUS GLANDULOSA (Silkworm tree), 6 feet.. 060
100 finest named Hybrid Perpetual ROSES, dwarfs, a fcct .. a 10 o

100 FASTOLF RASPBERRIES, 4 feet o ro o

100 fine named GOOSEBERRIES o 10 o

Dwarf-trained PEACHES, PLUMS, CHERRIES, APRICOTS,
PEARS, and APPLES.

HENRY MAY. The Hope Nurseries, Bedale. Yorkshire.

Spring Flowers.

LEWIS WOODTHORPE begs to offer the
following :— Per dorcn—j. d.

AURICULAS, finest mixed aJpincs, very choice strain . . ..36
,, Rood named varieties . . 60

VIOLETS, The Kinc, The Queen, The Czar, Ginnt, Double
Crimson, Neapolitan. Dcvonicnsis, and Obliqua striata ..30

HEPATICAS, double red. single blue, pink, and red .. ..40
DAISIES, in six distinct named varieties 3 **

,, aucubarfolia, the Golden Blotched, and Daisy . . ..40
ROCKETS, double while and double purple 30
POLYANTHUS, in very choice laced varieties 26
PANSIES, finest named border varieties 4 o

PAMPAS GRASS, in pots 30
WALLFLOWERS, double golden and black 40
CHRISTMAS ROSE. Helleborusnieer 6 p
IVIES, 13 of the best golden and silver tricolor 10 p
CLEMATIS, 3o distinct named varieties 10 fa

PRIMROSE, double white and double yellow 6 t>

„ double purple and crimson ,. .... .. .,6 b
,, double salmon, a new and splendid variety .. ,. 13 o

HELIANTHEMUM. the Sun Rose, named varieties, in pots 4 6

CARNATIONSand PICOTEES. superb named varieties. inpols 4 o

A Dcscnplivc CATALOGUE of NEW and CHOICE PLANTS Ire<?.

Munro Nurserj'. Sible Hcdingham , Essex.
,

OYAL HORTrCuLf U~R"AL SOCIETY]
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

NOTICE to FELLOWS.—Mr. THISTLETON DYER, Professor

of Botany to ihe Society, will attend at South Kensington every
Monday afternoon, to answer inquiries bearing on Botanical subjects,

and at Chiswick on Tuesdays. A COURSE of LECTURES to be
delivered by Mr. DYER, both at South Kensington and Chiswick,
wi'.l be shortly announced.

Notewortliy Horticulturists and Botanists.

NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of
NOTEWORTHY HORTICULT i'KiSTS and I'.'iTANISTS

is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.;' The following have already
appeared, and separate Copies {price 6if. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, viz. :

—

Dr. Hooker, C.B.. F.R.S. I Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.
W. Wilson Saunders, F.RS. E. J, Lowe, F.R.S.
Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S. Tames McNab,
M. Decaisne Robert Hogg, LL.D.
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S, James Bateman, F.R.S.
Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin Berthold Seemann. Ph.D.
Professor Reichfnbach. ' Archibald F. Barron.
Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23,, 1872.

FROM a copy of an indenture now before

us, relating to the Veitch Memorial
Fund, it appears that in addition to the portrait

of the late James Veitch, now hanging in the

meeting room of the Royal Horticultural Society,

and which was presented to the trustees by Mr.
R. T. Crawshav, Mr. G. F. Wilson, the trea-

surer of the fund, received, for the purposes of the

memorial, the sum of ^900, which in accordance
with the desire expressed at a meeting of the

subscribers held on Jan. 2 1,1 871, was handed over

to the trustees appointed at the above meeting,

and consisting of G. F. Wilson, Thomas
Moore, H.J. Veitch, Robert Hogg, and Zadok
Stevens, as representing England ; William
Thomson as representing Scotland, and David
Moore as representing Ireland. The annual
interest of the moneys so possessed by the

trustees is to be devoted to the giving of

prizes for the advancement of horticulture,

and which are to be offered at such exhi-

bitions in the three kingdoms as the trus-

tees shall deem most expedient. It may be well

in this place to quote the exact text of the inden-

ture, which prescribes the duties of the trustees

in regard to the disposition of the interests

arising from the moneys received. After giving

power to the trustees to invest the funds in a
suitable manner, the deed enacts that

—

" The income of the said trust fund and the invest-

ments thereof shall be applied by the said trustees in the
first place in payment of all costs, charges, and expenses
which shall or may be incurred or become payable by the

trustees in providing a place of deposit and exhibition of

the said portrait, if thought expedient, or from time to

time altering such place of deposit and paying for the

proper custody thereof, or the exhibition thereof, to the

subscribers and their friends and the general public, and
also of insuring the same from fire, and of preserving and
repairing the same, and the frame, fittings, and appurte-

nances thereof, and generally for such purposes in con-
nection with the said portrait as the said trustees shall

from time to time deem meet and expedient ; and in the
next place for providing and procuring the die or matrix
for a commeraorative medal bearing the name, or a

med.ilHon portrait of the said late James VrjTCH, from

which medals may be struck for the purposes hereinafter

mentioned
;
and in the next place, of defraying the ex-

penses of printing, advertising, postages, wages of ser-

vants, messengers, and other persons employed by the

said trustees, and generally, of all expenses connected

witli the trusts hereby created and the duties imposed
upon the said trustees ; and in the next place, of provid-

ing and giving prizes for the advancement and improve-

ment of the science and practice of the culture, or for

the successful culture of plants, flowers, trees, fruits, and
vegetables, and otherwise for tlic advancement of the

science and practice of horticulture as the said trustees

shall think fit ; such prizes to be offered and given at such

exhibitions of the leading Metropolitan Horticultural

Societies in the three kingdoms as the said trustees shall

from time to time in their discretion deem most expe-

dient, with power to the said trustees to vary the number,

value, and nature and subjects of, .and time or times for

competition for such prizes as to the said trustees in their

absolute and uncontrolled discretion may from time to

time seem meet ; and to give the same either in the shape
of commemorative medals, bearing the name or portrait of

the said jAMES Veitch, or of money, or in such

other nrode or manner as they shall in their absolute and
uncontrolled discretion think best calculated to effect the

advancement and improvement of horticulture. Provided

always, that it shall not be necessary for or incumbent
upon the said trustees, or any of them, themselves to take

part in the determination or selection of the successful

candidates or exhibitors for such prizes, or any of them,

or the adjudging of the said prizes so to be offered by
them ; but the said trustees shall have full power either

themselves to select such successful candidate, and to

adjudge such prizes, or to deleg.ite and commit tlie said

selection of candidates and adjudging of prizes either to

some one or more of their body, or to the committees or

comiTiittee, secretaries or secretary, managers or manager
of the exhibitions at which the same prizes may be offered

for competition, or to any other person or persons whom-
soever as to the said trustees shall seem meet and expe-

dient. Provided further, that the said trustees shall have
full power at their discretion to retain the annual income
arising from the said tmst fund for any number of years

not exceeding three, and to add the same by way of accre-

tion to the said trust fund, or to accumulate the same
and to devote and apply the accumulations thereof in any

one year for and to the same purposes and objects as are

hereinbefore directed of and concerning the income of the

said trust fund in any one year ; but so, nevertheless, that

the tot,al amount of the additions to the principal trust

fund shall not at any time exceed one-third part of the

total amount theretofore received by way of dividend or

income upon the said trust fund.

"

What is the native country of the common
WeeI'ING Willow, Salix babylonica? Babylon, of

course, would be the general reply. Prof. Karl
Koch, however, very conclusively shows that China

is the home of this tree. The word rendered Willow
in the 137th Psalm should with infinitely greater proba-

bility be applied to the Populus euphratica. Under
the name Salix elegantissima Prof KocH describes a

new species of Willow from Japan, with branches even

more markedly pendulous than those of S. babylonica,

which, by reason of the misnomer above alluded to.

Dr. Koch proposes to call S. pendula. S. elegan-

tissima (Koch) has been called in nurseries S. Sie-

boldii and S. japonica, but both these names are

preoccupied. It has the great advantage of not being

injured by insects like other Willows.

The last of the " Trees of Liberty " planted

in Paris during the Republic of 1848 has just been

cut down in the courtyard of a house in the Rue
d'Amsterdam, which it had embellished and shaded, if

not sanctified, during the last 22 years. It is probable,

says the Pall Mall Gazette, that the existence of this

vegetable symbol was ignored by the authorities under

the Empire, else it would, no doubt, have shared the

fate of its brother and sister trees, against which a

furious persecution was instituted as soon as General

Cavaignac came into power after the insurrection o(

June. The first "tree of liberty" was planted on

March 24, 1848, in the Champ de Mars, and during

the next three months it became one of the favourite

amusements of the younger and idler Democrats to

troop into the suburbs, uproot a Poplar in some garden

which did not belong to them, cart it triumphantly

back to Paris, plant it in some eligible site where

it was not wanted, and call upon the nearest

available priest to bestow on it his blessing.

The Parisian clergy, with their accustomed pru-

dence, never refiised to perform this rite, which was
to give the tree its ofiicial character ; neither did the

Parisian bourgeois refuse to dance round the tree in a

circle when blessed. But one can readily imagine that

both the clergy and the bourgeois suffered inwardly

from this concession, and felt a conservative satisfaction

when the return of order allowed them to go out into

the highways, axe in hand, and hew do\\Ta for firewood

that which they had previously adored. After

September 4, 1870, there was a question of planting

new "trees of liberty," and some were planted in the

provinces ; but the scheme fell through in Paris,

owing to the high price of fuel. At that time a

journalist observed that a tree was, after all, a stupid

emblem of freedom, seeing that it was, perforce, rooted

to the spot where it stood ; and he suggested as pre-

ferable, that each town should elect yearly some
member of the animal kingdom, say a calf, which

should be kept at the cost of the taxpayers in a public

garden, have his head and tail decked with red

ribbons and patriotic philacteries, and be called the
" Calf of Liberty "

1

A re-issue, in monthly parts, of "LiNDLEY
and Mutton's Fossil Flora of Great Britain,"
is announced for publication, by Mr. Bernard
(Juaritch. a supplementary volume, containing

figures and descriptions of all the important addi-

tions made to the fossil flora of Britain since 1837,
together with a critical examination of the species in

LiNDLEY and IltTTTON's classic work and a synopsis

of all the known fossil plants of Britain, will be added
by Mr. WILLIAM Carruthers, F.R.S., L.S,, and
G.S., Keeper of the Botanical Department, British

Museum, The first monthly part wHl be issued with

the May journals. As it is not intended that the

re-issue should be a large one, intending subscribers are

requested to send their names as speedily as possible to

their bookseller, or direct to the publisher.

We learn from the Builder that Mr. Thomas
Parker, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, architect, has patented

a new IIot-avatek Heating Apparatus. The
principles of the invention are comprised in the use of

pipes of small bore for the flow and return of the hot

water, laid chiefly on the floor of the building ;
* and

also the use of heaters, similar to those used in railway

carriages, placed in the pews (if the building be a

church), and in analogous positions in other buildings.

The chief advantages claimed for this invention are

greater efficiency, by the local application of the heat

;

a great saving of cost of apparatus ; and flues, &c.,

under floors are dispensed with.

The comparatively warm weather of the last

few days has caused the Trees in the Parks,
Public Gardens, and Boulevards, of Paris, to

show their buds, andhas also shown the very serious

mischief done by the severe weather of the two last

winters. The greater part of the exotics, which were

believed to have been thoroughly acclimatized, could

not resist 23° of cold. The Cedars, as well as the Pines,

Firs, and other conifeious trees from southern countries,

have suffered severely. The Catalpas, upon which

great hopes had been placed, on account of their

splendid foliage and flowers, and many specimens of

which had acquired considerable dimensions, have also

succumbed in the majority of cases. As to the noble

Magnolias of the Champs Elysees, which every second

or third year presented a magnificent show of flowers,

the Paulownias, and other deciduous exotics which

v.'ere grown in the open air, they were absolutely

frozen to death. The mischief done in the winter

of 1S70 was great, but that of the past season far

exceeded it. The accounts from Burgundy are still

more distressing, the loss in the vineyards is said

to be terrible, acres of fine plants having been utterly

ruined by the frost, and snapping off when bent.

A similar catastrophe happened in the South of France

a few years since. Vines 20 and more years old,

with three or four branches as large as a man's arm,

being split from top to bottom. It is to be hoped

that the devastation is not general.

M. Planchon has made a communication to

the Paris Academy of Sciences respecting the Spiny
Elm of China, which presents remarkable peculiarities.

It is described as filling up the interval, already very

narrow, which exists between the sub-tribe of the

Ulmeae and that of the Planerea;. This tree was dis-

covered by the Abbe Armand David in Eastern

Mongolia, and is called by the Chinese by a

name which the learned Abbe translates into

Spiny Elm ; Mr. Hance, however, in describ-

ing it from the specimen sent home by the Abbe
David, gives it the title of Planera Davidii. The type

of the tree is mixed, and stands at about equal distance

between the Ulmus, the fruit of which is surrounded

by a circular wing, and the Zelkona, the fruit of which

is without wings. In the Chinese Spiny Elm the fruit

exhibits on one side of it an indentation in the form of

a comma, or reversed horn, something like what is

found in the fuller shaped fruit of the Zelkona ; the other

side of the fruit forms a unilateral wing, answering to

the half of the circular wing of the Ulmus. M. Plan-

chon therefore proposes to name it Hemiptelea (half-

Elm) Davidii.

A new substance, called Dambonite, has

recently been discovered by AlME Girard in the

indiarubber of the Gaboon. When treated with a

mixture of sulphuric and nitric acids the rubber is trans-

formed into a gummy, thick, and translucent substance,

which, thrown into water, precipitates in the form of

flakes. The precipitate, when carefully washed and

dissolved in boiling alcohol, deposits crystals of nitrated

dambonite, which is insoluble in alcohol, and detonates

under the hammer.

In our extracts last week from the reports of

the Horticultural Directors, read at the annual meet-

ing of the Royal Horticultural Society, it is stated

that in the Rev. Mr. Fountaine's Vinery at

Chiswick, in which the new Madresfield Court Grape

was grown in such perfection, under Mr. Barron's

management, there was no provision of any kind for

the house being artificially heated. We are requested

* Within the melropoliLin area the stipulations of the Building

Act would render necessary some modilication in this respect.
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to state that this is only a temporary arrangement ; as

the power of applying artificial heat, wlien needful, is

quite necessary for properly carrying out Mr.
Fountaine's principle of fruit, flower, and Grape
growing.

The Popular Science Rcz'ie-ii} has a somewhat
" gushing " note from an American lady on the Fly-
catching Properties of Sundews. She says :

—

" For several summers I have taken Drosera rotundi-

folia, D. longifolia, and D. fdifolia [L>. filiformis], from
their moist beds, and placed them in sand and water
in such a way that they made most charming window
plants. What I take for D. longifolia has spathulate,

oblong, reddish leaves, and long, erect, reddish

petioles, covered with glands like those of the leaf.

This species I find a much more etTective fly-trap than

D. rotundifolia, the plant in my window this summer ;

almost every leaf held a common house fly prisoner

until it died, and it did not take the leaf very long to

fold amply round its victim. My husband was terribly

shocked, and thought it the most cruel thing he ever

saw in Nature ; but with my prepossessions and
habits, both as an entomologist and a housekeeper, I

was contentedly interested to see the work go on."

This carnivorous property in Sundews, about which so

much has been written, is certainly not always present.

We have frequently kept the three British species in a

living state for many days, but careful observation

failed to detect any movement in the leaves, nor could

they be induced to close by artificial irritation. Much
has been said about the difficulty of obtaining Sundews
in flower, but we have several times found D. rotundi-

folia with widely opened blossoms between 12 and
I P.M., while in a sunny window both this species and
D. intermedia {the D. longifolia of American authors

and of the above notice) expand their flowers about
half-past 10, remaining open about an hour.

We hear that Mr. John Wills, Sussex Place,

Old Brampton, has had instructions from the Lord
Chamberlain's Office to supply the Floral Decora-
tions AT St. Paul's Cathedral, including the

reception and resting rooms for Her Majesty and
H.R. H. the Princess of Wales on the occasion of the
General Thanksgiving on Tuesday next.

Mr. Glaisher remarks as follows on the
State of the Weather during the week ending
Feb. 17:—In the vicinity of London the readings of
the barometer, at sea level, at the beginning of the
week were about 29.9 inches. A fall to about 29.6
inches was registered by the morning of the 12th,

followed by one or two small oscillations of short dura-
tion ; and at the end of the week the reading was again
nearly 29.9 inches. The mean daily values were,
without exception, below the average. The highest
temperatures of the air by day varied beween 54!" on
the nth and 44° on the i6th. The lowest tempera-
tures at night were all above 36i° ; on one occasion,
viz., on the nth, the value recorded was as
high as 43°. The daily ranges of tempera-
ture were generally larger than in previous
weeks, the smallest (7i°) and the largest (161°),
however, occuringon consecutive days (i 6th and 17th).
The mean daily temperatures were again wholly in
excess of the average, the departures being respec-
tively :—nth, S°.6; I2th, 5°.8; 13th, 7°.6; I4thi
6°.6

; 15th, 4°.i ; i6th, o°.2 ; and 17th, 6°. On the
15th and i6th the sky was nearly overcast; on the
17th, small amounts of cloud only were present. A
thermometer, showing the highest temperature in the
sun's rays, registered 104° on the nth, and on the
night of the 15th, the reading of a thermometer,
showing the lowest temperature on grass, was 31^°.
Rain fell sparingly on the 12th, 14th, i6th, and '17th,

the total amount being but I- loth of an inch.
South-easterly winds were prevalent to the 14th ; then
changing round to south-west through east and north
on the 15th and i6th. The pressures were generally
li,ght, but nearly continuous, throughout the week,
with the exception of the 14th, when the air was
nearly calm.

In England the extreme high temperatures ranged
between 56,^° at Nottingham, and 504° at Norwich

;

the general average over the country being 53° nearly.
The extreme low temperatures varied from 37" at
Liverpool, and lof at Nottingham, the general aver-
age being 34}°. The average daily range of tempera-
ture in the week was about 1 8^°. The mean for the
week of the highest temperatures observed every day
was about 48°, the highest being at Blackheath, 51°,
and the lowest at Norwich, 454°. The average daily
range of temperature was about 9°. The mean tempe-
rature for the week was about 43.1°, varying from 444°
at Manchester to 41° at Norwich. Small amounts of
rain fell over the country, though at several places spread
over several days. At Sheffield and Leeds it rained
on six days, at Norwich on one day only, and on
three at Portsmouth. The mean fall over the country
was but 3-iolhs of an inch. The greatest was 8-ioths
of an inch at Wolverhampton.

In Scotland the highest temperatures by day varied
between 53° at Edinburgh, and 46:3° at Aberdeen, with
a mean for the country of 49^°. The average lowest tem-
perature observed at night was 34° nearly, ranging from
355° at Aberdeen to 30° at Edinburgh. The mean daily
temperatures varied from 424° at Perth to 40° at
ptindee, the average over the country being /^\\-. The

fall of rain was heavier than in England. At Aberdeen
I ,';-, inch fell, and at Dundee and Perth more
than an inch. The mean fall was a little more than
three-quarters of an inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 52°, the

lowest 34°, the mean 44I", and the rainfall nearly

7-Ioths of an inch.

At the last Wednesday meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society, Mr. HoRLEY, builder. Tod-
dington, Beds, exhibited one of his new patent econo-
mic garden frames, which possesses some novelty of

construction, and which, on account of its simplicity,

will no doubt prove a useful and serviceable article.

The annexed illustration, fig. 94, shows one of these

portable frames, 4 feet in length, with glass sides \\

foot high. It is made of wood and glazed with 21 oz.

glass, and put together with iron screw pins, in the

manner of a bedstead, a wrench being supplied for

that purpose. The frame is made in lengths 4 feet

Fig. 94.—IIORLEV'S FRAMR.

wide, so that any number may be placed together, the
one shown covering 16 square feet of ground.
The principal constructive novelty is the method
of fixing the glass, neither sashbar nor putty
being used, but, instead, the squares, which are

24 inches by 16, are run into a groove at the top,
and rest in a rabbet at the bottom, each pane
being secured in its place by an iron button. To faci-

litate the removal of all or any of the squares, they are
not allowed to lap, and a piece of webbing is fixed
underneath each, by which they are easily raised. The
example shown at South Kensington was light and
airy, had a very neat appearance, and we think it is

well calculated to fulfil all the conditions and advan-
tages which are claimed for it by the patentee.

The annexed illustration (fig. 95) of the new
Grape Exhibition Case, shown by Mr. Gil-
bert, Burghley, at the last meeting [of the Fruit
Committee, and alluded to in our report of that
meeting, at p. 222, gives a very good idea of its

general form and construction. It will be seen that
the Grapes are protected from dust, fingering, &c., by

Fig. 93 —GILBERTS GRAIE EXHIBITION CASE.

means of the glass lid, and the stalks are inserted in

the soda-water bottles so as to keep the berries fresh.

The Committee approved the principle upon which
it was made, but declined expressing any opinion of its

merits until it had been tried at Chiswick. It has to
be proved to what extent the water is likely to act on
the flavour, and though, in other respects, the case is

well adapted for the object in view, it has the dis-

advantage of requiring to be moved about in a box,
thus involving more waste of space than there should
be in a really efficient portable case.

The company which has been formed for the
erection of a New Market close to Leicester
Square, near Coventry Street, include, says the
Builder, in their plans a proposal to build on a portion
of the square, dividing it into wide and spacious streets,

leaving about half the area of the square open and still

unbuilt upon. It is suggested that the site and the
property in the locality will be enhanced in value by

the opening of a fruit and vegetable market on the sid
of Coventry Street, with two entrances from the last-

named street, and platforms underneath, connected
with the new railway which is about to be constructed
so as to unite the Euston with the Charing Cross and
Waterloo Stations. All the requisite plans in con-
nection with the company's proposed works have been
duly deposited with Parliament.

FERNS OF LORD HOWES ISLAND.
The Ferns from Lord Howe's Island mentioned in

Dr. Bennett's letter (Card. C/iron., 1872, p. n3),
have now arrived.

Of the two Tree Ferns, presumably identical with
the two of which you figure the trunks at tab. 59 and
60. I cannot, from the dried fronds, in any way sepa-
rate one of them from the well-known Alsophila excelsa
of Norfolk Island. In texture, cutting, hairs, and
fructification it matches the Norfolk Island specimen.
I do not put forward this as a final judgment till we
have had an opportunity of comparing trunk, stems,
and scales upon living plants.

The other Tree Fern I feel tolerably safe in regard-
ing as an undescribed Hemitelia, of which the following
is as good an account as the material received enables
me to furnish :—
Hemitelia (amphicosmia) Moorei, Baker, 11. sf.

Frondibus amplis oblongo-lanceolatisdecompositis [quadripinnati-
fidis) supra viridibus glabris subtus ad costas segmentorum
paleis parvis bullatis albidis mcmbranaceis instructis : rachibus
dorso angulatis dense adpresse ferruginco-pubescentibus, facie
complanatis minute furfuraceo-paleaceis

; pinnis oblongo-
ianceolatis distincte petiolatis ; pinnatis lanceolatis sessilibus ;

segmentis tertiarlis ligulato-lanceolatis profunde pinnatifidis
lobis lanceolatis revolutis, venis liberis in segmentis tertiariis

pinnatis venulis inferiorlbus furcatis superioribus centralibus
solitariis : soris ad segmentos tertlaros s-jngos prope costas
uniseriatis

: invoUicro parvo unilateraliter cnpuliformi, recep-
taculo doleolato crinito.

Trunk 8 to 10 feet high. Fronds ample, oblong-
lanceolate, quadripinnatifid, nearly 2 feet broad, thick
in texture but not coriaceous, dark green and glabrous
above, except the rachises, paler and also glabrous on
the underside, but the costa of the pinnules and
tertiary segments furnished with copious minute white
bullate membranous scales. Rachises of the pinnae
broadly keeled on the upper side of the frond, densely
clothed with adpressed ferruginous pubescence, which
is absent from the flattened underside, where it is re-

placed by a thin coating of minute furfuraceous scales.

Pinna; distinctly stalked, oblong lanceolate, reaching
nearly a foot long, 4—5 inches broad. Pinnules close,

lanceolate, equal-sided, quite sessile except the lowest.
Distinct sessile segments of the third grade, 15— 18
pairs below the pinnatifid apex of the pinnule, ligulate

lanceolate, deeply pinnatifid, with 8— 10 recurved
lanceolate lobes. Veins quite free, one being carried

from the midrib of the tertiary segment to the apex of
each ultimate lobe, each vein being solitary in the

centre of the upper lobes, once forked in the lower
lobes. Sorus one at the base of each lobe except the

uppermost, so that a full-sized segment produces 5—

8

pairs in rows close to its midrib. Receptacle barrel-

shaped, the capsules mixed with copious hair-like

deciduous paraphyses. Involucre never more than a
half cup, placed, of course, on one side of the
receptacle.

As regards general habit and division, it must stand
by the side of the New Zealand H. Smithii and the

Cape and Brazilian H. capensis, both of which are
well-known. It has all the aspect of a plant grown in

a very exposed situation. This is shown by the thick

texture of the frond, by the bullate scales of the ribs of
the under surface, by the vestiture of the rachises of the
pinna', and by the revolution of the lobes of the seg-

ments, which are curled down so much that it is diffi-

cult to see the sori clearly. H. capensis has a very dif-

ferent texture and vestiture, like a plant whose home is

in shady woods, with pinnules carried down to the
base of the pinnre, less deeply lobed tertiary segments,
with a few, sometimes only a single one or pair, of
large conspicuous sori at the base of each. From H.
Smithii, the Lord Howe's Island plant differs by its

thicker but less coriaceous texture, distinctly stalked
pinnoe, bullate scales, much fewer pinnules to a pinna,

but much more numerous narrower lobes, and conse-

quently greater number of sori to a tertiary segment,
and by its crenate not glabrous somewhat less pro-
minent receptacles.

I am desirous to connect the plant with the name of
Mr. Charles Moore, Director of the Botanic Garden at

Sydney, not only because the present exploration took
place under his direction, but because he has done so

much through many years past to add to our know-
ledge of Australian Ferns ; and also as bearing in

remembrance that the fine Alsophila which Mr. John
Smith intended should bear his name, and which was
circulated widely in I^uropean gardens under the name
of Alsophila Moorei must, according to the laws of
botanical nomenclature, be called A. Leichhardtiana.

It will no doubt be remembered by some of your
readers that the plant to which I refer was published
by Baron von Mueller as A. Leichhardtiana, by Mr.
Smith as A. Moorei, and by Sir Wm. Hooker and
myself as A. Macarthurii, all within a very short time
of one another, and that, as was explained in the
Gardeners' CItroiiicle nt the time, Von Mueller has the

priority.
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The other principal novelty of the exploration, in the

}*ern way, proves to be a new and very distinct species

of Deparia

—

DeI'ARIA NEl'HRUDlUlDES, Ba/CiT,

Frondibus (Jeltoideis deconipositis viridibus mombranaceis utriii-

que glabris luillo modo p.ilcaceis : racliibus pubescenlibus

baud paleaccis ; pinius dcltoideis inrcrioribus loiige petiolatis

;

pinnutis deUoideis conferlis ntiirgiiit: superiore cum rachi

parallelo inferiore ciineato-lruiicato : sognientis ultimis obtusis

pinnatifidis : venis liberis, soris sessilibus.

Fronds deltoid, measuring about 2 feet long by I .^ foot

broad, membranous in texture, full green on both sides,

without either hair or scales. Kachises substramineous,

those of the pinna; channelled down the lower side,

with a row of dense concolorous pubescence filling up
the space within the raised edges, the upper side

rounded subglabrous. Pinnx deltoid, nearly equal-

sided, the lowest and largest long-stalksd, under i foot

long. Pinnules also deltoid, and many of the lower
ones stalked, but not equal-sided, being produced on
the anterior side so as to touch the rachis, but cut away
on the lower side so as to form an angle of 20°^25° with

|

the rachis. Tertiary segments also close and deltoid, ,

the largest cut down to the midrib in tlie lower part,

with their divisions of the fourth grade sessile, blunt,

oblong, pinnatifid. Veins free, pinnate in the ultimate

divisions, with parallel erecto-patent veinlets. Sori

minute, marginal, one placed on the upper side of each
ultimate lobe of the fertile divisions, the sessile invo-

;

lucre composed of two reniform valves, which scarcely
i

differ from the blade in texture.
[

This is much more divided than, and totally different
|

in the shape of the frond and its clivisions from, any of

and also foi preparing and preserving agricultural prod\ice ; puit-
able engine'^ : horse gear, and agricultural implements generally ;

organ!"' and mineral manures : apparatus for chemical and
physical analysis o( the soil ; systems for replanting and culti-

vating forests, tools and instruments employed : millstones, rough
and worked.

Class 61.— Cd.issliouses, and utensils, and touU iiied iu horticul-
ture and in the decoration of parks and gardens.

Class fi;;.^ Products : Vegetable:^, friut trees, seeds, saplings
of forest trees, hothouse and other ornamental plants and flowers.

As this class includes products which require renewal, it will

be the object of special competitions, of which due notice will be
given to the exhibitors.

Arrangements are being entered into for the convey-
ance of goods to the exhibition at reduced rates by the
several railway companies, and by vessels from London.
The articles for exhibition will be received at Lyons
during March next, and pictures and other works of

art will be admitted free of charge. All possible facili-

ties will be given to the exhibitors for the sale of their

productions, but no object exhibitetl must be withdrawn
until after the closing of the exhibition. A certain

charge will, it is stated, be made to exhibitors for space.

The otrices of the London Committee are at 3, Castle

Street, Holborn, and all communications should be
addressed to Mr. E. Johnson, the honorary secretary.

HOll' TO MAk'E THE MOST OF OUR
WALLS.

TiiK bare state of many walls, and the crippled

condition of more trees, give special force and perti-

nence to such inquiries. As the season for protective

expedients arrives such questions crop out iu all direc-

tions. Editors are troubled with them, and that most

' fruit for nexl summer without the old proviso attached
to all sailing vessels, " weather permitting." Let /era

:
touch those fat buds with its icy fingers in winter, or
15' of frost fall lightly on them, or be dashed by the
harsh hand of Maicli on to their fair faces, and,
behold ! they are black and dead. Un the contrary, a

I

mild winter and genial spring help us to win the prize
' of a good crop.

The position is a somewhat galling one. We have
j

to say, By your leave, to the sharp arrows of the frost,
I the heavy artillery of the hail, and the winds in their
erratic course ; hence the pertinence and urgency of the

I

questions that have recently reached us from many
quarters, whether this game of chance with the elements,

I

in which we a.re so often worsted in the production of
,
superior fruit iu the open, is worth the candle. Does it

,

pay for the capital, skill, and time invested, or is it

j

compatible with the sense and dignity of cultivators to
go on and on for evermore with a game of chance with

!
the most capricious of all climates ?

Only two courses seem open to us. We must create

,
an artificial climate by the use of glass, or afford special

,
and temporary protection at the most trying seasons.

^

The first takes the trees from the open wall at once
' and encloses them in a glass house, the second is

therefore the only point now under discussion.

;

Walls themselves afford considerable protection lo
trees. It is not only that they keep the wind off, and
intercept and accumulate the heat when the sun shines,

but they create an artificial temperature in their imme-
diate vicinity somewhat superior to that of the general
air ; but it need^ only a glance at the impoverished face

of the mijority of wal'i to see that of themselves they

y\C., 06.—LYONS EXHiniTIOX BUlLDINf,,

the four species already known, all of which, except
the New Caledonian Deparia (Cionidium) Moorei, are

tropical American. It resembles so closely some of
the forms of Xephrodium decompositum in texture and
cutting, that barren specimens might well be passed
over for that at a casual glance. Though adopted in

our Si-f/o/'sis Fi!iiu>?iy I do not think that Deparia has
any rightful claim to be regarded as a genus by itself,

but that it would be better to reduce it to a section of
Dicksonia. J. G. Baker.

LYONS EXHIBITION.
I'l' to this time we have heard little as to what share

our nurserymen and agriculturists intend to take in the

I'niversal Exhibition at Lyons, which is to be open
from May I to Oct. 31, 1S72, though it is full time
that they were stirring if they intend British horticul-

ture and agriculture to be efticiently represented. The
exhibition in question is to be held in closed galleries,

'

and in an open space adjoining in the Pare de la Tete
d'Or (see fig. 96).

The products mentioned in the regulations which
most concern our readers are those relating to silk,

machines, implements of all kinds, raw materials,

timber, dyeing materials, basket-work, drugs, cereals,

food products, and vegetable products generally.

l.Jroup 7 is devoted entirely to agriculture and horti-

culture, in consequence of which we transcribe in full

the regulations referring to it.

GrOCP VII.—ACRICfLTLRE AND HoRTIClI.TL'RK.

Class 60 —Specimens of Agricultural and Rural Establish-
ment'; ; Modes of Culiurc and Distribution of Crops : Drainage.
Irrigalicm. &r.—Plans and models of rural buildings : machines
and implemeni-^ for plonghim;, sowing, mowing, and reaping.

tried of all human creatures, the \\riting practical

gardener, is overrun with queries from would-be
successful fruit growers. This question, like most
urgent and important matters, bristles with difficulties.

It likewise presses for solution, for this much I think
must be admitted, that the return from our walls is one
of the least satisfactory items in modern horticulture,

considering the capital invested in and the skill

expended upon them. Expensive to build, trouble-

some lo furnish, somewhat difficult to manage, the

returns, as the seasons have been of late years, vary
much like a game of chance, with all the odds of climate
against the cultivator.

There are those who speak and write slightingly
;

about climatic effects. They imply or assert that the '

cultivator may and ought to win in the contest with
the elements— that, in a word, he can so ameliorate
climate, and strengthen vegetation to resent its effects,

as to come through the elemental war victorious.
;

Doubtless there is a grain of truth in this view of the

matter. Chiefly by cuttingdown timber, and by drainage
the climate may be improved. Again, root-pruning and
skilful summer management of the tops of trees hastens
and brightens, if I may so express it, maturity. There
are degrees of ripeness, and the higher the maturation '

of the wood the greater its power of resisting cold.

Inasmuch, then, as the cultivation of the earth ame-
!

Korates climate, and proper management of the tree

hardens it, so far the cultivator masters climate.

But this is not saying so very much after all, for

when everything is done that diligence, skill, fore-

sight, can devise, we eat or not of the frtiit of our
labours very much as the weather permits ; and it

is well for our future peace, while admiring our plump
fruit-buds in the autumn, not too rashly to insure the

are inefficient protectors. They are mostly placed so

wide asunder that their heating effect on the wall atmo-
sphere is dissipated into insensibility, and their sharji

lines not seldom act upon air in motion as a whet-
stone does on the edge of a scythe, whetting it by
means of eddies into greater keenness, thus helping it t .^

cut lower and deeper. J'.ven this interception and
absorption of early sunbeams is far from being all gain
to the cultivator. This early warmth wakes up the

sleeping buds, and arouses the dormant energies of life.

The flowers awake, unfold, in virtue of the warmth
of the walls, when lo ! the frost treads on the heels of

caloric, and nips their precocious life with death's cohl

grip. But for the fostering protection of our walls,

the blossom might have slept in safety till all danger
from frost was past.

We have long found that our protecting walls them-
selves need protection. And we no sooner cover than
we weaken our trees. The more heat we keep in the

more light we shut out ; and every ray of light

excluded weakens the plant's power of resisting cold.

Hence it has come to pass that indiscreet or excessive

protection has done more harm than good. What
matters it though we keep out so many degrees of
cold, if we weaken the enduring or resisting power of
the plants as much or more? The plants would still

have the worst of it.

It is of no use disguising the fact, the subject is

beset with difticulties. Many fruit growers forcibly

remind one of the fable of the old man and his ass.

They tr}' all means, fail to please themselves or any-

body else, and lose their fnait into the bargain.

Three courses at least are, however, open to the fruit

grower. The growth of tender fruit in the open air

may be abandoned. Cheap permanent houses may be
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erected in front of the walls, or portable means of pro- 1 found on some delicate foreign seedlings ; which is

tection employed in times of tirgent danger. As to the perhaps the cause of the early stinting and coning of

giving up of the cultivation of superior fruit in the
|

some trees. For my own part, I would not give one

open, that is out of the question. Unless in very cold

and loWj wet localities, it still pays for the trouble and
expense of production ; it is, in fact, idle to dwell upon
this. The growers of fruit are used to try again and

again, and the whole set of the age is towards fruit

culture. Whatever may be hidden for us in the lap of

futurity, more and better fruit are already looming in the

distance. Every year the stock of fruit trees grows

larger ; while one is wondering where they can all go

to, they are already gone, and neither the supply nor

demand have yet reached their limits. The time

seems at hand when not only every wealthy merchant

and well-to-do amateur, but each toiling artisan and

labourer also will grow his own dessert. No one

must think of gi'owing less, but every one of growing

more fruit out-of-doors.

Doubtless, likewise, more will also be produced

under glass. The area of glass for horticultural pur-

poses is extending day by day. So rapidly is this

process proceeding, that some contend that most of the

British horticulture of the future will be conducted

under glass. Visitors to Nottingham have seen for

themselves that a glass house is a possible luxury, and

a source of pleasure to the I'oua fide working man.

It is astonishing how. much fniit may be produced in a

small area under glass. Still, if all tender fruits must

be capped with glass, less must be grown than more
;

cheap as glass is, it still costs a good deal, and one

harvest a-year will hardly suflice to popularise its use to

many, while the bare chance of reaping such a harvest

without its help exists. Then we reach once more the

question of temporary means of protection, which I

purpose illustrating and explaining in my next paper.

/y. T. Fish.

cutting-made plant taken from the Bellwood A. Doug-

PRUNING CONIFEROUS TREES AND
SHRUBS.

(Conchidcd /roiii p. i8o.

)

Of the Picea tribe, I have only operated thoroughly

on a few species, such as P. Nordmanniana, P. cepha-

lonica, P, Pinsapo, and P. Wehbiana. The first of

these is inclined to produce strong side shoots,

frequently stinting the growth of the leader to i^ inch

in height per annum. In some plants, 10 years old,

now growing in the Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, the

diameter of the branches is 3 feet 10 inches, while the

height of the plant is only i foot 10 inches. I have
specimens of the P. Nordmanniana raised from seed at

the same time, and which have been regularly

branch-pruned, which are now 4 feet in height,

showing the propriety of branch-pruning this species

at an early stage. Seedling plants of P. Nordman-
niana rarely put up more than one leader, and it is

wrong to allow this leader to be robbed by the super

abundant growth of the side branches, now that it

is shown that no harm will accrue from a judicious

use of the knife. During the period when the

P. Nordmanniana was scarce, the plants were gene-

rally increased by cuttings, grafts, and layers. This

l^runing was unintentionally the means of causing the

leaders of the original plants to assume an upward
growth. It is surprising to see many of the early

produced plants from cuttings, grafts, and layers,

although 18 or 20 years old, growing procumbent,
and, if "pright, somewhat fan-shaped. The only

way to induce a leader on such plants is to cut off all

the branches and peg the stump firmly to the ground.

By this means, one, two, or more leaders will be pro-

duced from the lower part of the stem. By the

removal of all but one, it \\\W. in time become a well-

set leader, and ultimately make a vigorous tree. The
leading shoots removed will make excellent cuttings

or grafts, by retaining their leaders, which is not the

case with the points of side branches. The same
remarks are applicable to many otlier species of the

Picca tribe, when produced by cuttings and layers,

such as P. nobilis, P. robusta, V, amabilis, P. grandis,

P. Pichta, &c.

\Vith the Douglas Fir (Picea Douglasii) the case is

totally different. Previous to the time when seedlings

of this tree were freely produced from the early im-
ported specimens, the Douglas Firs were all struck

from cuttings, generally taking the leaders from side or

secondary branches. This propagation by cuttings

was carried on with vigour for many years, indeed, till

such time as some of the original imported trees pro-

duced cones, and from that period izw^ or no cuttings

have been made. Cutting-struck plants from the original

trees were very extensively spread over the country,

and many of them are now handsome and well-shaped
trees. Some of these are at times unwittingly passed
olT for early seedlings of British grown trees, and from
this circumstance a good deal of discussion about the

deterioration of British produced seedlings, as com-
pared with imported ones, has arisen. I am still

of opinion, as I stated in a paper read before the
Botanical Society about seven years ago, that seedlings
taken from the earliest cone-producing trees are very
inferior to seedlings raised from cones received from
their native habitats. All British produced seedlings
are easily known from the profusion of resinous blisters

all over the surface of the bark, and the naturally
light coloured tint of the foliage. The blisters alluded
to are not confined to British seedlings, but are also

Fig. 07.— unprl'N'ed cupressi s lawsoniana,

lasii at Perth (and from which many thousand cuttings

must at one time have been taken and struck), for any
amount of plants produced from the early coning trees.

The case, however, is different with seedlings taken

from cones produced now for the first time by any of

the original imported plants. One of these original

trees known to me produced its first cones two years

ago. These seedlings are totally different from those

produced by the early coning trees, being darker in

foliage and of slower growth. To my certain know-
ledge, many of the original seedlings produced by the

Lynedoch and Raith trees, where planted in open

exposed places, have entirely passed away, while of

those planted in close shady woods many still exist

and appear to thrive.

A common occurrence with some species of Picea is

the tendency to produce double leaders ; when this is

the case, the weaker one can be removed without

injury to the plant. I have frequently noticed the

destruction of the main leading shoot, caused either by
birds, wind, accident, or mischief, and the result has

been that the upper whorl of horizontal shoots all

gradually assumed an upright habit. It will be neces-

sary to remove all but one, fixing on the strongest,

which will be found to have more of an upright ten-

dency than the others. This shoot will gradually bend
over the point where the original leader grew, and
although slightly curved in the middle, the top will

finally assume an upright position, and this without

any necessity for tying. From this branch-made
leader the whorls will be produced year by year, with

perfect regidarity. In the case of the crown of

the leader only being injured, all the incipient side

buds on the portion left should be picked out except

the one nearest the top ; but if the top one is not

F(G.
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strong, remove a portion of the injured leader till a

vigorous one is reached (judging of this before the

incipient buds are picked out). The upper one left

will soon form an upright leader, and in a few years

will completely obliterate all traces of injury. With
Picea Lowii such experiments are particularly interest-

ing, although it is very annoying to find the tops of

the Piceas maliciously broken off to render such

experiments necessary.

Picea cephalonica and P. Pinsapo are also wonder-
fully improved by branch pruning, particularly when
growing in soils and situations different to what they

are accustomed to in their native homes. Growing
on limestone rock, which is the case in their native

country, it will be found that, in all similar situations

in Britain, these trees generally become vigorous and
finely shaped.

Picea Webbiana is perhaps one of the most orna-

mental of the Picea tribe, as far as foliage is concerned.

The leaves are long, dark bluish green on the upper
surface, and a pure snow-white underneath. The
young leaf-buds of this tree are very susceptible of

spring frosts, so much so as to cause it to be rarely

sought after by cultivators, and consequently rarely to

be found in nursery establishments. If good plants of

Picea Webbiana are really desired they must be grown
in somewhat shady situations, and operated on at an
early stage of their growth, even when i or 2 feet in

height. The removal of the points of the side shoots

year by year, or even the picking out of the lateral

buds, has the effect of throwing increased vigour into

the terminal leader. By this treatment the terminal

bud will be found more robust and stronger than

in those specimens where all the points of the branches
have been left to grow at freedom, which is vei-y

often the case in many garden establishments. W'hen
the shoots are numerous they are generally weak,
start early into leaf growth, and are certain to be
injured by spring frosts. When the main and
secondary leaders only exist, they seem to have the

power of remaining dormant till the proper time

arrives for them to start into growth, unless during a
very untoward season. Several plants treated as

above have now a pyramidal shape, while those left

wholly to themselves are generally in a wretched
condition.

Of the genus Abies, only on two species have I

attempted the branch-pruning system, vi/., on Abies
Pattoniana and A. Hookeriana. These plants have a

natural tendency to spread, and to develope numerous
leaders. If regularly side-branch pruned, a uniform

upright growth will be the result.

Taxodium sempervirens is another Conifer which
stands the knife well ; its outline will be greatly im-

proved both by branch and stem pruning. The Taxo-
dium is not so extensively cultivated as it ought to be.

If properly attended to by judicious pruning it will

become in many parts of England an excellent avenue
tree, but the condition in which it is generally seen

renders it rather forbidding than otherwise.

Wellingtonia gigantea, whether produced from seeds

or cuttings, if growing on good soil, naturally assumes

a pyramidal shape. Branch-pruning is not therefore

necessary except in the case of a stunted specimen, or a

wayward branch, as occasionally happens. WelUng-
tonias, however, may be stem-pruned with impunity.

Where many specimens exist, it will be noticed that

the upward tendency will be greatly improved by such

treatment.

The Cupressus Lawsoniana is another plant which I

have no hesitation in freely stem-pruning, but not side-

branch pruning. In its natural state it grows to the

height of 100 feet, but when cultivated in this country

it has often a tendency to assume the habit of the

Chinese Arbor-vitre, by putting out numerous upright

stems from the surface of the ground, which in many
cases finally stint what is intended to be the leading

shoot. I first commenced the stem-pruning (fig. 98)

of the C. Lawsoniana during the year 1S65, and the

progress the stem-pruned plants have made over the

unpruned is quite remarkable, and, like the Deodar,
totally altering the character of the plant.

Of the genus Pinus, with the exception of P. excelsa,

no other species up to this time has been pruned by

me, except the removing of any unsightly branch when
interfering with a neighbouring specimen. The Pinus

excelsa when left to itself has rather a sprawling habit

of growing, the branches in most cases being wide
spread, to the detriment of the leading shoot. Trees

of Pinus excelsa have been branch-pruned here, more
or less, for the last 25 years. Such plants so treated

have now assumed the habit of Pinus Cembra. The
Pinus excelsa is rarely asked for by cultivators ; but if

planted and treated as recommended, it will prove an

ornament to the pinetum or shrubbery, its long light-

coloured leaves contrasting admirably with the foliage

of the generality of the dark-leaved Pines,

Several other species of coniferous trees are now
under the process of branch-and-stem pruning, but it

will be needless to report on them till such time as

they have been thoroughly tested by experiment.

When pruning coniferous tree.s, I generally com-
mence during the month of August, and continue the

operation till the middle or end of (_^clober. Some
have been pruned as late as December and January
without any apparent injury, but this may depend on
the effect of the weather, particularly frost, on the new-
cut extremities. As a general rule, I prefer the earlier

months stated.

Conifers in a state of nature are rarely seen as we
are accustomed to look upon them in gardens and
pleasure grounds. They are generally in large forests,

where, from their proximity, the lower branches gene-

rally get destroyed, and from this circumstance the

trees must of necessity assume an upright habit. It \%
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iherefore incumbent on xis to take steps in order to

imitate Nature, and thus induce in some plants a tree

growth, instead o£. a bush form, wliich is not their

natural condition.

I have stated tliat certain coniferous plants are not

in ttie least injured by a free use of the knife, while

with othei-s it is well known that they will not stand

it in the slightest decree. The Araucaria is very sus-

ceptible of Injury if its juices are interfered with, either

by cutting or ben-ling, and I feel almost persuaded

that the excessive injury done to the Araucaria

during the severe winter of 1S60-61 was in a great

measure due to the excessive bending of the points

uf the branches under the weight of snow
which prevailed at the time, thus rupturing the

upper tissues close to the stem, and thereby

exposing them to the severe frost which at that

time prevailed, aided, no doubt, by the long-continued

moist autumn which preceded. Injury is often reck-

lessly done to the tops of Araucarias by breaking them
oif, as is well known to the cost tif some nurserymen.

With such mutilated plants, one of the side shoots

composing the upper whorl is not unfrequently tied

upright, so as to form a leader. Instead of tying up
one of these side branches, a slight bending down of the

upper whorl of branches is preferable, as, by so doing,

two or more leaders will be produced from t!ie centre.

The superfluous ones are to be removed, not by direct

cutting off, but by twisting a piece of very fme wire

tightly rovmd them, leaving the strongest one untouched.

This wire will cut them through in a short time ; they can

then be removed without injuring the plant. The shoot

uuwired will soon become a good leader. If a leader

is ever formed by the tying up of a side branch, it will

be diflicult for such a plant ever to assume
a uniform shape.

At the beginning of this paper I stated

that the preservation of several other shrubby
plants besides the Deodar, saved during the

winter of 1S60-61, was owing to the condi-

tion they were in by being hand-pruned
during a series of years. In the garden
here it is customary every autumn to go
over with a knife certain shrubs, particularly

I*ortugal Laurels and evergreen Oaks, not

destined for growth, so as to keep them
within a limited space and of a globular

shape. Singularly enough, most of the knife-

pruned Portugal Laurels throughout the

garden were uninjured, while the unpruned
specimens from 10 feet to iS feet in height,

were more or less killed down to within

3 feet or 4 feet of the ground. The hand-
pruned evergreen Oaks were likewise spared,

while the unpruned ones were in many cases

seriously injured, but sprung up freely from
the lower parts of the stem.

"For the benefit of those parties who
object to the pruning of evergreen shrubs,

I have to state that, from the experience

gained during the winter of 1S60-61, I con-
tinue this pracLice year by year. With
the pruned specimens of Portugals and
evergreen Oaks the tops were compact and
rounded, and the snow rested on them, while
with the unpruned shrubs the branches were
very much bent under the weight of snow.

Other plants may be given in illustration,

but sufficient has been noticed to prove that

knife-pruning is not always to be avoided in

the case of Conifers and evergreen shrubs,

particularly when we find that it is a means
of saving them, while others of the same species

are injured under circumstances over which v/e have no
control. Yames AfcN'ai'y Edinburgh.

business purposes, it would he much better that the
houses should be distributed. I think no house ought
to be admitted to competition, nor even to exhibition,
unless it is complete in every particular. I shall be
glad if you will make this proposition known in your
next issue, and those who fall in with it can signify

their intention to compete through your columns, when
the necessary arrangements can be made. I have
reason to know that Mr. Quilter, the proprietor of the
ground, will afford every facility for the competition ;

but as it must involve a large expenditure for each
exhibitor, I think we ought to stand upon the same
platform as exhibitors of plants or fruits, and not pay
for the ground occupied. W, P. Ayn's, Paieni Im-
perishable Hothouse Works^ Nnvark-upou- Treiitf

February 17.

Christmas Roses (p. 218).—I believe that Miss
Hope will have no diflicuUy in raising any of the
Hellebores from seed, if she will allow them to sow
themselves. I never attempted to grow them from
seed, but I have often hundreds of self-sown seedlings

of different sorts. //. .\. I'JIacotiib,\ Pitton Vicarage.

Garden Products and their Cooking.—If your
correspondent, ** Gutesauce," will do mc the favour to

read over again my article under the above heading, at

p. 73, he will, I am sure, fmd ho remark therein

which will justify his assumption that I think cooks

^cme Correspnkntc.
Hyacinth Culture in 'Windows.—Hyacinths in

glasses that have made their full growth require sup-

porting, and this to most persons is a very awkward
job without wires. Xow I have found from expe-
rience that the most effectual plan (without injuring

the llower) is to cut a small stick of sufficient height
with a sharp point, and put it in the bulb about an inch
deep, close to the crown, when the leaves and flower can
lie neatly tied up. J. Dale, Inner Temple Gardens.

Cherry : Frogmore Early Bigarreau.—There
are few more popular or desirable fruits than the Cherry,
and yet it is but little, by comparison, that we are

doing to improve them. Although the varieties of
Cherries are exceedingly numerous and good, it is not
to the efforts of the I-^nglish hybridiser that this

is chiefly due, as it is in the case of Grapes, Straw-
berries, Peaches, &:c. Most of our novelties and im-
provements in Cherries have come from America {L^r.

Kirkland), and from France and (rermany. Still, we
have had one amongst us, Mr. Ingram, of Frogmore,
who has given us some valuable acquisitions in this as

well as in other fruits, but few of greater or more
sterling merit than the subject ofour present notice—the
Frogmore Early Bigarreau Cherry (fig. 99). This excel-
lent variety was exhibited before the Fruit Committee of
the Royal Horticultural Society a few years ago, and
was then awarded a First-class Certificate. It was
noticed in the pages of the Florist in July, 1867. By

this time, therefore, ihi'^ splendid Cherry should be

pretty widely distributed. It is of the Bigarreau class,

but instead of having hard, firm flesh, it is remarkably
' tender and melting. It is very early, coming in nearly

as soon as May Dukes, in June. The fruit is of large

size, almost white when shaded, with a brilliant crim-
,

son cheek when exposed to the sun. Flesh very deli-
.

,

cate, melting, juicy, with a rich, sweet flavour ; stem

j

small ; habit of tree robust. I can highly recommend
it. B. [We have to thank Mr. Turner, who holds

\
the stock of this Cherry, for the use of the accom-

1

panying figure. Eds.]

Pinus Sinclairii.—Has this tree ever been known
to produce fertile cones in this country? I have lately

broken up a cone taken from a tree on which it has

been hanging since 1S65, and found a great number of

what appears to be good seed : some have been sown.

I shall be most happy to forward a cone with a few

seeds, and also give the dimensions of the tree if

' required. R. Rilehie, Gr. /> R. II. Frauee, Ksa.,

I Frognal, Ilampstcad.

j

Royal Horticultural Society at Birmingham,
i

I —I am glad to see that the Birmingham " folk " are
' making so spirited a prejiaralion for the great exhibition

;

in June next, and, as a horticultural patentee, feel

glad that the attempt is to be made to induce a strong

competition in hothouses. I have often thought that
;

many of those wretched makeshift contrivances

—

structures which, like Peter Pindar's razors, are made
|
have no right to grumble about vegetables. On the

for sight and not for service—might very appropriately
! contrary, I not only believe that they have a perfect

be excluded from what should be considered high-class
,
right to grumble, but I know that they have

horticulture, especially as presented to the world by a
j
very frequently good cause for grumbling. " Gate-

Koyal society. But every man has hiscrotchet, and would
i
sauce " asks me to '*say in what cookery book

it is directed to salt salads half an hour
beforehand.'* He must excuse me if I de-

cline to supply proof of assertions that I

have not yet made. There is no need for me
to tell a chef de cuisine how to serve a salad ;

but if he knew as much as I do about cooks

in private houses, who are paid from £\2
to £2P a-year, he would then understand
more clearly the force of my remarks. He
forgets that there are in England probably

fifty of such cooks to one properly educated

chef. In the same way there are many move
half-instructed men calling themselves gar-

deners than there are veritable horticul-

turists. What I did assert was, that cooks

of the feminine gender (not elufs) begin to

dress their salads with pepper and salt, and
subsequently pour over vinegar and oil

—

that in doing this they follow the example
of the so-called cooks under whom they

have learnt, and they follow the instructions

given in books. Will *' Cruesauce " kindly

give me the name of any work in the

English language, in which the proper way
of dressing a salad is clearly described, and
in which attention is directed to the order

in which the different condiments should

be used ?—and to the reason why one way of

dressing the salad will keep it fresh and
crisp for a considerable time, while if the

same condiments are used in a different order

the salad will in a few minutes become
sodden ? My collection of books ranges

from Beetons Penny Cookery Book up to

Urbain Dubois' volumes on Artistic

Cookery and CosmopoUian Cookery^ and

includes several American works ; but

none of them give any such information,

consider himself injured if not allowed to indulge it, so The works of Soyer, Francatelli, and other cooks of

I suppose the manufacturers of horticultural ephemera great repute are, to a great extent, unintelligible to

j

in the hothouse line must be allowed to indulge theirs. I
any one who has not studied for some time under a

!
As the patentee and representative of the " Imperish- I chef in some large establishment ; and the works of

' able Hothouse Company,'' my object in addressing i some authoresses now before me do not touch the

;

you is to make a suggestion, which I think ought to ' higher branches of cookery. Let me suggest

Fic -FROGMORE EARLY lUOARREAU t IIERRV.

to

bring the horticultural budders of this country into

j

spirited competition, and it is this :—Let each builder

I in the country, or, if not all, so many as may have the

;
courage to do so, subscribe 10 or 20 guineas each as a

I

special fund, half of which shall be given as a

i
1st prize, and the remainder as 2d and 3d prizes, for

j

"the most complete span-roofed forcing-house," the

j

si/e not to be less than 30 feet by iS feet, nor over

I

40 feet, each house to be fitted and heated completely,

I

and be kept in work during the exhibition. Each con-

tributor shall name a practical gardener to act as a
|

Vanilla that appeared in these columns in 1S67 were.

Gatesauce" that he should supply the want here

indicated, under the title of "Cookery Without a

Masler." \l\ T.

The Vanilla planifolia and " F. W. B."—The
remarks of " K. W. P.", be he who he may, at p. 218,

were quite uncalled for. I have neither the Ann. d""Ifist,
Kat. 1839, nor the Gardeners' Chronicle of 1S41 for

reference to ascertain the correctness of " F. W. B.\s
"

assertions. The remarks on the fecundation of the

I

judge, and over the judges so chosen some indepen

I

dent body, to be named hereafter, shall name an
I experienced architect or civil engineer to act as referee.

Price and practical efliciency will, of course, be
the leading characteristics of the awards. Such

I

a competition should do much to place the

I

various inventions in their proper positions, and
' would show the difference between fanciful

as far as I am aware, private property prior to that

date, taken from a written paper given me by Lady
Milton, soon after I first went to Osberton. Her
ladyship being a member of the Fitzwilliam family, in

whose employ Mr. Henderson was for many years,

it is possible this paper may have been given her by

him. But let me inform " F. W. B." that at any time

when asked to give instructions on the fecundation of

contrivances and broad common-sense practical inven- 1 the \'anilla, I should quote the exact words that have

tions. I therefore ask those interested—the builders— ;
appeared in these columns, being the proper terms to

to join me in this competition, and if they do not, I be made use of either by Professor Morren, Mr. Hen-
must conclude they dare not[?]. While upon the subject I derson, or myself. It is getting hard times when a man
of these exhibitions, I would suggest that the cattle-

|

cannot do what he likes with his own. With reference

shed arrangement, as carried out at Oxford and Not- | to other parts of the paragraph, the one in the Garden
tingham, should be abandoned; and that instead of

|

refers, more particularly, to the temperature most suit-

crowding the houses together upon a given space, they
\

able to its successful culture—the one in 1867, to the

should be distributed tastefully over the whole area of 1 size and growlh of the plant at Osberton and else-

the exhibition ground. In Lower Aston Park there is where. I make no apology, neither is there any due

ample space for this purpose, and, both for effect and 1 fromlhe Editor of the G^rt/v/^//, who,aswell asyourselves
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knew, from personal inspection, that I was most success-

ful in the cultivation and fruiting of the Vanilla, and he
asked me for a paragraph on the subject, to accompany
the cut. Knowing the difficulty there is in fruiting the

plant, I was very willing to do so—and any right-

minded person, that wished to see its culture success-

fully extended, would have done the same. I am
pleased to see the Editors take so sensible a view of

the case. I am quite of opinion that many p:iragraphs

written 30 years ago would not disgrace these pages
were they again to appear ; indeed, for the good of the

rising generation of young gardeners, it would be a

boon, and I should not scruple to make use of many of

mine that appeared in these pages nearly 20 years

since, when my old friend "Alpha" and I were
neighbours, and did a considerable deal of quill

work at that time. Edwd. Bennett^ rinviile. [It is a

pity, under the circumstances, that Mr. Bennett, in his

paper on this subject in our columns, 1867, p. 997, did

not mention the fact of his indebtedness to Lady
Milton, as the directions for fertilising the Vanilla, as

given by him at that time, are nearly word for word the

same as those given by Mr. Henderson, in our volume
for 1841, p. 449. It should be further stated, that Mr.
Henderson throughout acknowledges his obligation to

Professor Morren, to whom, as we believe, is due the

first successful attempt to fruit the Vanilla on a useful

scale, and to whom, therefore, the credit is due. Pro-

fessor Morren published the process in many foreign

journals, and specially in our own '' Annals of Natural

History," 1839, p. i. Kds.]

Wellingtonia gigantea var.—From the descrip-

tion given of Wellingtonia gigantea var. at Chatsworth
by *' F. W. B.," at p. 219, I have no doubt the same
is to be seen at Bearwood, the residence of John
Walter, Esq., M.P. From among the numerous
specimens to be seen here, there are two plants about

15 feet in height, beautifully formed, very dense, and
the colour, more like the common variety, makes it

quite a conspicuous object. And more, I find the two
winters I have been at Bearwood this particular

variety does not change its colour ; on the other

hand, the more common variety is very apt

to get brown. I enclose you fair specimens of

each. It may be interesting to many to hear
that an avenue has been formed and planted with
Wellingtonias, from lo to 17 feet in height, and
beautifully formed. Each plant has been moved with
from 5 to 8 tons of soil, by Mr. John Waterer's machine.

I commenced moving them the first week in ( )ctober,

1871, and not one of the plants shows any signs of

distress ; in fact, they seem not to have received the

least check. "James Tegg, The Garde?iSj Besnvood^
Berks.

Fungus in Trees.—In forming some new pleasure-

grounds I had some dead trees removed, and being
anxious about dead and decaying wood being left in the

soil, I ordered two dead Sycamore plants to be ^

grubbed clean out by the roots ; the stems were about
|

10 inches in diameter. Some time after one of the men
1

came to me bringing a specimen of roots he found grow-
i

ing between the bark and wood, and growing upwards.

Judge my surprise on going to look at this tree or trees
j

to find that, during some alterations carried out some
years before, they had been buried up 3 feet 6 inches

;

above the root, and on breaking the dead bark of one 1

tree I found, from the surface upwards, 4 or 5 feet, the
accompanying lattice-work-like growth. D. "J. North-
teood^ Landscape Gaiuieiter, Feb. 14. [The production

|

which you have sent is not uncommon. It is known
;

by the name of Rhizomorpiia subcorticalis, but it is
\

merely a condition of some Fungus, altered by the
peculiar situation in which it grows. De CandoUe
traced it to some common I'olyporus, and another form
occurs which is a condition of some Xylaria, Tliese

imperfect states of Fungi are sometimes very luxuriant

in mines, and are occasionally strongly phosphorescent.
M. J. B.\

Violet Devoniensis.— I was particularly struck
with this charming plant last spring. It is very distinct,

a strong grower, and of a robust habit, throwing up its

large dark purple flowers in great profusion well above
the foliage ; in fact, as you will see from those I enclose,

the flower stems are from 4 to 5 inches long. The
good opinion I formed of it then, has been confirmed
this season, for it was in bloom on the first of the
present month (February), and that without any pro-

tection being afforded it. It is very fragrant, and might
be used with advantage in the spring flower garden if it

could be protected from the " finger-blight," 71 lVyn)u\
Ifolhrook^ SuJ'olk. [An excellent sample of a grand
and well-known variety. Ei>s.]

New Pears.—The Poire du Congrc^ Pomologique,
or Souvenir du Congris, was raised at Rouen by M.
Boisbunel, nurseryman there, in 1S56, and dedicated to
the Congres Pomologique of Lyons. So says M. Andre
l.eioy in his admirable pomological dictionary. The
name of the raiser of such an excellent Pear deserves to
be publicly known, hence my troubling you with this

;

and seeing, moreover, that Mr, Rivers has forgotten by
whom it was raised. //. A'.

Redskin Flourball Potato.—This Potato greatly
disappointed me last season ; it was free from disease,
and I had a grand crop of fine large tubers, but when

cooked in December it was not fit for eating. I had
some tried again last week, and they are still waxy and
bad flavoured. None of the American sorts were good
here ; they are mostly good croppers, but they lack

flavour. When asked which is the best Potato for

general crop, I always recommend the Dalmahoy, a sort

which I have grown for years, and ever found them
good in quality and produce. A large grower for

Covent Garden once told me that he could always get

6d. per bushel more for Dalmahoys than for Regents

—

a sufficient guarantee of its quality, yiimes Smith, Extoji

Park, Rutland.

The Chiswick Garden Trials.—And so the

promised great Potato trial of the present year at

Chiswick has come to grief? This I hear from an un-

doubted authority. The list of Peas sent for trial has
run to such an inordinate length, that this single

voracious vegetable will absorb not only all the ground
at disposal, but also all the energies of the working
staff, which latter I can quite conceive to be at Chiswick
by no means in excess of the garden requirements.

The authorities urge that it is best to take one specific

vegetable at a time, and test all the so-called kinds

thoroughly, and with this dictum I do not disagree,

hoping that they will carry out their expressed intention,

and do it well. But I am curious to know what are

the reasons that influenced them to take Peas to task

before Potatos. I hold the latter to lie the premier

vegetable, and should have given it the first place ; but

probably the fact that Peas require to be sown earlier

than Potatos are planted gave the former the better

chance, and so the Potato trial is shelved until a future

year. There is one fact, however, in connection with

these Chiswick trials that deserves consideration.

There can be no doubt but that, in the eyes of the

trade, the Certificates of the Royal Horticultural Society

possess a certain money value. Accepting this pro-

position, I would contrast the opportunities of securing

them that florists and vegetable growers possess.

Florists can grow plants themselves, even though they

be ever so insignificant in character, and, carrying them to

the South Kensington meetings, may secure the coveted

honour without farther ado. Thus we see such things as

Hyacinths, Primulas, Pelargoniums, Dahlias, tliic,

certificated wholesale, with this advantage to the

raiser, that it helps to put money into his pocket, whilst

the advantage to horticulture is infinitesimal. On the

other hand the Fruit Committee have laid down the

hard-and-fast rule with reference to vegetables, that

before receiving certificates (although ever so apparently

worthy) each new candidate for popular honour must
undergo a year of probation in the Chiswick garden
under the eyes of that severe censor, Mr. Barron, and
the members of the Fruit Committee. I do not com-
plain of this latter arrangement, if all classes of raisers

were tarred with the same brush ; but the difference is

aggravated by the fact that, whilst the florist can
secure his honours in each succeeding year, the vege-

table raiser must wait for the dictum of the Chiswick
authorities, and get his subject tested at their con-

venience. Referring to Potatos especially, there were
large numbers of seedling varieties shown last year,

many of which would, under the old arrangement, have
received First-class Certificates ; but with the promise
of a trial at Chiswick this year, for the purpose of

selecting the best of the new kinds for honours, raisers

were content to wait. Xow, they find they have to

wait yet another year ; and should any of them desire

to send out their stocks of these new kinds, they can

only do so under the disadvantage that as yet they
have not received a certificate of the Royal Horticul-

tuml Society. Either the certificates are waste card-

board or of relative value ; and if the latter, then their

distribution should be guided only with the soundest

discretion, and with an earnest desire to do justice to

all. ./. JJ.

Clematis Vitalba, or Traveller's Joy.—I mea-
sured a stem of a plant of the above, grou ing in the

grounds here, which was 22 inches in circumference.

On giving it a tap, it sounded hollow. Another plant

has a stem 10 feet long, which measures 14 inches any-

where up to that length, and which seems to be quite

solid. These plants give quite a tropical appearance
to the place where they run up the trees, and then

hang down again in fantastic coils and twists. //. M.,
EnySy Pcnrhyn.

TliP regulations provide that the Council may, on the
recommendation of the committee, grant medals to sub-

jects evincing extraordinary merit in their cultivation, and
the honour of obtaining the first of these medals fell to

Oswald O. W'rigley. Ksq., of Bury, for a most admirably
grown coUeclion of Orchids and Ferns, which exliibited the
highest cultural skill, and were especially creditable to Mr.
Wrigley's gardener, a worthy pupil, we believe, of Mr.
Baines. The premier plant in this group was a Cattleya
Warscewiczii or Trianje, with about two dozen charming
flowers, remarkable for the ricli purple of the lip, and in

splendid health and vigour ; the plant received a First-

cl.oss Cultural Certificate. There were also in the collec-

tion several examples of Lycasle Skinneri, not large but
admirably bloomed, with from 12 to 20 flowers on each ;

and three charming little plants of Odontoglossum Phalce-

nopsis, with from 9 to 15 flowers on each. Another striking

group came from the rich collection of Sam Mendel, Esq.
In this was probably the finest Cocos Weddeliiana in cul-

tivation, a Palm with all the exquisite grace of a Fern ;

this plant, which had about three dozen slender arch-
ing leaves, its height being about 4 feet, and its diameter
considerably more, was exhibited in a fruuing state

—

a rare feather in Mr. Fetch s cap— and deservedly won
a First-class Cultural Certificate ; as did also a Phalrt*-

nopsis Schilleriana, with a grand panicled inflorescence.

In the same group was a second splendid example of this

Phal.T?nopsis ; a Cattleya chocoensis, with five two-
flowered spikes of chaste lookiuR flowers, which are pure
white, \\ith a yellow baron the lip ; the exquisite little

Ri'strepia antennifera, with five flowers ; and a Dendro-
bium crassinode, with about 20 of its curious knotty
stems, of which five were freely invested with its prettily-

coloured flowers. Mr. Speed sent from Chatsworth two
cut specimens of the wonderful Amherstia nobilis, for

which a Cultural Certificate was given.

A plant of Eucliaris amazonica, about 3 feet through,
and with about two dozen well-developed flower-scapes,

formed a most attractive object, and won for its exlii-

bitor, G. Smith, Esq., of Kimperley, a Cultural Certi-

ficate. Another was given to Mr. R. S. Yates for two
splendid masses of Cijclogyne cristata, a plant which
Mr. Yates is always most successful in growing and
flowering, and which is one of the most chaste and useful

of winter flowering Orchids. A similar award was made
to a well-grown collection of Orchids from T. Jones, Esq.,

Whalley Range, in which was Dendrobium crassinode in

remarkable vigour, with fat knotty stems fully a foot and
a half long, and well furnished with flowers. Several
other neat groups of Orchids were Commended ;

namely, those contributed by S. P. Callender, Esq.

,

R. Cockling, Esq., Dr. Ainsworth, who had, amongst
others, a remarkably broad-sepaled variety of Phal.T-

nopsis Schilleriana ; and Mps=:rs. Brooke & Co,

,

who had a richly-coloured imported variety of Dendro-
bium nobile. From Mr. Potts, gr. to [. Knowles, Esq.,

Heaton Grange, Bolton, came two remarkable bundles of
black Alicante Grapes, almost as fresh and a^; perfect in

j

plumpness and bloom as in August last, when they were
first ripened ; they had, we belie\e, been hanging on the

I \'ines. These were awarded a First-class Cultural Certi-

ficate, as was also a remarkably fine bundle of forced
I Asparagus from the garden of E. A. Sandford, Esq.,.

Nynehead Court, Somerset. Other interesting groups of

plants were staged by Mrs. E. Cole & Sons, \\'ithington
;

Mr.
J. Shaw, Bowden ; and Messrs. G. & S. Yates

;

while a fine table of interesting subjects came from the

Society's Botanic Garden at Old Trafford, and amongst
them a well-fruited specimen of Brainea insignis, a Fern
not so often met with as it should be.

Groups of new plants were shown by Messrs. Veitch
& Sons and by Mr. B. S. Williams. First-class Certificates

were awarded to Messrs. Veitch for Kentia australis,

Kentia Forsteriana, and Veitchia Canterburyana, three

fine new Palms from Lord Howe's Island, already referred

to in our reports of the meetings at Kensington ; also for

the distinct and attractive Hippeastrum Leopoldii, and
for Primula Princess Louise. In their collection we also

noticed t)ie less novel but equally meritorious Pandanus
Veitchii, and Hippeastrum pardinum. Mr. Williams ob-
tained First-class Certificates for Davalliaor Humata Tyer-
manii (see p. 871, 1871) ; for Tillandsia Lindeniana, in

flower ; for .\gave Seemanni, remarkable for its short deep
green obovate leaves ; and for duplicate plants of the
Palms noted in Mr. Yeitch's group ; and a Second-class
Certificate (or Aucuba japonica luteocarpa, a very distinct

sort, with the berries cream-coloured, slightly tinged with
pink. Mr. Williams had also berry-bearing Solanuras,

Primulas, and Cyclamens. The Society may be con-
gratulated on the success of its first floral meeting, which
was well attended, the earlier part of the afternoon being
exceptionally fine for the month of February.

Societies.
MAN'ciiLSTiiK Botanical and Hokticultlkal :

I-'eb. 20.—The Rev. Canon Gibson in the chair. This
was the first of a proposed series of meetings somewhat
after the model of the floral meetings at South Kensing-
ton, the object of the Society in instituting them being to

encourage the cultivation of those flowers which are not
in season at the time of the summer f^te, and also to
invite public attention to deserving novelties by awarding
to them certificates of merit. The show was held in the
large room of the Town Hall, a badly hghted apartment,
about equal in area to the meetint^-room at Kensington,
otherwise suitable enough for the purpose, and espe-
cially convenient of access, being situate in the very heart
of the city. The four sides of tliis room were occupied by
tables well filled with admirable groups of choice plants.

Orchids being the predominant feature. No prizes were
offered or given, the awards con'^isting of First and
Second-class Certificates for novelties, and ("ultural <^"it-

tificates and Commendations for superior productions.

Socii'.TV o|- Arts : Feb. 14. --Dr. Masters, F. R.,S., in

the chair. \ paper on " The Study of Econonnc Botany
;

its Claims Educationally and Commercially Considered,"
was read by Mr. James Collins. The pa[)er commenceil
by pointing out the importance of the study of economic
botany, and its practical utility as forming the very
groundwork and foundation of commerce and manu-
facture, and. consequently, of national prosperity. Hence,
an acc|uaintance with the science would enable a person
to take a more important place in the world's workshop,
and would better fit him for the counting-house, the

market, the shop, or the home, either in this country or

abroad. The author therefore recommended that in

schools two or three hours each week should be devoted

to elementary lessons on the best-known and most
commonly used vegetable products, and that these lessons

should be supplemented by collections of specimens, ani',

where possible, visits to local museums. Some remarks
then followed upon the proper objects to be kept in view

in the formation of museums.
The commercial importance of this subject was ncM

more particularly referred to, and it was stated that, partly

from the lack of suitable knowledge, no systematic efforts

were made bv our merchants as a whole, to search the

earth for its treasures. Such attempts as are made by
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colonists and others to introduce to the market substances

wliich they think would prove useful, are generally

rendered futile from the want of ability on the part of the

collector to forward such specimens as could be recog-

nised ; or, if recognised, they were often found to be

obtained from two or three different botanical sources. It

was suggested that a good trade or commercial museum
would be of great value to merchants and manufacturers,

by artbrding ihem opportunities of judging whether in

some cases such substances could be utilised by them.

The cultivation of economic plante not at present under

cuUivation was tlien alluded to, and their acclimatisation

in localities where the various elements of success were

more under control than in their native habitat. It was

slated that we could not depend upon spontaneous forest

growth for a regular supply of any product in considerable

demand, and tliis was illustrated by a description of the

destruction of Caoutchouc trees which goes on under the

present system of collection. On the other hand, the

valuable results arising from a scientific cultivation were

illustrated by reference to the Cinchona group. Mr.

Collins urged that much good might be done by the con-

stitution of a new society, which he suggested should be

called the 1 lookerian Society, or by a section of an existing

one, which would take steps to promote a proper investiga-

tion of this important branch of the science of botany. He
suggested also as a probable source of much valuable in-

formation, the systematic examination of the numerous
collections, in illustration of which Mr. Collins alluded

to the following incidents in the history of the Cinchona,

which have been made by travellers and not utilised.

Trom the years 1852 to 1856, Mr. Ho\\ard was work-

ing on the Peruvian barks, and examining all the materials

of tlie Spanish botanists. Ruiz and Pavon, with which he

was acquainted, but the results did not fully satisfy him,

and, to quote his own words :
— "I could not help sur-

mising that there must remain at Madrid further results

of the labours of the Spanish botanists which might throw
light on the many questions still left in obscurity. I con-

sequently caused inquiry to be made, and in the year 1858
obtained by purchase 54 specimens of barks, of Pavon's

collection, together w'-ith an original manuscript in

Pavon's handwriting, which appears to have been com-
menced about the year 1821, and finished in 1826. This

was sold before Pavon's death to a botanist in Madrid,

from whom it passed into my hands." This manuscript

Mr. Howard published in a magnificent volume, under
the title of li/itsfra/ions of the Xeuva QttifiologiiZ of
PilVOii.

Mr. Markham also found the specimens and drawings
of Ruiz, Pavon, and Mutis, illustrating the same question,

"buried' in a cupboard in a tool-house at the Botanical

Gardens at Madrid. And if this be the case, may we not

hope that other valuable materials may be brought to

light if sought for?

Florists' Flowers.
The past year seems, on the whole, not to have

advanced the Gladiolus a single stage in any respect.

New varieties we find barely holding their own with
the best sorts of the three or four previous years ; and,

as regards constitution, I greatly fear that we are losing

ground. Increased experience does not furnish any
hints by which we may be enabled to combat success-

fully, or even to guess at, the causes of the dreadful

losses all growers sustain with painful regularity

every year. I have grown for about 15 years five best

beds of 100 bulbs each. I have carefully preserved
all spawn made each year, from which I draw a good
number of tidy bulbs, and which, by the way, are

much less likely to die off in their first season, and are

also more reliable as bloomers than the larger ones. I

also save seed annually, and have a goody steady
supply of promising youngsters from this source
(none, however, but real gems going into the best

beds), and- yet I find that I am obliged to purchase
from 50 to 100 bulbs annually to recruit my five beds,
and keep them up to their full strength. The new-
comers are chiefly the novelties of M. Souchet, and
occasional older sorts, which have died out, and which
are too good to be dispensed with. The annual outlay
for this purpose, under the most favourable conditions,

which are available to me, I find has ranged between
;i;^S and j^i5, and I have often had serious doubts
whether I could not obtain far better horticultural

value for my money in some other direction ; and this

disloyal feeling to the Gladiolus has been confirmed
by some sensible observations of Mr. Tillery in the
Florist and Fomologisi of November, in which he
expresses his fears that many will be obliged to give up
growing this splendid flower, in consequence of the
great losses sustained by disease, and strongly recom-
mends the raising of seedlings—the very line I had all

but decided on adhering to for the future. I shall not
buy a single bulb this year of the Gladiolus, and the
sums which would have gone for them I have in-

vested in the purchase of two parcels of the new Lilies

from Japan at the recent auctions at Mr. Stevens,
Covent Garden. I tried 100 auratums from the same
source last year, and was well satisfied with them.
As Mr. Tillery observes in the paper above
alluded to, there is no difficulty in crossing
the Gladiolus, and setting it for seed. I have
some 50 to 60 fine spikes ready for action this

spring—seed will not ripen in the North of Ireland :

so Messrs. Dixon, of Newtownards, very eminent and
successful growers, inform me. I generally sow one
or two pans at the end of September the moment I find
it ripe, but the main crop I sow in the open ground
about the end of April, in good soil in a nice warm,
sheltered spot. If the weather comes dry, I give water

two or three times a week, and at the end of about a

month they came up as thick as, and very like, grass ;

and thenceforth they only require to be kept clean and
watered regularly, with one top-dressing to make up
for the loss of soil by washing away. In two years

from the autumn following a large supply of good
strong spikes will be the first reward of one's labour. I

always leave the young plants in the ground the first

winter, covering carefully with 5 or 6 inches of turf-

mould, generally quite a sufficient protection, but in

case of very bad weather a few mats can be added.

The second year I take all up about the middle of

October, and find no trouble in handling them, the

sizes nmning from that of a large Pea to a niarlile. It

is a great pleasure to go out on a fine morning in

September and find some half-dozen spikes of your
young favourites waiting for approval, and occasionally

for admiration, on a very favourable first appearance.

I had the pleasure of a visit from my good friends, Mr.

John Standish and Mr. Charles Turner, one fine bright

day last autumn, on their way home from a judicial

visit to Belfast, when after showing them such things

in the way of llowers, fniit, and Conifera; as I ventured

to consider not undeserving the notice of two such

eminent men, and a pleasant] chat (/c onniihus rebus,

the conversation settled on the Gladiolus, and Mr.
Standish expressed his conviction that all the light

fancy flowers degenerated very much after a year or

two, and stated that he expected great things from tlie

infusion of new blood by the use of cruentus as a cross.

This opinion he had expressed to Mr. Tillery also, as

appears from his paper. Any move in this direction

would be gratefully hailed by lovers of the Gladiolus,

There is no florists' flower so beautiful, but the rarest

beauty will not hold sway for long if accompanied by
large cost and constant disheartening disappointment.

In growing my main crop I have, after many experi-

ments, settled on the following as the best method.
I clean my beds out, dow'n to about 18 inches, then fill

in 9 inches of good fresh light soil, then 3 inches of

well rotted cow manure, on this 3 inches of soil again,

and then I lay all my bulbs on the nice flat surface,

covering with 3 inches of the same soil, and giving a

good top-dressing of old manure about the end of June,
and watering at least twice a week from that time until

the weather becomes cool.

When taking up my bulbs at the end of the season,

I find the roots generally well established in the manure,
which they seem to like very much. I consider about
March 10 the best time for planting, and if the entire

stock could be started in pots about the same date, and
planted out late in April, many losses would be avoided.

I have always treated my novelties in this manner,
slipping them carefully out of the pots when about
6 inches high, generally to fill gaps caused by the death
of those planted out at first. But this plan could not

be adopted at all by many lovers of the Gladiolus, and
even in the best appointed gardens it is very trouble-

some. I think it would be well if amateurs could be
persuaded to publish their experiences more frequently,

something would possibly be learnt from even the

smallest grower. I find all the information given to

the public during the past year consists only of some
seven or eight papers, more or less short—one from
Mr. Tillery, in the Fioristand Pomologlst oil:io\QwihGr,

which I have already glanced at, and with whose views
generally I find myself entirely in accord. All the

others we find in the Jounial of HorticuHiire, from
*'D., Deal." "Ayrshire Amateur," Mr. Douglas,
"Stiff Soil," " Expert© Crede," and " Hortator." I

shall briefly notice the salient points in each paper,

where differences exist, if any, in general practice,

between English and Scotch growers and their brethren

of *' the Emerald Isle," merely observing that our

climate is very favourable, as we rarely suffer from
those very severe frosts we so often read of in England
and Scotland.

" Hortator," p. 272, April 13, 1S71, tells us he
has had great success, that he always left his bulbs in

the ground during the winter ; and, warming up,

exclaims, I never lost a single bulb, and what giants

they were ! In the winter 1858 and 1S59, I, in the pur-

suit of knowledge, left all my stock out. It must have
been a bad one for Ireland, as I lost all, except

brenchleyensis, Courantii, fulgens, Victor Verdier, and a

few other common reds, mostly out of cultivation at

the present day. Next (at p. 327), we have a few-

words about Gladioluses in pots (why Gladioluses?—is

not Gladioli much prettier, and quite proper ?), and
suggesting that a stock of five bulbs should go to a

9-inch pot. I fancy one bulb, or at most two, would
be sufficient, as in pot cultivation a large quantity of

roots are very rapidly formed. Next we have
"D., Deal," with an admirable paper from a master
hand, with w-hich I entirely agree ; he gives also a

good list. Talisman he considers delicate ; it was very
fine with me last year (its first season). Semiramis
will not do with him ; this last flower (a lovely shade
of colour) is generally shown well here. Next comes
"Ayrshire Amateur" (p. 463, December 14), who has
had his losses, like the rest of us, but who shows no
signs of throwing up the sponge. In his list, other-

wise ver}' good, we find \'allida and Neptune, old

sort:>, which may be given up at the present day.

Then we have " Stiff Soil" (p. 485, December 21)^

who complains of his failures, and whom we find con-

soled (p. 508, December 28) by Mr. Douglas and
" D., Deal," but whose case I fear is a bad one.

And finally (p. 15, January 4), we have " ExperLo
Crede " with just a fe\v more words of balm to our
less classically named friend, "Stiff Soil," and making
the strange statement, "that unless bulbs are high-
priced it is vain to expect decent spikes." This I have
not found to be the case. Of course the novelties of eacli

season are dear, on their first appearance, but many of
them prove worthless, and there are several moderate
priced sorts, at from \s. to 3j'., which give nearly aii

much satisfaction as an equal number of the best.

I do not believe that the Gladiolus is subject to
any hereditary incurable disease, but I do feel con-
vinced that it is a flower of very delicate constitution,

easily injured by any trifling check, and likely to be
immensely served, and perhaps saved to us, by a
judicious cross of any totally new variety, such as
cruentus, alluded to before, and the results of which
I shall look for hopefully and anxiously. I find fine

spikes can only be obtained by high feeding {mine
often run from 5 to 6 feet from the ground), and
this I think does not account for the many
sudden deaths we have to lament. In my seedling
beds, where I use fresh soil and little or no manure, I

often obtain fine spikes of bloom, and find the bulbs
dead when I come to take them up. I grow a most
valuable collection of Tulips in beds just next my
Gladioli, and never lose a bulb. There are a few sorts

which increase and multiply, in spite of all difficulties,

such as Madame Souchet, Victor \'erdier, Madame de
\'^atry, brenchleyensis, Apollo, and Adolphe Brong-
niart. From the last named (one of the very best) I,

for this reason, take annually large quantities of seed.

I observe the Messrs. Kelway are greatly, and per-
haps justly, lauded as famous growers. Those gentle-

men show'ed in all the classes at the exhibition of our
Society five or six years ago, and, as well as I can
remember, their flowers, though fairly good, did not in

any one instance take higher than second place. They
have not come to see us again.

I am interrupted (perhaps fortunately for your
readers), by a visit from a floral friend, a solicitor, just

fresh from a professional attendance at the Kerry elec-

tion, who complains that he never before thought
Swedish Turnips so hard as he found them down there.

James F. Lombard^ Dublin.

Garden Memoranda.
Botanic Garden, Glasnevin.—The following

particulars have been extracted from Dr. Moore's report

on these gardens :

—

" Extensive repairs have been made in the Palm
stove, and the work was accomplished without accident

to those employed on it, and with comparatively little

injury to the tender plants themselves. Most of the

larger specimens have been shifted into new tubs,

which caused a great deal of unusually heavy labour,

besides considerable expense for the new tubs. The
plants, however, look much better for it, and are fast

recovering from the injuries they received consequent
on the shifting from one part to another, and the expo-
sure they were subjected to during the summer. Two of

the large Palms have flowered and perfected their

seeds, from which young crops have been raised this

year—the one, Seaforthia elegans, a feather-leaved

species, native of Australia, and now nearly 40 feet

high ; the other, Latania borbonica, a fan-leaved kind,

from the Isle de Bourbon, which has attained nearly
the same height as the former.

" In one of the other warm conservatories the

Mango tree, Mangifera indica, bore ripe fruit again

this year. The Chocolate tree, Theobroma Cacao, is

also again fruiting at present.

"The filmy Ferns are growing well in the house
erected for their culture last year. The different

species of Trichomanes and Hymenophyllum seem
quite at home in it.

" The fine collection of Tree Ferns which is now in

this garden continues to make progress ; but it is dif-

ficult to make an atmosphere exactly suitable for them
in ordinary conservatories, where they are associated

with other kinds of plants.
" Additions of considerable interest have been made

to all the departments in the garden, in the way of
plants, which have been obtained partly by purchase,

but mostly by exchange.
" The journey I made to the principal botanical

establishments in lielgium, Switzerland, and Germany,
during the month of July last, enabled me to make
selections from them of such plants as were much
required at Glasnevin, and to supply in return those

selected by the directors of botanical gardens, ivc.,

from our lists. By no other means can a good bota-

nical collection be properly maintained, where it is

necessary to grow many kinds of plants not to be found
in commerce.
"There have been received at Glasnevin, from

Januaiy i. 1S71, to December 26, 1*^71, 602 packages
of seeds, and during same dates 326 .species of plants,

besides varieties for bedding-out purposes. The dona-
tions from the garden have been 322 packages of seeds,

and 341 species of plants.

"Notw'ithstanding the unusvially wet summer of this

year, a very large number of persons have visited the

garden on both week days and Sundays. The gale-

keeper's books show that the Sunday visitors, during

the year, amount to 170,170 ; on week days, 54,889 ;

total, 225,059."
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THE WEATHER.
STATE OF THE WEA'JflER AT BLACA'HEAT//, LONDOX,

FoK THE Week ending Wednesday, Feu, zi, 1872,

1872.
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Feb. I5-—Foggy in morning. A shower of raiii fell about 10 A M.
Lienerally overcast.

— 16.—A little sleet fell in the naorniiig, and raitl also fell occ.i-

sionally, especially at night. The amount of cloud
generally lartcc.

— 17.—An extremely fine day. Tlic amount of cloud generally
small, but for a short lime in the early evening the skj
became covered, and hea\T raiii fell,

.i- i3.—liain fell in early morning. Generally overcast till night,
then variable. Raiji also fell at night.

— ii>—Rain fell heavily a little before i a.m. 'I'he dmuLmt of
cloud very changeable throughout the day. Very fine.

— ^'0.—.\very fine day. Clouds variable. Faint auroral light

at night.
— 21.—Cloudless ill early morning and at night. Hoar-frost in

morning, l.ignt clouds present at mid-day.
JAMES GLAISHER.

{fuk the ensuing fortnight.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants.—Comtnence

at once the potting of the young stock of these plants,

beginning witli those whose roots are commencing to

move. The earliest in this respect will generally be
found to be the K/>acrises, Jkdaroma tiilipiferitm,

Gonpholobiiun polyuiorphitm and barbigentin, Roella

ciliala, LsschenauUia biloba and fonnosa, Boronia
pinnata and serntlata, Pimelea spcctabilis, Hender-
soni and inirabilis, Kenncdyas^ and Hovea Cehi.

All do best in good fibrous peat, without any admix-
ture, except about one-seventh of clean silver sand

—

that is, if the peat contains little or no sand naturally.

I have always found the best peat almost free

from sand ; it is always of a much richer

description, and the plants last in it longer than, in

sandy peat. The best peat for all liard-wooded plants

(Heaths excepted) is that which produces a natural

growth of the common Brake Fern and different

varieties of rough grass. Before potting see that the

ball of each plant is^ thoroughly moistened (not satu-

rated), so as to obviate the necessity of giving water as

long as possible after the operation, in order to give any
roots that may be injured time to heal. In potting this

class of plants, never disturb their roots more than is

necessary to remove the old drainage ; any attempt to

disentangle the roots is generally fatal. If any arc
pot-bound, shift them into pots not more than an inch
or an inch and a half larger, and ram the new soil with
the potting stick until it is as hard as the ball of the
plant ; otherwise, when water is given it will percolate
through the new soil, leaving the old ball dry. liants
healthy at the roots should be shifted into pots 3 or

4 inches larger. In all cases pot firmly, and never
elevate the plants so much in tlie pots as not to allow
sufficient room for watering. Where the object is to
grow the plants on quickly, it is advisable to pinch out
the flowers ; and as each plant is potted, bring the
strongest branches down horizontally to the rim of the
pot, and secure them in that position. This will

encourage the weaker ones, and lay the foundation for a
symmetrical outline, such as cannot be effected when the
branches get stronger. In the case of large plants that

are .suffering from being pot-botind, it is much safer to

pot now, than to defer it until after blooming. If the
necessary care is taken of the roots, and the plants are
well attended to afterwards, the operation rarely affects

tlieir flowering. Place the plants as they are finished
on some material that can be kept moist, in a house by
themselves, if such is available ; if not, give them the
end of one that can be kept somewhat close. Give no
side air for some weeks, and use thin .shading during
sunny weather. T. Raines, Soiithgatc.

Azaleas.—It frequently happens that large Azaleas
get into a weakly unsatisfactory condition through
exhaustion of the soil, when at the same time they are
growing in pots as large as it is desirable to have them
in. They may for a time be assisted by the application
of liquid stimulants iluring the growing season, but
ultimately this ceases to have any effect, in which case

they are generally consigned to the rubbish-heap.

This is a mistake, as they can be brought to their

wonted condition in a couple of years, which is a short
I

time in comparison to that which it takes to grow up '

young plants. The present is the time to commence.
Let the soil get somewhat dry, yet not so dry that the

plants would require water for some days. Then cut

the whole plants well back into the old wood that has
become denuded of leaves, reducing them to something
like one-half or two-fifths their original size. If they

have been at all infested with insects give them a

thorough cleansing ; then place the plants in a nice

moist heat (but do not plunge) of about 60"—night

temperature. Syringe them overhead once or twice a

day, but not so as to make the soil too wet. In four

or five weeks, it all goes well, they will break, when
further directions will be given as to their subsequent
treatment. 7'. Daincs.

Camellias.—The propagation of double varieties,

which grow very indifferently upon their own roots, is

easily and successftUly accomplished, providing the

operation is performed when the btock and scion are in

a fit state for so doing, It is of first importance, then,

to secure strong healthy stocks ; vigorously grown plants

from seed, or cuttings of the single red are the most
eligible, and may be grafted in about two years. But
whatever the age of the stock employed, it is important

that theyshould be inperfecthealth wheuoperated upon,
and the best time is in spring, prior to active growth.
The plants being placed in a growing temperature ten

days or so previous to grafting, select scions that are

well ripened and not in active growth. Whip-grafting
is the best mode, and after performing the operation

place the plants under a glass case, or in a cover with

a Iiand-glass over them until they commence growth ;

then admit air by degrees, and maintain a moist

growing temperature. Inarching is seldom prac-

tised with those who have facilities for successful

grafting, as it does not form so nice an union as whip-
grafting. The amateur cultivator, however, will find

this a sure system, and for the renovation of old or

inferior kinds this is the best method to adopt. A
safe union will be generally effected in about six

months ; but be careful to cut off the communication

Ji;, 103—UHn'-GK\FlINC.

(/, stock prepared for the reception of the graft ; b, the notch iiUo
which the tongue of the scion, c, is to fit ; d, the scion or
graft fitted to the stock.

between the inarched part and its own roots by degrees
as the union is eflected. In performing the operation

bind the parts together, and cover immediately with
grafting-wax, as in ordinary grafting. Seeds should
now be sown, soaking them in water about 12 hours
previously. Attend to previous directions as regards

the general stock. G. Westland, Ultley Court.

Orchids.—Raise the temperature in the various

houses as nearly as possible as follows :

—

Aryi'.M. Ai II A.M.
Phulienopsis, Aeridt;?, Vandu. and An- )

r 70 — 7Sgraicum .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

\

Dendrobium, Oncidi-um, Cattlcya, Mil-S
toiiia, Cymbididni, Lajlia, and Stan- \ 60° — 65°

hopea .

,

. . .. .

.

. .

)

T.ycaste, Trichopilia, Huntlcya, Pcsca-^
torea, Barkerl.-i, Arpophyllum, F,pi- (. ^ ,-

dcndrum, Anguloa, Brassia. and 2ygo- i ^^

petalum . . J
Udontoglossum, Masdevallia, and ) a

Dlsa .. .. .. .. .. f
5° ~ -=^5

The above stated temperatures are for fire-heat only; in

every case allow an additional 5° by sun-heat, and be
careful to give an eye to the ventilators, as these should

on no account be closed after the temperature is iq>.

As the heat increases so must the moisture, but only
atmospherically; the roots must only be saturated in the

ease of those which are making rapid growth. Kxcept
in the case of Odontoglossums, Masdevallias, Disas,

and Oncidium macranthuni and its congenens, these

plants cannot withstand drought in any form and
maintain their health. There are a few plants which
will not grow in the same house as the majority of the

same section. I enumerate a few :—Aerides rid>rum

should be classed with Lycastcs ; also Oncidium
obryzatum, incurvum, aurosum, leucochihnn, pulvina-

tum, phymatochilum, Phalcenopsis, ornithorhynchum
and bifolium, and Oncidiinns macranthuni, ciicullatum

and nubigenum with Odontoglossums. Stake all

plants which require it, so as to show off the beauty of

their flowers as much as possible. \V. Denniug,
Grimston.

Heaths.—Keep all plants that require it neatly
staked and tied, and admit an abundance of air on all

favourable occasions. Frosty air only need be excluded
from this house, but avoid opening lights in rainy
weather that will allow the rain to descend upon the
plants. It is necessary, however, that a current of air

should pass through the house as much as possible
throughout the day. I'nder this treatment the plan's
will start gradually into growth, and consequently wdl
make stiff, short-jointed wood, which is indispensable.
Let all the soft-wooded section of autumn-blooming
kinds have the strong shoots cut back to induce them
to break back, and become more bushy and compact—
such sorts as Erica hyemalis, coloraus, gracilis, grandi-

nosa, 6cc. They should be kept in a light airy situa-

tion near to the glass ; do not allow any plants to

suffer for want of water, nor from an excess of it.

Proceed with repotting until all is completed, and be
careful in watering newly potted plants. //. ChUinau,
Somcrhy.

Florists' Flowers.

—

.hirknhis will require more
water than heretofore, if the weather continues mild.
See that it runs well through the pots. Top-dress
with good rich soil. Cuttings oS. Antirrhinums put in

under handlights or cold frames in autumn should now
be potted off and placed in a close pit or frame for a
short time. Sow seed in a little heat for autumn
flowering, they will well repay the trouble. Carnations
and Picotcis : Clear oH' all decaying foliage, and watei'

more freely, as they will now begin to grow vigorously.

Give plenty of air in mild weather, but do not allow
the foliage to remain damp. Soil previously prepared
should be kept dry in readinc^ss for potting next month.
Autumn-struck cuttings of Hollyhocks should be potted,
if not previously done, and kept in cold frames, giving

plenty of air. Cuttings just rooted will require a little

bottom-heat, but do not allow the foliage to become
drawn. Repot all Pansics intended to flower in pots,

and allow them all the air possible in fine weather.
Plant out in beds which have been previously well
prepared, and if possible in the shade of distant

trees, as they will be a great protection to the

plants in hot weather. The same remarks apply
to seedlings .sown in autumn. Stir the surface of
autumn-planted beds. Pot off cuttings of Pcntstcmom
put in in autumn, and place in a close frame. Scarce
sorts should have a little heat to encourage growth for

cuttings, which are easily struck in the temperature
they are grown in. Sow seed in heat at once, for

summer and autumn flowering. Phkw : Look to the

plants intended to be grown in pots, as they will have
commenced growing. Reduce the balls and return

them into the same sized pots, using good, rich, well-

prepared soil. They will do well plunged in buds in

the open, but must be protected from frost ; cuttings

of scarce sorts will strike readily in a gentle heat.

Sow seed in well-drained pans, and place in cold
frames, not in heat, but be careful the mice do not

find them out. Water freely at all times, y, L.

FLOWER GARDEN, ETC.

The Parterre and Mixed Garden.—The time is

now at hand when we must set about putting things

in order, and all aiTcars must be attended to. Should
the weather continue open, many sorts of the hardy
annuals may be sown out-of-doors. Mignonette, Ten-

70Cik Stoehs, and a few Swecf Peas may also be sown on
a warm border, and in pots placed into a gentle heat, tu

be planted out for early flowering. Beds of Rannn-
i/i/nses, Anemones, Hyacinths should be protected from
heavy rains, otherwise they will be much disfigured.

Carnations, Cl<rces^ &c., layered in the autumn, may
now be planted out. The pruning of all kinds of

flowering shrubs should be finished this month,
they should not be trimmed up in a formal

manner. The more natural the outline the

better. Most shrubs require nothing further than to

be pruned, so as to remove injured shoots, dead wood,
straggling branches, and suckers. Box edgings to

borders, is.z., maybe replanted any time this month ;

likewise, where there are gaps in previously planted

edgings, let the deficiencies be made good. Overgrown
or irregular edgings should be replanted, as nothing

looks more untidy. All edgings should be kept neat

and regular by trimming them at the sides and top

every spring. Continue to propagate Dahlias^ Ver-

benas, Ageratnms, &c. , according to the demand. Pot
off" all autumn-struck bedding plants, and endeavour to

get them as sturdy as possible. Sow in heat, if not

already done, Solannms, Cannas, Wigandias, Lobelias,

xkc. Auricula, Polyanthus, and Pansy seed may be

sown in a warm 5])ot, or in well-drained boxes filled

with rich earth. Keei> grass and gravel walks well

swept antl rolled, and let every part of the grounds
present a neat and tidy appearance, without which a

garden can never be interesting. lCd7card Bennett,

Enville.

Pinetum.—The species of Picea from California

are likely to be the most beautiful of all the Conifers in

cultivation. P. nobilis. on account of its beautiful

glaucous foliage and robust growth, is a most desirable

tree to plant, not only on lawns, ^:c., but to mix with
other trees in forests and other places on a gentleman's

estate. P. lasiocarpa, not long introduced, will be

almost, if not quite, superior to any from the long
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pictinate foliage, which makes it a charming tree for

pleasure-grounds, and when more plentiful should be

planted amongst forest trees. P. gramlis and P. amabilis

are also well Unovvn, and too much cannot be said of

their merits for extensive planting ; but there is one thing

to be considered, /. <., they require a depth of soil of

5 feet or more to grow in. If the roots have not suflicieut

earlli when the tree gets over 100 feet high, how can it

possibly resist a hurricane? I have known S/'nia- Firs

blown down with a large body of earth attached to the

roots, but I could prevent this by carting soil at spare

times, so as to thicken the body of earth for some

distance from the trunk : it would encourage the tree

to grow, and balance the roots against strong winds.

If a hole is dug 2 feet deep, and filled up 3 feet above

the ground level, by adding top soil as the tree grows,

there will be little fear of the wind blowing it down
until the roots begin to decay. /•".

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.

—

Fruilcrs : Continue to supply as before

directed a steady bottomdieat, and pay special atten-

tion to watering. As the weather brightens allov/ the

temperature to rise higher, and admit plenty of air

when favourable. In connection with Siicccssional

plants maintain 60° to 65° by night, and 70° to 75° by

day. Those potted last August will now commence
making a good growth ; assist them by keeping all the

pathways, i.\:c., moist, but do not syringe the plants.

Siiciiis: It is of the utmost importance to give these

at the present time the best attention. The bed, soil,

and pots being ready, have them potted, as early as

convenient, using good turfy loam only. Use 7-inch

pots for large, and 5-inch for small plants ; well drain

them, and plunge at once without watering. The
temperature should be 55° to 60° at night, and 65°

in the day ; as the plants have no roots, more heat tends

to draw them ; shade on bright days from the mid-

day sun. I get most of my suckers in March, and

about July I froin the winter fruiting plants, and the

last from the summer ones, starting them in a close pit

near the glass, but avoiding to crowd them m the bed.

G. T. .Wlcs, Uyaviits Al'biy.

Orchard House.—Much the same attention is

required here as directed for the past fortnight. Keep
the roots in a proper condition as regards moisture,

whether in pots or planted out. Nothing is more likely

to cause stone fruits to fall than dryness at the roots.

. IprUcls and Cherries now coming into bloom should

have all the air given them that is possible whilst the

weather continues so mild. If in pots, it is even advisable

to place them outside altogether during bright sunshiny

days, placing them within-doors again at night. This

wonderfully assists the flowers in setting. Admit air

to the fullest extent, to retard the blooming period as

much as possible. B.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Do not forget to apply

the syringe freely upon the occupants of the early

house, as early as the sun will permit in the afternoons

of bright days. Keep the house closed for an hour or

so afterwards, when the ventilators may be opened for

an inch or so at the apex of the roof, and which may be

allowed during the night in mild weather, so as to secure

a gentle circulation in the house—for there should be

no coddling through the medium of a confined atmo-

sphere. Hasten with all despatch the preparation of

succession and late houses, according to previous direc-

tions, where not already done. Take advantage of

sunny weather to ventilate freely where trees are in

bloom, and impregnate shy setting sorts, such as the

Noblesse, by means of a camel's-hair brush gently

applied to the stamens and stigmas of the flowers.

Win, Gardiner.

Figs.—In houses where the fruit is swelling off,

maintain a nice genial humid atmosphere of about 65°

by night, rising by day to 75" or 80°, or if by sun-heat

to 100°. Figs whilst growing delight in great heat

with moisture. A few more pot plants may be placed

in heat to keep up a succession. Finish at once all

pruning that may be required, and pursue the same
directions generally as those previously given. B.
Forcing Frames.—Forcing frames are a garden

commodity which very many horticulturists are con-

strained to use, from the fact that they are not

in possession of properly heated houses. Therefore,

if the future crop is valued, do not too freely

or thoughtlessly introduce cutting pots, «S:c., into

them. It is an error most of us are hable to com-
mit, in our anxiety to secure stock, though I know that

a single pot of Verbena cuttings is as likely to carry

with it thrip or red spider, or both, which, when once
introduced into so genial a warmth, establish them-
selves quickly, and become an evil for which an anti-

dote is seldom found which does not prove injurious to

the plants also. Give more air to Straicbcrry plants in

bloom. Do not sprinkle them overhead as heretofore,

but give more frequent and more copious supplies of

liquid manure, and so prepare the plants for carrying

the subsequent crop. Sow Chiliies. Capsicums, and
Tomatos, placing the pots into the forcing frame, to

induce germination, that the plants become strong,

to produce early crops of fruit. IV. Farley.

KITCHE.V GARDEN.
Forcing Department.—Keep up a succession of

Asparagus, Seakale, and Rliubarb, accorditig to the

demand. Kidney Beans will require careful attention

to keep them clean and healthy ; syringe with weak,

clear soot-water ; make another sowing in pots or

pans. Of Carmls and Radishes another sowing may
be made on a slight hotbed. Give an abundance of

air, and thin out advancing crops. Mustard and Cress

sow weekly in boxes or pans. Potakn : Make another

planting on a slight hotbed, and add a little light soil

to advancing crops. Capsieunis, Toina/es, and F^g
Plants pot off singly in small pots. Keep them near

the glass : temperature, 60° to 65". A Capsicum, or

large Squash I'epper, received from America last

spring, was found to be excellent, used when green

like Mangoes, stuffed witli Mustard, Nasturtiums,

Cauliflowers, and any other fancy vegetables. Peas

sown in pots, boxes, or on turves, last month, must be

carefully hardened off before planting out, which is the

grand point to be attained in getting a good and early

crop. Peas for green Pea soup (excellent for winter

use) sow in boxes ; the dwarf Marrows are the best.

When up, harden ofl". When from 4 to 5 inches in

height, cut oft' the stem, and tie up in bunches ready

for the kitchen. One pint of Peas sown will be suffi-

cient for one cutting. Of Chicory and Endive intro-

duce another supply to the Mushroom-house Keep

np a supply of AF:nt, .'iorrel and Tarragon, and make
another sowing of .Sioeel Basil. David Lumsden,

Blo.xJtoIin.

Mushroom House.—The last ridge-beds for this

season should be made up in a few days. The dung

for ours is now being worked. One cart-load, at

least, of soil should be mixed with every three

of dung. It will be necessary to see that the rain does

not go through the covering of ridge-beds now just

coming in. If proper care has been taken in throvving

a mat over the straw, there is no fear. Beds inside,

which are on the wane, should be cleared out, bearing

in mind that whitewashing and thorough ventilation

are the best purifiers of Mushroom-houses. These,

like all other houses, should be clean and sweet,

otherwise Mushrooms refuse to grow at all. R. Gilbert,

Burg'/ilew

MARKET GARDEN.
Of all seasons of the year seed-time is the most im-

portant to the market gardener, and although to a

certain extent he is, or ought to be, sowing little or

much all the year round, yet February and March are

the two principal months for seed sowdng. And first,

great care should be taken to have none but the best

seeds ; any doubtful or old seed had better be thrown

away than risk the waste of land and loss of season.

Having decided upon the crop to be sown in each piece

of land—and this very often requires more consideration

than most gardeners give to it,—instead of the first

piece of land that is ready receiving the first crop that

is to be sown, due thought should be given to the pre-

ceding and also to the succeeding crops. As in a game
of chess, you must look two or three moves ahead, as

well as consider if the soil of the land chosen is suit-

able to the crop, for frequently in a field of 15 or

20 acres two or three different kinds of soil will occur,

and crops that succeed in one fail in the other. The

art of seed sowing no theory can impart—this can

only be attained by practice and experience. What
a treat it is to see a fine field of Onions, or other

similar crops sow^n broadcast, so evenly and regularly

that you cannot tell at which end of the field the sower

began ; and yet what looks worse than the same crops

where you can see every cast where the sower went up

and down the field ? Nor must the gardener think that

when he has well and carefully sovi'ed his seed it is all

safe until it comes through the ground ; many and many a

crop has been lost by this mistake, and many an inno-

cent seedsman has been blamed for it, while the real

cause has been the sparrows and chaftinches, whose

keen eyes have seen the rising of the seed long before

the gardener ; and if he had gone a day or two

earlier, he would have found the little white threads

lying thick on the surface. And now a word or two as

to bird minding ; many different methods are adopted,

some employ women, others boys with clappers, &c.—
a better plan, to my way of thinking, for after a few

days the woman gets quite hoarse, while the boy can

still whistle ; but by far the best plan that I know of

to keep the birds off either ripening seed or growing

crops, is to have some small twine run in lengths over

the piece, and suspended from long hooping sticks,

not strained tight, but allowed to loop nearly to the

ground between the sticks, which are put about 30 or

50 yards apart, and the lines from 10 to 15 yards,

according to the si/.e of the piece to be minded. The
lines are all connected by cross ones, so that a boy

standing at either end, or indeed at any part of the

piece, can put the whole in motion by simply pulling

one of the lines. In this way for a few bd. balls of

twine, a field of 2 or 3 acres can be eftectually tended

by one boy. A few pieces of white paper or straw-

should of course be attached to the lines, but not long

feathers, as the wind sets them revolving, and they

soon break the lines. London Market Gardener.

FORESTRY.
All newly planted trees should now be examined,

and any swayed or twisted by the wind put upright.

In ordinary cases a little fresh soil put to the stem by

the point of the spade, and trodden firmly by the foot,

will suffice in soft soils. On very exposed places it

will, however, be found necessary to stake and tie up

those which have slender stems and heavy tops. Large
trees which have been recently transplanted in parks or

pleasure grounds should be well secured. The best

means of effecting this is to place three forked props

at equilateral distances from the stem. The lower end
should be cut transversely across, and firmly butted

against blocks driven slanting into the ground. The
forks must be well padded to prevent galling, and if

convenient to grasp the stem under a branch, so much
the better. A covering of stones over the surface serves

the double purpose of keeping the roots steady and
retaining moisture. Continue to make all possible

speed in forwarding and completing the planting of

Deciduous Trees, Quick, Ihrnbeain, and Beech hedges.

Fell timber, cut and clear coppice grounds. Prepare

by digging and trenching ground for transplanting

Forest Stuff. This is work, however, much better left

to the trade, where a good choice at a cheaper rate

can be havl th.an is the case if managed by private

resources. J. iVebster, Gordon Castle.

Notices to Correspondents.
Al'crlON S.M.l^b : FJIv. We will make enquiries.

Books: M. S., Burghlcy. (i.) Lindlcy's Syiio/tsis of tlie

British Flora is out ot prial. (2.) The Student's Flora

0/ the British /stands, by Dr. Hooker, C.B. Botany

for Begiiniers is in the press.

—

An Old Subscriber.

Hogg's J'ruit Manual is out of print ; a new edition is ^
in progress.

DuCBLE lM.\TOI'HYLLUM JEINIATUM : Mr. Douglas,

Kilkea, sends a semi-double flower of this plant, so

that if cultivators desire it they may confidently expect

to procure double flowers in due time. For our parts

we prefer the smgle blossoms.

G.vs ; Em/nirer. Unless there is perfect ventilation, and

the lights are kept well up, it is not wise to introduce

gas amongst growing plants.

Gra\ EL Ro.VD : y. D. We doubt if you will make a

good road by simply mixing any reasonable quantity of

cement with your badly-binding gravel, and putting

this on the surface. Good binding gravel will always

make a good road, if properly put down ; the binding

quality depends very much upon having a just sufficient

admixture of clayey matter in its composition. Failing

this, you might make a good road of concrete, or ol

asphalte, or, at a cheaper rate, gas-tar ; but they all

require to be set about in a systematic way — that is to

say. the road requires making from the foundation.

HlONSLOW'S BOT.\NICAL DiAGHAMS : C. P. We do not

know the present publishers. Your bookseller would

probably be able to procure them for you.

Names oi- Fruits : The Re-o. J. R. Pcakc. We arc

unable to recognise your Pear from the specimen sent.

Names of Plants : A. B. Wo can't attempt to name
plants from single leaves.— ir. T. Asplenium flabelli-

folium.-IF. 7. We do not make out your Semper-

vivum by the leaf. Good collections may be seen at

Hale Farm, Tottenham, and at the Wellington Road
Nursery.

—

H. R. S. Iris foetidissima variegata.

PiNUS SYLVESTRIS : Traveller. Yes.

Portugal Laurel : J. S. EL There were two distinct

affections in your Portugal Laurel leaves. The per-

forations are very common in this and the common
Laurel. Our own Laurels are affected this year in the

same wav, and Peach trees. Cherry trees, &c.
,

suffer

similarly' from the eft'ect of recent frosts. The other

affection is very possibly due to the cause you mention,

for it is by no means uncommon for the eft'ect of severe

frost to be felt even some years after, though at first

the damage does not seem t'o be great. Be so good as

to send up an affected branch to the next scientific

meeting of the Horticultural .Society, which takes place

the first Wednesday in March, and we shall be able to

have the opinion of one or two practical horticulturists.

M. J. B.
PuiMUL.v : H. Cunuell. .\ very good single deep purple

variety of the common Primrose.

Stephanotis Fruiting: (;. M. This has occurred

recently in other gardens, but it is not a common cir-

cumstance.

CoMMCNicATioNS Received.—Dr. Bennett (Sydney).—J. A.—
C C.-E. E.-S. I.—L H.-H. R. S.—B. & S.-(J. R.—
M, .S.—J, E.-'W. T.—J. R.

arKets.
COYEST GARDEN.—Fcb. 23.

The markets have been rather quiet again during the

last few days, and transactions among wholesale dealers

have been somewhat limited. A fair attendance of

retail customers has been observable, but no inquiries

suliicient to lead to an advance in price has been the

result. Importations are moderate, and arrive in good

condition, comprising salading, Asparagus, and some

good Easter Beurre Pears.

Flowers.
s. d. s. d.

Azaleas,p.do2.sprayso 6 to 1 o
Camellias, per doz.

blooms .. ..30 — 40
Heliotropes, p. dor.

sprays . . . . . . — 10
Hyacinths, p. bunch . . — 10
Lily of the Valley,

p. doz. sprays . . i 6 — 30
Pelargoniums,

French,p. 12 sprays 1 (> — 20
Pelargoniums, Scar-

let, p. 12 sprays., o g — 10
Fruit,

s. d. s. d.

Apples, per J sieve 2 o to 5 o
Cobs, per 100 lb. ..600—650
Filberts, per lb. ..08—10
Gr.ipcs, per lb. ..50 — 10 o
Lemons, per 100 ..70 —10 o

s. d. s. d.

Primroses, p. 12 bun. ..to 20
Roses, per doz. . . a 6— g o
Tropaeolums. p. bun. .. — 03
Trumpet Lilies.cach . . — 06
Tulips, per doz — 10
White Lilac, p. doz.

sprays .

.

..60 — 76
Cyclamen.p. i2spks. 03 — 06
Violels.p. 12 bunches 09 — 16
Do., Neapolitan, p.

doz. bunches .. .. — 3.;°

Crocuses, p. 12 bun. . . . ^'-e 'tf

Melons, each
Oranges, per 100

Pears, per dozen
Pine-apples, per lb. 6 o — 10 o

Pomegranates, each 04—08

z.d. s.d.

o o to O O
6 o —10 o
40 — 80
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VttiET
s. d. s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea. o 6 to o 8

Asparagus, per 100 6 o— 8 o
— French, do. ..12 — 14 o

Bcel, per doz. . . i o— :; o
Bioccoli, purple, per

ADLES.
S. J. S. d.

Horse Radish, p. bun, 3 olo 5 o
- o 4

bundle
Brussels Sprouts, p.

halfsicvt: .. i 6— 2 6
Cabbages, per doz... 10— i 3
Cardoons, each . . 2 o— 4 o
Carrot.->, p. bunch . . o 5— o 7— French, do... i o— i 6
Cauliflowers, p. do7. 2 o— 6 o
Celerj-, per bundle . i o— s o
Cucumbers, each . . 2 o— 3 o
French Beans, new,
per icxj .

.

. . 4 o— 6 o
Herbs, per bunch .. o 2— o 4

Poiatos, Regents, 1005. to i

French Shaw

Leeks, per bunch
Lettuces, perscore. . i 6

—

Mushrooms, p. pott, i o— 2 o
Onions, per bunch . o 4— o 9
Parsley, p. bunch . . o 2— o 4
Peas, new, per pun. .. — 30
Potatos,newrrame,lb. 2 o— 4 o
Radishes, per bunch o 2— .

.

— French, do. . . o 4— o 6

Rhubarb, p. bund. . . .
—16

SaUafy, per bun. .. o 9— i 3
Scorzonera, per bun. o 9— i 3

Seakale, per punnet 1 o— 2 o
Shallots, per lb. .. 08— ..

Spinach, per bu&hel 3 o— 4 o
Turnips, p. bunch., o 2— o 4

30J. ; Flukes, xios. to 150J. ;

s, 6ar. to 70J.

BOROUGH MARKET.
Wholesale Prices.

Savoys.

F..-b.

Per doz.
. d. s. d,

6 to o 9

I 6 — o

Per doz. bun.
s, d. s. d.

I o to 2 o

Per score.
. d. s. d.

. 6 to o 8

Per sieve.

. d. s. d.

o to I 6

4 — o Si

POTATOS.—Sonthwark, Feb. 19.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been
small, but heavy by rail and from abroad. Trade
still continues dull, at the following quotations :

—

Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, looj. to 140J. ; Yorkshire
Regents, 60s. to looj. ; Dunbar and East Lothian do.,
looj. to 130^.; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do., 85^. to

105J. ; do. Rocks, 855. to 95^. ; Kent and Essex
Regents, 6oj-. to looj. ; do. Rocks, 60s. to 8oj. ; French
Whites, soj. to 65^.

For Want Places, &c., see pa_^e 275.

TO THE SEED TRADE.—The Advertiser, having
had the management of the Trial Ground of an eminent London

Firm for upwards of 20 years, is open to PROVE any SEEDS that
may be committed to his care, by contract or otherwise, correctly,
distinctly, and cuntidentially, having taken a piece of Ground
principally for tliat purpose. — Application by letter to HENRY
KKArrHWAITE, 10, Millbrook Road, Brixton, S.W., will meet with
;i prompt reply.

"L'lAST LOTH[AN INTERMEDIATE STOCKS.—
J-J February is the best month for sowinc these celebrated Stocks,
acknowledged to be the best of all Intermediate Stocks, and unrivalled
both for Flower Gardening and for Pot Culture. May be had true in
separate packets of white, purple and scarlet, at is.,2s. &i.,and55. each,
from
THOMAS METHVEN_and SONS . 15 , Princes Street, Edinburgh.

LILIUM AURATUM, LILIUM AURATUivL
(Imported Bulbs )—Fiiie sound flowering bulbs, at 9s,, i2j,, and

iSs. per do^en; cheaper by the ico. CYCLAMEN' PERSICUM, very
fine, 6s. per dozen. CALCEOLARIAS, best strain out, 4s. per dozen.
PRIMULAS, fine strain, in 6o"s, 31. per dozen. CINERARIAS,
in 48's, showing bluom. ts. per dozen. Zonal GERANIuSiS,
in 100 variciics, 20s. NE\V CATALOGUE of Plants, Cuttings, and
Rooted Cuttings (gz pages) ofall the best new.

G. POULTDN. EoLintain Nursery. Angel Koad, Edmonton, N.

Northampton Nurseries.
To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and OTHERS, ENGAGED

in PLANTING.
rOHN PERKINS, Sen., begs to call particular

fJ attention to his large STOCK of the following, the whole oi
which have been transplanted, are stout, and well rooted :

—

I'INUS AUSTRIACA, I'i t0v2 feet, 751. per 1000; 2 to 2'; feet, 120s.
per 1000 ; 2'J to 3 feet, 205. per roo. All fine fibrous roots.

RIRCH, 2 to 3 feet, 201. per 1000
; 3 to 4*5 feet, 301. per 1000

ELM, Wych. 2 to 3 feet, 255. per 1000; 3 to 4 feet, 35s. per 1000
OAKS, English, 3 to 4 feet, 60s. per 1000, fine transplanted

; 4 to 5 feet,
looj. per 1000

FIR, Spruce, 2 to 2^-.' feet, 50s. per 1000
BERBERJS AQUIEOLIA 1 to 1',. foot, 30s. per 1000
RLACK'XIIORN, i*; to 2 feet, 15s. per 1000; 2 to 3 feet, 20J. per 1000.
BOX, GrecTi, i'^ to 2 feet, 120s. per 1000
HAZEL, fine, i to 2 feet, 15J, per 1000
HORNBEAM, 2 to 3 feet, 30s, per 1000
L.\UREL, Common, I'j to 2 feet, 1005. ]ier 1000
PRIVET, Evergreen, 2 to 2'.' feet, 205. per 1000
YEWS, English, i!. to 2 feet, 40J. per 100; 2 to 3 feet, 70s. per 100
CATALOGUES of GENERAL NURSERY SlUCK free by

post on application to 52, Market Square, Northampton, \^herc alt
communications are to be addressed

rOSEPH SMITH, JUN.. Moor Edge Nurseries," Tansley, near Matlock, Derbyshire, offers as follows, at per 1000 :—
ALDER, i|j to 2 feet, 141. ; 2 to 3 feet, iSs, ; 3 to 4 feet, 231.
ASH, Mountain, 2 to 3 feet, i8s.

; 3 to 4 feet, 20J.
; 4 to 5 feet, 25^. ;

5 to 6 feet, 40i. ; 6 to 7 feet, 6oj.
BEECH, ij^ to 2 feet. iSs. : 2 to 3 feet, 231.
RERBERIS AQUIFOLIiUM, 9 to 12 inches, 205. ; 1 to iM foot, 30J. :

2-yr
, 31.

BIRCH, i?i to 2 feet, los. to i6i. ; 2 to 3 feet, 151. to au. ; 3 to 4 feet,
205. to 30s.

BOX, Tree, 9 to rs inches, 6oj.
BROOM, Common, 2 to 3 feet, 15?. ; 3 to 4 feet, 151. ; Seedlings, 31. fid.

,, White, I and 2-yr., 31. 6rf. to ss.

COTONEASTER MICROPHVLLA, 251. to 40*.
ELM, ij; to 2 feet, 141. ; 2 to 3 feet. i&, ; 3 to 4 feet, 231,
FIR, Scotch, I to iVi foot, 14s. : ijj to 2 feet, i6s. ; 3 to 4 feel, 301.
„ Spruce, I to i'; foot, 15J. ; i.'j to 3 feet, 20J ; 2 to 3 feet, 30s, ;

3 to 4 feet, 505.

11 1. -Anicrican, 2 to3ft.,70S. 13 t0 4ft., 1201. 14 togft., isoj.
,] Larch, 9 to 15 ins , loi. ; i to i,'-: loot, 125. 6rf. ; ij^ toz feet, 165 ;

2 to 3 feet, 25s.

FURZE or Gorsc, Seedlings, ii. fid.

LIMES, I to if j foot, 50s. ;
\\'-. to 2 feet, 705. ; 2 to 3 feet, iroj. ; 3 to

4 feet, 1 40s.

0.\KS, I to i,'2 foot, 7J. ; !?< to 2 feet, 121. ; 2 to 3 feet, 20i. ; i to 4 ft.

,

28j. ; 3yr, 25. fid.
» - j . . 1

i
1

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 6 to 12 inches, 15*. : 9 to 15 inches, 251. ; i to
I'n foot, 305.

J, MARI]lMA,2feet, lOJ.
POPLAR, Ontario, i to i': foot, 105. ; I'j to 2 feet, i2j, 6rf.

205. ; 4 to 5 feet, 455. ; 6 to 8 feet, 705.
*>L ICKS, 2-yj. transplanted, 85.

; 3-yr. do., lOJ.
KHOHOt)ENDRO>!s. 2 and 3-yrr Sccdlh'g. Jj^o per 100,000.

> 3-yr. selected, £,y] 105. per 100,000.

oir/.'. ^tX"!;
'.-y. iransplantcd, li.s. ; ?-vr. and 2-yr. transplanted, s.i*.SYCAMORE, i'; to 2 feet, 145.; 2 to 3 feet, 161.; 3 to 4 feet. 2w ;

4 tos feet, 335.
^

' 3 '

WILLU VV, Bedford, i to ij^ foot, 71. ; 1% to 2 feet, loi. ; 2 to 3 feet,

«r.T'^^^v3^°''''^-^3J-' 4 to 5 ft., 2M.; 6 to 8 ft,, 701. ; 8 to 10 ft,, looi.PRIVET, Evergreen, i-yr., 41. ; ij^to 2 feet, 155.LAUREL Common, i-yr., fine, i<;i.

SEAKALE. 2-yr. 255, .- lyr. 155.
FLOWERING SHRUBS, in 50 varieties, i to 4 feet, looi
With many others, of which a Priced LIST will be sent en application.

to 3 ft.,

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s spring
CATALOGUE of SEEDS for 1873 is now ready. It contains

many Novelties of merit and worth consideration Sent free and
post paid on application.

27, South Row, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.
Established upwards of a centur>'.

Kitchen Garden Seeds.

CHARLES SHARPE AND CO., Seed Growers
and Seed Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate

that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN
SEEDS is now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon appli-

New Seeds.
CHARLES TURNERS CATALOGUE of SEEDS

is now ready, and ni.iy he had on application.
This Catalogue contains selections of the best in each class, and

descriptions ofthe tcadmg varieties only.
C. TURNER'S CATALOGUE of HARDY TREES, including a

full collection of Fruits, Coniferje, Evergreen and Deciduous Shruos,
and Trees, Roses, &-c., may also be had,

The Ro_\al Nurseries, Slough.

Garden and Flower Seeds.
THOMAS METHVEN AND SONS beg to intimate

that their Descriptive Priced CATALOGUE of KITCHEN
GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS. IMPLEMENTS, &c., for 1872,
is now ready, and may be had, post free, on application.
Seed Warehouses: 15, Princes Street, and Nursery Gate, Leith

W.-ilk, Edinburgh.

M New Seed Catalogue for 1872.
ESSRS. JOHN Axn CHARLES LEE
will be happy to forward, post free on application, their New

Descriptive Priced CATALOGUE of GENUINE SEEDS, containing
every Novelty for 1S72, to any of their Friends and Customers, and
others who have not already recei\'ed it.

RoyalVineyard Nurser\- and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, \V.

New Japanese Lilies, Orchids, Maples, Conifer Seed, &c.
MESSRS. TEUTSCHEL and CO., Colchester,

Agents for Messrs. Kr.\M[:r & Co., Seedsmen and Nurseri'-
men, Yokohama, Japan.
CATALOGUE includes three New Lilies, Lilium callosum and

Leichtlinii, Cypripcdium japonicum, PlatantheriC, Seed of Abies
Firma, Veitchii, Primida japonica, &c.

Collections of Vegetable and Flower Seeds.
JAMES DICKSON AND SONS' :ire the most

liberally supplied and best " Made-up COLLEt.'TIONS " ol
GARDEN aj>d 1' LOWER SEEDS.
VEGETABLE SEEDS, \2s. fid., 21s., 31J. W.. 42J., 63s., and 1051.
FLOWER SEEDS, los. 6d., 12s. 6d., 15s., 21J., joi., and 4 3J., con-

taining selections ofthe choicest German, English, and other Flowers.
Carriage free. Descriptive |)riced LISTS post free.

lAMES DICKSON .\nd SONS, k)2 and 108, Eastgate Street, and
Newton Nurseries, Chester.

c HOICE TRICOLOR
Prince of Wales
Mrs. Dunnett
Sunbeam
Wonderful

Jettv Lacy
Sir Robert Napier

GERANIUMS.
Aliss Eurbctt Coutts
Mrs. John Glutton
Italian Heauty
Mabel Morris

Pre-eminent
Phccbus

The 12 for 21s., cash ; package free.

Remittances requested from unknown correspondents,
ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

SpeclarNotlce.
ROSES and VINES at Wholesale Prices.

Fine Standard ROSES, best sorts, los. per dozen.
Fine Dwarf ROSES, best sorts, 7s. per dozen.
Fine fruiting VINES, of sorts, 55. each; 541. per dozen.
Fine planting VINES, of sorts, 21. 6d. each; 2jj. per doz.

LISTS free. Terms cash. Post Office orders payable at Hunlingdon.
KIRK ALLEN, 'I'he Nurseries, Prampton, Huntingdon.

Tliree First-class Certificates for the Magiiificent new
HYBRID PERPETUAL CLIMRING ROSE, PRINCESS

LOUISE VICTORIA.

WM. KNIGHT has still a limited number of strong
Plants ofthe above, and will continue to supply it at 71. 6d., or

three for zi5. Usual Trade discount. Also, a large and varied
GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, which cannot be surpassed.
CATALOGUES Iree on application.

Floral Nurseries, Hailsham, Susse:;.

Gladioli Seedlings, by Name, from Paris.
LEVEQUE AND SON, Nurserymen, Ivry-sur-Seine,

near Paris (late Roulevard dc t'Hopital), offer the following;

—

GLADIOLI SEEDLINGS, first-class, per 100, 7J.
; per 1000 j^ o

100 GLADIOLI, by name, 10 sorts

25 o 14

_ .. £ito
100 ,, ,, lOO ,, ;£2 to 6 o o
And upwards, according to the novelty of the sorts ; all in good

flowering bulbs. Cheque on Rankers accepted for payment.

FOREIGN FLOWER SEEDS.—The most beautiful
French ASTER grown is Truffaut's Reine Marguerite, in Fleur-

Pcrfcction, Rombec and Pivoine varieties ; 500 seeds, in 16 line double
colours, mi.\ed, is.

The linest STOCK in cultivation is the new Goliath Pyramidal Ten-
week, height 2 feet, surpassing all others in the size ofthe plants and
flower-spikes : 250 seeds, in eight fine double colours, is.

PHLOX DRUMMONDII.of the best quality, in 12 colours; 500
seeds, dd. Post free.

ALFRED HAMMOND, Foreign Seedsman, Bedwin Street,jalisbury.

Unprecedented!
^

ABIES NORDMANNI.\XA, 3^, 4^ and 5I feet, at
IS. ptr fuot.

SPRUCE FIR, 3;( to4^^ fi.et, 30s. per 100.

AMERICAN ARBOR-VIT.F,,3;, to 5 feet, los. to 40s. per 100.
RHODODENDRON STOCKS, hi for Grafting, 12s. 6rf. per 100.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES. --Quicks, i to
i?3fool,9J. per 1000; Oak, i to i!:;' foot, 8s. per 1000; Larch,

6 to 15 inches, 7s. per 1000; Scotch, 6 to 15 inches, 6s. per 1000;
Spruce, 2-yr., and 2-yr. transplanted, 6s. per 1000; Beech, 6 to

IS inches, 8s. per loco ; Berberis aquifolia, 6 to 15 inches, 15s. per 1000.
The above in larger slices, very cheap. Price on application.

W. JACKSON, Blakcdown, near Kidderminster.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST ofall the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE, suitable for liritain, giving size, price, popular

and botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,
growth, timber, use in arts, native country and size there, situation,
soil, and other information, with copious index of their synonyms.
Free by post for six stamp'^.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

TjlOX and GAME CO VERTS.- -The BITTER
J- WILLOW is the cheapest, most easily reared, and most useful
plant yet offered for forming new coverts, or improving those already
made. Birds are especially partial to Willow plantations. Bitter
Willow stakes, 3 to 4 feet long, will make a reath' good covert the first

year, and perfectly secure from the attacks of rabbits. Anxious to
make the value of this plant better understood, W. Scaling will supply
cuttings or stakes at llic following extremely tow rates for the remainder
of the planting season :

—

10 inches long, 15s. per 1000 I 36 inches long, 40s. per 1000
15 inches long, 205 per 1000 48 inches long, 505. per 1000
24 inches long, 30J, per 1000 | 60 inches long, 6o.t. per 1000

Increasing in thickness as they increase in length, and all, except the
10 inches, cut from 3-yr. old shoots. The two larger si/es are well
adapted to make hedges, in place of Thorn or Quick-reared. See
article in /\niat AlntAunc, 1872, p. 37, published at the Fitld office.

WILLIAM SCALING . Willnw Nurseryman, Basford, Notts.

Notice.
KENSINGTON NURSERIES, BATH.

ALFRED A. WALTERS begs respectfully to inform
the Nobility, Gentry, and the Horticultural Public generally,

that he has taken to the above old-established Nurseries.
A, .\. W. hopes, by the excellence of his stock and unremitting

attention to ihc wishes of his Customers, to insure and retain ihat
patrunage and <!upport which he now solicits, and which was so
liberally accorded to thjs establishmcui in former years.

SEED LISTS ready, gratis and post free on application,

MAURICE YOUNG'S NEW TRADE LIST of
CONIFERS, HARDY EVERGREEN TREES andSHRUBS, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, JAPANESE PLANTS.NEW AUCUBAS, &c., is now ready, and, will be forwarded on

application.

Milford Nu rseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

I^OUGLAS MR SEED (True).— Price, including
J-^ postage, 7s. &i. per 01. A limited portion of Seed of this
hardy, quick-growing, and noble Evergreen Spruce Fir. may be had
from Messrs. BEN REID .\nd CO., Aberdeen Forest Tree Nurseries,
Aberdeen, Scotland.
_*,« Growth of bulk tested 25 per cent., yielding from 500 to 600
npened seeds per oz. _ ^l^c Trade ;dso supplied.

STRONG Transplanted LARCH72^toI-\l^et ; OAKS^
'. P^-^/'-'V;.^ 'IK. SCOTCH FIR. HA/.ELS. and other FOREST
I I. KEb. Ihe Larches being grnwn on newly broken-up land, in an
exposed situation, are extra good rooted, very stout, with tine leaders.
Prices very reasonable, which can be had by applying to
__C^WH1TEH0USE, Brereton Nursery, Rugeley, Staffordshire.

To Thicken Plantations and Shady Walks.HEMLOCK SPRUCE.-This graceful, beautiful Fir,
so Jrequcntly described in American travels,

—

4 to 5 feet, 5s. per dozen, 30s. per 100.

5 to 6 feet, 8s. per dozen, 50s. per 100.
RICHARD SMITH, Nursen-man and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Evergreen Hedge or Screen.
THUJOPSIS BOREALIS. — This beautiful silvery

Coniler, in aijpear;ince between tlie C\ press and Siberian Arbor-
vita;, is fast-growing, compact, and bears clipping well ; it is so hardy
that no frost can hurt it in Britain.

Upright, well-grown shrubs, 7 feet high and upwards, at the
extremely low price of 30s, per do-^eii.

RICHARD SMITH , Nurserym^.n and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

To the Trade.
|I>ETA CHILENSIS (True), the variety grown so
J—> extensively in all the London Parks and Public Gardens.—
The Undersigned have a small quantity to offer. Price per ounce
on application.
BUTLER, McCULLOCH, and CO., Covent^arden^ Market, W.C.

Forest and Ornamental Planting.
^

PETER LAWSON and SON respectfully solicit
early orders for FOREST TREES and ORNAMENTAL

TREES and SHRUBS, which they can supply to great e.^tent.
The large breadths of LARCHES, from i to 3'j' feet, SCOTCH

FIR, NORWAY SPRUCE, AUSTRIAN PINES, and other leading
sorts of FOREST TREES, are unusually fine, and worthy of inspec-
tion. CATALOGUES and special offers will be furnished upon
application.

Edinburgh and London.—December, 1871,

STRONG FOREST TREES, for planting in shelteredO places, fur immediate effect :—Austrian Fir, 2 to 3 feet; Scotch
Fir, 2 to 4 feet ; Larch, 2'^ to 3'; feet ; Oak, 2',' to 3 feet : Alder. 3 to

5 feet ; Sycamore, 3 to 7 feet ; Norway Maple, 5 to 7 feet ; Mountain
Ash, S to 6 feet ; Birch, 4 to 5 feet ; Ontario and Lombardy Poplars,
3 to 5 feet ; Huntingdon Willow,4 feet ; Weymouth Pine, iS to 2 feet

;

Cembra Pine, i^i to 2 feet.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, The Carlisle Nurseries,
Knowefield, Carlisle.

''PO PLANTERS.—STRONG FOREST TREES, &c.
-L LARCH, 2 to 3, 2!2 to 3^3, and 3 to 4 feet.

SCO TCH, 1)2 to 2, 2 to 2'..', and 2j^ to 3 feet.
SPRUCE, i'; to 2, 2 t0 2j^, 2?^ to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

ENGLISH OAKS, 2'.; to 3?;, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, 5 to 6, and 6 to 7 ft.

BIRCH, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.
ELMS (Wych), 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.
HAZELS, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.
MOUNTAIN ASH, 2 to 3, 3104, and 4 to 5 feet.
SYCAMORES, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

With many others, all of the best quality. The Larch arc clean

,

stout, well-grown stuff, and have never been injured by frost.

JOHN HILL. The Nurseries, Spot Acre, near Stone, Staffordshire.

TO PLANTERS of FOREST TREES.—The
handsomest and also the most profitable Forest Trees to grow

are the two NEW WILLOWS, SALIX BASFORDIANA and
SALIX SANGUINE.V S. Basfordiana is the most vigorous growing
Willow yet introduced ; the timber is exceedingly tough and valuable;
the branches are of a bright orange colour, deepening into a red
towards the points, and shine in the sun as if varnished. S. sanguinea
is not quite such a rapid grower, but the limber is equally tough, and
the branches throughout of a deeper red, and very bright. The colour
is the most brilliant when the trees are destitute of leaves. They arc
spiry topped trees, and attain a large size, perfectly hardy, and will
grow in Ihe poorest soils or most exposed situations. 1 hey would
form handsome groups in a landscape, or mix with and relieve the
sombre appearance of^our woods in winter. It is very rarely that a
valuable novelly like the above has been offered at such extremely low
rates. Strong rooted plants, 6 to 9 feet high, 6j, per duicn, or 4W. per
too; 9 to 13 feet high, 7s. ftd. per dozen, or sos. per 100; selected
specimens over 13 feet, 12.'. per dozen, or 8or, per 100.

For the \alue of the Willow as a Timber Tree, see t\iz.Cardtit,
December o, 1871,

WILLIAM SCALING, Willow Nurseryman, Barford, Notts.

Eltham Nursery, Kent, S.E.
TWO MILES from liLACKHICAl H STATION;

ONE MILE from ELTHAM, LOOP-LINE.
rriHIRTY ACRES of healthy, well-grown NURSERY
-L STOCK, of every description, comprising Specimen CONIFERS
and EYEKGREENS of all sizes, Standard RoSES, FRUIT TREES.
&c. Gentlemen who intend planting ibis season are invited to come
and select (or thewsclves.

JAMES W. TODMAN, Ellham N u rscry. Kent. S.E.

LARGE SPECIMEN EVERGREENS.
To be SOLD, Cheap.

100 WELLINGTON IAS, 8 feet high, magnificent plants.
100 THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 10 feet.

100 CUPKESSUS LAWSONIANA, ofcct.
100 THUJA L0BBII,9fecl.

All grown singly in an exposed situation on stiff clay soil, and will
move with compact balls of earth. For price apply to

E. COOLING, Mile Ash, Derby, where^the plants may be seen.

To the Trade.
' ~^-~^

WP. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR. Nurserymen,
• Dundee, N.B,, have still a good slock of the following, of

which they will be glad to furnish cjuctations, cheap :

—

Sekdlincs :—2-yr. LARCH, 2-vr. Scots FIR, a and 3-yr. Silver FIR,
2 .ind 3->T. Norway SPRUCE, 2-yr. BEECH, i and 2-yr. HAZEL,
I and 2-yr. Norw.-iy MAPLE, i and «vr. SYCAMORE, &c.

Transplanted LARCH of sizes, Scots FIR, PINUS AUS-
TRIACA, English OAK, Norway MAPLE, BIRCH. PEAK
STOCKS. Irish YEWS, Irish JUNIPERS. Red CEDARS, &c.

Planting Season.
DICKSONS AND CO., Nurserymen and

Sekdsmkn, I, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, beg to call the
attention of those about to plant to their very large and healthy
Stock of FOREST TREES, FRUIT TREES. ORNA.MENTAl.
TREES and SHRUBS, which are now in line condition for trans-
planting. They arc prowing on very exposed ground, arc firitlv

rooted, and iheir wood is thoroughly ripened. Samples and Cata-
logues on application. Special prices will be quoted where large
quantities arc taken. (Estahlishcd 1770.)
^ ericnccd FORESI ERS, G.VRDENERS, ;md LAND

STE
xnerii
f^.WA RDS recommended.

New and Ex. Ex. Choice Flower Seeds.

J SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Sonierset, has.
• the following extra choice varieties lo offer, post free :—

ASTERS, Truffaut's F. P.-cony-ll, Pcrfeiuion, \s. \ ditto. Reid\
Improved Germ.in, f\d. aiul is. AURICULA, fmm an unrivalkd
sir.iin, II. BALSAMS, cxira double, u. CALCEOLARIA, Scotts.
ibtainrd by carffullv crossing ilie best flowers only, 11. and 3*. (td.

CYCLAMEN. Wiggins', u. (3. CINERARIA, from perfect flowers,
IS. and 2r. 6J, CtiCKSCoMB, Scoti's Giant Crimson Dwarf, 11.

DIANTHUS DIADEMATUS, rs. HOLLYHOCK, extra double,
IS. MIGNONETTE, Crimson Giant, 6rf. and if.; ditto, Parsons'
new White, u. PHLOX DRUMMUNDII, 11. PRIMULA, from
fmest fringed flowers, is. and 21, id. ZINNIA ELEGANS florc-
pleno, extra double, 6.(. and is.

For other choice FLOWER SEEDS, sec CATALOGUE, free on
application.
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BUTTONS'
GRASS SEEDS
FOK ALL SOILS,

CARRIAGE FREE.
1^ For nearly forty ycjn 7i'C h.ivc given, the siihjeit of

Ltiyiiig dmi'ii Land to Pasture car most careful

attention, and front a long and practical experi-

ence of the Soils of this and other countries, we

art euatled to prepare Mixturesfor every descrip-

tion of Soil, which need only te mentioned in

sending the order.

FOR PERMANENT PASTURES.
W'c speci.illy prepare Mixtures for the following Soils :

STIFF CLAYS
HEAVY LOAMS
MEDIUM LOAMS
LIGHT LOAMS

LIGHT SANDY SOILS
SHARI' GRAVKLS
CHALK SOILS
SHEEP DOWNS

GOOD BLACK PEATY SOILS.

BEST QUALITY, 30s. to 32s. per acre. Carriage

Free. Two Bushels of Grass Seeds and 12 lb. of Clovers

supplied per aere.

SECOND QUALITY (good), 22s. to 28s. per acre.

Carriage Free.

FOR PARK GROUNDS.
SUTTGNS' CRYSTAL PALACE MIXTURE, which

produced the beautiful Turf in the grounds of the

Crystal Palace Company.

20s. per bush. Sow 2!- bush, per acre.

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS,
SHOWING THE SLT'EKIOR Ql'ALITV OF

Suttons' Grass Seed Mixtures,

As supplied to

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
H.R.H. IHE PRINCE OF WALES,

Stf H.M. THE KING OF DENMARK.^ H.M. THE KING OF PORTUGAL,
&c. &c. &c.

From].]. Mechi, Esq., Tiptree Hall, near Kclvtdon.
'* Ftbrnavy 5.—Your Grass Seeds are so pure and well selected

that I have often spoken of them to those who required them."

From]. L. Williams. Esq., Boync J'/nv, JWivan,
Mcath, Ireland.

"March 30.—Last vear I got from you Permanent Pasture Grass
Seeds for 10 acres, with which I laid down one-half of a zo-acrc field
(Irish). I am very much pleased with the way the Grass Seeds have
answered, and I now want to lay down the other half of tiae field in
the same manner."

From]. Ward, Esq., Rotuid Oak, Gree/ihain, Xcwburv.
" July 4.—The Permanent Grass Seeds for about 29 acres, supplied

bv > ou last year (the frreater part sown with Uarley), have fiiveji me
srcat satisfaction, and pruduced a crop (this dr>- season) of about 45
tons of good hay, ^'

. acres of \\ hich have fed five head of cattle durin"-
the spring."

"^

From Mr. Henry Awcock, Agent to Lady Geary.
"The Grass Seeds you sent last year, for seven acres in the middle

of Oxen Heath Park, is the best herbage I ever saw."

MR. JAMES FRASER, Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the rirm of J. & J. Eraser, Lea l)TidK'e Road.~
Wood Engi^vlng.

MR. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engrayer on
Woon, 13, North Grove West, Miidmay P.irk, London, N.

T<rFarmers, Scavengers, and OtUers.

NOTICE I^ HEREBY GH'EN. that the CATTLE
MARKETS COMMITTEE of the CORPORATION of

LONDON will meet at Guildhall, on \YEDNESD.\Y, February :;8

insiant, at ha If- past i o'clock, to receive I'ROI'dSALS from parties

desirous of PURCHASING and TAKING AWAY the MANURE
from the METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET, Islington, for

one year from ^Iarch i ne\t.
Further particulars may be obt.iined by applying at the Ofiicc of the

Clerk and Collector of the Market.
Guildhall, Feb ij^ FERD. KRAND, Comptroller.

To Nurserymen and Others.
ABERDEEN PARK. HIGHBURY, N.

TO BE LET, an ENCLOSURE of about TWO
ACRES —For particulars apply 10

A. B.FREPJD, .,.(, Bedford Row ,_W.C^

Darley, Derbyshire.
NURSERY LA.M' uiul « n 1 T.VGES.

niQ BE LET, with Immediate Possession, about
-L 13 Acres 3 Roods and \i Perches of LAND, in ;;ood condition,

with two Cottages, situate at " Flash," in tiie parish ot Darlcj-. The
Land is particularly adapted for the Rrowih of Heaths, Rhododen-
drons, and other American Plants, and all kinds of Firs,

For rental and further particulars apply to Mr. W, LANLiDALK
BARROW, Solicitor. Matlock Hath.

SALES BY AU CTION.
SALE THIS DAY, AT HALF-PAST T\VKL\'f; O'CLOCK.

Consignment of Plants from Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covcnt Garden, W.C,

on SATURDAY, February 24, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely.

Standard, Dwarf, and Weepins ROSES, Specimen CONIFERS,
Standard, Pyramid, andTrained FRUIT IREES, Deciduous TREES
and SHRUHS from Holland, CAMELLIAS, PICOTEES and
PINKS, RASPBERRY CANES, STRAWBERRY PLANTS,
PELARGONIUMS. FUCHSIAS, GLADIOLI, RUSTIC GARDEN
\VORK, WIRE WORK, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had^

M^
Choice Lilies and Seeds.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
, his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, \Y.C.,

on MONDAY, February z6, at halfpast 12 o'Clock precisely,

an importation from Japan of verj- fine BULBS of LILIUM
\UR.\TUM, iu^t arrived in fine condition ; a splendid lot of SEED
of CEDRUS "DEODAR.V. jus: arrived from India ; a variety of

New and Rare LILIES from Japan and other parts; SEEDS of

PRIMULA lAPONICA. AKIES NOBILIS, PHtENIX PALU-
DOSA, ABTES PARSONL^v. PINCS LAMBERTIANA, WEL-
LINGTONIA GIc;ANTEA, &c.

<,ln view the morning ot Sale, and Catalogues had.

Hardy Trees and Shrubs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent tlardcn, W.C,

on WEDNESDAY, February 28, at hall-past 12 o'Clock precisely,

a creat variety of Standard, Pyramid, and Dwarf-lrained FRUIT
TREES, SWEET BAYS, ARBUTUS, BERBERIS, WILLOWS,
Specimen CONIFERS for Lawns, Standard. Dwarf, and Climbing
ROSES, HOLLIES. AUCUBAS, LAURELS, CAMELLIAS.
PICOTEES and PINKS, RASPBERRY CANES, STRAWBERRY
PLANTS, GLADIOLI, and a variety of Hardy HERBACEOUS
PLANTS.

On view ihe mornintf of Sdle, and Catalogues had

Callfomian Tree Seeds and Japanese Lilies, &c.

MR. J. C. STE\'ENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

on FRIDAY, March r, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, an
importation of CALIFORNIAN TREE SEEDS ju.st arrived in fine

condition; 5000 LILIES from Japan, in six choice sorts,Just arrived

in ^ood condition ; an importation of SEED of CEDRUS DEODARA
in hne condition, being the remaining portion of the consignment just

received from India.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

Consignment of Plants from Ghent.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms. 38, King Street, Covent Garden, ^Y.C,,

on SATURDAY, March 2, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely,

CAMELLIAS, Indian AZALEAS, RHODODENDRONS, PAl MS,
DRACAENAS, YUCCAS, and other Plants from Gheiil ; Specimen
CONIFERS and Hardy SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES. ROSES. HER-
BACEOUS PLANTS, Choice GLADIOLI, STRAWBERRY
PLANTS. &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

SUTTONS'
Mixtures of Grasses and Clovers,
To produce enormous crops of Hay during the speci-

fied periods they are to remain down :

—

For One Year's Lay, 15s. per acre.

For Two Years' Lay, 18s. 6d. per acre.

For Three or Four Years* Lay, 24s. per acre.

Second quality Mixtures cheaper.

LAYING DOWN NEW, OR IMPROVING OLD,
GRASS LANDS.

For the best practical information on the above subject, see

Suttons^ Farmers' Year Book for 1872,
With \\ hich is incorporated "Permanent Pasiurks";

By M. H. SUTTON, F.R.H.S., &c.
" If you A\ant to grow ihe right sorts of plants, you must sow the

ri;;hi sorts of seeds, and you cannot do better than read Mr. Si i ton's
Paper on Laying Down Grass, which jou will get b>' sending to
Reading."—/4£>-(V;(///(ra/ Gazette.

" I do not know of anything to equal it."—Professor Bickman.

Price 6d., Post Free. Gratis to Customers.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN BT SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO

THE QUEEN and H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WAL^S,
READING, BERKS.

HlgHly Important Sale of Specimen Stove and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, the PROPERTY .if a GENTLEMAN

who has RANKED amongst the MOST SUCCESSFUL
EXHIBITORS during past years.

MR. J. C. STEVENS is favoured with instructions
from Mr. J. Carr, of Bvflect Lodge, Weybridge, to ofler for

SALE by AUC'iH_>N,at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden, on FRIDAY, March i^, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely,

without the least reserve, the whole of his EXHIBITION
SPECIMENS, consisting of splendid plants of all the best varieties of
Heaths, Azaleas. Ornamental Foliage Plants, Exotic and British

Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c , which have formed a leading
feature in the various metropolitan e.xhibilions during several past
years. The plants arc all in the finest possible condition, and can be
seen at Bvflcet one week previous to the Sale, and on the day of Sale
at Mr. J. C, STE\"ENS' Horticultural Sale Rooms, 38, King Street,
Covent Garden. WC, and Catalogues had._ _^
" S.VLE I'HIS DAY,"AT HALF-PAST '1A\^ELYE O'CLOCK.
Important Unreserved Sale of about 1000 Roses. &c.
^fESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL
i-VX hy AUCTION, at tlic City Auction Rooms, 38 and 39, Grace-
church Street, E.C, This Day, SATURDAY, at half-past 12 o'Clock
precisely, without re.ser^'e, about 1000 clean-grown Standard, Dwarf,
and Climbing ROSES, selected FRUIT TREES. AMERICAN
PLANTS, SHRUBS, LILIUM Al^RATUM, and others, &c.

On view, and C.italogues had.

Annual Sale of EngUsb-grown Double Cameillas.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL

by AUCTION, at the Auction Mart, Tokcnhouse Yard, near
ihe Bank, City, EC, on MOND-\Y, February' 26. at half-past

12 oClock precisely, without resen.e, 250 CAMELLIAS and
AZALEA INDICA, remarkably well set with bloom • buds, and in

perfect health ; 400 Standard and Dwarf ROSES, CONI FER.^i: and
EYERGREEN SHRUBS, choice AMERICAN PLANTS, LILIUM
AURATUM, from Japan. ERIC.\S, EPACRIS, &c,, in bloom.
On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues had at the Mart as above,

and of the Auctioneers and \'aluers. Leytonstone, E.

Horsham.
IMPORTANT SALE of YALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. T. \V. Pilcher to SELL by AUCTION, on the

Premises, The Station Nursery. Horsham, Sussex, on THI'RSDAY,
February 2(), at 11 for 12 o'CIock precisely, a quantity of SURPLUS
NURSERY STOCK, comprising a varied and choice assortment of
Coniferac and Evergreen Shrubs, many of which are handsome speci-

mens, s to 8 feel, comprising Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thujopsis
borcalis, 'i'huja \\ arreana, Lobbii and aurea; Wellingtoni.i ; about

foo Border Shrubs, consisting of Cedrus Deodara, Piccas, Thujas,
lollies, &c. ; also 1000 fine common Laurels, 2 to g feet ; 1500 Spruce

Firs, 2 10 7 feel ; 500 bushy English Yews; 500 Portugal Laurels;
300 Piccas of sorts: Irish Ivies, quantities of Scotch, Silver, and
Austrian Firs

; 400 best named Standard and Dwarf Roses, Goose-
berries and Currants, together wjih a small collection of Greenhouse
Plants.
May be viewed threa days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be

had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Yaluers, Leytonstone,
Essex, E,

To Noblemen, Gentlemen. Nurserymen, and Others.
BOX HILL NURSERY. DORKING, adjoining the Box Hill

Station on the South-E.-istern. and the Dorking Station on the
London, Brighton, and South Coast K.iilways.

MESSRS. WHITE and SONS, of Dorking, are
favoured with instructions from Mr. Alexander Robertson,

whose Tenancv \\ ill expire on Lady-dav, to SELL by AUCTION, ab
above on FRIDAY and SATURDAY, March i and j, comniencinL'
each day at half-p.^st 10 for 11 o'Clock precisely, all the YALUABLE
NURSERY STOCK, as now growing on Five .\cres, in capital con-
oilion for Transplanting, and includmg a large variety of Hardy
Ornamental Shrubs and Evcr"rcciis, Flowering Shrubs. Hollies,
Mouni.iin Ash, Hornbeam, Irish Yew, Lombardy Poi>l;ir. Yaricgated
and Green 'Tree Box, of various growths ; Laurels, Laurusiinus,
Ribes, Berbcris, Larch, Spruce and Austrian Fir, Laburnum, Horse
Chestnut. Sycamore, Lilac, Rhododendron, Escallonia, Loniccra,
choice Conifers, Clematis, in sorts; Yariegated Ivy, &c. Also an
assortment of Specimen Plants in .\ialeas, Golden .\rbor-vitiC,

Cupressus Lawsoniana, Pinusaustriaca, Portugal Laurels, Picca Nord-
manniana, R:i:. ; Apple, Cherry, Plum, and Currant Trees, and
Greenhouse Plants ; about 20 bushels of Early Handsworth Potatos.

To be viewed on the d.ty previous to, and on the mornings of. Sale.

Catalogues maj- now be obtained at the principal Inns in the Surrey
and Sussex Market Towns and Villages ; of Mr. ROBERTSON, at the

Nurseries; and of the Auctioneers, Dorking, who will promptly attend

to applications by post.

Bingley Hall, Birmingham.
riTHE FOURTH GREAT CENTRAL EXHIBITION
JL ;.nd SALE of Young BULLS and other Purebred SH'lRT-
HORNS will be held on THURSDAY, March 7. next
Upwards of 100 Head of highly-descended BULLS, COWS, and

HEIFERS, from the Herds of Earl Zetland, Lord Braybrooke, Lord
Sudeley, Colonel Loyd Lindsay; Messrs. J. C .\dkinh, Bayes, Can-
ning, E. H. Cheney, Curlier, T. Game, G. and Y. R. Graham, Hands,
How, Harris, Lyihall. Morris, I'ulley, Sheldon, Upson. Woodward,
Rev R. B. Kcnnard, Rev. W. Sneyd, and other noted Breeders, are

entered.
The whole of the Animals c.shibiled ^^ill be ofl'ered for SALE by

AUCTION, by Messrs. LYTHALL AND CLARKE, without any
further reserve than enlering them at Twenty Guineas each.
Admission from o to 4, 11.

'The judging willcommci
as ihe judges have completed their awards.

at g, and the Auction at n, or as soon

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, 6i. each, may be had on application.

JOHN B. LYTHALL, Secretary.

Olfices, 31), New Street, Birminghain.

For Seed.

H
TRADE

PEDIGREE
MARK.

CHEV'ALIER
BARLEY,
which was awarded

The FIRST PRIZE THREE YEARS in SUCCESSION

(1867, 1868. i86g, and again in 1871),

at the Birmingham and Midland Counties' Show,

Yielded, at Brighton, in 1869, TEN QUARTERS PER
.-^CRE, weighing 571b. per bushel.

ALSO

PEDIGREE BLACK TARTARIAN,
AND

PEDIGREE WHITE CAN,A.DIAN

OATS.

For price and full particulars of above, and of

PEDIGREE SEED WHEATS, apply to the Originator

of the System,

Captain HALLETT, F.L.S., Brighton.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants,
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Ba.singstokc.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
for Wheat ; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

Agricultural and Garden Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Trade CATALOGUE of
• HOME-GROWN SEEDS is now ready. It contains alHhe

very best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech^

Notice.
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICUL-

TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLU.ME for 1871 is now ready;
price, in cloth, j[,i 6s. 6.f.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellincton Street, Strand, W C.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1872.

IT is hard to award the palm, when merit of

high excellence is a very common thing, and
the competitors are numerous ; but we beheve
that one of the most usefjl papers, if not the one,

of all that have of late years been addressed to

Farmers' Clubs, which is pregnant with the most
important truth for English farmers, was that

addressed by Mr. Lamport more than six years

ago to the Farmers' Club at Wigton, Cumber-
land. Its subject was, the Co.mmkrciai, Prin-
ciples Involved in Far.mino. We have done
what we could at various times to lay its \ery
important argument before agricultural readers ;

and now, when the growing failure of English
agriculture to feed the English people is once
more under discussion, it may be of use again to

call attention to the points to which Mr.
L.^MPORi so long ago directed the attention of

his hearers.
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He first declared agriculture to be a manu-
facture and a trade, differing in nothing essential

from thu ordinary run of occupations, and there-

fore amenable to the same great principles on
which their profit and success depend. Similar

natural laws work for the farmer and the manu-
facturing chemist—similar risks affect both agri-

culturist and merchant : against a Potato rot

can be put a Cotton famine ; against a cattle

epidemic, a strike for wages : a wet autumn is

as disastrous for the manufacturer of fancy

goods as for the farmer ; and the laws of supply

and demand show as many distressing ripples

on the great wave of transition as local atmo-

spheric variations which here and there im-

poverish a few farmers while the average of the

world is undisturbed. The farmers thus can
claim no exemption from the operation of those

principles which are applied to other branches

of industry.

What, then, are the recognised principles of

production? They are— ist, the important one

of division of labour ; 2d, the employment of

approved mechanical and other appliances for

economising labour : and, 3d, the obtaining a

maximum production from a fixed outlay.

On the first <.|uestion, the division of labour,

Mr. L.^MPORT said, the existence of partnerships

in most businesses proves that extensive opera-

tions with division of labour and combined
capital are more profitable than the single-

handed prosecution of several small concerns.

The plan of several partners attending to differ-

ent branches of the same business appears to

ha\'e been generallj' approved. The man who
has a good head for finance may be little fitted

for the mechanical processes of production, while

a man whose special aptitude is for the details of

the manufactory may be utterly imfit for the

operations of the market and exchange. Again,

the buyitig and selling in a large business is as

clearly distinct from the finance and book-keep-

ing as from the processes of production. A com-
bination of especial aptitudes, with a union of the

capital at each partner's command, appears to

effect that organisation which underlies all

large and successful businesses. It is only in

large concerns that it is possible to employ steam
power and its accompanying host of mechanical
contrivances by which labour is diminished and
time saved. And lastly, it is only by ample
capital employed in extensive operations that the

maximum production frofii a given fixed outlay

can be attained, and a reduction of all fixed

expenses to their minim-um effected.

Now, what is the position of agriculture in the

face of this great economical bias in all other
trades? Have we, as a rule, large farms—farm-

ing partnerships with combined skill, energy, and
capital ? Have we recognised the necessity for

the employment of approved mechanical ap-

pliances, and of a high pressure-production ?

These are Mr. Lamport'.s questions. They
are answered in the negative.

How is it that, in a business like farming,

taking in so varied a range of processes—of

tillage, with its knowledge of soils, manures, and
rotations ; of stock feeding, requiring judgment
as to cattle, and inteUigent experience as to breed-
ing and feeding ; of its general arrangements,
demanding skilful direction of labour, and the

superintendence of many mechanical processes
- how is it that, as a rule, farms are small, and
are managed single-handed? Are the farmers
as a body more intelligent than other commercial
men ? ai'e they better educated ? more specially

trained ? or more naturally apt to master the

details and carry on the processes of a com-
plicated business ?

P'or an answer to these questions, let us glance

at some of the statistics of agriculture. In 1S61

there were 285,936 farm holdings in Great
Britain. Of these no less than 170,814, or con-
siderably more than one-half, were under 50
acres. The average of the whole number of

farms was only 102 acres, while 91,698 farmers,

or nearly one-third of the entire number,
employed no labourers.

The amount of capital employed, always a
doubtful question, is estimated by i\I. Laverc;n'E
at £i 7s. per acre, and the farmers' profit he
estimates at half the rent, or 10 per cent, on the

capital invested. But how can an average area
of 102 acres give room for an economical division

of labour, or employment for expensive but pro-

fitable machinery ? And how can a capital of

£4. per acre so stimulate production as to minim-
ise all the heavy fixed charges upon land in

cultivation ? While all other branches of industry

have been obeying the ascertained necessity for

concentration and for high-pressure production,

agriculture has resisted the warning and the

invitation of the times. What is the explanation

of this fact ?

Here, at any rate, is the explanation which
Mr. L.\MPORT offers :—The large farmer finds in

his business a social consideration and leisure

for amusement which no other occupation of

equal extent can yield. On the other hand, the

small farmer can find no employment in which
his manual labour, with that of his family, along

with the small capital he cofnmands, can be so

independently engaged. The latter gets his

living, is his own master, and is content. The
former gets his living, can meet his land-

lord in the hunting field, can fish, and shoot, and
drive his dog-cart, and find his solace for a small

profit in the consideration and social standing,

and in the freedom from anxiety which three

times the return and double the capital in

another business would not yield. Take the

case, for exarnple, of a farmer holding, say 500 or

6oo acres, and say further that his capital is

some £4000 or ^5000, and contrast his position

and standing with that of small manufacturer or

tradesman employing a similar capital. The
latter, by close attention, will no doubt make
twice or thrice the profit the farmer will ; but

dare he follow the hounds ? or take out his certi-

ficate? or take leisure for any sport he is in-

clined to pursue ? What would his neighbours

say ? Where would his credit be ?

Mr. LA-'\fP01^T proceeded to discuss at length

the almost entire absence of farm accounts—the

absence of book-keeping—that registry of results,

without which commercial transactions on any
scale are impossible, and by which in agriculture
" that tissue of loose talk and mere guesswork
by which many a farmer gropes his anxious, or

whistles his easy way, would be resohed by a

few columns into hard facts, and measured by a
standard unerring and precise.'

Without pretending to give a detailed analysis

of this very important lecture, we may quote

the following as Mr. L.^MPORT's conclusions ;

—

Farming is a business siinilar in its broad
features to all other trades or manufactures, and
should be managed on the same general

principles.

The present condition of agriculture shows,

however, that the true commercial spirit is want-
ing in this branch of our national industry.

This is proved by the average small size of the

farms in Great Britain—by the consequent

primitive character of the appliances for culture

—by a wasteful and expensive general manage-
ment—by insufficient capital and a minimum
production—by an almost entire absence of

systetnatic book-keeping. The natural conse-

quence of this state of things is a want of

confidence amongst capitalists in farming as a

profitable investment.

That "farming does not pay "is a generally

received opinion ; and, from the absence of

systematic book-keeping, good farmers cannot

prove themselves an exception to the rule.

Hence it is that capital is so deficient- -that high

farming is the exception— and that agriculture is

stationary in the face of a universal progression.

How, then, is capital to be got? Mr. Lamport
considers and condemns the plan of reducing

the size of farms to the area at which the present

capital of the tenantry would be sutHcient. This
method would recjuire a large increase to the

number of the tenantry—a large increase of new
men witli new capital— and the new men, with the

skill and knowledge needed, are not forthcoming.

The following in his schetne :
—

He advocates large farms, as providing, under

proper arrangements, what small farms cannot

do -namely, the foundation for division of

labour, mechanical appliances, consolidation and
increase of capital, and for a profitable high-

pressure rate of production.

To bring about slowl\', but effectually, this

combination of advantages, there seems to him
but one simple recipe—farm partnership ; and,

as niost necessary to eflect this result, systematic

farm accounts.

" My plan." he says, " is this :— I^et two fannevb join

together, the one to lool; after tlie tillage, the other to

take charge of the stock, and associ.ite with them a third,

witli sufticient capital to farm some 600 or 1000 acres on

the best system. The third may be a sleeping partner ;

or, say. the younger son of a country gentleman, to

whom might be assigned the charge of the books, the

superintendence of the machinery, or such other special

branch of farm business as he may be capable ol

managing. From the overcrowded state of the pro-

fessions, such an opening for the younger sons of country

gentlemen who might be averse to trade would, 1 appre-

hend, be e.agerly sought. To such a firm, of course,

book-keeping would be essential ; and to a firm so

constituted I conceive no bank would refuse such
temporary accommodation for legitimate trade purposes
as it might from time to time require. Although the

.amount of capital wliich agriculture is capable of properly

absorbing is something prodigious, amounting—with

draining requirements and permanent improvemeuts, in

.addition to farmers' wants — to something like

/,'30o,ooo,ooo, yet the capability of the country to pro-

duce or supply it is not less prodigious. The safest

and most profitable business always requires, and
will command, the largest share ; and I may safely say

that no business with these char.acteristics was ever

crippled in its development and operations by the waiU of

capital. It is only businesses that do not par, and that

are carried on in a way that does not command the con-

fidence of the monied class, that are starved and cry out.

Once show, therefore, that agriculture is fairly profitable,

and establish a fair claim to confidence from its organisa-

tion and managemeiU, and from a thousand minute and
unsuspected sources, and in a thousand ways inscrutable

or scarcely traceable, capital will find its Wcry—like water

into your deep drains— to fill the empty coffers of the

farmers, and fructify their half-cultivated fields."

All we add at present is the fact—which Mr.
Lamport has not mentioned, simply, it appears

to us, because of its self-evident character—that

the relation of the landowner to the firms who
are to cultivate his property must be strictly

defined and understood. The lease for a term of

years, with security for whatever the rights of the

tenant inay be at its close, is an essential part of

any scheme which is to attract capital to agri-

culture.

O.M last Monday, with a moderate supply of

Knglish Wheat in Mark Lane, there was a good
demand for dry samples at extreme prices, but out-of-

condition samples were very difficult of sale. On
Wednesday the trade ruled firm. In the Metro-

politan Cattle Market trade was brisk on Monday at

advanced rates, and Monday's prices were readily ob-

tained again on Thursday. There is now much
doing in the .Seed Market ; there is an increasing -

home demand, and the export trade for France still

continues. The Hop market report is to the efiect

that stocks are now in a very narrow compass, and

the demand of a very retail nature.

• The Ditbliii Farmers^ Gazc/tt thus refers to the

loss which the country has sustained by the assassi-

nation of Lord Mayo, the late Governor-General of

India :

—

"In Ireland the news has been received as of the death
ofafiiend, for Lord MAVO was universally esteemed, even

by those who were opposed to his political views. Frank,

genial, and courteous, strongly attached to field sports,

and no less eager in promoting everything calculated to

improve the condition of this country, the much lamented

nobleman was the very model of an Irish country gentle-

man. Lord Mavo carried to India views formedat home,
and one of the first steps taken by him was to lay the

foundation of future improvement in the heretofore much
neglected agriculture of India. While in office as Chief

Secretary, Lord Mavo, then Lord Naas actively sup-

ported e\'ery measure calculated to prevent the much
dreaded rinderpest from being introduced into Ireland,

and his Land Bill, although unsuccessful, contained much
that was eminently calculated to benefit this country. The
principle upon which the Bill was founded was ample
compensation to the improving lenant-f.armer, while alto-

gether its provisions were much less complicated th.aii

those which have become law since that time. The
measures taken by Lord M.wo to improve the breed of

horses in Ireland are well known ; and it is much to be

regretted that his efforts were not supported as they

deserved. It will be long, however, before Ireland forgets

Lord Naas, the title by which he was best known to us."

. In the HouseofCommons on Wednesday evening

last, Mr. XIarucastle moved the second re.adingof his

Game Laws' Amendment Bill, the chief provision of

which is to convert g.ame into property, and poaching

into larceny. The necessary powers were given to the

magistrates, and there were minor changes in the

general law required for the working of a Game Law
on this new basis. Mr. Hardcastle intimated his

willingness to refer the Bill to a Select Committee.

—

Mr. Straight seconded the motion, though not alto-

gether approving of the minor provisions, but hoping to

take the poacher out of the atmosphere of romance.

—

Mr. West objected to the large powers given to

local magistrates under the Bill, and pointed out

that game would be more strictly protected under it

than any other species of property. Mr. Mu.NTZ
and Mr. M'Lagan took the same view, and Mr. C.

Read also, who thought that the Bill did not pro-

vide for the tenant-farmer's grievance, and doubted

whether the poacher would draw a fine distinction

between poaching and larceny. Mr. Bekeseoru
Hui'E, as a pheasant preserver, oppo.sed the Bill.

—

Mr. BiiUCE pointed out the special considerations

which made it difficult to deal with the Game Laws.

He was doubtful of the expediency of making game
property, among other reasons because public opinion

for some time to come would not accustom itself lo

such a change. Moreover, if game were made pro-

perty how could a landlord be held responsible for
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damages which might be done by somebody else s

property ? On the whole, seeing that there w^s a

general desire to come to an agreement, he was

inclined to think that a Select Committee would

be the best means of promoting a selllement.

Ml". Pell, on the contrary, thought thai a

committee would lead lo delay. Towards tlie settle-

ment of the question he contributed the suggestion

that hares and rabbits should be struck out of the

Game List, but he was strongly ogainst a severe law of

trespass. (^)ue5lions between landlord and tenant were

best left to be settled between them, and among other

objections to the over-preservation of game he main-

tained that it obstructed tlie improvement of agricul-

ture by preventing the cuhivation of certain crops.

—

Lord H. :^coiT, Mr. Collins, Mr. Dicklnsun, Mr,

Bkomllv Daxlniokt, and Mr. K. \V. Dli r made
some obseivations on the general question, but in a

sense adverse to tlie liill ; and Mr. Harih:as ile,

yielding to the geneial feeling, agreed to withdraw the

Eill.—The second reading was then negatived, and a

Select Committee on the whole question was ordered

tu be appointed.

At a recent meeting of the .Scoi iisii

MErEOROLOGiCAL SOCIETY, the subject of Weather
Forecasts for the benefit of agriculturists, which had

been brought under notice by Commodore Maury, of

the U.S. Navy, was thus referred toby Mr. Miln'E

Home:—Mr. Maury had devoted himself nearly all

his life to meteorological science, and had frequently

endeavoured to show and apply its bearings on impor-

tant public interests. Any proposition coming from

him, therefore, deserved consideration. The scheme
was to have set up in every country a system of obser-

vation of weather and crops which should be useful to

farmers. Mr. Maury pointed out the enormous losses

sustained by farmers in consequence of ignorance as to

the crops grown in any particular season. He showed
how the prices realised by the American far-

mers were dependent on the abundance or

the scarcity of the same kind of crops in

other countries, and that if there were more accu-

rate and general knowledge on these points, the

markets would be subject to less lluctuation than

at present. In order to ascertain and make known
whether crops in any season are abundant or scanty,

Commodore Maury proposed that in every State of

Anrerica and every other country there should be

observers appointed and paid by the Government to

watch and report upon the growing crops. He thought

that one observer might be sufficient for every 10,000

square miles, which would give five observers for

Tennessee, four for Kentucky, four for Ohio, 12 for

Great Britain, 19 for France, one for Belgium, one for

Holland, and so on. The reports from these observers

should be sent—every two or three weeks— to a

Government department to be classified, and thereafter

pxiblished in convenient Tables. But besides observers

of crops, there must also be in the same districts

observers of the weather, and particularly of the atmo
spheric conditions which affected the different kinds of

crops, so as to suggest sound conclusions whether
the crop growing is likely to prove abundant
or scanty, and to be inferior or excellent as

regards quality. The reports from these meteo-
rological observers would be sent to the same
Government departments, where they would be
arranged and prepared for publication. I\Ir. Maury's
chief object was to point out the advantages which
would result to the producers of crops were his plan

adopted. There could be no doubt that, if carried

out, it would prevent mistakes as to the quantity and
quality of crops, and lessen those fluctuations of prices

which were so disadvantageous not only to producers

but to consumers of crops. The scheme could be
carried out only by Government organisation in dif-

ferent countries. As these Governments have already

established meteorological departments for the benefit

of the mercantile interests, so they should be pressed

to establish similar departments for the benefit of the

agricultural interests. Commodore Maury pointed

out that these agricultural interests, taken as a whole
in the civilised world, were fully more important than

the mercantile interests, and that the former had not

received the amount of aid to which they were entitled

from the resources of physical science.—It seemed
desirable, in Mr. Milne Home's opinion, that notice

of the American scheme should be taken in the High-
land Society, and also in the Meteorological Society of

Scotland ; and that a special remit should be made by
both societies to their managing directors to consider

how the scheme could be encouraged and aided by them.

On the subject of Clubs for Agricultural
Labourers, the following interesting letter appeared
some time since in the Times

:

—
"Attention having been called to the following words

un the above subject, used in the Times of the 26th ult. :

—

* The ordinary English labourer has no place where, for a
small entrance fee, he can have shelter, light, warmth,
company, 'and some choice of recreations', I would wish to

add my tribute of praise to their value, and to state a few
facts in proof of the advantage to be derived to the ordi-

nary labourer, both socially and morally, by more attempts
beinjT made to draw him from the public-house through
the influence of ' light and warmih.

" There IS a village in Hampshire purely agricultural,

which means in plain terms that the majority of tlie

population receive good wages during the harvesting time

and get little or nothing in the winter months except what

they obtain in parish relief, odd jobs, or poaching. The
population is about 1500. There are no less tlian i~,

pulilic-houses or beer-shops in the village. The men arc

called 'a bad lot." 'drunken blackguards,' "poachers,"

^'c. ; but no means have been taken till lately to keep

them out of the pot-house. TJie idlers at the corners of

the street being asked, ' Why do you stand here and do
no work?' answer always the same, 'We cannot get any

work ; we must go to the public in the c\enings, and
there must drink, and then we get drunk and get into

trouble that way.' To meet this evil a Working Man's
Club has been instituted, two large rooms having been

hired, which arc well lighted, well warmed, with plenty of

comfortable chairs, games, books, and a pint of lea,

coH'ee, or cocoa, with two thick slices of bread and butter

for iW. An entrance fee of id. per week is also charged.
" The Club has now been open three weeks, and 82

members have enrolled themselves. Smoking is allowed,

'i'he public-houses are comparatively deserted. There art-

no idlers to be seen at the corners of the streets, and no
cases of drunkenness in the village since the Club was
opened.

" The tradesmen of the village are not admitted with

the labourers. The former have the use of the Club from

o A.M. to 1 i',M. The latter from 5.30 I'.M. till lo p.m.

'rhe former pay zif. per week as entrance fee. The Club
is open to the labourers on Sundays also.

' If the country squires would open a Working Man's
Club in all these villages and towns on the above prin-

ciples, we should hear less of the long catalogtie of iniquities

so often heaped on the head of the much-neglected agri-

cultural labourer.
" It is said that this Club, being a 'new thing,' is of

course well attended, but as the novelty wears off so will

the members. Time will show."

—— The following, taken from a letter in the /wWd
newspaper, describes an experience such as Mr.
WiLLOUGHBY WooD has morc than once foretold and

advocated in our columns :

—

"Ten years ago a good red heifer, going back lo tlie

Turnell red breed (bought in Lincolnshire for about 15 gs.

as a weanling calf), came into a neighbour's hands newly
calved, with a red bull calf by a pedigree sire, for about

25 gs. the two. She was sent again to a pedigree bull,

and her calves all reared. The sons were used succes-

sively as bulls (the dam being sent on an excursion yearly)

upon heifers, bred at home, from the best heifer-calves to

be bought in the district, not one ever costing a ^/'lo note

as a yearling. Yet in ten years, persevering in this plan,

the owner has heifers now with calves by their sides for

which he refuses ^35 and £^0 each, heifer and calf. He
has sold this year steers under two years old which (with-

out being running calves, or having unlimited cake and
corn) fetched an average of ^3 S^. He has sold a
Christmas beast for 50 gs., not being above 38 months
old, another for 45 gs. . not being above 26 months old,

and drafted six or eight of the \vorst milking cows at

about £27 a-piece to the butcher, after about three

months' fattening. The land is certainly not first-rale.

There was no great outlay ; no greater risk than all

stock-keeping entails ; but there was greater return than
jobbers' beasts will give, because sound blood was
obtained to begin with, skilfully combined with best local

females, and care and patience employed in rearing part

of the farm stock on the farm. So long as Knglishmen
leave stock breeding to others, and change their whole
stock once or twice every season, they will continue to

say with Mr. Mechi, 'bullocks are ungratelul.'
"

Ol'R LIFE STOCK.
. CATTLE.

The Littlebury sale takes place, under the direction

of Mr. Strafford, on the 19th of next month. The
catalogue contains the names and pedigrees of 20
females and 1 1 bulls, mostly of Knightley blood. The
first animal on the list is ArchdncheiS of Cambridge, a

i3-year-old Fawsley-bred cow, by Archduke 2D
(i5.5^f^)t dam Coqttciicot by DuKE of Cambridge
(12,742), and descended from Cathlecii by Calipii

(1774). This cow is the ancestress of four younger

animals, three of which are bulls. Lot 2, Su
mise 2d by MAY Duke (13,320) comes of the

"Surmise" or "Silence" tribe, tracing to Secret

by Short Tail (2621). She is just 12 years

old, and has contributed three bulls and one
heifer to the present herd. Erigonc 2d by Cock of
THE Midden (23,585), (lot 3), a descendant of

Ultima by Little John (4232) and Beatrice by
Caliph (1774), forms with her son Kingcraft by
Captain Knightley (25,716) a small group repre-

senting another Fawsley tribe. Occupying a prominent

place in the catalogue are the descendants of Ganza by
Old Buck (15,017), a cow bought at Sir Charles

Knightley's sale in 1865. First, there is Grace Costa

by Costa (21,487), a very excellent young cow,

which, with her three calves, Grace, Gener.\l, and
^LA;oR Knightley, will form an attractive feature;

and secondly, Gertrude by Liptlebury, and her

calf GanymedCy with Litcy Knightley, from

Gair.a 2d, will also probably create competi-

tion. Xext we notice the animals bred from

C/iarmer ^d by Karl of Dublin (10,178), com-

prising five females and one bull by such good sires as

Mars {24,543), Costa (21,487), 20 Duke of Claro
(21,576), &c. Besides these there are also representa-

tives of the " Foggathorpe," "Bijou," "Cream" or
'* Crocus," and " Flourish " tribes. The bulls recently

used in the herd have been Costa (21,487), and Sir

Rainald (3001), both of first-rate Knightley blood,

and much of the younger stock are by Captain I

Knightley (25,716), 7111 Grand Duke (19,877),
Thorndale Duke (27,661), and other good sires.

We have received a copy of the IJerkeley

Castle catalogue, announcing the sale of 55 well-bred

Shorthorns on March 8, by Mr. Thornton. (_)n

rapidly looking through the catalogue, we notice

Lord Wild Kyes 5TH (26,762), purchased for 105 gs.

at the last Siddington sale, a bull of rare quality and
true Bates character. Also several well-bred young
bulls of the " Musical," " Ursula," " Darlington,"

"Henrietta," "Florentia," "Cowslip, "and "Craggs"
families. Many of the cows and heifers are similarly

bred, and also comprise representatives of the Sonne
by Sultan, and /»/(/ by Henwood tribes.

Among forthcoming Shorthorn events we may
notice the following : — Mr. Thornton will sell 2! young
bulls and 16 heifers, the property of Mr. W. Bolton,

The Island, County Wexford, on March 12; Mr.
Mitchell will sell the Sitlyton bulls and heifers, bred

by the Messrs. Cruikshank, on March 14; Mr. Thorn-
ton will dispose of 60 head of Shorthorns belonging to

Miss Barroby, Dishforth, Thirsk, and Mr. W. Har-
land. Blows Hall, Is-ipou, on March 22 ; also the

Chapel Brampton herd, belonging to Mr. J. N. Beasley,

on April 12 ; the Bywell Hall Farm herd, so long

bred by the Messrs. Atkinson, on April 16 ; Mr. John
Copland's herd at Mainshead, Dumfries, on April 19 ;

and subsequently the herds belonging to Mr. John
Crowdson, of UlversLone ; the Messrs. Arkell, of

Draycott ; Mr, G. Barton, of Fundenhall Grange,
Norfolk; and Mr. J. Dickenson, of Balcony Farm
House, UphoUand, Wigan.

Mr. Thornton's newly issued Circular (No. 15)

contains the following remarks upon the Shorthorn

sales of 1871 :

—

" The number of animals sold is not so great in com-
parison as the advance in the prices obtained ; the average

for last year being ^^38; for 1869. ^35 i^-*'. ; and for

1868. /*35 7-(. ; against '^^55 i8j. this year. It may be
well to inquire into the cause of this sudden and rapid rise in

value of what is neidier more nor less than a marketable
commodity, to which an additional value is attached by
\irtue of inherent qualities. The scarcity and high price

of all farm stock has been one of the greatest agricultural

topics of the year. Meat of all kinds has been dear.

The demand for fashionably bred animals has been very

great all through the year. Many noblemen and gentle-

men farming their own estates have become breeders of

Shorthorns ; indeed, some few have gone so far as to

ascribe the prevailing fashion for Shorthorns to the recent

state of the turf. The number of sales is also

remarkable, but it will be observed that about one-third

of the number arc selections from distinguished herds.

These selections mostly contained young and attractive

heifers of fashionable blood. The extraordinary average
realised at the Holkcr sale totally eclipsed all partial sales

of the kind, and it will be observed that nearly in each
sale of this class the highest price has been singularly

high. The herds belonging to Mr. Peel and the late

Mr. Eastwood were very small, but very choice, contain-

ing their entire stocks ; the averages were considered
excellent. No large sale took place in Scotland, but the

annual bull and heifer sales were also higher than in

former years. The most remarkable sales of the year,

however, took pktce in Ireland. The late Mr. Barnes'

stock became severely infected with foot-and-niouth dis-

ease a short time prior to its dispersion, and the cattle

W'ere offered under all the disadvantages of reduced
condition, lameness, and detention till healthy

;
yet

so good were the animals, and so admired was the

blood, that the average exceeded _^"ioo—the best tribe,

consisting of 10 animals, four being calves, averaging

^'234 7.r. 2(/. Mr. Groves' sale, two days afterwards, was
exceedingly high also, averaging, within a few shillings,

^100. Many bulls have been sold privately, but no
great number of cows or heifers. About 300 pure-

bred animals have left the country for abroad ; the prices

have, however, not approached those paid by home
breeders. Indeed, the rearing of good cattle ^sas never

more encouraging than at the present lime, and breeding

a few good Shordiorns has become not only a beneficial

but a fashionable pursuit."

THE TRANSFER OF LAND.
The following debate arose on Friday evening last,

in the House of Commons, on a motion to affirm the

desirability of further facilities for the transfer of land.

Mr. Ci. Gregory rose to call attention to the report

of the Royal Commissioners appointed to inquire into

the operation of the Land Transfer Act, and to move
a resolution affirming the desirability of aifording

further facilities for the transfer of land. The hon.

member said he did not propose to consider on the

present occasion the question of title to property in

regard to the law of entail and settlement, but would
confine his remarks to the ordinary transfer of land

from one man to another. In order to elucidate the

subject he must describe the process now gone through

in transferring landed property from a vendor to a pur-

chaser. When a solicitor was instructed to sell an

estate, he first had to examuie the deeds with a view

to ascertain whether the title was good for a period

of 60 years, though in practice the time was gene-

rally reduced to 40 years. An abstract of the

deeds was made, from which the solicitor could

see the nature of the title and all defects and

difficulties in regard to it. These were either removed

by further investigation, or else it was provided in the

special conditions under which the purchaser was lo
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buy the properly that they should not be an impedi-

ment to the sale. The estate was then put up for

sale, and the abstract was handed to the purchaser's

solicitor, who compared it with the original documents,
and prepared his requisitions on every point of which
he had any doubt. All this, of course, involved con-

siderable delay and expense, and supposing the title to

be ultimately made out, as was usually the case, the

investigation bound no one except the actual purchaser ;

so that in the event of the estate, or any portion of it,

being resold, the same process had to be gone through I

again. As long ago as 1S57 a Royal Commission was
|

issued for the purpose of considering the subject, and
it made certain recommendations as the registration of

title, the general effect of which was that the registra-

tion should be the root of the title, so that any
beneficial operation of that registration would be

postponed until a good title w'as conferred by the

lapse of time. These recommendations were not acted

upon, but in 1S59 two Bills were introduced by Lord
Cairns, then Solicitor-General, and in his opinion

it was greatly to be regretted that they came to a

premature end, for if they had been passed many of the

still existing abuses would have long ago disappeared.

Lord Cairns proposed to establish a Landed Estates

Court, and to give it facilities for issuing declarations

of title—not necessarily an absolute, indefeasible title,

but a qualified title if the Court so thought fit ; while

by another Bill he proposed to establish a Registry of

Titles. The question was revived in 1862, when an

Act for establishing a registry of title was passed.

That Act, however, required that the titles registered

should be what were called valid marketable titles, or,

in other words, such titles as the Court of Chancery
would enforce on an unwilling purchaser. There was
no doubt that in practice that Act had been a failure.

Two competent gentlemen were appointed Registrars,

but notwithstanding their zeal and ability the Act had
not operated, in consequence of the burdens imposed
on the parties registering. According to the provisions

of the statute, persons wishing to register were obliged

to show an absolute indefeasible title of 60 years, and in

order to do that it was frequently necessary to go back

considerably beyond that period. In addition to that,

in dealing with an estate for 60 years, it almost always

happened that there was some slight defect in the title,

some legal estate outstanding, some receipt not signed

by the right party, or some missing link which in

practice would not affect a title in the least degree, but

which would cause it to be rejected by the Registrar.

The next difficulty was the absolute identification of

boundaries. In practice it was usual to obtain from

some old person who was act|uainted with the property

a declaration that the property proposed to be sold
|

corresponded generally with the description of it in the
j

deeds, and to the title-deeds a map was appended which

for all practical purposes sufficiently identified the

property. But under the Act for the Registration of

Titles an owner was bound to trace mathematically and
accurately every hedge, every ditch, every wall, every

fence which bounded his property, and, in order to do
this, he was required to give notice to all adjoining

owners and occupiers. Such provisions had mili-

tated most grievously against the operation of the

Act, because people would not incur the risk

of raising all these questions. Again, the Act
required that when a property was once regis-

tered all subsequent dealings and transactions with

regard to it should be inserted on the register, the

result being that when estates were divided into small

lots the expense of transfer was greater than if they were
conveyed in the ordinary way. Under all the circum-

stances it could hardly be a matter of surprise that the

Act had been a failure. In his opinion, however, a

simple remedy might be adopted which would to a

considerable extent supply the deficiencies of the Act
of 1862, and remove the obstacles now placed in the

way of registering titles. He would suggest that the

registrars should be authorised to deal with titles as

titles were dealt with in practice, or, in other words,

to grant a qualified certificate to the effect that the

owner had made out a good title for 40 years, or a
title subject to certain contingencies stated in the certi-

ficate. He hoped he had said enough to show the

necessity for getting rid of existing difficulties in the

way of the transfer of land. He had received a letter

from a connection in Victoria, who said that the

plan he proposed was almost identically the same as

that which had been in operation in the colony since

1862, and which was regarded as a very great boon ; in-

deed, auctioneers would not undertake the sale of land
unless the vendor had one of the certificates, or would
make it a condition of sale that he should obtain one.

Without entering upon other and larger questions, which
would have to be discussed at a future time, he would
remark that there was always in the market a sufficient

([uantity of land for intending purchasers. There were
usually from 100,000 to 200,000 acres of land to be dis-

posed of in lots to suit all classes of purchasers, but the

tendency of small holders was rather to sell than to

acquire, because money could be more profitably

invested in trade than in land. Therefore, it need not

be anticipated that any change in the law would make
the owneiship of land more popular. Nevertheless, it

was true that great impediments were thrown in the

way of the acquisition of land, particularly in small

quantities, by the enormous expense, the difficulty, and
the trouble that attended a transfer, and it was this

aspect of the question only that he desired to raise. He
believed that the members of the legal profession would
not allow any personal considerations to stand in the

way of any scheme which would have the effect of

simplifying the title to and the transfer of land
;

and he would do all he could to further it until

the Government could take up the matter. He
concluded by moving that, in the opinion of this

House, it was desirable that further facilities should be

afforded for the transfer of land.

IMr. Wren Hoskyns wished he could look forward
to anything like the improvement we required from the

suggestions which the hon. member had thrown out.

The report to which he had alluded was one of four,

issued by different Commissioners at different times,

and there was appended to it a long dissent, signed by
six of the nine members of the Commission. What
was it that we required to give us easy transfer of

land ? In every other country in the civilised world
there was a simple register, in which the name of every

owner, purchaser, or vendor was entered, accompanied
by m.aps in which boundaries were strictly delineated.

This was the only civilised country without such advan-
tages. The hon. member's description of our system
corresponded with that given by a great authority, Mr.
Joshua Williams, who said ;—

"Consider for a moment what it is that a man does
when he simply signs a contract to sell a piece of land.

By the law as it now stands he firmly binds himself, by
implication, to do at his own expense the following

things :—To make out at his own expense and deliver to

tlie purchaser an abstract of all the title deeds, wills, and
other documents affecting the premises for the last 60
years. It will not do for him to say to the purchaser,
' Here are the deeds, take them and look at them your-
self, or, if you please, let your lawyer look over them.'
No, the purchaser is entitled to an abstract. Having got
bis abstract, lie is entitled to have that abstract verified

by the production, at the vendor's expense, of every one
of the title-deeds. It frequently happens that many deeds
are not in the custody of the vendor. Xo matter, he must
find out where they are, and give the purchaser an oppor-
tunity of inspecting them. He must then verify, at his

own expense, every event upon which the title has turned,

the deatli of every tenant for life or life annuitant, the
pedigree of every heir-at-law, and the names and mem-
bers of every class of persons, such as children, on whom
the property may have been settled. . . . The etfect not
unfrequently is to bring an honest vendor not fortunate

enough to have had good legal advice into a very serious

strait ; and cases have occurred where purchasers have
waived their strict rights on condition of getting the pro-

perty for nothing."

It would hardly be credited by the inhabitants of any
other country that such a state of things could exist

here. It was all very well to say that there was plenty

of land for sale. Large purchases might be effected at

a cost of 2 or 3 per cent. ; but when, in smaller trans-

fers, the cost rose to 6, 10, 20, or 26 per cent., the

expense operated as a prohibition on purchase by small

investors. Compare this with the facility and cheap-

ness with which other securities, such as stocks, could

be transferred. The comparison reminded one of

Adam Smith's maxim that, while the acquisition of

wealth made a nation rich, it was the distribution of

wealth that made it happy. It was said that invest-

ments in the funds equal in amount to the National

Debt changed hands in four years. In the face of such
facilities how could we maintain a system of land trans-

fer which enabled the rich to invest at a cost of

2 per cent., but which subjected small capitalists to

prohibitory charges ? The result was that extraordinary

propositionswere made, and great hostility was expressed
towards large landowners ; but they were not to blame,
for it was the state of the law which prevented
small purchases, requiring tlie investment of from
_^ioo up t0;^iooo. This state of the law weakened
very much the love of country among a class of the

community who would take much more interest in

public business if they had only some stake in the land.

Until the Legislature consented to give the living gene-

ration a greater interest in the land by cutting off lengthy
entails, he feared that remedies such as were now pro-

posed would surely fail. He looked with misgiving
upon registries unaccompanied by maps, and by other
measures for dealing with our obsolete law of entail.

Too great a subdivision of land was, no doubt, injurious

to agriculture : but the distribution of land ought to be
as free, if not freer, than that of any other commodity,
because the use and occupation of land was a patriotic

service to the State, and the best means of preventing

pauperism and drunkenness. In Belgium men were
often found who refused to spend a shilling in drink,

and who put by everything they could save in order to

acquire land. He should like to see the desire for land

in this country take the place of dissolute habits,

poaching, &c. Land should be as easily transferable,

he would not say as the Thre« per Cents., but as it now
was in every country in Europe.

Mr. R. ToRRENs said he had endeavoured to intro-

duce into our Australian colonies a system of transfer-

ring land by means of the registration of title which had
effected there all the results he desired to be brought
about in this country. The success of this Act had,

indeed, exceeded his most sanguine hopes, as well as

the expectations of those who had supported him.
The great object in Australia was to establish a class

of yeoman proprietors of land. The English system of
conveyancing, however, caused great delay and ex-
pense, and was found to be an obstacle to the pro-
gress of a new country. The principle of his measure
was taken from the Shipping Law. There was no
difficulty in transferring the largest interest in shipping.
Any merchant's clerk or shipbroker could do it with
little delay and at small expense. The adop-
tion of the new system in Australia had reduced
the cost of the transfer of land literally from
pounds to shillings. It had also substituted abso-
lute and perfect safety in the place of insecurity,

while it had enhanced the value of all the land in

the country. In Ireland, under the Record of Titles

Act and the Encumbered Estates Act, the assistant

barristers could, after advertisement, and in the absence
of any adverse claim, give an indefeasible title. In
Australia the Act which he had introduced effected the

same result. In Hamburgh the system had been in

operation for 600 years. In England, Lord Westbury's
Act was reported to have failed. Why had a system
which had been so successful in Australia that it had
been adopted in one colony after another, failed in

England? It could not be because of entaUs and
extensive settlements, because under the system of

registration of titles in Australia there had been suffi-

cient experience of limited ownerships and equitable

interests in land. Vet the transfer of land had been
effected without any confusion, danger, delay, or loss.

The first and main cause of the failure of Lord West-
bury's Act was the attempt to blend together two
systems of conveyancing which were antagonistic and
inconsistent with each other—namely, the system of
conveyancing by deeds and by registration of title.

Under Lord Westbury's Act the parties might either

use one of the statutory forms in the Act or any
deed or instrument. Every kind of document was
allowed to be registered, and the entire principle

of the registration of title was destroyed. When
a deed was registered it had to be interpreted.

The title to land in this country was now only one
long retrospect, and all this historical research into

the dealings of a man's ancestors could only be con-

ducted by highly-paid lawyers at a great sacrifice of

time and labour. In Australia it was the act of the

officer in making the entry that effected the transfer,

while by Lord Westbury's Act the transfer might be
effected by a deed that vitiated the whole process. In
Australia every transaction was indefeasible, and no
one could go behind or beyond the record. When,
therefore, mortgages were discharged from the record

they ceased to be matters of record, and became
defunct transactions, into which it was unnecessary for

the parties examining the title to inquire. In this in-

defeasibility consisted the whole advantage of the

registration of title. In Lord Westbury's Act, on the

other hand, he found defects of mechanism which were
sufificient to make shipwreck of the measure. It was
wonderful that this country should so long submit to

so great an anomaly as two sets of titles—the one per-

fect, the other a good holding title of a bonci fide owner,

who could not be ousted from possession, but who was
not yet able to enforce a contract for sale. In Aus-
tralia what was required was a good holding title. If

the exarriiners of title found an owner in possession,

and with evidence of title that would secure him from
ejectment, he received an indefeasible title, although

there might previously have been blots upon it.

He could not agree with the lion, member who
introduced the subject, that it would be pos-

sible to abate the requirements of definite de-

scriptions of the boundaries of property. If

that were left open the whole question would be left

open. In other countries no difficulty was found in

defining boundaries, and a system of maps might be
made so effective as to prevent disputes. In this way
the transfer of land might be rendered as rapid, cheap,

and economical as the system by which property in

shipping was now transferred in this country.

The Solicitor-General : Inbehalf of the Govern-
ment he thought he was entitled to say that not only

would the matter have their fullest consideration with

a view to the amendment of the law, but it had already

received a very large amount of consideration, on the

part especially of the Lord Chancellor, the highest

legal member of the Government, and he thought he
mi^ht tell the House that matters had proceeded so far

that a Bill had been actually prepared with a view to

carry out the contemplated mode of reform ; but from

the pressure of other business it was not probable it

would be in the power of the Government to bring

forward the contemplated measure during this session.

Mr. W. Fowler desired to point out to the House
what seemed to be the only sound principle upon

which this question could ever be settled. The system

of registration was perfectly effectual as carried out in

all matters relating to personal property. If he went

to the Bank of England for a transfer of stock, the

stock was transferred and no questions were asked as to

the trusts on which he might hold it. The only ques-

tions put were, "Are you the owner of the stock, and

do you want the transfer?" Why should the owners

of land in this country not be able to get it transferred

as the owner of personal estate could get that trans,

fcrred ? He read a passage from the report of the Com-
mission which sat in 1S57, to the efTect that if there had

been a register of land as there was of ships, stock, and
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railway sliares, it would be difiicuU to point out any

distinction between them so far as concerned the mode

in which they oould be eflectually transferred and sold.
|

The same thing was practically repeated in 1S70, and

yet nothing was done except the passing of an Act of

rarliament, which was reported to be an utter failure.

Such a slate of matters was not creditable to Tarlia-

ment. On the Continent no great ditTiculty was found

in the registration of titles and deeds. Though the

settlements of land might continue to be made
as at present, there might be a register of

title ; and the transfer of title would be perfectly easy.
,

This was a question not merely affecting the rich man,
j

but it alTccted also poor people desirous of obtaining

small pieces of land. It was said to be absurd for ,

poor people to have small pieces of land. There :

ought not, however, to be any legal hindrance to their :

acquisition of them, and if tliere were any economical

,

objection to the purchase of small pieces, the people
|

might be left to find that out for themselves. He hoped
;

that the present discussion would have the effect of

spurring on the Covevnment to attend to this matter

with more energy than heretofore. The House spent

former Steam Dock has been filled up, with the so-

called Head Dock, and these are now occupied also by
pens for cattle and sheep — d on the plan. The
former store rooms, sail lofts, and boat stores are con-

verted into slaughter-houses. And besides these lead-

ing features in the transformation, which, under the
,

direction of Mr. Horace Jones, the city architect, has

taken place, there is an immense detail of contrivances

and arrangements which will be referred to on another

occasion. As a whole there is accommodation for the

largest number of live stock that has ever yet arrived

in the Thames within a week, and ample arrangements
j

are provided for the slaughter of cattle and sheep, as

well as for the destruction of any that arc condemned.
To these we shall refer hereafter. Meanwhile we pre-

sent the diagram, with reference letters, pointing out ,

the purpose of the several parts. 1

FARMING AT T/PTRKE.
Tii'TRKE, /r/'. 19.—Nine weeks of mild and moist

weather have caused my 72 acres of Wheat to grow
well, although sown late ; but in spite of drains all run-

I have a splendid lot of Mangel, that will last for
the next five months. They verify my plan of taking
them up with wet earth adhering to them, which keeps
them alive, and prevents their decaying. They are
covered with Barley straw, and over that a thick layer
of earth. Mangel taken up when dry, and without
earth adhering to them, will not keep. We have also
an abundance of Cabbages and Kohl Kabi, grown
after Tares.

There are plenty of wet stacks and damp corn this
season, especially where new straw was used sparingly
in thatching.

There is no end of Turnips about everywhere, which
will hardly be off the land in time for Barley. Beef
must come down in price. It is already falling, as I

anticipated last year. Taking into account butter,
cheese, milk, and meat, there will be more food fur the
people than in the years 1870-71. I have sold ^"290
of Clover hay, having that quantity to spare ; also some
straw. The Clover realised £$ per ton. Cattle-
feeding this year would not pay two-thirds of that price.

My live stock account of last year (Dec. 31, 1S71)
wA'i a satisfactory one— leaving £\^\ for 20 acres of

Rrkkkknxf.s to Plan : -- a, l.anding-piers in the river ; b, Basin, surrounded by large pens for cattle and

smaller pens for sheep ; ( , Slaughterhouses for cattle and sheep ; r>, Pens for cattle on one side, and sheep

on the other, of central gangway ; k and !, Slaughter and melting houses.

FrC. lOf.— PLAN OF NEW FORFjr.N CATTI.E MARKET, UEl'TFORIi.

a great deal of time on personal and party questions,

and allowed great social questions to go by. He
hoped before another year passed a good and broad
system of registration would be introduced, and not
merely such a measure as that suggested by the hon.
member opposite, for that was not large enough.
What he desired was a larger, and, if he might say so,

a more revolutionary measure.
-Mr. Staveley Hill was of opinion that greater

facilities for the transfer of land should be provided,
but it was unnecessary that the whole system of land
should be revolutionised. He could not concur with
the hon. member who had last spoken in condemning
J.ord \Vestbury's Land Transfer Act, which he thought
would work satisfactorily if it were amended so as to

remove the difficulties which impeded its usefidness.

THE A'EIV FOREIGN CATTLE
MARKET.

The above diagram (fig. loi) represents the manner in

which the old Deptford Dockyard has been converted
into a cattle market. Landing piers have been thrown
out into the river. The former slips, 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5, around the basin, covered by lofty roofs, have
been throvrn together and pro\ided with pens for

cattle and for sfieep—around 1; oil the plan. T!ie

ning freely, the land is so soft and sticking that it has
prevented our carting on manure and subsoiling the ,

land for Mangels. Six acres of winter Tares, and 9 acres

of winter Beans, all looking well ; 12 acres of Italian
,

Rye-grass, very promising ; 6 acres of white Peas,

coming through nicely. Have broken up S acres of

pasture out of the 14, and shall drill in blue Peas,

either for picking or for a crop ; we have 10 acres of

land manured and ploughed ready for drilling spring

Beans as soon as the land will permit the harrow to
|

work. We have 120 lambs, or rather hoggets, of'

last year's fall, from 80 ewes; they were fat, and,
worth 58^-. each—will be sold shortly ; their mothers
are now lambing down again—very satisfactorily, but

not so many twins as last year. Depend upon it we I

ought to breed our own stock, especially in such
a season as this, when lean stock sells at is. per lb.

We have sold some fat bullocks, and have more to

sell soon ; they have done well, but those that remain
|

would have filled up better had we continued the use of

Beach's condimental food. We use Simpson's cattle

spice both for the Iambs and bullocks, which preserves

their health ; but experience teaches us that there is

fattening quality in Beach's food, provided it has not
,

differed from the original mode of manufacture. Bul-
locks were bought in too dear, so different from last

year.

root and green crops, after charging them with £$^0
of corn, cake, hay, ike, at full market prices.

Wheat crops generally look promising in this county.

On light land the wireworm is early ar work. Although
I sowed 3 cwt. of salt before ploughing, I have just

been obliged to sow S bush, more per acre on the sur-

face to stop their depredations. This is a sure remedy,
especially if supplemented by Crosskilling, but the

land is not dry enough for that yet.

Where we Crosskilled and salted last year the

Wheat crop on poor light land, although much
reduced in plant by the worm, yielded 5 qr. per acre,

and 3 loads of straw per acre (I ton 18 cwt.). We
sold the Wheat last week at 55-r. per qr., and the

straw at 2.6s. per load, or £2, iSj-. per acre. The
two pecks of Wheat per acre, drilled (Rivetts

Wheat after 6 qr. of white ^^'heat), look promising
and thick enough, and are hardly distinguishable from
the bushel per acre.

The tenacious tile-earth clays are in a very sodden
state, even on drained land, and require a frost to break
the crust, otherwise they will dry like boards on the

surface, and be very difftcult to work. On such lands,

undrained, the difficulties will be considerable.

There has been an enormous and unusually large

catch of sprats—quite a godsend for the fishermen in

our neighbourhood. For many weeks there have been
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some 20 to 30 waggon-loads per diem, besides hun-

dreds of tons sent by rail. The country around for 20

to 25 miles has been thus supplied with manure. I

bought some before Christmas at Sef. per bushel. They
are then full of spawn. Later, and after spawning,

they have realised from 7,1^/. to 6l</. per bush. ; about

40 bush, go to the ton. ^lany shiploads have gone to

Kent for the Hop gardens. This abundant season will

enable the fishermen to pay the debts they incurred

during the unfortunate and unexpected faihire of the

oyster spat (or young oysters) during the last few years.

The principal landing-places for the sprats are at

Brightlingsea and Rowhedge below Colchester, and
Tottesbury in my parish, but they also go to Maiden
and other places. J. J. Alcchi.

THE NEW FOREST.
a schemk for its utilisation, treatment, and

Improvement, by which Conflicting Interests
MAY BE Reconciled, Benefited, and (it is

hoped) Satisfied.

The discussion that has taken place during the last

few years, and particularly during the year just past,

has not been in vain, for the subject is now better

understood. The legal position of the New Forest, the

respective rights of the Crown and the commons, and
the just and almost paramount claims of the public,

are, to a great extent, acknowledged, and at any rate

are better appreciated.

I think we must all agree on one point, /.**., things

cannot remain as they are. Something must be done
;

the very fact that by a resolution in Parliament last

session the further cutting of timber for the present was
forbidden, notwithstanding the Crown possessed this

power by Act of Parliament, shows that such veto can
only be of a temporary character, and must in another
session be given up or take the form of legality, as

well as that of superior power.
The Act of Parliament introduced last session by

the Woods and Forests clearly recognised the rights

and privileges of the commoners, and proposed a

scheme for the division of the New Forest between
those two interests, as well as the future government of
that portion to be allotted to the commoners by a
Commission to be appointed for the purpose. It, how-
ever, altogether failed in recording or recognising the

rights of the public, or in providing for their satisfac-

tion, except remotely or by way of implication. It also

failed in furnishing the proposed commoners' board
with the means for improving the property they were
expected to govern and to deal with.

We cannot shut our eyes to the fact that while the
discussion has been going on in these parts, while the

commoners have been talking over the matter as if

they alone (with the exception of the Crown) were
interested in it, and while the Woods and Forests in

their proposed Bill have been utterly oblivious of the
rights of the public, yet during this period the interests

of the latter have been put forward in reference to

another forest (Epping), and so strongly supported that

if either interest is to become paramount it is unques-
tionably that of the public. So that the very first con-
sideration to be put forward in Parliament and sup-
ported beyond all others is the public health, and in

keeping with it the demands of the public for recreative

piu'poses.

It is quite true that there is an important distinction

between the two forests in question, inasmuch that
whilst at I*^pping the area is small, and tlie population
to lie benefited enormous, in our own forest an oppo-
site condition prevails, the area being large and the
population scanty ; so that whilst the metropolitan
loiest may all be required for recreation, a more
moderate portion of the New Forest (if well placed and
selected) may be sufficient.

In speaking of the public, it will be well to bear in

mind that two distinct interests are referred to, viz.,

the general public, and the local public. It is the
latter body alone that is to be benefited by the throw-
ing open public land for recreative purposes, and for

those of health, and if the local public depended alone
on lis own body, it would unquestionably be the weakest
of the three, an 1 would consequently go to the wall,
being less supported by legislation and by printed
documents than the other established interests. There
is, however, a remarkable sympathy between the local

and the general public, so much so that although the
latter share with the (.'rown the advantages of the
position as owners of the soil and lords of the manor,
yet its sympathies are ever ready to be given to the
local public, and its power in Parliament is paramount,
having lately shown itself to be above the law itself.

Now, in considering any scheme for the better
management and utilisation of the New Forest, it is

necessary that its elements should be such as to render
justice to all concerned, so that the rights of one should
not be sacrificed to the interests of another, but that,

in fact, all should be benefited alike. Who, then, are
the parties to be considered? 1st, the local public;
2d, the commoners

; 3d, the Crown
;
4th, the general

public. We take the local public first, because no
scheme has any chance of being carried out unless it

provides ample accommodation for this body, and
enlists its sympathies and support.
The local public may be considered to embrace all

the inhabitants of the various towns and villages
situated within and around the forest, together with

their friends from a distance, who may wish to enjoy

the scenery, breathe the pure air, exercise the free right

of passage, and partake of the health-restoring proper-

ties of the district in question.

If, however, the limited area of Epping Forest is

considered sufficient for the inhabitants of the metro-

polis, the whole of the New Forest cannot surely be
required by its denizens and neighbours. If one-half

[were reserved] or one-third even, of the best parts of

the forest, embracing all the natural woods and the

grassy portions, and extending from one extremity to

another, having better and more numerous roads to

give access to the most beautiful spots ; and if the

right of enjoying and having free access to these parts

were rendered inalienable and free from encroachment
by the most solemn compact for the present and suc-

ceeding generations, it would be all that the local

public could reasonably demand, and all that the

general public, as expressed in Parliament, could be
expected to support.

Let us next consider the case of the commoners who
may reasonably demand equal advantages to those they

now possess so long as the public is not injured thereby,

or if so, compensation for any of the privileges they

are in the public interest called upon to surrender.

Now we do not here attempt to estimate the

respective value of the rights of the Crown and the

commoners. This can be better done by a Commission
as proposed in the late Act, so that a partition may
take place, and the forest be divided between the

Crown and the commoners, but each charged with the

duty of maintaining and permitting the exercise of the

public rights over one-half of their respective allot-

ments ; which done, they should each have power to

deal with, /. c.^ to let or sell, the remaining moiety.

The commoners' allotment could very properly be
governed and dealt with by a commoners* board, to be
elected by the commoners themselves, and which
might properly consist one-half of landowners and
one-half of occupiers.

The revenues derived from the sale or letting of the

respective moities of the Crown, and the commoners'
allotment should be devoted to the improvement of the

remaining portions by means of road-making, draining,

chalking, and other improvements, so that the pasturage

should become greatly improved thereby, and the forest

rendered healthier, as well as more attractive and of

more intrinsic value.

It must be acknowledged that there is a strong

feeling, or perhaps prejudice, against selling or letting

any part of the commoners' portion of the forest. It is

viewed in the light of letting in the edge of the wedge,
and it is thought, if once allowed, the whole might be
gradually frittered away ; but this view is altogether

unreasonable, and opposed to precedent, for it has
hitherto been the absence of law or its obscurity that

has led to encroachments, while we propose that the

law shall be strengthened and freed from all obscurity.

The very same Act of Parliament that would give

power to sell would also confine this privilege within
certain limits, so that the same compact that would
confer the power to cultivate woidd also forbid its

extension, and would, in fact, say, *' So far shalt thou
go and no farther."

The value of the portion to be sold would be very
considerably enhanced by the existence all around of

the inalienable portion of the forest, serving for these

properties all the purposes of a public park and recrea-

tion ground, both to the public at large, and still more
so to the owners and occupiers of the land sold. It is

thus fair to presume that 1000 acres of the land to be
sold, on such conditions and with such advantages,

would realise quite as much as 2000 without such
protection and privileges, or without any guarantee as

to what may be done with the land surrounding.

Whilst, therefore, the land to be sold would be doubled
in value, that of the moiety to be retained would also

be greatly enhanced, at least to the same extent, by the

expenditure on it of the proceeds of the land sales in

making additional roads, draining, chalking, marling,

manuring, and otherwise improving the commoners'
pasturage ; these improvements could not be eftected

unless the means were provided by the power to sell.

The most valuable of the rights of the commoners,
viz., those of pasturage and pannage, might be pre-

served and greatly increased in value, or, being properly

restricted and defined, they might be sold to those

commoners who, from their position, would estimate

them the most.

With regard to other rights, such as those of turbary

and fuel, they should certainly be bought up and extin-

guished by payments in money or land, for they are

opposed to all means of ameliorating the soil : they
are, in fact, but remnants of barbarism and barriers to

the progress of civilisation.

As proposed in Mr. Howard's Bill, we have
assumed that by -Vet of Parliament a Commission will

be appointed for the valuation of the respective rights

and the partition of the forest between the Crown and
the commoners, giving to each body the power to sell

or gradually to bring into the market to the extent of

one-half, but charging each with certain duties or

obligations with regard to the public. We have no
desire to anticipate the awards of the Commissioners,
but assuming for the moment, for the purposes of our
argument alone, that an equal extent of value lias been
awarded to the Crown on the one hand and the com-
moners on the other, the former embracing the new

plantations, and the latter the ancient woods with all

the natural pasturage, we have next to inquire into the
most desirable mode of disposing of the acquisition on
the part of the Crown. Although denominated the

Crown lands it is very well known that in virtue of the

civil list the Crown gives up at the commencement of
each reign its interest in the revenues of the same, so

that the country or the public are still more concerned
in the improvement and productiveness of the woods
and forests than the Crown itself, and it is in virtue

of this that Parliament has so much power in the

matter.

The Commissioners of Woods and Forests would no
doubt like to have the absolute control and power of
disposal over the land to be allotted to the Crown, but
although in the Act of k.st session the public is appa-
rently ignored, yet virtually it is not the case, for

powers were intended to be taken, so as to include in

the Crown allotment Rufus Stone and loo acres around
the celebrated spot. Now for what purpose was this

retention to be made? It could not be for that of
shutting the public out, but rather for the purpose of
preserving the spot as one of our national monuments,
and securing the right of admission of the public
thereto.

The principle, therefore, must be considered as

acknowledged by the Woods and Forests, that the

commissioners should act as custodians for the preser-

vation of public rights and privileges over some portion

of the Crown allotments. This being the case, we
propose that while, for the preservation of the timber
already planted, the Crown should have the right of

excluding the public from one-fourth of the land to be
allotted as its share, that another fourth, with its

woods and plantation, should be thrown open to the
public, while the power of sale should be exercised

over one half of the allotment in like manner, and
similar powers given to the commoners' board over its

moiety.

The case, then, would stand thus : taking the forest

at 64,000 acres, and assuming for the moment its equal
division, there would be 32,000 acres at the disposi-

tion of the commoners, over one half of which there

would be the power of sale for the purposes of revenue
and the satisfaction of certain rights, such as those of

fuel and turbary, which it would be desirable to buy iip

and extinguish.

The public would have access to i6,ooo acres, which
for purposes of utility and enjoyment would be vastly

improved and rendered more attractive.

With regard to the 32,000 acres assumed to be
allotted to the Crown, 16,000 would be allowed to be
sold, or disposed of, and of the remainder, Sooo
thrown open to the public, and Sooo allowed to be
closed for a limited number of years for the protection

of the timber. Thus, by this scheme there would be

24,000 acres (including the wooded and most beautiful

parts of the forest) thrown open to the public. The
commoners, besides participating with the public in

these advantages, would have all the best pasturage in

the forest doubled or trebled in value, and the Crown
authorities would have an estate that would yield a

much greater revenue than is the case at the present

time. Thus all parties would be benefited, the general

public would participate in the increased revenue

derived from the sale and improvement of the land

allotted to the Crown, \\hile the local public would
have (free from all chance of future disturbance) un-

interrupted access to all the beautiful parts of the

forest, enhanced as these advantages would be by new
and improved roads, drainage, and increased fertility

of the soil, and with it an improvement of climate, and
the general healthiness of the district.

These 24,000 acres would also afford ample room
for the conduct of military operations, and the

manccuvring of troops, and the purposes of reviews

and sham fights.

Great employment of labour would be afforded by
the expenditure of money in carrying out these im-

provements, both on the part of the Crown and the

commoners, as well as by lho=e capitalists who may
purchase the saleable portion of the lands for resi-

dences or for cultivation. It may (and doubtless it

would be) desirable to limit the power of sale to a

given number of acres per annum, so that the market
might not be glutted, and thus the employment of

labour might be extended over many years.

The proprietors of estates on the borders of the

forest who, under an ordinary enclosure, \\'o\dd claim

as their share a considerable portion of the land, have,

by their adhesion to the commoners' scheme of retain-

ing it as pasturage or open forest, wisely and liberally

foregone their personal claim to immediate advantage,

but tlicy would, ofcourse, largely participate in the advan-

tages of the increased salubriousncss and fertility of the

land retained and improved. Who, then, would be injured

by this scheme? Only those who have exercised rights

greatly in excess of those to which they are entitled.

The commoners, as a body, would be greatly benefited,

for they would liave as mucii pasturnge as they had
before, but doubled or trebled in value, and they would
derive advantage from the roads to be made and
improved, and from the greater healthiness of the dis-

trict. As lords of the manor over their own allotment

they would have the power of dealing with the privi-

lege of sporting, and they would also limit the exercise

of the rights of jiasturage to the bounds which would
render them valuable.
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If, then, as llie sequel of these improvements, we
should ha\e an increase of population, employment of

labour, expenditure of capital, with health, wealtli, and
beauty enhanced, we may reasonably expect that such

well wishers as a " Borderer" will support a measure

from which tliere is everything to gain and nothing to

lose, although it may be only the scheme of ./

Coiiinh'jwr.

Jome Cffrrespnbente.

Justice to both Landlord and Tenant.—Tlie

gieat (luestion now in tlie farming world is how to

protect the landowner from damage, allow the occupier

greater liberty of action, and repay lihn what he is

rightfully entitled to. The meaning of this is that

compensation is to be given to the good farmer, and a

penalty fixed upon the bad one. How are we to

measure good and had farming after a term of seven,

14, or 21 years? A six months' notice to quit is of no
use ; nor \^ould an iS months' notice be of any use.

The Lincolnshire plan of measurement is said to be the

best, yet I cannot look upon that as certain. It is a

little better than six or eighteen months' notice to quit,

and that is all. ^Ve want law, and nothing sliort of

law will do it. Many a landlord will tell us that that

cannot be : but it must be before tenants dare farm

well to the end of their lease, be the term what it nray.

I will tell you what we want : A law that will make
the landlords pay all their local taxes themselves,

and let their land at a fixed payment upon a term

of not less than 14 years, witli right of sale of the

lease to the end of the term, and at starting shall be

bound to let tlieir farms by auction. This will

startle some : but it is the true way to measure value

at the starting point. At the end of the term, if the

tenant and landlord cannot agree for another tenn, the

farm shall be let again by auction, and whatever it

makes over and above its last rent will show the

measure of the tenant's improvements, and must be paid

for by the landlord at the rate of 25 years' purchase,

the tenant taking possession of the rents till it is paid.

On the other hand, if a farm makes less than the last

rent, the tenant must pay at the rate of 25 years*

purchase, and to secure this he must at starting give
substantial bondsmen to the landlord. This would put
a stop to over-bearing landlords and foolish tenants, and
the lands of England would easily find money enough
to cultivate them at a fair and just rent (and the auction

system would find that out, and the 25 years' purchase
at the end of a term would stop all over-renting, for a
fellow who dares to over-bid would never get his

bondsmen to the scratch), upon tlie best-known system
of farming. Then tenants may crop as they like,

without any foolish conditions, even for the last four

years before the expiration of a lease. AVhat is the
meaning of four years ? Why, that a good tenant may
rob his land during that period, to a point at which he
can get a fair take for another term. IViUiam Smith,
U'oohtov, Bfctchhy Station, Bucks, Feb. I.

Calf Fattening.—I read in the Cheshire papers of
a protest recently made, and not a day too soon,
against the practice of the district in disposing of
calves almost as soon as dropped for whatever they
will fetch as veal. Mr. William Oulton, wholesale
butcher, of Cable Street, Liverpool, lately invited a
conference of farmers and others interested in agricul-

ture, with a view to ascertain whether the breeding of
stock and fatting of young calves would not at present
prices pay better than cheese-making. Several of the
principal farmers around Tarporley attended. Mr.
Oulton introduced the subject by slating that he con-
sidered the present mode adopted by most farmers of
disposing of their young calves as soon as dropped, in
some cases without even allowing the mother to lick

them, which was a natural provision, was both wicked
and cruel, alike injurious to the mother and to its off-

spring. He stated that he knew for a fact that it was
the custom of many farmers to arrange with butchers
to take their calves away as soon as they were dropped,
when they were sent off to Liverpool and other large
towns for the purpose of slaughter; and of his own
knowledge he could say that instead of their serving a
legitimate purpose in providing food for our vast popu-
lation, hundreds of them were annually condemned and
buried in quicklime to hasten their decomposition.
Mr. Oulton then proceeded to show that at the present
prices of meat, stock breeding and feeding would
pay better than cheese-making. He stated that
he had got two cowkeepers in Liverpool, each to
weigh a quart of milk as taken from the cow.
One quart weighed 2 lb. 1\ oz., the other 2 lb.

8 oz., consequently, according to Mr. Aston's
calculation, it took 3 quarts of milk to produce I lb. of
green cheese, the value of which at present prices,
allowing for loss of weight in ripening, &c,, after making,
he estimated at 5*/. Supposing the farmer to expend
the same milk in the fatting of their calves, it would
produce considerably more money. Upon an average
from 5 to 6 quarts of milk per meal was ample for each
calf; this would be from 10 to I2 quarts a day, which,
valued as above, would be \s. Si/. Last week he had
sold two calves, seven weeks old, weighing 3201b.,
for which he realised 10^^/. per pound, being £7 each,
and after deducting 5^., the cost of transit to Liverpool
and commission for selling, jC6 i^s. was netted for each

calf, showing a profit of £2 y. 41/. each over and
above the same amount of milk expended in cheese-

making, and allowing los. as the value of each calf

when dropped. It was possible, it might be said, that

this was a very exceptional case, but he aflirmed that

if the same care and attention were paid to the young
calves as to the cheese-making, there was no reason to

believe but that there woukl be corresponding satisfac-

tory results, setting aside the humane side of the ques-

tion before alluded to, and which was no trifling matter.

—Mr. Joseph Aston thanked Mr. Oulton for bringing

the subject before them. He had Iiimself sold young
calves, but he was not aware that so many of them
were destroyed and rendered useless to the community,
as represented by Mr. Oulton. He considered more
suitable erections were necessary for the successful rear-

ing or fatting of young calves, as the present closed

buildings were injurious and unhealthy, and sug-

gested open calf-kits or bays for the purpose. — Mr.
Roger Bate said he quite concurred in Mr. Oulton's
remarks with regard to the wdiolesale destruction of

young calves, many of them being sold and taken away
for slaughter when about three days old, while they

had scarcely begun to live, and were wholly unfit for

food. It always seemed to him a grievous and in-

human thing for the fine healthy young calf to be
taken, when it had scarcely lived a week, to be killed

simply because the owner could make a few .^hillings

more of the milk otherwise than by letting the calf

fatten on it. Our Chamber of Agriculture would do
well to use its influence to prevent this practice, and to

induce farmers, now that cattle are so dear, to rear a

much larger proportion of their calves than at present,

merely to meet their own requirements. It would be
well for graziers, feeders, and the public generally, and
might easily be done by using oilcake and Indian meal
with the whey, audit would be a better mode of using

the whey than in feeding so many pigs just now.
Cheshire ought to be a large exporter of cattle, with-

out at all interfering with the dairy department. He
hoped a thoughtful consideration of the matter would
induce farmers to see to it, that the calf shall live some-
W'here to grow either into veal or beef for the use of

the community, and not to be expelled from existence

as soon as born, without answering the end for which
a kind Providence gave it. The present high price of
cattle, as compared with the low price of inferior

boosey cheese, should lead farmers to take into their

consideration the subject of more extensive rearing.

Jl/. -s;

Utilisation of Sewage : Intermittent Down-
ward Filtration.—Your temperate remarks (Jan. 27)
on the parentage of this process, are interesting and
instructive. Vet in the same issue Mr. Bailey l.^enton

speaks of the process, as if oblivious of the fact that its

author is Dr. Frankland, and that its merits were dis-

cussed by the Rivers I'ollution Commissioners in their

published reports. Mr. B. Denton happens to be the

engineer who has had the opportunity of carrying out
practically, at Merthyr Tydvil, the idea of Dr. Frank-
land with success ; that much is due to him. The
irony of fate is often a curious study. One man works
out an idea by patient investigation, and gives it to the
world. Another grasps the idea, puts it into practical

operation, and claims not only the profit but all the
praise. But this is too common to be singular ; and
the forgetfulness of Mr. B. Denton recalls that also of
Mr. Hope, who in like manner ignores Croydon
and other places, where irrigation had been practised

years before Mr. Hope turned his attention to the sub-
ject. I do not for a moment (question the eminent
services of both gentlemen towards solving the great
sewage problem. Both have attained such high posi-

tions as authorities on the subject, that they can
well afford to be generous as well as just. This
new method of treating sewage being one of great
public interest, I would ask for space in your columns
to make a few remarks on the subject, " Inter-

mittent downward filtration" means passing the sewage
through a certain thickness of earth, in other words a
"filter bed," the eftluent water escaping by the

sub-drainage. To a proper understanding of the
question, it is necessary to inquire what is the action of
a filter bed ? Popularly it is thought to be a scientific

method of purifying water. Scientifically it is under-

stood to be a mechanical contrivance for clearing water
of suspended impurities ; it has no chemical action,

broadly speaking, on water, and admittedly fails in

removing sewage contamination. r)therwise the ob
jections to the use of wells are unsound, for if the earth
will remove dissolved impurities in one case, it wii

surely do so in the other 1 A " filter bed "
is a

permeable body through which the sewage \\'ater wi
pass by gravitation ; the process involves the minute
division of the water—the suspended matter is

eliminated by deposit, the grosser particles on the
surface, the finer in the bed itself. Gradually but surely

the bed will become saturated with sewage and cease

to act as a filter—in short, that the discharge from the

drains will be sewage, minus its sedimenlary matter,

in a condition wholly unfit to be discharged into water-
courses. That a given quantity of soil soon ceases to

act as a purifier 1 have ample proof ; let any one take
their own experience of a house filter. What is it?

That the filter soon becomes practically useless, unless

the filtering materials be periodically changed. I see

that Dr. Frankland has just demonstrated that London

sewage passed through 5 feet of earth came out purer
than some of the water supplies. That a volume of
dirty water passing through a 5 feet bed of fresh earth
will be cleansed, few will dispute, but it is pertinent lo
ask, how long will suchaljed remain cOkient ? Nor does
the result afford any reliable data as to the value of the
process in dealing with the sewage of towns. The
conditions are widely different. What may be very
simple and eflicient on a small scale may prove costly
antl unsatisfactory on a large scale. A few yards of
earth is one thing, many acres is another thing, with
all their varying conditions of soil and subsoil. The
practical result of the process at Merthyr Tydvil is

constantly quoted ; but in measuring its success there,
it is desirable to know under what conditions it is

secured— whether the town is a water-closet town or
not—whether it receives manufacturing waste —
whether there is any depositing process before the
sewage passes to the filter-beds, lS:c. Assuming the
sewage to be normal, every ton of it will hold sus-

pended from I.J to 2 lb. of solid matter. If this matter
is intercepted, its drying will prove a difficulty and a

nuisance ; nor will it prove less so if deposited on and
in the filter-beds. Saturated as the land has been
during the winter, an analysis of tlie discharge water
from the Merthyr Tydvil filter-beds would be instruc-
tive. If found satisfactory it would speak volumes in

favour of the process, and more than can be said of the
working of many sewage farms at this season. My
own opinion is, that intermittent downward filtration

is but a makeshift, and that its action on the water-
bearing strata will be precisely the same as the action
of cesspits in towns. That as the removal of one has
become imperative, so eventually will become the
removal of the other, f'., Ft/'. 3. [Our correspondent
appears to us to confound simple continuous filtration

with intermittent filtration. By the latter the soil

becomes filled with air and filthy fluid alternately,

and thus virtually performs upon the sewage as com-
plete an act of respiration as the lungs perform in

chemically cleansing the impure venous blood, which
passes through them.]

Farmers' Clubs.
/AH'OKT//.

71ie Management of Eive Flocks on Hea7-y /.and.—
By Mr. Edward Lingwood. The following is an
abridged report of a recent discussion on this subject :

—

Within 40 years an idea prevailed that sheep could
not be wintered upon heavy land, because the rot would
destroy them. Thorough drainage, and the extended
cultivation and great variety of green crops, together
with the conviction that the farmer must have some-
thing to fall back upon besides his corn, have quite

altered the aspect of affairs. It must be borne in mind
that no amount of care and management \\\\\ entirely

compensate for the loss of a naturally dry soil—the true

home of an animal. Those of us, therefore, who
cultivate stiff land must make the best use we can of

our positions.

Spring and Slimmer Feeding.—The first thing to be
considered in setting a flock is, it need hardly be said,

the choice of breed ; but this part of the subject I don't

propose to enter into now.

Mr. Sexton will probably tell you there is nothing like

tlie Cotswolds ; Mr. Boby goes for .Sonthdowns ; and
Mr. Green for " Suffolks." However, the selection being
made, the food supply will next demand our attention.

We occasionally see ewes sold early in the sprinjf because
their owner had no more roots for them, at the same
money they were worth the previous Michaelmas. To
obviate this I begin lo prepare in April for the following
season, by sowing a large Ised with Dnnnhead Cabbage
seed, the plants from which are put out on heavily-

manured ridges some time in June, about 90C0 to the

acre, reckoning one-quarter of an acre to e\ery score
ewes. As soon as the Wlieat is ready for hoeing, I select

a piece on which I sow broadcast 2 bush, an acre of
Italian Rye-grass and horse-hoe it in, calculating to have
sometliing like 2 acres for the beforementioned number of
sheep. Early in lune a few Swedes are sown, as I have a
particular otijection to giving suckers Mangel in cold
weather. In July, Turnips are drilled after the Rye-grass,
one-third to one-ha.lf of wliichare drawn off in November,
part of these are set close together with their tops on, and
the remainder are topped, laid in rows, and covered
thickly widi straw ; some Coleseed is also sown after the
Tares that have been mown for the horses. Soon after

clipping, the lambs having gone, I discard the broken
mouths, bad mothers, and any individuals that have got
badly through lambing, as my experience is that but few
of the latter will breed again, replacing them with
some good sized shearlings that have not previously had
lambs. I say good sized on account of less risk, and
hogget mothers rarely wear well. The rams should be
well bred, not too wide across the forehead, and if of any
of the white-faced breeds not over two years old. At this

season (June) the leas will afford the requisite food, with
perhaps a change to a piece of Mustard, and an occa-
sional run on a pasture; but I stron.^ly disapprove of
eating uplands bare at any time between February and
November. By the middle of luly some of the leas from
which Clover hay has been taken will be ready for use,

and after that the stubbles till about September 21, when
high feeding, if you wish for a good fall of twins, must
be resorted to. To this end the flork is clianged daily,

getting old and young leas, pasture, and stubbles, with

a nightly fold on Coleworts, some watchfulness being
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required that no losses occur from over-eating, when first

going to the latter victuals.

Winter Managemml. — At Michaelmas marking
takes place, and there is nothing so durable for tlie

purpose as a mixture of red lead and linseed oil. A
large letter looks bad, and a smeared one worse. To
cure the latter difficulty I invariably shut my sheep up
beforehand till they are sufficiently hungry to prevent
all tendency to rub before the paint is too dry to be
removed.

The rams are turned in by October i, and are supplied
with linseed cake and old Beans every morning, which
they soon learn to draw away to : afterwards the Mangels
and Swede-tops and small roots are cleared up, the
unbroken stubbles affording a little amusement, till by the
third week of November a few Turnips will be required.
These are thrown out on the pastures daily, the animals
going to fold (weather permitting) on some of the un-
ploughed Turnip or Mangel land, receiving, when there,
chaff in the proportions of one-third hay and two-thirds
barley or pea-straw in covered troughs. On no account
allow frozen roots or green food the first thing in the
morning, or a certain loss of lambs will be the result.
.Should the frost be severe", and a run on some rough
grass can be had, the fewer roots that are given at this
time the better ; and in addition to the chaffsome Barley,
Bean, Clover seed, or pea-straw put in racks or between
hurdles, afford occupation if but little nutriment, always
taking care that fair condition is maintained. I should
prefer, however, risking a lot th.at were too thin to one
that had got to the other extreme. Soon after the com-
mencement of the new year 1 begin to eat off the Turnips
that were left on the land, a liberal supply of succulent
food being now indispensable. Should the land be too
wet, a remove must be made to the pastures ; indeed, a
change is desirable in either case, both on the score of
exercise and as a cleanser of the wet and clogged feet, for
in the matter of foot-rot prevention is better than cure. A
few days before lambing a dry pasture near home becomes
the feeding ground, on which is thrown out any Turnips
that may remain, with Swedes and Cabbages ; the sleep-
ing place a temporary yard with pens round it for the
newly lambed ewes.

The Treatment of Lambs.— \ need hardly say that
constant watchfulness will now be necessary, but if the
flock has been properly managed, has not been
frightened [by dogs, or allowed to break out, no very
great difficulty will usually be experienced.

Depend on it, when you hear of great losses of sheep
and lambs, there is good reason for it ; not but what
difficult cases may, and will occur, which cannot be prac-
tically treated upon paper. You may read precisely
how a man's leg should be taken off. and would then be
just as capable of performing the operation as you were
before. Wrapping up in a sheep skin is the best cure for
a chilled or weakly lamb, giving it warm (not hot) milk in
smallquantities. This is preferable to takingit to a fire, asin
that case oftener than not, its mother will decline to have
anything more to say to it. Sheep will eat Ivy plucked
fresh from a tree when they will touch nothing else.
Should they refuse all food, or take it in insufficient quan-
tities, no time should be lost in giving gruel. Many an
animal dies e\ery season that a weeks hand-feeding would
have saved. When turning out don't put too many young
lambs together, otherwise they get knocked into ditches
and drowned, or perhaps internally injured

; and if you
have any bad milkers it is better to feed them high (lin-
seed cake and malt chives are as good asanvthing), rather
than give the lambs cow's milk, which does not always
agree with them. Shutting up is unnatural to animals
so well provided against the vicissitudes of cli-
mate, and, if persisted in, is sure to result in loss of
wool. A piece of old grass is mostly reserved, and here
let me turn aside from my text for a moment to remark
upon the utter senselessness of breaking up old grass, even
if second rate. Drain, clean, and apply two or three dress-
ings of farmyard manure, then see if in the average of
years you are not better off with a proportion of meadow.
It is not very long since I sold sound Wheat at 3^1. a qr,,
and I should as soon expect to find a hare on the top of
the Monument as Twitch-grass in an old pasture on
which the ewes are drafted as their progeny become
strong enough to take care of themselves. Here they
have chaff (if the weather is cold enough to induce them
to eat It), Swedes and Cabbages, lying at night if the
ground IS dry, but not otherwise, on the land from which
the f.abbages have been removed. I have tried feeding
them where they grew, but it resulted in so much waste
that 1 gave up the practice. As soon as a sufficient bile
ot Italian Rye-gra.ss has sprung up, another remove is
made, roots being given as well, as long as they last, the
lambs going forward through the hurdles, and eating a
mixture of miller's offal and linseed cake.

This looks an expensive proceeding, but it must be
borne in mmd less of other food will be required, and
your animals will reach

2S.(. each much sooner than they
would otherwise

; besides, I prefer selling mine early.
I he Rye-grass finished, the leas will be fit for use, which
will about bring us to the point we started from. Should
the breeder, howe\er, wish to keep his lambs on after
weaning, let him take especial care to put them on fresh
ground

; any place that has been grazed with sheep the
same season will inevitably ruin them, as I once found to
niy cost. I have given no opinion as to the number suit-
able for a given extent of Land, because circumstances
must govern cases. A fiockmaster may be his own land-
lord, may possess a lease, be under a yearly tenancy, ormaybe prejudiced in favour of some particular kind of
stock. There are, no doubt, exceptional instances to the
contrary but, in a gener.il way, it is my humble opinion
to overstock with any one description of animal will not
be lound advantageous in the long run.

Vou will now probably be looking out for the
balance-sheet— the ea^^est thing in tlic world to "et

up—on paper. Many of you will hardly have for-

gotten an imposing array of figures, purporting to be a
farm balance-sheet that went the round of the papers
some few years since, yet its compiler refused a hand-
some offer to allow three practical men to test his
statements. I once handed a bill back to a tradesman
with the remark that, in copying it from his books, he
must have turned the sixes the wrong way upwards.
I shall therefore merely say, in conclusion, that losses
should not exceed 5 per cent, per annum, and the wool
and refuse ewes, when fit for the butcher, oughttoreplace
the gaps. Moreover, I should not consider less than
27 or 28 lambs (alive on June i) to the score a good
fall. In giving you these few facts, I have endeavoured
to be as concise as possible. I will therefore now leave
the subject in your hands.

Discussion.

Mr. KiSTKUCK said he left the management of his
flock chiefly to his man, and he would advise flockmasters
to get a good man and pay him well. Some people were
disposed to condemn the practice of using Mangel. His
shepherd was of the same opinion, and always condemned
them. Last year, however, he (^Jr. Kistruck) had no
Turnips, and he was obliged to fall back on Beet, and he
must s.ay that he never had such a fall of lambs in his life.

He had nearly a Iamb and three-quarters to every sheep,
and this fact rather induced his shepherd to think more
favourably of the use of Beet.

Mr. y<. Wilson observed that he once lambed down
eight score ewes, and he did not lose a single ewe, and
when there were no Turnips they had nothing but Beet-
root and straw.

Mr. J. Mai'T1ii-.\v said some persons coidd evidently
keep sheep cheaper than he could. He could do nothing
with sheep fed on Mangel. He remembered that one
spring he was badly off for Turnips, and he threw Beet
on to the pastures where the sheep had lambs, and after
they had had Beet about a fortnight the lambs began to
die. He discontinued the Beet, and turned the sheep on
to small Rye, and he did not lose any more lambs after
that. He could not, of course, attribute his loss to any-
thing but the use of the Beet. The Beet was grown by
farmyard manure.
Mr. John Turner said he quite agreed with what Mr.

Lingwood had said relative to making ample provision
for lambs in the spring. He (Mr. Turner) thought rather
more reference would have been made to the yarding of
sheep. His plan was to keep his sheep in the yard. He
began to put them into the yard about Christmas time,
and he kept them there constantly, occasionally walking
them out. He littered the yard night and morning, and
raked them up with bean-straw, pea-straw, or witlA'vhat-
e\er he h.ippened to have at the time. He generally put
about a third of wheat-straw to a third of hay, and allowed
the sheep to run on a meadow an hour or two in the day,
and he never found anything wrong with his sheep so
treated. His man was particular in looking after them,
and if ho found any that limped at all they were attended
to at once. He quite agreed with the use of Beet for
sheep. If a beginning was made with Beet, care must be
taken to keep on with it. If the sheep were not fed with
Beet before they lambed, they must not have any directly
after. About six weeks before the sheep lambed down,
it was his custom to give them a certain quantity of Beet'
and he increased the quantity as they got nearer to
lambing time, and when they had lambed down he gave
them Beet on the pastures. With regard to the pro-
priety of keeping breeding sheep on heavy land, he might
say that he concurred in it if they were treated in the
manner in which he had been accustomed to treat them.
He generally pulled a certain quantity of Turnips off, and
he placed the tops and tailings on one side, and gave the
sheep a few occasionally. He left a piece of Turnips to
turn the ewes on shortly before thei' lambed, but he took
care to get them into the yard again before they lambed.
He occasionally gave them cut chaft', malt-combs, and if

he found anything going wrong he gave them something
else. He thought new milk was preferable to gruel—in
fact, he never boiled any gruel for his sheep. He
perhaps sometimes gave them some of the old-fashioned
medicine, a little old beer sop. which they sucked down,
and it was no doubt useful when they were unwell. He
also found that they did well on a little oilcake mixed up.

Mr. TllOM.\sWooD\v.\Rn expressed his opinion that it

was desirable to keep ewes on heavy land, especially at
the present price of lambs and mutton, but he was not
inclined to think that it was desirable for a man to keep
all ewes on heavy land, it was much better to keep a
certain quantity of ewes and grazing sheep as well. He
had tupped a few hoggets, and sold them out as couples,
and been pretty successful. He had now taken to shear
lings and 3-shear. Hissystemwastoprovideliberallyforthc
ewes, similar to the plan adopted by Mr. Lingwood. He
(Mr. Woodward) questioned whether they ought not to
keep a flock of ewes more economically than was fre-
quently done by growing roots on heavy land. The great
point to arrive at was. how to keep the ewes at a cheap
rate. He thought that after the ewes had been tupped,
and the tup taken away, they might be kept eight or ten
weeks at a little cost, and he considered the svstem of
keeping them in the yard with dry food the right'one, but
previously, and after they had lambed, he liked to be
liberal with his keep. He had the lambs which he
bred, and his practice was to have half the white
Turnips pulled up and heaped, and he went to the ex-
pense of cutting for his hoggets about half what they
required

; they would pick up the rest, and the ewes
followed after. His ewes had no corn or cake, but
they had all the straw they could eat, and when the
straw was good they required but little hay. T.wes were
great consumers, and unless care was taken they would
soon ran away with the feed. He had 400 acres of land,
and he kept about 20 score of sheep. He had about
75 acres of pasture. If a man wanted to get his lambs
up quickly he must feed them liberallv. He had them
so that they paid i^v, each in Mav.

Mr. M. Mu.MFORii observed that when the seasons
were favourable, he, like his neighbours, could make good
plans, but the difficulty was to know how to manage in
dry se;\sons to keep the sheep from going back. Mr.
Mumford then spoke of stock-keeping in connection with
the length of tenure, and he expressed his opinion
that the tenants did not get the length of tenure
they had a right in fairness to expect, in order
to give them the opporlunites of effecting im-
provements. Many a tenant reasoned thus :— " My
landlord is a good fellow, and will not put me out. " But
money was a great temptation with the rich as well as
with the poor, and if another person offered a higher
rent, in consequence of the improvement which had t iken
place in the land, it was a great temptation. He once
did some good draining, when his neighbour said,
"Won't you be cured the first dressing?" That
land had been drained many years, and it did well

:

but he never did any more. When he did this he felt
that he was a tenant for life ; but afterwards, when
he felt that he was not, he held hard. It remindeil
him of the fox and the Grapes. The fox liked the look nf
the Grapes, and jumped high to get them. Had he felt

that he was a tenant for life, he should have had another
jump, but he felt that he was not, and that it was wrong
for him to go to this expense.
The discussion then turned upon the treatment of the

ewe at the time of lambing, Mr. T, Lingwood expressing
an opinion that there were many lambs lost through the
ignorance of the person in attendance at the time of
lambing

; and Mr. Sutton remarked that the great error
made was in being in too great a hurt)-.

S^ntias 0f '%m\%,
The Present Aspect of the Land Question.

[Colnfen Club Essays^ second series, 1 87 1 -2.) By
William Fowler, M.P. Cassell, Fetter & Galpin.

" I believe we have no adequate conception of what
the amount of production might be from a limited sur-

face of land, provided only the amount of capital were
sufficient." These words of Richard Cobden are the
text from which a weighty discourse is here given us
by Mr. Fowler. We simply call the attention of our
readers to the existence of this essay, that they may, if

they please, procure and read it for themselves. A
recent debate on the subject of it, to which Mr. Fowler,
the author of this essay, contributed, is reported in

another page, and the occasion of it may he used to
direct attention to this essay, from which we make the
following extract :—

**JThere'are, ofcourse, cases where a fee-simple owner
is poor, and yet clings to his acres ; but these are
exceptional. Such a man will generally sell, and get
rid of his difficulty. But the limited owner cannot do
this, and it stands to reason that it is amongst them
that we must look for the poor owners, of whose pre-
valence Mr. Caird thus spoke 20 years ago :

—

" * In every county where we found an estate more than
usually neglected, the reason assigned was the inability of
the proprietor to make improvements on account of his
incumbrances. We have not data by which to estimate
with accuracy the proportion of land in each county in
this position, but our information satisfies us that it is

much greater than is generally supposed. Even when
estates are not hopelessly embarrassed, landlords are
often pinched by debts, which they could clear off if they
were enabled to sell a portion, or if that portion could be
sold without the difficulties and expense which must now
be submitted to.' *

"It may well be doubted whether the number of poor
owners is materially decreased since 1851, if it be true
that 70 per cent.t of the whole cultivated area of the
country is still in the hands of limited owners holding
under settlements.

"This argument receives a striking illustration in the
history of those instances where land, once hamperetl
by strict settlement, is freed from this incubus, and
held by a man who is encouraged to make improve-
ments by the sense that he will himself reap the fniils

of his labour and risk. Take the case to which I

referred last session in the House. A property in

Sussex was purchased in 1810 for ;,^50,ooo, or there-
abouts, and placed in strict settlement. So it remained
until 1S50, when it had become so reduced in condi-
tion, through neglect, that it was sold to the present
owner for ^^25,000. He, being a man of capital and
enterprise, has so improved it that recently he was
offered /'75,ooo for the same estate. Another remark-
able instance was mentioned by Mr. Bright in 18(18. In
a speech delivered in the House of Commons on
March 13, 1868, he spoke as follows :

—

" ' The other day I was driving in the county of .Somer-
set, and I was passing two villages called, I think, Rodney
Stoke and Bleadon, and, seeing a great appearance of
life and activity, I disked the driver what was to do there.
He said, "This is where thegreat sale took place." 1 said.
"WhatSiile?" "The sale of the Duke's properly." "What
duke? "

I asked. " Why, the Duke of Buckingham, It

was about 15 years ago. All the properly was sold here-
abouts

:
the people bought the farms, and you never saw

such a stir as is going on in this neighbourhood. .Ml these
new houses have been built since then ;

" and he pointed
them out, and showed me that the new owners were culti-

vating very considerable tracts of land, which in former

" r.n^i^tiib A/^riciittiirr in 1850-51. p. 495,
t This was ttie estimate made many years ago Ijefure Mr,

PiKfTv's committee. I have no means of chei-king it. So f.ir a-^
' 1 ham. it wniild seem to l)e rather iiiuier dinn over Ihc
mark. ^
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LT^ hill Kvrr beta culUralcd at all. The appearaDct

rf \bf vilbjM, in short. »•« such as to astonish every

prnon»ba|uaed through them, being so wholly different

M rlut ihKh you wouW see in any other part of the

ovxatry. Now. what had happened here? The great

nuie of an ctntnnassed duke had been divided, and

vil H; had not been tabbed. The land had been paid

(,r, the tenants were in possession, the old misel^>le

J.o«rlj hsj been puUaJ down, new houses had been built,

t^ flew life had been given to the whole district.'

" ( tta not sure whether in the case of ^^r. Proul, of

Si«l>ridc"""^''. menlioned in the Timej iti November,

i5,"ft the land had been entailed before he bought it

;

bet his case is an astonishing proof of what may be

JoBC in ihe way of improverotnL He purchased 450

jcm of land a few years since for /l 5,000, and last

«ir (oU the crops as they stood on the land for more

ikn /5000, which gave him 1 very handsome profit

ifta (layuc '^' '"^ ^ interest on outlay.
*

" It would be easy to multiply sach instances. All

till is itnuired is that they should become far more

camttoBi, which they wouM be were the land made

itillr fttt.
.

" \Ve have lio returns shoving what is the condition

of the ittlled, as compared with the unsettled, estates

;

but, ipeiVing of the country as a whole, I suppose few

•ill deny that the condition of the land held by fee-

simple owners is incomparably superior to that of

csjjiei held by tenants for life under settlements,

except in those Instances where these have borrowed

nooey »t a heavy peisonal sacri6ce. In almost every

coosideable district are to be found cases of most

UoeaUble neglect, and it is not, I think, a rash asser-

ina to uy that yery rarely are the owners of such pro-

rrrua tree fnjm the trammels of the law. They are,

tram nrious causes, embarrassed, and the kindness of

lior inctstots prevents them from getting nd of their

bonicns by disposing of their land to those who could

resiott it to its proper condition. It b not necessary

Ibf oy argument to assert that no entailed estates are

wtll Binaged and improved by the expenditure of

ample apitaL Some of the largest estates in England

—u those of the Dukes of Northumberland and Bed-

feri, the MaiKjais of Westminster, and the Eail of

Uietstet—thoueh in great part settled on tenants for

life, are thoroughly well handled. Such noblemen have

tbuKhnt funds wherewith to make every outlay which

oa be maired on their estates, and an ample margin

ftwn whidi to provide for younger children, and per-

(jcm evoy other duty demanded by their high station.

Muyndia have been improved under the various

Improveioent Acta, and this process is now going on
wiii imreasod rapidity. But the question recurs—are
eat nch cases ciceptional? What is the prevailing

cnndiiionof things?
" We hare no statistics as to the state of drainage

;

vtknow that much has been done, and that much more
rttuini to be done. Neither hare we distinct evidence
u 10 the present condition of farm buildings. Twenty
foa ago Mr. Caird spoke of them as follows :

—

" * If the farmers of England are to be exposed to
nuirenal competition. Ihc ludlords must give them a fair

ctunx. If uiey refuse to part with the control of their
fvoperty for ibe endurance of a lease, they must Ihero-
sdvts make snch permanent improvements as a tenant at
wis ii not justified in undertaking. The farmers of that
(wt of the Continent nearest our shores have far belter
Kraomodition (or their stock than the majority of
ttiMi tenants. The substantial and capacious farmeries
J^pn^olland, the North of France, and the
Riousti provinces contrast most ^voorably with the
'um^iiB^ common in most English counties.' tThe mconvenieni, ill-arranged hovels, the rickety
jTO^lhitch bams and sheds, devoid of every known
"JJProraneDt for economising labour, food and manoie.
J°ir^ '"">e met with in every county of England, andTOO "luth anything else U exceptional in the Southern?™a are a repioich to the landlords in the eyes

StvL,5. '*?™'™'" »''<"« ""'"^ One can liardly

^^^ "^.* "^" °' "*"«« " permitted to exist in

S.^TS^'*'"^'^ With accommodation

SmSS ?„^ rtqturementi of a past century, the farmer^^;o do hU best to meet the necessities of the

tiiLS^^"^' since 185,, bnt no one wiJl, I

°2;^W&ra huiduig, a« stiU bad ' in by far the
i!j- "" °' '^^ country.

J

ErirfiL ^"T" '^ ^ ''"« feco^and excel-

» «dJ^^ "*,""' ?«» where'ihe estate

'* l»b^^l^!I~,*^ that there shall be abundance

"-^•S^Hjer"^' "^ -!«" "his TitS
" '< b2i^a^"v^°^« neglected.

;!!l^;^ other oases besides the povertT

^ '
••

•• " ^ ^"^

***. it tlJO

^'^ipcat" ** ** •' ""°

•&Si;:si5t^."«-5.",'""""-^^i^'J.'o^*"-n. iSyt.

;Ci<ao

t niid,p. 4,0.

of owners have led to the depreciation of cottages.

There is, for instance, no doubt that the old law of

" settlement " encourageii many owners and occupiers

to get rid of cottages. But, allowiiig lor these cases,

a perusal of the report of the Commissioners appointed

to inquire into the condition of women and young

children employed in agriculture, will, I think, con-

vince any impartial reader that the principal and pre-

vailing cause of that roost lamentable deficiencT of

good cottages which they describe in every part of the

kingdom, is the poverty of the proprietors of the soil.

" Building cottages is notoriously a bad investment

for a man who loolu for a direct return, and a man who

looks for an indirect return in the improved condition

of his property must be a man of capital. The tenant-

farmer cannot be expected to build them, and the

tenant for life, unless he be very wealthy, cannot thus

invest his income. So the cottages are not built, and

Mr. Portman, one of the Assistant Commissioners

(Second Report, Appendix, p. 45), speaks as

follows :

—

" ' Some may say that this question of the dwellings of

the poor in agricultural districts is a passing question of

the hour, and that it b not really so great an evil as is re-

presented. I would answer, Go into the country and .see

for yourself. Use your common sense, and call to mind
the effect of absenteeism on Ireland ; and then say

whether or not in those portions of England where

poverty and misery arising from the same cause meet you

at every step, there is not urgent reason for dealing with

the evib now existing by some legislative enactment,

which shall put an end to a state of apathy and indif-

ference in many holders of encumbered estates, and open
the doors for the spending of capital on the land by those

who are able in the place of those who are now unable

to do so.^

"The view thus indicated is ftilly sanctioned by Mr.

Culley, another Assistant Commissioner, and an agri-

culturist of great exjierience :^

" ' What then,' sap he. ' has led to the state of

labourers' dwellings being such as to justify men in speak-

ing of it as a national disgrace ? And why are so many
landowners powerless to dral with it ? If I were to answer

these questions, judging fiT>m the history of the estates 1

have visited, I would answer at once, the encouragement
given by law to the creation of limited interests in land,

and the power of entailing burdened estates. \Vhat can
the poor life tenant, especially if his estate is burdened,

do towards providing cottages for his labourers? Nine
times out of ten he strives to do his duly, and suffers fully

as much as the lU-bouscd labourers on his estate.'

(P- 95)
•

We strongly advise our readers to procure and study

Mr. Fowlers essay.

Farm Memoranda.
KiNSALE, Oswestry.—Fint-Prixt Dairy Farm.

[We now conclude, from p. 235, the report concerning

this farm, extracted from the Journal ff the Royal
A^icultural Society ofEngland^

Afanurt!.—The amount aimually expended in arti-

ficial manures and feeding stufis is as under :

—

£ ' J.

Bones, and Laves' superphosphate .

.

300 o a
1 .ioseed cake 96 o a
Indian Com and Beans 301 1

1

10

Pea* 3i 13 6
Malt-combs and fazan 65 o o
Grains 38 4 o
Lime 33 iz o

Horsa.—Seven cart-horses are employed, and those

of the best quality for the purpose ; dunng the season

of working they are allowed, in equal portions, bran

and Indian meal, 70 lb. per week for each horse ; in the

sommer they ore tamed ont to grass ; at the time of

our visit they were on grass, and in high condition.

The com is all mown by the sc)-the, and principally

by task-work. It is made ready for carting at a cost of

8r. per acre, and is threshed by a steam-machine hired

for the purpose.

Labour.—The laboni account, including the maid-

servants employed in the house, amounts to ^'349 4/.

;

this comprises the wages of

6 ttien,'48 weeks. la/. per week.
6 men. 4 wcckj, 3«f. per week.

3 boys, with boaru, 91. ^. per week.

3 "?»Mr, with board, 9X. td. par week.

Fences.—The management of the fences is ezceQent,

and, under the drcnmstances, great credit is due to

Mr. Clay, for in the place of WTiilethom they ore com-

posed of Hazel ; they are very neat, and the pains

taken to shore them np with grass sods, greatly adds to

their appearance," as well as their benefit ; theyoie kept

trimmed, and ore a pattern to the district

The present appearance of Mr. Clay^s farm and the

amount of stock tipon it furnish concInsiTC evidence of

the bene6ts to be derived from a liberal and jodicioiis

use of artificial manures and feeding stnl& In this

particular ^^"^ it has enabled the farm to carry more
than double the amount of stock that it did formerly

;

and it has, we should say, nearly quadrupled the

money value of the total produce. When ^(r. (Hay

entered upon this farm, seven years ago, it was in so

poverty-stricken a aondilion that it hsu been for some
time without a tenant, and its present improved state

is due to the enerny and enteipcise of the tenant, en-

couraged and assisted by a landlord in whom he places

implicit confidence.

Dairy Management.—The following remarks on llie

dairying have been written by our colleague, Mr.

Jackson :

—

The household consist, besides two younger children

at school, of Mr. and Mrs. Clay, and a son and two

daughters from 20 to 35 years old, a dairy.help, a dairy-

vessel cleaner, and a housemaid. Mrs. Clay early

divided with her mother the duties of the dairy, as do

now her daghters with her, by a pleasing weekly inter-

change—alternately one week assisting to secure do-

mestic comfort, and the next sharing the heavier woik
of the dairy.

Mr. and Mrs. Cby's duties begin at 6 A-M. in sum-

mer ; all the others require to be at their posts at

4.30 A.M. Fires have to he lit in the kitchen cooking-

range, to prepare for breakfast, and under the vessel-

boiler to heat the previous evening's milk. The 18

pans of milk—about 50 lb. each—have first the cream

to be removed, and then carried with stretched arms, to

avoid waddling, to the cheese-tubs in the dairy, where the

two dean-scoured cheese-tubs have been brought from

the dairy vessel shed, together with ladder and milk-

sieve : the vessel boiler is filled irith clean water, and one
pan of milk put to heat, in order, with the new milk,

to bring np the temperature in both tubs to 82* or 84*

;

and this, Sundays not excepted, has all to be done

before 5 o'clock every morning, from which hour one

of the Misses Clay and the other maids are, until about

6.30 A.M., employed in milking, with Mr. Clay, jun.,

and the cowman.
The cream from the evening's milk having been

carefully warmed, and equally distributed in the

cheese-tubs, and the temperature of the whole of the

milk in both tubs having been brought to 82* to 85°

Fahr., according to the state of the atmosphere, an
egg-cup filled with Fulwood's Liquid Annatto is put
into each tub, when the rennet is added. This rennet

had the preceding day been separately prepared for

each tub, by cuttine two small strips from each of three
" veils " or " bag- skins " (the salted and dried stomach

of a calf that had never fed except on milk) ; and each

set of strips had been soaked in abont a pint of warm
water for 24 hoars. When the milk in both tubs has

been well stirred with the rennet and colour, the lids or

wooden covers are pot 00, and left to stand until coagu-

lation has taken place, namely, in from 60 to go

minutes, and while breakbst intervenes.

%VIien the new curd is perfectly formed, a card-

breaker is passed, slowly and carefully at first, and
then more rapidly, through the newly formed custard

of both tubs. By about 8.30 A.M. the curd has sunk

and the whey come to the surface, the dairy servants

having previously lifted out of the furnace or whey-pon
the two cheeses made the previous dapr, weighing with

the vats nearly 100 lb. each, deposited them in the

presvroom, and well cleaned the whey-pan. The
whey from both cheese-tubs is easily removed with one

of Mr. Manock's patent newly invented " whcy-
pumps," or separators, and with a tin tube from the

pump to the whey-pan. This operation occupies 4$
minutes, until the pumping ceases, and the cnid is

removed to the drainer, when both tubs are trundled

oat to the vessel-shed, to be scoured and scalded, and

pat to sweeten ready for the next moming. It is but

simple justice to say that not a spot is left on the floor.

"The drainer is an oblong trough or vat on wheels,

patented by Mr. Comes, of Barbridge, Cheshire, and

took a priie at Oxford last year. In this trough the

card is cot up with the hand, on the old plan, instead

of with the curd-mill, turned, pressed, and ultimately

separated into small partides, to allow the whey to

drain freely from it. The curd, when sufficiently dry,

is put into the vats. Salt is mixed with the curd to

the taste of the dairymaid ; but with a view to ascerta'm

the proportion of salt to curd, both were weighed on
the last day of our inspection, and the result was I lb.

of salt to 35 lb. of curd, when dry for vatting. On
that day, thus was done by 1 1 o'clock.

Daring the time taken up as described in break'mg

the curd and vatting the cheese, the temperatore of the

whey in the furnace, or whey-pan, rises by about 10.30

A.M. to 175*, when the cream begins to rise to the

surface in fine curds, called fleetings, which are re-

moved carefully with a skimmer. When a pot and a

boU^ say about 12 goUsl, has been thus obtained for

churning, and the heat has risen to 180*, a coarser kind

is taken, techtticxUy oUed "men's fleetings," becotue

they serve the men-servants or labourers for breakfast,

and are very ojitritious. The heat having steadily risen

to 185*, a still coarser kind is token, uid this, when
hot, is mixed with f^Hjan nieol and oilcake for rearing

calves, which do exceedingly well upon it.

As soon as the fleetings have all been taken, a tap is

turned, that connects the funuce by a pipe .with a
cistern in the pig's food-house, into which the whey
passes, and becomes food for pigs, on which, with
Indian meal, they grow and fatten welL
The cheese is either so well managed, or the pastures

are so favourable to the cheese drying under press, that

but one lever and four stone-presses ate used, and six

cbeesesare onder press, i. e., three days' moke down-
stairs, two being made per day. Thus the taming

press is a light aftiir (compared with the ordinary cue
of 10 to 15 cheeses ooder press), and occupies only

about 30 minutcL The two cheeses that are tokm
from noder press have their edges nicdy pared, and
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the sides are traoothed with a hot iion ; and thb
process on both cheeses occupies Mn. Cby oTtr one
boar, and is very nicely done. TTie cheeses npstairs,

althoogh 70 or 80 lb. each, are firm, and look well,

notwiihstajxliiig that they are only turned twice a-week.
The fodder<heese had been sold previoos to our visit

«t Tai.—a very extreme price for this spring. Mra.
Clay's cheeses have taken vaiioos prizes at the local

shows, and one of the lots exhibited at Wolverhampton
this year was highly commendoi ; and, on conferring
with the judges of cheese, nre learned that the samples
only reqoiird time to matiue and become fine. \Ve
tasted one of the older cheeses, which was rich and
mild as cream, and equal to the best Stiltoa
The dairy, milk-room, press-room, and dairy-

tcnllery, are well adapted to their purpose. Even
while the work is being done their neatness and clean-
lineo are marvellous, and the domestic department has
an air of comfort aikl taste rarely to be found in associ-

ation with domestic dairying, and only attainable where
there are daughters to divide the duties, and soiScient

dairy servants to do the heavy dairy work.

Chatteris: fei. 17.—A dull damp week, but not

much raixL Threshing Barley two days, and dressing

same part of two ; riddled, put into sacks, and delivered

Potatos ; put into sacks and delivered Carrots. Ploughed
for Oats three days. Cut fallows across wheredesigned
for Mangels and Kohl RabL Two men dig Twitch ;

two dip Quicks ; two cut down hedges, when not
threshing. Dry weather much needed for spring seed-
ng. Began lambing ; ewes in yards. A. S, X.

North Wilts : //*. 19.—Weather at the beginning
of the week was favourable for outdoor operations, but
the rain which fell at the end of the week has stopped
the plonghing for Peas and Barley. The cattle in
boxes are having cake, meal, roots, and bay, and the
store cattle are having roots and straw and hay chafT

mixed. We have about 130 lambs, and the ewes and
Iambs are healthy, and doing very well. Fattingsheep
are still on Swedes and cake, and in some cases it is

very wet lying for them. The fatting pigs are having
meal and milk. £. W. M.
Vale of Gloucester : Feb. tg.—A great quantity

of rain fell on Saturday and Sunday, or sowing\vheat.
Beans, and Peas would now have been general ; some
were got in pretty well the end of the week, and as the
land is mostly ploughed up we only wait for favourable
weather to proceed with spring sowing. A large breadth
of land is again under water, and the heavy clays in

the neighbourhood intended for Wheat must now be
given up. Lambing commenced about the nth, and
is Doing on favourably ; both ewes and larola strong
ana healthy. The ewes have been allowed orily a
small quantity of roots for several weeks ; serions losses

have occurred in many places from giving too many.
Threshing and cleaning Oats, cutting chad, ditching,

and attending to stock has been the chief manual labour
of the week.

West Gloucester: Fib. 2a—A tiir breadth of
land has during the past week been sown with Wheal,
Beans, and other spring com, but the heavy rain of
Satnrdajr and Sunday has again put a stop to iiuthcr
proceedings for a few days. We have this week dis-

posed of some of the fat cattle, the primest quality
realising about 75J. per cwt., secondarv sorts, yor. per
,cwt. ; store cattle are selling at extraordinary high rates

;

milch cows and springing heifers are in good demand,
the latter selling from £.\% to ^24 per head. J. W.

SeOdiksture : FA. 2a—The weather more settled,

and drier. The land getting into a more workable
state. For 10 days past men n>d-bore«s-have been
employed in cartir^ stones for dyke to enclcee newly
reclaimed field, and repairing roads. Stubble and lea

ploughing finished, but most of the Turnip land to
plough, partly owing to the late wet weather. Threshing
and attending to cattle ajid sheep engage the other
hands on the farm. Sheep are still selling at extreme
prices, but cattle have declined about Ir. per stone of
14 lb. during the last month. Turnips have kept well,
and will be more plentiful during the spring months
than for some years past. W. S.

South Northtunberland.—
Fcbb L4.—Cotd, dull daf. Cutiog faxnyanl '^""g

„ 15.—Cold wet dav. Cuujigdo.
„ ifl.—Cold day, heafy niow-tbower afteraooa. t^artinc

0»l% and Potam fioni ud delivering Potatos 10

„ IJ.— tmeday. OLrtxil]( farmy%ni
.. 1^— Fine mild day. Omnf d&
„ aa—Fioe spring day, (^arusg da

Cartxil][ farmyani duQ^
lo.

[do.

General: Feeding cattle and cuttingSwedes for hoggets.
Prospective : Finish carting dang. A. W. D.

North Riding of Yorkshire : Ftb. 20.—Week's
work has consisted of two days' lea ploughing, and the
remainder carting out dun^ and other jobbing work.
Rain has fallen almast daily, and dry weather greatly

needed. Sheep on Turnips continuing to do uadly.

To-day, threshing Wheat ; sample and yield both in-

different, and some sprouted grains found.

East Lothian I Feb. 2a—The weather daring the

past week was all that could be desired, both for plough-

ing and other opeiotious being performed on the farm

;

Turnip land is being turned over as quickly as pos-
sible, so that it may get a touch of frcst if it does
come: The work done during the past week besides

ploughing has t>een mostly picking Potatos and carting

same to station. Threshing Wheat and Beans, top-

ping and tailing .Swedish Turnips, and carting same
home for the cattle. The work likely to be done is

ploughing Turnip land, sowing Beans and Vetches

(the land has been too wet hitherto for the sowing of

Beans) ; threshing Bailey and Oats, to get seed for

sowing ; carting Turnips, also artificial manure from

station, and se«l Potatos from same. Young Wheat
looking well, stock healthy. Spring Wheat being sown
on a great many farms, and a few Beans have uready
been sown. H. B.

Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire: FA. 21.—Plant-

ing of Peas and Oats continued as fast as the land is

ready and the weather will permit. Several persons in

this neighbourhood have not planted all their Wheat,
as they could not get the Taraips fed off, but it is

getting late in the season for doing so, and will not

come to a very heavy crop, unless we have a good deal

of rain during the spring and summer. I do not expect

there will be the average acreage of Wheat sown this

year. We have hail a few fine days for threshing

lately, which were very acceptable, as we have had
few opportunities for doing so since the new year set

in, J. H.
West Sussex : FA. 19. — Farming is still at a

stand. With longer days the sun will help us if he

can get at us, which he seldom does. Everything is

growing, and there is no fiiilure in either Wheat or

Clover, both are very promising. Spring com of all

kinds will now be got m as soon as possible. Roots
are being fed ofi or destroyed as quickly as stock can

be made to do so. It was supposed at one time that

hay would be very dear, but the mild open winter has

altered that, and there is a great quantity still standing,

and most of it is of an inferior quality ; some of it is

very bad, and only the best is saleable, and that at a
lower price than usual. Last season taught many how
to do with less hay, and this year the Oat and Barley

straw was so good that it took the place of hay to a
large extent, and in the spring bad bay is so unpalat-

able to stock that a good deal of it will be of little

use. Lambing goes on slowly but without loss, but it

is likely we shall have a great many barren. G. S.

arluts.
MARK LANE.

MoKDAT, Feb. 19.

With a moderate supply of Englibh Wheal there was a
good demand for dry samples, at eitreme prices, but out-

ot-condilioned samples were very diflicult of sale. There
waj a good attendance, and a fair retail demand for

foreign at late rates, with the exception of American,

which brought rather more money. Barley was a slow

sale, and French li. per qr. cheaper. Beans and Peas

were oocbanged in value. The Oat trade was steady,

at the prices of this day se'noighL There was no
alteration in Flour.

Price per imperial Qi'ARTKK.
Wheat. Essex, Kcdc, Suffolk. .White
— fiae selected mns <Io.— Talavera
— Norfolk
— Foreian

BaRLEV, eruid&di5L,36<10 3u..Chev.
ForeteQ..eTiodini' and distilling

^ " ffolVOats, Essex and Sufii

— Scotch and Lincolnshire. Potato— Irish :.. Potato— Fortign Poland and Biew
RVB
RvR-MKAL, Foreien
Beans, Maza2aa>.>-3U. to 34<...Ti£k
— Pigeon 37'- to 58*. ..Windi— Foreign Small

Peas, White-, £«e«, and K£Dt*.BoUen
— - Alaple, 36*. to jS/. Grey

Maize
Flaub, best marks deliTcred..pa'sack
— sd ditio ditto^ Foreign per banxJ

S5-*o Red 'ss-sS
58—63 Red 57-59
60-64I I— Red -

3^'40 Malting .

aS—31 Malting .

ao—a3
»S-a7 Feed ...

«4—a6 Feed . .

.

' Feed ...

Foreign .3>—33

34—49

4»—44
3»—»

33—38

20—33
14—19

34-49Harrow .

Longpod
Egyptian. '33—34
,SimbIk .,'41—44

34—36'Fareign .. 36—44
-- foreign ..'31—33

44-50 '

40—43, Country ..'40—43
a4—38,Persadc.. 3S-60

WeDMBSDAT, FcU 31. ;

A quiet but steady tone prevailed iii the grain trade
to-day, owing to the return ot more settled weather. The
supply of English Wheat was small, but there was a good
show of foreign, the samples genenUly being in indiflfercnt

conditioii. Trade ruled quiet, but rudly dry parcels com-
manded full rates. Malting Barley was in fair request, on
former terms, bat grinding qualities were duD of sale.

Malt changed hands slowly, on former terms. Oats and
Maize were inactive, but no v-ariation took place in prices.

Beans and Peas were neglected. In Flour there was
Utile doing, and the tendency of the quotations was
downwards.

Arrivals OF Orai.n, &c. into London bv Water Carriacs.
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Notices to Correspondents.

Books : Uliliias. Any bookseller will give you a list of

the publications of the Society for the Diffusion of

Useful Knowledge.

Imports for January : R.

Principal
Articles.

ADimals, living-

and
No.

and

cwt.

O.ven,

Bid Is

Cows .

.

Calves.

.

Sheep
Lamb;

Swine .

.

liacon

Beef— Salted
Slightly salted,

or Fresli

r.iitler .

.

Cheese . . .

.

Com — Wheat—
From Russia..
Denmark
Germany
France
Austrian Terri-

tories

Turkey and
W.illarhla
and Molda-

Egs-pt .

.

Vnited States
Chili ..

British Nortl:

America
Other countries

Barley .

,

Oats
Peas
Beans
Indi.an Corn,
Maize .

.

\\ heat meal and
Flour—From

Germany
France
United Slates
British North
America

Other countries
Indian Corn Mea)
E;^^ gl. hds
Fl.ix (dressed and
undressed) and
Tow or Codilla
of Flax cwt.

Guano . . tons
Hams . . cwt.
Hemp (dressed
and undressed)
and Tow or

Cedilla ol

Hemp — From
Russia
Italy ..

Austrian Terri-

tories

British India .

.

Philippines, the
Other countries

Hops
Jute
Iird
Meat, unenumer-

ated—Salted
or Fresh .

Preserved other
wise than by
Salting

Nitre, Cubic
OU Seed Cakes

[tons
Pork—Sal ted {not

Hams) cwt.
Fresh .

.

Potatos .

.

Saltpetre
Seeds — Clover

and Grass
Cotton tons
Flaxseed and
Linseed qr.

Rape ..

Wool. Sheep and
Lambs'—From
countries in

Europe lb,

British Pos-
sessions in

South Africa
British India ,

.

Australia
Other countries

Alpaca, Vicuna,
and Llama . .

|

Yeast, dried cwt.

Quantities.

1 87 1.

4,290

756

4S4

10,670

1,048

83,374
38,633

39
79.831
59,122

1,169,978
1,520

14,365
28,286

4,771

108,936
I

1872.

1.SS4.587
21.305

114,656

7.364
439,468
312,982

33.022
158,031

681,105 >, 340,687

4.045
3,898

747

31.573
874

172,858

19,763

4,861

98.737
34.658

2,672,814
19,298

157.217
9.560

580

69,287
270,767

S45.018
79,200

56,230
52,314

1,165,674

829,177
41.00s

307,948

Value.

1871. 1872.

16,951

240
341,698

1,432

29.377
605

51.087

21,778

31.507
1,609

20,472

J. 375
2,207

13,780

4,697
10,021

252,597
50,812

2,896

13,327
184,200

17.290

34.770
4.831
1,081

47,961
11.542

132,968

50,156

2.390.758

1,058,211

2,221,945
;o,33i,8o8

1,789.854

183,682

10.S3'

69.425
10,060

55.585

878
84,1:06

770
75,477

136,774

9,893
10,612

2,910
25,172

8SS
7S7

5,722

14,203
16,111

589,008

1 92,629

6,043

52,701

343,987

9,807

26,407

999
77,347
72.384

63,101

11.713

187,031

61,859

3.301,787

2.463,787
959,960

24,092,138

1,696,638

246,952
11,704

I
72,359
11.175
2,036

20,800

3,°97
212,403
90,621

108

376,292

185,375

647,007

930
7,990

15.741

2.096

60,940

880,164

10,805

68,631

4,133
169,300
111,676

13.323

72.255

256.306

14,221
160

268,486

1,312

22.575

303
22,9.2

64.477
383,022

5.632

3.454
2,875

37,110
6,788
28,695

77.465
55,368

2,447

63,891
3,104

370,643
34,885

11.173

517.239
100,036

1.570,546
12,418

105,290

4,800

380

56.4|;o

141,616
355,o!3

49,000

36.66s
30,561

459,263
304,068

18,703

125,334

503,975

64.174
8,614

4S.575

774
80,529

362.954
87,845
29,930

4,Sii

54,251

1,653

915
12,306

25,574
103.935

264,316

128,553
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Cha nge of Address.

the sides ar^"^^'^'^"^'y *^° intimate tliat, after February i,

_ 1 .tr Apparatus branch of my Business will be carried
process on btT*iM.'-^^---" • - -'.. .process on OfTiMAS'jONES.David street", Manchester, the Inveiuor

hour, ar^^-:KMINAL saddle boiler," to whom I have handed

I
. . the liusincss. In ihankinf; my Patrons for past favours, may I

*'^"k a contiuance of the same to Mr. Jones, who will, I am sure, give

r "entire satisfaction ?

J. IRELAND, Edward Street, Broughton Lane, Manchester.

HAVING TAKEN to the BUSINESS of HOT-
WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER, hitherto

carried on by Mr. J. Ireland, Edward Street, it will in future be
conducted by me at the following address. Bein^ the Inventor and
Patentee of the " Terminal Saddle Boiler," and having made the sub-
ject of Heating by Hot Water my special study for many years, I

trust by personal attention, and promptitude in executing all com-
mands with which I may be favoured, to secure a continuance of the

UIR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION,
to Reduced Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and
other Glass Roofs, for three stamps.—HEREMAN AND MORTON,
14, Tichborne Street, Regent Quadrant, London, W.

Patronage so long enioycd hy my predecessor.
THOMAS JONES, I ' "David Street, Manchester.

JONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L" SADDLE
BOILER.

The Patent Imperisliable Hothouse.AYRES'S PATENT.
GLASS, IRON, and CONCRETE.

Before building a Plant or Fruit House of any kind, send six

stamps, and obtain the Illustrated Prospectus of the

IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
Newark-on-Trcnt, Notts.

MANAGER—W. P. AYRE5, CM.R.H.S.,
Imperishable Hothouse Company, Newark-on-Trent.

Plans, Specifications and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice.

These Boilers possess all the advantages ol the old Saddle Boiler,

with the following improvements, viz. j the water-space at back and
overtop of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at the
same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They arc made of the following
sizes :

—

High.

3? '

48
,

Sizes.
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JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

2S9, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

TRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPF.S and CASTINGS in groat variety, always kept in stock.

SS" TENDERS given for HEATING CHUr,CHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

THE STEAM-ENGINE TRIALS
OF THE

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of ENGLAND, OXFORD, 1870.

Tlie FIRST PRIZES at this SHOW were again AWARDED to CLAYTON and SHUTTLEWORTH, viz. :—
First Prize for Horizontal Fixed Engine of lo H.P. ; First Prize for Steam Engine, with Boiler combined.

At the previous Trials of Steam Engines, at Bury, 1867. CLAYTON and SHUTTLEWORTH took ALL
the FIRST PRIZES for ENGINES; also a PRIZE of ^^15 for THRESHING MACHINES, and the Society's

SILVER MEDAL.
CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH have received FIRST PRIZES at all trials of the Royal AgricuUural

Society of England at which they have competed since 1849. N.B.—AH the principal Makers of Portable Engines,

&c., compete "for this Society's Prizes, being the only Trials in Great Britain conducted by competent and impartial

Engineers, and where the capability and value of each Engine is thoroughly tested by practical experiments.

C. AND S. therefore do not compete at any other Shows.

CLAYTON & SHUTTLEWORTH'

S

Revised Catalogues can now be obtained at

STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN
; 78, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C. ;

and TARLETON STREET, LIVERPOOL.
Free by Post.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

A(^ricultural County in England.

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,
London, E.C, ; and Steam riougli Works, Leeds.

orGREEN'S PATENT "SILENS MESSORS
NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-

LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

The WINNER of EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES of
CU.MI'ETrriON.

N.B, Parties having Lawn Mowers to Repair will do well to send
them either to our Leeds or London Establishilicnts, when they will

have prompt attention, as an cflicicnt staff of workmen are kept at
both places.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS,
DRIVES, HOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and

GRAVEL PATHS,
Suitable for Hand or Horse-power.

Illustrated Price Lists ir-c on ,i|-[. ligation.

THOMAS GREEN AND SON, Smillifield Iron Works, Leeds;

54 and 55. Elackfriars Road, London, S.E,

BETWEEN 5000 AND 6000 OF
FOLLOWS & BATE'S PATENT "CLIMAX" and "ANGLO-AMERICAN" LAWN MOWERS

WERE SOLD IN 1871, AND 10,000 ARE BEING PREPARED FOR 1872.

*' CLIMAX."
I

*' ANGLO-AMERICAN."
p . f 6-inch,

I

7-inch, I 8-inch, I lo-inch, 12 -inch,
[

14-inch, I 16-inch, I i3-inch, I 20-inch, I 24-inch,
j

30-inch,
iTlCes:^

^j ^^_
I
^j j^^_

I
^2 sj. I

£2. i5.r.
I

£^. \ £^ los.
| £s 10s.

\ £6 10s.
\ £7 los.

\ £g. I ^14.

These Machines are adapted equally well for Collecting the Grass or Spreading it on the ground, thus combining dof/i systems in one Machine.
They will cut /ofr_g- or short Grass, 7oct or dry, on flat or on the most iincvcn surfaces. Every Machine is fully guaranteed, and a trial allowed.

Illustrated Catalogues, containing Opinions of the Press, Testimonials from all parts of the Kingdom, and full particulars, forwarded Post
Free on application to

FOLLOWS AND BATE, MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS,
DTJTTON STREET WORKS, MANCHESTER.

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.C.

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, which worlis day and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.
*

No. 37.

No. 63.

DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steam Power.

No. 46J. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Gardens, &c.

No. 49<7. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and 543. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanized Iron Tubs.

No. 54*. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 39*. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

Garden use.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAIN?,
HYDRANTS, HOSEPIPES, &c., &c. Particulars taken in anypart of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

L
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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JOSEPH NEWTON,
Landscape Architect,

Office : 42, BishopsKate Street Without, E.G.

Private Address : 74, Oxford Terrace, Hyde Park, W.

Labels. Labels.—Parclimeiit or Clotb Labels.

TREE or PLANT LABELS, punched parcliment,

4 inches long, 4s. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35J., cash on deliver}-.

Also PUNCHED CLOTH LABELS, Assorted Size, 10,000 for 151

All Sizes in Plain and Printed Labels made to order at very low prices

Sample Label sent on receipt of a postage-stamp. Orders delivered

Iree in London by , . , , .

JOHN FISHER and CO., Label Works, Poston, Lincolnshire,

The Opening of Parliament and the London Season.
NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and MEMBERS of PARLIAMENT

havinc their CUT FLOWERS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES, &c.,

forwarded to their TOWN HOUSES, should USE
CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE TRANS-

MISSION CASES, pronounced by the Royal Horticultural

Society " the best now in use."
, .

These Cases are now reduced in price for cash, and can be obtained

from the Agents or Patentee, Gloucester.to whom all communicalions
should be addressed.

.

Intending Exhibitors in the Patent Cases should give their orders

at once, to insure the Paint and Varnish being thoroughly dr^'.

The No. 12, The "M ALTON" Plant, Flower, &c., Protector,

Varnished, packed and forwarded on the receipt of 8s., in postage

stamps, or order—Gloucester, January 17^

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles,

THE above and many other PAT I KRNS are made m
materials of great durability. Tlie plainer sorts are especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR-
j DENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, take up little

room, and, once pot down,
ur no further labour or ex-

pense, as do " grown " Edg-
ings, consequently being much
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c, In Artificial Stone, very

durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-

friars. S E. t Oueen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W.; Kingsland Road, E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANT
COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES : also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAV[NG TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from 3s. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with

prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of great

durability, Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds, Roofing
Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c.
F.andG. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants.—See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.
Fine 14J., Coarse 17*. per Ton. In Truck Loads is. per Ton less.

Delivery by Cart within three miles^ or to any London Railway or

Wharf, 21. per Ton extra. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT
PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.

F. AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharve.-,
A liberal discount to the Trade.

HOTHOUSE CLOCKS, in Ornamental Iron Cases,
Bronzed, Japanned, Enamelled, &c. No glass being used in

the construction of these Clocks, they arc not liable to damage. Also,

the cases being of Iron, they are are not injured by heat or damp;
and, the keyholes being bushed, no dust or water can possibly enter.

Going 12 days,

Going 12 days, and striking

but not striking. hours and half-hours.

Price, medium size . . . . ^o 15 o /i i o

Price, large size .. ..100 160
Box and Package free of charge.

In ordering say if Clock is required to hang or stand

J. J. WAINWRIGHT and CO., Cambridge Street, Birmingham.

FENDERS, STOVES, KITCHEN RANGES,
FIRE-IRONS, and CHIMNEV-PIECES.—Buyers of the above

are requested, before rmally deciding, to visit the SHOW-ROOMS.
They contain such an assortment of Fenders, Stoves, Ranges,
Chimney-Pieces, Fire-Irons, and General Ironmongery as cannot be
approached elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty of design, or

exquisiteness of workmanship,
Black Register Stoves from .. 8j. to £g 5s.

Bright ditto, with Ormolu ornaments . . from £2 iqj. to ^33 lOJ.

Bron2e Fenders from 3s. 9a. to ;f;5 i2j.

Steel and Ormolu Fenders .. .. from £2 los. to A25.
Chimney-Pieces from £1 121. to ^10*.

Fire-Irons (the Set of Three) . . . . from 3J. 3d. to £4 los.

COAL SCOOPS.—WILLIAM S. BURTON has
400 different Patterns of COAL SCOOPS on SHOW, of which

he invites inspection. The Prices vary from u. <^ to 150J. Plain

Black open Scoops, from is. gd. ; ditto, ditto, zinc lined, from 4s. 6d. ;

covered Box-scoops, from V- (>d. ; ditto, with Hand-scoop, from
loi. td.; ditto, ditto, with fancy ornamentation, from 12s.; highly

hnislied and ornamented, and fitted with imitation ivory handles.

from 20J. to iStti, There is also a choice selection of Wooden Coal
Boxes, with iron and brass mountings. WILLIAM S. BURTON
confidently asserts his to be the largest, and at the same time the best

and most varied. Assortment in the World.

WILLIAM S. BURTON, Furnishing Ironmonger by appointment
to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a Catalogue, containing upwards
of 850 Illustrations of his unrivalled stock, with Lists of Prices and
plans of the 20 large show rooms, post free.—39, Oxford Street

;

I, lA, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5, and 6, Perry's Place ; and
I, Newman Yard, W. The cost of delivering goods to the most distant

Sartsofthe United Kingdom by Railway is trifling. WILLIAM S.

URTON will always undertake delivery at a small fixed rate.

By Royal Appointment.
TO

tf%^'if^ at '^° "^"^

Her Majesty. "^Tr-^i^i^ Prince of .Wales.

By Special Warrant, dated Jb^.;~^^^'^ Ey Special Warrant, dated

December 27, 1865. E^^,.&»\*^S February 10, 1866.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, Original and
Sole Proprietors of the

STOCK-BREEDERS' MEDICINE CHEST.
For Disorders in Horses, Cattle, Calves, Sheep, and Lambs, and the

Inventors of the FIRST Animal Medicines ever known as " DAY'S."
This matchless little Chest contains the following world-renowned
remedies, nearly all that a Farmer can require to keep his Stock free
from disease, and in fine and healthy condition :

—

The CHEMICAL EXTRACT, for Wounds, Swollen Udders, &c.
The GASEOUS FLU I D, for Scour or Diarrhoea, and all Pains.
The RED DRENCHES, for Cleansing the Blood, and for Fevers.
The RED PASTE BALLS, for producing Vigour and High Snirit.
Price of Chest complete, with Guide to Farriery, £2 161. ad.

Awarded Ckrtificate of Merit by the National Agricultural
Society of Victoria, Australia, Spring Exhibition, 1871.
DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, 22-, Dorset Street, Baker Street,

London ; and Wantage, Berks.

K I N A H A N'S Ij L WHISKY.
' This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the very
CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalled, perfectly
pure, and more wholesome than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words, " KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal, label, and cork.
New Wholesale Depot, 6a, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus

''"-^ HEATING
CONSERVATORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
PRIVATE RESIDENCES,

&c.

TRUSS' PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and
LEAKLESS PIPE JOINT and PATENT CRACKLESS

EXPANSION-JOINTED TUBULAR BOILERS, of a VARIETY
of FORMS, PORTABLE or for BRICKWORK SETTING. They
are the MOST POWERFUL, whilst ONLY CONSUMING HALF
the FUEL of OTHER BOILERS. PORTABLE BOILERS, to

HEAT ANY LENGTH of PIPING; and ANY PERSON can

TAKE these BOILERS, as also the PIPES, APART, and

SPEEDILY PUT THEM TOGETHER AGAIN.

T. S. Truss begs to state that the immense number of APPA-
RATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in all parts of the

Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at South Kensington

and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a guarantee for skill of

design, superior materials, and good workmanship; while the great

advantage obtained by his Improved System cannot be over-estimated,

consisting of perfectly tight joints with neatness of appearance ; eflects

a saving of 25 per cent, on cost of Apparatus erected compared with

other systems ; facility for extensions, alterations or removals without

injury to Pipes or Joints; easily and expeditiously erected ; and per-

fectness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

EATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY.
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water and
Steam Apparatus Manufacturer,

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

DRAINAGE, RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, TRAMWAYS, RAILWAYS, &c.

Directors.
John Cluttnn, Esq. Granville R. Ryder, Esq.
Frederick L. Dasiiwood, Esq. GranvilJeR. H.Somcrset,Esq.,Q.C.
Henry Farquhar, Esq. Henry W. West, Esq., M.P.
Lord Garlics, M.P, Charies Watkin Williams Wynn,
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq. Esq., M.P. (Chairman).

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes
of Agricullural Improvement, including the Erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clerg>' in respect of their Glebe Lands.
Tenants may, with the consent of their Landlords, execute the

necessary Improvements upon the Farms which the^occupy, charging
them with the cost.

UTILISATION of SEW.A.GE.—The Company also advances
money for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigation.

The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge upon
the land, redeeming principle and interest, over 25 years.

No investigation of title is required.

For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R,
RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No, i. Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W.

EMIGRATION to CANADA.
THE EASTERN TOWNSHIPS.

I speak from the experience of many years' residence in the country
when I earnestly advise respectable English Emigrants coming to

Canada to SETTLE in the EASTERN TOWNSHIPS, as being
especially suitable for them in point of Climate, Quality and Cheapness
of Land, beauty of Scenery, Social and Educational Advantages, and
Material Requirements.
To genteel people of small means this district offers, pre-eminently,

a healthyj cheap, and independent home, and association, on equal
terms, with those of their own station of life. To the steady
Yeoman and industrious Agricultural Labourer it affords a sure and
easy means of settling in comfort and plenty on their own property.

It is the Protestant district of the province of Quebec, and the

Grand Trunk Railway passes centrally through it, via this place and
the Market Town of Sherbrooke, which arc within three miles of each
other, and distant a five hours' run from Quebec and Montreal.
From Portland in winter, and from Quebec in summer, the Grand

Trunk Railway brings Passengers on their arrival by the Canadian
Steamers from Liverpool to this place direct, without more loss of

time than is needed to change the luggage from the Steamer to

the Train.
All particulars as to passage can be obtained at the Odliceof Messrs.

ALLAN AND CO., Canadian Line of Steamers, Liverpool.

Every further information respecting the country will be given, by
letter, to those who desire it and let no one hesitate to apply to me
for it • there is no charge. JOHN H. CHAKNOCK.

Lennoxville, Province of Quebec, Canada, Jan. 10, 1872.

There is good Hotel accommodation both here and at Sherbrooke.

Notice.
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICUL-

TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready;
price, in cloth, £t ts. 6d.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.
Now ready, price is., free by post for 13 stamps, with g Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Eartncnwarc and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.C. ; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

Now ready,

THE SALTX, or WILLOW. By W. Scaling,
Willow Nurseryman, Basford, Notts. A revised and enlarged

edition, containing Instructions for its Planting and Culture, with
Observations upon its Value and Adaptability Tor the Formation of
Hedges and Game Coverts.

Post free It.: orofSIMPKIN, MARSHALL, AND CO., London.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT and
FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre,

Brandon), being a practical combination of Vinery, Orchard House
and Conservatory, as now worked in a New House erected for the
purpose at Chiswick. Third Edition, Illustrated. Free for seven
stamps to the
" Journal of Horticulture " Office, 171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

New Series
FLORAL MAGAZINE. .New Series, enlarged to

royal quarto, with Four beautifully Coloured Plates, 3s. 6rf
Monthly.

FLORAL PLATES. Beautifully Coloured, 6</. each,
5s. 6d. per dozen. Lists of over 500 varieties, one stamp.

BOTANICAL MAGAZINE. Third Series. Six
Coloured Plates of New and Rare Plants, with Descriptions by
Dr. Hooker, 3^. 6d. Monthly. '

BOTANICAL PLATES. Beautifully Coloured, 6<f.
each. List, one stamp.

_L. REEVE andCO,, 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
jNow Ready, the First Number of the New Edition of

THE POULTRY BOOK. By W. B. Tegetmeier,
F.Z.S. With full-page illustrations, by Harrison Weir, printed

in colours. Pric- is. A Prospectus will be forwarded on receipt of
one stamp.

GEORGE ROUTLEDGE .AND SONS. The Broadway, Ludgatc. E.C.
Imperial 410, Copiously Illustrated, Price laj

FARM BUILDINGS: a Digest of the Principles
adopted in Construction. Reprinted from the "Farm Home-

steads of England," now out of print. By J. Bailev Denton, C E
and Bailev Denton, Jun.

E. and F. N. SPON, 48, Charing Cross, W.C.
Advice to Persons

ABOUT TO HIRE A HOUSE.
T<J BUY A HOUSE.
TO BUILD A HOUSE.

Now Ready, with Plans and Woodcuts, Post 8vo, ys 6d

THE CHOICE of a DWELLING ; a practical liand-
book of Useful Information on all Points connected with a

House. By Gervase Wheeler.
" Few compilations could be plainer, clearer, or more concise than

Mr, Wheelers. It is intended for the general public, and is a very
compact and suggestive manual,"

—

Builder.
" Mr. Wheeler furnishes us with his professional advice on all the

subjects that should be considered either in hiring, purchasing, or
building a dwelling. The book is most complete. —Civil Service
Gazette.
"Mr. Wheeler's book is a 'practical handbook.' and much dis-

comfort, if not actual loss, may be saved by a careful perusal. With
regard to drainage and ventilation, Mr. Wheeler's clear and concise
remarks will be found of service."

—

Pall Mall Gazette.
" Mr. Wheeler's book, for completeness, isthebest that has appeared.

On every matter that can possibly be of service, there is sound and
seasonable advice."

—

The Irish Builder.
" Mr. Wheeler fairly fulfils the object which he has set before him-

self. He avoids technicality, and cannot be misunderstood by unpro-
fessional readers."

—

A rchttect.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarie Street, W.
New Work by Professor Ganot.

Nearly Ready, in One Vol., crown 8vo, with numerous Illustrations.NATURAL PHILOSOPHY for GENERAL
READERS and YOUNG PERSONS; being a course of

Physics divested of Mathematical Formula:, expressed in the lan-
guage of daily life, and illustrated with Explanatory' Figures, familiarlj'
elucidating the Principles and Facts brought before tne reader.
Translated and Edited from Ganot's Coun de Physique, with the
Author's sanction, by E. Atkinson, Ph.D. F.C.S,, Professor of
Experimental Science, Staff College, Sandhurst.
London: LONGMANS, GRE EN, and CO., Paternoster Row, E.C.~~'

Notice.
——- —

-- ^^

[By Appointtftent to ih^ Royal Horticultural Society.^
To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-

MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.
ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-

MENTS in all the London, Countrj-, Colonial, and Foreign
Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, without extra cuargs
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, gg. Fleet Street, E.C.

THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

REPRINTED from the C.4/fZ3£Ar£'/fJ' CHRONICLP. AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE, wllh ADDITIONS.

Price 3d, each, or 5s. for 25 Copies for distribution amongst Cottage Tenantry,

Delivered Free anywhere in London on receipt of a Post Olflce Order, pay.ible to WM. RICHARDS, at the

King Street Office, Covent Garden, W.C.

PUBLISHED at the OFFICE of the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL
GAZETTE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

THE JOTJEIAL OF HOETICULTUEE,
Cottage Gardener, Country Gentleman, Bee-keeper, and Poultry Chronicle.

This popular ]oumaI is published Weekly, price 3^., stamped z\d., and is the best Illustrated Gardening
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Ground Foreman.

FAND A. SMITH have a VACANCY for a FORE-
MAN for the Home Niirscry-aboul Four Acres. Must be a

eood Rose Buddcr, and capable ol rropaf,'atmj,' Shrubs, (jraltnig

Camellias, &c. Letters, in own handwnlmi;, stating waRcs required,

ivilljTicet with immediate attentioEi— The Nurscrics.W est I>iil\vich^

WA~NTEb,~a WORKTNG NURSERY FOREMAN,
a single Man. None need apply who cannot oroduce lirst-

cla<is testimonials for abdity and character. Send full pariici^ars

and wages. —Apply in own handwriting to X. X., Post Office,

UiniiinjjhamwANTED, a HEAD WORKING GARDENER,
where three are kept.—A conscientious, active, married Man,

about 30 years of age, who thoroughly understands Growinc Grapes.

Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables. A member of a Congregational

Church preferred.—Personal application at Summit House, Upper
Clapton, N.E., Saturday between ii and 4 o'clock, afterwards before

13 o^Clock.

WANTED, a Man and his Wife, without incum-
brance, as GARDENER and LAUNDRESS, both thoroughly

understanding their business in all departments. Good wages, and
comfortable dwelling.—Apply by letter, addressed to J. S., 10, Little

Tower Street. London, E.C. ^
WANTED, a Married Couple, forKent,—the Husband

as GARDENER, Wife as DAIRYMAID; no incumbrance,
or no very young children. The Gardener must thoroughly under-

stand his profession ; he will have one Man under him. Age, under
40 preJcrrcd. I'hc Wile must be a good Dairywoman and Baker, and
would have charge of a small Poultry Yard. Joint wages 251. per
week, house, fud, and light. — O. W., Carter & Co,, 237, High
Hulborn, London, W.C^

_

WANTED.an active WORKING GARDENER.—
Must be well recommended, and have a thorough knowledge of

the Cullivaiion of Plants and Grape Growing.—Apply, stating wages,
with particulars, to A. J., Post Ollice, Luton. _^_^_^_
WANTED, an energetic, steady. WORKING MAN,

of £Ood address, who understands the Value of Shrubs, Sec,
and capable of taking orders in the absence of the Foreman.

—

T. E\'ES,'Gravesend Nurseries,

WANTED, an active Young MAN, well up in

Grafting and Tludding.-Apply, stating wages required, to

OLDROYD AND SON, Nurser>-men. Shrewsbury.

WANTED, a respectable young MAN, who under-
stands the Nurscrj- business under Glass. If married, with

no family, A two-roomed cottage provided.—Apply personally to Mr.
R. GIHSON, Wellington Nursery, Wellington Road, Coidharbour
Lane, Camberwell, S. E.

W^''ANTED, ONE or TWO HANDS in a Market
Forcing Garden. Wages igs. per week.—C. W. ALDERSON,

Langlcy Lane, South Lambcm. S.W.

WANTED, a SECOND GARDENER, where three
are kept. Single Man, under 30 years of a^e. To live on the

grounds.—Apply by letter to A. B., Mr. Winsor, Ironmonger,
Roehampton.

WANTED, an APPRENTICE or IMPROVER.

-

Mr. WARD. Stoke Edith Park Gardens, Hereford^

WANTED, a PLANT GROWER and S.\LES-
MAN.—One who can be well recommended as lo capacity and

general good character.—.Vpply by letter, in own handwriting, staling
I : Tt c ! ij i~\ \»ci ^x' M.._— ;,..- \\r 1,1 1 g ^yage and experience.—D. S. THOMSON. Nu , Wimbledon, S.

A

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR and SALESMAN
of Pot Roses, Clematis, Camellia, A/.alea, Conifers, Vines ;

also general Greenhouse Plants, hard and soft wood. Must have
good references.-.\pply, per letter, JAMES W. TODMAN, Ellham
Nurssry, Kent, S. E.

WANTED, an .ASSISTANT or IMPROVER, from
a London Market Grower's Used to Atiend to Stove Plants,

Ferns, &c. Also NURSEKY HANDS, for Planting. — Forward
particulars and terms to T. POUNCE, Hendon, N.W.

WANTED, in a London Wholesale Seed House, a
LAD who Writes a good hand, and would make himself

generally useful in Counting House.
AND SON. 6, Leadenhall Street, E.C.

WANTED, a Youth as ASSISTANT in a Seed Shop.
One with some knowledge of Nursery Business preferred.

—

Apply to GEORGE DAVISON, White Cross Nurseries, Hereford.

WANT PLACES —Letters to be Post Paid.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all limes on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.
—Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications^ recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Nursery', St. John's Wood. N.W.

TO FLORISTS, &c.—A young Person, Daughter of a
Florist, who has just lost her Grandfather (a Nurseryman), with

whom she resided, is very desirous to obtain a RESIDENT SITUA-
TION at a Florist's or Nurserj'man's. Would give a short time. Has
a knowledge of the business.—T., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, no family;
understands Pines, Vines, Peaches, Strawberries, Forcing, and

general Kitchen and Flower Gardening.-S. PICKERSGI LL, Sebright
iJottage, West Barnet, Herts.

GARDENER (Head), age 44, married, no incum-
brance ; thoroughly understands every branch of the profession.

Highest reference can be given. Six years in place he is now leaving.

—

G. G., Post Office, Faringdon, Berks.

GARDENER (Head). —Age 35, married; under-
stands the Growing of Pines, Vines, Peaches, Figs, Orchids,

Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen Gardening,
&c—The MANAG ER, PJne-apple Nurser>-, Maida Vale, London, W.

GARDENER (Head), age 28, married, one child.—
A Gentleman is desirous of recommending a Head Gardener

(Worifing) where one or two Gardeners are kept. He has a thorough
knowledge of the profession, and is fully competent to undertake the
Management of a good place. Nine years' character. An abstainer.-
GEORGE TURNER, Esher Lodge, Esher, Surrey.

CT.ARDENER (Head).—A Widow Lady wishes to
T obtam a situation for her Head Gardener. He has lived in her

service nearly fourteen years, is married, sober, steady, industrious,
and thoroughly faithful ; well skilled in the Management of the
Garden and Greenhouses, and equally successful with Land and
with Cattle—Mrs. MIDDLETQN WARD, Moss Hall, Finchley, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39. married ; thoroughly
experienced in Pines, Vines, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers,

Strawberries, the Orchard-house, &c.. Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
and the Kitchen Garden and Pleasure-grounds, No single-handea
place accepted. Eight years' character.—G. R., Post-Office, Lower
Tooting, London, S.W.

"7:1 ARDENER (Head), age 26. -Mr. Gray, Gardener
VJT to the Earl of Zetland, Upleatham, M3rske-by-the-Sea,Yorkshire,
can with confidence recommend his Foreman, James Bourne, to
any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a good general
Gardener. He has been twelve years in the profession, in good
establishments, and his character will bear strict inquir>'

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single; well e.\peri-
enced in everj' branch of the profession, including the Early

Forcing of Pines, Vines, Peaches, Melons, &c., also good Plantsraan
and Kitchen and Flower Gardener. First-class references from pre-
vious and present employers.—GARDENER, Stocldeieh House.
Regent's Park North, N.\V: ^ «wuse.

G.VRDENER (Head).—Age 29; thoroughly under.
stands thu profession in all its various branches. Goodcharacter_

—A. 1!., The il.irJcns, I'laistjw Lodge, Uromley, Kent. *

/T^\RDENER"(HEADJy^Age'30,'~iuarried; South of
VX EnL:land preferred. First-rate character from last employer, with
whom he has iivud three years,—J. S , Northgate Nursery, Chichester.

G'".'\RDEN1':R^ (Head).—Married, no incumbrance
;

thoroughly understands the profession in all its branches. Can
be well recommended by his previous and present employers.—
T. GRANT, The Gardens, Sulhampstead House, Reading.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Age 24,
single ; is a good general Gardener. Seven years' character

from last place.—J. IS., The Gardens, Myton, Helperby, York.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Age 30,
married ; thorough Kitchen Gardener, also understands Forcing

of A'ines and Peaches, Pines, Cucumbers and Melons. Twelve j'ears

experience.—F. G., Post Office, Carshallon.

GARDENER (Head, Working), age 41, married,
A Gentleman is an.xious to recommend the above, who has

been in his service for the last three years. Understands Meadow
Land.—T. SIMPSON, Hand, near Arundel,

GARDENER (Head, Working), where two or more
are kept.—.'Vge 40, married, one child ; has a thorough practical

knowledge of the profession in all its branches. Can take charge
of Meadow Land, &c. , if required. Seven years' good character.
P. C.

, Q, Crown Place, Bell Green, Lower Sydenham, S. E,

ARDENER (He.\d), where two, three, or more are
G'' kept.—A young Man, who has a good practical knowledge of
the profession in all its branches. Four years good character from
the establishment he is now leaving.—H.
Romsey, Hants.

A., Paulton's Gardens,

GGARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
r B.'VILIFE,—Age 3?, married ; thoroughly understands the

branches of both professions. Wife cai undertake Dairyor Poullrj'
A. T., Tunstall Cottage, Sittingbournc, Kent.

G1ARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
^ UAILIFF. —.\);e 31, married, no family ; has had longj experi-

ence in Scotland and England. Understands the profession in every
department, also the Propagation and Management of young Forest
Trees. Satisfactory reasons for leaving present situation. Reference
can be had from present and late employer.—W, D., Post Oil'

Hrad ford-on-Avon, Wiltshire.

GARDENER, or FOREMAN.—A Gardener who is

parting with his Foreman, wishes to obtain for him a place
either as Gardener in a small place where two or more are kept, or as
Foreman. Can be highly recommended. Has two years' good
character.— II. H. , Gardener, Hunsden Bury, Ware, Herts.

GARDENER.—Alex. Jarvie, Gardener to Colonel
Kon Slaney, Hatton Grange, will be at liberty on April i to

. . „ any Nobleman or Gentleman who may reauire the services
of a first-class Gardener. Testimonials of the nighcst order.

—

A. JARVIE, Hatton Grange, Shifnal, Salop.

CI^ARDENER, with a special knowledge of Rose
-f Growing.—Mr. George Paul can recommend to any Gentleman

requiring the services of a Gardener, a Man who, in addition to f;eneral
attainments, has a special knowledge of Rose Growing, both in and
out-of-doors. He was for many years in the Rose department of the
Cheshunt Nurseries, and since has had the Management, under one
of our leading Gardeners, of the Rose-house and Grounds in a large
private Estabhshment.-Mr. G. P.VUL, Cheshunt, Herts.

^ARDENER, where one or two are kept (age 27,
—^ marriedl.—A Lady wishes lo recommend her Gardener to any

Lady or Gentleman, as she is breaking up her establishment. Under-
stands Stove and Greenhouse Plants, vines, Melons, and Cucumbers.

G
Excellent character giv -C. E. J,, Wilderness, Reigate.

/ 21 ARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 38, married;
Vj thoroughly understands Kitchen and Flower Gardening. No
objection to a Cow if required. Good references.—G. P., 27, Hanover
Road, Shooter's Hill, Kent, S.E.

GARDENER (Single - handed, or otherwise).

—

Age 28, married; understands Vines, Forcing, and Green-
houses; also Fruit and Flower Gardening. Four and a-half years'
character.—C. N., Post Office, Earley, Reading.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where help is

given),—Age 30, married. Five years' good character.—G. B.,
Bearhurst, Dorking,

GARDENER (Single-handed, or Under).—
Age 22; understands Flower .ind Kitchen Gardening, and Green-

house. ^ood^character^---F\_E^2,Woodche5ter Street, Paddington.W.

GARDENER {Single-handed, or Under), in a
good Garden.—Married, two children ; understands the Culti-

vation of Greenhouse Plants, Cucumbers, Vegetables, and Flower
Gardening.—A., Post Office, Halstead, Essex.

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's Garden.—
Age 19; strong, active and willing. Has a good knowledge of

Gardening in general. Two and a half years' good character.—C. C,
Crown Place, Bell Green, Lower Sydenham, S.E.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 21
; steady and indus-

trious. Has been accustomed to Plants, Vines, Pines, and
Peaches. Seven years' experience.—W. G., Post Office, Carshalton.

/^^ARDENER (Second), in a GentleinanTEstabfishT-
V_l ment.—Age 26; understands Vines, Pines, Stove and Green-
house Plants, also Cucumbers and Melons. Good character.—A. B.,
2, Laurel Cottage, Cricklewood, N.W.

IMPROVER.

—

Age 20 ; two years in present situation.
No objection to a Premium.—A. B., Crowcombc Court Gardens,

Taunton, Somerset.

To Head Gardenera.
IMPROVER (age 18).—Thomas Simpson, The

Gardens, Broomfield Lodge, Chelmsford, can confidently recom-
mend a very respectable and pushing young Man, as above.

FOREMAN (or Head), where two or three are kept.
—Age 25, single, active and sober; understands the routine of

Kitchen and Flower Gardening, Plant Houses ; good Propagator, S:c.—X. V. 2., 171, Maiden Road. Haverstock Hill, London, N.W.

To NurserjTneii and Florists.
FOREMAN and GROWER.—Age 32 ; has been

12 years in the leading London Market Nurseries, and five years
at Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son's, St. John's Wood, London. Cha-
racter will bear strict inquirj-.- F. J., 5, Market Place, Silchester
Road, Notting Hill, London, W.

PROPAGATOR (General), Indoors.—Of consider-
able experience, with first-class testimonials.-A., Melbourne

Nursery, Anerley Road, Upper Norwood, Surrey, S.E.

To Nursenrmen.
PROPAGATOR of Stove, Greenhouse, and Soft-

wooded Plants, also Hardy Outdoor Plants.—Age 37 ; has had
long practice in London and Provincial Nurseries. Thoroughly
steady—HENRY WEBBER, Whittington. near Lichfield.

PROPAGATOR (Hard-wooded).—Has had exten-
sive experience in Propagating Hardy Heaths, Rhododendrons,

Clematis, Ivies, Hollies, Accrs, Coniferse, &c., by the newest and
most approved methods. Is at present engaged at Messrs. Veitch
& Sons', at their branch establishment at Kingston Hill, from whom
the highest references as to character, abilities, and qualifications
can be obtained on application.—H. MARSLEN.
WOODMAN or FORESTER.—Well acquainted

with Rearing, Planting, and Management of Timber and
Plantations, Fencing, &c—FORESTER, Post Office, Llandovery,
Carmarthenshire.

BAILIFF, or UNDER STEWARD, or to assist a
Com Factor, &c—Middle-aged, married. A long-experienced

practical Farmer. Good references —J. C, Post Office, Lambourne,
Berks.

J
,

- .

JOURNEYMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Establishment,—Age 22; four years' good character from present

employer.—H. H,, Post-Office, Netley, Southampton.

MANAGER of Colonial Garden or Estate.—A young
Man (age 20, married, one child), is desirous of engaging him-

self as above. He is well acquainted with Garden and Estate Man-
agement, IS a thorough Tea Pfanicr, and knows something of Grazing
and Farming. Would prefer the settled Pacific States ol America.—
HUKi'US, the Editors, Gardeners' Chronicle < »lfice, W.C.

ASSISTANT, in a Nursery, where they Grow for
Market.—A young Man; been used to Potting, Tying, Water-

ing, and general Management of Houses.—W. H,, Post Office, Bexley
Heath, Kent, S.E.

Protection ft:om Fire.

[light ONLY ON THE box)

.IHEPOBUCARE CflimONED AGAINSr
DANGEROUS I.\I1 TAI IONS.

WM. YOUNGER and CO.'S
EDINBURGH, INDIA PALE and DINNER ALES.

Sparkling, refreshing, nourishing and economical.
To be had of the principal retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1740. London Stores, Belvedere

Road^ S.E. ; Liverpool, i. Seel Street; Bristol, 14, Narrow Quay;
Dublin Stores, 7, Lower Ahhev Street: Swansea, Quay Parade;
Glasgow, Queen Street ; ninnm-h.im, i^, Temple Street.

Lea & Perrlna' Sauce,THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced by Connoisseurs " the only good Sauce." Improves

the appetite, and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour.

ASK FOR LEA and PERKINS' SAUCE.
BEWAHE or lM[TATtONS,

and see the Names of LEA and PP^RRINS on all Bottles and Labels.
Agents—CROSSE and KLACKWELL, London, and sold by all

Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.

O A.
Grateful—Comforting.EP P S ' S CO

BREAKFAST.
" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the

operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful appIic.^tion of

the fine properties of a well selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our
breakfast-tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save
us many heavy doctor's bills."

—

Civil Service Gazelle.

Made simply with boiling water or milk.
Each packet is labelled, ^

JAMES EPPS AND CO., Homoeopathic Chemists, London.
,

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.

'

The best remedy for Acidit\' of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,
Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

GOUT and RHEUMATISM.—The excruciating
pain of Gout or Rheumatism is quickly relieved and cured in a

lew days by that celebrated Medicine, BLAIR'S GOLfT and
RHEUMATIC PILLS.
They require no restraint of diet or confinement during their use,

and are certam to prevent the disease attacking any vitai part.

Sold by all Medicine Vendors, at is. ilid. and zj. Qtf. per box, or

obtained through nny Chemist.

IN the" SPRING PARR'S LIFE RILLS are used by
Thousands. They clear from the body all hurtful impurities,

invigorate the feeble, restore the invalid to health, and do good in all

cases.
A small box, price isMif-. contains 36 Pills, showing it to be the

most economical family Medicine.

More Citres (this Week) by
DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.—

From Mr. Snwv, MPS., 5, Charles Street, Hull.
" Feb. 19, 1872.—They are an unfailing remedy for all disorders of

the breath and lungs. To clergymen, singers, and public speakers,
they are a perfect boon."
Ihe Wafers give instant relief in Asthma, Consumption, Bronchitis,

Coughs, Colds, Rheumatism, and all Hysterical and Nervous Pains.

They taste pleasantly. Sold by all druggists, at ts. i%d. per box.

CO CK L E ' S ANT IBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at 15. iJ^tJ., ss.gd., 4;. 6if.,and its.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the

flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the

irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the

morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu*

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the

luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be

understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any

new or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever

merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed

upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-

liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,

nor are they adapted to all complaints ; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under

all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alterations, with

an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes

at I*, ilid., 2J. grf., 41. 6d., and iii., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxes at is. iVid., 2j. gd., 4s. W., and lis.
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Choice New Seeds, Gladioli, &c.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest
quality only. Post free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS,
GLADIOLI and ROSES.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUES sent post free on application.
DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Seedsmen, &c., 52, George Street,

Edinburgh.

Flower Seeds.
STUART. MACDONALD, and C O.,

W*HOLESALE SEED GROWERS and SEED MERCHANTS,
Southampton Row, Holborn, London, W.C,

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holborn, London.

LITTLE- AND BALLANTYNE. Carlisle, have just
issued their SPRING SOWERS' GUIDE for 1872, containing

prices and descriptions ofGARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS, FARM
bEEDS, &c : copies of which will be sent free on application.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
33, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

JOHN BESTER, Manager of^ the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery, 134. Faubourg
de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had free

from his Agents, Messrs. R, SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane
Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

_ Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.
(^ J. BLACK IT H AND CO., late Betham &
\~I» Blackith, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames
Street, London, S.E.^ Forwarders to all parts of the World.

WM. KNIGHT IS now sending out 12 Varieties
of the NEW FUCHSIAS of 1871, selected as the best of the

season, m extra strong Plants for Exhibition, for 10*. td. the set.
package mcluded.

.
Floral Nurseries. Hailsham, Sussex,WCedrus Deodara,

M. PAUL, Waltham Cross, N.. has a fine lot of
_

clean SEED of this beautiful hardy tree, in excellent condition,
rnce per ounce or pound on application.

TWelllngtonla glgantea.
O BE SOLD, SIXTY PLANTS, Cheap, from 4 feet

to 10 feet high. All removed two years since
Mr. JAMES TYSON, The Gardens, Oakwood Hall, Rotherham.

Specimen camellias.
l\/rR. J. C. STEVENS will include in his SALE on
^^^ SATURDAY, March 2, a fine Lot of Specimen CAMELLIASi
varying from 6 to 8 feet, in pots and tubs.

38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C^

C:j.RAPE VINES. —A great variety, strong Canes
^ lor Forcing ; St.indard ROSES, and many Thousands ol

CLIMBERS and EVERGREENS, in pots; ORNAMENTAL
TREES. &c
R. GREEN, Bedford Conservatories, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

Pines.

BS. WILLIAMS has now a fine stock of splendidly
• grown Plants, of all the best kinds, including both suckers and

successions of the CHARLOTTE ROTHSCHILD. Prices on
application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, lljipcr Hulluw.iy, N,

Grape Vines, Fruiting and Planting Canes,
5S. EACH.

—

Lewis Wuuuthokpk begs to offer a fine
and well-grown STOCK of all the best sorts. Descriptive

CATALOGIJES free. Second sized BLACK HAMBURGHS, 35. 6d.
each. L. W.'s system of packing saves half the cost of carriage.

Munro Nursen,-. Sible Hedingham, Essex.

ROYATTY STRAWBERRY.—Awardeda First-class
Certificate by the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, June ig. 1871.

I. 'IROTMAN can still supply the above. Price, 21J. per too; 4s.

per dozen. In pots, 6s. per dozen
Spring Grove Nursery, Isleworth. W.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines. Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges,
RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

/CHOICE ROSES,—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette,
V^ China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in
pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD S^aTH^Nu^seryn^anJtnd Seed Merchant. Worcester.

Show Roses.

A PRICED LIST of the best Hybrid Perpetual Show
ROSES: also a PRICED LIST of choice Variegated

GERANIUMS, post free, on application to
^ALFREDFRVEK, The N urseries. Chatteris, Cambridgeshire,

NEW ROSES for 1872, in 40 best Varieties, worked
in the very best style. Extra strong, well furnished plants (not

to be surpassed), now ready. Descriptive LISTS, with raisers'
names, on application.
HENRV BENNETT, Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford, near

Wilton, Wilts.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERT.S. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Eariy
Spring Flowers. LIST on .ipplication.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

To the Trade and Others.
BEST BEDDING GERANIUMS, strong summer

and autumn struck, from store pots, at i2j. perioo; cuttings,
half-price.

1". L. MAYO, Floral Nurseries, Hereford.

PJHODODENDRON STOCKS and CLEMATIS
V ROOTS, fit for immediate use, can be supplied by

Messrs. CRII'FS and SON, T lie Nurseries, Tunbrldge Wells, Kent.

rr RUE LONDON PLANE TREES, 15 feet high, and
J- straight as pun-rods, 42s. per dozen; also a great variety ofSTANDARD ORNAMENfAL TREES for Park or Avenue Planting.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurserymen, Worcester.

rpo be SOLD CHEAP, 20,000 PLANE TREES,
-1- 3 to 4 to s feet, transplanted, straight and clean as canes.
Apply to W. JACKSON AND_Ca;_Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

STRONG and EXTRA STRONG THORN.
Large buyers liberally treated. Samples on application.

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, Ne%»lon Nurseries. Chester.AVENUE TREES.n. HORSE CHESTNUTS, 8 to 10 leet. LIMES, 8 to 10 feet.
Very fine and at moderate prices. Particulars on applic

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, Newton Nurseries,

LARCH for SALE.—A large quantity of fine Trans-
planted Larch, from i'^ to 3?^ feet,—For price and samples,

'""'" '" H. CARRIER, Dodington, Sittingbourne, Kent.

DOUBLE WHIN, or GORSE, nice plants,
3s. per dozen, 151. per 100. See Catalogue,

JAMES SMITH, Parley Dale Nurseries, near 1

BERBER IS AQUIFOLIA, for Covert.
12 to i8 inches, Ss. per too, 40J. per 100.

15 to 20 inches, ioj. per 100, 60s. per 100. See Catalogue.
JAMES SMITH, Parley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

C?VERGREENS, including all the choicest and best,
-Li and all other Nursery Stock, of all ages and sizes, and in the best
possible condition for safe removal, being " full of roots." the result of
carelul and regular transplanting. Priced LISTS post free.JAMES DICKSON .^ND SONS, " Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

piFTEEN THOUSAND very strong LARCH. 2 to
J~ 3 feet, and 3 to 4 feet, twice transplanted. Samples and prices
on application.

|
30,000 ASH, 2 to 3 feet, 12s. 6d. per 1000.

Put on Great Western Railway.
R. AND J. TUCKER, The Nurseries, Faringdon, Berks.

QTRCNG THORNS and LARCH.—Buyers of the^J above will be liberally dealt with. Forsamplesand prices apply toRUSH AND YEAIS (late Chivas & Weaver), Eaton Road
Nurseries, Chester,

TJ ENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Architect
-LJ. Builder, and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

Stanley Bridge, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
Flans, Specifications, and Estimates on application.

WANTED, in large quantities, the following;
I and z->T. Seedling BIRCH | i and z-yr. ALDER

I and 2-yr. OAK, English.
Samples and price per 100.000 from

T. THORNTON, The Nurseries, Heaiherside, Bagshot. Surrey.

Standard Rhododendrons.
TT/ ANTED, SIX of the above, various colours, with
T V straight stems, 4 feet high, and good round heads to match

State lowest price to

WILLIAM BRYANT, The Nursery-, Rugby.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
SEEDS.— Price 121. ftd., 31s., 30*., 425., and 63s. Packing and

carriage free.

237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C. ^^
CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE

SEEDS will produce a constant supply of the best vegetables
all the year round.

C""
~ARtER~S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE

SEEDS.
For Cottage Gardens,

[
For Small Gardens, I For Medium hardens,

price I2J. 6</.
|

price 21J.
|

price w. and 421.
Packing and carriage free. Five per cent, for cash paymi-nt.

237 and 238. High Uolb.irn, London, W.C.

To the Trade.
ASPARAGUS PLANTS, very strong and good

;

grown on our own farms. Lowest price on application,
JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT, and BEALE, 237 and 238, High

Holborn, London, W.C.

SpeciaTofffelTto the Trade.
ASPARAGUS ROOTS.— Strong i-yr. old, y- 6d. per

1000 ; strong 2-yr. old, Ss. per 1000 ; strong 3yr. old, tos. per 1000.
Cash or reference required from unknown correspondents,

THOMA S PERKINS. 4 2. Drapery, Northampton.

6d. perBIRD'S KING of the CUCUMBERS,
packet. The best for e.\hibition.

BIRD'S QUEEN of the Mia.<.)NS. is, per packet. The best
green-fleshea variety. May be had of all the Seed Trade, and of

JAMES BIRD, Nurs(;r>man and Seedsman, Downham.

ELL'S MARKET FAVOURrfET'UCUM BER.
—The best and most prolific White Spine in cultivation. Average

length 24in. ; easy culture, fine form, colour and flavour. Sixseeds, 15. orf.

JOHN BELL, Seedsman, Exchange Street, Norwich.

TELEGRAPH CUCUMBER PLANTS. —Strong
Plants arc now ready for sending out, carefully packed to travel

safely. Price on application to
A. WATKINS, Nuraery, Bishop Stortford, Herts.

RICHARD WALKER can supply the following for
cash:—Best SEAKALE for forcing, 71. per too; SEAKALE

for planling.out, 3s, per 100; ASPARAGUS, Zi per 1000; WHITE
SPANISH ONION SEED, all new and genuine.

The Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

)OTATOS, ONIONS, and TARRAGON ROOTS.
Surplus stock to be SOLD, Cheap.

JOHN MITCHINSON, Seed Merchant, Truro, Cornwall.

)OTATOS, selected for Seed.—
post free.

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, Newton Ni

Priced LISTS,

irseries, Chester.

V EITCH'S
Seed Potato.
IMPROVED ASHLEAF,

£q per Ton.
RICHARD SMl'IH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

Royal Ashleaf Potatos.

JOHN PERKINS, Sen., has a quantity of the above
to offer, all good sound tubers, and true to name, at £6 per ton.^ 52. Market Square, Northampton.

RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL POTATOS, ^^6 per
ton, 7J. per cwt. ; EARLY ROSE, £8 per ton, los. per cwt. :

EARLY GOODRICH and CLIMAX, 121. per cwt.
ALTERED COCKERILL. Northampton.

SEED POTATOS.—Ten Tons Early Goodrich.
Tvi'enly Tons Dalmahoy, Twenty Tons Drumraond's Early

Prolific, Ten Tons Early Shaws. For price, inquire of
N. L., Post Office, Chatteris, Cambs.

Seed Potatos.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

and Sekd Merchants, Slealord, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS is

now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon application,

EED POTATOS.—Quantity of Myatt's Ashleaf, Early
Shaws, Dalmahoys, and Scotch Regents for SALE, at moderate

prices.

SKINNER, SKINNER, and SONS, Commission Fruit, Pea»
and Potato Salesmen, Covent Garden Market. W.C.

S"
EED "POTATOS. true, to be Disposed of. as
follows :—Suttons' Flourball. 71. per bushel ; Webb's Imperial,

js. per bushel ; Red Regents, $s. per bushel, and is. 6d. for sack. Put
on Kail, on Post-office Order being sent to

The BAILIFF, Mr. Charles Monk, Woolvers, Relgate.

To the Trade.
EARLY SEED POTATOS.—A few Tons of the

following to DISPOSE OF:—Mona's Pride, Milky White, and
Early Shaw. Also a few quarters of Laxton's Supreme PEA. For
prices, &c., apply to

JAMES MYATT. Offenham, Evesham.

EARLY WALNUT-LEAVED OXFORD ROUND
POTATOS.—The most valuable of all varieties for forcing

purposes: the haulm being very short and compact, and producing
very handsome shaped tubers of excellent quality earlier than any
other sort. The Trade can be supplied with a few of the above at
2S. 6d. per peck . H. and F . SHAKPE. Wisbech.

Turnip and Mangel Wurzel Seeds—1871 Crop.
JOHN SHARPE will on application furnish his LIST,

with prices, of the principal SEEDS he is growing this year.
Bardney Manor, Lincoln.—July 6.

NEW GIANT~HYBRID ^ COW^CLOVER.—

A

Ereat acquisition. A Hybrid between Cow Grass and Common
Red Clover— \\ ill mow three heavy crops in one year, and succeccis on
Clover-sick land. Price 2j. 6d. per lb Cheaper by the cwt

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen tolhe Queen, Readinc.

Improvement of Grass Lands by sowing
SUTTONS' RENOVATING MI,\TURE of fine

GRASSES and CLOVERS, price sal. per lb., 8fa. per cwt.
Carriage free. Sow in February and March, 6 to 12 lb. per acre.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

PARIS,
I
SUTTONS'^GRASS^S'EEDS for ALL

1S67. I SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading, Berks.

Agrlc<Utnral and Garden Seeds.TJ AND F. SHARPE'S Trade CATALOGUE of
J-A. HOME-GROWN SEEDS is now ready. It contains all the
very best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.
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c HOICE TRICOLOR
Prince of Wales Tctty Lacy
Mrs. Dunnett Sir Robert Napier
Sunbeam Pre-eminent
Wonderful Phoebus

The 12 for 211., cash; package free.

Remittances requested from unknown correspondents.
ALFRED FRYER. The Nurseries. Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

GERANIUMS.
Miss Burbett Coults
Mrs. John Glutton
Italian Beauty
Mabel Morris

Pelargoniiuns for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of
FRENCH, FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strong Plants. CATALOGUES gratis on application.

HUNT'S superb SWEET W1LLL\M, m 24 varieties, seed or
plants, as per former Advertisement.

Crown Nurscr>-, Reading.

Greraniums to Offer.

WM. POTTEN has now to offer a very large stock
of fine healthy plants, in ^inch pots, of the following :—

GOLD and SILVER TRICOLOR.S, SILVER VARIEGATED,
GOLD and BRONZE, DOUBLES and ZONALS, all at low prices.

GOOD ZONALS, in sorts. 165. per 100. All package free.

W. P's CATALOGUE of GERANIUMS and other BEDDING
PLANTS, also his CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER
SEEDS, can be had post free on application.

Orders for other Bedding Plants can now be booked, to be sent out

in April and May.
The Nursery'. 9issinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent

New Pelargoniums.
CHARLES TURNER can supply strong Plants of

the following beautiful NEW PELARGONIUMS, which are
highly recommended :

—

ACHIEVEMENT (Foster).—A pleasing large light variety, 5. d.

lilac-rose, maroon spot on top, large white centre, fine form 21 o
BRIGAND (Foster).—Clear cherry-pink, maroon spot on lop

petals shaded with orange-pink, clear white eye, fine . . 21 o
BRUTUS (HoYLE).—Rich crimson, with black spots, narrow

crimson margin, white centre .. .. . •. . . 15 o
C.'ESAR (Foster).—Fine bright lower petals rich crimson,

Sainted, lop dark maroon, narrow crimson edge . . . . 21 o
NSELLOR (Foster) —Deep rose-pink, small spot on top

petals, white eye, large 21

IMPERATOR (HoYLE}.—A rich dark flower of fine form and
substance, deep crimson-black top, narrow crimson edge . . 21 o

KINGCRAFT (Foster).—Novel orange-maroon, dark maroon
top, clear white centre, very rich colours 21 o

POMFEV (Foster)-—A very large flower, rich colours, and
fine form, orange lower petals, maroon top, orange margin,
large white eye.. .. ,. ., ., 21 o

PRELATE (Foster). — Lower petals dark purple-maroon,
black top petals, marrow purple margin, white eye . , . . 21 o

PRIME MINISTER (Fostek).— Crimson lower petals,
maroon top, lilac margin, white eye ,, .. .. .. 21 o

ROSICRUCIAN (Hovle).—New shade of colour, rosy purple-
maroon spot on top petals, shaded with purple, line form . . 15 o

ROYAL BRIDE lFosTER).~Cherry, medium spot on lop
petals, shaded with orange, clear white eye, fine form .. 2t o

SUNSET (Hovlk).—Bright crimson-scarlet, dark spot on lop
petals, shaded with rosy-scarlet, free bloomer .. .. 13 o

ZEPHYR ( Hovle).—Painted crimson lower petals, dark maroon
top, a wide edge of bright crimson, fine form and substance 21 o

Also best named Show and Fancy Varieties of former years in
extra strong plants, 21s. per do?:en.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

^

Superb Ranunculuses.
CTYSO, Florist, &c., Wailingford, Berks, is

• offering assortments of this beautiful hardy Flower at 3s. and
;i, per dozen sorts, post free for cash with order. He will send a
-IRCULARwilh descriptions of a Collection of 50 named sorts, on
appHcation; also a TREATISE on CULTURE, price 6d., free to
purchasers of 10s. worth
Choice DOUBLE ANEMONES, 2i. and 3?. per dozen, named sorts,

with full directions for culture.
GERMAN SEEDS of superior qualify, in assortments of is.,7S. 6d.,

and V- ANNUAL FLOWER SEEDS, 12 packets, post free, 2«. 6d.
CATALOGUES gratis.

NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
NURSERYMAN and SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GAR-
DEN SEEDS, to suit Gardens of various sizes,

21s., 42s., 63-r., and 84J. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Per packet—J. d.

Williams' Alcxandi^ BROCCOLI 16
Williams' Improved Dwarf BRUSSELS SPROUTS .. ..10
Williams' Early Nonsuch CABBAGE 10
Williams' Matchless Red CELERY 10
Veitch's Autumn Giant CAULIFLOWER 36
Telegraph CUCUMBER (Woolley's Improved) 16
Turner's Blue Gown CUCUMBER 26
Williams' Gloria Mundi ENDIVE 16
Burncirs Alexandra White Cos LETTUCE 16
Williams' Victoria Cos LETTUCE 10
Webb's Climax MELON, the finest flavoured green-fleshed

variety out 16
Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, scarlet-fleshed, the earliest in

cultivation 16
Williams' Emperor of the Marrows PEA, a white wrinkled

variety, very prolific, and of exquisite flavour, the finest
wrinkled marrow Pea in cultivation . . . . per quart ..go

Earley's Defiance TOMATO, the earliest in cultivation, per pkt. i 6

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
.

Per packet

—

s. d.
Williams* superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed
,„„,. . IS. 6d.,3s. 6d.,2s. 6d.,and 5 o
WniiamV superb strain of BALSAM is. 6d. and 2 6
Ncill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA
,„ , .,„ " C"^-* ?* 6d.t 3*. 6d., and S o
Weatherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA
,„. . , . IS. 6ii.,2i. 6rf.,3s. 6if., and S o
Wiggin's prize slram of CYCLAMEN.. is. 6rf., aj, M., and 3 6
Wlggin's prize strain of POLYANTHUS .. .. 15. and i 6GLOXINIA, finest erect varieties 10
GL' iXINiA, finest drooping varieties. . , ... 10AGERATUM, Impcriamwarf .. .1 10AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS .. ., i J "(5^ and a 6CENTAUREA CLEMENTEI.. ..

^u.. ^nu ^ u

COLLINSIA VIOLACEA .. " J nDELPHINIUM NUDICAULE .. I %
PRIMULA JAPONICA, in fiix beautiful varieties* .*.* each 2 6

(I ,, mixed _ 26
East Lothian STOCKS, per collection of three colours .'. '26
VIOLA CORN UTA, Enchantress ., T? . .

"j
6rf and I 6VIOLA CORNUTA.var. Perfection.. 1. W and I 6ZINNIA HAAGEANA,florcplcno .. .. ..

"" ™-
^"'l ^ ^

B S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready, post free on
application.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper HoUovvay, London, N.

LILIUM AURATUM, LILIUM AURATUM.
(Imported Bulbs. )—Fine sound flowering bulbs, at 91., 12s , and

i8s. per dozen; cheaper by the 100. CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, very
fine, 6s. per dozen. CALCEOLARIAS, best strain out, 4s. per dozen.
PRIMULAS, fine strain, in 6o's, 3^^ P" dozen. CINERARIAS,
in dS's, showing bloom, 61. per dozen. Zonal GERANIUMS,
in 100 varieties, 20s. NEW CATALOGUE of Plants, Cuttings, and
Rooted Cuttings (92 pages) of all the best new Pelargoniums, Fuchsias,
Petunias, Verbenas, &c., now ready ; sent post free for one stamp.

GEORGE POULTON, Fountain Nursery. Angel Road, Edmonton, N.

FOREIGN FLOWER SEEDS.—The most beautiful
French ASTER grown is Truffaut's Reine Marguerite, in Flcur-

Perfection, Bombed and Pivoinc varieties ; 500 seeds, in 16 fine double
colours, mixed, u.
The finest STOCK in cultivation is thencw Goliath Pyramidal Ten-

week, height 2 feet, surpassing all others in the size of the plants and
flower-spikes ; 2';o seeds, in eight fine double colours, is,

PHLt)X DRUMMONDII, of the best quality, in 12 colours; 500
seeds, 6d. Post free.

ALFRED HAMMOND, Foreign Seedsman, Redwin Street, Salisbury.

I.niiim auratum.

The ANNUAL IMPORTATIONS having just arrived from Japan,

MR. WILLIAM BULL can supply good BULBS,
by the dozen, hundred, or thousand. The Bulbs arc remark-

ably sound and good this season, and can be supplied at very low
prices.
Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,

London, S.W .

Special Offer of Seed of tlie Handsome Flowering
NEW BEGONIA.

BEGONIA CARMINATA, an elegant tuberous-rooted
Hybrid of the " boliviensis " group. The leaves are stained with

a coppery brov/n tint between the veins, while the flowers arc large, of

a pretty delicate salmony hue tinged with rose, the males having four

oblong segments upwards of an inch long, and the females five petals

of smaller size. The Plants come into Mower while quite dwarf, and
continue blooming in the most profuse manner. 51. per packet.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL, Establishment for New and Rare Plants,

King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

FOX and GAME COVERTS.—The BITTER
WILLOW is the cheapest, most easily reared, and most uselul

plant yet offered for forming new coverts, or improving those already

made. Birds arc especially partial to Willow plantations. Bitter

Willow stakes, 3 to 4 feet long, will make a really good covert the first

year, and perfectly secure from the attacks of rabbits. Anxious to

make the valueof this plant better understood, W. Scaling will supply

cutlings or stakes at the following extremely low rales for the remainder

of the planting season :—

10 inches long, 15s. per 1000 [ 36 inches long, 40J. per 1000

15 inches long, 20J. per 1000 48 inches long, sof. per 1000

24 inches long, 301. per 1000 | 60 inches long, 601. per 1000

Increasing in thickness as they increase in length, and all, except the

10 inches, cut from 3-yr. old shoots. The two larger sizes are well

adapted to make hedges, in place of Thorn or Quick-reared. See

article in Rural Almanac, 1872, p. 37, published at the Field Oflice.

WILLIAM SCALING, Willow Nurseryman, Easford, Nolls.

New Catalogue of Seeds, Plants, Fruits, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, containing select Descriptive and Priced Lists
of Agricultural, Flower, and Weetable Seeds, Fruit Trees, Miscel-
laneous Plants, Sweet Violets, &c., is now published, and will be
forwarded to applicants.
The slocks of seeds have all been procured from the best possible

sources ; all are warranted genuine, and are offered at the lowest pos-
sible prices. Intending: purchasers arc requested to compare the
prices with those of other houses.

Exotic Nurserj', Tooting. Surrey. S W.
Nursery stock of superior Quality.T>AUL AND SONS, TheOid Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.,

-1- are large holders of the following several articles, of usual
quality:—
ROSES.—Leading kinds, their selection: Good Standards, 2^ to

4 feet, i8j. to 241. per dozen ; Dwarfs, on own roots or Manetti,
„ 75*- to £s per 100.

Seventy I-irst Prizes were awarded to Paul & Sons for Roses during
the past year, including what may be termed the " Blue Riband^
of the Rose Shows, Rev. Mr. Holk's Cup at Nottingham.

FRUIT TREES for ORCHARDS.-Finc 6 feet stemmed, good-
headed Standards, 181. per dozen, £6 per 100, of Pears and Applts,
sorts — as Tibbett's Incomparable Gooseberry Apple, King of
Pippins, Sturmer Pippin, amongst Apples ; Williams" Bon ChrOtien,
BcurrC- Capiaumont, Marie Louise, Louise Bonne, amongst Pears;
in large quantitie s.

Standard Victoria PLUMS, 6 feet stems, fine heads, fruiting trees,
2jt. per dozen ; 3-yr. irces^ i8j. per dozen.

Standard MEDLARS, extra fine, on Thorn, a+r. per doien.
WALNUTS, grand trees, 30J. per dozen.

VINES for Planting, very good, 361. per dozen,

AMERICAN PLANTS.
RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, for cover, very bushy, i foot,

30J. per too : ij^ to 3 feet, 501. per 100 ; named sorts, good bushy
flants, 301. to ^2s. per dozen.
MIA LATII-O LI A, nice bushy plants , i to ij^ foot, 50s. per 100.

ORNAMENTAL TREES.—Collections of 50 or too varieties, Varie-
gated, Flowering or Weeping trees, from £j loi. per 100.

ORNAMENTAL DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, sor. to 751. per 100.

CONIFERS.
Collection of 100 varieties, /jio to £20 per 100, according to size.

EVERGREENS, of all sizes, in large quantities, LAURELS.
YEWS. &c.

Priced Descriptive LISTS oi above post free on application.
PAUL AND SON, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

TO PLANTERS of FOREST TREES.—The
handsomest and also the most profitable Forest Trees to grow

are the two NEW WILLOWS, SALIX BASFORDIANA and
SALIX SANGUINEA. S. Basfordiana is the most vigorous growing
Willow yet introduced ; the timber is exceedingly lough and valuable;
the branches are of a bright orange colour, deepening into a red
towards the points, and shine in the sun as if varnished. S. sanguines
is not quite such a rapid grower, but the timber is equally tough, and
the branches throughout of a deeper red, and very bright. The colour
is the most brilliant when the trees arc destitute of leaves. They are
spiry topped trees, and attain a large size, perfectly hardy, and will
grow in the poorest soils or most exposed situations. They would
form handsome groups in a landscape, or mix with and relieve the
sombre appearance of our woods in winter. It is very rarely that a
valuable novelty like the above has been offered at such extremely low
rates. Strong rooted plants, 6 to 9 feet high, 61. per dozen, or 401. per
100; 9 to 13 feet hign, 71. 6d. per dozen, or 501. per 100; selected
specimens over 13 feet, 12s. per dozen, or Bos. per 100.

For the value of the Willow as a Timber Tree, see ihc Garden,
December o, 1871.

WILLIAM SCALING, Willow Nurserj-man, Barford, Notts.

Richard Smith,
NURSERYMAN AND SEED MERCHANT,

WOECESTEE.
ROSES—standard, Dwarf and Climbing.

FRUIT TREES of every description.

CREEPERS, for Trellises and Walls.

FOREST, SCREEN, and TIMBER TREES.
SHRUBS for GAME COVERTS.
QUICK and other STOCK for HEDGES.

CONIFEROUS TREES and SHRUBS.
EVERGREEN „ ,,

FLOWERING
ORNAMENTAL ,, ,,

AVENUE
GARDEN and FARM SEEDS of all kinds.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES to be had on application.

PREMIER HORTICULTURAL PRIZE AND TWO GOLD MEDALS
FROM INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1871.

William Paul
RESPECTFULLY SOLICITS ORDERS FOR HIS

COLLECTION OF ROSES,
The largest, cheapest, and best stock in the country.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEBS
Of the most select and improved races, many of wliich have been worked up under his own eye and hand ;

the carriage of which may be deducted from the account.

FRUIT TREES,
St.indards and Dwarfs, Trained and Untrained ; also many thousands of handsome Fruiting

Pyramids, well set with flower-buds.

ORAPE VINES.
A large Collection, Including all the newest sorts, in excellent condition of root and top.

EVERGREENS and FLOWERING TREES and SHRUBS.
Many acres In splendid condition for removal, well worthy of inspection by any gentleman planting.

-4-

Carriage of all Goods Free to London. Priced Catalopics Free hy Post.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.
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ORNAMENTAL GAME COVERT.
A Collection of Plants, consisting of SYRINGA, RIBES,

ELDER, SriR.^A. SNOWBERRY, Sic, will be supplied at /? per

1000, See Catalogue.
JAMES SSlITH, Parley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

NE HUNDRED THOUSAND HARDY
HEATHS.

100, in 10 varieties, 20s. ; 100, in 20 variclies, 30J. ; or 100, in 40
O
varieties, 45s. Sec Catalogue.

JAMES SMITH, Parley Dale Nnr- rics, near Matlock.

BITTER WILLOW HEDGES.— See article,
" Profitable Hedges," Rural Almanac for 1872, p. 37, Field

, Office. Use Bitter Willow Stakes 3 to 5 feel long and make a ncdpc at

once, the produce at which is useful and profilablc either as withes
I for bands or for basket work. At present our hedges are costly and
' profitless, a Willow hedge equally as strong as Thorn can be reared
I at less cost and in a sixth part of the time ; neither cattle, game, nor
I vermin will destroy it. They may be safely planted up to the end of
March.

WILLIAM SCALTNG, Willow Nurscrj-man, Basfoid, Notts.

FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND LARCH, i\ to 2,

2 to 2'-^, s]^ to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

200,000 SCOTCH FI R, 15 to 2d inches, thrice transplanted.
aoo,ooo SPRUCE FIR, 2 to a'-i. 2'a to 3, and 3 to 3"^ feet.

300,000 t'AK, English, I'l to 2'^', 3 to 4, and 4 to 6 feet.

100,000 HAZEL, 15 to 34 inches, and a to 3 feet,

200,000 SYC.\MORE, 2!^ to 3, 3 to 4 4 to 6, and 6 to 8 feet.

aoo,ooo THORNS, 3, 4, and 5-yr. tr ns.ilanted.

100.000 ELM, Wycli, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, .^ n. 5. and 5 to 6 feet.

joo,ooo ASH, Common and Slountam, 2 to 3,3 to 4, anil 5 to 7 feet.

20,000 OAK, Turkey, a to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to g, and 5 to 7 feet.

50,000 BIRCH, i'^ to 2, 2 to 3, 4'-. to 6, and 6 to 8 feet.

30,000 AUSTRIAN PINE, t 102.2103,3104, and 4 to 5 feet.

to,ooo YEW, English, i to 1]^, I'.i to 2, and 4 to 7 feet.

50,000 ,\LDER, I to 2, 2 to 3. and 3 to g feet.

10.000 EiLM. Ent;lish, grafted, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

20,000 SIL\ER FIR, I to I'l, and i!-3 to a feet.

40.000 BFF,CH. 2'i to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

30,000 PK1\'ET, Evergreen, i]'i to 2, and 2 to 3 feet.

We also hold a large general Stock of all other FOREST and
ORNAMENTAL TREES, &C., which will be olTercd at very moderate
prices. C/VTALOGUES on application.

H. AXD R. STIRZAKER. Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

VIRGO ANP SON. Wonersh~">furseriesrn^r
• Guildford, Surrey, respectfully call the attention of Noble-

men, Gentlemen, Nurser^'men, and Others, to the under-mentioned
stock, the whole of which is particularly strong and healthy, and in

excellent condition for removal :

—

Standard and Half-Standard ROSES, upwards of 300 varieties

;

Standard. Pyramid, and Pwarf APPLES, extra fine ; ditto PEARS;
ditto PLUMS: GOOSEBERRIES; Black, Red, and While
CURRANTS; FILBERTS, extra fine.

EVERGREENS.
Common Laurel, 2 to 4 feet.

Portugal Laurel, a to 4 feet.

Green and Variegated Box, 2 to
Green Holly, 2 to 3 feet, [4 feet.

Yew, 3 to 4 feet.

Siberian and Chinese .\rbor-vit:e,

3 to 4'feet.

rinus austriaca, a to 5 feet.

ORNAMENTAL TREES,

Spruce Fir, 2 to 6 feet, fine and
bushy.

Bcrbens aquifolia, i to ij foot.
American Arbor-vita;, for hedges,

3 to 6 feet.

Evergreen Privet, 2 to 3 feet, fine.

Cupressus Lawsoni3na,3 to4 feet.

Sp.inish and Horse Chestnut, 1

6 to 8 feet.

Wych Elm, 6 to 8 feet.

Double, Scarlet, White and
Paul's New Thorn, 6 to 8 feet.

Black Italian Poplar. 6 to 8 feet I

Turkey, English and Scarlet Oak.

Hornbeam, Laburnum, Lime,
Norway Maple, Lonibardy,
Ontario, White or Abclc,
Balsam, &c.

Sycamore, Sumach, Acacia.Weep-
ing Willow and Birch, 6 to
8 feci.

Transplanted FOREST TREES, for Covert and Copse Planting,

Scotch Fir,

2^i to 3^ feet.

Hazel, 2 to 3 feet.

English Oak, 2]^ to 3 feet.

foot, andAlder, 3 to 5 feet.

Beech, 2 to 3 feet.

Horse Chestnut, 3 toj feet.

Spruce Fir, a to 3 feet.

Sycamore, 3 to 4 feet,

10,000 clean-grown CR.\B STOCKS.
Priced CAr.-VLOGt'E and samples on application.

The Nurseries are I'j mile from Bramley Station, London, Brighton,
and South Coast Railway; 2*4 miles from Shalford Station, Soulh-
Eastern Railway ; and 4 miles from Guildford Station, London and
South-Western Railway. Goods delivered free to the above stations.

p HODODENDRON PONTICUM, fine bushy
XV

20 to 30 inches
2 to aj'ij feet .

.

ajj to 3 feet

.

plarUs :—

235.

35^-

Per 1000.

..i;ta OS.

.. 16 10

RHOPODENDRON HYBRIDUM.
15 to 20 inches . . 301, . . . . /14
2 to 2'-j feet . . .. 405, .. .. ig o

RHODODENDRON MAXIMUM ALBUM (White),
2 to 2I4 feet .. . . 4or. , . . .£ 19 o

For smaller sizes, see CATALOGUE.
JAMES SMITH, Parley Pale Nurseries, near M.itlock.

Would You be Surprised to Hear
IHE UNDERMI'.N riONKD can now be purchased

at immensely reduced prices ? Apply to

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

Standard APPLES, PEARS, and PLUMS
Pyramid ,, ,, ,,

Pwarf-traincd PEACHES
Standard lyr. trained PEACHES
REP CURRANTS, in variety
RHODODENDRONS. Hybrid Seedlings, 2 to 4 feet
SPRUCE FIR, 3 to 4 feet
CUPRESSUS LAWSOMANA, 2 to 10 feet
PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 3to6feet
PINUS CEMBRA, Tto4fect
RETINOSPORA .sOUARROSA, I'A to 2% feet

ERICOIDES, 1^ to 3 feet

„ PISIFERA, I'j to 6 feet

„ OBTUSA, 3to6feet
THUJA AMERICANA, t to 6 feet

„ LOBBII, i}^ to 6 feet

THUJOPSIS EOREALIS, 4 to 8 feet

,, POLABRATA, 9 inches to 1% foot
ARUNDO CONSPICUA, strong
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA

,, DARWINII, I'^toaJ^feet
lAPONICA, I to 2 feet

LABURNUMS, 3 to 6 feet

PEUTZIA CRENATA FLORE-PLENO, 3 to 6 feet
POUBLE FURZE, pots
ENGLISH OAKS, a to 6 feet

LAURELS, Colchic, 1% to 3'A feet

„ Common, tJ< to 2% feet

,, Portugal, I to 2 feet
LARCH FIR, 6 to 9 feet

SCOTCH FIR. 4 to 6 feet
MENZIESH PULIFOLIA, strong
Paul's New Scarlet THORN, Standard and Pyramid
PURPLE LABURNUMS, 4 to 8 feet

POPLAR, ONTARIO, 6 to 12 feet

„ BLACK ITALIAN, 6 to 12 feet
LOMBARDY,6toi2feet

SPI R.-EAS, of sorts, 3 to 4 feet

VIBURNUM PLICATUM, 2 to 3 feet
VIOLETS, in best varieties
YUCCA FLACCIDA, strong
CLEMATIS, of sorts
IVIES, of sorts
GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM

Unprecedented

!

ABIES NORDMANNI.-\NA. 3^^, 4V and 5^ feet, at
iJ. per foot.

SPRUCE FIR, i^io-i^ feet. 30J. per 100.
AMERICAN .\RltOR-VlT.-E. 3;^ to 5 feet, 50J. to aos. per 100.RHOPODENDRON STOCKS, fit for Grafting, 12s 6.1 per 100.CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent.
t/ Belgium, begs to offer as under, without flower-buds :

I ARAUCARIA, loseph NapolC'on (Baumann), jTa to /ao
I P.'EONIA ARBOKEA, Gloria Belgarum. £i to ^i-
I y ,, Souvenir de Gand, £t to £4.

100 AZALE.\ INDICA, best sorts, a-yr. gralted, £2.
100 ,, ,, stronger plants, ^^3 to ^4,
100 CAMELLIAS, alba and imoricata plena, i-yr. grafted, ^j loi,
100 ,, „ „ rubra, stronger plants, £410 /s
100 ,, in best sorts, i-yr. grafted, £2.
too „ „ stronger plants. £3, £4, and £<
100 THUIA AUREA, fine and strong plants, /8, ^^12, i;i6, to ;C30,
100 RHODODENDRONS, best hardy sorts, named, 2-yr. gr.iftcd, /fi.

100 ,, ,, ,, other plants,/8 to /i 2.

100 LATANIA BORBONICA, good plants, £8 10 X'a.
100 KALMIA LATIFOLIA, good plants, £4.
too FLAX, best sorts, hardy. /8 to £12.

With flower-buds :

—

100 C.A.MELLIAS, alba and imbricata plena, £?.
100 ,1 in good sorts named, £k, £6, and £7,

Three months' credit.

Fruit and Forest Trees, Shrubs, ficc.

MARTIN ANU SON, 7, Market Place, Hull, and
Cottintrham, respectfully offer :— Per too.

—

s. d.
PEARS, Jargonelle and hiaric Louise, Standards 75 o
PLUMS, extra strong. Standards lob o
ALDER, 9 to 12 feet, fine 25 o
BEI'XH, Purple, 4 to 5 feet, fine 80 a
ELMS, 8 to 12 feet 50J. to too o
LABURNUMS, 6 to 9 feet 30
MAPLES, 7 to 10 feet 35 o
POPLARS, 10 to 16 feet 201. to 40 a
ARBOR-VIT.*:, 3 feet, and very bushy, extra 40 o
BERBERIS JAPONICA, iloafeet 80 o
BOX (Tree), very bushy, i!^ to 2 feet 25 o
PEUTZL\ GRACILIS, iJa foot, andSCABER,3t04 feet .. 35 a
WHINS, double, pots, very fine 50 o
LI LACS, 3 to 4 feet, very bushy 40 o
ROSES, Hardy Perpetual, &c., very choice 40 o
YEWS, English, 1'/- to 2 feet, very bushy 40 o
THUJA GIGANTEA, i » 3 and 4 feet, fine 65 o

ELEGANTISSIMA. 6 toginches 70 o
THUJOPSIS BOREALIS. 2 to3feet 7'; o
LIM E, common, 7 to 10 feet per dszcn 18 o

,, Fern-leaf, Pwarfs and Standards, eKtra fine . , .. 24 o
PLATANUS, 7toiofeet 18 o
GARRYA ELLIPTICA, 2t0 3feet 12 o
LAURELS, Common, ij^ to 2 feet, extra fine, per 1000, £6;

per 100 14 o
AUCUBA JAPONICA, la to 15 inches 50 o

,, I-yr, .. .. .. per 1000 Ua n
SCOTCH FIR, 12 to 15 inches „ 12 6
SYCAMORE. 2 to 4 Icet ,, 25 o
POTATOS, Myatt's, fine per ton 140 o
Martin & Sons respectfully offer, in 2s. 6d. packets, that best

of all known CAULIFLOWER BROCCOLI, ELLFTSON'S
SURPRISE, having bought the entire stock of new seed this year of
Mr. Ellelson.
The Martin & Son COLLECTION of GARDEN SEEDS,

containing 25 quarts of Peas, and all other kinds of seeds, suitable for
a large garden, 635.

No. 2 Collection, 42s,, contains 16 quarts of Peas, &c.
No. 3 Collection, 21s., contains 14 pmts of Peas, &c.

MARTIN AND SON, Seed Merchants and Nurserymen, Cottingham
and Hull. Established 1788.

B. S. AVILLIAMS,
VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERY, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.,

Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry about to furnish their Conservatories, Greenhouses, Stoves, and Orchid Houses, to an inspection of his Stock of Magnificent
Specimens, that are unequalled in this country, consisting of

THE CHOICEST AND RAREST EXOTICS,
TREE FERNS, DRAC/ENAS, PALMS, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, AGAVES, YUCCAS, CYCADS, BEAUCARNEAS, ARALIAS,

AND ALL KINDS OF FLOWERING, STOVE, AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
The LARGE CONSERVATORY is at this season of the year especially worthy a visit, containing as it does fine collections of CAMELLIAS in full flower

CYCLAMENS, PRIMULAS, SOLANUMS, &c., &c. In addition there are numerous Houses, consisting of ORCHID HOUSES, PALM STOVES NEW HOLLAND
HOUSES, FERN HOUSES, AZALEA HOUSES, &c., replete with Plants which, by the interest and instruction they will afford will well repay a visit

The COLLECTION of MEXICAN PLANTS at this Nursery is of unrivalled excellence.

All New Plants that are worthy of notice are to be seen here. The houses have all been erected to suit the requirements of the Plants, which is one of the surest roads to
success in their cultivation.

Should Purchasers require Selections or Collections of Plants, they may depend upon having them put up mth judgment. In such cases it is advisable to supply a List of
the kmds .already possessed. PRICED CATALOGUES POST FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

SEED DEPARTMENT.
GENUINE SEEDS, CARRIAGE PAID AND FREE BY POST,

Complete Collections of Kitchen Garden Seeds, for One Year's Supply, to suit Large and Small Gardens, at the following prices •

21s., 42s., 63s., 84s. each.
B. S. WILLIAMS devotes special and particular attention to this branch of his business, and can strongly recommend all seeds oSfered by him as being grown from the

most carefully selected and genuine Stock, all true to name, and of the finest possible quality.
His choice strain of Flower Seeds, such as PRIMULA, CINERARIA, CALCEOLARIA, &c., are unequalled

; they are grown especially for him by persons who stand in
the first position as cultivators of the respective kinds.

,7 '^?, CATALOGUE, published in January, which can be had Post Free on application, will be found to contain Lists of the latest really useful Novelties in Flower and
Vegetable Seeds

; also a detailed compendium of all previously known kinds. VINES, FRUIT TREES, SHRUB.S, &c.

LANDSCAPE AND STJB-TROPICAL GARDENING.
Estimates, Plans, and .Advice given for the Laying-out of Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c. ; also for Erecting Greenhouses, Conservatories, and the Construction of

Rockwork and Ferneries.

Posi 8w, cM/i, price Jj., or Free by Post, %s. t,d. each.,

HORTICULTURAL WORKS BY B. S. WILLIAMS, F.B.H.S., RECENTLY PUBLISHED.
" Mr. Williams' skill as a plant cultivator is well and widely known."

—

Journal of Horticulture
r^HOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FLOWERING PLANTS, with
V_-/ Coloured Frontispiece and Plana of Houaes, and comprising descripiions of upwards of 1000
species and varieties.

^ r v

Q HOICE STO\^ and GREENHOUSE ORNAMENTAL-LEAVED PLANTS,VV forming a sequel to the above, containing descriptions of 800 species and variclies, and profusely
illustrated with Engra\nngs on Wood, > v 3

Q ELECT FERNS and LYCOPODS. BRITISH and EXOTIC, copiously
>^ Illustrated wilh EngTavinga on Wood, and containing descriptions of 900 choice species
and varieties. r , .- , .

Ju3t published,Tj-,. , ^..w^., Fourth Edition,HE ORCHID-GROWERS' MANUAL, enlarged, revised, and illustrated.
containing descriptions of upwards of 800 species and varieties of Orchidaceous plants proved

to be worth growing.

Published and Sold at Victoria and Paradise Nursery, Upper Holloivay, N.
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CALCEOLARIA (Herbaceous), choice strain, good
plants, 12 for 2s., 24 for v. 6d

, 50 (or 6s., 100 for 105., free by
post ; strone and healthy, established in pots, 205. per too for any
quantity. VIOLET (double purple-tlowerinE plants), 12 for 3s.; 24

for«.; soforgs. ACHIMENES.in eiKht good varieties, six tubers

each, for 5s., free by post.

H. AND R STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

DAHLIA, Pot Roots, in 50 named varieties, 12 roots,

in six sorts, 4s. 6d, ; 25 roots, in 12 sorts, 8j. 6d.
; 50 roots, in

25 sorts, i6s ; 100 roots, in 50 sorts, 30J. Package free.

TRITOMA UVARIA, strong flowering roots, 12 for 6j,, 25 for loi.,

50 for 161. 6d. , 100 for 30J. Package f'rce.

FUl'HSI AS, strong plants, in good named varieties, 12 distinct sorts

for 4s,, 25 for ys. od., 50 for 14s. Package free.

ROSES, Tea-scented, Noisette, and Bourbon, young plants,

12 varieties, 5s. ; 25 for 95. Chinas, in six varieties, 12 plants tor

41., 25 for 7s. 6d Moss Roses, six varieties, 12 plants for 6j.

Hjbrii"
"

'

--'-''- ""-"
as for^ioj. kybrid Perpetual. 12 good varieties, 7J. ; 25 varieties

13*1 50 varieties for 25J. Package free.

H. AND R. STIRZAKER,Skerton Nursery, Lancaster.

FINE ALDER, 2 to 3 feet, 15^. : 3 to 5 feet, i8j.

per 1000. Strong Red Antwerp RASPS, 6s. per 100; 50s. per 1000.

Fine Dwarf-lrained APPLES, 15J. ; PEARS and PLUMS. 181. per

dozen. Strong Pyramid APPLES, gs. ; PEARS, PLUMS, and
CHERRIES, I2S ; Standard PEARS and PLUMS, 15^. per dozen.

Choicest Standard ROSES, 15s. ; Dwarfs, gs. per dozen
;
50s. per loo-

Terms cash.
R. THORNHILL, Bowdon Nurseries, Bowdon, Cheshire.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE, suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular

and botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,

growth, timber, use in arts, native country and size there, situation,

soil, and other information, with copious index of their synonyms.
Free by post for six stamps.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester

Spring Flowers.

LEWIS WOODTHORPE begs to offer the
following :

—

Per dozen— J. rf.

AURICULAS, finest mixed alpines, very choice strain . . . . a 6

„ good named varieties . . 60
VIOLETS, The King, The Queen, The Cz.^r, Gi.int, Double

Crimson, Neapolitan, Devoniensis, and Obliqua striata .,30
HEPATICAS, double red, single blue, pink, and red .. ..40
DAISIES, in six distinct named varieties . . . . . . ..30

,, aucubasfolia, the Golden Blotched, and Daisy ,. ..40
ROCKETS.dnuble white and double purple 30
POLYANTHUS, in very choice laced varieties 26
PANSIES, finest named border varieties 40
PAMPAS GRASS, in pots 30
WALLFLOWERS, double golden and black 40
CKRISTMAS ROSE, Helleborusniger 60
I VIES. 12 of the best golden and silver tricolor .. .. . . 10 o
CLEMATIS, 20 distinct named varieties 10 o
PRIMROSE, double white and double yellow 60

,, double purple and crimson 60
,, double salmon, a new and splendid variety .. . . 12 o

HELIANTHEMUM, the Sun Rose, named varieties, in pots 4 o
CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, superb named varieties, in pots 4 o
A Descriptive CATALOGUE of NEW and CHOICE PLANTS Iree.

Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

JOSEPH SMITH, JUN., Moor Edge Nurseries,
Tansley, near Matlock, Derbyshire, offers as follows, at per 1000 :—

ALDER, I'-j to 2 feet, 141, ; 2 to 3 feet, i8j, ; 3 to 4 feet, 22s,

ASH, Mountain, 2 to 3 feet, i8s. ; 3 to 4 feet, 201,
; 4 to S feet, 25s.

;

j to 6 feet, 40s. ; 6 to 7 feet, 60s.

BEECH, I'A to 2 feet, iSi : 2 to 3 feet, 23J.

BEREERLS AQUIFOLIUM, 9 to 13 inches, 20J. ; i to 1% foot, 305. ;

2-yr
,
3*-

BIRCH, i!-j to 2 feet, loi. to i6s. ; 2 to 3 feet, 15s. to 211. ; 3 to 4 feet,
MS. to 30^.

BOX, Tree, g to 15 inches, 605.

BROOM, Common. 2 to 3 feet, 15s.
; 3 to 4 feet, 151. ; Seedlings, 31. 6d.

,, White, I and 2-yr., is. 6d. to 5J.

COTONEASTER MICROPHYLLA, 251. 10401.
ELM, 1% to 2 feet, 14s. ; 2 to 3 feet, i8j. ; 3 to 4 feet, 231.

FIR, Scotch, I to 1% foot, r4s. ; ij^' to 2 feet, loj. ; 3 to 4 feet, 301,

„ Spruce, I to i.'i foot, 151. ; i?i to 2 feet, 20s ; 2 to 3 feet, 30s
;

1 to 4 feet, 50s,

I) II American, 2 to 3 ft., 70s. ; 3 to 4 ft., 120s. ; 4 to 5 ft., 1501.

,, Larch, 9 to 15 ins , los. ; i to 1% foot, 12s. 6d. ; ij^ to 2 feet, i6j ;

3 to 3 feet, 251.

FURZE or Gorse, Seedlings, is. 6d.
LIMES, I to t% foot, 50J. ; ij-^ to 2 feet, 70*. ; a to 3 feet, iioi. ; 3 to

.^feet, 140S.

OAKS, I to ij^ foot, 71. ; ij^ to 2 feet, i2J, ; 2 to 3 feet, 20i. ; 3 to 4 ft.

,

28s. ; 3 yr , 2s. (>d.

PINUS AIJSTRIACA, 6 to 12 inches, 151. ; 9 to 15 inches, 255. ; i to
1% foot, 30J.

,, MARITIMA, 2 feet, ids.

POPLAR, Ontario, i to i% foot, los. ; iJi to 2 feet, 12s. 64. ; 2 to 3 ft.,

aos. ; 4 to 5 feet, 4Ss. ; 6 to 8 feet, 70s.

QUICKS, 2-yr. transplanted, 81. ; 3-yr. do., los.

RHODODENDRONS, 2 and 3-yr. Seedling, ;j;2o perioo,ooo.

•I S-y*' selected, ^vj los. per 100,000.

„ 2-yr. i-yr. transplanted, 16s. ; 2-yr. and z-yr- transplanted, 241.
SYCAMORE, 1% to 2 feel, 14s. ; 2 to 3 feet, i6t. ; 3 to 4 feet, 251.

;

4 to 5 feel, 35s.

WILLOW, Bedford, i to ij^ foot, 71. ; 1^ to 2 feet, 10s. ; 2 to 3 feet,

151. ; 3 to 4 fL. 23s. ; 4 to 5 ft., 2«. ; 6 to 8 ft., 70s. ; 8 to 10 ft., iocs.
PRIVET, Evergreen, i-yr., 4s. ; i^to 2 feet, 151.

LAUREL, Common, i-yr., fine, 15s.

SEAKALE. 2yr. 251. ; i yr. igi.

FLOWERING SHRUBS, in 50 varieties, i to 4 feet, looi

With many others, of which a Priced LIST will be sent en application.

To the Trade, Market Gardeners, &c.
LAXTONS HUNDREDFOLD PEA—a fine Pea

for market purposes; heavy cropper, a long pod, with 8 to 11
Peas; cooks of fine green colour. Price 8s. per bush. Cash with
order. Bushel bags charged od. each, not returnable.

THtJMAS SMITH, Seedsman, Didcot, Berks.

Extra fine Forcing and Planting Seakale.
GEORGE CLARKE has many thousands, very fine

clean stuff, this season, -which he begs to ofler as under:

—

Planting size, 5s, per 100; lorcing, 10s., I2J., and some superfine
selected Crowns, 151. per 100.

1 Hill, London. S.W. ; and Mottingham, Kent,S.K-Nurseries

:

PENZANCE EARLY WHITE CORNISH
BROCCOLI,—The undersigned has a few pounds of True Earlv

Penzance While BROCCOLI SEED. This invaluable variety, if

sown early and planted in a generous, warm soil, will produce fine

heads in February. Price r2s. per lb., or 9s. per dozen packets, post free

JOHN MITCHINSON, Seed Merchant, Truro. Cornwall.

WRIGHTS GROVE WHITE CELERY, one of
the largest and besl-Oavoured bleaching varieties ever intro-

duced; after the same character as the Grove Red, sent out by me,
l)ut blanches about a fortnight earlier. It has been awarded the First
I'riies at ihe two Celerj' Shows held at Retford, the average weight of
the sticks exhibited being 6 lb. each. It was raised by myself, and
will be found one of the best white Celeries in cultivation. This is

the second season I have sent it out, and, as ihe slock of seed is
limited, early orders are requested. Price is. p. packet, or 6s. p. doz.

W. WRIGHT, Seed Merchant, East Retford.
Agents: HURST and SON, 6, Leadenha ll Street London, EC.

THE WARDIE VARIEGATED KALE.—V^e beg
to offer the above (seed direct from Miss Hope), which is by far

the finest strain, and invaluable for Winter Gardening. The colours
arc beautifully bright and distinct, and may be had separately or in
mixed packets, post free, as folli

—

Per packet— I. d.
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SEED POTATOS.

H. & F. Sharpe'S
WHOLESALE LIST OE SEED POTATOS

COMPRISKS, AMONGST OTHERS, THE FOLLOWING FINF. VARIETIES, VIZ. :

—

EARLY SANDRINGHAM KIDNEY, First Early

MONAS PRIDE KIDNEY
AMERICAN EARLY ROSE
OLD ASHLEAF KIDNEY
WALNUT-LEAVED KIDNEY
RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF KIDNEY
MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY
DAINTREE'S EARLIEST ROUND

AMERICAN EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY DALMAHOY ROUND
EARLY OXFORD ROUND
DRUMMOND'S EARLY PROLIFIC ROUND
EARLY FLOUNDER, very prolifio

PATERSONS VICTORIA, True
FLUKE KIDNEY
RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL, True

The above varieties have been carefully selected, and
and other particulars, apply to

the quality is excellent. For prices (which are very low),

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH, GAMES.

BliACK TARTARIAN OATS, pure sample. Sample and price on application.

LARGE LATE PALE REDSKIN POTATO, erroneously named Suttons' Flourball, £6 6s. per ton.

BOVINIA, or CATTLE FEEDER do., £5 5s. per ton.'

wM. DRUMMOND and SONS beg to state that their POTATOS
are true to their kind, and fine healthy stock. As to their merits, they are perhaps a good deal over-stated,

but purchasers will judge for themselves.

W. D. AND SONS have to intimate that their CATALOGUE of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready,

and may be had on application ; and they would simply announce that, although they have for upwards of sixty

years been doing an extensive high-class trade, they do not profess to be "the only 'representatives' that have
supplied new and unadulterated seeds ;

" nor have they sought to increase sales by offering silver cups, &c., for the

produce oi our seeds, nor published testimonials, nor given false statements as to prizes taken, nor raked up old and
often worthless things, giving them a new name and vending them at fancy prices ; they nevertheless are conscious

that the Seeds they send out will compare favourably as to quality and charges with any in the Trade.

WM. DRUMMOND & SONS,
SEED and NURSERY ESTABLISHMENTS, STIRLING, N.B.

GENUINE GRASS SEEDS.

James Veitch & Sons,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.,

DESIRE TO DIRECT THE SPECIAL ATTENTION OF INTENDING PURCHASERS TO THE FOLLOWING VERY FINE

MIXTURES OF CRASS AND CLOVER SEEDS,
which they guarantee are not to be surpassed in quality and selection.

In ordering Grass Seeds, a description of the Land to be laid down is very necessary^

so that a suitable Mixture 7nay be sitpplied.

MIXTURES for PERMANENT PASTURES and MEADOW LAND,
Containing only the most suitable GRASSES and CLOVERS,

•2.^5. to 32J. per acre.

MIXTURES for PARKS, ORNAMENTAL GROUNDS, &c.,

Specially prepared from the finest Evergreen varieties,

i8j. per bushel.

MIXTURES for SHEEPWALKS and CHALKY UPLANDS,
Composed of kinds which thrive on poor soils, 26j-. to 301. per acre.

MIXTURES for IRRIGATION or WATER MEADOWS,
26j-. to 30i. per acre.

MIXTURES for RECLAIMED MARSHES or HEATH LANDS,
20^. to 24/. per acre.

MIXTURES for GARDEN LAWNS, PLEASURE GROUNDS, GRASS PLOTS,
BOWLING GREENS, &c.

This Mixture has been most carefully prepared from the finest dwarf kinds, and cannot fail to give satisfaction.

20J. per bushel ; is, per lb.

MIXTURES for ALTERNATE HUSBANDRY.
These Mixtures are formed of the best CLOVERS, FESCUES, RYE-GRASSES, &c.. according to requirement,

and in ordering it should be stated whether it is required for one, two', or three years' lay.

14J. to 24J. per acre. ,

RENOVATING MIXTURE for RENEWING and IMPROVING OLD PASTURES.
This Mixture consists of the best PERENNIAL GRASS SEEDS and CLOVERS, and will greatly improve the

Pasture. Sow 10 to 12 lb. per acre. lod. per lb. ; 84J. per cwt.

MANGEL WURZEL, TURNIP, KOHL RABI,
And all other AGRICULTURAL SEEDS of finest quality, PRICED CATALOGUES of which are now ready,

and will be forwarded Post Free on appUcation.

^^ Where large quantities ai-e required, James V. & Sons will feel muck pleasure in guotinp Special Prices.

New American Seed Potatos.

SUTTON AND
following NEW AMERICAN

worthy of cultivation :

—

Bresce's King of the Earll
Brescc's Peerless
Kresec's Prolific

Brcsee's Climax
Lowest price per bushel, sack,

SONS strongly recommend""*'"" VARIETIES, as bciiiK

the
well

Early Kusc
Early Uoudrich
Late Rose
Hundredfold Fluke

ton, on application.
Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Rendint;.

CEED POTATOS, of good quality, offered at cash
^w' prices of 2 cwt. bat^s, sack inclusive:—Kidneys, Myatt's Ashlcaf,
13J. 6d. ; Early Ashlcaf, 17J. i>d. ; Lemon. 151. 6./. ; Early Handsworth,
171. td. ; Golden Dwarf, the earliest, and of excellent quality, 171. 6rf,

Datmahoy. the best for general Ubt, 13J. (>d. Some of the sorts can be
offered at less per ton.

H. AND R. STIRZAKKR. Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

The New American Potatoa.
TO THE TRADE.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Merchants,
Sleaford, can oiTer the following varieties of POTATOS, fresh

imported Seed. Price on application.
NEW AMERICAN LATE ROSE
EARLY ROSE
EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY SOVEREIGN
BRESEE'S PROLIFIC
BRESEE'S KINGofiheEARLIES
BRESEE'S PEERLESS
BRESEE'S CLIMAX
PEACH BLOW.

Seed Potato.
GEORGE SIBBALD, Fruit and Vegetable

Gkowt.r, 27, WellRate, and Drumfjeith by Dundee, lias tor
SALE a LARGE STOCK, of the above, including American Early
Rose, Wheeler's Milky White, Queen of Flukes, Prince of W..les,
Baron's Perfection, Myatt's Ashleaf, Rivers' Royal Ashleaf, Rint ul's

Striped Don, Rintoul's White Don, Oxford Early, Daintrce's Eirly,
I>almahoy Early, Palcrson's Victoria, Paterson's Improved ReLjcnt,
&c. Also his NEW POTATO, Eclipse, which he can confidently
recommend as the best in cultivation, and when known will supersede
all others either for garden or field planting : very white inside, dry,
and extra fine flavour; about 10 days later than Fortyfold, a much
heavier cropper, and will keep until new Potatos come intoihe market.
G. S. has many testimonials in their favour. Price per peck of 14 lb.,

3J.. or per bush, of 56 lb., \os.

RICHARD WALKER has to offer for cash the real
American Red-skinned Flourball POTATO, no blight, 7s. per cwt.;

Early American Goodrich, 14s. per cwt. ; Peach Blow, 4s. per peck

;

\'ariegated Golden Gem, 3S. 6d. per peck ; Giant King, Ss. per cwt. j

Early Shaw, ;^4 perlon. East Ham, Enfield Market, and Robinson's
Champion Drumhead CABBAGE PLANTS, all at 2J. 6d. per 1000

;

Red Dutch Pickling plants, 5s. per 1000.

The Market Gartlcns, Biggleswade, Beds.

To Market Gardeners and Others.
SUTTON AND SONS can supply the following, true

to name, and fine hand-picked samples, at very moderate
prices :-

utions' Long - podded
Thumb Peas

Laxion's Alpha Peas
„ Ouatity Peas
,, Quantity Peas
,, Supreme Peas
,, Prolific Peas

Daniel O'Rourke Peas
Kentish Invicta Peas
Hack's Victory Peas

Tom Scimctar Peas
I'rizttakcr leas
Princess Royal Peas
Dickson's Favourite Peas
Fortyfold Green Marrow i'cas

Queen of the Marrows Peas
Victoria Marrow Peas
Nelson's \'anguard Peas
Minster Giant Long-pod Beans

Lowest price per bushel or quarter may be had on application.
SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading^

/CABBAGE PLANTS, CABBAGE PLANTS,
strong, healthy, vigorous.

1,000,000 Robinson's Drumhead, at 3s, per 1000.

500,000 Early Batlersea, Enfield Market, and Little Pixie, at 3$. 6d,
per 1000.

100,000 Red Pickling Drumhead.^s. per 1000.
Sutton's Red-skinned Flourball POTATO, at 6f. per bushel.
Paterson's Bovinia, or Cattle-feeder POTATO, at 6s. per bushel.

Samples on application.
Remittances to accompany Orders from unknown Correspondents.

W. VIRGO AND SON, Wonersh Nursery, near Guildford, Surrey.

C. WHEELER &
SEED GROWERS,

SON,

GLOUCESTER, and 59, MARK LANE, LONDON,

Offer the following packets, post free :

—

Per packet—J. d.
Wheelers' Cocoa-Nut CABBAGE., i o
„ Kingsholm Cos LETTUCE., i o
., Tom Thumb LETTUCE ..06
„ Croquet GRASS SEED, sample

sunicient for trial on a small
Lawn or Croquet Ground .. 10

„ LITTLE BOOK for i872,each o 6
Paterson's Superb MELON,. ..10
Sweet Spanish CAPSICUM.. ..06
Collection of 12 choice varieties of
sweet-scented FLOWER SEEDS

Or with an extra quantity of
Mignonette . . . . . . • • 5

Wheelers' Gloucestershire Kidney
POTATOS .. .. per bushel 10

Ashmcad's Kernel APPLE
(Pyramids) each 2

Brockwonh Park PEARS
(Maidens) each 7

4 6

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Growers,
Gloucester, and 59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

EstabUshed 1793.

JOHN K. KING, Seed
Grower, Coggeshall, Essex,

will be happy to supply his unrivalled
Hardy Prize Stocks of MANGEL
WURZEL, SWEDES, and other
TURNIP SEEDS (carefully selected
from large roots), at moderate prices.

Large Purchasers supplied at

special moderate priccs.

FARM SEED LISTS post free.

Carriage paid on orders of 20s. and
upwards. Five per cent, discount
for cash.

To the Trade.
MANGEL WURZEL SEED.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make special

• offers of the following sorts of MANGEL WURZEL
SEEDS, which they have grown this season from fine selected trans-

planted bulbs. The prices are very moderate, and the quality

excellent —

-

SHARPE'S stlccled SMALL-TOPPED YELLOW GLOBE
ELVETHAM LONG RED
Selected RED GLOBE
Selected LARGE YELLOW GLOBE
Selected LONG YELLOW

.

Samples and further particulars on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.
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RENDLE'S PATENT ORCHARD HOUSES,
PATENT PLANT PROTECTORS, AND GROUND VINERIES.

Secured by Her Majesty s RoyalLetters Pateut (two separate and distinct Patents, 1869 & 1870).

H.R.H. the PRINCE OF WALES.
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCE CHRISTIAN.
HER MAJESTY'S COMMISSIONERS for ROYAL PARKS.
HIS HIGHNESS the MAHARAJAH PRINCE DULEEP SINGH
HIS GRACK THE DUKE OF RUTLAND.
HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF SUTHERLAND.
HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE.
THE MOST NOBLE THE MARCHIONESS OF ANGLESEY.
THE RIGHT HON. THE EARL OF STAMFORD AND WARRINGTON.

Under the Distmgmshed Patronage of—UnUei LllC J^l»U1115U.1011^^^
^^^^^^ HONOURABLE THE EARL OF PORTSMOUTH.

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE EARL OF DARTMOUTH.

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE LORD PORTMAN.

THE DOWAGER COUNTESS OF AYLESFORD.

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LORD ALFRED CHURCHILL.

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LORD BERKELEY PAGET.

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LORD BOLTON.

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LORD DE LTSLE AND DUDLEY.
ETC. ETC. ETC.

PATENT PORTABLE GLASS WALL SCREEN.

These lukl \l 1 L jl 1^s SCREENS when I ov b ) loi d lor Co e ng Walls for

Fruit Trees A wall 20 feet long could be covered by an unskilled labourer in half-an-hour. The Screens will be

supplied ali complete, with Patent Galvanised Iron Grooves, Glass Uprights, &c., at 11. per square foot; or

100 feet, lod. per square foot ; or 1000 feet, at gd. per square foot. This is the cheapest Glass btructure

ever introduced.

RENDLE'S PATENT PORTABLE

GLASS COPING FOR WALLS.

For I"! „ I' '..'1-1, - ;'.i.i' ., .AiiriLuii, iijid ijilicr t.lin,e

Fruit Trti;s, fiani'Sprid;; Frosts, Heavy Rains, &c,. A Wa'l 50 feet

long can be Protected for £7 los., and a most perfect protection, too.

Frost comes like rain—straight down the wall, llie tender blossom^ of

the Teach and Nectarine are more dfTccted by frost after heavy rains;

they set wet, and the frost comes and destroys their vltahty.

FOR VERANDAHS.—These Glass Copinps will do excellently for

Verandahs. (They can be made 6 or 8 feet in width, or indeed any width
that may be desired. Estimates will be sent if dimensions are given.

PATENT PORTABLE

GREENHOUSES, ORCHARD HOUSES, &c.

The Patentee is now in a position to Contract for and Build any description of Greenhouses, Orchard Houses,

or Conservatories of all sizes and dimensions.

The NEW PATENT SYSTEM of GLAZING is the CHEAPEST and MOST PERFECT
EVER INTRODUCED.

T/ie Houses arc built on Wooden Framework, with Zinc or Galvanised Iron Grooves;

the Glass slides in the grooves, and the most complete plan of ventilation is secured. No

paint or putty is required, and the Zinc and Glass are the only materials exposed to the

action of the atmosphere.

WHEN the SYSTEM is KNOWN and UNDERSTOOD, it WILL BECOME UNIVERSAL.

A Span-roof Orchard House complete, IS feet wide and 30 feet long, for £35.

A Span-roof Orchard House, 40 feet by 15 feet, for £55.

A Lean-to Greenhouse, 30 feet long and 10 feet wide, for £25.

These Houses are all portable, and can be removed and fixed again in a few hours.

^g- These are the cheapest Glass Structures ever introduced, and intending purchasers of Greenhouses

should compare the above prices with others.

For Prices and particulars, apply to the Patentee and Inventor. A New Illustrated Catalogue of Mr. Rendle's New Inventions is

just published, and can be obtained on application Gratis.

Apply to MR. W. EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, WESTMINSTEE CHAMBERS, VICTORIA STREET, S.W.

RENDLE'S PATENT PORTABLE

ORCHARD HOUSES and VINERIES
Erected at g,L per square foot.
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The advantages of procurmg Seeds direct from the
Growers cannot be over-estimated^

"THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN"

CARTER'S
IPRIZE MEDALS
^^^^.-...PARIS.ISS?. LONDON. 186^;--^,^^ ( tl'!^^'^^

BLACKPOOL, 1870. &;°,'&=7"--~-^

GENUINE SEEDSi
DESCRIPTIVE LISTS

GRATIS, POST free"
5 PERCENT DISCOUNT

i^^^ ^""^^^^^FOR CASH.

CARRIAGE FREEI
237, &, 238, High Holborn,

''' LP N DON .

'^

CARTER'S
IMPROVED MAMMOTH PRIZE

LOI(} EED lAIGEL,
The largest \ani.lv grown Pn^i, pti lb , Is. 3d.

The largest root of this variety at the Smithfield Cliib Show was
exhibited by J. C- & Co , weighing nearly 6olbs.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN to the QUEEN and the PRINCE of WALES,
337 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

To the Trade.
STUART, MACDONALD, and CO. 'S

Imported SEEDS of GERMAN TEN-WEEK STOCKS and
TRUFFAUT'S P.ICONY PERFECTION ASTERS arc the finest in

cultivation. Wholesale LIST on application.

Seed Warehouse, Southampton Row, Holborn, London, W.C.

New Seed Catalogue for 1872.

MESSRS. JOHN AND CHARLES LEE
will be happy tn forward, post fret- nn n]>[ilicalion, their New

Des<:riT>tive Triced CATALUGUE of GENUINE SEEDS, coniaiiiinR

every Novelty for 1872, to any of their Friends and Customers, and
others who have not already received it.

Royal \ineyard Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, W.

New Japanese Lilies. Orchids, Maples, Conifer Seed, &c,

MESSRS. TEUTSCHEL and CO., Colchcslcr.

Apents for Messrs. Kk-\mer & Co., Seedsmen and Nurscrj--

men, Yokohama, Japan.
CATALOGUE includes three New Lilies, Lilium callosum and

Lcichtlinii, Cjpripedium japonicum, Platantliera:, Seed of Abies
Firma, Vcilchii, Primula japonica, &c.

Orchids.

JAMES BROOKE and CO., Nurseries, Fairfield,

near Manchester, have a choice lot of ORCHIDS in first class

condition, at really moderate prices. Orders for £\a and upwards, if

left to j, It. & Co., will be liberally and carelully selected, anU
additional plants put in to cover carriage. CA'IALOGUES on
ajiplicalion to 16 and 18, Victoria Street, Manchester.
See Advertisement amongst Publications in this week's Gardeners'

Ckfonidt, p. 310, of their descriptive CaialoRuc, the FAIRFIELD
ORCHIDS.

GRANTHAM and SOUTH LiNCOLNSHrRE
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Prtsidettt—Kii^ht Hon. Earl Brownlow, Lord-Lieutenant of the
County.

The FIRST EXHIBITION will be held at Grantham, Lincoln-

shire, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, July 17 and 18.

Schedules of Prizes (upwards of ;530o), may be had ot Mr. F, M
WHITE, Hon. Sec, Grantham.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON. W.

NOTICE to FELLOWS—Mr. THISTLETON DYER, Professor

of Hotany to the Society, will attend at South Kensington every
Alonday afternoon, to answer inquiries bearing on EotanicaT subjects,

and at Chiswick on Tuesdays. A COURSE of LECTURES to be
delivered by Mr. DYER, both at South Kensington and Chiswick,
will be shortly announced,

Noteworthy Horticulturists and Botanists.

NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of
NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS

is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already

appeared, and separate Copies (price (>d. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, viz. :

—

Dr. Hooker, C.E., F.R.S.
\V. W1L.SON Saunders, F.R.S.
Rev. M. J. BERltELEV, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr. MooBE, of Glasnevin
Professor Reichenbach.

Kev. S. R. Hole, M.A
E, J. Lowe, F.R.S.
James McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.
James Bateman, F.R.S.
Eerthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F, Barron.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden. W.C.

SATURDAY, MARCH 2, 1872.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday, March 4—Entomological 7 P.M.

!

Royal Horticultural (Fruit and Floral
Committees), at S. Kensington ,. 11 A.M.

Ditto (Scientific Committee) . . .. 1 P.M.

Ditto (General Meeting) . . .

.

3 PM.
Thursday, — 7—Linnean 8 P.M.

IT will be as impossible for the readers of the ac-

counts in the daily journals of the National
Thanksgiving ceremony on Tuesday last to

suppress their emotions, as it was to those privi-

leged to take part in it in any degree and in any

place as spectators. The significance of the

event far outwent the mere splendour of the

pageant. It was something to see our dingy

metropolitan thoroughfares garbed in gayest

holiday attire ; it was even more striking to

witness the huge multitude of happy English-

men that thronged the streets ; but above and
beyond all was the feeling that this mighty

nation, with its infinitely varied shades of

opinion, its often widely divergent interests, is

yet, when occasion demands, one in thought, in

feehng, in principle. Rich and poor, we are of

one race. We love our country, its laws, and
its liberty. We reverence our OUEEN for her

qualities as a ruler, a wife, and a mother. We
see in her and her family, and the manner in

which they uphold our constitution and our laws,

the surest guarantees for public order and
freedom, and for the welfare of " our Sovereign

and her dominions."
The thanksgiving ceremony at St. Paul's brings

home to each one of us that those in high places

feel and act as humbler folk do in their domestic

anxieties, trials, and joys. The great tie of

human sympathy, so apparent in these realms

during the Prince's illness, had its most marked
manifestation in the recent act of thanksgiving

and joy on the part of a happy people. What-
ever our individual opinions, we all feel in

common that this, unlike many a similar pageant,

was a wise and a fitting one, and there can be but

little doubt as to the value of the result on
national feeling and individual conduct.

Referring to the daily prints for the account of

the ceremonial and the details relating to the

decorations of the streets, we simply allude to

sundry matters of more particular interest to our

readers.

Triumphal arches are usually very unsatisfac-

tor)' affairs, but that erected at the foot of
Ludgate Hill, near the site of the old Ludgate,
deserves recognition as one of the most satisfac-
tory structures of its kind ever seen in London.
It consisted simply of a Gothic arch in Middle
Pointed style, appropriately decorate J. If we may
so speak of so large a structure, it was simple,
effective, and it was, .as such erections very
seldom are, in good taste. Ludgate Hill itself,

with its rows of \'cnctian masts and banners,bear-
ing midway sheaths ofspears and smaller banners,
and linked together in all directions with a pro-
fusion of festoons of flowers, all artificial though
they were, also furnished an example of rich

decoration much exceeding in beauty and good
taste what we are accustomed to see on such
occasions. It was curious to observe, too, how
much richer and more appropriate these dense
festoons of mimic flowers were than the long
lines of Chinese lanterns with which Oxford
Street, for instance, was decorated. Notable,
too, amid the commonplace devices, was the

effect of evergreens judiciously arranged. So
marked, indeed, was the superior effectiveness

and appropriateness of the use of foliage in this

way that it was a matter for regret that more
use was not made of it, but the difficulty of

decorating seven miles or so of street is sufficient

to account for the comparatively scanty use of

evergreens. So far as street decoration was con-

cerned, natural flowers played a very poor part,

the only instances of any account which came
under our notice being a lovely display of spring-

flowering plants in the windows of a private

house nearly opposite to the War Office, in Pall

Mall ; a beautiful lot in the windows of Messrs.
Carter's establishment in Holborn, who had
besides a very ett'ective display of " bunting,"

Prince of Wales' Feathers, &c. Higher up Hol-
born, Messrs. Dick Radclyfke & Co. had a
splendid festoon of flowers—Laurels, Roses, and
Mistleto, interwoven with the Royal Standard
and Prince of Wales plumes. They also had an
illuminated portrait of the Prince, which might,

however, easily have been mistaken for that of

the proprietor himself.

At the Cathedral the vast portico was turned

into a suite of rooms, lighted from above. The
central chamber was the general reception-room,

where the QuEEN was met by the Bishop of

London and the Dean and Chapter of St.

Paul's. Opening from it on the right was a
room for the QUEEN, the walls of which were

covered with Nottingham lace stretched over

pink calico, and were so elegant that no one

would believe they had been entirely spoiled but

a day or two previously by the rain from above,

before the glazing of the roof could be executed.

The chamber on the left of the reception-room'

was for the PRINCESS, draped with similar lace

over blue caHco ; and both these private rooms
were decorated with flowers and Palms by Mr.

John Wills, of the Royal E.xotic Nurser>',

Old Brompton. The Princess's retiring-room

was decorated with groups of plants in each

corner, consisting of Lily of the Valley, An-
thurium Scherzerianum, Lycastes, Dendro-
biums. Azaleas, Camellias, and various other

choice flowers, the whole gracefully inter-

mixed with suitable Ferns, while handsome
Palms (Seaforthias) formed the background.

The zinc pans, in which the smaller plants were
placed, were completely hidden by a margin of

Selaginella denticulata. On a table in the centre

of the room, 12 handsome glass vases were
placed, varying in height, and from these the

beautiful fronds of Adiantum farleyense were
allowed to hang gracefully over the glasses, and
aftbrded a beautiful setting for the fine spikes of

such Orchids as Ccelogyne cristata, PhalEenopsis

amabilis, P. Schilleriana, Vanda gigantea and
insignis, Saccolabium giganteum, Odontoglos-

sum Ale.xandrte, O. Bictonense, 0. Uroskin-

neri, Oncidium crispum, O. Pescatorei, La;ha

anceps, Barkeria spectabilis, Lily of the Valley,

various kinds of Violets, with Gardenias and
Roses. Outside these small bouquets were placed,

formed of buds of Mardchal Niel, Devoniensis,

and other Roses, Barkeria spectabilis, Gardenias,

Violets, Lily of the Valley, and various other

choice flowers.

Her Majesty's retiring-room was directly

opposite the Princess's, and was arranged in a

similar way to the above, each group of plants

being different, and consisting of the choicest

flowers that could be procured. On HER
Majesty's table there were magnificent spathes

of Anthurium Scherzerianum, shown off to great

advantage by the graceful fronds of the Adiantum

above alluded to, and large pendent spikes of
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Ccelogyne cristata. The approach to the recep-

tion room was also decorated with flowers,

Palms, &c., and groups of plants were placed in

each corner of the reception room.

Her Majesty and the Princess were, we

learn, much pleased with the floral decoration,

and accepted bouquets as appropriate souvenirs

of the occasion.

• We are informed that the Trustees of the

Veitch Memorial, after discharging the legal ex-

penses incurred in the preparation of the trust-deed, as

provided therein, have invested the balance of tlie

Fund, amounting to £'6-]0y in stock of the Great Indian

Peninsula Railway ; and that as soon as sufficient

interest accrues to render the prizes to be offered worthy

of the object in view, they will proceed to make
arrangements to determine their relative value, and to

submit them to public competition, in accordance with

the powers conferred upon them by the subscribers.

Some remarkable abnormal developments of

CvtRiPEDiUM SUPERBIENS (Veitchii), were mentioned

a si ort time since in the Revtte hort'uole. A strong

plant of this species was divided into five plants, of

wliith two were strong, and three less vigorous ; these

five plants were potted and treated alike, and grew

side by side, but when they came to flower, while one

of the stronger ones produced normal flowers, the other

bore four flowers in which the lip was wanting. The
three smaller plants flowered subsequently, and pro-

duced each a single flower, but in all three the flower

was double ; that is to say, the lip, which was very

well developed, formed, as it were, two slippers, per-

fectly distinct, one set within the other.

We have already alluded to the virtues which
have been ascribed to Condurango, and also to the

growing belief that they were entirely suppositious.

After a lengthened trial of the drug in the cancer-wards

of the Middlesex Hospital, the surgeons at that institution

find that Condurango has no effect whatever on cancer ;

while at a recent meeting of the Clinical Society of

London, it was stated that not one single indication of

improvement had been observed in any of the cases

treated by this alleged remedy. A feeling was strongly

expressed that the public should be made aware of the

utter worthlessness of Condurango as a remedy for this

disease.

Amongst the supposed tender plants submitted

to forced exposure last winter in Paris, the Knnie
Horticole mentions that at Sceaux one plant in particular,

the Choisya ternata, withstood all the rigours of

the situation, and may therefore be regarded as hardy

—

a great additional merit. This Rutaceous shrub comes
from the temperate parts of Mexico, and has evergreen

trifoliate leaves, with elliptic-oblong leaflets, and large

white five-petaled flowers, disposed on a sort of terminal

corymb, with tricliotomous branches, and having a very

shov\y character.

M. Bert, desiring to test the Effect of

Green Light on the Sensitiveness of the Mimosa,
p'actd several plants under bell-glasses of different

coloured glass, and set them in a warm greenhouse.

At the end of a few hours a difference was apparent.

Those which had been subjected to green, yellow, or

red. light, had the petioles erect, and the leaflets

expanded ; those under blue and violet glass, on the

other hand, had their petioles almost horizontal, and
the leaflets hanging down. Those under blackened
glass were less sensitive in a week, and in 12 days were
either dead or dying. At that time those under green

glass were entirely insensitive, and in four days more
were dead, the plants under the other glasses being
perfectly healthy and sensitive, but unequally so. The
white had made great progress, the red less, the yellow
a little less still, whilst the violet and the blue did not
appear to have grown at all. After 16 days the vigorous
plants from the uncoloured bell-glasses were moved to

the green; in eight days they had become less sensitive,

in two more the sensitiveness had almost entirely dis-

appeared, and in another week they were all dead.
Green rays of light appear, from these experiments, to

have no greater influence on vegetation than complete
absence of light. M. Bert further believes that the
Sensitive Plant exhibits only the same phenomena as do
all plants which are coloured green, but to an excessive

decree.

We have received from Messrs. James Thor-
burn & Co., of New York, a large sample of their

new Late Rose Potatos, some of which we have
distributed amongst public establishments and amateur
growers for trial. Messrs. Thorburn & Co. say that
in its colour, habits of growth, and general appear-
ance, it resembles the now well-known Early Rose,
from which it is a seedling ; but that it is of better
quality than its parent, keeps later, and is a heavier
cropper ; their stock being grown at the rate of from
250 to 300 bush, per acre. Some of the tubers we
received were as large as a fair sample of Paterson's
Bovinia, very uneven in outline, very sound, white-
fleshed, and of very fair quality.

An exhibition of Useful Insects, and of
the products derived from them, is to be held in the
garden of the Luxemburg, Paris, from August iS to

September 8 next, under the auspices of the Central

Society of Bee Masters (Societe Centrale d'Apicul-

ture). All nations are invited to contribute specimens

of useful insects, insect products, implements, hives,

&c., as well as of noxious insects, and the means for

their destruction. Intending exhibitors should com-
municate with M. Hamet, Rue Monge, 59, Paris,

before August i. Medals and certificates of^ honour will

be awarded. The classes mentioned in the programme
include silkworms of all kinds, insects producing wax
and honey, insects used fordyeing purposes, edible insects

(including Crustacea and Arachnida), insects used in

pharmacy, insects as decorative objects, insects inju-

rious to cereals, to the Vine, to useful plants, such as

forage plants, vegetables, fruit trees, forest trees,

timber, Mushrooms, clothes, books, &c. ; parasites o(

man and domestic animals. In addition supplemental

classes will be established for snails, slugs, leeches,

fish, &c. It will hence be seen that *' Insects," in the

sense of the programme, include nearly the whole of

the animal kingdom.

The accompanying woodcuts (figs. 102 and

103) represent Drechsler's Patent Portable
Winnowing Machine, a very useful implement,

adapted for cleaning any kind of agricultural and horti-

-DRECHSLEES PATENT PORTABLE WINNOWING
MACHINE.

cultural seeds, such as Clovers, Turnips, Crested

Dogstail, Wheat, Beet, Mignonette, Lettuce, Cucum-
ber, &c., separating the dust, chaff, sand, stones, &c.,

by merely turning the driving-wheel, or on the self-

acting principle when the seed merely requires screen-

ing, the screens being made so as to be inclined to any
required pitch. The machinery consists of five distinct

parts, viz., the blower. A, which may be used by
itself; the stand, c ; the two screens, B ; the shaking
contrivance with strap, and the spout. With some few
alterations and additions the same implement is adapted
to clean and bag the seed by a single operation.

We understand that a City wholesale druggist has one of

Fig. 103.—THE SAME, PUT TOGETHER FOR PACKING.

these machines in use for" cleaning Senna leaves, gums,
and berries ; and Messrs. Carter & Co. employ another

for cleaning Clovers, &c., and that it does the work
well. It is made in four sizes, No. i being suitable

for flower and small quantities of vegetable seeds ; and
No. 4 for wholesale houses. Mr. Drechsler ha^ given

us the following further explanations :

—

" The hopper is provided at its lower extremity with a
kind of shutter, fixed to a spindle, to which the lever that

is seen outside the machine is attached, and by which the

passage of the seed out of the hopper is regulated. Close
under it is an inclined plane, along which the light

matter is blown out of the machine in an upward direc-

tion, leaving the heavy seed, sand, stones, &c., to glide

downwards on to the screens; and on the top of this there

is an opening left, with a projection to arrest any good
seeds that might still be amongst the blowings, causing it

to fall separately on the f^oor. The screens are change-
able, the one coarse and the other fine, and made to be
set to any required incline with an upward and downward
shaking motion. They are easily drawn up or down, and
their motion regulated by means of two straps, the one
above at c (fig. 102) and the other below the screens. The
top screen, that has for its object merely to take out tilings

larger than the seed, is provided with a spout, on to which
a small bag may be hung for the purpose. The machine
is designed to clean grass seeds, Clovers, Turnips, Beet,

Lettuce, Cucumber, Mignonette, and also materials used
in other branches of industry. The blast is regulated
instantly with the greatest ease by merely turning a httle

faster or slower, and in this way it is adapted to the
lightest as well as the heaviest seeds or other materials.
Over the hopper there is a handle to carry it or lift it by,
which may be done by merely turning the shaking rod off

the fan spindle at c. The two screens and shoot are taken
out, replaced, and fastened by unscrewing or tightening
two fly-nuts, also seen at c. Fig. 103 represents the blower
and stand, and two screens put together to be packed."

We have here evidently a very useful as well as very
simple implement, adapted for facilitating one very
troublesome operation in gardening, namely, the clean-

ing of seeds.

Mr. Glaisher remarks as follows on the

State of the Weather during the week, ending
Feb. 24, 1S72 :—In the vicinity of London the reading

of the barometer at sea level, at the beginning of the

week, was about 2g.8 inches. A slight depression to

about 29.7 inches was recorded during the iSth, fol-

lowed by an increase which reached its maximum
(about 30.2 inches) about 9 a.m. on the 22d. This in

its turn was followed by a decrease which lasted till

about 3 P.M. on the 24th, the lowest reading being
about 29.5 inches. The mean daily values were above the

average on the 2lst and 22d, but below on the remain-
ing days. The highest temperatures of the air by day
varied between 55!° on the 24th, and 494° on the 22d.

The lowest temperatures at night ranged from 42*

on the 1 8th, to 35!° on the 22d. The daily

ranges of temperature were generally large, all,

with the exception of the i8th and 23d, being in

excess of 14*. The mean daily temperatures were
again without exception above the average through-

out the week. The departures were as follows

:

— i8th, 8°; 19th, 7°.5; 20th, 5''. 7; 21st, 3'.5 ; 22d,

4°.4 ; 23d, 4°. 7 ; 24th, 8*. 8. The differences between
air and dew-point temperatures were large on the 19th

and 20th, but gradually became smaller towards the

end of the week. The sky was generally covered at

the beginning and end of the week, but the mornings
of the 19th and 20th and the evening of the 2i5t were
fine and cloudless. The highest reading of a thermo-
meter placed in the sun's rays was 118°, on the 19th,

and the lowest reading of one placed on the grass at

night was 28^% on the 22d. Rain fell on the i8th,

19th, 23d, and 24th to the amount of 3- loths of an inch,

the greatest fall being nearly 2-ioths, on the 23d.

In England, the extreme high temperatures ranged
between 53!° at Blackheath, and 47" at Newcastle-on-

Tyne, the general average over the country being 524°*

The extreme low temperatures varied from 36^° at

Bradford to 31° at Norwich, the general average being

nearly 34°. The average daily range of temperature in

the week was about l8j°. The mean for the week of

the highest temperature observed every day was 491",

the highest being at Blackheath and Portsmouth, 52°,

and the lowest, 44^°, at Newcastle-on-Tyne. The ave-

rage daily range of temperature was 12^"^. The mean
temperature for the week was about 42 i*, varying

from 45° at Blackheath, to 40^" at Newcastlc-on-

Tyne. Rain fell at Sheffield and Eccles on every day
in the week, and at other midland places on six days

;

at Norwich it only fell on three days, and at Ports-

mouth, Blackheath, and Newcastle-on-Tyne, on four

days. The amount collected at each station was gene-

rally large. At Birmingham the amount was nearly

i\ inches, and at Nottingham, Manchester, and Eccles

more than an inch. The average fall over the country

was 8-ioths of an inch.

In Scotland the highest temperatures by day varied

between 50* at Perth and 46* at Glasgow, with a

general average of 47|°. The lowest temperatures at

night ranged from 344'' at Paisley and 31" at Edin-

burgh, the average over the country being 33^". The
mean daily temperature for the week was nearly 40°,

the highest being at Perth, 414*, and the lowest, 38!",

at Edinburgh. Rain fell at all stations. The greatest

fall was nearly 2 inches, at Perth, and the least, half an

inch, at Aberdeen. The general average was a little

more than i inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature by day was 57F»
the lowest at night 324", and the mean daily tempera-

ture 45'. The amount of rain collected was about

2-ioths of an inch.

NEW VARIETIES OF MIGNONETTE,
Already the fragrant and favourite Mignonette has

been brought under the power of the gardener, and by
selection and development he has acquired novel forms.

Of these the earliest was known as the " large-

flowered," which seems to be the R. odorata grandi-

flora meliorata of the seed lists, a plant of stronger

habit than the original. Since that has appeared

"Parsons' White," in which the coloured anthers are

less conspicuous than usual; and ihe "crimson-

flowered," a sadly disappointing misnomer for a variety

in which the reddish-brown anthers arc simply more
than usually prominent. Now M. Gebhardt, of Qued-

linberg, introduces three new sorts, the Pyramidal

Bouquet, the Tall Pyramidal, and the Dwarf Compact
—varieties obtained by selection and careful seeding.

We give a condensed summary of M. (iebhardt s

descriptions, accompanied by figures he has been good
enough to send us :

—

The Pyramidal Bouquet Mignonette (fig. 105) forms a

dense short pyramid of free growth, the numerous

branches being terminated by large spikes of intense
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red flowers—as many as 300 of them being produced

on one full-grown specimen. Tlie foliage is luxuriant,

iLud of a dark ijreen. This variety is recommended
for pot culture and for the open border. The Tall

Pyramidal Mignonette, R. odorata gigantea pyramidalis

(fig. 104), is said to have very woody stems and vigorous

branches, which are clothed with dark green leaves

and club-like spikes of flowers 10 inches long,

and of fine red tinge. By good culture it

j^ows to a height of 2^- feet, and a breadth of

li foot. In consequence of its ligneous

habit, the more it is cut the more freely it

flowers, continuing to bloom till (juite late in

autumn. It is recommended to be sown
«arly in March, and to be potted off singly,

the plants being either turned out into the

borders or grown on in pots as required.

The new Dwarf Compact Mignonette (fig.

106) seems to be a very desirable variety, and
very distinct in character. It is called R.

odorata nana compacta multiflora, and forms

a dense semi-globular bush of about lojnches
high and 18 inches across, the robust and
vigorous branches being clothed with dark

green leaves, and decorated with innunier-

able close spikes of reddish-tinted flowers.

These flowers are said to be produced with-

out intermission from spring till late in the

autumn, the blooming period being of longer

duration in this than in any other variety,

owing to the successional branching growths.

Its dwarf habit adapts it for planting near

the edge of the flower-border, while, if culti-

vated in good soil, it is said to have a fine

effect as a single specimen. For pot-culture

or for market purposes it is very highly

lecommended.
The figures we here introduce, and which

were prepared from photographs, show the

general habit of each of the varieties.

Kennedy is now 16 feet in height, a picture of health,

carrying numerous cones, of successive years* growth.
' At present, the young growths are loaded with embryo
male catkins, which gives a yellow hue to the plant,

increasing as the season advances, till towards the close

of spring the whole tree becomes almost as yellow as

an Acacia in full flower. It is grown here in a deep

NOTES ON CONIFERS.- i:

Cuprasus Benihamiana.—Syn. C. thuri-

fera. Indigenous to the mountains of Mexico,
where it grows to the height of from 50 to

60 feet, with an ample, dense head. A very
distinct species, when young forming a nice

pyramidal tree, rather open than dense in

habit, with spreading, upright branches. The
foliage is of a fine soft green colour. The
limber is said to be fine-grained, and excel-

lent in quality. In Scotland, except in

good localities, it does not generally stand the

severity of our winters. At Castle Kennedy it grows
and thrives well, one plant being upwards of 16 feet in

height, and was out during the severe winter of 1S60-
61. In the South of England and many parts of
Ireland it should grow freely, preferring light, dry soils

10 plant it in. Heavy soils cause too vigorous growths,

]-'l«J. 104 — lAI-L I'VRAMIl.'AL MIO.XoNLTTE.

dry loam, which appears to suit it well. The pro-

bability is that in good situations it will grow to the

height of from 30 to 40 feet in this country, which is

very surprising, as Hartweg, its discoverer, describes

it as growing only to the height of from 6 to 10 feet

in its native habitat, the converse being generally the

case. Although not quite hardy in every locality it

As seen in this country when young—and owing to its

recent introduction, nothing but comparatively young
plantsexist—it has the compact appearance of acommon
Arbor-vita:, being wider at the base and less formal in

habit, of a glaucous green colour, with graceful,
flexuose, pendulous branchlets and leading shoots, the
leaders being like the Deodar, pendulous till the com-

mencement of the next year's growth, when
they gradually become upright. During the
early part of summer the larger specimens
are to be seen with numerous small cones,

varying in colour on different plants, from
a light green to a dark purple, and at that

particular season of the year adding very
much to the beauty of the plant. Perhaps
no ornamental Conifer, certainly no recently

introduced Cypress, has been of late planted

so extensively. Being perfectly hardy, it finds

everywhere a home and everywhere admirers,

and has become equally the accompaniment
of the cottage, the villa, and the princely

mansion. It does not appear to be at all

particular about soil ; one condition is, how-
ever, necessary to its well being — a dry
subsoil. It seldom suffers from frost ; but
when planted in exposed situations, cold
winds frequently destroy its young gi^owth.

Cupressiis mttkacnsis^ synonymous with
Thujopsis borealis. Introduced 1850, from
Nootka Sound, North-West America ; 60 to

So feet in height. A fine tree, with spread-

ing, slightly pendulous branches, which,

when young, rise from the tree, gradually

curving towards the point of the shoots, the

branchlets hanging down, producing a very

pleasing effect, having altogether a consiJer-

able resemblance, when viewed at a short

distance, to the C. Lawsoniana, but differing

in being more open in habit. When planted

in a strong soil it grows freely, and is likely

to attain a considerable size in this country,

where, in ordinary situations, it proves quite

hardy.

Ciipressits macrocarpa.—This is considered

by many to be the most imposing and most
beautiful Cypress which we possess. Mr.
Ilartweg describes it as gi'owing to the

height of 60 feet, with a bole measuring

9 feet in circumference, on the wooded
heights near Monterey, in Upper California,

and with a far-spreading, branching, flat top,

like a Cedar of Lebanon. In this countiy

it promises, under favourable conditions,

to grow equally large. At Castle Kennedy two plants

were put out in 1S47, the one under the name of

C. macrocarpa, the other of C. Lambertiana. C. ma-

crocarpa is now 35 feet high, with a bole, 2 feet from

the ground, 3 feet 8 inches in circumference, showing

extraordinary health and vigour ; it has a pyramidal

form, with a small spread of branches in proportion to

Fig. 105.—IVRAMIDAL IJOL'nUET MIGN'OXETTE. Flli. IC6.—NEW l»\\ARr COMTACT MIGNONETTE.

which do not ripen sufliciently to withstand the winter
|

frosts.

CupressHs Goi'enuxna. — From the mountains of I

Monterey, in Upper California, where it grows to the
:

height of from 6 to 10 feet, forming a dense bush. As
,

growing at Castle Kennedy, and a few other places where
I have seen it, it forms a charming, moderately free-

\

growing tree, with irregular, spreading branches, the
:

branchlets being slender, pendulous, and of a lovely ,

light green colour. The largest specimen at Castle

should be planted freely wherever it succeeds, being a

really beautiful and truly ornamental tree.

CtipressHS Laxi'Si/tiaua.—Indigenous to the Shasta
and Scots valleys and other localities in California.

Introduced in 1852. This is said to be a fine graceful

tree as seen in its native habitats, growing to the

height of from So to loo feet. Mr. Murray says that

he met with it on the banks of streams in a valley in the

mountains of Northern California, where it formed the

handsomest tree? "^een by him in his whole expedition.

its height. The colour of the tree, as looked at from a

,
short distance, is of a greyish green. This description

applies to a large number of C. macrocarpa planted at

various periods since ; most of them differing only in

having a greater spread of the lower branches than the

large plant. The plant under the name of C. Lam-
' bertiana is upwards of20 feet in height, with a bole about

the same dimensions as those of C. macrocarpa, divided

\
into numerous branches a few feet above the ground, the

branches'spreading and forming a head somewhat, flat,
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like a very old Yew, the colour a fine grass-green.

The l>ranchlets, when compared with the C. macro-

carpa, are smaller and finer in appearance. The ordi-

nary explanation that the C. Lambertiana plants were

mostly from cuttings, and the C. macrocarpa seedlings,

does not account for the difference, as plants raised

from cuttings of the C. macrocarpa retain the colour

of foliage and upright habit of growth. As the two
varieties were introduced at different periods, the

C. Lambertiana in 1838 by Lambert, without any in-

formation as to where it came from, and the other in

1847 by Hartweg, from California, it is just possible

they may be from different and widely distant loca-

lities, if not from different countries. As both the

varieties are now coning and ripening their seeds

abundantly, attention should be paid in collecting the

seed to keep them separate, when in all probability the

two varieties will be perpetuated. It is important that

this should be done, as in the hands of the intelligent

planter very different positions would be assigned them.

In many parts of Ireland this fine tree is to be seen

growing with extraordinary vigour ; at Mount Stewart

there are specimens nearly 40 feet in height ; in Scot-

land, at Hopeton House, 25 feet high ; as also at

Murthly Castle in the far north, where the severity of

the climate does not prevent its growing well. In

some localities it suffers during unusually severe

winters, but in most will be found quite hardy.

Wherever it succeeds, it should be planted with a

liberal hand, as few trees are more beautiful. It is not

particular about soil, preferring a moderately good
loam to a clay soil, and a dry to a damp bottom.

Here it both forms timber and grows faster than the

Scotch Fir.

Picea afiial'iiis.—Although this giant tree was dis-

covered in Northern California, and was introduced as

far back as i S3 1, by Douglas, it is still comparatively

scarce, owing to various causes—amongst others, to

the fact that no seedling plants have since been raised,

and plants which have been raised from either

grafts, layers, or cuttings are found to be very

slow in forming leading shoots. Some 20 or 30
years ago a spurious, and very worthless variety,

resembling a Balm of Gilead, was sent out under this

name, and this deceived and disappointed many \\\\o

believed they were growing the true amabilis, while

they only had a counterfeit. For the reasons stated

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF OUR
WALLS

bv the u&r. of portablk and ti'mporarv
Pkotkctors.

From these I exclude wall copings ; they belong to

the wall ; and the eft'iciency of the wall for fruit grow-
ing is largely dependent upon the width and character
of the copings. They must be waterproof throughout
their entire length, should overlap sufficiently for the

drip to clear the face of the wall, and be grooved
within half an inch or so of their lower edge to cast

the drip off; they should overhang the wall not less

than 6 nor more than 12 inches, and it is well to

trough the coping as one would the roof of a house.
Surely copings cut the lines of radiation asunder, and
thus husband warmth about the trees. Neither will I

dwell upon the different expedients adopted to assist

or add to the protecting forces exerted by the coping,
such as wide, temporary copings of wood, slate, felt,

straw, reeds, Spmce boughs, &c. All these are effi-

cient in proportion to their width and degree of imper-
viousness to cold and wet, and valuable crops are often

saved by their ministry. Again, the several modes of
covering the front of the wall with canvas, bunting,

net, rough straw bands, fir-branches. Fern, &c.,

have frequently been described in your columns.
The more portable these modes of protection can
be made the better. Hence, perhaps, movable can-

vas is the most efficient ; though the most Uttering of
all modes of protection, that of rough straw bands
run along on poles in front of the wall, at distances

of 9 inches or a foot apart—the loose straw from
each band whipping the next more or less all the

way down—has often baffled the frost better than the

most expensive arrangements of canvas blinds. The
worst of the latter is the currents they create. The
wind gets under and flaps them about, to the dashing of

the blooms or the pumping of them dry of juice by the
air thus whipped into a gallop. Without, however,
disparaging any of these modes of protection, which
have all been more or less useful in aiding us in our
contest with climate, the time seems to have come for

the bettering such contrivances if possible. Portable
glass screens will probably prove most efficient for

these purposes. Stout glass would carry the trees

above, there are few large plants in the country, I safely through the frost crisis, without leaving a legacy
although plants 5, 6, or more feet in height are not

uncommon, here and there forming fine leaders, which
they do after being well established. This tendency is

increased by pegging down and notching the upper
side of the branches, or sometimes, if the young plant

is very vigorous, staking-up and pinching the laterals

for a number of years. A little top-dressing of decom-
posed manure greatly increases their vigour, and assists

in starting a leading shoot. A little extra labour in the

culture of this tree will be well rewarded, for when seen

in good health it is really a fine species, with its thickly

set, dark green, linear, blunt- pointed leaves, from 14 to

2 inches in length, forming nearly a half circle on the
upper side of the branchlets, and nearly flat on the
under side—the back of the leaves being very
silvery, divided by a narrow band of light green on
the midrib of each leaf. The branches, even on young
plants, grow horizontally, the points hanging down.
Douglas describes it as a magnificent tree, towering
above all its fellows. Jeffery found it growing on the

sloping sides of the mountains, at an elevation of

4000 feet, with the leaves very small, dark green
above and silvery beneath, with horizontal branches,
short and bushy, growing 250 feet high, in a gravelly

soil, and 5 feet in diameter, with 60 feet of the stem
without branches. It grows in a great variety of soils,

but appears to do best in good clean dry loams. This is

one of our hardiest trees, and wants only to be offered

cheap enough to ensure its being extensively planted.
Some plants at Castle Kennedy are showing male
catkins. I have not yet heard of any plants coning in

this country.

Picea bradeata.—This beautiful tree was first dis-

covered by Douglas, on the mountains along the
Columbia river, and afterwards, by Dr. Coulter and
Hartweg, on the sea range of Santa I^ucia, in Upper
California, at an elevation of from 2500 to 3000 feet

above the sea, where it is described as being a tall

slender tree of 120 feet in height, and only 2 or 3 feet

in diameter. In appearance this species is very distinct

from all the other Piceas, having, as seen when young,
straight, stiff branches, rather thinly set on the tree,

and long, deep green, sharp pointed, linear leaves,

standing, when compared with its congeners, thinly on
the branchlets, which terminates with one or more
unusually prominent yellowish brown bud, the centre
one being often fully an inch in length, and half an
inch in thickness. When first sent out a good many
years ago, by the eminent firm which introduced it

(Messrs. Veitch & Son), it was very generally con-
sidered as not being hardy ; further experience has
shown that in suitable situations, even in the North of
Scotland, it thrives well. It has the fault of being
spring tender, and should never be planted in a low
warm situation, but the opposite—a cold, moderately
elevated one, either in the shade of larger trees or in a
north or west aspect. It is at home in most soils,

growing freely in a light gravelly loam. At Riccarton
there is a fine healthy specimen on a deep loam, about
1 7 feet in height. A. FoivUt, Casllc Kennedy,

of weakness behind it. Many have a prejudice against

portable glass in horticulture. Their ideas of the brittle-

ness of glass have been formed on old models ; their chief

care is not to break it. No base can be too solid and
lasting to receive their glass, and as to dry glazing and
movable glass, it not only cuts their fingers, but they
are afraid to touch it lest it fall to pieces. Such views
are not applicable to the good strong glass of to-day.

That may be handled almost as safely as garden pots,

and there is hardly more risk of breaking it. Neither
is there any fear of its wearing out, nor danger of

working it too hard.

For many purposes portable glass is more useful than
fixed, and this protection of wall trees is one of them.
The fruit grows ripe better in many cases, without
glass than with it ; the trees need shelter when in blos-

som to ensure a crop, and that is all. Give the trees a

glass roof, and front likewise, during their crises of
danger, and then uncover them. There are at least

two easy methods of rendering glass portable. Fix it

in small light wooden frames, or move it in single

squares. Either mode may be adopted for the tem-
porary protection of wall trees with glass. The lights

of late vineries and iVIelon pits have, in fact, often been
used for this pur]>ose. Many of these are heavy and
difficult to movf, and I think, upon the whole, I should
prefer portable bars of wood or iron and single squares

held in position with Beard's patent sashbars or

Rendle's less substantial arrangements for dry glazing.

The efficiency of such modes of protection is con-

siderably modified by the form and size of the space
which is inclosed. If the frames or rafters are merely
thrust under the coping of the walls, and the lower
end brought close to the wall, the trees will be liable

to suffer injui-y in two ways—the tops will be
scorched by day and frozen by night. The sharp angle
holds so little air that the alternations of temperature
must needs be extreme. Such extremes must be care-

fully shunned if our protection is to be of much
service. It is less the glass, than the air that the glass

encloses, that protects the trees. That arrangement
that encloses the most air in proportion to the glass

employed, will afford the greatest amount of protection.

Possibly this would be one of the most useful forms.

The front miglit be movable, like the top ; or,

better still, a permanent glass wall furnished on one or

both sides with fruit trees. In either case the top

rafter would be fixed to the uprights in front. Nothing
could be simpler than to arrange such glass pro-

tectors with Beard's patent sashbars. One could be
attached to a row of hooks under the rafter, and the

other made fast to similar bars in front, or to the

coping bar of glass walls. From my experience with
the latter I am confident that, placed at distances

of from 4 to 6 feet from brick walls, they will help

very much to solve this difiicult problem of protection.

They will give and take freely of caloric from the

walls, and tend powerfully, even apart from the roof

covering, to cieate and sustain a wall atmosphere more
genial than that of the surrounding air.

With this temporary roof they would form glass-
houses for the time being that would set most probably
all our spring frosts at defiance, and then what an
accession of wall area they bring with them. Each side
equals the warmest front of a brick wall ; the two sides
vary a little in temperature, but practically there is no
perceptible difference between Peaches, Nectarines,
Apricots, Plums, Vines, Roses, on the north and south
sides of glass walls, consequently they virtually double
the area of the most favourable aspects for fruit grow-
ing. Though apparently fully covered they cast but
slight shadows, the light plays among the branchlets
and lea\-es, and passes through the interstices freely.
This transparency to light and heat is an immense
advantage. Glass walls may be placed within a few
feet of each one of brick not only without harm but to-

their manifest advantage. This aggregation of walls,
each helping to warm the other, will itself become a
protection to the trees of no mean power, while the
multiplicity of wall surfaces will produce more on a
limited area than any other method. By thus group-
ing walls into fruit gardens, the roots of the trees will
at last obtain their just rights—a bit of the best and
sweetest loam the estate produces—all and wholly to-

themselves.

As soon as all danger from frost is over, the tem-
porary roofs may be removed, leaving or taking away
the glass front at pleasure. If a glass wall, it of course
will be left'; if a mere screen, removed. Either way
the trees will virtually be in the open for the summer.
Thus against the labour of watering, ventilating, &c.,
fruit houses throughout the summer we have only to-

set the work of erection and removal. This, under-
proper arrangement, would be very light, and, indeed,
much less than that involved in the ordinary modes of
protecting wall trees. The fruit and the trees likewise
are in most localities better without glass during the
summer months. Should, however, a sunless summer,
or a wet autumn-tide visit us, the glass might again be
slipped over the trees, to perfect or hasten maturity, or
to preserve the fruit after it is ripe. During the interim
it would be, indeed, strange if the portable glass could
not be converted to other uses—such as the growth of
Melons, Cucumbers, Tomatos, Capsicums, or plants of
various kinds for the winter decoration of the conser-
vatory or stove. Permanent glass walls in front of our
brick ones, with portable glass roofs as connecting
links, reaching from the crown of the latter to under
the coping of the former, appear to me to offer the
most satisfactory solution of the vexed problem, so
often asked and seldom fully answered—How to make
the most and best of our walls, furnished, or supposed
to be so, with superior fruit. D. T. Fish.

VEGETATION versus MIASMA,
I SEE it stated in some of the papers that Sunflower

culture around a dwelling in a miasmatic climate has
been found preventive of the fatal miasma fever. This
holds to reason, as plants feed upon corrupt gaseous
emanations which rise from rich vegetable mould.
And no doubt were the vegetable mould, the Mutter
Erde, so necessary to the growth of vegetable products,

consumed by exposure to the sun and air, and by ex-

cessive hard cropping to Baron Liebig's barrenness—to

his pure mineral heart's content—that the malaria

would suffer. A century ago we had much ague in the

Carse of Gowrie, when the land was richer ; now we
have none. A number of years ago I proposed that

the fatal Campagna in the vicinity of Rome should be
planted with forest trees of the most exubei'ant growth,

of the greatest appetite for foul feeding, which, like

vultures, might swallow up putridity, and proposed
Beech, as one of the greatest gluttons. When I was
about middle age, I was walking along the brow of

a ditch with a slight Poplar switch in my hand, and
thoughtlessly pushed the switch, apparently withered,

into the brow of the ditch. It is now a great tree, the

tallest upon my ground, and for a considerable number
of feet up from the ground about 2^ feet in diameter.

This is the great Black Italian Poplar, not the Feather
or Lombardy Poplar. I would give the preference

to this Poplar, even over Beech, as an antimiasmatic.

Upon the banks of the Elbe I have seen a ti'ee of this

Poplar, the largest I have noticed on the Continent of
any kind of tree, excepting of Beech ; but as its growth
is several times more rapid than that of Beech, its

malaria-correcting effect may be stronger. The greatest

fault is that, like some others of Nature's gigantic types

of life, it is one of the most gaunf, Iea?t graceful of

trees. The timber is, however, valu;ible, and though
of so rapid a gi-owth, very lasting, e-pecially rf sawn
thin as rails. When passing, last summer, between
Hamburg and Berlin, a distance of nearly 200 miles,

I observed many rows of this kind of tree newly planted,

but not a newly jilanted tree of another kind, except

fruit trees.

In Italy and Spain a garden surrounded by a wall or

close hedge generally stands full of miasma gas, like a

cup, the product of dead organic corruption, the

quantity of manure applied to the soil giving out more

gas than the vegetables grown are aiile to consume—at

leist highly abounding, while the plants are consuming

it, one portion of the manure given being absorbed by

the root-mouths, pi-obabiy in a liquid state, while

another portion of the putrid gas ribiiig from the soil is

nlisorhed by the digesting leaves. Most writers upon
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Ihis subject seem to fort>'et that a plant has two ends, ' and branches of trees, or gracefully droop from tlie ultimate results of employing auch a structure are of

both capable of taking in nourishment. In the southern rugged stipes of their gigantic congeners, the Tree the most satisfactory description. The only weighty

States of North America, the wholesomeness of forests
|

Ferns ; others grow vigorously on the moist surface of argument against these low houses is, that they are not

is well known. In the rich malaria clearances numbers mossy rocks, in localities where the atmosphere is per- adapted for visitors— ladies in particular—since the

of the people who can getaway from home, but who ' manently saturated with vapour, and .1 dense canopy walls are generally covered with the before-mentioned

have not means to retire to the uplands of the North ' of vegetation shields them from the scorching inlluence slimy vegetation, which, if beautiful and highly inte-

during the most fatal autumnal malaria season, retire , of a tropical sun. One or two species will survive in a resting to a botanist, is not likely to either improve the

into the neighbouring ancient forest, and having I comparatively dry atmosphere, but with the majority a appearance of a delicate costume, or conduce to the

erected a hut remain in tlie forest till the sickly
|

very moist atmosphere is essential to their welfare, amiability of its fair wearer. These little gems are,

months are past. Here, if a small clearance is made i The species from Java, Borneo, the Philippine Islands, however, especial favourites with the fair sex, and we

for a garden beside the hut to alTord vegetables, the and the West Indies generally, can only be grown sue- have not unfrequently seen nice healthy patches of the

malaria <^as rises from the newly turned over soil, and cessfully in a close stove, temperature varying from Killarney Fern (T. radicans), and one or two other of

fever appears. In the wide plains of the La Plata 55' to 85% according to the season of the year ;
while the hardier species grown and tended by fair liands in

basin a yearly <Towth of enornious Thistles, alternating those from the British Isles, Ma<leira, Chili, Tasmania, ' a small Fern case, while all the heat they obtained^

with a crop of\;iover and otiier legimies, takes place ; and New Zealand may be cultivated to perfection in a even during winter months, was derived from the

the formidable Thistles in their

season rushing up so rapidly

and strong, as they say, to be

sufiicient to stop an army on its

march. This enormous growth
of Thistles seems able to con-

sume the malaria as it rises, and
is the more fortunate as there

is no forest near at hand to

retire into, the Thistle being

the high dominating lord of all

it surveys of the vegetable king-

dom in these vast plains.

It is thus not alone through

the roots of plants that the

vegetable mould is strongly

conducive to luxuriant vegeta-

tion. It also exerts a very im-

portant nourishing power upon
the plant above ground. There
is not a doubt that this mould
is continually giving out aerial

fluids, carbonic acid gas, &c.,

which, from the natural consti-

tution of gases remain close to,

or near the surface of the earth,

supplying the requisite mate-

rials for the growth of vegeta-

bles. Here is shown the dis-

tinctive character of vegetables

and animals — that the same
aerial fluids which are inimical

to animal life are highly pro-

pitious to vegetable, that they

mutually work for eacli other's

well-being. This disposition of

means to end is conformable to

the other balancings of Nature.

The two kingdoms, vege-

table and animal, work equally

to each other's existence and
well being. The used-up ma-
terials of the vegetable, the

food-combustion of which had
given heat and locomotion to

the animal, now along with the

animal remains, &c., serve as

food to the new vegetable seed

when it is thrown into vitalised

action by the sun-ray power.

The vegetable, as it extends in

growth, stores up the sun-ray

power in its substance, which,

restores the latent heat the

materials had lost in the last

vital animal course, by com-
bustion, in serving as food to

the animals, or as forming vege-

table mould to undergo a slow
combustion and supply nourish-

ment to the vegetable kingdom.
Having thus renewed, by the

absorption of sun-rays and
vitality, the combustion-power,

it is ready for a new course of

life to supply warmth and loco-

motive power to animal life.

To convert a natural incident

into proof of religious dogmas
is often attempted. The leaf-

stalk of the Poplar is very thin,

and the leaf of some varieties

very round, so that under
the slightest breath of air the „ . - _ -

leaves quivar, flicker, or tremble, and in some mild cool fernery, the temperature of which is not allowed , one of the spore-cases of this group with a complete

situations are said to drop tears. This has given use to sink below 40" during the winter months. horizontal ring.

to the idea that the cross of Christ was of this tree, and If these little gems are grown in an ordinary stove. Tropical Filmy Ferns. These require a temperature
that the conscious leaves ever after tremble and weep, the atmosphere of which is only periodically saturated ^^ ^^qiw 55° to 85°, and the atmosphere heavily charged
The trembling Weeping Poplar, however, related to an with moisture, close cases or bell-glasses must be

^^,jj]j j^^QJ^j^j.g_

ancient religious myth antecedent to Christianity, employed, in order to maintain the requisite amount of

Patrick Mattheio, Gourdiehilly Erro/, February lo. humidity necessary for their existence. On the other
|

hand, they will grow vigorously without these acces-

j

series, in a snug little house, partly sunk below the
\

FILMY FERNS ground level, within which Liverworts and Mosses;

cluster thickly on the moist walls, and minute green
;

Fig. 107.—filmy i-erns.

I Tricliomancs rcniforme

;

,

'1'. tenerum ; 3, T.

asplenioidc^

inemliraiiiiceuin ; 4

; 6, H. sinuosum.
, T. cuspidatum

; 5, Hymenopliylhun

drawing-room tire.

Some of the species which
climb or creep in their native

habitats, such as T. Lusch-
nathianum, T. scandens, T.

attenuatum, T. incisum, T.

angustatum, and II. asple-

nioides, H. crispatum, H. fla-

bellatum, II, hirsutum, and H.
cruentum, may be grown on
pieces of "virgin cork," or on
the dead trunks of Tree Ferns,

and will look far more beauti-

ful when treated in this manner
than when crowded into a pan.

Some cultivators syringe all the

species in their collections

freely overhead without excep-

tion, whilst others tell us that

particular species, as H. hirsu-

tum, T. crinitum, and H. lun-

bridgense, for example, do not

like water overhead ; we know,
however, that the latter fre-

quently gets drenched on its

native rocks, and is occasionally

submerged without injury, and

we have seen it grown in a

Wardian case, on a piece of

rock, just as broken oft by an

enthusiastic collector, this spe-

cimen being daily syringed

during summer, and preserved

in the most robust health.

As a compost for these plants

we have used fibrous peat

broken into lumps, coarse

washed river sand, and pieces

of sandstone rock added, toge-

ther with a liberal admixture

of broken charcoal, taking

especial care to secure perfect

drainage in the pans used, for

although they revel in a moist

compost, if it becomes in the

slightest degree stagnant and
sour, the plants will soon be
sufferers.

For some of the cooler species

we have used living Sphagnum
Moss, peat, and sandstone, in

which they grew very freely.

The Moss, by absorbing and
gradually giving off moisture,

materially assists in preserving

an equal state of moisture

around both roots and fronds.

In point of beauty the two
groups, Trichomanes and Hy-
menophyllum, are pretty much
on equal terms with each other

;

indeed, a casual observer would
scarcely detect any difference

between the two genera. The
Trichomanes have urn-shaped

undivided involucres, and spore-

cases generally clustered around

a hair-like exserted column (see

fig. 107 a). On the other hand
Hymenophyllum has two-

valved involucres, and as a rule

the central column is not so

fully developed, or exserted {see

fig. 107 H). Fig. 107 c shows

These form a popular section of Ferns, and are in- and olive-coloured Algx tint the more shaded portions

eluded by botanists in two genera, namely, Tricho- of the glass roof—these latter microscopic organisms

manes and Hymenophyllum, both of which are affording a tolerably good index as to the amount of

represented in our British cryptogamic vegetation, moisture generated inside any structure in which they

although the majority of the species are exotic, and grow. In houses of this description, the time and

many are tropical. In their native habitats these labour necessary to maintain permanent humidity in

miniature plants luxuriate in a variety of positions
;

the atmosphere is very slight, while in the case of

some pendent species cling to the moss-covered stems Ferns in general— filmy Ferns in particular-—the

T, alatiun.

trichoideiim.

aiiceps

angusuiium.
.tchinca;fuliiiin.

attenuatum.
cuspidatum.
crispum.
elegans.

'1'richomanf.s.

T. javanicum.
Kraiissii.

Luschiialliianum.
membranaceiim.
Plum a.

piisillum,

setigcrum,
lencrum.

H. afplenioide^.

cil latum,
hirsutum.

HvMENOl'UVl.l.lT.t,

I

H. hirtellum.

I

sericeum.

I
abruptum.

C>.rJ Filmy /'crwr.^The<;e may be grown in any
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sufficiently humid structures, the temperature of which
does not descend lower than 40" during winter.

T. elongatum.
radicans.

exsectum.

H, tunbridgense.
unilaterale.

seruginosum.
caudiculatum.
dichotomiim.
dilatatum,

F. IV. B.

TrICHOMANES,

IT.
reniforme.
Andrews! i,

Hymenophvlli'im.
H. chiloense.

crispatiim.

demissum.
flexuosum.
polyaiithos.

game Correspnknte.
The Chiswick Garden Trials.—The trials of

vegetables at Chiswick having this year commenced
with Peas, the Potato trials, from the national import-
ance of the noble tuber, ought certainly to be taken up
next year. The authorities at Chiswick will, no doubt,
best perform their duties by taking one specific vege-
table at a time, on purpose to make their trials

thoroughly useful and reliable. The varieties of Peas,

especially the early round sorts in the seedsmen's cata-

logues, are nearly all synonymous with one another,
and as regards their earliness it all depends upon the
season. Early Peas in the open air were pulled as

early in warm springs 40 years ago as they are now.
In the dwarf marrow class great improvements have
been made lately, and when the best and earliest

varieties have been tested and defined in the trial, it

will be a boon to gardeners. In the tall marrow and
round varieties, there are also now many good kinds,
but a selection of the best is desirable, and all the
synonymous sorts pointed out, so as to be discarded from
the seed lists for the future. There will doubtless be
amongst the new Peas sent out this year some very
superior kinds, and when tried at Chiswick their merits
will be pointed out. With regard to the trial of the
Potato next year great circumspection will be required
in testing the different varieties, for the qualities

of Potatos differ so much according to the soil

and situation in which they are grown. In the
selection of seedling varieties for extensive cultiva-

tion, attention ought to be paid to early or second
early ripening sorts of good keeping properties. It

will only be by growing such varieties that the Potato
disease will be set at defiance in wet summers
or autumns. Another advantage, when seedling
Potatos are selected, to have them of the short-
haulmed kinds, for they take up less room, and the
disease when it appears takes less hold of them, from
the greater circulation of air in the rows. It is

astonishing how some of our respectable seed firms still

puff up some of the rubbishy American seedling Pota-
tos still sold by them at high prices. With the exception
of being good early croppers, and distinct in their

foliage, some of these American Potatos have not a
redeeming quality to match with our favourite kinds ;

in fact, they are sometimes not fit to give to the pigs.
In the seedsmen's catalogues the Brassica tribe is

gradually swelling, and includes endless so-called new
varieties. The Chiswick trials will not be complete
till they have taken Cabbages, Broccolis, Cauliflowers,
and Kales in hand, and defined the most distinct and
best sorts. It is a laudable object that of raising an
improved variety of a vegetable of any kind, but it

ought not to be sent out till thoroughly proved, and
found to be superior to those sorts already cultivated
of the same kind. IViiliam Tillery.

Keeping Grapes.—While looking at a barrel of
foreign Grapes being unpacked in a fruit warehouse the
other day, and observing the perfectly plump condition
of the berries after being six months among the cork
dust, and without communicating any taste to the fruit,

I asked myself the question, " Why should we gar-
deners not adopt the same plan, and barrel off our
Alicantes and Lady Downe's instead of bottling them,
which does not seem to be a successful method of pre-
serving them in very many cases ? Here is a barrel of
Grapes all sound and plump, though the footstalks
have long been withered, and equally as good as Lady
Downe's Grapes in taste (when the latter have been cut
for a little while), and plumper and better in appear-
ance. The cork dust would seem to serve all essential
purposes. It is a good non-conductor, dry, and pre-
vents evaporation, while absorbing any moisture that
may be given off by the Grapes. I should like to hear
what your readers think of wrapping late Grapes in
tissue paper and stowing them away in the above
manner. If the plan would succeed with English-
grown Grapes, it would save an immense deal of
trouble and annoyance to gardeners, and also the
expense of building Grape preserving apartments. J.
Sivipson, Wortliy.

Salad.—For the benefit and consideration of
" W. T.," I send him Dr. Kilchiner's recipe for
making a salad :

— " Boil a couple of eggs for 12
minutes, and put them in a basin of cold water for a
few minutes. The yolks must be quite cold and hard,
or they will not incorporate with the ingredients. Rub
them through a sieve with a wooden spoon, and mix
them with a tablespoonful of cream ; then add two
t»blespoonfuIs of oil. When these are well mixed, add

by degrees a teaspoonful of salt and powdered lump
sugar, and the same of made mustard ; when these are

smoothly united, add very gradually 3 tablespoonfuls

of vinegar ; rub it with the other ingredients till

thoroughly incorporated with them ; cut up the white

of the egg, and garnish the top of the salad with it.

Let the sauce remain at the bottom of the bowl, and do
not stir up the salad till it is to be eaten." If to the

above be added a teaspoonful of Tarragon vinegar, and
a teaspoonful of Eschalot vinegar, a salad will be made
to which " W. T." will not, I think, object. P.

Hoine Culture of Tobacco.—In consequence of

some remarks which recently appeared in the GarJciters'

Chronicle in relation to the cultivation of Tobacco, I

inclose a sample grown here in a somewhat elevated,

and consequently exposed region. The seed was
treated in every respect as a tender annual, as was also

the plant. Until its flowers appeared, these were
nipped off from time to time in order to divert the

whole available vigour of the plant into the leaf ; and
as soon as the leaves had attained to their full size, they

were picked off, sorted, and placed 12 in each lot, in

the Pine stoves, where they were frequently turned.

In a short time they assumed the colour of the dry leaf,

when each parcel was rolled up, turning at the same
time the extreme points into the roll. In this form
they were firmly bound with cord, and placed betwixt

two old doors, upon which a heavy roller, say i ton in

weight, was placed, which pressed the rolls to the form

of the accompanying sample. It may be here noticed

that the said doors are not perfectly suitable for the

purpose, as they absorb the brown juice expressed, and
thereby rob the sample of a portion of its virtue.

To what extent may the cultivation of this sovereign

herb be carried, to be used in the garden where it is

grown, with impunity ? yohii Reid^ Haigh Hall
Gardens^ Feb. 26.

New Pears.—Allow me to correct the incorrect

reading of " H. K." at p. 256. The Souvenir du
Congres is not mentioned by A. Leroy. The Poire du
Congres Pomologique is as different from the Souvenir
du Congres as a Swan's Egg Pear is from a Beurre
Diel ; it is good enough, but a mere late autumn Pear,

and, like most of those seedlings of Boisbunel, seems
suited to our climate. His best Pears are Olivier de
Serres, Passe Crassane, and Prince Napoleon ; many
others of his are inferior in this country. As to the

Pear Souvenir du Congres, it is new compared to that

mentioned by *' H. K. ;" its history and a figure is

given in Rt'viie Hortkole a year or two since. It is a

market Pear, of great size and beauty, and its quality

pretty good ; it ripens in September, and will some
day be hawked by the costermongers in London as

"Big Williams," for it is much like Williams' Bon
Chretien ; it ripens a little earlier in some warm
situations, and is larger and handsomer. I prognosti-

cate that this Pear and Beurre de I'Assomption will one
day figure largely in our markets ; they both have the

robust habit of Williams' Bon Chretien, and seem as

hardy as that popular sort . Tlios. Risers.

Ccelogyne cristata.—There are comparatively few
who know the real value of this gem of an Orchid.
Possessing two very large patches of it here, it occurred
to me that I might turn one of them into better use by
dividing it into smaller forms—accordingly it was
dissected. A few pieces of it were placed on blocks,
and the rest in small 6 and 7-inch pots, filled with
crocks, and placed on the top with a little Sphagnum
Moss. This was done two months ago, never expect-

ing, of course, that the embryo flower that had formed
at every bulb would come to perfection. I am agree-
ably surprised to see every flower opening, notwith-
standing the entire severance of every root, which was
absolutely necessary in the dividing of such a mass of
small, green. Tomato-like bulbs. There was no possibi-

lity of dividing the plant into two or four parts, as we
do sometimes with herbaceous plants ; but it had to be
cut away bit by bit, and so every piece is flowering as

finely as if the whole was in one mass. I consider this

Orchid quite equal, if not superior, to the Odonto-
glossum Alexandra;. It is, moreover, sweet-scented, and
better adapted for bridal bouquets. I had nearly said
anyone could grow this Orchid that had a vinery for

its growmg period, and a Camellia-house for the resting

and flowering period—and I believe they could. The
wonder is why these winter-flowering Orchids, such as

this, are not more common in every garden where it can
be grown with such ease. Dozens of plants are found
room for that have not the twentieth part of the beauty
of this plant. For my part, I don't know a flowering
plant indoors that gives as many beautiful flowers and
as much pleasure, with as little labour bestowed on it,

as the Ccelogyne cristata. Not only is its flower
beautiful, but it is lasting. You may take one of these
pieces I have alluded to, and suspend it to a piece of
copper wire in your temperate library to the level of the
nose, and it shall be to that organ and to the eye that

sees it as agreeable three weeks hence as it is to-day,

by simply taking a mouthful of pure water, and giving
the bulbs a squirt every morning, without wetting the
flowers. Fancy a man of wealth coming down to his

early meal of a morning, and seeing a piece of this

vegetable wonder hung before him ! It would astonish
him more, perhaps, than seeing it in a glasshouse,
.where all plants are expected to grow because they

have simply that protection ; or seeing it only in the
form of a bouquet, without its bulbs and leaves. H. K.

Enville Early Chestnut.—By yesterday's post I
forwarded a few points of the above ; it began to
expand early in January, and was beautiful and green
the first week in February ; since then it has not made
the progress I anticipated, otherwise it would have
shown freely for flowers. It is a pretty sight to see so
lovely a green when all the other kinds of trees are quite
bare. Edward Bennett, F.nville, February zi,. [Another
correspondent sends us from Taunton shoots 3 inches
and more long, and leaves of equal length. Eds.]

Redskin Flourball Potato. —This Potato is pre-
ferred here at the present time to any others we
have in store. When boiled the tubers are dry and
mealy, but the flesh is not white, though approaching
it. Our stock was very fine, and the tubers have kept
well. Out of a dozen varieties it is the last to "sprit "

We intend to plant largely of it the coming seasonWe require annually about 40 sacks at lifting time, to
keep a good supply until we can obtain youngones from
the open ground. " N. B." does not state what his
soil IS, nor his locality. I could give a list of sorts that
have been praised to the highest in a great number of
trade circulars, and by writers in different journals, but
which will not succeed on the soil here, which is I'ight
on a sandy subsoil. The three best varieties we have
lor yield and quality are Webb's Imperial Kidney
Paterson's Victoria, and Redskin Flourball. The
first-named keeps good till December, and I cannot praise
the Victoria too much. I am always chary of con-
demning any kind until I have thoroughly done it justice,
for when the tubers have been grown and lifted for
storing all is not generally done that is required. I am
confident that much more depends on the storing and
cooking of Potatos than is generally credited. I am a
firm believer in the efficacy of quicklime placed in the
centre of heaps or clumps, it dries up all moisture, and
after a wet time, as we have had all through January,
heaps that had lime applied, when opened were found
to be dry and in good order, whilst those that had no
hme were found very damp, and the tubers covered
with mould. In reference to the cooking of Potatos
I must say that those which are steamed are better than
boiled ones, but if they must be boiled very little water
should be used, and the saucepan should be kept close
to confine all the steam, till they are sufficiently cooked,
when they should be dried before dishing. Potatos
vary very much on diflerent soils ; for instance, the
well-known York Regent, after a few years' cultivation
in this soil, loses its roughness and becomes quite
smooth, in fact altogether altered, as many in this
neighbourhood can testify. T. Wynne, Gr. to the Rev
C. F. Cliilde, Holbnvk Rectory, Sufiolk.

My experience of this Potato entirely coincides
with what "N. B." states at p. 217. In quality it is
unmistakably bad. I had some of them cooked when
they were first lifted out of the ground, again some two
months later, and quite recently, and it does not im-
prove with age. I gave some to my friends, that they
might test them, and their verdict is the same, telling
me that they are only fit for pigs. Again, one of my
neighbours, who has a large garden, procured some
from two sources this past season ; as a consequence I
feel their identity cannot be questioned, and his are of
the same bad quality as mine. In justice I would say,
that the yield was largely in excess of others, and the
size of the tubers so large that they seemed ready to
burst through the ridges of earth in which they grew.
Of its capability of resisting the disease I cannot speak
here, there having been but very little trace of it with
me here for several seasons past, and in consequence no
appreciable loss. I grow for the market, and had last
year about 3 acres of this crop in field and garden. In
the field were planted Dalmahoy and Gryffe Castle, both
Regents, and Paterson's Victoria ; each one of these
was satisfactory in the yield, and the quality all that
could possibly be desired ; the Redskins grew beside
them, and which I hold to be a fair test. I shall cer-
tainly grow them no more. J. E., South Deimi.

Last spring I purchased 10 pecks of the Flour-
ball for planting, at least I recommended my employer
to do so ; and as we bought in 90 pecks of other late
sorts for planting at the same time, we had a good
chance of testing the Redskin Flourball's properties
with those of other sorts. They were .all planted at
the same time, and under the same circumstances. At
digging-up time the crop of Flourballs was very indif-
ferent, yet to all appearance they have hitherto resisted
the disease better then any other sort. With regard
to the quality, whether roasted or boiled, they are not
fit for human food, for, instead of being what their
name indicates, a ball of flour, they have more resem-
bl.ince to dough just mixed than to Potatos ; what
they will be later in the spring remains to be proved.
Of the sorts tliat did the best with us I may mention
Paterson's Victoria as a good cropper, and very fair in
flavour

; some indeed think it a little too sweet on the
palate, yet, comparing it with others, it is tolerably good,
and its character appears established. Skerry Blue is

a medium cropper, but in quality it surpasses all others
when on the table. ./. A'ead, RleasUy Vale Gardens.

Shrubs and Climbers. — i. What evergreen
shrubs will grow in a wood under Fir trees ? The soil
is peat and sand. 2. For covering the west wall of a
house what do you advise (besides climbing Roses), in
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the way of creepers, which will cover the wall quickly?

C.W. If. [t. The Common and Portugal Laurels, Box,

and Yew, will exist in woods, if the shade of the over-

hanging trees be not so dense as to obscure every

glance of sunlight. Rhododendrons will grow in

tolerably shady places, and Daphne Laureola will bear

as much shade as any shrub. The large-leaved Ivy will

grow under trees ; allowed to climb up Thorn or other

deciduous bushes, itfonns dense masses of green foliage

that give an excellent effect. There is a variety of Ivy

that grows naturally in the form of a bush. Privet will

also grow in shady woods. If the trees are tall, closely

planted, and form a dense overhanging shade impervious

to sunshine, the chances are very much against even

the above hardy shrubs. The Fir tree roots will also

be found about the surface of the ground, and their de-

struction in excavating holes for shrubs will be attended

by injury to the trees'if very special care be not taken.

2. If at all desirable to have early blooming shrubs, the

following should have places ;—Lonicera fragrantissima,

Jasminum nudiflorum, Chimonanthus fragrans. Mag-

nolia conspicua produces a fine effect on a good wall
;

Escallonias may be relied upon, Ingramii or macrantha

are good varieties ; Forsythia'suspensa and Fortune! are

quick growing wall shrubs ; for shady angles Mespilus

Pyracantha and Cotoneaster buxifolius may be used ;

for a little autumn colour Virginian creeper is valuable,

and the charming little Ampelopsis Veitchii most

pleasing ; while the broad leaves of Aristolochia Sipho

produce a picturesque effect, W. /.]

Acacia (Albizzia) lophantha as a Window
Plant.—This is one of the finest foliaged Acacias we
have in cultivation, and truly deserves to be grown
extensively by all window decorators. It is sufficiently

hardy to endure the temperature of an ordinary sitting-

room, is very e.osily progagated, and when nicely

grown, its rich deep green foliage rivals in colour and

grace any other plant, be it Palm or Fern, capable of

luxuriating in the same moderate temperature.

During winter Chrysanthemums and other window
flowers, as Primulas, &c., look much better when seen

in close proximity to its fresh green leaves. Old
plants are well adapted for training up the back wall

of a consen'ator)', and from these large plants elegant

sprays may be cut and used, either for the decoration

of the dinner-table or for floral decorations. These

large plants flower, and produce abundance of seed,

which germinates readily if sown as soon as ripe in a

sUght bottom-heat ; but the young plants thus obtained

must be grown in a cool place, as near the glass or light

as possible, and must also be pinched or stopped once or

twice, or the chances are they will run up too *' leggy
"

to be of much real service. Cuttings of half-ripened

wood strike readily, and produce plants of better habit

than those raised in the seed-pan, though, as a rule,

they do not grow so rapidly. It is not uncommon to see

plants of this species in the windows of town habita-

tions, enlivening the colours of the Crocuses and
Hyacinths during winter and spring ; but, regardless of

this, it is a subject worth gi-owing by the hundred, and
no doubt, if well done, would command a quick sale

in large manufacturing towns, more especially where
winHow plants are largely patronised by all classes.

P. W. B.

Cleaning-out Hot-water Pipes.—Allow me to

offer an "amendment " on the plan suggested by Mr.
Grieve (at p. 45) for facilitating the removal of sedi-

mentary matter contained in the "return" pipe, viz.,

instead of a plain iron collar over the ends of the pipes,

to use flanged half collars over the ends of "an inter-

mediate " removable pipe in connection with the ends
of the fixed pipes, the flanges to have a hole through
them for the reception of a bolt and nut to " screw
up " taut a suitable ring or wrapping of vulcanised
india-rubber, which would prove to be a simple and
clean joint, of indefinite durability. It would be but
the work of a few minutes to detach and replace the
removable piece of pipe ; whereas, I opine, it would
entail comparatively considerable trouble to unpack
and efficiently repack a plain iron collar whatever
material might be employed. Wm. Gardino-, The
Gardens^ L<nuer Eatington Park.

Roses on their own Roots.—Let me attempt to

describe a Rose growing on its own roots, and the
method I adopted in training it. The Rose was the
Moss Lanei, and it was a pillar of beauty when in

bloom. A regular cone, almost as true as if struck
with the compass, 6,\ feet at the base and 5 feet high,
clothed on all sides, from bottom to top, with beautiful
foliage, and when in flower one mass of bloom. This
tree, as I have said, was on its own roots (the best of
all ways to grow jloss Roses), was a nice little tree

when put in, planted in ordinary, rather light soil, and
in two years it threw up a lot of fine stems, from 6 to
8 feet high, 15 of the best of which I reserved to foiTn
my cone, cutting all the rest away. I then thrust into
the ground a dozen of small sticks in a circle, to which
I bent down and tied the ends of my shortest stems,
leaving the longest three to form the apex of my cone,
and the ends of these I brought doivn and fastened to
the bend in the lower iz in triangular fashion. This
tree I treated in the same manner as I should treat a
Raspberry stool, i. e., I cut away all the old wood, and
had a fresh set of (canes I was going to say) stems ; and
in order to do the best I could for them, I cut the old
Rose stems away as soon as they had done flowering,

and removed evei7thing except about 15 of the best of

the stems. This I did from year to year, taking care

that the top buds were well filled up before I bent the

branch (stem I mean) down. As the ground was
naturally poor and light, I took care to feed it well in

every way I could. A tree of this sort at an angle of a

walk, or the end of a bed, or indeed in any command-
ing position, would not fail to attract attention. Ji. T,,

Flaxley Parsonage, Newnham-on-Seiiern, Feb. 12.

Crassulas.—We have here a group of interesting

plants, many of which are well worth growing for their

flowering jiroperties ; others for their curious or even
grotesque appearance. The well known C. (Kalo-

santhes) coccinea and its varieties, are scarcely sur-

passed as greenhouse plants when well done, their ricli

glowing colour and fragrant odour being great recom-
mendations. Another old species, C. lactea, is a

grand white-flowered winter blooming plant, sadly too

much neglected, as it makes a good plant with but

little trouble, and its spikes are useful for cut flowers.

C. multiceps is a curious species, with closely imbri-

cating silvery membranaceous leaves, and the one
represented, fig. loS (C. pyramidalis) is, if possible, even
more curious still in its habit. Its leaves are 4-ranked and
very densely imbricate, as here shown, tlie flowers

being small, whitish, and inconspicuous. Like many
more species, it comes from the great stronghold of

succulents. Southern Africa. C. perfoliata has opposite
connate leaves on slender stems, and may be added as

a curiosity to a general collection. Crassulas are

Fig. 108.—CR.\SSULA I'YR.\^^D.\L^i;.

plants of very easy cultivation, and may be grown in

any ordinary greenhouse the temperature of which does
not go below 40°. They will grow in a variety of
soils, but nothing is preferable to a light sandy loam,
the pots being well drained. As a class they may be
watered freely during summer, but kept comparatively
dry during the dull winter months, or they may suffer

from damp, which is far more injurious to all succu-
lents than drought. P. IV. B.

General Pleasanton's Vinery.

—

Apropos to the

discussion that this subject has raised, I would ask you
to reproduce here some remarks upon the subject of the
influence of coloured paper upon vegetation, quoted by
me in report of the proceedings of the Southampton
Horticultural Society, published in the Florist of

December, 1865. Mr. Tinkler, the honorary secretary,

related how, under tlie advice of a Dublin professor, he
had carried out some simple experiments to a success-

ful issue, amongst which that of sowing three pots with
some kind of flower seeds, leaving one pot exposed to

the full rays of the sun, and covering the others with
tliin paper, one coloured blue, the other yellow. He
found that the seed so\\Tr under the blue paper came
up several days earlier than that exposed to the sun,

whilst that covered with the yellow paper did not

germinate at all. The cause of this singular result was
thus explained :—The actinic rays of the sun's light are

absolutely essential to the vegetation of seeds, the blue

colour possesses the power of concentrating these rays

in an extraordinary degree, thus giving a powerful

stimulus to vegetation ; whilst the yellow colour absorbs

the whole of these rays, and thus prevents them from
entering the soil. Mr. Tinkler also mentioned, in con.

nection with this experiment, a curious fact, of more
importance to the photographer than to the gardener.
The impossibility of reproducing the eyes of a subject
distinctly when the colour is light blue, is well known
to all, they generally presenting an appearance of blind-
ness in the picture ; to remove this difficulty Mr. Tinkler
said that if a piece of yellow calico were hung on the
opposite side of the room to that on which the subject
was placed, so that the colour was reflected into the
person's eyes, it would so absorb the actinic rays of
light as to enable the operator to produce eyes of the
most satisfactory character." Assuming that the state-

ment here made with reference to the former experi-

ment is correct, the knowledge of it may prove a

matter both of interest and use to many, especially

those engaged in the seed business, who desire to test

the growth of their seeds, as, by the use of blue-

tinted paper, or, doubtless better still, blue-tinted

glass, an early vegetation would be greatly accelerated.

Unlike the Yankee vinery, the experiment quoted is

so simple in its nature that everyone can soon test its

truthfulness. A. D. [The experiment has been fre-

quently tried, with like results. Eds.]

Vegetables at the Birmingham Show of the
Royal Horticultural Society.—Some of the sub-

scribers to the special prize fund for the meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society at Birmingham may desire

that the amounts they contribute should be given for

kitchen garden produce. Suppose a subscriber of ;^I0

wishes that sum to be divided into three prizes—̂ ^5,

;^3, and £z—for the three best collections, what pro-

ductions should be included ? The show takes place

in the last week in June, and the arrangement of the

prizes should be made so as to give fair play to gar-

deners in different localities— in fact, should include

such produce as might fairly be expected to be found

in well-cultivated gardens generally at the period of

the year in which the show is held . I think there will

be no question as to the necessity for the condition that

the articles to be exhibited in each collection shall be

the same. To set up a lot of varied collections, as is

sometimes done, would be a mistake in all respects,

and render the competition much less interesting than

it would otherwise be. All the produce should be

from the open garden. ]V.

Prince Napoleon Pear.—While all will feel that

great caution should be observed in recommending
new fruits for general culture, especially in the case of

Pears, which we all know vary wonderfully in local

climates, exposition, and soil, not to speak of mode
of training—as the season for planting is passmg

by I should beg to risk my own opinion that Prince

Napoleon Pear will be found a valuable addition to

our winter fruits. It is a seedling from Passe Crasanne,

and much resembles it in its good qualities, of delicious

and decided aroma, with a meltmg substance, and a

fair size. Here it succeeds Josephine de Malines,

which I should suppose is unrivalled as a winter Pear

;

but it is so different in quality and so good as to bear

respectably the test of near succession. The trees which

produced the fruit are vertical cordons against a lofty

south wall, and have every advantage. We have a

number of the newest sorts thus planted in pairs, and
expect some interesting results this coming season.

.

Among the Pears of last year we have now La Quin-

tinie, a new kind, said to reach to April in keeping,

and of peculiar appearance ; if equal to its name anc.

reputation, it will also be useful, but 1 have never tasted

it yet. Prince Napoleon seems also to be of more pro-

lific habit than the old Crasanne, and altogether it is

a favourite of mine. "Valeat quantum valeat." T. C.

Brihaut, Richmond House, Guernsey.

Root Pruning.—The words used by your corre.

spondent at p. 79 seem to me to admit of two different

constructions. He says :
" To my mind grossness and

fruitfulness are directly antagonistic terms." If by the

word grossness he means a superabundance of soft

sappy wood, that it is impossible to ripen, I entirely

agree with him, but if he meant an exuberance of

healthy well ripened wood, such as we see pruned

away year after year by some cultivators, in the hope

that fruit m.ay be produced, I beg to differ. I think

that that wood, the growth of which he proposes to

correct by root pruning, would ultimately, if allowed

to extend itself, produce fruit in greater quantity and

better quality than those trees to which the system of

root pruning is applied. I have found this to be the

case in many, I may say in almost every case, that I

have had to deal with, and in my opinion root pruning

IS only to be practised to advantage where a restricted

form of tree is especially required, or where, as occurs

when a bad subsoU has to be dealt with, the roots run

down into it in search of moisture, producing the only

real grossness I have found to be a bar to the produc-

tion of a good and plentiful crop. J. H. H.,

'JwickenhaJH.

Eucharis amazonica.— Though much has been

said in these pages respecting the cultivation of this

exceedingly valuable plant ; still there are many who
complain of the difficulty in getting it to flower freely.

I received some bulbs from several friends in

December, 1870, and January, 1S71. These I potted

into small pots, and kept them in a temperature of 60°

to 65° until February. I then plunged them into a

bottom-heat of 85°, with a top-heat of 70" to 75°, in"
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creasing the atmospheric heat as the days got longer

1075*1080% with 85° by sun-heat. They soon filled

the pots with roots, and in the second week of March
I put them altogether in a 13-inch pot, again plunging

them in the same temperature, running it up to 90° or

95° with sun-heat in the afternoon. With this treat-

ment the bulbs, though small, made quick growth, and

as soon as the roots reached the sides of the pots, I

watered liberally with liquid manure. The plant

threw up II spikes of four flowers each, in the end of

May, During the time it was in flower I kept it in a

temperature of 60°, and when the flowers were faded,

again placed it in bottom-heat with the same treat-

ment as before, and on August 5 it had 11 spikes of

five blooms each, finer flowers than before ; again,

on October 14, other 11 spikes of five blooms each
;

and lastly, on January i, 1S72, it had eight spikes

with five and six blooms each, this being the fourth

time of flowering. The soil I use is three parts loam
to one of leaf-mould, with a liberal addition of char-

coal, soot, and sheep-dung rubbed through a quarter-

inch sieve, ya/fu-s Ollerhead, KUlcrvioiit Gardens,

ClasgouK

Orchid Cultivation. ^-I find that I have, as Mr.
James MacPherson says, made him ask questions when
he was communicating information. This was un-

intentional on my part, and arose from my care-

lessly omitting to have the Gardeners Chronicle

before me while I was answering his letter. I

at the same time assure him that he need not fear

getting into a controversy with me, unless he

wishes such a result. Now let me see how Mr. Mac-
Pherson proceeds to escape a controversy : '*'G. H.'
further remarks, 'The same plants—Orchids (?) —go
from the sea level up to 14,000 to 15,000 feet.' I

challenge such a statement ; but if * G. H.' is satisfied

as to its correctness, then what in the name of fortune

has he been arguing about so long?" I will excuse

his not knowing what I have been arguing about so

long, because in his previous letter he said " that he
had been a somewhat inattentive reader;" and, for

the statement itself, he will find it made at p. 151 in

the 2d voKime of the Himalayan yournaL He also

says,— *' Vour correspondent makes Dr. Hooker say
* In our gardens we can neither imitate the conditions

of an alpine climate, nor offer others suited to the

plants of such climates.' Now what bearing
can this possibly have upon Orchid cultivation?"

First let me remind him, that if I had had any control

over Dr. Hooker, to make hiin say what suited my
views for the moment, I certainly would have made
him say hothouses instead of gardens. He will find

what was said in the following page (152), and if I

have misquoted I am open to correction. I think

I said in my letter that papers could be written upon
almost all the subjects upon which I gave short quota-

tions, but that I preferred to refer your readers to the

book, and this was the reason why I did not explain

what bearing it had upon Orchid cultivation. If he
were not so afraid of getting into a controversy with
me, I would ask him to write a paper to show that it

had no such bearing, but now I must leave this to

some one else. My theory, if I may use such a grand
word, is that we neither do nor can cultivate a genuine
alpine Orchid, i.e.^ one that comes from an altitude of
Sooo to 10,000 feet, and was not accidentally found there,

2A Dr. Hooker has explained, because the humidity of
the climate has enabled a sub-tropical plant to grow at

higher altitudes than it otherwise could. On Dec. 4,
1S69, you published a letter from " Vectis," about an
everbearing alpine Strawberry, which came from
an elevation of from 5000 to 10,000 feet above the sea,

and yet it was said to require stove treatment. I re-

member that I was at that time puzzled to know why,
because it was a Strawberry, it should want stove treat-

ment, when, if it had been an Orchid, it would only have
required cool treatment. The following week Mr. D.
Hanbury gave some further information and a new
locality, Ambuto ; as this was an Orchid home I tried

a long time to get a fuller account of the district, but
never succeeded till the other day, when I found a letter

from Col. Hall at p. 56 in the first volume of the
Companion to the Botanical Magazine, and, at the risk

of being again charged with dragging in on all

occasions descriptions of tropical climates [an ex-

cellent fault !], I send an extract ; merely adding
that I am still waiting patiently for the accounts
of where our choice Odontoglossums have been found
growing in cool temperatures. "The elevation of
Ambato is 8540 feet, mean temperature 61", but
its sheltered situation protects it from the cold
winds of the mountains ; while for the same reason
there is an increase of reflected heat, so that it resembles
a natural hothouse, producing not only Teaches,
Tunas, Pears, Apples, and other fruit in great
abundance, but also in the necks or vegas of the river

below the town, Sugar-cane, of which there are several
plantations. The sky is almost constantly bright, the
temperature soft and agreeable." Now let us travel
with him over a cultivated monotonous country to the
valley of Banos, and again what does he find there ?

"The situation of the village, embosomed in groves
ef Plantains, Bananas, Orange trees, and Guavas,
and surrounded by fields of Sugar-cane, presents
an image of tropical fertiUty and abundance." If
my garden possessed such a climate, I should not
h«sitate to try to grow many Orchids suspended against

the walls in summer. In reading the accounts of

tropical countries, we are certain to come across

passages mentioning the occurrence of hoar-frost in a
morning, as soon as the traveller reaches the required

elevation ; but this frost does not denote that the atmo-
sphere has been down to 32', it is simply the effect of

radiation, like our June frosts, from which a \\ or

2 feet coping will protect all that is growing against a

12 feet wall. G. H. [The publication of this letter has

been accidentally delayed. Kds.]

Blue Flowers.—The late notices of blue Auriculas

lead me to a=k whether the word blue is not used very

vaguely as applied to flowers. I am very fond of

flowers, and also of water-colour drawing. Although
flower drawing is not altogether in my line, yet I some-

times have tried my hand at it. Hereby I have applied

what seems to me the only real test to so-called blue

flowers. Will any, or any combination of, blue pig-

ments reproduce their colour ? No one who has not

tried would believe hov/ often one has to answer No
to this question. This test has something definite in it,

but cannot always be applied. Failing it, what test is

there? Returning to the blue Auriculas, I venture to

ask Mr. Marshall if his " Ehret " of that flower may
not have possibly been a violet or lilac at first, and
have lost its lake, the blue remaining? He is doubt-

less right in thinking that that admirable flower painter

did the Auricula as he saw it. H. J. M.

Prizes for Hothouses and Boilers at Bir-
mingham.—I notice with pleasure Mr. Ayres' spirited

challenge in last week's Gardeners' Chrontch\ and
would be pleased to see a good exhibition and com-
petition of hothouses at the Birmingham meeting. Mr.
Ayres suggests that the ground should be found for the

exhibitors free. That seems a reasonable suggestion.

The expense of transit, &:c., is very great ; and a good
collection of hothouses, with internal arrangements,

workmanship, &c., as perfect as they could be made,
would prove a most interesting addition to the show, and,

consequently, a free site might be offered to exhibitors.

Further, the local committee might offer prizes for hot-

houses. A sweepstakes among builders is all very

well, but a good many shrink from it, and the 10 or

20 guineas from each builder would result in limiting

competition. Better have it open, and offer three or

four handsome prizes. Something similar should be
done for boilers ; and surely at Birmingham, above all

places in the world, something might be attempted by
way of a boiler trial. The waste of coal from hothouse

furnaces is something fearful. Coal is also likely to be

dearer. Can nothing definite and certain be done to prove
which boiler gives most heat with the least expenditure

of fuel ? This is the chief problem. Almost any boiler

can be made to heat a house to any required tempera-
ture ; but they differ immensely in the coals they burn.

Could we only cut down our coal bills, the saving as a

rule would be devoted to the advancement of horticul-

ture, or to making the wheels of labour run more easily

and smoothly. D. T. Fish.

Tying up Hyacinths.—The plan spoken of by
Mr. Dale for tying up Hyacinths when blooming in

glasses sometimes answers very well, but not always.

I have seen bulb and all topple over, in which case a
stick inserted in the bulb is plainly useless. Two or

three years ago I made some supports which do
capitally. A slender stick has a slit made at the

bottom with a tenon saw, in which slit a 4-inch

length of " crinoline wire " is fastened with the finest

binding wire. Vou bend the crinoline wire into a

curve so as to get it within the rim of the glass. Then
let go, and it settles itself and the stick it supports

quite firmly. A dozen or two of these things can be

made in a very short time, and last for years. H. J. M.

Lachenalias. [In reply to a correspondent we can-

not do better than borrow an article on this subject

from the Florist and Fo/nologist.]—Lachenalias are

highly ornamental plants, much too little grown for

decorative purposes. They are dwarf, bulbous, South-
African plants, and therefore perfectly amenable to

greenhouse culture ; and few subjects are gayer or

more useful as contrasts with other bulbs, than they

are when nicely grown. The following are three

distinct and beautiful species [figured in the work
quoted], and, with the more common L. luteola,

are equally deserving of general cultivation as deco-

rative jilants. They are :— i. L. pendula, of larger

size and stature than the others, with plain green
leaves, and peculiarly tinted reddish flowers tipped

witli green. 2. L. tricolor, a free-flowering sort,

with spotted leaves, and yellow flowers margined with
green and red, 3. L. aurea, of Lindley, in Gard.

Chron., 1856, 404 (sec fig. 109, p. 291), a very scarce

sort, of which a coloured figure )ias not hitherto been
published, and which has slightly spotted leaves, purple-

speckled scapes, and very beautiful waxy flowers,

which are wholly of a rich apricot or golden yellow.

Mn. Barron, who grows these plants most success-

fully as conservatory ornaments, has kindly commu-
nicated the following notes on their cultivation :

—

" These pretty and graceful spring-flowering bulbs are
of the easiest possible culture, yet how seldom do we see

them now ! Once or twice only of late years have we
seen them passable at our early spring shows, where their

extreme grace and quiet beauty should surely command
them a place. It cannot be that they are difticult of cul-

tivation : that \ery fart would secure their 'being taken
in hand ' and ' done well.' No ! It must surely be be-
cause of the simplicity of their wants, and the little skill

required, or that can be displayed, in 'showing them off,'

that, modest subjects as they are, they are neglected.
Fie on us !

"When the plants have done flowering, water should
be withheld gradually, and by-and-by altogether. They
may be kept in a frame until all the leaves have died off,

and then placed in any convenient place, where they may
only be kept dry. In August, or early in September, the
bulbs should be taken out of the pols and soil, and
assorted, i.e., the larger and the smaller ones each put by
themselves. For soil, get some turfy loam and peat,

with some sand, and a little manure, mixed up together,
and fill this into clean 48-sized pots, well drained—the
latter a very important point

;
place from five to eight

uniform bulbs in each pot, and just slightly cover them
with soil, then water and place in a cold, close frame
until they commence to grow. In October they must be
placed in some cool pit or house near to the glass, as they
love abundance of light and air. Ttie temperature must
just be sufficient to exclude frost, but they dislike heat,
which makes tjie leaves draw up weakly and lanky. They
require careful watering during winter, otherwise at that
season they are liable to die off. Wlien coming into
flower, however, they need abundance of water, and
sometimes a little heat is beneficial to help the flowers to
expand.

" The different sorts cannot be treated exactly alike, the
beautiful L. aurea, for instance, which has been nearly
lost to our gardens, having an awkward habit of refusing
to grow at all some seasons. The bulbs which produced
the flowers from which the figure was taken rested for the
two seasons previous, remaining quite dormant, and this

season they have only started into growth after having
the assistance of a strong stove temperature. This is

strange, yet true !

"

It will be in the recollection of many persons who
saw them, that Mr. Stevens, gr. to G. Simpson, Esq.,

Wray Park, Reigate, exhibited at South Kensington,
last spring, a charmingly-flowered basket of L. luteola.

Nothing more beautiful as a basket plant has ever
been seen. Mr. Stevens has been good enough to send
the following memoranda on his method of growing
these wonderful specimens :

—

"I start them the first week in September, and put
them in the coldest house I ha%'e got. When they have
started into growth, I give them a little manure-water,
made of soot and cow-dung, which I find they delight in.

I plant them in the strongest loam I can find, mixing a
little cow-dimg with it, and I find them to do well in it.

I have at the present time five baskets of them, which I

think will be better than the one I brought up to London
last spring."

We trust that this brief notice may be the means
of gaining for the Lachenalia family (which is by no
means confined to the species above mentioned) that

share of popular favour which is eminently its due.

Foreign Correspondence.
State of Vegetation in Sicily.—I send you

a few notes on this subject.

—

Palermo^ Feb. 6, 1872.

—

Loquat, white racemes just bursting ; Plumbago,
scarlet Ixia, several varieties of Aloe in flower

;

purple Iris, plentiful ; Pittospornm Tobira, buds
nearly out ; do. large-leaved Berberis, Phillyrea and
Cratcegus glabra just budding.

Girgenti, Feb. S.—In the fields, orange Hawkweed
Daisy, Red Robin, Jonquil, and purple Iris abundant ;

Peach and Almond blossoms falling fast, and the trees

partly out in leaf; Medicago arborea in flower; at

dinner Asparagus ; Wheat, I foot high, is generally

being hoed ; large purple Anemones quite equal to our
garden growth.

Catania, Feb. 14.—Hibiscus in the public gardens,

Petunias and Heartsease just beginning ; orange Mari-

gold, abundant ; Hyacinths, Coronilla, a sweet-scented

variety of Laurustinus, also the common sort, Stocks

purple and variegated. Wallflowers, Nemophila
insignis, Mignonette, scarlet and rose Verbenas, partially

blown. In the fields white Lupin flowering ; Broad
Beans in full flower ; a Pinus insignis, near the sea,

had shoots 6 inches long. Several Araucaria excelsa

here and at Palermo, the tallest perhaps 20 feet high.

/.., Catania^ Feb. 19.

Sydney : Dec. 27, 1S71.— I returned to Sydney
three days ago from a very pleasant trip of a month's
duration to North Australia. The occasion which
enabled me to take this trip was that of joining a party
of astronomers appointed by these colonies to observe
the total eclipse of the sun, an object, after all

the expense and trouble, entirely frustrated by the slate

of the weather. About ten minutes before the first

contact rain began, and kept on increasing while the

eclipse continued, and yet a vessel about lo miles to

the north of us saw it from beginning to end. I was
more fortunate, as I had an opportunity of collecting

at Cape Sidmouth, on the mainland, and upon the

Lizard, Fitzroy, and Percy islands. Amongst otlier

plants which I secured were three Palms, not before in

this collection, and two of which are, I think, quite

new ; that which I believe to be described is Brown's
Livistona humilis, a plant not yet in cultivation. It is

a pretty species, in character between Corypha auslra-

lis and Chama.'rops Fortunei. An unarmed species

grew upon the same island as this (Fitzroy), but I failed

to pet either plants or seeds of it ; tliis I supposed to be
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Livistona inermis. The other two Palms secured were,

one a Sagus {?), the other Ttychosperma, of both

of which I hope to be able to send plants to Europe.

In a small jungle forest near Cape Sidmouth ve became

absolutely entangled in masses of Nepenthes, which I

believe to be N. distillatoria [Probably a new species].

I have plants of it. This was the first time I ever

found Nepenthes growing naturally, and as you may
well imagine it gave me great pleasure. Orchids and

Kerns were scarce, particularly the former, and none

worth mentioning were obtained. I got among the latter

wliat I take to be a new species of Acrostichum, with

narrow, simple fronds, about a foot in length. This I

shall send to Dr. Hooker. In the open forest country,

growing in very poor soil, I found a very beautiful

plant in flower, closely allied to Mussa^nda. Of this I

have three roots, and hope to get them to grow, and if

successful it will make a first-rate ornamental plant.

Seeds of various fine-foliaged trees were gathered, the

finest of which is Myristica insipida, and if hardy
enough to stand our climate, its introduction would
alone be worth the journey. On the whole, I was and
am greatly delighted with the journey. We had
splendid weather, a very fine steamer, a first-rate table,

and magnificent coast scenery. The islands forming

the Whitsunday Passage can scarcely be excelled for

beauty ; and here, I may remark, is the northern limit

of Araucaria Cunninghamii, as the Bellinger river, 250
miles north of Sydney, is its most southern point. I

enclose a bill of fare, to show you how we lived on

board. Charles Moore,

S. S. G O V E R X O R B L A C K A L L.

ECLIPSE EXPEDITION.

Bill of Fare— 17TH I)i:c.,

Mulligatawny Soup.

1871.

Roast.
Goose, Apple Sauce.
Fowls.
Shoulder of Mutton.

Boiled,
FowU.
Ox Ttingue.
Leg of Mutton.
Corned Beef.

Knticfs.
\ii\ au Vent.
Shccps' Heads.

Entives.
Slewed Giblets
Toad-in-the-Holc.
Country Captain.

Second Com si\

Apple Charlottes.

Black Currant Tart.

Green Ga.ge Tart.

Sweet Omelettes.
Cabinet Pudding.
Plum Pudding.
Tapioca Pudding.
Compot de Pominc>.

Cheese, &:o. Dessert, assorted.

Societies.

LiNNEAN : January 18.—G. Bentham, Esq., in the

chair. The following gentlemen were elected Fellows :

—

Rev.
J.

L. Bedford, B.A.; T. R. Archer Briggs, Esq.;

B. T. Lowne, Esq.; Sir J.
Paget, Bart.; T. H. Potts,

Esq.; Rev. T. A. Preston, M.A. ; W. Southall, Esq.;
and A. R. A\'allace, Esq. The following papers were
read :— I. The conclusion of Professor Owen's memoir
On the Anatomy of the King-Crab {Limulus polyphcmns).

IL Australian Fungi, received principallyfrom Dr,
/•. von Mueller and Dr. R. Schomburgk ; by the Rev. M.

J. Berkeley, U.A., F.L.S.

February i.—Dr. [. D. Hooker, C.B., Vice-President, in

the chair. The following gentlemen were elected Fellows :

— F. Grut, Esq. ; W. A. Lewis, Esq. ; and G. Wall, Esq.
The following paper was partly read :— On the Classifica-

tion and Geographical Distribution of ConipositfF ; by
the President. The first portion only of this most elaborate

and important memoir—that referring to the classification

of Composite plants—was read on this occasion, tlie

remainder, relating to the geographical distribution

of the several groups, being reserved for a future

meeting. The order Compositoe, or Sj-nantherre, it was
observed, is not only remarkable for its enormous size,

but also for its extremely natural and well-marked
characters, no single instance being known in which it is

doubtful whether a plant should be referred to the order
Compositoi or not. All the essential characters of the
structure of the andra;cium, pistil, fruit, and seed, as well

as of the inflorescence, are absolutely constant through-
out the 10,000 species of the order. This renders its

sub-division into tribes and genera a matter of extreme
difficulty, the systematist being compelled to adopt
characters as generic which, in other orders, would

,

hardly be considered as even specific. After briefly

rex-iewing the labours of other botanists— Linneeus,

Jussieu, Cassint, Don, Lessing, Schultz bip., De CandoUe,
A. Gray, Hildebrand, Delpino—who have paid special

attention to this subject, Mr. Bentham proceeded to the
consideration of the value of the several characters avail-

able for the distinction of genera and tribes. These
were :

^ (i.) Differences in the sexuality of the
florets, which may either have both the male
and the female organs perfect, or the female
organs sterile in the central florets, or the male
organs or both sets abortive or wanting in the mar-
ginal florets of the same head. Linnaeus' orders were
based on these differences, which have been considered of
less and less importance by subsequent writers ; the

author finds them sometimes constant in large genera or
subtribes, sometimes variable in closely-allied species.

(2.) Di- and tri-morphism very rarely occurs except as
connected with sexual differences. (3.) Differences in the
pistil, in which, though the ovar>' and ovule are uniform,
and the style, when it acts only as the female organ,
nearly so, the modifications of its extremity, in so far as
they are destined to sweep the pollen out of the anther
tube, supply some of the most important differential

characters for genera, and even for tribes. These cha-
racters, first brought forward by Cassini, formed the basis
of Lessing's and De CandoUe's classifications, but have
in many instances been too implicitly relied upon. (4,)

Differences in the fruit and pappus. The structure of the

fruit and seed is uniform in the order, but the outer shape
of the achene and its ribs, angles, or wings have been
made much use of, especially by Schultz bip. ; the

pappus presents infinite variations so easily observed that

it has been applied to the distinction of innumerable
genera often very artificial. (5.) Differences in the andrcc-
cium. Tlie male organs are as uniform in their structure,

number, insertion, and relati\c position as other essential

parts of the flower, but appendages often obser\'ed at the

base of the anthers, usually called tails, having no apparent
function to perform, are, however, so constant in their

presence or absence, as to supply valuable characters,

although they are not always readily recognisable. Soak-
ing in cold water was advised in preference to boiling.

(6.) Differences in the corolla, which, though uniform as

to essential points in its structure and position, shows
modifications of the limb or lamina, which are of great

importance as distinctive characters ; as for example,

the pentamerous ligula of Cichoracete truncate at the

end with five short equal teeth ; the regular tubular

corolla, either slender and equal to the end, or expanded
upwards into an nqiinlly toothed or lobed limb; the bila-

biate corolla, in which the two inner lobes forming the

Fig. log.

—

lachenalia acrea (seep. 290).

inner lip are usually shorter or smaller or more deeply
divided than the three outer ; and the trimerous ligulate

corolla forming the ray of most heterogamous capitula,

in which the two inner lobes are deficient or rarely repre-

sented by minute slender teetli. (7.) Differences in the
calyx, which organ is so reduced as to supply no characters

except such as are derived from the ribs and pappus of
ripe fruit. (8.) Differences in the ultimate inflorescence

and bracts, /. e., in the capitulum. its involucre, recep-

tacle, andpaleje, the modifications ofwhich acquire a great

degree of constancy and consequent importance in the
distinction of genera, or even of tribes, as might be ex-

pected from the increased functions imposed upon them
by the abortion of the calyx, (g.) Differences in foliage.

There is no type of foliage in Compositas which may not

be found in several other orders, although the leaves are

never compound with articulate leaflets, but the oppo-
sition or alternation of the leaves are points which greatly

assist in characterising some of the tribes, differences in

habit, stature, and general inflorescence, rarely giving

absolute characters excepting where numerous capitula

are crowded on a common receptacle into a kind of com-
pound capitulum. {10.) Differences in geographical
distribution, which, if considered in as far as it may be
attributed to origin, independently of climatological con-

, siderations and modem colonisations, maybe of great use

in determining natural genera. This portion of the paper

concluded with a summary of the 13 tribes adopted lor
the Genera Plantarum,

Edinburgh Botanical: February 8. — Professor
Alexander Dickson, V.P., in the chair. The following
communications were read ;—

I. Notes on sovtc Microscopic Funpi, By Tames Gum-
ming, M.D., CM. **

II. On the Flora of Craig Drcidden, Montgomeryshire,
By Mr. J. F. Robinson.

III. Report on Open Air Vegetation at the Roval Botanic
Garden, Edinburgh. By Mr. M 'Nab.—Owing to the
mildness of the winter, vegetation has come forward rapidly
as compared with last year. Since November i up to the
present time, numbering 100 days, the thermometer has
been registered 41 times below the freezing point, being
26 times less than the same period last year. During No-
vember, 1871, on 12 mornings the thermometer was below
32^ the lowest points being on the 9th, 13th, 17th, i8th,
19th, and 23d, indicating, respectively, 30 , 22", 27^ 25°,
26', and 24^ During December, on 20 mornings, the
lowest points were on the 4th, 5lh, 6th, 7th, 8th, and loth,
indicating, respectively, 25'', 25', 27', 23^ 27°, and 27".
During the month of January, the thermometer fell eight
mornings below the freezing point (while the January
markings last year indicated 27 mornings), the lowest
being on the 8th, 9th, loth, 21st, 22d, and 23d, indicating
26", 27°, 22°, 31°, 23*^, and 25°. Since February i, the
lo\\cst morning temperatures were on the 7th and 8th,
falling to 32° and 25". In consequence of the mildness,
many plants continued to bloom throughout the winter in
the open air, such as all the species of Ilellebore, Primula
vulgaris, Gentiana acaulis, Garrya elliptica. Erica her-
bacea, Jasminum nudiflorum, also Stocks and Wallflowers.

Of the plants reported on for the last 20 years, the fol-

lowing is the order in which they came into bloom as com-
pared with the period of flowering last year ;

—

187=.

Hepallca triloba .

.

.

.

. . .

.

. . Jan.
Galanthus nivalis. . . . .

.

.

.

. .
'

,,

Crocus siisianiis
I ,,

Leucojum vernuni ' ,,

Sisyrinchium grandifloruin .

.

.

.

. . i ,,

Tussilago fragrans .

.

.

.

. . . .

!

Oalanthus plicatus ,%

Kranthis hyemalis
Crocus vernus
Rhododendron atrovirens

187..

Feb.
31 'Feb.

IV. Notice regarding a Slice of Poplar grown in the

County of Kildare. By the late Mr. A. M. Morrison,
Contractor, Edinburgh. Communicated by Mr. Thomas
Ste\enson, Civil Engineer.^In the spring of 1865 I had
trenched and cleaned out, to a depth of 3 feet, a small
piece of ground, whicli had formerly been used as the
farmstead garden of one of the most unproductive little

farms in Kildare. The ground, to the extent of upwards
of 100 acres, consisted chiefly of the refuse of a wrought-
out bog, and had never been put into anything like a
fitting state for cultivation of any crop commonly grown.
A great part wzs, covered with water, and only the coarsest
acfuatic herbage could find subsistence. Underlying this

refuse is a stratum of limestone, gravel, sand, and clay.

A considerable portion has been drained
;
400 tons of the

gravelwere burntandspreadoutaslimc; thesubsoil brought
up and mixed with the surface, well manured, and the
result was that, in the second year, the fami secured the
ist prize of the first class from the Kildare Agricul-
tural Society for the best tillage farm ; every year since it

has also had awarded the ist prize of the first class for

root crops. From the occupant not living entirely by
farming, the rules of the Society threw it into the first class,

and thus it was brought to compete only with landlords
and the largest farmers. The farmstead is upon the
highest portion of the farm. Close to the house there is

also a quarter of an acre enclosed for a garden ; This was
trenched, cleared out, and well manured to a depth of

3 feet, keeping the manure principally at the bottom. It

was, after lying through the winter, manured upon the
surface, dug over, and cropped with Potatos, and then
laid out. This was done in the spring of 1865, and when
sowing a clump of flower-seeds, a twig of Poplar of the
previous year's growth was carelessly cut and shoved into
the ground to mark where the flower-seeds had been
sown, until such time as they should mark themselves
when they came above ground. Instead, however, of
simply remaining stationary, this twig at once proceeded
to set up a claim upon its own account. It looked so de-
termined to grow that it was allowed to have its own way.
and by the end of the year it had made a shoot of 3 feet

8 inches long, and measured 4^^ inches in circumference
at the surface of the ground. Being an incumbrance, it

had to be taken out, which was done, in the end of the
year 1868, and the portion now shown was cut about 4
inches above the surface of tlie ground—at four years'

growth a twig measuring in circumference 13.82 inches,
or a sectional area of 15.2 square inches.

V. Miscellaneous Coyninunications.— i. Mr. J. B. Web-
ster presented to the museum at the Botanic Garden,
sections of stumps of Spruce and Scots Fir, exhibiting the
formation of wood which had taken place after the trees

had been cut doun. Mr. Sadler stated that he had
examined the new wood microscopically, and found it to

differ in no way from the wood formed previous to the
trees being felled. 2. \. W. MacTier, Esq., presented
to the museum sections of a Picea nobilis, grown at Durris
House, Kincardineshire. The tree was planted about
1838, and blown down on October 3, i860, owing to de-
fective roots (pot-bound). It coned from 1856 to 1859
inclusive. The last year it produced 52 cones, half of which
were given to Messrs. P. Lawson & Son, and the other
half produced a quantity of fertile seed from which nearly

4000 plants were raised, of wliich very many are now
growing at Durris and elsewhpre. At the lime of the fall

of the tree it had attained a height of 36 feet, and a dia-

meter of about 16 inches at i foot from the ground. The
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maximum growth of the tree in any one year was 3 feet 3
inches. It never on any occasion showed the slightest

appearance of being touched by frost, and was very late

(June) in pushing its season's growth. It was a seedling

originally got from Mr. Roy, sen., Aberdeen. 3. Mr.
James Paton stated that the large bulb of Brunsvigia

Josephina, in one of the glass cases of the Museum of

Science and Art, had again this season sent forth leaves.

The bulb has been out of the ground since 1866.

THE WEATHER,
STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

For THt Week ending Wednesday, Feb. 28, 1872.
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too deeply ; there will be little risk of this with large

seeds, and small ones often succeed better under a layer

of sphagnum Moss than a covering of soil. Steep

hard-skinned seeds that are slow to germinate in water

in the frame for 24 hours before sowing. Some kinds

germinate quickly, and, as soon as they are fairly

above ground, they should be removed to another

place where they may be treated to more air and

light without being exposed to colder air. Let every

change be gradual and kindly. Wait patiently for all

that are slow to germinate ; some may not appear for

months, but should not be condemned hastily. Alpine

and herbaceous plants on rockwork, and in borders

and beds, should be looked over frequently with the

view of fastening all small ones that are liable to be

thrown out by worms and other causes, a measure that

is especially necessary after recent transplanting, and

in auticipalion of drying weather setting in. Cuttings

may now be put in of all kinds that offer suitable

growth for the purpose. For the requirements of

private places generally they will be best put in pots in

sandy soil ; and if the plants are in heat the cuttings

should be struck in the same temperature ; those

from plants in the open ground will do best in a

close frame or hand-glass. Protect the blossoms of

early bloomers out-of-doors from dashing winds and
showers, and maintain cleanliness, order, and freedom

from weeds in the department, at all points, iniliam

Sutherland^ A/into Gardens.

Roses.—The pruning of Hybrid Perpetuals and
other hardy Roses should now be completed. In some
gardens the stems of standard Roses become after a

time covered with an unwholesome-looking green dust.

If a dry day be chosen for the purpose most of this can
be removed with a hard brush, and if the stems be
afterwards dressed with a mixture of lime, soot, and
clay, applied by means of a paint-brush, the stocks so

treated will, after the summer rains have well washed
them, present a clean healthy appearance, strongly

contrasting with those not so treated. Great care must
be taken not to leave protecting material round Tea
Roses too long, or a weak sickly growth, quite inimical

to the production of good healthy blooms, will be in-

duced. Planting, if still unfinished, must be com-
pleted forthwith. To give the plants a fair chance
they should be mulched, and if the weather should
prove dry, well soaked, a mere dribble will do more
harm than good. R, B. P.

Hardy Ferns.—Ferns growing out-of-doors have
been highly favoured this winter, and have required
very little attention, the season being so mild. In
frames, allow the plants plenty of air, and be careful

not to water indiscriminately, but single out those only
which require moisture. The incessant rain during
February, and the absence of sunny days, have pro-
duced more dampness than is desirable. Do not allow
Liverwort to spread ; wherever it makes its appearance
clear it away at once. Before the fronds are developed,
wash all the pots you find covered with a slimy green
substance, which is always noticed in damp ferneries.

Examine the remaining fronds of last year's growth
of ScohpendrinmSj and where thrip is discovered lose

no time in dipping the fronds in Fowler's Insecticide,

which will instantly rid you of these injurious pests.

Appleby's tobacco-paper will also destroy all kinds of
insects, including thrip ; however, when the fronds are
springing up, use insecticide, which will not be likely

to do any injury ; and from June to the end of the year
tobacco fumigation will be found absolutely necessary if

you desire your plants to haveaclean and healthy appear-
ance. Repot during March and April all Ferns which re-

quire a shift, especially those which have not a thorough
drainage—don't repot unless it is really necessary. Of
course when the pots are quite full of roots they must
have a change, and let the shift be into pots one size

larger. The drainage should be as perfect as possible,
and lay on the broken crocks, or soft, porous stone,
some fibrous material or Sphagnum Moss ; the latter

is preferable if the Ferns are placed in a dry situation.

Peat, loam, and leaf-mould, in equal proportions, with
a little sand added, will suit most of our hardy Ferns.
In mixing the soil for Blechnum Spicant and its varie-
ties, it is most important that lime in any form should
be avoided. Autumn-sown spores, growing in heat,
will require thinning when the crop is thick, and unless
this is done the prothallium will die, and thus, after

much time and trouble have been bestowed upon them,
the result may be the loss of the whole batch. 7o/ui
E. Mapplebeck.

F^UiT HOUSES.
Vines.—Where early crops are about stoning a mild

steady temperature should be maintained, and if the
borders are in any way exhausted, a liberal watering
with liquid manure should be given, heated 10° above
the interior of the house, which will be a mean of 65°
or 70" in mild weather. Attend to successional
houses as formerly directed. If Muscat houses are not
already started, no time should be lost in setting them
going, as the earlier the fruit ripens the better it will
hang through the winter. If such as Lady Downe's
and other late sorts are still hanging on the Vines, the
sooner they are cut and stored in cool dry rooms, as
formerly recommended, the better ; get them pruned,
washed, and dressed in the usual way at once, as they
should not be delayed longer than the middle of the
month in being started. Examine the Grapes in the

fruit-room, and see that the water is not getting low in

the bottles. G. J., Glamis.

Melons.—Seed for the general crop should be sown
at once, in the manner indicated a month ago, so that

no check may be experienced. Plant out for succes-

sion. Those who may have a favourite sort and wish to

keep it true, should not plant any other kind in the

same house. I grow but two varieties, viz., Mere-
dith's Improved Hybrid Cashmere and Victory of

Bath, and these always give me plenty of fruit from
May to November. Where plants are approaching
the flowering period a drier atmosphere should be

maintained till after the crop is set, but do not let

them get dry at the roots, and the latter should be

limited in space, or the result will be plenty of foliage

and but little fruit. Keep up a night temperature

of 70°, and from 75" to 84% with sun-heat during the

day, giving air regularly, but avoiding cold draughts,

/r. WildsniHh, Hechfield.

Cucumbers.—The beginning of March is a good
time to make another sowing, and the probability is

that from this sowing the plants will be more stocky in

growth than those sown last month. Pay attention to

the linings of the seed-bed, and bear in mind that the

dung for linings must be first fermented as recom-

mended for building the bed. Make the linings about
18 inches in width, and as high as the dung-bed; daily

make an examination of the state of the heat in the

bed. Keep a can of water in the frames so as to have
ready at any time, water of the same temperature as

the frame, and before closing, sprinkle the plants and
surface of the bed. Close at this season not later than
2 o'clock; replunge the pots about every 10 days,

—

this shift seems to refresh the plants. Give them a

good soaking when required, 'and mix a little liquid

manure with the water, but only a moderate quantity

at present. R. IT. D.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Wall Fruits.—Notwithstanding the very open

weather of the last two months, the blossom-buds are

not so forward, owing to the dull, sunless days we have
had for some time past, as might be expected. Get all

the pruning and nailing completed as soon as possible.

The protection of Apricots^ Peaches^ and Nectarines

should be at once attended to. Materials for protection

are now numerous and most of them effective, but

temporary coping boards with stout canvas so fixed that

the trees can be covered or uncovered at pleasure give

the most effective protection, and are probably as cheap
in the end as any other, as the canvas, if put away dry
after being used, will last for a number of years ; besides,

there is no risk with a covering like this. On dry,

warm days the trees should be uncovered, so that they

may have all the light and air possible, but in keen,

frosty weather, cold cutting winds, and during showers
of hail, sleet, and snow, they should be covered by day
as well as by night. If not already done, head back
young trees lately planted. M. Saul, Slourton.

Hardy Fruits.—There ought not to be much work
to be done here at present after the long continuance

of open weather we have had. Finish as soon as

possible the pruning, regulating, and tying of espaliers,

pyramid and other trained trees, as the blossom-buds
will soon be so advanced as to make it impossible to

handle without rubbing them off. Head back newly
planted trees and stake standards and other tall trees,

to secure them fi^om high winds. Grafting may now
be commenced—first with Plums and Cherries. Straw-
berry runners that were planted in beds last autumn
should now be removed to the ground where they are

to fruit. Bullfinches make great havoc among Goose-
berries and Plums at this season ; keep a sharp look-

out for them, as if not observed for a few days they will

do much mischief. AI. Saul, Stourton.

Bush Fruits.—Recently planted bushes, especially

those on shallow soils, should be mulched at once,

as we may soon expect some drying winds and more
sunny weather. Where the soil between the bushes
was turned up early in the winter, a good plan, after a

dry day or two, is to rake the surface over with a coarse

rake ; the object of this is to destroy any small plants

of weeds, and the seeds of any weeds that may be
germinating ; it will, moreover, level down the soil,

which, if left in a rough state, would prevent the hoe
from performing its work properly throughout the

season. At this time of the year, on the promise of a

shower, I have with good results given stunted and
weakly growing bushes a sprinkle of guano or some
artificial manure. The effects of this has been to give

the bushes a uniform appearance throughout the

plantation, and by autumn the stunted ones have
made nice growth. H, Mills, Enys.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Outdoors. — Sow the main crop of Onions the

first fine day, taking care to well consolidate the land.

The best plan is to sow in drills 12 inches apart, as

this enables one to clean them with little trouble.

Garlic and Shallots should now be planted in shallow

drills, which should previously be dressed with wood
ashes, to keep off grubs, &c. Plant out Peas sown on
turf, and stake them at once; if possible, shelter them
with Spruce branches. Hoe between Peas sown in

November, and stake at once. Parsnips should also

be sown ; this cannot well be done too early. If

•wanted for show purposes they should be sown in the

autumn. Sow also Short Horn Carrots on a warm
sheltered border. Snov/s Broccoli, Brussels Sprouts,
lyalcheren Broccoli, Cauliflower, and Lettuce, should
be sown under the protection of a cold frame. A pinch
of Celery may also be sown ; defer sowing the main crop
until the first week in March. Seakale, Rhubarb, and
Asparagus, if not done, should be planted at once ;

all require good rich land. Sow more Peas and
Broad Beans immediately the last sown ones make
their appearance. Plant out Cauliflowers in prepared
trenches ; if a few green twigs can be got, stick them
among the plants. Now is also a good time to plant
spring Lettuce, which may be done on the ridges
formed for Cauliflowers. If the stock of Seakale roots

is above the demand take it up at once, placing it in a
square pit, dug out i foot deep, packing fine soil

among the roots. Place bent sticks over the pit,

cover with a mat, and put on dung in a fresh state.

Cardoons should be planted at once in trenches, taking

the best offsets from old plants. If small old Onions
are now planted they will come in useful before the

Tripolis are ready. Push on the manuring and dig-

ging of quarters, and make all smart and tidy. R.
Gilbert, Burghley, Stamfords

Notices to Correspondents,
Denukohium nobile : \V. H. Yes, cut out the old

stems after they become exhausted, and encourage the
growth of new ones, which should be well ripened when
fully grown, if a good crop of flowers is looked for.

There are many slight varieties, or variations, differing

in the size and depth of colour in the flowers.

EUCHARIS AMAZONiCA : IV. H. See some remarks at

p. 2S9. The plant is a native of South America, be-
longs to the AmaryllidaceEe, and was introduced about
15 years since.

Gesnera exoniensis : \V. H. No : but the whole race
of this affinity is very apt to cast the flowers or go blind
without expanding. Why, we are scarcely prepared to

say
;
perhaps some one can throw light on the subject.

Hyacinths : F.R.H.S. We cannot account for your
failure, since the bulbs appear as if they had been
sound and well-matured, unless it be that the embryo
flower-spikes had been damaged, after potting, by the
severe autumn frosts.

Names of Plants : S. Stone. Scolopendrium vulgare
polyschides, not very common ; it will probably grow
taller.

—

A. IV. Rhododendron ferrugineum.—/^. Coelo-
gyne cristata.

Rendles Plant Pkotectoks i"ok Cucumbers :

AI. P. Mr. Ingram replies to your question as follows

:

—"As the usual dung or leaf bed which affords the
fermenting material for a Cucumber bed is liable to

settle somewhat irregularly, and as the hollow bricks
which form the sides of the Plant Protectors are gene-
rally placed together without mortar, the sinking of the
bed would cause a displacement of the bricks or tiles.

To adapt the contrivance to the purpose of Cucumber-
growing, it would be advisable to place the tiles on a
framework of deal quartering, 3I by 2^ inches. I em-
ployed the span arrangement last year for ridge
Cucumbers, on the solid ground, with complete success.

As to the capability of the plant protectors to preserve
tender plants without artificial heat during the winter, I

should not recommend the experiment to be made—no
glass structure could be relied on to do so much.
Placed over deep drains, and in communication with
them by pipes distributed at intervals, a considerable
amount of frost might be averted ; or, arranged agamst
a building where sheher and dryness could be secured,

Calceolarias, Verbenas, or even Pelargoniums in mild
winters, might be saved. I have found what Mr.
Rendle calls the Nottingham Patent Plant Protector

exceedingly convenient for many little things which
suffer from the damp rather than the cold of our winters,

such as Echeveria secunda glauca ; and for hardening
off bedding plants in April and May the same arrange-
ment has great recommendations."

Stove and Greenhouse Plants : S. y. For winter
and spring blooming the best are ;

—

Stove.
Franciscea conferttflora.

Eucharis amazonica.
Euphorbia jacquiniecflora.

Stephanolis lloribunda.

Gesnera exoniensis.

Aphelandra cristata,

Gardenia florida.

„ citriodora.

Imatophyllum niiniaLuni.

Poinsettia pulcherrima.
Franciscea calycina.
Plumbago rosea.

Eranchemum pulchelluiu.

Clerodendron Balfourianuiil.

Impaliens Jerdonia.
Amaryllis, of sorts.

Greenhouse.
Monochaetum sericeunimuiti-

florum.
Epiphyllum Ackermani.
Camellias, of sorts.

Cinerarias, of sorts.

Azaleas, of sorts.

Cyclamens, of sorts.

Chinese Primroses.
Daphne Lndica rubra.

Lapageria rosea.

,, alba.

Eouvardia leianlha con
pacta.

Acacia Drunimondi,
Statice profusa.

Epacris Lady Panmurc,

,, SunseL
,, salmonea.

RichardLi athiopica.

The Diamant Traube Gkape : W. IV. This is not
a free fruiting variety, although we have seen it very

fine. It ought to make a good stock, and we would
recommend you to use it for that purpose.

Vines in Pots.—D. K. If your Vines were not very

well ripened at the time they were exposed to the frosts,

they would, without doubt, have been injured to some
extent. Frost will not hurt the properly ripened wood
of Vines, although it might the roots of those in pots.

Catalogues Received.— Richard & Francis AUum
(Tamworth), Descriptive Catalogue of Garden and
Farm Seeds.—W. S. Boulton & Co. (Norwich). Illus-

trated and Desciiptive Catalogue of .'\gricultural and
Horticultural Implements, Garden Furniture, &c.—
James H. Pounce (Villiers Street, Charing Cross,
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W.C. ), Gardeners' Calendar, Catalogue and Almanac
for 1872.—George Yates (Stockport), Descriptive Cata-
logue of Select Vegetable and Flower Seeds.

Communications Received.—W. H. B —P. F Le S —H —
W. A. M.—W. J.—K. G.—M. C.-D. M.—C. R.-H. G. R.— H. K.

arluts.
CO VENT GARDEX.—March i.

The markets are fairly supplied for the season, and we
have a good attendance on the market days

; prices
remain almost stationary, and we have but little fresh
matter to report upon. Late Grapes are still good, com-
prising Alicante, Grosse Guillaume, and Lady Downe's.
Pjnes from St. Michael's still come very good, those of
home growth generally inferior.

Flowers.
s. d. s, d.

Azale:is,p,do7,&prayso 6 to o g
Camellias, per doz.

blooms .

,

. . 1 o — 40
Cineraria, p. bunch 06 — 10
Crocuses, p. 12 bun. . , — 20
Cyclamen, p. 12 spks. 03—06
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays — 10
Hyacinths, p. bunch 06—10
L ly of the Valley,

p. doz. bprays . . i 6 — 30
Pelargoniums,

P>ench,p.i2sprays 10—16

J. d. s. d.

Pelargoniums, Scar-
let, p. 12 sprays., o g to 10

Primroses, p. 12 bun, .. — 20
Nemophila, p. bun. . . — 06
Roses, per doz. . . 26 — go
Tropaiolums, p. bun. . . — 03
Trumpet Lilies.each 04 — 06
Tulips, per doz. ..06—16
White Lilac, p. doz.
sprays .

.

..60—76
Violets,p, 12 bunches 06 — 10
Do., Neapolitan, p.

doz. bunches . . , , — 30
Krimt.

s. d. s. d.
I

J. d. s. d.
Apples, per J sieve 2 o to 5 o , Melons, each .

.

o o to o o
Cods, per 100 lb. . .60 o —65 o I Oranges, per 100 .

.

6 o — 10 o
Filberts, per lb. ..08 — 10 Pears, per dozen .

.

40 — 80
Grapes, per lb. ..80 —15 o Pine-apples, per lb. 6 o —10 o
Lemons, per 100 ..70 —10 o i

Vegetables.
.'T. d. s. d.s. d. s. d.

ArtichokeSjgrcen, ea, o 6 to o 8
Asparagus, per 100 6 o— 8 o— French, do. ..12 o— 14 o
Beet, per dm. ,. i o— 2 o
Broccoli, purple, per
bundle .

.

. . 10— I 3
Brussels Sprouts, p.

half sieve

Cabbages, per doz. .

.

Cardoous, each
Carrots, p. bunch .

.

— French, do. .

.

Cauliflowers, p, do?.
Celcrj', per bundle .

Cucumbers, each .

.

French Beans, new,
per 100

Herbs, per bunch

16—26
10— I 3

2 o— 4 o
05—07
1 o— I 6
2 o— 6 o
1 o— 2 o
2 o— 3 o

2 o— 4 o
o 2— o 4

HorseRadish, p.bun.3 oto 5 o
Leeks, per bunch .. o 2— o 4
Lettuces, pcrscore. . i 6— 2 o
Mushrooms, p. pott, i o— 1 6
Onions, per bunch ..o 4— o 9
Parsley, p. bunch . . o 2— o 4
Peas, new, per pun. . . — 30
Potatos,newframe, lb. s o— 4 o
Radishes, per hunch o 2— ..— French, do. . . o 4— o 6
Rhubarb, p. bund. .08—16
Salsafy, per btin. . . o 9— 1 3
Scorzoncra, per bini. o 9— i 3
Seakalc, per punnet i o— 2 o
Shallots, ptr lb. .. 08— ..

Spinach, per bushel 3 o— 4 o
Turnips, p. bunch., o 2— o 4

Potatos, Regents, 100^. to 130J. ; Flukes, 120s. to 150.'. ;

French Shaws, 60s. to 70s.

POTATOS.—Southwark, Feb. 26.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have again
been limited, but still heavy by the rail. Trade continues
in the same languid state, at the following quotations :

—

Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, xoos. to 140J. ; Yorkshire
Regents, 6oj. to looj-. ; Dunbar and East Lothian do.,
looj. to 130J. ; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do., 85J. to
105J-. ; do. Rocks, 85J. to 95J. ; Kent and Essex
Regents, 6oj. to looj,; do. Rocks, 6oj-. to 8oj. ; French
Whites, 50J. to 65.T.

For Want Places, &c., see page 311.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN and
HI CI HIT. )US SHRUBS. RHni)ODENDRONS,STANDARD

ORNAMIiNTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWlNtflC, PLANTS,
with ihcir generic, specific, and English names, native country,
heiRht, time of fiowerine, colour, &c., and general remarks, free
by post.

RICHARD SMITH , Nu rsery-man and Seedsman, Worcester.

Q TRONG StANDARD^APPLES,~~PKARS, and
VD WALNUTS.—Fine Standard and dwarftrained APRICOTS.
PEACHES, and NECTARINES, Standard and Dwarf Perpetual
ROSES, Evergreen and Deciduous Flowerinj,' SHRUliS, FOREST
T R F.ES of sorts, from a to 10 feet. Prices on application to
CHARLES BURGESS. Th e Nurseries, London Road, Cheltenham

New and Ex. Ex. Choice Rower Seeds.T SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset, has
fJ • the following extra choice varieties to offer, post free :—
ASTERS. Truffaul's F. PiLonyfl. Perfection, i,t. ; ditto, Rcid's

Improved German, 6J. and ir. AURICULA, from an unrivalled
stram, ij. BALSAMS, extra double, ir. CAI.CE(.>LARIA, Scott's,

?.,'^? . ,.i?:^xf^^^'^""^'
crossing the best flowers only, u. and is. 6d.CYCLAMEN. Wiggins', u. 6d. CINERARIA, from perfect flowers,

f^T?^,'^.-?f„Hr.,^',"i^-^^*^^^^' ^^""'^ ^'^"t Crimson Dwarf, isDL-VNTHUS DIADEM.\TUS, .1. HOLLYHOCK, extra double,
I', IMIONONEPI K, Crimson Giant. 6d. and u. ; ditto, Parsons"
new White, is. PHLOX DRUMMONDII, 11. PRIMULA, from
finest fnngc<l flowers, ij. and as. 6d. ZINNIA ELEGANS flore-
p'eno, extra double, 6d. and is.

For other choice FLOWER SEEDS, see CATALOGUE, free on
application.

Dahlias, Pot Roots, fromTJENRY MAY'S unequalled COLLECTION. —
, V

'^'^'Clve line exhibition kinds, 6j. ; aj kinds, qj ; 48 kinds, 155
I urchasers selection from Catalogue a little extra. Now is a good
time to procure the dormant pot roots. Hi nrv May can also supply
large ground roots of most kinds of Dahlias that arc of service for
exhibition at 1/. each.

Fine named PHLOXES, of the best kinds, 6s. per doien.
I'lne named FUCHSIAS, „ 4s per dozen

This IS the proper season to remove Rock, Alpine, and Hardy
Herbaceous Plants. H. Mav's Collections arc very complete and
correctly named. ' "^

100 sons ALPINE and ROCK PLAN'IS, /[i loj.

loosorts Hardy HERBACEOlfs PLANTS,forgene^S^^^^^^
"^^ • 1, fiunerior vr^rirti^^ cn<CATALOGUES of the above and Dahlias sent by ret ,rt^ postCALCE(JLARIA GEM, a dwarf, shrubby-habiled goldcnSlow.
throwing more blooin than Anrea lloribunda, and not liable iodic ofl
like that kind; very much rprommendcd. Price per dozen as • ncr
JOO, 20S. . t • . F

CALCEOLARIA TRI9MPHE DE VERSAILLES, an improved
Aurca flonbunda, same kmd of growth and foliage. Per do?cn .is
per 100, 20.T. < I I

PANSIES, Cliveden Yellow, Black, Blue, Purple, and Magpie
colours, separate, just commencmg to bloom, and cap-iblc of great
display during the ensumg season. 2j. per dozen, izs. per 100HENRY .MA^', 'I'hc Hope Nurseries, Bcdalc, Voritshirc

_ Kitchen Garden Seeds.
(CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
V^ and Seed Mercuants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN
SEEDS is now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon appli-

/CALCEOLARIA AUREA FLORIBUNDA.-Strong
KJ autumn-struck plants, very clean and healthy, 5s per 100, 40J. pci
1000. VERBENA PURPLE KING, nice healthy plants, 6s. per 100,
SOS. per 1000. VARIEGATASAVINS.r foot, bushy, nicely variegated,
35s. per 100.

A remittance or reference from unknown correspondents,
FIELD BROTHERS, Boiighton Nursery, Chester.

f^PHOMAS CRIPPS AND SON. tunbridge Wells
J- Nurseries, Tunbridge Wells, Kent, ofl"cr new Hybrid Perpetual

LEM/''"^'^^ -.-.r-_ ,z„- .-.^ »'-

Lady Caroline N.
blooming CLEMATISES, as tent our for first time last spring,:—
Lady Caroline Neville. Star of India, Tunbridgcnsis— First-cla
Certificates Royal Horticultural Society

-First-class

Prices, strong plants, 7s. 6d. each ; extra strong, 2-yr. old plants,
I OS. 6d. each.
Coloured Drawings, each. De scriptive LISTS on application.

„^ Special Notice.
T> O S E S and VINES at Wholesale Prices.
J- \i Fine Standard ROSES, best sorts, 10s. per dozen.

Fine Dwarf ROSES, best sorts, 7s. per dozen.
Fine fruiting VINES, of sorts, 51. each; 541. per dozen.
Fine planting VINES, of sons, aj, 6d. each; 241. per doz.

LISTS free. Terms cash. Post Oftice orders payable at Huntingdon.KIRK ALLEN, The Nurseries, Brampton, Huntingdon.

New Roses of 1872
JOHN CRANSTON, Kings Acre Nurseries, near

Hereford, offers extra fine Dwarf plants of the NEW ROSES of
1872. The varieties have been selected with the greatest care, and are
beliei'ed to be those most worthy of general cultivation.

Plants, equal in quality to those for which the Establishment has
been so long and justly celebrated, will be ready in March.

Descri ptive LIST post free on application.

Three Plrst-class Certificates for the Magnificent new
HYBRID PERPETUAL CLIMBING ROSE, PRINCESS

LOUISE VICTORIA.

WM. KNIGHT has still a limited number of strong
Plants of the abo\e, and will continue to supply it at 71. 6d., or

three for 2is. Usual Trade discount. Also, a large and variedGENERAL NURSERY STOCK, which cannot be surpassed.
CATALOGUES free on application.^ Floral Nurseries. Hailsham, Sussex.

L
Gladioli Seedlings, by Name, from Paris.

EVE(^UE ANO SON, NuRSKRYMF.N, Ivry-sur-Scine,
near Paris (late ISoulevard dc I'Hopital), offt*r the followinc-—

GLADIOLI SEEDLINGS, first-class, perioo,7J,
; per 1000^3 o o

100 GLADIOLI, by name, 10 sorts 080
^°°

.1 u 25 „ o 14 o
^°° " » 50 „ ,£1 to 2 o o
'°9

. >' , .. 100 „ ;C2 to 6 o o
And upwards, according to the novelty of the sorts; all in good

flowering bulbs. Cheque on Bankers accepted for payment.

_ Collections of Vegetable and Flower Seeds.TAMES DICKSON and SONS' are the most
fJ liberally supplied and best "Made-up COLLECTIONS" olGARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS.
VEGETABLE SEEDS, 125. 6rf,, 21^., 31s. &/., 431 , 6v . and lowFLOWER SEEDS, loj. 6d., 12s. 6d., 15s., 21s

, 30.?.; and 42^ con-
taining selections of the choicest German, English, and other Flowers.

:e.

Eastgate Street, and

Carriage free. I>escriptive priced LISTS post free.
lAMES DICKSON and SONS, 102 and 108, E

Newton Nurseries, Chestei

WANTED, ERODIUM IN'CARNATUM,
NIKRKMllF.ROIA INTERMEDIA.
CUPHEA MELVIl.LA,
PELARGONIUMS, TRICOLOR,
PELARGONIUM CORONOPIFOLIUM.

Anyone, either Amateur or Nurseryman, able to supply the above,
even in sinirle plants, will nblicc by oflerinir them per letter to
JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, 134, Faubourg de Bruxelles, Ghent,

Ueltiium.

RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a
sketch of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for

Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping,
Treatment under Glass, also their synonyms, quality, size, form,
skin, colour, flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &c
F'ree by post for one stamp,
RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

New Apple, Beauty of Hants.
Not GLORY of HANT.S.

THOS. THORNTON has much pleasure in bringing
before the notice of the Public the above, a decided acquisition

It is a seedling from the well known Blenheim Orange, which it far
sumasses in size, flavour and keeping qualities ; it is of conical form,
and very highly coloured^ and has been highly commended by the
principal gardening periodicals, Strong maiden plants will be ready
in November. Price ys. 6./. each. The usual discount to the Trade.
Orders now being received.
A Coloured Illustration of Three Fruits, sent per post on receipt of

2i. in postage stamps.
T. THORNTON, The Nurseries, Heatherside, Bagshot, Surrey.

TO BE SOLD, Cheap, RASPBERRY CANES^
SEAKALE for planting, Common LAURELS, Standard

APPLES, PEARS, and PLUMS; Pyramid APPLES, PEARS
PLUMS, and CHERRIES; Dwarf-trained PLUMS and PEARS-
strong fruiting VINES, of sorts,

H. MALLER, The Nurseries, Lee and Lcwisham.

BEDDING GERANIUMS, summer -struck.

-

Christine, Lc Grand, Amy Hogg, Riiou, Duchess, Madame
Vnuchcr, Madame Rose Charmcux, Lord Palmcrston, Rosa Mundi,
Wiltshire Lass, Excellent, Sheen's Rival, &c,, ys. per loo; strong
cuttings, sj. per loo, or 91. per 200,

W. RC., Wcllesbourne, Warwick.

HENRY C A N"N E L L ' S'
" AMATEURS' and

NURSERYMENS' ILLUSTRATED FLORAL GUIDE
gives every particular of all the newest and best Zonal. Bicolor,
Tricolor, Variegated, and Double Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, \'erbcnas,
Petunias, Chrysanthemums, Dahlias, Calceolarias, Pentslemons
Antirrhinums. Lobelias, Phloxes, and all the most popular Bedding
Plants, &c., in cultivation: their improved qualities being correctly
described, and classed according to their colours, with the very lowest
prices consistent with quality and economy ; and a great deal of other
valuable information.
Glenny reports this Catalogue in Lloyd's thus:—"The most im-

Sorlant feature in this work is a vivid description of the subjects he
as grown and proved. Cannell in floriculture is what Loudon was in

general gardening. His research is somewhat astounding. It con-
tains a mass of information from which the amateur may learn much."

Sent free for Eight Stamps,

The BEST LIGHT FUCHSIA in CULTIVATION.
ARABELLA IMPROVED.

H. Canni.ll begs to draw the attention of Growers to the above
splendid new Fuchsia, which is decidedly the best light variety in
every way, either for Exhibition, Decoration, or Market. Strong-
rooted Cuttings sent post free for is. 3d. each; wcll-establishcc.'
Plants, 25. 3rf. each.

ZONAL PELARGONIUM, UCAN SISLEY.
'I'his IS decidedly the brightest scarlet and the most brilliant and

attractive variety yd sent out, and far more saleable than any other
Geranium ever introduced. Strong Autumn Plants sent post free for
12 stamps, 6s. per dozen.

BEST HYBRIDIZED ZONAL SEED EVER OFFERED
IL Canndll has great pleasure in drawing the aitenlion nf his

Friends and Amateur Customers to the above Superior Seed, which
has been saved with unusual care from a large collcclion of all the Best
and Newest Zonals in cultivation obtained from all pans of the world,
his extensive Geranium House having been especially devoted to
Trial and Seeding last season—see Gardttters' Clnonidr, October 7,
iS;!. Now is the best time to Sow for Summer Blooming and Bedding,
The above cannot fail to produce some splendid New Varieties,
Supplied in is. and 21, packets.

.1 FAN SISLEY.—Acknowledged to be by far the finest Scarlet ever
yet introduced. Seed separately saved, is. per packet.
New J-'loiibl Flowers iuid 1 loriil FlowcrSccd Mc'chant, M'oolwicli.

British Fern Catalogue.
"OOBERT SIM will send post free for six postageXt stamps, Parti. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy E.\otic Ferns) of his Priced DescriptiveCATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

BUTLER, Mcculloch; and" co.'s^spRfNG
CATALOGUE of SEEDS for 1872 is now ready. It contains

many Novelties of merit and worth consideration. Sent free and
post paid on application,

27, South Row, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.
__ ^Established upwards of a ccnlur>'.B" To the Trade.

ETA CHILENSIS (True), the variety grown so
Ti.

-f^fensively in all the London Parks and Public Gardens.—
The Undersigned have a small quantity to offer. Price per ounce
on application.
BUTLER, McCULLOCH,ANDCO.,Covent Garden Market, W.C.

MAURICE YOUNG'S NEW TRADE LIST of
CONIFERS, HARDY EVERGREEN TREES and

SHRUBS, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, JAPANESE PLANTS,NEW AUCUBAS, &c., is now ready, and will be forwarded on
application.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

]\/|r O U N T A I N ASH, for Undenvood.
-^*-*- 3 to 4 feet, 31. per 100, 251. per 1000; 4 to 5 feet, 4J. per 100,
30J. per 1000;J to 6 feet, 51. per 100, 35*. per 1000; 6 to 8 feet. io5. per
100. See CATALOGUE. • f

^__Jj\M^S^lTrH^arley Dale Nurseries, near M atlock.

_ Forest Trees.
- — —

T ARCH, SCOTCH. SPRUCE, SYCAMORE,
J-J HORSE CHESTNUT, BIRCH, LIMES, MOUNTAIN
ASH, &c. A fine stock. For prices, see CATALOGUE,

JAMES SMITH. Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

Australian Seeds and Plants.
SEEDS of TIMBER TREES, PALMS. SHRUBS.
_ _

&c.. Plants indigenous to Austr.ilia, New Zealand, and Fiji,
including ARAUCARI.\S, TREE FERNS, variegated FLAX, &c.
Orders may be left with our London Agents, Messrs. C. I. BLACKITH
AND CO., Cox's (.Juay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C., for
transmission.
SHEPHERD AND CO., Nurseomen and Seedsmen, Darling

Nursery
, Sydney, New South Wales. Established 1827.

To Thicken PlaiTtatlonsandShadyWalks.
HEMLOCK SPRUCE.-Thisgracelul, beautiful Fir,

so frequently described in American travels,—
4 to 5 feet, 5s. per dozen, 30J. per 100.

5 to 6 feet, Hj. per dozen, 501. per 100.
RICHARD SM ITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Evergreen Hedge or Screen.
THUJOPSIS EOREALIS. — This beautiful silvery

Conifer, in appearance between the Cypress and Siberian Arbor-
vita;, is fast-growing, compact, and bears clipping well ; it is so hardy
that no frost can hurt it in Britain.

Upright, well-prown shrubs. 7 feet high and upwards, at the
extremely low price of 30J. per dozen.
RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

QTRONG Transplanted LARCH, 2 to 4* leet ; OAKS,O SPRUCE FIR, SCOTCH FIR, HAZELS, and ojher FOREST
TREES. The Larches being grown on newly broken-up land, in an
exposed situation, are extra good rooted, very stout, with fine leaders.
Prices very reasonable, which can be had by applying to

C. WHITEHOUSE, Brereton Nursery, Rugeley, Staffordshire.

FOREST TREES, Cheap.- Larch, 2 to 3 feet :

Scotch, i':,' to 2 feet ; Spruce, z to 3 feet ; Sycamore, 2 to 3 feet

;

Birch, 2 to i\i feet; Elm, 3 to 6 feet ; Oak, 2 to 4 feet ; Alder, 2 to
4 feet : Ash, 3 to 5 feet, will be SOLD, Cheap ; the ground wanted for
other things.

J. HUDDART, Farrington Hall Nurseries.

STRONG FOREST TREES, for planting in sheltered
places, for immediate effect :—Austrian Fir, 2 to 3 feet; Scotch

Fir, 2 to 4 feet ; Larch, 2!i to 3'^ feet ; Oak, 2?^ to 3 feet ; Alder, 3 to
5 feet ; Sycamore, 3 to 7 feet ; Norway Maple, 5 to 7 feet ; Mountain
Ash, 5 to 6 feet ; Birch, 4 to 5 feet; Ontario and Lombardy Poplars,
3 to^ feet ; Huntingdon Willow, 4 feet ; Weymouth Pine, iJi to 2 feet;
Ccmbra Pine, ij-i to 2 feet.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, The Carlisle Nurseries^
Knowefield, Carlisle.

Forest and Ornamental Planting.
PETER LAWSON and SON respectfully solicit

early orders for FOREST TREES and ORNAMENTAL
TREES and SHRUBS, which they can supply to great extent.
The large breadths of LARCHES, from i to 3;^ feet, SCOTCH

FIR, NORWAY SPRUCE, AUSTRIAN PINES, and other leadinff
sorts of FOREST TREES, are unusually fine, and worthy of inspec-
tion, CATALOGUES and special ofiers will be furnished upon
application.

Edinburgh and London.—December, 1871.

Eltham Nursery, Kent, S.E.
TWO MILES from BLACKHEATH STATION;

ONE MILE from ELTHAM, LOOP-LINE.
rpHIRTY ACRES of healthy, well-grown NURSERY
J- STOCK, of cvcrydescription, comprising Specimen CONIFERS
and EVERGREENS of all sizes. Standard ROSES. FRUIT TREES.
&c. Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to come
and select for thewselves.

JAMES W. TODMAN, Eltham Nursery. Kent, S.E.

TO PLANTERS.—STRONG FOREST TREES, &c.
LARCH, 2 to 3, 7% to 2%< and 3 to 4 feet.

SCOTCH, i}i to 2, 2 to 2;^', and 2^^ to 3 leet.
SPRUCE, I', to 2, 2 to 2%, 2;^ to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.
ENGLISH OAKS, 2% to 3':^, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, 5 to 6, and 6 to 7 ft.

BIRCH, 2 to 3, 3 104, 4 tos, and 5 to 6 feet.
ELMS (Wych), 2103, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.
HAZELS. 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.
MOUNTAIN AsH. 2 to 3, 3 to 4. and 4 to 5 feet.
SYCAMORES, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

With many others, all of the best quality. The Larch are clean,
stout, well-grown stuff, and have never been injured by frost.

JOHN HILL. The Nurseries. Spot Acre, near Stone, Staffordshire.

IVr
^^^O^D NURSERIES,^ near Godalming.

For NEW and RARE HARDY PLANTS and

For HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
EVERGREEN.S &c,, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New
Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For RHODODENDRONS and other AMERICAN
PLANTS, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE. '

For STANDARD and HALF STANDARD ROSES.
see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For NEW JAPANESE AUCUBAS. see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

ForJAPANESE NOVELTIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For Cheap EVERGREENS and SHRUBS for COVER
PLANTING or SHRUBBERIES. .see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For PLANTS suitable for WINTER BEDDING, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For TRANSPLANTED FOREST TRKES, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For EXTRA TRANSPLANTED or QUARTERED
FOREST TREES for Planting Bells or Shrubberies, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive Catalogue.

Forwarded on appiication enclosing st.imp.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming.
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SEEDSMEN to the aXJEEN,

And to the PRINCE of WALES.

CABTEE'S
GRASS SEEDS.

CARTER'S
Mixtures of Grass Seeds,

Kor PERMANENT PASTURES,
Carefully arranged to suit the various conditions of Soils.

Per acre.

For Light Soils ..^ ^,_„,,,.^ (30s. to 32s.

FREE.
For Medium Soils

For Heavy Soils •

Second quality, 22s. to 28s. per acre.

J
30s. to 32s.

1 30s. to 32s.

Carter's Grass Seeds at Aldershot Camp.
EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.

I'roin Col. L.\ri".\N, R.E.

"Aldershot Camp, Feb. 4, 1871.

" Colonel Laftan presents his compliments to Messrs.

C. & Co., and begs to inform them that all the Grass and

Clover Seeds supplied by them to the War Office, for use

at Aldershot last year, have succeeded admirably. Last

year a very good crop of excellent Hay was produced on

what had previously been a barren sand."

Carter's Renovating Mixture,
For RENEWING and IMPROVING OLD GRASS

LANDS.
The Mixture is composed of those sorts of Permanent

Grass Seeds and Clovers that are best suited for Sowing
on Old Pastures or Meadows, and it will speedily improve
the quality and increase the produce. During- the pas'

dry seasons we have supplied immense quantities of this

Mixture, and continue to receive the most gratifying

reports of its value in increasing both quantity and quahty
of the Grass produced.

(8 lb. to 12 lb. per acre xvill befound sufficient^ according
to the condition of the turf.)

Price, per lb., lOd.; per cwt., 86s. Carriage Free.

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.
From G. T. Dickinson, Esq.

" WTieelbirks, Northumberland.
*' I have got from iS to 3 tons per acre of Hay, from a

field that was covered with Whin, Heather, and Thorns,

wlien I bought it in 1864. In 1867 it was drained, and
the Whin stubbled up and burned. It was then limed,

and after that had some half-inch bones put on it, with
some of Carter's Renovating Grass Seeds."

CARTER'S
Mixed Clovers and Rye-grasses,

Or "bEEDS." For Alternate Husb.\ndry.

Per acre.

—

s. d.
CLOVERS and RYE-GRASS only, to lay one year 14 o
CLOVERS and GRASSES to lay one year. . . . 15 o
CLOVERS and GRASSES to lay two years . . iS 6
CLOVERS and GRASSES to lay three orfouryears 24 o
CLOVERS only, to lay one year ., ..ijr. to 146

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.

From
J. G. BURCH.\M, Esq.

" Heasham, Lynn.
" The Grass Seeds I had of you for three years" lay are

admirable, and continue to produce me wonderful crops,

paying better than Corn."

Before Laying Down Land to Grass, read

CARTER'S
Illustrated FARMERS' CALENDAR,

Post Free. (id. Gratis to Customers.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN to the QUEEN and the PRINCE of WALES,
£37 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

M
M

Wood Engravtnef.
R. W. G. SMITH. Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London, N.

R. JAMES FRASER, Horticultural and
Agbicl'Ltl'ral Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

iford, Essex ; iale of the firm o( J, & J. Frascr, Lea BridRC Road.

rpo BE DISPOSED OF, on very reasonable terms,
X. tlic STOCK, LEASE, and GOODWILL of a small esiablishcd
Nursery; Kiirnishiiu' and Jobbing Business attached. West End of
London. R, B., Silchestcr Road Nursery, Netting Hill, W.

To Nurserymen & Others.—Aberdeen Pajlt, Highbury.
^"PO BE LET, an ENCLOSURE of about TWO
JL .'VCRES.—For pariicnlars apply to A. B. FREND, 44, Bedford
Row, W.C.

To Nurserymen and Others.

TO BE SOLD, the LEASE and GOODWILL of a
NURSERY, situate in an eligible position in the Upper

Richmond Road, Putney.
For particulars and other information, apply to Mr. CHAMBERS,

I, Alabaster Cottages, Brickfields, Putney, S.W.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covcnt Garden, W.C,

on TUESDAY, ^^-lrch 5, at hall-past 12 o'clock precisely, first-

class LlRht and Dark ItRAHMAS and DORKINGS, from Mr.
Dowsett, and a fjrcat variety of other POULTRY from well-known
breeders; JACOBINS, CARRIERS, BARBS, and POUTERS, from
Mr. Heath ; and a variety of other PIGEONS, including many Prize
Birds, well worthy of attention.

On view the mornmf; of Sale, and Catalofiues had.

Hardy Plants and Bulbs.
ATR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
J-tJL his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,
on WEDNESDAY, March 6. at hail-past 12 o'clock precisely,
Standard and Dwarf ROSES; Standard, Pyramid, and Dwarl-
trained FRUIT TREES, DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS,
specimen CONIFERS, LAURELS, RHODODENDRONS,
HOLLIES, HERBACEOUS PLANTS, RASPBERRY CANES,
STRAWBERRY PLANTS, GLADIOLI, RUSTIC SEATS,
STOOLS, VASES, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Lilies from Japan.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.,

on THURSDAY, March 7, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely,
10,000 fine BULBS of LILIUM AURATUM, and other choice
LILIES, from Japan and other parts.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Highly Important Sale of Specimen Stove and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, the PROPERTY of a GENTLEMAN

who has RANKED amongst the MOST SUCCESSFUL
EXHIBITORS during past years.

MR. J. C. STEVENS is favoured with instmctions
from Mr. J. Carr, of Byfleet Lodge, Weybridge, to oflcr for

SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden, on FRIDAY, March 15, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely,
without the least reserve, the whole of his EXHIBITION
SPECIMENS, consisting of splendid plants of all the best varieties of
Heaths, Azaleas, Ornamental Foliage Plants, Exotic and British
Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c. , which have formed a leading
feature in the various metropolitan exhibitions during several past
years. The plants are all in the finest possible condition, and can be
seen at Byfleet one week previous to the Sale, and on the day of Sale
at Mr. J. C STEVENS" Horticultural Sale Rooms, 38, King Street,
Covent Garden, W.C, and Catalogues had.

38 and 39, Gracechurch Street, City, E.C.
UNRESERVED SALE of 250 ENGLISH-GROWN CAMELLIAS

and AZALEA INDICA, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, at the City Auction Rooms, as above, on

MONDAY, March 4, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, without reserve,
about 250 English-grown CAMELLIAS and AZALEA INDICA,
compact plants, in perfect health, beautifully furnished with bloom-
buds ; 400 fine Standard and Dwarf ROSES, selected FRUIT
TREES, choice hardy CONIFER.^£ and EVERGREEN SHRUBS
and AMERICAN PLANTS, LILIUMS (of sorts), ERICAS.
EPACRIS, DAHLIAS, &c.
On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the Rooms,

and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

Bingley Hall, Birmingham.
rpHE FOURTH GREAT CENTRAL EXHIBITIONX and SALE of Young BULLS and other Purebred SHORT-
HORNS will be held on THURSDAY, March 7, next
Upwards of 100 Head of highly-descended BULLS, COWS, and

HEIFERS, from the Herds of Earl Zetland, Lord Uraybrooke, Lord
Sudeley, Colonel Loyd Lindsay: Messrs, J. C Adkins, Bayes, Can-
ning, E. H. Cheney, Curlier, T. Carne, G. and Y. R. Graham, Hands,
How, Harris, Lythall, Morris, I'ulley, Sheldon, Upson, Woodward,
Rev. R. B. Kennard, Rev. W. Sneyd, and other noted Breeders, are
entered.
The whole of the Animals exhibited will be olTcred for SALE by

AUCTION, by Messrs. LYTHALL and CLARKE, without any
further reserve than entering ihem at Twenty Guineas each.
Admission from o to 4, u.
The Judging will commence at 9, and the Auction at n, or as soon

as the Judges have completed their awards.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, td. each, may be had on application.

JOHN B. LYTHALL, Secretary.
Offices, 39, New Street, Birmingham.

Berkeley Castle, Gloucestershire.
THIRD PERIODICAL SALE of PURFMJRED SHORTHORN

STOCK, BERKSHIRE PIGS, fta.

1\/TR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION
-*-*" without reserve, on FRIDAY, March 8, at the Home Farm.
Berkeley, FORTY HEAD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS, the
property of the Right Hon. Lord Fitzhardingc. About half the
number are choice Cows and Heifers, including several good speci-
mens of the Florentia. Ursula, and Violet tribes, trom Col. Kingscote,
Messrs. Bowly and Rich's herds. The Bulls comprise many promis-
ing young animals of fashionable blood, such as the Darlington,
Craggs, Lowslip, Musical, and Seraphina families. They are all by
firsi-class Bates Sires, and chiefly by the well-known Bull, Lord Wild
Eyes 5th (26,7621, who is also included in the Sale.
The Sale will commence at half-past 12 with Ten prime fat Short-

horn Oxen, and several first-class you^ig_ Berkshire Pigs, of the
elebratcd Berkeley breed, will also be SOLD.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had __ __ _

Berkeley Castle; or of JOHN THORNTON, 15, Langham Pl'acc'

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of Mr. OCT. LONG.
crkclcy Castle ; or of JO"" '•^' ' ' -

. -. '

Regent Street, London, W.

Littlebury, near Saffron Walden.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD begs to announce that he ha^
received instructrons from the Executors of the late John

Clavden.Esq.of Littlebury, to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve,
on TUESDAY, March iq next, the very select HERD of PURE-BREDSHORTHORNS, consisting of about 35 Head of Bulls, Cows, and
Heifers, chieflyof the far-famed Knightley blood, and including a few
very choice specimens of the Kirklevmgton sort. First-class Bulls of
these renowned families have been used.
Mr. Strafford, having seen the slock, can with great confidence

recommend them to the favourable notice of purchasers; they are in
fine health, and regular breeders, and their safe alTords .in excellent
opportunity of obtaJning animals that have been bred with great care
and Judgment.
Catalogues with Pedigrees may be hid on application to Mr.

STRAFFORD, 13, Euston Square, London, N.W. : or of Mr WM
CLAYDEN, Littlebury, Safl^ron Walden.

Agricultural Seeds.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Si.ed Growers

and SEtn Merchants, Sieaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of HOME-GROWN
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready and will be forwarded,
post free, upon application.

Notice to Large Purchasers of Farm Seeds.

CARRIAGE FREE. CARRIAGE FREE.

MESSRS. SUTTON have now completed their stocks
of FARM SEEDS, and will be pleased to make special quota-

tions to large purchasers on application stating sorts and quantities
required.
Messrs. Suttons' FARMERS' YEAR BOOK, Illustrated, is

now ready, price 6tf.
; gratis to Customers.

SU PTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

R OYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY.
Founded A D. 1731, Incorporated ad. 1741.

PaU\m—\\GX Alajesty The Quei:n,
Vici-Pairon—lW^ Royal Highness The "I'rinci; oi" Wales.

/V«(if^K/—His Excellency Thk Lord Lieuten\nt of Ireland.
1872.—ANNUAL GREAT SPRING C.VPTLE SHOW o(

BREEDING and FAT STOCK, SWINE, IMPLEMENTS andMECHANICAL APPLIANCES, FRIEZE, TWEEDS,
BLANKETS, to be held on TUESDAY, April 9, and three
following days.
The Prizes, which are open to general competition to Great Britain

and Ireland, will include

—

The Chaloner Plate, value One Hundred and Fifty-five Sovereigns.
Besides Money Prizes, exceeding £350, a large number of Medals

and several Honorary Certificates, &c.
CS^ Applications (including postage stamp) for Forms of Entry to

be sent to Mr. A. Corrigan, Superintendent, Agricultural Office,
Rm-al Dublin Society, Dublin.
The last day for receiving Notice of Entrj' on Single Fees will be

Friday, March 8, and the last day on payment of Double Fees will be
Thursday, March 14. By order,

W. E. STEELE, M.D., Registrar and Assistant Secretary.

CENTRAL CHAMBER of AGRICULTURE.—
A MEETING of the CENTRAL COUNCIL will be held at the

SALISBURY HOTEL, on TUESD.\Y, March 5-time, 11 o'Clock
ill ihe forenoon—when the Elected Members of the Council and the
Annual Deputies and Deputed Members from Associated Chambers
are requested to attend.
Members of the Legislature (not Deputed or Elected on the Council),

who may be interested in the subjects for consideration, arc also
invited to be present, though not privileged to vole.

AGENDA.
To transact General Business.
To amend Bye-Law No. 10, as per notice given bv Mr. T. Willson.
To consider whether the Council Meeting on April 2 should be held

/n7/crjHa, and adjourned till Wednesday, April 10, as proposed by
Sir M. E. Hicks-Beach, Bart , M.P.
To receive and reply to Communications from Associated Cham-

bers, &c.
To receive the Report of the Local Taxation Committee.
To consider and resolve upon the following Subjects

—

1. Sanitary Legislation.
2. Turnpike Trusts and Highways.

To select Subjects for Consideration at future Meetings.
The Local Taxation Committee will meet at the Salisbury Hotel, on

Monday, March 4, at 3 o'clock
The Standing Committee for General Business will meet at the

same place on Monday, March 4, at 6 o'Clock,
The subject selected for consideration by the Council in April is

" The proposod appropriation of Educational Endowments for
Secondary or Middle-class Education."
Amonp the subjects recommended for discussion at future meeting*

arc—" Compensation for Unexhausted Improvements," "Game Legis-
lation," " Poor-law Relief."

JOHN ALGERNON CLARKE, Secretary.
Central Chamber of Agriculture,

The Salisbury Hotel, Fleet Street, E.C.

Notice.
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICUL-

TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready;
price, in cloth, £,\ 6j. td.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W C.

SATURDAY, MARCH 2, 1S72,

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

Monday,

Tur;sDAY,

Wednesd.w

TlIL'RSDAV,

f
London Farmers' Club (Mr. Welch, on the

March 4< Transit of Live Stock), at the Salisbury
I Hotel—6 RM.

_ /Central Chamber of Agriculture, at the Salis-~ ^\ bury Hotel.

jj J Royal Agricultural Society of England (Coun-
'

i cil Meeting), at Hanover Square—Noon,
_ /Shorthorn Exhibition, at Bingley Hall, Bir-

' L mingham.

Important Sale
OfFIRST-CI^ASS YOUNG SHORTHORN BULLS and IN-CALF
HEIFEKS, at THE ISLAND, GOREY, COUNTY WEXFURD.
MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,

on TUESDAY, March I3. at The Island, Gorcy, TWENTY
very choice young SHORTHORN BULLS, and about the same num-
ber ol fine IN-CALF HEIFERS, the property of W. Bolton, Esq. The
Bulls arc of a vcr>' superior kind, being of large growth, with great
tlesh and substance, abundant hair and beautiful colours. The ma-
jority are by that celebrated Warlaby sire King Richard (26,523), and
the others by Mr. Booth's Manrico (26,805), ffof" highly-bred dams,
several of which have produced those remarkable prize-winners for
which Mr. Bolton has of late years been so eminent. The Heifers
being by fir^t-class sires^ from dams possessing great dairj- proper-
vies, are very promising either (or show or brceaing purposes, as ihey
are all in calf to the same first-class Booth Bulls,

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of Mr. BOLTON, The
Island, Uulart, County Wexford; or of Mr. THORNTON, 15, Lan^-
hara Place, London, W.

THE rapid progress of the country during

,

Ihe past 30 or 40 years has been a lopsided
affair ; and this perhaps as much as anything
has led some to doubt whether the speed is safe
and the progress heaUhy. Within the period
named the country has ceased to feed its popu-
lation ; the imports of Wheat have risen to an
average of 9,000,000 qr. yearly ; and the price
of meat has increased enormously. Twenty
years ago it was the opinion of some statis-

tical writers that the agricultural improvements
in progress at that time would enable us to
overtake consumption, and, perhaps, to become a
corn-exporting country. The statistical writers
now tell us, what was equally clear 20 years
ago, that our diminished production of corn is

due to economical causes. Our soil and climate,
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they inform us, are peculiarly suitable for stock,
while corn can be easily imported.

But, passing from the errors of the past to the
errors of the present, the fact that the progress
of our improved agriculture is not so fast as that
of other arts, is apparent in the increased
cost of agricultural produce, and in the insuffi-

cient production of meat compared with the
capability of the soil, and the suitability of the
climate for live stock.

Meat and Wheat may be compared to fabrics
made of the same materials ; farmers, like

manufacturers, can produce whichever pays best
;

they have machinery, that is, land, for a much
greater production of meat ; and, as the rearing
and feeding of stock is said to increase the fer-

tility of the land, it would appear that farmers
might consult their interest by growing more
meat, and, incidentally, more Wheat too ; and
it is a mystery to many people that farmers do
not grow more meat on arable land if only for

the sake of the manure. After enriching and
resting the land by means of a crop of Clover or
Mangel, a better crop of Wheat can be grown
than under the old triennial system which pre-
vailed in England until the present century.
There is therefore a double advantage in the
alternate system (corn and green crops) arising
from the value of the green crop, and from the
manure and rest given to the land. At first

sight it would appear that farmers have a great
advantage over manufacturers, who gain nothing
by changing from shirts to shifts, and that those
of them who commenced business some years
ago, who farm well and do not pay greatly in-
creased rents, ought to be making a double for-
tune by the meat they sell at 50 per cent, more
than it was worth a few years ago, and by the
incidental improvement of their land.

It seems right that, having stated in colours as
deep as we could make them the deficiencies of
the Art of Land Management in this country—
the failure of their system hitherto, to which as a
body the landowners of the country, we imagine,
cannot help confessing—we should frankly admit
the growing difficulty of the position of an im-
proving farmer. It is not in agricultural as in
other progress, where the later steps are easier
than the earlier. The contrary of this is more
nearly true.

It may seem obvious that a large farmer who
pays perhaps the same rent, and only about £100
a year more for labour and taxes than he paid
30 years ago, and who receives many hundreds
more for his meat, and considerably more for his
Barley, must be in an extremely flourishing
position now, with Wheat at the same average
price of 53^-. a quarter, and a crop whose
yield must have greatly increased after 30 years
of high farming. But unfortunately this picture
is delusive ; the farmer's business is not better,
if it be so good as it was 30 years ago, and
his land has not become so much more
productive as might be supposed. Under the
English system of farming, the crop-yielding
capability of different soils is reached by a few
years' high farming, and when reached it must
be maintained by a costly system of manuring, or
the yield will immediately begin to fall oft". The
effects of high farming are cumulative for a few
years only, that is to say, until the land has been
brought into high condition ; afterwards, the
average rate of production, even under high
farming, remains stationary, or advances so slowly
that, in point of fact, the cost of production
depends mainly on the price of the various
manures and feeding-stuffs required to keep up
the power of land that is heavily cropped. The
great defect of English social and agricultural
economy is that every additional quarter
of corn, or carcase of mutton, sent to market
increases the drain on fertility, and every
acre brought under the system of high farm-
ing increases the demand for artificial manures
and feeding stuff's. Every addition to
the population has the same effect. In its higher
instances, ours is a fast and furious system of
agriculture, in many things opposed to the teach-
mg of science. Meat and corn, like shirts and
shifts, are produced by the same machinery, if

we may use the expression, and from the same
raw materials

; and whether they are grown on
the same farm under a mixed system, or whether
meat only is produced on a grass farm, the raw
material must be purchased in the shape of
guano, bones, and feeding stufts before these
articles can be produced. Guano, now no longer
attainable, except of doubtful quality, rose°in
price from £<) in 1840 to ^13 10s. in 1870, and

other manures and feeding stuffs have risen in
price considerably in the same period.

It is in these increased costs that the farmer's
apparent profits have been absorbed. It is

evident then that the price of food is governed
by the cost of the raw materials, /. t:, of manures
and of feeding stufts, and as these must continue
to become scarcer and dearer, so long as the
remains of human food are wasted, and our
population continues to increase, the price of
food must go on rising until we have corrected our
national habits and adopted, by some means, the
economy of China and Belgium. When that has
been effected, by sewage farming, or by some
other plan, our land will be enriched every year
by the remains of imported human food, and our
crops will be grown at a cheaper rate, to the
benefit alike of producer and consumer. £.

The supply of Wheat at Mark Lane on
Monday was in a bad condition, consequently sales
were made slowly, at the prices of the Monday
previous. A change in the weather induced increased
heaviness on Wednesday. At the Metropolitan
Cattle Market on Monday trade in beasts was not very
active, and prices were lower for all descriptions.
There was no fall in the price of sheep. At Thursday's
market the top price of Monday for beasts was with
difficulty realised ; the trade in sheep was dull.

The fourth Annual Exhibition of Pure-
bred Shorthorn Catlle, which will be held in
Bingley Hall, on Thursday next, March 7, will in-

clude 106 animals
; 34 being in the class for bulls over

12 and under 20 months old, in which the liberal

prizes of ;,f5o, ^15, and £5 will be awarded. Many
very good herds will be here represented, of which we
have only to mention those of Lords Braybrooke,
.Sudeley, and Zetland ; Messrs. Graham, Game, Mace,
Pulley, and the Rev. W. Sneyd, to show that stock of
a superior kind may be expected. Any one requiring
a young bull for immediate use will, therefore, have
the very best opportunity of selection, as on no
other occasion is there the number of well bred
animals pitched together for iond fide sale. To
those dairymen who can wait for a month or two, the
large class of calves, over 6 and under 12 months old,
will afford ample choice to enable them to secure, at a
moderate figure, male animals of the highest lineage

;

and it has been repeatedly proved that the introduc-
tion of pedigree bulls to the ordinary dairy herds of
the great cheese- making counties of Derby, Cheshire,
and Stafford, has been productive of the very best
results. In this section, we find the additional names
of Colonel Loyd-Lindsay, Messrs. E. H. Cheney,
Allen, Bradburne, Canning, Curtler, and E. Lythall.
For the cow and heifer classes, the entries are short

;

but a few good animals will be contributed by Messrs.
How, Robotham, and Woodroffe, including winners at

several local shows. Perhaps some of the most
servicable animals to purchase will be found in the
2-year-old bull class, which deserves more en-
couragement than the one small ^5 prize allotted to
it ; and we expect to see some good beasts, which
have either been let on hire, or used in the owners'
herds, from Messrs. Webb, Woodward, Bliss, &c.
Amongst the contributors of older bulls and the younger
ones sent as extra stock we notice the names of Messrs.

J. C. Adkins and H. J. Sheldon as breeders ; and also
those of Messrs. Thomas Walker, R. Hemming,
Hands, Upton, and Wainman. Altogether, 45 herds
will be represented ; and, although we shall not see
any pure "Duchess" blood, yet there will be found
numerous beasts closely allied to that celebrated strain,

animals of the far-famed "Charmer" blood, many of
the good old Knightley sorts, and several of almost
pure Booth descent ; so that the patrons of either strain

may here have that opportunity of comparing notes
when the stock is ranged together which they cannot
obtain by attending many private sales. The conditions
specify that all animals must be sold without any
further reserve than entering them at 20 gs. each ; and
the experience of the last two years proves that exhi-
bitors now act perfectly honourably in the matter. The
judging of the stock commences at nine, and the
auction, which has been entrusted to Messrs. Lythall
•Si Clarke, of Birmingham, at eleven.

We have to announce that Professor SlM-
MONDS has been appointed to the office of Principal of
the Royal Veterinary College, in succession to the late

Principal Spoo.ner, whose death we had to record
some weeks ago.

Mr. John Hay, of Pickworth, near Stamford,
tenant of a considerable farm on the estates of the
Marquess of ExEi ER, tells us that he last harvest cut
190 acres of Wheat, Oats, and Barley, with one of
Hornsby's "Governor" reaping machines in \o\
days. Three teams were employed daily, taking their
turns in succession, between 5 a.m. and S p.m. A boy
rode the fore-horse, and two men, taking their turns,

drove the machine. Sixty-two acres of Barley were
cut on the last three days. It cost 5^-. iid. an acre to
tie and stook the com, in addition to this expense of
cutting ; and to this of course must be added the work
of raking, carrying, stacking, and thatching, in order
to arrive at the whole cost of the harvest work.

We learn from the Midland Counties Hirald
that at the meeting last week of the Council of the
Birmingham Agricultural Exhibition Society,
to revise the prize lists for the current year, the date
of the show was fixed for Nov. 30, and Dec.
2, 3. 4. and 5, being, as usual, the week preceding
the Smithfield Club Show. Several alterations were
made m the premiums offered for cattle ; the principal
bemg the augmentation of the 1st prizes for oxen and
steers in each of the classes for Herefords, Shorthorns,
and Devons, from £\c, io £zo; and the division of
the cross-bred oxen and steers into two classes, as also
the cross-bred cows and heifers. The special prizes
remain much the same ; the winners of the gold
medals being, however, allowed the option of taking
^20 in cash, or selecting plate to that amount. Mr'
LORT and Mr. Dawes wisely altered their special
prizes for Herefords and Devons to steers under 30
months old, in the place of heifers of similar age ; but
the principal new feature will be five 2^io prizes
contributed by the butchers of Birmingham, four
of which, at their special request, are offered for
the heaviest ox of each of the following breeds,
viz., Herefords, Shorthorns, Devons, Scots or cross-
breds ; the fifth going to the best pen of three Elack-
faced Short-wooUed wether sheep, in which section the
Council inserted a new class for Hampshire and Wilt-
shire Downs. The silver cups and medals hitherto
offered for pens of breeding pigs were merged into the
first prizes, making these £1^ in each of the three
classes, and no alteration was made here, as anticipated,
in the ages of the competitors, the limit being from
three to six months. In the poultry department, the
principal French breed.s, and silver-grey and white
Dorkings, were allotted separate classes for both old
and young birds; and new classes were opened for
various kinds of ornamental ducks, but the special
premiums were not finally decided upon, so that further
reference to these must be deferred until the issue of
the prize list. It was decided to hold the horse show,
as usual, in August, the days fixed upon being the
20th, 2ist, 22d, and 23d.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

Next F'riday will witness the Berkeley Castle sale,
noticed in our last impression. The cattle, we under-
stand, are in fine health and good breeding condition.
Most of the cows and heifers are in a forward state,
and the young bulls are promising. The farm is

2\ miles from Berkeley Road Station, on the Birming-
ham, Gloucester, and Bristol section of the Midland
Railway, and conveyances will meet every train.

Sheldon writes to Col. Kingscote asMr.
follows :—

•

"Previous to shipping the bull Duke of Hilhurst
last year, I was anxious to retain his blood in my herd,
and to this end put him to a Wild Eyes heifer and one of
my Duchesses. They have both calved within the last
two weel<s. The Wild Eyes brought me a fine heifer calf,
and the Duchess a red b.c. Both are wonderfully tine
calves, Willi well spmng ribs, good coats of glossy
hair, and exceedingly strong, both being on their
legs and walking within 26 minutes from the time
they were dropped."

Di-KE OK HiLHURST is doing very well at Kingscote ;
there are no calves dropped to him yet, but all the
cows and heifers which he has served for Colonel
Kingscote, and several very valuable animals from
other herds, are in calf to him. He continues to grow,
and his general .ippearance bears out the favourable
opinion formed on first sight, namely, that he is a
good-looking, heavy-fleshed animal, on short legs-
just the sort to keep up the prestige of the family he
belongs to. 3D DuicE of Clarence is still in great
vigour, and his stock of last year are, undoubtedly, in
symmetry, colour, and hair, better tlian those of any
previous year—not one that may be called light roan,
the two lightest in colour being from red cows. In 1S70
seven of his calves were white, and several were light
ro.ans, from the same cows, which have produced red
and dark roans this year. Cannot some one explain this ?

The question which terminates the above paragraph
is certainly a puzzling one. It has occupied us on a
previous occasion, and the best thing we can at present
do with it, is simply to add it to our store of facts.
Such cases are worth recording, but cannot always be
explained. ' By collecting them in sufhcient numbers,
however, much liglu may eventually be thrown upon
many difficult problems connected with breeding. We
cannot on the present occasion give more space to this

interesting subject, but refer our readers to our impres-
sion of May 20, 1S71, and also to Mr. T. Bell's

Histiny 0/ Shorl/iorns, p. 251, where the remarks just

referred to found a place.

Since last we noticed the Lightburne herd, the
property of Alexander Brogden, Esq., M. P., of Light*
burne House, Ulverslon, North Lancashire, one death
and five births have occurred in it. About the
beginning of the year Jieci Rose 4///, red and white,
calved 1S65, by Grand Duke 4TII (10,874), died.

She was a beautiful cow, and was purchased by Mr.
Brogden from Mr. Belts, of Preston Hall. Since
coming into Mr. Brogden's possession she has had three

bull calves—Grand Duke of Lightburne, sold to
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Mr. Howard ; GRAND DUKE OF Lightburne 2D,

sold to Mr. Hetherington ; Grand Duke of Light-

burne 3D, still in Mr. Brogden's herd. At the time

of ker death Red Kosf a,th was in calf to Grand Duke
17TH. About the beginning of the year, Elvira %th

by Grand Duke (21,848), dam Elvira id, presented

her owner with the first season's calf, a very handsome

red and white bull-calf, by Grand Duke 17TH

(24,064). On February 6, Elvira 2d by the Sth

Duke ok Oxford (15,939). dam Ruby Rose 2d,

calved a buU-calf, a light roan, also by Grand Duke
17TH. These are both fine promising calves, good in

form and colour, and are remarkably healthy and

thriving. On Februai7 7 another birth took place,

that of a bull-calf, from Frimess 2d by the Holker

bull. Baron Oxford 4rH. Princess 2d is by 3D

Duke of Thorndale (17,749), dam Lady Sale. She

was purchased at the Killhow sale for 300 gs. The
calf is a dark roan, perfect in hair, colour, head, and

back. On February 12, Elvira loM by GRAND Duke
17TH (24,064), dam Elvira 2d, calved the only heifer

calf which as yet the herd has produced this season. It

is a beautiful light roan, by Prince of Ligiitisurne,

recently sold to Mr. Drewry for the Holker herd. The
latest birth— a bull-calf, by Baron Oxford 4TH—
occurred on February 16, from the beautiful Holker

cow, IVinso/fu- '^ih, by Grand Duke ioth (21,848),

dam Winsome^ and we cannot refrain from saying that

a more perfect calf we never saw. It is a splendid

dark rich roan, and, as Mr. Brogden's steward fondly

remarked whilst caressing it, if fortunate, would make
ilself a name in Shorthorn circles second to none in the

kingdom,

Duke of Dursley, of the Kingscote herd, by
3D Duke of Clarence (23,727), dam Dora, by

2D Duke of Airdrie (19,600), has very recently

been sold to C. Lyall, Esq., Old Montrose, N.B. He
leaves Lord Suffolk's next week, where he had been let

for two seasons. He is a large, rather plain bull,

with fine hair, of good quality, and has proved himself

a good sire.

In anticipation of the sale of the late Mr.
Pawlett's stock, at Beeston, Beds, we abstract the

following concise account of his proceeding as a breeder

from Mr. Thornton's recently published Circular :—
" In early life Mr. Pawlett farmed near Stamford, where

he bred (1825) a few Shorthorns from the Marquis of Exeter's

stock, using the bulls Nimkod (1275), Burleigh (S27),

and Anticipation (750). Milliccnt, one of his cows, by
Anticipation, was sold to Mr. Adeane, of Babraham
Hall, Cambridge ;

and from one of her lineal descen-

dants Mr. Jonas Webb bred that remarkable white

bull-calf, First Fruits (19,751), to which the Gold
Medal was awarded at the Royal Agricultural

Society's meeting at Battersea Park, 1862. When he
removed to his own farm at Beeston, he bred pure
Leicester sheep, and they were frequently successful in the

showyards. In 1860-61 the flock was sold, and Short-

horns replaced them. His first purchase was the Herd
Book, and two cows, Charmer ^d (93 gs.) and Charmer (^tli

(160 gs., the highest priced cow) from Mr. Adkin's sale at

Milcote. These were followed by Fuchsia 2(/(6ogs.),

Duchess of Cambridge (90 gs.), Miriam (40 gs.), and
Duchess of Cambridge 2d (60 gs.), from Mr. Phillips'

sale at Broomborough, the following month; and five

cows and heifers were bought at the Hon. Colonel
Duncome's sale at Waresby Park. Two heifers

and a young bull were a private investment
from Mr. Golly, and some animals containing Booth
blood were also purchased at Mr. Chaloner's sale in

Ireland. In January, i86r, he sold the animals bought
from Mr. Phillips eight months before to Mr. Atherton
and Mr. Noakes ; and in the autumn of the same year he
gave at Mr. Sanday's sale, at Holmepierrepoint, 165 gs.

for Fairy, and 105 gs. for Faithful, both descendants of
Mr. R, Booth's Fame. In the meantime he hired Sir
James (16.980) of Mr. Booth, and in 1863 purchased the
cow Daisy (84 gs ) at the Babraham sale, and Isabella

fiose, privately from Mr. Douglas. The following year,

at the great Towneley sale, he gave 135 gs. for Pride,
and 105 gs. for Pearl, both of the 'Bracelet* blood.

Rose of Promise and Rose of Hope, with her calf Rose of
Warlaby, were acquired in 1865, and it is from these

three last purchases, and the heifer bought at Holme-
pierrepoint, that the present herd is desended."

We have received the following news of births

from Mr. Cochrane's herd in Canada:

—

Wild Eyes
26th produced a red and white cow-calf on the 2d ult.

to 8th Duke of Geneva, a pure Duchess bull ; JFeal

Bliss produced a red and white cow-calf by Royal
Commander (bred by Mr. Booth of Warlaby) on
January S ; JVaierloo 2%th produced a red and white
cow-calf to C ~H Duke of Geneva on December 20

;

and Princess Christian, purchased of Mr. Aylmer,
brought a bull-calf to RoVAL Commander on
January 25. All these are described as healthy, nice

calves.

We have received a proof catalogue of the

Birmingham show of Shorthorns on the 7th inst.

There is a large entrj' of 34 bulls exceeding 12 and
not exceeding 20 months old ; 37 bull calves ; three

cows ; two heifers not exceeding three years old.

There are also classes for older bulls, all tolerably

well filled, and a large class of 19 pure-bred bulls

entered as extra stock. This last class is opened to

Shorthorns of all ages on the condition enforced alike

upon all, that they should be offered for sale at

II o'clock of the show day. It will be seen from the

above brief notice of the catalogue that this is essen-

tially a bull sale, and one of considerable importance.

A glance through the catalogue reveals many well-

known pedigrees. Thus we notice Foggatliorpe,

Seraphina, Pye, Gwynne, Charmer, Flirt, Garland,

'•J, and other fashionably bred bulls, and out of

good hands. The prizes are liberal, and these,

together with the central position of Birmingham and

the success of previous meetings, tend to make this a

desirable mart for any person who has a young bull or

two to dispose of. Entries closed on the 17th ult.

Mr. J. B. Lythall officiates as secretary and as

auctioneer.

The following very valuable remarks by Mr.

W. Carr, late of Stackhouse, are worthy of our most

serious attention :

—

" Isabella and her descendants brought the massive,

yet exquisitely moulded fore-quarters into the Warlaby
herd, and also that straight underline of the belly, for

which Mr. Booth's animals are remarkable. That this

cow should have had but three crosses of blood is striking

evidence of the impressive eflicacy of those early bulls,

and confirms Mr. R. Booth's opinion, that four crosses of

really first-rate bulls of sterling blood upon a good market
cow of tlic ordinary Shorthorn breed, should suftice for

the production of an animal with all the characteristics of

the high-caste Shorthorn. In such an opinion, confirmed

by such an example as this, there is much instruction and
encouragement for tenant-farmers desirous of improving
their stock. Female Shorthorns of high pedigree are in

general beyond the reach of their class ; but if near neigh-

bours would but club together, and procure for their joint

use a succession of pure-bred males, of fixed determined
character, the improvement in a few years effected in their

stock, especially as regards early maturity and tendency

to carry flesh, would be such as materially to enhance
their farming profits."

SHEEP.

Reports from the Cotswold Hills speak hopefully of

the lambing prospects—plenty of lambs, few deaths

either among lambs or dams, and ewe flocks in very

good condition, and yielding plenty of milk. Such was
the usual answer to inquiries in the Cirencester market
last Monday. It is true that up to that time many
flocks had scarcely entered upon the critical period of

lambing, but the season from all accounts is opening

well. One of the greatest drawbacks is the bad quality

of the hay. The weather, too, although mild has been

extremely wet, and sheep on Turnips are in a com-
plete " sump." Their aspect is indeed deplorable, and
neither they nor the succeeding Barley crops can be
profiting while the present conditions last. The advo-

cate for "long tails," v. ordinary custom of docking,

would scarcely be able to maintain his position now,
however philosophical it might appear in fine weather.

Fine-weather farming is, however, somewhat akin to

fireside soldiering — the actual dissipates many ill-

digested theories.

POULTRY.
Where it is desirable to induce a hen to sit early,

her eggs should be left with her j and so soon as the

number, be it more or less, appears satisfactory to her,

she is generally eager to commence her task ; but this

requires the bird to be kept by herself, or at least

where others are not in the habit of laying in the same
nest. When the hen takes to her nest it is best to

let her remain there, giving her three or four

new eggs to sit on to test her steadiness for

a day or two, for at times they commence
somewhat irregularly, coming off two or three

times ^during the first day or so, and often going to

perch the first night, though they had occupied the

nest during the whole day. At the end of this period,

or earlier, if she manifests continued steadiness, the

nest being duly prepared, tlie eggs may be given her,

and this is most quietly accomplished by lifting her off

at night, when the eggs may be placed in the nest, and
the hen replaced, without any risk of their being

broken by her struggles.

Good sitters seldom or never leave their nests more
than once a day, provided they are well fed when they

come off ; and they seldom remain away longer than

from a quarter to half an hour, rarely exceeding the

latter period, unless food has not been supplied,

and they have to forage for themselves.

The time a sitting hen may remain absent from the

nest without injury to the eggs depends on so many
contingent causes, such as the season of the year, and
the particular stage of development at which the

embryo has arrived, that it would be impossible to give

a decided statement. An absence of from 20 minutes

to half an hour is as much as should be encouraged
;

but this may often be prolonged to several hours

without the inevitable destruction of the brood. The
Poultry Book.

NOTES OF 1871.

We have it on the authority of Campbell that—

" Coming events cast their shadows before,"

and he had it on that of history. No week passed

during the year 1S71 in which mention was not made
in these pages of some one or other of the follow-

ing subjects :—The land laws, the relations of landlord

and tenant, the game laws, and the condition of the

farm labourer. Each speaker or writer to whom atten-

tion was directed represents a class of men, that may
number a hundred, a thousand, or ten thousand j so
that we are right in assuming that the vast majority of
those constituting the agricultural world have had
their grievances and opinions ventilated in these pages.
It is well to keep in view what has been said in order to

the estimation of what remains to be said ; and as legisla-

tion on two of the subjects mentioned is more or less

imminent—would be more so, perhaps, were there a
Minister of Agriculture—in that is to be found more
than excuse for this backward survey.

On what is broadly termed the land question, we
have the utterance of Mr. F. W. Bignell to the follow-

ing effect :

—

" This great and grave question is at the picst-nt

moment occupying a foremost place in many people's

minds, and it will, doubtless, have some day to be met.
It behoves all who are interested in the coming struggle

to gird on their armour."

Before this, liowever, IMr. Arthur Arnold, in a
lengthy essay, said :—

" So long (said Cobdcn) as this prosperity of our manu-
factures continues, there will be no great outcry against
the landed monopoly. I say the time has come when this

tacit submission exists no longer ; when the niaintainers of

the present land system must accept reform, or risk the
rude chances of revolution. Slowly but surely the people
are mastering the question."

To the Bedfordshire Agricultural Society jMr. James
Howard stated that

—

" He had no fear that the rights of property would be
rudely interfered with if landlords did not stand in the

way of progress. . . . Landlords would do well to consent

to liberal covenants with their tenants."

In the Fortnightly Rei-ie-o ('[uoted in these pages) Mr.
C. W. Hoskyns, remarking on Continental land reform,

says :

—

" Freed proprietorship has not interfered with the ex-

istence of farms, and the examples of spirited cultivation

which they occasionally present."

Speaking in the House of Commons on the Land
Transfer Acts, Mr. Hoskyns ."^aid ;

—

" He beheved there was scarcely a Continental country
in which the ownership of land was confined to so small a
number of persons as was the case here. ... It was a
disgrace to a civilised State that there should not be a
power of acquiring a portion of the land of the country

on terms a little easier than was the case here at present.''

Again, and in the House of Commons, the hon.

member said :

—

" We-had in this country probably a greater mass of

wealth than ever existed in any country, and side by side

with that wealth we had so much pauperism, that one
man in 20 was believed to be a pauper, and this he believed

to be almost entirely attributable to our landed system."

At the Kingscote Farmers' Club I find Sir G.
Jenkinson remarking on this point :

—

'

' The annual amount levied for poor-rates has increased

during the past 10 years by nearly ^1^3, 000,000. In 1858
the amount levied was jjs, 188,880; in 1868 it was
^11,054.543."

I pass on now to the relations existing between
landlords and tenants in several of their bearings ; and
the first I will quote on this important section of

*' utterances" is Mr. C. S. Read, M.P. :—
" If I were a landlord, and wished to increase the rental

of my estate, I should, as a matter of course, grant leases.

\ have known no estate where long and liberal leases

have been granted that has not increased in value ; and,

on the other hand, I have never known an instance in

which, where the tenant has farmed from year to year,

without any tenant-right whatsoever, the estate has been
much improved, either in rental or ctUtivation."

A most important witness in this connection is Mr.
Evan Davies, who, at a meeting in Shropshire, stated

his conviction that

—

"The want of security checks the flow of capital;

restrictions as to cropping incompatible with energetic

action, the food of the people destroyed by vermin, and
the cultivators weighed down by an undue share of local

and imperial taxation— these and numerous others will

prove that the time has arrived for legislative interference,

and the cry of ' doing as I like with my own ' will be no
longer tenable."

On the Law of Hypothec, and before the Ayrshire

Farmers' Club, Mr. Cunninghame said x—
'

' The worst feature in this notorious law is the barbarou^
power with which it invests a landlord to injure a tenant's

character and credit, through sequestrating for rent before

it is due." He also said:— "The want of a system of

compensation for permanent improvements and unex-
hausted manures, &c,, in Scotland has been the cause of

much land becoming deteriorated and impoverished

towards the close of a lease, and more especially where
the tenant is doubtful of a renewal."

Next, on the investment of capital, we have Mr. R.

Butler, before the Notts Agricultural Society :

—

" A farmer had not the advantages which a tradesman
received, because he was not in the same position for

investing his capital. He might cultivate his land as well

as he could wish, but he did not know what might

happen. ... A tenure which would be for the protection

of the landlord and the security of the tenant would be

very beneficial to the country."

Mr. Mechi had something to say on the relations of

owner and occupier in Scotland ;—
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" Scotch farmers are being driven out of Scotland by
the enormous increase in their rents at the termination of
their 19 years' leases, especially those who, as good and
profitable farmers, improved their land at the commence-
ment of their leases by draining, liming, and other means."

And, says a correspondent, " H. H. O." :

—

" We dare not farm high under the present system of
landholding in England. Many farmers would be willing
to lay out their money in steam tackle and manures if

they were certain that their outlay in improving their
farms would still remain their own property."

He had also said in another place :
—

" If we had security we could plaster on manure like a
Mechi, and rip up our clays like a Smith. Until we get
se'jurity from confiscation, the soil of our country will not
yield its proper food for the people."

Said Mr. Fletcher to the Monmouthshire Agricultural
Society :

—

" It was a serious matter for a man to spend /'200
°^ £3°° °n bones or artificial manure, and put that on his
land, and then ask himself the question, ' In the event of
death, will my widow or children be paid for this?'

"

Mr. Ulundell, addressing the Botley Farmers' Club,
said :

—
" Being always at the mercy of the proprietor, how can

the tenant feel justified in high farming with a liberal
outlay, not knowing, when he sows, who shall reap?"

Mr. Fletcher, above alluded to, has also placed his
opinion on record that

—

" It must be of national importance to encourage the
most complete system of agriculture— to give those who
occupied the land, and who farmed well, a claim upon
their successors for what was ultimately due to them."

I throw together the following
tions :

—

brief

subject, and with what was called free trade, yet he
believed it was the only one in the end to realise a per-
fectly moral and sanitary state of society."

I have now arrived at that division of this retrospect
which relates to that most vexing of vexatious questions
—the Game Laws. Said Serjeant Armstrong to a
Dublinjuryon a question of compensation :^

" 111 fares the land, to hast'ning ills a prey,
"Where hares accumulate and crops decay."

In a somewhat sledge-hammer way Mr. C. S. Read,
M.P., "put his foot down" in the following sen-
tence :

—

" In the case of parent and child, master and servant,
solicitor and client, guardian and ward, mortgagee and
mortgagor, buyer and seller [and so forth], in all these
cases Parliament interferes, and therefore I say it is a
mere bugbear to talk of the dreadful consequences which
must result from interference of contract between landlord
and tenant with regard to game."

An Ayrshire friend says on this question :

—

" Good and successful farming cannot be carried out
where much game of any kind exists.

It was resolved by the Scottish Chamber of Agricul-
ture :

—

"That hares and rabbits should be dealt with by
emoving them from the game list, and giving the occu-
pier of the land, or any one resident on the land having
his authority, the inalienable right to kill the hares and
rabbits on the land occupied by him."

Earl Cowper, restricting himself to rabbits, said :

—

" A landlord knows the ad\antage of a good tenant,
and knows that unless he keeps down the rabbits a good
tenant will not continue to farm under him."

I am now reaching the end of my tether, where I

I

(iird a few sentences well worth record. For instance,
" 'What sane man, with due consideration for those he '

^^^^ ''"'^ Earl of Derby, "The fact still remains, that
may leave dependent on him, dare lay out his money as

[

"'= do not get, as yet, out of English earth one-half of
he would like to do, when he knows that the landlord what we probably might with advantage if all our
can seize his outlay in improvements?" //. H. O.

" As to the land producing on an average ^^4 per year,
he believed it was correct." Mr. F!s/i, at Lavenham.

" Let me strongly advise any young man who contem-
plates taking a farm on mere words of promise to take,
instead, Pinicli's advice to those about to marry—don't."
All.^lO'Saxon.

" The only question is, in what way compensation
shall be given, and how the facts can be best proved so as
to avoid frauds, to which the question is peculiarly open."
A/r. Bcticc Jones.

From the report of the Royal Agricultural Benevo-
lent Association, we learn that—"During the 11 years
since its formation the Society had relieved no fewer
than 245 cases."

Turning attention now to what has been said
on the condition and prospects of the agricultural
labourer, from a mass of extracts I cull the follow-
ing :—

" One of the evils of the existing system of tenure was
the great difficulty there was in providing cottages for the
labourersnear the farms." Mr. Hawkins, at Lmciiham.
Many agricultural labourers find their way to

London and other large cities, there to become
paupers, and their childen too often worse. Said Mr.
Dun, at a meeting of the Banbury Farmers' Club :

" Gongregated in low lodging-houses, or casual wards,
these good-for-nothings concoct and carry out fully one-
half, some authorities say three-fourths, of the crime, for
the repression and conviction of which the country has to
pay so heavily."

More must not be inferred from this, than that the
above noted children unfortunately help to swell the
ranks of criminals.

" The question of decent homes for the labouring
classes . . . stops the way. Education itself is an impos-
sibility, when the nursery from which the scholars are
drawn is a school of vice—school and home in antago-
nism."

—

Afr. Barkway, Lavenham.

Mr. Cunninghame, of the Ayrshire Club, from whom
I have already drawn, expressed his conviction that—

" The bulk of the farm cottages in this county are
constructed on principles of sheer sordid economy, with
very httle regard to the health or comfort of the occu-
pants, and with no regard whatever to their self-respect
and to the proper tone of their moral feelings."

Mr. M'Neel-Cftird affirms that he "found in one
county—the wealthy county of Ayr—more than iS,ooo
families, not fewer, probably, than 80,000 persons,
living in houses of one room.'*

Said a labourer, at a meeting, at Leintwardine, of
farm labourers, "I have a wife and seven children,
with gj. per week of wages."
A correspondent ("A. B. C") at p. 1083 says :—
"Does not one great reason of the want of efficiencym the labourer arise from the miserable deficiency of

cottage accommodation? I feel sure that the limited
room in the cottages of the labouring poor is the sad cause
of the low state of morals so evident among them."

It is impossible to look over the words of Mr. Knox
at the British Association meeting at Edinburgh last
year, on the condition of Scottish villages :

" He held that traders in houses, like traders in every
other thing, must be made amenable to fixed laws.
It might seem to be an interference with the hberty of the

present resources were brought to bear on the soil.'

Pi.xA the Earl of Leicester :
—" I may safely state that

the produce of the land might be nearly doubled under
as perfect system of agriculture."

If any dispassionate man will duly study the extra-
ordinary facts printed in these columns during the past
two or three weeks respecting our imports of food, the
facts relating to the relations of tenants with landlords,
and the lack of tenant-right, he will soon arrive at the
" reason why " the land is so shamefully underworked,
the poor ill-housed, ill-fed, too often ill-paid, and join
in the expression of the hope that a way may be seen
to "altering all this" without the interference of
Parliament, but by means alone of that tremendous
force known as public opinion. " I would not," said
Mr. M'Neel-Caird, " set a limit to the possible increase
which might be obtained if all hindrances were removed
. . . Say that only a twentieth of that rate could be
obtained on the average, the increase of wealth to
the country would be not less than /'40,ckx),ooo
a-year—the absolute growth of the soil."

Many more " indications of coming events " had I
extracted for reproduction, but enough has been given
to show the truth that lies in the line of the poet.
One excerpt only (from Mr. M'Neel-Caird) can I ask
you now to make room for, to be read with Mr.
Bignell's and Mr. Arnold's sentences :

—" I would say
one word to the millions also. All this progress—all

industrial progress— is to be found only in the path of
order. Let us trust with confidence to reason and
opinion, which are now nearly omnipotent in this

country. A few months of violence would destroy the
industries on which we all depend, and which a
thousand years could not reproduce." K. C.

FARM ACCOUNTS.
[We take the following passages from Mr. Lamport's lecture on the
commercial principles involved in farming, to which reference
was made last week. 1

Nothing convinces so clearly of the want of the
cominercial spirit in farming as the absence of book-
keeping. In every other business worthy of the name,
any one carrying it on without a proper system
of books would be regarded as crazy. If he were un-
fortunate in business he would on this account be liable
to be severely punished in the Bankruptcy Court by his
certificate being withheld. By book-keeping I do not
mean simple entries of what a man sells, or even a
debtor or creditor account kept of his cash. Properly
considered, a good system of books is a registry of
results. By it every variety of crop and every variation
of quantity is brought out, ready for comparison on an
unvarying common denominator—money.

"The tissue of loose talk and mere guesswork, by
which many a farmer gropes his anxious or whistles his
easy way, is thus resolved by a few columns into hard
facts, and measured by a standard unerring and precise.
By a proper system of book-keeping alone can any
farmer or other producer get a satisfactory answer to
the main question of his business—will it pay? Any
practical farmer will tell you about what it will cost to
plough, to reap, to mow ; but general estimates are
general delusions. Every man's locality, his manufac-
tory, machinery, and all other concomitant circum-
stances, differ more or less from another man's ; and
every man's farm, and every field in it, must also make
a difference in the cost of a variety of operations ; so

that no estimate except his own experience ought to be
a law to any one. Now, nothing can make that expe-
rience trustworthy and valuable except there be a
registry of results ; for there can be no reduction of
results to a common denominator except by proper
book-keeping. "Many a person will say that if he
knows his business (that is, in detail) buys and sells
shrewdly, looks in short after tlie pence, the ' pounds
will take care of themselves.' Many a man is satisfied
with working away on the faith of stereotyped esti-

mates, or no estimates at all, depending on his memory
and judgment, which may be defective, if not treacher-
ous, and thinks that if he cultivates his land after the
manner of the country round he cannot do better.
The first objection to book-keeping will be, no

doubt, want of time. Now, whatever else a farmer
does, it seems to me that this ought not to be neglected.
A man carrying on business without books is like a ship
at sea with no compass. But may I be permitted to
suggest, that when out-of-door work is impossible, the
winter evenings are long and tedious, and that a simple
set of books need not take more than an hour a week
to enter up. Then, again, allow me to ask, whether
it is absolutely necessary that a farmer should attend a
weekly market ? One-sixth of a farmer's time seems to
be a large proportion to spend on the road and in the
market-place to sell a small amount of produce ; and I
will only point at the temptations otherwise put in his

way by this mode of transacting business. To the
91,000 farmers employing no labourers, this market-day
cessation of farm labour amounts to a sacrifice of some-
thing like one-sixth of the whole work performed on
the farm.* Talk of farming not paying : why, no
other business or trade in the country could possibly exist

at all under a tax so heavy as this ? The infusion of a
more thoroughly commercial spirit into agriculture will

no doubt effect a change in this point. It will also, I
trust, in time establish a more economical mode of con-
verting the bulk of the farm produce into money. The
small farmer confessedly wants capital, but has he ever
calculated the loss of interest he incurs by maintaining a
well-filled stackyard ? Has he ever made out the per-
centage of the loss to the agricultural interest from the
depredations of vermin, or the effect of mildew ? I do
not venture here to enter into details, but I may state

that the ailmission th.tt steam-threshing is an advantage
will itself dispose of a host of small objections against
it. Commercially considered, it appears incomprehen-
sible that while the land is hungering, and the farmer
is calling out for capital, a considerable amount of
capital is kept worse than idle in the bam and stack-

yard. Of course, a rapid and general conversion of
produce into money would require an increase ofmiddle-
men, or corn-factors, with their capital, to prevent any
great decline of prices. Should such a change become ge-
neral, as in time I apprehend it must come, its influence

on prices will be nullified, as is the case in other
articles. Cotton, sugar, tea, flax, and colonial timber
are all put into the merchant's hands as quickly as
possible, and the course of trade adapts itself to the
pressure. Capital in second hands is ready to receive
them, and the supply for consumption is regulated by
experience and sustained by capital. The first excess
is thus impounded as it were, and the stream for con-
sumption is regulated to meet the wants of the year,

without unnatural depression in prices. Under the
present system it is notorious that the supply of most
provincial corn markets is affected by the farmer's con-
venience or necessities. If he wants money, or has
leisure, he threshes and sells ; and if it so happens that

several are equally influenced at the same time, prices

are forced down without any adequate or general
reason. Now, why should farmers double their pro-
duce upon the market by a system so serious and costly

in expenditure of time, and by so disastrous a locking-

up of capital so much wanted on the land ? Many, no
doubt, get advances upon their stacks ; but this, .as it

causes them to pay for the accommodation, ought to

teash them the loss they incur in holding them month
after month. A farmer ought not to be a corn-dealer,

any^more than he ought to be a miller or a baker, unless
he possesses ample capital for all (as separate trades),

and has some special aptitude or advantage in carrying
them on together, which is seldom the case. The
farmer's business is to produce corn and meat, and he
is the best man of business who concentrates his efforts

to till his ground and feed his stock.

NFJ\- FOREIGN CATTLE MARKET.
The following woodcuts (figs, no, in) show the two

forms of sheep pen which have been adopted in this

market. In No. i it will be seen that fodder is pro-
vided in suspended troughing, which can be hauled up
out of the way, water being supplied in a fixed trougli
on the ground.

In No. 2 everything is of iron. The trough sides
are hinged frames, which can be closed together when
empty, and opened out for use, and the available 5])ace

is divided into smaller pens, very convenient for the
salesman, by fencing and gateways. Here, too, water
is supplied by a fixed trough on the ground. This is

much the more expensive system, but very perfect in
its accommodation and equipment. For these we

* Mr. Lamport here applies a rule where it docs not obtain. The
91,000 farmers who employ no labourers do not go to market
weekly.
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believe the market 15 indebted to the ingenuity of Mr. The infinitesimal amount of produce in relation

Rudkiu and Mr. Brewi^ter, to whom we have already to the enormous quantities of sewage to be filtered

referred. virtually leave<^ the " filter-beds," while used as such,

zi::=^^==^^^=^=- without any aid from vegetation, and therefore the

purity of the ellluent water will depend entirely upon
the "filter" and its state at the time any experiment is

to 20 acres,

the land over which shows, we are told, that the eliliient water might be

Uli_^

Fic. no. -niRD'S-EYE VIEW AND PLAN OF SHEEP-PENS.—No.

A, Drinking troughs ; b, c, Movable racks for fodder.

I.

UTILISATION OF SEll'AGF.

All who have witnessed the effect which a moderate attempted,

dressing of sewage has upon poor soil, or even upon The experiment at Merthyr, where I understand the

sea-sand will acknowledge the affinity which exists sewage of 30,000 persons is poured

between the plant and the sewa

the sewage has (lowed

bearing luxuriant

vegetation, that which

the sewage has failed

to reach being barren.

This evidence suf-

fices to show that a

large proportion of

the fertilising pro-

perties contained in

the sewage is taken

up by the plants, and

to that extent the land

is relieved of its duty

asapurifier of sewage

;

and as that alone

which is converted

into food through the

plant represents any
value for the sewage
used, it should be the

object of every one
dealing with it to con-

fine its dressings to

the requirements of

the crops.

The fertilising mat-

ter contained in town
sewage must either be
taken up by the plant

or the earth, or it will

be found in theefllnent

water which leaves

the subsoil drains.

If an acre of land,

properly drained
and without being

cropped, can deal with 500 tons of sewage at one
dressing just as efficiently as regards the effluent water
as though its surface were covered with luxuriant vege-
tation, then, as regards "filter-beds," we have the
value of the manure wasted to set against the cost

which its proper use might have necessitated.

If, on the other hand, the effluent water, passing
away from the combined action of plant and soil, is, as

I venture to submit it will be, the purer, then the plant

is a necessity in the question of purity of effluent water
just in proportion to

the quantity of sewage
used.

If this proposition

is accepted, it must
follow, all conditions

being otherwise pre-

ciselyabke, that where
3000 tons of sewage
produce a maximum
crop of Cabbages, the

application of any
further quantity of

sewage would result

in a loss of valuable

manure and in the

impurity of the efflu-

ent water in propor-

tion to the excess of

the application over

the necessities of the

growing crop.

Mr. Bailey Denton,
in the essay which he
lately read at a meet-
ing of the Society of

Arts, advocated the

adoption of "filter-

beds," and declared

that the results ob-

tained from their use

would bear compari-
son with "irrigation

proper;" and although
he fixed the price

which towns ought
to receive for their , .

sewage at a higher rate than is justified by the evidence
I
comparison between the condition of the effluent water ' 30th December last. Hinry y. Morgan^ Lodge Farfti

which practice has afforded us, he nevertheless looks to flowing from the Merthyr "filter-beds," and that which Barkingy in the Times.

a "remunerative return" from their use. Had Mr. flows from the Aldershott and the Barking sewage farms.

Denton adopted the " filter-bed " system only as a last The latter, although they have shown excellent

resource, and pending the perfection of one of the pre- results from the use of sewage, have not been put

cipitating methods of dealing with town sewage now forward as farms upon which sewage irrigation is

on their trial, Mr. Blackburn would probably not have ,
carried out in the most efficient manner, for on this

felt it necessary to address you on December 23 last, nor ' farm we lack the opportunity of re-using the effluent

should I now comment upon Mr. Denton's statements j [

water, and yet Dr. Krankland's remark on the analysis

but when it is stated that the application of as much as
1
of the effluent water, taken at a time when vegetation

100,000 toui of sewage to i acre in one year will result
|

was flagging, is only a trifle less favourabla than that

in a "remunerative return" and "pure" effluent water, which Mr. Denton claims for Merthyr, where, under

it becomes desirable that contrary opinions, based upon his care, the freshly constructed "filter-beds" are as

experience, should not be withheld. perfect as his skill can make them.

twice as impure as analysis found it to be, and yet be

considerably within the standard of purity recom-

mended by the Rivers Pollution Commissioners, but

without the analysis of the sewage in its raw state, and

of the effluent water in its "pure" state, we are un-

able to judge of the action of the Merthyr filter. As
Mr. Denton, however, admits the Merthyr sewage to

be weak, and as Dr. Frankland, who made the

analyses, speaks of it as being of "half the average

strength of town sewage," I fail to see the value of any

Fig. III.-

A, Dl

—bird's-eye view and plan of sheep-pens.—No.

inking troughs ; Q, Fixed rack ; c, c, Folding rscks for fodder.

Speaking of the effluent water from this farm {and
that at Aldershott was still better), Dr. Frankland
says it is "satisfactorily purified; the proportions of
organic elements which it contains are far below those
which have been proposed by the Rivers Pollution
Cfeimmissioners as the limits above which li(|uids should
be deemed inadmissible into running waler," and yet
this water, bright and clear in appearance, and non-
putrescible, carried with it more than half ihe manurial
value it brought on to the farms, although it had come

in contact with the
crop to which it was
applied, and had fil-

tered through a gra-

velly subsoil to the

drains.

Had the raw sewage
of Merthyr been here

applied, instead of

London sewage of

twice its strength, we
may fairly assume that

the effluent water
would have been freed

from nearly all ferti-

lising ingredients, and
that the result would
have been even better

than that at Merthyr;
or, had the London
sewage been poured
on to the KTerthyr

"filter-beds," the re-

sult would have been
worse than that ob-

tained at Barking.

The etfluent water
running into the

streams during sea-

sons of vigorous

growth ought to show
that the land and the

plants together have
deprived the sewage
of everything which
the land or the plants

can extract. This
" irrigation proper " will do. This " filter-beds " will

not do. Whether the effluent water, so cleansed, is,

or is not, sufficiently pure to mingle with the streams

from which the water companies draw their supply

is a matter for chemists to decide ; but as there are

other places from which the water supply of a town
may be drawn, and as there are not other outlets

for effluent water, whether from " filter-beds " or
" irrigation proper," the question will, no doubt, be
speedily and satisfactorily determined.

As I entirely agree

with Mr. Blackburn
in the views he has

I i I
1 expressed, it is un-

necessary to occupy
your valuable space

in further questioning

the soundness of Mr.
Denton's sewage prin-

ciples ; but I must
say that I join those

who detect this one
difference between
irrigation as ordinarily

carried out and that

system as practised

by him—namely, that

while the former
method may entail

the waste of small
quantities of sewage
in producing enor-

mous crops, the latter

must waste enormous
quantities of sewage
in producing small

crops. To those of

your readers who take

an interest in this

matter let me say that

they will find excel-

lent articles on the

subject in the Gar-
deiiers' Chronicle and
Agricultural Gazette

under the following

dates—9th, i6th, and

diiiiii
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men who kindly co-operated with us in conducting the

series. The amount of work which has been done

may perhaps have warranted us in expecting large

results ; and I think we have learnt one thing at least

from the experiments, and that is the extreme difficulty

of conducting agricultural experiments at all. We have,

1 think you will agree with me, fallen upon rather un-

fortunate seasons, not that we ought to blame the seasons

for everything, but at the same time when we began our

experiraents in 186S upon roots, we were rather baulked

by a dry season. In 1869 I laid before you a

report which really did contain a great deal of in-

teresting matter, and we came to some conclusions

with regard to Wheat, Barley, and Swede cultivation.

In 1S70 we for a second time came upon an

unfortunate season, so that we again felt ourselves a

little baulked. For 1872 I have something to show

you ; a great deal of pains has been taken, and I

think you will find that we can generalise a little ; that

is to say, we have obtained some definite results. Now
before I begin to speak of the Swede experiments in

1S71, I h.ave just a few words to say upon the experi-

ments of 1S70 upon cere.ils. These results were very

much modified by the drought. But I think the report

of those results may yet be of use. In the last report

of the experimental committee there was a little com-

pendious Table which obtained a considerable amount
of circulation ; and perhaps was one of the most useful

portions of our undertaking in 1869. It referred to the

amount of produce in Wheat where we applied nitrate

of soda ; and the form of the Table was this, the produce

in pounds of Wheat for every 100 lb. of nitrate of soda

applied. The result in 12 plots was an increase of 234 lb.

for every 100 lb. of nitrate used. That is to say, every

100 lb. gave considerably more than double its weight

in Wheat, and that was where 14 cvvt. was used per

acre. With the double dressing every 100 lb. produced

257 lb. of Wheat, or 2i lb. of Wheat for every pound
of nitrate of soda applied. Now, we enter upon the

results of 1871. I am able to present you with this :

that where this application of nitrate of soda was used,

for every 100 lb. of nitrate we obtained 208 lb. of

Wheat upon six plots, that gives about an average of

2 lb. of Wheat for every i lb. of nitrate, with 14 cwt. per

acre. Then the double dressing, or 3 cwt. per acre,

produced 2031b. of Wheat, so that the season of 1 87

1

gives a less result, but at the same time a result not

altogether discordant with 1870.

Then we next enter upon another subject, and that

is the wide drilling of Wheat and Barley in 1S69. The
result of wide drilling of Wheat and Barley was to a

certain extent discordant, that is to say sometimes

better and sometimes worse than the ordinary method.

In Mr. Smith's, of Bibury, results we obtained a

decided advantage by drilling wide ; that was upon
land in fine condition. Mr. Anderson, also on behalf

of Lord Bathurst, undertook similar experiments,

which almost up to the harvest seemed to promise a

more abundant crop than the ordinary drilled Wheat,
but it became mildewed ; though the straw was heavier,

the grain was less in yield than the ordinary crops. Our
results in wide drilling Wheat were not such as to in-

duce us to alter our system of drilling Wheat to any
great extent, but I think it may teach us that Wheat
may be drilled much wider without any great sacrifice,

and there may be times when it may be desirable to

sow wide, say on foul land, in order that we may
practise a greater amount of interculture. The Barley

results were more encouraging than the Wheat. I

obtained a distinctly larger crop in several plots of

Barley which was wide drilled in 1868. Mr. lies in

1869 obtained encouraging results. The wide drilled

Barley (16 inches) really did in many cases give

a better yield than the ordinary crop. The same
experiments were repeated by me in 1S70. I had six

plots which were drilled 16 inches at the rate of ij

bush, per acre, and the yield was 30.4 bush, per acre

against 33 at the usual width. So that with a less

quantity of seed, I obtained 30.4 instead of 334.

Then we tried another plan, in which alternate rows
16 and S inches apart, with 2 bush, of seed to the acre

were used, and again I obtained 30.^ bush. So that

you saved in the seed but lost in the crop. But cir-

cumstances might arise in which it would be advisable

to drill wide, and from the results of these experiments

we need not fear to do so. Mr. Millard, a graduate of

the Cirencester College, has been active in making
experiments in Suffolk in combination with this Cham-
ber, and has sent me the results he obtained on drilled

Barley during the past season. The Barley was after

Turnips, sown on April 3 and hoed out on May i, every

alternate row being removed, But a heavy wind came,

and the wide drilled Barley specially suffered, much of

the grain being blown out. The crop upon three plots

was decidedly better than that grown according to the

ordinary method, and the other plots were in some
cases about equal, and in others worse.

With reference to our Swede experiments, we tried

some in 1S70, and those results were, I must confess,

difficult to make anything of. Here are Mr. H.
Ruck's results, in which we find that a difference in the

treatment of the land had had a greater effect appa-
rently than any of the manures he applied. Mr. Ruck's
plots might have been even divided across by a line,

one-half of the plots being upon a stale furrow, and the

other half upon a fresh furrow. The stale furrow plots

produced 15 tons, 154 tons, 135 tons, and 14 tons.

The fresh furrows 14 tons, 14 tons, 14 tons, 13 tons,

and 1 2 tons per acre. There was a greater difference

between the stale and fresh furrows than was shown by

comparing any of the manured plots together. The
drought exercised such an influence that the unmanured

plots were as good as the manured.

Now I proceed to the experiments of the past year.

We were determined to obtain some good results if it

were possible. Accordingly ten series of experiments

were sent out with a view to solving the following

questions. Firstly, What is the eflfect of a heavy

dressing of superphosphate contrasted with a light

dressing? Secondly, what is the comparative merit of

bone superphosphate and mineral superphosphate?

Thirdly, whether any means could be taken to make
mineral superphosphate equal in effect to bone super-

phosphate ? Fourthly, to test the value of guano as a

manure in this district ? Fifthly, to learn the effect of

treating guano with sulphuric acid so as to fix the

ammonia. The following series of manures is as then

arranged :

—

Mineral superphosphate (heavy dressing) 6 cwt.

Ditto ,, (light dressing) 3 cwt.

Mineral snperphospiiate treated with organic matter, in a

manner suggested by Professor Church, in order to approxi-

mate to the composition of bone superphosphate.

Dissolved bones 2 cwt.

Peruvian guano 2 cwt.

Sulphated Peruvian guano 2 cwt.

The dissolved bones were found to contain 19 per

cent, of soluble phosphoric acid, whilst Mr. Lawes'

mineral superphosphate contained 13 per cent. ; it was

then in the proportion of 2 to 3 ; therefore, to compare

with the 3 cwt. of mineral superphosphate we used

2 cwt. of dissolved bones. We were disappointed in

our experiment with dissolved bones. I wrote to Messrs.

Proctor for bone superphosphate, but since there

seemed a difficulty in obtaining pure bone superphos-

phote I applied to Mr. Lawes for it, that I might test

a pure bone superphosphate against a mineral super-

phosphate. But it subsequently transpired that

"dissolved bones" is only a trade expression,

not signifying a superphosphate made from bones,

but merely a superphosphate of superior richness.

Now, as to the sulphated guano. This was tried

with 2 cwt. of guano to which was added 28 lb.

of diluted acid, first mixed with 50 lb. of saw-dust.

I have now to give you the history of the ten series.

I will take our disappointments first. One experimen-

talist was not able to use the manures, and they

remained stored for future operations. Two lots went

into Suffolk and there met with a dry season and dis-

ease and insect attacks which interfered seriously with

the result. Seven were applied in this neighbourhood

with the following results. Mr. Parsons, of Coates,

very kindly undertook a series, but it was met with

difficulties in the form of wireworm, as the plots were
placed upon newly broken land. This rendered the

results very unreliable. Mr. Playne, of Chalford,

wrote to me as follows : The experiments were very

unsatisfactory, the whole field being patchy : the Swedes
were hoed December 14 and 16. The field had been

in Sainfoin seven or eight years previously. Mr. Swan-
wick's plots improved all the way from west to east so

that the unmanured plots on the east were absolutely

better than manured plants on the west ; thereby show-

ing that the natural or artificial fertility of the

land had had a greater effect than the manures

applied. I will now turn to some more useful

results. Out of ten experiments you have four or

five bearing valuable lessons. Whether this is to be

considered a fair proportion I am hardly prepared to

say, but if out of every 10 attempts we make in life we
are successful in four or five, or if among every 10 men
we meet, four or five do not disappoint us, perhaps we
may consider ourselves fortunate. Let us think the

same regarding our plots. On these diagrams you

have the results of the last year's root crops before you.

The items may be considered separately, and again you

may consider them as a whole. I think we may take

any given experiment to be of most value when we find

its result corresponding with the average result. We
will take Lord Bathurst's first. Lord Bathurst placed

land at our disposal in a way very valuable to the

Chamber, and I am sure we have to thank Mr.

Anderson for the way in which he has, year after

year, undertaken these experiments. I will briefly

relate the kind of cultivation pursued. I think

you know the land upon which these experiments

were tried, and I am not wrong in saying that it is

of the customary character of our Cotswold land—

a

brashy soil. But Mr. Anderson is here, and will pro-

bably explain further. Vou have there Turnips after

Wheat, cultivated with Coleman's cultivators, ploughed

last week in November, stirred first week in May, then

cultivated with the usual harrowing, rolling, &c., and

sown with Swedes after Wheat, 4 lb. of Swede seed

being used. Now, gentlemen, I must just remind you

that in our method of conducting these experiments it is

very difficult to get the drill to exactly sow the quan-

tities of manure prescribed for so small a plot. We
have been in the habit of applying the manure by hand
along the top of the rows. The manures are thus not

so fully incorporated with the soil as I should like

theiTt to be. This was the plan followed upon Lord
Bathurst's home farm. The plots (I -20th of an acre

each), 10 drills each, 23 inches apart, and each plot

was 173 links long. The results are given in the

diagram. [Professor Wrightson then proceeded to

explain a number of Tables, &c., which were hanging
on the walls.] Perhaps the fairest way is to take the
average, which you will see in this Table :

—

Tabic sjtowhi^ tJit Average Increase over Untiiainircd Plots
ill Swede Experimeftts, 1871.
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be very glad if some practical suggestions could be

given as to the manner in whicli to carry them out.

I think the system of applying the manure to the top

of the soil does not give the full effect. Then, with

reference to the lieavy dressing, it is a pretty clear

conclusion that the heavy dressing of 6 cwt. of super-

phosphate was not applied with advantage ; but is it

not a question whether the maximum effect which could

be produced by heavy dressings of mixed manures

would not be more than this? Then, again, I think

we cannot look upon the results produced by guano
without thinking that guano has been neglected in this

neighbourhood. I believe this is very little used, and

yet it becomes a question whether we should not use

more. But is it not likely that a mixture of guano and
superphosphate might be of decided advantage?

Gentlemen, I must apologise for the unfinished

manner in which I have introduced the subject. I

have had but a short time to prepare it, only having

returned to college a week, but it is possible that the

report may be placed before you in a more precise

form.

Discussion.

The Rev. T. Maurice said the organic matter seemed
to ha\e given the best results, with reference to a mixture
of superpliosphate and guano, for many years he had
used 2 cwt. of superphosphate with i cwt. of guano witli

great advantnge until iS6g and 1870. In those dry
seasons he found the crops, he fancied, rather worse

—

rather burnt, as they said, by the excess of the manure.
So that, in the present year, he had not followed that

plan ; though for several years the result was very good
indeed.

Professor Church said the object of mixing a small
quantity of organic matter with the mineral superphos-
phate was in order to supply those ingredients to the

mineral superphosphate in which it was deficient and
which they imagined they had got in the dissolved bones.
But when they found that the dissolved bones were not
really dissolved bones at all but only contained at the
most a little bone ash, it then became a matter of serious

consideration whether they should introduce a nitro-

genous substance with the mineral superphosphate in

order to make an approximation to dissolved bones.
They tried straw but found they could not mix it pro-
perly with the superphosphate. They tried several other
vegetable matters of a low manurial value, and they
managed at last to make a mixture of certain vege-
table waste matter with a little miller's refuse —
containing, of course, a small amount of nitrogenous
substance, which was estimated by analysis. There was
one other point to which he wished to refer in reference
to this organic matter. It was highly desirable to mix
such a substance with mineral superphosphate, so as to

approximate it to the true dissolved bones, for these con-
tained not only nitrogenous matter, but also decomposing
carbonaceous substances. With reference to guano,
referring to the register of rainfall, he found on looking at

his register of rainfall that the season of 1871 was wet
from June to October. During this period nearly 18 inches
of rain fell in the neighbourhood of Cirencester. Now
this was precisely the condition under which they found
that guano in a light soil gives most beneficial results, and
that it so answered whether sulphated or not. In a dry
season they would have found that sulphated guano had
told better than ordinary guano.

Professor Wrightson said Mr. Playne's results made
a further confirmation of the advantages of guano that
year.

Mr. W. Edmonds thought Professor Wrightson had
explained so clearly that little remained to be said. One
result he had noticed was the superior effect of manures
on land in a bad condition. If they compared his resuhs
with Lord Eathursfs they would see this. Lord Bathurst,
he believed, obtained 14 tons per acre— his amounted to

6 tons, a great difference. He remembered Mr. Moore,
Lord Radnor's steward, used to say he employed no
artificial manure, only that produced by the farm itself,

on the theory that a farm ought to support itself. He
obtained the prize for the best Swedes. It was to be
wished they could farm so as to make the beef and
mutton produce the manure instead of having to buy it.

There was a little quantity of manure left over in that
"supplied him, and this was applied to 16 Swedes, which
weighed 21 lb. altogether. On the next plot, which had
no manure, there was only 5 lb. weight of Swedes, which
showed that the superphosphate had a great effect.

Mr, R. A. Anderson said that within the last 12 years
a sun-eyor had walked over the ground used to make the
experiments upon by Lord Bathurst, and he (Mr. Ander-
son) asked the value of it. The surveyor replied that it

might be worth 17J. an acre. That showed the state of
the land. With regard to the mixture of manures, he
thought the Table before them very interesting indeed.
The land upon which those Swedes were made was
manured in no way whatever previous to the application
of the artificial manures. There was no farmyard manure
upon it. The dressing the crop had was 3 cwt. of super-
phosphate to h cwt. of guano—all put in with the liquid
drill. It was liquid manure. Mr. Church had explained
the effect. It actually appeared that year that guano had
a striking effect. If he understood rightly, it appeared
that in the use of artificial manures they could not go
beyond a certain limit. Some people thought they could
manure land to any extent, and that the produce would
be in proportion. They found in those Tables that 6 cwt.
does not produce more than 3 cwt.

; if that was so, it was
a great and important point. He thought they were all

very much indebted to Mr. Wrightson, and he was sure
every gentleman who had undertaken these experiments
did so as a duty to the agricultural community at large.

Mr. W. J. Edmonds said the Tables showed the great
help of manure to land in a healthy condition. Mr.
Anderson had said that the land upon which Lord Bath-
hurst experimented had been made to be worth ijs. : the

land he (Mr. Edmonds) grew his Swedes upon was of the
value of 23J. per acre.

Mr. HoBBS said the land upon which liis experiments
had been conducted had been about 23 years in his occu-
pation. He could quite agree with Mr. Edmonds that

the effect of manure showed more on land in bad, than
on land in good condition. Although he succeeded in

getting a good crop, he never saw the slightest difference

in the plots.

Mr. Playne felt much indebted for the explanation
about dissolved bones. His system had been to get
bones and dissolve them himself, and the result had been
particularly advantageous.
The President, Sir MICHAEL Htcks-BeACH, Bart.,

M.P., said he had listened with great attention to Pro-
fessor Wrightson, and one or two points had occurred to

him. The first was the great justice of the remark as to

the difficulty of making agricultural experiments and
relying upon the results each farmer obtained. When
they looked at the great difference between the seasons,

and the constitution of the soil in different parts of the

same fields, they would see this plainly. Now, looking

through the report of the experiments adopted by the

Chamijer in the previous years, it struck him veiy for-

cibly from tliis. that the two fcauses to which he alluded
had really prevented them from obtaining any valuablc
general results from the experiments of that year. Me
thought they would all be of opinion that that could not
be said with respect to the experiments of tlie past year

just laid before them : at any rate they had these general
results, that it appeared that 3 cwt. of superphosphate
practically did as well as 6 cwt. ; and secondly, that the

mixture of organic matter with superphosphate had an
advantage. ^Ir. Anderson had told them that the land
upon which the experiments had been made was only
worth ijs. an acre some years ago. He could only say
that if that was the case it did great credit to Mr. Ander-
son's management of the farm during that period. He
wished to ask a question of Professor Wrightson : There
seemed to be no doubt if a certain amount of mineral
superphosphate was applied upon land previously badly
farmed, the improvement which can be traced to that will

in proportion be very much greater than when the same
amount of superphosphate was applied upon land well

farmed. But would that result be the same of bad land
against good land. Taking land of a poor character and
land of a good character, upon both of which equal
expense had been incurred in farming, would the results

show so much greater proportion ?

Professor WniGHTsoN said there were paragraphs in the
report of the experiments of 1869 bearing upon the
point of how far increasing the amount of superphos
phate used would cause a corresponding increase in the
crops. The results obtained by Mr. Plumbe showed no
increase by using an increase of manure. This was borne
out by experiments upon Lord Bathurst's home farm in

1868. In 1867 he tried the result of heavy dressing upon
Swedes, and the crop produced by 8 cwt. was no better

than that grown by six. Sir Michael's question was a
difficult one to answer. Just as they had land out of con
dition responding to dressings, so they should expect poor
land to repond to dressings in a more marked manner.
The effect of different manures upon different lands was
exceedingly difffcult to value : manure which might be
applied beneficially to land here is so very various in its

effects in different parts of the country. In Northumber-
land half a ton of superphosphate could be applied per
acre. So that there seemed to be a great deal of difference
caused by difference of soil.

The thanks of the Chamber were given to Professor
Wrightson for the able manner in which he had described
the experiments adopted in 1S70, and also to the gentle
men upon whose lands the experiments had been carried
out.

After a vote of thanks to the President, who had come
from London to be present, the meeting separated.

'Smt €mtspinkmt.
Lord Warwick's Sewage Farm, Leamington.

—My attention has been called to a letter of Mr.
Tough, the manager, in your issue of the 17th inst.

Mr. T. states that he was specially engaged for its

management and laying out the land ; that Mr. David-
son, C.E. , laid out the line of the rising main ; and
that I carried out the branch lines — the inference

being that my part was merely a subordinate one. I

am very reluctant to obtrude myself personally in your
columns, but as the statement is clearly to my preju-

dice, and as Mr. Tough occupies now a very different

position to what he did at Barking, which gives import-

ance to his opinions, I trust to your fairness for space
to say a few words in explanation. It would be a long
stoiy to rehearse all the phases through which the

Leamington sewage question passed, from the lime
process to its final settlement. I was first consulted at

the end of 1S68, as to the eligibility of land, and the

advisability of taking the sewage on to his lordship's

estate, and continued to be consulted through every
stage till the contract was signed. But a few facts are

worth any quantity of arguments.

F.xtracts fro7n v\y Report to the Earl of Warwick'

s

Agent of Jajt. 15, 1869.— "Whatever may be the success
of the *A. B. C process (then under trial), I believe that

the whole of the Leamington sewage will ultimately go
to the land, if only from the nuisance of the purifying
beds. In considering the question of the allotment of
land (for purifying the etffuent water of the 'A. B. C)
this result should be kept steadily in view." " In bring-

ing the sewage on to his lordship's estate, it is of great
importance to have regard to the future. The rising

main should run as shown on the map (accompanying).
A command of the ground along the whole line will then
be secured."

Exttact of Later of June 13, 1869. to his Lordship's
Agents in London.— " I forward by this night's post plan
and section showing line o( main. In the absence of
levels it is not possible to decide on the exact number of
hydrants

;
seven will, I think, be sumcient, but say

eight."

In May, 1870, I submitted a complete plan of the
irrigation scheme, with a memorandum on the subject.*
I forward a copy for your inspection, together with
other conclusive evidence. Mr. Davidson, C.E. is

the town engineer ; he had nothing whatever to do
with Lord Warwick's farm. He did not gain his
appointment till the spring of 1870, and then had
more than enough to do to design and carry out the
great works of the town, involved by taking the sewage
out of the river and pumping it on to the land. Mr.
Tough was not engaged till the autumn of 1S70. A
comparison of dales will show that the land was
selected and the scheme matured long before either
gentleman saw the farm. W. Clifford^ Kmscote^
\Vtv-.i.>ick^ Feb. 19.

Depth of Drains.—I want some information about
draining from some scientific and practical drainers, if

they or any one will be so kind as to give it me. The
neighbourhood I reside in is notorious for having too
much or too little water in it ; in very wet seasons we
have too much water, and in very dry summers we
have too little. For example, the last two summers
my ponds became empty, and my drains ceased to run,
and my house-well became dry. To attempt to remedy
these evils I employed a practical drainer of much
experience to make a drain with socket pipes down a
field adjoining my glebe, and from II to 12 feet deep ;

then for it to pass my house and premises into another
field and to the farther side of it into a deep ditch,

keeping to the same depth all the way ; my principal
object being to find a spring, and so to bring water to

my house, and drain the field first referred to at the
same time. Of course, if I had found any indication
of water in the land above my house, I intended at

such place, if requisite, to have sunken a well.

Since this draining was done we have had a good deal
of rain, so that my ponds are full, and some drains I

made nearly 40 years back, averaging 4^ leet deep
(and for which I was obliged to use shingles and
bushes, as no tiles or pipes were here to be procured at

that time), have worked admirably, as they always
did, drying the land completely. Now the land through
which this deep 11 and 12 feet drain has been made is

stiff and adhesive clay, and I have read, and many
times, that water will find its way through such soil

and down to drains of that depth, and completely
drain the land, but my drains so made, and to the
expense of ;i^5o, have not discharged a barrel of water,
whilst the drains I made nearly 40 years since run as
they always did, completely letting out all the water
from the land to their depth, and keeping the land
always in fine working condition, and enabling any
kind of crops to be grown in it, I myself have
always been an advocate of deep draining, but until

this present case I never descended deeper than an
average of about 4 and 4^ feet deep, and such drains
always answered to perfection, and they also were
through stiff clay; but my 11 and 12 feet deep drain
through such clay has been a complete failure, in fact,

of no use whatever, but ^50 expenses have been use-

lessly, as it were, thrown away. I should, therefore,

be obliged if some scientific and practical land drainer

would state if he has found that water falling from the
clouds upon the surface of clay lands has ever found its

way through them into drains 12, II, or even Io feet

deep ? George Wilkins^ Wix Vicarage.

Sewage Utilisation.—Had the surroundings of
Edinburgh been those of Stirling, with the Forth
below it only a "winding " river instead of a broad
estuary, with no Leith Links between, but with, as far

down as North Berwick Law, much nearly blowing
sand, it is almost certain that the day for sewage irri- .

gation for the Scottish capital had not yet arrived ; and
that, if not Mr. Hope, at least his London scheme, had
yet to be discovered. Since the Birmingham sewage
affair has attracted some notice, and some of the
gentlemen who latterly became connected with it have
each announced that what has been proposed is his

scheme, I never once mentioned Mr. Hope as its author.

As for the land part of it (which may most concern
your readers), putting aside all its expensive embank-
ments, outfalls, 6 feet drains, trenching, burning clay
to any depth of feet—any "clodhopper" may be as

able for the work of a system of service channels, in

the reverse order of the mains and submains of under-
ground drainage through it, for the work of preparing
its surface—the ploughings and knockings of it about
to bring it to an evenness, and the harrowings and
rollings to get it to a smoothness, together with the
necessary smallest distributing channels from side or
top deliveries over it—as any of the gentlemen who
will have us believe in its importance. If, indeed, he
is not, the sooner the idea of the utilisation of sewage
—or its distribution amongst farmholds, &;c., in place
of, and auxiliary to, the fold and artificial manures at

' First paragraph of memorandum of May 18, 1870 :

—

" In preparing the scheme of irrigation I have confined myself
to marking out the ' line of the main ' position of the hydrants
and the carrying and drainage lines. I have preserved the
existing outlines of fields, and purpose adapting the irrigation to

the contour of the land."
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present applied to the soil—is given up the better.

As to talk of the general farmer requiring an engineer

or surveyor always at his elbow, there is an end of

the matter. If parentage be wanted for the scheme,

the following extract from the Birmingham Sewage
Inquiry Report may reveal something of the kind :

—

"From tlie reports already quoted, it is evident tliat

there is abundance of land of a suitable quality in the

Tame valley ; but the Committee are of opinion that it

should be obtained, if possible, beyond the estate of Sir

Charles Adderley, in order that the conduit may command
the greatest possible area, and also that one, at any rate,

of the existing injunctions may be satisfactorily and simply

complied with."

Whether the gentlemen who are responsible for the

report in which these words are contained are chemists,

engineers, or agriculturists enough to have made a

selection, there is one thing certain—that they, by
having the conduit beyond Sir Charles Adderley,

logically, if not virtually, concluded one injunction

would at least be got quit of ; and really the selected

land for the Birmingham sewage, by the latest report, is

on the down side of Hams Hall, "Sir Charles Adderley's

estate." By the way, with some knowledge of the effort,

both of wind and memory, to which local authorities are

subjected by the frequent introduction of those three

words, "downward intermittent filtration," into their

discussions, permit me to suggest, instead of by three

words, that the process be expressed and understood

by three letters, "tip "—sewage tip—a term which by
most tovvn's-people, from their experience of having to

dispose of ashes and other refuse, to spoil on banks

and fields, will be readily understood—the tip for the

one being, as to advantages and disadvantages, on a

par with that for the other—the more steep the bank
for the ashes, and the more upland and undulating the

land for the sewage, the less expensive and more
efticient both—the only difference between them being

in a matter of water and wheels, as the means of con-

veyance to the tips. But within the last few days all

this quibbling about acres, selection, and authorship

has been blown to the winds by the "cool hand " of

the Court of Chancery, which insists that in this play-

ing at schemes the real point at issue, that of the most
expeditious mode of relieving the town of the impend-
ing injunctions, has not been sufficiently " complied
with ;" so that the public may expect to hear of a

third scheme very soon, the pith of which is likely to

be that it must be got in operation, at whatever cost,

before the hot and dry weather of midsummer arrives

—and it can be done. Propounded by the Court of

Chancery, it is likely to be more serious than its fancy

and experimental predecessors ; and what may be the

number of acres or their site, is hard to say ; but,

depend upon it, carried out it must be, squabble about

his or her scheme afterwards who likes. Already the

former schemes begin to seem matters of history, yohn
Martin^ Kincardine-on-Forth, Feh. 20.

Profits of Tiptree Management. — I have
received the following letter this morning :

—

"Sir,— I have just seen Piofitable Farmhig, by Mr.
Mechi, published in 1869, and in his balance sheet I see

—

1865. 1866. 1S67. 1868.

Wood sold.. ..^1910 ..^54 I I •• -<^23 S ..£,2^10

Now, as Mr. Mechi is just now on such good terms with
you, perhaps he would tell you how many tenants'

balance-sheets in England besides his own would contain
the same item, amounting to something near 5J-. 9*/. per
acre on the average of four years. Again, I see, at page
80, in a letter dated 1867, Mr, Mechi says that he has put
his engine, boiler, and threshing-machine in good order,

at a cost of ^^150 ; but on turning to the balance-sheet, I

fail to find any such item. It also surprises me how his

implements maintain their value, when we consider the
enormous work we are told they have to do, and also
taking into consideration that only £1 \s. was spent in new
ones in four years, for I find them valued in 1865 at

;,^435 iiJ. dd. ; in 1866, at ^"430 ; in 1867, at ^^425 iij-. 6(/.
;

and in 1868, at ^425 \\s. 6d. ; exactly depreciated ^10 m
four years. What can they be made of? Several other
questions occur to me, but they may, like these, be only
questions beyond the comprehension of 'A Muddle-
Headed Farmer.'

"

These are very fair questions. " Wood" is no doubt
a misprint for *' wool," so this criticism falls to the
ground, but the ^^150 for putting his engine, boiler,

and threshing-machine in good order ought to Iiave

appeared in his balance-sheet. He must manage his

implements well when we see that they depreciate
only ^10 and a £1 \s. blower in four years. Perhaps
Mr. Mechi will throw some light upon these points to

enlighten the "Muddle-Headed Farmer," William
Smithy WoolstoH, Bletchley Station, Bucks, Feb. 19.

Big Wheels.—I have lately had vans built, to

carry chests of tea from the docks to the London ware-
houses, the hind wheels of which are 7 feet in diameter,
and the fore wheels 4 feet 6 inches in diameter. These,
with other arrangements, have enabled me to carry,

with the same horse-power, 63 .t per cent, more weight
each journey than the old vans deliver. I have
also had a two-wheeled cart made, the working ofwhich
contrasts favourably with waggon work. Two horses
abreast took up 4 tons 5 cwt. of Mangels from
the farm yesterday ; plus weight of cart, i ton

4 cwt., say 5i tons in all—say a distance of nine
or ten miles. The roads were in a badish ordci.

and the cart is new to those on the farm : but

the two horses draw this load with more ease than

three horses would have drawn 3 tons 5 cwt. in

a waggon. I think that a pair of good big strong

horses would, if the roads were in good order, easily

walk off with 5 or 5| tons of cargo. The saving in

transit of goods by this conveyance is very great, and

the cost ol one man and two horses spread over 4^
tons of Mangel leaves a better margin of price on the

farm than if 3 tons or 3^ tons had to bear the charge

of one man and three horses. The advantage of two

over four wheels is apparent when the performance of

the vans, with a distance of i\ miles, and with the

advantage of a stone tramway the greater part of the

distance, is compared with that of the cart carrying

almost precisely the same weight a distance of 9 to

10 miles, llenyy J. Morgan^ Lodge Farnit Barking.

Bean Planting and Steam Cultivation.—The
reports throughout the country show that the two
months' wet weather that we have had has greatly

retarded field work. I am not behind with my work.

My Wheat is all up and looking well, and my Beans

are all planted, and to-day they are all harrowed up

and are in first-rate, viz., 29 acres on my heavy land,

ridged and subsoiled by steam-power, as well as ma-

nured in the autumn. The cost of ridging and subsoiling

was 6i. 2i/., of planting 3.V. 6^/., and harrowing twice

over is. Gd. ; total, iij". 2d. an acre. Thirteen acres on

the flat land, ridged and subsoiled by steam-power, as

well as manured in the autumn. Cost of ridging and

subsoiling was 6s. 2d., planting 3^. 6d., splitting of the

ridges and covering in the Beans by horse, 3^. ; total,

I2j'. id. an acre. That is the way to get on with the

work in a wet season like this ; get your heavy work
done by a steam-engine in the autumn. I never had
better weather for Bean-planting in my life, and I never

saw Beans go in better, ll'illia/n Sinit/i, Il'bolsto/i,

Bictchlcv Station, Biuks, Feb. 22.

The Lease of Land.—In reading over Professor

Wrightson's essay on tenant-right at the Hexham
Farmers' Club, and the discussion thereon, I was led

to compare the system that has prevailed for a period

of 50 years on the estate on which I am a tenant, and

I hold that that must be a good system under which

not only the landowner's income has increased threefold

(a literal fact) but the tenantry, feeling confident that

they reap what they sow, are, as a rule, prosperous.

As a proof of this, a tenant in arrear is rare, and

no such thing as restraint or ejectment ; if a tenant is

unable to meet his engagements he is permitted to sell

his interest in his holding—the purchaser, being respon-

sible for the arrears, is allowed to take the place of the

seller. The land shares in the general pro:^perity in

draining, improved tillage, and the erection of comfort-

able homesteads. (Here in Ireland, in most cases, all

improvements are understood to be made by the tenant.

)

The landlord gives leases of farms for a term of 31 years

and one life, and at its expiration renews it again with

perhaps a small advance in the rent on revaluation.

(The tenant in possession has a preference, provided

he pays his rent.) I have known an instance where a

tenant died without issue, and his holding was offered

to his next of kin. There is another peculiarity on this

estate—while improvements in stock and agriculture

are encouraged there is no dictation to the tenant as to

the mode of cropping or disposal of his crop, which

appears to me far better leaving these matters to the

tenant's good sense than the practice of too many land-

owners trammelling their tenants with a multitude ef

vexatious conditions, like the Earl of Leicester's model

lease, putting into the hands of agents and underlings

a power which, if they are ill-disposed or tyrannical, is

calculated to embitter and set class against class. I

think the foregoing conclusively proves the best tenant-

right to be that which, while preserving the landlord's

interest, also insures the security of the tenant's pos-

session and outlay; and were landowners more solicitous

to perform the duties that property enjoins, their rights

would not be withheld. J. M. E.

Potato Planting.—The season for planting Potatos

is close at hand. It may be of some service to Potato

planters to call their attention to some things connected

therewith, in order to prevent disappointment in the

crop, and true economy in planting. The varieties of

Potatos are almost innumerable. Those most in general

favour now are Regents, Flukes, Rocks, Victorias,

Shaws, Snowballs, for winter and spring consumption;

and Ash-leaved Kidneys, Oak-leaved Kidneys, and one

or two recent introductions for early summer uses.

The main thing with the grower is to plant that variety

which is best adapted to the soil he cultivates, and

which experience alone will enable him to select.

Every grower should in a small way experimentalise

with some different varieties, to ascertain their quality

and adaptation for his growth. The writer of these

lines has done this for several years, as also in connec-

tion with different artificial manures. To detail these

trials would lar exceed the limits prescribed in these

short papers. Last year I planted three varieties of

Regents with very difierent results, the produce of

the best sort nearly doubling the produce of the worst

kind. I also planted Flukes, Rocks, Oak-leaves,

Flounders, American Early Rose, Seedling Cups,

Seedling Red Apples, Redskin Flourb.ills, &c., all

good sorts, but all are not popular with the consuming
public. The Flounder, Early Rose, and Redskin Floui-

balls are prolific growers and good in quality, if used in

proper season. The latter, for instance, is best if kept

till May or even June, when they are probably un-

equalled in quality. The yield in my experiment was
very great. The Ash-leaved Ki<lney I have grown for

many years ; in fact till it scarcely yielded its seed

again. The Oak-leaved Kidney (Myatt's seedling) is

a much better cropper, and nearly as early. The
Paterson's Victoria appears to have taken with the

public. It is a first-rate cropper, has immense tops,

and draws heavily upon the soil ; in this respect out-

doing the Rock and Skerry Blue kinds. I incline to

think " Regent " has become a general term for several

kinds of excellent Potatos of like form and quality.

My three varieties are perceptibly distinct in their

growth, yield, and quality. In the planting much
ought to be observed. Small-topped varieties may be

planted much nearer in the rows than large-topped

kinds. The sets should be laid with the eye down-
wards. They sooner take hold of the furrow sole or

ridge bottom. The artificial manures to be selected

should be from the test of experience. Some soils are

tolerably rich in ammonia, some in salt, some in gyp-
sum, some in coprolites, phosphates, &c. The
manurings should be such as would be most likely to

turn these innate supplies to the best uses. The quan-

tity to be applied should also be from the test of expe-

rience ; there must be enough to take action in the

soil. Slight dressings are of no avail, particularly in

these days of gross adulterations. No manures ought

to be purchased except under chemical guarantees.

0. F.

Foreign Correspondence.
DussELDORF : Agriculture of Hungary.—There is a

great expansiveness in the Magyar tribe. Hungari-

ans are, like Jews, to be found every and any where,

except, we should like to say, at home. Of course the

Magyars are extremely patriotically fervent, and there

is no great thing on earth—no science, no invention, no
innovation, no philosophy, and no change in the

polities of any country except by Magyar force and
influence. Kant, Bismarck, Palmerston, Newton,
Washington, and even Solomon were Hungarians by
birth ; there is no doubt about it ! They were born in

the village of Fulop, near Szallas, if anywhere. For
all that, Hungarians are not comfortable and content at

home, because of the Germans doing the work amongst

them. They are going in masses over the great seas to

America, there to prepare ploughlands, which they

might have found better and even cheaper in Hungary
itself, close by the very house they have left to some
industrious German or sold to some enterprising Jew.
Enormous wastes of the most fruitful acres are left

uncultivated for want of people. There is no denying

how much corn, and oil, and wine might be got

out of those fields of fertility, interlaced by broad

streams, surrounded by high mountains—the Carpa-

thians—black with humus matter, 1700 geographical

square miles in extent. If capital and labour could be

induced to find their way into this great valley the

gifts of the land would certainly be more considerable

than anywhere else in Europe, and even on the world's

surface. The Bauat, which is the southern part of the

land, along the streams of the Marcs and Theiss,

already affords a good example. The greater number
of the landowners there are Germans, who have immi-
grated during the present century as small farmers, and

who, by intelligence, industry, and a certain sort of

carefulness peculiar to the German, have got into pos-

session of little less than all the arable land in that

region. At present they sell an acre of land for no less

than 400 to 500 dols. amongst brothers, which is a

considerable price for the Continent ai a whole. Here
you see Wheat growing on the same soils for years and

years together, and there is no saying what length of

exhaustive process would be needed to exhaust those

wells of wealth. If these circumstances were better

known in Germany, I dare say there would be a flood

of immigrants, but the German press is not up to such

practical subjects as yet. The papers are all buried over

the ears, long though they be, in party affairs, and they

gnaw dozens together on bare bones, never seeing the

fleshpots close by. Perhaps some English capitalists

will in time avail themselves of these circumstances.

There is room, to make a decent estimate, for at least

two millions of farmers in Hungary, the land being

ready for the plough, and paying any trouble without

manuring. The regular Magyar never debases himself

to so low a level as to look at the agricultural business.

He belongs to no Indo-German tribe, his being the

Turanian, related to the Turkish, who also do not care

for growing what they well care for eating. The people

for any new settler to apply to are the Germans, and

they mostly are born to the conditions of the land,

and deal honestly enough to be relied upon, at least

in comparison with the Jewish land usurers.

An acre of land in the northern parts, near Bohemi.i,

Galicia, &c., may be had for 20 to 3odols., of a quality

which in America would cost 100 dols. anywhere, even

if ever so far west, because of the pre-cuUivation.

Regular forest lands in primitive condition may be had

at so low a price as 2 to S dols. per acre, and especially

in those parts where the means of communication are

not as yet of a high standard.

This is, indeed, a thing worthy of consideration for
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any speculators. Railways are spreading farther and

deeper into the last recesses of the land, so that there is

no doubt about the profitableness of buying up lands at

a nominal price now, which in a few years are sure to

be worth ten times the money. There is, for instance,

a magnate's property in the Abanj-tornaer comitat,

saleable at 45,000 dols., comprising an area of little

less than 3000 acres. In perhaps five years, when a

railroad will certainly cross this district, the mere

timber to be cut there will be worth five times that

sum.
The above fact I state upon the authority of the

Deiit.uhe laiidzuirl/isiha/llii/if Ztituiif;, in Berlin,

which is a most conscientiously conducted paper.

"There never," says this paper, "was a time when

enterprise would be sure to pay better, than the

present."

Oak forests, which will serve very well to rear pigs,

may be had at ^\ dols. per acre, especially in the

mountainous parts. There are rich coal mines and

minerals quite near to the surface, but capital has not

as yet taken hold of them. Some have been opened.

Enterprise, however, is short of breath, being also

short of cash. The Magyar himself, as the owner, will

find little or no money, even if he gave himself the

trouble of looking for it ; whilst the foreign capitalists

in those parts, mostly Jew, find trade answer better

than mining. They trade in pigs, cattle, skins, corn,

wine, meerschavim, and timber, and make 100 per cent,

profits, if anything. Regular agriculture, mining, &c.,

have but little chance to be pounced upon by sharks

anyvvhere, how much less in these parts. But peopl^i

who are contented with a quiet stroke of business may
[

find things meet their desires here, nevertheless.
j

It cannot be denied that the political aspects of,

Hungary are still of an uncertain hue. They were,
|

however, worse in the period preceding 1S67. If ever a
1

war should rage between either Austria, Germany,
,

and Russia, or between Germans and Czechs, Huii-

gary will be hardly likely to be overrun ; nor are immi-

grants in danger of ill treatment. Magyars are arro-

gant but no ruffians. They take readily towards the

Anglo-Saxon tribe. Terhaps also they like duelling
,

and a little bit of poisoning now and then, but they

are on the whole a chivalrous nation ; and as to

politeness, even more comfortable, because less osten-

tatious, than the French. Hungary consists of a

number of magnatedoms, with territories of about
1

I to 30 geographical square miles each. In the centre
,

of each is situated {.as the feudal headquarters) the i

farm of the magnate himself, with perhaps an area of

200 to 5000 acres. These magnates have unlimited

liberty of getting rid of their land, and of selling it for

a shilling per square mile, irrevocably, if they choose

to do so. Several German farmers w-ith a little money
are known to have asssociated towards buying up such

a magnate altogether, and to have succeeded, to the
|

contentment of both parties. O, Beta.
|

WAR WICKSHIRE.
Land Tenure.—At a recent meeting of the Warwick-

shire Chamber of Agriculture Mr. T. Horley, jun.,

of The Fosse, introduced this subject for discussion.

He said :

—

I think it will be generally admitted that the rapid
changes and progress of British agriculture—from the

days when, comparatively, only a small portion, and
that the best of the soil, was occupied as tillage, and
when at most the capital of the occupier consisted of a

few rude implements and a little stock which was
seldom housed or protected from the weather—have
not secured to this branch of our national industiy a
thorough security for the capital employed. No doubt
all advanced minds will favour leases ; others, con-
sidering the difficulties in many cases, advocate yearly
tenancy, with compensation for unexhausted improve-
ments. I will not enter into their comparative merits;

but I believe one opinion has been universally growing
of late years among all classes connected with the land
in this country, landlords, agents, and occupiers,

namely, that nothing less than 12 months' notice to

quit could fairly exist. I cannot but think that a
system of compensation for unexhausted improvements
must greatly extend, and I trust become universal,

whether land be held upon lease or from year to year,

because it must ultimately tend to materially improve,
and consequently raise the value of the land, offer a
premium on good farming and high cultivation, and
prevent landlords from being called upon, whenever a
change of tenancy takes place, to make a large outlay
to put the farm into a fair state or condition for entry.
I know some persons think it better to spend their own
money than to pay a sum to their predecessors for what
they have left behind ; but the majority of people
capable of judging^ l<now well that it is better to be able
to obtain a good harvest and keep a good amount of
stock on a farm the first year of entry than to spend two
or three years in bringing the occupation up to a fair

standard of cultivation. I will not plead either for
leases or yearly tenancies ; my object is rather to seek
for greater liberty in cultivation, whether the hiring be
for a term of years or from year to year. We want to
break the spell and charm of these old stereotyped
covenants and conditions, which have placed innumer-

able hindrances in the way of agricultural progress, and

we shall thus be conferring a boon alike upon owners

and occupiers, and upon the country at large. The
great amount of capital that is now necessary for the

thorough cultivation of the soil and the production of

the greatest amount of crop that can be raised from it

without any exhaustion of its fertility renders it

necessai7 that there should be a removal of all

useless restrictions and a thorough revision of exist-

ing agi'eements between landlords and tenants.

[Mr. Horley quoted Lord Derby, Lord Leicester, Sir

J. Trelawney, M.P., Col. Corbett, M.P., Mr. C. S.

Read, M.P., and others, and then proceeded.] With
a view to show more fully how impossible it is in the

present day to farm the land so as to produce from the

soil the amount of beef, mutton, and corn it is capable

of producing, under the agreements that are now in

force, and with a six months' notice to quit, I may refer

to the reports on the farms that have been inspected

during the last two years, and the prizes offered in con-

nection with the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

Some idea may be formed from those reports of the

amount of capital employed in the cultivation per acre,

and also what position a tenant would be in were he

compelled to leave with a six months' notice, and with-

out any claim for what he has left behind. I notice

that the expenditure per acre on the farms inspected this

year is from about 35.^. to over ^3 per annum in artificial

food and manures alone. I would also refer to an ex-

cellent paper written in 1S63 by Mr. Thompson, a few

years since president of the Royal Agricultural Society

of England. After referring to the benefits of leases

and compensation for unexhausted improvements, he

says :
" As these causes will probably long continue to

operate, it is worth considering whether there are any
practicable means of at once mitigating the evils arising

from the prevalent custom of letting farms at will, on

an agreement terminable at six months' notice. These
evils, though apparently of very different kinds, such

as injury to the public by the inadequate cultivation of

the land, and injury to the tenant, who, without suffi-

cient cause, is suddenly dispossessed of his holding, are

all referable alike to the same cause, viz., want of

sufficient security for the capital of an improving

tenant." He then recommends nothing less than

iS months' notice being allowed to take a crop of corn

from the whole of the arable land as some compensa-
tion. In a discussion some years ago at the Midland
Farmers' Club on this subject, Mr. Randel, of Chad-
bury, who is agent to several large estates, and one
of the best strong-land farmers in England, alluded to

the absence in almost all agi'eements of stipulations

for clean farming ; he adverted to the agreement he
had in use, which is a very great improvement on those

generally adopted, and compensates the outgoing

tenant for land that is clean and fit to plant, on the

one hand, and, on the other, charges him for what is

not in a good state, with compensation for purchased
food and manures ; and he tritely remarked, " Under
the present system the first thing a man has to do on
taking a farm is to get it into a good state of culti-

vation ; the last thing he does on leaving it is to bring

it to as poor a state a possible. This was unquestion-

ably the ordinary practice, and a very improper and
ruinous practice it was, which had been forced upon
the agricultural community by the fact that, if a farm
be entered upon in a bad state of cultivation, there will

be no compensation made for leaving it in a better

state. Some means were needed to make it the inte-

rest of a man to farm well to the end of his

tenancy, and to do this there must be compen-
sation for good farming, and a penalty for bad."
The increase of the general wealth of the country has
tended to advance the value of land more rapidly than
formerly, and this must show the greater necessity

which exists for more freedom of cultivation and
security for capital employed in agriculture. The occu-
pier is not in a fair position if he receives notice of a
revaluation or to quit his farm, unless he has a chance
of being compensated for what he has expended and
has had an opportunity of receiving benefit from it. I

know many, very many noble examples may be cited

of good understanding between landlords and tenants,

and long may they exist and be multiplied ! I believe

that these discussions, conducted in a proper spirit, will

tend to cement them and place them on a firmer basis.

We must, however, remember that life is uncertain
;

property may change hands, and fall into the hands of
strangers ; and, as is often the case, widows may be
turned adrift with large families almost unprovided for,

the property having been invested in the improvement
of the farm by their father, who may have been taken
from them in the heyday of life.

Mr. C. M. Caldecott, of Holbrooke Grange, then
proposed the following resolution:—"That, in the

opinion of this Chamber, the absence of any definite

provision for securing to tenant-farmers the capital and
labour they invest in the land prevents proper cultiva-

tion, is injurious to the true interests of landlords, is a

grave disadvantage to tenants in preventing a prudent
use of capital necessary for profitable farming, and is

the cause of an immense loss to the nation in limiting

the growth of food far below what the land is capable
of producing." He observed that for very many years
he had been of opinion that there was a lack of
security for capital invested in land, and that

there were most needless, stereotyped restrictions
in the ordinary contract between landlord and
tenant, which interfered with the proper develop-
ment of the products of the soil. After pointing
out some of the injurious effects of the present system,
he expressed his entire acquiescence in every word of
the resolution. Referring to Mr. Ncwdegate's intro-
duction of a compensation clause from the Lincoln-
shire custom, he observed that that hon. gentleman's
agreements contained as few restrictions as any he had
ever seen. Mr. Bromley-Davenport, also, had a com-
pensation clause, but his agreements contained rather
more restrictions than he liked, although they were
few compared with such documents generally. What
was required was the general introduction of a com-
pensation clause, and the omission of the foolish and
injurious restrictions, which were remains of feudalism
and of " lawyerism." If landlords acted on these old,
stereotyped conditions, they would be food for the
lawyers of the country.

Mr. Wakefield seconded the propo^iition.

Mr. C. N. Newdegate, M.P., said his own opinion
had long been formed. About two or three years after

the issuing of the report of Mr. Puscy's committee, he

—

without venturing to recommend to his brother land-
owners what they should do—adopted for his own estate
an agreement containing a compensation clause. It was
founded on the first agreement, or rather the first

series of agreements which were adopted in Lincoln-
shire, where a great quantity of land had to be brought
into cultivation which had been previously fens or
rabbit warrens. The Lincolnshire custom was admitted
to be the best tenant-right custom in England or
Wales, and he found that it originated in a voluntary
contract between landlord and tenant. He could only
say he was surprised at that time—and it was a long
while ago—that his tenants were so unwilling to

accept the new contract that he had to give them all

notice to quit before they would adopt it. He was
happy to say that afterwards they became convinced
that he was only providing against the uncertainty of
life, and that, though contented to remain, he was
proud to say, yearly tenants without that agreement,
they accepted the agreement, and conferred on him a
mark of respect which he should never forget, by pre-

senting his portrait to his mother. Years had gone by
since that, and he now saw that improvements might
be made in his agreement, and therefore he did not

wish it to be supposed that he submitted it as anything
like a model incapable of amendment. Since he had
been in the room his friend, Mr. Wise, had placed in

his hands a copy of the lease adopted by the Earl of

Leicester. He (Mr. Newdegate) was not in favour of
leases. His opinion was confirmed in a very able
article—though rather of a partisan type—which had
appeared in the last issue of the Edinburgh Review.
The circumstances and the relations between land-

lord and tenant in England and Wales were, thank
God, very different from those in Ireland. They
also differed from those in Scotland. If they could
be improved and rendered specific, those relations

would be found to be better than those in Scotland.

The Scotch had a different system to ours, and one
which was purely commercial. He had no doubt that

system was adapted to Scotch management, but the

result had been an increase of rent. The rents in

Scotland were very much higher than they were in

England. He thought that the landowners had ob-

tained that additional rent at a veiy great cost to their

own social condition, and to the detriment of the

country. The system in England was founded on the

belief that the landlords and tenants were partners in

one concern. He thought the terms of the partnership

should be defined precisely, and that they ought to be
binding as well as specific. He was not prepared to

do anything to break up the partnership.

Mr. Bromley-Devon fo rt, M. P. , thought the
great difficulty appeared to be to get a proper under-
standing between landlords and tenants, whereby the
latter should have full security for unexhausted improve

'

ments and capital invested in the land. As a landowner,

he considered that he had such an agreement. He wao
not alluding to his Warwickshire agreements, which he
had not yet seen much into, but to those in force on
his Cheshire estate, and which he was prepared to

extend to Warwickshire, if the tenantry of this county
desired the change. In his Cheshire agreements there

was a clause stipulating that on the termination of a
tenancy he should allow the tenant full and fair com-
pensation for all unexhausted improvements. The
proportions in which compensation was to be paid were
specified under 16 heads, embracing every item. He
mentioned one of those items, which was that of bone
manure, and for which an outgoing tenant was allowed
at the rate of one-tenth per annum, as the material was
supposed to lose its value in the course of 10 years, and
a tenant leaving when the stuff had been in the land
but five years would be allowed five-tenths of its cost.

He thought that was a fair proportion of compensation
for that class of improvement, and compensation for

other matters was given in the same ratio. He perfectly

coincided in Mr. >Iorley's remarks as to the useless

restrictions which encumbered many agreements and
leases. On his estate in Cheshire tenants were perma-
nent, and no man was ever disturbed, except in some
gross case of misconduct, whereby he was not a credit-

able person in the neighbourhood. He did not think the

most advanced advocate of tenant-right in that Chamber
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would wish it to be impossible for a landlord to get

rid of a tenant who by his conduct was a disgrace to

the neighbourhood in which he lived. In Warwick-
shire they had no such characters ; at least, he knew
of none. In the restrictions which were made in his

own case, the interests of the tenants were tolerably

well preserved. He did not bind them down to any
one particular course of agriculture. They also had
liberty to sell their straw, when straw was dear and
they could buy good manure cheaper. His tenants

knew that although their tenancy might be from year
to year, they would not be disturbed ; and not only so,

but when a father died, and had some reason for

wishing the farm not to go to the eldest son, that wish
was always observed, on his making his will and giving

his reasons why another son should have the farm.

That might be a feudal arrangement, and some might
object to it on that score, but no one could say it was
an arrangement which showed any want of security for

the tenant, or any want of confidence in the landlord.

Something had been said about the land being made to

produce the greatest amount which it was capable
of producing, and tills idea was referred to in the

resolution before the Chamber, where it said the

absence of security was '* the cause of an immense
loss to the nation in limiting the growth of food
far below what the land is capable of producing."
Although all would wish the land to produce as much
as it could be expected in reason to produce, yet they
knew they could not force it to produce the greatest

amount of which it was capable without involving the
loss of the hedgerow timljer, tScc. He was not sure
that such a loss was desirable, as the farmer would
thereby be deprived of rain. (A \'oice :

" We could
dispense with it just now." Another Voice: "We
want beef and mutton instead of rabbits.") The
destruction to which he had referred would place the
country in a state in which he should not care to live

in it. The main point to be considered was that of
security for capital invested in the land. He was pre-
pared to agree to any resolution to the effect that some
agieement ought by custom to be general in the
eountiy, giving the tenant full security for his capital.

He was not in favour of leases. He did not believe
that one of his tenants would accept a lease. The
reason was that the tenant knew that he was safe for
life ; but that if his tenancy was on lease, on the
expiration of tlie lease there would be another lease,

which would involve the probability of another rise in
the rent.

Mr. Perkins thought that the lion, members who
had addressed the meeting were under tlie impression
that they were assembled to consider the desirability of
going to Parliament for legislation on tenant-right. In
this they were mistaken, as the object was simply to
suggest some means by which to remove the hindrances
which had been placed in the way of the cultivation of
the soil and to obtain for the tenant-farmer proper
security for tlie labour and capital he invested in
the land.

Mr. Berry Coxgre\'E thought the Chamber had
heard a little too mucli of tlie landlords' side of tlie

question. Although not wishing to say a word against
the feeling evinced by tenants towards landlords, he
could not help thinking that they sometimes went too
far in trusting to what was called good feeling and
sense of honour. Tenant-farmers wanted some security
for their outlay, and to have their relations with their
landlords not dependent on a good verbal understand-
ing merely, but placed on a sound, business-like
footing. Farming was a business, and, like other
commercial transanctions, it should rest on a firm basis
so far as the terms of the occupancy were concerned.
Every day they were witnessing the evils arising from
the want of a proper system of tenant-right.

Mr. G. F. Mu.NTZ (Umberslade Hall) expressed his
regret at hearing Mr. Congreve talk of different
interests betHecn landlords and tenants. He (Mr.
Muntz) felt that their interests were one. (A Voice :

"They ought to be.") He (Mr. Muntz) thought
that they were identical. A great deal had been
said about manures and various other matters —
one thing had not been mentioned. Mr. Daven-
port had alluded to a man's bones. He (Mr.
Muntz) should like to see a man paid for his
brains. That was one of the most important things
that the landlord ought to consider. In the present
state of the law and custom, no wise or prudent man,
if he could get useful and profitable employment else-

where for his capital, would put it in the land. Was
not that the reason why many intelligent, able, ener-
getic, wise, high-minded men left the land or avoided
its culture, and invested their money and employed
their energies in other channels? If they had the pro-
tection for capital put into the land which existed in
other branches of industry, the flow of capital into agri-
culture would surpass anything that had been previously
known. Landlords could not have high rents unless
their tenants had large profits. The rent should form
a fair and just proportion to the profit made by the
tenant. No tenant who was making good profits would
begrudge his landlord a fair rental. He was desirous
of seeing some method suggested by which the tenant
would be enabled to make the land more productive.
He wished to see tenants making a ^good living, and
accumulating something for themselves in their old age.
He also wished to see that when the time arrived for
any tenant to leave a farm he should be recouped for

the amount of unexhausted improvements. It was a
hard and grievous case if the tenant, on leaving, was
not able to take with him every penny which belonged
to him in the farm.

Lord Leigh (Lord- Lieutenant) then proposed that a
committee be appointed to report on the best mode of
remedying the evils expressed in the first resolution,

and that it consist of equal numbers of landlords and
tenants, not exceeding twelve— four to form a quorum.
After eulogising Mr. Horley's paper and the speeches
which had been made, his lordship expressed his

cordial acquiescence in the sentiments enunciated in

the paper, and in the resolutions which had been
adopted.

Mr. Berry Congreve seconded the proposition,
which was carried unanimously.
Thanks were voted to Mr. Horley for the paper, and

to the chairman for presiding.

Botltcs oi §00ks.
The Illustrated Book of Poultry. By L. Wriglit.

Illustiated with 50 Coloured Plates of Celebrated
Prize Birds. Part I. Cassell, Petter & Galpin,
London, Paris, and New York.

From long observation during 30 or 40 years spent
wholly in country life, we are quite sure that there is

both waste and want connected with the almost constant
neglect of keeping and rearing poultry. Every cot-

tage, however small its occupiers' income, has some
scraps tliat would help to keep a hen, and some corner to

shelter her, which are now wasted ; and much more is

this so in the homes of those living in comfort and
independence.

In a country village known to us not one out of six

of our well-to-do neighbours kept poultry, and eggs
and poultry for the table were not to be had without
favour during a large part of the year : and this

was in one of the principal corn-growing districts

in England. We see, therefore, with great satis-

faction the publication of the first part of the
Illustrated Book of Poultry^ by L. Wright, for any
book-making this subject attracts is of real value in

drawing attention to the subject. A^^ the facts given
by Mr. Wright may, perhaps, induce some to muster
what courage may be needed to keep a few hens, and

will eggs be procured before Christmas, if even then, unless
the feeding be unusually good. Still later hatched—let
us suppose late in May or early in June— it will be as late
as next spring before most of the pullets are producing-
eggs, and ere this occurs many of them will be at least
nine months old. The effect of mismanagement in the
dale of hatching upon the profit and loss account is hence
readily seen. Supposing that the fair average time for a
pullet to commence laymg is at the age of six months, and
that the cost of her food be (as in large breeds it is) about
Y^d. per week, a late May pullet must be fed three months
longer, at an additional outlay of is. 6d., before she
yields any return. No fowl (we speak now of mere
ordinary or market stock, not of * fancy' values) can be
expected to recover such a cost ; and it is in this way that
about half the failures in poultry-keeping are caused.
Ordinary fowls become broody oftener in May than any
other month, and the bright warm days tempt the pro-
prietor to choose that time for hatching the chickens. The
latter do well indeed—they enjoy themselves, and thrive,
and grow

;
but they will not pay—whereas chickens

hatched from the middle to the end of March, or early in
April, will require more attention certainly, and call for
much self-denial occasionally, in tlie shape of braving bad
weather to see they are duly cared for ; but will often, if
in reach ofa town market, repay the whole of their cost
even before new year.
"Nearly all fowls, however mismanaged, and if not too

old, will, so long as they are in tolerable health, lay freelym summer
;
but eggs are then cheap, and it is the winter

that chiefly decides which side of the balance-sheet shall
preponderate. Eggs in winter mean profit ; the want of
them as clearly means loss. Pullets hatched early will
moult earlyalso, not onlygettingbetterand quickerlhrouCTh
Jlie process, and having warmer weather for it, but getting
ready to commence laying in good time again. To say,
as some do, tliat no hens of any breed w\\\ lay in winter,
is a mistake

: we have often had Brahma hens recom-
mence laying in November,
"Regarded as living slock, tliorcfore. one-third should

consist of pullets hatched in March, another third of hens
hatched the March previous, and the remainder of birds a
year older still, which will be killed at moulting time.
Thus every autumn the hens at two years and a half will
be killed, and replaced by pullets six months old, which
will commence laying almost immediately, and be followed
in succession by the hens as thev moult out, so keeping
up a regular supply. Late chickens should be either sold
or killed for table.

" E\-en in the many cases where only half a dozen hens
are kept for the supply of a small family, no other plan
will be remunerative. Each autumn two March pullets
should be bought and two hens killed ; when, if a non-leam as they £jo along that inslead of buying eggs at . - , --

2d., or even 3^., each in the winter, as we have done, i ^^*V"f
^^'^"^^ ^^ selected, there will be no trouble, and an

they can keep hens to lay them at half the market
|

"""^^^'"g supply of eggs will be secured."

price. The first part of the Illustrated Poultry Book I

seems chiefly valuable for its various plans of houses,
j

7!\^\\a ^5^aaI>'im 9^^!' U
yards, runs, and other erections for the accommoda- vlyU^C >M£tC^*V P (L(^V*R#
tion and well-doing of poultry, and every instruction rn.... ^ ^ . n in-, , ....11 . . *^ J .1 '^ • ^ t*'*^"^ coirespondenU will much obliee the readers of ih s
'- clearly given to guide the most ignorant Journal if they will describe the present mode of horse keep.

The stable rations are now probablj- as liberal as at any time in
the year. It would be interestmg to ascertain the variety of
practice tliat obtains in different parts of the country.]

Ross-shire; Pel>. 21.—Weather has been colder,
with much less vegetation, which, at this early season,
is an improvement, but continues very suitable for out-
door work.

Feb. 12.—Ploughing for Oats.
,, 13.—Threshing Wheat.
1, f4f—Ploughing, and preparing Wheat for market.
1. 15-—PliJUghing and delivering Wheat. Weight, about

63 lb. per bush.
,, 16.^Ploughing for Oats.

,, 17.—Ditto.

Weather much colder, with east wind ; on
Sabbath, 25th, a continuous fall of rain, and the soil

now very wet.
Feb. 19,—Ploughing fur Oats.

,, 20. —Ditto.

„ 21.— Ditto, and delivering Barley.
,, 7.2.—Ploughing for Oats.

,. 23. —Ditto.
,, 24.—Second ploughing for Potatos.

North Wilts : Feb. 24.—Some progress made early
in the week in ploughing, <S:c., but all work on the
land is again stopped by soaking rains. Horses
employed at various odd jobs on the farm. Live stock
doing better. Foot-and-mouth passing away. Sheep
on Turnips, &c. ; the lambs, now fast falling, have a

run on some dry turf during the excessive wet. Few
casualties as yet amongst cither ewes or lambs ; not a
great many couples, but the lambs are generally strong
and healthy. I^. W. M.

Chatteris : Feb. 24.—Some fine days, but a* return
to wet again. Heavy tempest near us yesterday. Put
up and deliver Wheat, Oats, Barley, Potatos, and
Carrots. Dress Barley, clip Quicks, put guard hedges
against newly cut Quicks. Cart mamne on land two
days, spread the same. Dig Twitch, one man part of
week. Plough lands across designed for fallow crops ;

roll and harrow lands where Oats are to be sown.
Sold remainder of Iioggets, 24 at 75,f.—Oxfordshire
Downs. Four men wait on cattle. A. S. R.

Leicester: Feb, 26.—Weather occasionally fine,

with drying winds. Sowed II acres of white Canadian
Oats, Draining and subsoiling land intended for Man-
gels. Carting manure from yards to fields intended
for green crops. Stock of all kinds doing well. Lamb-
ing of ewes commenced on this faim, but not general
in neighbourhood. Sheep of all kinds very dear.

Milch cows a trifle lower in price. Store stock very
dear. Corn markets slightly depressed, excepting for

corn of dry and good f|uality, of winch there is a
scarcity. T. C.

East Lothian : Feb. 27.—Since writing last the

builder ior houses of all dimensions, from those of a
few feet, which can be put up by any master of a
house himself, for five or six fowls, up to the largest

and handsomest style of building. The writer says,

"Scarcely any two yards are alike," and hence none
of these plans may possibly be exactly copied by the

reader ; nevertheless, useful hints may be gathered
from plans adopted by others. And many plans are

given—from those of the yard of E. Tudman, Esq.,

at Ashgrove, Whitchurch, Salop, a celebrated taker of
prizes for Cochins, to the most extensive and well-

appointed poultry-yard in the United Kingdom, or,

indeed, in tiie world—that of the Right Hon. Lady
Gwydyr, at Stoke Park, Ipswich, a most magnificent

establishment, indeed, for cocks and hens. We believe

the niustrated Book of Poultry to be good, especially

in its estimates of buildings, which, by-tlie-by, are

much better illustrated than the birds themselves, the

artists having exaggerated both colour and form, so

that the actual thing of Ufe has to give place to a thing

of imagination. We select the following passages for

extract :

—

"Profits of Poultry Feeding.—If treated rightly, the

domestic fowl is the most profitable of all live stock ; but
that it seldom is treated rightly we are more and more
convinced by the experience and correspondence of every
year.

" Three-fourlhs of any town population, even yet,

believe that if a citizen be so insane as to keep his own
fowls, every egg he obtains will cost him 6J. ; whereas
4(/. per dozen, under proper management, would be
nearer the mark in England; while in America, where
grain is so much cheaper, the dozen should cost five cents.

But. always supposing a proper house for the number of

fowls, and fowls properly chosen year by year, as in our
last chapter, such a result will altogether depend upon
judicious feeding.

"The feeding of any live stock is a very simple, but at

the same time by no means an easy, problem. All food
given represents cash expended, and this is easily enough
calculated ; but the result is not so readily seen without
thought. Food may be productive, yielding more than
its own value ; or it may be simply wasted, producing
nothing whatever.

" It has been often repealed in various works on poultry

that a pullet, in whatever circumstances, nmst begin to

lay at a given age ; but this we have found, by special

and systematic experiments, is by no means the case, a
difference of months being caused by the time of hatching.
If the age of five months finds a pullet belonging to one
of the more prolific breeds in the midst of warm weather
—say August—eggs may be expected about that time;
indeed, great care is needed if it is desired to prevent lay-

ing at such seasons. But birds hatched in May will com-
picfe their sixth month in October ; and in very iew cases
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weather has varied very much. Slight showers every

day nearly until the 24th, 25th, and 26th, when the

rain came down in torrents, stopping all ploughing

and sowing for two or three days to come. It has now
cleared up again, and it is to be hoped we will have a

continuance of fine weather for some time to come, as

field work is still behind. The work done during the

past week has been mostly sending off seed Potatos,

Beans, and Wheat ; caning from station artificial

manure and seed Potatos, and threshing remainder of

Beans and Vetches. The latter have come very much
down in price, 75^. being the price last year, and only

55^-. per qr. this. The work likely to be done is thresh-

ing Oats, Barley, and Wheat ; cleaning same for

market, sending off Potatos, and topping and tailing

Turnips. Ploughing as usual. All the cattle have

been sold, as also feeding sheep, leaving, especially

the latter, very fair profits. //. />'.

North Riding of Yorkshire: Feb. 27.—Carting

out manure, threshing, and other jobbing. One inch

of rain fell on Saturday, and half an inch has fallen

since ; the land is perfectly saturated. Sheep removed
from Turnips to grass land. Continued wet beginning

to show injuriously on strong land Wheats ; much
Wheat land yet to sow. "Queen's weather" to-day,

let us hope it may continue.

Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire : Ftb. 27.—In con-

sequence of the continued unsettled state of the

weather the spring work proceeds but slowly, on our

comparatively dry soil, and in the heavy, retentive

districts, it must be getting considerably in arrear.

Unless we have drying winds or frost shortly, the land

will work very unkindly for Barley. Sheep keep up
very high in price, and all other kinds of stock except

pigs, which are very cheap, both fat and store.
"J,

H,

Notices to Correspondents.
Lewis Wright's Potato-planter: D. P. wants the

address of this Potato-planter, which was shown at

Wolverhampton. Probably some of our readers can,

and will be good enough to give it.

Oat-crushers : Constant Subscriber. Messrs. Turner
& Co., Iprwich.

Traction Engines, &c. : Constant Subscriber. Messrs.
Aveling & Porter, Rochester.

Erratum.—Mr. Lingwood's excellent paper on sheep
management, reported last week in the Agricultural
Gazette as having been delivered before the Ixworth
Farmers' Club, was delivered at the Stowmarket and
Central Suffolk Farmers' Club.

arhtts.

55~6o Red 55—58
62 Red 57—59

MARK LANE.
MoNDAV, Feb. 26,

The very small supply of English Wheat to this morn-
ing's market was in bad condition, consequently sales

were made very slowly, at the prices of this day se'nnight.

There was a limited trade for ioreign, at late rates.

Barley, Beans, and Peas were very dull. The Oat trade

was quiet, and in some instances prices were rather lower.

In Flour but little doing.

Price per imperial Qu.\rter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent. Suffolk. .White
— fine selected runs do.
— Talavera
— N orfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind & dist ,265 to ^is- Chev.— Foreign.. grinding and distilling

0.\TS. Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
RvE-MEAL, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan. . . . 32^. to 24s. . .Tick— Pigeon 37.r. to 58J. . .Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers
-- Maple, -^Ss. to 38^ Grey

Maize
FLOfR, best marks delivered .. per sack
— 2d ditto ditto
— Foreign per barrel

Wednesday, Feb. 28.

Owing to the prevalence of brighter and warm weather,
the grain trade showed increased heaviness to-day, though
there was no important increase in the arrival of English
Wheat. The transactions in both English and foreign

samples were in retail only, and the general tendency of
the quotations was downwards. Flour met with little

inquiry, as purchases could be effected on rather easier

terms. Barley was inactive, but prices were supported for
both grinding and malting descriptions. Malt sold
quietly, on former terms. The demand for Oats and
Maize was inactive, and inferior corn was cheaper.
Beans and Peas were neglected. In the seed market
there was rather more activity.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London dv Water Carriage.

60—64

1

— iRed
51—69

1

38—40 Malting .

,

28—31 1
Malting ..

25—27 'Feed
24— 26^ Feed
22—26 Feed . . .

.

31—33! Foreign ..

34—49 Harrow ..— Longpod
,

—44' Egyptian.
39—41 Suffolk ..

34—36 Foreign .

,

— ' Foreign .

.

44—50

1

40—42 Country ..

24—28 Per sack..

33—38

14—19

34—49

33—34
41—44
36—44
i3i—33

English &
Scotch.

.

Irish

Foreign .

.

Qrs.
200

Barley.

Qrs.
10

4260

4270

OaLs.

( 520

\ 2630 bris.

Leeds, Feb. 27.—A tolerably consumptive demand for
Wheat, at Friday's currency ; holders do not press sales,
feeling confident the continued wet weather is causing

grave apprehensions in the minds of our Yorkshire and
Lincolnshire farmers, and certainly not without sufficient

cause. None but the finest samples of Barley keep their

value. Beans and other articles make late rates.

Averages.

Jan,

Feb.

- 17 ..

- 24 ..

Average

Wheat.

55-^ Sr^

55 10
56 o

55 4
55 7

55 9

55

Barley,

37s 2d
37 10

38 2

38 9
38 8

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Feb. 26.

The supply of Beasts is better, both as regards numbers
and quality, than last Monday. The trade is not so active,

and prices are lower for all descriptions; there are not,

however, mar.y left unsold. The number of Sheep is con-
siderably larger, but the excess is in foreign ; Lnglish are

not more plentiful, and choicest qualities are not any
cheaper. Choice Calves are scarce, and make a high
price. Our foreign supply consists of 650 Beasts, 7930
Sheep, and 105 Calves ; from Scotland there are 220
Beasts ; from Ireland, 80*; from Norfolk and Suffolk,

1500 ; and 590 from the Midland and Home Counties.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c. .

.

5 2to5 4
Best Shorthorns .. 4 10— 5 2

2d quality Beasts 3 4— 4 6
Best Downs and

Half-breds .

.

7 2— 7 6
Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

Beasts, 3040 ; Sheep and Lambs,

d. s. d.

Best Long-wools 6 loto? 2

Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

Ewes & 2d quality 5 0—6 c

Do. Shorn . . , .
— .

.

Lambs — .

.

Calves .

.

. . 4 4—6 6
Piss .. ..3 8-5 c

18,930 ; Calves, 123 ; Pigs, log-

Thursday, Feb. iq.

The supply of Beasts is small, but quite equal to the

demand ; although we retain our top quotation of

Monday, it is with difficulty realised. The number of

Sheep is about the same as of late ; trade is exceedingly

dull, and prices on the average are scarcely as good.
There are 80 Milch Cows on offer ; trade is dull for

them, at rather lower rates. Calves are also lower in

price. Our foreign supply consists of 220 Beasts, 2420
Sheep, and 96 Calves.

d. s. d.

8to7 oBest Scots, Here-
fords, (be,

Best Shorthorns ..

2d quality Beasts
Best Downs and

Hall-breds
Do. Shorn

Best Long-wools 6
Do. Shorn .

.

. . — .

Ewes & 2d quality 5 o—

5

Do. Shorn .

.

. .
—

Lambs . . .

.

. .
—

Calves .. .. 40— 6
Pigs .. ..38—4

Beasts, 7S0 : Sheep and Lambs, 6065 ; Calves, 154 ; Pigs, 40.

HAY.—Per Load of '^^ Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Feb. 29.

Prime MeadowHay, 77^.10 87j. Clover, old ..

Inferior do 60 70 Inferior do. ..

Rowen 40 65 Prime 2d cut do.

Inferior do — — Inferior do. ..

Straw ^6 45

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Feb. 29.

SS.\.oi'26s.

io 100

Sup. Meadow Hay 92^.10100.1.

Inferior do 70 S4
New do. . . . .

^ —
Inferior do — —
Superior Clover . . 110 120

Inferior Clover ., Z^s.ioioos.

Prime 2d cut do. .. — —
New do — —
Straw 40 45

Joshua Baker.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET. Feb. 29.

Best Fresh Butter 191. per dozen lb.

Second do. do. 17.1. ,,

Small Pork, 45. 4</. to 45. ^d. ; Large Pork, 3J, 6d. to

\s, od. per 8 lb.

HOPS.
Borough Market, Feb. 28.

Messrs. Pattcnden & Smith report that the demand
for all classes is of a very retail nature, prices remaining
nominally unchanged. Continental markets are firm, and
stocks both here and abroad are in a very narrow
compass,

ENGLISH WOOL.
Better tone, and transactions on a larger scale. The

extraordinary smallness of stocks, and excessively high
rates asked, tend, however to keep business far within
the bounds which it would otherwise assume.

SEED MARKET.
Our markets are now getting busier every week ; orders

from the country begin to come in pretty freely, and the
Continental demand for red seed still continues. Values
of all descriptions of red Clover must be noted as steady.
Fine samples of English and German realise high prices.

Trefoil seed is in improved request. For perennial Rye-
grass there is a fair trade doing at full currencies. Spring
Tares are now in good request. Alsike seed is easier.

There is no quotable change in the values of bird seeds.

White Mustard seed meets with but little attention.

John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants,

37, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

COALS.—Feb. 28.

Holy\vell Main, 2tj. ; West Hartley, 20s. yi.', Walls
End Harton, 19^. 6d. ; Walls End Braddylls Hetton,
20J. j,d.\ Walls End Hetton, 21J. 6d. ; Walls End Hetton
Lyons, jgs. 6d.\ Walls End Seaton, 191. 3^/. ; Walls
End South Hetton, 21J. ; Walls End Caradoc, 20J. 3^.;
Walls End Heugh HaU, 19J. grf.; Walls End South
Kelloe, 19J. 9(/.—Ships at market, 67 ; sold, 63 ; unsold,

4 ; at sea, 25,

As supplied to ihr I

305

As supplied to the

Prince of Wales.

g U T T O N S
GRASS SEEDS

for ALL SOILS.

Ql tEN-. Carriage Free.

SUTTONS' PERMANENT MIXTURES for

PASTURES. 2 bush. Grass Seeds and 12 lb. Clovers per acre.

BUTTONS' PERMANENT MIXTURES for

CROQUET GROUNDS, Fine LAWNS, and olhcr ornamcnlal
purposes. Sow 3 busli. pf:r acre.

SUTTONS' PERMANENT MIXTURES for

PARK GROUNDS. CRICKET GROUNDS, and BOWLING
GREENS. Sow 2% bush, jicr acre.

For prices and complete information on the Formation and Improve-
ment of PASTURES, CRICKET GROUNDS, CROQUET
GROUNDS and LAWNS, apply to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by special appointment to H.M.
the Queen, and H. R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading.

H
TRADE

PEDIGREE
MARK.

CHEVALIER
BARLEY,
which was awarded

The FIRST PRIZE THREE YEARS in SUCCESSION
(1S67, 1868, 1869, and again in 1871),

at the Birmingham and Midland Counties' Show,

Yielded, at Brighton, in 1869, TEN QUARTERS PER
ACRE, weighing 57 lb. per bushel.

ALSO

PEDIGREE BLACK. TARTARIAN,
AND

PEDIGREE WHITE CANADIAN
OATS.

For price and full particulars of above, and of

PEDIGREE SEED 'WHEATS, apply to the Originator

of the System,

Captain HALLETT, F.L.S., Brighton.

LEICESTER SEEDS
ARE OBTAINING A GREAT REPUTATION IN ALL PARTS

OF THE COUNTRY.

DESCRIPTIVE AND PRICED CATALOGUE
now ready, Post Free, on application to

HARRISON & SONS,
ROYAL MIDLAND SEED 'WAREHOUSE,

LEICESTER.

ESTABLISHED 1764.

Useful Collections of GARDEN SEEDS, from ioj. id.

each to £% Carriage Free.

Upwirds of 1000 varieties of FLOWER SEEDS,
comprising the most ornamental kinds.

Collections from 2r. 6d. to j^2 2J.

HARRISON'S IMPROVED FARM SEEDS,

Of their own growing", warranted as pure as harvested

from the field, and cleaned with great care.

HARRISON'S NORMANTON GLOBE MANGEL
has again proved its superiority over all other kinds.

Per lb., 15. ^d. ; cheaper by the cwt.

HARRISON'S DEFIANCE PURPLE-TOP SWEDE.
A new variety, and a great improvement. Per lb.,

\s. ; cheaper by the bushel.

Read our Customers' opinions in SEED CATALOGUE,
now ready.

Permanent Pasture Grasses,

TO SUIT ALL SOILS.

HARRISON'S MIXTURES of GRASSES are made
with great care, and the praise we have received

assure us of their success in almost every case.

Price and particulars on application.

Orders above £i Carriage Free,

Trade prices, &c., on appHcation.

HARRISON AND SONS, Seed Growers,
LEICESTER.
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FOLLOWS &, BATE'S

PATENT LAW^N MOVv^ERS,
The "CLIMAX" and the "ANGLO-AMERICAN."

Between 5000 and 6cxx> of these celebrated Machines were sold last year, and 10,000 are being preparedfor the present season.

" In all things, but proverbially so in Mechanics, the supreme

/ excellence is simplicity."—JAMES WATT.

W These words are very applicable to the simple Wheel and Pinion

driving power of the Climax Lawn Mower.

THE "CLIMAX" PATENT BACK DELIVERY LAWN MOWER
Is now sufficiently well known for its simplicity and easy working to require but a very short description. The two novel

features in its construction, and in which it differs from all other machines of the kind, are (firstly) the entire absence of the heavy

iron roller behind the knife, and the substitution of the g;ras5 collecting box in its place, so that, every impediment being removed

from the front, the machine can be worked close up to walls and trees, or underneath shrubs, without removing the collecting box

—

the grass being cut as it grows, and disposed of with equal rapidity whether wet or dry
;
(secondly) in the revolving cutter being

propelled by a simple wheel and pinion—which gear direct instead of being connected by intermediate wheels or chains—the most

uninitiated will at once understand this simple arrangement, and readily admit its non-liability to get out of order. When used

6-inch 25s.
without the box (see Illustration) either size will cut Grass 6 inches long if required. Eveiy Machine is made of the best materials,

CLIMAX " 7-inch 35Si ^"'l °°Pa'ns are spared in finishing every one, even the cheapest, m the best possible manner.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE "CLIMAX" LAWN MOWERS

May be thus enumerated :

—

They are CHE.\P, SIMPLE, WELL MADE, NOT LIABLE TO GET OUT OF ORDER, and can be EASILY

. worked by L.VDIES or CHILDREN.

They Cut LONG GRASS as well as SHORT, and WET Grass as well as DRY, and do not CLOG.

As they have no ROLLER in FRONl', the Knives Cut the Grass as it GROWS, and do nut miss the BENTS.

They Cut CLOSE up to Walls and Trees, or UNDERNE.\TH Shrubs, and are invalu.ible for SLOPES and

STEEP EMBANKMENTS.

By their regular use CROQUET GROUNDS can be kept in the PERFECTION of order.

They do not RIB the Grass, but leave the Lawn with a beautifully even and velvety appearance, very different

to Scythe Mowing.

Having a BACK-DELIVERY they are EQUALLY adapted for Collecting the Grass in the usual manner, or

TL p jnph ^Rc for scattering the Cuttings on the Ground, thus COMBINING the ENGLISH and AMERICAN Systems

" CLIMAX " 10-inch
*•• ••"• 55s! '"

^'^^ "''^'""^•

THE 25s. MACHINES MEET A GREAT WANT !

Since their introduction THOUSANDS of Purchasers have derived pleasure

from personally using them for Mowing their small Grass Plots, instead of employing
a Man with a Scythe at a considerable periodical expense. GREAT NL'MBERS have
also been Sold to work in conjunction with larger Machines, and when their merits are
more generally known thev will be considered INDISPENSABLE for this purpose, as
they can be worked WITHOUT DIFFICULTY in AWKWARD places where it

would be IMPOSSIBLE to use ANY OTHER kind.

1^^ These Machines are fully guaranteed in every respect, and after a Trial, if
not appr-oved of, they may be at once returned to the Manufacturers^ who will bear all

the expenses of carriage, b'c.

View of the "Climax " as used on steep embankments at the Manchester Botanical
Gardens. The three smallest sizes are recommended for this kind of work.

ILLUSTRATED CATATOGUES of HORTICULTURAL MACHINERY, con-

taining opinions of the Times, Gardeners' Chronicle, Engineer, and other leading

organs of the Press, Testimonials from all parts of the Kingdom, and full particulars,

forwarded, Post Free, by

FOLLOWS AND BATE,
MANUFACTURING ENGINEEES,

DUTTON STREET WORKS, MANCHESTER;
Or they can be obtained from their Agents in every Town.

N.B. For Illustrations and description of F. it B.'s Patent "Anglo-American" Lawn
Mowers, which are made from la inches and upwards, see Catalogues and
future Advertisements.
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RAYNBIRD. CALDECOTT. BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, aiid Oilcake Merchants.

Address, 26, Seed Market. Mark Lane. E.G. ; or Basingstoke

Samples and prices post free on application. I nze Medals, iBS'i

for Wheat ; 1862, for "Excellent^ Seed Corn and Seed^^
^ ^

C^"ilEVNE BARLEY.—This celebrated Barley, which

could not be found in sufficient quantity for seed last sprmg, at

any price, is now offered by the undermentioned Orowcr at
.t5f-

per

quarter. It has been asserted that 11 quarters per acre of this liarley

have been produced. This may or may not be CNactly true.

However anv one niav have CKcvnc betd Barley by applving to

k VAlLKN'lINK.AVlnK', I.ciuhlon \luit:\rd.

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.

O O L E Y S T O B A CCO P O W D E R.

Of all Nurscr\Tnen and Seedsmen

i^DAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,

ODA°MS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE. or BLOOD MANURE,
for ROOTS and i^REl'N CROPS GENERALLY.

ODAMS'S DISSOLVF.D liuNES.
ODAMS'S SUPKRPHosrH.\TE of LIME.
ODAMS'S NITRO-BIi'llosrilATK (or Prepared) GUANO.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL HAKI.KV MANURE,
ODAMS'S SPECIAL MANCKL MANURE.
ODAMS'S TOP-DRESSlN(i MANURE.

.M.\NUFACTUKED

T) A T E N T NITRO-PHOSPHATE,
BLOOD MANURE COMPANY (LIMITED),

Consisting of

TENANT FARMERS occupying upwards of 80.000 acres of Land.

Chief Office— ioq. Fenchurch Street, London. K.C,

Western Col'sties Branch—ijueen Street, Exeter.

Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
CA.! J rw(.1*1—Robert Leeds, Castleacrc. Norfolk.

Defuty-ChaimiAH—] ohn Collins, 255. Camden Road, N.W.
Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.

Richard Hunt, St.nnstead .^bbot, Herts,
Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon, Norfolk.

Georpe Savill, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Charles Dorman, 2-5. Essex Street. Strand, W.C
Thomas Webb, Ilildcrsham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Mellon Ross, Lincolnshire.

C. I . J-acy, 60. West Smilhfield, E.G.
1. C. Jonas, Cambridge.
Herbert Bird, Shortacres, Peterborough.

2\ta>iagiMg^ Director.—James Odams.
Several Hundred Thousand Tons of the Manures have been supplied

to the Agricultural Public, and the increasing; demand that exists for

them is the best proof of the appreciation m which they are held.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of the local agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

Chief Offices, 109. Fenchurch Street, London, EC.

Caro Guano.

/CHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO, rich in Soluble
^"^ Phosphates and Nitrogenous Organic Matter. See Chemical

Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for Gram and Root

Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to Peruvian.

Samples atid Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD and CO., Billiter Street, London, E.G.

H~E"^ANITARY IMPROVEMENT and
MANURE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED,

bee to call the attention of Farmers, Market Gardeners, and others
to their NATURAL MANURE.
This Manure, manufactured from the pure human excreta (collected

on Goux's Patent Closet System), mixed with the best fertilising

absorbents, is suitable for every kind of Crops, and, being rem.arkably
rich in organic matter and humus, transmits its fertilising properties
to the plant in the most soluble and advantageous form possible.

It is delivered in bags in a dry portable condition at a much less

cost than Guano or Artificial Manure, and has been proved fully equal
to them.

Prices delivered at the Works, Halifax :—
Taken from the heap, not screened per ton ;C3 o o

Screened and bagged (exclusive of bags^ , . . . ,, 3 10 o
At Aldershot, North Camp ;

—

Taken from the heaps . . ,, 200
Screened and bagged (exclusive of bags) .. .. ,, 3 10 o
In bricks, much drier ,, 300
Orders to be addressed to the MANAGER, Lynchford Road,

Aldershot. North Camp, or the MANAGER, 29, Northgate, Halifax.
London Uffice, 2, Westminster Chambers, S.W.

A\VES'S~^IAN"URES~fbr~GR'ASS~l^ND^"ouTd
be applied during the months of Februarj' and March. Nitrate

of Soda supplied ex Ship or from Stocks at Docks at London, Liver-
pool, and other ports, at lowest market prices.

JOHN BENNET LAWES, 59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.
Branch Offices :—Market Street, Shrewsbury ; 22, Eden Quay,

Dublin; Womanby Street, Cardiff; Cumberland Road, Bristol;
63, Constitution Street, Leith ; and 34, Market Street, Aberbeen.
LAWESS PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED BONES.
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE or LIME.
LAWES'S WHEAT. BARLEY, GRASS and MANGEL MANURE.
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses or

through any of the appointed Agents throughout the United Kingdom.
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE ol SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and other CHEMICAL MANURES; AMERICAN
and other CAKES, at market prices.

IPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(registered Trade Mark, " Flying Albatross"), is now ready for

delivery in quantity and in fine condition. The best fertiliser yet
produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contains
21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Salts
of Potash. See Reports ol Dr. Voelcker, Dr Anderson, Professor
Way, Mr. Ogston, ftlr. Sibson. Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of
which is secured by a leaden seal bearing the Company's Trade
Mark, The analysis is guaranteed so long as the seals remain
unbroken.
BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, 20, Billiter Street, E.G.

AMIES' PATENT CHEMICAL FERTILISER.—
This Manure has been used for two years, with remarkable

succe5S, and with almost ever>' variety of crop—Cereals, Roots, Fruits,
and Flowers.
Three hundred quarts of Shelled Peas of the Ne Plus Ultra sort

were produced on a plot of ground 24 feet by 14 feet.

Suttons" Flourball Potatos were grown i?^ lb. in weight each, sound
and ^ood -, three roots yielded a bushel of tuber. Similar results were
obtained from Strawberries, Pears, Asparagus, &c.
China Asters, perfect in shape and colour, 5 inches in diameter ; and

Chrysanthemums sJ^ inches in diameter, were produced from the use
of this Fertiliser.

Besides being sold in bulk to large consumers, the fertiliser is

supplied in tins, with full directions for use.

fllanufactured bv B.\TCHELOR and CO. (Patentees), and sold
wholesale by the UNIVERSAL MANURE COMPANV,|37and 38,
Mark Lane, E.C. , where samples of produce may be seen, and
Testimonials, prices, &c-, obtained.

>pHE LONDON M A N U RE COMPANY
J- (Established 1840),

Have now ready for deliverj', in fine diy condition

—

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL M ANURE.forTop-Dressing
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITROPHOSPHATE
MANGEL. HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN gUaNO (as imported bv Messrs. Thomson, Bonar

& Co.), NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c. .

lit., Fenchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

Free to London'; Five Casks and upwards to any Station in England,

or IS per Cent. Discount.

EPPS'S SELECTED PEAT.—-Patronised by the

leading Horticulturists and Amateurs in the three kingdoms.

Sec testimonials. Packed in 4-bushel barrels. 8s each, inclusive;

selected for Orchids, or. Special offers for Truck-loads for general

purposes. Terms, cash.^ PE.VT. SAN D, and LOAM STORES, Lcwisham, S.E.

M"~
'EDTcATE'd~TO BaC C O paper (Genuine),

undoubtedly the best and most economical Fumigator.

Circulars and all particulars on application.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS. Newton Nurseries, Chester,

q^ORACCO CLOTH and PAPER.—The cheapest
X and best article forSmokingGrcenhouscsand Destroying the Fly,

Price IS, 4rf. per lb. ; over 10 lb., u, id. Tobacco Paper, 11. per lb.

;

£a 41. per cwt. Post-ulTicc 'Orders payable at Fleet Street, EL.
JOSEPH BAKFU. 14, Nelson S.iMan-. |:i,i..kfriars Road, S.E.

To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
The OLDEST ESTAliLlSHED WAREHOUSE in LONDON for

GENUINE ROLLED TOBACCO-PAPER, CLOTH, or CORD, is

H PERKINS, 16, Cambridge Circus, Hackney
• Road, N.E., who has a large STOCK of the best quality on

hand for the ensuing season.
Orders by Post promptly attended to^

TOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES.—Will destroy Thrip, Red Spider. Green and Black

Fly, and Mealy Bug, and burns without the assistance of blowing,

and is entirely free from paper or rags. Price 3i. W. per lb., carriage

free. A reduction in price for large quantities.

To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS and SONS, Tobacco Manufac-
turers, 112, St. Tohn Street, Clerkenwell, E.C., of whom Copies of

Testimonials may be obtained ; and of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

G

Magni-
fied.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1850, against

Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
ot from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede iL

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, ir.

boxes, IS., 31., and loi. fid.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

By Royal Appomtment.
TO -^ ,y^ *^ TO the

Her Majesty. ^^S*>^'?^ Prince ov Walls.
By Special Warrant, dated jfr^^-^^ ^V Special Warrant, dated

December 27, 1865. fi^^iite5i>>^A February 10, 1866.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, Original and
Sole Proprietors of the

STOCK-BREEDERS' MEDICINE CHEST.
For Disorders in Horses, Cattle, Calves, Sheep, and Lambs, and the

Inventors of the FIKST Animal Medicines ever known as " DAY'S."
This matchless little Chest contains the following world-renowned
remedies, nearly all that a Farmer can require to keep his Stock free

from disease, and in fine and healthy condition :

—

The CHEMICAL EXTRACT, lor Wounds, Swollen Udders, &c.
The GASEOUS FLUID, for Scour or fJiarrhtca, and all Pains.

The RED DRENCHES, for Cleansing the Blood, and for Fevers.

The RED PASTE BALLS, for producing Vigour and High Spirit.

Price of Chest complete, with Guide to Farricr>', J^2 i6s. iid.

Awarded CiiHTii-lcAiE of Merit by the National Agricultural
Society of Victoria, Australia, Spring Exhibition, 1S71.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, 22, Dorset Street, Baker Street,

London ; and Wantage, Berks.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and t-'nly by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For I'rice Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manage r, 39A, King William Street, London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c.. from

Decay. Manufactured SnlrK- and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particul.irs and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 3a\, King William street, Li^mdun, E.C,

The Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips), Manufac-
turer of terra COTTaVaSES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN

baskets, rustic FLORAL ARBORETTES, STATUARY,
GARDEN POTS (from 2 to 30 inches in diameter), of superior quality,

withstand frost, and do not become green; EDGING TILES, &c.
See specimens in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free

Book of Drawings, 6d. each.
lOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

Bosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

THE above and many other PATTERNS are made in

materials of great durability.^ The plainer sorts are especially

lited for KITCHEN GAR- <^^^ ^^•^"^^VftTf^ DENS, as they harbour no "^^
Slugs or Insects, take up little

room, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-

pense, as do "grown" Edg-
ings, consequently being much
cheaper,

GARDEN VASES. FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-

friars. S E. ; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S, W. ; Kingsland Road, E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES" PLANT
COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,

Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from 3J, per square yard
upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of great

durability, W'all Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds. Roofing

Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c.

F. AND G. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants.—See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.

Fine 14J., Coarse 17s. per Ton. In Truck Loads 11. per Ton less.

Deliveri' by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway or

Wharf, 2J. per Ton extra. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or l-ernencs. KENT

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharvc3.
A liberEiI discount to tne Trade.

COTTAM'S PATENT PORT.\BLE
cow FITTINGS,

UNITED

1 htir advantages arc— Portability, not fixtures, removable at

pleasure; no Woodwork o: Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to
infection, Deing all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 551.

Prospectuses Irec of COTTAM and Co., Iron Worxs, 2, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon), 0.xford Street^ London, W., where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvementa
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent. ^^_^^

REENTS PATENT "SILENS MESSORS" or
noiseless LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-

LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

The WINNER of EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES of
COMPETITION.

N.B. Pan;. 1. ha. .11^ L,...:. .M.,.v^i , :>^ i;L-|jj.ir will do well to send
them cither to our Leeds or London Establishments, when they will

have prompt attention, as an efficient staff of workmen are kept at

both places.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS,
DRIVES. BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and

GRAVEL PATHS,
Suitable for Hand or Horse-power.

Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

THOM.VS GREEN and SON, Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds;

54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.

Glass for Garden Purposes.
AMES PHILLIPS AND CQ.
beg to submit their REDUCED PRICES as follows:—

PROPAGATING

Each,
1 diameter 12 inches in diameter

13 .. »•

BEE GLASSES, with ventilating bole through knob.

4 inches in diameter .. os.(>d. q inches in diameter

Either flat or conical tops.

?4 inches long .. 3S. od.
I

. . I 10

..18
It. 4d.

I 3
3 6

WASP TRAPS, 3r. 6d. per dozen.

WITH
OPEN TOPS.

IMPROVED PATENTLondon Agents for

ROUGH PLATE.
LINSEED OIL, Genuine WHITE LEAD, CARSON'S PAINTS,

PAI NTS of various colours ground ready for use.

SHEET and ROUGH PLATE GLASS, SLATES of all sizeB,

BRITISH PLATE.PATENT PLATE.ROLLED PLATF-,CROWN,
SHEET. HORTICULTURAL, ORNAMENTAL, COLOURED,
and every description of GLASS, of the best Manufacture, at the lowest

terms Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

JAS, PHILLIPS AND CO., 180, Bishopsgale Street Without, E.C. J
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Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.-Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Spicimens sent post free on application; also

Patterns of Ornamental 1 ilc Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls. &c. MAW and CO., lienthall Works, Broselev.

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended bv the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of alf sizes, wholesale of
. CHARLES J. HLACKITH and CO.,

Cox s Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.
Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

T
Labels, Labels.—Parchment or Cloth Labels.
REE or PLANT LAP>ELS, punched parchment,

4 inches long, 41, per rooo, or 10,000 for 35J. , cash on delivcrj'.
Alsol'UNCHEU CLOTH LABELS, Assorted Size, 10,000 fori5s.
All Sizes in Plain and Printed Labels made to order at very Inw prices.
Sample Label sent on receipt of a postage-stamp. Orders delivered
free in London by
JOHN FISHER and CO., Label Works, Uoston, Lincolnshire.

The Opening of Parliament and the London Season.
NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and MEMBERS of PARLIAMENT

having their CUT FLOWERS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES, &.-c ,

forwarded to their TOWN HOUSES, should USE
CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE TRANS-

MISSION CASES, pronounced by the Royal Horticultural
Society " the best now in use."
These Cases are now 1 educed in price for cash, and can be obtained

from the Agents or Patentee, Gloucester, to whom all communications
should be addressed.

Iniendintj Exhibitors in the Patent Cases should give their orders
at once, to insure the Paint and Varnish being thoroughly dry.
The No. 12, The " MALTON " Plant, Flower, &c., Protector.

Varnished, packed and forwarded on the receipt of 8s., in postage
stamps, or order.—Gloucester, January 17.

"DICK LEY'S PATENT HORIZONTAL SASH
-L' BARS require neither paint nor putty, and possess greater
advantages than others for horticulturists. Drawings, &c., sent for
one stamp.
THOMAS A. lilCKLEY, 70, Smallbrook Street, Birtningham.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County i]i England.
For particulars apply to IMIIN FOWLER AND CO., 7t, Cornhill,

London. E.G. ; .ind .Sicim I'luu^-li Works. Leeds.

MSave your Plants from the Frost.
A R R A r T'S SELF- REGISTERING
THERMOMETER, for Marking how Cold it has been, and

telling the Present Temperature. No Gardener should be without it.
Price IS., or by post, is. 4.I
MARRATT, Optician, 63. King William Street, London Bridge, E.C.

B ROWN'S FLORAL SHADING.
A Protection to Fruit Trees from Frost, &c.

Samples and prices on application to
CHARLES BRO^VN, Greenheys, Manchester.

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering- Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.
JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7. Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

M Russia Mat Merchants.
ESSRS. G. D. MARENDAZ AND FISHER,
importers of ARCHANGEL and ST. PETERSBURG MATS,

dealers in TANNED GARDEN NETTING, TIFFANY, LABELS
TARREDandother TWINES, LINES, &c.

_g^JamesStreet, Covcnt Garden, London, W. C.

p USSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and-LD Petersburg, for Covering and Packing. Second siied Arch-
angel, loos.

: Petersburg, 60s. and 80s. ; superior close Mat, 45s., sos.,

A^:} packmg Mats, 30s., 30s., and 35s. per loo; and every other
description of Mats at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN AND SONS, Ki
4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

ssia Mat and Sack Warehou!

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &C.-TANNED NETTING (or

1 rolecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,

I '"JiP,';?' ^'.'S?,.fi'A'\','SJ 4 >""''^ wide, M. per yard, or 50 yards,
SOS. NiW TANNED NETTING, .suited for afiy of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6ii. per yard : 4 yards

t'tffaVv"' ^'r'' |,'^,;"5''- '""•'• • y"''^ "'''= " '^ P" >^"l Also
V.^J;^ .

* ^'^'^ ^^ ""ad in any quantity ofEATON AN D DEI.l.ER. 6 Js 7, frooked Lane, London Bridge, E C

G
Protection for Fruit and Flowers.ARDEN M.-vrs, 12s. per bundle of 10; TANNED

, A "^JJ.i'^i-.'J^.'fi ^V'^"'
'"'' P"' )'»'''

: 4 yards wide, 3i per
yard. SCRIM CANVAS, for Shading, in widths of . yard. A, yardand 2 yards, at 4<l. per square yard. TIFPAN V, in pieces of loVardsM inches wide, ss. per piece. Parcels of the value of;£3 and upwards
delivered carriage paid by
HENRY VAN AND CO., 17, Tooley Street, London Bridge, S.E.

TT, T, a"r C H E R S " F R I G I D O M O.'
-*H —Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens It ismade entirely cjf Prepared Wool, and a perfect Nonconductor of Heat
or Cold where it is applied.
PROTECTION AcfAINST the COLD WINDS and MORNING

FROSTS.
WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, is, 6.t. per yard.

" FRIGI boMO CANVAS.
Two yards wide ,s. ,od. per yard.
T hree yards wide 2s. io<f. per yard.
I'our yards wide 3s lod per yard

HESSIAN CANVAS, do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, jUd. and
c|;iix. per yard.

S,f,!r, .i^'^ T. ARCHER Only Maker of" Frigi Domo." 3, CannonStreet, City, EC. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.
Notice.—REMOVED from 7. Great Trinity Lane.

. L P H WALLERR
45, Dale Street, Manchester.

ERS -

N D C O.,

MANUFACTURERS of all kinds of GARDEN NETTING, &c
The serious injury done every sprmg to Fruit Crops by frost has

proved to every Gardener the absolute necessity of providing some
Protection to the Trees early in the year. If the blossom, in ils
earnest development, be but slightly weakened by frost, the vitality of
the fruit-germ is destroyed, and the fruit lost. Jn this climate, on the
average of a century, there is not more than one year in nineteen when
the protection is unnecessari-. Many fabrics have been tried for this
purpose of protection, with more or less success; and we may now
say, without fear of contradiction, that we have succeeded in manu-
factunng the only fabric which is altogether unobjectionable for this
purpose. Without unduly nursing, it effectually protects the young
germ, and does not impede the action of light and due circulation of
air. Some other fabrics do this, and thus weaken the vitality of the
tree altogether. Almost every large grower in the three Kingdoms
can testify to these facts.

HOTHOUSE SHADING of various thicknesses, superior to any
other yet discovered for lightness, streiiglh and durability, standini:
as it docs, all weathers.

Testimotiialfrom RoDiiRT Warner, Esq.
" I have had the netting No. 6 on my Orchid-house for eighteen

months, and I find it now in very good order, and likely to last as
many more months, and I intend to use it on all my houses in future
being well satisfied both as to ils lasting qualities and also as to the'
shade it gives, which is sufficient to prevent burning, and yet not thick
enough to keep out the light, as the ordinary strong shading stuffs do

;

indeed, it is suitable for shading any kind of u\a.ni^.—Broom rield
Feb. 13, 187 [" •'

'

TIFFANY of various kinds always on hand. NETTING andSHADING, in pieces 10 yard lon^, 1% yard wide. TIFFANY in
pieces 20 yards long, 38 inches wide. For prices, fitc, apply to the
above address— 45, Dale Street, Manchester.

B
By Appointment to H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.
ARTON'S PATENT STABLE and HARNESS

ROOM FITTINGS, BRACKETS, &c.

Patronised by H.H. ilic \iLcro\ of E-)[)t, the Kin-; of the Belgians,
the King of Italy, the King of IloUand, by the principal Nobility ol
the Kingdom, and adopted by the first Architects and Builders o(
England and the Continent. Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt
of si.\ stamps.

For ALTERATION 01 STABLES a competent person can be sent
to any part, to inspect and give Estimates.

JAMES BARTON. Iron Works, 370, Oxford Street. W.

G ALVANISED WIRE NETTING.
Awarded " Mention Extraordinaire " at the Amsterdam

Exhibition,

Prices per Lineal Yard, 24 incht

Light.

; high.

Mostly used for

2 in. I Poultry ..

i| in. I Rabbits. Hares, &c.
i\ in. [Smallest Rabbits

3V-

Sid-

4W.

Strong.

Sd.

All guaranteed, and cairiage paid to any railway station.

J. B. BROWN AND CO
,

Offices—Qo, Cannon Street, London, E.C. ; Netting Warehouse and
Factory, 4, Laurence Pounlney Place (close to the Offices).

GALVANISED WROUGHT IRON
FITTINGS for WIRING WALLS

For tht PURPOSE of TRAINING FRUIT TREES
On the French system, and as recommended by Mr.

W. Robinson, F.L.S., in his new work, "The Parks,
Promenades, and Gardens of Paris."

Bv this system, nails and shreds arc entirely dispensed with, the
walls are not injured, and no harbour is afforded to small insects.
The tving of the Fruit Trees is effected in onc-lifih of the time
required tj the eld system the arnn^cment is so s mple that it

can casilj be t|
|

1 ed to anj \%alls by ncxpcncnted hands

Prices of Materl\ls :

—

GALVANISED RAIDISSEURS, for tightening the

Wires—one of these required for each line of Wire.

No. 900, 1^
ij.'

GALVANISED W \LL EYES. 6,/ per dozen.

GALV.\NISEn TERMIN,\TING HOLDFASTS,
2S, per dozen.

GALVANISED WIRE, 2.f. and zs. 6d. per loo yards.

Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of the above, and
of Fittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical
principles, free on application to

BARNARD. BISHOP and BARNARDS,
Norfolk Iron Works, Norwich.

G EORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,
For WARMING and VENTILATING.

Prices :
—

Coal Calorigen, £6 6s. I Gas Calorigen, £3 ^s.

Height, 36 ins. ; diameter, 21 do.
I
Height, 28 ins. ; diameter, 14 do.

A—the interior of the Room ; E—exterior of the Building ; C—wall

;

IJ—the Calorigen; E—a Cylinder; F—pipes communicating to
supply air for combustion, and carry off product; G—pipe for
passage of Cold Air to Calorigen ; H—outlet for ditto after being
made warm; I—gas burner

; J—door.

The only Gas Stove which retains the whole of the Heat given oft

by the Gas without vitiating the atmosphere.

It will be found very valuable in the Nursery or Sick Room, Damp
Buildings, Shops, Conservatories, Ulficts, &c Exhibited in the
Exhibition of 1871 (Department of Scientific Inventions). May be
inspected at the bole Manufacturers,

J. F. EARWIG AND CO..

I 36, Queen Street, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Change of Address.

I BEG respectfully to intimate that, after February i,
the Hot-water Apparatus branch of my Business will be carried

on by Mr THOMAS JONES, David Street, Manchester. the Inventor
of the "TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER," to whom I have handed
over the Business. In thanking my Patrons for pa; t favours, may I
ask a contiuance of the same to Mr. Jones, who will, I am sure, give
entire satisfaction ?

J. IRELAND. Edward Street, Broughton Lane, Manchester.

HAVING TAKEN to the BUSINESS of HOT-
WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER, hitherto

carried on by Mr. J. Ireland, Edward Street, it will in future be
conducted by me at the following address. Being the Inventor and
Patentee of the " Terminal Saddle Boiler," and having made the sub-
ject of Heating by Hot Water my special study for many years, I
trust by personal attention, and promptitude in executing all com-
mands with which I may be favoured, to secure a continuance of the
Patronage so long enjoyed by my predecessor.

THOMAS JONES, David Street, Manchester.

H ORLEVS PATENT ECONOMIC GARDEN
FRAME and PORTABLE CONSERVATORY.

Sues of Frames, with Price;—

The ridge of the Frames
rises i foot in all the
lengths. For example, take
No. 4, which has z-feet
glass sides, will be 3 feet
nigh in the centre.

No. 2 (^lass sides)
No. 3 (ditto)

No. 4 (ditto)

Height

Side.

Length of Frames.

ft. in. ft. in.

12 6
I

15 6
20 o , 24 6
22 6

' 20 5
25 6 30 6

The above Frames sent to an^ address on receipt of a post office
order for the amount. The glass is securely packed in a box, which is

charged for; but if the box is returned free, postage stamps will be
sent at once for the amount so charged.
Patentee and Sole Manufacturer of the Economic Garden Frames

—

M F HOM E\ H Irlt-r T d ! nLt n Beds

GREENHOUSES from the FINSBURY STEAM
JOINERY WORKS, i?i, Bunhill Row. London, E.C.

W. H. LASCF.LLES, Proprietor. Lists sent on application.
Prices for Houses, as above, m.ideof best red deal, and sashes 2 inches

thick, glazed with 16 oz. good sheet glass, delivered and fixed within
?o miles of London, painted four coats in best oil colour, including
ocks, gutter, down-pipe, and gearing for opening the ventilators at
one time,—heating, staging, brickwork not included :—
20 ft. by 12 ft. 40 ft, by 16 ft. 60 ft. by 20 ft. 100 ft. by 24 ft
£40 o o £-;g o £12^ o o jC'S^ 10 o

GARDEN LIGHTS AND BOXES.
3 ft. by 4 ft lights, 2 in, thick, unglazed 3*. each

,) „ glazed, i6'0Z. good sheet glass . , . . 61. „
6 fL „ „ 2 in. thick, unglazed .. .. .. .. .S'- n

M ,, glazed, 16 oz. good sheet glass ,. iii. „
Portable box containing one 6 ft. by 4 ft. light, painted lour

coats, ready for use .

.

30J. „
Portable box containing two ditto, 6 ft by 8 ft. .. .. 5S«- >
Estimates given for Conservatories or Greenhouses to any Design.

Tubular Boiler, ivUk
Water Bars.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials supplied for Heating

GREENHOUSES,
HOTHOUSES,

CONSERVATORIES,
Improved Conical.

*'^ubl?C^'
BUILDINGS, &c,
H O T -W A T E R

PIl'ES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and
T Pieces, Syphons, and
rvery Other connection
kept in stock.
W R o U G H T and

,

TAST-IRON CONI-
CAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONI-
CAL, also ELLIPTIC r

BOILERS, from 24s.
1

each.

Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
with or without Waicr-bars. from 52s. (>d. each
CAST and WROUGHTIRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on

Stand, for use without brickwork, from 60s. each.

/•rtf/.iW^ Hoiler Patentiortauu houer. xHROfTLE
and other VALVES,

FURNACE
DOORS, BARS,
and FURNACE
WORK of every

description and ^\7.e.

INDIA-RUBBER
,

RINGS for Pipe
'

j<iiiils; Sockets re- ,

c|uirc no other pack-
|

ill;;, and are perlectly
cr-tight.

with Water

Wh.-i

cry best manufacture, delivered at Railway or

LYNCH WHITE, Old Harge Iron Wharf. Upper Ground Street,
London, S.E. {Surrey side of Blackfiiars Bridge).

Price List on application.
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JAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders
and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.
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THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
(Incorporated bv Special Acts of Parliament.)

DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, TRAMWAYS, RAILWAYS, &c

Directors.
John Glutton, Esc.
Frederick L. Dasnwood, Esq.
Henr>' Farquhar, Esq,
Lord Garlics, M.P.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq.

Granville R. Ryder, Esq.
GranvilleR. H.Somerset. Esq.,Q.C.
Henr>' W. West, Esq., M.P.
Charles Watkin Williams Wynn,

Esq., M.P. (Chair lan).

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes
of AjjricuUural Improvement, includinfj the Erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
Tenants may, with the consent of their Landlords, execute the

necessary Improvements upon the Farms which they occupy, charging
them with the cost.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.—The Company also advances
money for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigation.

The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge upon
the land, redeeming principle and interest, over 25 years.

No investigation of title is required.

For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing IJirector, No, i, Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster, S. W.

Agricultural Land ImproTements.
DRAINAGE, SEWAGE IRRIGATION, FARM BUILDINGS,

LABOURERS' COTTAGES, &c.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

(Incorporated by Act of Parliament in 1849.)

Directors.
The Right Hon. Viscount Com-T. Chapman, Esq., F.R.S.

George Thomas Clark, Esq.
TohnC. Cobbold, Esq.
Henry William Currie, Esq.

bermere.
Edward John Hutchins, Esq.
Sir William Tite, M.P.,C.B.

Principal Engineer, Mr. J. BAILEY DENTON.
Agricultural Improvements of every kind are executed by the

Company, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer

carrying out the works by their own agents.
Tenant Farmers may also, by agreement with their Landlords,

procure the execution of such Improvements.
The outlay, with all official expenses, may be charged upon the

Estate, and paid off by a Rent-charjije of ahout 6 per cent., in 31 years,

or at the option of the Landowners in a shorter term.

No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.
Special arrangements will be made with Boards of Health, Sewer

Authorities, and others, for undertaking Works of Sewage Irrigation,

together with all Works incidental thereto. The outlay in respect

thereof may be repaid cither by a sum in gross, or by a terminable
yearly payment, discharging in a fixed period the principal amount
with interest thereon.

Application to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN, Esq., the
Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place, S.W.

EMIGRATION to CANADA.
THE EASTERN TOWNSHIPS.

I speak from the experience of many years' residence in the country
when I earnestly advise respectable English Emigrants coming to

Cinada to SETTLE in the EASTERN TOWNSHIPS, as being
especially suitable for them in point of Climate, Quality and Cheapness
of Land, beauty of Scenery, Social and Educational Advantages, and
Material Requirements.
To eenteel people of small means this district offers, pre-eminently.

a healthyj cheap, and independent home, and association, on equal
terms, with those of their own station of life. To the steady
Yeoman and industrious Agricultural Labourer it affords a sure and
easy means of settling in comfort and plenty on their own property.

It is the Protestant district of the province of Ouebec, and the
Grand Trunk Railway passes centrally through it, vm this place and
the Market Town of Sherbrooke, which are within three miles of each
other, and distant a five hours' run from Quebec and Montreal.
From Portland in winter, and from Quebec in summer, the Grand

Trunk Railway brings Passengers on their arrival by the Canadian
Steamers from Liverpool to this place direct, without more loss of
time than is needed to change the luggage from the Steamer to

the Train.

All particulars as to passage can be obtained at the Office of Messrs.
ALLaN and CO., Canadian Line of Steamers, Liverpool,
Every further information respecting the country will be given, by

letter, to those who desire it and let no one hesitate to apply to me
for it; there is no charge. JOHN H. CHAKNOCK.

I.ennoxville, Province o( Quebec, Canada, Jan. 10, 1872.

There is good Hotel accommodation both here and at Sherbrooke.

T EGAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE
-*-^ SOCIETY.

10, Fleet Street, Temple Bar. (Founded 1836.)

The Parliamentary Accounts required by the " Life Assurance

Companies Act, 1870," may-be obtained on application.

This Society has taken a leading part in freeing Life Assurance

Contracts from all needless restrictions.

The " Proposal Form" is most simple in its terms.

The Policies are " Indisputable," that is, free from future challenge.

The Invested Funds bear an unusually high proportion to the

Liabilities.

The Guaranteeing Share Capital of One Million (£160,000 paid up) is

fully subscribed by 300 Members of the Legal Profession.

Nine-tenths of the Profits belong to the Assured.

Settlement Policies in favour of Wife and Children, are granted in

terras of the " Married Women's Property Act, 1870."

E. A. NEWTON, Actuary and Manager.

Advice to Persons
ABOUT TO HIRE A HOUSE.

TO BUY A HOUSE.
TO BUILD A HOUSE.

Now Ready, with Plans and Woodcuts, Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.

THE CHOICE of a DWELLING ; a practical Hand-
book of Useful Information on all Points connected with a

House. By Gervase Wheelicr.
" Few compilations could be plainer, clearer, or more concise than

Mr. Wheeler's. It is intended for the general public, and is a very
compact and suggestive manual."

—

Builder.
"Mr. Wheeler furnishes us with his professional advice on all the

subjects that should be considered either in hiring, purchasing, or
building a dwelling. The book is most complete. —Civil Stt-vtce

Gazette.
' Mr. Wheeler's book is a ' practical handbook,' and much dis-

comfort, if not actual loss, may be saved by a careful perusal. With
reeard to drainage and ventilation, Mr. Wheeler's clear and

irks will be found of service,"

—

Fall Mall Gazette.
" Mr. Wheeler's book, for completeness, is the best that has appeared.

On every matter that can possibly be of service, there is sound and
seasonable advice."

—

The Irish Builder.
" Mr. Wheeler fairiy fulfils the object which he has set before him-

self. He avoids technicality, and cannot be misunderstood by unpro-
feGsionat readers."

—

A rchitcct.

JOHN MURRAY, Alb«marle Street, W.

Notice.
{Bv Appointment to the Royal Horliatittirai Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, without e.xtra charge
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertise tncnt Agents, gg, Fleet Street, E.C.

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S INTRODUCTION
to BOTANY. Fourth Edition, with Corrections and Additions.

Two Vols., 8vo, with Six Copper Plates and numerous Wood
Engravings. Price 24s, cloth.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, AND CO., Paternoster Row, E.C.

Loudon's One-Volume Encyclopaadias.
The Latest Edition, now on Sale ;—

THE ENCLYCLOP.EDIA of AGRICULTURE
;

comprising the Theory and Practice of the Valuation, Transfer.

Laying.out. Improvement and Management of Landed Property, and of

the Cultivation and Economy of the Animal and \'cgetabie Productions
of Agriculture. 8vo, with 1300 Woodcuts, price 21s.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA of GARDENING;
comprising the Theory and Practice o( Horticulture, Flori-

culture, Arboriculture, and Landscape Gardening. 8vo, with several

hundred Woodcuts, price 21s.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOP.EDIA of PLANTS
;

comprising the Specific Character, Description, Culture,

History, Application in the Arts, &c., respecting all the Plants

indigenous to, cultivated in, or introduced into Britain. 8vo, with
12,000 Woodcuts, price 421.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row, E.C.

New Work by Professor Ganot.
Nearly Ready, in One Vol., crown 8vo, with numerous Illustrations,

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY for GENERAL
READERS and YOUNG PERSONS; being a course of

Physics divested of Mathematical Formulas, expressed in the lan-

guage of daily life, and illustrated with Explanatory Figures, familiarly

ilucidating the Principles and Facts brought before the reader.

Translated and Edited from Ganot's Cours de Physique, with the

Author's sanction, by E. Atkinson, Ph.D. F.C.S., Professor of
Experimental Science, Staff College, Sandhurst.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row, E.C.

Complete in Three Volumes, 8vo, price 631,,

THE DICTIONARY of SCIENCE, LITERATURE,
and.A.RT; comprising the Definitions and Derivations of the

Scientific Terms in general use, together with the History and
Description of the Scientific Principles of nearly every branch o(

Human Knowledge. Fourth Edition, reconstructed by the late

Professor Bbande, F.R.S. (the Author), and the Rev. G. W. Cox,
M. A., assisted by Contributors of eminent Scientific and Literary

Acquirements.
" All readers in general ou"ht scientific terms, but such cross

to know that here they will find in 1 references from one to the other as

this cxcellert work, not only tech-
|
enable the student to exhaust any

nical and professional and scicn- 1 one series of topics 'conclusively ;

tific description and discussion of so that the work is in fact a true

the multitude of separate subjects cyclopaedia of knowledge as well

which are indicated by as many I as a mere dictionary of terms,

technical and pn.ifcssinnal -irid
:

Cjydaun' Chrouicle.

London: LuNi.;M.\NS. <.;R1':F,N'. .wn <^"o., r.aernoster Row, E.C.

Maunder's Popular Treasuries.
PRICE SIX SHILLINGS EACH WORK.

Each Tr^ajK^y complete in one compact volume, fcp. 8vo, of about
goo pages, comprising about 1800 columns of very legible type ;

price 6s. cloth, or gj. bd. bound in calf.

Cheaper Editions, Thoroughly Revised.

LINDLEY and MOORE'S TREASURY of
BOTANY, or Popular Dictionary of the Vegetable Kingdom,

with 20 Steel Plates and 274 Woodcuts. In Two Parts, price 12s.

MAUNDER'S SCIENTIFIC and LITERARY
TREASURY, with rooo New Articles by J. Y. Johnson,

Price 6j.

MAUNDER'S HISTORICAL TREASURY, cor-
rected and extended by the Rev. G. W. Cox, MA. Price ts.

MAUNDER'S TREASURY of NATURAL
HISTORY; a Popular Dictionary uf Animated Nature.

Price 6s.

MAUNDER'S TREASURY of GEOGRAPHY,
Physical, Historical, Descriptive, and Political. Price 65,

MAUNDER'S TREASURY of KNOWLEDGE
and LIBRARY of REFERENCE. Price 6s.

MAUNDER'S TREASURY of BIOGRAPHY,
reconstructed by W. L. K. Gates, Price fo.

AYRE'S TREASURY of BIBLE KNOWLEDGE,
with 5 Maps, t5 Plates, and 300 Wondcnts. Price 6s.

London : LONCMANS, GREEN, Asn Cn
, PatcrnoMcr Row, E.C.

The Six SliUllng Standard Cookery Book.
New Edition, thoroughly revised and enlarged, with additional Plates

and Woodcuts, price 6j. cloth.

MODERN COOKERY for PRIVATE FAMILIES
reduced to a system of Easy Practice in a Series of carefully

tested Recipes, in which the Principles of Baron Liebig and other
eminent writers have been as much as possible applied and explained.
By Eliza Acton.
"A much enlarqfed edition of so common in kitchens, yet shows

this useful collection of recipes
has lately been published. The
preface seems particularly worth
attention; it deprecates the waste
\* Of this popular Cookery Book about One Hundred and Twenty

Thousand (120,000) Copies have been sold.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row,E,C.

good cookery to be desirable for
persons of limited income as well
as for the wealthy,"

Gardeners' Chronicle.

Notice.
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICUL-

TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready;
price, in cloth, £1 ts. 6d.

W, RICHARDS. 41, AVellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Works on Botany, ^7 Dr. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: or. The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price is.

SCHOOL BOTANY; OR, The Rudiments ofO Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400
Illustrations, price 51. 6d.

MEDICAL and CECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic CEconomy, In i vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price
7;. 6d.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structural
and Physiological. With a Glossary ol Technical Ternis,

and numerous Illustrations. 121. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor LiNDLEY, of which "School Botany," and "The Vegetable
Kingdom," form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprisinc
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Technical
Terms, arc published in one oct.ivo volume, price 12s,

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for Medical
and other Students who have made themselves acquainted with the
Author's " School Botany."

N.B. The Glossary may be had separately, price 51.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; OR, The
Structure, Classification, and Uses of Plants. Illustrated

upon the Natural System. In One Volume, 8vo, cloth, price 361., with
upwards of 500 Illustrations.

London : BRADBURY, EVANS, and CO., 10. Eouverie Street. E.C

Ju.it published, Svo, 128 pages, neatly bound, y ,

THE FAIRFIELD ORCHIDS; a Descriptive
Catalogue of the Species and Varieties grown by IAS.

BROOKE AND CO., at Fairfield, near Manchester, with PretimLtiary
Chapters on the History, Structure, and Cultivation of these I'lants,
and a Copious Glossary of the Significations of the Names,

BRADUURY, EVANS, AND CO., London: and
JAS. IIROOKE AKD CO., Victoria Street, Manchester.

ANUALS for the MANY.
FLORISTS' FLOWERS, fd.
roULTRY BOOK. 6i.
WINDOW GARDENING,!),/.
MANURES, 3d.
RABBIT BOOK, Od.
HEATING MANUAL, &/.

M
GARDENING, 3<f.

ALLOTMENT FARMING, 3.^.

BEE KEEPING, ^d.

GREENHOUSES, 6d.

KITCHEN GARDENING, 4<f,

FLOWER GARDENING, 4J.

FRUIT GARDENING, 4<i.

\* Any of the above can be had post free for an additional postage
stamp.
London: yoiirnal of Hoyticullure and Cottas;e Gardener O^cc, 171,

Fleet Street, E.C.
To be had of all Bookstllers, and at the Railway Stalls.

Post-office orders to be made payable to Edward H. May.

Now ready, price is., free by post for 13 stamps, with g Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Eartnenwarc and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON and SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.C. ; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

Now ready,

THE SALIX, or WILLOW. By W. Scaling,
Willow Nurseryman, Easford, Notts. A revised and enlarged

edition, containing Instructions lor its Planting and Culture, with
Observations upon its Value and Adaptability for the Formation of
Hedges and Game Coverts.

Post free 11. : orofSIMPKIN, MARSHALL, AND CO., London.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT and
FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre,

Brandon), being a practical combination of Vinery, Orchard House
and Conservatory, as now worked in a New House erected for the
purpose at Chiswick, Third Edition, Illustrated. Free for seven
stamps to the

"Journal of Horticulture " Office, 171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

THE USEFUL WEATHER GUIDE (just
published), for Farmers, Gardeners, Sailors, &c. Six Copies

sent free by post on receipt of Two Penny Stamps,
T. ROBERTS AND CO., 8, Crane Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Now ready.

THE MONEYS of aU NATIONS, with their
correct value in English currency. Si.\ Copies sent free by post

on receipt of Two Penny Stamps.
T, ROBERTS anu CO.. 8, Crane Court, Fleet Street. London, E.C.

WANTED to PURCHASE, Volumes i to 17,
inclusive, of COATES' SHORTHORN HERD-BOOK.

Address, stating price, to

631, Midland Counties Herald Ofllce, Birmingham.

THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

REPRINTED from the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE, with ADDITIONS.

Price 3d, each, or 5s. for 25 Copies for distribution amongst Cottage Tenantry.

Dehvered Free anywhere in London on receipt of a Post Office Ortler, payal^le to WM. RICHARDS, at the

King Street Office, Covent Garden, W.C.

PUBLISHED at the OFFICE of the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL
GAZETTE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

THE JOUEIAL OF HOETICTFLTUEE,
Cottage Gardener, Country Gentleman, Bee-keeper, and Poultry Chronicle.

This popular Journal is published Weekly, price yi., stamped "^d., and Is the best Illustrated Gardening
Periodical for Amateurs and Coimtry Gentlemen. It treats on every branch of Gardening and Rural Economy
connected with the Household, as well as on all Departments of Science relating to these subjects, all of whicli are

treated popularly, rendering the Journal a welcome guest in every Country Home.

A SPECIMEN NUMBER sent by post for '^\d. stamps ; and it may be had of all nooksellers, and at the

Railway Stalls ; or, direct from the Office, on prepayment of the following Terms ;—One Quarter, 31. qu'. ;

Half-year, yj. bd. ; One Year, 155.

OFFICE: 171, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.
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JAMES BOYD and SONS, Horticultural
Builders and Heating Engineers, I'aislcv. NB.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, FORC-
ING HOUSES. PITS, and every description of Horticultural Buildinp,

manufactured in Wood or Iron by Steam-power Machinery, and erected

in any part of the United Kingdom, ftlanufacturers of Hot-water
Apparatus for Heating Churches, Mansions, Wareliouses, Sec.

Plans and Estimates on application.

London Office : i, Church Court, Clement's Lane, E.C^

WRITE to HEADLY and SON, Cambridge, for

their NEW ILLUSFRATED PRICE LIST of Garden
Archways, Vases, Garden Cliairs, Hose Reels, Weather A'anes, Wine
Racks, Pumps, Field Rollers, and Water Carls, post free on applica-

tion, Acents wanted.

GARDENER (Head), Age 28, single.—J. McDonald
offers his services to any Lady or Geniteman rcijuiring a thoroui;li

practiual Man.—G. F. , Km)., ML>nt.'l] I.iiigley, Derby.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen!
C:j.ARDENER (Hkai.).—Age ^o. marriL-d five yenrs.

' no family
; thorough practical experience in all branches. ' "

The Cottage.Jirooklands.ftlackheath Park, Kent, S E.
J. c.

/::j.ARDENER (meadj.—Age 29.
VJ Mana((en_icnt of Vines, Greenhouse, Cucumbers, Melons, and
Kitchen and Flower Gardening,
Essex.

Head).—Age
nhousi
Y. Z.,

understands the
mbers, Melons, and

Post Office, Colchester,

"PARTNERSHIP.

-

-By the retirement of one of the
Partners, an active Working Gardener may obtain a

PARTNERSHIP in a small Nursery and Jobbiri^j Business, on long
lease, in Islington, on moderate terms,—Mr, ROE, 20, William Street,

New North Road, Islington, N.

WANTED, a good working, pmct
GARDENER, where two only are kept.—^1

R, GARTH, Esq., The Lodge, Morden, Surrey

actical HEAD
tVpply by letter to

ANTED, a NURSERY FOREMAN.—One with
a good knowledge principally of Ouldoor Work, Laying-out

and Planting Grounds, &c.—Apply, by letter, stating wages, &c., to
HENRY POTTER. The Nurseries, Sutton, Surrey^

w
Nursery Foreman.

WANTED. IMMEDIATELY, a good WORKING
FOREMAN, for .^n Ouldoor Nursery —Must thoroughly

understand Grafting, Itudding, and the Raising of young Sccdlmg and
Nurserj- Slock, Fruit Trees. &c. There is a collage on the ground,
and a married Man would be preferred. Unexceptionable references
required for honesty, sobriety, and civility.—Apply, in own hand-
writing, Slating terms, and wages required, to ENOCH WHITE,
Bournemouth Nurseries, Hournemouth, Hants.

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING GARDENER,
where three are kept.—A conscientious, active, married man,

about 30 years of a"c, who thoroughly understands Growing Grapes,
Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables. A member of a Congregational
Church preferred.—Personal application at Summit House, Upper
Clapton, N.E., Saturday between ii and 4 o'Clock, afterwards before
12 o'clock.

Gsxdfiner
WANTED, a good practical WORKING

GARDENER, married, without family, who has a thorough
knowledge of the profession in every department; a cottage found to
live in on the place. Also an industrious, steady, SERV.\NT MAN,
to look after a pony and carriage, to assist in the garden, and make
himself generally useful ; he must be able to mow. Satisfactory
testimonials as to ability and character will be required from last

situation in each case.—Apply, stating age and wages, to Mr. W,
HASS,\LL, 30. Chenpsidc, Hanley Potteries.

WANTED, a GARDENER, near London. — He
must Clean Knives and Boots, and draw an Invalid Chair :

no Glass.—APRICOT,! .A.bbolt, Uarton, and Co., Advertising
Contractors. 269, Strand, London, W.C.

S'TED, a GARDENER, who understands
Greenhouse, Wall Trees, and Kitchen and Flower

Gardening. Wife to undertake the Laundry, Cottage found.—Rev.
W. HOMFRAY, West Retford Rectory, Retford. Notts.

VyANTE

WANTED, in a Market Garden, for the Greenhouses,
Vines, Cucumbers. &c., a good practical WORKING MAN.

To one thoroughly acquainted and industrious, liberal.wagcs'will be
given.—Apply, by letter, to Mr. POOLE. Osierley Gardens. Souihall.W.

WANTED, a young MAN, who has a knowledge of
genertJ Indoor Propagating, particularly of Ericas, to Assist

the Foreman.— B. MELL,\R, The Nurseries, Lee and Lewisham.

WANTED, a young MAN, used to Nursery work, to
take, when required, charge of Greenhouses; a knowledge of

Grafting and Pudding Ftutt Trees and Roses indispensable. State
wages, &c —G. J. WOOLLETT, Nurseries, Calcrliam, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Twenty years' experience in
England ajid Scotland in the Management of Stove, Green-

house, and Vines and Peaches. Seven and a half years in last siti
"

" he;Good references,-W. S., Post Office, Gateshead.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married; thorousihly
experienced in Pines, Vines, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers,

Strawberries, the Oi chard-house, iic, Slove and Greenhouse Plants,
and the Kitchen Garden and Pleasure-grounds. No single-handed
place accepted. Eight years' character.—G. R., Post-Office, Lower

S.WToolir , London, S. i

GARDENER (Head), orGARDENER and BAILIFF.
—Age 31, married, no family; has had long experience in Scot-

land and England ; understands the profession in every department,
also the Propagation and Management of young Forest trees. Satis-
factory reasons for leaving present situation. References can be had
from present and late employers —W. DUNBAR, Northleigh House,
Bradford -on-Avon, Wiltshire.

X ?"« k'^'T^', ?^?. window- Glass Warehouses.T A M i. t, M I L L h, 6. Iligli Street, and 12 and
rnNci;?.',! fe';5 1"''!- Sliorediich, London, E.
CONSEliVAlORYandURCHAKD-IIOUsii; GLASS

Gc:n,/>:c IVIiile Lead. Oils, Colour!, Brushes &=(GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES INDIA HIIRRFI!HUSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS,Src' '""'A-R"»»ER

^ ,

Prices upon application.

rJOTHOUSE CLOCKS, in Ornamental Iron C^JLJ. dronzcd, Japanned^ Enamelled, &c. No glass being used in" "-— --- • they are not liable to damage. Also,
the construction of these Clocks,

i'l*; ^vf^'t ^l'"i^ °l^'°"{.^^{y}"' ^I^
"°' '"J"'"<='1 byheaiVr d'ampjand, the keyholes being bushed, no dust or water can possibly enter.

_ . ,
Going 12 days,

Going 12 days, and striking

n . .. .
but not sinking. hours and half-liourg.

Price, medium size . . - jCo iS o £110
Price, large size .. ..too 160

Box and Package free of charge.
In ordering say if Clock is required to hang or stand.

J^T. WAINWRIGHT and CO., Cambridge Street, Hirmingham.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE for SILVER.
The REAL NICKEL SILVER, introduced more than 30 years

ago by WILLIAM S. BURTON, when Plated by the patent process
of Messrs. Elkington & Co., is beyond all doubt the best article next
to sierling silver that can be used as such, either usefully or ornament-
ally, as by no possible test can it be distinguished from real silver.

/^ARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Age 29,
V.'' married, one child; thoroughly understands Flower ant
Kitchen Gardening, Forcing, &c. Good personal chart
Office, Reigate.

id

A., Post

/^ARDENER (Head, Working), where one or two
V.^ others arc kept.—Age 31, single ; understands Plant and Forcing
Houses, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Good character.—
J- W.,45, Pleasan t Place, St. George's Road, Southwark, London, S.

Working.—Age 40, no
Ten years' excellent character,
of Mrs, Ede, near Hreakspcrc

/:ty\RDENER (Head),
V_X family ; thorough experience.
Wife good Laundress.-X. V. G., ca
Arms, Urockley Koad, near Deptford, Kent. S.E.

GARDENER' (Head, WorkIng), age 41, married!—
A Gentleman is anxious to recommend the above, who has

been in his service for the last three years. Understands Meadow
Land.—T. SIMPSON, Hand, near Arundel.

GARDENER (Head), where two, three, or more are
keyt—Age 26; thoroughly understands the Cultivation of

Pines, Vines, Peaches, Melons, &c. : good Plantsman and general
Gardener. Nine years' excellent testimonials from late employers.—
A. H., PostOltice, Hoe Street, Walthamstow.

GARDENER (Head), where three or four Men are
kept (age 46, married, three children, the youngest eight years

old) —W. P. Leach, of Byllcct Lodge Gardens, Weybndge, wishes for
a situation as above. He is a thoroughly practical Man. Wages, 26s.
per w;cek. with cottage, fuel, &c. First-class character and references.
Leaving in consequence of Mr. Carr's Exhibition Specimens being
offered for Sale at Messrs. Stevens'. I'idt Advertisement.—Address as
above

GARDENER.—Age 31, married
;
practical knowledge

of Stove and Greenhou'ie Plants, the Forcing of all Flowers,
Fruits, and Vegetables, and has been accustomed to Dinner-table
Decoration. Has Coiiservatory, Forcinfr-Houses. and Vineries under
hiscare, with four men under him. Land and Stock if required. Good
character.-H, H. BROOME, Scole, Norlolk,

assist
loroughly

WANTED, a steady, energetic MAN, experienced
in Landscape Gardening ; must be able to Draw Plans.

—

R. THORNHILL, Bowdon Nurseries. Bowdon, Cheshire,

WANTED, from March 25 next, to take charge of a
Home Farm in Lancashire, a MAN and his W^IFE—the Man

to have the entire superintendence and responsibility of the Farm,
containing about 300 Acres. Besides having a thorough practical
knowledge of Agriculture, he must be a good Accountant. The Wile
must be competent to take charge of the Dairy and Poultry Yard.
Ample Capital will be provided for the working of the Farm. The
salary will be a small fixed one, but a liberal percentage on the annual
profits will be given. None need apply who cannot bring the highest
testimonials- A Slan over 40, without a family, would be preferred.

—Applications, with testimonials, must be sent on or before March q,
to W., AthenEcum Club, Liverpool.

HCANNELL is in IMMEDIATE WANT of a
• thorough good BASKET PACKER, for Soft-wooded Plants

only. He must be quick and active, and well understand this business.
Good character indispensable ; waf^es liberal and progressive,—New
Florist Flower and Florist Flower-Seed Merchant, Woolwich.

WANTED, an active and intelligent COUNTER
MAN.—Particulars to FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON

& SONS, Seed Merchants, Chester.

WANT PLACES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENDERSON and SON, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, N.W.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearlv stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.
—Highgale Nurseries, London, N.

GARDENER—Wife as Cook or Laundress, orto
in the house in any way in a small family. Both thor

understand their duties. Ages 48 and 49, no familj-. Person.iI
character from where they are now leaving,—G. GRACE. South Vale
House, Blackheath, S.E.

GARDENER, or FOREMAN {age 26). — A
Gardener^ who is parting with his Foreman, wishes to obtain

for him a place either as Gardener in a small place where two or more
arc kept, or as P'oreman. Can be highly recommended. Twelve years'
good character.— H. B., Gardener. Hunsden Bury, Ware, Herts.

/ ^ARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).—
yJ Age 28, married, no family ; thorough knowledge of the
profession. Now disengaged. Four years' reference.—C. N,, Post
Office. Earley, Reading.

Patterns. Fiddle or
,

Old Silver.
Bead. Thread. King's (

Shell.

Table Forks or Spoons, £ s. d. j^ s. d. £ t. d. £ 1.

per dozen Iiio. ai. as. 25
Dessert do. do. do. .. 1 a . 1 7 i 10 . i ir
Tea Spoons 14

These are all as strongly plated, and arc in every respect at least
equal to what other houses arc selling as their first quality at very
much higher prices.

A Second Quality of Fiddle Pattern.
Table Spoons and Forks £1 2 per dozen.
Dessert ... 16 ,,

Tea Spoons ,. .. ,, ro ,,

Tea and Coffee Sets from £'i i^s. to £71 i6s. ; Dish Covers from
£0 to ;£26; Corner Dishes, £7 10s. to ;Ci8 i8t., the set of four; Biscuit
Boxes, I2S. to £5 5j. ; Cruet and Liquor Frames, &c., at proportionate
prices.
The largest stock in existence of plated Dessert Knives and Forks

and Fish-eating Knives and Forks and Carvers.
Ail kinds of replatinj' done by the patent process,
WILLIAM S. BURTON, Furnishing Ironmonger, by Appointment,

to H. K. H, the Prince of Wales, sends a Catalogue containing upwards
of 850 Illustrations of his unrivalled stock, withlists of prices and plans
of the 20 large Show-rooms, post free. 39, Oxford Street, W. ; i, i a,
2. 3, and 4, Newman Street

; 4, 5. and 6. Perrj-'s Place ; and i, New-
man Yard. London. W. The Cost of delivering Goods to the most
distant parts of the United Kingdom by Railway is trifling.
WILLIAM S. BURTON will always undertake delivery at a small
fixed rate.

K I N A H A N'S L L WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the very

CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalled, perfectly
pure, and more wholesome than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words, " KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal. labeT, and cork.
New Wholesale Depot, 6a, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Strcet,W.C.

' SWM. YOUNGER and CO.
EDINBURGH, INDIA PALE and DINNER ALES.

Sparkling, refreshing, nourishing and economical.
To be had of the principal retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands arc frequently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 174Q. I-ondon Stores, Belvedere

Road^ S.E. ; Liverpool, i. Seel Street; Bristol, 14, Narrow Quay;
Dublin Stores, 7, Lower Abbey Street; Swansea, Quay Parade;
Glasgow, Queen Street ; Birmingham, 13, Temple Street.

E

C;i ARDENER (Second), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
^ man's Establishment, or Head, where one or two are kept-

Age 21.—N. E. W.. Post Office, Goathurst, Bridgwater, Somarset.

GARDENER (Second or Single-handed).—
Age 23 ; understands Greenhouse, Conser\atory, Flower and

Kitchen Gardening, ike. Two years and 6 months character.

—

Address, slating wages. loG. 0-, Harold's Wood, near Romford. Esse.\.

GARDENER, where assistance is given, or a good
Single-handed place.—Thoroughly understands the Growing of

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Vines, Melons, and Cucumbers, also
Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Good relerence from previous
employers.—A. B C, Post-Ofiice, Cobham, Surrey.

FOREMAN {or Head), where two or three are kept.

—

Age 24, single, active, and sober; understands the routine of
Kitchen and Flower Gardening, Plant-houses, and Vineries, Good
character.-W. B. , 23, Market Street, Leek, Staffordshire.

FOREMAN.—Age 25 ;
good practical knowledge in

everj' branch of the profession. Good character from present
situation,—C^G,, St. John's, Burgess Hill, Sussex.

FOREMAN, in a First-class Estabhshment.
good Plantsman. South preferred

Post Office, Duflield, Derby.

Age 23
Highest references.— A, Z

PROPAGATOR and FOREMAN (Working), or
PROPAGATOR of Stove, Greenhouse, and Soft-wooded Plants,

Conifers. Fruit Trees, Roses, and General Nursery Stock.—HORTUS,
Mr. Dimbleby's, Tamworth.

PROPAGATOR, and Grower of Flowering Plants for
Market.—Age 26, single.—J. C, Rosherville, Barkby Road,

Thurmaston, Leicester.

Grateful—ComfortiJig.PS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the
operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of
the fine properties of a well selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has nrovided our
breakfast-tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save
us many heavy doctor's bills,"

—

Civil Service Gasette,
Made simply with boiling water or milk.

Each packet is labelled,
JAMES EPPS and CO., Homceopathic Chemists, London.

r\iNNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache*

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFOKD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. •

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

BILIOUS and LIVER COMPLAINTS. Indigestion,
Sick Headache, Loss of Appetite, Drowsiness, Giddiness,

Spasms, and all Disorders of the Stomach and Bowels are quickly
removed by that well-known remedy, FRAMPTON'S PILL of
HEALTH.
They unite the recommendation of a mild operation with the most

successful effect; and where an aperient is required nothing can be
better adapted.
Sold by all Medicine Vendors, at is, ij^rf. and at. (jd. per box, or

obtained through any ChcmisL

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at is. i}id., 2s. 9^., 4$. 6rf., and ii«.

WANT PLACES.—John Harrison has a number
of clever, experienced GARDENERS on his books, whose

characters and abilities are everything
England Rose Nursery, Darlington.

that can be desired,—North of

MANAGER of Colonial Garden or Estate,
Man (age 29, married, one child), is desirous of e . ^

self as above. He is w-ell acquainted with Garden and Estate" Alan

A young
child), is desirous of engaging him-

agemenl, is a thorough Tea Planter, and knows something of Grazing
and Farming. Would prefer the settled Pacific States of America,

—

HORTUS, The Editors. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, ^V.C.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, no family
;

understands the profession in all its branches. Good references,
and character from last place.—G. W., Clarence Nursery, Gravesend.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 26, single; understands
Gardening in every branch. First-class character from present

employer.—W.B., Post Office, Burgess Hill, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head). —Age 30, single; well e.xperi-
enced in every- branch of the profession, including the Early

Forcing of Pines, \incs, Peaches, Melons, &c., also good Plantsman
and Flower and Kitchen Gardener. First-class references —
GARDENER, Stockleigh House, Regent's Park North, N.W.

GARDENER (Head).—A middle-aged man, married,
without family, of many years' experience, is desirous of obtain-

ing a comfortable situation, where Gardening is well carried out.
First-class recommendations.—J. P., B. S. Williams, The Victoria
Nurscnes, Upper Holloway, London, N.

PROPAGATOR (Second).
Camellias, Clematises, Coniferie, Rhododendrons,

Age 20 ; understands
. Ihododendrons, Roses, and

Vines; also Snft-wonded Plants. Good references.—A. B., Heather-
side Nurseries, I!,ig5hot.

To Nurserymen and Gentlemen's Gardeners.
WANTED, to place a YOUTH, to learn the Business.

A small Premium will be paid. Board and lodging only
required.—J. M., Mr. Passmore, i, Cambridge Place, Hyde Park,
London, W.

IMPROVER (for 12 months), under a good Gardener,
in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Establishment, where Kitchen

and Flower Gardening and Forcing are thoroughly carried out.

—

Age 24, steady and respectable, with i8 months character. A good
Premium will be given.—W. MICKELBURGH, 12, Upper Woodcote
Place, Lower Norwood, Surrey, S.E.

BAILIFF, or UNDER STEWARD, or to assist a
Corn Factor, &c —Middle-aged, married. A long-experienced

6radical Farmer. Good references —J. C, Post OITice, Lamboume,
erks.

FARM BAILIFF, now open to an engagement.

—

Native of Scotland, middle-aged, married; thoroughly under-
stands the Management of Arable and Pasture Land, fie, and all

classes of Stock. Has Managed a Large Home Farm in the Midland
Counties for eight years ; Wile has Managed Dairy and Poultry during
the above-named period.—References, &c,, on application to A. D. R.,
Post- Office, Tamworth.

To Gentlemen and Nurserymen.
CARPENTER and JOINER.-Middle-aged, married

;

can undertake the general Repairs, can do Painting and Glazing,
and make himself generally useful in the diflerent branches of the
Trade. Low wages for constant employment.— P. B., 6, Alfred
Cottages, Eltbam, Kent, S.E,

/COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
^^ These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the
best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action
of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the
luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioninfj
no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity o£
acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary, ihey are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-

liarity of their composition, , They are not recommended as a panacea,
nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efhcacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to slate that they have been resorted to under

all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alterations, with

an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughoat the United Kingdom in boxes
at II, i)^d., zi. <^., 41, bd., and us., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

COCK!
TH
LE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
E OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxes at is. ij<rf., 2j. gd., 45. &i., and iii.
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ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

SUTTON & SONS,
^^.

SEEDSMEN TO
H.M. THE aUEEN VICTORIA,
H.E..H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
H.R.H. THE PRINCESS LOUISE OF LORNE,

&c. &c. is;c.

,

Desire to call the attention of all who have a Garden to the following

THE EMPEROR OF GERMANY,
THE KING OF PORTUGAL,
THE KING OF DENMARK,

CHOICE VEGETABLE, FRUIT, AND FLOWER SEEDS.
SUTTONS'

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS OF

VEGETABLE SEEDS
For One Year's Supply, Carriage Free.

Containing only the choicest and best known varieties.

-fiT^T^-

Any articles tioi reginred 7tiay ^ , , ^.^* *^";

be omitted and others siihtt- '

'' ""''''""' /<"

tilted nccordins to the wish 'L j*'^'^

0/the purchaser. Garden
C a rrta,^e free

Betteridge's Prize Quiiled Aster.
This is one of the finest strains of Quilled Aster

in cultivation ; and wherever flowers Iiave been
exhibited, they have invariably taken Prizes.

12 varieties, separate, ^s. \ 6 do. do., ^s. 6d.
The same in mixture, per packet, u, 6d.

Thomson's Superb Calceolaria
(Dalki:ith Strain).

The followinK is extracted from the Gardeners' ChroiticU of
June 26, 186-) :—" The Korseously coloured ilowers, from pure
while to dark purple, spotted and shaded in every conceivable
manner, are of great substance and size, and the colour
perfect. What seemed a most remarkable characteristic of
the strain, was that the lenv»s were as green and healthy as
Spinach, which is rarely the case with such high-class flowers
as these." Packets, 2j. 6d. and is. 6d. each.

PEAS (best sorts succession)
BEANS, ditto
FRENCH liEANS, ditto..
BKET(Suttons'Inipd., and others),
nORECOLEor KALE ..
BRUSSELS SPROUTS ..

BROCCOLI (best succession) ..

CABBAGE (best sons) ..
SAVOY (Dwarf Ulm. &c.)
CA R ROT I Early Horn and others)
CAULIFLOWER ..

CELERY (Suttons- superb) V.
COUVE TRONCHUDA
ENDIVE Ifme curled) ..

CRESS {plain, curled, &c.)
{CUCUMBER (Suttons* frame) ..

LEEK ttj-ue Musselbureh)
LETTUCE (Suttons' superb, &c,

)

MUSTARD (White) ..

MELON (best netted kinds)
ONION (Suttons' Readinrr. &c.)

.

PARSLEY (Suttons' curled) ..
PARSNIP (Student and Jersey) .

RADISH (frame, turnip, &c.) .

.

SPINACH .. .. ..

SALSAFY
SCORZONERA ..

TURNIP (Snowball, &c)
VEGETABLE MARROW
SWEET and POT HERBS ..I
RAMPION ..

TOMATO ....
i

CAPSICUM '!

CORN SALAD .. . i

ORACHE I

20 quarts
8 ditto

8 pints

3 packets
4 ditto
1 large pack.

7 ditto

7 packets
3 ditto

16 ounces
a large pkt
2 ditto

1 packet
i|4 ounce
I'a pint and
2 packets
4 packets
I ounce
6 packets
1 quart

3 packets
13 ounces
2 ditto
6 ditto

SI ounces
3 pints
I large packet
I ditto

]6 ounces
I large packet
6 packets
I ditto
I ditto

I ditto
I ditto

I ditto

£2 2s. Od.
I £1 Is. Od.

Collection for Collection U
a Mcdinm-size
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New Roses for 1872.

JOHN FRASER, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries. E., begs
to announce that good planis of the NEW ROSES of 1872 arc

now ready.
A Priced LIST, with descriptions, may be had on application.

ROSES. ROSES, ROSES.—Twelve choice Standard,
and Twenty-four choice Dwarfs, sent lo any address, on receipt

of post-office order fur 211., package included.
lAMKS WALTERS. Mount Radford Nursery, Exeter. Devon.

Show Roses.

A PRICED LIST of the best Hybrid Perpetual Show
ROSES: also a PRICED LIST of choice Variegated

GERANIUMS, post free, on .npplication to
ALFRED FRYER. The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

NEW ROSES for 1872, in 40 best Varieties, worked
in the very best style. Extra strong, well furnished plants {not

to be surpassed), now ready. Descriptive LISTS, with raisers'
names, on application.
HENKY It£NNETT, Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford, near

Wilton, Wilts,

/ iHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette.
V^ China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in
pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots^—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SM I TH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

Very Strong Fruiting Vines.
EXCELLENT strong Fruiting Canes of BLACK

HAMBURGH and other VINES can be supplied at
Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare Plants,

King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W,

PINES.— Fruiting and Succession, Smooth Cayennes,
Jamaicas, and Queens, very fine, from a Stock that never had

scale. M. RuCUFORD, Page Green , Tottenham. N.

WEBBS PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS.
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

Notice.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICUL-
TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLUME foriS?! is now ready

price, in cloth. £1 6s. 6d.

W. RICHARDS.4I. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY. Regent's Park.~
The FIRST EXHIBITION of SPRING FLOWERS will

take place on WEDNESDAY NEXT, March 13, for one day only.
Pnzes ore offered for Azaleas, Primulas, Cinerarias. Hyacinths,
Tulips. &c. Schedules and all particulars can be obtained at the
Gardens.

Camellias.

WM. PAUL begs to announce that his CAMELLIAS
are NOW in FULL BLOoM. and respectfully invites a visit

of inspection. Adjoining the "Waliham" Station. Great Eastern
Railway, hair an hour's ride from St. Pancras or Bishopsgate Station.

PAUL'S Nurseries. Waltham Cross, N.w M. KNIGHT is now sending out 12 Varieties
of the NEW FUCHSIAS of 1871. selected as the best of the

season, in extra strong Plants for Exhibition, for loj. 6d. the set
package included.

Floral Nurseries, HaJlsham, Sussex.

.
To the Trade and Others.

T>EST BEDDING GERANIUMS, strong summer
J-* and autumn struck, from store pots, at 12*. perioo; cuttincs,
half-pnce. ^ '

T. L. MAYO. Floral Nurseries, Hereford.

To the Trade.
STUART. MACDONALD. and CO.'S

Strain of CALCEOLARIA, PRIMULA, CINERARIA, CAR-NATION b and PICOTEES are the finest in cultivation.
Seed Warehouse, Southampton Row, Holborn, London. W.C.

To the Trade.
SHOW and FANCY PANSIES.-The Subscriber

has many thousand fine plants of the leading varieties, from 20s.
to 30t. per 100.W PAUL. Crowflot Nursery, Paisley.

TPVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
-i-J KEPT in STOCK at
CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holborn, London,

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
SEEDS.— Price 12s. 6d., 211., 30J., 421., and 631. Packing and

carnage Iree.
^

237 and 238, High Holbom, London, W.C.
ARTER'S COLLECTIONS of

' VEGETABLE
SEEDS will produce a constant supply of the best vegetables

all the year round.

CARTERS COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE
SEEDS.

For Cottage Gardens,
]
For Small Gardens, I For Medium Gardens,

pnce lai. 6d.
\ price 3 11.

I price 30J. and 42s.
Packing and carnage free. Five per cent, for cash payment.

237 and 238, High Holborn, London. W.C.

VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS.
GLADIOLI and ROSES.

^.^^^A P"criptive CATALOGUES sent post free on application.DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Seedsmen, &c., 52, George Street,
Edmburgh. " '

"^HE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
"^^...T ^T. 32. Maida Vale, Edgware Road. W.
/nV^J?

BESTER. Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers PunriuaJity, Liberality,

and Genume Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

Rhododendron Stocks and Clematis Roots,
Fit for immediate use, can be supplied byMESSRS. CRIl'PS AND SON.

Usual Discount lo the Trade.
The Nurseries, Tunbridgc Weils, Kent.

Rhododendrons, Rhododendrons.
GFARNWORTH can supply a large quantity of the

• above, various sizes; other Nursery Stock at a low rate-
Prices and sample on application.

The Nurseries. Matlock.

CHARLES NOBLE has some thousands of magnifi-
cent Hybrid Seedling RHODODEMDRONS. ranging from 1 to

4 feet. Such Plants are scarcely to be equalled, and ihc unprecedented
prices at which they arc now being sent out arc seriously alarming the
Nu^^e^v Trade. Bagshot.

LI INE Strong transplanted LARCH FIR.
-1- Price on application
WM. WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nursery and Seed Warehouse,

Maresfield, near Ucitfield, Sussex. _______^
Strong Larch, 2 to 4 feet.

JAMES DICKSON ano SONS can still supply the
above.

Newton Nurseries. Chester.

QTRONG and EXTRA STRONG THORN.
KD Large buyers liberally treated. Samples on application.
JAMES DICKSUN and SONS, Newtun Nurseries. Chester.AVENUE TREES.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, Stoiolect. LIMES, 8 to lo feet.
Very fine and at moderate prices. Particulars on application.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries , Chest e r.

IT RUE LONDON PLANE TREES, 15 feet high, and
straight as gun-rods, 421, per dozen; also a great variety of

STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES for Parkor Avenue Planting.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurserymen. Worcester.

OTRGNG THORNS and LARCH.—Buyers of the
C7 above will be liberally dealt with. For samples and prices apply to
RUSH and YEATS (late Chivas & \Veaver), Eaton Road

Nurseries, Chester,

sPRUCE for SALE.—A large quantity of very fine
transplanted SPRUCE, from 2% to 3 feet ; also 3 to 4 feet. For

"
'--"

' —:pply to

, LAKE. The Nurseries. Bridgwater.

F OX and GAME COVERT,
ENGLISH BROOM, a to 3 feet, loi. per 1000.
BITTER OSIER. 251. per 1000.
EVERGREEN PRfVE r,30j;. to 40J., and goj. per 1000.
W. MaULE and sons, The Nurseries, Bristol.

rOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, bees to offer

—

ILEX (Holly), green and variegated, £S to £t2 per 100.
CATALPA SYRINC^FOLIA AUREA, 41. each.

TRANSPLANTED AUSTRIAN PINE, very strong
bushy plants, ij^ to 2 ft., and 3 to 2% ft., well rooted. Samples

and special quotations on application.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, " Upton " Nurseries,

Chester.

LARGE specimen CROTON VARIEGATUM. 6\ or
7 feet high, 6 feet in diameter, very well shaped and nicely

coloured, price 63J.

JOFfN MORSE, Nurseryman, Dursley, Gloucestershire.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY. Cuttings, or Rooted
Cuttings, of GERANIUMi Mademoiselle Christine Nilsson,

Pink Nosegay, and Geranium Glow. State price per dozen or 100 to
JOHN NOBLE, Paradise Nursery, Boston Spa. Yorkshire.

WANTED, CENTAUREAS, and ALTERAN-
THERA AMCENA.—State price, siic, and quantity.

H. CAN NELL. Florist, Woolwich.

WANTED, 500 AZALEA INDICA, established
plants, in ^2 'sand 48's pots ; good heads, well set with flower

I
buds. LowBst prices for cash.

' JAMES WHOMES, Royal Nursery, Windsor.

PARIS.
I

SUTTONS* GRASS SEEDS for ALL
1867.

I
SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H. R.H. the P rince of Wales, Reading. Berks.

Improvement of Grass Lands by Sowing
SUTTONS' RENOVATING MIXTURE of fine

GRASSES and CLOVERS, price lod. per lb,. S6s. per cwt.
Carriage free. Sow in February and March. 6 tu 12 lb. per acre.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

NEW GIANT HYBRID COW CLOVER.—

A

great acquisition. A Hybrid between Cow Grass and Common
Red Clover—will mow three heavy crops in one year, and succeeds on
Clover-sick land. Price 21. 6d. per lb. Cheaper by the cwt.

SUTTON AND SONS. Seedsmen 10 the Q ueen . Reading.

uJk iNSON's "itXiTa n"^"rye-grass~^^eed^
may now be had by Agriculturists applying to him. Price perD

;
per bushel, 7^.

New Park. Lymington. Hants.

LIITLE AND BALLANTYNE, Carlisle, have just
issued their SPRING SOWERS' GUIDE for 1872. containing

prices and descriptions of liARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS, FARM
SEEDS, &C. ; copies of which will be sent free on application.

EASPVERSCHA FFELTS Niir"sery,~ 134, Faubourg
de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had, free,

from his Agents, Messrs. R. S.ILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

"\riCTORIA and ALBERT RHUBARB, i6s. per lOo;
V the noted GRAVESEND ASPARAGUS, 3-yr. old, a*. 6d. per

100. Much cheaper in lar^e quantities,
T. EVES, Gravcsend Nurseries.

RICHARD WALKER can supply the following lor
cash:—Best SEAKALE for forcing. 71. per lOo; SEAKALE

for planting-out, 3^ per 100 ; ASPARAGUS, ^i per 1000 ; WHITE
SPANISH ONION SEED, all new and genuine.

The Market Gardens. Biggleswade, Beds.

Special Offer to the Trade.
ASPARAGUS ROOTS.—Strong i-yr. old. 35. 6d. per

1000 ; strong 2-yr, old, 8s per 1000 ; strong 3-yr. old, 10s. per tooo.

Cash or reference required from unknown correspondents
THUMAS PERKINS. 42, Drapery. Northampton.

/^lANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best that
y~.^ money can procure, all certain to grow, 21. 6ii, per too. This
delicious Vegetable does not require half the expense usually incurred
in planting it. See RICHARD SMITH'S SEED LIST for 1872.

Extra strong SEAKALE, as. per dozen,
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman. Worcester.

BIRD'S KING of the CUCUMBERS, is. 6d. per
packet. The best for exhibition.

BIRD'S QUEEN of the MELONS, 11. per packet. The best
green-fleshed variety. May be had of all the Seed Trade, and of

JAM ES BIRD, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Downham,

TELEGRAPH CUCUMBER PLANTS. —Strong
Plants are now ready for sending out, carefully packed to travel

safely. Price on application to

A. WATKINS, Nursep', Bishop Stortford, Herts.

BELL'S MARKET FAVOURITE CUCUMBER.
—The best and most prolific White Spine in cultivation. Averts

length 24 in, ; easy culture, fine form, colour and flavour. Six seeds, is. od.

JOHN "BELL. Seedsman. Exchange Street, Norwich.

PRIZETAKER, PARTRIDGE, and other PEAS for
field sowing Prices on application to

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, 102 and 108, Eastijate Street, Chester-

To the Trade.

J AND W. MYATT, Mile End. Colchester, have to
• offer a few of Myatt's Early Prolific Ashleaf POTATOS,

Laxton's Supreme PEAS, and a few pounds of Snow's BROCCOLI
Seed. Price on application t

OTATOS. selected for Seed.—Priced LISTS,
post free.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS. Newton Nurseries, Chester.

V
Seed Potato.

EITCH'S IMPROVED ASHLEAF,
£^ per Ton.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

To tlie Trade.
AMERICAN ROSE POTATO, to be Sold, cheap.

For price, apply to

E. HOLMES. Whittington Nursery. Lichfield.

Royal Ashleaf Fotatos.

JOHN PERKINS, Sen., has a quantity of the above
to offer, all good sound tubers, and true to name, at £6 per ton.

52, Market Square, Northampton
. ^^

<JEED POTATOS. in quantity, of Kidney Myatfs
k3 Ashleaf. Early Ashleaf, Lemon. Early Handsworth, round, and
Early Golden Dwarf, at grcatlv reduced prices per cwt, or ton.

H AND R STIRZAKE'R. Skerton Nurseries. Lancaster.

QEED POTATOS.—Ten Tons Early Goodrich.
tO Twenty Tons Dalmahoy, Twenty Tons Drummond's Early
Prolific, Ten Tons Early Shaws. For price, inquire of

N. L., Post Oflice. Chatteris, Cambs

i;jEED POTATOS.—True and good samples of
k3 Myatt's Royal Ashleaf. Gloucester Kidney. Early Handsworth,
&c, at 61. 6d. per cwt . including bags and carriage to London.

T. EVES, Gravcsend Nurseries.

Seed Fotatos.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

and Seed Merchants, Slealord, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS is

now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon application.

J AND G. McHATTIE, Sked Merchants, Chester,
• ofler AMERICAN EARLY ROSE, MOHAWK. MONA'S

PRIDE KIDNEY, and MYATT'S KIDNEY POTATO; also
WELSH RED CLOVER, direct from the Farmers. Prices on
application.

SEED POTATOS.—Quantity of Myatt's Ashleaf. Early
Shaws, Dalmahoys. and Scotch Regents for SALE, at moderate

prices.

SKINNER SKINNER, and SONS, Commission Fruit, Pea,
and Potato Salesmen. Covent Garden Market. W.C.

H ENRY ORMSON, Horticultural Architect,
Builder, and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

Stanley Bridge, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
Plans, Specifications, and Estimates on application.
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Fruit and Forest Trees, Shrubs, &c.

MARTIN AND SON, 7, Market Place, Hull, and
CoUinirhani, respectfully offer :— Per loo.— J. d

PEARS, JarRoneUe and Marie Louise, Standards 75 o

PLUMS, extra sirong, Standards loo o

ALDER, Q to 12 feet, fine 25 o

BEECH, Purple, 4 to 5 feet, fine So

ELMS, 8 to 12 feet 50^.10100
LABURNUMS, 6l09(eel 30 °

MAPLES, 7 to 10 feet 35 °

POPLARS. 10 to 16 feet 20s, to 40 o

ARBOR-VIT,-E, 3 feet, and very bushy, extra 40 »

BERHERIS JAPONICA, i to 2 feet " o

BOX (Tree), ver>- bushy, ir-< to 2 feet =5 o

DEUTZIA GRACILIS, i?^ foot, and SCABER, 3 to 4 feet .

.

35 o
WHINS, double, pots, very fine 5o o

LILACS, 3 to 4 feet, very bushy 4" o

ROSES, Hardy Perpetual, &c., very choice 400
YEWS, English. i]4 to 2 feet, very bushy 4° °

THUJA GfGANTEA. i to 3 and 4 feet, fine
"

ELEGANTISSIMA, 6 to 9 inches 70

HM£, common, 7 to 10 feet per dozen 18 o

,, Fern-leaf, Dwarfs and Standards, extra fine . . . , 24 o

PLATANUS.7to rofeet 18 o

GARRYA ELLIPTICA, 2 togfeet 12 o

LAURELS, Common, 1% to 2 feet, extra fine, per 1000, £6;
per 100 14 o

AUCUBA JAPONICA, is to 15 inches go

,, i-yr per 1000 8d o

SCOTCH FIR, 12 to 15 inches ti iz ^

SYCAMORE. 2 to 4 Icet .> 25°
POTATOS, Myatt's, fine per Ion 140 o

Martin & Sons respectfully offer, in 2s. 6d. packets, that best

of all known CAULIFLOWER BROCCOLI, ELLETSON'S
SURPRISE, having bought the entire stock of new seed this year of

Mr, Elletson,
The Martin & Son COLLECTION of GARDEN SEEDS,

containing 55 quarts of Peas, and all other kinds of seeds, suitable for

a larj^e garden. 63s.

No. 2 Collection. 425., contains 16 quarts of Peas, &c.
No. 3 Collection, 21s., contains 14 pints of Peas, &c.

MARTIN AND SON, Seed Merchants and Nurserj-men, Cottingham
and Hull. Established 178S.

Ccelogyne crlstata.

RS. YATES has broken up the plants exhibited by
• him at the Town Hall, Manchester, on Tuesday, February 20,

with upwards of 70 spikes of bloom on each. Not having sold inem,
he now offers PLANTS, with is or 15 strong bulbs, at 21J, each, on
receipt of stamps or post order.

Sale, Cheshire ; or 14, Corporation Street, Manchester.

CELOSIA PYRAMIDALIS.—This most gorgeous and
brilliant flower, of easy culture {as a Balsam), producing its

elegant and dazzling blooms m autumn and winter, is one of the most
desirable acquisitions recently introduced. R. S. Yates having now
tested the vitality of his seed, saved from the stock inspected by manv
eminent cultivators whilst growing at Sale, and cut spikeS of which
have been daily exhibited and sold at his place of business in Man-
chester, now offers, with every confidence, the seed tothePublic
R. S. Yates will forward it in y. packets, containing two dozen seeds,

or 5s. packets, lour dozen seeds, on rQceipi of cost in stamps or post

order. R. S. Y. begs to say that although his stock is very limited

(not exceeding i oz, of seed), he is confident it will produce 95 percent,
of plants To those who have already remitted amounts on account,

and who do not receive the seed in due course, would they please

apply ?

Sale, Cheshire ; or 14, Corporation Street, Manchester, March 7, 1872.

RICHARD GREGORY (late Isaac Smith) Froggatt
Nurseries, Calver, near Sheffield, offers as follows:—

ALDER, 5 to 8 ft-, 6f. per 100 |
ASH, Mountain, 3 to s ft,, 20J. per 100a

ASH, Common, 2 to 3 feet, ifc. ; 3 to 4 feel, 205. per 1000.

BEECH, 1% to 2 feet, r6s. ; 2 to 3 feet, 20J.
; 3 to 4 feel, 2$s. per 1000.

BEECH, 6 to 10 feet. 20s. per 100 |
BIRCH. 6 to 9 feet, 20J. per 100.

HORSE CHESTNUT, 6 to 10 feet. 205.: 3 to 12 feel, w. per 100.

LARCH. 910 15 ins., 8s. ; 1 to i'^ ft, lOi. 6d.; i% to 2 ft., 15s. per looo,

SPRUCE, 2 to 3 feet, igr. ; 2!^ to 3?; feet, i8s. per 1000.

SILVER FIR, 2 to 3 feet. los. per 100 |
BALM of G I LEAD, 6j. per 100.

SYCAMORE, 4 to 5 feel, 18s. ; 5 to 6 feet, 201, per 1000.

„ 6 to 8 feet, los. ; 8 to 10 feet, 15J. per roo.

YEW, English, 2',j to 4 feet, 751. per loc.

GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, all the best show and other

vaxicties, loi. per loa — - - _ - -

Flo\%ering SHRUBSmvarieties, 35^ per 100. Will remove with excel-

lent roots.

Spring Flowers.
LEWIS WOODTHORPE begs to offer the

following :— Per dozen—s. d.

AURICULAS, finest mixed alpines, very choice strain .. ..26
I, good named varieties - - ..60

VIOLETS, The King, The Queen. The Czar, Giant, Double
Crimson, Neapolitan, Devoniensis. and Obliqua striata .,30

HEPATICAS, double red, single blue, pink, and red . . ..40
DAISIES, in six distinct named varieties 30

„ aucub.-Efolia. the Golden Blotched, and Daisy .. ..40
ROCKETS, double white and double purple 30
POLYANTHUS, in very choice laced varieties 26
PANSIES, finest named border varieties 40
PAMPAS GRASS, in pots 30
WALLFLOWERS, double golden and black 40
CHRISTMAS ROSE, Helleborusniger 60
IVIES, 12 of the best golden and silver tricolor ,. .. 10 o.

CLEMATIS, 20 distinct named varieties 10 o
PRIMROSE, double white and double yellow 60

„ double purple and crimson .. .. 60
,, double salmon, a new and splendid variety .. . . 12 o

HELTANTHEMUM, the Sun Rose, named varieties, in pots 4 o
CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, superb named varieties,in pots 4 o

ADescriptiveCATALOGUEof NEW and CHOICE PLANTS free.

Munro Nurserj', Sibie Hedingham, Esse.'^.

Dalillas, Fot Roots, from
HENRY MAY'S unequalled COLLECTION. —

Twelve fine exhibition kinds, 6s. ; 7a kinds, QS ; 48 kinds, 15s.

Purchaser's selection from Catalogue a little extra. Now is a good
time to procure the dormant pot roots. Henry May can also supply
large ground roots of most kinds of Dahlias that are of service for
exhibition at u. each.

Fine named PHLOXES, of the best kinds, 6j. per dozen.
Fine named FUCHSIAS, ,, 4J. per dozen.

This is the proper season to remove Rock, Alpine, and Hardy
Herbaceous Plants, H. May's Collections are ver>' complete and
correctly named.
100 sorts ALPINE and ROCK PLANTS, £1 loJ.

100 ,, ,, superior varieties, £7 los.

loosorts Hardy HERBACEOUS PLANTS, for general decoration,30f.
100 ,, ,, superior varieties, 50*.

CATALOGUES of the above and Dahlias sent by return post.
CALCEOLARIA GEM, a dwarf, shrubby-habited golden-yellow,

throwing more bloom than Aurca floribunda, and not liable to die off

like that kind ; very much recommended. Price per dozen, 4s.
;
per

100, zos.

CALCEOLARIA TRIOMPHE DE VERSAILLES, an improved
Aurea floribunda, same kind of growth and foliage. Per dozen, 45.

;

per too. 20S.

PANSIES, Cliveden Yellow, Black, Blue, Purple, and Magpie
colours, separate, just commencing to bloom, and capable of great
display during the ensuing season, as. per dozen, 12s. per 100.

HENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries, Bedalc, 'V'orkshire.

CINERARii PRIMULA

HCANNELL'S (F.R.H.S.)
• Nursery Business is strictly con-

fined to FLORIST FLOWERS and the

following CHOICE SEEDS. Purchasers

can therefore readily imagine his energy

and determination to grow and recom-

mend only what is really first-clasr. See

FLORAL GUIDE, containing full and

valuable particulars expressly for Amateurs.

The following are those that H. C. has a

large stock of, and deserve special notice

by new Customers :

—

Per packet.

—

s. d.

AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS, direct from Veitch's

AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf, fine new blue bedder .. .. i

,,
Tom Thumb, best dwarf blue bedder . . .. i

„ Prince Arthur, best bright blue bedder .. .. i

White Imperial Dwarf, new white 1

White Tom Thumb, new dwarf white .. i

ANTIRRHINUM, best of varieties Last season .

.

6d. and i

ASTERS (English-grown). Quilled, prize varieties .

.

2J. and 4
(French), best, imported direct i

BALSAM—purchased all Stevens' Prize Collection t

CALCEOLaKIAS, best dwarf spotted varieties 2

CARNATIONS and PICOTEUS—Norman's best .. as. and 4

,, „ Other noted raisers', is. and 3

PINKS, from Keynes' splendid collection t

CINERARIAS, saved from best named varieties .. is. and 2

COCKSCOMB—Culbush's Prize Dwarf Crimson 1

CYCLAMEN, direct from Edinond's Prize Collection .. ... i

ECHEVERIA METALLICA, a fine foliage plant . . per pod o
GLAUCA, new .. .. i

RETUSA FLORIBUNDA SPLENDENS „ i

,,
SECUNDAandE. PUMILA i

„ „ GLAUCA, beautiful edging .. .. i

FOXGLOVE. Ivcry's superb large spotted o

GERANIUM, Hybridised Zonal, newest varieties .. is. and 2

,, Jean Sisley, finest scarlet out .

.

Js. and 2

GOLDEN FE.'^THER, best yellow edging .. .. 6ii. and t o

HOLLYH'iCK, best named kinds, direct from Chater .. ..20
LANTAN AS, my best Catalogue varieties 06
LOBELIA SPECIOSA, intense dark blue, true 06
MARIGOLD, French Striped and African, not yet excelled,

colours unequalled {First Prize) 6d. and i o
MIMULUS, best spotted strain (Henderson's) 10
PETUNIAS, very best named striped varieties 10
PRIMULAS, mixed or separate, superb (Williams') 2J. 6d. and 3 6

PANSY. Black Knight, darkest ever raised or seen 10
,, Belgian and Fancy varieties, beautifully marked .. ..10
,, Show, from best collection in Scotland 16
„ Sandbeck Gem and Pride of Rufford, best yellow bedders i o

PENTSTEMONS, Irom last year's best varieties 10
SOLANUMS, Weatherill's Improved Hybrid 06
VIOLA LUTEA GRANDIFLORA MAJOR, newest bedding

yeflow (will be extensively grown) 10
VIOLA PERFECTIO.N, finest mauve-blue bedder 10
VERBENAS, including all the new varieties 26
XERANTHEMUM, Everlai.ling flowers for winter .. ..06
New Florist Flowers and Florist Flower Seed Merchant,

Woolwich. SE. __^

Choice Flower Seeda.

JAMES VEITCH and SONS,
Royal Exotic Nurscr>-, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

Per packet— '. d.
AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS, the most beautiful Ama-

ranthus ever offered ij, 6rf,, 2J. f>d., and s o
CENTAUREA CLEMENTEI, with beautiful white foliage.

IS. and 2 6
PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA ALBA 26

„ „ RUBRA 26
,r ,, choicest mixed 26

The above Primulas have been saved from the best fringed
and most perfect flowers, and are so decidedly superior in
quality, that J. V. & Soss are confident the produce cannot be
surpassed, if equalled.
Our Primulas were awarded a Special Certificate by the

Royal Horticultural Society, February 15, 1871, for superior
quality,

CALCEOLARIA, International Prize strain 26
,, Dalkeith strain ts. bd. and 2 6

CINERARIA, saved from a first-class collection . . u. td. and 2 6
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, finest Prize .. .. is. and a 6

Awarded a Special Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society,
February 15, 1871

CARNATION, from a Prize collection .. .. is. and 2 6
BALSAM, Camellia-flowered, choicest mixed . . M. and i o

,, Double Rose-flowered, finest mixed .. td. and i o
GLOXINIA, from our own collection of drooping and erect-

flowering varieties .. .. ,, ,, I o
HOLLYHOCK, from choicest named sorts . . ., &f. and i o
LOBELIA SPECIOSA, a ver>- fine strain .. .. 6.i. and i o
PANSY, choicest mixed, from English show varieties . . ..10
PETUNIA HYBRIDA,choicevarieties,inmixlurc .. ..10
PICOTEE. first quality, choice mixed .. .. is. and 2 6
PINK, choicest mixed laccd varieties is. and 2 6
POLYANTHUS, from finest gold-laced flowers 10
STOCK, East Lothian, per collection of three colours, scarlet,

purple, and white 26
STOCK, Intermediate Scarlet, very superior .. 6d. and i o
SWEET WILLIAM. Bragg's Improved 10

Collections of VEGETABLE.SEEDS, at 211., 31J. 6^., 42*., 63s,, and
105s. each. Carriage Paid. In all respects similar to those advertised
by other Firms.

Priced CATALOGUES Post free on application.

Planting Season.
DICKSONS AND CO., NURSERYMEN and

Sekdsmen, I, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, beg to call the
attention of those about to plant to their very large and healthy
Stock of FOREST TREES, FRUIT TREES, ORNAMENTAL
TREES and SHRUBS, which are now in fine condition for trans-
planting. They are growing on very exposed ground, are finely
rooted, and their wood is thoroughly ripened. Samples and Cata-
logues on application. Special prices will be quoted where large
quantities are taken. {Established 1770.)
Experienced FORESTERS, GARDENERS, and LAND

STEWARDS recommended.

Genuine German Flower Seed, offered to the Trade by
MESSRS. HOCK AND CO.. Seed Merchants,

Castel, opposite Mainz, Germany.
The seed being principally saved by themselves, they can safely

guarantee the genuineness of the varieties.
Separate per collection.

ASTERS, 100 splendid varieties, all named, comprising the
best known (see Gardeners' C/nvntcU, December 30, 1871,
page 1674) ;Ci o o

ANTIRRHINUM, Tom Thumb,6newcxtrafine varieties. 020
COCKSCOMB, 12 superb best varieties ,. .. .. ,.02
DIANTHUS, 20 splendid varieties 05
EVERLASTING FLOWERS, 25 finest varieties .. ..050
GERMAN BALSA MS, 50 beautiful varieties, comprising the

newest o 10 o
IPOMCEA PURPUREA, 12 superb varieties 019
LARKSPUR, 36 fine vars., seed saved from selected plants .060
MARIGOLD, 15 finest selected varieties 020
PERENNIAL PHLOX, saved from our exhibition Phlox,

mixed, in many varic-iics, large packet, 2J, M.; small pkt. o i 6PHLOX DRUM MONDI, 20 extra fine varieties .. ..050
POPPY, Double, 12 showy varieties 026

,, Single, a best sorts.

.

026
PANSY, bedding, in three pure colours, viz., black, yellow,

and light blue 030
PANSY, Odier, ne^vest fine spotted, exhibition variety,

large packet, gs. ; smalt packet, 030RESEDA COMPACTAMULTIfLORA) illustrated (J o t o
„ newest Pyramidal Bouquet .. - at p. 2815, -(-^020
„ GIGANTEA PYRAMIDALIS J Gar/cA-wi. I ^ o i o

TEN-WEEK or GERMAN STOCKS, 50 splendid varieties,
comprising the best known and newest, all named . . o 15 o

NEW AND GENTTINE SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
NURSERYMAN and SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GAR-
DEN SEEDS, to suit Gardens of various sizes,

21^., 42s., 63J., and 84^. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Per packet—J. d.

Williams' Alexandra BROCCOLI 16
Williams' Improved Dwarf BRUSSELS SPROUTS .. ..10
Williams' Early Nonsuch CABBAGE 10
Williams' Matchless Red CELERY 10
Veitch's Autumn Giant CAULIFLOWER 3 6

Telegraph CUCUMBER {Woolley's Improved) 16
Turner's Blue Gown CUCUMBER 36
Williams' Gloria Mundi ENDIVE 16
Bumell's Alexandra White Cos LETTUCE 16
Williams' Victoria Cos LETTUCE 10
Webb's Climax MELON, the finest flavoured green-fleshed

variety out .. .. .. .. 16
Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, scarlet-fleshed, the earliest in

cultivation .. 16
Williams' Emperor of the Marrows PEA, a white wrinkled

variety, very prolific, and of exquisite flavour, the finest

wrinkled marrow Pea in cultivation . . . . per quart ..go
Earley's Defiance TOMATO, the earliest in cultivation, per pkt. i 6

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
Per packet— 5. rf.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed
i». 6d., 25. 6d., is. 6d., and g o

Williams' superb strain of BALSAM is. 6d. and a 6
Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA

II. 6d.,7s. 6rf,, 31. 6d., and 5 o

Weatherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA
IJ, 6d.f 21. 6rf., 3s. 6d., and 5 o

Wiggin's prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. 11. 6d., 2s. 6d., and 3 6
Wiggin's prize strain of POLYANTHUS .. .. «. and 1 6
GLOXINIA, finest erect varieties 10
GLOXINIA, finest drooping varieties. . ,. .. .. .. I o
AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf 10
AMARANTHUS SALlCIFtiLlUS w. 6d and 2 6
CENTAUREA CLEMENTEI 16
COLLINSIA VIOLACEA 10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE 26
PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful varieties .. each a 6

,, ,, mijVed .. ... ... .. •• a 6
East Lothian STOCKS, per collection of three colours .. .

.- 3 6

VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress 2s. 6d. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA.var. Perfection u. 6rf. and 2 6,

ZINNIA HAAGEANA, floreplcno 10
B, S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready, post free on

application.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper HoUoway, London, N.

S U TT O N S' CHOICE FLOWER
Free by post or rail.

SEEDS

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE QUILLED ASTER.— This is one ot

the finest strains of Quilled Aster in cultivation; and wherever flowers

have been exhibited, they have invariably taken First Prizes.

12 vars,, separate, 51.; 6 do, do., 2s. 6d. The same in mixture,
per packet, i*. 6d.

BUTTONS' COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of FLOWER SEEDS,
to produce a continuous and beautiful display during the entire

summer and autumn.
No. I Collection, free by post or rail ;£a a o
No. 2 Collection, free by post or rail i 11 6
No, 3 Collection, free by post or rail i i

Na 4 Collection, free by post or rail 0150
No. 5 Collection, free by post or rail o 10 6

Smaller Collections, ai. 6d. to jt. bd.

To those who prefer making their own selections, at very moderate
rices, full particulars of choice Vegetable and Flower Seeds will be
found in SUTTONS' SPRING CATALOGUE and AMATEUR'S
GUIDE for 1872, price u., gratis to customers. Also SUTTONS"
ABRIDGED CATALOGUE for 1872, gratis, and post free on
application.
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by appointment to the Queen and

Prince of Wales, Reading.

Sweet-scented Hybrid Rhododendrons, Ac, Raised byISAAC DAVIE S,
Nurseryman, Ormskirk.

RHODODENDRON ELEGANTISSIMA—A Seedling rom a
hardy white Azalea, crossed with a hardy Rhododendron. Bears a
beautiful conical truss of white flowers tipped with deep lilac,

which have a most agreeable fragrance. The size of both leaves
and flowers are intermediate between the two parents; is of a bushy
habit, and irce-blooming. It was e.\hibitcd at the Manchester
Great Flower Show in May last, where it was a.varded a First-

class Certificate of Merit. Price of nice plants, yt, 6d., ios.6d.f

and 15J. each.
RHODODENDRON ROSEA ODORATA.—Was raised from the

same Azalea crossed with a hardy scarlet Rhododendron. It bears
a beautiful rose-coloured flower of the same sire, form, and
sweetness, as the above. Price of nice plants, yt. 6d., loi. td., and
151 each.

RHODODENDRON GLAUCUM HYBRIDUM —A Seedlinfj from
Glaucum, crossed with a hardy, large variety. Bears (lowers freely,
of a handsome campanulate form, ol a pale flesh colour ; foliage and
habit intermediate between the two parents. Price, St. to 7J, dd.

each.
AZALEA DAVIESL—A Seedling from A. stnensis crossed with a

hardy white variety. Bears a fine truss of pale sulphur flowers,

whicli change to white immediately they are fully expanded ; are
most deliciously sweet-scented, and arc void of that viscid exuda-
tion about the flowers peculiar to many of its cl.iss. It is much
superior to any Azalea I have seen in fiiliage, flowers, fragrance,
and habit, and certainly one of the very best plants for forcing;
and, being perfectly hnrdy^ is cquaHy valuable as a border plant.

A small plant was exhibited at the Spring Flower Show, St,

George's Hall, Liverpool, when it was awarded a First-class Cer-
tificate of Merit. Price, v. 6rf,, 71. W., and loj. td. each; a few
extra large, 151. each. The two largest siiei can be supplied with
flower-buds.

The stocks of the above being very limited, I. D. respectfully
rcquesIB his friends to favour him with early orders.

This Advertisement will not be repeated.
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RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a

sketch of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for

Cullivalion, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning:, Lifting, CroppinR,

Treaiment under Glass, also their synonyms, quality, size, lorm,

skin, colour, flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, Sic

Free by post for one stamp, .,..,, l . »<f
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

D OBSON AND SONS' CHOICE SEEDS,
in scaled packets, post free.

CALCEOLARIA, splendid hybridised, is. 6d.,ss.6d.,y. 6*f.,SJ.

CINERARIA, extra fine, is. 6ci., 2s. 6d., y. 6d.. y.
PRIMULA sinensis fimbriata alba, is. 6d., ss. 6d., 3s. 6rf,, 51.

,j ,, „ rubra, is. 6ir., 2J. 6d., 35. 6rf,, 51.

,, ,, ,, mixed, is. 64., ss. 6rf., 31. 6ti., 51.

CYCLAMEN, superb mixed, 15., ss. 6d.

BALSAM, eight splendid varieties, u., 2S.

INTERMKDIATE >TOCK, fine,6rf., is.

PYRETHRUM GOLDEN FEATHER, &?., is.

BETA CHILENSIS. 6d.. is. I PANSY, mixed, is., 2J.

LOBELIA SPECI0SA,6./,, IS. |
HOLLYHOCK, is., 2s. 6J., 51.

SPRING-FLOWERING PLANTS, &c.. per dozen.
AUBRIETIA, 35. 1

CANTERBURY BELLS, 3s,

DELPHINIUM FORMOSUM,2s.,4S,,6s.
DAISIES, Red and White, is., 21.

HOLLYHOCKS, Scedlincs, 4s. ; 24.T. per 100.

LUPINUs POLYPHYLLUS, 2s. 6.f.

MYOSOTIS, 3s.
I

POLYANTHUS, as.

PANSY. Cliveden Blue, ^s : Yellow do, 2J.

SILENEPENDULA,2s.6J.
|

WHITE ALYSSUM, 21. 6<f.

ASPARAGUS, I, 3, 3, and 4-yr., 7s. 6d., 3s. 6d., 51, per 100.

SEAK.\LE. strong, for planting, 5s. per 100.

Woodlands Nursery, Islcwprlh, \V., and High Street, Hounslow, W,

W VIRGO AND SON, Wonersh Nurseries, near
• Guildford, Surrey, respectfully call the attention of Noble-

men, Gentlemen, Nurserymen, and Others, to the under-mentioned
stock, the whole of which is particularly strong and healthy, and in

excellent condition for removal :—
Standard and Half-Stand.ird ROSES, upwards of 300 varieties

;

Standard. Pyramid, and Dwarf APPLES, extra fine ; ditto PEAKS;
ditto PLUMS ; GOOSEBERRIES ; Black, Red, and White
CURRANTS; FILBERTS. extra fine.

EVERGREENS.
Common Laurel, 2 to 4 feet
Ponugal Laurel, 2 10 4 feet
Green and Variegated Box, 2 to
Green Hotly, » to 3 feet. [4 feet.

Yew, 2 to 4 fect-

Siberian and Chinese Arbor-vitx,
3 to 4 feet.

Pinus auscriaca, 2 to 5 feet.

ORNAMENTAL TREES.

Spruce Fir, 2 to 6 feet, fine and
bushy.

Berberis aquifolia, i to t\ foot.

American Arbor-vita:, for hedges,
3 to 6 feet.

Evergreen Privet, 2 to 3 feel, fine.

Cupressus Lawsoniana,3 104 feel.

Spanish and Horse Chestnut,
6 to 8 feet.

Wych Elm, 6 to 8 feet.

Double, Scarlet, White and
Paul's New Thorn, 6 to 8 feet.

Black Italian Poplar. 6 to 8 feet
Turkey, English and Scarlet Oak.

Transplanted FOREST TREES, for Covert and Copse Planting.

Hornbeam, Laburnum, Lime.
Norway Maple, Lombardy,
Ontario, W'liite or Abele,
Balsam, &c.

Sycamore. Sumach, Acacia,Weep-
ing Willow and Birch, 6 to
8 feet.

Scotch Fir, i to iH foot,

2^ to 3!^ feet.

Hazel, 2 to 3 feet.

English Oak, aj^ to 3 feet.

Alder, 3 to 5 feet. Scotch Fir, i to iH foot, and
Beech, 2 to 3 feet.

Horse Chestnut, 3 tog feet.

Spruce Fir, z to 3 feet.

Sycamore, 3 to 4 feet.

10,000 clean-grown CRAB STOCKS.
Priced CATALOGUE and samples on application.

The Nurseries are 1^4 mile from Bramley Station, London, Brighton,
and South Coast Railway ; 2!^ miles from Shalford Station, South-
Eastern Railway ; and 4 miles from Guildford Station, London and
South-Western Railway. Goods delivered free to the above stations.

jyr ILFORD NURSERIES,
-^ near Godalming,

For NEW and RARE HARDY PLANTS and
CONIFER.^, ste MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE.

For HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
EVERGREENS, &c., see MAURICE YOUNG'S New
Descriptive CATALOGUE,

For RHODODENDRONS and other AMERICAN
PLANTS, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE,

For STANDARD and HALF STANDARD ROSES,
see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE,

For NEW JAPANESE AUCUBAS, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE,

For JAPANESE NOVELTIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CAT.'^LOGUE,

For Cheap EVERGREENS and SHRUBS for COVER
PLANTING or SHRUBBERIES, sec MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For PLANTS suitable for WINTER BEDDING, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, see
MAURICE Y'OUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE,

For EXTRA TRANSPLANTED or QUARTERED
FOREST TREES for Planting Belts or Shrubberies, seeMAURICE Y'OUNG'S New Descriptive Catalosue.

ForR-arded on application enclosing stamp,
Milford Nurseries, near Godalming,

JOSEPH SMITH, JUN., Moor Edge Nurseries,
Tansley, near JIatlock, Derbyshire, offers as follows, at per 1000 ;—

ALDER, ij^ to 2 feet, 14s. ; 2 to 3 feet, i8s,
; 3 to 4 feet, 22s.

ASH, Mountain, 2 to 3 feet, i8j. ; 3 to 4 feet, aos.
; 4 to s feet, 25s i

5 to 6 feet, 4as. ; 6 to 7 feet, 60s.
BEECH, iJa to 2 feet. i8r, : 2 to 3 feet, 23s.
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM,9toi2inche3,3(M.

; i to i5< foot,w l

2-yr,,3s.
BIRCH, iK to 2 feet, ids. to i6r. ; 2 to 3 feet, i«. to aij. : 3 to 4 feet.

20s. to 301. > J t I

BOX, Tree, 9 to 15 inches, txw.
BROOM, Common, 2 to 3 feet, 151. ; 3 to 4 feet, 15J. ; Seedlings, 35. 6d.

„ W'hite, 1 and 2-yr.,3i.6J. toss.
COTONEASTER MICROPHYLLA. 255. to 40J.

iJ-^*' 'J^ *P ^ '^^'^^' ^*^- I 2 to 3 feet, iSf. : 3 to 4 feet, 231.
i-IR, Scotch, I to i'4 foot, 14s. ; ij^ to 2 ieet, i6s. ; 3 to 4 feet, r,cs.

n Spruce, I to I'A foot, 151. ; i^ to 2 feet, 20s. ; 2 to 3 feet, 301.

;

3 to 4 feet, soj.

"
T "t.

^'"^"'=an, 2 to 3 ft., 70J. ; 3 to 4 ft., isos. : 4 to 5 ft-. iSo*.
„ Larch, 9 to 15 ms., los. ; i to iJ4 fSot, 12s. 6d. : ik to 2 feet. i6s i

3 to 3 feet, 25s.
'

FURZE or Gorse, Seedlings, is. 6d.
LIMES, I to 1% fool, SOS. ; iji to 2 feet, 70s. ; 2 to 3 feet, iios. : 3 to

4 feet, 140J. '
^

OAKS, I to i'^ foot, 7J. ; I Ji to 2 feet, 12s. ; a to 3 feet, iw*. : 3 to 4 ft.

.

28s. ; 3 yr, 2s. 6d. > j -» 1

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 6 to 12 inches, 15*. j 9 to 15 inches, 25$. ; i to
i!-3 foot, 30s.

,, MAKITIMA, 2 feet, los.
POPLAR, Ontario, i to 1*4 foot, loj. ; iJi to 2 feet, i2J. W. ; a to 1 ft

,

tjUK.KS, 2-yr. transplanted, 8s. ; 3-yr. do , 10*
KHODODENDROrfs, 2 and 3-yr: Seedling, £30 per 100,000.

„ 3-yr. selected, £37 10s. per 100,000.

<;vf'*4\1"r('ii^'*'''.V^^P'^'^^' '^! ''>'^- 3"^ ^-y- transplanted, 24s.SYCAMORE, ili to 2 feet, 14J. ; 2 to 3 feet, i6j. : 3 to 4 feet, 2« :

4 to 5 feet, 35s. "^ ^ 1 J- •

WILLOW, Bedford, i to i^ foot, 7s. ; i^ to 2 feet, los. ; 2 to 3 feet.

',5*^P
to 4 ft.. 23s-

; 4 to 5 ft., 2^j. : 6^10 8 ft, 70s. ; 8 to 10 ft., loof.

,

I to 3 feet, is».
PRI\ ET, Evergreen
LAUREL, Common, i-yr., fine, 151.SEAKALE, 2-yr. 251. ; i-yr. lu
FLOWERINli SrfRUBS, in 50 varieties, i 104 fatt, KM.
With many others, of which a Priced LIST will be sent on application.

J. C. WHEELER & SON,
SEED GROWERS,

GLOUCESTER, and 59, MARK LANE, LONDON,

Offer the following packets, post free :

—

Per packet,—s. rf.

Wheelers' Cocoa-NutCAUBAt; E,. 1

„ Kingsholm Cos LETTUCE,, i o
„ Tom rhumb LETTUCE ,,06
„ CroquctGR.\SS SEED, sample

sulficient for trial on a small

'^LEft^'^^v Lawn or Croquet Ground ,, 10
. ^VS5=^bv.«^ " LITTLE BOOK for j872,each o 6
'/^// ^xx-tXi Paterson's Superb M ELON , , , . i o
tj^// \^\V Sweet Spanish CAPSICUM,, .,06
l^lt , . . VI

I \\ Collection of 12 choice varieties of

, ,„™™,.,,.,„,, ,. iWnll sweet-scented FLOWER SEEDS 4 6
;10HWWia,)H}.;>.fl W

J
^^ ,^.j,^ ^„ „,^^ quantity of

'J^jl Mignonette . . .

.

..50
'^l§ Wheelers' Gloucestershire Kidney

POTATOS . . . . per bushel 10 o
Ashmead's Kernel APPLE
(Pyramids) each 2 o

Brockworth Park PEARS
(Maidens) each 7 6

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Growers,
Gloucester, and 5q. Mark Lnne. London, E.C.

Wheelers' Grass Seeds.

"For getting up the

subject of Grasses it

may be well to make
acquaintance with

that really scientific
' brochure '— Messrs.

Wheelers' Illustrated

Book on Grasses."—

SATURDAY REVIEW.

Grass Seeds of the finest
quality only. Carriage free. Five

per Cent Discount for Cash.

WHEELERS' ILLUSTRATED
BOOK ON GRASSES

Contains Twelve Tables, giving full particulars of
the quantity of each ,sort of seed required to lay
down an acre of land to Permanent Pasture, varied
according to the nature and geological form of the
soil. This is fully explained in ^he "Illustrated
Book on Grasses," a copy of which -will be sent
post-free on receipt of si.\ stamps.

For the convenience of customers fanning in the
Home and Eastern Counties, J, C. Wheeler and
Son have opened an Oflice at

59 MARK LAME, LONDON,
where all information on the subject, and estimates
for large quantities, may be obtained.

J. C. Wlieeier d Son,
Seed Growers, Gloucester, d

59, Mark Lane, London. E.C.

r^ABBAGE PLANTS, CABBAGE PLANTS.
D V .

„"'°"S' heallhy, vieorous.
1,000,000 Robinson's Drumhead, at 31, per 1000
500,000 Early Baltorsea, Enlicid Btarkct, and Lilllc Pixit, at V, M.

per 1000, ' '

100,000 Red ricklinc Drumhead, v. per 1000.
Sutton s Ked-skinned Flourball I'orATO, at 6j per busllelPaterson s Bovinia, or Cattle-feeder POTATO, at 6s, per bushel

Samples on application,
Remillances to accompany Orders from unknown Correspondents
W. VIRGO AND S0N.ffbner.hNurse_rl^JK;.;nM2ui^^.il^^Surrey.^^

Establlslied 1793.

JOHN K. KING, Seed
Gboiver, Cosgeshall, Essex,

will be happy to supply his unrivalled
Hardy Prize Stocks of MANGEL
WUKZEL, SWEDES, and other
TURNIP SEEDS (carefully selected
from larfie roots), at moderate prices,
LarKe Purchasers supplied at

special moderate prices,
KAKM SEED LISTS post free.
Carriage paid on orders of 20j, and

upwards, Five per cent, discount
fur cash.

LEICESTER SEEDS
Are obtaining a great reputation in all parts of the

country. Descriptive and Priced CATALOGUE
now ready. Post Free, on application to

HARRISON & SONS,
ROYAL MIDLAND SEED WAREHOUSE,

LEICESTER.— Established 1764.

GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS of the best and
newest kinds. Collections from 2s. 6d. to £2 2s-,

HARRISON'S NORMANTON GLOBE MANGEL, the
best in cultivation, per lb. is. 41/., cheaper by the cwt.

Testimonial from ]. R. WmrwoRTH, Esq., Weston Uudef.vood.
Feb. 7, 1872 :— '• I ihink your Normanton Manuel far superior Lo
any other, they beat three other sorts both in weight per acre and
quality no comparison.

HARRISON'S DEFIANCE PURPLE-TOP SWEDE.
A new variety, and a great Improvement. Per lb.,

IS. ; cheaper by the bushel.

Permanent Pasture Grasses,
TO SUIT ALL SOILS.

HARRISON'S MIXTURES of GRASSES are made
with great care, and the praise we have received

assure us of their success in almost every case.

Price and particulars on application.

(35^ Orde?-s above £1 Carriage Free.
Trade prices, Sec, on application.

HARRISON AND SONS, Seed Growers,
LEICESTER.

PREMIER HORTICULTURAL PRIZE AND TWO GOLD MEDALS
FROM INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1871.

William Paul
RESPECTFULLY SOLICITS ORDERS FOR HIS

COLLECTION OF ROSES,
The largest, cheapest, and best stock in the country.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS
Of the most select and improved races, many of which have been worlced up under his own eye and hand

;

the carriage of which may be deducted from the account.

FRTJIT TREES,
Standards and Dwarfs, Trained and Untrained ; also many thoitsands of handsome Fruiting

Pyramids, well set with ilower-buds.

GRAPE VINES.
A large Collection, including all the newest sorts, in excellent condition of root and lop.

EVERGREENS and FLOWERING TREES and SHRUBS.
Many acres in splendid condition for removal, well worthy of inspection by any gentleman planting.

Carriage of all Goods Free lo London. Priced Catalogues Free by Post.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.
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DAHLIA, Pot Roots, in 50 named varieties, 12 roots,

in six sorts, 4J. Cd. ; 25 roots, in la sorts, Ss. 6d. Package free,

VIOLET (double purple-flowering plants), 12 for 31. ; 24 for «.

;

50 for 9J.

ACHIMENES, in eight good varieties, six tubers each, for 51 , free

by post.
TRITOMA UVARIA, strong flowering roots, 12 for 65., 25 for 10s.,

50 for i6s. 6d. , 100 for 30J, Package free.

FUCHSIAS, strong plants, in good named varieties, 12 distinct sorts

for 4^., 25 for ys. 6d., 50 for 14J. Packafje free.

ROSES, Tea-scented, NoiseiEc, and Bourbon, young plants,

12 varieties, 55. ; 25 for gj. Chinas, in six varieties, 12 plants (or

4s, 25 lor 7S. 6<f, Moss Roses, six varieties, 12 plants for6j.

,

25 for loj. Hybrid Perpetual, 12 good varieties, 71. ; 25 varieties

ior 13s., 50 varieties for 255, Package free.

H. AND R. STlRZAKER.Skcnon Nursery, Lancaster.

FOR SALE. Cheap, a quantity of clumps of LILY of

the VALLEY. Those about to plant beds will find this an
unusual opportunity ; they consist of the best Dutch variety, and are

in good condition. Also some SPIR/KA JAPONICA. ^„.„^„
Anvone having asurplusofCALADIUMS to SELLor EXCHANGE

should communicate to

F. IIOFF,
Islington, N.

Florist, The Conservatories, HoUoway Road,

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE, suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular

and botanical nameS; derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,

growth, timber, use m arts, native country and size there, situation,

soil, and other information, with copious index of their synonyms.
Free by post for six stamps.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

riiREE FERNS (Dicksonia antarctica).—A magnificent
J- pair, from a private collection, to be SOLD, for want n{ space.

Height of stem, 5 feet 6 inches and 5 feet 9 inches ; circumference,
32 inches ; spread of fronds, Q feel 6 inches; in tubs 2 feet square.

The owner will part with either or the pair ; they are in fine condition.

For further particulars apply to
WILLIAM FOSTER, Jun., Nurseryman, Stroud.

w Forest Trees.
OOD AND INGRAM offer as follows, very fine

Per 1000.-

35
5
7

stuff :-

OAKS. 3 to 4 feet

,, 4 to 5 (ect

ELM, English, i-yr. Seedlings

„ ,, 2-yr. Seedlings
OAK, Evergreen, i-yr. Seedlings

„ ,, 3-yr. Seedlings . . . . . . . . 15 o
Samples sent on application,
Tne Nurserie s. Huntingdon.

TO PLANTERS.—STRONG FOREST TREES, &c.
LARCH, 2 to 3, 2j^ to 3!^, and 3 to 4 feet.

SCOTCH, lii to 2, 2 to 2'A, and 2% to 3 feet.

SPRUCE, j]4 to 2, 2 to 25^, 2% to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

ENGLISH OAKS, 2j^ 103^, 3 >o 4. 4 to 5. 5 to 6. and 6 to 7 ft.

BIRCH, 2 to 3. 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

ELMS (Wych), 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

HAZELS, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

MOUNTAIN ASH. 2 103, 3104. and 4 to 5 feet.

SYCAMORES, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

With many others, all of the best qualitjf. The Larch are clean,

stout, well-grown stuff, and have never been injured by frost.

JOHN HILL. The Nurseries. Spu t Acre, near Stone. Staffordshire .

OX and GAME COVERTS.—The BITTER
WILLOW is the cheapest, most easily reared, and most uselul

plant yet offered for forming new coverts, or improving those already
made. Birds are especially partial to Willow plantations. Bitter

Willow stakes, 3 to 4 feet long, will make a really good covert the first

vear, and perfectly secure from the attacks of rabbits. Anxious to

make the value of this plant better understood, W. Scaling will supply
cuttings or stakes at the following extremely low rates for the remainder
of the planting season :

—

10 inches long, 151. per 1000 t 36 inches long, 40s. per 1000

15 inches long, 20J per 1000 48 inches long, 505, per 1000

24 inches long. 30s. per 1000 | 60 inches long, 601. per 1000

Increasing in thickness as they increase in length, and all. except the

10 inches, cut from 3-yr. old snoots. The two larger sizes are well
adapted to make hedges, in place of Thorn or Quick-reared. See
article in Rural Almanac, 1872, p. 37, published at the Field Office.

WILLIAM SCALING, Willow Nurseryman, Basford, Notts.

J AS. FAIRHEAD. Seed Grower, Peckham. Surrey,
respectfully informs his Friends and the Public, he has for Sale,

at low prices, select stocks, Carter's First Crop.Dillistone's. Sangstcr's,

McLean's, Beck's Gem, and Bishop's Early WHITE PEAS.
Harrison's Glory, Veilch's Nc Plus, Hair's Mammoth, and other later

BLUE PEAS. Altringham, James'. White and Yellow Belgium
CARROTS. Giant King and other POTATOS.

l^rices on application.

RICHARD WALKER has to offer for cash the real
American Red-skinned Flourbalt POTATO, no blight, 71, percwt.;

Early American Goodrich, 14J. per cwt ; Peacn Blow, 41. per peck
;

Variegated Golden Gem, 21. 6d. per peck ; Giant King, 8j. per cwt. ;

Early Shaw, ^4 perton. East Ham, Enfield Market, and Robinson's
Champion Drumhead CABBAGE PLANTS, all at 2s. 6d. per 1000 ;

Red Dutch Pickhng plants, 5s. per 1000.

The Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

EARLY WALNUT-LEAVED OXFORD ROUND
POTATOS,—The most valuable of all varieties for forcing

purposes; the haulm being very short and compact, and producinE
very handsome shaped tubers of excellent quality earlier than any
other sort. The Trade can be supplied with a few of the above at

ss. 6d. per peck. H. and F, SHAKPE. Wisbech.

New American Seed Potatos.

SUTTON AND SONS strongly recommend the
following NEW AMERICAN VARIETIES, as being well

worthy of cultivation :—
Bresce's King of the EarlieS
Bresee's Peerless
Bresce's Prolific

Bresce's Climax

Early Rose
Early Goodrich
Late Rose
Hundredfold Fluke

Lowest price per bushel, sack, or ton, on applicatio)

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

The New American Potatos.
TO THE TRADE.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Merchants,
Sleaford, can offer the following varieties of POTATOS, fresh

imported Seed. Price on application.

NEW AMERICAN LATE ROSE
EARLY ROSE
EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY SOVEREIGN
BRESEE'S PROLIFIC
BRESEE'S KINGof the EARLIES
BRESEE'S PEERLESS
BRESEE'S CLIMAX
PEACH BLOW.

Seed Potato.

GEORGE SIBBALD, Fruit and Vegetable
Grower, 27. Wellgatc, and Drumgeith by Dundee, has for

SALE a LARGE STOCK of the above, including American Early
Rose, Wheeler's Milky Wliite, Queen of Flukes, Prince of Wales,
Baron's I'erfection, Myati's Ashleaf, Rivers' Royal Ashlcaf, Rintoul's
Striped Don, Rintoul's White Don, Oxford Early, Daintrce's Early.
Dalmahoy Early, Paterson's Victoria, Patcrson's Improved Regent,
&c. Also his NEW POTATO, Eclipse, which he can confidently
recommend as the best in cultivation, and when known will supersede
all others either for garden or field planting: very while inside, dry,
and extra tine flavour; about 10 days later than Fortyfold, a much
heavier cropper, and will keep until new Potatos come into the market.
G. S. has many testimonials in their favour, Price per peck of 14 lb.,

35., or per busa. of 56 lb., los.

To the Trade.

SUTTONS" NEW GOLDEN TANKARD MANGEL.

MESSRS. SUTTON AND SONS have the pleasure
of announcing that they have consigned to Messrs. HURST

AND SON 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E C.,aponion of the stock of

SUTTONS' NEW GOLDEN TANKARD MANGEL SEED, who
will supply the same to other Wholesale Houses on libera) terms.

For retail price see SUTTONS' FARMERS' VEAR BOOK, 6d.

post free. Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.G. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, iSji,
for Wheat ; 1862, for "Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

THE WARDIE VARIEGATED KALE.—We beg
to offer the above (seed direct from Miss Hope), which is by far

the finest strain, and invaluable for Winter Gardening. The colours
arc beautifully bright and distinct, and may be had separately or in
mixed packets, post free, as follows ;

—

Per packet

—

s. d.

Purple ..

,. cut-leaved
Cabbage-hearted,
and white .

.

purple
I 6

I 6

Per packet—I. d.

White 16
,. cut-leaved .. ..16

Mixed packet of all .. ..26

Priced LISTS of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS post free
on application.

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, "Newton" Nurseries, and
102, Eastgate Street, Chester.

Notice to Large Purchasers of Farm Seeds.

CARRIAGE FREE. CARRIAGE FREE.

MESSRS. SUTTON have now completed their stocks
of FARM SEEDS, and will be pleased to make special quota-

tions to large purchasers on application stating sorts and quantities
required.

Messrs. SUTTONS' FARMERS' VEAR BOOK, Illustrated, ia

now ready, price 6d. ; gratis to Customers.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

SEED POTATOS.

H. & F. Sharpe'S
WHOLESALE LIST OE SEED POTATOS

COMPRISES, AMONGST OTHERS, THE FOLLOWING FINE VARIETIES, VIZ. :

—

EARLY SANDRINGHAM KIDNEY, First Early
MONA'S PRIDE KIDNEY
AMERICAN EARLY ROSE
OLD ASHLEAF KIDNEY
WALNUT-LEAVED KIDNEY
RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF KIDNEY
MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY
DAINTREE'S EARLIEST ROUND

AMERICAN EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY DALMAHOY ROUND
EARLY OXFORD ROUND
DRUMMOND'S EARLY PROLIFIC ROUND
EARLY FLOUNDER, very prolific

PATERSON'S VICTORIA, True
FLUKE KIDNEY
RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL, True

The above varieties have been carefully selected, and the quality is excellent. For prices {which are very low),

and other particulars, apply to

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH, CAMBS.

BLACK TAKTARIAN OATS, pure sample. Sample and price on application.

LARGE LATE PALE BEDSKIN POTATO, erroneously named Buttons' Flourball, £6 6s. per ton.

BOVINIA, or CATTLE FEEDER do., £5 5s. perton.'

WM. DRUMMOND and SONS beg to state that their POTATOS
* * are true to their kind, and fine healthy stock. As to their merits, they are perhaps a good deal over-stated,

but purchasers will judge for themselves.

W. D. AND SONS have to intimate that their CATALOGUE of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready,

and may be had on application ; and they would simply announce that, although they have for upwards of sixty

years been doing an extensive high-class trade, they do not profess to be "the only 'representatives' that have
supplied new and unadulterated seeds; " nor have they sought to increase sales by offering silver cups, &c., for the

produce of our seeds, nor published testimonials, nor given false statements as to prizes taken, nor raked up old and
often worthless things, giving them a new name and vending them at fancy prices ; they nevertheless are conscious

that the Seeds they send out will compare favourably as to quality and charges with any in the Trade.

WM. DEUMMOND & SONS,
SEED and NURSERY ESTABLISHMENTS, STIRLING, N.B.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

A Complete Collection for a large Garden 63s.

A Complete Collection for a medium-sized Garden .. .. 42s.

A Complete Collection for a Small Garden Sis.

None but the most approved sorts of Vegetables are included in the above Collections. For sorts, see

SEED LIST, Free on application.

The GUINEA COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, Carriage Free
Is composed of the following most approved kinds

PEAS—DilHstone'g Earliest, i quart
Suttons' Early Champion, i quart
Champion of England, t quart
Veitch's Perfection, i quart
Payne's Conqueror, i pint
Advancer, i pint
Blue Scimitar, i pint

BEANS—Johnson s Wonderful, i quart
Broad Windsor, i quart
French Robin's Eggj i pint
Scarlet Runners, i pint

BEET—St. Osyth, i oz.

BORECOLE, or KALE—Asparagus, \ pkt.
Hearting, i packet
Cottagers', i packet

BRUSSELS SPROUTS—Finest, i packet
BROCCOLI-Adams' Early, i packet
Snow's Winter White, i packet
Purple Sprouting, i packet
Walchercn, i packet

BROCCOLI—Dwarf Late White, i packet
CABBAGE-Early Nonpareil, i packet

Entield Market, i packet
Worcester Incomparable, i packet
Red Pickling, i packet

CARROT—Early Horn, i oz.

lames' Intermediate, t oi.

Improved Altringham, i oi.

CAULIFLOWER—Early London,! packet
CELERY—Matchless Red, i packet

Cole's Crystal White, i packet
CRESS—Broad-leaved, i oz.

Curled, 2 oz.

Australian, 1 oz.

CUCUMBER—Smith's Frame, i packet
Stockwood, I packet

ENDIVE-Moss Curled, i packet
LEEK—Musselburgh, i packet
LETTUCE—Paris White Cos, i packet
Paris Green Cos, i packet

LETTUCE—Worcester Cabbage, 1 packet
MUSTARD—4 01.

MELON—Hannam's Hybrid, i packet

ONION—While Spanish, i 01.

James' Keeping, 1 oz.

PARSLEY—Myall's Garnishing, i packet
PARSNIl'— Improved Hollow Crown, i or.

RADISH—Long Scarlet, a 01.

Red Turnipj 2 oz
White Turnip, 2 oi.

Olive Shaped, a oz,

SAVOY—Green Curled, i packet
SPINACH—Round, 4 oz.

Prickly, 4 oz.

TURNIP— Early Snowball, i 01.

American Redtop, t oz.

TOMATO-Red. t packet
VEGETABLE MARROW i packet
POT HERBS, 4 packets

EIOHAED SMITH,
SEED MERCHANT AND NURSERYMAN, WORCESTER.
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Agricultural Seeds.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
and Seed Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, b^e to mtimatc

that Iheir WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of HOflE-GROWN
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready and will be forwarded,

post free, upon application.

QPECIAL OFFER of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS
and POTATOS.

MANGEL WURZEL.—EnKlcfield Yellow Globe, Red Globe, Long

Red Orance Globe, Yellow Globe, Long Yellow, and Intermediate

Yellow, per lb. W, per cwt 45s.
t^ . . . c--

Normanton Yellow Globe, Champion \ellow Globe, Dobito s Fine

Skinned, per lb. 8d. per cwt. 60s. ,..,.„, .

SWEDE TURNIP—Skir^'i^K's Improved, Marshall s Improved,

Hall's Wcslburj', Old Purple-top, per lb. Sd., per bushel of 50 lb. 25X.

GREEN KOHL RABL—Perlb. u., per cwt. looj.

DRUMHEAD or OX CABBAGE.— Per lb. is., per cwt. looi.
;

Thousand Head, per lb. 21,

TURNIPS,—White Stone, perlb. orf-, per bushel ofsolb.aw. White
Globe, per lb. 8i.

, per bushel 26*. Red and Green Globe, per lb. Zd.
,

per busnel 25J,

CARROTS.—Tames' Intermediate, per lb. 11.. per cwt. gar.

Ahrinfiham, perlb. is., cwt. 90J. Long Orange, per lb. if. 6rf. White
Hdnian, per lb., is.

POTATOS —American Early Rose, per peck .of 141b- ii- 6d
,
per

bushel of 56 lb. 51., per cwt. 95., per sack of 16 stones i6j.. per ton

1401. Late Rose, per lb. 6d., per 14 lb. 6j. Brescc's Prolific, do.

Peerless, do. King of the Earlics, do. Climax, Early Goodrich, per lb.

3^., per 141b. 2s. t\i., per bushel Q5., per cwt. i7j., per sack 321. Red
skinned flourball, per peck is. 6d., per bushel 5s., per cwi. iis., per

sack SOS. Early Ash-leaved Kidney, per peck is. 6d., per bushel 5s.,

per cwt. 9J., per sack i6s. Rivers' Royal Ashleaved Kidney, per peck
IS 6d., per bushel 5s. 6d.. per cwt. loj., per sack iSs. Giant King
per peck is. id., per bushel 4s., per cwt. ^s. 6d., per sack, 151. Myatt's
Prolific, per peck 15., per bushel 3J. 6d., per cwt. 6s. 6d., per sack 12J.,

per ton loos. Fortyfolds, per peck ts., per cwt. js 6d., per sack 14s.

Palerson's Bovinia, per peck 2s
,
per bushel 6s., per cwt. 11s., per

sack 30S.

PEAS.—Laxton's Alpha, per quart is., per 8 do. 7s. Hair's Dwarfs
and Veitch's Perftction, per quart ad., per 8 do. 51.

4 lb. 4 bushel sacks, each is. yd. ; 2 bushel bags, lod. ; i do,, yd. ;

7 peck do., 6d.

Remittances to accompany all orders.

N.B.—Not bound by these prices after the present Stocks are sold out.

This Advertisement will not be repeated.

CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Seedsman, &c., Market Place,

Peterborough.

To Market Gaxdenera and Others.

FOR SALE, a large quantity of EARLY
CAULIFLOWER PLANTS; also a quantity of fine WHITE

COS LETTUCE PLANTS, by Three-light Boxes, or in less

quantities.

Apply to Mr. MORTON BAGLEY, Munster Farm, Fulham, S.W.

To the Trade.
MANGEL WURZEL SEED.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make special
• offers of the following sorts of MANGEL WURZEL

SEEDS, which they have grown this season from fine selected trans-

planted bulbs. 1 he prices are very moderate, and the quality
excellent :

—

SHARPENS selected SMALL-TOPPED YELLOW GLOBE
ELVETHAM LONG RED
Selected RED GLOBE
Selected LARCE YELLOW GLOBE
Selected LONG YELLOW

Samples and further particulars on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech,

LOAM, SAND. MOULD, and good BINDING
GRAVEL, &c., for SALE.

WM. BATH, at the Pits, Wandsworth Common, adjoining New
AVandsworlh Station.

Caro Guano.

/CHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO, rich in Soluble
^^ Phosphates and Nitrogenous Organic Matter. See Chemical

Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for Grain and Root

Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to Peruvian.

Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO., Billiter Street, London, E.G.

THE SANITARY IMPROVEMENT and
MANURE MANUFACTURING CO.MPANY, LIMITED,

beg to call the attention of Farmers, Market Gardeners, and others
to their NATURAL MANURE.
This Manure, manufactured from the pure human excreta (collected

on Gou.x's Patent Closet System), mixed with the best fertilising

absorbents, is suitable for every kind of Crops, and. being remarkably
rich in organic matter and humus, transmits its fertilising properties
to the plant in the most soluble and advantageous form possible.

It is delivered in bags in a dry portable condition at a much less
cost than Guano or Artificial Manure, and has been proved fully equal
to them.

Prices delivered at the Works, Halifax :—
Taken from the heap, not screened per ton ^£300
Screened and bagged (exclusive of bagsl .. ,. ,, 3 10 o

At Aldershot, Nortn Camp :

—

Taken from the heaps ,, 200
Screened and bagged (exclusive of bags) .. .. ,, 2 10 o
In bricks, much drier ,, 300
Orders to be addressed to the MANAGER, Lynchford Road,

Aldershot, North Camp, or the MANAGER, 29, Nonhgate, Halifax.
London Office. 2, Westminster Chambers, S.W.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for CORN CROPS.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE. or BLOOD MANURE,
for ROOTS and GREEN CROPS GENERALLY.

ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMSS SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
ODAMS'S NITRO-BIPHOSPHATE(or Prepared) GUANO.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL B.-VRLEV MANURE.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL MANGEL MANURE.
ODAMS'S TOP-DRESSING MANURE.

MAKUFACTURED

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE,
ORBLOOD MANURE COMPANY (LIMITED),

Consisting of
TENANT FARMERS occupying upwards of 80,000 acres of Land.

Chief Office- log, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street. Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
Ckatrman—'Rohen Leeds, Castleacre, Norfolk.

Deputy-Chairman—John Collins, 255, Camden Road, N.W.
Edward Bell. 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Herts,
Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon, Norfolk.
George Savill, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street. Strand, W.C.
Thomas Webb. Hildersham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb. Melton Ross. Lincolnshire.
C. J. Lacy, 60. West Smithfield, E.G.
J. C. Tonas, Cambridge.
Herbert Bird, Shortacres, Peterborough.

Managing^ Director.—James Odams.
Several Hundred Thousand Tons of the Manures have been supplied

to the Agricultural Public, and the increasing demand that exists for
Iheni is the best proof of the appreciation m which they are held.
Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of the local agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.
Chief Offices, 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

Extra fine Forcing and Planting Seakale.
C;!;j.EORGE CLARKE has many thousands, very fine

.' clean stulT, this season, which he begs to ofter as under:

—

Planting size, 51. per 100; forcing, 10s., 12s., and some superfine
selected Crowns, i$s. per 100.

Nurseries: Brixlon Hill, London, S.W. ; and Mottingham, Kent.S.E.

LAWES'S MANURES for GRASS LAND should
be applied during the months of February- and March. Nitrate

of Soda supplied ex Ship or from Stocks at Docks at London, Liver-
pool, and otlier ports, at lowest market prices.

JOHN BENNET LAWES, 59, Mark Lane, London. EC.
Branch Offices :—Market Street, Shrewsbury ; 23, Eden Quay,

Dublin ; Womanby Street, Cardiff; Cumberland Road, Bristol

;

63, Constitution Street, Lcith ; and 34, Market Street, Aberbecn.
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED BONES.
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
LAWES'S WHEAT. BARLEY, GRASS and MANGEL MANURE.
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses or

through any of the appointed Agents throughout the United Kingdom.
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and other CHEMICAL MANURES; AMERICAN
and other CAKES, at market prices.

BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(registered Trade Mark, " Flying Albatross"), is now ready for

deliveri' in quantity and in fine condition. The best fertiliser yet
produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contains
21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Salts
of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor
Way. Mr, Ogston, ftlr. Sibson. Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of
whicn is secured by a leaden seal bearing the Company's Trade
Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so long as the seals remain
unbroken.
BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, 20, Billiter Street, E.G.

fTIHE LONDON MAN U RE COMPANY
-L (Established 1840),

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE.forTop-Dressing
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITROPHO^PHATE
MANGEL. HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO (as imported by Messrs, Thomson, Bonar,

&Co.), NITB-iTEolSODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c
116. Fenchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

AMIES' PATENT CHEMICAL FERTILISER.—
This Manure has been used for two years, with remarkable

success, and wiih almost every variety of crop— Cereals, Roots, Fruits,
and Flowers.
Three hundred quarts of Shelled Peas of the Ne Plus Uitra sort

were produced on a plot of ground 24 feet by 14 feet.

Suttons' Flourball Potatos were grown 1% lb. in weight each, sound
and good ; three roots yielded a bushel of tuber. Similar results were
obtained from Strawberries, Pears, Asparagus, &c.
China Asters, perfect in shape and colour, 5 inches in diameter; and

Chrysanthemums sJ^ inches in diameter, were produced from the use
of this Fertiliser.

Besides being sold in bulk to large consumers, the fertiliser is

supplied in tins, with full directions for use.
Manufactured by EATCHELOR AND CO. (Patentees), and sold

wholesale by the UNIVERSAL MANURE COMPANY, 37 and 38.
Mark Lane, E.C., where samples of produce may be seen, ana
Testimonials, prices, &c., obtained.

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
OOLEYS TOBACCO POWDER.

Of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

MEDICATED TOBACCO PAPER (Genuine),
undoubtedly the best and most economical Fumigator.

Circulars and all particulars on application.
JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries. Chester.

'FRY, TRY, TRY TOBACCO CORD.—The cheapest
J- and best article for Smoking Greenhouses and making Tobacco
Water. Price very low for cash. Also superior Tobacco Paper. For
testimonials and price per stone or cwt. apply to

J. G., Tobacconist, 66, High Street, Putney, Surrey.

TOBACCO CLOTH and PAPER.—The cheapest
and best article for Smoking Greenhouses and Destroying the Fly.

Price IS 4d. per lb. ; over 10 lb., is. id. Tobacco Paper, u. per lb.

;

£4 41. per cwt. Post-otTicc Orders payable at Fleet Street, E.C.
JOSEPH BAKER, 14, Nelson Square, Blackfriars Road, S.E.

To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
The OLDEST ESTABLISHED WAREHOUSE in LONDON for
GENUINE ROLLED TOBACCO-PAPER, CLOTH, or CORD, is

H PERK INS, 16, Cambridge Circus, Hackney
• Road, N.E., who has a large STOCK of the best quality on

hand for the ensuing season.
Orders by Post promptly attended to.

TOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES.—Will destroy Thrip, Red Spider, Green and Black

Fiy, and Mealy Bug, and burns without the assistance of blowing,
and is entirely free Irom paper or rags. Price 3*. 6d. per lb., carriage
free. A reduction in price for large quantities.
To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS and SONS, Tobacco Manufac-

turers, 112, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, E.G., of whom Copies of
Testimonials may be obtained ; and of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

G

Red
Spider.

MagTii-

fied.

:l I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew. Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in
solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
ot from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen* in
boxes, II,, 35., and loi. 6^.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

By Royal Appointment.
TO -^ ,^jp ^ TO THE

Her Majesty. "5^^!^^ Prince of Wales.
By Special Warrant, dated JT^^; -j£*"J^ By Special Warrant, dated

December 27, 1865. ^*^' Ci>^""iJ^ February 10, t866.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, Original and
Sole Proprietors of the

STOCK-BREEDERS' MEDICINE CHEST.
For Disorders in Horses, Cattle, Calves, Sheep, and Lambs, and the

Inventors of the FIRST Animal Medicines ever known as " DAY'S."
This matchless little Chest contains the following world-renowned
remedies, nearly all that a Farmer can require to keep his Stock free
from disease, and in fine and healthy condition :

—

The CHEMICAL EXTRACT, for Wounds. Swollen Udders, &c.
The GASEOUS FLU ID, for Scour or Diarrhoea, and all Pains.
The RED DRENCHES, for Cleansing the Blood, and for Fevers.
The RED PASTE BALLS, for producing Vigour and High Spirit.
Price of Chest complete, with Guide to Farriery, £3 i6s bd

Awarded Certificate of Merit by the National Agricultural
Society of Victoria, Australia, Spring Exhibition, 1871.
DAY, SON, and HEWITT, 22, Dorset Street, Baker Street,

London ; and Wantage, Berks.

'"PANNED GARDEN NETTING, One Penny per
-L square yard, for Protecting Seed Beds, Peas, Fruit, Straw-

berries, &c., from Birds, Frosi. Blight, &c., and as a Fence for
I'owls-in 1 2. 3 and 4 yard widths. HEXAGON, TIFFANY,

C. WRIGHT AND CO. (late 376, Strand, London), Newark-on-Trent.

NETTING for FRUpFTrEES, SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &C.-TANNED NETTING (or

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide
3d. per yard, or 100 yards, aoi : 4 yards wide, 6ii. per yard, or w yards!
20s. NfeW TANriED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, II, per yard ; i^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard. AlsoTIFFANY. Can be had in any quantity of
EATON AND DELLER. 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge, F-C.

Protection for Fruit and Flowers.
/^ARDEN MATS, 12s. per bundle of lo ; TANNEDVT NETTING, 2 yards wide, iJsrf. per yard; 4 yards wide, ^J. per
yard. SCRIM CANVAS, for Shading, in widths of i yard, ij^ yard,
and 2 yards, at 4I per square yard. TIFFANY, in pieces of 20 yards,
38 inches wide, 5s. per piece. Parcels of the value of ^3 and upwards
delivered carriage paid by
HENRY VAN AND CO., 17, Toolcy Street, London Bridge, S.E.

RALPH WALLER AND CO..
45, Dale Street, Manchester.

MANUFACTURERS of all kinds of GARDEN NETTING, &c
The serious injury done every spring to Fruit Crops by frost has

proved to every Gardener the absolute necessity of providing some
Protection to the Trees early in the year. If the blossom, in its
earliest development, be but slightly weakened by frost, the vitality of
the fruit-germ is destroyed, and the fruit lost. In this climate, on the
average of a century, there is not more than one year in nineteen whrn
the protection is unnecessary. Many fabrics have been tried f ^r this
purpose of protection, with more or less success; and we m ly now
say, without fear of contradiction, that we have succeeded in -nanu-
facturing the only fabric which is altogether unobjectionable for this
purpose. Without unduly nursing, it effectually protects the young
germ, and does not impede the action of light and due circulation of
air. Some other fabrics do this, and thus weaken the vitality of the
tree altogether. Almost every large grower in the three KingJoms
can testify to these facts.

HOTHOUSE SHADING of various thicknesses, superior to any
other yet discovered for lightness, strength and durability, standing,
as it does, all weathers.

Testimonial from ROBERT Warner, Esq.
" I have had the netting No. 6 on my Orchid-house for eighteen

months, and I find it now in very good order, and likely to la-^t as
many more months, and I intend to use it on all my houses in future,
being well satisfied both as to its lasting qualities and also as to the
shade it gives, which is sufficient to prevent burning, and yet not thick
enough to keep out the light, as the ordinary strong shading stuffs do;
indeeJ, it is suitable for shading any kind of pid^nt^.—BroomJleld,
Feb. 13, 1871."
TIFFANY of various kinds always on hand. NETTING and

SHADING, in pieces 30 yard long, 1% yard wide. TIFFANY, in
pieces 20 yards long, 38 inches wide. For prices, &c., apply to the
above address— 45, Dale Street, Manchester.

B ROWN'S FLORAL SHADING.
A Protection to Fruit Trees from Frost, &c.

Samples and prices on application to
CHARLES BROVVN, Greenheys, Manchester.

Russia Mat Merchants.
MESSRS. G. D. MARENDAZ AND FISHER,

importers of ARCHANGEL and ST. PETERSBURG MATS,
dealers in TANNED GARDEN NETTING, TIFFANY, LABELS,
TARRED and other TWINES, LINES, &c.

9, James Street, Covent Garden, London, W. C.

RUSSI.A MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and Packing. Second sized Arch-

angel, looj ; Petersburg, 60s. and Soi. : superior close Mat, 45J., 501.,
and 55s.

;
packing Mats, 20s., 301., and 351. per 100; and every other

description of Mats at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,
4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
fonvarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

E. ARCH ER'S F R I G I DOM O."
Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is applied.

PROTECTION AGAINST the COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard.
" FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS.

Two yards wide is. lod. per yard.

Three yards wide 2s. lorf. per yard.

Four yards wide 31. loJ. per yard.

SCRIM Can VAS, 72inches wide, 70 yards long, 6?i<f. toS^rf. per yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS, do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, y^'i- and
g^d. per yard.
ELIbHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of " Frigi Domo," 3, Cannon

Street, City, E.G. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.
Notice.—REMOVED from 7. Great Trinity Lane

Labels, Labels.—Parclinient or Clotb Labels.
rpREE or PLANT LABELS, punched parchment.

Also
4 inches long, 41. per 1000, or 10,000 for w., cash on delivery.

PUNCHED CLOTH LABELS, Assorted Size, 10,000 for 15s.

All Sizes in Plain and Printed Labels made to order at very low prices.

Sample Label sent on receipt of a postage-stamp. Orders delivered
free in London bv
JOHN FISHER and CO.. Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

RESERVE YOUR
FROM FROST and BIRDS.

TREES

PATENT COTTON NETTING (li yards wide) for

the protection of Fruit Trees and Tender Plants against Frost,

Hail, and Wind ; also against Wasps and other insects.

FRIGI DOMO {2 and 3 yards wide) : an excellent
protection from Frost.

COTTON BUNTING (38 inches wide) : a good and
light material for shading.

SCRIM CANVAS (36 inches wide) : the best material
for Greenhouse Shades ; tight, cheap, and durable.

BROWN LINEN (6 feet wide) : strong and effective

for Conservatory Shades.

STRIPED MATERIALS for Blinds, Linen and Cotton
;

a variety of patterns and colours.

TANNED NETTING.—A large quantity of Repaired
Netting, for the preservation of Fruit Trees and Seed Beds from
Birds, at zd. per yard, 2 yards wide.

ARCHANGEL and OTHER MATS.

Also NEW TANNED NETTING, 2 yards wide, in
pieces of 90 yards in length.

Samples and Price List on application.

Address BENJAMIN EDGINGTON {in full),

Marquee and Tent Maker by Special Appointment to

Her Majesty the Queen and H.R.H. the Prince of
Wales, and His Mojesty the King of the Netherlands,

2, Duke Street, London Bridge, S.E.
No other Establishment,
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Collections of Vegetable and Flower Seeds.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS' are the most
liberally supplied and best "Made-up COLLECTIONS" ot

GARDEN and FLnWER SEEDS.
VEGETABLE SEEDS, i2J^. 6<i., 211., 311. 6.i., 42s,, 63s., and 1055.
FLOWER SEEDS, 10s. 6d., 12s. 6d., 15s., 21s., 30s., and 42.'., con-

taining selections of the choicest German, English, and other Flowers.
Carriage free. Descriptive priced LISTS post free.
lAMES DICKSON and SONS, 102 and 108, Eastgatc Street, and

Newton Nurseries, Chester.

FOREIGN FLOWER SEEDS.—The most beautiful
FVench ASTER grown is Truffaut's Reine Marguerite, in Fleur-

Perfection, Bombefi and Pivoine varieties; 50Q seeds, in 16 fine double
colours, mixed, 15.

The hnest STOCK in cultivation is the new Goliath Pyramidal Ten-
week, heiffht 2 feet, surpassing all others in the size of the plants and
flower-spikes

; 250 seeds, in eight fine double colours,
PHLOX DRUMMONDI, of the best quality '

seeds, 6d. Post frce.
ALFRED HAMMOND. Foreign Secdsma 1. Eedv

n 12 colours
; 300

n Street, Salisbury

D
Every One Possessing a Garden sbould

APPLY for

ICK RADCLYFFE AND CO.'S
SPRING CATALOGUE of SEEDS

AND illl

GARDEN REQUISITES, " '

gratis and post free,

ijg. High Holborn, W.C.
Seed Grounds, Erfurt, Prussia.

New Llllum auxatum.

^^Jl

L

The ANNUAL IMPORTATIONS having just arrived (rom'japan,

MR. WILLIAM BULL can suppily good BULBS,
by the dozen, hundred, or thousand. The Bulbs are remark-

ably sound and good this season, and can be supplied at very low
prices.
Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,

London. S.W.
^

ILIUM AURATUM, LILIUM AURATUm!
(Imported Bulbs.)—Fine sound flowering bu'b?, at oj., i^s , and

jSs. per dozen; cheaper by the too. CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, very
fine, 6s. per dozen. CALCEOLARIAS, best strain oul, 4s. per dozen.
PRIMULAS, fine strain, in 6o's, 31. per dozen. CINERARIAS,
in 48's, showing bloom, 6s. per dozen. Zonal GERANIUMS,
in iDO varieties, 20s. NEW CATALOGUE of Plants, Cuttings, and
Rooted Cuttings (92 pages) of all the best new Pelargoniums, Fuchsias,
Petunias, Verbenas, &c., now ready ; sent post free for one stamp.
GEORGE POULTON, Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmonton. N.

A Coloured Plate of
CLEMATIS LORD LONDESBOROUGH for 12

Stamps ; and fine plants of this magnificent Seedling can now be
had as under ;

—

CLEMATIS LORD LONDESBOROUGH, now offered for the
first time. (Kirst-Class Certificate, Royal HorticuUural Society,
May, 1870.)— Deep rich mauve, with delicate maroon stripe duwn
the centre of each petal, sometimes blotched at the base of the
petal instead of the stripe, large and very fine, chocolate-coloured
stamens. loi. 6d. each, strong plants.

The three Seedlings sent out last year maintain their enviable
POSITION.

ALBERT VICTOR )LADY LONDESBOROUGH ^ 3J. 6rf. and Ss. each.
MISS BATEMAN J

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W,

,. THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
(one of the Oldest Nurseries extant)

IS NOW CONDUCTED BY A COMPANY, WHO ARE
PREPARED TO

WAilBANT GENUINE
EVERY ARTICLE SUPPLIED TO THEIR CUSTOMERS.

THEIR STOCK AND RESOURCES ARE ALMOST

INEXHAUSTIBLE;
.\ND

THEIR MOTTO IS "LIBERALITY."

Please write fortheir ROSE and FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE, andalso fortheir SEED CATALOGUE,
just published.

Address, JOHN BESTER (Manager),

PINE-APPLE NURSERY, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

Richard Smith,
NURSERYMAN AND SEED MERCHANT,

WOECESTEE.
ROSES—Standard, Dwarf and Climbing.

FRUIT TREES of every description.

CREEPERS, for Trellises and Walls.

FOREST, SCREEN, and TIMBER TREES.
SHRUBS for GAME COVERTS.
QUICK and other STOCK for HEDGES.

CONIFEROUS TREES and SHRUBS.
EVERGREEN
FLOWERING
ORNAMENTAL ,, ,,

AVENUE
GARDEN and FARM SEEDS of all kinds.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES to be had on application.

B. S. AA^ILLIAMS,
VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERY, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.,

Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry about to furnish their Conservatories, Greenhouses, Stoves, and Orchid Houses, to an inspection of his Stock of Magnificent
Specimens, that are unequalled in this country, consisting of

THE CHOICEST AND EAEEST EXOTICS,
TREE FERNS, DRAC/ENAS, PALMS, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, AGAVES, YUCCAS, CYCADS, BEAUCARNEAS, ARALIAS,

AND ALL KINDS OF I--LOWERING, STOVE, AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

The LARGE CONSERVATORY is at this season of the year especially worthy a visit, containing as it does fine collections of CAMELLIAS in full flower.
CYCLAMENS, PRIMULAS, SOLAN UMS, &c., &c. In addition there are numerous Houses, consisting of ORCHID HOUSES, PALM STOVES, NEW HOLL.'\ND
HOUSES, FERN HOUSES, AZALE.\ HOUSES, &c., replete with Plants which, by the interest and instruction they will afford, will well repay a visit.

The COLLECTION of ME.\ICAN PLANTS at this Nursery is of unrivaUed excellence. , .

All New Plants that are worthy of notice are to be seen here. The houses have all been erected to suit the requirements of the Plants, which is one of the surest roads to
success in their cultivation.

Should Purchasers require Selections or Collections of Plants, they may depend upon having them put up with judgment. In such cases it is advisable to supply a List of
the kinds already possessed. PRICED CATALOGUES POST FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

SEED DEPARTMENT.
GENUINE SEEDS, CARRIAGE PAID AND FREE BY POST.

Complete Collections of Kitchen Garden Seeds, for One Year's Supply, to suit Large and Small Gardens, at the following prices :

21s., 42s., 63s., 84s. each.
B. S. WILLIAMS devotes special and particular attention to this branch of his business, and can strongly recommend all seeds offered by him as being grown from the

most carefully selected and genuine Stock, all true to name, and of the finest possible quality.

His choice strain of Flower Seeds, such as PRIMULA, CINERARIA, CALCEOLARIA, &c., are unequalled ; they are grown especially for him by persons who stand in
the first position as cultivators of the respective kinds.

The CATALOGUE, published in January, which can be had Post Free on application, will be found to contain Lists of the latest really useful Novelties in Flower and
Vegetable Seeds ; also a detailed compendium of all previously known kinds. VINES, FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS, &c.

LANDSCAPE AND SUB-TROPICAL GARDENING.
Estimates, Plans, and Advice given for the Laying-out of Parks, Pleasure Grounds. &c. ; also for Erecting Greenhouses, Conservatories, and the Construction of

Rockwork and Ferneries.

Post 8vo, cloth, price 5.S., or Free by. Post, 5J-. %d. each,

HOETICULTURAL WORKS BY B. S. WILLIAMS, F.R.H.S., RECENTLY PUBLISHED.
" Mr. Williams' skill as a plant cultivator is well and widely known."

—

Jaurnal of Horticulture.

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FLOWERING PLANTS, with O ELECT FERNS and LYCOPODS, BRITISH and EXOTIC, copiously
V-/ Coloured Frontispiece and Plans of Houses, and comprising descriptions of upwards of looo O Illustrated witK Engravings on Wood, and containing descriptions of ooo choice species
species and varieties. and v;.rietics. t , ki i, j 17 u r^-Just published, Fourth Edition,

THE ORCHID-GROWERS' MANUAL, enlarged, revised, and illustrated,

containing descriptions of upward '" ' --- --..-.
r\ HOICE STOVE and GREENHOU.SE ORNAMENTAL-LEAVED PLANTS.
V.' forniinc a sequel to the above, containine descriptions of 800 species and varieties, and profusely
Illustrated with £ngravinj;fs on Wood, to be worth growing.

Published and Sold at Victoria and Paradise Nursery, Upper Holhway, N.

wards of 800 species and varieties of Orchidaceous plants proved
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The advantages of procuring Seeds direct from the
Growers cannot be over-estimated.

"THE ROYAL SEEDSMEN"

CARTER'S
J'RIZE MEDALS"

^ARIS,t867. LONDON.!
tiAMBURGH,1869. WIMM, 1870?

'Jr¥) ^^^BLACKPOOL, 1870. &S

SEEDS.!

BUTTONS'
RED-SKIN FLOURBALL

POTATO.
The Heaviest Cropping and Best Cooking

Late Potato in Cultivation,

As it appears that in some instances the Red-skin

Flourball Potato does not boil so dry and floury as last

year, we think that if in such cases the seed was certainly

obtained from us, the difference of quality must be owing

to some peculiarity in the soil in. which the Potatos have

been grown, or else that they were lifted very wet and

allowed to remain in that condition. Almost every letter

received concerning those supplied by us last year speaks

most highly of them, as see the following :

—

FrciH. Mr. James Betteridce, The Common Hill, ChippingNorton.
" I am mucb pleased with your Red-skinned Flourball Potato. It is

very prolific, entirely free Irom disease, and when cooked very
WHITE. I think it invaluable for late use and winter storing."

From the Rev. T. H. Tait, HUperion Rectory, Wilis.
*' Your Flourball Potatos turned out very well, fully justifying your

description of il. It had not a fair chance, having been planted out in

cround that had been covered with shrubs and trees. 1 had not had
ine roots all grubbed out, and yet the tubers weighed lU to iJ-J lb.

each, and not one was affected by disease. I have saved all for seed.
The Qi'ALnv, too, is excellent."

From the Rev. H. H. Dombrais, Westwell Vicarage, Ashford, Kent.
" I have found your Red-skinned Flourball an admirable Potato,

prolific, and UNEQUALLED FOR BAKING."

From the Rev. J. N. Heale, Addingion Rectory, Maidstone.
"The Red-skinned Flourball Potatos turned out good, large, and

free from disease, of e.\cellent flavour."

From Capt. Heron, Manley Hall, Frodsham.
" I consider your Red-skinned Flourball Potato a kindly pood

cropper, and a good eati.sg potato, and, so far, quite free Irom
disease. I shall be glad of a couple of measures more, if you have
them to part with."

From ]. HiTCHMAN, Esq.,M.D., Micklewer, near Dei by.

" The Red-skinned Flourball cropped very finely, The tubers were
large, and boil very well."

From Colonel J. Le Couteur, BtlU Vue, yersey.
" Half a peck of Red-skinned Flourball Potatos produced 189 lb.

weight ; they are. fine sized, e.xcellent, mealy, AND FLOURY ; no
sign of disease,"

From John E. Stanier, Esq., Uppington, Wellington, Salop.
" I consider your Flourball Potatos the best I have ever grown, both

as to quality and quantity ; they are auiie free from disease, and
remarkably uniform in size, with a shallow eye, and fine clear skin.
Equal in cooking qualities to thf Fluke, they have the advan-
tage of producing nearly double the crop of the latter variety."

From the Rev. R. G. Boodle, Mells, near Frame.
" The Red-skinned Flourball Potatos which you sent to me and to

several of the working-men of this parish were remarkably large when
dug. They both boiled and roasted well, and have been entirely
free from disease."

From. Captain Armstrong, il/fK«i Carterit, Banagher, King's County.
" I have great pleasure in testifying to the excellence of your Red-

skinned Flourball Potato. It is one of the largest I have ever seen
and a vcr>' hea\y cropper. I have noticed that il requires to be wel.
ripened in the ground belore being used, but if so treated the flavour
IS excellent, and the quality is not to be surpassed by any
Potato I have ever seen."

From the Rev. Robert Hole, Rectory, near Taivton.
**The Red-skinned Flourball Potato is a heavy cropper, very band-

some, and VERY MEALY AND GOOD."

Without wishing to imply that none are the true

"Suttons' Red-skin Flourball" except those supplied

direct from us, we happen to have seen at least three

different sorts sold by other houses under the name of

Red-skin Flourball, and therefore we feel fully justified

in advising purchasers to insure the correct stock by send-

ing direct to us. The price is now very moderate, and we

send all Potatos Carriage Free.

Lowest priceper sack a7id ton- on -^plication.

ICARRIAGE FREEf
237, & 238, High Holborn,

' LONDON .
'^

CARTER'S
IMPROVED MAMMOTH PRIZE

LOIG EED lAMEL,
The largest varietv grown. Price pei lb

, Is. 3d.

NKW AMERICAN POTATOS.
BRESEE'S KING of the EA^LIES
ERESEE'S PEERLESS
ERESEES PROLIFIC
ERESEE'S CLIMAX

EARLY ROSE
EARLY GOODRICH
LATE ROSE
HUNDREDFOLD FLUKE

Lowest price per bushel, sack, or ton, on application.

Priced Descriptive List

Of other kinds Gratis and Post Free.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN and PRINCE of WALES,

ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
READING.

B
Fines.

S. WILLIAMS has now a fine stock of splendidly
• prown riants, of all the best kinds, including both suckers and

successions of the CHARLOTTE ROTUSCKILD, Prices on
application,

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Ilolloway, N.

Grape Vines, Fruiting and Planting Canea,
KS. EACH.

—

Lewis Woodtmorpe begs to offer a fineO and well-Rrown STOCK of all the best sorts. Descriptive
CATALOGUES free. Second sized HLACK HAMHUROHS, 3s. dd.
each. L, W.'s system of packing saves half the cost of carriayc.

Munro Nurscn,', Siblc Ilcdiiigham, Essex.

RHODODENDRON FALCONER!.—This beautiful
variety has been Lent specially byR T. Mackintosh, Esq., Seeds,

man, Melbourne Place, to Messrs. DttWNIE, LAIRD, and LAI NG,
for EXHIBITION in their WINTER GARDEN, West Coales,
Edinburfifh, and as tt is rarely seen in flower, all admirers of this ^rana
tribe of plants are respectfully invited to view the same, which is

NOW in FULL FLOWER.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

SHOW of CAMELLIAS. &c, March 6.

AWARDS ol the JUDGES.
Class i.—6 CAMELLIAS, in pots. (Open.)

1st Prize, Messrs. W. Lane & Sou, The Nurseries, Great Berk,
hampstead, ^3.

Class 3,-6 CAMELLIAS, cut blooms. (Open.)

isl, Mr. J. Potts, Gr. to j. Knowlcs, Esq., Ileatoii Grange, Uolton,
Lancashire, lo*.

Class 7 —Late GRAPES, single bunch. (Open.)
ist, Mr. J. Potts, £,1.

!d, Mr, G. Sage, Gr. to Ear! Brownlow, Ashridge Park, Great
lEerkhampstead, 151,

3d, Mr. T. Bannerman, Gr. to Lord Bagot, BUthfietd Hall, Rugcley,
Stafford, loi.

Class 8.—ASPARAGUS, SEA KALE, and RHUBARB,
I dish of each. (Open.)

ist, Mr G. Miles, Gr. to Lord CarrinKton, Wycombe Abbey, High
Wycombe, C^.

ad, Mr. T. Bray, Gr. to W. A, Sanford, Esq., Nynehead Court,
Wellington, Somerset. 15J.

3d, Mr. Gilbert, Gr. to the Marquis of Exeter, Burghley House,
Stamford, los.

MISCELLANEOUS, Extra Prize.

Mr. J. Hudson, Gr. to J. C. Imthurn, Esq., Champion Hill,

Cambcrwcll, S.E., for box of Lady Downe's GRAPES.

GRANTHAM and SOUTH LINCOLNSHIRE
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. _

President—Right Hon. Earl Brownlow, Lord-Licutenanl of the
County.

The FIRST EXHIBITION will be held at Grantham, Lincoln-

shire, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, July 17 and 18.

Schedules of Prizes (upwards of £300}, may be had of Mr. F. M.
WHITE, Hon. Sec, Grantham.

Notewortliy Horticulturists and Botanists.

NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of
NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS

is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The followini^ have already

appeared, and separate Copies (price dd. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, viz. :

—

Dr. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S. 1 Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.
W. WiL,soN Saunders, F.R S. E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.
Rev. M. J. Berkeley, t'.L.S.

M. Decaisne
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr. MoORE, of Glasnevin
Professor Reichenbach.

Iames McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.

"

James Bateman, F.R.S.
Berthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.

SATURDAY, MARCH 9, 1872.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TT' ^r^.„ HT-,.-^!, .,/ Royal Botanic (Exhibition of Spring
Wednesday, March 13

J /iowers)-2 p.m.

The largest mot of this variety at the Smithfield Club Show was
exhibited by J . C. & Co , wei^ihing nearly 60 lbs.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN to the QUEEN and ths PRINCE of WALES,
837 and 938, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

WHATEVER shape the Parks' Bill may
ultimately assume, its provisions should

be watched very narrowly by the public, and, if

needful, pressure should be brought to bear to

prevent a mischievous assumption of authority on

the part of those not competent to wield it. We
have no desire to dilate on the political aspects

of the question, as they are happily beyond our

province. But we may, without infringing our

neutrality, say that the right of public meeting is

one not to be lightly denied to Englishmen, be

their politics what they may. At the same time

proper restrictions as to the place, time, and mode
of holding such assemblages should be enacted.

All reasonable care should be taken to prevent a
perfectly legitimate mode of expressing opinions

on any subject, from becoming not only a
nuisance, but a source of absolute injury to the

public property. This, after all, is pretty much a
matter of police arrangement, and as a people we
are fortunately so order-loving that police restric-

tions rarely prove irksome, at least to the well-

disposed. But in addition to these regulations

for the due maintenance and care of our public

parks and gardens there are other matters in

which the public is very deeply concerned,

although it rarely happens that it has any oppor-

tunity of expressing an opinion till too late.

Take by way of illustration such cases as the

formation of new roads, the felling of trees,

planting new ones, construction of rockwork, and,

indeed, landscape gardening generally. The
public has a right to know by whose authority,

and under whose directions, these measures are

carried out. But we see in the London parks
egregious and costly blunders in the selection

of shrubs for such an atmosphere, ludicrous

attempts at landscape-gardening, roads diverted

from a line that is in a good direction to another

in a bad one. We see at Kew a barrack-like
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structure erected face to face with the most
elegant glass structure in the world. On one

side of the same building we see an ordinary

glasshouse, not assorting in the least with the

magnificent edifice to which it is adjacent. We
see extraordinary lines of approach to the

temperate-house, in place of one which was
fitting enough if it had not been for the

hideous lodge at its extremity. Who is

responsible for all this? The general answer

doubtless would be— the superintendent, or

director, or chief official, as the case may be.

It requires, however, but little discernment to see

that this first impression cannot be correct. The
superintendents and managers of these establish-

ments are well known in their respective depart-

ments, they are men of the highest eminence-
men in whom their fellows and (taking example

by them) the public in general deservedly place

the highest trust. Is it consistent with what we
know of them to suppose that they, with their

oft proved judgment and taste, would be liable

to originate such blunders as we have alluded

to? Moreover, there is a want of consistency

and continuity of purpose about the manage-

ment of our parks and gardens, which plainly

shows that changes of plan have been frequent
;

and there is often an appearance as though the

designers did not know their own minds.

Putting such facts as these together, it becomes
clear that the responsibility must rest with the

Board of Works, of which the Chief Commis-
sioner is, we believe, the acting clement. Now
that minister is not a permanent officer. He holds

office so long as his party is in power, and then

vacates his position to a successor. It is by no

means essential that he should possess any
knowledge or appreciation of the works he is

called on to direct. The present occupant of the

office, if we remember rightly, rather vaunted

himself that he was not a landscape gardener,

and we quite believe his assertion. His suc-

cessor may be equally unversed in these matters.

If political exigencies necessitate the appoint-

ment as minister of a gentleman who need have

no special knowledge of the departments he is

called on to manage, it is clear that the proper

course is to appoint the most fitting men for the

post of director or superintendent as the case

may be, to give them as nearly as may be

plenary powers, and to make them responsible

to the minister. This latter official should be
spared the, to him, difficult and irksome task of

dealing with details he is not, or at least may not

be, competent to understand.

It is utterly preposterous for a Board of Works,
constituted as the present one is, solely on
political grounds, to interfere with the

general details of management of a great public

establishment. What head gardener would
brook the interference of the steward, for

example, in the management of his Vines or

Peaches ?—or, supposing he did so, what would
be the result quoad Vines and Peaches ? There
can be no doubt as to the answer, and yet this is

the sort of management to which our public

parks and gardens are subject. By all means
let us have efficient police regulations, but also

let us have competent and responsible manage-
ment.

A FEW weeks since we mentioned the circum-

stance that Mr. Glaisher's elaborate Reduction of

the Meteorological Observations, taken at

Chiswick between 1826— 1869, had not appeared in

the yournal of the Royal Horticultural Society^ although
many months had elapsed since its preparation. We
may take the opportunity of stating that the docu-
ment in question is to be had on application by
Fellows of the Society. It forms a supplement to

vol. ii. of the yournal oi the Society (new series). A
part of vol. iii. , containing the continuation of Drs. Gil-
bert and Masters' Report on the Experiments with

various Manures at Chiswick, in 1869, was also laid on
the table at the last meeting of the Scientific Com-
mittee. Separate copies of this report were issued by
the authors some time since.

In reply to a question, re^ipecting the sale of

Halfpenny Postal Cards, raised in the House of
Commons, the other day, Mr. Baxter (in the absence
of the Postmaster-General) said, it had been decided
that in future not less than a dozen post-cards will he
sold at any post-office, and that an extra halfpenny
will be cliarged for the same. Experience had shown
that the poorer classes hardly ever use posl-cards, and
it rarely happens that a single card is sold to any one.

He added that paper-makers and stationers of the
United Kingdom have from the first strongly com-
plained that the interests of their trade were being
seriously affected by the sale of the post-cards for a
halfpenny each without any charge being made fdr the

cards themselves. It is, moreover, intended to allow I

private cards, having written communications upon

'

them, to pass through the post, under certain restric-

tions, for a postage of a halfpenny. This will give

opportunity to the stationers to devise a variety of

cards, difiering both in quality and design, for general

use ; and all classes will participate, more or less, in

the accommodation.

The presentation of the Medals and Certi-

ficates gained by the Belgian Exhibitors in the

international department of the London International

Exhibition, last year, took place recendy in Brussels

with great iclat, in the presence of the President of the

Federation of Belgian Horticultural Societies (M. de
Cannart d'Hamale) ; the President of the committee

of the Belgian section of the Exhibition, Baron Kint ;

the Minister of the Interior, M. Delcour, and other

celebrities. It is evident, too, from the preparations

making, that our Belgian confreres do not mean to lose

their laurels this year if they can help it.

At a recent meeting of the Geographical

Society, Capt. Blakiston read a, paper on a journey

round the Island of Yezo. This, which is the northern

island of Japan, was stated to have an area of 34,605
square miles. The coast is divided into districts, each

of which has a head place, with perhaps, a population

of from 40 to 50 inhabitants. The fish, seaweed,

and other products collected by these people are sent

to Hakodadi, whence rice is forwarded in return. At
Akis, Capt. Blakiston saw the process of weed col-

lecting. The weeds are collected by means of a pole

with a crook at the end. They are then laid out to

dry, and are covered with mats at night. They are

cut into lengths of about 3 feet, and bound into bundles

for exportation. Six thousand tons of seaweed are

annually exported from Hakodadi. The country is in

many places covered with small hills and valleys, and
streams running in every direction. The forest is that

of cold temperate climates, but, except the Spruce,

none of the trees grow large enough to furnish timber.

There is much marsh land, some rich vegetable soil,

and the rock is often conglomerate. Salmon fishing is

an important industry, and in one river 375,000 fish,

and in another 1,200,000 fish, are said to have been

found in one year.

The collection of specimen stove and green-

house plants, consisting of fine plants of all the best

varieties of Heaths, Azaleas, ornamental foliage plants,

exotic and British Ferns, &c. , the property of P. L.

Hinds, Esq., Byfleet Lodge, Weybridge, is advertised

to be sold by auction, by Mr. J. C. Stevens, on
Friday next.

Mr. Glaisher remarks on the State of the
Weather during the week ending March 2 :—In

the vicinity of London the reading of the barometer,

at sea level, at the beginning of the week, was about
29.6 inches. A fall occurred during the morning of

February 25, and the minimum (about 29.5 inches) was
registered about 10 a.m. of that day. Increasing

values were then recorded till the evening of

February 27, the reading at 9 p.m. on that day being

about 30.2 inches; again followed by a decrease to

29.6 inches on the morning of March i. From this

time till the end of the week a steady rise took place.

The highest temperature of the air by day varied from
584° on March 2 to 46^° on February 28. The lowest

temperatures at night ranged between 49" on March I,

and 32^** on the 2Sth. The greatest daily range of

temperature, 174", occurred on February 29. The mean
daily temperatures were in defect of their averages on
February 27 and 28, but in excess on the other days.

The departures were as follows :—February 25, + 8°. i
;

26th, — o*.7; 28th, — i°.i ; 29th, +6°.9; March i,

+ 11*. 9; 2d, +11°. The sky was overcast on the

three latter days of the week, and generally speaking
large amounts of cloud with but few exceptions were
prevalent on earlier days. The highest reading of a

thermometer placed in the sun was 103° on February 27,

and the lowest of one placed on the grass at night

was 24!° on February 27. Rain fell on February 25,

26, and 29, and on March I, and the amount collected

was 0.17 inch.

In England the extreme high temperatures ranged
between 59* at Nottingham, and 52* at Newcastle-on-
Tyne ; the general average over the country being 55]°.

The extreme low temperatures varied from 37° at Man-
chester to 30° at Norwich, the general average being

344". The average range of temperature in the week
was about 21*. The mean for the week of the highest

temperatures observed every day was 504°, the highest

being at Blackheath, 524*", and the lowest, 47^, at New-
castle-on-Tyne. The average daily range of tempera-

ture was 10^°. The mean temperature for the week
was about 444°) varying from 451° at Portsmouth, to

424* at Newcastle-on-Tyne. Rain fell heavily during

the latter part of the week in the North of England ; at

Old Trafford more than an inch fell on February 29,

and 8-ioths of an inch fell on the same day at Eccles.

In the southern counties the fall was not so great, the

amount measured at Blackheath being but little more
than i-ioth of an inch for the week. The average fall

over the country was 7-ioths of an inch.

In Scotland the highest temperatures by day varied

between 54° at Perth, and 504" at Glasgow, the

average over the country being about 524*. The
lowest temperatures at night ranged from 35° at Leith
to 29^ at Glasgow and Paisley. The general average
was 314°. The average temperature for the week over
the country was 41^°, varying between 42^" at Leith,

and 39^° at Edinburgh. More than 24 inches of rain

fell at Dundee, and more than 2 inches at Perth. Falls

exceeding i inch were also recorded at Aberdeen and
Paisley. The average fall was nearly 14 inch.

At Dublin the maximum temperature was 58'', the
lowest 32", and the mean 46^°. The rainfall was
more than half an inch.

At the meeting of the Entomological Society,

on the 19th ult., Mr. Muller read a paper containing

some remarks concerning the habits of certain Gall-
producing Saw-flies of the Willow, which are

said to avoid those portions of the tree that overhang
water ; and he suggested a practical application of the
theory, to save choice fruit trees from the attacks of
insects, by surrounding them at the base with glass,

which, it is well known, is often mistaken for water by
aquatic insects.

To promote the study of Natural Science
amongst the upper classes, once a week, during the
months of May, June, and July, the Chief Com-
missioner, says Mr. Pimch, will hold an afternoon
botanical class in Hyde Park, and lecture on its trees,

plants, and flowering shrubs, with the aid of the
descriptive labels belonging to them. Ladies and
gentlemen attending the class will have the option of
taking notes, and passing an examination in the lectures

at the end of the London season, when prizes will be
awarded to the most proficient students.

The Master of the Rolls had before him on
Thursday a motion in the suit of DuNNETT v. Sutton,
in which Messrs. Dunnett & Beale, seedsmen, of

237, Holborn, have filed a bill against Messrs.

Sutton & Sons, seedsmen, of Reading, complaining
that the defendants published in January last a pamph-
let advertising their seeds, under the title of Suttons^

Amateurs Guide and Spring Cataloguefor 1S72, upon
the cover of which was engraved a facsimile of the

plaintiffs' prize medal, gained at the Exhibition of
1862. No less than 25,000 copies of this catalogue

were circulated by the defendants. The plaintiffs now
asked his lordship to restrain by an interim injunction

tiie further publication of the pamphlet, and to order
the return of all copies posted or delivered by the
defendants' orders to any person or persons whom-
soever. His lordship, having heard Mr. Southgate,
Q.C., and Mr. Gill, without calling on Sir R.
Baggallav for the defendants, refused to grant an
injunction, on the ground that the plaintiffs could
get nothing by it that they had not already ob-
tained in the shape of a published disclaimer of the

defendants to all right to use the exhibition medal
awarded to the plaintiffs. The costs to be costs in

the cause.

Far too little use—observes the Florist^ when
recently figuring the charming Pvrus spectarilis
roseo-plena— is made in ornamental planting of the

early flowering Chinese and Japanese species of Pyrus.
The vigorous one-year-old shoots produce short spur-

like branches, bearing, with a few leaves, rich clusters

of from four to six large showy flowers ; and the older

shoots throw out short laterals, equally clothed with
flowers, which are of a lovely pink, paler in the

expanded state ; the colour resembles that of the

monthly Rose, but is brighter, and the half-opened
flowers, about an inch across, have just the appearance
of small pink Roses. The branches being laden with a
succession of blossoms, exhibit in the flowering period

a charming play of colour. We have here one of the

loveliest of early-flowering, hardy, deciduous trees.

Later than the Almond, but earlier than the Hawthorn
and Laburnum, it comes in, with the double-blossomed
Cherries and Lilacs of all hues, to light up the pleasure-

ground with its abundant and charming flowers, which,

as they hang on the branches, may be compared with
garlands of tiny pink Roses, and so closely simulating

them in their appearance, that the scent only seems
wanted to complete the illusion. Though not new,
the plant appears to be rare, since it seems to be very
little known.

The almost fabulous prices paid for a real

Panama Hat, together with the peculiarity of their

manufacture, and the very fine material furnished by
the leaves of the Carludovica palmata, from which
they are made, causes them to be objects of somewhat
more interest than is usually attached to hat manufac-
ture. The trade in these hats in the State of Colombia
is a matter of considerable importance at all times, but
during the past two or three years there has been a
large and increased export trade. The prices, how-
ever, have somewhat declined, but this has been com-
pensated by a much larger number of hats being made
and exported. According to the return of exports at

the port of Santa Martha in 1869, the value of hats

sent out of that port amounted to £^^,S19- Cuba is

the principal market, but no less than 2249 were sent

to France, and 4845 to the United States of America
in the same year. The making of these hats occupies

a great many hands in the States of Santander,
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'lolinia, and Aniioquia. It isesUinated that 111 1S6S as

many as 160,000 dozens were made in these States.

Their value varies considerably ; for, whilst those

Srom Tolima may be worth from £4- to £S^ o^ even up

to 2"iO' f^r a single hat, those from Antioquia average

from /"^ to ^3 12s. ])cr dozen; and those from San-

tander, known as iron hats, from 1 6.-. to 24,^-. per dozen.

New Garden Plants.

ALSOmiLA (ClINOOniOKA) SAC.lTTIFOl.IA, I/ool:

Sy/:. />/., p. 37-

Stipiiibus bmniieis glabrls sparse muncatls basi solum paleaceJs,

paleis lanceolatis : frondibus oblongo-deltoideis bipiniiatis sub-

coriaccis supra glabris nitide viridibus subtus pallidioribu^ ad

costas pinnularum squamulis paucis bullatis mstructis, rachibus

antice adpresse brunneo-pubescentibus, pinnis Kquilateraliter

lanceolatis breviter petiolatis mcdiams maxirnis patcntibiis

infimis niinoribus deflexis, termlnali rcllquis sub^imili, pmmihs

20—30-jugis ligulalis acutis crenulatis brevissimc petiolulatis

basi jcquUaterati late cordatis, veiiis pinnatis 3—5 per fasciculam

Jateralibus valde ascenden-

tibus, soris prope medium
pinnularum subuniseriatis.

A native of the moun-
tain forests of Trinidad,

discovered by the late

Dr. Cruger, and now re-

gathered and imported

in a living state to

Europe by Mr. Prestoe.

At the date of the pub-

lication of our Syfio/s/s

Filkuvt this was known
only from a couple of

incomplete dried speci-

mens sent to the Kew
Herbarium by Dr. Cm-
ger, without any note of

the place from which he
obtained them. More
recently the plant has

been found in consider-

able plenty by Mr.
Prestoe in his excursions

in Trinidad, and he has

furnished the collection

at Kew with living

plants, which, having

l)een now cultivated at

least a couple of years,

may be safely regarded

as thoroughly established.

The species proves to be
a very distinct one, be-

longing truly to Also-

phila, a point which Sir

AVm. Hooker doubted

;

but as its correct position

is between species 4 and

5, Taenitis and elegans,

far from the place where
it stands in the book,

where it is numbered as

species 28, it is most
likely that any one find-

ing it wild, or seeing it

cultivated, would entirely

fail to recognise it if

guided by the book ac-

count alone ; and I take,

therefore, the present op-

portunity of reporting the

material addition to our
information about it

which Mr. Prestoe has
furnished. Of the Tree
Ferns already in culti-

vation, in size, texture,

and the degree of cutting

of the frond, it looks

most like the Mauritian
Cyatheacanaliculata ; but
even before fruiting it

may be easily known by the pinnules being, not adnate
to the rachis at the base through their whole breadth,

but attached only by the prolongation of the midrib
into a short petiolule, with the lamina on each side

produced into the cordate-sagittate auricles which sug-

gested the specific name.
Trunk reaching at least a dozen feet high in the wild

plants, of course only low as yet in our cultivated

specimens. Stipes i foot or \\ foot long, chestnut-

brown, not at all pubescent, slightly muricated towards
the base, flattish on the face, rounded on the back,
scaly through the lower third, the rest naked. Scales

spreading, lanceolate, membranous, |

—

\ inch long,

bright chestnut-brown, with a pale border. Frond
oblong.deltoid, 4—5 feet long by \\—2 feet broad at the

middle when fully gi^own, subcoriaceous in texture,

the upper surface quite naked, bright shining green,

the lower paler, with a few small scattered lanceolate

bullate scales, principally on the midribs of the

pinnules. Rachis of the frond clothed with adpressed
brown pubescence on the upper side, but with scarcely

.any beneath. Pinnre close lanceolate, about a dozen
pairs, and an end one like the rest, short-stalked, sub-
truncate at the base, the lowest pinnule placed on the

lower side, the middle pinna; the lai-gest, spreading

horizontally, reaching I foot long by 2^—3 inches

i

broad, the lowest rather shorter, as much deflexed as

those of Polypodium Phegopteris. Pinnules ligulate,

\
about 30 pairs on the central pinno3 quite distinct from

I

one another, and the rachis rather curved upwards,

the point acute, the edge distinctly crenate, the base

]
shortly petiolulate, with the blade on each side pro-

duced into a broad cordate auricle. Veins rather

obscure, in close clusters of usually three, sometimes

five to a fascicle, the side ones running up to the

crenations at a very acute angle. Sori usually one to

each fascicle of veins, placed on the main vein, rather

nearer to the midrib of the pinnule than its margin,

sometimes two, or even three to a fascicle, then unequal

in size, and thus breakmg the regularity of the line

between the midrib and edge. Receptacle very pro-

minent, at first densely crinite, finally denuded.

Closely allied to the Brazilian Alsophila elegans,

especially to the form of which there is an excellent

figure in Flora BrasUicnsis, fasc. 49, t. 53, but well

thing. Thus I can now reduce the wondertut novelty
to the rank of a variety of the old Ha;maria.
H. G. Rchb.fil.

Fig. 112.—ALSOPHILA SAGITTIFOLIA.

distinguished by several characters, which any one who
compares Mr. Fitch's drawing (fig. 112) with that

plate will catch at a glance. The lowest pinnule here

is always on the low side of the pinna?, the base of the

pinnules is very different, the veins fewer to a group,

and the position and arrangement of the sori differ

materially. J. G. Baker.

H.-EMARiA DISCOLOR, L'uidl.^ var. Dawsoniana.

Foliis superne pulcherrime rubro retlnen-iis Anecochili sestacei

more,

—

Aiucochilits Dmvsonianns, Low, Gard. Chron, 1868,

1038.

When this beautiful plant came, nobody knew any-

thing about its botanical affinity. The name was pro-

visional—a garden name for trade purposes. My excel-

lent correspondent, Mr. Low, favoured me at a later

period with a dried spike coming from its native place.

I felt very much puzzled that I could not see the least

difference between it and the old well-known H^emaria

discolor, once so common in Continental gardens.

The specimen having no leaves, I thought it better

to wait for further information. Just now one of

our plants in the Hamburgh Botanic Garden has

flowered fully, and proved to be quite the same

POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA
As A Permanent Stove Plant.

There are very few plants grown for their flowering
properties that can rival in beauty this well known
subject, which nearly every horticultural establishment
of any note in the country possesses. Coming, too, at

a season when flowers are few, with its rich crimson
bracts to enliven the conservatory as well as the stove,

it is to be further admired on that account. But to

give it justice and to see it in its full beauty the Poin-
settia ought to be planted out, and trained to the back
wall or trellis in the stove, where, when it becomes
established, it will give such a display of those rich

crimson flowers as will entirely put out of court all

display by other modes of cultivation.

I am led to say this

from seeing a plant

w-hich had above 200
blooms or rather bracts

expanded at one time,

some of them measur-
ing 15 inches in diameter.
Nothing could have eK-
celled the beauty of this

plant. The fl-oral organs
seemed to vie with each
other in displaying them-
selves to the gaze of

their visitors, while the
leaves behind were green
and glossy, giving quite

a different effect to that

presented by the often-

faded leaves of plants

cultivated in pots. I

went again and again
to admire this Poinsettia,

which blooms so freely,

and is so easy of culti-

vation, until at last I

was determined to say
Gomething about it ; at

least, to call the atten-

tion of those horticul-

turists who are cont-em-

plating the planting of
new stoves, or the re-

arrangement of okl ones,

to the fitness of the Poin-
settia as a permanent
plant for covering the

back walls or other por-

tions of the stove.

The one at Moreton
Hall covers a space of
nearly 40 square yards.

As it begins to grow, the

young wood, which can
be easily kd io any direc-

tion, is so trained, that

when the blooming
season arrives tlie flow-

ers are evenly displayed

over the whole surface

covered. It begins to

bloom about December,
and, at the present time,

March i, it is still showy,
the bracts like so many
crimson stars. In a few
weeks the plants will be
cut back to within an eye
or two of the old wood,
and allowed to come
away at its own proper
time. There is a plant

ofAUamanda cathartica,

grown in conjunction

with the Poinsettia, and it is admirably adapted for that

purpose. The Poinsettia, after being cut down, looks

for a season rather naked, but a few sprays of the AUa-
manda trained here and there amongst the branches of

the Poinsettia help to hide the nakedness, and the

golden bells of the AUamanda are a good change in

their season. There i^ also another plant trained

to the same wall, but kept to itself, and that is Cereus
grandiflorus. This plant has been a companion to the

Poinsettia for nearly 30 years ; it gi-ows vigorously,

and has had as many as iS blooms expanded at one
time.

These three plants derive their root nourishment from
a narrow border of what may be termed friable loamy
soil, which runs along the i3ottom of the wall ; this

border is encased with stone, and is iS inches broad,

by the same in depth. There is no bottom heat, but
the border is kept dryish on that account, and the

plants seem to thrive under such treatment exceedingly

well.

Perhaps the next thing to those three plants to be ad-

mired at Moreton is the person who has charge of

them—a hale and hearty gardener of 76 summers, 40
of which he has spent in his present situation, and who-
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still cuiltinues lu plant and buv\' vvitn as much zeal as a

young man on assuming the not over easy responsi'

bilities of a head gardenership.

I have already remarked that the Poinsettia is of

easy cuhivation, and nearly all floriculturists know that

it is almost exempt from the attacks of troublesome

insects, which other occupants of the stove are gene-

rally subject to. Added to its freer state and lengthened

season of flowering, the plant will be found well

worthy of the attention of those to whom I have

alluded. I believe those horticulturists, amateur and

otherwise, who have seen this Poinsettia in bloom at

Moreton Hall will corroborate my statement that the

display which it made was extremely magnificent.

Amlrew MeikU, Read Hall, Whalhy, Lancashire.

GRAFTING: ITS CONSEQUENCES
AND EFFECTS.

{Continued from p. 2161)

Turning now to the effects produced by grafting on

the scion and on the stock respectively, we open up a

very interesting subject for inqury, and we make
apparent the objects for which grafting is employed.

Gardeners, as a rule, hold that, in the great majority

of instances, no effect beyond adhesion is produced.

There are some plausible reasons for this opinion, it

must be admitted, inasmuch as the change is very

often not obvious on the surface. One experimenter

tells us, for instance, that he grafted, at various times,

on the same Jargonelle Pear, no less than eighteen dif-

ferent grafts. Of these eighteen, ten were Apples of

various kinds, while the remainder were made up of

Pears, Hawthorns, Medlar, and Quince. All these

grafts, we are told, succeeded—at least, for a time ;

fruit was produced from the srions in nearly all cases ;

but there is no evidence to show that this extra-

ordinarily composite tree ever produced any fruit

differing from the usual character of that naturally

yielded by itself, or by its numerous parasitically

attached grafts. More extraordinary still is a case

wherein a French experimenter, M. Carillet, of

Vincennes, first of all took two Pear trees, both of

which were grafted on the Quince stocks. These we
will call A and E. A was planted in the usual way,

then B was grafted on it, but in an inverted position,

head downwards, roots uppermost. When the opera-

tion was completed, there were thus two Pear trees

«nited by their ieadmg shoots, but the upper one, B,

was reversed in position, with its roots completely

exposed. To add to the strangeness of the experi-

ment, M. Carillet next grafted on the ends of four of

the principal roots of E—Quince roots of course—fonr

different varieties of Pears, two of which succeeded ;

so that the entire plant consisted, first of a Quince

stock rooted in the soil and bearing a grafted Pear ;

on this latter, but in an inverted position, was another

Pear, also grafted on the Quince, and with its roots

uppernx>6t ; on these again were grafted two more
Pears, This illustration shows that the current of the

sap is quite independent of the direction of the tissues.

It must have passed as readily through the inverted

as through the erect stem ; but, what is more to the

point, so far as we are concerned at present, is, that

though the sap passed through no less than six different

organisms, adlierent one to the other, yet each portion

of the composite structure retained its own in-

dividuality.*

There are, indeed, many cases in which no apparent

change takes place, as a result of grafting. Archbishop

Whateley, with a view of ascertaining whether any
change would be produced in the time at which the

leaves were unfolded, grafted a scion of an early variety

of Hawthorn on a late one, and z'ice versa; but be

found in both cases that the scions produced their

leaves early or late, as the case might be, wholly irre-

spective of the habit of the stock on which they were
grafted. In spite of this and many similar instances

which might be cited, we imagine that when gardeners

state that r>o change results from the grafting process

they would convey the idea that the change is phy-

siological rather than morphological—that the size,

fruitfulness, flavour, period of ripening, and the like

may be altered by grafting, but not the form. How far

this is true we now proceed to show.

And first, as to the effect of the stock on the scion.

In many cases no further effect is produced than the

mere hastening of the period of flowering, but in other in-

stances we have alterations in "habit, "constitution, &c.

Thus, if a stock be hardy enough to resist the incle-

mency of our winters, while the plant from which the

scion is taken is tender, we may make the scion nearly

as hardy as its foster nurse by grafting it on a hardy

stock. Thus seedling plants of Cupressus macrocarpa
have perished in the severe winter, while grafts of the

same plant " worked" on the red Cedar, Juniperus vir-

giniana, survived.

Habit.—By this expression gardeners and botanists

mean the general aspect and appearance of a plant de-

pendent on size, the way in which the branches come
off, their direction, &c. There are good habits and bad
habits in a cultural sense. If a plant be tender, it is,

for some purposes at least, of a bad habit. If it grow
away to a great size, and produce flower and fruit

but scantily and at long intervals, a fruit-grower would
condemn it as of a bad habit, while a timber merchant

' Gnrdeneri Chromcle, 1867, p. 947, ex Rrvue Horticoh.

would look on it with a more favouring glance. For

fruit-growing purposes it is usually desirable to secure

a plant of comparatively dwarf stature and of prolific

habit, and this, by a proper selection of " stocks," the

gardener is enabled to do. He can convert a giant into

a pigmy ; he can in a short space of time cover the

barren branches with fruit-buds in place of leaf-buds ;

he can change the size, enhance the flavour, modify the

form, and alter the time of production of the fruit. All

this may be done, in certain cases, by the choice of a

suitable stock and a due knowledge of and provision

for local circumstances, of climate, soil, exposure, &c.

In the case of the Apple a dwarf habit, and earlier

and more abundant production of fruit are ensured by
grafting upon the Paradise, a stock yielded by a

peculiar dwarf-growing, surface-rooting variety of

Apple. Many, but not all, Pears are similarly affected

by being grafted on the Quince.

Among Conifers corresponding alterations of habit

have been frequently noted. One of the most curious

is that recorded by M. Carriere, in which a species of

Libocedrus (Cupressineoe) grafted on Saxe-Gothrea

(Podocarpea;) became entirely altered in appearance.

The branches, instead of forming an elongated pyra-

midal mass, were directed nearly at right angles, so as

to form a depressed spherical head.

Very curious also are the phenomena exhibited by
what is called double-grafting in England, ox greffe sur

greffe by the French. We mention them in this place

as illustrative of the effect of the stock on the scion. It

has already been mentioned incidentally that some Pears

will not graft readily on the Quince, and, consequently,

that mode of enhancing fertility could not be adopted

were it not for the ingenious process of double-grafting,

which is thus effected :—In the first place some free

growing Pear is grafted on to the Quince in the usual

manner, and then the scion so obtained is, in its turn,

grafted with a variety that will not unite readily with

the Quince in the first instance. In this indirect

manner the Quince stock is made to affect the scion,

throw it into bloom more quickly, and enhance its

fertility.

It is needless after this to say one word more as to

the reasons which lead gardeners to employ grafting ;

the only wonder is that they do not avail themselves of

it more freely.

Adverting now to the effect produced by the scion

on the stock, it may be said that we have here an

operation something akin to vaccination ; and it is not

wonderful that curious results sometimes accrue, though

in this case, also, many gardeners deny that any visible

effect is perceptible, at least in the majority of cases.

Some, however, more in the habit of making good use

of their eyes, have recorded instances showing the

effect of the scion on the stock, and to some of these

we now propose to allude. The first case is that

where an unhealthy or feeble stock has been restored

to health by the imposition of a healthy graft. This

fact is vouched for on the authority of the veteran

fruit-grower and practical physiologist of Sawbridge-

worth, Mr. Thomas Rivers. Again, it has been stated

that if two Quince stocks of equal strength and vigour

be grown under the same conditions, and on the one

be placed a graft of some vigorous growing Pear, and

on the other a scion of some weak variety, the stock in

the first case will grow much more quickly than in the

second ; and, indeed, a Quince stock on which a strong

growing Pear has been grafted may thus be made to

produce within a given time a larger amount of wood
than any ungrafted Quince would do in the same time.

Again, cases have been observed where from the stock

below the graft, fruits and flowers of the same appear-

ance as those borne on the scion have made their

appearance. This has been observed in the case of

the Pear grafted on the Mountain Ash, and in other

cases.

Variegated plants, however, afford the most striking

illustrations of the affect of the scion on the stock. We
will not here do more than allude to the classic case of

the variegated Jasmine at Chelsea, nor to other

similar cases recorded in gardening books,* but confine

ourselves to other more recent illustrations, most of

which have come under our own observation. The first

is a repetition of the Jasmine case (already repeatedly

confirmed), but presenting this peculiarity—that the

buds of the variegated scion only remained on the stock

for a short time before they died. " Many years ago,"

says Mr. Godsell,t " I conceived that if the varie-

gation of Jasminum officinale could be transferred

to the J. revolutum, which has a larger and

handsomer leaf, it would be desirable. I therefore

budded plants of the latter with buds of the

common variegated Jasmine. The buds appeared

plump for a time, anil then all died off. Notwith-

standing this, the following year the plants exhibited

variegation in several leaves and shoots, continuing even

along the young branches ; but the variegation was white,

whereas on the J. revolutum (which has yellow flowers)

it became yellow. Last year I reversed the experiment,

by budding the variegated J. revolutum on the plain

J. officinale, and at the present time the yellow varie-

gation appears on the leaves and young shoots." This

* The reader will find several of these cases mentioned in

Darwin's Variatio)is 0/Animals and Plants, vol. i., p. 394. and
in Linilley's Theory 0/ Horticulture, p. 358. In the latter

volume is contained a very complete resnme of the history of

grafting, the various modes of effecting the operation, and the

results usual and exceptional that follow the process.

t Gardeners' Chronicle, 1869, p. 838.

change in colour in the variegation is a very singular
circumstance, but one which the limits of this article do
not permit us to dwell on.

The effect produced even by a temporary contact with
the variegated bud is confirmed by a case that fell

under our own observation. A year or two since a
very beautiful Abutilon, with leaves mottled with
yellow, was introduced into our g.trdens. It was very
desirable that this should be propagated as largely and
speedily as possible. Propagation by means of cuttings

was easy enough, but naturally the plants were small,

and took a considerable time to grow bigger. Grafting
was, therefore, had recourse to. The scions of the
variegated Abutilon Thomsoni were grafted on to-

green-leaved stocks of other Abutilons. This was done-

by many nurserymen on the Continent as in this-

country, and it was soon found that the grafted plants

were apt to produce variegated leaves from the stock ;.

in other words, that the peculiar qualities of the scion

were manifested throughout the entire organism. W&
were indebted to Messrs. Downie, Laird i Laing for
the opportunity of examining a whole series of such
plants thus changed. To show that the variegation

was really due to the influence of the scion, we may
mention a curious fact, communicated to us by M. Vait

Houtte, the well-known nurseryman of Ghent. Like-

his compeers he had plenty of illustrations of the fact

that a variegated scion of this particular Abutilon will

communicate its properties to the stock on which it

may be grafted, but he further ascertained that if by-

some accident the graft were separated from the stock,

the leaves subsequently produced from the latter were-

whoUy green, as before the grafting, and even the va-
riegated leaves originally produced lost their mottled
character. Variegated Willows have been known to
affect the stock on which they are grafted in the same
way, and also, but not constantly, the purple-leaved

Nut. Dr. Masters in " Popular Science Review."

{To he Continued.)

THE UTILITY OF MULCHING IN DRY
SUMMERS.

I WISH to urge those who have the management of
gardens where the soil is of a dry arid nature, to make
a more extended use of mulching in dry summers. I

think its importance as a labour-saving process cannot

be overrated ; but I may perhaps be reminded that it

is ill-timed to bring this subject forward now, when, as

Shakspeare has it, " the rain it raineth every day." It

is, however, a good plan to be prepared for all

emergencies. It is an old saying, " Life is made up of
trifles

; " even so : success is often built up by strict

attention to small matters. Therefore, if a note is.

made of this matter now, a heap of compost may
be laid up for that purpose, to be ready whea
wanted.

I need not say how necessary it is to have a good
supply of salading at all times, but especially so in hot

summers, in all establishments, both large and small j

but to produce nice crisp cool Radishes, and crisps

well-blanched Lettuces and Endive, in hot weather,

without their bolting, what a persevering amount of

labour is required in watering. But if a cool north

border has been selected for successional sowings of

those things, if the plants are thinned out and allowed

to remain where sown, and 2 inches of short compost

placed over the bed, one good watering in a week will

be more beneficial than ten waterings without the

mulching. Always sow in drills, sow thinly, and thin

early. Cauliflowers are another important summer
crop, involving very often a considerable amount

of difficulty and anxiety in their production in

good condition in dry summers ; but when mulched

with 3 inches of half-decayed manure at the approach

of dry weather, and well soaked with water once a

week or so, it will materially check their tendency

to bolt.

The regular supply of Peas, and many other things,

would be made much more certain also by its use. It

is generally admitted that the choicer kinds of stone

fruit usually grown on south walls, Peaches, Nectarines,

and Apricots, would be much benefited by a more
liberal supply of water than is generally given them j

but in many places the constantly increasing demands
of the ornamental department preclude the requisite

attention being given at all times in the fruit and vege-

table department. But if all those trees were mulched,

say eariy in June, 5 or 6 feet from the trunk, in a
half circle round each tree, and a ridge of soil drawn up

to form a basin just outside the mulching, to keep the

water from running to the edge of the border—if they

then had a good soaking of water once a week in dry

weather, with a dash over the foliage twice a week

with the engine, we should, I think, hear less of the

red spider and other evils.

However, without multiplying instances in the

kitchen garden, I will, in conclusion, take one example

from the flower garden. Many people have given up-

growing Calceolarias for bedding, because they so

frequently turn out unsatisfactory ; but let any-

one that has hitherto h.ad a difficulty with them, trench

up the beds 2 or 3 feet deep, working in a liberal

supply of manure ; and, after the beds are planted, if

the weather sets in dry, break up the surface with a

Dutch hoe, and place on about 2 inches of short

manure ; and, if healthy plants have been put cut, I
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am sure they will do well with a good watering occa-

sionally. We generally save our old Mushroom-beds

for this purpose. When broken up fine there is no

eyesore, and the growth is so rapid, and the bloom so

profuse, that all is soon hidden.

We generally plant out about 4000 Calceolarias, but

never use a pot for any of them. The cuttings are

dibbled into cold frames about the end of October,

and in March they are transplanted into a cold pit under

a north wall, with nothing but a single mat over them

on cold nights. Being brought up hardy, a degree or

two of frost does not hurt them. They are moved with

balls early in May to the beds and borders assigned to

them. E. Hobday.

THE CAUSE OF YELLOWS IN THE
PEACH.

A VERY few years ago those who studied crypto-

gamic botany, were looked on as little else than idlers.

It might be fascinating to those who cared to look into

the wondrous workings of Nature in her very secret

ways, but what good to humanity could possibly

come from it ? What bearing had it on the great

object of botany— the aiding of the pleasures, or the

alleviating of the

wants or miseries of

mankind ?

But the past 20

years have put a new
face on this matter

—

Cryptogamic botany

has come to be one of

the most important of

the sciences. It has

added much to the

value of other arts

and branches of know-
ledge, while to it hor-

ticulture h.as been

madelargelya debtor.

Few persons and

few papers deserve a

higher credit for the

eminent position of

this branch of botany

than the Reverend

M. J.
Berkeley and

the London Gai'-

dmers' Chronicle. It

was here definitely

settled that small mi-

nute Fungi would
attack plants pre-

viously healthy ; and

that a diseased con-

dition of vegetation

could be, and very

often was, brought

about by nothing

else than by the action

of these minute and
frequently invisible

plants. Another great

step was gained when
it was shown that

these small moulds
were of polymorphic
natures. That plants

of these orders, origin-

ally supposed to be

of different ones, were
really the same, only

changing their exter-

nal forms according

as they fed on differ-

ent substances. Thus
the Berberry rust aird

the Wheat rust were
once thought to be of different families ; now they are
known to be the same—changing the form only as they
feed on these different plants.

It was soon ascertained that a Fungus which usually
grows only on dead matter, would change its form and
then attack living structures ; and again change accord-
ing as it fed on various parts of the plant. Thus dead
branches in the earth will foster thready Fungi,—and
these striking through the earth will attack a living
tree, changing its form to fasten on these roots ; and
then the fungoid matter will so adapt itself as to enter
into the whole circulation of the tree. All this is now
true scientific gospel.

Some of these facts have been known to microscop-
ists for 30 or 40 years, and perhaps the Danish bota-
nists deserve some of the credit, especially in the
matter of Berberry and Wheat rusts ; but it has been
chiefly through the Gardeners' Chronicle and its writers
that we can apply the science so well practically as we
can. Now intelligent gardeners have only to look at
a diseased tree to tell at once whether it is suffering
from Fungus at the roots or not.
And now in regard to the yellows in the Peach tree,

we are almost prepared to abandon all that we have
said and written about its cause. We do know that in
severe weather the interior or heart wood of trees will
often be destroyed, while the external layer of wood
will escape injury; and that seasons following this, the
sap does not ascend freely into the damaged structure,

and that weak sprouts appear on the lower portions of
the branches, and also that the whole circulation is so

enervated that weaker branches and yellow leaves are

the consequence. A branch which is ringed or in any
way injured in the bark so as to obstruct the free cir-

culation, also produces branches with yellowish leaves.

Here are all the symptoms of the yellows in the Peach,
and thus we felt safe in believing that like effects

sprung from like causes. But we have since learned
to attribute precisely tiie same appearance in white
Pines, Hemlocks, Maple and some other trees entirely

to the attacks of root Fungus ; and why might not it be
the same with the Peach tree yellows? On this sug-
gestion we have examined the only Peach tree with
the yellows that we have had the chance to see the
past year ; and though not entirely satisfied with this

one examination, have little doubt that Fungus at the
root will be found the cause of it.

And if so, this will render clear some practices that

havebeensaidtoresultinbenefit, and yet seemed enigmas
to all of us who acted on other theories. For instance,

\

some have opened shallow trenches about Peach trees

and poured boiling water in about the roots, and the ,

yellows have disappeared. We have seen this, and
know it to be true. We have seen trees, which were

Fig. 113.—mara.nta seemanni (Hort. Bull.)

yellow for years, become green in this way. But we
thought about this as we thought about Farmer Sharpe
and his cow. He left his scythe out in the meadow,
and his cow fell over it and badly cut her leg. Farmer
Sharpe remembered that on the day the cow cut her-
self he ate blue fish for his dinner, and he resolved that
henceforth he would have no more such accidents, for
he never would eat blue fish again, bo thought we.
It was no reason because hot water was poured about
the roots, that the frost should not hurt the hard wood.
No doubt the tree would have got well without the hot
water. So, also, when Dr. Wood at the Philosophical
Society had found potash benefit the yellows in his

Peach trees, we thought little of it, because we knew
soils rich in potash in which the Peach yellows existed.

But supposing the injury to result from a Fungus
which fastens itself on the roots and then works its

morphologised form through the bark into the struc-
ture of tlie tree, hot water or a heavy dose of potash,
applied as Dr. Wood applied it, would destroy the
parasite, and thus produce the good results we refer to.

Now, as we have said, we do not feel quite positive
about all this. But we see all the eflects of Fungus in

the yellow colour and behaviour of the trees,—we
have seen an isolated case in which there was Fungus
at the roots,—and we see in experiments which have
resulted successfully how well suited they are to
remedy a disease which might spring from such a
cause ; and we feel warranted in suggesting it for the

further examination of those who are in the infected
districts, where specimens for study abound. Amciican
Gardeners' Monthly.

MARANTA SEEMANN

L

One of the more recent and beautiful of the addi-
tions to our collections of living plants, made by the
late Dr. Seemann, is the Maranta of which we made
mention at p. 1679 of our last year's volume, and of
which we have now the pleasure of introducing an illus-
tration (fig. 113), taken from a plant in the collection of
Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, in which it is growing. The plant
was, we believe, sent by Dr. Seemann as a Maranta, but
as it has not yet flowered, it may possibly prove to be a
Calathea or Phrynium. In any case, it is a remarkably
handsome plant, not belonging to the variegated class,
which is now so numerous, and hence all the more
acceptable from its greater distinctness of character. The
plant has something the aspect of some of the smaller
Heliconias, being dwarfish in habit though of free
growth ; the leaves are oblong-ovate acuminate, about
a foot long and nearly six inches broad, of a beautiful
emerald-green while young, darker when matured,
somewhat transversely ridged, with a concave whitish

midrib. They are
chiefly remarkable, in

an ornamental point
of view, for the re-

markably rich satiny

lustre of the upper
surface, and for the
fine contrast between
the rich green colour
and the deep wine-red
of the under surface,

which is displayed to
much advantage in

the younger erect cen-
Tr.1l leaves before they
become fully un-
rolled. The admirers
of quiet leaf beauty in

decorative plants will

here find a subject In

their heart's content.

M.

NOSEGA YS.

It is not upon tie
history or origin of
Nosegays that I am
going to offer a few
remarks, interesting

and instructive as such
a subject woulddoubt-
less be. But my aim
now is to make one
or two suggestions
upon the use of cut
flowers in decorating
our rooms, which it is

hoped may not be
altogether thrown
away.

In the present day,
flowers have no need
to complain that they
are slighted. It is not

only owing to their

own merits that they
are in high favour,

but they are fashion-

able, and it is " the

thing " to pretend, at

any rate, to admire
them. They have
assumed a certain im-

portance at our dinner tables, where they screen us
from our opposite neighbours. A large garden is

among the luxuries of the rich, just as a small one is

often the delight of the poor. And so bouquets—as we
are taught to call them, discarding the good old-

fashioned word "nosegays"—are in vogue; and it is

upon them, or rather upon their manufacture, that I

offer the following hints.

It is a matter of marvel to any one possessing the

slightest fraction of taste that such lovely things as

flowers can be made to look ugly. The verb "to
uglify," for which we are indebted to Alice s Adven-
tures in Wonderland, may well be used in speaking of

! the horticultural abominations which are turned out for

ourdelectation. Takeascarlet Pelargonium, forinstance;

a type of symmetry. See how each single flower,

while forming but one of a cluster, is in itself elegant
and light ; and how the said cluster, however large it

may be, retains the elegance and lightness which
characterise each separate flower ! But it would not
do to "leave well alone ;

" and we now have " double
Geraniums "—confused masses of petals, with all the
individuality and grace of the flower in its normal state

destroyed, and in its place a heavy, unsymmetrical lump
of colour. Being fashionable, of course such monstrosi-
ties find admirers ; but I fearlessly appeal to any one
untrammelled by fashion in support of the infinite pre-

ference which I have for the unuglificd flower. So
with Fuchsias. What more elegant than a single
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Fuchsia ? What more clumsy and bloated than a

double one? And so I might go on through a florist's

catalogue of fashionable monsters, but as my present

purpose would not be answered by so doing, rez'enons

^ nos boiiLpiets.

Two of the most characteristic faults of the average
bouquet are a deficiency of green and an overplus ol

flowers. I Avas visiting last summer at a house lo

which a large garden was attached, plentifully supplied

with flowers. Whether owing to an inability on the

part of the ladies to superintend the bouquet-making
department—and here I may remark that this is

among the eminently feminine vocations which are too

often neglected—I cannot say, but at any rate it was
left to the gardener to supply bouquets for the rooms,

and that worthy functionary, acting, no doubt,

"according to his lights," was guided mainly by the

following simple rules. First, to get some big flower,

such as a Rose or a Dahlia, and employ it as a centre,

then round it to pack, as tightly as they could be

squeezed together, any number of the most brilliant

yellows, blues, and reds which the garden afforded
;

next to place round these a row of Fern leaves, stuck

bolt upright ; and finally to tie the whole up as tightly

as possible. This lump of unharmonised colour was
then stuck in a vase, and remained a permanent table

ornament until its dissolution, when its place was sup-

plied by another, more or less ugly according to acci-

dental circumstances, constructed, however, on the

same principle.

Of course, such an instance as tliis may be con-

sidered a somewhat extreme case ; but the majority of

nosegays have at least twice as many flowers as they

require. The perfection of a bouquet, in my estimation,

is to be so arranged that, while in itself a " harmonious
whole," each flower shall retain its own individuality.

The bedding-out system is unfavourable to bouquet-

making as an art ; although the brilliant shades of

colour are amply represented, there is an absence of

the softer and intermediate hues which do so much to

harmonise and bring together the brighter tints. In

arranging flowers loosely in a vase, plenty of stalk

should be allowed, so that there may be an absence of

the compact and crowded appearance which is so often

presented. Green leaves, whether of Ferns or of other

plants, should be mingled with the flowers, not con-

fined to a circle round them, and Mignonette is very

valuable for the same purpose. The kitchen garden
may be laid under contribution for the elegant feathery

leaves of the Carrot, and I have employed white
Potato blossoms with very good effect, and to the

bewilderment of seme admiring friends, who imagined
that some new and rare acquisition had furnished me
with this addition to my bouquet. Even weeds may
be made useful in this manner. During the hot

weather of two or three summers back I was much
struck with a very brilliant green in a small bouquet,
and discovered on investigation that it was supplied

by the common garden Spurge.

Perhaps the most elegant and graceful bouquets are

those composed of wild flowers excKiMvely. It is in

my judgment a mistake to mingle wild and cultivated

flowers, just as it is unadvisable to place the denizens

of the greenhouse with their hardier brethren of the

open border; the result is disadvantageous to both.

But dwellers in the country will do well to make
good use of our common wild flowers ; from the time
when the graceful wood Anemone shows itself until the

fall uf the leaf, Anemones and Primroses (with plenty

of leaves) go well together ; and later on wild Hyacinths
and Red Campion, with a spray or two of Meadow
Saxifrage or Stitchwort, make a charming group.

Then an effect almost dazzling, until toned down by
drooping grasses or spikes of Oat may be produced by
a mixture of scarlet Poppy with white Moon Daisy
and azure Cornflower ; or the yellow Ox-eye may
replace its white kinsman with good eftect. Later
on we get Heather and Harebells, and last of all

many-hued Bramble leaves and Scarlet Lips and
metallic Bryony and feathery Clematis, with a few
straggling blossoms of Ragwort or .Scabious to enliven
them. These are but a few of the many charming
groups which may be selected from our wild flowers
alone ; many others, equally lovely, will suggest them-
selves. The subject is one well worthy of attention

;

and I may express a hope that the approaching
season will see fewer of the conventional and more ol

the artistic class of nosegays, yames Britten.

lame Comspn^mce.
The Decorations at St. Paul's.^ I do not

know what the floral display might have been in the

retiring-rooms at St. Paul's on the 27th, but there was
no display of any kind of ornament in the building
itsel f. The galleries, covered with the official red
cloth, stretched tight, were supported on bare beams.
I could not help wishing during the three

hours I sat contemplating them, that it had
occurred to some one to wreath festoons of Ivy
or Laurel round them, and thus cover a little of
their nakedness. I have seen in a foreign church
large Orange trees adding much to the festive appear-
ance it was intended to bear. Who can forget the
flowers with which the Mois de Marie is celebrated

—

flowers which abroad seem always associated with

moments of rejoicing? Wlien the Princess Marguerite

d'Orleans was lately married in the little church of

Chantilly, the gardener of the chiiteau is said to have

ornamented it with large evergreens, disposed in excel-

lent taste, welcoming back both a bride and an exile.

Plants and flowers are emblems of joy—their life

renewed each year, fallmg into decay but for a while
;

and it is a pity they are not more largely used in a

city which is generally enveloped in a hue of mourning.

By-the-by, when the Princess of Wales visited the

Horticultural show in Dublin in 1 868 she was given a

bouquet principally composed of the Auguste Yacher
Rose. 1 do not know if it is an easy Rose to grow or

not, but nothing could be more lovely, as I saw them,

than its red and copper-yellow buds. One of your

correspondents, I think, mentioned last week that

branches of the red and white Lapageria were very

elifective when well arranged in a vase. I dare say

they are ; but in the first place it would be necessary

to get them to grow of good size, and this, I am
sorry to say, all can't do. I recollect once seeing a

beautiful Countess with tresses of the Lapageria rosea

entwined in her hair with diamonds, and remarkably

pretty it was. The diamonds mijst be large and of

good water, the hair of golden chestnut, the flowers

well bloomed, and you have all you can desire. Brinsley

Marlay, March 5.

Daphne Laureola.—This very hardy evergreen

shrub (better known to many as the Spurge Laurel) is

one of the first to flower in the earlier part of spring,

frequently opening its green flowers in February. It.;

fragrance is very agreeable when inhaled, but by cutting

it for use, or otherwise coming in close contact with it,

it becomes objectionable. This shrub seeds itself, and

will thrive in any shrubbery, however shallow the soil.

Close compact bushes are found growing close to the

trunks of Fir trees, and are to be seen peeping through

the dense thickets of other shrubs. T. Wynne, Hol-

brooke Suffolk.

Helleborus Leaves for Dishing-up Fruit.—

A

short time ago Miss Hope suggested using the leaves

of Helleborus foetidus for this purpose. It is the la:.t

plant I should think of using. In the year 1836

I raised some hundreds of plants of Helleborus

fcetidus from seed, and which were planted in patches

throughout the woods here for cover to game, as it

was said no game would eat it—which showed their

good sense. The men who planted the Hellebore com-
plained to me the following day of their hands being

sore, and of a disagreeable feeling of pricking and

itchiness in their fingers and hands, but more so on the

the points of their fingers. The plants flowered and

seeded freely, and as my employer wished to save the

seed as soon as it was ripe, it was all gathered, ami

the gatherers had the same complaint to make as the

planters had ; but those that cleaned the seed suffered

much pain in the points of their fingers, and one

woman declared that her fingers were so sore that

she would never touch the stinking Hellebore again. I

believe, however, the leaves are not so dangerous

(iuring winter as they are in spring and summer; but

if the leaves affect working men's hands as I have
stated, I would advise all ladles and housekeepers with

delicate fingers to have nothing to do with the leaves

of Helleborus fcetidus for dishing-up fruit. In my
opinion there is nothing better and more ornamental
for dishing-up fruit than the leaves of Passiflora edulis,

a plant that is easily grown where there is a vinery.

If planted against the back wall of such a house it will

soon cover the wall, and remain green all winter

;

besides, the fruit is much relished for preserves and
flavouring ice-creams. The gamekeeper here tells me
that he has never yet seen a hare or a rabbit near the

Hellebore, but considers it a complete failure for

cover for game. IV. S. F. C, Pt-rth. [We agree with

our correspondent that the leaves, handsome as they
are, have a noxious smell, and are dangerous poisons.

Eds.]

Orchids in Flower.—Angrrecum sesquipedale,

Bolbophyllum auricomum, Brassavola glauca nodosa
;

Cattleya Trians, amethystoglossa ; Cypripedium bar-

batum, Lovvii, hirsutissimum ; Dendrobium albo-san-

guineum, Cambridgeanum, Devonianum, hetero-

carpum, infundibulum, lasioglossum, macrophyl-
lum. Hut ton ii, nobile, Wardianum ; Dendrochilum
glumaceum, Cymbidium eburneum, Leptotis bicolor

;

Lycaste Skinneri, cruenta; Odontoglossum Alexandra;,

Uroskinneri, roseum, membranaceum, Cervantesii,

maculatum, cordatum ; Oncidium cucuUatum, Ornithi-

dium coccineum, Phalcenopsis (various), TrichopiHa

suavis, Vanda tricolor, Warscewiczella discolor. W,
Denning, Grimston, March 6.

Orchids.—Your correspondent " G. H." must
pardon me, but I still fail to understand what he is

driving at. I have some recollection ofa controversy as

to the merits of more or less heat in the cultivation of

Orchids. I thought the difference between the dis-

putants a very small one, and tried to show that such a

difference was quite warranted, from the very little I

had observed of the natural localities of Orchids, more
especially the subtropical section. I have not had the

advantage of a residence, or even a sojourn in the

Himalaya, but from what I had noticed of the distri-

bution of Orchids in similar localities, I have felt,

and still feel, quite warranted in asking or challenging
*' G. H." to quote from Dr. Hooker, or any one else,

the name of any Orchid which has a range from the
sea level up to 15,000 feet on the Himalayas. I have
not the Hitfialavan Journal before me, and I shall feel

greatly surprised to find that Dr. Hooker observed any
such Orchid ; and, if he did, then what becomes of
tropical treatment, and cool treatment, and such like ?

Why, it follows if such easy-going Orchids abound,
that both "G. H." and "Ex-Cantab" were both
right in their treatment. Would Geraniums grow at

15,000 feet? yajnes MacPherson,

Tacsonia mollissin:ia as a Summer Climber.

—

Last year I put out in May a plant one year old, sinking
the S-inch pot it was in. It made hne foliage and
strong growth of about 12 feet long. It flowered
most abundantly, and set some fine fruit, which was cut
off by frost in November. It will stand several degrees of
cold under glass, but not in the open air. The secret

of cultivation is mulching, with abundant water. The
situation was by no means warm, but sheltered from
wind. Will not this make a valuable summer climber?
IV, S. C. P., Trchane^ Cornwall. [Some of these
Tacsonias grow on the Andes nearly up to the snow
line. Eds.]

Root and Branch Pruning.—I entirely concur
with "J. H. H." (p. 2S9), in his remarks on pruning.
I admit that it is necessary to prune root and branch,
to keep the trees within bounds when they are grown
round the borders of the vegetable quarters ; but the

custom of shearing off nearly the whole of the summer's
growth of Apple and Pear trees, at the winter pruning,

is, in my opinion, simply barbarous. Thin the shoots

by all means, but leave what are left entire if the wood
is ripe to the extremities. This is the way to get good
crops and quick returns, no matter what stock the

trees are worked upon. Let the trees extend them-
selves, and the necessity for root pruning will be
reduced to a minimum. We have a wall here that

was planted with maiden Cherry trees eight years ago.

For the first two years they had been cut in in the usual

way at pruning time, after the model system of train-

ing. Six years ago I commenced to let them out on the

extension system, that is, by pinching the spurs in sum-
mer, and laying in the terminal shoots their whole length

;

and now we have large trees as nicely shaped and fur-

nished as could be desired, and which never fail to bear

a heavy and regular crop of fruit every season. The
largest tree of the lot is now 25 feet in diameter, and
was at the top of the wall two years ago. If I cannot

get the wall raised to allow them more scope, I may be
compelled, by-and-by, to root-prune, but as yet they

have given me no trouble in that way, though growing
in a strong soil. They have been allowed to grow and.

bear as much as they would, which has kept the roots

fully employed. Another instance : I planted an
early Peach-house with four permanent trees in 1 866,

They have had atteniion in disbudding, &c., but have
hardly ever felt the knife. The largest tree, a Stirling

Casile, is now about 16 feet in diameter ; its neighbour,

a Royal George, is a little less, though they might have
been considerably larger had they had room to extend

themselves. The two Nectarines are a little less in
.

size than the Peaches. These trees, and four riders in v

the same house, which have been cut away as the

permanent trees overtook them, have borne a crop

every year since they were planted. For the last

three years we have gathered from 40 to 60 dozen
every season, in June and July. I sent you some
shoots last year from these trees, to show how
they had set. This season they have set again

in thickets under the syringing treatment, while in

bloom, and at a considerably higher temperature

than is generally recommended for Peaches at that

stage. Of course we shall not leave a tenth of the fruit

that has set, but may possibly be content with 65 or

70 dozen. The trees are well shaped, and furnished to

the base with bearing wood. Two of the trees were
.

root-pruned in 1S67, I think, but not since. % Simp-
sou, JVoitUy.

Berberis Aquifolium leaves for Bouquets.

—

These leaves make the best guard petal for bouquets

of any that I know, taking into consideration their

appearance and lasting capabilities. Many plants, no
doubt, look better at the time, but they soon fade.

Rose leaves, when aged or matured, look very well for

an edging for bouquets, but I do not think that they

equal the Berberis. Various shades of this plant's

leaves can often be got, some of them of a rich brown
hue, when they have been much exposed, and some of

a bold green ; and others can be had when they are

shaded of a finer appearance and texture. Each of

these kinds may be used according to the kinds and
colours of flowers they are to edge. Beside Camellias

the Berberis leaves look well ; they are of such a fine

glossy colour, and their prickly edges furnish an addi-

tional feature to the group. The leaves of this plant,

which may be had in all seasons, are bold and stiff, and
they keep the flowers well together, without being too

clumsy. K. M.

Garrya elliptica.—This handsome evergreen shrub

has been unusually fine during the past winter, many
of the drooping catkins measuring lo inches in length,

and having all the appearance of a weeping tree ; why
this graceful shrub is so seldom seen in gardens I

cannot imagine, it is certainly much more hardy than

most people think : it seems content with any kind of

soil, but a dry, sunny situation is best. I have no
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doubt but that the female Garrya is by this time more

plentiful in gardens, it would be interesting if some of

your correspondents would say whether it fruits or

seeds freely, and, if so, whether this fact prolongs its

season of beauty. John Taylor, Rose Hill LoJ^'e,

OirlisU:

Root Pruning.—Permit me to say a few words in

reply to "J. H. H." at p. 2S9. By the term

"grossness" I meant luxuriance of a plethoric nature,

either caused by a too free use of manurial matter, or,

what I then especially referred to, deep-rooting in

strong soil. I think "J- H. H." has in his mind's

eye standard or orchard trees only, whilst my remarks

were intended to apply to the ordinary kinds of fruit

trees in private gardens, which are nearly all more or

less necessarily under restriction. The reciprocal

action between roots and branches in orchard trees,

where the growth is unchecked or nearly so, generally

keeps those trees right, except in cases where the

subsoil is bad, and in such cases I have always adopted

what is termed in garden phraseology " station

planting." Of course I willingly admit root-pruning

may be overdone ; it requires to be carried out with

judgment ; and in some soils it is altogether unneces-

sary. I lived nine years in a situation where, except

in the case of one or two strong growing Apples and

Pears, it was not necessary to root-prune at all. I

believe all practical men of long experience will admit

its value in strong soils; indeed, "J. H. H." says in

his closing remarks, that in the case of restricted trees,

and where the subsoil is bad, root-pruning may be

advantageous ; thus, in fact, admitting all its advo-

cates contend for. E. Hohdoy, Ramsey Ahbcy.

Lilium auratum Propagation.—Some .of your

readers may perhaps not be aware that this charming

Lilium is comparatively easy of propagation by simply

separating the bulbs in autumn and planting the

pieces in suitable soil, when by the following spring it

will be found that bulblets are freely produced from

them. No doubt, with proper care and attention,

many of the other I.iliums might be propagated in like

manner. My own experience confirms this with

regard to L. Humboldtii, L. Washingtonianum, L.

bulbiferum, and L. speciosum, in addition to L. aura-

tum, of which I now send a small piece with bulhlet

attached for examination. So far as I have noted, the

bulblet or young plant is produced before any root

appears, in this respect differing from those on succu-

lent cuttings, which are frequently not produced till

several months after the cuttings are rooted. H. Tisley,

South Hackney.

Orchid Growers' Meteorology.—One of your
correspondents started the idea that Orchids growing
on trees possess great advantages over those inhabiting

the ground ; and, as I did not fully comprehend the

advantage, I took the first leisure to read up the ques-

tion. I may not now be in possession of the whole case,

but send you a few remarks drawn from Alexander
Buchan's Handbook of Aleteorology, to which work I re-

ferred, thinking that radiation would have a large influ-

ence for good or evil. By radiation the heat the soil has

obtained during the day from the sun's rays is lost

;

where it goes to, and who gets it, is no part of our

case ; for the moment it is sufficient for us to know
that the heat of the soil can by this means be reduced
from 130" or 140" to 32' ; but, because the soil is

reduced to 32", it does not follow that the air

is also reduced to this temperature. The first

action is to produce dew, which warms the soil

;

then radiation acts again, and so on. The dew point

is not necessarily 32° ; when it is, the deposit is in

hoar-frost. We often see hoar-frost on the grass, but

seldom on trees, because there is sometimes as much
as 15* to 20° difference between the temperature of

the soil and that of the air at 4 feet from the ground
;

and at S feet 28°. 5 has been noticed. By this process

ice has been obtained on the plains of India to sell in

commerce, care being taken to expose the water to the

sky, and protect it from the soil. Radiation only takes

place on clear nights, and from such places as are

exposed to its effects j it is prevented by moisture in

the air, either visible or invisible ; therefore it is im
portant for us to note the quantity of moisture the air

can hold in suspension at various temperatures : at 32"

a i6oth part of its own weight ; at 59°, an Soth part

;

at 86°, a 40th part ; tluis its capacity to contain

moisture is doubled with each 27° of temperature. This
being the case, humid tropical countries having the

least radiation must have the least daily range of tem-
perature, and high altitudes in tropical countries and
temperate or cold countries the greatest. Then as

humidity has so great an influence on night tempera-
ture, and as all things act and react, let us
notice the temperatures of various seas ; the

Red Sea at Aden, 94°; near Siam, 91°; Indian
Ocean near the equator, SS^ to 89" ; sea at Peru, 75°

;

New Guinea, 84 .5 ; northern half of Indian Ocean,
81" to 84" ; Gulf of Mexico ; 83°. 5. For the extremes
of dry temperature I will quote Lower Canada in

"winter, where the thermometer sometimes goes down
to frozen mercury, or 44° below zero ; and the Arabian
desert, where the sand sometimes gets heated to 200^,

to the depth of several inches. Some of your readers
will remember the examples I gave from Purdie's
letters, that on the Paramo of New Grenada birds and

small animals were frozen, where the sun could raise

the thermometer to 130° in his pocket. Dr. Hooker

mentions 70° in the sun, and 40° in the shade, upon

the Himalayas. But let me also give Captain Scorsby's

experience in the Polar regions, where he noticed that

the sun was melting pitch at one side of his ship, while

it was freezing at the other. To melt pitch requires

130°, a temperature seldom reached at the Mauritius.

Such would be our sufferings from heat by day, and

cold by night, without a humid atmosphere. Provi-

dence has ordained that dew should be deposited in pro-

portion to the cold produced, therefore it is more

abundant on plants than upon dry stones and sand,

and is of course much more plentiful in moist tropical

countries. And now, as to the application of this to

our houses ; it is of the greatest importance that the

supply of moisture should be abundant, lest a rise of

temperature by sun-heat should render a moist atmo-

sphere a dry one ; nay, even more than that, the air

may be robbing the plants, and the reverse ; can we
without radiation make a dew fall on our plants? If

you like a dry condition of atmosphere in the middle

of the day, see that the air is saturated before letting

the temperature fall, and then let it go rapidly ; if

this moisture contains some food as well, by means of

fermenting material in the house, you are feeding by

precipitation ; but see that it is a good clean sort,

guarding against anything rank, to give off too much
ammonia and carbonic acid. G. H.

Mesembryanthemums.—This somewhat consider-

able group of succulents once occupied a far more
important position in our gardens and greenhouses

than is now the case, for even in some of our

largest establishments they are far from conspicuous,

save by their absence or total neglect. In cottage

windows I have seen one or two species grown,

along with a neglected plant of another class. Campa-
nula gracilis, and occasionally Saxifraga sarmento=a,

or " Sailor Plant," suspended from the ceiling above,

its " runners " drooping far below the pot. Doubtless

the most likely reason they are not now cultivated so

extensively as formerly, may be arrived at when we
remember that we have many plants which super-

sede them in both use and beauty ; still I am glad

to know that some are interested in reading of these

old favourites of bygone days. Some of the species

are conspicuous for their fioriferous habit, while several

others, the flowers of which are small and not at all

showy, make up for this failing by their extremely

grotesque appearance. As an illustrative example of

the latter I may cite M. tigrinum (fig. 114), Haw.,
hich has fleshy leaves, and reversed teeth along their

margins ; the colour being a glaucous green, pro-

FlG. 114.— MESEMI1RV.\NTHEMCM TIGRINUM.

fusely dotted with white. Another interesting form

is M. felinum, which approaches the last in general

appearance, but is more slender in all its parts, and

not dotted so profusely with milky-white. M. nuci-

forme. Haw., is a curious little species, looking like a

group of nuls when growing, of a glaucous green

colour, dotted and pitted with dark-green. M. mini-

mum, Haw., is of a translucid green colour {not

glaucous) with darker green dots, in form resembling

the last. M. obconelhim. Haw., like the two

last named species, is bilobed, but has its lobes

depressed or flattened above, otherwise it closely

resembles M. minimum in colour. The last species I

shall mention is M. fissuin, also a bilobed species,

having a fissure or slit extending two-thirds of the

length of each lobe, hence its specific name. Me-
sembryanthemums will grow in a light, fresh loam,

to which plenty of road sand has been added, but

care must be taken to keep them comparatively dry

at the root during dull, cold weather. F. }V. B.

Maranta 'Veitchii.—I have a specimen of this

plant growing over a large tank in the stove here,

along with Ferns, Crotons, Alocasias, &c., which has

21 leaves, the largest being 15 inches long and 9 inches

wide. I have noticed for some time that at night the

leaves are nearly erect, while in the morning, before

they are damped, they droop almost to the pot. If we
are about to have much wet, they do not droop quite

so much. To-day (Feb. 29) the leaves drooped, but

not so much as 1 have seen. I should much like to

know if any of your correspondents have noticed thi^

peculiarity in the plant in question, or whether its

being grown over the water has anything to do with it.

R. Ritchie, Gr. to R. H. Prance, Esq., Frogual,
Hampstead.

Amherstia nobilis.—Would you kindly give me a
little advice on the culture of the Amherstia nobilis, as

my employer has procured me some seed, and I am in

ignorance concerning it. When was it introduced to

this country, and where can I procure a drawing of the

flower and plant? C. R, [The Amherstia nobilis was
first discovered by Mr. Crawford at Martaban in 1836.

Dr. Wallich soon obtained it for the Botanic Garden
at Calcutta. It was introduced to this country by His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire, through Mr. John
Gibson, who for this sole object was sent out to India,

and who returned with a living plant in 1S37. The
Amherstia requires a good rich open loam, mixed with

about A fourth part of rotten manure, and a good
sprinkling of silver sand. Temperature when growing,
70° to 75°, and a moist atmosphere. It generally

flowers in February. It is figured in Wallich's PlantcB

Asiatice Rariores, whence it was copied into the Flore

des Serrcs. There is also a figure on a smaller scale in

the Botanical Magazine for 1849 ; and of a single flower

in our volume for 1S49, at p. 199. Eds.]

Gloire de Dijon Rose.—On the 26th inst. I cut a

fine bloom of this Rose off a tree trained against an

east wall (outside) of one of the Pine stoves here, and
close to the stokehole chimney, which, in connection

with the mildness of the weather, accounts for the

early bloom. H. \V. iVard, Longford Castle, Saritm.

Manure for Conifers.—Your correspondent Mr.

Synie (see p. 44), mentioned only one of a very large

family of coniferous plants, viz.. Larch. This does nut

answer the general question (the Larch Fir being the

only deciduous Coniler worth naming) as to whether

it is beneficial to use manure to other Conifers or not,

and that seems to be the general question. So far as my
experience goes, it is undesirable to use manure too

liberally to any kind of coniferous plant, and it is often

not necessary at all ; but this much depends upon the

nature of the soil and the kind of Conifer to be planted.

If virgin loam, no manure is required for the well-doing

of the plant, but if on an old established nursery

ground, where the same crop has been grown year after

year, then it is necessary to use manure, but it should

be very much decomposed and kept some distance from

the roots of the plant, and used sparingly. But to con-

fine this paper to Larch only, and as to whether it be

better to use phospho-guano (which is not a new idea)

or rotten manure—I think rotten manure far prefer-

able, in proof of which I send you a sample of I-year

Larch grown alternately with other crops on the same
ground for 30 years, with only an ordinary coating of

decomposed stable manure, without any artificial means,

In these nurseries, where seedling Larch are grown to a

very large extent (many millions each year), no artificial

means are used to make them as good as seedlings need

be, and equal to the sample I send you. I think it a

very inconsequent question for Mr. Syme to put, when
he says :

—"And here I would ask how much of the

disease which in so many cases destroys the Larch trees

in after life, may not be fairly attributed to the seed-

lings having been stunted for want of nourishment in

their early days." Mr. Syme cannot for a moment
think that forcing a I-year seedling Larch into a gross,

I may say a monstrous, growth by phospho-guano,

can prevent this disease, which Larch is now heir to,

appearing 20 or 30 years after the tree has been

planted, and has grown vigorously for many years.

The disease in Larch Fir, like many other vegetable

diseases, is unaccountable, and, the cause not being

known, it cannot be prevented. The salest way, how-
ever, is to have your seed gathered from well-matured,

undiseased trees. Mr. Syme kindly offered to give some
further particulars for general information through your

columns ; this would no doubt be very acceptable to

most of your readers who are interested in this very

important subject. One or two questions I here pre-

sume to ask, namely, the Cumparative qualities of

Larch plants grown from seed, gathered from the best

forests in Scotland, and that from trees of the Tyrol
;

also that of Haguenau and native Scotch Fir ; and

the best forest from which to gather the seed of the

Spruce Fir. There are many raisers of these three

important trees, both in Scotland and England, whose
opinion, I am sure, would be valued by many of your

readers, especially those who plant largely for posterity,

and are unacquainted with the various qualities of

these and other forest trees in general. I will men-
tion the Oak in particular. Seedlings raised from

acorns (or Oak achens, as they are called here in

Cheshire) gathered from under a well-matured, upright-

growing English Oak, are worth much more compared
to those gathered up from under any kind of Oak tree,

unmatured, and of sprawling growth. I have deviated

somewhat from the subject, but any information which
may be elicited from your many correspondents upon
forestry in general, I am sure would be acceptable to
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many of your readers. D. Freeman^ F. &^ A. Dick-

son's, Upton Nurseries, Chester.

Fig Culture in the Open Air.—With the excep-
tion of Mr, Miller, who is a Midland grower, the other

gentlemen who have given us their experience on this

subject are Southern cultivators. A few remarks,

from one who has had 23 years' experience in York-
shire, may therefore not be unacceptable. Fig trees,

to be fruitful, must, like all other fruit trees, be judi-

ciously pruned. When timely attention is always

paid to the thinning of the young shoots, the knife will

not be frequently required ; but all trees, however well

managed in this respect, in the course of time become
overcrowded with wood, which necessitates the free use

of the knife. Trees on walls will occasionally get bare

in some parts, and it is only by the use of the knife

that young bearing wood can be secured. In some of

the Southern counties, especially near the seacoast, the

young wood of the Fig tree stands the winter without

injury, and the trees, of course, after a certain age,

bear abundantly where any attention has been paid to

the thinning of the shoots. Fig trees, as standards or

bushes, will not stand the winters in the North
without injury, often severe injury to the wood, and
they are, in consequence, grown on walls and care-

fully covered during winter to protect the young wood,
which is absolutely necessary to insure fruit. In an angle

of the gardens here there is growing a large Fig tree of

considerable age, one portion of which is trained on the

south wall, and the other portion on the west ; the

latter bore fruit equally as well as the former until

1S60-61. Notwithstanding the tree was well covered

with straw, the frost of December, 1S60, killed that por-

tion trained on the west wall to the ground ; the main
stem, which was 6 inches in diameter, was split open for

several feet from the ground. The portion of the tree

on the south wall suffered very little. I have always

considered this an interesting fact, illustrative of the

necessity of having well-matured wood. I never saw,

in any place or under any circumstances, either indoors

or out, a finer crop of fruit than that which this tree bore

in 1870. I may remark that whenever we have any
wasps the fruit on this tree is the first to suffer from

them. My treatment of the Fig is simply as follows :

—During the summer months, attention is paid to the

proper thinning of the young shoots to admit the

sun and air, in order that the shoots that are retained

may be short-jointed and well ripened, without which
it is vain to expect fruit. Short-jointed, well-ripened

wood, of moderate vigour of growth, is a well-

known accompaniment of fruitfulness in the Fig.

The young shoots must not on any account be
nailed to the walls during summer, because, if nailed

in, the embryo Figs on the ends of the shoots would
become too largely developed before winter, and most
of them would fall off without ripening. Towards the

end of October, when the leaves are all off, the trees

are pruned ; but, if proper attention has been paid to

the thinning of the shoots during the summer, little or

no pruning will be necessary at this time. The termi-

nal buds are all removed, and then the shoots are

nailed to their proper places, and the whole of the

trees are thatched over with straw, which is left on
until the beginning or middle of April, when all danger
from frost is over. It is then removed. The trees

being previously nailed, nothing further at that time is

required. In the course of a few weeks, the embryo
Figs will be observed to grow larger, and in Yorkshire
they begin to ripen about the middle of August, and
then continue for about six weeks. By the method
just detailed, I get good crops of Figs in the open air.

In some seasons the crop is better than in others. The
protection of the wood I regard as absolutely necessary

in this climate. When the trees are not protected a

few degrees of frost will injure the embryo Figs, and a

severe frost will kill the young wood. M. Saul,

Stourton,

well as the petals, the latter being also much brighter in

colour. The difference in the size of the leaves was so
marked that Mr. Bull had informed him that plants of

this variety could easily be picked out from a mixed col-

lection. Mr. Wilson Saunders had also sent up flowers

of another plant not much grown, nor, indeed, was it

common in this country, though it flowered freely in the
Palm-house at Kew ; this was Stifftia chrysantha, a hand-
some orange-flowered Composite from Brazil. Alluding
to the beautiful group of liardy spring flowers from Mr.
Ware, Tottenham, he remarked that great credit was due
to Messrs. Backhouse & Son for introducing so many
gems of the alpine flora for cultivation in our gardens,
and then called attention to a plant of great beauty,
Ctocus Imperatonius, and to the Crimean Snowdrop
(fig. 11=;), which was well worthy of extended cultivation.

he would defer the subject

Fig. 115.—GALANTHUS PLICATUS.

Societies.
Royal Horticultural : March 6.—Lord Henry

G. Lennox, M.P., in the chair. The Council-room was
on this occasion densely crowded for several hours during
the afiernoon. The usual preliminary business, which
included the election of a long list {36) of new Fellows,

being concluded ; the chairman of tlie Fruit Committee
announced the awards of that body, and directed special

attention to the excellence of the show of late Grapes.
Mr. Marshall performed a like office for the Floral Com-
mittee, and
The Rev. M. J. Berkeley proceeded to address the

meeting, first calhng attention to a new plant shown by
Mr. B. S. Williams—Toxicophlcea Thunbcrgii, a native

of the Cape, which belonged to the same natural order
as the Oleander and the Periwinkle, the bark being
extremely poisonous, and probably used for poisoning
fish. It was well known that many Apocynaceous plants
have the same poisonous qualities, and one especially, the
" Tanghin " (Tanghinia venenifera) was used by the
natives of Madagascar as a supposed test of criminality,

one seed proving fatal, if not removed from the stomach
by vomiting. In reference to Mr. W. W. Saun-
ders' new Imantophyllum from South Africa. I. niiniatum
var. Cooperi, he said that from a discussion

which took place when the plant was before the Floral

Committee, the members of that body believed that it was
the same as had been shown by Mr. Bull under the name
of L miniaium var, pictum. It was at all events an im-

provement oa I. miniatum, the leaves being broader as

It grows well in stiff soil, the flowers are larger,

the colour of the crown of a deeper shade of green, and
the leaves stronger, than those of the ordinary form.

Parkinson, in his Paradisus, mentions that the greater

part of his novelties in the way of bulbous plants came
either from Spain or Constantinople, and it would be
interesting to investigate how it was that at that period
Constantmople was the recognised market for bulbs, and
especially for Narcissus. While mentioning the latter, he
wished to say that Mrs. Lloyd Wynne was disposed to

offer her prizes again this year. They were not in the

schedule, because last year the prizes were awarded in a
manner which was not intended by Mrs. Wynne. They
would, however, start again from that day, and whoever
exhibited the greater number of species during the season
would have the prize. A collection was shown by
Messrs. Barr & Sugden, and a few interesting species had
also been sent by Mrs. Wynne, including a very distinct

form, growing wild in the woods in Denbighshire, It was
well known, said Mr. Berkeley, that most gardeners
recommended for the protection of Broccoli from frost

that they should be taken up and laid-in sloping to the

north. Last year he did so, and was much astonished

to find that all his Broccoli heads fell off, owing, as he
thought then, to the depredations of mice or birds, but at

last he found that it was from the effect of frost upon the

stems, so that that plan was not to be trusted. General
Pleasanton's experiments with violet-coloured glass (see

p. 175) then came under notice, the speaker remarking
that, as Professor Dyer would have something to say on
the subject, he would merely say that he thought the

growth might be more rapid under coloured glass, but he
doubted the fact of its making the wood more fruitful.

Mr. Bateman said that the magnificent specimen of

Phalsenopsis Schilleriana before them, nearly the finest

specimen they had ever seen, coming from so far north as

Arbroath, was satisfactory evidence that there was no diffi-

culty in growing the finest Orchids in Scotland. With
reference to the subject of Bridal Orchids, he was pleased

to see so many exhibited. There were at least a dozen
sorts which had white and gold flowers, and a great

beauty amongst them was Odontoglossum Alexandrae,

the keeping qualities of which were of the highest order,

a specimen before him having been in flower a month.
The plant received its present name in error. At the

time he could not find any plant like it described,

and Professor Reichenbach had also failed to do
so, but it had since been found out that Dr. Lindley

had described the species under the name of O. crispum,

and according to the rules of botanical nomenclature,

that name it ought to bear, but he doubted the power of

all the botanists to separate the name of the Princess from
the Orchid in question. Several other Orchids came
under notice, and Mr. Bateman announced that Professor

Dyer would deliver a series of popular lectures "on
flowers and fruits" during April, May, and June, further

particulars of which would be advertised.

Professor Dyer intimated that, as to do anything like

justice to the subject of General Pleasanton's experiments,
his remarks must needs be at greater length than time

would allow on that occasion,

till the next meeting.

Scientific Committee : March 6.—A. Murray,
Esq., in the chair.

Mr. Berkeley, the Secretary, read the minutes of the
former meeting. He then alluded to some Portugal
Laurels injured by the frost of 1866, and still manifesting
traces of the injury. Some discussion took place with
regard to a substance called Australian caoutchouc, the
exact nature of which is doubtful, though the evidence
seemed in favour of its being inorganic. The Collema
and Cymbella found in association with it are as adven-
titious as the root of a Restio, by which it was traversed.

Prof Dyer exhibited a spray of Beech, of seedling
origin, with remarkably obtuse leaves. It was found near
Woking. This gentleman .also showed a substance pre-

pared from fesculine, and called cesculitin, a beautifully

fluorescent pink liquid. He then alluded to the peculiar

germination of Cyclamen, a subject on which we may
have more to say at another time.

Prof Dyer then proceeded to read a paper on the
influence of foreign pollen on the form of the fruit, which
was in substance an abstract of a memoir recently pub-
lished in the Mkljnges Biologiqiics of the Bulletin of the

Imperial Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg, t. 8,

p. 422. After citing the few observations recorded by
older authors, the direct experiments of Wiegmann 011

Peas, which were confirmed to a certain extent by Gaert-
ner, were alluded to, as also those of Savi, as cited by
Darwin, and in which, by crossing yellow and dark
varieties of Maize, cobs were produced which produced
both yellow and dark grains. Hildebrand has confirmed
these observations. Hartsen goes further, and states

that he has seen on Solanum edule a fruit precisely

resembling in si/-e and shape a Tomato. Ranitz relites

having found a fruit intermediate between Lycopersicum
esculentum and Capsicum annuum. Fritz Muller fertilised

Cattleya Leopold! by Epidendrum cinnabarinum, and
obtained seeds of the former with the shape of the latter.

These two latter cases are the only two on which Maxi-
movvicz lays any stress, deeming the other cases either as

errors of observation or due to variation, or some other cause
than fertilisation. Maximowici; then proceeds to give

the result of his own observations on the cross fertilisa-

tion of Lilies and the influence of foreign pollen on the

fruit. The two species reciprocally cross fertilised were
L. davuricum and L. bulbiferum. Maximowicz proceeds
to point out the differences in the bulbs and capsules of
the two plants just named, and states that as a result of

the fertilisation of L. davuricum with the pollen of

L. bulbiferum, the young capsule presented the characters

of the pollen parent. Agam L. bulbiferum fertilised by
the pollen of L. davuricum produced capsules also like

those of the pollen parent (davuricum). In both instances,

then, the form of the capsule was modified by the pollen

parent. Prof. Dyer's comment on Maximowicz's paper
is instructive, and it is to the effect that on examining the

Lilies in the herbarium at Kew in conjunction with Mr.
Baker, the most recent monographer of the genus, he
found only a single wild specimen of bulbiferum with fruit

attached, and that fruit had the shape of that noted as
peculiar to L. davuricum by the Russian botanist. This
circumstance, though it leaves unaffected the converse

case of L. davuricum, yet leads to the conclusion that

the differences in form in Maximo\vicz's Lilies were due
simply to variation independenilyof the cross fertilisation.

Floral Com.m.ittee.—Mr. John Eraser in the chair.

The bright and genial nature of the weather had a
marked influence on this meeting, the Council-room being
remarkably well filled with choice flowering plants, con-

spicuous amongst them being a grand lot of Orchids,

collections of Roses in pots and as cut blooms. Camellias,

and other flowers of the season. The exhibition

was exceedingly well attended by visitors. First-class

Certificates were voted to Mr. B. S. WiUiams for

Toxicophlaea Thunbergii, a white-flowered, sweet-

scented, Apocynaceous plant from the Cape—a welcome
addition to our greenhouses, and of which we hope
.shortly to give an illustration with further particulars

;

to Mr. Green, gr. to W. W. Saunders, Esq., for

Imatophyllum mininatum var. Cooperii. a valuable intro-

duction from South Africa, having broader leaves and
broader petals than the older and well-known form, and
also superior to it in richness of colour—the committee
believed it tobeidentical with the I. miniaium var. pictum,

shown on a former occasion by Mr. Bull ;
and also the

same as the var. grandiflorum of the nurseries ; to Messrs.

RoUisson & Son for Calamus verticillaris, a handsome
arching pinnate-leaved Palm, densely armed with white

spines, which are set in whorls all up the petioles

;

and to Mr. W. Paul, Waltham Cross, for Primula sinensis

var. Waltham White, a very distinct strain, having dark

red flower stalks and large smooth pure white flowers.

Cultural Commendations were awarded to Mr. R. Masson,
gr. to R. Miln, Esq., Viewfield, Arbroath, N.B., for a
magnificent specimen of Phaltenopsis Schilleriana, which
liad two large branched spikes, and on which were 207
fully expanded biooms ; the specimen was one of the

largest ever seen here, and second only to the one shown
some time ago from the gardens of Lady Ashburton, at

Melchet (.ourt. The committee recommended it to the

Council for the Lindley Medal, and it was subsequently

announced that a Silver Flora Medal had been granted
;

to Mr, Denning, gr. to Lord Londesborough, lor a fine

group of Orchids, which included some nice examples of

Dendrobium nobile, Brassavola glauca, with three of its

largccreamy-white flowers ; Cattleya Trian.x', Cypripedium

Lowii, two spikes with five and three flowers respec-

tively
; a well-flowered plant of the comparatively new

Dendrobium crassinode, the same of D. heterocarpum,

and the distinct Ltelia Lindleyana, &c. ; to Messrs.

Veitch and Sons for a capital specimen of Dendrobium
Farmer!, on which were about a dozen and a half good
spikes of white and orange yellow flowers; for a collec-

tion of Orchids and Palms, which included several plants

of Odontoglossum Ale.Kandr.t:, all more or less having fine

spikes of bloom ; an example of Epidendrum puniculatum,
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and Oncidium infralobium, having long, stmggliig sp.kes Earl Brownlow. for a basket of ha,>dsome and well-grown

of shiniii- brown flowers, the petals being tipped wilh Keens' Seedling btrawberi-ies, weighing 16 oz M Ernst

°*iteTandtir"mbrelirR-.lmof Lord Howe's Island, a Benary, Erfurt, sent examples of an attractive little Maize,

beautiful and rare speoies, of which we annex a represen- under'the name of Zea gracillima, the cobs being about

3 to 4 inches long. Mr. Tcgg, gr. to John Walter, Esq.,

M.P.. Bearwood, showed a new white sprouting Broccoli,

said to be distinct, and of good flavour, raised by him at

Clumber in r866 ; and Messrs. Paul & Son sent examples

of Snow's Winter Wliite Broccoli, and the same variety

w.as also contributed in a smaller state by Mr. Gilbert.

Flowers and Gardens ; A'oUs on Plant Beauty.

By a Medical Man (Fovbes Watson, M.R.C.S.)
Strahan & Co. 1S72.

This little work possesses a melancholy interest from

the fact that it was written by its author during an ill-

ness which terminated fatally only two days after the

book was completed. It consists of a series of short

chapters devoted to descriptions, artistic rather than

botanical, of some common plants, with others on

gardening and vegetation. The writings of Ruskin

are referred to in the preface in terms of high praise,

and it is impossible to avoid noticing the influence

which they have exercised over our author. A genuine

love of the flowers described is everywhere apparent,

and although the analogies and reflections to which

tation {fig. 116), and to which the names of Veitchia Can-

terburyana and Kentia Canterburyana have been given,

the former by Wendland. one of our greatest hvmg

authorities in the nomenclature of Palms, the latter by

the late Dr. Seemann. This will prove a most valuable

introduction, and we have already recorded the fact of

its having received First-class Certificates both in London

and Manchester. It has pinnate leaves, the lamina of

which spread horizontaUy, with the leaflets drooping,

and supported by smooth stoutish terete petioles ;
while

in the yourg state the whole plant has a dwarf, dense,

stocky habit, which greatly recommends it as a decorative

plant. Messrs. Witch had also a Commendation for a

group of Roses in pots : the flowers were rather past

their best, but still very attractive, and claiming quite as

much attention as their aristocratic neighbours, the

Orchids. Other Commendations were granted to Mr.

B. S. Williams, for a charming specimen of the lovely

bright orange and crimson blotched Dendrobium Cam-
bridgeanum ; for a fine group of Cyclamen persicum,

excellent representatives of his well known strain ;
and for

a miscellaneous collection of plants, which included a few

Balms and Orchids, the immensely attractive Tlllandsia

Lindeni major, and a capital sample of While Primulas
;

to Mr. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, for one

of those very pleasing collections of hardy spring flowers

which he brings out so well at this season, and

in which were well represented Primula acaulis albo-pleno,

P. nivalis, and others, with Cvpripedium pubes-

cens, various Scillas, Violas, Drabas, Muscaris,

Podophyllums, Iris, Polygonatum,
Hoteia, and Lily of the \'alley,

&c. ; to Messrs. Rollisson & Sons
for a small group of Palms,

Orchids, &c. ; to Mr. Ilcrbst,

nurseryman, Richmond, for two
large baskets of splendidly-

flowered Lily of the Valley ; to

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son
for a fine collection of Cyclamen
persicum ; to Messrs. Standish

& Co. for an effective group of

forced spring flowers, including

a box of the grand Mar^chal
Niel Rose, of which Mr. Standish

has a house just coming into fuU

bloom ; and to Mr. William Paul

for a nice box of cut blooms of

Camellias. Mr. Henry Bennett,

Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford,

sent a group of new hybrid per-

petual Roses ; and from W. E.
Gumbleton, Esq., Belgrove,

Queenstown, Ireland, came a box
of flowers of Seedling Cinerarias,

which the committee thought a
ver)' good strain. The compe-
tition for the prizes offered for

Camellias was a very poor one,

the plants especially not being so

large as could be desired. There
was only one lot shown, and
this, which came from Messrs.

Lane & Son, consisted of fairlv

bloomed plants. The Messrs. Lane
also contributed a large collection

of small plants capitally bloomed.
For 6 cut blooms, the 1st prize

was awarded to Mr.
J.

Potts, gr.

to J. Knowles, Esq., Heaton
Grange, Bolton.

Fruit Committee.—G. F.

Wilson, Esq., F. R.S., in the
chair. On this occasion prizes

were offered for early and late

Grapes, with a very gratifying

result, for in the latter class there was a large and very good less due in some measure to the habit of careful

competitioR. Early Grapes were not represented, and in adherence to fact which characterises the author's

the other class_the ist prize was won by a gentleman whose
I remarks. Certain details in many of the flowers

vhich, although seen so far as their effect is

insipid flower it would be if that were its natural posture,

the petals wanting in breadth, the whole aspect destitute

of character ! Everything is right if seen as it was
originally intended, and wrong otherwise."

There are many passages which we would quote did

space permit, but we must content ourselves with one
from the chapter on "Gardeners' Flowers," in which
the various objections to the prevailing rage for double

blossoms and variegated leaves arc forcibly put. The
writer says :

—

" Common people will generally, under any circum-

stances, prefer the highly-cultivated flower to the simple

one, just for that one quality of bigness and plumpness.

In the same way most vulgar people admire great red-

faced women, and judge of the beauty of prize pigs and
oxen by their size. There is the double Snowdrop—on
the whole, I should think, the most ungainly flower we
have. All the characteristic beauty of the Snowdrop, the

delicate curvatures of the petals, the contrast betwixt the

light, thin, flexible outer petals, and the inner short, stout,

unyielding cup, have wholly disappeared, in order that

that light graceful form may be stuffed out as you would

stuff a pillow-case, with a bunch of strips arranged like a
penwiper. The gain here is positively nothing, for

fulness in the Snowdrop is a real deformity. Yet the

common people often say they would not give a straw for

Snowdrops if they are not double ones."

We have said enough to show that the aim of this

little work is to foster a better taste in floral matters

they give rise may be termed fanciful, they are I
than that which at present prevails ; and we can only

never far-fetched ; a circumstance which is doubt- ' express our regret that so good a cause will receive no
further support from so able a

pen. ^^___
Among recent contri-

butions to English local botany

may be mentioned the fifth and
concluding part of Mr. J. W. N.
Key's Flora of Dcion and
Cornwall, reprinted from the

Transactions of the Devon and
Cornwall Natural History So'

ciety, which contains notes of

some interest, and is likely to

be useful. — Mr. A. G. More
has reprinted from the Journal

of Botany his supplement to

the Flora Vcctensis, wilh some
additions to the paper so origi-

nally published — Mr. James
Britten extracts, from the Trans-

actions of the Newbury District

Field Club, his Contributions

to a Flora of Berkshire, in

which is given a rhume of all

that is known of the botany of

that county, which will be useful

as a groundwork for any future

author who may contemplate

a more complete Berkshire

Flora.

^I^C g^piariJ.

Fig. 116.—VEITCHIA canterburyana.

merits as a Grape grower are better known in Cotton-

opolis than at South Kensington—Mr. J. Potts, gr. to

J. Knowles, Esq.. Heaton Grange, Bolton, Lancashire,
who carried off the palm with a much-admired bunch of

AUcante, weighing, perhaps, between 4 and 5 lb., well

shouldered, berries fair in size, closely and regularly set,

described,

concerned themselves scarcely noticed,

brought prominently forward, and we are shown how
much really depends upon these seemingly trifling

points. As an illustration of this, take the following

The few following facts may
throw some light, when fully

summed up, on the subject of
** fertile workers;" or, as I

have ventured (and I believe

other " bee-masters " have done

so before) to call them, "under-
grown queens." The history of

one stock is the history of all

those accidents that help to mystify the question of

" Parthenogensis." _
The queen in this hive was hatched July 21, 1S69.

" Oct. 18.—Examined and found queenless, but
^^^

! plenty of brood, all drones, some in worker cells.

black as Sloes, and carrying a splendid bloom ; and it ought ,
very pleasantly written description of the flower of the

to be said that this was produced in a district as black as the Snowdrop
Black Country itself. The 2d prize fell to Mr. Sage, gr.

Earl Brownlow, Ashridge, wit h a nice bunch of Lady Downe's
Seedling, fair in size, berries good, and in fresh condition

;

and the 3d to Mr. Bannerman, gr. to Lord Bagot, BUth-
field, Rugeley, who had the same variety in very good
condition. Good examples of Alicante were also shown
by Mr, Donaldson, gr. to Lord Chesham. Latimers, Mr.
Lynn, gr. to Lord Boston, and Mr. Osborne, Kaye's
Nursery, Finchley. Mr. J. Hudson, gr. to J. C. Imthurn,
Esq., Champion Hill. Camberwell, sent a basket of 12 lb.

'This, as every one knows, droops from the end of a

slender stalk, which arises at the top of the stem from a

sheath-like bract or spathe. Now look at that slender

stalk, and notice particularly the character of the bend it

makes. This is not, as it is sometimes represented in

drawings, a gradual, arching curve. The stalk would
then look weak, as if bent by the weight of the flower, arid

such a condition can never naturally be found, except in

a sickly Snowdrop, or else in double blossoms, where it

And notice, if you have met with

Oct. 26.—Examined every comb thoroughly in

company with Major Munn ; but neither of us could

discover either queen or 'fertile workers.'

N.B. 1 have always attempted to alarm the stocks,

and thus watch for the result of a * leader bee '—or as

would be in a normal condition of the hive, for a

' queen '—taking the part of secreting herself amongst

numbers, &c., and I also cut up, for examination,

some 100 bees to try and make a certainty of discover-

ing the egg-laying worker ; but I have not had satis-

factory results.

]Sjov. 5.—Introduced 'black queen;' well received

next day.
]V]-ov. 6.—Examined, and found the queen quite 'at

home * with her new subjects.

]S[ov. 8.—Major Munn, with myself, examined each

is extremely common
of Lady Downe's Grapes in excellent condition. For I any such specimen, how completely all its beauty is de-

the prizes oftered for Asparagus, Seakale, and Rhubarb,
]
stroyed. In a healthy Snowdrop this stalk is for

one dish of each, there were several competitors, the , the most part nearly straight, bending slightly,
1

-, ,, ^j „a«ri,- -,ii t>io Krrr.^H liatrhpH one
winners being, 1st, Mr. Miles, gr. to Lord Carrington. who land only slightly, to the weigM of the flower, comb, and found nearly all the brood hatched out

had highly meritorious examples of each ; 2d. Mr. T.
''

Slender though it be, it seems to assert its '
-T^ov. 12.—All tne Drooa naicnea.

Bray. gr. to W. A. Sanford, Esq., Nynehead Court. I own freedom and perfect abiUty to stand as upright as Nov. 14.—Found the black queen turned out-
Wellington; and 3d, Mr. Gilbert, gr. to the Marquis of ' it pleases. But just at the end it makes a sudden hook dead!

• «, • j
Exeter, Biu-ghley. Mr. F. Dancer, Chiswick, sent speci- ' downwards, and this little hook permits the drooping. ' Nov. 26.—In company with Major Munn examined
mens of Cox's Orange Pippin Apples, in as good condi- ' And how exquisite is the result ! We have said that the each comb, and shifted all from one hive to another, but

tion as they were three months ago ; and Mr. Miles exhi-
,

little flower-stalk is nearly straight. But it must be saved 1 ^g could not discover either a ' queen ' or a ' fertile

bited two handsome Smooth Cayenne Pines, weighing
|

from an appearance of over-straightness, and this is
, ^yorker.'

6i lb. and 51b. respectively, and cut from plants not
, effected by the investing sheath-like bract, which curves

1 \y^z 2 Found several drones turned out dead.
13 months old, which received a Cultural Commendation. I over it hke a pruning-hook. Cut away the bract, and

j^
'

"

_£^aj„ine(j interior of hive and found
The same award was also voted to Sir W. C. Trevelyan, notice how you spoil the arch. Now take up the blossom. ' j 1' 11. „ 1 ;„ T,„r«i4rc
Bait., Nettlecombe, for a good collection of Oranges and and hold it upside downwards, with the cup erect, the drones and workers about equal m number..

Lemons from trees about 35 years old, growing against contrary position to that in which it was meant to be seen, much wasted

the back wall of a greenhouse ; and to Mr. Sage, gr. to How completely its loveliness has vanished ! What an

Honey
shifted a fuUcomb to centre of hive.

Dec. 23.—Found a quantity of dead bees (about an
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equal number of workers and drones), quantity of

sealed up honey."
Having thus far traced these bees to the end of the

year, I will only add my own impression on these

facts produced by Mr. Pettitt's close inspection of this

one stock, and I do so the more freely as I wish to

show that my convictions on Siebold's theory are not

founded on my sole observations, but that I have taken

any other bee-keeper's experiences, where they are

worth recording, by daily, hourly, or masterly inspec-

tion by the parties. As I need hardly add, only those

who can command the perfect inspection of the interior

of the hives, where every comb has been examined

constantly, can be trusted to have arrived at the truth,

and then only after years of study of Nature and

research ; but I rejoice to find the bee-keepers of

Europe and America now learn to put bees into bar-

frame hives, and to keep them separately in their

apiaries, and thus increase the number of close investi-

gations.

How frequently is the question asked, "Why have my
bees died, when they seemed to be so prosperous, and

the combs so full of honey ? the fact being that no new
workers have been raised since the summer, and the

hive has been really queenless, except with the ** fertile

workers " only producing drone brood. It is singular

to see sometimes in August handfuls of drones cluster-

ing—^poor wretches !—at the entrances of their queenless

hives ; and my experience has this further confirmation,
*' that such stocks never live over the spring months,"
for Mr. Pettitt adds in his note book :

—
*'
Jan. 3, 1S70.

—Found all the bees in a feeble state." Found all the

bees dead, drones still hatching ! Thus ended this

stock, with an abundance of honey in combs, on
January 5, 1870. IV. A. Miinn.

©fiituarg.
We regi-et to hear, while this sheet is in the press, of

the death of Mr. William Osborn, of the Fulham
Nurseries, the elder brother of Mr. Thomas Osborn,
whose death we so recently had the painful duty to

record.

THE WEATHER.
STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

Fob the Week ending Wednesday, March 6, 1872.

1S72.

Month
AND
t)Ay.

1872.

Feb. 2

S

In.

29 S5

2959

2998

30-13

30-03

29.90

'29.61

Temperature of
THE Air.

In. I o «
-0.2753.636

— 0.23*57.1^49.0

+ 0.1358.446,

f 0.2658.0 43.2

'
I

1-0.1560.337.223.1
I I

I

oioi sg. 842.617.

2

0.32 6o.i'4i,3 j8.8

47-0 f 6.

9

+ 11.9

5i.2| + ii.9

50.2 +10.0

47-9 7.1

Hygromc
trical Ue
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from

Glaisher's
Tables 5th
Edition,

49,9+ 9.840.2

o^S

<Q^

s.w.

wsw
s.w.

s.w.

Calm:
S.S.E.

S.

S.S.E.

Feb. 29.—Overcast till ni[;ht, then variable. Strong gusty wind.
Rain fell frequently.

March 1.—Rain fell in early morning, and again at night. Generally
overcast. A few gleams of sunshine in the afternoon.— 2.—Overcast nearly througliout the day, A little thin rain
fell about 3 p.m.

— 3'—Cloudy till night. Cloudless after 8 P.M., and very fine.~ 4.—Ven- fopcv in morning. Nearly cloudless throughout.
Very fine.— S-~Clouuitss. Brilliantly fine.— o.—A little light cloud occasionally present. Very fine.

JAMES GLAISHER.

(FOR THE ENSUING FORTNIGHT.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants.—The present

damp mild weather offers the most favourable condi-
tions for the stock getting well over the effects of
potting. Now proceed with Aphdcxii, Acrophylhim
venosunt, Adcnandras^ Cho7-ozcmas, Diflwytiias, Dra-
tophylluiit gracile, Eriostemoiis, Polygalas, Phanocoiiui
prolifera^ Tremandras^ and Statues. These, in addition
to those enumerated at p. 258, comprise a selection of
the most approved hard-wooded greenhouse plants.
They all thrive best in peat and sand, such as I have
previously described, and the general treatment they
require is of a similar nature. ' All, with the excep-
tion of the Epacrises and Dracopliylluni are more
useful for general decoration than as subjects for
furnishing cut flowers. They are perfectly admissible
to the conservatory when in bloom, but they ought to
occupy the best positions. On no account ought they
to be crowded with the general occupants of the con-
servatory. Many object to their cultivation, under the
impression that they will not bear removal from the
hard-wooded plant house. Apart from the above,
there are other hard-wooded greenhouse plants that

for general decoration, as well as their capabilities in

furnishing quantities of cut flowers, are vastly superior

to the majority of hardy shrubs that are forced for this

purpose, and yet are not grown in such quantities as

they deserve to be. The following in particular

:

Acacia armata and A. Dntmniondii, Bouvardias^ more
especially the compact-growing jastninifiora. Genista

racemosa and raccnlosa elegans, Daphne indica alba,

and indica rubra ; Monochcctnin cnsijertnn and M. seri-

ceujn imdtiJiorHm ; Statice brassicir/oiia, S. Ilol/ordi,

and S. profiisa ; Correa Brilliant, and the three follow-

ing Epacrises, not nearly so well known as they deserve—Lady Panmnre, pure white, Salmonca, bright pink,

and Sunset, bright red. The plants enumerated are

much more easily grown than the majority of hard-

wooded greenhouse plants, and are not nearly so

impatient of a little inattention in watering—the cause

above all others to which a great number of plant

growers may book their failures. Plants procured

at once will be in nice condition for repotting

towards the end of the month ;
giving preference in

this matter to the fine rooted and more tender

species, which the drying winds one may expect

after the present unseasonably mild weather would
affect if delayed. For the next fortnight they might
with advantage be kept in a little closer atmosphere
than the rest of the stock, which will encourage root

action, and which should always precede the operation

of potting. There are few plants that can long bear a

draught, more especially at this season, when they are

conmiencing growth. Never under any circumstances

open the lights so as to allow a cutting wind to act

directly on the plants. Provision should always be

made for admitting air on both sides of the house, so as

to be always able to give it on the opposite side to

that from which the wind comes. T. Baiues, Sout/igatc.

Azaleas.—Azaleas that have been kept in sufficient

heat to produce their flowers during the winter, and
have now finislied blooming, should on no account be

placed in a cold house. Such treatment either pre-

vents their flowering in the ensuing season, or causes the

blossoms to come weakly. Azaleas differ from most
other plants in seldom making any roots until they have
flowered, after which they ought to be placed in a nice

growing atmosphere of 55° or 60° night temperature,

ith a rise of 10° by day. Remove all seed-pods, and
syringe slightly over head ; by such treatment, in a

fortnight or three weeks they will have begun to push

their roots, and will be in a proper condition foj^ repot-

ting. Use nothing but good fibrous peat, wan suffi

cient sand in accordance with the nature of the peat, to

insure porosity. Use the potting-stick freely, so as to

make the new soil solid. Replace the plants in a simi

lar temperature, and keep them a little close, givin£^

no side air for a few weeks. Shade slightly in bright

weather. Young plants that it is desirable to grow
on should be similarly treated. Neither in the case of

large or small Azaleas is it advisable to move into pots

more than 2 or 3 inches larger, as they do not require

so much root room as the generality of hard- wooded
plants. T. Baines.

Camellias.—Such as are growing in houses specially

set apart for their culture will now be at their best, and
in order to prolong the blooming season they must
have attention. Should bright sun intervene, screen

from the direct rays for an hour or two at noon, but

avoid over-shading at this season. Give air freely,

and avoid a humid close atmosphere. Remove a

portion of such kinds as have a tendency to bloom late

to a house shaded from sun, and where there will be no
inducement for them to make growth. See that they

are well supplied with water at the roots. Those that

are pot-bound, and such as are thoroughly estab-

lished in borders, will be much benefited by
having frequent applications of manure water, but

its too frequent indiscriminate use should be avoided,

as plants growing in unexhausted soil, from which the

roots can select the nourishment best suited to their

wants, are not benefited by being gorged by any such

potations. A healthy constitution and perfect develop-

ment is not promoted by the undue use of stimulants.

The early section will now be growing freely, and must
have every encouragement by frequent syringing and
maintaining a humid, moist atmosphere of from 55° to

60° progressively, as the plants cease flowering.

Regulate the growth with the knife, repotting such

as may require it. After potting, surface-dressing,

examining the drainage, and thoroughly cleaning the

foliage of others, the plants will be benefited by
resting for a week or two after blooming, in order to

rcinvigorate their energies previous to starting them
into growth. G. PVestland, ll'ilhy Court.

Palms.—It will be found that the majority of

Palms grow less during this month than any other

part of the year ; therefore special care should be given

to watering, so that no stagnation of drainage exists.

I have found that sickly plants are more apt to go off

at this season, by rotting at the base of the stem, and
that this is caused by letting them get too dry. The
foliage being harder, this is a good time to see to

getting rid of scale ; take advantage of warm days to

syringe heavily. Be careful of cold air in the warm
house. If seedlings are potted off, they should be
plunged in brisk heat, and watered with care, but it is

best to leave them until next month. Don't be
tempted by the mild season to uncover any Chamserops
Fortunei or humilis, in the open ground,, as March

winds would hurt them more than if it had been a

sharp winter, y. Croucher.

Orchids.—Now that the days are a little longer,

and a little more sunny, it will be found necessary to

damp the paths, stages, sides of the pots in which the

plants are growing, &c., more frequently ; for although

these plants like fresh air, they must not in conse-

quence be deprived of a moist atmosphere. The
humidity should be as equable as possible, or the plants

cannot get into a free growth. All Orchids will

require more attention to their roots ; watering more
freely now that the temperature is higher. Acrides,

Vandas, Saccolabiu?ns, Burlingtonias, &c., may be re-

potted or gone over now, using clean Sphagnum Moss,

with a sprinkling of sharp potsherds mixed amongst

it. I think Saccolabiums do best in baskets, and the

same may be said respecting Burlingtonias. Vandas

require the material to be put very loose, Acrides like

it much tighter. The choicer sorts of Angmciim, such

as the lovely citratum, seem to require very little of

anything about their roots—the small teak baskets

seem to suit them, using a very little Moss and a small

lump of rough cork. Oncidium Lanceanum is a plant

which appears to do best along with Aeiides, &c. , and
the potting material should be very loose and rough,

using Moss and large crocks ; it does not spot under

this treatment. Dendrochilunis like the most shady

position in the house, and should be syringed overhead

once or twice every day ; for potting use nice fibry

peat, small clean potsherds and Moss—beat the finer

portions out of the peat, and then break up to about

the size of Walnuts—they root very freely in this

mixture. Most of the Cypripediunis also do well in

the above mixture, though to some of the strongest

rooters a little very turfy loam may be added. W.
Denning, Grimston.

Heaths.—Be very careful in watering plants re-

cently potted. See that they suffer neither from

having too much nor too little, but when water is given

give sufficient to cause it to pass freely through. Keep
all plants neatly staked and tied. The E. tricolor sec-

tion and similar growing sorts will require particular

attention as to tying at this time, as the flower-buds will

be formed, and, if the shoots are allowed to fall about,

the points will turn up, and, from the brittle nature of

the young growth, they will be very liable to get broken

off when the growth becomes more rapid, which will

be the case very shortly. Any plants that remain to be

shifted should be attended to as soon as possible. Such

of the winter-blooming soft-wooded kinds as are now
out of bloom, and require it, should be cut over and

kept near to the glass, where they may get plenty of

air. Hard-wooded Heaths, as a rule, must not be

subjected to knife pruning, but simply have the point

of any shoot that may be making a disproportionate

lead pinched out. Give all the air possible, except

when frosty, and keep the plants turned round occa-

sionally, to prevent their being drawn to one side.

Henry Chilman, Soinerlev.

FLOWER GARDEN. ETC.

Hardy Trees and Shrubs.—Where it is intended

to remove trees or shrubs of a considerable size during

next autumn or winter, they should at once be root-

pruned, more particularly such trees as emit only a

few fibres. The diameter of the circle at which they

should be cut in some instances need not extend beyond

4 feet, while in other cases 7 to S feet may be neces-

sary—the dimensions in either case being regulated

in a great measure by the character of the roots and

vitality of the plant. The object sought, is to multiply

to as large an extent as possible the number of fibril

feeders, which attach themselves firmly to the soil,

and form a solid ball of earth, diminishing the chance

of failure, at least under careful removal. All lacera-

tions must be cut off by a sharp knife, which materially

assists the mutilated parts to form callosities. As yet

there need be no apprehension of any damage from

bleeding. Where much is yet to be done, push on

with the work with as little delay as possible,

before the roots have made a final move.

Shrub-pruning now requires special attention, and

without any fear, as there is now no likelihood of frost

committing any damage. Do nothing at random ;

think well of the effect and the consequences before a

branch is removed, as a means of preventing serious

mistakes. The two principal objects are to give, as far

as it can be done, a pleasing appearance, and to admit

light freely to every part of the plant. It is difficult to

advise how neglected shrubberies should be treated

when once they have become a mere tangle. The
common Laurel is by no means a desirable neighbour.

It will kill or strangle every plant that comes in its

way, therefore it must be kept without the slightest

compunction in its own pl.lce. Individuality should

eign throughout the shrubbery by cither shortening

or removing contending branches. I know of no plant

that has a greater tendency to creep into deformity than

Acerfret 1 iniJoHiim altio-variegatum. If allowed to have

its ov\'n way it will assume the habit of and continue

an undershrub ; but if the bottom branches arc re-

moved and a central leader selected, it will grow into

a large handsome tree of exquisite beauty. Many of

our coniferous plants are prone to throw up several

leaders from the bottom, such as Tliujopsis borcalis.

Thuja Lobbii, Cupressus Lawsoniana, and others that

could be named, depriving the principal of its power
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—increasing diameter at the expense of height. Alex-

oncier Cramb^ Tortivorth.

FRUIT HOUSES.

... Pines.—It the fruiting plants are vigorous most
' varieties will send up an abundance of suckers, especi-

ally Queens, and unless it is wished to increase the

ordinary stock, all these should be removed except one

on each plant by screwing them out, but do not take

thein oir the stem. Attend carefully to the require-

ments of the roots, both in respect to water and bottom-

heat. Tlie latter must be strictly watched, many fine

plants being partially ruined through having too iniich

heat at the roots ; from 70° to 80° is safe. Advance

the temperature to 65° or 70° by night, and a corre-

sponding rise by day, allowing the thermometer to

stand 85° to 90° on sunny days, with a free admission

of air, closing at So''. The temperature, &c., as before

advised for successional plants, may be continued.

Give constant attention to the heat of the bed in which

the suckers are plunged, and if it gels too hot lift the

pots and place beneath them a piece of brick, and let

it remain until the heat subsides. Syringe them lightly

overhead, but not often, at shutting-up time, selecting

sunny afternoons (or the purpose ; if they are dry, water

them. Have the soil got ready at this time for shift-

ing them into their fruiting pots. I use the fibrous part

of the loam only, in good-sized lumps. G. T. Miles,

M'yeomhe Abbey.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Now that the season

is so far advanced, bright sunny days may be expected,

and which will prove very trying to the constitution of

"forced" vegetation after the protr.icted dull weather.

To counteract the adverse influence, every means

should be adopted in the way of checking the fires and

giving air early, also by frequently sprinkling the paths,

borders, and other cool surfaces during the presence of

direct sunshine, and at closing time giving the trees a

good drenching right and left with water, at a tempe-

rature not lower than that of the house, at least not

lower than its average temperature. The inside border

will also require special attention in the way of proper

moisture ; and where required, give a thorough soaking

of water at about the temperature of the house.

Win. Gardiner.

Fountaine's Fruit Houses. — Every advantage

should now be taken in the daytime, in favourable

weather, to keep the trees as much as possible in the

open air, especially as the season has been so unusually

mild. The blossoming period cannot be too much
. retarded for fear of spring frosts, but sudden checks are

at no time desirable ; there is less chance of the trees

receiving these from full exposure to the air than from

the draught of the house—much, too, is gained by avoid-

mg the forcing from the glass in bright weather. In

spite of these precautions the buds began to swell in

the middle of last month. When this is decidedly

the case, it is better not to carry on any further

the dijing process, which has been partially

applied to the roots through the winter, but

to endeavour to bring the trees into growth by
gradual watering. When Nature points out by the

swelling of the buds that the sap is determined to

move, it is better to assist than to check it, or weak
blossoms may be the result ; the trees, therefore,

this season are now under regular watering

;

warm showers may also be taken advantage of.

In fact, bring all on, gradually, in as natural a way as

possible. Should sharp frosts set in suddenly, and neces-

sitate keeping the trees entirely in the house, apply

plenty of fire-heat, and plenty of air to lower the tem-

perature to about 40'' or 50* ; this is far better than a

little heat and no air. The heated air being lighter

rises, and its place is taken by the colder air from
below ; thus a constant circulation is kept up. Two
or three years ago we had a long continuation of very
cold, damp, dull weather when the trees were in full

blossom ; it is in such circumstances that artificial

heat is so valuable. Great destruction of fruit took
place in orchard-houses that year from the long-con-

tinued retarding of the blossoms ; they set weakly or

not at all, and then dropped. This is provided against

in the vineries by the artificial heat, and taking advan-
tage of the open air in any sunny hours that may
occur ; the great forcing power of the glass in bright

sunshine, before it is required, is thus avoided, and the

trees are maintained in a more equable temperature.
As to general management, dress well for insects

before the blossoms expand, not allowing a single one
to remain unmolested. Avoid nursing the trees till the
fruit is well set, giving plenty of water and plenty of
air. Z.

Orchard House.—Peaches, Apricots, &c., and all

orchard house trees, will be now in full blossom. No
better weather for the setting of the flowers could
possibly be wished for,—bright warm sunshine, with
free currents of air. Give abundant ventilation at all

times, even at night, excepting when the winds are
cold and piercing—then it is productive of much more
harm than good. See frequently that none suffer from
want of water. As soon as the fruit seem to be fairly

set, give the trees a slight syringing with clean water,
and watch narrowly the approach of greenfly or other
insects. B.

Figs.—Continue treatment (tlr^ady advised. Give

plenty of water to the roots ; keep the atmosphere

moist, and supply an abundance of heat. B.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Forcing Department—.-/.t/ara^wJ.' Temperature

60° to 65° by day, and 50° to 55° at night. Give air

freely ; the lights may be taken off on fine days. Use

tepid salt water when watering. Kidney Beans: Tem-

perature 65° to 70° by day, and 60° at night. Keep

young plants stopped, and earth up when wanted.

Support the plants by placing small branches in the

pots. Keep the plants clear of red spider and thrip by

syringing with clear soot water, and keeping the atmo-

sphere moist. Use clear weak liquid manure every

alternate watering. Pot off and sow for succession.

SeakaU and Rhubarb : Keep up a succession by cover-

ing a few more roots. Carrots and Radishes must

have plenty of air ; thin out advancing crops. Cap-

sieums, Tomatos, and Egg Plants : Pot off and return

into heat ; keep them near the glass. Polatos in pits

should be freely watered when in a growing state, and

have plenty of air. Plant some more on slight hot-

beds, to come in before those out-of-doors. Sow Celery,

Caulijlo-a'ers, and Lettuees. Prick out those sown last

month, either into boxes or into frames where there is

a little bottom-heat and good open soil. Keep close

until they begin to grow, and give air fieely in fine

weather. Sow Mustard and Cress weekly. Sow
S-i'eet Basil in heat for planting out-of-doors ; and of

Chicory and Endive introduce another supply to the

Mushroom-house. Of Mint, Sorrel, and Tarragon a

few more roots may be taken up and placed in any of

the forcing houses. Vegetable Marrmvs, Gourds, and

Ridge Cucumbers should now be sown in pots, and

placed in heat. Da-jid Lumsden, Bloxholm Gardens.

Mushroom House.—Look over beds now coming

in. In looking over ours to-day I find the wet has got

in, so that 1 shall have to apply more clean straw.

The worst of all enemies to Mushrooms, slugs, are sure

to pay them a visit, therefore a sharp look-out is

needed. Beds just now made up must be kept dry,

and the heat stakes should be tested daily. I liketo spawn

just at new-milk-warmth rather under than over. The

beds now being made should be in the shade—under

a north wall is a good place. I find as a rule Mush-

rooms after June are not cared for, but they make the

best of catsup when large and full of the small flies

which attack them in hot weather. R. Gilbert.

FORES TR Y.

The felling of timber, with the exception of Oah and
Lareh, intended for barking puipo^es, should now be

brought to a close, and also Scotch Fir and Larch
which are thrown and not required to be sawn up
immediately, should have the bark chipped off so as to

allow the wood to dry properly and prevent dis-

coloration. Here, where an average of from 2000 to

4000 large Scotch Fir is thrown annually fur building

purposes on the estates, all is felled during the period

that the sap is inactive; and such as are not cut up

before the spring are barked with a small hatchet at the

rate of yi. per tree, care being taken to bolster up those

that may rest on damp ground. They are then carted

to the sawmill as required. Much of this timber is

about equal to the red Pine-wood of the Baltic. Con-

tinue to plant small-sized Scotch Fir and Larch with

the planting irons. Clear out all timber and lopwood

from game preserves ; draw small spray into heaps for

game cover. See that gates and fences are in proper

order. J. Webster, Gordon Castle.

MARKET GARDEN.
The Gooseberry and Currant trees are fast breaking

into leaf, and the buds of the upper fruit trees are be-

ginning to burst, and there is a general good show for

bloom. Large breadths of Cos Lettuce have been

put out, and are looking well ; the seed-bag has been

very busy, after being locked up so long by the wet

weather. Michaelmas-sown 0«wHr have been planted

out in large quantities, and natural Radishes, i. e., with-

out litter, have been sown, the ground working down

well after the few dry days, and every available hand

has found employment to try and fetch up for time

lost while the ground was too wet to work. Some of

the early planted Cabbages show signs of bolting, which

may be accounted for by the stagnation caused by the

land being so cold and saturated by the continued wet,

and the sudden growth resulting from the late unusually

mild weather ; the forward-sown Radishes have had all

in their favour as yet. Asparagus is already on the

move, some buds on the young crowns havmg shot

3 or 4 inches, a most unusual thing at this early season.

Sow Parsnips in rich light soils, in drills 18 inches

apart ; be sure not to bury too deeply, head down if dry,

and run a small iron rake over the drills just before

the seed comes through. Cos Lettuce may be planted

in rows between the drills, be careful to fill the dibber

holes in to prevent the wet settling m them. Plant out

autumn-sown Ten-wed; Stocks from boxes in a warm

border, tread or roll the ground down firm before

planting. Plant Shaws and other early Polatos m
drills, and if the land is not in very good heart, cover

the sets lightly with mould and sow guano or

dissolved bone-dust along the dril's, which will he

better than fresh manure ; sow a thin cast of Turnip

Radishes on top. Look well over the late planted

Lettuce and Slocks for slugs, and lime if necessary ;

the lime should be slaked overnight in tubs or

barrows, and sown early in the morning, while the

slugs are out. Sow Paris Cos and Cabbage Lettuce

for succession. Sow Beet-root and cover well ;
roll or

tread down the drills if weather is dry. Sow Early

Sprouting Broccoli, Green Kale, Savoys, Cabbage,

Brussels Sprouts, and all other winter greens ;
choose

a poor, clean piece for them, that they may not get a

rank growth before planting out. Continue planting

Cos Lettuce in every available piece, that the boxes

and lights may be ready for Cucumbers, Marroios

Tomatos, Basil, Marjoram, &c. Take manure from

Rhubarb and Seakale forcing-beds, and work up

with fresh ready for Cucumbers. Continue sowings of

Turnip Radish and plant autumn pricked-out Cab-

baoe where suitable. Plant-out Red Cabbage, and

don't stint the manure. Keep the hoe well at work

every fine day, bearing in mind that the leaves ol

plants in a healthy growing state feed quite as much

upon the gases that exhale from the freshly stirred

mould, as upon the sap that ris?s from the roots.

London Market Gardener.

Miscellaneous.
THE "SEEDSMEN'S" MEDALS.

The combat thickens I— on ye brave !

Bad luck to them who dead seeds save ;

Ne'er mind your medals in the fight,

But try and put seed buyers right.

Your catalogues are far too fat,

Swol'n up by names of this and that

—

The greater part but synonyms
Or only useless, fleeting whims.

And for your special novelties

Don't puff them till they take a prize,

But send them to the Chiswick Board
Their special merits to record.

Don't get us up another " Breeze"

'Bout 'Vankee 'taties, if you please,

For we have better " Roses " here

To bloom, and lift, and not so dear.

To make the Seedsmen's quarrel up
Gard'ners should raise a challenge cup,

And offer it in competition

'Mcngst Seedsmen, on this one condition

—

Securely register'd by oath

—

The seeds they sold were that year's grow th.

Thoth,

Helichrysum (Everlasting).—I grow a large

quantity of this useful flower for winter decoration for

myself and friends ; and as many inquiries have been

made as to the best method of treating it when cut,

I am able to afford your readers some assistance.

Wishing this year not to lose even the unexpanded

buds, I gathered a quantity during the first week of

this month, some of which were brought into the

dining-room until otherwise disposed of. On subse-

quently removing them, I thought I perceived a partial

separation of the petals, and it occurred to me that this

effect, if really existing, must be due to the artificial

temperature of the room. I immediately tested the

matter by placing a number of buds before the fire,

and as a result obtained as many full-blown flowers.

Knowing, however, the tendency of the Helichrysum

to close after it has been in bloom, I was not satisfied

with the experiment until I had ascertained that a

night's exposure in the coldest room of the house

failed to counteract the artificial treatment. Here,

then is a simple method by means of which a large

stock of these elegant winter flowers may be utilised ;

it is now in most situations too late in the season to

gather buds, but many of your readers may be m
possession of some which were gatherd green, and are

now dry—aU that is necessary being to place theni

upon the fender before the fire ; but in the case of

those which are fresh-gathered, it is a better plan to

suspend them, bud downward, by a worsted thread

kept twirling, for by this arrangement the flower is at

liberty to expand equally, and the stalk dries straight

and rigid. W,n. Tudor, Mabley, Altnncham, "«

Hardwicke's Science Gossip.

Notices to Correspondents.

Ants • A H. Ants will not run up the stems of your

Ixoras unless you have the scale on them. We never

heard of their hijuring the flowers. The simples^way

to trap them is to lay a piece of sponge, soaked m fine

sugar in their haunts, taking care to frequently dip this

BoS.l's°- T«"W/.n Cyhcle Hyiernica was publislied by

Hndpps Smith & Co., Dubhn; and Van Voors ,

London.-rcorrespondent informs us that Henslow s

Borankal Diagrams may be had from Mr. Tarrant,

Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn.
- . .,

CARNATIONS, &c. : H. H. r, The beginning of ApnL

2 Yes If well protected, and not over-watered. The?

may be transplanted when they have made three or

clrSTOvE'; C. P. Write to Mr. Trotman, Spring

GR°;PEs'-'t™^"Grapes will undoubtedly pay .0 culti-

vate but when you%peak of "paying all tne expenses

of voiir garden by sending to market the Grapes

bUnd w'at mayle required for <'- ^-se it ^s a

little more difficult to comprehend. First, if requires

two men now to keep your garden
^^'^^.^^^^^l^^^

vineries, it will take perhaps four f^'°jj°^l'-™^r^
outlay, to grow sufficient Grapes to pav all expense!.
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Reckoning your annual expenses at j^2oo, you would
require to sell about 1500 lb. of Grapes at the average
price ; and reckoning 50 lb. as the maximum crop of
one Vine, you would thus require 30 Vines in full bear-
ing condition to produce the return, or 60 of moderate
strength, requiring a house 180 feet long and 16 or 18
feet wide. It is a speculation.

Insects : R. F. The insects on your" Currant branches
are female Cocci, full of eggs, the young of which will

cause much injury to the young shoots. They should
be cleared off at once, either by hand or with a brush,
with thick lime and soot water. The Aphides of last

year have no relation with these Cocci. IV.
Lake Margins: 7- ^-^ who has an artificiallake, the
banks of which are a pure fibry peat soil, and who
wishes to sow some sort of grass into them, to prevent
the water from washing them down, will find Molinia
ccerulea suitable for the purpose, if he wishes merely
for a covering of dwarf herbage. Try also Glyceria
fluitans, and Agrostis alba. If larger plants are desired,

some of the Sedges, Diagraphis arundinacea, Calama-
grostis Epigejos, and the smaller Typha might be
planted.

Names OF Fruits : C. C. i, Knight's V^inter Crassane

;

2 and 3 are so small and scrubby that it is utterly
impossible to recognise them

; 4, probably Beurr^
Ranee, but a very miserable example.

Names of Plants : P. F. Le Sueur. The numbers
attached to your Begonias were accidentally displaced.
The species are— B. semperflorens, with light green
shining leaves ; B. manicata, with leaves purplish
beneath ; and B. Dregei, with small angular foliage.—
Heydon. Sparmannia africana.

—

H. R. S. Erythro-
nium dens canis—the Dog's-tooth Violet.

Repairing Roads : J. F. A. writes—"A gentleman is

erecting a mansion in an adjoining parish. A part of
the material used is dug in this parish, and the
remainder is carried through it. Our roads were very
much cut up by this traffic during the late wet weather,
Can any of your correspondents infornn me if the gentle-
man, or his contractor, is not legally bound to restore
the road to its previous condition ?

"

Catalogues Receivf,d.—Briggs & Brother (Rochester,
New York), Illustrated Catalogue of Flower and Vege-
table Seeds, Bulbs, and Plants.— George Yates (Stock-
port), Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of Agricul-
tural Seeds.—James Dickson Sc Sons (Chester), Cata-
logue of Farm Seeds and Implements).—John A.
Bruce 8c Co. (Hamilton, Ontario), Illustrated and
Descriptive Catalogue of Seeds.— }. Linden (Brussels
and Ghent), General Catalogue of Stove and Green-
house Plants, &c.

Communications Received.—A. H. (apply to Messrs. Downie,
Laird & Laing, Forest Hill, S.E.)—H. M.— f. R. P.—G

—

G. F. F.—D. T. F.-F. W. B.

arhcls.
CO VENT GARDEN.—March 8.

A little improvement has taken place here, although
prices remain nearly the same as during the past week.
Strawberries have improved both in quality and quantity.
New Grapes are reported to be nearly ready for market,
and good late ones are to be had at a little advance in
price. Outdoor produce continues well supplied, and is

much assisted by that from the West of England and
Channel Islands, the latter sending early Ashleaf frame
Potatos in considerable quantities.

Flowers,
s. d. s. d.

Azaleas,p.doz.sprayso 6 to o 9
Camellias, per doz.

blooms .

.

..20 — 40
Carnations,i2 flowers .. — 20
Cineraria, p. bunch c 6 — 10
Crocuses, p. 12 bun, ..— 16
Cyclamen,p.iaspks. 03 — 06
Daffodils, double, p.

iz bun. . . — 40
Do., single, do. ., — 30

Heliotropes, p. doz.
sprays — 10

Hyacinthf;, p. bunch 06 — 10
Lily of ihc Valley,

p. doz. sprays . , 16 — 30
Pinks, p, 12 flowers .. — 10

s. d. s. d.

Pelargoniums,
French,p.i2sprays 10 — 16

Pelargoniums, Scar-
let, p. 12 sprays., o 6 to i o

Primroses, p.i2 bun. .. — 10
Nemophila. p. bun. .. — 06
Roses, per doz. . . 26 — 80
Tropa;olums,i2bun. .. — 16
Trumpet Lilies.each 04 — 06
Tulips, per doz, ., o 6 — i 6
White Lilac, p. doz.
sprays — 60

VioIets,p,i2bunches 06 — 10
Do., Neapolitan, p.

doz. bunches .. .. — 30
Wallflowers, 12 bun. . . — 50

Fruit.
s. d. s. d.

IApples, per ^ sieve 2 o to 5 o 1 Melons, each
Cobs, per 100 lb. . .60 o —65 o Oranges, per 100
Filberts, per lb. ..08—10; Pears, per dozen
Grapes, per lb. ..10 o —18 o Pine-apples, per lb.

Lemons, per 100 ..70 '^
" '

16—26

s. d. s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea. o 6 to o 8
Asparagus, per 100 6 o— 8 o— French, do, .,12 o— 14 o
Beet, per doz. . , 1 o— 2 o
Broccoli, purple, per
bundle . . . . 10— 1 3

Brussels Sprouts, p.
half sieve

Cabbages, per doz. .

.

Cardoons, each
Carrots, p. bunch .

.

— French, do. .

.

Cauliflowers, p. doz.

Celer>', per bundle .

Cucumbers, each ..

French Beans, new,
per 100

Herbs, per bunch .

.

o S-

J, d. s. d.

o o to o o
6 o — 10 o
40 — 80
60 —10 o

—10 o Strawberries, p. oz. 20 — 40
Vegetables.

s. d. s. d.
Horse Radish, p. bun. 3 oto 5 o
Leeks, per bunch .. o 2— o 4
Lettuces, perscore, , i 6— 2 o
Mushrooms, p. pott, i o— i 6
Onions, per bunch .,0 4— o 9
Parsley, p. bunch . , o 2— o 4
Peas, new, per pun. .. — 30
Potatos,ncwrrame,lb. 2 o— 4 o
Radishes, per bunch o 2— .

,

— French, do. . . o 4— o 6
Rhubarb, p. bund. .08—16
Salsafy, per bun. . . o 9— 1 3
Scorzonera, per bun. o 9— i 3
Scakale, per punnet i o— 2 o
Shallots, per lb. ., o 8— ..

Spinach, per bushel 3 o— 4 o
Turnips, p. bunch., o 2— o 4

4 o
o 7

1 o— I 6
2 o— 6 o
1 o— 2 o
20—30

2 o— 4 o
o 2— o 4

some only a few days. Trade worse. Quotations :

—

Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, looj. to 140J, ; Yorkshire
Regents, 60s. to looj. ; Dunbar and East Lothian do.,
Toos. to 1301.; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do., 8$s. to
105.;. ; do. Rocks, 85J. to 95J. ; Kent and Essex
Regents, 60s. to looj.; do. Rocks, 60s. to 8oj. ; French
Whites, 50J. to 65J.

For Want Places, &c., see page 347.

Pelargoniums for tlie Million.
JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of

FRENCH, FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in
strong Plants. CATALOGUES gratis on app'icalion.
IIUNT-S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 varieties, seed or

plants, as per former Advertisement.
Crown Nursery, Reading.

BEDDING GERANIUMS, summer -struck,—
Chrislinc, Le Grand, Amy Hogg, Bijou, Duchess, Madame

Vaucher, Madame Rose Charmcux, Lord Palmcrston, Rosa Mundi,
Wiltshire Lass, Excellent, Sheen's Rival, &c., ^s. per 100; strong
cuttings, 5s. per 100, or gj, per 200

W. B. C, Wellesbourne, War\vick.

c HOICE TRICOLOR
Prince of Wales
Mrs. Dunnctt
Sunbeam
Wonderful

Jetty Lacy
Sir Robert Napier
Pre-eminent
Phcebus

The 12 for 2ij. , cash ; packaf^e free.
Remittances requested from unknown correspondents.

ALFRED FRYER. The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

GERANIUMS.
Miss Burbctt Coutts
Mrs. John Glutton
Italian Beauty
Mabel Morris

Geraniums to Offer.

WM. POTTEN has now to offer a very large stock
of fine healthy plants, in 3-inch pots, of the followine :

—

GOLD and SILVER TRICOLORS, SILVER VARIEGATED
GOLD and BRONZE, DOUBLES and ZONALS, all at low pricesGOOD ZONALS, in sorts, i6j. per 100 All package free.
W, P.'s CATALOG[rE of GERANIUMS and other BEDDING

PLANTS, also his CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER
SEEDS, can be had post free on application.
Orders for other Bedding Plants can now be booked, to be sent out

in April and May.
The Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplchurst, Kent

Potatos, Regents, looi. to 130J. ; Fluke.s, 120J. to 150J. ;

French Shaws, tos, to 70J.

POTATOS.Southwark, March 4.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been
very heavy, and a great many stale and damaged cargoes
in the fleet—some have been loaded two months, and

/"CALCEOLARIA AUREA FLORIBUNDA.-Strong
Vy autumn-struck plants, very clean and healthy, M per 100. doj ner
1000. VERBENA PURPLE KING, nice healthy plants, 61. per 100.
501. per 1000. VARIEGATASAVINS.ifool, bushy, nicelyvariegated,
25J. per 100.

A remittance or reference from unknown correspondents.
FIELD BROTHERS, Houghton Nursery. Chester.

/CALCEOLARIAS AUREA FLORTBUNDA and
\-J PRINCE of ORANGE. Fine, strong, healthy, well-rooted, and
perfectly hardy plants. %s. per 100. ^2 per 1000. VERBENAS of
sorts, LOBELIAS, IRESINES, AGERaTUMS, choice seedling
PETUNIAS, and other Plants, ready shortly, at same prices. Ail
CarrifiEC free for c.ish with order.

KIRK ALLEN, The Nurseries, Brampton, Huntington

New Japanese LlUes, Orchids, Maples, Conifer Seed, &c.
MESSRS. TEUTSCHEL and CO., Colchester,

Agents for Messrs. Kramer & Co., Seedsmen and Nursery-
men, Yokohama, Japan.
CATALOGUE includes three New Lilies, LiHum callosum and

Lcichtlinii, Cypripedium japonicum, Platanthera:, Seed of Abies
Firma, Vcitchii. Primula japonica, &c.

New Catalogrue of Seeds, Plants, Fruits, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

C.A'r.\LOGI.;E, containing select Descriptive and Priced Lists
of Afirjcultural, Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, Fruit Trees, Miscel-
laneous Plants, Sweet Violets, &c., is now published, and will be
forwarded to applicants.
The stocks of seeds have all been procured irom the best possible

sources ; all are warranted genuine, and are offered at the lowest pos-
sible prices. Intcndinc purchasers arc requested to compare the
prices with those of other houses.

Exotic Nu rsery', Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

New Roses of 1872.
JOHN CRANSTON, Rings Acre Nurseries, near

Hereford, offers extra fine Dw.iri plants of the NEW ROSES of
1872. The varieties have been selected with the greatest care, and are
bchcvcd to be those most worthy of ^central cultivation.

Plants, equal in quality to those for which the Establishment has
been so long and justly celebrated, will be ready in March.

Descriptive LIST post free on application.

Three First-class Certificates for the Magnificent new
HYBRID PERPETUAL CLIMBING ROSE, PRINCESS

LOUISE VICTORIA.

WM. KNIGHT has still a limited number of strong
Plants of the above, and will continue to supply it at ^s. M., or

three for 21s. Usual Trade discount. Also, a large and variedGENERAL NURSERY STOCK, which cannot be surpassed.CATALOGUES Iree on application.
Floral Nurseries, Hailsham, Sussex.

Gladioli Seedlings, by Name, from Paris.T EVEQUE AND SON, Nurserymen, Ivry-sur-Seine,XJ near Paris (late Boulevard de I'Hopital), offer the following:—
GLADIOLI seedlings, first-class, per 100,75.; per 1000;^ o o
100 GLADIOLI, by name, 10 sorts 080
loo

IP .. 25 „ o 14 o
'°o .. M 50 n j£i to 2 o o
^°0 ^ M , >• 100 M £2to 6 o o
And upwards, according to the novelty of the sorts : all in good

flowering bulbs. Cheque on Bankers accepted for payment.

Tj^OREST TREES, Cheap.- Larch. 2 to 3 feet;X Scotch, 1% to 2 feet ; Spruce, 2 to 3 feet ; Sycamore, 2 to 3 feet ;

Birch. 2 to 3;^ feet; Elm, 3 to 6 feet ; Oak, 3 to 4 feet ; Alder, z to
4 feet

; Ash. 3 to 5 feet, will be SOLD, Cheap : the ground wanted for
other things.

J. HUDDART. Farrington Hall Nurseries.

Eltham Nursery, Kent, S.E.
TWO MILES from BLACKIIEATH STATION-

ONE MILE from ELTHAM, LOOP-LINE.
rpHIRTY ACRES of healthy, well-grown NURSERY
-L STOCK, of every description, comprising Specimen CONIFERS
and EVERGREENS of all siies. Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
&c. Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to come
and select lor ihewselvcs,

JAMES W. TODMAN, Eltham Nursery. Kent, S.E.

STRONG FOREST TREES, for planting in sheltered
places, for immediate effect [—Austrian Fir, a to 3 feet; Scotch

Fir, 2 to 4 feet; Larch, 2j^ to 3!^ feet; 0.ik, z^^ to 3 feet : Alder, 3 to
Sleet; Sycamore, 3 to 7 feet ; Norway Maple, 5107 feet; Mountain
.\sh, 5 to 6 feet ; Birch, 4 to 5 feet; Ontario and Lombardy Poplars,
3105 feet; Huntmgdon Willow, 4 feet; Weymouth Pine, iM to 2 feet

;

Cembra Pine, i% to 3 feet.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, The Cadisle Nurseries,
Knoweficld, Carlisle,

New and Ex. Ex. Choice Flower Seeds.T SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset, has
^J • the following extra choice varieties to offer, post free ;—
ASTERS, Truffaul's F. Paeony-fl. Perfection, u. ; ditto, Rcid's

Improved German, fid. and ir, AURICULA, from an unrivalled
strain, rs, BALSAMS, extra double, u. CALCEOLARIA, Scott's,
obtained by carefully crossing the best flowers only, :j. and 2J. tdCYCLAMEN, Wic:gins'. u. bd. CINERARIA, from perfect flowers,
15. and 21. td. COCKSCOMB, Scnti's Giant Crimson Dwarf, is.DIANTHUS DIADEMATUS, ij. HOLLYHOCK, extra double.
II. MIGNONETTE, Crimson Giant, M. and u. ; ditto, Partons'
new White, is. PHLO.\ DRU.MMONDII, \s. PRIMULA, from
hncst fringed flowers, ij. and 2J. dd. ZINNIA ELEGANS flore-
picno, extra double. 6rf. and is.

For other choice FLOWER SEEDS, sec CATALOGUE, free on
application.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and co.-s spring
CATALOGUE of SEEDS for 1872 is now ready. It contains

many Novelties of merit and worth consideration. Sent free and
post paid on application.

27, South Row, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.
Established upwards of a century.

_^ Kitchen Garden Seeds.
/CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
\J and Seed Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, bee to intimate
Ihal their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of Kl PCHEN GARDEN
SEEDS IS now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon appli-
cation.

'^'^

W Choice New Seeds, GladioU, &c.
ILLIAM CUTBUSH and SONS Descriptive
Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest

quality only. Post free on application.

Hiphgate Nurseries, London, N.

Agricultural and Garden Seeds.HAND F. SHARPES Trade CATALOGUE of
• HOME-GROWN SEEDS is now ready. It contains all the

very best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

ROYALTY STRAWBERRY.—Awarded a First-class
Certificate by the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, June 29, 1871.

I- '1 RO'l MAN can still supply the above. Price, 211. per 100; 41.
per doicn. In pots, 65. per dozen

To THE Trade.—Good i-yr. ASPARAGUS, lOJ. per 1000.
Spring Grove Nursery, Isleworth. W.

_^ To the Trade.
13 ETA CHILENSIS (True), the variety grown so
-L' extensively in all the London Parks and Public Gardens.—
The Undersigned have a small quantity to offer. Price per ounce
on application.
BIJTLER, MCCULLOCH, and CO., Covent Garden Market, W.C.
^TRANSPLANTED THORN or QUICKS, in all
J- sizes, in immense quantities. Samples, with special prices for
small or large quantities, on applit:ation. Also strong 3-yr. and 3-yr.
ASPARAGUS Plants.
FRANXIS & ARTHUR DICKSON Si SONS, " Upton" Nurseries,

Chester.

AURICE YOUNG'S NEW TRADE LIST of
CONIFERS, HARDY EVERGREEN TREES and

SHRUBS, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, JAPANESE PLANTS,NEW AUCUBAS, &c., is now ready, anti will be forwarded on

M
application.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

EVERGREENS, includitig all the choicest and best,
and all other Nursery Stock, of all ages and sizes, and in the best

possible condition for safe removal, being " full of roots," the result of
careful and regular transplanting. Priced LISTS post free.
JAMES DICKSON .ind SONS, " Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

WANTED, ERODIUM INCARNATUM,
NIEREMBERGIA INTERMEDIA,
CUPHEA MELVILLA,
PELARGONIUMS, TRICOLOR.
PELARGONIUM CORONOPI FOLIUM.

Anyone, either Amateur or Nurseryman, able to supply the above,
even in single plants, will oblige by oflering them per letter to
JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, 134, Faubourg dc Bruxclles, Ghent,

Belgium.

Unprecedented

!

ABIES NORDMANNIANA.
3.I, 4 and 5I feet, at

II. per foot.
SPRUCE FIR, 3^ to 4'4 feet. 301. per too.
AMERICAN ARBOR-VIT^,3J^ to 5 feet. 30J. to 40J. perioo.
RHODODENDRON STOCKS, fit for Grafting, 12s. 6/ penoo.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

Green Hollies.

J SANDY AND SON offer very stout bushy
• HOLLIES, 2 to 3 feet, 3 to 4 feet, and 4 to 5 feet, transplanted

spring 1S70. Price per down or 100 on application. HOLLIES,
9 inches to 1 fool, moved last spring. Price per 100 or 1000 on appli-
cation. Tree BOX, i to \% foot, very fine.

The Nurseries, Stafford.

SPECIMEN GREEN HOLLIES, magnificent plants,
5 to 8 (ect high, furnished to the ground. Have been many times

transplanted, and are in perfect health. All other EVERGREENS,
CON I FERS, &c., in large quantities, in splendid condition for present
planting. Prices free on application.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, " Upton" Nurseries,

Chester.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS. No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill. Kent.

Orcmds.
JAMES BROOKE AND CO., Nurseries, Fairfield,

near Manchester, have a choice lot of ORCHIDS in first-class

condition, at really moderate prices. Orders for £^iq and upwards, if

left to J. B, & Co., will be liberally and carelulK- selected, and
additional plants put in to cover carriage. CATALOGUES on
application to t6 and 18, Victoria Street^ Manchester.
See Advertisement amongst Publications in ibis week's Gttrdtners'

Ckroniclt, p. 346, of their descriptive Catalogue, the FAIRFIELD
ORCHIDS.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN and
DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS,STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWINING PLANTS,
with their generic, specific, and English names, native country,
height, time of flowering, colour, &c., and general remarks, free
by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Worcester.

B ITTER WILLOW HEDGES.—See article.
" Profitable Hedges." Rural Ahunnac for 1872. p, 37. Fitld

Oftice. Use Bitter Willow Stakes 3 to 5 feet long and make a nedpc at
once, the produce ol which is useful and profitable cither as wiihes
for bands or for basket work. At present our hedges are costly and
profitless, a Willow hedge equally as strong as Thorn can be reared
at less cost and in a sixth part of the lime ; neither cattle, game, nor
vermin will destroy it. They may be safely planted up to the end of
March.
WILLIAM SCALING, Willow Nurscrym,-in. Easford, Notts.

To Thicken Plantations and Shady Walks.
HEMLOCK Sl'RUCE.— Thisgracelul, beautiful Fir.

so frequently described in American travels,

—

4 to 5 feet, 5J. per doien, 30J, per 100.

5 to o feet, Sj. per dozen, 50J. per 100,

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Evergreen Hedge or Screen.
THUJOPSIS BOREALIS. — This beautiful silvery

Conifer, in appearance between the Cypress and Siberian Arbor-
vitsc, is fast-growing, compact, and beats clipping well ; it is so hardy
that no frost can hurt it in Britain.

Upright, well-grown shrubs, 7 feet high and upwards, at the
extremely low price of 30s. per dozen.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Forest and Ornamental Planting.
PETER LAWSON and SON respectfully solicit

early orders for FOREST TREES and ORNAMENTAL
'
" '' • ' y can supply to great extent.

ES, from i io \% feel, SCOTCH
TREES and SH RUHS, which they can supply to great extent.
The large breadths of LARCHES, from i to 3;^ feel, SCO

FIR, NORWAY SPRUCE. AUSTRIAN PINES, and other leading
sorts of FOREST TREES, arc unusually fine, and worthy of inspec-
tion. CATALOGUES and special oflfcrs will be furnished upon
application.

Edinburgh and London.—December, 1871.
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SUTTONS'
GRASS SEEDS
FOE ALL SOILS,

CARRIAGE FREE.
^" For nearly forty years wc have given the subject oj

Laying down Land to Pasture our most careful

attention, and from a long and practical experi-

ence of the Soils of this and other countries, we

are enabled to prepare Mixturesfor every descrip-

tion of Soil, which need only be mentioned in

sending the order.

MR. JAMES FRASER. Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Maylands Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the lirm ot J. & J. Fraser , Lea Bridec Road.

T O S E P H NEWTON,
O LANDSCAfE Architect,

Office: 42, Bishopsgatc Street Without, E,C.

Private Address : 74, Oxford Terrace, Hyde Parle, W.

M
X NU

Wood Engravliig.
R. W. G. SMITH, ARTIST and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park ,

London, N.

LEASE andRE SOLD, the

FOR PERMANENT PASTURES.
We specially prepare Mixtures for the following Soils :

STIFF clays
HEAVY LOAMS
MEIIIUM LOAMS
LIGHT LOAMS

GOOD BLACK PEATY SOILS.

LIGHT SANDY SOILS
SHARP GRAVELS
CHALK SOILS
SHEEP DOWNS

BEST QUALITY, 30s. to 32s. per acre. Carriage

Free. Two Bushels of Grass Seeds and 12 lb. of Clovers

supplied per acre.

SECOND QUALITY (good), 22s. to 28s. per acre.

Carriage Free.

FOR PARK GROUNDS.
BUTTONS' CRYSTAL PALACE MIXTURE, which

produced the beautiful Turf in the grounds of the

Crystal Palace Company.

20s. per bush. Sow 2^ bush, per acre.

EFFECTS of a
RSERY, within seven miles of Covent Garden Market,

.uitablc for a Florist. Greenhouses newly erected, and well heated

with Hot Water.
W. L., Gardmtrs' Chnmidi Ofhce, W.C.

O BE DISPOSED OF, an OLD ESTABLISHED
NURSERY and SEED BUSINES.S, in an excellent locality,

close to a l.ir^c station on a main line of railway,

J. H., Mr Lewis Solomon, Grape Vine, Centre Row, Covent

Garden, London, W.C.

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS,
SHOWING THE SUPKRIOK QUALITY OF

Suttons' Grass Seed Mixtures,

As supplied to

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
H.M. THE KING OF DENMARK.
H.M. THE KING OF PORTUGAL,

&c. &c. &c.

J^rom].]. Mechi, Esq., Tiptree Hall, near Kclvedon.

" Fthriiiivy 5.—Your Grass Seeds are so pure and well selected
that I have often spoken of ihcm to those who required them."

From]. L. Williams, Esq., Boync View, Navan,
Meath, Ireland.

"March 30.—Last year I got from you Permanent Pasture Grass
Seeds for 10 acres, with which I laid down one-half of a 20-acrc field

(Irish). I am verj- much pleased with the way the Grass Seeds have
answered, and I now want to lay down the other half of the field in
the same manner."

From], Ward, Esq., Round Oak. Grecnham, Neivhury.
" yttly 4.—The Permanent Grass Seeds for about 29 acres, supplied

by you last year (the greater part sown with Uarlcy), have given me
great satisfaction, and produced a crop (this dry season) of about 45
tons of good hay, 4!a acres of which have fed five head of cattle during
the spring,"

From Mr. Henry Awcock, Agent to Lady Geary.
"The Grass Seeds you sent last year, for seven acres in the middle

of Oxen Heath Park, is the best herbage I ever saw."

SUTTONS'
Mixtures of Grasses and Clovers,

To produce enormous crops of Hay during the speci-

fied periods they are to remain down :

—

For One Year's Lay, 15s. per acre.

For Two Years' Lay, 18s. 6d. per acre.

For Three or Four Years' Lay, 24s, per acre.

Second quality Mixtures cheaper.

SALES BY AUCTION.
SALE THIS DAY, AT HALF-PAST TWELVE O'CLOCK.

Consigmnent of Plants from Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent (Jarden, W.C,
on SATURDAY, March 9, at hall-past 12 o'Clock precisely,

Kspalicr, Dwarl, Standard, and Pyramid FRUIT TREES, specimen
CONIFERS, RHODODENDRONS, HOLLIES, DECIDUOUS
FREES and SHRUBS, &c. from Holland ; 2000 Standard and Dwarf
ROSES, from several well-known Ent;lish Nurseries; Hardy HER-
BACEOUS PLANTS, choice GLADIOLI and RAN UNCULI, from
Holland; STRAWBERRY PLANTS, RUSTIC SEATS, STOOLS,
VASES, BASKETS, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalocues had.

Baldersby, near Thlrsk, Yorkshire.
IMPORTANT SALE of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on FRIDAY, March 23, at Baldersby (a station on the LcedB,

Ripon, and Thirsk line), between FIFIY and SIXTY HEAD
of very superior PUKE-BKED SHORTH'iRNS. They com-
prise the entire herd bred by the late Mr. Mark Barroby, since
carried on by Miss Barroby, at Dishforth ; and the larger portion
of the herd belonging to Mr, W, Harland, of Blows Hall. The
Dishforth herd consists of two families—the Emmas, going back,
through Roland (2536) and Priam (2452) (sire of Mr. j. Booth's Brace-
let) to Easby (232) ; and the Verbenas, through Mr. B. Wilson's herd,
to the Braiidsby stock. Mr. Harland's stock are bred Irom Mr W.
Cooper's, and are in direct descent to the celebrated cow Miss Fairfax,
dam of the well-known prize bull Sir Thomas Fairfax (511)6). A few of
the animals are bred from Mr, Willis' herd. First-class bulls have
always been m use.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of Mr. THORNTON,
rs, Langham Place, London, \V. ; of Mr. C. BARROBY, Baldersby.
Thirsk; or of Mr. HARLAND, Blows Hall, Ripon.

ROYAL
Four

Fatn

DUBLIN
Founded a d. 1731, Incorporated ad.

HerNlajcsty The Queen

SOCIETY.
741

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. j. C. STLVKNS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,
on TUESDAY, March i;, at half-past 13 o'Clock precisely, a

variety of first-class POULTRY, from Rcr. G. Gilbert, Mr Cufi",

and other well-known breeders ; also some choice CARRIERS, from
Ord ; and other PIGEONS from several celebrated fanciers.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Consignment of Plants from Ghent and Holland.
TV/TR.

J. C. SJEVENS will SELL by AUj::TION, at

. his Great Roi King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,
WEDNESDAY, March 13, at half-past iz o'Clock precisely,

CAMELLIAS, CYCAS, D'RAC€;NAS, ORANGE TREES,
CHAM-EROPS, and LILIUMS, from Ghent ; First-class Standard,
Dwarf, and Trained FRUIT TREES, Specimen CONIFERS, and a

variety of DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS, from Holland;
Hardv HERBACEOUS PLANTS, bTRAWHERRY PLANTS,
GLADIOLI. ANEMONES, RANUNCULI, &c.

Un view ihL' morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Vice-Patron—\W^ Royal Highness The Prince of Wales.
/'»«iiir«f—His E.\cellency The Lord Lieutenant of Ireland.

1872—ANNUAL GREAT SPRING CATTLE SHOW of

BREEDING and FAT STOCK, SWINE. IMPLEMENTS and
MECHANICAL APPLIANCES. FRIEZE, TWEEDS,
BLANKETS, to be held on TUESDAY, April 9, and three

following days.
. .

The Priies, which are open to general competition to Great BnUin
and Ireland, will include

—

The Chaloner Plate, value One Hundred and Fifty-five Sovereigns.

Besides Money I'rizes. exceeding .£350, a large number of Medals
and several Honorary Certificates, 8:c.

^'^^ Applications (including postage stamp) for Forms of Entiy to

be sent to Mr. A. Cohrigan, Superintendent, Agricultural Otfice,

Royal Dublin Society. Dublin.
The last day for receiving Notice of Entry on Single I-eeswill bo

Friday, March 8. and the last day on payment of Double Fees will be
Thursday, March 14. By order.

W. E. STEELE, M.D, Registrar and Assistant Secretary.

CRYSTAL PALACE.—An EXHIBITION of GAME
BIRDS, and varieties of BANTAMS, will take place on

APRl L 24 and 25,—Foreign as well as British species. Schedules will

be ready in a few days, and can be had on application to me.

F. WILSON, Superintendent Natural History Department.

Highly Important Sale of Specimen Stove and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, the PROPERTY of a GENTLEMAN

who has RANKED amongst the MOST SUCCESSFUL
EXHIUirORS during past years.

MR. J. C. STEVENS is favoured with instructions
from Mr. J. Carr, of Byllect Lodge, Weybridge, to ofler for

S.\LE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent
Garden, on FRIDAY, March 15, at half-past 12 oClock precisely,

he whole of his EXHIBITIONI'ithout least reserve.
SPECIMENS, consisting of splendid plants of all the best varieties of
Heaths, Azaleas. Ornamental Foliage Plants, Exotic and British

Ferns. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c-, wliich have formed a leading
feature m the various metropolitan exhibitions during several past

J cars. The plants are all in the finest possible condition, and can be
seen at Byfleet one week previous to the Sale, and on the day of Sale
at .Mr. ]. C. STEVENS' Horticultural Sale Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, and Catalogues had. __^__^^_
City Auction Rooms, 38 and 39, Gracechurch Street, E.G.
SALE of CHOICE C ARN.\TIONS, PICOTEES and PINKS,

Standard ROSES, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, at the City Auction Rooms, as above, on

TUESDAY, March ig.at half-past lan'Clock precisely, without reserve,

a choice COLLECTION of CARNATIONS, PICOTEES. and
PINKS, of fine growth (the surplus stock of an eminent grower), also

350 Standard and Dwarf ROSES, selected FRUIT TREES, Hardy
CONIFER-E SHRUBS and AMERICAN PLANTS, choice
Double CAMELLIAS, and AZALEA INDICA, &c., in flower.

VERBENAS, FUCHSIAS, DAHLIAS, &c.
On view the morning of Sale, Catalogues may be had at the Rooms,

as above, and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, Essex, E.

LAYING DOWN NEW, OR IMPROVING OLD,
GRASS LANDS.

For the best practical information on the above subject, see

Suttons' Farmers' Year Book for 1872,
With which is incorporated "Permanent Pastures";

By M. H. SUTTON, F.R.H.S., &c.

" If you want to g^ow the right sorts of plants, you must sow the
right sorts of seeds, and you cannot do belter than read Mr. Sutton's
Paper on Laying Down Grass, which you will get by sending to
Reading."

—

Agricultural Gazitte.

" I do not know of anything to equal it."—Professor BucKMAN.

Price 6d. , Post Free. Gratis to Customers.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO

THE QUEEN and H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
READING, BERKS.

Bagshot.
UNRESERVED SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by James Hodges, Esq., to SELL bv AUCTION,

without reserve, on the Premises, Pennyhill Park, Bagstiot, Surrey, on
MONDAY, March 18, at 12 for half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a
quantity of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, consisting of hand-
some specimen Green Hollies, 5 to 8 feet ; Chinese Arbor-vita;, 5 to 7
feet; Red Cedars, Irish Junipers; also fine Gold and Silver striped

Hollies, bushy Portugal Laurels, 4 to 5 feet ; choice named Rhododen-
drons. Cupressus Lawsoniana, Rctinospora, Tritoma, Deutzia ; 800

Common and Portugal Laurels, Stardard and Dwarf Roses to name,
and a quantity of clean-grown Standard and Dwarf Fruit Trees. &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone,
Essex.

E

OYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY or ENGLAND.

CARDIFF MEETING, 1872.

PRIZE SHEETS lor STOCK, IMPLE-

MENTS, and COTTAGES are NOW
READY, and will be forwarded on appli-

n to

H. M. JENKINS, Secretary,

Hanover Square, London, W.

NoUce.
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICUL-

TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready;

price, in cloth, £1 61, 6i.

\V. RICHARDS, 41, WellinRton Street, Strand, W C.

Thuraday, Maxell 14.

To HAY, STRAW, and I'UTATO DEALERS, and OTHERS.
LEACROFT, CANNOCK.

MESSRS. ASTON, SOLLOM, AND BARNETT, are
instructed by Mr Joseph Hobdey, to SELL by AUCTION,

without reserve, on THURSDAY, March 14, at half-past i o'Clock
precisely, about 30 tons BOLTING and KYE STRAW, actons HAY,
70 tons MANGELS, 120 bags Myatt's Ashleaf Prolific Kidney
POTATOS, 30 bass Red POTA I'OS, 25 tons PARSN IPS. on the Farni

at Leacroft, within one mile of the canal wharf, and one mile and a

half ol Cannock Railway Station.

Auctioneers' Offices, 66!i, Darlington Street, VVolvcrharopton.

M R.

Slddington House, near Cirencester,
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions
to announce for SALE by AUCTION, without reserve, on

THURSDAY. April 25 next, 30 Head of First-class SHORTHORNS.
belonging to Edward Bowly, Esq., of Siddington House, which have
been long and carefully bred from the most fashionable blood of the

day. The Sire now in service is the 2d Duke of Tregunier (26,022),

and who will be included in the Sale, as well as some choice Sidding-

tons and other favourite strains, the whole of which will be found in a

satisfactory breeding stale.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees and other particulars, will shortly be
issued, and may be had on application to Mr. STRAFFORD,
13, Eustbn Square, London, N.W. ; or of Mr. BOWLY, Siddington,
near Cirencester. ^^^

Ashdown House, near East Grlnstead.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions

to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on THURSDAY,
May 23, at Ashdown House, Sussex, about 50 Head of Purebred
SHORTHORNS, belonging to J. W. Larking, Esq , which have been
selected and bred with great care from the lamed Herds of Messrs.
belts, Mcintosh, Rich, and other eminent breeders. First-class Sires

of the Kirklevington blood have been used ; the one now in service is

Grand Duke of Geneva (28,756).
Catalogues with Pedigrees will be circulated in due time, and

further particulars given in future advertisements.
London : 13, Euston Square, March 7.

SATURDAY, MARCH 9, 1872.

T""HE "lopsided" character of our national

progress during the past 30 years, to which

reference was made in this place last week, is a

very signiEcant fact.—What is the cause of it
.'

Why is it that the agriculturist has not kept pace

with the commercial man ? The reason of the

contrast between the two may, perhaps, be

discovered if we consider the other obvious

differences which exist between them.

Speaking generally, we shall not be far wrong if

we say that while a maintenance and livelihood

is the ordinary object of the one, the other works

for profit. The one is satisfied with tenant-right

—with the restoration of what he calls his unex-

hausted outlay ; the other would think with scorn

of such mere safety as that would give him : the

mere restoration of his capital would be prtj-

nounced by him as loss and failure. The one is

habitually subservient ; he is dependent on a

class— a chief above him. The other is free

—

on terms of absolute equality with those with

whom he deals— as independent as any man
can be.

Or shall we take the landowner as our repire-

sentative agriculturist .'—Then we say the capital

of the one is employed principally that it may
yield him social pre-eminence, political ascentl-

ancy, country enjoyments ; that of the other is

invested simply for the purpose of being in-

creased. And, after all, the landowner is the

representative agriculturist in any such com-

parison as thus forces itself upon us ; for he,

almost alone, we consider, is responsible for that

failure of the country to feed its people which

we have to confess ; and at which, when con-

trasted with its power to supply not only its

own inhabitants but those of all other countries

with the products of its manufactures and
its commerce, we have to wonder. Why has he

not managed his affairs more profitably for him-

self and for the country—taking into partner-

ship for that purpose the capital and aid of

others ? What ha\e been hitherto his ideal
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body of tenantry? Speaking with reference only

to their most important quaUfications, we may
say : Good neighbours—men from whom he
need fear no opposition— (of any new man the

question, Is he a good Churchman? probably
taken to be of at least equal importance with,

Is he a good farmer?)— a quiet set of well con-

ducted men, ready to accept the landlord's

guidance, submitting with good nature to a

certain amount of loss inevitable where game is

preserved—paying a fair, indeed an easy rent,

with punctuality — and willing generally to

forward whatever the owner of the property

desires ; men whom he may look after—even

serve in a friendly way—patronise, in short

—

permit, forbid, correct. The discussion before

the Warwickshire Agricultural Society the other

day, and in particular the speech of Mr. Daven-
port Bromley, M.P., expresses all this. He
will not have his hedgerow timber cut down,
because he has to keep even the rainfall in

order !

But is this the sort to whom commercial men
entrust their capital ? They look out, on the

contrary, for men, of course, of integrity, but
especially of energy and quickness—sharp and
shrewd quick-witted men, enterprising, clever,

honest, industrious, in whose hands it will

certainly increase to their mutual profit. And
until something of the same kind obtains in

agriculture, we fear the progress of the country
will continue to be lopsided. Commerce and
agriculture will continue to be an ill-matched

pair, and the slower party of the two will con-

tinue to look upon the progress of the nation as

doubtful and unsafe.

Let it be distinctly understood that such
remarks as these are conceived in absolute
indifference to the question of the relative

position of the landlord and the tenant. They
have no regard whatever to the special interest

or prosperity of the one or of the other. They
are spoken simply in the interest of agricultural

prosperity. But there can be little doubt that in

the outset, and for some time to come, the land-
lord rather than the tenant would benefit if he
should follow the example which is thus set him
" in the City." The probability is, that were
strictly commercial principles to guide the letting

and the use of land, it would fall hardly on
a considerable number of the present body
of tenantry. The landlords would remain of

course—perhaps some of even them might have
to go—but many of the tenantry would leave.

Men of greater energy, intelligence, and enter-

prise would take many a farm now occupied by
very worthy and respectable but somewhat easy
tempered, listless tenants. It is certain that

rents would rise eventually almost everywhere

—

it is almost certain that there would ultimately
be a large displacement of the present tenantry,

by active money-making men. We do not say
mere money-making men, because " money-
making men " may be quite as good and worthy
as others who are quieter and easier, and they
are at the same time far more useful. It is, of
course, certain above all that the produce of the
land would very largely and rapidly increase.

It is not at all certain that the strict

adoption of the commercial principle by the
landowners of the country would be for the
immediate advantage of the present farm holders
—the contrary is, indeed, much more probable.
We believe, nevertheless, that it would be greatly
for the national advantage : and not only, nor
even chiefly, because more food would be pro-
duced within the country, but because—with
quite as much probity and personal worth, for

good character is as common among the active

as among the listless—we should have more
energy and intelligence and capital employed in

agriculture. The tenantry would be altogether
a stronger and more usefiil body, and the
labourers would be better off. And let not the
landlord imagine that his personal position
would suffer. We beheve it would be stronger,
and, so far as its influence was legiti-

mate, it would be more powerful than ever. In
the case of our large, almost provincial estates,
the loyalty of the country to its territorial chiefs
would depend even more, perhaps, than it

now does on that best of all foundations, personal
character. It would be no longer inherited,
subservient, instinctive, but more like that of
England to its Queen—intelligent, appreciative,
resolute.

We submit further, as bearing on this subject,

that it is a suspicious thing—not suspicious by
any means in the sense of being doubtful as to

its good faith, or as to the genuine kindness alj

the bottom of it, but of questionable wisdomj
and doubtful policy nevertheless, in the interest:

of a whole estate—when a large landowhei]

pleads, as he often does, the interest of the weaker
and more dependent of his tenantry. The
system to be adopted for the advantage of the
whole country, which is made up of many such:

estates, is that which will attract capital, and
certainly not that which will excuse deficient

capital and lack of energy and intelligence. Be
that, however, as it may, we are certain that

those who argue for the cordial reception of the
commercial principle in land management are the
true friends, first, perhaps, of the landlord, cer-

tainly of the labourer, and, in the longer run, of
the farmer also.

Unquestionably, the Programme of the Land
Tenure Reform Association, referred to in a
letter which we publish in another column as a

sample of what reaches us, would then or very
soon altogether disappear in its entirety. The
idea that the land alone, of all property, belongs
in any peculiar sense to the State, is no part of

the commercial principle, which places all kinds
of property on a common level, and, whether it

Ije a jewel or a painting or a field, leaves the
" unearned" increase of value, accruing by mere
lapse of time, in the hands to which it properly
belongs. Let land and capital be worked
together simply on commercial principles—the
object of the landlord and the tenant, so far as
their business relations are concerned, being
simply the realisation of profit—and the occupa-
tion of the mere political agitator of the " land
question " must disappear. Let us add that the
speeches of Mr. Berry Congreve and Mr. G.
F. MUNTZ (p. 304), at the Warwickshire meeting
already referred to, appear to us well worth
reading in connection with this subject.

The subject for discussion at the London
Farmers' Club on Monday last was " The
Transit of Live Stock," introduced by Mr.
Alfred Welch, of Southall. A long and
interesting discussion ensued—opened by Mr.
W. M'CoMlilE, M.P., who said the subject under
notice was one which deeply aft'ected the farmers
of the North of Scotland. He then read a lengthy
statement, the publication of which we are
compelled to defer till next week.

Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., confirmed the observa-
tions which fell from Mr. M'CCMBIE respecting
the long delay of cattle in transit from Aberdeen,
having experienced it with some animals which
he had received from that gentleman, and which
were 90 hours on the road. The most un-
satisfactory part of the business was that they
could not find out where the fault lay. Mr.
M'COMBIE and himself were six weeks trying to

find this out, but the only information they
could get was that the animals had been
delayed at three or four different places.

As regards Privy Council Orders, he thought
they were much easier to make than it was to

get people to obey them. He would also mention
another instance of long delay. Some short

time ago a gentleman trucked some bullocks at

Norwich for Deal at 6 A.M. on a Monday morn-
ing, and they did not arrive until Wednesday.
The gentleman left an hour later the same
morning, and arrived home at 4 o'clock. What
could be done in this way for passengers he
thought ought also in a measure to be done for

animals. On the subject of feeding cattle in

transit, he was of opinion that they ought cer-

tainly to be watered, either from troughs outside
or attached to the trucks ; but the advantages
gained by giving food he thought had been exag-
gerated. Water they should certainly have, but
the cattle should not be untrucked to receive it.

He thought more should be done by the Privy
Council under the large powers which they had.
What was wanted was, that they should impress
on the Privy Council to insist on the railway
companies sending cattle with the minimum of

delay ; and, if they would do this, and give them
water, it was as much as they could expect. As
regards the transit by ships, from the very nature
of the attendant circumstances, they would never
be able to do much to abate the evils complained
of; and he had found that, even in those vessels

said to be perfectly ventilated, the cattle on
landing were always in a specially fit condition
to contract any disease.

Mr. Mechi thought the subject reducible to

common-sense principles, inasmuch as if they
were to go without their regular meals they would
be sure to get out of order, and the same rule

necessarily applies to all other animals. He
stigmatised the present system of transmitting
cattle by rail as barbarous and inhuman, and
thought the subject ought to be brought under
the notice of the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals. It should not be forgotten
that shareholders of railways expected divi-
dends ; and if they have to provide food and
water they must be paid for it ; and after all it

would be better for farmers to pay the extra
cost, on the principle that it was profitable to
pay 2^-. 6(/. to get 5J-.

Mr. Congreve had no experience of trans-
mitting animals for such long distances as from
Aberdeen, but when animals were trucked in
his neighbourhood— Rugby— in the morning,
they generally arrived in London in the after-

noon. He had been in the habit of sending
stock by railway for 40 years, and had only had
one accident. He had been at some pains to
ascertain the viesvs on this subject of a man
known to most of those present— Mr. WILLIAM
Evans, of Anglesey, whose experience was very
great. Mr. Evans had told him that what they
wanted was that the railway companies should
carry the cattle at the rate of about 20 miles an
hour, and this continuously. The jolting they
got through stopping and shunting did them
more harm than anything else ; the trucks should
be covered

; there was more cruelty in driving
cattle in and out of the trucks than in not
feeding them, and when stopping or starting,
iS;c., it should be done as gently as possible.

Mr. Allen said that in addition to the two
great traffic departments of the railway system
(passengers and goods) they wanted another
system for cattle, and he was of opinion that the
separation of cattle from goods was the great
point which Farmers' Clubs should urge upon
the managers of railways.

Mr. Neild gave a little of his experience of
the traffic on branch lines ; and hoped that all

suggestions which emanated from this Club would
be such as to clog the railway traffic as little as
possible, as in this direction they could do a great
deal of harm. When he had asked managers
to forward his trucks of cattle by passenger
trains, they were not at all disposed to do so,

and he believed the reason was that the wheels
of cattle trucks are made of cast instead of
wrought iron, as are those used for passenger
traffic. He could not understand why, if a
special cattle train came from Aberdeen, it could
not get through the journey in 30 hours, seeing
that passengers did the same distance in

16 hours.

Mr. HORLEY lived a comparatively short
distance from the metropolis ; and the only
thing he had to complain of was the expense
charged by the railway companies. It was quite

certain that if they altered the mode of railway
transit from the present system to a more
elaborate one, and increased the amount of
expense, they knew very well who would have
to pay for it.—Mr. Leeds was next called upon
for his views. He had sent from 5000 to 6000
sheep and 300 beasts to market annually for

20 years ; had never employed a drover, and had
never lost an animal by accident. He had no
fault to find with the Eastern Counties Railway
Company, except that they charged a little too
much.

Mr. J. K. Fowler thought they were much
indebted to Mr. Welch for the able way in

which he had brought the subject before them.
He was, unfortunately, a director of a non-paying
branch railway, and he was convinced that much
of the cruelty attached to the transit of cattle

was the disgraceful way in which farmers

crammed the trucks, so much per truck being
charged, instead of so much per head. If there
were three or more classes for cattle, as there

were for passengers, of course they would be able

to have better accommodation by paying for it,

and he thought it would be advisable on their

part to do so. He usually sent his Shorthorns
in horse boxes ; and he thought, in the case of

localities from whence but few trucks were sent,

these should be attached to passenger trains.

Mr. Aluert Pell, M.P., was surprised that

no notice had been taken during the discussion

of the bearing of railway amalgamation, or the

assumption of their management by the Slate,

upon this subject. The dissimilar arrangements
of the railway companies was the great difficulty

they had to contend with in transmitting cattle

long distances. The rough treatment which
cattle experienced in Scotland found an analogy
in that received by passengers on the Highland
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railways, who were jolted and shaken about in

an incredibly disagreeable manner, only bear-

able, indeed, by reason of the excellence of the

whisky in those parts. He also thought they

wanted a continuous traffic, but not rapid one.

Mr. H.\RPER wished to know the cost of Mr.

Reid's or Mr. Welch's improved trucks, which

he considered it would be much the best to use

on long journeys.

Mr. RE.4D, M.P., was asked if the cattle sent

to him, which were go hours on the road, were in

anyway injured, to which he replied that although

they had not been fed or w.atered during the

time, he could not see any injury, and they had

done well since. But this was not the case

with animals he had received from Ireland ;
in

one case they had been knocked about so much
that one died the day after its arrival.

The Chairm.^N personally thanked Mr.Welch
for his able paper, and he thought the discussion

had been a good and profitable one. His

opinion on the subject of feeding cattle during

transit was that, if they were in good condition,

they could go without food for a reasonable

time, and it would do them more good than

harm. He agreed with Mr. FowLER as to the

improved accommodation, and thought that it

would do no harm if the secretary were to send a

copy of these proceedings to the different com-

panies.—Mr. Re.A-D suggested that two copies

should be sent to the Privy Council.— Mr.

Welch briefly replied, stating that as regards

the cost of the improved trucks, it was imma-
terial when once the companies had the right

patterns.— A vote of thanks to Mr. Welch and
to the Chairman brought the meeting, and a

most instructive and satisfactory discussion, to

a close.

The supply of English Wheat at Mark Lane
on Monday was small, and its condition was, gene-

rally, bad : the few dry samples brought the prices of

last week. Trade on Wednesday was dull ; though

the supplies of English Wheat were rather more exten-

sive, and the quality generally good. At the Metro-

politan Cattle Market on Monday trade in beasts was
not brisk ; choicest qualities made rather higher

prices, but the average could not be quoted higher.

Sheep were in demand, at good prices. Wednes-
day's market trade was dull for beasts, even at lower

prices : sheep held their ground.

Many of our readers have, no doubt, seen Mr.
Charnock's advertisement, in our columns, of the

Advant.ages Connected with Emigration to the

Eastern Townships of Canada. We have no
desire to stimulate emigration, or hasten the departure

of intending colonists, but we are glad to certify, from
personal acquaintance years ago, the entire trust-

worthiness of Mr. J. H. Charnock. His advertise-

ment is simply the expression of his public spirit, and
we hope, therefore, that he will not be troubled with

idle inquiries, or with letters from any but really

respectable intending emigrants. It is for the benefit

of these only that he is taking all this trouble, and it is

such as these only that will be benefited by going.

People from the country are wanted there, already

accustomed to a country life and country associations.

There are already there, as elsewhere, more than enough
of town idlers.

AVe are informed that an E.XHIBITION will be
held between August 18 and September 8 next, in the

Jardin du Luxembourg, at Paris, under the

auspices of La Societe Centrale d'Apiculture, in which
both useful and noxious insects and their several

products, together with whatever apparatus is em-
ployed respectively in their utilisation or destruction,

will be collected for display. Foreigners are invited

to become exhibitors, and they must intimate their

intention before August i next to the Secretary of the

Society, at 59, Rue Monge, Paris. They are requested

with any objects which they send, to name the price of

the same, and these objects must be forwarded before

August 15. Gold and silver medals, with certificates of

distinction, will be awarded by juries. Among the

several classes are those on the side of useful insects,

headed silk, honey, dyes, food, medicine, ornament,
&c. ; and, on the other hand, of mischievous insects,

those which attack cereals—the Vine—plants culti-

vated for their use in various manufactures, as of oil,

sugar, textile fabrics, dyes—insects mischievous to

other field and garden plants, to fruit and forest trees

—to wood, to wool, and other dry organic substances
;

and, lastly, parasitic insects. The field is both large

and interesting, and well deserves the attention of both
naturalists and agriculturists. Full particulars can be
obtained from the Secretary of the Society named
above.

The following notes appeared in a late number
vl \}a^ Hereford Times on the Maximum Examples
of Hereford and Shorthorn Cattle :

—

"In 1S69, at Bingley Hall, Mr. Ridgely e.xhibited in

class I, an ox aged 5 years 9 months and 2 weeks, that

girthed 9 feet 10 inches. In 1870, at the same place, in

class 1, Mr. VV. Heath exhibited a steer aged 3 years

8 months, which measured 8 feet 10 inches. Same time,

place, and class, Mr. H. Bettridge showed one aged

3 years 11 months i week and I day, which was half an

inch less girt. In class 2, Mr. B. Cocks exhibited an

extraordinary steer aged 3 years 2 months 2 weeks and 2

days, that girthed 8 feet 4 inches. In class 5, Mr.

Pulvek showed his grand Shorthorn that swept the

honours there and at Smithfield, besides several minor

shows, his age being 3 years and 9 months, his girth only

9 feet 4 inches.
" Mr. DUCKH.VM, editor of the Hereford Herd Book, in

a lecture on the Hereford breed of cattle, states that at

the first show of the Smithheld Club Mr. Westcak
exhibited a huge ox of the breed that girthed 10 feet 4
inches, was 3 feet 11 inches long, stood 6 feet 7 inches

high, yielded 247 stones of beef, or 1976 lb,"

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CAITLE.

Hasty generalisations are, alas ! only too common.
Mr. Gerard Barton, in a letter to our esteemed con-

temporary. Belts iVeekly Messenger, upon in-and-in

breeding, is certainly guilty of one when he writes as

follows :

— " It is said to be of no use to breed in-and-

in with horses and pigs, as their progeny rapidly

deteriorates ; if so, why should it be held to

succeed with cattle and sheep ? Surely, if the principle

is wrong in the one case, it must also be in the other."

Not at all. It by no means follows that, because pigs

will not be.ar in-and-in breeding, cattle will not. It is

indeed a singular and well-attested fact that cattle and

sheep may be bred from close affinities, and we believe

it is equally as well ascertained that pigs deteriorate

when bred on this principle. We are not called upon

to explain this fact, but simply accept it, and act

upon it.

MULES.

Is it not within the range of possibility that with all

our endeavours in the direction of improving our live

stock, we may be neglecting creatures which might be

utilised in our rural economy ? Our attention has lately

been directed to the mule as an animal which might be

employed in farm work with advantage, and, judging

from the value set upon him in many foreign countries,

we are inclined to think that he might be equally

serviceable here. The mule, doubtless, would have to

contend with prejudices against himself as well as with

the natural love which every Englishman has for the

horse. Nevertheless, if he can be shown to possess

valuable qualities, he ought not to be forgotten by

those whose office it is to guide agricultural opinion.

Surely trials of mules against horses might form

as interesting a competition in an English show-

yard as trials, for instance, between rival ploughs or

reaping-machines. The dynamometer might be em-
ployed to test the power of a mule as readily as that

of a steam-engine, while the amount of food required

to support the former at his work might be gauged
with as practical good effect as the coal required to

work the latter. At the present time, when the

question is being put, How much longer are

we going to give prizes for articles long

since brought to an approximate perfection ?—Are
we for ever to be witnessing the somewhat stale con-

tests between threshing-machines, ploughs, or even

cattle, sheep, and pigs?—at such a time as this, any
attempt to introduce a useful novelty could not but be

looked upon with interest. Is there any room for the

mule in our economy ?—for an animal which, accord-

ing to a United States report, is rapidly spreading in

America, and is invaluable in the southern plantations
;

an animal which is said to be "hardier than the horse,

subject to fewer diseases, more patient, better adapted

to travelling on rugged and trackless surfaces, less

fastidious as to its food, and much less expensive in

feeding ; more muscular in proportion to its weight,

and usually living and working to about double the

age?" Again, we learn that "well-bred mules

are as spirited and equally active, or even quicker than

horses, if perfectly broken." "They are said to walk
faster and to pull more steadily. Such qualities should

be some introduction to a creature which, we fear, has

been too much neglected among us, and we cannot

help thinking that he is a most fit subject for our own
Royal Agricultural Society to take an active interest

in. Only last year the question of giving prizes for

mules was mooted, but unfortunately the idea fell to

the ground. The very practical objection might of

course be raised. Why offer prizes for an animal which
scarcely exists among us ? Offering a prize may there-

fore be premature, but surely it would be well to know
something more of the mule and mule breeding than

we do at present.

SHEEP.

The Devices Gazelle contains the following :—
" So unfortunate a lambing season has not occurred in

Wiltshire for many years as that through which we are

now passing. There is hardly a flockmaster who has not

lost an unusual number of both ewes and lambs ;
on one

farm in this immediate neighbourhood, where only a

moderate-sized flock is kept, as many as 120 or 130 dead

lambs were born before a single living one made its

appearance. Nor has this state of things been confined

to sheep. Ntimbers of cows have slipped their calves

;

we have heard of as many as 16 having done so in one 1

dairy, so that the prospects, small as far as live stock ar

concerned, are anything but encouraging. The wet
weather and the superaljundance of succulent food has no
doubt had much to do with these losses."

AGRICULTURAL PROGRESS.
[We take here an exlr,ict from Mr. Pinniger's sanguine paper on

the Politics of Agriculture before a recent meeting of the
Swindoii Fanners' Club.]

In 1830, from what I can remember, as well as

from what I have since inferred, agriculture in England

was at a very low ebb. A long and expensive war

had so turned the current of British interests and
pursuits, that at the period to which I allude everything

wore a most cold and chilly aspect, consequent on the

raging war fever it had previously borne during those

e-xciling times. The fictitious and fanciful value all

agricultural produce had borne during the wasteful

and extravagant expenditure of former years was now
reduced one-half, and a general wail of discontent and

distress everywhere prevailed in consequence. The
occupier of the land, as well as the labourer, expe-

rienced a distress we know nothing of now, and, I

trust, we never may again. The able-bodied and

robust labourer, as well as the aged and infirm,

were, in many parishes, nearly all thrown upon the

rates in winter, and it was no uncommon sight to see

30, 40, or near too strong able men out of employment

at one time, with nothing to exist upon but the over-

seer's pittance on Saturday's pay-day. I have heard of

ten 2J-. rates for the relief of the poor alone in one

year in some parishes. How, then, could much go

into the pocket of the landowner with such burdens ?

But, what was worse, all that did find its way there

remained—none of it came back on the land in any

kind of improvement.

The agricultural interest groaned under the pressure of

unprecedented distress; taxes grievous to be borne

were levied on almost every article of domestic and

necessary use ; rents in many instances still partook of

much of a war character, while trade and enterprise

were shackled in eveiy way by restrictions and imposts.

The poor relief in one year is said to have amounted

to nearly nine millions. Is it any wonder discontent

and murmuring everywhere prevailed. The acute and

far-seeing politicians could see in this a grand cause in

the very loose, imperfect, and very inconsistent way in

which the interests of the nation were represented in

our Houses of Parliament. How, said they, can

things be hoped to amend, so long as these paltry

boroughs continue to send our representatives to

Parliament ? What do the 12 old self-elected burgesses

of Malmesbury, or the single elector of Old Sarum, or

the nominees of certain noblemen for the other boroughs

in this county, care for the wants and requirements of

the people ? Loud and long was the outcry from all

parts for Parliamentary reform. The hopes and ex-

pectations of the people were not disappointed. King
William IV. dismissed his late brother's old ministers,

and called to his counsels the reforming party in the

State, with an understanding that a Reform Bill should

at once be introduced—which should give the land

interest, as viA\ as the great centres of industry,

that consideration in the legislature the urgency of

their cases demanded and were entitled to. After

most determined opposition, the Bill at length became

law, amid the joys and rejoicing of a sanguine people,

whose expectations were unbounded. Bonfires, illu-

minations, feastings, &c., everywhere prevailed, and

general confidence for good was the result. Our own
county came in for her share of two extra members,

and, wdiat was more than any other thing to the pur-

pose, they were to be elected by an entirely new con-

stituency. The intelligence and importance of the

farmers of the country were now to be trusted with the

franchise, and the freeholders—the only electors before

—principally cottagers owning a hut worth 40J. a-year,

were cast into the shade. What was the result ? It

had just the effect that was anticipated. It brought

into the field country gentlemen willing to represent

the landed interest in Parliament, who wished to go

for that ostensible purpose, but who would scorn to

barter with the burgesses of Malmesbury or the

mongers of the borough for £ipao or / 5000 for each

of the two seats. Those who came forward desired to

be free and independent, to grapple with those

obnoxious imposts that had so frightfully and cruelly

ground down the hardworking and industrious trades-

man, mechanic, and farm labourei%

So marvellously has this been effected, that after a

lapse of only 40 years, scarcely one of those denounced

evils of that day but has been rectified by the Reformed

Parliament of 1832. One, perhaps, more prominent

than the rest, strikes my recollection, viz., the clamour

for a tax on real property in lieu of those extortionate

imposts of the excise duties on the poor man's necessary

articles of life. This has long been done, and no

doubt has conduced very much to the present comfort

and prosperity of the masses. The labouring man's

beer, bread, cheese, beef, mutton, and wearing

apparel have been cheapened ; his dwellings have

been much improved ; his wages advanced ; labour

abundant has been found for him ; his alarms have

been hushed at a prospect of being drafted into

the militia to go out and fight against his will;

and, to all intents and purposes, by the contrast

he is made a happy man. To the class of tenant-
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farmers and the middle classes the benefits have
been equally manifest. The tithe system was en-
tirely remodelled ; the old Poor-laws, the prin-
ciple of which was found to be greviously bad and
abused, were entirely overhauled, and a new system
adopted ; the municipal laws of our towns were also

revised ; and free trade with all the world was a prin-

ciple enunciated. The monopolies of the West India
sugar-planter were destroyed ; the East India Com-
pany's charter was allowed to run out, never more to
be renewed ; and the effect has been that the con-
sumers of those nutritious and wholesome articles grown
in foreign climes can now get them at their natural
price, and those monopolists are put on the same foot-

ing as other commercial bodies. The British farmer
began now to be felt of some consequence. Noblemen
and gentlemen of the upper ten thousand began to mix
and co-operate with the landed interest ; associations

everywhere began to be formed for the promotion of
his interest ; Chambers of Agriculture following in the
wake, the landed gentlemen joining and contributing
liberally to their necessary funds. Prizes were offered

at every place for the best cows, bulls, sheep, oxen,
horses and pigs, for the best cultivated farms, for the
best essays on agriculture, which were disseminated
abroad for instruction in improved modes of culture.

Capital, which before appeared locked up, spent on
other matters, or lay dormant, now began to flow t9
the land. The drainer was no longer to stand all the
day idle because no man would set him to work, but
became an object in request. The carpenter, mason,
and bricklayer were to be found employment. The
Government of the day sympathised with the move-
ment, and repealed the duties on bricks, drain-pipes,
glass windows, and other matters, which had so long
shackled the industry and enterprise of the nation, and
which proved of immense advantage to all classes of
society even to the present day. Thus, gentlemen, I

have endeavoured to sketch out a few of the more pro-
minent advantages which resulted from the Reformed
Parliament in a political view of it.

If I should pretend to go into the details of our
social advantages I know not where I should end. I

may instance our educational advancement ; every-
where our efforts to endeavour to restrict, as much as
consistent with the liberty of the subject, the liquor
traffic— I point to the drundard, the folly and direful
consequences of a persistence in the terrible evil he is

bringing upon himself; though we grieve to be bound
to admit, without the results we could wish and hope
for, as it is too evident the evil propensity continues to
a most lamentable extent. .Still I believe our educated
and better classes of people, seeing the evil, are far less

addicted than formerly to keep up the bad example
;

and if education and improvement of the mind have
taught them to see and know the evil of the indulgence,
why may we not hope when every boy and girl of our
social system has a good and fair education imparted to
them, as they grow up they too may become aware of the
evil tendencies of the self-murderous practice, and avoid
it as a most bitter and cruel thing. If I were to say
the England of 1S30 has become an entirely new
England of 1872, I think I should not be very wide of
the mark, so great and so striking have been the
changes. I think, however, it may with safety be in-

ferred that changes so great and so manifest could not
be brought about without some anomalies occurring in
their working order. If so, wherever found, I see no
tangible reason why the sore should not be probed in
order that the remedy may be applied. It has occun-ed
to the notice of those sage political economists of our
Chambers of Agriculture that fully five-sevenths of the
entire income of the country contribute not one
farthing to our local taxation, all the burden of our
poor, police, highways, lunatics, education, and a host
of minor matters, being thrown entirely on the remain-
ing two-sevenths. Against such a state of things our
Chambers of Agriculture will, I hope, wage perpetual
war, until the necessary change is effected. It looks
monstrous that the entire income of the country being
found to be somewhere above 700 millions sterling, the
local rale is collected on only 200 millions, while the
remainder goes entirely free. Much is being said upon the
subject, and a variety of remedies suggested for the
consideration of our central meeting in I^ondon ; many
schemes had also been thought of, but as yet no definite
plan is decided on. We must wait with patience for
their deliberations, to which no doubt the Government
are willing to listen if not fully to adopt. Another
cryingevil is very apparent, and to which our Chambers
are directing special attention, viz,, the obnoxious Game
Laws. Those laws—almost the only relic of a feudal
system—are every year becoming more and more an
object of dissatisfaction and dislike, and, I may say,
contempt. Two instances of their cruelty and
oppression have lately come to my knowledge in the
case of two most industrious, careful men, friends of
mine, occupying farms in different counties, both on
their commencement considering they had secured
reasonably rented farms, but both well known to be
much injured by game. What has been the result?
Why both, after a few years' occupation, have
given up their farms, financially crippled and
ruined men for life and for ever from occupy-
ing farms again, and all because their landlords
persisted in keeping up an inordinate quantity of
ground game. I have been myself a sufferer,

and I hope that it will be with us a watchword

at another election to say to candidates, not, "Are
you Whig or are you 'Tory?" but, "Are you a
maintainer of the present Game Laws or are you not?"
There is another evil consequent on those great changes
we alluded to above, and which I am pleased to see

our Chambers do not pass by unheeded, viz., the

terrible scourge now raging amongst us which is

usually termed the foot-and-mouth disease in our cattle

and scab in our sheep, no doubt introduced into the

country in the first place by the introduction of foreign

cattle. The free importation of cattle is in itself doubt-
less a great boon to this country, but attended with
most calamitous consequences to many of our brother
agriculturists. A near connection of my own says he
is /^Soo the worse for it in his stock this year, and
which of us can say he is free ? Our Chambers will do
well to direct very earnest attention to it, and, we
hope, not without their suggestions being attended to,

by the Legislature, with a view that the tremendous in-

fliction may be stamped out, if possible, and got rid

of. Mr. Pinniger concluded with remaks on the policy

of breaking up and enclosing the waste lands of the

country.

Discussion.

Mr. John Williams said Mr. Pinniger had said a
great deal about waste land, and thought that it might
be of great use. He (Mr. Williams) did not know what
farmers would like to have this waste land. Neverthe-
less, there was much land that might be used up. Again,
the system of reduction in the hours of labour undoubtedly
would turn capital against labour. In consequence of
this system, which had now got so prevalent among the
artisans and mechanics, the agriculturists and the country
at large would have to put their hands in their pockets.
It was a question whether this reduction in the hours of
labour would prove good for the working men or not. He
thought it would be productive of more immorality and
debauchery than ever.

Mr. J, A. WiLLlA.MS said the future prospects of the

farmer looked very dark and cloudy. 'The landlord did
not give the tenant such a chance as he ought to give

him. There was a great deal of waste land caused
through hedge-rows, trees, and great loss in consequence
of game. Now these evils could be removed only by con-
sent of the landlord, and the county of Wills possessed a
great deal of waste land. In reference to local taxation,

the speaker said it was creeping upon them to a fearful

extent, and something must be done to check it. To
bring about an alteration in these things, farmers ought
to put aside political and class feeling, and go in for an
entire reformation. All the farmers, both Whigs and
Tories, had to bear the burden of the taxation of the

country, and they ought to all strive against it. To
this end they ought to pull together, and make a general
move. Chambers of Agriculture would undoubtedly
do a great deal to bring about this desired change,
therefore he hoped that those farmers who had not yet

become members would do so at once. Should there

be any one in this room that had not subscribed his

name to the list of members, it was desirable that he
should do so without delay, for a few could not do such
great things as many. As regards the labour question,

the speaker said it would greatly affect the future pros-
pects of agriculturists, and that in the agricultural calling

there would be a great struggle in the future.

Mr. Ingram questioned whether the prosperity of the
country was owing to the present Government.

CO TTAGE ACCOMMODA TION.
[The following paper [here abridged) was lately read by Mr.

Beckett before the Tarporley Agricultural Society,
|

I WILL first give an outline of what I think the chief

points in a good cottage should be, then mention some
of the influences fairly to be expected from their

possession. Few, I presume, will deny that no
dweUing can be fitly called good which has not God's
three gifts of clear light, free air, and pure water,

supplied to it. It were as well to think of health

without these, as to think of seeing without eyes.

Neatness and order must rest with the occupant, but

the means to that end ought to be provided by the

owner. It should be damp-proof from below as well
from above, and without. There should be a damp
course at the ground level, and the walls, if only one
brick length in thicloiess, should be built with a
cavity, using iron or slate ties, which add little to the

cost, but much to health and comfort. There should
be a gool-sized living-room, not less than 150 super-

ficial feet in area, and S feet high. The cooking
range should be in this room (and not in the back
kitclien), or otherwise it might be made a sort of use-

less parlour. In the back kitchen should be a copper
and a well-trapped sink. The pantry should be well

ventilated, and a bakehouse should be provided with
the offices outside. The front door is better if not

opening direct into the living-room. The bed-rooms
ought none of them to contain less than 650 cubic

feet, one of them, for the parents, having at least 900
cubic feet. The number of bed-rooms should differ

to suit families varying in numbers, for while two
would be enough for an aged or newly-married couple,

three and even four would be required for others with
larger families. Each sleeping-room should either have
an open fire-place or a ventilating flue, and all windows
should open more or less. There is now neither

window-tax nor hearth money, as there once was,
which even cottages having more than one fire-place

did not escape.

The celebrated Dr. Darwin was so impressed with
a conviction of the necessity of good air, that,

being very popular in the town of Derby, once,
on a market day, he mounted a tub, and thus ad-
dressed the listening crowd :

—" Ye men of Derby,
fellow-citizens, attend to me ! I know you to be
ingenious and industrious mechanics. By your exer-

tions you procure for yourselves and families the

necessaries of life ; but if you lose your health that

power of being of use to them must cease. This truth

all of you know, but I fear some of you do not under-
stand how health is to be maintained in vigour ; this,

then, depends upon your breathing an uncontaminated
air, for the purity becomes destroyed where many are

collected together ; the effluvia from the body corrupts
it. Keep open, then, the windows of your workshops,
and, as soon as you rise, open all the windows of your
bed-rooms. Inattention to this advice, be assured,

will bring disease on yourselves, and engender among
you typhus fever, which is only another name for

putrid fever, which will carry off your wives and
children. Let me again repeat my serious advice,
open your windows to let in fresh air—at least once in

a day. Remember what I say. I speak now without
a fee, and can have no interest but your good in this

my advice." Special care should be taken to drain
away all filth.

Where earth-closets are not used, the cesspool

ought to be drained and roofed over. These offices

should be placed farther from the dwelling than
they usually are. Where it can be had, as much of a
garden plot (and no more) should be given as can be
managed without loss to the labourer's employer.
After some pertinent remarks upon the pressing im-
portance of this subject, Mr. Beckett went on to say
that as an auxiliary to education, proper dwellings

cannot be overvalued, for England wants not only
schools for the teaching of letters, but homes for the

teaching of domestic habits and virtues, for, as has
been well said, "A man is not only what the school-

master makes him, but what the daily influences of the

sights and sounds of his home and neighbourhood
make him ; and to oppose the schoolmaster and his

teaching to the constant training of dwellings divested

of all that can cheer and elevate, is to oppose the

force of a torrent with a twig." The social influences

are not less evident. Next to a good parent, or a

good wife, I know of few things more calculated to

localise or marry a man to his place and occupation

—

in the country particularly—ihan a comfortable home,
where he can sing--

Far from the city I reside,

True to my hearth, I seldom roam—
Because I find my joys at home;

Nobody will question the fact that there are many
so deficient in accommodation as to render common
decency all but impossible. The vital question yet

remains, namely, how or by whom are good cottages

to be provided ? In a purely agricultural district there

is but the owner of the soil who can, and if this duly
was only as voluntary and freely undertaken by all as

it is by some, there would be no scarcity. That the

poor have a claim on the sympathy and help of those

whose lot is more favourable, nobody can question ;

but so long as cottages cannot be let to pay a fair and
reasonable return, there can be no absolute claim

upon anybody. That they cannot be built to do this

on the present low rentals in the country, nobody who
has tried it will deny. If cottage building is to keep
pace with the increased rural population, one of three

things must be acquiesced in— i. The landowners must
either be content with a mere nominal return for their

outlay, or (2) farmers must themselves take the respon-

sibility of the increased rental, or (3) labourers' wages
must be advanced to enable them to do it. I incline

to the last as most equitable and advantageous to the

farmer in diminishing the temptation that now exists

for young and able men to leave the country for the

town, which the present disparity in wages encourages.

I grant this disparity is not so great as it appears,

when all the disadvantageous circumstances of town
employment—such as precarious employment and in-

creased expenses—are taken into consideration. If he
fares harder than the artisan he possesses over him
many advantages in healthful occupation and domestic
privileges. To advance wages may seem a harsh
solution at the expense of the tenant-farmers, whose
business is subjected to such calamities as diseases of
various sorts in cattle almost unknown until of late,

and difficult seasons ; but, still, where cottage accom-
modation can only thus be had, it is a question
between a few pence per week additional wages on
the one hand, and the still greater loss of having little

or no choice in the selection of your labourers, to say
nothing of the exhaustion to a man walking long dis-

tances night and morning, and the serious drawback to

the man himself as to his meals and change of clothes

in bad weather. A simpler and less expensive mode
of transfer of land for the purpose of cottage building

would be an immense advantage. Owners who, from
reluctance or inability, would not build themselves,

might be willing to sell comparatively useless slips of

land to others who would, if the expenses were not

so heavy. Exceptional cases might be met by the

tenant himself erecting cottages at his own cost, to a
plan and on a site approved by the landowner,—the

farmer engaging them rent free (or, sny, 30 years, and
in case neither he nor any of the family retained the

farm so long, the outlay should be treated as any other
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unexhausted improvement, allowing for the annual

depreciation and the state they were left in. Except

in cases were cottages are on farms, I am not favour-

able to subletting. I think it liable to abuse, and con-

trary to the fair and legitimate independence of the

workman.

THE IPSWICH HAYMAKER AND
HORSE RAKE FOR 1872.

The subjoined illustration {fig. 117) represents the

"Star" haymaker of the ^iessrs. Ransomes, Sims

& Head, of Ipswich and London. It is a double

back-action machine, constructed under one of the

plans of "Andrew's Patent, No. 2003, July 8,

A.D. 1S67." Its novelty is of a twofold character. It

has two speeds, and in both

the mode of operation is that

of turning the grass or hay.

In making hay on the old

plan there were two opera-

tions, the one "tedding" or

spreading abroad the grass or

hay with a fork, and the other
" turning " with a rake. This

latter is exclusively the prin-

ciple of action of this new
haymaker. The former is the

principle of action of the com-
mon forward or overhead ma-
chines. The use of mowing-
machines has considerably

affected the old plan of making
hay with forks and rakes, and

also with the common over-

head or tedding machine, as

the latter can spread more
effectually the broad flat swathe

of the mower than that of the

scythe, which was best done
But the prac-

driver is not shown, but, if desired, one can be placed

where the handle of the lever is shown, with the

spring catch mechanism for the dilTerent speeds.

The axle is turned round by means of ratchet mecha-

nism in the hub of the main wheels only when tliey are

moving forward, which enables the rake-barrels to

revolve in turning at the headlands, and to make
several revolutions after the horse stops, thereby

clearing a space so as to make a fair start again.

Another novelty consists in the peculiar construction

of the rake-head, and giving the straight tines any

degree of pitch which the requirements of the crop

demand. It will be seen from the drawing that each

rake-head turns in three bearings, the central one

being a casting or barrel with a spring, wliich, by

means of

4. The rakes are not affected by the movement of
the horse.

5. Adjustment of tines to the weight of the crop.

6. The rakes in contact with the hay being in a

direct line with the wheels, workeiTectively in crossing

water furrows, ^:c.

7. The working of the rakes in turning is superior to

that of those of any other machine.

8. The quality of the hay is superior to that made
by overhead machines.

9. Very light weight and draught.

Ransomes, Sims & Head's horse-rakes gained
the 1st prize of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England at Manchester, 1869. Those preparing for

S72, embody all thethe current year, iSi72, embody all the improve-

set screw, can be fixed so as to give the ments suggested by the experience of previous years,

and can be recommended as

thoroughlyefticient implements
both in hay and corn harvest.

Fig. liS is one with a seat

and foot leverage for lifting

the rake. The hand lever is

not removed, so that it can be
used when occasion requires.

The rake is fitted with steel

teeth of an entirely new form,

with a transverse X section,

which greatly adds to their

strength and durability. This
form of the teeth also makes
clean raking, and coupled with
the large capacity and proper
curvature reduces friction to a
minimum when gathering and
delivering the load. The teeth

are attached to a rocking

frame, made rigid when in

work by means of locking

gear, and fitted with adjusting

side levers, by which the teeth

can be set so as to skim the

ground when raking corn with-

Y\Q, 117.—RANSOMKS, SIMS, AND HEAD's " STAR " HAYMAKER.

with the fork,

tical question arises, Does the _ _

grass when cut with the mower require all the tines the desired pitch, and if the tines or rake-teeth
j

out collecting dirt, or set deeper mto the ground when

tossing and spreading it gets in making it into encounter any obstacle, the rake-head will turn in the raking hay. The frame is mounted on high wrought-

hay with the common tedding machines now in ' bearings at the end of the forked arm, and thus obviate iron wheels, with long axles to ensure steadiness, and

use? And to this a negative answer must obviously harm. It will also be seen from the engraving that capped to exclude dirt.
^ ^^

be given, for, putting no value upon the extra
,
the arms or bars carrying the rakes are fixed by screws The novelty and advantages of the " Star Rake '

labour to the horse, the damage done to the hay is to a star-frame keyed on to the rake-barrel, and that
\

may be thus summed up :— ist, rocking frame ; 2d,

considerable, not only in the breaking off of the the arms can be elongated or shortened, so as to place
j

locking adjustment of the teeth
;
3d, form of the teeth ;

leaves and seed, but also in the injury done to the hay
! the rakes at any desired distance from the ground. I 4th, less distance between teeth

;
5th, clean working ot

itself, it being much more liable to mould and other-' With regard to the breadth each rake turns at a
I

the rake ; 6th, minimum friction in loading and unload-

wise suffer decay, both in the field and in the stack. I stroke, that will depend upon the number of rakes and
\

ing
;

7th, light draught. W. B.

Thus very little of the fine hay required for the metro-
\
the number of revolutions they make to one of the

polls is made with the common tedding machine, the ground wheels. In the machine shown there are five

whole work being done on the old plan by manual I rakes, so that the distance between is 72°. But as the

labour. This brings us to another practical question,
j

tine-barrels make in the fast speed 6^ revolutions to

Will the machine illustrated obviate the objections I i of the driving-wheel, and in the slow speed about

above referred to? And the experience of those who
, 4^ revolutions, 72° have to be divided by 6| and

are using the machine answers in

the aftirmative. In dry weather

the hay is less broken than with

the overhead machines, and sus-

tains, under proper management,
much less injury from scorching,

owing to the hay being turned

over upside down, whereas in the

overhead machines much of the

hay falls as it was before, the

scorched side uppermost. In wet
or catchy weather the newly-

turned hay or grass lies more
loosely on the ground than when
it falls 6 to 10 feet from a common
overhead machine ; and not un-

frequently the grass is tossed

higher, and hence has further to

fait than this, so that it lies bat-

tered into the ground, as it were.

And the two speeds noticed under
the next head enables this new
machine to turn the grass or hay,

in whatever condition it is, and
whatever may be the pace of the

horse. Thus the fast speed can

be used in turning the newly
mown grass, and the slow one

the half-made hay, and so on.

The principle of construction is

that of central back action with two speeds. It will be
seen from the drawing that the road wheels are con-
nected by a straight wrought-iron through axle, on which
the rake-barrels turn, and that the gearing which drives

the two rake-barrels is also central, being half-way be-

tween the wheels, and closely boxed or cased in. The
double speed is effected by the two driving-pinions, a

THE USES OF CHAMBERS OF
AGRICULTURE.*

The action of Chambers of Agriculture seems to me
to be twofold. It is both indirect and direct. It is

indirect inasmuch as it contributes

powerfully to form public opinion

on those questions in which we
are interested ; for legislation in

this constitutional country never

springs— like Minerva from the

head of Jupiter, armed from head
to foot—from the brain of the

minister. It is suggested by pri-

vate individuals ; it is conned over

in people's minds ; it is gradually

perfected in meetings like this,

and in kindred associations

throughout the country ; and he

is the successful minister who
sees when public opinion is ripe

for the carrying of some measure,

and all he has to do is to lick it

into final shape, and put the finish-

ing touches to it. Then we have
a very valuable indirect action

through so many members of our

body being members of Parlia-

ment, and also members of the

county parliaments,—the courts of

Quarter Session. The resolutions

adopted, and the discussions held

in our Chambers, are heard and
listened to, and taken part in, by
those gentlemen who are members

4^ respectively to find the breadth turned at each 1 of more important assemblies, and must have a very

stroke of the rake, and as the driving-wheels are 4 feet powerful effect in controlling and modifying their

6 inches high, it is easy calculating the actual breadth
!
opinions. I certainly can speak from experience that

Fig. iiS.—ransomes, sims, and head's "star" horse-rake, with seat.

turned

The distance between the tire of the wheel and
the rakes is such as to prevent the wheels holding
fast the grass or hay, so as to permit turning. Indeed

less and a greater, being rigidly fixed together, and
1
from the forward motion of the ground wheels they rise

sliding along the axle and gearing in the one or the
other, as the case may be, of two pinions, each of the

axles of which carries another pinion for driving the
pinions of the rake-barrels. The framing that carries

the gearing is supported by two bearings on the main
axle, and a rod or bar that extends outwards between
the sets of rakes, and is fixed to the cross-bar of the
shaft. The shift from one speed to the other—or in

throwing out of gear—is effected by a bent or double
crank lever, the handle of which is made convenient
for the driver whether seated on the machine or
walking at the side. In the drawing a seat for the

off the grass as the rakes lay hold of it.

As yet the Star haymaker is only made in the way
shown in the drawing, and its advantages may be thus

summed up :
—

1. Clogging, the great drawback of over-head
machines, is entirely obviated.

2. The central through axle keeps the driving-

wheels and gearing of the rake-barrels in position, and
hence working truthfully, and at less tear, wear, and
draught than other machines.

3. Double back-action so as to suit crops, and also

the pace of the horse.

it has been so with myself—that my attention has been

drawn to subjects which perhaps I never should have

known anything about, and my opinions have been

matured and altered on other subjects on which they

were, before I attended these discussions, crude and
unsatisfactory.

Some gentlemen have gone so far as to say—and I

am almost disposed to agree with them—that the insti-

tution and success of these Chambers of Agriculture have
superseded the necessity and certainly have superseded

the demand, for county financial boards, because I

firmly believe myself that you have a more perfect

system of representation of the ratepayers of the county

through the Chambers of Agriculture, acting on the

• The statement on this subject, here printed, is from Mr.
A. Johnstone, M.P., and was spoken at a htc meeting of the

Essex Chamber of Agriculture.
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opinion of your Court of Quarter Session, than you

would ]iave if you had a cut and dry body elected

separately by each district of the county. That is a

matter cf opinion ; but there is no question that since

these Chambers of Agriculture became sucli a success,

the demand for county financial boards has very much
fallen ofif. And I think this is a point to which the

attention of the minister who is likely lo introduce a

Local Government and a Local Taxation Bill should

be directed, because legislation is so crowded, and

there are so many people each wishing their particular

hobbies attended to, that if we can clear controverted

topics out of the way, and if the minister can be per-

suaded to mtroduce into Parliament measures which
are likely to meet with general acceptance, the progress

of legislation will be very much facilitated.

It seems to me also that the question of the incidence

of local taxation is not yet ripe for parliamentary settle-

ment, and the reason I say that is, that in all the com-
plaints—and the just complaints—that are made of its

present position, I have not heard any solution of the

question proposed which seemed to me practical or

likely to lead to a satisfactory settlement of it. I feel

sure myself that this is one of those subjects which
must continue to be thought over and discussed in the

country before it is likely to be satisfactorily settled in

Parliament. But there are parts of local government
and taxation which ought not to be neglected by the

Legislature for one more session, but ought to be imme-
diately passed, as they are those which command the

assent of all reasonable men. Such are those which
this Chamber has already approved at the Rochford
meeting—a consolidated rate, an explicit demand note,

improved collection and audit, better organisation of

parochial and county government, the discontinuance

of the exemption or partial exemption from rating of

mines, timber, sporting rights, mansion houses, and
government property. I think if the minister confined

his attention to those topics, and for the present year

left out of view the others which I have mentioned

—

and also that unfortunate proposal about the house-

tax, and the equally unfortunate proposal about rating

owners—his labours would be greatly lightened, I

call these proposals unfortunate because they were
roundly and soundly abused by those wliom they were
supposed to injure, and they did not receive the

slightest support from those whom they might have
been expected to benefit, and when proposals are in

that condition they are in rather a hopeless state.

Another subject which we have contributed, accord-

ing to our power and inlluence, to form public opinion
upon, is that of public-house licensing, which I will

not make any remark about now, except to say that

there will be a general and I hope fair and impartial

discussion of tlie question about a fortnight hence at

Stratford. It will be inaugurated by gentlemen repre-

senting one association and continued by gentlemen
representing another. The licensed victuallers have
been invited, and I have no doubt some of the pro-

moters of the Permissive Bill will be present, so that

we have a very excellent chance of a free fight, and I

hope it will be a good-humoured one. The question of

education has not occupied the attention of our
Chamber this year, and the reason, I think, is that so

far as any aspects go which concern us, the question of

primary education may be regarded as settled. There
is a great deal of dispute going on about it, but it par-

takes of a theological character, which happily we as a

Chamber of Agriculture have nothing whatever to do
with. Another subject, on which we have helped, I

hope, to form public opinion, is that of sanitary legis -

lation, which we chiefly discussed at our meeting at

Romford. We came to resolutions there which will,

as far as they go, be a support to any minister who is able

to deal satisfactorily with that excessively difficult and
complicated question, the laws concerning which are

now contained in no fewer than 36 Acts of Parliament,

and which there seems a universal desire among the

people of all parties and ranks to see consolidated into

a healthy and working system.

And now with regard to the future of this, our own
Chamber. Itbecomesme, inresigningmy office, tothank
you for the great honour you conferred upon me in

appointing me president for the year, and to thank the
members of the council with whom I have acted, and
the secretai-y, for the great help and assistance they
have given to me, without which I could have done
nothing. I do not desire to influence your choice of

my successor in any way, but 1 may say this, that I

think the rule you have adopted in taking your presi-

dents alternately from different political parties is a

wise one, because the objects of the Chambers of Agri-

culture are distinctly political, and it is therefore most
important that there should not be any element of

party politics at all. In all our discussions here and
elsewhere the distinction cannot be too strongly drawn
in our minds between politics and party politics. The
first ought to be in the business and the thoughts of
every educated citizen ; the second is of very doulitful

desirability for any mortal man to have anything to do
with. Some of us cannot help ourselves, but it is not

a thing I should wish in any to promote or to advise
any of my friends to follow. But, being distinctly po-
litical, it is important that we should in every possible

way avoid even the semblance of anything like party
politics, and therefore I consider the rule which you
have adopted, and which probably without any advice

from me you will continue to observe, is a very wise

one. There is another kind of see-saw that I think

might be kept up besides that between Whig and Tor)
presidents, and that is between the different parts 01

the county. I think you will do wisely if you go into

IS many different districts as possible, and make the

association known in every part and to every class ol

agriculturists, who differ very much from one another
according as farms are large or small, according as land

is light or heavy, according as they are in the neigh-

bourhood of towns or far removed from them, and so

make the Chamber really a coimty chamber, and not

merely a Chelmsford and Colchester Chamber.

Hume CcrrEspottbence.

On Slaughtering Very Young Calves.—Having
taken np the Gardeners^ Chronicle aJid A_^ricultiiral

Gazette Qi X\iQ: 24th ult., I read with much interest the
discussion which took place at Tarporley on the subject
of slaughtering very young calves, which I think is

highly blameable on the part of the owners, more espe-

cially at this time of great scarcity of dairy and other
stock. What made the discussion more interesting

to me was, that I am well acquainted with the

principal speakers, and know them to be thoroughly
practical men. With regard to the observations of
Mr. Oulton, they cannot be too widely circulated, as

the present price of beef is monstrous, and the only
chance of reducing it is to rear as many of the calves

as possible, for there is evidently a scarcity of stock in

the country. Mr. Aston's views as to the structure of
calf-pens I quite agree with ; and, after reading his

remarks, I referred to a small pamphlet on Cheshire
farming, published nearly 30 years ago, from which I

quote the following :
—

"There is an error, by no means unfrequent, and
which, therefore deserves nocice, in the construction of
calf-pens, and in placing them in very cold situations.

Young calves are exceedingly susceptible of cold, and
unless kept warm and dry will not thrive as they ought.
A south aspect is decidedly the best ; but such an arrange-
ment is not always convenient, as it might interfere with
the general plan of the buildings ; but wherever they are
placed in situations much exposed to the cold winds, care
should be taken to have the doors closely jointed, and the
openings required for ventilation should be sufficiently

high to prevent the winds from blowing upon the calves
;

and if the building be a shoring, the roof should be plas-

tered underneath, as in frosty weather the cold strikes

through the slates ; and the floors should invariably be
raised above the level of the ground, with openings left

between the flagstones or boards through which the
wet from them may escape. I have found strong
oaken planks to answer better than flags for floors,

and so contrived as to be able to put them in loosely,

as they are then readily removable for the purpose
of cleaning out the bottom of the pen : wood is also
much warmer for the calves to lie upon than flags in

frosty weather. I am thus particular, because I have
experienced the difference between cold pens and warm
ones. Mine are shorings, on the north side of the build-

ings, with the exception of one to the south. During cold,

frosty weather the calves in the former pens often sufter

from disordered bowels, and other complaints follow;
neither do they thrive well in that situation, but if moved
to the latter a change for the better is very soon percep-
tible. In three of my calf-pens I have had frames of oak
bars made in three divisions each, with an inch between
each bar, to place upon the flags, and have found much
benefit from the contrivance, as the calves now lie in a
much warmer and drier state than before."

The following recipe for disordered bowels in young
calves may not be out of place here, I have found great

benefit from the use of it on many occasions :—Two
drachms of finely powdered rhubarb, 2 oz. castor oil,

4 drachm ginger, mixed with a little warm milk or
gruel. The dose may be repeated in a day or two if

required. William Paiin, West Felton, Salop, Feb. 27.

Tenant Right.—In the discussion which followed

Professor Wrightson's paper on tenant-right, before

the Hexham Farmers' Club, as reported in a recent

paper, two or three remarks were made which please

allow me to repeat. The Professor "suggested a com-
bination of lease and tenant-right as better than either

alone." I think there can be no doubt of this ^id
that this must come in a few years. I think it possible

that landlords will not object to leases much longer. A
meeting was held in Birmingham on Monday last {and

will be followed by other meetings in the greater towns),

at which the programme of the Land Tenure Reform
Association was discussed. Resolutions were adopted
in furtherance of the objects of the association, one
of which is to claim for the State, as a tax, the

future unearned increase in the rent of land. If during

a tenancy the landlord has spent money in improving
the farm, he would be entitled to a higher rent in

proportion to his outlay. If the tenant has permanently

improved the land, he also should be repaid. If the

value of the land has increased without either owner or

occupier having done anything to cause that increase,

then the State should claim such part of the increased

rent as is caused by the State—that is, by the increase

of population, or general progress of the nation. It

will probably be some years before this scheme is

adopted, but inasmuch as the State has long mono-
polised the carriage of letters, has lately taken to the

telegraph lines, and may by-and-by take to the railways

of the country, it is no great stretch of imagination

to suppose that the State may in a while claim this
unearned rent of land. t)f course owners will be com-
pensated and tenants secured their outlay. This, to
me, seems far better than the system we now have,
where the landlord can turn tenants out at six months'
notice, seize their improvements, and raise rents at his
will. One speaker at the Hexham meeting said, "If
any method could be devised which would give the
landlord a fair share of the value of the improvement
made by the tenant," it would be a good thing. To
me it appears that the "fair share " of the landlord in
improvements made by the tenant is just nothing at
all. Let each keep his own. I should think that all

honest tenants would scorn to take the landlord's
property, and therefore I think there need be no
trouble in devising what is a landlord's share of the
tenant's property. Another speaker said that a farmer
had been paid /500 for tenant-right on loo acres ; and
thought it \vould be hard to find men to pay ^^2000
tenant-right for a 400 acre-farm ; but if the old
tenant has earned that tenant-right, he ought to have
it. If a new tenant cannot pay it, the owner ought.
It is in the land, and causes a higher rent. The
increase of rent, capitahsed, is the tenant-right of the
occupier leaving. If one hundred tenant-farmers, how-
ever, had seats in the House of Commons, it would soon
be possible to find out a way for tenants to get their
own. I think that farmers ought to have that number
of representatives there. H. H, O. [See leading
article.]

The Growth of Flax in Ireland.—As the
season is approaching when farmers will be allotting
their lands for the various crops they intend to culti-
vate, it is a momentous question with them as to what
portions shall be appropriated to the growth of Flax.
For some seasons past, the exceptionally unfavourable
weather has caused considerable loss to farmers
depending on this usually paying crop. The approxi-
mate yield of Flax in 1S71, compared with that of the
previous year, as shown in the annual report of the
Flax Supply Association, exhibits a deficiency of
22,000 tons, which has seriously inconvenienced
spinners, who have been obliged to substitute
a fibre of foreign production, much less suited for the
manufacture of certain kinds of yarn than Flax of Irish
growth. The prevalence of wet weather during the
latter part of last autumn has caused a considerable
breath of land to be at present unoccupied, which
would otherwise have been sown with Wheat or
winter Oats, and farmers are now asked to direct their
attention more largely to Flax, as in the present very
prosperous condition of the linen trade there is reason
to expect that this year's crop will maintain a value
beyond an average. With regard to seed, the supply
is moderate as compared with last year's imports,
which, owing to a slack demand on the Continent,
caused by the French war, was in excess of the quan-
tity required. The quality is a fair average, but the
germinating power not being quite so high as is

desirable, it will be necessary to sow a somewhat
larger quantity per acre. This observation, however,
applies only to Riga seed. G. H. P.

Injustice of the Present Game Laws.—I have
never noticed that any one has ever remarked on the
anomaly of hares and rabbits being allowed the privi-

lege of unlimited trespass—a privilege accorded to no
other kind of four-footed stock—that is to say, in
England. Brahminee bulls in India do, perhaps,
possess the same privileges. As it seems to me that
this point has a direct bearing on the necessity of
speedy and real Game Law amendment, I am in-

duced to trouble you with this communication. I suffer

greatly from the depredations of ground game, chiefly

rabbits ; they are bred in woods that would not main-
tain a tenth part of them—if they did not steal their

food, nine out often would soon die of starvation. For
a part of the year, at least, the birds are fed in the
coverts, the rabbits and hares never have food laid

down for them ; the scanty herbage of the woods and
the bark of the saplings would not keep the vermin
alive very long were they fenced in on their own land,
as all other stock are, by law, obliged to be. In
England deer are fenced in by those who keep them

—

strong and high, and expensive as a deer fence has to
be. They pay for their keep (I am told that the
carcase and skin of a well-fattcil buck realise about
15 gs, ) ; as hares and rabbits don't pay for their food,
the game-preserving fraternity (who are wise in their
generation) graze them on the country at large. They
chiefly feed on the crops grown by the occupiers of
the adjoining land ; but though thus all ]'rofit to the
men who rear and don't feed them, they are costly
stock to farmers, and dear meat to the nation, who
want more than all the corn the farmers now manage
to grow. Game preservers often accuse game feeders of
exaggerating the mischief rabbits do, saying it is

absurd to suppose that so small an animal eats much
;

but the eating is not the real question at issue—it is the

great quantity of corn and seed that rabbits damage and
destroy that makes them such expensive stock to keep.
Neither is the food actually consumed by an animal
always in proportion to its bulk. Very likely the man
who, after feeding the large Oslend rabbit in a hutch,
felt qualified to state how much (or rather how little)

food a wild rabbit can eat, would have had to issue

more fodder to his rabbit, if, instead of shutting it up
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in a box, he had let it have the range even of a gooil

roomy stable ; and more food still, had his rabbit been

ranging over the couniry at large, as wild rabbits do :

but I deny that the amount of food eaten by a tame

rabbit of any size throws any real light on the quantity

that a wild rabbit eats—say, for instance, a little wild

doe, when suckling her six or seven young ones. Rabbits

and hares are on trial not only for the weight of food

they actually eat, but also for the immense quantity of

food fit for man or beast that they also damage
and destroy. The question is not, can two rabbits,

either wild or tame, eat as much food as a sheep

will ? Probably no one ever said they could, or

did ; but I say, and honestly believe, that two wild

rabbits damage, destroy, and devour as much corn and
forage in 12 months as would keep a sheep for that

space of time, and fatten liim into the bargain ; the

rabbits (if caught while trespassing) would, perhaps,

fetch 2.r. : a teg would increase in carcase and wool,

about 26s. When I found that I must begin to destroy all

the rabbits I could, I was once quite coolly told that

I had no business to put in crops that attracted rabbits

on to my ground ! My crops would not have attracted

the vermin if they had been properly provided with
food at home. What right has any man to breed a lot

of animals that must either devour the crops of his

neiglibours or starve ? The law now obliges me to

keep my own stock on my own premises ; let the rabbit

breeder be also obliged to fence his stock in as well,

or to be responsible for all the damcige they do when
trespassing—and the present rabbit nuisance would soon
be abated. Of course, compelling the rabbit-breeder

to prevent his animals from doing damage to any of

his neighbours, will be denounced by all in the game-
preserving interest as hard ; hard it may be— it is not
unjust, he is not obliged to raise them. Animals that a

man cannot feed, he has no business to breed ; and if

any neighbour suffers by his doing so, it will be only
justice for the law to oblige him to have them
destroyed. It is not only hard, it is also very unjust

for the law to say to the cultivator of the soil, as, in

efiect, it does now say, "If you don't want your crops
devoured, you must, after fencing all your own stock in,

be at the trouble and expense of fencing all your neigh-

bours' rabbits and hares out ; and if any person that you
can't catch in the fact makes holes in your fence, which
render your trouble and expense of no real use, you
must bear it. Hares and rabbits are under my especial

protection, and you must feed them for nothings The
wrong has existed so long, that I say it is right !

P/:t/i/>, Rabbits' Mead.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council : Wednesday, March 6, 1872.— Present: Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Bart., M.P.,

President, in the Chair ; Lord Chesham, Lord Kes-
teven, Lord Tredegar, Lord Vernon, the Hon. Wil-
braham Egerton, Al.P., the Hon. H. G. Liddell,

Til.P., Sir T. Dyke Acland, Bart., M.P., Sir Massey
Lopes, Bart., M.P., Sir A. K. Macdonald, Bart.,

Mr. Barnelt, Mr. Bowly, "Mr. Cantrell, Colonel Chal-
loner, Mr. Dent. M.P., Mr. Druce, Mr. Brandreth
Gibbs, Mr. Hoskyns, M.P., Mr, Bowen Jones,
Colonel Kingscote, M.P., Mr. Leeds, Mr. Mcintosh,
Mr. Mihvard, Mr. Pain, Mr. Randell, Mr. Ridley,
M.P., Mr. Shuttleworth, Mr. Stone, Mr. Thompson,
Mr. Torr, Mr. Jabez Turner, Mr. Wakefield, Mr.
Earle Wclby. M.P., Mr. J. Wells, Mr. Wells, M.P.,
Colonel Wilson, and Dr. Voelcker.

Mr. A. Henry Browne, of Bank House, Ackling-
ton, was elected a Governor of the Society.
The following new members were elected :

—

Brewtt. T. B., Sanham House, Melton Mowbray.
Cockrane, M. H., Montreal, Canada.
Cocks, John. Dinchope, Wistaston, Salop.
Chrisp, John, Acklington.
Cooch, J., Harleston, Northampton.
Crisp. Robert, Gedgrave Hall, Wickham Market.
Dutchman, Durrant, Swaffham, Brandon.
Eden. Frederick Morton, Boughton House, Kettering.
Edwards, Graham Betham, The High House, Bredfield,
Woodbridge.

Egerton, the Hon. Wilbraham. M.P., Rostherne Manor,
Knutsford.

Epton, Robert James. Newball, Lincoln.
Heathcote, Robert Boothby, Freday Hill, Chingford,
Woodford.

Jones, Frederick, The Old Hall, Harmer, Whitchurch,
Salop.

Jones. William. Cefullogell, Castletown, Cardiff.

Laxton. Clement, Pinchbeck West. Spalding.
Liddell, George, Jun., Great Chilton, Ferry Hill.

Martin, George H., Little Downham, Ely.

Rix. George. Gaytanthorpe, Lynn.
Robinson. Richard, Sen., Sedgebrook, Grantham,
Savidge. John, Gopsall, Atherstone.
Stunt. George, Colton, Ulverston.
Thomas, John. Glanrynis, Kidwelly.
VVhitcombe, George, TufRey, Gloucester.
Williams, John, Caercady. Cowbridge.
Williams, John, Llantrithyd, Cowbridge.
Windover, Charles S., Huntingdon.
Wippell. Henry, The Barton, Alphington. Devon.
Wright, Sampson, High Oun, Church Eaton, Staffs.

Yoraih. Henry. 13, St. John Street, Cardiff.
Youngman, James William, West Acre. Brandon.

Finances.—Col. Kingscote, M.P., presented the

report, from which it appeared that the secretary's

receipts during the past month had been examined by
the committee and by Messrs. Quilier, Ball & Co.,
accountants, and were found correct. The balance in

the hands of the bankers on February 29 was
£11%^ i6s. lid., ;^2,ooo remaining on deposit at

interest.

Journal. — Mr. Thompson (chairman) reported
that the judges of farms had completed their first tour
of inspection on the 7th of February last, and that out

of the 19 competing farms they had selected such as

were considered deserving of a further visit. The
committee had inspected the specimen of Bennett's
Portable Thatching sent to Hanover Square for inspec-

tion by the members of the Society, and they recom-
mended that £^ be given to the inventor for the

expense and trouble he has incurred. This report

having been adopted, Mr. Thompson read a list of the

newspapers to which the Society's Journal had hitherto

been sent, and then moved the following resolution :

—

" That copies of the Journal be no longer given to any
but agricultural papers, and that the carrying out of
this resolution be left to the Journal Committee."
Tliis resolution having been seconded by Mr. Torr,
was carried unanimously.

Chemical.—Mr. Wells, M.P. (chairman), reported
that the committee had endeavoured to offer to the
Council forms of guarantee which dealers in manures
and feeding-stuffs may give to purchaser.s. They feel

the great difficulty of drawing out such forms as will

meet all cases. Tlie variety of articles is now so great,

and their cnnstituent qualities so different, that it is

almost impossible to meet every subject. The pur-
chasers of any of the articles are strongly advised to

have analyses made of their purchases, and to take the

samples with care. In the case of artificial manures,
they should take a large handful of the manure from
three or four bags, mix the whole on a large sheet of
paper, breaking down with the hand any lumps pre-
sent, and fold up in tinfoil or in oiled silk about 3 oz.

of the well-mixed sample
;
place the mixed manure in

a small wooden or tin box, which may be tied by
string, but must not be sealed, and send it by post.

If the manure be very wet and lumpy, a larger boxful,

weighing from 10 to 12 oz., should be sent either by
post or railway.

In the case of oilcakes, they should take a sample
from the middle of the cake. To this end, break a
whole cake into two, then break off a piece from the
end where the two halves were joined together, and
wrap it in paper, leaving the ends open, and send the
parcel by post. The piece should weigh from 10 to

12 oz.

In the case of feeding meals about 3 oz. will be
sufficient for analysis. Enclose the meal in a small
linen bag, and send it by post.

On forwarding samples, separate letters should be
sent to the laboratory, specifying the nature of the
information required, and, if possible, the object in

view. This report having been adopted, several forms
of guarantee (now before us) were submitted to the
Council, and were ordered to be supplied to applicants
at a charge of id. each, or is. the set.

Quarterly Report of the Chemical Com-
mittee :

—

During the last quarter very few samples of artificial

manure have been forwarded for analysis. Of those sent
to the consulting chemist he has no complaint to make.
As usual, at this season, cases of so-called poisoning

from the use of cakes have been brought under his
notice. The first to be mentioned is from Charles O.
Eaton, Esq., Tolethorpe Hall, Stamford, who writes on
December 19 :

—

'* Tolethorpe Hall, Stamford, Dec. 19, 1S71.
" Sir,— I send to-day by Great Northern Railway, carriage

paid, a sample of cake which I wish to be fully analysed, under
the following circumstances. Three weeks ago I bought of a
highly respectable farmer in this county, a 5-year-old cow, bred
by him, with a view to keeping her till next Christmas and exlii-
biting her. The cow was lying in a grass field and eating a little

cake. She came home to my farm, and though never feeding
with a good appetite seemed perfectly well till Saturday morring
last, when my bailiff thought her a little ailing. On Sunday
morning he found her dead in her stall. The veterinary surgeon
who made the /<}st inortcjn could discover no disease, and gives
it as his opinion that she was poisoned by cake. The cake I send
you is part of i ton which only came in on Wednesday last, and
the cow died on Sunday morning. It is not what I usually have,
but was bought till I got a further supply. I wish to know if

there is anything in the cake which could have caused the cow's
death, and also what the value of the cake is for feeding stuff.

—

\ am. sir, your obedient servant, Charles O. Eato.v
"Dr. A. Voelcker."

The cake contained much Earth-nut, also locust-meal.
Rice dust, grass seeds, broken corn, and the usual small
weed seeds found in inferior or dirty Linseed, and was
altogether a bad linseed-cake. On inquiry, Mr. Eaton
states, " I do not know who made the cake, but it was
sold by Braviner & Walker, oilcake, seed, and corn
merchants, 47, High Street, Hull, and sold by their agent
at Stamford, at a very small profit to himself, at ^ir jos.

a ton.

Another case comes from John Wells, Esq., Feb. 18,

a member of our Council, the whole of whose cattle were
attacked with serious symptons immediately after eating
from a fresh purchase of cake, although only one case
terminated fatally. This cake very much resembled the
cake sold to Mr. Eaton, containing a quantity of seeds,

cotton cake, rice, broken corn, and cocoa-nut, apparently
made from dirty linseed and the sweepings of corn ware-
houses. A small sample of this cake had been sent
before purchase to Mr. Wells as best linseed cake,

,

price /ro per ton. from Ayre, Brothers, Hull, the
maker, Messrs. Kidds. of Hull. A cake was sent from
h-astor HaU, Attleboro", Dec. 23. T871. purchased £\-2 los.
per ton, "guaranteed as made from linseed cake, and not
only so, but from a first class sample of screened seed :

the best and purest cake which can be procured." As
the cattle did not eat this cake freely, it was analysed
and found to contain an admixture of cotton seed. On
application for the name of the vendor the following
reply was received. "Dear Sir.— I shall not disclose the
name of the maker at present until I see how he
conducts himself."'— I am, dear sir, yours faithfully
F. T. Cooke."

Veterinary.—Mr. Thompson reported that the
committee had received a letter from Prof. Simonds,
enclosing two resolutions from the governors of the
Royal Veterinary College, which announces the ap-
pointment of Prof. Simonds as Principal of the College
on certain conditions, which prevents his retaining the
post of Veterinary Inspector to the Royal Agricultural
Society. The committee, therefore, recommended
that the grant to the Royal Veterinary College be
made for one year, on condition that one of the pro-
fessors of the Royal Veterinary College be allowed to

act as the Veterinary Inspector of the Society, and that
the veterinary privileges of members remain sub.stan-

tially as heretofore, but with some alterations which
had been suggested by the committee, and which they
recommended should be sent to the governors of the
College for approval. The committee also recom-
mended that Prof. Simonds, the newly-appointed
Principal of the Royal Veterinary College, be ap-
pointed Consulting Veterinary Surgeon to the Society.
—This report was adopted.

GeiNEral, Cardiff. — Lord Vernon (chairman)
reported that the London and Provincial Bank (limited)

had offered a prize of twenty guineas for competition
at the Cardiff meeting, the subject of the prize to be
left to the selection of the Society. This offer having
been made too late for insertion in the prize-lists for

stock and implements, the committee recommended
that the donors of the prize, in conjunction with the
local committee, be requested to select a subject for an
essay, to be submitted to the Council at their next
meeting. The committee also recommended that the
surveyor be instructed to report to the local authorities

the railway accommodation required for the arrival

and departure of stock and implements at Cardiff; and
that the secretary be authorised to make the requisite

arrangements for the supply of refreshments at the
Cardiff meeting.—This report was adopted.

Special Committee on Receipts and Expen-
diture.—Lord Vernon (chairman) reported that the
Committee had considered the reports previously pre-
sented, that they had received further reports from the
finance committee, the veterinary committee, and
the secretary, and that they hope to present a full

report to the Council at their next meeting.—This
report was adopted.

House.—Col. Kingscote, M. P., reported the re-

commendation of the committee that the basement
storey be thoroughly cleaned and put in order.—This
report was adopted.

Education.—Mr. J. Dent-Dent, IVLP., reported
that three candidates had entered for the Society's

Educational Examination to commence on the i6th of
April. Two of the three candidates are eligible for the
Society's prizes, being under the age of 2i. The
committee recommended the appointment of the usual
examiners.—This report was adopted.

Mr. Thompson then moved, "That towns com-
peting for the coimty meetings of the Society, be no
longer required to send deputations to attend the

monthly council in May." Ife supported this change
by urging the great unnecessary inconvenience to which
gentlemen connected with competing towns were
annually put, as the useful information which they
gave could be better obtained by letter. Mr. Randell,
in seconding the resolution, also laid stress on these
points, and urged that by adopting the proposed
change the business would be done better and more
definitely, as the inspecting committee would put the
questions in writing, and thus there would be less

discussion wnth local committees afterwards. Cob
Kingscote, while agreeing generally with the resolu-
tion, thought that one or two representatives of each
town should attend to answer questions, a view which
was also supported by Mr. Torr, Mr. Cantrell, and
others. Mr. Thompson having agreed to Col. Kings-
cote's suggestion, the following words were added to

the resolution: "but that not more than two repre-
sentatives from each of the competing towns be
requested to attend to answer questions, if required."

The resolution was then put from the chair, and
carried unanimously.

A committee, consisting of the stock prizes and
implements committees, was appointed to recommend
judges of stock, implements, &c., at the Cardiff
meeting.

A letter was read from the secretary of the Austro-
Hungarian Embassy, enclosing the prize list of a
general exhibition of dairy produce, to be held at
Vienna next December, and inviting English dairy-
farmers and others to compete for the prizes which are
open to general competition. The usual Easter holiday
having been given to the secretary and clerks, the
Council adjourned until Wednesday, April 10.
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Farmers' Clubs.
LONDON.

March 4.

—

Transit of Live Stock.—The following
paper was read by Mr. Welch, of Southall :

—

The subject we have to consider this evening is the

transit of live stock. It is a subject of great importance,
and one in which not only the members of this Club,
representatives of the farming interest, but also the
public generally, have taken a deep interest, and it

still receives its share of the interest attaching to other
problems which it is desirable to have solved. The
Highland and Agricultural Society are pressing the
Executive for increased accommodation for the water-
ing of cattle. In the Farmers' Mai^azine for January,
1872, I read the following under the head " Highland
and Agricultural Society of Scotland " :^

" The report by the Committee on the Transit of
Animals by Railway was submitted. It embodies the
whole proceedings of the Society from the time the sub-
ject was first taken up by the directors in 1867, and pro-
ceeds as follows :—' After cj.rerully considering the docu-
ments submitted, and the Act to which the Order of
Council has reference, the committee beg to recommend
that the Board should again communicate with the Lords
of the Privy Council, through Dr. Alexander Williams,
speciall}' pointing out—

" 'I. That the Order of Council {300) called "The
Transit of Animals Order of May, 1870," for providing
trucks with spring buffers and supplying water to animals
carried by railway, is not only systematically evaded, but
is defective in respect that provision is not made for
supplying animals with food ; and that a new Order of
Council is urgently called for. In the new Order it should
be specially provided~{i) That animals should be supplied
with water when trucked and untrucked

; and during the
journey both with food and water. The necessary food
to be provided by the owner of the animals, the water by
the railway company. The Act says that if animals are
allowed to be in trucks without water for a period between
12 and 30 hours (to be fixed by the Privy Council), the
railway company will be guilty of an offence. A rule of
the same kind should be adopted for food against the
owners. (2) That in addition to the spring buffers stated
in the Order of Council (300), it is absolutely necessary to
provide covered waggons, closed at the ends.' and 18 inches
along the sides from each end, with an arrangement of
troughs for the proper supply of the animals with water,
and racks for supplying hay in the trucks during the
journey.

I'
' II. That many important railway stations where

animals are trucked and untrucked are not included in
the schedule attached to the Order of Council [324) called
" The Transit of Animals (Water) Order of March, 1871."
(Here follow the list of additional stations suggested;
but the committee consider that should the Privy Council
issue an order that water be supplied in the trucks, it

will not be necessary to have it at all the stations enumer-
ated.) The committee further suggest that should the
Privy Council not give effect to the representations pro-
posed to be made to them, an influential ^deputation
should be formed to wait on their lordships. The report
was approved of by the directors.'"

The February number of the same magazine contains
the following reply of the Privy Council :

—

" Princes Street, Westminster, Dec. 21, 1871.
I "Sir,— I have submitted to the Lords of the Council
your letter of the 8th inst., transmitting excerpt from the
minutes of a special committee of the Highland and Agri-
cultural Society of Scotland on the transit of animals.
Referring to the minutes above alluded to, I am directed
to state that any specific case of evasion of the provisions
of the Transit of Animals Order of May, 1870, if reported
to this office, will receive the attention of the Privy
Council. With reference to the first provision proposed
by the committee, I have to inform you that no means
which the Privy Council would feel justified in enforcing
have been suggested to their lordships for the supply of
water to animals during transit. On this point I beg to
draw your attention to the enclosed copy of the report of
the Transit of Animals Committee. I am directed to state
that the suggestion of the committee as regards covered
waggons, and as regards food being provided, shall be
taken into consideration by their lordships. I have the
honour to inform you that of the 44 stations suggested by
your Society to be included in the schedule to the Transit
of Animals (Water) Order of March, 1871, it is already
proposed to include 25 in the next Order of Council
relating thereto. Of the remaining 19, at 13 stations the
traffic is so small as not to call for the expenditure neces-
sary to supply them with water. We are in communica-
tion with the authorities of three on the subject of water
supply; and it has been reported to this office that the
supply of water to the remaining three would involve a
very large outlay.— I have the honour to be, sir, your
obedient servant, Alexander Williams. Sec.
"To the Secretary of the Highland and Agricultural

Society of Scotland."

I may add that a veterinary congress is now assembled
at Vienna to take into consideration the whole subject
of the transit of live stock. For my part I think it a
proposition which cannot be controverted, that great
advantages would be afforded to stock-owners and to
the community generally by adopting an improved and
a more humane system for the transit of our neat stock,
our horses, and our sheep. Indeed, a marked im-
provement in the condition of our stock brought to
market has already resulted from public opinion press-
ing upon the Legislature and the executive Ciuvern-
ment better regulations for the transit of animals by
land and by sea ; and improvements may certainly be
carried further.

Before I proceed to enter at length upon the subject,

I hope you will permit me to explain to you the occa-
sion of my bringing it before the meeting ; because, as

a comparatively newly-elected member, it might appear
presumptuous in me to come forward and take the lead-

ing part in this evening's discussion, especially when
there are many older members of the Club of such great
experience, and possessing such a thoroughly practical

knowledge of our subject—gentlemen who justly have
the ear of the Club, and are much better qualified than
I am to lay the whole matter before you. I wrote a
letter on the subject, which, I trust, you will permit
me, as an introduction to my subject, now to read
to you :

—

" To Henry Corbet, Esq., Secretary, Farmers' Club.
Sir,— In reply to your circular, inviting suggestions of
subjects for discussion at the monthly meetings of the
committee of the Farmers' Club, I would suggest the
subject of the transit of cattle, horses, and sheep by rail-

way, as one especially requiring their attentive considera-
tion. There are really no reasons of any weight why our
domesticated animals should be subject to the hard and
cruel treatment they endure on their journeys by railway,
thereby entailing the heavy loss on the stockowner from
the damage to animals, received from the rough and
careless conduct of the traffic. The consideration of the
subject by the eminent practical apriculturists composing
your committee would elicit the proper measures to apply
a remedy, and probably institute a better conduct of the
traffic. A few days ago, at a meeting of the Central
Chamber of Agriculture, Mr. C. S. Read. M. P.

,

instanced two cases of hard treatment of cattle tra-

velling by railway — one where cattle sent from
Norfolk into Kent were detained without food or
water in the cattle-trucks from 6 a.m. on Monday
until 4 P.M. the following Wednesday. Another, in

which some cattle from Aberdeen were detained from
Monday until the Thursday following. Such cases con-
stantly occur ; indeed, it is exaggerating but little to say
that animals travelling by railways have been dealt with
much as wood or stone, and not as animated beings
which should have refresliment supplied to them on their

journeys according to their organisation, but which the
present railway system does not permit, however desirous
the owner of sucli animals might be to supply it. Some
steps have of late been taken in the proper direction in

this matter, but stockowners themselves are tiie proper
persons to impress the improvements which are urgently
needed. In connection with the consideration of this

subject, if the committee will permit me, I will place upon
their tables the models of some railway trucks, which I

have constructed for the proper conveyance of cattle,

horses, and sheep, and I should like them to
remain there during the week of the Smithfield Club
Cattle Show, and invite the discussion of the subject by
experienced agriculturists. — I am, sir, yours, very
obediently, A. W."

When I wrote that letter in reply to the circular of
the committee of the Club, inviting suggestions of
subjects for discussion at the monthly meetings, I was
not aware that it was a rule that those who suggested
should undertake the responsibility of laying their

subject before the meeting.

In treating of the transit of live stock and subjects

pertaining to it, I shall not forget that I am addres-
sing practical men who are well acquainted with
them, and I shall not pile up a mass of figures to

show the magnitude of the traffic. I will merely
mention that 60, 000 head of cattle were landed
at the Norwich station of the Great Easier. 1 Railway
alone, during the last autumn months. Traffic quite

as extensive is going on at numerous stations over the

length and breath of the land. I have long taken an
interest in, and I have been at considerable pains in

endeavouring to improve, the means for the convey-
ance of our cattle ; and the present seems to me
a favourable time for a fresh survey of the whole
subject of transit of live stock— a time to reckon
up how much improvement had been made in

respect of it, and to see to what extent the

needs of the cattle, as regards their being supplied

with food and water and shelter and other comforts, had
been provided for. I remember, when fat cattle were
driven up by the road, it was estimated that in a

journey of 100 miles, bullocks lost each 10 stones, and
sheep I stone. The consigners of cattle from Scotland
to the London market now estimate the loss in weight
of the cattle from the journey at from 4 to 6 stones

each. A gentleman of great experience and practical

knowledge, who gave his evidence before the com-
mittee appointed by the Lord President of the Privy

Council to investigate this subject of transit, gives it as

his opinion that cattle lose 8 lb. per day per head
from the day they leave the grazier's yard. The fol-

lowing is from the minutes of evidence published with
the Report of the Committee of Privy Council, p. 15,

No. 316 :—

"It is my firm opinion that every bullock from the

moment it leaves its grazier's yard, will lose 3 ib. a day in

weight, besides loose fat. It is beyond all description

—

the loss. Very few people understand it ; it lias been a
constant cause of contention between the farmers in the

country and the butchers in London. If I have any
number of beasts unsold from yesterday's market, when I

bring them into the market again they have lost very

much indeed ; they lose everything, and in the course of
two or three weeks will be almost at death's door."

This has reference to cattle under the ordinary con-

ditions of transit—cattle, which we may presume, are

better cared for than other cattle, and which may fairly

be supposed to receive the utmost attention that can be

given to their needs. I have taken the weights of the
same beasts weighed for the last Birmingham show and
weighed afterwards for the Smithfield Cattle Show, and
the 10 beasts show a total gain of 10 stones I lb. Now
I would put it to the meeting—is not the proper transit
of cattle a matter of national thrift in the department of
agriculture which our Royal Society, and the other
grand societies which have reached almost equal im-
portance, would do well to investigate ? The report
of the committee of Council recommends to the Privy
Council :

—

" That further experiments should be made to ascertain
which, or what combination of which, of the modes pro-
posed of feeding and watering it would be most advan-
tageous to adopt ; and then that it should be imperative
upon all carriers of animals, when the distance traversed
IS 200 miles or upwards, to provide food and water for
the animals so carried, and to see that such food and
water is offered to the animals."

Could not these societies make arrangements for the
weighing of animals at their starting from their homes
for the various :,hows, and for the weighing of them when
received into the show-yard, taking into account also of
the food and water the beasts have consumed during the
journeys ? Is there any reason why they should not offer

prizes for the best adapted cattle trucks, trucks which
would carry cattle in the most advantageous manner for
the profit of stock owners and the consumers of meat ?

Are not such vehicles or machines devoted to agricul-

tural produce of as much importance as carts and wag-
gons for the conveyance of corn and other produce to
market, and as much or more worthy of attracting
mechanical ingenuity and practical knowledge in rela-

tion to the functions, habits, and requirements of cattle,

so as to get them built in the most appropriate manner?
The London Farmers' Club, composed as it is of men
eminent in every department of agriculture, is an insti-

tution which should give an opinion on these matters
with great weight and authority. I look upon this

Club as especially the eye to see to the farming inte-

rest, and the brain to devise measures for its complete
development.

The action taken by our Club in the transit of live

stock has done much to guide public opinion upon it,

and to advance sound views as respects the Govern-
ment regulations ; and I think it will not be uninterest-

ing, or a waste of time, if I briefly refer to former pro-
ceedings of the Club on this subject. So long ago as
February, 1S6S, the question was most ably brought
before you by the member for South Norfolk. You
will find the account at page 5 of the Journal:—
"At Norwich station I have frequently seen cattle at 9 or

10 on Saturday morning, and they remain there until 2, 3,

and 4 o'clock in the afternoon. (A Voice : 'Six o'clock.')

Well, I have seen them' at 4. Notwithstanding the
immense import of stock into Norwich, there is not a
single drop of water at that station for cattle. It is said
that there is a river within 300 yards of the station. Why,
in like manner it may be said that there are plenty of
bakers' shops at the East End of London, but the people
do not all get as much bread as they want. I trust that
now that the chairman of the Eastern Counties Railway is

a nobleman of great abihty and a man of business, that de-
fect at all events will be remedied. At present the cattle

remain without food or water till Sunday morning, and at
10 or II o'clock they are placed in the lairs, of course in a
fit condition for contracting any disease. The distance from
Aberdeen to London is 550 miles. Mr. Tegg, the inspector
of cattle at the Metropolitan Market, stated in '64 that

cattle conveyed by the railway companies from Scotland
leave there on Thursday, and do not get to the lairs of the
Metropolitan Cattle ^larket until Saturday, and he has
every reason to believe that they have neither food nor
water during the transit ; and if there were any predis-

posing causes of disease this cruel treatment may well

induce its appearance. Of course there is here more harm
to the consumer than to the buyer. The animals are
killed too soon to produce actual disease, but the meat
must be less wholesome. Consumers in London talk a
great deal about the bad quality of the meat which is

grazed, and the amount of oilcake and other artificial

foods used in fattening animals
; but I believe that what

I have mentioned has more to do with the defects in

question than anything else. Now, in the case of store-

stock transit, all these miseries are, of course, augmented.
Store stock cannot stand heat, cold, and fasting so well

as old fat cattle."

You have thus a statement of the condition of transit,

at that time. Looking " on tliat picture and on this
"

—the state of things under the Act of 1S69, and that

under the Orders of May, 1S70, and December, 1871
—looking at the cleansed and disinfected cattle trucks,

some of them roofed over, and all constructed with
spring buflers, and the water troughs, such as they are

at many stations, we wonder how it could possibly

have happened, under our popular constitution, with
free liberty of speech and a Parliament full of farmers'

friends, that such obvious and simple contrivances for

the barest requirements of the cattle traffic could have
so long been neglected. And ** still the wonder
grows ' that the very obvious regulations recommended
in the report of the committee appointed by the

Privy Council have not been enforced. The fact

is, as one of the ministers has lately avowed, it is

for the Government rather to follow than to leid

public opinion. They must watch the division list,

weigh the probable result of elections, and cil-

culale the relative force of special powerful trading

interests in the House; and, unless they can assure
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themselves of a powerfvil public opinion to outweigh

such influences as these, they dare not act. The

divinely-gifted man, to whose far-seeing genius all

shall submit, has not yet grasped the helm of the State.

Until he does, we must take the sagacious advice of

the member for South Norfolk, and press. As he

said, " Nothing can be done in tliese days without

pressure." I think you will be of opinion that the

powers given to the Privy Council under the Act

of 1S69 (the Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act of

1869), Iiave not been enforced to the extent that

they might be. We are so conservative in this old

England, that only a great catastrophe, a national

calamity, can move us out of the beaten track of an

old procedure ; and the fearful visitation of the cattle

plague, by arresting public attention, .and turning it to

consider the means of a better transit for our cattle,

induced the Government to bring forward measures

resulting in the Act of 1S69—the cattle's Magna
Charta.

With respect to the watering of cattle during transit,

what was your (the Farmers' Club) recommendation in

the letter you sent to the Privy Council ? It was that

cattle should be watered every 1 2 hours. Let me read

what you recommended in full ;

—

"At a special meeting of the committee, held at the

Club-house, Salisbury Square, on Monday, October 4,

Mr. R. J.
Newton in the chair, the circular letter from the

Privy Council Office on the transit of animals came under

consideration, when the following answer was agreed to :

—

The committee of the Ckib would in the outset impress

the great importance of the more speedy transit and
delivery of animals carried by railway, while it would
further recommend that all trucks for the conveyance of

animals upon railways should be fitted with spring buifers.

That, in order to prevent the injurious effects upon the

animals by the shunting of the trains and from other

causes, the trucks should be divisible into compartments.

That it is undesirable to unload animals diu-ing transit by
railway. That animals should not be upon a railway for more
than 12 hours without water, and that railway companies
should be compelled to provide means for the proper water-

ing of cattle before loading. That any appliances for

the watering of animals should be attached either to the

carriages, or troughs should be so placed at the stations

that animals travelling for more than 12 consecutive hours
can drink from such troughs without being removed from
the trucks. With respect to the feeding of cattle, the

committee is of opinion that there are great difficulties in

the adoption of any plan, and is not sure that the feeding

is necessary or desirable. That all vessels for the convey-

ance of cattle should be licensed for the purpose ; and
that the number of animals such vessels should be laden

with be defined, on the same principle as is adopted with
emigrant ships. That the vessels should be divided or
divisible into compartments in the same way the com-
mittee has recommended for railway trucks. That pleuro-

pneumonia and other diseases are no doubt engendered
by the e-vposure to which animals are subjected on land-

ing, and that sheltered accommodation should be pro-

vided on their disembarking. In offering these sug-
gestions the committee cannot but feel how the course of
circumstances has since tended to justify the memorial
presented to the Lords of the Privy Council from the Club
in March, 1868, and wherein the 'chief point dwelt upon
was ' the establishment of a foreign market as the only
means by which the stock of this country can be defended
from the importation of cattle plague and other foreign

diseases.'
"

The Central Chamber of Agriculture recommended
12 hours, the Cheshire Chamber 12 hours, the Corn-
wall Chamber 12 hours in winter and 10 hours in

summer, the North Riding of Yorkshire Chamber 12

hours, Scottish Chamber 12 hours and the same period
afterwards. (There is a demurrer to this from Mr. W.
M'Combie, M.P., at p. 77 of the Appendix to the

Report of the Privy Council Committee.) The West
Riding of Yorkshire also recommended 12 hours, the

Worcestershire Chamber 12, the Midland Club 12, the

Penrith Club si.x or eight, Mr. W. Torr eight hours,

and Professor Hugh Ferguson twice a day. The Privy
Council have not fixed less than 30 hours for first

watering, as opposed to the remarkable unanimity of

the foregoing opinions. I must not omit to allude to

those of a body of gentlemen composing the Royal
Northern Agricultural Society, and endorsed by the

chairman, the member for Aberdeenshire, Mr. M'Com-
bie, for whom we must feel the highest respect and to

whose opinion and those of his colleagues we would
willingly show great deference. I would always well
weigh the advice of observant practical men ; but when
there is a conflict of opinion among them, it is well to
consider the opinion of men of science. What says
Professor Simonds upon the point ?

" There cannot be a doubt that the feeding and water-
ing of animals on their journey to a fat cattle market
would prevent, to a certain extent, that waste of tissue
which invariably takes place in the travelling of cattle, and
would also tend to maintain that 'juicy' and well-known
superior quality of the meat which is met with in animals
when killed at home. From a humane point of view, also,

it is exceedingly desirable that animals should have both
food and water on long journeys, the latter being especially
required during the heat of summer."

Now, I think I can refer to the opinion of a practical
man fully corroborative of the Professor's observations
as to waste of tissue. He says :

—" There is occasion
ally a want of that freshness that we see in the beast
that come a shorter distance." On railway transit the
Privy Council have made no Order for animals to be

fed, except on the requirement of the owner, under the

Act of 1S69, section 64. As to food, you were not

sure food was desirable. Science is against you. I

would remark that to keep your cattle thrifty you feed

them three limes in 12 hours during the day, and you

fill the racks well at night that they may not want

before morning ; you then send them away for a 30.

or it may be a 40 hours' journey without food. And
1 would again refer you to the comparison of weights

of the beasts exhibited at the Birmingham and Lon-

don shows, as proving how care and food will sustain

cattle in travelling. You recommended a more speedy

transit. There is a perfect unanimity upon the advan-

tage of this to the cattle. Mr. William Torr says :—
"The great objection now is to trucks with cast-iron

wheels going on with passenger trains ; if the wheels

of the cattle trucks were made with wrought-iron, the

same as passenger trains, they would pass along with

passenger trains, and I think it is very short-sighted

economy in railways, where there are not many cattle-

trucks, not having them on wrought-iron." The com-

mittee say in their report :
—" Having cast-iron wheels

instead of wrought-iron, they are not, as a rule, per-

mitted to be sent by passenger, i.t., by the fastest

trains." As to spring buffers, they are now universally

provided. There is great agreement not to have cattle

unloaded during the journey. But, unless the hay and

water are carried in the truck with the beasts, or there

are proper sidings and carriages adapted to the sidings,

how are the animals to be refreshed ? Such provision

is not yet made, nor is it ordered.

We now arrive at an important recommendation for

our consideration ; it is the dividing trucks into com-

partments. I think there can be no question as to the

great advantage of this for fat cattle. But I do not

find in the report of the Privy Council Committee that

that subject was at all entertained by them, notwith-

standing that the matter was urged on the committee

by the Cheshire Chamber, the Devon Chamber, the

Midland Chamber, the Penrith Club, and the Farmers'

Club. Much deterioration would be prevented from

bruises by this means. It would allow of the sorting

of cattle, and would give them a better opportunity

to lie down and rest of the journey. None of the

carriages are so constructed, nor is there any order to

enforce it, although there is great testimony to the

advantages that must accrue. In my own letter of

recommendation to the committee I have advised

the supplying of more elastic springs to the cattle

trucks, which I consider a point of great importance.

I there say :
" A quicker transit, more elastic buffers,

and springs, preventing the constant wearing tremor

through the frames of the cattle, would contribute

much to their ease." Possibly it may have been the

fate once in the lives of some present—if not I should

recommend them to try it—to ride at a trot in a cart

without springs, or with springs constructed for a ton

weight. In such a position you are able to realise the

dreadful position of the poor cattle standing on ribbed

floors, hurried along at 15 or 20 miles an hour in

carriages with springs stiff enough to carry treble their

weight. This is the cause of the break-do^vn of many
a young ox, and I would venture to ask members of

the veterinary or medical profession what must be the

effect on the nervous system of this violent shaking.

On this point the committee say in their report : "The
jolting and severe shaking now often experienced by
the animals, by which it appears in the evidence that

much pain and damage is often inflicted."

The following are, I have ascertained, the dimen-

sions of some of the springs of railway carriages : First

and second-class passenger carriages, length 6 feet,

12 leaves each, gths of an inch thick, width 3 inches;

truck registered to carry 8 tons, length 3 feet 6 inches,

12 leaves each, fths of an inch thick, width 3 inches
;

truck registered to carry 9 tons, length 3 feet 6 inches,

10 leaves each, fths of an inch thick, width 4 inches ;

cattle truck, length 3 feet 6 inches, 12 leaves, §ths of

an inch thick, width 3 inches. Average weight of

stalled cattle alive say 140 stones of S lb., or half a ton

each. Thus the trucks for cattle, which are never

weighted with a load of more than 4 tons, have

springs equal to the carriage of 8 or 10 tons.

A supply of sawdust or tanner's bark kept at

the stations to strew over the floors of the cattle

truck would conduce very much to the comfort

of the cattle, and help them through long journeys in

standing up and also in lying down. Ribbed floors are

very necessary for foothold, but without sawdust they

are extremely wearying and painful for the beasts to

stand upon. Tarpaulins and other conveniences are

supplied for merchandise : is there any reason why the

necessary convenience should not ibe supplied for

cattle as well ? At present the provender for cattle is

protected better than the cattle themselves. In the

transit of animals by sea the difficulties are greater than

by land, because we have to contend with a power
compared with which all our efforts must be feebleness

itself. With a fair wind and moderate sea, cattle come
to hand better by the well-ventilated and properly-fitted

ship than they do by railway. The Privy Council have
a difficulty in dealing with vessels, because some are

not under the British flag, and carry cattle as occa-

sional cargo only.

On a full consideration of the subject in all its bear-

ings, I think we are fully warranted in requesting the

Privy Council to put in action the power with which
sections 64 and 75 of the Contagious Diseases (Animals)
Act of 1S69 has invested them, the immediate object
being that every cattle truck should be roofed over to
protect cattle from the sun, as well as from the rain
and snow ; that the trucks should be surveyed and
branded, to denote their fitness of construction ; that
they should be run on wrought wheels, and furnished
with springs suited to the weight they have to carry,
and that they should be partitioned transversely across
the centre ; also, that a supply of sawdust, or tanners'
bark, should be kept at all stations for strewing the
floors of the cattle-trucks, and that the water-troughs
at the stations should be made of suitable dimensions
for the traftic. I think it is very desirable also that

we should endeavour to persuade our great agri-

cultural societies to undertake experiments in weigh-
ing cattle sent by rail, and to grant prizes for trucks

best adapted for the traffic. In placing this important
subject—imperfectly, as I am aware—before you, I

have not given you an hypothesis merely, I have given
facts. You have my reasons for all I have advanced,
substantiated by recognised authority ; and, in the main,
I have dealt with the question, and laid it before you this

evening, in its commercial bearings only. But there is

another aspect of it enlisting the public sympathies, in

which it must also be viewed. Not in this room, and,
I trust, in no other assemblage of British farmers, will

considerations of humanity be set aside or disregarded.
We cannot ignore the sympathies of a common origin.

The mere materialist, in his researches in physical
science, perceives this, and, in the words of an eloquent
professor, we are all children of the sun. In our own
construction, and the construction of lower animal life,

there is a similarity of combination ; but more—there
is a mystery involved also. The lower animals are

placed under our dominion, and we incorporate and
assimilate their constituents in our own. All things

are given to man, but with the requirement of a
thoughtful disposition of them according to the en-
lightenment of our knowledge.
An excellent discussion ensued, led off by Mr,

M'Combie, M.P., who read a paper on the subject,

which lack of space compels us to leave over this week.

0tias of gonks.
The Poultry 'BookyComprisifrg the Breedings Manage*

?>ient^ and Characteristics of the Different Varieties of
Profitable and Ornamental Poultry. By W. B.
Tegetmeier, F.Z.S., with coloured representations

of the different varieties, drawn from life by
Harrison Weir. G. Routledge & Son.

Another Poultry Book— appearing in numbers—to

the excellency of which three good names are guarantee.

Mr. Tegetmeier, Mr. Harrison Weir, and Messrs.

Routledge ought to succeed in anything in which they

are united. And their first specimen is a very good
one. The two coloured representations of White Leg-
horns and the Crevecoeur at the commencement are

well drawn, and have the appearance of natural life with
but little exaggeration. The first chapter begins at the

beginning !—treating of situation, soil, aspect, houses,

and yards, with good directions as to their choice.

" The best of all soils on which to estabUsh a poultry-

yard is gravel, or sand resting on chalk or a substratum
of gravel. If the soil is clayey, or from other caiises reten-

tive of wet, the whole should be well drained. This is

essential to success, as a wet soil is more inducive than
any other circumstance of cramp, roup, and other

diseases.
" The best aspect is south or south-east ; and the side

of a gently rising hill, if sheltered from the north and
east by plantations, leaves little to be desired on this

point. If the birds can have access to the plantations

and to a grass field, and the soil is such as we have
described, then, so far as the ground and situation are
concerned, nothing remains to be desired.

" The houses and yards must be constructed accord-
ing to the purposes of the proprietor. Those who keep a
cock and three or four hens merely for home supply will

require a very simple building ; but the proprietor who
breeds for sale and profit must have a more elaborate

arrangement.
" The most essential requisites in a fowl-house may be

briefly stated. They are warm, dry shelter
;
pure air,

which is dependent on a capability in the house of being
leadily cleansed ; a supply of the requisite perches ; and
a proper arrangement of nests for the laying and hatching
hens.

" These four requirements do not demand any distinct

building or great pecuniary outlay. Almost any shed,

even an ordinary lean-to, can at a trifling expense be
converted into a fowl-house. Warmth, particularly in

winter, is essential ; as not only is a greater amount of

food required if the fowls roost in an exposed situation,

but the production of eggs is remarkably lessened, Even
young pullets can scarcely be induced to lay in severe

weather, if compelled to roost in a very cold situation.

It is desirable, therefore, that the shed should face the

south ; northern or easterly aspects being particularly un-
favourable during the colder seasons of the year. The
roof should not consist simply of loose open tiles, which
permit the escape of the warmth ; but should either be
ceiled or constructed of thatch, or some other warm
material.

" Dryness is one of the most essential requirements in

a fowl-house. Exposure to damp, particularly at night,

frequently produces attacks of that most fatal and, in its

severest stages, contagious disease termed roup."
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Very good plans for houses are given at various

costs.

" The amateur of limited means may construct a

poultry house for a very small sum. A lean-to may be

erected with weather boarding, against the west or south

side of any wall, the roof being formed with inch deal

boards, laid close together up and down the slope, and
projecting in front, and also over the sides, so as to

protect the walls from the drip. In order to render tins

shed waterproof, some waste calico or old sheeting may
be tightly stretched over it. Some tar may be boiled

with a little hme, and the mixture, while still hot, may be

applied with a bmsh ; this, soaking through the calico,

cements it to the roof, and the whole is rendered im-

pervious to the weather. Tlic perches may be arranged

on an incline, which should rise from the front of the

house towards the back, or, what is preferable, they may
be on one level, which prevents the fighting that usually

occurs to secure the highest places. They should also be

considerably shorter than the house is long, in order to

leave a space at each end for the nests, which may be

advantageously arranged on the floor,"

However simple the erection, there are general prin-

ciples which must be observed in all to ensure suc-

cess, for

—

" Every fowl-house should possess the means of admit-

ting sufficient light, either through an ordinary window or

through a pane or two of thick glass in the sides, or a few

glass tiles or slates in the roof. In wet weather the birds

will be the more ready to take shelter within, and the in-

spection of the state of their domicile is the more readily

performed."
'

' A rough application of the Venetian shutter, or louvre

boarding, fitted to the highest part of the interior of the

fowl-house, excludes the rain and direct draughts of wind,

and allows the egress of the heated foul air from within,

for carpenters are seldom so accurate in the door and
fittings of such edifices as not to leave sufhcient apertures

for admitting that which is required to take its place.
" Neglect of ventilation is a sure foremnner of disease;

and if every poultry keeper was compelled himself to un-

lock the doors of the house every morning for a week,

there would be fewer complaints on this head ; but the

unfortunate cocks and hens are too often either condemned
to shiver in an open out-house, or else are imprisoned in

an atmosphere like the hold of a slaver. However easy

the re;nedy and evident its necessity, not one fowl-house

in a dozen, even of those of most pretension, is properly

arranged in this respect."

We believe the means most likely to increase the

supply of eggs and chickens is to induce every house-

holder who possibly can to try and follow The Poultry

Book, which is both wise and practical : and the results

we can, from experience, say will be very satisfactory

in housekeeping, and fully repay the little thought and
trouble of converting into fresh eggs every scrap which
must be otherwise wasted.

In chapter 2 will be found a careful account of

the properties of different grain used for poultry,

and it will be well if readers are found to inform

themselves on the reasons for feeding poultry by

the rules of common sense or practical science there

given.

Chapter 3, on the sitting hen, is too good to be read

by mere extracts ; the whole will be found most in-

teresting—the reasons so sensible for following as

much as possible the provisions Nature teaches, if we
will learn them.

Chapter 4, on the structure and development of the

egg, is an admirable description, full of interest and
information, and brings to a close a first most
instructive number.

The Descriptive Priced List (1872) of Seeds,
issued by Messrs. Raynbird, Caldecott, and Co., of

Basingstoke, is correctly described by its title—every

article offered in its pages is fairly described. There
is a list of grasses, of Clovers, &c., and jof new forage

and other plants, and in every instance there is a short

descriptive paragraph or sentence from which a

customer may gather a number of useful particulars

regarding each item, with very often sufficient informa-

tion to guide him in forming an opinion whether he
will do well or not to buy. Messrs. Raynbird & Co.
do well to recommend the more general use of
Sainfoin :

—

" Practical experience has taught the agriculturist that

the produce of the deep-rooted and broad-leaved plants, .

such as Clover and Sainfoin, is more abundant and '

valuable than the narrow-leaved grasses—every farmer

knows well enough they are the better preparatory crop
for grain. All this has tended to confirm us in an
opinion we have long held as to the value of Sainfoin

—

and it has given us courage to go out of the beaten track

and introduce to our friends a new mixture of seeds for

parmanent or for alternate cropping, suitable for dry

soils, in which Sainfoin forms the largest part, and as our
trials are satisfactory, we can with much confidence

recommend it. Two tons per acre of Sainfoin hay is a
common crop, and the after feed supplies excellent sheep
feed almost to the end of the year. For the last few years

Sainfoin has been the most valuable crop grown by the

farmers on the chalk formation,"

Farm Memoranda.
Upper Winchenden", Aylesbury, Bucks.—[Mr.

Treadwell's farm was reported on by ourselves in 1870,

when it took the 2d prize for the best cultivated farm
in the Oxford district. We now reproduce the report

of Mr. Hall Keary, one of the judges, which appeared

in the Journal of the English Agricultural Society at

the time.]

This farm contains 420 acres, 180 of which are

arable land and 240 pasture. The map which accom-
panies this report shows that Kimmeridge clay, with a

thin band of alluvium running through it, extends from
Aylesbury to Thame, and thus embraces the whole
district in which Upper Winchenden is situated.

The road from Thame to Aylesbury runs in a north-

easterly direction through the farm, leaving the greater

portion with the homestead on the east side of it. The
farm is undulating, almost hilly, and the whole of the

arable land is on the high ground, intersected by
the road, or on tlie slopes which run down to the

meadows and pastures of the valley. The soil of the

arable portion may be described as rather a strong clay

loam of good quality, but varying very much in depth,

being very thin on some of the brows of the hills. The
pasture land is of that kind known as good dairy land,

but not strong enough to fatten cattle.

The farm is held under a yearly agreement from the

Duke of Marlborough, and there are compensating
clauses for manures on leaving.

Mr. TreadwcU has only occupied it for five years

from Michaelmas last. The house and buildings are

nearly new, and are substantially built of brick and
slate. Besides the home buildings there are some de-

tached old premises, which are very useful for young
cattle and sheep.

The arable land is farmed on a six-course rotation as

follows :

—

1st. Roots.—12 acres Mangel Wurzel, heavily ma-
nured ; 4 acres Rye, eaten off, manured, and sown
with Mangels ; 8 acres winter Tares, eaten off, ma-
nured, and sown with Swedes; 6 acres spring Tares,

fed off, manured, and sown with Turnips ; total, 30.

2d. Barley or Oats, half sown with Italian Rye-grass

or Dutch Clover, the other half, with the exception of

4 acres, sown with broad Clover.

3d. Seeds.—The Italian Rye-grass is fed ofFbysheep,

and is mown over once in the summer to sweeten it.

The Broad Clover is mown or fed as it is wanted.

Four acres are heavily manured and planted with

Cabbages,

4th. Oats or Barley after the Italian Rye-grass.

Wheat after Clover or Cabbages.

5th. Winter Beans, spring Beans, Peas, and about

5 acres of Mangel Wurzel and Swedes to draw off for

the beasts. Yellow Tankard Turnips are drilled between
the rows of Beans and Peas.

6th. Wheat, where Turnips are eaten off soon
enough, otherwise Barley.

The above six-course system may be almost
described as a four-course rotation extended. Although
the roots and seeds are diminished and pulse substi-

tuded, still the land only produces white corn every

other year, and as Turnips are sown between the rows
of Beans and Peas after the last horse-hoeing, which
in favourable seasons produce a large amount of sheep
feed, the system appears to be very profitable without
being exhausting. The amount of sheep feed raised is

considerable, and as the green crops as well as the

roots are all fed off by cake-eating sheep, high con-

dition of the soil cannot fail to be produced.

Mr. Treadwell does not adopt steam cultivation, but

he ploughs all the land intended for roots very deeply,

and frequently subsoils it also.

The Mangel Wurzel appears to be drilled rather

close in the rows, iS inches apart, on the flat ; but Mr,
Treadwell always uses Gibb's Selected Golden Globe,

which grows a very small top, and which he thinks

admits of being grown in closer drills than other va-

rieties. The crop we saw was very perfect in plant,

and in spite of the extreme drought of the season,

looked healthy and vigorous.

The crops of Wheat, Barley, and Oats, except a

very few patches upon the thinnest soil, were remarkably
clean, heavy, and good ; plenty of straw, and large,

well-filled ears.

The Wheats usually grown are Red Browick and
Rivett ; none is sown until the beginning of November,
when 2 bush, and i gall, per acre are drilled, and the

quantity of seed is increased as the season advances to

2 bush, and 3 galls.

It is all hand-hoed twice in the spring, at a cost of

3^. 6i/. per acre each time. It is cut with a fagging-

hook, at an average cost of \\s. 6</. to \2.s. per acre,

which includes tying and shocking.

Chevalier Barley is always grown, and 3 bush, of

seed per acre are sown as early in spring as the land

will work well.

Cattle,—A dairy of 50 cows are generally kept. The
milk is made into butter, which is sent to the metro-
politan market.

In summer the cows are kept on the pastures, in

winter they are tied up in stalls and fed well with roots,

hay, and straw-chaff, and cake.

Twenty calves are reared annually, and 12 heifers

are annually added to the dairy. The draft cows are

fatted off, as also are all steer-calves and heifers {not

required for the dairy) at three years' old. I'his gives

an average stock of lio cattle both in summer and
winter. All the young stock are supplied with cake
and chaff in the winter, as well as with roots.

The cows are all Shorthorns, of a very useful descrip-

tion, and appeared to be in excellent condition.

The young stock, according to their different ages,

were grazing in the pasture fields, and were in that

healthy and satisfactory state in which young animals
ought to be kept, that is, neither too lean nor too fat.

Sheep.—A flock of 220 Oxford Down ewes is kept,
and they generally produce about 270 Iambs.
About 50 theaves are put into the flock every year,

and 50 or 60 yearling rams are sold in the month of
August. All the draft ewes are fatted before they are
sold, as are also all the hoggets not kept as rams, or put
into the flock.

About So sheep are bought in the autumn in addition
to those bred, so that there is generally a winter stock
of nearly 600 sheep.

In summer, as well as in winter, all the green crops
are hurdled off. No sheep run at large except on the
pastures. In early spring the ewes and lambs take the
Rye, having Mangels thrown to them with chaf! and
cake. The lambs run forward and take the fresh feed,
and soon learn to share the cake with their dams.

Vetches succeed Rye, which are hurdled and fed off
in exactly the same way. As Mr. Treadwell's sheep
arrangements are carried out in a very superior way, I
think I cannot do better than give a detailed description
of it in his own words :

—

*'On September i, or a little earlier, according to
circumstances, I draft my ewes into small lots in dif-

ferent pastures, using about five rams; of course the
ewes are drawn to suit the different rams ; about the
middle of October the ewes are put all together again
with two rams (probably different sheep, to catch those
that turn again), and brought on to the seeds, and to
clear up any food we can spare on the arable land,
such as Mangel tops, &c. The rams are taken away
in the middle of November, and the ewes drafted out
all over the pastures, where they are kept until we can
spare some Turnips, or Rye, or Vetches, or seeds for

them in the spring. The ewes, after lambing, get on
the pastures about i.^ pint of Oats each, and later on a
few Mangels. When on the Rye or Vetches the lambs
run forward and learn to eat a little cake and corn, the
ewes getting i lb. of cotton cake. The lambs are
weaned soon after shear-day, about the middle of June,
and are put on the pasures and seeds. The tup-lambs
get a quarter of a pint of com and cake, and some Cab-
bage as soon as we can spare them any, until the rams
are sold— the first Wednesday in August. The ewes,
as soon as the lambs are weaned, have rather a hard
time of it until September, they are nm thick in a pas-
ture, or they clean up seeds after the other sheep,
or run anywhere where we can keep them cheapest.

The rams, as you are aware, during the summer, are
kept on Vetches, and have Cabbages taken to them,
always having a plentiful supply of water by them, and
movable shades to protect them from the sun, getting

about a pint of split peas, and a little linseed and
cotton cake."

Pigs.—Seven breeding sows of the Berkshire sort are
kept, and all the produce is fatted off at about ten
score weight. The sows are remarkable good speci-

mens of the Berkshire breed, and the feeding pigs
combine great aptitude to fatten with sufficient size.

Jlorscs.—Mr. Treadwell keeps nine working horses,

which are strong useful animals, but not specially de-

serving of notice. They are yoked at length, three in

a plough, for deep winter ploughing, and tliey work
abreast for the lighter operations of spring cultivation.

Grass Land.—The pastures are a very important
feature in Mr. Treadwell's farm. A very small pro-

portion of them are mown for hay, and none are mown
two years in succession without an application of good
well-made farmyard manure, at the rate of nine or ten
loads per acre.

The fields are divided into convenient enclosures, and
are nearly all well watered. Although depastured
almost entirely by dairy cattle and young animals, they
do not show any symptoms of deterioration ; and
although breeding animals must eventually, under
ordinary management, impoverish the pastures they

graze upon, Mr. Treadwell's high farming and liberal

use of linseed cake and corn no doubt correct as much
as possible a system of stock-farming which, in too

many instances, has impoverished much of the grass

land in the kingdom.
Mr. Treadwell buys annually ;i^6oo worth of linseed

and cotton cake, ;^20o worth of corn, and besides this

generally consumes Beans and Peas grown upon the
farm to the value of ^600.

Fences.—The fences are, generally speaking, not
good, and are evidently suffering from many years'

neglect, of former tenants. In many cases they are

past repair, and can only be improved by grubbing up
the old ones and planting new ones, where practicable,

on a fresh site. A w^ork of this sort can only be ma-
naged by the joint efforts of landlord and tenant, and
in this case it is very desirable that some equitable

arrangement should be made for the improvement of
the fences.

General Remarks.—Mr. Treadwell's system, although
differing very much In detail from tlaat pursued at

Ardley, nevertheless fulfils the same essential conditions

of high farming; and it has produced at Upper Win-
chenden, in this trying season, magnificent crops of

roots and corn, and has moreover maintained in the

best possible condition a large herd of cattle and a large

flock of sheep.

The catch crops, as they may be called, of Vetches
before roots, and of Turnips, with the Beans and Peas,

tend extremely to promote this great fertility. It is

scarcely necessary to point out the large amount of
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sheep-feed contained in a really good crop of Vetches

;

and when these are all fed off by sheep eating cake, the

amount of manure of the best description returned to the

soil is very large indeed. The same remarks apply to

the Turnips after pulse, which are also all fed off by

cake-eating sheep.

The amount annually expended by Mr. Treadwell in

cake and corn, as has already been shown, is very large

;

and we thus, in the 2d prize farm, obtain a further con-

firmation of the value of high stock-feeding, combined

in this case, however, with a most excellent system of

green cropping. I think that Mr. Treadwell's system

of management is highly instructive ;
great ingenuity

is exhibited in the adaptation of his root and green

crops, and the whole concern is managed in a thoroughly

systematic and business-like manner.

Miscellaneous.
What Fowls to Keep.—There is a wide difference

ofopinion among poultry fanciers and farmers as to what

breed of fowls are most desirable. Of course, the

decision of this question depends on the purpose for

which they are kept, as best layers do not always fur-

nish the best meat. But on this point, says the Ulica

Jlerald, a committee appointed by the Farmers' Club

of New York, to visit the poultry show, and to report

what breed of poultry to keep, made a report to the

club, of which the following is the substance :—What
breeds are at present most prized ?

—

A. Different

breeders disagree, but it is at present thought that the

majority prefer the Houdans, dark and light Brahmas,

and Leghorns. Are pure breeds preferable?

—

A. The
pure breeds are better than half-breeds, as layers, but

not quite so hardy. What fowls are best layers?

—

A.

White Leghorns and Aylesbury ducks. Which grow
fastest and make most dressed meat?— A. Creve-

cceurs, light and dark Brahmas, or Aylesbury ducks.

For eggs and flesh both, which are the best ?

—

A.

Houdans. For flavour and tenderness of flesh, which

breeds excel?

—

A. Houdans, Dorking or game and

Rouen ducks. For mothers, which have you found

best ?—A game and Dorking. Is the Dorking hardy

in this climate ?

—

A. No. What feeding and range do

you recommend ?

—

A. Ground feed in the morning,

mixed with warm water, whole grain at night, a little

meat occasionally in the winter, with some broken

oyster shells, all the range possible, and a good, warm
house, are all that is necessary. What is your opinion

of poultry raising on a large scale?

—

A. It can be done

with great profit if the grounds and houses are large

enough. Every hundred fowls should have at least an

acre. Milk yournal.

North of Ireland.—During nearly the whole of

this winter, rain has fallen so continuously and heavily

in the province of Ulster that it has been impossible to

proceed with farming operations to any extent. Last

week there were two fine days, which had some Httle

effect in drying the land ; but the downpour of rain

since has brought matters almost to a standstill. In

ordinary seasons the planting of early Potatos and
spring sowing of Oats would have been commenced by
this time ; but only a few scattered patches have as yet

been planted under Potatos, and Oat sowing has been
entirely out of the question. Under the most favour-

able circumstances it will be some time before the

sowing of these cereals can be undertaken with advan-
tage. Some light meadow lands have been ploughed,

but owing to the boggy state of the ground, manures
could not be spread. The growing crops have not
suffered any material injury ; the meadows are assuming
a much greener aspect than usual for the time of year,

and should there be no severe frost, kitchen gardeners
will have the markets abundantly supplied some weeks
earlier than of late years. The hedgerows, especially

those in sheltered situations, are bursting into leaf buds,

and I have already plucked a spray of hawthorn upon
which the young leaves were perfectly developed.

G.H. P.
The Vale of Gloucester: Feb. 26.—Ploughing

for Barley has been going on the last week, but the

land comes up wet and stiff, and unless we have very
favourable weather from this time will work very badly.

No Beans or Peas yet put in, a few dry days (of which
there seems now a prospect) and it may be done satis-

factorily. Men have been employed threshing and
cleaning up Oats, hedging and ditching, cutting chaff,

and attending to stock. Lambing going on satisfactorily,

nearly half over, with very few losses, and one-fourth
twins.

West Sussex: Feb, 28.—The weather is still wet
and very mild. We had one or two fine days last

week, and were able to put in our Peas in pretty good
order, and they will soon be up. Grass now grows
fast, and everything is more like the end of March
than February, and we are in the position of the old

lady, who was sure something was going to happen, as

things look so much better than they usually do at this

time of the year ; but work is getting behind, and we
fear many will sow spring corn before the land is at all

in good order. Sheep do badly, as they are never dry,

and many are very lame. There are plenty of roots

for all kinds of stock, and store cattle have more than

usually falls to their lot, and perhaps there is less cake

jnd corn used. There is hardly so much faith put in

cake as used to be. We have heard so many reports

of adulteration, that we are anxious to pay the proper
price, and get the proper article ; and so with manure,
the agents of which have now been to work hard, but

we don't hear of so many makers as used to be. G. S,

Chatteris : March 2.—Another unsettled week, but

without any heavy rains. Riddle, put up, and deliver

Potatos. Put 56 tons Carrots on board boats. Cob,
draw, and dress-up Clover. Deliver Oats. Cart

manure on land for Onions. Plough for Onions.

Crop plough fallows. Clip hedges. Spread manure.

Dig Twitch. Roll and harrow oat land. Fine weather
much needed for the spring seeding. A. T. i?.

North Bucks : March 4.—Two or three fine dayS

after two months wet. Land drying steely and
intractable. Threshing Clover seed ;

great bulk, but

yields badly. Lambs begin to fall—very liealthy at

present. Work generally behind, owing to the land

not carrying horses or man. Stock of all kinds has

done well, notwithstanding bad weather, owing to

abundance of good food.

West Sussex : March 4.—We have at last got

fine weather, and the barometer high, so that we may
soon he able to work the land, and overtake our

arrears ; but on heavy land we must not plough till it

is pretty dry, and then harrow as soon as possible

afterwards, before it gets too dry, otherwise it will take

a deal of work to break it down, and then the horses'

feet do a deal of harm. In this case the advantages of

steam cultivation are very evident, but there is little of

that hereabouts, though now and then some large

faimer with a lease or some landlord gets one, but

the bulk have not got them, and are not yet be-

lievers in them. The most general method of feeding

horses here is very simple, and perhaps primitive :

2 bush, a week of Oats mixed with wheat-chalT and
hay ad libitum^ if there is plenty, if not straw, oat or

barley, with extra Oats from a half to a bushel ; and in

the spring, when everything gets dry, two or three

roots, Swedes, or more generally Mangel ; as soon as

it comes in Rye, followed by Trifolium, Vetches, and
Clover, with sometimes Oats, but more commonly none
in summer. G. S.

North Wilts : March 4.—The weather has been
mild, with frequent showers. But in spite of showers
we have been able to plough on the light land for

Barley. A few acres of Peas have been drilled this

last week on the hills where the land is right. We have
been getting the manure out of the yards ready for the

root crop. The ewes and lambs are doing very well

on roots and barley-straw cut into chaff, with a little

bran mixed with it. Owing to the price of wool, nearly

all the fat sheep go to market shorn. The weather
will favour the sheep on Swedes. E, IV. M.

East Lothian : A/arch 5.—The weather during

the past week has been more favourable for field

operations, so that a good deal of ploughing has been
done. The lightest soils are now dry enough for

sowing. Yesterday and to-day we have been busy
sowing Beans, Barley, and Oats. The land is any-

thing but fine where Barley is being sown ; but if it is

allowed to get thoroughly dry there will be no making
the soil fine enough. Yesterday and to-day we have
also been busy planting Cabbages, which will come in

for the ewes that are tupped in July and August. The
work likely to be done is sowing Beans, Vetches,

Barley and Oats; ploughing Turnip land, carting home
Swedes, sending off seed Potatos, threshing Barley and
Oats, carting home cake for cattle and sheep, driving

out Turnips to grass fields for ewes and lambs. There
had been two deaths amongst ewes, otherwise the lamb-
ing is going on favourably. Horses at the present time

are getting i6 lb. of Oats per day, as much bean-

straw as they can consume, along with a few Potatos

and Turnips. The Wheat fly has made its appearance
again, so that we will likely have some of the Wheat
thinned in another month or so. //. B.

South Northumberland :

—

Feb. 21.—Showerj' but fine. Carting dung.

„ 22.— Dull damp day. Carting dung.

,, 23.—Fine, with .showers. Threshing grain.

,, 24.—Very wet day. Carting dung and cleaning the roads.

,, 26.—Very wet day. Carting dung and coals.

„ 27.—Cold, raw day. Carting stones for roads.

,, 28.— Fine day but cold. Threshing and cutting straw.

,, 29.—Showery but fine. Carting road scrapings.

March i.— Cold showery day. Carting home Turnips.

,, 2.—Raw cold day, but dry. Ditto and road scrapings.

,, 4.—Very mild day. Carting stones for roads, and coals.

,, 5.—Very mild day. Sowing Wheat on Turnip land.

General : Feeding cattle and sheep. Prospective :

Oat and Barley sowing. A. W. D.

West Gloucester: March ^.—We cannot recol-

lect vegetation more forward, at this time of the year,

than at present. Italian Rye-grass in sheltered spots

is quite fit to feed off, and the Clovers look most
luxuriant. Wheat and winter Beans also begin to

improve. With the few days of warm sunshine sow-
ing has again commenced, and, if fine for a few more
days, will be pushed on vigorously. Spring sowing is

very much behind-hand. The lambing season is pro-

gressing satisfactorily hereabouts, we have rather more
than a third of doubles, up to the present time, from a

flock of 160 ewes, and 20 more to yean. Mutton and
veal very dear. F IV. I

Notices to Correspondents.
" Doomsday Book :

" C. P. asks :— " Can you give me
any information about the new ' Doomsday Book
that the Government are about to publish ? What will
be its plan? Who will make the returns from each
parish? In some country villages the overseers are
probably scarcely competent. I am just about to buy
a small piece of land, and wish to know when the
purchase must be completed, so as to have it included
in the return of my other property, and not in that of
the present owner."

SiiEEP Farming : 5/. Bees. The questions on manure-
making, ike, as well as much of what you ask for on
sheep farming, you will find answered in the various
farmers* almanacs, which you had better procure. It

is, we presume, possible to feed grazing ground wholly
with sheep, but it is not desirable to do so. If it is

good land, you had better graze cattle on it, and if it is

not first-rate land, you can give them oilcake as they
are fit for it, in addition to their summer grazing ; and
thai you will find, if you take pains to spread the
droppings, is a better way of improving and maintain-
ing the Kind than making artificial manure for it. A
mixed lot of grazing beasts and slieep will probably
answer your purpose best. They should be looked at

every day, or twice a day. We publish your letter, as
some ofour correspondents may be disposed to help you :—"A small piece of grazing ground (about 60 acres)

having, I may say, fallen into my hands, I am desirous
of trying my hand in sheep farming. To enable me to

do so more successfully I have been reading your
journal, and I must say have received some useful hints

on grazing land and manures. Yet there are a few
questions I should like to ask you, as I cannot expect
to find a solution of them in those articles, as they are
not written for such a novice. Can a parcel of land be
grazed entirety by sheep ? I see some of your corre-

spondents say No. If not, how many can be managed
profitably per acre with the aid of cake, &c. ? The land
IS about an average in quality. Can a man be fully

employed in attending to such stock? If not, what
time in each day would be considered reasonable to

attend to them? I notice some of your correspondents

are very severe on the ma.nufacturers of manures, and I

believe deservedly so. I should like to make my own,
if at all within the range of a possibility. Soot is easily

come at in this locality. Is it a good manure for grass

land? What is a fair market price for it? One sweep
asked me 40J". per ton, another 50J., and a third 60s.,

the last intimating that the former ones were adulterated,

and added that the manure manufacturers used his

article very extensively. [You had better buy bones.]

Coal ashes can be had from the neighbouring towns. Is

this article of any value on grass land?" [No.]

arhtls.

54—59 Red
1

53—58
58—62 Red ;55—59
60—63

1

— IRed —
51—69! I

38—40 Malting
28—31 Making
20—23

1

25—27 Feed .

.

24—26 Feed .

.

22—26 Feed ..

31—
33J

Foreign

33-38

20—22
14—19

MARK' LANE.
Monday, March 4.

The supply of English V^heat to this morning's market
was small, the condition generally bad, the few dry
samples brought the prices of last week, but inferior sold

at irregular and lower rates. There was a fair attendance,

but little disposition to purchase foreign Wheat, although
holders were willing to submit to a decline of li". to 2j.

per qr. Barley, Beans, and Peas sold slowly, at rather

less money. Oats dull, at a decline of 6rf. per qr. Flour
neglected.
Price per imperial Quarter.

Wheat, Essex, Kent. Suffolk. .White
— fine selected runs do.— Talavera" Norfolk— Foreign

Barley, grind&disL,26*1031^ Chev.
— Foreign.. grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato
— Irish. Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan.. ..31J'. to 33^, ..Tick— Pigeon 37^. to 58.?. ..Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers
— - Maple, 36J. to 38j- Grey

Maize
Flour, best marks delivered, per sack
— 2d ditto ditto

— Foreign per barrel

Whdnhsdav, March 6.

The grain trade ruled dull to-day. Supplies of English
Wheat were rather more extensive, and there was a good
show of foreign, while the general quality of the samples
was good. The demand for all descriptions ruled

inactive, and prices remained at Monday's decline of \s.

per qr. The Flour trade ruled dull, prices being, as on
Monday last, ij^. per qr. lower. The inquiry for Barley

was limited, but fine malting qualities commanded late

rates. Oats and Maize sold slowly, at the recent reduction

in price. Beans and Peas were nominally unaltered in

the absence of important business. The seed market
was quiet, but Linseed and Rapeseed were unchanged in

price. Cakes were inactive.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.

34—49

33—34

,—49 1 Harrow .— JLongpod .

40—44 Egyptian.
39—41 Suffolk ..'41—44

-36 Foreign ..'36—44
-

j Foreign ..I31—33
44— 50J

I

40—42 Country . . 40—42
24—28 Per sack..

1

38 -60
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2.d. to 3(/. per cental, holders occasionally forcing sales,

and only a moderate business was done. Flour dd. per
barrel and ij^. per sack lower. Beans ^d. per qr. cheaper.
Indian Corn rather better ; nii.xed American new, 28J. to
28J. 3(/. ; old, ?.8r. ^d. to 28j-. dd. per 4801b., but the
business is limited.

Averages,
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LAV^N MOVs^ERS FOR 1872.
The Mowing Machine is now so indispensable, that no one who desires to have a well-l<ept Lawn

(and few there are who do not) would for one Season be without one.

Messrs. J. B. Brown & Co.,

As is well known, having had their name prominently connected with Lawn Mowing Machines for

the last 14 years, and having constantly bestowed close attention to every peculiarity of detail affecting

the successful working of all the various Lawn Mowers, have resolved, as they have done on former

occasions, not to place before the Public any one particular Lawn Mowing Machine.

They have decided to adopt a List of the best Machines as under, and any one Mowing Machine

selected from Messrs. Brown's List can scarcely fail to give satisfaction.

Early Orders for delivery in Spring or at required time will be esteemed a favour.

All Warranted, and Delivered Free to any Railway Station, and if not approved of may be exchanged

for any other makers' Machine, or may be at once returned unconditionally.

SHANKS'S LAWN MOWER
FOE 1872.

THE AMERICAN LAWN MOWER
FOR 1872.

Shanks's Lawn Mower is well known for being a very serviceable
and satisfactory Machine. It is confidently recommended for these
essential advantages—ease in working, simplicity in construction, great
din-ability, and executing its work in a superior manner.

PRICES-
Width of Cutler.

6-in. Machine £i lo
7-in, Machine 2 o
8-in. Machine 2 10

10-in. Machine 3 10
i2-in. Machine 4 10

-Carriage Free to all Railway Stations.
Easily Worked.

:
Widlli of Cutter. Ea

o\ 1 14-in. Machine j^5 10
o I 1 i5-in. Machine 6 10
o \By a Boy. 19-in, Machine 7 15
o I

I

22-in. Machine 8 10

0/ ' 24-in. Machine 9 o

sily Worked.
Bj' a Boy.
By a Man.
Man andBoy

The Hand Machines arc

> By two Men.

all with Silent Movement,

GREEN'S LAWN MOWER
FOE 1872.

Green's Machines, as is vCell known, have a well deserved reputation

for lightness and efficiency in working, and are sur-e to give satisfaction.

They are not liable to get out of order, have little or no noise in working,
and are great favourites.

PRICES—Carriage Free to all Railway Stations.
Width of Cutter.

8-in. Machine £^z 10
lo-in.

i2-in.

14-in.

Machine
Machine
Machine

1 6-in. Machine

3 10

4 10

5 10
6 10

Easily Worked.

\By a Boy.

By a Man.

Width of Cutter

i8-in. Machine £j 10

20-in. Machine 8 o

22-in. Machine 8 10

24-in. Machine 9 o

Easily Worked.

!Bya
Man andBoy

This Lawn Mower is warranted by the Makers to give satisfaction,

and Messrs. Brown endorse this warranty ; and if not approved of may
be returned and exchanged for the Macliine of any other maker, or the

amount paid for it will be returned. It has been much improved this year.

PRICES-Packed and Delivered to all Railway Stations.

Width of Cutter. E.isily Worked.
|

Width of Cutler. Easily Worked.

lo-in. Machine Cz '^ °\ rtu ., nnv I

^4-in- Machine £s
i2-in. Machine

\\Byu Boy.
16-in. Machine oj

By a Man.

THE B B LAWN MOWER.
GREATLY IMPROVED FOR 1S72.

Early Orders

are specially

requested,

A very litiiited

number of
Machines only

being made this

Season.

This Machine has now for over seven years been before the public,

and Messrs. Brown prefer simply to place it in their List of Lawn
Mowers without undue comment. They have no interest in pushing its

sale in preference to other makers' Machines.
All parts of the B B Mower liable to breakage are of malleable

or unbreakable iron. The Machine is also recommended for its silent

movement, and very easy working.

PRICES— Carriage Free to all Railway Stations.
Easily Worked.

24-in. Cutter ..^8 10 o) l6-in. Cutter ..£6 o

22-in. Cutter . . 8 o o iBy two Men. 14-in. Cutter . . s S
20-in. Cutter ..7100)

I

12-in. Cutter . . 45
i8-in. Cutler ..700 Man and Boy • lo-in. Cutter .. 35

Easily "Worked.

o By a Man.
°)
o\By a Boy.

Prices of Horse, Pony, or Donkey Lawn Mowing Macliines on application.

*,* All Warranted and Delivered Free to any Railway Station, and if not approved of may be exchanged for any other makers' Machine,

or may be at once returned unconditionally.

Messrs. J. B. BROWN and CO.
Offices—90, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.G. Warehou.se—4A, LAURENCE POUNTNEY

PLACE (close to the Offices). London Manufactory—240, NEW KENT ROAD,
All Letters to be addressed to the Offices.
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FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JUHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, EC. ; and Steam f'lough Works, Leeds.

NSERVATORY BASKETS.
Strained Wire Espalier

Trainers, for all kinds o(

Fruit Trees, &c ; Garden
Fencing, Rabbit proof;
Trellis Wire Work, lor

Gardens and Conser-
vatories ; Wire Work
Covered Ways, for Gar-
dens, Pleasure Grounds,
&c. ; Wire Work Rose
Fences, Roseries, Ar-
bours, Summer Houses,
&c. ; Wire Work Vase
liaskcts ; Suspendmg
Baskets for Conserva-
tnries; WireWork Flower
Stands for Conserva-
tories ; Aviaries for Con-
servatories, Pheasan-
tries, &c.
Conservatories fitted

up witli Trellis Work,
Flower Stands, Daskets,
Wires, &c

All kinds of Wire
Work made to order.

R. H O LL r D AY,
Horticultural and Floral
Wire Works, 2A, Porto-
bello Terrace, Netting
Hill Gate, London, W,
Hlustrated Catalogues of

the above on application

cOTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE
COW FITTINGS

UNITED

Their advantages are— Portability, not fixtures, removable at
pleasure ; no Woodwork o: Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to orevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to
infection, Deing all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 55s.

Prospectuses Iree of COTTAM and Co., Iron Wortts, a, Winsley
Street {opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street^ London, W., where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fitiines just secured by Patent

orGREEN'S PATENT "SILENS MESSORS'
NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL

LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

The WINNER of EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES of
COMPETITION.

N.B.. Parties ha\ing Lawn Mowers to K<_piir w ill d 1 \ lII to sen 1

them either to our I eeds or London Establishments, whtn the> will
have prompt attention, as an efficient staff of workmen are kept at
both places.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS.
DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and

GRAVEL PATHS,
Suitable for Hand or Horse-power.

lIluairaLcd Trit-L Lii,ls frtrc on application.

THOMAS GREEN AND SON, Smithficid Iron Works, Leeds;
54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
,

Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
I

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHlLD,Manager,39A,KingWilliam Street, London, E.G.

N T.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CtJRE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c., from

Decay. Manulactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.

1

For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD, I

Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.
|

The Patent Imperisliable Hothouse.AYRES'S PATE
GLASS, IRON, and CONCRETE.

Before building a Plant or Fruit House 01 any kind, send six
stamps, and obtain the Illustrated Prospectus of the

IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
Ncwark-on-Trent, Notts.

MANAGER—W. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S..
Imperishable Hothouse Company, Newark-on-Trent.

Plans, Specifications and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice.

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

2S9, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock.

IS- TENDERS given for HEATING CHUECHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

St. Pancras Iron-work Company.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.

ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

OLD SAINT
APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

THE STEAM-ENGINE TRIALS
OF THE

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of ENGLAND, OXFORD, 1870.

The FIRST PRIZES at this SHOW were again AWARDED to CLAYTON and SHUTTLEWORTH, viz. :—
First Prize for Horizontal Fixed Engine of lo H.P. ; First Prize for Steam Engine, with Boiler combined.

At the previous Trials of Steam Engines, at Bury, 1867, CLAYTON and SHUTTLEWORTH took ALL
the FIRST PRIZES for ENGINES; also a PRIZE of £i< for THRESHING MACHINES, and the Society's

SILVER MEDAL.
CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH have received FIRST PRIZES at all trials of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England at which they have competed since 1849. N.B.—All the principal Makers of Portable Engines,

&c., compete for this Society's Prizes, being the only Trials in Great Britain conducted by competent and Inipartial

Engineers, and where the capability and value of each Engine is thoroughly tested by practical experiments.

C. AND S. therefore do not compete at any other Shows.

CLAYTON & SHUTTLEWORTH'

S

Revised Catalogues can now be obtained at

STAMP END WORKS, LINCOLN; 78, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.G.;
and TARLETON STREET, LIVERPOOL.

Free by Post.

BETWEEN 5000 AND 6000 OF
FOLLOWS & BATE'S PATENT "CLIMAX" and "ANGLO-AMERICAN" LAWN MOWERS

WERE SOLD IN 1871, AND 10,000 ARE BEING PREPARED FOR 1872.

"CLIMAX."
I

"ANGLO-AMERICAN."
p •

f 6-inch,
I

7-inch, I 8-inch, I lo-inch, ' 12-inch, I 14-inch, 1 16-inch, I 18-inch, 1 20-inch, I 24-incli.
jrrices.^ ^i S^- I

£i iss-
I
£^ S-^. \ £^ 15s. |' £4. \ £4 ^os.

\ £5 los.
\ £6 los.

\ £7 los. \ £g.
These Machines are adapted equally well for Collecting the Grass or Spreading it on the ground, thus combining dofA systems
They will cut lo/r^ or short Grass, wel or dry, on flat or on the most uneven surfaces. Every Machine is fully guaranteed, and
Illustrated Catalogues, containing Opinions of the Press, Testimonials from all parts of the Kingdom, and fuU particulars,

Free on application to

FOLLOWS AND BATE, MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS,
BUTTON STREET WORKS, MANCHESTER.

I
^o-inch,

in one Machine.
a trial allowed,
forwarded Post
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rONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L" SADDLE

BOILER.

These Boilers possess all the advantaces of the old Saddle Boiler,

with the following improvements, viz., the water-space al back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent

that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the

amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, ana likewise the space occupied ; at the

same time these Boilers arc simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They arc made o( the follow-

ing sizes:—

Sires.
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GOOD OPENING for ENTERPRISING
SEEDSMEN.—Investment £500, from which may be realised

£1000 per annum—Toronto, Canada.
All communications addressed to B. A., Post Oflice, Liverpool, will

have attention,

["NVESTMENT for DIVIDEND.—Capitalists seeking
X a good return for their outlay should apply to Mr. Y. CHRISTIAN.
Stock and Share Dealer, 11, Royal Exchange. EC. who will forward

a Financial Review, showing the Income derivable from different

Classes of Shares. Tin Mines, at the prices for the metal of tb^ '^j^'

twelvemonth, are yielding both Dividend and Profit; and Mr.

Cbkistian can offer remarkable advantages to those who desire

wealth in prospect with little risk. Rankers: Bank of Eng land.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
{Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

DRAINAGE, RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, TRAMWAYS, RAILWAYS, &c.

Directors.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq.
GranvilleR H.Somersct.F.sq-.Q.C,
Henry W. West, Esa. , M '

John Clutton,"E;;q.

"

rrederick L. Dashwood, Esq,
Henry Farquhar, Esq.
Lord Garlics, M.P.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq.

Charles Watkm Williams Wynn,
Esq., M.P. (Chairman).

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes

of AffricijUural Improvement, including the Erection of Cottages and

Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

theClergy in respect of their Glebe Lands. , „ , , .

Tenants may, with the consent of iheir Landlords, execute trie

necessary Improvcmenls upon the Farms which they occupy, charging

them with the cost.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.—The Company also advances

money for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigation.

The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge upon

the land, redeeming principle and interest, over 25 yeats.

No investigation of title is required,

For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No, 1, Great George Street,

Storey's Gate. Westminster. S.W. _^_^EMIGRATION to CANADA.
THE EASTERN TOWNSHIPS.

I speak from the experience of many years' residence in the country

when I earnestly advise respcriable English Emigrants coming to

Canada to SETTLE m the EASTERN TOWNSHIPS, as being
especially suitable for them in point of Climate, Quality and Cheapness
of Land, beauty of Scenery, Social and Educational Advantages, and
Material Requirements.
To genteel people of small means this district offers, pre-eminently,

a healthy, cheap, and independent home, and association, on equal

terms, with those of their own station of life. To the steady
Yeoman and industrious Agricultural Labourer it affords a sure and
easy means of settling in comfort and plenty on their own properly.

It is the Protestant district of the province of Quebec, and the

Grand Tiunk Railway passes centrally through it, via this place and
the Market Town of Sherbrooke, which are within three miles of each
other, and distant a five hours' run from Quebec and Montreal.
From Ponland in winter, and from Quebec in summer, the Grand

Trunk Railway brings Passengers on their arrival by the Canadian
Steamers from Liverpool to this place direct, without more loss of

time than is needed to change the luggage from the Steamer to

the Train.

All particulars as to passage can be obtained at the Office of Messrs.
ALLAN AND CO., Canadian Line of Steamers, Liverpool.
Every further information respecting the country will be given, by

letter, to those who desire it and let no one hesitate to apply to me
for it : there is no charge. JOHN H. CHAKNOCK,

I.ennoxville, Province of Quebec, Canada, Jan. 10, 1872.

There is good Hold accommodalinn both here and at Sherbrooke.

Notice.

r^ ARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICUL-
VT TURAL GAZETTE—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready;

price, in cloth, £t 6s. 6d.
, ,„ „

W. RICHARDS. 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.
"

Just published. 8vo. 128 pages, neatly bound, 35.,

THE FAIREIELD ORCHIDS; a Descriptive

Catalogue of the Species and Varieties grown by J
AS.

BROOKE AND CO., at Fairfield, near Manchester, with Preliminary

Chapters on the History, Structure, and Cultivation of these Plants,

and a Copious Glossary of the Significations of the Names.

BRADBURY, EVANS, and CO., London ; and

JAS. BROOKE AND CO., Victoria Street , Manchester.

Now ready,

THE SALIX, or WILLOW. By W. Scaling,
Willow Nursersonan, Basford, Notts. A revised and enlarged

edition, containing Instructions tor its Planting and Culture, with

Observations upon its Value and Adaptability lor the Formation of

Hedges and Game Coverts.

Post free is. ; orof SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, AND CO., London.

PROFESSOR LINDLEVS INTRODUCTION
to BOT.'VNY. Fourth Edition, with Corrections and Additions.

Two Vols., 8vo, with Six Copper Plates and numerous Wood
Engravings. Price 34s. cloth.

London : LONGMANS. GREEN. AND CO., Patern oster Row, E.C.

Now ready, price is., free by post for 13 stamps, with 9 Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Eartncnware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.C. ; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

M

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT and
FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountains, Southacre,

Brandon), being a practical combination of Vinery, Orchard House
and Conservatory, as now worked in a New House erected for the

purpose at Chiswick. Third Edition, Illustrated. Free for seven

stamps to the

Jojtriml of HortWiiUurt Office, 171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

ANUALS for the MANY.
FLORISTS' FLOWERS, 4^.
POULTRY ROOK, 6i
WINDOW GARDENING, al.
MANURES, -id.

RABBIT BOOK, U.
HEATING MANUAL, M.

GARDENING, -li.

ALLOTMENT FARMING, %i.

BEE KEEPING. */.
GREENHOUSES, 6if.-
KITCHEN GARDENING, A
FLOWER G.\RDENING, ^.
FRUIT GARDENING, fd.

** Any of the above can be bad post free for an additional postaf^e
stamp.
London : Journal ofHorlicnltnri arid Coltagt Gardener Office, 171,

Fleet Street, E.C.
To be had of all Booksellers, and at the Railway Stalls.

Post-otVice orders to be made payable to Edward H. May,

THE

Loudon's One-Volume Encyclopaedias.
l"he Latest Edition, now on Sale ;

—

THE ENCLYCLOP.EDIA of AGRICULTURE
;

comprising the Theorj- and Practice of the Valuation, Transfer,
Laying-out, Improvement and Management of Landed Property, and of
the Cultivation and Economy of the Animal and Vegetable Productions
of Agriculture. 8vo, with 1300 Woodcuts, price 2ij,

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOP.'EDIA of GARDENING;
comprising the Theory and Practice of Horticulture, Flori-

culture, Arboriculture, and Landscape Gardening. 8vo, with several
hundred Woodcuts, price 21s.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOP.^DIA of PLANTS
;

comprising the Specific Character, Description, Cul'ure,
Historj', Application in the Arts, &c., respecting all ihc Plants
indigenous to, cultivated in, or introduced into Britain. 8vo, with
l3,ooo Woodcuts, price 42s.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row, E.C.

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

' REPRINTED from the GARDEtfERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE, with .ADDITIONS.

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 Copies for distribution amongst Cottage Tenantry.

Delivered Free anywhere in London on receipt of a Post Office Order, payable to WM. RICHARDS, at the

King Street Office, Covcnt Garden, W.C.

PUBLISHED at the OFFICE of the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL
GAZETTE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Every Saturday, of any Bookseller or News Agent, price Threepence,

Each half-yearly I'oliime complete in ilielf, ivilh Title-page and Index,

The Athen^uM:
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE

FINE ARTS, MUSIC AND THE DRAMA, Contains:

REVIEWS of every important New Book.

REPORTS of the Learned Societies.

AUTHENTIC ACCOUNTS of Scientific Voyages.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE on Subjects relating to Litera-

ture, Science and Art.

CRITICISMS on ART, MUSIC and DRAMA.
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES of distinguished Men.
ORIGINAL PAPERS and POEMS.
WEEKLY GOSSIP.
MISCELLANEA, including all that is likely to interest the informed.

Matmder's Popular Treasuries.
PRICE SIX SHILLINGS EACH WORK.

Each Tr^aj;(f> complete in one compact volume, fcp. 8vo, of about
Qoo pages, comprising about 1800 columns of very legible type ;

price 6i. cloth, or 9s. Sd. bound in calf.

Cheaper Editions, Thoroughly Revised.

LINDLEY and MOORE'S TREASURY of
BOTANY, or Popular Dictionary of the Vegetable Kingdom.

with 20 Steel Plates and 274 Woodcuts. In Two Parts, price 12s.

MAUNDER'S SCIENTIFIC and LITERARY
TREASURY, with 1000 New Articles by J. Y. Johnson.

Price 6j.

MAUNDER'S HISTORICAL TREASURY, cor-
rected and extended by the Rev. G. W. Cox, M.A. Price 6j.

MAUNDER'S TREASURY of NATURAL
HISTORY; a Popular Dictionary of Animated Nature.

Price 6j.

MAUNDER'S TREASURY of GEOGRAPHY,
Physical, Historical, Descriptive, and Political. Price ds.

MAUNDER'S TREASURY of KNOWLEDGE
and LIBRARY of REFERENCE. Price 61,

MAUNDER'S TREASURY ot BIOGRAPHY,
reconstructed by W, L. R. Gates. Price 6j.

AYRE'S TREASURY of BIBLE KNOWLEDGE,
with 5 Maps, 15 Plates, and 300 Woodcuts. Price 6s,

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row, E.C,

THE ATHEN/EUM
Is so conducted that the reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature, Science and Art, on an equah'iy

in point of information with the best-informed circles of tlie MetropoHs.

Subscription for Twelve Months, 13J. , Six Months, 6j. Sd.

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, DLONON

" Learned, chatty, \sh%WL."—Athenceum.

Now ready.

THE VISITORS' GUIDE to PLACES of
AMUSEMENT, and SUBURBAN RESORT in and near to

LONDON. Six Copies sent free by Post on receipt of Two Penny
Stamps.
T. ROBERTS AND CO., 8, Crane Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

WM, YOUNGER and CO.'S
EDINBURGH, INDIA, PALE and DINNER ALES.
Sparkling, Refreshing, Nourishing, and Economical.

To be had of the I'rincipal Retailers.
Observe Trade Marks, as other Brands arc frequently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belve-

dere Road, S.E. ; Liverpool, i. Seel Street ; Bristol, 14, Norway <Juay
Dublin Stores, 7, Lower Abbey Street; Swansea, Quay Parade;
Glasgow, Queen Street ; Birmingnam, 13, Temple Street.

Every Saturday, 24 pages, price 4d,, of all Booksellers, or stamped to go by Post, 5d.

Notes and Queries:
A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS,

ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, &c.

Containing every Week amusing Articles on some of the following Subjects :

—

ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH HISTORY, Illustrated by original communications and inedited Documents.

BIOGRAPHY, including unpublished Correspondence of eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected with them.

BIBLIOGRAPHY, more especially of English Authors, with Notices of r.are and unknown Editions of their Works,
and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK LORE, preserving the fast-fading relics of the old Mythologies.

BALL.^DS and Old Poetry, with Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL S.'\YINGS, their origin, meaning, and application,

PHILOLOGY, including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes on our old Poets.

GENEALOGY and HER/VLDRY, including Histories of Old Families, Completion of Pedigrees, &c.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES, and REPLIES, on points of Ecclesiastical History, Topography, Fine
Arts, Natural History, Miscellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics, Photography, &c.

The following eminent Writers, besides many others equally distinguished who have chosen to preserve their

incognito, have contributed to NOTES AND QUERIE.S;—
M. A. Lower, Esq.
Lord Lytlelton
W. B. MncC.ibc, Esq.
Rev. Dr. Maitland
Sir r. Madden

I N A H A N'S L I4 WHISKY.K
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the vervCREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalied, perfectly

pure, and more wholesome than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words," KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal, labef, and cork
New Wholesale Depot, 6a, Great Tiichlleld Street, Oxford Street,W.C

T
the appeti

Lea & PeiTlns' Sauce.HE "WORC ESTERS HIR E,"
pronounced by Connoisseurs " the onlv good Sauce," Improves
ippelite, and aids digestion. Unrivalled lor piquancy and flavour.

ASK FOR LEA and PERRINS' SAUCE.
Beware of Imitations,

and see the Names of LEA and PER R I N S on all Bottles and Labels
Agents-CKOSSE and BLACKWELL, London, and sold by all

Dealers in Sauces throughout the World,

A. Ashpitel, Esq.
Lord Braybrooke
Rev. Thomas Boys
John Britlon, Esq.
John Bruce, Esq.

J. Burtt, Esq.
W. D. Christie, E-iq.

T. P. Collier, Est).

W. D. Cooper, Esq.
Bolton Corncy, Esq.
P. Cunningham, Esq.
Rev. T. Corscr
Rt. Hon. J. W. Croker
1. Crosslcy, Esq.
Dr. Dal ton
Professor De Morgan
Dr. Diamond

Hepworth Dixon, Esq.
Dr. Doran
Sir Henry Ellis

E. Foss, Esq.
Rev. A. Galty
Henry Hallam, Esq.

J. O. Halliwcll, Esq.
E. Hawkins, Esq.
Samuel Hickson, Esq.
Rev. J. Hunter
George Vere Ir\-ing, Esq.
Rev. John Jebb
Douglas Ic'rrold, Esq.
Thomas Keighlcy
Rev. Dr. Kennedy

Esq.

Rev. L. B. Larking
Rt. Hon. Sir G. C. Lewis

J, H. Markland, Esq.
Rev. J. E. B. Mayor
Lord Alonson
R. M. Milnes, Esq., M.P.
J. G. Nichols, Esq.
George Offor, Esq.
George Ormerod, Esq.
William Pinkerton, Esq.
T, R. Planchfi, E.sq.

E. F. Rimbault, Esq.
Rev. Dr. Rock
S. W. Singer, Esq.

E. Smirke, Esq.
A. Stcinmetz, Esq.
George Stephens, Esq.
H. E. Strickland, Esq.
Earl of Shaftesbury
Sir I. E. Tcnnent
Professor Thompson
W- I. Thorns, Esq.
B. Thorpe, Esq,
Rev, J. H. Todd, D.D.
Sir W. C. Trevclyan, Bart
T. H. Turner, Esq.
Rev. Henry Walter
Albert Way, Esq.
Bcniamin H. WilTeit, Esq.
W. Varrcll, Esq.

J. Ycowcll, Esq., &c.

NOTES AND QUERIES is published every Saturday, price ^d., or stamped to goby Post, $d. It is also

issued in Monthly Parts ; and in Half-Yearly Volumes, each with Copious Index, price 10s. 6d. cloth boards.

The Subscription for Stamped Copies for Si.>c Months, forwarded direct from the Publisher {including tlie

Half-Yearly Index), is irx. ^d., which may be paid by Post Office Order, payable at the Strand Post Office, to

WILLIAM GREIG SMITH.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured by order of every Bookseller and Newsman ; or at the

OFFICE, 43, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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WANTED, for a quiet place in the country, a HEAD
GARDENER, who thoroughly understands the profession-

three Men under him; a Scotchman preferred. lie must be a married

Man. Good house and garden found.—Applicaiion, staling wages
required, references, and all particulars, to be addressed to G. C.

CKAVKN, Ksq,. Brockhampion Park, near Cheltenham.

WANIliU as GRUUiNU FORKMAN, a single

Man of good cliaractcr. Must be a Rood Duddcr and Graticr,

and have a k'now^cdse of Nurscrj- Work —Apply, in own handwritiuK,

to R. AND F. ALLU M, The Nurseries. Tamuorth. „_^„
WANTED.lhorough good NURSERY WORKMEN.

Liberal wages, and full time.—Apply to JOSEPH GREEN,
The Nurseries. Garlorth, Leedr

AI^TED. a Working NURSERY FOREMAN.-
A good hand with Fruit and Roses preferred.— Apjily, in own

handwriting, to JAMES WHUMES. Royal Nurscr>'. Windsor.

WANTED, a WORKING GROUND FOREMAN.
One used to Fruit Trees—a good Rudder and Grafter.—Apply

to E. HOLMES, Whittington Nursery, l.ichlield.

WANTED, a GARDENER.—One who has had
practice iii Watering Pot Plants preferred ; also a GENERAL

SERVAN r —Apply at the Orchard Nursery, Mort lakc, Surrey, S.W,

ANTED, a GARDENER.—A Gentleni^in, residing
somites from London, wants a WORKING GARDENER,

who thoroughly understands Flower and Kitchen Gardening. A
married Alan preferred, but a large family would be objectionable.

—

Address, stating all particulars and wages required, to B. B. H.,
Great Bcrkhampstead, Herts^

WANTED, a young I^IAN, thoroughly competent
to Manage a small F'ovver and Kitchen Garden, Vincrv, and

Forcing-house ; and make hin self useful in the House.—Apply, before

10 olock in the morning, at 3 6, Clapham Road. S.

WANTED, a MAN who can Grow Greenhouse and
Stove Plants, and make himself generally useful—W. F. BOFE,

Florist, Holioway Road, Islington. N.

WANTED, an UNDER GARDENER accustomed
to Plants and Outdoor Work.—J. BROWN, The Gardens,

Leadenham, Grantham.

To Under Gardeners.
WANTED, an intelligent, hard-working young MAN,

who is well acquainted with the Kitchen Garden Work, One
from a Nursery will be preferred. Good wages.— R. BELL, Esq.,
Norris Castle, Cowes.

WANTED, a young MAN, thoroughly acquainted
with Fitting Baskets, Boxes, and general arrangement of

Plants, well versed in all matters connected with a Florist's Business —
M. R,, Marshall's, Bookseller, laS.Crawford Street, PortmanSquare.W,

XTTANTEDr one or two good handy YOUTHS, to
V V assist among Plants— Pottini?. Watering, T\'Ing, &c.

—

RICHARD BULLEN .\nd CO., Woodland's Nursery, Hither Green,
Lewisham, Kent, S, E,

WANTED, a Man and his "Wife — the Man
as GARDENER, the Wife as LAUNDRY or DAIRY

WOMAN. The Garden is in Somersetshire, of moderate size, with
good Glasshouses, and one Under Gardener kept. A thorough
knowledge of A'ines, Peaches, Melons, &c-, and of the Kitchen
Garden required. Water laid on everywhere. Good character indis-

rnsable.—Address, stating terms, to .\. Z , Messrs, Tones, Yarrcll,
Cliffords, 18, Ryder Street, St. James's, London. S.W.

ANTED, a Man and Wife, in the country—the
Man as GARDEN LABOURER, the Woman as PLAIN

LAUNDRESS. A cottage and garden, and 141. per week to the
Man; the Wife to be paid in addition, according to requirements.

—

M. P , Westerton's Library-, Kni;?htsbridge, S.W.

WANTED, a few good LABOURERS, used to
Nurserj- Work —Constant employment for suitable Men at

good wages.—Apply to WILLIAM HENDERSON, O.xton Nursery,
Birkenhead.

WANTED. TWO MEN, accustomed to Potting and
Tying.—J. REEVES. Nursery, Acion. W.

WANTED, by a Florist, at the West End, a steady
MAN, with good address, accustomed to wait upon Ladies,

and to make himself generally useful.—B. B., Mrs, Marshall, Stationer
and Bookseller, 123, Crawford Street, Baker Street, W.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT, in Messrs. H. POTTER
AND SON'S new Flower and Seed Establishment, Holbom

Viaduct.—Apply at Viaduct House, Farringdon Street, EC.

WANTED, a JUNIOR CLERK.—Wages to com-
mence with, 181. per week. To a respectable young Man the

situation would be permanent, and an annual advance made in salary.
—Apply at Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and
Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered. &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.
—Highgate Nurseries. London, N.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and B.MLIFFl, of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs, E. G,
HEN DERSON AND SON, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood. N.W.

GARDENER (Head).— Married, no incumbrance;
thoroughly understands the profession in all its branches. Can

be well rccomir»ended by his previous and present employers.

—

T. GRANT, The Gardens, Sulhampstead House, Reading.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married ; thoroughly
practical knowledge of the prolession, and the Management of

Land and Stock. Wife could take Charge of Dairy and Poult
acquired. Nine years' character. A Lady wishes to
above —W. S., New Street, Westerham, Kent,

:ry it

idthc

GARDENER (Head).—Aged 29, single till suited;
thoroughly understands Early and Late Forcing of Flowers,

Fruits, and Vegetables ; also Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen Gardening
;

is a good General Plant Grower, especially Orchids. Good testi-
monials. Twelve months' character.—A. B., Kose Cottage, Haylands,
Ryde, Isle of Wight

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married, no family;
has had long experience in Scotland and England ; understands

the profession in every department, also the PropagatTon and Manage-
ment of young Forest trees. Satisfactory" reasons for leaving present
situation. References can be had from present and late employers —
W. DUNBAR. Northleigh House, Bradford-on-Avon, Wiltshire.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30; thorough practical
experience in Early and Late Forcing of Pines, Vines, Peaches,

Melons, Cucumbers, Mushrooms, Flowers, and Vegetables, also well
versed in the routine of Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Four and a
halfycars' first-class testimonials from the Nobleman he is leaving,

—

A. G., Post Office, Brosted, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married; thoroughly
experienced in Pines, Vines, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers,

Strawberries, the Orchard-house. &c,. Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
and the Kitchen Garden and Pleasure-grounds. No single-handed
place accepted. Eight years' character.-G. R-, Post-Oflice, Lower
Tooting. London. S.W

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30 ; has had long
experience in some of the best Gardens in the countrj-, and has

a thorough knowledge of Gardening in all its branches ; has acted as
Foreman for the last three years in the Duke of Wellington's Gardens,
Strathficldsaye. Can be highly recommended from present situation,
and by several eminent horticulturists.—P. SHARP, Gardens,
Strathficldsaye, Winchficid, Hants,

(::j.ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married; South of
-' England preferre<l. First-rate character from last employer, with

whom he lias lived three years,—J. S., Northgate Nursery. Chichester,

GARDENER (Head).—Twenty years' experience in
Engl.ind and Scotland in the Management of Stove, Green-

house, and Vines and Peaches, Seven and a halfycars in last situa-
tion, Ciood references.-W. S., Post OlVice, Gateshead

/J.
ARDENER (Head). -Married, no family; thoroughly

VJ understands Early and Late Forcing, also the ^Ianagement of
F'lower and Kitchen Gardening. Three years' good character.

—

H. T. N., Mr. Cardy's, New Road, Barnct, Herts.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 26. single; well under-
standsthc Managemcntot Stoveand Greenhouse Plants. Kitchen.

Fruit, and Flower Gardens, &c. No objection to live in the house.
Good references.—A. B., The Gardens, Brooke Hall, Norwich,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40 ; thoroughlv practical
in nil branches of the profession, also understands Land and

Stock well. Twelve years' good character (nine years and three years)

;

can be well recommended from two last places.—A. B , Post-Ollice,
St. Alban's. Herts.

/'I ARDENER (Head), to any Noblemen or Gentle-
xj men, requiring the ser\'ices of a Gardener thoroughly practical
in all the various branches.—Age 34, married, no family. Three years'
good character.—S. P., Sebright Cottage . West Barnct. Herts.

GARDENER (Head), ageabout 3^.—Mr. Wm."Paul
will be happy to recommend a good practical Working Gardener

for a moderate sized place. Has good testimonials from late
employers,—PAUL'S Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

ARDENER (HeTvd),-Thoroughly understands the
Manai;emcnt of Pines. Vines. Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Early and Late Forcing, and Flower and Kitcher Gardening. Si.vtccn
years' experience. Good character.— I. B., 22, Adam Street, New
Town, Cardiff, Wales.

GARDENER (Head, or Foreman).— Understands
Forcing Vines, Pines, Cucumbers, Melons, Mushrooms, &c,

,

Stove and (ireenhouse Plants, and Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Oar-
dening. Weil recommended.— E. W., Wormleybury, Hotldesdon,
Herts,

GARDENER (Head, Superior), age 38, married,
with small family, of first-class abilities and good education, is

in want of a good, permanent situation, where long and varied
experience, comoined with strict integrity, sobriety and energy would
be esteemed. Relerences to good families.—BETA, Post Ofiice,
Worcester.

GARDENER (Head, Working), age 41, married.—
AGenti.em.\n is anxious to recommend the above, who has

been in his service for the last three years. Understands Meadow
Land.-T. SIMPSON, Hand, near Arundel.

GARDENER (Head, Working, or good Single-
HANDEn).—Age 38. married, two children. Thoroughly under-

stands the profession. Five years' good character.—G. BAILEY,
Beaumont Road, Wimbledon Park, London, S.W,

GARDENER(Head, Working).—Age 27; thoroughly
understands the Cultiv.ation of all F'ruits, and has a thorough

knowledge of both Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Four years' good
character.-i-E , C. 13, Mundcn Street, Hammersmith, W.

/ GARDENER (Head, Working), where one or two
V-J others are kept.—Age 27 ; understands Pines, Vines, Stove, and
Greenhouses, also Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Gardening. Three and
a half years' good character from present situation.—M. S., Cobham
Hall Gardens, Gravesend.

G;j.ARpENER (Head, Working),—Age 42, married,
^ no incumbrance; steady, energetic, and practical ; is well ac-

quainted with the Cultivation of Grapes, Melons, Cucumbers, and
Orchard-house Fruits ; Stove, Grenhouse, Conservatory Plants, and
Bedding Stuff; also a knowledge of Meadow Land and Stock if
required, Si.xtecn years' good reference.—W., Mr, Cattell's Nurseries,
Westerham, Kent.

CI ARDENER (Head, Working). — Age 32, no
.* incumbrance; of remarkable steady, industrious, and religious

habits. Has a thorough practical knowledge of the various branches
of the profession ; a useful Man amongst Fruit and Vegetables. Has
served in some of the best Gardens in the country. Can be highly
recommended by all under whom he has served,—J. M., Deighton,
Wetherby, Yorkshire.

C;j.ARDENER (Head, Working), understands Pines,
J Vines, Peaches, Melons, Strawberries, Cucumbers, and Forcing

in General, Kitchen and Flower Gardens, Conservatory, Stove,
Orchard-houses, &c. ; also Parks, Meadows, and Arable Land, Five
years Gardener, &c., with the late General the Hon. Sir J. Yorke
Scarlett. Good reference,-J. RAKES, Messrs. John Waterer& Sons,
American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head), where one or two Men are
kept.—Age 25, married, no family; competent in ail branches of

the profession. Good character. Wages no object with a comfortable
place,—A. B., Hartrop, Stationer, High Road, Lewisham, S,E,

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Age
28, married, one child; understands Vines, Stove, Greenhouse,

and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Nine years' good character.

—

GEORGE TURNER, Eshcr Lodge, Esher, Surrey

GARDENER, where assistance is given, or a good
single-handed place.—.^ge 38. married; good practical know-

ledge In all the branches. Good references and character from last
place.-T. P,, Priory Cottages, Prittlcwell, Essex.

GARDENER (Single-Handed, or where more are
kept).- Married; thoroughly understands all branches of the

profession.—C. K, Mr, Godwin, Norfolk Market Hall, Sheffield,

i^ARDENER (Second).—Age 21, steady and indus-
VJ trious; accustomed to Plants, Pines, Vines, and Peaches. Seven
years' experience.—A. B., 4, Short's Cottages, West Street, Carshalton.

GARDENER (Second), on a large Estate.—Age 27

;

understands the profession in all its branches. No objection to
a single handed place. Good character from last situation.—C. H,,
I, Howard Park Cottages, Forest Hill, S.E-

/^A RDENER (Second, or Single-handed).—
VJ Age 23; understands Greenhouse, Conservatory, Flower and
Kitchen Gardening, &c. Two years and 6 months character,

—

Address, Statmg wages, to G.O., Harold's Wood, near Romford, Essex.

/^[.ARDENER (Second), where three or four areVJ kept,-.\ge 24; good character—S. M., Mr. Bingham, Mount
Street, Berkeley Square , London, W,

/^ARDENER (TTiRD)~in a Gentleman's Garden,
VJ where he can get a knowledge of Plants—Age 22, respectable;
has been three years m the Forcing Houses.—Good references on
application to Mr. DEDMAN, Sandridge Park Gardens, Bromley,
Kent.

To Gentlemen and Nurserymen.
GARDENER (Under).—Age 40, married; has been

accustomed to do the Painting and Glazing when required in
his present situation.— E. N. OGDEN, 15, Woolmonger Street,
Northampton.

To NurserymeD.
FOREMAN (General).—Good practice and refer-

ences—T. W.,,Mr. Pavitt, Nurser^'man, Bathwick, Bath.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Estab-
_ lishment—Age 26; thoroughly practical. Good character.—

;one, near Weybridge, Surrej'.. B., Post Office, Addlestoi

FOREMAN, in a. Nobleman's or Gentleman's Estab-
lishment. Nine years' experience in Forcing and I'lant Depart-

ment^—W^S^^PostOffice, Etmham, Thetford, Norfolk.

To Head Gardeners.
T^OREMAN.—J. Warrender wishes to recommendi his Foreman, a steady and competent Man, to any Nobleman's
or Gentleman's Establishment, as above, where the profession is

carried out in all its branches.—Any questions respecting character,
Sec, answered by J. WARRENDER, The Gardens, ApTey. Castle,
Wellin£tOjn,_Shropsoir^,

'j - -
" ...... , . .,

T^OREMAN, under Glass, m a private establishment.
J- — Ihoronghly understands his work. Good character fromprevious employers.-L. D., Post Office, Addlcstone, near Wcybr dge,
burrcy. y (» »

I^IOREM.AN.—Age 22 ; has had experience in Forcing
J- Howers, Fruit, and Vegetables, also Flower and Kitchen GaF-deninc Five years' t'ood relcrencesr— GARDENER
i crrace, Manor ^itreet, Foplar, London, E.

Jeves'

tj^OREMAN (or Under).-Age 22 ; understands EarlyX and Late Forcing m all its branches, including the Management
of Stove and Greenhouses, Mower Gardens, &c Good tharirifr

—

A. B,, ig, Elgin Terrace. Maida \-alc, London, W,
'-"'^tactcr.

TJROPAGATOR and GROWER of Flowering PlantsX for Market.—.A.ge 26. single.—J. C, Thurmaston, Leic ester.O A ILIFF.—Thoroughly practical in the CulUvati^^Tof
J-» IIcavyandLight Soils, the Breeding. Buying. Selling, and the
General Management of all kinds of Stock. Wife a first-class Dair\-
and Poultry Woman. Good testimonials from late emplovers

—

L. B., Pos t Orrice. East Grinstead, Sussex.
'

FARM BAILIFF.-Age 30, married, from Aberdeen-
shire; a steady, sober, and industrious Man. who is practically

acquainted with all Farming pursuits; has been (our years in
England, Managing a Farm of 400 Acres, and wishes a similar situa-
tion. Has first-class references Wife to Manage Dairi- and Poultry—M. M., Gardnurs' ChronicU Office, W.C.

STEWARD, or BAILIFF, on a Nobleman's or
k_J Gentleman's Estate.—Age 57. Good character from the last two
employers.—H V., Sutton & Son's, Royal Berks Seed Establishment
Reading.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.STEWARD (Under), or BAILIFF,—Age 31 ; is aO prac[ical Farmer —C. K,, 33. Fleet Street. E C.

T MRROVER.—A strong active Lad, age ij. is desirous
-L of placing himself under a good practical Gardener. A small
Premium would be paid.—J. NOON, London Road, Romford.

A Steady, respectable young MAN, age 20, just com-
pleted his time with a Nurseryman, wishes to learn and make

himself useful in the Seed Trade. Large salary not so much an object
-R. MORLEY, Post Office Street. Norwich.

^

Seed Trade.
^p RAVELLER.—Would accept a good commission with
-I- above; knows the journey well. First-class references- 1 P

4, William Street, Grapes Hill, Norwich.

To Gentlemen Estate Holders.
pAINTER, DECORATOR. &c.—A good TradesmanX wishes a constant Engagement or a Job. Recommendations
(rom the Trade. No incumbrance. Has had experience in Driving
Engine and Machinery. Would take charge of a Lodge.—FIDLER,
Cudham, Kent.

To the Seed Trade.
PORTER, or to assist in a Shop or Warehouse.—

Age 2o: three years' experience. Good character—C N.
106, Shoreditch,E.C.

Grateful—Comforting.EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST,

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the
operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of
the fine properties of a well selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our
breakfast-tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save
us many heavy doctor's bills."— Ci-jz7 Service Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk.
Each packet is labelled,

JAMES EPPS AND CO.. Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion : and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and InfantsDINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W *

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

TOZEAU'S SYRUP and PATE of LACTUCINE
tf (active principle of Lettuce) possess all the soothing properties of
op:um without its dangers. Higlily recommended by the medical pro-
fession in Colds, Asthma, and all Chest affections.—At G. JOZEAU'S,
French Chemist, .jg, Haymarkct; and all the best Chemists. Pate,
2s. 3d. and IS. i\id. ;

post, -zs. s'-3i^., and is. '^Hd. Syrup. 2s. gd.

ORE CURES (THIS WEEK), by DR. LOCOCK'S
PLILMONJC WAFERS.-From Mr. Shaw, MPS., 5, CharlesM

Street, Hull :—" They are an unfailing remedy for alf disorders ol the
breath and lungs. To Clergymen, Singers, and Public Speakers, they
are a pertect boon." The Wafers give instant relief in Asthma. Con-
sumption. Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds, Rheumatism, and all Hysterical
and Nervous Pains. They taste pleasantly. Sold by all Druggists
at II. il^d. per box.

GOUT and RHEUMATISM.—The excruciating
pain of Gout or Rheumatism is quickly relieved and cured in a

lew days by that celebrated Medicine, BLAIR'S GOUT andRHEUMATIC PILLS.
They require no restraint o( diet or confinement during their use,

and are certain to prevent the disease attacking any vitai part.
Sold by all Medicine Vendors, ar is. i%d, and 2i. gd. per box, or

obtained through any Chemist.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at is. iMd.,2s.gd.,4s. 6tf., and its.

/COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILL S.—
^-^ These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the
best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious
remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action
of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several
varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,
promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-
tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in
the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore
the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the
luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning
no pain in their action, unless they meet with. an unusual quantity of
acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients; on the contrary, they arc
characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-
tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-
liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,
nor are they adapted to all complaints ; but as a mild and efficacious
aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-
haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alterations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated
family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at iJ. i/^if., 2s. gd., 4s. 6d., and iis., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

,^!
j;^box£s at IS. I J^i., 2*. 9(J.,4J. W,, and II*.
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Horticultural Buildings of every Description
DESIGNED, BUILT, and EFFICIENTLY VENTILATED and HEATED.

ESTIMATES given to ARCHITECTS' PLANS and SPECIFICATIONS, or to ROUGH
SKETCHES, if all the sizes are marked on.

A PAMPHLET, with ILLUSTRATIONS, TESTIMONIALS, &c., Post Free for ^d.

RIDGE and FURROW-ROOFED CONSERVATORY,
32 feet by 15 feet, and 15 feet high.

MANUFACTORIES in LONDON, at GLOUCESTER, COVENTRY, ULVERSTON, PAISLEY,
and ABERDEEN only, for

SIE J. PAXTOI'S PATEIT HOTHOUSES EOE THE IILLIOI.

These cheap and useful Houses have been supplied to various places in every County in England, and to

many in Wales, Scotland, Ireland, and Guernsey. Among others, to the following :

—

THE DUKE OF ARGYLL,
THE DUKE OF LEINSTER.
THE DUKE OF RUTLAND.
THE MARQUIS OF ANGLESEY.
THE MARQUIS OF WESTMINSTER.
THE MARQUIS OF SLIGO.
THE MARQUIS OF CLANRICARDE.
THE EARL POULETT.
THE EARL OF ILCHESTER.
THE EARL BROWNLOW.
THE EARL VANE.
THE EARL OF CARRICK.
THE EARL OF KILMOREY.
VISCOUNT DILLON.
VISCOUNT SYDNEY.
VISCOUNT INGESTRE.
VISCOUNT CASTLEROSSE.
THE BISHOP OF LONDON.
LORD WALSINGHAM.
LORD PORTMAN.

LORD CHESHAM.
LORD TAUNTON.
LORD GEO. CAVENDISH.
LORD RICHARD CAVENDISH.
LORD HENRY C. G. LENNOX.
LORD SOMERTON.
BARON MEYER DE ROTHSCHILD.
COUNTESS OF AYLESFORD.
LADY CAROLINE CAVENDISH.
LADY CHARLES FITZROY.
LADY GRAY.
LADY SELINA MILTON.
LADY MASSY.
LADY SCARISBRICK.
LADY LOUISA TENISON.
THE HON. MRS. TALBOT.
THE RT. HON. J. STUART WORTLEY.
THE HON. H. B. \V. BRAND.
THE HON. PERCY BARRINGTON.
THE HON. DANIEL FINCH.

THE HON. CHAS. W. W. FITZVVILLIAM.
THE HON. ARTHUR KINNAIRD.
THE HON. FRED. LAWLESS
THE HON. J. T. W. MASSY.
SIR W. BAGGE, BART.
SIR A. EANNERMAN, BART.
SIR HENRY BF.CHER, BART.
SIR F. W. BRADY, BART.
SIR T. FOWELL BUXTON, BART.
SIR HUGH CAMPBELL, BART.
SIR MONTAGU CIIOLMELEV, BART.
SIR FREDK. CURRIE, BART.
SIR WM. V. GUISE, BART.
SIR J. V. B. JOHNSTONE, BART.
SIR G. CORNEWALL LEWIS, BART.
SIR VV. MEDLYCOTT, BART.
SIR HENRY MONTGOMERY, BART.
SIR GEORGE MUSGRAVE, BART.
SIR ARUNDELL NEAVE, BART.
ADMIRAL SIR THOS. PASLEY, BART.

SIR PRYSE PRYSE, BART.
SIR THOS. RIDDELL, BART.
SIR ANTHONY ROTHSCHILD, BART.
SIR HENRY SEALE, BART.
SIR CHARLES SLINGSBV. BART.
SIR J. M. STEELE-GRAVES. BART.
SIR WALTER STIRLING, BART.
SIR E PAGE TURNER, BART.
SIR HARRY VERNEY, BART.
SIR JOHN WEDDERBURN, BART.
SIR W. W. WVNN, BART.
SIR W. ARMSTRONG.
SIR W. BOVILL.
SIR CHAS. FOX.
SIR HENRY MUGGERIDGE.
SIR JOSEPH PAXTON.
SIR 'lITUS SALT.
THE VICE-REGAL LODGE, DUBLIN
THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

&c, &c.

PRICE LISTS Free on application to

HEREMAN & MORTON,
14, TICHBORNE STREET, REGENT QUADRANT, LONDON, W.

Agents for "MULTUM IN PARVO FLOWER and FRUIT CASES;" and for PINEOLIUM BLINDS for Conservatories, dtc.

ms should be addrc " Tlic Editor
:

" Advertisements and business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 4I1 Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Oilice of Messrs. Bradbury, Evans, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whiiefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlcsox, and Publishea by the taid WlLUAH

Richards, at the Office, No. ^i, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, March 9, 187a.
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Notice.

GARDENERS" CHRONICLE AND AGRICUL-
TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready ;

price, in cloth, £1 6s 6rf.

VV. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

NOTICE.—The HYACINTH SHitW on the 20th will be held in

the Conscr\'ator>'. The Eirmingham Schedule is now ready, and can
be had on application to J. RICHARDS.

KOYAL HORTICULTUR.\L SOCIETY, SOUTH
KENSINGTON. W.

NOTICE.—FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEE MEETING, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, March 20, at
II o'clock. GENERAL MEETING at 3. Band of the Royal Horse
Guards from 3. Admission 2r. 6d.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL MEETING on TUESDAY,
March 19, at the Town Hall, King Street, Manchester,

BRUCE FINDLAY.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1872.

MAY 17 to 24.

ROSE and FRUIT SHOW, JULY 5 and 6.

Schedules, &c. , may be obtained from the Undersigned.
Botanic Gardens. Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

Transit Agency for Plants. Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO., late Betham &
• Blackith, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

Street, London, S.E.
Forwarders to all partsof the World.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELTS Nursery. 134, Faubourg
de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had, free,

from his Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E.C.^

"EGETABLE ~ljid FLOWER SEEDS,V GLADIOLI and ROSES.
Priced Descriptive CATALOGLi^ES sent post free on application.
DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Seedsmen, &c., 52, George Street,

Edinburgh.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
32, Maida Vale, Edg^'are Road. W.

JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favourof a visit is earnestly solicited.

Kitchen Garden Seeds.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO.. Seed Growers
and Seed Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate

that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN
SEEDS is now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon appli-

cation.

BUTLER, MCCULLOCH, and CO.'S SPRING
CATALOGUE of SEEDS for 1872 is now ready. It contains

many Novelties of merit and worth consideration. Sent free and
post paid on application.

27, South Row, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.
Established upwards of a century'. ^^

PARIS, I
SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. I SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading, Berks.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseriman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES^Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines. Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Show Roses.

A PRICED LIST of the best Hybrid Peipetual Show
ROSES: also a PRICED LIST of choice Variegated

GERANI UMS, post free, on application to
ALFR ED FRVER, The Nurseries. Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr. WEBR, Calcot, Reading.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli, &c.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest
quality only. Post free on application.

Highgatc Nurseries, London, N.

WM. KNIGHT is now sending out 12 Varieties
of the NEW FUCHSIAS of 1871, selected as the best of the

season, in extra strong Plants for Exhibition, for loi. 6d. the set,
package included.

Floral Nurseries, Hailsham, Sussex.

To the Trade and Others.
BEST BEDDING GERANIUMS, strong summer

and autumn struck, from store pots, at 121. per 100; cuttings,
half-price. Also CZ.A,R \TOLETS, strong, in full bloom

T. L. MAYO. Floral Nurseries, Hereford.

Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks.WOOD AND INGRAM will supply Twenty Pairs of
fine named CARNATIONS and PICOTEES for £t, and

Twelve Pairs fine named PINKS for js. 6d., package included.
Selection left to W. & 1.—Nurseries, Huntingdon,

( lARNA TIONS. PICOTEES. PINKS, and
V^ TANSIES. — Surplus stock for SALE, cheap, all the best
varieties in cultivation. The Trade supplied. Prices on application to
FELTON AND SONS, Birmingham Nursery, 56, Harborne Road,

Bimiingham.

To the Trade.
FIRST-CLASS CARNATIONS and PICOTEES.

GEORGE EDWARD has a surplus stock of several
hundred pairs, in good healthy plants. Price on application.

Clarence Nurseries. PIa.\by Road, and at Seed Warehouse, i, King
Street, York.—March 11.

M
Rhododendron Stocks and Clematis Boots,

Fit for immediate use, can be supplied by
ESSRS. CRIPPS AND SON,

The Nurseries, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

Rhododendrons, Rhododendrons.
C:iEO. FARNSWORTH can supply a large quantity
T of the above, various sizes; also other NURSERY STOCK,

at a low rate. Prices and samples on application.
The Nurseries. Matlock.

CEDRUS DEODARA.—Veiy fine new seed, just
received from Simla. Price and sample on application to

IIY. CLARKE AND SONS. 39, King Street, Covent Garden, W,C.

F ox and GAME COVERT.
ENGLISH BROOM, 2 to 3 feet, lOS. per 1000.

BITTER OSIER, ZM.Dcr 1000.

EVERGREEN PRIVET. 30s. to 40s., and 501. per 1000.

W. MAULE »ND SONS, The Nurseries, Bristol.

DOUBLE WHIN, or GORSE. nice plants,
31. per dozen, 15s. per 100. See Catalogue.

JAMES SMITH, Parley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, for Covert.
12 to 18 inches, 8s. per 100, 40s. per 100.

15 to 20 inches, los. per roo, 60s. per 100. See Catalogue.
JAMES SMITH, Dariey Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

TRUE LONDON PLANE TREES, 15 feet high, and
straight as gun-rods, 42J. per dozen; also a great variety of

STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES for Park or Avenue Planting.^^^^ RICHARD SMITH. Nurserymen, Worcester.

QTRONG THORNS and LARCH.—Buyers of the
kZ? above will be liberally dealt with. For samples and prices apply to
RUSH AND YEATS (late Chivas & Weaver), Eaton Road

Nurseries, Chester.

FINE strong transplanted LARCH FIR.
Price on application.

WM. WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nursery and Seed Warehouse,
Maresficld, near Uckfield, Sussex.

SPRUCE for SALE.—A large quantity of very fine
transplanted SPRUCE, from 2^^ to 3 feet ; also 3 to 4 feet. For

price and samples apply to

M. A. LAKE, The Nurseries, Bridgwater.

s PANISH CHESTNUT to be SOLD.
500.000 Stout Seedlings.

Mr. GEORGE CHORLEY, Midhurst

EVERGREENS, including all the choicest and best,
and all other Nursery Stock, of all ages and sizes, and in the best

possible condition for safe removal, being '* full of roots," the result of
carelul and regular transplanting. Priced LISTS post free.

JAMES DICKSON .\nd SONS. " Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

TRANSPLANTED AUSTRIAN PINE, very strong
bushy plants, ij^ to 2 ft., and 2 to 2^^ ft,, well rooted. Samples

and special quotations on application.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, •' Upton" Nurseries,
Chester.

ROSES. — Wanted, one or two good specimens, or
half specimens, of Mar^chal Niel Rose.—Apply, stating size and

price, to W. CARYER, The Gardens. Wyberton House, Lee, S.E.

WANTED, a quantity of BEDDING VERBENA
CUTTINGS,—Apply, stating price per 100 or 1000. to

JOHN COWAN. Dromore, Kinmare. Co. Kerrj-.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, i-yr.SeedlingSILVER
FIRS. Slate lowest price for cash to

K. GILBERT, Eurghley, Stamford.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 837 & 838, High Holbom, Londoii.

To tlie Trade.SPARAGUS. 2-yr., extra fine.
JAMES BIRT\ Nurseryman, Downhain.A

GIANT ASPARAGUS ROOTS.— Strong 2 and 3-yr.
old plants of the above, cheap. For price and particulars

apply to
SALTMARSH and SON, Nurserymen, Chelmsford.

Special Offer to the Trade.
ASPARAGUS ROOTS.—Strong i-yr. old. y. 6d. per

1000 : strong 2-yr- old. Ss. per looo ; strong 3-yr. old, tos. per looo,

Cash or reference required from unknown correspondents
THOMAS PERKINS, 42, Drapery, Northampton.

RICHARD WALKER can supply the following for
cash:—Best SEAKALE for forcing, 71. per 100; SEAKALE

for planting-out, 31. per loo; ASPARAGUS, £i per 1000; WHITE
SPANISH ONION SEED, all new and genuine.

The Market Gardens. Biggleswade. Beds.

DICKINSON'S ITALIAN RYE-GRASS SEED,
may now be had by Agriculturists applying to him. Price per

qr., 481. ;
per bushel, ys.

New Park, Lymington. Hants^

Grass Seeds.
BOLTON AND CO., having paid great attention to

the GraFi^ Seed Department, are able to ofler first-class SEEDS
of the different kinds.

1(()LT< IN AND CO.. Seed Merchants , Wood'Orcen, London, N.

PRIZETAKER, PARTRIDGE, and other PEAS for
field sowing. Prices on application to

JAMES DICKSON and SONS. 102 and 108, Eastgale Street, Chester.

LAXTON'S SUPREME PEA.—Ten or 12 bushels of
this grand PEA for Sale.

J. MYATT. Offenham. Evesham^

Strong Forcing Seakale.
)AUL AND SON have to offer, at lOS. 6d. per 100,

fine crowns of above. Usual discount to'the Trade.
The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt. N.

&BUTTONS' £s ss. COLLECTION of GARDEN
*

SEEDS, for a Large Garden, carriage free.

GARDENQUTTONS* £:O SEEDS, fSr

COLLECTION of
a Medium-sized Garden, carriage free.

SUTTONS' ^i ij. COLLECTION of GARDEN
SEEDS, for a Small Garden, carriage free.

s UTTONS' I2J. 6d. COLLECTION of GARDEN
SEEDS, for a Small Garden.

SUTTONS' COLLECTION of GARDEN SEEDS,
for One Whole Year's Supply, Complete particulars forwarded

Gratis on application to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by Special Appointment to the
Queen and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading, Berks.

Turnip Seed.

BOLTON AND CO. have to offer very fine stocks of
the above, at moderate prices, which can be obtained on

>OTATOS, selected for Seed.—Priced LISTS,
post free.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

Royal AsMeaf Potatos.

JOHN PERKINS, Sen., has a quantity of the above
to offer, all good sound tubers, and true to name, at £6 per ton.

52. Market Square, Northampton.

Early WMte Don.
CHARLES TURNER recommends the above as one

of the best Second Early POTATO^. Price on application.

The Koyal Nurseries. Sluugh.
^

Seed Potato.
VEITCH'S TM PROVED ASHLEAF,

£() per Ton.
RICHARD SMIiH. Nurseryman, Worcester.

To tlie Trade.

J AND W. MYATT, Mile End, Colchester, have to
• offer a few of Myatt's Early Prolific Ashleaf POTATOS,

Laxton's Supreme PEAS, and a few pounds of Snow's BROCCOLI
Seed. Price on application-'

Seed Fotatos.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

and Sf.hd Merchants. SIcalord, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS is

now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon application,^~~~
Reduced Prices for Cash.

RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL POTATOS, £5 per
ton, if taken in three tons or upwards, £i ; EARLY ROSE,

£S per ton, quality fine.

ALFRED COCKERILL. Northampton.

^EED POTATOS. in good condition, very cheap,
i^ Kidneys, Lemon and Myatt's Ashleaf, per cwt., Ji. ; per ton, 901.

Kidney, Early Dwarf-top ,\shlcaf, per cwl. ,6s.6d.; per 6on, laor.

Early Golden Dwarf and Handsworth, per cwt.. 5s. 6a. ; perton, looi.

H- AND R- ST 1 R2AKER, Skenon Nurseries, Lancaster.

CJeITd potato S.—Dalmahoys, Early Flukes,
10 Myatt's Ashleaf, genuine Scotch Regents, offered at moderate
prices.
SKINNER AND SONS, Commission Fruit and Potato Salesmen

Covent Garden, W.C.

SEED POTATOS (tnie). to be DISPOSED OF. as
follows:—Suttons' Flourball. at y. 6d. per bushel; Webb's

Iinperial, at 31. 6d. per bushel ; Red Regents, at 21. 6<f. per bushel, and
IS. 6d. per sack. Any quantity put on rail on Post Office Order being
sent to Mr. CHARLES MONK, Woolver^ - ^-

. Reigaie.

AMERICAN EARLY ROSE POTATOS. ^^lo per
ton, lis. per cwt. ; Climax, lis. ; Rivers' Ashleaf. Si. ; Gloucesber-

shire Kidney, 8j. ; Barron's Perfection, 6s. ; Bovinia, 6s. Terms cash.
LIST of several other varieties on application.

HEN RY MINCHlN.The Nurseries. Hook Norton, 0.xon.

JandG. McHATTIE, Seed Merchants. Chester,
• oflcr AMERICAN EARLY ROSE. MOHAWK. MONA'S

PRIDE KIDNEY, and MYATT'S KIDNEY POTATO; also

WELSH RED CLOVER, direct from the Farmers. Prices on
application.
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Variegated Geraniums, Wholesale Prices.

WOOD AND INGRAM otfer fine strong plants of the
ioHowinE: varieties at per dozen :—Mrs. Uenyon, 35. ; Mrs.

Dix,p5, ; Mrs. Pollock, 3s. ; Queen Vicloria, 6s.; Sir R. Napier, 91. ;

Sophie Dumaresque, 3s. ; Sunset, 31.; Italia Unita, 21. 6d. ; Albion
Cliffs, ;

Alma, 2s. ; Bijou,
i Flower of the Spring, 21. 6d.

Jane, 3s. ; Lady Kinesbun-. 3s. ; Slay Queen, 41.; Mrs. Lennox, _,., ,

Mrs. Vidler, 3s.
; Queen of Queens, js. ; Shottesham Pet, 3s. ; Crystal

Palace Gem, 3s. ; International (fine fcotd self), 4^.
The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

New Catalogue of Seeds, Plants, Fruits, &c.
P>OBERT PARKER bei^s to announce that his NEW

t CATALOGUE, eontaining select Pescripiive and Priced Lists
of Agricultural, Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, Fruit Trees, Miscel-
laneous Plants, Sweet Violets, &c., is now published, and will be
forwarded to applicants.
The stocks of seeds have all been procured Irom the best possible

sources ; all are warranted genuine, and are ofTered at the lowest pos-
sible prices. Intending purchasers are requested to compare the
prices with those of other houses.

Exotic Nurser>', Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, fine bushy
plants :—
Per 100. Per 1000.

iJ4 to 2 feet.. .. 25s. ,. .. j£i2 OS.

20 to 30 i nches . . 355. . . . . 16 10
2 to 2)4 feet . . . . 40s. . . . . 19 o
sl4 to 3 feet . . . . 75s. . . . . 35 o

RHODODENDRON HYBRIDUM.
IS to 20 inches .. 30s. ., ..£14
2 to 2j^ feet . . . . 40J. . . . . ig o

RHODODENDRON MAXIMUM ALBUM (White),
2 to 2% feet , , . . 40i. . . . . £ 19 o

For smaller sizes, see CATALOGUE.
JAMES SMITH, Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

M ILFORD NURSERIES,
For NEW and

R D N U
rear Godalming.

RARE HARDY PLANTS and
CONIFER.-E, sc= MAURICE YOUNG'S Now Descriptive
CATALOGUE.

For HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
EVERGREENS. &c., sec IMAURICE YOUNG'S New
Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For RHODODENDRONS and other AMERICAN
PLANTS, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE.

For STANDARD and HALF STANDARD ROSES,
see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For NEW JAPANESE AUCUBAS, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For JAPANESE NOVELTIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For Cheap EVERGREENS and SHRUBS for COVER
PLANTING or SHRUBBERIES, sec MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For PLANTS suitable for WINTER BEDDING, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For EXTRA TRANSPLANTED or QUARTERED
FOREST TREES for Planting Belts or Shrubberies, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive Catalogue.

Forwarded on application enclosing stamp.
Milford Nurseries, near Godalminff,

EXHIBITION
OF HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NAECISSUS, ETC.

ESSRS. James Veitch & Sons
Beg to announce that their PRIZE HYACINTHS, TULIPS, and NARCISSUS, will be arranged iu one of the

Houses at their Chelsea Nursery on and after Thursday next, when the favour of an inspection is solicited.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PREMIER HORTICULTURAL PRIZE AND TWO GOLD MEDALS
FROM INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1S71.

William Paul
RESPECTFULLY SOLICITS ORDERS FOR HIS

COLLECTION OF ROSES,
The largest, cheapest, and best stock in the country.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS
Of the most select and improved races, many of which have been worked up under his own eye and hand

;

the carriage of which may be deducted from the account.

FRUIT TREES,
Standards and Dwarfs, Trained and Untrained ; also many thousands of handsome Fruiting

Pyramids, well set with flower-buds.

GRAPE VINES.
A large Collection, including all the newest sorts, in excellent condition of root and top.

EVERGREENS and FLOWERING TREES and SHRUBS.
Many acres in splendid condition for removal, well worthy of inspection by any gentleman planting.

Carriage of all Goods Free to London. Priced Catalogues Free by Post.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

VICTORIA

B. S. AA^ILLIAMS,
AND PARADISE NURSERY, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.,

Respectfutly invites the Nobility and Gentry about to furnish their Conservatories, Greenhouses, Stoves, and Orchid Houses, to an inspection of his Stock of Magnificent

Specimens, that are unequalled in this country, consisting of

THE CHOICEST AND HAEEST EXOTICS,
TREE FERNS, DRAC/ENAS, PALMS, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, AGAVES, YUCCAS, CYCADS, BEAUCARNEAS, ARALIAS,

AND ALL KINDS OF FLOWERING, STOVE, AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

The LARGE CONSERVATORY is at this season of the year especially worthy a visit, containing as it does fine collections of CAMELLI.'NS in full flower,

CVCXAMENS, PRIMULAS, SOLAN U MS, &c., &c. In addition there are numerous Houses, consisting of ORCHID HOUSES, PALM STOVES, NEW HOLLAND
HOUSES, FERN HOUSES, AZALEA HOUSES, &c., replete with Plants which, by the interest and instmction they will .afford, will well repay a visit.

The COLLECTION of MEXICAN PLANTS at this Nursery is of unrivalled excellence.

All New Plants that are worthy of notice are to be seen here. The houses have all been erected to suit the requirements of the Plants, which is one of the surest roads to

success in their cultivation.

Should Purchasers require Selections or Collections of Plants, they may depend upon having them put up with judgment. In such cases it is advisable to supply a List of

the kinds already possessed. PRICED CATALOGUES POST FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

SEED DEPARTMENT.
GENUINE SEEDS, CARRIAGE PAID AND FREE BY POST.

Complete Collections of Kitclien Garden Seeds, for One Year's Supply, to suit Large and Small Gardens, at the foUo'wing prices :

21s., 433., 63s., 84s. each.

E. S. WILLIAMS devotes special and particular attention to this branch of his business, and can strongly recommend all seeds ofTered by him as being grown from the

most carefully selected and genuine Stock, all true to name, and of the finest possible quality.

His choice strain of Flower Seeds, such as PRIMULA, CINERARIA, CALCEOLARIA, &c., are unequalled ; Ihey are grown especially for hint by persons who st.and in

the first position as cultivators of the respective kinds.
The CATALOGUE, published in January, which can be had Post Free on application, will be found to contain Lists of the latest really useful Novelties in Flower and

Vegetable Seeds ; also a detailed compendium of all previously known kinds. VINES, FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS, &c.

LANDSCAPE AND SUB-TROPICAL GARDENING.
Estimates, Plans, and Advice given for the Laying-out of Parks, Pleasure Grounds. &c. ; also for Erecting Greenhouses, Conservatories, and the Construction of

Rockwork and Ferneries.

HORTICULTUHAL
Post %vo, cloth,

WORKS BY B.

price 5^., or Free by Past, Jj. J^/. cadi,

8. WILLIAMS, F.R.H.S., RECENTLY PUBLISHED.
" Mr. Williams' skill as a plant cultivator ia well and widely known."

—

Jonrnat of Horticullitre..

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FLOWERING PLANTS, with
Coloured Frontispiece and Plans of IIouhcs, and comprising descriptions of upwards of 1000

species and varieties.

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE ORNAMENTAL-LEAVED PLANTS,
formine a sequel lo the above, containing deacriptions of 800 species and varieties, and profusely

Illustrated with En^ravinga on Wood. to be Worth growing.

Published and Sold at Vicloria and Paradise Nursery, Upper Holloway, N.

SELECT FERNS and LYCOPODS, BRITISH and EXOTIC, copiously
Illustrated with Engravings on Wood, and containing descriptions of 900 choice species

Md v:,rielic5. j„„ published, Founh Edition,

THE ORCHID-GROWERS' MANUAL, enlarged, revised, and illustrated,

containing descriptions of upwards of 800 species and varieties of Orchidaceous plants proved
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Would You be Surprised to Hear

HE UNDERMENTIONED can now be purchased
at immensely reduced prices ? Apply to

CHARLES NOBLE, BaRshot.

Standard APPLES, PEARS, and PLUMS
Pyran:>id ,, n n
Dwarf-trained PEACHES
Standard ryr. trained PEACHES
RED CURRANTS, in variety
RHODODENDRONS. Hybrid Seedlings, 2 lo 4 feet

SPRUCE FIR. 3 to 4 feet

CUPRESSUS LA\VSONL\NA,2 toiofeet
PICEA NORDMANNL'\NA, 3to6fect
PIN US CEMBRA. qt0 4feet
RETINOSPORA SQUARROSA, I'i to sM feet

,, ERICOIDES, I'-i to 3 feet

„ PISIFERA, i^i to 6 feet

„ ORTUSA, 3to6fcct
THUJA AMERICANA, •? to 6 feet

LOHBIl. i'- to6foct
THUJOPSIS HOREALIS, 4 toSfeet

„ DOLABKATA, g inches to ij^ foot

ARUNDO CONSPICUA, strong
UERBERIS AQUIFOLIA

„ DARU'INII, i^' to 2^ Icet

„ TAPONICA, I to2fcet
LABURNUMS. % to6 feet

DEUTZIA CRENATA FLORE-PLENG, 3 lo 6 feet

DOUBLE FURZE, pols
ENGLISH OAKS. 3 to 6 feet

LAURELS, Colchic, 1,'^ to 3'^ feet

„ Common, ijj to zfj feet

,, Portu|:;al, i to 2 feet

LARCH FIR,6toofeet
SCOTCH FIR, 4 to 6 feet

MENZIESII POLIFOLIA, stronjj

Paul's New Scarlet THORN, Stan<lard and Pyrami.l
PURPLE LABURNUMS, 4 to a feet

POPLAR, ONTARIO, 6 to 12 feet

„ BLACK ITALIAN. 6 to 12 feet

„ LOMBARDY, 6 to 12 feet

SPIK.r.AS, of sorts, 3 to 4 feet

VIBURNUM PLICATUM, 2 to 3 feet
VIOLETS, in best varieties

YUCCA FLACCIDA, slronR
CI-E^L\TIS, of sorts
IVlF.S.ofsorts
GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM

FROEBEL AND CO., Neumunster Nursery, Zurich,
Switzerland, cill the attention of the Trade to the following

NEW PLANTS, which will be ready for SALE on April i :—

SALVIA SPLENDENS COMPACTA FL. ALBO.-The white-
blossoming Salvia splcndens compacta, with quite white bracts (so

that the wnole of the panicles are white, not the llowers only), till now
only known with scarlet flowers, but producing the same effect in

white as the other type in scarlet.

Out new plant attains less height than the red one, and is exlremcly
suitable (or borders to beds of^scarlet Salvia. It is unnecessary to
commend the advantat;cs and various uses which the pure white
Salvia splcndens compacta offers. It will, without doubt, meet with
immediate appreciation. One plant, price 71. ; 6 plants, price 30J.

SAXIFRAGA PELTATA (Torr, MS. ex. Eenth. in "Plant-
ILirtweg." n. 1740, p. 311).—Called by the natives on the Sacramento
River, ' Umbrella Plant."
\Vc offer for the first lime this gigantic Saxifraga, hitherto

only known from the manuscripts of Ecniham, and in the hortus
siccus of Harlwe^, and only found in the district ol the Sacramento.
We feel assured that this unique Saxifraca will be received with

interest by Butanists and Gardeners. The leaves are circular and
scutiform, the margin with round flaps, the stalk joins to the middle of
the leaf
The leaves are from i'-^ to 2 feet in diameter, and are used by the

natives on thfi Sacramento as umbrellas.
They are dark green, glossv, and of a solid Icalherj' consistence.

The peduncles are straight, solid, i'^—2 feet long, andcrowned with a
fine rose-coloured flower-umbel. This plant has stood out unharmed all

the severe winters of iSyo-jj, an amount of hardiness which makes its
value quite incontrovertible. As this plant likes wet ground, it is most
fit for shady grass plots, grottos, ponds ; whilst its most permanent
leaves make it especially valuable for decorating rooms, vestibules, and
conser\'atories,
Bcntham says of this plant :

—" Species from all those we know very
distinct, still retaining in its flowers all the characters of a Saxifraga.''
The rhizome of this plant is solid and creeping, like that of S. crassi-

folia, cordifolia, and Alegasea ciliata. This plant will be sure tocreate
as much sensation as, in their time, Gunnera scabra and Acanthus
macrophyllus did, to which it will prove a successful rival. One
Plant, price sos. ; six Plants, ^5.

CROSSOSOMA TRILOBATA (Roezl).—From Wahsatch Moun-
tains, Utah, one of the Rosaceous plants, a neat evergreen, most dis-
tinguished shrub. The upper surface of the leaves is of a glossy
green, the under surface tomentose, and of a silvery-grey. A very
singular and original novelty, and perfectly hardy, having withstood,
without any protection, the severe cold ot this winter with absolute

One plant, price 6s. ; 3 plants, price ig*.

TJ CANNELL'S (F.R.H.S.)
---*-• Nursery Business is strictly con-

fined to FLORIST FLOWERS and the
following CHOICE SEEDS. Purchasers

"•^Ui_-/ Ni^^^^^*^^ *^" therefore readily imagine his energj-

IIOLLYHOCK DUiLlED'ASIEU and determination to grow and recom-
mend only what is really first-class. See
FLORAL GUIDE, containing full and
valuable particulars expressly for Amateurs.

.^__o The following are those that H. C. has a

S^KBR^ ^^S^^ large stock of, and deserve special notice

' BALSAM CARHMIOH ^^ "^"' Customers :-
. . ^Per packet.—s. a.

AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS, direct from Veitch-s .. i 6AGERATLM, Imperial Dwarf, fine new blue bedder .. ..10
„ Tom Thumb, best dwarf blue bedder .. .. i o
„ Prince Arthur, best bright blue bedder .. ..10
,, While Imperial Dwarf, new while 10
,, White Tom Thumb, new dwarf white . , ..10

ANTIRRHINUM, best of varieties last season .. 6d. and X o
ASTERS {English-grownJ, Quilled, prize ^-arieties .. as. and 4 o

,, (French), best, imported direct 10
BALSAM—purcha.sed all Stevens' Prize Collection 10
CALCEOLARIAS, best dwarf spotted ^'arieties 26
CARNATIONS and PICOTEES—Norman-s best .. 2f. and 4 o

fi ,1 Other noted raisers', is. and 2 o
PINKS, from Keynes' splendid collection 10
CINERARIAS, saved from best named varieties .. is. and 2 oCOCKSCOMB—Cutbush's Prize Dwarf Crimson 16CYCLAMEN, direct from Edmond's Prize Collection .. ..10
ECHEVERIA METALLICA, a fine foliage plant . . per pod o 6

I. ,. GLAUCA, new „ 16
„ RETUSA FLORIBUNDA SPLENDENS „ 1 o
„ SECUNDAandE. PUMILA ..10
M II GLAUCA., beautiful edging .. ..16

FOXGLOVE, Tvery's superb large spotted 06
GERANIUM, Hybridised Zonal, newest varieties .. ij. and a o

f,
Jean Sisley, finest scarlet out . . .

.

is, and 2 oGOLDEN FEATHER, best vellow edging .. .. 6rf. and i oHOLLYHOCK, best named kinds, direct from Chater .. ..20
L.\NTANAS, my best Catalogue varieties 06
LOBELIA SPECIOSA, intense dark blue, true 06MARIGOLD, French Striped and African, not yet excelled,

colours unequalled (First Prize) 6d. and i oMIMULUS. best spotted strain (Henderson's) 10
PETUNIAS, very best named striped varieties 10
PRIMULAS, mixed or separate, superb (Williams') 2S. 6d. and 3 6PANSY, Black Knight, darkest ever raised or seen 10

„ Belgian and Fancy varieties, beautifully marked .. ..to
„ Show, from best collection in Scotland i 6
„ Sandbeck Gem and Pride of Rufford, best yellow bedders 1 oPENTSTEMONS. from last year's best varieties in

SOLANUMS.Weatherill's Improved Hybrid .... 06VIOLA LUTEA GRANDIFLORA MAJOR, newest bedding
yellow (will be extensively grown) . , . . , . . j oVIOLA PERFECTION, finest mauve-blue bedder 10VERBENAS, including all the new varieties 26XERANTHEMUM, Everlasting flowers for winter . o 6

itr i"'- F'°o"5J Flowers and Florist Flower Seed Merchant,
Woolwich, S.E. '

UNRIVALLED EXHIBITION OF CAMELLIAS.

LUCOMBE, PiNCE, & Co.
INVITE ATTICNTION TO TIIEIU

LARGE CAMELLIA HOUSE
{200 feet long).

T//£ TREES ARE NOW IN FULL BLOOM.

M.iny of them from 15 to 20 feet high, including all the best viirieties in cultivation.

EXETER NURSERY, EXETER.

NEW APPLE, BEAUTY OP HANTS.
Not GLORY of HANTS.

Thos. Thornton
Has much pleasute in bringing before the notice of the Pubhc the above, a decided acquisition. It is a

seedhng from (he well-known Blenheim Orange, which it far surpasses in size, flavour and keeping qualities ; it is of

conical form, and very highly coloured, and has been highly commended by the principal gardening periodicals.

Strong maiden plants will be ready in November. Price 7s. 6d. each.

T/ic nsual Discount to the Trade. Orders now being received.

A Coloured lUastration of Three Fruits, sent per Post on receipt of "zs. in postage stamps.

T. THORNTON, THE NURSERIES, HEATHERSIDE, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

" The Best Cataloguei"

—

S^t^ opinions oj the Press.

Just Published, Gratis and Post Free,

Dick Radclyffe & Co;s
SPB.II& CATALOGUE OE

KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER GARDEN, and FARM
|

Garden Requisites and Horticultural Decorations.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN
ORCHARD

CONTENTS {Illustrated) :—
FARM

I

GARDEN SUNDRIES, IMPLEMENTS, &c.

FLOWER GARDEN HORTICULTURAL DECORATIONS.

Seed Merchants and Garden Furnishers,

129, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. SEED GROUNDS—ERFURT, PRUSSIA.
N.B. Wholesale Catalogues for the Trade only on application. Seed packed for export.

Richard Smith,
NURSERYMAN AND SEED MERCHANT,

WOECESTEE.
ROSES -Standard, Dwarf and Climbing.

FRUIT TREES of every description.

CREEPERS, for Trellises and Walls.

FOREST, SCREEN, and TIMBER TREES.
SHRUBS for GAME COVERTS.
QUICK and other STOCK for HEDGES.

CONIFEROUS TREES and SHRUBS.
EVERGREEN
FLOWERING
ORNAMENTAL ,,

AVENUE
GARDEN and FARM SEEDS of all kinds.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES to be had on application.

CHOI CE QUA LITY.
CARNATIONS, CLOVES, and YELLOW PICOTEES-good strong plants, in pots for garden

planting, 6j. to 9^. per dozen. Special prices by the 100.

NEW HYBRID PINKS, FLOWERING PERPETUAL, in new colours, gj. per dozen.

NEW HYBRID PINKS of ANNE BOLEYN section, and other colours, 6j. and gj-. per dozen.

SPRING BEDDING PLANTS, in Pansies, Primulas, Daisies, Myosotis, Iberis, Hepaticas,
Auriculas, Arabis, &c., established in pots, i6j., 2i.f., and 30J. per 100.

HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS, first-class quality, saved from finest collections of hybrid
flowers

; good healthy plants, qj., i2j,, and 18^. per dozen.

E. G. H. AND SON have a few good Fruiting Sized VINES yet on hand, and also Vines for

planting of the Madresfield Court Black Muscat Grape.

E. G. HENDERSON & SON'S

DESCRIPTIVE AND ILLUSTRATED SEED CATALOGUE,
Forwarded on application.

WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, N.W.
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Special Offer. -Surplus Stock.
IHOMAS PERKINS has great pleasure in offering
. the fnllowin^ at reduced prices, to effect a clearance :

—

GORSE, for covert planting, i-yr. seedling.
,, ,, extra fine, transplanted.

BERBERIS AQUIFOLI.\, I-yr. seedling,

ti ,, I-yr. bedded.
,, ,, 2-yr. bedded.

ENGLISH YEWS, fine, transplanted, 2 to 3 feet.
SCOTCH FIR, transplanted, i to i',i foot.

Prices on application to 42, Drapery, Northampton^

To the Trade.
TWO-YEAR seedling LARCH, of very fine quality,

/17 loi. per 100,000.
Transplanted SCOTCH FIR, SPRUCE, AUSTRIACA, and

LARIClO, in sizes up to 2 and 3 feet.
OAK, ASH, SCOTCH ELM, BIRCH, SYCAMORE, NORWAY

MAPLE, MOUNTAIN ASH, HORSE CHESTNUT, in sizes up
to 3 and 4 feet.

R. MORRISON, The Nurseries, Elgin.—March 13.

s U T T O N S' CHOICE FLOWER
Free by post or rail.

SEEDS,

TO POTATO PLANTERS.

BETTKRIDGE'S PRIZE QUILLED ASTER. —This is one of
the finest strains of Quilled Aster in cultivation ; and wherever flowers
have been exhibited, they have invariably taken First Prizes.

13 vars,, separate, ss, ; 6 do. do., 2i. 6d. The same in mixture,
per packet, is. 6d.

SUTTONS' COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of FLOWER SEEDS,
to produce a continuous and beautiful display during the entire
summer and autumn.

No. I Collection, free by post or rail ;C2 2

No. 2 Collection, free by post or rail i ii 6
No. 3 Collection, free by post or rail I i o
No. 4 Collection, free by post or rail o ig o
No. 5 Collection, free by post or rail o lo 6

Smaller Collection?, ss. 6d. to 75. bd.

To those who prefer making their own selections, at very moderate
prices, full particulars of choice VeKCtable and Flower Seeds will be
found in SUTTONS' SPRING CATALOGUE and AMATEUR'S
GUIDE for 1872, price is., pratis to customers. Also SUTTONS'
ABRIDGED CATALOGUE for 1872, gratis, and post free on
applicatiorL

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by appointment to the Queen and
Prince of Wales, Reading.

JAMES BROOKE & CO.,

FAIRFIELD NURSERIES, and i6 & i8, VICTORIA
STREET, MANCHESTER,

Desire to call attention to their extensive stock of

the rarest and choicest Exotics, including PALMS,
DRAC.^NAS, CROTONS, NEPENTHES, and TREE
FERNS ; also Flowering Stove and Greenhouse Plants

of every description.

To intending exhibitors, rtioft especially, they can fully recommend
their clean and healthy stock of flowering and fine-foliage plants.

Any gentleman who may wish to purchase Collections of Plants may
thoroughly rely on their being selected with care and judgment by

J. B, & Co., who at any time will be happy to receive visits at their

Establishments from those gentlemen who may prefer selecting for

themselves.

ORCHIDS.
These beautiful plants are a speciality at Fairfield, the Collection

there being one of the most extensive, and upon personal inspection it

will be found to contain a very fine stock of thoroughly established plants.

In order to meet the rapidly increasing taste for Orchid cultivation,

J. B. Si Co. offer to supply Collections of Orchids on very advantageous
terms, the selection being left to themselves :— ._ ^

.

12 really good, free flowering, beautiful sorts, g guineas.

24 ditto, including rarer sorts, 10 to ao guineas.

50 ditto, very fine collection, 30 to 50 guineas.

100 ditto, the higher priced, including fine and many very rare

specimens, 50 to 100 guineas.

Persons commencing collections, or having only a few, the names of

which may be given, would be supplied in this way much cheaper than

if selected separately from the list, and with none but sorts of sterling

merit.

The list contains such sorts as are really uselul, and being in general

demand, are most regularly in stock. The collection will be regularly

increased with new and good things, and any not m stock will, as far

as possible, be procured to order, at as low a price as they can be
supplied.

A Special Descriptive CATALOGUE of Orchids, Palms, Ferns,
Cycads, &c., post free.

Also, just published, price 31., " THE FAIRFIELD ORCHIDS,"
being a scientific work, treating of the Life, Historj-, and Cultivation
of Orchids, and giving a detailed account of each species and variety
cultivated at their Nurseries.

James Carter & Co.,
HAVING IMPORTED

A SPLENDID LOT of the FOLLOWING AMERICAN POTATOS
Direct from the original introducers, are prepared to supply them at greatly

reduced prices, per cwt. or ton.

EARLY ROSE,
CLIMAX,

KING OF THE EARLIES,
BRESEE'S PEERLESS,

BRESEE'S PROLIFIC,
EARLY GOODRICH.

Also choice stocks of the following :

—

REDSKIN FLOURBALL (true), and BOVINIA.
Lowest Price per Cwt. and Ton on application.

JAMES CARTER and CO., 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

PINES.
Our stock of these (one of the largest in England) consists of about

1200 plants of all si/ca, and wc can supply from suckers to fruiting
plants, good, healthy, and clean, at prices according to size.

Montaerrat is chiefly grown; this variety wc can supply, succession
plants, from 2J. 6j. to loj. td., and fruiting plants los. fid. to 421, each.
Other sorts are grown, such as Smooth Cayenne, Black Jamaica,
Charlotte Rothschild, &c The last mentioned is highly recommended
aa a fine variety, in way of Queen, growing to to or 12 lb., and a fine

new winter variety.

SEED POTATOS.

H. & F. Sharpe'S
WHOLESALE LIST OE SEED POTATOS

COMPRISES, AMONGST OTHERS, THE FOLLOWING FINE VARIETIES, VIZ. :

—

EARLY SANDRINGHAM KIDNEY, First Early
MONA'S PRIDE KIDNEY
AMERICAN EARLY ROSE
OLD ASHLEAF KIDNEY
WALNUT-LEAVED KIDNEY
RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF KIDNEY
MYATTS PROLIFIC KIDNEY
DAINTREE'S EARLIEST ROUND

AMERICAN EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY DALMAHOY ROUND
EARLY G.XFGRD ROUND
DRUMMOND'S EARLY PROLIFIC ROUND
EARLY FLOUNDER, very prolific

PATERSON'S VICTORIA, True
FLUKE KIDNEY
RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL, True

The above varieties have been carefully selected, and
and other particulars, apply to

the quality is excellent. For prices (which are very low),

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH, CAMBS.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

A Oomplete Collection for a large Garden
A Complete Collection for a medium-sized Garden ..

A Complete Collection for a Small Garden
None but the most approved sorts of Vegetables are included in the above Collections.

SEED LIST, Free on application.

63s.

42s.

21s.

For sorts, see

The GUINEA COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, Carriage Free,

Is composed of the following most approved kinds ;

—

BEANS—Johnson's Wonderful
broad Windsor, i quart

I quart

PEAS—DilHstone's Earliest, i quart
Suttons' Early Champion, 1 quart
Champion of Enpland, i quart
Veitch's Perfection, i quart
Payne's Conqueror, i pint
Advancer, i pint
Blue Scimitar, i pint

-Joh
—

Win(
French Robin's Egg, i pint
Scarlet Runners, i pint

BEET—St. Osyth, i oz.

BORECOLE, or KALE—Asparagus, i pkt.

Hearting, i packet
Cottagers', i packet

_RUSSELS SPROUTS^Finest, 1 packet
(JROCCOLI—Adams' Early, i packet
''Snow's Winter White, i packet
Purple Sprouting, i packet
Walchercn, 1 packet

BROCCOLI—Dwarf Late White, i packet
CABBAGE—Early Nonpareil, i packet

Enfield Market, i packet
Worcester Incomparable, i packet
Red Pickling, i packet

CARROT—Early Horn, i 01.

James' Intermediate, i 01.

Improved Altringham, 1 01,
CAULIFLOWER—Early London,! packet
CELERY—Matchless Red, i packet

Cole's Crystal White, i packet
CRESS—Broad-leaved, z oz.

Curled, z 01.

Australian, i oz.

CUCUMBER—Smith's Frame, i packet
Stockwood, I packet

ENDIVE— Moss Curled, 1 packet
LEEK—Musselbureh. i packet
LETTUCE—Paris White Cos, i packet
Paris Green Cos, 1 packet

LETTUCE—Worcester Cabbage, i packet
MUSTARD—4 oz.

MELON—Hann.im's Hybrid, i packet
ONION—White Spanish, i oz.

James' Keeping, i oi.

PARSLEY—Myalt's Garnishing, i packet
PARSNIP—Improved Hollow Crown, i oi.

RADISH—Long Scarlet, 2 oz.

Red Turnip, 2 oz.

White Turnip, 2 oz.

Olive Shaped, 2 oz.

SAVOY-Green Curled, i packet
SPINACH—Round, 402.

Prickly, 4 oz.

TURNIP-Early Snowball, i oz.

American Redtop, i oz.

TOMATO—Red, r packet
VEGETABLE MARROW i packet
POT HERBS, 4 packets

EICHABD SMITH,
SEED MERCHANT AND NURSERYMAN, WORCESTER.

BLACK TARTARIAN OATS, pure sample. Sample and pfice on apptioation.

LARGE LATE PALE REDSKIN POTATO, erroneously named Suttons' Flourball, £6 68. per ton,

BOVINIA, or CATTLE FEEDER do., £5 5s. per ton.

WM. DRUMMOND and SONS beg to state that their POTATOS
are true to their kind, and fine healthy stock. As to their merits, they are perhaps a good deal over-slated,

but purchasers will judge for themselves.

W. D. AND SONS have to intimate that their CATALOGUE of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now re-idy,

and may be had on application ; and they would simply announce that, although they have for upwards of sixty

years been doing an extensive high-class trade, they do not profess to be "the only 'representatives' that have

supplied new and unadulterated seeds; " nor h.we they sought to increase sales by offering silver cups, &c,, for the

produce of our seeds, nor published testimonials, nor given false statements as to prizes taken, nor raked up old and

often worthless things, giving them a new name and vending them at fancy prices ; they nevertheless are conscious

that the Seeds they send out will compare favourably as to quality and charges with any in the Trade.

WM. DEUMMOND & SONS,
SEED and NURSERY ESTABLISHMENTS, STIRLING, N.B,
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DAHLIAS. Pot Roots, good Show. Fancy, and
Pompon, free by post, as follows:— 12 in six sorts for 45. ;

24 in 12 sorts, 8j.
; 36 m iS sorts. 12s. : 48 in 24 sorts. i6s.

ACHIMENES, 8 good named, 4 tubers each, for 31 . free by post.

PELARGONIUMS, of Show and French Fancies, nice plants, our
selection, 12 sorts for 41., 24 for 7s. 6d.. 48 for 14J., free by post.

FUCHSIAS, in 50 good named sorts, strong plants, 12 varieties for

3J. 6^, 24 for 7s.
, 48 for 13J. 6d. , or 100 for 20J. , free by post.

GERANIUMS, nice plants, Mrs. Pollock, Italia Unita. Glen Eyre

Beauty, Lady Cullum, Sophie Dumaresque, Eastern Beauty, and
30 other good named sorts, 12 for 3s. 6tf., 24 for 71.. so for 145., free

by post. Larger quantities at less price per parcel train.

ZONAL, NOSEGAY, and SCARLET GERANIUMS :— Tom
Thumb, Little David. Helen Lindsay, Donald Beaton, Vesuvius,
Dr. Lindlcy. Snowtlakc, and some 50 other good sorts, our selec-

tion, in variety, 50 for6j., 100 for loi . package free.

CALCEOLARIA AUREA FLORIBUNDA and other sorts, plants

that 'have been repotted, 8r. per 100 (out of pots); from cutting
pots. 61. per 100, package free.

H. AND R. S'l IK/AKER. Skcrlon Niirscry, Lancaster.

Trade Price.—Notice.
TRUE FASTOLF R.VSPHEKRV, C.VRNATIONS, PINKS,

DAISIES, ASPARAGUS, &c.

J HUNT, having a stock of Fruiting Canes and
• Plants of the above, begs to offer packages- 50 for 4s. 6d. ; 100,

81. ; 500, 30J. ; 1000 ija los.

PINKS, 50 pairs, finest kinds. 151. ; 100 pairs, j^i.

BELLIS AUCUB.IiFOI.IA, per 100. lOJ.

DAISIES, finest kinds, to name, per 100, fo
CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, fine, per doien pairs, i8j.

Fine old Crimson CLOVE CARNATIONS, per doien plants, 31.

KING of CLOVES, new, per dozen, 55.

Giant ASPAR.\GUS, strong 2-yr., per 1000, 16*.; 3-yr., fine, per
1000, 30f

.

SEAKALE. strong, per 100, 6s.

SWETT WILLIAMS, very fine, per 100, 5^.

VIOLET, The Czar, per 100, ts.

All packages included.
Apollo Nurseries, Great Varn\oiith.

To the Trade.
EDWARD HOLMES begs to offer the following, all

of good quality. Prices on application.
BRI.\R, Sweet, i-vr seedling
BROOM, Yellow Spanish, i-yr. seedling

,1 ,, z-yr. seedling
CEDRUS DEODARA, lyr. seedling, in store pots
CHERRIES, Common, i-yr- seedling

., ,, 2-yr. seedling
CHESTNUT, Horse, i-yr. secdlinpl

„ Spanish, i-yr. seedling
CRABS. 3-yr. seedling
GLEDITSCHIA TRIACANTHOS, a yr. seedling
OAK, English, i-yr. seedling

,, Turkev, 2-vr, seedling
PICEA FICllTA. I-yr. seedling, in pans
PINUS LARICIO. 2-yr. seedling
QUICK, 2 yr. seedling
WALNUTS, I-yr. seedling

ABIES CANADENSIS, i-yr. seedling, i yr. bedded
CEDRUS DEODARA, i-yr. seedling, lyr, bedded, fine

LAUREL, Cnmnion, r-yr. from cuttings
PICEA NOBILIS. 1 yr. seedling, i-yr. bedded

„ NORD.MANNIANA, i-yr. seedling i-yr. bedded

Fine Standard MORELLO CHERRIES
RED CURRANTS
Standard PEARS

PLUMS
ASH. Mountain, i]4 to ?^ feet

AILANTUS GLANDULOSA, 3t0 4fectand i to 5 feet
BEECH, i!4 to2feet
BIRCH, iJ4 10 2 feet
BRIAR, Sweet, strong
CATALPA SYRING.'EFOLIA. 3 to 4 feet
COTONEASTER MICROPHVLLA, strong
DOGWOOD, Red
ELM, Wych. tU to 2^4 feet, and 3 to 5 .''cct

OAK, ly to 2!^ feet

., Scarlet, i% to 2 feet
SYCAMORE, 2 to 3 feet

Whittington Nurscrj', Lichfield.

R ICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a
sketch of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for

Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping,
Treatment under Glass, also their synonyms, quality, size, form,
skin, colour, flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &c.
Free by post for one stamp.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

PALM SEEDS.—A large consignment of fresh Seed
having just arrived from New South Wales, Mr. WILLIAM

BULL can offer at the following low prices :—
CORYPHA AUSTRALIS, at ioj. per 1000 seeds ;

SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS, at 151. per 1000 seeds.
Also, from India, the rare

PHa-:NIX PALUDOSA. atioj. per 1000 seedy.
Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,

London, S.W.

Geraniuins,
WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine plants of the

following classes :

—

Three extra fine and choice TRICOLORS. Ettie Beale (Carter), 151.

;

Peter Grieve (Henderson), 7J. 6d.; Lass o'Gowrie (Henderson), 55. ;

or three varieties for 251.

EIGHTEEN GOLD and SILVER TRICOLORS.
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The New American Potatos,
TO THE TRADE.

CHARLES SHARPE AND CO., Seed Merchants,
Sleaford, can offer the roUoiviiig varieties of POTATOS, fresh

imported Seed. Price on application.

NEW AMERICAN LATE ROSE
EARLY ROSE
EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY SOVEREIGN
ERESEE'S PROLIFIC
BRESEE'S KINGoftheEARLIES
BRESEE'S PEERLESS
BRESEE'S CLIMAX
PEACH IlLOW.

sUTTONS" CHOICE SEED POTATOS.
CARRIAGE FREE.

SUTTONS' RED-SKIN FLOURBALL, the heaviest croppitiE

and best cooking late Potato in cultivation, and the only variety which

entirely resisted the disease iast season, as see page 3:9 of Ganicncn'

Chronicle. Also

Manning's Kidney,Bresce's Climax.
Eresec's King of the Earlies.

Eresee's I'cerless.

Bresee's Prolific.

Berkshire Kidney.
Oxfordshire Kidney.
Early Goodrich.

And others. Lowest price per sack or ton on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, Reading, Berks.

To the Trade.

Special Notice, ^ , „ ,^ ^ ^ ^
LARGE PURCHASERS of FARM SEEDS

LAN OiiTAIN

VERY LOW QUOTATIONS for the BEST t^UALITY
Direct fro.m the Growers,

on application to

TAMES CARTER AND CO., Seedsmen to the Queen and Prince of

Wales, 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

Mangel Wurzel.
BOLTON AND CO. have to offer SEED of very fine

stocks of the above, includinf;—
LONG RED
MAMMOTH LONG RED
YELLOW GLOBE
FISHER HOBBS- ORANGE GLOBE
RED GLOBE
Prices forwarded on application.

BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London, N.

LEICESTER SEEDS
Are obtaining a great reputation in all parts of the

country. Descriptive and Priced CATALOGUE
now ready. Post Free, on application to

HARRISON & SONS,
ROYAL MIDLAND SEED WAREHOUSE,

LEICESTER.—Established 1764.

GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS of the best and
newest kinds. Collections from 2s. 6ii. to £2 2S.

a
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PATENT "DOUBLE L " SADDLE

r.ulLER.

These Roilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,
with the following imp rove inenis, viz., the water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at the
same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, bein^ made
of wrought iron, arc not liable to crack. They are made of the follow-
ing siies :

—

High.
20 in.

24
)

34 1

3^ '

48
,

Sizes.
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Royal Horticultural Society's ExMbition.
Omission from Report.

PAUL AND SON, The Old Nurseries. Cheshunt,
exhibited two boxes of CUT ROSES, IncludiriK blooms of

their Novelties, Princess Louise, Princess of Wales, and Annie
Laxton."

NEW ROSES for 1872, in 40 best Varieties, worked
in the very best style. Extra strong:, well furnished plants (not

to be surpassed), now ready. Descriptive LISTS, with raisers'

names, on application.
HENRY BENNETT, Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford. near

Wilton. Wilts.

New Roses of 1872.

JOHN CRANSTON, King's Acre Nurseries, near
Hereford, offers extra fine Dwarl plants of the NEW ROSES of

1872. The varieties have been selected with the greatest care, and are

believed to be those most worthy of (general cultivation.

Plants, equal in quality to those for which the Establishment has
been so long and justly celebr.ited, will be ready in March.

Descriptive LIST post free on appli cation.

Three First-class Certificates for the Magnificent new
HYBRID PERPETUAL CLIMIiING ROSE, PRINCESS

LOUISE VICTORIA.

WM. KNIGHT has still a limited number of strong
Plants of the abovs, and will continue to supply it at ys. 6d., or

three for 21s. Usual Trade discount. Also, a large and varied

GENERAL NUKbERY STOCK, which cannot be surpassed.

CATALOGUES (rec on application.

Floral Nurseries. Hailsham, Sussex.

British Fern Catalogue.
P>OBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

\j stamps, Part I (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pat,'es,

incluJnif; prices of Hardv Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive

CATALOGUE of BRITISH and FXOTIC FERNS, No. 7-

Foot's Cray Nursery. Sidcup Hill, Kent.

Unprecedented

!

ABIES NORDMANNIANA, 3^, 4 and 5^ feet, at

IS. per foot.

SPRUCE FIR, 35^ to4l^ feet, 305, perioo.
AMERICAN ARKOR-VIT/E,3'^ tog feet, 30J. to 40s. per 100.

RHODODENDRON STOCKS, hi for Grafting, 12s. 6d. per 100.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

Green Hollies.

J SANDY AND SON offer very stout bushy
• HOLLIES, 2 to 3 feet, 3 to 4 feet, and 4 to 5 feet, transplanted

spring 1870. Price per dozen or 100 on application. HOLLIES,
9 inches to i foot, moved last spring. Price per 100 or lOoo on appli-

cation. Tree BOX, j to ij^ foot, very fine.

The Nurseries, Stafford.

Aucuha Pollen.

JOHN STANDISH AND CO. can now supply any
quantity of AUCUBA POLLEN in one shilling and half-crown

packets. Post free for stamps.
Also MALE AUCUBA PLANTS, with fiower buds, at from 21. 6d.

to $s. each. Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

SPECIMEN GREEN HOLLIES, magnificent plants,

5 to 8 ieet high, furnished to the ground. Have been many times
transplanted, and are in perfect health. All other EVERGREENS,
CONIFERS, Stc, in large quantities, in splendid condition for present
planting. Prices free on application.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, " Upton" Nurseries,

Chester.

Orchids.

JAMES BROOKE AND CO., Nurseries, Fairfield,

near Manchester, have a choice lot of ORCHIDS in first-class

condition, at really moderate prices. Orders for £io and upwards, if

left to J. B. & Co., will be liberally and carefulhr selected, ani
additional plants put in to cover carriage. CATALOGUES on
application to 16 and i8, Victoria Street, Manchester.

NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S FIRST
SPRING EXHIBITION, MARCH 13.

AWARDS OF PRIZES.
LARGE SILVER MEDAL.

Mr. J. Ward, Gr. to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton.for 12 Miscellaneous
Plants.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, for a Collection of Hyacinths and
Narcissus.

Mr. William Paul, for a Collection of Hyacinths.

SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. G. Wheeler, Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., for 12 Miscellaneous

Plants.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Azaleas.
Mr. James, Gr. to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, for 6 Cinerarias
Mr. J. Douglas, Gr. to F. Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, Ilford for

12 Hyacinths
Messrs. T- Veitch & Sons, for 12 Hyacinths.
Mr. I. Ward.Gr, to E.G. Wilkins, Esq., Lcyton,for6 Heaths.
Mr. William Paul, for a Collection of Camellias and Primulas.
Messrs. Lane & Son, for a Collection of Camellias, Rhododendrons

and Roses.

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
Messrs. Lane & Son, for 6 Forced Hardy Shrubs.
Mr. Goddard, Gr. to H. Little, Esq., Cambridge Villas, Twickenham

for 6 Primulas.
Mr. J. Weir, Gr. to Mrs. Hodgson, The Elms, Hampstcad, lor 12 pots

ol Tulips.
Messrs. Tames Veitch & Sons, for 12 pots of Tulips.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for a Collection of Ferns and Foliage Plants.

LARGE BRONZE MEDAL
Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Forced Hardy Shrubs.
Messrs. Dobson & Son, Isleworth, lor 6 Primulas.
Messrs. Dobson & Son, for 6 Cinerarias.
Messrs. Rollisson & Son, Tooting, for 6 pots of Lily of the Valley.
Mr. J. Stephenson, Tredegar Place, Bow Road, for 12 Hyacinths.
Mr. E. Rowe, Gr. to Mrs. Lewis, The Rookery, Roehampton, for

12 pots of Tulips.
Mr. Goddard, for a Collection of Cyclamen.
Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, lor a Collection of Plants.
Mr. T. S. Ware, Tottenham, for a Collection of Hardy Spring Flow ers

Mr. J. Wiggins, Gr. to W. Beck, Esq., Worton Cottage, Isleworth for

a Collection of Cyclamens.

BRONZE MEDAL.
Mr. James, Gr. to W. F. Watson, Esq. , for 6 Primulas.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Cinerarias.
Mr, Stephenson, Bow Road, for 6 pots of Lily of the Valley.
Mr. Weir, Gr, to Mrs. Hodgson, for 12 Hyacinths.
Mr. Stephenson, for 12 pots of Tulips.
Messrs. Lane & Son, for 6 Deutzias.
Mr. Tames, Gr. to W. F. Watson, Esc|,, for a Collection of Cyclamens
Mr. Needle, Gr. to the Comte de Paris, for a Collection of Ophrys and

Orchis.
Messrs Paul & Son, for a Collection of Cut Roses.
Mr. J. Wiggins, for a Collection of Dendrobium nobile.

CERTIFICATE.
Mr. Rowe. Gr, to Mrs. Lewis, Roehampton, for 12 Hyacinths.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 pots of Lily of the ^'allcy.

BOTANICAL CERTIFICATE OF MERIT.
, Tames Veitch & Sons, for Vcitchia Canterburjana
, James Veitch & Sons, for Kentia australis.

. James Veitch & Sons, for Kentia Fosteriana.
S. Williams, tor Agave Scemanni.
S. Williams, for Toxicophla;a Thunbergii,
S. Williams, for Tillandsia Lindeni,
S. Williams, for Vcitchia Canterburyana.
S. Williams, for Kentia australis.

S. Williams, for Kcnlia Fosteriana.
S. Williams, for Davatlia Tyermanii.

. Rollisson & Son, for Calamus verticiliaris.

. Rollisson & Son, for Martinezia erosa.

H. Ley, Croydon, for Davallia Tyermanii.

FLORICULTURAL CERTIFICATES OF MERIT.
Mr. Reid, Twickenham Eyot, for Polyanthus Princess of Wales.
Mr. Wiggins, Gr. to W, Beck, Esq., for Cyclamen persicurafimbriatum
Mr, Wilham Paul, for Hyacinth I'Ornement dc Rosa.
Mr, William Paul, for Hyacinth Lord Mayo.

CARTER'S
IMPROVED MAMMOTH PRIZE

LOI{} EED lAMEL,
As annually grown on the Farm of H.R.H. The

PRINCE OF WALES.
The largest variety grown. Price per lb.. Is. 3d.

Much che-aper per cwt

B. S. WILLIAMS,
NURSERYMAN and SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES.
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N,

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GAR-
DEN SEEDS, to suit Gardens of various sizes,

21J., 42J., 63J,, and 84J, each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Per packet

—

s. d.

Williams' Alexandra BROCCOLI 16
Williams' Improved Dwarf BRUSSELS SPROUTS .. ..10
Williams' Early Nonsuch CABBAGE 10
Williams' Matchless Red CELERY 10
Veitch's Autumn Giant CAULIFLOWER a 6

Telegraph CUCUMBER (WooUey's Improved) 16
Turner's Blue Gown CUCUMBER 26
Williams' Gloria Mundi ENDIVE 16
Burnell's Alexandra White Cos LETTUCE 16
Williams' Victoria Cos LETTUCE 10
Webb's Climax MELON, the finest flavoured grcen-fleshed

variety out 16
Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, scarlet-fleshed, the earliest in

cultivation 16
Williams' Emperor of the Marrows PEA, a white wrinkled

variety, very prolific, and of exquisite flavour, the finest
wrinkled marrow Pea in cultivation . . , . per quart . . go

Earley's Defiance TOMATO, the earliest in cultivation, per pkt. 1 6

Messrs
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RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN'
FIR TRIBE, suitable for Rrilain, jiving sue, price, popular

and botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, loliagc,

growth, timber, use in arts, native country and sue there, situation,

soil, and other information, with copious index of their synonyms.

Free by post for six stamps.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurscr\-man and Seed Merchant. A\ orcester.

O U N T A I N ASH, for Underwood.
3 to 4 feet, IS. per too, 15.1. per 1000 ; 4 to 5 feet. 41. per too,

Tos. per 1000 ; 5 to 6 feet, 5!. per too, 35s. per 1000 ; 6 to 8 lect. loj. per

100. See CATALOGUE. ,, , ,JAMES SMITH, Parley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

Forest Trees.

LARCH. SCOTCH, SPRUCE, SYCAMORE,
HORSE CHESTNUT, BIRCH, LIMES, MOUNTAIN

.\S1I, &c, A tine stock. For prices, sec CATALOGUE.
lAMES S.MITH. I>ar!e\' Dale Nurseries. 11c r Matlock.

Grand Exhibition of Hyaclntlis, &c.WM CUTUUSH .\Mi SON bcq: to .innounee that

their ANNUAL GRAN'U EXHIIUTKIN of HV.VCINTIIS,
TULIPS, and other SPRING FLOWERS will be held in their

newly-erected Conser\'atories at the Iliyhgate Nurseries, from
SATURDAY NEXT, March 16, to SATURDAY, March 30, both

<lajs inclusive (except Sundats and Good Friday). Admission on
presentation of address card from 10 A \i until dusk.

Noteworthy Horticulturists and Botanists.

NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS ol

NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS
is beins published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND
AGRlCn.lLTUR.^L GAZETTE." The followinp have already

appeared, and separate Copies (price W. each), on tinted paper, may
be hatl on application to the Publisher, viz. ;—

Dr. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S,
W. \VtL.SON SAUNDliRS. F.R-S.
Rev. M. J. EltRKEULV, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne
C. F. Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr. AIooRE, of Glasncvin
Professor RElCHENBACH.

Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.
E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.
JA.MES McNAB.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.
James Dateman, F.R.S.
IJERTHOLD SEEMAN'tJ, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Bakron.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, W. C.

5i;|e §aitencrs¥(jtTOclc
SATURDAY, MARCH i6, 1S72.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING ^VEEK.
Monday, March iS—Entomological 7 P.M.

-r,.K.cn.i- ,^ f Manchester Botanical and Horti-ILESDA1, — 19
J cultural (Exhibition of Novelties).

f Royal Horticultural (Fruit and Floral
, ' Committees), at S. Kensington .. II A.M.

1 Ditto (Scientific Committee) .. .. i P.M.
I Ditto (General Meeting) .. .. 3 P.M.

ai—Linnean S P.M.

Wednesday,

THE publication, by the Royal Horticultural
Society, of Mr. Glaisher's elaborate re-

duction of the Meteorological Ob.servations
made at the Royal Horticuhural Gardens,
Chiswick, is a matter of such importance as
really to constitute an era in the Society's
histor)'. For more than 40 years records were
kept of the state of the weather, as observed in

the garden, and during the greater part of that
period under the superintendence of the late Mr.
R. Tho.mpson. An abstract of these records
was given week by week in the columns of this

journal. Of late years, however, from various
causes, doubts had been expressed as to the
correctness of these records, and on examination
sundrj- errors were discovered. In this crisis the
Scientific Committee was established, and among
its earliest members was Mr. Gl.alsher, who
undertook the laborious task of wading through
these records, of comparing them with the
observations made at Greenwich for the like

period, and by means known to meteorologists
of devising and applying the necessary correc-
tions to the Chiswick record so as to render it

available for scientific and practical use. Some
of the first fruits of Mr. Glaisher'.=; labours
were given in our columns in 1S70, p. 735, where
will be found a diagram illustrating the very
close 'correspondence between the observations
at Chiswick, as corrected, and those at Green-
wich for the like period. Now we have before
us* the fuU text we are enabled to say that even
in its palmiest days no more important and
valuable, and assuredly no more elaborate, docu-
ment ever issued from the Society. If the
Scientific Committee had done nothing else, this
alone would suffice to entitle it to the thanks of
the horticultural public.

Mr. Glaisher's communication, which forms
an octavo pamphlet of nearly 70 pages, includ-
ing some 60 Tables, is one of those standard con-
tributions to science which will serve as a
reference so long as meteorological science is
made a study. It is divided into two principal
sections— one relating to temperature, the other
to the fall of rain for 44 years. The
observations on temperature alone exceed
80,000, and founded on them we have a
series of Tables, showing for every day in each
month, from the year 1826— 1S69 inclusive, the
mean temperature, the lowest and highest mean
daily temperature in the 44 years, the difference
between the coldest and the hottest days, &c.

Reductict of thi Meteorological Obser-Mtions made at tlie
K-tyal Hoyticultural Gardens at Chiswick, in the Years

i„?
-^^ f.?^i*"''^, °'-'"*"'"'' f-K-S, a Suppletnent to

vol. u. oi \iiii Journal 0/ the Royal Horticuttiiral Society, netv

These Tables, crowded as they are with figures,

are not the most attractive objects to look at, and
hence, for the sake of those who desire to read as

they run, Mr. Glaisher has added a diagr.am,

which shows clearly by means of a curve the mean
temperature of every day in the year at Chiswick,

as determined from the details given in the pre-

viously given Tables. To these Tables are added
others, showing the excess or deficiency above and
below the average of the mean temperature of

every day, month, and year at Chiswick for the

same period of 44 years.

From a comparison of the results of these

Tables, it is seen that the differences from day
to day are very great, and that the temperature of

the same day is very different in different years.

The greatest excess of temperature beyond the

accepted mean during the 44 years was 17°, on
May 28, 1S47, and the greatest deficiency below

the averagewas 29°.6,onjanuary3o, 183S. "These
extremes of temperature affect vegetation greatly,

but they seldom occur alone. It is very neces-

sary for the operations of open air horticul-

turists," says Mr. Glaisher, " to know for what
lengthened periods these departures from ave-

rages may extend." The longest periods of

excess above the average was, it appears, 46 days

in December, 1833, and for a like period in

December, 1S52. The longest period of deficiency

below the averagewas 75 days, beginning in June,

i860. During the 44 years the temperature of 23

has been above, and that of 20 below the average.

For ID years, 1826—35, every year except 1S29

was above the average ; from 1S36—41 every year

was below it. Since 1856, warm and cold years

have been almost alternate.

Passing on to the daily range of temperature,

Mr. Glaisher next gives us a detail of all the

maximum and minimum readings of the thermo-
meter for the 44 years. The daily range is,

perhaps, the most important factor the farmer or

the horticulturist has to consider, as the mean
temperature of any given day does not by any
means represent the actual temperature to which
any plant has been subjected. On this point we
specially commend to the notice of horticulturists

the Table on p. 37.

To the Tables on Temperature succeed those

on Rain, constructed on the same plan. From
these it appears that the longest rainless periods

have occurred most often in December, and
least frequently in February and October. The
smallest monthly fall of rain was 0.06 inch in

April, 1840 ; the largest 6.34 inches in July,

1S34. It is clear, however, that a series of results

of this character does not permit of profitable

digest in the shape of so short a notice as we
can here give. We can only call attention to

the publication in question, and reiterate our
opinion, that it forms probably the most import-
ant document ever issued by the Society.

During the last few days of December, 1S71,

Adelaide, in South Australia, was visited by dense

clouds of Locusts. Dr. Schomburgk describes the

visitation as a very remarkable one ; he says the air

was quite darkened with them. They came from the

north, and devoured everything looking green.

Nothing remained of the fine lawns in the Botanic

Garden but the bare brown earth,

While some difference of opinion exists in

this country as to the best Season for Planting
Trees .and Shrubs, it seems that in New Zealand
the autumn of that colony is preferred. Dr. Hector
writes that planting on a large scale is now being

proceeded with, the people being fully awake to its

necessity ; many plants are being raised from seed ; and
in pits covered with calico the seeds germinate so

rapidly that in six months they can be pricked out in

inch pots. Seed of Cupressus microcarpa, sown in

October, 1S70, had in 12 months grown into very

sturdy plants 9 inches high. In this state they are

ready to plant out, which is done in autumn (/. t-.,

March), as it is found to be a far better season for

planting than spring. The young trees, 20 to 30 months
old, which were planted out in March last, had towards
the close of the past year gained a whole year's

growth on those put out in the previous August and
September, as they came'away at once in the spring,

while the others look as if they do not intend to make
a start the next spring.

A large trade has existed for some years past

between this country and Sweden and Norway in

Manufactured Woodwork. Doors, mouldings,

panellings, window frames, sashes, &.Q.., mostly made
of pine or deal, are sent from Gothenberg to England,
France, and Belgium. The trade to the latter country,

however, is mostly in wood of inferior quality to that

sent either to England or France. The work being

produced in large factories and by machinery, is capable

of being supplied, even after the payment of freight, at

a cheaper rate than it could be produced in the countries
to which it is shipped. It is stated that "a factory in
Stockholm supplied most of the fittings for the new
buildings erected in London by the trustees of St.
Thomas' Hospital."

Valonia, Camata and Camatina, are well
known Articles of import to this country for
Tanning purposes ; they are all the produce of
Qiiercus /Egilops, Valonia being simjily the large cups
of the acorns, while Camata and Camatina are the
immature acorns in different stages, with the cups par-
tially enclosing them. Besides the importations of
Valonia to this country, large quantities are sent from
Smyrna and the Levant for use in the tanneries of
Austria and Italy. Formerly the '* Knoppem " galls

were used principally in the Austrian factories, being
obtained from Hungary, where they were produced on
a species of Quercus in large quantities, for the past

few years ; however, they have been getting more
scarce, so that Valonia has been introduced as a sub-

stitute.

Mr. Glaisher reports as follows on the State
of the We.vther during the week ending March 9,
1S72 :—In the vicinity of London the reading of
the barometer at the beginning of the week,
at sea level, was about 30. 2 inches. A steady
fall set in on the 4th and lasted till 5 p.m. of
the 7th, followed by an equally steady rise to about
30. 1 at the end of the week. On the first two days
the mean daily values were above their respective

averages, but during the remainder of the week below.
The highest temperatures by day varied between
60.^" on the 7th, and 55" on the 9th. The low-est

temperatures at night ranged from 454" on the 8th
to 35-4'' on the 9th. The daily ranges of temperature
were in excess of 20" on the 4th and 7th, and nearly
20" on the 6th and 9th. The mean daily temperatures

were again high and in excess of the average through-

out the week, the departures being as follows :

—3d, 10°
;

4th, 7°.8
;

5th, io°.2 ; 6th, 9°,S
;

7th,

8°. 5 ; Sth, 9°. 5 ; 9th, 3°. 5. Tlie differences between
air and dew-point temperatures were generally large,

though in the early morning, and at night on two or
three days, they approximated closely to each other.

The first few days of the week were brilliantly fine

and comparatively cloudless ; from the 7th to the end
of the week clouds were generally prevalent, but the

weather still remained comparatively fine. The
highest temperature in the sun was 117" on the 4th,

and the lowest 26^° on the 7th. S. W. winds prevaileti

on the 3d, S.E. till the 7th, S.S.W. on the Sth, and
N. and N.N.E. on the afternoon of the 9th. A little

rain fell on the 3d, and to a greater amount on the

Sth, the total amount for the week being about seven-

hundredths of an incK
In England, the extreme high temperatures ranged

between 654° at Bradford, and 56° at Newcastle-on-
Tyne, the general average over the country being 60*.

The extreme low temperatures varied from 41^ at Man-
chester to 32° at Sheffield, the general average being
36". The average range of temperature in the week
was about 23^". The mean for the week of the

highest temperature observed every day was 57°, the

highest being at Bradford, 59|", and the lowest, 52", at

Newcastle-on-Tyne. The average daily range of tem-

perature was 164-^ The mean temperature for the

week was about 4S.P, varying from nearly 50° at Man-
chester to 450* at Newcastle-on-Tyne. The fall of

rain during the week was very small over the whole
country, the greatest fall was but little in excess of one-

tenth of an inch at Birmingham, and at some places

there was no rain throughout. The average fall over

the country was' less than five-hundredths of an inch.

Generally speaking the weather was very fine and
bright over the whole country throughout the week.

At Liverpool the Aurora Borealis was seen on the 6th,

and thunder and lightning on the Sth.

In Scotland, the highest temperatures by day varied

between 62* at Edinburgh and 55° at Dundee, the

average over the country being about 59°. The lowest

temperatures at night ranged from 37° at Leith to 34°

at Edinburgh, the average temperature being about
35.',°. The mean for the week was 47°, ranging from
484° at Glasgow to 44.^° at Dundee. At Edinburgh
and Dundee no rain fell, and at other places the fall

was but small. The greatest, half an inch, was at

Paisley. The mean average fall was a little in excess

of one-tenth of an inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 6o|, the

lowest 264^ and the mean 47,^°. The rainfall was
about five-hundredths of an inch.

Mr. Campbell, Farnham Royal, Slough, con-

tributes the following interesting notice of the rise and

progress of Tea Cultivation in India to a recent

number of the Society of Arts Journal:—
" About 40 years ago, during the administration of

Lord William Bentinck, the existence of the Tea
plant in a wild state in the province of Assam was dis-

covered almost simultaneously by Major Charlton, Mr.
Bruce, and Colonel Jenkins, all three well known as

zealous agriculturists and economic botanists in Bengal.

As in many or in most other unexpected discoveries, the

announcements of these gentlemen were received with

great suspicion, but ' Tea in Assam,' from being a long

time ' pooh-poohed, ' became at last a recognised fact

—

not, however, until an imposing deputation, headed by

Dr. Wallich, had proceeded to the spot to examine and
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report on the disputed question. After this, the Indian

Government adopted effectual measures to utihse this

great discovery, by opening experimental gardens at

Mussoree and in Kumaon, under the superintendence of

Dr. RoYLE, and by sending Mr. Fortune to China, to

procure Tea seeds, Chinese tea-m akers" implements, and
information on all points connected with the cultiva-

tion and manufacture of Tea. At the same lime, the

cultivation of the plant in Assam was entered on
through private enterprise. The Indian Government
for many years distributed Tea seeds

from China, Assam, and its own
plantations in Kumaon free of

charge to all persons favourably
situated and disposed to experiment
on their new branch of commerce
and agricultural industry, so that it

spread into different parts of the

Himalayas, such as Kangra, the

Punjab hills, Dehra Dhoon, Darjeel-

ing, and Chittagong, where it is now
becoming a flourishing trade, as well

as in Assam itself and Cachar. In

this latter district the Tea plant was
also found growing wild on slightly

elevated spots called * teellahs,' and
attaining the dimensions of a small

tree. So soon as the Government
was satisfied of the favourable result

of its own experiments, and found
that Tea cultivation had been
entered into on so many parts of

its dominion, the Government plant-

ations were offered for sale, and at

the present time I believe that the

Tea trade of India is entirely in

the hands of pri\-ate persons and
joint-stock companies ; and this was,
no doubt, the right way to act, in-

stead of carrying on a trade with
the revenues of the State in rivalry

with the general public."

We are requested to state

that Messrs. Wm. Cutbush &
Son's annual grand Exhibition
of Hyacinths, Tulips, and other

Spring Flowers will be held in

their newly-erected conservatories,

at the Highgate Nurseries, from
this date to Saturday, March 30,

both days inclusive, except Sun-
days and Good Friday.

Some time since some
correspondence took place in our
columns relating to the spoliation

of Holly bushes about Christmas
time. In Victoria things are not
much better, as witness a para-

graph from a Melbourne paper concerning the Dk-
STRUCTioN of Tree Ferns :

—

"It has been found that the continual attacks upon the

gullies of the Dandcnong Ranges to supply the demands
for Ferns and branches for the decoration of the shops
and houses at Christmas, have a very detrimental and
damaging effect on the appearance of these places of
public resort ; and with a view of putting a stop to the
practice the Crown Lands department have been in com-
munication with the Chief Commissioner of Police, ask-
ing his assistance in the matter. At the same time notices
have been freely distributed in the various localities, warn-
ing people that they are liable to a penalty of ^"5 for

removing fronds of Ferns or boughs of shrubs from Crown
lands in ihe Dandenong State Forest reserve, or in any of
the Tree Fern Gullies in the Dandenong Ranges. It is

to be hoped that tliis notice will prevent the continuance
of the wasteful extravagance which has so long been
practised."

Now that much attention is paid to bird

scaring, or worse still, Bird-killing, it is worth
while quoting the following passage :

—

" Tlie quantity of food devoured by a single pair of tit-

mice, says Dr. bREHM,* amounts on an average to 2000
insects a-day ; this, by simple calculation, gives us a
yearly total of 730.000 insects which are destroyed by the
pair. Add to this fact that one pair of titmice will produce
in one season no fewer than 10 young birds, whose yearly
nourishment will, together with that of the parent birds,
give a grand total of about four millions of insects." * *
" Every sensible person," continues the author, "will at
last concur in the call of all students of Nature— Protec-
tion for birds!"

The Croydon Times records the finding of a

blackbird's nest, containing four well-fledged young
ones, in the grounds of Mr. Ryder, Ridings Court,

Caterham Valley, on the 20th ult., and adds that bees

and wa^ps are extremely numerous and active in the

neighbourhood. These are striking instances of a

forward season.

~ To Preserve Fotatos in a proper state for

food for many years, says the Starufonl Mercury^ it is

only necessary to scald them, or subject them to a heated
oven for a few minuter. By doing this they will never
sprout, and the farinaceous sulisiance will keep good
for many years provided the cortical part (the skin)

be entire. They should be well dried after being
scalded.

New Garden Plants.

X PiiiLAGERiA {genus hybfidmn inter Philesiam buxi-

foliam {mas) et Lapageriam roseam {ftxm.) arte cl,

Vcitch co7{fiatn?n).

Perianthium duplex colorntiiin carnosulum cylindratum vcl \tx

infundi bullforme. Sepala quam petala ditnidio breviora.

Stamina 6 biserialia sub-hypogyna ad basin libera petalis

parum breviora. Antherse versatiles biloculares Uneari-oblonga;

Fig. 119.— X i'HiL.\GERiA vEncmi, Masf. (Nat. size

basi quasi tiibulata; insertionem filamenti velantes. Ovarium
liberum uniloculare. Ovula 00 horizontalia anatropa placentis
tribus parielalibus affixa. Stylus columnaris demum exsertus.
Stigma trian^iilari-capitatuni.— Frutex scandens glaber ; rami
flexuosi rigidi cylindrati. Folia alterna petiolala coiiacea,
glabra oblongo-acuta 3-nervia. Petiolus lamina brcvior medio
transversim articulatus. Pedunciilus axillaris solilarins i-florus

peliolum longitudine ^quans, bracteis iiumerosis ovatis con-
cavis imbricatis a basi fcnsim increscent!bus obsitus. Flores
penduli. Sepala pollicaria glaiica pallide roseo-purpurea,
Petala circa 2 poll. lung, i poll, lat. irabricata apice vix patentia
kermesiiia basi inlus poro mellifero notata.

* Birii Life; tr-insla'cd from the German by H. M. Laeoi;-
TitRE and W. Jessb. (Van Voorst.)

Fig. 120.— 1-lohal stkucture of riiiLACERiA.

A, Section through flower, to show the arrangement of its parts

;

n, Ovule?;, upper one imperfect ; c, Petal, inner surface.

X Pnn.AGKRiA Veitchii, Masf.j vide supra.

The plant which we have here called Philageria

Veitchii is an exceedingly interesting one. In many
respects it is almost precisely intermediate between

Lapageria and Philesia, the former having been the

seed parent, the latter the sire. It was raised by

Messrs. Veitch, to whom we have therefore dedicated

the plant. Having satisfied ouiselves of its truly

hybrid character, the next question was to give it a

name. To follow ihe rules laid down by botanists in

this matter was in this case almost impossible, or, at

any rate, the result would have been so cumbrous and

uncouth, that we are sure no one would have adopted
the name if we had puljlished it. After some consul-

tation with Prof. Oliver on the subject, it was
decided to coin the word Philageria, which is expres-

sive of the mixed character of the plant, and
does not sin against the rules of euphony more
than most plant names do, or indeed so much.

Messrs. Veitch's plant is a scrauibling shrub, with
slender, cylindrical, flexuose, rigid, wiry, smooth, greenish

branches. The leaves are alternate

pctiolale, about i:f in. long by h in.

broad, leathery, smooth, dark shining

green above, paler and marked by
three prominent converging ribs

below, oblong-lanceolate. pointed
at the apex, and with a cartilaginous

very finely serrulate edge. The leaf-

stalk is about 2- inch long, convex
below, flattened above, transversely

jointed in the middle. The flower-
stalks are axillary, about the length
of the petiole, and bear numerous
overlapping glabrous bracts, ovate-
concave in shape, and increasing
in size from below upwards. The
flower is solitary, pendulous, with a
calyx of three fleshy, glaucous,
pale rosy-purple, oblong-lanceolate,
boat-shaped sepals, and a corolla of
an equal number of fleshy, bright
rose-coloured petals, which are
slightly unequal in size, overlapping,
broadly ovate-acute, with a circular
honey pore on the inner surface at
the base. The stamens are six in

number, free, hypogynous or at-

tached at the very base of the seg-
ments of the perianth, and a little

shorter than the petals. The fila-

ments are fleshy, subulate, pink-
spotted. The anthers are about
i inch long, yellow, linear-oblong,

2-celled, dehiscing by a longitudinal

chink at the side, tubular at the
base, so that the extremity of the
filament is concealed at its point of

insertion by a kind of sheath

;

pollen scanty. The ovary is about
h inch long, elliptic, glaucous,
i-celled, with three parietal pla-

centa*, and surmounted by a
columnar style, which slightly ex-

ceeds the petals in length, and is

terminated by a triangular capitate

stigma. The ovules are numerous
and anatropal.

Such is the description of this

) hybrid production. Hybrids be-

tween two genera are, to say the

least,, uncommon,* and it maybe
that some will consider this hybrid as a proof that

Lapageria and Philesia constitute not two, but
one genus. To us, however, it seems, with a due
appreciation of the arbitrary character of many of
the so-called distinctions between genera, that the two
genera in question are as distinct as two such nearly

allied groups can well be. Lapageria has a regularly

six-parted perianth, and free stamens : Philesia has a
distinct calyx and corolla, and partially inseparate or

monadelphous stamens. Lapageria is a climber : Phi-

lesia an erect shrub.

In habit our plant is, of the two, more akin to the

female parent (Lapageria) than to the male. Its

foliage is singularly intermediate, but at the same time
nearest like that of the pollen parent (Philesia). In
the characters of the flower-stalk, calyx, and corolla,

it is more like Philesia than Lapageria ; but in the

stamens it approximates to the motlier plant, and
diverges from the characters of the male. In colour

it is also more like the mother plant than it is like

Philesia. The fruit we have not seen.

The characteristics of both parents are so curiously-

blended that we fear this plant will not lend much aid

to those investigators who are striving to determine
what is the effect on the offspring of pollen or seed-

parent respectively. On the whole it would seem as

though the organs of vegetation, including the calyx

and corolla, were more like those of the male (Philesia),

while in the stamens and pistil the progeny "favour
the mother."
Time is required to enable us to decide on the horti-

cultural value of the newcomer. It is necessarily an
attractive plant, but we hesitate to affirm that it is

superior or even equal to either of its parents. Our
impression is that as a half-hardy or even (in the South
and West) a hardy climber, it will prove a valuable
addition to our repertory. M. T. M.

Oncidium flexuosum, Sims: var. rapiatum.

Drills juxta tiibcrcula primaria fere nullis, isthmo labclli ac
basi lamina; antica; pulcherrime brunnco purpurco radiato-
striatii.

A most remarkable variety, almost destitute of the
little side calli, so well dcvelnped in certain varieties of

this well-known plant. Its most peculiar feature, how-

* Weddcll, Atiii. Sc, Nnt., 3scr., vol. xvili. (1855), cites from
various autJiors hybrids between the following gcncr.i ;—Lychnis
and Saponaria, Vicia and Pisum, ICrvum and Vicia, Lychnis and
Cucubalus, Ipomtra and Convolvulus, Nicotiana and Datura,
i'apaver and Chelidonium, Pap r and Gl.iucium, Lavaicra and
Hibiscus, Acciasand Orchis. To these may be added Hibiscus and
Malvaviscus, Chama;rops and Pliccnix, and others more doubtful.
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ever, consisis in the presence of some beautiful radiating

purplish brown lines on the base of the middle lamina

of the lip. I have obtained two varieties, one with

much larger flowers, from Mr. Bull. B. G. Rchb, fil.

ON THE CULTURE OF NEPENTHES
AT GLASNEVIN

I SHALL commence these cultural notes with Nepen-
thes khasyana, the N. distillatoria of English gardens,

which is the species that has been longest cultivated in

gradually by watering. Care is taken not to use too

large pots, as it has been found here that the smaller

the pot is, to keep the plant in good health, the more
certain it will be to succee 1. For example, at the

present time one of our healthiest plants of this species

is growing in a 6-inch pot; the branches extend fully

10 feet, and are loaded with large pitchers, and it has
not been potted during the last three years. Another
plant, with branches extending upwards of 30 feet, and
in fine condition, is in a 12-inch pot ; it has not been
shifted for several years. Both have the roots rising

these plants are growing be allowed to get sodden, and
they get sickly, we seldom find they recover, though
every attention be paid to them afterwards. With
reference to temperature, this species does not require
a very warm house ; one similar to that which -will
keep ordinary stove plants in good health is sufficient.
One of our large plants, which is trained over stakes,
is grown in a stove which frequently falls to 50° Fahr.
in winter, and the air is not by any means kept moist.
In this situation it continues in good health until it i.s

generally removed to the Victoria regia house

Fi._; 121.—MESSRS. VEITCH S NEI'F.NTIIF.S UoUSi;.

British gardens, and is most frequently met with still.

It is easily grown if proper attention be paid to the
soil in which it is potted, and to the temperature of the
house in which it is placed. In potting, the soil used
here is what we call brown peat, i.e., peat-mould well
matted with the roots of Heath {which grew on it in
the locality from which it was brought), so that it will
hold together in lumps when mixed with sand. The
sand preferred is that known by the name of silver
propagating sand. When the plant with its ball of
soil is put into the pot, sufficient room is left

for the small lumps of fibrous peat to get
down between it and the sides of the pot
after being mixed with the sand, and handfuh
of the pure sand alone are thrown in, and washed down

above the surface of the pots, and scarcely a bit of soil

remains. They are living and luxuriating on the water
which is daily supplied to the pans in which the pots

are placed. We never place any of our plants in these
,

pans until the pot is well filled with roots, because we
know that if we did so the soil would get soured, the

roots would rot, and the plant get sickly, and die off.

To encourage the making of roots after plants are
,

freshly potted, we generally plant a small-growing
j

Fern in the pot, such as Adiantum cuneatum. As soon
,

as the Fern begins to make roots freely through the

mould there is no fear of its souring, and the Nepenthe
delight to mix their roots with Fern roots, both
together draining the water from the saucers daily, :

and preventing all stagnation. If the soil in which

summer, where it makes abundance of fine pitchers,

and flowers freely. We find that although the plants

grow best for a time in a high temperature and moist
atmosphere, with heavy shading applied, they do not

keep so long in good health as when they are only

subjected to a moderate degree of heat and light

shading in summer. The latter we use more to prevent

the leaves from getting browned by uneven patches of

glass than for anything else. A temperature of 60°

Fahr. in winter, and from that to 80° or 90° in summer,
is quite sufficient for any of the species yet in cultiva-

tion, but it must be borne in mind that if the

temperature be high they like a moist atmosphere, while

if the temperature be low the air must be dry, because

a low temperature and moist air will prove fatal to
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them. These general observations apply to all tlie

species nearly. It is, however, necessary to observe
that these plants may be grown strong and yet Iiave
very little effect with regard to the number and size of
the pitchers on them. If allowed to ramble away too
freely, the pitchers on the shoots gradually get smaller,
until tliey cease to produce them altogether, and pro-
duce flowers instead. To prevent this we pinch off
the tops of the young shoots when they get a foot high
or so, more at 18 inches and 2 feet. If the plants are
in good health the pinched shoots will break near the
surface of the pots into young shoots, which latter pro-
duce the best formed and largest pitchers. By attend-
ing to this fine masses of pitchers may be had near the
pot, but the plants will not flower unless allowed to
run on their full length until they do so, the flowers
being always near the points of the shoots.
N. Phvllamplwra, Jack., is one of the hardiest of all

the species, and may be grown during the summer
months in an ordinary warm greenhouse. If kept in a
temperature too hot it will get covered with thrip and
become unhealthy, although it grows freely and makes
fine pitchers in a moist warm house for a month or two
in spring. Our best plant of this species is growing in
a cool airy stove, where it makes shoots from 10 to
12 feet long, in a 12-inch pot.

N. Rafflesiana, Jack., is one of the most effective
kinds, and not difficult to manage. When in good
health the shoots incline to grow fast, and only produce
small and badly formed examples of the splendid
pitchers which are natural to them. They bear pinch-
ing at the tops well, and when this is attended to a fine
crop of young ones will spring from those that are
topped, on which the best pitchers grow.
N. ampullaria. Jack., and N. ampularia var. guttata,

are also fine kinds ; but if allowed to grow without
care the shoots lengthen out freely, and onlv produce

. cirrhi in place of pitchers. When the pinching back
is well managed, the prettily rounded pitchers grow in
dense masses near the surface of the pot, and all over
the shoots. In the variety guttata, they are covered
with brown purplish spots, which add to their general
appearance. It grows freely here in the Orchid house,
where a fine female plant is now in flower.

M. Hjokcriana, Low (referred to N. Rafllesiana
by Dr. Hooker), is a magnificent kind when well
grown. It seems to require a higher temperature
than any of those already mentioned to make its

pitchers properly. We have had plants with strong
shoots from 15 to 20 feet long, without a single asci-
dium on them. Tliis is generally the case if they are
not pinched at top, but when this is done very hand-
some plants of it can be made. At present there is

one here with shoots only 4 feet high, and on it we
counted 22 well-formed pitchers, each capable of hold-
ing from 8 to 9 oz. of water. It is growing on a pit
which is heated by hot-water pipes below, and cocoa-
nut fibre used for plunging material, in which the
Nepenthes pot is placed.
N. sanguinca, Lindley, is one of the rarest kinds in

cultivation at present. We find it rather more diflicult
to manage than the other sorts, especially to propa-
gate. It is, however, now growing freely, and making
its fine purple-coloured pitchers on the young shoots?
If they are allowed s to extend themselves without
being pinched back they soon cease to make pitchers,
and we have never yet been able to get it to flower.

TV; villosa (Veitcliii of Hooker) is another grand
species, but we have not had sufficient experience with
it to warrant us in making any particular observation
on it. There is only one plant of it here, which is

planted in a basket similar to those in which Orchids
are grown, and it is suspended from the roof of the
house. It is healthy, and beginning to make good
pitchers, but it is very slow to make shoots. It seems
to require a high temperature and moist atmosphere.
N. dhtillaloria vera.—This kind is a native of

Ceylon, and one of the most delicate among them.
There are two varieties of it in collections, one of which
produces green coloured pitchers, the other purplish.
Both varieties grew from the same paper of seeds,
though the latter is named N. rulira in collections, and is
sold under that name. When it is healthy, and making
pitchers freely, it is very elegant ; so is the plant with
green pitchers. Of the latter we have a good specimen,
which IS growing in a temperature varying from 65° to
75° Fahrenheit. The atmosphere is kept damp, and
the plant shaded. A fine plant of the variety rubra
was killed by being removed from the sliaded part of
the house to the end where it is only shaded when the
sunshine is bright. We have found it very difficult to
get young seedlings of this sort over the first winter.
N. Lntis, Morren, grows very freely with us, and

makes its .small-sized pitchers in great abundance. It
is often met with in collections. Our largest plant has
been for 10 or 12 years in cultivation here, and the
shoots have been allowed to run freely in expectation
of Its flowermg, which it has never yet done.

Besides the species mentioned, there are three of
Mr. Dommy's hybrids in this collection, which are fully
equal to most of the species, that named x N Sedeni
makes a very handsome plant, and it is easily managed
Our best specimen is growing in a moderately warm
house among Orchids and Ferns, where plenty of air
IS admitted, and no shades used except during the
summer months when sunshine is bright. The others
seem to thrive with similar treatment.
The foregoing statements have reference only to the

methods practised in this establishment and their results.

The manner of impregnating the sexes and manage-
ment of raising and growing plants from seeds may pro-
bably require another short article [please furnish it],

the present having extended further than it ought to
have done already. D. AI.

[With this article we give an illustration of the
Nepenthes house at Messrs. Veitch's establishment,
sketched last autumn (fig. 121). Any one visiting the
house at the proper season will see that, except in the
relative size of some of the pitchers, which seem slightly
too great, the artist has made a strictly faithful repre-
sentation. To make the subject more complete, we
propose at an early date to give a list, with descrip-
tions, of the species and varieties in cultivation, in the
construction of which we have derived great assist-

ance from the MS. notes placed at our disposal by
Dr. Hooker. Eds.]

GRAFTING.- ITS CONSEQUENCES
AND EFFECTS.
(Conclndcdfrptnf. 323. J

Here is another striking illustration of the effect of
the scion on the stock. Two " canes " of a particular
Vine, called Black Prince, were growing side by side
in a vinery, and adjacent to them another Grape known
as Lady Downe's Seedling. Mr. Smythe, who relates
the case, " inarched " the last-named Vine on to one of
the canes of the Black Prince, leaving the other cane
untouched. A great change resulted in the appearance
of the engrafted cane of the Black Prince. In the first

place it did not begin to grow so soon by 14 days as
its fellow cane

;
its leaves were smaller, its shoots shorter,

and its bunches of fruit much shorter and smaller.
These illustrations will probably be sufficient to show
that the scion does affect the stock upon which it grows.

Relying on such cases as these, some botanists have
broached the theory of graft-hybridisation to account
for certain anomalous appearances. If the pollen of
one flower be applied to the stigma of another under
certain condilions and within certain limits, a " cross

"

or hybrid production results, in which are blended in
very varying degrees the characteristics of both parents.
Now, it is contended by some that a similar blending
takes place in the case of grafted plants, and that buds
may occasionally be produced on such grafted plants
partaking in varying degrees of the characters of both
graft-parents. Others again deny the possibility of the
occurrence, especially practical men, who, seeing in
their daily practice that instances such as we have cited
are exceptional, and that in the majority of cases stock
and scion remain unaffected save in minor points, give
a different interpretation to such facts .as we have been
commenting on, or content themselves with leaving
them unexplained.
The case that has attracted most attention on the

part of botanists and physiologists is that of the La-
burnum known in gardens as Cytisus Adami. This
plant is stated to have originated in a French nursery
from the insertion of a bud of the shrubby Cytisus pur-
pureus on to the common Cytisus Laburnum. At .any
rate, great astonishment is excited year after year, as
the tree produces the long racemes of the yellow-
flowered Laburnum and the shorter tufts of the purple
Cytisus, while sometimes the colours of the flowers
are mingled in the same raceme ; and, indeed,
every intermediate form is produced between the
two species above enumerated. Those who dispute
the origin of this tree from grafting attribute its

peculiarities to the circumstance that it is a hybrid
formed in the ordinary way by cross fertilisation,
and that the two-faced appearance the plant puts on is

simply the effect of the disunion of the mingled charac-
teristics such as is now known to occur frequently
among hybrid plants. But against this view there are
certain circumstances to be recorded. First, the history
of the plant, according to which it decidedly originated
in a graft. The nurseryman could hardly have been
mistaken in such a case, and there is no reason what-
ever to question his veracity. Secondly, attempts that
have been made to produce the plant by pollen-fertili-
sation in the way suggested have not been successful.
Were this a solitary case one might hesitate to accept
it as a case of graft-hybridisation, but it is not unsup-
ported by evidence of a similar character, as we have
already shown. Even in the Laburnum, i\Ir. Purser
has produced a precisely similar effect by grafting the
purple Cytisus on to the yellow-flowering species. No
doubts have ever been raised as to the correctness of
this statement. We may further cite the case of a
Dcvoniensis Rose budded on a white Banksia, and

wherein from immediately above
the graft arose a branch which
was neither white Banksia nor
Devoniensis, but partook of the
characters of both. This may be
represented diagrammically, as in

the figure :— I represents the stock ; 2 the graft, or
bud

; 3 the mixed product.
Not long since a well-known French horticulturist,

M. Carriere, put on record a case in which he grafted
a scion of Sorbus nepalensis. The buds which were
subsequently produceil were found to be different from
those of the scion and of the stock (unfortunately it is

not stated what plant furnished the latter) in hardiness,
period of leafing, form, &c. ; indeed, so different were

unlike any plant he knew in cultivation. This also
may possibly have been a case of variation not necessarily
connected with grafting, but it is too singular to be
passeil over in this place.

Of doubtful origin, also, are the oft-mentioned "tri-
facial Oranges "—Oranges in wdiich the fruits presented,
blended together in all possible proportions, the charac-
teristics of two or three distinct varieties of Orange.
As the true nature of these singular fruits is shrouded
in mystery, and we can add nothing to their history
beyond what is detailed in readily accessible books,
such as Lindley's Theory 0/ Horticulture, or Darwin's
Variations of Animals and Plants, we pass them by
here with the mere mention.
The latest development of the graft-hybridisation

theory is that accordingto which certain new or strange
variations of the Potato have been attributed to this
process. The "eyes," or buds of one kind of Potato
have been inserted into the tuber of another kind, care-
fully deprived of its own buds ; adhesion has taken
place, and new tubers have been formed, differing from
those of the parent variety, and producing leaves and
haulm also different in character, and to some extent
intermediate. It. is only right to add, in reference to
this point, that the majority of experimenters have failed
even in getting adhesion under such circumstances.
Others deny the possibility of the occurrence in loto,

and attribute any changes that may have occurred to
the known variability and tendency to " sport " exhi-
bited by the Potato. So far as our own personal ex-
perience goes, we have seen several cases of adhesion
in Potatos grafted by others ; and have ourselves suc-
ceeded in obtaining union in one instance. Moreover,
there has been abundant evidence to show that some
change of an extraordinary character does take place in
the new tubers that originate after grafting. Whether
or no these changes are due to a commingling of cha-
racteristics derived from the stock and the scion is a
matter still open to question.

It must not, however, be supposed that all cases of
bud-variation are due to graft-hybridisation. The
evidence in favour of the latter process is as yet by no
means free from doubt. Nevertheless, confirmatory
facts, or what, so far as we know at present, we have
good reason to believe to be such, are gradually accu-
mulating. At any rate, it seems clear that the old
notion that graft and scion, scion and graft, have no
reciprocal effect, must be given up as untenable.
The physiology of cell life does not at present help

us very much in the elucidation of the effects produced
by grafting. Those who deny that any effect is pro-
duced beyond adhesion of the graft to the stock, and
the transmission of fluid from tlie roots through the
latter to the scion, have anatomy in their favour. The
tissue belovf the graft is that of the stock ; above it, it

is that of the graft—at least under ordinary circum-
stances. Moreover, it is well known that to a large
extent each cell is independent of its neighbour, and
often contains very different ingredients, without any
intermingling of the contents of adjacent cells. This
is well shown in the case of the red Beet grafted on
the white Beet—the two retained perfectly their
respective characteristics above and below the union
—as well as by other illustrations previously cited.
But, on the other hand, this fact should be compared
with the transposition of characters presented by the
two Carrots alluded to in an earlier page. Those who
lean to the view that stock does affect scion and scion
stock have only exceptional aid from anatomy ; but
physiologically, they may avail themselves of the cir-

cumstance that the passage of fluids, and to some
extent the direction of new growth, are now known
not to be limited to any single course, but to bake place
in any direction, according to circumstances. Dr.
Masters, in Popular Science Pcriru:

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS
As Standards for Flower Gardkn Decoration.

Plants of pyramidal form, or standard specimens
of various kinds, are very efficient aids, when judiciously
'arranged, in producing a pleasing result in the parterre
or flower garden, and tend to counteract or to relieve
the monotony or want of variety likely to be produced
by numerous beds or clumps of dwarf plants ol an
almost uniform outline.

In order to avoid as much as possible this monoton-
ous result, in a locality naturally flat and somewhat
undiversified in character, various species of flowering
and ornamental-foliaged plants have been useil as pyra-
mids, and as standartls, in the flower garden here, .^uch as

the new productions that they were, says M. Carriire,

the Acer Negundo variegatum, Ricinus, Humea, Roses,
Fuchsi.as, Pelargoniums, &c. But possibly no pl.int
used has given as great satisfaction as the Pelargonium,
when grown as a standard. This is more particularly
the case now, when these useful plants have been
induced to produce flowers of all sh.ades, varying from
the brightest scarlet to the purest white, and douljle as
well .as single. Slill the practice of growing these
jjlants as standards does not as yet appear to have been
so universally .adopted as, judging from the effect pro-
duced by them wdien so treated, might have been
expected. And possibly this circumstance may be in
some measure ascribed to the difficulty experienced in
training propagated plants to Die desired height before
forming a head, a result which is much easier of accom-
plishment with seedlings than with propagated plants.
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But as standards have been successfully produced from
seedling plants during many years here, and the system

pursued being so exceedingly simple, I will, in as few-

words as possible, endeavour to describe tlie same.

The seeds are sown about the beginning of October,

in pans, in which they remain during the winter in an

ordinary greenhouse temperature. They are potted

singly during February into 3-inch pots, and about the

end of March shifted into pots some 5 or 6 inches in

diameter ; finally they are planted out in rich, light

soil soon after the middle of May. The object being

to obtain clean, straight stems of some 3^ or 4 feet in

length during the first season, it is consequently neces-

sary to furnish each plant with a straight stake of

about that length, and to carefully secure the stem of

the plant to the same. In order to direct as much as

possible the flow of sap towards the principal stem, the

side shoots are repeatedly shortened or stopped.

By the beginning of October most of the plants are

found to have attained the desired height, or nearly so,

and have also produced flowers more or less, so that a

selection can be made, having reference to the quality

and profusion of bloom, colour of the same, habit of

growth, &c. The plants selected are then carefully

raised and potted into pels some S or 10 inches in

diameter, in accordance with their requirements. The
side shoots which had only been shortened during the

growing season are now cut ofi" close to the stem, care

being taken to avoid injuiing the latter, which is also

kept tied to a straight stake, and the plants, after being
fairly established in their pots, are wintered in any
glass structure, and kept as cool as is consistent with
safety.

About the middle of the fallowing May they take

their place (if required) in the flower garden, each plant

being furnished with a painted iron stake, 3.^ feet in

length, exclusive of the part to be fixed in the soil, and
are each provided with a strong circular wire head,

24 feet in diameter, which is secured to the top of the
stake by means of a nut and screw. To this the young
shoots of the plants are carefully trained, as produced,
in order to form heads as soon as possible. This is

usually to some extent accomplished during the second
year of their existence, but it is from plants three years
old and upwards, that we expect heads some 5 or more
feet through, ami covered with innumerable trusses of
bloom. With ordinary care such plants last for many
years ; indeed, there are venerable specimens here
which have unfolded their many trusses of bright
flowers under at least eight or nine summer suns, and
are not unlikely to do so during many years to come.

Early during each October the circular wire heads
are unscrewed from the iron stakes, the head's of the
plants are cut freely back, and the plants themselves
carefully raised and potted into pots small for the size of
the plants. And, after being kept in a somewhat
warm and close atmosphere for a few weeks, or until

they have, to some extent, established themselves in

their pots, they are wintered in any available struc-

ture where space can be found for their accommo-
dation, until the bedding-out season again arrives,

when they once more take their places in the flower-

garden. /*. Griez'ry Culford,

NEW PLANTS, &-r., CERTIFICA TED
1S71.

Adiantum asarifolium'
Dahlia John Standish!
„ Laura Haslam ..

», Miss Scsan I.N-!

GRAM
GVMNOCRAMMA PeARCEI
JUNrPEBL'S CHINESSIS

AUREA
Pansy Jewel
Pelargonium Chief-

tain
,, (br. zon.)MARficHAl,

Mc^IAHO^
Rhaphis hlmilis
Rose Pri ncess Beatrice
Senecio argentea

Trop.colvm Mrs. Bow-
man .

.

Verbena Emma Weaver
Yucca De Smetiana ...

Williams, C. Pal., May 20 F. C
j

Turner, Oxf. H. S., May 10 ,F. C.

I

Turner, Oxf. H. S.. May 10 F. C.

Turner, Oxf. H. S., May 10 ,F. C.
Williams, C. Pal., May 20 F. C.

Young, C. Pal, Aug. 5 iF. C.
H. Hooper, Oxf. H. S., May 10 F. C.

Turner, C. Pal., May 20 iF. C.

Downic & Co., C. Pal., Aug. 5 F. C.
Williams, C. Pal., May 20 F. C.
W. Paul, C. Pal., May 20 F. C.
Williams, C. Pal,, May 20 F. C.

Downie & Co., C. Pal., May 20 F. C.

Downie & Co., C. Pal, May 20 F. C.
C. J. Perrj'. C. Pal. Aug. 5 F. C
Williams. C. Pal, May 20 F. C.

Poinsettiapulcherrima.—I haveseen this gorgeous
Poinsettia growing in gardens at Malta, Alexandria,
Madras, Bangalore, and at various elevations on the
Neilgherry Hills, and I think a note of the circum-
stances under which it appeared to the greatest advan-
tage may be of interest. At Malta, Alexandria,
Madras, and Bangalore the specimens I observed were
all more or less spindly and naked, but less so at Malta
and Bangalore than at the other places. At Ootaca-
mund, plants at an elevation of about 7000 feet, and
living in a mean temperature of about 58°, exhibited a
starved appearance, with a rainfall of about 60 inches.
At Koiergherry, with an elevation of 6coo to
6500 feet, mean annual temperature about 63", with a
mean range of the thermometer seldom exceeding 14"
between sunrise and sunset, and a rainfall of about
SO mches, more than half of which falls in March, April,
and October, and the remainder pretty evenly during

the other months, the Poinsettias are among the most
gorgeous and superb objects I have seen. The ther-

mometer very seldom rises above 70" at noon, or falls

below 50'' at sunrise, except perhaps in the moist

valleys. Pears and Apples grow here to the greatest

perfection, so also do Heliotropes and Roses ; and as

for the Poinsettia, there is one large bush in particular

in the garden of Judge Cockburn, as big as the largest

Aucuba I have seen—say 15 feet through at the base,

and 9 feet high. These shrubs are never pruned, and
never bare of leaves, although they are partially so in

the dry season; and as for the whorls of bracts, no mere
pen and ink can describe them—individual leaflets some
S or 10 inches long, by 4 or 5 inches broad, a dozen or

14 in a whorl, and distributed above the deep green

foliage by the hundred, are subjects to paint rather than

write about. The soil at Kotergherry is of a rich

description, resting on the hard sienite composing the

common base of these hills ; it is often ferrugineous,

contains a good deal of humus but hardly a trace of

lime, and may be described as a more or less rich

sandy loam. At Coonoor the Poinsettia is also very
fine, but I have not observed such good specimens as

at Kotergherry, although there is rather more heat and
moisture ; they are, however, very fine and very far

superior to those at Madras with a tropical climate.

The Poinsettia would seem to be a suitable plant for a

cool stove or a warm conservatory, and although it

may be grand on a wall I think it would be still more
suitable for planting in a mixed bed ; if it lost its leaves

it would be of little consequence in the latter situation.

It is pretty enough in a small pot ; as a large bush it is

grand. James MacPhersoii.

Monstrous Primrose.—A very interesting example
of meiotaxy and phyllody in a Primrose flower was
brought to me yesterday. Corolla, stamens, and pistil

were all completely suppressed ; the whole flower

being represented by no more than two segments of

the calyx, and these even were altered into two small

leaves. They were united at the base into a very

short tube, and grew upon an ordinary flower-stalk.

Robert IIoHami.

Odontoglossum crispum, — In Dr. Lindley's

collection of Orchids at Kew there are two sheets

bearing this name. Upon one there is what is stated

to be a copy of a drawing by Ruiz and Pavon of

a plant with bright yellow flowers, differing in many
details of structure from the plant upon the second
sheet, which is a large paniculate specimen of what is

now called O. Alexandice. The flowers of this speci-

men have evidently been white, tinged with faint

purple. Mr. Bateman is therefore quite right in

identifying O. crispum with O. Alexandra?, although
Dr. Lindley in his original descriptions described the

flowers of the former species as yellow. W, T. Dyer.

Mulching Calceolarias.—Mr. Hobday says, if we
trench the ground 3 feet deep, manure liberally, use

good plants, mulch and water well. Calceolarias will

do well ! I suppose they would, or ought to. The
advice is good, certainly, but it will frighten many
from attempting their culture at all. Mulching I look
upon as an equivalent for deep trenching, to be done
when the other cannot. Both are best, but they can
be seldom done. I never knew Calceolarias to fail

where the soil was i foot deep, if the beds were
mulched after planting. We never lose a plant, though
our beds are not more than a foot deep to the rock.

We manure well, once in two years at least, and mulch
Calceolarias thickly with old Mushroom dung, giving
them one or two thorough soakings with soft water
after planting, and this, with what rain falls, sets them
up for the season. If Calceolarias were mulched
oftener there would be fewer failures, they cannot
stand a hard and sun-baked soil. The great objection
to mulching is that the birds pull the loose material

about on the grass and walks in their worm-hunting
operations during dry weather. Trench, I would say,

by all means, those who can, but it is not neces-

sary for Calceolarias when they are mulched. Such
labour we reserve for our Onion, Cauliflower, Pea,
and Potato, &c., quarters, y. Shnpsofiy Wortley.

Magnolia in Bloom.—I have a Magnolia with
two blossoms expanded. No doubt they were late

blossoms last autumn, and the mild winter and this

geqial early spring has forced them to maturity.
Charles H. Flozver^ Biaudford, Dorset.

Filmy Ferns.—In "F. W. B.'s" list of tropical

filmy Ferns (see p. 2S7) he omits in my opinion the
finest cf all Trichomanes— auriculatum, a climbing one.

Our large plant is over 3 feet high, with several stems ;

we keep it continually moist, in a night temperature
varying from 55° to 60°. T. ZolHngeri is also very fine,

and may safely be added to the choicest collection.

Trichomanes Luschnathianum should not be syringed,
it turns the fronds very nearly black ; it will grow in a
drier house than any filmy Fern we have here. In the

cool list Trichomanes maximum must not be omitted,

It is a fine very free-growing Fern, and sure to attract

attention. J. R. Fetch, Manley Hall, Manchester.

Anthurium Scherzerianum.—Is it usual for this

to seed in this country? On our large variety, which
is carrying spathes 6 inches by 3, seed is ripening.

Three berries or warts were gathered to-day, and four I

seeds in each were taken out and sown. Dozens of
other wart-like berries are forming on the yellow
crooked spadix which is so conspicuous at the top of the
'^pathe. The berries are green when forming and
-carlet when ripe, and when ready to fall off" adhere to
the spadix by three hair-like fibres. The seed evidently
ripens by fits and starts, as the warts are in different
stages of growth. I have a notion the flowering
Orchids have been the cause of its fruiting, for it never
did so whilst in the plant stove. Only since it has been
in one of the Orchid-houses has it seeded. The small
variety, moreover, looks as if it would seed also. H.
Knight, Floors.

New Pears.—I have to thank Mr, Rivers for his

correction. Having fruited the Souvenir du Congres
in a pot, I can only repeat that it is likely to prove a
most useful and valuable Pear, as Mr. Rivers prognos-
ticates. The fruit, three in number, were each above
20 oz. in weight, and w^ere much admired by many
visitors. H. K.

Galanthus plicatus.—We have a small bed of this

now in perfection, and its greatest merit is its flower-

ing a full month later than the common Snowdrop.
These are entirely over, but the Crimean variety will

last another fortnight or more. We have also a late

variety of Leucojum, which is just coming into bloom,
whilst the common Snowflake is in seed already. We
got it under the name of "carpatica," and it seems
scarce. It is a great advantage to prolong, with these
late varieties, the Snow-drop and Snowflake period

of flowering. One prizes the first flower of the new
year, and this season the last Snowdrop of winter may
possibly meet the first Rose of summer. F. J. Hopey
IVardie Lodge, Edinburgh.

Autumnal Croci.—I am surprised these lovely

flowers are not more grown in our gardens. I mean,
if spared, to try the effect of planting a whole small
bed with such species as C. speciosus or C. nudi-
florus, to succeed some summer-flowering annual.

They are very hardy. I was perfectly surprised to see

in my garden here, during the severe frosts of last

November, a small clump of C. longiflorus and its

near ally or variety C. odorus. C. Byzantinus and,

C. medius, from Mentone, continue to open their

blooms each morning with undiminished freshness and
beauty. I know of nothing more glorious than a large

clump of the magnificent C. speciosus in full bloom.
C. sativus is almost equally lovely where it does well,

but it is very capricious ; it scarcely ever flowers with
me, but in the garden of a neighbour, a few miles oflT,

it smothers itself with bloom. C. nudiflorus, and its

congener, C. multifidus, are very beautiful, though
rather apt to remain dormant alternate years. Then
there is C. Kotschyanus, a beautiful, free-flowering, pale
mauve species, which I only know by report ; and
C. serotinus and C. autumnalis (Backhouse), which I

have only lately procured, and am impatiently

watching for the bloom. If all the beds in some small
miniature garden could be filled with these species—
Colchicum byzantinum, C. Agrippina, and the different

double and single varieties of Colchicum autumnale

—

the effect would, I am sure, be magnificent. There
are several other species of Colchicum, which, how-
ever, I only know by report. H. //. C.

Parsnips.—It is to be regretted that this excellent

root is not more grown by the milion, for it is the best

flavoured and most nutritious of all roots. Some people
may not like its sweet and peculiar flavour at first, but
they will soon acquire a taste for it ; and when it is

boiled, along with a few Carrots and piece of salt beef,

it is an adjunct to a dinner fit for an alderman. The
roots of the Parsnip acquire their finest flavour by
being left in the ground all winter ; but in the spring,

as soon as they begin to grow, they must be lifted and
put into a cellar, or behind a north wall, and covered
with sand or ashes. If the shoots from the crown
are prevented from growing, the roots will keep
their juiciness and flavour up till June or July. I know
of some lovers of the Parsnip who have not the
means of growing it, and the greatest treat I can give
them is to send them a basket or two of the roots in

the spring to keep for late use. Parsnip seed ought to be
sown early in March, and the soil most suitable for the

roots to grow large in, and without forking, must be of

a deep friable loam, or of a sandy nature. On strong
soils, however, by making deep holes in the drills with
an iron rod pointed at the end, and filling them with
light soil, one or two seeds may be sown in each hole,

and the roots will grow large and straight in them.
With me the Guernsey Hollow Crown variety grows
the largest ; but I think the Student is the best

flavoured of the two kinds of Parsnip 1 grow. William
Tillery.

Epiphyllum Russellianum.—This is one of the
most beautiful of all the Epiphyllums, and deserves
more extended cultivation. It is the most graceful

species in the genus, and its bright flowers produced in

the richest profusion show to advantage beside the
small shining light green leaf-like branches. Like its

more common congeners, it does well either on the
Pereskia, or Cereus speciosissimus. Grafts (scions)

may now be inserted, and will be found to take freely

in a moist atmosphere. Its flo\i'ers are rather smaller

and lighter coloured than those of E. truncatum viola-
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ceum, with a sathi-like lustre which adds not a little to

their beauty. It seems to be a later bloomer than its

relatives, even if subjected to precisely the same treat-

ment,—at least that is my experience. F. W. B.

Amherstia nobilis.—-It may save your correspon-

dent and his employer a little disappointment to know
that seeds of the above will not germinate after impor-

tation. Though many attempts have been made, I

believe none have been successful ; he will find the

seeds like a piece of soap after they have been sown

eight or ten days. J. Cyottchci:

Keeping Grapes.— I tried the system of keeping

Grapes in cork-dust seven or eight years ago, but

found it unsatisfactory, at least compared with the

method of keeping them by the agency of bottles and

water. The bloom was in a measure rubbed, the fruit

was not entirely free from the taste of cork-dust, and

when the berries were of very large size they became

mouldy. Apples and Pears kept well by the same

means, but there was great difficulty in turning over

the fruit to see what sorts were required for use ; and

when one fruit happened to give way by rotting, many
others which were beside it shared the same fate.

A quantity of the finer fruit which were spread out

thinly and covered over with cork-dust kept from

shrivelling longer than the fruit which was left un-

covered. As regards the flavour of these foreign Grapes

I am certain that the best I ever saw were not in any

way to be compared to Lady Downe's when they have

been properly managed. That useful Grape, when
well *' aired," with abundance of fire-heat for at least

a month after the fruit had apparently been " finished,"

should improve by keeping, and be in the month of

April equal to moderately flavoured Muscats, as plump
as they were in September, the footstalks as green as

gi'ass, and the bloom as perfect as ever. I do not

imderstand how there can be a failure in keeping

Grapes with bottles of water. I have seen no failures by

this method, except in some cases where the fruit was
unfinished, and there wasan absence of sugar in theberries.

1 have had little difficulty in keeping Grapes till April in

an ordinary fruit room, which stands openly exposed to

all weathers (of course kept dark, frost-proof, and dry).

Last season we kept in fresh condition Black Hamburgli,

White and Black Muscats, Burchardt's Prince, Treb-

biano. Marchioness of Hastings (which is a very useful

Grape when exposed to full sun and high airy tempera-

ture while they are ripening). West's .St. Peter's, Royal
Vineyard, and Lady Downe's. Most of these we
have at the present moment in fair condition, and the

expense of labour, cic, in keeping them is under half-

a-crown (exclusive of the bottles, which are those kept

to trap wasps among outdoor fruit).. The loss of

fruit. is nominal, and the flavour is not deteriorated,

except in the case of Black Muscats, which are not so

good, but this Grape keeps, almost equal to Lady
Downe's ; Mrs. Pince's Muscat . began to shrivel in

January, while some Golden Hamburghs which were cut

some weeks before, were quite plump (equal to those

I sent for your inspection in November), I have given

the little experience I have had with cork-dust as a

fruit preserver, but not by any means with the in-

tention of discouraging Mr. Simpson, whom we have

to thank for bringing this matter before the public, or

of underrating his remarks on the subject. M. Temph^
Cr., Balbirnie^ Mark'nich.

Myosotis dissitiflora.—I was rather surprised to

see the effect which the frost on Saturday night, the

9th inst., had on this plant, I had two magnificent

beds in full bloom, a glorious . sheet of blue shot with

pink ; but to my great grief and dismay, as I passed

them on my way to the school on Sunday morning, I

saw some (lower heads withered and browned as if a

hot scorching blast from a furnace had swept over

the beds. //. Ilarptir'Creive^ The Rectory^ Dntyton-

Beaiichamp^ Tring.

Tropaeolum tricolorum.—This, one of the most
beautiful of creepers, and one of the easiest to be

grown, is far too seldom met with in greenhouses and
conservatories, and in the windows of those who can

afford the luxury of a few plants in flower at this time

of the year. One of its recommendations lies in the

fact, that of greenhouse plants it is one of the hardiest,

and would not suffer if occasionally frosted, Tiiis

should commend it to amateur cultivators who are not

too careful of the exclusion of frost from their houses.

Then its cultivation is exceedingly simple, as it will

thrive well in any ordinary pot soil, with a little sand

added ; and as the minute and delicate growth is

developed, the training of it in the way that it is desired

to go affords to the inmble fingers of ladies an occa-

sional and pleasant occupation. The greatest care is

needed, when the first growth from the tuber takes

place, to prevent the delicate shoots from being broken
off; but even this danger may be avoided by

potting the tubers before growth takes place.

My practice hitherto has been to knock out

the soil from the pots after growth is over

and the tubers are ripened, and place the latter in

a shallow box, divided into compartments, so that each

size may be kept separate ; then the box is placed upon

a dry shelf, out of the reach of mice, but where they

are not likely to be forgotten. By the middle of

August it will be well to look at them, and also to pot

\ip as early afterwards as convenient, the largest tubers

one in a 32-sized pot, or two into a 24-sized, and smaller

ones thicker, or singly in smaller pots ; the top of the

tuber being just under the soil. In training care should

be exercised to keep the leading shoots continually

running over the area it is intended to cover, so that

the flowers may be distributed as evenly as possible.

Flat or globe-shaped wire trellises are most con-

venient for training to, but where these are not at

disposal, a few neat pieces of spray cut from pea-sticks

and tied together at the top with bass, make very good

training material. In few forms is this plant much
handsomer than when trained as a standard by means

of a small umbrella-shaped wire trainer, with a stem

from 18 inches to 24 inches in height ;
grown in this

fashion, and standing amongst dwarf plants, they are

most charming, and would be invaluable for dinner-

table decoration, A. D.

Green Glass for Plants,—I should like to see

the matter of green glass for horticultural purposes

taken up by some of your correspondents, I know
that most practical men laugh at the idea as foolish,

yet when I was at Kew it was much advocated there,

though for my own part I always considered it

injurious. J. Croiicher.

Crocus vernus.—This harbinger of the vernal

season is at the present moment enlivening the

Nottingham meadows with thousands of its purple

blossoms. Hundreds of "young men and maidens,

old men and children," may be seen from the Midland

Railway picking the flowers for the ornamentation of

their homes. Any stranger fond of flowers who visited

Nottingham now for the first time would feel surprised

to see the large handfuls of Crocuses in the windows of

the poorer and middle-class inhabitants. Crocuses in

mug-s, in jugs, in saucers, in broken teapots, plates,

dishes, cups—in short, in almost every domestic utensil

capable of holding a little fresh water ; and very

beautiful they look, even amid these incongruities, still

they look far fresher when seen nestling amongst the

fresh green herbage of these oft-inundated meads.

F. IV. B.

Maranta Veitchii.—I have frequently observed the

peculiarity in this plant described by Mr, Ritchie at

p. 325, and find it the same with plants grown upon

a stage as with those over tanks. I consider this the

best and freest of all Marantas. My plant is in a

i6.inch pot, and has 45 leaves, some of which are

3 feet 6 inches high, F/iilip H^adds, Moore Abbey,

Afonastereran.

Foreign Correspondence.
P.iKKS, Squares, and Gardens of Paris.—As

was to be expected, nothing suffered more during the

siege and the Commune than the pleasure grounds of

Paris. The Government of the National Defence used

many of the inclosures for their own purposes
;

thus the Bois de Boulogne and the Pare Mon-
feaux became military camps ; the Tuileries gar-

dens were converted into an artillery camp and

park ; the Luxembourg gardens were first occupied

by ambulances, and when these were shelled out by

the enemy (who cannonaded every place where there

was a hospital), with cattle. There were ambulances

and cattle also in the Jardin des Plantes, artillery in

the square behind Notre Dame and in the Place

Royale, and immense stores of petroleum in the new
garden of the Buttes Chaumont, the square of Batig-

nolles, and other places, while the garden of the Arts

et Metiers, and the parks of Vincennes and Belleville

were used as exercising ground for the National

Guards and parks of artillery. None of these were

destroyed, but nearly all were greatly injured.

When the Communal reign was over, and M.
Alphand came to survey the parks and promenades

which he had created, enlarged, or beautified, their

condition was lamentable. Since his return he has

been constantly at work, but, of course, with dimin-

ished means ; still he has succeeded in recreating order

out of chaos, and in another week or two the people of

Paris will again begin to enjoy their parks and pro-

menades. The collections of young trees in the various

nursery grounds of the State and the city of Paris have

been most useful, the small squares and gardens where

the trees were mere saplings have assumed almost their

former aspect, still the severe frosts of the two past

winters, and the want of attention to the plantations,

caused the destruction of the Laurels, Rhododendrons,

resinous trees, &c., and in spite of all that has been

done there are terrible gaps in many of the plantations.

The case is, of course, much worse in the Bois de

Boulogne, the Tuileries and Luxembourg gardens ;

there the fine old trees, including very many of

the Acacia avenue, were cut down for firewood,

and these are poorly replaced by young trees. The
same is the case in the Cours-la-Reine, and some parts

of the Champs Klys^es and the outer boulevards. The
park of the Buttes Chaumont and the charming Pare

Mon9eaux are now nearly restored to their old beauty ;

the trees in the latter, which are fine, were saved by

the closing of the gates, but the half-hardy trees and

most of the splendid shrubs were lost ; still, an ordi-

nary observer would see little or no difference ; the

long trench, 4 yards wide, in which hundreds of petro-

leum barrels were buried, is all turfed over again.

There is nothing to mark the spots where three Italians

and three soldiers of the artillery train were executed

on May 21 ; the gravel paths and the comfortable seats

are all as neat and coquet, as our neighbours say, as

ever, and the ducks swim about in the basin within

the old Ionic columns, as gaily as if nothing had hap-

pened : the troubles were before their time. The
Pare Chaumont, though now bright and gay again,

was treated very roughly ; a huge petroleum store

during the siege—amidst which a terrific fire occurred

—it became one of the strongest Communal positions,

and is said to have received "more than 30,000 shells,

most of which, however, penetrated the earth without

exploding." The insurgents had there three batteries,

commanded by Comte Raoul du Bisson, against which
the Versailles gunners kept up a continual fire. These
batteries were situated on the three heights of the park,

the central one on which stands the Temple of Sibyl,

improperly so called, and the two terminal heights or

buttes. The cannonading did no great mischief to the

park itself, but the houses of the keepers and the cafe

were destroyed, while, strange to say, the restaurant by
the lake, which its proprietor did not quit, remains

untouched. All the destroyed or injured buildings have
been replaced or renovated, the basin is again as it was,

although the remains of some hundreds of Federals

were interred, and perhaps still remain ; and the .only

object that calls to mind the insurrection is a small

pyramidal monument, composed of pieces of shell, in

front of the caft\ to which it serves as a sign-post.

A dozen of the small squares were in no way injured,

and in their case nothing but the resowing of the grass,

the replacement of a few hundred shrubs, and the

restoration of the flower beds had to be done.

The squares of BatignoUes, the Innocents, and
Montholon, are still in course of reparation ; the charm-

ing Fountain of the Nymphs, with Jean Goujon's

exquisite figures in bas-relief (or copies of them) had a

narrow escape, for the upper part was struck by a .shell

on May 23. At BatignoUes, the position of the petro-

leum trench is still marked, and the keeper points out

the spot where fourteen insurgents taken at a barricade

and shot were temporarily interred.

The Square or Park of Belleville was utterly demo-
lished, and has to be entirely remade. It was there

that the last struggle of the Commune took place ; the

fusillade continued without intermission from Saturday

afternoon to Sunday mid-day—twenty hours, and within

the garden itself were left dead seven insurgents, eleven

soldiers, and three horses. The great struggle and

slaughter took place in the houses around, which were

all pierced for musketry, and had to be captured one

by one by the Versailles troops. The trees were not

cut down, but all of them without exception have

received one or more balls.

The gardens of Paris could tell strange tales of the

Commune did any silvan nymphs or satyrs reside

there ! Before the war it was proposed to increase the

number of these pleasure gardens ; but where are the

projects of the past now ? Where are the roses of last

year? Y.

Societies.

Royal Botanic ; March i-^.—Since the last exhibi-

tion held here, a new covered way h.as been erected on
the north side of the large conservatory, connecting the

east wing of that house with a new entrance made near

to what is known as the workmen's gate. This consists of

a span-roofed structure, 200 feet long and r6 feet wide,

the side facing the exhibition ground proper being glazed

to the ground, while on the other is a brick wall. In this

structure the first spring show of the season was held

on Wednesday last, with very great advantage as com-
pared to tlie old narrow dark tent that heretofore has been
called into requisition. The show on the whole was above

the average of the se,ason. True, some of the classes

were poorly represented, but these drawbacks were more
than compensated for by the excellence of the display of

Hyacinths, and of many of the subjects shown in the

miscellaneous class. It would be difficult to find anywhere a

more uniformlyexcellent lot of Hyacinths than was brought

together here, collections of about 100 plants in each,

shown by Messrs. Veitch & Sons and Mr. William Paul,

being deserving of all praise. The best 12 shown in the

amateurs" class were a remark.ably credil.able group from

Mr. James Douglas, gr, to F. Whitbourne, Esq,, Lox-
ford Hall. Ilford, the spikes being large and even in size,

and the flowers very bright in colour. The varieties shown
in this group were L' Innocence, King of the Rlues, Czar
Peter, Charles Dickens, Fabiola, Gr.andeur i"! Merveille,

Koh-i-noor, Ida, Von Schiller, Prince of Wales, H.aydn,

and Baron Von Tuyll, This class was well represented

throughout, the other prizetakers being Mr. f. L.

Steplienson, Tredegar Place, Bow Road ; Mr. James
Weir, gr. to Miss Hodgson, The Elms, Hampstead ; and
Mr. E. Rowe, gr. to Mrs. Lewis, The Rookery, Roe-
hampton. In the corresponding class for nurserymen
the only exliibitors were Messrs. Witch & Sons, who
deservedly had the ist prize awarded to them, their

spikes of La Grandesse, Grandeur a Merveille. Koh-i-

noor, Ida, King of the Blues, Mac.aulay, and General

Havelock being particularly fine. In the two large col-

lections above mentioned were many varieties shown
exceedingly well in both instances, and conspicuous

amongst these were Ida, much better tlian usual in all

cases ; Madame Van der Hoop, Princess Mary of Cam-
bridge, Couronne des Bleus, Lord Byron, Cavaignac,

Laurens Koster, Lothair, Blondin, Baroness Van der

Duin, one of the best single whites ; Fabiola, Snowball,

Nimrod, and L'Esperance.

Of Tulips, Messrs. Veitch & Sons were the only
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exhibitors in the nurserymen's class, the varieties shown Agave Seemanni, Tillandsia Lindeni, Humata Tyermanii,
consisting of Reiser's Kroon, Vermilion Brillant. Potte- " - ... _

bakker White, and Fabiola. The best in the correspond-

ing class for amateurs came from Mr. James Weir,

excellent representatives of Vermilion Brillant, Queen of

the Violets, Proserpine, and Pottebakker WTiite. A large

collection of Tulips intermixed with Narcissus were also

contributed by Messrs. \'eitch.

Mr. J. Ward, gr. to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton, con-
tributed the best 12 miscellaneous plants in flower, which
included a striking specimen of Phaius grandifolius, with
eight magnificent spikes, a capital example of Oncidium
cristatimi, one of Odontoglossum bictoniense, with seven

spikes, and a nicely flowered Odontoglossum Bluntii ; a
well bloomed, healthy specimen of Genetyllis Hookeriana,

-.r-;, u „ , , t- ,- .1- ^ T^- 17 . 1

— Scripture and Nature, two immutable things
veitchia canterburyana, Kentia austrahs, and K. Forster- ! tflff;f,,;„„ /i ri.^it ,.. /! t t i j u j- r

iana. Messrs. Veitch & Sons also received sirailar awards ff/jf' § A ^.f " '{"'^ "'"'''«' ^'''"'"'
^"f"™'-

for the three last named new Palms ; and Mr. J. H. Ley, "'^'
v / ^'"','/ n'r"^

Cn/tun-.whrpn-hng tAe hghlit

Exotic Nursery, Croydon, for Humata Tyerraann. ' ^V"-'l"f Trulhs (Hodder 6c Stoughton). It wiU
Messrs. Rollisson & Son, Tooling, had Certificates for 1

Probably suffice to quote the title of this well-meant
Martinezia erosa and Calamus verticillaris. Floral Certi- but silly publication. Those whose zeal leads them to
ficates were granted to Mr. W. Paul for two new "se far-fetched analogies, and to liy stress on strained
Hyacinths—Lord Mayo, single, very distinct and novel

|

resemblances, do more harm than good to the cause
colour, being almost black, shaded with purplish- they have at heart. We offer no comments on the

violet, and having a well-marked white eye ; and L'Orne-
ment de Rosa, single white, bells large, with a line of
blush running evenly through them. To Mr. Reid,
Twickenham .\yot, for Polyanthus Princess of Wales,
orange- yellow, blotched with deep crimson, a well defined

Itfftias 0f g00k5.
Among REciiNTLV Published Books, some of

which will necessitate future notice at greater length,

we may mention Dr. Pcreira's Elements of Materia
Medica and Therapeutics, abridged and edited by
Robert Bentley and Theophilus Redwood, Ph.D.
(Longmans).— The Best of Evcrythin^^ (Kent &: Co.), a

Primulas
;
most miscellaneous collection of odds and ends, but

4 feet through and 3 feet high ; and a large specimen of
1 showy flower ; and to Mr. Wiggins for Cyclamen persi-

Azalea sinensis, a great deal better done than is usually I cunr finibriatuni, a fine variety, with large white prettily

seen. The 2d prize lot, which came Irom Mr. G. Wheeler, 1 fringed flowers.

gr. to Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart., Regent's Park, included a =:

large bushy plant of Acacia Drummondii ; and a very

good Imatophyllum miniatum. Mr. Ward also contri-

buted six Heaths in nice condition, and Messrs. H. Lane
i*^ Son had the best six Deutzias, large plants, well

flowered, Of Lily of the Valley there were three exhibitors.

The six pots from Messrs. Rollisson i: Son, which took
the ist prize, were in all respects very fine, the rest only
moderate. Some capital Cinerarias were staged by Mr.
James, gr. to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworlh, and Messrs.
Dobson & Son, Isleworlh, who were ist and 2d in the

order named, in the open class for six plants,

were not so numerously
shown as could be
wished, but some very

creditable plants were
staged, notably those
which came from Mr.
Goddard, gr. to H.
Little. Esq., Twicken-
ham, who was adjudged
1st, Messrs. Dobson
being 2d, and Mr. James
3d. Forced hardy shrubs
in flower were very ordi-

nary, and the prizes for

four Roses in pots were
not contested.

Amongst miscellaneous
subjects were a fine and
very interesting collec-

tion of small Camellias
in pots, three nice boxes
of cut Roses, and two
dozen good plants of the
fine Waltham White
Primula, from Mr. Wil-
liam Paul : capital

groups of Cyclamens
from Mr. B. S. Williams,
Mr. Wiggins, and Mr.
Goddard ; several freely

flowered examples of
Dendrobium nobile, also

from Mr. Wiggins ; a
small group of Orchids
and Palms from Messrs.
Rollisson & Son ; a col-

lection of small Camel-
lias, and another of

small pot Roses—which,
by the way, seem gener-
ally to be poor and
starved this season—and
a beautiful lot of forced
Rhododendrons, from
Messrs. Lane & Son ; a V

remarkably fine group of
Ophrys and Orchis from
Mr. Needle, gr. to the
Comte de Paris, Twick-
enham ; an attractive

basket of Zonal Pelar-

gonium \*elocipede, a
fine-shaped deep scarlet

variety, shown by Carter
& Co. ; and choice col-

lections of hardy spring
flowers and succulents from Mr. T. S. Ware.^Tottenham.

Botanical Certificates of Merit were awarded to Mr. B,
S. Williams for To.xicophlasa Thunbergii (see fig. 122),*

* Thi.'; plant was shown at South Kensington and at the Regent's
Park with the name of Toxicophla:a Thunbergii, on the assump-
tion that ic was the same as the species figured by Harvey under
that denomination, and which is the Cestruni venenatum of
Thunterg, the Gift Boom, or poison tree of the colonists. The
aborigines {of the Cape of Good Hope), according to Thunberg,
formerly used a decoction of the bark for poisoning their
arrows. The plajit has, since its first exhibition, been critically
examined by several of our bolaniits, and especially by
Prof. Dyer, and the opinion is unanimous that Mr. Williams'
plant is not ihs true T. Thunbergii, of which there is
a hving specimen at Kew, but a closely allied form,
called 7. spectabihs by Dr. Sonder, Z,/««(ra, xxiii. 79. Prof.
Dyer IS further of opinion that the genus is not jufficiently dis-
tinct, but will ultimately be merged into Carissa. In the interim
ve append a short descriplicn of Mr. Williams* plant :—Shrub.
Leavesabout 3—4 inches long, j'i inch wide, leathery, dark shining
green above, paier beneath, elliptic, very shortly acuminate,
margin slightly undulate and cartilaginous, venation obscure with
Lfae exception of the midrib, which is prominent on the under sur-
face. Leaf-italkabout2—3 lines long, thick, rugose. Flowers co
subsessilc in dense axillary and terminal cymes. Calyx downy,
campanulate, 5-sect, loLes ovate lanceolate. Corolla salver-
shaped, downy, pure white, tube slender, 6—7 lines long.
Limb spreading, lobes imbricate, ovate, acute, about 3 lines long.

theological portion of this treatise, but if it be not
better than the horticultural section, the work is

not likely, in our opinion, to reach a second edi-
tion.— Traitc de la faille et de la Culture des Arbres
Fruitiers^ &c. Par Gillekens. (Brussels, Manceaux.)
A useful little treatise on the management of fruit

trees, by M. Gillekens, the director of the National
School of Horticulture at Vilvorde. The practical

portion of this volume is worthy of high commendation
as suitable for the class for whom it is written, but the

preliminary physiological portion is hardly up to the
mark.— The Garden Oracle for 1872, edited by Shirley

Hibberd {Gardeners* Magazine Office, 11, Ave Maria
Lane), contains much of the information one seeks in

an almanac, and in addition a great variety of in-

formation of special use to gardeners. It is a good
shilling's worth, but we could wish it had been on
better paper.— T/ic Pat/noav to Botany, dr^c., by

Leo H. Grindon (Pit-

man), "makes not the
slightest pretension to

be an elaborate scien-

tific treatise," so says

the author with becom-
ing modesty, but it is

open to others to say,

that judged from the
standpoint at which the

author would wish his

critic to take up his

position, the verdict

given must be decidedly
in the author's favour.

We notice a few old

fallacies repeated' here
and there ; among them
this—that the shape of

the leaf and the cha-

racter of its margin,
&c., result in consider-

able degree from the

peculiarities in the dis-

tribution of the veins,

just as the configura-

tion and general pro-
file of an animal are
mainly determined by
the peculiarities of the
scaffolding of bones
which constitutes the
skeleton. This is put-

ting the cart before the

horse. In both the

alleged instances the
generalform is sketched
out prior to the appear-
ance of the veins pr

of the bones. Fig. 122
must surely represent

what the author would
call a "quasi Fuchsia."
— We are glad to

notice the publication

of the first two parts of
a new edition of PritzeCs

Thesaurus Literatwa
Botanicu: (Williams &
Norgate), a most use-

ful catalogue of bota-
which finds favour with the public, as witnessed by the nical works. In addition to the libraries previously
announcement of a fiftieth thousand !

—

Report by the
j

visited for a like purpose, M. Pritzel has now embodied
Committee on Intemperance for the Lox^'cr House of- the results of his researches in the libraries of Kew,
Convocation (London : Clarke & Co.), a very full series

I
the Botanic Society of France, and that of the

of questions and answers on the evils produced by botanic garden of Pavia. References, moreover,

Fig. 122.—TOxicoPHL.EA spectabihs.

intemperance. Unhappily, it teaches us little or nothing
that we did not know before.

—

Spectrum Analysis in

its Application to Terrestrial Substances and the Physical
Constitution of the Heavenly Bodies, by Dr. H.
Schellen, translated by Jane and Caroline Lassell,

edited, with notes, by Dr. W. Huggins. A most
valuable publication on a comparatively new
branch of science. It is beautifully illustrated, well
printed, and contains in addition to sections on light in

general, and the sources of heat and light, others

relating to the application of spectrum analyses to

terrestrial substances, and to the heavenly bodies. The
book concludes with a list of works and memoirs oa
the subjects above mentioned.

the tube of the corolla, dilated into an oblong extremity, marked
below by a slight thickened rim, and divided above by a shallow
notch into tv.-o roundish or blunt, bearded stigraatic lobes. The
plant difters from T. Thunbergii in the obscure venation of the
leaves, its flowers at least a third larger, its pubescent calyx..me Wide, btaniens 5, spnnging from the tube of the corolla, : corolla-limb more widely spreading, its bearded connective, and

T'i*^^ ^ r^* u^''°^^^°'^^^^ ''•'f*'"^
Filaments subulate, in its obtuse, not acute, stigmalic lobes. In addition to these marks

l^J'l"?"^- n
oblong, erect. 2.1obed, mtrorse, splitting of distinction. Prof. Dyer points out differences in the form of the

li,i. l^ 1? *V
'^O""^^^}^*^ prolonged into a subulate appen- anther and connective. Whatevername the plant may ultimately

finPl. H tf
.'°"S ^^ the anther, and provided with a tuft of bear, there can be no doubt that, from its shininj? leaves, which

^rtlli? A 1
^ ^var>;i line long, smooth, green, oblong obtuse, recall those of some Pittosporum, and from its dense masses of

:^^<:V^:J;^Z.r^\''°^^^ fragrant white I.xora-Uke blooms, it will prove of great value as
10 the centre of an axile placenta. Style columnar, shorter than a warm greenhouse plant J/ T. .W.

are inserted to the catalogue of scientific papers pub-
lished under the auspices of our own Royal Society.— Jfonians Rights and the Woman's Home, by a
Womanly Woman (pamphlet, Hardwicke), needs no
further notice here than the mere mention of its publi-

cation. — Our National Resources, and How they an
IVasted, by William Hoyle (Simpkin & Marshall), is

an excellent little brochure on political economy, and
sets forth the evil results of the improvident and unpro-
ductive character of much of our labour and ex-
penditure.— The Gift of Life, a Bookfor the Young, by
Sarah Wood (Groombridge), is a capital little book to

put into a child's hands. It gives in a clear, simple
form, intelligible to a child of eight or ten and upwards,
an account of the processes of life as seen in plants,

animals, and human beings, and, while thus impart-
ing a knowledge of common things, shows how, in

many respects, these common things are in many
points past finding out, and how, in all things, the

wisdom, power, and beneficence of the Creator are

manifested.

The Field Quarterly Magazine and Revir<u (Cox,

346, Strand), contains, inter alia, a capital engraving
of the Octopus, now to be seen in the aquarium at the

Crystal Palace.

I
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Florists' Flowers.
There is one charming plant that has to a great

extent disappeared from our gardens of late, amid the

regrets of many who have a tender regard for good
things among old-fashioned flowers—I allude to the

Phlox Drummondii. A few years ago beds of Phlox
Drummondii were frequently seen, and when at all wtll

attended to they formed a pleasing item in the arrange-

ment of a flower garden. When the Pelargonium came
to play such an important part in the flower garden,

and foliage plants became extensively grown, it was
only natural that the Phlox Drummondii, with other
things previously in constant use, should go to the wall

;

and now that flower gardeners are becoming wearied
of the constant iteration the present system of the deco-

ration of the flower garden necessitates, some are found
turning with something of the old love to things that

have suffered neglect, and among them the Phlox
Drummondii is being affectionately remembered.
Probably as many as two dozen distinct varieties

of this Phlox, if not more, are in cultivation at the

present time, and beds of some of these are much more
striking and valuable floral pictures than some imagine.

One of the best self-coloured varieties of the Phlox
Drummondii I have ever met with came into my hands
a twelvemonth ago under the name of Cardinal. This
was of a rich blood-scarlet hue, the flowers as perfect

in shape as those of a good variety of the P. decussata

section, and very brilliant in colour. I think a bed of

this variety would cause many to lose their faith in

scarlet Pelargoniums as furnishing a mass of colour.

Another named Rose d'Amour was of a lively violet-rose

hue, and very pretty indeed, furnishing a colour of
which we have no counterpart in the Pelargonium class.

There is another pleasing soft rose-coloured variety, and
the same with a distinct white eye. There is also a
rose coloured flower marbled with white, known as

Empress Eugenie ; and there is also a pale coloured
flower marbled with violet. In addition we have a

pure white variety, and the same with a purple eye,

like that of a Verbena. There are two or three self-

coloured flowers, more or less tinted with purple, that

afford an excellent contrast ; one of a deep blood-purple
colour is particularly striking. The striped flowers,

that only a few years ago were confined to the well-

known Radowitzii, have now grown to something like

lour or five distinct forms, and these forms, when grown
in masses, make a charming display. The stripes are

either rose, hlood-purple, carmine, or violet, mingled
with while flakes. It will be seen that there is no
lack of variation in the Phlox Drummondii, and the

varieties just mentioned comprise others not named in

this selection.

The culture of the Phlox Drummondii is but a

simple matter. The seed can be sown early in March
in some good light soil, and raised in a temperature of

from 60° to 70*. When the plants are large enough to

be handled it is but to prick them off into boxes,

giving them room to grow. It is a good practice to

pinch the leading shoots in when they are about a
quarter of a foot in height, as this induces a branching
growth. The beds to contain the plants should be
filled with a rich light soil, into which the plants can
strike root readily. A robust branching growth is

what the cultivator should aim at, and this can only be
secured in a fitting soil. The more open and sunny
the spot selected for the beds, the better will it be for

the plants, provided they are not allowed to suffer for

want of moisture at the roots. In dry weather the

plants should be well watered till the bed is covered.
It is a good practice to peg down the leading shoots
growing near the edge of the beds, so as to secure a
symmetrical shape. To keep the beds effective, it is

simply necessary to gu over them twice a week, for the
purpose of preventing the formation of seed-pods by
pinching out the decaying flowers, j^. D,

©Ijituavi?.
Four years ago we announced the retirement of Mr.

Thomas Ingram from the charge of the Royal
gardens at Windsor, and we now have to record, with
regret, that a career long and honourably connected
with horticulture has at length been closed by the death
of that gentleman, which took place at Upton Lodge,
Slough, on the 9th inst., at the ripe age of 76. He
held the appointment of head gardener for upwards of

50 years, and was the trusted and faithful servant

of four of our monarchs. Entering the Royal
service as head gardener to Queen Charlotte in 1S16,
Mr. Ingram continued at Frogmore until 1833, when
he was appointed by William IV. to the superinten-
dence of the whole of the Royal gardens, then scattered
about the parks at Windsor. During the reign of
Her Majesty the ancient gardens were partly given up,
and the present magnificent gardens at Frogmore
were formed, planted, and brought to their high
state of perfection by Mr. Ingram. Those who
saw the Grapes, Pine-apples, Peaches, and Pears,
occasionally exhibited at the Royal ITorlicultural
Society's shows, will agree in the eulotjium passed
upon them and their producer by the late Dr. Lindlcy,
who said, emphatically, "Those are Royal fruits, and
Mr. Ingram deserves to be a Royal gardener." After
the passing of the Windsor Improvement Act in 1849,
the arrangements for laying out and constructing the

new walks and drives in and about the Home Park,

the Castle grounds and Frogmore, were entrusted to

Mr. Ingram, and he successfully carried out the work
;

and one of his last labours was to assist in the disposi-

tion of the grounds about the mausoleum raised in

memory of the good Prince, with whom he was for so

many years associated in the various works of improve-

ment projected and carried out by His Royal Highness.

Mr. Ingram fulfilled a not unimportant part in the

elucidation of many cultural matters in relation to the

art of gardening. He devoted his attention to the

development and improvement of the various classes of

useful and ornamental plants which fell within the

scope of the gardener's care. The Frogmore Scarlet-

fleshed Melon was originated by him now nearly half

a century ago, and it is still one of the best varieties

of that fruit extant. In subsequent years he devoted

great attention to the improvement of the Strawberry,

and his success is attested by the excellent fruits which
year after year were presented to the gardening world,

of which Frogmore Late Pine, Mr. Radclyffe, John
Powell, Prince of Wales, and Arthur are examples.

Many careful experiments in hybridising led to the pro-

duction of the British Queen, Improved Swan's Egg,
and Golden Russet Pears. He added the Frogmore
Prolific Apple to the narrow list of that fruit which
are characterised by unfailing fertility and pro-

ductiveness. The Frogmore Bigarreau Cherry and
Bonne Bouche Plum are comparatively recent additions,

contributed to the list of useful fruits from the seed-

lings raised at Frogmore. Mr. Ingram raised several

good Roses, the last and most beautiful named after a

member of his family, Miss Ingram, The Frogmore
Scarlet Pelargonium still retains a position in our

gardens, and his hybrid Begonia Ingrami will long be
a favourite in our hothouses. By a long course of

upright and honourable conduct, and devotion to the

onerous and important duties which belonged to the

position he held, he secured the esteem and approba-
tion of the Sovereigns he served ; and the good feelin_

and appreciation of his services which existed amongst
his friends and fellow workers was evinced in 1865,

when Mr. Ingram was presented by his horticultural

friends with a handsome testimonial, the subscriptions

to which amounted to ;!^230. The testimonial con
sisted of a handsome silver tea and coffee service, a

gold watch, and a purse of 1 50 guineas. The watch bore

the following inscription, which sets forth the reason

for the presentation :
—" Presented to Thomas Ingram,

Esq., by his friends, on the 50th anniversary of his

service in the Royal Gardens, Windsor, July, 1S65."

THE WEATHER.
STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, March 13, 1872.
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March 7.—Very fine. The amount of ctoud variable. A little rain
lell at night.

— 8.—Rain fell in early morninE. Generally overcast till noon.
Variable till night, then tencrally cloudless.

— g.—Very variable throughout. Dull. Hoar-frost at night.
— )0.—Hoar-frost in morning and at night. Cloudy till the

cvcninj:;; then cluudless.
— II.—Foggy in morning. Nearly cloudless thioughout, Haiy

and misty.
— 12.—Very fine. Small amounts of cloud prevalent till night.

Overcast after 8 p.m., and a little rain fell.

— 13.—Rain fell in early morning. The amount of cloud varied
throughout trie morninji and afternoon. Cloudless at
night,

JAMES GLAISHER.

Miscellaneous.
Guano.—At a recent meeting of the New York

Lyceum of Natural History, Professor A. M. Edwards
showed that the substance called "guano, "used in the

manufacture of artificial manures, is not, as is usually

supposed, the accumulated droppinys of birds, but a

mud formed by the accumulation of the bodies of

animals and plants, fur the most part minute, and
belonging to the group which IIaec!:cl has collected

into a new kingdom under the name of Protista. It

was deposited along the ocean floor, and eventually
upheaved to the elevations in which its strata are now
found. Subsequent changes so altered it that the

organic matter was transformed to bitumen. The
Diatomaceae, &c., found in guano occur as they would

present themselves if deposited in water, and not as

ihey would if they had passed through the stomachs of
fish and birds. JIaniwickes Science Gossip.

Wax Palm.—Gloomy enough was the scene, for it

was an immense wilderness of ihe Wax Palm {Ceroxy-
lon andicola). The tall and slender stems (represented
as far too low in Ilumboldi's Nova Gettcni) were rising

thick in every direction. The cylindrical trunks were
from 12 to 15 inches in diameter, as straight as the

shaft of a column, and terminated at the summit, say

50 feet high, by a tuft of huge leaves. The trunk,

which, like all Palms, is destitute of bark, is coated
with a considerable film of wax, or, rather, it is

believed, resin. It might be made a profitable business

to collect and sell this, as much of the wax used in the
churches is imported, and sells here at an extravagant
price—nearly 3 dols. per lb.—when in the form of
candle.s. Holtot^s Andes.

^arkix #peralxoits,
(for the ensuing FORTNIGHT.)

PLANT HOUSES.
The Conservatory. — The Aralia family is a

striking one, and very ornamental, whether in a large

or small state. Those kinds with large leaves, such as

A. Sieboldii and its silver and golden-variegated varie-

ties, and A. papyrifera, or the long persistent-leaved

species represented by A. crassifolia, A. crassifolia in-

tegrifolia, A. crassifolia spathulata, and A. hetero-

morpha— these with Beaucarneas and Bonapaj-teas are

very suitable and effective in featuring spots or centres

of flowering plants. It is best not to overpot any such
like plants—plants that yearly make sets of leaves or
stages of growth. It is not uncommon to see such
plants in enormous pots with no better growth, nor so
good as those rarely seen in much smaller ones. It is

much the best way to disroot and repot than to over-

pot such things. The same remark applies to the
Yiiccas when in a large state, and also to the Drac^nas.
Myrtles that have shed their berries, and otherwise lost

their beauty, may be pruned or trimmed, if on a wall,

into shape, in order that future growth may render thera

more shapely and effective. Pyramids, standards, or
bushes of Myrtles are general favourites, and adapt
themselves alike to the million and the great conser-

vators of plants. They are quite indispensable in large

gardens, and where extensive cut-flower decoration is

carried on are invaluable, not so much fur the flowers

as for the branches, berries, or otherwise. If kept
dry at the root thrip attacks them, and their beauty is

lost for the year. Sow seed or strike cuttings for

future plants, and grow them on in a genial Camellia-
house atmosphere. Now is an excellent time to re-

arrange, lift and replant, and group most plants in a
permanent manner for the year, barring of course the
flowering plants, \;'hich are shifted backwards and
forwards, and also many that require more heat to

mature growth. H, Knight.

Greenhouse Soft-wooded Plants.—A succes-

sion of bloom being one of the main objects in furnish-

ing greenhouses, it will be best attained by paying
attention to shifting the plants at suitable intervals,

and by stopping the young shoots, not merely to retard

their flowering, but also to assist in the formation of
the plant. Balsams that have filled their pots with
roots must be potted on in a rich compost, conbistlng

of equal parts of leaf-mould, decomposed cowdung, and
turfy loam ; a little wood-ashes is also beneficial to

them. A slight hotbed is the best place for them until

theybecomeestablished; thenremovethem to the green-
house, where they will soon make specimens, and far

better ones than the parboiled plants too often seen;
never allow them to suffer for the want of water, or a
premature bloom will be the result. Laiilana delicata

is a charming plant for autumn and winter decoration.

Cuttings struck now, and grown freely through the
summer, will make good plants ; the flowers must be
picked off during their growth. Most of the green-
house bulbs will be growing or flowering now ; they
must be well supplied with water—let them have all

the sun possible while they have any green leaves.

Repot Vallota purpurea if it requires more room; it is

a good plan to place a part of the stock out-of-doors as
soon as all danger from frost is over, as these will form a
succession to those kept under glass. Gladioli^ where
required for decorating the conservatory, should be
potted singly, or three in a pot. Petunias make useful

plants for greenhouse decoration, if struck at once.
Look sharp after tlie aphis on soft-growing plants.

G. Baker, Clapham.

Flower Forcing.—Sec that the plants are kept
free of iiisects. Roses especially are subject to aphis;
and, if not carefully watched, the bloum-l)uds will soon
be spoiled. Many of the Azaleas will now be easily

induced to bloom by giving them a short time in heat,

and by removing them before fully open they
"'I remain longer in bloom. Dnteh Bulh will do

better now if allowed to come forwartl in a cooler

temperature. A few of the best tender Annuals
may be sown in 6-inch puts, in which they will bloom
early in May. Let Lisianthus Russelliitnus ha.v(i n. good
liberal shift with plenty of drainage. Let it be placed
in the warmest end oi the house, where it can have
light and moisture. If set in pans of water, all the
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better. Sow Carnations and Pkotces^ which, if no

check is given ihem, may be induced to bloom within

12 months from sowing. A. H.
Stove Plants.— If not already done, Vincas may

now be cut back to two or three eyes of last year's wood.

As soon as they begin to break, let them be shaken

well out, the roots cut back, and the plants potted in

equal parts of turfy loam, leaf-soil, and sand, with a

little charcoal
;
plunge them in a brisk bottom-heat,

with a moist atmosphere. As soon as the pots get

full of roots (which will be in a few weeks, if all goes

right), shift them into larger pots. If large specimens

are wanted, keep shifting ; never let them get pot-

bound, and stop at every third joint, but keep the

plants uniform. Stopping may be continued until six

weeks from the time the plants are required to be in

full bloom. As soon as the pots get full of roots,

after the last shift, they must have liberal waterings

with weak liquid manure. If taken out of the heat by

degrees, and hardened o(lf, they will stand a long time

in bloom in the conservatory. Cuttings put in now
and treated as above will make nice little plants for

autumn work. Vinca rosea and V. rosea alba are the

two best, but they are seldom seen well grown. If

the above remarks are attended to, they may be grown

to any reasonable size. CUrodendron Bal/ourii, Ixoras^

Crolons, and such like things, may now be put into

bottom-heat. Let Crotons have liberal applications of

the syringe, to keep down thrip. Fumigate on the first

appearance of greenfly. A. Ingram^ Ahnvick.

Pelargonium House. — The Shoio and Fancy

Pclargoniitms required in bloom in May will demand
much attention in the matter of watering. They may
have increased supplies of liquid manure. Whilst

giving stimulants the habit of the various kinds should

be considered, with a view to gain uniformity of size
;

thus robust growers must not receive so much as

'

varieties of weaker habit. Continue to tie out as much
as possible in a globular form. Close the house early

to dispense with fire-heat as much as possible. Fumi-

gate frequently. The Fancy section are very liable to

attacks of greenfly at this season of the year. Later

stufT should receive an abundance of air, so that the

wood keeps short and robust, without which flowers

of fine quality cannot be produced. // Bailey, Feltham.

Indoor Ferns.—Sixty-five degrees night tempera-

ture will be sufficient lor the warmest house. On fine

days it may rise by sun-heat to 1^" or even more, if air

be given in the middle of the day. Syringe and shut

up early, say not later than three. Do not open the

top ventilators on a cold or windy day, and attend

very carefully to the shading if the sun comes very

bright ; a very little will scorch the young fronds and

disfigure them for months. Dractrna terminalis.

Begonias, and Maranta^ may now be plunged. It is

too soon for Caladiunis, Gloxinias, &c. Keep the

syringe as much as possible off the foliage plants, there

will be sufficient moisture in the house for them, but

Tree Ferns will be benefited by their stems being kept

continually moist. Forty-eight degrees to 50° will be

ample for the cooler fernery ; at present the Ferns will

not require watering more than every other day, but

much depends on the weather ; if cold, more fire-heat

will be required, consequently more water—if foggy or

wet, very little syringing or watering, unless to the

stems of Tree Ferns, Trichomanes, Hymenophyllnms,

and any plants that are near the hot-water pipes. J. R.

Fetch, Minlcy Hall, Manchester.

Flowers for Market.

—

Pelargoniums will be fast

coming into flower, and will require a dry atmosphere

and great attention in watering. Tie them finally a

few days before they are to be sent away, so that the

trusses may get straight. Any pieces that can be got

oflf should be put in to strike. This is a good time to

strike a batch of Gauntlet for winter blooming.

Fuchsias must be pushed on in a moist atmosphere, and
plenty of cuttings put in ; this latter remark applies to

almost all soft-wooded stuff. Solamims must be kept

growing on fast, also Cyclamens ; keep a sharp look-out

for greenfly, which plays sad havoc with plants if

allowed to gain gi'ound, Stephanotlsw^^iXx^Q^xxt a high

and moist heat, using the syringe freely; this does more
than anything to keep this and similar plants clean.

Thin out plants as much as can be done, and stick to

the tying, &c. In every department push on the work.

H. Bailey, Feltham.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Roses.—The stocks budded last year should be

looked over, and where the buds are alive the stock

should be carefully headed down to the uppermost
shoot containing a living bud. The cut should be
made with a sharp knife at an angle of about 30°, the

upper part of the cut coming on a level with the upper
surface of such shoot. It is not necessary to apply any
styptic to the wound, for it will gradually get covered
by the bark ; and ultimately, if the bud has been pro-

perly inserted, the head of the Rose will appear to be
growing out of the top of the stock. Supports should
now be tied on to these newly-budded stocks, so that,

by-and-by, as the buds grow, they may be securely

fastened to them. Nothing is better for tying these on
than strands taken from a Russian mat, that material
being strong, cheap, and sufficiently durable. R. B. P.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—Crops that have finished the stoning pro-

cess may safely have a rise in temperature of 5* at

night, always keeping a little air on, and shutting up
early in the afternoon with 85°. When this heat can

be maintained, a liberal amount of moisture will be

required. Muscats in bloom should have 5° more than

that recommended for Hamburghs. If they can have

a temperature of 75° at night and 15" more with sun-

heat, so much the better. Avoid sudden changes of

temperature by giving air by degrees, as nothing is

more liable to cause rust on Grapes than sudden

changes or draughts between the flowering and the

stoning periods. Disbud, stop, and tie down in later

houses as required. Stopping three joints beyond the

bunch is close enough. Syringe successions several

times a day, and lose no time in getting others, not yet

started, washed and dressed in the usual way. If they

require it, give a good top-dressing of fresh turf, with

a few broken bones, to the border. Prepare a quantity

of the same material for the pot Vines, and shift them

on as soon as they are ready for the operation. G. y.y
Gla mis.

Melons.—Impregnate the largest flowers only.

Melons are apt to deteriorate, and this is one way of

preventing it, as the finest blossoms invariably produce

the most perfect fruit. Superfluous male flowers should

be picked olT, and laterals pinched one joint beyond the

fi-uit. When a full crop is
'* set," a watering with weak

manure-water will be beneficial, and the moisture in

the air may be increased. Syringe on fine days when
shutting up, which will prevent the advent of red

spider and thrip. Should green or black fly be trouble-

some, the best remedy is Pooley's tobacco-powder,

dusted over the plants when damp. IV. IVildsmith,

Hcckfield.

Cucumbers.—If it is the intention to fruit some
plants on a dungbed, procure a two-light frame. Form
the bed according to the general principles—say, about

3 feet 6 inches high in front, and 4 feet 6 inches at the

back ;
place the frame on at once, and also the glass,

to draw up the heat sooner ; take care that the heat

is not so intense as to burn the mould. Let it stand a

few days to settle, and until the surface is made level
;

then place 3 inches of suitable soil all over the bed,

and press firmly round the sides of the frame ; also

make up a suitable compost—say, of leaf-mould, loam,

rotten dung, and a little charcoal. With this compost
make a hill under the middle of each light, and when
the mould gets warm, ridge out the plants ; the hills

should be about a foot deep. R. H. £>.

necessary to destroy this pest—green aphis. Nursed
In such places they soon get full grown, and are off to
start another colony and to attack other tender shoots.
Last year much damage was done, more especially in

the case of Black Currant bushes, by the combined
influence of blister, aphis, and Fungi—some bushes were
literally killed. It will, therefore, be prudent to give
attention to these matters in time. Jlenry Mtlls^

Enys.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Outdoors.

—

Asparagus beds should now be slightly

forked over, and if white Asparagus is required, the
beds must be earthed over 4 inches deep, but the green
is so superior that, unless obliged, I should say leave

them alone. A good sprinkling of common salt is

very nourishing to the roots, and keeps the beds free

from weeds all summer. Keep all green crops well

hoed, such as Cabbage, Lettuce, Onions, &c. Sow suc-

cessive crops of Peas, Beans, Salsafy, and Chicory.

The latter, if grown well, is most useful for winter

and early spring salads when forced. Get a sheltered

border prepared for the first sowing of Caulijlowers,

Broccoli, Brussels Sprouts, Lettuces, &c., but defer

sowing until about the third week in this month. A
good plan to insure crops of Peas for midsummer is to

sow in trenches 4 inches deep, digging in manure at

the bottom—in fact. Celery trenches in miniature,

where the roots may be kept cool and damp.
The past week's favourable weather for all kitchen

garden operations has here been taken advantage

of, as we have got in large breadths of Onions,

Parsnips, Carrots. Continue to stake Peas as they

advance; this, although a simple operation, requires

some judgment to place the stakes nearly close to the

Peas, if not, the Peas fall on one side, and look any-

thing but respectable. The mild winter and early

spring are so favourable, that everything is a month in

advance; and a continuance of the same will, I hope,

fill Nature's cup to the brim. R. Gilbert.

FRUIT GARDEN
Wall Fruits.—Attend well to the protection of the

trees whilst they are in blossom. See that the cover-

ings are well tied at night so that they may not be

blown about by the high winds which usually prevail

at this season. The thinning of the blossoms of fruit

trees has never yet received that attention it desetves.

The practice is a beneficial one, and I would urge all

who can devote the time to attend to it. When the

trees are pretty full of bloom two-thirds may be safely

cut away, taking care always to cut away the weakest
and retain the strongest and finest blooms. Finish

pruning and nailing Morello Cherries, Plum, and other

trees on north walls as soon as possible. M. Saul,

Stourton.

Hardy Fruits.—The grafting of Apples, Pears,

Plums, and C//t*r^/>j-may now be commenced in earnest.

Young fruit trees can now be bought at so low a price

that it is scarcely worth a gardener's time to graft

young stock, but it often happens that in gardens there

may be one or more fine thriving trees that are either

worthless varieties or bad bearers. When this is the

case, such trees should be headed down and grafted

with choice sorts. This is a better plan than stubbing

them, and planting young trees in place of them.

Pyramid Pear trees, when well managed, produce fine

fruit ; the last year's shoots, and any branches that are

loose, should now be bent and tied with their points

towards the ground. Mulch round trees newly planted,

to keep the roots moist. M. Saul, Stourton.

Bush Fruits.—Few sights are more- sickening to

the fruit grower or the owners of gardens than to see

his or their fruit bushes covered with caterpillars. The
effects of these throughout the season—bare trees,

skeleton leaves, or the bushes smothered with some
destroying powder, and little or no fruit, are lasting

grievances which we as gardeners ought to do our

utmost to prevent. A look through the bushes early

in the season, especially the Gooseberry bushes, is

therefore a necessity, if it is desired to have them free

from caterpillar, and to prevent such an eyesore in the

garden, at a time when all should be gay and cheerful

Two or three sharp little boys, who can easily look up
under the leaves, will do good service if employed at

this season. The diligent use of the finger and thumb is

the best remedy to keep away this pest ; the secret is,

*'be in time." Those little light coloured specks

which are seen under the leaves, and often near the ribs

of them, are the future enemy. The thumb can now
cover a dozen or two, and easily destroy them. A fine,

sunny days is the best time to go among the bushes ; it

is then the fly is busy at work, and possibly this may
be caught also. A look at the underside of any
blistered leaves of Currant bushes will lead to the dis-

covery of other enemies ; enjoying the shelter which
such uneven surfaces gives them they will soon become
a formidable host : a dressing of some insecticide i^

TOWN GARDENING.
The flower beds and borders should now be prepared

for sowing all kinds of Annuals for summer decoration.

See that the ground is in a proper state before this is

done. Should the soil be wet, care must be taken to

loosen it up, so that the drying winds may pulverise it

;

this being done, a few hours will make it ready to

receive the seed. Sweep and xoW Laivns : where the

grass is thin, fresh seed should be sown, and a little fine

sifted soil scattered over the surface ; then well sweep
and roll the lawn. This will very much improve the

grass. In the conservatory give abundance of air on all

^vourable occasions. Remove all dead or decaying

leaves, see that Creepers are renewed where necessary,

and refill hanging baskets with suitable trailing plants.

Bedding Plants in store pots should now be potted

singly into small pots, and kept close for a few days.

Pot LUium auratum, Achimenes, Gloxinias, and other

suitable plants, for midsummer and autumn display.

Repot all kinds of Ferns that have been rested in

accordance with previous instructions. Palms should

also be carefully gone over now, and any that require

it should be repotted ; it is, however, a bad plan to

overpot Palms. The most successful mode of treat-

ment is to allow them to take full possession of the

soil, and to give them abundance of water ; and when
it is necessary to increase the size of the pot, let the

next pot into which they are placed be but little larger,

so that the plant may soon fill it with new roots ; this

treatment more particularly applies to Palms used for the

decoration of town conservatories and drawing-rooms.

See that a'l plants that have been kept in close rooms

are perfectly clean, by frequently sponging their foliage ;

this will considerably prolong their existence. Boxes

outside the windows, and on the balconies, should have

the mats, straw, &c. , that have been placed around them
removed, and be refilled with spring flowering bulbs,

Primroses, &c. Remove the surface soil from boxes

in which Virginia and other creepers are growing and

give them a top-dressing with new soil and well decom-

posed manure. This will very much increase their

growth, and cause them to cover the space allotted to

them in a much shorter space of time than they would

otherwise do. John Wills, F.R.H.S.

Notices to Correspondents.

Books : Belgian Subscriber. Apply to Messrs. Long-
mans & Co., T. Murray, or W. Blackwood & Sons.

Cineraria : D. Norris. The colour is very rich, and
the pips large and showy, but the flower was too much
withered to admit of any opinion as to its properties in

other respects being formed. The Rhododendron
appears to have a good deal of arborcum blood, and
would be useless in a cold spring.

Clematis : £. H. For summer-flowering varieties of

Clematis to contrast with Jackmanii and Prince of

Wales take C. tunbridgensis, deep bluish mauve

;

rubella, rich claret-purple ; maErniftca, reddish purple,

with red bars ; and Mrs. Jami^s Bateman, pale lavender,

of the Jackmanni and Viticella groups. Or, if pre-

ferred. Gem, deep lavender-blue ; Lady Caroline

Nevill, French white with mauve bars ;
and lanu-

ginosa Candida, white tinted, of the lanuginosa group.
—Old Subscriber. Thomas Moore, magnifica, and
tunbridgensis are good sorts of the Jackmanii type :

Ladv Caroline Nevill and Gem of th» lanuginosa set :
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and Miss Eateman and Albert Victor of the spring-

flowering or patens group.

Cucumbers : A. S. Such directions as you require for

training Cucumbers will no doubt be given in our
Calendar at the proper time.

Fungus : y. /?. Undoubtedly Stigmatea Robertiana.

Nothing like it was found on Chasrophyllum. A/. J. B.
— T. S. B. A Fungus, not a Lichen. Corticium co^ru-

leum, Fries, said to be sometimes phosphorescent.

Occurs in tropical as well as temperate climates.

M. J. B.
Grapes Ripening : I't'/is. Your Grapes (Black Ham-

burghs) being in flower now should have the fruit ripe

in the beginning of June.
LiLiUM AURATUM : Geo. Slffunons. This plant was
introduced into this country, we believe, in i860, by the

late Mr. J. G. \'eitch, who found it growing wild on
hill sides in tlie midland provinces of Japan. It was
first shown in flower by Messrs. Veitch, at South
Kensington, on July 2, 1862.

Kames of Plants: G. B. D., N£w?y, Picea Web-
biana and Rubus spectabihs of Pursh, a North Ameri-
can shrub.— W. Sharpe, Pitfour. Hellehorus purpu-
rascens ; native of Hungary.

—

G. F. F. Nos. i and 2

not yet determined
; 3, Erica slricta (E. Corsica)

;

4. E. ciliaris ; 5. E. vagans (E. multiflora).— A*. G. H. L.

Libonia floribunda. —Marchaiit. Tlie double lilac

variety of Primula vulgaris.

—

Subscriber, i, Epiphyl-
lum Russellianum ; 2, insufficient ; 3, Begonia Dregei

;

4, Selaginella Martensii.

Portugal Laurels : J. S. H. As you anticipated, no
information was elicited as to your Portugal Laurel. It

is probably the effect of the frost in 1866, of which we
have a curious instance before us in the case of an
enormous Cedar, il/. J. B.

Sunday Work and Stoking: A. G. G. It is quite a
matter of arrangement and good feeling between the
parties. There is no fixed rule on the point. If the
head gardener is a gardener, the question you put as to

who ought to do the stoking, and attend to the houses
on Sunday, ought not to have arisen.

Tacsonia Van Volxemi ; O. E. This plant requires
the same treatment as to pruning as the other free-

growing Tacsonias and Passitloras. Strong last year's

wood should be trained in to supply flowering laterals,

and weak and over-crowded shoots cut out.

Vl\e Roots: W. H. A. We do not find any eggs of
the Vine-bug upon the roots of the Vines. The affec-

tion is very common, consisting of a decay of the bark
communicating gradually to the cambium layer, and
thus at length affecting the foliage. What the precise
cause may be can only be ascertained on the spot.
There has probably been something wrong about the
supply of water and the drainage. AI. y. B.

Violet : G. Lee. An excellent variety, large and much
expanded, and hence superior, so far as we can judge
from the sample sent, to the Czar, and other large-

flowered sorts.

Communications Received :— \V. 11. — T. D.— P. D.
Mahoiiia—Traveller—G. P.-D. T. F.—J. T.—P. N. F.
W. I.-J. R. ^

llarhtls.c^'
CO VENT GARDEN.—Ahuxh 15.

Supplies of outdoor produce have somewhat diminished,
but the general condition of the market is in favour of
the buyers, as but a very few stands are entirely cleared.
Good Apples are becoming scarce, and Pears are limited
to Easter Beurr(5, T^eurre Ranee, and Bergamot
d'Esperen. Broccoli from Jersey and the West of
England contmues excellent, and we have very large con-
signments. Of French Potatos, Kidney Beans, and Aspa-
ragus we have quite sufficient for the trade.

Flowers.
J. d. s. d.

Azaleas.p.doz.sprayso 6 to o 9
Camellias, per doz.

blooms .

.

..20 — 40
Carnations, 12 flowers .. — 20
Cineraria, p. bunch 06 — 10
Crocuses, p. 12 bun. .. — 16
Cyclamen,p.i2spk:5. 03 — 06
Daffodils, double, p.

12 bun. . . — 20
Do,, single, do. .. — 16

Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays — 10
Hyacinths, p. bunch 06 — 10
Lily of the Valley,

p. doz. sprays . , 16 — 20
Pinks, p. 12 flowers . . — 10

s. d. s. d.

Pelargoniums,
French.p. 12 sprays 10 — 16

Pelargoniums, Scar-
let, p. 12 sprays. . o 6 to i o

Primroses, p. 12 bun. .. — 10
Nemophila, p. bun. . . — 06
Roses, per doz. . . 26 — 80
Tropa;olums,i2bun, .. — 16
Trumpet Lilies, each 04 — 06
Tulips, per doz. ..06 — 16
White Lilac, p. doz.
sprays — 60

Violels.p. 12 bunches 09 — 10
Do., Neapolitan, p.

doz. bunches ., .. — 30
Wallflowers, 12 bun. . . — 40

cl^:,
_
pies, per i sieve 2 o to 5 o

Cobs, per 100 lb. . .60 o —65 o
Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100

Fruit.
d.

18 o
10 o

Melons, each
Oranges, per 100 .

.

Pears, per dozen .

.

Pine-apples, per lb.

Strawberries, p. oz

ID o

7 o

Vegetables.
s. d. s. d.

Artichokes.grecn, ea. o 6 to o 8
Aspara:^s, per 100 8 o—10 o— French, do. ..12 0—14 o
Beet, per doz. . . i o— 2 o
Broccoli, purple, per
bundle 10

—

Brussels; Sprouts, p,

halfsicTC
Cabbages, per doz. .

.

Cardoons, each
Carrots, p. bunch .

.

— French, do, .

,

Cauliflowers, p. do?,

Cclcrj', per bundle ,

Cucumbers, each .

.

Frencli Beans, new,
per loo .

.

. . 2 o— 4 o
Herbs, per bunch .. o 2— o 4

Potatos, Regents, \oos. to 130^. ; Flukes
French Sha\V3, 60J. to 70J,

3

T 6— 2 6
10-- 1 3

2 o— 4 o
05—07
.10—16
. 2 o— 6 o
, I O— 2 O
2 O— 3 O

J. d. s. d.

o o to o o
6 o — 10 o
40—80
6 o —10 o
20 — 40

J. d.

I 6— 2 o
I o— I 6
04—09
o 2— o 4—

_^ o

HorseRadish. p. bun.3 oto 5 o
Leeks, per bunch . . o 2— o 4
Lettuces, perscore..
Mushrooms, p. pott.

Onion.s per bunch ,

Par.^lcy. p. bunch .

.

Peas, new, per pun. , _

Potalos.newframe.lb, 2 o— 4 o
Radishes, per bunch o 2— .

.

— French, do. .. o 4— o 6
Rhubarb, p. bund. .08—16
Salsafy, per bun, .. o 9— i 3
Scorzonera, per bun. o 9— i 3
Scak.ile, per punnet i o— a o
Shallots, per lb. .. o 8— ..

Spinach, per bushel 3 o— 4 o
Turnips, p. bunch,, o 2— o 4

I20i. to 150J.

POTATOS.—Soufhwark, March 11.

During the past week the arrivals both coastwise and
by rail have been large ; weather mild, trade very dull,

large quantities stored to save demurrage. Quotations :

—

Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, looj. to 14OJ. ; Yorkshire
Regents, 6qs. to looj. ; Dunbar and East Lothian do.,

100s. to 130J. ; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do., Soj. to

looj. ; do. Rocks, 70J. to 8o.f. ; Kent and Essex
Regents, eoi'. to looj. ; do. Rocks, 60s. to 70J. ; French
Whites, 50J. to 60J.

i^(?r Want Places, &c., seepage 383,

Pelargonium rosea multiflora, Now in Bloom.

T BUXTON. Florist, Wandsworth Road, can
• recommend the above, bciiiewell adapted for Market purposes

or otlierwise. Flowering in an ordinary' -jreenhousc in February.
Colour rosy pink, with purple spot on each petal ; immense truss and
profuse bloomer. Strong plants, in 48-5ized pots, 7s. bd. each.

c1H01CE TRICOLOR
ncc of Wales Jetty I.acy

Mrs. Dunnett Sir Robert Napier
Sunbeam Pre-eminent
Wonderful Phccbus

The 12 for 21s., cash ; package free.

Remittances requested from unknown correspondents,
ALFRED FKVKR. The NursL-rics. Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

GERANIUMS,
Miss Burbett Coutts
Mrs. John CluEton
Italian Beauty
Mabel Morris

Pelargoniums for tlie Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of
FRENCH. FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strong Plants. CATALO('UES (jratis on app'ication.
HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 varieties, seed or

plants, as performer Advertisement.
Crown Nurserj', Reading.

Geraniums to Offer.

WM. POTTEN has now to offer a very large stock
of line hcaltliy plants, in ^-inch pots, of the following ;

—

GOLD and SILVER TRICOLORS, SILVER VARIEGATED,
GOLD and BRONZE, DOUBLES and ZONALS, all at low prices.
GOOD ZONALS, in sons, i6j. per 100 All package free
W. P.'s CATALOGUE of GERANIUMS and other BEDDING

PLANTS, also his CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER
SEEDS, can be had post free on application.
Orders for other Bedding Plants can now be booked, to be sent out

in April and May.
The Nurserj-, Sissint:;liurst. Staplehurst, Kent.

Superb New Picotees.

WOOD AND INGRAM ofter the two following
fine varieties, of their raising :

—

DELICATA, verj' lovely, light elegant red. First-class Certificate,
Royal Horticultural Society.

MISS FANNY INGRAM, most beautiful heavy-edged scarlet-rose,
the best in its class, Second-class Certllicate, Royal Horticulturaf
Society ; but, in W. & I.'s opinion, the more attractive flower ol
the two.

Price ^s. 6rf. per pair, package included. The usual discount to the
Trade. The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN and
DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS, STANDARD

ORNA.MENTAL TREES, CLLMBING and TWINING PLANTS,
with their generic, specific, and English names, native country,
height, time of flowering, colour, &c., and general remarks, free
by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Worcester.

TRANSPLANTED THORN or QUICKS, in all
sizes, in immense quantities. Samples, with special prices for

small or larRe quantities, on application. Also strong 2-vr. antl ^-vr.
ASPARAGUS flams.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, " Upton" Nurseries,

Chester,

To the Trade.
TWO-YEAR Transplanted SCOTCH ; iJitto re-trans-

planted AMERICAN ARHOR-VIT.E, j to ^^ feet; zyr.
Seedling AUSTRIAN PINE. CAULIFLOWER PLANTS, of most
excellent quality, from the open border. The above can be had at
very moderate j>rit.es from

KD\V.\K|i SANG AND SO NS, Kirkcaldy, N.B.

Eltham Nursery, Kent, S.E.
TWO MILES from lil.ACKHEATH STATION ;ONE MILE from ELTHAM, LOOP-LINE.

rPHIRTY ACRES of healthy, well-grown NURSERY
-1- STOCK, of every description, comprising Specimen CONIFERS
and EVERGREENS of all sizes, Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
&c. Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to come
and select for thewselves.

JAMES W. TODMAN, Elth;im Nursery, Kent, S.E.

To TMcken Plantations and Shady Walks.
HEMLOCK SPRUCE.— This graceful, beautiful Fir,

so Ircquently described in American travels,

—

4 to 5 feet, 5J. per dozen, 30J. per 100.

5 to 6 feet, 8s. per dozen, 50J. per 100.

RICHARD StolTH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Evergreen Hedge or Screen.
THUJOPSIS BOREALIS. — This beautiful silvery

Conifer, in appearance between the Cypress and Siberian Arbor-
vita:, is fast-growing, compact, and beats clipping well : it is so hardy
that no frost can hurt it in Britain.

Upright, well-grown shrubs, 7 feet high and upwards, at the
extremely low price of 30J. per dozen.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

WANTED, ERODIUM 1 NCARN.A.TUM,
NIEREMBERGIA INTERMEDIA,
CUPHEA MELVILLA,
PF.LARGONIUMS, TRICOLOR,
PELARGONIUM CORONOPIFOLIUM,

Anyone, either Amateur or Nursen-man, able to supply the above,
even in single plants, will oblige by orfering them per letter to
JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, 134, Faubourg de Bruxelles, Ghent,

Belgium.

TO PLANTERS.—STRONG FOREST TREES, &c.
LARCH, 2 to 3, 23^ to 3J^, and 3 to 4 feet,

SCOTCH, iV, to 2, a to 2'i, and -2% to 3 Icet..-51-1 > I *^ri, \-M 10 2, 2 tc

SPRUCE, ij^ to 2, 3 to 1%, 2% to 3, and 3 to 4 feet,

ENGLISH OAKS, 2'^ to 3'^, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, 5 10 6, and 6 to 7 ft.

BIRCH, a to 3, 3 to 4, 4 105, and 5 to 6 feet.
ELMS (Wych), 2 to 3, 3 to d, and 4 to 5 feet.
HAZELS. 2 to 3, 3 to 4, ana 4 to 5 feet.

MOUNTAIN ASH, 3 to 3, 3104, and 4 to 5 feet.

SYCAMORES, 2 to 3. 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet.

With many others, aJI of the best quality. The Larch are clean,
stout, well-grown stuff, and havft never Dcen injured by frost.

JOHN HILL. The Nurseries, Spot Acre, near Stone, Staffordshire-

FOX and GAME COVERTS.—The BITTER
WILLOW is the aheapett, most easily reared, and most useful

[ilanl yet ofTered for forminc new coverts, or impro-.-ing thoic alrsady
made. Birds are especially partial to Willow plantations. Bitter
Willow Slakes, 3 to 4 feet long, will make a rcallv good covert the first

year, and perfectly secure from the attacks of rabbits. Anxious to
make the value of this plant better understood, W. Scaling will supply
cuttinfjs or stakes at the (bllowing extremely low rates for the remainder
of the planting season :

—

10 inches long, 151. per 1000 I 36 inches long, 401, per looa
15 inches long, 2or. per 1000 [ 48 inches long, 50J. per 1000
24 inches long, 301. per :ooo iches long, 605. per 1000

Increasing in thickness as thev increase in length, and all, except the
10 inches, cut from 3-yr. old sliools. The two larccr sizes are well
adapted to make hedges, in place of Thorn or Quick-reared. See
article in Rural Almanac, 1872, p 37, published at the Field Office.

WILLIAM SCALING, Willow Nurseryman, Basford, Notts.

Fines.
S. WILLIAMS lias now a fine stock of splendidly
grown Plants, of all the best kinds, including both suckers andB.

of the CHARLOTTE ROTHSCHILD,
application.

Victoria and Paradise Ni

Prices on

cs, Upper Holloway, N.

FOR SALE, a surplus stock of very fine SPECIMEN
PLANTS, consisting of i Croton variegata, i Cycas rcvoluta,

Seaforthia elcgans, i Cham^rops humilis, 2 Latania borbonica. For

DER, The Hail Gardens, Thirsk, Yorkshire.
particulars apply

Mr. Rfl

To the Trade.
FINE transplanted TREES of LARCH, SCOTCH.

SPRUCE, UF.ECH. BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, very cheap.
Price according to quantity required.

H. JACKSON, Blakedown, Kidderminster.

F>OYALTY STRAWBERRY.—Awarded a First-class
K) Certificate by the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, June 29. 1871.

I. TROTMAN can still supply the above. Price, 21s. per 100; 4s.

per dozen. In pots, 6r, per dozen
To THE Trade.—Good i-yr. ASPARAGUS, los. per 1000.

Spring Grove Nursery, Isteworth, W.

Forest and Omameutal Planting.
PETER LAWSON and SON respectfully solicit

early orders for FOREST TREES and ORNAMENTAL
TREES and SHRUBS, which they can supply to great extent.
The larjje breadths of LARCHES, from i to 3^4 feet, SCOTCH

FIR, NORWAY SPRUCE, AUSTRIAN PINEi, and other leading
sorts of FOREST TREES, are unusually fine, and worthy of inspec-
tion. CATALOGUES and special offers will be furnished upon
application.

Edinburgh and London.—December, 1871.

BITTER WILLOW HEDGES.— See article.

"Profitable Hedges." Rural Almanac for 1872. p. 37, Field
Office. L'sc Bitter Willow Stakes 3 to 5 feet long and make a hedge at

once, the produce of which is useful and profitable either as withes
for bands or for basket work. At present our hedges arc costly and
prolitless, a Willow hedge equally as strong as Thorn can be reared
at less cost and in a sixth part of the time ; neither cattle, game, nor
vermin will destroy it. They may be safely planted up to tfic end of
iMarch.

WILLIAM SCALING, Willow Nurseryman, Basford, Notts.

Collections of Vegetable and Flower Seeds.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS' are the most
liberally supplied and best "Made-up COLLECTIONS" of

GARDEN and FLUWER SEEDS.
VEGETABLE SEEDS, 12s. 6d., sis

,
311. 6d., 42s., 63s,. and 105*.

FLOWER SEEDS, loy. 64., 12s. Od., ijs., 21J., 30J., and jm., con-
taining selections of the choicest German, English, and other Flowers.
Carriage free. Descriptive priced LISTS post free.

JAMES DICKSON ANu SONS, 102 and zo8, Eastgate Street, and
Newton Nurseries, Chester.

Ccelogyne cristata.

RS. YATES has broken up the plants exhibited by
• him at the Town Hall, Manchester, on Tuesday, February 20,

with upwards of 70 spikes of bloom on each. Not having sold them.
he now offers PLANTS, with 12 or 15 strong bulbs, at 21s. each, on
receipt of stamps or post order. R. S, Yates has yet 15 or 20 Plants
to offer, from ^ to 20 guineas each.

Sale, Cheshire ; or 14, Corporation Street, Manchester.

CELOSIA PYR.AMIDAlIs.—This most gorgeous and
brilliant llower, nf easy culture {as a Balsam), producing its

elegant and da^iiling blooms in autumn and winter, is one of the most
desirable acquisitions recently introduced R. S. YATts having now
tested the \ita!ity of his seed, saved from the stock inspected by many
eminent cultivators whilst growing at Sale, and cut spikes 01 which
have been daily exhibited and sold at his place of business in Man-
chester, now offers, with every confidence, the seed to the Public.

14. S. Yates will forward it in 3J, packets, containing two do^en seeds,

or 51. packets, (nur dozen seeds, on receipt of cost in stamps or post
order. K. S. Y. begs to say that although his stock is ver>' limited
(not exceeding i oz. of seed), he is confident it will produce 95 per cent,

of plants To those who have already remitted amounts on account,
and who do not receive the seed in due course, would they please
apply ?

Sale, Cheshire; or 14, Corporation Street, Manchester, March 7. 1872.

Agricultural Seeds.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

and Seed Merch.ants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of HOME-GROWN
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready and will be forwarded,
post free, upon application.

NEW GIANT HYBRID COW CLOVER.—

A

great acquisition. A Hybrid between Cow Grass and Common
Red Clover—will mow three heavy crops in one year, and succeeds on
Clover-sick land. Price 2s. 6d. per lb. Cheaper by the cwt.

SUTTON and SONS, Seedsmen to the ^ueen, Reading.

O.IANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best that
v.-* money can procure, all certain to grow, zs. 6d. per 100. This
delicious Vegetable does not require half tlie expense usually incurred
in planting it. See RICHARD SMITH'S SEED LIST for i87».

Extra strong SEAKALE, 2i. per dozen.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

Extra fine Forcing and Planting Seakale.
(;;^EORGE CLARKE has many thousands, very fine
T clean stuff, this season, which he begs to oflcr as under:

—

Planting size, 5J. per 100: forcing, 10s.. 12s., and some super5ne
selected Crowns, 15^. per 100.

Nurseries; Brixton Ilill, London, S.W. ; and Mottingham, Kent, S.E.

SEED POTATO S.—The Advertiser offers the
following, all true to name, and sound Seed :— Myatt's Prolific,

Rivers' Royal Ashleaf, Lemon Kidney, Fortyfold, Early Perfection, in

sacks of not less than 2 cwt. Delivered on Kail at Abergavenny.
Also a lot of OX DRUMHEAD CABBAGE Plants. Prices on

SOUND SEED POTATOS.—Myatt's Prolific Ashleaf.
Walnut Leaf, Maple Top, and Lemon Kidneys. Drummond's

Early Prolific, and Dalmahoys. 2S. od. per bushel; Early Shaws,
Flukes, York, Evergreen, and Scotch Regents, 3s. 2d. per bushel, less
per ton, Bags, ts. each.

W. SAVILL, Clavering. Bishop Stortford.

EARLY WALNUT-LEAVED OXFORD ROUND
POT-A-TOS.—The most valuable of all varieties for forcing

purposes; the haulm being very short and compact, and produ<.ing
very handsome shaped tubers of excellent quality earlier than any
other sort. The Trade can be supplied with a few of the aboi c at
25. 6d. per peck. H. AND F. SHARPE. Wisbech.

TO FERN GROWERS. -About Four Tons of TURF
for SALE (from Matlock Bath) ; the best thinti for crowing

Ferns. ALFRED S ANDREWS, Wisbcach.

To Engineers, Arctiitects, and Others.

THE SCARBOROUGH CLIFF BRIDGE
COMPANY invite Engineers, Architects, and others, to send in

PLANS and PROPOSALS for LAYING OUT and ALTERING
the recently acquired PROPERTY BEYOND THE SPA, a,^d in
connection with the existing grounds of the Company.
A PREMIUM of ONE HUNDRED POUNDS is oflercd for the

best, and FIFTY POUNDS for the second best, DKSIGN, to be
ttclcrmincd by the Committee of the Company; the First Fremiuin to
merge in the succcsijful Competitor's Coiiiinission if his Design is

carried out.

The Plans and Prosposals to be sent in to me. marked by a Motto
only, and accompanied by a separate sealed letter, containing the name
of the Competitor, both indorsed " Undcrcliff Plans," on or before
JUNE I next—By order,

FRAS GOODRICKE, Manager.
Cliff Bridge Company's Offices, Scarborough, March 7.
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CAETEE'S
GRASS SEEDS.

AS SUPrLIKD TO

The aUEEN and the PRINCE of WALES.

CARTER'S
Mixtures of Grass Seeds,

For PERMANENT PASTURES,

Carefully arranged to suit the various conditions of Soils.

Per acre.

For Light SoUs ..
) ,„„,-,,;, (30s. to 32s.

For Medium Soils ^^I^^fp'^
- 30s. to 32s.

For Heavy Soils • '
^^•^-^- (.303. to 32s.

Second quality, 223. to 28s. per acre.

Carter's Grass Seeds at Aldershot Camp,

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.

From Col. Lakfan, R.E., Aldershot Cavip.

" Colonel Laftan presents his compliments to Messrs.

C. 5: Co., and begs to inform tliem that all the Grass and

Clover Seeds supplied by them to the War Office, for use

at .\ldershot last year, have succeeded admirably. Last

year a very good crop of excellent Hay was produced on

what had previously been a barren sand."

Carter's Renovating Mixture,

For RENEWING and IMPROVING OLD GRASS
L.ANDS.

Thii Mixture is composed of those sorts of Permanent

Grass Seeds and Clovers that are best suited for Sownig

on Old I'astures or Meadows, and it will speedily improve

the quality and increase the produce. During the past

dry seasons we have supplied immense quantities of this

Mixture, and continue to receive tlie most gratifying

reports of its value in increasing both quantity and quality

of the Grass produced.

(S lb. to 12 lb. per acre ivilt befound sufficient, xjccording

to the coudition of the turf)

Price, per lb., lOd. ;
percwt., 86s. Carriage Free.

CARTER'S

Mixed Clovers and Rye-grasses,

Or " SEEDS." For Alternate Husbandry.

Per acre.

—

s. d-

CLOVERS and RYE-GRASS only, to lay one year 14 o

CLOVERS and GRASSES to lay one year. . . . 15 o

CLOVERS and GRASSES to lay two years ..186
CLOVERS and GR.-\SSES to lay three orfour years 24 o

CLOVERS only, to lay one year . . , . 13J. to 14 6

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.

Lately received.

From]. G. BURCHAM, Esq., Heasham, Lyiui.

" The Grass Seeds I had of you for three years' lay are

ad.mirable, and continue to produce me wonderful crops,

paying better than Corn."

Before Laying Down Land to Grass, read

CARTER'S
ILLXrSTKATED FABMEBS' CALENDAR,

Post Free, 6d. Gratis to Customers.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN to the QUEEN and the PRINCE of \V.\LES,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, 'LONDON, W.C.

M Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Miidmay Park, London,^.

MR. JAMES ERASER. Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the firm of J, & J. Frascr , Lea Bridge Road.

mze Berkshire Pigs.

GEORGE GRIGGS, the Winner of the First Prize,

Royal Agricultural Association, Oxford, 1870; Four Firsts, Four
Seconds, .ind tourHiph Commendations at the last Show of the Essex
Agricultural Association, has some first-class BOARS and SOWS for

SALE. Oaklands, Romford.

rpo BE DISPOSED OF. an OLD ESTABLISHED
.1. nursery and SEED BUSINESS, in an excellent locality,

close to a large station on a main line of railway.

I. H., Mr. Lewis Solomon, Grape Vine, Centre Row, Covent
Garden, London, W.C ___

TO" RE SOLD, the LEASE and EFFECTS of a
NURSERY, within seven miles of Covent Garden Market,

suitable for a Florist. Greenhouses newly erected, and well heated
with Hot Water.

W. L.. Ganieturs' Chronicle Office, W.C.

RESIDENCE, with a beautiful Garden, in Herts, 16
miles from London, 10 minutes' walk from the Church and Rail-

way Station, ^o minutes from London. House contains Five Bed-
rooms, Bath, 1 hree Sitting-rooms and Offices, Stabling and Carriage-
House, lovely Grounds of about ij^ acre, abutting on the New River,

and divided into Flower and Fruit Gardens, most profusely planted
with the choicest Ornamcntat Trees, Shrubs, antf Fruit Trees in

tlieir prime ; Six Conservatories and Hothouses. LEASE to be
DISPOSED OF,—Particulars of

Messrs BENINGFIELD, Estate Agents, Ware, Herts.

SALES BY AUCTION.
23 Cases of Lllium auratum. Just arrived from Japan.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W,C.,

on MONDAY, March 18, at halt-past 12 o'Clock precisely, 10,000

BULBS of LILIUM AURATUM, just arrived from japan in good
condition ; also a variety of other LILIES from Japan and other parts.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STH:VENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38. King Street. Covent Garden, W.C,

on TUESDAY, March ro. at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, first-class

Light BRAHMAS. CREVECa:URS, and GAME FOWLS, Jrom
Mr. Laurie of Cherlsey. and Mr, King of Sydenham ; also a variety of
other choice POULTRY and PIGEONS, from well-known Breeders
and E.vhibitors.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Orchids and Seeds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

on THURSDAY. March zi, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisclj;,

Imuorted ORCHIDS, comprising 53 lots of Cypripedium Stonei.

43 lots of C. Hookerii, 11 lots of C. Lowii, 14 lots of Dendrobium
species; also a small collection of established Orchids ; and a quantity
of newly imported SEED of Cedrus Dcodara, Picea Pindrow, Abies
Smithiana, I'inus excclsa. Cupressus torulosa from India, 32 ounces
of Abies Nordmanniana seed, 8 1b. of Abies nobilis, and 50 plants of
Gardenia intermedia.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Bagshot.
VNRESERVED SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by James Hodges, Esq. . to SELL by AUCTION,
without reserve, on the Premises. Pennyhill Park, Bagshol, Surrey, on
MONDAY, March 18, at 12 for half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a
quantity of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, consisting of hand-
some specimen Green Hollies. 5 to 8 feet ; Chinese Arbor-vita;, 5 to 7
feet; Red Cedars, Irish Junipers; also fine Gold and Silver striped
Hollies, bushy Portugal Laurels, 4 to 5 feet ; choice named Rhododen-
drons, Cupressus Lawsoniana, Retinospora, Tritoma, L^eutiia ; 800
Common and Portugal Laurels, Stardard and Dwarf Roses to name,
and a quantity of clean-grown Standard and Dwarf Fruit Trees. &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone,
Essex, E

City Auction Rooms, 38 and 39, Gracechurcli Street, E.G.
SALE of CHOICE CARNATIONS, PICOl'EES and PINKS,

Standard ROSES. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, at the City Auction Rooms, as above, on

TUESDAY. March lo.at half-past 12 n'Clock precisely, without reserve,

a choice COLLECTION of CARNATIONS, FICOTEES, and
PINKS, of fine growth (the surplus stock of an eminent growerj, also

350 Standard and Dwarf ROSES, selected FRUIT TREES, Hardy
CONIFER.E SHRUBS and AMERICAN PLANTS, choice
Double CAMELLIAS, and AZALEA INDICA, &c, in flower,

VERBENAS, FUCHSIAS, DAHLIAS, &c.
On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the Rooms,

as above, and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, Esse\, E.

Shipley.
IN BANKRUPTCY re CHILD AND LORIMER.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by the Trustees to SELL by AUCTION, without

reserve, on the Premises, The Bradford Nurseries. Shipley (near the
Railway Staiion). Yorkshire, on MONDAY. March 25, the whole of
the VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, full particulars ot which will

appear next week.
Catalogues, when ready, maybe had on the Premises; and of the

Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, Esse.x, E.
N.B. The extensive and choice Collections of Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, 14 Greenhouses, and the Utensils in Trade, will be Sold early
in April.

M
Balderaby. near Tlilrsk, Yorkshire.

IMPORTANT SALE of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS.
R. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on FRIDAY, March 22. at Baldersby (a station on the Leeds,

Ripon, and Thirsk line), between FIFTY and SIXTY HEAD
of very superior PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS. They com-
prise the entire herd bred by the late Mr. Mark Barroby, since
carried on by Miss Barroby, at Dishforih ; and the larger portion
of the herd belonging to Mr. W. Harland.of Blows Hall. The
Dishforth herd consists of two families—the Emmas, going back,
through Roland (2556) and Priam (2452) (sire of Mr. J. Booth's Brace-
let) to Easby (232); and the Verbenas, through Mr. B, Wilson's herd,
to the Brandsby stock. Mr Harland's stock are bred Irom Mr. W.
Cooper's, and are in direct descent to the celebrated cow Miss Fairfax,

dam of the well-known prize bull Sir Thomas Fairfax (51136). A few of

the animals are bred from Mr. Willis' herd. Firsl-class bulls have
always been m use.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of Mr. THORNTON,
15. Langham Place. London. W. ; of Mr. C BARROBY, Baldersby,
Thirsk; cr of Mr. HARLAND, Blows Hall. Ripon

Chapel Brampton, Northampton.
IMPORTANT SALE of FIRST-CLASS SHORTHORNS

"\ f R. JOHN THORNTON will SELL bv AUCTION
IVX on FRIDAY, April 12 (and not THURSDAY, as previously
advertised), the fir..t-class Herd of Pure-bred SHORTHORNS, t.he

propel ly of Ioi.-~y. Tiac'-cy, L-q. I: :fjrctcr: st?-: 40 I!:;-id, i'-i

coosisti principailyof the celebrated "J " tribe, which has been i-i Mr.
Bea&ley's family for nearly half a century, and is in direct descent

from Sir H. Vane Tempest's Herd. This family has always mjn-
tained a high position in the estimation of the Public ; and specimens
of the tribe were very successfully exhibited last year ai the Bath and
West of England and Royal Agricultural Shows. The Bulls used of

late years at Chapel Brampton have been of first-class Bales blood,

and many of the lots are by celebrated Duchess sires. The Cows and
Heifers are in calf to J Grand Duke (a son of 4Eh Grand Duke, from
Jessica, by 7th Duke of York), and Julius, bred by Lord Pcnrhyn,from
the same fashionable strains.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of Mr EADY, Brampton
Farm, Northampton; or of JOHN THORNTON, 15, Laneham
Place, London, W.

BrlBtoL- Choice Plants.
TVTESSRS. H. R. FARGUS and CO. will SELL by
IVX AUCTION, on TUESDAY, March 26. in a Garden at the
back of Somerset House, Clifton Park Road, a larcc COLLEC-
TION of FINE PLANTS, beinp the Surplus Stock of Mr.
I. Lane, Clifton, comprisinp; a splendid assortment of Camel-
lias, in fine condition ; a variety of Azaleas, fit for
Exhibition purposes ; a valuable assortment of Epacris and
Heaths; a large number of Roses, in pots; Two fine \'ariecated
Yuccas'; fine bpecimens of Ferns, Vines in pots. Orange Trees,
Acacias armata and Acacias Drummondii; Sweet-scented Genistas,
Coronillas, Salvias, in variety ; Choroiemas, Polyyalas, Amar^'llis,
Deutzias, Spir^a japonica. Cacti truncati, Stcphanotis, fine Fuchsias,
Diosmas, a quantity of fine Rhododendrons, and other Plants, loo nume-
rous to mention ; also, several excellent MOWING-MACHINES.
The sale will commence at 11 o'Clock, and the Plants may be

viewed the day preceding ^
Llttlebury, near Saffron Walden.
IMPORTANT SALE of SH(.)RTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD begs to announce that he has
received instructions from the Executors of the late John

Clayden. Esq,.of Littlebury. to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve,

on TUESDAY. March ig next, the very select HERDofPU RE-BRED
SHORTHORNS, consisting of about 35 Head of Bulls. Cows, and
Heifers, chiefly of the far-famed Knif^htley blood, and incIudinR a few
very choice specimens of the KirklevinRton sort. First-class Bulls of
these renowned families have been used.
Mr. Strafford, having seen the stock, can with great confidence

recommend them to the favourable notice of purchasers; they are in

fine health, and regular breeders, and their sale affords an excellent

opportunity of obtaining animals that have been bred with great care
and judgment.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be hid on application to Mr.
STRAFFORD, 13, Euston Square, London, N.W. ; or of Mr. WM.
CLAYDEN, Llttlebury, Saffron Walden.

Audley End, near Saffron Walden.
IMPORTANT S.\LE ut blloRrilDRNS.

MR. STRAFFORD begs to announce that he is

honoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION, without
reserve, at Audley End, on THURSDAY, June 6, about FIFTY
HEAD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS, the property of the Right
Hon. Lord Braybrooke, which have been bred with great care irom
the Kirklevington, P'awsley, Babraham, and other famed Herds. The
sires used have been principally of the Duchess and Cambridge Rose
lamtlies.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, and other particulars will be issued in

due time, ana announced in future Advertisements.
London : 13, Euston Square, MarcJi i\.

BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(registered Trade Mark, " Flying Albatross"), is now ready for

dcliveo" in quantity and in fine condition. The best fertiliser yet

produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contains

2t per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Salts

of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor
Way, Mr. Ogston, Mr. Sibson. Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of
which is secured by a leaden seal bearim; the Company's Trade
Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so long as the seals remain
unbroken,
BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, 20, Billitcr Street, E.G.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
(IKCORPORATED BV SPF.CIAL ACTS OF PARt-lAMENT.)

DRAINAGE, RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, TRAMWAYS, RAILWAYS, &c.

Directors.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq.
GranvilleR. H.Somerset, Esq. ,Q.C.
Henry W. West, Esq., M

John Glutton, Esq.
Frederick L. Dasnwood, Esq.
Henry Farquhar, Esq.
Lord Garlies, M.P.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq,

Charles Watkin Williams Wynn,
Esq., M.P. (Chairman).

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes

of Agricultural Improvement, including the Erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
Tenants may, with the consent of iheir Landlords, execute the

necessary Improvements upon the Farms which they occupy, charging
them with the cost.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.—The Compa.ny also advances
money for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigation.

The whole outlay and expenses arc liquidated by a rent-charge upon
the land, redeeming principle and interest, over 25 years.

No investigation of title is required.
For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No, i. Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster, S. W.

Notice.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICUL-
TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready ;

price, in cloth, £,1 6s. W.
W. RICHARDS, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W C.

SATURDAY, MARCH i6, 1872.

HUMANE people, reasoning on connmon-

sense principles, conclude that cattle and

sheep require food and water during a journey

by rail or boat at regular intervals, just as the

human traveller does, or fancies he does, under

similar conditions. But, as our contemporary

the Mai-k Lane Expirss observes :—
" Fortunately, or unfortunately, the gener.il tone of the

Farmers' Club debate (on transit of live stock) by no

means warranted such conclusions. Mr. Mechi's hypo-

thesis was immediately challenged, or more directly

corrected. There is the greatest difference between

animals and ourselves, as it is questionable whether, in the

first place, animals can be indueed to feed under the

e.vcitement of transit, and in the second, whether it be

really necessary that they should do so."

The main question, after all, is as to the

necessity for the usual quantum of aliment

being taken into the system, while the external

conditions are totally altered. Cattle and sheep

on a pasture will feed and ruminate alternately

for the whole day, and probably through a good
part of the night ; and be it observed that the

alternate act of rumination or remastication oT

the food is an essential part of digestion. When
from any cause rumination is interrupted, the

appetite fails ; and in our experience rumination

is generally disturbed, if not altogether arrested,

during the excitement of transit, at least for the

first 12 hours, and often for a much longer time.

In some of the best-appointed ships which we
have ever seen convey cattle from Spain to the

port of London, the number of beasts carried is
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small, at most 150, and consequently there is no
difficulty in giving each animal a separate com-
fortable stall, and supplying as often as may be
necessary both food and water, both of which are
abundantly provided on board. Cattle carried
in the vessels to which we refer arrive in first-

rate condition after a voyage of six days, but the
universal experience is that even under the most
favourable circumstances the animals care neither

to eat nor drink for the first 24 hours ; and
further, it has been noticed that those of them
which do consume any quantity of food and water
at the commencement of the journey are certain

to suffer from diarrhoea. In fact, as it was tersely

expressed by the captain of one of these vessels,

the less the beasts get for the first two days the
better. Cattle dealers and drovers who have
charge of animals during transit by railway, con-
dense their experience in equally curt phrase

;

their theory is distinctly opposed to indulgence
in refreshment on a journey, and in practice they
enforce their maxim on the cattle in their care
vi et ariiiis, whenever a tempting water-trough,
provided under compulsion of Privy Council
orders, induces the animal to imbibe too freely.

That a beast, if left to himself, will drink till

he bursts, is one of the articles of a drover's
faith, and by a violent process of induction he
rushes to the conclusion that total abstinence is

the only cure for such an irregular appetite.

We are sorry to be obliged to admit, because
we shall thereby hurt the prejudices of many,
that the drover is in principle right, and in prac-
tice roughly judicious. It is true that animals
with over-charged stomachs are disposed to indi-

gestion, inclined to be lazy—do not, in fact,

object to lie down, even though they be trampled
on. It is true, absolutely and physiologically,

that under the excitement of a journey by rail

or boat digestion is disturbed, and the less the
amount of material which is put into the
stomach under these adverse conditions, the
better for the animal's welfare.

Taking into account the quantity of undigested
food which a ruminating animal carries in its

paunch, and the impossibility of properly dis-

posing of it during the first 24 hours of a journey,
we have no hesitation in stating our belief that
feeding is not necessary, or even desirable,
during that period. On longer journeys, a little

hay might be offered at any stopping place, and
possibly some of the animals might feel disposed
to partake of it ; if so, the small quantity which
they would consume would do no harm ; but,

save in case of exceptionally long journeys,
food may be dispensed with, not only
without injury, but with actual benefit.

Water occupies a position in regard to its

effects on the animal economy quite different

from solid aliment. It requires no digestion,
while its restorative influence is immediate and
direct. An animal which has been standing all

day in a market, or been driven along a dusty
road, naturally suffers from thirst and exhaus-
tion, both of which are relieved by a moderate
draught of cold water, and for this purpose a
proper provision of troughs in the yard and pens
into which animals are driven before they are
trucked is most convenient and necessary.
Water should be so placed that the animals may
obtain ready access to it, without the aid of the
attendants, whose prejudices are usually opposed
to the allowance of any water at all to animals
during a journey ; but it must by no means be
forgotten that some supervision is required to
prevent thirsty oxen from taking too much. A
draught of five or six gallons of cold water can
be swallowed very quickly, and the effect of such
a quantity will be the reverse of beneficial.

The transit of stock from Aberdeen to London
presents difficulties which can only be overcome
by special arrangements ; it is absurd to make
the same provision for a journey of 40 hours and
one of six or eight hours. Improved trucks may
reasonably be demanded in all cases where the
time of transit is necessarily prolonged and
irregular, but the speciality should consist rather
in the character of the arrangement for the
animals' comfortable lodgment, than for the
supply of food and water in the trucks.

No doubt cattle trucks may be built to include
every refinement of convenience, but at whose
cost .' The railway companies decline to incur
unremunerative outlay ; and, if we mistake not,
there were some decided hints during the dis-
cussion at the Farmers' Club against the
imposition of higher charges for the conveyance
of stock.

One essential point was unanimously insisted

on at the meeting, and we hope the influential

members of the Club will not rest until they have
attained their object. We refer to rapidity
of transit. Spring buffers to cattle trucks are
now provided by Order of Council. More
elastic springs, which Mr. Welch asks for,

we fear are out of the question, because
cattle trucks are used for heavy goods traffic con-
stantly when not required for stock ; but wrought-
iron wheels may without much expense be
gradually introduced, and if the railway authori-
ties chose to apply their attention to the subject,
the pace of the cattle train may be much im-
proved, and this is the grand desideratum. Given
that railway transit is attended with much dis-
comfort and some injury to the stock, notwith-
standing all that has yet been done to remedy
the evil complained of, let it be at least deter-
mined that the duration of the suffering shall be
reduced as much as possible.

At Mark Lane on Monday a short supply of
English Wheat—and the condition of that little very
bad—led to a fall of Is. to 2s. per qr,, which con-
tinued at Wednesday's market, wlien transactions in
all kinds of produce were limited. At advanced
prices for beasts a clearance was effected at Monday's
Metropolitan Cattle Market, and sheep held their own.
Beasts at Wednesday's market had some difficvdty in

securing Monday's quotations, and prices for all kinds
of sheep were lower.

In the House of Commons on Monday evening
inquiry was made by Mr. Dent as to the Proposed
INTERN.A.TIONAL CONFERENCE, to be held in Vienna,
in order to come to an understanding upon an uniform
course of action for preventing the spread of the cattle

plague ; and whether the veterinary department of the
Privy Council would be represented at such a Con-
ference. Mr. W. E. FoRSTER stated that the Privy
Council had l^een informed through tlie Foreign Office
of the intention of the Austrian Government to call such
a conference, and the result of the communication
between the Governments was that it was thought right
that we should be represented at such a Conference.
Dr. Williams, the secretary of the Veterinary
Department, has accordingly been commissioned to
represent English interests. There has been no special
outbreak, but it is the desire of the Austrian Govern-
ment that all countries interested should consider as to
the best means of preventing the introduction of the
cattle plague.

A report has just been issued by Mr. FoN-
BLANQUE, of the Board of Trade, of the Agricultural
Statistics of the United Kingdom during the past
year. We shall give its Tables in successive numbers,
and meanwhile we make the following extracts :

—

The total number of returns obtained from occupiers of
land in 1871 was 549,784. against 529,150 in 1870. The
increase was for the most part in England, for which the
figures were 412,284 in 1871 and 393,569 in 1870.
The total acreage returned for holdings under 20 acres

was 1,897,984 acres for Great Britain, or 6 per cent, of
the acreage returned for holdings of all sizes. The live

stock returned as belonging to occupiers of less than
20 acres, consisted of 109,029 horses out of a total of
1.254,450 ; of 582,555 cows and cattle out of a total of

5.337.759 :
of 1,414,041 sheep and lambs out of a total of

27,119.569; and ol 502,789 pigs out of a total of
2,499,602.

'Ihe total acreage returned as under all kinds of crops,
bare fallow, and grass in the United Kingdom in 1871
was 46,667,178 acres, against 46,177,370 in 1870 ; of the
additional 489,808 acres in 1871, 430,988 acres appear in
the returns for Great Britain, and 58,820 acres in the
returns for Ireland. Taking the population as ascertained
by the last census in April, 1871, and the total acreage
relumed as under crops, bare fallow, and grass in 1871, it

would appear that the quantity of land under cultivation
per head of the population, was .about 1.2 acres in Great
Britain and 2.9 acres in Ireland. According to the returns
of 1871, which shows a total acreage under cultivation of
30,838,567 acres in Great Britain and 15,711,398 acres in
Ireland, the quantity of land devoted to the different
kinds of cultivation was— for corn, 9,675,261 acres, or
31.4 per cent., in Great Britain, and 2, 124,079 acres, or
13.6 per cent., in Ireland ; for green crops (including
Potatos), 3,738,180 acres, or 12.1 per cent,, in Great
Britain, and 1,511,532, or 9.6 percent., in Ireland ; for
bare fallow, 542,840 acres, or 1.8 per cent., in Great
Britain, and 22,323 acres, or o.i per cent., in Ireland

;

Clover and other grasses under rotation, 4, 369,.^48 acres,

or 14.2 per cent,, in Great Britain, and 1,827,733, o*" ^^-^
per cent., in Ireland ; and for permanent pasture,

12,435,442 acres, or 40.3 per cent., in Great Britain, and
10,068,848, or 64.1 per cent., in Ireland.

As to the extent of land under the principal corn and
green crops, it has been ascertained that in 1871, of a
total acreage under corn crops 019,675,261 acres in Great
Britain (exclusive of the islands), and 2,124,079 acres in

Ireland, there were under Wheat 3,571,894 acres, or 36.9
per cent., in Great Britain, and 246,954 acres, or 11.6 per
cent., in Ireland ; under Darley, 2,385,783 acres, or 24.7
per cent., in Great Britain, and 222,604 acres, or 10,5 per
ceiu., in Ireland; under Oats, 2,715,707 acres, or 28.1
per cent., in Great Britain, and 1,633,960 acres, or 76.9
per cent, in Ireland ; under Rye, 71,495 acres, or 0.7 per
cent., in Great Britain, and 9647 acres, or 0.5 per cent.,

in Ireland
;
under Beans, 540,835 acres, or 5.6 per cent.,

in Great Britain, and 9549 acres, or 0.4 per cent., in Ire-

land
;
and under Peas, 389,547 acres, or 4 per cent., in

Great Britain, and 1365 acres, or o. i per cent, in Ireland.
The total acreage under green crops (including Pota-

tos) amounted in 1871 to 3,738,180 acres in Great Britain
(exclusive of the islands), and to 1,511,532 acres in Ire-
land. These qiianlilies were divided between the several
crops in the following manner:—Under Potatos, 627,691
acres, or i6.B per cent., in Great Britain, and 1,058,287
acres, or 70 per cent, in Ireland ; under Turnips and
Swedes, 2,163,744, or 57.9 per cent., in Great Britain,
.and 327, 162, or 21.6 per cent., in Ireland; under Mangel,
360,517 acres, or 9.6 per cent., in Great Britain, and
31,766, or 2.1 per cent., in IreUand ; under Carrots,
20,154 acres, or 0.5 per cent., in Great Britain, and
4167 .acres, or 0.3 per cent,, in Ireland; under Cab-
bages, Kohl Rabi, Rape, collectively, 178,919 acres, or
4.8 per cent., in Great Britain, and 43.543 acres, or 2.9
percent., in Ireland; and under Vetches, Lucerne, and
any other green crop (except Clover or grass), 387,155
acres, or 10.4 per cent., in Great Britain, and 46,607, or
3.1 per cent., in Ireland.

Passing now to the number of live stock returned in
1871, it may be stated that the totaf number of horses
in the United Kingdom was about 2,648,000, of which
Great Britain possessed (including horses subject to duty)
2,110,590, and Ireland 537,633 ; the total number of cattle
was 9,346,216, of which 5,337,750 belonged to Great
BriLain, and 3,973,102 to Ireland; the tot.il namber of
sheep was 31,403, 500, of which there were in Great Britain
27,119,569, and 4,228,721 in Irel.and

; and Lastly, the stock
of pigs included in the returns amounted to 4.136.616, of
which Great Britain had 2,499,602, and Ireland 1,616,754.
A comparison of the returns of live stock in 1871

against 1870 exhibits some variations in the number of
animals kept by occupiers of land, more especially as
regards sheep.
The total number of cattle returned in Great Britain in

1871 shows a decrease of 65.000 as compared with 1870.
Taking cows and heifers only, the decrease was 70,000.
but the number of other cattle was slightly increased. In
Ireland the stock of cattle, which is considerable, was
larger in 1871 than in 1870 by 177,000 head. Of the total
number of cattle in Great Britain in 1871. 39 per cent,
comprised cows and heifers in milk or in calf, 26 per cent.
other cattle of two years of age and above, and 35 per
cent, other cattle under two years of age.
The stock of sheep is more affected by the character of

the seasons than the stock of cattle. Owing to repeated
drought, and the consequent shortness of green food, the
number of sheep in Great Britain decreased in each of the
years 1869, 1870, and 1871. The total number in 1871
was smaller th.an in 1870 by 1,278,000, smaller timn in
1869 by 2,419.000, and smaller than in 1868 by 3,592,000,
or nearly 12 per cent. In Ireland the number of sheep in
1871 was smaller by 105,000 than in 1870, and smaller by
672,775 than in 1868.
Under more favourable conditions as regards the sup-

ply and cost of food, the stock of pigs in Great Britain,
so far as returned, shows an increase of 328,000 in 1871
over 1S70. And in Ireland there were 157,000 more pigs
in 1871 than in 1870.

We learn from Dusseldorf the prospects of the
farmer thereabouts are, on the whole, and up to this
time, not worse than in any average year, and possibly
even belter, if no spring frosts should severely attack
Ihe green corn. Only the Vine has largely suRered.
The more closely the Vine-dresser looks at his plants,
the more does he feel himself obliged to own that those
slight frosts of the last month, which crept like cat's

paws over the land, have killed almost every hope in
the bud. In Alsace there is hardly a single "potten,"
which means an individual plant of Vine, that has not
severely suffered from the night frosts. The conse-
quence is, that the very sour wines of '71 are sold at
enormous prices, and that, on the whole, the price has
risen 30 per cent, over that of last autumn, and is

continually going up. They have resold a "fuder"
(tun) now at 95 dollars, which but a month ago cost 60.

The Annual Hirings of Farm Servants
have been going on during the past week in the
various towns on both sides of the Tweed. Except-
ing the shepherds, hardly any class of men can be
found more sedate and steady than these Borderers,
and they are not much given to change, except
moving from one place to another within a very
limited area. They are p?,id chiefly in produce,
and for some years the wages have been gene-
rally as follows :—Money, ^5 ; cottage and garden
free ; carriage of 6 tons of coals free ; cow's keep

;

straw for pig ; food for, say, four weeks in harvest
;

too stones of oatmeal, 21 bush, of Barley, 6 bush,
of Peas, 1600 yards of land on which to pl.anl Pota-
tos. Estimated moderately, the money value of the
whole may be about .^35 a-year. For these gains
they manage a pair of horses, faking the entire charge
of them, and working in summer 10 hours a-day, and
in winter from daylight till dusk, except one hour of
rest from 12 till I o'clock.—But, along with the hind's
gains, there is the keep and pay of a woman who
works on the farm, and is called the "bondager."
Before 1S66 it was almost universal that every
hind must keep a female worker. She was hired,
maintained, and paid by the hind, who received
from the master, \s. a day in summer, and iO(/. a day
in winter for every day the \\'oman was employed. But
in harvest the worker got oatmeal poriidge twice a day,
and a loaf with a bottle of mild beer for dinner, and
was paid at the rate of 2s. or a liulc more i>cr day.
This mode of securing workers had become a kind of
necessity in the district. Turnip husbandry prevails

and workers must be had, still there are no bothies,

few extra cottages, and no servants for out-door work
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kept in the farmer's kitchen. For the farmer it I through the blood of Roland (2556) (sire of Colonel

worked well, but to the hind it had always appeared a| CradocU's Cherry Blossom), and Pkiam {2452) {sire of

bondage lo be endured only till it could be got quietly Mr. J. Booth's Bracelet) to Mr. K. Colling's NuRTH
rid of. Nor were the complaints of the hind alto- "

gether without foundation. In ihe ca'-e of hinds who
had grown-up daughters able and willing to "work
the bondage," there was no great hard.^hip ; but when
a young ploughman got married a woman had to be

hired, and had to sit at the same hearth with the

married pair, eat at the same table, sometimes dress

and undress in the same room, and, in fact, be cogni-

sant of all that was said and done in the house. Nor
was the matter improved if the young people were

blessed with five or six children within the first 12

years of their married life. Food for so many mouths

was difticult to obtain, and few young women cared to

hire into a house with so many squalling children : so

that before having passed middle-age, the case of the

once merry young ploughman was sufficient to turn

his hair prematurely gray. Great was the relief

when the first boon' could be accepted by the master

10 work the bondage. In 1S66 an effort was made
lo get rid of the grievance, but with only partial

success. Not that farmers were disinclined to meet

the hinds fairl), but the dilhcully was how to arrange

the matter on a fair basis. The struggle prac-

tically resulted in a modification of wages, by which

more money was allowed for the worker. The
average rate as fixed in 1S66 was about ^35 for

one hind, with no deduction, except payment for

what coals he consumed, which the master carted

without charge from the railway station. For female

workers the rate was about £\<) loj-. a year. The
arrangements varied on different farms, but the aggre-

gate result was about the same. Some farmers gave

\\il. an hour for all the time the worker was employed,

with extra pay in harvest ; while others gave u. a day
in summer and lod. in winter, with a gift of from ^2
t<5 £}i to tbe hind at the end of the year, but practically

the same result was reached by these different methods.

This year another effort has been made by the hinds

to improve their position. Female workers are difficult

to obtain, the demand for hands in the manufacturing

towns having tempted many of them thither. As a

consequence, able-bodied women ask £\o to £\i in

the half-year, which is more than a hind can afford to

give. Appreciating the difficulty, the farmers have
again met the hinds in a fair spirit, and a general

increase of Avages has been the result. In cases where
the household furnishes no female workers wages have
not increased much, but where a worker is furnished

the advance is at least £2. in the year, and in some
instances the worker gets is, /^d. a day all the year
round. Thus the matter has been once more arranged
for a time ; but it is obvious that a crisis is coming,
which must be met either by the erection of more
cottages or by a resort to the system of female bothies,

or by a still farther advance of remuneration, so as to

guarantee the hind against loss in keeping the female
worker.

Star and Mr. Booth's Easby ; and X\\^ '* Verbenas
to the old Brandsby stock, which at the present day is

well represented by the " frill " or " Fancy " tribe,

that came through the Broughton herd. The bulls used
have been obtained from the herds of the oldest

breeders. Mr. Wood's Young Noble (11,859) was
succeeded by Mr. Maynard's Crusader (12,668),
and Sir Richard (20,843), ''vas bred at Dish-
forth, by Mr. Booth's War Eagle from Emma
4elli, a daughter of the dam of the well-known
prize bull Marc Antony. Fredericus (2399),
bred at Gainford, was one of the latest bulls

used, and 'GoLONEL Wetherby by General
Wetherhy (24,026) from Colonel Duncombe's Sugar
Blum by Hypocrite, has served most of the cows
and heifers. The herd at Blows Hall is descended
from the stock of Mr. Cooper, of Ox Close,

formerly a well-known and distinct herd, from
which many of the late Mr. Whitaker's and Mr,
Fawkes' cattle were bred. Many of the lots in

the catalogue will be found to trace directly to

Miss Bail/ax, from whom Mr. Whitaker bred many
excellent animals; and also to the "Grizzle" tribe,

well-known at Farnley. The Shamrocks are bred from
Mr. Willis' stock at Carperby. The sires formerly
used were from the noted herd of the late Mr. Anthony
Maynard, and of late years they have been sons of Mr.
Booth's bulls from the best cows in the herd which
were sent for service to Warlaby. Miss Fair/ax was
considered one of the best cows ever shown, and Dan
O'CoNNELL (3557), and SiR Thomas Fairfax (5196),
were also noted winners, as well as Lady Alilton

(vol. ix., p. 433) winner of the 1st prize at the Smith-
field Club, 1851, and subsequently Zd-ii^j' /li/V/iij: 10//:

(vol, xiii., p. 531), a winner both at Leeds and York.
More recently prizes have often been won at the Ripon
and district shows. These cattle have been reared on
light land, in a cold exposed situation. They are con-
sequently not large, but very neat and symmetrical, of

robust constitutions, and possessing great milking
properties. On the day of sale, the trains from Thirsk
at 8.20 A.M. and IO.45 A.M., and from Ripon at

9.5 A.M., 12.19 I'-i^i-. and 4-45 I'-^I will call at

Baldersby Station,

The friends of Mr. John Nash, late of Reed
Court, Rochester, have resolved to present him with a
suitable Testimonial, to secure him a comfortable
position for the remainder of his life, for his long,

active, and successful labours in procuring the repeal

of the Hop duty. It is now over
2s2) years since Mr.

Nash commenced the agitation for a total repeal of a
vexatious and unwise impost upon this branch of our
native industry. Mr. Nash laboured incessantly for

23 years, and finally saw the Hop growers relieved

from the vexatious and oppressive imposition. The
repeal took place in 1S62, when the farmers were
relieved from a burden amounting to over ;^400,ooo
per annum. Through unavoidable misfortune Mr.
Nash now needs help, and an appeal is made to those
who have benefited by his exertions, as well as to all

who can sympathise with a man who has devoted the
greatest portion of his life to promoting the good of
othei-3, but who, in his declining years, wants himself
that which he formerly so liberally bestowed. Sub-
scriptions, by cheque or post-office order, should be
made payable to the honorary secretary, 61, Hop and
Malt Exchange, Southwark, London. The Nash
Testimonial Fund is being collected by a committee pre-
sided over by the Right Honourable the Lord Mayor
of London, Sir Sills John Gibbons, Bart., and there
is a very distinguished body of vice-presidents, among
whom we name GLARE Sewell Read, Esq., M.P.,
and no fewer than twelve other members of Parliament.

The Berkeley Castle sale took place on Friday,
the 8th inst., under the direction of Mr, Thornton.
The highest price of the day was given for the Duke
OF OZLEAVORTH, by 3D DUKE OF CLARENCE, dam
Dora by 2D Duke of Airdrie, and of the *' Dar-
lington" tribe. This well-bred young bull was pur-
chased by Mr. G. Edwards, Wiltshire, for 78 gs., and
has, therefore, left 32 gs. for his winter's keep smce his

purchase for 46 gs. at the late Sir John Rolt's sale.

Lord Harry, also by 3D Duke of Clarence, and
of the Kingscote ''Henrietta" tribe, made 53 gs,,

bid by Mr. Bope, Dorset. The old bull. Lord Wild
Eyes 5TH, bought by Lord Fitzhardinge at the last

Siddington sale, was purchased by Mr. H. Fawcetl, of
Leeds, for 51 gs. The average of 21 bulls sold was
;i^32 I0J-. No high prices were given for females. Belvoir
Belle became Mr. Rolt's at 51 gs., Floreniia \^th made
56 gs. ; Florentia 20///, 41 gs., Mr. J. Rolt ; Florence
by 2D Duke OF Collingham (23,730), 42 gs., Mr,
Fletcher, Lancaster; Belvoir Lass by 30 Duke of
Clarence, 50 gs., Mr. E. Bowly ; Delia by Baron
Waverley (25,592), 42 gs., Colonel Luttiell

;

Comely 2d by Lord Wild Eyes 5TH, 5* gs.. Colonel
Luttrell ; Lady Oldster by Lord Wild Eyes 5TH,
41 gs., Mr, Eiison (Ireland); and Fay by CLIFTON
Gwynne (23,581), 40 gs,, Mr. Lawrence. The
remaining animals were sold at prices varying from 14

^P ^^ 39 gs., and the general average over 49 head was
close upon /35. The first periodical sale at Berkeley
Castle took place in 1870, when an average of
;^30 i6j. 9*/. was obtained ; and last year, in spite of
unpropitious weather, 33 head were sold at an average
of ;633 iSj-. each.

OUR LIVE STOCK
CATTLE.

In stating at p. 296 that Mr. Sheldon had
written to Col. Kingscote about the bull Duke of
Hillhurst we were guilty of an error, as it was not
Mr. Sheldon but Mr. Cochrane who was anxious to
retain the blood of this sire in his herd.

Ne.xt Friday Mr. Thornton will sell 31 pure-
bred Shorthorns, the property of Miss Barroby, of
Dishforth, and 19 animaU from the herd of Mr. W.
Harland, of Blows Hall, Ripon. The sale will take
place at Baldersby, a station on the North-Eastern
Railway between Thirsk Junction and Ripon. The
Dishforth Shorthorns are of long standing, and com-
prise two families. The "Emmas" tracmg directly

SHEEP.

Breeders have now fairly commenced to lamb down
their Southdowns in the vicinity of Eastbourne, and
judging from my own flock, the crop of lambs will be
quite an average one. My ewes are in famous con-
dition, and producing a fair quantity of twins. I have
had hitherto almost no losses, and my lambs have
come unusually strong, I cannot speak too highly in
praise of the performance of my iSo-gs. Merton
ram. Every ewe put to him proved in-lamb, and the
lambs already born are in every respect far sufierior to
what 1 expected. W, Taylor^ Glynley, Fastbonrne.

elusion that it is only because their great utiUty from an
agricultural point of view is almost entirely unknown in
this country that the breeding of mules has not hitherto
received the encouragement which is undoubtedly its due.
"By the term mule, of course, is signifit^d the cross

between the male ass and the tcmale horse, or mare.
Wiien bred vice versa, quite a different animal is pro-
duced, which is termed a mute, or jennet. Ask nine
people out often you meet where the best mules are bred,
and you will be told, " In Spain." Now, it is quite true
that an enormous number of mules are bred in Spain, but
not those fitted for agricultural purposes. The niules
bred specially for this purpose come from the old province
of Le Poitou, in France, now composing the departments,
roughly speaking, of Les Deux Sevres, La Vendue, La
Vienna, La Charente, and La Charente Inferieure. The
head-quarters of this mule-breeding district may be said
to be Niort in the Deux Sevres. It is at Niort that the
most important mule fairs are held, there being sometimes
as many as 1000 mules of all ages for sale in the market
place on a fair day, and the chief buyers being Spaniards
and Americans.

" But to describe more particularly these Poitou
draught mules. They are of all sizes, from 13 to
16 hands, and sometimes higher, and are the grandest
animals of the kind in the world. They have all the
qualities you describe in your last number. They have
immense weight, and greater strength in proportion to
their weight than a horse ; they will live on food
that a horse will refuse, they are subject to fewer
diseases, and will live and work to about double his
age. Work a mule all day, take him home, and
get his harness off, let him have a good roll,

put his harness on again, and he will work away all night
if you want him, and seem to like it too. Surely these
are points of character which should recommend mules
to the notice of the economical agriculturist. I have no
doubt whatever that it is only owing to the want of proper
asses for sires that the breeding of mules in this country
has never been attempted to any extent.

" The Poitou ass, the sire of these mules, is of Spanish
origin, and is a good specimen of what can be done in
the way of breeding by means of ' selection,' He is kept
solely for breeding, and, strange to say, in a most filthy

condition. I shall hope to describe him at some future
time more particularly. Suffice it to say for the present
that he is a tower of strength, having enormous Hmbs (a
very necessary point to look at in a sire when breeding
mules), and as large feet as possible. The mares out of
which the mules are bred resemble our second or third
rate cart mares. If mares of this calibre can produce the
magnificent mules I have seen in Le Poitou, what grand
animals might be bred in this country by the cross of a
Poitou ass on our Clydesdale or Suffolk mares !

" I do not hesitate to say, and I am not speaking without
some little experience, that mules bred in this way would,
for certain purposes, excel any horses we can produce.
"The subject only requires ventilating through your

columns. We have arrived, as you justly point out, at
perfection as nearly as possible in our horses, cattle,

sheep, and pigs. But how about our donkeys and
mules ? The former are simply a disgrace, and the latter
almost unknown, because the former have never been
properly cultivated. Let us hope that Lord Powis and
Mr. Dent, M.P., will again bring before the Royal Agri-
cultural Society the desirability of ' establishing, in future
lists of stock prizes, classes for asses and mules.' I, for
one, extremely regretted that this proposition, carried
unanimously as it was at a meeting of the above Society
in June, 1870, was not eventually carried out at Wolver-
hampton.
"lam aware that certain objections will probably be

urged against the use of mules for agricultural and other
purposes in this countiy. I shall be told that mules are
slow and sluggish, that they are given to kicking, that they
have contracted feet and bad tempers, and that they have
not sufficient weight for draught purposes. Each and all
of these objections I am prepared to combat, and shall
endeavour to disprove in the event of the subject attracting
the attention, as I heartily hope it may, of the English
agriculturist."

MULES.

Mr. Charles L. Sutherland, of Coombe, near
Croydon, makes the following rejoinder to our remarks
on mules last week :

—

" In reply to the question contained in your last

number. Is there not room in our rural economy for the
cultivation of the mule ? I may perhaps be allowed to offer

the following remarks. I may premise by saying that for

many years I have made the mule one of my chief studies,

that I have visited foreign countries for the express pur-
pose of making myself thoroughly acquainted v/ith the
various methods pursued in breeding, rearing, and break-
ing mules, and that I have long since arrived at the con-

AGRICULTURAL NOTES,
By J. J. Mechi.

I, Covered, Enclosed^ and Paved Cattle Sheds.—We
are just clearing out one : it contained the five months'
manure of 14 highly fed cattle—not a drop of water
has fallen on it or drained from it. It digs, or rather
forks out, short, and not wet, but rich, moist, and
greasy. It goes at once to the land, is being spread,
and will be ploughed in for roots, two horses drawing
the first plough, and four horses pulling, in the same
track or furrow, another plough, minus its breast or
mouldboard. Here we have no washing, mangling,
and drying, no carting to a dung-heap, turning over
and refilling, and carting: not an insect can live or
breed in it ; and I look upon this as one of the very
important advantages of the system, for some dung-
heaps are the breeding-places for insects. As to quality,

no guano or bones can compare with it. Why does
not this system extend? It is both economical and
profitable, and especially promotive of profit in cattle

feeding and stock feeding on heavy lands, A farmer
can thus well afford to pay a landowner 5 or 6 per
cent, for the cattle shed, and the landowner will find

his tenant better able to pay his rent : loj-. per head
per annum for each bullock would be about the charge.
It sets free some three-fourths of the straw for other pur-
poses, and economibcs much horse and manual labour
and time. The floor should be paved and cemented.

2, IVire^sjortn and Salt.—Six bushels, or about 3
cwt., of salt per acre, sown broadcast, stopped their

depredation on the light land, and 2 cwt. did the

same on the heavy land, for they attacked the Wheat
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on that land after Clover twice mowed, and only once
ploughed for Wheat : although heavy land we were
obliged to salt it, not being able to use our Crosskill

roller. The Wheats on both light and heavy land,

despite the wireworm attack, now look well. No
light land farm subject to wireworm should be with-
out Crosskill's clod-crusher, rendered more heavy by 5
cwt. of iron bolted on the back frame to balance the
shafts; this, and salt, is a certain settler of the wireworm
on the lightest soil—roll first and then sow the salt.

You may safely go up to 5 cwt. per acre on light land,

drained naturally or artificially. Look out in good
time for the worm, or you may be too late. Clover
leas twice broken up on heavy land are, generally,

free from slug or wire worm. March 12 :—The tine

weather has so dried our land that I am CrosskilHng
the salted Wheats, to finish up the few remaining wire-

worms that escaped the salt. Crosskill is a most
valuable fellow on light, or even, in some cases, on
heavy land. Mine is 30 years old, and has still a good
constitution. There is one disadvantage in using a

very old Crosskill— the points get worn down and
rounded, and do not penetrate so deeply, we, there-

fore, in the case of wireworm, have to go over the

ground twice—in opposite directions. This and the

salt are a certain cure for wireworm. Kven after the

salting we found as many as four wireworms at some
of the Wheat roots.

3. Drainage and non-Drainage will this spring

present a very marked and unprofitable contrast,

e.'specially on our stiff non-calcareous collapsing tile

earths or clays, which, even where drained, are not
easy to work. There is an old saying that " It is not
getting drunk that hurts the land, but the getting sober
again;" of course, where there is no hole in our
agricultural flower-pot, the excessive supply of water
cannot pass through, but remains and stagnates, ex-
cluding air, and waits for the sun's rays to evaporate it,

—thus misappropriating the heat which should have
permeated and warmed the cultivated soil. We all

know how much land plants suffer by having their

roots in stagnant water. I am convinced that deep
cultivation, by loosening the lower or subsoil, greatly
facilitates the passage of water to the drains and
permits the easy ramification of plant roots. It was
only yesterday that a very considerable farmer and
owner of tile earth or stiff non-calcareous clays asserted
and maintained his belief that drainage was of no use
in such tenacious soils. He is by no means alone, in

this county, as to such an erroneous and unprofitable
opinion. A bushel of Wheat at its present price,

']s. 6(/., would pay the annual charge per acre for

perfect pipe drainage. The want of it this year will

lose many bushels per acres. The economy of time
and opportunity of working the land after so much rain

would, alone, almost pay for the annual charge for

drainage. I am enabled to get in my spring crops
before some of my neighbours whose lands are un-
drained.

4. Taming the Shrr.v.—We know^that Irish cattle

are rather wild and spiteful. A couple of heifers

which delighted in driving and disturbing the English
Shorthorns in our covered yard, were, after a time,

removed and placed in two of our sparred floor

boxes ; most violent and indignant were the young
ladies, but vain were their efforts to escape, in a day
or two they found it very much more convenient to

take to a quiet life and comfortable] repose on the
lattice or spars. The contrast was striking and
amusing, and certainly very profitable, for they pro-
gress in condition very much faster than before ; wild
Welsh or Highland beasts would no doubt'subside in

the same way. Twenty-five years' of experience with
the sparred floors have confirmed my favourable im-
pression and calculation, the only drawback is that,

owing to their enabling us to keep so much more
stock, it requires the^capital invested in Uve stock to
be doubled or tripled. Of course, the manure would
follow in a like proportion, and the produce would
increase with ihe manure. I think the time is passing
when farmers lamented the absence of rain on their
farmyards, and felt anxious to know how their straw
would be rotted. Science has taught us more pro-
fitable methods of employing straw than^ using it as
mops to sop up water.

5. How some of ihe Farmer's Profits Go.—There is

scarcely one department of farm management more
important than that of the purchase and sale of live

stock, more particularly the selling of fat stock, and I

am satisfied that as a rule a farmer is very unsafe when '

he trusts to his eye judgment, for he has to contend
with the practised butcher or trader, who has everyday '

experience, especially as regards slaughtering. Wish-
ing well to ray brother farmers, I am induced to make
these remarks, because T have often observed that the
judging of weight of my animals by various farmers
who viiit my farm shows a discrepancy of from 10 to
25 or more per cent., and convinces me that the
scale is the only true guide. Many farmers arc
unable to tell me the difference between live and
dead weight, and some seem surprised when I tell

them that a half-bred sheep (Down and Cotswold) at
this period of the year will barely exceed one-half its

live weight, if weighed fasting in the morning. The
cost of weighing a flock of sheep is a mere trifle, and

may save many pounds. I occasionally first weigh and
then slaughter an average sheep, and so arrive at a
confirmatory conclusion. Farmers who are not judges
of weight get heavily victimised. A striking instance in

proof of what I say has occurred in my neighbourhood
within the last fortnight—200 sheep passing through
several hands to the London market, left in a few days
a profit of jC200 to the intermediate purchasers. This
the farmer might have saved by sending them direct to

London, had he known their proper value. Such cases

are not very uncommon.
Those who desire to be safe in this matter should

consult the late Mr. Horsfall's two excellent papers on
dairy management and cattle-feeding, and Mr. Lawes'
valuable and comprehensive experiments and calcu-

lation of proportions of weight of all the parts of

sheep, pigs, and cattle. All these are to be found in

the Journals of the Royal Agricultural Society of Eng-
land, which are full of practical agricultural experience,

and it does certainly astonish me that so few of our
brother farmers are aware how much they would
benefit in pocket by receiving, as members, a "gratis"
annual volume of that uselul Society. Mr. Horsfall

invariably sold his cattle by live scale weight. To
novices or young beginners in agriculture I would
especially recommend their selling, and if possible

buying, by live weight. How small a percentage of

farmers have the suitable weighing machines, and yet

nothing on the farm would pay so large an interest for

the investment. No farmer should be without a news-
paper containing market prices of corn, meat, wool,
and other agricultural produce.

6. T/iin Solving, Wire Fencing, and Poultry.—
Thirty years of agricultural practical observation and
reflection should be worth something. Well then, I

am convinced that the wire fencing put up for me
nearly 30 years ago by Messrs. Garrett, of Leicester,

is a profitable agricultural investment ; for there it is

now, almost as perfect as when first placed, and likely

to last for many more years. The fencing is about

4 feet high, and consists of seven wires about as thick

as a tobacco-pipe, strained tightly in lengths of some
200 to 300 yards. It is bullock and sheep proof,

and is so light that it does not obstruct

the view. It has no roots or fangs. The
gates are simple and uncostly ; I think it cost

about 2s. per yard when iron was cheap. Well, under
and through these wires my poultry (some 300) have
free access to the fields, and yet close to the fowl-

house are my corn fields, drilled with i bush, of

Wheat per acre, unprotected, and unmolested by what
some people would mistakenly call "the mischievous
poultry." There were even my 2 pecks of Wheat per
acre (drilled) all last year, undisturbed by them, w^hich

yielded 6 qr. per acre of white Wheat ; and now,
again, on the same field, are 2 pecks per acre of Rivett

Wheat to follow the white Wheat. The lines

look perfect, although the poultry are almost daily

on the field ; and it is very d ifticult to distin-

guish, even on this early growth, the 2 pecks
from the adjoining 4 pecks. All this convinces me
that thin sowing and plenty of poultry are both
farmers' friends. A certain portion of pasture is as

necessary for poultry as for sheep or cattle, and
they thereby enjoy Mangel Wurzel. My poultry

always have free access to my fields. I admire their

persevering search for the insect tribe and flies. They
lay more eggs when fed upon white Peas instead of

Barley. No fear of wireworm where the poultry go.

They look dangerous spread over the field immediately

after drilling, but they are conservators of the crop.

How is it that there is so little poultry in this country ?

We import about 1,500,000 eggs from abroad daily.

y. J. Mc'chi, March, 1S72.

TRANSIT OF LIVE STOCK,
[The following 15 the statement on this subject, by Mr. M'Combie,
M.P., before the London Farmers' Club, nnd to which refer-

ence was made last week.]

The transit of live stock is a subject that deeply
affects the interests of the farmers of the North of

Scotland. We have an expresss cattle train every
Thursday from Aberdeen to London. The railway

company profess to run the train in 36 hours, but the

time taken on the journey is often extended to 40 and
42 hours, and is sometimes longer. The distance from

Aberdeen to London is about 520 miles. I live

30 miles west from Aberdeen, and I am therefore

550 miles from London. I have cattle in the London
market weekly from the middle of October to the

middle of April. Along with the graziers and the

jobbers in theNorth of Scotland, I am deeply interested

in the transit of live stock, which is in a very unsatis-

factory position. As an example, I may state that the

other day I forwarded a truck of breeding cattle to

Mr. Read, the member for Norfolk, from Aberdeen-
shire. I booked them to Norfolk. Some were heavy
in calf. They ^^'ere three days and eight hours on the

road, and move than three days without food or water.

I sent in the previous week a truck of breeding cattle

to Norfolk, and they were exactly the same length of

time on transit. I give tliese cases merely as specimens
of how we are treated by the railway companies. There
arc complaints every day, but it is of no use to expostu-

late with them. They tell you that they are very sorry

for the unavoidable delay, and arc most obliging in

other respects, but give no reUef by the curtailment of
time. They will do nothing unless they are com-
pelled. The passenger trains run the distance from
Aberdeen to London in 16^ hours. The express
cattle train might nm it in 30 hours ; and I think this
would meet the views of the senders generally.
The deterioration in weight of the cattle sent by

railway to London must be great, and a lieavy loss to
the senders and consumers, owing to the long time the
animals are on transit. I train my cattle for their long
journey. I send them out, a week before they start, to
a field. They are there walked slowly for three or
four hours, and this is repeated every alternate day
before they start. By this method the cattle are fairly

set on their legs, and I have never lost a beast by rail.

The jobber buys at the fair a lot of cattle that have
travelled the same morning 10 or 15 miles to the
market, and have seen neither sun nor moon for perhaps
six or eight months. They are immediately consigned
from the market to the railway truck. Leg-wearied,
down they go, and, being unable to rise, they are
trampled to death. Many a valuable animal is lost in
this way, from the want of training, but this is no
fault of the railway companies. Now, what we want
is the curtailment of the time on transit. Every
bullock from Aberdeen costs before he is sold from
^i \%s. to /2 a-head. We do not complain of this ;

only let the time be shortened, that we may suffer less
loss from deterioration, and in the cause of humanity.

But how is this to be rectified ? Some say by Act of
Parliament; others say, "Stand by the law, and give
the cattle food and water every 30 hours ;

" others say,
" Let us have Welch and Reid's trucks." It is very
easy to say pass an Act of Parliament, but it is not so
easy to accomplish it. The railway interest in the
House of Commons is very strong. I found it too
strong for me when I attempted to make an alteiation

two years ago. The tenant-farmers' interests have
never been represented in the House of Commons.
The county and the borough members have it all their

own way, and we shall never be properly represented
till we send gentlemen of our own class to speak for

us. It may be that in some counties a tenant-farmer
cannot be found to undertake the responsibility. We
must then send to Parliament a proprietor in whom we
can place implicit confidence, and who will go heart
and soul in favour of the interest of the British farmer.
We must not accept any " uncertain sound ;

" we must
have a solemn pledge that he will support us in all mea-
sures—the measures that affect our interest. And these

must be clearly and separately brought before him for his

acceptance ; for it is wonderful how some men, and how
soon they try to, wriggle out of their engagements. We
must hold them fast. We have the matter in our own
hands. We now feel our power and will exercise it.

I recollect a time when our Aberdeenshire member
gave no pledge except that he would vote for the
abolition of the Malt-tax. No questions were asked ;

but he had a lord for his brother, and the dukes and
lairds and lords at his back, and the tenant-farmers
were nowhere. We will not be led away by the cry
either of Whig or of Tory. The question with us will

be who is the candidate that will best support our
interests ; and that is the man we will support.
Although an independent supporter of the Government
sitting below the gangway, X am disgusted with the

conduct of the Chancellor of the Exchequer. He has
saddled us with the Gun-tax, with a duty on shepherd's
dogs, a tax on the farm-carts that take the old and
infirm to church ; and a farmer cannot exchange a
horse during his lifetime without having to pay the

horse-dealer's license of £,\z I2.f. The right hon.
gentleman will take no advice. He is far above that.

He was obliged to hear the matchmakers, and I trust

the day is not far distant when he will be obliged to

hear us. The Government should shake themselves
clear of him if they are wise men. He has done them
a great deal of harm.
The law says you must water cattle if longer than

30 hours on transit. Our Aberdeen cattle are more
than 30 hours on transit. Some of my friends in Scot-

land advocate the feeding and watering of cattle on
transit. It may be very well for those who are living

around Edinburgh, who send few cattle to London,
and who, if they do send any, can send them within

30 hours ; but they have not considered the position of
their northern friends, and I think I shall be able to

prove to you this evening that it is impractical and
impossible to water and feed cattle between Aberdeen
and London with the present method of carrying cattle

by rail. Some who are ignorant of the subject will say,

Vou can easily loose the cattle from the trucks into a
field, give them food and water, and re-truck them
again. We shall see whether this can be done without
a much greater case of inhumanity than allowing

them to proceed on their journey in the ordinary
way. An express train of, say, 25 trucks leaves

Aberdeen, for example. I have two or three trucks

filled with fat bullocks ; I have got the trucks covered;

I have put sawdust below the feet (»f the c.itllu

;

the cattle have been in one y.ird, and trained together ;

they can lie down when inclined ([ never overcrowd
the trucks), and are able to rise when so disposed.

Several of my neighbours have cattle similarly

situated in the train. Then we have a truck or

two of valuable breeding cows, heavy in calf, and a

truck or two of valuable one and two-year-old heifers

not served with the bull. Bat in Ihe train we have
\
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belonging to another sender or owner a different sex.

We have a truck or two entirely composed of bulls,

which are loose like our bullocks. Another sender has

two bulls and four bullocks or heifers ; the two

bulls are secured by strong ropes attached to the

ring in the nose of the bull, and the ropes are firmly

tied to the framing in the two separate ends of the truck.

The bullocks are quite safe in the middle between

them. It may be that there is but one bull, and five

bullocks, cows, or heifers. This is an everyday occur-

rence. In the above manner the express cattle-train

starts for London. If the present law is carried out

what must be the unavoidable consequences? After

the 30 hours have expired, the whole cattle in the

express cattle-train are set at liberty for the purpose of

beingfed and watered—bulls, bullocks, cows in calf, and
heifers not in calf. The railway servants may unloose

the bulls, but how are they to tie them up again?

When at liberty the bulls will draw to the cows and
heifers ; and some of the heifers may be in heat at the

time, and the scene baffles description. It is an

impossibility but that some of the cows that are heavy
in calf, and the heifers in heat, if they are not killed

on the spot must be irretrievably injured. But the last

picture of the drama has still to be performed. The
150 cattle have to be retrucked. It is well known to

all persons acquainted with the cattle traffic, that cattle

that have once been trucked are very diflicult to re-

truck, and it is often only by force that it can be

effected. Even if it were possible for the railway

servants to put the beasts into their own trucks again,

ihey could never attempt it on account of the time it

would occupy to draw the lots by their different marks.
Breeding cattle generally have no marks ; the number
of the truck only designates them—so many beasts

from A. B. to C. D. This is a barrier that cannot be
got over. We cannot expect the railway servants to

have the same ability to draw cattle as the London or

Dumfries drovers.

Since droving by land was superseded by steam in

Aberdeenshire, we have not had a man who can draw
cattle properly. The old cattle drovers have almost
to a man gone to their rest. There are no drovers

equal to those belonging to Dumfries. Those men do
the cattle justice, and it is delightful to see how they
perform their work. The London drover is very
severe on the cattle.

If I have proved that the drawing of the cattle and
the replacing them as formerly in the trucks are impos-
sible—what must be the inevitable consequences? The
cattle must be returned indiscriminately to the trucks
—bulls, cows, heifers, and bullocks being mixed, just

as is most convenient to the railway servants. Can the

bulls that were secured to the corners of the trucks be
put in their places again ? Where are the loose bulls

now to stand ? Why, indiscriminately, with bullocks,

cows heavy in calf, heifers in heat, ^c. The heifers

in heat cannot be separated from the stronger bulls,

some of the weaker bulls will take side with the cows,
and there will be frequent deaths before the cattle reach
their destination. How many breeding animals will

receive injury from which they will never recover?
A word as to the fat stock. There must be great

waste and deterioration in their condition, and some
will go down, owing to their bad treatment, to the loss

of their owners and to the loss of the consumers. Vou
are aware that some bulls are so vicious that even their

keepers can hardly govern them. I sent one myself
last year to the fat market here that required six or
eight London drovers to convey him from the station

to the slaughter-house. The ring was torn from his

nose, and the drovers were in great danger ; he could
not be taken to market, and was sold in the lair and
slaughtered there. What could railways servants do
in such a case as that? and they are carrying such
animals every day.
Now these statements are neither coloured nor over-

drawn. I do not mean to say that every express cattle

train is made up in the way I have mentioned, but it

will occasionally be so, though perhaps in different

proportions. I should consider it a high honour,
and it would afford me gratification if I have thus
satisfied you, sir, and the Club, that it is impracticable
and impossible to remove cattle on transit from their
trucks to be fed and watered under the present mode
of transit, and with the present formation of our cattle

trucks. Let it not, however, be supposed for one
moment that I am against the watering and even
feeding of cattle on transit. In the cause of humanity
I am most anxious to see steps adopted by our railway
companies to curtail the time of transit and make
adequate provision for cattle being watered and fed on
their journey. But, if cattle are to be watered and
fed, the trucks must be constructed on a different
system. I am well acquainted with the merits of Mr.
\yelch's truck, which might obviate the difficulty if the
railway companies would adopt it. At my request
Lord Forrester allowed the model of that truck to be
exhibited in the House of Commons for 14 days. It
attracted great attention and commendation, and met
with the approval of Mr. Forster and the members
generally. It was also exhibited in August last at the
Highland and Agricultural .Show at Perth, where it

likewise attracted attention and won the first-class
medal. But Mr. Reid has also a kind of truck, which
I hear he has greatly improved. I was favourable to
Mr. Welch's truck as opposed to Mr. Reid's, but have
not examined Mr. Reid's improvements. To do

justice to both parties, might I take the liberty of

suggesting that a committee be appointed from this

Club, from the Highland Society, and from the Royal

Northern Agricultural Society, which represents the

great beef-producing counties of Aberdeen, Banff,

Moray, and Kincardine ; that they examine the merits

of the two trucks ; and that they draw up a report

thereon, and submit it to Mr. Forster, with the view

of having it adopted by the railway companies.

PLEURO-PNEUMONIA.
[The following are answers by Mr. Finlay Dun, V.S., to the

Questions of the Scottish Chamber of ARricuIture.]

Thr pleuro-pneumonia epizootic amongst cattle con-

sists in a specific infkimmationof the breathing organs ;

it is characterised by rapid exudation into and around

the air-cells of the lungs ; it is accompanied by low

fever ; it is confined to animals of the bovine species ;

it is distinctly contagious.

Pleuro-pneumonia appears to be indigenous in the

southern and eastern parts of Russia, and throughout

most of the mountainous districts of central ICurope.

It has its habitat in localities not very remote from

those in which rinderpest arises. Side by side these

two l.iovinc pests have often travelled westwards. In

Swabia, Silesia, and throughout many of the Swiss

cantons, pleuro-pneumonia has occurred at intervals

during the last 150 years. Although oubreaks are

reported to have occurred in Great Britain even as far

back as last century, the disease never became estab-

lished in this country until it was imported from

Holland in 1S42. It has since spread very generally

throughout both Great Britain and Ireland. It was,

however, confined to England for nearly a year before

it reached Scotland ; but, towards the close of 1S43,

and during the winter of 1S43-44, cases occurred in

Edinburgh and Glasgow, and other parts of the south

of Scotland, and were usually traceable to cattle pur-

chased at the preceding All-Hallow Fair. Since its

appearance in Great Britain in 1842, as well as

throughout its Continental history, the disease has

always been observed to prevail where the cattle traffic

was greatest ; it has spread most at the time and in

the neighbourhood of large fairs ; dairymen and

dealers, frequently changing their stock, have been the

heaviest losers ; in the remoter districts of the country

—removed from fairs and drove roads—where the

farmers are breeders and sellers, rather than feeders

and purchasers, pleuro has been rare or unknown.
Facts such zs> these establish very conclusively the con-

tagious character of the pleuro-pneumonia epizootic.

As with other notably catching disorders, minute

spore-like particles are given off from the body of the

pleuro-pneumonia patient. These contagious particles

are probably chiefly evolved through the lungs, skin,

and bowels. If, through being inhaled, or by other

means, they gain access to the body of healthy cattle,

they gradually induce changes in the blood and soft

solids, probably acting, as has been suggested by
Baron Liebig, somewhat in the same manner as a

little yeast does in any sugar- containing fluid. Like

the yeast in the saccharine solution, the contagium in

the body of a susceptible subject exhibits wonderful

powers of self-multiplication. This period of multi-

plication corresponds with what is termed the incuba-

tive stage of the disease. This varies with the intensity

of the poison and the susceptibility of the patient, from

15 to 40 days. When, by virtue of its reproductive

powers, the contagium has leavened, as it were, the

whole mass of the animal body, health is disturbed,

the special symptoms of the disease present them-

selves, and particles of the contagious poison are given

forth, ready to run a similar course if they can fasten

themselves on any suitable subject.

The pleuro-pneumonia contagion, although not so

subtle or potent as that of the cattle plague, appears

capable of being carried for several hundred yards

without losing its activity. Its particles adhere to

racks or mangers, to stone, brick, or wooden struc-

tures, on which the breath or off-scourings of sick

animals have condensed. Like vegetable seeds or

spores, kept in circumstances adverse to their genera-

tion, the contagious particles may remain, as it were,

dormant for weeks, or even for longer periods
;

but, like their vegetable analogies, if placed in a

favourable condition, their vitality is reawakened.
Many town and suburban byres and hovels, in which
pleuro has raged, the holds of cattle transport ships,

the railway cattle trucks, the frequented market lairs,

become in this way prolific, although often unsuspected,

sources of pleuro-pneumonia. The cases of pleuro

referred to under question 4 frequently originate in the

manner thus indicated, from the animals imbibing in

crowded ships, railway trucks, or market stances, the

poison left by previous occupants.

But although pleuro-pneumonia, in the large pro-

portion of cases, may be distinctly traced to contagion,

it may be asked, does it not also occasionally result

from other causes? Although the poison generally

comes from without, may it not under certain circum-

stances be generated within the body? Such a two-

fold origin is not impossible. In the human subject

certain fevers developed by over-crowding, destitution,

and debility afterwards spread by contagion. Glanders

in horses is produced by contagion or inoculation, and
is also generated /(V se from faulty nutrition, overwork,

or reducing disorders.

I do not, however, consider that there is suflicient

evidence for believing that the pleuro-pneumonia epi-

zootic can be manufactured, as it were, by any con-
catenation of circumstances. Without the contagious
poison, pleuro cannot, I believe, occur.

This matter is evidently of so much practical

importance in determining both local and national
measures of prevention, that, at the risk of prolixity

and some reiteration, I venture to adduce the follow-

ing facts, which appear to me to justify the belief that

the pleuro-pneumonia epizootic is not produced except
by contagion only :

—

1. No faulty hygiene, no over-crowding or over-

driving, of scarcity of food or of water sufficed, pre-

vious to 1S42, to produce pleuro in Great Britain or

Ireland.

2. Twenty-five years' acquaintance with the malady
proves that it prevails in roomy, well-ventilated, com-
fortable premises, as well as in the dingiest, most
wretched, and worst managed hovels.

3. Unlike influenza and other non-contagious epi-

zootics, pleuro does not spread rapidly over a district,

or appear simultaneously at many points throughout the

country. It spreads gradually ; it travels rather tardily

from point to point. As already mentioned, it was in

London and Liverpool for a year before it reached

Scotland : it was months about Edinburgh and Glasgow
before it had travelled to Inverness. In America and
Australia the disorder has extended in the same gradual

and steady manner—a manner rationally explicable on
the view of its being produced only by contagion.

4. Proximity to large fairs, dealers' lairs, or drove
roads, with frequent purchasing in open markets, are

the circumstances which most favour the appearance

of pleuro.

5. Conversely, distance from markets, shipping

parts, or railway stations, and avoidance of all beasts

that have been travelled, trucked, or shipped, or whose
antecedents have been unknown, have secured many
farms from pleuro.

6. Although crowding, exposure, faulty feeding,

and all other conditions presumed to be favourable to

the spontaneous development of pleuro remained the

same as they had been for 20 years, nevertheless, in

the two years of 1S66 and 1S67, during which, owing
to the cattle plague, stock were neither brought together

in large markets nor travelled by road or rail, pleuro-

pneumonia (and we may add, mouth-and-foot disease

also) almost entirely disappeared. Mr. Smith,

M.R.C.V.S,, in a paper on the cattle plague in

Norfolk, read at the last meeting of the British Associa-

tion, states that, from the books of the Norfolk

Farmers' Cattle Insurance Company, he finds that

during the five years from 185S to 1S62 the mortality

amongst cattle from pleuro-pneumonia alone ranged
from 464 to 63^ per cent. ; in 1S63 and 1S64 it was 35
per cent.; in 1S65, owing probably to the caution

which fear of the cattle plague had already inspired,

the losses fell to 26 per cent.; under the stringent

restrictions of iS66, the mortality from pleuro-pneu-

monia in the Norfolk Insurance Company was only one
per cent. The restrictions, especially during the

autumn months of 1S67, becoming less severe, the losses

rose to S per cent.; whilst with the return to open
markets and unrestricted traffic, the first seven and
a half months of 1S6S {to August 17) indicated a loss

of 30 per cent. These figures speak for themselves,

and ought to convince the most sceptical that pleuro,

like rinderpost, spreads, in this country at least, front

contagion alone.

Weakly, delicate animals, and those artificially nur-

tured, suffer most readily and severely from pleuro.

Fatigue, fasting, thirst, exposure, and other such

health-depressing conditions, although they are in-

capable of themselves, or even if conjoined, of manu-
facturing a single case of the pleuro-pneumonia
epizootic, rank, nevertheless, as predisponents. As
the weakly man falls an easy victim to cholera or

fever poison, so in like manner do cattle under faulty

hygiene succumb to small or diluted doses of the

pleuro poison.

Cows newly calved are particularly prone to catch

it, and bear up badly against the attack. Cattle

recently brought into town or crowded premises, and
unused to crowding, warmth, and forcing fare, are

very susceptible to the pleuro poison, and make
unsatisfactory patients.

As is observable with other contagious diseases, and
amongst all animals, the virulence of the contagion

increases with the amount of the fever, and is greatest

during the advanced stages of serious attacks. lx\. the

earlier stages and slighter cases, the amount and
intensity of the contagious poison appear to be reduced

to the minimum, and may be still further robbed of its

power of doing harm by plenty of space and fresh air.

An attack of the pleuro-pneumonia epizootic is

ushered in by shivering and dulness, there is a short,

painful, easily excited cough, a moan or gmnt,
especially notable when the animal is disturbed, the

bowels are irregular, there is feverishness, and in milch

cows a sudden falling off in the yield of milk. Changes
also early take place in the sounds within the chest, as

discovered by auscultation. Such symptoms are not,

however, very different from those of a feverish cold ;

they might indicate an attack of ordinary acute in-

flammation of the lungs or bronchial tubes ; they

might even be mistaken for the onset of acute rheu-

matism.
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But simple colds, bronchitis, and other lung com-
plaints differ from the pleuro-pneumonia in coming on
more rapidly ; the symptoms are, besides, less per-

sistent ; with rational treatment they may easily be cut
short in a few days ; the low fever so characteristic of
pleuro and other diseases depending on blood-poison-
ing is seldom present ; there is, moreover, no tendency
to spread by contagion.

Again, the ordinary inflammatory attacks, which are
liable to be mistaken for pleuro, are usually directly

traceable to exposure, to cold or wet, to confinement
in cattle trucks or on ship board, to long wearisome
journeys, or other such bad management adverted to

under question 4. Moreover, ordinary inflammatory
attacks occur within a day or two after the animal is

subjected to the exciting cause
; pleuro-pneumonia, on

the other hand, does not show itself for at least 10 days
after the animal has been exposed to the special virus.

The previous history of the case, as well as the way in

which the animal was first taken ill, thus greatly aid in

identifying doubtful cases.

I do not think that pleuro-pneumonia has undergone
any change in its duration or severity during its 25 years'

location in Great Britain. Farmers and dairymen, and
also veterinarians, are, of course, more familiar with it,

and hence view it with somewhat less alarm than they
did on its first appearance, They also detect it earlier;

often dispose of cases to the butcher in the very first

stages ; whilst treatment, if undertaken, is more
rational, the nursing is better, the bleeding, tartar

emetic, and reducing remedies so generally adopted
during the earlier years of visitation have been super-
seded by tonics, stimulants, and careful attention to

diet. In one way the virulence of the disorder may be
said to be abated, for animals that have been once
affected are somewhat less liable to suffer again ; and
"when they do catch it, usually have it less severely.

If the views already enunciated regarding the con-
tagion of pleuro-pnemonia are sound, it is evident
that, with rational care, the disease can be banished
from these shores. The cattle plague restrictions,

although established for another purpose, nearly accom-
plished the extirpation of pleuro. Their persistence in

pleuro- infected localities for several months longer
would probably have rid us of the lung pest as effec-

tually as of the rinderpest. It would, however, now
be difficult to induce either agriculturists or the public
to submit cheerfully to a re-imposition of the cattle

plague restrictions in all their strictness. Measures
somewhat less severe and less sweeping, although
they might not effect the extirpation so rapidly, would
gradually and certainly attain the desired end. "Within
12 month^;, or perhaps in less time, pleuro-pneumonia
might be eradicated by strict attention to the two fol-

lowing points :— 1st, by fresh air and disinfectants to

dilute and destroy the specific virus as fast as it is

generated from any sick beast. 2d, by segregation,
and where that is impracticable, by slaughter, to pre-

vent the subtile poison finding fresh subjects on which
it can fasten.

Poultry Keeping.—I wish to make a few musing
strictures on cottagers and fowl keeping. There
are a great number of strange things written and
caused to be published by ladies and gentlemen
about fowl-keeping, showing in their way that
every poor family that occupies a cottage might keep
and make a considerable profit by poultry ; but where
is the poultry to be kept ? In my parish of about
140 cottages not half a dozen of the occupants could
keep even a couple of fowls. But I may be asked,
How is this, that cottagers in the country cannot keep
fowls? One reason is this, that all of them have
gardens, and they cannot keep fowls and cultivate their

gardens also ; but the fowls would destroy their neigh-
bours' gardens as well as their own, and therefore be the
cause of continual quarrellings among them. In truth,

no gentleman of my profession can reside in his parish
even for a short time without learning that it is not
possible for cottagers who have gardens to keep fowls.
But can farmers keep poultry with a profit? To a
certain extent they may, but beyond that extent my
opinion is that Ihey cannot keep fowls to a profit, or
without pecuniary loss. So long as farmers have not
to go to their cornbins or sacks of dressed corn for fowl
food they may keep fowls at a profit, but as soon as
they have to feed tliem solely with corn they could sell,

their poultry keeping becomes a loss. And another
thing—I have often read that fowls may be taught to
wander over the various fields of a farm alter they have
once been shown which fields belong to the owners of
them ; but this again, I think, is a delusion. I keep
fowls, but I never saw them more than 200 yards from
my homestead ; and with reference to the injury they
do to crops, I think there is some exaggeration on this

point. I have read, and many times, that they do
no injury at all ; but this is a grievous mistake, as
before harvest, whilst the crops are ripening, they
destroy more corn round homesteads than they are
worth, and at seeding time also in dry weather they
bask in and scratch out the seed from large tracks of
the corn sown near their home ; and also among young
Clovers, they pick out and destroy more hearts of the
Clover than they are worth. I have often seen near a
homestead at least two acres of young Clovers mined

by fowls. -A. friend of mine employs an aged
pauper at 6s. or 7^.1 a week to protect his crops from
his fowls, which weekly payments soon run up to

more money than the fowls are worth. Then, again,

among young Mangels the fowls play havoc ; I myself
having suffered very much in this way from cottagers'

fowls. If you complain, no one will admit that the

fowls are theirs, but when you can bear with the injury

no longer, and shoot among the innocent intruders, then
you have all your poor neighbours raving against you
that you have been shooting their fowls ; and then,

again, away they run with their exaggerated tales to

some pitying Justice of the Peace, who directs them to

a lawyer ; and thus I am satisfied that cottagers cannot
keep fowls, nor even farmers, at a profit, beyond
a limited number. But two kinds of men make good
profits by fowl keeping, one of these was an old lady's

coachman, whom I knew, who had always a fat fowl
or two to sell, and sometimes near a dozen ; the other
men are workers in barns, with large shoes or boots :

these can turn fowl keeping to a good account, just as

threshers formerly used to keep each a pig or two to

turn into bacon. Such are exceptional cases, but I

know no others, except, perhaps, hostlers at inns, who
may keep a few fowls at their homes rather cheaply,

to the great grief of their customers' horses. But I pro-

mised to write a word or two on labourers' cottages, for

the general badness of which landlords are often greatly

maligned. In my parish, again, not half a dozen
cottages out of about 140 belong to landlords, and it

is the same, or nearly so, in most other parishes.

As the cottages in general are shamefully bad, and as

some persons must be blamed, the odium is laid upon
the unoffi^nding landlords ; but in most of our country
parishes the cottages chiefly belong to tradesmen

—

bricklayers, and wheelwrights, and carpenters, and
shopkeepers, and scarcely any to landlords. Then,
again, as to game, against which it is the custom for

orators to rave so much as they do at the present day.

Now, it is quite certain that both pheasants and
partridges do but little, if any, injury to farms, and
oftentimes they do very much good ; but rabbits and
hares do often much damage. This, generally, is

very grossly exaggerated, but, when these are kept by
tenant-farmers, and even to their neighbours' great

injury, no complaints are heard of; but when injury is

done, though not to a quarter the extent, by ground
game kept by landlords, the whole country is raised

up against them, and some, if not many, are driven
away from their estates, where, if resident, they would
be of the greatest benefit to their parishes and neigh-
bourhood. I have known shameful impositions on
landlords by the exaggerated injuries reported as

having been done to poor tenants by game—exagge-
rated injuries I write, as I do not deny but some
injuries are done ; but I will write, and without fear of
reputation, that some of the best and most liberal

landlords that I have known have been game pre-

servers. G. IVilkins, J'icara^i, IVix, March 6.

Farm Prospects in the North.—In August last

I forwarded to you a communication as to our agri-

cultural prospects in the North of England, including

also a portion of Westmoreland and East Cumberland.
The deductions I then drew have been fully realised

—

a heavy crop of hay was housed in much better con-
dition than was anticipated, and hay has been more
plentiful and cheaper than for some years past. This
may be accounted for in a great degree by the excellent

green crops, and also by the plethora of grass conse-
quent in the open season. The yield of grain, too,

bore out ray August prediction—it was heavier than
anticipated, with a large weight of straw. Under these

circumstances, the northern farmer almost forgot to

grumble. Although the crops were everything to be
desired, the autumn brought with it a slight attack of
foot-and-mouth disease amongst cattle and sheep.

Energetic steps for its stamping out were taken by the

local authorities, and although we have now, I believe,

about a clear bill of health, the disease has been in-

termittent from last autumn up to this time, and the

attacks generally of a very mild nature. I will now
look at our prospects for the ensuing year, first

premising that the "oldest inhabitant" cannot
remember a season in which so much rain has fallen,

with so little frost or snow. The beginning and
middle of November were favourable to outdoor work,
and those farmers who are always ready to take advan-
tage of fortuitous circumstances lost no time in getting

their teams to work, and thus succeeded in sowing
their usual quantity of winter Wheat, whilst the pro-

crastinating ones are now loud in their lament at an
omission due solely to their lethargy. The fall of

rain in November was 3. 27 inches; and as rain fell

only on 12 days, there were iS days available for field

work, in addition to snatches out of the 12 wet days.

December, however, had 22 wet days, and a total fall

of 596 inches. January was almost one continuous
downpour of rain, hail, sleet, and snow, the weather
being intensely cold, and all low-lying and badly-
drained lands were flooded from the beginning to the

end of the month. On two or three days we were
visited with thunder and lightning. During this

month we had 27 wet days, and a total fall of

9.35 inches, as much as 3.50 inches falling in two
days. The beginning and middle of February, how-
ever, have proved more propitious, and farmers are
now busy preparing and sowing their spring corn.

Owing to the prevalence of rain, fallows are yet
scarcely touched, the leas only being broken

;

the rain is now, at last, fast leaving the former,
and should the present fine weather continue,
spring sowing will soon make up the winter deficiency,
and thus we may reasonably anticipate that the usual
breadth of Wheat land will be sown. The only fear
now is, that the long-deferred frost may visit us at a
time dangerous to the young Wheat plant, which, in
most instances, at present, notwithstanding the un-
usually wet season, is looking fair and promising. To
say the least of it, the season has been a vexatious one
to the farmer, and one requiring great vigilance, care,
and forethought, combined with prompt action. We
shall soon be in the midst of the lambing season. So
far, the weather of the past fortnight has favoured
us, and "doubles" amongst the early births
are frequent, the open weather enabling the
lambs soon to feel their feet, and they are look-
ing remarkably strong and healthy. A visitation of
frost, however, at the close of this month, or in March,
would be seriously inimical to a successful lambing
season in North Lancashire. The high prices at which
horses have been selling, is inducing our farmers to
pay more attention to their breeding. Iliihetto good
horses have been very scarce in the district, and the
question as to whether it pays to breed them has
long been a debatable one at our farmers' clubs.
This apathy deterred parties from introducing good
sires into the neighbourhood ; but the current
high prices have altogether changed public opinion, and
we have for the ensuing season splendid entire horses
both in thorough-bred, coaching, and Clydesdale. The
only drawback to the district producing a splendid class
of horses is the almost impossibility of disabusing the
bucolic mind of the idea that any description of mare is

suitable for breeding ; no matter in what slate they may
be, nor what defects they may be suftering from, if

they are p.ast work they are used for breeding, and
when disappointment follows, the blame is laid "on the
sire. A greater mistake could not be made ; and
when our agriculturists can be made to realise the
necessity that all the component parts must be in unity
before we can realise a perfect whole, then, and then
only, will the question, Does horse-breeding pay?
be solved to their pecuniary satisfaction. Before
closing this article, I would wish to recur to one or two
hints I threw out in August last, seeing that the pre-
sent is the practicable time for putting them into
effect. First, then, as to the smut in grain. The
cause of this is diversely viewed by farmers. Some
are of opinion that a change of seed is the
best remedy, whilst others are content to sub-
mit to its infliction, and thus lose a large
percentage of their crops, in addition to the remainder
being much deteriorated in value, owing to the ad-
mixture of the diseased ears in grinding. The certain
and simple cure for smut is one not entailing much
trouble, and I have never heard of its failure. Throw
on to the seed some quicklime, work it up with a hay
rake until the seeds are white, and then pass it through
a pail of old chamber lye. The time spent will be well
repaid at harvest time. Secondly, our grass lands are
completely overrun with the large Ox-eye Daisy, which
in many fields have all but supplanted the grass. Of
this pest I cannot speak too strongly, but if early means
are not taken to eradicate it, it will, in the course of a
year or two, assume such proportions that in place of
having hay to sell, we shall have to go out of the
district for the supply necessary for our cattle. Not
only are our meadows heavy sufferers from it, but it is

extending to our grain fields, gardens, &c. This is an
evil requiring prompt and united action. It is of no
avail that a few do their duty ; the attempt to rid us of
the pest must be made by all. Now, as the Ox-eye
Daisy is only a plant of three years' growth, the surest

way to exterminate it is to pasture the land for three
years with sheep, for although cattle will not eat it

either in its green st.ate or amongst the hay, sheep
eagerly nip the young flowers ; and thus if the precaution
be taken to cut off any flowers before seeding which
may have been missed by the sheep, the land would be
relieved from the incubus which now rav.ages it. It

seems an anomaly that farmers should need such
spurring to do that which their own common sense must
tell them is for their benefit ; but so it unfortunately is,

and 1 would here call upon all landlords to make it a
condition upon all their tenants, consequent upon their
continuing to hold their farms, that they lake united
action to extirpate this pest.— P.S. The month of
March has been ushered in with the most pleasing
prospects. The weather has been remarkably fine ; a
succession of sunshiny days, with all the warmth and
genial mildness of the month of May. Farmers are
putting into the fields all the strength tlicy can com-
mand, and the spring sowing is going on apace under
the most favourable auspices. The few fine days have
also had a most beneficial effect on the winter Wheats.
y. R. R.

Justice to Landlord and Tenant.—Your corre-
spondent, Mr. W. Smith (p. 267), has rightly stated

the great question in the farming world is, how to pro-

ject the landowner from damage, and allow the occupier
greater liberty of action, and repay him what he is

rightly cntitleil to ; and, unfortunately, it is also the

great question in the gardening world, for the market
gardener cannot, save in very rare cases, get the pro-
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tection of a lease in the present building mania, but

is in many instances subject to a three months'

notice to quit, and the incoming tenant does not

cave to pay for crops, tillage, or dressings. Most

decidedly we want a law quite as much, if not

more than ever Ireland did, but not one compelling

land to be let by auction ; for, in the first place, there

is not one man in fifty will stand bondsman for any-

body, and if they are not obtainable, the plan fails

directly, as any rash speculator could obtain land,

while a prudent and skilful man could not. Unfor-

tiuiately, I know the anxious eftect of land being let

even by tender, the land having gone up far above its

value by parties bidding one agannst the other. I am
afraid this would not put a stop to " overbearing land-

lords and foolish tenants," as Mr. Smith asserts. A
law making landlords pay all local taxes might at first

sight seem desirable, but he would put an anticipatory

charge on the rent which the taxes might never

reach. The tax now charged on the tenant for

local improvements should most decidedly be

paid by the landlord. Again, it would be rather

hard upon a poor tenant who had overbid for the land

to make him pay the amount he overbid for the next

25 years ; on the other hand, the land might increase

in value, locally irrespective of any improvements made
by the tenant, and it would be manifestly unjust to

make thelamllord pay the tenant 25 years' purcha-.e on

the improved rental. As the law now stands, a man
may take a farm in a most dilapidated and foul state,

perhaps after being farmed by the owner himself, at a

rental of, say, £4. per acre. After an immense deal of

outlay and labour the land begins to pay him back ;

his assessment directly goes up to £$, not allowing

him anything for his first four or five years' losses, but

making him pay upon £1 an acre more than he can

deduct from the landlord under schedule A. The term,

perhaps, is 21 years, by which time he has the land

thoroughly clean, and maybe planted down with fruit

;

for all which improvements he will have to pay twice

over, viz., on the increased rent, if he has the term

renewed on the auction plan, and the original outlay.

On the other hand, the same farm might be let for

£^ los. per acre, that is loj-. less, in consideration of

the state of the land ; the number of acres is perhaps

from So to 100, which would give the tenant £40 to

;^50 to expend in improving the farm : it would be

rather hard if, after a term of 14 or 21 years, the land

was relet by auction at £^ or ^6 an acre, to make the

landlord pay for the improvements, which he has

allowed the tenant ,3^40 or /50 a year to make.
M. G.

Birmingham Sewage and Clodhoppers.—Why
Mr. John Martin, of Kincardine, should take delight

in misrepresenting my scheme for Birmingham, I

really am at a loss to conceive ; but as he does so, and
in your columns, I must ask your permission to make
the following brief statement :— i. I alone am
responsible for the selection of the land, and for

designing all the necessary works upon that land, Mr.
Hawksley, the President of the Institution of Civil

Engineers, being responsible for the conduit and other

parts of the scheme. 2. The scheme has been
approved and adopted, after full discussion, first by the

Town Council, and secondly by the general body of

ratepayei-s in public meeting assembled. 3, Mr.
Martin's information as to the Court of Chancery is

naturally enough erroneous. 4. If any " clodhopper "

imagines that he can arrange works above ground and
under ground, which will effect the purification of

32,000,000 galls, ofsewage daily, by its passage through
a limited filter of land, he and those who trusted him
would find themselves singularly mistaken. A " clod-

hopper" would be stopped at the outset by his in-

ability to calculate the requisite fall and sectional area

of the different carriers and drains. He could not even
begin to do the work, and if any ''farmer" were to

attempt to lay out a sewage farm without professional

assistance, he would certainly belong to that class of

persons, to which, I fear, Mr. Martin also belongs

—

who "rush in where angels fear to tread." For my
part, I agree with what Sir William Thompson told us,

as President of the British Association, namely, that

careful and exact measurement is the key to success.

W. Hope^ E(tinb747-_£hy March 4.

Foreign Correspondence.
Strasburg : AgrkuUural Notes from Alsace.—

The chief products of agriculture in this newly legained

part of the old German empire, are Wheat, Barley,

(chiefly in the lower, /. e., northern districts) Oats, on
the banks of the Moselle, Potatos, Saffron, and madder
in Upper Alsace. Tobacco is grown in different places

under State surveillance. The numerous little streams
from the Vosges or Wasgenwald, as the Germans now
call the Vosges mountains, in accordance with the epic

of the Nibelungs, are, for a great part, turned towards
irrigation purposes. Far up in the mountain districts

the most beautiful pastures are met with. There the
herds often remain, as in Switzerland, for six and eight

months together upon the hills, and the breeder, with
his cheese-making wife, do not leave their idyllic soli-

tude except for the winter's cold. The factory system
of course does not exist under such circumstances ; in

the lower parts of the country, however, they are

energetically getting into intense culture ; they grow
Sainfoin, Trefoil, &c., and are clever at constructing

artificial pasture ground—naturally so because of the

wine-growing business, which requires considerable

ingenuity at spades and wheelcart. There also several

cheese factories have sprung into life. In the year 1S62

there were in the department of the Upper Rhine

16,274 hectares of pasture-grounds ; in the Lower
Rhine, 18,309; Moselle, 36,448; Meurthe, 26,029.

An hectare is equal to 3.9 Prussian morgen, or

2.6 English acres. The vineyards in Alsace are stated

together to have an area of 25,000 hectares, being

situated chieffy on the sides and slopes of the

mountains. The Grapes of special renown are those

of Rippoltsweiler, Gebweiler, Tiirkheim, Thann,
Reichenweyer and Hunsweyer. The total value of the

Grape products in the four departments came up to

69 millions of francs in the year 1862, the whole of the

French empire in that year producing only 20 times

that value in wine, viz., 13S6 millions of francs. At
present there is no saying what quantity is produced

—

most being made. They don't care for the sugar in

the Grapes ; they want the acid quality, getting the

sugar from cheaper sources. For all that sort of

adulteration, people will never leave off drinking wine.

I dare say I know a man who sells just three times the

quantity he grows.

As to the animal department, there were in 1866

upwards of 220,000 horses in all Alsace. Cattle are

found best and in the greatest number in the Lower
Rhine department, which counts 162,707 head of cattle;

the four departments give a total of 490,000 head.

These other parts are, on the other hand, richest in

sheep, especially the Moselle and Meurthe depart-

ments, with 160,678 and 183,958 head respectively, the

two Rhine departments having only about 60,000 head
each. The same proportion appears in the pig category,

Moselle and Meurthe delighting in about 170,000 to

180,000 tails—the tail being the best part to count a

piggy by.

The cows, for milk production, are not very large

beasts, but yield, in proportion to their size, great

quantities of good consistency. The mountain tribe up

in the Vosges should be tried for breeding purposes.

They are muscular, mobile, and hardy ; they do the

work in the plough, and are economical in their food as

little housewives. They are easily to be fattened, and

if not allowed to grow too old, they will yield a solid

and tender steak of most excellent taste. People,

however, do not like to slaughter them before they are

grown too old for milking purposes. Coffee boiled in

milk is the chief nourishment for rich and poor, cheese

comes next, bread and butter, Barley with elder syrup,

Potatos, and vegetables. Meat is not so much cared

for.

One thing which does credit, indeed, to the Alsace

population, is their attention to piscictxlture ; artificial

breeding and conserving being a hobby of many a

worthy vicar. There is, too, the renowned conserva-

tory at Huningen, kept up with the aid of the French
Government, and now taken care of by the German
Fishery Society. Huningen is celebrated for iXxt-salmo

umbra—Vombre chci'alier of the French, the char of the

English ; sabno triiita or lemanus is also sold ; the

eggs of the former at the price of a penny each. Rab-
bits, hares, roes, are numerous and well to do all

over Alsace, and contributed not a little towards

seasoning the diet of the German soldiers during the

memorable campaign of the last winter. They find a

decent home within the large forests that still exist,

especially in the region of the Vosges. When 40 years

ago most of the State forests were delivered into the

hands of the local administrators, many a fine plot of

forest was sold to private proprietors and cut down
relentlessly, chiefly for the purpose of procuring rail-

way planks, which, of course, are well paid for. In

1866 there were, besides the governmental remnants in

the Upper Rhine, 121,200 hectares of forest lands
;

102,831 in the Lower; 84,679 in the Moselle, and

105,504 in the Meurthe department. The Oak, Beech,

Elm, Ash, and Aspen are the trees met with usually.

The Fir is predominant in the Vosges and around
Saarbourg. The red Beech is found at an elevation

of iioo metres. The best preserved forests are on the

banks of the river Saar.

Fuel is cheap, the celebrated Saar colliery providing

all the regions far and near. There are coal mines,

too, all over the country, especially in the Moselle

department, and new layers are discovered continually.

The Moselle is rich likewise in iron, salt, and some
other minerals. There can be no doubt that in losing

Alsace T^ranee lost not only the most industrious

part of her population but also a land fitted like no

other for industrial enterprise. Think of the two
million spindles France lost with Alsace, leaving

seven millions still belonging to her. If we take the

number of spindles as an industrometer, if I may say

so, France has lost a fourth part of her nerve with

Alsace. Perhaps agriculture would leave a greater

margin, but most likely it would not ; for except in

Normandy great diligence and farming parts are not to

be found as peculiarities of the Celtic race anywhere in

France, whilst they are at the very root of the Suabian

character to be found east of Washkenwold.
Perhaps your readers will not think the worse of

your correspondent when he begs them to think of

Goethe's Gretchen in '*Faitst." The prototype of

Gretchen was Friderika, at Sesenheim, near Strasburg.

There is nothing French about her, I bet. And such
Gretchens you may find all over Alsace from the
infant up to the grandmother state of existence. They
are then awfully ugly sometimes, owing to the seclusion
the population lives in, which in lime brings out the
prominent features rather too much to be harmonious ;

they also are awfully obstinate and kid-like babies at

being re-Germanised, but they are a good, tender-
hearted, generous, kindly people, if ever there was one,
and they ought to beware of the Jews rather more than
they do. O. Beta.

Somtits.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

Manures aud Feeding Stu^s.—As noted at p. 337,
the Chemical Committee submitted to the Council, at

the meeting on the 6th inst., forms of guarantee which
dealers in manures and feeding stuffs may give to pur-
chasers. Tiie following are the forms referred to :

—

I,

—

Linseed Cake.
Vendor's Name
Address
Quantity
Price per Ton
Terms
Date of Purchase

I, the undersltjned, hereby guarantee to deliver tons
of pure hnseed cake as above, in good condition, that is to say :

—

Cake which ib made from "clean" Linseed and nothing eUe, is

free from mould, and is not otherwise spoiled for feeding purposes.

Signature of Vendor

2.

—

Rape Cake for Feeding Purposes.
Vendor's Name
Address
Quantity
Price per Ton
Terms
Date of Purchase

I, the undersigned, hereby guarantee to deliver tons
of rape cake fit for feeding purposes, as above, in good condition,
that is to say ;—Cake which is made from Rapeseed which is free

from an injurious quantity of Mustard or other prejudicial
matters, is free from mould, and is not otherwise spoiled for

feeding purposes.

Signature of Vendor

3.

—

Decorticated Cotton Cake.
Vendor's Name
Address
Quantity
Price per Ton -

Terms
Date of Purchase

I, the undersigned, hereby guarantee to deliver tons
of pure decorticated cotton cake as above, in good condition, that

is to say :—Cake which is made from clean decorticated Cotton
seed, and nothing else, is free from mould, and is not otherwise
spoiled for feeding purposes, and is equal to the sample furnished
by me to the purchaser.

Signature of Vendor

N.B. Purchasers are recommended not to buy this cake except
by sample,

4.

—

UndecorHeated Cotton Cake.
Vendor's Name
Address
Quantity
Price per Ton
Terms
Date of Purchase

T, the undersigned, hereby guarantee to deliver tons
of pure undecorticated cotton cake as above, in good condition,

that Is to say :—Cake which is made from clean undecorticated
Cotton seed, and nothing else, is free from mould, is not other-

wise spoiled for feeding purposes, and is equal to the sample
furnished by me to the purchaser.

Signature of Vendor

N.B. Purchasers arc recommended not to buy this cake except
by sample.

S.~Rtce Meat.
Vendor's Name
Address
Quantity
Price per Ton
Terms
Date of Purchase

I. the undersigned, hereby guarantee to deliver tons

of pure rice meal, as above, in good condition, that is to say ;

—

Meal thai is free from all matters not found in rice, and that is

equal to the sample furnished by me to the purchaser.

Signature of Vendor

N.B. Purchasers are recommended not to buy this meal except
by sample.

6.

—

Bones or Bone Dust.
Bones and bone-dust are usually sold either as raw or green

bones, or as boiled bones. The latter is made from bones, the
gelatine of which has been extracted to a great extent by high-

pressure steam, and is cheaper than raw bone-dust.

Vendor's Name
Address

/ Raw Bones, ^ inch
--. . J Raw Bones, i Inch
Quantity^ Raw Bone-dust

I Boiled Bones
Price per Ton
Terms
Date of Purchase

Raw or Green Bones or Bone Dust.
I, the undersigned, hereby guarantee to supply tons of

pure raw bones, being \ inch, or J inch, or fine bone dust, as

above, containing not less than 45 per cent, of trioasic phosphate
of lime, and yielding not less than 4 per cent, of ammonia.

Signature of Vendor

Boiled Bones.
I, the undersigned, hereby guarantee to supply tons of

pure boiled bones, as above, containing not less than 48 per cent.

of tribasic phosphate of lime, and yielding not less than ij per

cent, of ammonia.

Signature of Vendor •
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7.

—

Dissoh'cd Bones,

Dissolved bones are made of various qualities, and sold at

various prices per ton, and for these reasons the quality shouldbe
guaranteed.

Vendor's Name
Address
Quantity
Price per Ton
Terms
Date of Purchase

1. the undersigned, hereby guarantee to supply in a sufficiently

dry and powdery condition, to admit of ready distribution by the

drill or for hand-sowing, tons of dissolved bone at per
ton, which shall contain

—

r. per cent, of soluble phosphate of lime.

2. per cent, of insoluble phosphate of lime, present entirely

as boiled or raw bone, and not as bone-ash, coprolites, or other
mineral phosphates.

3. percent, of nitrogen equal to per cent, of ammonia.

In case of deficiency, I agree to allow for each tmit per cent, —
{1) of soluble phosphate per ton,

(2) of insoluble phosphate per ton,

(3) of ammonia per ton,

which the dissolved bones are found on analysis to contain less

than the guaranteed percentage of soluble phosphate of lime in a

fairly-drawn sample, taken within three days after the delivery
of the bulk.

Signature of Vendor

N B. The sample for analysis should be taken by emptying
several bags, mixing the contents together, and filling two mus-
tard tins full in the presence of a witness ; both to be sealed, one
to be for^va^ded to for the determination of
its constituents, and the second to be kept for reference.

8.

—

Mineral SiiperpJiosphaies.

Purchasers are recommended to buy mineral superphosphates
on the basis of a guaranteed percentage of soluble phosphate of
lime, at so much per unit per cent., and to attach no value to

insoluble phosphates.

Vendor's Name
Address
Price per Ton
Terms
Date of Purchase

I, the undersigned, hereby guarantee to deliver in a sufficiently

dry and powdery condition to admit of ready distribution by the
drill, or for hand-sowing, tons of superphosphate of lime, as
above, which shall contain per cent, of soluble phosphate
of lime ; a deduction of being allowed for every unit
per cent, which the superphosphate is found on analysis to con-
tain less than the guaranteed percentage of soluble phosphate of
lime in a fairly drawn s.implc, taken within three days after the
delivery of the bulk.

Signature of Vendor

N.B. The sample for analysis should be taken by emptying
several bags, mixing the contents together, and filling two mus-
tard tins full in the presence of a witness ; both to be sealed, one
to be forwarded to for the determination of
soluble phosphate, and the second to be kept for reference,

9.

—

Compound Artificial Manures.
Vendor's Name
Address
Quantity
Price Per Ton
Terms
Date of Purchase ,»

I, the undersigned, hereby guarantee to suppljr, in a sufficiently
dry and powdery condition to admit of distribution by the drill,

or for hand-sowing, tons of as above, to

contain percent, of soluble phosphates, per
cent, of insoluble phosphates, percent, of nitrogen.

In case of deficiency, I agree to allow for each unit per cent.

—

(i) of soluble phosphates per ton,

(2) of insoluble phosphates per ton,

{3) of ammonia per ton,

which the manure is found, on analysis, to contain less than the
guaranteed percentage of soluble phosphate of lime in a fairly
drawn sample, taken within three days after the delivery of the
bulk.

Signature of Vendor

N.B. The sample for analysis should be taken by emptying
several bags, mixing the contents together, and filling two
mustard tins full in the presence of a witness ; both to be sealed,
one to be forwarded to for the determination of
its constituents, and the second to be kept for reference.

Vendor's Name..

.

Address
Quantity
Price per Ton . .

.

Terms
Date of Purchase .

-Nitrate of Soda.

I, the undersigned, hereby guarantee to supply tons
cf nitrate of soda, as above, to contain from 94 to 95 per cent, of
pure nitrate.

Signature of Vendor

II.—Sulphate 0/Ammonia.
Vendor's Name..'.
Address
Quantity
Price per Ton . .

.

Terms
Date of Purchase .

1, the undersigned, hereby guarantee to supply
sulphate of ammonia, as above, to contain not less than 23 per
cent, of ammonia.

Signature of Vendor

12.

—

Shoddy.
The quality of shoddy or wool-refuse manure varies greatly,

and its value mainly depends upon the amount of nitrogen which
T sample contains.

Vendor's Name
Address '.. .'.'.\'.'. .'.

Quantity !!..!.!.!!!!!!
Price per Ton

"

Terms '.'.

.
.'.\

. . /.'.'.'.V.'.]]
Date of Purchase '

..'..,..,'.

1, the undersigned, hereby guarantee to deliver of
#hoddy, as above, in a dry condition, containing per cent,
of nitrogen (e^jual to per cent, of ammonia) at per unit per
cent, of ammonia

; a deduction of being allowed
for every unit per cent, which the shoddy is found on analysis to
contain less than the guaranteed percentage of ammonia in a
fairly drawn sample, taken within three days after the delivery
of the bulk.

Signature of Vendor

Vendor's Name.
Address
Quantity
Price per Ton . .

.

Terms
Date of Purchase .

13.—Peruvian Guano.

I, the undersigned, hereby guarantee to supply tons of
genuine Peruvian guano, as above, the said guano to contain
per cent, of ammonia, and to be in a dry and friable condition.

Signature of Vendor

14.—Refuse Manuring Matter.
Vendor's Name
Address
Quantity
Price per Ton
Terms
Date of Purchase

1, the undersigned, hereby guarantee to supply tons of
manure, as above, the said manure to contain per

cent, of phosphate of lime ; per cent, of nitrogen, equal to

per cent, of ammonia ; and not more than per cent,
of moisture.

Signature of Vendor.

.

CENTRAL CHAMBER OF AGRICULTURE.
ATthe Council meeting, held on Tuesday of last week,

which was largely attended, Sir Massey Lopes, Hart.,

M. P., brought up the report of the local taxation com-
mittee, in which the Chamber is congratulated that the

charges for militia, to which they have so often directed

attention, have at length been accepted by the Govern-
ment as imperial and not local obligations. It also

stated the chairman's intention to move the reso-

lution which stands in his name, on the disallowance

by the Treasury of the costs of criminal prosecutions,

upon Friday, March 15.

The committee express their regret that a reform of

local taxation should not have preceded the introduction

of a Health Bill, which, if passed, must of necessity

aggravate the injustice already complained of. Such
a course would have secured the co-operation of rate-

payers, and disarmed the opposition which the present

unsatisfactory relations between imperial and local taxa-

tion compels them reluctantly to offer. The great

value of a complete, simple, and consolidated code of
regulations for the public health has already been ad-

mitted by your committee, and they wish it to be clearly

understood how willingly they would have concurred in

considering such legislation, provided a satisfactory

revision of the present incidence of rating had pre-

ceded it.

Briefly, the main points of the Government scheme
appear to be the compulsory formation of a single local

sanitary authority in every district, the charging of

these authorities with the duties and responsibilties (no

longer permissive merely) contained in the various

sanitary statutes now existent, and the vesting in a

central authority the consequent discretion and control.

On the question of providing the required funds Mr.
Stansfeld's measure appears to be intentionally silent,

whereas in a consolidating statute this subject must
receive the consideration it demands. On this ground
your committee prefer Sir C. Adderley's Bill, and they

strongly reprobate the attempt to facilitate legislation

on this subject by ignoring the delicate but vital

question, from what source the requisite funds are to be
raised? The Sanitary Commissioners, in their report,

recommended that the new costs of sanitation should

be defrayed from imperial sources, saying :

—

" This is a matter of imperial importance ; and is also,

in its turn, too likely to be overlooked and neglected if left

entirely to local effort, and too likely, also, when ne-

glected, to cause national and not merely local mischief,

In any degree, therefore, in which an amended health law
may lead to greater expenditure, by an improved system
of inspection, by imposing greater medical supervision and
securing further medical aid, by improved registration, or

by any other measure not purely or necessarily local in its

origin and effect, it seems expedient and just that the

localities should receive assistance from the State."

Although Sir C. Adderley's Bill does not contain this

proposition, it is yet, from being founded on the com-
missioners' report, more open to amendment in this

direction than the Government measure.

The committee observe that the Government have
refrained, in deference to the very clearly expressed
opinion of the House last session, to insert in their Par-

liamentary and Municipal Elections Bill the proposal

of last year to throw the expenses of elections on the

rates. Notice has, however, been given by Mr. Faw-
cett of his intention to renew the attempt to add this

additional burden to the present total of local taxation.

Tuynpike Trusts and Highways.—Mr. Whitaker
(Worcestershire Chamber) moved :

—
" That as it appears that the Government do not intend

to introduce any Road P.ill this session, and consequently
that the cost of repairing turnpike roads on which the

trusts are already or will be discontinued must fall upon
local rales, the Council are of opinion that the attention

of Parliament should be immediately called to the in-

justice of any further discontinuance of trusts, until an
equitable means of maintaining the roads has been
provided."

The Worcestershire Chamber took some trouble at the

time to draw up their objections to the " Bill to Alter

and Amend the Laws relating to Turnpike Trusts,"

and these were as follows :

—

I. That the title does not truly set forth the object of

the Bill, which is not to amend, but to abolish trusts.

2. That the preamble is by no means generally admitted,
3. Tliat ratepayers and tollpayers are not identical.

Tolls are proportioned to the use of roads, and rates not.

4. That, if the roads be repaired entirely by rate, a large
amouiit of property and many of the great users of roads
will escape the burden altogether.

5. That nearly four millions of debt will be charged
upon the already overburdened real property of the
country.

6. That it is unjust to charge the repairs of the main
roads upon rates, without some subsidy in lieu of the
million a year now derived from tolls.

7. That it is eminently unjust to the humble portion of
the ratepayers (say four-fifths of the whole number) to tax
them to repair carriage roads they do not require.

8. That the turnpike trusts (under the vigilant control
of the Home Office) are at the present time working
favourably (except in extreme cases), and that the debt is

rapidly diminishing, as the report of June 25, 1866, pre-
sented to Parliament by order of Her Majesty, shows more
than two and a half millions in the last 15 years. By the
same report it further appears that the cost of manage-
ment is generally less than 10 per cent., being about the
same as those of the newly-formed highway districts.

9. That the cost of collecting tolls is greatly exag-
gerated. The toll contractors do not usually make more
than 5 per cent, profit ; and this need not exist, as tolls

may be, and often are, collected direct.

10. That the expenditure for parish roads under the
new Highway Act has increased, and must necessarily
continue to do so for some years.

11. That the highway rates of the country will

inevitably be doubled if the Bill passes.

12. That the few occasional hardships now existing
under the toh system will not justify throwing the repairs
of the turnpike roads on the land.

These objections were carefully considered by the
Worcestershire Chamber, and were placed before Mr.
Bruce and every Member of Parliament, and he (Mr.
Whitaker) still adhered to them. The hardship was
particularly great on the cottager who kept no horse at

all, and yet had to pay towards the repair of roads.

After prolonged discussion an amendment, moved by
Sir Michael Beach, was put to the meeting and carried

unanimously, as follows :

—

" That, in order to remove the hardship now falling on
ratepayers by turnpike tnists expiring in a partial and
piecemeal manner, the Legislature ought to provide for

the total and simultaneous abolition of all remaining
turnpike trusts, provided that in effecting such abolition

the future maintenance of the roads is not left as a burden
on one description of property only."

Subjects for the April Mcetins[.—The question was
then discussed as to what subjects should be selected

for discussion at the next meeting, and the following

were chosen:— "Sanitary Legislation" (adjourned
debate), "The Proposed Appropriation of Educa-
tional Endowments for Secondary or Middle-class

Education," and the "Masters and Servants Bill."

The proceedings then terminated with a vote of

thanks to the chairman.

BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND AND
SOUTHERN COUNTIES.

At the late Council meeting of this Society the

Duke of Marlborough briefly opened the proceedings

by expressing to the Council the honour he felt at

being elected President of the Society.

The Meeting of 1873.—The Council having regard to

the fact that for several years past the Society has held

no meeting in Devonshire, resolved at their last meet-

ing that it was due to their numerous members in that

large and important county that the meeting for 1873
should be therein held, providing any town possessing

sufficient population and railway facilities were pre-

pared to receive them. On this determination becom-
ing known to the authorities of the leading towns in

the county, a public meeting was held at Bideford, at

which it was resolved that the Society be invited to

select that town as its place of meeting ; this was
followed by a series of meetings at Plymouth, at which

resolutions in favour of that locality were passed

;

and still later a meeting was held at Newton Abbot,

at which it was resolved to put in a request for the

Society to hold its meeting in that neighbourhood. At
the morning meeting of the Council communications

were read from the authorities of each of the three

towns enumerated, announcing that deputations were
desirous of an opportunity of explaining to the Council

the special claims and advantages of the towns which
they severally represented. The deputations were

admitted in the order of time in which the invitations

were received. The claims and advantages of the

several localities having been forcibly advocated by
their representations, the Council, after careful con-

sideration, appointed a committee, consisting of the

chairman and stewards of the various departments of

the Society's work, accompanied by Mr. .Spackman (the

official .superintendent) and the secretary, to visit the

several towns, inspect the sites proposed for the show-

yard and trial fields, and to report to the next meeting

of the Council, which will be held on Tuesday,

March 26. Although there was a good deal of rivalry

between the several deputations, nothing could exceed

the courtesy and good feeling which prevailed amongst

them—a pleasing omen of the hearty reception which

wdl be given to the Society by the united county of

Devon, in whichever part of it the Council may even-

tually determine to hold the meeting. Twenty-five

new members were elected.
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AVR^'HIRE.

Dairy Product'.—Xt a late meeting of this Society

Mr. Robertson read a paper on the dairy manufac-

ture, from which we take the following extracts :—
T/ie Dairy-—In order to manufacture the produce

of the dairy properly, and produce the best quality

possible, you must have proper accommodation.

Without this, no effort whatever will be successful. I

believe that in many dairies the accommodation is

most defective, not so much in point of size as in point

of situation and ventilation. A great many farm stead-

ings have been built and repaired without due care

having been bestowed on the situation and ventilation

of the dairy-rooms. Many dairies and milk-houses are

as convenient to the byre as possible ; often direct

communication between them. In these situations, the

air from the byres, and often from pig-houses and

dung-steads, is circulating through the dairy, tainting

the milk, dairy implements, and everything in them, so

that it is simply impossible for any one to produce a

first-class article in suchcircum tanccs. The dairy-room

whore the milk is kept and manufactured should be

completely separated from the byres, and as far from

the dung-stead and piggery as possible, thoroughly

ventilated—the ventilators fitted wiih shutters, so that

the person in charge of the dairy has complete control

of the ventilation. It should also be furnished with a

stove or other means of heating, so that the temperature

of the room can be regulated as required.

C/i(\ft/ar C/ursc\—Tlie general practice is to make
two meals of milk together, heating as much of the cold

milk as will raise the temperature of the whole milk to

So**. We also heat the cream of cold milk to about

90", so that it mixes more perfectly with the rest of the

milk. The colouring is now put into the milk, and
well stirred through it. Then the rennet or thickening

and a little sour whey is put in, the whole being well

stirred and allowed to stand till properly thickened,

which should be in about 40 to 60 minutes. The next

part of the process is the breaking, which I consider

one of the principal parts, and one which nothing but

experience can teach. If broken too quickly,

it will injure the curd, and consequently the quality of

the cheese, by sending a portion of the fat away in the

whey—the pigs getting the benefit of the fat, and not

the cheese. If broken too slowly the curd becomes too

firm, and the whey does not separate so readily from

it. In breaking it cannot be too cautiously handled at

first, as it is a very tender substance, and the com-
bination of the curd and the fat is so slender at this

stage, that it is very easily injured. When broken
into small pieces about half an inch square, it should
stand for a little to allow the whey to rise to the top

—

the whey to be dipped oft and heated to 150°. During
the time the whey is heating, the breaking is pro-

ceeded with till the whole is broken as small as pearl-

barley, when the warm whey is put on, and the curd

heated to So" or 82° in warm weather, and to 86° or

SS" in cold weather ; it now stands 15 or 20 minutes to

settle. More whey is dipped off to heat, the curd

gently broken up, and stirred a little till it is

thoroughly broken. The warm whey is now put on,

the curd heated up to 100° in warm weather, and to

104* in cold weather, and kept stirring till the curd is

perfectly dry. This is another point which requires

experience, to know when it is dry. It is at this stage

when the combination of the fat with the curd is com-
plete, and also the separation of the milk-sugar and
water which form the whey. At this stage the milk-
sugar is undergoing a chemical change, and is formed
into what is called lactic acid. This is the cause of the

curd and the whey becoming sour. In order to preserve

the pure flavour of the cheese the whey must be per-

fectly separated from the curd before it becomes
tainted with this acid. The curd is now allowed
to settle, the whey is run off, and the curd put

together in the tub to allow the whey to drain clean

off. When the curd has arrived at its proper state of

acidity or sourness, it is laid out to cool. This is

another point which requires experience to know
exactly when the proper state of acidity is attained,

and to arrest its progress at the proper time. If it is

allowed to get too sour, you will have a short-

cutting stift" cheese ; if it has not arrived at

the proper stage you will have a soft, loose-

made cheese. The curd is now put in the

press for a little, taken out, milled, and salted

— I lb. of salt to 56 lb. of gurlh put into the
vat at a temperature of about 66" in warm weather, and
68" to 70" in cold weather. If put into the press too

warm, the press will send away a portion of the fat,

and injure the quality of the cheese. If put into the

press too cold, the remaining acid and whey will not
come away, and the cheese is ill to stone. When the

cheese has been properly made, they should be taken
out of the press on the fourth day, neatly bandaged,
and put in the cheese-room.
The cheese-room should be well ventilated, and fur-

nished with a stove or other means of heating it, so
that the cheese may be kept clean and warm, and have
the sweet rich flavour required in first-class cheeses. 1

believe there are many cheeses made in Ayrshire
whose value would be greatly increased ifproperly kept.
There is no greater mistake made by farmers than send-
ing green unripe cheese to the market. They may
think they have more weight, but do not consider they
get less money. No farmer should hesitate to pay a

good percentage in the expenditure of gelling first-class

dairy accommodation; and also no proprietor should

griulge to lay out as much money as would give every

larmer the best advantage for producing the largest and
best possible return from his dairy.

CHESHIRE,

Labour and Scrrice in Agriculture.—This subject

was discussed at a recent meeting of this Society, intro-

duced by Mr. Georok Sl.\ter, who had read a paper

at the last meeting, held at Crewe, on the above sub-

ject : Mr. Slater gave an epitome of, and appendix

to, the same, by way of introducing the discussion. lie

said it would not be necessary for them again to go at

length into the question of unionism among working
men, which had its effects in the agricultural districts.

Me might, however, say that when the principles of

freedom were adopted in this country, over 20 years

ago, they did not suppose that these principles would
be succeeded by a great monopoly of labotu- develop-

ing itself into a thousand and one little paltry protection

societies, comprising almost every trade, great and
small, in nearly all the towns in the land, all trying to

protect themselves, and all trying to throw heavier

burdens on one another. It seemed to be forgotten in

these days that protection was a game that two sides

couM play at. He often wondered that tbey heard

nothing of the formation of another protection society

in addition to those already in existence. How easy

it would be for all the owners of cottages to combine
together, and to raise all their rents 20 or 30 per cent.

This course might be vindicated not only on the ground
of self-defence, but also on the ground that such a rise

would not bring the rents up to the fictitious level

created by the unionism ofhouse builders. Or, suppose
.again, that all the producers of food were to combine
and agree not to sell their corn, Potatos, beef, butter,

and milk, except at protection prices. They had no
guarantee that those things would not happen any day,

and he thought that it was owing largely to a spirit of

forbearance that these things had not happened before

now. Who could tell but that one of the next subjects

for public discussion might be the doctrine of reprisals,

arising out of the war between conflicting protection

societies? He hoped the day might be distant when
they would be brought face to face with such a crisis.

All the world was crying out for cheap bread, but

some people never considered that dear labour could

never produce cheap bread. If they must have cheap
bread they must try to increase the number of bread
winners, and bring more hands into the field of industry.

At this moment there were numbers of their youth of

both sexes who had broken loose from parental con-

trol, and who were growing up with loose, idle habits,

corrupting one another, and qualifying themselves for

pauperism, beggary, and crime, refusing to bear their

share in the industry of the country. Was there, he
asked, any remedy for this state of things ? What could

be done to make them into servants, and train them
to get their own living? No philanthropy had been
able to meet this case. At this moment he could lay

his hand on boys and girls at the age of 12 or 15 years

whj defied all authority, who worked only occasion-

ally, and who did not make their home a resting place

at night. Would it not be right to tackle these young
arabs, and drive them into some service ? Would it

not be the greatest blessing they could confer upon
them to make them serve a master in some capacity,

and to teach them to earn their own living? In dealing
with this subject he was aware he was treading upon
untrodden ground. He confessed that he had little

respect for liberty of the subject when speaking of these

youngsters. He would give them liberty for all that

was good, but not liberty to live in idleness, vice, and
shame. If they did not find places for themselves

somebody else should find places for them. They
should be compelled into industrial training in order to

fit them for the duties of life. Compulsion had been
recognised in the law of the land. The law would not

allow a young person under 21 years' of age to sell a

stick of his property or spend a shilling of his money
except for necessities ; and yet, strange to say, the law
would allow him to barter aw'ay his health and life.

The principle of compulsion was recognised in the

Industrial Schools' Act. The sum total of his propo-
sition was that the principle of compulsion should be
extended so as to reach children of all that class who
depend upon wages, and that all such children should
be compelled to follow some calling, and to serve a
master in some capacity, until they had learned some
art or industry upon which they might rely fur a liveli-

hood. He had no doubt that this principle would be
self-supporting, and that if the legal power could be
obtained to give effect to it, it would rescue great

numbers of children from the streets. It would soon
have an effect upon the morality of their towns and
villages, it would restore hosts of children to a home,
and it would give farmers and others an army of ser-

vants of every sort. Gentlemen in that county could

not fail to see that the ranks of tramps, beggars,

poachers, and thieves were regularly filled up from the

persons he had depicted. He hoped, therefore, that

Chamber would, on the ground of public morality, and
on the ground of public economy, express an opinion

to the effect that some important stringent means
Nhould be suggested for the purpose of compelling the

youth of both sexes to fall into the ranks of industry,

in order that they might be able to get their own
living. On these groumls he begged to move, '* That
this Chamber, having directed its assiduous attention
to the question of ' hired service in agriculture,' and
having long been witness that considerable numbers of
our youth of both sexes (especially in country towns
and villages) are brought up in loose and idle habits ;

and that the means at present in operation are insufli-

cient to remedy the evil ; and having had its attention
called to the Industrials Schools' Act, 1S66, which
makes provision for the indtistrial training of destitute
children under 14, on the principle of compulsion :

Resolves—That in the interest of the juvenile classes,

and in order to check loose and immoral conduct,
which tends to crime and pauperism, and in order to
furnish farmers and others with a supply of servants, it

is very desirable and necessary that the children of
those persons who depend on wages for their livelihood

should be compelled by law to follow some calling,

and to serve a master in some capacity, until they have
learned how to get their own living."

Discussion.

The Chairman tSir H. Mainwaring) said he could no
agree with the resolution so far as it related to compulsion.
In country villages they \^'ere not so much afflicted with
the persons named by Mr. Slater as in towns.
Mr. Slater said there were great numbers of such chil-

dren as he had alluded to in country towns and villages
;

children with no parents, or drunken parents ; and what
he asked for was that the principle of the Industrial

Schools' Act should reach them, the children of the large

wage-receiving class of the population.
Mr. Tatton—What would be the average age?
Mr. Slater— Fourteen or fifteen.

The Chairman—You would send them to farm-houses,
or put them to a trade, but not to school ?

Mr. Slater— Farm service would be better than school.

The Chairman—Yes ; you propose to furnish the far-

mers with servants.

Mr. Slater said yes ; he could find scores about North-
wich whom he would like to be able to draft into service.

Sending them to school would not reach the case. It was
not so much education, as a calling or trade which they
needed. There were plenty of girls who would make ex-

celicnt servants, who otherwise would become the wives
of poachers, drunkards, or worse characters.

The Chairman thought the Industrial Schools' Act was
sufficient. Supposing you got four or five arabs in

Northwich, how would you deal with them ?

Mr. Slater—I would deal with them just as a farmer
would deal with a hired servant, or a tradesman would
deal with an apprentice. If he would not choose for him-
self, I would have somebody to choose for him.
The Chairman—You might be able to deal very well

with the boys and girls, but there is the other side, how
far the farmers would like to make their houses reforma-
tories.

Mr. Slater—I am sure, Sir Harry, with your generous
heart, you would take one.

The Chairman— I am sure I would not. Besides,

farmers can take them now from reformatories if they
like, and where they had some amount of learning,

Mr. Taylor moved that the words, " and in order to

furnish farmers and others with a supply of servants,"

should be struck out of tlie resolution.

The Secretary said that the resolution struck at a
principle of ordinary life— the relation between parent and
child, which they ought to be chary of touching. To seize

the children of parents, whatever their character, without
consulting them, and to put them to a place of service,

seemed to be dealing with the children as if they were
machines or animals. He could not go with the resolu-

tion, and thought some regard ought to be had to the intel-

ligence and relative position of the child to the parent.

It might be that the proposed remedy would not be effec-

tual, as the father of a family would hesitate before admit-
ting into his household a youth or girl of such character;

and these two points should be looked at before any prin-

ciple was affirmed. The theory might look well on paper,

but look at the consequences which would follow if it

were carried into practice.

Mr. Slater said he only proposed to lay his hands
upon those who had broken loose from all parental autho-
rity. He laid it down as a principle, tliat the children of

those who must receive wages to live, should, if their

parents did not choose for them, be compelled to choose
some trade or caUlng ; but he did not contemplate sending
a young arab into the house of anyone against their wish.

TheSECRETARY-But would not the effect be this, that

the moment you touched the child the child would appea
to the parent, and the parent would step in ?

Mr. J. Slater said of course some discretion would be
vested in the magistracy. While he would not force com-
pliance against the will of the parents, or tliose to whom
the child was sent, he did believe that it was contrary to

the law of the land, and the law of God, that cliildren

shoiud have their own way.
The resolution was caivied with the omission of the

words above-mentioned, and the subject was remitted to

the Central Chamber for discussion.

Farm Memoranda.
American Cheese Factories, — We take this

article from the columns of the Miik youriial.

It is somewhat strange that, until within a few-

years ago, the question whether farmers' wives ought
not to be relieved from the harassing toil of cheese-

making had not been very often raised as a plea

fur the introduction of factories, but this may in some
measure be owing to the now very patent fact that

servants who are capable of successfully managing a

dairy demand high pay, and are not by any means
plentiful in these days, so that farmers' wives have
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been compelled to take a greater share of the labour

on their own shoulders than they were formerly under

the necessity of doing. That question is, however, a

prominent one in the agitation which is now rife ; and

so it ought to be, for there is plenty to occupy the

women in farmhouses without the additional burden

of cheese-making being imposed on them. Then,

again, the rapid improvement which has taken place in

American cheese during the past decade, and which is

entirely due to the factory system, has, by placing our

English cheese in less and less favourable comparison
with the American, driven in upon the English farmer

the urgent necessity of considering seriously whether

there be no means by which his cheese may be cor-

respondingly improved. One result of this considera-

tion in Derbyshire has been the starting of two factories

on the American system, the merits of which have

excited much discussion in most cheese-making districts

in England, and may be considered the 7-atson d'etre of

the various articles on the subject which have appeared

in your columns.

It is not my purpose here to defend the Derbyshire

factories against the aspersions which have been uttered

against them, for I am convinced they will stand well

enough on their own merits eventually ; but having

taken some interest in these factories from the outset,

and hi the question generally, I became desirous to see

for myself the actual state of the factories in America,

and to learn the estimation in which they are held in

that country. Hence, in last August, I paid a visit to

the United States, and I propose in this letter to give

to your readers a few of the impressions I formed on

the subject by a personal inspection of it.

But cheese factories are not of so recent an origin as

we were at first led to understand. Cheese-making

associations, in one form or another, have been in

existence even for centuries in France and Switzerland.

Co-operations for the manufacture of Gruyere cheese in

Switzerland are among the oldest, and the system on

which they are conducted is, in some respects, very

similar to one of the American methods. But in the

latter country they are quite recent. Mr. Jessie

Williams' factory, in which at the onset was made his

own and his son's cheese only, was the first one, and

was established no longer since than 185 1, near Rome,
Oneida county, New York State.

The '*Rome Association" factory now occupies the

site of Mr. Williams' old factory, while no more
honourable a destiny has been found for the original

building than to remove it across the creek, and degrade

it into a hog pen—this, the birthplace, so to speak, of

the now gigantic American system of factory cheese-

making. Gradually, after a few years, Mr. Williams'

plan began to be copied, and now there are over looo

factories in New York State alone, and the system has

taken root in 17 States, exclusive of Canada, where

they are also numerous.
There are several plans on which the Americans

conduct their factory operations. In plan No. i, the

patrons erect the factory on the co-operative principle,

and hire their manager and his *' helps," the latter

varying in number according to the quantity of cow-s

from whose milk cheese is intended to be made. The
manager and one help are considered sufficient to

"run" a factory of 300 cows ; for 500, two helps are

required ; and for a 1000, three. In Mr. Alexander

Macadam's factory, at Smith Creek, there are two men
and one woman, beside the manager, and these four

appear not to be overworked in manipulating the milk

of cows whose maximum number is 1000.

In plan No. 2, the manager builds or buys the

factory, and contracts with his patrons to make their

cheese at a fixed sum per lOO lb., he procuring help,

rennet, annatto, bandages, salt, boxes, &;c. In

instances of this nature the price varies according to the

ability and reputation of the manager, and his subse-

quent patronage depends on his maintaining that repu-

tation. Mr. Macadam, sen., runs factories on this

basis, and he is paid at the rate of i dol. 75 c. per

100 lb., which, in our money, after deducting currency

depreciation, is about 6j-. ^d.

In plan No. 3, the patrons pay the manager so much
per season to run their factory, they providing every-

thing, except the help, which the manager secures

—

often in the persons of his wife and children.

In plan No. 4 the owner of the factory, or a company,

contracts to pay his patrons so much per gallon for

their milk, in which case they, the patrons, are relieved

of all responsibility beyond that of always sending

unadulterated and undiluted milk to the factory ; this

condition is highly essential, and the American dairy-

men have a stringent law against any adulteration

of milk.

In the first three instances the manager's skill is his

most valuable stock in trade, fur on that his reputation

and subsequent employment rest. There is conse-

quently every possible inducement for the managers,

who are well paid, when clever, to thoroughly master

the principles of their art, and a friendly rivalry is

kindled, which is productive of excellent results. In

these cases, too, the manager is frequently appointed

salesman of the cheese, or, if he is not, one of the

patrons is. In either case the salesman attends the

weekly cheese markets, where he is in the habit of

meeting the New Yorkshippers and merchants. He sells

his cheese at from three to six weeks old, and as he

disposes of a parcel on most market days, the reputa-

tion of his goods is soon stereotyped on the market.

Cheese is invariably sold in America at so many cents

per pound—never by the cwt. as in this country—and
the trade from the producer to the consumer is con-

ducted more in accordance with true commercial prin-

ciples than it is in England.

Plan No. 4 is not common in America, nor will it

ever obtain extensively in England. The Longford
and Derby factories are on this basis for three years,

under the guarantee fund, after which time they will

be similar to No. i, which is better adapted to our

notions than either of the others. But in this country

it will fall to the lot of the landlords to build the fac-

tories, in America most farmers occupy their own land.

Hogs are commonly fed in pens contiguous to the-

factories in America ; sometimes on the joint-stock

plan, which is the best, and sometimes each patron has

his own there in a separate pen. In the latter case

the whey is distributed to all alike, the owners bring-

ing the corn each day. One hog to four cows is con-

sidered a proper proportion. Again, in many cases,

the whey is taken home by the patrons, but this entails

much extra cartage, though it is generally taken in the

milk cans on the return journey. The acid in the whey
is supposed to assist in keeping the cans from fouling,

though, in any case, they require to be scalded before

being again used for milk.

The particular American method of cheese manufac-

ture which was introduced at Longford and Derby has

been replaced by an improved modification of the

Cheddar system, to which it is also rapidly giving

place in America. The credit of this improved mode
is due, I believe, to the Macadam family in America,

who (father and four sons) have, during the past

season, been running 22 factories in New York State,

of which number Mr. Alexander Macadam owns one-

half. With the latter gentleman and his father I had
the pleasure of spending a week or so, during which
time I inspected a dozen or fourteen of their factories.

In every instance I found an excellent, and in some a

very superior article. I had the pleasure of visiting a

good many other factories in adjacent districts and
counties, and in no instance did I find what would
deserve to be called inferior cheese. I also saw about

a dozen private dairies, where the cheese in some
instances was very wretchedly bad, in others middling,

while in two cases only did I find a fair article ; and

the man to whom one of these two latter dairies

belonged was very anxious to have a factory established

near enough for him to send his milk to it.

The Macadam system of cheesemaklng is admirably

set forth in an essay which Mr. Alexander Macadam
read before the ''American Daiiymen's Convention,"

held in Utica in January, 1871. It is well worth giving

in extenso

:

—
" I will give a description of the grinding process, as I

practise it, and state some of the reasons why I practise

it. As you are probably all aware, the milk tliat is

delivered at cheese factories is not always in the same
state, sometimes being tainted or partially putrid—some-

times sour, or nearly so—and sometimes it is what it

always ought to be, perfect. I propose to describe the

process, first, when the milk is all right ; second, when it

it partially sour, and third, when tainted,
" 1st. The evening's milk, when delivered at the factory,

ought to be cooled so that its temperature will be from
58° to 62'' in the morning. When the morning's milk is

added, it is heated to 80', then enough rennet is added to

coagulate the mass in as nearly 40 minutes' time as

possible. When the curd has attained sufficient con-

sistency, it is then cut four times, twice with the horizontal

curd knife and twice with the perpendicular one, with a

short interval between each cutting. The curd is then

gently manipulated and heated to 96°, care being taken to

prevent the curd from packing on the bottom of the

vat ; the time required for heating being from an hour to

an hour and a half. The stirring is continued for 10 or

15 minutes after this heat has been attained, the curd is

then allowed to pack on the bottom of the vat, where it

hes undisturbed until the separation of the whey from the

curd becomes necessary. Up to this stage the process is

almost identical with that practised in manufacturing

cheese in the usual manner.
"In the manufacture of American cheese (I will so

designate the method usually practised, to distinguish it

from the grinding process which I term Cheddar), it is of

the utmost importance to determine the precise time at

which to separate the whey from the curd, and it is also

an operation requiring the greatest amount of skill and
experience, as well as the exercise of the nicest sense of

taste and smell. But in the manufacture of Cheddar

cheese, it is not of the same vital importance, as the whey

can be separated from the curd from half an hour to an

hour and a half before acidity is developed enough to be

perceptible ; and on the other hand the whey can be left on

the curd till the acid is distinctly perceptible without mate-

rially affecting the quality of the product. \

"As the acid or souring generally makes its appearance

about noon in summer, the Cheddar system gives factory

Iiands more time for dinner ; and consequently they can

masticate their food, instead of having to bolt it, as has

to be done in many cases.

"When the whey is drawn ofif and the vat tipped down
on one end, the curd is then heaped on each side of the

vat, leaving a space in the middle to allow the remainder

of the whey to pass off. I may here state that where the

'shute' of flood-gate is not used, there ought to be, in

the Cheddar system, a faucet in the vat, to allow the whey
to pass off as it drains from the curd. After the curd has

laid in a heap on the bottom of the vat for 15 minutes or

half-an-hour, and the original particles of curd have

become amalgamated into a solid mass, it is then cut into

convenient pieces with a knife and turned over, and so

left until the curd has become sour enough for grinding

and salting, whicli is determined by the taste of the whey
that drains from the curd. This whey should have a sharp
sour milk taste, which can be understood by any intelli-

gent cheesemaker after a few days' experience. The
curd is then torn by hand into strips of 2 or 3 lb. weight,
and allowed to cool a short time, in order to allow the
butter in it to become solid enough so as not to escape
during the operation of grinding. The curd is then
ground into small pieces, averaging about the size of
Hickory nuts. Five hundred pounds of curd can be
ground by hand with Macadam's curd mill, in from 5 to

15 minutes, according to the toughness of the curd and
the muscle of the operator. Tlie salt is then immediately
added and mixed thoroughly at the rate of from i^ lb. to

2j lb. per 1000 lb. milk, according to circumstances and
the season : the"curd is then ready to be put in the hoops
for pressing.

"2d. Mode of procedure when the milk we have to

handle is (from whatever cause) sour or partially so, and
such cases are liable to happen in any factory, however
well regulated. You are all aware that when milk is

partially sour it will coagulate in the same length of time
as sweet milk with the addition of considerably less

rennet. But to such milk I usually add more rennet,

instead of less, so as to have the coagulation occur very
quickly. As soon as the rennet has completed its office

I commence cutting and working the curd much more
rapidly than usual. In such cases I use very little heat in

scalding, seldom heating over 86° or 90°, according to the
severity of tlie case ; and in some instances, when the
milk is very sour, I do not think that it is advisable to

heat the curd at all after coagulation.
"I reason in this way;—Just as good cheese can be

made without scalding at all as with it. The reason
that we scald the curd (if heating it to a temperature ot

98° can be called scalding) is to develope the acid sooner;
and if, when the curd is inclined to develope acid sooner
than usual, we heat it to a temperature of 96' or 98°, we
hasten the action of the acid, which is the very thing we
are trying to avoid. In other words, when the acid in

the curd is developing too fast of its own accord, we develope
it still taster, by means of heat, and thus aggravate the

evil.

" After this curd is cut up, the whey must be removed
from it as fast as it makes its appearance, and as soon as

practicable the vat must be tipped down and the curd
thrown to the upper end of the vat. The curd at this

stage is very sloppy, as it contains considerable whey.
One person should now cut it into small pieces with a
knife, and another turn the pieces over and pile them in

heaps, so as to liberate the whey which will run off in a
continuous stream. When the curd has assumed a
proper consistency, it must be ground and salted, the

quantity of salt used must be according to the amount of

whey contained in the curd, which is generally in such
cases considerably more than usual. In extreme cases,

the whole process, from the adding of the rennet to the

mixing in of the salt, can be performed in less than an
hour. So, when we have a vat of sour milk to handle,

we must add more rennet to counterbalance its action on
the nitrogenous ingredients of the milk, and thereby

cause the cheese to ripen much quicker than if less rennet

had been added.
" I have found by experiment during the past summer

that cheese made from sour milk in the above manner
will cure as fast as other cheese, but they wiU require

more annatto to make them of the same colour as the

other cheese, those sour milk spores appearing to have a
destructive effect upon annatto ; and that such cheese

will have a tendency to mould, but the flavour will not be
objectionable.

" 3d. When the milk to be made into cheese is tainted

or h;is an excess of putrefactive spores, which are also

micrococci. This^tainted milk occurs in some localities

in hot weatherf no matter what care is taken in cleaning

the utensils with which it comes in contact, and I think

the milk is damaged in most cases before it is drawn from
the cow. But of course it can be greatly aggravated
by being brought in contact with unclean milk-pails,

strainers, cans, &c.
" I will here state that I have had considerable experi-

ence in manufacturing such milk into cheese, as during
the past season, from the middle of June to the middle of

September, in a factory of over 900 cows, I did not have

a vat of milk which was not tainted, most of it very badly,

and over one-third of it so much so that the curd floated.

The cheese made from this milk sold for the highest

price in the Little Falls market. In handling such milk

I prefer to have the temperature of the evening's mess
about 68'' or 70" in the morning, before the morning's

milk is added, for two reasons. First, it has been shown
that the putrefactive spores are in great abundance in

such tainted milk ; by leaving the evening's milk through

the night at a higher temperature, promotes the growth
of the sour milk spores, and these check the growth of

the micrococci and counterbalance their action to a
certain degree. Second, when the milk is left through the

night at a higher temperature, a great number of the

putrefactive spores pass off in the form of gas, especially

where the milk agitator is used. This we know by the

foul odour it emits when warm, but when the milk is

cooled to a low temperature this gas is not so volatile,

and does not escape so readily, as we can perceive by its

emitting little or no smell. But the cooling of the milk

does not kill the micrococci ; it only partially prevents

their escape, and though at the same time cooling the

milk, also retards their growth as well as their escape, it

also retards the growth of the sour milk spores, and
these are a much more efficient agent to prevent putre-

faction than cooling is. Therefore I maintain the less

that tainted or putrid milk is cooled, so as not to be
absolutely sour in the morning, the better the product will

be obtained if the milk be properly handled. I know that

some cheese-makers prefer cooling such milk to as low a

temperature as possible, and add sour whey with the

rennet in the morning, and have very good success
;
but

I prefer the former method, as by it the formation of the

putrefactive spores is checked at a much earlier stage of

the jirocecdings.
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" With the single exception of the difference in the

coohng of the milk, the process is the same with t^iinted

milk as with good milk until the separation of the whey
from the curd. When tainted we allow the whey to

remain on the curd until acid is slightly perceptible,

whether the curd is on the top of the whey or not. 'I he

whey is then drawn off, and the curd handled as before.

When the curd is badly tainted, and lying in a mass in the

bottom of the vat, it will swell up to twice its original si;;e
;

in fact, it rises very much like dough under the action of

yeast, and when broken emits a very offensive odour. The
exact degree of acidity to be allowed to develope at this

point is the most important, as well as the most difficult

thing to determine in the whole management of floating

curds, as the odour and taste of both the curd and the

whey that drains from it very much resembles acid, and is

in a great many instances mistaken for it.

"The acid ought to be developed just enough to kill

the taint and no more, and the result, notwithstanding the

assertions of some to the contrary, will be a fine cheese.

After the requisite amount of acid has been determined

upon and the curd ground and salted {using the same
amount of salt as when not tainted), the curd must be
cooled and ventilated as much as possible before being
put to press.

" I do not pretend to say that cheese can be made from
tainted milk, and floating curd possessing quite as much
of the fine nutty aroma as from curds properly handled
which are not tainted at all. But I do assert that I have
seen cheese made from floating curds in several factories

duiing the past summer that were perfectly close, rich,

and meaty, having no objectionable flavour, and which
not one expert in ten would object to.

"One other facj I wish to mention: It requires more
milk to make a pound of cheese when tainted than when
it is not. One reason for this is that the curd has to be
made more acid when tainted, and, of course, the more
acid there is in the curd the less will be the quantity of

cheese. In the Smith Creek factory, last summer, it took
2 lb. more milk to make a pound of cheese in July than it

did in .^pril.

" I have endeavoured to tell you how I practise grind-
ing, I will now try to tell you why I practise it. In tlie

first place, I think that it requires less milk to make a
pound of cheese under equal circumstances; and, in the
second place, it does not tax the judgment of the cheese-
maker so mucli, or require so much skill and attention

;

and. in the third place, I think that the cheese made pro-
perly by the Cheddar process will be closer and at the
same time appear more rich and buttery, and will cure
faster.

" The reason why I think it takes less pounds of milk
to make a pound of cheese is this :— In the Cheddar
process the whey is drawn from the curd before tlie acid
is perceptible, but in the American process the whey has
to be left on the curd from lo minutes to one hour after
the acid has been delected to msure a good solid cheese,
and you all know that sour whey will eat or digest grease
from any substance containing it with which it comes in
contact. The longer the curd is exposed to this acidity
in the whey, the slimier the whey becomes, on account of
the grease it has taken from the nurd, and, in fact, some
cheese-makers determine when the curd is ready to dip
into the sink by the sliminess or sudsing of the whey.
The quantity of butter which passes off unseen in the
American system is certainly more than that contained in
the small quantity of white whey which comes from the
cheese when pressing in the Cheddar system,
"The past season, notwithstanding the general com-

plaint that the milk did not yield well, and the fact that
over half of the cheese made by me at Smith Creek
factory was from tainted milk, it only took 9 g-io lb. of
milk for i lb. of cured cheese.
"And the reason why the Cheddar cheese will be more

butteiy with the same solidity is this : that when the
whey is drawn from curd before the acid is detected, the
action of the sour milk spores is retarded, and the rennet
at work in the mass of warm curd is allowed full play

;

and, as the rennet cures the cheese, it will, therefore, cure
sooner, and, curing sooner, \vill be richer and more
buttery at the same age.

"I might state other advantages which are claimed for
the Cheddar process, but I have already consumed too
much of your time, and exhausted your patience, if not
the subject."

From the foregoing essay it will be perceived that
Mr. Macadam proceeds by no uncertain or empirical
path. He is thoroughly well acquainted with the
chemistry of his art, and the changes taking place in
the manufacture which result from chemical action j he
is thus able to counteract any injurious tendencies to
which the curd is liable under the many adverse con-
ditions with which a factory manager in the American
climate has continually to be battling. Cheese-making
in America is rapidly being reduced to an exact science,
and, by the emulation which is rife among factory
managers, the closest scrutiny and the most assiduous
attention and intelligence are brought to bear on the
subject, hence the rapid improvement which has taken
place in American cheese. The ranks of the Ame-
rican dairymen are being recruited and strengthened
by professionally scientific men, who dive deeply
by experiments into the theory of the question,
and so relate the results of their investigations
as to facilitate the managers in their practical
application of these results. Thus, they are step by
step overcoming the obstacles by wliich the different
stages of cheese-making are encumbered, and bringing
the result of their labours to an issue, the absolute
success of which is reduced almost to a certainty. Yet
the Americans say that cheese-making has, as yet, only
passed the rudimentary stages of the excellence and
precision to which it is destined ultimately to attain.
They believe that the natural principles which govern
it—the various and beautiful chemical influences to I

which it is subject—will, by-and-by, be so clearly

understood and recognised, that the production of this

important and excellent article of food will be thought

worthy to be entrusted on a large scale to theoretically

and practically scientific men, who will be so

thoroughly masters uf tlie entire subject as to be able

always to guide the production to a satisfactory issue.

And I see no reason to doubt the pertinency of these

assertions, for they are taking proper means to accom-
plish these ends. They hold their annual convention,

which lasts for several days, and the Association

includes among its members men eminent in scientific

pursuits, others famous for successful scientific farming,

and many who have won a reputation as good cheese-

makers. At these conventions, lectures and essays are

delivered on many points belonging to dairying pur-

suits, and so ably are these written, showing so deep
an insight into each topic, that not only can much
valuable instruction be gained from them, but also

much worthy and laudable emulation is engendered.

y. P. Sheldon, Shccn^ Ashbourne, Derbyshire^ Decem-
ber 23, 1S71, /// Milk Jourjtal.

Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire : March 5.—In

consequence of the improvement in the weather, our

work has proceeded more satisfactorily since I last

wrote. In addition to preparing the land for spring

corn, we have been engaged either in cutting off the

greens of the Swedes, or pulling them, placing tliem in

heaps, and covering them over with mould. The
Clover plant is good, and growing very fast, and the

early sown Wheat is becoming very luxuriant, y, IF.

Ross-shire : March 5.—Our working liorses get

from two to three feeds of Oats per Jay, Swedish
Turnips, Barley-chaff, steeped in cold water, and
straw ad Ubitmn, On this food they keep in fair

condition, and enjoy good health. The weather
continues fine as ever, and the soil is quite seed-like.

Feb. 26.—Ploughing for Oats.

„ 27.— Ditto.

,, 28,—Threshing Wheat.
,, 29.—Ploughing for Oats,

March i.— Deliverins Wheat.
„ 2.—Grubbing l.md for Potatos.

March II.—The whole week was very fine,

the ground in excellent condition for seed. Sowing
of Oats commenced in some quarters, but generally

thought too early. Yesterday a slight fall of snow,
which speedily disappeared, leaving the ground none
the worse :

—

March 4.—Driving nianurr,

,, 5.—Ploughing for Oats.

,, 6,— Do., and carting stones for drains.

,, 7.—Ditto.
,, 8.—Ploughing for Burlcy.

,, c.—Do., and carting stones for drains.

Dorsetshire : March 6.—With a southerly wind
the weather has set in remarkably fine, and vegetation
is in a most forward condition. The lambing season is

at its height, and many losses continue. Mutton can-
not be bought by the carcase for less than \s. per lb.

Barley sowing, in consequence of the late wet season,

is very backward ; but this fine weather will soon make
amends should it continue, and all are busy at Oat
sowing. Roots are still very plentiful, many farmers
ploughing them in to get rid of thein. The general
allowance of horse keep in this county {with, of course,

slight variation) is 14 bush, of Oats and 4 bush, of
Beans per week, with straw ad lib. y. B. C.

West Sussex: March 11.—The weather is now
very dry, and the land is getting very hard. Sowing
spring com has begun, but it will require a far greater

amount of labour than usual, and will not be satisfac-

tory when all is done that can be done to it. We can
only use harrows and rollers, and the underside of the
furrow will still be in a hard unkind state for the roots

to spread themselves in. We were in hopes that we
should have had rain to soften it after ploughing up,
but there is no prospect of that at present. Everything
looks forward and well, and we have some slight frosts

that help to check vegetation a little ; but we must now
do something with the Turnips and Swedes, and we
find that running the plough without a turn-furrow
down the drill is the best plan. If the plough is held
on its land side the share gets under the roots and cuts

them all, and loosens them a good deal, but still leaves
them where they stood, so that they are stopped from
growing, but not exposed to the weather, so as to dry
them. G. S,

The Vale of Gloucester: March 11. — The
teams have been busily engaged the last week in pre-

paring the land and drilling in Peas and Beans, which
upon the whole has been done satisfactorily, but from
the change in the weather, from all wet to all dry, the
groundworks '* steely," and requires a great deal of
harrowing and rolling to get it in a fit state to receive
the seed. The labourers have been mostly employed

finishing off some hedging and clearing out ditches
and water courses that have until the last week been
too full of water to admit of its having been done
before. The horses are now, and have been all the
winter, kept upon the following allowance per week :

—40 lb. of Oats, 100 lb. of Carrots, and 561b. of hay,
a portion of the latter cut into chaff with straw.

Lambing is nearly over, with very few losses, and one-
third twins.

North Riding of Yorkshire : March 12.—A week
of fine weather has enabled us to get on with ploughing
land after the Turnip sheep. It is turning up very
sour, and \vill need drying suns and afterwards showers
to render It a good seed-bed. Commenced lambing
with a fair prospect of good increase, but fear more
than an average fatality with the ewes. Out of 30
lambed we have lost two. Last year our loss was
barely 2 per cent. Ewes in good condition.
North Wilts : March I2.— Last week was very

drying, with bright sun and wind. The land has
dried very fast, and we have been busy ])rcparing it

for Peas and Beans, and in some places where the
land was ploughed wet it works very badly, and
the seed goes in rough. The Wheat looks all the
better for the dry weather, especially on the undrained
and low-lying land. In some places there is quite a
good bite of grass, but the white frosts which we have
had will retard things, and benefit the land. All
kinds of stock are scarce and dear. Foot-and-mouth
disease has quite disappeared. E. \V. M.
West Gloucester : March 12.—A large breadth of

land has been sown during the past week, but we have
seldom had so much trouble in preparing the seed-bed.
Owing to the absence of frost, and the excessive
rain having saturated and beaten together the furrow-
slice, the harrow could make but little impression
without going several times in a place. Rollers have
been put over the Wheat where the wireworm is

troublesome, and hoeing must be at once proceeded
with to check the worm. y. W.
Ross, Herefordshire : March 13.—After 11 weeks

of successive rains, a blessed change has taken place,

and every effort is being made to recover the position
of the work of the farm, which has been so greatly
retarded from the rain. On the dry soils Wheat and
Pea planting is in rapid progress, on the heavy lands
Beans and Wheat : much of the latter was greatly
behindhand in the autumn, and it has been impossible
to do anything to it until now. Hop lands are being
ploughed, and all hands are busily engaged. Stock of
all kinds, pigs excepted, make high prices. Lambing
hitherto very favourable, an unusual number of twins,

and the weather excellent.

arkls.
MARK LANE.
Monday, March 11.

There was little English Wheat at this morning's
market, and the condition being very bad, factors were
compelled to submit to a decline of \s. to 2J. per qr.

The attendance at market was good, and Russian and
American Wheat sold in retail at about \s. to 2t. per qr.

below the prices of this day se'nnight ; Dantzic and Red
Baltic were neglected. Barley was a slow sale, and 6d.

per qr. cheaper. Beans and Peas were rather easier.

The Oat trade was dull, at a reduction of 6d. to u.
per qr. Flour was unchanged in value.

53—58 Red '52—57
6r Red.

59—62

1

— IRed
47—68;
38—40 Malting .

28—3i|MaUing .

20—23
5—271 Feed ...

4— 26JFeed ...
22—26. Feed . .

.

31—33 Foreign .

:

54-58

33-38
30-42

20—22
14—19

34—49 34—49

Price per imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk.. White
— fine selected runs do.— Talavera
— Norfolk
— Foreign

Earlev, grind &disL ,265 1031 j. . Chev.— Foreign, .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk .... .

.

— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato
*— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew

RVE
Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan....3iJ. to 33.1.. -Tick— Pigeon 37s. to 585. ..Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers
— - Maple, 36.1. to 38^. Grey

Maize
Flour, best marks delivered.. per sack
— 2d ditto ditto
— Foreign per barrel J24—28 Per sack.. [38-60

Wednesday, March 13.

The grain trade was again dull to-day, and transactions

in all kinds of produce were on a very limited scale. The
show of English Wheat was small, but fully equal to the
demand, which was inactive, at barely the reduced rates

of Monday last. Foreign Wheat sold slowly at late rates.

The Flour trade was dull, limited sales being reported at

the recent reduction. Barley changed hands slowly on
former terms, while there was very little inquiry for Maize
or Oats. Beans and Peas were very inactive.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.

Harrow .

Longpod ,!

40—44 Egyptian. 33-34
39—41'Suffolk .. 41—44
34—36 1

Foreign .. 36—44
Foreign . . 31—33

44—50

1

I

40—42 Country ..40—42

English &
Scotch..

Irish

Foreign .

.

Qrs.

SSo

7180

Barley.

Qrs.

Oats.

Qrs.

16,890

i6,8qo

Flour.

Sacks.

( —
\ - brls.

Liverpool, March 12.—The market opened with a
dull feeling, but rather a better inquiry, and ultimately a
tolerably fair amount of business was done in white Wheat,
prices of this description showing an improvement of fully

\d. per cental on the low prices of Friday last ; while
red American spring hardly supported the values of that
day. Flour was in more request, but imchanged in price.

Beans and Peas very slow, and Oats and Oatmeal dull.

Indian Com in only limited demand, at Friday's reduced
rates.
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THE "ARCHIMEDEAN" LAWN MOWER.
LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

EEDUCED PBICES.

LIST OF PRICES
10-inch, suitable for a Lady or a Boy ...

12-inch, „ a Lady or a Boy ...

14-inch, „ a Man
16-inch, „ a Man (on level Lawns)

£3
4
5
6

DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE TO ALL RAILWAY STATIONS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

iVo Charge for Packing Cases, which are mosl convenient for storing the Machine during the winter.

THE MOWER IS WARRANTED TO GIVE SATISFACTION,
And if not approved of may be returned within a montli, and tlie amount will be refunded.

The very great success which has attended the sale of the " Archimedean " Lawn Mower during the

two seasons of i'ts use in this country, proves that it has, after much opposition, fully established a reputation

of superiority over all others. The increasing demand enables the Manufacturers still to sell at the

reduced prices of last year, in spite of the enhanced value of materials and labour. During the recess much

care and time have been bestowed on the Machine, and a great improvement effected in the Cutters, by which

all ribbing or uneven appearance is entirely prevented. It can now with confidence be recommended as the

SIMPLEST, STRONGEST, AND LIGHTEST LAWN MOWER YET PRODUCED.

Among other advantages over the ordinary Machines, it may be mentioned that this is the

ONLY MACHINE THAT CUTS LONG OR WET GRASS.

TESTIMONIALS.
"Far superior to any of ours."—Vide The Field.

" Remarkably easy to work."—Vide Gardeners' Magazine.

"The quickest, most simple, and most efficient Mower ever used."—Vide
Gardeners' Chronicle.

"We feel bound to recommend it to our readers as one of the bast Mowers we
have as yet made acquaintance with."—Vide Floral World.

From A. F. BARRON, Esq.. Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick Garden, IV.

"Gentlemen,—We have now had your 'Archimedean' Lawn Mower in use

several months, and without hesitation I can truly say it is the best and most efftcient

implement of the kind we have ever used."

From Mr. George Wyness, Royal Gardens, Buckingham Pa/ace.

"Gentlemen,— I beg to say that we have had your Patent "Archimedean' Lawn
Mower at work in Her Majesty's Gardens at Buckingham Palace for some time past,

and I have much pleasure in testifying that it has given every satisfaction, as it does

its work well and quickly."

From Ike Honourable D. A.STLEY, Fast Harsluim, Fukcnham, Norfolk.

"The Hon. D. Astley is perfectly satisfied with the Lawn Mower, and will

recommend it as superior to any other he has tried."

From the Right Hon. T. F. Kennedy, M.P., Dalgaharra Castle, Maybolc, Scotland.

"Gentlemen,—Your little Lawn Mower arrived perfectly safe. There is but one

opinion of it here. All my people, as well as myself, think it an admirable machine.

It does its work beautifully, and, in my opinion, leaves nothing to be wished."

/v-j/w Sir Peneston MlLBANKE, Bart., Barthzm, Chichester.
" Begs to enclose cheque for the 'Archimedean' Lawn Mower, and to state that

he is perfectly satisfied with it."

/vuw Captain STEVi'ARD, R.E., Upper HaUiford, Chertsey.

"The Lawn Mower works most satisfactorily. I have lately sold a 22-inch

machine of the ordinary type, which required—besides a man to work it^a pony and

a boy leading. Your ' Archimedean " will perfectly replace it, and will, moreover,

save employing the boy and pony."

Selling

Agents

WILLIAMS & CO. (Limited), Manufacturers and Patentees,

I, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.G.

JOHN G. ROLLINS,
OLD SWAN WHARF, THAMES STREET, LONDON, S.E.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.; and

21, BAGHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

Selling

Agents

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES AND TESTIMONIALS POST FREE ON APPLICATION.
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A HORSE LAWN MOWER, by Green & Co.,
30 inch cutter, for SALE; in good order. Price ^Jjio, cost £,21.

GARDENER, Hatton Park, Hounslow.

rriHE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
i Manufaclured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.

For Price Lists, Teslimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, ManaRcr, sqa, King William Street, London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Prcsen.-e Stone, &c., from

Decay. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH 1

and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every
Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill, 1

London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds. 1

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavcmenls for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls, &c. MAW an d CO., Bcnthall Works. Eroseley.

WRITE to HEADLY and SON. Cambridge, for

their NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST of Garden
Archways, Vases, Gardtn Chairs, Hose Reels, Weather Vanes, Wine
Racks, Pumps, Field Rollers, and Water Carts, post free on applica-

tion. Agents wanted.

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of ail sizes, wholesale of

CHARLES J. ULACKITH and CO.,

I

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.
' Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

!
Horticultural and Window Glass WareHouses.

JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and i2 and
II, Blosson Street, Shoreditch, London, E.

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARDHOUSE GLASS.

Genuine White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, ^c.
GARDEN ENGINES. PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER

HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c
I

Prices upon application.

BETWEEN 5000 AND 6000 OF
FOLLOWS k BATE'S PATENT "CLIMAX" and "ANGLO-AMERICAN" LAWN MOWERS

WERE SOLD IN 1871, .\ND 10,000 ARE BEING PREPARED FOR 1872.

"CLIMAX." "ANGLO-AMERICAN."
T, - f 6-inch,

I

7-inch, I 8-inch, I lo-inch, !
12-inch,

J
14-inch, I 16-inch,

|
18-inch, I 20-inch, I 24-inch,

j
3o-inch,

Prices:
( ^^ ^^ |

^-^ ^^^ | ^^ ^,, | ^^ ,3,, ( ^^. | _^^ j^^.
| ^5 ,„,.

| ^^g ,„^,
] ^^ ,0,.

| ^g. | ^,4.

These Machines are adapted equally well for Collecting the Grass or Spreading it on the ground, thus combining loth systems in one Machine.

They will cut long or short Grass, -met or dry, on flat or on the most uneven surfaces. Every Machine is fully guaranteed, and a trial allowed.

Illustrated Catalogues, containing Opinions of the Press, Testimonials from all parts of the Kingdom, and full particulars, forwarded Post

Free on application to

FOLLOWS AND BATE, MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS,
BUTTON STREET WORKS, MANCHESTER.

PEACHES AND GRAPES FOR THE MILLION!!

WEEKS & CO.'S

PEACH HOUSES AND VINERIES
ARE THE BEST AND CHEAPEST EVER OFFERED

TO THE PUBLIC.

They are Tenants' Fixtures, easily removed, re-

quire no Brickwork, have Cast-iron Foundations, and

are equal in durability to any Permanent Structure. ^.

For full particulars and copy of the BOOK of '^

DESIGNS, 1 2th Edition, apply to

J. WEEKS & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

KING'S .BOAD, CHELSEA, LONDON,

—

^

s.w,

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.C.

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, which works day and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.
No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or

St<!am Power.

No. 46a. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Gardens, Sc.

'"

No. Vjn. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and 54,7. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanized Iron Tubs.

No. S4*. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Right lion, the Earl of Ksscx.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 39*. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

Garden use.

... . ^;.?^',^.'^Sr-*,'t° S9.'.
Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprisine PUMPS, TURBINES,

uv^pfw^ci Hn^l:
WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,HYUKAWIS, HUSE, flPEh, &c.,&c. Particulars taken in any part of thl Country. Plan! and Estimatesfurnished.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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)TTAM' PATENT PORTABLE
cow FITTINGS.

UNITED G ALVANISED WIRE NETTING.
Awarded " Mention E\traordinaire" at the Amsterdam

Exhibition, i86<j.

Their advantages are-Portability, not fixtures, removable at

pleasure* no Woodwork o: Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed

Vermin: Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; mcreased width

and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop

Cover to prevent ovfr-gorRine. Cleanly, durable, and imper\-ious lo

infection, being all of Iron. Price of Filimgs per Cow, sgj.

Prospectuses Iree of COTTAM AND CO., Iron WorKS, a, Wmsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street^ London, W., where the

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements

in Stable Fittings jusl secured by Patent.

B aR-NARD. bishop, and BARNARDS'
patent noiseless lawn mowers,

with Jointed handles siiilable for Shippinj:;.

The Mini.iture Lawn Mower, cut5 6 inches ,. .. . . jC2 2 o

Do do. do, cuts 8 inches 2 10 o
Suitable for the ver\- smallest grass plots or edgings ; can be

worked with ease by a child.

To cut JO inches. This can be worked by a Lady . . -.£350
To cut 12 inches. Suitable for One Person 4 lo o

This, and all larger sizes, have the drum or roller divided into
two parts, for ihc convenience of turning.

To cut 14 inches. Suitable for One Person ZS o o
The i6-in., and all larger sizes, have a driving-wheel on each side

ot the Machine, which gives great steadiness to the working.
To cut 16 inches. Suitable for One Person £6 o o
To cut 18 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 6 10 o
To cut 20 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 700
To cut 22 inches. Suitable for Two Men 7 10 o
To cut 22 inches. Suitable for Donkey 800
To cut 24 inches. Suitable for Pony 900
To cut 27 inches. Suitable for Pony 10 ro o
To cut 30 inches. Suitable for Pony 1200

Improved Strong Lawn Mower, with Gear Wheels, suitable for a
Pony, with new Side-tip Delivery.

To cut 27 inches . . £13 o o | To cut 30 inches . . £16 o
Improved extra-strong Lawn Mower, with Gear Wheels, suitable for a
Horse, with new Side-tip Delivery, and Shafts and Seal for Driver.

To cut 36 inches, £24 | To cut 42 inches, £27 | To cut 48 inches. £30
> Having a very large stock of all sizes, orders can be executed on
receipt.—Packed and delivered (carriage free) to the principal Railway
Stations in England.
BARNARD, UISHOP, AND BARNARDS, Norfolk Ironworks,

Norwich,

All guaranteed, and carriage paid to any railway station.

J. B. BROWN AND CO.,
Onices—<)o, Cannon Street, London, E.C, ; Netting Warehouse and

Factor>', 4, Laurence Pountney Place (close to the Offices).

GREENS PATENT "SILENS MESSORS
NOISELESS L.-\WN MOWING, ROLLING, and COI

LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

The WINNER of EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES of
COMPETITION.

or

N.B. Parties having Lawn Mowers to Repair will do well to send
them cither to our Leeds or London Establishments, when they will
have prompt attention, as an efficient staff of workmen arc kept at
both places.

/•^iREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for L.^WNS.
VT DKIVES. BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and
GRAVEL PATHS,

Suitable for Hand or Horse-power.

Illustrated I'riee Lists Irec on application.

THOMAS GREEN AND SON, Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds;
54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.

HOETICULTUEAL TOOLS, &C.

DEANE & CO.,
46, KIN'G WILLIAM ST.,

LONDON BRIDGE.

LAWN MOWERS .. from 30.t.

GARDEN BARROWS.. „ 21!.

G.-VRDEN ROLLERS .. „ 33r.

SPADES. FORKS, SCYTHES, &c.
SYRINGES and PUMPS.
GARDEN SEATS and CHAIRS.
FLOWER STANDS and VASES.
IR(")N HURDLES and FENCING.
WIRE NETTING, ARCHES, &c.

HOT-WATER FITTINGS (or T.AWW TVrnTU~K''R«!
r^ A-n-r^T^-KT T^-^T^-r-.T-r^r, r , GREENHOUSES, CONSERVA- iJAW JS ITIU W JiitSj

,

GARDEN ENGINES from 63^. tORIES, Stc. SHANKS', GREEN'S, RANSOME'S.
Dcanc's New iUustraicd Horticultural Catalogue for 1872, post free.

Established a.d. 1700. Discount 5 per cent, for cash payments over £2.

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

289, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock.

10- TENDERS given for HEATING CHURCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

B ROWN'S FLORAL SHADING.
A rrotcction to Fruit Trees from Frost, &c.

Samples and prices on application loCHAKLKS BROWN, Greenhevs, Manchester.

B
By Appointment to H.B.H. The Prince of Wales.
ARTON'S PATENT STABLE and HARNESS

ROOM FITTINGS, BRACKETS, &c.

Patronised by II. II, tlic \'iceroy of Epypt, ilie Kinc of the HelRians
the King ol Italy, llie KiiiR of Ilullniid, by tin: principal Nobility of
the Kint;dom, and adopted by the first Architects and Ituildcrs of
England and the Continent. Illustrated Catalof^ues sent on receipt
of SIX stamps
For ALi ERATION 01 STABLES a competent person can be sent

lo any part, to inspect and give Estimates.
]AMES BARTON, Iron Works, 370, Oxford Street, W.

C OLEMAN AND MORTON
HAND WATER-CART and GARDEN ENGINE.

For Use in Gentlemen's Gardens and Grounds.
|hf delivery valve can be worked at the outlet when fillini? a

vaterinff pot. It holds 35 gallons. The Spreader, for watering lawns,
Jrc, can be removed at pleasure.

Price, with Spreader jCS 10 o
Price, fitted with Garden Engine £] 10 a

PRIZE WATER and LIQUID MANURE CARTS.
Prices and particulars on application at the
London Road Ironworks, Chelmsford.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN, '

The British, Indian and Colonial Governments,
7,000 of the Nobility, Gentry and Clergy,

Eailway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Iron-

masters, &c., &c,.
Is extensively used for all kinds of

OTJT-iDooi?, ^woi^k:.
It is CBpecially applioable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY U.NSKILLED LABOUR.

SOLD IN ALL COLOURS.
2 CWT. Free to all Stations.

Prices, Paltcms, and TestimooialB sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
L.\ BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.
And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

NO AGENTS. -^

The Opening of Parliament and the London Season.
NORI.EMEN, GENTLEMEN, mid MEMBERS of PARLIAMENT

having their CUT FI.oWERS, FKUIT, \ EOETABLES, &c ,

furwardcd to their TOWN HuUSES. should USE
CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE TRANS-

MISSION CASES, pronounced by the Royal Horticultural
Society " the best now in use."
These Cases are now 1 educed in price for cash, and can be obtained

from the Agents or Patentee, Gloucester, to whom all communications
should be addressed.
Intending Exhibitors in the Patent Cases should give their orders

at once, to insure the Paint and Varnish being thorougliiy dry.
The No. 12, The "MALTON" Plant, Flower, &c., Protector,

Varnished, packed and forwarded on the receipt of 8s., in postage
stamps, or order.—Gloucester, January 17.

HOTHOUSE CLOCKS, in Ornamental Iron Cases,
Bronzed, Japanned, Enamelled, &c. No glass being used in

the construction of these Clocks, they are not liable to damage. Also,
the cases being of Iron, they are are not injured by heat or damp;
and, the keyholes being bushed, no dust or water can possibly enter.

Going 12 days,
Going 12 days, and striking
but not striking. hours and half-hours.

Price, medium size .. .. ;^o 15 o j^i i o
Price, large size .. ..100 160

Box and Package free of charge.
In ordering say if Clock is required to hang or stand.

J. J. WAINWRIGHT AND CO., Cambridge Street, Birmingham.

BEDSTEADS. BEDDING, and FURNITURE.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON'S Stock of IRON and BRASS

BEDSTEADS and Children's Cots stands unrivalled, cither for
extent or moderateness of prices. The Bedding, manufactured on
the premises, and Bedhangin^s, are of guaranteed quality. Patent Iron
Bedsteads, fitted with dovetail joints and patent sacking, from lu. each.
Ornamental Iron and Brass Bedsteads in great variety, from £i to
£\Q. Complete suites of Bedroom Furniture in Mahogany, Fancy
Woods, Polished and Japanned Deal, always on show. 1 hcse are
made by WILLIAM S. BURTON, at his ^Ianufacto^^•, 84, Newman
Street, and every article is guaranteed. China Toilet Ware in great
vanety, from 45. the set of live pieces. FURNITURE for Dining-
rooms.—A most complete assortment is on show. Easy Chairs, from
37s. 6if. ; Gilt Chimney and Pier Glasses, from 475. (id.

WILLIAM S BURTON, Furnishing Ironmonger, by appoint-
ment, to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE,
containing upwards of 850 Illustrations of his unrivalled Stock, with
List of Prices, and Plans of the 20 Large Show Rooms, post free.—
10, Oxford Street, W. ; i, ia, 2, 3 and 4, Newman Street; 4, 5, and 6,
Perry's Place; and i, Newman Yard, London, W.
The cost of delivering Goods to the most distant parts of the

United Kingdom by railway is trilling. WILLIAM S. BURTON
will always undertake delivery at a small fixed rate.
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INVESTMENT for DIVIDEND.—Capitalists seeking

a good return Tor their outlay should apply to Mr. Y. CHRISTIAN,
Stock and Share Dealer, ri. Royal Exchange. E.C., who will forward

a Financial Review, showing the Income derivable from different

Classes of Shares. Tin Mines, at the prices for the metal of the last

twelvemonth, are yielding both Dividend and Profit ; and Mr.
Christian can offer remarkable advantages to those who desire

wealth in prospect with little risk. Bankers : Bank of England.

GOOD OPENING for ENTERPRISING
SEEDSMEN.—Investment £500, from which may be realised

jCiooo per annum—Toronto, Canada.
All com niunicat ions addressed to B. A., Post Office, Liverpool, will

have attention.

EMIGRATION to CANADA.
THE EASTERN TOWNSHIPS.

I speak from the experience of many years' residence in the country

when I earnestly advise respectable English Emigrants coming to

Canada to SETTLE in the EASTERN TOWNSHIPS, as bemg
especially suitable for them in point of Ciimate.Quatityand Cheapness
of Land, beauty of Scenery, Social and Educational Advantages, and
Material Requirements,
To genteel people of small means this district offers, pre-eminently,

B healthy, cheap, and independent home, and association, on equal

terms, with those of their own station of life. To the steady

Yeoman and industrious Agricultural Labourer it affords a sure and

easy means of settling in comfort and plenty on their own propcrtv.

It is the Protestant district of the province of Quebec, and the

Grand Trunk Railway passes centrally through it, via this place and
the Market Town of bherbrooke, which are within three miles of each
other, and distant a five hours' run from Quebec and Montreal.

From Portland in winter, and from Quebec in summer, the Grand
Trunk Railway brings Passengers on their arrival by the Canadian
Steamers from Liverpool to this place direct, without more loss of

time than is needed to change the luggage from the Steamer to

the Train.

AH particulars as to passage can be obtained at the Office of Messrs.

ALLAN and CO., Canadian Line of Steamers, Liverpool.

Every further information respecting the country will be given, by
letter, to those who desire it, and let no one hesitate to apply to me
for it; there is no charge. JOHN H. CHARNOCK.

Lennoxville, Province of Quebec, Canada, Jan. 10, 1872.

There is good Hotel accommodation both here and at Shcrbrooke.

Darwin's Origin of Species.

A NEW, REVISED, and POPULAR EDITION.
Now ready, 6th and thoroughly Revised Edition (nth Thousand),

With Glossary of Terms, post 8vo, 71. 6d.,

THE ORIGIN of SPECIES by MEANS of

NATURAL SELECTION ; or, the Preservation of Favoured

Races in the Struggle for Life. By Ciiarlks Darwin, M.A., F.R.S.,

Author of "The Naturalist's Voyage Round the World," &c.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.

Lyell's Principles of Geology.

Now ready, nth Edition, with numerous Illustrations, Two Vols.,

Svo, i6j. each.

THE PRINCIPLES of GEOLOGY ; or, the

Modem Changes of the Earth and its Inhabitants, considered as

Illustrative of Geology. By Sir Charles Lvell, Bart., F.R.S.

Also, by the Same,

rriHE STUDENT'S ELEMENTS of GEOLOGY.
-^ With 600 Illustrations. Post Svo, 9s.

" Sir Charles Lyell has here done for the geological student what
Sir John Hcrschel did for the student of astronomy in his incomparable
'Outlines.' Young beginners in natural sciervce had long wanted a
short manual of geology at a reasonable price, which should yet contain

a full explanation of the leading facts and principles of the science.

Now they have it."

—

Exavtinir.

JOHN MURRAY, Albcm.irle Street, W.

New Life of Lord Byron.

With an Original Portrait and Facsimile of Byron's First Letter.

Svo, 161.

T ORD BYRON ; a BIOGRAPHY, with a Critical

^-* Essay on his place in Literature. By Karl Elze. Translated

and Ediicd with Notes.

" Karl Elie has used wisely and judiciously the materials illustrative

of Byron ; and the skilful and artistic use which he has made of them
gives a charm to the narrative which is clear, compact, and well

arranged. Not the least interesting part of the book are the last t\vo

chapters, in which he treats of Byron's characteristics and his place in

literature. The book is one which all the admirers of Byron must
read."

—

Notes and Queries.

"Professor Elze has been presented in a manner worthy of his

deserts, and the English public will have before it a work, on the

correctness of which it can rely, while the style is flowing and readable.

Besides the constant care which the translator has exercised with

regard to the text, he has done some service by collecting in an
appendix several interesting contributions to our knowledge of

Byron. "

—

A thentxnm.

Notice.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE . AND AGRICUL-
TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready;

price, in clolh, £,i 6s, 6d.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

M ANUALS for the MANY.
GARDENING, 3,i.

FJ
FLORISTS' FLOWERS, 4A
POULTRY BOOK. 6i
WINDOW GARDENING, gd.

MANURES, v.
RABBIT BOOK, 6J.
HEATING MANUAL, 6d.

ALLOTMENT FARMING, 3i
BEE KEEPING, id.

GREENHOUSES, 6d.

KITCHEN GARDENING, id.

FLOWER GARDENING, id.

FRUIT GARDENING, ^d.

*»' Any of the aliove can be had post free for an additional postage
stamp.
London: JcurHal of HorticultHn and Cotla([e Gardener OK\ce, 171,

Fleet Street, E.G.
To be had of all Booksellers, and at the Railway Stalls.

Post-ofhcc orders to be made payable to Edward H. May.

Now ready, price 15., free by post for r3 stamps, with 9 Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 63, Paternoster Row, E.G.; throuRh all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

Now ready,

THE SALIX, or WILLOW. By W. Scaling.
Willow Nurseryman, Basford, Notts, A revised and enlarged

edition, containing Instructions for its Planting and Culture, with
Observations upon its Value and Adaptability for the Formation of
Hedges and Game Coverts.

Post free is.; or of SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, AND CO., London.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT and
FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre,

Brandon), being a practical combination of Vinery, Orchard House
and Conservatory, as now worked in a New House erected for the
purpose at Chiswick. Third Edition, Illustrated. Free for seven
stamps to the

Jountal of Iloriicnlture Office, 171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

SPANISH FOWL (Illustrated); TURNING for AMATEURS
(Illustrated): FRESHWATER AQUARIUM ; LADY'S SLIP-
PKR in EMBROIDERY (Illustrated): ACACIA RICEASA
(Illustrated): POULTRY BREEDING SEASON; GARDEN
OPERATIONS. See

THE BAZAAR, THE EXCHANGE AND MART,
AND JOURNAL OF THE HOUSEHOLD (Illustrated) for

MARCH 6, which also contains Lists of Thousands of things for

Exchange and Sale by Private Persons : A RcsumS of the Art, Drama,
Science, Music, and Literary News of the Week ; and Articles upon
Fashion, Amateur Mechanics, the Garden, Poultrj', Dogs, Housekeep-
ing, Pigeons, Fancy Work, Stc. and Questions and Answers upon
every Subject. Specimen Copy for two stamps.

Office : 33, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

Just Published, Vol. II , Part i, i2m'>.3S. 6d. (Price of Vol. I., 15s.),

A MANUAL FLORA of MADEIRA and the Adja-
cent ISLANDS of PORTO SANTO and the DESERTAS-

By Richard Thomas Lowe, M.A, (Vol. IL, Part 2, is in preparation.)

JOHN VAN VOORST, i, Paternoster Row, E.C.

Tegg's Popular Gardening Books.

EVERY MAN HIS OWN GARDENER, by Thomas
i Maw and John Ablkcrombie ;

with a Treatise on Drawing-
Room Flower Culture, by Geokge GlennV.
post, 5J. 4^.

izmo, cloth, 55.
;

TH E AMATEU R GARDENER'S POCKET
JOURNAL, by John Abercrombif. ; with a Treatise on

Window Gardening, Fern Culture, and Wardian Cases, by George
Glenny. i8mo, cloth, 21. ; post, 25. 2d.

London : WILLIAM TEGG, Pancras Lane, Cheapsidc, E.C.

Loudon's One-Volume Enoyclopsedla.
The I„atest Edition, now on Sale :

—

THE ENCYCLOI'.'EDIA of AGRICULTURE;
comprising the Thcorj' and Practice of the Valuation, Transfer,

Laying-out, Improvement and Management of Landed Property, and of
the Cultivation and Economy of the Animal and Vegetable Productions
of Agriculture. Svo, with 1300 Woodcuts, price au.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOP.EDIA of GARDENING ;

comprising the Theory and Practice of Horticulture, Flori-
culture, Arboriculture, and Landscape Gardening. 8vo, with several
hundred Woodcuts, price 21J.

LOUDON'S ENCyCL0P.4iDIA of PLANTS
;

comprising the Specific Character, Description, Culture,
History, Application in the Arts, &c., respecting ail the Plants
indigenous to, cultivated in, or introduced into Britain. Svo, with
13,000 Woodcuts, price 421,

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row, E.C.

Tiie Fiftli Edition, in Svo, price lOs. 6d. clotlu

A PRACTICAL TREATISE on BREWING, based
on Chemical and Economical Principles : with Formula; for

Public Brewers, and Instructions for Private Families. By W,
Black, Practical Brewer.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, AND CO., Paternoster Row, E.C.

Imperial 4to, Copiously Illustrated, Price us.,

FARM BUILDINGS: a Digest of the Principles
adopted in Construction. Reprinted from the "Farm Home-

steads of England," now out of print. By J. Eailey Denton, C.E.,
and Bailev Denton, Jun.

E. AND F. N. SPON, 48, Charing Cross, W.C.

Price 2J. 6</., or by post 21. M, cloth, gilt edges,

WHO'S WHO, for 1872. Containing the List of
Members ol the House of Commons, Nobility, and Judges of

the United Kingdom, English and Foreign Ambassadors, Officers of
the Army and Navy, &c., and an Obituary of 1871.

A. H. BAILY AND CO., Cornhill, E.C.»

THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

REPRINTED from the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE, with ADDITIONS.

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 Copies for distribution amongst Cottage Tenantry.

Delivered Free anywhere in London on receipt of a Post Office Order, payable to WM. RICHARDS, at the
King Street Office, Covcnt Garden, W. C.

PUBLISHED at the OFFICE of the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL
GAZETTE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

THK GARDKNER.
Edited by DAVID THOMSON,

Author of " Handy Book of the Flower-Garden," &c.

Lord Byron's Works.
Complete in a Case, price One Guinea,

rpHE POCKET EDITION of the POETICAL
-^ WORKS of LORD BYRON. Beautifully printed in clear

type and on good paper. Complete in Eight Pocket Volumes, bound,

and in a case.

" Unquestionably the most compactf portable, and handy edition of

Lord Byron's Works. Here we have, in volumes of most convenient

size, beautifully printed, carefully edited, and bound in a style at once
elegant and serviceable, the complete works of the noble poet. 1 1 was
a happy thought to bring out Lord Byron's poems in this form. Small
volumes, when printed with fine clear type sufficiently large, are much
pleasanter lo hold in the hand and read than heavy ones,"

—

Civil

Service Gazette,

Post Svo, 2r. M. in a Wrapper, or 3s. 6rf. in Morocco cloth,

THE PEARL EDITION of the POETICAL
WORKS of LORD BYRON. Beautifully printed in clea^

type, and complete in One Volume.
" The Pearl edition of Lord Byron's Works is certainly a most

remarkable reprint. For half-a-crowm may now be had a complete
and faithful collection of the poet's works. The type is beautifully

clear. Cheap as this edition is it has by no means a cheap look. It is

handsome enough to content a biblio-maniac : and is remarkable for

that equal finish which makes all works pleasant to the eye. The best

edition of Byron is now brought within the means of the poorest
student of the English classics."—/"a// Mall GazetU.

VARIORUM EDITIONS :-

BYRON'S POETICAL WORKS. Library Edition.
Portrait. Six Vols. Svo, 45*.

BYRON'S POETICAL WORKS. Cabinet Edition.
Plates, Ten Vols. Fcp. 8vo, 30s.

BYRON'S POETICAL -WORKS. Popular Edition.
Portrait and Illustrations. Royal 8vo, gi.

THE HAS.CH NTJMBEB CONTAINS :— Strawberry Forcing—Notes on Hardy Conifers—March
Flowers for the Conservatory—Ripening Pine-Apples—Notes on Autumn and Winter Flowering Plants—Notes on
Trenching— Culture of Ferns in Wardian Cases— Campylobotris, Gymnostachium, and Fittonia CuUure— Hints for

Amateurs: March— Anthurium Scherzerianum— Notes on Succulent Plants Suitable for Outdoor Decoration

—

Flowering the Allamanda Cathartica—American Extraordinary Vine-growing imder Violet-coloured Glass—Notes on

Bedding Plants—Foliage Plants for Table Decoration— Horticultural Exhibitions— Calendar— Notices to Corre-

spondents. Price 6d. ; or 7s. per annum, Free by Post.

T/ii' TJiird Edition of the Number for yanuary is now ready.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD AND SONS, EDINBURGH and LONDON.

ALPINE PLANTS.
CONTAINING loo COLOURED ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE MOST STRIKING AND

BEAUTIFUL OF THE ALPINE FLOWERS,

With Descriptions by David Wooster, Editor of " Loudon's Encyclopa-dia of Gardening and Plants."

Super-royal Svo, very handsomely bound, 255.

" The Platci contain represcntntiona of over 100 Alpine Flowers,

most carefully and tastefully drav^n and exquisitely finished in

zcXonrs."—Gardener"s Magazine.

"A more beautiful, perfect, and exquisitely finished work has ucver

issued from the -^^z^-t. —Literary World. ^^

"The letterpress is full, no doubl, of the most accurate botanical
learning; but, what wc have to speak of more particularly are the
illustrations) and these strike us as amonR the best specimens of wood-
block painting . . A Crocusseems justtoliavc ihrustilself throunhthe
brown soil wnich the thaw has solloncd, . . Certainly it is impossible
to look at the pictures without wishing for the flowers "

—

Times.

LONDON : BELL AND DALDY, YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

M
M

GORE'S LIFE of LORD BYRON. Cabinet
Edition. Plates. Six Vols. Fcp. Svo, i8s.

CORE'S LIFE of LORD BYRON. Popular
Edition. Portraits. Royal Svo, 9s.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.

THE GARDENERS' DICTIONARY.
DESCRIBLNG THE PLANTS, FRUITS, AND VEGETABLES DESIRABLE FOR THE GARDEN,

AND EXPLAINING THE TERMS AND OPERATIONS EMPLOYED IN THEIR CULTIVATION.

Edited by G. W. Johnson, Editor of "The Cottage Gardener."

New Edition with Supplement, price 6.t. 61/.

LONDON : BELL AND DALDY, YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.
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To Market Gardeners and Others.

WANTED, an indu3liiou5 PARTNER, to join a
Kir^c Market Gardener and Dealer. Knowledge no object.

Capital about £400. Part can remain.— D. H.. Robinsons Coffee

House, James Street, CovcnE Garden, London, W.C.

A n't E D, for a Nursery, a WORKING
FOREMAN. One well acquainted with Rnyinff and

Selling Nursery Stock, and general Propagating for Market and

otherwise. A single Man, or married Man without incumbrance,

Ereferred —J. W'., Rectory Nursery, Crystal I'alace Road, East

lulu'ich. S.

WANTED, as GARDENER (Head), a steady,

industrious Man, single, who thoroughly understands the

profession. Two others kept.—Address, stating age, wages required,

with references, D. E., Cole & Sons, The Nurseries, Withington,

near Manchester, _^ „
WANTED, a GARDENER (Single-handed).—A

steady and thoroughly competent Man is required, to take

charge of a small Garden, with Wall Fruit, Stove, Greenhouse, &c. A
saiisTaclorv chanicter froni previous employers mus^t bc^ produced

Wages ' ' ' '
'"

' "
J ^.. - .-. ^ ..

DELT
(s actf. per week.—Apply by letter, stating age and experience, to

VA, ^lr Humphrey, Stationer, Weymouth.

WANTED, a practical GARDENER, at Hope
Nurser>', Scarborough. Must understand the Growing of

lanls, Grapes, Cucumbers, &c., for Market. Wages £1 per week,
—JAMES KEITH, Hope Cottage, Dumple Street. Scarborough.

WANTED, a GARDENER (Single-handed).—
Good wages, and five-roomed lodge.—T. V., Southmead,

Wimbledon Park, S.W. ^^^__„^_____^_^^__
"WANTED,
T T married.

,
a good Single-handed GARDENER,

.ithout encumbrance ; the Wife to act as Laundress.

To live and board in the house. Wages jC4opcr year, all lound.—Apply,

y letter only, to X. Y., Sullivan, Stationer, Hlackheaih, S.E .

WANTED, an active young Man, as OUTDOOR
PROP.\.GATOR.—Must be quick at Hudding and Grafting,

Training Trees, &c. He would also have an ODportumty of Assisting

in the Houses. Wages, to begin with, 15J. per weeK —State age,

references, &c, to E. HILLIER, Nurscrj'man, Winchester^

W^ ANTED,~in a Market Garden,"oTMAN to Grow
Cucumbers in Houses and Pits, and to make himself generally

useful. Wages i&s. per week. Overtime paid for,—Apply by letter

to J. LANCASTER, \'inc House, Canning Town, E. ^
WANTED, a steady practical WORKING MAN, to

take the Man.igemcnt of 60 Acres Arable and Pasture Land
and Slock, where two others arc engaged to help. Wages its, per
week,—T. C, Rupert's Rest, Great Glenn, Leicester.

WANTED, a good GARDENER and WIFE, for the
L^nited States.—Wife must be a good Dairj-woman and Plain

Cook; Man must thoroughlv understand his business, and produce
first-rate testimonials.—REED AND KEINf, United States Emigration
and Banking Agency, 36, Finsbur>- Circus, London, E.C.

To Fanners.
WANTED, a good WORKING MAN and his

WIFE, to manage a small Farm of 15 to 20 Acres, near
London,—the Man to thoroughly understand Land, Vegetables, Stock,
Greenhouse, &c. ; Wife to look after Poultry, Dairy, and Laundry for

a small Family._ Two rooms will be given for their use in the house.

—Address, slating qualifications and salary, to A. D., 56, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.

WAN TED, a young Man, not under 25 years of age,
as ASSISTANT FOREMAN in the Houses One who has

been accustomed to grow for the London Market preferred. Wages
no object —Apply at The Royal Nurseries, Clapham.wANTED, a MAN used to the Houses.-

REEVES, 176, High Street, Notting Hill. W.
-JAMES

WANTED, an active young MAN, thoroughly trust-
worthy, accustomed to Bedding Plants, and who will make

himself generally useful. Wages 20s. per week,—W. R., Florist and
Fruit Grower, Kew

WANTED, a young MAN, age 19 to 21, for the
Flower Gardens, Must have had some experience. Wages

i^. per week, with lodgings in the bothy, &c.—Mr. J. HICKSON,
The Gardens, Towneley Park, Burnley.

WANTED, thorough good N URSERY WORKMEN.
Liberal wages, and full time.—Apply to JOSEPH GREEN,

The Nurseries, Carforth, Leeds.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT in R. S. Yates'
Establishment, at Sale, Cheshire. — No one need apply

who has not had large experience in Plants, but principally Roses,
foreed and otherwise.—Apply, in first instance, bv letter only, stating
full particulars, wages, &c, to Mr. PLANT, as above.

JOBBING GARDENERS.—John Carter, Nursery-
man, Keighlcy. Yorkshire, is in WANT of MEN for JOBBING

WORK, This is an excellent opening for anyone with a family, as
there is full employment in the neighbouring factories at good wages.

Improver in tlie Houses.
WANTED, a steady young MAN, of good character,

used to Potting and Tying.—Apply, stating wages required, to
FELTON and SONS, Birmingham Nursery, 56, Harborne Road,
Edgbaston. Birmingham.

WANTED, a good industrious GARDEN
LABOURER, married, without incumbrance, to live in

lodge ; wife to attend Gate. None need reply who have not been
accustomed to Garden work, and can be well recommended. To such
liberal encouragement would be given. —J. ANDERSON, The
Gardens, Streatham Grove, Norwood, Surrey, S.

W"ANTED ^M^TED"IATELY, a young MANi
accustomed to the Retail Seed Trade.—Good references indis-

pensable--AL^RED^. McMULLEN, The Wash. Hertford
-

WANTED, a SHOPMAN, for a Seed and~Fruit
Shop in the North of England.—Apply, stating qualifications

and sa!ar>- required, 10 A. W. ELPHICK, 12, Garsdale Road,
Peckham, S.E.

WANTED, a young Man, as SHOPMAN.—Must
understand Plants and Seeds ; also, one to Drive a Horse

and Van, and Assist in Furnishing. &c.—Apply, personally, to
G. D. TAVINER. Coburg Place, Bayswater Road, W ; or at
Shepherd's Bush Green, W.

Junior Clerk and Assistant Shopman.
WANTED, a young MAN, wlio has had two or three

years' experience in the Xurserj' and Seed Trade, to act as
above.—THOMAS WARNER. Leicester Abbey.

Seed Trade.
WANTED, a JUNIOR SHOPMAN; one who has

been accustomed to Proving Samples would be preferred,

—

Apply, by letter, to Messrs. MINIER. and CO., 60, Strand, W.C.

WANT PLACES—Letters to be Post Paid.

To Gardeners and Bailiffs (Head, Foremen, or Under).
JAMES CARTER and CO. ha\'ing many applications

for the above, request that those WANTING SITtl.-VTIONS
will send NAME, ADDRESS, and COPIES of TESTIMcjNIALS,
for ENTRY in their FREE REGISTER. Only those who can send
unquestionabtc references need apply.
Any Lady or Gentleman rcquinng GARDENERS or BAILIFFS

may rely upon J. CARTER & CO. adopting the most stringent
regulations in reference to testimonials as to ability, honesty, &c.

237 ^nd 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

__ Gardeners and Under Gardeners.
TjyM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
T V have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characlers will bear the strictest inquir>'. Any Gentleman
m aking application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.
^Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

E XPERIENCED G.'\RDENERS (or as G.XRDENER
and B.MLIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, N. W.

WANT PLACES.—John Harrison has a number
of clever, experienced G.\RDENERS on his books, whose

characters and abilities arc everything that can be desired.—North of
England Rose Nursery, Darlington.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 25, married; 10 years"
experience in large gardens. References to present and all

previous employers.— H., Post OHice, Sunninghill.

C^ARDENER (Head).~A young Man ; has had nine
\-' years' e.\periincc in all branches oT the profession,—A., Mr.
Maple, 33, Laurie Villas. New Cross, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married, one child;
thoroughly practical in all branches. Two and a-half years'

character.—G, B., Post Ollicc, Hanworth, near Hounslow.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 36; a capital Kitchen
Gardener ; well adapted for an Institution, &c.—EDMUND

BLAND, The Gardens, Gordon House, Islewortli, S.W.

GARDENER (Head). — Married, no family

;

thoroughly understands Early and Late Forcing; also the
Management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Three years' good
character—II. T. N., Mr. Cardy's, New Road, Barnet, Herts.

GARDENER (^Head).— Married, no family ; thorough
practical knowlegc of the profession. Good character No

single-nandcd place accepted.—G.H., Leigham Court Road, Streatham,
Surrey, S,

GARDENER (Head), age 28, single.- y. M'Donald
offers his services to anv Lady or Gentleman requiring a Man

versed in the various branches of his profession,—.\pply, stating
wages, Src. to G. F. MEVNELL, ^ Icynell Langley. Derby.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 27, about to be married
;

understands Pines, Vines, Stove. Greenhouse, and Flower,
Fruit, and Kitchen Gardening. Has lived as Foreman for three years
in present situation. Can be highly recommended.—A. B., I'ost
Office, Barnslcy, Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Head).—A middle-aged man, married,
without family, of many years' experience, is desirous of obtain-

ing a comlortable situation, where Gardening is well carried out.
First-class recommendations.—J. P., B. S. Williams, The Victoria
Nurseries, Upper Holloway. London, N.

C:j.ARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentleman
T reouiring the services of a Gardener, thoroughly practical

in all the various branches of the profession.—Age 34, married,
no family. Three years' good character.—P., Sebright Cottage,
Barnet, Herts.

GJ.ARDENER (Head), age 30, married. — Joseph
* Meredith, of the Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool, would

have great pleasure in recommending the above to any Nobleman or
Gentleman requiring a Man who llioroughly understands the pro-
fession in all its branches,

C^ARDENER (Head).—Age 40. married; thoroughly
-^ practical in Forcing all kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and Vege-

tables ; is a first-class Kitchen Gardener, and has had great experience
in the Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, also in Conserva-
tory and Pleasure Grounds. Good references.—Please state terms
to A, B. , Lower Tooting, London, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—A^e 37, married ; thoroughly
practical in Growing and Forcing all kinds of Fruit, Flowers,

and 'X'egetablcs, and the RIanagement ofKitchcn and Flower Gardens,
also Land and Stock if required. Can be well recommended.

—

Address, stating wages and full particulars, to H. G., Gardener,
Harpsden Court, Henley-on-Thames.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30 ; has had long
experience in some of the best Gardens in the countrj', and has

a thorough knowledge of Gardening in all its branches ; has acted as
Foreman for the last three years in the Duke of WeUington's Gardens,
Strathfieldsaye. Can be highly recommended from present situation,
and bj' several eminent horticulturists.- P. SHARP, Gardens,
Strathfieldsaye, Winchfield, Hants.

GARDENER (Head), married, one child (9 years
of age).—Mr. Carlton, Head Gardener to the Hon. Mrs.

Howard, Ashlead Park, Epsom, can with confidence recommend a
good practical Gardener to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the
same. Wife is willing to be useful. Would prove invaluable where
trust and confidence are required.—Address as above.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring a competent Man.—Single ; has a thorough knowledge

of the merits and culture of the choicest Fruits, Flowers, and \'ege-
tables, and the entire routine of a first-class Garden. Any inquiries as
to character, ability, &c., are kindly permitted to Mr. SHEPPARD,
Woolverstone Park, Ipswich, under whom Advertiser has served
during the past two and a-half years as Foreman.

GARDENER (Head, or Foreman).—Single, young
;

understands Early and Late Forcing, Vines, Peach and Orchard-
houses, Cucumbers and Melons, Stove and Greenhouse Plants and
Conser\'atories ; also Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Six years' good
character.-A. B., Post Oflice, Bishop's Waltliam, Hants.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 26, single;
thoroughly experienced in ever>' branch of the profession. No

single-handed place accepted. Can be highly recommended.-A. B.,
Mr. J. Bcnnet. The Gardens, Baron Hambro, Roehampton.

GARDENER (Head, Working), age 41, married.

—

A Gentleman is anxious to recommend ihe above, who has
been in his service for the last three years. Understands Meadow
Land—T. SIMPSON, Hand, near Arundel.

GARDENER (Head. Working).-Age 35, married
;

understands the profession in all its branches. Nine years'
character from last place. Formerly at Shrubland Park

—

S. GRIMWOOD, Saxmundham.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head, Working), is at liberty to

engage at once.—Has a thorough knowledge of the profession
in all its branches, and can be highly recommended by the Nobleman
he IS now serving, and his Head Gardener, where he has been the
General Foreman three years.—H. E. C, Post Oflice, Sherborne,
Dorset.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-handed).-
Age 30, married, one child ; understands Vines, Melons,

Cucumbers, Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and
Kitchen Gardening. First-class references.—D, R., 1, Gladstone
Place, Hornsey Road, London, N.

GARDENER, or FOREMAN.—Age 26; good prac-
tical knowledge in every branch of the profession. Four years'

good character from present situation.—C, S., Post Office, Hillhead,
Glasgow.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 21, steady and indus-
trious; accustomed to Plants and Out-of-doors Good character

—J. A., The Gardens. New Hall, Salisbury.

GARDENER (Second), in a Gentleman's Establish-
ment.—Age 24 ; understands Vines, Pines, Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, and Cucumbers and Melons. Six years in present situation.
Good Character.—W. B., Frimley Park, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's Establish-
ment where Forcing and Plant Growinjr are carried on.—Age

22. Three years' good character.-O. J., Post Ofhce, Henley-on-Thames.

)ROPAGATOR and GROWER of Flowering Plants
for Market.—Age 26, single.—J. C, Thurmaston. Leiccste.

FOREMAN, in a Gentleman's Garden.—Age 25 ;

steady, active; understands plants in general, and the routine
work of a Garden. Good propagator. No objection to small Premium,
—H. Z., 171, Maiden Road, Haverstock Hill, N.W.

"POREMAN, in the Houses, in a Gentleman's Establish-
JL merit. —Well Cacnuainted with Stove, Greenhouse, and other
Hants. \ mcs. Cucumbers, and Melons.—A. B., Much Dewchurch,
near Hereford.

JOURNEYMAN, or FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Establishment, in the Houses.—Good references.—

X., Post Office, Theale, Reading.

LAND STEWARD, or GARDENER (HEAD,
SuPERrOR) and BAILIFF.—Ajje 31, at present unmarried ; has

had 14 years' practical experience in those duties; no objection lo
Ireland. Highest references —A. B., Mr. Bucy, New Road, Uamet,
Herts.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
FARM STEWARD, BAILIFF, or GENERAL

MANAGER (disengaged in July next)—Age 40, married, no
incumbrance; has a thorough practical knowledge of Farming in
every branch, Breeding, Rearing, Fattening, Buying and Selling all
kinds of Slock and Farm Produce ; well understands Draining, Farm
Buildings and Repairs, Woods, &c,, also the Measurement of Land,
Timber, and Book-kcefiing. References and testimonials, &c., will
bear the strictest investigation.—J. JAMES, Post Oflice, Kotherham.

APPRENTICE (Nursery).—A respectable Lad, aged
nearly 16, desires a place as above, and where he could learn the

Trade generally. Accustomed to Gardening.—W., Wicltham Bishops,
Essex,

WANTED to place a Youth, age 18, in the
Propagating Department of a lirst-class Nursery for three

years. —Address, with terms, to H. L., Jiald-Faced Stag Hotel,
Buckhurst Hill, N.E

.

To Gentlemen's Gardeners.
IMPROVER, under a first-class Gardener, to leam the

profession, a well educated youth, age 17, who is leaving school.
A good Premium will be given.-A. B. MUNDFORD, Brandon,
Norlulk.

1^

WHEELWRIGHT and CARPENTER on a Gentle-
man's Estate or in a Nursery.—Understands all Greenhouse

work. Three years' reference from the Gentleman he is now leaving.
—C, F,, Mrs. Hows, Hauxton, near Cambridge.

K I N A H A N'S L L WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the very

CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalled, perfectly
pure, and more wholesome than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words, " KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal, label, and cork.
New Wholesale Depot, 6a, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street,W.C.

WM. YOUNGER and CO.'S
EDINBURGH, INDIA, PALE and DINNER ALES.
Sparkling, Refreshing, Nourishing, and Economical.

To be had of the Principal Retailers.
Observe Trade Marks, as other Brands are frequently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belve-

dere Road, S.E. ; Liverpool, I, Seel Street ; Bristol, 14, Norway Quay

;

Dublin Stores, 7, Lower Abbey Street; Swansea, Quay Parade;
Glasgow, Queen Street; Birmingham, 13, Temple Street.

PURE AERATED WATERS, ELLIS'S.
The Ruthin Waters are unsurpassed for their Purity.

Soda, Seltzer, Lithia, and Potass Waters, and Lemonade. Note
name,"R. ELLIS and SON. RUTHIN," on the Corks; and on
the Labels a " Goat on Shield," Sold cverj-where. Wholesale only,
R. ELLIS AND SON, Ruthin, North Wales. London Agents:
W. BEST AND SONS, Henrietta Street, Cavendish Square.

E
Grateful—Comfortlng.

P S ' S CO
BREAKFAST.

A.

'By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the
operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of
the fine properties of a well selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our
breakfast-tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save
us many heavy doctor's bills."

—

Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk.

Each packet is labelled,
JAMES EPPS AND CO., Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA,
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD AND CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. :

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

Severe Coughs, Colds, Asthma, and Influenza,
Ahe SPEKI'ILV CLKKD \.\ irn- USE of

1 FENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR.—The best*
remedy for Disorders of the Chest and Lungs.

In bottles at is. iljd., and 2s. gd. each. Sold by all Chemists,

BILIOUS and LIVER COMPLAINTS, Indigestion,
Sick Headache, Loss of Appetite, Drowsiness, Giddiness,

Spasms, and all Disorders of the Stomacn and Bowels are quickly
removed by that well-known remedy, FRAMPTON'S PILL of
HEALTH.
They unite the recommendation of a mild operation with the most

successful effect; and where an aperient is required nothing can be
belter adapted.
Sold by all Medicine Vendors, at is. il4d. and 2J. ()d. per box, or

obtained through any Chemist.

c GCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at is. zlid., 2S. Cjd., 41, 6d., and izr.

/COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
^—

^ These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the
best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most cflicacious
remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action
of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several
varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,
promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-
tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in
the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore
the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the
luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning
no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of
acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary, they are
characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-
liarity of their composition, They arc not recommended as a panacea,
nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-
haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alterations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated
family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at II. 1,'^rf., 2J. Qd,, 4J. 6rf., and in., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c GCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxes at ij. ij<if., zs. gd., ^s. 6d., and iiJ.
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Unsolicited Testimonials,

showing the superiority of

SUTTON'S
PRIZE

Mangel Wurzel
AND

SWEDE SEED.

From WiLLTAM Navlor,
Esq., Long Sutton.

Oct. 16.—" I took the First

Prize at our Show for Mam-
moth Long Red Mangels
grown from your Seed. I got

70 tons per acre."

From Mr. William White,
Burrill. Bedale.

Sept. 26.—"At the North-
allerton Agricultural Show
I exhibited two lots of Main-
moth Long Red Mangel,
from the Seed I got from you,

and took both First and
Second Prizes, beating i6

others. The crop averaged
between 40 and 50 tons per

acre, and many of the roots

weighed 30 lb. each.

From Mr. James Harding,
Speckington.

yan. 4. — "The piece of

Champion Swede with which
I won the Four-guinea Prize

at the Sherborne Agricultural

Show, November 30, 187 1,

was grown from your seed,

and weighed 41 tons 18 cwt.

2qr. 81b. per acre."

From Mr, Owen Price,
Natityrharu.

May 20.
—" A Silver Cup,

value £,s 5^- (offered by
Messrs. Vivian, of Swansea),
was awarded to my father,

last October, for roots grown
from your Champion. It was
really a splendid crop, the
weight per acre 31 tons 14 cwt.,

which is very heavy for moun-
tainous land like ours."

From Mr. James Riddell,
Bailiff to Henry AUsopp,
Esq., HUidlip Hall.

Nov. 23. — "I was very
much pleased on receiving

your Silver Cup for the

best 24 Champion Swedes, I

almost expected it, as our

Swedes are very fine this

year. Although I have grown
in England, Scotland, and
Ireland, several thousand
acres, I have never seen any-
thing like our crop here this

season."

From Ckas, Gochfr, Esq.,
Bolton Hill.

Oct. \\. —^" I have a field

of remarkably fine bulbs from
your Berks Prize Mangel
Seed. They are reckoned
here to be the finest ever seen
—numbers are 34 to 38^ inches

round. I have 72 tons 10 cwt.

per acre."

From C. C. I.oVEjov, Esq.,
Local Board of Health,
Watford.

Nov. II. — "The aver-

age weight of the Mangel
from your Seed was 57 tons
per acre, and some of the
Berks Prize Yellow Globe
reached 66 tons, with no other
manure than liquid sewage,"

From Mr. Jno, Pounch,
Steward to Capt. Croker,
The Grange.

April 27.
—" Wc had ex-

cellent crops from seeds
supplied by you last season ;

nothing to compare with them
in this locality. The Yellow
Intermediate Mangel gave
fully 60 tons to the Irish acre."

From F, J. Wintle, Esq ,

Brixham.

March 8. — " I obtained
First Prize, value 12 Guineas,
(or 5 acres of Yellow Inter-

mediate Mangel, last year,
grown from your seed."

K fli^ra^ _/V Unsolicited Testimonials,
f:Tc7^j^^£^Cts/ - || showing the superiority of

^"^SiNCEOf^*''^ SUTTON'S
CLEANEn

GRASS
AND

CLOVER SEED.

SUTTON'S PERMANENT PASTURE MIXTURES,
Carefully arranged for various descriptions of soils, to produce abundant crops

of Hay and superior Pasturage.

BEST QUALITY MIXTURES (2 bush. Grass Seed and 12 lb. Clover supplied per acre), 30s. to 32s. per acre.

GOOD QUALITY MIXTURES (a full seeding per acre), 22s. to 283. per acre.

See Testimonials in Margin.

SUTTON'S MIXTURES OF GRASSES AND CLOVERS
To produce very hea\T crops of valuable food during the periods Ihey are to remain down.

FOR ONE YEAR'S LEY, 15s. per acre. ]
FOR TWO YEARS' LEY, 18s. 6d. per acre.

FOR THREE or FOUR YEARS' LEY, 24s. per acre.

Sec Tc^thnoniah in lilarghi.

Second quality Mixtures much cheaper.

SUTTON'S "CRYSTAL PALACE" MIXTURE
OF FINE GRASSES AND CLOVERS

For Park Grounds, which produced the beautiful turf in the grounds of the Crystal Palace Company.
Price 20s. per bushel. Sow -zh bushels per acre.

See Testimonials in May-pin.

IMPROVEMENT OF GRASS LANDS BY SOWING AT ONCE

SUTTON'S RENOVATING MIXTURE
OF FINE GRASSES AND CLOVERS.

Pastures deficient of bottom herbage may be made productive and profitable by sowing from

6 to 12 lb. per acre of the above. Price lOd. per lb., 86s. per cwt.

Sec Testimonials in Margin.

SUTTON'S SELECTED FARM SEEDS.

SUTTON'S
YELLOW INTERMEDIATE

MANGEL.
Price Is. per lb.

Much cheaper by the Cu<t.

60 tons per acre (Irish).

See Testimonial.

PRICED LISTS of FARM
SEEDS Post Free on application.

70 Tons per Acre.

SUTTON'S
MAMMOTH

LONG RED MANGEL
(Improved).

Price Is. 3d. per lb.

Cheaper bv the Cwt.

SUTTON'S
BERKS PRIZE YELLOW

GLOBE MANGEL.
Price Is. 3d. per lb.

Mitch cheaper by the Cwt.

72\ tons per acre.

See Testimonial.

PRICED LISTS of FARM
SEEDS Post Free on application.

Frotn Jas. Urebner, Ksq,.
Steward to Her Most
Gracious Majesty the
Queen, Norfolk Farm.
Feb. i6. — " Neither your

Italian Rye-grass, nor any
other Seed supplied by you for

the Royal Farms, has ever
failed to vegetate."

From J. J. Mechi, Esq.,
Tiptree Hall.

"Your Grass Seeds are so
pure and well selected that I

have often spoken of them to

those who required them."

From Thomas Matheson,
Esq., Poulton HaU.

Aug. 17. — " The Per-
manent Grass and Clover
Seeds supplied by you have
grown so well, that we are in

doubt whether to put young
beasts on it this autumn
or not."

From Mr. Henry Awcock,
Agent to Lady Geary,
Oxon Hoth.
Feb. 28.

—" The Grass Seeds
you sent me last year, for

7 acres in the middle of Oxon
Hoth Park, produced the best

herbage I ever saw,"

From Mr. Sami- P. New-
UERV, Steward to the E.irl

of Morley.
March 31.— " The Perma-

nent Grass Seed you sup-
plied me with last season
has produced a splendid piece

of pasture."

From Hugh Wvndham,
Esq, BrockhantptoH.

Sept. 7. — " Laying down
Permanent Grass has gene-
rally been failure here. I

have this year, however, suc-

ceeded in getting a capital

plant from your Seeds,"

From Mr. Jas. Bltll, Bailift

to C. P. Phipps, Esq.,
M.P., Chnlcot Hojise.

]\Iarch 4. — " Your Grass
Seeds, supplied the last two
seasons, have given great satis-

faction.
"

From Capt, Robert L.
Turner, Siuanivick.

Oct. 20. — "The Perma-
nent Grass Seed sent in the

spring for 11 acres has come
up extremely well. The field

looks almost like an old

pasture."

From S. Bridcland, Esq.,

Surrey County Asylmn.
"The appearance of the

Grass after cutting gives the

best evidence of the advantage
of using your Renovating
Grass Seeds. Our meadows
are the admiration of all who
look at them.''

From R. Bird Thompson,
Esq., j'^/w Chase, Slatigham.
"The Seeds for one year's

lay had from Messrs. Sutton
turned out wonderfully. The
mowers stated they had not

seen such a crop for years, and
that it was like cutting into

a wall."

From Mr. James Lilly-
white, Cheltenham Cricket
Ground.
Oct. 12. — "I can verj*

strongly recommend your
Seeds for Lawns and Cricket

Grounds."

From Mr. J. Alexander,
the Twickenham Burial
Board.
Jan. 4. — "I am quite

delighted with the sampfe of

Clover Seed ; it is the same
as before, and the best in

England."

F>vm }. L'EstranceEwen,
Esq., The Rookery, Ded/tam.
June 23.— "I was much

pleased with the Red Clover

Seed you scut me in the

.spring. If every individual

seed had been picKcd by hand,

it could scarcely have been

better."

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN BY APPOINTMENT TO THE QUEEN AND H.R.II. THE PRINCE Or WALES,

EOYAL BEBKSHIEE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, EEADING-, BEBKS.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Pubhshcr," at the Opce, 41, We lington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Printed by Wjlliam Richards, at the omce of Messrs. Dradbusv. EVAN5. Sr Co., Lombiird Street. Precinct of Whitefriars. Cilv o( London, in the County of Middlcsox, and Published by lh« said WILLIAM >i

K1CHARD5, at the Office, No. 4t, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, March 16, 1872.
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Carnations, Picotees, and PinkB.

WOOD AND INGRAM will supply Twenty Pairs of

fine named CARNATIONS and PICOTEES for £1. and
Twelve Pairs line named PINKS for 7s. 6./., package included.

Selection left to W. & L—Nurseries, Huntingdon^

To tne Trade.
FIRST-CLASS CARNATIONS and PICOTEES.

C^
EORGE EDWARD has a surplus stock of several

T hundred pairs, in good healthy plants. Price on application.

Clarence Nurseries, Haxby Road, and at Seed Warehouse, i. King
Street, York,—March 11.

To the Trade and Others.

BEST BEDDING GERANIUMS, strong summer
and autumn struck, from store pots, at 12s. per 100; cuttings,

half-price. Also CZAR VIOLETS, strong, in full bloom.
T. L. MAYO, Floral Nurseries, Hereford.

M
Rhododendron Stocks and Clematis Boots,

Fit for immediate use, can be supplied by

ESSRS. CRIPPS AND SON,
The Nurseries, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

CHARLES NOBLE has some thousands of magnifi-

cent Hybrid Seedling RHODODENDRONS, ranging from i to

4 feet. Such Plants arc scarcely to be equalled, and the unprecedented
prices at which they are now being sent out are seriously alarming the

Nursery Trade. Bagshot.

Ig^ NOTtCE to ADVERTISERS.—Friday,
March 29, bei/ii^ Good Friday, the "Gardeners'
CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL Ga/.KTTE." for i/uj^

week, -uu'// /'t' pud//shcd on Thursday, aizp.jn.
ADVERTISEMENTS /or THAT WEEK musi TCach thc

Office not later than WEDNESDAY MoRNING.

Notice to Subscribers.

SUBSCKIPTIONS, payable in advance, including
Postage to any part of the United Kingdom :—

Three Months ,. 5J-. ii\d.
\
Six Months .. iis. ltd.

Twelve Months . . ^^r 3^'. xod.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to WiLLIAM
Richards, at the Kitig Street Post Office.

Publishing Office, 41, Wellington Street, IV.C.

Notice.

GARDENERS* CHRONICLE and AGRICUL-
TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready;

price, in cloth, £1 6s. td.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1873.
MAY 17 to 24,

ROSE and FRUIT SHOW. JULY 5 and 6.

Schedules, &c., may be obtained from the Undersigned.
Botanic Gardens, Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

NEW ROSES for 1872, in 40 best Varieties, worked
in the ven" best style Extra strong, well furnished plants (not

to be surpassed), now ready. Descriptive LISTS, with raisers'
names, on application.
HENRY BENNETT, Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford, near

Wilton, Witts.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES. Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Fines.

BS. WILLIAMS has now a fine stock of splendidly
• grown Plants, of all the best kinds, including both suckers and

successions of the CHARLOTTE ROTHSCHILD. Prices on
application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper Holloway, N.

PLANTING VINES.—Black Hamburgh, and other
leading varieties, can still be supplied, in well ripened canes, at

2J. 6if,, 3s, 6d.. and 5^. each ; 2+1., 36s., and 4S1. per dozen.
JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, 102 and 108,

Eastgate Street, Chester,

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

JOHN WATERER and SONS, Bagshot. Surrey, are
the Exhibitors of RHODODENDRONS at the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Regent's Park Their CATALOGUE of these Plants can

be had by letter addressed to Bagshot.

C^ The Catalogue fully describes Colours, Prices, &c., of the

Rhododendrons. _^__

STRONG CYCLAMEN PERSICUM BULBS.—
From l^ inch, i inch, to 2 inches diameter, either in pots, or

shook out, and will throw up a fine Autumn Bloom ; 255., 35*., and 455.
I)cr 100; package extra Terms, Nett Cash.
A. GODWIN AND SONS, Angel Road Nursery, Edmonton, London

Agricultural Seeds.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

and Seed Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, bee to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of HOME-GROWN
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready, and will be for^varded,
post free, upon applicatioa

TRUE LONDON PLANE TREES, 15 feet high, and
straight as gun-rods, 42s. per dozen; also a great variety of

STANIL-VRD ORNAMENTAL TREES for Parkor Avenue Planting.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurserymen, Worcester.

TRANSPLANTED AUSTRIAN PINE, very strong
bushy plants, 1% to 2 ft., and 2 to 2]^ ft., well rooted. Samples

and special quotations on application.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, "Upton" Nurseries,
Chester.

SPRUCE for SALE.—A large quantity of very fine

transplanted SPRUCE, from s,'^ to 3 feet; also 3 to 4 feet. For
price and samples apply to

M. A. LAKE, The Nurseries, Bridgwater.

F OX and GAME COVERT
ENGLISH BROOM, 2 to 3 feet, los. per 1000.

BITTER OSIER, sw. per 1000.

EVERGREEN PRIVET, 30s. to jos., and 501. per looo.

W. MAULE AND SONS, The Nurseries, Bristol.

PARIS, I
SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. I
SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS. Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.II, the I'rincc of Wales. Reading, Berks.

Clover Seeds at Market Prices.

SUTTON AND SONS are supplying excellent Clean
CLOVER SEEDS at moderate prices. Prices and samples post

free, on application.
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

N

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery. Sidcup Hill, Kent.

MAURICE YOUNG'S NEW TRADE LIST of
CONIFERiE, HARDY EVERGREEN TREES and

SHRUBS, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, JAPANESE PLANTS,
NEW AUCUBAS, &c, is now ready, and will be forwarded on
application.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

Aucuba Pollen.

JOHN STANDISH and CO. can now supply any
quantity of AUCUB.\ POLLEN in one shilling and half-crown

packets, Post free for stamps.
Also MALE AUCUBA PLANTS, with flower buds, at from 2f. ftf.

to 5s. each. Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

Extra Large Common Laurels.

WM. RUMSEY has to offer splendidly furnished and
well rooted plants of the above, 5 to 7 feet high and 3 to 5 feet

through. Price per dozen or hundred, very moderate, on application.

Joyning's Nursery, Waltham Cross, N.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA.—Fine handsome
specimens, warranted safe for transplanting, jo to 12 feet, 42s. to

635. each. Larger and smaller sizes at moderate prices.

H. LANE AND SON, The Nurseries, Great Berkhampstead.

DUTCH BOX.—For SALE, about 300 yards,
4!4rf. per yard : lying at Edmonton.

Apply to A. B., Post Office, Edmonton Green, N,E.

at

TRANSPLANTED THORN or QUICKS, in all

sizes, in immense (juantities. Samples, with special prices for

small or large quantities, on application. Also strong 2-yr. and 3-yr.

ASPARAGUS Plants.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, " Upton" Nurseries,

Chester.

s PANISH CHESTNUT to be SOLD.
500,000 Stout Seedlings.

Mr. GEORGE CHORLEY, Midhurst.

FOR SALE, several handsome ORANGE TREES.
9 and 10 feet high; also LEMON, MAGNOLIA, and RHODO-

DENDRON TREES, in pots.

Mr. BIFFEN, Chemist, Dulwich Road, Heme Hill. S.E.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN and
DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS,STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWINING PLANTS,
with their generic, specific, and English names, native country,
height, time of flowering, colour, &c., and general remarks, free

by post.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Worcester.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, g37 & 238, High Holbom. London.

Special Notice.

LARGE PURCHASERS of FARM SEEDS
CAN OBTAIN

VERY LOW QUOTATIONS for the BEST QUALITY
Direct from the Growers,

on application to

TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen to the Queen and Prince of
\Vales, 237 and 238, High Holbom, W.C.

PERIWINKLE.—Wanted, a large quantity of VINCA
MAJOR and MINOR. State price per 100 and 1000 to

Mr. E. LDCKHURST, The Gardens, Oldlands, Buxied Uckfield.

EW GIANT HYBRID COW CLOVER.—

A

great acquisition. A Hybrid between Cow Grass and Common
Red Clover—will mow three heavy crops in one year, and succeeds on
Clover-sick land. Price 2S. Od. per lb. Cheaper by the cwt.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to thc Queen. Reading.

DICKINSON'S ITALIAN RYE-GRASS SEED,
may now be had by Agriculturists applying to him. Price per

qr., 481. ; per bushel, 7s.

New Park, Lymington, Hants^

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and
Derivations; Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.
Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant. Worcester.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli, &c.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest

quality only. Post free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS,
GLADIOLI and ROSES.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUES sent post free on application.

DRUMMONU BROTHERS, Seedsmen, &c
, 52, George Street,

Edinburgh.

THE " PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
V!, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

Kitchen Garden Seeds.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
and Seed Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate

that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN
SEEDS is now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon appli-

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery, 134, Faubourg
de Bruxclles, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had, free,

from his Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5. Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

Agricultural Seeds.
LFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant,

^ _-_ 5, Aldgate, London, E., begs to announce his WHOLESALE
PRICED SPRING CATALOGUE of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS
is now ready, and can be had on application. Samples and stocks not
to be surpassed, and prices thc lowest in London.

A
Agricultural and Garden Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Trade CATALOGUE of
• HOME-GROWN SEEDS is now ready. It contains all thc

very best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech-

French Mushroom Spawn.
SUTTON AND SONS can supply the above excellent

SPAWN, as used for supplying the Paris Markets, at 2s.(td.

and 3s. 6d. per Bo-x.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

RICHARD WALKER can supply the following for
cash:—Best SEAKALE for forcin". 7J. per 100; SEAKALE

for planting-out, 3s. per 100; ASPARAGUS, ;Ct per 1000; WHITE
SPANISH ONION SEED, all new and genuine.

The Market Gardens. Biggleswade, Beds.

NE PLUS ULTRA PEAS, from 7 to 10 qr.

F. HARNES, Golden Noble Hill, Colcliestgr.

PRIZETAKER, PARTRIDGE, and other PEAS for
field sowinK, Prices on application to

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, log and io8, Eastgate Street, Chester.

A
To the Trade.

P A R A G U S, 2-yr., extra f^ne.
JAMES BIRD, Nu rser>'man, Downham.

GIANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best that
money can procure, all certain to grow, ss. 6d. per loo. This

delicious Vegetable does not require half the expense usually incurred
in planting it. See RICHARD SMITH'S SEED LIST for 1872.

Extra strong SEAKALE, 21. per dozen,
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

GLOBE ARTICHOKES for SALE, by dozen- or 100.
Also I, 2. and :i-yr. old ASPARAGUS. Price on application to

J. COOPER, Plorist. Balfour Cottage, Fulham Fields, S.W.

POTATOS, selected for Seed,
post free

Priced LISTS,

JAMES DICKSON and 'SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

C
Early "WTiite Don.

HARLES TURNER recommends the above as one
of the best Second Early POT.VTi iS. Price on application.

The R'jyal Nurseries, Sloughy

V
Seed Potato.

EITCH'S IMPROVED ASHLEAF,
£q per Ton.

RICHARD SMITil, Nurseryman, Worcester.

GIANT KING POTATO (true), a heavy cropper and
the earliest Potato in cultivaiiun—per cwt., 8j. cash ; price per

ton on application. Also HORLEVS NEW PATENT GARDEN
FRAMES, from izj. 6d. On inquiry, full particulars sent.

Seed Potatos.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

and Sekd Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS is

now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon application.

SEED POTATOS, in good condition, very cheap.
Kidneys, Lemon and Myatt's Ashleaf, per cwt., 55. ; per ton, got.

Kidney, Early Dwarf-top Ashleaf, per cwt., 6s. 6d. ;
per ton, 120J,

Early Golden Dwarf ana Handsworth, per cwt. , 51, 6d, ; per ton, lOM.
H. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skcrton Nurseries, Lancaster.
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Superb New Picotees.

WOOD AND INGRAM offer the two following
fine varieties, of their raising :

—

DELICATA, very lovely, light elegant red. First-class Certificate,
Royal Horticultural Society.

MISS FANNY INGRAM, most beautiful heavy-edged scarlet-rose,

ihe best in its class. Second-class Certificate, Royal Horticulturaf
Society ; but, in W. & I.'s opinion, the more attractive flower ol

the two.
Price 7s. 6rf. per pair, package included. The usual discount to the

Trade. The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Every Oae Possessing a Garden sliould \ 1

APPLY for V
"r)ICK RADCLYFFE and CO.'S 1
-*-^ SPRING CATALOGUE of SEEDS Ih

AND ill
\GARDEN REQUISITES, /' I

gratis and post free.

129, High Holborn,W.C.
Seed Grounds, Erfurt, Prussia,

FOREIGN FLOWER SEEDS.—The most beautiful

French ASTER grown is Truffaut's Reine Marguerite, In Fleur-

Perfection, Bombefe and Pivoine varieties ; 500 seeds, in 16 line double

colours, mixed, is.

The finest STOCK in cultivation is the new Goliath Pyramidal Ten-
week, height 2 feet, surpassing all others in the size of the plants and
flower-spikes ; 250 seeds, in eight fine double colours^ is.

PHLOX DRUMMONDII, of the best quality, in 12 colours; 500

seeds, 6d. Post free.

ALFRED HAMMOND, Foreign Seedsman, Bedwin Street, Salisbury^

DAHLIAS, Pot Roots, good Show, Fancy, and
Pompon, free by post, as follows:— 12 in six sorts for 41. ;

24 in 12 sorts, 85.
; 36 in 18 sorts, 12s, ; 48 in 24 sorts, 165.

ACHIMENES, 8 good named, 4 tubers each, for 31., free by post.

PELARGONIUMS, of Show and French Fancies, nice plants, our
selection, 12 sorts for 4s., 24 for 7s. 6d., 48 for i4£.i package free.

GERANIUMS, nice plants, Italia Uniia, Glen Eyre Beauty, Lady
Cullum, Sophie Dumaresque, Eastern Beauty, and 20 other good
named sorts, 12 [for 3s. 61/., 24 for ys., 50 for 14s,, free by post.

Larger quantities at less price per parcel train.

H. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nursery, Lancaster.

JAS. BACKHOUSE AND SON, having large stocks
of the following PLANTS, suitable for the present season, offer

them in quantity at the annexed moderate rates :

—

Per. doz.—s. d.

HEPATICA ANGULOSA, large and fine 90
„ Single White .

.

80
ADONIS VERNALIS 60
ALYSSUM SAXATILE COMPACTUM 40
AUBRIETIA GR-4iCA 40

PURPUREA VARIEGATA 40
GENTIANA ACAULIS 60
HELLEBORUS ATRORUBENS q o
NARCISSUS MINIMUS 255. per 100 4 o
PRIMROSES, Double White, fine plants 80

,, Double Yellow .. .. .. .. .. ..60
SAXIFRAGA OPPOSITIFOLIA 50
VIOLET, The Czar 40

PANSIES.
CLOTH OF GOLD, extrhnc 60
IMPERIAL BLUE, extra fine 60
CLIVEDEN BLUE, or TRENTHAM liEDDER .. ..30
CLIVEDEN YELLOW 30
WHITE BEDDER, fine white 40
VIOLA LUTEA GRANDIFLORA, very continuous

flowering 21s. per 100 3 o
CORNUTA PERFECTION, fine mauve .. ..40

Named PANSIES, good.sorts 41. to 9 o
Y'ork, Spring, 1872.

THOMAS CRIPPS AND SON,
Tunbridge Wells Nurseries, Tunbridge Wells, Kent,

Offer new Hybrid Perpetual-blooming CLEMATISES, as sent
our lor first time last spring : — LADY CAROLINE NEVILLE,
STAR of INDIA, TUNBRIDGENSIS — First-class Certificates

Royal Horticultural Society.

Prices, strong plants, 7$. 6d. each ; extra strong, 2-yr. old plants,
IOS. 6d. each.
Coloured Drawings, is. each. Descriptive LISTS on application.

Usual discount to the Trade.

A Coloured Plate of

CLEMATIS LORD LONDESBOROUGH for 12
Stamps ; and fine plants of this magnificent Seedling can now be

had as under :

—

CLEMATIS LORD LONDESBOROUGH, now offered for the
first time. (First-Class Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society,
May, 1870.)— Deep rich mauve, with delicate maroon stripe down
the centre of each petal, sometimes blotched at the base of the
petal instead of the stripe, large and very fine, chocolate-coloured
stamens. los. 6d. each, strong plants.

The three Seedlings sent out last year maintain their enviable
POSITION.

ALBERT VICTOR )
LADY LONDESBOROUGH H^. 6.^. and 51. each.
MISS BATEMAN }

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

PALM SEEDS.—A large consignment of fresh Seed
having just arrived from New South Wales, Mr. WILLIAM

BULL can offer at the following low prices :

—

CORYPHA AUSTRALIS, at loj. per 1000 seeds :

SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS, at 151. per 1000 seeds.
Also, from India, the rare

PHCENLX; PALUDOSA, at lOJ. per 1000 seeds.
Establishment for New eind Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea

London, S.W.

pALGEOLARIAS AUREA FLORIEUNDA and
V^ PRINCE of ORANGE. Fine, strong, healthy, well-rooted, and
perfectly hardy plants, 51. per 100, £2 per 1000. \'ERBENAS of
sorts, LOBELIAS, IRESINES, AGERATUMS, choice seedling
PETUNIAS, and other Plan's, ready shortly, at same prices. AU
Carriage free for cash with order.

KIRK ALLEN, The Nurseries, Brampton, Huntington.

Gladioli Seedlings, by Name, from Paris.

LEVEQUE AND SON, Nurserymen, Ivry-sur-Seine,
near Paris (late Boulevard dc I'Hopital), offer the following :

—

GLADIOLI SEEDLINGS, first-class, per 100, 71. ; per 1000^3 o o
100 GLADIOLI, by name, 10 sorts 080
too „ „ 25 II o 14 o

100 ,1 M 50 M jCi to 2 o o
100 ,, ,1 100 ,, j£2 to 6 o o
And upwards, according to the novelty of the sorts ; all in good

flowering bulbs. Cheque on Bankers accepted for payment.

32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
(one of the Oldest Nurseries extant)

IS NOW CONDUCTED BY A COMPANY, WHO ARE
PREPARED TO

WAEEANT GENUINE
EVERY ARTICLE SUPPLIED TO THEIR CUSTOMERS.

THEIR STOCK AND RESOURCES ARE ALMOST

INEXHAUSTIBLE;
AND

THEIR MOTTO IS "LIBERALITY."

Please write fortheir ROSE and FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE, andalso for their SEED CATALOGUE,
just published.

Address, JOHN BESTER (Manager),

PINE-APPLE NURSERY, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

B. S. ^A^ILLIAMS,
VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERY, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.,

Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry about to furnish their Conservatories, Greenhouses, Stoves, and Orchid Houses, to an inspection of his Stock of Magnificent
Specimens, that are unequalled in this country, consisting of

THE CHOICEST AND EAEEST EXOTICS,
TREE FERNS, DRAC/ENAS, PALMS, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, AGAVES, YUCCAS, CYCADS, BEAUCARNEAS, ARALIAS,

AND ALL KINDS OF FLOWERING, STOVE, AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

The LARGE CONSERVATORY is at this season of the year especially worthy a visit, containing as it does fine collections of CAMELLIAS in full flower,

CYCLAMENS, PRIMULAS, SOLANUMS, &c., &c. In addition there are numerous Houses, consisting of ORCHID HOUSES, PALM STOVES, NEW HOLLAND
HOUSES, FERN HOUSES, AZALEA HOUSES, &c., replete with Plants which, by the interest and instruction they will afford, will well repay a visit.

The COLLECTION of MEXICAN PLANTS at this Nursery is of unrivalled excellence.

Ah New Plants that are worthy of notice are to be seen here. The houses liave all been erected to suit the requirements of the Plants, which is one of the siuest roads to

success in their cultivation.

Should Purchasers require Selections or Collections of Plants, they may depend upon having them put up with judgment. In such cases it is advisable to supply a List of

the liinds ah-eady possessed. PRICED CATALOGUES POST FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

SEED DEPARTMENT.
GENUINE SEEDS, CARRIAGE PAID AND FREE BY POST.

Complete Collections of Kitchen Garden Seeds, for One Tear's Supply, to suit Ijarge and Small Gardens, at tlie following: prices :

Sla., 423., 63s., 84s. each.
B. S. WILLIAMS devotes special and particular attention to this branch of his business, and can strongly recommend all seeds offered by him as being grown from the

most carefully selected and genuine Stock, all true to name, and of the finest possible quality.

His choice strain of Flower Seeds, such as PRIMULA, CINERARIA, CALCEOLARIA, &c., are unequalled ; they are grown especially for him by persons who stand in

the first position as cultivators of the respective kinds.
The CATALOGUE, published in January, which can be had Post Free on application, will be found to contain Lists of the latest really useful Novelties in Flower and

Vegetable Seeds ; also a detailed compendium of all previously known kinds. VINES, FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS, &c.

LANDSCAPE AND SUB-TROPICAL GABDENING.
Estimates, Plans, and Advice given for the Laying-out of Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c.

;
also for Erecting Greenhouses, Conservatofie^i tUld the Construction of

Rockwork and Ferneries.

Post %vo, doth, price Jj'., or Free by Post, %s. ^d. each,

HORTICULTURAL WORKS BY B. S. WILLIAMS, F.R.H.S., RECENTLY PUBLISHED.
" Mr. Williams' skill as a plant cultivator is well and widely known."

—

yournal of Horticulture.

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FLOWERING PLANTS, with QELECT FERNS and LYCOPODS, BRITISH and EXOTIC, copiously
Coloured Frontispiece and Plans of Hou3c9, and compriainK descriptions of upwards of looo ^ Illustrated with Engravings on Wood, and containing descriptions of 900 choice species

species and varieties. and varieties. t . 1 r u j t- -^i. cji.-Just published. Fourth Edition,

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE ORNAMENTAL-LEAVED PLANTS, rpHE ORCHID-GROWERS' MANUAL, enlarged, revised, and illustrated,
forming a sequel to the above, containing descriptions of 800 species and varieties, and profusely JL containinR descriptions of upwards of 800 species and vwicties of Orchidaceous plants prorfid

Illustrated with Eneravingi on Wood. to be worth growing.

Published and Sold ai Victoria and Paradise Nurseryt Upptr HoUoway^ N»
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NEW APPLE, BEAUTY OF HANTS.
Not GLORY of HANTS.

Thos. Thornton
Has much pleasure in bringing before the notice of the Public the above, a decided acquisition. It is a

seedling from the well-known Blenheim Orange, which it far surpasses in size, flavour and keeping qualities ; it is of

conical form, and very highly coloured, and has been highly commended by the principal gardening peviodicals.

Strong maiden plants will be ready in November. Price 7s. 6d. each.

The usual Discount to the Trade. Orders now being received.

A Coloured Illustration of Three Fruits, sent per Post on receipt of 2j. in postage stamps.

T. THORNTON, THE NURSERIES, HEATHERSIDE, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

VERBENA VIOLET KING.

Messrs. Thomas Methven & Sons
Have much pleasure in announcing that they have arranged to send out this superb and very distinct NEW

VERBENA. It was raised at Dnuiilanrig, where it has been extensively grown, and proved to be one of the best

bedding plants in cultivation. Colour, a lively violet-purple, giving the same and most effective shade as Verbena
venosa. It grows to the same height as Crimson King, but is more twiggy in habit, and forms a most compact,
massive bloom. It is of a hardy constitution, and stands rain better and blooms later into the damp weather of

autumn than any variety that has been tried against it. Mr. Simpson, of Wortley Hall, writing of it in T/ic

Ganicrtcr, savs, " It is a later bloomer, has a larger flower, a more vigorous constitution, and is much more effective

at a distance than Purple King. It was planted out side by side with Purple King in various situations, and its

superiority was very noticeable. It will prove a good companion to Crimson King."

To be scni out second ivcck of May.

Price 18s. per dozen. The usual discount to the Trade.

Orders are now being booked, and will be executed in rotation as they are received.

LEITH WALK NURSERIES, EDINBURGH.

PREMIER HORTICULTURAL PRIZE AND TWO GOLD MEDALS
FROM INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1S71.

William Paul
RESPECTFULLY SOLICITS ORDERS FOR HIS

COLLECTION OF ROSES,
The largest, cheapest, and best stock in the country,

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS
Of the most select and improved races, many of which have been worked up under his own eye and hand

;

the carriage of which may be deducted from the account.

FRTTIT TREES,
Standards and Dwarfs, Trained and Untrained ; also many thousands of handsome Fruiting

Pyramids, well set with flower-buds.

GRAPE VINES.
A large Collection, including all the newest sorts, in excellent condition of root and top.

EVERGREENS and FLOWERING TREES and SHRUBS.
Many acres in splendid condition for removal, well worthy of inspection by any gentleman planting.

Cat-riagc of all Goods Free to London. Priced Catalogues Free by Post.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

A Complete Collection for a large Garden 63s.
A Complete Collection for a mediiuu-sized Garden .. .. 4S8.
A Complete Collection for a Small Garden 21s.

None but the most approved sorts of Vegetables are included in the above Collections. For sorts, see
SEED LIST, Free on application.

The GUINEA COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, Carriage Free,
Is composed of the following most approved kinds :-^

PEAS—Dillistone's Earliest, i quart
Suttons' Early Champion, i quart
Champion of England, i quart
Veitch's Perfection, i quart
Payne's Conqueror, i pint
Acl\-aiicer, i pint
Blue Scimitar, i pint

BEANS—Johnson s Wonderful, i quart
Broad Windsor, i quart
French Robin's Egg| i pint
Scarlet Runners, i pint

BEET-St. Osyth, i oz.
BORECOLE, or KALE-Asparagus, j pict.
Hearang, i packet
Cottagers', i packet

BRUSSELS SPROUTS—Finest, i padtM
BROCCOLI-Adams- Early. ipackS^
Snow's Winter White, i packet
Purole Sprouting, i packet
Walcheren, i packet

EROCCOLI—Dwarf Late White, i packet
CABBAGE—Early Nonpareil, r packet

Enfield Market, i packet
Worcester Incomparable, I packet
Red Pickling, i packet

CARROT—Early Horn, t os.
James' Intermediate, i oe.
Improved Allringham, i or.

CAULIFLOWER—Early London, i packet
CELERY—Matchless Red, i packet

Cole's Crystal White, i packet
CRESS—Broad-leaved, 2 or,
Curled, 2 oz,

Australian, i oz.

CUCUMBER—Smith's Frame, i packet
Stockwood, I packet

ENDIVE—Moss Curled, i packet
LEEK—Musselburgh, i packet
LETTUCE—Paris White Cos, i packet
Paris Green Cos, i packet

LETTUCE—Worcester Cabbage, i packet
MUSTARD—4 oz.
MELON—Hannam's Hybrid, i packet
ONION—White Spanish, i oz.

James' Keeping, i oz.

PARSLEY—Myatt'3 Garnishing, i packet
PARSNIP—Improved Hollow Crown, i oz.

KADISH—Long Scarlet, a 01.
Red Turnip, 2 oz.
White Turnip, 2 oz. ^
Olive Shaped, 2 oz.

SAVOY-Green Curled, i packet
SPINACH—Round, 4 oz.

Prickly, 4 oz.

TURNIP—Early Snowball, 1 oz.
American Redtop, 1 oz.

TOMATO- Red, i packet
VEGETABLE MARROW I packcl
POT HERBS, 4 packets

BICHAED SMITH,
SEED MERCHANT AND NURSERYMAN, WORCESTER,

Special Offer of Seed of the Handsome Flowering
NEW BEGONIA.

BEGONIA CARMINATA, an elegant tuberous-rooted
Hybrid of the "boliviensis" group. The leaves are stained with

a coppery brown tint between the veins, while Ihc liowers are large, of
a pretty delicate salmony hue tinged with rose, the males having four
ohlong segments upwards of an inch toiig, and the females five petals
of smaller size. The Plants come into Flower while quite dwarf, and
continue blooming in the most profuse manner, ss. per packet.
Mr. WILLIAM BULL, Establishment for New and Rare Plantj,

King's Koad, Chelsea, London, S.W.

Phormlum Colensol vartegatum.

MR. WILLIAM BULL begs to intimate that he
has just received a magnificent consignment of good strong,

healthy specimens of the above, well established in potS( and can now
oiler this beautiful and hitherto extremely rare plant, either singly or
by the dozen, at moderate prices.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W.

New, Rare, and Beautiful Plants at present in flower at

MR. WILLIAM BULL'S ESTABLISHMENT.
An inspection is invited :

—
CYPRIPEDIUM NIVEUM
MASDEVALLIA IGNEA
DENDROBIUM LITUIFLORUM
ODONTOGLOSSUM HALLI

„ TRIUMPHANS
„ RAMULOSUM
„ ODORATUM

ALEXANDR.'E TRIAN^E
EURYCLES AMBOINENSIS
PRIMULA AMtlNA LILACINA

„ INTERMEDIA MINSTREL, &c.
Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London.

ANY ONE having DUPLICATES or LARGE
PLANTS that have grown too big for their Houses, can have

them EXCHANGED for their utmost value in NEW and RARE
PLANTS, at Mr, WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment.
New and Rare Orchids or other plants will be exchanged for large

specimens of the more ordinary kinds.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London

Pelargoniums for tlie Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of
FRENCH. FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strong Plants. CATALOGUES gratis on application.
HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 var

plants, as per former Advertisement.
Crown Nurserj', Reading.

varieties, seed or

cHEAP BEDDING GERANIUMS.—The following
choice sorts at per dozen, for casli : — Lady Cullum, 31. 6if . ;

Lucy Grieve, 6j. ; Louisa Smith, 51. M. ; Mrs. Dix, 6i. ; Mrs. Pollock,
2s. bd\ Sophia Cusack, 31. t>d. ; Sophia Dumaresque, 2s. f>d. ; Caroline
Longneld, 31. 6<f. ; Mrs. John Glutton, 6^. ; Prince Silverwings, 61.

;

Beauty of Calderdale, vts. 6d. ; Duke of Edinburgh, 31. 6d ; Kentish
Hero, 2s. 6d. Package 6d. per dozen. A list of 250 varieties post free.

Remittances requested from unknown Correspondents.
ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

Geraniums to Offer.

WM. POTTEN has now to offer a very large stock
of fine healthy plants, in 3-inch pots, of the following ;

—

GOLD and SILVER TRICOLORS, SILVER VARIEGATED,
GOLD and BRONZE, DOUBLES and ZONALS, all at low prices.
GOOD ZONALS, in sorts, i6s. per 100. All package free.

W. P.'s CATALOGUE of GERANIUMS and other BEDDING
PLANTS, also his CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER
SEEDS, can be had post free on application.

Orders for other Bedding Plants can now be booked, to be sent out
in April and May.

The Nursery, Sisslnghurst, Staplehurst, Kent

w Geranium Mrs, Pollock, 20s. per 100.
ILLIAM BADMAN offers the following
GERANIUMS, autumn-struck, and from single pots :

—

MRS. POLLOCK, ss. per dozen, 20s. per 100.

SOPHIE DUMARESQIJE, 35. per dozen, 20J. per 100.

CRYSTAL PALACE GEM, 2s. 6d. per dozen, 151. per too.

VESUVIUS, 2s. 6d. per dozen, 15s. per 100.

WALTHAM SEEDLING, 25. 6d. per dozen, 155. per 100.

LORD DERBY, 2s. 6d. per dozen, 151. per 100.

MADAME LEMOINE, 25. 6^. per dozen, 15s. per 100.

JEAN SISLEY (line), 5s. per dozen, 30s. per 100.

LOBELIA SPECIOSA (true), from cuttings, 3s. 6d. per 100, 25*. per

CALCEOLARIA AUREA FLORIBUNDA, 55. per 100, 40s. per rooo.

Package included. Terms cash.
Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

Variegated Geraniums, Wliolesale Prices.

WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine strong plants of the
tollowing varieties at per dozen:—Mrs. Benyon, 35.; Mrs,

Di.K, cii. ; Mrs. Pollock, 3s. ; ijueen Victoria, 6s. : Sir R. Napier, gs. ;

Sophie Dumaresque, 3s, ; Sunset, 3s. ; Italia Unita, 2s. 6d. ; Albion
Cliffs, 31. ; Alma, ss. 6d. ; Bijou, 31. ; Flower of the Spring, ss. 6d. ;

iane, 31. ; Lady Kingsbury. 3s. ; Slay Queen, 41. ; Mrs. Lennox, 31. :

I rs. Vidler, 3s. ; Queen of Queens, 3s. : Shottesham Pet, 3s. ; Crystal
Palace Gem, 3s. ; International (fine gold sulf), 4s.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Geraniiuns.

WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine plants of the
following classes :

—

Three extra fine and choice TRICOLORS, Ettie Bcalc (Carter), 151. ;

Peter Grieve (Henderson), 75. 6d. ; Lass o'Gowric (Henderson), 51, ;

or three varieties for 255,

EIGHTEEN GOLD"and SILVER TRICOLORS,
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The present Is tlie best time for Sawing
RUSSELL'S rVRAMID PRIMULA.

GEO. CLARKE has a fine stock of this, the grandest
of all PRIMULAS, in packels, mixed Red and While, or

separate, 2S. 6d. each. Instructions for raising and growing sent if

required. The Trade supplied.
Nurseries : Streatham Place, Bri.xton Hill, London, S.W , and

Mottinjjham, Kent.

s UTTONS' CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,
Free by post or rait.

J. W. WIMSETT,
NURSERYMAN AND SEEDSMAN, FLORIST TO THE QUEEN,

INVITES ATTENTION TO HIS FINE

COLLECTION OF EXOTIC AND OTHER FERNS,
Which he is supplying at exceptionally reasonable rates. Of the following he has a large stock of excellent

plants in thumb's and 6o*s :—

PTERIS TREMULA, at 6^. per dozen.LOMARIA CILIATA, at 6s. per dozen.

„ GIBBA, at 6s. per dozen.
ADIANTUM PUBESCENS, at 6s. per dozen.

ADIANTUM CONCINNUM LATUM, at I2J. per doz.
CHEILANTHES HIRTA, at 45. per dozen.

GYMNOGRAMMA CHRYSOPHYLLA, at 6j. per dozen.

ASHBURNHAM PARK NURSERY, KINGS' ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE QUILLED ASTER. — This is one of

the finest strains of Quilled Aster in cultivation; and wherever flowers

have been exhibited, they have invariably taken First Prizes.

13 vars., separate, 5s.; 6 do. do., 2s. td. The same in mixture,

per packet, is. td.

SUTTONS' COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of FLOWER SEEDS,
to produce a continuous and beautiful display during the entire

summer and autumn.
No. I Collection, free by post or rail ;C2 3 o

No. 2 Collection, free by post or rail i 11 6

No. 3 Collection, free by post or rail i i o
No. 4 Collection, free by post or rail o 15 o

No. 5 Collection, free by post or rail o 10 6
Smaller Collections, 2s. 6d. to js. bd.

To those who prefer making their own selections, at very moderate
prices, full particulars of choice Vegetable and Flower Seeds will be
found in SUTTONS' SPRING CATALOGUE and AMATEUR'S
GUIDE for 1872, price is., gratis to customers. Also SUTTONS'
ABRIDGED CATALOGUE for 1872, gratis, and post free on
application.
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by appointment to the Queen and

Prince of Wales, Reading^

wm/u

Trade Mark.

C CORNER of^^^p STREET^

GRASS SEEDS,

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

ELOWER SEEDS.

Catalogues forwarded Post Free to any address on application.

SPECIMEN PLANTS WANTED of the following
kinds:—Eucharis amazonica, Dipladenia amabile, D. crassi-

noda, Croton pictum, Rondeletia speciosa ; Ericas, June and
July flowering; Allamanda grandiflora and nobilis, Lapagcria rosea,

Clerodcndron Thompsoni, Cordyline indivisa ; also exhibition Ferns.
Parties having Plants of the above to dispose of, either in exchange

or for cash, state size and price to

J. HOUSE, 9, Seed Stores, Church Street, Peterborough.

RICHARD WALKER has to offer, for cash, the real
American Red-skinned Flourball POTATO, no blight, 71. percwt.;

Early American Goodrich, 141. per cwt. : Peach Blow, 45. per peck

;

Variegated Golden Gem, 2s. td. per peck ; Giant King, 8j. percwt. ;

Early Shaw, ^4 perton. East Ham, Enfield Market, and Robinson's
Champion Drumhead CABBAGE PLANTS, all at zs, td. per 1000;
Red Dutch Pickling plants, 5s. per 1000.

The Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.

True Ash-leaf Kidney Potatos.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, The Old Established
Seed Warehouse and Knowfield Nurseries, Carlisle, can spare

a few tons of the above. A very fine sample, grown upon new land.

Price 1,1 per ton, 85. per cwt.
PATERSON'S VICTORIA, £5 ; RINTOUL'S NEW WHITE

DON, 1^% WALKER'S REGENT, l^ 15?.

KENNEDY'S
PEEIAIEIT PASTUEE IIXTUEES,

TO SUIT ALL SOILS.

The great benefit derived by Sowing Down Land for Permanent Pasture with Natural Grass Seeds cannot be
over-estimated. The trifling cost of KENNEDY'S MIXTURES for PERMANENT PASTURE over that of
Common Rye-grass and Clover being far more than compensated by the greater abundance of herbage produced, of a
much more nutritious and permanent kind. Our Mixtures are made up in each case to suit the particular soil,

situation, and purpose for which they are required ; and it gives us pleasure to say th,it they continue to maintain the
high character they have held for so many years past. A DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST of these GRASSES, as
well as of CLOVER, TURNIP, and other FARM SEEDS, can be had on application. Seeds are delivered free of
Carriage, as formerly.

THOMAS KENNEDY AND CO., SEED and NURSERY ESTABLISHMENT, DUMFRIESl

sUTTONS' CHOICE SEED
CARRIAGE FREE.

POTATOS.

SUTTONS' RED-SkIN FLOURBALL, the heaviest cropping
and best cooking late Potato in cultivation, and the only variety which
entirely resisted the disease last season, as see page 319 of Gardenert'
Chronicle Also

Bresee's Climax.
Bresee's King of the Earlies.

Bresee's Peerless.

Bresee's Prolific.

Manning's Kidney.
Berkshire Kidney.
Oxfordshire Kidney.
Early Goodrich.

And others. Lowest price per sack or ton on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, Reading, Berks.

The New American Potatos.
TO THE TRADE.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Merchants,
Sleaford, can offer the following varieties of POTATOS, Ircsh

imported Seed. Price on application.

NEW AMERICAN LATE ROSE
EARLY ROSE
EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY SOVEREIGN
BRESEE'S PROLIFIC
BRESEE'S KING ofthe EARLIES
BRESEE'S PEERLESS
BRESEE'S CLIMAX
PEACH BLOW.

TO POTATO PLANTERS.

James Carter & Co.,
HAVING IMPORTED

A SPLENDID LOT of the FOLLOWING AMERICAN POTATOS
Direct from the original introducers, are prepared to supply them at greatly

reduced prices, per cwt. or ton.

EARLY ROSE,
CLIMAX,

KING OF THE EARLIES,
I

BRESEE'S PEERLESS,
BRESEE'S PROLIFIC,
EARLY GOODRICH.

Also choice stocks of the following :

—

REDSKIN FLOURBALL (true), and BOVINIA.
Lowest Price per Ctbt. and Ton on application,

JAMES CARTER and CO., 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

SPECIAL OFFER of MANGEL WUR2EL
SEED. Percwt.—s. d.

MANGEL WURZEL—Long Red 40 o

„ Long Red Elvetham 50 o
,, Long Yellow .. 40 o

;;
Yellow Globe 3a o

„ Orant^c Globe, Fiahcr Hobbs' .. 45 o

„ Red O lobe 40 o
„ Oval-shaped Yellow, or Intermediate 50 o
11 i> R^d ,, 50 o

II
Normanton Yellow Globe .. .. 50 o

„ Champion Yellow Globe .. .. 50 o

„ ,, Orange Globe .. ,. 50 o

„ Dobitoe's Improved Yellow .. .. 50 o

,,
Giant Mammoth Long Ked.. ,. 56 o

The above are all true stocks and good samples. Orders for fuch
will have the prompt attention of

ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant, 5, Aldgalc, London, E.

SEED POTATOS.

H. & F. Sharpe's
WHOLESALE LIST OE SEED POTATOS

COMPRISES, AMONGST OTHERS, THE FOLLOWING FINE VARIETIES, VIZ. :

—

EARLY SANDRINGHAM KIDNEY, First Early

MONA'S PRIDE KIDNEY
AMERICAN EARLY ROSE
OLD ASHLEAF KIDNEY
WALNUT-LEAVED KIDNEY
RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF KIDNEY
MYATTS PROLIFIC KIDNEY
DAINTREE'S EARLIEST ROUND
The above varieties have been carefully selected, and

and other particulars, apply to

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWING

AMERICAN EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY DALMAHOY ROUND
EARLY OXFORD ROUND
DRUMMOND'S EARLY PROLIFIC ROUND
EARLY FLOUNDER, very prolific

PATERSON'S VICTORIA, True
FLUKE KIDNEY
RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL, True

the quality is excellent. For prices (which are very Iow)V

ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH, CAMBS.
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ASPARAGUS. — Conover's Colossal (new). 3-3T., at

211, per 100 : selected, at 251. per 100.

Pritchard's Dark Green (new), 3-yr., at los. 6J. per too.

Battersea Giant, i, 2, and j-vr., at 2s. 6d., 3J 6J., and 5*- pcr loa

Cheaper by the Thousand.
JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, Newton Nurseries, 103 and 108,

East^ate Street, Chester.

NUTTING'S "MULTUM IN PARVO " PEA.—
A firslclass early dwarf wrinkled Marrow Pea, exceedingly

prolific, the haulm being covered with bro.id, well-fillcd pods of an

excellent flavour, ready tor use only a few days later than Sancster's

No. 1. Highly recommended as one of the best and most useful early

Dwarf Peas in cultivation. Vide GarHettns' Chraitidi:, p.Sod, June 24,

1871. Height 16 to 18 inches.

Seed Warehouses, 60, Barbican, London. E.C.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—About 5 acres of strong
Cabbage Plants of Early Battersea, Enfield and London Market,

at 3J. 6rf. per 1000; Robinson's Champion Ox Cabbage at is. gd. per

jooo; also late Red Pale Cabbage at 3s. 6d. per 1000, can now be
supplied. All orders over 50,000 cheaper. Reference required from
URKnown Correspondents.

J. WOOBERRY, Nurser>man, Billinghurst, Sussex.

CABBAGE PLANTS, CABBAGE PLANTS,
strong, healthy, vigorous.

x,cxx>,ooo Robinson's Drumhead, at 31. per 1000.

5<x},ooo Early Battersea, Enticld Market, and Little Pixie, at 31. 6d.

per 1000.

100,000 Red Pickling Drumhead, 51. per 1000.

Sutton's Rcd-skinncd Flourball POTATO, at 6s. per bushel.
Paterson's Bovinia, or Cattle feeder POTATO, at 6s. pe^ bushel.

Samples on application.
Remittances to accompany Orders from unknown Correspondents.

W. VIRGO AND SON, Wonersh Nursery, near Guildford, Surrey.

FOR SALE, autumn sown CATTLE CABBAGE
PLANTS, &c.; ROBINSON'S CHAMPION OX CABHAGE,

THOUSAND HEADED ditto. DRUMHEAD SAVOY, and
PURPLE SPROUTING BROCCOLI. All strong hardy plants, and
ready for immediate planting. Price 31. per 1000. Samples sent on
application.

Mrs. M- BOOSEV, The Nurseries, Rochford, Essex.

CHEYNE BARLEY.—This celebrated Barley, which
could not be found in sufficient quantity for seed last spring, at

any price, IS now olTcred by the undermentioned Grower, at 45s. per
quarter. It has been asserted that 11 quarters per acre of this Barley
have been produced. This may or may not be exactly true. However,
anyone may have Cheyne Seed Barley by applying to

R. VALENTINE, Wing, Leighton Buzzard.

To the Trade.
MANGEL WURZEL SEED.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make special
• offers of the following sorts of MANGEL WURZEL

SEEDS, which they have grown this season from fine selected trans-
planted bulbs. Ihe prices are very moderate, and the quality
excellent :

—

SHARPE'S selected SMALL-TOPPED YELLOW GLOBE
ELVETHAM LONG RED
Selected RED GLOBE
Selected LARGE YELLOW GLOBE
Selected LONG YELLOW

Samples and further particulars on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

LEICESTER SEEDS
Are obtaining a great reputation in all parts of the

country. Descriptive and Priced CATALOGUE
now ready, Post Free, oa application to

HARRISON & SONS,
ROYAL MIDLAND SEED WAREHOUSE,

LEICESTER.— ESTABLISHED 1764.

GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS of the best and
newest kinds. Collections from 2j. 6d. to £2 2s.

HARRISON'S NORMANTON GLOBE MANGEL, the
best in cultivation, per lb. is. 4^., cheaper by the cwt.

Tatinumial fronty R. Whitworth, Esq., Weston Under^'ood.
Feb. 7, 1872 :

—
" I think your Normanton Mangel far superior lo

any other; they beat three other sorts both in weight per acre, and
quality no comparison,

HARRISON'S DEFIANCE PURPLE-TOP SWEDE.
A new variety, and a great improvement. Per lb.,

IS. ; cheaper by the bushel.

Permanent Pasture Grasses,
TO SUIT ALL SOILS.

HARRISON'S MIXTURES of GRASSES are made
with great care, and the praise we have received
assure us of their success in almost every case.

Price and particiilars on application.

^^ Orders above £1 Carriage Free.
Trade prices, ^c, on application.

HARRISON ANO SONS, Seed Growers,
LEICESTER.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE.
BOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 20, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C, ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Priie Medals^ 1851,
or Wheat ; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

EstabUshed 1793.

JOHN K. KING, Seed
Grower, CoKffcshall, Essex,

will be happy to supply his unrivalled

Hardy Prize Stocks of MANGEL
WURZEL, SWEDES, and other
TURNIP SEEDS (carefully selected

from large roots), at moderate prices.

Large Purchasers supplied at

special moderate prices.

FARM SEED LISTS pORt free.

Carriage paid on orders of 205. and
upwards. Five per cent, discount
for cash.

To Florists, Agriculturists, and Others.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE.—For SALE, a large quantity
of the above valuable article. To be had of

J. W. ABRAHAM, New Brentford Wharf, Middlesex.

C^'HARCOAL" fo^SALE, suitable for Potting, &c.,

price $s. per sack, delivered at Warminster or Frome Stations on
the Great Western Railway.

Mr. C. BERRY, Horningsham, Warminster^

To Engineers, ArcWtects, and Others.

THE SCARBOROUGH CLIFF BRIDGE
COMPANY invite Engineers, Architects, and others, to send in

PLANS and PROPOSALS for LAYING OUT and ALTERING
the recently acquired PROPERTY BEYOND THE SPA, and in

connection with the existing grounds of the Company,
A PREMIUM of ONE HUNDRED POUNDS is offered for the

best, and FIFTY POUNDS for the second best, DESIGN, to be
determined by the Committee of the Company; the First Premium to

merge in the successful Competitor's Commission if his Design is

carried out.
, , , ,,

The Plans and Prosposals to be sent m to me, marked by a Motto
only, and accompanied by a separate sealed letter, containing the name
of the Competitor, both indorsed " Undercliff Plans," on or before

JUNE I next.—By order,
ERAS. GOODRICKE, Manager.

ClifT Bridge Company's Offices, Scarborough, March 7.

To Market Gardeners, osier-bed Planters, and Others.

THE SEWER AUTHORITY for the district of

Leytonstone, in the County of Essex, are prepared to receive

TENDERS for a yearly hiring of about 2a 2r. of valuable MARKET
GARDEN GROUND, lying close to the main road leading from
Levton to Stratford.

The said Tenders are to include Emptying and Cleansing of Tanks,
in which the Sewage is deposited ; and also the disposing of the same
sewage on the land proposed to be let, or elsewhere.

Further particulars ajid conditions of the said letting may be
obtained of the undersigned, and of John T. Bresscy, Esq., Surveyor,

70 and 7r, Bishopsgate Street Within, London. E.C.
Tenders are to be sent to my Office on or before April 3, 1872.

Dated this i8th day of March, 1872.

ROBERT T. WRAGG, 7, Great St. Helen's, E.C.,
Clerk to the Sewer Authority.

STABLE MANURE to be DISPOSED OF, for 12
Months, from 30 Horses; also a large quantity of EGG

REFUSE.
NURDIN AND PEACOCK, 9, rz, and 15, Berwick Street, W.

Caro Guano.

ptHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO, rich in Soluble
^-^ Phosphates and Nitrogenous Organic Matter. See Chemical

Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for Grain and Root

Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to Peruvian.

Samples and Circulars on application,

MOCKFORD AND CO., Billiter Sireet, London. E.C.

LAWES'S MANURES for GRASS LAND should
be applied during the months of February and March. Nitrate

of Soda supplied ex Ship or from Stocks at Docks at London, Liver-

pool, and otner ports, at lowest market prices.

JOHN BENNET LAWES, 59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Branch Offices :—Market Street, Shrewsbury; 22, Eden Quay,
Dublin: Womanby Street, Cardiff; Cumberland Road, Bristol;

63, Constitution Street, Leith ; !and 34, Market Street, Aberbeen.
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED BONES.
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
LAWES'S WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS and MANGEL MANURE.
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses or

through any of the appointed Agents throughout the United Kingdom.
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and other CHEMICAL MANURES; AMERICAN
and other CAKES, at market prices^

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for CORN CROPS.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE. or BLOOD MANURE,
(or ROOTS and GREEN CROPS GENERALLY.

ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
ODAMS'S NITRO-BIPHOSPHATE{or Prepared) GUANO,
ODAMS'S SPECIAL BARLEY MANURE.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL MANGEL MANURE.
ODAMS'S TOP-DRESSING MANURE.

MANUFACTURED

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE,
OR

BLOOD MANURE COMPANY (LIMITED),
Consisting of

TENANT FARMERS occupying upwards of 80,000 acres of Land.
Chief Office—tog, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
Chairntan—Robert Leeds, Castlcacre, Norfolk.

De/'Uh'-ChairmaH—John Collins, 255, Camden Road, N.W.
Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon, Nortolk.
George Savill, Ingthorpc, near Stamford.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
Thomas Webb, Hildersham, Cambridgeshire-
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.
C. J. Lacy, 60, West Smithfield, E.C.

J. C. Jonas, Cambridge.
Herbert Bird, Shortacres, Peterborough.

Managing Director.—James Odams.
Several Hundred Thousand Tons of the Manures have been supplied

to the Agricultural Public, and the increasing demand that exists for

them is the best proof of the appreciation in which they are held.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of the local agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.
Chief Offices, 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(registered Trade Mark, " Flying Albatross"), is now ready for

delivery in quantity and in fine condition. The best fertiliser yet
produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contains
21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates. 6 percent, of Ammonia, with Salts

of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor
Way. Mr. Ogston, Mr. Sibson. Delivered in z cwt. bags, each of
whicn is secured by a leaden seal bearing the Company's Trade
Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so long as the seals remain
unbroken.
BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, ao, Billiter Street, E.C.

fPHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
-L (Established 1840),

Have now ready for deliver\', in fine dry condition—
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANUREjforTop-Drcssing
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITROPHOSPHATE
MANGEL, HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Bonar,

&Co,), NITR.VrEof SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c
116, Fenchurch Street. EDWARD TU RSEH, Secret ary.

AMIES' PATENT CHEMICAL FERTfLlSER.—
This Manure has been used for two years, with remarkable

success, and with almost every variety of crop—Cereals, Roots, Fruits,
and Flowers.
Three hundred quarts of Shelled Peas of the Ne Plus Uitra sort

were produced on a plot of ground 24 feel by 14 feet.

Suttons' Flourball Polatos were grown 1% lb. in weight each, sound
and pood ; three roots yielded a bushel of tuber. Similar results were
obtained from Strawberries, Pears, Asparagus, &c,
China Asters, perfect in shape and colour, 5 inches in diameter ; and

Chrysanthemums 5!^ inches in diameter, were produced from the use
of this Fertiliser.

Besides being sold in bulk to large consumers, the fertiliser is

supplied in tins, with full directions for use.

Manufactured bv BATCHELOR AND CO. (Patenteesl, and sold

wholesale by the UNIVERSAL MANURE COMPANY, 37 and 38,

Mark Lane, EC, where samples of produce may be seen, and
Testimonials, prices, &c . obtai ned.

''P H E SANTtXR^ IMPROVEMENT and
X MANURE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED,
beg to call the allfntiun of Farmers, Market Gardeners, and uilms
to their NATURAL MANURE.
This Manure, manufactured from the pure human excreta (cii'tecud

on Goux's Patent Closet System), mixed with the best fer.ilisirg

absorbents, is suitable for every kind of Crops, and, bcini^ rem trkably

rich in organic matter and humus, transmits its fertilising properties
to the plant in the most soluble and advantageous form possible,

It is delivered in bags in a dry portable condition at a much less

cost than Guano or Artificial Manure, and has been proved fully equal
to them.

Prices delivered at the Works, Halifax :—
Taken from the heap, not screened per ton .C 3 o o
Screened and bagged (exclusive of bagsj .. .. ,, 3 10 o

At Aldershot, North Camp :—
Taken from the heaps ,. .. .. .. .. . ,, 200
Screened and bagged (exclusive of bags) . . .

.

,, 2 10 o
In bricks, much drier .. .. .. .. .. ,, 300
Orders to be addressed to the MANAGER, Lynchford Road,

Aldershot, North Camp, or the MANAGER, 29, Northgate, Halifax.

London Office. 2, Westminster Chambers. S.W\

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.

POOLEVS TOBACCO POWDER.
Of all Nurser\'men and Seedsmen.

M~E~DICATED T0BACC0~PA'pER (Genuine),
undoubtedly the best and most economical Fumigator.

Circulars and all particulars on application.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS. Newton Nurseries. Chester.

TOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES.—Will destroy Thrip, Red Spider, Green and Jilack

Fly, and Mealy Bug, and bums without the assistance of blowing,
and is entirely free from paper or rags. Price 3s. dd. per lb., carriage
free. A reduction in price for large quantities.

To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS and SONS, Tobacco Manufac-
turers, 112, Sl John Street, Clerkenwell, E.C., of whom Copies of
Testimonials may be obtained ; and of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

GI S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many o( the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, 1 nrips.

Green Fly. and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to z ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
ot f^rom 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in

boxes, IS., 31., and loi. 6d.

Red
Spider.

Magni-
fied.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

The Opening of Parliament and tlie London Season.
NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and MEMBERS of PARLIAMENT

having their CUT FLOWERS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES, &c.,
forwarded to their TOWN HOUSES, should USE

CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE TRANS-
MISSION CASES, pronounced by the Royal Horticultural

Society " the best now in use."
These Cases are now 1 educed in price for cash, and can be obtained

from the Agents or Patentee, Gloucester, to whom all communications
should be addressed.
Intending Exhibitors in the Patent Cases should give their orders

at once' to msure the Paint and Varnish being thoroughly dr^'.

The No. 12, The "MALTON" Plant, Flower, &c.. Protector,
Varnished, packed and forwarded on the receipt of 81., in postage
stamps, or order —Gloucester, January 17.

Roster's Garden Edging TileF.

THE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
matcriah of great durability. The plainer sorts are especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR-
riENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, take up little

room, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-

pense, as do "grown" Edg-
ings, consequently being much
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c, in Artificial Stone,

durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Sireet, Black-
friars,5.E.: Queen's Road West. Chelsea. S W. ; Kingsland Road.E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES." PLANT

COVERS and PROPAGATING BO.XES : also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c from qr. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders.
Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of

freat durability, Wall Copings. Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds,
oofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c-

F. andG. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants.—See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.
Fine 14J., Coarse lys.perTon. In Truck Loads is. perTon less.

Delivery by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway or

Wharf, 25. per Ton eMra, Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT
PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quanlilics.

F. AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.
N.B. Orders promptly executed bv Rail or to Whan-CB.

A liberal discount lo the Trade.

very
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DOBSONS' CELEBRATED PRIZE SEEDS. —
DClBSONS* PRIZE CALCEOLARIA,-) is. 6d.,2s. td.,

DOBSONS' PRIZE CINERARIA, >y. 6d., and 5s.,

DOBSONS' PRIZE PRIMULA, ) sealed packets.
DOBSONS' PRIZE BALSAM, is., 2J.

The Trade liberally dealt with.
Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W.

To tlie Trade.

STRONG PLANTS of DELPHINIUM
FORMOSUM, SILENE, AUBRIETIAS. POLYANTHUS,

Dark WALLFLOWERS, LUPINUS, POi-YPHYLLAS, CANTER-
BURY BELLS, Cliveden Blue and Yellow PANSIES, &c., Cheap.
DOBSON AND SONS, Nurserymen, Isleworth and Hounslow, W.

CINERARia PRIMULA

HCANNELL'S (F.R.H.S.;
• Nursery Business is strictly con

fined to FLORIST FLOWERS and the

following CHOICE SEEDS. Purchasers

can therefore readily imagine his energy
and determination to grow and recom-

mend only what is really first-class. See
FLORAL GUIDE, containing fuH and
valuable particulars expressly for Amateurs.
The following are those that H. C. has a
large stock of, and deserve special notice

by new Customers :

—

Per packet.

—

s. d.

Seedsmen "by

Special "Warrant.

BUTTONS'

AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS, direct from Vcitch's
AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf, fine new blue bedder .. .. i

„ Tom Thumb, best dwarf blue bedder .. .. i

„ Prince Arthur, best bright blue bedder . . . , 1

„ White Imperial Dwarf, new white 1

,f White Tom Thumb, new dwarf white . . ..1
ANTIRRHINUM, best of varieties last season .. 6d. and i

ASTERS (English-grown), Quilled, prize varieties .. as. and 4
,, (French), best, imported direct .. i

BALSAM—purchased all Stevens' Prize Collection i

CALCEOLARIAS, best dwarf spotted varieties 2
CARNATIONS and PICOTEES—Norman's best .

.

2s. and 4

„ „ Other noted raisers', is. and 2

PINKS, from Keynes' splendid collection i

CINERARIAS, saved from best named varieties .. ic. and 2
COCKSCOMB—Cutbush's Prize Dwarf Crimson i

CYCLAMEN, direct from Edinond's Prize Collection .. .. i

ECHEVERIA METALLICA, a fine foliage plant . . per pod o
,, ,, GLAUCA.new .. „ i

„ RETUSA FLORIHUNDA SPLENDENS „ i

„ SECUNDAandE. PUMILA i

„ „ GLAUCA, beautiful edging .. .. i

FOXGLOVE, Ivery's superb large spotted o
GERANIUM, Hybridised Zonal, newest varieties .

.

is. and 2

,, Jean Sisley, finest scarlet out .. .. is. and 2
GOLDEN FEATHER, best yellow edging .. .. 6rf. and i

HOLLYHOCK, best named kinds, direct from Chatcr ., ..2
LANTANAS, my best Catalogue varieties o
LOBELIA SPECIOSA, intense dark blue, true o
MARIGOLD, French Striped and African, not yet excelled,

colours unequalled (First Prize) 6rf. and i

MIMULUS. best spotted strain (Henderson's) i

PETUNIAS, very best named striped varieties i

PRIMULAS, mixed or separate, superb (Williams') ss. 6d. and 3
PANSY, Black Knight, darkest ever raised or seen. , ,. .. i

„ Belgian and Fancy varieties, beautifully marked . . . . i

,, Show, from best collection in Scotland i

„ Sandbeck Gem and Pride of Rufford, best yellow bcdders i

PENTSTEMONS, from last year's best varieties i

SOLANUMS.Weathcriirs Improved Hybrid o
VIOLA LUTEA GRANDI FLORA MAJOR, newest bedding

yellow (will be extensively grown) i

VIOLA PERFECTION, finest mauve-blue bedder i

VERBENAS, including all the new varieties a
XERANTHEMUM, Everlasting flowers for winter
New Florist Flowers .

t~,

Woolwich, S.E,

HOME GROWN SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

THE HEAVIE,ST CROPPING LONG MANGEL IS

SUTTONS' MAMMOTH LONG
70 Tons per Acre.

CARTER'S
IMPROVED MAMMOTH PRIZE

LOia EED lAMEL,
As annually grown on the Farm of H.R.H. Tie

PKINCE OF WALES.
The largest variety grown. Price per lb., Is. 3d.

Much cheaper per cwt.

and Florist Flower Seed Merchant,

NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
NURSERYMAN and SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES.
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GAR-
DEN SEEDS, to suit Gardens of various sizes,

21J., 42J., 63J., and 84J. each.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Per packet—s. d.

Williams' Alexandra BROCCOLI 16
Williams' Improved Dwarf BRUSSELS SPROUTS ., ..10
Williams' Early Nonsuch CABBAGE 10
Williams' Matchless Red CELERY i

VeitcVs Autumn Giant CAULIFLOWER 26
Telegraph CUCUMBER (Woolley's Improved) 16
Turner's Blue Gown CUCUMBER 26
Williams' Gloria Mundi ENDIVE j 6
Bumell's Alexandra White Cos LETTUCE 16
Williams' Victoria Cos LETTUCE 10
Webb's Climax MELON, the finest flavoured green-fleshed

variety out 16
Williams' Paradise Gem MELON, scarlet-fleshed, the earliest in

cultivation .,16
Williams' Emperor of the Marrows PEA, a white wrinkled

variety, very prolific, and of exquisite flavour, the finest
wrinkled marrow Pea in cultivation . . . . per quart . . go

Earley's Defiance TOMATO, the earliest in cultivation, per pkt. i 6

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
Per packet—s. d.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed
1 J. 6d., zj. bd., 3J. 6rf. , and S o

Williams' superb strain of BALSAM is. 6rf. and a 6
Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA

ij. 6rf., 2s. 6rf,, 3r. M., and S o
Wcathcrill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA

\s, 6rf.,2s. 6rf., 3J. 6if., and 5 o
Wiggin's prize strain of CYCLAMEN. . ij. 6rf., 21 td , and t 6
Wigein's prize strain of POLYANTHUS .. .. 11. and i 6
GLOXINIA, finest erect varieties i o
GLOXINIA, fmest drooping varieties , ., to
AGER.-VTUM, Imperial Dwarf , oAMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS is 6rf and 2 6CENTAUREA CLEMENTEI 16
COLLINSIA VIOLACEA .. .

"10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE .. .. " a 6PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful varieties .. each 2 6

„ ,, mixed a g
East Lothian STOCKS, per collection of three colours .

,

26VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress 21 &f and i 6
VIOLA CORNUTA.var. Perfection is. 6d and 2 6
ZINNIA HAAGEANA,florepleno .. \ o

B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready, post free on
application.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holloway, London, N.

Suttons' Mammotli Long Red Mangel,
From Wm. Naylor, Esq., Long Sntton.—Octoher ib.

"I took the First Prize at our Show for Mammoth Long Red
Mangels, grown from your seed. I got 70 tons per acre."

This unrivalled Long Red Mangel was first intro-
duced to the Public by Sutton & Sons, and supplied
by them to the several Royal Farms and to their
customers generally for some years before the name
"Mammoth" was adopted by any other house. Up-
wards of 50 Silver Cups and First Prizes have been
awarded to Buttons' Mammoth in various parts of
the country since Its introduction.

Price Is. 3d. per lb., much chcn.per by the cwt.

The following PRIZES are offered at the ROYAL BERKS ROOT
SHOW, to be held at Reading, on SATURDAY, November 23, 1872,
for—
SUTTONS' MAMMOTH LONG RED MANGEL £, s. d.

12 roots {first prize) 33o
12 roots (second prize) i 11 6
12 roots (third prize) 15 o

SUTTONS' SELECTED YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL
per lb.

SUTTONS' YELLOW INTERMEDIATE
SUTTONS' BERKS PRIZE YELLOW GLOBE
SUTTONS' GIANT LONG YELLOW ..

SUTTONS' RED GLOBE
Prime YELLOW GLOBE and LONG RED

Much cheaper by the cwt.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE LISTS of FARM SEEDS
Gratis and Post Free.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN PY APPOINTMENT TO THE OUEEN

AND H R.H. THE PRINCE OF AVAI.ES,
ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT,

READING.

^/'^ yy y y^

Per lb., Is. 3d. Cheaper per cwt.
This improved variety was originally introduced by J. C. & Co.
The largest root of this variety at the Smithficld Club Show was

exhibited by J. C. & Co., weighinji nearly 60 lb.

Carter's Prize Mangel Wurzel.

CARTER'S IMPROVED MAMMOTH LONci''
~'' *'

RED MANGEL (see //te.t/';w/'/u«) .. .. I a
CARTER'S WARDEN PRIZE YELLOW

MANGEL I ,

CARTER'S CHAMPION YELLOW INTER-
MEDIATE 10

CARTER'S ELVETHAM LONG YELLOW ..10
CARTER'S IMPROVED RED GLOBE ..10
CHAMPION ORANGE GLOBE 010
FISHER HOBBS' YELLOW GLOBE .. ..10
YELLOW GLOBE 08
ORANGE GLOBE 08
LONG YELLOW 08

Every Farmer shotiltl re.rd

CARTER'S
Illustrated FARMERS' CALENDAR,

Post Free, 6i/. Gratis 1o f iistoim-rs.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN to the QUEEN and the PRINCE oIWALES,
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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New Catalogue of Seeds. Plants, Fruits, &c.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing select Descriptive and Priced Lists

of Agricuiturnl, Flower, and \'ecelablc Seeds, Fruit Trees, "'sccl-

laneous Plants, Sweet Violets, &c., is now published, and will be

forwarded to applicants.
The stocks of seeds have all been procured from the best possible

sources ; all are warranted genuine, and are offered at the lowest pos-

sible prices. Intending purchasers are requested to compare the

prices with those of other nouses.
Exotic Nurscrj-, Tooting , Surrey, S,\V.

Grand Exhibition of Hyacinths, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg- to announce that

their ANNUAL GRAND EXHIHITION oi HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, and other SPRING FLOWERS will be held in their

newly-erected Conser\'atories at the Highgaie Nurseries, from

SATURDAY March i6, to SATURDAY, March 30. both days

inclusive (except Sundays and Good Friday). Admission on

presentation of address card from 10 a.m. until dusk. __^

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

SHOW of HYACINTHS, and othcrSPRING FLOWERS, March

AWARDS of the JUDGES,
Class i.—18 HYACINTHS, distinct. (Nurserj'men.)

ist, Messrs. J. Ycitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, £3.

Class 2.-12 HYACINTHS, distinct. (Nurscr\-men.l

is(, Mr. T.Douglas, Gr. to F.Whilbouni. Esq., Loxford Hall, Ilford, jjja.

3d, Mr. J. Weir, Gr. to Mrs. Hodgson, The Elms, Hampstead, £1 los.

3d, Mr. J. T. Stephenson, 10, Tredegar Place, Bow Road, E., y^t.

Class 3.-6 HYACINTHS, distinct. (Amateurs.)

ist, Miss Wilding, 2, Chesterfield Street, Euston Koad, ^r.

2d, Rev. H. H. Dombrain. Wcstwell Vicarage, Ash''ord. i$s.

3d, Mr. J. George, Gr. to Miss Nicholson, Putney Heath, 10s.

Class 4.-6 HYACINTHS. (Amateurs,)
ist. Rev. H. H, Dombrain, 131,

2d, Mr, T. George, Gr. to Miss Nicholson, loi.

3d, Mr. E, Rowe, Or. to Mrs. Lewis, The Rookery, Roehampton, 5s.

Class 5.—6 HYACINTHS, new kindsneverbeforeexhibited. (Open.)

ist, Messrs. J. \'citch & Sons, £t.

Class 7.—TULIPS, 12 pots of 6 kinds,

ist, Messrs. T. Vcitch & Sons, £1 los.

ad, Mr. G. Macintosh, Nurseryman, &c, Hammersmith, £1.

Class 8.—TULIPS, 12 sorts of 4 kinds. (Amateurs.

J

i5t, Mr. E. Rowe, £1 ics.

2d, Mr. J. T. Stephenson, 10, Tredegar Place, Bow Road, £i.

3d, Mr. J. Weir, Gr. to >irs. Hodgson, The Elms, Hampstead, 155.

Class 10.—CROCI, 6 pots, distinct. (Amateurs,)
ist, Mr. J. T. Stephenson, 15s.

Class 11.—6 Double WALLFLOWERS, in pots. (Open.)
2d, Mr. G. Macintosh, 15s.

Class n.—MIGNONETTE, 6 pots. (Open.)
ist, Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons, Nurserymen, Tooting, 151.

Class ij.—3 TREE MIGNONETTE. (Open.)

ist, Messrs, \V. Rollisson & Sons, £j.

Class 16.—DESSERT APPLES, 3 dishes, distinct. (Open.)
ist, Mr. C. Ross, Gr. to C. Eyre, Esq., WcUord P.irk. Newbury, 15J.

2d, Mr. W. Lynn, Gr. to Lord Boston, Hedsor, Maidenhead, los.

3d, Mr. T, Parsons, Gr. to R. Attenborough, Esq., Fair Lawn, Acton
Green, js. td.

Cl.<iss 17.—KITCHEN APPLES, 3 dishes, distinct. (Open.)
ist, Mr. C. koss, 155.

3d, Mr. G. T. Miles, Gr. to Lord Carrington, Wycorobe Abbey, High
\Vycombe, loi.

3d, Mr. T. Parsons, 71. 6d.

Class 18.—BROCCOLI, 3 heads. (Open.)
ist, Mr. C, Ross, los.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Messrs. T. Veitch & Sons, for Collection of Hyacinths, Narcissi,

Tulips, and Roses.
Mr. Wm, Paul, Paul's Nurseries, Wallham Cross, for Collections of

Hyacinths, Camellias in pots, and cut Roses.
Mr. W. Denning, Gr. to Lord Londesborough, Grimston Park, Tad-

caster, for Collection of Orchids.
Mr. W. E. Dixon, Norwood Nursery, Beverley, Yorkshire, for Collec-

tion of Plants.
Messrs. H. Lane & Son, The Nurseries, Great Berkhampstcad, (or

Collection of Plants,
Messrs. AV. Rollisson & Sons, for Collection of Plants.
Mr. B. S.Williams, Nurserj-man, Upper Holloway, for Collection of

Plants.
Mr. G. Goddard, Gr. to H, Little, Esq., Cambridge Villa, Twicken-

ham, for Collection of Cyclamens.
Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, for Collection of

Spring Flowers.

Noteworthy Eorticultuilsta and Botanists.

NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS ol
NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS

is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONl-CLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already
appeared, and separate Copies (price W. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, viz. :•

Dr. Hooker, C,E., F.R.S.
W.Wilson Saunders, F.R.S,
Rev. M, J. Berkeley, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne
G. F.Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin
Professor Reichenbach.
Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS,

Covent Garden, W.C.

Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.
E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.
James McNae.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.'
James Bateman, F.R.S.
Berthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.

Wellington Street,

1^ NOTICE to ADVERTISERS.—Friday,
March 29. behig Good Friday, the "Gardeners'
Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette," y2>?- that
week, will be published on Thursday, at 2 p.m.
Advertisements for that week mjist reach the

Office not later than Wednesday Morning,

SATURDAY, MARCH 23, 1872.

RESUMING our record of the work being
done by the Local Committee for the

Royal Horticultural Society's great sum-
mer show at Birmingham in June next, we have
to state that the various sub-committees have
been vigorously at work since we last gave an
account of their proceedings. Surely, if honest
untiring work ever deserved success, the Bir-

mingham Committee may be said to have already

earned it. The Schedule Sub-Committee has
agreed to the main features of the prize list, and
judging by the report which has reached us from
a trustworthy source, the schedule when issued
will be found to be all that can be desired.

Due prominence has been given respectively to

plants, fruits and flowers ; and vegetables, so
often treated with indifference at these great

shows, have been carefully thought of. The sub-

committee, while labouring under the disadvan-

tage of being a large one, more than outweighed

that disadvantage by securing for the considera-

tion of the various points which had to be dealt

with representative men who insured their

specialities being properly treated, at the same
time that no mere hobbies were allowed to pass

the ordeal of the " show of hands." On
Thursday sen'night the general committee

held a meeting at the Great Western

Hotel, Birmingham, over which the Marquis

of Hertford presided. There was a very

large attendance, including gentlemen and

horticulturists of note. The business transacted

included the reading of an official communication

from the Assistant-Secretary of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, which stated that His Royal

Highness Prince ./^RTHUR had signified his

intention of opening the show at Birmingham.

Mr. Badger (the hon. sec.) then read a report

of the work done by the various sub-committees

since their appointment, except that done by the

one to which had been referred the subject of

dealing with the department for horticultural

buildings, implements, &c. A report from that

body was read by Mr. B. A. Hallam (hon. sec.

of the sub-committee), which recommended that

the sum of .£100, placed at their disposal for

prizes, should be appropriated to the award of

medals as under :— Five gold medals, one to be

given for the best horticultural building, one for

the best heating apparatus, one for the best

collection of vases or other garden decorative

appliances, one for the best collection of garden

machinery, tools, &c., and one for the best col-

lection of garden wirework. It further recom-
mended that the judges should be empowered to

award silver and bronze medals, not only to any
meritorious exhibits in the classes just enumerated
which might not obtain gold medals, but also to

any others besides those which might appear to

them to deserve such a distinction. The opinion

was expressed that the funds at disposal would
enable the sub-committee to offer five gold

medals, 30 silver medals, and 40 bronze medals.

Mr. Hallam also reported that Mr. Joseph
Moore, the eminent medallist, had been com-
missioned to prepare designs for the medals.

Both these reports were adopted.

To facilitate the completion of the prize list, a

sub-committee of five gentlemen was chosen, and
empowered to revise, amend, curtail, or extend

the prize list, as the funds at disposal or other

circumstances might necessitate. They were
also instructed to issue the prize list as soon

as ready, and to prepare and issue a second
edition, should it be found desirable to do so.

The meeting was brought to a close by a vote of

thanks to the noble chairman. The local prize fund,

including ^ 1 00 subscribed by the promoters of the

Birmingham Rose Show, to be awarded in prizes

for Roses, now amounts to about ^SSo. As
additional amounts are coming in daily, the sum
of ^1000 which the committee desire to raise

will no doubt be secured, which, added to the

liberal amount offered by the Society, will ensure

such a sum of money for a country show as has
never before been offered. We heartily wish

success to the labours of the Local Committee,
and trust that a lasting benefit may accrue from
them by the furtherance of horticultural progress

generally.

One part of the business seems to demand a

special note ; we refer to the report of the sub-

committee for horticultural buildings, implements,

&c. The attempt to decide on the merits of

the exhibits which the offer of medals will most
probably bring together is a praiseworthy one, but

the carrying of it into execution will unquestion-

ably be attended with circumstances of difficulty.

Hitherto societies have avoided the responsibility

which the Birmingham Local Committee have
taken upon themselves. Much will, of course,

depend upon the fitness of the judges who are

chosen for the onerous and delicate task of

making the awards. It cannot, however, for a

moment be supposed that a body of such men as

the forthcoming exhibition has banded together

for a common object will be negligent in the

exercise of due care in selecting the right men.
We would just utter one word of warning to

them,—Don't allow any personal or trade inte-

rests to step in ; choose the best men that are to

be found—and surely there need be no insur-

mountable difficulty in finding good men and
true, who are competent and willing to undertake

the task,—and then we may safely predict that

the result will be a satisfactory one. We have

only to add that if the committee desire to
increase the confidence already reposed in them,
they will with as little delay as possible publish
the names of the gentlemen selected to act as
judges.

The Schedules of Prizes forthe summer shows
of the Manchester Botanical and Horticul-
tural Society are now issued. At the "national"
show, wliich commences on May 17, an open prize of

;^30 is offered for 16 stove and greenhouse plants in

flower
; ;^20 for 12 Roses, limited to I4.inch pots ;

_^iS for 12 miscellaneous plants; £10 for 100 alpine

and herbaceous plants ; ^15 for a group of Orchids,

Ferns, Palms, &c. ; ;^io for 12 new and rare plants

;

/lo for to Pelargoniums; and /'12 (or 12 exotic

Orchids. The schedule comprises 56 classes. The
Rose and fruit show commences on July 5, and extends

to 31 classes, ;^io being otTered for 72 trusses of Roses,

and ;^8 for a collection of 10 dishes of fruit.

The Grantham and South Lincolnshire
Horticultural Society, recently established under

the presidency of Earl Brownlow, appears to have
made a good start. We understand that the aim of

the Society is to make itself useftd in a variety of ways
—not only to make a blaze with big posters, big tents

and flags, one day in the year, but to encourage the

pursuit of horticulture amongst the masses, which no
doubt is one of the most important functions to which
a country society can devote its means and its energies.

This encouragement, it is lioped, may be afforded by
giving practical help to those who are willing to be
helped, but who cannot help themselves. Lincolnshire

is pre-eminent for its good farming, and it is highly

satisfactory to learn that a love and a taste for

horticulture is likely to go hand in hand with
its sister science in that part of the countiy. All this

good work, however, depends upon success. It is

proposed to hold an exhibition on a rather extensive

scale, extending to 130 classes, at Grantham, on the

17th and iSth of July next. This town is in direct

communication with the Great Northern Railway, and
the place of exhibition is but a short distance from the

railway station. There is consequently every facility

for those who are emulous of distinction, or who desire

to support so good an object, to send their plants and
fruits to the show. The classes are so arranged that

cottagers or artisans, amateurs not employing a

regular gardener, and gentlemen, gentlemen's gardeners

and nurserymen, compete in three separate groups.

When commercial pursuits are successfully pursued,

and fortunes realised, or at least something made which
enables men of business to indulge in the luxury of a
hobby not directly connected with business, it is a good
and healthy sign to note that under such circumstances

gardening finds a fair share of followers. The new
society, judging by its subscription list, seems very

fairly supported, and we wish it the fullest success in

its laudable work.

It is announced that a course of lectures on
Flowers and Fruits will be delivered in the

Council-room of the Royal Horticultural Society

at South Kensington by \V. T. Thiselton Dyer,
B.A., B.Sc, F.L.S. (Professor of Botany to the

Society), on the following subjects: — April 11,

" Flowers : their common plan of construction."

April 25, *' Flowers : the variety in their forms, and

how brought about." May 9,
" Flowers : their

colours and odours." May 23, " Fruits : their struc-

ture." June 6, "How seeds are sown in Nature."

June 20, "Flowers and Fruits under cultivation."

The lectures will commence at 3 r. M.

The news from Thomery and By, the grand

centre of production of the famous so-called Chas-
selas de Fontainebleau, is disastrous. The Grape
growers have made use of artificial heat, and taken all

kinds of measures to stimulate their noble espalier

Vines, but to the present moment there is scarcely a

bud visible anywhere ; the unusually severe frosts of

December last have, it is feared, been almost fatal to

the Vines. This is a very severe infliction, for the

whole population of these pretty villages and of the im-

mediate country around, are utterly dependent on the

Vines and orchards. The Vine is almost a deity there,

and it would gladden the heart of the severe horticul-

turist to see the care, the exquisite cleanliness, the

thousand methods adopted to keep King Chasselas

from all and even the slightest indignity. It is scarcely

an exaggeration to say that you may walk for two or

three miles along the streets and lanes of Thomery
and By, and not find a stray bit of paper or a

straw ; every street, lane, and corner, is swept and

garnished with all the care bestowed by a careful

housewife on her drawing-room. As to insects they

are as rare in Thomery as Roses in winter, the walls

seem to be scraped and lime-washed every year, and
the Vines are so primly cut and trained, and the bunches

of Grapes grow with such curious regularity, that the

whole scene looks artificial. The trade in Chasselas

and other Grapes is really of large amount ; there is a
special station on the railway which is devoted to

Grapes and Grape growers : the place during the

season literally overflows with Grapes, in boxes and
small baskets, and the booking of Grapes and the

delivery of empties seem to be the only occupation of

station master, clerk and porters—passengers are
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mere exceptions. It is to be hoped that tlie fears of
the good people of Thomery will turn out to be, if

not groundless, at any rate exaggerated, and that the
world will not, after all, be deprived of Chasselas.

Mr. Anderson, of Meadow Bank, in a recent
number of the Florist ntid Pomologist, directs attention

to the fact that the New Grenadan Cattleyas are
FuG.\cious. As to beauty and variety of colour, he
admits they have no equals, but when one finds them
so short-lived, whether it be owing to our sliort days,
very short in comparison to what the plants must
enjoy of light in a native habitat at this particular time,

or whether it be their nature (and probably both causes

may affect them), certain it is that they want endurance.
He was a little surprised at the time, he states, that Mr.
Bateman could not command a worthy collection to

compete for his/ 10 prize last season, but this surprise

gets somewhat subdued as he himself proves their shy-

ness. At best the flowers won't stand over 14 days, and
where they do so they must be face to face with their

glass horizon. He also finds that small plants, that is

flowering plants, with from one to four spathes, give a

better return than larger ones ; and, moreover, that

to flower them to what might be called perfection, so
far as he has been able to see, the pots or baskets in

which they are growing must be crammed full of roots

in the interior, and over the exterior. Unless the bvdbs
are Ihorolighly well ripened during the growing season,
hardened, as it were, out of shade in autumn, and win-
tered in a mild moist medium, there will be more
failures than successes in the crop of flowers from
December to February and March.

Mr. Glaisher remarks as follows on the
State of the Weather during the week ending
Marcli 16, in the vicinity of London :—The reading of
the bnronieter at sea level at the beginning of the week
was about 30. 1 inches. About 10 A. M. on the loth it

was 30.3 inches, and remained near that point during
the day ; but a decrease set in at night, and lasted till

about 3 r. M. of the 14th, when 29.4 inches was
recorded. After this increasing values were registered,

and 30 inches was again reached by the evening of the
l6th. The high day temperatures were, with the
exception of the loth, all above 55° ; on the day
mentioned, however, the recorded reading was 49°.

At night, at the beginning of the week, the minimum
temperatures were very low (on the lolh and nth they
were 284° and 28^° respectively), but towards
the end of the week the nights became much
warmer, 43!° being the coldest temperature
on the 1 6th. The daily ranges of temperature
were larger at the commencement than at the end of
the week. On the nth the amount of change was as
much as 27,^°. The mean daily temperatures were
again high, and all, with the exception of the loth, in
excess of the average ; on that day the departure in

defect was 2°. 5 ; the remaining days were respectively
i°'2, 3°. 3°-7, 3°-7, 5°-8, and f.S in excess. On the
evening of the i6th the air was completely saturated
with moisture, and on the morning and evening of the
13th the difference between dry and dew point tempe-
rature was but smaU. On the nth, 14th, and 15th,
however, the amount of difference was large ; at

3 P.M. on the 14th it being about 154°. The direction
of the wind was very changeable throughout the week.
On the mornings of the nth and 15th, however, the
air was calm. Rain only fell on one day ; the
amount measured was but 20oths of an inch. The
early portion of the week was fine and generally cold

;

the latter portion, however, was cloudy and much
w.itmer.

In England the extreme high temperatures ranged
between 59,^° at Leicester and 54° at Newcastle-on-
Tyne, the general average over the country being 574°,
The extreme low temperatures varied from nearly 38°
at Liverpool to 28|° at Blackheath, the general mean
being 32^°. The average range of temperatures in the
week was 25.}°. The mean for the week of the highest
temperature observed every day was 53°, the highest
being at Blackheath, 55!°, and the lowest, 5oj°, at
Newcastle-on-Tyne. The average daily range of
temperature was 15!^ The mean temperature for the
week was about 444°, varying from 46!° at Liverpool
to 42}° at Norwich. No rain fell at Norwich, and at
several other places but very sparingly ; the greatest
fall (a little more than four-tenths of an inch) occurred
at Manchester, and at Liverpool, Eccles, and Newcastle
amounts nearly equalling this were registered as having
fallen. The first two or three days were fine all over
the country, and at some places at night sharp frosts were
experienced

; but as the week advanced, cloudy weather
set in, and the minimum temperatures at night rarely
passed below 40*.

In Scotland the mean of the highest temperatures
observed by day for the week was about 551°, vary-
ing between 57^° at Leith and 53° at Edinburgh.
The lowest temperatures at night ranged from 32° at
Dundee and Perth, to 28° at Edinburgh, with a mean
for the whole of 30,^°. The mean daily temperatures
varied between 45,1° at Perth, and 41° at Edinburgh

;

the average over the country being 434°. The rainfall
in Scotland was much heavier than in England ; at
Paisley l\ inch fell, and at Glasgow nearly an inch

;

at Glasgow and Perth amounts exceeding half an inch
were also registered. The average fall was six-tenths
of an inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 59°, the

lowest 29", and the mean 47*'. The rainfall was nearly
four-tenths of an inch.

The Municipal Authorities of Paris, in

spite of the pressure on their resources, are intent on
carrying out the projects which were commenced
previous to the late war. One of the most important
of these is the bringing of the waters of the Vanne to
Paris, an operation which would give the city a daily
additional supply of 300,000 tons of excellent potable
water per day ; the other is the continuation of the
experiments upon the sewage water in the plains of
Gennevilliers. The latter undertaking has been fully

described in the columns of the Gardeners' Chronicle,
but may here be indicated in three lines. It includes the
irrigation of the vast sandy plain by means of about one-
tenth of the whole of the sewage-water of the city, and
the purification by means of alum of the remainder. The
cost of the former undertaking is estimated at ;f720,000,
and that of the latter at ^40,000. The resources of
the city being insufficient at the present moment, it is

proposed to raise the required sum on 20-year annuities,

and in three parts, extending over as many years.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons' Exhibition
OF Prize Hyacinths, Tulips, and Narcissi, was
opened on Thursday in one of the houses at their

Chelsea nurseries. Judging from the excellence of

the plants shown by them during the last few days, a
pilgrimage to the Royal Exotic Nursery ought now to

be well worth making.

Mr. Alfred Smee has in the press a volume
entitled My Garden, in which he gives a complete de-
scription of his experimental garden at Beddington, in

Surrey, and details the results of his experience in the

culture of flowers and fruit : of these nearly 700 species

and genera are described. The volume also treats

generally of the natural history, geology, and antiqui-

ties of the neighbourhood. It is illustrated with 1 100
wood engravings, executed expressly for the work.

A paper recently appeared in the Pacific Rural
Press (an interesting weekly, published at San Fran-
ciso), descriptive of a vegetable called by the Indians
"Tanyah" (Caladium esculentum), now being
cultivated in the Southern States for the sake of its

tubers, and considered there of but little less value
than the Potato. It is said to require the same culture
and mode of preparing it for the table as the Potato
itself, except that it should 'not be boiled in an iron

vessel, as that gives it a dark colour. The following
directions for cooking are given :— Peel it and slice it

up as you would a long Turnip, cook until soft, mash it

fine, and season to taste ; put it in a dish, set it in the
oven, and brown it. When mashed fine, mix in a little

milk, flour and eggs, and fry it as you would batter

cakes, or make it into a pudding or pie, as sweet Pota-
tos are sometimes done. As to its culture, prepare
the ground as for the Potato, but keep the plant a

little below the level of the ground. It grows best

in moist situations, and becomes more rich and thrifty.

Plant the small tubers if you wish to increase the crop
rapidly. Cut the large tubers as you do the Potato,
with an eye on each piece.

Canada has during the past few years made
wonderful progress in developing her industrial

resources, not only in the more substantial elements of
a nation's wealth and productive skill, but also in those
refined arts of life that accompany the highest civilisa-

tion. This advancement, says the Canada Farmer,
has been especially manifest in the rapid growth and
present condition of Canadian Horticulture :

—

" As evidence of this it is only necessary to call to mind
the magnificent displays of fruit that have now for several
years formed so conspicuous and attractive a feature in

our provincial exhibitions, and whicli have elicited the
admiration of all beholders. If such a collection of fruit

could be shown in England, as a fair representative of the
capabilities of our soil and climate, it would do more to
make the country known and to attract hither a desirable
class of immigrants than all the placards, pamphlets, or
other agencies that have hitherto been tried. The change
is also shown by the fact that whereas we used to be depend-
ent upon our neighbours across the lines for our supply of
nearly all kinds of fruit, we now not only raise sufficient

of the hardier sorts to meet the demands of home con-
sumption, but we annually ship large quantities of Apples
for the English market. The culture of the Grape has
also been prosecuted with most encouraging success, and
is spreading rapidly. Still further proof of our progress
in the same direction is furnished by the growth of the
nurser)' business in this country. There is not a nursery-
man in the Dominion, though their number and the
extent of their transactions have greatly increased, who is

not taxed to the very utmost to supply the demand for
ornamental, shade, and fruit trees ; and the results are
visible in the neat aspect of city garden plots, the charm-
ing grounds of suburban residences, and the improved
appearance of farm homesteads."

At the recent spring assizes held at Maidstone
the following interesting case

—

Wilson z'. Newherrv
—relating to the Poisoninc of Horses by Yew
Cuttings, was tried before Lord ChiefJustice Bovill,
and resulted in a verdict for the defendant. The
action was brought for the loss of two valuable colts,

caused by their eating of Yew tree cuttings left exposed
by the defendant. The parties are two gentlemen
living at Lewisham, whose premises are only separated
by a kind of lane or passage. In this lane, against
the fence of the plaintiff, was a rubbish-heap, on
which garden cuttings and dung and other refuse were

thrown. On the defendant's premises, near his fence,
was a Yew tree, and in the autumn of 1870 it was
clipped, and the cuttings were thrown on to the
rubbish-heap againt the plaintiff's fence. A day or
two afterwards two colts of the plaintiff, which were
in a paddock bounded by the lane, put their heads
over the fence and ate of the Yew tree cuttings and
were killed. The plaintiff claimed /looo compen-
sation. He admitted in evidence that it was well
known that Yew tree cuttings would poison horses
or cattle. A few days before the accident he com-
plained of garden cuttings being put upon the rubbish
heap, but did not notice Yew tree cuttings, though
he was well acquainted with the defendant's garden,
in which the Yew tree was. It appeared that the
defendant had employed a master gardener at Syden-
ham to put his garden to rights, and two men were
sent down for the purpose. Mrs. Newberry gave
them orders to cut the Yew tree down, though Mr.
Newberry did not wish it, and when his back was
turned they cut it down, and threw the cuttings into
the lane on the rubliish heap. This was done
without any express order from Mr. or Mrs. New-
berry, and merely because they had nowhere else to
put them. The Lord Chief Justice, in summing
up, said the case was one of some novelty, and would
involve various questions. First, were Yew tree cut-
tings dangerous and poisonous to cattle and horses ?

[The jury could not say otherwise.] Then were they
satisfied that the defendant was aware of it? [The
jury said. Decidedly not.] Then, thirdly, if not, was
it so notorious that he ought to have known it ? [Cer-
tainly not.] Fourthly, was the gardener the servant
of the defendant in the matter, or of the mnster gar-
dener who paid him ? [The master gardener's.]
Fifthly, were there any orders given either by the
defendant or by his authority for doing the act com-
plained of? IMost people, his lordship observed,
had a notion that a wife had her husband's
authority ; but that was only so as matter of
law in the ordinary affairs of a household. As
to other matters, an express or implied authority, in

fact, was necessary ; and certainly there was no legal

authority to cut down his trees. Then the husband
would not be responsible for the act of his wife without
his authority. In the present case there was not only
no evidence of authority to cut down the tree, but it

appeared rather that it was cut down against his will.

[The jury decided that the tree was cut down without
his authority.] Next, were the Y'ew clippings placed
on the rubbish heap by the authority of the defendant
or any authorised agent of his ? ["The jury were not
satisfied of this.] Upon these findings, his lordship
said the verdict must be for the defendant.

The Illustration Horticole, published by
M. Linden, with, the able assistance of M. Andre as
Editor, is announced to appear henceforward fort-

nightly, and its scope is to be considerably enlarged,
so as to embrace all departments of horticulture and
garden botany.

We are glad to notice the re-appearance of the

Irish Gardeners' Record after a few months' lapse. The
editorship and proprietorship are in the hands of Mr,
Thomas Moore, of Temple HiU, Blackrock, Dublin.

New Garden Plants.
Albuca aijyssinica, Welwitsch.

Bulbo magno, ovoidco membr.in.iceO'trunc.ito : foliis pluribus
suberectis lineari-lor.-itis pallide viridibus ij—2 pedes longis ;

sc^po 4—6-nedale : racctno denso miiltilloro cyfindrico i—ij
pedale : pedicellis 3—6 fill, longis ; bractcis lineari-lanceoLitis

iforibus aequilongis vel superaiitibus ; pcriantbii 10— 14 lin. lonci
scgmentis fiavis viride-vittatis, cxterioribiis interioribus sequi-
longis ; staminibus omnibus fertitibus, fiUamentis filiformibus

b.isi fanceolatis, stylo filiformi ovario ovoideo triplo longiore,
stigmate capilato.

Bulb large, ovoid, with membranous tunics. Leaves,
half-a-dozen or more to a scape, suberect, fleshy, pale

green glabrous, reaching 1 4 or 2 feet long, linear-

lorate, an inch broad, narrowed gradually to an acute

point. Scape terete, reaching 5—6 feet in height, exclu-

sive of the raceme. Raceme, a foot or 1 4 foot long,

densely flowered, 24—3 inches broad when expanded.
Pedicels, \—4 inch long. Bracts linear or lanceolate

acuminate, sometimes protruding beyond the expanded
flowers, and, consequently, much exceeding the buds.
Perianth an inch or more deep, the divisions yellow,

with a green keel, the inner and outer three about the
same length. Stamens, all the six fertile, the fila-

ments filiform in the upper half, lanceolate in the
lower half, at the base valvately connivent. Ovary
narrowed gradually into a filiform style, \—f inch
long ; ovules 5— 6 in a cell ; stigma capitate.

This wonderful new Albuca was discovered by Dr.
Welwitsch in Angola, and bulbs which he gave to

Mr. .Saunders flowered last autumn at Reigate. We
intend of course to give a figure in an early number of
the Rcfngium, but in the meantime let me introtluce

the plant to your readers as a Liliaceous novelty, only
equalled in interest of late years by Mr. Cooper's giant

white Hyacinth, from Natal. Here we have another
giant. The separate flowers resemble closely those of
the common Cape species (A. maJLtr and minor) in

colour and size. The ovary, style and stigma, however,
are so different that it goes into another section of the

genus ; and here we have a great close cylindrical
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raceme of flowers lifted up on a scape so long that wlien

the plant reaches its full development a tall man has to

turn his head upward to see them. y. G. Baker,

MesOSPINIDIUM VULCANICUM, Rchb. f. AfSS. Herb.

Pseudobulbo obpyriformi compresso ancipiti ; foliis shpartibus

duobus summis laminigeris, reliqiiis superioribus squamis,

lamiuis ligulatis aciuis : pedunciihs elongatis per partem

longam anantham dcnsius ac arete vaginalis ; racetno sub-

nutante seu ponecto plurifloro, sub-

sec iindilloro, bractcis scariosls hya-

linis ovaria pcdicellata non xquati-

tibus ; sepalis cuneatis ligulatis

acutis, lateralibus in mento brevi

labcUo suppositis, tepalis subseqiiali-

bus ; labelli ungue linear! ac basl

laciniarum lateralium cum cokimna;
ventre omnino connatis, laciniis later-

alibus triangulis oblusis deflexis, cari-

nulis qualernis ligulatis brevibn-i

antice in disco, libero ; lacinia media
lineari apice tridentata, flexa : columna
semicylindracea, androclinii limbo
membranaceo thlido.—Flores pulchre

Surpurei ; labelli lacinia: laterales

isco albse ; columna alba dorso pur-

pureo.

There is no greater pleasure

than to see a plant one knew
long since in a dry state, finally

alive. Such was my feeling when
I saw some purplish, very epiden-

droid flowers lately sent by Mr.
Bull, belonging to nothing less

than to an Epidendrum, but to

an equatorial volcanic plant, pro-

bably discovered by Dr. Spruce

(6243 !), provided it was not

observed before by Professor

Jamieson, which 1 scarcely be-

lieve. It comes near to the

Cochlioda densiflora of Dr.

Lindley, but my miserable spe-

cimen {Chachapoyas, Matthews
!)

proves that to be quite distinct.

Its bulb is much broader and
shorter, and very well compared
by Dr. Lindley with that of On-
cidium tenue, Lindl. ; the leaves

appear to be much thicker, the

peduncle much shorter and
stouter, covered on its inferior

part with very lax wide sheaths ;

the bracts are much broader and
longer, the spoon-like calli totally

different. I believe, however,
that Dr. Lindley was unhappy
when representing the side lacinis

of the lip spread, when I see

them in my specimen bent down
just as in M. vulcanicum.

The Mesospinidia with adnate

lip are these :— I, M. roseum
{Odontoglossum roseum, Lindl.);

2, M. sanguineum, Rchb. f. ;

3, M. densiflorum (Cochlioda

densiflora, Lindl.) ; and this

species. The gay purplish epi-

dendroid flowers in a rich in-

florescence, much larger than

those of the favourite Mesospi-

nidium sanguineum, are very

nice. Let us add the vexatious

resemblance of the flowers to

some Epidendrums in the way of cnemidophorum,
|

Lindl. I hope it may flower in the same rich manner
that is shown in my old specimens, where from each
side of the bulb arises a very long inflorescence. It

is a very interesting introduction. H. G. Rchb, fil.

Odontoglossum tripudians, Rckb.f, Wnvz,,var»
OCULATUM, nov. var.

Labello inferne maculis violaceis picto, mamela oculari trans-

versa magna ante callos.

A very beautiful thing, with a great glossy flower.

The sepals are almost wholly chestnut-brown, with

yellow apices ; the petals yellow, banded with chestnut-

brown ; the lip pandurate, toothletted, and crisped on
the broad anterior lamina, white, with beautiful violet

blotches around the crest, and a great brownish viola-

ceous blotch before the crests.

It appears the better plan to separate this beautiful

thing as a special variety from the typical Odonto-
glossum tripudians, that flowered but once in Europe,
long since, with M. Linden, so far as I know of. The
variety now proposed appeared first among the inex-

haustibly rich stores of J. Day, Esq. Then Messrs.

Veitch & Sons sent a beautiful grand-flowered inflores-

cence. Within the last few weeks some single flowers

have reached me ; the first from the garden of the

Prince of Fiirstenberg, Donauschingen, grown by
Hofgiirtner Kirschhoff; this gentleman may have looked

on the new flower as on a viper, he having purchased
the plant from M. Soundso, and paid for it, as an
exquisite variety of O. Pescatorei. No doubt, if regarded

as Pescatorei, it would be a very striking variety.

"Appelez-les des corbeaux, moi je les appelles des

faisans," said the celebrated game-poacher of Geneva.
Again, it came from E. G. Wrigley, Esq., Bury,
Lancashire, grown by Mr. Kemmery, and it is just

at hand from the establishment of Mr. Bull. H, G.

Rchb./,

IRIS ROBINSON/ANA.
This Iridaceous plant has recently been introduced

into the Sydney Botanic Gardens from Lord Howe's

Island by the director, Mr. Charles Moore. This plant

was mentioned to Mr. Moore and myself some years

ago by the late Dr. FouUs, of Sydney, who for some

time resided at Howe's Island. He had at one time

Fig. 123. —iris robinsoniana (reduced sketch).

Fig, 124.—FLOWER of iris robinsoniana.

introduced it into his garden at Sydney, where it grew

very well for a short time, and then without any

apparent cause it died withoat flowering. He described

the flower as very delicate and lovely ; the popular

name given to it by the residents on the island is the

Weddhig Flower. It is now growing in the greatest

luxuriance in the Botanic Gardens, and when I first saw

it, on December 9, 1 871, was in full bloom; and its

spikes of delicate white flowers appearing in succession

for several days were much, and justly, admired for

their beauty. It is indigenous to Howe's Island, and
was mentioned by Mr. Charles Moore, in his report

to the Government on the vegetation of Howe's Island,

September, 1S69, as follows:—"A large Iridaceous

plant, termed the ' Wedding Flower, ' was found sparingly

in two or three situations. Of this, seed vessels only were
obtained, but the flowers are described as very beautiful.

The leaves were upwards of 6 feet

long, and from 2 to 3 inches

in breadth. In appearance it re-

sembles a large species of Morcea,
but will probably prove a new
genus."
The flower-spike is from 5

to 6 feet high, expanding into

several flowering stems like a

candelabrum; from two to three,

and sometimes even four, flowers

in succession are developed from
each sheath. As usual with this

tribe (the Iridacea,-) the flowers

are beautiful but fugitive ; as one
flower appears it in a few hours

droops, and gradually fades away,
leaving the seed vessel ; several

blossoms in succession are de-

veloped in a similar manner, so

that it is usual to see a full-blown

flower by the size of the capsules

left by the flowers which had
bloomed and perished a few
days before, each flower beingpro-
duced apparently from one sheath.

The expanded flower is of a pure
white colour, except at the inner

base of the outer and larger

petals, which are marked l)y

irregular lines of a bright golden
yellow hue. The fully-developed

flower measures 4 inches across.

The foliage is very large—indeed,

higher and grander than in any
Iridaceous plant as yet known,
and of a bright green colour ; the

leaves are ensiform, rigid, 4 to 6
feet high, and 4 inches across at

the broadest part ; the roots are

in dense masses near the surface

of the ground, and fibrous. No
root-stock or rhizoma could be
detected when digging down and
passing the hand underneath. So
evanescent are the blossoms, that

the plant may be seen during the

flowering season in full bloom at

noon, gradually expanding its

flowers from an early period in

the morning, and becoming fully •

expanded from noon to 4 P.M.,

when they gradually contract their

petals, rolling them inwards, fade

away, and perish. Drawings
and specimens of the plant in

flower were sent to Baron von
Mueller at Melbourne by Mr. C.

Moore, and that distinguished

botanist will no doubt soon pub-
lish his description to the scien-

tific world, and will decide whe-
ther it will be placed in the genus Iris or Morcea.

From a letter just received from my friend Dr.

von Mueller, I find he proposes, in conjunction with

Mr. C. Moore, to dedicate this plant to our future

governor. Sir Hercules Robinson. The enclosed

sketches of the plant and flower, from Nature, by

Mr. W. E. Bennett, give a very good general idea

of the growth of the plant and the appearance of

the flower. G. Bennett, M.D., F.L.S, [To this letter

from our obliging correspondent we are enabled to

add the following details from a proof sheet of the next

number of Baron von Mueller's Frag/tienta, for an
inspection of which we are indebted to Prof. Oliver:

—

Stem 6 feet high (including panicle). Leaves tufted

shining, lower ones 6 feet long, 2\ inches wide, upper
about a foot long. Panicle abuut 3 feet high, outer

perianth-segments i^ inch long, with a yellow spot

at the base, but not crested ; inner segments narrower;

stamens 3, very short. Lobes of the style petaloid,

4 lines long, i^ line wide, with two sharp points at

the apices beyond the transverse stigmas. Ovary
somewhat triangular. Capsule 3-celled loculicidally

3-valved, I inch long. Seeds deltoid, about 3 lines

long, rather rough on the surface. There is some
doubt as to what genus, Iris or Moraia, this splendid

plant should be referred. In any case, it is probably

the finest Irid yet known. In habit it resembles the

Phormium tenax, or New Zealand Flax. There is

fortunately every probability that we may shortly see

this fine plant in cultivation in this country. Eds.]

NOTES ON CONIFERS.— VI.

Picea cephalonica.—Introduced in 1S24 from Mount
Enos, or the Black Mountain, in Cephalonia, where
it is found growing at an elevation of from 4000 to

5000 feet. At one period it was supposed to be

confined exclusively to this particular mountain, but it
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has since been found on the different mountains in

Greece, pntticularly on the Sacred Apollo and Mount
Parnassus ; also on the lofty and rugged Mount .Eta,
on Mount Olympus, and in Attica. It is described as
being, in its native habitats, a fine tree upwards of
60 feet in height, with a trunk 9 or 10 feet in circum-
ference, and a spreading head. There are now many
fine specimens of this well known and highly orna-
mental tree scattered over these islands. Healthy
plants, till they reach the height of S or 10 feet, deve-
lope their lateral more than their upright growths ;

afterwards they alter in that respect, and push up
rapidly, forming fine broad pyramidal compact trees,

loaded with close-set, dagger-shaped, glossy green
foliage, with scarcely a glaucous trace on the under
side of the leaves, giving the tree a somewhat sombre,
but on the whole very pleasing appearance. In this

part of the country it is a tree of very rapid growth,
forming wood as readily as a Silver Fir. The largest

specimen at Castle Kennedy was planted about iS
years ago, and is now 32 feet In height, and measures
round the bole, at 2 feet from the ground, 3 feet 5 inches.

A very large number has since been planted, which are

all in perfect health. There is a fine specimen at

Colonel McDowal's residence in Wigtonshhire, Logan
House, which had a nice crop of cones on it this last

season, and is from 30 to 40 feet in height. Although
slightly spring tender when young, it has been pretty
generally planted, and as the wood is said to be
very hard and durable, it may yet be extensively
grown as a forest tree. As an ornamental tree it

will always be important. It does not appear to be
very particular about soil. The best plants I have
seen grown were on a light loamy soil on a dry
bottom. As it stands high winds well, it may safely be
planted on moderately exposed situations.

^
Ficea cilkica is found in the Taurian and Carama-

nian Mountains, in Asia Minor. M. Kotschy discovered
it in one of the valleys of the Taurus, to the north-west
of the great Cilician defile, called GuUah Eoghos, and
on the southern slope of the great mountain chain
called Bulgardah, in Ciiicia, at an elevation of from
3000 to 7000 feet above the sea. In general appear-
ance it resembles the Silver Fir, differing in being less

robust in habit, the leaves closer set on the branchlets,
and the tree altogether more compact. It is quite
hardy, with the exception of occasionally being injured
by late spring frosts. It is described as growing in its

native habitats to the height of 50 or 60 feet, the bole
being about 3 feet in diameter. There are numerous
specimens of it at Castle Kennedy about 5 feet in height.
It is interesting as an ornamental tree, and thrives
in ordinary soil, preferring, as most of the genus do, a
heavy to a light loam, and a dry to a damp bottom.
Pkea p-aiiiiis.—Introduced in 1831 from Northern

California, where it grows along the banks of rivers

and in low, moist valleys. Jeffery found it on the banks
of the Fraser River, from the falls all the way down
to the ocean, but particularly on the alluvial banks of
this river, near Fort Langley, growing 2S0 feet high,

5 feet in diameter, and 50 feet without branches. This
species is readily distinguished from most others, the
leaves being two-rowed, the upper row being one-third
shorter than the under, solitary, alternate, flat, linear,

obtuse or bifid at the ends, of a deep, shining green
above and glaucous beneath. The branches mostly grow
in whorls, open towards the top and closer towards
the middle and loweV part of the tree, and, like many
of its congeners, the young growth has a very pleas-
ing appearance during the early part of summer.
The very light green, growing from, and contrasting
agreeably with, the deep glossy green of the previous
year's growths, adds much to the effect of this and
many other of these beautiful trees. Mr. Barron, in his
Wiiitt-r Garden, speaking of the P. grandis, says, "It
may truly be said to rival Abies Douglasii in appear-
ance ; it seems to form a connecting link between the
Silver and Douglas Firs." A considerable number of
plants were propagated from the specimen at Elvaston
(said to be the only one raised from Douglas' seeds
imported in 1S31), and from thence it was introduced
to most collections. It has since been discovered in
Vancouver's Island and British Columbia. In 1839 seeds
were sent home, from which numerous plants have been
raised and sold under the designation of ' P. species
from Vancouver's Island ;

' these prove identical with
the P. grandis of Douglas. Seedling plants are still

scarce, and are likely to be so, till home-grown seed
can be had in quantity ; and when this is the case a
demand will be sure to follow ; for its great size, fine
habit, and shining deep green foliage, will always
make it a favourite with landscape gardeners, while its

towering height will add much to its importance for
mixing up with, or forming separate groups in parks
and pleasure-grounds, or standing singly in dressed
grounds. That this magnificent tree is quite hardy
will not now be disputed, it having withstood the most
severe winters, without the slightest injury, and as it

comes late into growth is not spring tender. Like
most trees found principally in valleys, it does not
stand high winds well, the exposed side getting very
unsightly, but in all ordinarily sheltered situations it

.grows with great rapidity. There are plants at Castle
Kennedy about 19 feet in height, making growths of
from 2 to 3 feet annually on a deep light loam. Doubt-
less they will be found to grow with greater rapidity
and to the greatest size when planted in deep alluvial
soils and low sheltered situations, but specimens are

to be met with in a great variety of soils and situa-

tions, all healthy and thriving, except where injured

by cold cutting winds, which this fine tree is not

adapted t© withstand. The wood in its native country

is said to be soft and white.

Picea ZcrwV {Parsonsii, orlasiocarpa).—Mr. William
Lobb first discovered this noble tree in Upper Cali-

fornia, and sent home large quantities of seed of i860,

the plants from which have already been widely distri-

buted, many of them under the mistaken name of

P. grandis, to which species it has considerable resem-
blance. The habit of the tree is much the same as that

of P. grandis, as far as can be judged by plants of 12 or

14 feet in height, but differing in having much longer,

incurved leaves, not glossy, and of a lighter shade of

green. The leaves on very healthy plants look, as

seen from a distance, as if they were curled, and
measure from 2 to 3 inches in length, the upper row
being a little shorter than the under. Some varieties

have the bark of the young shoots of a fine light yellow-

colour, others darker, approaching to a brownish-
yellow. Amongst seedling plants there is great variety,

some having the leaves much shorter than others,

and much less incurved. In its native habitats it

grows from 200 to 250 feet in height, with a bole 5 or

6 feet in diameter, always in damp valleys, or along
the alluvial banks of rivers, and never as a mountain
tree. It is indigenous to British Columbia and
Northern California. As a really hardy, free-growing
tree, it appears to be a great acquisition, and is already
to be seen making annual growths of from 2 to

3 feet, growing with all the health and vigour it can
be supposed to do in its native valleys. It may yet

prove to be a worthy companion to the Abies
Douglasii. It is reported to have coned last season in

the Knaphill Nursery.

Pkm magni/iai.—This important addition to coni-

ferous trees was raised a few years ago from seeds sent

from North-west America. It is by some considered to

be the same as P. nobilis, to which it has great resem-
blance ; and as there is considerable variety amongst
seedlings of both, the one running into the other, it

will not always be easy to distinguish them. There are

many plants of it growing here, remarkable for their

fine health and pleasing appearance, differing from the
P. nobilis in being more formal in habit in proportion
to the height of the tree ; the radius of the branches
being considerably less, the branches all, or nearly all,

leaving the main stem at right angles, whereas the

young branches of the P. nobilis generally start at a
considerable angle. The leaves, moreover, are longer,

narrower, and more thinly set on the branches, and do
not begin to grow till very late in the spring—at least

three weeks later than the P. nobilis. Mr. Barron, in the
Gardeners' C/ironie/e,3X\), 1257(1871), says, "This week
I have sent to Dr. Hooker a fine cone of P. magnifica,

with a branch." It will now be decided whether it is

sufficiently distinct to constitute a species, or only a
variety of the P. nobilis, to which it is doubtless
closely allied. Seedlings are very scarce and very dear,

as only one lot of seed has been imported. Someho\^,
this fine tree has caught the public eye and pleased it ;

and whatever decision botanists may come to about its

name, when to be had in sufficient quantity and cheap
enough it will assuredly be extensively planted. It will

grow in most soils, and from its coming so late into

growth, will be important to plant in cold, exposed, or
elevated situations. Is said to gi^ow in its native
country from 150 to 250 feet in height. A. Fcnvler.

Baptisi.-\ i,eucoph.-e.\, Bot. Mag. t. 5900.
A remarkably ornamental hardy herbaceous perennial of

the Leguminous order ; it grows r—2 feet high, the
branches divaricate, the leaves nearly sessile, trifoliate,
with very large stipules, and the Howers yellowish-whitei
in reclinate racemes a foot long. A native of the United
States, and raised by E. Leeds, Esq. , from seeds collected
in Iowa.

CiRSIUM Geahami, Bot. Mag. t. 5885.

A very handsome Thistle, probably biennial, with
slender branched snow-white stems, 3-—5 feet high, having
lanceolate sinuate spiny-toothed leaves snow-white be-
neath, and large heads of rich crimson flowers. The
plant was found in the low grounds of New Mexico by
Mr. C. Wright, and seeds were sent by Dr. Walker to
Kew, where it flowered. It is closely allied to C. undu-
latum and C. Hookerianum.

GiLIA LINIFLORA, Bot. .Mag. t. 5895 ; GartcTi/lora
t. 668.

A free-blooming dwarfish hardy Polemoniaceous annual,
resembling a white-flowered Flax. The plant is of slender
habit, with opposite sessile, 3—7 palmalisect leaves, .and
a cymosely-branched head of numerous erect white
flowers. A native of North-West America, and intro-
duced to our gardens by Mr. W. Thompson.

Kniphofia PRyECOx, Refug. Bot. t. 169.
This very handsome hardy perennial comes near the

well-known K. Uvaria, but the leaves are broader and not
glaucous, the racemes are shorter, and it flowers much
earlier in the season than any of the other species. The
leaves are fully 2 feet long, acutely keeled, and denticu-
late at the edges. The scape is erect, 20—24 inches high,
including the oblong-lanceolate 40— 6o-f?owered raceme'
the flowers of which have a bright red perianth, passing
to bright yellow where shaded, and are produced about
the middle of May. The stamens in the fully-developed
flowers only just reach the throat. It is cultivated by
W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., who received it from South
Africa.

PORTRAITS OF GARDEN PLANTS.
.-\NDEOSACE CAENEA EXIMIA, Bot. Mag. t. 5906.

A very handsome dwarf tufted-growing alpine perennial,
one of the PrimulaceiE, which forms cushion-like tufts, the
stems short suberect, the leaves densely crowded, linear,

or linear-subulate, spreading recurved, and the flowers
in umbel-like heads, of a fine rose-purple colour, with
ayellow eye. Mr. G. Maw, ofBroseley, found it in the Pic
de Sancy, Mont Dore, in 1870.

Aeis^ema concinnum, Bot. Mag. t. 5914.

A curious half-hardy Araceous perennial, with roundish
tubers, a solitary digitate leaf, i—2 feet long, with 9— 11
oblanceolate elongate oval leaflets, and tubular spatlies.

the limb of which is very much acuminate and decurved,
striped in the male plant with white and dark purple,
and in the female with white and green. It flowered in

April, 1871, in the Royal Garden, Kew, to which it had
been introduced by Mr. Ganmiie. Dr. Hooker discovered
it in 1868, in forests of the Sikkim Himalaya, at from
6000—10,000 feet above the sea level.

Aeis.f.ma curvatum, Bot. Mag. t. S93t.

A cool greenhouse tuberous Araceous perennial, with
about two pedate leaves, 6—12 inches in diameter, and a
scape 2—4 feet high, terminating in an erect green spathe
4—7 inches long, with a cylindric tube, green obscurely
striped with white, and an ovate inflexed limb which is

brown or brown-purple outside, the spadix cylindrical

below, green and tapering where exserted beyond the
spathe. It flowered at Kew in May, 1870. A native of
the forests of the Himalaya, from Bhotan to Simla, at

5000—9000 feet elevation ; and also found in the Khasya
mountains, at an altitude of 5000—7000 feet, amongst rank
herbage. Its tuberous roots are used for food (which is

called Tong), in limes of scarcity, by the Lepchas of
Sikkim

;
they are prepared by burying them in masses in

the ground until acetous fermentation sets in, when they
are dug up, washed, and cooked.

Lepidozamia Peeoffskiana, Gartcnflora, t. 660.
A noble greenhouse Cycad, having a thick short trunk,

and long pinnate spreading leaves, furnished with numerous
narrow leaflets, which are decurrent at the base. The
flowers in the female plant form a large ovate-globose
subsessile terminal cone. This fine ornamental plant
bears the synonyms of Macrozamia Denisoni and Cataki-
dozamia Macleayi, and is a native of Australia.

Lithospf.rmum Gastoni, Bot. Mag. t. 5926.
A beautiful and rare dwarf hardy perennial of the

Boraginaceous order, having short leafy stems, the leaves
ovate-lanceolate, tapering to a point, tjright green, paler
beneath, the flowers large, crowded, in short, leafy termi-
nal corymbs, deep blue with a white eye, and pale
purplish raised pubescent bands down the centre of the
segments. A native of the Pyrenees, where it has been
gathered in the clefts of rocks above Eaux-Bonnes at the
Pic de Gers, and in the Pic dAnie, and Col de Tartes.
It was imported by Messrs. Backhouse & Son, and first

flowered with them in May, 1871.

Pepinia apiielandr.fflora, ///. Hort. ser. 3, t. 5.

A beautiful dwarf ramose Bromeliaceous stove peren-
nial, the stems of which are shrubby, furnished with
linear-lanceolate imbricately-rosulate leaves, and termi-
nated by subsessile spikes of long bright vermilion flowers,
the petals of which are convolute into a tube. It is the
Pitcairnea aphelandrseflora of Lemaire, and has been
introduced from Brazil by M. Linden.

Ph.T'.deanassa Carmioli, Refug. Bot. t. 46.
This handsome Amaryllid was sent from Costa Rica

by M. Jules Carmiol to the garden of W. Wilson Saun-
ders, Esq. It is a stove bulb, forming one or two large,
erect, broadly-lanceolate leaves, nearly 2 feet long, and
producing a scape of about the same height, supporting
an umbel of 6—8 drooping cylindrical bright red flowers
tipped with green, and about 2 inches in length, the
divisions scarcely at all spreading. It is said to flower
freely.

PoGOGYNE Douglasii, Bot. Mag. t. 5886.

A slender hardy aromatic annual, of the Labiate order,
with tetragonous stems, oblong-sp.athul.ate sinutely-toothed
leaves, and dense oblong spikes of rosy-purple flowers
half an inch long, the lower lip of which is dark purple,
with white spots. It is a native of Northern California,

and was discovered by the late David Douglas, but raised
in the Royal Gardens, Kew, from seeds sent by Dr.
Bolander, of the State survey of California.

Portea Keemesina, Rev. Hort. 1870, 230, with tab.

A showy stove perennial, belonging to the Bromeliaceas,
with channeled serrated bluntish leaves, of a bronzy green
hue, and a stout central oblong inflorescence, composed
of large compressed rosy bracts, from which protrude
numerous bluish-Iilac flowers. It was sent from Bahia to
the Jardin du Museum, Paris.

Saxifraga longifolia, Bot. Mag. t. 5889.
A very handsome hardy perenni.al, not new but rare,

forming densely rosulate tufts of linear-oblong leaves, of
thick substance, 1 to 3 inches long, and having a white
cartilaginous margin, and a close pyramidal thyrse, a foot
high, of while flowers, slightly dotted with red. It is

found in the higher valley of the Pyrenees, at the Baths
of Luchon, and elsewhere, at from 2000 — 7000 feet
elevation.

SCIADOCALVX DIGITALIFLORA, ///. Hort. set. 3, t. I7.

A beautiful and very singular stove perennial, belonging
to the Gesneraceae. It has robust erect hairy stems, fur-

nished with large ovate-acuminate hairy leaves, and ter-

minating in short terminal panicles of large showy dcflcxed
flowers. The corolla tube is shaggy, rosy-purple above,
white beneath ; the throat white, spotted with crimson

;

and the limb spreading, green, with broad rounded lobes,
dotted througliout with purple. Introduced by M.
Linden, from the province of Antioquia, in New Grenada.
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Sedum glandulosum, Bot. Mag. t. 5824.

A beautiful and rare decumbent hardy annual, of

succulent ^owth and dwarf habit, with linear-oblong,

obtuse, cylindrical, sessile leaves, and terminal cymes of

pretty rosy-purple star-shaped flowers. It is a native of

the moimtains of Sardinia, and is also supposed to have

been raised from seeds gathered in the Escorial in Spain.

TUSSACCIA SEMICLAUSA, Illust. Hoft. set. 3, t. 28.

A showy Gesneraceous stove perennial, with branching

fleshy stems, spotted with red, and having opposite

broadly-ovate pubescent dentato-ciliate bright green

leaves ; the axillary peduncles bear umbels of flowers,

which together form short terminal panicles ;
these

flowers have a bell-shaped truncate cinnabar-red calyx,

and a golden-yellow five-lobed corolla radiately striped

with crimson-purple, and are very singular as well as

ornamental. In some varieties the stems and petioles are

violet-coloured. M. Linden has obtained it from Brazil.

The Brothers Osborn.—A pleasing reminiscence

of one of the brothers (now both, alas ! deceased),

occurs to me. In the summer before a celebrated Vine
was sent out by their firm, one of the brothers called

here, and was shown round by me. He told me that

he was aware of my dealing with another firm, which
he respected much, and that he did not call for orders,

but only to see the place. All this was said with so

much delicacy and straightforwardness, that I felt at

once that he meant what he said. Moreover, the

incident showed the honourable dealings of the firm in

reference to other nurserymen. IViiihun Tillcry.

Magnolia conspicua.—For more than a week I

have had this plant in full bloom in my nursery, thus

proving the extreme forwardness of the season. E.
Wilson Scrpdl, King Street Nursery, Plymouth^
March, 1 6.

Trenching in the Flower Garden.—Mr. Simp-
son, at p. 361, says he considers one foot of soil sufli-

cient for Calceolarias ^\-hen mulched, and that when
his plants are well established he does not find it neces-

sary to water them. And without exactly depreciating

the utility of trenching in the flower garden, he says it

is not necessary ; thus, I think furnishing a pretty

clear proof that his position on the rocks at Wortley is

a more favourable one than many of us have to deal

with. The soil here is chiefly of a hot scorching nature,

and I have no doubt there are many other gardens
similarly situated ; and to these alone do my remarks
apply. In showeiy seasons everything grows rapidly,

but in dry summers many plants suffer from drought,
unless they have careful attention. A long experience
on, different soils, from stubborn clays to drifting sand,

has convinced me that the only radical cure for what is

termed "burning," is deepening the soil by trenching,

and in the case of hot sands adding clay in addition to

moderate dressings of manure, combined with the

mulching of such moisture-loving plants as Calceolarias.

In the above passage I use the word moderate
advisedly, because when the beds are manured in the

winter it is impossible to foresee what will be the

character of the weather the following summer. And
if a showery summer supervenes, and very much
manure has been used, many plants may grow out of all

bounds, and involve a good deal of trouble in pinching,

&c. ; and neither will they flower so well. Calceolarias

alone excepted. The plan we adopt is to arrange in

the autumn the main features of the bedding for the
following season ; and then in the digging, trenching,

and manuring operations each bed is made as far as

possible to suit the wants of its intended occupants.
This really involves very little extra labour, even at

the time, and my contention is that trenching saves
more than its equivalent in time and labour in watering
on such soils as ours. I look upon it in this light—it is

simply transferring some of the summer's work, when
there is a great pressure, to the winter, when in most
places there is not such a crush. Deepening the soil

saves watering. To say that it cannot be done is sheer
nonsense—where there's a will there's a way. What
heavy work, too, dragging water is, where much
requires to be done. I have always endeavoured to

reduce the necessity for watering as much as possible

by deep trenching, not only in the kitchen garden, but
also in the flower garden, and by mulching special sub-
jects ; trenching can be done in the winter in frosty

weather, when very often other outdoor work comes to

a standstill. We have no trouble with the birds pulling
the mulching about ; we never plant a bed of Calceo-
larias without a thick edging of some contrasting plant
round it, and this keeps the mulching from the edges
of the beds. Some of our largest beds take close upon
a thousand plants each, and those we either plant in

panels or in broad bands of contrasting or relieving

colours, or on some mixed system. We always try to

avoid having the same arrangement two years in suc-
cession. Variegated Pelargoniums, especially the
silver-leaved kinds, are invaluable for hot soils ; Coleus
Verschaffeltii, also, generally does well, and still beats
all the new varieties as a bedding plant. E. Hobday.

Galvanised Wire.—Some years since I remember
seeing, I think in the Gardeners^ Chronicle, an article

intended to caution persons against using galvanised
wire for training fruit trees. The writer's trees were

said to canker where they touched the wire. I think

also other writers stated that galvanised wire had pro-

duced no bad effects in their gardens. Spending a day

lately with Mr. C. Markham, of Brimington Hall,

Chesterfield, I was much concerned to see some nice

trained Peach trees in a Peach-house much alTected

with canker, and exuding gum freely in many iilaces.

The trees being young, planted in good soil, and all of

different kinds, and being protected with glass from the

effects of cold, I w.as at first quite at a loss to account for

their condition. On a careful examination of the trees

both Mr. Markham and myself were quite convinced

the injury was caused by the wire. We could not find

a single instance of canker where the bark was not in

contact with the wire. Shoots varying in thickness

from the main stem of a tree to last year's young
shoots, were affected, and no variety was free from

injury. On the back wall of the same house were

trees in perfect health trained to the same kind of wire,

but in this case the wire had been coated with some
kind of whitewash. Now what is the cause? Here I

think the Scientific Committee has a question worth its

attention. I will make no guess, but leave the question

to be answered by it. /. R, Pearson^ Chilwell.

The Safety Boiler. — In looking over some
papers and manuscripts, formerly belonging to my
deceased father, I found amongst them a rough draught

of a boiler, which I have sketched (fig. 125) and en-

closed for your inspection. As the draught was made
in 1S3S I presume it is one of a boiler he put down at

the Marquis of Camden's, Wildernesse Park, about the

year 1S39, which he used to say was the safest boiler

he used, as the sediment, the cause of nine out of

every ten boilers cracking, could always be easily

removed ; and, looking at the sketch, it certainly

appears to have great advantages in this most im-

portant point, as D D is fixed on the front with a

movable flange, to clear out the deposit from the

inside,—a fact that has been quite overlooked in our

powerful modern boilers. I do not know the in-

ventor's or the patentee's name, but, whoever that

may be, he certainly studied the main thing, which has

Fig. 125.—THE SAFETV BOILER.

A, A, The flow-pipes; B. Man-hole; c, c, Apertures of 3-inch
square pipe, 9 inches long, with cocks {d, d) fixed on to the

front with a movable flange to clear out the dirt, &c., from
the inside ; E, The fireplace ; F, The outside of the boiler,

forming the side-flues, where the fire passes round ; g, The
top of the boiler ; h. The return-pipe.

since evidently been almost lost sight of. I think,

with a slight alteration, it may possibly prove a most
valuable boiler, and I shall certainly have one made
and put down the first opportunity. Edward Bennett,

Enville.

Anthurium Scherzerianum Seeding. — Mr.
Knight seems surprised at this plant seeding. I have
been under the impression that such was an ordinary

occurrence, and that most of the plants sent out by
nurserymen were seedlings. I am acquainted with one
gardener in particular, not very far removed from Mr.
Knight's locality, who has raised hundreds of plants

from seed of his own saving. S.

Figs.—I observe that Mr. Saul (p. 326), recom-
mends that the terminal buds be removed in autumn.
May I ask him whether, in spring, a smaller and
weaker buds starts from the fracture, and thus nourishes

the fruit below it, or whether the fruit matures without
the assistance of terminal leaves? Under glass I have
eaten a fair frutt off" a leafless spur, but, as a general

rule, especially in Peaches, it is thought better to

secure leaves beyond the fruit. G. S.

The Coming Summer.—According to a law,

which since reliable thermometrical observations were
commenced at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, has
never failed, the coming summer must be hot. In

fact, the mean temperature of June to August inclu-

sive, must, on the lowest computation, be considerably

in excess of the average of 100 years. Three years

ago last September an able writer stated in your
columns that I had predicted the heat and drought of

1S6S. Since that time I have (chiefly in Symons'
Monthly Meteorological Magazine) predicted the mild
winter of iS6S-9, the very dry summer of 1S69, the

cold winter of 1S69-70, the remarkably severe winter

of 1870-71 (these were the exact words of the pre-

diction made in the autumn of 1S70), the unfavourable
summer of 1871, and the mild winter of 1871-2. The
laws and principles on which my forecasts are founded
are now no secrets. Four years ago I had the honour
of discussing them in a paper read before the Meteoro-
logical Society, and they formed the subject of a lead-
ing article in your own columns on April 25, 1868,
and were also discussed in an article in your number
for May 9 of the same year. If, however, your
readers would like to see the precise laws on which my
predictions for next summer are based, I shall be
happy to send them to you for publication. [Please do.]

In conclusion, I will say a few words with regard

to rainfall, &c. A very low barometrical mean
in January, February, and March, such as we have had
during the last three mopths, usually indicates a very

considerable summer rainfall ; but heat having a
tendency to hold moisture in suspension, or rather to

cause the atmosphere to hold it longer in suspension

than would be the case during a cold summer, there

will be several periods of dry weather ; and according

to a law which appears never to have failed, a period

of deficient rainfall, favourable for early haymaking,
must commence (if it has not already commenced) a

few days after June 9 ; and whatever the weather in the

early part of next August, the last fortnight of that

month must be fine and hot for completing the harvest.

George D. Brumham, Barnsbury, March ig.

Aucubas.—On looking over some seedling Aucubas
with a gentleman lately, he observed anthers—in some
cases four in number—growing beside or around the

stigma of the female bloom. There are two female

plants in which this occurs in many of their flowers.

Has this been noticed before by any one? Should you
like to see a specimen, I will forward you one. Henry
Mills. [It has been observed before, but it is singular

that the occurrence was never observed, to our know-
ledge, before the male plant was introduced. Eds.]

Erica codonodes.—This hardy Heath does not

appear to be well known. It is more like E.

mediterranea than any other of my acquaintance, and
as this species is generally distributed it may be useful

to those unacquainted with E. codonodes if I compare
the two species. They grow to about the same height,

though E. codonodes is more bushy, and has pale,

instead of dark, green foliage. The spikes and spike-

lets are more dense in E. codonodes—the flowers and
the leaves are also far more numerous ; I have not

had the patience to count them, but I am sure I am
within the mark in saying that there are more than ten

times as many leaves and as many flowers upon every

inch of every branch. The sepals of E. mediterranea

are pink, those of E. codonodes are white. The
corolla of E. mediterranea is contracted at the mouth,
while in E. codonodes the tube expands slightly and
gradually ; in both the colour is pale pink and white,

but the white is not pure in either species. The
stamens of E. codonodes are shorter than the corolla,

while in E, mediterranea they protrude and are of a

dark colour, and thus influence the general appearance

of the plant when in bloom. I met with it at Mr.
Scott's nursery at Chichester, where it forms nice

bushes of two to four feet high. VV. T.

The Davis Challenge Cup for Plants.—I am,
doubtless like many more of your readers, anxious to

know how the plants entered for this competition, and
upon which Mr. Marshall has put "his mark," are

progressing. Mr. Marshall gave us to understand that

he could mark the plants in such a way that they could
not be changed ; but it is rumoured (with what truth,

I should like to know) that the necessary adjuncts to

high pressure cultivation—heat and moisture, causes

the tape marks to rot and fall off. "Will some of your
correspondents, who have a definite knowledge of the

facts, kindly gratify my curiosity ? Idris.

The Trees in Vciq 'p2.TyiS.—I:\iq Pall Mall Gazette

is irate with the vulgar populace because they dared to

climb into the trees, in order to satisfy the cravings of
their insatiable loyal appetite by feasting their eyes

upon the countenances of the Royal family. Poor
people ! in the eyes of the habitues of Pall Mall
always in the wrong. And yet impartial observers

have proclaimed that the conduct of the hundreds of

thousands of the people who congregated in all the

lines of route on Thanksgiving Day was admirable
beyond description, and worthy of the highest praise.

That their conduct in the Parks was no less considerate,

I was a careful, and I trust an intelligent observer of

;

whilst as an horticulturist I could not fail to note the

damage the trees along the line of route had sustained,

and to cordially lament it. But upon whose shoulders

lies the responsibility of this damage? Surely upon
those of the authorities, who being cognisant, firstly,

of the line of route, and, secondly, of the assured
certainty that the people would climb into the trees in

order to witness it, took no steps to prevent that,

and the damage that resulted. In a walk through
the throng in Hyde Park an hour before the pro-
cession arrived I did not observe a single policeman,
except those engaged upon the special duty of keep-
ing the line clear ; and as for park-keepers, why
I incline to the theory that they must have all had
tickets for the Cathedral, as not one was visible.

Strange comment also upon the "Public Parks and
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Gardens Bill," in connection with which Mr. Ayrton

is earning plenty of well-deserved odium—numbers of

gypsies had taken possession of spaces at the rear of

the crowd, and successfully plied their vocation of
*' three sticks a penny," whilst there was not a tree or

piece of railing along the whole line of route that was

not occupied in some way by eager spectators. A score

or two of policemen perambulating the crowd and

warning and preventing the climbing of the trees

would have effectually prevented the accomplishment

of much damage, as the people were in the best of

humour, not one bent upon mischief, not one to be

seen intoxicated, and all ready to obey cheerfully the

behests of those in authority. The damage done was

great and lamentable, and but for the unwisdom of

bringing a great spectacle into close proximity with the

trees, it would have been avoided. A hundred thou-

sand people might visit Hyde Park every day for

the next 20 years in pursuit of their ordinary recreation

and not do one half the damage to the trees therein

that was accomplished on the 27th. The Pall Mall

Gazette doubtless imagines that it has scored up

another fierce grievance against the vulgar people, I

rather charge my grievance upon those in authority,

who, knowing beforehand what must inevitably happen,

took no steps to prevent it. Alex. Dean.

Societies.
Manchester Botanical and Horticultural :

March 19.—The Rev, Canon Gibson in the chair. The
second of the series of floral and horticultural meetings

was held in the large room of the Town Hall, and was in

all respects highly successful. The most striking feature

in the room was a magnificent group of plants,

sent from the rich collection at Manley Hall, and which
reflected the highest credit upon Mr. Fetch, gr. to Sam
Mendel, Esq. The collection consisted of about 50 plants,

the merit of each plant being in every way beyond cavil,

and to these let us now direct attention. A pair of Den-
drobium nobile, the best examples, perhaps, ever seen,

deserve special mention. Each plant had between 700
and 800 flowers, and received a First-class Cultural Certi-

ficate, as did that grand Palm, Geonoma Seemanni, and
Trichomanes auriculatum. Roses in pots from the same
source were shown in abundance, and evinced the highest

cultural skill ; four plants of Vanda tricolor, distinct varie-

ties, were arranged amongst the Palms and Roses, which
added very much to the aggregate effect. Messrs. Veitch
& Sons exhibited about 150 Hyacinths, which attracted

much attention, judging from the number of persons
"taking notes;" a First-class Cultural Certificate was
awarded. James Brooke & Co. contributed a charming
group of miscellaneous plants, amongst the number being
a good example of Dendrobium Cambridgeanum, which
received a similar award. Mr. R. S. Yates sent

in prime condition eight pots of Amaryllis, marginata
venusta and Ackermanni pulcherrima being the most
striking ; these received a First-class Cultural Certificate.

Mr. j. P. Callender, of Whalley Range, sent a nice group
of Orchids, including a fine plant of Oncidium serratum,

and an equally meritorious plant of Odontoglossum trium-
phans. Mr. Joseph Broomt;, of Didsbury, also sent some
nice plants ;

amongst them being a well bloomed Dendro-
bium Pierardi latifolia. Dr. R. F. Ainsworth, of Lower
Broughton, had a very striking and distinct variety of

Cattleya Trianse, the flower being large and the edges of

the labellum beautifully fringed. Mr. J. B. Glegg, of

Congleton, exhibited Tea-scented Roses and cut Camel-
lias in good condition. Messrs. G. E. W. Yates sent a
miscellaneous collection of plants, the most noticeable

being a nice example ol Primula cortusoides amcena.
Mr. George Toll had a very distinct and grand
variety of Odontoglossum triumphans ; and Mr. R.

S. Yates had some fine brandies of cut Acacias.

To each of the foregoing First-class Commendations
were awarded ; also to Mr. O. O. Wrigley, of Bury, for

Odontoglossum noevium majus. James Backhouse &
Son, of York, sent Oncidium macranthum and Trichopilia
fragrans ; the first was in excellent condition, and received
a First-class Cultural Certificate. New plants were
exhibited by James Veitch & Sons and Mr. B. S.

Williams. First-class Certificates were given to Masde-
vallia Harryana and Odontoglossum Andersonianuni,
exhibited by Messrs. Veitch & Sons ; and to Toxicophlasa
spectabilis, exhibited by Mr. Williams. Second-class
Certificate for Ornithidium coccineum, from the same
exhibitor, and a First-class Certificate was awarded to
Mr. Mendel, for a lovely variety of the rare Oncidium
tigrinum splendidum. The Manley Hall collection

obtained the Society's Medal. From the Society's gar-
dens at Old Trafford were sent an interesting collection,

consisting of Orchids, Palms, Draccenas, <&c. Conspicuous
among the former were a Trichopilia suavis, with

72 flowers, and a charming variety of Odontoglossum
Pescatorei, which was exhibited at South Kensington the
next day.

Royal Horticultural : March 20.—James Bate-
man, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. The usual preliminary
business of the meeting being concluded, including the
election of a great number of Fellows. Mr. W. Marshall
announced the awards of the Floral Committee, and also
of the Fruit Committee, in the absence of its Chairman,
Mr. G. F. Wilson.
The Rev. M. J. Berkeley again called attention to

Toxicophlasa spectabilis, and stated that from examina-
tions which had been made by Professor Dyer and others,
the different varieties had proved so variable that it was a
question whether the so-called species wpre distinct,

and whether the genus itself ought not to merge
into Carissa. The show of Hyacinths, he thought,
was particularly fine ; and the flowering specimen of
Medinilla magnifica, shown by Mr. B. S. Williams, was
the finest he had ever seen. A botanical curiosity in the

group of plants shown by Messrs. Standish & Co.

was Azalea linearis, which had very narrow leaves

and petals. It would not pass the Floral Com-
mittee, but was still very interesting. With reference

to the flowering specimen of Beaumontia grandi-

flora shown by Mr. Chambers, cut flowers of which
were exhibited last year, he stated that some doubt was
expressed then as to whether it was not B. longiflora, but

Dr. Thompson, of Kew, than whom no one knew the

genus better, had made it out to be the true B. grandi-

flora. It had also been supposed to be difficult to flower

in this country, but in a note from Mr. Chambers this

was asserted not to be the case. It was a well-known
Indian plant, and one deserving of all the care and atten-

tion that could be bestowed upon it. He then called atten-

tion to several varieties of Crocus, some of them very rare ; a

perfectly white variety of Anemone apennina. with very

narrow petals ; and a double yellow form of Anemone
ranunculioides, which grows in great profusion in woods at

Abbots Langley. Respecting the Narcissi, he observed

that in addition to those shown by Messrs. Barr & Sug-

den, a few were contributed by Mr. EUacombe, and from

the Chelsea Botanic Garden by Mr. Moore. In his own
garden he had about 60 species and varieties, which he

intended to show as they were ready, in the hope of

assisting to correct the nomenclature of the genus, which
was at present much at fault. Mrs. Lloyd Wynne had sent

cut flowers of Rhododendrons and other plants, in flower

in the open air in her garden in Wales, including a branch

of Clianthus puniceus, from a plant trained against an

open wall. Mr. Berkeley then called attention to a
remarkable instance of the effects of the frost of 1866, and
called upon Professor Dyer to state his views respecting

General Pleasanton's experiments with coloured light,

which had lately attracted much attention.

Professor Thiselton Dyer stated that he had seen an
attempt to explain the vigorous growth of General
Pleasanton's Vines, by the supposition that the violet

glass which he used had a concentrating effect upon the

more chemically active rays contained in ordinary light.

It was, however, obvious that all that was done in pass-

ing white light through coloured glass, was to subtract

from, not add to it. It was the residue of what passed

through that gave the glass its colour. Now, it had
been ascertained that as regards the formation of leaf-

green in plants, and the evolution of oxygen from their

foliage, it was the red and yellow rays, rather than the

violet, which were most effective. Violet light had, there-

fore, been shown to be anything but advantageous to two
of the things that were most essential in plant growth.

This was a rather unexpected result, because it was the

most refrangible or violet rays in light which had the

greatest chemical effect, as for example, in photography.
But in any case violet glass could only part the violet rays

from the red ; it could not add to their effect. The
upshot of our knowledge about the subject was
far from calculated to encourage the adoption of General

Pleasanton's system. It was, of course, impossible to say

that in the results he obtained other causes may not have

had some influence. The green colouration of leaves, as

every one knew, required the influence of solar energy to

accomplish the deoxidation essential to its development.

The tints of flowers, on the other hand, were rather

results of oxidation—were, indeed, in a sense, products of

combustion, and hence could, to a great extent, be deve-

loped apart from the influence of light. A blue Hyacinth
had developed its colour in a perfectly dark wine cellar.

A red Hyacinth had, however, been bleached by this

treatment, and it was well known also that the white

Lilac of Parisian florists was the coloured variety grown
under peculiar conditions with a very limited supply of

light. Probably in these cases light was necessary to

promote the oxidations which produced the colouration.

The Hyacinth was interesting, he might remark in

conclusion, as being perhaps the only plant which
produced flowers belonging to all three of the primary
tints.

Mr. Bateman directed attention to some injudicious

grouping of flowering plants in the conservatory, whereby
the neutral tints of some fine Orchids was killed by the

primary colours of some Hyacinths and Tulips ; and
commented upon several of the most notable Orchids

exhibited. The dates of Prof. Dyer's lectures (which

will be found noted in another column) were announced,
and the meeting adjourned.

Scientific Committee.—A. Murray, Esq., in the
chair. Some malformed flowers of Cyclamen and
Fuchsia were exhibited, and a further discussion took
place as to the Australian Gutta Percha, from an analysis

of Dr. Bernays. alluded to by Professor Dyer. This
appears to contain but a very small percentage of oxygen,
and to be a nearly pure hydrocarbon. A plant of Iresine

Herbstii was shown, with some of the leaves entirely

green, others half-red half-green. Similar cases have
been produced before the committee on previous occa-

sions, and instances of the limitation of the variegation,

if it may be so called, to one side of a leaf, or one side of

a stem, are by no means rare.

Professor Dyer exhibited bracts of Dalechampia
Roezliana, which had assumed a perfect leafy appear-
ance. This also is a not unfrequent appearance, but
is one of much interest. It would almost appear as

if the coloured condition which the bracts have in the

flowering state was an attraction to insects to visit the

flower in order to secure its fertilisation, while the green
leafy condition afterwards assumed was necessary to the

due ripening of the fruit and seed. Mr. M'Lachlan
exhibited a spray of Poplar with some curious egg-like

bodies on it, which on examination turned out to be the

dried bodies of aphides, every one of which was perforated

by some hymenopterous insect—an interesting case of

Nature's mode of keeping a check on the predatory
habits of aphides. Of this specimen we hope shortly to

be able to give an illustration.

Mr. Murray showed some larvce of an insect, supposed
to be detrimental to the roots cf Anemones, but the

evidence on the latter point was defective.

Professor Dyer made some allusions to Professor

Archer's statement as to guano, and showed its absurdity,

which elicited from Dr. Voelcker the explanation that

certain phosphatic rocks in North America, brought to

the surface by volcanic agency, and which contained no
ammonia or nitrogen, were erroneously called by the

name guano. Dr. Voelcker also called attention to some
recent remarks of Bousslngault's, to the effect that honey-
dew was not the production of aphides, and, indeed, was
wholly independent ol insect agency.

The Hyacinth Show.—This was the first show of
the season held in the large conservatory ; and, as was
anticipated, it proved a very satisfactory one in every
respect. The sky was dull, and the wmd piercingly cold,

but these did not deter the Fellows from filling the con-
servatory to such an extent that for a considerable time in

the afternoon it was impossible to move about in any-
thing like comfort. Hyacinths received the lion's share
of support in the schedule of prizes offered for competi-
tion ; and a remarkably good lot were brought together.

The nurserymen's class for 18 contained only one entry,

and to these, which came from Messrs. Veitch & Sons,
who are securing the leading honours this year unopposed,
the ist prize was never better given. Their spikes were
of a very high quality, large, well finished, bright in

colour, and very even. The following were really admirable
examples of cultural skill :—De CandoUe, Blondin, King
of the Blues, Charles Dickens, Lord Byron, Lady
Palmerston, Von Schiller, Cavaignac, Vuurbaak, Macau-
lay, La Grandesse, Grandeur i Merveiile, Ida, Blocksberg,
and Koh-i-noor. For 12 distinct, confined to exhibitors

not competing in the first-named class, the ist prize was
won in admirable style by Mr. J. Douglas, gr. to F.

Whitbourne, Esq., Loxford Hall, Ilford, whose speci-

mens, for an amateur, were deserving of all praise. His
best varieties were L' Innocence, Albo-maxima, Lord
Wellington, Van Speyk, Fabiola, Von Schiller, Marie,
and Ida. Mr. J. Weiss, gr. to Mrs. Hodgson, The Elms,
Hampstead, was 2d ; and Mr. f. T. Stephenson, Trede-
gar Place, Bow Road, 3d. The next class was for 6
distinct varieties, confined to amateurs not showing
in class 2. The ist prize here was well won by Miss
Wilding, 2, Chesterfield Street. Euston Road, with a very
creditable lot, the Rev. H. H. Dombrain being 2d, and
Mr. ]. George, Putney Heath, 3d. The two last named
exhibitors were also ist and 2d in the class for 6 dis-

tinct varieties, for amateurs who had not previously taken
the Society's prize for Hyacinths. Messrs. Veitch & Sons
were the only e.xhibitors of 6 Hyacinths, new kinds
never before exhibited; and they took the ist prize,—the
only one which claimed any notice amongst them being
Excelsior, buff yellow, fine in spike and very
distinct. Messrs. Veitch & Sons were also the exhi-

bitors of a grand collection of Hyacinths — about
300 — in the miscellaneous class, together with an
excellent lot of Tulips and Narcissi; and a very excellent

collection of Hyacinths also came from Mr. W. Paul.

'I'ulips were not so numerously shown as usual, nor were
they quite so good. Messrs. Veitch again had their own
way in the nurserymen's class for 12 pots, of 6 kinds,

taking the premier awards with Fabiola, Due de Hol-
stein. Rose Miniature, Brutus, Rouge Luisante, and
Bride of Haarlem. Mr. Mackintosh, Hammersmith, was
2d. In the class for amateurs the competitors were
Mr. E. Rowe, Mr. J. T. Stephenson, and Mr. J. Weir,
and they took the awards in the order named. For the
prizes offered for 6 pots of Mignonette, and 3 Tree
Mignonette, Messrs. Rollisson & Sons were the only
exhibitors, taking both ist prizes—in the first-named
class with pyramidal plants about 2 feet 6 inches in

height, and nearly the same through at the base, very well

flowered, and in the latter case with very fair specimens,
on clean stems about 3 feet high.

In the miscellaneous class there were several highly
meritorious contributions, notably a fine group of stove
and greenhouse plants, from Mr. B. S. Williams, and
which included a magnificent specimen of Medinilla
magnifica, a capital example of Genetyllis fuchsioides, a
handsome plant of Phala;nopsis Schilleriana, having a
single branched spike of great beauty ; some fine Lycastes,
Azaleas, Camellias, Acacias, Cyclamens, &c. Mr. Den-
ning, gr. to Lord Londesborough, contributed a highly
interesting group of Orchids, including a specimen of
Odontoglossum luteo-purpureum, with two spikes from
one bulb, on which were 35 flowers, both the latter and
the spikes being of great strength and substance ; a nice
example of the rarely seen Dendrobium lituiflorum, with
two spikes of flowers, much resembling D. nobile,

but softer in colour ; and similar-sized plants of
D. Wardianum and D. Devonianum, the former
rather paler in colour than usual ; a very robust
specimen of Angrrecum sesquipedale, with six flowers of
great size and substance ; an example of the somewhat
new Cypripedium hirsutissimuni, with seven perfectly

developed flowers ; and some well-flowered Lycastes,
Cattleyas, ikc. Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, had a
group of Palms, Vandas, and other Orchids, including a
much admired example of the rare and very pretty Onci-
dium pulchellum roseum, the handsome Dendrobium
fimbriatum oculatum, and D. macrophyllum, &c. ; and
ill addition to the exceedingly fine groups of Hyacinths
above mentioned, Messrs. Veitch iS: Sons staged a capital

lot of Roses in pots and cut blooms in boxes, very f^resh

and bright in colour. Facing these, on an opposite
stage, Mr. Paul showed a remarkably attractive and
much admired collection of small Camellias in

pots, and also some admirable cut blooms of Roses,
including the fine new Hybrid Perpetual Princess Bea-
trice, which Mr. Paul regards as the "coming" Rose.
Mr. T. S. Ware, Tottenham, again staged a charming
group of hardy spring flowers, particularly noticeable
amongst them being the exceedingly free flowering Epi-
mediurn lilacinum, several members of the genus Narcis-
sus, some pretty little Primulas and Campanulas

; some
nice plants of the bright yellow bedding Pansy, Cloth of
Gold; and a stand of Mrs. Pettifer Pink, a white crimson-
laced variety recommended for forcing, &c. Mr. Turner
had a collection of alpine and fancy Auriculas, and a

,
basket of a new white forcing Pink named Lady Blanche,
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apparently a very free flowering form. Messrs. j.

Standish & Co. showed a group of forced spring flower-

ing plants, including several Cinerarias of exquisite

form from a florist's point of view ; and from Messrs. W.
Cutbush & Sons came two baskets of seedling Cinerarias,

remarkable alike for the size of the flowers and the bright-

ness of their colours, not so refined in form as those

shown by Messrs. Standish & Co., but an excellent strain

for the gardener who has to grow a quantity for decorat-

ing large houses. Mr. Goddard, gr. to H. Little, Esq.,

Twickenham, contributed a large and exceedingly fine

batch of Cyclamens ; and from Messrs. H. Lane & Son
came an excellent group of forced Rhododendrons, Roses,

Camellias. Deutzias, &c. Mr. W. E. Dixon. Norwood
Nursery, Beverley, sent a large group of stove plants. &c.,

including a large' and fine pan of Trichomanes radicans,

several specimens ofAnthuriumScherzerianum, Dracaenas,

&c. ; and Mr. C. Noble had a grand basket of his new
spring-flowering hardy Clematis.

Floral Committee.—W. Marshall, Esq., in the

chair. This was a comparatively unimportant meeting,

the exhibition in the conser\'atory including in its scope

most of the subjects usually shown here. First-class Cer-

tificates were granted to Mr. jaques, gr.,to Pickersgill

flora, which attracted much attention, as it was thought

to be diflkult to flower in this country. A Cultural Com-
mendation was deservedly awarded. Mr. Wiggins,

Isleworth. had a similar award for Cyclamen persicum

giganteum. an exceedingly fine white flowered variety,

with particularly robust and well marbled foliage ; and
Mr. Dixon, Norwood Nursery. Beverley, came in for a

like distinction for a group of newly-introduced, or at least

little known, plants. Messrs. Veilcli sent a strong

flowering plant of Masdevallia Harryana, which had
already had a First-class Certificate under the unauthorised

name of M. amabilis which latter should, therefore, be

allowed to sink into oblivion. Messrs. Rarr & Sugden
exhibited a considerable number of cut flowers of Nar-

cissi, which created much interest. Mr. W. Paul and Mr.

J.
Douglas exiiibited several new Hyacinths, all of which

passed the committee without receiving honours. Mr.
Wilson, gr. toW. Marshall, Esq., Enfield, contributed small

flowenng specimens of the peculiar Odontoglossum mem-
branaceuni, and O. Cervantesii roseum ; and Mr. W.
Bull contributed a specimen of the beautiful white Eury-

cles amboinensis, shown with very great advantage in a

basket of Adiantum cuneatum.

Fruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S.,

tion for the first named. Mr. C. Ross. gr. to C. Eyre,
;
Esq., Welford Park, Newbury, came in ist in both the

,
classes for Apples, winning in the former with remarkably

' fresh and well kept fruit of Claygate Pearmain, Cornish
,
Aromatic and White Nonpan-il, and in the latter class

I with Northern Greening, Lewis' Incomparable, and
I
Striped Beefing. Mr. Lynn, gr. to Lord Boston, Hedsor,

I
was 2d for dessert kinds, and Mr. Miles, gr. to Lord

!
Carrington, occupied a similar position in the class for

j
culinary varieties, Mr. T. Parsons, gr. to R. Attenborough,

i
Esq., being awarded a 3d prize in each class. Mr. Ross
was the only exhibitor of three heads of Snow's Winter
White Broccoli, and took the ist award.

Eotias 0f g00hs.
Le Monde des Fleurs Botanique Pittoresque.

Par Henri Lecoq. Paris : Rothschild. Large 8vo.

Pp. 508. Illustrations ("The World of Flowers,"

&c.)

This work possesses the more interest, in being the

last that came from the pen of its distinguised author.

Fig. 126.—PINUS CEMBRA. Fig. 127.—taxus eaccata hibernica.

Cunliffe, Esq., for Odontoglossum Alexandras var.
j

roseum, a lovelv variety, that will be most acceptable for

associating with the typical form. Its flowers are as large

as those of other forms of O. Alexandrse, but the petals
I

and sepals are of a bright rosy hue, and the lip, which
[

is larger than in the last-named, is freely dotted over
,

with large blotches of cinnamon-brown ; to Messrs.

Veitch & Sons for Odontoglossum Andersonianum, a
singular-looking form, presumably a natural hybrid
between O. Alexandras and O. gloriosum, the pseudo-
bulbs and leaves resembling the first-named, while the

flowers, which are large, creamy-white, and spotted pro-

fusely with a dingy shade ol purple, suggesting its

relationship with the latter ; and to Mr. B. S. Williams
for Agave geminata Williamsii, a distinct and handsome
form, with long, narrow, deep green leaves, tipped at the

points with black prickles, and edged with whitish

threads. Mr. Denning exhibited some seedling plants

of Dendrobium Devonianum, producing flow'ers in

the third year of their growth, showing that

this circumstance takes place much sooner than we
had thought. The thanks of the committee were voted
to Mr. Denning. Mr. Green, gr. to W. W. Saunders.
Esq., showed a nice plant of Philodendron Lindeni

;

and neat flowering examples of two very old. but too

little grown, climbing plants—Thunbergia fragrans and
Kennedy acoccinea. ^I^. Chambers, gr. to J. Lawrence,
Esq., Beddington, Surrey, sent a fine flowering speci-

men of the striking white-flowered Beaumontia grandi-

in the chair. Mr. J. Hudson, gr. to J. C. Imthurn,

Esq., Champion Hill, Camberwell, e.vhibited a box of

well-preserved Lady Downe's Grapes, for which he

received a Cultural Commendation. A bunch of the same
variety, in very fresh condition, was also sent by Mr.

Kemp, gr. to the Duke of Northumberland, Albury Park,

Guildford, and which had been kept in one of his new
registered Grape rail and stand, a specimen of which

was also submitted to the committee for its opinion.

The committee approved the idea, but suggested that

it would be better to use bottles instead of the zinc. Mr.

C. Elworthy, gr. to Sir W. C. Trevelyan, Bart., sent

another collection of Citrons, Limes, and sweet Lemons
;

and Mr. T. Record, gr. to the Marquis of Salisbury,

Hatfield House. Herts, contributed a brace of Cucumbers
designated "The Winter Supply." Mr. Denning sent

examples of a pure strain of the old Scotch Kale, to show

its value for contributing a supply of greens for the

servants' hall, &c., until young Cabbage comes in fit for

use ; and Messrs. Rollisson & Sons sent some very fine

speciments of the West Indian Yam—Dioscorea sativa,

several of which resembled in shape a well-

marked finger-and-toed Turnip. Mr. G. Cooling,

Bath, sent several examples of his Matchless Broccoli,

a handsome and, from all accounts, a valuable

late variety. Unfortunately they did not arrive

until the committee had adjourned. Prizes were offered

for three dishes of early Grapes, and for the same number
of dessert and kitchen Apples, but there was no competi-

Those who had the good fortune to know the late

Professor, will remember not only his zeal and vast

acquaintance with many branches of natural history,

but also his polished manner and fluent speech.

We venture to think that the present work, though

designedly popular, will not add to the writer's repu-

tation. It is what so many French works are, elegant

and irreproachable as to style, but superficial and even

almost frivolous as to more solid qualities. In the

present instance this is the more to be regretted, as the

author was not only master of an elegant style, but was

also a savant of no mean rank, and one who has coti-

ferred very great benefits on botany and geology by his

untiring research and devotion. From what we have

said it will of course be understood that we bring no

charge of inaccuracy or want of scientific precision

against the present book, we merely express our regret

that a man feo competent should not have produced a

work of more enduring value, and not merely a "pretty

book." It consists of a series of daintily executed

sketches of plant life, written in the lightest of strains,

and most copiously illustrated with steel engravings

and woodcuts, the work of French, English, and

German engravers. Many of these are of great beauty.

Through the kindness of M. Rothschild, we are

enabled to lay before our readers some examples of
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the woodcuts employed (figs. 126, 127) in this volume.

Some of these have, if we mistake not, figured in the

magnificent publication entitled Les Proyneiiades de

Paris, which we have already commended on more
than one occasion. Many of these cuts are so beauti-

ful that we have no objection whatever to see them
thus repeated, but we think the purchasing public

has a right to know in all cases that it is

buying an article already used elsewhere ; other-

wise, there is the risk of unwittingly buying the

same thing over and over again. As tire circu-

lation of the costly work above alluded to is neces-

sarily very limited, this objection may seem hyper-

critical, but it must be remembered that many of these

cuts are used again and again in several of M. Roths-

child's books, and, so far as we have seen, without any

indication of the fact by way of caution to the

purchaser. The only fault we can find with the illus-

trations of the present work is that there are too many
of them—they are lugged in on every possible oppor-

tunity, and often when there is scarcely a vestige of

excuse for their appearance. However beautiful the

illustrations may be, the reader after a time gets satiated

with them, and the sooner in proportion as he finds

the relation between text and picture is of a remote

character.

As, however, we turn over the pages'of this beautiful

book, and give ourselves up to its many allurements,

we begin to relent, and finally recommend the work to

the particular notice of those who delight in the luxuries

of elegant style, good paper, clear type, and beautiful

illustrations. As a present to a lady of refined taste, and

with a fancy for plants, we know no more suitable

book, nor one better fitted to lie on her drawing-room

table.

In the number of Warner's Select Orchidaceous

Plants (Reeve & Co.) just issued—pait 9 of the second

series—we find a magnificent plate of the richly-

coloured Caitlei'a Dinuiana, originally described in our

columns by Mr. Bateman, and which is spoken of as

being *' probably the most beautiful of the many
gorgeous forms which the genus Cattleya has pro-

duced." The other subjects illustrated are

—

Oncidiiun

crispum^ a fine, but well-known plant, originally

figured by the Messrs, Loddiges in the Botanical Cabinet

in 1S32 ; and Odojitoglossum Insleayi, a species with

much the general aspect of O. grande, but distin-

guished by its narrower lip and its cirrhose column.

We should be glad to see this fine and useful publica-

tion issued at more frequent and regular intervals. The
figures are some of the best illustrations of Orchids to

be met with.

Garden Memoranda.
Messrs. Cutbush & Sons' Nurseries, High-

gate, N.—For some years past these eminent exhi-

bitors of Hyacinths have held their annual exhibition

of spring flowering plants at the Crystal Palace, but,

as was announced in our last, this season they have

changed the z'enuc to their own establishment at High-
gate, where in a new and commodious span-roofed

structure they have provided a capital display for the

delectation of their visitors. The show of Hyacinths is

quite up to the average, of former displays of the kind,

and amongst the large collection now on view the

following varieties especially may be seen in excellent

condition, furnishing abundant proof, if any were
needed, that though the Messrs. Cutbush do not intend

competing at the public exhibitions this spring, they

have lost none of the trump cards in Hyacinth culture

which they have undoubtedly held for a considerable

time. The varieties above alluded to are, of course,

scattered indiscriminately through the collection, and
only given here in their recognised classes for the con-

venience of the reader.

Of single whites, the most noticeable, on account of

their size and purity of colour, are Grandeur a Mer-
veille, Mrs. James Cutbush, Snowball, Mont Blanc,

and Gigantea. Amongst single blues, the new Czar
Peter is very striking and Charles Dickens, Grand
Lilas, Baron Von Tuyll, Marie, Leonidas, and Argus,
are in every respect first-rate. The best single yellows
are Ida and Due de Malakoff, the latter being of a nice

straw colour, with a stripe of rosy lake on each seg-

ment. Of single blacks, Feruck Khan, General

Havelock, and Prince Albert, are very distinct ; and
of single reds, in capital condition, are Von Schiller,

Howard, Ornement de la Nature, and Macaulay. The
double red Duke of Wellington is exceedingly fine,

and Laurens Koster and Van Sjieyk are the best of

the double blues. Tulips and Narcissi are very well

represented, and an agreeable feature of the show-
house is the satisfactory way in which the brightness of

these bright colours is relieved by the admixture of

an excellent strain of Cyclamens and Cinerarias, &c.
TheHighgate Nurseries have long been somewhat

celebrated for Bay Laurels and evergreen Oaks, the
former ^especially growing here with such vigour and
robustness as is seldom seen in the suburbs of London.
The nurseries are situated in one of the most delightful

spots, in a neighbourhood from whence many charming
views are obtained ; and this fact alone ought to draw
a very large number of visitors to the place.

iflastily passing through the grounds, we were
particularly struck with the splendid stock of ycung
Heaths, though these were by no means the only

evidences of cultural skill to be seen. In the grounds

the excellence of the Aucubas, Bay Laurels, ever-

green Oaks, and other plants, at once command respect

;

and a great feature amongst the hardy shrubs were

handsome pyramidal plants, about S feet high, of the

Colchican Laurel, which adapts itself to this system of

culture in a very satisfactory manner.

©fiituavB.
We have this week to record the death of the

talented Mr. E. Jenner, which took place on the

13th inst., being his 69th birthday. Mr. Jenner had
been traveller for Messrs. Baxter, of Lewes, for 47
years, and was connected with the Sussex Express,

which he lived to see succeed beyond the dreams of its

founders. He died rather suddenly from a neglected

cough and cold. Mr. Jenner was constantly travelling

over Sussex, Surrey, and Kent, and wherever he went
he found a field for thought and study, for he was a

great natural philosopher. An entirely self-taught

man, he had mastered the apparently hopeless techni-

calities of science, and there was scarcely a grass, a

fern, or a plant, that he could not classify. He pub-

lished some 30 years ago the Flora of Tiinbridge IVells,

and we have little doubt that that work, of which
copies must be very scarce, contains, correctly named,
almost every species that can be found in the neigh-

bourhood of that town—a neighbourhood as rich,

perhaps, in floral treasures as any in England. His
claims to celebrity as a wonderfully accurate observer

were recognised in the metropolis, and he was duly

accorded by the Linnean Society the title of '
* associate.

"

To the late Mr. Borrer, of Henfield, he was always a

welcome guest, and that gentleman's unrivalled collec-

tion afforded him always intense gratification. He was
naturally led on to microscopic study ; indeed, he
never stirred without a glass in his pocket, and he

became wonderfully clever in the use of a very valuable

and powerful instrument. Mr. Jenner's great merit,

indeed, was as an observer. He left others to describe

and publish. A man who worked hard and never
published was the natural resource of every naturalist

who reversed that state of things. Men with great

names have many a time arrived in Lewes to seek

information and assistance from Mr. Jenner, and we
believe his aid was seldom refused. Some 15 or 20
years ago he was seduced by the microscope of which
he had become possessed, to enter on a field then

scarcely explored. The fresh water algce perfectly

fascinated him, and whilst the first freshness of the

fever was on him, every speck of green, he saw on
house or tree, in pond or stream, was the object

of his study. It is impossible to study botany
much, without being led on into a field almost

without limit—entomology. In moths, beetles, and
all the insect world, Mr. Jenner was almost as deeply
interested as in his own more special branch of study.

Here, again, one might have thought that, without the

aid of either Latin or Greek to guide him to the

nomenclature of the science, progress would almost

have been impossible. But he did it. That dogged
perseverance of his carried all before it, and he studied

entomology not only in the fields, but in works far

beyond the comprehension of the general public. It

is not too much to say that as an accurate observer he
had scarcely an equal, and had he possessed in anything
like an equal degree the power of expression, he must
have made and left behind him a great name in the

world of natural philosophy.

THE WEATHER.
STA TS OF THE WEA THER A T BLACKHEA TH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, March 20, 1:872.
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S.E.
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S.W.
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N.

[1 14.—Fine, but cloudy tliroughout.

15.—Cloudlcssjn e^rly morninf;, Cloudy towards the latter

part ol the day. Lunar halo at nit^ht.

16.—Overcast till the evening. Very fine, With small amounts
ofcioud at nipht.

i7._Overcasi and dull throughout. A few drops of rain fell

occasionally.
18.—Rain fell in early morning, and heavy showers, accom-

panied by hail, occasionally in the day. Very variable
amounts of cloud. Windy,

ig.—Generally overcast lill 5 r.M. Cloudless at niyht. Rain
fell occasionally.

20.—Generally cloudy throughout. A lilllc snow fell in the
aflcrnoon.

JAMES GLAISHER.

Miscellaneous,
THE SUN AND THE ROSE.

The sun, who smiles wherever he goes,

Till the flowers all smile again,

Fell in love one day with a bashful Rose
That had been a bud till then.

So he pushed back the folds of the soft, green hood
That covered her modest grace,

And kissed her as only a lover could,

Till the crimson burned in her face.

But woe for the day when his golden hair

Tangled her heart in a net,

And woe for the night of dark despair,

When her cheek with tears was wet !

For she loved him as only a maiden could,

And he left her mild and meek,
Striving in vain with her faded hood
To cover her blushing cheek. Alice Cary.

Sale of Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—The
total amount realised at the sale of the fine collection

of specimen plants belonging to P. L. Hinds, Esq.,

of Byfleet Lodge, Weybridge, at Stevens' Rooms, King
Street, Covent Garden, on the 15th inst., was £^10.
Clerodendron Balfourii, 2 feet 6 inches high, and as

much in diameter, brought ^4 ; Crotons, 4 feet by

3j feet, £,'^ to £^ \ specimens of Draccena ferrea

variegata, £,3, 4J-. to £^ i<^s. ; Maranta roseo-

picta and Veitchii, £\ and £^\ Cocoa Palms,

S, II, and 13 feet high, £<^ 5.r., £(i 15J., and £1 icr.

respectively ; Erica Cavendishiani, 3 feet by 3 feet,

£'1 \^s. ; E. ventricosa magnifica, ^8. Dicksonia

antarctica, with an iS-inch stem, 12 fronds, £l \os. \

ditto, i-foot stem, 14 fronds, £i \os. ; Adianlum
farleyense, ;^II \is. \ a magnificent plant of Platy-

cerium grande, ;i^i2 I2J-. Phcenocoma prolifera

EaiTiesii, ^S Ss. ; Chorozema cordatum splendens,

;i^5 5j. a magnificent plant of Trichomanes radicans,

^5 5j. Azaleas, 3 to 4 feet high, £^ 10s. to £$ los.

each.

Sugar Cane.—The Cane is the most odious-look-

ing crop that ever covered the ground. The scanty

leaves on its rigid stalks are of a sickly yellowish green,

and before the beautiful tassels can come out to wave
in the breeze, the stalk is cut for sugar or horse feed.

Nor does the Canaveral improve on a closer acquaint-

ance, as it is difficult to pass through it without endan-

gering the face and eyes with the harsh, stiff foliage.

Holtois Andes.
The Growth of Tobacco in Natal promises

to be, we might almost say has become, a great

success. The diamond fields have created so large a

demand for good colonial Tobacco that it will, no
doubt, be a long time before there will be much, if

any, to spare for export. The following clippings

from a recent Natal paper will show the condition of

the Tobacco culture in that colony:

—

'

' By the late mail we are in receipt of a communication
from Dr. Hooker regarding Tobacco. Dr. Hooker, as
our readers are well aware, in addition to hundreds, or

we may say thousands, of packets of seeds which he has
sent to the colony from time to time, has repeatedly sent

seed of the best varieties of Tobacco, especially Latakia,
Manilla, and Havana. He encloses to us a small

packet of Manilla Tobacco seed, which we shall be
happy to distribute as widely as the small quantity at our
disposal will admit, to any persons desirous of giving it a
fair trial. . . . From conversations with growers and
manufacturers we are persuaded that great improvements
have of late been effected in both the culture and prepa-
ration for the market, and we are promised some notes

on the subject, which we trust will be of service. We
have seen a ton of Tobacco prepared by the grower for

the market which we are assured by connoisseurs is intrin-

sically but little inferior to the finest American Golden
Leaf. From what we can gather we are persuaded that

practice and experience alone are required to place Natal
Tobacco in a high position in the English market.

There are secrets to be learned as to soil and cultivation,

and secrets, too, as to the mode of preparing the leaf for

the market, but, unless we are much mistaken, some, at

least, of our Tobacco growers and manufacturers have
already discovered these secrets, and are in a fair way of

earning a ricji harvest of fame and profit for themselves

and for the colony."

Passion-flowers.—Another Passiflora, probably
P. ligularis, yields the Granadilla, one of the very
best fruits, unknown to the New York markets. The
walls of the fruit are thin, and when broken open are

clear and dry, and the mechanical process of taking

out the rich, juicy, sweet arils with a fork or spoon is

in itself a very agreeable one. 'The granadilla and all

the Tacsonias are plants of high lands, and only the

badea and the Caucan curuba grow in Tierra Caliente.

All are Vines that will flower in our greenhouses, but
all cast their fruit there. Query : Would not P. quad-
rangularis perfect its fruit if kept at a temperature
below 70° ? Holtot^s Andes.
Blackberry Wine.—The following is an American

recipe for making Blackberry wine :—Crush the berries

with a wooden pestle in a wooden tub or bucket ;

draw off all the juice, and add to it an equal quantity

of water and two jsounds of refined sugar fur each

gallon of the mixture. Keep it in jars till the fermen-

tation is complete, and then bottle and cork it u^.

A second fermentation wiil take place in the ensuing

spring, during wdiich another pjund of sugar should be

added to each gallon. The wine thus prejiarcd will

keep well, and improve with age.
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(iarbcit operations.
(for the ensuing fortnight.)

rLANT HOUSES.
Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants.—Whatever

potting yet remains to be done in this de|iartmenl

should be completed as soon as possible. In our

fickle climate it is incumbent on all who would excel

in plant-culture to diligently note the state of the

weather, by which the atmosphere in the limited area

of a plant-house is so much and so quickly influenced.

The necessity for close observation in this matter will

be more apparent when we consider that by far the

greater number of hard-wooded greenhouse plants are

indigenous to countries that know nothing of such

changes as we experience, more especially during this

and the next month, when a single hour's bright sun

has an effect in drying up the atmosphere of a plant-

house, such as few who have not tested it with the

hygrometer would suppose, and which is greatly in

excess of what takes place in the open air. This
subject is usually not held in sufficient importance.
The occupants of the stove may be allowed to flag

with impunity, not so with those to which anything
approaching that condition is frequently the cause
of death, that miglit have been prevented by a
timely application of water to the paths, stages,

and outsides of the pots, in sunny weather, especially

if accompanied with drying wind. An attention to

this will obviate the necessity of shading, which should
never be applied to hard-wooded greenhouse plants,

except for a few weeks after potting ; and then it

should be thin, and such as is calculated to break the

sun's rays rather than to exclude the light ; and always
*^novable, so as to be easily taken off when not

required. The Acacias, Genistas, Dafhncs, and
Mofwchutitms, so desirable for winter blooming, ought
to be all potted in good turfy loam, using a less quan-
tity of sand than is requisite for such plants as require

a peat soil. Sfatices, Correas, and Epacrises, thrive

best in peat, and all the above do better in a little

closer atmosphere after potting, and during their

seasons of growth, than the finest rooted section of
hard-wooded greenhouse plants require. If any
very fine-rooted plants that will not bear freely

cutting back, happen to be infected with white
scale, it is better to destroy them. Those of a
stronger description may at this season be cut in,

and w-ashed thoroughly with some of the different solu-

tions that will destroy the pest. Plants so treated must
not be re-potted for some time afterwards until they have
pushed new growth freely. Plants infested with brown
scale need not be cut back, as this insect, being easier

to kill than the white scale, may be destroyed without
materially injuring the foliage. A second application
in some cases may be necessay, as nothing should
suffice short of the thorough destruction of the enemy.
The next two months is by far the most critical time
during the year for hard-wooded plants—the young
growth that is pushed taxing the roots to an extent
that requires diligence and judgment in the application
of water. Each individual plant should be carefully

looked over every day. Never give water to-day
under the impression that a plant is nearly dry, and is

sure to require it if left until the morrow. On the
other hand, if water is withheld for a single day after

it is required it is often fatal ; or the plant gets into a
stunted state, and the season's growth is lost, or com-
menced later on when there is not suflicient time to
mature and ripen it, leaving it almost a certain prey to
mildew. T. Baities, Southgate.
Azaleas.—There is no situation where young

Azaleas do better during their season of growth than
under Vines. The ordinary temperature and moisture
of a vinery, with the shade they get overhead, appears
to be just what they delight in. I have always noticed
that they make as much progress in one season here as
they generally do in two in the Azalea-house. But
there are two things necessary before placing them in
such a situation. First, that the Azaleas are perfectly
free from the thrips, either the mature insect or in a state
of embryo, otherwise they are sure to communicate it to
the Vines, and do incalculable mischief. This can be
insured by diligent washing with tobacco-water—not
by fumigating, which, if applied of sufficient strength
to destroy the insects, is almost certain to injure the
foliage of the plants. Second, that the red spider is not
allowed to run riot on the Vmes, or it will attack the
Azaleas, to which it is more injurious than to most
plants, completely stopping their growth, and affecting

the colour of the flowers the ensuing season so as to
make the varieties scarcely recognisable. Plants that
have been headed back should be encouraged to make
growth by a genial atmosphere and slight syringing
overhead, but they must not have too much moisture
at the root. T. Baines.

Camellias.—Such plants as are in a bad state of
health, arising from imperfect root action, occasioned
by over-watering and imperfect drainage, should have
the sodden soil removed, and when the soil has become
sour it should be washed from the roots. After
examining the latter, and cutting away such portions as
are decayed, the plants should be repotted into pots
commensurate mth the size of the plants and the state
of the roots. The pots must be clean and efficiently

drained by placing 2 inches of charcoal over the pot-

sherds. Sandy fibry loam, rich in vegetable matter,
liroken up with the hand, and mixed with
such a proportion of sand as will ensure perfect

porosity, is the best compost. In potting be
careful to press the soil firmly about the roots.

When the fibre is fresh, it is difficult to pot too hard.
Water to settle the soil, and place the plants in a
house shaded from tlie sun. Syringe frequently
overhead, and afford every facility for promoting
root action. After flowering continue to shift such
as may require it,—bearing in mind tliat they are
plants that, when well-established, are seldom bene-
fited by being slighted, and that plants that are well
cared for will grow and flower for several years
in comparatively small pots. On the other hand,
small plants should never be allowed to suffer

any serious check at the root ; and I would here
observe that, although there may be found soils of
suflicient richness, and containing a sufficiency of sand
to warrant tlieir use without any addition, yet I find

that, in pot culture, the great majority of loams used
without sand become too adhesive when the fibrous

portion becomes decomposed and consolidated, and do
not then admit of the free circulation of water. George
Weslland, JVilhy Court.

Orchids.—Orchids will now begin to put on a nice
glossy appearance, according as the weather becomes
more genial. Dendrobiiims will now be starting into
growth, therefore they should be gone over as quickly
as possible. I believe it to be bad practice to touch
Dendrobes before they start into growth, for this

reason : when these plants die they do so in a different

manner to most other plants. The buds mostly refuse

to start, although to a casual observer the plant appears
to be in its ordinary health ; the cultivator, after some
interval, begins to think his Dendrobes long in

starting, examines them, and finds to his great regret

that every bud is dead. The cause of nil this is, I

believe, watering them (except very sparingly), after

they have perfected their growth the previous autumn ;

and as disturbing them before they commence growing
would cause them to shrivel, and so lead to watering,
to be frequently followed by death, I believe they
should not be disturbed until growth commences.
Dendrobes are very diverse in their requirements, but
I consider this one rule to be very safe—Always give
them as little material about the roots as possible.

It will be found very necessary to attend w^ell to the

shading from this season, and never to allow it to be
put on in cloudy weather, for although Orchids are

doubtless in their native country subject to continuous
shade, still the sunlight is much more intense there

than in this country. WiUiani Deitning, Grimston.
Heaths.—Let all the air possible be admitted

; pay
strict attention to watering, giving a thorough soaking
when required, and then allow the plants to become
sufficiently dry to receive another soaking. Look
sharply after mildew, and dust with flowers of sulphur
if it should make its appearance. Continue to stake
and tie any plants that remain to be done. Some of the
aristata section will now begin to expand their blos-

soms ; they should be kept as free from dust as pos-

sible, as from the viscous surface of the blooms^dust is

liable to adhere to and disfigure them. Heaths should
not be shaded at any time, therefore let them
be fully exposed to the sun's rays at all seasons.

Henry Chilman, Somerley.

The Parterre and Mixed Garden.—More rain

fell during the months of January and February than
had probably fallen in the same months for many
years. Many operations have been retarded in conse-

quence, and work that should have been completed
weeks since still remains on hand. Every opportunity
must be taken advantage of to bring all new work
to a conclusion. Tur/mriy still be laid, Bo.x cdgin^

planted, &c., but the sooner plants of any size are

placed in their proper quarters the better, otherwise it

will be good policy to defer planting until the autumn.
Gravel walks should now be put in good order for

the season j where the gravel is free from weeds,
moss, &c., a good rolling once or twice a week will

add solidity and improve the surface ; walks
that are dirty and overrun with moss, &c. , should be
turned over with a spade to the depth of two or three

inches or more, if the depth will allow it—turning

that which was the surface into the bottom, and
bringing up from that depth a fresh surface. By this

means the walks will appear as if they were newly
made. Where gravel walks have been washed away
during heavy rains, or have fallen into holes or acquired
an uneven surface, the gravel should be replaced, the
walks raked over, top-dressed with a thin coat of
clean gravel, and well rolled. Every part of the garden
should now be put in the best order. Mowing should
commence before the grass gets too long ; it is good
policy to run over it once early in the season,—it

prevents the ribbed appearance frequently seen
after the machine. Grass to look well should
be carefully cut, as regularly and closely as possible

without scoring. This is a very good time to eradi-

cate Plantain^ Daisies, &c., from the lawns, and
to sow lawn seeds. Finish pinning all creepers on
trellises or walls, and remove the covering, if not

already done, from Magnolias, Banksian Roses, &c.

A general sowing of Annuals should now be made.
Vacancies in any part of the borders, beds, or other

parts of the garden, may now be filled up with different

kinds of perennials and biennials. In planting the

different kinds, dispose them variedly, the larger sorts
more or less back, and the smaller towards the front.
Hollyhocks, Gladiolus, Pansits, &c., should be planted.
Top-dress Pinks, and fork over flower-beds to
expose a fresh surface to the atmosphere. Stir the
soil amongst winter-sown Annuals. Tulips are now
considerably above the surface, and will require
attention and protection from heavy rains. If the soil
in the beds is not too wet, the surface may be slightly
broken. In spare places, in clumps, or the flower
borders, sow hardy annuals ; less hardy may be sown
in pots or in a hotbed, and transplanted. Sow all
kinds of perennial and biennial flower-seeds this
month. Continue propagating and potting off
bedding plants, keeping them close for a few days
after potting, and shade if the sun is powerful.
Edward Bennett, Enville.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—Pay unremitting attention to watering, to

the temperature of both house and bed, and to the
giving of air to fruiting plants. Keep the fruit of those
in flower perfectly dry, and reduce the supply of water
to plants on which the fruit is colouring. Ripe fruit
which is not required for immediate use can be pre-
served two or three weeks on the plants if removed to
a dry airy place, such as a late vinery or the fruit room,
keeping them dry. Beds in which successional plants
are grown, if composed of tan or other fermenting
materials, will occasionally want turning and partly
renewing to maintain the heat at 70° to So°. If
necessary, do this at once, and replunge the plants,
carefully watching the state of the bed, and when too
warm lift the plants immediately, as detailed before.
Under favourable circumstances tlie suckers will soon
be ready for shifting into their fruiting pots. Do not
suffer the roots to become too much matted before
potting, and see that they are thoroughly moist when
done. I generally use loand 12-inch pots—occasionally
larger for Providences. After they are firmly potted
add to the surface of the soil about an inch of well
decomposed manure (free from worms, which are very
troublesome in Pine cuUivation), as it prevents the
action of sun and heat, separating the heavy loam from
the sides of the pots, whereby the water escapes without
moistening the plants. G. T. Miles, IVycoinbe Alihcv.
Peaches and Nectarines.—With crops that have

commenced that critical ordeal, the stoning process,
increased attention will be necessary in the general
management, and particularly in the proper regulation
of the artificial temperature, which should not be sub-
jected to sudden or extreme fluctuations. At night the
temperature may with safety range about 63°, and with
a rise to about 70° by day, until the stoning process is

completed. The inside borders must also be carefully
examined, as from frequent syringings and sprinklings
the surface becomes an unsafe guide as to the internal
state of border, inasmuch as it may be nearly dust dry
whilst the surface is in a state of saturation, hence
calculated to render the insurance of a full crop of fruit

highly problematical. Continue to disbud by dcgiees
the occupants of succession houses, and ultimately
leave no more young wood, except in doubtful cases,
than will be required for next year's crop. Lay in the
young wood as soon as it will bend. Thin by degrees
the young fruit, and leave more than a crop till they
are stoned, bearing in mind to remove all malformed
or ill-placed fruit. ]Vm. Gardiner, Eatington Park.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Forcing Department,—The beds of Asparagus

made up in the beginning of the month will keep up a
supply until it is ready for use in the open ground

;

should there be a short supply, a trench may be taken
out two feet wide and 2\ feet deep on each side of one
of the beds in the open ground, to be filled up with hot
manure to the level of the bed, the manure to be covered
over with neat battens of straw to keep in the heat,
the bed to be covered over at night with straw, which is

to be taken off in the day ; this will forward the Aspara-
gus from eight to ten days, and the bed will not be lost,

as is the case when lifted and taken to the forcing-pits
or frames. Continue to sow and pot off Kidney Beans ;
keep young plants stopped, and withhold syringing
over-head, when they come into bloom, until the pods
are formed. Give plenty of water at the roots of
Rkulmrli and Seakale : keep up a succession by covering
up another supply of roots. Rhubarb crowns will now
only require pots placed over them. Give plenty of
water to Potatos until they approach maturity, when it

should be stinted
; give abundance of air in fine weather.

Radishes, Carrots, Caulijloioers, Celery, Lettuces, and
other crops sown in heat, must have plenty of air on all

favourable occasions. Capsicums, Tomatos, and Egg
Plants must be potted off and shifted into larger pots as
required. Gourds and Vegetable Marrcaus may still be
sown, also Ridge Cucumbers, for ridging out in May.
Of Chicory and Endive introduce another supply to the
Mushroom house. David Lumsden, Bloxliolm Gardens.
Mushroom House.—If my former advice has

been attended to, this house will be all sweet and clean.
If not, lose no time in giving it a thorough cleansing
by washing, fumigating, &c. Our house is at the back
of one of our vineries. I find it particularly useful for

keeping French Beans, Cucumbers, and Borecole after
being cut. Outside beds : We have this day (March |8)
spawned the last beds for this season, those ii bearing
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are now giving us a good supply, but they require to

be watched for mice, slugs, earwigs ; the former we
catch in figure-four traps, the others by searching

diligently. Keep the beds dry ; the straw cover keeps

them as moist as is required. J^. Gilbert^ Burghley.

FORESTRY.
Growth being prematurely in advance for the season,

all planting should now be brought to a close. This

refers also to A^ursery planting, which is commonly
made to succeed the work of the forest. The felling

of timber and cutting down of coppices should now be

completed. All timber of the hard-wooded class,

together with cord-wood, faggots, &c., should be

cleared off the ground with all possible dispatch.

Seeih of Dccitbwus trees should now be in the ground.

Prepare for sowing seeds of the Coniferce ; choice and

new sorts should have a protection of glass. Assist ex-

hausted soils by a mixture of fresh loam and leaf-

mould ; and continue to thin young plantations of

Larch and Scotch Fir. y. Webster, Gordon Castle.

Notices to Correspondents.
Books : J. A. Badger's Cotta£;c Gardening \\\\\ probably

s\iit you. Consult also Mrs. Loudon's Amateur Gar-
dcncr s Calendar.

Insrcts : J. T. Although so early in the season, we
believe the eggs laid on the ribs of the leaves of the Goose-
berry are those of the sawfly, Nematris Ribesii. The
insect enclosed with them, supposed to have laid them
on the leaf, was the common midge, Chironomus plu-

mosus, which deposits its eggs in water ; the small chest-

nut-coloured mite-like objects are young scale insects in

the active state, the swollen bodies of the female coccus
slicking on the twifiTS. I.O. W.—F. IV. B. We believe

the scales on the Phalnenopsis Schilleriana to be iden-

tical with the species recently described and figured in

this journal under the name of Coccus Camellia.
/. O. W.

Horticultural Directory for America : A. S.

asks if there is such a publication. Perhaps some
Transatlantic correspondent can answer this question.

Lawns ; Subscriber. Use guano, applied with compost.
Magnolia : Frank, i, Exmouth ; 2, Yes.

Names of Plants : O. B. The plant you found grow-
ing wild in the woods in Caterham Valley is Lathrasa
Squamaria, a hardy parasite.— IV. W. Hythe. The
Dog's-tooth Violet, Erythronium dens canis.

—

J. D.,
Ryde. Saxifraga crassifolia.

—

P. N. F. i. The large

form of Adiantum Capillus-Veneris, which was once
called A. Moritzianum ; 2, not satisfactorily made out

;

in some respects it comes near A. venustum
; 3, Asple-

nium Trichomanes confluens—not quite so marked as

the original
; 4, Polystichum flexum, but is not New

Zealand a mistake? 5, Polypodium drepanum
; 6, Las-

trea aristata var. coniifolia
; 7, Lastrea tenericaule,

alias Polypodium trichodes (not L. recedens). — G. A'.

I, Phaius grandifolius ; 2, Epacris microphylla

—

R. D.
The Aubrietia flowers were too much shrivelled to ad-
mit of recognition

;
they are probably seedling varieties

of A. purpurea.
Nightsoil : J. A. It is an excellent manure, but should
be mixed with compost, and well worked before being
used. For flowers it should be well decayed.

Paris Borders: Traveller. We do not know to what
you allude.

Pisciculture : J. R. asks for the titles of any English
works on Pisciculture. Can any correspondent give
him the required information.

Primroses : R. D. The dark maroon Primrose has a
very richly-coloured flower, and appears to be of good
form. The highly coloured varieties of the common
Primrose are far too little appreciated, but they really

stand in the front rank amongst spring flowers.

Pruning : Subscriber. Your question needs more exact
information. Severe pruning at the time of transplant-
ing is certainly not beneficial, but sometimes slight

pruning may be so.

Salt for Asparagus : Subscriber. This is best used in
spring, before growth takes place ; 2 lb. per square yard
is considered a good dressing, though as much as 12 lb.

has been used with benefit in some cases. The spring
dressing appears to be better than more frequent appli-
cations.

Shrubs in Ireland : M. M. The same shrubs are in
leaf near London, but probably not so fully as in

County Cork.
Trailing Plants : Old Subscriber. For training on the
back wall of your Orchard-house plant Lapageria rosea,
Tea Roses, Habrothamnus elegans, Berberidopsis
corallina, and Myrsiphyllum asparagoides. As flowers
for cutting are an object, why not also plant Camellias ?

Vegetable Mould: Subscriber. The leaves of the hard-
wood trees are the best for forming vegetable mould,
but, practically, they may be collected indiscriminately.
We know nothing in depreciation of Beech leaves.

Communications Received :—F. W. B.—W. C. T,— T. L.—
R. G.—J. S.— J. R. P.—R. H. D.—W. E. D.—J.-F. C —
J. Rothschild.

arhds.
POTATOS.—Soutlnoark, March 18.

During the past week the arrivals both coastwise and
by rail have been in excess of the demand. The trade is

in a very depressed state, except for very best samples of
Regents. The following are this day's quotations:—
Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, looj. to 140J. ; Yorkshire
Regents, 60s. to looj.

; Dunbar and East Lothian do.,
looj. to 130J. : Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do.. 8oj. to
iioj. ; do. Rocks, 70J. to 8oj. ; Kent and Essex
Regents, 6oj, to loai. ; do. Rocks, 6oj. to jos. ; French
Whites, 50J. to 60J.

CO VENT GARDEN.—March 22.

The markets have become very quiet, and there is a
great falling off in the attendance. Supplies of general
produce are, however, more limited, and prices have con-
sequently been fairly maintained. Old Grapes are nearly
over for the season ; new ones just coming in. Cucumbers
are in excess of the demand, and much lower.

Flowers.
s, d. s. d.

Pelargoniums,
French,p.iasprays i o

J', d. s. d.

AzaleaSip.doz.sprayso 6 to 1 o
Camellias, per doz.

blooms ,.20 — 40
Carnations.iaflowers .. — 20
Cineraria, p. bunch 06 — 10
Crocuses, p. 12 bun. . . — 16
Cyclamen, p. 12 spks. 03 — 06
Daffodils, double, p.

12 bun. . . — 40
Do., single, do. .. — 20

Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays — 10
Hyacinths, p. bunch 06 — 10
Lily of the Valley,

p. doz. sprays . . i 6— 20
Pinks, p. 12 flowers . . — 10

Fruit.
s. d. s. d. \

Apples, per \ sieve 2 o to 5 o I Melons, each
Cobs, per 100 lb. . .60 o —65 o Oranges, per 100
Filberts, per lb. ..08 — 10! Pears, per dozen
Grapes, per lb. ..150 —20 o

|
Pine-apples, per lb. 6 o —10 o

Lemons, per 100 ..70 —10 o ' Strawberries, p. oz, 20 — 30
Vegetables.

s. d. s. d.

ArtichokeSjgreen, ca. o 6 to o 8

Asparagus, per 100 8 o— 10 o
— French, do. ..12 o— 14 o

Beet, per dnz. . . i o— 2 o
Broccoli, purple, per
bundle . . . . 10— 1 3

Cabbages, per doz. . . 10— i 3
Cardoons, each . . 2 o^ 4 o
Carrots, p. bunch . . o 5— o 7— French, do. . . i o— i 6
Cauliflowers, p. do?. 2 o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle . i o— a o
Cucumbers, each . . i c— 2 o
French Beans, new.

I 6
Pelargoniums, Scar-

let, p. 12 sprays.- o 6 to

Primroses, p. rz bun. .. — 10
Nemophila, p. bun. .. — 06
Roses, per doz. . . 20 — 60
TroptCokims,i2bun. 10 — 16
Trumpet Lilies,each 04 — 06
Tulips, per doz. .. 06 — 16
White Lilac, p. doz.
sprays — 60

Violets.p, 12 bunches 06 — i o
Do., Neapolitan, p,

doz. bunches , . . . — 30
Wallflowers, 12 bun. . . — 40

J. d. s. d.

o o to o o
6 o —10 o
40 — 80

per 100 .

.

. . 2 o— 4 o
Herbs, per bunch .. o 2— o 4
HorseRadish, p. bun.3 o— 5 o

Potatos, Regents, 100s. to 1305. ; Flukes, 120J. to 150^^

French Shaws, 60s. to fos.

. d. s. d.

2tO O 4

1 6— 2 O
10—16
o 4— o 9
o 2— o 4— 30

4 o

Leeks, per bunch .

.

Lettuces, per score.

.

Mushrooms, p. pott,

Onions, per bunch .

Parsley, p. bunch .

.

Peas, new, per pun.
Potatos, newframe, lb. 2 o-

Radishes, per hunch o 2-

— French, do. .. o 4—• o 6
Rhubarb, p. bund, .08—16
Salsafy, per btm. . . o 9— i 3
Scorzonera, per bun. o 9^ i 3
Seakale, per punnet i o— a o
Shallots, per lb. .. o 8— ..

Spinach, per bushel 3 o— 4 o
Turnips, p. bunch., o 2— o 4

For Want Places, &c., see page 415.

Choice Koses in Pots. Coming into Bloom.
^F,0. CLARIs-E has pleasure in offering a largeG quantity of the best kinds of Hybrid Perpctuals, in 3a-pots.

showing well for flower. They are suitable cither for the Conservatory
or for planting in a short time outdoors, and are remarkably healthy
and free from mildew and fly. Price i8s. to 245. per dozen.

Nurseries, Strcatham Place, Brixton Hill, London, S.W.

New Roses of 1872
JOHN CRANSTON, King's Acre Nurseries, near

Hereford, offers extra fine Dwari plants of the NEW ROSES of
1872. The varieties have been selected wirh the greatest care, and arc
believed to be those most worthy of general cultivation.

Plants, equal in quality to those for which the Establishment has
been so long and justly celebrated, will be ready in March.

Descriptive 1-IST post free on application.

New Roses, &c., ficc. Now Ready.W KNIGHT solicits orders for the following, from
• several thousands of strong, clean, healthy plants, true to

name, and unsurpassed in the Trade.
18 varieties of NEW ROSES of 1872, the best selected, 31. each;

42s. the set.

12 finest FUCHSL\S, extra strong, lOJ. td.

24 finest VERBENAS, for exhibition, 8j.

Descriptive Priced LIST on application.
Floral Nursery. Hailsham, Sussex.

B
B

UTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s
COLLECTIONS of HARDY ANNUALS.

15 vars. . 2y. fid. ; 25 vars., 5J.
; 50 vars,, lOi. : 100 vars., 20J.

B

UTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s
COLLECTIONS of HALF-HARDY ANNUALS.

12 vars., 4S. ; ag vars., 7J. bd. ; 50 vars., 15J- ; 100 vars., 30s.

UTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s
COLLECTIONS of HARDY PERENNIALS.

15 vars., 3f. bd. ; gg vars., 6s. 6tf. ; 50 vars., 125. 6rf. ; 100 vars , 251.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s
PRIZE CYCLAMEN, u., 21. 6<f., 31. W., and 55. per packet.

BETA CHILENSIS (Butler's), td. and rj. per packet. See also
large Advertisement in 'Journal of Horticnlturt, February 22. All the
above sent carriage free. CATALOGUES post free.

South Row, Covent GarcicJi Market, London, W.C.
Established upwards of a Century.

New Phloxes decussata from FaxlB.
LEVEQUE AND SON, Nurserymen, Ivry-sur-Seine,

near Paris, recommend particularly the following NEW
PHLOXES:—Alphonsine Yvon, Eole, Louise Margottin, I'ourprc de
Sidon, Coccinea (M.), Resplendens, Docteur Parnol. The seven for
£\ 21. Others, old sorts, from 71, to £,\ the dozen, according to the
novelties. LIST on application.

VERGREEN^EDGES.—The best and cheapest
plant for Evergreen Hedges is the THUJA PYRAMIDALIS,

to be obtained from WILLIAM BARRON and SON.
18 inches to 2 feet, extra, transplanted, lOJ, per 100 ; 80J. per 1000.
2 feet to 1% feet, extra, transplanted, 15J. per 100 : 120J. per 1000.
General Descriptive CATALOGUE of CONIFERS and other

ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS,
FRUIT TREES, &c., may be had, post free, on application.

Elvaston Nurseries. Borrowash, near Derby.

To TMcken Plantations and Shady Walks.
HEMLOCK SPRUCE. -This graceful, beautiful Fir,

so frequently described in American travels,

—

4 to 5 feet, «. per doien, 30J. per 100.

<; to 6 feet, 8j, per dozen, 50J. per 100.

RICHARD SMiTH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Evergreen Hedge or Screen.
THUJOPSIS BOREALIS. — This beautiful silvery

Conifer, in appearance between the Cypress and Siberian Arbor-
vita, is fast-growing, compact, and beais clipping well; it is so hardy
that no frost can hurt it in Britain.

Upright, well-grown shrubs, 7 feet high and upwards, at the
extremely low price of 30s. per dozen.
R rCHAKD SMITH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worccater.

To the Trade.
TWO-YEAR seedling LARCH, of very fine quality,

jCi7 los. per 100,000.

Transplanted SCOTCH FIR. SPRUCE, AUSTRIACA, and
LARICIO, in si^cs up to 2 and 3 feet.

OAK. ASH. SCOTCH ELM, BIRCH, SYCAMORE, NORWAY
MAPLE, MOUNTAIN ASH, HORSE CHESTNUT, in sues up
to 3 and 4 feet.

R. MORRISON, The Nurseries, Elgin.—March 13.

New Strawberry, The Amateur.
SAMUEL BRADLEY begs respectfully to intimate

that he is now booking orders for the above splendid
STRAWBERRY, to be sent out immediately. It was awarded a
First-class Certificate of Merit on June 30, 1870, at a meeting of the
Nottingham Horticultural Society ; and also a First-class Certificate

at a meeting of the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural
Society, July 19. 1871, at South Kensington. The Editors of the
Gardeners' Chranide (January 13, 1872), in their remarks on the new
fruits of the season, say :

—" In Strawberries Mr. Bradley provides us
with The Amateur, a very large, wonderfully prolific, and first-class

sort." Price per 100, £i sj. ; per do/cn, 61.

Descriptive Circulars post free to all applicants.

^AMUEL BRADLEY, Litlledale, Halam, near Southwell, Notts.

Orchids.
JAMES BROOKE and CO.. Nurseries. Fairfield.

near Manchester, have a choice lot of ORCHIDS in first-class

condition, at really moderate prices. Orders for /^lo and upwards, if

left to J. B & Co., will be liberally and carclully selected, an4
additional plants put in to cover carriage. CATALOGUES on
application to 16 and 18, Victoria Street, Manchester.

To the Trade.
TWO-YEAR Transplanted SCOTCH ; ditto re-trans-

planted AMERICAN ARBOR-VIT.1t;. 3 to 3'/^ feet; a-yr.

Seedling AUSTRIAN PINE, CAULIFLOWER PLANTS, of most
excellent quality, from the open border. The above can be had at
very moderate prices from

EDWARD SANG AND SONS. Kirkcaldy. NB.

SPECIMEN GREEN HOLLIES, magnificent plants.
5 to 8 feet high, furnished to the ground. Have been many times

transplanted, and are in perfect health. All other EVERGREENS,
CON IFERS, &c.. in large quantities, in splendid condition for present
planting. Prices free on application,
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, "Upton" Nurseries,

Chester.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE, suitable for Britain, giving siie, price, popular

and botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,
growth, timber, use in arts, native country and size there, situation,
soil, and other information, with copious index of their synonyms.
Free by post for six stamps.
RICHARD SMITH. Nurser^'man and Seed Merchant, Worcester

Forest and Ornamental Planting.
PETER LAWSON and SON respectfully solicit

early orders for FOREST TREES and ORNAMENTAL
TREES and SHRUBS, which they can supply to great extent.
The large breadths of LARCHES, from i to 3'^ feet, SCOTCH

FIR, NORWAY SPRUCE, AUSTRIAN PINESi and other leading
sorts of FOREST TREES, are unusually fine, and worthy of inspec-
tion. CATALOGUES and special offers will be furnished upon
application.

Edinburgh and London.—December, 1871.

Flanting Season.
DICKSONS AND CO., Nurserymen and

Sekdsmen, I. Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, beg to call the
attention of those about to plant to their very large and healthy
Stock of FOREST TREES, FRUIT TREES, ORNAMENTAL
TREES and SHRUBS, which are now in fine condition for trans-
planting. They are growing on very exposed ground, are finely

rooted, and their wood is thoroughly ripened. Samples and Cata-
logues on application. Special prices will be quoted where large
quantities arc taken. (Established 1770.)

Experienced FORESTERS, GARDENERS, and LAND
STEWARDS recommended.

Eltham Nursery, Kent, S.E.
TWO MILES from lil.ACKHEATH STATION;

ONE MILE from ELTHAM, LOOP-LINE.
'PHIRTY ACRES of healthy, well-grown NURSERY
-L STOCK, of every description, comprising Specimen CONIFERS
and EVERGREENS of all sizes, Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
&c. Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to come
and select ior thewselvcs.

JAMES W. TODMAN, Eltham Nursery-. Kent, S.E.

ST3ecial Offer.-Surplus Stock.
THOMAS PERKINS has great pleasure in offering

the following at reduced prices, to eflect a clearance :

—

GORSE, for covert planting, i-yr. seedling.

,, ,, extra fine, transplanted.
HERBERTS AQUIFOLI.\, i-yr. seedling.

,, ,1
I-yr. bedded.

,, ,, 2-yr. bedded.
ENGLISH YEWS, fine, transplanted, 2 to 3 feet.

SCOTCH FIR. transplanted, i to ij^ foot.

Trices on application to 43, Drapery, Northampton.

BITTER WILLOW HEDGES. —See article,
" Profitable Hedges," Rural Alnuinac for 1872. p. 37, Field

Office. Use Bitter Willow Stakes 3 to 5 feet long and make a nedge at
once, the produce of which is useful and profitable either as withes
for bands or for basket work. At present our hedges arc costly and
profitless, a Willow hedge equally as strong as Thorn can be reared
at less cost and in a sixth part of the time ; neither cattle, game, nor
vermin will destroy it. They may be safely planted up to the end of
March.
WILLIAM SCALING, Willow Nurseryman. Basford. Notts.

FOX and GAME COVERTS.—The BITTER
WILLOW is the cheapest, most easily reared, and most useful

plant yet offered for forming new coverts, or improving those already
made. Birds are especially partial to Willow plantations. Bitter
Willow stakes, 3 to 4 feet long, will make a really good covert the first

year, and perfectly secure from the attacks of rabbits. Anxious t«
make the value of this plant better understood, W, Scaling will supply
cuttings or stakes at the following extremely low rates for the remainder
of the planting season :

—

10 inches long, 151. per 1000 I 36 inches long. 40J, per 1000

15 inches long, 20s per 1000 48 inches long, 50J. per 1000
24 inches long, 301. per 1000 | 60 inches long, 005. per 1000

Increasing in thickness as they increase in length, and all. except the
to inches, cut from 3-yr. old snoots, The two larcer siics arc well
adapted to make hedges, in place of Thorn or Quick-reared. See
article in Rural Almanac, 1872, p. 37, published at the Field Oflice.

WILLIAM SCALING, Willow Nurseryman, Basford, Notts.

TV/r ILFORD NURSERIES,
-^'-*- near Godalming.

For NEW and RARE HARDY PLANTS and
CONIFER.^, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE.

For HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
EVERGREENS, &c, sec MAURICE YOUNG'S New
Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For RHODODENDRONS and other AMERICAN
PLANTS, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE.

For STANDARD and HALF STANDARD ROSES,
see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For NEW JAPANESE AUCUBAS, see MAURICE
YOUNli'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For JAPANESE NOVELTI ES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For Cheap EVERGREENS and SHRUBS for COVER
PLANTING or SHRUBBERIES. see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For PLANTS suilable for WINTER BEDDING, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For EXTRA TRANSPLANTED or QUARTERED
FOREST TREES for Planting Belts or Shrubberies, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive Catalogue.

Forwarded on application enclosing stamp.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalminjr.
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SUTTONS'
GRASS SEEDS
FOE ALL SOILS,

CARRIAGE FREE.
^' For nearly forty years ive have given ike subject of

Laying down Land to Pasture our most careful

attention, and from a long and practical experi-

ence of the Soils of this and other countries, we
are enabled to prepare Mixturesfor every descrip-

tion of Soil, which need only be mentioned in

sending the order.

SUTTON & SONS
Have had the honour of supplying their GRASS SEED

MIXTURES to

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
H.I.M. THE EMPEROR CIK GERMANY,
H.M- THE KING OF DENMARK,
H.M. THE KING OF rORTUGAL,
THE LONDON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION,
THE CRYSTAL PALACE COMPANY,

And the principal Estates in the three Kingdoms.

Special Estimates given for large quantities.

SUTTONS'
Permanent Pasture Mixtures.

Two bushels Grass Seeds, 12 lb. Clovers supplied per
acre for

STIFF CLAYS
HEAVY LOAMS
MEDIUM LOAMS
LIGHT LOAMS

LIGHT SANDY SOILS
SHARP GRAVELS
CHALK SOILS
SHEEP DOWNS

GOOD BLACK rE..\TY SOILS.

BEST QUALITY, 30s. to 32s. per acre. Carriage

Free. Two Bushels of Grass Seeds and 12 lb. of Clovers

supplied per acre.

SECOND QUALITY (good), 22s. to S8s. per acre.

Carriage Free.

Suttons' Park Ground Mixtures,
As used at the Crystal Palace,

20s. per bushel. Sow 2^ bushels per acre.

Suttons' Churchyard Mixtures,
20s. per bushel. Sow 2^ bushels per acre.

Suttons' Cricket Ground Mixtures,
20s. per bushel. Sow 3 bushels per acre.

Suttons' Croquet Ground Mixtures,
24s. per bushel. Sow 3 bushels per acre.

Suttons' Garden Lawn Mixtures,
24;S. per bushel. Sow 3 bushels per acre.

SUTTONS'
Mixtures of Grasses and Clovers,
To produce enormous crops of Hay during the speci-

fied periods they are to remain down :

—

For Cue Year's Lay, 15s. per acre.

For Two Years' Lay, 18s. 6d. per acre.

For Three or Four Years' Lay, 24s. per acre.

Second quality Mixtures cheaper.

LAYING DOWN NEW. OR IMPROVING OLD,
GRASS LANDS.

For the best practical information on the above subject, see

Suttons' Farmers' Year Book for 1872,
With which is incorporated " Permanent Pastures "

;

By M. H. SUTTON, F.R.H.S., &c.

" If you want to grow the right sorts of plants, you must sow the
right sorts oC seeds, and you cannot do better than read Mr. Sutton's
Paper on Laying Down Grass, which you will get by sending to
Reading."

—

Agricultural GazttU.
" I do not know of anything to equal it

"—Professor Buckman.

Price (>d.. Post Free. Gratis to Customers.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO

THE QUEEN and H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
READING, BERKS.

M Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London, N.

6 S E~P H N E W T O N.
Landscape Architect,

Office: 42, Bishopsgatc Street Without, E.C.
r r

i

vatc Address: 74. Oxford Terrace. Hyd e Park, W.

MR. JAMES FRASER, Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the tirm ol J. & J. Eraser, Lea Brid),'c Road.

rPO RE SOLD, the LEASE and EFFECTS of a
JL NURSERY, within seven miles of Covent Garden Market,
suitable for a Florist, Greenhouses newly erected, and well heated
with Mot Water.

W. L.. Gardener^ Chronicle Office, W,C.

TO RE DISPOSED OF. an OLD ESTABLISHED
NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS, in an excellent locality,

close to a large station on a main line of railway.

J. n., Mr. Lewis Solomon, Grape Vine, Centre Row, Covent
Garden, London, W.C.

rpO BE LET, a NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS,
i within 3 miles of Covent Garden Market. It consists of
Dwellinp House, Greenhouses, Pits, Kic
For particulars, apply to Mr. CHANOLER, Horticultural Agent

and Valuer, Underbill Road. Dulwich, S.E,

Fiskirtou, Notts.

TO BE SOLD, by Private Contract, from TEN to
FORTY ACRES of rich ARABLE, MEADOW, and PAS-

TURE LAND. The arable land has a sloping south-east aspect, and
the soil is particularly suitable for the ^^rowth of Strawberries and
early Market Garden Produce. Immediate possession.

For price and particulars apply to Mr. JOHN H. BRADWELL,
Auctioneer, Southwell; or to Mr. WM. NEWTON, Solicitor,

Ncwark-upon-Trcnt.—Newark, March 20.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Consignment of Plants from France, Ghent, and

HULLANll.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Gre.it Rooms, 38, Kinj; Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

on WEDNESDAY, March 27, at half-past 12 o"Clock preciselv.
Standard BAYS, DRAC.1:;N AS, PALMS, KALM I Al>, CAMELLIAS.
Ac, from Ghent: FRUIT and FOREST TREES, from France;
Hardy HERBACEOUS PLANTS. CARNATIONS, PICOTEES,
and PINKS,choice GLADIOLI, RANUNCULI, and ANEMONES;
Rustic Sciits, Stools. Vases, &c., Mowing Machines, Iron Seats,
Ornamental Iron Chairs, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Green's Lawn Mower.

MR. J. C. STE\'EXS will SELL by AUCTION,
without reserve, at his Rooms, Kint; Street, Covent Garden, on

WEDNESDAY, March 27, a 16-inch GREEN'S LAWN MOWER,
in cood condition.

Orchids, Ferns, and Lilies.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden. W.C,

on THURSDAY. March 28, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely,

250 PLANTS of CATTLEYA SUPERBA, Just arrived, in fine con-
dition; an importalion of LILIUM AURATUM. &c., from Japan,
and other parts; a small Collection of BRITISH FERNS.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Lilium auratum, and rare Lilies from Japan.

MR. J. C. STEVENS wilt SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, on

THURSDAY. April 4, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, an importa-
tion ot PLATANTHFRA, L. TIGRINUM FLORE PLENU, L.

LEICHTLINII. L. THUNBERGIANUM FLORE PLENO, &:c- ;

with 5000 LILIUM AURATUM. in first-rate order, from Mr.
Kramer, of YokohaTna ; with L. WALLICHIAN UM, and other
rare LILIES.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalo£ues had.

ValuaWe Collectioa of Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, Kin|r Street. CoveiU Garden. W.C, on

TUESDAY, May 14, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a portion of the
well-known collection of ORCHIDS of Edward Salt, Esq., of Fernie-
hurst, near Leeds, including fine plants ot the following

Odontoglossum Phal.xnopsis.
Phtelanopsis grandillora.
Epidendrum sceptrum.
Cattieya labiata.

,, Mossiae.
„ Trianas.

Vanda suavis.

., Batcmanni.
„ gigantea.

Cathcarti.
Calanthe Vcitchii.
Cypripcdium caudatum.
Dcndrobium Falconeri.
Disa grandiflora,
Ccelogyne cristata.

Odontoglossum nebulosum.
,, luteo purpureum.
,, triumphans.

,, cordatum.
Also splendid specimens of Odontoglossum Hallii and Masdeval

Veitchii, believed to be the finest in Europe, and 32 fine plants of
Odontoglossum Bluntii, in the most perfect condition, and of great
strength of growth.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

,, speciosissima.
Oncidium Weltoni.

,, sarcodcs.

„ cucullalum.
,, macranthum.

Maxillaria venusia supcrba.

Notice.—West Dean, near Chichester.
WRIGHT AND SON will SELL by AUCTION,

early in April, a quantity of large Specimen ORANGE
TREES, RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS; also
two very fine Plants ol CLETHRA ARBOREA, and various others,
all of fine growth. Further particulars next week.

BrlatoL— Choice Plants.
MESSRS. H. R. FARGUS and CO. will SELL by

AUCTION, on TUESDAY, March 26, in a Garden at the
back of Somerset House. Clifton Park Roaa, a large COLLEC-
TION of FINE PLANTS, being the Surplus Stock of Mr.
J. Lane, Clifton, comprising a splendid assortment of Camel-
lias, in tine condition ; a variety of Azaleas, fit for

Exhibition purposes ; a valuable assortment of Epacris and
Heaths; a large number of Roses, in pots; Two fine A'ariepated
Yuccas; fine Specimens of Ferns. Vines in pots. Orange 'trees,

Acacias armata and Acacias Drummondii ; Sweet-scented Genistas,
Coronillas, Salvias, in variety; Chorozemas, I'olygalas. Amarj'llis,
Deutzias, Spiraea japonica. Cacti truncati, Sicphanotis, fine Fuchsias,
Diosmas, a quantity of fine Rhododendrons, and other Plants, too nume-
rous to mention ; also, several excellent MOWING-MACHINES.
The sale will commence at 11 o'Clock, and the Plants may be

viewed the day preceding.

To Noblemen, Gentlemen, Amateurs, Florists, &c.
A MAGNIFICENT COLLECTION of STOVE and GREEN-

HOUSE PLANTS, comprising 130 Specimen AZALEAS, of the
choicest Continental and English varieties, including Antoinette
Thellmann, Flag of Truce, The Bride, Loreley, Stella, Alex-
ander 2d, Perfection. Rubens, Duchesse Adelaide de Nassau.
Madame Verschaffelt, Souvenir de Van Duyse, Dieudonn6,
well framed and fitted for Exhibition purposes ; s zes 4^5 feet by
3 feet. 70 choice CAMELLIAS, sizes from 7 feet downwards,
including Eonomiana. Prince de Carmie. Double Whites, Reine
des Fleurs. Chancellor, La Viana, Maggi, Mathottiana alba, and
other plants.

MESSRS. TOOTELL and SONS will SELL by
AUCTION, at Lcyboume Grange. 2!^ miles from Snodland

Station, on the North Kent Railwav. on WEDNESDAY, April 10, at

I o'clock precisely, the above Collection, perfect in colour, health,

and symmetry, scarcely to be surpassed in the kingdom, the property

of Sir Joseph Hawley, Bart.— the Plant Houses being about to be

converted into Fruit Houses.
On view the two preceding days, by applying to Mr. BOWMAN, at

the Gardens, of whom Catalogues may be had; also at the Auction
Mart, Tokenhouse Yard. London ; the Midland Counties Herald
Office. Birmingham ; and of Messrs. TOOTELL AND SONS, Sur-

veyors, &c., Maidstone.

In Bankruptcy—Re Child and Lorlmer.
SHII'LKY.

ABSOLUTE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK,
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by the Trustees to SELL by AUCTION, without
Reserve, on the Premises, the Bradford Nurseries. Shipley, near
Bradford, on MONDAY. March 25, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely, the
whole of the VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, comprising 20,000
Forest and Ornamental Prees, several thousands of Evergreen and
Deciduous Shrubs, consisting of 500 Variegated and Green Hollies,
4000 Laurels, well furnished Thuias of sorts; a choice assortment of^

2000 Dwatf Roses, by name ; likewise 2000 Fruit Trees.
On view the Saturday prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, of H. W. and I. BLACKBURNS, Accountants,
Commercial Bank Buildings, Bradford; and of the Auctioneers and
Valuers, Leytonstone, Essex, E.
N.B —The extensive and choice collection of STOVE and GREEN-

HOUSE PLANTS, i.| Greenhouses, and utensils in Trade, will be
SOLD by AUCTION, on M')N'DAY, April i<;, and follnwing days.

City Auction Rooms, 38 and 39, Gracechurch Street, E.G.
SALE of CHOICE CARNATIONS. PICO PEES and PINKS,

Standard ROSES. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, at the City Auction Rooms, as above, on

WEDNESDAY. March 27. at half-past i2o'Clock precisely.without re-

serve, a choice COLLECTION of CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, and
PINKS, of fine growth (the surplus stock of an eminent grower), also

350 Standard and Dwarf ROSES, selected FRUIT TREES, Hardy
CONIFER-C SHRUBS and AMERICAN PLANTS, choice
Double CAMELLIAS, and AZALEA INDICA, &c., in flower,
VERBENAS, FUCHSIAS, DAHLIAS, &c.
On view the mornmj,- nf Sale. Cru.ili'^ucs may be had at the Rooms,

as above, and of the Auctioneers, I.fvt<i'isti>nc. Essex, IL

Unreserved Sale of Nursery Stock,
The LAND being REtJUIRED for BUILDING PURPOSES.

MR. J. KERRISON is instructed by Mr. B. Whitham
to SELL by AUCTION, without the slightest reser\'e, on the

Premises. Reddish Nursery, near Stockport, on MONDAY, April i. at

12 o'clock precisely, a variety of NURSERY STOCK, comprising
Rhododendrons, from 2 to ?,% leet high; Ericas, in variety, i to

13 feet ; Common Laurel, 2 to 3,% feet ; Arbor-vita:, 2% to 4!^ feet,

&c., all fine bushy plants.
Catalogues and further information may be obtained by applying to

the Auctioneer, Stamford Street, Ashton-under-Lyne ; or to B,
WHITHAM

,
on the Premises. _^_^_^_^____
Hay Carr House, near Lancaster.

IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS,

MR. STRAFFORD begs to announce that he has
received instructions from Thomas Lamb, Esq , of Hay Carr

House, near Lancaster, to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on
WEDNESDAY. April 17, his valuable HERD of PURE-BRED
SHORTHORNS, consisting of about 30 Head of Cows, Heifers,

and Bulls, which have been long and carefully bred from some good
old sorts, and by Bulls oi the most fashionable breeding and character ;

great attention has been paid to the dairy qualities

Also will be ofltred, a few Choice COWb and HEIFERS belonging
to the Rev. J. Swarbrick. of Thurnham.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had on application to Mr.
STRAFFORD, n. Eusto;

- ... ..... ,.,.,. .....

Carr House. I.

a

iton Square, London; or of Mr. LAMB, Hay

The Grange, Famborough, Kent.
IMPdRTA.Nl SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD has been instructed to announce
forSALE by AUCTION, without reserve, on THURSDAY.

May 2, the small but select HERD ol SHORTHORNS, consisting of
about 30 Head, the property of Sir John Lubbock, Bart., M.P. , of Fam-
borough Grange, which have been long and carefully bred from Stock
bought of Mr Cartwright, Tathwell, Sires of first-class blood have
been used for the last 25 jears; the one now in service is Red Duke
(29,735), who is the sire of the young Slock.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, will shortly be issued, and announced,

with further particulars, in future Advertisements.

Burghley Park, Stamford.
IMPORTANl- SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions to
olTer for SALE by AUCTION, without reserve, on

THURSDAY. May g. at the Dairy Farm, Burghley Park, about
THIRTY HEAD of PUREBRED SHORTHORNS, the property
of the Most Hon the Marquis of Exeter, which have been long and
carefully bred from the best sources. Amongst them will be found
some very superior young Bulls.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, will be issued in due time, and further

particulars given in future Advertisements.
London : 13, Euston Square, March 18.

Spring Sales of Pure-bred Shorthorn Cattle.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by
AUCTION the undermentioned HERDS of PURE-BRED

SHORTHORNS, &c., Jurther particulars of which will be duly
announced :

—

THURSDAY, April 4.—The late Mr. Pawlett's entire Herd, at

Becston, Sandy, Bedfordshire.
TUESDAY, April 9 —About 50 Head from the Herd belonging to

W. Nevett, Esq . at Yorton Villa, near Shrewsbury.
FRIDAY, April 12 (not as formerly advertised).—The valuable Herd

belonging to J. N. Beasiey, Esq., at Chapel Brampton, North-
ampton.

TUESDAY, April 16.—Messrs. Atkinson's large Herd, bred for half

a century at Byewell Hall Farm, Stocksfiela, Newcastte-on-Tyne.
THURSDAY, April 18—The entire Herd belonging to Mr. J. Dickin-

son, at the Balcony Barm, Upholland. Wigan.
TUESDAY, April 23 —Mr. Crowdson's entire Herd, at Urswick, near

Ulverston, Lancashire.
FRIDAY, April a6,—The extensive Herd belonging to Messrs.

Arkell, at Draycott, Swindon, Wilts.
TUESDAY, May 7.—The entire Herd belonging to Gerard Barton,

Esq., at Fundenhall Grange, Wymondham, Norfolk; also the
small Herd belonging to G. E. Frere, Esq . of Roydon Hall.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be obtained of Mr. THORNTON,
15, Langham Place, Regent Street. London, W.

Notice.
GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICUL-

TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready;
price, in cloth, j^t 6s. 6d.

\V. RICHARDS, 41. Wellington Street, Strand, W C.

(^ NOTICE to ADVERTISERS.—Friday,
March 29, being GOOD Friday, the "Gardeners'
Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette," /or that

week, will be published on Thursday, at 2p.m.
Advertisements for that week must reach the

Offlce not later than WEDNESDAY MORNING.

SATURDAY, MARCH 23, 1872.

HEREFORDSHIRE, where the wages of

the farm labourer are low, Northumber-
land, where they are certainly very high, and
Leicestershire and Warwickshire and Shrop-
shire, where wages vary with the neigh-

bourhood or distance of manufactories and
mines, are all alike in this—that The AGRI-
CULTURAL Labourer is everywhere dissatisfied.

Compared with the mason and the carpenter

he works a longer day for much less money,
and, though differing from them in so many
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other ways, he is endeavouring to learn from

them the art of union, combination, strike,

against employers. We learn that in Warwick-
shire a farm labourers' union has been formed,

that there are 2000 members, and they demand
an immediate increase of wages from 12s. to i6s.

per week.

A great meeting of the landowners and tenant-farmers,

representing the whole of the agricultural interest in

South Warwickshire, was held at Wellesbourne on Wed-
nesday of last week. Sir Charles IiIokgan, Bart., pre-

siding, to resist the strike of the farm labourers which

commenced on Monday, and threatens to extend through

the whole division. The following resolutions were

unanimously adopted;— "I. That this meeting most

earnestly deprecates any combination amongst labourers

which originates or fosters discord or disruption between

the agricultural labourers and their employers. 2. That
this meeting is most anxious to preserve intact feelings of

goodwill and confidence which have for the most part

prevailed between the above classes. 3. That this meet-

ing is firmly convinced that in the interests of agricultural

labourers every effort should be made to dissuade

labourers from joining any union against their employers,

and to persuade those to withdraw who have joined such

a union ; and, if these measures are unsuccessful, then,

as a last resource, this meeting considers that employers

must refuse to employ union men. 4. That this meeting

considers that the demands already made by the labourers

are excessive, but declines to interfere in the matter of

wages, which it leaves for arrangement between the

master and the man."

During the day, we are told, the labourers made
a demonstration in the district, and several

hundreds marched through the village two and
three abreast.

That is the happy state of things in Warwick-
shire.

Of the above resolutions the first and second
are doubtless as proper as they are useless for

any body of masters to adopt—the fourth is un-

questionably defensible and sound—the third is,

we submit, unwise. Men have a perfect right to

refuse their services except for the price they

claim, and if they think the price can be en-

forced, their resolution to combine with that end
in view will not be overthrown by either threat

or exhortation. The only remedy for deficient

pay is that which Canon Girdlestone has done
his best to work in Devonshire, amidst angry
protest from ahnost all the neighbouring masters.

Better far that every district had its Canon
Girdlestone than that labourers, led stray

by men as ignorant as themselves, should risk

their fortune on a general strike. The help

which is possible for labourers here, coines in

a way which is helpful to masters elsewhere.

Let those who want 16^. instead of 12^. be
told where such wages are at present given

—

where they ha\-e already grown, in the natural

way, up to that great height. In conversation

lately with a Craven farmer (Yorkshire) we were
informed that at recent hiring fairs young men
—lads of 19 and 20—to be employed on farms,

secured ^26 to ^28 a year, with their food and
lodging, and washing and mending ! Let the

necessary labour of a district be in risk of

remaining undone for lack of hands, and wages
are bound to rise. But so long as that risk arises

from siinply the resolute idleness of men who
refuse to work, and masters will pass resolutions

like the third upon the list above, and threaten

to discharge all who have combined to back the

idlers.

" A Farmer of Many Years " writes a capital

letter on tlie subject in the Stamford Mercury,
in which he says :

—

" No doubt it would be a great help or boon if

labourers' wages could be advanced some 20 or 25 per
cent.

; but how is it to be done ? They, like reasonable
men, must discuss the question fairly, and show in what
way it can be achieved. It is not for them to say we
won't woik under any given sum per day unless they
have capital to fall back upon, unless tliey can show that

their labour, which is their capital, and whicli they have
every right to make the best of, is worth more in the

labour market. Every farmer must take market price for
his product, be it what it may. It is not for him to say
he cannot afford to take market price, because of the
cost of labour or anything else in its production, the
labour at all times being a serious item, often depriving
him of any profit. He is of all men the best judge of tlie

value of labour to himself in the conduct of his business.
If it is too expensive, he curtails and economises it at
every point. Much work which might pay at a certain
cost, can and will be omitted if too costly. Thus the
demand for labour is abridged, which is a loss to labour

;

and further, he will relinquish crops requiring a large
expenditure for others less costly, which again is a loss to
the community. The fundamental law of supply and
demand must, after all, rule this labour market as well as
all others."

In Northumberland, where the sum given is

15^. a-week, and the sum demanded is iSj-., the
Hcxliam Coiirant points out that the demand is

unreasonable, even neglecting the fact that the

present agricultural wages there are the highest

in all England :

—

" If we compare the wages of the mason with the wages
of the hind," it says, "there is really a difference on the

right side for the hind. A mason with a wage of 27.5. per

week has lost time, in a general way, to the extent of

nearly two months in the year— nay, more at times

—

which brings his total annual earnings to something like

;f59 Zs., and this in towns where everything is to pay for

at the highest rate, while his calling is admittedly delete-

rious to health. The hind has 15J. per week, small

enough at first glance, but then he has no lost time, and
he has free house and garden, items which will bring his

income to about ^^54 per annum, and in addition to this

he has his coals led, and the privilege of keeping a pig.

His occupation cannot be said to be an unhealthy one.

Are we, then, far wrong in asserting that the dispro-

portion between these two branches is only a slight

one, if any? The most objectionable features in the

case of the farm labourer are his long hours and the

bondage system. We think him justifiable in seeking to

obtain some concession as regards the former of those

two grievances, and many of the farmers have already seen

that shorter hours may be -consistently granted, both with

regard to their own and the hinds' interests, and we have

no doubt that a modification of the hours of labour will

become general. If there has to be a readjustment of the

labour question in rural affairs, let it be conducted with that

love of fair dealing inherent in Englishmen. Do not indulge

too frequently in talk of strikes and other extreme mea-
sures, for as much can be got, and more satisfactorily, by
arbitration temperately conducted as ever was obtained

by the most stubborn strike. Scout all pernicious and
hasty counsellors, more ready to give than to take advice,

and whose chief concern is popularity ; meet and discuss

matters with the masters, and where there is divergence of

opinion, let the result depend on impartial and disinte-

rested judgment."

Lastly, we may notice the proceedings before

the Shropshire Chamber of Agriculture, at

Shrewsbury, on Saturday last. Mr. Davies, of

Sugden, who introduced the subject, wisely said

that, though they would not interfere between

master and servant, who must make what
bargains they thought right between them-

selves, they could so far interfere as to recom-

mend a payment wholly in money, and refuse all

payment in kind. This view was also taken by
Mr. Brewster, the tenant of one of the Wolver-
hampton prize farms, and by Mr. Shuker,
farming near Shrewsbury. On the question of

time. Colonel Corbett, M.P., pointed out that

if the labourer sought to shorten his day by two

hours in summer he ought to be willing to

shorten his wages by two hours in winter ! Sir

Baldwvn Leighton pointed out that labourers

were being led into this agitation in ignorance

of their actual position, owing to the existence

of their perquisites. He advocated the payment
of wages in money and by the piece, giving them,

if possible, some sort of co-operative interest in

the success of their work, as in the case of

shepherds and herdsmen, who are paid so much
extra for every sheep or calf they rear. He also

recommended that on every farm there should

be attached to a few of the cottages some acres

of cow land, let to the best labourers, and held

out as an inducement to the well-conditioned

and industrious to remain. — Mr. STANLEY
Leighton argued against the adoption of a

uniform day's wage, recommending to employers

greater discrimination, and a payment of wage
in proportion to the existence of those qualities

in the labourer—industry, care, and conscientious-

ness—which made his work valuable.—The Rev.

S. J. Hawkes pointed out the great margin of

possible advance for labourers in the power of

saving which exists even with the present wage,

with which they are dissatisfied.

An excellent speech from Mr. J. BOWEN JONES,
the chairman, to which we^hall refer again, con-

cluded the discussion. It is by the publication

of the facts of the case in every district of the

kingdom brought out in discussion such as this

—and in the individual bargaining between the

master seeking help and each of his labourers

wanting wage for work, that the only remedy for

anything like hardship in the lot of labourers

exists. Agricultural labourers are a diminishing

body of men, and agricultural wages are certain

to rise. We fear more hardship than good
fortune will be the lot of .those who take the

lead in the violent method of dealing with the

question which some seem disposed to adopt.

In Mark Lane on Monday last trade was dull,

though the supply of Wheat was short, and a reduc-

tion of \s. per quarter upon the jirices of the previous

week took place. The grain trade was again dull on
Wednesday. There was a good supply of both

cattle and sheep in the Metropolitan Market on Mon-
day, but prices were maintained. On Thursday, again,

though the supply was shorter than usual, trade was
exceedingly dull, and it was difficult to maintain Mon-
day's prices. In the seed market prices are main-

tained, notwithstanding unfavourable circumstances.
The sudden access of winter, by which all southern
England was whitened in a few hours on Thursday,
will delay seed operations, and by telling upon the
immediate retail work of the seedsmen, may affect

prices for a time.

The prizes offered through the Highland and
Agricultural Society by Lady Burdett Coutts, for

the best essay on the most efficient method of incul-

eating in primary schools the duty of HuiiANITY to

the Lower Ani.mals, have produced 44 essays, and
the prizes have been awarded as follows :— I. William
S.Gail, 135, Moore Street, Glasgow, ;^2o; 2. William
Neilson Macdonald, i, Munro Place, Canonmills,
Edinburgh, ;^io

; 3. Andrew Borland Dickie, Mur-
doch's School, Springburn, Glasgow, £^ ; 4. Miss
Isabella Copland, 17, South Mount Street, Aberdeen,

£^; 5. Miss Elizabeth Harrower, 12, Picardy Place,

Edinburgh, £^ ; 6. Miss Lizzie Daws, 14, Essex
Street, Norwich, £^.

In the programme of the Lvo.s's Universal
Exhibition, which will open on May i and continue
open for six months, a special department is set aside
for ''agriculture and horticulture," and here special

provision is made for the display of specimens of agri-

cultural and rural establishments ; modes of culture
and distribution of crops ; drainage, irrigation, &c.
Plans and models of rural buildings ; machines and
implements for ploughing, sowing, mowing, and reap-
ing ; and also for preparing and preserving agricultural

produce
;

portable engines ; horse-gear, and agricul-

tural implements generally ; organic and mineral
manures ; apparatus for chemical and physical analysis

of the soil ; systems for replanting and cultivating

forests, tools and instruments employed ; millstones,

rough and worked. Glasshouses, and utensils and
tools used in horticulture and in the decoration of
parks and gardens. Products : Vegetables, fruit trees,

seeds, saplings of forest trees, hothouse and other
ornamental plants and flowers. A committee, pre-

sided over by the Lord Mayor, has been formed in

London, the Honorary Secretary of which, Mr.
Edmund JOHt^soN, 3, Castle Street, Holborn, will,

on application, give every information to inquirers.

During the past week the Agricultural
Labourers in South Warwickshire have been
holding open-air meetings with the view of extending the

Union and collecting funds for the relief ofjthose out on
strike. The attendance is invariablygood, and enthusiastic

demonstrations frequently occur in favour of the move-
ment. Sometimes as many as 70 members are enrolled

in the Union at the close of the meetings. One of these

gatherings was held at Radford, Sevvell, on Monday
evening ; and on Tuesday there was a second at Tysoe,
near Edge Hills. The numbers present vary from 200
to 300 up to Soo and 900. With a few exceptions, the

farmers are bent upon resisting the demands of the men,
and seriously talk of a general lock out. Many
labourers have already received notices to quit their

cottages in consequence of their connection with the

Union, or sympathy with those out on strike. It is

calculated that next week there will be upwards of 400
men out of work, the bulk of whom are fathers of large

families. To provide for the coming emergency, the

leaders are organising working men's committees in

Leamington and other towns, and appealing to trade

societies in various parts of the country for grants of
money. Tjiey are also on the look-out for work on
the railways for the strongest labourers. A meeting of

farmers at Warwick is, we understand, being held this

day to discuss the question of turning the whole of the

men out.

At a recent meeting of the so-called Game
Conference at Aberdeen, Mr. IIutcheon, farmer,

Upperton of Gask, made the following very significant

and fair statement of the case from the tenants' point

of view. He called attention to the fact that of

upwards of 6000 farmers to whom the schedules of

inquiry had been sent, fully three-fourths made returns.

This was a larger number of farmers than was ever

known to vote at any contested Parliamentary election

in the county, when all manner of agencies were at

work to secure votes. Was it not, then, very significant

of the feeling among the Aberdeenshire farmers on this

matter, that they should have spontaneously made
these returns so universally? Some time ago an hon.

gentleman connected with Aberdeenshire stated in the

House of Commons that the Game Law agitation was
got up in the county for factious and political pur-

poses—that, in point of fact, there was no general

game grievance—that no more suffered from game than
could be contained within the walls of tlie county '

prison. Now after these returns lie hoped no such

statement could be hazarded in the House of Commons.
He held that the farmer should have as much control

over all wild animals that injured his crops as he had
over the wild and obnoxious weeds, but he did not

think that the holding of these views precluded him
from accepting an instalment in the right direction. In
the meantime many of the farmers would be glad to

get the gi-ound game.

In a country like Por'I'UGAL, where the culti-

vation of the soil must always be the most prominent
if not the most important branch of industry, it is

satisfactory to find that modern means and appliances

are being introduced. We read that Absenteeism,
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tlie curse of Portugal no less than of Ireland, is

gradually becoming less universal ; machinery and
engineering processes are slowly but surely revo-

lutionising the system of culture hitherto pursued ;

agricultural schools and model farms are spread-

ing the knowledge of the scientific processes applic-

able to farming. An admirable treatise on rural

economy has been adopted as a text-book in the public

schools. Thf* primeval plough, which was of the

roughest description, and the most inefficient opera-

tion, is being supplanted by French and American
models. New vineyards and Olive yards are being
laid down ; improved metliods of wine-making are

adopted ; the culture of the l\Iulberry tree and the
breeding of silkworms are assuming an important
development in the North ; improved breeds of horses
and oxen are introduced ; and, more than all, an intelli-

gent interest in all matters connected with agriculture is

rapidly taking the place of the ignorance and apathy
which so long prevailed. This interest will increase

in strength and intelligence as the results of the
gradually extending system of public instmction come
into play.

The Veterinarian for March returns the
number of foreign animals found to be infected with
FooT-AND-MoUT}i DISEASE at the ports of embarka-
tion as 297 cattle and 44 sheep, which were slaughtered
at the place of landing, as were also six sheep on which
the scab was detected.—We take the following notes
from the same source :—From France the accounts of
cattle plague are still very unsatisfactory. It is preva-
lent in the departments of Aisne, Ardennes, Calvados,
Eure, Eure et Loire, Meuse, Nord, Oise, Pas-de-
Calais, Seine Inferieure, Seine et Marne, Somme, and
Vosges. It has also recently broken out in the town
of St. Pierre-les-Calais, where 17 animals have been
slaughtered. Round Amiens also the plague continues
its ravages. Belgium had just succeeded by prompt
measures in stamping out the disease when another
outbreak occurred in the beginning of February, at

Petthem, near Thielt, which was also quickly sup-
pressed by the adoption of the ordinary measures of
slaughter and isolation. No more complete contrast
in the methods of dealing with cattle plague can be
conceived than is presented by these two countries.
France during the early part of the outbreak, when
repressive measures would have been most effectual,

was engaged in trying very interesting but very unpro-
ductive experiments in therapeutics, while Belgium at
the outset adopted the so-called barbarous, but uni-
formly successful, eradicator, the poleaxe, not, however,
without many protests from scientific men, who did not
approve of "gaining a triumph at the expense of their
art."—Taking the whole kingdom, it may be safely
said that the foot-and-mouth disease is on the decline,
although several fresh outbreaks have occurred in
different parts of the counties of Cambridge, Norfolk,
and Cumberland. Meanwhile it is worthy of remark
that during the decline of the disease in this kingdom
it has been raging in and around Hamburg, and nearly
all the cargoes of animals wOiich have been landed in
this country from that port have been more or less

diseased, and in several instances the entire cargo has
been found to be affected.—Sheep scab is still

extremely prevalent in some districts, and altogether
returns have been received from 49 counties in England
and Scotland. We observe that in one infected county
the subject was dealt with in a very cavalier manner at
an agricultural meeting, and the members objected to
stringent measures to sheep which were merely
"touched with the scab." Owners of valuable flocks
which may also be touched with the disease, by
coming in contact, even indirectly, with the scabby
ones, do not generally think so lightly of the matter.

—

Recently we have met with cases of glanders among
the higher class of horses, which are generally held to
be exempt. Doubtless much mischief is done by the
movement of diseased animals by rail and road, when
the signs of the malady are not sufficiently defined to
enable an ordinary observer to form an opinion of its

true character. The provisions of the law, as it

stands, would prove sufficient to arrest the spread of
the disease if they were actively enforced, but unfor-
tunately there are many difficulties in the way of
carrying them into effect.

United Kingdom. This was the first public occasion

he had had tu make these remarks, and he did not

think he would have been doing his duty to the land-

lords and the tenants of East Lothian, and the tenants

of Scotland generally, if he had not taken notice of
what he called a downright libel and nothing else.

—

Mr. Glorge Hoi'E, Fentonbarns, said that tlie gentle-

man who wrote the paper referred to by Mr. Hamilton
was staying with him ; and what he had said arose

from a journey through the county which they had
taken together. They were discussing at the time the

propriety of leases, or of Lincolnshire tenant-right, as

it was called in England. On turning to one farm,

he (Mr Hope) observed that he had seen seven
tenants on that farm during the last 50 years. The
gentleman was much struck with that remark, and he
then told him that he had seen four, five, six, and that

on the average he had seen at least three tenants on
every farm in the county ; and that there were only
about 20 farms in the county in the hands of the same
families. The gentleman put it down that the people
were not able to sit out their leases, which was not the

case, as other causes were in operation ; and he
thought it a pity that the writer did not let him see a

proof of the article before it was published with his

name mentioned in it. But every word that he had
told the writer was quite true, and capable of being
proved. Seeing that his name had been used in con-
nection with the article, he repeated that, so far as he
gave the information to the gentleman, it was thoroughly
consistent with fact.

The first of Mr. Fonblanque's Tables on the

Agricultural Statistics of Great Britain is given in

another page. We shall give the whole series in suc-

cessive numbers. The continually diminishing stock
of sheep, which is one of the startling facts it reveals,

is the subject of two very important letters by Mr Dent
Dent, M.P., and Mr. Clare Read, M.P.

Under the designation *' Cattle, Sheet, and
Deer," a new work is in course of publication by Dr.
D. G. F. Macdonald. It is to be inscribed to the
Duke of Sutherland, who, in a note to the author,
says, "I accept the dedication of your new work on
cattle, sheep, and deer with much pleasure, and I wish
you every success with it."

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

The small herd gathered together by the late

Mr. John Clayden at Littlebury, Essex, was dispersed
on Tuesday last by Mr. Straffi^rd. Numbering but
20 females and 1 2 bulls, it was merely the germ of
what might have become, under the skilful manage-
ment of the late popular owner, a first-class herd of
Bates and Knightley blood, for it had been well begun
with Oid Coral of the " Charmer" sort, Ganza and
Archduchess of Cambridge of the Knightley
"Walnut and Rosy "tribe, and a few others. The
cattle were certainly brought out in excellent condi-
tion ; indeed, many of them were what the uninitiated
called "fat." The Corals were mostly in demand,
and tew lots, in the present state of the market, could
be called dear, whilst not a few were cheap, ostensibly
Erigone 2(/, a fine red cow, Archdnchess of Essex, and
BT-acelet iilh, thin from early calving. High as the
average of ^^90 reads for the 20 females, it was, in the
opinion of many, considered rather below than above
their value, and the 12 bulls met with a ready sale at

certainly fair prices. Subjoined are the sums paid by
the various buyers :

—

Name of Animal.

At a recent meeting of the East Lothian Agri-
cultural Society, Mr. Nisuet Hamilton, referring to
the landlords of the district, said he felt very much
surprised and astonished at seeing in the course of the
last year, in the Journal of the Royal Agricultural
Society of England^ very extraordinary allusions made,
not only to the tenants, but to the landlords of this
county in particular, and of Scotland in general. Now,
in reading that article, any person who was not
acquainted with the district would suppose, in the first

place, that the tenantry of East Lothian were the most
miserable, poverty-stricken individuals, and that the
landlords were the greatest possible skinflints, living
on the capital of the tenants, and exacting the highest
possible rents for the produce of the land. He \vished
that the compiler of the article had made a more accu-
rate inspection of the farms and the condition of the
tenants in this district. He would have been very
much astonished to find that the tenant-farmers of
East Lothian were, in proportion to the extent of
the district which they occupied, the most substantial
tenantry, not only in Scotland, but in any part of the

Cinus.

DticJiess of Cambridge:
Sunnisc id ..

Erigone 2d
Duenna
Grace Costa
Cordelia
Brigantiue ..

Cross ofEssex ,

.

Gertrude
Christjnas Carol .

.

Lucy Knightley
Grace Knightley .

.

Sileiit

Bracelet nth
Clara's Coral
Ganymede .

.

Carrie Knightley . .

Dtiet
Azalea
Cameo

Age.

Years.

13

6

5

4
Doubtful

Bulls.
Captain Knightley
Dl-ke of Florence
Archduke Knightley .

General Knightley
Archduke Thorndale .

Surmise Thorndale
Archduke Geneva
Kingcraft
Major Knightley
Dandy Surmise ..

Starlight
Claro's Carol's .

.

Purchaser.

Mr. H. Fawcett.
Mr. J. P. Foster.

50 Mr. G. M. Tracy,
05

1

Mr. H. Sharpley.
go. Sir G. R. Philips.

6olMr. H. Fawcett.
36;Mr. D. A. Green.
120 Sir G. R. Philips.

SsJMr. J. J. Stone.

t2o I^Ir, E^ Leney.
00 Mr. J. P. Foster.

51 Mr. D. M'Intosh.
oo'RIr. H. Sharpley.
94|Mr. W. H. Oakey

^i
A

h
calf

roan b. t

Mr. W. H. Oakey.
Mr. J. J. Stone.
Mr. A, A. Dangar.
Lord Penrhyn.
Mr. J. Christy.
Mr. J. P. Foster.

Mr. W. H. Oakey.
Mr. Collett.

Mr. H. Little.

48JMr. W. C. Smith.
4,0 Mr. Ridge.

47 Mr. T. Nichols.
S3|Mr. G. Savill.

31] Mr, J. Turpin.
31 Mr. £. Mertens.

37 Mr. Tebbutt.
18 Mr. H. Stone.

28 Mr. E. Clayden.

Summary

:

—
20 cows jCgo 13 4 = £i8ij
12 bulls 44 o 3 " 528

32 head averaged .. ;C;3 3 ^ - ;£234i lo

The draft sale at The Island, county Wexford,
Ireland, took place on the I2th inst., under the direc-
tion of Mr. Thornton. A competent eye-witness
describes the heifers offered as a very good lot of thick,
good cattle, of great substance, hair, and flesh ; and
the bulls as an extraordinary good lot of even, heavy-
fleshed bulls, of great size for their age, and well
haired. The competition for the heifers was dull,
while the bulls sold briskly. Among the 21 bulls cata-
logued there was not a single white one. The general
average over 34 animals sold was ;^34 Sj-. S(7. ; the
average over 15 cows and heifers was /"30 gj. ; over
19 bulls ^37 lis. yd. ; and the total realised was
^1170 15J. No very high prices were given, and
prices on the whole were uniform. The following
were among the principal sales effected :

—

//clf/i by Grey Gauntlet (19,908), a very good show
heifer

; 46 gs. , Mr. James Downes, Wexford.
King Robert by King Richard (26,523), a very

even, good bull, entered for the Dublin spring show
;

60 gs., Captain Westhorpe.
Roan Gauntlet by Grey Gauntlet (19,908), con-

sidered the best bull shown, very thick, short legged, with
splendid hair and of good quality

; 52 gs., }. C. Mappin.
Sussex:

—

Guinea Cock, by Game Cock (28.671), a
very good bull of fine red colour

; 52 gs., W. D. Dunlop,
Drogheda.
Kingfisher by King Richard (26,523), a very mas-

sive young bull
; 46 gs., Hon. Hugh Massey.

King George by King Richard (26,523), a well-
grown, deep and altogether beautiful bull ; 60 gs., Hon.
Hugh Massey, Limerick.
King William by King Richard (26,523), 48 gs.,

W. Johnston.
King George 2D by King Richard (26,523), 41 gs.,

Mr. Maloney.

Mr. T. H. Hutchinson, of the Manor House,
Catterick, has recently sold his promising young bull,

the Duke of Aosta (28,356), by K. C. B. (26,492),
dam Queen of Spain, by Valasco (15,443), to Mr. J.
Chrisp, Bank House, Acklington, Northumberland,
for A. E. Brown, Esq., for 200 gs. The DuKE OF
Aosta won last year as a calf, 1st prize at the Rich-
mond show held at Bedale, and signalised himself as a
prizetaker at other local shows. He was calved
November 4, 1870. Mr. Hutchinsim's calves this year
are by Mr. Booth's Merry Monarch (22,349), and
are most promising. His flock of Leicesters is looking
very healthy and well, considering the wet winter they
have gone through, and he hopes this year to *'puU
out" a strong and formidable show lot.

The following sales from the Carperby
herd have recently been eflected :

—

Colling Fitz
Windsor (28,218), Mozart {29,397), 1'he Red
Prince (30,151), to Messrs. Archer & Co., Grace-
mere, Rockhampton, Queensland ; The Mayor of
Windsor, to the Duke of Northumberland, Aln-
wick Castle ; Frederick Fitz Windsor, to

Mr, James Bruce, Burnside, Forres, N. B. The
same gentleman purchased Royal Windsor, own
brother to this bull, from Mr. Willis last year, after

gaining several prizes at the northern shows. He
has since sold him to go to New South Wales.
Confdeuce and IVindsor^s Confidence are both sold to

Mr. Robert Bruce, who buys for Australia; the
former sailed from London about three weeks ago,

consigned to Mr. Chauvet ; Regal Windsor sailed

along with her for the same gentleman. Windsor's
Confidence remains in Scotland till she proves in calf.

The following calves have lately been added to the

Carperby herd :

—

Britannia Windsor, a lovely rich

roan c. c, by Windsor's Prince; Balmy Gale,

twins, red c. c. and red and white b. c. by do. ; Bride

ofBranches, red and white b. c, by do.

Foremost among the herds of Shorthorns at

present advertised for sale stands that of the Messrs.
Atkinson, of Bywell Hall Farm, near Stocksfield-on-

Tyne. The Hall Farm is better known in the North
as " Peepy," and consists of about 700 acres. Adjoin-
ing, on the west, is Styford, where lived Jobling,
who hired bulls from the Ceilings, and two miles to

the north-west stands Halton Castle, where Bates
reared his favourite Duchess tribe before he went to

Kirklevington. The Peepy herd has been in existence

about 60 years, and many of its members have distin-

guished themselves in the showyards. Among these
may be noticed Recruit (4SS5), winner of the ist prize

at the Highland show at Dundee, 1S43, and the follow-

ing year the 1st prize and Challenge Cup at the Royal
Irish show at Belfast. Welcome by Gaineord (2044)
stood 2d to Mr. Booth's Bracelet at the Highland show
at Berwick-upon-Tweed in 1841 ; and Master Annan-
dale (14,916), the 1st prize aged bull at the Highland
show at Dumfries in 1S60. In 1S60, also, Dumfries
(17,760) was the best yearling at the Highland show.
.Several animals which have been exported have
risen to fame, including April Floiver, who at

Port Philip, Australia, in 1S60, won ist prize for

cows, and cup as the best animal in the yard.
In later years several of these cattle have stood fore-

most in the showyards of the Border Union, Tyneside,
East Cumberland, Durham County, Northumberland,
and other north country Societies. A leading point
with the brothers Atkinson has always been to use
first-class bulls. The latest in use have been Abraham
Parker (9S56), a winner of many prizes and the sire

of many prize animals, including Vellum, the Royal
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prize cow, at Gloucester, in 1853. Next came
Bumper {10,005), ^^^^d at Warlaby, and, after him,

in exchange for a 250 gs. cheque, came Richard
CcEUR DE Lion {13,590), from Towneley. While in

Colonel Towneley's hands he had won prizes at the

Royal North Lancashire, Dublin, Lancaster, and
Skipton shows ; his new owners, however, only
exhibited him twice, viz., at the Tyneside show, where
he obtained the 1st prize, and at the Durham County,
where he stood second to Mr. Ambler's Grand Turk
(12,969). Then followed pure Booth bulls in the fol-

lowing order: Prince Patrick (16,760), and Knight
OF THE Grand Cross (22,064), of the "Bliss" tribe

;

KiLLERBY Lad (20.052), of the "Bracelet" tribe;

Warlaby Knight(25,403), Roan Windsor(24,967),
Manfred (26,801), Major (26,790), and King
Charles {24,240) ; the three last being from War-
laby. King Charles has been in use two years, the

young stock are chiefly by him, and the cows and
heifers are served by him and White Duke, a noble
yearling of great size and grand flesh, bred by the

late Mr. Barnes in Ireland, from the Mantalini tribe,

which he originally obtained from the late Mr. John
Booth, of Killerby. The herd at present numbers
about 57 lemales and 18 males ; their leading qualities

are robustness, thick flesh, grand loins, and good
colours. They are in a healthy breeding state, and
not over-burdened with flesh. The matron of the

herd and the first cow in the catalogiie is Castajiei, of

the celebrated " Fame" tribe, with five descendants ;

she is now 15 years old, a cow of great substance and
character ; twice has she been sold under the hammer,
and each time for 155 gs. ; she is own sister to Ciboidette^

the 1st prize cow at the Royal Irish show in 186S. At
Mr. Grove's (Wood's) sale at Castle Grove, Ireland,

in August last, 14 animals descended from Fame sold

at an average of ;^I39 each. The next family,

descended from Mistress Mary^ bred at Killerby, com-
prises six females and one bull calf, all young and very
promising. At Mr. Peel's sale last spring a heifer

from this strain was sold for 400 gs. Another tribe,

and the largest in number in the herd, is the

Leopoldines, containing eight females and two males ;

they trace back through a succession of good blood to

Bollingbroke (86), the sire of Favourite {252).

The Ringlets and Familiars we will treat as one tribe,

since they are all the offspring of the celebrated cow
Kosamond by JACK Tar (1133). From this

well-known and noted family have sprung many
prize animals, chief among which are Roscdale,

bred by Lady Pigot, one of the most beautiful

Shorthorns England or America ever saw in their

showyards ; and Queen of Roselea^ also bi"ed by Lady
Pigot, and the winner of numerous fir>t-class prizes.

This family contains five females and four males.

From Colonel Towneley's Beauty, the winner of

13 prizes, there are two descendants, viz., Beauty StA,

due to calve about the time of the sale to King
Charles, and her yearling son. King Patrick, by
the same sire ; Beauty^s Butterflv, so well known in

the showyard a few years ago by carrying off 14 prizes,

was also from Beauty. Another tribe remarkable for

their great size and robustness is the Tulips and Julias

(two of each), running back through Booth and Lax
blood to J. Brown's Red Bull (97). The Rubies
number four, and are noted for their level flesh and
even forms, and the Bates blood is represented by
Oxford Cherry by 2D Earl of Oxford (23,843),
her cow-calf by 13TH Grand Duke (21,850), and
Oxford Lass by I2TH Duke of Oxford {19,633),
and in calf to Duke of Fussbox {28,389). The sale

of the Bywell Hall herd will take place under the

hammer of Mr. Thornton on the i6lh of next month.

We have to thank Mr. W. Taylor, of Glynley,
Eastbourne, for an interesting communication regarding
Devon cattle, from which we make the following
extracts. Mr. Taylor's herd numbers 100, and is the
only Devon herd in Sussex. Mr. Taylor intends to

increase its numbers within the next two years, so that

it will be by far the largest herd of the breed in the
kingdom. The Devons do remarkably well in this

locality, and quite as well as in their native country.
Quoting from Mr. Taylor's letter we find the follow-
ing :—

" It has been said the Devon loses his curly coat as
soon as he is removed from Devonshire. This certainly is

not the case with mine, their coats all the year round
being all that could be desired in that and other respects.

I have already a dozen good calves, varying from six to
one week old, and by the first week in May I expect to
have 20. Bemga believer in the spring as being the most
natural and best time for the cows to calve, I prefer to
have as many as possible born just prior to turning the
cows out to grass. I have found that a calf nine
months old is less punished by the winters cold than one
nine week's old; also that a yearling left to its own
resources m a grass field thrives more in every way than
a calf at six or nine months old. My calves have the
whole summer and grass season before them almost as
soon as they are dropped, instead of the cold winter which
autumn calves must face. My calves are weaned in the
middle of summer, and gradually taught to take meal,
cake, and hay, to prepare them for the winters change of
food. Where it is the practice to calve the cows down in
the autumn, the calves are weaned on artificial food, and
then, in the following spring, suddenly turned to what they
never tasted before -grass. My calves this year are mostly
by the bull I am continuing to use, out of old Lovely
{1461), that won the following prizes;— ist. at Dunster,

1857; ist at Dunster, 1858; ist at Royal Agricultural

Show, Warwick, 1859 ; and ist, local prize as one of a
pair of cows at the Royal Agricultural Show at Plymouth,

1865. Lovely was the largest Devon cow I ever saw ; two
of her daughters In my possession have been repeatedly

prizetakers at the Royal, and Bath and West of England
shows. I selected her son for a bull, principally for two
leasons— ist, because she was my largest cow, and 2d,

because she was the only animal of note not descended
from Forester. Through her I obtain therefore en-
tirely fresh blood to cross with those descended from the
last' named bull. Contrary to the usual practice, it is my
custom to rear bulls from my largest cows, and from my
short experience I feel convinced I am right."

In answer to the question whether Devon cattle are

always uniform in colour, Mr. Taylor says :

—

"I can assure you that with but one exception the
whole of my Devon cattle have been and are as uniform
in colour as those you see at the shows. The one ex-

ception was a calf out of a purchased cow, not got by a
bull of mine, that brought a calf with a partly white tail

and a white foot. I slaughtered both the cow and pro-
duce, believing I had been deceived as to the purity of

blood. Besides this I have never seen such a thing

as a white, mixed coloured, or black calf. I have
invariably found the bull has little or no influence

on the shade of the calf's coat, as in that respect

the produce generally follow the dam. The same
remark applies to the head and horns ; for when the

bull has descended from a family with rather droop-
mg horns, he has had no effect on the horns of

calves out of cows with more elevated horns. I have
never crossed a Devon and Shorthorn, but 1 have crossed
Devon bulls and Kyloe cows, and in every instance the

produce has partaken apparently of the character in every

way of both dam and sire equally. These cross-bred
animals do not mature so quickly as the pure-bred
Devon. The same remarks apply to the produce of a

Devon bull and Sussex cow. I have now in my posses-

sion a remarkably good steer by a Devon bull out of a
nearly white mongrel-bred dairy cow, and it is a curious
fact this animal is more like the old-fashioned, mixed-
coloured Hereford than anything else. In every other
instance where I have put a Devon bull to a
cross-bred or Jersey cow, the result has been in

colour a Devon calf. As a rule, whenever I have found in

my herd animals having a want of constitution and size

(for a Devon), and of milk-producing power, I have been
able to trace it to ' in-an-in ' breeding. Active animals

so bred, I am satisfied, are also uncertain and unsatisfac-

tory breeders. To the same cause may be traced bad
udders, the loss of a quarter, half, and three-quarters of

the udder, and tumours in the throat. The progeny of

such animals so bred always evince permanent delicacy,

no matter what the cross is."

HORSES.
We extract the following from a paper contri-

buted by Prof. Wrightson to the Technical Educator
(Cassell) :

—
"The cost of maintaining a farm-horse has been fre-

quently estimated as about £y^ per annum. Taking the
average of 13 cases recorded by Mr. Morton, the cost for

food alone per week appears to be 9J. in spring and
gs. 6d. in the winter, or £24^ is. per annum. Assuming
iliese figures as fairly representing this important item, we
must add the following as entailed in the maintenance of

farm-horses :

—

£ s. H.

Cost of food .

.

. . . . .

.

.

.

. . 34 I o
Shoeing .. . . o 13 o
Repairing and furnishing gears .

.

. . ..150
Interest on a capital of 230 at 5 per cent .. i to o
Deterioration and risk at ID per cent 300

" Some writers in estimating the cost of maintaining a
farm-horse include the cost of keeping up the necessary

implements, and the wages of the teamsmen. We. how-
ever, prefer to debit the horse with what immediately con-

cerns him, and to open separate accounts for manual
labour and implements.
"Having ascertained the cost per annum, the next

point of interest is the cost per acre, from which we may
deduce the proportion of the farmer's capital invested in

work-horses.
" The number of horses required to work a given area

of land will vary according to the proportion of arable to

pasture land, the rotation of crops followed, the tenacity

of the soil, the extra assistance derived from steam, the
distance from markets and railways. Horse-labour on
pasture land is so small that we may leave it out of our
calculation. The rotation lollowed is at once seen to be
important, especially if it involves land remaining two or
three years under grass. It is, therefore, usual to speak
only of the number of acres of fallow land a team is

capable of working, and not of the entire number ol acres
of arable land it can cultivate. Thus, it would be more
correct to speak of a pair of horses being able to work
fifteen acres of fallow than sixty acres of arable land.

They will work the fitteen acres of fallow and carry on the
work upon the other sections of the farm without diffi-

culty. In other words, if the farmer has a sufficient force

of horses to work his fallow and root land, he will find no
difficulty in dealing with his corn and other crops. The
Table at foot will best illustrate the application of this

principle, and at the same time show the number of horses
found necessary upon some well-known farms of very
different character.

" The average number of acres of fallow worked by a
pair of horses in the Table is 14.24, and the amount
of arable land 60.30. In order, then, to come to a con-
clusion as to the cost of horse-labour per acre, we have
merely to divide the cost of maintaining a team, by the
number of acres it is able to work. Thus, in the average
of the above cases—

£^̂̂
— jCi per acre.

60. 3 acres

" There are extremes as well as a mean. Accordingly,
we find in the case of Mr. Parkinson's farm at Leyfields
one pair of horses only able to prepare 9I acres of fallow
and 51 acres of arable land, while Mr. Sharpley, of Wit-
tering, was able to work 20 acres of fallow and 80 acres
of arable land with, the same power. In the first case we
have the cost of horse labour thus represented :^

/60— — £1 3J. jd. per acre.

51 acres

And in the second case—

;C6o— = 15^. per acre,

80 acres

POULTRY.
Eggs intended for hatching should be kept in a

situation where the evaporation of moisture through
the pores of the shell is prevented as much as possible.

Placing them with the larger end upwards in a box
with bran is a very common mode of keeping choice

eggs intended for hatching. If the eggs are to be kept
any length of time the position is a good one, as the
presence of the air vesicle and chalazse prevents the

germ rising to the top and adhering to the membrane
of the shell. The extreme care sometimes bestowed
on eggs intended for incubation, however, is quite un-
necessary. The yoke is so perfectly suspended that no
injury can occur to it by any violence likely to be
suffered by the egg, short of actual breakage. Eggs
have been hatched in England that were laid in

America, the vibration and shaking to which they
have been submitted on the voyage not having injured

the vitality of the delicate germ. Nor can a uniformity

of temperature be considered requisite. No other eggs
hatch so well as those laid by the hen in a nest hidden
in some hedge or coppice. These are necessarily

exposed to great alternations of temperature prior to

the hen's becoming broody—alternations arising from
the differences of the heat of day and night, and from
the hen warming up the whole batch on laying every

additional egg. TAe Poultry Book, Tegetmeier.

THE LESSENING STOCK OF SHEEP.
[The following letters on this important subject have appeared

in the Times newspaper.]

I. From Mr, John Dent Dent, M.P. — The
annual Agricultural Returns for Great Britain present

some matters worthy of the serious consideration of
English farmers, and I should be glad to call attention

to one subject which at the present time, I think,

assumes a very grave aspect. I allude to the con-

tinued diminution of the stock of sheep kept in Great
Britain and Ireland. The years 1S6S and 1S70 will

long be remembered on account of the drought and

Tahle showing the Number of Horses Employed to Work- Farms of Various Character in Different Countips
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consequent scarcity of pasture, wliich, combined with

the almost entire failure of the root and Clover crops,

had a most prejudicial effect upon the interests of the

sheep farmer. This alone is not, however, sufficient,

as it seems to me, to account for the diminution in our

flocks of sheep, in the face of the highly remunerative

prices of mutton and wool which have for some
time prevailed, and the fact that a period of 12 months
only is sufficient to bring to maturity the wool and
mutton of a sheep ; and that, therefore, the scarcity of

sheep stock may be made up in a much shorter time

than is the case with cattle. For my own part, I fear

that the breeding of cattle and sheep in many districts

is going out of fashion, and that the tendency is to buy
lean stock of all kinds for grazing, in order to avoid

the constant personal care which is requisite for success

in breeding. Many farmers of the present day buy all

their lean and sell all their fat stock by commission, so

as to get rid of the trouble of the market, and, still

more, of the anxiety and necessity for good judgment
and personal attention which the keeping up of a
breeding flock or herd demand.
The returns of live stock from 1S6S to 1871, just

published, give us the following figures with respect to

sheep :

—

iS63. i86g. 1870. 1871.
Great Entatii 30,711, ;^96 .. 29,538,141 .. 28,394,589 .. 27,119,569
Ireland .. 4,901,496., 4.651,195.. 4,337,884.. 4,228,721

35,612,892 34,189,336 3^.734,473 31.348,290

In these Tables we find a continuous decrease in the

number of sheep, which in the four years amounts to

4,264,602. As this census of stock is taken in June, I

think that £,1 per head is not an unfair value for the

sheep, because, although the lambs at that period

cannot be valued at more than £^\ per head, the ewes
and other sheep are worth considerably more, and I

am not taking into account what ought to have been
the value of the previous clip of wool. If these figures

be correct, the fanners of the United Kingdom in

iS/i as compared to 1S6S had suffered a diminution of

not less than ;i^S, 529,204 in the value of their flocks.

Unfortunately this is not compensated by the

increase in the number of cattle, an increase which
has accrued altogether in Ireland, on which country

we are every year more dependent for the supply of

grazing stock. I find the number of cattle

—

1S6S. 1869. 1870. 1871.
Great Britain 5.433,931 .. 5.313.473 5. 403.317 .. 5,337.759
Ireland .. 3,646,796 .. 3,733,675 .. 3,799.912 .. 3,973,102

9,070,777 .. 9,047,148 .. 9,203,229 .. 9,310,861

So that in Ireland there is an increase during the

four years of 326,306 head ; but against this we must
put a decrease of 86,212 in Great Britain, leaving a

total increase of 240,084 for the United Kingdom. I

believe that putting the value of sheep at £2 per head,
we may place a fair comparative value for cattle at

£,\z per head, which will give ;!^2, 880,008 for the

increase in this department, leaving a total diminution
of ^5>649, 196 in the value of the farmers' live stock,

comparing 1S71 with 1S6S. By far the largest pro-

portion of this falls upon the farmers of Great Britain.

Indeed in Ireland the diminution of 672,775 sheep,
entailing a loss of ;^i, 345,550, is more than counter-

balanced by the increase of 326,306 cattle ; and even
if we put the value of these only at an average of _;i^S

per head— because the Irish cattle are generally
younger than those in England—we shall find them
worth ^^2,610,44,8, leaving a balance of more than a
million and a quarter in favour of the Irish farmer.

We can, therefore, very well understand the increase

of material prosperity in Ireland, and must hope that

favourable seasons and wise legislation will soon banish
the spirit of discontent from that country.

The main object of my letter is to attempt to warn
our own farmers that, by neglecting the breeding of
stock they are causing a great national loss as well as

serious difficulty for themselves, and that a greater
earnestness in raising and feeding cattle and sheep,
combined with the improvement of their much-neglected
grass lands and more care in the use of straw in winter,

will enable them to keep on their farms an increasing

rather than a diminishing amount of stock, with profit

to themselves and advantage to this country. John
Dent Dent^ House 0/ Commons, Feb. 15.

2. From Mr. Clare Seiveil Read, M.P.—l have
been requested by several of my brother farmers to
reply to Mr. Dent's letter on *• Sheep," which appeared
in the Times of Monday last.

Mr. Dent very justly points oat the great loss the
agricultural interest and the nation have sustained by
the decreased supply of sheep, and when he assigns
the terrible droughts of 1S6S and 1870 as the chief
causes of that deficiency, I entirely endorse his opinion.
That fewer sheep were reared within the past three
years is also a fact beyond dispute. But I take
exception to the reason Mr. Dent assigns for farmers
not keeping more ewe flocks. I believe that the
farmer's "judgment" is as good, and his ** personal
attendance " as assiduous as ever. But the higher land
is farmed, whether in grass or arable, the greater diffi-

culty there is in rearing lambs. A good farmer
may greatly increase his number of grazing sheep,
but lambs require a constant change of succulent food,
and ewes never do so well as when they are kept in
what farmers term a natural state. But sheep may be
re-folded several times on the same land in the course

of the season, whereas the same treatment of lambs
would kill tliem by scores. And I have known some
of Mr. Dent's "much-neglected" grass land, which
was formerly well adapted for rearing lambs, as being
enriched by stock fed on oilcake, now produce such
strong grass as to be totally unsuited for that purpose.
Many farmers do not buy so much of their stock in

provincial markets as formerly, but prefer commission-
ing dealers to procure them direct from the breeder.

They thus hope to escape the diseases with which all

our fairs and markets are more or less infected. The
new practice of selling fat stock by auction is a novelty
which is by no means confined to the farming class.

In the autumn of 1865, in consequence of the cattle

plague, there was an unprecedented demand for sheep.

Many farmers who never bred lambs before, and whose
farms were not suited for ewes, commenced keeping
flocks. The fearful drought of 1S6S not only starved
half the sheep, but depreciated their value fuUv 30 per
per cent., and it was not until the spring of 1869 that
prices at all rallied. A repetition of a similarly dry
summer in 1S70, again accompanied with fearful losses
among young sheep, compelled many farmers to aban-
don their ewe flocks, and consequently a further
reduction of our sheep stock was experienced that year.
The fact that Ireland has not only greatly increased her
number of cattle, but also nearly sustained her quantity
of sheep, shows that the two great droughts which de-
vastated England did not, happily, extend to the
Emerald Isle. Clare Seivell Read, March 20.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS, 1870-71.

[The following is the first Table of M. Fonblanguc's rtcent Report of the Agricultural Statistics of the United Kingdom.']

No. I.—Population, Area, Abstract of Acreage under Crops. &.q , and Nu^fBER of Live Stock in each
Division ov the United Kingdom.
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is looked upon by the general public as an habitual

grumbler. Universal consent has long since given him
a prescriptive right to the title. Cut those compara-
tively acquainted with the gams homo must be well
aware that the appellation by which he delights to

make himself known—and, where he has a son being
brought up to his own pursuits, the future character

which he wishes him also to bear—is that of a
*' practical man." This plea has, I fear, occasionally

been allowed to act as a bar to any very extensive

proceedings towards having his mind inoculated with

a proper appreciation of art and science, owing to a
notion in some heads that such knowledge is entirely

unnecessary ; in others, to an apprehension that the

fancies imbibed from scientific learning will prove so

strong as to upset any plans requiring for their success-

ful accomplishment prudence and discretion.

We well know that these ** practical" difficulties in

the path of our educational progress are no " shadowy
creatures of the imagination." Some short time since

We stumbled on a writer in the columns of the Mark
Lane Express, hailing from the Fens of Lincolnshire.

This gentleman, writing ostensibly for the purpose of

justifying himself and brother farmers in following the

hounds in scarlet coats, so far loses the right scent as

to get on the track of their education, and very good
sport the subject affords him.- Speaking evidently on
the authority of the most convincing of all teachers,

experience, he tells us, with an air of well-founded
conviction that "farming requires less book-learning
than any other business ;

" that he is acquainted with
men who have risen from absolutely nothing to be
great guns in the agricultural world, and appears con-

scientiously to believe that education generally is a

thing productive of more harm than good ; that no
such luck would have attended his friends had they

been possessed of anything approaching to " book
learning," but their success was owing simply and
solely to the fact that tliey were " practical men."

For my part, I see no adequate reasons why
farmers should not possess the same intellectual attain-

ments as those who embark the same amount of

capital in any other profession, and I would refer my
practical friends to the words of Mr. Mechi as ex-

pressed in the preface to one of his numerous literary

publications. Few among us will say that "Farmer
Mechi" is not practical. I fancy that those opposed
to rural economy must think him disagreeably so, and
though we may occasionally differ from some of his

"sayings and doings " relating to agricultural progress,

we can offer but one opinion as to the statement that
*' art and science must be more generally agricultural

helpmates ;" we accept it as a fact without stopping to

inquire if Mr. Mechi speaks from " 25 years of practical

residential experience," for it is one of the least con-

testible of the many suggestions ever emitted by the

oracle of Tiptree Hall.

The importance of the sciences as an aid to the

farmer is very properly recognised by the Council of

the Royal Agricultural Society, as evidenced by the

list of subjects for merit in which they annually offer

prizes and certificates. In addition to practical agri-

culture the syllabus comprises book-keeping, chemistry,

physiology, botany, geology, mensuration, philosophy,

and mechanics. *

This forms a rather wide field on the young farmers'

studj'', but certainly does not comprehend any ground

with whicli he should not become acquainted. Not-

withstanding, I would here mildly suggest to my young

agricultural friends the advisability of endeavouring to

attain proficiency in the most essential of these subjects

rather than acquiring a mere superficial knowledge of

all. It is manifestly better to make sure of one good

crop than sow all sorts of seed and reap no great

harvest from any of them.

Book-keeping.—Book-keeping I venture to look upon

as a sine qiih non, well knowing its importance and

bearing in mind the able manner in which its advan-

tages were advocated in remarks which recently ap-

peared in these columns concerning the "commercial
principles involved in farming." Undoubtedly, as the

writer thereof hints, "systematic book-keeping" and
" a proper registry of results aremarked wants amongst
farmers generally," nevertheless I cannot exactly see

with him how "that tissue of loose talk and mere
guesswork by wliich many a farmer gropes his anxious

or whistles his easy way, would be resolved into hard

facts and measured by a standard unerring and precise,"

as something like bitter experience has already taught

me that the properly kept accounts of a large farm are

as difficult to manipulate as those of a railway, and I

could freelyforgive any book-keeper who in closing them
indulged in a little of the so-called "guesswork."

Those who wish to keep a proper debtor and creditor

account of the transactions of a farm may be con-

scientiously assured that a more than average amount of

book-keeping ability is needed.

Chemistry.—The study of chemistry is imperative,

for no science has thrown more light into the dark
places of agriculture. Of all the natural sciences it is

most intimately associated with farming operations,

and, in conjunction with animal physiology, it enters

into the economy connected with the rearing and feed-

* Candidates for honours from the Highland Society of Scot-

land have to pass an examination in veterinary science. Does
the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society consider a know-
ledge of this unnecessary?

ing of live stock. A proper acquaintance with

chemistry, therefore, is as requisite to the farmer as to

the physician ; incidentally it assists the one in feeding

mankind, whilst it prevents the other from poisoning

them.

Bola7ty, Geology, and Mensuration, are all equally

indispensable ; and, without a thorotigh knowledge of

these subjects, no young farmer's education is com-
plete.

Philosophy.—A proper appreciation of natural philo-

sophy is a part of the fundamental groundwork upon
which any scientific education should stand. A well-

known writer on agricultural afl^airs, in a clever expo-

sition of his early farming exploits, acknowledges his

obligations to " a little store laid by in a corner of the

capital I began with, and which I commend to all

beginners, namely, of philosophy,"—a little of his best

advice, for we know that in farming, more than any
other business of life, the " art of making a living"

depends upon influences unseen, and circumstances

entirely beyond our control ; and a great authority

tells us, that "the principal merit of philosophy when
we cannot command circumstances is to reconcile us to

them.

"

Mechanics.—The study of mechanics, if the subject

is mentioned last, is certainly one of the first in point

of importance as useful to the farmer. Our showyards

are constantly recurring witnesses to an unmistakeable

want in this direction. Periodically they afford a

display of implements—some of questionable agricul-

tural utility, others unquestionably useless : some fine

painted, high-priced machines, which certainly should

not be admitted unless labelled with an intimation to

"beware of the paint;" others little better than

mechanical monstrosities, utterly unsuited to the

primitive purpose for which they are designed, and
betraying a misapplication of colour and ingenuity

which amounts to a perfect caricature upon all that is

good in art and science.

Let it be understood that such remarks are not

intended for the exhibits of the majority of our agri-

cultural implement makers, some of which appear to

have arrived at that liappy consummation of strength

and simplicity combined with cheapness which we so

much desire. At present condemnation is deserved

only by a few.

To assist us in properly discriminating between these

is one of the first objects of mechanical science. In

fact, to teach young go-aheads in regard to agricul-

tural implements what experience teaches them soon

enough concerning certain other articles of husbandry,

that those decked out in the gaudiest colours are

seldom the best ; without any vast effort of the

imagination we may perhaps conceive the same words

of caution as to "the paint" slightly applicable to

both.

A notion that I am getting out of the path of plain

agricultural prose, reminds me that I have arrived at

the end of my tether. If these few notes on agricul-

tural education should attract the attention of others to

the subject, my object in penning them will be attained.

Now that such rapid progress is being made in every

direction, the importance of education to the young
farmer must be manifest, both in enabling him to keep

pace with the rest of his fellow-creatures, and also in

assisting him to provide the necessary sustenance for

their constantly dilating and numerically increasing

stomachs. In the present days of enlightenment and

rapid advancement he will be left hopelessly in the

rear, unless his ideas be liberalised by a comprehensive

and systematic education ; unless he be ready and

willing to adopt at once any improved practices in the

cultivation of his possession which modern skill has

devised, or modern change rendered necessary ; and

equally ready to discard any customs antiquated or

practically inconvenient, a taste for which may have

been, as it too frequently is, a part of his inheritance.

In the future "art and science" and Farmer Mechi

"must be more generally agricultural helpmates," and

then—well, then, we may wait patiently for an agri-

cultural millennium. T. C.

Jome Cffrresponbeirce.

Salt for Wirewrorm.—Ever since I saw Tiptree

Farm, which is something like 20 years ago, I have

been an admiring follower of Mr. Mechi's teaching.

Amongst many things I had suffered from the most

grievous was the unscrupulous attacks of the wirewoim,

so that I hailed with deHght Mr. Mechi's confident

assurance some time ago that from 3 to 5 cwt. of salt

per acre, supplemented with Crosskilling, would be as

fatal to these wiry tormentors as if you were to seize

each individually by the collar and put its head either

in the salt or under Crosskill. Thinking it very pos-

sible, I ordered salt, and to make the more sure of my
game commenced with 5 and left off with an applica-

tion of 10 cwt. an acre. I also gave an extra turn of

Crosskill, and finished in that happy state of mind

with which a successful operation is apt to inspire us.

The land thus operated upon was an old pasture, broken

up after Christmas the previous year. Two ploughs

were used, first a skim, and then one which lifts sutTi-

cient soil to cover every blade of grass, and prepared

as fine a sced-bed as could be desired. On April 7 I

sowed the field with Mangel (a portion of which I had

reserved unaltered) ; the whole vegetated in good time,

about June 14. I could see no difference between the

small and large dose and that without salt ; Mr. Wire-
worm had as usual made all but a clean sweep of my
Mangel plants. On the day named, therefore (June 14),

I commenced to transplant, the weather being favour-

able, and we had a fine crop of Mangel, some of the

roots of which were amongst those which took the

prize cup at Coggeshall, consequently I have become
faithless with regard to the efficacy of salt for destroy-

ing wireworm. There is another subject upon which
Mr. Mechi is strong, viz., the advantage of harvesting

Mangel in wet weather, so that soil may adhere, to

ensure the keeping. However successful this may be
on a small scale, it is unpractical on a large one, and I

venture to predict if Mr. Mechi had 3000 tons

to get off the land in a limited time, and
with a soil as adhesive as he has at Tiptree,

that he would be as frequent and as fervent in his

devotions for fine weather, as I am here during our
Mangel harvest. When we have dry weather for

storing our Mangel, they turn up almost as clean as

Oranges, and out of 62 tons which we put on board a

barge to-day there were not more than i ton of bad
roots. We keep nearly all our Mangel in square heaps,

varying in quantity from 500 to 1500 tons, and in depth
from S to 10 feet, and perfectly level on the top. The
perpendicular sides well earthed up, 2 or 3 inches of

straw put on the top will be sufficient, unless in the

time of a severe frost, when more may be required,

but should be removed immediately a thaw takes place,

as it would heat and be sure to rot. There is, how-
ever, another side to the picture, to which, to my mind,
Mr. Mechi's observation would apply. We have a

cattle shed about 100 feet long, the roof of which is

slated, and rests on a brick wall S feet high. Here I

have for years been in the habit of storing sufficient

Mangel for home consumption, and have always found
the best and soundest roots where they had been
exposed to the drip from the roof of the shed ; the

outer side of the clump being thatched was compara-
tively dry, with a large percentage of decayed roots.

Much, however, also depends upon the variety as to

keeping qualities. None of the fast growing kinds

preserve well. The Yellow and Orange Globes, if well

managed, will keep good for 12 months. R. Mitchell,

East Nail, Rainham, March 15.

Potatos.—Paterson's Victoria seems to me to be

the most robust Potato in cultivation, as it is the only

variety of many kinds which here, in Cheshire, pro-

duces and ripens a large quantity of seed. In 1S70 the

Potato " apples " strewed the ground. In forking up
the crop, the greater part of these were, naturally,

buried ; and last summer the field was green with

seedhng Potatos where the Victorias had stood, but no-

where else. I had the field again planted with Potatos,

but we left the seedlings to grow upon two of the drills

and thinned them out, instead of planting with sets.

From these seedlings I have saved a number of

tubers for planting this year, and I hope to find some
good new varieties amongst them. Others who have

planted Victorias in this neighbourhood have also

found their land filled with seedling Potatos. The
Skerry Blue, a rough but excellent Potato, and one

that is much grown here, is also a hardy kind, for it

also produces plenty of "apples," like Potatos used to

produce when I was a boy ; but, unlike the Victorias,

the seeds do not seem to germinate. Robert Hollands

Land Transfer,— The Solicitor-General lately

stated in the House of Commons that the Government
is desirous of introducing a measure which shall cheapen

and facilitate the transfer of land in this country. He
said that ours is "one of the most complicated and
expensive systems ever adopted or allowed to continue

in a civilised country." Mr. Wren Hoskyns in like

manner denounces our absurd plan. A neighbour of

mine, some 20 or more years ago, bought an estate, and

out of it gave a site, and conveyed it to trustees, I

believe, for building a school and chapel of ease. The
land given might be worth about £\^. He was charged

by a solicitor about £2^^ for the conveyance. If, IT. O.

Abuse of Landlords.—I have now been a reader

of your jiaper for some years, week by week, as I

receive it ; however, I cannot but notice the extremely

prejudiced and unfair tone of the articles upon

farming by your numerous correspondents. These

articles, though they differ often enough in a scientific

point of view, seem all to agree in one point, and lliat

point is, that the class called landlords in this country

are, as a class, a set of unmitigated thieves and

scoundrels, whose aiin and object in life seems to be to

take unfair advantage of their tenants in every way
they can ; the said tenants themselves being a set

of helpless innocents, very near akin, in fact, to the

Babes in the Wood ; and it seems to be on this premise

that they call loudly for the legislation of Parliament

on their behalf. A notable exception to this class of

your correspondents seems to be a contributor to your

columns of last week, signing himself " M. G." lie

indulges in none of these vituperations, nor does he

even relate some far-fetched instance of landlord

injustice, which he ascribes, "not to the individual

committing it," but to the class to which the individual

belongs! as is usually the fashion in these discussions.

This is truly very forbearing of him, but still his letter,

I think, shows too much of the old bias to be of any
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use, except to inflame the minds of ignorant persons,

which is a very common object in these days. I may
be sadly behind the times, but I cannot see what

right any class, or any members of a class, of persons

can have to abuse systematically any other class of Her
Majesty's subjects, especially while calling on tluat

class at the same time for great and unbounded con-

cessions on their part. Vour correspondent "M. G."

seems to me to state a most absurd case wlicn he gives

" as an instance of the want of legislatun on the sub-

ject,'* the case of a man takifig a farm in a most

dilapidated and foul state, at a rent of ^4 an acre, &c.

I beg most humbly to inform your correspondent

that there is already a law in force with regard to such

persons as the one he supposes, and that is the law

regarding lunatics being at large ; and I would cer-

tainly advise the relations of the supposed hardly-

used farmer to very t[uickly put him under some re-

straint ; as, whether he goes to take a farm

or to buy a penny bun, he is sure to make a mess of it.

Finally, let me beg of certain of your correspond-

ents in farming to write rather less in future in the

style of those estimable Irish papers the iVaiion and
i\iQ F!n^ pf IrciiUiti, linA \\\\\\q they profess to regard

the possession of land as in itself a heinous crime,

though they themselves evidently covet it, let them
remember that mere vague generalities and personalities

are not fair or manly in a discussion of this sort and
will not help forward their cause {if cause they have)

in the mind of any unbiassed and right-minded person.

Verily, judging by some of their letters, they must be

sadly in want of a grievance to write as they do.

G. F. M.

The Bean Crop.—The cultivation of the Bean in

•Scotland is different from the English system. In the

Carse of Stirling, one of the best districts for Beans in

the world, they are invariably sown in spring, gene-

rally after Wheat. The wheat-stubble being manured
in autumn, or early winter, receives one or two furs

according to circumstances, and the seed is committed
to the ground in February or March—a method which,

in a wet season like this, is attended with the worst

consequences. I should feel obliged by your commu-
nicating the English p-lan of winter sowing. I under-

stand there is a hardy variety of Bean that stands the

frosts of winter. P, R. L. [Winter Beans are usually

sown in October in a well-tilled and manured corn-

stubble, drilled in rows on the flat, about 2 bush, or 10

pecks per acre, in rows 15 to iS inches apart. Horse
and hand hoeing in Spring are all the subsequent cul-

tivation.]

Foreign Correspondence.
Cabana de los Alamos, Buenos Ayres : Derail-

her^ 1S71.

—

Sheds from a Shcfp Brccdo^s Note Book—
Conditions of Soils^ Essential Principles of Herbs,

Acids^ Products of Vegetable Decomposition, ^c,
affecting Health, &>€.—The influence of the inorganic

constituents of the food of sheep on their wool—also

their relations to the carcase products—has been treated

in other sheets of these "Notes." There are other

constituents, also certain conditions of food which have
marked influence. Some of these correspond to normal
conditions and healthy organisms, others to exceptional

circumstances and abnormal conditions. I propose to

glance at some of them : say those arising out of ex-

ceptional mechanical or other conditions of soil, by
which the assimilation of the several nutritive and
mineral constituents of plants is influenced to the pre-

iudice of one or other of such constituents—essential

extractive principles present in various herbs and
plants, vegetcble acids, and products of vegetable

decomposition, &c. Chimico-physiological science is

by no means explicit touching the organic functions of

vegetable acids, and the mode of action of essential

extractive principles of vegetable acids, in animal orga-

nism ; and this necessarily so from the fact that they

are organic vegetable products and non-stable, and
do not appear in, or form part of, animal organisms,

or at least not in their orginal form—the form in which
they were present in the vegetable substances. Where
the vegetable or alkaloid principle does not change in

the animal system it constitues a poison—instance

strychnine, &c., thence the facility of detection of the

poison. Vegetable acids of wholesome organisms are

known to be essential to the process of assimilation

and organisation of nitrogenous and certain inorganic

substances. In the process of absorption and combus-
tion the acids of food are neutralised, and as it were,

lost, in the higher organism, re-appearing in part, pro-

bably, in the course of decomposition or natural waste

of animal tissues, under altered forms in the excreta of

the several organs or tissues of the body. The first

essential for the combustion of acids, and of the sub-

stances that are acted on by acids, is that the blood
shall be alkaline. When acids are in excess

there is restricted absorption and imperfect com-
bustion, and the waste of the substance of

the carcase is imperfectly replaced ; resulting, too,

in various ailments. The various essential extractive

principles, alkaloids, or organic nitrogenous bases,

present in many plants and seeds of plants, roots, &c.,

are specific in their action on the nervous system.

These are various—poisonous, others stimulating, nar-

cotic, and astringent, aromatic, bitter, tonic, and other

principles increasing flesh or fat production through

exciting nervous energy, or checking or restraining

waste of the tissues. There are, for example, strych

nine, the extractive of Nux vomica, the extractives of

the Tu-tu (of Australia), of the Meo-meo, and other

plants which are poisonous ; the extractives mor-
phine, nicotine, quinine, theine (Tea), cafteine, and the

essentials of Chamomile, Wormwood, Yarrow, and
Carrot, the Leguminosa, &c, and are all products of

the "vital action" beyond the range of demonstration.

Their effects are, liowever, known, well defined, and
calculable. It is beyond doubt tliat some of these are

essential, or conducive to healthy developments, or

otherwise medicinal, and the fact must not be over-

looked that there are alkaloid principles in flesh

—

instance, kreatine, kreatinine, &c. A close connection

is surely indicated here ; but whether or where tlie

relation depends on, or is founded in, convertibility or

mere simulation, it is not proposed here to analyze.

Clay soils (untilled) from their compactness oppose
an almost insuperable resistance to the penetration of

the tender rootlets of those plants which find their most
congenial conditions in a deep rich friable layer of

loam. But the mechanical is not the only influence ;

clay is retentive of moisture, the compact arrangement
of its particles impedes percolation, and low clay flats,

with only a thin layer of loam, are almost continually

(except only during a period of long continued dry

weather) in a condition of saturation. Saturation

implies the exclusion of atmospheric air. The
circulation of the air through the soil is necessary

to the feeding action of the roots of land plants,

While the substance of the soil, obedient to the law
which endows it with the special faculty of attracting

to it and retaining in it the most essential mineral food

of plants, holds in its grasp the alkalis, phosphates,

&c., resisting their passing into solution and yielding

them only to the roots of plants in contact with it,

plants which constitute good wholesome food for

animals cannot and do not extend their roots into a

stiff saturated soil in which they cannot find or derive

their nourishment ; such plants, therefore, if they exist

at all, are confined in tlieir root extension to the sur-

face, and are of sickly habit, and, absorbing the acidu-

lated water, are unpalatable and innutrilious. In this

case this is both a chemical and mechanical influence.

The class of herbage which constitutes the, in many
cases, greater part of that on this description of soils,

partakes of the character of the Rush and Sedge

—

Pajas, Pasto-Puna, Iron-grass, Horsetails, &c. Sheep
maintained on or run over land comprising a con-

siderable proportion of this description of herbage are

comparatively lean and sapless, "tucked up," owing
to the predominence of the acid and deficiency of

alkalis ; their wool is poor and thin, wanting in

texture, and in many cases harsh. Flocks on this

class of land are subject to heavy losses in continued

wet and cold weather, owing to the deficiency of fat

in the system, consequent on the acid character of the

herbage. To counteract in part these consequences

the sheep should be amply provided with salt

licks. The wet clay lands in England and else-

where have been converted into good pasture

lands by draining, which removes the surface water

and that which stagnates near to the surface.

The percolation of the water to the drains opens air

passages, which, in their turn, prepare the way for

the extension of the rootlets of pasture plants. The
low flats or Pasto-Puna lands of this country, com-
posed of an unctuous layer of bog earth on a saturated

clay, and in some cases "hard pan," can only be con-

verted into permanently serviceable sheep pastures by
intersecting them with open drains or narrow ditches, cut

in the direction of a "desague," which can be effected

at small cost by means of draining ploughs or

"diggers" worked by capstan or oxen; and as our
pastoral industry takes higher standing, this operation

will be profitably effected in many districts. This
description of land, pregnant as it is with vegetable

acid, improves considerably during a series of dry
seasons ; but one or two wet ones invariably cause it to

revert to inferior conditions, and promotes the reap-

pearance or increase of the Rush and Pasto-Puna
growth. Here and there potreros have been formed on
these low flats after a succession of dry seasons, close

feeding, and the droppings of stock had much
improved the herbage ; when in such cases the earth

out of the ditch cut has been thrown up to form a bank
round the potrero, thereby shutting in the water,

there has been a speedy return to inferior conditions.

Wherever /i;/r^;vj are formed on this description and
lay of land, an inside ditch with numerous outlets is

necessary ; also open drains (even if only iS inches

deep), cut through the lower portions of the potrero,

and opening into the ditches. Great disappointment

has resulted from enclosing this description of land

improperly, and without regard to the principles which
direct the amelioration of the mechanical conditions of

pasture lands. Where principles are not understood,

a mistake in the disposition of a ditch or the

throwing up of a bank is easily made, and causing

detriment, disheartens and misleads a whole neigh-

bourhood when the fact of the evil consequences

becomes known, but not the cause of the failure. I

could cite notable instances of this. The first thing an

estanciero requires in low camp is an ample and free

"desague," nothing being more detrimental to sheep

than waterlogged soil.

{To bt Cofttinuvd.) '

Farmers' Clubs.
A VRSHIRE.

The Feeding of Cattle and Sheep.—At the late quar-
terly meeting of this club, Mr. Thomas Bone, East
Sanquhar, St. Quivox, read a paper on this subject.
He said :

—

We will confine our remarks to the kinds of
cattle generally fed in Ayrshire. The Shorthorns, from
their quiet docile nature and flesh-producing qualities,

are perhaps most in favour, and justly so, as no kind of
cattle will give the same return for good keep if of fine

form and quality, whether fed in boxes or tied up, if

kept warm, dry, and comfortable. Tlie cross between
the Shorthorn bull and Ayrshire cow is a hardier,

though not quite such a heavy animal, and is most
deservedly a favourite with us for feeding purposes,

more suitable for our cold climate than pure Short-

horns, and found to be useful and capital feeders, often

paying better than larger cattle. The pure Ayrshire

breed, although not capable of feeding to so great a

weight, or coming so soon to maturity, are very neat,

useful cattle for the butcher, and in our local markets,

especially in the spring and summer months, sell at the

highest price by the cwt. to those not doing a large

trade in beef. The most of our Ayrshire cows, when
either old or otherwise unfit for the dairy, are turned

in to f.itten, and, though not first-class beef, supply an
excellent second or third-rate article, according to age
and quality. The Galloway breed are also found to be

useful feeders when kept till well matured and ripened

for the butcher, although they are generally considered

not to come so early forward for the shambles as most
other breeds. The Irish crosses are very greatly im-

proved within the last few years, which is accounted

for by the introduction of the Shorthorned bull, and
perhaps by more attention being paid to the breeding

cows also. We now find some of the best of them
little inferior to our own home-bred cattle ; still they

are always the better for being gmzed for some time in

this country before being tied up, otherwise we often

hear of the difficulty of getting them brought on to

feed and of their losing a month or two at the start.

There is another breed of cattle which our attention

has been drawn to of late— I mean Herefords. Owing
to the severe drought in England in the summer of

1S70, considerable numbers of that breed were brought

into the district ; but they have not taken well with the

butcher, although ihere is little doubt that in many
cases they were hurried into the market before being

properly fatted, consequently they neither paid the

feeder nor the butcher well.

The Feeding of Cattle, as we find it practised in

various parts of the country, differs widely, and each

system has its own advocates ; still, there is a tendency

to a more libei'al scale of diet than used to be given,

and our fat markets everywhere give evidence that

increased skill and capital are brought to bear on the

production of a first-class article. There has also been

much discussion lately on the most economical system

of feeding. In such seasons as wejhave had lately, when
both Turnips and straw were scarce, and necessitated

strict economy, many tried pulping and mixing of all

their cattle food, and I have no doubt it is only where

circumstances would not permit that it is not still

carried on as the most profitable system. Not having

the facilities for pulping, I have adopted the following

plan, with little variation further than gradually increas-

ing the quantity of food given as we find the cattle

come nearly ready for the market : We give three feeds

a-day of Turnips sliced, with one feed of boiled meat

about mid-day, and about 3 lb. oilcake, and about 14 lb.

cotton cake after the evening meal of Turnips, also

straw or hay after each feed. The boiled meal is mixed

into it as it is taken from the boiler—about 3 lb. bean

meal and i lb. of barley meal to each animal, the

whole being stirred together and allowed to stand for

three hours before being served out. The quantity

given to each is regulated partly by its size, age, con-

dition, and aptitud to fatten. Here I would strongly

recommend the proper steeping of all meals before

being given to cattle of any kind. I have already

spoken of the proper selection of cattle for feeding pur-

poses ; but there is another point closely connected with

that which I desire to allude to before leaving the sub-

ject, viz., that we feeders and breeders of stock often

lose a great deal by allowing our calves, after getting

milk for a considerable time, and being brought into

fine condition, to be hurried out to grass without giving

them either milk or cake, the consequence being that

they lose their calf-flesh and the most of the next three

months of their growth, and are very much reduced in

value ; indeed, no keep will afterwards make up fully

for this loss. Too much care cannot be taken in the

upbringing of young stock for feeding, by keeping them
always in a progressive state, as they are less liable to

disease than when checked in their growth. There are

diversities of opinion in regard to the housing of cattle

for feeding—some advocating the box system, others

feeding in yards, others, again, keeping the animals tied

in stalls. But, no doubt, where ample accommodation
can be had, young cattle especially will grow faster and
fatten quite as soon in boxes as under any other system

—making more manure and of superior quality.

Skeep,—The wants of our ever-growing population
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for animal food should induce farmers to turn their

attention more to the production of mutton, for we
find from statistics that 20 years ago there was little

more in round numbers than 100,000 sheep annually

imported into this country, while, in the year just

closed, there was little less than 1,000,000, besides the

enormous quantity of preserved mutton brought from
our Australian aud other colonies. Still, the demand
for home-fed mutton is evident from the fact that we
are now having one-half of our feeding sheep killed

before they are 18 months old ; consequently, we are

brought, as it were, to the very heels of the breeder.

As my experience has been principally in the feeding

of lambs, my remarks will be chielly confmed to that

class of stock. One of the most important points to

be aimed at is the proper selection of lambs for feeding.

This is often one of the most difficult selections the

farmer has to make, and is rendered more so by a

practice generally followed in Ayrshire of the stock

farmer selling all, or nearly all, his feeding lambs
without any classification, such as tops, seconds, and

thirds, or paleys, while in most other counties,

especially in the South, they are so classified, thus

enabling the farmer who wants a selected top lot for

feeding off early to get exactly what he wants. The
seconds suit the grazier also, who gets an evenly,

though not such a strong, lot, but quite suitable for

wintering on gass, then grazing the following summer,

and often feeding off on Turnips at the end of the

season. The thirds, or paleys, find ready customers

in farmers wintering only a few on dairy farms, getting

the run of the whole farm, and are generally sold off

in the spring to dealers, and grazed the following

summer, and fed off on Turnips at from 20 months to

2 years old. The question is often asked, What kinds

of lambs are most profitable to feed or winter? Much
depends on the situation, soil, and climate, and the

purpose for which they are intended—whether to be

fed off early in the spring, or, after being clipped and
grazed, through summer, &c. The first class of lambs
generally kept for feeding we would notice is

three-parts bred, namely, those bred from York-
shire rams and half-bred ewes. Though not yet

extensively fed in this county, they are well adapted for

feeding on light, dry soils, with a little shelter and a

good exposure, and, if receiving liberal keep, will be

first ready for the fat market. They should not, how-
ever, be fed either at high altitudes oron stitTclay soils.

The second class of lambs used for feeding are half-

breds, namely, bred from Yorkshire rams and Cheviot

ewes. They suit well for wintering on low, dry lands,

and when well-bred give a good return for any extra

feeding, coming up to heavy weights of mutton, with

large fleeces, also, of valuable wool, and are ready for

the fat market very soon after being clipped, or at

about 14 or 15 months old. The next class are cross-

bred or grey-faced, namely, bred from Yorkshire rams
and black-faced ewes, and, when strong and well-bred,

are hardy, good winterers, thriving better on the

majority of farms in this county than any other of the

finer breeds, and, when 18 months to two years old,

are considered to be the best quality of mutton in the

market, although they seldom come to the same weight

as bred or half-bred sheep. The Cheviot and black-

faced breeds are both very hardy and particularly useful

on high, poor, orundrained land, and will thrive where
no other breed will do well. They are generally win-

tered when lambs on foggage, the ewes being kept for

stock and the wethers grazed until they are fed off at

three or four years' old ; the ewes of both classes being

sold to be fatted when too old for breeding purposes.

The feeding of the various breeds of lambs success-

fully requires a great deal of study and attention, as

they are constantly exposed to the fluctuations and
severity of our cold climate. The system I have
adopted for a few years, and on which I last year

wintered 170 lambs without a death and with com-
paratively few Turnips, is the following : When buying
lambs for feeding, I purchase a selected or top lot,

although a little higher priced, and having procured a

suitable lot, we have them dipped the first favourable

day after being brought home. When cither driven or

trucked far they are turned on to a grass field not very

rough for a week or so, as clover or other soft diet after

wanting food for some time, is very apt to produce
derangement of the bowels and some loss by death.

They are then turned on to hay foggage, or a field of

the best young pasture, and kept gradually improving
until harvest is over, when they get the sown-out fields,

care being always taken to have them changed often,

so that the grass be kept clean. About the end of

October there is often great difficulty in getting lambs
to eat either grain or Turnips, especially if the pas-

ture at the time is fresh, and should a storm come they

wander about the hedges, and lose condition very fast.

To obviate this, no trouble is too great. Tiie best

remedy I have found is to drive a few stobs into the

ground, 6 or 8 yards apart, and near the communica-
tion belween two fields, tying a small sheaf of Oats to

each stob, and placing the feeding troughs very near,

putting a small quantity of fine fresh Oats into them
every morning and renewing the sheaves for a few days,

when generally one-half of the lambs will be taking a

little, and nearly all the others soon follow. Any that

are still not inclined to eat out of the troughs [should

be got about by the feeder while the others are eating

and put into a fold, each one being taken and a little of

the feeding used put into their mouths, which will

seldom require to be done again. We use up our

refuse Wheat and Barley with Beans, Indian Corn,

and locust beans ground as fine as oatmeal and mixed
in equal weight proportions ; and in November, when
coarse weather and frosty mornings begin, a little of

the above is mixed with the Oats along with a little

best oilcake. After they have taken to eat it well, the

quantity is increased, and a little cut clovery hay of

best quality is also given, and increased until there is

about as much bulk of cut hay as grain, which pre-

vents the more ravenous eaters among the flock from

getting too much grain ; it also secures that they all

have hay as well, and, as a proof that they learn to get

very fond of the mixture, they will not eat clean Oats

after unless almost starving. Should the lambs be

wanted off early for the fat market, we begin about

the end of November to give twice a day as much as

they will eat, and when a storm comes, they are more
easily tided over when receiving a liberal supply in the

troughs. About this time we generally remove all our

sheep to the lea fields that are to be ploughed in

spring, placing their feeding troughs on the driest,

and, if possible, the poorest spot in the field. The
feeder should be careful that no more be given than

they eat out before leaving the troughs, which at this

time will not exceed half a pound per sheep per day,

and should have the troughs upset and kept always

dry and clean, or considerable waste will be the

result.

We find the most trying time of either sheep or lambs

begins in the month of January or February, when
cold, sterile weather or snowstorms set in ; or even

such an unprecedentedly wet, stormy time as we this

winter have had, and which will be found to have re-

duced the condition of all classes of sheep considerably.

To guard against this, we begin about this time to give

Turnips in the middle of the day, and increase the

quantity as they are eaten out—they being at all times

cut with the turnip-stripper, to prevent injury to the

lambs' mouths, especially when shedding their teeth.

Where a flock of 150 lambs or upwards are to be fed

chiefly on Turnips which have been pulled and stored,

I have never seen any plan of cutting Turnips for sheep

equal to the cart turnip-cutter made in Dumfries, which

has two of Gardner's patent cylinders fitted on the axle,

with a lever at the side to put the cylinders in or out

of motion as may be required. With one of these carts,

about 8 cwt. of Turnips can be lifted from where they

are stored, and carted to the field where they are to be

used—beginning at one side of the field, taking clean

land every day until the whole field has been gone over,

and in this way any diseased Turnips, as well as the

sheep droppings, are more equally distributed over the

land. By this machine the Turnips are cut or stripped

into small pieces, as before alluded to, and delivered

from it in three distinct rows, so that the sheep can pass

between them and pick up the pieces in a clean state

off the sward, if care is taken to put the machine out

of gear when any dirty or soft spot may come in the

way. This practice, carefully followed out, will make
first-class hoggs early ready for the fat market, and I

think more likely to pay than if kept on poorer fare

until the end of the year ; and, although we have only

for profit the greatly enriched state of our pasture fields

for the coming crops, there is little doubt we are amply
compensated, and will be likely to continue the prac-

tice. The above treatment of lambs will not cost more

than 4^d. a week up to January, but the increasing

allowance up to March will bring it up to about 6^/.

The plan of eating off Turnips where they grow with

lambs, and allowing a quantity of them to stand in the

ground till March or April, I do not think can be made
profitable. When we see a lot of lambs paddling

among Turnips at the breaking up of frost, or even in

soft weather, with not a clean place to lie down, or

still worse when a severe frost comes, one-half of them
getting their mouths entirely spoiled, I am afraid it

cannot be a profitable way of consuming Turnips.

There may be circumstances when it is almost a neces-

sity for the sake of putting the land into order for

sowing out. Still, if the Turnips were taken up and

stored at the proper time—the tops being left on the

ground, and the difference of the value of the early

lifted and those standing on to March and April, were

given in the shape of bones to the land—it would be

better for either corn or grass, and the sheep, getting

the stored Turnips, would be in far better condition,

Discussion.

Mr. R. M. Cunningham (Shields) said he had been

very much pleased with Mr. Bone's paper. As a neigh

bour of Mr. Bone's, he was aware that he had been very

successful in the feeding of lambs, and his remarks on
that account were all the more to be valued. As had
been observed in the paper, in the feeding both of cattle

and sheep success depended in a great measure on the

selection of animals ; and Mr. Bone had very properly

pointed out that in this county they had not much choice,

the custom having been hitherto, especially with lambs,

to sell them without any classification. Of course, a few of

the weakest were drawn out, but otherwise they were all

mixed together. This made a lot of lambs very unequal,

and they could not be fed so successfully as if they were

all of nearly equal strength, for the strongest would always

get more than their share, especially when fed in boxes.

If this paper caused breeders to alter their system in this

respect, one good end would have been served. In regard

to feeding cattle, he had been practising for some years

the system of pulping Turnips, and he thought when there

was sufhcient accommodation and other circumstances

were favourable, that was perhaps the best system of
feeding cattle. He only fed three times a-day and not
four limes—as Mr. Bone did—giving two meals of pulped
Turnips and one of raw, sliced. He might say, in pass-
ing, that this year he did feed some cattle four times a-day.
Probably large cattle that were wished to be early for-

ward required four meals ; and in addition to a quantity
of oilcake and grain made into meal, he happened to have
a quantity of Carrots that were unfit for domestic use.
and he gave them some of these, and found the cattle to
thrive amazingly. His feeding stock he had reared him-
self, being a cross between the Shorthorn bull and Ayrshire
cow. The first year he had been pretty successful ; but
the second and third years, even with the same bull and
the same cows, he could not get the calves up to the same
weight or symmetry. He would like to know if any of the
members could give a reason for the falling off. Another
thing he found, and which he thought would oblige him
to give up the system, was that since he commenced
crossing his cows he found great difficulty in getting them
to settle

; in consequence of which he had almost as good
as lost some of his best cows for breeding purposes this
season. Perhaps crossing had something to do with
that. He had been feeding off these cattle at two years"
old, and last year, on animals of 20 to 24 months' old, he
had almost £1 a month for them ; but he despaired almost
of ever bringing them up to the same money value again.
He had been feeding in boxes, but he found the situation
of the shed where the boxes were was too much exposed.
There was too little heat for feeding cattle, though there
might be plenty tor wintering young cattle. If he was
spared to continue in his present place, he would be
inclined to erect another shed parallel to the present one,
and cover them all in entirely, so that they would not be
exposed to the cold frosty winds. With regard to lambs,
he considered Mr. Bone's plan an improvement in some
points on the plan he had been following, and he would
be inclined to adopt it. There was one point on
which he would say a little more than Mr. Bone.
Speaking of shelter, he questioned whether he would not
pay them, on low lands exposed to storms from the coast,
to have movable sheds made of iron, which they could
move to different parts of their fields, in such weather as
they had had during the last six weeks. His lambs seemed
to him to be in a worse condition to-day than they were
some weeks since, and yet they had been getting additional
feeding, and as many Turnips as they could eat, and hay
—though he was sorry they had eaten very little hay, as
owing to the open weather there had always been a bite
of young grass, and consequently they had been scouring
more than he liked to see. They had been wet for days
together without ever getting dry, and in that way he
believed they lost more than would pay for iron sheds
capable of being shifted about.

Mr. Wallace (Braehead) had hitherto confined his
attention chiefly to the dairy in connection with the town
milk trade ; but he had been very anxious to hear this dis-

cussion, opened by a practical man like Mr. Bone. He
had been in the habit of keeping a few sheep to pick up
what was rough on the fields that was not taken up by the
cows. They got no feeding, but they paid pretty well.

Times were changing, however, and it might be necessary
to consider whether, with the high prices of beef and
mutton, it would not be more profitable to take to feeding
than to continue to produce milk and butter. They were
just getting the same price for a pint of sweet milk that

they got 20 years ago, while bean meal had risen since

then from 155. to 20s. or 30J. per load, and Campbeltown
draft had doubled in price. There were other disadvan-
tages with the milk trade, one of which was the Sabbath
labour it involved in retailing it to the customers ; and he
had been debating in his mind for the last two or three

years whether he should not give it up. Of course it was
not wise to jump at conclusions in agriculture ; but he had
been diminishing his stock of dairy cows, and was inclined

to adopt Mr. Bone's system.

Mr. Robertson (Ryeburn) said he lived rather out of
the feeding district. He liked the remark in the paper
about the bringing up of calves. In his district, a number
of years ago, they used to be very much troubled how to

get their calves into proper condition to stand the winter.

There was a sort of reason for that, for after they com-
menced to make cheese they did not give the calves as

much milk as they needed. The last two years, when he
took the milk from the calves, he gave them a little oilcake

meal, and sometimes a mixture of oilcake and peameal,

with a pint of whey scalded, so that it did not scour them
so readily. He gave them this for about two months after

the milk was taken from ttiem, and it made them stronger

in the body and in better condition. When they were
forward in condition in the month of December, he gene-
rally kept them in sheds during winter, as in this way they
could eat their fodder far better. He generally gave them
two fodderings of straw, and a foddering of hay, which
helped to keep them in fresh condition. In spring they were
in far better condition, and stronger all through, even when
they came to bcetterlings. He believed it was just the same
in principle with cattle reared for feeding purposes. When
treated kindly the first winter, be believed they would
repay it as long as tliey were kept on the farm. He should
like to get a little information as to the most profitable

way of keeping dairy stock through the winter where there

was no green crop. They had scarcely such a thing as a
Turnip in his district ; and, with 50 or 60 head of cattle,

it was sometimes difficult to know what was the best way
of keeping them through the winter. The plan he had
adopted the last year or two was this—he began pretty early

in winter with giving tliem a foddering of hay with a little

bran, a little bean meal, and a little Indian meal. His ex-

perience in feeding milk-stock was that a mixture of feeding

meals w;is profitable. The only danger in being too good
to them the first year was that when they went to gras.s in

the spring, they were apt to take black-leg or inflamma-
tion. He had often found that the best winterers, and
those in best condition, where the very onns most subject

to disease ; so that he preferred in bringing tlirough

young cattle, to give them more hay and less grain, than
being too kind to them. He liked Mr. Bones remarks
about sheep very much. He thought a mixture of feeding
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was good both forsheep and cattle ; but the sheep brought
into his district were mostly Highland ewes, and he had
never been successful in teaching Highland sheep off the

Highland hills to eat anything but grass.

Transactions of the Highland and Agricul-
tural Society of Scotland. Fourth Series.

Vol. IV. \V. Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and
London.

There is a considerable number and variety of very

interesting papers in the current number of the High-
land Socidy's Transactions. The reports of Peebles

and Inverness, from which we have taken the

extract below, are graphic pictures of the improving
agriculture of those counties. The essays on the

ancient farm customs of Scotland have an antiquarian

as well as agricultural interest. The question of

forestry in several of its aspects, having a special

Scottish importMice, is discussed in two good papers.

There are practical jiapei-s, as on housing, feeding
cattle, on Iiarvesting grain, and on abortion in mares,
cows, and ewes. There are also several valuable
scientific discussions by Professors Anderson and
Church. Altogether it is a very readable and service-

able volume. We see that it is edited under the super-

intendence of the Secretary of the Society; and it may
be worth while calling his attention to the fact that

the proofs have not been carefully read—there are
more frequent typographical errors in these pages than
there ought to be.

Farm Memoranda.
Drumore : Land J^ctiamation.—^s'e take the fol-

lowing account of land reclamation in Inverness-shire
from Mr. \V. Macdonald's report of that county in the
Transactions of the Highland and Agricultural
Society

:

—
The most extensive and thorough land improvement

in the county has been accomplished on the farm of
Drumore, on the borders of Nairnshire. When Mr.
M'Pherson, then tenant of Carnoch, in that district,

became lessee of Drumore {which is on the Cantray
estate), 14 years ago, there were only about 50 acres of
arable land, the rest of the farm being barren moor,
mossy and marshy ground. Shortly after he entered the
farm improvements were begun, by surface-draining the
hill pasture attached. He then drained and trenched,
or ploughed, as it could best be accomplished, about
50 acres of waste land, which, with abundance of lime,
raised excellent crops, and encouraged further experi-
ments. In the course of 13 years upwards of 300 acres
have been reclaimed- on this farm, 160,940 yards of
drains have been executed, and over Soo yards of stone
dykes erected. The new land was thoroughly drained
where necessary, and then it was ploughed—very little

being trenched—with monstrous ploughs, each drawn
by three powerful oxen. Three or four men, with pick
and spade, followed each team, turning out stones,
some of them of immense size, and clearing the furrow.
Mr. Hugh Paris, whose powerful team has reclaimed
thousands of acres of waste land in the North, was
entrusted with a good deal of Mr. M'Pherson's moor
ploughing. The furrows were cut fully a foot in depth,
and the boulders and tree roots raised by these teams
were perfectly surprising. The cost of ploughing alone
ranged from ;^3 10^. to £^ per acre. In the summer
of iS69the writer of this report happened to pass these
operations, or rather the scene of them, and could not
but admire the systematic way in which the work was
gone through. Two ploughs were working, equipped
as already stated, and two or three persons were burn-
ing the heather off the surface ere it could be turned
down. The drainage of the farm cost about ;^2ooo,
the ploughing /^i 100, and lime £iOQO. All this was
borne by the enterprising tenant. The landlord, Mr.
Davidson, built the dykes, the material for which,
however, was quarried and carted by Mr. M'Pherson.
The most of the new land was allowed to lie in the
maiden-furrow for a year, and then cropped. With an
abundant supply of lime and artificial manure, the first

crop was good ; the second, with less outlay for
manure, still better ; and the third one, if of green
crop {as it generally was), was more productive than
any that preceded it. Heavy as the disbursements
were, Mr. M'Pherson considered himself well nigh
refunded at the end of five years. Of course there is

some of it which he has not had under cultivation five
years, but we speak of the results of what has been
once under all kinds of crop,—or at least under corn,
Turnips, and grass, and this may be regarded as a fair
criterion of the whole. There are very few, however,
who enter into such gigantic improvements as these
with so much spirit and energy as the tenant of Dru-
more, and there is no tenant-farmer in the county
whose efforts in this respect have been attended with
such gratifying success. He deserves to succeed, for
he neither spares labour nor expense to get the work
thoroughly done, and in the course he has pursued
within the last dozen years, he has contended with
difficulties which, though mole-hills toiiim, would have
been mountains to many tenants. On this, at one
time, small farm of Drumore has been displayed a

lesson which both landlords and tenants would do well

to learn. If they learned, so to speak, and acted

accordingly, they would not only benefit themselves,

but they would confer a lasting boon on the countr)^

and gain a name and honourable distinction which
would survive long after they had paid the debt of

Nature. The climate in this district is not so good as

it is in some parts of the county, yet it is very fair, and
it must not be omitted, offers more encouragement to

farm vvell than does a great portion of Inverness-shire.

In filling in the drains, a considerable quantity of

stones was used in the improvements in this neighbour-

hood, and when tiles had to be resorted to they were
found only a few miles distant at the CuUoden Tile and
Brick Works.

But we must not dwell longer on the farm of Dru-
more, which, by the way, is now beautifully laid off in

parks of from 50 to 60 acres each and six in number.
Mr. M'Pherson, for his brother, three years ago
acquired a lease of the farm of Cantraydown on the

same property and in the neighbourhood ; and here

operations of a similar nature to those completed on
Drumore have been fairly begun. Two years ago the

same tenant leased the extensive grazing farm of Clunas
on the Cawdor property in Nairnshire. Here he has

also commenced to drain the hill pasture with encour-

aging results. On both farms there is much waste land

which, in the hands of Mr. M'Pherson, will, but for

any meanwhile unforeseen event, be duly brought
under cultivation.

Miscellaneous.
Cancerine.—And what, if you please, is cancerine?

Well, if you want a description more pithy than polite,

it is "squashed crabs." If you are still not happy,
but want to know further why crabs are squashed, and
by whom, the answer is—that they make an excellent

manure ; and, as everything that relates to the produc-
tion of food comes fairly within the province of the

Food youma I^ let us talk a little about this cancerine,

as it is rather a new thing to us, though the manufac-
ture has been carried on in America for the last 16 or

1 7 years. There is a very small portion of the coast

of the little State of New Jersey, U.S., not far from
Cape May, which is infested during the months of

May and June, and at no other season of the year, by
swarms of huge crabs, about the size of a large soup-
plate, and about the ugliest creatures in creation, be
the next what it will. Its flesh is too coarse and
strong, and its raison d'ctn has, until the last few years,

not been very apparent. A "happy thought," how-
ever, struck a gentleman who was strolling on the

beach, wondering, perhaps, for what purpose these

animals were created ; that, although not good for

food themselves, they might become cause of food

ii applied to the land ; for he observed that the shell

was not of a calcareous nature, like the common
crab, the lobster, &c., but was horny, and, therefore,

probably, contained a large quantity of ammonia,
which, as every one knows, is a most material element
in manure. Having satisfied himself upon this point,

the next step was to secure so large a share of the

profits of his discovery as would repay him for putting

up machinery. This he had no great difficulty in

doing, for, like a wise man, he kept his idea to him-
self; and, as no one had ever conceived that there

could be any possible value attaching to these great,

ugly, crawling things, he secured for a very small sum
the sole right of picking them off some two miles of

beach, or bought the beach itself, I am not sure which.
He then set up a crushing-mill, and employed people
to collect the crabs, which are speared and thrown into

waggons, just as our agricultural labourers pick up
Turnips to throw into the turnip-cutter ; and they lie

about at thick as Turnips in a field. They are literally

in myriads. They are then thrown together in heaps,

the base of each heap being surrounded with hurdles

to prevent their escape. Here they die a slow and
cruel death from suffocation, much as the pearl-oysters

in Ceylon do, and it will be easily imagined that they
do not emit a very agreeable odour in the process,

though they do not putrefy so much as one would
expect, but rather dry up, thereby losing about four-

fifths of their living weight, or rather less. They are

then thrown into the crusher and torn to pieces, but,

not being dry enough to grind, they are further

kiln-dried, after which they are reduced to powder.
That powder is "cancerine," which is worth about

£^ a ton at the mill, and is in great demand amongst
the fruit-growers in Maryland and Pennsylvania, about
whom I may have something to say in another paper.
Last year about 400 tons of it were made, and con-
sidering that the crab harvest only lasts two months,
and that their visit is confined to so small a portion of

the coast, this will show how numerous the creatures

are. As to their eggs, one may almost say that the

sand of the beach is eggs ; and there is a story of a
ship captain, who was unacquainted with the pecuhar
character of the beach, loading his vessel with what he
supposed to be some particularly nice clean sand. On
the voyage the eggs were hatched, and on arriving at

his destination he found that he had a live cargo to

deliver, which the port authorities declined to receive,

and ordered the ship out to sea, to the poor man's
great consternation. One would have supposed that

the same shrewdness which detected a possible value

in what others had passed unnoticed would also have
recognised the importance of carefully husbanding the
supply of raw material for his novel manufacture, but
the story of the goose that laid golden eggs is one that
finds wide application. No sooner was Esparto grass
found to have a value for paper-making than the greedy
but lazy owners tore it up by the roots, in their eager-
ness to make a present gain, thereby destroying a per-
manent source of income. The same thing happens
with these crabs. Not only is the voracious crushing-
mill destroying the parent crabs by the million, but the
eggs, which should be carefully cultivated, are scooped
up by the bushel and thrown to the pigs and poultry.
Looking to the great and increasing value which our
high-pressure scientific farming gives to everything that
tends to renew the exhausted producing-power of the
soil, it is a point worthy of the notice of our scientific

men whether we cannot find on the rocks and beaches
of our own coasts the means of carrying out the hint

which New Jersey has given us. In a densely popu-
lated country like ours there certainly ought not to be
any waste, either of food or of food making material.

George Walters^ in Food Journal.

Leicester: March iS.—Finished Oat sowing, the

seed "went in " exceedingly well. Barley sown and
grnss seeds sown at same time. This farm is not a
fair criterion of this district. In consequence of soil

being lighter and drained where necessary we are more
forward than our neighbours, who have been retarded
through the excessive rainfall of the early part of the

year. Wheat is looking very well in this neighbour-
hood. Horses now get 7 lb. Oats, 4 lb. Peas, i^ lb.

linseed cake, ground and mixed with chopped hay
and straw, 7 lb. Carrots, and 7 lb. of uncut hay at

night. The horses are in high condition, and fit to

be put to any work. Our principle is to keep the
horses in good condition all the year round, as being
more economical and beneficial in every way. We
never give less than 10 lb. com per day ; the animals
are of good size. T. C.

Mungoswells : March 13.—Weather for past week
fine, with occasional showers to keep the land moist

enough for sowing. Oats and Beans are now being
sown as quickly as possible. Barley is also being
sown, but the land for it is taking about three times as

much labour as it did last year, it being dif^cult to get

a fine mould without using Norwegian harrow both
before and after sowing. The work during the past week
has been variable—sowing Oats {10 pecks). Beans {10
pecks), Vetches (10 pecks), and Barley {8 pecks).

Carting Swedish Turnips to station at 13J. per ton,

leaving about /,i4per acre. Workmen likely to be
done finishing sowing, planting Potatos, sending off

seed Potatos, threshing Wheat, digging hedgerows,
and carting home cake and portable manures. Lamb-
ing going on well : strong lambs, but a good many
singles. H. B.

Chatteris: March 16.—A fine week j some frosty

nights, high temperature in the day. Some of the

Wheats looking worse than they did, especially those

after Oats. Sowing 8 acres of Onions and 31 acres of
Oats ; fen land working well, high land stubborn and
unkind. Dressed up Clover seed, delivered Carrots

;

began to horse-hoe Wheat to-day with two hoes ;

threshed Oats ; dug Twitch, harrowed, and got land
ready for further seeding ; cross-ploughed fallows.

A. S. A\
Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire : March 18.—We

have been enabled to continue outdoor work for the

last ten days, and have planted the greater part of the

Oats and Peas. The dry weather we have had will

make the land work better for Barley, when it has had
a few showers. A large quantity of roots still remain

unconsumed, and sheep are scarce and dear. The
early sown Wheat, which looked so gay, is becoming
very yellow and sickly, having grown too fast to be
healthy, y. H.
South Northumberland :

—

March 6.—Very fine day. Threshinji.

,, 7.—Misty in morning, but got out fine. Delivering

grain to station, and ploughing stubble.

„ 8.—Fine day, windy. Ploughing stubble and ribbing

land for Peas.

,, 9.—Fine, but windy. Ploughing stubble and sowing
Peas.

,, 10.—Fine day. Sowing Oats and 3-horse harrowing.

,, 12.—Fine but showery. Preparing land for Oats and
sowing them.

General : Cattle and sheep feeding. Prospective : Oat
and Barley sowing.

March 13.—Fine day. Sowing Oats.

,, 14.—Cold day, but airy. Preparing land for Barley.

,, 15.—Fine day. Cleaning land for Barley.

,, 16.—Ditto.
,, 18.—Windy, with showers. Cleaning land and sowing

Barley,

,, ig.—Fine day. Same as yesterday.

General : Feeding cattle and sheep. Prospective :

Finish Barley sowing. A. IV, D.
West Sussex: March 18.—The weather is now

more suitable for field work. We have had a few
showers, which have helped to break the clods, and
save us a good deal of labour ; but still the bottom is

not so kind as we could wish, and though the surface

seems all right, yet we fear the roots will not find so

congenial a home as they ought to have. Sowing
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proceeds as rapidly as the land is cleared, but there

will be a good deal of spring corn sown rather late,

and we find that late sowing is not so successful as it

appears to have been once. We hear old men say that

Barley and Oats used to do well if put in before the

end of May, and Potatos planted in June did well ;

but we must be a month earlier than that now, and
two months earlier is much better. If we could get

all our Wheat in in October, and all spring corn in in

March, we think it would be the right season. The
only thing that we are likely to do too soon is root

sowing—Mangel about the end of April, Swedes first

week in June, and Turnips up to a month later.

Mutton a short supply at market, and very dear. Beef
not so dear, and in fair supply. Pork hardly saleable,

but store pigs rather dearer. G. S,

Ross-shire : Alarch iS.—The weather is now un-

settled and showery, and the land not nearly in so

good a condition for seed. A considerable breadth of

Oats has been sown, and the weather having been pre-

viously continuously fine, an unusually large extent of

Wheat has been laid down.

March 11.—Preparing ground for Potatos.

„ 12.—Ditto.
,, 13.—Driving Turnip manures from ship.

„ 14.—Ditto, and top dressing manures for grass and
grain crop.

„ 15.—Sowing Oats. A fine day.

„ 16.—Grubbing Turnip land for Oats.

East Lothian : March 19. — Weather fine—no
rain, when we want a little to help to break down the

ground for Barley and Oats. The work done during
the past week has been drilling Oats and Barley,

packing remainder of seed Potatos, threshing Barley
for seed, carting Turnips to station, rolling land where
Barley and Beans have been sown. Work likely to

be done : Ploughing remainder of Turnip land after

carting home Turnips to farmyard, rolling, digging

hedgerows, cutting and perhaps planting Potatos.

Cattle, horses, and sheep all thriving. H. B.

North Wilts : March ig.—Another week of most
seasonable weather has enabled us to make rapid pro-

gress with all operations required on the ploughed
land. Beans and Peas are well nigh all in, and the

work of preparation for Oats and Barley is in a forward
condition. Young Clovers are generally showing a

good plant, and promise to be productive. Ewes and
lambs are thriving ; the latter work well the greens in

forward folds, and so check their too rapid growth
;

the ewes have chaff with the Swedes, &c. Cattle are

improving, but not in the condition they should be :

all kinds of store stock are very dear. E. IV, M.

Notices to Correspondents.
Scottish Horse-show : Aberystwith. We have applied

for their form of agreement, and hope to give it next
week.

At\%,
SEED MARKET.

The recent rains have exercised a rather unfavourable
influence upon the seed trade ; a continuance of fine

weather woiild without doubt impart considerable activity

to the demand. Values remain for the most part very
firm ; second quality American can, however, be bought
in large quantities for less money. Trefoil meets with an
improved inquiry. For white Clover and Alsike values

are about the same. Grass seeds are quiet. Lucerne
seed is advancing in price. In Sainfoin seed there is a
fair business doing, at recent currencies. Spring Tares,
being in plentiful supply, are obtainable on moderate
terms. English Linseed is scarce and dear ; feeding
qualities move off pretty freely. Sowing Rapeseed is

dearer. Mustard seed meets just now with but little

attention. Bird seeds are in slow request.

John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants,

37, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

MARK LANE.

52—57
56—60
58—61

46—67
38—40
28—31
20—23
25—27

26
26

31—33

34—49

Red.
Red.

Red.

Monday, March 18.

The supply of English Wheat at this morning's
market was short, but the trade was dull, and to effect

sales it was necessary to submit to a reduction of is. per

qr. upon the prices of this day se'nnight. There was a
fair attendance, and a retail demand for foreign, at a like

decline. Barley and Beans were a slow sale at late rates.

Peas firm, with rather more demand. The Oat trade was
steady, at about late prices. Flour was unchanged.
Price per imperial Quarter.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. .White
— fine selected runs do.
— Talavcra ,

— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind&dist. ,26^ t0 3is..Chev.— Foreign.. Fcrinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk .._— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Erew
Rye
Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan.. ..31s. to 335, ..Tick— Pigeon 37s. to 58s, . .Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers— Maple, 36i. to 38^ Grey
Maize
Flou r, best marks delivered . . per sack
— 2d ditto ditto

— Foreign j... .per barrel

40—44
39-

34

Malting ..

Malting ..

Feed . . .

.

Feed . . .

.

Feed ....

Foreign .

.

Harrow ..

Longpod
,

Egyptian.
Suffolk .,

36 Foreign .— Foreign ,

,

44—50'
40—42 Country .

24—28 Per sack.,

SI—56
53—57

33-38
30-42

20—22

14—19

36-44
3»—33

Wednesday, March so.

The grain trade was very dull to-day, and the trans"

actions in all kinds of produce were limited. The supply
of English Wheat showed a slight improvement, both in

quantity and quality, while there was a good exhibit of
foreign samples. The demand for all descriptions was
inactive, at Monday's reduced currencies. Flour sold
slowly on former terms. Barley was not inquired after to
any important extent, but values were nominally un-
changed. Malt was dull, at nominal currencies. Maize
and Oats changed hands quietly, at the late dechne.
Beans and Peas were inactive.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London bv Water Carriage.

English &
Scotch..

Irish

Foreign .

.

Qrs.

420

Barley.

Qrs.
660

8750

Qrs.

< 850
( 1730 brls

40—42
38-60

Liverpool, March 19.—The market opened with a
moderate inquiry for Wheat, but the tone subsequently
improved, and a rather fair business was done at the price

of Friday last. Flour maintained previous prices. Grind-
ing Barley id. per bushel lower. Beans commanded the
rates of Tuesday last. Indian Corn in fair demand, at a
decline of yi. per qr.

Averages.

Feb.

Average

Wheat.

55J i,i

55 7

55 9
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FOLLOWS &, BATE'S

PATENT LAWN MOWERS,
The "CLIMAX" and the "ANGLO-AMERICAN."

Between 5000 and 6000 of these celebrated Machines were sold last year, and 10,000 arc being preparedfor the present season.

"
In all things, but proverbially so in Mechanics, the supreme excellence is

simplicity." -JAMES WATT.

These words are very applicable to the simple Wheel and Pinion driving power of

the "CHmax" and " Anglo-American " Lawn Mowers.

FOLLOWS & BATE'S PATENT " ANGLO-AMERICAN " LAWN MOWER
With combined Back and Front Delivery.

COLLECTING THE

GRASS.

'uEEK.SCMflNC^

BOX DETACHED,

As used for Cutting

Long Wet Grass on

uneven ground, or dis-

tributing short cuttings

behind.

TURNED COMPLETELY OVER

For Wheeling away—out of

gear, with cylinder raised ofF

the Ground.

The Grass-collecting Box can be

carried on the Top of Handle
against the Roller.

Safe on the roughest road.

PRICES OF THE
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FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO 71 Cornhill
London, E. C. ; and Steam l^lough Works, Leeds.

GREENHOUSES from the FINSBURY STEAM
JOINERY WORKS, 121, Eunhill Row, London, E.G.

W. H LASCELLES, Proprietor Lists sent on application

r^OTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE
cow FITTINGS.

UNITED

ly^i'^'^^^^ -^y^-i::l£Si.~^

Their advantages arc— I'urtaljility, not fixtures, rciiiavable at
pleasure; no Woodwork o: Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and infipervious to
infection, being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 55s.

Prospectuses free of COTTAM and CU., Iron WorKS, 2, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

Prices for Houses, asabove, made of best red deal, and sashes 2 inches
thick, glazed with 16 oz. good sheet glass, delivered and fixed within
30 miles of London, painted four coals in best oil colour, including
locks, gutter, down-pipe, and ^caring for opening the ventilators at
one time,—heating, staging, brickwork not incluoed :-~

20 It. by 12 ft. 40 ft. by 16 ft. 60 ft. by 20 ft. 100 ft. by 24 ft

;C4Q o jC7g o o £'32 o o £238 10 o

GARDEN LIGHTS AND BOXES.
3 ft. by 4 ft. lights, 2 in. thick, unglazed 31. each

I, „ glazed, i6-oz. good sheet glass .. .. 6s, ,,

fi ft. „ ,, 2 in. thick, unglazcd .. .. .. .. ^s. „
,, „ glazed, 16 oz. good sheet glass .. iii. „

Portable box containing one 6 ft. by 4 ft. light, painted Jour
coats, ready for use . - 30*. „

Portable box containing two ditto, 6 ft. by 8 ft. . . . . 55J. „
Estimates given for Conservatories or Greenhouses to any Design.

B ROWN'S FLORAL SHADING*
A Protection to Fruit Trees from Frost, &c.

Samples and prices on application to
''• ""OWN, - ^ ...CHARLES BROW enheys, Manchester.

ONSERVATORY BASKETS.
Strained Wire Espalier

Trainers, for all kinds of
Fruit Trees, &c, ; Garden
Fencing, Rabbit proof;
Trellis Wire Work, lor
Gardens and Conser-
vatories ; Wire Work
Covered Ways, for Gar-
dens, Pleasure Grounds,
&c. ; Wire Work Rose
Fences, Roseries, Ar-
bours, Summer Houses,
&c. ; Wire Work Vase
flaskets ; Suspending
Baskets for Conserva-
tories; WireWork Flower
Stands for Conserva-
tories ; Aviaries for Con-
5er%'atories, Pheasan-
tries, &c.
Conservatories fitted

up with Trellis Work,
Flower Stands, Baskets,
Wires, &c.

All kinds of Wire
Work made to order.

R. H DLL I DAY.
Horticultural and Floral
Wire Works, 2A, Porto-
belto Terrace, Netting
Hill Gate, London, W.
Illustrated Catalogues of

the above on application

JOHN ^VARNER & SONS,
8, CEESCENT, CEIPPLEGATE, LONDON.

PORTABLE FIRE AND
GARDEN ENGINES.

GARDEN ENGINES.

PORTABLE PUMPS
For Manure or Water. CAST-IRON COLONIAL PUMPS. GARDEN PUMPS.

JOHN WARNER AND SON'S "HORTICULTURAL LIST" for the present season will be forwarded
Post Free upon application, containing Illu.strations and Prices of GARDEN ENGINES, AQUAJECTS. WATER
BARROWS, PORTABLE FIRE and GARDEN ENGINES. CONSERVATORY PUMPS, HOSE REELS,
COLONIAL PUMPS, FORCE PUMPS. PORTABLE PUMPS, CHAIN PUMPS, GARDEN PUMPS,
BRANCH PIPES, SYRINGES, FOUNTAIN JETS, FUMIGATORS, METALLIC STRING, &c., &c. WATER BARROWS.

W. S. BOULTON 8c CO., NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Improved Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very Low Prices.

On/y the best materials used. Houses designed to suit any situation. Estimates given free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have pricefrom us before ordering elsewhere.

Ladies or Gentlemen requiring advice as to situation, style, dimensions, &c., of proposed Horticultural Buildings, waited upon in any part of England, Ireland, or Scotland.

CONSERVATORY OR GREENHOUSE.-No. 12.

These Greenhouses are constructed with wood and glass work, 3 feet hiyh at the sides, and a door at each end. All the lights on both sides can be opened. The ridge
is arranged to lift up, thus securing ample ventilation. The interior is very pretty and effective, handsome iron girders strengthen the framework, and being painted blue, gives
the whole a lively and agreeable appearance. The sides are made to fi.\ on brickwork, 2 feet 6 inches high.

SPECIFICATION.
CONSTRUCTION.—The materials are all of best quality, carefully selected red

and yellow deals only are used. Glass is 21-ounce weight per foot. All the work is

painted two coats before leaving the works, and one coat after glazing. Water-pipes
are provided and fixed. Doors ij-inch thick, with good rim locks. Ornamental iron
terminals, and ridging for the roof, all fitted and made correctly.

The Prices do not include brickwork, staging, or heating apparatus.

Lmgih.
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THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.

For Price Lists, Testimonials, and r.«terns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD,ManaKcr,39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c.. from

Decay. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 3gA, King William Street, London, E.C.

Labels, Labels.—Parcliment or Clotb Labels.

TREE or PLANT LABELS, punched parchment,
4 inches long, js. per looo, or 10,000 for 35J. , cash on delivery.

Also PUNCHED" CLOTH LAliKLS, Assorted Size, 10,000 for 15s.

AH Sizes in Plain and Printed Labels made to order at very low prices.

Sample Label sent on receipt of a postaye-stamp. Orders delivered

Iree in London by
JOHN I'ISHER AND CO., Label Works, lioston, Lincolnshire.

WRITE to HEADLY and SON, Cambridge, for

their NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST of Garden
Archways, Vases. Garden Chairs. Hose Reels, Weather Vanes, Wine
Racks, Pumps, Field Rollers, and Water Carts, post free on applica-
tion. Agents wanted.

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 3r, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE :

2S9, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

and

PL-^NS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock,

tS" TENDERS given for HEATING CHUECHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL and HOT-WATER ENGINEERING WORKS,

LOUGHBOROUGH.

T. G. Messenger
Begs to call attention to his Patented mode of Construction, now being adopted in every part of the country,

which combines extreme lightness and durability, and being Manufactured by Steam-power Machinery, can be
supplied at very moderate rates.

T. G. M. will be happy to prepare Plans and Estimates from instructions by Post, or he will be happy to wai
upon Ladies and Gentlemen to assist them in the arrangements, and take particulars for Plans and Estimates.

Architects' Designs carried out according to their details, or with his principles of Construction adapted to their

Designs. The satisfactory completion of all work undertaken is guaranteed.

A riclily Illustrated CATALOGUE forwarded Post Free for 33 Stamps.

PHOTOGRAPHS of HOUSES RECENTLY ERECTED SENT FREE for INSPECTION.

THE "AUTOIATOI" LAWI lOWEES.
THE BEST, SIMPLEST, AND MOST DURABLE MACHINES.

They leave no ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping
a Lawn or Croquet Ground in first-rate order. They will either Collect

the Cut Grass in the box. according to the approved English method, or

leave it on the lawn, by taking the box off. They are fitted with the best

wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and hardened steel pivots and
bearings.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inches
1^" Carriage Paid to all the principal Raihoay Stations in England,

They are warranted to give satisfaction, and a month's trial is

^^ allowed. Orders executed on receipt. ILLUSTRATED LISTS Free
--^^=i'-~"°" by Post, and Testimonials from Thirty English Counties. Also

AND IMPROVED GARDEN ROLLERS.
RANSOMES, SIMS, and HEAD, IPSWICH.

Over 6,000 are now in use.
Prices from 55s.

NEW

THE STEAM-ENGINE TRIALS
OF THE

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of ENGLAND , OXFORD, 1870.

The FIRST PRIZES at this SHOW were again AWARDED to CLAYTON and SHUTTLEWORTH, viz. :—
First Prize for Horizontal Fixed Engine of lo H.P. ; First Prize for Steam Engine, with Boiler combined.

At the previous Trials of Steam Engines, at Bury, 1867, CLAYTON and SHUTTLEWORTH took ALL
the FIRST PRIZES for ENGINES; also a PRIZE of ^^15 for THRESHING MACHINES, and the Society's

SILVER MEDAL.
CLAYTON AND SHUTTLEWORTH have received FIRST PRIZES at all trials of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England at which they have competed since 1849. N. B.—All the principal Makers of Portable Engines,

&c., compete for this Society's Prizes, being the only Trials in Great Britain conducted by competent and impartial

Engineers, and where the capabihty and value of each Engine is thoroughly tested by practical experiments.

C. AND S. therefore do not compete at any other Shows.

JONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L" SADDLE^ BOILER. ,, ..-:^t^jm

These Boilers possess all the advantaRcs of the old Saddle Boiler,
with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the healing surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quantitjf of fuel ; the cost of setting is
also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied ; at the
same time these Boilers arc simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They arc made o( the follow-
ing siies:—
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Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance

Halls, &c. MAW and CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

NOTICE.—The Firm advertised under the n.ime of

J. Gray, Smeaton & Co., of 71, Har^vood Road, Walliam Green,

London, S.W., has NO CONNECTION whatever with the

Undersigned.
JAMES GRAY, Horticultural Builder. &c., 30 and 31, Danvers

Street, and S89, King's Road, Chelsea, 5. W.

Tie Patent ImpenshaWe Hotliouse.AYRES'S PATENT.
GLASS, IRON, and CONCRETE.

Before building a Plant or Fruit House 01 any kind, send six

stamps, and obtain the Illustrated Prospectus of the

IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
Ncwark-on-Trent, Notts.

MANAGER—W. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S..

Imperishable Hothouse Company, IS'ewark-on-Trent.

Plans, Specifications and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice.

Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.

JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and
13, Blosson Street, Shoreditch, London, E,

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.

Genuine White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, b'c.

GARDEN ENGINES. PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA.RUBBER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.

Prices upon application.

G^ARDEN EDGINGS, TERRA-COTTA VASES,
-The attention of Gardeners, Horticulturists, &c., is

solicited to the elegant designs, durable quality, and very low price of

these articles, at

JAMES GOODY'S, Terra-Cotta and Stoneware Drainpipe Depot,

Great Northern Wharf, York Road, King's Cross.

Bee-Hives.—Two Sliver Medals Awarded to

GEO, NEIGHBOUR and SONS, at the Paris Exhibition of 1867.

The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver Medal for Bee-hives.

NEIGHBOURS' IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour & Sons,

~ working three bell-glasses, is

neatly and strongly made of

straw r it has three windows
in the lower Hive. This Hive
will be found to possess many
practical advantages, and is

more easy of management than
any other Bee-Hive that has
been introduced.

Price, comjDlete. .£1 ig o

Stand for ditto . . o "lo 6

The L I G U R I A N or

ITALIAN ALP BEE being
much in repute, G. N. & Sons
supply a Swarm of Bees with
genuine Italian Queen, in the

Improved Cottage Hive, at

£,i. Hive included.

An Italian Afp Queen, with
full directions for uniting to

Black Stocks, 151. each.
ENGLISH BEES. —Stocks

and Swarms may be obtained
as heretofore.

THE APIARY. By A,
Neighbour, ss., postage ^d.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other Improved Hives, with Draw-
ings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers, made by
James Lee, of Windlesham, at his prices.

Address, GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS, 127, High Holborn,

W.C. ; or 149, Regent Street, W. __^^^.^_^_^_

_

T. ARCHER'S "FRIGI D O M O"
J —Patronised and used for Frogmorc and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is applied. _ , „.r,»,^
PROTECTION AGAINST the COLD WINDS and MORNING

FROSTS.
WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, is. 6rf. per yard.

" FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide " '^od. per yard.

Three yards wide y. sd per yard.

Four yards wide 3^',^°*^V,Pf "i

>'^"-
,

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, 70 yards Iong,6?id. XoZ%d. per yard.

HESSIAN CANVAS, do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, 7%d. and

Q^id. per yard. , „ . . „ „ ^
ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of " Frigi Domo," 3, Cannon

Street, City, E.G. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.

Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

By Royal Letters Patent.

SEEDrp H E SIDNEY
SOWER.

For all sorts and sizes of Vegetable
and Flower Seeds,

2S. 6d. and JJ. each.

By an inside fitting in the large-size

Sower, Grass Seed and Peas will pass
freely.

To be obtained of

Messrs. POLLARD, JEPHSON,
And CO., Bear Garden, Southwark,
Agricultural Engineers.

Messrs. CARTER, DUNNETT,
AND BEALE, Holborn.

Messrs. SUTTON AND SONS,
Reading.

Sold by Seedsmen and Ironmongers in Town and Country.

INVESTMENT for DIVIDEND.—Capitalists seeking
a good return fortheiroutlay should apply to Mr. Y. CHRISTIAN,

Stock and Share Dealer, 11, Royal Exchange, E,C., who will forward
a Financial Review, showing the Income derivable from different

Classes of Shares. Tin Mines, at the prices for the metal of the last

twelvemonth, are yielding both Dividend and Profit ; and Mr.
Christian can offer remarkable advantages lo those who desire

wealth in prospect with little risk. Bankers : Bank of England^

EMIGRATION to the NORTH-WEST.
A fertile and healthy field for Emigration is opened in the

North-West of the United Stales by the construction of the
NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD,

which will connect Lake Superior with the Pacific, and which baa
received from the United States Government a

LAND GRANT EMBRACING 50,000,000 ACRES.
Attention is directed more particularly to the State of Minnesota,

where the Farmer, the Mechanic, and the Capitalist may equally

find desirable localities for settlement. Encouragement is given to

Promoters and Members of Colonics, or Groups of Emigrants.

Land and Evtigrntiott Departuuiit, Northern Pacific Railroad,
54, New Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London, E.C.

GEO. SHEPPARD.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

DRAINAGE, RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, TRAMWAYS, RAILWAYS, &C.

Directors.
John Glutton, Esq.
Frederick L. Dasnwood, Esq,
Henry Farquhar, Esq.
Lord Garlies, M.P.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq.

GALVANISED WROUGHT-IRON FITTINGS

E.

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,

forwarded post free on application. , , , ,

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and Packing. Second sized Arch-

angel, looj. ; Petersburg, 6oj, and Sw. ; superior close Mat, 45J., 50s.,

and 55s. :
packing Mats, 20J,, 30J., and 35s, per 100; and every other

description of Mats at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,

4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, One Penny per

square yard, for Protecting Seed Beds, Peas, Fruit, Straw-

berries &c . from Birds, Frost, Blight, &c., and as a Fence for

Fowls-in I 2. 3. and 4 yard widtffs. HEXAGON. TIFFANY,
and other NETTING; GALVANISED WIRE NETTING, PEA
HURDLES, SEED PROTECTORS, &c.

C. WRIGHT AND CO. (late 376, Strand, London), Newark-on-Trent.

WIRING WALLS
For the PURPOSE of TRAINING FRUIT TREES

On the French system, and as recommended by Mr.

W. Robinson, F.L.S., in his new work, "The Parks,

Promenades, and Gardens of Paris."

Bv this system, nails and shreds are entirely dispensed with, the

walls arc not injured, and no harbour is afforded to small insects.

The tying of the Fruit Trees is effected in one-fifth of the time
required by the old system. The arrangement is so "simple, that it

can easily be applied to any walls by inexperienced hands.

Prices of Materials:—
GALVANISEP RAIDISSEURS, for tightening the

Wires—one of these required for each line of Wire.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES. SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &C.-TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost, Blighty Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,

arf. per yard, or 100 yards, 205 ; 4 yards wide, 6<^. per yard, or 50 yards,

3or NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above

purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6i. per yard ; 4 yards

wirfe. IS. per yard ; s^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6a. per yard. Also

TIFFANY. Can be had in any quantity of

EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge, E.C.

E S E R V E YOUR T.R E E S

FROM FROST and BIRDS.

PATENT COTTON NETTING (i^ yards wide) for

the protection of F)

~p R

Hail, and Wind

FRIGI DOMO

.t Trees and Tender Plants against Frost,

against Wasps and other insects.

2 and 3 yards wide) : an excellent

protection from Frost.

COTTON BUNTING (38 inches wide) : a good and
light material for shading.

SCRIM CANVAS (36 inches wide) : the best material

for Greenhouse Shades; light, cheap, and durable.

BROWN LINEN (6 feet wide) ; strong and effective

for Conservatory Shades.

STRIPED MATERIALS for BUnds, Linen and Cotton
;

a variety of patterns and colours,

TANNED NETTING.—A large quantity of Repaired
Netting, for the preservation of Fruit Trcc3 and Seed Beds from

Birds, at 2d. per yard, 2 yards wide.

ARCHANGEL and OTHER MATS.

Also NEW TANNED NETTING, 2 yards wide, in

pieces of 90 yards in length.

Samples and Price List on application.

No. 900,

GALVANISED WALL EYES, 6d. per dozen.

GALVANISED TERMINATING HOLDFASTS.

GALVANISED WIRE, 2J. and 2J. 6d. per loo yards.

Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of the above, and

of Fittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical

principles, free on application to

BARNARD, BISHOP AND BARNARDS,
Norfolk Iron Works, Norwich.

Granville R. Ryder, Esq.
GranvilleR. H.Somerset,Esq. ,Q.C.
Henry W. West, Esq.. M.P.
Charles Watkm Williams Wynn,

Esq., M.P. (Chairman).

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes
of Agricultural Improvement, including the Erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
Tenants may, with the consent of their Landlords, execute the

necessary Improvements upon the Farms which they occupy, charging

them with the cost.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.—The Company also advances
money for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigation.

The whole outlay and expentes are liquidated by a rent-charge upon
the land, redeeming principle and interest, over 25 years.

No investigation of title is required.

For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.
RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No, i, Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W.

Notice.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICUL-
TURAL GAZETTE.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready;

price, in cloth, £1 6s. bd.

W. RICHARDS, 41. Wellington Street, Strand. W C.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: OR, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price is.

OCHOOL BOTANY; or. The Rudiments ofO Botanical Science. In One Volume, Bvo, half bound, with 400
Illustrations, price gs. 6d.

London : BRADBURY. EVANS. AND CO., lo, Bouverie Street. E.C

IVT A N U A L S- for the MANY.
FLORISTS' FLOWERS, 4J.

POULTRY BOOK, 6i.

WINDOW GARDENING, (jd.

MANURES, -Kd.

RABBIT BOOK. 6d.

HEATING MANUAL, 6d.

ALLOTMENT FARMING, 3d.

BEE KEEPING, ^d.

GREENHOUSES, 6d.

KITCHEN GARDENING, 41

FLOWER GARDENING, 43,
FRUIT GARDENING, ^d.

*»* Any of the above can be had post free for an additional postage
stamp,
London : Journal ofHorticuUurt and Cotla^t Gardentr Office, 171,

Fleet Street, E.C.
To be had of all Bnok?!pIlcrs, and at the Railway Stalls.

Post-office orders to be made payable to Edward H. May.

FENDERS, STOVES, KITCHEN RANGES,
FIRE-IRONS, and CHIMNEY-PIECES.-Buycrs of the above

are requested, before finally deciding, to visit the SHOW-ROOMS.
They contain such an assortment of Fenders, Stoves, Ranges,

Chimncy-Pieces, Fire-Irons, and General Ironmongery as cannot be

approached elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty of design, or

exquisiteness of workmanship.
Black Register Stoves from . . 8s. to £,p 51.

Bright ditto, with Ormolu ornaments . . from £2 19s. to ^33 loi.

Bronie Fenders from 3s. (^d. to £^ las.

Steel and Ormolu Fenders . . . . from £2 los. to £25.

Chimney-Picces Irotn £t 12s. to £10*.

Fire-Irons fthe Set of Three) . . . . from 3s. 3rf. to £4 los.

S. BURTON has
f which

he invites inspection. The Prices vary from is. (^. to 150J. Plain

Black open Scoops, from is. gd. ; ditto, ditto, zinc lined, from 4s. 6d. ;

covered Box-scoops, from 51. 6d. ; ditto, with Hand-scoop, from

10s. 6d.; ditto, ditto, with iTancy ornamentation, from 12s.; highly

finished and ornamented, and htted with imitation ivory handles,

from 20s. to 1505. There is also a choice selection of Wooden Coal

Boxes, with iron and brass mountings. WILLIAM S. BURTON
confidently a<;serts his to be the largest, and at the same time the best

and most varied, Assortment in the World.

WILLIAM S. BURTON. Furnishing Ironmonger by appointment

to H.R. IL the Princeof Wales, sends a Catalogue, containing upwards
of 850 Illustrations of his unrivalled stock, with Lists of Prices and

plans of the 20 large show rooms, post free.—39, Oxford Street;

I lA, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street; 4,5, and 6, Perry's Place; and

i' Newman Yard, \V. The cost of delivering goods to the most distant

p'artsof the United Kingdom by Railway is trifling. WILLIAM S.

BURTON will always undertake delivery at a small fixed rate.

COAL SCOOPS.—WILLIAM
40odiflerent Patterns nf COAL SCOOPS on SHOW, ^

Now ready, price it., free by post for 13 stamps, with 9 Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass^
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.G.; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

THE SALIX, or

Now ready,

WILLOW.
Basford, Notts.

By W. Scaling,
A revised and cnlarfredWillow Nurserv-man,

, ,^

edition, containing Instructions for its Planting and Culture, with
Observations upon its Value and Adaptability Tor the Formation of
Hedges and Game Coverts,

Post free IS. : or of SIMPKIN. MARSHALL, and CO., London.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT and
FLOWERS (by the Rev. JoiJN Fountaine, Southacre,

Brandon), being a practical combination of Vinery, Orchard House
and Conservatory, as now worked in a New House erected for the

purpose at Chiswick. Third Edition, Illustrated, Free for seven
stamps to the

Joumal of Hortic Hltnrt Office, 171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

Tegg's Popular Gardening Books.

Ir^VERY MAN HIS OWN GARDENER, by THOMAS
iJ Maw and John Aiiekcrombie ; with a Treatise on Drawing-

Room Flower Culture, by George Glennv. lamo, cloth, 51. ;

post, ss. 4d.

THE AMATEUR GARDENER'S POCKET
JOURNAL, by John Adercrombie; with a Treatise on

Window Gardening, Fern Culture, and Wardian Cases, by George
Glennv, i8mo, cloth, 2s. ; post, 2s. 2d.

London : WILLIAM TEGG, Pancras Lane, Cheapside, E.C.

Large 8vo, cloth, 31J. td.,

rriHE GARDENER'S ASSISTANT : a Guide to the
J- Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Garden, Conservatorj-, Greenhouse,
&c. By Robert TtioMrsoN, late of the Royal Horticultural Society's

Gardens. Coloured Plates and many Woodcuts,
" The best compendious treatise on modern gardening."—Z?ai/y

Teltitaph.

London : BLACKIE and SON, Paternoster Buildings, E.C.

Address BENJAMIN EDGINGTON (in full).

Marquee and Tent Maker by Special Appointment to

Her Majesty the Queen and H.R.H. the Prince of

Wales, and His Majesty the King of the Netherlands,

2, Duke Street, London Bridge, S.E.

No other Establishment.

By Royal Appointment.
TO ^ s^p -jk TO TilE

Her Majesty, Sfff^^?^& P«'nce of Wales.

By Special Warrant, dated 2l^lv^\ ^^ Special Warrant, dated

December 27, 1865. G^^^tVuD^'^*^ February 10, 186G.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, Original and
Sole Proprietors of the

STOCK-BREEDERS' MEDICINE CHEST.
For Disorders in Horses, Cattle, Calves, Sheep, and Lambs, and the

Inventors of the FIRST Animal Medicines ever known as " DAY S.

This matchless little Chest contains the following world-renowned

remedies, nearly all that a Farmer can require to keep his block free

from diseane, and in fine and healthy condition :—

The CHEMICAI, EXTRACT, for Wounds. Swollen Udders, &c.

The GASEOUS FLUID, for Scour or Diarrhoea, and all Pains.

The RED DRENCHES, for Cleansing the Blood, and for Fevers.

The RED PASTE BALLS, for producing Vigour and High Spirit.

Price of Chest complete, with Guide to Farriery, £2 161. 6d.

Awarded Certificate of Merit by the National Agricultural

Society of Victoria, Australia, Spring Exhibition, 1871.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, 2a, Dorset Street, Baker Street,

' London ; and Wantage, Berks.

Imperial 410, half morocco, £1 los.,

VILLA and COTTAGE ARCHITECTURE: Thirty
Examples of Country and Suburban Residences, recently

erected, by Nineteen Architects of repute. Illustrated by Plans,

Elevations, Sections, and Details; with a lull Description of each
Building, and, in nearly every case, a Statement of the Actual Cost,
" A volume that those about to build villa residences or cottages may

usefully study."—^KiTd^r.

London; BLACKIE and SON, P.ticrnostcr Buildings, E.C.

R

Miss Braddon's New Novel.
The New Novel, by the Author of " Lady Audlcy's Secret," &i

In Three Vols., at all Libraries,OBERT AINSLEIG H.

LI T II O G R A P H Y. — All kinds of Artistic and
Commercial Lilhngraphy executed by

EDWARD J. FRANCIS, 4 and az, Took's Cuurt, Ch.incery Lane.

Opinions ofihc Press on Mr. Francis' work.
" Artistic as it is exact."— /"A* Tirtus.
" Mechanically so perfect that the original sketches sccm before U3

instead of copies."— The A tkenceum.
" Admirably printed."—^rt Journal.

Estimates forwarded.
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Darwin's Origin of Species,

A NEW, REVISEP, and POPULAR EDITION
Now ready, 6ih and thorounlih- Revised Edition (nth Thousand),

With Olossary of Terms, post 8vo, 71. 6.f.,

THE ORIGIN of SPECIES by MEANS of

NATURAL SELECTION ; or, ihe Preservation of Favoured

Races in the Strugfile for Life. By Chakles Darwin, M.A., F.R.S.,

Author of " The Naturalist's Voyage Round the World," &c.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.

Lyell's Principles of Geology.

Now ready, nth Edition, with numerous UUislrations, Two Vols.,
8vo, ids. each,

THE PRINCIPLES of GEOLOGY ; or, the

Modem Changes of the Earth and its Inhabitants, considered as

Illustrative of Geoloffy- By Sir Charles Lyell, Hart., F.R.S.

Also, by the Same,

nPHE STUDENTS ELEMENTS of GEOLOGY.
-'- With 600 Illustrations. Post 8vo, 9s.

" Sir Charles LycU has here done for the geological student what
Sir John Herschcl did for the student of astronomy in his incomparable
'Outlines.' Young beginners in natural science had long wanted a
short manual of geology at a reasonable price, which should yet contain

a (ull explanation of the leading facts and principles of the science.

Now they have it."—Examiner.

JOHN MURRAY. Albemarle Street, W.

Now ready,

THE MONEYS of all NATIONS, with their

correct value in English currency. Six Copies sent free by post

on receipt of Two Penny Stamps.

T. ROBERTS and CO.. 8, Crane Court, Fleet Street. London, E.C.

Notice.
(By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FR.-\NCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, without extra charge
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, 59. Fleet Street, E.C.

MESSRS. R. AND F. ALLUM wish to ENGAGE
a single young Man, of good character, as GROUND FORE-

MAN, The situation will be a permanent and progressive one to a

suitable Man. Must be a good Knifeman, also Budder and Grafter,

and understand the Propagation of Nursery Stuff in general.—Address,
in own handwriting, to Lady Hank, Tamworth.

Plant Foreman and Propagator.
WANTED IMMEDIATELY, an active and steady

Man, in the above capacity. He must be well versed in the

Propagation and Culture of Ferns, Orchids, and a general Collection

of Stove and Greenhouse Plants. To a suitable Man the situation

would prove a very comfortable one.—Apply, in own handwriting,
stating references, age, &c., to Mr. R. 1. VEITCH, Nurseryman,
Exeter.

WANTED, for a sniall Nursery, an intelligent, active,

and industrious Man as WORKING FOREMAN. Must be
a good Propagator, Budder, and Grafter. The most unexceptionable
references required as regards proficiency and integrity. None need
apply whose characters will not bear the strictest investigation.—

Addiess, in own handwriting, H. T. BATH, Nurseryman and
Seedsman, Lymington, Hants.

WANTED, as GARDENER (Head, Working), an
energetic, pious, married Man, aged about 32. He must

thoroughly understand the profession, and will have two Men under
him. A comfortable and permanent situation.—Apply personally at

Summit House, Upper Clapton, N.E., Saturday, between 10 and

4 o'clock ; next week before 12. Return ticket to Dalston Junction,

4(i., second class.

WANTED, a good GARDENER (married), who
understands Grapes, Cucumbers, Melons, and Flower and

Kitchen Gardening.— E., Post Office, Prittlewell. Essex.

WANTED, a Young MAN, to be under a Foreman in

the Houses. Wages, its. per week, with lodgings in ths

garden.—Applicants to state age, places they have lived in, and time in

each, to P. P., Post Office, Liverpool.

WANTED, a respectable, trustworthy young MAN,
not under 24 years of age.—Must understand the usual routine

of Early and Late Forcing of Fruits, and the knowledge of Training

Wall Trees. First-class character from last situation. — Mr.

DEDMAN, Sundridge Park Gardens, Bromley. Kent.

WANTED, a MAN and his WIFE—the Man to

look after a Kitchen Garden, Cows, Pigs, &c ; the Wife to do

the Washing of a large Family and Manage a small Dairy, Poultry,

&c. A cottage, with evcrj' convenience for washing, would be found.

—F. M., ExiUr Flying Post.

WANTED, on a small Farm in Hertfordshire, a
Married MAN, who can Build and Thatch Hay and Corn

Stacks, Truss and Bind Hay, and do other skilled work. Wife to

attend to Poultry. A house and garden provided, and liberal wages
given to a competent and steady Man,-Mr. ARTHUR DANIELL,
Bay ford House. Bayford, near Hertlord

Seed Trade
TRAVELLER WANTED.—Must be experienced, and

be able to give unexceptionable references. Situation perma-
nent, with prospect of advancement.—Address, stating where pre-

viously employed, and amount of experience and salary required, to

A. C, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C. All communications will be
t reated as strictly confidential.

WANTED, a young Man as IMPROVER, in a
Nobleman's Garden, where a general system of Gardening is

carried on. A Premium is required.—GARDENER, Flixton Hall,

Bungay.

WANTED, as IMPROVER, a respectable young
Man, not under 20 years of age ; one who has some knowledge

of Plants, and accustomed to Potting and Tying,—He must be quick

and active in his duties. Good character.—Mr, DEDMAN, Sundridge
Park Gardens, Bromley, K

Junior Clerk and Assistant Shopman.
WANTED, a young MAN, who has had two or three

years' experience in the Nurserj- and Seed Trade, to act as

above.—THOMAS WARNER, Leicester Abbey.

WANTED, an experienced ASSISTANT.—Liberal
salary and permanent situation.—THO.MAS PIERPOINT,

Seedsman, Warrington.

WANT PLACES —Letters to be Post Paid.

WANT PLACES.—John Harrison has a number
of clever, experienced GARDENERS on his books, whose

characters and abilities are evcr^'thing that can be desired.—North of

England Rose Nursery. Darlington.

Experienced Gardeners.
WILLIAM BARRON and SON have several

GARDENERS on their books at the present time whom they
can strongly recommend. Further particulars on application.

Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash, near Derby.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS(or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualificationSj recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.

HENDERSON and SON,Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, N.W,

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all limes on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearlv staling the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.—Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30; understands the
profession ; live years with present employer as Foreman. Well

recommended,- r. T. , The Gardens, Lower Woodsidc. Hatfield, Herts.

GARDENER (Head). ~ Age 37. married, no
incumbrance; well understands the profession in all its

branches. Good testimonials.-J. D., 19, Cambridge Villas, Cani-
bridgc Road, Hammersmith, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35 ; thoroughly practical
in all branches ; also understands Land and Slock well.

Fifteen years' good character. Two years in last place. Wife willing
to take Cook's place.—D. W., Post Office, St. Alban's.

GARDENER (Head). — Married, no family;
tliorouglily understands the profession in all its branches. Three

vears' good character from last situation.—H. T. N., Mr. Cardy's,
New Road, Barnet, Herts.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, one child
has a thorough practical knowledge of the profession in all il

branches. Meadow Land, &c., if required. Seven years' good
character,— P. H, 9, Crown Place , Lower Sydenham. S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 50, marriedT thoroughly
understands the profession in all its branches ; excellent Gardenia

grower. Understands the working of Hydraulic Rams, Twenty-one
years in two last situations.—H. G.,47, Charing Cross, W.C.

/^ARDENER (Head).—D. P. Smith offers his
VI services to any Lady or Gentleman requiring a slead>' respect-
able Man. Has a thorough knowledge of the profession in all its
branches.—For references and terms, apply to D. P. S., The Castle
Garden, Sherborne, Dorset.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring a good Gardener.—Age 34, married, no family ; has a

thorough practical knowledge of the profession. His present emplover
will give him an excellent character.—W. E., 3, Grosvenor Road,
South Norwood, Surrey, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, marriedrTthoroughly
practical in Forcing all kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and Vege-

tables ; is a first-class Kitchen Gardener, and has had great experience
in the Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, also in Conserva-
tory and Pleasure Grounds. Good references.—Please state terms
to A. B., Lower Tooling, London, S.W.

GARDENER lHEAD).^AgG 38, married ; has first-

class testimonials, and is a most successful Pine and Grape
Grower, having taken many First Prizes, also with other Fruits and
Vegetables ; is also well versed in Plant Culture, including Orchids,
and is thoroughly conversant with the Erection and Heating of
Horticultural Buildings, &c,—WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, Gardener,
Woodstock HousL-, H^udon, N.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, single till suited
;

has had 15 years' practical experience in every branch of the
Profession; is well versed in Early and Late P'orcing of Flowers,
"ruits, and Vegetables; Stove and Greenhouse Plants; Ferns and

Orchids; and ine general routine of Flower and Kitchen Gardens.
Character will bear every mquiry.—A. B,, Rose Cottage, Haylands.
Ryde, Isle of Wight. ^^^
GARDENER (Head, Working, or good Single-

handed).—Age 29: good references. Single till suited.—A. B.,
Post Office, Cuckfield, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where one or more
are kept.—Age 26, single ; well versed in the whole routine of a

Gentleman's Garden. Three years' excellent character.—J. J.,
Gardeners' Chratticle Office, W.C.

/"I^ARDENER (Head, Working). —Age 27;
Vj thoroughly understands the Cultivation of all Fruits, and has a
thorough knowledge of both Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Four
years' good character.—E. C, 13. Mundcn Street, Hammersmith, W.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 32, married
:

thoroughly understands the Forcing ot Vines, Peaches, Melons,
&c. ; Stove and Greenhouse Plants, also Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Three and a-half years" good references.—F. W., Mr.
Young, Nurseryman, Camden Road, N.W. ^^____

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head, Working), is at liberty to

engage at once.—Has a thorough knowledge of the profession
in all its branches, and can be highly recommended by the Nobleman
he is now serving, and his Head Gardener, where he has been the
General Foreman three years.—H. B. C, Post Office, Sherborne,
Dorset.

GARDENER (Head, Working).-Age 35, married
;

has had upwards of 20 years' experience in the different branches
of Gardening, and thoroughly understands the Growing and Forcing
of all kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables. Can take the Man-
agement of Land and Stock if required. Three years' excellent
character from last situation.—W. H,, Post Office, Maida Hill,
Edg\vare Road, London, W,

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are kept.

—

Age 41, married.—Thoroughly understands both Flower and
Kitchen Gardening; also Meadow Land.—T. SIMPSON, Ham
Manor, Arundel

GARDENER (Head), where two or three are kept.

—

Age 28, married, no family ; understands Early and Late
Forcing. Three years' character from present employer. State
wages, &c.—W. ELMES, Foots Cray Place, Foots Cray, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 22 ; no objec-
tion to look after a Horse and Trap. Five years' good character.

—A. W., 3, Daws Lane, Walham Green. Fulham, S.W.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 38, married;
thoroughly understands Kitchen and Flower Gardening, Green-

house, Cucumbers, Melons, &c. No objection to take charge of Cow
if required. Nine years' good reference.—G. P., 27, Llanovcr Road,
Shooter's Hill. Kent. S.E.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where one is kept).
—Age 25, married, no family : understands Forcing of Stove and

Greenhouse Plants and Vines, also Kitchen Garden. Wages no
object in a comfortable place. Good character.—A. B., Hartrop,
Stationer, High Road, Lewisham, S.E.

JOURNEYMAN (or Second), in the Houses, in a
Nobleman's or Gentleman's Establishment, Good reference.

—

T. S., Post Office, Sevenoaks, Kent.

IMPROVER, in a good Establishment, where he could
improve himself in Plant Growing, &c.—Age 20 ; six years' expe-

rience m general routine of Gardening. Three years' character from
present employer. — Address, stating particulars, J. H., 11, Marsh
Street, Ashfora, Kent.

To Nurserymen.
IMPROVER, or ASSISTANT, where he can gain a

thorough knowledge of the run of outdoor work.—Age 29

;

five years' experience. Good references.—T. E., 6, Castle Place,
Worcester.

To Nol>lemen and Gentlemen.
FARM STEWARD, BAILIFF, or GENERAL

MANAGER (disengaged in July next).—Age 40, married, no
incumbrance; has a thorough practical knowledge of Farming in

every branch. Breeding, Rearing, Fattening, Buying and Selling all

kinds of Stock and Farm Produce ; well understands Draining, Farm
Buildings and Repairs, Woods, &c., also the Measurement of Land,
Timber, and Book-keeping, References and testimonials, &c., will

bear the strictest investigation.—J. JAMES, Post Office, Rotherham.

ESTATE PAINTER, DECORATOR, &c.—Age 43,
no incumbrance; a good Tradesman. References from ilie

Trade.—FIDLER, Cudham, Kent.

SHOPMAN (Under).—Age 23 ; good references,-

B., Bark Hill Road, Aigburlh, Liverpool.

HOTHOUSE CLOCKS, in Ornamental Iron Cases,
Bronzed, Japanned, Enamcllt-d, &c. No glass being used in

the construction of these Clocks, they arc not liable to damage. Also,
the c^cs being of Iron, they are are not injured by heat or damp;
and, the keyholes being bushed, no dust or water can possibly enter

,
Going 12 days,

Going 12 days, and striking .

'

... but not striking. hours and half-hours
Price, medium size .. . . ^o 15 o £110
Price, large size .. ..100 160

Box and Package free of charge.
In ordering say if Clock is required to hang or stand.

J. J. WAINWRlG riT AND CO^, Cambridge Street, Birmingham.

Protection from Fire^^

JBEPUBUCARE CAUnONEO AGAINSf
DANGEROUS IMITATIONS.

WM. YOUNGER and CO.'S
EDINBURGH, INDIA, PALE and DINNER ALES.
Sparkling, Refreshing, Nourishing, and Economical.

To be had of the Principal Rclailers,
Observe Trade Marks, as other Brands are frequently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belve-

dere Road, S.E. ; Liverpool, i. Seel Street ; Bristol, 14, Norway Quay;
Dublin Stores, 7, Lower Abbey Street ; Swansea, Quay Parade

;

Glasgow, Queen Street; Birmingham, 13, Temple Street.

K I N A H A N'S 1. li WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the very

CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalled, perfectly
pure, and more wholesome than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words, " KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal, labef, and cork.
New Wholesale Depot, 6a, Great TJtchfield Street, Oxford Street.W.C.

TOZEAU'S SYRUP and PATE of LACTUCINE
ff (active principle of Lettuce) possess all the soothing properties of
op:um without its dangers. Highly recommended by the medical pro-
fession in Colds, Asthma, and all Chest affections,—-'Vt G. JOZEAU'S,
French Chemist, 49, Haymarket ; and all the best Chemists. Pate,
2s. 3d. and IS. i%d.

;
post, 25. '^'Ad., and is. 3^if. Syrup, 2s. gif.

Lea & Perrins' Sauce]THE "WORCESTERSHIRE,"
1
pronounced by Connoisseurs "the only good Sauce." Improves

the appetite, jmd aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour.

ASK FOR LEA and PERRINS' SAUCE.
Beware of Imitations,

and see the Names of LEA and PERRINS on all Bottles and Labels.
Agents—CROSSE and BLACKWELL, London, and sold by all

Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.

A.
Grateful—Comfortlng.Ep r t3

' s COG
BREAKFAST.

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the
operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful applicition of
the fine properties of a well selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our
breakfast-tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may sava
us many heavy doctor's bills,"— Civi7 Service Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk.
Each packet is labelled,

JAMES EPPS and CO., Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

GOUT and RHEUMATISM.—The excruciating
pain of Gout or Rheumatism is quickly relieved and cured in a

few days by that celebrated Medicine, BLAIR'S GOUT and
RHEUMATIC PILLS.
They require no restraint of diet or confinement during their use,

and are certain to prevent the disease attetcking any vital part.

Sold by all Medicine Vendors, at is. i%d. and zs. gd. per box, or
obtained through any Chemist. ______

o cTk i. e s' A~N T IBILIOUS PIL L s.

THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.
In baxes, at is. I'jif., 21. <jrf. ,4s. M., and irj.

c

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILL S.-^
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admi.xture of the

,

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the

flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the

irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the

morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the

luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any

new or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever

merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed

upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-

liarity of their composition. They arc not recommended as a panacea^

nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efhcacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under

all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alterations, with

an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes

at IS. i%d.,2S. fjd.t +1. 6J., and ii!,,aswell as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxes at i;. iVid.t ». 9<2., 4s. M., and iir.
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GREEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
OR NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1872.

The Winner of Every Prize in all Cases of Competition.

SINGLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut 8 inches..

3 10
I

To cut 12 inches. .£4 10

. 5 10

DOUBLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut 16 ins., £6 10 This can be worked by One Man on an even lawn
,, 18 ,, 7 10 By Man and Boy I To cut 22 ins

,
£S 10 By Man and Boy,

1
. 20 , , 80

,

,

,

,

I ,
, 24 , , 90 ,

,

,

,

To cut 26 inches

,» 28 „

DONKEY and PONY MACHINES.
•• Z^^3 o o I Leather Boots for Donkey

.* .. 15 o o Ditto for Pony
.. 17 o o

I

HORSE MACHINES.
^018 To cut 30 inches

„ 36 ..

,. 42 ..

..z=
24
27

To cut 48 inches

Leather Boots for Horse
.-^30

THOMAS GREEN and SON, in introducing their PATENT LAWN MOWERS to the PubHc
for the present Season, take the opportunity of acknowledging the unprecedented patronage that has been

accorded to them in past years, and can assure their future patrons that nothing will be wanting on their

part to maintain the confidence so long given to them.

Every Lawn Mower that is sent out is warranted to give entire satisfaction, otherwise it can be returned

at once free of cost to the purchaser.

Our Machines have been submitted to numerous practical tests in public competition, and have in all

cases carried off every Prize that has been given.

The following are their advantages over all others :
—

isf, Simplicity of Construction,—every part being free of access.

2d, They are worked with far greater ease than any other.

•^d. They are the least liable to get out of order.

\th. They make little or no noise in working.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—Both the Horse, Pony, Donkey, and Hand Machines possess (over all other makers) the advantage of self-sharpening ; the

cutters being steel on each side, when they become dull or blunt by running one way round, the cylinder can be reversed again and again,

bringing the bottoin edge of the cutters against the bottom blade, when the Machine will cut equal to new. Arrangements are made that the

cylinder can be reversed by any inexperienced person in two or three minutes. The Handles of the Machines can be altered to suit the

person using them, by either raising or lowering them.

WE HAVE UPWARDS OF 2000 LAWN MOWERS IN STOCK AT OUR LEEDS AND LONDON ESTABLISHMENTS,
SO THAT ALL ORDERS ENTRUSTED TO US ARE SENT OFF ON THE DA Y THEY ARE RECEIVED.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS
FOR LAWNS, DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, AND GRAVEL PATHS,

SUITABLE FOR HAND OR HORSE POWER.

PRICES OP ROLLERS PITTED WITH SHAPTS.
Suitable for Pony or Horse Tower.

PRICES OP HAWB ROLLERS IN TWO PARTS,
Diam. LenKlh. Diam, Lcnutli.

30 inches by 32 inches . . .. £710 o I 20 inches by 22 inches..

24 ,, 26 4 10 o
I

16 ,, 17 ,, ,.

IN ONE PART.
24 inches by 26 inches.

.

£3 10

2 IS

iS 17

£4 o
3 2
2 10

Diam. Lenglll.

30 inches by 32 inches .

.

30 •• 36 .1 ••

30 . 42 .. ••

30 .. 48 i> ••

..£to
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Notice.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICUL-
TURAL gazette.—The VOLUME for 1871 is now ready;

price, in cloth, {,\ ti. 6d.

W. RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, SOUTH
KENSINGTON, W.

NOTICE.—FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEE MEETING, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, April 3. at
II o'clock. GENERAL MEETING at 3. Band of the Royal Horse
Guards from 3.30, Admission 2s. 6d.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
GREAT PROVINCIAL SHOW at BIRMINGHAM. JUNE

25,26,27,28,29. The Complete Schedule of Prizes will be issued
in a few days, and may be had on application to Mr. JAMES
RICHARDS. Assistant Secretary, Royal Horticultural Society, South
Kensington, London, \V., or the Secretary to the Local Committee^
Mr. A. FORREST. 10, Cherry Street, Birmingham.

LEEDS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
NINTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of PLANTS, FLOWERS,

FRUIT, &c., will be held in the Royal Park, J UNE 5,6, 7. Schedule
of Prizes will be forwarded on application.

JAMES BIRBECK , Secretary^

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL anil HORTTCUL-
(TURAL SOCIETY.

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1872.

MAY 17 to 24.

ROSE and FRUIT SHOW, JULY 5 and 6.

Schadules, &c., may be obtained from the Undersigned.
Botanic Gardens, Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

BEDDING GERANIUMS, in 20 varieties, summer-
struck, from store pots, at 71. per 100.

W. U. C, WelleSDourne, Warwick.

BEDDING GER.\NIUM MRS. UPTON.—The finest
bedding pink Geranium ever offered : ,£3 per 100, 121, per dozen.
JOHN KEYNES, Castle Street Nursery , Salisbury.

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND strong
GERANIUMS and other BEDDING PLANTS, now ready,

in single pots.
W. POTTEN.The Nurser>-, Sissinghurst. Staplchurst.

To tbe Trade and Others.
BEST BEDDING GERANIUMS, strong summer

and autumn struck, from store pots, at 121. perioo; cuttings,
half-price. Also CZAR VIOLETS, strong, in full bloom.

T. L. MAYO, Floral Nurseries, Hereford.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery, 134, Faubourg
de Bruxellcs, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had, free,

from his Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5. Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette.
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester^

Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks.

WOOD AND INGR.A.M will supply Twenty Pairs of
fine named CARNATIONS and PICOTEES for £1, and

Twelve Pairs fine named PINKS for 7^. 6d., package included.
Selection left to W. & I.—Nurseries, Huntingdon.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Pigs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges,
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

The Royal Ascot Grape.
FRUITING CANES of this richly flavoured Grape,

75. 6d. each. Good Planting Canes, v. W. and 51. each.
T. JACKSON AND SON, Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey^

Vines.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have

to offer STRONG Plantmg Canes of BLACK HAMBURGH,
MUSCAT of ALEXANDRIA, and other leading kinds, at very low
prices, LIST, with prices, on application.

The " Upton" Nurseries, Chester,

Vines.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to state that he ha.s still in
• stock some good strong planting CANES of all the best varie-

ties. Prices on application.
Vict oria and Paradise Nu rseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

LANTINtTviNES.— Black Hamburgh, and other
leading varieties, can still be supplied, in welT ripened canes, at

2J, 6d., -^s. bd.. and 5s. each ; a+r., 36^., and 48?. per do;£en.
JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, 102 and 108,

Eastgatc Street, Chester.

To the Trade.
FIRST-CLASS CARNATIONS and PICOTEES.

EORGE EDWARD has a surplus stock of several
hundred pairs, in good healthy plants. Price on application.

Clarence Nurseries, Haxby Road, and at Seed Warehouse, 1, King
G
Street, York.—March i

DOUBLE PRIMROSES, &c.,perdozen.—DoubleGiant
Yellow, 4J. ; Double White, 21. yl. ; Double Lilac, 21. ; Single

Mauve Primrose, 21. ; Single Paper-white, 2J. Double PANSY, 2s.;
Magpie Pans\-, 21. Double Rose-white ROCKET, 21. ; Double
Purple, 2f. DAISIES, in six fine varieties, ir. 6d. per dozen.

A. LAMB, Pcartree Hilt, Lisbum, Ireland.

Pines.

BS. WILLIAMS has now a fine stock of splendidly
• grown Plants, of all the best kinds, including both suckers and

successions of the CHARLOTTE ROTHSCHILD. Prices on
application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcol, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double: with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on application,—Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

NEW ROSES for 1872, in 40 best Varieties, worked
in the very best style. Extra strong, well furnished plants (not

to be surpassetf), now ready. Descriptive LISTS, with raisers'
names, on application.
HENRY BENNETT, Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford, near

Wilton, Wilts.

Cyclamen persicum.
RICHARD BULLEN and CO., having many

thousands of seedling CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, ofthe very
best strain, capable of making splendid flowering bulbs b^ the autumn,
offer them at 151. to 2or. per 100, package included. fhcy can be
shook out of soil without injury. Cash to accompany the order.

The Woodlands, Hither Green, Lcwisham, S.E.

M
Rhododendron Stocks and Clematis Roots,

Fit for immediate use, can be supplied by
ESSRS. CRIPPS AND SON,

The Nurseries, Tunbridge Wells. Kent.

JOHN WATERER AND SONS, Bagshot, Surrey, are
the Exhibitors of RHODODENDRONS at the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Regent's Park Their CATALOGUE of these Plants can
be had by letter addressed to Bagshot.
S^ The Catalogue fully describes Colours, Prices, &c., of the

Rhododendrons.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps. Parti, (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA.—Fine handsome
Specimens, warranted safe for transplanting, 10 to 12 feet, 42s. to

63s. eacn. Larger and smaller sizes at moderate prices.

H. LANE AND SON, The Nurseries, Great Bcrkhampstead.

Aucuba Pollen.

JOHN STANDISH and CO. can now supply any
quantity of AUCUBA POLLEN in one shiUing and half-crown

packets. Post free for stamps.
Also MALE AUCUBA PLANTS, with flower buds, at from 21. 6d.

to 5s. each. Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

STRONG CYCLAMEN PERSICUM BULBS.—
From 14 inch, i inch, to a inches diameter, either in pots, or

shook out, and will throw up a fine Autumn Bloom ; 25J., 351., and 451.

per 100; package extra. Terms, Nett Cash.
A, GODWIN AND SONS, Angel Road Nursery, Edmonton, London,

MAURICE YOUNG'S NEW TRADE LIST of
CONIFER.^, HARDY EVERGREEN TREES and

SHRUBS, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, JAPANESE PLANTS,
NEW AUCUBAS, &c., is now ready, and will be forwarded on
application.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

Extra Large Common Laurels.

WM. RUMSEY has to offer splendidly furnished and
well rooted plants of the above, 5 to 7 feet high and 3 to 5 feet

through. Price per dozen or hundred, very moderate, on application.
Joyning's Nursery, Waltham Cross, N.

D OUBLE WHIN, or GORSE, nice plants,
3s, per dozen, 15s, per 100. See Catalogue.

JAMES SMITH, Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, for Covert.
12 to 18 inches, 8r. per 100, or 40s. per 1000.

15 to 20 inches, lor. per 100, or 60J. per icoo. See CATALOGUE.
JAMES' SMITH, Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holborn, London.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO., late Betham &
• BLACKtTH, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

Street, London, S.E.
For\varders to all parts of the World.

TRUE LONDON PLANE TREES, 15 feet high, and
straight as (jun.rods, 425. per dozen ; also a great variety of

STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES forParkor Avenue Plantiiig.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurserymen, Worcester.

F OX and GAME COVERT.
ENGLISH BROOM, 2 to 3 feet, 10s. per 1000.

BITTER OSIER, 251. per 1000.
EVERGREEN PRlVET,30i. to 401., and gor. per 1000.

W. MAULE AND SONS, The Nurseries, liristoL

DWARE DUTCH BOX for EDGING, of very
superior quality. Price upon application.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, loa, and 108,

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli, &c.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest

quality only. Post free on application.
Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS,
GLADIOLI and ROSES.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUES sent post free on application.
DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Seedsmen, &c

, 52, George Street,
Edinburgh.

THE PINETaPPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W,

JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department,
rhe Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

Kitchen Garden Seeds.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

and Seed Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN
SEEDS is now ready, and will be foru'arded, post free, upon appli-

Agricultural Seeds.
RYE-GRASSES. CLOVERS, TURNIPS,

MANGELS, &C. Price LIS T free by post on application to
DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Seedsmen, S:c., 52, George Street,

Edinburgh. ^____^
Agricultural Seeds.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
and Seed Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimats

that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of HOME-GROWN
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready, and will be forwarded,
post free, upon application.

"^ynbirdT caldecott, bawtree,
DOWLING and company (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
or Wheat; 1862, for " Excclk-nt Sl-cJ Corn and Seeds."

R

Agricultural and Garden Seeds.Hand F. SHARPES Trade CATALOGUE of
• HOME-GROWN SEEDS is now ready. It contains all the

very best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

ICKINSON'S ITALIAN" ""RYE^GRASS sTJED,
may now be had by Agriculturists applying to him. Price per

qr, 48s. ; per bushel, js.^ New Park, Lymington, Hants.

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and
Derivations; Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.
Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

PAl
ii

»ARIS,
I
SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALLX 1867. I
SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON and sons. Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading, Berks.

Clover Seeds at Market Prices.

SUTTON AND SONS are supplying e.\cellent Clean
CLOVER SEEDS at moderate prices. Prices and samples post

free, on application.
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

NEW GIANT HYBRID COW CLOVER.—

A

great acquisition. A Hybrid between Cow Grass and Common
Red Clover—will mow three heavy crops in one year, and succeeds on
Clover-sick land. Price 2s. 6d. per lb. Cheaper by the cwt.

SUTTON and SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

>OTATOS, selected for Seed.—Priced LISTS,
post free.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

V

Eastgatc Street, Chester.

Seed Potato.
EITCH'S IMPROVED ASHLEAF.

£0 per Ton.
RICHARD SMITH, Nur5er>-man. Worcester.

ON SALE, a large quantity of MYATT'S PROLIFIC
POTATOS, at lor. per Sack of 240 lb. ; also WANTED, a large

number of MEN, accustomed to Nursery Work.
B. WHITHAM.The Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport.

Seed Fotatos.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Grovvers

and Seed Merchants, Slealord, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS ia

now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon application

SEED POTATOS, in good condition, very cheap.
Kidneys, Lemon and Myatt's Ashleaf, per cwt., 5s. ; per ton, qoj.

Kidney, Early Dwarf-top Ashleaf, per cwt., 6s. 6d. ; per ton, 1201.

Early Golden Dwarf ana Handsworth, per cwt.,5J- 6a. ; perton, looi.

H. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaste-

MARQUIS of LORNE SWEET PEA. splendid new
dark variety, nearly black, free by post, gd. per oz,

GOLDEN PYRETHRUM, free by post, 45. per oz.

Trade price for above on application
EDWARD HOLMES, Whittington Nursery, Lichfield^

French Mushroom Spawn.
SUTTON AND SONS can supply the above excellent

SPAWN, as used for supplying the Paris Markets, at 3S.^d.
and 3s. (>d. per Box.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading^

A
To tbe Trade.SPARAGUS, 2-yr., extra fine.

JAMES BIRD, Nurseryman, Uownham.

GIANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best that
money can procure, all certain to grow, 2S. M. per loo. This

delicious Vegetable does not require half ttie expense usually incurrci
in planting it. See RICHARD SMITH'S SEED LIST for i87».

Extra strong SEAKAI.E, 2s. per dozen.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.
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New Strawberry, The Amateur.
SAMUEL BRADLEY begs respectfuUy to intimate

that he is now booking orders for the above splendid
STRAWBERRY, to be sent out immediately. It was awarded a
First-class Certificate of Merit on June 29, 1870, at a meeting of the
Nottingham Horticultural Society ; and also a First-class Certificate
at a meeting of the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural
Society, July 19, 1871, at South Kensington. The Editors of the
Gardeners' Chronicle (January 13, 1872}, in their remarks on the new
fruits of the season, say ;

—" In Strawberries Mr. Bradley provides us
with The Amateur, a very large, wonderfully prolific, and first-class

sort." Price per 100, £,2 2s. ; per dO'^en, 6s.

Descriptive Circulars post free to all applicants,

_ SAMUEL PRAni.KV, Litlledale. Halam, near Southwell, Notts,

TJ CANNELL'S (F.R.H.S.,
-*-*-• Nurserj' Business is strictly con-

,
lined to FLORIST FLOWERS and the

following CHOICE SEEDS. Purchasers

can therefore readily imagine his energy
JiOLLTHOCK QU'fLtO^ASTEi^ and determination to grow and recom-

mend only what is really first-class. See

_. FLORAL GUIDE, containing full and
2i?fii?CT valuable particulars expressly for Amateurs.

_ The following are those that H. C. has a

^^^^^t^-^^^^^ large stock of, and deserve special notice

^ RbL^m. CARKMIOU ^^ "^^^ Customers :-
^^^ p^^j^^j _, ^

AMARANTHUS SALICIKOLIUS, direct from Veitch's .. i 6
AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf, fine new blue bedder . . ..10

„ Tom Thumb, best dwarf blue bedder . . , . i o

„ Prince Arthur, best bright blue bedder .. .,10
„ White Imperial Dwarf, new while . . . . .,10
,, White Tom Thumb, new dwarf white ,. ,. i

ANTIRRHINUM, best of varieties last season .. 6<i. and i o
ASTERS (English-grown), Quilled, prize varieties .

.

zi. and 4 o
,, (French), best, imported direct 10

BALSAM—purchased all Stevens' Prize Collection 10
CALCEOLARIAS, best dwarf spotted varieties z 6
CARNATIONS and PICOTEES—Norman's best .. 25. and 4 o

,1 ,, Other noted raisers', is. and 2 o
PINKS, from Keynes' splendid collection 10
CINERARIAS, saved from best named varieties .

.

is. and 2 o
COCKSCOMB-Cutbush's Prize Dwarf Crimson 16
CYCLAMEN, direct from Edmond's Prize Collection .. .. z o
ECHEVERIA METALLICA, a fine foliage plant .. per pod o 6

„ „ GLAUCA, new .. ,, 16
„ RETUSA FLORIUUNDA SPLENDENS

,, 1 o
„ SECUNDAandE. PUMILA 10
II II GLAUCA, beautiful edging .. ..16

FOXGLOVE, Ivery's superb large spotted 06
GERANIUM, Hybridised Zonal| newest varieties .. is. and 2 o

,, Jean Sislcy, finest scarlet out . . .

.

is, and 2 oGOLDEN FEATHER, best yellow edging .. .. 6rf. and i o
HOLLYHOCK, best named kinds, direct from Chater .. ..20
LANTANAS, my best Catalogue varieties 06
LOBELIA SPECIOSA, intense dark blue, true 06
MARIGOLD, French Striped and African, not yet excelled,

colours unequalled (First Prize) td. and i o
MIMULUS, best spotted strain (Henderson's) 10
PETUNIAS, very best named striped varieties 10
PRIMULAS, mixed or separate, superb (Williams') 2S. 6d. and 3 6
PANSY. Black Knight, darkest ever raised or seen 10

„ Belgian and Fancy varieties, beautifully marked .. ..10
„ Show, from best collection in Scotland 16
,, Sandbeck Gem and Pride of RufTord, best yellow bedders i o

PENTSTEMONS.Irom last year's best varieties 10
SOLANUMS, Weatherill's Improved Hybrid 06
VIOLA LUTEA GRANDl FLORA MAJOR, newest bedding

yellow (will be extensively grown) 10
VIOLA PERFECTION, finest mauve-blue bedder 10
VERBENAS, including all the new varieties 26XERANTHEMUM, Everlasting flowers for winter .. ..06
New h lonst Flowers and Florist Flower Seed Merchant,

Woolwich, S.E. '

NEW APPLE, BEAUTY OP HANTS.
Not GLORY of HANTS.

Thos. Thornton
Has much pleasure in bringing before the notice of the Public the above, a decided acquisition. It is a

seedling from the well-known Blenheim Orange, which it far surpasses in size, flavour and keeping qualities ; it is of
conical form, and very highly coloured, and has been highly commended by the principal gardening periodicals.
Strong maiden plants will be ready in November. Price 7s. 6d, each.

T/ie usual Discount to the Trade. Orders now being received.

A Coloured Illustration of Three Fruits, sent per Post on receipt of 2i. in postage stamps.

T. THORNTON, THE NURSERIES, HEATHERSIDE, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

PREMIER HORTICULTURAL PRIZE AND TWO GOLD MEDALS
FROM INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1871.

William Paul
RESPECTFULLY SOLICITS ORDERS FOR HIS

COLLECTION OF ROSES,
The largest, cheapest, and best stock in the country.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS
Of the most select and improved races, many of which have been worked up under liis own eye and hand ;

the carriage of which may be deducted from the account.

FRUIT TREES,
Standards and Dwarfs, Trained and Untrained ; also many thousands of handsome Fruiting

Pyramids, well set with flower-buds.

GRAPE VINES.
A large Collection, including all the newest sorts, in excellent condition of root and top.

EVERGREENS and FLOWERING TREES and SHRUBS.
Many acres in splendid condition for removal, well worthy of inspection by any gentleman planting.

Carriage oj all Goods Free to London. Priced Catalogues Free by Post.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

B. S. ^VILLIAMS,
VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERY, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.,

Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry about to furnish their Conservatories, Greenhouses, Stoves, and Orchid Houses, to an inspection of his Stock of Magnificent
Specimens, that are unequalled in this country, consisting of

THE CHOICEST AND EAEEST EXOTICS,
TREE FERNS, DRAC£NAS, PALMS, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, AGAVES, YUCCAS, CYCADS, BEAUCARNEAS, ARALIAS,

AND ALL KINDS OF FLOWERING, STOVE, AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
The LARGE CONSERVATORY is at this season of the year especially worthy a visit, containing as it does fine collections of CAMELLIAS in full flower,

CYCL.^MENS, PRIMULAS, SOLANUMS, &c., &c. In addition there are numerous Houses, consisting of ORCHID HOUSES, P.'VLM STOVES, NEW HOLLAND
HOUSES, FERN HOUSES, AZALEA HOUSES, &c., replete with Plants which, by the interest and instruction they will afford will well repav a visit'

The COLLECTION of MEXICAN PLANTS at this Nursery is of unrivalled excellence,
' ei

All New Plants that are worthy of notice are to be seen here. The houses have all been erected to suit the requirements of the Plants, which is one of the surest roads to
success in their cultivation.

Should Purchasers require Selections or Collections of Plants, they may depend upon h.aving them put up with judgment. In such cases it is advisable to supply a List of
the kinds already possessed. PRICED CATALOGUES POST FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS,

SEED DEPARTMENT.
GENUINE SEEDS, CARRIAGE PAID AND FREE BY POST.

Complete Collections of Kitchen Oarden Seeds, for One Year's Supply, to suit Large and Small Gardens, at the following prices •

ais., 42s., 63s., 84s. each.
B. S. WILLIAMS devotes special and particular attention to this branch of his business, and can strongly recommend all seeds offered by him as being grown from the

most carefully selected and genuine Stock, all true to name, and of the finest possible quality.
His choice strain of Flower Seeds, such as PRIMULA, CINERARIA, CALCEOLARIA, &c., are unequalled

; they are grown especially for him by persons who stand in
the first position as cultivators of the respective kinds.

•r
'^^'^, C'ATALOGUE, published in January, which can be had Post Free on application, will be found to contain Lists of the latest really useful Novelties in Flower and

Vegetable Seeds
; also a detailed compendium of all previously known kinds. VINES, FRUIT TREES, SHRUD.S, &c.

LANDSCAPE AND SUB-TROPICAL GARDENING.
Estimates, Plans, and Advice given for the Laying-out of Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c. ; also for Erecting Greenhouses, Conservatories, and the Construction of

Rockwork and Ferneries.

Post ivo, cloth, price 5.r., or Free by Post, c^s. t,d. each,

HORTICULTURAL WORKS BY B. S. WILLIAMS, F.R.H.S., RECENTLY PUBLISHED.
" Mr. Williams' skill as a plant cultivator is well and widely known."

—

Journal of Horticulture

C^Sii^r^i /"^P^^
and GREENHOUSE FLOWERING PLANTS, with OELECT FERNS and LYCOPODS. BRITISH and EXOTIC, copiously

sVciesand vileii^^
*^ Houses, and compnaing descriptions of upwards of 1000 O lilustratcd with Engmvlngs on Wood, and containing descriptions of 900 choice apcciesspecies ana varieties. and vanciics. .

, ,. , ^ ,,
Just published, tourlh Edition,CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE ORNAMENTAL-LEAVED PLANTS,

formini; a sequel to the above, containing descriptions of 800 species and varieties, and profusely
Illustrated with Engravings on Wood.

Published and Sold at Victoria and Paradise Nursery, Upper Holloway, N,

rpHE ORCHID-GROWERS' MANUAL, enlarged, revised, and illustrated,
J- containing descriptions of upwards of 800 species and varieties of OrchidaccouB planis proved
to be worth growing.
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Now Beady, Post Free to all Applicants.

B. S. WILLIAMS'
NEW PLANT AND

GENERAL CATALOGUE,
Which, in addition to select LISTS of the

general NURSERY STOCK, also contains the

following CHOICE NEW PLANTS, which

are now offered to the Public for the first

time, and which will be ready for distribution

in May next :
—

^chmea Marise Beginae.
This is undoubtedly one of the most superb Uromeliaceous plants

ever introduced to the gardens of Europe, and during the past season
was awarded a First class Certilicate at the Regent's Park Botanic
Society's Exhibition, a First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticul-
tural Society's Exhibition, and also a Special Silver Medal for its great
beauty and superior excellence. It is a beautiful stove perennial, of
robust habit, the leaves are arranged in a vase-like manner, recurved
towards the end, from 12 to 18 inches long, and dark green. The
liower-spike is erect, and rises Irom the centre, the lower portion
clothed with large oblong boat-shaped bracts of a rich magenta shaded
with rose, and which remain for two months in full perfection; the
upper portion is thickly studded with Jlowers, which are tipped with
dark blue, changing with age to rose. Price 631. each.

Adiantum Capillus-Veneris undulatum
(Moore).

A remarkable variety of dwarf compact habit, with very large and
broad, dark fjrecn pinnse. which are beautifully undulated at the
margins. It is perfectly distinct from any o'.her variety, and has been
awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society.
Price 21J, each.

Davallia Tyermami.
This is, perhaps, the most beautiful of all the Hare's-foot Ferns yet

introduced to cultivation; it is of dwarf compact habit, and, on
account of its being suitable for growing as a basket plant, for
Wardian cases, or for general decorative purposes, as well as for
public exhibition, it is a v-aluable addition to this lovely order of
plants. It is an evergreen speaies, having deltoid, tripinnate, rich
dark green fronds some 7 or 8 inches long, and nearly as much broad
at the base. The rhizomes are somewhat slender, and densely Clothed
with large, silvery-white, chaffy scales, which contrast charmingly
with the deep green of its fronds. It has been awarded a First-class
Certificate at South Kensington, a First-class Certificate at the
Regent's Park Botanic Society's Exhibition, and also at the Man-
chester Spring Meeting in February of the present year. Price
21J. each.

Erica Turnbullii.
A verj- desirable and distinct garden hybrid, raised by Mr. Tumbull

of Bothwell Castle. It is of good habit, an abundant bloomer, and
very showy : the flowers are produced in umbels of from three to six,
tube upwards of an inch and a half long, deep reddi.sh-pink in colour,
the limb is white, and the throat dark purple. It blooms in August
and St-pteraber, Small specimens 631. each.

Puchsia Emperor of Brazil.
A pleasing free-flowering variety ; flowers very double, tube and

sepals deep reddish-cnmson, sepals broad and well reflexed; corolla
regular and very double, rich violei-purpie flaked with rosy-carmine.
Pnce 7i. 6d.

Fuclisia Prince Leopold.
This ia a profuse bloomer; habit good, flowers large and very

double, tube and sepals deep crimson, the latter broad and well
rcfle-xed ; corolla very regular, deep violet, the upper part shaded with
carmine. Pnce 71. 6d.

Fuchsia Purity.
Habit good ; tube and sepals bright carmine, very broad and per-

fectly refle-xed; corolla single and regular, pure white Price
7J. 6d. each.

Gloxinia Mr. Thos. Binney.
A fine erect flower, of great size and good substance; throat bright

red, whilst the limb is ol an intense deep crimson. Price lO*. 64. each.

Gloxinia Purple Prince.
A superb erect flowering variety, of good habit ; the flowers are

large and limb broad, the tube is white without, the throat and lobes
01 tbe limb deep violet-purple, margined with blue. Price ios.6d each

32, Maida Vale, London, W.

THE
PINE-APPLE NURSERY

COMPANY

Beg to call special attention to the following

SELECTION of CHOICE SEEDS.
CATALOGUES may be had Gratis and Post Free

on application.

AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS

AURICULA, very choice mixed

CALCEOLARIA, herbaceous,

Per packet.—!, d.

li 6t/. and 2 6

JAMES BROOKE & CO.,

FAIRFIELD NURSERIES, and i6 & i8, VICTORIA
STREET, MANCHESTER,

Desire to call attention to tlieir extensive stock of

tile rarest and choicest Exotics, including PALMS,
DRACAENAS, CROTONS, NEPENTHES, and TREE
FERNS

; also Flowering Stove and Greenhouse Plants

of every description.

ftnest mixed,

IS. 61L and 2 6

Gloxinia Scarlet Gem.
Flowers erect, large, tube while, the throat freckled with lilac and

stained bluish-mauve at the mouth ; the limb is broad and even, and
of an intense vivid scarlet. It has received a First-class Certificate
Pnce 105. (id. each.

Pelargonium Mrs. J. Pottle.
A distinct \"ariety, of the Nosegay section. It is very dwarf and

compact in growth, and is. perhaps, the most prolitic bloomer ever
sent out: as a bedding plant it is unsurpassed, as the trials it has
undergone for the last three years fully prove. The truss is dense and
RlODulaTj flowers a soft pink shaded with cerise: its distinct colour
and profuse blooming quality will render it a general favourite. Price
5*. each.

Double-flowered Oliinese Primrose, Peach
Blossom.

A most effective variety, of free and vigorous habit, presenting Quite
a new feature in the colour of its flowers, which are large and full, ofainost beautiful carminepink suffused with peach: truss very fine,and produced well above the foliage. Price ^s ^. each.

Viola cornuta Magnificent.
This beautiful variety will be found quite equal in size to the two

varieties previously sent out by me, vii., PcrfJction and Enchantress,and far superior in colour. It is of the same free-branching habit aithe above named kinds, but somewhat more robust in growth whilst
in colour it is very distinct and superior ; the flowers are borne well uoabove the foliage, of great substance and rich deep violet-purple Itstardy consutution and profuse blooming qualities will render it one ofthe most beautiful of spring and summer bedding or border plantsrnce 2j. txj. each, 241. per doz.

Verbena Blue Boy.

CINERARIA, from prize strain .. is. 6d. and 2 6

COCKSCOMB, dwarf crimson prize 06

CYCLAMEN, from a splendid collection ., ..10

HOLLYHOCK, finest double mixed is. and i 6

PANSY, or HEARTSEASE, from prize flowers,

IS. and I 6

PETUNIA, finest mixed 10

*PRIMULA SINENSIS FiMBRIATA ALBA ..26

* .. ,, ,, RUBRA . 2 6

*
1. ,, ,, best mixed 2 6

* This is saved from finely fringed and large flowers.

ASTER—Dwarf German 12 vars., 2s. 6d. ; 6 vars. i 6

Quilled German . . 12 vars., 2^. 6d. ; 6 vars. :

Dwarf Pyramidal Bouquet . . ,

.

12 vars. :

Globe-flowered ., 12 vars. ;

French Imbricated Pompon ., .. 12 vars, 3 6

Truffaut's French Paeony-flowered, 12 vars., 3J-.
;

8 vars. 2 o

Dwarf Chrysanthemum-flowered, 12 vars,, 3J. 6d.
;

6 vars. 2 o

Crown flowered or Cockade 6 vars. 2 o

Improved Rose, large flowered .. ,.8 vars. 2 6

Victoria, large flowered .. .. ..6 vars. 2 o

'New Schiller 5 fine vars. 2 6

BALSAM, from the most superb collection . .9 vars. 2 6

STOCK—Dwarf German Ten-week, 12 varieties,

2S. 6d. ; 8 vars. i 6

. . 8 vars. 2 6

To intending exhibitors, more especially, they can fully recommend
their clean and healthy stock of flowering and fine-foliage plants.

Any gentleman who may wish to purchase Collections of Plants may
thoroughly rely on their being selected with care and judgment by
J. B. & Co., who at any time will be happy to receive visits at their

Establishments from those gentlemen who may prefer selecting for

themselves.

OBCHIDS.
These beautiful plants arc a speciality at Fairfield, the Collection

there being one of the most e.^ttcnsive, and upon personal inspection ic

will be found to contain a very fine stock ofthoroughly established plants.

In order to meet the rapidly increasing taste for Orchid cultivation,

[. B. & Co. offer to supply Collections of Orchids on very advantageous
terms, the selection being left to themselves :—

12 really good, free (lowering, beautiful sorts, 5 guineas.

24 ditto, including rarer sorts, 10 to 20 guineas.

50 ditto, very fine collection, 30 to 50 guineas.

100 ditto, the higher priced, including fine and many very rare
specimens, 50 to 100 guineas.

Persons commencing collections, or having only a few, the names of
which may be given, would be supplied in this way much cheaper than
if selected separately from the list, and with none but sorts of sterlinK

merit.

The list contains such sorts as are realty usciul, and bemg in general
demand are most regularly in stock. The collection will be regularly

increased with new and good things, and any not in stock will, as far

as possible, be procured to order, at as low a price as they can be
supplied.

A Special Descriptive CATALOGUE of Orchids, Palms, Ferns,
Cycads, &c., post free-

Also, just published, price 31., "THE FAIRFIELD ORCHIDS,"
being a scientific work, treating of the Life, History, and Cultivation

of Orchids, and giving a detailed account of each species and variety
cultivated at their Nurseries.

PINES.
Our stock of these (one of the largest in England) consists of about

1200 plants of all sizes, and we can supply from suckers to fruiting

plants, good, healthy, and clean, at prices according to size.

Montserrat is chiefly grown; this variety we can supply, succession
plants, from 2s. 6r, to JOS. 61/,, and fruiting plants lo-i. 6d. to 42s. each.

Other sorts are grown, such as Smooth Cayenne, Black Jamaica,
Charlotte Rothschild, &c. The last mentioned is highly recommended
as a fine variety, in way of Queen, growing to 10 or 12 lb., and a line

new winter v^l^iety.

NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES
UPPER HOLLOW.W, LONDON, N.

'

Large flowered Dwarf Ten-week

German Ten-week Wallflower-leaved

Large-flowered Pyramidal Ten-week

Earliest Autumnal-flowering , . .

,

, , 8 vars. 2 o

Emperor or Perpetual ..8 vars. 30
Winter or Biennial Brompton .

,

12 vars. 3 o

Tree Giant Cape ., ,, ,, ..4 vars. 20
New Giant Tree Ten-week .. .. ,.5 vars. 20

ZINNIA ELEGANS FLORE-PLENO ,.6 vars. 2 o

o vars. 3 o

8 vars. 2 o

B. S. WILLIAMS
NURSERYMAN and SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES.
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON. N.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Per packet

—

s. d.

Williams' Alexandra BROCCOLI 16
Williams' Improved Dwarf BRUSSELS SPROUTS .. ..10
Williams' Early Nonsuch CABBAGE 10
Williams' Matchless Red CELERY 10
Telegraph CUCUMBER (Woollcy's Improved) i 6
Turner's Blue Gown CUCUMBER 26
Williams' Gloria Mundi ENDIVE 16
Burncll's Alexandra White Cos LETTUCE 16
Williams' Emperor of the Marrows PEA, a white wrinkled

variety, very prolific, and of exquisite flavour, the finest
wrinkled marrow Pea in cultivation ,. ,. per quart .

.

5 o
Earley's Defiance TOMATO, the earliest in cultivation, per pkt. i 6
Bresee's Climax POTATOS per peck 5 o

„ King of the Earlies POTATOS , 50
„ Prolific POTATOS ,, 50

Suttons' Red-skinned Flourball POTATOS 30

5 o

The New Tying Material, RAPHIA, 3j. 61/. per lb.

Address,

JOHN BESTBK,
MANAGER,

32, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W,

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
Per packet

—

s.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mi.\ed
IS. 6d., 2S. bd., 31. td., and 5

Williams' superb strain of BALSAM is. 6rf. and 2
Ncill'a extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA

IS. 6d.,as. 6d., 2$. 6d., and
Weathcrili's e.T:tra choice strain of CINERARIA

ij. 6rf., 21. 6d., 3s. 6d., and 3 o
Wiggin's prize strain of CYCLAMEN.

.

15. 6d., 2s. 6d., and 3 6
Wiggin's prize strain of POLYANTHUS .. .. is. and i 6
GLOXINIA, finest erect varieties i o
GLOXINIA, finest drooping varieties.. .. .. .. ..10
AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf .. ., ,, 10
AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS is. 6d. and 2 6
CENTAUREA CLEMENTEI 16
COLLINSIA VIOLACEA 10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE 26
PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful varieties .. each 2 6

,, ,, mixed a 6
East Lothian STOCKS, per collection of three colours . . ..26
VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress 2S. 6d. and 3 5
VIOLA CORNUTA, var. Perfection is. 6rf. and 2 6
ZINNIA HAAGEANA,florepleno 10
GLADIOLI, choice named sorts .. per dozen, fo.,OJ.,and 12 a

„ KRENCHLEYENSIS, 2S. per dozen, los. W. oer 100.

,, English Seedlings, very fine, as. 6d. per doz, los. per 100.

B. S, W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready, post free on
application.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holloway, Lgndon, N.

[
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FOX and GAME COVERTS.—The BITTER
WILLOW is the cheapest, most easily reared, and most uselul

plant yet offered for forming new coverts, or improving those already
made. Birds are especially partial to Willow plantations. Bitter

Willow stakes, 3 to ^ feet long, will make a really good covert the first

year, and perfectly secure from the attacks of rabbits. Anxious to

make the value of this plant belter understood, W. Scaling will supply
cuttings or stakes at the following extremely low rates for the remainder
of the planting season :—

10 inches long, 155. per 1000 1 36 inches long, 40J, per 1000

15 inches long, 20s. per 1000 48 inches long, 50s. per 1000

24 inches long, 30J. per 1000 | 60 inches long, 60s. pec, 1000

Increasing in thickness as they increase in length, and all, except the
10 inches, cut from 3-yr. old shoots. The two lareer sizes are well
adapted to make hedges, in place of Thorn or (jn'ckreared. 3ee
article in Rural Almanac, 1872, p. 37, published at the Field Office.

WILLIAM SCALING, Willow Nurseryman, Basford, Notts.

New Phloxes decussata from Paris.

LEVEQUE AND SON, Nursi^rymen, Ivry-sur-Seine,
near Paris, recommend particularly the following NEW

PHLOXES;—Alphonsine Yvon, Eole, Louise Margotlin, Pourpre de
Sidon, Coccinea (M.), Rcsplendens, Docleur Parnot. The seven for

£1 25, Others, old sorts, from 71. to ;^i the dozen, according to the
novelties. LIST on application.

s UTTONS' CHOICE FLOWER
Free by post or rail.

SEEDS,

BETTERIDGE'S PRIZE QUILLED ASTER. — This is one of

the finest strains of Quilled Aster in cultivation ; and wherever flowers

have been exhibited, they have invariably taken First Prizes.

12 vars., separate, 5r. ; 6 tlo. do., 2J. f)d. The same in mixture,
per packet, ts. 6d.

SUTTONS' COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of FLOWER SEEDS.
to produce a continuous and beautiful display during the entire

summer and autumn.
No. I Collection, free by post or rail ;C2 2 o
No. 2 Collection, free by post or rail i it 6
No. 3 Collection, free by post or rail i 1 o
No. 4 Collection, free by post or rail o 15 o
No. 5 Collection, free by post or rail o 10 6

Smaller Collections, 2j. 6rf. to 7s. 6rf.

To those who prefer makinf^ their own selections, at very moderate
prices, full particulars of choice Vegetable and Flower Seeds will be
found in SUTTONS' SPRING CATALOGUE and AMATEUR'S
GUIDE for 1872, price IJ., gratis to customers. Also SUTTONS'
ABRIDGED CATALOGUE for 1872, gratis, and post free on
application.
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by appointment to the Queen and

Prince of Wales, Readinj^.

Would You be Surprised to Hear
THE UNDERMENTIONED can now be purchased

at immensely reduced prices ? Apply to

CHARLES NOBLE, Bafishot.

Standard APPLES, PEARS, and PLUMS
Pyramid ,, ,, ,,

Dwarf-trained PEACHES
Standard I-yr. trained PEACHES
RED CURRANTS, in variety
RHODODENDRONS, Hybrid Seedlings, 2 to 4 feet
SPRUCE FIR, 3 to 4 feet

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 2toiofeet
PICEA NORDMANNIANA, 3to6fect
PINUS CEMBRA, 3 to 4 feet
RETINOSPORA SQUARR05A, iK to 2^ feet

„ EKICOIDES, i>ito3fect
„ PISIFERA, j^'to61cct
„ OBTUSA, 3to6reet

THUJA AMERICANA, 3 10 6 feet

„ LOBHII, iJ^toSfeet
THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 4 to 8 feet

„ DOLABRATA, 9 inches to ij^ foot
ARUNDO CONSPICUA, strong
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA

„ DARWINII, it.jt0 2'< leet

„ lAPONICA, I to 2 feet
LABURNUMS, 3 to6 feet

DEUTZIA CRENATA FLORE-PLENO, 3 to 6 feet
DOUBLE FURZE, pots
ENGLISH OAKS. 2 to 6 feet
LAURELS, Colchic, i^ to 3J^ feet

,, Common, ij^ to 2{^ feet

., Portugal, I to 2 feet
LARCH FIR. 6 to 9 feet
SCOTCH FIR, 4to6feet
MENZIESII POLI FOLIA, strong
Paul's New Scarlet THORN, Standard and Pyramid
PURPLE LABURNUMS, 4 to 8 feet
POPLAR, ONTARIO, 6 to 12 feet

„ BLACK ITALIAN, 6 to 12 feet

„ LOMBAKDY, 6 to I2feet
SPIR/EAS, of sorts, 3 to 4 feet
VIBURNUM PLICATUM, 2t0 3fcet
VIOLETS, in best varieties
YUCCA FLACCIDA, strong
CLEMATIS, of sorts
IVIES, of sorts
GVNERIUM ARGENTEUM

The New American Potatos.
TO THE TRADE.

CHARLES SHARPE AND CO., Seed Merchants,
Sleaford. can offer the following varieties of POTATOS, fresh

imported Seed. Price on application.

NEW AMERICAN LATE ROSE
EARLY ROSE
EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY SOVEREIGN
ERESEE'S PROLIFIC
BRESEE'S KINGoftheEARLIES
BRESEE'S PEERLESS
BRESEE'S CLIMAX
PEACH BLOW.

RICHARD WALKER has to oifer, for cash,
SEAKALE for planting out, 31. per 100. ASPARAGUS, /i

per 1000. WHITE SPANISH ONION SEED, 11 orf per lb
PINKS, mixed laced, /jr per 100. DAISIES, White, Crown, Ilcn-and-
chicken, all 5*. per 100 ; splendid Pearl do., 2s 6d. per 100. POLY-ANTHUS, 8s. per 100. CABIiAGE PLANTS, East Hara, Enfidd
Market, and Robinson's Champion Drumhead, all at 2J, 6al, per 1000
POTATOS, Early Shaw, £4 per ton; real American Kcdskinncd
Flourball, £j per ton ; American Goodrich, 14J. per cwt. ; Giant King
8j. per cwt, ; v'ariegated Golden Gem, as. 6d. per peck; Peach Blow'
^j. per peck. Rlarkcl Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds. '

VERBENA VIOLET KING.

Messrs. Thomas Methven & Sons
Have much pleasure in announcing that they have arranged to send out this superb and very distinct NEW

VERBENA. It was raised at Drumlanrig, where it has been extensively grovt-n, and proved to be one of the best

bedding plants in cultivation. Colour, a lively violet-purple, giving the same and most effective shade as Verbena
venosa. It grows to the same height as Crimson King, but is more twiggy in habit, and forms a most compact
mass of bloom. It is of a hardy constitution, and stands rain better and blooms later into^the damp weather of

autumn than any variety that has been tried against it. Mr. Simpson, of Wortley Hall, writing of it in T^e
Gardcfier. says, " It is a better bloomer, has a larger flower, a more vigorous constitution, and is much more effective

at a distance than Purple King. It was planted out side by side with Purple King in various situations, and its

superiority was very noticeable. It will prove a good companion to Crimson King."

To be sent out second week of May.

Price 18s. per dozen. The usual discount to the Trade,

Orders are now being booked, and will be executed in rotation as they are received.

LEITH WALK NURSERIES, EDINBURGH.

32, Maida Vale^ Edgware Road, IV,

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
(one of the Oldest Nurseries extant)

IS NOW CONDUCTED BY A COMPANY, WHO ARE
PREPARED TO

WAEEANT GENUINE
EVERY ARTICLE SUPPLIED TO THEIR CUSTOMERS.

THEIR STOCK AND RESOURCES ARE ALMOST

INEXHAUSTIBLE;
AND

THEIR MOTTO IS "LIBERALITY."

Please write fortheir ROSE and FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE, andalso for their SEED CATALOGUE,
just published.

Address, JOHN BESTER (Manager),
PINE-APPLE NURSERY, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

vIuwuM JM/Mru

GRASS SEEDS,

AGBICTJLTUBAL SEEDS

( CORNEB of M|^ STBEETr)

Tmde Mark.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

FLOWER SEEDS.

Catalogues forwarded Post Free to any address on applieation.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

A Complete Collection for a large Garden 63s.

A Complete Collection for a medium-sized Garden .. .. 42s.

A Complete Collection for a Small Garden 21s.

None but the most approved sorts of Vegetables are included in the above Collections. For sorts, see

SEED LIST, Free on application.

The GUINEA COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, Carriage Free,

Is composed of the following most approved kinds ;

—

PEAS—Dillistone's Earliest, i quart
Suttons' Early Champion, i quart
Champion of England, 1 quart
Vcitcn's Perfeclion, i quart
Payne's Conqueror, 1 pint
Advancer, i pint
Blue Scimitar, i pint

BEANS—Johnson's Wonderful, 1 quart
Broad Windsor, t quart
French Robin's Egjj, i pint
Scarlet Runners, 1 pmt

BEET-St. Osyth, i oz.
BORECOLE, or KALE—Asparagus, 1 pkt.
Hearting, 1 packet
Cottagers', i packet

BRUSSELS SPROUTS— Finest, i packet
BROCCOLI—Adams' Early, i packet
Snow's Winter White, i packet
Purple Sprouting, i packet
Walchercn, i packet

BROCCOLI—Dwarf Late White, i packet
CABBAGE—Early Nonpareil, i pacltet

Enticld Market, i packet
Worcester Incomparable, i packet
Red Pickling, i packet

CARROT—Early Horn, i oz.

James' Intermediate, i oz.

Improved Allringham, i oz.

CAULIFLOWER—Early London, i packet
CELERY—Matchless Red, i packet

Cole's Crystal White, i packet
CRESS—Broad leaved, 2 oz.

Curled, 2 oz,

Australian, i oz,

CUCUMBER—Smith's Frame, i packet
Stockwood, I packet

ENDIVE—Moss Curled, i packet
LEEK—Musselburgh, i packet
LETTUCE— Paris White Cos, t packet
Paris Green Cos, 1 packet

LETTUCE—Worcester Cabbage, i packet
MUSTARD-4 0Z.

MELON— Haiinam's Hybrid, i packet

ONIUN—White Spanish, i oz.

James' Keeping, i 01.

PARSLEY—Myall's Garnishing, 1 packet
PARSNI F—Improved Hollow Crown, 1 ox.

RADISH—Long Scarlet, 2 oz.

Red Turnip, a oz.

White Turnip, 2 oz.

Olive Shaped, 2 oz.

SAVOY—Green Curled, 1 packet
SPINACH—Round, 4 oz.

Prickly, 4 oz.

TURNIP— Early Snowball, i 01.

American Rcdtop, t oz.

TOMATO— Red, I packet
VEGETABLE MARROW i packet
POT HERBS, 4 packets

BICHAED SMITH,
SEED MERCHANT AND NURSERYMAN, WORCESTER.
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UTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s
COLLECTIONS of HARDY ANNUALS.

IS vars. . 3S, fxt. ; 25 vars. , 5J, ; 50 vars. , lOs. ; 100 vars. , 20J.

UTLER, Mcculloch, and c o. 's

COLLECTIONS of HALF-HARDY ANNUALS,
la vars., 4s. ; 25 vars., ys. 6d. ; 50 vars. , 15^. ; 100 vars., 30J.

UTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s
COLLECTIONS of HARDY PERENNIALS.

15 vars., y. td. ; 25 vars., 6j. (>d. ; 50 vars., I2J. 6rf. ; 100 vars , 2$s.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s
PRIZE CYCLAMEN, u., 2s. 6d., V- 6d., and 5*. per packet.

BETA CHILENSIS (Butler's). 6./. anA is. per packet. See also
large Adverliscnient in Journal cf Horticulture, February 23, All the
above sent cirriage free. CATALOGUES post free.

South Row, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.
Established upwards of a Century.

NEW and ex. ex. choice FLOWER SEEDS (post
free).—AURICULA, from pr'nc flowers, is. ASTERS, extra

fine, Tcrfection, 6d. and is. CALCEOLARIA (Scott's), the most
beautiful strain, is. and 2s. (ni. CINERARIA, extra, is. and 21. 6d.

MIGNONETTE, red. 6./. TETUNIA, double, is. PRIMULA, ex.
choice, includinj; fern-leaf vars. is. and 21. 6d. STOCK, Scott's Giant
Scarlet Ten-week, the larcest spiked var., is. For other choice seeds,
see Descriptive CATALOGUE, free on application.

J. SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

DAHLL'XS, Pot Roots, good Show, Fancy, and
Pompon, free by post, as follows:— 12 in six sorts for 4s.;

24 in 12 sorts, 8j.
; 36 m 18 saris, 12s. ; 48 in 24 sorts, 161.

ACHIMENES, 8 eood named, 4 tubers each, for y , free by post,

PELARGONlilMS, of Show and French Fancies, nice plants, our
selection, 12 sorts for 4J., 24 for 7s. 6d., 48 for 14s., package free.

GERANIUMS, nice plants, Italia Unita, Glen Eyre Beauty, Lady
Cullum, Sophie Dumarcsque, Eastern I{eauly,and ao other good
named sorts, la^for 3s. 6^., 24 for 7^,. 50 for 14J., free by post.

Larger quantities at less price per parcel train.

H. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nursery, Lancaster.

RICHARD GREGORY (late Isaac Smith), Froggatt
Nurseries, Calvcr, rta Shcllicid, respectfully offers :

—

ALDER, 5 to 8 feet, 4s. per 100. ASH, Mountain, 3 to g feet, iZs.

per 1000 ; do., common, 2 to 3 feet, 14s.
; 3 to 4 feet, im. per 1000,

BEECH, 1^ to 2feet.ig.«. : 2 to 3 feet, iSj. ; 3 t0 4(cct, 21 J. per lOOO ;

6 to 10 feel, 20s. ; 8 to 12 feet, 301. per 100.

BIRCH, 6 to 9 feet, i8j. per 100.

POPLAR, Black Italian. 2M to 4 feet, i6j, per 1000.

SPRUCE. 3 to 3 feet, 13s. ; 2(^ to 4 feet, 16s, per looa
SILVER FIR, 2 to 4 feet, 6j.,

BALM of GILEAD, 1% to 2% feet, as. per 100.

SYCAMORE, 3 to 5 feel, 15s. ; 4 to 6 feel, i8j. per 1000; 6 to 8 feet,
61. ; 8 to 10 feet, 12s. per loa
YEW, English, 3 to 5 feet, loos. per 100.

FroRKatt Nurseries.—March 26.

J W. WiMSETT,
NURSERYMAN and SEEDSMAN, FLORIST TO THE QUEEN,

INVITES ATTENTION TO HIS FINE

COLLECTION OF EXOTIC AND OTHER FERNS,
Which he is supplying at exceptionally reasonable rates. Of the following he has a large stock of excellent

plants in thumb's and 60s :—LOMARIA CILIATA, PTERIS GERANIIFOLIA. GYMNOGRAMMA CHRY-
SOPHVLLA. PTERIS TREMULA, LOMARIA GIBBA, and ADIANTUM PUBESCENS, at 6^. per dozen

;

ADIANTUM CONCINNUM LATUM, at j 2j. per dozen ; CHEILANTHES HIRTA, at 4J. per dozen.

Also a healthy and well-grown stock of DRAC^NA GUILFOYLEI, D. REGINA, D. NIGRO-RUBRA,
CROTON UNDUL.ATUM, C. VEITCHU, C. MAXIMUM, &c. Sizes and Prices quoted on application.

ASHBURNHAM PARK NURSERY, KINGS' ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

SEED POTATOS.

H. & F. Sharpe's
WHOLESALE LIST OE SEED POTATOS

COMPRISES, AMONGST OTHERS, THE FOLLOWING FINE VARIETIES, VIZ. :

—

EARLY SANDRINGHAM KIDNEY, First Early
MONA'S PRIDE KIDNEY
AMERICAN EARLY ROSE
OLD ASHLEAF KIDNEY
WALNUT-LEAVED KIDNEY
RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF KIDNEY
MYATTS PROLIFIC KIDNEY
DAINTREE'S EARLIEST ROUND

AAIERICAN EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY DALMAHOY ROUND
EARLY OXFORD ROUND
DRUMMONDS EARLY PROLIFIC ROUND
EARLY FLOUNDER, very prolific

PATERSGN'S VICTORIA, True
FLUKE KIDNEY
RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL, True

The above varieties have been carefully selected, and the quality is excellent. For prices {which are very low},

and other particulars, apply to

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH, CAMBS.

TO POTATO PLANTEKS.

James Carter & Co.,
HAVING IMPORTED

A SPLENDID LOT of the FOLLOWING AMERICAN POTATOS
Direct from the original introducers, are prepared to supply them at greatly

reduced prices, per cwt. or ton.

EARLY ROSE,
CLIMAX,

KING OF THE EARLIES,
BRESEE'S PEERLESS,

BRESEE'S PROLIFIC,
EARLY GOODRICH.

Also choice stocks of the following :

—

REDSKIN FLOURBALL (true), and BOVINIA.
Lowest Price per Cwt. and Ton on application.

JAMES CARTER and CO., 337 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

KENNEDY'S
PEEMAIEIT PASTURE IIXTUEES,

TO SUIT ALL SOILS.

The great benefit derived by Sowing Down Land for Permanent Pasture with Natural Grass Seeds cannot be
over-estimated. The trifling cost of KENNEDY'S MIXTURES for PERMANENT PASTURE over that of
Common Rye-grass and Clover being far more than compensated by the greater abundance of herbage produced, of a
much more nutritious and permanent kind. Our Mixtures are made up in each case to suit the particular soil,

situation, and purpose for which Ihey are required ; and it gives us pleasure to say that they continue to maintain the
high character they have held for so many years past. A DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST of these GRASSES, as
well as of CLOVER, TURNIP, and other FARM SEEDS, can be had on application. Seeds are dehvered free of
Carriage, as formerly.

THOMAS KENNEDY and CO., SEED and NURSERY ESTABLISHMENT, DUMFRIES.

Notice to Large Purchasers of Farm S33dB.

CARRIAGE FREE, CARRIAGE FREE.

MESSRS. SUTTON have now completed their stocks
of FARM SEEDS, and will be pleased to make special quota-

tions to large purchasers on application slatinf; sorts and quantities
required

Messrs. SUTTONS' FARMERS' YEAR ROOK, Illustrated, is
now ready, price 6rf. ; gratis to Customers.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

sUTTONS' CHOICE SEED
CARRIAGE FREE,

Sultii'tPi^aMdinnrBlU.

POTATO

Unirhic. BlrminfAuni,

HilCrWl iKlDUX£ .rPORTUltl
r CUPHOMfOMKFARM.^

SUTTONS' KT li -]:i\ 1 I.()l.iKB.-MX, the heaviest cropnine
and best cooking late I'oiaio in cultivation, and the only variety wiiich
entirely resisted the disease last season, as sec page 319 of GarAener!,*

Chronicle Also

Manning's KidneyBresec's Climax.
Bresee's King of the Earlics.

Bresee's Peerless.
Bresee's Prolific,

Berkshire Kidney.
O.xfordshire Kidni
Early Goodrich

ey.

And others. Lowest price per sack or ton on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, Reading, Berks.

ASPARAGUS. — Conovers Colossal (new), 3-yr., at
2ir. per roo ; selected, at 251 per 100.

Pritchard's Dark Green (new), 3-yr., at lox. bd. per 100.

Battersca Giant, t, 2, and 3-vr. , at zi. 6rf.
,
3s. 6rf., and 5J. per 100.

Cheaper by the Thousand,
JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, 102 and 108,

Eastgate Street, Chester.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—About 5 acres of strong
Cabbage Plants of Early Battersca, Enfield and London Market,

at 31. td. per 1000; Robinson's Champion Ox Cabbage at 25, grf. per
1000; also late Red Pale Cabbage at 3s. 6ii. per 1000, can now be
supplied. All orders over 50,000 cheaper. Reference required from
unknown Correspondents,

J. WOOBERRY , Nurseryman, Billinghurst, Sussex
.

CABBAGE PLANTS. CABBAGE PLANTS.
strong, healthy, vigorous.

r,ooo.ooo Robinson's Llrumhead. at 3J. per 1000.

500,000 Early Battersca, Enfield lilarket, and Little Pixie, at 31. bd.

per rooo.

100,000 Red Pickling Drumhead, <;s. per 1000.
Sutton's Rcdskinncd Flourball POTATO, at 6j. per bushel.
Paterson's Bovinia, or Cattle-feeder POTATO, at 6s. per bushel.

Samples on application.
Remillanccs to acconip; - '

W. VIRGO AND SON,
pany Orders from unknown Correspondents.
, Woncrsh Nursery, near Guildford, Surrey.

FOR SALE, autimin sown CATTLE CABBAGE
PLANTS, &c,; ROIilNSON'S CHAMPION OX CABPAGE,

THOUSAND HEADED ditto, DRUMHEAD SAVOY, and
PURPLE SPROUTING BROCCOLI. All strong hardy plants.and
ready for immediate planting. Price 3s. per 1000. Samples sent on
application.

Mrs. M' BOOSEV. The Nurseries, Rochford. Essex.

Shaw House, Melbourne, near Derby.
ROBINSON'S CHAMPION DRUMHEAD OX

CABBAGE.—The Public have for nearly 20 years had so many
opportunities of seeing and hearing of this extraordinary prodiif^ion
at different competitions and exhibitions—viz., at Bingley Hall, Bir-
mingham ; Islington ; Royal Horticultural Show, Kensington ; Crystal
Palace, and many other places, that it will be quite unnecessary to say
more than that great numbers of heads were produced last year by the
raiser, weighing from 65 to 75 lb, each, and in one instance over 80 lb.,

and that it is the largest and best keeping cattle Cabbage in cultiva-
non. In consequence of the difficulty parties at a distance hav; bad
in obtaining .seed and plants from the true slock, S. Robinson has, in
addition to his own sale at Melbourne, made arrangements with the
following Seedsmen, who have been Customers (or Seed for some
years, to take orders for Plants, to be supplied direct from the gardens
at Melbourne :— las. Carter & Co., the Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238,
High Holborn, London, W.C. : Sutton & Sons, the Royal Seedsmen,
Reading; T. Gibbs & Co.. Seedsmen to the Royal Agricultural Society
of England, Corner of Half Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W.C;
George Gibbs & Co., Seedsman, 24, 2^. and 26, Down Street, Piccadilly,

London, W.C. ; Wheeler & Son, Seedsmen, Gloucester.
Lowest prices on application.

CHARCOAL for SALE, suitable for Potting, &c.,
price SI per sack, delivered at Warminster or Frome Stations on

the Great Western Railway.
Mr. G. BERRY, Horningsham, Warminster.

To Engineers, ArcMtects, and Others.

THE SCARBOROUGH CLIFF BRIDGE
COMPANY invite Engineers, Architects, and others, to send in

PLANS and PROPOSALS for LAYING OUT and ALTERING
the recently acquired PROPERTY BEYOND THE SPA, and in

connection with the existing grounds of the Company.
A PREMIUM of ONE HUNDRED POUNDS is offered for the

best, and FIFTY POUNDS for the second best, DESIGN, to be
determined by the Committee of the Company : the First Premium to

merge in the successful Competitor's Commission if his Design is

earned out.

The Plans and Prosposals to be sent in to me, marked by a Motto
only, and accompanied by a separate sealed letter, containing the name
of the Competitor, both indorsed " Undercliff Plans," on or before
JUNE I next,—By order,

FRAS. GOODRTCKE, Manager.
Cliff Bridge Company's Offices, Scarborough. MrirchT^

To Market Gardeners, Osier-bed Planters, and Others.

THE SEWER AUTHORITY for the district of
Lcytonstone, in the County of Essex, arc prepared to receive

TENDERS for a yearlv hiring of about 2a 2r. of valuable MARKET
GARDEN GROUND, lying close to the main road leading from
Leyton to Stratford.

The said Tenders are to include Emptying and Cleansing of Tanks,
in which the Sewage is deposited ; and also the disposing of the same
sewage on the land proposed to be let, or elsewhere.

Further particulars and conditions of the said letting may be
obtained of the undersigned, and of John T. Bressey, Esq., Surveyor,

70 and 71, Bishopsgate Street Within, London, E.G.
Tenders are to be sent to my Office on or before April 3, 1872.

Dated this i8th dav of March, 1872.
'

ROBERT T. WRAGG, 7, GreatSt. Helen's, E.G.,
Clerk to the Sewer Authority,

IPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(registered Trade Mark, " Flying Albatross"), is now ready for

delivery in quantity and in fine condition. The best fertiliser yet
produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contains
21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Salts
of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor
Way, Mr. Ogslon, Mr. Sibson. Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of
which is secured by a leaden seal bearing the Company's Trade
Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so long as the seals remain
unbroken,
BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, 20, Billiter Street, E.C.
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To Her Majesty, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

THANKSGIVING.
FLORAL DECORATIONS OF HER MAJESTY'S AND H.R.H. THE PRINCESS OF WALES'

JRBTIEING EOOMS AT ST. PAUL'S CATHEDEAL.
Before leaving the Cathedral and its ceremony, we cannot refrain from mentioning

a portion of the decorations which met with Her Majesty's approbation.
Flowers

! beautiful flowers ! seem inseparable from the national enjoyment of the
British people, and could not be ignored on this occasion. Her Majesty's and the
Princess's Retiring Rooms were decorated in a very chaste and superior manner,
with the rarest floral gems of the season.

The artist honoured with the commands of the Lord Chamberlain for this purpose
was Mr. John Wills, of the Royal Exotic Nursery, Sussex Place, Old Brompton,
and very admirably he performed this pleasing duty, Upon the plateau of the steps
leading to the main entrance of the Cathedral, two retiring rooms had been prepared

;

the one to the right was for Her Majesty, the walls were draped with pink, faced with
Nottingham net

; that to the left, for the Princess of Wales, was draped with blue,
and faced with the same kind of net ; nothing could be more elegant. In the corners
of these rooms, Mr. Wills had groups of choice Palms, Ferns, and other beautiful and
graceful foliage plants, lighted up with rare Orchids, Azaleas, Hyacinths, and Tulips,
of varied colours, and scented with superb pots of Lily of the Valley, Violets, and
other sweet-smelling flowers. Upon the centre of the tables, in elegant glass vases,
was a most sumptuous display of choice Orchids and other exotics, fringed with fronds
of Adiantum Farleyense and Lycopods ; the effect of these groups, lighted up by
the glowing crimson spathes of Anthurium Scherzerianum, was quite enchanting.
Around each group were placed exquisite little bouquets, and these Mr. Wills had
the satisfaction of knowing were admired and carried away by Her Majesty and the
Royal party, who, we have reason to know, expressed themselves highly pleased
with the chaste and simple manner in which Mr. Wills had arranged the floral
decorations.—Vide Court Circular, March 2, 1872.

The private rooms were decorated with flowers and Palms by Mr. John Wills,
I

of the Royal Exotic Nursery, Old Brompton. The Princess's retiring room was
i

decorated with groups of plants in each corner, consisting of Lily of the Valley,
I

Anthurium Scherzerianum, Lycastes, Dendrobiums, Azaleas, Camellias, and various !

other choice flowers, the whole gracefully intermixed with suitable Ferns, while hand- .

some Palms formed the background. The zinc pans, in which the smaller plants '

were placed, were completely hidden by a margin of Selaginella denticulata ; on a
table, in the centre of each room, 12 handsome glass vases were placed, varying in I

height, and from these the beautiful fronds of Adiantum Farleyense were allowed

to hang gracefully over the glasses, and afforded a beautiful setting for the fine

spikes of such Orchids as Ccelogne cristata, Phaloenopsis Schilleriana, P. amabilis,

Vanda gigantea and insignis, Saccolabium giganteum, Odontoglossum Alexandra,
O. Bictonense, O. Uroskinneri, Oncidium crispum. O. Pescatorei, Laelia anceps,

Barkeria spectabilis, Lily of the Valley, Gardenias, Violets, and various other choice

flowers.

Her Majesty's retiring room was directly opposite the Princess's, and was arranged
in a similar ^vay to the above, each group of plants being different, and consisting of the

choicest flowers that could be procured. On Her Majesty's table there were magnificent

spathes of Anthurium Scherzerianum, shown off to great advantage by the graceful

fronds of the Adiantum above alluded to, and large pendent spikes of Coelogyne
cristata. The approach to the reception room was also decorated with flowers. Palms,
&c,, and groups of plants were placed in each corner of the reception room.

Her Majesty and the Princess were, we learn, much pleased with the floral

decorations, and accepted bouquets as appropriate souvenirs of the occasion.

—

Gardener^ Chronicle^ March 2, 1872.

The vast portico of the Cathedral had been, as already indicated, turned into a
suite of rooms, lighted from above. The central chamber was the general reception
room, where the Queen was met by the Bishop of London and the Dean and Chapter
of St. Paul's. Opening from it, on the right, was a room for the Queen, the lace-

covered walls of which were so complete in their elegance, that no one would believe

they had been entirely spoiled but a day or two previously by the rain from above,

before the glazing of the roof could be executed. The chamber on the left of the

reception room was for the Prince ; and both these private rooms, having been
furnished with much taste by Messrs. Banting, had been given over for the finishing

touches of natural art to Mr. John Wills, the horticulturist, of the Royal Exotic
Nursery, at Old Brompton. Nothing could exceed the beauty of the floral display,

growing, as it seemed, in each corner of the boudoir-like apartments, and set off with
the freshest and most luxuriant Ferns imaginable. Those elegant little adornments,
technically known as "button-holes," were placed in sufficient number about the

rooms appropriated to royalty, and were accepted by Her Majesty, the Princes and
Princesses, with gracious approval of the taste displayed in the general arrangement.
The decoration of the suite of chambers by Mr. Wills also included a fine display of
Palms.—Vide Daily Telegraphy March 28, 1872.

THE LORD MAYOR^S BANQUET,
The Floral Ornamentation was by Mr. John Wills, of Old Brompton, whose taste was commented on [in terms 'of eiilogy.-

Cily Press, November ii, 1871.

-Vide

JOHN WILLS, F.R.H.S.,
By Special Appointment Florist and Bouquetist to Her Majesty

and the Royal Family,

AETISTIC ELOEAL DECOEATOE, lUESEEYIAI, AID SEEDSIAI,

EOYAL EXOTIC NUESEEY AND WINTER G-AEDEN,

ONSLOW CRESCENT, ONSLOW SQUARE.

FLORAL DEPOT: -9, SUSSEX PLACE, OLD BROMPTON.

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Bouquet Department :—

EXHIBITION ROAD, NEAR THE SOUTH KENSINGTON RAILWAY STATION.

BRIDAL, OPERA, AND OTHER BOUQUETS.
Some idea of the magnitude of J. WILLS' business as an Artistic Floral Decorator and Bouquetist

may be obtained from the fact of his having, on the 14th of October, supplied in one order on the same day
1000 handsome Bouquets for Ladies, and 3000 Coat Bouquets for Gentlemen.
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Seedsmen by
Special Warrant.

SUTT0N8
HOME GROWN SEEDS,

CARRIAGE FREE.

THE HEAVIEST CROPPING LONG MANGEL IS

SUTTONS' MAMMOTH LONG RED.
70 Tons per Acre

Were grown last year, as see the follownng.

Fn»n \Vm. Naylor, Esq., L<fHg; Siilt^ii.~Oi-fol'er ib, 1871.
" I took the First Prirc at our Show for Mammoth Long Red

Mangels, crown from your seed, I got 70 tons per acre."

This unrivalled Long Red Mangel was first Intro-
duced to the Public by Sutton & Sons, and supplied
by them to the several Royal Farms and to their
customers generally for some years before the name
"Mammoth" was adopted by any other bouse. Up-
wards of 50 Silver Cups and First Prizes have been
awarded to Buttons' Mammoth in various parts of
the country since Its introduction.

Price Is, 3d. per lb., much cheaper by the cwt.

UNSOLICITED

TESTIMONIALS
SHOWING THE SUPERIORITY OF

Buttons' Mammoth Long Red Mangel.
from Mr. Wilmam Wmh e, Burrill, Bedah:

StJ<fcmber 76.—" At the Northallerton AKficultural Show I exhibited
two lots of Mammoth I-ong Red Manuel, from the Seed I got from
you, and took both First and Second Prizes, beating 16 others. The
crop averaged between 40 and 50 tons per acre, and many of the roots
weighed 30 lb. each.'*

Front John Ri'SBridcer, Esq., Si. Martins.
April 10-

—"I have exhibited your Mammoth Long Red Mangel,
at the Chichester Root Show, on three different occasions. Twice
I gained the First Prize, and once the Second Prize. Last year I

gained the First Prize; and the Roots from your Seed were generally
considered the most beautiful ever exhibited at Chichester. They
possessed in a remarkable degree the rare combination of quality and
quantity."

From Mr. John Godfrey, Borrs Court Farm, Jnilsbridg-e,
near Bristol.

January 15.—" The Mammoth Long Red Mangel Seed I had of
you gained First Priie at the West Gloucester Agricultural Society's
Show."

FrvrnVJ. S. Peddar, Esq., Hisham Hall, Bury St. Edmund's.
}Vorember6.—" T took First Prize lor the best 20 Mammoth Long

Red Mangel Seed against a large competition. The Roots were very
much admired in the yard."

From Mr. J. Ch.alcbaft, Stroitd, Peiersfield.

March 15.
—

" I have twice exhibited your Mammoth Mangel, and
taken a First and Second Prize."

From tkt Rev. G. H. Woodcock, Radcliffe en Wrcar Fectory,
Leicester.

February 24.
—" I cannot speak too highly of your Mammoth Long

Red Mangel They grew last year to an enormous size, and have
kept very well."

Frvm Mr. J. Upton, Bretley, Burton.
March 11.—" I had excellent crop from your Mammoth Long Red

Mangel last year. I exchanged a bit of your Seed last year with
Mr. Stretton, our next neighbour, and he had the good fortune to win
First Prize at the Derby Agricultural Show for the county and ten
miles round."

FIRST PRIZES AND SILVER CUPS
HAVE BEEN AWARDED TO

Suttons' Mammoth Long Red Mangel
At the following Agricultural Meetings :

—
Bandon (Ireland)
Barton
Bedale
Birmingham (for the

fourth time)
Bury St. Edmund's
Cheltenham
Chichester
Cuckfield
Dublin
Dunmow
East Surrey

Evercreech Ongar
Faversham Pocklington
Jersey (for the third Rcigatc
Keevil [lime) Roscommon (Ireland)
King's Lynn Roya! Central Bucks
Lanesdalc Rugby
Leeds Sleaford
Leicester Stalham
Long Sutton Terrington
Nev. market Tring
Northallerton

|
Tunbridge Wells

Norwich York{for the 2d time).

The following PRIZES are offered at the ROYAL BERKS ROOT
SHOW, to be held at Reading, on SATURDAY, November 23, 1872,
for—
SUTTONS' MAMMOTH LONG RED MANGEL £ s. d.

12 roots (first prize) 33°
12 roots (second prize) i 11 6
13 roots [third prize) o 15

Buttons' Maminoth Long Red Mangel,
js, 3(/. per lb., much cheaper by the cwt.

SUTTONS' SELECTED Y'ELLOW GLOBE MANGEL s. rf.

per lb. o 10
SUTTONS' YELLOW INTERMEDIATE .. ., ..10
SUTTONS' BERKS PRIZE YELLOW GLOBE .. .. 1 ^
SUTTONS' GIANT LONG YELLOW 10
STRATTONS' RED GLOBE 10
Prime YELLOW GLOBE and LONG RED 08

Much cheaper by the cwt.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE LISTS of FARM SEEDS
Gratis and Post Free.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN BY APPOINTMENT TO THE QUEENAND H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT,
READING.

CARTER'S
IMPROVED MAMMOTH PRIZE

LOIG EED lAMEL,
As annually grown on the Farm of H.R.H. the

PRINCE OF WALES.
The largest variety grown. Price per lii., Is. 3d.

Much clie;ipcr jjcr cwt.

i?^

Per lb , Is. 3d. Cheaper per cwt.

This improved variety was ongmally introduced by J. C. & Co.

The largest root of this variety at the Smithficld Club Show was
exhibited by J. C. & Co., weighing nearly 60 lb.

Carter's Prize Mangel Wurzel.
Per lb —s d

CARTER'S IMPROVED MAMMOTH LONG
RED MANGEL (see Illustration) .. ..13

CARTER'S WARDEN PRIZE YELLOW
MANGEL 13

CARTER'S CHAMPION YELLOW INTER-
MEDIATE 10

CARTER'S ELVETHAM LONG YELLOW ..10
CARTER'S IMPROVED RED GLOBE ..10
CHAMPION ORANGE GLOBE 010
FISHER HOBBS' YELLOW GLOBE . . ..10
YELLOW GLOBE 08
ORANGE GLOBE 08
LONG YELLOW . . ..08

Every Farmer should read

CARTER'S
Illustrated FARMERS' CALENDAR,

Post Free, 6d. Gratis to Customers.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN to the QUEEN and the PRINCE ofWALES.
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Phormium Colensol varlegatiun.

MR. WILLIAM BULL begs to intimate that he
has just received a magnificent consignment of good strong,

healthy specimens of the above, well established in pots, and can now
(illcr this beautiful and hitherto extremely rare plant, either singly or
by the dozen, at moderate prices.

Ksinblishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
T...ndnn. S W.

New, Rare, and Beautiful Plants at present In flower at

MR. WILLIAM BULL'S ESTABLISHMENT.
An inspection is invited :

—
CYPRIPEDIUM NIVEUM
MASDEVALLIA IGNEA
DENDROBIUM LITUlKLORliM
ONCIDIUM SARCODES
ODONTOGLOSSUM HALLI

„ TRIUMPHANS
,,

RAMULOSUM
„ ODORATUM
,, ALEXANDR.'I-: TRIAN/E

EURYCLES AMBOINKNSIS
PRIMULA AMfENA ULACINA

„ INTERMEDIA MINSTREL, &c.
Establishment for New and Rare Plants. King's Road.Cln-isc.^. London.

ANY ONE having DUPLICAIKS or LARGE
PLANTS that have grown too big for their Houses, can have

them EXCHANGED for their utmost value in NEW and RARE
PLANTS, at Mr. WILLIAM HULL'S Establishment.

New and Rare Orchids or other plants will be exchanged for large

specimens of the more ordinary kinds.

Establishment for New and RarcJ^anls, King's Road. Chel sea, London.

''I'lHE ^GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
X INSTITUTION.—Notice is hereby given, that nn ADDITION
to the LIST of PENSIONERS will take place in J I'LY NEXT. All

Persons desirous of becoming Candidates arc required to send in

their Testimonials and Certificates to the Committee, on or before

April 27, after which day they will not be received. Preference will

be given to those Applicants who have been subscribers 15 years.

By Order, E. R. CUTLER, Secretary.

14, Tavistock Row, W.C—March 26.
~ ted Forms of Application may be obtained of the Secretary.

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

A COURSE of LECTURES on FLOWERS and FRUITS will be
delivered by W. T. THISELTON DYER. B.A., B.Sc, F..L S ,

Professor of Botany to the Society, in the Council Room at South

Kensington, viz., on APRIL 11, " Flowers-lhcir Common Plan of
Construction." APRIL 25, " Flowers— the Variety in their Forms,

and how Brought About."'' MAY 9, " Flowers—their Colours and
Odours." MAY 23. " Fruits—their Structure." JUNE 6. "How
Seeds are sown in Nature." JUNE 20, " Flowers and Fruits under
Cultivation." The Lectures will commence at \ P.M.

Noteworthy Horticulturists and Botanists.

NOTICE.^A SERIES of PORTRAITS of

NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and 1!'>TANISTS
is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already

appeared, and separate Copies (price 6<i. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, "' '-

_., Hooker, C.B..F.R.S.
W.Wilson Saunders, F.R.S.
Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr. MooBE, of Glasnevin
Professor Keichenbach.

Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.
E, J. Lowe, F.R.S.
Tames McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.

'

Tames Hatitmai^ F.R.S.
JiERTIlOLn StEMANN, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.

Wilt §Am%(i\xmt\i
SATURDAY, MARCH 30, 1S72.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
April

Wednesday,

I—Entnmolocical 7 r.M.

!

Royal Horticultural {Fruit and Floral

Commitlccsl, at S. Kensington .. liA.M.
Ditto (Scientific Committee) .. .. i I'.^'.

Ditto (General Meetinc ) .. .. :? r.M.

4—Linnean 8 p.m.

WE have received the special programme
devoted to the preliminary arrangements

and general consideration of the Agricultural

and Horticultural departments of the UNIVERSAL
ExiBlTiON to be held IN Vienna in 1873,

from which we extract the following passages

for the information of those of our readers in-

terested in the matter. This group is divided

into four sections, viz., Agriculture, Forestry,

Vine and General Fruit Culture, and Horticul-

ture. The cultivation of the Grape Vine and

other fruit-bearing plants, and the preparation

of their products for sale, is considered of so

much importance and so essentially different

from ordinary farming and gardening as to render

it desirable to bring all that appertains to this

branch of industry into a distinct and separate

division. This will include the following sub-

divisions :

—

a. Fruit trees and Vines, such as iJwarf, pyramid, and

standard trees, and Vines in different stages.

b. Methods of raising Vines and fruit trees— fruit-

bearing examples or otherwise, showing means of sup-

port, manner of pruning, &c.

The exhibition of these objects will begin on October I,

and continue till the 15th ; and the trees may be shown
in pots or tubs or planted out. but the owner will have to

care for them during the period of exhibition.

c. Implements and machinery employed in the culti-

vation of fruit trees, or preparation and preservation of

their products. These will be exhibited in the same hall

as the agricultural tools, &c. ; but they will be placed

together as much as practicable, in order to facilitate

comparison.
d. Fresh fruits. Five shows of fruits will take place

according to the ripening periods of the different sorts.

From May 1 to 10, forced and preserved fresh fniits. From
June 15 to 25, berry fruits and Cherries. From August 20

to 30, Plums and early Pears. From September 18 to

23, Plums, autumn Pears, and Apples. From October I

to 15, Grapes, Apples, Pears, and shell fmits.

The first four will be held at the same time

and place as the temporary horticultural shows,

but the last will be exclusively devoted to fruits

and wines. There will be two classes of horti-

cultural exhibitions. A permanent one, chiefly
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in the open air, showing the different methods
of culture practised, &c., and four temporary

ones of short duration, answering to the seasons

by the products exhibited. The permanent ex-

hibition will be open from May i till the end
of October. The temporary exhibitions have
been arranged as follows :—The first ofthem from
May 1 to 10 inclusive ; the second from June 15

to 25 inclusive ; the third from August 20 to 30
inclusive; and the fourth from September 18

to 23.

Foreign exhibitors must make application

before January i, 1873, stating space required

and for which exhibition their products are

intended. For this purpose forms will be dis-

tributed, which must be filled up with exactness.

The objects must be delivered at the place at

least three clear days before the opening of the

exhibition they are intended for. A charge of

I florin per square metre will be made for space

in the open air, and of 3 florins for an equal space

in the covered area. The general director will

endeavour to obtain a reduction of the transport

tariff in favour of objects intended for exhibition,

and the result of his exertions will be published

before July i, 1872.

The following is a summary of the objects to

be exhibited, arranged in groups :

—

Division I.
'

Plants in Pots or in the Open Ground.

1. Newly introduced extra-European plants not yet or

only recently in commerce.
2. Collections of economic stove or greenhouse plants,

with information respecting their application.

3. Collections of stove plants belonging to different

orders.

4. Collections of plants remarkable for their beauty or
peculiarity of form.

5. Collections of plants distingi:ished for the colour or

abundance of their flowers or foliage.

6. Collections of hothouse plants in bloom.

7. Collections of hothouse foliage plants.

8. Collections of greenhouse plants in bloom.

9. Collections of well-grown market plants, in the

smallest pots possible, especially those raised in large

quantities, six plants of each, with the price per 100.

11. Alpine plants, arranged in natural groups.

12. Collections of ornamental climbing plants of all

sorts.

13. Collections of decorative plants suitable for window
culture, such as certain Palms, Dracaenas, Pandanads, &c.

14. Collections of decorative plants adapted for placing

in the open air, on the lawn, or on pedestals in vases, &c.

15. Bedding plants, arranged.
16. Water plants in aquariums.

17. Hardy trees and shrubs of recent introduction.

18. Ornamental trees and shrubs with variegated, or

coloured, or dissected foliage.

19. Weeping trees.

20. Trees for park plantations, seedlings not exceeding
eight years old.

21. New varieties of plants raised by artificial impreg-
nation, in bloom or otherwise, with account of their

parentage.

22. New methods of propagating or grafting plants,

with living examples and directions.

23. Plants remarkable for changes produced by graft-

ing, stating nature of stock and scion.

24. New forms of flower beds, appropriately filled.

Division 2.

Cut flowers.

Division 3.

Plants and flowers for decorative purposes applied,
including table arrangements, water-bouquets, hand-
bouquets, head-dresses, wreaths, &c.

Division 4.

Dried plants and flowers for decorative purposes, in-

cluding ornamental grasses, everlastings, &c., variously
arranged.

Division 5.

Flpwer-bulbs and tubers of all kinds, in a saleable
condition.

Division. 6.

Vegetables and Mushrooms.

Division 7.

Fresh exotic fruits ; Pine-apples, plants with ripe fruit,

cut Pine-apples ; Bananas, Mangos, Oranges, Vanilla, &c.

Division 8.

Forced fruits of all descriptions.

Division 9.

Illustrations of new methods of cultivation.

Division 10.

Garden plans, drawings, and models of horticultural

objects.

We have been'requested to publish the follow-

ing letter addressed to the Secretary of the French
Horticulturists' Relief Fund. This fund, it

may be remembered, was arrested almost at its

commencement, by the outbreak of the Communist
revolution :

—

" Sir,—The Central Horticultural Society of France has
received lately, with much interest, the report addressed
to it by the president and secretary of the committee
appointed to distribute the funds collected in aid of the
gardeners who suffered so severely in consequence of the
war, and which were forwarded by you on behalf of the
English subscribers, of whom you ^re the zealous agenf.

You will receive copies of the report in question as soon

as they are separately printed ; in the meantime the

number of the Society's Journal in which the report in

question is inserted, is forwarded to you herewith. The
treasurer of the Society has received from the committee
the sum of j^5i6 17J., which it proposes to distribute in

equal proportions among the 86 gardeners who have been
selected as recipients. The President and the members
of the central Society join most heartily in the cordial

acknowledgments expressed by the members of the com-
mittee, of the generosity which has induced the English

horticulturists to come to the assistance of our country-

men, the victims of the disasters caused by the war.

They beg you to accept the assurance of their high regard

and'their most cordial greeting.—Signed, on behalf of the

President and Society,

"Ad. Brongniakt, Senior Vice-President, Member
of the Institute

;

" L. BoucHARD-HuzAKD, General Secretary
;

"Moras, Treasurer."

It would be useless for us now to reprint the harrowing
details of suffering and loss inflicted on the innocent

victims of the war. Suffice it to say that the estimated

loss incurred by the 560 horticulturists of the depart

ment of the Seine alone (not including the losses

experienced by market gardeners, amateurs, and
private individuals) amounts to eight millions of francs,

and that without reckoning the destruction of dwelling-

houses, the loss by requisitions, &c. Towards this our

magnificent contribution was the paltry sum above men
tioned. Our readers know well the causes of this, and
they know that it was not from lackof good-will, energy,

or zeal, on the part of the English committee, that the

results were so small. We can, perhaps, hardly appre-

ciate the extent of the misery experienced by our

confreres, and this should make us the more charitable

in perusing the report of the French Commissioners,
which, while fully acknowledging the generous inten-

tions of English horticulturists, shows a lamentable,

almost childish, want of dignity in its allusions to the

victorious Germans.

We learn that Dr. McNab, Professor of

Botany and Geology at the Royal Agricultural College,

Cirencester, son of Mr. James McNab, of the Royal
Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, has received the appoint-

ment of Professor of Botany to the Royal College of

Science and Art, Dublin.

At a meeting of the Royal Society of Edin
burgh, held on the iSth inst., Professor Balfour read

a notice of the Fruiting of the Ipecacuanha Plant
in the Edinburgh Royal Botanic Garden. The Pro-

fessor explained that the cultivation of this plant had
received an impetus from the encouragement given by
the India Office to its introduction into India, where it

is of great value as a remedy for dysentery. There
had been despatched from this country 277 specimens.

The plants had been forwarded to different parts of

India, and there was every reason to hope that the

experiment would prove successful. Passing on to

speak of the plants in the Botanic Garden, the

Professor stated that one which had been there for a

long time had flowered regularly, while one obtained

more recently from Rio Janeiro had not yet put forth

a flower, although it had that momingshown some symp-
toms of doing so. By manipulating the blossoms of the

flowering plant, it had latterly been got to produce
fruit. It could also be readily propagated by means of

cuttings from the root.

A Presentation has recently been made to

Mr. J. S. Tyerman, the occasion being his retirement

from the curatorship of the Botanic Gardens of Liver-

pool, early last year. A number of his friends and
botanical colleagues having determined to present him
with a small expression of their personal esteem, and
also a recognition of his scientific attainments as a

botanist, a handsome silver centre piece, composed of

the main stem of a Vme, supporting a cut glass dish,

with three branches, decorated with Vine leaves and
Grapes beneath, was purchased by means of a liberal

subscription list, and has been presented. The plate

bears the following inscription:
—" Presented to John

S. Tyerman, Esq., on his resignation of the curator-

ship of the Botanic Gardens, Liverpool, by a few
friends, to mark their high personal esteem, and in

recognition of his scientific attainments. 1872."

,

A Vermont correspondent of the American
Gardeneys' Monthly^ a year or so from Europe, wishes

to know the average rate of Wages in the United
States. He and his wife together get 900 dols. per

annum, she filling the position of housekeeper in the

family in which he is employed, " It is difficult,"

says the journal in question, "to give an answer to

this question, as rates vary so much with location, and
with the duties expected of the gardener. Married

gardeners usually have a house furnished them, with

fuel and vegetables, after the family has been supplied

with its wants, and money varying from 400 dols. to

1000 dols. per annum. Usually a gardener, with house,

thinks he has a pretty good place with 600 dols. per

annum. The highest figured places named are not

numerous, and only filled by gardeners of a high order

of intelligence."

. Mr. J. W. Thompson, of the Royal Nursery,

Penge, has submitted for our inspection a copy of a

pamphlet published by him in 1S3S, on the construction

of stoves and other horticultural buildings, and on the

principles of heating such structures. In this work is

a representation exactly corresponding with that of the
Boiler mentioned by Mr. Bennett at p. 395. The
boiler in question is one of many invented by Mr.
Thompson, and was highly spoken of in the horti-

cultural journals of the day. Mr. Thompson, who
still carries on his profession as a hot-water apparatus
manufacturer and landscape gardener, &c. , has a new
edition of the pamphlet in question in preparation, in

which are figured many of the boilers now in use.

The following are Mr. Glaisher's remarks on
the state of the Weather during the week ending
March 23 :— In the vicinity of London the reading of

the barometer at the beginning of the week, at sea level,

was about 30 inches. At 9 P.M. on the 18th the

reading was about 29.7 inches, and after this time
increasing values were recorded till the evening of the

19th. A depression to 29.7 inches on the 21st then
occurred, followed in its turn by a rise to 29. 8 inches

on the 23d. The temperature of the air at the begin-
ning of the week was warm both by day and night,

probably caused by the prevailing S.W. winds, but
on the 19th the wind veered to N., and then to N.E.,
causing the air to cool very rapidly. On the 17th the

highest temperature by day was nearly 57*, on the
2ist but 37p The lowest temperatures at night on
the same days were 47* and 28^" respectively, and
on the nights of the 22d and 23d the minimum
values were very low. The daily ranges of tempera-
ture were small, on the 23d being but 6*. The mean
daily temperatures and their departures from average

were respectively:— 17th, 51"- 3, + 9°. 3 ; iSth, 45°.6,

+ 3°-5; 19th, 41*, -12°; 20th, 37^.6, —4*.6
; 2ist,

30°. 3, - 12" ; 22d, 33^ 5, - 8".7 ; and 23d, 2>2>\ I, - 9'. I.

The differences between dry and dew point tempera-
tures were large on the first four days of the week,
but small on the remaining days, especially on the 23d,

when the air was nearly saturated with moisture

throughout the day. On the 21st and 22d a thermo-
meter placed on the grass at night registered 20° only.

On the 2i5t at noon a most intense gloom prevailed,

and about 12.30 p.m. snow commenced to fall heavily;

by 2.30 P.M. 4i inches had fallen, but of small

density— the amount when melted yielding but little

more than \ inch of water. Snow also fell on the

22d and 23d, the amount when melted on the latter

day being four-tenths of an inch. During these snow-
storms very strong electricity, both positive and
negative, with sparks and galvanic currents, was
manifested.

In England the extreme highest temperatures

observed by day ranged between 62" at Nottingham
and 52^4° at Wolverhampton, with a general aver.nge

over the country of 56.^°. The extreme low tempera-

tures at night varied from 30° at Leeds to 26' at

Leicester, the general average being 28°. High values

both by day and night were recorded all over the

country on the first three days ; the area of the cold

wave commencing on the 20th also embraced the

whole of England. The range of temperature in the

week varied from 34!° at Nottingham to 24* at

Wolverhampton. The mean high day temperatures

ranged from 50,^" at Nottingham to 44^ at Wolver-
hampton and Sheffield, the general average being 46^*.

The mean lowest at night varied between 36^° at

Leeds and -^-^^ nearly at Leicester, The highest tem-

perature during the week was 414°, at Leeds, and the

lowest at Norwich, 38^°. Rain fell on one or more of

the first three days in the week at most places, and
snow fell almost universally over the country on the

last four. On the 20th, the depth at Liverpool was

4 inches, and on the 22d at Norwich 3 inches. Thunder
was heard at Portsmouth on the 23d.

In Scotland, the highest temperature by day, 57",

occurred at Edinburgh, and the lowest, 51", at Aber-

deen, the average over the country being 53^" nearly.

The lowest temperature at night raised between 294*

at Leith, and 27° at Dundee, with an average value

of 28*. The mean temperature for the week was 38%
varying from 39° at Paisley to 37° at Dundee. Rain

or snow fell at all stations on one or more days during

the week ; the amount measured at Dundee was nearly

\\ inch, and at Edinburgh half an inch was recorded.

The average fall was little more than half an inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 57*, the

lowest 26", the mean 40°, and the rainfall nearly eight-

tenths of an inch

The injury done to hand Tools and Imple-
ments by long exposure to rain and sunshine, observes

the Farmer, often amounts to more than the wear
and tear. Even when implements are made entirely of

iron and other metal, the scales of rust that will form
on smooth and bright surfaces in a few days will often

injure the parts more than the actual wear during the

season. A hand-hoe is frequently left with the bright

blade covered with wet earth pressed down on the sur-

face, thus facilitating the formation of a thick scale of

rust, which wears out the steel and makes the tool work
unaccountably hard. It should be one of the inflexible

rules of the garden to wipe the bright surfaces of all

tools clean, and cover the parts with any kind of oil or

i^rease that contains no saline matter. The wood-work
of hand tools and implements, even when painted, is

often seriously injured by rain, dews, and sunshine.

Water and dampness will raise the grain of the timber,

settle in the joints and hasten their decay ; and the hot
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sun will crack the surface, and warp, contract, and
twist the wooden parts to such an extent as to cause

more damage than all the work that has been done
with it.

About 27 years ago an article now of great

importance in British commerce became the subject of

special attention. This article, at present so well

known as GUTTA Pekcha, the inspissated juice of

Isonandra GUtta, was at the period of which we speak

obtained from trees growing at Singapore. Since then

the demand has been so great and the means of collect-

ing the juice by the Malays so reckless, namely, the

felling of the trees, that they have now become
extinct at Singapore. They, however, exist at

the present time in Borneo, Sumatra, and other

Kastern islands, and it is from thence our supplies of

Gutta percha are brought. When we consider that the

average product of each tree is about 20 lb., and that

our annual consumption is about 16,000 to iS.ooocwt.,

we can readily understand what an immense number of

trees must have been sacririced to meet such a demand.
During the past year or two the European demand for

Gutta percha has been on the increase ; this, of course,

has produced a corresponding increased activity

tlirouyliout the Gutta percha producing country. We
learn that "every one capable of doing so has engaged

in the trade, and so long as the high rates are given,

the native dealers and col-

lectors will continue to

bring it to market. The
difficulty of obtaining it is

now much greater than in

former years, as, owing to

the reckless way in which
trees are felled and the

gutta extracted, they have
almost entirely disappeared
from the neighbourhood of
the rivers, and collectors

have now to penetrate much
further into the forests, in

search of the trees, than was
formerly the case. This is

one of the reasons that have
caused the price to rise so

high in so short a time,

but probably the chief

reason is the competition
that has arisen ; formerly
one firm was the large pur-
chaser, but now agents for

Singapore firms have en-

tered the Sarawak market.

"

An account was
given in this journal, No-
vember 6, 1S69, of a curious

Fungus which it was feared

would prove desti-uctive to

the Coffee Plantations
IN Ceylon. The Fungus
itselfwas extremely curious,

being intemiediate between
the true moulds and Ure-
dos, the spores presenting

the singular character of
being perfectly smooth on
the side of attachment, and
rough externally, a cha-
racter which is found in

Badhamia, a genus of the

false Puff-balls (Myxogas-
tres). We have lately re-

ceived some information as

to the present condition of

the disease in a letter from
Mr. Thwaites, the talented director of the Botanic

|

Garden at Peradenia, in Ceylon, which we proceed to
;

lay before our readers. You will be glad, he says, "to
|

receive some information as to the progress of the
:

Coffee leaf disease {Hemileia vastatrix, Berk, and Br.),
!

about which I wrote you first in 1S69. It was then I

spreading rather rapidly in one of our Coffee districts.

Since then its progress has been quite extraordinary, and I

it is now to be found in nearly all, if not all, the estates
in the island, doing apparently a good deal of mischief!
in some, whilst in others its effects have not as yet

i

been very alarming. Estates which \sere the first to .

be attacked by this Fungus have subsequently given '

very good crops, and it is hoped, notwithstanding the
|check to growth and partial loss of crop which must

ensue from premature fall of leaf resulting from the
attack of this Fungus, that the trees will recover, and ;

not be materially injured. Until we know, however,
;

more about what the behaviour of the disease is to be, '

after its first severe onslaught, it is of course impos- '

sible to predict its ultimate effect on Coffee production
here. It seems, from observations made by myself
and others, to cling to trees it has once attacked, and
to exhibit a much less active vitality than at first, and
we hope it will not resume its original alarming powers
of rapid diffusion, with severe action upon the trees.
Seedling plants, even so young as to have merely their
two cotyledon leaves upon them, are affected with it

equally with the older plants. Trees very severely
'

attacked lose not only almost every leaf upon them,
\

but the young branches die off, and any unripe berries
|

upon them of course perish." Mr.THWAiTES does not
inform us whether either of the suggestions made in

this journal was adopted, or whether any other
remedial measure has been taken. M, y. B.

I When will the people gain sufficient knowledge

j

to regard Forest and Wooded Land in the light
i of a Gift of Nature ? The constant felling of trees,

I

and clearing away of woods and forests, seems to be
I an universal failing. We should have thought that the

I
attention now being paid to the conservation of the

j

Indian forests ought to stand as an example to other

1
countries ; but even in Italy this wholesale clearing away

j

of wood in the neighbourhood of the Olive plantations

I

is producing its corresponding ill-effects. For instance,

I

we learn that the amount of rain on the north-west coast

; of the Gulf of Genoa has been much less during the
I past few years than formerly ; and though the Olive
plants flower freely, the flowers drop off without pro-

! ducing fruit. Owing to this fact, we are told that

—

I

"The Olive plantations are beginmng to be looked I

I
upon as a bad speculation, instead of being considered, '

as formerly, almost safe and lucrative property. The
|

,

theory that seems most general is. that the want of rain is !

1 attributable to the reckless way in which the mountains
above the oil range have, especially of late years, been

,

cleared of the woods which clothed them. From time
!

,
immemorial tlie wood has been cut \\ithout any system of

Fig. 128.—L.^LiA jongheana.

replantation ; but until about 20 years ago, there being
no very great demand, and the mountains Iseing utterly
without roads, the amount brought down to the coast was
not large. Since the country has been opened up to a
certain degree by roads, especially since the demand for
Beech and Oak for ship-building and for Chestnut for
house-building has so enormously increased, the woods
have been absolutely swept away without a tree being
left

;
several roads, indeed, have been made for the ex-

press purpose of bringing the timber down. A society
has now been formed to take these matters into con-
sideration, as. independently of the question of the want
of rain being caused by these reckless clearances, it is

evident that in a few years time there will be no more
timber in the whole of this district ; and it is to be hoped
that these gentlemen, among whom are many both in-

fluential and practical people, may find some means of
saving the remnant of woodland from utter destruction,
and of mducing proprietors by degrees to replace the
timber in those positions which do not allow of tillage."

A correspondent of The Souths residing in

Cherokee county, Texas, says in a recent number of
that journal :

—

" I have growing in my field a plant which I have seen
only in Florida and Texas. The common name is Bear
Grass (Yucca kilamentosa). The leaves are 2 to

3^- feet long, \ to i' inch wide ; very strong and tough,
and when wilted by immersion in boiling water a moment
are very pliable. They are the best thing I ever saw for

tying Grape-Vines, fruit trees, hanging meat. &c. The
flower is magnificent, growing on a stalk 4 to 10 feet high,
and Q.\ to 3 inches in diameter ; white or light cream
colour, like wax, and 500 to 1000 on each stalk. It will

i
grow in the poorest white sand, and will stand heavv

;

freezing for any length of time. Tlie root and leaves are
perennial, but the ftower-stalk comes from the root each
year, something like the Banana. The seed vessel
resembles the Banana in shape, having, when ripe a
little pulp around the seeds, which is also like the Bananam taste, but of a dark brown colour."

^^ Some few years since a company, owning large
Cork forests in Portugal, introduced for rustic work,
and other horticultural purposes, a quantity of Virgin
Cork. This first crop of the bark of the Cork Oak
{Quercus Suber) is very rugged and uneven on its outer
surface ; it is, moreover, of a dusky grey colour, is fre-
quenlly covered with Lichens, and has altogether a
weather-worn aspect : all which appearances recommend
it for the purposes for which it was introduced. Besides
its uses, however, for growing Ferns and Orchids upon,
it is much used for imitation work in aquariums, and
its latest application was for a similar purpose, but on a
much more gigantic scale.for in the pantomime which has
been played at the Crystal Palace, we understand the
rock-work was formed of this virgin Cork. The more
general utilisation of this Cork in Europe must be a great
advantage to the owners of the Spanish and Portuguese
Cork forests, as, from the fact of the Cork being
uneven, comparatively hard, and full of holes, it is

useless for bottle corks. This virgin, or original bark,
is usually taken from the tree when it is about 25 or

30 years old, and it is re-

moved with much care so
as not to injure the inner
bark, which, of course,

would interfere with the
formation of the second
crop, besides injuring the
tree itself. After the re-

moval of the first crop the
following crops are taken
off about every eight or ten
years, but the third and
succeeding crops are of the
best quality, and conse-

quently the most valuable.

A remarkably fine speci-

men of Cork, stripped in

one piece from a tree which
grew in the Sierra Morena,
Estremadura, has lately

been presented to the Kew
Museum. When we state

that it is 5 feet 9 inches
high, and 8 feet 8 inches
in circumference, it will be
seen that the tree from
which it has been taken,

was of DO mean size.

A correspondent
writes : How very rarely

we meet with that beau-
tiful and extremely curious

foliage plant — Arisema
RINGENS. Its trifoliolate

foliage is borne on stout

fleshy stalks, and the shin-

ing green leaflets are ovate
cordate, and very much
acuminate, with a marginal
vein as in most other Arads.
As a stove foliage plant it

is admissible into the
most select collection. Its

spathes are curiously bent
over the spadix, something
like a pastoral crook, and
are interesting, though one
has to stoop and peep under

the foliage in order to see them ; and then in general

appearance they somewhat resemble the Califomian

Pitcher plant, being rounded and semi-translucent.

New Garden Plants.
L.'Elia Jongheana, «. sp. (fig. 12S).

Pseudobulbo ovoideo subancipiti vaginis albis vestito (" ad 10 ct.

longo ") ; folio cuneato oblongo ligulato apice sab-bilobo (" seu

acuminato"), nitidissimo, crassissimo, pseudobulbum ter super-

ante, pedunculo uiiifloro seu bifloro, flore expanso ma.\imo_;

sepalls lineari-Ianceis acutis ; tepalis cuneato-oblongis acutls

hiiic crispulis ; labello trifido, laciniis lateralibus obtusangulis

latioribus columnam involventibus, antice crispulis, lacinia

media producta oblonga pulchemma denticulata et crispula,

iamellis 7 a basi ad basin laciniae antics antice serratis, apice

abruptis, venis principalibus utrinque Jntus in laciniis latera-

libus carinato-elevatis ; columna trigona curva, androclinii

lacinia media ligulata inflexa, laciniis lateralibus semirhombci';

ereclis.

Here you have a first-rank novelty. Ah ! Lcelia

majalis is degraded, Cattleya Mossise and labiata have
—according to my taste at least—a veiy dangerous

rival. Imagine shining wood, small bulbs of darkest

green ; an oblong-ligulate leaf of darkest green, very

shining, exceedingly thick, quite a leaf-beauty ; the

flower, as in Lselia majalis, but of the most brilliant

amethyst colour, as bright as that of Vanda teres

itself—the sepals narrow, the petals very broad,

a little crisp, the lip with pallid amethyst side

lacinia.-, yellow on the anterior part outside, and
wholly yellow inside, the exterior lacinia whitish, with

a broad amethyst border—also on the anterior border
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of side lacinice—beautifully crisp and denticulate

;

seven high keels of darkest orange in the centre of the
lip, longer than the arched whitish column, and all

veins of side lacinix with radiating keels inside. The
wonderful beauty of this grand flower is based on its

purest colours, and it makes the beholder think of that

little gem, Dendrobium Devonianum, by the combina-
tion of amethyst, yellow, and white. The violaceo-

amethyst border of the wonderfully wavy and denti-

culate lip adds the crowning beauty.

The plant has just flowered with MM. Thibaut
& Keteleer, at Paris. I have to thank M. Liidde-

mann for it, that gentleman having sent it with some
remarks (inserted in part in the diagnosis within

inverted commas). I am informed it was flowered some
years ago, and had been sent to me, but I never received
it ; such a gem would not have been left unpublished.

The merit of its introduction is due to the excellent

M. de Jonghe, of Brussels, who is now quite absorbed
by growing fruits. It was discovered by his ill-fated

traveller, poor Libon, who fell a victim to his zeal in

the Brazils. They both belonged to the most ardent
lovers of plants. If I mistake not, I remember to have
seen the plant in 1856 with M. de Jonghe. Libon
praised it very highly, and named it Brasavola
Jonghei. Thus the plant may bear the name of M. de
Jonghe, in accordance with the wish of his young friend

and zealous collector, the late M. Libon, and my own.
May M. de Jonghe look out how many Orchids would
be capable to beat that one dedicated to him, H. G.

Rchh.fil.

Dendrobium rhodocentrum, ?/. sp.

Aff. D, cumulato, Lindl. Sepalis triangiilis, lateralibus in men-
turn breve ex tinctoriiforme postice supra medium gibbis exten-
sis ; tepalis oblongis subacutis, hinc deiiticulatis : labello
unguiculato basi cum sepalis connato, cuneatn, deJn dilatato
subhastato obloiigo retuso denticulalo, hinc undulato, sulco in

imguis linea media incrassata ; columna brevissime libera
crassa utrinqiie brachio retuso carnoso erecto, dente postico
minuto, dcnticulo carnoso utrinque supra fundum calcaris intus
juxta labelli exsertionem.

Flowers light rosy, the tips of the petals purple
;

bare side of spurious spur brown ; lip white with a
purplish stain at the apex ; base of lip yellowish

;

column purplish as also the tip of the anther, which
bears a tuft of hairs over the anterior middle base.

I obtained this species long since from Wentworth
W. BuUer, Esq. It now comes again to my hands from
the Dawsonian garden at Meadow Bank. It is near D.
cumulatura, but is easily recognised by the short nail to

the lip having no free tooth, and by the much shorter
spur. //. G. Rchb, fil.

SCIENCE IN NEW ZEALAND.
We have more than once recently had the plea-

sure of drawing attention to the progress of
science in New Zealand. The colony is fortunate in

having such a governor as Sir G. F. Bowen, and such
working scientific men as Dr. Hector, Dr. Haast, Mr.
Travers, Captain Hutton, and others. The formation
and progress of the New Zealand Institute has done
much to further the ends of science, not only in Wel-
lington, but all over the colony. The new museum at

Christchurch, and the commencement of a botanical
garden at Wellington, are offshoots. This latter is

being formed by enclosing a piece of ground about
40 acres in extent, and although at present in

its infancy a plot of nursery ground has been prepared,
and several thousand plants, including coniferous and
other trees, have been raised from seed, with the view
of the future stocking of the garden. Flax plants
(Phormium), and seedlings of several varieties have
also been planted out for experimental purposes, and a
large plantation of Mulberry trees formed ; alpine and
other rare New Zealand plants have been purchased,
seats of solid Totara wood (Podocarpus Totara) have
been placed in various parts of the ground, and the
principal trees and shrubs labelled with the scientific,

popular, and Maori names. The Governor, in his
address, delivered at the opening of the present session
of the New Zealand Institute, thus refers to this latest

step for the furtherance of botanical science :

—

"There is a very important and practical application of
S':ience, regarding which I must here say a few words. I

refer to the formation of botanic gardens and nurseries for
the rearing of useful and ornamental trees and shrubs.
Planting is now generally recognised as an essential step
towards the future prosperity of every new country. The
character of the climate, the comfort of life, and the
beauty of the scenery, all depend in no slight degree on
this work. iSatisfactory progress has already been
achieved in this respect throughout these islands. During
the past year I have derived great satisfaction from wit-
nessing the efforts made at all the principal centres of
population. Each province has its own peculiar advan-
tages, but on this occasion I wish to allude especially to
that garden which forms an essential adjunct to our
Institute. It is now a little more than a year since the
Botanic Reserve was placed under the management of the
Board of Governors, and there is good reason to be satis-
fied with the advance already secured. Not only has the
luxury of a pleasant recreation ground been conferred on
the mhabitants of Wellington, and on the numerous
visitors who reside here during the sessions of the Colonial
Parliament, but a field has also been provided for inte-
resting experiments in practical botany. The preservation
of the beautiful patches of native forest which still survive
in the ravines, and the affixing the names of the various
trees and shrubs, has created, at a small expense, a
botanical garden of the most useful kind. Visitors are thus

enabled to render themselves familiar with the indigenous
vegetation of this country, with its scientific classification,

and with the beauty and value of the flora of this, and of
other lands."

THE PRUNING OF CONIFEROUS
TREES AND SHRUBS.

Mr. McNab has treated this subject with the interest

and ability that were to be expected from a gentleman
of his knowledge and experience. The pencil and the
irresistible logic of facts have been made to do their best
in favour of pruning. And at first sight the practice
seems established on an irrefragible basis. The eye of
taste invites the pruning knife, the trees grow in stature
under its guidance, and it likewise helps to carry them
safely through the severities of our winters—a trinity of
benefits of the highest importance. But are they all

the legitimate results of the pruning? I venture, with
the utmost deference to Mr. McNab, to doubt it. This
can hardly be called a botanical question. Were it so,

I should think many times before calling this gentle-
man's deductions in question ; but the form, &:c., of
trees is a matter that every lover and grower of them
may very well have formed an independent opinion
about, and here is one of mine to start with. The
pruning, as illustrated by Mr. McNab, has by no means
improved the natural form of the trees ; on the contrary,
in so far as it has altered it has marred them, by
destroying their individuality, and putting upon them
the tiresome stamp of monotony. The most exquisite

tree of the series is that charming unpruned Deodar,
fig- 77» P- 179- It would beagreat mistake, however,
to accept that as a type of what the Deodar would
become if left to itself. It seldom assumes that form.
As I looked at that tree I was reminded of a lecturer

who was great in syllogisms. He often began
a sentence with, let us suppose, a supposition,
and then ended by crushing it logically. I do not say
Mr. McNab has done likewise, but possibly in his

striving after lucidity a striking contrast has been
reached with the aid of a little colouring. So much I

can assert, that I have never had the pleasure of meet-
ing such a tree as that unpruned Deodar. If I had,
I should most assuredly cry Knives off!— "touch not a
single bough." It is a model—a green bank of ele-

gance—and I would give much for a few just such
trees in our pleasure grounds. Unfortunately, though
the Deodars here are not pruned, they are not a bit

like that, but far more like Mr. McNab's seedling
pruned trees. The cone or pyramid seems the natural
type of the Cedrus Deodara as well as of so many
other coniferous trees. So much is this the case,

that I have long been in the habit of welcoming almost
every abnormal departure from this typical form as a
clear gain. These break up monotony, and give greater
individuality and interest to each tree. If one has a
score of Deodars, or any other tree all of the same type
—when you have seen one, you have seen all. But let

one resemble fig. 77, one have two or three leaders,

one swerve to the right or left, and the majority as
they will run up into more or less regular pyramids,
like the accompanying fig. 131, and the abnormal, or
even the grotesque, will prove by far the more in-

teresting, and heighten by contrast the beauty of all

the rest. Coniferous trees are prone to stuft our sky
lines full to monotony with conical shapes. Surely, it is

not worth while to help to make the regularity of
Nature more regular with our pruning knives.

A more powerful warning against doing so could
scarcely be given than the two woodcuts of Cupressus
Lawsoniana, on p. 254. The fiist and unpruned
tree is a model of grace and beauty ; the second, the
pruned, looks as it were bound round and in with
iron corsets. The lesson of these two figures, one
above the other, would, if correctly read, settle the
question at once against the pruning of any such trees.

And as to baring the stems to save the grass, or
otherwise, I cannot see the good of it. Let the
boughs hug the grass, or fall lightly over it as they
list. The very expedient Mr. McNab recommends to

protect the bared stems from the frost, illustrates the
impolicy of removing the natural protection of the
overhanging boughs. A model C. Deodara should
weep down its beauty on to the head of the grass alt

round. This is not only the best form on artistic, but
on cultural grounds. It keeps the roots warm in winter
and cool in summer, shelters the stem at its most vul-

nerable point from the frost and sun-strokes, and forms
a natural and proper distinction between the trees in

the garden and those with a browsing line in the open
parks. Even the injury to the lower branches that
the sudden alternations from thaw to frost at the
melting of snow occasionally inflicts, speedily passes
away, and they regain their verdure. And if not,
the artistic and cultural advantages of the branches
feathered to the ground more than compensate
for any temporary disfigurement of the bottom
boughs. So much for the assumed improvement of form
resulting from pruning. The greater regularity it

induces, is an evil to be avoided in our landscapes, and
therefore I say. Don't prune.

. We now reach the second argument urged in

favour of pnming. It raises the stature of the trees.

This is old argument—stoop to conquer—cut down
to raise up. And doubtless there is some good
grains of truth in it ; but it runs counter to Nature,
and is only to be employed when Nature has gone

astray and made a mistake. For instance, it is

natural for a tree to ascend. The majority of
coniferous trees point skyward from the first, like

arrows shot from the bows of the mighty. And
they are. But occasionally some few plants manifest a
grovelling tendency. They have come into existence

without a backbone. They can neither stand upright,

nor run alone. What is to be done ? Why, anything
that will mend the matter. Only let us take this

proviso along with us. All that is done under such
circumstances is exceptional. It must not be elevated
into a general practice, applicable to healthy trees.

Rather let us call it surgery for malformed arboreal
infants, crutches for baby trees that cannot stand alone
from the first.

Onthis understandingand tothis extent—nay, I would
go further yet and include accidents— I would cut or
prune if needful. A tree cannot hold up its head, then
cut it off, and mayhap it may grow a new and stronger
one

; if not, no harm is done; a tree with its head prostrate

is a useless anomaly. Another yields a forest of stem-
lets like a Willow stick, reduce them to one; and so on
with other mis- or malformations. But all these matters
ought to be set right in infancy. Instead of beginning
to prune coniferous trees at heights of 6 or 8 feet, I

would wield the knife, if needful to draw it at all, before
they reached 2 feet. Start the tree fair, and no fear of
its rising in stature ; if it falters in growth top-dress its

roots with sweet loam, this will send it up much faster

than the knife on its side branches or bottom stems.
As far as Deodars are concerned, though they droop as
they grow, they rise fast enough in stature, and,
singularly enough, they grow fastest by drooping.
Prop the leaders up straight and they resent our inter-

ference, and prove their resentment by growing slower
or standing still. Possibly many trees would be
equally wayward under the knife on their sides. As to

such trees as Silver Firs, I know of no trees that need
the knife less than Picea Pinsapo and Picea cephalo-
nica. We have a plant of the former here that has
coned freely this year, a model in form except on one
side, where a tree stood too close to it. It is 34 feet

high, the branches 23 feet in diameter, and the trunk

5 feet in girth at the base. It has had no
knife upon it. Give such trees room, and their natural

form is perfect. As for Picea Webblana and such
varieties a western site, where they get no sun till

noon, will keep back premature growth as well, or
better, than stopping or branch pruning. Where this

variety, nobilis, Lowii, and others, thrive, they mostly
go off with a stout leader, and rise freely enough with-
out side-pruning, but it is not in every garden they will

do well either with or without manipulation of branch
and stem. The chiefdanger to P. cephalonicais its early

habit in the spring. Six weeks before P. Pinsapo is

awake its sister beauty is running into wood, whence
its danger. Pinus excelsa occasionally throws out a
top-heavy branch that might be lightened, but it

would be an act of uniformity of the most short-sighted

sort to prune it into the form of Pinus Cembra. Surely
no two Pines could well be more distinct in habit,

character, or colour. I suppose we shall next have some
great authority urging us to insignise P. Sabiniana, or to

mould P. macrocarpa on the model of P. taurica, or
Abies Smithiana on that of A. canadensis. Such
pruning simply destroys the individuality of the trees,

and they rise in stature fast enough without it. The
Taxodium sempervirens bears branch and stem-
pruning as well as a common Yew ; but it

has greater dignity and originality when left

to Nature, and it needs no branch pruning to help it

climb. Few trees grow faster or produce more
unique and striking effects. Its mast-like stem encased
in a brown elastic vest, with its branches disposed as if

they were poked in through it ; and its long dependent
and sometimes more sturdily horizontal or even covered
up boughs are some of the most curious and grand
characteristics of this noble tree. Branch-prune it, and
most of these features are lost. For avenues it

might be stem-pruned to the requisite height, and
the branches be permitted to interlace overhead :

treated thus, no tree would produce a more novel and
striking effect. The brown stems cased in thick-ribbed
elastic stockings, towering up like flagstafls, upbearing
an arched way of evergreen, would exceed in interest

and beauty any number of lines of trees branch-pruned
into conical or any other forms. Either way the
Taxodium is a noble tree, a worthy twin-brother of the
Wellingtonian giant. (_)f the latter I am much pleased
to find Mr. McNab saying, Don't prune its branches

;

let me add, nor its stem either. It certainly needs no
knife on its sides to raise its stature, and why its bottom
branches should not be allowed to rest on the ground
to keep its roots comfortable, I cannot divine. The
Cedrus atlantica, I observe, is another tree that we are

recommended to stem-prune. I know no tree that needs
it so little. Perhaps the most beautiful of all the Cedars,
its habit seems perfect. I enclose a rough sketch of
one (fig. 129) in the pinetum here, which is the admi-
ration of ail who see it. Prune that into a common-
place cone?—Never! Though many of the upper
branches turn up, the leader still maintains its supre-

macy with ease, and grows fast. Mr. McNab does not
go so far as some, and tell us to pyramidalise the Cedar
of Lebanon itself. This barbarity, which is now be-

coming common, is enough to make Mount Libanus
shake in anger.

I now arrive at the last argument advanced in favour
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of the pruning of coniferous trees—Prune to harden fers is ascribed to the want of snow at p. 179, and the

them, or at least help them to pass safely through safety of the pruned shrubs to their holding on their

severe winters. This is no new doctrine ; we have caps of snow at p. 255. In both cases, probably,

often heard it formulated in various ways. I.ast spring Mr. McNab would say the safety arose chiefly from

it was stated thus in the pages of the Gardeners the absence of strain or bend 011 the boughs. I have

Chronicle—To winter and spring

your Peach trees safely, clip all the

leaves in twain with the scissors in

the autumn. Now, we are gravely

assured that coniferous plants are

killed not "so much from cold as

from the want of judicious and

timely pruning beforehnnd ;" see

p. 179, top of col. c. Is it thus

contended by Rlr. McNab that the

mere pruning of the trees hardens

them? He does not put it so,

although there might be a sense

in which that was true. By thinning

out a forest of young shoots the light

and air might be made to play

more freely around what was left,

and a higher maturity be thus

reached by those remaining : this

is the rationale- of the summer
pruning and thinning of fruit trees

—by reducing the shoots in length

and numbers those left reach a

hardier and more enduring ma-
turity. But little or nothing ana-

logous to this results from

the pnniing of Conifers. On
the contrary, each cut mul-

tiplies branches, and the result of

pruning, as seen at a glance from
the illustrations, is the production

of a more dense, regular, and im-

penetrable ouiline, into which the

sun can hardly penetrate. True,

this branch-pruning may moderate
growth, and, so far as it does so,

help to ripen it. But as the chief

object of pruning is to concentrate

the growing force of the tree into

the bole, the pruning is more
likely to produce gross and late

wood in the most vital part of the

tree than to ripen. Hence, we do
not find Mr. McNabcontending that

the cutting helps trees to bear the

winter by making them absolutely

hardier than theunpruned. He un-

doubtedly asserts that the pruned
trees winter better than the un-

pruned. And he gives his reasons

for their greater safety. These are

briefly the snow and its conse-

quences. The snow falls heavily

and bends the branches down.

good protection, and such shrubs as common
and Portugal Laurels are often safely wintered under
a snow cap, that would have perished without
it. Neither have I the slightest objection to prune
such shrubs as often as is necessary for shelter and

safety. But in regard to coniferous

trees, while I admit that it can be
tlone in many instances without
injury—Mr. Barron has long estab-

lished this fact—my contention is

that, neither for form, stature,

safety, is it generally essential or

desirable. To all those about to

rush at their coniferous trees, knife

in hand, tempted by the emphatic

advice and charming illustrations

of Mr. McNab, I would still say

—don't. It seems a strange ano-

maly when the set of the age

horticultural is in favour of a more
natural style of gardening, that a

great authority should arise to ad-

vocate the robbing ol our trees

of their individuality, grace and
beauty, with the pruning-knifc. In

matters arboricultural, the more
we can aid Nature by culture, and
the less we interfere with her form,

the better for the well-doing of our

trees, and the beauty, richness, and
glory ofour landscapes. D. T. Fish.

)mt Corrcspnbentc.

^

Fig. 129.—CEDRUS atlantica (not pruned).

Height, 35 feet ; width of branches, 26 feet ; girth of stem, 3 feet i

on the trees,
,

already indicated how the snow can be immediately
The frost hits

j

removed without pruning. Besides, the charges of

them with its sharp arrows in that state of tension, and ! injury and death from an excess of tension can hardly
rends the bark along the upper surface, and they suffer

perish. On branch-pruned specimens the snow
be said to have been sufficiently established.

Mr. McNab's facts are mostly of the most serious

consideration ; but the destruction or escape of trees

near together from the effects of cold is such a
mysterious matter, that it needs much more investiga-

tion before we blindly accept of tension as the explana-
tion of the whole phenomenon. In the memorable
winter of 1860-61 we lost no trees nor shrubs in the

pleasure-grounds but Pinus insignis and a few Laurus-
tinuses and evergreen Oaks ; Araucarias, Deodars,
Piceas, Pinuses, &c., all passed safely through. Not
one of them had been stem or branch pruned. Within
a circuit of a few miles similar plants were cleared off

by wholesale. Had we been in the habit of stem or

branch pruning, how easy and how apparently logical

to have attributed our impunity to that. And yet such
an inference would have been wholly mistaken.

Further I observe that the effect of tension on the

branches appears to have been over-estimated. The
paper proceeds upon the assumption that the bending
down of the branches exposes the upper surface of each
to the more direct action of the cold. On the con-
trary, the more the branches are bent the more they
overhang, overlap, cover each other. This process of
overlapping, to use a most expressive Scoticism, goes
on from base to summit ; and as the branches get
smaller as we ascend, and the highest boughs of all are

the most flexible, the nett result is that scarcely any of
the upper sides of the branches are left uncovered.
Consequently, the very bending of the branches baulks
the frost in its cold-hearted designs against the trees.

Do I therefore recommend capping coniferous trees

with great weights of snow? Quite the contrary. A
little does no harm, but if it reaches 4 or 6 inches, off

with it, especially if the snow is wet. A heavy burden
may do other harm besides that of unduly distending

the upper sides of the branches. The junction with
the main stem is probably a much more vulnerable

point. Speaking popularly, and not bolanically, the

side brandies are often attached to the stem with an
arrangement not unlike a socket-joint. If this is

I loosened by a heavy weight on the branch, gum or
cannot lie, and no injury from bending takes place, weakness follows. But there is no need to prune
consequently prune your trees to keep off a snow cap- . Conifers in pleasure-grounds to prevent such mishaps,
ping. I can only answer, I prefer a long pole. It makes

,
A couple of active lads with long ashen poles will clear

short work with the snow, and the branches instantly
,

500 specimen trees of snow in a few hours, and the
spring back to their normal position. Again, it is

j

process may be repeated as oltea as needful. ,

somewhat singular that the safety of the pruned Coni- 1 Apart from the weight, however, the snow is a
'

TropEeolum tricolorum. — I

can I'ully endorse all that your cor-

respondent "A. D." has written

(see p. 362) with regard to this

splendid, but sadly-too-much-

neglected, old plant. A short time

ago I had the pleasure of visiting

the gardens at Colston Basset, the

proprietor of which establishment

encourages their cultivation, and I

must say that nowhere else have

I seen them cultivated with so

much success. Here, revelling in

full vigour, covering many square

yards of the sides and roof of one

of the conservatories, might be

seen T. tricolorum, T. azureum,

and several other well-known

species, besides one or two new
^'^^-

ones not yet determined. I should

imagine that they are now a pic-

ture to behold, for I cannot remember any cool-

growing climber possessing their elegance and floriferous

habit Gombined. Trained on a light network, they

form the lightest imaginable form of screen ; and when,

as in the case above named, they are in perfect

health, their foliage is of the lightest and most delicate

green colour ; and when this becomes studded with

Frn, 130.—CRDRUS deodara (not pruned—a distinct type\

Fig, 131.—CEDRUS deodara 'not pruned). Height, 46 feet ; width
of bmnches, 25 feet

;
girth of stem, 5 feet.

hundreds, nay, thousands of blossoms of scarlet, black

and gold, or blue, or yellow, as the case may be, they

are beautiful objects indeed, and worthy of far more
extended cultivation than they meet with at present in

our gardens. F, IV. B.

Galanthus plicatus.—I wish to endorse all Miss
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Hope says about the lateness and consequent usefulness

of the Crimean Snowdrop. It is now in full flower

here, after the others have faded. I am also fond of

it because it is single. It is a fine bold flower, though
the blossom is by no means so much larger than the

common Snowdrop as the huge leaves would lead one
to expect—in fact, the leaves are almost too large for

the blossoms : they are also of a lighter green than the

common variety. My favourite Snowdrop is, however,
the common single. This is becoming rai"e in many
gardens, the double one having well nigh displaced it.

D. T. Fish.

Zonal Pelargoniums as Standards.—With all

due deference to Mr. Grieve, I think these are great

mistakes. The plants themselves rebel against this

form. The majoriiy of those I have seen show much
iron and wood, and but poorly formed heads. They
look most unhappy objects, and seem to beseech every
passer-by to serve them as Mr. Croucher does his

prickly Aloes when they need potting—I'un a knife

through their neck, and set the head on the ground.

I differ in toto from your correspondent in this matter.

Better, a tliousand times better, flat beds of even forced

beauty, than cold or ragged-headed Pelargoniums set

up on or in iron cages. Even if the heads are good, as

they are nowandthen, theyseem incongruous. Pyramidal
Pelargoniums are passable and very effective when well

done, but standards of the commoner stiff-gi-owing

kinds are not to be recommended. The Ivy-leaved

kinds, grafted high on strong-stemmed seedlings, would
form elegant objects. But even these are seldom done
well. The other varieties, unless cradled in iron, are

almost sure to be smashed by the wind. There are

abundance of other plants for breaking the monotony
of flat floral surfaces to be preferred to standard
Pelargoniums ; such, for instance, as Humeas, Fuchsias,
Palms, Yuccas, Aloes, Cannas, Pampas-grass, &c.
These and many other plants bring grace and variety,

but standard Pelargoniums, if e\"er so well done, only
make formality more formal. Observer.

The New Grenadan Cattleyas. — Mr. Ander-
son, of Meadow Bank, in a recent number of the
Florist and Pomologist, directs attention to the fact

that "the New Grenadan Cattleyas are fugacious ; at

best the flowers won't stand over 14 days." This
extract is given in your own columns, at p. 392, and I

presume the plant to which it refers is Cattleya Triana;,

or, in other words, the numerous varieties known by
that name. If this supposition is correct, allow me to

express my very great surprise to hear this statement
from Mr. Anderson, for my experience of C, Trianai
leads me to form the very opposite opinion, viz., that

it is a very good stayer over a long course —quite equal,

and some varieties superior, to any of the large flower-

ing section of the genus. I quite agree with Mr. Ander-
son that the plants must be well rooted and ripened to

produce good flowers ; but something more is required
to reap the full benefit of the care bestowed upon them
to bring them to that stage. The plants should be
removed out of the moist house about the middle of
December, and be placed in a temperate house, with a
comparatively dry atmosphere. The roots should have
just sufficient water to keep them moist, but not wet.
This treatment will bring the flowers along very gently,

but when they do open they will retain their beauty
for such a length of time as will astonish Mr. Anderson
or any one else who has not tried this plan ; some
varieties are presentable for the flower vase or anywhere
else after being open six weeks. This is no random
guess, but actual fact, for we have had about So plants
blooming liere this season, and I think that number
may be considered a fair sample. These plants were
taken into the temperate house on December 19, 1S71.
They were brought back to their growing quarters last

week, March 22, thus having a dry season of three
months' duration. Some Orchid growers will be quite
shocked at this statement. I can only say that the
plants like it very much, and some of them make two
successive growths in one season, and flower from both
at the same time. I can assure Mr. Anderson that it

is in no carping spirit that I make these remarks, my
object being simply to defend the New Grenadan
Cattleyas from the charge of being fugacious. M'm.
WilsoJi, Fnfidd,

Aquavivariums and Aquariums.—Where plants
have to be grown under difficulties—say in a dwelling-
house, I say try an aquarium, or aquavivarium. The
latter is decidedly the most interesting and easily
managed, and with a little patience it will be success-
ful. I have had various kinds in use for many years.
Some have round vessels of glass, but these are apt to
break on a sudden shake, even with the slamming of a
door. Much might be said as to the construction of
suitable vessels, and the general management of them

;

but as any vessel sufficiently large to hold water plants
and animals will do to commence with on a small scale,
get a large strong bell-glass, and place about 3 inches
of soil at the bottom of the vessel. Now as to choice
of plants. The best and most suitable plant is the
Isolepis gracilis, and if the plant is established in a
small pot, so much the better. Place the plant in the
bottom of the vessel, and cover the pot up to near the
rim with gravel or rockwork. If it is found advisable
to have more species of plants, get a few plants of
Valisaeria, or any other water plant that takes the

fancy. A few small gold and silver fish, minnows,
gudgeons, roach, and beetles, will add to its attractive-

ness. It must be remembered not to introduce the

stickleback with tlie other fish, as he will bear no
rivals. Do not empty out the water of the vessel, but

take one half or quarter of the water out daily, and
replace it with fresh. R. H. D.

Anthurium Scherzerianum Seeding.—I have
succeeded in raising seedlings for several seasons from
the plant I exhibited last April at South Kensington ;

and this plant has now 16 spadices, all of which have
more or less of the wart-like berries upon them, as have
other plants bearing one or two spadices. These
ripen, as your correspondent, Mr. Knight, says, by fits

and starts. What has the seeding or fruiting of this

plant to do with flowering Orchids which your corre-

spondent seems to think have had some effect upon his

plant ? Mine have fruited in both the stove and
Orchid-house, where there were blooming Orchids, and
where there were none. But there is a question I am
particularly anxious for your correspondent to answer,
viz., is the plant fruiting (or seeding) on the young,
newly-made spadix, or on last year's?—as he says '* the

wart-like berries forming on the yellow crooked spadix,

which is so conspicuous at the top of the spathe."
Now, my own experience is, that the spadix always
becomes of a dark olive-brown before the berries

appear at all, and the spathe has become decayed
before the berries ripening are of the colour mentioned.
There appears to be no difficulty in seeding (or fruiting,

whichever is correct) it, but whether there is anytliing

detrimental to the plant in having the old flowers on
for such a length of time, as has always been my case,

is another question. The flowers that were on my
plant last June are only just now forming the green
berries, and will be some time before they ripen.

\V7n. E. Di.xon, Norxvood Nursery^ Bcx'crhy.

*'S" gives me credit for more than I am
entitled to. I never before knew that in simply
asking a question one is understood to express surprise,

wonder, or astonishment. I was quite aware of the
Anthurium Scherzerianum fruiting in Belgium, and I

now know it has done so in this country; and I hope
the seedlings will prove as fine as those which have
been imported from Belgium and elsewhere. Our
variety is carrying a spathe on a stem over 2 feet

high, which will, when fully developed, measure nearly

7 inches, and perhaps more. H. Knight.

"Gilbert's Improved Handlight " or Anti-
Cloche.—Being recently on a visit to the gardens at

Burghley House, I had an opportunity of seeing and
fully inspecting this extremely useful protecting ap-
pliance while in use, and have formed a very high
opinion of its merits, feeling quite sure that when its

neatness, cheapness, and practical utility are explained,
it will be largely adopted by those who hitherto have
used either the old, and comparatively expensive hand-
lights, or the more modern and easily broken cloche.

This valuable innovation may be made as required by
any ordinary carpenter who may happen to be engaged
on the place permanently, or otherwise, while its cost
places it within the reach of the humblest artizan, who,
if at all ingenious, may construct it for himself Those
in use at Burghley possess all the advantages of the
common garden frame on a small scale, hence are much
more snug and warmer than either the old hand-light,
or the cloche. They may be made any size as required,
those here alluded to being 22 inches by 22 inches,
II inches high at the back, and 6^ inches in front.

When constructed of the best red deal, painted a light

stone colour, and glazed with two plates of 16-oz. glass,

10 inches by 22 inches, they cost not more than 3j-. 61/.

each, or ']s. per pair. They will be found very useful
to the amateur, as well as to the professional gardener,
for the safe protection of choice seeds, plants, and also
for out and in door propagating purposes. F. ]V. B.

Araucaria imbricata.—There is at Lytchet, four
miles from Poole, an Araucaria imbricata 8 feet

9 inches in circumference at the ground, 5 feet

3 inches at 4 feet higher, and about 45 feet high. It

was planted in 1S22. Are the Araucarlas of greater
circumference at Dropmore or Kew, or anywhere
else, except in Chili? Are there many of an earlier
date in this country? The one I mention is covered
with cones. Travelle?-.

Myosotis dissitiflora.—I observed the Rev. W.
Harpur-Cvewe's note of surprise that the frost on the
morning of the loth had blackened the face of this
lovely flower. It is very trying, but there is no mystery
about it. The weather had brought leaf and flower on
not only too fast, but too tender. Hence, when the
frost came, the Forget-me-not could not stand it.

Unfortunately, too, the hot sun followed sharp on the
heels of the stinging frost, and the two succeeding each
other so rapidly did the mischief. The plant will

oufgrow the nip in a week or two, still it is a great
trial, and hard to endure ; but with such unseasonable
springs such cliecks are almost sure to happen. The plant
is much hardier when exposed to frosts in January and
February. Neither is it much later in springs of the
usual character. Indeed, I have several times had it

in full glory in February, and it has not yet reached per-
fection this season. As yet it is only, and literally,

blushing into beauty, and the whole stock has blushed
a deeper pink than usual. Some consider this a draw-

back to this lovely plant : I do not. It yields, as it

were, two crops of beauty ; one a harvest of pink,

the other of such a bine as the loveliest skies are made
of. We have, in fact, the glory of the aurora before

the break of day. Although this plant may be
said to be quite hardy, few are more grateful for

a slight protection. I must also repeat my re-

commendation of a raised bed for early bloom-
ing. The water is apt to He upon the breasts of low
plants on the flat ; raise your base lines and off it rolls,

and the dry tufts resent the frost better. Again, an
overshadowing bough, dead or alive, has a marvellous
efl^ect on the plants. It saves them from a single frost

mark, from such keen cuts as were given to exposed
plants on the morning of Sunday week. I enclose
two branchlets to show the difference. One was on
the open border, the other was slightly overhung by a
Yew bough. The difference is as that between a
temporary ruin and unspotted beauty. Again, it is

better to plant them out of the teeth of the wind : a
March wind is a terrible trial to most flowers. I have
seen it whirl round the flowers of Arabis, Aubrietia, &c.,
and soil them, and even Violets, as if they had been
rolled in dust. It, of course, serves the Forget-me-
not as bad or worse, but give it a sheltered place at

the back of the north or east wind, and enjoy such a
thing of beauty as no other plant can give. Mr. Crewe
and others must not be discouraged. I wish others
would give their experience, especially Miss Hope, or
some other grower in the North. Each year here the
Myosotis grows more in favour ; the loss of no other
plant would make such a blank in these gardens. Like
Topsy, it grows till it well nigh engirdles the place
with blue ribbons, and covers it with broad flecks and
patches, like rifts in cloudland. D. T. Fish.

Co-operative Garden,—Some 30 years ago or
more I read in a horticultural periodical an account of
a co-operative garden (so to call it, for want of a better
word). An acre or so of land was bought, enclosed by
a wall, and a gardener's or keeper's house, and green-
house for general use, was built by a company of, I

think, 16. The ground was lotted into 16 portions, and
distributed amongst them by lot. This town is totally

without gardens, and I think some plan like the fore-

going would suit the place. If any of your readers
could kindly quote any precedents to guide us, I should
feel obliged. A Subscribe)-^ Brighton.

Gentiana acaulis,— If any of your readers should
have some starved, flowerless batches of this plant
about them, and wish to have some charming lines of
blue flowers in the spring, I would advise them to treat

them as I have frequently done, and which is as

follows :—Four years ago we had three batches, which
altogether could have been put into I square foot of
ground. They had grown quite thick together, but
never flowered satisfactorily, one or two flowers a season
being all that appeared, and in this position they had
been for many years. About this season of the year
(it ought to be done in Februaiy, when dividing healthy
flowering plants) I took them up, and pulled the three
batches of plants to pieces until they became single

bits. I drew a drill from 3 to 4 inches deep on a good
loamy border, which is well drained, and nearly filled

it (the drill) with peat soil ; then covered the peat with
the soil of tlie border, finishing the preparation by
firmly treading the soil. Before moving the garden
line by which the drill was drawn, I planted against it

those little bits, singly, 3 inches apart. The following
spring they had so grown as to make a snug edging,

30 feet long and 3 inches wide, and flowered from end
to end. These three patches have produced plants that

would now make a row, if all the edgings were con-
nected, I So feet long and 3 inches wide. There have
been a few flowers from early autumn up till now

;

soon they will be unbroken lines of blue. When I am
asked the secret of growing and flowering the Gentian,
I answer, 1st, pulling the plants to pieces every two
years ; this I consider the chief thing for flowering

them, as it flowers quite as well in good loam as it does
in a mixture of peat. 2d, plant for an increase of
plants in soil consisting of two-thirds of peat. Henry
Mills, Enys,

Primula elatior, Jacq.—The Bardfield Oxlip is a
very satisfactory plant to cultivate. A friend sent me
some wild plants of this handsome species from Essex
two or three years ago, which thrive wonderfully in

my garden, and make a great show amongst tiie spring
flowers. They have increased to a great extent. They
ripen their seed, which comes up freely, self-sown

;

and I now find plenty of seedling plants in the beds,
many of which are showing signs of flowering. Of
course, these are from the seed of 1S70. Though
planted in a tolerably ricii soil, no special care has
been taken of the old plants, yet they tlirow up flower-

stalks from a foot to 14 inches high, many of tlicm

producing from 12 to 20 pips. The flowerS themselves
are not much increased in size ; but they vary a little,

like other Primroses, in the shade of yellow, and in

the intensity of the orange throat. Cultivation seems
to bring the flowers out earlier ; several of my plants

are now in full flower (March 11). This is an early

season, and no doubt the open weather has had some
effect upon them, as it has upon most plants, but cul-

tivation is the principal reason of their flowering so

early ; for common Cowslips, which in a wild state

flower about the same time as the Oxlip, are very ij
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little, if any, forwarder in the garden than usual. The
common Cowslip, too, repays one for a little trouble,

and an extra dose of manure. We had Howers last

spring that stood no less than iS inches high, and
l^roduced from 30 to 40 flowers on each stalk. Robert

Holland.

Tritoma Uvaria.—We have here {March 12) this

useful plant in flower. I account for its blooming at

this unusual season to the lateness of its flowering

last year. The spikes now in flower are some of the

late ones that had not time to develope themselves

before the cold weather put a slop to further growth,

and having had an unusual fine winter the spikes were
never destroyed, consequently the fine weather we have
had lately has brought them forward. This is the first

time I have seen lliem flower at this season in the

North of England. The plants are growing in a dry
sandy soil, in an open situation, where they have been
about 12 months. John Taylor^ Rose Hill^ Carlisle,

Kemp's Registered Grape Rail, &c.—We are

indebted to Mr. Kemp, gardener to his Grace the Duke
of Northumberland, Albury Park, Guildford, for the

use of the annexed illustration (fig. 132) of his Registered
Grape Rail and Frame, a specimen of which was
exhibited at the last meeting of the Fruit Committee at

South Kensington. Thougli its general features

were approved by the committee, it was generally
considered that glass bottles were preferable to

the zinc cylindei^s ; and this opinion was shared
by several horticulturists who are known to

be very successful practitioners of the
latter mode. Experience alone can tell

us whether it will be successful or not
in fulfilling the object in view, but we
must say that the bunch of Lady Downe's
Seedling Grapes, which had been cut

three months, and kept in this way, was
remarkably fresh and good in flavour ;

and after all it is questionable whether
the benefit which accrues to the Vine is

not sufficiently compensatory for the loss

of a little flavour in mid-winter. Any-
how, if the plan is successful it will be
an immense boon to gardeners whose
vineries have also to do duty as plant

houses.

Paterson's Alexandra Potato. —
Tjiis is one of the best late-keeping
Potatos I am acquainted with, and its

valuable qualities deserve to be very
widely appreciated. It belongs to the

late round section, but partakes of the

pebble shape, has a pale red skin, is an
excellent cropper, and keeps remark-
ably well. For the past two years I

have used it for all purposes at this

season of the year, and the tubers are

as fresh and plump as in October, and
they keep so till April. The flesh is

very white, it is floury in appearance
when cooked, and for mashing 1 know
of nothing to equal it. It is particu-

larly as a Potato for mashing that I

would commend it. The influx of coarse

and practically useless American varieties

of the Potato during the past three years

has tended to draw aside the public '

attention from the excellent properties

of some of the varieties distributed by
the Messrs. Paterson, of Dundee, a few years since,

some of which will be cultivated in our gardens
long after the American varieties are utterly

forgotten. Alike after the dry season of 1S70 and
the wet one of 1S71, it has maintained its good
character ; while the American Rose, for instance,

which, at the end of the dry summer of 1870,
ate pretty dry and good, is, after the much moister
season of 1S71, almost universally condemned.
Desirous of rendering honour where honour is due, I

have penned this paragraph, in order that the service

rendered to horticulture by Messrs. Paterson should not
be wholly overlooked. Richard Dean^ Ealing^ W.

Trenching and Digging.—There is much differ-

ence of opinion as to the proper season for performing
this work ; also as to the depth to which it should be
done. It is pretty generally acknowledged that

autumn and winter is the proper season, there being
more time, and that the manure is best applied at

those seasons ; but those who are in the practice of
sowing seeds of various kinds in the spring, upon
autumnal as well as spring-trenched ground, cannot
have failed to observe that the latter is much drier,

consequently warmer, and in much better condition

upon. Now what is the eflfect of trenching such a

border in the autumn ? It is to fill it with water, and
when the blooming period arrives the soil is cold and
damp ; and from this cause more blossom falls than

from any other. On the other hand, to have such

borders firm and dry during winter and spring is the

first important step to secure a good crop, and without
this precaution the temporary protection of fruit blos-

som is moslly so much trouble thro^vn away. How
often do we see ordinary Vine bonlers completely
ruined by autumnal digging, and afterwards sealing

them over by a covering of 2 or 3 inches of manure.
The result of this in most cases is not only to saturate

the border, but to sour it, and shankhig, mildew, &c.,

are the result. Ves, and while all this is going on^

the word "sacred" is written over the roots ; but I

would advise that this protecting word be used, not

against light summer crops, but to protect fruit tree

borders from autumnal and winter digging. John
Taylor, Ro.c I/ill, Carlisle,

Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury Strawberry.

—

For the benefit of any gardener who may be situated

as I am, with scarcely any assistance in the way of

manure save the refuse heap, I make these few
remarks. I am well aware that many sorts are superior

to it where manure is to be had. From some experience

in Hampshire I consider Carolina superba as the very

best, although British Queen and several other varieties

did exceedingly well. I have tried several sorts here

during the last four years, and have been disappointed

with all but the subject of this note. Last season I had a

FlO. 132.—KEMP's REGISTERED GRAPE RAIL.

good crop from it, while from a strong bed of Keens'
Seedling I did not get a dish, and on looking over
them recently I find the last-named will again be a
failure, while the Vicomtesse, on exactly similar soil,

promises a heavy crop. I have tried the latter this

year in pots, and have a nice batch just ripening 10 to

12 fruits on plants in 5-inch pots. In every respect

the Vicomtesse seems to be the Strawberry for those
who know the value of manure by its almost total

absence. Thomas Davis, Hazehvood, Upper Nonvood.
[A very high opinion has always been entertained of it

by the authorities at Chiswick. Eds.]

Leaves for Garnishing Dessert.—I have been
waiting all the winter for some one to recommend me
for garnishing dessert. My nasty smelling, poisonous
neighbours are praised, but scarcely any one says a word
in my favour, though my clean, sweet, bright bronze,

red, or green leaves (which you like to choose) are always
at hand, live long out of water, and I am sure cannot
be exceeded for elegance of form. It goes to my tough
yellow heart to write my own praises, but here I am
often told how lovely I look among the fruit, and my
mistress says nothing is more beautiful on the walls of

the gi-and old church at Christmas. I hope you also

will recommend your long neglected Mahonia Aqui-

It

for early crops. I have also found that the deeper the
trenching is performed (autumnal trenching) the longer ^folium
it must lay in the spring before it is in that genial

!

condition which the gardener loves to see when the The Weather in East Anglia.—A very remark-
seed-bag is opened. If this be so in the vege-

;
able change has suddenly taken place in the state of

table garden, how much more injurious must this , the weather about here, which, there is too much reason
autumnal trenching be to fruit tree borders ?

;
to fear, may prove disastrous to the fruit crops, which

Take a wall border, where the wall is furnished 1 at the time of this change looked remarkably promis-
with various kinds of fruit trees : such borders are mostly ' ing. Up to the iSth day the weather had been exceed-
trenched or dug to within 3 feet of the wall, so that

! ingly mild and genial for the season, with a prevalence
most of the roots are in that part of the border operated ! of south-easterly wind. On the morning of the 17th

the wind changed from S.E. to S.W., while the
temperature in the shade rose to 60" (the highest
temperature attained during the current year), and only
falling to 40* during the night. The wind changed to
N.W. during the iSth day, and the weather imme-
diately became much colder ; and on the 20th the maxi-
mum temperature was only 43°, while the minimum
was 23°, or 9" of frost,—this being a lower minimum
temperature tlian has been experienced during the two
preceding months, that of January having been 25° and
February 24". This morning, the 22d, the ground is

covered with fully an inch of snow, which still con-
tinues to fall, and the wind remains at N.W.
P. Griei'c, Ciilford.

The weather up to the iSth inst. was unusually
fine. The sun was warm, and vegetation seemed to be
making great strides, but on the day above-named we
had storms in earnest, and these have continued to

visit us uninterruptedly all the week. Some mornings
there have been 7° of frost. On the morning of the 23d
snow fell very thick for several hours. Common
Laurels 8 and 10 feet high lay across each other bent
to the ground, and many other shrubs lay about with
the great weight of snow upon them. Shady walks
were blocked up by the shrubs meeting and bend-
ing to each other, and it was like wading through
pools of water to get to them. All hands were
set to work to lift them up, and gently shake
as much of the snow off as possible with a long pole or
birch broom. Young Conifers especially looked very
serious, and although the lifting and shaking process

kept going on as fast as one could get over the ground,
still snow fell ; the atmosphere from

7 to S looked so dark, that there

was no appearance of abatement, and
some very vivid flashes of lightning

|i5k were seen, followed by heavy peals of

thunder. The young thrushes were
seen chirping about— no hiding-place

from the storm could they find. How-
ever, about 9 o'clock the sun broke
through ; watercourses had to be looked
after and roofs cleared, and by mid-
day there were dry places in the

centre of walks. Eventually shrubs

all got erect, and those in flower we
expected to see completely spoilt ; but

(I?;' no. It is pleasing to see how well some
sSj' i of the hardy early flowering shrubs are

adapted to the rough usage of Nature
in some seasons. Some very large

bushes of Ribes sanguineum were in

full bloom, but appeared to be very
little hurt. Berberis Aquifolium, invalu-

able as an early flowering shrub, inde-

pendently of its other good qualities,

is also uninjured ; large bushes of

this are very showy objects. B. Dar-
winii seems also to endure the pelting

storms without spoiling its beauty. The
morning of the 24th was a repetition of
the one before it, only at break of day it

froze, and some trees standing out singly

were covered with icicles, and therefore

could not be disburdened of their load of

snow without injury. In all this there

are lessons to be learned, and the one
which presents itself most is a confirma-

tion of the articles of your esteemed
correspondent, Mr. M'Nab, of Edin-
burgh, in this paper some few weeks
back, upon the pruning of Conifers and

other shrubs. Trees that have been judiciously pruned

from time to time have formed close compact growth,

and are consequently stronger and better able to bear the

weight of snow than those left to grow without check.

In the forming of most new shrubberies shade is craved

for, by any means procurable. Hence the neglect or

withholding of the knife when it would tend otherwise

to greatly improve them in the formation of sturdy

growth, and so helping them to bear such burdens as

have fallen upon them the last few days. T. Iiyntu\

Holbrook, Sujffolk. [From Edinburgh Mr. McNab
writes

—"8° of frost this morning, March 26." Eds.]

Amherstia nobilis.—I beg to thank Mr. Croucher

for his hint on this subject, though it tended to dis-

courage me. But after two trials with the seed I am
sorry to say I find them just as Mr. Croucher remarked,

for the seed became like a piece of soap. Can any ex-

planation be given why the seed will not germinate in

this country, as several neighbouring gardeners have

tried, but have been imsuccessful, like myself. Is there

any known instance in this country of any one raising

the Amherstia by seed ? Perhaps Mr. Croucher can

throw some light on the matter. My endeavour will

be to try again. C. Richardson, Gr. to C, J\PNivcn,

Esij., Godstouc, Surrey.

Fig Culture.—" G. S." asks, p. 395, if the terminal

buds of the young shoots be removed in the autumn as

recommended by me, "whether, in spring, a smaller

or weaker bud starts from the fracture, and thus

nourishes the fruit below it, or whether the fruit

matures without the assistance of terminal leaves ?" In

reply, I beg to state, that if only the bud be removed,

one or more buds will almost always start from the

fracture, but only one shoot should be allowed to grow,

the other should be rubbed ^<^ xs soon as possible.

5s.
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When the terminal buds are left to develope themselves,

they rob the young shoots of all their organised matter,

and the consequences are that the embryo Figs, instead

of swelling, turn yellow and die off for want of their

proper nutriment, as we very often see happen ; but

when the buds are removed, the young fruit have all

the matter in the shoots for their support. Again,

when the terminal buds are left to develope themselves,

they make an early growth, which soon becomes studded

with embryo Figs, which get to a large size before the

autumn, but seldom or never ripen. Most of

these drop off, and very few remain for a crop next

season ; but when the terminal buds are removed, those

that start from the fracture are late in making their

growth, and in consequence it is late in the season

before the embryo Figs are formed . The young shoots

should not be nailed to the walls during the summer,

but allowed to hang out loosely ; the embryo Figs then

will not get too large to stand over the winter, and if

the terminal buds be removed in the autumn, and the

wood well protected from the frost during the winter,

there will always be plenty of fruit the following

season. There is nothing new in the practice, as I

learned it many years ago, soon after I came into

Yorkshire, from a thoroughly practical man ; and as I

have for years adopted it with success, I can confidently

recomm^d it. M. Saul, SUmrUm.

Trichomanes reniforme. — Allow me to ask

"F. W. B." if the figure he gives in your pages

(p. 287) of this plant is copied from Nature, or only a

freak of his own imagination. If from Nature, it must

be either a very abnormal form, or else a distinct plant

from that commonly grown as T. reniforme. I allude

to the disposition of the involucres. In all the native

specimens I have seen, and also in the cultivated ones,

the involucres have been thickly set in the edge of the

frond with long exserted veins, giving the fronds some-

what the appearance of a pinna of Lygodium. I have

hitherto given " F. W. B." more credit for the use of

his pencil than his pen, but he surely must have

given us an imaginary sketch in the present instance,

^lyself and friends would be glad to know. G.

Foreign Correspondence.
St. Denis, Reunion.—In a recent number of the

Gardeners' Chro7iicle we published some extracts from

a letter from Mr. Home, Director of the Botanic Gar-

dens, Mauritius, descriptive of a visit to the Botanic

Garden at Reunion. We are now enabled to give further

extracts from another letter of the same gentleman,

containing observations on the plants he saw in public

places and private gardens of St. Denis, Reunion.

At the hospital, Government House, and several

other public places, there are some very nice little gar-

dens, and they are laid-out and planted with con-

siderable taste. In some parts, especially in the

suburbs of the town, the streets are shaded by rows
of trees, chiefly Mangos, Tamarinds, and Casuarinas.

Palms are conspicuous, both in public places and
private gardens, the most notable being Oreodoxa regia,

several species of Areca, Cocoa-nuts, Dates, Elais

guinecnsis, and I^atania borbonica. Bananas and the

Anonas, as A. reticulata, A. squamosa, and A. muri-

cata, are in almost every garden, as are also Longans,
Litchis, and Mangos. These latter appear to be

cultivated as much for the shade afforded by them as

for the fruits they produce. Badamias, Terminalia

Catappa ; Champac, Michelia Champaca ; Tamarind.
Tamarindus indica ; several species of Ficus ; Sang
Dragon, Pterocarpus Draco ; Flamboyant, Poinciana

regia ; and Lila de ITnde, Melia Azedarach, are not

unfrequently seen in private gardens ; neither are the

Bougainvillea brasiliensis and the magenta variety of

spectabilis by any means rare. The gay colour of their

bracts makes them very useful for covering trelliswork

or climbing over stunted or dead branches of trees.

Nowhere have I seen Kougainvilleas so pretty as when
the branches are allowed to grow in a scrambling
manner over a hot tin roof ; the surprise is, how they
can resist the heat of such a place. In a tropical

climate a tin roof is so hot during the day that it can
.scarcely be touched by the naked hand, yet the plants

live, grow, and flower magnificently, and that, too, in

the full blaze of a tropical sun, and actually lyi.ng close

on the hot tin.

The commonly cultivated tropical flowering shrubs,

such as AUamandas, Meyenias, Francisceas, Ixoras,

&c., are in nearly every private garden. Many of the

gardens were also gay with Verbenas, Petunias,

Phlox Drummondii, lialsams, CalHopsis, Gaillardias,

several varieties of Indian Azaleas, Roses, &c. Here
and there a lover of foliage plants was noticed by tlie

large number of Caladiums and Begonias, with a good
sprinkling of Ferns, Gloxinias, and Achimenes, the

latter seemingly cultivated as a set off to the others.

These were, for the most part, grown in pots or vases,

which were placed in the verandali, or under the shade
of the trees in the garden or courtyard surrounding the

house.

A very rustic kind of flower-pot, made from the

lower end of de.ad Tree Fern stems, Iiaving the hollow
in the centre enlarged, was occasionally seen. The
outside was smoothed, made round and tidy, and
altogether it looked more appropriate and useful in

rustic or semi-rustic gardening than the ordinary vase

or fiower-pot.

Societies.
M,\KKET GAUIJENKKS', NUKSKKVMEN, AND FAKMERs'

.AssociATlo.N.—The quarterly meeting of the commillee

of this society was held at their rooms. Covent Garden,

on Tuesday last, March 26, Henry Meyers, Esq., in

the chair. The chairman stated the result of the depu-

tation to Colonel Henderson, which was appointed in

consequence of the annoyance caused by the repeated

summonses granted by the magistrate at Bow Street to try

and prevent the market gardeners' vans from coming

into the market for empty baskets. Colonel Henderson

stated it was never intended to put any obstacle to the

vans coming into the market ; the only instnictions given

to the police were, that they were not to obstruct the

thoroughfares. The commutee expressed tliemselves

satisfied with the result of the deputation, which had

settled a question of such vital interest to every one

attending Covent Garden. The secretary then submitted

the design for a waggon badge from Messrs. Willing & Co.,

which was accepted, and a quantity ordered sufficient for

the members, each member to pay for as many as he

required. The badge, it was stated, would inform any

policeman who detected a robbery from the waggon or

van on which it was placed that he was entitled to the

reward offered by the society. It was decided that the

reward of two guineas should be given to the policeman

who detected the robbery of Potatos from Mr. Smith's

van. A letter of condolence to Mrs. Atwood, widow of

the late secretary of the society, who had held the office

for so many years, was moved by the President, seconded

by the 'Vice-President, and unanimously agreed to. It

was then moved and seconded that a letter should be

written to Mr. Da\idson at the Bedford Office, asking for

a reply to the memorial for the covering of the open

parts of Covent Garden, which was presented some

months back, and to which no definite reply had as yet

been received. A vote of thanks to the Chairman closed

the proceedings.

Florists' Flowers.
The group of flowering plants staged by Messrs.

Standish & Co., of Ascot, al the meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society on March 6, deserved something

more than a mere passing notice, because of the

Cinerarias contained in it. While I was standing by

this group of plants I noticed that of the numerous

visitors who crowded the room on that day, by far the

greater portion who passed by this group of plants

were at once attracted by the rich colouring of these

attractive Cinerarias. Tliey were certainly very

striking, and had finely-formed and very stout florets,

though these were somewhat too much reflexed to pass

muster under the rigid rules of the Properties ofFlowers.

They were full of interest for lovers of a very useful

spring-flowering plant, which has been well described

by Glenny as a " singularly beautiful subject."

Out of some lo or 12 named varieties exhibited on

this occasion, there were a few deserving a record.

The flowers were all of dark colours, and in most cases

there was the presence of a circle of bright colour next

the marginal hue, which has induced Messrs. Standish

»S: Co. to designate their strain ** tricolored " Cinerarias.

The best flowers were Rev. B. K. W. Pearse, the

margin of bright purple shaded with narrow white ring

round the disc, the florets very stout but much reflexed
;

Rev. E. Everest, margin of dark purple, with a bright

magenta ring next it, and a just perceptible white ring

round a pale disc ; Incomparable, margin of very

bright purple, with narrow white circle and pale

disc, a large and bold flower, but much reflexed

;

Enterprise, rich fiery magenta margin, a very handsome
glow of colour, pale disc, with a narrow white ring

round it, a large and well-formed flower ; Clipper,

dark purple margin, pale disc, and narrow white ring,

a stout and handsome flower ; and Charmer, broad

margin of bright purple shaded, and fiery red ring

round a dark disc, a showy flower.

Some years ago a writer on the Cineraria stated :
—

*' It will be recollected that this very beautiful plant

has a small starry flower, with narrow petals, project-

ing outwards, all round a yellow disk, such petals

being pointed or notched. Hitherto, if a new colour

or an unusual size has been attained, it has been
considered a justification to name the plant, and send

it out as a new one. All this may be very well for a

time, but the period has arrived when some regard

should be paid to the form and habit of a new variety,

and the properties may be summed up in a few

words." Subequently the Cineraria became greatly

improved both in the form and habit of the new
varieties, and for a time this flower occupied a no incon-

siderable position in the estimation of florists. Then
came a time when the Cineraria declined in popularity,

and now named varieties are rarely met with. It is one of

the characteristics of the present time that neglected

plants should be again brought prominently forward,

and be more gladly welcomed than many newer plants

of greater pretensions ; and who knows but the same

good fortune may be in store for the now somewhat
neglected Cineraria. A'. D.

©fiituavfi.
Died at North End, Fidham, on the 2ist inst., in

his 75th year, Samuel Forfeit Gray. He was
formerly a frequent contributor to this Journal, espe-

cially on bees. He was an associated juror in the

Exhibition of 1851, for hives and bees, and was for-

merly an active member of the Horticultural Society.

THE WEATHER.
STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHE.iTH, LONDO.V,

For the Week ending Wednesday, March 27, 1872.
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March 21.—Hoar-frost in morning. A verj- intense gloom prevalent

at noon. Snow felfto the depth of 4 2 inches between
12.30 to 2.30. A fine cloudless night.

— 22,—Cloudy throughout. Snow fell occasionally. Hoar-frost
at nighL

— 23.—Generally overcast. Snow fell frequently.
— 24.—Cloudy till night ; then cloudless. Hoarfrost at night.

— 25.—Fine and cloudless in morning and at night. Overcast at

mid-day. A little snow fell.

— 26.—A very fine day throughout. Light clouds prevalent.
Hoar-frost in the morning and at night.

— 27.—Cloudy sky generally.

JAMES GLAISHER.

(FOR THE ENSUING FORTNIGHT.)

PLANT NOUSES.
The Conservatory.—Most of the RJwpalas, Theo-

phraitas, Stadmannias, Cupanias, and Ficuses are

admirably adapted for providing a permanent and
effective feature amongst the various flowering plants.

Plants of this character, after making their crown of

leaves in a warmer house, will stand with impunity in

a temperature many degrees lower. The Crescentia

regalis does not stand and maintain its leaves so well

as the rest of the Theophrasta family. The finest

collection of Theophrastas, perhaps, ever exhibited

were those of M. Linden at the 1867 Paris Inter-

national, and these were in 9 and I2.inch pots, and

carrying each of them from 50 to 100 leaves. Plants

requiring larger pots than these, unless in exceptional

cases, should be either planted permanently out in well

prepared soil, or plunged with the bottom of the pot

broken out, so as to allow tlie roots exit. The graceful

Fern-like Cupania filieifolia is a most admirable plant,

and should be in every collection. This does well

in peat and sand— so, at least, we have found, but no

doubt, if planted out in a rich soil, it would

form altogether a unique thing. The Oreopanax

plataitifoUa forms a very substantial ornament, and so

does Hipponiane spinosa, unapproachable though it be

on account of its spines, yet desirable withal. Rhopala

corc(K'adensc, de Jonghei, and aurea are the best of this

ornamental family, and in a small state are quite at

home for a month in a warm room free from dust and gas-

heated air. Colea Cornmersonii is also a telling plant

in this w.ay, and should be afforded free, rich soil ;

planted out it forms a noble object, tree-like, and

stately. The whole of these plants require plenty of

leaf-washing and moisture at the root when growing.

Afford shade in a moderate manner, for the old leaves,

as in the case of Camellias, are more liable to burn

than young ones, and more especially at this season

after a sunless winter. Bestow every care on such fine

flowering plants as may be in beauty just now, such as

Iinaiophyllum 7iiiniatum, Eitcharis amazonica. Azaleas,

and Orchids, and others, that sun or water may not

spoil their beauty prematurely. In many cases a few

sheets of paper supported on sticks will be found

useful when prolonged beauty is desirable. Be unmerci-

ful to big bees, with finger and thumb, protected by a

glove. //. Knig/it.

Greenhouse Soft-wooded Plants.—At this time

of year potted plants require attentive watering. See

that the ball is.moistened througli ; if a plant has been

suffered to become too dry, stand it in a pail or tub of

water for a few minutes. In the case of very large

pots the easiest way to give them a soaking is, by

stopping up the holes with clay, pierce the ball in two

or three places, water until you are convinced suf-

ficient has been given to soak all parts of the ball ; then

remove the clay. The early started Fiie/isias will require

their final shift by this time ;
give a compost of two parts

turfy loam to one of rotten cowdung, peat, or leaf-mould

and sand ; syringe twice a day ; thin out the shoots of

those starting irfto growth, so as to leave a due pro-

portion ;
give guano-water once a week to those that

have filled their pots with roots. JJliums will be the

better for a top-dressing of peat and cowdung ; it will

greatly assist the roots emanating from the base of the

stem. Primulas and Cvelameiis retained for seed

should not be allowed to suffer for water, better assist
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them with frequent applications of manure-water.
Now is a good time for propagating Salvias for autumn
and winter flowering. Some of the earliest Lachenalias

will have done blooming by this time ; they require to

be dried off gradually, the leaves will indicate the

time, by changing yellow, Geo. Bakc)\ Clapham
Commcti.
Flower Forcing.—This is a good time to cut down

many of the early plants which have been at rest, and

kept dry for a time, ynsticias, Poinsdlias, Salvias,

Eranthemttms, and Euphorbia jaajuiniicjlora—cuttings

of all should be put in to root, if the stock is to be kept

up, and the cuttings will succeed the old plants in tiie

blooming season. If a few Hydrangea cuttings were

put in and rooted last autumn and potted off, a few of

the forwardest should be introduced to a gentle heat.

which will hasten their blooming. Sow a pinch of

Primula and Cineraria seed, to come in early next

autumn. A. H.
Stove Plants.—The main batch of Achimenes,

Gloxinias, and Caladiunis may now be started (see

former directions). A few bulbs of each sort may be
kept at rest for another month or six weeks ; they

will come in well for autumn work. Some of the

Gesnera bulbs may now be started, such as G. zehritta

splendens^ a very useful plant, both for foliage and
flowers ; treat it the same as the Achimcncs. G. cinna-

barina will now be done blooming ; if so, the bulbs

should be stored away to rest for the next three

months, and then started ; it will be found a very

useful winter plant for table decoration. G. Donklaari
is the best of all the Gesneras, but very seldom seen

;

no collection of stove plants should be without it.

This is a good time to commence with a bulb of it
;

treat it the same as a Gloxinia in every respect, with

the exception of the time the bulb is at rest. It should

never be allowed to become dust dry, or the bulb is

almost sure to go off with dry-rot. Get Dipladenias

plunged in the warmest end of the house ; set them
as near the glass as possible, feed them well, keep
them free from bug, and never shade them. Where
Stepkanotis Jloribunda is grown in pots, give it the

same treatment as the Dipladenias. The Stepkanotis is

one of the most useful stove climbers, for its fragrant

blossoms ; it will be found to bloom more freely if

planted out in a comer of the bed, and trained along

the roof, 6 inches from the glass. Where it cannot be
planted out, the pot might be plunged in the bed, and
the stem trained up a pillar or wall to the roof. See that

the pots are kept clean, and the house as neat and
orderly as circumstances will admit of. A. Inp-am^
Abiwiek.

Indoor Ferns.—65° night temperature will be suf-

ficient for the warmest fernery. Water freely all

plants that are planted out ; if the weather is fine

syringe overhead twice a day. Keep the stems of Tree
Ferns continually moist, not much air will be required

unless the weather is very warm. The shading must
be drawn down whenever the sun comes on the house.

If the fernery has a southern aspect it will require

the glass to be painted, as well as having a tiifany

shading, unless very thick canvas is used. For the cool

or intermediate fernery, 48° to 50° by fire-heat will be
warm enough. Any Tree Ferns or other plants may
be safely removed. Syringe three or four times daily

the Trichomancs^ Hymenophyllufus^ and Todea hyme-
nophylloides. Todea superba must not often be syringed

overhead ; the fronds will keep a better colour without
it. Begonias may be planted at once ; also green-

house Palms, if required to make a distinct feature in

the fernery. J. R. Fetch, Mauley Hall Gardens,

Manchester,

Florist Flowers. — Auriculas are now growing
freely

; give every attention to watering and airing.

Clear off all insects as they appear, and protect the

plants from frost and cold cutting winds. Antir7-hinums
should be hardened off and planted out ; prick off seed-

lings. Carnations and Picotees should be potted with-

out delay, and protected from drenching rains if possible.

Plant out in borders for decoration. Plant out Holly-

hocks that have been well hardened off, and pot on

young stock for later planting. Pansics in pots require

care in watering. If fine blooms are wanted, thin out

all but two or three shoots. Those in beds out-of-

doors will require to be pegged down or staked. Plant

out a collection of Pentstemons for early flowering
;
pot I

^"" ^^ thmned out,

off cuttings for succession, and prick off seedlings.

Phloxes that have had their balls reduced will require

careful watering till re-established. Pot on young stock

for succession of bloom, y. L.

successions in a later stage. Stopping at three eyes

beyond the bunch is close enough. If Lady Downe's
houses are still at rest, no time should be lost insetting

tliem going. Sliift on pot Vines as they require it, and
train near the glass. G. J., Glamis,

Melons.—There is no fruit more easy to grow than

the Melon, and I think none in which we generally

find so large a percentage of worthless fruit. The
main cause of this is loss of foliage, therefore carefully

guard against such loss, and especially of those leaves

next tlie fruit. I have sometimes witnessed gooJ
gardeners in other respects slashing away amongi^t a

crop of Melons, much in the same way as they would
an overgrown crop of ridge Cucumbers. I never allow

this, but by timely attention to pinching and training

prevent this being requisite, and thus save what I term

the breathing power of the plants, without which the

fruit is flavourless and insipid. Water thoroughly with

weak manure-water of the same temperature as the bed,

and a little put in the evaporating pans occasionally is

most beneficial and assists in keeping down insects.

If inclined to grow too gross, keep the atmosphere

drier. For treatment of succession plants, see former
Calendars. W, IVildsmitk, The Gardens, Heckjield,

JVinchfield.

Cucumbers.—Of the various modes of growing the

Cucumber, that by the aid of hot -water pipes with tank

is perhaps the most desirable. A friend of mine grows
some thousands very successfully for market purposes

;

his method is hot-water pipes for bottom-heat. Hehas
the pipes perforated with holes on the top side of tlie

pipe, and instead of having the trough cast on the

pipes he has the trough without the bottom screwed

upon the pipes and cemented and made water-tight.

The feeding cistern is so placed on a level with the

pipes that he can have either moist or dry bottom-heat
when required. The above method is so simple and
successful that it is remarkable it is not more commonly
adopted. P. H. D.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Wall Fruits. — Continue to protect Apricots,

Peaches, and iVectarines, at night ; also in the day
when rough unfavourable weather prevails. Attend

to the thinning of Apricots as soon as possible after

they are set. It is a great error to let them get to a

large size before they are thinned. Thin the blossom-

buds on Peaches and Nectarines. Generally these

show ten times more blossoms than are necessary for a

crop of fruit ; and leaving them all to expand only

weakens the trees. The choicer kinds of Pears and

Plums should have some Fir branches or other covering

over the blossoms to protect them from frost. M. Saul,

Stourton.

Hardy Fruits.—Continue to graft Fears, Plums,

and Apples. Head down large thriving trees of inferior

varieties or bad bearers, and graft with the choicer

kinds, as previously recommended. Head down
young trees newly planted ; stake standards securely,

and mulch well round the roots with half-rotten

manure. If the weather should be very dry, a good

watering will be beneficial to those on light soils. Pay
great attention to the training of pyramid Fear and

other trees, as when well done they always look well,

and in the autumn are beautiful objects when covered

with richly coloured fruit. M. Saul, Stourton.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—Grapes beginning to colour will require a

circulation of dry, warm air. Moisture should not be
withheld suddenly, but by degrees, as the Grapes
advance to the colouring process. Houses at a later

stage and swelling off may have a temperature of 70°,

with a nice moist atmosphere. Thin succession houses

as soon as the operation can be done. It is not easy

to give a rule for such an operation, as so much depends
on the state of the Vines. Strong healthy Vines will

swell their berries to double the size of others of the

same sort under less favourable circumstances, so that

experience alone can teach how thin they should be.

Attend to houses in bloom as formerly recommended ;

avoid sudden changes of temperature as much as

possible. Attend to the disbudding and stopping of

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Outdoors.—The snow and frosts of the past week

have made our kitchen gardens rather sorrowful.

Here we registered 4" of frost on the morning of the

19th, but on the whole there is no serious damage
done at present. Our Peas, partly protected with

Silver Fir boughs, are looking more as they do in

May than March ; these were planted out, having been

sown on slips of turf. After all this trouble those on

an adjoining border, sown on November 6, are equal in

every respect, and they have had no other protection

than the bare stakes. Lettuces and Celery for early

crop should be planted out under hand-glasses, and if a

little hot dung can be had, by all means put it under

them. Brussels Sprouts, Caulifloveers^ and Snoids

Broccoli, sown in cold frames, should have plenty of air.

If the damp gets in, scatter fine

charcoal over them. Sow outside, on a warm border,

Caulijloiuers, Brussels Sprouts, Savoy, Greens, for

second early supply. Continue to sow Peas and Beans

in succession, and between each row sow one of

Spinach. Keep up the supply of Radishes and Mustard

and Cress by constant sowing. Bring Potato planting

to a close, if not already done ; the latest to be planted

ought to be the kidney section. Our Ashtops in the

orchard-house, slightly covered with leaf-soil, are all

up 3 inches high, and will be in fine condition for

planting the first week in April. Now that all borders

are dug, wheeling done, &c., put a sprinkling of new
gravel on the walks. R. Gilbert, Burghley.

Notices to Correspondents.

Advertisements ; G. H. Your letter is insulting.

Conservatories: W. H. asks if any of (our corre-

spondents will acquaint him with the ascertained dele-

terious effect of the atmosphere in a conservatory. He
alludes more especially to one attached to a living

apartment of a dwelling. He says :
" In a book of some

note It is stated to be both unfit to breathe, and de-
structive of furniture."

Daffodils : F. S. It is not unusual for the common
double Daffodils not to flower two years consecutively.

Names of Plants -.J. E. D. i, Muscari botryoides ;

2, M. neglectum.— /C »Sw/M. Impossible to recognise
such scraps.—/-'. C. Your Orchid from Manilla is a
Phohdota

;
it may be P. imbncata or P. tristis, but

this cannot be determined without flowers.

—

J. P.,
Bartorr. We cannot undertake to name florists'

flowers. — y., Cirencester, i, Crassula marginalis ;

2, Senipervivum aureum (Lowe), syn. Greenovia fallax
(Webb), and Senipervivum Bollii (Hort.), will not stand
frost, but grows very well outside during summer. Its

nnrive habitat is Tenenffe.—£. Morgan. Ledum buxi-
folium.

Pe,\ches, Failure in Setting: E. y. W. We hear
of nothing unusual regarding the Peach crop. The
blooms you have sent us show nothing in particular,

excepting that they are weak and not set. The ovary
is not so far advanced as it should have been at the
stage the flowers are in. We should attribute your
failure greatly to the weakness of the blossom caused
through the heavy crop of last year, which is very inju-

rious to Peach trees; perhaps also to imperfectly ripened
wood. Such failures arise generally from a variety

of small causes.

Seeds ; H. &f Son. Your Australian seeds are like those
of Lathyrus sativus, or some closely allied species,

Gescas is probably a corruption of the French Gesse.

The Climate of Uruguay : F. M. asks if any of our
readers who are acquainted with the soil and climate
about the district in Uruguay about 120 miles north of
Monte Video, will give him any information as to the
kinds of kitchen garden seeds most suitable for sowing.

Vines : A Subscriber ofMany Years. It is notadvisablr
to force pot Vines a second year. Your questions about
manuring Vines are not very clear. The usual practice
is to put a layer of rotten dung on the borders as soon
as the berries commence their second swelling. For
this purpose it would be no use applying bone-dust,
either alone or mixed.— \V. B. K. L. The condition of

your Vines as described, pointsplainly to something which
has either injured or prevented the buds from bursting.

Hard forcing without sufficient moisture might do il,

or a great chill when the buds were just about to burst
would most effectually destroy them. Are you sure
they have not been injured in this way? We are only
speculating as to the causes, however, and do not affirm

in any way that we are right.

Winter and Spring Broccoli : W. P. Snow's Winter
White, Knight's Protecting, and Wilcove.

Communications Received.—A. F —W. H. T.— S. of S.

—

J. C. (thanks).-G. H. -W. G.—C. McD.—F. J.-G. D. V.
~W. W.— r. S. J. S.-A. C—H. & Sons.—R. G.—A. H.—
Hortus.-E. M.-W. J.-H. C—M. S.—D. L.—J. G, G.—
P. F.-R. H. D.-G. T. M.—J. McN.—H. C.-P. M.

arhds.
CO VENT GARDEN.—March 29.

The supply has been much contracted during the week,
in consequence of the severe weather we have experienced,

as regards rough vegetables ; those from under glass,

such as Asparagus, Beans, and Seakale, have been ample.

Cucumbers are far in excess of the demand, and prices

are much reduced. Apples and Pears are nearly over.

Some good new Grapes are offered, at prices varying

from 20J. to 30J. per lb. ; old ones done. Very fair round
Potatos have been received from Algiers, and they fetched

from \QS. to 20J-. per cwt. The late frosty nights have
interfered with early-planted Potatos in Cornwall, and have
given an upward tendency to our markets.

Flowers.
s. d. s. d.

Anemone, p. la bun. 3 o to 4 o

Azaleas,p.doz. sprays o 6 — 10
Camellias, per doz.

blooms .

.

..20 — 40
Camations,i2 flowers .. — 20
Cineraria, p. bunch 06 — 10
Cyclamen,p.i2spks. 03 — 06
Daffodils, double, p.

12 bun. . .
— 40

Do., single, do. .. — 20
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays .

.

. . . . — 10
Hyacinths, p. bunch 06 — 10
Lily of the Valley,

p. doz. sprays . . 16 — 20
Pinks, p. 12 flowers . . — 10

Fruit.

s. d. s. d.
I

Apples, per \ sieve 2 o to 5 o I Melons, each
Cobs, per 100 lb,

s. d.

Pelargoniums,
French.p. 12 sprays 10-

Pelargoniums, Scar-

let, p. 12 sprays.

.

Primroses, p. 12 bun.
Nemophila, p. bun.
Roses, per doz.

Tropaeolums,i2bun.
Trumpet Lilies.each 04 — 06
Tulips, per doz. ..06 — i 5
White Lilac, p. doz.

sprays .

.

. . ..^60
Violets.p, 12 bunches 10 — i 6
Do., Neapolitan, p.

doz. bunches . . . . — 30
Wallflowers, 12 bun. . . — 40

I 6

O 6 to I n
10 — 16
.. — 06
20—60
10 — a o

J. d. s. d.

o o to o f>

60 o —65 o Oranges, per too ..60 — 10 o
Filberts, per lb. . . o S — i o Pears, per dozen . . 40 — 80
Grapes, per lb. ..20 o —30 o Pine-apples, per lb. 6 o —10 o
Lemons, per 100 ..70 —10 o Strawberries, p. oz. 10 — 20

Vegetables.

s. d. s. d.
\

Leeks, per bunch .

.

Lettuces, perscore.

.

Mushrooms, p. pott.

Onions, per bunch .

Parsley, p. bunch .

.

Peas, new, per pun.
Potatos, newframe, lb. i o-

Radishes, per bunch o 2-

— French, do. . . o 4— o 6
Rhubarb, p. bund. .08— 16
Salsafy, per bun. . . o 9— i 3
Scorzonera, per bun. o 9— 1 3
Seakale, per punnet i 6— 3 o
Shallots, per lb. .. o 8— ..

Spinach, per bushel 3 o— 4 o
Turnips, p. bunch., o 2— o 4

Artichokes.green, ea. o 3 to o 6

Asparagus, per 100 . .
— 14 o

— P'rench, do. ..20 0—30 o

Beet, per doz. .. i o— 2 o
Broccoli, purple, per
bundle .. 10— i 3

Cabbages, per doz. .. 10— i 3
Cardoons, each .. .. — ..

Carrots, p. bunch . . o 5— o 7— French, do. . . i o— i 6
Cauliflowers, p. do?,

Celery, per bundle .

Cucumbers, each ..

French Beans, new,
per 100

Herbs, per bunch

6 o
I— 20
I— 20

. d. s. d.
2tO O 4

1 6— 2 O
I o— I 6
04—0^

4
1 6
2 o

O 2-

2 O— 4 O
O 2— O 4

Horse Radish, p. bun.3 o— 5 o

Potatos, Regents, loos. to 1305. ; Flukes, iios. to

French Shaws, 6oj. to 10s.

iSoj". ;
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POTATOS.—Sotitlnvark. March 25.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise and by
rail have been greater than the demand. The trade is

still in a very languid state, with the exception of very best
lots of Regents; second-rate are neglected. Quotations:

—

Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, looj-. to 140J. ; Yorkshire
Regents, 60s. to 100s. ; Dunbar and East Lothian do.,

looj. to 130J. ; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do., 80^. to

iios. ; do. Rocks, 705. to 2,os. ; Kent and Essex
Regents, 60s. to looj. ; do. Rocks, 60s. to jos. ; French
Whites, 50J-, to 60s.

For Want Places, &c., see pa^e 447.

CALCEOLARIAS AUREA FLORIBUNDA and
PRINCE of ORANGE. Fine, strong, healthy, well-rooted, and

perfectly hardy plant?;, 51. per 100, Ci per 1000. VERBENAS of
sorts. LOBELIAS, IRESINES, AGERATUMS, choice scedlinc
PETUNIAS, and other I'lants, ready shortly, at same prices. All
Carriage free for cash with order.

KIRK ALLEN, The Nurseries, Brampton, Hunlingtoii.

Superb New Picotees.

WOOD AND INGRAM offer the two following
fine varieties, of their raising :

—

DELICATA, very lovely, light elegant red. First-class Certificate,
Royal Horticultural Society.

MISS FANNY INGRAM, most beautiful heavy-edged scarlet-rose,
the best in its class. Second-class Certificate, Royal Horticulturaf
Society ; but, in W. & I.'s opinion, the more attractive flower ol
the two.

Price 7i. 6rf. per pair, package included. The usual discount to the
Trade. The Nurseries, Huntingdon.PA N S I E y.

12 finest exhibition varieties, shovi' or fancy, for qs.

12 fine exhibition varieties, shovi- or fancy, for 6s.

12 good exhibition varieties, show or fancy, for 41.

25 finest exhibition varieties, show or fancy, for 12s, 6rf.

100 finest exhibition varieties, show or fancy, for 42s.
100 good exhibition varieties, show or fancy, for 211.

Finest mixed sorts, without names, full of buds, strong plants,
\i%. 6d per 100.

PANSY SEED, finest in the trade, show or fancy, is. 6d. and
3S.6d. per packet.
Remittance or reference required from unknown Correspondents.

C.A.TALOGITES on application to
THOMAS MILNER, Nurseryman, Bradford.

NEW TRICOLOR-LEAVED FUCHSIA, SUNRAY,
to be sent out the first week in April. Price gj. each.

First-Class Certificate—Royal Horticultural Society, Tuly 19, 1871.
First-Class Certificate—Leeds Horticultural Society, June 7, 1871.
Extra Prize—York Horticultural Society, June 14, 1871.

The only places at which it was exhibited.
One of the most beautiful plants ever offered ; colours as rich and

clear as in any Tricolor Telartjoniuin ; the leaves, which are very
large, are of a rich bright crimson, white, and bronzy-green, in about
equal parts. The habit and growth is all that can be desired, each
plant forming a beautiful pyramid.

It will make a magnificoit exhibition plant, is a good bedder, and
invaluable as a decorative or market plant. Flowers of fine form,
scarlet tube and scoals. with light purple corolla.

Trade price on application.
THOMAS MILNER. HiU Side and Spire Nurserj*, Bradford, and

Rose Mount Nursery, Ilkley.

The present is the hest tune for Sowing
RUSSELL'S PYRAMID PRIMULA.

GEO. CLARKE has a fine stock of this, the frrandest
of all PRIMULAS, in packets, mi\cd Red and White, or

separate, 2J. 6d. each. Instructions for raising and growing sent if
required, The Trade supplied.
Nurseries: Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, London, S.W , and

Mottingham, Kent,

Choice Roses in Pots. Coming into Bloom.
GEO. CLARKE has pleasure in offering a large

quantity of the best kinds of Hybrid Perpctuals. in gs-pots,
showing well for flower. They are suitable cither lor the ConseVvatory
or for planting in a short time outdoors, and are remarkablj' healthy
and free from mildew and fly. Price iSs. to 24.T. per dozen.

Nurseries, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, London, S.W.

New Roses of 1872.
JOHN CRANSTON. Kings Acre Nurseries, near

Hereford, offers extra fine Dwarf plants of the NEW ROSES of
1872. The varieties have been selected with the greatest care, and arc
believed to be those most worthy of general cultivation.

Plants, equal in quality to those for which the Establishment has
been so long and juscl>; celebrated, will be ready in March.

Descriptive LIST post free on application.

New Roses, &c., &c.. Now Ready.W KNIGHT solicits orders for the foUowinfi^, from
• several thousands of strong, clean, healthy plants, true to

name, and unsurpassed in the Trade,
18 varieties of NEW ROSES of 1872, the best selected, 31. each

42s. the set.

12 finest FUCHSI.\S, extra strong, loi, 6d.
=4 finest VERBENAS, for exhibition, 8s.

Descriptive Priced LIST on application.
Floral N ursery, Hailsham, Susse:

Gladioli Seedlings, by Name, ft-om Paris.T EVEQUE AND .SON. NuRSKKVMKx, Ivrv-sur-Seine,
J-J near Paris (late Boulevard dc I'Hopilal), ofl*er the following'—
GLADIOLI SEEDLINGS, first-class, per 100, 7^. ;

per 1000 i^ o
100 GLADIOLI, by name, 10 sorts 080
itw .. .. 25 „ o 14 o
"»

.J i> 50 M .£1 to 2 o o
'°° , »

,
.1 ,. 100 .. ^2 to 6 o

And upwards, according to the novelty of the sorts; all in good
flowgring bulbs. Cheque on Bankers accepted for paymi

FOREIGN PXOWER SEEDS.—The most beautiful
French ASTER grown is Truffaut's Reine Marguerite, in Fleur-

Perfection, Bombefi and Pivoinc varieties
; 500 seeds, in 16 fine double

colours, mixed, is.

The finest STOCK in cultivation is the new Goliath Pyramidal Ten-
week, height 2 feet, surpassing all others in the size of the plants and
flower-spikes ; 250 seeds, in eight fine double colours, 15.PHLOX DRtJMMONDH, of the best quality, in 12 colours : 500
seeds, 6d. Post free.

ALFRED HAMMOND. Foreign Seedsman, Redwin Street. Salisbury

THOMAS CRIP PS AND SON,
Tunbridge Wells Nurseries, Tunbridge Wells, Kent,

Offer new Hybrid Perpetual-blooming CLEMATISES, as sent
our lor first lime last spring; — LAUY CAROLINE NEVILLE.STAR of INDIA, TUNKRIDGENSIS — First-class Certificates
Kox'al Horticultural Society.

Prices, strong plants, 7s. 6d. each; extra strong, 2-yr, old plants.
iM, 6d. each.
Coloured Dr.iwings. is. each. Descriptive LISTS on application.

UsunI discount to the Trade,

New Catalogue of Seeds, Plants, Fruits, &c.ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing select Descriptive and Priced Lists

of Agricultural, Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, Fruit 'J'recs, Miscel-
laneous Planiy, Sweet Violets, &c., is now published, and will be
forwarded to applicants.
The stocks of seeds have all been procured (rom the best possible

sources; all are warranted genuine, and arc offered at the lowest pos-
sible prices. Intending purchasers are requested to compare the
prices with those of other houses.

Exotic Nursery , Tooting^Surrey, S,W.

<^EED GROWING.—A Seed-growing Establishment
Kj in Erfuri, which at present grows I'LOWER SEEDS for home
English Houses, is desirous to grow for some more. Any honourable
Seedsman wishmg to secure its services in the production of articles
of first-rate quality, at the lowest possible prices, is requested to com-
municatc.as soon as possible, with SEED GROWER, olfice of the
Gardeners' Chronicle, for the purpose of making an agreement about
sorts, quantity, and price.

Pelargoniums for the MilUoti.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of
FRENCH, FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strong Plants. CATALOGUES gratis on app'ication.

HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 varieties, seed or
plants, as per former Advertisement.

Crown Nurscrj', Reading.

r -IHEAP BEDDING GERANIUMS.—The following
vy choice sorts at per dozen, for cash : — Lady Cullum, V- 6rf- ;

Lucy Grieve, 6s. ; Louisa Smith, 3s. 6d. ; Mrs, Dix, 6s. ; Mrs. Pollock,
2.t (>d.; Sophia Cusack, 3J. 6rf. ; Sophia Dumaresque, 25 C>d. ; Caroline
I.ongficld, 3s. 5rf. ; Mrs. John Cluttun, 6s, ; Prince Silverwings, 6s. ;

lieauty of Calderdale, 2S- 6rf. ; Duke of Edinburgh, 3s. 6d ; Kentish
Hero, 2s. 6d. Package (>d. per doiien, A list of 250 varieties post free.
Remittances requested from unknown Correspondenis.
ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire,

Bedding Geraniums.
''p L. MAYOS befjs to offer the following sorts, in
-L • autumn-struck plants, in store pots, grown in cool houses:

—

1000 The Clipper, 2000 Flower o( the Day, 3000 Amv Hogg, 3000 Indian
Yellow, 2000 E.\cellcnt (Smith), 2000 Flower of Spring, 2000 Bijou,
1000 Attractive, 2000 Stella, 500 Helen Lindsay, 1500 Madame Vaucncr,
500 Black Dwarf, 700 Orange Nosegay. Other popular sorts may be
had in large or small numbers.
VIOLETS.—T, L. M. also o/lersj the following, strong transplanted

stuff, now in full bloom, viz., The King, The Queen, The Czar; Tree
Violets, Double Blue, Double Red, Single Blue, Single Red, Devoni-
ensis, Obliqua Striata, White, and Cornuta, at per dozen or 100, from
the open ground, at low prices, on application.

The Floral Nurseries, Hereford.

w Geranium Mrs. Pollock, 20s. per 100.
I L L I A M B A D M A N offers the following
GERANIUMS, autumn-struck, and from single pots :—

MRS. POLL<)CK, 3*. per dozen, 20s. per 100,

SOPHIE DUMARESQUE, 3s. per dozen, 20s. perioo.
CRYSTAL PALACE GEM, zs. 6rf. per dozen, 15s, per 100,

\'ESUVIUS, 2s. 6rf. per dozen, 15s, per 100.

WALTHAM SEEDLING, 2s. 6d. per dozen, 15s per 100,

LORD DERBY, 2s, 6^. per dozen, i^- per 100.

MADAME LEMOINE, 2S, td. per dozen, 151, per 100.

JEAN SISLEY (fine), 5s, per dozen, 30s. per 100,

LOBELI.'Y SPECIOSA (true), from cuttings, 3s. 6rf. per 100, ags, per
1000.

CALCEOLARIA AUREA FLORIBUNDA, 5s. per 100, 40s. per 1000.

Package included. Terms cash.
Cemetery Nurserj', Gravescnd.

w Geraniums to Offer.

M. POTTEN has now to oifcr a very large stock
of fine healthy plants, in 3-inch pots, of the following:

—

GOLD and SILVER TRICOLORS, SILVER VARIEGATED,
GOLD and BRONZE, DOUBLES and ZONALS, all at low prices.
GOOD ZONALS, in sorts, i6s. per 100, All package free.

W. P.'s CATALOGUE of GERANIUMS and other BEDDING
PLANTS, also his CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER
SEEDS, can be had post free on application.
Orders for other Bedding Plants can now be booked, to be sent out

in April and May.
The Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

Variegated Geraniums, Wholesale Prices.

WOOD AND INGRAM oft'er fine strong plants of the
lollowing varieties at per dozen :—Mrs, Benyon, 3,?. ; Mrs.

Di.x, ^s, : Mrs. Pollock, 3s, ; Queen Victoria, 6s.; Sir R. Napier, qj, ;

Sophie Dumaresque, 3s. ; Sunset, 3s.; Italia Unita, 2J, 6rf, ; Albion
Cliffs, 31, ; Alma, 2s, od, ; Bijou, 3s. ; Flower of the Spring, 2s. 6d. ;

iane, 3s. ; Lady Kingsburj'. 3s. ; May Queen, 41. ; Mrs. Lenno.\, 3s, ;

Irs. Vidler, 3s, ; Queen of Queens, 3s. ; Shottesham Pet, 3s, ; Crystal
Palace Gem, 3s. ; International (tine gold self), 4s.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon,

Geraniums.
WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine plants of the

following cl.isscs :

—

Three extra fine and choice TRICOLORS, Ettic Beale (Carter), 151. ;

Peter Grieve (Henderson), 7s. td.'. Lass o'Gowrie (Henderson), 5s,
;

or three varieties for 25s.

EIGHTEEN GOLD 'and SILVER TRICOLORS.
Each—s. d.

Sir Robert Napier . . ..16
Lucy Grieve 16
Mrs. Dix . . , , ..10
Diamond 16
Queen Victoria ,. ,. i o
Countess of Craven .. ,. 10
Sophia Cusack .. ,. i o
Star of India 10
Prince Silverwings ,

Blushing Beauty
Captive,

.

Novelty

Or the 18 varieties for £1.

SIX IVY-LEAVED,
Each

—

s. d.

Each—J, d.

Louisa Smith 10
Lady Cullum 10
Charming Bride . . ..16
Excellent 10
Princess Beatrice . . ..10
Queen of May . . ..10
^Iabel Morris 10
Picturata . . . . ..10
Victoria Regina .. ..26

Each—i, d.

Lady Edith 16
Princess Thyrsa . . ..16
L'Eleganle 06

Or the six varieties for 7s,

TWELVE BRONZE and GOLD.
Goldfinder.Arab.

Arthur H. Wills. Mr. A. Lowndes.
Black Knight. Prima Donna.
Black Prince. Stanstead Beauty,
Cleopatra. Southern Belle.

Criterion. The Moor.
IS, each, or the 12 varieties for 10s.

DOUBLE ZONAL.
Emile Lemoine, I Crown Prince.
Le Vesuve.

j

Victor,
Marie Lemoine.

J
Wilhelm Pfitzer.

IS. each, or the six varieties for 5^,

Asteroid,
Firefly.
Oscar.
Vivian.
Salvo,

New Single ZONAL varieties of Mr. Bull,

Climax.
La Vivandiere.
Tourbillon.
Don Pasqualc.

R S E R I E b,

IS, each, or the nine varieties for 7s. 6d.

Baskets to be returned. No charge for Package.
The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

lyf " I L F~0~En3 N~ U
-*- near Godalmini;.

For NEW and RARE HARDY PLANTS and
CONIFER.K, sec MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE,

For HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
EVERGREENS, &c.. sec MAURICE YOUNG'S New
Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For RHODODENDRONS and other AMERICAN
I'LANTS, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE.

For STANDARD and HALF STANDARD ROSES,
see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For NEW JAPANESE AUCUBAS, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For JAPANESE NOVELTIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For Clieap EVERGREENS and SHRUBS for COVER
PLANTING or SHRUIiPERIES. see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For PLANTS suitable for WINTER BEDDING, see
MAURICE YOUNCS New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREE.S, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For EXTRA TRANSPLANTED or QUARTERED
FOREST TREES for Planting Belts or Sliriibberics, sec
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive Catalogue.

Forwarded on application enclosing stamp.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming.

LARCH, SCOTCH, SPRUCE, SYCAMORE,
HORSE CHESTNUT, BIRCH, LIMES, MOUNTAIN

ASH, &c. A fine stock. For prices, see CA'TALOGUE.
JAMES SMITH, Parley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

MOUNTAIN ASH, for Underwood.
3 to 4 feet, 3s. per 100, 251 per 1000 14105 feet, 41, per 100,

30s, per 1000 ; 5 to 6 feet, ss. per 100, 35s per looo ; 6 to 8 feet, los, per
100, See CAT.\ LOG V E.

JAJVIES SMITH, Dariey Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of EVERGREEN and
DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS, STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWINING PLANTS,
with their generic, specific, and English names, native country,
height, time of flowering, colour, &c, , and general remarks, free
by post,

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Worcester.

PALM SEEDS.—A large consignment of fresh Seed
having just arrived from New South Wales, Mr. WILLIAM

BULL can offer al the following low prices :

—

CORYPHA AUSTRALIS, al los, per looo seeds

;

SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS, at 15s. per 1000 seeds.
Also, from India, the rare

PHOiNIX PALUDOSA, at los. per 1000 seeds.
Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,

London, S.W,

VERGREEN HEDGES.—The best and cheapest
plant for Evergreen Hedges is the THUJA PVRAMIDALIS,

to be obtained from WILLIANI liARRON and SON.
18 inches to 2 feet, extra, transplanted, los, per 100 ; 80s, per 1000.
2 feet to aj^ feet, extra, transplanted, 15s. per 100; i3os. per rooo.
General Descriptive CATALOGUE of CONIEER.E and other

ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS,
FRUIT TREES, &c,, may be had, post free, on application.

Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash, near Derby.

ORNAMENTAL GAME COVERT.
—A Collection of Plants, consisting of SYRINGA, RIBES,

ELDER, SPIR.EA, SNOWBERRY, &c., will be supplied at £7 pet
1000. See CATALOGUE.

JAMES SMITH, Dariey Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND HARDY
HEATHS.

100, in 10 varieties, 20s, ; 100, in 20 varieties, 30s. ; or 100, in 40
varieties, 45s. Sec Catalogue.

JAMES SMITH, Dariey Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE, suitable for Britain, giving si^e, price, popular

and botanical names, derivations, description, lorm, colour, foliage,
growth, timber, use in arts, native country and siic there, situation,
soil, and other information, with copious index of their synonyms.
Free by post for six stamps,
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester

Eltbam Nursery, Kent. S.E.
TWO MILES from BLACKHKATH STATION;

ONE MILE from ELTHAM, LOOP-LINE,
rriRIRTY ACRES of healthy, well-grown NURSERY
-L STOCK, of every description, comprising Specimen CONIFERS
and EVERGREENS of all sizes, Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
&c. Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to come
and select (or thewselves.

JAMES W. TODMAN, Eltham Nursery. Kent, S.E.

Forest and Ornamental Planting.
PETER LAWSON and SON respectfully solicit

early orders for FOREST TREES and ORNAMENTAL
TREES and SHRUBS, which they can supply to great extent.
The large breadths of LARCHES, from i to iW feet. SCOTCH

FIR,NORVVAY SPRUCE, AUSTRIAN PINES,and other leading
sorts of FOREST TREES, arc unusually fine, and worthy of inspec-
tion. CATALOGUES and special offers will be furnished upon
application.

Edinburgh and London,—December. 1871.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, fine bushy
plants :—
Per 100. Per looo.

1% to 2 feel,. . . 25s. , , . . £s3 os,

20 to JO inches . . 35s. . . , . 16 ro

z to 2)4 feet . . , , 40s. . , , . 19 o
2/4 to 3 feet . . . . 75s. . . - 35 o

RHODODENDRON HYBRIDUM.
15 to 20 inches . . 30s. . . . , ^£14 o
2 to 2J4 feet . . , . 4or, . . . . 19 o

RHODODENDRON MAXIMUM ALBUM (While),
2 to 2I4 feet , , . . 40s. . . . .£ ig o

For smaflcr sizes, see CATALOGUE.
JAMES SMITH, Dariey Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

MR. JAMES ERASER, Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the firm ol J Sz J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.

Wood Engraving.

MR. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Miidmay Park, London, N,

T'0"BE"LET, a NURSERY and SEED~B USI NESS^
within 3 miles of Covent Garden Market, It consists of

Dwelling House, Greenhouses, Pits, &c.
For particulars, apply to Mr, CHANDLER, Horticultural Afient

and Valuer, Underhill Road. Dulwich, S.E.

To Market Gardeners. CowUeepers, Nurserymen,
and OTHERS,

THREE ACRES of GROUND, well stocked with
Fruit Trees, together with Cottage Residence, situate at

Streatham. LEASE and BUSINESS to be DISPOSED OF,
Messrs, CHESTERTON AND SON, Auctioneers and Surveyors,

22, Lower Phillimore Place, Kensington, W.

To Market Gardeners and OtlieTs.

TO BE LET, with immediate possession, all that
capital MARKET GARDEN, well stocked with Fruit Trees,

together with Dwelling-house, Greenhouse, and Forcing Pits, the
whole cantaining about 4?^ acres, situate at Balheastson, and now fti

the occupation of the representatives of the late Mr, Young.
Messrs. COTTERELL.WD SPACKMAN,6, Trrrace Walk, Balh.

To Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Others.

TO BE SOLD or LET, with immediate possession,
in consequence of the Proprietor retiring from the Trade, a

FREEHOLD NURSERY, and SEED BUSINESS, in full tr.ndc, in a
large Market Town, in the Southern Counties, well slocked with trees
and plants, and having an area of 20,000 feet of Glass. For full

particulars, apply to

z. z. Z,, Gardeners' Chronicle Oflicc, W.C,

FJsklrtou, Notts.

TO BE SOLD, by Private Contract, from TEN to
FORTY ACRES of rich ARABLE, MEADOW, .-ind PAS-

TURE LAND. The arable land has a sloping south-east aspect, and
the soil is particularly suitable for the growth of Strawberries and
early Market (iardcn Produce, Iminediate possession.
For price and pariicul.irs apply to Mr, JuHN H. BRADWELL,

Auctioneer, Southwell ; or to Mr. WM. NEWTON, Solicitor,

Ncwark-iipon-Trenl.—Newark, M.ircli 20. ^
To Florists. Nurserymen, Gardeners, and Others.

TO BE LET, all those old established .md well
situated PREMISES, known as the MAISON DIEU

NURSERY, Maison Dieu Road, Charlton. Dover, They have »
commanding appearance, and an extensive range of buildings, com-
prising a convenient Dwelling-house, with Shop, (.ircenhoitscs, Forcing-
nouse,Polting-shed, together with Garden, in good order, (lie whole
extending over a range of about half an acre, all walled in.

Immediate possession may be had. The I'Innt to be purchased by
tenant. Rent moderate. May be taken for a term of years

For further particulars apply to Messrs. JAMES B. TERSONanD'
SON, Auctioneers, \'alucrs, and l',stalr Agrnis, 27, Castle Street
Dover.
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SUTTONS'
GRASS
FOK ALL SOILS,

SEEDS
CARRIAGE

For nearly forty years

FREE.
have given the subject of

Layittg down Land to Pasture our most careful

attention, and from a long and practical experi-

ence of the Soils of this and other countries, 7vc

are enabled to prepare Mixturesfor every descrip-

tion of Soil, which need only be mentioned in

sending the order.

SUTTON & SONS
Have had the honour of supplving their GRASS SEED

MlXTURI-'.s'lo

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
H.I.M. THE EMfEKOR OK (lEKMA.NY,
H.M. THE KING OI" DENMARK.
H.M. THE KINr. OF PORTUGAL,
THE LONDON INTERNATIONAL EXHIIUTION,
THE CRYSTAL PALACE COJIPANY,

And the principal Estates in the three Kingdoms.

Spfcial Estimates given for large quantities.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

l\/rK. J. C. STICVENS will SELi. bv AUCTION, at
-i.»-L I111 r.rc.it Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C,
on lUhbDAV, April 2. at half-past 12 o'Ciock precisely, a creat
v:.riety of choice POULTRY and PIGEONS, includinc many Priic
liirds from the Rev. G. Gilbert, Mr. C. H. Martin, and oilier well-
known Breeders and Exilibttors.

On view the ninriiin;; of Sale nd Catalogues had.

M^
, Hardy Plants and Bults.

R.
J. C. STKVIiNS will SELL by AUCTION, at

,,.'',,
V'" """""Si 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

on \\ KDM-sDAV, April 3, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely,
,1 coiiM-nnu-nt of plants from Surrey, consistiiii' of KHODtlDEN-
IIKO.N.-, ;.|.,-,ini,-i, ro.MEERs, Portugal and Common LAUKEl.S.
M.in.lud .uid Il«,,rl HOSES. FRUIT TREES, FLOWERlNi',MIK l;s. UASnil-.UKV CANES. &c. Also a tiuanlily of riEK-
1; U iMiL S PLAN IS. CARNATIONS. PICOTEES, and PINKS.
GLADIOLI. RANUNCULI, ANEMONES, RUSTIC SEATS,
STOOLS, VASES, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Llllum auratum, and rare Lilies from Japan.
TITR. J. C. ^.TEVEXS Nvill SELL by AUCTION.
^,^7,,^^^ '''^ ^''^^^^ Rooms, 3S. King Street. Covent Garden, on
I IlURSLi.W

, April 4. at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, an importa-
tion ol PI.AI'ANTHERA, L. TIGRI.\'UM FLORE PLENu. I..

LEICIITLINII. I., THUNIIERGIANUM FLORE PLENU. S.-C
with sooo LILIUM AURATUM, in first-rate order, from Mr
Kramer, of Yokohama; with L. W.\LLICHIAN UM, and other
rare LILIES.

J I'll view the morning of Sale, and Cataloeues had.

SUTTONS'
Permanent Pasture Mixtures.

Two bushels Grass Seeds, 12 lb. Clovers supplied perSeeds, 12 lb.

acre for

STIFF CLAY5
HEAVY LOAMS
MEPIUM LOAMS
LIGHT LOAMS

LIGHT SANDY SOILS
SHARP GRAVELS
CHALK SOILS
SHEEP DOWNS

GOOD BLACK PEATY SOILS.

BEST QUALITY. 30s. to 32s. per acre. Carriage
Free. Two Bushels of Grass Seeds and 12 lb. of Clovers
supplied per acre.

SECOND QUALITY (good), 22s. to 28s. per acre.
Carriage Free.

Established and Imported Orcliids.
TV/FR. J. C. SI KVKNS will SELL by AUCTION, at

c7T7r JV.^V-'"'^*''/
'^."'^'"^- 1*^',^''^'"C Street, Covent (.I.irdeii, W.C, on

' """'
' '" ""'Dck pr

of tlic

SATURDAY, April (.. at h.ilf-j.as't 12 o'Ciock prccistly, a valuabl.;
Collection of Established ORCHIDS, many of tlicm in llowcr
bud, comjjrisint; line plants of tlic following rare varieties :—

Angrteciim sesfjuipcdale
Calileya Dowiana

,, eldorado splcndida
,, amctliystoglossa
,, labiatn atro purpurea

Anguloa Clowesii
IMasdcvallia coctinca
Dendrobium Kalconcri
Odonloglossum Alexandra:
„ iriumphans Ancxclochili
.. Hallii &c., &c.

Also a few rare FERNS and STOVE PLANTS, includiny :

Maxillaria Turneri
Disa Krandillora superba
Calanthe Veitcliii

Tricliopilia crispa inarKinata
Phala:nopsis grandiflora
„ Schiller^na

Cypripedium caudatuni roseuni
Oncitiium sarcodcs

Unreserved Sale of Nursery Stock,
The LAND beini,' REoUlRED for liUILDING PURPOSES.
MR. J. KERRISON is instructed by Mr. B. Whitham
P

'"^
^J\^- Kt^UCTION, «.iih,n>. the sLmcsI reserve, on ti.e

Iremtscs Reddish Nursery, near Stockport, on MONDAY, vVpril 1. at

'r?i

o>l"ck precisely, a vanelv of NURSEKV STOCK, tomprisinc
Rhododendrons, from 2 to 3'^ Icct hiffh ; Ericas, in varielv, i to
13 feet; Common Laurel, 2 to 3!^ feet; Arlior-vita:. 2^ to a'A feet,
&c., all fine bushy plants.

^ '

Catalofiucs and further information may be obtained by applying to
the Aiictionccr, Stamford Street, Ashton-undcr-Lync

j or to B.

Id sorts, and by Hulls ol the most fashic
15 bee

Also will be oflcred, a few Choice COWS .md llEIFERS belonging

great attcntic
: brccdinj^ and character :

airy (jualitie

WHITHAM, on the Premises,

Hay Carr House, near Lancaster.
IMPORTANT SALE ol SHUR IHnRNS

MR. STRAFFORD bcg.^ to announce that he has
received insiruclions from Thomas Lmnb. Esq., of Hay Carr

House, near Lancaster, to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve onW EDNESDAY. April 17, his valuable HERO of PURE-BRED
SIlDKTHORNS, consisting of about 30 Head of Cows. Heifers,
and Bulls, which have been long and carefully bred frum some good

y Hulls ol the most fashion. iblc brccdinj^ and character:
lias been paid to thi

Icred, a few ChoicL _ _

the Rev. J. Swarbrick, of Thurnham.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had on application to Mr.

STRAFFORD, 13, Euston S(|uarc. London, N.W. ; or of Mr. LAMK,
Hay Carr House, near LancTsicr.

Slddington Housernear Cirencester.
IMl'.'KI AN T S.\LE of sHORTHOKNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions
to announce for SALE by AUCTION, without reserve, on

THURSDAY, April 25, 30 Head of First-class SHORTHORNS,
belonging to Edward Bowly. Esq., of Siddington House, which have
been long and carefully bred from the most t-^shionablc blood of the
day. The Sire now in service is the ad Duke of Tregunicr I26.032),
and who will be included in the Sale, as well as some ciioicc Sidding-
tons and other favourite strains, the whole of which will be found in a
satisfactory breeding state.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees and other particulars, may be had on
application to Mr. STRAFFORD, 13, Euston Suuare, London, N.W. :

or of Mr. HOWLY, Cirencester.

Cybotium spectabil
Dicksonia squarrosa
Musa Ensete
Jacaranda Clausseniana
Crinum amabilc
Anthurium Scherzerianuni

oton 'Witchii
,, Hookeri
,, maxima

Strelitzia juncifolia
Hippeastrum pardinum

&c,,
'

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

MR. J.
his G

Orchids.
C. STEVENS wilt SELL by AUCTION, at

Great Rooms, 38. King Street. Covent Garden, W.C, on
rHrnP.'^yA '^P'"' 9' ^^ 'lalf-past 12 o'clock precisely, an importation

of ORCHIDS in line condition, including Cattleya Skinneri, Lycaste
Skinneri, Odontoglossuin grande, Uarkeria spectabilis and Skinneri,
Epidendrums, Oncidiums. &c. ; also a small importation of Phala;-
nopsis grand) 111. ra, ^ood plants, established .m blocks.

*'" viriv xW: nmrnin- Mr.s.il,.-. ;n,<i C.Hi.doKues had.

Buttons' Park Ground .Mixtures,
As used at the Crystal Palace,

SOs. per bushel. Sow 2i bushels per acre.

Buttons' Churchyard Mixtures,
20s. per bushel. Sow 2.V bushels per acre.

Suttons' Cricket Ground Mixtures,
SOs. per bushel. Sow 3 bushels per acre.

Suttons' Croquet Ground Mixtures,
24s. per bushel. Sow 3 bushels per acre.

Suttons' Garden Lawn Mixtures,
24s. per bushel. Sow 3 bushels per acre.

SUTTONS'
Mixtures of Grasses and Clovers,
To produce enormous crops of Hay durint; the speci-

fied periods they arc to remain do^^n :

—

For One Year's Lay, 15s. per acre.

For Two Years' Lay, 18s. 6d. per acre.

For Three or Four Years' Lay, 24s. per acre.

Second quality Mixtures cheaper.

Valuable Collectloa of Established Orcliids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his C.reat Rooms. 38, King Street. Covent Garden. W.C, onTUESDAY. May 14. at half-pa<;t is oClock precisely, a portion of the

well-known collection of ORCHIDS of Edward Salt. Esq., of Fernie-
hurst, near Leeds, including fine plants ol the following :—
Vanda suavis. Odontoglossum PhalH.nopsis.

Ph^elanopsis grandiflora.
Epidendrum sceptrum.
Cattleya labiata.

,, Mossiar.
„ Triana;.

,, speciosissima.
Oncidium Weltoni.

„ sarcodes.

,1 cucullatum.
,, macranthum.

Maxillaria venusta superba.

LAYING DOWN NEW, OR IMPROVING OLD
GRASS LANDS.

For the best practical information on the above subject, see

Suttons' Farmers' Year Book for 1872,
With which is incorporated "Permanent P.-vstukes "'

;

By M. H. SUTTON, F.R.H.S., &c.

"If you want to grow the right sorts of plants, you must sow the
right sorts of seeds, and you cannot do better than read Mr. Sutton's
Paper on Laying Down Grass, which you will get by sending to
^tA'^xn^r—Ap-icidUiral GazttU.
" I do not know of anything to equal it "—Professor Blckman.

Price 6i/., Post Free. Gratis to Customers.

.SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TOTHE QUEEN and H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

READING, BERKS.

Batemanni.
„ gigantea.

,, Caihcarti.
Calanthe Veitchii.
Cypripedium caudatum.
Dendrobium Ealconeri.
Disa grandiflora.
Ccelogyne cristata.
Odontoglossum nebulosum.

i> luteo purpureuni,
,, triumphans.
,, cordatum.

Also splendid specimens of Odontoglossum Hallii and Masdevaliia
\eitchii. believed to be the Imest in Europe, and 32 fine plants of
Odontoelossum Hluntii, in the most perfect condition, and of great
strength of growth.

On view the morrjinqr of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Skutterskelfe, near Stokesley."
extensive sale of the most CHOICE and RARE STOVEGREENHOUSE, and BEDDING PLANTS, that have ever been

offered in the North of England.
"|\/TR. WATSON, of Guisboro', is honoured with instruc-
-LtX tions from Maior Elwon (who is leaving the neighbourhood) toOFFER by AUCTION, without reserve, on TUESDAY andWEDNESUAY. April 2 and 3. Sale each day at 10 o'Ciock, his vcrv
Choice COLLECTION of SPECIMEN and other STOVE, GREEtV-
HOUSE, NEW HOLLAND PLANTS, and other EFFECTS: also
the CONSERVATORY and VINERIES ; Two Span-roofed Vineries
each 45 feel by 20 feet ; Conservatory, 38 feet by 20 feet ; which will be
onereain one or three lots, if not previously disposed of by private
contract.
The Auctioneers would merely remark, that Mr. Wilson, the

Gardener, has been one of the most successful Exhibitors of Plants in
England, and has also obtained the Northumberland Cup at Alnwick
in 1871, and the Silver Cups at Stockton in 1870 and 1871. After the
Plants the Auctioneer will sell several Cucumber Frames, Garden
Seats and Chairs, Grass-mowing Machines, Croquet i'ent, and other
Effects,

Catalogues, 6rf. each, with permission to view the Plants on
Thursday, March 28, can be had of Mr. Wilson, the Gardener
Skutterskelfe; or of the Auctioneer, Guisboro'.

SECOND DAYS SALE, on WEDNESDAY, April 3
Several Cans, Metal Rollers. Sheep-sheds, Slack-covers. 376 Yards

Wire Kopc. Pheasant Coops, Dog Platforms, Traps and Nets, Ken-
nels, 500 Yards Rabbit Wire Fencing, a quantity of Pig-iron, Gas
Retorts; also all the Efiecis in the Blacksmith and Joiners' Shops.
Stack of Hay, about 12 tons, to be taken off the premises.
13 Oak Trees now standing and growing in the Rookery near the

Hall; Movable Duck House, 8 feet square, 6 feet high to cavesTwo Pleasure-boats. See Catalogues and Handbills.
Skutterskelfe is situate 3 miles from Stokesley. i mile from Seahow

and 2 miles from Potto Station, on the Whitby Branch of the .Nortli-
Eastern Railway.
The CI(.\fland Sale OfHces, Guisbro", Redcar, and Stokesley

Esi.iMisliL'il :'i i!'ars,
'

Notice to the Trade.HURST AND SON'S LIST of AGRICULTURAL
SEEDS is now ready, and can be had on application, The

favour of early orders is solicited They have made arrangements
with Messrs. Sutton & Sons, of Reading, for the exclusive right to
supplythe Trade with the NEW GOLDEN TANKARD YELLoW-
FLEJjK MANGEL. Many choice varieties of SWEDE and
i\I.A.NGEL will be found in the Catalogue.

HURST AND SON. 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.G.

H.
To the Trade.

MANGEL WUR/,EL SEED.
AND F. SHARPE are prepared to make special
offers of the following sorts of MANGEL WURZEL

SEEDS, which they have grown this season frem fine selected trans-
planted bulbs. The prices arc very moderate, and the quality
excellent :

—

SHAKPE'S selected SMALL-TOPPED YELLOW GLOBE
ELVETHAM LONG RED
Selected RED GLOBE
Selected LAR^E YELLOW GLOBE
Selected LONG YELLOW

Samples and further particulars on application.
Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

SpeciaF Notice.
'

PURCHASERS of FARM SEEDS
CAN OBTAIN

VERY LOW QUOTATIONS for the BEST QUALITY
Direct from the GRowtiRs,

on application to

JAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen to the Queen and Prince of
Wales, 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

T AROE

11° YAL DUBLIN SOCIETY.
Founded a.d. 1731. Incorporated a_u. 1741.

Patron-'Hv.K Ma|F5TY THE Queen,
Vice-Patron— \i\^ Rovai. Highness the Prince oi> WAi.r-s.

riiudcnt—WxS EXCELLE.NCV THE I.ORD-LlEUTENANT OF IRELAND.
1872—ANNUAL GREAT SPRING CATTLE SHOW of

?.'J.fe°A^,^ ^"^ ^''^'^ STOCK, SWINE, IMPLEMENTS, andMECHANICAL APPLIANCES, to be held on APRIL 9, 1872 and
three following days.
The Prizes, which are open to general Competition to Great Britain

and Ireland, will mclude the Chaloner Plate, value 155 Sovereigns,
besides Money Prizes, exceeding ^3.)0, 150 Medals, and several
Honorary Cc rtiha tes, &c,

RnDYAlT^DUBLIN .SOC I ETY.—The GREAT
NATIONAL HORSE SHOW will take place on the Society's

Premises, m JULY iNEXT, particulars of which will be duly
announced.

ROYAL DUBLIN SOCI ETY.—The WINTER
SHOW, 1872, of FAT and OUT-FED STOCK. SHEEP,

SWINE, POULTRY, WOOL. FRIEZE. AGRICULTURAL
DAIRY, and FARM PRODUCE, IMPLEMENTS. &c., to be held
in DECEMBER, 1872.

, « , ^ t^t: uc.u

The Committee of Agriculture, in order to enable the Stock Masters
of this country to prepare Stock, take this early opportunity to
announce that their Show will take place at a suitable date in
December, 1872. By Order.

T3ATH i^d WEST of
-'-' ENGLAND SOCIETY (Estab-

lished 1777). and SOUTHERN
COUNTIES ASSOCIATION.

To Noblemen, Gentlemen, Amateurs, Florists. &c.A MAGMllCENT COLLECTION of STOVE and GREEN-HOUSE PLANTS, comprising 130 Specimen AZALEAS, of the
choicest Continental and English varieties, including Antoinette
Thcllmann, Flag of Truce. The Bride, Lorelcy, btella. Alex-
ander 2d,. Perfection, Rubens. Duchesse Adelaide de Nassau,
Madame VerschalTclt, Souvenir de Van Duyse, Dieudoruiu,
well framed and fitted for Exhibition purposes ; sizes .('< feci by
3 feet. 70 choice CAMELLIAS, sizes from 7 feet dow'nwards,
including Bonomiana, Prince de Carmie, Double Whites. Reinc
des Fleurs, Chancellor, La Viana, Maggi, Malhottiana alba, and
other plants.

MESSRS. TOOTELL and SONS will SELL by
AUCTION, at Leybourne Grange, 2?i miles from Snodland

Station, on the North Kent Railway, on WEDNESDAY, April 10. at
1 o'clock precisely, the above Collection, perfect in colour, health,
and symmetry, scarcely to be surpassed in the kinjidom, the property
of Sir Joseph Hawley, B,u-t.—the Plant Houses being about to be
converted into Fruit Houses.
On view the two preceding days, by applying to Mr. BOWMAN, at

the Gardens, of whom Catalogues may be had; also at the Auction
Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, London ; the Midland CouniUs Herald
Office, Birmingham ; and of Messrs. TOOTELL AND SONS, Sur-
veyors, &c,, Maidstone.

DORCHESTER MEETING, 1872.

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL 17.

Forms for the Entry of Slock, Poultrj*
fjlemcnts, &c,, forwarded on appli
1011 to

JOSIAH GOODWIN, Secretarj--

Terrace Walk, Bath.

SATURDAY, MARCH 30, 1S72.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK,
{London Earmers' Club (Mr. Scott, on Mar-

ket Gardening), at the Salisbury Hotel

Tuesday,

Wednesday,

„r Central Chamber of Agriculture, at the Salis-
- i bury Hotel—Noon.
/Royal Agricultural Society of England (Coun-

^1 cil Meeting), at Hanover Square—Noon

'"pHAT is a capital nickname by which Mr.
1 John Martin, of Kincardine-upon-Forth,

proposes, in his criticism of the Birmingham
sevvage scheme, to designate the filter-bed,
which is one of its leading features. He calls
it A Sewage Tip. A "tip," in the vocabu-
lary of the town scavenger, is the spot where
he is permitted to discharge his collected
rubbish. A nuisance at the places where he
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collects it, this waste is not a nuisance there.

At any rate, its discharge at that point is per-
mitted—no one objecting to it. It is true that
such tips are not necessarily harmless because
they are not objected to. The Rivers Pollution
Commissioners (186S) called attention in their
first report to a tip, where half the so-called dry
house-waste of Manchester was being; shot so
that acres of a ravine were being filled with
it some 12 or 14 feet deep. The hollow
thus being levelled will be hereafter built upon,
but whether that is likely to be a healthy site or
not was illustrated by the filthy character of the
soakage from the mass of refuse thus collected.

Nevertheless, the word ''tip" applies very well

to a spot where town waste is permitted to be
discharged so as to be a harmless thing ; and a
well constructed and well worked filter-bed is

thus fairly enough nicknamed as a sewage tip.

The personal waste of the population, including
the whole of what may be called the organic
filth of the town, carried to that spot, in water,
not on wheels, will there be tipped, and bury
itself and disappear.

The experiments in the laboratory of the
Rivers Commission show that when a filter is

filled alternately with air and filthy water of this

kind at a rate not exceeding 6 or 8 galls, of town
sewage daily to every cubic yard of a filter thus
managed, the filth of the water disappears, is

oxidised, and in fact burned up ; and the water
carrying the harmless products of this combus-
tion trickles out below, no longer capable of
fermentation or putrefaction ; and may be suffered
to escape into any natural watercourse with no
risk of creating any further nuisance. We do
not know the details of the Birmingham scheme,
but if 1000 acres 6 feet deep are to be provided
in it, then, according to the calculation in the
Blue Book already referred to, this will cleanse
and virtually destroy the personal waste of a
population of 200,000 or 300,000,—a much larger
number, we presume, than at present drain to
the sewers of the town of Birmingham.
A " tip," however, in Mr. Martin's applica-

tion of the term, though satisfactory enough,
considered as a mere scavenging arrangement-
is suggestive of something far from satisfactory
agriculturally. It provides, indeed, a decent
burial for a nuisance—but where sewage is con-
cerned it is rather to be considered as the
destroyer of a valuable property. One does not
want to see the fertilising matter of either town or
country carried to a mere tip. At one of the early
discussions of the sewage question before the
Society of Arts we remember, indeed, to have
heard a great agricultural authority exclaim of
London sewage—" Away with it to the German
Ocean !

" but we have learned a little since that
time. It is the wasteful treatment of those pro-
ducts of the food consumption of this country to
which LiEBiG points as certain ultimately to im-
poverish the island. England is not, indeed, as
yet diminishing in fertility—but for that we have
to thank her immense imports of fertilising

materials. She would be still richer than she is

if we were not so generally allowing her fertilising

products to be carried to a tip. It is to be hoped
that some day " man " will be turned to account
as good farm stock, and prove to be at least as
productive a source of fertility as sheep.

Meanwhile, however, the sewage question is

urgent simply because sewage is a nuisance.
Courts of law are everywhere enforcing on our
towns the abatement of this nuisance, and they
are accordingly seeking everywhere for a tip,

where it may be buried or destroyed. Such a
process is, perhaps, for the present unavoidable,
but, as interested in the fertility of the country,
we very much regret it. And at any rate we
would urge on towns where this method of
dealing with the sewage difficulty is being
enforced, that they should follow the example
which Birmingham has set, of selecting for the
"tip" in question a site some miles away, so that
the filthy stream may be used en route, so soon
as the tenants of the land below the sewage
conduit throughout its length shall see their way
to turn it to account.

ofWe shall find room ultimately for the whole
Mr. FoNBLANQUE's report on the AgricUi.-
TURAi. Statistics ok Great Britain, but the
Tables which convey the facts on which he com-
ments must be published in succession. Those
printed last week and to-day give a number of
hitherto unrecorded facts, as well as a compari-
son of last year's totals in the old columns along
with those of 1870.

Thus we learn now, what we did not know
before, that there are 200,000 acres of orcharding
in Great Britain, and no fewer than 2,175,471
acres of woods, coppice, and plantation. On the
other hand, we learn that on a comparison of
1 87 1 with 1870, while 20,000 additional returns
from occupiers have been returned, some 500,000
acres more are returned as occupied in the
United Kingdom, of which about 80,000 acres
are in corn crop, 170,000 in green crops, and
440,000 are in permanent pasture—there being at
the same time a decrease of 65,000 acres in bare
fallow, and upwards of 70,000 acres in grass,
Clover, &c., under rotation. All these facts are
satisfactory. Taking the crops in detail, it

appears that there were 60,000 acres more of
Wheat, 60,000 acres less of Oats, and no fewer
than 70,000 acres more of Peas—the other crops,
Barley, Rye and Beans, not varying materially
between 1870 and 1871. There were 54,000 acres
more of Potatos, 60,000 acres less of Turnips
and Swedes, 60,000 acres more of Mangel
Wurzel, nearly 40,000 acres more of Cabbage,
Kohl Rabi, and Rape, and some 70,000 acres
more of Vetches and other forage crops.

It is when the live stock of the two years is con-
trasted that the greatest cause for surprise, and
even alarm, appears. Taking still the totals of
the United Kingdom, it appears that, while the
number of cattle has increased about 100,000

—

a fact due solely to the considerable increase in
Ireland—the number of sheep has decreased
nearly 1 ,400,000. Pigs, however, have increased in
number about 400,000. The diminished num-
ber of sheep, which was referred to last week by
Mr. Dent and Mr. Read, is almost solely an
English experience. The sheep stock of Wales
is unaltered ; that of Scotland has increased
130,000; that of England has diminished
1,400,000, or as many as seven for every
100 acres of occupied land,—a most marked and
obvious difference, to which the attention of
breeders, feeders, and consumers, has alike been
directed by the increased price of mutton.

There was a moderate supply of English
Wheat at Mark Lane on Monday last, and an advance
of \s. per qr. on the prices of the previous week. On
Wednesday, notwithstanding that a large market was
expected—seeing that there will be no market on Mon-
day—yet the trade was very inactive. Prices were,
however, maintained. At the Metropolitan Cattle
Market on Monday, the prices of the previous week
were maintained ; the supplies were about the same as
those of last week. The Wool Market has been
quiet, and the Seed Market, owing to the weather,
rather dull.

On Monday evening last the Chanxellor of
the Exchequer made his Annual Financial
Statement. The actual expenditure of the year had
been ^^71, 720,000, a saving of j^i,016,000 on the
amount voted, and /'sSS.ooo less than he estimated it

at in the Budget of 1871-72. On the other hand the
revenue had produced ;^2, 220,000 more than was
anticipated, showing an actual excess of revenue over
expenditure of ^2,815,000, of which /i,016,000 is

due to economies in expenditure. Passing on to the
next year's finances, Mr. Lowe dealt first with the
expenditure, which he estimated at >^7i,3i3,ooo, or

;,f 1,423,000 less than the actual grants of last year.
The revenue for the coming year, on the present
footing, the Chancellor of the E.xchequer esti-

mated at ^74,915,000. This would give a nett increase
of ;^3So,ooo on last year's revenue, and, compared with
the estimated expenditure of ^71,313,000, leavesasur-
pliis of ^3,602,000 in Mr. Lowe's hands for the reduc-
tion of taxation. Passing to this part of the Budget, he
stated, first, that the exemptions under the House-tax
would be extended so as to include premises occupied
as offices, and this would cost the Revenue ^{^50,000.
Next he proposed to reduce the Customs duties on
coffee and chicory, and the excise on chicory by one-
half. Thus, the duty on ground and roasted coffee

will be reduced from 4//. to 2d. per lb. ; on raw
coffee, from 28j. to I4r. per. cwt. ; on chicory,
from 26j. bd. to 13^-. yt. per cwt., and the Excise
duty on chicory will be reduced from 24r. yl.

to \2s. id. per cwt. The whole cost of this

operation will be .^230,000. Dealing next with the
Income-tax, he announced that the abatement of £bo
now permitted on incomes under ^200 will be increased

to ;i^8o, and will be extended to incomes under ^300.
Finally, Mr. Low E was loudly cheered when he stated

that he would undo what he had been obliged to do
last year, and would take off the 2./. extra imposed
last year, at a sacrifice to the revenue of ^2,700,000.
The total remissions of taxation amount 10^3,290,000,
the revenue for the year 1S72-73 is brought down to

;i;^7r,625,ooo, and the estimated surplus is reduced to

an actual surplus of ^312,000.—Among the criticisms

which his statement received were those of Mr.
Gordon, Mr. A. Kinnaird, and Mr. Read, who
joined in calling for some reduction in the tax on

agricultural horses and shepherds' dogs ; and Mr.
Alderman La\vrence, who repeated his objections to

the House-tax, which he insisted ought to be abolished.

In the Chamber of Agriculture yournal of
Monday last there is a very spirited account of the way
in which the great London and North-Western Railway
Company were fought and beaten by the little union
of Conway, in North Wales, on a QUESTION of
Ratin(;. The former assessment of that line at jf 125
per mile over that portion of it within the union was
raised to ;,^50o per mile, and contested by the railway
company; whereupon the Assessment Committee, rest-

ing on the opinion of good valuers, raised the assess-

ment to £\QOQ per mile, and the company at length
compromised the dispute by submitting to a valuation
of ;!^95o per mile over 7 miles, and ^700 per mile over
other 6 miles within the union. This addition to the
rateable value of the union will relieve the other rate-

payers to the extent of about bd. in the pound per acre.

" We cannot conclude this article," says our contempo-
rary, " without giving (in imagination) three hearty cheers
for 'little Conway,' with one cheer more for the clear-
sighted and unflinching valuers ; and, as an encourage-
ment for other unions to cut their combs for a similar
main, we may express our belief that one year's rates
upon the increase in assessment will in the foregoing case
more than pay for the costs of the litigation. '\Ve beg to
give notice to all concerned that we have not yet done
with the railway rating question, and that we are quite
prepared to tell the public what large amounts the several
railway companies escaped paying in local taxes last year,
through their property being assessed far below its real
value."

Canon Girdlestone has written with refer-

ence to the Warwickshire Strike oe Agricultural
Labourers, advising the adoption of whatever may
tend to insure a continuance of that cordial understand-
ing between master and man which it is desirable to

increase rather than diminish, and saying that if he
understood rightly, all labourers in the district were in

the receipt of 15J. a week, with good cottages, the
prospect of leaving work at 4 on Saturdays, cloth ing
clubs, garden allotments, &c. Under these circum-
stances he would advise them to leave well alone, and
do nothing to stir up ill-will between themselves and
their masters, who appeared to have treated them
generously, and in a Christian spirit. The bulk of the
labourers in North Devon, he remarked, had only 8j. a
week, none more than gj., with bad cottages at high
rents, and only two quarts of bad cider.—Mr. Bromley-
Daveni'ORT, M. P., has written a letter, cautioning the
agricultural labourers against professional agitators, and
asking them to inquire into the character of these men
in order that they may see who they are, and the value
to be attached to their statements.

The 15th and i6th days of March this season
were uncommonly mild, and from January 5 till

March 20 the ground was not once covered with snow.
On the morning of the 20th there was a heavy fall,

which covered the soil to a considerable depth, and
which seemed out of date after the previous mild tem-
perature. On the 16th a blackbird's nest with four

eggs was found near Kelso, and for weeks the bird had
been piping merrily every morning. On the 20th there

was a complete cessation of the vernal music. The lark,

which had been filling the air with sweet warblings,

was dumb ; and the finches, plump and round after so

mild a season, came to the windows begging crumbs.
Fields, sown and partially harrowed, were covered
up with snow, and the blossom of Peach, Apricot,

Plum, and Goosebeny, looked out of place among the

snow. This kind of season, though uncommon, is not
unprecedented. In 1S67 the spring was less rainy

than the present, and equally mild. Hardly a snow-
flake fell during February, and on March I vegetation

was at least a month earlier than usual. On March 6

a thrush's nest was found in a garden hedge
in Oxfordshire, and in Devonshire an adder
2 feet long and 3 inches round was captured about the

middle of the month. The year 1S46 still more closely

resembled the present season. The months of January
and February and the first half of March were uncom-
monly fine, the weather having more resemblance to

early summer than to the middle of winter. In the
beginning of January spring flowers were in full bloom,
and among the plantations a week after New Year's
Day the blackbird and mavis were singing melodiously
as if it had been the month of March, 'fill March 16
the mild and fine weather continued without interrup-

tion, but on that day snow covered the ground to the
depth of 6 inches. Intense frost followed, and as
Gooseberries were in full leaf, branches from which the

snow had melted under the solar influence were com-
pletely blasted. Unsettled and often cold weather
continued till May, but it is worth notice, as possibly
indicating the character of the ensuing summer, that

the heat in the first fortnight of June was such as to

remind one of 1S26 and 1S06, in both of which years

the heat was quite abnormal. As invlicating that mild
springs arc not confined to recent years we may note
the kind yf weather in 17S7. On February 2, Prim-
roses were in full bloom near Whitehaven, and a week
later there was observed near Carlisle a Cherry tree

in blossom,—several of the buds had burst so
early as the middle of January. On February 17 a
linnet's nest, with three eggs, was discovered at Lime-
house Bog, a mile from Glasgow. About February 20
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the thermometer, on a wall facing the north, at

Ednam, in Roxburghshire, stood for days at 53**, and

before the month closed it was for some days at 55°.

In the last week of February farmers were busy sowing

their spring seed ; and the appearance of flowers,

bushes and hedges resembled what is usually seen

about the middle of April. With the month of April

came a lowered temperature, and in that month the

wind blew 16 days from the north-east. At Edmonston

the highest reading of the thermometer during the

month was 6^^ and the lowest 36*. There was a fall

of snow at the same place on the afternoon of the 30lh.

In the same year a most unseasonable cold wave

crossed the country in the first week of June. From
Aberdeen, under date June 7, it was reported that "on
Monday evening, June 4, it began to rain heavily, and

continued the greatest part of Tuesday, accompanied

with sleet and hail. Instead of warm weather after

rain, which is looked for at this season, tlie cold has

been very intense ; and on Wednesday evening the frost

was so strong that the ice

on the ponds was as thick

as half a crown." At
Kelso there were heavy
showers of hail, and a

sharp frost on June 5,

Prolonged easterly winds
destroyed the fruit crop ;

but the harvest of hay
and corn was one of the

finest ever known in

England

.

On Tuesday,

April 16, in the House
of Commons, Sir Mas-
SEY Lopes will move,
* * That no legislation with

reference to Local Tax-
ation will be satisfac-

tory which does not

recognise the existing

injustice of limiting such

taxation to one descrip-

tion of property only ; or

which does not provide,

either in whole or in part,

for the relief of rate-

payers in counties and
boroughs from charges

levied for national pur-

poses—such as militia,

lunatics, police, and ad-

ministration of justice

—

the expenditure for such
purposes being almost

entirely independent of

local control." On the

other hand. Sir Thomas
ACLAND, Bart., will

move, "That, while it

is desirable to relieve

ratepayers, in whole or

in part, from payments
for national purposes not

under local control, and
to abolish, as far as may
be practicable, exemp-
tions from liability to

rates, it is important,

with a view to the pro-

gress of legislation for"

sanitary and other local

purposes, that rates for

new objects, instead of

falling directly on the

occupiers of rateable pro-

perty, should be distri-

buted in England, as in

Scotland and Ireland,

equitably between the

ownei^s and the occu-

piers."

It has been ruled

in the case of Hems-
worth V. Mann, which came before Lord Romii.ly last

week, that tenants who had undertaken to PRESER^'E
the Game for the lessee of the shootings over their

farms, had not violated their covenant by putting up
a bank 3 feet high around a considerable portion of the

farm. On the bank they had put up a wire fence,

2 feet high, on every part of which they had twisted a

quantity of Fern and cuttings of Fir, so as to make it

impossible for any running game to jump over it. The
Court saw nothing whatever in the lease granted to the

tenants to deprive them of the right of putting up a

species of fence, which they said was put up to protect

their crops, and not at all with the view of injuring the

game. If the matter had rested there, there would be

no case for granting the injunction asked for by the

plaintiff. But the plaintiff said that in the month of

June, the defendant's shepherd employed a dog for the

purpose of driving rabbits out of the fields into the

coppice or some other place, and that while doing so,

a young partridge- was seen running before the dog.

That, in the opinion of the Court, would be a direct

violation of the covenant to preserve the game on the

farm. The defendants, however, said that if the

plaintiff had complained of that, care would have been

t.iken that it should not occur again. The Court was
of opiniun that, under these circumstances, this was a

suit which ought not to have been instituted, and the

bill must be dismissed with costs.

NOTEWORTHY AGRICULTURISTS.
Baron Liebig.

Great men appear at intervals, few and far between.

Among them we must number Baron Justus von

Liebig, about whom I venture to make a few remarks.

Like many of hts predecessors in other sciences, he

will only be fully and generally believed in and appre-

ciated by future generations, whose improved educa-

tion shall have prepared their minds for the compre-

hension of scientific agricultural knowledge.
Newton familiarised us with the heavenly bodies,

Liebig has unveiled to us the hitherto hidden mysteries
,

JUSTUS VON LIEBIG.

of earth, air, and water, and their food-producing

powers available for vegetable and animal life. His
gigantic intellect, and marvellous range of knowledge,
languages, and books, his industrious collection of in-

numerable experiments and facts, and his great powers
of logical, mathematical, and thoughtful reflection and
examination and comparison of those facts, has

resulted in a code of laws, truths, and principles

which will govern British agriculture so long as it may
exist.

These are contained in his Chemistry Applied to Agri-

culture and Physiology, Letters on Modern Agriculture^

Fifty Agricultural Principles, and liis last grand work,

pubHshed in 1^62,— The Natural Laws of Husbandry.
Although I have studied these works with great

attention for many years, the more I reflect upon each

principle enunciated, the more I wonder, and the more
am I convinced. Talk of a practical man—no practical

man ever knew so much about practical farming as

Baron Liebig, either as regards the soil, the plant, or

1 the manure, or the necessary conditions for a suc-

; cessful agricultural result. His great truths and prin-

ciples are expressed in language so clear, eloquent,

;

and convincing, that one feels that every word has an

,

undoubted and unmistakable significance. He exposes
error, and crushes and explodes unsound theories with
unmerciful but logical severity ; and in the enforcement
of knowledge and truth he has {too often to be pleasant)

: called ignorance by its proper name, forgetting, perhaps,
' how few there are so favoured as himself wiiii mental

I
powers and lucid views. He is, no doubt, light in the

I

following remarks, which I extract from his books :

—

"Agriculture is, of all the arts, the richest in facts, and
the poorest in their comprehension."

"The most urgent problem which the present day has
to solve is the discovery of the means of producing more
bread and meat on a given surface, to supply ttie wants of

a continually increasing population. The most important

social questions are bound up m this problem, which
science is expected to solve. f

"Science has in her own way made the necessary,

preparations for its solution, but her way does not please ,

practical men. From them '

she has met with no sup-

port, but with opposition

in almost everything she

has done."
" The business of sci-

ence is to seek for causes,

and, like a light, to

illuminate the surround-

ing darkness. Science
confers power, not money

;

and power is the source

of riches and of poverty :

of riches when it produces,

and of poverty when it

destroys. It is expended
by use and renewed by
supply."

He was greatly of-

fended by the following :

"It is utterly absurd,"

said Mr. Pusey (late

President of the Royal

Agricultural Society of

England), "to put any
value on the doubtful pre-

cepts of chemistry. It has

done nothing for agri-

culture, with the exception

of giving a recipe for in-

creasing the efficacy of

bones by the action of

sulphuric acid, and of pro-

posing to employ Flax-

water instead of liquid

manure. We must look

to practice, for it alone is

worthy of confidence."

Adverting to the in-

ductive method he says ;

"The world has been
metamorphosed by the

introduction of this

method, which was un-

known to antiquity. It is

to this method that the

present day is indebted

for its peculiar characters.

The Greeks and Romans
possessed metaphysics and
the fine arts, as we do,

but the natm-al sciences,

the offspring of the in-

ductive method, were

unknown to them. To
this method we owe the

millions of wiUing and
industrious slaves (steam-

engines), whose labour

costs no tears or groans.

The fruitful land neces-

sary to produce lood for

the number ol horses they

represent remains for the

use of many millions of

men."

We all know that from

Liebig's lecture rooms

have issued Playfair,

Way, Voelcker, and other able and modern agricultural

chemists, from whom agriculture has already derived,

and, we are justified in thinking, will continue to

derive, many advantages.

Besides agriculture, Liebig has in many other ways

benefited humanity. The poor hospital patients, whose

digestive powers have been suspended or paralysed by

wounds, accidents, or afflictions, bless the man who
was made the means of discovermg, in his well-kno\vn

••extract of meat," a substance for sustaining theu:

vitality.

Baron Liebig speaks and writes English fluently.

More than 20 years ago he called upon me in Leadenhall

Street, to pay his respects, and said he looked upon

me as an agricultural revolutionist. Since then we
have only met on paper. He had a handsome, florid,

and commanding countenance, an eagle eye, and a

general demeanour indicative of vigorous and resolute

determination.

I am, and always have been, a firm believer in

his great mineral theory. J. J. Mechi, Tiptree^

March 25.
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OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

On Friday, the 22d inst,, Mr. Thornton sold 50 head
of pure-bred .Shorthorn cattle, comprising the entire

herd bred by the late ^^r. Mark Barrowby, the pro-
perty of Miss Barrowby, of Dishforth, and the larger
portion of the herd belonging to Mr. W. Harland, of
Blows Hall, Ripon. Some account of the origin and
breeding of this herd will be found in our issue of the
l6th inst. Notwithstanding the coldness of the weather
and a heavy snowstorm a large company assembled,
and the sale went off successfully. The bidding was
lively, business was done rapidly, and prices exceeded
anticipations. In spite of these favourable remarks we
cannot but add that the cattle looked badly ; their long
matted coats clinging to their sides, and the animals
evidently suffering from their removal from the com-
fortable sheds of Baldersby. The following is a sum-
mary of the result of the sale :—Twenty-six head, the

properly of Miss Barrowby, averaged ;^42 \y. ;

l5 head, the property of Mr. liarland, averaged

.^31 los. Stf. ; and the total sum realised over 4S head
was ^17750^. 6it., or an average of .^37. The price

of the day was given for Emma I'^th by Fredericus
(23,991), and of Mr. Crofton's "Emma" tribe.

Among other prices we give the following :

—

Verbena 4//; by Red Dukf. (18,676), 47 gs., Mr. B. H.
Brooksbank, Tick Hill, Rotherham. I'ert'cna Bl/i by
Sir Richard (20.843), 50 gs., Mr. C. Barrowby. Emma
i^th by Fredericus (23,991), .57 gs., Mr. T. H. Hutchin-
son. Verbena loth Ijy FREDERICUS (23.991), 40 gs.,

Mr. J. Theakston, Warlaby. Verbena iilh by Frede-
ricus (23,991), 40 gs., Mr. H. G, Gibbon, Holmerscales,
Milnthorpe. I'erbena izth by M.-VRC Antony 6tii
(26.S07), 51 gs., Mr. J. Theakston. Verbena 14/* by
M.\RC Antony 6th (26,807), 40 gs., Mr, R. Smith, Storrs
Farm, Windermere. I'erbena i^f/i by Fredericus 2D
(26,196), 52 gs., Mr. A. Metcalfe, Ravenstonedale.
Verbena 16/k by FREDERICUS 3D (26,197), 51 gs., Mr.
R. C. Ridge, New South Wales. £mma \^lh by
Fredericus 2D (26,196), 46 gs., Mr. D. Nesham, Gains-
ford. Verbena iqtk by Fredericus 4TH (28,648), 41 gs.,
Mr. R. C. Ridge.

. Fredericus 4TH (28,648), by Fredericus 2D (26,196),
5ogs., Alman, Middleion, Kipon. Fredericus 9TH by
Fredericus 4TH (28,648), 42 gs., G. Lawplough, Hol-
derness. Arrot by Fredericus 3D (26,197), 40 gs..

Viscountess Downe. Confidence by Duke Rov.vl
(21,622), 45 gs., Mr. B. H. Brooksbank. Sham-
rock iBth by Perseverance (24,738), 44 gs., Mr.
W. W. Gatclifte. Abergeldie 6th by Fitz-Artiiur
(26,161), 47 gs., Mr. Bates, for Mr. H. Crossby.

Next Thursday will witness the dispersion of
40 head of pure-bred Shorthorns, the property of the
executors of the late Mr. T. E. Pawlett, at Beeston,
Sandy, Beds. This herd is derived from two Booth
tribes of Shorthorns—the Mantalini, bred at Killerby,
and the Fame at Warlaby. Pelerine, the issue of
Mantalini and Buckingham, was bought privately
from Mr. John Booth by Mr. La Touche, Ireland, at

whose sale in 1S51 Rose of Autumn, her daughter, was
purchased by Mr. J. Douglas, who (after she had bred
Rose of Summer) sold her to Mr. Mark S. Stewart

;

and Mr. Stewart bred Rose of Promise, lot I (sold for

270 gs. in 1S60), by Heir-at-Law, a pure Booth bull
by /fc/tf;w// from .ff/rMivj-///, grand-daughter of .ffraiv/rf.

Rose of Aiitumti was a remarkable breeder ; after pro-
ducing Ladylike, which Mr. Douglas also purchased,
she brought forth Rose of Summer, one of the most
celebrated prize cows of her day, winning 1st prizes
at the three Royal or national shows of England,
Ireland, and Scotland, as well as a large number of
premiums at county and local meetings. She also
bred Rose of Sharon, another celebrated cow of
Mr. Douglas. The Fame tribe went from Warlaby
to Mr. Watson at Walkeringham, thence to Nunwick
Hall, where Mr. Sanday, of Holmepierrepoint, bought
Fanehetle, and at his sale in 1 86 1 Fairy and Faithful were
purchased by the late Mr. Pawlett, and the tribe,
including two calves, then averaged ^^133 iTs. bd.
The bull used for several seasons at Beeston was
Baron Killerby (23,364), whose sire was Mr.
Torr's Breastflate, and whose dam was Colonel
Towneley's Pearl ; thus Eakon Killerby united
the pure Bracelet and Mantalini blood through his
sire, and the Bracelet blood again with a slight dash
of the Towneley prize strains through his dam. Baron
Killerby won weveral prizes, and his sons Prince
ALFRED (27,107) from lot 3, and RoYAL Booth
(27.350) from lot 4, have been lately used. The two
bulls at present in service have also been bred in the
herd, but got by pure Warlaby sires ; Prince Re-
gent, lot 31, being by King Charles (24,240), from
Flora, lot 4 (a fine cow by Mr. Torr's Booth Royal,
also a pure Booth bull), and Lord Blithesome,
lot 32, by Lord Blithe (22,126) (own brother to the
prize cow Lady Fragrant, from Rose of Jullerby, lot 8,
a daughter of the beautiful cow Rose of IVarlabv, lot 5,who is also by Mr. Booth's British Flag.

The well known and select herd belonging to

J. N. Eeasley, Esq., will be sold by Mr. John Thorn-
ton on Friday, April 12, at Chapel Brampton, near
Northampton. The herd numbers 37 animals, con-
sisting of 26 cows and heifers and 11 bulls. They
represent three distinct tribes, the most numerous of
which is the "J" family, now deservedly in high
repute, and which have been carefully cultivated by

Mr. Beasley and his father for many years. Latterly

they have been crossed by pure Bates bulls, with won-
derfully successful results. The young animals are by
the fashionable sires 4TH Grand Duke (19,874), 4TH
Duke OF Thorndale (17,750), 2d Duke ok Air-
drie (19,600), and 7TH Grand Duke (19,877).
.Several are in calf to Lord Penrhyn's Julius by
Cherry Duke (27,752). The herd is in fair con-

dition, perfectly healthy, and in a regular breeding

state. Judy, by 2D Duke of Airdrie, is an animal
of great merit, of stylish character, with heavy flesh,

fine hair, and quality ; she is in calf to Julius.
Althorp Jantja, by 4TH Grand Duke, is a rich roan,

with well sprung ribs, fine shoulders, broad back and
chine, and mellow touch. Princess Janette, who is

only two years and two months old, and in calf to

J Grand Duke 2D (28,916), is particularly level and
good in all her points, and quite a show animal. She
is of a good size for her age, with every indication of a

robust constitution. The tribe have been in Mr.
Beasley's family for several generations, and are

justly celebrated, both for their milking and
feeding qualities. In former days many of Mr.
Beasley's prize oxen were descended from this 'race.

The next family is descended through the female line

from the West Highlander, on which bulls of the

purest blood have only been used ; hence a new breed
has been originated, possessing many valuable and
distinctive characteristics. Amongst the bulls, J
Cherry Duke, by Cherry' Duke (25,752), out of

Rushden Jantja by 4TH DUKE OF Thorndale, is

especially deserving of notice : of a rich roan colour,

heavy flesh, with plenty of hair, and prime quality.

July', by Juvenile (22,021), is likewise a young bull

of great promise.

POULTRY.
Hens' eG(;s are said to hatch on the completion of

the 2ist day ; but where the eggs are fresh, the sitter

attentive, and the weather warm, this period is fre-

quently reduced by several hours. We should think

the brood likely to turn out an indiflerent one if, when
the eggs were placed under the hen at roosting time, it

did not present many chipped eggs at least on the

evening of the 20th day ; ancl the next day the majority

should be out and strong. The chickens are constantly

heard chirruping within their prison some hours before

the least sign of their beaks is visible, during which
time they are at work upon their covering. Where
the young is vigorous and healthy, it works round the

top of the shell till it has cut out a sort of flap or

cover, dividing the shell into two unequal parts ; the

smaller one is pushed back, though on one side it is

attached by the interior membrane to the larger ; in

this manner exit is effected. In the morning the two
parts are constantly found packed away, one within
the other, occupying the smallest possible amount of

space, if the hen has not already ejected them.

RET.A TION OF LANDLORD AND
TENANT.

Notes by Mr. W. Smith, of Woolston.
(i.) " M. G." tells us (p. 372), that in the "garden-

ing world " the great question is how to protect the

landlord from damage, and allow the occupier greater

liberty of action, and repay him what he is rightly

entitled to as much as it is in the "farming world."
That may be, but as I know nothing about the

"gardening world," I must leave that part of the
matter to him, and reply at once to his remarks upon
the farming point.

" M. G." says, "Most decidedly we want a law
quite as much, if not more than Ireland did, but not
one compelling land to be let by auction, for in the

first place there is not one man in 50 who will stand
bondsman for anybody."
How far this 50 to i plea would hold good I can-

not say, but the evidence in our law courts, where
bondsmen are needed, does not support it, for it is

quite the exception where a man cannot find bond, be
his crime, or alleged crime, what it may : why the
hitherto honest calling of farming should lack bonds-
men I cannot understand. A "rash speculator"
might, but England's money would be sale to back
"a prudent and skilful man." This is the kind of
man that is wanted to farm England ; and, as the

former would lack bondsmen, the latter would have
fair play at the auction ; many a farm would be let at a

less sum than it stands at now, while a few under a
few large landlords might go up a little.

" M. G." speaks of the " effect of land being let by
tender, the land having gone up far above its value by
parties bidding one against the other." It has been
the bondsmen and the 25 years' purchase that has been
needed to keep "rash speculators" in check, while
*'foolish tenants might go to the dogs," and "over-
bearing landlords " would lose their "let by tender

"

chance.
" M. G. 's " next point is :

" A law making landlords
pay all local taxes might at first sight seem desirable,

but he would put an anticipatory charge on the rent

which the taxes might never reach." " M. G." must
be very short-sighted upon this point, for it is one of
the simplest things possible to find out what the fair

addition to the rent those taxes as they now stand are.

For instance, take them as they have stood for the last

sev«n years, add them together, and divide the total by

seven, and you find at once the fair sum to be added to
the rent ; and all future additions for "local improve-
ments " or otherwise would be paid by the landlords,
who would have the world believe that they now pay
them.

"M. G." says next : "It would be rather hard
upon a poor tenant who had overbid for the land to

make him pay the amount he overbid for the next

25 years." It would serve him just right, by making
him pay as well as reflect over his foolishness, or say
"rash speculation." The auction system, backed by
bondsmen, would work a cure for " rash speculation,"

and "overbearing landlords" would have no chance
against it, and the lands of England would soon get
fairly let to " prudent and skilful men."

" M. G.'s" next consideration is on the side of the
landlord. "Land might increase in value locally,

irrespective of any improvements made by the tenant,
and It would be manifestly unjust to make the landlord
pay the tenant 25 years' purchase on the improved
rental." Cases of this kind would be very few and far

between in the "farming word." Therefore I take it

that the landlord would not get damaged much upon
that score.

" M. G.'s" next point touches upon both farming
and gardening. I shall handle it as farming. Here it

is ;
—

" As the law now stands, a man may take a farm
in a most dilapidated and foul state ... at a rental of
say £ir per acre; after an immense deal of outlay and
labour the land begins to pay him back . . . The term
perhaps is 21 years, by which time he has the land
thoroughly clean, worth according to his assessment
;i^5 an acre ... for all which improvements he will

have to pay twice over, viz., on the increased rent, if

he has the term renewed on the auction plan, and the
original outlay." This does not put the case truly

or clearly, for if a man had by expenditure of capital
and industry improved his farm from a value of ^4 to
a value of ^ 5 per acre, ^25 per acre must be paid by
the landlord to the tenant who would start off upon
his retake at £^ an acre.

"M. G." then puts this ^4 an acre land into the
hands of a bad farmer, who reduces its value to .^3 lo.^.

an acre; and then, after a lot of misty writing, he makes
this same land worth by auction from ^^5 to f,b an
acre, whereupon he thinks it would be hard to make
the landlord pay for the improvements. I cannot see
that, for he would make the tenant pay 25 years' pur-
chase on the loj. an acre he reduced it in value, and
it would only be just to the tenant if, during another
term, he improved it up to jf5 or £(> an acre, to make
the landlord pay it at the rate of 25 years' purchase for

the improvements.
The auction system would give justice to the land-

lord, for it would be certain to insure improved farming,
thus improved land, which he would get at a cheap
rate, viz., 25 years' purchase ; and his being made to

pay his local taxes himself is strictly justice, and what
every landlord claims that he does, although he vvill

persist in saying that he pays them indirectly through
his tenant, because he knows full well that a lot of the
payments stick to the tenant's fingers without ever
getting pulled from the landlord's pocket.
The auction system would give justice to the tenant.

In some cases he would pay a little more or less for

his land at starting ; but in the end, be his farming ever
so good, he would be certain of payment at the end of
his lease for his improvements ; and if he farmed badly
justice would find him out without inflicting a loss upon
his landlord. And the auction system would be a
great advantage to the country, inasmuch as it would
encourage good farming throughout, and quite to the
end of a lease, whereby the country would gainavastly
increased produce in the shape of corn and meat ; and
most surely all these things are desirable.

I told you in my letter of Feb. i that the auction
system would "startle some." It has set " M. G."
off; let others follow if they like. I shall be ready for

them, for it will stand sifting.

(2.) "G. F. M." (p. 406) appears fretted by " the
extremely prejudiced and unfair tone of the articles

upon farming " in your pages, and then he goes on
to say that he " cannot see what right any class, or
any member of a class, of persons can have to abuse
systematically any other class of Her M.ajesty's sub-
jects, especially while calling on that class at the
same time for great and unbounded concessions on
their part."

Let me ask " G. F. M." a few questions. Was it

fair, to say nothing about just, for the landlords to pass
a law to make tenants buy land and build workhouses,
and then tell the world over a good dinner that the
buying and building came indirectly from their own
pockets, when they knew full well that a very con-
siderable portion of it was draggeil from what the
tenants ought to have had to help keep their wives
and families with ?

Again, was it just for landlords to pass laws that
compelled tenants to buy land to widen roads, as well
as make grass lanes into good hard roads, and thus get
their estates improved at the tenants' cost, ready for a
rise of rent? And, in addition to this, was it just to
pass a law (when they had driven the above law as far

as they could) to form districts to get their by-lanes
widened ami made into good hard reads at the tenants'

cost, and thus get their estates further improved, ready
for another rise of rent ? The Government threat last
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year, to make this said law compulsory, was a failure,

not likely to be repeated this year.

Again, was it just for landlords to pass a law to

make tenants buy land and build gaols, wherein men
are kept at the tenants' cost who are sent by die land-

lord for taking a rabbit, &c. ?

Again, was it just for landlords to pass 1? ws to make
tenants buy land and build police-statio-.is, as well as

to pay a body of police to look .".fier all sorts of

property, as well as the person^: oi all Her Majesty's

subjects ?

Again, was it just for landlords to pass a law to

make tenants repair churches upon the slow bleeding

principle—that of borrowing money upon the rates ?

Again, was it just for landlords to i)ass a law to

make tenants buy land and build schools, as well as

pay masters and mistresses to look after them ?

Again, is it just on the part of the landlords

to try, as they have done, to make the world believe

that tlie money that has been needed to carry out these

laws came indirectly from their own pockets, when
they knew fuU well that a great portion of it was had

from what tenants ought to have had for their own
private use ?

Again, can "G. F. M." tell me that the above are
matters that ought not to be discussed by all or any of
Her Majesty's subjects ?

If landlords would pass a law to make them pay all
the local taxes direct from their own pockets, they
would act vastly more just than they have done hitherto

j

and they would be vastly more respected if they would,
by law or otherwise, let their land upon just and
unfettered principles.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS, 1870.71.

No. 2.—ToT.A,L ACKEAGE .\ND PEKCENTAGE PhOI'ORTIONS OP RACK KlND OF COKN' AND G»EEN CftOl' IN EACH DIVISION Ol' THE UMTED KlNCDOM.
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always been, so far as human forethouglit can do so,

to improve the breed, but by all means to keep it pure.

(If the leading breeders and most successful exhibitors

of the present day I would name Sir George Macpher-

son Grant, Mr. M'Combie, M.P. ; Mr. Tayler, of

Glenbarrie, Mr. Morrison of Bognie, Mr. M'Combie of

Easter Skene, Mr. Kordyce, M.P. ; Mr. Bowie, Mains

of Kelly ; the Earl of Fife ; the Earl of Airlie ; Mr.

Brown, Westertown ; Mr. Paterson, Mulben ;
Mr.

Walker, Montbletton ; Sir Thomas Gladstone ;
Mr.

Scolt, ofTulloch; Mr. Skinner, Drumin; Mr. Barclay,

Auchlossan; Dr. Robertson, of Hopewell ; Mr. Leslie,

The Thorn ; and Mr. Ferguson, Kinochtry ; not to

forget our respected Convener of the County, Colonel

M'Inroy, who all take a deep interest in the breed.

The points of a good Polled Aberdeen and Angus

bull may be described as follows :— Colour, black ; head

neatly put on ; clean throat and sweet muzzle ;
not over

long twixt the eye and nose ; eye bright and prominent

;

ear moderately sized ;
good breadth betwixt the eyes,

poll high; neck a good length, and clean—a little, but

not over full on top ; chest full and deep ; legs short,

but not so as to give the animal a dumpy appearance
;

bone clean, and free from coarseness ; shoulders not

too full, and top free from sharpness, but not over

broad ; back level and straight ; ribs well sprung ; deep

barrel ; well-ribbed down towards hook ; full behind

shoulder ; hooks level, but not too broad for other pro-

portions ; and well and evenly fleshed to tail ; twist,

full and long, and well-fleshed down, but not protrud-

ing behind ; tail of moderate thickness, and hanging

straight ; hair soft and plentiful ; skin of moderate

thickness, and mellow to the touch ; body fully deve-

loped, and the animal, when in motion, to have a

blood-like look and style about him. A cow should

differ from a bull in the head, in having, instead of a

broad, masculine-looking head, a neat feminine-looking

one. The ear should also be of good size, with plenty

of hair in it ; the neck well put on, clean and straight,

and without prominence on the top, or abrupt hollow

where it joins the shoulder ; the top of shoulder sharper

than the bull's, and the shoulders themselves thinner.

In both scurs are objectionable. It is the breeder's

study to get his stock to flesh evenly, and in feeding,

to fill up in the most valuable parts. Freeness from

any tendency to be bumpy or patchy is also desirable
;

but I do not believe, as some evidently think, judging

from the criticisms one hears in showyards, that such a

tendency is a sure sign of impurity in the Polled

breed. In fact, we know from experience and obser-

vation that such is far from the case, and is often the

effect of in-and-in breeding, and want of attention to

the proper selection of the sires and dams, and should

not, therefore, be recognised as any rule or guide in this

matter. The Polled breed, for their bulk, weigh heavier

than Shorthorns or crosses, and command the top

prices of the leading markets. They are hardier and

therefore better suited for our open and exposed country,

and where Shorthorns would not thrive.

We should consider these questions—what class of

animals breeds most surely, stands the climate best, is

hardiest, least liable to disease, is most easily kept,

gives the best milk and in greatest quantity, grows and

fattens soonest for the amount of food consumed, weighs

heaviest for bulk, and, when ripe, realises most per

cwt. My answer is that the Aberdeen and Angus
Polled breed comes nearer to this standard than any

other breed I know. Of course it will be admitted

that, to ensure success, care and judicious management
are necessary. But these are requisite in all under-

takings. There is a great mistake made, I am con-

vinced, by farmers and graziers paying so little atten-

tion generally to the shelter of their stock over-night

in the fields. One bad, cold, wet night will take more
flesh off an animal's bones than two good, dry, warm
ones will put on, besides the injury to their constitu-

tion. Comparing the black Polled animal with the

Shorthorn or cross, the Shorthorn and cross grow
faster, but eat about a quarter more food. This was
tested by my father and the late Mr. Williamson, then

the principal butcher in Aberdeen, at an out-farm of

my father's, by a careful selection of four Polled and
four Shorthorn cross heifers. Each was weighed and
valued, put on the same kind of keep, and all got as

much Turnips and straw as they could eat. The result

showed what I say, that the Shorthorn crosses required

a fourth more food, and when all were sold off together

at the end of April, the Polled brought a couple of

pounds a head more money. The animals were visited

by Deacon Williamson every month. The first three

months the Shorthorn crosses appeared to gain consi-

derably on the Polled, but when spring set in the

Polled shot fast a-head, with the result above men-
tioned.

Pedigreed stock should be paid more attention to by
farmers than they are. What are pedigrees doing in

England, and America, and elsewhere, for the breeders

and owners of Shorthorn stock? Why, giving them
in some cases from one thousand to two thousand

guineas for animals worth to the butcher only ;^30 to

^40, and even less. I think that the Highland
Society, and all the local agricultural societies in the

country, should make a distinct rule that the test of an

animal being a pure Shorthorn or Polled should be the

J/frd Book of these breeds, and make it impossible for

any animal to be exhibited in these classes at any show
whose pedigree cannot be traced through the Herd
Book. I hope this will be taken up and brought to a

successful issue. In reference to the pedigrees of

Polled cattle, I am very glad to see that the second

volume of the Polled Herd Book is now in course of

publication, by Mr. Ramsay, of the Banffshire

Journal, and Mr. Adamson, of Balquham, formerly

a pupil of the honourable member for West Aberdeen-

shire—gentlemen who, I am sure, will do justice to the

volume. But it is to be regretted that some of the

breeders have not taken that interest which the breed

deserves, in getting the pedigrees of their stock com-

pleted and connected with the first volume, as, if

the Herd Book is to be of value to the herd, this must
be eventually of the utmost concern ; in fact, so much
so, that I hope to see the day very soon when breeders

will decline to purchase any animal, however good-

looking, for breeding purposes, that cannot trace

descent through the Herd Book in one unbroken line.

The breeders of pure Polled stock must also never

breed from a cow, although herself pure-bred, that has

at anytime been served with a Shorthorn or other than

a Polled bull, as I am convinced, from experiments

with dogs, that such will affect the purity of the breed.

As an example of the great care required in breeding

pure breed of one colour, I beg to state a circumstance

that came under my own notice a few years ago. My
father had two heifers, two years old, which is the age

at which they are first served. They were great

favourites, and were picked out to go together. They
came in season, and were both served in one day.

Shortly after, a strange black and white dog passing

got amongst and frightened them, and the consequence

was that they produced at the proper time a calf each,

marked as like as possible, and almost spot for spot,

with the dog. They happened to be both bulls, and

they were soon castrated. Although the fashionable

and proper colour of Polled cattle is black, yet it some-

times happens that one appears with a brownish tinge,

and I have seen others quite red. I think a good many
of the old Buchan " doddies " were red, and a great

many of them brindled. These are generally of a good

quality, and excel in milking qualities. To keep up

the strength, character, and qu.ality of a breeding stock,

a judicious blending of the tribes and introduction of

strange blood is occasionally necessary. But care should

always be taken to get such of undoubted purity, and

not to use any bull in the herd but of good blood and

pedigree. The question of breeding in-and-in has been

the subject of some discussion lately. I think it may
be, and has often been, done to advantage ; indeed, in

several instances quality and neatness have been ob-

tained, and an inclination to coarse, rough bone pre-

vented, to my knowledge, by in-and-in breeding. But

it should only be the exception and not the rule, and

may as often be attended with bad as with good results.

It is impossible, I think, to give any guide to go by as

to when it should be or should not be adopted, as it is

purely experimental. I think the tendency amongst

farmers is to confine young stock in winter too much.

The great bulk are tied up : but I think they will grow
and thrive better at all times if kept in loose boxes or

warm straw-yards with plenty of warmth and ventila-

tion. Especially will this be apparent after they are

put to the grass ; and I think that landlords should,

in building new steadings, see that some part of the

cattle accommodation is devoted to loose boxes, capable

of holding a limited number of animals in each.

I shall now make a few observations on the treatment

of breeding stock. Bulls should not be kept fat, but in

good fresh condition, and cows the same. The rule in

my father's herd is to pay particular attention to keep-

ing the blood of the cows in good order, and with this

object, for a week before calving, she gets a doze of

nitre each day—say about 2 oz. dissolved in a bottle of

cold water. The third day after calving a purge is

given, composed of 12 oz. of Glauber salts, 4 oz. cream

of tartar, 2 oz. nitre, and 2 dr. ginger in powder, dis-

solved in boiling water, and this administered milk-

warm in the morning, two hours before food, which

should only be up till mid-day—or a little hay, with

water ad libilum. This dose is followed by a similar

on the seventh day after calving. These doses purify

the blood, and greatly assist the cleansing of the cow.

The same dose can be given along with blooding, with

good eftect to cows or heifers, to induce them the more

readily to conceive after copulation. If possible, all

calves should be suckled, and when weaned care taken

not to allow the calf beef to disappear. Cake, or other

artificial food, ought to be given for some time for this

purpose. G. J. Walker, Portlethen, before the Kincar-

dineshire Farmers^ CInb,

game Corrcsponbence.

Unusual Case of Protracted Parturition in a

Ewe.— It may interest some of your readers to learn

that a ewe belonging to a neighbouring tenant on this

estate (Lower E.itington Park, Stratford-on-Avon),

lately gave birth to a strong lamb, and, to the great

surprise of the owner, in about nine days afterwards

she produced an accession in the shape of two more

healthy and fully developed lambs. I may remark

that she did not exhibit much maternal solicitude for the

" first-born," inasmuch as she refused to suckle it unless

compelled to do so ; but towards the " twins " her

devotion was of the usual character. It is needless to

add, that as soon as the "juniors " put in an appearance

the would-be monopoliser of Nature's nourishment had

to be shifted to other quarters. I am cognisant of several

instances of intervals of one or two days occurring in the

birth of twins—frequently owing to some kind of mal-
formation, or other physical weakness in one or both of

the progeny,—but the above is, I believe, a very rare

occurrence. Can any of your correspondents record a

similar instance ? ]V. Gardiner.

Justice to Landlord and Tenant.—Your corre-

spondent " G. F. M.," although a reader of your paper

week by week, is certainly not a careful reader, or he
would have seen that the case I instanced referred to a

market gardener, and not to a farmer ; and it certainly

was not my intention to " inflame the minds of ignorant

persons," be they landlords or tenants. And as regards

the absurdity of the case he refers to, it is nevertheless

a reality m many cases I could mention. Your corre-

spondent, *'G. F. M.," may very probably be a

landlord, but I should hardly think he was a lawyer, or

he would know that further evidence would be required

to confine a man as a lunatic than the simple fact of

his being overreached by his landlord. M, G.

Salt for Wireworm.—Had your correspondent

(p. 406), Mr. Mitchell used rape cake (which has been

so often recommended in the RoyalAgrieulturalSociety'

s

jfournal] his Mangel plants would have been safe. I

always find salt and Crosskill answer on my arable

land. Where it is after tough springing old turf, it is

best to add rape cake, because it is said that they gorge

and kill themselves by eating it. With salt and com-
pression the runs are closed, and they leave ; but it is

not easy to close runs on a spongy, elastic soil. I

never said, get off your Mangel in rainy weather,

y. y. Mechi, March 26.

Foreign Correspondence.
Sydney, New South Wales : Jan. 25.

—

The
Sheep Tick.— I observed in a letter publisl^ed in the

Gardenei-s' Chronicle of Oct. 7, 1S71, p. 1302, on the
" tick," the author says, in the absence of warm-
blooded animals, how do mosquito?, midges, &c., live,

" whether, in default of blood, they can feed upon the

juices of plants, we have no means of knowing." I

can confidently assert, as far as regards my own
observations on mosquitos in Sydney, N. S. Wales,

that they feed upon vegetable juices, more particularly

those containing saccharine matter, as exemplified by
their swarming during the "mosquito season" in the

sugar-basin, and more especially on the plates or dishes

containing the refuse of fruit, such as Peaches, Grapes,

Pears, Plums, tic. The time they may be seen in the

greatest number would be in the evenings, after the

lamps are lighted ; the remains of the fruits may then

be seen covered by them, and they can be observed

busily occupied in sucking the juices. I have destroyed

numbers ol mosquitos by a trap of refuse of Peaches,

Grapes, cSic. ,
placed on the sideboard or elsewhere to

attract these annoying insects, and always with good

results. George Bennett, AT. D.

Cabana de los Alamos, Buenos Ayres : Decem-

ber, 1871.

—

Sheets from a Sheep Breeders Note Book
(concludedfrom p. 407).—Forests, woodlands, moor-

lands, heaths on hill and in dell, and broken ground,

produce pasture special in its character, and influencing

accordingly the quality of the wool, which is more

or less coarse and harsh, and the flavour of the meat,

which is lean, with a venison flavour. As this descrip-

tion of sheep runs are generally very extensive, and

very varied in surface, there is a great variety of

food comprised in stretches, small patches of sweet

hill pasture alternating and intermingling with others

of heaths, moorland and woodland grasses and

herbage. In moorland plants. Heather, &c., and

in the leaves and twigs and the bark of branches

of young trees, which to greater or less extent are

eaten by the sheep, there is more or less of the

astringent principle, tannin, which, in conjunction

with the woody fibre and general composition of such

food, has the effect of deteriorating wool, giving to it

coarseness and asperity. These conditions likewise

tend to make the meat lean. The accumulation of

fallen leaves and twigs of the Heather, Furze, &c., and

of the leaves and branches of trees on the surface of

the land where they severally exist, necessarily affect

the grass and herbage ; and when there are consider-

able accumulations, accompanied by much moisture,

there is corresponding generation of acids ; for instance,

humic, also tannic, and others, according to the

description of trees or plants which prevail. These

acids, though they, perhaps, do not enter into

the composition of the growing herbage on

which the sheep feed, in the form in which

they are present in the decaying accumulation, none

the less invest or impregnate it with an acid

reaction, and in the case of the tannic acid it is pro-

bable that a certain portion of its astringent principle

(tannine) enters into the composition or is suspended

in the water of the said grasses and herbage. These

conditions per se are unwholesome, and would prove

very detrimental were there no correctives and com-

pensatory food. The extensive runs presenting great

variety of surface and altitude, there are many varie-

ties of flora and herb plants which find congenial

conditions among the infinite variety of surface and

composition of soil. Many of these have their special
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essential principles representing properties such as

those enumerated at the commencement of this paper.

That these principles produce important efVects is

beyond doubt. The influence of pectine (the essential

principle of Carrots, &c.), in softening the skins and

giving briglitness to the coats of hor:.es is well knowu
(it is precisely the reverse of that of tannine on both

sheep and horses) ; as is that of legumine, the nitro-

genuous principle in Peas, Beans, Vetches, &c., in

promoting flesh development ; of the aromatic principle

of Yarrow, and of the aromatic bitter of Wormwood,
&c. , in stimulating digestion and promoting fat

development. Every locality produces more or less of

herbs possessing special qualities, and to these indi-

genous or habituated animals are directed by an un-

failing instinct, as they are to salt caves and deposits,

salt bush, and the like,—demonstrating that Nature has

provided them as complementary to the herbage

and grasses of localities to which certain species of

animals are attracted, and their presence probably

determines this attachment. These complementary
herbs are most in request and most necessary on
feeding grounds in a state of nature, when arti-

ficial selection and systematised depasturing have not

provided or limited the pasture plants to those varie-

ties only which are most valuable as food for animals

under domestication, and where tillage and draining

have not got rid of or modified those conditions which
produce unwholesome vegetation. But withal, the

farmers in Europe and elsewhere are careful, in laying

down pastures for sheep, to sow Yarrow, Parsley, and
other aromatic herbs (old pastures in good condition

contain several varieties of corrective and stimulating

herb plants), and to supply their flocks with salt. A
singular instance of exceptonal habit, presented by the

*' fat-rumped " sheep of Persia, is attributed by natu-

ralists to the effects of salt deposits, and a particular

herb which abounds in the districts where these sheep

are indigenous, viz. , the aromatic bitter Wormwood.
These sheep when removed to localities where these con-

ditions are not present, cease to develope the large layer

of "rump fat." The race of long-woolled British sheep

which develope the largest quantity of internal fat are

the Romney ^larsh. which feed over an extensive tract

of marshland (bearing that name), reclaimed from the

sea, and, consequently, impregnated to a considerable

extent with saline matter. In this country there are

tracts of lowland—instance some lying along the banks
of the Salado River—where it is said epidemics have
seldom if ever been known, and where the cattle and
other stock maintain exceptionally good condition.

Undoubtedly this land is impregnated to a wholesome
extent with an alkaline salt, which suffices to prevent

or correct the effects of acid generation which accom-
panies vegetable decomposition in the presence of
much moisture, and under which, in the absence of a

predominating saline principle, there are fungoid,

sporidic, and entozoic developments, as the results of

putrefaction and fermentation, constituting fruitful

sources of epidemia. There is little doubt that the

epidemia of last year in the Banda Oriental, which
destroyed one-third of the sheep stock, was due to

unwholesome development in the mass of decaying and
fermenting past herbage, or dead coarse grass, which
clogged the land, and to the tainted or acid reaction

imparted through it, after rain, to the growing grass.

All camps producing a quantity of coarse grass over
and above what can be eaten by the stock, are particu-

larly liable to visitations of epidemia in wet seasons

from the cause above stated, and in dry weather the

inability of the stock to assimilate the sapless woody
fibre of the past coarse grasses, devoid as these are of

alkaline salts. Under all circumstances of season
rough camps are unfavourable to fat-making, owing to

the inevitable prevalence of at best modified forms of

these conditions of herbage, and to the abience of those

fat-making and blood-making plants which only
flourish on " sweet soils," i. e.^ where the alkalis

prevail over the acids, which is not the case when there

is a foul " sole," or surface.

Clear camps, in good condition, are not altogether

wanting (in fact, some are fairly provided) in herbs
containing stimulating aromatic and saline principles :

these are the Quina, Wild Mustard, Rama negra,

Malva, Mostocilla, Calorado Weed, a variety of the

Yarrow, Thyme, and several others. It is otherwise,

however, with camps that have been, and continue to

be, overstocked ; in common v/ith all the best and most
palatable pasture plants and grasses, corrective and
stimulating herbs disappear from land on which an
excessive stock is run ; so that not only are the animals
reduced to feed on perhaps two or three varieties of

pasture plants the least palatable and durable, but are

deprived of the aromatic, appetising, and corrective

herbs, which are the more necessary in the absence of

variety of food. Hence it is that the animals suffer in

health, and rapidly degenerate in form, yield, and
vigour ; a result which is noticeable in a large propor-
tion of the stock of this country (both sheep and cattle),

and threatens, in fart is entailing, very grave conse-

quences.

Few things are of greater interest in scientific circles

than investigations now being followed out as to the
"origin of life," progressive development, and the

influence of the lower organisms, both animal and vege-
table, in giving rise to abnormal conditions, or diseases

in the higher organisms. If as yet far from specific in

defining all the multifarious operations and effects in

the sphere, there are sufliciently ample, well ascer-

tained data to be of great value, and to elucidate very

important facts in several branches of science—^geology,

physiology, chemistry and medicine, veterinary and
pastoral agricultural sciences. A few remarks maile
previously introduce this matter on the ground where
it chiefly interests the pastoral farmer of this country,

and the following observation will further elucidate it.

It appears that there is germination of two species of

living organisms (that is, two principal ones, a third

or intermediate order being an open question), arising

out of conditions of vegetable matter—or substances

dissolved out of it—undergoing decomposition, viz.,

an animal germination, comprising an infinity of pro-

tozoa, infusoria, t\:c., and entozoon germs or larva—
and a vegetable germination, comprising an endless

variety of sporific and fungoid developments. The
former (the animal) have their origin or development
in nitrogenous or albuminous substances in various

stages of putrefaction or molecular changes under
different degrees of moisture, heat, and various

atmospheric conditions. The latter (vegetable)

result in different stages of fermentation in non-
nitrogenous substances in contact with particles of

nitrogenous ones in a state of putrefaction, or

decomposition, through which molecular action is set

up in them,—the form or character of the germination
depending on the relation of the substances and their

composition, together with the degree of moisture
present, and the heat and atmospheric conditions to

which they are exposed. Among these lower organisms
there are some which are parasitic, which as such, as

larva or as ova, enter into the higher animal system,

and develope parasitic organism in the tissues and
canals ; others, the products of fermentation, which
enter as ferments, spores and fungoid developments,
giving rise to diseased conditions of the blood, fevers,

iS:c.—assuming in some cases the form of epidemics or

plagues; also, it is probable that putrescent orferment-
ary matter, prior to any perceptible germination has
been developed, enters the system with the food of the

higher organisms, and there finding congenial condi-

tion, or insufficient means of combustion, generate,

produce parasites, or set up putrefaction and fermenta-

tion in the blood. By soaking a quantity of hay. Flax,

or other vegetable in water at the ordinary tempera-
ture, a large portion of both the organic and inorganic

matter is extracted. Placing the soak water and the

soaked hay, &c. , respectively, under various atmo-
spheric conditions, temperature, &c. , it is found that

extensive and varied germination takes place both in

the soak water and in the soaked substances, as the

results of putrefaction and fermentation. The several

products of germination of these have been experimen-
tally demonstrated, and the development microscopi-
cally investigated during the past few months.
The broad facts brought to light by these and other

investigations suffice, in many instances, for pastoral

guidance, manifestly indicating to the grazier where he
may expect analogous conditions, which he must avoid
or provide against. Thus it is well known that sheep
fed over certain lands become affected with fluke on the

liver (leech). These lands are certain low flats and
muddy-surfaced hollows, out of which there is no suffi-

cient drainage, and which consequently are dependent
on evaporation in a great measure for the dissipation of

the rainfall which accumulates on them. These lands

carry a somewhat luxuriant grass and herb growth, of

those varieties which affect muddy alluvial deposits.

After any considerable fall of rain this vegetation, or a

considerable portion of it, is submerged. In this case

the growing and past herbage, having been in soak, as

it were, has parted with a large portion of its nitro-

genous compounds or albuminous substances, of its

non-nitrogenous ones, and also its mineral salts, and
these are held in solution in the water. As the water
stagnates and evaporates, these matters are resolved

into groups ; the albuminous and non-nitrogenous
groups are deposited on the soaked herbage and on the

muddy surface of the soil in slimy accumulations,

whereas the salts, or a considerable portion of them,
are extracted from the solution by the soil, in which
such power resides. Under atmospheric influences and
sun warmth, putrefaction and fermentation of these

substances set in, with all their concomitant results of

molecular change and mollusc-larval developments.
Among them is that of the larva, or pupa, which,
conveyed into the system of animals feeding over these

lands, developes into the fluke, or leech, in the livers of

such animals, in the absence of a sufficient quantity of
alkaline antiseptic salts to impede such developments.
The pupa of this parasite is not generated—or, more
properly speaking, developed—except when the water
stands for some time, and only slowly subsides. This
is explained by the simple fact that where there is even
a slight fall in the lay of the land, the water which falls

on it is in continual motion, flowing off and carrying

away with it the greater portion of the substances

which it washes or soaks out of the laid and past

herbage, and among which substances is that albu-

minous one, the deposit and particular conilition of

which favours the presence and development of these

mediums, which in their turn give the occasion for the

development or transition of the fluke larva or pupa.
But that which does not suffice for one suffices for

others. Wherever there is an accumulation of fallen

past-ripe grass, or other vegetation, on the land, and
this fallen matter has been soaked by heavy rainfalls,

then there is fermentation, with all its concomitant
generation and germination— acid products, sporic
germination, fungoid growth, &c., determined by
different degrees of moisture, temperature, atmospheric
condition, and the stage of decomposition of the matter
itself—severally contaminating and virtually poisoning
the young grass which grows through the decomposing
and pestilent mass, charging the atmosphere with
noxious vapours, and filling tlie air with spores. These
conditions are intensely detrimental to stuck (see the
late epidemia in the Banda Oriental), giving rise to
scour, inflammation of intestines, fever, putrefaction
and fermentation in the blood, bacterial germination in
the tissues, tic, resulting in wasting away and death,
if correctives, astringents, antiseptics, and aromatic
tonics are not available, or administered in sufficient

quantity, and if a change to wholesome pasture is not
provided. The great practical lesson this should teach
the prairie or camp stock farmer is, to keep a clean
surface, or "sole," on his pasture land. The least

intelligent of the practical farmers in Europe well
knows the evils that arise from " a foul sole on his

land," and to avoid or prevent water stagnating on the
surface or in the upper layers of the soil. On crude
camps and mestizo camps the means to the former end
are burning and subsequent systemised depasturing.
On fine camps it is equally requisite to graduate and
systemise the depasturing, to permit a certain degree of
nutritive organisation to be effected in the vegetation
before running stock on it, and to lift the animals at

certain periods, to admit of a further growth and
organisation, and ensure a sufficient seeding of the
greatest variety of grasses and desiral)le herb plants, so
as to create and perpetuate the best conditions of
pasture, comprising the greatest variety of food and.

aromatic plants. And in all cases (except, perhaps, in

the case of the saline lands before refeired to) it is

desirable to provide both flocks and herds with a
constant supply of salt, which is an essential agent in

suppressing putrefaction and ferments in the blood, the
chief agent in its liquefaction and in facilitating com-
bustion. Salt is especially desirable for stock fed over
fresh-water alluvial deposits any way distant from the
sea ; and in this country a few years of its use

—

supplied to both flocks and herds in sufficient quantity,

i.c.y at discretion— would materially improve the

pasture, it would facilitate the sweetening and refining

of the pasture of rough camps, and promote the growth
of graminaceous grasses and other desirable plants on
those camps where they have been all but extirpated by
long-continued over-stocking. The panacea for stag-

nant water is efficient "desagu^," which in some cases

is very easily effected ; in others, of course, it is the
reverse. Alamos,

P.S.—The remarks made in the above on the fluke

were written long before the writer saw Dr. Cobbold's
lucid teachings. Dr. Cobbold carries the explanation
of the changes and transformations into much greater

detail, but in no wise contradicts or disproves the
hypothesis herein given. Indeed, he points to the
same conclusion, viz., that it is the marsh, or the muddy
bank of a pond, stream, or ditch, which furnishes the
occasion for the transfer of the larva or pupa to its

ultimate habitat, such mud deposits, &c., being the

natural feeding grounds of the intermediate hosts.

Dr. Cobbold suggests the gathering and destruction

of the snails (acting as hosts) as a preventive. The
best preventives are efficient drainage, clean-cut sides

to ditches and a free outflow from them, and ponds
freed from mud deposits.

Farmers' Clubs.
S-HROPSHIRE.

^faster and Seniant.—The following is the speech of
Mr. J. BoWEN Jones, chairman of the meeting to

which reference was made in a leading article last

week :

—

Before the discussion closes I will, with the permission
of the meeting, briefly allude to the question before us,

for I think at the present time the various points affect-

ing the agricultural labourer should be as fully con-
sidered as possible ; and I contend that farmers as a
rule are as jealous of promoting the welfare, and feel

as great an interest in improving the lot, of their

labourers, as radical agitators, who professedly admit
they know little or nothing of the question they are
agitating, and whose advice, if pushed too far, may
have the effect of bringing about exactly the opposite
state of things to what they themselves anticipate and
labourers are led to suppose.

Let us then for a moment briefly consider the posi-

tion of the agricultural labourer. His time of working :

Including the longer hours of harvest, he nominally
works about lo hours a day. Three months (winter)

S hours; I month (harvest) 12 hours; 8 months
loi hours. But practically, farmers do not get so
much as this time, because the position of a farm
renders it impossible for a labourer to be rigidly at
work at the striking of the clock, nor has he the check
to prevent him ceasing his labour before the hand
points to the hour of leaving off when in a similar

position, and a considerable portion of his time is con-
sequently taken up by moving about from one place to
another. Independently of this, more especially in

winter, I know of no farmers who do not find sheltered

work in weather that is unfit for outdoor labour, and
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many hours are thus lost to the employer by change of

work that is often of but little utility to him. These
facts fairly considered, I think we may say, without

fear of contradiction, that agriculturists do not get

10 hours a day per year round, harvest included,

which period, notwithstandijig the higher wages paid,

I have always considered the cheapest labour-payino^

season, both under the daywork system, supplemented
with meat and beer, where work is rapidly pushed on—

a

system that I deprecate—and under the piecework
plan which I have adopted, where a mutual interest

has been established, and which I think has worked
advantageously not only to the men but to the

employer.

Compare the labour of men employed in factories or

large works in towns. They are marshalled in sheds

or yards with their time-keepers over them from the

hour of commencing to that of leaving off, and work
is rigidly enforced, which for the most part is of a

more laborious character than that of farm work.

I won't take up the time of the Chamber by a com-
parison of the agricultural labourer of the present day

and the same man 25 years ago ; suffice it to say, and

I am only too grateful to see it, that step by step with

the introduction and improvement of machinery he has

made corresponding advancement, and not only have

his wages increased from 30 to 40 percent., but his

work has diminished in inverse ratio, and instead of

the decrepid broken-down man who was at that period

often to be found at the age of 40 we now find men in

the full vigour of manhood and brain, and method or

system has been and is taking the place of muscle and
bone hard labour ; and though of course manual labour

can never be entirely dispensed with, if labourers will

continue to employ their minds, and also honestly

exert themselves, I doubt not that they will gradually

increase the value of their work without enhancing its

cost to their employers ; but no greater fallacy can

exist than to suppose that this result can be brought

about by a demand for a considerably higher rate of

wages than farmers can afford to pay, without any

attempt to return the money's worth to the employer.

The effect of this course of action in our county has at

the present moment given rise to a feeling of dissatis-

faction that only exists, in a great many cases, from

want of thought on the part of the men, and, let us be
charitable and say, want of knowledge on the part of

those who have agitated for them ; but I believe it will

have one good result, and be the death-blow to the

system of meat and drink perquisites, that have
hitherto too generally been the means of paying for

extra labour, and which have been as reluctantly given

up by the labourers who have been induced to relin-

quish them in some instances as they have been

hitherto liked by, I think I may venture to say, the

majority of farmers themselves. This system has crept

in from olden days as a substitute for money payment,

for extra hard work and overtime ; and whatever the

labourer himself has gained where he has had meat
given him, as a rule, has been to the loss of his family

;

and where large quantities of beer are given to stinm-

late workmen in the harvest, it has proved not only to

the disadvantage of the family, but to the injury of the

man himself. The adjustment of meat and drink

perquisites in money enables men to lay out exactly

what they feel they want themselves for their work, and
instead of taking in harvest as much as 7 or 8 quarts of

beer a day—a thing by no means uncommon in this

county when given to supplement wages—they will be

content to take a moderate quantity, and that regulated

by each individual according to his own requirements.

Able-bodied farm labourers who really wish to earn

good wages should look to piece-work as their oppor-

tunity, and in my humble opinion this is the medium
by which we, as farmers, should endeavour to improve
our labourers* position.

The effect of an agitation like the present for 2s. 6d.

a day all round cannot be granted by farmers in this

county in addition to the many other advantages a

country labourer possesses, but I think this sum may
be more than obtained under the piecework system
where the labour of farms is kept up to its proper

strength, and employed in improvements and superior

cultivation at those times of the year when work is

scarcer ; and not only do I feel sure that this will be

the case, but that it will ensue without any interference

with those other advantages that the position of the

farm labourer renders it difficult to compute by a money
payment. I discussed this labour question with some
of my neighbours a fortnight ago, and we decided, as

some articles have increased in value (although flour

and pork are cheap enough, and clieese and tubbed

butter are not particularly extravagant), to advance
able-bodied labourers is. per week from the Lady Day
settling ; and we went into an estimate of some of the

payments we were making in perquisites, which we
arranged to reconsider before the advance was made,
and endeavour to compute at a fair money value with a

view to adopt the money payment almost /;; Mo. 1

say almost because there are a few old and faithful

.servants on most farms whose prejudices are against
alterations, and whose wishes deserve consideration.

Those who are earnest in their demand for a higher

rate of wages will, by such means as this, be met ; but
if the cry of 2s. 6c/. per day is looked for in the way of

demanding, on its being granted, 3j-. 6^/., and so on,

the result will be that requirements that the position of

farming is unable to fulfil, if conceded at a pinch, will

be negatived by those employed being knocked off on
days they are not wanted—in rainy weather, in short

days in winter—and that the links that bind, and feel-

ings that exist between employer antl employed will be

rudely shaken. I conscientiously believe, to the dis-

advantage of the two, that timekeepers would be

wanted, the hour or quarter system of necessity intro-

duced, and that the men would find this brought about

would not be to their advantage.

Therefore I desire much to see the introduction of

the co-operative system as far as it is possible to do so

in the piecework plan, both with regard to horse as

v.ell as manual labour ; in part payment by results

with stock-men, such as an allowance per head on
lambs reared to weaning time, or by any better method
that can be suggested. Further than this I don't think

co-operation in agriculture can be successfully carried

out. The labourers, having no capital, would fail to

be able to take part in such losses as farmers have expe-

rienced during the three years ending last Lady Day.
Our meeting to-day was called with a view of stating

as fairly as possible the position of the labourer, and
not with any intention of passing specific resolutions.

It does not partake of the nature of a counter combi-

nation, and I trust and doubt not any such course of

action will be unnecessary, for, as a rule, farm labourers

are a reflecting class, and will weigh matters more
accurately than many of their kid-gloved agitators have
any idea of, and it is only the few and clamorous who
will be led away by them, and take an illegal and un-

scrupulous advantage of their employers at critical

periods, as has already been evinced in one case brought

before the magistrates in this county, and which has

been followed exceptionally by a few others.

I have advocated abolition of perquisites, b\it I

should not like to be misunderstood with regard to this.

Without the radical changes I have shadowed out,

perquisites, of necessity, must continue to some extent.

How could a labourer do without the cartage of his

coal, except at the disadvantage of getting it at the

nearest and dearest place, and then having to pay a

heavy rate for his carriage? How could he get his

wood hauled, which, very often, is a gratuity, or

bought at a nominal rate ? What equivalent could you
give him for gleaning, which is now universally

reserved to the workmen's wives on a farm, except

where they sometimes prefer in a locality visiting each

of their neighbours, probably for a little gossip as well

as work, and which amounts in value, in many cases,

to over li. per week on their husband's wages.

Again, how can cottages remain rented at nominal

sums if labourers go for an entire money value for their

work, and by which they are enabled now to save as

much as 2^. per week in fruit and vegetables, and the

difference in town and country rent 2s. to 3j-., as com-

pared with a mere working man in town, besides

having the benefit of pure air, a desideratum unpur-

chasable by hundreds of artisans and their families. I

have said nothing about the work that women and
children may do to assist to make a living for a large

family. I don't know much of it in my district, and

am happy to state I believe my workmen can dispense

with it. The average payments to women on my
farms, between 6ck> and 700 acres, being about ^^3

a-year to women, and generally one lad only of

about 13, being employed. I disapprove, as a general

rule, of the working of women to a great extent, but

there are many exceptions where their employment may
be advocated. W^here they have large fainilies their

duties should lie at home.
I have not gone into the question of cow land or

allotment. The gardens of the district I reside in are

large and good, and I expect sufficient to keep a man
employed pretty much after working hours. This is,

in my opinion, the quantity of land that is most service-

able to a working man, and from which in most cases

he will derive greatest benefit. A few holdings of a

larger size in an agricultural district may be advan-

tageous as stepping stones to thrifty and industrious

labourers, I'whereby they may raise themselves to the

position of farmers, but as a rule it has been proved

that very small farmers are worse off than farm

labourers, as Mr. Charles Howard, in a paper he once

read before the Farmers' Club, very aptly put it.

They do twice the work of a farm labourer, and get

about the same pay. I have two or three small

farmers as labourers, and as they are only able to work
for me about two-thirds of their time I should require

one-third more labourers if all my men were on the

same terms. They have to cultivate and sow their

land at a disadvantage, as of course they get me to

lend my team to do it, and that after my own is done

generally ; they cannot consequently get the returns

that more perfect cultivation would ensure, and often

are absent at the busiest times. If some arrangement

to supply milk to our workmen could be made I

believe it would be advantageous to those with families.

There is some difficulty I know, because I remember
hearing of a rector in a country parish giving a certain

number of recipients milk every morning and evening,

but they became so quarrelsome about the respective

quantities each was to have that he discontinued the

gift. If farmers would make a slight charge for it

perhaps it would be the best plan, and then every

family would have what they chose to buy. If by tliis

suggestion I appear to lean back to the perquisite

system it is only because in some districts labourers

have no chance of getting this useful commodity except

through the farmers. All other articles they can buy,

and if the odious Malt-tax was repealed I believe

cottage brewing would be to some extent re-introduced,

and a very great boon be conferred not only on the

agricultural labourer but upon the whole of the

working population of the country.

Before concluding I would remark that two very ex-

cellent addresses on this subject, which we have been
considering, should be read by all who feel interested

in this matter, the one by Mr. Clare Sewell Read,
M.P., before the Farmers' Club last November, the

other a paper to the last yoiirnal of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society of England by Mr. John Dent Dent,
M. P. I trust this discussion may do good. That wages
can be fixed by men or by masters is a fallacy, and
contrary to all rules of political economy. Different

districts possess their various requirements and have
their advantages and disadvantages, and the price of
labour must and will be determined by the value of the

work done. Look at towns, for instance, where you
can get labour of some sort from the dregs of the
population for a nominal sum pro tern., and where at

the same time the skilful workman gets the highest

remuneration. Supply and demand will regulate

this matter, and the facilities offered by railway
communication now enables the labourer to take his

labour to the best market, and I for one would blame
him were he not to do so, provided it were done
in a straightforward way. In my experience I have
known several workmen who have tried what are

termed the high wages counties, Northumberland and
Cumberland, but in each instance they have returned

to Shropshire, satisfied they could do no better.

I trust that the irritation that has been raised in the

working man's mind by the present agitation for an
advance in wages {which in some respects and districts

was at the present time to be looked for, and has been
under the consideration of all farmers, I know, the last

month) will be allayed by the arrangements made with
their masters, and that they will endeavour to com-
pensate them for any advance they may make, which
up to the present time they can very ill afford to pay
them. I have said nothing about benefit societies,

clothing clubs, and similar institutions, because the

latter are more or less to be looked upon as charities
;

but I don't think it unfair to consider, in reviewing the

position of the agricultural labourer as compared with

the town labourer, to point out that these advantages

are more within the reach of the former than the latter,

as are also those personal attentions and kindnesses

which a rural population experience in a marked degree

more than an urban. I have not alluded to the

unquestionable effort, often at great self-sacrifice, that

has been made on the part of landowners the last few
years to build new and improve existing cottages on
their estates. These efforts are all in the direction of

improving the lot of the agricultural labourer. Neither

have I entered into the question of emigration as a
means of raising the value of labour ; but as this

subject has been rather freely commented upon lately,

I would observe that reliable estimates put the cost of

living in America at £^0 against £2,$ i" England, so

that in all sincerity I would say to working men,
before taking such a step—pause—or perhaps you may
find yourselves worse off at the end of your journey

than you were before you started.

French Peasant Farmers' Seed Fund.

—

Refort on

the Autuiim Diiiribulion of Wheat in the Definrt-

meiits of the Sommc, Pas Je Calais, Aistie, Oise,

Seine, Seine-et-Oise, anil Scine-et-Marne. By H. M.
Jenkins, F.G.S. Messrs. Clowes & Sons, 14,

Charing Cross.

We have received a complete series of pamphlets, nine

in number, in which the whole proceedings of the

executive committee and their olTicers in the adminis-

tration of the French Peasant Farmers' Seed fund, is

described. There are reports of tJie executive com-

mittee, Jan. 30, May 23, and Dec. 6, 1S71,—the last

of these leaving about 2^1000 of the original fund still

on hand. There are also reports on the spring distri-

bution of seed (1871) in three different districts, by
Colonel KIphinstone, C.B., Colonel Cox, C.B., and

Mr. C. B. Pitman, besides a very well written general

report on the same subject, by Mr. W. Delf, which

gives a very interesting account of French agriculture.

And there is also a report by Colonel KIphinstone on

the autumn distribution of seed in 1871, in one dis-

trict, and a similar report on another district.' by Mr.

H. M. Jenkins, the title of which we have given above.

It appears that while the spring Wheat (April bearded

Wheat) and the Barley distributed had been most

valuable and successful, much of the Nursery Wheat,
distributed in the previous spring as a spring

Wheat, had failed to ripen its seed, and was a

source of great disappointment and loss to those to

whom it had been distributed. It is mainly for the

purpose of extracting the report on this i)oint from Mr.

Jenkins' interesting pages that we have tluis referred to

his pamphlet.

" .^s much stress has been laid on the theory that the

Wheat was sown too late, I took great pains to inves-

tigate personally, in company with Mr. Pitman, a case in

' which some of our Wheat yielded what, under the circum-
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Stances, appears a fair crop, after having been sown as

late as the middle of April ; thus proving to my mind that

the failure of our Wheat in the Somme was not due to

the lateness of the period of sowing, which was at least a

month earlier than in the case I am about to describe.

" The commune of Nonville is situated nearly due
south of Paris, and about six miles east of Nemours, in

the department of the Seine-et-Marne. It is one of the

three communes in this department which received spring

corn from our Paris committee, and it was probably one

of the latest distributions of Wheat made by any of the

representatives of the Fund, the date of the Slayors

receipt being April lo.

" The soil of Nonville is a more or less sandy loam,

lying on the narrow outcrop of the Fontainebleau sands

and its associated strata. According to its strength,

which is somewhat variable, it would probably be worth
from 25s. to 3ar. an acre, judged from an English stand-

point, if it were in fair condition, which, by the way, is not

the case. The course of the cropping is simply (i) Wheat or

Rye, {2) Barley or Oats, (3) bare fallow. It is unnecessary
to enter further into details of cultivation, because the

accessories of such a system are tolerably well known. It is

sufficient to state that this commune received on April 10

3062 litres (about 11 qr.) of spring Wheat, and 2937 litres

(about lot qr.) of Barley. The latter yielded what was
considered a verj' good crop ; but, of the former,

1049 htres produced an excellent result, while the remain-
ing 2012 litres produced nothing at all. The Mayor
informed us that these were evidently two kinds of Wheat

;

and his descriptions, as well as those of the cultivators,

enabled us to recognise the April and the Nursery
varieties. The bearded or April Wheat had produced
a crop varying by estimate from 15 to 20 bush, per acre,

as much as 24 being mentioned in one instance, which
our informant stated was the best crop of Wheat he had
ever seen. It is worthy of remark that the two kinds of
Wheat were sown both side by side and mi.xed together

;

after Barley, after W^heat, and after bare fallow, but
always with the same result. As the Mayor remarks in a
letter :—

' Nous avons pu voir dans la m^me piece de
terre, un ble de printemps magnifique, et a cote, un ble

n'epiant pas et ayant toutes les apparences d'un ble

d'hiver."

"It will he in the recollection of the executive com-
mittee that they were able to purchase 300 qr. of April
Wheat in the spring, but that almost the whole of their

other consignments of Wheat consisted of the Nursery
x'ariety. Most of this Nursery Wheat was bought,
through the agency of our Mark Lane Committee, of
different growers in various English counties ; but a con-
siderable quantity was given by individual farmers in

quantities varying from one sack to ten per donor. It is

thus evident that Nursery Wheat was regarded, not only
by the executive and its Mark Lane Committee, but also
by farmers all over England, as being the variety most
suitable for spring sowing ; and yet it failed almost
uniformly in France, whether sent by the Fund or imported
through the ordinary commercial channels.

" On this point Mr. Patrick Sheriff, who is well known
as an authority in such matters, has expressed the opinion
that there are two distinct varieties of Nursery Wheat,
one being a winter and the other a spring kind. It may
be that our seed was of the former variety, or, at any
rate, that it was the produce of winter-sown Nursery
Wheat, which had thus got the habit of growth of a
winter plant, viz., a period of growth followed by
a period of rest, and again succeeded by a
period of growth, during which the flower and
grain are successively formed. That this was the habit of
our Wheat is shown by the following translation of the
report of the commune of Warloy-Baillon, in the canton
of Corbie, department of the Somme:—"The Wheat
remained a long time without growing visibly, rest-

ing in braird (en /icrde) close to the ground, exactly
like Rye-grass. Its growth commenced towards the end
of June, the stalk grew rapidly, and the head made its

appearance in the best condition. When ripe, every one
was surprised to find that the ear was barren. Whether
that was caused by excessive heat, or by very cold nights,

we must leave to be decided by more competent men.'
"

We shall hereafter make some extracts from Mr.
Delf's pamphlet, in which the effects of " la petite

culture " on French interests are described and
discussed.

C&e mnk'B mark
North of Ireland.—The two or three genial and

dry days at the commencement of last week had the

effect of inducing farmers to put forth all their energies

to advance field labour, but their hopes were soon
blighted, as scarcely a day has since passed without
more or less of rain, and the ground is so saturated that

no progress can be made. Still, ploughing is kept up
under cold and heavy rains, but surface tillage with the

harrow or hoe for the reception of seed Potatos is quite

impracticable. I remarked at different times last

autumn that the predictions as to the failure of the

Potato crop were in many cases utterly groundless,

in others much exaggerated. The yield was a
fair average one, during the whole winter and up to

the present time a sound and well-flavoured Potato has

been served up abundantly and cheaply, and the seed
for the current year is all that can be desired. Where
the seed has been improperly exposed the shoots are

thrown up prematurely and injuriously ; but this does
not apply to the great bulk of seed resources. The
secretary to the North-East Agricultural Association
represents that the reports he has received from Ulster,

as well as from the south and west of Ireland, show
that the area under the Flax crop this season is likely

to be the smallest that we have had for many years. It

is therefore probable that a much larger breadth

of land than usual will be placed under Potatos.

With a reasonable run of dry, settled weather to

facilitate tl^e planting, there is nothing to jeopardise a

successful yield. The young grass, particularly that

which has received an artificial top-dressing, looks

brilliantly green and luxurious ; and the young Wheat,
too, has a refreshingly healthful appearance. Added to

the untoward atmospheric influences against which the

farmer has to contend, there is a great scarcity of

labour, as, during tlie continuous wet weather, labourers

have been compelled to seek other employment. In

the orchards and fruit gardens vegetation is quite three

weeks in advance of last spring. It is no novelty to

see in exposed situations Gooseberry bushes and Pear

trees in blossom, and a severe frost, such as we are

occasionally visited with so late as the middle of April,

would cause incalculable damage. Independently of

this contingency, the blooms will soon be sufficiently

developed to resist blight, and a very good fruit harvest

is anticipated. G. //. P.

North Riding of Yorkshire : March 19. — A
week of dry " March " weather has enabled us to get

on with ploughing, after Turnip sheep, and also Oat
sowing. The land working extremely unkind, and
any amount of harrowing does not reduce it to the

fine tilth so desirable for spring corn. Lambing goes

on fairly, with about an average increase. P'oot-and-

mouth disease yet prevalent in this district.

South Northumberland :^
March 20.—Cold and heavy snow showers. Stirring fallow for

Potatos.

„ 21.—Very cold ; snowing all day. Lifting headlands.

,, 22,—Ditto. Laying on compost.

,, 23.—Ditto, Threshing, cutting straw, and getting home
Turnips.

I. 2S.—Pine winter's day. Turning manure-heap.

,, 26.—Hard frost. Same as ye&terday.

General : Cattle and sheep feeding. Prospective :

Finish turning manure heaps if weather continues

hard. A. jr. D.
Cambridgeshire : March 23.—A cold, stormy

week, which interfered with farm work considerably.

Preparing land for Oats, but prevented sowing them
;

horse-hoed Wheat with two hoes early in the week ;

threshed Oats one day ; carted manure on land and
spread the same ; carted manure from yards ; dug
Twitch one day ; finished raking up hedge clippings.

Some heavy storms of snow, which made quite a

covering. Fine weather needed to finish the seeding.

A. S. iV.

North Bucks : March 25.—Heavy snow-storms

after slight frosts, which is just the weather needed for

reducing the otherwise intractable clods into form.

We have now a fair hope of being enabled to make a

suitable seed-bed for spring com. Beans were all

dibbled, it being impossible to drill them. Lambs fall

thickly, and generally healthy. Roots hold out well.

Abundance of food for all.

Dorsetshire : March 25.—The weather still con-

tinues most unfavourable for farm operations, especially

for Barley sowing, which is now nearly a month late ;

there is even no prospect of attempting it yet, as the

ground is by no means in a fit condition. Oat sowing,

as a rule, is finished. Severe frosts, with heavy snow-
storms and biting east winds, have set in, compelling

farmers to look closely after their lambs. Many lambs
are dying, as is supposed, from being chilled ; they

suddenly get lame, then lose all power of their legs

and die. The supply of roots is still most plentiful,

and they may be purchased in almost unlimited quan-

tities at loj. per ton, or even less, y . B. C.

Ross-shire : March 25.—A thorough change of

weather. On Thursday morning all was covered with

snow to a considerable depth, and it has continued

stormy ever since. Ordinary outdoor occupation is for

the time stopped. To-day also stormy.

March 18.—Preparing for Oats.

,, ig.— Sowing Oats—4 bush, per acre.

,, 20,—Preparing for Barley land after Turnip eating by
sheep.

,, 21,—Driving manure for Potatos.

,, 22.—Ditto.

,, 23.— Driving town manure.

East Lothian : Alarch 25.—During the past week
there has been quite a change in the weather, showers
of hail and snow, with north-easterly winds, have been
the order of the day since I wrote last. All work on

the farm, such as ploughing, sowing, &c,, has been
stopped, so that there is literally nothing to do but cart

out manure to the fields, so that it may get well rotted

before Turnip time. It has been very bad weather for

lambing, a few deaths amongst lambs having occurred

from cold ; I don't think there will be more than

a lamb and a quarter to each ewe this year. Wheat is

still looking well ; none of the other grains are through

the ground yet. The work done last week was carting

Turnips home, ploughing, rolling, sowing Barley, bag-

ging Potatos for first day or two ; the work likely to be

done is ploughing, threshing, and carting out manure.

//. B.
West Sussex : March 25.—The weather has at

last changed, and we have a sharp frost every night,

and cold dry days. We feared that we should have

spring frosts that would be injurious to such early

vegetation, but they have come so soon that perhaps

not much harm will be done to farm produce, and per-

haps not much to fruit—at least, not to such as the

farmers' gardens usually produce. Sowing is being

pushed on as fast as the sheep can feed the Turnips
out of the way. The land works very coldly, and

'

takes double the work that it requires some years.

Food is still abundant, and likely to be so till at least

the middle of summer, as the roots will last well out,

and the seeds are good, and live stock arc rather in

short supply, and this year the increase is not so great
as usual. We never heard of so many barren ewes
and cows ; one-fifth or one-quarter ewes among the
old ones is not uncommon, and limbs sell at about
loj-. a head more than last year, or about 2s. a stone.

So there is not much inducement to keep any longer

than they are marketable. But though fat are dear,

lean are dearer still in proportion. G. S.

Notices to Correspondents.
Farmers' Almanacs : W. L. cannot find a Farmers"

Almanac worth the cost. We believe that either Johnson
&Shaw"s"(Ridgway), or the Farm Almanac, published

by Cassell, is worth the shilling charged for it ; and in

both these are generally details on sheep farming, which
may be consulted with advantage. Will he name the

two he now possesses ?

Land Ticnure Reform Association: Stoke Nauing-
ton. Apply at the address of the Secretary of the Land
Tenure Reform Association, Buckingham Street,

Strand, W.C.
Stallions : Tyro, Aberystwith. In answer to your

inquiry about the Glasgow Show of Stallions, we have
obtained the followmg paper from the Border Union
Agricultural Society :

— " Regulations for Prize Draught
Stallions (two prizes, ,^50 each), Season 1871.—The
stallions must serve for the ensuing season within the

eastern and western districts of the society ; it being

left to the society to decide the districts in which the

horses are to travel ; and the horses shall be shown
weekly at the principal market towns in their respective

divisions throughout the season, from April 7 to July 21,

a preference being always given to the members of the

society who may offer mares. And the owners, to entitle

them to payment, must provide satisfactory evidence

that their stallions have been sure foal-getters, and that

they have left sufficient produce in their respective dis-

tricts to the satisfaction of the committee of the society,

before the premiums will be paid. These premiums will

not be given to any horse accepting a premium from any

other society for the same season, and those obtaining

them will not be permitted to travel beyond the district

allowed by the society, under the penalty of forfeiting

the same. Any successful competitor who may not

comply with the above regulations, will not only forfeit

the premium, but will also be precluded from competing

at any of the society's future exhibitions. Terms, 25^.

a mare. The stallions must be exhibited at the spring

show of the society, to be held at Kelso on March
30, 1871.—By order, William Jkrdan, Secretary,

Kelso. February 17, 1871." To this we add, that

the form of agreement between owners of stallions

and the representatives of any district desiring one
is a simple statement that the owner of the horse chosen
shall comply with the society's regulations. The groom
is employed by the horse's owner, and paid by him, but

he gets 2J. td. each mare served over and above the

agreed upon terms of 25^. There has never been any
provision made in case of accident or death to the horse,

but it is presumed that if he becomes disabled the premium
would be withheld. There isa great diversity of opinion as

to the number of mares a horse in full vigour is able to

serve. Of the three gentlemen who formed the depu-
tation from the Border Union Society 12 months ago,

one said from 80 to 100 mares ; another, from 100 to

160 ; and the other, from 80 to 120 mares.
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MARK LANB.
Monday, March 25.

There was a moderate supply of English Wlieat to

this morning's market, and all good-conditioned samples

brought an advance of is. per qr. upon the prices of this

day se'nnight. For foreign there was a limited demand,
at an advance of is. per qr. upon the low prices lately

accepted. For Barley, Eeans, and Peas there was more
inquiry, at the extreme rates of last week. Oats were 6d.

per qr. dearer. Maize brought an advance of is, per qr.

Flour was steady, and unchanged in value.

Price per imperial Quarter. s. s.
\

\s.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk.. Whits
— fine selected runs do,

— Talavera
— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind &dist.,26j to 31J. . Chev.— Foreign..grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan.. ..315. to 33J. ..Tick
— Pigeon 37i. to ^Zs. ..Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex,and Kent. .Boilers
- Maple, 365. to 3&r Grey

Maize
Flou r, best marks delivered .. per sack
— 2d ditto ditto

— Foreign perbarrel|24—28 Per sack
Wbdnbsday, March 27.

The grain trade to-day, although not active, ruled firm.

The supply of English Wheat was small, but there was a
marked improvement in the condition. The demand
was limited for all qualities, but prices were well main-
tained. Foreign Wheat, the show of which was moderate,
sold quietly, at the advanced rates of Monday last.

Barley changed hands slowly, on former terms.

The Mall trade was quiet, but steady. Oats and
Maize were purchased to a moderate extent, at th;

-26

31—33

Feed ...

Feed ...

Feed ...
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32—34
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38-60
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extreme prices previously current. Beans and Peas were
dealt in cautiously, at recent quotations. Flour was
quiet, but firm in value.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London bv Water Carriage-

English &
Scotch..

Irish

Forei^ .

.

Wheat

Qrs.

300

3260

35^

Barley,

Qrs.

4080

Oats.

Qrs.

Flour.

( 900
\ 1000 brls

Liverpool, March 26.—Owing to the favourable

change in the weather the feeling was much quieter, and
only a limited consumption. Business was done in

Wheat at something under Friday's rates, but at an
advance on the week of id. to 2d. per cental. Flour in

only moderate request ; barrels 6d. and sacks is. dearer.

Beans and Peas unchanged. Indian Com very slow

;

mixed American nominally 28?. 6d. to zBs. ^d. per 480 lb.
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LAVv^N MOVv^ERS FOR 1872.
The Mowing Machine is now so indispensable, that no one who desires to have a well-kept Lawn

(and few there are who do not) would for one Season be without one.

Messrs. J. B. Brown & Co.,

As is well known, having had their name prominently connected with Lawn Mowing Machines for

the last 14 years, and having constantly bestowed close attention to every peculiarity of detail affecting

the successful working of all the various Lawn Mowers, have resolved, as they have done on former

occasions, not to place before the Public any one particular Lawn Mowing Machine.

They have decided to adopt a List of the best Machines as under, and any one Mowing Machine

selected from Messrs. Brown's List can scarcely fail to give satisfaction.

Early Orders for delivery in Spring or at required time will be esteemed a favour.

All Warranted, and Delivered Free to any Railway Station, and if not approved of may be exchanged

for any other makers' Machine, or may be at once returned unconditionally.

SHANKS'S LAWN MOWER
FOR 1872.

THE AMERICAN LAWN MOWER
FOE 1872.

Shanks's Lawn Mower is well known for being a very serviceable

and satisfactory Machine. It is confidently recommended for these
essential advantages—ease in working, simplicity in construction, great

durability, and executing its work in a superior manner.

PRICES—Carriage Free to all Railway Stations,
Width of Cutter.
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LAWES'S MANURES for GRASS LAND should
be applied during; the months of Februarj' and March. Nitrate

of Soda supplied ex Snip or from Stocks at Docks at London, Liver-

pool, and other ports, at lowest market prices.

JOHN RENNET LAWES, 59, Mark Lane, London. E.G.
Branch Offices :—Market Street, Shrewsbury ; 22, Eden Quay,

Dublin ; Womanby Street, Cardiff; Cumberland Road, Erislol

;

63, Constitution Street, Leith ; fand 34, Market Street, Aberbcen.
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED BONES.
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME,
LAWES'S WHEAT, RARLEY, GRASS and MANGEL MANURE.
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses or

through any of the appointed Aeents throushout the United Kingdom.
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and other CHEMICAL MANURES; AMERICAN
and other CAKES, at market prices.

Caro Guano.

/CHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO, rich in Soluble

^^ Phosphates and Nitrogenous Organic Matter. See Chemical

Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for Grain and Root

Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to Peruvian.

Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO., Billiter Street, London, E.C^

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for CORN CROPS.

ODAMS-S NITRO-PHOSPHATE. or BLOOD MANURE,
for ROOTS and GREEN CROPS GENERALLY.

ODAMS'S DISSOLVED liuNES.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHflSPHATE of LIME.
ODAMS'S NITRO-|;n'[H)SPII.\TE (or Prepared) GUANO.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL BARLEY MANURE.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL MANGEL MANURE.
ODAMS'S TOP-DRESSING MANURE.

MANUFACTURED

"PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE,
BLOOD MANURE COMPANY (LIMITED),

Consisting of
TENANT FARMERS occupying upwards of 80,000 acres of Land.

Chief Office—109, Fenchurch Street, London. E.C.
Western CouNxrES Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
Chairman—Robert Leeds, Castleacre, Norfolk.

Defuty-Ckatrman—John Collins, 255, Camden Road, N.W.
Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Herts,
Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon, Norfolk,
George Savitl, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
Thomas Webb, Hildcrsham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.
C. J. Lacy, 60, West Smithfield, E.C.
J. C. Jonas, Cambridge.
Herbert Bird, Shortacres, Peterborough.

Mattaging- Director.—James Odams.
Several Hundred ThousandTons of the Manures have been supplied

to the Agricultural Public, and the increasing demand that exists for

them is the best proof of the appreciation in which they are held.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of the local agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.
Chief Offices, 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

AMIES' PATENT CHEMICAL FERTILISER.—
This Manure has been used for two years, with remarkable

success, and with almost every variety of crop—Cereals, Roots, Fruits,
and Flowers.
Three hundred quarts of Shelled Peas of the Ne Plus Uitra sort

were produced on a plot of ground 24 feet by 14 feet.

Suttons' Flourball Polatos were grown i^.^ lb. in weight each, sound
and good ; three roots yielded a bushel of tuber. Similar results were
obtamed from Strawberries, Pears, Asparagus, &c.
China Asters, perfect in shape and colour, 5 inches in diameter ; and

Chrysanthemums 5% inches in diameter, were produced from the use
of this Fertiliser.

Besides being sold in bulk to large consumers, the fertiliser is

supplied in tins, with full directions for use.
Manufactured by BATCHELOR and CO. (Patentees), and sold

wholesale by the UNIVERSAL MANURE COjMPANY, 37 and 38.
Mark Lane, EC, where samples of produce may be seen, and
Testimonials, prices, &c., obtained.

rjTHE

PURE DISSOLVED EONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE.forTop-Dressing
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITROPHOSPHATE
MANGEL, HOP and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Ponar,

&Co,), NITR.\TEofSODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, Sic
lib, Fenchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840),

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

Tlie Cheapest and Best Insecticide.OOLEYS TOBACCO POWDER.
Of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

G I S H U R
COMPOUND.

S T

Magni-
fied.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in
solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
ot from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in
boxes, II., 31., and lor. 6d.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

By Royal Appointment.
TO ^^ .^^ -^ TO THE

Her U\}est\:
'3^<''^'^^^i^

Prince of Wales.
By Special Warrant, dated 2^^"^^=^X ^^ Special Warrant, dated

December 27, 1865. E^^<tej&> ^^:i>^ February 10, 1866.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, Original and
Sole Proprietors of the

STOCK-BREEDERS' MEDICINE CHEST.
For Disorders in Horses, Cattle, Calves, Sheep, and Lambs, and the

Inventors of the FIRST Animal Medicines ever known as " DAY'S,"
This matchless little Chest contains the following world-renowned
remedies, nearly all that a Farmer can require to keep his Stock free
from disease, and in line and healthy condition :

—

The CHEMICAL EXTRACT, for Wounds, Swollen Udders, &c
The GASEOUS FLUID, for Scour or Diarrhcca, and all Pains
The RED DRENCHES, for Cleansing the Blood, and for Fevers
The RED PASTE BALLS, for producing Vigour and High Spirit.
Price of Chest complete, with Guide to Farriery, £3 16s. 6d.

Awarded CERTrriCATE of Merit by the National Agricultural
Society of Victoria, Australia, Spring Exhibition, 1871.
DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, 22, Dorset Street, Baker Street,

London ; and Wantage, Berks,

MEDICATED TOBACCO PAPER (Genuine),
undoubtedly the best and most economical Fumigator.

Circulars and all particulars on application.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

fTiOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-X HOUSES.—Will destroy Thrip. Red Spider, Green and Black
Hy, and Mealy Bug, and burns without the assistance of blowing,
and is entirely free from paper or rags. Price 31. 6d, per lb., carriage
free. A reduction in price for large quantities.
To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS and SONS, Tobacco Manufac-

turers, 112, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, E.G., of whom Copies of
Testimonials may be obtained : axid of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

cOTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE
COW FITTINGS,

UNITED

Their advantages are— Portability, not fi.\tures, removable at

Pleasure; no Woodwork o: Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
'ermln; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width

and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to
infection, Deing all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 551.
Prospectuses (rce of COTTAM and CO., Iron WorKS, 2, Wmsley

Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street^ London, W., where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and Packing. Second sized Arch-

angel, loos, ; Petersburg, 605. and Sos. ; superior close Mat, 45s,, 50J,,

and 55.T.
;
packing Mats, 20s., 301., and 35^, per 100; and every other

description of Mats at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,
4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.—TANNED NETTING (or

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds. &c., 2 yards wide,
3d, per yard, or 100 yards, 20s ; 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards,

20J. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, dd. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, IS per yard ; ^4-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard. Also
TIFFANV. Can be had in any quantity of

EATON and DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge, E.C.

G ALVANISED WIRE NETTING,
Awarded " Mention Extraordinaire" at the Amsterdam

Exhibition,

Prices per Lineal Yard, 24 inches high.

Mostly used for Light. Medium. Strong.

in. Poultry .

.

\ in. 'Rabbits, Hares, &c.

; in. Smallest Rabbits Sd.

All guaranteed, and carriage paid to any railway station.

J. B. BROWN and CO,
Offices—go, Cannon Street, London, E.C, ; Netting Warehouse and

Factory, 4, Laurence Pountney Place (close to the Offices).

B ARNARD, BISHOP, AND BARNARDS'
MACHINE-MADE

WIRE NETTING.

GALVANISED AFTER MADE.
Per lineal Yard, 24 inches wide. Delivered at all

Railway Stations.

j= No. 19
S Proof against' ^a"K<=-
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JONESS PATENT " DOUBLE L " SADDLE
BOILER.

These Boilers possess all the id\antat,es of the old Saddle It ikr

with the following improvements \iz , the water spate at bii.k \i d

over top of saddle increases the healmg surface to such an extent

that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the

amount of work with the same quantity of fuel; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, antf likewise the space occupied ; at the

same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They arc made o( the follow-

ing sizes :—
Siics.

High.

48
,

48
,

Wide.
18 in.

18
,,

24 •»

24 >
28 „
30 .,

36 ..

48 „
96 .

108
,

144 1

To heat of
4-in. i'ipc.

Feet.
300
400
500
700
850

1,00a

1,400
1,800

2,600

4. 500

Price.

C 'd.

100 o o

And are kept in Stock and sold only by the Inventors and Patentees,

J. Jones & Sons.

Price Lists of HOT-WATER PIPES and Connections, with
Boilers, of all sizes and shapes; or ESTIMATES for HOT-WATER
APPARATUS, erected complete, will be sent on application.

J. TONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Dankside, Southwark,
London, S.E.

^m ^
H OT-WATER APPARATUS

erected complete, or the Materials supplied for Heating

Tubnijr Boiler, -with
H'ater Bars.

GREENHOUSES,
HOTHOUSES.

CONSERVATORIES,
j,ut.^.^^ ry,,;-,! CHURCHES,
imprcvea LcniLal. PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, &c.
H O T -W A T E R

PU'ES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and
T Pieces, Syphons, and
ever>' other connection
kept in stock.
WROUGHT and

CAST-IRON CONI-
CAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONI-
CAL, also ELLIPTIC
BOILERS, from 24s.

each.

Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
with or without Water-bars, from 525. bd. each
CAST and WRUUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on

Stand, for use without brickwork, from 6oj. each.

PortaiU BciUr. SS^^^^'^^^^

and other VALVES,
FURNACE

DOORS, BARS,
and FURNACE
WORK of every

description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER
RINGS for Pipe

1 Joints ; Sockets re-

Saddle Boiler, with Water
Bars.

no other pack- f\quir
ing, and are perlectly
water-light.

Goods, of the very best manufacture, delivered at Railway or
Wharf in London.
LYNCH WHITE, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

London, S.E. (Surrey side of Blackfriars Bridge).
Price List on application.

Fortal)Ie and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus
FOR

HEATING
CONSERVATORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
PRIVATE RESIDENCES,

&c.

TRUSS' PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and
LEAKLESS PIPE JOINT and PATENT CRACKLESS

EXPANSION-JOINTED TUBULAR BOILERS, of a VARIETY
of FORMS, PORTABLE or for BRICKWORK SETTING. They
are the MOST POWERFUL, whilst ONLY CONSUMING HALF
the FUEL of OTHER BOILERS. PORTABLE BOILERS, to

HEAT ANY LENGTH of PIPING; and ANY PERSON can

TAKE these BOILERS, as also the PIPES, APART, and
SPEEDILY PUT THEM TOGETHER AGAIN.

T. S. Truss begs to state that the immense number of APPA-
RATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in all parts of the

Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at South Kensington
and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a guarantee for skill ol

design, superior materials, and good workmanship ; while the great

advantage obtained by his Improved System cannot be over-estimated,

consisting of perfectly tight joints with neatness of appearance ; eflects

3 saving of 25 per cent, on cost of Apparatus erected compared with

other systems ; facility for extensions, alterations or removals without

injury to Pipes or Joints; easily and expeditiously erected; and per-

fectness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY.
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,
Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water and

Steam Apparatus Manufacturer,

' Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.

JAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders
and Hot-Water App.\ratus Manuf.a.cturers,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E,

i)C\{\ CUCUMULU and MLIa.>:. l;OXES and
f^yjyj LIGHTS, all sizes. Glazed and Painted complete, ready
for immediate use, packed anci sent to all parts of the Kingdom.
Strong GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, 51. each.

GLASSES, all sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gentrj', and Trade in most of the
Counties in England.

C:i.REENHOUSES from the FINSBURY STEAM
T JOINERY WORKS, 121, Bunhill Row London, E.G.

W, H. LASCELLES, Proprietor. Lists sent on application.

Pr ces for Houses asabo\e madeof best red deal and sashes 2 inches
thick glazed with 16 oz good sheet glass del ered and hxed v thm
30 miles of London, painted four coats in best oil colour, including
locks, gutter, down-pipe, and gearing for opening the ventilators at
one time,—heating, staging, brickwork not included ;

—

20 it. by 13 ft. 40 ft. by 16 ft. 60 ft. by 20 ft. too ft. by 24 ft.

^£4000 ;£79 O O ;{;i32 O O £238 10 O
GARDEN LIGHTS AND BOXES.

3 ft. by 4 ft. lights, 2 in. thick, unglazed v. each
„ ,, glazed, i6-oz. good sheet glass .. .. os. „

6 ft. „ „ a in. thick, unglared V- u
„ ,, glazed, 16 oz. good sheet glass .

.

iii. ,,

Portable box containing one 6 ft. by 4 ft. light, painted tour
coats, ready for use .. .. .. 30*, ,,

Portable box containing two ditto, 6 ft by 8 ft. . . .

.

551. „
Estimates given for Conservatories or Greenhouses to any Desiga

(^:j_ EORGE'S PATENT C A L O R I G E N,^^
For WARMING and VENTILATING.

Prices :
—

CoAL Calorigen, £6 6s. I Gas Calorigen, ^3 3^.
Height, 36 ins. ; diameter, 21 do. | Height, 28 ins. ; diameter, 14 do.

A—the interior of the Room ; B—exterior of the Building ; C—wall

;

D—the Calorigen; E—a Cylinder; F—pipes communicating to
supply air for combustion, and carry off product; G—pipe for
passage of Cold Air to Calorigen ; H—outlet for ditto after being
made warm ; I—gas burner ; J—door.

The only Gas Stove which retains the whole of the Heat given of!

by the Gas without vitiating the atmosphere.

It will be found very valuable in the Nursery or Sick Room, Damp
Buildings, Shops, Conservatories, Offices, &c. Exhibited in the
Exhibition of 1871 (Department of Scientific Inventions). May be
inspected at the Sole Manufacturers,

J. F. FARWIG AND CO.,

36, Queen Street, Cheapside, London, E.G.

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

^HE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
materials of great durability. The plainer sorts are especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR-
DENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, take up little

room, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-
pense, as do " grown " Edg-
ings, consequently being much
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, S:c, in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, S.E.; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road,E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES." PLANT

COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from y. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of
great durability, Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds,
Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c.
F. andG. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants.—See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.
Fine 14*^ Coarse i/i.perTon. In Truck Loads 15. pcrTon less.

Delivery by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway or
Whart, 25. per Ton extra. Samples of Sand free by post,
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT

PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.
F. AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberaf discount to the Trade.

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS,
Combining Strength and Durability.

IRON AND WOOD
CONSEEVATOEIES,

Of the most Chaste and Elaborate Design.

VINERIES, PINERIES,
PEACH HOUSES, FORCING HOUSES,

GLASS CASES

For Wall Trees, Pits, &c,.

Designed and Built, combining all the latest Improve-

ments, so as to answer their intended purposes without

risk of disappointment.

Plans, Specifications, and Estimates oh application.

ORMSON'S IMPROVED WELDED

Wrought-iron

CONVOLUTED BOILERS
Are better than Cast-Iron Boilers, because— They

do not crack, they require no insurance, they will burn

any kind of fuel, they are safe from sudden failure.

Henry Ormson,
Horticultural Builder to Her Majesty, and Hot-Water Apparatus
Manufacturer to the Commissioners of Her Majesty's Royal Palaces
and Public Buildings, and to the Royal Rorticultural Society,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA,
LONDON, S.W.

The Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL E»Si3BJ!lS!Q> PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips), Manufac-
t» turer of TERRA COTTA VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN
BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL AREORETTES, STATUARY,
GARDEN POTS (from 2 to 30 inches in diameter), of superior quality,
withstand frost, and do not become green; EDGING TILES, &c.
Sec specimens in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free.
Book of Drawings, ^d. each.

lOIIN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

B
By Appointment to H.E.H. Tlie Prince of Wales.
^ARTOWS PATENT STABLE and HARNESS

ROOM FITTINGS. BRACKETS, &c.

Patronised by H, II. the Viceroy of Eg^-pt, tlie King of the Belgians,
the King of Italy, the King of Holland, by the principal Nobilily of
the Kingdom, and adopted by the first Architects and Builders of
England and the Continent. Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt
of six stamps
For ALTERATION oi STABLES a competent person can be sent

to any part, to inspect and give Estimates.
JAMES BARTON, Iron Works, 370, Oxford Street, W.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN.

The British, Indian and Colonial Governments,

7000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Ironmasters,
&c., &c.,

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK,
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE tfc COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.
SOLD IN ALL COLOURS.

2 CWT. Free to aU Stations.
Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent post free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.,
And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK. DUBLIN.

NO AGENTS.
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Bee-Hives.—Two Silver Medals Awarded to
GEO. NEIGHBOUR AND SONS, at the Paris Exhibitinn of 1867.

The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver Medal for Eec-hives.

NEIGHBOURS' IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighijour& Sons,"

working three bell-glasses, is

neatly and strongly made of
straw; it has three windows
in the lower Hive. This Hive
will be found to possess many
practical advantages, and is

more easy of management than
any other Bee-Hive that has
been introduced.

Price, complete. .£1 15 o
Stand for aitto . . o 10 6
The L I G U R I A N or

ITALIAN ALP BEE being
much in repute, G. N. & Sons
supply a Swarm of Bees with
?enuine Italian Queen, in the
mproved Cottage Hive, at

£4, Hive mcluded.
An Italian Alp Queen, with

full directions for uniting to
Black Stocks, i$s. each.
ENGLISH BEES. — Stocks

and Swarms may be obtained
as heretofore,
THE APIARY. By A.

Neighbour. 5^., postage 4^,

A newly arranged Catalogue of other Improved Hives, with Draw-
ings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.
Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers, made by

James Lee, of Windlesham, at his prices.

Address, GEO. NEIGHBOUR AND SONS, 127, High Holborn,
WX. ; or 149, Regent Street, W.

GREEN'S PATENT " SILENS MESSORS" or
NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-

LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

The WINNER of EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES of
COMPETITION.

N-B. Parties having Lawn '\Iu\ers to Repair uiU dt well to send
them either to our Leeds or London Establishments when the> \m11
have prompt attention, as an efticient staff of workmen are kept at
both places.

REEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS,G DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and
GRAVEL PATHS,

Suitable for Hand or Horse-pow

Illustrated Price Lists free on application,
THOMAS GREEN and SON, Sinithfield Iron Works, Leeds;

54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.

U IR J.
PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.

kJ Reduced Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and
other Glass Roofs, for three stamps —HEREMAN and MORTON,
14, Tichborne Street, Regent 'Ju.idr.int. Lorulon. \V^

The Patent Imperisliable Hotliouse.AYRES'S PATENT.
GLASS, IRON, and CONCRETE.

Before building a Plant or Fruit House oi any kind, send six

stamps, and obtain the Illustrated Prospectus of the

IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
Newark-on-Trent, Notts.

MANAGER—W. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S..
Imperishable Hothouse Company, Newark-on-Trent.

Plans, Specifications and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice.

The Opening of~~Parlianient"aiid the London Season.
NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and MEMBERS of PARLIAMENT

having their CUT FLOWERS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES, &c,,
for^varded to their TOWN HOUSES, should USE

CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE TRANS-
_
MISSION CASES, pronounced by the Royal Horticultural

Society " the best now in use."
These Cases are now reduced in price for cash, and can be obtained

from the Agents or Patentee, Gloucester, to whom all communications
should be addressed.
Intending Exhibitors in the Patent Cases should give their orders

at once, to insure the Paint and Varnish being thoroughly dr^'.

The No. ra, The "MALTON" Plant, Flower, &c,. Protector,
Varnished, packed and forwarded on the receipt of 8^., in postage
stamps, or order.—Gloucester, January 17.

Amateur Gardeners are recommended to Use the
SIDNEY PATENT HAND SOWER, for Sowing all

sorts and sizes ol Flower and Vegetable Seeds. Also for de«
stroying Aphis with POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER; and for
Dusting plants with Sulphur for Mildew.
To be obtained of Messrs POLLARD, JEPHSON.and CO., Bear

Garden, Soulhwark, Aj^'ricultural Engineers; Messrs. CARTER,
DUNNETT,and BEALE, Holborn; Mebsrs. SUTTON and SONS,
Reading,

Sold by all Seedsmen and Ironmon{;ers in Town and Countr>'.

Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.
JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and

iq, Elosson Street, Shorcdilch, London. E.
CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.

Genuine White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, 6^c,'
GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER

HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.
Prices upon application.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Majiufactured' Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Pa

THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 3(jA, King Wi
'alterns of Colours, apply to

am Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, Stc, from

Decay. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

2S9, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, alwaj's kept in stock.

S3- TENDERS given for HEATING CHUECHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

TIE "AUTOIATOI" LAWI lOWEES.
THE BEST, SIMPLEST, AND MOST DURABLE MACHINES.

They leave no ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping

a Lawn or Croquet Ground in first-rate order. They will either Collect

the Cut Grass in the box, according to the approved English method, or

leave it on the lawn, by taking the box off. They are fitted with the best

wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and hardened steel pivots

and bearings.

Over 6,000 are now in use.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inches. Prices from 55s.

I^° Carriage Paid lo all theprincipal Raiknay Stations in England,

They are warranted to give satisfaction, and a month's trial is allowed. Orders e.vecuted on receipt.

ILLUSTRATED LISTS Free by Post, and Testimonials from Thirty EngUsh Counties. Also

NEW AND IM PROVED GARD EN ROLLERS.
RANSOMES, SIMS, and HEAD, IPSWICH.

BETWEEN 5000 AND 6000 OF
FOLLOWS k BATE'S PATENT "CLIMAX" and "ANGLO-AMERICAN" LAWN MOWERS

PORTABLE FIRE AND
GARDEN ENGINES.

Prices :
{

WERE SOLD IN 1871,

"CLIMAX."
6-inch,

I

7-inch,
j

8-inch, 1 lo-inch,

L^ S'- I £1 15^-
I £2 S^- I £2 iS-f-

AND 10,000 ARE BEING PREPARED FOR 1872.

" ANGLO-AMERICAN."
12-inch, 1 14-inch,

j
16-inch,

I

18-inch,
I

20-inch, 1 24-inch, I 30-inch,

£i. I £4 los.
I ^5 10s.

I
£6 10s.

1 £7 los.
I £g. \ /14.

These Machines are adapted equally well for Collecting the Grass or Spreading it on the ground, thus combining datk systems in one Machine.
They will cut long or short Grass, we/ or dry, on flat or on the most nneven surfaces. Every Machine is fully gu.aranteed, and a trial allowed.
Illustrated Catalogues, containing Opinions of the Press, Testimonials from all p.arts of the Kingdom, and full particulars, forwarded Post

Free on application to

FOLLOWS AND BATE, MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS,
BUTTON STREET WORKS, MANCHESTER.

JOHN Vv^ARNER & SONS,
8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE, LONDON.

AQUAJECrS.

CAST-IRON COLONIAL PUMPS. GARDEN PUMPS.

HORTICULTURAL LIST" for the present season will be forwarded

PORTABLE PUMPS
For Manure or Water.

JOHN WARNER and SON'S
Post Free upon application, containing Illustrations and Prices of GARDEN ENGINES, AQUAJECTS, W.\TER
BARROWS, PORTABLE FIRE and GARDEN ENGINES, CONSERVATORY PUMPS, HOSE REELS,
COLONIAL PUMPS, FORCE PUMPS, PORTABLE PUMPS, CHAIN PUMPS, GARDEN PUMPS,
BRANCH PIPES, SYRINGES, FOUNTAIN JETS, FUMIGATORS, METALLIC STRING, &c„ &c.

GARDEN ENGINES.

WATER BARROWS.
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Notice.
/^ARDENERS' CHRONICLE
VT TURA^ GAZETTE.—The VOLUM
price, in cloth, £i 6s. 6d-

\V. RICHARDS, 41, 'Wellington Street. Strand. W.C

AND AGRICUL-
ME for 1871 is now ready

:

Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: or, The Art of
DESCRIBING Pl.\nts correctly, in Scientific Language, for Sell

I nstruction and the Use of Schools. Price is.

OCHOOL BOTANY; or. The Rudiments ofO Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price 5j. 64.

London : BRADBURY, E\'ANS, AND CO., 10. Bouveric Street. EC.

Now ready, price is., free by post for 13 stamps, with 9 Illustrations;

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Veeetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,

which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.C. ; throufih all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, KJngston-on-Thames.

Now ready,

THE SALIX, or WILLOW. By W. Scaling.
Willow Nurseryman, Basford. Notts. A revised and enlarged

edition, containing Instructions (or its Plantinij and Culture, with
Obser\-ations upon its Value and Adaptability for the Formiition of
Hedges and Game Coverts,

Post free II. : orof SIMPKIX. MARSHALL, AKD CO., London.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT and
FLOWERS (by the Rev. John Fountaine, Southacre,

Brandon), being a practical combination of Vinery, Orchard House
and Conservatory, as now worked in a New House erected for the
purpose at Chiswick. Third Edition, Illustrated. Free for seven
stamps to the

Joiirttal of HorticHlture Office, 171, Flee t Street ; or to the Author.

Large 8vo, cloth, 31s, 6d.,

fPHE GARDENER'S ASSISTANT : a Guide to the
J- Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Garden, Conservatory, Greenhouse,
&c. By Robert Thompson, late of the Royal Horticultural Society's
Gardens. Coloured Plates and many Woodcuts.
"The best compendious treatise on modern gardening."

—

Dnily
TtUgtapk.

London: BLACKIE and SON, Paternoster Buildings, E.C.

Garden Books.

A HANDY-BOOK of the FLOWER GARDEN;
being Practical Directions for the Propagation, Culture, and

Arrangement of Plants in Flower Gardens all the year round

;

embracing all Classes of Gardens, from the largest to the smallest.
With Engraved Plans, illustrative of the various Systems of
Groupintrm Beds and Borders. By David Thomson, Gardener
to His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch, K.G., at Druralanrig.
Second Edition, enlarged. 8vo, ^s. 6d.

HANDBOOK of HARDY HERBACEOUS and
ALPINE FLOWERS for GENERAL GARDEN DECORA-
TION. Containing Descriptions, in Plain Language, of upwards
of 1000 Species of Ornamental Hardy Perennial and Alpine Plants,
adapted to all Classes of Flower Gardens, Rockwork, Groves, and
Waters; along with Concise and Plain Instructions for their
Propagation and Culture, By Willi am Sutherland. Gardener
to the Earl of Minto; formerly Manager of the Herbaceous
Department at Kew. Crown 8vo, -js. 6d.

A BOOK ABOUT ROSES : How to Grow and Show
them. By S. Revsolds Hole, Author of A LUtle Tour in
Inlami. Third Edition, 7s. 6J.

THE HANDBOOK of B E E S, and THEIR
PROFITABLE MANAGEMENT. By A. Pettigrew,
Rusholme, Manchester. 45. 6d.

THE BOOK of the GARDEN. By Charles
M'Intosh. In Two large Volumes, Royal Octavo, embellished
with 1353 Engravings. £4 -js. 6d.

THE GARDENER. Edited by David Thomson,
Author of Handy Book of the Flower Garden, &c. The April
Number contains—Gardeners' Wages— Forcing Peaches: Tem-
perature—Weiring Fruit Walls—Notes on Hardy Conifers—The
rerniehurst Orchids—A Gossip on the Genus Begonia—Hints for
Amateurs: April—Erica Lamoertia rosea—Strawberry Forcing

—

Simpson's Patent "Wortley" Celery Collar—Notes on Autumn and
Wmter Flowering Plants—New Poiatos—The Gloxinia—Tobacco—Greenhouse Climbers—Notes on Flower Beds— Grand Inter-
national Fruit and Flower Exhibition-Cochl'ostema jacobiana

—

Calendar—Notices to Correspondents. Price 6d., or js. per
annum. Free bv post.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS. Edinburgh and London.

Farm Book-keeping and Records.
SILVER MEDAL.

NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
JEMMETT'S FARM ACCOUNT BOOKS, los.

JEMMETT'S FARMER'S POCKET BOOK, 3s 6d.
ANALYSIS of FARM ACCOUNTS, four Stamps.

Mr. JEMMETT. Murrell Hill Farm, Binfield, Berks. SIMPKIN,
London: LOVEJOY, Reading.

R
Miss Braddon's New NoveLI

The New Novel, by the Author of " Lady Audley's Secret," &c.
In Three Vols., at all Libraries,OBERT AINSLEIGH.

Notice.
[By Afpointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Countrj'. Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, without extra charge
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, 59, Fleet Street, E. C.

PARTNER.—By the retirement of one of the Firm,
an opportunity occurs for an active Working Gardener to become

PARTNER in a small Nurser>-and Jobbing Business, on long lease,
in Islington, on verj- moderate terms.—Apply to Mr. ROE, 20, William
Street, New North Road, Islington, London, N.

THE MANAGER of the celebrated Steam Cultivated
Farms of Messrs. Howard, of Bedford, has a VACANCY for a

PUPIL,—WALTER J. HEN.NL\N, Britannia Farms, Bedford.

MESSRS. R. AND F. ALLUM \vish to ENGAGE
a single young Man, of good character, as GROUND FORE-

MAN. The situation will be a permanent and progressive one to a
suitable Man, Must be a good Knifeman, also Budder and Grafter,
and understand the Propagation of Nursery Stuff in general.—Address,
JD own handwriting, to Lady Bank, Tamwonh-

WANTED, in a small Nursery, near London, a
WORKING OUTDOOR FOREMAN, not over 40 years of

age, who thoroughly understands the Cultivation of Fruit Trees and
Roses, and who has some knowledge of the value ol General Outdoor
Nursery Stock. Unexceptionable references required.—Apply, in c
handwriting, to Z., Messrs. Rutley & Silverlock, 412, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a good JOBBING FOREMAN.—Must
be a quick, active, business Man. Also a quantity of Varie-

gated and Tricolor GER,'\NIUMS. State lowest price-
^ COLEMAN, Florist, Belsize Park. Hampstead. N.W.

WANTED, a competent MAN (Single-handed)
to raise Bedding Plants, Cucumbers, and Vegetables. Cha-

racter must bear tht strictest investigation. Wages, 24J.—Mr.
GROVER, Packington Street, Islington, N.

«.
•

-r-

WANTED, as GARDENER (Single-handed), a
rcs|)ectablc single Man, Whose experience would enable him

to undertake the charge of a Kitchen and Flower Garden, and a
small Greenhouse ; ho would also have the charge of two Cows and
of Pigs.-Rev. A. CKOWDV, Titsey Rectory, Godstone, Surrey.

W'ANTED, as IMPROVERS, three respectable
young Men. not under 18, in a large practical Gardening

Establishment of Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardening. Premiums
required.—A. B., Post Otlice, Worksop, Notts.

WANTED, on a small Farm in Hertfordshire, a
^L^r^icd MAN, who can Build and Thatch Hay and Corn

Stacks, Truss and Bind Hay, and do other skilled work. Wife to
attend to Poultry, A house and garden provided, and liberal wages
given to a comiictcnt and steady Man.—Mr. ARTHUR DANIELL,
Bayford House, Bayford, near tLertford.

WANTED, at once, on a Grass Farm of not more
than 30 Acres, in the immediate neighbourhood of London, an

active MAN, to take charge of Stock. Pigs, and Poultry. He must
thoroughly understand Breeding and Feeding, Wages ;gi per week,
and a cottage on the premises,— .Ajiply, stating previous service, to
X, V. Z,, 10, Ryder Street, .St. lanics', S.W.

Seed Trade
TRAVELLER WANTED.—Must be experienced, and

be able to give unexceptionable references. Situation perma-
nent, with prospect of advancement,—AddresS, stating where pre-
viously employed, and amount of experience and salary rcquirea. to
A. C, Gardeners' Chronicle < ifiice, W.C. All communications will be
treated as strictly confidential.

Seed Trade.
WANTED, a RETAIL SHOPMAN.—Must be

thoroughly up to his work, and quite capable nf taking entire
charge. To a thoroughly efhcient and experienced Man good wages
will be given, with prospect of improvement,—Address, stating
amount of experience, where obtained, and wages rcouired, to H. C,
Gardeners' Chronicle Ofhcc. All communications will be treated as
strictly confidential.

WANT PLACES -Letters^ to be Post Paid.

Experienced Gardeners.
WILLIAM BARRON and SON have several

GARDENERS on their books at the present time whom they
can strongly recommend. Further particulars on application. —
Elvaston Nurseries, liorrowash, near Derby.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifrcations. recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENDERSON AND St) N.Wellington Nursery. St, John's Wood. N.W.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearlv stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.
—Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

WANT PLACES.—John Harrison has a number
of clever, experienced GARDENERS on his books, whose

characters and abilities are everything that can be desired,—North of
England Rose Nursery. Darlington,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, no family
;

thoroughly understands the profession in all its various branches.
Five years a successful exhibitor in Plants and Fruits in last situa-
tions.- N. A- 1 Bedford Cottage. New Road. Barnet, Herts.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married, no family;
practical knowledge of the profession in all its.branches. Twenty

years' experience, and present employer will answer any|inquiries.

—

W. W., It. Grange Road. Camden Town, N.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married, one child;
thoroughly understands Pines, Vines, Peaches. Orchids, Ferns,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Highly recommended by previous employers.—ALPHA, Pine-apple
Nursery, Maida Vale, London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Middle-aged, no incum
brancc; thoroughly understands the profession in all its

branches. Wife a good Cook, or otherwise, if required. Good
character from present and previous employers.—A Z,, Mr, Snuggs,
Grocer, Farnboro', Hants,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35. married, no
incumbrance; understands the Management of Early and Late

Forcing, and Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Three years' good
character. Wile good Dairy or Poultry woman.—H. S. L., Mr. Co.x,
Hatfieid, Herts,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married ; thoroughly
practical in Growing and Forcing all kinds of first-class Fruits,

Flowers, and Vegetables, and the Management of Kitchen and
Flower Gardens ; also Land and Stock if required. Can be well
recommended.—Address, stating wages and full particulars, to H. G,,
Gardener, Harpsden Court, Henley-on-Thames.

GARDENER (Head), age 30, married.—Joseph
DiLLiSTONE 'oflcrs his services to any Lady or Gentleman

requiring a first-class practical Man. He is fully conversant with
every department (both in and outdoor) of a first-class Garden. No
objection to superintend a small Farm. Good references. Salary,
with cottage, ijei per annum.—J. DILLISTONE, 3, Church Lane,
Cheshunt, Herts.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 28, married,
one child ; thoroughly practical in all branches of the profes-

sion. Can be highly recommended. — H. COOK, Tun., Elstree,
Herts, N.W.

^^ARDENER (Head, Working). — Age 27;
VJ thoroughly understands the Cultivation of all Fruits, and has a
thorough knowledge of both Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Four
years' good character.— E. C, 13, Munden Street. Hammersmith, W.

C;j.ARDENER (Head), where two or more are kept.

—

' Age 41, married —Thoroughly understands both Flower and
Kitchen Gardening; also Meadow Land.~T. SIMPSON, Ham
Manor. ArundeL

GARDENER (Head), where three or more are kept.—.\ge32: has great experience in Fruit, Flowers, Ferns, Stove,
Greenhouse, and Alpme Plants, and general rotation of Gardening.
Has been a successful exhibitor. len years' character from last
employer.—G. R., Croydon Post Office.

XJOTHOUSE clocks, in Ornamental Iron Cases,
.u

'*'o"'c,d. Japanned, Enamelled. &c. No glass being used in
the conslruciion of these Clocks, they arc not liable to damage. Also,
the cases being of Iron, ihcy are arc not injured by heat or damp,
and, the keyholes being bushed no dust or water can possibly enter

. .
Going 12 days,

Uoing 12 days, and striking

n. ... but not striking. hours and half-hours
Price, medium size .. " £fl 15 o ., .. /i i o
Price, large size .. ..100.. .. !!i6o

Box and Package free of charge.
In ordering say if Clock is required to hang or stand.

J. T- WAINWRtGHT and C O., Cambridge Street, Birmingham.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE for SILVER.
The REAL NICKEL SILVER, introduced more than ^o years

ago by WILLIAM S. BURTON, when Plated by the patent process
of Messrs. Elkington *!; Co,, is the best article next to silver that can
be used as such, cither usefully or; ornamentally, as by no test can it
be distinguished from real silver.

Patterns. ,
Fiddle or
Old Silver,

Bead. Thread King's orihread. gj^^,.

Table Forks or Spoons,' £, s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
per dozen ' 1 10 .

Dessert do. do. do. ,. I 2 . 17. 1 10 , i 11
Tea Spoons if- . IQ . 11. i a .

These arc all as strongly plated, and are in every respect at least
equal to what other houses arc selling as their first quality at very
much higher prices.

A Second Quality of Fiddle Pattern.
Table Spoons and Forks £i s per dozen.
Dessert 16 „
Tea Spoons .. .. 10 ,,

Tea and Coffee Sets from £z 15s. to £21 i6j. ; Dish Covers from
£g to £26; Corner Dishes, £7 loi. to £18 iSs., the set of fouri Biscuit
Boxes, I2S, to £5 $s. ; Warmers, £7 3S 6d. to £15 15J. ; Cruet and
Lii^uor Frames. Src^ at proportionate prices.

'I he largest stock in existence of plated Dessert Knives and Forks
and Fish-eating Knives and Forks and Carvers.

All kinds of replatin^ done by the patent process.
WILLIAM S, BURFON, Furnishing Ironmonger, by Appointment,

to H. R. H. the Prince of Wales, sends a Catalogue containing upwards
of 8w Illustrations of his unrivalled slock, with lists of prices and plans
of the 20 large Show-rooms, post free. 39, Oxford Street, W. ; i. i a,
2, 3, and 4, Newman Street : 4, S, and 6, Perry's Place ; and i, New-
man Yard, London, W. The Cost of delivering Goods to the most
distant parts of the United Kingdom by Railway is trifling.

WILLIAM S. BURTON will always undertake delivery at a smdl
fixed rate.

K I N A H A N'S L L WHISKY.
7 his celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the very

CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalled, perfectly
pure, and more wholesome than tho finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words, " KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal, label, and cork.
New Wholesale Depot, 6a, Great Titchfield Street. Oxford Strcet.W.C.

WM. YOUNGER and CO.'S
EDINBURGH. INDIA. PALE and DINNER ALES.
Sparkling. Refreshing. Nourishing, and Economical.

To be had of the Principal Retailers.
Observe Trade Marks, as other Brands are frequently substituted.
Breweries. Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belve-

dere Road, S.E, ; Liverpool, i. Seel Street ; Bristol, 14, Norway Quay

;

Dublin Stores, 7. Lower Abbey Street ; Swansea, Quay Parade ;

Glasgow, Queen Street; Birmingham, 13, Temple Street.

o
Grateful—Comforting.EP P S ' S CO

BREAKFAST.
" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern tho

operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of
the fine properties of a well selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our
breakfast-tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may savo
us many heavy doctor's bills."—-CimV Service Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk.
Each packet is labelled,

JAMES EFFS and CO.. Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where two are
kept.—Age 23, single; well understands Vines, Cucumbers,

Melons, and Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardening, Can have four
years' good character and reference from present place.—T. BERRY,
Datchet House, Daichet, Bucks

Fure Aerated Waters.
ELLIS'S RUTHIN WATERS.

Soda, Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Lithia, and for GOUT, Lithia
and Potass';

Corks branded " R. ELLIS and SON, Ruthin," and every label
bears their Trade Mark.
Sold everywhere, and Wholesale of R. ELLIS AND SON, Ruthin,

North Wales. London Agents : W. BEST and SONS, Henrietta
Street, Cavendish Square, W.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

BILIOUS and LIVER COMPLAINTS, Indigestion,
Sick Headache, Loss of Appetite. Drowsiness, Giddiness,

Spasms, and all Disorders of the Stomach and Bowels are quickly
removed by that well-known remedy, FRAMPTON'S PILL o£
HEALTH.
They unite the recommendation of a mild operation with the most

successful effect; and where an aperient is required nothing can be
better adapted.
Sold by all Medicine Vendors, at is. i%d. and 2S. ^. per box, or

obtained through any Chemist.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at is. I'^d., 2S. gd., 4s. 6d., and iii.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 22; now in a large
Establishment, where Plant Growing and Forcing is carried on.

Three years' good character.—O. J., Fawley Court, near Henley-on-
Thames.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Estab-
lishment.—Age 22 ; good reference as to character and abilities.

—A. B., Mary Ann Place, Calford Bridge. London, S,E.

JOURNEYMAN, or FOREMAN in the Houses, in a
Nobleman's or Gentleman's Establishment. Good references.

—

X., Englelield Gardens, Reading, Berks,

To NurserymeiL
IMPROVER, or ASSISTANT, where he can gain a

thorough knowledge of the run of outdoor work.—Age 29;
five years' experience. Good references.—T. E., 6, Castle Place,
Worcester.

DAIRYMAID, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's'
family.—M. A. P., I'ost Office, Foots Cray, Kent.

/COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
^-^ These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the
best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-
tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the
luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning
no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any

' or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary, they are
characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-
liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,
nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alterations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at iJ. I'Ad., 2J. gd., 4$. 6d., and iis., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c GCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE,

la boxes at is. iVtd., 2S, gd., ^s. dd., and iis.
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THE "ARCHIMEDEAN" LAWN MOWER.
LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

EEDUCED PEICES.

LIST OF PRICES.
10-inch, suitable for a Lady or a Boy
12-inch, „ a Lady or a Boy ...

14-inch, „ a Man
16-inch, „ a Man (on level Lawns)

.

£3
4
5
6

DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE TO ALL RAILWAY STATIONS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

No Charge for Packing Cases, which arc most convenient for storing the Machine during the winter.

THE MOWER IS WARRANTED TO GIVE SATISFACTION,
And if not approved of may be returned within a month, and the amount will be refunded.

The very great success which has attended the sale of the " Archimedean " Lawn Mower during the

two seasons of its use in this country, proves that it has, after much opposition, fully established a reputation

of superiority over all others. The increasing demand enables the Manufacturers still to sell at the

reduced prices of last year, in spite of the enhanced value of materials and labour. During the recess much
care and time have been bestowed on the Machine, and a great improvement effected in the Cutters, by which

all ribbing or uneven appearance is entirely prevented. It can now with confidence be recommended as the

SIMPLEST, STRONGEST, AND LIGHTEST LAWN MOWER YET PRODUCED. .

Among other advantages over the ordinary Machines, It may be mentioned that this is the

ONLY MACHINE THAT CUTS LONG OR WET GRASS.

TESTIMONIALS.
'' Far superior to any of ours."—Vide The field.

" Remarkably easy to work."—Vide Gardencis' Magazine,

" The quickest, most simple, and most efficient MoWer ever used."—Vide

Gardeners' Chronicle.

" We feel bound to recommend it to our readers as one of the best Mowers we
have as yet made acquaintance with."—Vide Floral World.

From h. F. BARRON, Esq., Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick Garden, IV.

"Gentlemen,—We have now had your 'Archimedean' Lawn Mower in use

several months, and without hesitation I can truly say it is the best and most efficient

implement of the kind we have ever used."

From Mr. George WYNESS. Royal Gardens, Buckingiiam Palace.

"Gentlemen,— ! beg to say that we have had your Patent 'Archimedean' Lawn
Mower at work in Her Majesty's Gardens at Buckingham Palace for some time past,

and I have much pleasure in testifying that it has given every satisfaction, as it does

its work well and quickly."

From the Honourable D. AsTlEY, East Barsham, Fakenkam, Norfolk.

"The Hon. D. Astley is perfectly satisfied with llie Lawn Mower, and will

recommend it as superior to any other he has tried,"

From the Right Hon. T. F. Kennedy, M.P., Dalgaharra Castle, Maybole, Scotland.
" Gentlemen,^Your little Lawn Mower arrived perfectly safe. There is but one

opinion of it here. All my people, as well as myself, think it an admirable machine.
It does its work beautifully, and, in my opinion, leaves nothing to be wished."

Front Sir Peniston Milbanke, Bart., Eartham, Chichester.
" Begs to enclose cheque for the 'Archimedean' Lawn Mower, and to state that

he is perfectly satisfied with it."

/vv/« Captain Steward, R.E., Upper Halliford, Chertsey.
'* The Lawn Mower works most satisfactorily. I have lately sold a 22-inch

machine of tlie ordinary type, which required—besides a man to work it—a pony and
a boy leading. Your * Archimedean" will perfectly replace it, and will, moreover,
save employing the boy and pony,"

Selling

Agents

WILLIAMS & CO. (Limited), Manufacturers and Patentees,

I, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.G.

JOHN G. ROLLINS,
OLD SWAN WHARF, THAMES STREET, LONDON, S.E.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.; and

21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.
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Agents
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KiCHA&DS, at ChQ Olficci No. 411 WcUiiigt9n Strflot, Pariah of St. Paul's, Covcat Garden, in the said County.—Saturdav, March 30, 1873.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

Notice to Exhibitors—The SPECL^L REGULATIONS for the
COMPETITION for DINNER TABLE DECORATION PRIZES
are now ready, and can be had on application to J. RICHARDS.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
GREAT PROVINCIAL SHOW at BIRMINGHAM, JUNE

25, 26, 27, 28, 29. The Complete Schedule of Prizes will be issued
in a few days, and may be had on application to Mr. JAMES
RICHARDS, Assistant Secrctarj-, Royal Horticultural Society, South
Kensington. London, W., or the Secretary to the Local Committee,
Mr. A. FORREST, 10, Cherry Street, Birmingham.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY—FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL

MEETING, at the TOWN HALL, King Street, Manchester, on
TUESDAY, April 9. BRUCE FINDLAV, Secretary.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
^TURAL SOCIETY.

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1S72.
MAY 17 to 24.

ROSE and FRUIT SHOW, JULY c and 6.

Schedules, &c., may be obtained from the Undersigned
Botanic Gardens. Manchester. BRUCE FIND LAY.
ROYAL NATIONAL TULIP SOCIETY.—SIXIY

POUNDS in PRIZES. Special Prizes for Maiden Growers.
The NEXT EXHIBITION will be held MAY 25, at the Botanical
Gardens. Manchester. For Schedules and further information, apply
to the Hon. Treasurer, SAM. BARLOW, Stakehill. Chadderion, near
Manchester. No entries will be received after April 27,

PLANTING VINES.—Black Hamburgh, and other
leading varieties, can still be supplied, in wcM ripened canes, at

2J. (3d., 31, tjj.. and 51 each ; 34s,, 36s.. and 48?. per dozen,
JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, 102 and 108,

Eastgate Street, Chester.

Fines.

BS. WILLIAMS has now a fine stock of splendidly
• grown Plants, of all the best kinds, including both suckers and

successions of the CHARLOTTE ROTHSCHILD. Prices on
application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

Vines.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to state that he has still in
• stock some good strong planting CANES of all the best varie-

ties. Prices on application.
^'ictoriaand Paradise Nurseries, Upper Hollos-ay, London, N.

Vines.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have

to offer STROSC Planting Canes of BLACK HAMBURGH,
MUSCAT of ALEXANDRIA, and other leading kinds, at very low
prices. LIST, wiih prices, on application.

The " Upton " Nurseries, Chester,

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

WEBBS NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GUNT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double: with every son of Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli, &c.WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SONS DescripUve
,.

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest
quality only. Post free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London. N.

R
British Fern Catalogue.

OBERT SIM will send post free for six postage
. ,

stamps. Part I (Brilish Ferns and their varieties, 36 pagis,
itldudin" pnces of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Dcscriotive
CATALt)£uEofBRITl5HandEXOTICFERNS No 7

"^

Foot's Cray Nurserj-, Sidcup Hill, Kent

Carnations, Piootees, and Pinks.

WOOD AND INGRAM will supply Twenty Pairs of
fine named CARNATION.S and PICOTF.ES for £1. and

Twelve Pairs fine named PINKS for 7^. 6,f,
,
package included.

Selection left to W. & I.—Nurseries. Iluntingdoir

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND strong
GERANIUMS and other BEDDING PLANTS, now ready,

in single pots.
\V. POTTEN.The Nurser)', Sissinghurst, Staplchurst.

To the Trade and Others.

BEST BEDDING GERANIUMS, strong summer
and autumn struck, from store pots, at isi. pcrioo; cuttings,

half-price. Also CZAR VIOLETS, strong, in full bloom,
T. L. MAYO. Floral Nursenes. Hereford

New Roses of 1872.
>AUL AND SON have now ready strong plants of the

above. LIST on application, with description.
The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt. N.

To the Trade.— Standard Roses.

PAUL AND SON have about 2000 Standard and
Half-Standard ROSES, of pood varieties, which, tu clear ground,

they can offer at reduced rates, Price on application.
The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

New Roses for 1872.

JOHN FRASER. Lea Bridge Road Nurseries. E..
begs to announce that good plants of the NEW ROSES of 1872

are now ready.
A priced LIST, with descriptions, may be had on application.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH , Nurseryman and Seed M erchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fru[ting~in~1Pot5~—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Pigs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Rhododendron Stocks and Clematis Roots,
Fit for immediate use, can be supplied byMESSRS. CRIHPS AND SON,

The Nurseries, Tunhridge Wells, Kent.

Rhododendrons, Rhododendrons.
GEO. FARNSWORTH can supply a large quantity

of the above, various si^es: also other NURSERY STOCK, at
a low rate. Prices and samples on application'

The Nurseries, Matlock.

RAUCARIA IMBRICATA.—Fine handsome
specimens, warranted safe for transplanting, 10 to 12 feet, 42^, to

631. each. Larger and smaller sizes at moderate prices.
H. LANE AND SON, The Nurseries, Great Berkhampstead.

CHARLES NOBLE has some thousands of magnifi-
cent Hybrid Seedling RHODODENDRONS, ranging from I to

4 feet. Such Plants are scarcely to be equalled, and the unprecedented
prices at which they are now being sent out are seriously alarming the
Nursery Trade. Bagshot.

JOHN WATERER and SONS, Bagshot, Surrey, are
the Exhibitors of RHODODENDRONS at the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Regent's Park Their CATALOGUE of these Plants can
be had by letter addressed to Bagshot.
i®" 'Ihe Catalogue fully describes Colours, Prices, &c., of the

Rhododendrons.

DWARF DUTCH BOX for EDGING, of very
superior quality. Price upon application.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, 102, and 108,
Eastgate Street. Chester.

Wonderfully Cheap.
SILVER POPLARS, 18 to 22 feet, 6i. per dozen, 45^.

per too. £21 per 1000. Post Office Orders, Old Ford
B. G. ROBINSON. Royal Nursery, Wright's Road, Old Ford.

To Gentlemen Engaged In Covert Planting.
GORSE, I year in drills; do., i year transplanted.

Special prices given for large quantities.
THOMAS PERKINS, 42, Drapery. Northampton.

SEMPERVIVUM CALIFORNICUM, 2i. bd. per
dozen

; per ico. 15^.
Choice named PINKS, 12 pairs for 7s. bd.
GLOXINIAS, strong flowering plants ; seedlings from choice named

sorts, per dozen, 61.
; 41W. per 100.

ACHIMENES, nine distinct sorts, per dozen, 31, Terms cashWILLIAM BRYANT, The Nursery, Rugby

cALCEOLARIAS AUREA FLORIBUNDA and
PRINCE of ORANGE. Fine, strong, healthy, well-rooted, and

perfectly hardy plants. 55, per 100, £'2 per jooo, VERBENAS of
sorts, LOBELIAS, IRESINES, AGERATUMS, choice seedling
PETUNIAS, and other Plants, ready shortly, at same prices AU
Carnage free for cash with order.

KIRK. ALLEN, The Nurseries, Brampton, Huntington.

Queen of Primroses.
PRIMULA JAPONICA.—The Undersigned have

just received a small quantity of Seed of this magnificent hardy
plant from abroad, which they have much pleasure in offering, in
packets, at ir., 25. 6rf., 31. M., and 5^., post tree.
BUTLER MCCULLOCH, and CO., Covent Garden Market

London, W.C.

E'VERY GARDEN REQUISITE
' KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238. High Holbom, London.

Special Notice.
LARGE PURCHASERS of FARM SEEDS

CAN OBTAIN
VERY LOW QUOTATIONS for the BEST QUALITY

Direct from thf. Growers,
on application to

TAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen to the Queen and Prince of
Wales, 237 and 238. High Holborn, W.C.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING and COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1831,
or Wheat

; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

^_ Choice Cut Flowers
VCTANTED, to SELL on COMMISSION. — For
VV particulars, apply to J. H. POUNCE, Florist, Nurseryman,

Seedsman, and Salesman, The Flower Mart, Villiers Street, Charing
Cross, London, S.W.

13ARIS,
I
SUTTONS" GRASS SEEDS for ALLX 1867. I
SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to

SUTTON and SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to
H,M. the Queen, and II.R.II. the Prince of Wak-s, Rt-.-uling. Berks.

Clover Seeds at Mai'ket Prices.
QUTTON ANO SO.N'S are supplying excellent CleanO CLOVER SEEDS at moderate prices. Prices and samples post
free, on application.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

NEW GIANT HYBRID COW CLOVER.—

A

great acquisition. A Hybrid between Cow Grass and Common
Red Clover—will mow three heavy crops in one year, and succeeds on
Clover-sick land. Lowest price per cwt. on application.

SUTTON and SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

Grass Seeds.
BOLTON AND CO., having paid great attention to

the Grass Seed Department, are able to offer first-class SEEDS
of the different kinds. Some good samples ol ENGLISH and
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS. Prices on application.
BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green. London, N.

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and
Derivations; Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, S:c.
Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Agricuitural Seeas.
r>YE-GRASSES, CLOVERS. TURNIPS,
t MANGELS, &c ~

I)RUM^
—

Edinburgh

1- «.- i.i/iiivii.i.j, Q.(.. Price LIST free by post on application toDRUMMOND BROTHERS, .Seedsmen, &c., 52, George Street,

rilHREE TONS SUTTONS' MAMMOTH LONGX RED MANGEL SEED, grown from extra large selected Roots.
Price on application to

W. AND J. BROWN. Seed Merchants. Stamford.

Clioice Uaugel.
BOLTON AND CO. have a Hmited quantity left of the

Celebrated DEVONSHIRE YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL.
Priro, per cwi, , f^'^.

BiJLTON AND CO ., Seed Merchants, Wooj Green, London, N.

Agricultural Seeds.
CHARLES SHARFE and CO., Seed Growers

and Seed Merchants, Slcaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of HOME-GROWN
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready, and will be forwarded,
post free, upon application.

rfTHE PINE-APPLE "nursery COMPAN-Y,
-L 32, Maida \'ale; Edgware Road, W,
JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Libcraliti'»

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

Agricultural and Garden Seeds.HAND F. SHARPE'S Trade CATALOGUE of
• HOME-GROWN SEEDS is now ready. It contains all the

verj' best varieties, cultivated undcrtheir own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

JEAN VERsCHAFFELT'S Nursery, 134, Faubourg
de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had, free

from his Agents, Messrs. R. bILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, EC,

Kitchen Garden Seeds.
pHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
V^' and Seed Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN
SEEDS is now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon appli-
cation.

Turnip Seed,
BOLTON and CO. have to offer very fine stocks of

the above, at moderate prices, which can be obtained on
application.
BULTON AND CO.. Seed Merchants. Wood Green. London, N.

French Mushroom Spawn.
SUTTON and SON.S can supply the above e.xcellent

SPAWN, as used for supplying the Paris Markets, at -is.td.
and 3s, dd. per Box.

Royal Berks Seed Est.ibiishment, Reading.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong, healthy. Drumhead
Cabbage (Robinson's Champion) can now be supplied in any

quantity, at y. per 1000, by
JAS. IVERY AND SON, Dorking Nursery.

Strong Forcing Seakale.
>AUL AND SON oflfer the above at 10.1. dd. per 100;

usual Trade discount.
The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

/"^lANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best thatVJ money can procure, alt certain to grow, 2s. dd. per 100, This
delicious Vegetable does not require half tne expense usually incurred
in planting it. See RICHARD SMITH'S SEED LIST for 1872.

Extra strong SEAKALE, 2s. per dozen
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

ASPARAGUS. — Conover's Colossal (new), 3-yr., at
21S, per 100 ; selected, at 251, per 100.

Pritchard's Dark Green (new), 3-yr., at 10^. dd. per 100.
Bittersea Giant, i, 2, and 3-yr., at zj. 6d., 3^. (id., and 5J. per 100.

Cheaper by the Thousand.
JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, 102 and 108,

Eastgate Street, Chester.

POTATOS, selected for Seed.—Priced LISTS,
post free.

JAMES DICKSON and SUNS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

Seed Fotatos.
pHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed GrowersKJ and Seed Merchants, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, beg to intimate
that their WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of SEED PoTATOS is
now ready, and will be forwarded, post free, upon appl ication

SEED POTATOS, in good condition, very cheap.
Kidneys, Lemon and Myalt'sAshleaf, per cwt., sr.; per ton, qoj.

kidney, Early Dwarf-top Ashlcaf, per cwt., 6s. &i. ; per ton, i20j
Eariy Golden Dwarf and Handsworth, per cwt.,5s. 6if! : per ton 100*H

. AND R- STIRZAKER. Skerton Nurseries, Lan^ste^J__
UEED POTATOS.—American Early Rose, £j per ton,kJ 8 J. per cwt ;.Climax, loj.

; Barron's Perfection, 55. ; buttons' Red-
skin Flourball, 8j. ; Royal Ashleaf, 8i. : Gloucestershire Kidney, 8r •

Kingof Potatos, 71. ; Bresee's Prolific, i6s. ; Paterson's Bovinia,5i.,&c
Price LI bTS on application. Terms cash.

IIV. MlN'OniN, The Nurseries, Hook Norton, 0.\on.
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To Her Majesty, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

THANKSGIVING.
FLORAL DECORATIONS OF HER MAJESTY'S AND H.R.H. THE PRINCESS OF WALES'

JRETIEING EOOMS AT ST. PAUL'S CATHEDEAL.
Before leaving the Cathedral and its ceremony, we cannot refrain from mentioning

a portion of the decorations which met with Her Majesty's approbation.
Flowers ! beautiful flowers ! seem inseparable from the national enjoyment of the

British people, and could not be ignored on this occasion. Her Majesty's and the
Princess's Retiring Rooms were decorated in a very chaste and superior manner,
with the rarest floral gems of the season.

The artist honoured with the commands of the Lord Chamberlain for this purpose
was Mr. John Wills, of the Royal Exotic Nursery, Sussex Place, Old Brompton,
and very admirably he performed this pleasing duty. Upon the plateau of the steps
leading to the main entrance of the Cathedral, two retiring rooms had been prepared

;

the one to the right was for Her Majesty, the walls were draped with pink, faced with
Nottingham net

;
that to the left, for the Princess of Wales, was draped with blue,

and faced with the sanie kind of net ; nothing could be more elegant. In tlie corners
of these rooms, Mr. Wills had groups of choice Palms, Ferns, and other beautiful and
graceful foliage plants, lighted up with rare Orchids, Azaleas, Hyacinths, and Tulips,
of varied colours, and scented with superb pots of Lily of the Valley, Violets, and
other sweet-smelling flowers. Upon the centre of the tables, in elegant glass vases,

was a most sumptuous display of choice Orchids and other exotics, fringed with fronds
of Adiantum Farleyense and Lycopods ; the effect of these groups, lighted up by
the glowing crimson spathes of Anthurium Scherzerianum, was quite enchanting.
Around each group were placed exquisite little bouquets, and these Mr. Wills had
the satisfaction of knowing were admired and carried away by Her Majesty and the
Royal party, wiio, we have reason to know, expressed themselves highly pleased
with the chaste and simple manner in which Mr. Wills had arranged the floral

decorations.—Vide Couri Circular^ March 2, 1872.

The private rooms were decorated with flowers and Palms by Mr. John Wills,
of the Royal Exotic Nursery, Old Brompton. The Princess's retiring room was

j

decorated with groups of plants in each corner, consisting of Lily of the Valley,
Anthurium Scherzerianum, Lycastes, Dendrobiums, Azaleas, CameUias, and various
other choice flowers, the whole gracefully intermixed with suitable Ferns, while hand-
some Palms formed the background. The zinc pans, in which the smaller plants <

were placed, were completely hidden by a margin of Selaginella denticulata
; on a

table, in the centre of each room, 12 handsome glass vases were placed, varying in

height, and from these the beautiful fronds of Adiantum Farleyense were allowed

to hang gracefully over the glasses, and afforded a beautiful setting for the fine

spikes of such Orchids as Cdelogne cristata, Phalasnopsis Schilleriana, P. amabilis,
Vanda gigantea and insignis, Saccolabium giganteum, Odontoglossum Alexandras,
O. Bictonense, O. Uroskinneri, Oncidium crispum. O. Pescatorei, Lselia anceps,
Barkeria spectabllis, Lily of the Valley, Gardenias, Violets, and various other choice
flowers.

Her Majesty's retiring room was directly opposite the Princess's, and was arranged
in a similar way to the above, each group of plants being different, and consisting of the
choicest flowers that could be procured. On Her Majesty's table there were magnificent
spathes of Anthurium Scherzerianum, shown off to great advantage by the graceful
fronds of the Adiantum above alluded to, and large pendent spikes of Coelogyne
cristata. The approach to the reception room was also decorated with flowers, Palms,
&c., and groups of plants were placed in each corner of the reception room.

Her Majesty and the Princess were, we learn, much pleased with the floral

decorations, and accepted bouquets as appropriate souvenirs of the occasion.

—

Gardeners^ Chronicle, March 2, 1872.

The vast portico of the Cathedral liad been, as already indicated, turned into a
suite of rooms, lighted from above. The central chamber was the general reception
room, where the Queen was met by the Bishop of London and the Dean and Chapter
of St. Paul's. Opening from it, on the right, was a room for the Queen, the lace-

covered walls of which were so complete in their elegance, that no one would believe

they had been entirely spoiled but a day or two previously by the rain from above,
before the glazing of the roof could be executed. The chamber on the left of the
reception room was for the Prince ; and both these private rooms, having been
furnished with much taste by Messrs. Banting, had been given over for the finishing

touches of natural art to Mr. John Wills, the horticulturist, of the Royal Exotic
Nursery, at Old Brompton. Nothing could exceed the beauty of the floral display,

growing, as it seemed, in each corner of the boudoir-like apartments, and set off with
the freshest and most luxuriant Ferns imaginable. Those elegant little adornments,
technically known as "button-holes," were placed in sufficient number about the
rooms appropriated to royalty, and were accepted by Her Majesty, the Princes and
Princesses, with gracious approval of the taste displayed in the general arrangement.
The decoration of the suite of chambers by Mr. Wills also included a fine display of
Palms.—Vide Daily Telegraphy March 28, 1872.

The Floral Ornamentation was by
City PresSf November 11, 1871.

THE LORD MAYOR'S BANQUET.
Mr. John Wills, of Old Brompton, whose taste was commented on in terms of eulogy.—Vide

JOHN WILLS, F.R.H.S.,
By Special Appointment Florist and Bouquetist to Her Majesty

and the Royal Family,

AETISTIC FLOEAL DECOEATOE, lUESEEYlAI, AID SEEDSIAI,

ROYAL EXOTIC NUESEEY AND WINTEE GAEDEN,

ONSLOW CRESCENT, ONSLOW SQUARE.

FLORAL DEPOT

:

-9> SUSSEX PLACE, OLD BROMPTON.

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Bouquet Department I—

EXHIBITION ROAD, NEAR THE SOUTH KENSINGTON RAILWAY STATION.

BRIDAL, OPERA, AND OTHER BOUQUETS.
Some idea of the magnitude of J. WILLS' business as an Artistic Floral Decorator and Bouquetist

may be obtained from the fact of his having, on the 14th of October, supplied in one order on the same day
1000 handsome Bouquets for Ladies, and 3000 Coat Bouquets for Gentlemen.
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ILLUSTBATED CATALOGUE, GeaTIS AND POST Feee.

Dick Radclyffe & Co., f.r.h.s.,

SEEDSMEN, GARDEN FURNISHERS, and HORTICULTURAL DECORATORS,

129, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

SEED GROUNDS, ERFURT, PRUSSIA.

SEEDS,

HORTICULTURAL

ELEGANCIES,

PLANTS.

BULBS,

FERNERIES,

ROCKERIES, &c.

FERNS.

Specimen of D, R, &. Co.'s Prize Designs for Conservatory Decorations.

Dick Radclyffe & Co., f.r.h.s.,

SEEDSMEN, GARDEN FURNISHERS, and HORTICULTURAL DECORATORS,

129, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

SEED GROUNDS, ERFURT, PRUSSIA.

ILLUSTBATED CATALOGUES, GRATIS AND POST FREE.
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E. G. Henderson & Sons
DESCEIPTIVE AND

ILLUSTRATED SEED CATALOGUE
FORWARDED ON APPLICATION.

Novelties in Seeds for 1872.
E. G. HENDERSON AND SON respectfully announce that they

are prepared to offer, for the first time in this country, SEEDS of the

splendid NEW GERMAN VARIETIES of MIGNONETTE, as

Illustrated in the Gardeners' Chronicle. March 2 (p. 285), by the

following kinds :

—

New Pyramidal Bouquet MIGNONETTE, large spikes of intensely

red flowers, is.

New Giant Pyramidal MIGNONETTE, large club-like spikes of

flowers, 10 inches long, u.

New Dwarf MIGNONETTE (compscta multiflora), profuse

flowering and long continued, 11. 6d.

Also seeds of the rare DARLINGTONIA CALIFORNICA, the

most unique and remarkable of plants—with pitcher-shaped
organs, 21. 6d. and 5s.

AMARANTHUS atropurpureus, is, ; A. bicolor olbiensis, is. ;

A. salicifolia, is. td. and 2s. 6d. ; A. tricolor gigantea, is.,

beautiful foliage.

CELOSIA pyramidalis aurantia plumosa, a lovely olant. (yd.

CONVOLVULUS maius piciurata, the most beautiful of all, white,
elegantly flaked with magenta, is.

DELPHINIUM nudicauie, orange-scarlet, new colour, is. and 2s. dd.

MARIGOLD aurea floribunda, fine dwarf bedding plant, in good
character throughout all seasons, surpassing Calceolarias,

6d. and is.

PRIMULA japonica, a new and splendid flowering plant, in six

varieties, mixed. 2s. 6d. and 5s.

PRIMULA sinensis fimbriata, white and crimson, mixed or separate,

2J. U.
,, sinensis Magnum Bonum, fringed, richest of crimsons, 2S. 6d.

and 5s.

„ sinensis carminata splendens, magenta, fine, as. 6d.

,, sinensis Fcrn-leavcd, while and red fringed, mixed or separate,

2S. 6d.
'

„ sinensis punctata eleg.-intissima,2i. 6d. ; P. marmorata, 2s. 6d.

,, sinensis, double white, red, and magenta, 2s. 6d. each.

LOBELIA Brilliant, fine bedder, large deep blue petals, is.

„ Imperial, rich blue, white eye, is.

,, Sunset, best red, is.

STREPTOPTERIS superba, beautiful Fern, fresh New Zealand
seed, IS.

VIOLA cornuta, Enchantress, bedvling, is. ; V. Perfection, bedding, is.

„ lulca grandiflora perfecia, first-class bedding variety. 6d. and is.

The three last are large-sized Pansy-like flowers, and
finebedders.

ZINNIA elegans, new dwarf section, mixed, is, and as, &d.

,, elcgans in splendid double flowers, eight colours, 2s. 6d. ; mixed
varieties, 6d. and is.

AGERATUM imperialis, dwarf white bedding plant, 6d.

CAM PANULA lurbinala hybrida, splendid bedder, bd. and is.

,, hybrida alba, is. ; C. hybrida pallida, do., is.

CINERARIA acanthifolia, is. ; C. maritima Candida, is

,, maritima lastreEcfolia, all good silver leaved plants, 6d.

SCABIOSA nana stricia flore-plena, beautiful, is.

„ maior compacta, black, very striking, is.

Seeds of Florist Flowers, first quality.
ASTERS and STOCKS.—The most distinct and finest sections,

including the best fixed colours in each group. These two features
are all-important, as there are so miny varieties inferior in colour,
and also whole sections c(eficient in first-class properties, and which,
from repeated trials, especially in the last-named class, have proved
unsuitable for English gardens, by their forming a good growth with
very defective bloom. E. G. H, & Son's selection of three classes of
Asters in 36 kinds, ys. 6d. Stocks in three classes, containing 36
kinds, 7s. 6^.

BALSAM, in colours, separate or in collections, self or parti-coloured,
Carnation-striped, mottled, and three-coloured, of superior
double quality, self or mixed, 6d. and is ; collection, 2s. 6rf.

King of Scarlets, u. Rose Scarlet and White Bizarre, is.

New pure white dwarf, bushy habit, 6d. White spotted and
striped magenta, 6d. New dwarf section, 12 kinds, 3s, 6d.

CANNAS, fine named decorative kinds, 6d. and is.

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, 2s. 6d.; yellow, 2s. 6d.
CARNATIONS, winter-flowering, 2s. 6d. ; new dwarf and early-

flowering, 6d. and is.

CELOSIA (Cockscomb), fine dwarf purple-crimson, 64. ; six colours,
IS. 6d.

CALCEOLARIA, superb strain, 2s. 6d. ; dwarf section, 2S. 6d.
,, shrubby habit, bedding section, 2s. 6d.

CINERARIA, from splendid varieties, in blue, crimson, and parti-
coloured, separate or mixed, each 2s. 6d.

CYCLAMEN persicum, splendid collection, six choice mixed, is. and
2s. 6d.

DELPHINIUMS, splendid collection, named sorts, separate, 6ii. and
IS. ; or collections of 24 kinds, 7s. 6d ; 12 kinds, 31.

H VM EA elcgans, 6d. and is. ; new purple variety, is. and as. 6d.

HOLLYHOCKS, good mixed colours, is. and 21, 6d,; 18 named
varieties, 6s. ; 12 named varieties, 4s.

MIMULUS quinquivulnera, blotched varieties, superb new colours,
6d. and is,

,,
pardina or tigrioides, beautiful new colours, spotted and speckled,

6d. and i-^.

PANSIES, best English flowers, is. 6d. ; second quality, td.

,, French, blotched, is. 6d. ; second, 6rf.

,, German, striped, 6d. and is.

PELARGONIUM, show varieties, splendid quality, for prize collec-
tions, 2S. 6d.

PELARGONIUM, Continental section, lower petals blotched, 2s. Ctd.

,, fimbriate and fringed flowered section, 2j. 6rf,

,, fancy -flowered class, 2s. 6d.

,, golden bronze zoned, is, and is. 6d.

,, gold and silver tricolor variegated leaved, as, 6<f, and ss,

„ Cape species, is. ; scented-leaved kinds, is. 6d. ; and several
other sections. Sec Catalogue.

PETUNIA, double-flowered, extra extra, is.

„ pure white, bedding habit, and neat flower, is.

„ crimson, neat bedding kind, is. ; rose coloured, for beds, 6d.
„ blotched white and crimson, select and free, is.

These and others arc select seeds, from pot plants, and of
first-class quality.

PHLOX Drummondi Hcynholdi, scarlet.

„ in 12 varieties, 3s. 6d. • six colnurs, is. 6d.
,, dccus!iata, best varieties, selected, 6d. and it.

POTENTILLA hybrida flore-pleno, novel and beautiful is
POLYANTHUS, best, u. : double ditto, is.

FUCHSIA, from a choice selection, double and single, is. and 21. 61/.
C. LADIOLUS, from extra fine French group, 6J. and is.

VERBENA, extra fine quality, is. and 2s..W.

Other Desirable Flowers in Seeds.
ECHEVERIA metallica, IS, and is, 6i. ; E. metallica glauca, is,

and If. 6d.

„ glauca, pumila, and secunda, 6d. each species.

COB/EA scandens, 6d. and is.

COLEUS. in great variety, mixed, is.

CENTAUREA ragusina (candidissima syn.), is.

,, Clementei. is.

CHAM/EPEUCE diacantha, is.

LAPAGERIA rosea, is. and 2s. 6d,
LEPTOSIPHON roseum,6rf.
CONVOLVULUS tricolor variegatus stcllatus, is.

DIANTHUS diadematus plenissimus. 6d.
EVERLASTING flowers, is varieties, 3s.

FERNS, hardy, greenhouse, and stove, separate or mixed, 6i2. and is.

each. See directions for sowing.
LARKSPUR, candelabra-spiked, new section, mixed colours, 6d.

and IS.

LOBELIA spcciosa, 6d. ; in four colours, 2s. ; L, speciosa (from
cuttings). II.

LOBELIA Indigo Blue, deep colour, is. ; L. speciosa alba, is.

,, pumila section, mixed colours, or separate, td.

„ pumila section, six varieties, 2J. 6rf. ; L. Queen Victoria, ta'l

scarlet, 6d. and is.

MIGNONETTE AmC-lior6, new red, 64.

,, Amf'lior6, new Giant Tree, 6d.

MYOSOTIS dissitiflora, fine bedding variety, 6d. and is.

,. sylvatica, for bedding, 6d. ; six distinct species, is. 6d.

ORNAMENTAL GRASSES, 25 varieties, 5s.

RICINUS Palma Christi, 6d. and is.; in 12 varieties, 3s. 6d. ; si.\

sorts, 2s,

AGERATUM Imperial Dwarf, fine bedding plant, 6ii.

ANEMONE pavonia, splendid bed (see directions for culture), 6./.

and IS.

AQUILEGIA glandulosa gigantea, is. ; A. cccrulea, is.

PYRETHRUM aureum (Golden Feather), sd. and 6d.

THALICTRUM minus, elegant foliage, 6<i.

WIGANDIA imperialis, is. ; W. caracasana, is.

WALLFLOWER, double, in various colours, 12 kinds, 3s, 6d
;

mixed, IS.

WALLFLOWER, new dwarf, golden yellow, 6d.

Various House Pot Plants.
ACHIMENES, including sorts of more recent introduction.

No. I —12 named varieties, i bulb of each, 4s.

No. 2,—12 named varieties, 3 bulbs of each, gs.

No. 3.—12 choice varieties, i bulb of each, 6s.

No, 4.—12 choice varieties, 3 bulbs of each, 15.T.

No. 5,— 12 choice newer sorts, i bulb of each qs.

No. 0.—12 choice newer sorts, 3 bulbs of each, 21s.

BLANDFORDIAS.
B. CUNNINGHAMII and its hybrid varieties are by far the most

distinct and attractive in tfaeir valuable group as cool greenhouse
perennial plants. Evergreen in habit, neat in growth, most ample
in their foliage, and beautiful in their terminal clusters of rich red
crimson, and named orange pendent tulip or funnel-shaped blos-
soms tipped with golden yellow, they rank amongst the most in-

teresting and unique of flowering plants during their season of
bloom in the early summer months.

CUNNINGHAMII, 3s. 6d., 5s., 7s. Gd.
ELEGANS,7s, 6d and 10s. 6d.

FLAMMEA, 7s. 6d., los. 6d.

„ SUPERBA, 7s.6d. and los. 6d.

CALADIUM PRINCE ALBERT EDWARD.—The most beautiful
and eflfective of all the new hybrids, ys 6d. and los. 6d.

CALADIUM PRINCESS ALEXANDRA.—A companion plant in
growth and dimensions to the above, but of a more delicate colour,
and quite distinct from any other variety. 15s.

The above in strong roots of last year's growth. Coloured
illustrations of them gratis to purchasers, or 2s. 6d. the pair,

CALADIUMS,—Assortment of the new hybrids, in strong roots of
one year's growth, such as are suited to give an effect this season.
30s,, 42s., and 60s, per dozen.

HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS.—First-class Quality, saved from
finest collections of hybrid flowers. Good heaJtny plants, 9s., ras.,

and i8s, per dozen.

GLOXINIAS,—Erect and drooping, good strong roots of last year's
growth. Selections of very beautiful new kinds, 30J. and 421. per
dozen ; selections of the finest older kinds, 18s. and 24s. per dozen.

HYDRANGEA TAPONICA SPECIOSA.—A beautiful variety of
H. japonica, the broad rich green-edged leaves of which are finely
marked by a broad flame, or oar of pure white running throughout
their centre. This very picturesque plant received a First-class
Certificate of Merit from the Royal Botanic, and Royal Horticultural
Societies, los. 6rf.

MACADAMIA TERNIFOLIA, new edible fruit. -The fruit is

about the size of a walnut, which at maturity contains a kernel of
a remarkably rich and agreeable flavour^ resembling, but much
superior to, the Filbert. Judging from its native locality, it is

fully expected, with slight protection on out walls, to produce its

desirable truit in an English climate ; and as an evergreen of fine

habit and distinct feature, it will form a valuable and interesting
addition to the orchard-house, and also for the cool conservatory,
border, or wall. As a shrub or small' tree it is stated to be an
abundant bearer in mature growth. From 3s. 6d. to 15s, each.

MUSA ENSETE—This truly majestic plant is the Banana of
Abyssinia. In a group o( species already distinguished by the
tropical character of their growth, the present one ranks as by far

the most stately and magnificent in aspect. It forms an erect
polished column-like stem, with a terminal crown of magnificent
sized leaves of an oblong outline, and glossy green surface, which
are rendered still more beautiful by the deep crimson centre mid-
rib, which extends throughout the length ofeach leaf-blade. As a
centre decorative plant for stove or warm conservatory, it is

unequalled in the group for its majestic proportions and grandeur
of effect. In sizes.

PELARGONIUM PRINCE of PELARGONIUMS, -This most
beautiful variety resembles in its style of flower the well known
Dr AndrC', by its elegantlv fringed margin and eaually large
flower, but greatly exceeds it in crfect in being a brilliant vermi-
lion-scarlet ground colour, finely relieved by a blush white centre
with violet veins, and flushed with rich crimson on the upper flower
lobes, producing its flowers in great profusion upon a remarkably
compact yet vigorous and dwarf habit, forms one of the most
attractive and beautiful plants for decoration yet oflercd in its

tribe. It is invaluable for furnishing a succession of cut bloom
from February until Midsummer, during the entire season when
first-class tab'e and ball-room bouquets arc required. For market
purposes it will be one of the finest ever sent out. as. 6d. and 5s.

Special price by the dozen.

Continued on next page.

PELARGONIUM MALV.-EFLORUM.—A novel and interesting
variety, producing large erect flower clusters, of a French-white
colour, elegantly traced over with violet-coloured lines, and
marked with a small crimson blotch, differing also from the
ordinary show varieties by the flower lobes being equal or similar
in shape, and in its mature bloom assuming a cup-shaped Mallow-
like form. los. Gd.

RONDELETIA BRILLIANTISSIMA. — A beautiful hothouse
shrub, in the style of R, speciosa, but more prolific in bloom. Its
numerous trusses of rich scarlet flowers, with golden yellow centre,
renders it one of the most valuable plants for stove decoration;
continuing in succession throughout the summer and autumn
months. By its tendency to flower readily m small plants, it is

well adapted for the most select collections. 7s, Gd. and 15s. each.

Hardy Garden and Bedding Plants.

BOUVARDIA DAVISONIL—A beautiful new variety, ol a pure
white colour, with the free vigorous growth and large flower-
trusses of B. Hogarth. In producing its succession of bloom
during the winter months, it is considered the finest of its group
and section. A very valuable kind for conservatory decoration
and drawing-room bouquets, at the most desirable period of the
year. 3s. Gd.

COPROSMA BAUERIANA VARIEGATA. — Bright glossy
foliage of a lively green colour, with deep margin oT yellow ; a
lovely plant for bedding ; very effective. Plants ol all strengths.

HEDERA RHOMHOIDEA OBOVATA.—A remarkably neat and
distinct species ; dark rich green tint, assuming a bronze or
metallic hue during the winter months ; in form ohovately heart-
shaped, with a concave or scoop-like outline. A First-class Cer-
tificate of Merit was awarded to it. 2S. Gd., 3$. Gd.

HEDERA HELIX AUREA SPECTABILE—A ver>' beautiful
variety, of vigorous habit, and bright emerald-green leaf tint,

merging into a rich self or marbled gold colour. In mature growth
its leaves are nearly double the size of the English Ivies. It is the
best golden variety in its group yet offered, as. Gd., 3s. Gd.

IRIS IBERICA.—A rare and handsome hardy species, of dwart
growth, in the style of I. Susiana, with remarkably large and
effective flowers, the upper lobes of a satinv white, and rich brown-
purple under ones, the latter having a large black spot in the
centre. 3s, Gd.

LEUCOPHYTON BROVVNL—A remarkable shrubby greenhouse
or summer border plant, 6 to la inches in height, of a slender
much branched habit : the entire plant is surfaced with a silverj--

grey nap, in summer nearly a snow-white tint; maybe pegged
close to the ground, so as to assume a height of a to 3 incnes, or
erect, rising from 9 to 12 inches, is. Gd.

SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIA CRIMSON QUEEN,—A first-class

variety, 12 inches in height, free and vigorous in growth, with
remarkably large, ercctj branching flower-heads, of a beautiful
scarlel-tinted bronze-crimson. Without exception the finest

bedder yet introduced, by its habit, profusion of bloom, and
brilliant efl^ect, up to the latest period; a good constitution.
15. Gd,

SPIRAEA JAPONICA AUREA VARIEGATA.—This highly inte-

resting plant is a most beautiful form of the fine green-leaved
species (S. japonica). which, for its decorative effect, has been so
greatly admired. Tne present plant is a hardy herbaceous peren-
nial, with glossy red tinted stems, and triply three-lobed dark
green leaflets, richly traced throughout with gold coloured veins.

The flowers are produced in large, erect, densely-flowered, snow-
white, plume like racemes, thus forming an exceedingly graceful
decorative table plant.

THALICTRUM ADIANTIOIDES.—A very elegant hardy peren-
nial, rising with a slender yet firm erect stem, from la to i3 inches
in height, and in mature growth nearly equal in diameter, of a
neat branching habit ; in delicacy of structure it rivals the finest

species of exotic Adiantums or Maidenhair Fern, by the exqui-
site beauty of its leaf fronds. 2S. 6t^ and 3s. Gd.

YUCCA TRECULEANA. — A verj- fine and remarkably distinct
species, in one of the most unique of all hardy plant groups—the
Yucca^ or Adam's Needle, The present one forms an almost
gigantic leaf crown with long lanceolate deeply channelled glau-
cous-green leaves, from 3 to 4 feet in length, which in mature
growth form a stately leaf crown radiating from 7 to q feet in cir-

cumference, from the centre of which the magnificent pyramidal
flower-scape rises from 6 tog feet in height, bearing dense clusters

of many hundreds of white pendent lobed bell-shaped flowers,
accompanied with red tinted bracts. As an hardy evergreen, it is

of most unique and ornamental aspect for conspicuous sites upon
pleasure ground lawns, or partially elevated mounds : and for
various positions on massive rockwork and alpine scenerj* it is

one of the most effective plants yet introducea, being quite dis-

tinct in leal radiation from Y, gloriosa, aloifoha, ana all other
hardy species known, and merits a place in every garden where
the rare and majestic forms of plant structure arc appreciated.
Plants, ss.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.

E. G. Hfnderson & Son offer, of their own selection :—

100 plants for general decoration Cone or more of a sort), ass. and 3a(.

good selection, 50s. ; finest selection, 75s.

100 ditto, as Dwarf Alpine and Rock species, 25J,, 33s,, SOS., and 75*.

Assortments of 12, 25, or 50 plants, at the same low prices.

CARNATIONS, CLOVES, and YELLOW PICOTEES-good
strong plants. In pots for garden planting, 6s. to qs., per dozen. Special

prices by the 100.

New HYBRID PINKS, FLOWERING PERPETUAL, in new
colours, 9s. per dozen.

New HYBRID PINKS of ANNE BOLEYN section, and other
colours, 6*. and 9s. per dozen.

SPRING BEDDING PLANTS, in Pansies, Primulas, p.iisics,

Myosolis, Iberis, Hcpaticas, Auriculae, Arabia, &c., established in

pots, 16s., ais., and 301 per 100.

E. G. H. & Son have a few good Fruiting Sized VINES yet on
hand, and also Vines for planting of the Madresfield Court Black
Muscat Grapes.
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E. G. HENDERSON & SON'S LIST-Continued.

NEW PLANTS READY FOR DISTRIBUTION IN MAY„
Fuchsias.

CURIOSITY.—Blush lube, fine broad pink sepals, beautiful violet-

blue semi-double corolla. 5J.
, _, ,

GUARDSMAN.—Broad and recun-ed vermilion tube and sepals,

permanent black-violet corolla ; habit of Lord Derby. 7s. 6rf.

LITTLE GEM.—Glossy pink tube and sepals, fine cobalt-blue

corolla, fancy variety, s*-

New Coleus.

ROSY MORN.—Rich self crimson leaf, good habit ; effective and

beautiful for house decoration. 3J. 6rf.

CLOTH OF GOLD.—Pure self golden-yellow foliaRc, medium
vigorous growth, brilliant in effect for decorative house groups.

PRfNCESS LOUISE.—Fine vigorous habit of C. Gibsoni, leaf

ground deep yellow, richly %'cincd, and centre barred with dark

maroon-crimson. 3J. 6rf.

New Pentstemons.
CONQUEROR.—Maroon-purple tube, bluish-lilac lobes, and very

large snow-white throat ; dwarf and distinct. 5s.

lUPITF.R.—Crimson tube with bright large red lobes, pure white

throat streaked with crimson; dwarf. $s.

MASTERPIECE—Brilliant carmine tube and lobes, with large pure-

white throat, feathered with red ; dwarf and free. SJ-

Dwarf Bedding liObelias,

ORIENTAL.—Fine porcelain blue, and pure white, equal in each

colour; effective and beautiful. 3s. 6d.

PRINCESS.—Cccrulean blue; very large broad lobes, with pure

white eye ; beautiful. 21. 6rf.
, ,

,

LUSTROtfS,—^'ery rich blue, with whiteeye ; profuse bloomer, very

showy, OS. (id.

NE PLUS ULTRA.—Similar to the last in habit, light blue, with
larger white eye ; effective. 2s. 6d

AD^'ANCER.—Red, with white eye, even flat petals ;
profuGC bloom,

standing sunlight ; the best in its class, as. 6d.

Single-flowered Petunias (Pot Culture).

ROYAL BRIDE.—Pure white, verj- large flowers, (ree bloomer, fine

vicorous habit. 31. 6d.

HEBE.— White and rose mottled, short flower-stalks, 35. 6d.

Double-flowered Petunias (Pot Culture).
OBERON.—White, with bright crimson blotches; large, good habit.

v.6d,
ATRPATRONESS.—White, marcined and blotched with violet-rose, very
double ; neat medium habit. 31. M.

Single Flowered Petunias, for Bedding,
ARIEL.—White ground with maeenta-coloured rays from the centre,

each ray blotched at the margin; fine form, and beautiful, neat
habit. IS 6d.

BUTTERFLY.—White ground, with violet-purple bars and spots;
neat, good habit. 3s. 6d.

1M PER l.\L.—Velvety crimson, with pure white blotches ; neat, good
habit. 3s. 6,^.

MONT BLANC—Pure white, neat, good habit, free bloomer. y.6d.

Double Flowered Petunias, for Bedding.
SENSATION.—Silvery blush, with magenta blotched centre, very

double; good habit, js. 6d.

POLLY PERKINS.—Crimson, with white blotched centre, very full

;

good habit, ts. 6d.

DON QUIXOTTE.—White, blotched ormarbled with crimson. y.6d.
BRIDE.—Pure white, good form, free bloom ; neat habit. 3s. 6a.

COQUETTE.—White, with crimson edge and centre; flower semi-
double, attractive, showy, 35. 6d,

The set of 13 varieties, 40s.

New Verbenas.
JEWEL.—Soft rosy-pink, large lemon eye, good truss; free and

vigorous habit, as. 6d.

MELODY.-Maiden's-blush colour, very fragrant, fine truss, opens
well, good habit ; most desirable by its rich odour. 2s. 6d.

NIMROD.—Light shaded rosy-crimson, extra extra; large white
eye. 21. (xi.

ORIENTAL.—White, with cherry centre, large pip, fine exhibition

flower. 2J. 6d

ROSSINI.—Very pale lilac, with lighter shaded lemon eye, large pip

and truss, beautiful tint ; lady's colour, 2s. dd.

SUNSHINE.—Bright self-pink, fine pip. large truss, good habit, free

bloomer; extra show llower. as. 6d.

TINTED VENUS.—Deep vcUcty crimson, maroon centre ; fine free

vigorous habit. 31. 6d.

LUSTRE.—Self coloured magenta, with violet shade, two shades
darker than Henderson's " Polly Perkins," a lovely bright colour
for bed or belt ; habit good and compact, unequalled by any in its

colour. 21. 6d.

STRIATA ELEGANS.—Clear white ground, flaked and striped
scarlet, large pip, good truss, opens well ; fine exhibition flower.

3j. 6d, The set of nine varieties, 15s.

Azalea indiea.
PRINCESS LOUISE,—A splendid double white variety, with broad,

well-expanded round petals, flowers 3 to 4 inches in width, being
the largest sized flower in its section and colour. Its free ami
vigorous crowth, with broad oval vernal-green leaves, show its

distinct habit. The best of all double whites, 51., loj. dd.

PICTURATA ELEGANS. — Ground colour pure white, finely

streaked, and spotted with rich rose. A large, well-expanded
flower of good substance and excellent shape, admirably adapted
by its attractive features for exhibition groups and conservatory
decoration. The finest of its colour, ^s., los. td.

Pelargoniums of Various Sections.
CULFORD PINK, a valuable Zonal variety, by its profusion of

salmon-pink bloom forming one of the most effective beds in the

Cutford Hall Gardens ; readily known by its dwarf, compact, stiff

growth, well expanded leaf, and broad dark lonc. 35. 6d.

EMPEROR.—A remarkable variety of I\T-leaved Geranium, with a
scandent nr trailing habit, adapted for training on conservatory
wall or pillars, on which it will reach 12 or 18 feet in height ; it is

free and vigorous in growth, with large, handsome, full expanded
leaves, impressed with an angular brown lone in the centre.

Flowers rosy pink. 7s. 6d.

PRINCE ARTHUR —A handsome and picturesque flowered Pelar-

(jonium, in the fancy or decorative section, with flower-lobes

slightly undulate or crisped at the margins, in the style of Dr.

Andr^. The upper and lower petals are a rich rosy-carmine tint,

the former equally marked with a rich crimson spot or blotch.

The ground colour is finely relieved by the pure light centre, and
the margins bounded by a white line or border. The flowers having
a tendency to produce above the average number of petals,

resembling a double flower, adds to the unique character of the
variety, los. 6d.

Silver, Bronze, and Tricolored
Pelargoniums,

Full descriptions of which will be given in May Catalogue, or may
be had on application.

Andalusia
Bridal Bouquet
Bronze Queen
Chimborazo
Dulcimar
Esperanza

Hong Kong
Colonel Loyd Lindsay
Minnie Warren
Prince Arthur
Princess Mary
Perugino

Peach Blossom
Prince Imperial
Saragossa
Sebastiano
Sabella
The Graphic

Bouvardia.
ALBA ODORATA.—Thisisavaluable addition to ttic group, differing

from B. longiflora in its more compact and vigorous, yet dwarf^
habit, also in its greater profusion and longer continuance of
bloom. The flower trusses are large, with pure white petals of
great subTitancc, and very richly fragrant, the snowy whiteness of
the lobes forming an elegant contrast with the rose-tinted trumpet-
like flower tubes. Each 105. 6d.

BRIDAL WREATH.—This fine hybrid Bouvardia is recognised
from its allied forms by the peculiar greyish, or white-tinted
stems, and obscurely hairy or pilose leaf margins ; in other
features it is free, vigorous, and compact in growtn, intermediate
between B. longiflora and B. jasminiflora. The bloom is pro-
duced freely in large cymose clusters of snow-white flower-lobes,
broader than any other in its section ; delightfully fragr.int, and
fading off with a delicate carmine tint. The greater width of its

fietals 'and large racemes of bloom render it a very effective plant
or late autumn and winter flower groups. loj. 6d. each,

QUEEN OK ROSES.—A very beautiful variety in the coloured
group of Bouvardias, and trie first known with fragrant coloured
flowers, producing large terminal branching clusters of piire

bright rosy-pink trumpet-like blossoms, on cnmson-tinlcd flowei-

tubes. Its neat, vigorous, and freely branched growth yi-lds a
long succession of bloom during the late summer and ailumii
months, forming a very distinct and desirable plant for pot
culture in the greenhouse, conservator^', or open front border in

the summer flower garden. 10s. 6d. cacp.

CAMELLIA PRINCESS ALEXANDRA,—A very beautiful addi-
tion to the regal group of_ Camellia japonica. In growth this

variety is free and robust, in verdure a rich deep lustrous jreen,

in bloom above average size ; near to perfection in its circul ir out

line, uniform and evenly imbricate in its structure and build;

petals thick ard leathery in substance, the outer ray of petals
nearly round (rosc-Iikc), graduating in size and outline to the full

centre. In colour a delicate rosy-blush suffused with a rich car-

mine tint, delicately traced with ramose veins, leaving an outer

margin of blush white on each petal, the outer ones being occa-

sionally marked with broad crimson bars. The union and varied
contrast of rich roseate tints blending with an outer zone or mar-
gin of silvery white, forms an exquisite feature in this beaiiliful

flower. Robust healthy plants, los. 6d. and 21s. A coloured illus-

tration on receipt of seven stamps.

FRANCISCEA MAGNIFICA —This fine hybrid is intermediate

between K, eximea and F. calycina. Its comparatively large

Laurel-like, oblong, lanceolate, wavy margined leaves partake of
the latter in habit, whilst the remarkably large rich lilac salver-

shaped blossoms assimilate to the former, but which, being nearly
double the size of F. eximea in bloom, proves the proportionate

merit and greater beauty of the plant. 21J. each.

FRANCISCEA VIOLACEA GRANDIFLORA,—This is an equally

fine hybrid production, between F. calycina and F. laurilol a,

forming a very vigorous evergreen-leaved stove shrub, with
elliptically oblong leaves less wavy or glossy than the preceding

one, but equally free and robust in growth, producing its large

rich dark purphsh-lilac salver-shaped flowers in the early spring

and summer months. 311. each.

New Perpetual-flowering Carnations.
CORONET.—Pure white, fine quality ;

profuse bloomer, 51.

ALPHONSE KARR.—Beautiful, a brilliant scarlet-flake on whit; ;

fine habit and growth, 7s. 6d.

GOLDEN E.\GLE.—Yellow, with thin margin of red; nearly a

yellow self. 7^. 6d.

DRAGONFLY.—Brilliant orange tinted scarlet. 5s.

ROYAL SCARLET.—Splendid scarlet, the finest in cultivation

robust and fine habit, 71. 6d.

MALAKOFF.—Pure white, clove-scented, good growth, 5s.

MADAME AMMONT.— Violet self-colour. 5s.

ESTELLE,—Clarct-rose self. 51.

GENERAL,—Pure clear yellow-tipped scarlet. 7.'. 6d.

DAYLIGHT.—Yellow, with derp rose margin. 5s.

DUCHESS.—White, margined cherry-red, 5s.

CLARABEL.—White veined with scarlet-salmon, 5s.

WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, N.W.

NEW, CHOICE, AND RARE PLANTS.

DowNiE, Laird, & Laing,
FLORISTS TO THE QUEEN,

NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, AND NEW PLANT MERCHANTS,
Have now the pleasure of antiouncing the following Novelties, of their own introtduction,

which will be ready for distributing in May ;

—

NEW PELARGONIUMS.
Golden Uronze.

Harold
Mar^chal McMahon
Rev. C. P. Peach.

New Zonal and Nosegay.
Forest Hill, N.
Sydney Turner, Z.

Tyersali Rival
White Swan.

Golden Tricolor.

Lord Ashbumham
Lady Boswe 11

Marshal Prim
Orestes Cullum,

NEW PHLOXES.
Early Flowering.

Auber
T. McDonald
Lady Napier
Miss Moffat
Mrs. G. Wilson
Max Kolb
Marquis of Lome
Novelty
princess Louise
The Rival

Undine
William Paul,

Late Flowering.
Brian Wynne
Dr. Balfour
Dr. Masters
Mrs. Balfour
Mrs. Dombrain
Mrs. Whitehead
Philippa Pcnglase
Rosy Morn
Shirley Hibberd
Queen of Whites.

NEW TROP.'EOLUM.
Mrs. Bowman.

This fine variety is the best
bright scarlet Tropaeolum ever
sent. Two First-class Cer-
tificates Royal Horticultural
Society and Crystal Palace.

NEW CALADIUMS.
BureL
Donnizetti
Laingii
Leplay
Lepeschkinei
Prince Albert Edward

Princess Alexandra
Rouillard
Vesta.

NEW ANTIRRHINUMS.
Deiicatum
Glorius
Jessie Dean
John Hodge
Novelty
Rosy Morn
Snowflakc
William Robinson.

FUCHSIAS.
Beacon
Cari Schliessmann
Deutscher Kaiser
Dictator
Emma Staubach
Grenadier
Graf Moltke
General Werder
Henrietta Weinrich
Prince of Woldemar
Sedan
The Albert Memorial.

NEW PENTSTEMONS.
A. St. Clair
Bessie Anderson
Floribunda
Ladv Coults Lindsay
M. E. Wynne
Minie Dcnycr
Mrs. Moon
R. Fenn.

DOUBLE PETUNIAS.
Albert Jacquot
D'Aurelles
General Chanfiarnier
Tules Favre
McMahon
Marie Libaud
Rouget de ITsle
Saladin
Superieur a I'Abbfi Osse-
Tamerlane. [aume

NEW CLEMATIS.
Lucy Lemoine.

Fine double white, resembling
a magnificent large Zinnia in

form, keeping its pure white
colour to the last, flowering very
freely and continuously. A great
novelty.

Their NEW PLANT CATALOGUE for the present season contains Descriptions and Prices of all the

foregoing, as well as Select Lists of all the newest and finest varieties of Florist Flowers, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Azaleas, Camellias, Palms, &c., and will be forwarded Post Free on application.

NURSERIES—STANSTEAD PARK and RUTLAND PARK, LONDON,
For Florists" Flowers and Roses.

WEST COATES and PINKHILL, EDINBURGH, for Fruit Trees and Florist Flowers.

1^" We respectfully invite our Friends and Customers^ when, visiting Edinburgh., to call at the West Coates

Nurseries and inspect our New Winter Garden, which will at all times he found well worth a visit, »nd is

open every week day from 6 A.M. to 6 P.M.

HCANNELL'S (F.R.H.S.)

j"^ 'vmisfk.
* r^"''sery Business is strictly cor-

jlV ^'-^ --I^kI f""^^ ^° FLORIST FLOWERS and the

^^bi'^^W
following CHOICE SEEDS. Purchasers

:|;\j^j,,i(.,(
''^'^^^^ can therefore readily imagine his energy

and determination to grow and recom-

x^TT^ mend only what is really first-class. See
' FLORAI, GUIDE, containing full and

y^ ! -lir"-^ valuable particulars c-xpressly for Amateurs.

'er "^^ Ty^~^ The following are those that H, C, has a
^^', i^^ large stock of, and deserve special notice

CINERAP,,. PRIMULA by new Customers ;-
p^, p,^^^,__,, ^_

AMARANTHUS SALTCIFOLIUS, direct from Veitch"s .. r 6
AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf, fine new blue bedder .. .. i o

„ Tom Thumb, best dwarf blue bedder .. ..10
„ Prince Arthur, best bright blue bedder .. ..10
,,

White Imperial Dwarf, new white 10
„ White Tom Thumb, new dwarf white .. .,10

ANTIRRHINUM, best of varieties last season .. 6if. and i o
ASTERS (English-grown), Quilled, prize varieties .. zs. and 4 o

,, (French), best, imported direct 10
BALSAM—purchased all Stevens' Prize Collection 10
CALCEOLARIAS, best dwarf spotted varieties 26
CARNATIONS and PICOTEES—Norman's best .. 2i. and 4 o

,, ,, Other noted raisers', is. and 3 o
PINKS, from Keynes' splendid collection to
CINERARIAS, saved from best named varieties .. is. and 2 o
COCKSCOMB—Cutbush's Prize Dwarf Crimson 16
CYCLAMEN, direct from Edmond's Prize Collection .. ..10
ECHEVERIA METALLICA, a fine foliage plant . . per pod o 6

,, „ GLAUCA, new .

.

„ 16
„ RETUSA FLORIRUNDA SPLENDENS „ i o

„ SECUNDAandE. PUMILA 10
„ „ GLAUCA. beautiful edging .. ..16

FOXGLOVE, Ivery's superb large spotted 06
GERANIUM, Hybridised Zonal, newest varieties .. 11, and 2 o

„ Jean Sisley, finest scarlet out . .. 11, and 2 o
GOLDEN FEATHER, oest yellow edging .. .. W. and i o
HOLLYHOCK, best named kinds, direct from Chater .. ..20
LANTANAS. my best Catalogue varieties 06
LOBELIA SPECIOSA, intense dark blue, true 06
MARIGOLD, French Striped and African, not yet excelled.

colours unequalled (First Prize) 6rf. and i o

MIMULUS, best spotted strain (Henderson's) i o
PETUNIAS, very best named striped varieties i o
PRIMULAS, mixed or separate, superb (Williams') 21. 6ii. and 3 6
PANSY, Black Knight, darkest ever raised or seen 10

,, Belgian and Fancy varieties, beautifully marked .. ..10
„ Show, from best colleciion in Scotland 16
„ Sandbeck Gem and Pride of Rufford, best yellow beddcrs i o

PENTSTEMONS, from last year's best varieties id
SOLANUMS. Wcatherill's Improved Hybrid 06
VIOLA LUTEA GRANDIFLORA MAJOR, newest bedding

yellow (will be extensively grown) 10
VIOLA PERFECTION, finest mauve-blue bedder 10
VERBENAS, including all the new varieties 36
XERANTHEMUM, Everlasting flowers for winter .. ..06
New Florist Flowers and Florist Flower Seed Merchant,

Woolwich, S.E,
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THOMAS CRIPPS AND SON,
Tunbridge Wells NurserieSi Tunbridge Wells, Kent,

Offer new Hybrid Perpetual-blooming CLEMATISES, as sent
our for first lime last sprine : — LADY CAROLINE NEVILLE,
STAR of INDIA, TUNBRIDGENSIS — First-class Certificates
Royal Horticultural Society,

Prices, strong plants, 75. 6d. each; extra strong, a-yr. old plants,
loj. 6d. each.
Coloured Drawings, IS- each. Descriptive LISTS on application.

Usual discount to the Trade-

A Coloured Plate of

CLEMATIS LORD LONDESBOROUGH for 12
Stamps ; and fine plants of this magnificent Seedling can now be

had as under :

—

CLEMATIS LORD LONDESBOROUGH, now offered for the
first time, {First-Class Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society,
May, 1870.)—Deep rich mauve, with delicate maroon stripe down
the centre of each petal, sometimes blotched at the base of the
petal instead of the stripe, large and very fine, chocolate-coloured
stamens, 105. 6d. each, strong plants.

The three Seedlings sent out last year maintain their enviable
POSITION.

ALBF.RT VICTOR )LADY LONDESBOROUGH
J-

35. 6i. and js. each.
MISS EATEMAN J

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

Choice Florist Flowers,

JAMES VEITCH and SONS.
Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

Per packet—j. d.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA ALBA 26
„ „ RUBRA 26
,, ,, choicest mixed 26

The above Primulas have been saved from the best fringed
and most perfect flowers, and are so decidedly superior in

quality, that J. V. & SONS are confident the produce cannot be
surpassed, if equalled.
Our Primulas were awarded a Special Certificate by the

Royal Horticultural Society, February 15, 1871, for superior
quality.

CALCEOLARIA, International Prize strain 26
,, Dalkeith strain . . . . ..is. bd. ajid z 6

CINERARIA, saved from a first-class collection . , 11. 6rf, and 2 6
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, finest Prize .. .. is. and 2 6

Awarded a Special Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society,
February 15, 1871,

CARNAIION, from a Prize collection . . .

.

is. and 2 6
BALSAM, Camellia-flowered, choicest mixed .

.

6d. and i o

,, Double Rose-flowered, finest mixed ,. 6</. and i o
GLOXINIA, from our own collection of drooping and erecl-

flowcring varieties ., .. .. .. .. ..10
HOLLYHOCK, from choicest named sorts . , .. td. and i o
PANSY, choicest mixed, from English show varieties . . . . r o
PETUNIA HYBRIDA, choice varieties, in mixture .. ,. i o
PICOTEE, first quality, choice mixed .. .. is. and 2 6
PINK, choicest mixed laced varieties is. and a 6
POLYANTHUS, from finest gold-laced flowers 10
STOCK, East Lothian, per collection of three colours, scarlet,

purple, and white 26
STOCK, Intermediate Scarlet, verj' superior - 6ti. and i o
SWEET WILLIAM, Bragg's Improved .. 10

Collections of VEGETABLESEEDS, at 21s., 315. 6d., 42s., 63s. , and
loss, each, Carriage I'aid. In all respects similar to those advertised
by other Firms.

Priced CATALOGUES post free on application.

32, ' Maida Vale, Edgware Road, JV.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
(one of the Oldest Nurseries extant)

IS NOW CONDUCTED BY A COMPANY, WHO ARE
PREPARED TO

WAEEANT GENUINE
EVERY ARTICLE SUPPLIED TO THEIR CUSTOMERS.

THEIR STOCK AND RESOURCES ARE ALMOST

INEXHAUSTIBLE;
AND

THEIR MOTTO IS "LIBERALITY."

Please write for their ROSE and FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE, and also for their SEED CATALOGUE,
just published.

Address, JOHN BESTER (Manager),

PINE-APPLE NURSERY, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

VERBENA VIOLET KING.

Messrs. Thomas Methven & Sons
Have much pleasure in announcing that they have arranged to send out this superb and very distinct NEW

VERBENA. It was raised at Drunilanrig", where it has been extensively grown, and proved to be one of the best
bedding plants in cultivation. Colour, a lively violet-purple, giving the same and most effective shade as Verbena
venosa. It grows to the same height as Crimson King, but is more twiggy in habit, and forms a most compact
mass of bloom. It is of a hardy constitution, and stands rain better and blooms later into the damp weather of
autumn than any variety that has been tried against it. Mr. Simpson, of Wortley Hall, writing of it in The
Gardener, says, "It is a better bloomer, has a larger flower, a more vigorous constitution, and is much more effective

at a distance than Purple King. It was planted out side by side with Purple King in various situations, and its

superiority was very noticeable. It will prove a good companion to Crimson King."

To be sent out second week of May.

Price 18s. per dozen- The usual discount to the Trade.

Orders are now being booked, and will be executed in rotation as they are received.

LEITH WALK NURSERIES, EDINBURGH.

B. S. ^^^ILLIAMS,
VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERY, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.,

-Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry about to furnish their Conservatories, Greenhouses, Stoves, and Orchid Houses, to an inspection of his Stock of Ma^rnificent
Specimens, that are unequalled in this country, consisting of

THE CHOICEST AND EAEEST EXOTICS,
TREE FERNS, DRAC/ENAS, PALMS, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, AGAVES, YUCCAS, CYCADS, BEAUCARNEAS, ARALIAS,

AND ALL KINDS OF FLOWERING, STOVE, AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

The LARGE CONSERVATORY is at this season of the year especially worthy a visit, containing as it does fine collections of CAMELLIAS in fiill flower,

CYCLAMENS, PRIMULAS, SOLANUMS, &c., &c. In addition there are numerous Houses, consisting of ORCHID HOUSES, PALM STOVES, NEW HOLLAND
HOUSES, FERN HOUSES, AZALEA HOUSES, &c., replete with Plants which, by the interest and instruction they will afford, will well repay a visit.

The COLLECTION of MEXICAN PLANTS at this Nursery is of unrivalled excellence.

All New Plants that are worthy of notice are to be seen here. The houses have all been erected to suit the requirements of the Plants, which is one of the surest roads to

success in their cultivation.

Should Purchasers require Selections or Collections of Plants, they may depend i^pon having them put up with judgment. In such cases it is advisable to supply a List of
the kinds already possessed. PRICED CATALOGUES POST FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

SEED DEPARTMENT.
GENUINE SEEDS, CARRIAGE PAID AND FREE BY POST.

Complete Collections of Kitchen Garden Seeds, for One Year's Supply, to suit Large and Small Gardens, at the following prices :

21s., 423., 63s., 84s. each.
B. S. WILLIAMS devotes special and particular attention to this branch of his business, and can strongly recommend all seeds offered by him as being grown from the

most carefully selected and genuine Stock, all true to name, and of the finest possible quality.

His choice strain of Flower Seeds, such as PRIMULA, CINERARIA, CALCEOLARIA, &c,, are unequalled ; they are grown especially for him by persons who stand in
the first position as cultivators of the respective kinds.

The CATALOGUE, published in January, which can be had Post Free on application, will be found to contain Lists of the latest really useful Novelties in Flower and
Vegetable Seeds ; also a detailed compendium of all previously known kinds. VINES, FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS, &c.

LANDSCAPE AND STJB-TROPICAL GARDENING.
Estimates, Plans, and Advice given for the Laying-out of Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c. ; also for Erecting Greenhouses, Conservatories, and the Construction of

Rockwork and Ferneries.

Post %vo^ clotkj price 5^-., or Free by Post., ^s. $ct. eac/i,

HORTICULTURAL WORKS BY B. S. WILLIAMS, F.R.H.S., RECENTLY PUBLISHED
" Mr. Williams' skill as a plant cultivator is well and widely known."— Journal of Hortiadtui-e,

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FLOWERING PLANTS, with Q ELECT FERNS and LYCOPODS, BRITISH and EXOTIC, copiously
Coloured Frontispiece and Plans of Houses, and comprising descriptions of upwards of looo O '" --' —•' '' — nr—j -..j — ._:...r.,., j ;„.: „r — _i.„:.- .Illuslmtcd with Kngravings on Wood, and contarning

species and varieties.

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE ORNAMENTAL-LEAVED PLANTS,
forminc a sequel to the aliove, containing descriptions of 800 species and varieties, and profusely

to be worth (jrowing.

PiibUsked and Sold at Victoria and Paradise Nursery, Upper Holloway, N.

and EXOTIC,
descriptions of 900 choice species

Just published, Fourth Edition,

forminc a sequel to the ahove, containing dcscript
Illustrated with Engravings on Wood.

THE ORCHID-GROWERS' MANUAL, enlarged, revised, and ilhistrated,
containing descriptions of upwards of 800 species and varietica of Orchidaceous plai plants proved
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PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

Messrs. Geo. Jackman & Son
INTEND niSTRTPUTINO IN MAV NEXT

A SET OF THEIR HARDY FREE-FLOWERING CLEMATIS,
VIZ. :—

C. THOMAS MOORE, pucy violet, white stamens, passiflora-like. First-class Certilicate.

C. MRS. JAMES BATEMAN, pale lavender, fine. First-class Certificate.

C. VITICELLA RUBRA GRANDIFLORA, bright claret-crimson. First-class Certificate.

C. ALEXANDRA, pale reddish-violet. First-class Certificate.

C. VELUTINA PURPUREA, rich blackish mulberry. First-class Certificate.

15s. each. The Set of Five Varieties for 60s.

Orders hoo/ccii. and sent out in rotation.

See CATALOGUE for a general COLLECTION of CLEMATISES in Stock.

N.B. .\ Priced and Descriptive CATALOGUE of H.-\RDY TREES and SHRUBS Free on application.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

KITCHEN GARDEN
CARRIAGE FREE.

SEEDS,

A Complete Collection for a large Garden 63s.

A Complete Collection for a medium-sized Garden .. .. 42s.

A Complete Collection for a Small Garden 21s.

None but the most approved sorts of Vegetables are included in the above Collections. For sorts, see

SEED LIST, Free on application.

The GUINEA COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, Carriage Free,

Is composed of the following most approved kinds :

PEAS—Dillistone's Earliest, i quart
Sutlons' Early Champion, i quart
Champion of Engiand, i quart
Vcilch's Perfection, i quart
Payne's Conqueror, i pint
Advancer, i pint
Blue Scimitar, i pint

BEANS—Johnson's Wonderful, i quart
Broad Windsor, i quart
French Robin's Egg, i pint
Scarlet Runners, i pmt

BEET—St. Osyth, i oz.
BORECOLE, or KALE—Asparagus, i pkt.
Heaning, i packet
Cottagers', i packet

BRUSSELS SPROUTS—Finest, I packet
BROCCOLI—Adams' Early, i packet
Snow's Winter White, i packet
Puiple Sprouting, i packet
Walcheren, i packet

BROCCOLI—Dwarf Late White, i packet
CABBAGE—Early Nonpareil, i packet

Entield Market, r packet
Worcester Incomparable, i packet
Red Pickling, i packet

CARROT—Early Horn, i oz.

James' Intermediate, i oz.

Improved Altringham, i oz.

CAULIFLOWER—Early London, i packet
CELERY—Matchless Red, 1 packet

Cole's Crystal White, i packet
CRESS—Broad-leaved, 2 oz.

Curled, 2 oz.

Australian, i oz.

CUCUMBER—Smith's Frame, i packet
Stockwood, I packet

ENDIVE—Moss Curled, i packet
LEEK—Musselburgh, i packet
LETTUCE— Paris White Cos, i packet

Paris Green Cos, i packet

LETTUCE—Worcester Cabbage, i packet
MUSTARD—4 oz.

MELON—Hannam's Hybrid, 1 packet
ONION—White Spanish, i oz.

James' Keeping, i oz.

PARSLEY—Myall's Garnishing, i packet
PARSNIP—Improved Hollow Lrown, 1 or.

RADISH—Long Scarlet, 2 oz.

Red Turnip, 2 oz.

White Turnip, 2 oz.

Olive Shaped, 2 oz.

SAVOY—Green Curled, i packet
SPINACH—Round, 4 oz.

Prickly, 4 oz.

TURNIP— Early Snowball, i oz.
American Redtop, i oz.

TOMATO-Red, i packet
VEGETABLE MARROW i packet
POT HERBS, 4 packets

EIGHAED SMITH,
SEED MERCHANT AND NURSERYMAN, WORCESTER.

TO POTATO PLANTERS.

James Carter & Co.,
HAVING IMPORTED

A SPLENDID LOT of the FOLLOWING AMERICAN POTATOS
Direct from the original introducers, are prepared to supply them at greatly

reduced prices, per cwt. or ton.

KING OF THE EARLIES,
BRESEE'S PEERLESS,

BRESEE'S PROLIFIC,
EARLY GOODRICH.

EARLY ROSE,
CLIMAX,

Also choice stocks of the following ;

—

REDSKIN FLOURBALL (true), and BOVINIA.
Lowest Price per Cwt. and Ton on application.

JAMES CARTER and CO., 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

SEED POTATOS.

H. & F. Sharpe'S
WHOLESALE LIST OE SEED POTATOS

COMPRISES, AMONGST OTHERS, THE FOLLOWING FINE VARIETIES, VIZ. :

—

EARLY SANDRINGHAM KIDNEY, First Early
MONA'S PRIDE KIDNEY
AMERICAN EARLY ROSE
OLD ASHLEAF KIDNEY
WALNUT-LEAVED KIDNEY
RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF KIDNEY
MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY
DAINTREE'S EARLIEST ROUND
The above varieties have been carefully selected, and

and other particulars, apply to

AMERICAN EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY DALMAHOY ROUND
EARLY OXFORD ROUND
DRUMMOND'S EARLY PROLIFIC ROUND
EARLY FLOUNDER, very prolific

PATERSON'S VICTORIA, True
FLUKE KIDNEY
RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL, True

the quality is excellent. For prices (which are very low),

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH, GAMES.

TTERBENAS. VERBENAS, VERBENAS.—Scarlet,
V Pink, White, Purple, and other colours, spring-struck, and

strong, in variety, 8,^. per 100 ; White or Purple separately, loj, per
100; LiRhtand Dark HELIOTROPE, 8s, per 100; also good strong
l>lants of LtHIELIA PUMILA GRANDIFLOKA, one of the best
,ind most compact Rluc Lobelias ever scntoui, 6j, per 100; LOBELIA
SPECIOS.A. (true), from cuttincs. 31. per 100; MRS. POLLOCK and
CRYSTAL I'ALACE GEM GERANIUMS, in Single Pols. ts. M.
per dozen, package included, for cash only.

S. RIDE, Alma Nurserj', Karnham, Surrey,

C1H0ICE SEEDS.—An assortment of 6 varieties of
J ORNAMENTAL ROCK PLANTS, saved from our well known
extensive collection, 3.^.

An assortment of 12 varieties, 5s.

An assortment of 6 varieties, choice STOVE and GREENHOUSE
FERNS, IS. 6rf.

Ditto 13 varieties ditto, 2s. M.
An assortment of 6 varieties of good HARDY FERNS, ir.

rtitto 13 varieties ditto, ai.

CALCEOLARIA, saved from a collection of superb varieties, per
packet, 2J. M.

CINERARIA, saved from our own collection of finest named
varieties, ar. td.
Sent free by post, when the amount is remitted with order.

JAMES RACKHOl'SE .\ND SON, N urseries. York.

Plants, Post Free.
DAHLIAS {Pot Roots), good named, Show and Fancy,

12 roots, in 6 sorts, 4J, ; 25 in 12 sorts, %s.

AC inMEN ES, 6 good named sorts, 6 tubers each, for 3.'.

PELARGONIUMS, in 60 good named sorts. Show and Fancy, nice
plants, 12 varieties 4J,, 24 for 71. fad., 50 for 15s. Also supplied in

pots at the same prices, but baskets extra.
GERANIUMS, of Gold and Silver, Tricolors, and Bronze leaved, nice

rooted plants, including Mrs. Pollock, Sophie Dumaresquc, Italia

Unita, Glen Eyre Beauty, Sunset, Spanish Reauty, and 30 other
varieties, our selection, 12 for %s. da., 25 for 7J. ; Mrs. Pollock
and Sophie Dumaresque, 12 of each for6j.

GERANIUMS, Scarlet, Zonal, and Nosegay, in 50 select named sorts,

nice rooted plants, 12 varieties, 25, td., 25 for 5s., 50 lor los ; 100, in

50 sorts, for 15J.

CALCEOLARIA AUREA FLORIBUNDA, Prince of Orange, and
other kinds, nice plants, once potted, 12 for i,^. grf., 25 for 31. 31^.,

50 for ts., 100 for los. (id.

CALCEOLARIAS, Herbaceous, very fine, in 4,5, and 6 inch pots
price per dozen or 100 on application.
H. AND R. SITRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

To tlie Trade.

"p.ASSIFLORA CCERULEA,
in large 6o's,'trom2j^ 103^^ ft. high,

very strong, 40J. per 100, or {,1") 105. per

1000; stronger plants, in 48-sized pots,

50s. per 100, Also a splendid lot of

GRAPE VINES, in pots, including all

the leading varieties, either for planting

in pots or planting-out. Prices on

application.

A. HENDERSON, Sion Nursery,

Thornton Heath, London. S.

NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS,
CARRI.^GE FREE.

B. S. WILLIAMS
NURSERYM.^N and SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Per packet—J. d.

Williams' Alexandra IIROCCOLI i 6

Williams' Improved Dwarf BRUSSELS SPROUTS .. ..10
Williams' Early Nonsuch CABBAGE I o

Williams' Matchless Red CELERY I o

Telegraph CUCUMBER (Woolley's Improved) i 6

Turner's Blue Gown CUCUMBER 26
Williams' Gloria Mundi ENDIVE 16
Burnell's Alexandra White Cos LETTUCE 16
Williams' Emperor of the Marrows PEA, a white wrinkled

variety, very prolific, and of exquisite flavour, the finest

wrinkled marrow Pea in cultivation .. ..per quart.. 5 o

Barley's Defiance TOMA IIJ, the earliest in cultivation, per pkt. i 6

Bresee's Climax POTATOS per peck 5 o

,, KineoftheEa's POTATOS so
„ Prolific POTATOS So

Sutlons' Ked-skinncd Flourball POTATOS . . • 30

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
Per packet—r. rf.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed
IS. 6ii., 2i. W., 3s. (3d.., and g o

Williams' superb strain of BALSAM u. 6if , and 2 6
Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA

ij, &f., 2J. (>d t 3*. 6<f., and g o
Weatherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA

IJ, (yd. , 2J. &/., 3s. 6d., and g o
Wiggin's prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. is. 6d., 2s 6rf-, and 3 6

Wiggin's prize strain of POLYANTHUS .. .. is. and i 6
GLOXINIA, finest erect varieties i o
GLOXINIA, finest drooping varieties.. .. 10
AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf 10
CENTAUREA CLEMENTEI - 16
COLLINSIA VIOLACEA 10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE 26
PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful varieties .. each 2 6

,, „ mi.xed .. .. .. ..26
East Lothian STOCKS, per collection of three colours . . . . a 6
VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress 2S. 6<f . and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA. var. Perfection is. 6rf. and 2 6
ZINNIA HAAGEANA.florepleno 10
GLADIOLI, choice named sorts .. per dozen, 6s. , os, and i» o

„ RRENCHLEYENSIS, 2s. per dozen, los. 6d. per 100.

,,
English Seedlings, very fine, 2J. 6i, per doz, itjs. per 100.

B. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready, post free on
application.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES.
Upper HoUoway, London, N.

ICHARD WALKER has to offer, for cash.
SEAKALE for planting out, 3s. per 100. ASPAR.^GUS, £1

per 1000. WHITE Sl'ANISH ONlON SEED, t$. 9./, per lb.

PINKS, mi.vcd laced, £r per 100, DAISIES, White, Crown. Hcti-and-
chickcn, all 5s. per 100 ; splendid Pearl do . 2s. 6d. per 100. POLY-
ANTHUS. Ss. per 100. CABRAGE PLANTS, East Ham. Enfield
Market, and Robinson's Champion Drumhead, all at as, 6d. per 1000.

POTATOS, Early Shaw, £4 per ton ; real American Red skinned
Flourball. £7 per ton ; American Goodrich, 14.1. per cwt. ; Giant l-^ing,

8s. per cwt. ; Variegated Golden Gem, 2s. 6d. per peck ; Peach Blow,
4s. per peck. Market Gardens, Biggleswade, Beds.
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JAMES BROOKE & CO,,

FAIRFIELD, MANCHESTER.

ORCHIDS and their CULTIVATION.
The cultivation of Orchids being rapidly upon the

increase, and the details connected with their growth and

management being, in consequence, often asked for, we

have been induced to give a new complexion to our

CATALOGUE, and have endeavoured to render it a

popular and readable introduction to Orchidology. We

call it "The FAIRFIELD ORCHIDS," under whidi

name it can be supplied, either by ourselves, or by

Messrs. Bradbury, Evans & Co, 10, Bouverie Street,

London, E.C., price 3J.

Fsving thus provided the cultivators of this charming

race of plants with details respecting their varied natures

and excellencies, we shall, of course, be expected to

furnish the plants themselves at the most reasonable

prices possible, so as to place them within the reach of

the general public, and give them the opportunity of

trying if, by following our own methods of culture, they

may not greatly simpHfy the whole matter.

We append, accordingly, a list of the prices at which

we can furnish plants, and confidently leave it to our

friends to note for themselves how very moderate they

are :

—

Dendrobium Falconeri, 215. to 635. each; D. Wardianum, 63s. to

105J. ; D. chrj'sotis, 21s. to 63^. ; D. McCarthlae, 425. to 845, ; D.

heterocarpum, gs. to zis. D. moniliforme, los. 6d. to 21s. ; D. trans-

parens, 51. to 211. ; D. Devonianum, 7r. bd. to 21s. ; D. nobile, 5s. to

Joy. ; Odontoglossum grande, 71. 6d. to tos. 6d. ; O. Insleayi, 71. 6d. to

lOJ. 6d. ; O. citrosmum, ys. 6d. to loi. 6d. ; O. luteo-purpureum, 25J,
;

O. Eloriosum, 251. j O. Alexandra (Bluntii], 21s. to 63s. ; O- Pescatorei,

SIS. 10631. ; O. Rossi superbum, 211. to 31s. 6d. ; O. crocidyptcrum,

42s. ; O. platyodon, 31s. 6d. ; O. ramulosum, 315. 6d. ; O. Bictonense,

igs, ; O. Uroskinneri, 10^. 6d. to 151. ; Vanda corrulea, jos. td. to 105s.

;

Pleione Wallichii, 3s. 6d. each, 30J, per dozen; P. lagenaria, 51. to

10s. td. ; Cypripcdium hirsutissimum, 7J. td, to 21s. ; Cattleya Mossiae,

•js.dd. to 211. ; C. maxima, 31J. 6d. ; C. Trianae, 151. ; C. Warncri, 21J.

Barkeria Skinneri, los. dd. to 63s, ; B. spectabilis, lOi. dd. to 63J.

;

Calanthe vestita, 31. dd. to 2rs. ; C. Veitchii, 10s. 6d. to 425. ; Cceloeyne

cristatum, los. 6d. to 63s. ; Oncidium Papilio, 7s. 6d. to 101, 6d. ; O.

Kramcri, zir. ; O. Lanceanum, fine variety, 15^.

If the selection be left to J. B, & Co., they undertake to

supriy at the following rates :
—

12 real'y good, free flowering, beautiful sorts, g guineas.

24 ditio, including rarer sorts, 10 to 20 guineas.

50 ditto, very fine collection, 30 to 50 guineas.

103 ditto, the higher priced, including fine and many very rare

specimens, 50 to 100 guineas.

Gentlemen commencing collections, or having only a few kind?, the

namrs of which may be given, would be supplied in this way much
cheaper than if selected separately from the list, and with sorts of

sterling merit.

The Catalogue contains such sorts as are really useful, and which,

being in general demand, arc most regularly in stock. The collection

will be regularly increased with new and good ones, and any not in

slock will, as far as possible, be procured to order, at as low a price

a"5 they can be supplied.

A Special Descriptive CATALOGUE
OF

ORCHIDS, PALMS, FERNS, CYCADS, &c..

Post Free.

PINES.

Our slock of these (one of the largest in England)

consists of about 1200 plants of all sizes, and we can

supply from suckers to fruiting plants, good, healthy, and

clean, at prices according to size.

Montserrat is chiefly grown ; this variety we can supply,

succession plants, from 2j. 6ii. to 10s. bd., and fruiting

plants loj. kd. to 42^. each. Other sorts are grown, such

as Smooth Cayenne, Black Jamaica, Charlotte Rothschild,

&c. The last mentioned is highly recommended as a fine

variety, in way of Queen, growing to to or r2 lb., and a

fine new winter variety.

32, Maida Vale, London, W.

THE
PINE-APPLE NURSERY

COMPANY

Beg to call special attention to the following

SELECTION of CHOICE SEEDS.
CATALOGUES may be had Gratis and Post Free

on application.
Per packet

—

s. d.

AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS is. 6d. and 2 6

AURICULA, very choice mixed 10

CALCEOLARIA, herbaceous, finest mixed,

IS. 6d. and 2 6

CINERARIA, from prize strain .. i^. 6d. and 2 6

COCKSCOMB, dwarf crimson prize.

.

.. ,.06

CYCLAMEN, from a splendid collection .. ..to

HOLLYHOCK, finest double mi.xed is. and i 6

PANSY, or HEARTSEASE, from prize flowers,

ij. and I 6

PETUNIA, finest mixed 10

*PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA ALBA ..26

* .. ,, ., RUBRA . 2 6

•
.. ,, ,, best mixed 2 6

*• This is saved from finely fringed and large flowers.

ASTER—Dwarf German 12 vars., 2s. 6d. ; 6 vars. i 6

Quilled German .. 12 vars., 2r. 6d. ; 6 vars. i 6

Dwarf Pyramidal Bouquet .. ., 12 vars. 2 6

Globe-flowered , 12 vars. 2 6

French Imbricated Pompon ., .. 12 vars. 3 6

Truffaut's French Posony-fiowered, 12 vars,, 35. ;

8 vars. 2 o

Dwarf Chrysanthemum-flowered, 12 vars., 35. 6d. ;

6 vars. 2 o

Crown flowered or Cockade 6 vars. 2 o

Improved Rose, large flowered . , , . 8 vars. 2 6

Victoria, large flowered 6 vars. 2 o

New Schiller . . . , , , "5 fine vars. 2 6

BALSAM, from the most superb collection ..9 vars. 2 6

STOCK— Dwarf German Ten-week, 12 varieties,

2J. 6d. ; 8 vars. i 6

Large flowered Dwarf Ten-week .. ..8 vars. 2 6

German Ten-week Wallflower-leaved 10 vars. 3 o

Large-flowered Pyramidal Ten-week ..8 vars. 2 o

Earliest Autumnal-flowering .. .. ..8 vars. 20

Emperor or Perpetual ..8 vars. 20

Winter or Biennial Brompton .

.

12 vars, 3 o

Tree Giant Cape 4 vars. 20

New Giant Tree Ten-week . . . , . .6 vars. 2 o

ZINNIA ELEGANS FLORE-PLENO ..6 vars. 2 o

The New Tying Material, RAPHIA, 2s. 6d. per lb.

Address,

JOHN BESTER,
MANAGER,

32, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

Now Ready, Post Free to all Applicants.

B. S. WILLIAMS'
NEW PLANT AND

GENERAL CATALOGUE
Which, in addition to select LISTS of the

general NURSERY STOCK, also contains the

following CHOICE NEW PLANTS, which

are now offered to the Public for the first

time, and which will be ready for distribution

in May next :—

.^chmea Mariae Heginse.
This is undoubtedly one of the most superb Bronicliaceous plants

ever introduced to the gardens of Europe, and during the past season
was awarded a First class Ccrtific.ile at the Regent's Park Botanic
Society's Exhibition, a First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticul-
tural Society's Exhibition, and also a Special Silver Medal for its great
beauty and superior excellence. It is a beautiful stove perennial, of
robust habit, the leaves are arranged in a vase-like manner, recurved
towards the end, from 12 to 18 inches long, and dark green. The
flower-spike is erect, and rises from the centre, the lower portion

clothed with large oblong boat-shaped bracts of a rich magenta shaded
with rose, and which remain for two months in full perfection; the

upper portion is thickly studded with flowers, which are tipped with
dark blue, changing with age to rose. J'rice 6y- each.

Adiantum Capillus-Veneris undulatum
(Moore).

A remarkable variety of dwarf compact habit, with very large and
broad, dark green pinna:, which are beautifully undulated at the
margins. It is perfectly distinct from any other variety, and has been
awarded a Firsl-ctass Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society.

Price 21S. each.

Davallia Tyermanii.
This is, perhaps, the most beautiful of all the Hare's-foot Ferns yet

introduced to cultivation; it is of dwarf compact habit, and, on
account of its being suitable for growing as a basket plant, for

Wardian cases, or for general decorative purposes, as well as for

public exhibition, it is a valuable addition to this lovely order of

plants. It is an evergreen species, having deltoid, tripinnale, rich

dark green fronds some 7 or 8 inches long, and nearly as much broad
at the base. The rhizomes are somewhat slender, and densely clothed

with large, silvery-white, chaflTy scales, which contrast charmingly
with the deep green of its fronds. It has been awarded a First-class

Certificate at South Kensington, a First-class Certificate at the

Regent's Park Botanic Society's Exhibition, and also at the Man-
chester Spring Meeting in February of the present year. Price

2ts. each.

Erica Turnbullii.
A very desirable and distinct garden hybrid, raised by Mr. Turnbull

of Eothwcll Castle. It is of good habit, an abundant bloomer, and
very showy : the flowers are produced in umbels of from three to six,

tube upwards of an inch and a half long, deep reddish-pink in colour,

the limb is white, and the throat dark purple. It blooms in August
and September. Small specimens 631. each.

Fuclisia Emperor of Brazil.
A pleasing free-flowering variety; flowers very double, tube and

sepals deep reddish-crimson, sepals broad and well reflexcd; corolla

regular and very double, rich violet-purple flaked with rosy-carmine.

Price 71. 6d.

Fuchsia Prince Leopold.
This is a profuse bloomer; habit good, flowers large and very

double, tube and sepals deep crimson, the latter broad and well

reflexed ; corolla very regular, deep violet, the upper part shaded with
carmine. Price 7s. 6d.

Fuchsia Purity,
Habit good ; tube and sepals bright carmine, very broad and per-

fectly reflexed; corolla single and regular, pure white. Price

7J. 6a. each.

Gloxinia Mr. Thos. Binney.
A fine erect flower, of great size and good substance; throat bright

red, whilst the limb is ol an intense deep crimson. Price ids. W. each.

Gloxinia Purple Prince.
A superb erect flowering variety, of good habit ; the flowers are

large and limb broad, the tube is white without, the throat and lobes

of ine limb deep violet-purple, margined with blue. Price ios.6d. each.

Gloxinia Scarlet Gem.
Flowers erect, large, tube white, the throat freckled with lilac and

stained bluish-mauve at the mouth ; the limb is broad and even, and
of an intense vivid scarlet. It has received a First-class Certificate.

Price loj. 6d. each.

Pelargonium Mrs. J. Pottle.

A distinct variety, of the Nosegay section. It is very dwarf and
compact in growth, and is, peih.^ps, the most prolific bloomer ever

sent out; as a bedding plant it is unsurpassed, as the tria's it has

undergone for the last three years fully jirnve. The truss is dense and
globular, flowers a soft plntc shaded with cerise; its distinct colour

and profuse blooming quality will render it a general favourite. Price

Ss. each.

Double-flo-wered Chinese Primrose, Peach
Blossom.

A most effective variety, of free and vigorous habit, presenting auite

a new feature in the colour of its flowers, which arc large and full, of

a most beautiful carmine-pink sufTused with peach; truss ver>' fine,

and produced well above the foliage. Price 7s td. each.

Viola cornuta Magnificent.
This beautiful variety will be found tjuite equal in size to the two

varjcties previously sent out by me, vii., Perfection and Enchantress,
and far superior in colour. It is of the same free-branching habit as

the above named kinds, but somewhat more robust in growth, whilst

in colour it is very distinct and superior; the flowers arc borne well up
above the foliage, of great substance and rich deep violet-purple. Its

hardy constitution and profuse blooming qualities will render it one of
the most beautiful of spring and summer bedding or border plants.

Price 25, 6rf. each, 24s. per doz.

Verbena Blue Boy.
A great acquisition to our bedding Verbenas, robust in growth, and

of free blooming habit, the flowers are dcliciously fragrant and intense

rich blue, a shade of colour so much needed for the embellishment of

tiic flower garden. Price 3J. bd. each.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOT.I.OWAY, LONDON. N.
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NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS', and MARKET
GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

Enrolled under the Trade Union Act of 1871.

Subscriptions ioj. 6rf. per annum.

Prtsidettt.
I

Vicf-FrtsidtHl.

J. Fraser, Esq. I
G. F. Morns, Esq.

Trtisttes.

Mr. A, Johnston.
I
Mr. George Fcnnett.

I
Mr. M. Rochford.

Trtasui er.

Mr. Henry PennetL
CommUtee.

Messrs. John Mailer.
W. North.
R.. Oubridge.
H. Stroud.
W. Sweet.
F. Woolven.

Messrs. R.BiilIen.

„ T. Bullen.

„ Geo. Beckwith.
, R. T. Childs.

„ W. Cutbush.
„ B. J. Edwards.

Sfcretary.

H, Henderson.
The above Association has been formed for the protection and

benefit of all persons connected with the above trades, cither as

(growers or buyers, its objects being— ist, Co-operation to resist all

unjust and oppressive assessments ; 2d, Mutual assistance in all cases
of loss arising from hailstorms: 3d, Continued efforts to procure
sufficient and suitable market accommodation, and to promote the

(teneral interest of the trade ; 4th, To help any members who through
accident or misfortune are brought to poverty. The officers and

solicit the co-operation and support of all

,de by becoming members.
Rules and all information may be had gratis by applying to the

Secretary, Mr. H, HENDERSON, Seedsman, Tottenham, N.

members of the Associati

persons interested in thi

Planting Season.
DICKSONS AND CO., Nurserymen and

Seedsmen, i, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, beg to call the
attention of those about to plant to their very larjje and healthy
Stock of FOREST TREES, FRUIT TREES, ORNAMENTAL
TREES and SHRUBS, which are now in fine condition for trans-

planting. They arc frrowing on very exposed ground, are finely

rooted, and their wood is thoroughly ripened. Samples and Cata-
logues on application. Special prices will be quoted where large
quantities are taken. {Established 177a)
Experienced FORESTERS, GAB

STEWARDS recommended.
jARDENERS, and LAND

jV/r ILFORD NURSERIES
-^'-'- near GodalmJng.

For NEW and RARE HARDY PLANTS and
CONIFER/E, sec MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE.

For HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
EVERGREENS, &c., see MAURICE YOUNG'S New
Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For RHODODENDRONS and other AMERICAN
PLANTS, sec MAURICE Y'OUNG^ New Descriptive
CATALOGUE.

For STANDARD and HALF STANDARD ROSES.
see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For NEW JAPANESE AUCUBAS, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For JAPANESE NOVELTIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For Cheap EVERGREENS and SHRUBS for COVER
PLANTING or SHRUBBERIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For PLANTS suitable for WINTER BEDDING, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For EXTRA TRANSPLANTED or QUARTERED
FOREST TREES for Planting Belts or Shrubberies, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive Catalogue.

Forwarded on application enclosing (tamp.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming.

MAURICE YOUNG'S NEW TRADE LIST of
CONIFER>E, HARDY EVERGREEN TREES and

SHRUBS, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, JAPANESE PLANTS,
NEW AUCUBAS, &c., is now ready, and will be forwarded on
application.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

Aucuba Pollen.

JOHN STANDISH and CO. can now supply any
quantity of AUCUBA POLLEN in one shilling and half-crown

packets. Post free for stamps.
Also MALE AUCUBA PLANTS, with flower buds, at from 21. 6*;.

toss. each. Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

Specimen Ferns.
BLECHNUM BR^^SILIENSE, rs-inch stem, 20 good

fronds, 2 to 3 feet long. Price 63s.

CYATHEA PRINCEPS, six fronds, 3 to s feet long. Price 63s.

ASPLENIUM NIDUS, 20 fronds, i to 2 feet long. 211,

The above are splendid plants for exhibition, being in good health
'" ~"'""~g strong growth.

AVILLIAM BRYANT, The Nursery, Rugby.

EVERGREEN HEDGES.—The best and cheapest
plant for Evergreen Hedges is the THUJA PYRAMIDALIS,

to be obtained from WILLIAM BARRON and SON.
18 inches to 2 feet, extra, transplanted, loj. per 100 ; 8oj. per 1000.
2 feet to sl-i feet, extra, transplanted, 15s, per 100; 1201. per 1000.
General Descriptive CATALOGUE of CONIFER.E and other

ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, ROSES, RH<:)DODENDRONS,
FRUIT TREES, &c,, may be had, post free, on application.

Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash, near Derby.

ForeBt and OxTiamental Planting.
PETER LAWSON and SON respectfully solicit

early orders for FOREST TREES and ORNAMENTAL
TREES and SHRUBS, which they can supply to great extent.
The large breadths of LARCHES, from 1 to t!^ feet, SCOTCH

FIR, NORWAY SPRUCE, AUSTRIAN PINES, and other leading
sorts of FOREST TREES, are unusually fine, and worthy of inspec-
tion. CATALOGUES and special offers will be furnished upon
application.

Edinburgh and London.—December, 1871.

Spring Plant Catalogue, 1872.
CHARLES TURNERS Descriptive LIST of

PLANTS for the season is NOW READY, and may be had on
application. It contains the best selections :•

Achjmenes
Auriculas
Azaleas
Carnations
Chryfanthemums
Cinerarias
Coleus
Dahlias of sorts
Ferns
Fuchsias
Gesnsraceous Plants
Gloxinias
Hedera

And many other species,
The Royal Nurseries, Slougli

Bedding Plants
Climbing Plants
Pelargoniums (Show)
„ (Fancy)
„ Tricolor)

,, (Variegated)
Phlox
Picotees
Pinks
Roses
Stove Plants
Verbenas

DICKSONS AND CO., I, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh
(established 1770), are now sending out good strong plants of

their fine new hybrid bedding VIOLAS" and PANSIRS, which have
proved so invaluable for the Flower Garden, conlinuing in bloom from
early spring till November. Also of their extra fine new Show and
Fancy PANSIES, PENTSTEMONS, and early-llowering PHLOXES,
for 1872. D. & Co. have a splendid stock of extra large specimen
English YEWS, HOLLIES, and Hybrid RHODODENDRONS, lor
giving immediate effect in new grounds. Also all kinds of FOREST and
ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, ROSES
A fine collection of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
BEDDING PLANTS, EXOTIC and HARDY FERNS, HERBA
CEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS, AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN,
and FLOWER SEEDS of the purest kind. CATALOGUES free on
application.
EXPERIENCED GARDENERS, FORESTERS, and LAND

STEWARDS recommended.

CARTER'S
NEW CANADIAN EXPRESS RUNNER BEAN.

This variety reaches England with

a great reputation. It is described

as a hybrid between an American

Bean called the " Horticultural " and

"White Case Knife," the earliest, most

productive, and hardiest of all the

Runners. It is cultivated very exten

sively for the Canadian markets.

Per quart, 3s. 6d.

CAETEE'S

CHAMPION RUNNERS.

A GIANT VARIETY OF SCARLET

RUNNERS.

"The pods frequently attain a length Of

lo inches, while still fleshy and tender, and

without a trace of coarseness. This is the

best variety of Runner Bean in cultivation."

— The Gardeners' Magazine, Oct. 21, 1871.

"Of Beans we Have a capital variety in

Carter's Champion Runners, an extraor-

dinary cropper, of good quality."

—

Journal

_ ,. _ _ _ of Horticulture, November 2, 1871.
New Canadian Express Runner Bean.

Price, per quart, 3s. 6d. Price per quart, 3s. 6d.

JAMES CARTER and CO., SEEDSMEN to the QUEEN and the PRINCE of WALES^

337 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN,iLONDON, W.C.

I^/

Seedsmen by
Special WaiTant.

SUTTONS'
CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.

FREE BY POST OR RAIL.

SUTTONS' DOUBLE DWARF
ROCKET LARKSPUR,

s. d.

10 varieties, separate . . ..26
6 varieties, separate . . ..16
The above choice sorts in mix-

ture . . .. per pkt. I o

See Illustration.

SUTTONS' GLOBE GERMAN
ASTER (Quilled).

18 varieties, separate .. ..36
12 varieties, separate . . ..26

varieties, separate .. ..16
The above choice sorts in mix-

ture .. .. per pkt. I o

SUTTONS" DWARF GERMAN
TEN-WEEK STOCK.

24 fine varieties, separate ..40
12 fine varieties, separate , . a 6

6 fine varieties, separate ., 16
The above choice sorts in mi.\-

ture .. , . per pkt. i o

SUTTONS' HELICHRYSUM.

6 splendid varieties, separate a o

The above choice sorts in mix-

ture . . .. per pkt, I o

SUTTONS' P.-EONY-FLOWERED
DOUBLE POPPY.

10 varieties, separate . . ..26
6 varieties, separate . . .,16
The above choice sorts in mix-

ture .. .. per pkt. 1 o

SUTTONS" COCKSCOMB.

12 splendid varieltes, separate 3 o

6 splendid varieties, separate i 6

/ The above choice sorts in mix-

ture ,. .. per pkt. I o

i vAcK.

Further particulars of CHOICE

FLOWER SEEDS gratis and pos

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEEDSMEN KY APPOINTMENT TO THE QUEEN

AND PRINCE OF WALES,
ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT,

READING.
To the Trade.

GERANIUMS, Bijou, from store pots, 8j. per lOO.

CALCEOLARIAS, aurea floribunda, from cold pits, 6j. per

100 : good-rooted plants, autuinn-struck,
HELIOTROPES, autumn or spring-struck, 8s. per too.

DELPHINIUM FORMOSUM, from ground, Transplanted, Js. psr

loo,

PICOTEES, Prince George (Red), from ground, los. per loo.

PINKS, Anne Boleyn. from ground, 121. per 100.

THOMAS PERKINS. 42, Drapery, Northampton.

("(ABBAGE PLANTS.—About 4 acres of strong

J Cabbage Plants. Robinson's Champion Ox Cabbage at 21. 9<i.

per 1000 ; also late Red Pole Cattle Cabbage at 3s. M. per 1000. All

orders above 50.000, id. per 1000 cheaper. Reference required from

unknown Correspondents.

J. WOOBERRY, Nursep'man, Billinghurst, Sussex.

Cabbage Plants.

THOMAS IMRIE and SONS, Ayr, offer—
Per 1000—s. d,

EARLY YORK CABBAGE plants « f
GIBSON'S LATE DRUMHEAD 20
DWARF-CURLED GERMAN GREENS.. ..26
SAVOYS ,

' •
J "

,
3 "

All line plants, and grown from best selected stock.

CABBAGE PLANTS, CABBAGE PLANTS,
strong, healthy, vigorous.

r,00O,000 Robinson's Drumhead, at 31. per 1000. ... ,

500,000 Early Battersea, Enfield Market, and Little Pixie, at 3!. M.
per rooo.

100,000 Red Pickling Drumhead, 5s. per 1000.

Sutton's Red-skinned Flourball POTATO, at 6s. per bushel.

Paterson's Bovinia, or Cattle-feeder POTATO, at 6s. per bushel.

Samples on application.

Remittances to accompany Orders from unknown Correspondents.

W. VIRGO AND St.'N, Wonersh No rserj-, near Guildford, Surrey.

The New American Potatoa.
TO THE TR.ADE.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Merchants,
Sleaford, can oder the following varieties of POTATOS, fresh

imported Seed. Price on application.

NEW AMERICAN LATE ROSE
EARLY ROSE
EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY SOVEREIGN
BRESEE'S PROLIFIC
BRESEE'S KINGoftheEARLIES
BRESEE'S PEERLESS
BRESEE'S CLIMAX
PEACH BLOW.

Important to Cucumtier Growers.

ABBOTT'S IMPROVED EARLY PROLIFIC
CUCUMBER, one of the best grown, hardy, fine flavour, grows

"o to 26 inches long, has been grown here 14 years ; still one of the best

out. NEW CA'PALOGUES ready, post free, containing only best

Sorts, Seeds and Plants, and Shrubs, Fruit Trees, and Bedding

Plants Choice selections of Ferns and various New Plants, lorn

Thumb Geraniums, from store pots, autumn-struck, 6s. per too;

fine double Petunias, strong, in thumb pots, 4s. per dozen ;
Gladiolus

Brenchleyensis, is. M. per dozen, los. per loo; and hne Green Koni

Rabi, 2S. per lb., for cash. ^ , ,. . c -«
E. ABBOTT, Railway Nursery, Ardleigh, near Colchester, Essex.
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RENDLE'S PATENT ORCHARD HOUSES,
PATENT PLANT PROTECTORS, AND GROUND VINERIES.

Secured by Her Majesty s RoyalLetters Patent (two separate and distinct Patents, 1 869 & 1 870^.

UNDER THE DISTINGUISHED PATRONAGE OF—
His Royal HIghneSK the Prince of Wales.
His Royal Highnrss Prince Christian.

Her Majesty's Commissioners for Royal Parks.

His Highness the Maharajah Prince Dulcep Singh.

His Grace the Duke of Rutland.
His Grace ihe Duke of Sutherland.

His Grace the Duke of Devonshire.
The Most Noble the Marchioness of Anglesey.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Stamford and Warrington.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Portsmouth.
The Right Honourable the Earl of Dartmouth.
The Right Honourable the Lord Portman.

The Dowager Counte5s of Aylesford.
The Right Honourable Lord Alfred Churchill
The Right Honourable Lord Berkeley Paget.
The Rieht Honourable Lord Bolton.
The Right Honourable Lord dc L'Isle and Dudley.

&c &c. &c.

PATENT PORTABLE GREENHOUSES, ORCHARD HOUSES, &c.
The Patentee is now in a position to Contract for and Build any description of Greenhouses, Orchard Houses, or Conservatories, of all sizes and dimensions.

The NEW PATENT SYSTEM of GLAZING is the CHEAPEST and MOST PERFECT EVER INTRODUCED.
The Hotjses are built on Wooden Framework, with Zinc or Galvanised Iron Grooves ; the Glass slides in the grooves, and the most complete plan of ventilation is secured.

No paint or putty is required, and the Zinc and Glass are the only materials exposed to the action of the atmosphere. When the system is known and understood, it will

become universal.

A Span-Roof Orchard-House complete, 12 feet wide and 30 feet long, from £35.

A Span-Roof Orchard-House, 40 feet by 15 feet, for £55.

A Lean-to Greenhouse, 30 feet long and 10 feet wide, from £25.
These Houses are all portable, and can be removed and fixed again in a few hours.

1^' These are the cheapest Glass Structures ever introduced, and intending purchasers of Greenhouses should compare the above prices with others.

ForPrices ttndparticulars apply lo the Patentee andInventor. A New IlUntrated Catalogue ofMr. Rcndlc iNew Inventions isjustpuHished, andcan be obtained on applicatlongralis.

Apply to MR. W. EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, WESTMINSTEE CHAMBERS, VICTOEIA STREET, S.W.

JOHN M^ARNER & SONS,
8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE, LONDON.

FOETABLE FIRE AND
GABDEN ENGINES.

AQUAJECTS.

CAST-IRON COLONIAL PUMPS. GARDEN PUMPS.
PORTABLE PUMPS

For Manure or Water.

JOHN WARNER AND SON'S "HORTICULTURAL LIST" for the present season will be forwarded

Post Free upon application, containing Illustrations and Prices of GARDEN ENGINES, AQUAJECTS, WATER
BARROWS, PORTABLE FIRE and GARDEN ENGINES, CONSERVATORY PUMPS, HOSE REELS,
COLONIAL PUMPS, FORCE PUMPS, PORTABLE PUMPS, CHAIN PUMPS, GARDEN PUMPS,
BRANCH PIPES, SYRINGES, FOUNTAIN JETS, FUMIGATORS, METALLIC STRING, &c., &c.

GARDEN ENGINES.

WATER BAREOWS.

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.G.

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDBATTLIC BAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, which works day and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 37.

No. 63.

49a.

DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steam Power.

IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Gardens, &c.

GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

50 and SA"- FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions. Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c,, &c. Particulars taken in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

ILLDSTBATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No. 49.

No. 54*.

No. 44.

No. 4.

No. 39*.

GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanized Iron Tubs.

THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Right Hon. the Ear] of Essex.

WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS ofallsizes.

CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
IMPROVED HOSE REELS for CoiUng up Long Lengths of Hose for

Garden use.
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ORISOlf'S COISERVATOET, IITEEIATIONAl EXHIBITIOI.

HENRY ORMSON,
MOST RESPECTFULLY BEGS TO CALL THE ATTENTION OF THE NOBILITY, GENTRY, ETC.,

TO THE CONSERVATORY AS ABOVE REPRESENTED, AS A

SPECIMEN OF HIS ABILITY TO DESIGN AND BUILD SUCH STRUCTURES.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS (Extracts):—
" As a First-class Designer and Manufacturer Mr. Ormson stands unrivalled."

—

Be/t's Week/y Messenger.

" No object in the Horticultural Department attracts the eye sooner than the splendid Conservatory

erected by Henry Ormson, of King's Road, Chelsea."

—

T/ie Illustrated London Neivs.

" This construction, however, not only stands first amongst the Conservatories at Kensington, and indeed

of any we have ever seen, but it is worthy of the highest commendation on account of Its eminent fitness for

the purpose for which it was made."

—

The Illustrated Neivs of the World.

" The beauty of this structure is as good a lesson of the value of iron as any that could be furnished in the

whole Exhibition."

—

Gardeners' Weekly Magazine.

H. ORMSON begs to refer to the fine range of HOTHOUSES recently erected by him In the Rojal
Gardens, Kew, which can be inspected at any time.

IRON and WOOD CONSERVATORIES of the m.ost chaste and elaborate design ; VINERIES,
PINERIES, PEACH HOUSES, FORCING HOUSES, GLASS CASES for WALL TREES, PIT.S,

&c., Designed and Built, combining all the latest Improvements, so as to answer their intended purposes

without risk of disappointment.

Plans, Specifications, and Estimates on application ; also Book of Designs.

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OFHER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL 'SOCIETY

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W. a
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Mr, William Bull's House exclusively for New Plants.

NEW PLANTS FOR 1872.

William Bull, f.ls.,
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE, FOR THE FIRST TIME, THE UNDERMENTIONED

SPLENDID NEAV PLANTS.
Adiantum Capillus-Veneris Daphnites.

This Kern differs' in a remarkable degree from all other varieties of the '* English Maidenhair," the
pinnules of each of the branches being confluent (united), and the apex of the racliis dilated, spreading
out the uhimatc confluent pinnules into a crest-like crispy mass, often to the width of 1I4 to 2 inches.
Erect in habit, the pinnse ascending, and the frond attaining a height of 14 inches. The stipes is ebony
coloured, and stouter than in any other form, and the pinnae are of a blue-green. This is the most
distinct and remarkable variety ever yet sent out. It received a First-class Certificate from the Royal
Horticultural Society on June 27, 1871. Every grower of Adiantums should possess it. Price los. 6d. ;

a few large plants, i Guinea,

Alocasia Marshallii,
A remarkably fine new Aroid, related to and much in the way of A. Jenningsit, but differing in having

a broad grey band down the centre of the leaf. The leaves are ovate, peltate, attached to erect green
stalks, the blades standing almost vertical ; while the colour is a bright green, marked between the
principal veins with broad wedge-shaped blotches of blackish purple. The addition of the silvery band adds
very greatly to their beauty. It was imported from India. 10s. 6d.

Barleria dichotoma.
A stove herbaceous plant, with brachiate stems, elliptic-oblong leaves, attenuated at both ends, and

roundish terminal and axillary spikes of blue funnel-shaped somewhat two-lipped flowers, an inch long.
It is an Indian species, and has been raised from seed sent from that country, ys, 6d.

Barleria Mackenii.
This novelty, which was discovered in the colony of Natal, is described by Dr. Hooker as being a

near ally of Barleria Gibsoni, which it resembles in the purple corolla, but from which it differs remarkably
in the form of the bracts and sepals. The flowers have a funnel-shaped corolla-tube, shorter than the outer
sepals, a flat limb of a rich purple colour, about 2 inches in diameter; all the lobes marked with a dark
Eurblc blotch above the claw, and that on the lower segment edged with a while line. A figure of it has
cen given in the Botanical Alagazine, t. 5866. \os. td.

Croton grande.
A fine bold-habited and free-growing stove plant, having oblong-obovate leaves 8 inches long, and

nearly half as much in width, and with a stout footstalk varying from i inch to zj^ inches in length.
These leaves are, in the young state, of a rich deep green with a yellowish rib, and scattered yellow spots,
the stalks being pale coloured at the base and apex, where they are also thickened. As the plants gain
maturity they become more distinctly veined and spotted with yellow. The present is remarkable amongst
the Crotons or Codiaiuras for its vigorous and bold character, having in fact very much the aspect of a
Ficus. It is one of the many forms of Codiecum varicgatum wnich have come from the South Sea Islands.
\% Guinea.

Cyrtanthera Chrysostephana,
A new and very distinct species of the Tropical American genus Cyrtanthera, of elegant habit, and

conspicuous for the vivid red colour of the midrib and nerves ol the leaf beneath. The flowers, instead
of being disposed in a dense thryse, or in axillary cymes, as in most species of the genus, are collected
into a crown-like corymb at the tips of the branches, and are of a bright golden colour. It is a plant
of easy culture, and a most desirable acquisition, for it produces its showy flowers
Figured in the Botanical Magazine, t. 5887. 10s. 6d.

ipla
mid-winler.

Dracsena splendens.
A remarkably distinct ornamental stove plant, of dwarf and compact but free-growing habit, densely

furnished with short oblong acute recurved leaves, about g inches long and 4 inches broad, arranged
in a spiral manner, and having winged footstalks. The colour is a deep broniy green, breaking out
in the young gowth into bright rosy carmine, the petiole and base of the fcaves margined with the same
colour. The brighter colouring appears sometimes in stripes, and sometimes occupies the whole surface,
while the recurved character of the densely-set foliage gives the plant a flat, almost table-like head. It has
been imported from the South Sea Islands. It was awarded a First-class Certificate by the Floral Com-
mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society. 2 Guineas.

Echeveria abyssinica.
This fine greenhouse succulent, of branching shrubby habit, was brought from Abyssinia by Major

Leveson at the lime of the Abyssinian war. The plant has much the habit of some of the large-leaved
shrubby Sempervivums, but being described by my correspondent as bearing, red flowers, it has bt-en
doubtfully referred to Echcvena, with which it sulticiciitly accords in habit. The stems are as thick as
one's finger, and terminate in flattened rosulatc heads of spathulalc acute leaves, 3 lo .\ inches long, of a
pale glossy green colour and finely ciliated at the margin. The plants form a branched conical mass a
loot and a half high, and as much through, and will be a welcome addition amongst succulents. 5*. each ;

3 Guineas per doien.

Hibiscus (rosa sinensis) albo variegata.
A free-growing and elegantly-marked stove plant, obtained from the Pacific Islands; of a closely

branched habit, with pale green stems, and ovale sligiitly toothed leaves, which are freely mottled and
variegated with greyish green and white, breaking out irregularlyin a manner similar to the markings of
H. Cooperi, to wnich it would form a companion plant, having the \'ariegalion white instead of pink. It

should be grown in full light, near the glass, to bring out its proper colouring, loi. 6d,

Hibiscus (rosa sinensis) carminata perfecta.
A charming stove plant, in habit resembling H. rosa sinensis, recently imported from the South Sea

Islands. It has stalked ovate obscurely three-lobed leaves which are deeply toothed, and very large
flowers, nearly 5 inches across, with broad and slightly undulated petals, forming a full round flower, of
perfect shape, and of a rich soft carmine-rose witn a deep crimson eye. The staminal column is very
prominent, and adds much to the beauty of the flowers, the column being of a rosy hue, the numerous
stamens bright yellow, and the five stigmas a rich velvety crimson. loj. 6d,

Hibiscus (rosa sinensis) miniata semi-plena.
This remarkably showy stove plant has firm, almost leathery, ovate leaves, which are coarsely toothed,

and brilliant flowers of a vermilion-scarlet colour, darker towards the base ot the petals. The flowers are
semi-double, the petals very much waved and recurved, forming an irregular undulated mass 4 inches
across, from which the partially petaloid staminal column projects 2 inches. The brilliant and attractive
flowers are remarkable for the absence of formality, the shape being wild and abounding in fantastic
cur\'es, but nevertheless they are remarkably handsome. It has been imported from the South Sea
Islands. los. 6d.

Kohleria rupestris.
A handsome Gcsneraceous plant, discovered in the Chonlales Mountains, Nicaragua, by the late Dr.

Seemann. The catkin-like root-stock is hirsute ; the stem and branche sare whitish, occasionally marked
with reddish stripes, and covered with whitish woolly hair. The flowers are red outside, and yellowish
with reddish dots inside, and are freeely produced in terminal racemes. It is a very useful and attractive
plant, lof. 6d.

Maranta Seemanni.
This desirable stove decorative plant is of remarkably free growth, with leafy stems, and bold oblongi

ovate acuminate leaves, about a foot long, and nearly 6 inches broad, of a beautiful emerald-green while
young, and of a deeper green when matured, transversely ridged, but chiefly remarkable for their velvety
lustre, which gives them a most pleasing eflect ; the midrib is hollowed out, and of a whitish colour, while
the under surface is of a rich wine red, which, in the unrolled central leaves, contrasts finely with the rich
lustrous green. It was found in Nicaraguaj Central America, by the late Dr. Sccmaun, by whom the
living plants were sent to this country, i Guinea.

Marcgraavia paradoxa.
This name is provisionally applied to a very remarkable stove creeping-stemmed perennial, sent from

Nicaragua, by the late Dr. Seemann, as a species of Marcgraavia, but which, under cultivation, has very
much more the aspect of a Pothos, and may possibly prove to be an entirely new genus. The stems cling
firmly to the surface against which they are placed, oy means of the strong roots which issue from their
nodes opposite the alternately distichous leaves, the latter having a sheathing petiole, and an unequal
sided cordate acuminate limb, being 4 inches long and as much in breadth, rcticu lately veined, membranous
as well as minutely undulate-crisped at the edge, and of a deep green colour, as also are the stems. The
clinging habit gives the plant a remarkable and interesting appearance. 10s. Cni.

Pandanus ceramensis.
A charming dwarf-crow in^f stove plant, a native of the island of Ceram, and one of the most elegant

of the Screw Pme family. The leaves, which form a neat spreading tuft, are of a dark green colour, and
elegantly arched, of moderate length, cariiiale, distinctly spiny on the margin, and slightly so on the two
secondary ridges of the upper surface, while the keel is free from spines. It is a valuable decorative
subject. I Guinea.

Stangeria Schizodon.
Of this interesling Cycad, which has been imported from Natal, only young plants are yet known in

this country. These nave, as in the original Stangeria paradoxa, a bluntly rounded or napiform stem, the
crown of wnich is slightly elevated above the soil, and from which the pinnate leaves arise. These leaves
(in the plants before us, evidently immature) consist of three pairs of pinna; or leaflets, which 'arc of an
ovate-lanceolate form, and irregularly inciso-serratc at the margin, the larger teeth being irregularly cut
down into a variable number of smaller teeth, thus forming a deeply but irregularly toothed margin,
instead of the single spinulose serrate margin ol S. paradoxa. t }^ Gumea.

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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., SEEDSMEN
T^^BT SP£CML WARRANT.

CARRIAGE FREE^^r

SUTTONS
^ /IOrMB£/?/<SS£CD ESTABLISHMENT. .

PRICED LISTS POST FREE.
For nearly forty years we have given the subject of
Laying dtnvn Land to Pasture our most careful
attention, and from a long and practical experi-

ence of the Soils of this and other countries, we
are enabled to prepare Mixturesfor every descrip-

tion of Soil, tvhich need only be mentioned in
sendinp the order.

FOR PERMANENT PASTURES.
BEST QUALITY. 30s. to 32s. per acre. Carriage

Free. Two Bushels of Grass Seeds and 12 lb. of Clovers
supplied per acre.

SECOND QUALITY (good), 22s. to 28s. per acre.

Carriage Free.

FOR PARK GROUNDS.
SUTTONS* CRYSTAL PALACE MIXTURE, which

produced the beautiful Turf in the Grounds of the
Crystal Palace Company.

20s. per bush. Sow 2^ bush, per acre.

Further particulars of Grass Seeds on application.

SUTTOIS'
HOME-GROWN

FARM SEEDS
The Best Swede is Buttons' Champion,

Suttons' Champion Swede Improved.
A large purple-top yellow varietj;, and the hardiest, the heaviebt

cropping and most nutritious in cultivation.

Price Is. per lb., much cheaper by the bush, or cwt.

Further particulars and prices of SUTTONS' GENUINE FARM
SEEDS, gratis and post free on application- Five per cent, allowed
for cash payment. All Goods Carriage Free.

SUTTON AND SONS,
ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT,

READING.

Seedsmen by
Special "Warrant.

SUTTONS'
HOME GROWN SEEDS,

CARRIAGE FREE.

THE HE.WIEST CROPPING LONG MANGEL IS

SUTTONS' MAMMOTH LONG RED.
70 Tons per Acre

Were grown last year, as see the following.

From \Vm. Naylor, Esq., LottsSulton.—Octobir i6, 1871.

" 1 took the First Prize at our Show for Mammoth LonR Red
Mangels, Rrown from your seed. I got 70 tons per acre."

SUTTONS' MAMMOTH LONG RED.

Sutton & Sons are stiU able to supply the true

stock of this unrivalled Long Red Mangel, wUch was
first introduced to the Public by Sutton & Sons, and
suppUed by them to the several Royal Farms and
to their customers generally for some years before

the name "Mammoth" was adopted by any other
house. Upwards of 50 Silver Cups and First Prizes

have been awarded to Suttons' Mammoth in various

parts of the country since its Introduction.

Price Is. 3d. per lb., much cheaper by the cwt.

SUTTONS' .SELECTED YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL s. d.

per lb. o 10

SUTTONS' YELLOW INTERMEDUTE
SUTTONS' BERKS PRIZE YELLOW GLOBE
SUTTONS' GIANT LONG YELLOW ..

STRATTONS' RED GLOBE
Prime YELLOW GLOBE and LONG RED

Much cheaper by the cwt.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE LISTS of FARM SEEDS
Gratis and Post Free.

SUTTON AND SONS,
SEED5MEN BY APPOINTMENT TO THE QUEEN'

AND H R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.
ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT,

READING.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

SHOW of ODONTOGLOSSUMS. CYCLAMENS, fitc.-April 3.

AWARDS ot the JUDGES.
Class r.—6 ONDONTOGLOSSUMS, distinct (Oncn 1

ist Prize, Mr. J. Ward, Gr. to F. G, Wilkins. Esq,, Leyton, E . C^.
2d, Mr. W. Hull, Nurseryman, &c,, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W , Lx.
,d, Mr. J. Linden, Nurserymen, &c., Brussels, £1.

Class 2.—CYCLAMENS, Collection of. (Open,)
ist, Mr. G, Goddard, Gr. to H. Little, Esq., Cambridge Villa

Twickenham, £2.
2d, Mr. R. Clarke, Market Gardener, Twickenham, jgi loi.

Class 3—12 CYCLAMENS. (Open.)
ist, Mr. G. Goddard, £1 los.

3d, Mr. R. Clarke, .£1.

Class ^.—6 CYCLAMENS, distinct. (Amateurs.)
ist, Mr. G. Goddard, £,1.

Class 5,-9 CINERARIAS, distinct. (Open)
isl, Mr. R. Marcham, Gr. to E. Oates, Esq., Coppins, Iver, Bucks,

£.1 lOi.

"^> "

3d.
Messrs. I. Dobson & Sons, Woodlands Nurscrj', Isleworth, Zi.
Mr. J. James, Gr. to W. F. Watson, Esq., The Redlees, Isle-

worth, lOJ.

Class 6,-6 AMARYLLIS, distinct. (Open.)
Mr, E. Baxter, Gr. to C. Kicser, Esq., Broxbourne, Herts, £1 los.

Class q.—CUCUMBERS, Black-spinned, i brace. (Open.)
ist, Mr. J- Douglas, Or. to F. Whitbourne, Esq-, Loxford Hall,

. Ilford. E,,;^i.

2d, Mr, T. Parsons, Gr. to R, Attenborough, Esq., Fair Lawn, Acton
Green, 105.

Class 10.—CUCUMBERS, White-spined, i brace. (Open.)
ist, Mr. D. Pizzcy, Gr. to Sir E. Perry, Fulmcr, Slough, £1.
2d, Mr. T. Record, Gr. to the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield House,

Herts, 10s.

Class ii.—CUCUMBERS, Smooth, i brace. (Open,)

ist, Mr. J. Douglas, £,1.

2d, Mr. D. S. Gillett, Gr. to F. W. Berger, Esq., Court Gardcni,
Great Marlow, loi.

Class 12.—Forced SALADING, Collection of. (Open,)
ist, Mr, J. Hepper, Gr. to C, O. Ledward, Esq,, The Elms, Acton,

£,1 loj.

Equal, Mr, T. Record, £1 los.

MISCELLANEOUS.-EXTRA PRIZES.
Messrs. J. Veitch 8t Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, for Group

of Roses, Orchids, &c
Mr. W. Paul, Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, for Collection of

Roses in pots,

Mr. W. Bull, for Collection of New and Rare Plants,

Messrs. W, Rollisson & Sons, Nurserymen, Tooting, for Collection of
Plants.

Mr. B. S. Williams, Nurscr>'raan, &c.. Upper Holloway, for Collection
of Plants.

Mr, C. Noble, Sunningdalc Nursery, Bagshot, tor Collection of
Clematises.

Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nursery-, Tottenham, for Collection of
Spring Flowers and Pink (forcinR) Mrs. Pettifer,

Mr. J. Wills, Nurseryman, &c, Sussex Place, Old Brompton, for Col-
lection of Plants.

-Mr. M, Needle, Gr. to HR-H. the Coratc de Parisj York HousCi
Twickenham, for Collection of Uphrys and Orchis.

Mr. E. Baxter, for Collection of Seedlin;^ Amaryllis.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

A COURSE of LECTURES on FLOWERS and FRUITS will be
delivered by W. T. THISELTON DYER, B,A., B.Sc, F.LS.,
I'rofessor of Botany to the Society, in the Council Room at South
Kensington, viz, on APRIL 11, " Flowers— their Common Plan of
Construction," APRIL 25. "Flowers—the Variety in their Forms,
and how Brought About. MAY 9, " Flowers—their Colours and
Odours." MAY 23, " Fruits—their Structure," JUNE 6. "How
Seeds are sown in Nature." JUNE 20, " Flowers and Fruits under
Cultivation. "_ The Lectures will commence at 3 P,M. ^
THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT

INSTITUTION —Notice is hereby tjiven, that an ADDITION
to the LIST of PENSIONERS will take place in JULY NEXT. All

Persons desirous of becoming Candidates are required to send in

their Testimonials and Certihcates to the Committee, on or befor*
April 27, after which day they will not be received. Preference will

be given to those Applicants who have been subscribers 15 years.

By Order, E. R. CUTLER, Sccretarj".

14, Tavistock Row, W.C—March 26.

Printed Forms of Application may be obtained of the Secretary.

Noteworthy Horticulturists and Botanists.

NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of
NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS

is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already
appeared, and separate Copies (price 6d. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, viz, :

—

Dr. Hooker, C.B.,F,R.S.
W. Wilson Saunders, F.R.S.
Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S,
Dr. Moore, ofGlasnevin
Professor Reichenbach.

Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A,
E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.
James MciNab.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.

'

James Bateman, F.R.S.
Berthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 4i> Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.

SATURDAY, APRIL 6, 1S72.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

T-,Tpcn.v Anril n/Manchester Botanical and Horti-TUESDAV, April 9j cultural (Exhibition of Novelties).

WF^>KEsn^v inj'^°>"''
Botanic (Exhibition of SpnneWEDNESD.W, — 10^ iJlowersj-J P.M.

SCOTCH Gardeners and Gardening have
long enjoyed a well sustained reputation.

Various reasons have been assigned for this, such

as their teeming nuinbers, cliinatal difficulties, and
the genius and education of the people. As to

the first, the Scotch have been called a nation of

gardeners ; they [are, as it were, to the manner
born. It has been facetiously added that they

strike gardeners in Scotland like Gooseberry
bushes, and that, moreover, most of them find

good warm roomy quarters in the South. Of
course amongst so many, some good clever men
must needs crop up, and thus the reputation of

Scotch gardeners and gardening is maintained.

There may be a good deal in this view of the

matter. Were numbers have likewise a stimu-

lating eft'ect, and excite the esprit de corps among
young gardeners. This pride of profession, and
personal prideinbeingidentifiedwithit,is not only
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a healthful, but a helpful, state. It not only makes
success possible, but to a large extent commands,
it. As a rule, perhaps there is also more to excite

such feelings in Scotland iKan in England.

Young gardeners are more closely grouped
together, and the social status of head gardeners

is, upon the whole, higher in Scotland. The
prizes seem more worth the striving for, and
consequently more earnest effort may be put

forth to grasp them.

Climatal difficulties have likewise exerted a

powerfully stimulating influence on Scotch horti-

culture. To the majority of Scotch gardeners diffi-

culty is simply a thing to be vanquished—a sort

of mental springing-board by which to vault

across the gulf of failure on to the sure soKd

ground of complete success. Cold sunless skies

but warm their skill into life ; thin poor soils are

manured thickly with fruitful expedients. The
school of trial turns out the most accomplished

pupils, and the hill of difficulty is the best of all

constitutionals for the strengthening of mental

backbones. The best gardeners, whatever their

nationality, have learned in this school, and
exercised on that hill, till all things have become
possible, easy to them.

Finally, the genius and education of the nation

has fully furnished them for becoming eminent

gardeners. Not to notice other qualities, the

Scotch are distinguished by perseverance— an

immense capacity for holding on and pushing on,

which are cousin-german to the highest genius.

This is the keystone of the arch of success

—

eminence in horticulture. No mere flash of

superior sense, no brilliant spark of irresolute

genius— no spasmodic spirit of consummate
skill are of much use in horticulture, apart from

the most determined perseverance. This steadies

the lamp of knowledge, and keeps it long enough
in one position to lighten, warm, quicken all it in-

fluences. 1 1 is mainly this quality of holdingon that

has given steadiness, strength, success to Scotch

gardeners. It is equally important to what may
be called the governmental as to the cultural side

of horticulture. There are as many, if not more
gardeners, that fail in the management of men,
and the executive department of horticulture, as

in its cultural arts. It is here, too, that the

superior education of Scotchmen has helped

them. Most of those from whose ranks young
gardeners are recruited in Scotland, have at least

learned enough to crave for more knowledge.

This is the very best state for any one to

be in. No one can ever excel in horticulture

unless he has felt, and continues to feel, craving

of this thirst ; to be always drinking at the

fount of knowledge but never satisfied, must be

the motive of every man, old and young, who
would excel in British horticulture. To be always

striving, but never coming to the full knowledge
of the truth, is the true gardener's experience to

the end of life. The education that leaves the

mind thus is effectual, and such an education

seems more common in Scotland than in

England ; hence to a great extent the high estate

of Scotch horticulture and the advanced con-

dition of Scotch horticulturists.

Scotland must, however, look to her laurels.

England is doubtless making great educa-
tional efforts, and her rising race of gardeners
will be the first to profit by them. But Scot-

land is at her back—with an equally good or

better system of national education ; and if she
puts forth her strength, as she doubtless will,

there is no reason that she should not maintain
her former eminence in gardening. She
must not, however, rest upon her old renown.
Nationality alone has helped to fill honour-
able and distinguished positions, but it won't

keep them for a single day ; and Scotch
gardeners can only hold their high position by
continuing to prove themselves worthy of it.

They will have in the future a tougher fight than
ever to beat or even keep alongside of the

English or Irish contingents.

We have heard the whole of the success of

Scotch horticulture attributed to an excess of
caution, bordering upon cunning. But we have
never met with this style of Scotch gardener.
An enthusiasm that nothing can quench is a far

more common characteristic, and infinitely more
fruitful in results. An excess of caution is but
a drag on the wheel of progress—enthusiasm is

an extra leader in front, and it is the latter that
is mostly needed to command success in horticul-
ture. A dash of canniness is, however, mostly
thrown into the character of the best Scotch
gardeners, which tones down the irrepressibility

of their enthusiasm, and keeps them from kick-

ing over the traces—when unexpected trials or

disappointments arise.

All things come to him who will but wait.

For years we have pointed out in these columns
the miserable Wages received by Gardeners,
and have urged upon employers the desirability

of securing efficiency by a proportionate outlay.

The obstacle has consisted hitherto in the hosts
of ill educated, half competent men, who have
assumed the name and office of gardeners, and
who have by their incapacity too often brought
the true gardeners, such as are worthy of the

name, into contempt. It is a matter quite
beyond dispute that the real gardener, and more
especially he who is denominated " head
gardener," is the most inadequately remunerated
for his skill, his time, and his knowledge, of any
class of skilled labourers—poor curates not
excepted. Where in the whole round of skilled

labour will you find a class of whom greater

demands are made than on the superior class

of gardeners ?—where a body of men who have
to prepare themselves for their future career

by more laborious protracted toil of body and
mind than the gardeners? The majority of

employers care but little for their gardens
beyond the material benefits which they derive

from them in the shape of beautiful flowers and
luscious fruits. Too many of them have neither

appreciation nor knowledge of the plants they
grow, nor of the judgment, forethought, and skill

required to provide them with their luxuries.

Ignorant of all this, they naturally are not dis-

posed to rate very highly the services of the
gardener. Why should they be, when they think
one man as good as another— when they see the
" young men " on the place often housed in

bothies little better than pigstyes—when they
take others from nursery establishments, pledged
by ties of self-interest, if by no other considera-

tion, to advance the interests of the nurserymen
who "got them the place"? Why should they
pay a fitting wage, when there are so many ready
and willing to take service at the lowest rate, and
to combine the services of shoeblack, cow keeper,
pig-tender, groom, and what not, with those of

the gardener? To our thinking, the most im-
portant desideratum is a bond fide sorting of the

sheep from the goats, whereby the well educated,
well trained gardener may be separated from the

incompetent idler, and obtain the fair reward for

his ability and energy. How this is to be done
is a point we have not space to discuss now,
meantime we hail with satisfaction the announce-
ment in this month's issue of the Gai'dencr that

a rise in the wages of gardeners has taken place

in Scotland this spring, and we trust it may
become general.

We must, however, remind gardeners that it is

not by injudicious bullying of employers that

they are likely to gain their ends, nor by adopt-
ing the objectionable features of trades-unionism.
Gardeners, young ones especially, should re-

member that to most people gardening is a
luxury, the first and easiest to be dispensed with in

case of need ; and they should bear in mind that

gardening, as at present carried on, is a very
costly matter, and one that might, in many
cases, be rendered much less so by contracting
with the neighbouring nurseryman. We leave it

to those who have had to fill up their time in a
nursery while out of place, to judge whether that

is the goal they would wish to arrive at.

The Fruiting of the C.tCAO, if not entirely

unexampled, is nevertheless a sufficiently rare occurrence
to deserve specially chronicling. It is to an Irish

garden, that of Glasnevin, that we owe the production
of this " food for the gods." The capsule as shown
by Dr. Moore, at the last meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society is yellowish externally, oblong,

pointed, and furrowed longitudinally, of fleshy consis-

tence and containing numerous seeds imbedded in a

pulpy aril which has a slightly acid flavour, tempered
with that of Cucumber. It is worthy of remark that

one of the illustrated advertisements of Cocoa so freely

displayed in London streets just now, presents an un-

usually accurate representation of the fruit. We know
nothing whatever of the quality of the advertiser's

wares, but if they be as truthful as his advertisement,

purchasers need not complain. Moral to advertisers :

" Stick to the truth."

Professor Reichenbach requests us to ask his

English correspondents to address their letters to him
for the next fortnight, at the Herbarium, Royal
Gardens, Kew.

It is announced that the next exhibition

of the Royal National Tuhp Society will be

held on May 25, in the Botanic Gardens, Old
Traflbrd, Manchester, when £(10 will be given in
prize money.

• Mr. Glaisher remarks as follows on the
State of the Weather during the week ending
March 30 :—In the vicinity of London, the reading of

the barometer at sea level at the beginning of the week
was about 29. S inches. A decrease to 29. 3 inches was
experienced after the 24th, reaching the above named
minimum value in the afternoon of the 30th. But this

depression was interrupted by small oscillations on the
26th and 2Sth ; an uninterrupted rise to nearly 29.7
inches at the end of the week then occurred. The
whole of the mean daily values were below the
average. The departures on the 2Sth, 29th, and 30th
were to the extent of more than half an inch. Warm
temperatures were experienced by day throughout, but
at the commencement of the week some of the nights
were cold. The maximum values ranged between
605° on the 30th and 424° on the 24th, and the
minimum between 51* on the 29th and 26* on
the 26th. The daily ranges of temperature were
changeable in amount, on the 27th the change being
nearly 25°, and.on the 29th but 4j°. The mean daily

temperatures were below the average from the 24th to
the 26th, but above from the 27th to the 30th. The
daily departures were as follows :—24th, -8°.4 ; 25th,
-7°.2;26th, -7'.3; 27th, fo°.7; 28th, -l-7''.8;

29th, +9°.3; and 30th, +8°.S. The differences

between air and dew-point temperatures were small at

the commencement and end but somewhat large in the
middle of the week. The sky was generally clear in

the morning and evening of the 24th, 25th, and 26th,
but almost continually overcast from the 27th to the
30th. The highest temperature by day in the sun's
rays was Io6J°, on the 26th, and the lowest reading at

night by a thermometer placed on the grass was 2oJ°,
on the 26th. Snow fell thinly on the 25th and 26th,

and rain from the 27th to the 30th. The amount
of rain measured was about three-quarters of an inch.

The direction of the wind on the 24th, and earlier

portion of the 25th, Avas east-north-east. It veered
round to south-west in the latter part of that day, and
continued to blow from that point during the re-

mainder of the week. The pressures on the 27th and
2Sth were at times great, gusts of 30 lb. on the square
foot having been recorded.

In England, the highest temperatures by day varied
between 64° at Manchester, and 50° at Newcastle-on-
Tyne, with an average value over the country of 585°.

The lowest temperatures at night ranged from 30" at

Newcastle-on-Tyne, to 23^° at Leicester, the average
value being about 264°. The warm wave that com-
menced at the beginning of the week was very marked
all over the country, at most places the absolute mini-
mum occurring at the beginning, and the absolute
maximum at the end of the week. The mean of all

the highest temperatures by day varied from 52^°
nearly at Leicester to 42|° at Newcastle-on-Tyne, with
an average value of 491°. The mean of all the lowest

temperatures at night ranged from 37|° at Liverpool to

325° at Bradford. The mean temperature for the

week was about 411", varying from 43^° at Blackheath
to 37° at Newcastle-on-Tyne. In the earlier portion

of the week snow fell at Birmingham, Leicester,

Manchester, Sheffield, and Hull, and rain is recorded as

having fallen all over the country at times during the

week. The amounts measured varied from nearly

2 inches at Newcastle-on-Tyne to half an inch at

Nottingham, and the average fall was a little more than

I inch. Lightning was seen on the 30th at Wolver-
hampton at night, and also frequently in the after-

noon and evening at Liverpool, accompanied by
thunder.

In Scotland the highest temperatures by day ranged

between 47.^° at Leith and 43!° at Aberdeen, with an
average value of 45.!°. The lowest temperatures at

night varied from 31° at Aberdeen to 22° at Paisley,

the average lowest temperature being 254°. The mean
temperature for the week was nearly 36", varying from
37° at Paisley to 34^° at Edinburgh. Snow or rain

fell more or less frequently during the week at all

stations ; at Edinburgh the amount measured was
nearly 2\ inches, and at Leith also more than 2 inches.

The average fall was nearly I J inch.*

The French farmers .and gardeners, and
especially the fruit growers, were terribly afraid of the

Effect of the Severe Cold Weather of the past

week. They are well accustomed to sudden transitions

of temperature at this season of the year, but on the

present occasion they were unusually violent, and
coming after a month of precocious warmth, caused

great fear for the setting fruit. According to all

accounts, the damage is much less than might have
been expected. The variations of temperature were
general, the snow fell in considerable quantities in

many departments from the north coast to the Pyrenees.

In Auvergne, in the Beaujolais, and in the basin of the

Rhone the summits of the mountains were covered

with snow, as in the depth of a severe winter. In the

Franche-Comte, in some parts, the snow lay more than

a yard deep—one account says 60 inches. In the

' In last week's report ihc following sentence w.is omitted :

—

" The mean temperature for the week was yj\^ , the highest being

at Leeds, 411°, and the lowest at Norwich, 38!'.
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Jura the roads became impassable to wheeled vehicles,

-and the inhabitants took to their winter sledges. Even

in the centre of France the change was felt, snow

having fallen on the 27^^ at Blois, Limoges,

Mans, and in many other parts. In the

South the frost re-appeared, accompanied by

bitterly cold winds ; in Savoy and Upper Savoy

there were sudden storms of hail and sleet. It is said

that the snow which fell on the Col du Tende during

the last few days amounted to the extraordinary depth

of 12 metres; the Simplon route was utterly imprac-

ticable. This return of the cold, and the dangerous

night frosts, caused for a time great fear for the crops
;

but the news is reassuring. The Colza crops, which

never presented a finer appearance than they did

last week, seem to have been the principal suf-

ferers ; the fruit trees, and especially the Apricots,

usually so delicate, do not appear to have been

injured, which is surprising ; the Lucerne has lost

some of its vigour ; the Wheat remains unaftected,

and lull of rich promise ; and the Rye has been

improved by the check
to its vegetation. The
Vines, which were seri-

ously affected by the in- •

tense cold of Decem-
ber, do not seem to

have suffered by the

late frosts. On the

whole, the reports from
the agricultural districts

are very satisfactory.

At the meeting
of the Paris Academy
of Sciences on March
18 last, M. Decaisne
presented a note by M.
E. BoRNET on the

GONIDIA OF Lichens,
in which the writer sup-

ported the curious

opinion put forward by
M. SCHWENDENER,
that the Lichens are

complex organisms,
formed by the associa-

tion of certain low Algre

with Fungi or other

plants, the connection

being regarded as one
of parasitism.

There is on the

eastern side of the west
wing of Hatfield House
a magnificent speci-

men of the Magnolia
CONSPICUA. The girth

of its stem close to the

ground is nearly 4 feet ;

it covers a space about

35 feet in height and
over 20 feet wide, and
is covered with blos-

soms from bottom to

top, so thickly placed
that 50 flowers may be
counted ina square yard.
Considering their size

and colour, this plant

must be a picture of
beauty while in bloom,
which it will be for a
month hence. This
Magnolia, where it has
attained anything like

the size to which it is

capable of growing,
is certainly one of

the most attractive

plants that it is pos-

sible to behold. Mr.
Record, the talented

gardener at Hatfield, in drawing attention to this

fine specimen, in the pages of our contemporary, the
j

Florist, very properly adds :

— ** I am much afraid that '

in these sensational times, gardeners—many of them,
at any rate—are committing an error when planting, '

by not assigning a place to some of these old servants,

and especially to this beautiful and noble-looking
Magnolia ."

;

—— The old Acacia of the Jardin des Plantes
is one of the victims of the war, nearly the whole of its

bark has been stripped by shells, horses, or men ; its
|

boughs have disappeared one by one till little else but ,

the trunk remains, covered with great plasters to con-
ceal its wounds, and crowned with a few leafy

branchlets, which are even more sparse this year than
they were last. This tree is the oldest in the gardens

;

it was brought from America, in 1635, by Vespasian
|

Robin, naturalist to the King of France. A French I

journalist says :
—"The robiniers of France will soon

lose their father," but the mortality amongst the chil-
!

dren has been great, a large proportion of the trees in
|

the famous Acacia avenue of the Bois de Boulogne :

were cut down and used as firewood, and the gardeners 1

are now busy replacing them by young ones picked

out from the plantations around. The Bois, on the

Passy side, is being planted with evergreen Oak.

Charming as are the blossoms of the modern
varieties of Clematis in so far as form, colour, and
profuseness are concerned, there is yet another merit
—fragrance—which attaches to some of them, and
which, if not new, has been developed in a remark-

able degree, so as to attract attention, in certain seed-

lings recently flowered by Mr. G. Jackman, of

Woking. Tliese new spring-flowering varieties, which
belong to the patens type, are deliciously sweet—at

least when bloomed under glass, for the scent has not

been tested in the open air—possessing an odour vary-

ing somewhat in character and intensity in the dif-

ferent varieties, but suggesting a combination of those

of the Violet and Primrose, that of one or the other

of these flowers preponderating. This Violet-like fra*

grance is most developed in a variety which has been

named C. Fair Rosamond, a blush white, having a

family, that amongst the summer-flowering varieties of
a former set, soon to be distributed, are included
C. Thomas Moore, the largest of all the deep violets

;

and C. Viticella rubra grandiflora, the largest and
brightest of all the reds.

HON. MARSHALL P. WILDER.

wine-red bar on each sepal, and purplish-red stamens,
white only at the very base of the filaments ; but it is

shared by others of distinct but similar colour and
marking, namely, C. Edith Jackman, in which the red

bar is deeper coloured and more defined, and C.

Maiden's Blush, in which it is paler, the colouring

being mostly developed towards the base of

the sepals. In one named C. Mrs. Moore, a

delicate mauve-lilac, which, from the colour and
fulness of outline in its flowers and its broad leaflets

is strongly suggestive of a spring-blooming lanuginosa,

the blossoms are strongly Primrose-scented ; and some-
thing of the same odour is present in C. Vesta, a pure

white, and in C. Stella, a deep mauve, with reddish

plum-coloured bars—all exceedingly beautiful varieties

of the spring-flowering type. This batch of seedlings

was the result of intercrossing C. patens {azurea

grandiflora). Fortune!, and Standishii with the finest

varieties of the C. Jackmanni strain ; and their fra-

grance is probably derived from C. Foitunei, in which
a delicate perfume is found. Amongst them occurs a

variety with large pale green flowers, named C.

Unique ; this is a striking curiosity, but its flowers are

scentless. We notice, moreover, in reference to this

Nev^ Garden Plants.
Masdevallia Chim.-era, n. Sp.

Perigonio cxterno alte aperto ; sepalis liberis oblongis in CaudaS
elongala-s intcgerrimas abrupte atCcnuatia, celcrum fimbriatis,
tola superficia interna hispidis ; tepalis abbreviatis cuneato-
oblongis, apice tetrapteris ; callo verrucoso inter laminas
incluso ; labcllo oblongo saccato Cyprjpedii, lirrtbls lateralibus

introrsis dentatis, liinbo aiitico emarginato, ncrvis ncrvillisque

inlus carinatis, columna: androcliniu acuto limbatu,

I cannot remember to have ever been more asto^

nished than when I obtained this remarkable flower.

It was botanically so unexpected, that I felt quite

amazed. Such a Masdevallia not to be satisfied with

its hairy ornaments, but to deprive old Cypripedia
and Cataseta of their

prestige, that of having

a slipper in lieu of a

tongue ! Oh, what won-
ders may still lurk in

these interior ranges of

the South American
Cordilleras! I have at

hand a sketch prepared

by the lucky disco-

verer. It shows the leaf

cuneate-oblong, ncwte,

a foot long. The flower'

stalks are representee!

with five flowers ! the

flowers are described as

yellow with black hairs

;

the lip golden-yellow.

There is no known
species to which one
could even compare
this novelty. It has a

widely-opened flower,

with long tails, the fim-

briate oblong bodies of

the sepals covered in-

ternally with stiff hairs.

The petals are slit at

their apex into four

wings, containing in

their centres a great

warty body. If the

column was not so very

old-fashioned, all or-

gans would be quite

aprcs h' dernier gout.

The lucky discoverer

of this gorgeous beauty

is the modern Warsce-
wicz, Mr. Roezl, who
found it somewhere in

the western districts of

South America. He
was not scrupulous in

giving accurate indica-

tion of the locality.

Mr. Ortgies favoured

me with the dried

flower and the sketch

long ago, both having

been destined for me
by Mr. Roezl Had I

only seen the sketch, I

should have suspected

some April joke.

I know well that the

plant should not have

been described in our

paper, since it is not yet

alive in Europe. And
yet I think it is a

duty to let the gentle

company of Orchido-

philists know that they have still to expect quite

novel, incredible delights. What would life be if we
had nothing to wish for? I may only add, that among
my masses of unpublished Orchids I have still other

gorgeous creatures fit to be one day the pets of Orchid

growers. H. G. Rchb, fit.

HON. MARSHALL P. WILDER.
We are glad to have the opportunity of laying

before our readers the portrait of^ one of the most

distinguished of Transatlantic horticulturists, and one

who, by his zeal, industry, and determination, has not

only conferred lasting benefits on his native country,

but has by his careful researches and experiments in

hybridisation and fruit culture, laid the horticulturists

of all nations under heavy obligations to him. The
name and repute of Marshall Wilder are as highly

esteemed among the elect fraternity in Great Britain

as they are in America.
Colonel Wilder was born in New Hampshire in

1798, studied practical farming in his youth, but ulti-

mately entered his father's business as a merchant,

filling up his leisure hours as a militia ofiicer. Mr.
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Wilder has been eminently successful both, in his mer-
cantile and in liis military career. But it is not of

these we would speak in this place. We prefer to dwell
on those matters by which Colonel Wilder has made
liimself known in this country.

After devoting a suitable time to business, he gave
all his leisure to horticulture and agriculture, for

which, from boyhood, he had a peculiar taste. He
spared no expense, he rested from no efforts to instil

into the public mind a love of employments so honour-
able and useful. He cultivated his own grounds, im-

ported seeds, plants, and trees, and, by his example,

endeavoured to encourage the labour and elevate the

rank of the husbandman.
In 1S31, after the death of his wife, he sought retire-

ment, and finding a house in Dorchester, originally

built by Governor Increase Sumner, he purchased it

the next year. His garden, greenhouses, and a forest

of fruit trees, occupied all the time he could spare, and
here he has prosecuted his favourite investigations,

year after year, to the present day.

His leisure hours he has devoted to his pen, which
has already filled several large volumes with descrip-

tions and delineations of fruits and flowers proved
under his own inspection. It is hoped the public may
hereafter have the benefit of a work so full of experi-

ments and instruction.

Soon after the organisation of the Massachusetts
Horticultural Society, Mr. Wilder was associated with
the late General Henry A. S. Dearborn, its first presi-

dent J and from its earliest history to this day he has
been one of its most efficient and active supporters.

Among the first and most important acts of this society

was the purchase of the grounds now known as Mount
Auburn, part of which it was then contemplated to

devote to a cemetery, and part to an experimental
garden. In 1835 a desire was expressed for a separa-

tion of the cemetsry from the Horticultural Society
;

and, on Mr. Wilder's motion, committees representing

both of these interests were appointed to mature a plan,

and agree upon the terms of partition. Many unsuc-
cessful attempts at agreement were made ; ultimately

Mr. Wilder submitted a resolution that one-fourth part

of the gross proceeds from the annual sale of lots, after

deducting certain expenses, should be paid year by
year in all coming time by the proprietors of Mount
Auburn Cemetery to the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society, in consideration of the latter relinquishing all

right and title to the cemetery. Upon this basis the
two societies laid the foundation of their friendship,

prosperity, and usefulness. It enabled the Horticul-
tural Society to erect an elegant hall in School Street,

and afterwards the splendid building it now occupies
in Tremont Street, and from the income, annual and
perpetual, as provided in this judicious compromise,
from 3000 to lOjOOO dollars a year are received.

In 1840 he was chosen president of this society,

and immediately concerted measures for the erection

of a building for its accommodation.
Floriculture was one of Mr. Wilder's early and

favourite pursuits. His Camellia-house is supposed
to have contained the best collection in America,
embracing at one time more than 300 varieties, and it

will now compare favourably with those in any
country. Besides the named varieties of this elegant
tribe, he had thousands of seedlings secured by
hybridisation. Of this art he gave a scientific ac-

count in a paper, in the Proceedings of the Massa-
chusetts Horticultural Society^ vol. i., p. 35. In honour
of the producer and his lady, the Society named two of
these seedlings Camellia Wilderi, and Mrs. Abby
Wilder, and a premium of 50 dollars was awarded for

them. These varieties are well known in the collec-

tions of Europe. We hope hereafter to be able to
publish an article on the curious sports of the C. Mrs.
Abby Wilder, which have been made into permanent
varieties by "fixing the graft." One of these, the C.
Grace Sherwm Wilder, thus obtained, is known in
England as Queen of Beauty. Coloured plates of each
of these may be seen in the illustrated volumes of the
same work.
For eight successive years Mr. Wilder presided over

the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, and under his
administration its members, means, and influence were
greatly augmented. As a testimonial of gratitude for

his services, the Society voted President Wilder, after
his retirement from office, a silver cup, valued at 150
dollars.

But it is in pomology that he has been most success-
ful, and most widely known. This has led to an exten-
sive correspondence at home and abroad. The Pear in
his orchard of 2500 trees and 800 varieties, became as
noted as the Camellia in his conservatory. On one
occasion he exhibited on the tables of the Society 370
varieties of Pears, and for several years he took the
highest premium for this fruit. In fact Colonel
Wilder has spared neither expense, care, nor labour,
import, introduce, and disseminate varieties, after
having fully tested their value by fruiting them in his
own grounds. Of Pears alone he has tested over 1200
varieties, while Grapes, Cherries, Plums, and the
whole class of the smaller fruits have yearly given him
of their varieties, whether originated in any of the
United States, the Canadas, France, Germany, or any
other foreign land. His grounds are full of informa-
tion to the observing student of horticulture, and are
ever open to those who wish to learn.

In the summer of 1848, as President of the Massa-

chusetts Horticultural Society, he headed a circular,

calling a convention of fruit growers throughout the

country, and a large meeting, of which he was chair-

man, was held in New York on October 10 following,

under the auspices of the American Institute. A
society was organised by the name of the American
Congress of Fruit Growers, afterwards changed to the

American Pomological Society. He was chosen Presi-

dent, and their biennial meetings have been held in

New York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Boston, Roches-
ter, St. Louis, and in Richmond (Virginia).

The promotion of agriculture had long been a sub-

ject of interest and reflection with him. Soon after he
retired from official duties in the Horticultural Society,

he was solicited to join in the establishment of an agri-

cultural society in his own county. In pursuance
thereof, a convention was held at Dedham, in February,
1S49, and the Norfolk Agricultural Society was organ-

ised, Mr. Wilder chosen president, Hon. Charles
Francis Adams (late Minister to this country), vice-presi-

dent, and the sum of 3000 dollars was raised for a fund.

From the Norfolk Society emanated the idea of

establishing the Massachusetts Board of Agriculture,

now a department of the Government, and working
harmoniously with all other societies. Here, too,

originated the first general efforts in behalf of the

cause of agricultural education, which have culminated
in the establishment of that promising institution, the

Massachusetts Agricultural College.

The Norfolk Society had not long been in operation

when Mr. Wilder, in 1851, under its authority, issued

a circular calling a convention of the various societies

in Massachusetts at the State House, for the purpose of

considering the importance of concerted and therefore

more efficient action, for the improvement of agricul-

ture. A large meeting of delegates was held, and a

Massachusetts Central Board of Agriculture was con-

stituted, of which he was elected president. He
continued in that office till the Board became a Depart-
ment of State, and is the senior member of the same at

the present time. Nor should his influence and
numerous efforts in behalf of the Agricultural College
be forgotten. It was while he was President of the

Senate of Massachusetts that he submitted a Bill for

the establishment of an Agricultural College, which
passed the Senate without a dissenting voice, but was
lost in the House of Representatives.

In 1S52 he prepared a circular under the auspices of

the Massachusetts Board of Agriculture, calling at

Washington a national convention of agriculturists. It

was headed by himself and ten presidents of different

State societies, and a meeting was held at Washing-
ton, June 24, 1S52. Twenty-three States were repre-

sented by 150 delegates. They met in the rooms of the

Smithsonian Institution. The United States Agricultural

Society was organised, and he was the first president.

A vote was passed appropriating 250 dollars as a testi-

monial, with which an elegant tea service was obtained

;

and at the next annual meeting, the large Gold Medal of

Honour, valued at 150 dollars, was awarded, with this

inscription, "Awarded to the Hon. Marshall P. Wilder,
Founder, First President and Constant Patron."

Mr. Wilder had but little desire for political life ;

but in 1839 he was induced to serve as representative

in the Legislature for the town of Dorchester, during
one term.

From the summer of 1S63 to that of lS56, in conse-

quence of ill health, Mr. Wilder was seldom engaged
in public business. The next year, 1867, he visited

Europe, and was one of the commissioners in behalf of
the United States at the Universal Exposition in Paris,

and he was there appointed Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Horticulture and on the Cultivation and
Products of the Vine. He was constantly on this duty
for 60 days, but he returned home to attend the meet-
ing of the American Pomological Society, and pro-

ceeded du-ectly to St. Louis, Missouri, where the

nth session was held September, 1867.
The American Pomological Society held its last

session in Philadelphia, September, 1869, and again
elected Mr. Wilder to the presidency—an office he has
held for 20 years.

In January, 1868, he was solicited to take the office

of president of the New England Historic-Genealo-
gical Society, vacated by the death of Governor John
A. Andrew. He was unanimously elected, and has
since been chosen for 1869, 1870, and 1S71 ; and at

each annual meeting he has delivered appropriate

addresses.

In the winter of 1869, with a select party of horti-

culturists, he made a trip for the purpose of examining
the horticultural and agricultural resources of the

South ; and in the summer of 1871, with a larger

party, he visited California and the Pacific coast.

Extended reports of both these trips have been
published in the American periodicals of the day, and
partly in our own columns.
We have alluded to Colonel Wilder's taste for

military matters. Soon after his removal to Boston he
joined the Ancient and Honourable Artillery Com-
pany. Of this company he accepted the command
in 1857. This Artillery corps is the only offspring

of the Royal Artillery Company in London, founded
•f* 1537. ^n^ commanded by the King in virtue

of his rank. Believing that His Royal Highness,
Prince Albert, might be commander of the parent
company, Colonel Wilder entered into a correspon-
dence with him in February, 1857, wherein

observed :
" Permit me also to state that we regard the

relation of these companies as one of the many ties

which bind young America to her old English parent

;

that we fondly cherish the hope and the belief that
these bonds will never be sundered, and we pray that
peace and prosperity may crown both nations."
To this letter Lord Clarendon, on April 8 following,

replied, enclosing a list of the present members of the
Artillery Company of London, and a copy of the
revised rules and regulations, and, also at His Royal
Highness' command, a copy of Highmore's History of
the Company to 1802—a scarce book—and said, '* His
Royal Highness begs that the Company may be
informed that he cannot but be highly gratified at the
manner in which the parent Company, of which he is

the head, is spoken of by its descendant in Boston, and
he will be much obliged by your having the expression
of his best thanks conveyed to Colonel Wilder, for his
kindness in sending his Royal Highness a copy of the
history of the Boston Company, which he has looked
over with much interest, and will have great pleasure
in adding to his library." This correspondence was
submitted by Colonel Wilder to the Ancient and
Honourable Artillery Company at the 219th anniver-
sary, and His Royal Highness, Prince Albert, Cap-
tain General and Commander of the mother company,
was elected an honorary member.
The life of Colonel Wilder is a striking instance of

what an individual may accomplish by industry,
indomitable perseverance, and the concentration of
his intellectual powers upon one grand object, that of
raising the standard of terraculture to a higher rank
among the great pursuits of a nation. No ordinary
talent, no turn of mere good fortune could ever have
placed him in the high position he has attained as a
public benefactor.

He is president of the American Pomological Society,
senior member of the State Board of Agriculture,
senior trustee of the Massachusetts Agricultural Col-
lege, Honorary President of the Norfolk Agricultural
Society, a member of the executive committee of the
Massachusetts Horticultural Society, President of the
New England Historic-Genealogical Society, a mem-
ber of the government of the Institute of Techno-
logy, a director of the New England Life Insurance
Company, and of the National Insurance, and of the
Hamilton National Bank—positions which he has held
for 35 years, and senior partner in the firm of Parker,
Wilder & Co.

CONIFEROUS PLANTS FROM
BRITISH COLUMBIA.

[The following paper on the discoveries made by
Mr. John Jefirey and Mr. Robert Brown, collectors to
the botanical and arboricultural expeditions from Scot-
land to British Columbia, between the years 1850 and
1S66, with remarks on the cultivation and propagation
of certain species, was read by Mr. M'Nab, of the
Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, at the meeting of
the Botanical Society, held on March 14 last.]

The first arboricultural expedition for the further
exploration of Vancouver's Island and British Columbia
was formed during the year 1849, under the patronage of
the Hon. Lord Murray; Sir William Gibson-Craig, Bart.

;

Sir David Dundas, Bart. ; Professor Balfour
; Messrs.

George Patton, David Smith, Charles Lawson, William
T. Thomson, Humphrey Graham, Archibald TumbuU,
Isaac Anderson-Henry, Andrew Murray, Charles
M'Intosh and J. M' Nab.

After the arrangements for the proposed expedition had
been fully completed, and subscribers enough obtained, I

was asked if I could recommend any one fitted to carry
out the objects of the Association. This I had no difficulty

in doing, in the person of Mr. John Jeffrey, a native of
Lahore, Fife. Jeflfrey had been several years employed in

the Edinburgh Botanic Garden. He was a very energetic
and painstaking young man, and nothing seemed to be a
hardship to him. By his volunteering, during 1849, to
ascend a high tree, in order to remove the extremity of a
branch which had been broken with the wind—a task
which few ordinary men would have undertaken— I was
first induced to take an interest in him. He had also a
great desire to obtain a knowledge of trees, shrubs, and
herbaceous plants, by collecting, drying, and naming all

that came within his reach, both British and exotic. I had
no hesitation in recommending Jeffrey to the directors of
the Association, and for this mission he was at once
chosen, and after having been furnished with the requisite

instruments, and fully instructed in their use, he left

Scotland in March, 1850.

My object for bringing before the Botanical Society a
notice of Jeffrey's collections, is in consequence of remarks
given at various periods in the Gardeners' Chronicle, par-
ticularly during 1871, which convinced me that Jeffrey's

discoveries were by no means fully known to the public.
From my knowledge of his doings, I am enabled to state
that he was the means of introducing nearly as many
novelties in the coniferous line as the late David Douglas
did while travelling in British Columbia between the
years 1825 and 1833. Douglas's collections were all sent
direct to the London Horticultural Society, examined and
named by them from dried specimens and cones, and the
seeds distributed amongst the members. Jeffrey's collec-

tions were sent to the British Columbia Botanical Asso-
ciation at Edinburgh, and distributed amongst the sub-
scribers. When the packets sent home were large, all

received their proportion according to the number of their

shares ; but when the contents were small, tliey were dis-

tributed amongst the shareholders by rotation. By this

means of distribution, some of the rarer species had a
he I chance of falling into the hands of distant parties, but
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whether anything decidedly new had been raised by them
was not reported to us. I think I may safely affirm that

all are now known, as far as the Conifers are concerned.

A want of knowledge in the proper means of rearing

coniferous seeds by many of the subscribers was, no doubt,

the cause of some of the species being so scarce. The
result of inquiries from unsuccessful parties proved that

many good species were greatly injured from want of

proper attention being paid to them. It turned out that

many of the seeds were sown at once in the open air, too

deep to vegetate ; others near the surface, where they got

washed about with the rain ; others, although carefully

sown in pots, were placed on strong hotbeds or in cold

frames, greenhouses, vineries, &c., and frequently deluged

with water or dried up by the sun. The more careful had
them sown in boxes, or large flats, over properly prepared
soil, and placed in partially exhausted hotbed frames, and
attended to with shading when necessary. Where this

was the case and the seed was good, such parties were
generally well rewarded.

Jeffrey had a good knowledge of most of the coniferous

plants introduced by Douglas, and generally cultivated in

this part of the country, but some were scarce, and only
known by name ; besides, the appearance of some trees

in their native condition is often totally different from the

same species of small size cultivated in gardens and
pleasure-grounds. This seeming resemblance was no
doubt the cause of several of Jeffrey's novelties being
introduced under wrong names. In some instances, the

difference in the young plants after being raised was not
distinguishable for several years, particularly with some

ticularly with the coniferous trees, as they were without
exception the most interesting part of his discoveries.

Before leaving this country, Jeffrey's attention was par-
ticularly directed to look after those kinds which were
then exceedingly scarce in Britain, such as Picea amabihs,
P. grandis, P. nobilis, as well as other genera and species

previously introduced by David Douglas. The two
former species have never been received correct from any
other collectors.

In 1851 Jeffrey sent home cones and seeds of a tree

under the name of Picea grandis. The Association,

believing it to be correct, took no further notice of it at

the time. Of recent years seeds of this same Picea have
been sent home by other collectors, named by one Picea
Lowii, by another Picea Parsonsii, and under the former
name it is now extensively cultivated. Very few plants
of that long-leaved species must have been raised from
Jeffrey's seeds, as original seedling plants arc by no means
plentiful. One raised here has been twice transplanted
after being 6 feet in height, and is now a beautiful tree

15 feet high, and 36 feet in circumference of brandies.
In its native state Jeffrey says that it grows to the height

of 280 feet, with a stem 15 feet in circumference. Jeffrey

has undoubtedly the credit of introducing this very hand-
some tree, notwithstanding the discussion which at

various times has taken place about the naming of it.

It therefore ought to have been called Picea Jeffreyi.

The cones sent home by [effrey under the name of
Picea amabiUs are not the P. amabilis of Douglas. After
the young plants were of such a size as to satisfy me that

it was not that species, I provisionally named it P. mag-

growing on soils suitable to it, such as a peaty loam.
Some of the original plants sent home were planted by
the late Lord Justice-Clerk Patton, in what he called the
Moor Pinetum Nursery at the Cairnies, in Perthshire.
They are admirable specimens, and must be now upwards
of 35 feet in height, proving that peaty soil is the most
suitable for their growth. The largest specimen in the
Edinburgh garden is only 25 feet in height, growing in
soil of a sandy nature. Notwithstanding that the Abies
Albertiana is allied to the A. canadensis or Hemlock
Spruce, the latter does not succeed here, nor has it the
constitution of the A. Albertiana when seen growing side
by side iu situations where the A. Albertiana succeeds
well. Other allied species sent home by recent collectors,

under the names A. Bridgii, A, Mertensiana, and A.
Williamsoni, do not appear to be specifically distinct from
the A. Albertiana of Jeffrey. Besides, the A. Albertiana,

when growing in different soils and degrees of elevation,

varies very much, which makes one think that it is identi-

cal with the three former named species ; such, however,
may not prove to be the case when all are seen old
enough to produce cones.

{Ta be Continued.')

THE NEW WINTER GARDEN EOR
EDINBURGH.

We are enabled to lay before our readers an illus-

tration (fig. 135) of the new Winter Garden for Edin-
burgh, concerning which so much has been said. It

Fig. 135.—NEW WINTER GARDEN AT EDINBURGH.

species of the Picea tribe. Some of the mis-named plants
of Jeffrey's seeds have been re-introduced by recent col-

lectors, and thus he has been robbed of the credit which
unquestionably belonged to him.
"Where Jeffrey gave no names to the cones collected,

the Association gave them provisional ones, and in some
instances described and figured them previous to their

being distributed, while those which Jeffrey himself named
from a seeming resemblance to those he had previously

seen at home, were sent out under the names he assigned
to them. Several of these did not afterwards turn out to

be correct. Besides, some of those named by the Asso-
ciation turned out to be plants formerly described,

although not previously introduced.

As most of the circumstances connected with these

expeditions are known to me, having had an interest in

them from their commencement, I am anxious to give, as

far as I can, a detailed notice of all the Conifers dis-

covered and introduced for the first time by the collectors

to the Association.

From the time Jeffrey went out until his death, he sent

home dried specimens of no less than 1700 species con-
sisting of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants, all

consecutively numbered, and referring for particulars to

his diary, which unfortunately never came to hand.
Authentic particulars of his death never reached this

country, further than that he was killed while trading
with the Indians. In 1854, a box containing some of his

books, instruments, and a quantity of dried specimens
were received by the association, having been sent home
by the Hudson's Bay Company, but no diary was found,
which was a great disappointment.

It will be needless to give a full list of the seeds of all

the trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants sent home in

different consignments. I shall content myself more par-

nifica. This is a most beautiful tree, perhaps the hand-
somest of all the Picea tribe. One of the original plants

in the garden is now 11 feet high, and is easily known by
its robust habit, pyramidal shape, and sharp rounded
leaves, as well as the delicate bluish-green colour of the

new foliage during the summer months, and their perfectly

green state during the winter season. The cones of this

species were large, and had a peculiar curve in the middle.

"They were much destroyed by insects, which was the

cause of so few being raised. Not many years ago a
large quantity of the seeds of this variety was sent to

Messrs. Low <S: Co., nurserymen. Upper Clapton, London,
also under the name of Picea amabilis. The seeds being
good, were soon raised, and extensively sent over the
country under that name. They are identical with the

variety sent home by Jeffrey, and now called P. mag-
nifica.

Jeffrey also introduced a Picea which was figured and
named by the Oregon Association as Picea lasiocarpa.

This is a very free growing tree, many of the annual
upright growths being about 3 feet in length, on
plants only 10 and 12 feet high. These upright

shoots aftei-wards become stinted by the free grow-
ing nature of the side branches. The largest plant

in the garden is now 20 feet high, the circumference of

the branches on the surface of the ground being 48 feet.

Many of the seedhngs recently raised in this country from
North-West America as Picea grandis, seem to be identical

with the Picea lasiocarpa of Jeffrey, and totally different

from the P. grandis originally sent home by Douglas.
Of the genus Abies, Jeffrey was instrumental in intro-

ducing three species previously unknown to British

gardens, the most prominent being the Abies Albertiana,

a species somewhat aUied to the Hemlock Spruce. This
is one of the most graceful of the tribe, particularly if

is now all but complete, and the enterprise of Messrs.
Downie, Laird & Laing has every prospect of being
rewarded. The structure seems to be in every way-
suited to the purpose for which it is intended. In the
front there are four massive stone pillars, which, will be
surmounted by fire-clay vases. The building is in

three stages, the upper ones being convex glass roofs.

Each stage of the roof is finished with elegant iron

cresting, with finials on the points, which are seven in

number. The roof is supported on iron pillars con-
nected by light ornamental iron bronzed girders. The
structure consists internally of a large hall, with a kind
of transept and a door leading out to the nursery
behind. On the east side of this, the main part of the

structure, are two smaller apartments, one to be used
as a ** small flowering plant " room. On the west side

will be a waiting-room. The large hall, however,
will be the real winter garden. It is surmounted by
a fine dome, 45 feet high. Under the dome will be a
fire-clay fountain, 17 feet high. The building has tables

for flowers, about 2\ feet wide, running along the walls.

Inside of these a walk, 6 feet wide, goes
all round the hall, and is carried along
the transept to the back door. This walk will consist

of 2 feet of iron grating, with hot-water pipes under,
and on each side of that 2 feet in width will be laid in

encaustic tiles. The ventilators are so arranged that

large groups of them open with one handle, and they
are so finely balanced that a child could open or shut
them. The frontage of the structure to the Glasgow
Road is 136 feet. The whole of the lironwork, includ-

ing the heating apparatus, has been executed by Messrs,
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Alex. Shanks & Son, Arbroath. The glazing has been
done by Messrs. Dickson and Walker, Princes Street

;

and Mr. Ale,x. Henderson, builder, has put up the
stone and lime. The painting has been carried on
under Mr. Downie's personal superintendence, and is

tastefully designed and executed. To the rear of this

building there is a hothouse about 50 feet long from
east to west, and 28 feet broad, for tropical and warm
climate Ferns. At the east end of this fernery com-
mences a long structure of two floors. The ground
flat, which is of brickwork, will be used as boiler,

potting, packing, and counting rooms, and a soil store.

The upper flat is of wood and glass, and will be used
to prepare plants for the palace.

Joiite €mispnkntt,
British Plants.—It may be interesting to some of

your readers, and to students of English botany in

particular, to know that the I^athrrea .Squamaria or

Toothwort may at this time be seen in flower in the
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. It is, I believe, one of

the rarest of onr metropolitan plants, having never met
with it but once in any of my botanical rambles. About
3S years ago, I was sent by Mr. Alton, the superin-
tendent at that time of the Royal Gardens, to Dorking,
in Surrey, to collect as many species of British Orchids
as I could find in that neighbourhood, it being then a
noted locality for rare plants, and after a diligent searcli

I succeeded in bringing away 19 species, some of them
very rare. I was there again last June, and am sorry

to say that, owing to the rapacity of specimen collectors,

and exterminators who dig them up for sale, there is

scarcely an Orchid to be found there now. I com-
mitted a trespass by climbing over a high fence, and
had the satisfaction of seeing again the following
species—Gymnadenia conopsea. Orchis pyramidalis,
Aceras anthropophora, Epipactis latifolia and Epipactis
grandiflora, Monotropa Hypopithys, Chlora perfoliata,

Helleborus viridis, Iberis amara, Ajuga Cham*epitys,
Fissidens osmundioides, Neckera crispa, and some
others, which still exist there owing to the circum-
stance that the place where they grow is not
easy of access to the destroyer. Orchis ustulata grew
formerly among the Junipers at Mickleham, near
Dorking, but not a single plant of it is to be found
there now. The Lathra"a I found on my first visit

growing on the border of a dry wood, some plants of
which I brought away, and planted them in a shrubbery
in the old arboretum, near the Temple of the Sun,
which shrubbery no longer exists, but the plants spring
up there every season, in the month of April, on the
same plot of ground. The Lathraa belongs to the
natural order Orobanchacea.', and is generally considered
to be parasitical, with regard to which any one can
satisfy himself by viewing the plants in the garden.
Orchids, Ferns, Mosses, and butterflies are becoming
scarcer every year, and it is evident that unless some
steps are taken to prevent it, our woods and plains will

soon become denuded of all that render them attrac-

tive to the lover of Nature. The remedy I should
suggest is, not to purchase tliem—for where there are no
buyers there will be no sellers. I fancy the inventor
of the Wardian case did not dream at the time that it

would become the sepulchre of some of Flora's choicest
treasures. Moreover, however well a hortus siccus^ or
collection of dried plants, may serve the purposes of
science, to the mere collector it can, I think, afford
but little attraction, considering how little is left

of the beauty of the plants, independently of the
trouble of drying them, the space they occupy in the
cabinet, and the difficulty of preserving them from
damp and destructive insects, especially as the species
of several genera of British plants become almost black
in drying. Having been invited by an acquaintance, a
short time since, to view his collection of pinned
butterflies, I could not help thinking, on seeing them,
that they seem calculated to cause more pain than
pleasure to a sensitive mind, by conjuring up in
imagination the amount of cruelty that must have been
practised in reducing them to their mummied, dried
condition ; and I fancied that if one of them had life,

and could speak, I should hear it exclaim, '
' Cruel

insensate ! Nature has decked me in her gaudiest
attire to please your eye, and to be one of the chief
ornaments of her gay creation, and is it not enough that
I flutter about, and display my charms to your admiring
gaze, but you must pursue me with your exterminating
net, and after capturing me, cruelly thrust a pin through
my slender body, and encave me like a mummy in your
cabinet? And as it is one of your axioms that
possession makes cheap, and if, as one of your poets
says, 'All objects lose by too familiar view,' would it

not suit your purpose better to woo me occasionally in
my native woods and wilds, and by softly stealing upon
me while with expanded wings I rest upon a favourite
flower, obtain some transient glimpses of my beauty,
than to become satiated with me in your cabinet, and
cause me afterwards from neglect to become the prey
of devouring insects ? And as you pray for a sound
mind in a sound body, or Mens mim in corpore sano
(which is a motto for all those who gently court my
society), if you will follow my advice, and leave your
baleful net behind you, I will lead you such a dance
about the plain as will invigorate your body, and give
you a healthier tone of mind than to seek to deprive

me of my brief existence for a futile object ! " I hope
this appeal on behalf of Miss Bella Venusta Formosa
Papilio, and her fellow-sufierers, will make a favour-
able impression on all whom it may concern. A.
Chciilcs.

The Weather and Herbaceous Plants. —

I

seldom remember anything more destructive to a spring
garden than the late frost and snow. It made me quite
melancholy to walk round my flower beds. Dielytra
spectabilis, which was just bursting into full bloom,
was cut to the ground, and D. eximia has received a
shock from which it will never really rally. Myosotis
dissitiflora, for the second time, looked like so much
sodden hay, but is fast recovering. Prunus triloba,
which was smothered with rosy buds, is utterly done
for. Scopolia carniolica, Hyoscyamus orientalis, and
Borago orientalis, have had their beauty completely
spoflt, and wear a sort of semi-paralysed look. Ane-
mone appenina, Orobus vernus, and O. cyaneus look
very much as if they had been washed and hung out to
dry, and numbers of other things must wait till another
spring before tliey are fit to be seen. Every single
bloom on the Apricot, Peach, and Nectarine trees is,

I think, destroyed. //. ITarpur-Creiud, The Rixtoiy,
Drayton-Beauchamp^ Tring^ April i.

Colours of Flowers.—An assertion is often made
respecting the colours of flowers of plants which is

scarcely verified by facts. It has been said that plants
with flowers of the three primitive colours, red. yellow,
blue, are not found belonging to the same genus ; the
following, however, contain species with the three
colours more or less distinctly defined, and if pink be
included as a red colour, the list might be much ex.

tended. The list is copied from a catalogue of plants,

but many of the genera are familiar to all growers of
plants :

—

Ajuga
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northerly locality, in 36° S. lat., it (or a very closely

allied form, F. alpina) reaches 5000 to 6000 feet eleva-

tion. Captain King, in the I'tm^^^ 0/ the Adventure and
Beagle, says :

'* At Port Famine the evergreen Beech

gi-ows in the greatest abundance, and reaches a very

large size. Trees of 3 feet in diameter are abundant,

and there is one which measures 7 feet in diameter

17 feet above the roots, and then divides into three

large branches, each of which is 3 feet through. Tlie

wood is heavy and brittle." Captain Ross cut down
several of the trees, and transported them to the Falk-

elliptical crenato-serrate leaves studded with a few

glands on tlie under surface, and varying in size, accord-

ing to circumstances, but usually from ^ to i inch in

length and more, and rather less in breadth. M. T. M.

Clianthus Dampieri.—It will not, I suppose, sur-

prise any one to find that the Glory Pea lias stood

this winter on a wall with no other protection than an

old ligiit, over which a mat was thrown during frost.

Seeds were sown in February, 1S71, plants were

potted into 3-inch pots, shifted into 44-inch, and finally

almost any other, there are only two well organised
horticultural societies, the one established at St. Peters-

burg, the other at Moscow. It might be imagined
that these two societies would be overdone with work.
So far from this being the case, the Moscow Society

has shown no sign of vitality for the last three years,

either in the form of publications or exhibitions. I

understand that the Society is to take part in the

Polytechnic Exhibition at Moscow this summer, but it

is to be feared that the success of the Society's efforts

will be small, owing to the length of notice required on

Fig. 136.—THE EVERGREEN BEECH, FAGUS BETULOIDES, AT TENLLAGARE.

land Islands, which are nearly treeless, and where they
were highly appreciated for building purposes. The
evergreen species prevail on the west coast, where the
climate is damp and equable, while the deciduous plant
seeks more exposed localities. At p. 348 of the
volume whence we have extracted these particulars,

Dr. Hooker gives a diagram, illustrating the distri-

bution in altitude as well as of latitude of the two
Beeches in question, and further states that " one of
the few attractions of spring in Antarctic America is

the bursting of leaf and flower-buds of the deciduous
Beech F. antarctica, and which recalls Linnasus's
enthusiastic description of the first burst of the Birch-
leaf in Lapland. The evergreen Beech above men-
tioned has leathery, yellowish, glabrous, ovate, or

one of two was turned out in June ; it was eaten off

by earwigs (at least the leaves were), but grew again,

and is now (Good Friday) showing well for blooms,

the plant covering about 4 feet of wall. James Mac-
Pherson,

Foreign Correspondence.
St. Petersburg.—The want of publicity, and the

little interest taken in horticulture, are sufficient

reasons for the absence of a knowledge of gardening

among the Russian people in general, and for the com-
parative want of interest in our horticultural societies.

In spite of the vast extent of the empire, whose
climate and vegetation are more varied than those of

the part of exhibitors. The Imperial Horticultural

Society of St. Petersburg gives manifest signs of activity

by fortnightly meetings from January to May, and from
September to December. These meetings resemble

those of the Royal Horticultural Society, except that

they are held in the evening. Medals, prizes, and
certificates are given at these exhibitions, and a paper
on some scientific or practical subject is read

and discussed. During the summer, the Society

makes visits to the principal horticultural estab-

lishments of the city and its neighbourhood. Each
year the Society publishes an almanac of information

useful to gardeners and to amateurs ; it pub-

lishes also a journal called IVestnick Sadowodstwa
[Horticultural Messenger) which appears six times
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within the year, and is illustrated with coloured plates

and descriptions of flowers which bloom in the botanic

garden of St. Petersburg, and which it is desirable to

introduce into general cultivation. The drawings are

made under the superintendence of Dr. Regel, the

Vice-President of the Society, who contributes many
articles to the Jouniol, which is edited by M. Wolken-
stein, the secretary of the Society. The JVestnik is

the only horticultural journal published in Russia. Its

contents are, therefore, of a varied character. The
articles have for the most part a local interest, but

considerable space is devoted to the horticulture of

foreign countries. Much use is made of the Car-

deneri Chronicle in compiling these accounts.

The Society forms every year, in the spring, an

important exhibition of flowers and foliage plants.

The Society, moreover, is about to establish a

large public garden in the squares by the Admiralty

and the Senate, embracing an area of 30 acres.

Although St. Petersburg has many gardens open to

the public in summer, there are none available in

autumn or winter, from the want of evergieen trees

and shrubs. Moreover, consisting principally of

broad avenues, there is little space left for flower beds

and other requisites of modern garden decoration.

The idea of a garden fulfilling the required conditions

is due to General Greig, Aide-de-Camp to the Emperor,
and President of the Society. The Emperor approved

of the notion, so that there is every prospect that we
shall have a public garden in accordance with modern
taste. The Society is not likely to profit pecuniarily

by the formation of this garden, which it undertakes on
grounds of general utility, and which may serve as a
model to be followed by others ; but it will then possess

the means of instituting experiments and trials which
at present it cannot do. It may be added that in spite

of the limited number of evergreen trees and shrubs,

hardy enough to resist the climate of St. Petersburg,

there are still sufficient among the Conifers to form
masses of verdure throughout autumn and winter ; and
the Society will have an opportunity of displaying its

taste and judgment in the selection and disposition

of suitable plants under very disadvantageous con-

ditions. Amicus.
[After the splendid exhibition inaugurated by the

Imperial Horticultural Society of Russia a year or two
since, and the magnificent reception accorded to visitors

on that occasion, we think our correspondent is too

modest in his estimate of the power and resources of

Russian horticulture. Eds.]

Societies.
Royal Horticultural : April 3.—J. Russell

Reeves, Esq., F. R.S., in the chair. The minutes of the
last meeting having been read and signed, a considerable

number of new Fellows were elected, and a vote of thanks
was accorded to several donors of seeds, plants. &c.
Mr. Marshall announced the awards of the Floral Com-
mittee, and commenting on a distinct form of Odonto-
glossum Andersonianum from that shown at the last

meeting, remarked that it was a pity these hybrids had
not been named botanically, according to their various
peculiarities, as it was quite evident there were more
hybrids of the same origin than the one named Ander-
sonianum. Mr. Wilson commented upon the various
productions brought before the Fruit Committee, the

most remarkable of which were leaves and a fruit of the
Chocolate plant, Theobroma Cacao, sent from the
Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, by Dr. Moore.

Professor Dyer then remarked that, of the many interest-

ing subjects brought before the Scientific Committee, some
were of such general interest as to be worthy of mention
at meetings like the present, and he would therefore make
some remarks on a memoir on the production of honey-
dew, recently brought under the notice of the French
Academy of Science, by Boussingault ; a translation of
which was read at the Scientific Committee. He
then directed attention to some flowering branches
of fruit trees, brought from the Society's experimental
garden at Chiswick, to show the serious effects of
the frosts of last week ; three-fourths of the blossoms
having been, it was estimated, hopelessly destroyed. The
interesting feature of this case was that the frost produced
its effects when the flowers were in the bud ; and though
these subsequently opened, the injury done was not so
apparent externally as it was when the receptacle was cut
through, and the blackened stigmas exposed. In the
Pear, in the still unexpanded buds as well as in the flowers,

which had since opened, in probably 75 per cent, of cases

the carpels were blackened, and often the anthers and the

disc upon which they were inserted as well.

Scientific Committee.—Dr. Gilbert, F.R.S., in the

chair. The chairman read a report upon the Australian
Caoutchouc. He had not had time to analyse it, but
found that its general characters agreed less closely with
ttiose of Caoutchouc than of elaterite. Rammelsberg
concludes that that mineral is a hydrocarbon in admix-
ture with an oxydised substance. This is probably also
the case with the so-called coorongite. Considerable
variation in the ultimate composition of different spe-
cimens may consequently be expected.

Dr. Masters stated that in the Fuchsia exhibited at the
last meeting there was petalody of the stamens, and that
the ovary, from arrest of development, was superior,
instead of inferior.

Professor Thiselton Dyer read a translation of a paper
by Boussingault, describing a case of honey-dew in the
Lime, which was clearly independent of the action of
nphides. The publication of this paper, owing to a
pressure on our space, we arc compelled to defer until

our next issue.

At the next meeting a comunication will be made by
Dr. Welwitsch, "On some Ornamental Plants from
Angola."

Spring" Show.—This exhibition, like the preceding
one, was Iield in the large conservatory ; and, though it

was not so extensive as on tlie last occasion, when
Hyacinths played so prominent a part, it was by no
means devoid of interest, but, on the contrary, was
highly creditable, when we take into consideration the
unfavourable state of the weather which prevailed at the

time when most of the plants would be started from
home, and, in fact, the day through. The principal

classes in the schedule of prizes were for Odontoglossums,
Cyclamens, and Cucumbers, and the two latter subjects

were exceedingly well represented. In the class for six

distinct Odontoglossums there were three exhibitors— Mr.

J. Ward, gr. to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton, Mr. Bull, and
Mr.

J. Linden, of Brussels, and the prizes were awarded in

the order named. Mr. Ward's plants were not large, but in

every respect healthy and fresh, and their flowers fine in

size and of excellent colour. Mr. Bull's representatives

were also in capital order ; and the plants from ?dr.

Linden, though they had travelled so far, were, for health
and freshness, all that could be desired. The principal

sorts shown were O. triumphans, and a very dark varietyof

it in Mr. Linden's group, O. angustatum var. integrum,

O, gloriosum, O. Alexandra; and its var. Trianse, O.
Hallii, O. phalamopsis, and O. hystrix. The Cyclamens
made an excellent display, though there were only two
exhibitors. Mr. Goddard, gr. to H. Little, Esq., Cam-
bridge Villa, Twickenham, and Mr. R. Clarke, market
gardener of the same neighbourhood. The first named
exhibitor took the ist prize in each of the classes ; his

specimens in each case doing him the greatest credit.

His 12 were a grand lot, large and even in size, and
carrying heads of bloom about 18 inches through. Mr.
Clarke was 2d in the latter class, and for a collection, his

examples being somewhat smaller, and the flower-spikes

a little drawn, but all that could be wished for as to colour.

Mr. Goddard's plants, in the collection, numbered over

100, and in all respects they were worthy of the high
repute of Mr. Little's strain. A class for 9 distinct

Cinerarias, brought out three competitors, and their pro-

ductions helped materially to enhance the enliven-

ment of the show. The best group was contributed

by Mr. R. Marcham, gr. to E. Gates, Esq., Coppins,
Iver, Bucks, well grown and flowered plants, about
2 feet through ; Messrs. Dobson & Sons, Isleworth,

coming in next with a very neat lot, well-flowered, and
nicely varied, and Mr. James, gr. to F. W. Watson,
Esq., Isleworth, third, both with capital representatives.

The only exhibitor of 6 distinct Amaryllis was Mr.
Baxter, gr. to C. Kieser, Esq., Broxbourne, who staged
the varieties Olga, Victor, Mrs. Sibeth, Voltaire, Beauty
of Broxbourne, and Kiescri, in splendid condition.

Mr. Baxter also contributed a remarkable collection of

seedlings of this remarkably showy plant. Perhaps the

most attractive—certainly the most striking—object in

the miscellaneous class, was a charming group of
Clematis from the Bagshot Nurseries of Mr, Charles
Noble. The plants were trained in perfect cones, about

3 feet high, clothed with foliage to the rims of the

pots, and as profusely flowered as could reasonably
be desired. We had already seen what could be done
with this magnificent class of plants, in tubs, &c., in

the summer lime, but were not altogether prepared for

so convincing a proof of their great usefulness for the

decoration of conservatories or other show-houses, in

spring, as this unique group afforded. Clematises are com-
paratively new "claimants" for pubhc favour ; and lor

the very agreeable change which they are certain soon to

impart to the character of our too much stereotyped exhi-

bitions, we have every reason to be grateful. Messrs.

Veitch & Sons contributed largely to this class, the princi-

pal objects shown by them being a fine group of Roses in

pots, some capitally grown Amaryllis, and a choice col-

lection of Orchids, which included Odontoglossum
Andersonianum, altogether of a brighter contour than
the plant shown by them under that name at the previous

meeting ; a particularly healthy and well-flowered speci-

men of Oncidium bifolium, a plant of Masdevallia
Veitchii, with four fine flowers

;
the comparatively new

Odontoglossum Reichenheimii, with the finest spike we
have yet seen of it ; a two-fiowered specimen of Cypri-

pedium caudatum, with tails from 28 to 30 inches long
;

two very fine spikes of Oncidmm leucochilum, and a
nice specimen of Phaloenopsis grandiflora. &c. From
Mr. Bull came a rich group of fine-foliaged plants

and Orchids, including many handsome species

of Palms, Dracsenas, Phormium, Encephalartos, tS:c.

;

and Mr. John Wills, The Floral Depot, Sussex

Place, Old Brompton, staged a large collection

of decorative plants, which also contained some
fine Palms, Dracaenas, Ferns, Azaleas, Orchids, and
Pelargoniums, and one of the finest specimens of the

beautiful Rhododendron, Countess of Haddington, that

we have seen. Mr. B. S. Williams staged a choice group
of plants, which included a specimen of PhalcEuopsis

Schilleriana with three dozen very fine flowers ; a large

example of Trichopilia suavis, and a similar one of Lxlia
cinnabarina

; a plant of the beautifully coloured Magnolia
Lenne. and a specimen of Tillandsia Lindeni with four

spikes in flower, &c. Messrs. RoHisson & Sons sent eight

large and exceedmgly well-grown specimens of Mig-
nonette, some capital Dendrobiums and Vandas, and a

collection of seedling Auriculas. Mr, William Paul ex-

hibited a very fine collection of Roses in pots, the new
variety, called Princess Beatrice, being particularly fine.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son put up a large collection

of Cyclamens. Mr. T. S, Ware, Tottenham, was again

the contributor of a large group of spring flowers, a

most striking oVjjcct in which was an example of the

lovely Iris chinensis, with one very strong spike, on
which were two fully expanded flowers. Mr. Ware also

staged a group of the new forcing Pink, Mrs. Pettifer,

in pots, and showing a fine lot of blooms. Mr. J. Linden,

Brussels, sent a nice specimen of Ada aurantiaca, also one
of Odontoglossum triumphans, and a much darker

coloured variety of it ; and from Mr. Needle, gr. to

H.R.H. the Comte de Paris. Twickenham, came three

boxes of the curious and interesting Orchis and
Ophrys.

In the three classes for Cucumbers there was at first

great confusion, black and white spined varieties being
shown as smooth, and vice versa, causing the judges a
needless amount of trouble in putting them straight.

Subsequently, the ist prize for a brace of black-spined
kinds was awarded to Mr. J. Douglas, who had a hand-
some brace of Blue Gown ; Mr. Parsons, gr. to R.
Attenborough, Esq., coming in 2d with a very good brace
of Gates' Black Spine. Mr. Douglas was also ist in the

smooth class, with a grand brace of his new variety,

Tender and True, quite 30 inches in length, and perfect in

shape, the 2d prize being awarded to Mr. Gillett. Court
Gardens, Great Marlow, who showed a nice brace of
Telegraph. Pizzey's Favourite, shown by Mr. Pizzey, gr.

to Sir E, Perry, Fulmer, Slough, was considered the best

white-spined variety, Mr. Record's Winter Supply being
2d. In all there were 15 brace shown. There were two
collections of salading shown, and these—from Mr. Record
and Mr, Hepper, gr., The Elms, Acton—were considered
so equal in merit as to receive equal ist prizes.

Floral Committee.—W. Marshall, Esq., in the
chair. This was a small, and comparatively unimportant
meeting, though it was the means of bringing out one or
two good novelties. Amongst these was a specimen of
the true Masdevallia Lindeni, with nine of its glowing
bright magenta flowers, which has never been shown here
in such good form before. This came from Mr. J. Lin-
den, and deservedly obtained a Cultural Commendation.
Mr. Linden also sent a flowering specimen of the highly
curious Vriesia corallina, a Bromeliaceous plant, with
distichous spikes of greenish-yellow waxy-looking flowers,

encircled each by a crimson sheath at the base ; and a
plant of Tillandsia Lindeni vera, with three very broad
spikes, the colour of the flowers being similar to that

of those previously shown, only dark instead of white in

the centre. Messrs. Veitch & Sons had a First-class Cer-
tificate for Oncidium Croesus, a very pretty dwarf species,

with small bright yellow flowers with a black centre and
deep brown petals and sepals, the flowers being appa-
rently produced very freely. Mr. Bull received similar

awards lor Zaiacca edulis, an elegant East Indian Palm,
with spreading pinnate leaves, sheathed at the base,

and numerously studded over with long black spines
;

and for Dracrena metallica, a grand improvement on
porphyrophylla. Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Dulwich, also

were awarded a First-class Certificate for Azalea Beauty
of Surrey, one of the best-shaped whites yet introduced,

large in size, very smooth, pure white, and of great sub-
stance, Mr. Turner had cut flowers of a new Conti-
nental variety of great promise, named Adolph Mar-
quietel, salmon-red, the upper petal suffused with rosy

purple, and the flowers about 3 inches across.

Messrs. RoUisson & Sons showed a very dark flowered
variety of Cymbidium pendulum ; and from the Society's

collection came a bright yellow flowered Oncidium, said

by Mr. Bateman to be quite new. and introduced by
Endres, this being the only plant in Europe. Mr. Ware
sent, under the name of Iris iberica, a plant apparently
distinct from the one he showed under that name last

spring, and subsequently figured in the Botanical Maga-
zine; and Mr, D. Pizzey sent a basket of his early

Intermediate Stock, remarkably good for the season.

Mr, C, Green, gr. to W. W. Saunders, Esq., showed a
plant in flower of Gladiolus quadrangularis, and two
small bushy examples of Grevillea pulchella, flowers

white, produced freely on the tips of the young shoots
;

Mr. W. Paul sent a new Hybrid Perpetual Rose, named
Sir William Gull, of a very dark maroon colour tinged

with purple ; and Mr. Day, florist, Acton, staged small

plants of a perfectly double Cyclamen.

Fruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S.,

in the chair. The great feature of this meeting was the

exhibition by Dr. Moore, of the Botanic Garden, Glas-

nevin, of foliage and a fniit of the chocolate plant

—

Theobroma Cacao, with the portrait of which nearly every

Londoner is familiar, in the form of a large advertisement

of more than usual accuracy of delineation. A Cultural

Commendation was awarded. Messrs. Stuart & Mein
exhibited large specimens of their improved thick-leaved

Dandelion, which for spring salads ought to be more used.

The plants exhibited were grown in rows, 2 feet apart, and
blanched by putting boxes or Seakale pots over them ;

they were blanched last spring, and cut over for salads,

being now three years old. Messrs. Stuart & Mein say

that the plants should be two years old before blanched.

Mr. G. Cooling, Bath, again sent excellent examples
of liis Matchless Broccoli, certificated about two years

ago, and which was now again commended by the com-
mittee. Messrs. Thomas Watts it Sons, seedsmen,
Northampton, sent specimens of Excelsior Broccoli, a
close heading form, very similar to Cooling's Matchless,

and considered by the committee to be no improvement
on lliat variety. Mr. F. Perkins, Leamington, sent,

under the name of the Leamington Broccoli, a very

interesting form, with large heads, remarkably well pro-

tected with leaves more resembling those of a Cabbage
than of a Broccoli. Mr. Dancer. Chiswick. exhibited a
plant of a beautifully variegated sprouting Broccoli; and
from Mr. Newman, The Elms, Hartington, came
a good useful form of Protecting Broccoli, Mr. C.
Baldwin, gr. to B. Drew, Esq., Strcatham. had a
Cultural Commendation for three very handsome brace
of Cucumbers ; and a similar award was made to

Mr. Woodham, gr. to H. D, Pochin, Esq., Barnes, for

an excellent dish of Keens' Seedling Strawberries. Mr.
Westcott, Raby Castle Gardens, Darlington, sent two
bunches of Lady Downe's Grapes, cut from the Vine on
March 30, the flavour of which the conunittee did not

consider very remarkable. From M. A. de Biscau

d'Hauteville, Buiche, Belgium, came examples of two
seedling Pears, to one of which, named Beurri^ de Biseau,

an oblong-shaped fniit, melting, and of very rich flavour,

a First-class Certificate was awarded. Mr, W. Dod,
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Ashton Court Gardens, Bower Ashton, exhibited a

remarkably handy and simple contrivance for preserving

Grapes after being cut, which was in the shape of a

letter V. and made of zinc tubes, with wires at the top of

each pipe for banging them up anywhere. The con-

trivance was considered highly satisfactory.

Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticul-
tural : March 27.—If anything were wanted to testify

to the hold horticulture is taking in the West of

Scotland and in Scotland generally, it would be

abundantly evident in the periodical shows of this

energetic and prosperous Society, of whicli this was
the first for the present year. Not only were the

classes well filled with admirable articles showing horti-

cultural skill, but the public came out in such numbers as

to encourage all who were engaged in prosecuting the

laudable work. The bulbs— the tlowers of spring—were
chiefly arranged on a centre table under the shade of tall

'Iree Ferns, which enhanced the pictorial effect. Other
tables, placed longitudinally, were filled with exotic

plants, some remarkable for the elegant outline of

llieir foliage, as the Palms, the Ferns, and the Screw
Pines ; others for the brilliancy of their hues and their

intlorescence, as the Azaleas and Hyacinths.

Prominent among the exhibition lots was that furnished
by Messrs. y. & R. Thyne, of Glasgow, which comprised
PiUms, Tree Ferns, and Screw Pines towering up in

irregular outline, and bending over the various dwarfed
forms of vegetation that were ranged under their shadow

;

choice Orchids, not the least beautiful of which was a
finely-developed Dendrobium nobile ; bright Amaryllis,
set like brilliants among the Adiantums and Gleichenias,

and giving a tone of colouring to the whole. Nor
should we omit to mention the admirable plant for parlour
or dining-room decoration, Pandanus Veitchii, with foliage

of white and pale green beautifully marked in parallel

lines, and of the arching outline, which so unmistakably
pleases the eye— of the fair critics in particular. Mr. P.

M "Kenzie had a most creditable miscellaneous assortment,

comprising tall examples of vegetation, such as we have
already named, ^\ith the stiff, formal-habited Yuccas,
which find so much favour with those versed in horti-

culture, brightened up with masses of Rhododendrons in

flower, and relieved with the elegant habited Todeas.
Another very elegant lot came from Mr. J. James, of
Langside, whose Croton pictum was a great beauty,
Messrs. Austin & M 'Asian, of Glasgow, had a nice assort-

ment, comprising by far the best aud most extensive
collection of Epacris.

Decidedly the most captivating feature in the show was
the Azaleas. The isl and 2d prize collections of fours and of
threes were almost without a flaw, horticulturally speak-
ing. The perfection of the blooms individually and of the
plants collectively merited all praise. The best came from
the garden of Mr. T. D. Findlay. Easterhill, the sorts

being Roi Leopold, a reddish variety, with dark red
spots : Criterion, a salmon-coloured ground, with ruddy
spotting ; Model, a soft pink ; and Iveryana, a beautiful

white, with now a pink then again a bright red flower
cropping up, adding to the colour effect of the individual
plant ; the plants were 4 feet high and nearly as much in

diameter, in the form of irregular pyramids clothed with
flowers, and of themselves would have been too gorgeous,
but the tables clad with the more sombre green toned
them down on all sides. The same growers fought
gallantly for a position in the class of threes, and were
placed in the same relative position, Mrs. Crum,
of The Rouken, having also a most excellent group.
There were some very captivating plants from
the garden of Mr. A. B. Stewart, Rawcliffe Lodge,
Langside ; his plant of the Genetyllis tulipifera was well-

managed, and, along with the Cypripedium, had many
admirers, as also had the collection of Ferns from the
same garden. There was a capital plant also of the
decorative Phcenicophorium sechellarum, with its cinna-
mon-coloured rachis, stiffly clad with bristling spines.

This is a capital companion for the Fan Palms, and shows
well in exhibition collections. One or two good Camellia
plants came from Mr. Thomas Hill, Merrylees, and
beautiful indeed were the plants of Azalea amcena, which
were raised upon the orchestra, from the fine purple
colour of the flowers, one set of corolla segments being
planted within the other, and the whole densely set. One
seems indeed at a loss to know whether most to admire
these or the fine white Deutzia gracilis ; both are splen-
did town plants, and they are generally present in

numbers at every spring show. For real intrinsic beauty,
the flower lover would prefer the Cyclamens, of which
capital plants, prolific of bloom, and fine bloom, too,

came from the garden of Colonel Buchanan at Dnim-
pellin. Mr. Lewin has contrived to get a double flower
of the persicum strain ; the usual number of floral seg-
ments is five, but many flowers of this novelty had as
many as 12 with a greatly increased size of flower ; it was
granted a Certificate of Merit. The exhibition of this

favourite greenhouse flower was spirited.

Last, but not least in importance, were the bulbs—the
Hyacinths better as a whole, better individually than they
have yet been seen in Glasgow. Nothing could be finer
than those from Mr. Miller, Bothwell

; Mr. Irvin, Port
Glasgow ; and from Mr. Glass, Carbrook. though the
1st prize collection of 12 was marred in effect by being
buried down in deep conical pots. In many places they
would have been disqualified for that, and that alone.
Looking at the whole of them, we see less novelty than
might be expected. Year by year the same sorts win.
Koh-i-noor, a fine pink ; Mont Blanc, a good white

;

Lmmeline, a soft blush ; Charles Dickens, a taking shade
of blue ; Ida. a fine primrose ; Alba maxima, a good
white

; Lord Macaulay, a shaded glossy red ; Von
Schiller, a beautifully formed rose : and several others, are
in all the winning stands. The only double-flowered
sorts that are fit for position are Lord Wellington, a blush,
and Laurens Koster, a blue,

Mr. Graham put up from Sir George Campbells garden
a neat specimen of dessert decoration, arranged with good
i.\5te, and although sparsely furnished with fmit, the style

commended itself to general consideration. From Sir
James Colquhoun, Luss, came a good basket of fruit,

consisting of smooth Cayenne Pine-apple, Pears in half a
dozen sorts, well preserved Figs and Apples, and the fruit

of the Guava
; from Colonel Campbell, Blythswood, came

two very fine fruit of the Cayenne l^ine-apple and a small
dish of Strawberries ; and from Mr. Edward Collins came
SIX very well preserved bunches of Black Alicante Grapes,
which commanded very general attention. Alongside
these was exhibited M'Fariane's Patent Sulphur Distri-
butor, a simple yet ingenious and clever contrivance for
distributing sulphur, Hellebore, or other powder for the de-
stniction of insects, which, when once it becomes known,
is likely to find a ready sale.

Florists' Flowers.
Under this head " R. D.," in noticing the attrac-

tive group of plants shown by Messrs. Standish t^ Co.
at the Royal Horticultural Society's fortnightly meet-
ing of March 6, (see p. 430), after passing some
highly eulogistic remarks upon the beauty of the
spleiidid strain of Cinerarias exhibited, critically ob-
serves, *' But they were somewhat too rellexed to pass
muster under the rigid rules of the properties of
flowers." I suppose " R. D." means the rigid rules

that at some former period were devised as a guide for

judging florists' flowers. But I would ask *'R. D." if

these rules are— like the laws of the Medes and
Persians—supposed to be held sacred, and rigidly

adhered to for all time ? Because when these rules

were concocted, the majority of what are considered
florists* flowers were in a very primitive condition com-
pared with their present stale of perfection. Such
rapid strides have been made, and so many points and
qualities attained in them of late years, that our ideal

notions of perfection have become totally changed,
rendering these rules, in my opinion, obsolete and
eflete. Take, for instance, the flower in question. The
Cineraria, at the date of the formation of these rules,

presented a gappy, or starry ray of narrow florets,

which, for the most part, turned inwards. Under
these conditions of the flower I admit that it was
desirable that these few and narrow florets should, if

possible, be induced to lay themselves out flat, as the
means of making the best display of what the flower
was then considered likely to be capable of. Hence
the florists aim in those days to attain flatness of the
flower—doubtless an immense improvement upon in-

curving—and, with the paucity and narrowness of the
florets they then possessed, a leflexed condition of them
would have been still.worse ; for from the want of the
combined support afforded by the more numerous and
enlarged florets of the present improved varieties, they
would have curled so completely backwards as to have
become almost collapsed and invisible. But with regard
to thosesplendidspecimensexhibited by Messrs. Standish
& Co. (which, judged by these antiquated rules,

*' R. D." informs us "cannot pass muster") I look
upon their form as perfection. The slight curve or
convexity which the flowers of these Cinerarias pre-
sented did not prevent the eye from compassing their

entire surface, nor cause one to lose sight of any of
their shades or brilliancy of colouring, or aught of the
size of their, florets ; but this slight rotundity added
much, apparent solidity and symmetry to the individual

flowers, as well as neatness and grandeur to the mass.

To adhere to these wretched old rules of prescribed
flatness for our florist flowers, now that we can obtain
a form more consonant with all artistic ideas of beauty,
seems to me as absurd as it would be to ask the ladies
of the present day to go back to their grandmother's
old coal-scuttle shaped bonnets.

There are, of course, exceptions to every rule ; and
I am not prepared to assert, dogmatically, that no
flower could be produced which almost complete flat-

ness of surface does not become ; but I maintain that,

as a rule, in flowers as in all else, the curve is the
true line of beauty. John Den7iy, Stoke Nezvhigion,

Garden Memoranda.
Miss Hope's New Spring Garden.—Miss Hope,

of Wardie, who is known to the readers of the Gar-
deners' Chronicle as one of the most enthusiastic of our
lady horticulturists, has been at great trouble and
expense in collecting and arranging one of the most
important collections of spring-flowering plants to be
seen in any private establishment in Scotland, and
which in one particular is perhaps even better than some
of the large establishments in England, that is, in the
absence of all " Dutch flower roots," but at the same
time it is very gay and full of bloom. This is particu-

larly applicable to a border on the terrace in front of the
house, wJiich was planted in February and March,
1S71, and at the time of my visit (March 12) was a fine

mass of bloom. The length of this border is about
50 yards by 15 feet wide, with a northern aspect, and
is partly under the shade of tall Birch and Willow
trees, behind which is the terrace wall, on which are
planted all the varieties of ornamental Ivies ; some of

these, such as the H. tricolor and H. japonica variegata,

are equal to any of the tricolor Pelargoniums, while
the Birch-like leaves of a Northern Indian species, and
the finely-cut leaves of H. chrysocarpa and donerailen-
sis, form a fine contrast to these and the stronger grow-
ing sorts, such as the Roman and Rcegner's varieties.

In front of these is a row of common China Roses
the whole length, then a narrow path, edged on one
side with a variety of Daisies in flower, and Gentiana
acauhs on the other ; then a row of trees, with
Honeysuckles of all early sorts trained round the stems.
The next row consists of nicely trained Holly, alternating
with such flowering plants as Thorns, Bird Cherries,
Mespilus florida. Almonds single and double, Nuttallia
cerasiformis. Medlars, Crabs of sorts, double-flowering
Peaches, and fine standards of Cytisus and Genista
in varieties. In the next or second row from the path
are the various sorts of Lilacs, yellow Azalea, Vibur-
num suspensum, and other Gueldres Roses ; Weigelas
of sorts, Pyrus japonica, white and yellow Sjianish
Broom, Philadelphus, large free-flowering Honey-
suckle, double Whin, Ribes speciosum, &c. ; For-
sythia viridissima and Fortunei ; Daphne Mezereum,
white and lilac, D. Laureola, Deutzia crenata llore-

pleno, &c. The third row from the path is made up of
clumps of Ptconies of sorts. Irises of different colours,
dwarf growing Rhododendrons, Andromedas, Sedums,
with a strong clump of the different Narcissi between
each plant; those of the N. poeticus and N. Pseudo-
Narcissus groups might be so arranged as to prolong
flowering, and have yellow and while colours alternate.

This brings us down to the herbaceous plants, of
which the collection is good. A row of these extends
along the whole length, all of them early flowering

species. I saw fine clumps of the various Hellebores,
conspicuous among which were II. niger gi-andiflorus,

double the size of the ordinary form, with fine large

leaves, and stout erect flower-stems, well deserving the

name of Christmas Rose ; also Dielytra spectabilis and
D. spectabilis albus, Fumarias of sorts, Saxifraga

cordifolia, and S. orbicularis rubra. 7'he last men-
tioned is from Hull, and new to me; it is at least a very
distinct form of tlie ciliata section. These were in

flower, as were also the various species of Orobus,
Pulmonarias of sorts, Cheiranthus alpinus, C. Marshalli-

anus, and a hybrid from Rev. H. Crewe, which has the

merit of flowering the whole season ; Anemone Pulsa-

tilla and A. sulphurea, Dracocephalum, Dodecatheons
of sorts, Doronicum orientale, &c., in flower; Podo-
phyllum Emodi, Epimediums of sorts in flower, Aqui-
legias of sorts, Iberis corifolia, Alyssum saxatile,

Liihospermum prostratum, the various dwarf Pldoxes,

Viola stricta, and others ; Adonis vernalis, Arums of

sorts, Omphalodes verna, forming a fine sheet of blue

Forget-me-not-like flowers ; Euphorbias, Denlaria

digitata, &c. ; Iris reticulata, the most beautiful of all

the Irises; Leucojum vernum. Narcissus biflorus, Tulipa
cornuta, and various bulbs were also in flower. In
front of these are round beds, the whole length, formed
with edges of the various species of Sedum, Saxifraga,

and Sempervivum. There are 36 of these circular

beds, which were planted as follows, and in all of

which the plants were in fine flower :
—

1. Hepatica single white ; Leucojum vernum,
2. Mr. M 'Nabs new crimson Primrose, very fine for

early spring beds ; Narcissus nanus in the spaces between
the Primroses.

3. Iris pumila, pale blue ; Erythronium dens canis.

4. Fine dark Polyanthus, named Admirable ; Scilla

bifoha major.

5. Single blue Hepatica ; Muscari moschatum.
6. Anemone fulgens ; Galanthus pUcatus.

7. Primrose (purple) ; Narcissus minimus.
8. Aubrietia seedling from Belvoir ; Scilla bifolia alba,

g. Hepatica double pink ; Leucojum vernum carpa-

ticum, a late flowering variety.

10. Alpine Auricula ;
Scilla bifolia rubra.

11. Three distinct varieties of Iris pumila; Corydalis

of sorts.

12. Hepatica, a double blue fine ; Muscari botryoides

alba.

13. Red Polyanthus ; Puschkinia scilloides.

14. Primula marginata, P. integrifolia, and P. nivalis

;

Scilla bifolia.

15. Anemone fulgens ; Narcissus nanus.

16. Golden Chain Polyanthus ;
Eranthis hiemalis.

17. Double blue Hepatica ; Sanguinaria canadensis,

Jeffersonia diphylla.

18. Polyanthus ; Sisyrinchum grandiflorum.

19. Iris cristata ; Erythronium, white.

20. Double yellow Primrose ; Scilla amcena.
21. Double blue and pink Hepatica ; Leucojum

vernum.
22. Phlox ponderosa ; Narcissus pumilus.

23. Single white Primrose ; Muscari botryoides.

24. Myosotis montana ; Gagea lutea.

25. Double pink Hepatica ; Sisyrinchum grandiflorum
album.

26. Primula helvetica ; SciUa prsecox.

27. Iris cristata ;
Erythronium.

28. Mr. M'Nab's new crimson Primrose; Scilla bifolia

alba.

29. Single blue Hepatica ; Narcissus nanus.

30. While hose-in-hose Primrose ; Scilla bifolia.

31. Anemone hortensis ; Triteleia uniflora.

32. Auriculas ; Narcissus Eulbocodium.

33. Pink Hepatica ; Muscari botryoides, alba, and
pallida.

34. Anemone nemorosa and apennina ; Narcissus junci-
folius, Hyacinlhus amethystinus.

35. Iris pumila ; Corydalis tuberosa.

36. Purple Primrose ; Narcissus nanus.

The angles formed between the straight row and the

edges of the beds are filled with plants, arranged in

groups of three, such as Polyanthus, Primrose, &c.,

and in front are, among other things, Cardamine
rotundifolia, Saxifraga granulata plena, Dondia Epi-
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pactis, &c., and in front of all is a row of Arabis lucida

variegata, forming a neat finish to this fine border,

which is a success, and does much credit to the taste of

its founder. Robei'tsoii Munro^ Abercorn Nursery^
Edinburgh^ March 26.

#Jjttuarg.
On March 28, after a few days' illness, at his resi-

dence, Innisfail, Beulah Hill, Norwood, Charles
HORNE, Esq., late of the Bengal Civil Service, aged 48
years, deeply regretted. The deceased gentleman was
taken ill at the meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society held on March 20, and never rallied. He was
a member of the Scientific Committee, of which body,
owing to his extensive knowledge of Indian forestry and
agriculture, as well as of entomology, he was a valuable

member, as also of the Asiatic and other societies.

The deceased gentleman had made large collections in

natural history, which were destroyed during the

Mutiny ; but, all undaunted, began again at its close,

and succeeded in forming a valuable museum, espe-

cially of entomology.

THE WEATHER.
•j^* Mr. Glaishers weekly tabular report ofthe Weather

not having arrived at the hour for going to Press,

we are reluctantly obliged to apologise for its tion-

appearance until our next.

(for the ensuing fortnight.)

PLANT HOUSES.
Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants.—Carefully

attend to such plants as have been repotted. Those
that are taking kindly to the new soil will show it by
the robust healthy vigour of their young shoots, and
maynow be encouraged bygiving morewaterat theroots.

Any that have a stunted appearance should be examined
closely, to see that they are not dry in the centre of the

ball. The smaller stock, such as it is advisable to

encourage to make free growth should, if possible,

be placed in a house by themselves, in which they
can have the benefit of a closer and more humid
atmosphere. No fire-heat should be used, but the

above conditions insured by closing the house early in

the afternoon, by syringing the stages and paths two
or three times a day, and by slightly syringing over-

head in the evening such plants as Acrophyllum venosinn,

Pimeleas of sorts, Polygalas, EriostemonSy Chorozemas,
GompholobiumSy DillwyniaSy Leschenaultia formosa,

&c. Where the convenience of separate structures

does not exist, then it will be necessary to act as was
advised in the case of newly-putted plants, namely, to

place the young stock at one end of the hard-wooded
house, where the treatment which has been advised

can be, as far as practicable, carried out, giving very

little air at the sides of the house, with plenty of

moisture under and around the plants. They will also

be benefited by having an inch or so of fine gravel or

ashes placed upon the stages for them to stand on.

There is no stated time for training and tying plants,

some at all times requiring attention in this matter.

The greater number of greenhouse hard-wooded plants

possess naturally a somewhat formal habit of growth
;

and, if it were desirable, it would be impossible to

give them, by an attempt at artificial training, any
form unnatural to them. Hence the object ought to

be simply to give them support, in something approach-
ing their natural position, always bearing in mind that

every plant, large or small, ought to be clothed with
healthy foliage, from the rim of the pot upwards. No
quantity of flowers on the head of a plant can compen-
sate for deficiency of foliage at the base. T. Baines,

Southgate.

Azaleas.—Large plants that were cut back as

suggested five or six weeks ago should now have broken
freely ; and as soon as they have made an inch or so

of growth ought to have their balls reduced. For this

purpose nothing is better than a portion of an old

scythe blade, made tolerably sharp. Take the plants

out of their pots, remove all the drainage, then part

down the ball regularly all round, reducing it also

proportionately in depth to half its original size. Use
the scythe-stone freely to the improvised implement; so

as to insure a clean cut of the roots, for on this mainly
depends the success of the operation. No reduction of

the ball should be attempted by the ordinary process

of shaking out—roots that are severed by a clean cut

being in a condition more certain to heal, and commence
forming new fibres, than such as have been mutilated

by anything like a tearing process. The plants must
then be placed in well drained pots, 2 inches larger

than the reduced ball. The soil, good peat, must be
broken much finer than for ordinary potting, adding
about one-seventh part of sand. Ram the soil well
with the potting-stick, so as to make it quite as solid

and about half an inch higher than the old ball j other-
wise in the application of water it will find its way
down the sides of the pot through the new soil, leaving

the roots dry, thereby causing certain death. Befort

operating upon the plants, see that they are in a propei

Condition as to moisture—not too wet, nor yet so dry

that they will be likely to require water for two or
three weeks. Replace them in a temperature of 60" by
night, with a rise of 10" by day. Shade from the sun ;

keep the atmosphere moist ; syringe slightly twice a
day, and admit no air except through the roof venti-

lators. T. Baines.

Orchids.—The Cattleya and Dendrobium houses
may now have a night temperature of about 65°, rising

to 70" during the day, by fire-heat ; allow the sun to

add from 5° to 10° more to the above temperature,
and take advantage of sunny periods to well ventilate

the various structures. Now that heat and moisture are
greatly increased, great care must be exercised in

guarding against damp, which is often fatal to the
young shoots, more especially in large and varied col-

lections ; therefore, never miss any favourable oppor-
tunities for giving air. Deiidrobiums and Cattleyas

will still have to be watered very carefully. Aerides,

Vandas^ Odontoglosstims, Huntleyas, Maxillarim, Mil-
tonias, Cypripediiims, Sobralias^ Arpophyllians, and
Pescatorias will now require an abundance of water

;

in fact, they should never be allowed to become dry
after this season. Odontoglossums and Lycastes will

now have commenced to grow ; therefore pot and top-

dress them as required, using, after well draining the

pots, nice fibry peat and live Sphagnum Moss mixed
;

the Moss should not be cut up, but used just as it

grows, after picking out any foreign matter,
such as weeds, sticks, leaves, slugs, snails, &c.
As the season has arrived that usually brings several

batches of imported plants, I think it will not be amiss
to make a few remarks respecting the treatment of
freshly imported Orchids. Having got them home
look them over carefully, to avoid increasing the

number of foreign pests in the shape of insects, which
seem only to have been created for the annoyance of
Orchid cultivators. Then pot or block them at once,
and do not let them lay about, as is so often done, until

the already exhausted vitality is completely expended.
If blocking is the process adopted, use deal in preference
to any other wood, and a very small quantity of moss,
hanging them head downwards. If potting place them
entirely in small potsherds, so that water can be used
freely without any danger of its lodging about or around
the plant, as would be the case if any closer material
were used. W. Denning^ Grijustoji.

Heaths.—These plants should now have all the air

possible during the day by opening the ventilators to

the fullest extent ; and during the night, when there is

no danger of frost, some of the ventilators should be
kept a little way open, so as to admit a slight current

of air through the house. Great attention must be
paid to watering, as from increasing solar heat and
drying winds the plants sometimes get dry in a very
short time, and as the roots are now in great activity

from the increasing requirements of the plants at this

season, if they are allowed to suffer from want of

water the young roots are soon destroyed, and pro-
bably the plant also. Keep all plants that require it

tied, and any pots that become green should be washed
and cleaned. H. Chilman^ Somerley.

Pelargoniums.—The plants for the May shows
will now require increased attention, especially in the

matter of watering. Never on any account allow them
to become dry, or they will certainly lose a lot of their

bottom leaves, and I do not think it good cultivation

unless the plants are covered with foliage to the rim of

the pot. If the weather should be bright, with harsh
winds, a slight shade in the middle of the day for an
hour or two, with less air, is very beneficial. The
buds will now be visible on the points of the shoots ;

to flower finely in May they should all be doing this.

Any backward plants push on as near the glass as

possible ; such sorts as Lord Clyde, Etna, and others

of that colour (viz., scarlet) are difficult to bloom early,

but if grovvTi near the glass and hard they will then

stand forcing. Later stuff grow gently on, and tie all

into a good shape. H. Bailey^ Feltham,

FLOWER GARDEN.
Alpine and Herbaceous Plants.—As soon as the

weather is settled and fine, let the covering materials

be removed from such herbaceous and alpine plants as

have required protection during winter. So long as

the utility of protection is evident and necessary, even
roughish agents may be employed without greatly

offending the eye, but they become intolerable after the

lovely flowers of spring begin to bedeck the garden in

considerable numbers, and should not be continued
longer than is necessary, being obstacles in the way of

general tidiness. It is requisite, however, to give
protection when frost is anticipated, or when cutting

winds prevail, but it need only be applied when neces-

sary. All store plants in pots of the hardy kinds
should be planted out as early as possible, if not
already done, making up blanks and reducing the
number of duplicates therewith. Such auxiliary

flowers as Pansies^ Pinks, Picotees, Carnations, and
Pentstemons, should also be placed in their permanent
quarters after being duly hardened off. These are in-

valuable helps towards sustaining the floral interest

throughout the summer and autumn in herbaceous
1,'ardens. Sedum ccerulmm, Nemopkilas, Nolanas,
I'/atystemofi californicum, Bartonia aurea, Nemesias,
loiiopsidiutn acaule, Limnant/ies DouglasH, and the
Portuiacas, with many others, are suitable and beaiUifiil

types of annuals for the rock-garden.

and the last require to be sown in heat, the others succeed
as hardy annuals, and some of them sow themselves
freely. Pinks, Carnations, and Pansies of the bedding
or free-blooming kinds are also proper auxiliaries for
the rock-garden that may be introduced at once, and
all tender bedding succulents are likewise charac-
teristic helps that may be drawn upon as circumstances
require, when the season admits of their being planted
out. Attend to staking and training all plants that
require these aids, doing the work timeously and with
taste. Thin out weak shoots of Delp/iiniu?ns, Phloxes^
Lupines, and all that are apt, similarly with these,
to become overcrowded. Let Alpines in frames be
freely ventilated, all, at least, that are well established,
those that are not so should be separated from the
others and be treated as they require. Ample supplies
of water will now be required by all, and moderate
shading for many. Pyrolas, Piriguicidas, Andromedas,
Meconopsis, Mitchellia, and all such shade lovers should
be placed by themselves, so that their want in respect
of shade may be supplied without detriment to the
larger portion of the collection that may require a freer
admission of light. Continue to propagate according
to requirements all hardy flowers that it is desirable
to increase by division, cuttings, or seeds, attending to
directions on this point given last month. Prick off
seedlings as soon as they are fit to handle, keeping
them close and shaded from bright sunshine till they
are established. Sow out-of-doors such seeds as have
been reserved for that purpose, choosing an eastern or
western border for the purpose, sowing in drills and
covering in with light, rich earth. William Sutherland^
Minto Gardens,
The Parterre and Mixed Garden.—Everything

about a flower garden should now be in good order.
Early mowing is of the utmost importance ; any novice
can tell in August whether the first mowing was post-
poned too long, by the stronger grasses having partially
destroyed the finer herbage, which gives the gloss to a
well kept lawn. To insure a green, close bottom
through the season, be particular in cutting as close to
the ground as possible, the first two or three times.
Shrubs of all kinds will now begin to look gay and
beautiful, and this may be very much heightened
according to the state in which the ground and walks
are kept. Hyacinths in beds will soon be in perfec-
tion. The flower-stalks should be neatly supported
with small stakes to prevent the heavy heads of flowers
from being broken. Mild and wet weather at this sea-
son brings every variety of plants forward quickly. Go
round and place stakes to all plants requiring support,
and let them be well secured before they take an
awkward growth, which work should be continued
according as the plants advance in height. Half-hardy
Annuals sown in frames should be pricked out at
greater distances apart, that they may get strength
before they are removed to the flower-beds. Still

sow for succession, and be sure to have plenty of
Sweet Peas and Mignonette. Convolvulus major,
Tropaolum canariense, and other climbing half-hardy
annuals, should be %ovm. in a frame on small pieces of
turf, the grassy side down. In this manner they can
easily be removed to their future destination. The
seed should be sovra about 4 inches apart, firmly
pressed into the sod, and covered with a little light

soil. By this method they will experience very little or
no check. Attention must still be given to the
hardening of the young stock of plants preparatory to

bedding-out, the season for which is fast approaching.
Many of the kinds, if permitted to become stunted in

their growth, are not easily induced to start again,
especially if the season should be unfavourable at

planting time. In any designs or ground-work where
Cerastium, Variegated Arabis, Stachys lanata, Viola

cornuia, or any other hardy plant, is to be employed,
planting may commence at once. Edward Bennett,
Enville.

Roses.—Finish pruning Teas and Noisettes, cutting
back to a good sound eye, and removing all weak and
superfluous shoots. A top-dressing of blood manure
may be now applied with advantage, especially

where the soil is light, for common stable dung only
makes such soils lighter still, and consequently less

suitable for Roses. The manure should be "pointed
in " say one-third of a pint to each plant. Even if no
such dressing be applied, the ground should be lightly

forked over between the plants, so as to sweeten and
aerate the soil and permit the free descent of "April
showers " to the roots. It is well after pruning to
dress the heads of Rose trees with a mixture of soft

soap and black sulphur. This will make the buds
less inviting to those caterpillars which bore into and
eat out the hearts of the buds just when they should
be bursting into leaf. Light -coloured Roses I have
observed to be especially appetising to these little

pests. R. B. P.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—The airing of Pine plants is an important

point in successful cultivation, as without careful atten-

tion to this matter you cannot secure that sturdy habit

of growth indispensable to produce fine fruit. At this

season ventilation requires even more than ordinary

care, especially when the plants are grown in close con-

fined pits, the winter growth having tended to subject

to injury from sunshine sooner than at any other period

of the year. The temperature of the fruiting pit

The first named ' should be 70° at night, 75° by fire-heat on sunless days,
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and 85' to 90° with sunshine. Give a little air early

in the morning, and when the temperature is at So°

admit air at the front ventilators also. If sufficient

fruit is up to meet your requirements, some can be

retarded by keeping them in a pit where there is a

little bottom-heat, and a night temperature of 55° to

6o% using the heating appliance as little as possible;

and well airing them on every favourable occasion,

Raise the heat, where successional plants are grown, to

65" or 70' at night, and to 75° by fire-heat on dull

d.xys, and when sunny let it range from So" to 90". As

soon as the suckers are rooted proceed with the plot-

ting. I generally shift them from 7-iiich pots into

their fruiting ones, and give those in 5-inch pots

another shift before doing so. The night temperature

should be increased to about 68", allowing a rise of

10° or 15° by day. G. T. Miles, IWycombe Abbey.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Early houses, where

the fruit is fairly stoned, may have the artificial tem-

perature increased to 75° to So* by day, with an

increase of 10° to 15° by sun-heat. The night tempe-

rature may range from 65^ to 70*. Of course a moist

state of the internal atmosphere must be maintained

with these temperatures, so as to counteract and

ameliorate the parching condition of the heat naturally

emanating from the medium adopted to secure and

maintain the temperature above indicated. At the

same time avoid "coddling" by allowing—as

previously advised—a "chink' of ventilation during

the night. The final thinning of the fruit may now
safely take place ; but in doubtful cases effect it by

degrees. Keep late houses well aired, and as cool as

circumstances will permit. IV. Gardiner, Eatingtoii

Fark.

The Orchard House.—Now that the fruit is all

well set, syringe the trees gently on mild mornings,

between S and 9 o'clock, keeping a closer and moister

atmosphere in the house, in order to assist their swell-

ing and the growth of the wood-buds ; shut up early in

the afternoon, not later than 3 o'clock, and so bottle

up the heat of the day, to ward off the cold of the suc-

ceeding night. In warm afternoons syringe freely, but

when cold and damp, or inclined for frost, it is better

not to do so. It is preferable to keep a drier atmosphere

when cold. Carefully go over all the trees, and pick

oft" all decayed flowers or leaves that may be found.

Di,bud Peadies where necessary, but slightly at first; it

is better to do this frequently than to take off a great

quantity at one time, which seriously injures the con-

stitution of the tree. When greenfly appears dust with

tobacco powder, first gently syringing the trees to make
it adhere. Look over Apricots, Cherries, and Plums
for grubs and caterpillars, which will be found snugly

curled up amongst the young leaves and shoots, on

which they feed and which they injure fearfully. The
most constant supervision is necessary to keep these

in check, and the only means of doing so is to search

for them by unfolding the leaves, and to destroy them
between the finger and thumb. Give plenty of water

at all times ; if the trees are allowed to get dry at the

roots the fruit will be sure to drop. B.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Forcing Department.—If the bed of Asparagus

made up as directed last month should not keep up a

sufficient supply until it can be gathered from the open
air, another bed may be made up as directed in our

last. Kidney Beans : Maintain a moist atmosphere

and syringe twice a day, water three limes a week with

clear liquid manure. Make another sowing for forcing,

and one for obtaining plants to put out in sheltered

borders, when the weather will permit. Keep up a

succession of Seakale by covering a few more roots ; and
to Potatos in pits and frames give plenty of air ; earth

up as required. Cauli^enuers, Lettuces, &c., under
glass must be carefully hardened oft before planting

out. Capsicums, Tomatos, and Egg Plants push for-

ward, and shift into larger pots as required. Gourds,

Vegetable Marrows, and Pidge Cucumbers pot off and
shift into larger pots. Another sowing of each may be
made. Keep up a succession of Mustard and Cress,

and put Chicory and Endive into the Mushroom -house
to blanch. David Lumsden, Bhxholme Gardens.

MARKET GARDENING.
Ground covered with snow 3 inches deep, and this

after having pulled Radishes in the open off" 2 or 3 acres

for a week past—such is the almost unprecedented

season of 1872. Those who have not as yet planted out

their Cauliflowers will be the best off, I am afraid.

The young Peas just through the ground appear very

much cut with the late severe frosts ; the very early

ones do not seem to have suffered much as yet. The
cold nights have put a check to the Seakale, which was
in full cut. I am afraid the Gooseberries and Currants

will suffer, as the fruit was well out before this weather

set in, and the early blossoming Plums and Pears must
be very much injured. Cauliflowers that are not yet

planted should be put out directly the weather permits,

in rows 3 feet apart and 2 feet 6 inches from plant to

plant ; a row of Lettuce can then be planted between,

and one Lettuce between every two plants. Prick out

Cauliflowers sown in January on a sheltered border.

Sow Celery over heat, and beat the bed down firmly to

prevent settling. Sow Turnip Radishes and Round
Spinach in 5 feet beds, ready for Searlet Runners j these

can then, in due time, be planted up the alleys, and
the Radishes and Spinach will clear off in time for

sticking the Runners. Asparagus will land well after

this downfall, and should be done as soon as possible
;

lay the beds, well rounding, that the rain may run off

instead of soaking into the middle and checking the

buds. Seahale beds that are finished cutting should be
levelleddown ready for a row of French Beans, or a couple

of rows of Leeks up the alleys. Sow Mangel IVurzel

very often. This is a more profitable crop to market
gardeners than many others they are in the habit of

growing, and a few bolters are more than made up for

by the increased weight per acre ; the usual plan is to

sow them between the rows of early Cabbages ; another
plan is to sow every other row with Sutton's Long
Mammoth, leaving the vacant alley to carry off the

Cabbage, after which it is planted with early dwarf
Drumhead Savoys, which will clear off with the Man-
gel. This plan, leaving 4 feet between the rows of

Wurzel, allows them plenty of room, and the Long
Mammoth, growing high and not spreading, leaves

extra room for the Savoys, and the produce is much
greater than if half the piece had been planted with

Savoys and the other half Mangel at the usual dis-

tance. Vegetable Marrenvs may now be sown over a

little heat, not above 60®, and when fit to pot off put
into a cold frame and given plenty of air in mild weather
to keep them dwarf and hardy before planting out in

May. Look to the early Cucumber beds this cold

weather, and where the heat is declining put a fresh

lining of about 18 inches, opening the ground down to

the bottom of the old bed, and making a few holes

with an iron bar or thick stick to let the heat work
through the old bed. London Market Gardener.

FORESTRY,
This is now a suitable season for looking over young

plantations requiring cleaning. Whins, " Furze or

Gorse," and Broom grow fast, and are apt to choke up
young trees if not timely attended to. A reap-hook
shortened to about two-thirds its length, fixed into an

ash handle about 4 feet long, suits this work well.

It is preferable to cut round each plant separately,

instead of giving the whole a general clearing, and to

repeat it if necessary for two or three years, or until the

trees have got their top fairly in advance. Being well

sheltered, they will grow fast, and also be secure from
the injuries of game. Wood for making charcoal should
now be all in store where it is to be burned. All the

smallest sizes should be sawed into lengths of I foot,

and the larger one from 14 to 18 inches ; these should

be thrown into separate heaps as they are cut. See
that all newly-planted trees are erect and secure.

Single trees requiring guards from cattle, sheep, or deer,

may be safely protected by a few poles from the thinnings

of Fir plantations, having the snags of branches left on
4 or 5 inches in length. The plan is thus performed :

—
Six stumps are driven into the ground at 18 inches

from the stem, to stand about 20 inches high ; a

similar number are then put in at 6 feet distance, and
I foot high, on to which are nailed six raffers, and on

these again the ends of three bars are nailed. When
completed this forms a hexagon, which at a distance

has a neat appearance, and no animal will face it.

Give nursery operations due attention. Get appliances

ready, and trees marked, for Oak barking, y. Webster^

Gordon Castle.

Notices to Correspondents.

Advertisement : G. H. The report will appear in

convenient season. We decline to mix up the two de-

partments of the paper.

C.'VMELLiAS : Reader. No. The dropping of the leaves

may be from too close confinement during the recent

cold weather.

Covering Greenhouses : Beginner must experiment

for himself, as to the exact difference of temperature

between a house covered with Frigi Domo and one left

uncovered. All we can say is that Frigi Domo is a very

good covering material.

Dahlias : T. M. They are easily enough kept in any
cool dry place, secure against frost—much as Potatos

are.

Duration of Boilers : P. H. G. asks how it may be
known when a boiler becomes unsafe from age ? He
has had an ordinary saddle boiler in constant use for

just II years, and has no ground for anxiety about it

except its age. Ought he to have it examined? and, if

so, in what way ?

Freaks OF Nature: H. R., Battle. The production of

leaves on the flower-stalk of Cyclamen is not very un-

common. Double or semi-double flowers of Cyclamen
seem, if we may judge from the many we have received,

to be very frequent this season. The growth on the

Fuchsia is probably the result of some injury, it consists

of a great number of minute buds. We have seen such

cases before, particularly in Pelargoniums.

Insects :. W. C. The little white insects in your green-

house are the Aleyrodcs vaporariorum, nothing but

repeated fumigations will keep it down. /. O. W.~
J. McD. The gall and insects sent us are those of

Cjmips Quercus radicis, always found at the roots of Oak
trees. /. O. W.

Mildew on Grapes: W. T. B. There is no more
effectual cure for mildew than sulphur. If carefully

applied and properly persevered in, it is sure to destroy

it. On the first appearance of the Fungus, or even

before, dust the plants all over with flowers of sul-

phur. Do this during bright sunshine, whilst the

leaves are warm ; syringe off with clean rain water a

few days after, and. if necessary, repeat the process. A
good plan also is to paint the hot pipes with the sulphur
mixed up like paint. The fumes, given off" slowly in
this way, are very efficacious.

Names of Fruit : F. C. B. i, some sort of a Codlin
;

2, probably Grange's Pcarmain. It is almost impos-
sible to recognise Apples at this late season of the
year : the skin gets so much bruised and discoloured
when handled.

Names of Plants : C. W. S. Dennstredtia {alias
Sitobolium, alias Dicksonia) cicutaria

; Rodriguezia
secunda.

—

A Regular Subscriber. Polystachya Otton-
iana, Rchb. f.—A*. Sawyer. lonopsidium acaule.

—

N. VV. We cannot tell from such materials.— W. S.,
Perth. Pulmonaria officinalis, white, probably only
naturalised.

Pelargoniums and Balsams : \V. H. Bronze and
Tricolor Pelargoniums intended for exhibition in
August should not be kept in heat. A very little, how-
ever, would do good. Balsams raised in February are
certainly too early to be in good bloom in August.

Planis : R. G. The man was not justified in removing
the plants without permission.

Radishes : S. o/S. The London early market Radishes
are raised and grown in the open fields, thus -—Select a
plot of ground tolerably rich, light, and well pulverised,
as the most suitable. Some fine day in January, when
the ground is in good working condition, have it forked
over evenly, then mark out in beds 5 feet in width.
Sow in the ordinary broadcast manner, cover np in the
ordinary way with soil, and rake the surface. Then
cover the beds with 3 inches of long strawy stable litter,

which covering keep on until the seeds have begun to
germinate. After this stage uncover the beds for a few
hours on fine sunshiny days, to dry up the surface of the
beds and to warm the soil a little ; recover at night,

and repeat this as the weather may permit until the
Radishes have got two or three leaves, when the covering
may be dispensed with. Radishes so sown and treated
last fanuary will be fit for use in the middle of April.

Vines : H. A. From the description you give, it appears
to us that your Vines have been overcropped in previous
years, and you are now suffering for it. As you have
no crop, do not force the Vines much, nor allow the
temperature to exceed 60" at night by fire-heat. Give
plenty of air, and strive to make good well-ripened

wood, which will give you an abundance of fruit next
season.

COMMUMCATIONS RECEIVED.—T. J.—R. C. E.—G, H.

—

W. B. H —W. P—J. N.-G. D. B.—S. C. F. /write to

Mr. Gilbert). -J. S. (next week).—Mr. W.—T. M.—H. M.—
J. R. P.—T. R.—J. E.—Sarum.—R. C. T.—T. S. (Yes, yes).

-C. P.

arkds.
CO VENT GARDEN.—April 6.

A general dulness seems to have settled on the business

here, and very few profitable transactions are realised just

now ; there are ample supplies of outdoor produce to

hand, which barely make last week's quotations. From
under glass hothouse Grapes are offered in hmited quan-
tities, but Strawberries and Cucumbers are beyond the
requirements of the trade.

Flowers.
s. d. s. d.

Anemone, p. 12 bun. 3 o to 4 o
Azaleas.p.doz.sprays o 6 — 10
Camellias, per doz.

blooms .

.

..20 — 60
Carnations, 12 flowers .. —-20
Cineraria, p. bunch 06 — 10
Cyclamen, p.i2spks. 03 — 06
Daffodils, double, p.

12 bun. . . — 40
Do,, single, do. .. — 16

Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays — 10
Hyacinths, p. bunch 06 — 10
Lily of the Valley,

p. doz. sprays . . 16 — 20
Pinks, p. 12 flowers .. — 10

s. d. s. d.

Pelargoniums,
French.p.i2spniys 10 — 16

Pelargoniums, Scar-
let, p. 12 sprays., o 6 to i o

Primroses, p. 12 bun. 10 — 16
Nemophila, p. bun. .. — 00
Roses, per doz. . . 20— 6 6
Trop3;olums,i2bun. 10— 20
Trumpet Lilies.each 05 — 06
Tulips, per doz. . . 06 — 10
White Lilac, p. doz.

sprays .

.

..^60
Vink-I';.p.i2 bunches 10—16
Do., Neapolitan, p.

doz. bunches . . . . — 30
Wallflowers, 12 bun. . . — 30

J. d.

Fruit.

.d.

Apples, per \ sieve 2 o to 5 o
Cobs, per 100 lb. ..60 o —65 o

Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100

o 8

15 o —25 o
7 o —10 o

Vegetables,
s. d. s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea. o 3 to o 6

Asparagus, per 100 .. — 14 o
— French, do. ..12 o—18 o

Beet, per doz. . . i o— 2 o
Broccoli, purple, per

J. d. s. d.

Melons, each . . o o to o o
Oranges, per 100 ..60 —10 o
Pears, per dozen . . 40^80
Pine-apples, per lb. 6 o —10 o
Strawberries, p, oz. 10 — 20

bundle
Cabbages, per doz. .,

Cardoons, each
Carrots, p. bunch .

— French, do,

.

Cauliflowers, doz. 2 o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle . 1 o— 2 o
Cucumbers, each . . i o— 2 o

French Beans, new,
per 100 -

.

. , 2 o— 4 o
Herbs, per bunch ..02—04
Horse Radish, p, bun,3 o— 5 o

Potatos, Regents, 100s. to 140J. ; Flukes, 120^. to i6os.

French Shaws, 60s. to 70s.

. d. s. d.

2tO O 4
1 6— 2 O
I o— I 6
o 4— o 9
O 2— O 4

6

Leeks, per bunch .

.

Lettuces, per score,.

Mushrooms, p. pott.

Onions, per bunch ,

Parsley, p. bunch .

.

Peas, new, per pun.
Potatrjs,ne\vframe,lb, i o— 2

Radishes, per bunch o 2— .

.

— French, do. . . o 4— o 6

Rhubarb, p. bund, .08 — 16
Salsafy, per bun. . . o 9— i 3
Scorzonera, per bun. o 9— i 3
Seakale, per punnet i 6— 3 o
Shallots, per lb. .. 08— ..

Spinach, per bushel 3 o— 4 o
Turnips, p. bunch., o 2— o 4

POTATOS.—Southwark, April i.

During the past week tlie arrivals have been mode-
rate, and best samples of fresh Potatos Iiave made
more money, but stale and inferior descriptions go off

slowly. The following are this day's quotations :

—

Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, iooj. to 140J. ; Yorkshire

Regents, 70s. to looj-. ; Dunbar and East Lothian do.,

100s. to 140J. ; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do., g&r. to
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120J. ; do. Rocks, 75J. to 85J. ; Kent and Essex
Regents, 70J. to looj. ; do. Rocks, yos. to 80s. ; French
Whites, 60s, to yos.

For Want Places, &c., see page 495.

B UTLER, Mcculloch, and co/s
COLLECTIONS of HARDY ANNUALS.

15 vars. . 2S. 6rf : 25 vars., 5s. ; 50 vara., los. : 100 varg. , 20s.

B UTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s
COLLECTIONS of HALF-HARDY ANNUALS.

12 vars., 4J. ; 25 vars., "js. 6d. ; 50 vars., 15s. ; too vars., 30s.

B UTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s
COLLECTIONS of HARDY PERENNIALS.

15 vars., 3s, 6d. ; 25 vars., 6s. 6d. ; 50 vars., i2i. 6d. ; 100 vars-, 255.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and co/s
PRIZE CYCLAMEN, is., zs. 6d., v- 6d., and si- per pRcket.

BETA CHILENSIS (Futler's), 6d. and is. per packet. See aiso
large Advertisement in journal of Horticnlturf, February 22. All the
above sent carriage free. CATALOGl'ES post free.

South Row, Covent GardcJi Market, London, W.C.
Established upwards of a Centurj'.

To the Trade.PRIMULA (AURICULA) NIVALIS.
ARAUIS LUCIDA VARIEGATA.
IMPERIAL BLUE PANSY.

Prices, according to quantity, on application.
EARLY GOODRICH POTATOS, very early and prolific, £6 per ton.

SMITH AND 51MUN. Seed Merchants, &c., Glasgow.

The present is the best time for Sowing
RUSSELL'S PYRAMID PRIMULA.

GEO. CLARKE has a fine stock of this, the grandest
of all PRIMULAS, in packets, mi.xed Red and White, or

separate, 2S. dd. each. Instructions for raising and growing sent if

required. The Trade supplied.
Nurseries: Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, London, S.W., and

Mottingham, Kent.

NEW" and ex. ex. choice FLOWER SEEDS" (post
free).—AURICULA, from prize flowers, u. ASTERS, extra

fine, Perfection, 6rf, and is. CALCEOLARIA (Scott's), the most
beautiful strain, is. and 2s. 6rf. CINERARIA, extra, is. and 2s. td.
MIGNONETTE, red, 6<f. PETUNIA, double, is. PRIMULA, ex.

choice, including fern-leaf vars. is. and 2J td. STOCK, Scott's Giant
Scarlet Ten-week, the largest spiked var,, is. For other choice seeds,
see Descriptive CATALOGUE, free on application.

J. SCOTT, The Seed Stores. Yeovil, Somerset

Australian Seeds and Plants.

SEEDS of TIMBER TREES, PALMS, SHRUBS,
&c.. Plants indit,'enous to Australia, New Zealand, and Fiji,

including ARAUCARIAS, TREE FERNS, variegated FLAX, &c.
Orders maybe left with our London Agents, Messrs. C. J. BLACKITH
AND CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C., for
transmisMon.
SHEPHERD AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Darling

Nursery, Sydney, New South ^Vales. Established 1827,

FOREIGN FLOWER SEEDS.—The most beautiful
French ASTER grown is Truffaut's Rcine Marguerite, in Fleur-

Pcrfection, Bombed and Pivoine varieties ; 500 seeds, in 16 fine double
colours, mixed, is.

The finest STOCK in cultivation is the new Goliath Pyramidal Ten-
week, height 2 feet, surpassing all others in the size of the plants and
flower-spikes ; 25;o seeds, in eight fine double colours, is.

PHLOX DRUMMONDII, of the best quality, in 12 colours; 500
seeds, td. Post free.

ALFRED HAMMtJND, Foreign Seedsman. Bedwin Street. Salisbury

New Cataloffue of Seeds, Plants, Fruits, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, containing select Descriptive and Priced Lists
of Agricultural, Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, Fruit Trees, Miscel-
laneous Plants, Sweet Violets, &c., is now published, and will be
forwarded to applicants.
The stocks of seeds have all been procured from the best possible

sources ; all are warranted genuine, and are offered at the lowest pos-
sible prices. Intending purchasers are requested to compare the
prices with those of other houses.

Exotic Nu rscr>-. Tooting. Surrey, S.W.

Cinerarias, Cinerarias.
MESSRS. JOHN STANDLSH AND CO. are now

hooking orders for seed to be raised from their unrivalled strain,
in packets of 2s, td. and 5s, each; also for plants raised from the best
named varieties of this season and last, to he sent out in the autumn.
These CINERARIAS have now been exhibited at South Kensington

several limes, and are universally pronounced to be unsurpassed.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

To Gentlemen Amateurs and the Trade.
THE Prettiest FANCY PICOTEE grown is

COUNTESS of ELLESMERE(HoLtA,Nn). In strong blooming
plants, per 100. 40s.

; 50 for 22s. fr/, ; or 12 for 6s., cash. For clump-
ing and bordering it is without a rival.

Other choice named PICOTEES, 12 show sorts, 6j. PANSIES,
12 sorts, AS. Dahlias, 12 sorts, 4s., cash.
JOHN J. HASI.AM. Bradshaw Gardens. Chadderton. Manchester.

Hybrid Rhododendrons and Azaleas.
ISAAC DAVHlS, Nukshryman, Ormskirk, having

paid great attention to raising the above for over 25 years, and
made more than 100 successful crosses, has now an IMMENSE
STOCK of NOVELTIES ; many are, and thousands more will be, in
flower during the next three months. He has also a collection of
AZALEA ^fOLLIS and other CHOICE PLANTS in bloom, of
which he respectfully invites inspection. His LIST of NEW
SEEDLINGS which 'he is oflering this season forwarded to any
address, post free, on application.

PANSIES, PANSIES, PANSIES.
12 finest exhibition varieties, show or fancy, for gs,

12 fine exhibition varieties, show or fancy, for 6s.

12 good exhibition varieties, show or fancy, for 4*.

25 finest exhibition varieties, show or fancy, for 12s. td..

100 finest exhibition varieties, show or fancy, for 42s,
100 good exhibition varieties, show or fancy, for 21s.

Finest mixed sorts, without names, full of buds, strong plants,
12s. td per 100.

PANSY SEED, finest in the trade, show or fancy, is. td. and
2s.td. per packet.
Remittance or reference required from unknown Correspondents.

CATALOGUES on application to
THOMAS MILNER,Nurseri'man, Bradford.

NEW TRICOLOR-LEAVED FUCHSIA, SUNRAY,
to be sent out the first week in April. Price 51. each.

First-Class Certificate—Royal Horticultural Society, July iq, 1871.
First-Class Certificate—Leeds Horticultural Society, June 7, 1871.
Extra Prize—York Horticultural Society, June 14, 1871.

The only places at which it was exhibitccl.
One of the most beautiful plants ever offered ; colours as rich and

clear as in any Tricolor Pelargonium; the leaves, which are very
large, are of a rich bright crimson, white, and bronzy-green, in about
equal parts, The habit and growth is all that can be desired, each
plant forming a beautiful pyramid.

It will make a magnificent exhibition plant, is a good bedder, and
invaluable as a decorative or market plant. Flowers of fine form,
scarlet tube and sepals, with light purple corolla.

Trade price on application.
THOMAS MILNER, Ilill Side and Spire Nursery, Bradford, and

Rose Mount Nursery. Ikley-

Seeds for Present Sowing.
BACKHOUSE'S WINTER WHITE PROTECT

ING BROCCOLI, the earliest Winter Broccoli existing and o"
suIktIi quahtv. IS, jkt packtt.

HAMMONirs IMPERIAL HARDY WHITE BROCCOLI, large
.Tnd excellent, is. perjwckct.

LAUDER'S SUPERB GOSHEN LATE WHITE BROCCOLL
1*. per pflckef.

ELLETSON'S SURPRISE BROCCOLI, superior to the M.immothf
td. per packet.
Sent free by post, when the amount is remitted with order

JAS. BACKHOUSE and SON. York Nurseries.

Pelargoniums for the Million,

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of
FRENCH. FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strong Plants. CATALOGUES gratis on application.

HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, m 24 varieties, seed or
plants, as per former Advertisement.

Crown Nursery, Reading.

CHEAP BEDDING GERANIUMS.—The following
choice sorts at per dozen, for cash : — Lady Cullum, 3s. td.

;

Lucy Grievcj 6s. ; Louisa Smith, 3s. td. ; Mrs. Dix, 6s, ; Mrs. Pollock,
2S, td ; Sophia Cusack, 3s. 6rf. ; Sophia Dumaresque, 2s. 61^. ; Caroline
Longfield, 3s, 6if

. ; Mrs. John Glutton, 6s.; Prince Silverwings, 6s.:

Beauty of" Calderdale, zs. 6d. ; Duke of Edinburgh, 3s. td ; Kentish
Hero, 2s. td. Package td. per dozen. A list of 2^0 varieties post free.
Remittances requested from unknown Correspondents.
ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

Geraniums to Offer.

WM. POTTEN has now to offer a very large stock
of fine healthy plants, in 3-inch pots, of the following :

—

GOLD and SILVER TRICOLORS, SILVER VARIEGATED,
GOLD and BRONZE, DOUBLES and ZONALS, all at low prices.
GOOD ZONALS, in sorts, i6s. per 100. All package free,

W. P.'s CATALOGUE of GERANIUIMS and other BEDDING
PLANTS, also his CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER
SEEDS, can be had post free on application.
Orders for other Bedding Plants can now be booked, to be sent out

in April and May.
The Nurserj', Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent

Geranium Mrs. Pollock, 20s. per 100.

WILLIAM B A D M A N offers the following
GERANIUMS, autumn-struck, and from single pots ;

—

MRS. POLLOCK, is, per dozen, 20s. per too.

SOPHIE DUMARESQUE, 3s. per dozen, 20s. per 100.

CRYSTAL PALACE GEM, 2S. 6d. per dozen, iss. per roo.

VESUVIUS, 2s. 6d. per dozen. 15s. per 100.

WALTHAM SEEDLING, 2s. 6d, per dozen, 15s, per 100.

LORD DERBY, 2s. td, per dozen, it;s. per 100.

MADAME LEMOINE, 2s. td. per dozen, 15s. per 100.

JEAN SISLEY (fine), 5s. per dozen, 30s. per 100.

LOBELIA SPECIOSA (true), from cuttings, 3s. td. per 100, 251. per
1000,

CALCEOLARIA AUREA FLORIBUNDA, 55. per 100, 40s. per 1000.

Package included. Terms cash.
Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

W Geraniums.
ILLIAM BRYANT offers the following,

plants, for cash.
TWELVE BRONZE and GOLD.

in fin

Black Knight I Criterion Crown Prince
Golden Rule

I
Mrs. A. Lowndes Plutus

Prima Donna Princess of Wales Southern Belle
St. John's Wood Star | Sybil The Moor

IS. each, or the twelve varieties for los.

DOUBLE ZONAL.
Sapeur Pompeur I Le Due de Suez I Terre Promise
Rudolph Abel Merveillc de Lorraine Victor
Madame M. Buchncr | Wilhelm Pfitzer

| Marie Lemoinc
IS. each, or the nine varieties for 7s. td.

NEW ZONALS.
Mrs. Upton

|
Claudius

]
Soleil

IS. td. each, or the three for 4s.

Also the foliowinglchoicc varieties at per dozen :—Beauty of Calder-
dale, 3s. ; Kentish Hero, 3s. ; Firebrand, 2s, 6d. ; Viceroy, 2s. 6d.

;

Compactum, 3s. ; Princess Alice, 2S. td. ; Model, 2s. ta. ; I'erilla,

3s. td. ; Golden Fleece, 3s. ; Golden Chain, 2s. td. ; Flower of Spring.
2S.td.; Flower of the Day, 2J. 6ii.; Bijou, 2s, 61^. ; Silver Queen, 2s, (S.

'rhe Nursery, Rugby.

NEW ZONAL GERANIUM, CRIMSON KING
(EcUFORD),—Dark crimson, shaded with violet; fine smooth pip

and extra large truss; close sturdy dwarf; a most profuse bloomer. A
remarkable fine bedding variety, quite new in colour. Plants in April,
5s, each. A Plate of this for 14 postage stamps.

NEW VERBENAS for 1872, Eckford's.
PLUTO.—Orange-red, shaded dark round a bold lemon eye, large

pip and truss ; fine snow flower. 51, each.
LADY EDITH.—Pure white, with a pale rosy-purple ring round

the eye ; fine form and truss. 5s. each.
LADY GERTRUDE,—Very pale lilac, with a rosy-mauve ring

round a pale lemon eye; extra fine. 5s. each.
MAUVE QUEEN.—Pale lilac-mauvc, with a large sulphur eye;

fine and very distinct. A gem.
ISA BRUNTON.—Plum colour, tinted with blue, and large pale

eye. 5.^, each.
GRAND DUKE.—A very fine ruby-crimson, of large size, and very

showy, ^s. each.
Five First-class Certificates R.H.S. A Plate of these for 14 stamps.

Plants now ready.
JOHN KEYNES, Salisbury.

New Roses of 1872.

JOHN CRANSTON, King's Acre Nurseries, near
Hereford, offers extra fine Dwarl plants of the NEW KOSES of

1S72. The varieties have been selected with the greatest care, and are
believed to be those most worthy ofgeneral cultivation.

Plants, equal in quality to those for which the Establishment has
been so long and justly celebrated, will be ready in March.

Descriptive LIST post free on application.

New Roses, &:c., &c., Now Ready.W KNIGHT solicits orders for the following, from
• several thousands of strong, clean, healthy plants, true to

name, and unsurpassed in the Trade.
18 varieties of NEW ROSES of 1872, the best selected, 3s. each;

42s. the set.

12 finest FUCHSIAS, extra strong, los, td.

24 finest VERBENAS, for exhibition, 8s.

Descriptive Priced LIST on application.
Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

To Nurserymen.
TENDERS are invited for supplying the ARCADES

of the LONDON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION with
PLANTS, FERNS, and FLOWERS from May i to September 30,
and for keeping the same watered and cared for during that period.
A number of spaces, each about 25 feet by 5 feet, will be available for
the display. Contractors may Tender for one or more of such spaces ;

their Names and Addresses will be attached to their Stands, and prices
may be staled at the option of the Contractor. Tenders should be
submitted to the SECRETARY, Gore Lodge, Kensington, on or
before April 15.

SALES BY AUCTION.
To Noblemen, Gentlemen, Amateurs, Florists, &c.

A MAGNIFICENT COLLECTION of STOVE and GREEN
HOUSE PLANTS, comprising 130 Specimen AZALEAS, of the
choicest Continental and English varieties, including Antoinette
Thellmann, Flag of Truce, The Bride, Lorclcy, Stella, Alex-
ander 2d, Perfection, Rubens, Duchcsse Adelaide de Nassau,
Madame Vcrschaffelt, Souvenir de Van Duyse, DieudonnC,
wcH framed and filtccl for Exhibition purposes ; si^cs 4J4 feet by
3 feet. 70 choice CAMELLIAS, sizes from 7 fed downwards,
mcluding Bonomiana, Prince de Carmie, Double Whites, Reinc
des Fleurs, Chancellor, La Viana, Maggi, Machottiana alba, and
other plants.

MESSRS. TOOTELL and SONS will SELL by
AUC TION, at Leyboume Grange. 2li miles from Snodland

Station, on the North Kent Railwav, on WEDNESDAY, April 10, at

I o'clock precisely, the above Collection, perfect in colour, health,

and symmetry, sc.irccly lo be surpassed in the kingdom, the piopcily
of Sir Jiiscph Hawley, Bart.—the Plant Houses ucuig about to be
converted into Fruit Houses,

On view the two prt^ccding days, by applying to Mr. BOWMAN( at

the Gardens, of whom Catalogues may be had; also at the Auction
Marl, Tokenhouse Yard, London ; the Midlattd Counties Herald
Office, Birmingham ; and of Messrs. TOOTELL AND SONS, Sur-

' veyors, &c., Maidstone.

Succulent Plants.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
during the season, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, WC, a collection of valuable CACTI, OPUNTIAS,
GASTERIAS, AGAVES, &a, including many fine specimens.
The day of Sale will shortly be announced, and Catalogues ready

one week prior.

Importation of Orchids from New Grenada.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

in the course of a few days, a consignment of ORCHIDS, just arrived
from New Grenada, comprising line masses of rare and valuable
species. On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

TUESDAY, April 9, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, an importation
of ORCHIDS in fine condition, including Cattlcya Skinneri, Lycaste
Skinneri, Odontoglossum grande, Barkcria spectabitis and Skmneri,
Epidendrums, Oncidiums, &c. ; also a small importation of Phalse-
nopsis grandiflora, good plants, established on bloclcs.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Hardy Plants and Bulbs.

MR. ). C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

WEDNESDAY, April 10, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, an assort-
tnent of BEDDING PLANTS, consisting ol Geraniums, Calceolarias,
Carnations, I'icotecs and Pinks, Alpine Auriculas; also some Hardy
ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, RASP-
BERRY CANES, GLADIOLI, RANUNCULI, RUSTIC SEATS.
STOOLS, VASES, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Lilium auratum from Japan.
TX/TR.

J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
IVL his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,
on THURSDAY. April 11, at Tialf-past 12 o'Clock precisely,
an importation of 6000 LILIUM AURATUM, just arrived from
Japan, in splendid condition, and comprising some of the finest Bulbs
ever imported.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues hail

Rare Lilies from Japan.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

THURSDAY, April 11, an Importation oi LILIUM CALLOSUM
and LILIUM LEICHTLINI, just arrived from Japan.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Choice Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

FRIDAY, April 12, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a dozen fine

strong plants of PHAL/ENOPSIS GRANDIFLORA, a quantity of
the extremely rare SACCOLABIUM FURCATUM. the new and
beautiful MESOSPINIDIUM VULCAN ICUM, CYMBIDIUM
SANDERSONI, and EPIDENDRUM NOCTURNUM; also—

Cattleya Dominiana alba Vanda Cathcartii
Dendrobium McCarthia;

,, lituiflorum
Oncidium macranthum
Dendrochilum filiforme
Masdevallia ignea

Veitchii

L^lia Wolslenholmia;
Pcscatorea cerina
Cypripedium pardinu

,, niveum
Epidendrum vitellinum majus
Calanthe Veitchii

Also about 70 Lots of fine plants of ONCIDIUM BIFOLIUM, in

good condition.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions to
offer at his SALE, on FRIDAY, April 12, about 180 Plants of

ONCIDIUM BIFULIUM, imported last Autumn, and partly estab-
lished, amongst which are some exceedingly tine Specimens.
For particulars and Catalogues apply to Mr. J. C STEVENS,

Auction Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C
Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STIWENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C,

on TUESDAY, April 16, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, first-class

POULTRY and PIGEONS, including many Prize Birds from the
yards and lofts of well-known Breeders and Exhibitors.

ihe morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE of STOVE and GKEhN-
HOUSE PLANTS, the property of C II. Crompton-Roberis,
Esq., who has been a most successful exhibitor at the Botanic,
Horticultural, Crystal Palace, and other Shows.

MR. y. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he is

favoured with instructions from C. H, Crompton-Robcrts,
Esq., to SELL by AUCTION, without the least reserve, on the
Premises, Sunnyside, Upper Avenue Road, Regent's Park, nn
WEDNESDAY, April 24, at 12 o'Clock precisely, one of the most
important and valuable collections of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS that has been offered for sale for years, including many
magnificent specimens, some of which are the finest in the country.
They are in admirable health and well set with bloom buds, and offer

to Gentlemen and Nurserymen an opportunity of possessing specimens
of surpassing beauty for exhibition at the forthcoming shows, and
comprising the best varieties of Camellias, Ericas, I.xoras, Eriostc-
mons, Chorozemas, Aphelexis, Kranciscea calycina major, Clerodcn-
dron splendens and Balfouri, Allamandas, Stephanotis, Crotons,
Dracaenas, Acacias, Phcenocomas, Pimelcas, Yucca aloefolia varie-

gata,'Adenandras, Kalosanthcs, Hiberlias, Rondcletias, Rhynchosper-
mums, Medinillas, Bougainvilleas, Anthurium Scherzerianum, Jaca-
randa salicifolia, Alsophita spinosa, Dicksonias, Cibotiums, Lomaria
gibba, Piatyccrium grande, Ana:ctochili, &c. Also the Collection of
ORCHIDS, in which will be found fine plants of :—
Aerides Lindieyana

„ virens superbum
,, Davanum

Cypripedium villosum

,, grandiflorum
(Henderson's variety)

Cattleya Warneri
,,

quadricolor
Sophronites grandiflora
Dendrobium transparens

,, Pierardi latifolia

The Plants maj- be viewed, by Catalogues only, two days prior, on
application to Rlr. WRIGHT, the Head Gardener; and Catalogues
had of Mr. J. C. STEVENS, Horticultural Auctioneer and Valuer, 38,
King Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C

Anguloa virginalis
Lazlia purpurata
Broughtonia sanguinea
Phala^nopsis SchiUcriana
Vanda suavis
Odontoglossum Alexandra

,, citrosmum roseum
Oncidium bilosum

,, Philipsianum
ike. &LC

Valuable Collection of Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent G.irdcn, W.C, on

TUESDAY, May 14, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a portion of the
well-known collection of ORCHIDS of Edward Salt^ Esq., of Fernic-
hurst, near Leeds, including fine plants ol the follow -

Vanda suavis

,, Batemanni,
„ gigantea.

,, Cathcarti,
Calanthe Veitchii.

Cypripedium caudatum,
Dendrobium Falconcri,
Disa grandillora.
Ccclogync cristata,

Odontoglossum ncbulosum.
,, lutco purpurcum.
,, triumpharis.

,, cordatum.
Also splendid specimens of Odontoglossum Hallii and Masdevallia

Veitchii, believed to be the finest in Europe, and 3a fine plants of
Odontoglossum Blunlii, in the most perfect condition, and of great
strength of growth.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Odontoglossum I'halsenopsis.
Phaslanopsis gmndiflora.
Epidendrum sceptruin.
Cattlcya labiatx

,, Mossia;.

,, Trians.
(, speciosissima.

Oncidium Wclloni.

„ sarcodcs,

,, cucullatum.

,, macranthum.
Maxillaria vcnusta supcrba.

Specimen Orchids.

MR. j. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C , on

THURSDAY, May 23, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a fine old
collection ol specimen ORCHIDS, about 100 plants, many of them
very large, including Coclm;ync crislata, 10 feet in circumference;
Dendrobium densifloruni, 8 (cct : fine Vandas, Caiilcyas, Lcclias, &c.,
all of the best varieties, and well worthy of attention.

{)n view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.
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SEEDSMEN to the ftTJEElT,

And to the PRINCE of WALES.

CAETEB'S
GRASS SEEDS.

CARTER'S
Mixtures of Grass Seeds,

For PERMANENT PASTURES,
Carefully arranged to suit the various conditions of Soils.

Per acre.

For Light Soils • ) .^^rj --a
f SOs. to 32s.

For Medium Soils Z.V,i^^ \ 30s. to 32s.

For Heavy Soils • '

'^^S-E-
(30s. to 32s.

Second quality, 22s. to 28s. per acre.

Carter's Grass Seeds at Aldershot Camp.

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.

From Col. Laffan, R.E.

"Aldershot Camp, Feb. 4, 1871.

" Colonel Laffan presents his compliments to Messrs.

C. & Co., and begs to inform them that all the Grass and

Clover Seeds supplied by them to the War Oflice, for use

at Aldershot last year, have succeeded admirably. Last

year a very good crop of excellent Hay was produced on

what had previously been a barren sand."

Carter's Renovating Mixture,

For RENEWING and IMPROVING OLD GRASS
LANDS.

This Mi.slure is composed of those sorts of Permanent

Grass Seeds and Clovers that are best suited for Sowing
on Old Pastures or Meadows, and it will speedily improve

the quality and increase the produce. During the past

dry seasons we have supplied immense quantities of this

Mixture, and continue to receive the most gratifying

reports of its value in increasing both quantity and quality

of the Grass produced.

(8 ib. to 12 lb. J>er acre will befound sufficient, according
to the condition ofthe turf.)

Price, per lb., lOd.; percwt., 86s, Carriage Free.

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.
From G. T. Dickinson, Esq.

" Wheelbirks, Northumberland.

" I have got from o.'h to 3 tons per acre of Hay, from a

field that was covered with Whin, Heather, and Thorns,

when I bought it in 1864. In 1867 it was drained, and

the Whin stubbled up and burned. It was then limed,

and after that had some half-inch bones put on it, with

some ^Carter's Renovating Grass Seeds."

Mixed
Or "SEEDS,

CARTER'S
Clovers and Rye-grasses,

For Alternate Husbandry.

Per acre.

—

s. d.

CLOVERS and RYE-GRASS only, to lay one year 14 o

CLOVERS and GRASSES to lay one year. . . . 15 o

CLOVERS and GR.\SSES to lay two years . . i3 6

CLOVERS and GR.^SSES to lay three orfouryears 24 o
CLOVERS only, to lay one year .. ..13J. to 14 6

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY.

From
J. G. BURCHAM, Esq., Heasham, Lynn.

" The Grass Seeds I had of you for three years* lay are

admirable, and continue to produce me wonderful crops,

p.aying better than Com."

Before Laying Down Land to Grass, read

CARTER'S
Illustrated FARMERS' CALENDAR,

Post Free, 6J. Gratis to Customers.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN to the QUEEN and ihe PRINCE of WALES,

237 and 233, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

M Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Aktist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London, N.

MR. JAMES FRASER, Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the firm of J. & J. I'raser, Lea Uridge Road.OSEPH NEWTON,
Landscape Architect,

Office: 42, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C.
Private Address : 74, Oxford Terrace, Hyde l^ark, W.

1>0DERICK NICOLSON, Advertising Agent
XV and General Commission Agent, i, Raquct Court, Fleet

Street, E.G.

rpo BE DISPOSED OF, on very reasonable terms,
X the STOCK, LEASE, and GOODWILL ofa smalt established

Nursery; Kurnishinp and jobbing business attached. West End of
I nnHon. R. H.. Silchester'Koad Nursery. Nottint; Hill. W.

r\yo RE DISPOSED OF, a FLORIST and
J- GARDENlUi'S lU'SINESS, in the neighbourhood of St. John's
Wood, established a.) years—the present Proprietor wishing to leave

for the country. The Premises are most compact and convenient.
—Apply at

Mr, TOMB'S, 14, Queen Street, Cheapside, London, E.G.

To Florists, Niirserymen, and Others.

TO RE DISPOSED OF, the well-known and lucrative
BUSINESS lately carried on in the above line by Mr. John

Nunn, deceased, in St. Augustine's, Norwich. The Greenhouses,
Stock, &c., to be taken at Valuation.

For particulars, apply to Mrs. NUNN, on the Premises.

To Seedsmen, Florists, and Others.
rpO RE DISPOSED OF;, with immediate possession,
JL an old-established KUSINESS, situate in ihc Hrixlnn Ro.ld,

with the Fixtures, Stock, &c. A portion of the Premises can be well

let oft. Rent of house, jfiso.

For 'further particulars, apply to Mr. BRIANT, Auction Offices,

200, Kennington Park Road, S.

To Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Others.

TO BE SOLD or LET, with immediate possession,
in consequence of the Proprietor retiring from the Trade, a

FREEHt^LIJ NURSERY, and SEED BUSINESS, m full trade, in a
large Market Town, in the Southern Counties, well stocked witli trees
and plants, and having an "area ot 20,000 feet of Glass. For full

Tiarticulars, apply to

Z. Z. Z,. Ga rdours' Chronicle Office. W.C.

To Market Gardeners. Cowkeepers, Nurserjrmen,
and OTHERS.

THREE ACRES of GROUND, well stocked with
Fruit Trees, together with Cottage Residence, situate at

Streatham. LEASE and BUSINESS to be DISPOSED OF.
Messrs. CHESTERTUN and SON, Auctioneers and Surveyors,

22, Lower Phillimore Place, Kensington, W.

To Nurserymen, Florists, Gentlemen's Gardeners,
and OTHERS.

TO BE DISPOSED OF. the LEASE and
GOODWILL of an established NURSERYMAN'S and

FLORIST'S BUSINESS and PREMISES, held on Lease, 14 years
une.\pired, at a very low Rent, comprising a comfortable Cottage in good
repair, good water ; the Grounds are in good working order, and partly

stockea with choice Shrubs, a capital Show-house, Forcing-house,
Forcing Pits partly stocked, and in good condition; together with
Garden Frames, sundry Tools, &;c. The situation is undeniably the
best to be found for miles round, being on Surbiton Hill, Surrey, on
the highroad to Epsom ; has been established seven years, and to

any persevering Man would prove a most profitable investment.
Mr. WINDSOR, House and Business Agent, 13, Victoria Terrace,

Surbiton.

SALES BY AUCTION.
City Auction Rooms, 38 and 39, Gracechurch Street, E.G.
SALE of CHOICE CARNATIONS, PICOTEES and PINKS,

Standard ROSES. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, at the City Auction Rooms, as above, on

TUESDAY, April g, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, without re-

serve, a choice COLLECTION of CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, and
PINKS, of fine growth (ihe surplus stock of an eminent grower), also

350 Slandard and Dwarf ROSES, selected FRUIT TREES, Hardy
CONIFER.^ SHRUBS and AMERICAN PLANTS, choice
Double CAMELLLA,S and AZALEA INDICA, Ac, in flower,
VERKENAS. FUCHSIAS, DAHLIAS, GERANIUMS, &c
On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the Rooms,

as above, and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstonc, Essex, E.

In Bankruptcy, re Child and Lorimer.
SHIPLEY, near BRADFORD.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE of about 25,000 choice STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, 14 GREENHOUSES, PITS,
FRAMES, and UTENSILS in TRADE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are instructed
by the Trustees to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on

the Premises, the Bradford Nursery. Shipley, near Bradford, York-
shire, on MONDAY, April 15, and following da\'s, at 11 for 12 o'Ciock
precisely each day, the whole of the valuable STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS (amongst which are maiiy novelties and several
Specimens), including 100 Croton maximum, veitchii, undulala, inter-

ruptum, and others; Draca:na Guilfoylei. Chelsoni, &c. ; 30 Anthurium
Scherzerianum, Ixoras, Alocasias, Francisceas, Gardenias, Aphc-
landras, Dipiadenias, LaCanias, Epiphyllum, 1500 Gloxinias, Achi-
menes, and Tydeas; also a quantity of rare ORCHIDS, comprising
choice Vandas, Aerides, Oncidiums.Dendrobiums.Coelogyne, Lycaste,
&c. ; 2000 Exotic Ferns and Lj'copods, including Adiantuni Farleyense ;

6000 Ericas in great variety, 1000 Epacris, 3000 Camellias and Azalea
indica by name, 700 Cyclamens, quantities of Primulas, Acacias,
Aphelexis, Daphne, Lapageria, Kalosanthes. Trcrnandras, Pimeleas,
Eriostemons, &c. ; 10.000 Geraniums and Pelargoniums, consistinfj of
the best Tricolor, Bronze, Zonal, French, and Fancy varieties;
Cinerarias, a quantity of hardy Climbers. Likewise the erections of
14 large Greenhouses, Pots, Frames, thousands of feet of Hot-water
Piping, Boilers, Horse, Van, Cart, Garden Pots, Utensils in Trade, &c
On view two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on the

Premises: of Messrs. STOCKEN AND JUPP, Solicitors, n4. Leaden-
hall Street, London. E.C. ; of Messrs. H. W. &. T. IJLACKBURN,
Accountants, Commercial Bank Buildings, Bradford ; and of the
Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, Essex, E.

Hay Carr House, near Lancaster.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD begs to announce that he has
received instructions from Thomas Lamb, Esq., of Hay Carr

House, near Lancaster, to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, en
WEDNESDAY, April 17, his valuable HERD of PURE-BRED
SHORTHORNS, consisting of about 30 Head of Cows, Heifers,
and Bulls, which have been long and carefully bred from some good
old sorts, and by Bulls oi the most fashionable breeding and character :

great attention has been paid to the dairy qualities

Also will b<; offered, a few Choice COWS and HEIFERS, belonging
to the Rev. J. Swarbrick, of Thurnham.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had on application to Mr.

STRAFFORD, 13, Euston Square, London, N.W. ; or of Mr. LA.MB,
Hay Carr House, near Lancaster.

Burghley Park, Stamford.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

TV/TR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions to

^?.,r..?,!'r-,/*^C.
^^^^"^ ^^ AUCTION, without reserve, on

-ll, ,,-.,.),;. i^>'> ^t the Dairy Farm, Burghley Park, aboutIHIRl Y HEAD of PUREliRED'siIORTHofiNS, the property
the 'Most Hon- the Marquis of E.tcler, which have been long and

carclully bred from the best sources. Amongst them will be found
some very superior young Bulls, including a valuable yearling of the
renowned Oxford tribe (descended from Oxford 5lh. bought at Kirk-
levington), and recently imported from the fine herd of Messrs.
Wallcott and Campbell of the United Stales
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, will shortly be issued, and further

particulars given ill future Advcrtiscmonis,

High Elms, Famborough, Kent.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS. '

MR. STRAFFORD has been instructed to announce
for SALE by AUCTION, without reserA-c, on THURSDAY.

May 2. the select HERD of SHORTHORNS, consisting of about
30 Head, the property of Sir John Lubbock. Bart,. M. P.. High Elms,
Farnborough, Kent, which have been long and carefully bred from Stock
bought of Mr, Cartwright, Tathwell. Sires of first-class blood have
been used for the last 25 years; the one now in service is Red Duke
(29,735), who is the sire of the young Stock.

Catalogues, with Pcdi;Trces, will shortly be issued, and announced,
with further particular.*, m future Advertisements.

Ashdown House, near East Grinstead.
IMPt.)KrANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

]\/rR. STRAl'P'ORD is favoured with instructions
IVX to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on THURSDAY.
May 33. at Ashdown House, Sussex, about 50 Head of Pure-bred
SHOR THORNS, belonging to J. W. Larking. Esq . which have been
selected and bred with great care from the famed Herds of Messrs.
Betts, Mcintosh, Rich, and other eminent breeders. First-class Sires
of the Kirklevington blood have been used ; the one now in service is
Grand Duke of Geneva (28,756).
Catalogues with Pcdijifrees will be circulated in due time, and

further particulars given in future Advertisements.
London : 13, Euston Square, April 3, 1872.

Yorton Villa, near Shrewsbury.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORN CATTLE.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION
on TUESDAY NE.XT. April q. at 2 o'Ciock. at Yorton Villa,

within five minutes' walk of Yorton Station, on the Crewe and Shrews-
bury line, about 50 Head of Purebred SHOKTHORNS, the property
of W. Ncvelt. Esq. Among the animals for sale are many capital
milkers, as well as a number of good young Bulls ready for use, which
have been bred from the noted herds of the late Lord Hill, the Hon.
H, Noel Hill, and Mr. Charles Stubb, and crossed with the fashionable
Bates Blood.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,

15, Langham Place, London, W.

Chapel Brampton, Northampton.
IMPORTANT SALE of FIRST-CLASS SHORTHORNS.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on FRIDAY NEXT, April 12 (and not THURSDAY, as

previously advertised), the first-class Herd of Purebred SHORT-
HORNS, the property of Jos. N. Beasley. Esq. It numbers about 40
Head, and consists principally of the celebrated "J " tribe, which has
been in Mr. Beasley's family for nearly half a century. This tribe has
always maintained a high position in the estimation of the Public ; and
specimens of it were very successfully exhibited last year at the Bath and
West of England and Royal Agricultural Shows. The Bulls used of
late years at Chapel Brampton have been of first-class Bates blood,
and many of the lots are by celebrated Duchess sires.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, maybe had of Mr EADY, Brampton
Farm, Northampton; or of JOlIN THORNTON, 15, Langham
Place. London. W. .

j. f>

Bywell Hall Farm, Stocksfleld-on-Tyne,
NORTHUMBERLAND.

MR. JOHN THORNTON and Mr. THOS.
WETHERELL will SELL by AUCTION on TUESDAY,

April 16, at Bywell Hall Farm, about a mile from Stocksfield Station,
Newcastle and Carlisle Railway, the extensive Herd belonging to

Messrs. Atkinson, of Pccpy. The Herd numbers about 70 Head of
Bulls, Cows, and Heifers, which have been carelully bred during half
a century from sound old strains of blood. Several years ago some
valuable purchases of the Beauty and Ruby families were made from
Towneley ; the Herd also contains many animals of the Fame,
Mistress Mary, Familiar, and other equally favourite tribes. Upon
these bulls of Booth and Towneley blood were first used, but of late

years Major (26.790). Manfred (26,801). and King Charles (24,240), have
been hired from Warlaby. Many of the animals have been winners of
premiums at the county and local shows.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,

15. Langham Place, London, W.

Balcony Farm, Upholland, Wigan.
SALE ofa VERY SELECT HERD of PURE-BRED SHORT-

HORNS.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on THURSDAY, April 18, at Balcony Farm House, adjoining

Pimbo Lane Station on the Wigan and Liverpool Railway, the very
SELECT and ENTIRE HERD of SHORTHORNS, bred by Mr.
James Dickinson for a period of 20 years. The majority of the animals
trace to the favourite old Benson blood, known and esteemed in Cum-
berland from the earliest periods, and upon which Bulls of the fashion-
able Knightley and Bates blood have been used— Buxton (23.^97), bred
at Holkcr, having been in use for the last four years, ana will be
included in the Sale. The suijcess that has distmguished Mr. Dickin-
son's animals is well known, the great merit of Prince of Prussia
(16.751) and Duke of Holland (17,716) at the Leeds and Canterbury
Rojal Shows being particularly striking, and seldom have animals
been exhibited without a prize. The Duke of Devonshire's Sunshine
(30,093) has lately been used, and Royal Lancaster (29,870} is now in

service. Mr. Dickinson has won a large number of brizes at the
Royal English, the Manchester and Liverpool, and the North Lanca-
shire Shows, and several of the lots are very promising as prize
animals.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of Mr. JOHN

THORNTON, 15, Langham Place, Regent Street, London, W.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

CARDIFF MEETING, 1872.

PRIZE SHEETS ior STOCK, IMPLE

MENTS, and COTTAGES are NOW
READY, and will be forwarded on appli-

cation to

H. M. JENKINS, Secretary,

12, Hanover Square, London, W.

SATURDAY, APRIL 6, 1872.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tuesday,^ April 9

^ ^^^3, purlin Sociely's Spring Show, a

Fbidav,

' ) Royal Dul

2
1 Dublin.

WE were fortunate enoua;h one evening, some
30 years ago, to hear in the House of Com-

mons one of the late "TOM DuNCOMBE's" most
characteristic displays of wit and sarcasm at the

expense of the timid politicians who were then
feeling their way towards " free trade." The
particular victim of his satire on that occasion
was Mr. CHRISTOPHER, then one of the mem-
bers for Lincolnshire, if we remember rightly, to

whom Sir ROBERT PEEL had, so it was
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declared, been whispering his plans, and judging
from him of their probable reception by the
public—as MoLli:RE had also done with re-

ference to his plays, by their effect on an
equally unsophisticated nature—employing him,
indeed, and his diluted reproduction of these
plans before his own constituency, together with
their subsequent reception by the wider public
who were thus ultimately informed, as
a pilot balloon, to ascertain how the
current of popular opinion was drifting. We
wonder by whom the same gentleman—now Mr.
NiSBET Hamilton—has been recently employed
to throw up his last remarkable balloon—which
will do more to ehcit, influence, and form pubhc
opinion on another subject of leading agricul-

tural and, as he has contributed to make it,

social and political importance, than anything
that has happened of late years in this country.
There is some chance of our learning what the
meaning of Tenant-Right really is when, on a
question of personal and political difference, the
foremost tenant-farmer of all Scotland is abruptly
sent about his business at the pleasure of his
landlord.

The facts of the case are stated simply

—

catechism fashion—in the extract given below
from the North British Agriculturist, and they
are stated and very powerfully commented on
by Mr. Caird, in the letter which will be found
on another page, extracted from the Times.
Mr. Hope, he tells the readers of the Times
what those of the Agricultural Gazette have
long since known, is the foremost agriculturist
north of the Tweed :

—
" In his own country he

he has long held the highest place as a practical
agriculturist, his example and advice are fol-

lowed and sought by the leading farmers of the
sister countries, and the most eminent agricul-
turists of foreign countries resort to his farms,
and profit by the instruction which he is always
ready to communicate. If every farm in the
United Kingdom were brought to the same high
pitch of cultivation as Mr. Hope's, it is not too
much to say, that at least one-half of the present
vast importations of foreign corn might be
dispensed with."

" Mr. Hope, his father, and grandfather, in succession,
have been on this estate for 100 years, and on the farm of
Fenton Barns for 80. In 1852 his lease was renewed by a
former proprietor, at an increase of 15 per cent, on the
previous rental. This was at the period of greatest de-
pression following the final close of protective duties,
when the average price of Wheat had fallen to 38^. 61/.

Shortly before this he had tile-drained the whole farm, at
a cost to himself of upwards of ^^2500. During the period
this farm has been under Mr. Hope's management nearly
one-fourth of it, which early in the century was so
worthless as to be left waste, has been reclaimed by him
and cultivated, and for many years has contributed to the
rent-roll of the proprietor. Within the last seven years
he has greatly added to the depth of active soil over the
whole farm by the removal of hundreds of tons of stones
from beneath the surface, and by the introduction of steam
cultivation and heavy manuring. For many years back,
and to the present moment, his expenditure beyond the
resources of the farm, for manures and feeding stuffs, has
been equal to two years' rental, being from ^2200 to
/2500 a year. The expenditure in wages and the em-
ployment of labour has been doubled. Mr. Hope was
one of tlie first to introduce into East Lothian the culti-
vation of Potatos, for which the soil and climate have
proved admirably adapted, and which, without an effort
on the part of the landlord, has added largely to the
rental without impoverishing either the land or the tenant.
He is on suitable occasions an outspoken man, who makes
no secret of the profit which good farming has brought
him, and he has been often blamed by his brother tenants
for having done more by his own farming and frank speak-
ing to raise rents in East Lothian than any other man in
it. Mr. Hope has made Fenton Bams a well-known
name, and it has not been ungrateful, as it has given him
an adequate fortune.

" It was natural that this man should take a lead and
be looked up to in all matters of local or national agricul-
tural improvements. For 40 years he has been one of the
tnanaging committee of the East Lothian Agricultural
Society. He has served as a director of the Highland and
Agricultural Society, and for many years has been on its

various committees, and is an examiner for its diploma in
agricuUuro. When the Scottish Chamber of Agriculture
was formed, he was elected by his brother farmers to be
its first chairman. He was nominated for the county in

1865, and though he never asked a vote, and never even
thought of standing until the day before the nomination,
and with nearly all the landlord influence against him,
he polled more than one-third of the voters. He was
the trusted friend of Mr. Coeden and Mr. Bright during
the early limes of the Corn Law League. He was
selected by the Government as one of the Commissioners
to inquire into the Law of Hypothec, and has contri-
buted to the literature of the tiame Laws by an able
paper in the volume of Recess Studies. His lease is
drawing to a close. To use his own words,— '

I was
prepared to pay a very large increase of rent.' I don't
know what I would not have given rather than flit, so
perhaps, it is well I should go, having no choice, while 1

retain my self-respect, never having had the shadow of a
quarrel with either landlord or neighbour, and never

having sought public duties, though I have never
shunned them when they came in my way. I feel very
sorry to leave this place ; it has a grip of my heart.'

" He must leave it, and leave his improvements behind
him, without one farthing of compensation. This man,
of whom his county and his country are justly proud, has
received notice from his landlord that his lease will not be
renewed."

Mr. Caird then gives the history which is

stated in the form of simple question and ansv/er

by our contemporary, the North British Agri-
culturist. As Mr. Caird declares:—"Mr.HoPE's
speeches and writings are distasteful to his land-

lord, and Mr. NiSBET Hamilton hesitates not
to sever a connection, which has subsisted for

three generations, with a man who was an
honour to the estate, whether as tenant, neigh-
bour, or employer of labour. There is no
pretence here that he made himself disagreeable
on the subject of game, for he did not ; or that
he was obtrusive in the expression of his opinions
on public affairs, for he was not. But he never
shrank from that when he felt, it a duty, though
with all due respect for those with whom he
differed. Other tenants on this estate who
vote on the Liberal side, but make no other
profession of their political opmions, have
received renewals of their leases, but the in-

dependent expression and advocacy of such
opinions are not to be tolerated."— And then
follows a paragraph in which is recorded the
main power and sting of this remarkable letter.

Mr. Caird is one of Her Majesty's Enclosure
Commissioners, and thus the officer of all others
in Her Majesty's service who maybe considered
most nearly Minister of Agriculture. He had,
previous to his appointment in this capacity,

been for many years the most active representa-
tive of the agricultural interest in Parliament,
and for 30 years he has been known as a leading
agricultural authority in this country. In the
outset of his remarks he declares that he dare
not bear the " responsibility of silence " when
events of this kind arouse attention. It is a
matter of even political significance, and certainly

of great agricultural interest, when such a man
assumes the responsibility of pointing out the
virtual oneness of the " Land Question " in

England and in Ireland, and of holding out, for

the correction of evils of the kind commented on,
the fact that a similar remedy is applicable on
both sides of the Irish Channel.

" If this had occurred in Ireland, what would now be
the legal remedy awarded by the Courts of Law to the
tenant ? He has every claim which long and undisputed
possession can confer ; his industry, his intelligence, and
his capital have been unceasingly employed in enriching
his landlord's property, while drawing from it the means
of engaging well-paid and remunerative labour ; and on
every ground he would have established for himself the
strongest and most substantial interest in the soil that the
Irish Land Act embraces. He could claim payment for

disturbances, for beneficial interest, for drainage and
reclamation, for unexhausted improvements. In Ireland
the law recognises these as the legal right of the tenant,

even when their existence can hardly be discovered. In
East Lothian, where, as in this case, they are patent,
obvious, universally admitted, the law permits the whole
to be absorbed by the landlord as completely as if they
had been the creation of his industry, his intelligence, and
his capital, and not those of Mr. Hope."

Now, what is it which produces an angry out-

cry when a landlord alone of all commercial
men, on his mere whim or choice, ceases to deal

with any customer or client with whom he has
heretofore maintained business relations ? Or,

to consider the commencement rather than the
close of this relationship—Why should a land-

lord alone, of all commercial men, be refused

by public sentiment the right to offer the use of

his property to the freest competition by a
public auction ? Why does every one protest

against letting land, alone, of all commodities,
to the highest bidder ? Why should not the full

market value be ascertained in this way in its

case as in that of every other species of goods t

The answer to these questions simply is, that the

land thus taken or thus let is not wholly the

property of the so-called landowner who should
thus propose to deal with it. The law, indeed,

declares it is—but the fact is otherwise, and
public opinion, based on knowledge of the fact,

is strong enough to be deterrent.

In Ireland the law has been altered, and thus

made conformable to the fact—and if anything

were needed to promote, we should rather say

provoke, an Irish solution of the English land

question, it is such a case as that of Mr. Hope,
of Fenton Barns.

The Royal Dublin Society will hold its

" Annual Spring .Show " next week. For many

years Easter week was the time appointed for

this agricultural gathering ; but, although ex-
tremely convenient and pleasant for holiday-
makers and visitors to the showyard, the time
afforded very little opportunity for rest or holi-

day for those engaged in exhibiting or in pre-

paring for exhibitors. The change of time, then,
although it may cause a diminution in the
number of visitors, ought to insure a better
exhibition.

These spring shows of the Royal Dublin
Society have long held a prominent place in the
estimation of Irish agriculturists, and there can
be little doubt of the very great benefit which
has been conferred upon the agriculture of the
country through their influence and surround-
ings. The time is within our own recollection

when the most eminent of .Scotch and English
agriculturists were brought into communication
and friendly intercourse with their Irish fellows

;

and, although the morning's reflections of some
might occasionally be marred by headache, yet
friendships have originated, and benefits, intel-

lectual and otherwise, have been mutually con-
ferred, which undoubtedly have stood the test of
years.

The Royal Dublin Society was primarily estab-
lished for the improvement of Irish agriculture.

There are those who will assert that it has failed

in this purpose ; but we may ask— Of all human
institutions is the Royal Dublin Society alone to

be expected perfect ? Rather than ask what the
Society might have done, should we not inquire
what has it accomplished ? About 140 years ago
the Royal Dublin Society was founded, and if we
ask where are its fruits, we may point to good
results in both societies and associations which
have been undoubtedly the offspring of the old

Royal Dublin Society. We may also point to

great men to whom the Society gave an oppor-
tunity of getting a step higher. The Museum of
Irish Industry, the Royal College of Science, and
different universities, each and all owe some-
thing to the Royal Dublin Society. Its School
of Art was amongst the first of these institutions

;

its library is extensive, and appreciated ; its

Botanic Gardens and Museum of Natural History
are valuable and beneficial.

In its labours for agriculture the Society at the
present time has in operation the following

machinery :—Of agricultural shows, three are

held annually in Dublin—one in spring, for

cattle, swine, and implements ; one in autumn,
for horses ; and one in winter, for fat stock,

sheep, swine, poultry, green and cereal crops,

wool, frieze, and animal produce.

The Agricultural Museum contains samples of

farm produce, agricultural implements and
machines, veterinary preparations, anatomical
and pathological. 'This is an exceedingly valu-

able department, but in consequence of there

being no school of agriculture attached to the
Society or to any of the Dublin Universities,

the Agricultural Museum is in a great measure
devoted to the merely curious. As an educa-
tional medium it might be very serviceable.

In the agricultural laboratory analyses are

performed at a reduced rate for members.
Early in 1859 the Committee of Agriculture and
the Council of the Royal Dublin Society recom-
mended a class of agricultural Associates to be
formed, and provision to be made, for the affilia-

tion of provincial agricultural and farming
societies. The recommendation was adopted,
and for a subscription of one guinea annually
agriculturists might avail themselves of almost
all the advantages which were enjoyed by
corporate members of the Royal Dublin
Society. It does not appear that many of the

agricultural societies availed themselves of the
opportunity for affiliation

;
probably the rules

for admission were difficult of fulfilment. One
of them required that ten members of the provin-
cial society should be agricultural Associates
of the Royal Dublin Society—one at least of such
ten members to be a corporate member of the
Society, and to be a member of Council or

managing committee of the provincial Society.

The advantages of affiliation to be conferred
upon the provincial society were the gift of one
Silver Medal annually, to be competed for at its

shows, and if it comprised 20 Associates, a Gold
Medal would be presented ; and for c\'cry five

additional Associates, one extra .Silver I^ledal.

About this time Mr. Chas. Wm. Hamilton (a

leading member of the Committee of Agriculture
of the Royal Dublin Society), recommended that

evening meetings be held for the discussion of

papers on agricultural subjects. This recom-
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mendation was adopted, and several valuable

papers have been read. A subject for regret is

that this recommendation is not made as service-

able as it might be, and that the meetings are not

more frequent. But to the spring shows of the

Royal Dublin Society may be accorded a large

share of credit for improvement in Irish agri-

culture. For many years these exhibitions have

served as the medium of cultivating a taste for,

and of disseminating good stock over the country.

Before the Royal Agricultural Society was

founded, the Royal Dublin Society was hard at

work with its shows. The early exhibitors were

men of energy, judgment, and large mind. The
names of Archbold, Holmes, and L.\touche,
are held in reverence by Irish stock-breeders,

and the blood introduced by them was of the

very highest quality. Booth, Mason, Parkin-
son, Lord Carlisle, Colonel Craddock,
Lord Spencer, were represented at the shows
of the Royal Dublin Society more than 30
years ago. Challoner, Barnes, Kearney,
Reynell, too, were early in the field, and with

laudable persistency held on to the end in the

task which they undertook. Amongst those

who were well known some 25 years ago, the

genial, hearty J. J. Tlirner was prominent.

No one more happy in the choice of names ; no
one more enthusiastic in Shorthorns, whether
his own property or those of others. He passed
away too soon from the sphere of his usefulness.

Captain Ball, too, with whom originated the

Peahen tribe, was an ardent admirer and suc-

cessful breeder. Lord MONR had a very fine

herd, and with his ISonnet and Bustle cows.

Cadet bull, and Gwynne blood, he was a
successful competitor on many occasions.

And Royalty lent its aid. Her Majesty con-

tributed stock, and the twin Longhorns of the

late Prince ALBERT are held in remembrance by
the old friends of the Society. TORR, TowNELEY,
Eastwood, Cruikshank, and Douglas sent

their quota, and the "Farmers' Gazette Challenge
Cup " was fluctuating between England and
Ireland, until Colonel Towneley settled the

matter by winning it, and substituting another of

equal value for competition at the Society's

shows. Later years have brought a new set of

exhibitors. We now find the names of Me.^dows,
Bolton, Crosbie, Bland, and others ; so that

there is little fear that the good work begun so

many years ago will die for lack of supporters.

The principal feature of the spring shows is

the exhibition of yearling bulls, which is one
of the largest in the United Kingdom. The
greater number of these bulls are sold by private

sale, and by auction at the close of the show.
Sometimes we find an eminent English breeder
amongst the sellers, and frequently high prices

are obtained. This opportunity of procuring
good sires is an immense boon to Irish

stock farmers, and to it may be credited in

a great measure the improvement which has
taken place in Irish horned stock.

The autumn show of horses established lately

has been a complete success, and an opportunity

for realising high prices from English and Conti-

nental purchasers is afforded here. The exhibi-

tion has heretofore been well managed and
entirely satisfactory. The winter show of fat

stock and agricultural produce too is generally

ver>' successful and interesting. The number of

entries of fat cattle, sheep, and pigs does not of

course contrast favourably with that of the

Smithfield Club, but in roots, wool, and animal
produce there is always a very creditable exhibi-

tion. It is now some years since a collection of

roots from the Royal Dublin Society was sent

for exhibition at the Baker Street show of the

Smithfield Farmers' Club. Very great astonish-

ment was created by the immense size of the

Irish produce, and many agriculturists wondered
how there could be grievances, or why there

should be grumblings from farmers by whom such
roots could be grown.
That much benefit has been conferred upon

Irish agriculture by the Royal Dublin Society is

evident ; that more good might be effected is not
disputed ; and we heartily unite with those who
wish to see the old Society in the front rank of

institutions engaged in the improvement of the

country.

Vegetable and Fruit Farming was the
subject brought forward for discussion at the
London Farmers' Club, on Monday evening last,

by Mr. T. C. Scott, Knapp Hill, Woking.
Mr. Bradshaw, Knole, Guildford, opened the

discussion, remarking that the subject was of a
novel and interesting character ; and none the

less so as farming had quite altered within the

last 20 years. In Cheshire, where he had recently

been, ^5 a ton was obtained for straw, but the

main crops grown there were vegetables, which
were sent to the Potteries. He maintained that

every district must be farmed according to the

nature of the. soil, climate, &c., and only those

crops must be grown which these conditions

were favourable to. He resided about 9 miles

from Guildford, on a good alluvial soil, in which

he grew Normandy and Brittany Pears, of better

flavour than those grown in the countries

named ; and to show that soil, climate, and
district must be considered when attempting to

grow these things, he mentioned that at Worples-

den, only a few miles distant, the very reverse

was the case ; and to further show how the

climate had changed, he instanced the fact that

60 years ago the most acceptable present in

Surrey in the spring was a dish of new Potatos

from Lancashire. He thought that where the soil

was favourable in this country they could com-
pete with any of the Continental growers ; but it

was not of the least use to expend money in

fertilisers on unfavourable soils.

The Chairman (H. Cheffins, Esq.), was sorry

that the subject did not provoke the discussion

which it deserved, but this was no doubt due to

the absence of many practical members, who
mostly had parish and other local business to

attend to, and social rules to observe on an

Easter Monday. He agreed with Mr. ScOTT in

the main, respecting the difficulty of moving
manure ; but so far as the lands lying near Lon-

don were concerned, he thought his argument
could not be sustained. In a district with which

he was acquainted, about nine miles from the

metropolis, it was the custom of the fanners for

every load of produce they sent to market to

take back a load of dung. With them the first

crop would perhaps be Rye-grass, and the ma-
nure brought back when this was marketed
would be ploughed in and Potatos be planted.

These were sold on the land, after which
it would be manured again for a crop of

white Turnips, which, when ready, were

bunched and sent to the London market, and
then in all probability the ground would be
prepared for early Peas. As instances of the

value of favourable soils for certain things, he
would mention that when the Royal Agricultural

Society held its meeting at Derby some years

ago, the owner of a Strawberry garden, a mile

or two out of Leicester, sent 7 tons of Straw-

berries per day into Derby, which was accounted
for solely by the fact that the soil of that parti-

cular place exactly suited the requirements of the

Strawberry plants. The same thing was ob-

servable in Bedfordshire, where Onions grew so

fine : proving conclusively that that crop only

should be grown which the soil best suited. Soine

of the fields near Coggeshall, in his neighbour-

hood, might be seen in the season full of Parsley,

and others of Cucumbers. He had also seen a

crop of Mignonette and Sweet Peas—not at all

a farmers' mixture—that fetched ^100 per acre.

Mr. Marsh, Sandwich, said that market gar-

dening was progressing with great strides in his

district ; and the returns undoubtedly were very

great. The farmers were taking to it, and
knocking over the market gardeners. A friend

of his rented so much ground at from ^4 to ^5
per acre, on which he annually expended from
£d,o to £50 in guano, but he never could make
out how the said friend made it pay until he
explained that if he could by the aid of stimulants

get his Cabbages ready for market two or three

weeks before his neighbour he was compensated
by the higher price which he obtained.

Mr. Clutton, Penge, alluded to the state-

ment made by Mr. Bradshaw of straw being

sold for £% per ton ; this was more than could

be got for hay, and as an agent he would be

glad to see every tenant getting the same. As
illustrations of the great gains made by some
growers he instanced a Nottinghamshire man
who paid a rent of/5 per acre and realised ^100
for an acre of Potatos ; and another farmer, in

Kent, who paid the same rent and realised large

sums yearly by growing Cob-nuts, which in the

matter of cultivation required but little except

pruning. There was one subject which he had
expected to hear discussed, or at least mentioned

that evening—the strike among the Warwick-
shire labourers. He would not enter into that

matter, because it did not strictly belong to the

question before the meeting ; but he must say

that they ought all to think about it. There was

no reason why agricultural labourers should not

strike as well as bricklayers and carpenters, who
had always received a great deal more money,
and therefore farmers should be prepared for

what was coming.

The Secretary (Mr. Corbet) remarked that

they had hardly heard anything of the wonders
done in market gardening, and especially of that

carried on in Kent. He would be afraid to

mention the extraordinary amounts which some
of the Kentish orchards were said to bring in,

and only alluded to the subject as a sort of

apology for the non-production of some papers

on the subject which had been promised by some
Kentish growers, but which, from reasons ex-

plained, he had not received.

Mr. M. Reynolds, Warden, Biggleswade,

said that market gardening originated in the

parish of Sandy, in Bedfordshire, where the

soil was of a more variable nature than in any
other parish that he knew. Some of this land

20 years ago was not at all fit for market
garden purposes, but with high manuring
and good cultivation it had been brought to

what he was inclined to think the best land in

Beds. The amount of rent paid varied from £},
to £fi per acre, though some paid more ; and
the price of labour was not so high as many
would imagine, that generally paid being 2s. per

day in winter ; and is. bd. and two pints of beer

per day in spring. The men worked the usual

number of hours, and perhaps in the very

busy season would get 3^-. per day. There
was this difference as to the labour question

between market gardeners and farmers :

the former employ all the labourers they can get

when they actually want them, and send them
adrift immediately their services are not required,

and this operated very disadvantageously to the

labourers in wet and bad seasons ;
whereas, as

they all knew, farmers keep on so many hands
all the year round, whether they have work for

them or not. He remembered the time when
Potatos and Onions were the principal crops

grown, but as regards the first named they could

not now compete with Cornwall or the Channel

Islands. The principal sort of Potatos grown
was Shaws ; and such a drug had these

been in the market, that at setting time

this spring any quantity could have been

bought at 1,1 per ton. Large quantities had
been steamed, &c., and given to the stock.

Regents at the same time were not worth more
than ^3 5J-. per ton. Onions he regarded as a

very variable crop. The great principle of

market gardening was high manuring, and the

only way they could protect themselves from

loss was by growing a variety of crops.

Mr. Bradshaw proposed a vote of thanks to

Mr. Scott, and in doing so took the opportu-

nity of saying, in reply to Mr. Clutton, that

/5 for a ton of straw was not an extraordinary

price, seeing that there was such a demand for

it in the Potteries, for packing earthenware.

Mr. Clutton seconded the vote of thanks ; and
in reply Mr. ScOTT, alluding to the strike

amongst agricultural labourers, said a subject

had been broached which was dangerous, and

should not have been introduced unless they

were fully prepared to discuss it. Having
travelled about the country a good deal, and
having been in almost every county in the three

kingdoms, he must say that he had never found

the low principle of supply and demand regu-

lating the relations of farmers and their labourers.

Farmers had a much higher claim on those

whom they employed than manufacturers had

on their workpeople. He had often seen

labourers kept on in the dead of winter doing

scarcely anything but playing like mice when the

cat was away, when they might have been dis-

charged. He maintained, therefore, that farmers

had a much higher claim on those whom they

employed than manufacturers and others, who
dispensed with the services of their men when
they ceased absolutely to require them ; and he

hoped that the good sense of the labourers and

their advisers would show them that those who
were treated with such leniency, kindness, and

patriarchal feeling, ought not to take advantage

of their position at times which were inopportune

for their employers.

A vote of thanks to the Chainnan was passed,

and the meeting adjourned.

It is a significant thing that the movement
among agricultural labourers for an advance of

wages has taken place only after many years oi

gradual, andpretty uniform improvement in their

condition. It is the present generation—the
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best educated that the island ever held—which
has awakened to the existence of its lament-
able ignorance :—and, in like manner, it is now,
when the condition of agricultural labourers is

generally better than the oldest man among us
ever knew, that they begin to realise the pos-
sibiUty of an improvement in their circumstances ;

and it is in Warwickshire, one of the better
paid agricultural districts, that strikes and com-
binations have arisen for an advance of wages.
The Warwickshire Labourers' Union is now

an organised body, with secretary and travelling
agent— and it has decided upon its rules, among
which is one declaring that where employers
acknowledge the right of labourers to combine,
no strike shall be promoted or supported without
at least one month's notice of the mtention, with
an offer to submit the questions in dispute to
arbitration. Others declare that all able-bodied
and efficient labourers shall receive at harvest
time not less than 5^-. daily (but no beer) for a
day of 13 hours, and 6ii. per hour overtime

;

that, excepting corn-harvest time, the hours from
Lady-day to October 12 are to be from six till

five, with an hour and a half for meals, all hours
beyond being overtime ; and that the ordinary
standing wage is to be i6s. weekly !

There may be a little inconvenience here and
there temporarily produced by this movement,
but, on the whole, it is certainly not to be feared
by masters, while, on the other hand, it is, we
believe, a thoroughly wholesome thing for the
future character and condition of the labourer.
All such folly as the demand of a uniform spe-
cific wage will inevitably declare itself an absurd
futility, perhaps by the actual wage exceeding
the arnount demanded, at any rate by that
assuming the position which "supply" as well
as mere demand assigns to it. But the insisting
on a wage in money only, and the insisting on
the full—and that is the simple—wage the work
is worth— both of these are straightforward, justi-
fiable, and ought to be inevitable things ; and
they are the less likely to be shirked by men of
fixed ideas, who are to be found among agricul-
tural as among all other employers, for the
weight which is given to them by this union and
publicity. If, however, labourers think that by
insisting that the payment for their services shall
be regulated by a rigid valuation from week to
week they are likely to earn an immediate benefit
for their class, they are very much mistaken.
We know many farmers who would welcome the
strike to-morrow, if the mere principles of
£ s. d. are hereafter to predominate, for it would
enable them to get rid of the aged, incompetent,
and infirm, who are at present paid far more
than they are worth. And the very desirable
upshot of the effort which these labourers are
making will undoubtedly be attained only through
much personal suffering. Canon GiRDLESTONE,
their friend, will immediately do all he can to
replace the vacancy which the men on
strike create in Warwickshire by large de
tachments from the still worse paid districts
of the South and West. And the tendency
will be to make the condition of the class
better in the districts now worse off than War-
wickshire, while the labourers of Warwickshire
may after a time be drafted off to other places,
whether in this country or the colonies, where
labour is still more urgently in demand. There
IS a good letter from a Buckinghamshire farmer
in the Times of Wednesday last, which will be
found in another page, and which well deserves
perusal.

^
Notwithstanding, as we believe, the misuse in

Its argument of the conduct of affairs among
manufacturing and other non-agricultural classes,
it is written in altogether a much more reason-
able style,—spoken, as it were, from a much
more equal standing with the men whom it

addresses than the letter of a clergymen follow-
ing it, wherein the class addressed, for once that
they are called by their proper name, are three
times mentioned as " the poor."

Quietness prevailed in the grain trade at
Mark Lane on We<Inescl.iy. Supplies of English
Wheat were short, ilill the demand ruled inactive.
At the Metropolitan Cattle Market on Monday ihe
trade in heasls was dull, at prices lower on the
average. For Sheep the demand was not so active
as of late. On Thursday there was an active trade in
beasts, Monday's prices being occasionally exceeded.

We arc informed that the monthly Council
MEETI.Nfj of the KoVAL .\r,RICUI,TUKAL SoClETV of
Enciland, which was to have been held on Wednesday
last, was adjourned till next week. The meeting of
the Central Chamber of Agriculture was also postponed.

The discussion between Mr. Nisbet Hamil-
lON and Mr. George Hope, at the recent agricul-
tural meeting in East Lothian, with the notice subse-
quently given to the latter that his lease would not be
renewed, appears to have produced some excitement in
the district ; and in answer to questions put to him
by a correspondent, the Editor of the Nofih British
Agriculturist states :

—

1. Mr. George Hope's forefathers have farmed in East
Lothian for several generations. Mr. Hope's father and
grandfather were tenants of Fenton Barns. The grand-
father, previous to obtaining a lease of Fenton Barns, was
tenant of the farm of Ferrygate, on the same estate, to
which, we believe, he entered at Whitsunday, 1773. Both
Mr, George Hope and his father, Mr. Robert Hope, have
been celebrated as practical farmers, and as writers on
agricultural subjects. Indeed Mr. George Hope is gene-
rally considered to be the representative farmer of Scot-
land

; and his name, in connection ^vith agriculture, is

known over the whole of Europe and America. Every
season his farm is visited by large numbers of strangers,
these corning not only from all parts of England, but from
the Continent and North America. Two years ago he
was presented with a diploma constituting him a member
of the Royal Swedish Academy of Agriculture, as an ac-
knowledgment of the great favour he had shown the many
Swedes who had enjoyed a visit to the instructive farm of
Fenton Barns. The name of George Hope, Fenton Barns,
will be for ever associated with agricultural progress, in
like manner with those of George Rennie, of Phantasie,
and Robert Brown, Markle.

2. 1 he farm of Fenton Barns, with one or two excep-
tions, is better known to us than any farm in Great Britain

;

and, under Mr. Hope's management, it has been every
year improving in condition.

3. 1 he lease e.vpires at Whitsunday, 1873.
4. The notice of non-renewal was received a day or

two afler the meeting of the United East Lothian Agri-
cultural Society at Haddington.

5. Game is preserved both on the Archerfield and Biel

estates to an extent prejudicial to the interests of the
tenants ; but it has not been even rumoured that Mr.
Hope has had any difference with the proprietors of the
Archerfield estate as to game, or, indeed, as to any other
question, public or private. Mr. Hope, while all along
consistently advocating progress in social, political, and
agricultural questions, has always expressed his opinions
temperately, yet firmly. He was one of the original
members of committee of Anli-Game-law League which
was organised in the county of Haddington in 1845. That
committee induced Mr. A. G. Welford, barrister, London,
at present a magistrate at Birmingham, to come forward
for the county in the Liberal interest, he being recom-
mended to the committee by John Bright; but the late

Sir David Baird having unexpectedly agreed to contest the
county with the Tory candidate, Mr. Welford withdrew,
so as not to divide the Liberal interest. Although a con-
sistent opponent of game preservation, Mr. Hope supported
resolutions originally put forward by the Scottish Chamber
of Agriculture, which resolutions were afterwards em-
bodied in Mr. M'Lagan's Game-law Amendment Bill.

6. In 1865 Mr. Hope was induced, mainly by his

brother farmers, to contest the county with Lord Elcho,
but, for reasons which we need not enter upon at present,
he was unsuccessful.

We are happy to hear that Mr. Ale.xander
Jemmett, now of Bulmershe Court Farm, near Read-
ing, Berks, has had the honour to receive from the New
York State Agricultural Society, to whom he had sent

a copy of his system of farm accounts, the following
gratifying letter ;

—

Dear Sir,— I have the honour to inform you that your
system of farm accounts, as exemplified in the assumed
account for a year prepared and submitted upon the form
of account-book devised by you, having been examined by
a committee, the Silver Medal of the Society was, upon
their report, awarded to you by the executive committee
thereof. The medal will be engraved and forwarded in

due course. I am, dear sir, very respectfully yours.

J. C. H.IRISON, Secretary.

The following extract from a letter, from the
New Zealand Correspondent of the Times, may be
serviceable to intending emigrants :

—

'

' I have been much struck by the remarks of Sir T. D.
Acland in a speech to the tenant-farmers of Broadclyst,
a report of which and various comments thereupon were
received here by the last English mail. Sir Thomas
Acland speaks of the over-eagerness with which small
farms are sought by the young would-be tenant-farmers.
He 'views with alarm the numerous applications which
he receives for his farms, which he is inclined to attribute
to an over-eagerness to marry and settle.' The position
of a young tenant-farmer, occupying a 200-acre farm,
with a capital of from ^^1600 to ^2000, is then reviewed,
and the melancholy conclusion drawn that, after a struggle
for bare existence for 20 or 30 years, he must inevitably go
to the wall at last. We have a sympathy here with the
young farmer and his wish to marry, and would gladly
receive him with his bride and his capital. They are the
very people we want just now if they have any work in
them at all ; if not, they may as well stay where they are

;

and if Sir Thomas Acland or any other landlord with
the same experiences and penetrated with the same beliefs

would recommend half-a-dozen such young men to
agree to move together, and they would go in a
body to our Agent-General in London, and satisfy
him as to their means fairly to work the
soil, I have no hesitation in saying that the
Government here would gladly find them from 300 to
500 acres each of good available agricultural land, give
them very easy terms to pay for it, and help them liberally

to bring out any labour they could induce to migrate
with them. From ^lOoo to /2000 at .all carefully used
on a tolerably good farm of 300 acres here should soon

make a young man the owner of a pretty and productive
freehold, if he gets the land on easy terms, and he should
not find either wife or children in his way. He may have
to give up his shooting for a few years, and he must be
willing to put his own hand to the plough or spade some-
times. The two most prominent rocks on which our
farmers are shipwrecked are ignorance of the business and
an undue greed for land, which makes them take up more
than their capital will allow them to occupy with profit.
But so many, notwithstanding both these stumbling
blocks, have worked out a great success, that the young
fanner who is resolute in proportioning his land to his
capital and has a fair knowledge of his business, is sure to
succeed. He will find, moreover, in New Zealand society,
in its climate, its modes of agriculture and habits of life,

no great difference from that which he left behind, except
that winter after the English experience of the season is

unknown."

Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., thus describes the Bill
" for regulating the employment of children in agricul-
ture :"—The Bill simply proposes that no child shall be
employed in agriculture under the age of eight, and
that from eight to 12 no farmer shall employ such
child unless he produces a certificate of having made a
certain number of school attendances in the previous
12 months.

NOTEWORTHY AGRICULTURISTS.
Mr. Patrick Shirreff.

There are not among us many agricultural writers
who can, with Mr. Shirreff, look back upon a career of
half a century of literary work. It is nearly as long ago as
that since he, then a young East Lothian farmer, began
to write on the practice and the politics of agriculture.

We have before us a letter from Mr. Sutherland, then
editor of the Edinburgh Obsci-vcr, which is dated
May 19, 182S, conveying his thanks to Mr. Shirreff for

the " very able agricultural reports " which he had
" for a considerable time" furnished to that journal, as
well as for his excellent remarks, in more formal
articles, on the Corn Laws and other agricultural

subjects. Mr. Shirreff was among the very earliest to
perceive the baneful effects of the Com Laws on the
interests of the tenant-farmer, and with prompt and
characteristic courage to publish his opinions. And it

will surely now be readily and cordially confessed by
many a great proprietor of land in East Lothian and
elsewhere, how much credit was due to here and there
the single farmer—Mr. Shirreff among the first—who
saw clearly the effect of the monopoly which others
also were condemning ; while they, experienced it may
be in government and statesmanship, superior in per-
haps every circumstance that can be named, were
labouring urgently and honestly for its maintenance,
under the completest misconception of the real interests

of the country, and even of the more limited interests

of its agricultuie.

But it has not been as a political speaker or writer
that Mr. Shirreff has made his most serviceable contri-
butions to agricultural progress. It is as a practical
farmer, who has occupied land in Scotland, England,
and Wales, ready always wherever he was located to
introduce improved methods and machinery—as a
traveller, who in his own country and in others, and
notably in North America, has ever had an eye to the
possibility of carrying off an agricultural lesson for the
good of others—and especially as the greatest plant
improver of the day, that we claim for Mr. Shirreff
his position among our most noteworthy agriculturists.

This claim has been, happily, already successfully

asserted by others, his neighbours and contemporaries
in East Lothian, who united last year in the presenta-

tion ofa testimonial to their veteran friend and colleague,
expressly for the purpose of founding a medal or other
prize for the promotion of his favourite research.

Failing an attempt to carry out this plan in the way he
had at first intended, he is about to devote the fund to

the publication of a det.ailed history of his inquiries and
experiments in plant improvement, from which we
shall in a few months be able to extract a fuller record
of his successes than we can give at present. Mean-
while we may say that, first by careful observation and
selection, and latterly by cross breeding, we owe to

him a number of our best varieties of Wheats, and
Oats, and Tares. In his earlier days he fought many
a battle in the County Agricultural Society, in order to
secure a more reasonable share of that attention to the
soil and plant which had till then been almost monopo-
lised by the live stock of the farm. And in his later

days, when patient individual effort naturally takes the
place of hot contest for the direction of others, he has
done more th.-m all other individuals and societies

together, to select, establish, and we m.ay say create,

improved varieties of cereals. This is a benefit which,
in a direct and immediate way, affects not only agricul-

turists but all ; and Mr. Shirreff, whose portrait we
this day lu'eseut to our readers, has well earned the
thanks of all.

LANDLORD AND TENANT.
fXhc follmving important letter from Mr. J.inies Ciird, C.I5.. on

the subject of Ttn.int-riijlil in connection with the treiitrneiil

wliicli .Sir. Hope, lA Fenlon Barns, has recently received at
tile hands of his landlord, appeared in the Tiiitfs of April i.]

Lord Derhv has well said th.at silence in certain
cases has its responsibility. It is under that responsi-
bility that I seek the aid of your columns to bring into

prominence an event that is filling the minds of
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t1,^ tpnnnt farmer-: of Scotland with indimation and tlie Government as one of the Commissioners to inquire that he was obtrusive in the expression of his opinions
the tenant-tarmers ot bcotlana ^yun inuif,

,^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ Hypothec, and has contributed to the on public affairs, for he was not. But he never shrank
"^

Thisewho have known anythin? of the extraordinary literature of tlie Game Laws by an able paper in the from that when he felt it a duty though mlh all due

Drom-e s of sSi a" rk7dnue durin" the last 30 years volume o( JUaess Si„Ju-s. His lease is drawmg to a respect for hose with whom he chlTeted. Other

nS know some hhr"o George Hope, of Fenton I close. To use his own words :-" I was prepared to
:
tenants on this estate who vote on the Liberal side, but

Earns in East Lothtan In his own country he has pay a very large increase of rent. I don't know what ' make no other profession_ of their political opmions,

lone held tlie highest plice as a practical agriculturist ; I would not have given rather than (lit, so, perhaps, it

his example and advice are followed and sought by the is well I should go, having no clioice wide I retain

leadin<T farmers of the sister countries ; and the most my self-respect, never having had the shadow of a

eminent a-'riculturists of foreign countries resort to his quarrel with either landlord or neiglibour and never

farms and profit by the instruction which he is always
!

having sought public duties, though I have never

readv to communicate. If every farm in the United shunned them when they came in my way lieel .
u- j ," 1

, ir

]C?4^JomweTbiought to the same high pitch of culti-i very sorry to leave this place ; it has a giip of my
,

puted possession can confer; his industry, his intell,-

vation as Mr. Hope's, it is not too much to say that at
,

heart."
_ . u i

• j
least one-half of the present vast importations of foreign He must leave it, and leave his improvements behind

corn might be dispensed with. him without one farthing of compensation. This man,

Mr Hope his father, and grandfather, in succession, of whom his county and his country are ju;

have iieen on this estate for 100 years, and on tlie farm received notice from his landlord tliat his lease will not

of Fenton Barns for So. In 1S52 his lease was renewed
,

be renewed.
r . w

by a former proprietor, at an increase of IS percent. 1 At a meetmg of the local society, held a lortnight

on the previous rental.

have received renewals of their leases, but the inde-

pendent expression and advocacy of such opinions are

not to be tolerated.

If this had occurred in Ireland, what would now be
' the legal remedy awarded by the Courts of Law to the

tenant ? He has every claim which long and undis-

^ ^ issession can confer; his industry, his intelli-

gence, and his capital have been unceasingly employed

in enricliing his landlord's property, while drawing

from it tire means of engaging well paid and remunera-

ily proud, has ' live labour ; and on every ground he would have estab-

lished for himself the strongest and most substantial

interest in the soil that the Irish Land Act embraces.

He could claim payment for disturbances, for beneficial

interest, for drainage

This was at the period

of greatest depression

following the final close

of protective duties,

when the average price

of Wheat had fallen to

3S.r. 6</. Shortly before

this he had tile-drained

the whole farm, at a

cost to himself of up-

wards of ;{^2500. Dur-
ing the period this farm

has been under Mr.
Hope's management
nearly one-fourth of it,

which early in the cen-

tury was so worthless

as to be left waste, has

been reclaimed by him
and cultivated, and for

many years has contri-

buted to the rent-roll of

the proprietor. Within
the last seven years he
has greatly added to

the depth of active soil

over the whole farm

by the removal of hun-

dreds of tons of stones

from beneath the sur-

face, and by the intro-

duction of steam culti-

vation and heavy ma-
nuring. For many
years back, and to the

present moment, his ex-

penditure beyond the

resources of the farm,

for manures and feed-

ing-stuffs, has been
equal to two years' ren-

tal, being from ;^220O

to ^^2500 a year. The
expenditure in wages
and the employment
of labour has been
doubled. Mr. Hope
was one of the first to

introduce into East
Lothian the cultivation

of Potatos, for which
he soil and climate

have proved admirably

adapted, and which,

without an effort on the

part of the landlord,

has added largely to

the rental, without im-
poverishing either the

land or the tenant. He
is on suitable occasions

an outspoken man, who
makes no secret of the

profit which good farming has brought him ; and he ago, Mr. Nisbet Hamilton took occasion to charac-

has been often blamed by his brother tenants for
^

terise as libellous a statement made in a recent number

having done more by his own farming and frank
j

of the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, in regard

speaking to raise rents in East Lothian than any to the frequent changes of tenants in East Lothian,

other man in it. Mr. Hope has made Fenton Bams a I and in doing so he challenged the accuracy of the

well-known name, and it has not been ungrateful, as it !
information on which that statement had been made.

PATRICK SHIRREFF.

and reclamation, for

unexhausted improve-

ments. In Ireland the

law recognises these as

the legal right of the

tenant, even when their

existence can hardly be
discovered. In East

Lothian, where, as in

this case, they are pa-

tent, obvious, univers-

ally admitted, the law
permits the whole to be
absorbed by the land-

lord as completely as if

they had been the cre-

ation of his industry,

his intelligence, and his

capital, and not those

of Mr. Hope.
Mr. Nisbet Hamilton

has thus, at a critical

time, stirred up a large

question. He and his

friends dislike Mr.
Hope's freedom of

speech and of thought,

and Mr. Hope is evic-

ted. I will not treat

this as a political ques-

tion, for, though it may
be so iu this instance, it

involves the general

principles on this side

of the Irish Channel of

the rights of agricul-

tural tenants, which
find powerful advocates

from enlightened men
of all parties.

The natural result of

free competition in any
business is the utmost
development of indivi-

dual enterprise. If the

landowner is willing to

devote his attention to

the details of farming,

he may keep the te-

nant's profit to himself

by cultivating his own
estate. But if,' by rea-

son either of personal

disinclination, incapa-

city, or other occupa-

tion for his capital,

time, and talent, he
prefers to let his land to

an agricultural tenant,

the law ought not to

weight that tenant with

any impediment, but it

should recognise the

same right of property in his capital as in that

of the landlord. In good farming the agriculturist

must expend liberally in view of a future return.

The high condition of his land is the gradual result

of yearly accumulations of good management, which

cannot be drawn out of it at once, like the deposit

has given him an adequate fortune.
I

Thus called upon, Mr. Hope responded to the chal- in his bank account. The f^™<=r s capital in Great

It was natural that this man should take a lead and lenge by stating that the author of the paper had Britain thus attachable by the landlord 15 enormous, ana

be looked up to in all matters of local or national obtained his information through him ; that it was put the public advantage is so much concerned in tlie pro-

agricultural improvement. For 40 years he has been ' down in a way which did not fully express his mean- ductive powers of our little island being fully deveiopea,

one of the managing committee of the East Lothian ' ing, and that he thought it a pity, as his name was
|
that every hindrance to 'Jie safe employment of tne

Agricultural Society. He has served as a director of quoted by the writer, that the article had not been sub- 1 capital so invested should be removed. INotning is

the Highland and Agricultural Society, and for many mitted to him in proof before being published; but more sensitive than capital, and yet notliing is moie
• •

• . .
>

(]^^, jjjg f^j.jj ,^[j-;,,j ijg ^^,gfg accurate, and common than the complaint that the land of this
years has been on its various committees, and is an
examiner for its diploma in agriculture. When the

Scottish Chamber of Agriculture was formed, he was
elected by his brother farmers to be its first chairman.

He was nominated for the county in 1S65, and though
he never asked a vote, and never even thought of

standing until the day before the nomination, and with

nearly all the landlord influence against him, he polled

capable of proof. Promptly, on the following Mon-
day, Mr. Hope received notice from Mr. Nisbet

Hamilton's factor that his lease would not be renewed.

Mr. Hope's speeches and writings aredistastefulto his

landlord, and Mr. Nisbet Hamilton hesitates not to

sever a connexion which has subsisted for three genera-

tions, with a man who was an honour to the estate.

more than one-third of the voters. He was the trusted
\

whether as tenant, neighbour, or employer of labour,

friend of Mr. Cobden and Mr. Bright during the early
|

There is no pretence here that he made himself dis-

times of the Corn-law League. He was selected by agreeable on the subject of game, for he did not ;
or

country is not half farmed, because the tenant either

has not or will not use adequate capital. What is the

cause? His tenure is insecure; if overtaken by tem-

porary misfortune, the result often of bad seasons, the

law renders him liable to sharp expulsion and forfeiture

of his sunk capital ; if circumstances should render his

removal desirable, he cannot dispose of the lease which

his capital may have rendered valuable ; that capital

is exposed to injury by the undue preservation of game,

and to confiscation if invested in buildings, reclamation,
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or drainage, absolutely needed for the productive culti-

vation of the land, but which the landlord was either
unable or unwilling to exeeute at his own cost.

It is now more than 20 years since I urged these
views on public attention through your columns.
Great strides have been made in agricultural improve-
ment since that time, and yet Lord Derby was able to

say only a few months back, with perfect truth, that,

after all that high farming had done, the land of the
country did not yield one-half of what it might be
made to do if all our present resources were brought to

bear upon the soil. "Security to the tenant," he
added, "is the first requisite; and I hold that any
tenant good enough to be kept permanently on the
land ought to have a lease if he wants one."

I have seen no reason to change the opinion I then
held of strong preference for a lease of 21 years, with
liberal covenants, as compared with yearly agreements
and compensation for unexhausted improvements. The
lease is safer for both parties, and if the principle is

recognised by law that while the landlord has the
exclusive riglit of property in the natural fertility of the
soil, the tenant has an equ.al right of property in its

condition, I feel convinced that agricultural improve-
ment will receive greater development under a genera]
system of leases than yearly agreements. A fatal

objection to the latter is their tendency to perpetuate
obsolete practices, paid for at the entry of the tenant,
and therefore payable by his successor. The lease

gives the tenant a home and a feeling of security ; its

covenants may be so framed as to permit all reasonable
latitude in cultivation, and the law should extend to

the tenant such rights as would insure good farming
to the close, by enabling him to obtain, in case of dis-

turbance, full payment for that condition which he has
added to the soil, and which has a clear and appreciable
value.

If this were now the law Mr. Hope could not have
been evicted without fair compensation for his improve-
ments, at least. The wrench from his home, with its

associations, he must bear with such consolation as the
universal sympathy of his friends and brother farmers
in Scotland may afford. Lord Leicester, who has a
hereditary right to speak with authority from the wise
and Iberal landlords' point of view, used these words
in addressing the Norwich Chamber of Agriculture on
leases on Saturday last :

—

" My object in the first clause was, if possible, to grant
the lease in perpetuity, so that at the end of the 16 years
the tenant might renew. Since I came to the estate— 30
years ago—not a single tenant has left it. I quite agree
as to the superiority of a lease over a two years' notice to
quit, with ample compensation

; for I cannot conceive
that any 'compensation' would be equivalent to the
removal of a man from his home. To me the country
would not be worth living in if the associations between
me and my tenantry were removed."

Landlords who carry into practice these liberal

sentiments need no legal obligations to keep them in

the line of justice towards their tenants. It is the
other class, represented by this gross case of tenant
wrong, whose conduct in this instance has disclosed the
possession of a crushing power of oppression by the
use of a legal right, which can be effectually controlled
only by erecting a corresponding legal right in the
tenant to fair compensation for the capital which he
cannot remove. Jajnes Caird,

proportions of limestone rocks. The amount of lime
in the soil seemed to have little effect on the luxuriance
of the growth ; for though the calcareous beds always
gave results among the best, other beds nearly destitute
of lime would equal, or almost equal them ; the sand-
stone bed was especially successful. The author con-
cludes that what have been termed lime-plants have
no especial partiality for lime, but that they delight in

the kind of soil-climate which a limestone soil alTords;
that they attain their most vigorous growth under
certain conditions of warmth and drainage, and that
they will consequently flourish on any soil supplying
these conditions.

Hoffmann has also experimented with plants which
some botanists have described as "lime-hating," being
reckoned as incapable of bearing seed on calcareous
soil. In most instances he was successful in obtaining
perfect seeds from such plants, even when grown on
beds purposely enriched with lime ; but in the case of
Alchemilla fissa he was not able, during an experiment
of four years, to obtain perfect seed when the plant
grew on a limed bed, though it blossomed freely.

Perfect seed was produced from this plant on another
bed, containing little lime.

His experiments on salt plants were made in pots, to
some of which common salt was annually applied.
Plantago maritima was grown successfully for years in
soil destitute of salt, the plants producing perfect seed

;

there was, however, a greater development of seed
where salt was applied. According to Uloth, this
plant, when obtained from the sea-coast, yields an ash
containing 72 per cent, of alkaline chlorides. Sali-

cornia herbacea and Glaux maritima were found to
grow equally well with or without salt. Hoffmann
concludes that these maritime plants have little or no
partiality for salt, but that they have the power of
enduring a saline soil without inconvenience, and thus
flourish where other plants would die ; he also suggests
that tlie more permanent moisture of a saline soil may
be one reason of the choice of such plants for the sea
coast.

THE FARM LABOURERS'

RECENT RESEARCHES IN AGRICUL-
TURAL CHEMISTRY.

The nature of the soil must clearly have a great
influence upon the character of the plants growing on
it ; the precise extent of this influence forms a wide
subject of inquiry, both to the botanist and chemist.
The botanist sees in the character of the soil one proxi-
mate cause of the existence of a certain flora in any
given district ; he ascribes to it the predominance and
luxuriance of certain species ; he even traces the origin
of some varieties to the influence which soil has exerted.
The chemist, with the same problems before him,
endeavours to bring to light the connection between
cause and effect ; he tries to discover to what extent
the composition of a plant is related to the compo-
sition of the soil on which it grows, and seeks to deter-
mine the influence of varying conditions of soil upon
the processes of vegetable life. We propose to lay
before our readers a short account of some recent con-
tributions to our knowledge of these questions.

Nearly every one must have remarked the peculiar
luxuriance of certain plants upon a limestone soil; and,
again, the constant occurrence of other plants in the
neighbourhood of the sea. Such facts were readily
connected with the composition of the soil in either
case, and were interpreted accordingly ; the former
series of plants were naturally supposed to be partial to
lime, and the latter to salt. H. Hoffmann has made a
long-continued investigation on this subject. His plan
was to grow reputed lime-plants and salt-plants upon
soils of known character, and to note from the luxu-
riance of growth, and more especially from the rela-
tive production of perfect seed, which condition of soil

appeared most suitable to the plant's life. Some of
his experiments have been in progress since 1855. The
lime-plants experimented with were very numerous

;

they were cultivated in beds of light porous earth, in

heavy soil very poor in lime, in a sandstone bed
nearly free from lime, and in beds composed of various

These results of Hoffmann are of considerable im-
portance ; they clearly warn us against making hasly
deductions from the composition of a soil, or of the
plants growing on it, and teach us that nothing short
of actual experiment can establish the true relation
between the soil and plant.

E. Peligot has lately published some valuable
researches on the relation of various plants to the
potash and soda of soils. Early analyses had exhibited
the presence of soda in all pLants that had been
examined ; but as the quantity of soda is ascertained
in chemical analysis by indirect methods only, the
fact was by no means certain. Peligot, by improved
methods of investigation, has shown that, while all

plants contain potash, there are some, as Potatos and
Parsnips, that contain no soda ; while others, as Beet-
root, always contain soda ; and this difference between
the plants is apparently independent of the conditions
of soil. A Beet growing in the middle of a Parsnip
bed contains soda, while the Parsnips all round it con-
tain none ; Potatos may, likewise, be manured with
soda-salts, and yet contain no soda. According to
Peligot Rape seed, and many other grains, are quite
free from soda.

The results obtained by Peligot have given rise to

much discussion. Cloez and Payen maintain that soda
is a true plant-food ; they point out that it is to be
found abundantly in all plants growing near the sea

;

that, consequently, the selective power ascribed to

certain plants by Peligot does not exist. In reply,

Peligot proves that much of the common salt found in

plants near the sea exists on their surface, and is really

no part of the plant itself, being deposited as spray
from the ocean, or brought by rain that has traversed
a saline atmosphere. He procured samples of various
crops grownnear the sea, and simply washed the plants in

distilled water ; the saline matter removed by washing
contained from 50 to 85 per cent, of common salt.

The investigations of Dr. Angus Smith in our own
country have amply proved that rain water collected

near the sea contains, even in calm weather, a distinct

amount of salt. At Valencia, on the coast of Ireland,

he finds the rain water to contain 52 parts per million
of common salt. Assuming the rainfall to be 50 inches,

this would amount to 5 cwt. per acre per annum. In
violent gales the ocean spray is carried far inland. Pro-
fessor Church found that the rain water at Cirencester
during the violent storm of September 13, 1869, con-
tained 6.71 grains per gallon (96 parts per million) of
common salt ; the salt must in this case have travelled

over 30 miles. Peligot seems, therefore, to have good
ground for his opinion, that the small quantity of soda
sometimes found in Wheat and other grains has pro-
bably been deposited from tlie atmosphere, and forms
no true part of the plant itself.

Both of the researches we have just noticed enforce
the principle that diflerent classes of plants have dis-

tinct requirements ; that these classes are more or less

independent in character, not only as regards climate,

but also as regards food. It should be the great object
of plant science, in its relation to agriculture, to dis-

cover and study these individual characteristics ; when
this is accomplished, much will have been done towards
establishing the practice of agriculture upon a basis of
well-ascertained fact, in place of the precarious founda.
tion of empirical notions.

STRIR'E.
As the labourers' strike continues, the public, with

a generous instinct which prompts them to take what
they deem the weaker side, appears disposed to sym-
pathise with and wish success to the movement. Let
me suggest a few considerations which are not unlikely
to be forgotten.

First, as regards the present condition of the
labourer, some statements which have recently been
published as to exceptional spots in the West of
England, made after very superficial investigation,
have led the public to believe his condition far worse
than it really is. I write from a county purely agri-
cultural. Our lowest rate of wages is izs. by the
week

; and the clergyman, on superficial inquiry,
might leave the labourer's cottage in the belief,
which its inmates would impress upon him, that
upon these wages they were maintained. But
what this rate really means is, that if the labourer
is neither carter, shepherd, nor herdsman, and
not employed on piece-work, but taking only some
daily job in winter, his wages would be paid at this
rate. My own wages book, kept accurately for many
years, enables me to say that any useful labourer earn-
ing nominally this rate as a minimum actually earns
upon an average of the whole year (allowing for the
assistance of a woman to tie up at harvest) l6j-. 6d.
for each week. I need not here enumerate the various
kinds of piece-work during the year, from the hedging,
ditching, and draining of Januaiyto the end of harvest!
On many days he will be taken off piece-work for the
ordinary labour, and for those days will receive the
minimum rate only, the total result being as above.
The carters, shepherds, and herdsmen, earn (including
their free cottages and all perquisites) somewhat less
than the best ordinary labourers; but their work is less
hard, and their working hours, especially m hoeing
lime, are shorter. In the case of families, boys living
at home and usually engaged on the farm can earn
nearly sufficient to maintain themselves. The women
can always find work in fine weather, and many of
them in time of harvest earn little less than the men.
I should add that the average rent of a cottage and
garden is i.f. ()d. per week.

Now, these wages require industry and some amount
of skill ; they are certainly not too high, and I would
gladly see them increased, if possible. But they are
certainly better than the uninformed generally suppose,
and they contrast not unfavourably with those of the
lower class of artisans in towns.

Turning now to the condition of the farmer class, I
would call attention to the essential difference between
their position and that of the mine owner, manufac-
turer, or contractor against whom strikes have hitherto
been directed. The latter classes are wealthy capi-
talists, not very numerous in each district, and capable
of combining, as they do in fact combine, to regulate
prices according to the cost of production. Thus,
every householder has discovered that the price of coal
has been raised to the consumer since the colliery

hands obtained more wages for less work. I have
before me a circular from a firm of ironfounders, giving
a revised list of prices in consequence of the " work-
man's strike." A builder writes to say that for the
same reason he must make an addition to the estimate
on which he had taken a contract. In all these cases
the increased wages are paid by the consumer ; the
profits of the mine owner or manufacturer remain un-
changed, or are borne by him in exceptional cases
only. But the farmer class, scattered everywhere
through the land, and comprising numerous con-
ditions differing in every way from each other, is

entirely incapable of combination. And were this

otherwise, the prices of farm produce are regulated less

by cost of production than by cost of importation. If

a farmer went to market and asked a higher price per
quarter for his corn because he had given higher wages
to his labourers, he would be a laughing stock. The
tithe owner will make no abatement in his rent-charge.

If the landlord is asked to take less rent, he answers
that the rent was a bargain made, and that the farmers

would not have paid more had wages fallen. If he is

not bound by a lease he might possibly throw up the

farm. But both landlord and tenant well know that

this step is utter ruin to the latter, and that every
misery and privation is to be endured before submitting

to it.

The sympathy of the public for the strike is, there-

fore, of the very cheapest kind. No one will pay a
penny more for his bread or beer by reason of it The
whole loss will fall exclusively upon the fanner. And
the real question is, has this class wealth enough to

bear it ? Have their profits been excessive ? Is it

right and desirable that they should he compelled to

submit to losses and privation ? Now, the agricultural

census just published informs us that there are in

England alone 211,000 farmers holding less than

20 acres each ; the number would be enormously

increased if holdings under 50 acres had been taken.

But it is notorious that farmers occupying even
too acres generally live little better than their labourers.

They strive to make a better appearance ; their wives

md daughters may be dressed at greater expense ; but

t is a struggle which the more fortunate labourer may
avoid. If any one supposes that it is possible for the

large farmer to increase the wages of his labourers
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while the smciU farmer in the same parish can avoid a

like concession, he knows nothing of country village

life ; nor would such a state of things, if possible, be

desirable. The philosopher may curtly answer this by

saying that it would be well if the whole class of small

farmers were swept away. I have no intention of

discussing anything so remote from the subject. The
question is, whether it is desirable that the difference

between him .and the labourers should be still further

levelled down, and whether the strike could be

successful without inflicting great suffering and priva-

tion upon his class. A Biukin^havishire Farmer, m
the Times,

Jjome Comspottknce.
Farmyard Manure. — Farmyard manure is the

staple of the small farmer, yet he wonders that his

crops are not so productive as those of his more ex-

tensive neighbours ; he perhaps spends all the money
he can scrape toi^cther in the purchase of artificial

manure, but only to lind that even this supplementing

does not give him tlic desired weight of produce. He
then sinks back into his original apathy, satisfied that

his capital will not permit of a sufficient expenditure

for artificial manures to yield him crops equal to those

of more enterprising men. But is this the real cause?

I venture to think not, but that it arises from the

manner in which the natural manure of the farm is

treated. The course pursued in many of the farm-

yards of North Lancashire, Cumberland, Westmore-
land, &c., is eithei to throw the manure into one bi;^

heap, as day by day it is taken from the shippons and

stables, or to litter the farmyard with it, thickness

upon thickness. In both cases the result is the same

—

the manure is uncovered, and subject to every variation

of weather. No liquid-manure tanks receive the

liquid. In the heap the rains soak it through, and its

fertilising properties are washed away over the neigh-

bouring highway, or carried into a corner of the nearest

field, where it forms a sump, reeking in hot weather with

abominable smells, and pregnant with fever. Spread

over the yard, the same waste occurs. Day by day men
and animals trample it into pulp. The rains convert

it into a quagmire, and every particle of nature is

strained from it ; yet farmers are surprised that land

manured with this apology for manure does not yield

them good crops, and attribute the failure to every

cause but the right one. They might with equal

justice place a pailful of new milk in the open air,

subject it to six months' rain, and at the end of that

time expect to find the pail retaining milk of equal

quality to that with which it was originally filled.

The cost of a covered shed under which to store the

manure, and a tank to receive the liquid, would repay

the farmer a thousandfold, and the laying down of

pipes, or a gutter to convey the liquid matter from the

shippons, stables, yards, &c., to the tank, could be

done during those days of enforced idleness which occur

on every farm. R,

Farming Prospects at Tiptree.—Heavy land in

a pretty mess. Drains running like pumps. Land
sodden. Where there is no hole in the agricultural

flower-pot it must be full to the brim and running over,

and when the pot is full of stagnant water there is no
room for air, so I expect that a great many Wheat
crops will be going to Halstead Fair in May, from
whence they never return. On well-drained lands the

Wheat at present looks well, and so do the weeds,
for the latter have undisturbed possession, and so they

will have until it becomes possible to hoe them.
Labourers and horses have a forced h(^iday. And I

find that horses must be fed and attended to when not

at work, while the other power, steam, requires

neither when at rest. Beans and Peas rejoice in the

deluge of rain, and so does Italian Rye-grass. Fortu-

nately I have all my com land cropped except 5 acres

of Oats. Strong cake and corn tea is running
abundantly out of open farmyards with untroughed
buildings. Getting in Mangel will be late unless we
get some dry wreather. Sheep and lambs get wet
jackets and damp sheets. Let us hope for some nice

dry weather; fortunately, the weather is very mild.

Winter Tares and winter Beans and Clover look
thriving. I don't feel quite comfortable about
British agriculture. We are 4,500,000 sheep short,

and lose their manure, while the produce of some 6 or

8 millions of acres is annually devoured by thi

Londoners, and it all goes into the Thames instead of

on the land. The same waste is going on in our
other great cities. Can this continue without a

steady but enormous deprivation of fertility for our
soil ? Common sense would say Certainly not. y. y,
Mtrhi, Tiptree, April 2.

Tenant Right.— I think your correspondent
'*M. G." has most strangely forgotten the contents of
his own letter. The first half of it certainly does
relate to market gardeners, but the part to which
I took exception is the last part, and that give an
instance of a man taking a farm in a most dilapidated

and foul state, &c. This, as " M. G." must well
know, is the part of his letter to which I particularly

referred. I should like to ask " M. G." why may not
a landlord ask what rental he likes for his land with-
out being accused of overreaching ? Any other man
may value his goods at whatever price he likes, why

may not the landlord ? I can understand one man
overreaching another about a horse or a haystack, or

even a loaf of bread, but land, as it seems to me, is an

article about which there can be no deception.

M. G." has therefore, it seems to me, made a very

unfortunate hit in choosing the letting of land as his

staple of complaint. It seems to me that if there

is one thing fairer and more aboveboard than another

between man and man, it is the letting of land, because

both parties ought to know and do know what they

are doing. Moreover, if it Is overreaching of a land-

lord to let land to a tenant at over its actual worth,

surely by the same rule the tenant is overreaching his

landlord if he takes the land at anything under its

worth, provided of course he knows it to be so.

Again, if we go a little farther it stands to reason

that all bargains, "properly so called," are wrong.
" M. G.'s" instance, therefore, is, I think, simply

foolish, to say the least of it. As an instance in point :

a man asking a higher rental for land than it is worth,

too often overreaches himself, and I think gets served

rightly for so doing. There are a certain class of

farmers — they are not heard of in the Agricultural

Gazette, but they nevertheless exist, and I fear in no

small numbers either—these gentry will take a farm at

almost any rent, rob the land thoroughly, leave it, and

then take another. I have an individual of this class

in my eye now—he lives not 100 miles from here : I

forget how many farms he has served in this way in a

very few years, but the number is surprising. Will

anyone tell us how to deal with this estimable sort of

person ? '* M. G." says it certainly was not his inten-

tion to inflame the minds of ignorant persons. Tlien

will he be good enough to tell us what are his inten-

tions ? Some writers on farming in the Gazelte,

evidently write to give instruction, and capitally they

succeed often enough : others, on the other hand,

seem to have nothing to gratify but personal feeling.

They give their own instances in their own way per-

fectly unchecked, and draw their own conclusions, or

leave them to be drawn equally unfairly : their object

in all this is quite clear. The French call a similar

class of people "The Irreconcilables," and they are

well named. G. F. M.

50tktks.
BA TH AND WEST OF ENGLAND.

At the usual Council meeting, on Tuesday, March26,

at Bristol, the deputation appointed to visit Bideport,

Plymouth, and Newton Abbot, to inspect the sites

proposed to be placed at the disposal of the Society for

the meeting of 1S73, reported favourably of the

accommodation ofTered at each of the three towns, and

bore testimony to their cordial reception and liberal

entertainment by the authorities ; they abstained, how-
ever, from recommending one town in preference to

another, leaving it to the Council to make the selection.

Mr. J. C. Moore Stevens forcibly urged the claims

of Bideford, and was seconded by Mr. Bremridge,

who bore testimony to the very earnest manner in

which the inhabitants of the town and neighbourhood

had worked together, in the hope of receiving the

Society's visit.

Sir Massey Lopes, in a very practical and telling

speech, advocated the claims of Plymouth, pointing

out its especial advantages with reference to popula-

tion, railway accommodation, and easy access, not

only from Cornwall, but the entire county of Devon.

Colonel LUTTRELL, in seconding the proposition of

Sir Massey Lopes, that Plymouth should be selected as

the place of meeting, said it must be very gratifying to

the Society that the county of Devon had come
forward with such spirit to meet their requirements.

It very seldom fell to their lot to have three such

important towns anxious at the same time to receive

and entertain the Society. The only regret of the

Council was the impossibility of complying with the

request of the three places at once, but after a careful

and considerate review of all the circumstances, he

believed it to be their duty to select Plymouth as their

place of meeting.—After a prolonged discussion, in

the course of which ample testimony was borne to the

public spirit and "pluck" of the authorities and in-

habitants of Bideford and Newton Abbot, the question

as to which town should be selected was put from the

chair, when 17 votes were recorded in favour of Ply-

mouth, and eight in favour of Bideford. The meeting
of 1873 will, therefore, be held at Plymouth.
Twelve new members were elected.

Farmers' Clubs.
LONDON.

Vegetable and Fruit Farming : April i.—The follow-

ing is the paper by Mr. Scott on this subject, read at

the meeting of the Club on Monday last :

—

The subject we have for consideration to-night is one

of more limited interest than those usually discussed by

the members of this Club, but it is of growing import-

ance to the owners and occupiers of land fit for market

gardening within reach of populous centres, because

they must always possess some advantage in the sale of

the heavier and more perishable kinds of fruits and

vegetables, and in obtaining abundant suppUes of that

indispensable but unwieldy commodity, solid manure.
These, however, are almost the only local advantages
which suburban lands now possess, for steam transport,

both by land and water, may be said to have obliterated

distance, and bring supplies from every recess in our
own country and from others. Thus we have in Janu-
ary, February, and March Cauliflowers and Potatos

from Cornwall, Holland, Belgium, and France, and
even from Portugal and Spain, grown in the open air,

and rivalling our hothouse productions. When turn-

pike roads were the only means of conveyance, land

around large towns had a species of monopoly in the

supply of vegetables, and much ordinary land was
forced into market-garden cultivation ; but now it is

soil and cUmate that has the monopoly, and some of

these grounds must be dropped out of the market-garden

category, and revert to ordinary farm uses and rents,

otherwise the perverse cultivators will come to grief, as

many did last year to my own knowledge, when
wholesale prices obtained for almost everything grown,

e.xcept Apples and Asparagus, were nearly nominal. It

thus appears indispensable to success to secure a con-

genial soil irrespective of locality, otherwise no culti-

vator of the present day can hope to obtain any but the

most ordinary returns for his constant an.\ieties, mid-

night labours, and the speculative risks he runs.

A few years ago a gentleman with whom I am
acquainted commenced market gardening on 700 acres

of a medium soil—shallow drift on a subsoil of estuary

gravel and London clay—simply because it was witliin

carting distance of the metropolis ; but as he had not

the natural basis to work upon, a few years' ex-

perience has induced him to reduce the area so culti-

vated to one-third the original quantity. Another

gentleman with whom I am acquainted, who farms an

equal quantity of land only a few miles off, and

possesses the right basis, namely, a deep alluvial soil,

not only competes successfully with all comers in the

London markets, but last year performed the as-

tounding feat of competing successfully with the

midland counties and northern growers in their own
markets, as far north as Glasgow, to which he sent

60 per cent, of his early produce, and from which,

notwithstanding the Irish supplies, he obtained the

most profitable returns. When I add that this con-

geniality of soil is annually assisted by nearly 20,000

tons of purchased manure, including the peculiar

ingredient "ground whalebone," this successful in-

vasion of the North will be accounted for. Again, in

Lincolnshire, around Boston, Spalding, and in other

districts, orchards and market-gardens are springing

up, not because they are near populous centres of

consumption, but because they possess rich loamy soils

and subsoils suitable for the production of fruit and

vegetables.

If we go farther afield, we find the otherwise worth-

less sandbanks on the Cheshire shore opposite Liver-

pool let at from .^15 to ;^20 an acre, because they

have been found suitable for the production of early

Potatos, which are thus grown : The Potato sets are

kept in warm places during winter, to induce them to

shoot, and in the months of March and April they are

planted, generally in large beds, well manured, and

covered lightly with soil by the spade, and with litter

on the surface. They are thus covered and uncovered

daily until safe from frosts ; and so watchful are the

growers—who are a distinct and peculiar class—that if

during this time a dangerous frost threatens, they are

said to take the blankets off their children to put them
on the Potatos. In May they begin to dig, and sell at

2j. 6</. per lb., and finish at about 3^., thus realizing

from ;^50 to ^100 per acre ; and from having resided

several years in the county, and seen the care and

labour bestowed upon the crop, I must say the cultiva-

tors deserve the reward they obtain.

Another proof of the predominating importance of

natural soils as the basis of successful results over arti-

ficial condition, is the case of Mr. Wm. Thomson's

great Tweedside vineyard, near Galashiels, in Selkirk-

shire. When in charge of Dalkeith Palace gardens,

Mr. Thomson was frequently called upon to act as

judge at horticultural shows; and finding one grape-

grower always coming to the front and taking the first

prizes, he was induced to visit the locality and inspect

the soils from whence they came ; and finding some
land of precisely similar character in the immediate

neighbourhood, he purchased it, and established the

above-named vineyard. It occupies nearly 4 acres, and

is covered with 50,000 feet of glass, has miles of hot-

water piping, and other necessary appliances, and is

calculated to produce tons of Grapes, hundreds of Pine-

apples and thousands of pot Vinesannually. Whenselec-

ted this land was devoted to common farming purposes

;

but it has already produced Grapes which have com-

peted successfully in London and Paris ; thus showing

that the soil itself contains some inherent qualities

which no art can rival. Apropos to Grape growing, I

have seen many evidences that a water-bearing sub-

stratum within reach of the Vine roots is a source of

constant fertility, providing the water belongs to a

running stream, and is not stagnant. The productive-

ness of the great Black Hamburgh at Hampton Court is

no doubt due to the Thames. On the banks of the

Stour, m Kent, I have seen the same results ; and

perhaps Mr. Thomson's success may also, in some
measure, be due to his proximity to the Tweed. The
geology of gardening is thus shown to be worthy of

study, especially in the formation of new grounds. In
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a few cases indigenous plants may be some indication

as to what species to grow ; but experience is the only

sure guide.

From experience we learn that fruit may be s'own
on some soils if grafted on to an indigenous tree, quite

different to what it would have ^rown en its own stem,

and the produce of trees on some soils is quite dif-

ferent to whit it is on others. In the cider countries

quite different cider is made from Apples of the same
kind grown on different parts of the same farm, show-
ing the predominating influence of soil. Even the

market-garden grounds around London, although

apparently so similar, have all their specialities.

Fulham and Isleworth are famed for the finest fruit—
Asparagus and Rhubarb, interspersed with countless

Moss Roses and flowering plants. Bermondsey and
Deptford are noted for Seakale and Celery; Barking

for Rhubarb, early Cabbages, Onions, and Potatos ;

and all other districts throughout the country have
some specific natural properties which, no art can

impart. Nature, too, has favoured some districts with

climate, to rival which by artificial means is a very

uphill and profitless undertaking. Witness the early

products of Cornwall and the Channel Islands in the

London markets ; and the success of the consignments

to Glasgow I have already mentioned, and which was
no doubt owing to their forestalling the northern

growers, perhaps only by a few days, but still showing
the advantage of earliness in vegetable production and
the levelling influence of railways.

Around London there are about 1 2,000 acres devoted

to market gardening, and 6000 to orchards intermixed

with vegetables and flowers ; for although it is not the

practice in the cider and perry districts to cultivate the

orchard ground it is in those around London. About
40,000 hands are irregularly employed upon these

grounds. On the chalk formations around Mitcham,
Carshalton, and Epsom there are about 500 acres de-

voted to the production of herbs, of which Lavender
is the principal. These crops bring in from ;^20 to

;(^30 an acre annually, although the land on which they

grow is not worth more than 30j-. an acre for any other

purpose. The returns from the suburban market
gardens are sometimes very large and remunerative,

arising more from the enormous crop the land is made
to produce than from high prices. In a very produc-

tive year prices are usually low, and when there is

only a partial crop foreign supplies of fruit and vege-

tables—all of which come in duty free—keep down the

prices. The only protection that native growers now
have is produce abundantly, and keep down the cost of

production. Most of their grounds are managed with

such consummate skill and industry, that to offer a sug-

gestion would appear almost like presumption, but I

will venture to offer one or two.

From excess of ammoniacal manure a good many of

their crops, both bulbous and Brassica, run more to top

and leaf than to root and head than is profitable.

The Brassica tribe are also subject to clubbing, and the

surface of the ground to be infested with chickweed.

Now the whole of these drawbacks can be remedied
by the application of mineral manures, bone-dust, and
superphosphate of lime, and that inexpensive article,

gypsum. Last year I tried what the effect would be

of London dung applied at the rate of 100 tons an acre

on deeply trenched land, on which I planted Bovinia

Potatos, 6 feet apart each way ; Long and Globe
Mangel, Swedish yellow and white Turnips, white and
red Carrots, Parsnips, Cabbages, and Maize, at propor-

tionately wide distances, and the result was a total failure

in every case except the Maize, which reached 8 feet

in height, and was well podded. On another piece of

garden ground, trenched two spits deep, and manured
from the farmyard, and dusted at the rate of five cwt.

per acre with dissolved bones, I dug Bovinia Potatos

at the rate of 2 cwt. per perch, or 16 tons per acre, and
some of the tubers weighed 3 lb. 14 oz. each, and
many of them 2^ lb. and 3 lb. I would also suggest,

to economise the valuable orchard grounds around
London, which are being gradually curtailed by build-

ings and railways, that the French espalier system of

training fruit trees should be adopted, and likewise

dwarf or bush fruit trees planted. The latter in windy
places are invaluable, and the fruit can be gathered
with little labour or expense.

In forming new orchards and gardens it is not only

necessary to select the best species, but to propagate from
the most vigorous and productive parent plants. This is

as beneficial in the vegetable as in the animal world,

for like produces like, and establishes what may be

called pedigree plants. Thus, the late Mr. Circuit's

celebrated Sovereign Rhubarb arose from one root

which he espied in another man's field, and tempted
him to sell for the sum that gives the plant its name.
Fortunes have been made out of this one root, and
one of the largest growers informed me that he
began by planting an acre of it at a cost of ^120,
and found it pay. Rhubarb, like Potatos, can be
propagated from the seed, but, like them also, it may
throw 20 kinds of Rhubarb, but not a single dupli-

cate of the parent. It is therefore necessary to

propagate from the root to preserve a good sort. If

new sorts are required, they must be obtained from the
seed, as in the case of Potatos, and occasionally a

hit may be made, as was done in Potatos by the late

Mr. Paterson, of Dundee, when he originated the

Victoria and Bovinia. But when we know that this

was the main sucicess of 40 years' perseverance and

some hundreds of experiments, there does not appear
much inducement to practical men to be the originators

of species. In the case of Vines, I have known instances

where slips from fruitful parents produced twice the

weight of Grapes that were obtained from others of the

same species growing side by side, and under the same
treatment. The celebrated Fenton Wheat, which has
long been one of the mainstays of Lothian farming,
was originated and propagated in this way by the
tenant of the farm that gave it its name, and whose
position at the present moment in connection with said

farm is so sympathetically before the general public.

This movability of tenant-occupiers is so entirely

incompatible with the high manurial condition required
in market gardens and the establishment of orchards,
that many of the great growers around London are
their own landlords.

Here I would remark how much the unsettled and
hand-to-mouth position of agricultural labourers of the
present day militate against the best cultivation of their

cottage-gardens and allotment-grounds, and the propa-
gation of fruit trees. In Cheshire, where labourers
are almost permanently established in their cottages, it

is not an uncommon thing for them to pay their rents

and something more by the sale of the surplus fruit

crops ; for they use a great deal themselves. And here
I would observe that the Damsons grown in this county,
principally in the farmers' and cottagers' gardens, are

like their famed cheese, which cannot be produced
elsewhere "unless," as was quaintly said by an
old county historian, "you take not only the kine and
the dairywomen, but the land also ; " for in size and
flavour they are not approached even by the best

products of Kent. They are not known in the South
any more than their best cheese, because there are too
many people with long purses in the Lancanshire and
Yorkshire manufacturing towns to allow them, or almost
any other good thing, to leave the districts. This is

another proof the peculiar ingredients possessed naturally
by different soils and subsoils ; and as no economic
process can alter the latter, though you may the former,

deep-rooted plants and trees must always take their

character from the natural geological formations. In my
own district, on the Bagshot sands, we can grow very
good Strawberries, but we are obliged to cart the

Strawberry loams from other districts to do so ; and
our white sands and black peaty soils are being con-
stantly carted away to grow deciduous plants elsewhere.
The only transposition of soils that will pay practically

is when found on the spot, and either in the formation
or renewal of orchard or market-garden ground maybe
profitably resorted to ; thus in double-spit work a good
rich clay, marl, or gravel may be brought to the top ;

or if not good enough for this, it may be simply turned
over. In three-spit work it may be dealt with in three

ways—brought to the top, placed in the middle, or

simply turned over.

Trenching and deep draining, if necessary, of one
kind or another, is the basis in th? formation of all

orchards and market gardens. The next important
step is the proper stocking with trees suitable to the

soil, and for the purposes required, whether for con-

version into cider and perry or for dessert ; and, in the

case of market gardens, the adoption of a rotation by
which a succession of crops can be obtained without
plants of the same tribe following one another. The
original cost of forming orchards and market-garden
grounds is very various, but in amount it is pretty

much alike, because in the cider districts, where
grass is allowed to grow amongst the trees,

it is regularly manured and mowed, and in

suburban districts the land is highly cultivated. The
minimum cost of formation and stocking I have found to

be about £2)0, and the maximum £^0 per acre, and in

exceptional cases I have known it twice as high. The
rents vary from £<, to ;^2o per acre. The latter sum
appears high, but an occupier in Bermondsey who paid

£16 an acre and all rates and taxes, to whom some
years ago I let a farm S miles from Covent Garden, at

a third of that rent, lamented that this was being cur-

tailed by buildings, as he said it was the most profitable

land he occupied. The returns from land of this kind,

and from orchards round the metropolis, or at greater

distances, are so fluctuating that it is no guide to quote
them. I have known the produce realise ;^i5o an
acre, and in other season barely the cost of production,

wliich, including rent and interest of capital, seldom
runs short of ;^30 an acre on well managed ground.

One great drawback to growers is the smallness of

wholesale prices in proportion to those at which their

goods are retailed. Last year I question if they

averaged one-fourth ; and yet consumers complain,

and say the cost of vegetables is a grievance in every

household. Many small growers protect themselves

by "standing the market" themselves, and the larger

farmers have special agents, old, proved, and trusted

foremen, or some one interested in their profits ; but

there is still a very large class who are obliged to trust

to salesmen, who charge their 10 per cent, in the fruit

and vegetables, and ^s. per ton in the Potato markets,

and be content to take what residue they can get.

A novice in the trade, or an amateur, has no chance in

the London markets, however successfully they may
grow the articles required ; and it is a question whether
consumers have not an adequate inducement to

establish co-operative stores in their respective districts.

The following articles, which were sent from one
' moderate-sized garden in Fulham to the London market

in one year, will show the amount and variety of articles
it takes to make up a market gardener's returns :

Forced Radishes .. .. -^.ooo punnets.
Is atiiral ditto .. .. 288,000 bunches.
greens 360.030 ditto.
Cabbages 312,000 heads.
Wallflowers ^.goo bunches.
Moss Roses q,6oo ditto.
±iand-glass Cauhflowers .. 4,800 heads
f^P^'"^g"s 600 bundles in a single day.
i^ettuces 200,000 in one month.
When these grounds change hands, which they

seldom do, except those on the smaller scale, valuers
are employed by the outgoing and incoming tenants,
who are specially acquainted with the business, and are
generally market gardeners themselves, and in some
cases the payment from the one to the other has been
as high as ;^ioo an acre. I have not thought it neces-
sary to enumerate the products which are naturally in
season at different periods of the season, because there
are so many artificial appliances in use, and supplies
come from so many distant places, that our markets are
seldom devoid of anything throughout the year.

Ilorse-and-cart distance at one time embraced the
area from which wc drew our supplies, and this has
still some advantage in connection with the supply of
manure. But if sewage is carried into more distant
districts, less highly rented and burdened with expen-
sive labour, this advantage will be lessened. Sanitary
precautions will not allow occupiers within proximity
of towns and populous districts to avail themselves of
It, but last year I valued the owner into a farm of
160 acres, S miles from the Bank, which he has
sewaged, and let at ;^io an acre to two native tenants
—the former rent having been 52^. 6d. ; but as the
experiment is not yet well begun, I cannot quote or even
predict results. Steam-ploughing may also come into
play, which it has not as yet done, as a large stud of
horses must be kept in proportion to the acreage, for
alternate cartage and working on the land. I have not
gone into the management of orchards in the cider and
perry counties, nor into the numerous and productive
fruit gardens of Kent, because they have already been
fully described in the county and in local reports, and
except that there are innumerable inferior kinds of trees
and plants occupying space and soil entitled to better
sorts I cannot suggest any improvements in their
management.

I was asked to bring this subject forward, because
for the last ten years I have had a great deal to do in
letting market garden ground, and I consented to do
so, more with the view of eliciting information from,
than conveying suggestions or directions to, the occu-
piers of these lands, who though not much heard of in
public are entitled to the highest consideration, for
they pay handsome rents, expend immense sums in
labour, have unceasing labours and anxieties—indeed,
they must have eyes that never wink, and wings that
never are weary—and for all this they have no com-
pensation, but the precarious chance of profit. No
shutting up shop with them between seed-time and
harvest, with tours of pleasure or instruction between

;

no very bracing climate to live in ; no field or cover
shooting ; no hunting, or other country sport ; very
little sympathy between the employers and employed,
and none of those patriarchal associations that help to
make a country life pleasant, even when it is not very
profitable.

The French Peasant Farmers' Seed Fund : a
Report on the Agricultural and Economic resitlts of
the Spring Distribution. Written at the request of
the Right Hon. Lord Vernon, President. By William
Delf, Hon. Corresponding Member of the Central
Society of Agriculture of the Seine Infcrieure,
W. Clowes & Sons, 14, Charing Cross.

This is a very interesting journal, and will be read
with great satisfaction by those who contributed to the
Fund, whose results are here described. We name
the title in our pages, however, rather that it may be
procured as a picture of French agriculture, and for

the same reason we take the following e.vtracls from
its pages ;

—

Agriculture in the Willey of the Loire.—"My
route lay for some distance by the side of the
Loire, wliich runs through the centre of France and
waters the provinces of louraine, Orlt-.anais, Anjou. and
Poilou, which are justly entitled the garden of France,
Nature has been very lavish of her gifts in these districts

;

so various and fertile are the soils tliat scarcely a grain or
a fruit of any kind is wanting, but all flourish well. The
Vines were well-nigh borne down with the clusters of
Grapes, the Walnut trees were dense with their nuts, the
orchards were literally groaning under the weight of all

kinds of fniit, the forage and grain crops were good ; and
all this was produced by Nature's own hand, little trouble
having been bestowed upon the cultivation of the soil.

Wlien remarking upon the exceeding fertility of the
country I was reminded of the expression— 'Cest le pays
de rire et de ne rien faire, ' and truly it may be used here.
The morning was comparatively cool, and as I drove on
many peasants were seen bringing in their produce to the
metropolis of this district, either on foot or by cart.
Those thus employed were chiefly women, and great were
the loads that many of them bore ; with a strap round the
waist a basket of fniit would be suspended in front, while
as a counterpoise another filled with vegetables would be
hung behind, and either hand carried a large can of milk.
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These burdens are conveyed for long distances, and the

provident peasant woman returns with the necessary sup-

plies to her house, depositing \vith great frugality the

little balance of her coin in the homely bank. There is

nothing to equal the savmg habits of these poor women,
who know full well the value of providing against a rainy

day. There is little to be seen of what we understand by

pauperism, for almost every peasant has his own httle

plot of land, which he cultivates with diligence ;
there is

also much emulation among them—this has a very salu-

tary effect, and promotes a highly commendable industry

and sobriety. In cases where the extent of land is too

small to occupy all the time of its owner, he offers his

ser\'ices to a neighbour of larger possessions, for which he

is paid at the rate of is. 8J. to 2s. per day. The labour

upon the large farms is generally done by single men,

who receive, in addition to board and lodging, from 300 f.

to 450 f. per year {/, 12 to ^iS). The land is divided into

many-sized holdings, varying in extent from 5 hectares

(12 acres) to 100 hectares and upwards. I was at some
pains to ascertain the apportionment of small and large

occupations throughout the department of Indre-et-Loire
;

as nearly as 1 could learn it is as follows : one-eighth is

held by persons occupying 40 hectares and upwards
;

three-eighths by those occupying 20 to 40 hectares ; and
four-eighths by those cultivating less than 20 hectares, the

majority of the latter half holding from 4 to 6 hectares.

The smaller properties are in nearly every case cultivated

by the owners. The range in the ^'alue of land is very

great. As an instance I may mention that in the short

distance of 9 miles between the communes of Villandry

aiid Brehiemont land is purchased at the rate of iSoo f.

per hectare (about £28 los. per acre) at the formei place,

while at the latter place it has, in extreme cases, realised

As much as 10.000 f. per hectare (^160 per acre), being
little less than six times the price of land at Villandry."

La Petite Culture.— " My duties having led me to see

$0 much of 'la petite culture," I endeavoured to solve, at

least to my own satisfaction, a question which has fre-

quently engaged the attention of writers on political

economy, namely, which system tends most to the pros-

perity of the countr\^—that of ' la grande culture,' or that

of ' la petite culture?" Little doubt exists in my own
mind respecting the effect of ' la petite culture ' upon the

country of France. In a national point of view it is

inimical to the interests of the country, inasmuch as a full

development of the resources of the soil is impossible, in

consequence of the want of means at the disposal of the

peasant farmer, the small subdivision of land affording no
scope either for the use of implements tending to economy
of labour, or for a more perfect system of tillage. To
take one instance as an example, the peasant is either

content or compelled to scrape the soil with his wretched
implement and weak horses, rather than plough that

which, if thoroughly cultivated, would yield a far better

return. As it is not my intention to go further into the

subject, I forbear to enlarge upon the scant hand with

which manure is applied, the few facilities for obtaining

good seeds, and many other causes which prevent the

system of 'la petite culture' yielding to the country at

large that return which would accrue under a more
extended and advanced system. As regards the small
proprietor himself, who may be said to hold in the social

scale a position similar to that of the ordinary farm
labourer of Great Britain, there can be no doubt that in

point of independence, dweUing, and home comforts, he
has greatly the advantage of his neighbours across the

Channel. The French peasant farmer is very frugal,

moves in a stereotyped groove not of the widest gauge,

and with few exceptions is the possessor of a plot of land,

or is in a fair way of becoming so ;
that is to say, he is in

a certain sense a capitahst, and the means of subsistence

at least are secure to him, which render him content.

Thus the agricultural system and ' la petite culture ' are

consonant with the most natural and least fettered means
of existence. Thus it may be said that the system which
inclines to the comfort of the individual is opposed to a
complete expansion of the national resources."

Lastly, the following is the very satisfactory con-

clusion at which Captain Delf arrives on a review of

the operations of the Seed Fund, and its adminis-

tration :

—

"Of the immense benefit conferred by the French
Peasant Fanners' Seed Fund upon many thousands of

families in the worst ravaged districts of France there can

be no doubt, as several thousands of acres have borne
abundant crops of Oats, Barley, Potatos, Vetches, Maize,

&c., which would otherwise have remained untilled. The
gratitude of the peasantry is unbounded, and not a little

has been effected by this Society in establishing a bond of

union and confidence between the agriculturists of this

country and those of France. A great economical, bene-
ficial, and lasting result will accrue to the agriculture of

France from the distribution of a large variety of new
seeds in the country. The value attached to the British

varieties is indicated by the fact that the larger proprietors

are already seeking to obtain, for future seed-times, their

stock from the peasants who have been supplied by this

Society ; this advantage is recognised by the various

agricultural societies of France.
"

Farm Memoranda.
Gigantic Grain Warehouses of the Mersey

Dock Boabd.—The following description is the result

of a visit to one of these a few days ago. The scene of
operations is a huge pile of warehouses, or granaries,

covering several acres of ground, and reaching upwards
to the height of some six or eight floors. The grain
ships arrive alongside these warehouses, and the cargo
—whether in bulk or in bag—is emptied into what is

called the "well" of the building, a depth of 22 feet

below the level of the quay. It falls into a '* hopper,"
capable of holding 6 tons : and it need scarcely be stated

that the object of thus lowering it is to dispense with

the manual labour which would otherwise be necessary

in filling the apparatus by which it is raised to the dif-

ferent floors. Corresponding with the " well " at the

bottom of the building is a "tower" at the top, and
the distance between the two is 145 feet. A bucket

worked by a hydraulic ram travels between the two ; and
when a given quantity of grain has been emptied into

the hopper the bucket descends, and by liberating a

certain spring on its way to the bottom uf the well an

arrangement is brought into play whereby the fdling of

the hopper is suspended, and the grain contained in

the lower or sloping part empties itself into the bucket.

The hopper is made to hold 6 tons, and the quantity

discharged at each descent of the bucket is i ton—that

being the quantity contained in the part of the hopper
below which the filling process has been temporarily

suspended by the action already described. A single

stroke of the ram, and the bucket is raised from the

bottom of the well to the top of the tower—the distance

of 145 feet with a ton of grain being accomplished in

45 seconds. On its upward journey, the bucket

—

which, it should have been stated, works on a sort of

rails or guides—replaces the arrangement disturbed by
its downward motion ; and the process of filling the

hopper is once more restored. Reaching the top, the

backet is acted upon by what is called the "tipping

wheel," and thus made to empty itself into the tower,

where the contents are weighed and got in readiness

for distribution throughont the different iloors and
sections of the immense building. This subsequent

process is even more novel and interesting than that

just described. The upper floor of the warehouse is

traversed in every direction by belts or bands revolving

on pulleys, driven by small liydraulic engines. These
bands, which are composed of india-rubber and canvas

amalgamated, are from 15 to iS inches in width, and

about a 4 of an inch in thickness. A sort of "mouth
piece " is fitted on to the bottom of the hopper con-

taining the particular kind of grain to be distributed
;

and by this means it is thrown on the band revolving

underneath, in an even and continuous stream, and in

sufficient quantity to keep the bucket going regularly

between the well and tower, with its load of a ton

every three-quarters of a minute. The grain is carried

forward on the band at a very considerable speed ; and
by the introduction of what is called the discharging or

throwing-off apparatus, which can be attached at plea-

sure, it can be deposited in any section of the top lioor,

or diverted down shoots, which carry it to any of the

numerous floors underneath. It can even be made to

go "round the corner"—or, in other words, carried from

one side of the floor to the other, and then sent along

the entire lenglhof the building. To accomplish this, one

band is raised, by means of movable rollers, some little

distance above the level of the other ; and, by the intro-

duction of the " mouthpiece" arrangement, the grain

is thrown off from one to the other, without the loss of

even a single particle. Away it goes, first up hill and then
down ; and when it comes to the point where it is to

be thrown off, so gi'eat is the impetus and the "co-
hesion" (if we may use such a word), that it is carried

forward in an unbroken stream for some feet after it

has left the band, and is, in fact, without any "sup-
port." Perhaps it is a stream of Maize that is being

carried along in one direction, and a stream of Wheat
or Barley in another ; and, standing between the two
bands, one cannot help being struck with the extreme
regularity and simplicity of the process, and its entire

adaptability to the end in view. Nor is the sight

altogether devoid of the picturesque ; for with the

gently undulating motion imparted to the bands as they

pass over the rollers, and the varying colour of the lon^

stream of grain as it is being carried forward, there is

something beyond the mere mechanical part of the

operation to divert the eye. Each set of bands has its

own particular hydraulic engine, so that it can be
worked independently of the others, or left alone at

will. By an ingenious arrangement of two cords which
run parallel with and throughout the entire length of

the bands, they can either be started, stopped, reversed,

or have their speed regulated at any point ; and the one
thing that strikes the visitor to this unique establish-

ment is the very small amount of manual labour em-
ployed in so gigantic an operation as that of storing nearly

1000 tons of grain per day. It need scarcely be pointed

out that the principle of those " elevators " is to get

the cargo up to the highest point in the first place, and
then to allow it to distribute itself by gravitation ; or,

in other words, to find its own level. These ware-

houses in Liverpool have been in operation about three

years. The machinery, which is of a very simple but

effective character, was supplied by the firm of Sir W.
Armstrong, of the Elswick Works, Newcastle-on-Tyne,

and the system is stated to be superior to that in opera-

ration at Chicago, where "grain elevators" are quite

an institution. The capacity of the Liverpool ware-

house is something like 40,000 tons : and on the

occasion of the visit in connection with which this

description was written, there^were stated to be between

29,000 and 30,000 tons of grain in store. Scots??tan.

Cfee mack's mmk.
Roxburghshire : Fei. 28.—On Saturday and Sun-

day we had another heavy fall of rain ; the main drains

were unable to carry off all the water which has flooded

the fields in many places. Fortunately, ploughing has

got well forward, and we will not need to hurry on to
the land again till it has had time to dry. This last
week we have been engaging our servants for another
twelvemonth

; they are standing out for a rise in their
wages, and have generally succeeded in getting it. The
men are partly paid in grain, Potatos, cow's keep,
&c., which, including everything, amounts to about
£i(> per annum, with a free house and garden. There
is great difficulty in getting female outworkers, whose
wages run from \s. 2d. to is. 6il. per day.
West Gloucester: 3Ijrch 26. —We have had

quite a severe change in the weather, but we can
hardly call it a wholesome change, to see the ground
covered with snow at the end of March. We have
finished Oat sowing, and most of the Peas, Beans, and
Wheat are got in hereabouts. Fat stock of every
description sells well, and store stock maintains an
exceedingly high figure. Indeed, we cannot see how
it can be bought to feed profitably.

April 2. — There is still a large acre-
age of roots to be fed off, which will make Barley
sowing very late. We are, however, pushing on the
ploughing, in order to keep up the sowing close to the
sheep. We do not see that the late frost has mate-
rially injured the growing crops, but no doubt the
blossom on some of the early fruit trees has somewhat
suffered. We have to-day stocked the Italian Rye-
grass with ewes and lambs ; seldom has there been so
good a herbage at this time of year. Lambing is

pretty well over hereabouts, and a good fall of lambs
has been the result, with very few losses. The labour
question is assuming quite a serious tone already. One
noble landowner in this division has risen his men 2s.

per week ; and no doubt the wisdom of such a step
will be appreciated by others, in order to prevent as
much as possible a combination amongst the men.
7. IV.

North Wilts : March 26.—The dry weather
previous to the late " collapse of spring " has pre-
vented any injurious eflects from the snow. The land
is working well, and is in a good state for Barley and
Oats. The cold weather has somewhat injuriously
affected the lambs, but a little extra dry and nutritious

food has put matters to rights. The tegs have rapidly
improved ; the difficulty now is how to make the best

of the abundant supply of food. Pastures are pro-
raising, and there is even now a good bite of grass in

sheltered situations. E. W. M.
South Northumberland :

March 27.—Hard frost ; morning cold : sleet showers after-

noon. Thrashing Barley and Beans.

,, 28.—Cold rainy day. Delivering grain, and lifting

road-scrapings.

,. 29.—Warm day. Carting road-scrapings.

,, 30.—Cold showery day. Repairing farm fences.

April 1.—Cold, but dry day. Ditto ditto,

„ 2.—Rainy day. Hiring day at Hexham, and a holi-

day for the men.

General feeding cattle and sheep. Prospective finish-

ing Barley sowing, if weather permit ; but land very
wet, and no appearance of dry weather yet. A. IV. D.

Notices to Correspondents.
Esparto Grass : Ignoramus. We have not the least idea

that it would be good fodder,

PEMBROiiESHiRE Cattle : J.B. Please excuse a week's
delay.

arhtls*
METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.

MoNDAV, April I.

The number of Beasts is not quite so large as on
last Monday, but for Easter Monday it is considerable ;

trade is dull, and prices are lower on the average. The
supply of Sheep is also good for the day ; the demand is

not so active as of late, although choicest quahties are not
much lower. Good Lambs are rather dearer. Calves
are not quite so dear. Our foreign supply consists of 440
Beasts, 9920 Sheep, and 136 Calves ; from Scotland
there are 175 Beasts ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 1500;
and 305 from the Midland and Home Counties.

s.
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MARK LANE.
Wednesday, April 3.

Much quietness prevailed in the ^ain trade to-day.

With only short supplies of English Wheat, but a good

show of foreign, the demand ruled inactive; nevertheless,

there was no variation to notice in the quotations.

Barley changed hands to a limited extent, on former

terms. Malt nominal, in the absence of important trans-

actions. Maize and Oats met a limited inquiry, on

former terms. Beans and Peas were neglected. Flour

was inactive, but values were supported.

Price per imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. .White
— fine selected runs do.

— Talavera
— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind & dist. ,26* to ixs.. Chev.
— Foreign. .Rrinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rve-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan.. ..31J. to 33^. ..Tick— Pigeon 37^. to 58J. ..Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers
— - Maple, 36J. to 38J. Grey

Maize
Flou r, best marks delivered . .per sack
— ad ditto ditto

.— Foreign per barrell24—28 Per sack

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage-

52—57 Red
56—60 Red
58—61

1

— Red
46—^7

j

38—40 Malting .

-30 Malting .

20—23

1

25—27 Feed ...

24—26 Feed ..

.

22—241 Feed ...

31—33 Foreign .

49' Harrow .

.

I
Longpod ,

33—39, Egyptian.
39—41! Suffolk .

.

36 Foreign .

,

Foreign .

.

44—50
40—42, Country

51—56
53—57

33—38
30—42

36—44
32—34

40—42
38-60
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FOLLOWS &, BATE'S

PATENT LAWN MOWERS,
The "CLIMAX" and the "ANGLO-AMERICAN."

Between 5000 and 6000 of these celebrated Machines were sold last year, and 10,000 are being preparedfor the present season.

"In all things, but proverbially so in Mechanics, the supreme excellence is

simplicity." -JAMES WATT.

These words are very applicable to the simple Wheel and Pinion driving power of

the "Climax" and "Anglo-American" Lawn Mowers.

FOLLOWS & BATE'S PATENT " ANGLO-AMERICAN " LAWN MOWER
With combined Back and Front Delivery.

COLLECTING THE

GRASS.

PRICES OF THE
"ANGLO-AMERICAN" LAWN MOWER.

12 in. 14 in. 16 in. 18 in.

£4. £4 10s. £5 10s. £6 10s.

2o in. 24 in. 30 in.

£7 10s. £9. £14.

Prices of Larger Sizes up to 48 Inches on application.

Carriage Paid to any Railway Station in En£;land, Wales, or

Scotland, and to the principal Irish Ports.

BOX DETACHED,

As used for Cutting

Long Wet Grass on

uneven ground, or dis-

tributing short cuttings

behind.

TURNED COMPLETELY OVER

For Wheeling away—out of

gear, with cylinder raised off

the Ground.

The Grass-collecting Box can be

carried on the Top of Handle
against the Roller.

Safe on the roughest road.

This Machine has been thoroughly tested, a very large

number sold, and with results which enable the manufacturers to

recommend it with the fullest confidence to the public. It not

only does all that a Lawn Mower is expected to do, but with about

half the usual power to propel it. Without being made specially

for one kind of work or the other, it is ever ready for mowing the

longest grass, in whatever condition and on the most uneven

ground,—or it can be used with equal advantage for keeping the

smoothest lawn in the perfection of order.

The facility of transport, by simply turning the handle over,

which raises the cylinder off the ground, is beyond dispute, as

the Machine can be thus wheeled away in safety on the roughest

The shape of the handle is also an advantage, as the Gardener
does not require to stoop when working the Machine or moving
it about.

It is provided with a Grass-collecting Box and movable plate,

so that it can be used to distribute the cuttings on the ground, or

to gather them, thus combining the English and American systems

in one Machine.

The driving power—as illustrated above—gives a very rapid

motion to the cyUnder, which is fitted with the correct number
of cutters, so that the possibility of ribbing the Grass is entirely

avoided.

These Machines are fully guaranteed in every respect, and
after trial, if not satisfactory, they can be at once returned to the

makers, who will bear all the expenses of carriage, &c.

From the " Gardeners' Chronicle^'' Aug. 26, 1871.— " Follows
& Bate's ' Anglo-American ' Lawn Mower.—A number of

Lawn Mowers of different sizes of this pattern were exhibited at

Chiswick, on Tuesday last, and gained the approbation of the

several committees and of the exhibitors there present. The
revolving cutter consists of six knives, placed diagonally, as usual.

There are two driving wheels, and a collecting box in front of the

knives, which may be removed at pleasure, in which case the

grass is scattered. Behind the knives is a small wooden roller.

The handle is in a direct line with the axles of the driving wheels,

a circumstance which adds greatly to the easy working of the

machine ; which, from what we saw of it, we are disposed to think

very highly of."

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, containing Opinions of

the Press, Testimonials Jrom all parts of the Kingdom, and full

particulars on the " Anglo-American " and " Climax " Mowers,

postfree on application to -

FOLLOWS & BATE, HORTICULTU
DUTTON STEEET

RAL AND AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS,
WOEKS, MANCHESTEB.
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FARM SEED S—N EW and GENUINE.
CLEAN SAMPLES and EXCELLENT GROWTH.
SCOTCH-GROWN PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS.
FOREIGN-GROWN PERENNIAL RYE-GKASS.
ITALIAN-GROWN PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS.

These Seeds have all been thoroughly machine-cleaned.
ENGLISH and FOREIGN RED CLOVER.

COW-GRASS, WHITE, ALSIKE, and YELLOW CLOVER.
Our Clovers are selected Samples, and warranted free from

adulteration. Samples and prices on application.
NATURAL GRASSES for PERMANENT PASTURE,

This Department of the Business has received our close attention

for the last 30 years, and our Mixtures are sure to give satisfaction.

The Seeds are all Imported and hand-picked.
GRASS SEEDS for all SOILS.

SCOTCH TARES, SEED GRAIN. &c.
Several Prizes and Silver Medals have been Awarded us for the

superiority of our Seeds.
See our SOWER'S GUIDE for 1872.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE (established over half a century),

Seed Growers and Merchants, Carlisle.

To tlie Trade.
MANGEL WUEZEL SEED.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make special
• offers of the following sorts of MANGEL WURZEL

SEEDS, which they have grown this season from fine selected trans-

planted bulbs. The prices arc very moderate, and the quality

excellent :

—

SHARPE'S selected SMALL-TOPPED YELLOW GLOBE
ELVETHAM LONG RED
Selected RED GLOBE
Selected LARGE YELLOW GLOBE
Selected LONG YELLOW

Samples and further particulars on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

MEDICATED TOBACCO PAPER (Genuine),
undoubtedly the best and most economical Fumicator.

Circulars and all particulars on application.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

KENNEDY'S
PEEIAIEIT PASTUEE IIXTUEES,

TO SUIT ALL SOILS.

The great benefit derived by Sowing Down Land for Permanent Pasture with Natural Grass Seeds cannot be

over-estitSated. The trifling cost of KENNEDY'S MIXTURES for PERMANENT PASTURE over that of

Common Rye-grass and Clover being far more than compensated by the greater abundance of herbage produced, of a

much more nutritious and permanent liind. Our Mixtures are made up in e.-ich case to suit the particular soil,

situation, and purpose for which they are required ; and it gives us pleasure to say that they continue to maintain the

high character they have held for so many years past. A DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST of these GRASSES, as

well as of CLOVER, TURNIP, and other FARM SEEDS, can be had on application. Seeds are delivered free of

Carriage, as formerly.

THOMAS KENNEDY and CO., SEED and NURSERY ESTABLISHMENT, DUMFRIES.

wmMMMrh C CORNER of f
'-\ STREET.

)

GRASS SEEDS,

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,

PICCADILLY, ^Sr
London. Xiy KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

FLOWER SEEDS.

Catalogues joruiarded Posi Free to any address on application,

GENUINE GRASS SEEDS.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.,

DESIHE TO DIRECT THE SPECIAL ATTENTION OF INTENDING PURCHA.SERS TO THE FOLLOWING VERY FINE

MIXTURES OF GRASS AND GLOVER SEEDS,
which they guarantee are not to be surpassed in quality and selection.

In ordering G/ass Seeds, a deseription of the Land to be laid down is very necessary,

so that a suitable Mixture may be supplied.

MIXTURES for PERMANENT PASTURES and MEADOW LAND,
Containing only the most suitable GRASSES and CLOVERS, 26j. to 325. per acre.

MIXTURES for PARKS, ORNAMENTAL GROUNDS, &c.,
Specially prepared from the finest Evergreen varieties, i8j. per bushel.

MIXTURES for SHEEPWALKS and CHALKY UPLANDS,
Composed of kinds which thrive on poor soils, 26j. to 30J. per acre.

MIXTURES for IRRIGATION or WATER MEADOWS,
26^. to 30J. per acre.

MIXTURES for RECLAIMED MARSHES or HEATH LANDS,
20-r. to 24-r. per acre.

MIXTURES for GARDEN LAWNS, PLEASURE GROUNDS, GRASS PLOTS,
BOWLING GREENS, &c.

This Mixture has been most carefully prepared from the finest dwarf kinds, and cannot fail to give satisfaction.

20.r. per bushel ; u. per lb.

MIXTURES for ALTERNATE HUSBANDRY.
These Mixtures are formed of the best CLOVERS, FESCUES, RYE-GRASSES, &c., according to requirement,

and in ordering it should be stated whether it is required for one, two, or three years' lay.

14J. to 24?. per acre.

RENOVATING MIXTURE for RENEWING and IMPROVING OLD PASTURES.
This Mi.xturc consists of the best PERENNIAL CJR;\SS SEEDS and CLOVERS, and will greatly improve the

Pasture. Sow lo to 12 lb. per acre. 10,/. per lb. ; 8+1. per cwt.

MANGEL WURZEL, TURNIP, KOHL RABI,
And aU other AGRICULTURAL SEEDS of finest quality, PRICED C.'^TALOGUES of which are now ready,

and will be forwarded Post Free on apphcation.

1^ Wliere large quantities are required, Messrs. V. & Sons will /eel much pleasure in quoting Special Prices.

Free to London ; Five Casks and upwards to any Station in England
or 15 per Cent. Discount.

EPPS'S SELECTED PEAT.—Patronised by the
leading Horticulturists and Amateurs in the three kingdoms.

See testimonials. Packed in 4-bushel barrels, 8i. each, inclusive:
selected for Orchids, os. Special offers for Truck-loads for general
purposes. Terms, casn.

FEAT. SAND, and LOAM STORES, I^wisham, S.E.

Caro Guano.

/CHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO, rich in Soluble

Phosphates and Nitrogenous Organic Matter. See Chemical
Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for Grain and Root
Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to Peruvian.

Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD and CO., Billiter Street, London, E.C.

O MANURE MANUFACTURERS.T
PHOSPHATES OF LIME,

ENGLISH AND FOREIGN,

MAY BE OBTAINED OF

F. C. HILLS AND COMPANY.

DEPTFORD, S.E.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for CORN CROPS.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for ROOTS and GREEN CROPS GENERALLY.

ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES,
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
ODAMS'S NITRO-BIPHOSPHATE(or Prepared) GUANO.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL BARLEY MANURE.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL MANGEL MANURE,
ODAMS'S TOP-DRESSING MANURE.

MANUFACTURED

I ATE N T N I T R O-P HOSPHATE,
OB

(LIMITED),BLOOD MANURE COMPANY
Consisting of

TENANT FARMERS occupying upwards of 80,000 acres of Land.
Chief Office—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
Chairman—Robert Leeds, Castleacre, Norfolk.

Z?<-/H/y-CAaiV>Ha«—John Collins, 255, Camden Road, N.W.
Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Hens.
Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon, Norfolk.
George Savill, Ingthorpc, near Stamford.
Charles Dorman, 21, Essex Street, Strand, VV.C.
Thomas Webb, Hildersham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.
C. T, Lacy, 60, West Smithfield, E.C.
J. C. Jonas, Cambridge.
Herbert Bird, Shortacres, Peterborough.

Managing- Direclor.—Ja.mcs Odams.
Several Hundred ThousandTons of the Manures have been supplied

to the Agricultural Public, and the increasing demand that exists for

them is the best proof of the appreciation in which they are held.
Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of the local agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.
Chief Offices, 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C,

rpHIir~L d N DON M"A N~U~RE COMPANY
_L (Established 1840)^

Have now ready for delivery, in nne dry condition—
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE,forTop-Dressini;
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITROPHOSPHATE
MANGEL, HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Bonar,

&Co.), NITRATEofSODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c
116, Fenchurch Street, EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(registered Trade Mark, " Flying Albatross"), is now ready for

delivery in quantity and in fine condition. The best fertiliser yet
produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contams
21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Salts

of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor
Way, Mr. Ogston, Mr. Sibson. Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of
which is secured by a leaden seal bearing the Company's Trade
Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so long as the seals remain
unbroken.
BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, so, Billiter Street, E.C.

JB. LAWES' MANURES.
• These Manures have been largely in use fur between 30 and 40

years, with a yearly increasing demand. They were the first

Chemical Manufactured Manures offered for Sale in the country.

JOHN RENNET LAWES,
CHEMICAL and MANURE WORKS,

Dcptford and Barking Creeks; and
Atlas Chemical Works, Millwall, London.

Head Offices :—59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.
Branch Offices ;—22, Eden "Juay, Dublin; Market Street, Shrews-

bury; Womanby Street, Cardiff; Cumberland Road, Bristol ; O3, Con-
stitution Street, Leith ; and 34, Market Sreet, Aberdeen
Slanures manufactured by Mr. LAWES can be supplied direct from

the Works, or through his DcpOts, at the Ports and Railway Stations
throughout the Kingdom,
LAWES' TURNIP MANURE ; LAWES' SUPERPHOS-

PHATE of LIME; LAWES' DISSOLVED BONES; LAWES'
POTATO MANURE; LAWES" MANURES for WHEAT,
BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGELS; LaWES'S CONCEN-
TRATED CORN and GRASS MANURES, specially prepared for

each crop.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses, or

through any of the appointed Agents, throughout the United
Kingdom.
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA. and other CHEMICAL M ANrRES,as alsoLINSEEU
CAKK.COITON SEED CAKE, and RAPE CAKE.

LAWES'S MANURES for GRASS LAND should
be applied during the months of February' and March. Nitrate

of Soda supplied ex Ship or from Stocks at Docks at London, Liver-
pool, and oilier ports, at lowest market prices.

JOHN RENNET LAWES, 59, Mark Lane, London, EC.
Branch Offices :—Market Street, Shrewsbury ; aa, Eden Quay,

Dublin; Womanby Street, Cardiff; Cumberland Road, Bristol

;

63, Conslitulion Street, l.citn;'and 34. Market Street, Abcrbccn.
LAWES'S PATENT T.UkNlP 1\1ANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED BONES.
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATEof LIME,
LAWES'S WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS and MANGEL MANURE.
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained flt any of the above addresses or

through any of the .ippointed Agents throughout the United Kingdom.
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and other CHEMICAL MANURES; AMERICAN
and other CAKES, nt market prices.
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The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
OOLEYS TOBACCO POWDER.

Of all Nurseninen and Seedsmen.

G

TOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES.—Wiu destroy Thrip. Red Spider, Green and Black

Fly, and Mealy Buf^, and burns without the assistance of blowing,
and is entirely free from paper or rags. Price 31. 6d. per lb., carriage
free. A reduction in price for large quantities.

To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS and SONS, Tobacco Manufac-
turers, 112, Sl John Street, Clcrkenwell, E.G., of whom Copies of

Testimonials may be obtained ; and of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners si nee 1859, agai nst
Red Spider, Mildew, Tnrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
ot from 4 to t6 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, ir.

boxes, If., 3$., and los. 6d,

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited],

Battersea, London, S.W.

Red
Spider.

Magni-
fied.

XTORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.
"*--*- OP EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Designed, Built, and efficiently Ventilated and Heated. Estimate

given to Architects' Plans, or to Rough Sketches, with sizes, &c.

Her M.\jesty. ^,
By Special Warrant, dated /V^^'

December 27, 18*- ^"^ '-

By Royal Appointment.
V. -^^ *». TO THE

Prince of Wales.
By Special Warrant, dated

February 10, 1866.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, Original and
Sole Proprietors of the

STOCK-BREEDERS' MEDICINE CHEST.
For Disorders in Horses, Catile, Calves, Sheep, and Lambs, and the

Inventors of the FIRST Animal Sicdicines ever known as " DAY'S,"
This matchless liiile Chest contains the following world-renowned
remedies, nearly all that a Farmer can require to keep his Stock free

from disease, and in fine and healthy condition :

—

The CHEMICAL EXTRACT, for Wounds. Swollen Udders, &c.
The GASEOUS FLUID, for Scour or Diarrhcea, and all Pains.
The RED DRENCHES, for Cleansing the Blood, and for Fevers.
The RED PASTE BALLS, for producing Vigour and High Spirit.

Price of Chest complete, with Guide to Farrierj', £2 i6j. 6d.

Awarded Certificate of Merit by the National Agricultural
Society of Victoria, Australia, Spring Exhibition, 1871.

_ DAY, SON, AND HEWITT, 23, Dorset Street, Baker Street,

L ndon ; and Wantage, Berks.

"PRESERVE YOUR TREES
FROM FROST and BIRDS.

PATENT COTTON NETTING (ij yards wide) for
the protection of Fruit Trees and Tender Plants against Frost,
Hail, and Wind ; also against Wasps and other insects.

FRIGI DOMO (2 and 3 yards wide) : an excellent
protection from Frost,

COTTON BUNTING {38 inches wide) : a good and
light material for shading.

SCRIM CANVAS (36 inches wide) : the best material
for Greenhouse Shades ; light, cheap, and durable.

BROWN LINEN (6 feet wide) : strong and effective
for Conser\'atory Shades.

STRIPED MATERIALS for Blinds, Linen and Cotton
;

a variety of patterns and colours.

TANNED NETTING.—A large quantity of Repaired
Netting, for the preser\'ation of Fruit Trees and Seed Beds from
Birds, at 2d. per yard, 2 yards wide.

ARCHANGEL and OTHER MATS.
Also NEW TANNED NETTING, 2 yards wide, in

pieces of 90 yards in length.

Samples and Price List on application.

Address BENJAMIN EDGINGTON (in full).

Marquee and Tent Maker by Special Appointment to
Her Majesty the Queen and H.R.H. the Prince of
Wales, and His Majesty the King of the Netherlands,

2, Duke Street, London Bridge, S.E.
No other Establishment.

A Pamphlet with Illustrations, Testimonials, &c., and Price Lists of
Sir J. Paxton's Hothouses, for 3<f., post free.

HEREMAN an'd MORTON,
14, Tichborne Street, Regent Quadrant, London, W.

Agents for Chapman's " Multum in Parvo" Flower and Fruit Cases.

B ROWN'S FLORAL SHADING,
A Protection to Fruit Trees from Frost, &c.

Samples and prices on application to
CHARLES BROWN, Greenhevs, Manchester.

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus
FOR

HEATING
CONSERVATORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
PRIVATE RESIDENCES,

&c.

nPRUSS' PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and
J- LEAKLESS PIPE JOINT and PATENT CRACKLESS
EXPANSION-JOINTED TUBULAR BOILERS, of a VARIETY
of FORMS, PORTABLE or for BRICKWORK SETTING. They
are the MOST POWERFUL, whilst ONLY CONSUMING HALF
the FUEL of OTHER BOILERS. PORTABLE BOILERS, to

HEAT ANY LENGTH of PIPING; and ANY PERSON can
TAKE these BOILERS, as also the PIPES, APART, and
SPEEDILY PUT THEM TOGETHER. AGAIN.

T. S. Truss begs to state that the immense number of APPA-
R.\TUS annually Designed and Erected by him in all parts of the
Kingdomiand for the Royal Horticultural Society at South Kensington
and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a guarantee for skill oi
design, superior materials, and good workmanship ; while the great
advantage obtained by his Improved System cannot be over-estimated,
consisting of perfectly tight joints with neatness of appearance ; efiects

a saving of 25 per cent, on cost of Apparatus erected compared with
other systems ; facility for extensions, alterations or removals without
injury to Pipes or Joints; easily and expeditiously erected ; and pcr-
fcctness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY.
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,
Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water and

Steam Apparatus Manufacturer,
Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.

St. Pancras Iron-work Company.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &c.

ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

OLD SAINT
APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

THE CHAMPION HOTHOUSE OF the WORLD.

PATENT. PATENT.
DAYLIGHT WITH PROTECTION.'— REV. HOLE.

The Strongest, Lightest, Neatest, Cheapest, most elegant and complete Plant or Fruit House, is the Patent Imperishable, formed exclusively of
Glass, Iron, and Hydraulic Concrete. No Masonry ! No Putty ! and little Paint,

*,* Nearly 20,000 feet of these most perfect Structures may be seen in the Royal Exotic Nursery of Mr. John Wills, F.R.H.S., Floral
Decorator to Her Majesty the Queen, Sussex Place, Old Brompton, S.W. ; and Houses in work may also be seen at the Works at Newark.

Specimens'of the Patent Imperishable Wall Fruit Preserver and Expanding Fruit House are in the hands of the engravers, and will be published
immediately. Mr. Ayres would also direct the special attention of Gardeners and Horticultural Builders to his

PATENT PANELLED AND PERFORATED CONCRETE SLABS FOR STAGING,
Which are allowed to be the most perfect things for the purpose ever invented. The slabs can be made of any size, and each is guaranteed to resist

a pressure of 3 to 4 cwt. Moulded panels for walling. The price fixed upon iron pillars and bearers is not greater than for well made wood staging,
while of the immeasurable superiority for cultural purposes there can be no question. __

Manufactured by the PATENT IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
NEWARK-UPON-TRENT, NOTTS.

W^L p. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S., Manager.
Noblemen and Gentlemen waited upon in any part of the country.

Plans and Estimates upon the shortest notice. Explanatory Illustrated Prospectus Free by Post for six stamps.
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BRITISH ESPALIER ^VIRE^^STORKS.

R. HOLLIDAY
Begs to call the attention of all Gardeners who are about to have their Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring Walls, as being superior to all others for neatness

strength, and durability.

For Neatness,—Because all the Wires are kept perfectly tight, without the use of the Raidiseur.

For Strength,—Because very much stronger Wire can be used, therefore not liable to be drawn out of the horizontal line by the branches of trees.

For Durability.—Because being able to use the strong Wire, it is not so hkely to be eaten through with the galvanisM as the thin Wire, as used in the French system.
The breaking strain on the small Wire, such as is used in what is known as the French system, is 3201b. per 100 yards.
The breaking strain on the Wire used by us (the British system), is 7501b. per 100 yards, thus giving at once a guarantee to its strength and durability.

GARDEN WALL WIRING.

The above engraving is an example of our system of Wiring Garden Walls. We are just completing the Wiring of the New Garden Walls for the Marquis of Salisburj'.
Hatfield House. The Walls are 12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired on both sides ; making a total length of 1306 yards, —our system being chosen in preference to any other.

ESPALIER COVERED WAY.

The above engraving shows an admirable construction of Espalier Works for a covered way. A twofold object is attached to its erection, viz., the useful and ornamental,
it being adapted either for the growth of Fruit Trees, Climbing Plants, as Roses, &c.

;
and when the Plants or Trees are furnished with foliage, the Covered Way affords a cool

and refreshing Promenade during the hot days of summer. We have recently erected a structure of this description at Hume Towers, Bournemouth, the Seat of the late Sir

Joshua Walmsley, Bart. ; it is about 260 yards in length, so that its proportions afford a somewhat accurate idea of its utility. The formation ol grounds is no obstacle to its

construction, as curves and angles can be so contrived to meet the requirements of the situation. In both cases the Covered W.ay and Wall Espaliers are erected by estimate,

and it is necessary that a plan should be sent—for the Wall, describing the exact length and height, and doorways, &c.
;
the Covered Way, describing length and width, with

bends, curves, and gateways.

UMBRELLA TRAINER.

The Garden Umbrella, as represented in

the engraving, is a construction of strong

Ironwork, suitable for Climbing Plants or

the Weeping Ash. It has an elegant appear-

ance when covered with fohage, and forms

a beautiful garden shade. The size is 12

feet in diameter, and 8 feet 6 inches

high. Circular Iron Seats can be made

for it if required. Price £6, without the

Iron Seats.

ESPALIER SQUARES, ESPALIER WALKS for all kinds of Fruit Trees. IRON and WIRE VINE TRELLISES, STRAINED WIRE DEER FENCING, PARK
and GARDEN FENCING, rabbit-proof or otherwise; TRELLLS WIREWORK for Gardens and Conservatories, WIREWORK. ARCHWAYS for Gardens, Pleasure

Grounds, &c. ; WIREWORK ROSE FENCES ROSERIES, ARBOURS, SUMMER |HOUSES, &c. ; WIREWORK STANDARD B.'VSKETS ; SUSPENDING
BASKETS for Conservatories, WIREWORK FLOWER STANDS for Conservatories, AVIARIES for Conservatories, PHEASANTRIES, &c. ; STRAINED WIRE
FENCING of all kinds, STRAWBERRY CRINOLINES for preserving and keeping the Fruit clean and free from slugs, &c. All kinds of WIREWORK made to order.

R. HOLLIDAY, Practical Wireworker,
2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE, NOTTING HILL GATE, LONDON, W.
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CAST-IRON FOUNDATIONS

FOE

AVEEKS'S
IMPROVED

PEACH HOUSES, VINERIES, AND ORCHARD HOUSES.

THE BEST, CHEAPEST, MOST DURABLE AND EFFICIENT PEACH HOUSES AND,

VINERIES EVER OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC.

They are Tenants' Fixtures, equal to any permanent structure, and may be fixed to any

existing wall.

Full particulars of same sent Post Free on application to

J. Vv^EEKS & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

AND PATENTEES OF THE DUPLEX UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILERS,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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THE REGISTERED HALF-CIRCULAR FLOWER TABLE,
SPECIALLY DESIGNED BY MR. EYLES, FOR THE

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S NEW CONSERVATORY, KENSINGTON GORE,

201.

Manufactured and Supplied only by C. B. WATTS, Ironmonger, &c.,

BROMPTON ROA'D, LONDON, S.W. (nearly opposite brompton square.)

Price £4 10s. complete, with inside Box for Lycopodium. Can be made in a lighter form at less cost.

WIRE ARCHES, HANGING BASKETS, FLOWER STANDS, AND EVERY DESCRIPTION OF WIREWORK TO ORDER.
ORDERS BY POST WILL HAVE IMMEDIATE ATTENTION. DRAWINGS OF WIREWORA' ON APPLICATION.

W. S. BOULTON 8c CO., NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Improved Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very Low Prices.

On/y the best inateriah used. Houses designed to suit any situation. Esti7nates given free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have pricefrom us before orderutg elseivhere.

Ladies or Gentlemen requiring advice as to the Situation, Style, Dimensions, &c., of proposed Horticultural Buildings, waited upon in any part of England, Ireland, or Scotland.

A NEW CATALOGUE, containing Illustrations and particulars of Conservatories and Horticultural Buildines suited for every purpose, also Prices and Estimates for upwards of 150 Houses of
various sizes, posted to any address on receipt of One Shilling in Stamps.

UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER.

In introducinK our New Pattern for 1872, we wish to point out that instead of having

to remove or slide loose glass every time it is necessary to attend to tlie plants, we attach

the glazed lights with hinges to the frame of each length, thereby doing away with the con-

tinual breakage of glass and loss of time inseparable from the use of the ordinary kind sent

out by other makers. Two men can instantly remove a complete length 12 feet by 3 feet

wide, thus proving them to be really portable.

The first of thia improved kind was lately sent to Christopher Turner, Esq., Stoke,

Rochford, Grantham, His Gardener, Mr. I. Dell, wrote us the following Letter,

unsolicited :—

' Messrs. W. S. Boulton & Co.
" Gentlemen,—I consider them the only Plant Preservers worthy of that name.

Every one who has seen them is of the same opinion. I hope to have some more of them
shortly. " Believe rac, yours truly, Isaac Dell,"

They are made in the following sizes. One pair of ends is sufficient for any number of

lengths, if set in a continuous row. In ordering state the number of ends required.

Carriage Paid to any Station within 200 miles of Norwich,

6 feet long by 2 feet wide
12 feet long by 2 feet wide
6 feet long by 3 feet wide
12 feet long by 3 feet wide
6 feet long by 4 feet wide

12 feet long by 4 feet wide
12 feet long by 6 feet wide

Two-thirds allowed for Packing Materials when returned free to our Works.,

We cannot be held responsible for damage in transit ; every care being taken in packing,
breakages are seldom heard of.

Price.
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THE "ARCHIMEDEAN" LAWN MOWER.
LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

REDUCED PRICES.

LIST OF PRICES.
10-inch, suitable for a Lady or a Boy
12-inch, „ a Lady or a Boy
14-inch, „ a Man
16-inch, „ a Man (on level Lawns)..

DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE TO ALL RAILWAY STATIONS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

No Charge for Packing Cases, which are most convenient for storing the Machine during the winter.

£3
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Greenhouses and Conservatories.

H FREEMAN AND SONS, Horticultural
• Builders, and Hot-water Appar.\tus Manufacturebs'

Triangle, Hackney. Good substantially-made GREENHOUSES,
glazetTready for fixing, 42 feet long, 13 feet wide, ^^50 ; 21 feet by nfeet,

JC28 : 12!^ feet by 10 feet, ^15. A handsome CONSERVATORY on
hand.isfeet by i8feet,£iio. CUCUMBER and MELON FRAMES,
and LIGHTS, in stock.

GREENHOUSES from the FINSBURY STEAM
TOINFRY WCRKS 12 Bunh It Ro London EC

\\ H LASCFLLFS Prop p or L s en on appl a on

P ceslor Houses asabove madeofbest ed deal andsashes2 nches
th ck gla ed h 16 oz good sheet gli s del e ed and f ed b n

fio
m les of London pain ed fou coats n best o 1 colour nclud ng

ocks, gutter, down-pipe, and gearing for opening the ventilators at

one time,—heating, staging, brickwork not included :

—

20 ft. by 12 ft. 40 ft. by 16 ft. 60 fL by 20 ft. 100 ft- by 24 ft.

£ao 00 l79 o o £132 o o £238 :o o

GARDEN LIGHTS AND BOXES.
3 ft. by 4 ft lights, 2 in. thick, unglazed 3*. each

I, ,, glazed, i6-oz. good sheet glass . . . . 6s. n
6 ft „ „ 2 in. thick, unglazed 5s- i»

M ,, glazed, 16 oz. good sheet glass .. in. ,,

Portable box containing one 6 ft. by 4 ft. light, painted tour
coats, ready for use .

.

30J. „
Portable box containing two ditto, 6 ft. by 8 ft. . . . . 551. „
Estimates given for Conservatories or Greenhouses to any Design.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials supplied for Heating

GREENHOUSES,
HOTHOUSES,

CONSERVATORIES,
Improved Corneal.

*"^publ?C
^'

BUILDINGS, &c.
H O T -W A T E R

Pll'ES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and
T Pieces, Syphons, and
c\(.ry other connection
ktpt in stock. v,

WROUGHT and ^-
r\ST-IRON CONI- ^Y
CAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONI-
CAL, also ELLIPTIC
BOILERS, from 24s.

each.
Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,

with or without \Vatcr-bars, from 521. 6d. each.

CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand
for use without brickwork, from 60s. each.

1©:

Tubular Boiler.

Elliptic Boiler.

Patent

THROTTLE
and otherVALVES,

FURNACE DOORS, BARS,
and

FURNACE WORK
of everj' description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS
for Pipe Joints ; Sockets re-

quire no other packing, and
are perfectly water-tight.

Goods, of the very best manufacture, delivered at Railway or

Wharf in London.
LYNCH WHITE, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

London, S.E. (Surrey side of Blackfriars Bridge).

Price List on application.

J ONES S PATENT DOUBLE L " SADDLE
BOILER.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,
with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, anci likewise the space occupied ; at the
same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made of the follow-
ing sizes :

—

High.

24 .1

24 »
24 »

36 „
48 „
48 „

Sizes.
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Austin & Seelets Stock

NOW COMPRISES

200 designs of FOUNTAINS, from £10 300 kinds of FLOWER VASES, from 10s.

to £400.
I

to £50.

24 SUN-DIAL PILLARS, from £2 to £9.

20 BASKETS, from 15s. to £35.

14 SHELLS, from 12s. to £15.

52 STATUES, 44 SMALL FIGURES.

70 FIGURES of ANIMALS and BIRDS,

PEDESTALS of all sizes.

18 FLOWER BOXES for Windows.

BALUSTRADING.

34 BAPTISMAL FONTS,

26 CRESTS and FINIALS for Gate Piers,

22 PORTE-FLEURS and TAZZAS, of large diameters, for Lawns,

AUSTI.X'S STONE, INVENTED IN 1S26, IS WATERPROOF, AND NO SAND
IS USED IN IT.

There is no necessity to remove the earth from Vases during winter.

All Ihc kcrbcd flower-beds in /he Royal Hoiiieiiltural Gardens and the Regent's Park

made bv A. tl^ S,

A Considerable Variety of Porte-Fleurs for Central Positions.

Having now been engaged in the making of Fountains, Vases, &c., since 1826, A. and S.

can refer to work in almost every county in the kingdom : and unsolicited testimony which

continually reaches them warrants their assertion that neither terra cotta nor any other material,

whether iron or the natural stone, is so well adapted for economical decoration of gardens liable

to such winters as are common to England and Scotland.

REFERENCE TO PUBLIC WORKS EXECUTED AS DATED:-
Botanical Gardens, Regent's Park, 1838.

Balustrading and other work for the Great Eastern

Railway, Shoreditch, 1843.

Fountain in the Market, Birkenhead, 1852.

Fountain in the Park, Gloucester, 1863.

Fountain in the Dane John, Canterbury, 1859.

Large Vases and Kerbing of the Royal Horticultural

Gardens, i86r.

Ditto in the two Avenue Gardens of the central walk,

Regent's Park, 1863.

Hampton Court Gardens, 1865. [Vases
Star and Garter Hotel, Richmond, 1868, 100 Figures and

T.
The Patent Imperishable Hothouse.AY R E S • S PATEN

GLASS, IRON, and CONCRETE.
Before building a Pbnt or Fruil House ol any kind, send six

stamps, and obtain the Illustrated Prospectus of the
IMPERISHAULE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,

Newark-on-Trent, Notts.

MANAGER—W. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S..
Imperishable Hothouse Company, Newark-on-Trent

Plans, Specifications and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice.

HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.—Medal, 1862.
Invented by the late Sir Tosei'H Paxton.

Manufactured in London; Ulverstone (Lancashire); Gloucester;
Coventry; Paisley, and Aberdeen, only.

Illustrated Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and
other styles of Glasshouses, post free, %i. Estimates given for
Conservatories, &c., to any design in Wood; also for Healing
Apparatus.

HERE MAN AND MORTON, Horticultural Builders,
14, Tichborne Street, Regent Quadrant, London, W.

lOTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE
COW FITTINGS,

UNITED

Ihtit ad\,ipu,i!^(.-s, arc— I'ort.-ii.ilii)', iint n\liirrs, remov.ible at

pleasure; no Woudwork o: I'artiliuns to impede WrUilation or breed
Vermin; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to

infection, being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 55J,

Prospectuses free of COTTAM and Cu., Iron Worns, 2, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street^ London, W., where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

B»e-Hives —Two Silver Medals Awarded to
GEO. NEIGHKOUR and SONS, at the Paris Exhibition of 1867.

The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver Medal for l!ec-hives.

NEIGHBOURS' IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced byGEORCK Neighbour & Sons,~ working three bell-glasses, is

neatly and strongly made of
straw ; it has three windows
in the lower Hive. This Hive
will be found to possess many
practical advantages, and is

more easy of management than
any other Bee-Hive that has
been introduced.

Price, complete. .;£i ig o
Stand for ditto . . o 10 6
The LIGURIAN or

ITALIAN ALP BEE being
much in repute, G. N. & Sons
supply a Swarm of Bees with
fenuine Italian Queen, in the
mproved Cottage Hive, at

£,i„ Hive included.
An Italian Alp Queen, with

full directions for uniting to
Black Stocks, 151. each.
ENGLISH BEES. — Stocks

and Swarms may be obtained
as heretofore.
THE APIARY. By A

Neighbour. 5s., postage 4^.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other Improved Hives, with Draw-
ings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.
Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers, made bj'

James Lee, of Windlesham, at his prices.

Address, GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS, 127, High Holborn,
W.C. ; or 149, Regent Street, W.

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

Nos. 369 to 375, ETJSTON ROAD, REGENT'S PARK, N.W.

1 HE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
<-•{ great durability. The plainer sorts are especially

.suited for KITCHEN GAR- ^^^^^^^
DENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, take up little

room, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-
pense, as do " grown " Edg-
ings, consequently being much
cheaper,

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c, in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, S.E. ; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S. W. ; Kingsland Road.E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANT

COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Pri ce Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories.
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from 35. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of
great durability. Wall Copings. Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds,

Roofing Tiles in great variety, Slates, Cements, &c-

F. and G. ROSHER , Brick and Tile Merchants.—See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.
Fine 14s., Coarse i7i.perTon. In Truck Loads 11. perTon less.

Delivery by Carl within three miles, or to any London Railway or
Whart, 2f. per Ton extra. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or I'crnerics. KENT
PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities

F. AND G, KOSHER.—Addresses see abovi;.

N>B. Orders promptly executed by Kail or to Wharves.
A liberal discount to the Trade.
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GREEN'S PATENT BOILERS
WITH INVERTED CYLINDER ENGINES COMBINED.

Entities Jiid Boilers fitted with Governors, Equilibrium Throttle Valve, Stop Valve, Safety Valve, Feed Pump,

Water and Steam Gauges, Sir'c., complete.

Consumption of Fuel — 7i lb. of Coal per Horse Power per Hour,

))
Water, 1 Cubic Foot

Horse
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NEW LIBRARY SERIES OF "PUNCH."
IN 1 86 1, the Proprietors of "Punch" sought by

means of a Re-issUE to introduce its early Volumes to a newer

and later generation (to whom they were comparatively unknown),

and endeavoured, by means of a moderate price and form of publication,

to place this standard English " History"—in whose pages are depicted

week by week the various social and political changes of each succeeding

period—on the shelves of every Library.

The Introductory Notes or Keys prefixed to each Yearly Volume,
explaining the political allusions of the time, proved to be most valuable

to the reader, and the sale in this country and in the United States was
very large. But the "Re-issue" being limited to the first "twenty

years," made the subsequent volumes almost inaccessible as far as
regards uniformity of binding and price,' so that complete sets of
" Punch " became apparently difficult to procure.

To meet this difficulty, and in compliance with numerous suggestions
for an uniform issue, the Proprietors of " Punch " have resolved to
publish a New Library Series, in alternate monthly volumes, each
containing Two Years, with Notes, &c., handsomely bound, price
One Guinea.

Vol. L, price i6.r., and Vols. II. and III., price 2ts. each, containing
the Numbers from July, 1841, to December, 1846, in a handsome
leather binding, are now ready, and can be had from all Booksellers.

THE HANDY-VOLUME SHAKSPEARE.
IJV BINDINGS SUITABLE

FOR PRESENTS.
Bound in Green Cloth, limp, red

edges, in a neat cloth case,

price One Guinea.

In Crimson French Morocco,
gilt edges, in an elegant leather
case, price One Guinea and a
Half.

In the best Turkey Morocco,
l'™Pi g'lt edges, in case to
match, with Lock, price Three
Guineas.

In the best Red Russia, limp,
gilt edges, in case to match, with
Lock, price Three Guineas.

This choice Miniature Edition of
"Shakspcare" is in 13 Volumes, 32010 size,

and contains the whole of the Plays, Poems,
and a Glossarj-. The volumes are printed on
a slightly toned paper of fine quality, with a
new, clear, and readable type, on a page free
from notes—and the Text has been arranged
from a close comparison of jhe most trust-
worthy editions.

" Nothing could be prettier than this
diamond edition of the poet."

—

AthenaiDit,

OPINION OF THE •' sun:'
" The paper is toned, the type is c.'c-

quisitely beautiful, the text is Snakspcare,
'pur et simple.' It is, besides all these, a
very marvel of cheapness, as the result of a
happy thought most charmingly realised."

POPULAR WOEKS
ON GARDENING.

HOW TO LAY OUT A GARDEN, from a
Quarter of an acre to a Hundred Acres. Ity Edward Kemp.
Third Edition, enlarged, and Illustrated with numerous Flans,
Sections, S:c. Demy 8vo, price i8r.

MRS. LOUDON'S LADIES' COMPANION
TO THE FLOWER GARDEN. With Full Directions for

the Culture of Ornamental Plants, Shrubs, &c. Eighth Edition.
Fcp. cloth, price 71.

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON'S BOTANICAL
dictionary. Comprising the Names, Historj-, and Culture
of all Plants known in Britain, together with a full Explanation
of Technical Terms. An entirely New Edition, enlarged in size

and type. Medium 8vo, cloth, price 251.

ON GROWING ROSES OUT-OF-DOORS.
By Rev. O. FISHER. Price bd.

HOW TO GROW
W1LLIA.M Earlev. price li

ON PLANTING AND ORNAMENTAL
PLANTS. By Standisu & Noble. Small 8vo, cloth, price 55.

MUSHROOMS. By

REV. W. H. BEEVER'S WORKS
ON AMATEUR FARMING.

THE DAILY LIFE OF OUR FARM.
Uniform with Succstiful Farmingiix\AXotes on Fields and Cattle.
Elegantly half-bound, price $s.

Price 4s. 6d., cloth,

SUCCESSFUL FARMING, ITS ESSEN-
TIALS, &c. By Rev. W. HoLT Beever, M.A., Oxon.
" Among the publications that best assist a learner, and help

on those who are used to country life, by reducing their general
knowledge to rule and practice, we have found Snccessful
Farming and Notes on Fields and Cattle, twoot the most useful.
with the extra recommendation that the books are excellent
reading. , , . The writer goes deeply into all the mysteries
of breeding and rearing stock, and accompanies the most pains-
taking and explicit details with diagrams of the points, and a
comprcte treatise on 'judging.""

—

Times.

Price 4J. 6d., cloth,

NOTES ON FIELDS AND CATTLE.
From the Diarj- of an Amateur Farmer. By Rev. W. Holt
Beever, M,A., Oxon.
" But wc must now take leave of Mr. Bcever's pleasant pages,

in which, however, is contained a vast amount of nandy inmrma-
tion on these and other agricultural matters, which we have not
attempted to cull for our readers. We can assure them that, if
they take up his volumes, they will invariably find the light they
need on aught that appertains to his subject, imparted in the
most engaging manner, and not a little assisted ny his never-
failing fund ofhumour and enthusiasm."

—

Saturday Review.

WOEKS ON BOTANY.
Immediately will be Published,

BOTANY FOR BEGINNERS. By Dr.
Maxwell T. Masters, F.R.S. Reprinted from the pages ol
the Gardetters' Chronicle, with Additions, and with numerous
Hlustrations. In small crown 8vo, price 3s. 6d.

LINDLEY'S VEGETABLE KINGDOM ; or,
The Structure, Classification, and Uses of Plants. With
upwards of 500 Illustrations. 8vo, cloth, price 25X.

LINDLEY'S SCHOOL BOTANY. A Com-
plete Manual of Rudimentary Botany for Students, &c. With
400 Illustrations. 8vo, cloth, price y. Gd.

LINDLEY'S ELEMENTS OF BOTANY.
With Illustrations. 8vo, cloth, price gs,

LINDLEY'S MEDICAL AND (ECONO-
MICAL BOTANY. With numerous Illustrations. 8vo, cloth,
price 51.

LINDLEY'S DESCRIPTIVE
For Self-Instruction and the Use of Schools.

BOTANY.
Price IS. sewed.

Superior to the "Encyclopaedia" as a Work of Reference.

THE ENGLISH CYCLOP/EDIA OF UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGE.
THE EXAMINER.

"The cheapness and excellence of this Cyclopaedia will

secure to it wide circulation, and a permanent position."

MACMILLANS MAGAZINE.
"Whoever wants an Encyclopasdia, extensive and yet

cheap, and compiled throughout on the principle of com-
pendious and accurate information on all subjects rather
than on that of collected individual dissertations, cannot
do better than proctU"e the 'English Cyclopaedia ' of Mr.
Charles Knight. ... As a digest of universal knowledge
which shall ser\'e for the popular and miscellaneous pur-
poses of all, and at the same time furnish materials and
abstracts for those who are studying special subjects,

and aim at substantial and exact science, the ' English
Cyclopasdia' may be confidently recommended."

PRICE,
INCLUDING THE SUPPLEMENTS ALREADY

PUBLISHED.

In half calf, 12 vols £15 17

In half mssia, 12 vols. ••• 16 9

In cloth, 25 vols 13 15

*,* The four great divisions into which the
Cyclopedia is divided — viz., *' Geography,"
" Natural History," " Biography," and " Art
and Science"— can be had separately in the
same bindings as the complete work.

Lists of Prices can be hadfrom the Publishers,
orfrom any Bookseller.

SATURDAY REVIEW.
" Its great recommendation is not its comparative

cheapness (though the cost only averages about half a
guinea a volume), but its originaUty, completeness, and
general trustworthiness."

DAILY NEWS.
"In its completed form, the 'English Cyclopaedia' is

destined, we are sure, to prove of immense value. It is

well written, and its vast stores of knowledge are so
arranged as to be readily accessible. It is so copious that
the student need not doubt that he will find the informa-
tion he may reasonably expect in a work which is offered
to him as a New Dictionary of Universal Knowledge. Its
cheapness, combined with excellence, marks it out for a
very wide circulation."

BRADBURY, EVANS & CO., 10, BOUVERIE STREET, LONDON, E.G.
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JAMES BOYD And SONS, Horticultural
Builders and Heating Engineers, Taislcy. N.B.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, FORC-
INGHOUSES, PITS, and every description of Horticultural Building,

manufactured in Wood or Iron by Steam-power Machinery, and erected

in any part of the United Kingdom. Manufacturers of Hot-water
Apparatus for Heating Churches, Mansions, Warehouses, &c.

Plans and Estimates on application.
London Office : i, Church Court, Clement's Lane, E.G.

GREENHOUSES, FORCING-HOUSES,
VINERIES, and ORCHARD-HOUSES, made of the best

yellow deal, glazed with ig-oz. sheet glass, painted four times ; 20 feet

by 12 feet, £40 ; 30 lect by 12 feet, £/bo
; 40 feet by 15 feet, ^^85 ; 50 feet

by 18 feet, £110; 100 feet by 20 feet, £230. The above prices include

Brickwork. Staging, Delivery, and Fixing within 50 miles of London.
Plans and Estimates sent on receiot of size required to

R. STEVENS, Horticultural Guilder, Simpson's Road, Bromley,
Kent.

The Opening^bf Parliament and the London Season.
NOBLEMEN, t'.ENTLKMKN. and MEM HERS orPAKLIAMENT

having their rUT FL(.>\VEKS. FRUIT, \'EGE TAHLES, &c.,

forwarded to their TOWN HOUSES, should USE
CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE TRANS-

MISSION CASES, pronounced by the Roy.il Horticultural

Society " the best now in use,"
These Cases are now 1 educed in price for cash, and can be obtained

from the Agents or Patentee, Gloucester, to whom all communications
should be addressed.
Intending Exhibitors in the Patent Cases should give their orders

at once, to insure the Paint and Varnish being thoroughly drv-

Thc No. 12, The "MALTON" Plant, Flower, &c., Protector,

Varnished, packed and forwarded on the receipt of 3j., in postage
stamps, or order.—Gloucester, J anuary 17

INVESTMENT for DIVIDEND.—Capitalists seeking
a good return fortheir outlay should apply to Mr. Y. CHRISTIAN,

Stock and Share Dealer, 11, Royal Exchange, E.G., who will forward

a Financial Review, showing the Income derivable from different

Classes of Shares. Tin Mines, at the prices for the metal of the last

twelvemonth, are yielding both Dividend and Profit ; and Mr
CHRi5^TtAN can offer remarkable advantages to those who desire

wealth in prospect with little risk. Hankers: Bank of England.

HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament,)

DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, TRAMWAYS, RAILWAYS, &c.

Directors.
Granville R. Ryder, Esq.
GranvilleR. H.Somerset. Est

John Glutton, Esq.
Frederick L. Dasnwood, Esq,
Henry Farquhar, Esq.
Lord Garlics, M.P.
John Horatio Lioyd, Esq.

.,Q.C.
Henry W. West, Esq., M.I*.
Charles Watkm Williams Wynn,

__._
,

Esq., M.P. (Chairman).

The Company advance's money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes

of Agricultural Improvement, including the Erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
Tenants may, with the consent of their Landlords, execute the

necessary Improvements upon the Farms which they occupy, charging
them with the cost.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.—The Company also advanct s

money for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigation.

The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge upcn
the land, redeeming principle and interest, over 25 years.

No investigation of title is required.

For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No, 1, Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W .

Agricultural Land Improvements.
DRAINAGE, SEWAGE IKKIC.ATIOX, FARM BUILDINGS,

LABOURERS' COTTAGES, ^c.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

(Incorporated by Act of Parliament in 184Q.)

Directors.
The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
bermere.

Edward John Hutching, Esq.
Sir William Tite, M.R.C.B.

T. Chapman, Esq., F.R-S.
George Thomas Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq.
Henry William Currie, Esq.

Principal Engineer, Mr. J. BAILEY DENTON.
Agricultural Improvements of every kind are executed by the

Company, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer

carrying out the works by their own agents.

Tenant Farmers may also, by agreement with their lAndlords,

procure the execution of such Improvements,
The outlay, with ail official expenses, may be charged upon the

Estate, and paid off by a Rent-charge of about 6 per cent., in 31 years,

or at the option of the Landowners m a shorter term.

No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.
Special arrangements will be made with Boards of Health, Sewer

Authorities, and others, for undertaking Works of Sewage Irrigation,

together with all Works incidental thereto. The outlay in respect

thereof maybe repaid either by a sum in gross, or by a terminable

yearly payment, discharging in a fixed period the principal amount
with interest thereon.
Application to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN, Esq., the

Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place, S.W.

R
Miss Braddon's New Novel.

The New Novel, by the Author of " Lady Audley's Secret," &c.

In Three Vols., at all Libraries,OBERT AINSLEIGH.

M ANUALS for the MANY,
FLORISTS' FLOWERS, ^d.

POULTRY BOOK. (id.

WINDOW GARDENING, gi.

MANURES, 3^.

RABBIT BOOK, 6d.

HEATING MANUAL, M.

GARDENING, jd.

ALLOTMENT FARMING, yi.

BEE KEEPING, ^d.

GREENHOUSES, ful.

KITCHEN GARDENING, id.

FLOWER GARDENING, ^d.

FRUIT GARDENING, ^d.

*,* Any ol the above can be had post free for an additional postage
stamp.
London: Jountal of Horticulture and Cottagt Gardener Omctt 171,

Fleet Street, EC. „ „
To be had of all Bookaeilers, and at the Railway Stalls,

Post-ofRce orders to be made payable to Edward H. May,

" Lilte all grand conceptions, the process is remarkable for its

simplicity."

—

Globe.

TWELVE THOUSAND FOUR HUNDREDand SIX
ARTICLES of every description for SALE, EXCHANGE, or

WANTED, by private Ladies and Gentlemen. See the " BAZAAR,
the EXCHANGE and MART, and JOURNAL of the HOUSE-
HOLD " (Illustrated), which also contains »-««*«« of the Art, Drama,
Science, Music, and Literary News of the Week; and Articles or

Notes upon Fashion, the Garden, Poultry, Amateur Mechanics, Dogs,
Housekeeping, Pigeons. Fancy Work, Ifees, &c. ; and Questions and
Answers upon every subject. Specimen Copy for Two Stamps,

Office : 32, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C.

TANNED NETTING, for Garden purposes.
Protecting Fruits irom Birds, &c. Widths i, 2, 3, and 4 yards

Price id. per square yard.
OOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, London' W.C.

B ARIMARD, BISHOP, AND BARNARDS'
PATENT NOISELESS LAWN MOWERS,

with jointed handles suitable for Shipping.

1

. _ _ ._ i. _, ^SJ

The Miniature Lawn Mower, cuts 6 inches ^220
Do. _ do. do. cuts 8 inches .. .. .. 2 10 o

Suitable for the very smallest grass plots or edgings; can be
worked with ease by a child.

To cut 10 inches. This can be worked by a Lady .. ..^^350
To cut 12 inches. Suitable for One Person 4 10 o

This, and all larger sizes, have the drum or roller divided into
two parts, for the convenience of turning.

To cut 14 inches. Suitable for One Person £500
The i6-in,, and all larger sizes, have a driving-wheel on each side

oJ the Machine, which gives great steadiness to the working.
To cut 16 inches. Suitable for One Person £600
To cut 18 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 6 10 o
To cut 20 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 700
To cut 22 inches. Suitable for Two Men 7 10 o
To cut 22 inches. Suitable for Donkey 800
To cut 24 inches. Suitable for Pony .. .. ,. ., 900
To cut 27 inches. Suitable for Pony ., 10 10 o
To cut 30 inches. Suitable for Pony 12 o o

Improved Strong Lawn Mower, with Gear Wheels, suitable for a
Pony, with new Side-tip Delivery.

To cut 27 inches . . £13 o o | To cut 30 inches . , £t6 o o
Improved extra-strong Lawn Mower, with Gear Wheels, suitable for a
Horse, with new Side-tip Delivery, and Shafts and Seat for Driver,

To cut 36 inches, /24 i
To cut 42 inches, ,£27 | To cut 48 inches, ;£3o

Having a very large stock of all sizes, orders can be executed on
receipt.—Packed and delivered (carnage free) to the principal Railway
Stations in England.
BARNARD, BISHOP, and BARNARDS, Norfolk Ironworks,

Norwich,

TRADE MARK. ,

EUTERED AT STATIONERS HAU.

CARSONS' PAINT,

Patronised by VijNKWi'g/^^^A Tlie Queen,

And 7000 of the Nobility and Gentry, for all kinds ot

OUTDOOR WORK:
And is proved, after a test of upwards of 70 years, to surpass any
other Paint. It is especially applicable to Iron Roofing, Park Fenc-
ing, Farm and other Buildings, Bridges, Hurdling, Farm Implements,
Carts and Waggons, Gates, &c., and all exposed Work, efiecting a

Saving of more than 50 per cent.

CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

It is sold in a fine powder, will keep any length of time, and requires

neither grinding nor straining, but simply to be mixed as per " Direc-

tions for Use," thus avoiding the waste of paints sold " mixed ready
for use."

COLOURS. Per cwt.

White, Stone Colours, and BulT 3<«-

Oak, Lead, Reds, Purple Brown, and Bronze Green.. .. 265.

Light Lead, 281. Chocolate and Black 241.

Greens and Blues 42s.

Prepared Oil Mixture for the Anti-Corrosion.

Oils, Tuipcntine, Varnishes, Brushes, &c.

CARSONS' PAINT,
For Puhlic Edifices, Mansiont. Viilai, and every kind of Brick.

Stone, Conipo, &c., is unrivalled, and is the only Paint that will

effectually resist the rays of the sun upon

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, FRAMES, &c.

2 CWT. FREE TO ALL STATIONS.
Patterns and Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LTJDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.;

And 81, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin.

NO AGENTS.

CABSONS' PAINT.

The Florist and Pomologist,
A POPULAR MAGAZINE of GENERAL HORTICULTURE, Monthly, price is., established in 1848,

is distinguished by its FIRST-CLASS HAND-COLOURED FIGURbbofthe

BEST NEW FLOWERS AND NEW FRUITS;
Also by its sound practical Gardening information, addressed to Amateurs and Profissionals by experienced

practical Writers, and by its copious Woodcut Illustrations.

• A very useful record of the advances made in what has now become a great industry-lhe cultivation of flowersand fruits^''^tto(»r

.. Contains the latest and most reliable information as to new flowers, fruits, and methods of cultivation." Otriy Mimiry.. The

Florist and Pomolo£iU keeps up its reputation." Hereford Journal.
^

PUBLISHING OFFICE: 171, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.G.

UUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS arc the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch. London.

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and Packing. Second sized Arch-

angel, loos. ; Petersburg, 601. and 80J. ; superior close Mat, 45?., Sas.f
ana 551. : packing Mats, 20s., 301., and 351. per 100; and every othei
description of Mats at equallv low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehoust^
4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

Russia Mat Merchants.
MESSRS. G. D. MARENDA2 AND FISHER,

importers of ARCHANGEL and ST. PETERSBURG MATS,
dealers in TANNED GARDEN NETTING, TIFFANY, LABELS,
TARRED and other TWINES, LINES, &c.

9, James Street, Covent Garden, London, W. C.

EDDY AND CO., Chapel Terrace, Porlhleven,
• Cornwall, beg to call attention to their superior GARDEN

NETTING.
New Netting (Tanned), i inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at 8t/. per yard.

Repaired Netting (Tanned), 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; ^4 inch mesh,
4 yards wide, at 3d. per yard

; ?2 inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at it. per
yard. Supplied in width from i to 20 yards.
Repaired FISHING NETS, id. per square yard.

F
Wire Netting, Wire Netting.

OR SALE (under cost price), a quantity of New
GALVANISED GAME-PROOF NETTING.—For lurther

particulars and prices apply to
CHARLTON PAIN, Lavender Grove, Dalston, London, E.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, One Penny per
square yard, for Protecting Seed Beds, Peas, Fruit, Straw-

berries, &c., from Birds, Frost, Blight, &c., and as a Fence for
Fowls—in 1,3, 3, and 4 yard widths. HEXAGON, TIFFANY,
and other NETTING; GALVANISED WIRE NETTING, PEA
HURDLES, SEED PROTECTORS, &c.
C. WRIGHT AND CO. (late 376, Strand, London), Newark-on-Trent.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS.
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &C.-TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,
3rf. per yard, or 100 yards, 20s. ; 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards,
201. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, IS. per yard ; 3^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6a. per yard. Also
TIFFANY', Can be had in any quantity of

EATON AND DELl.ER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane , London Bridge, ^.C. '

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Mariners.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conser\'atories, Entrance
Halls, &c. MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

WRITE to HEADLY and SON, Cambridge, for
their NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST of Garden

Archways, Vases, Garden Chairs, Hose Reels, Weather Vanes, Wine
Racks, Pumps, Field Rollers, and Water Carts, post free on applica-
tion. Agents wanted.

LPOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
JJ and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every
Agricultural County in England,
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds. _^_^

I CK LEY'S PATENT HORIZONTAL SASH
BARS require neither paint nor putty, and possess greater

advantages than others for horticulturists. Drawings, &c., sent for
B

Protection from Fire.

.T1IEPQBUCARECAUnON£OASAINSr
DANGEROUS IMITATIONS.

HOTHOUSE CLOCKS, in Ornamental Iron Cases,

Bronzed, Japanned, Enamelled, &c. No glass being used in

the construction of these Clocks, they arc not liable to damage. Also,

the cases being of Iron, they are are not injured by heat or damp,
and, the keyholes bein^f bushed no dust or water can possibly enter

Going 12 days,
Going la days, and striking

but not striking. hours and half-nour3

Price, medium size . . ;Co ^S o j£i ' "

Price, large size .- ..too.... ..160
Box and Package free of charge.

In ordering say if Clock is required to hang or stand.

J J WAINWRIGHT and CO,, Cambridge Street, Birmingham.

Mechl'a Wedding Presents.

JOHN JOSEPH MECHl has one of the largest stocks
in London of the above, also articles expressly suited for Birthday

or Complimentary Presents, and at prices suited to the requirements

of all. It would be impossil)lc to give a list of all the articles submit-

ted to view in his magnificent show room, 55 yards long, but a visit is

respectfully solicited. The following arc a few of the articles :—

Hressing-bags for ladies and gen- Porlemonnaies
tlemcn Albums

Dressing-cases for ladies and gen- Reticule Bags
tlemcn, with silver and plated Envelope Cases
mourning Blotting Folios

Despatch-boxes, fitted and empty Inkstands
Portable Writing-cases Cases of Scissors

Writing Desks, Letter Weighers Cases of Needles
Workboxes Cases of Brushes
Workbaskels Cases of Razors
Smelling Bottles Glove Boxes
Book Slides Handkerchief Boxes
Flower Vases Liqueur Cases
Tea Chests and Caddies Or-moulu Articles

Jewel Boxes Drinking Masks
rocket-books Courier Bags

Bagatelle and Miniature Billiard Tables.

The Staunton and other Chessmen, Backgammon Boards.
Papier-machfi Tea-trays and Waiters.

Warranted ir. Penknives and Scissors. Tooth-brushes, 6J, and oi.

Mcchi's celebrated Magic Razor Strop and Paste (invented by mm
in 1827) are sold bv nearly all perfumers throughout the country.

The celebrated Tabic Cutlery.

Illustrated Catalogues free on application.

N.B. M;
No. 112, Regent Street, London, W.

r. MECHI or his Son attends personally daily.
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MESSRS. R. AND F. ALLUM wish to ENGAGE
a sinKle younc: Man. of Rood character, as GROLTND FuRE-

MAN. The situation will be a permanent and procrcssive one to a

suitable Man. Must be a fiood Knifeman, also Tiuddcr and t-raHer,

and understand the PropaKatioii of N urscry StulT in ^cncraL-Addrcss,

in own handwritini;, to Lady Bank. 1 amworth-WAN TED. for a Market Garden, a steady, industrious

WORKING FOREMAN, thorouchly experienced and cnpable

of taking the entire Management -TALBOT AND PRYOR, 21, brand

Parade, St. Leonard's. __^_^_____

ANTED, a good Working FOREMAN, for the

riant and Cut Flowers department ; must be a really good

Propaeator and Planlsman, both for Market and Exhibition purposes.

One experienced in I5uddinfi and GraftiiiR preferred,—Apply by letter,

stating salary required, with a good house near the nursery, to

JOSEPH MERELUTH, The \'ineyiird, Garslon, near I-i verpool-

"ANTED, a GARDENER." in a large Fruit, Flower.

and Acgclable Garden, Vinery, and Stove. Assistance pro-

vided —Apply, with testimonials, and stating wages (with or without

house), to Mr. .\. M., Severn House. Trowbridge , Salop.

WANTED, a GARDENER, who understands Forcing,

the Laying-out of Ornamental Grounds, and also the Manage-
ment of Land. Preference given to one whose Wife is a good Dairy-

woman. Wages, 20s, a week, and a pleasant lodge to live in—Apply,
stating age and particulars of past situations, to Rev. T. HUBBAKD,
T ilebarn. Newb ury.

ANTED, a GARDENER, by a Gentleman
residing 20 miles from Town. His Gardener being about to

emigrate, he is desirous of replacing him byan efficient ^Ian. The
Gardener would have a Man and a Hoy under him. and further assist-

ance when required. He must have a personal character for honesty

and general efficiency in tlie Kitchen and Flower Gardens, An
e.xcellent cottage, coals and milk found.—Wages, 1 guinea per week,
—Address, stating age, family, where at present engaged, and

qualifications, to ^^ P.. 17, Queen Anne Stree t, Cavendish l^quare., W .

ANTED,"forlx situation in Scotland, an experienced
individual as GARDENER and FORESTER, acquainted

with Forcing in its various departments, and in the planting of Scotch

Moorland, and subsequent Management of I'lantations, Lest an
individual should not be found with a knowledge of both departments
Gardeners and F-oresters may apply —Copies of testimonials, stating

wages, and with full particulars, to be addressed A, B., Post Office,

Woolton, near Liverpool.

WANTED, a respectable young MAN, not under
3o years of age, to work in the Kitchen Garden, in a large

private Establishment,-Must be accustomed to the work. Wages,
15J. a week,— P., Post Office, Hanworth, Houns low, W

.

ANTED, a Man and his Wife— the Man as
GARDENER, the Wife as good PLAIN COOK. References

and character required.— E. W,, Messrs. Dcighton & Sons, Booksellers,

Worcester,

WANTED, permanently, a good GROWER and
PROPAG-A.TOR of Greenhouse and Bedding Plants. Wages,

i8r.—R. THORNHILL, Bowdcn Nurseries, Bowdcn, Cheshire.

WANTED, a young MAN, to assist in the Houses in

a Nurserj'. Musi understand the Management of Soft-wooded
Plants.—DOBSON and SONS, Islcworllv

Spfid Tr3.d6

TRAVELLER WANTED.—Must be e.vcperienced, and
be able to give unexceptionable references. Situation perma-

nent, with prospect of advancement.—Address, stating where pre-

viously employed, and amount of experience and salary required, to

A. C, Gardeners'' C/i»v«iV/<' Office, W.C. All communications will be
treated as strictly confidential. ^
WANTED, a SHOPMAN, for a Florist and Seed

Shop. Must be a good F'urnisher and Decorator, and also

have a good knowledge of Plants and their Cultivation. Write, stating
pay required and qualihcations, to JOS. MEREDITH, The Vineyard,
Garston, near Liverpool.

WANTED, a RETAIL SHOPMAN.—Must be
thoroughly up to his work, and quite capable of taking entire

charge. To a thoroughly efficient and experienced Man good wages
will be given, with prospect of improvement.—Address, stating
amount ol experience, where obtained, and wages required, to H, C,
Gardeners' Chronicle OlTice. All communications will be treated as

strictly confidential.

WANT PLACES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENDERSON and SON. Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood. N.W.

Gardeners aud Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTEUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c,, so that suitable Men may be selected.
^Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

WANT PLACES.—John Harrison has a number
of clever, experienced GARDENERS on his books, whose

characters and abilities are evcrj'thing that can be desired.—North of
England Rose Nursery, Darlington.

Experienced Gardeners.
WILLIAM BARRON and SON have several

GARDENERS on their books at the present time whom they
can strongly recommend. Further particulars on application. —
Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash, near Derby.

TO HEAD GARDENERS.— Geo. Cooper, Rose
Nursery, Derby, has TWO^YOUNG MEN in his Nursery that

he can highly recommend to any Gardener,—Address as above.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married ; thoroughly
practical in all branches of the profession. Excellent reference.

A distance from London preferred,—B.,54, North Street, Edgware
Road, London.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married ; thoroughly
experienced in all branches. Five years' character. Can be

highly recommended,—W., 13, Charles Street, Poriman Square,
London. W.

GARDENER (Head). —Middle-aged, married

;

thoroughly practical in all branches of Modern Honiculture.
No Single-handed place accepted. Can be highly recommended.—S.,
Lower Tooting, London.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40; thoroughly under-
stands Flowers, Fruits, Vegetables, and Forcing. Three and a

half years' good character.—J. S,, Post Office, Stock, Ingatestone,
Essex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married, one child
;

thoroughly practical in growing and forcing all kinds of Fruits
and Flowers, and the Management of Kitchen and Flower Gardens.
Two and a half years' character.—G, B.. Hanworth. near Hounslow.

GARDENER (Head).—D. P. Smith, Foreman at
Sherborne Castle Gardens, Dorset, offers his services to any

Lady or Gentleman requiring a good practical Gardener ; experiencedm the Culture of Pines, \incs, Melons, &c, Kitchen and Flower
Gardening, and Plants, For character and ability he is kindly per-
mitted to refer to Mr. Peel, Gr. to Lord Chichester, Cambridge House,
Twickenham; and Mr. W. G. Pragneli, Gr. to G. D. W. Digby
Esq Sherborne Castle.

(^ARDENER (Head), age 35 ; married.—The Rev.
\^ \^- Partridge wishes to recommend his Head Gardener,
rte IS tboroughly honest, sober, and industrious. Understands
Gardening m all us branches; Forcing, Cucumber and Melon frames,
and the CTowih of Grapes and Fines. He has lived with his present
master three years and a half, and leaves of his own accord. Can be
stfongly recommended—A. B., Horsendon Gardens, Princess
Risborough, Great Western Railway.

GARDENER (Head).— Married, no family
;

thoroughly understands Early and Late Forcing ; also the

Management ol I'lowcr and Kitchen Garden, Three jcars' good
character- II, r. N., Mr. liicknells'. New Road. H.irncl, Herts, _
GARDENER" (Head). — A Gentleman \vishes to

recommend a Man, who thoroughly understands the profession
;

is perfectly honest and trustworthy.—G. C. C. CRAVEN, Esq,,

Brookhampton Park, Cheltenham. _„_^
CGARDENER (Head).— Age 31, married, one child;
T thoroughly practical in all the branches of the profession. First-

class references to character and ability.—OMEGA, Pine-apple

Nursery, Maida Vale, London, W.

/;:i ARDENER (Head).-Age 37, married, no incum-
VJT brancc ; has had 20 years' experience. Good Grape Grower

;

well understands the profession in all its branches. Good testimonials.

—J, II. , 19, Cambridge Villas, Cambridge Road, Hammersmith, VV,

GARDENliR (Head).—Age 30, married, one child,

with a thuiiiuj^li practical knowledge of Kitchen and Flower
Gardening, FurtinL;, .S;c, birst-class reference. — A, B., John
JelTcries & S^.iis, kny.il Nurseries, Cirencester,

To Market Growers and Others.

C^ ARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly understands
vX Cultivation of Wnc^ and Peaches and general Forcing, Wall
Fruit Planting, Vegetables on a large scale or otherwise. A private

establishment —W, C, I'ost-Oflicc, Twickenham. Middlesex,

/ 1 ARDENER (Head),—Age 25, married, no family ;

VJT thoroughly understands the Forcing of Pines, Stove and Green-
house Plants, also Kitchen and F'lower Gardening, Wages no object

to a comforlable place.—A. B., 4, Osborne Terrace, Loam Pit Vale,
Lewisham.S.L.

/ GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married, no incum-
VJr brance ; thoroughly understands the profession in all its

branches. Wifa a good Cook or Dairywoman if required. Good
character from present and previous employers. — GEORGE
CHAPMAN, Water Lane, Hertford. ^___
GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married, one child;

thoroughly understands Pines, Vines, Peaches, Orchids, Ferns,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Highly recommended by previous employers.—ALPHA, Pine-apple
Nursery, Maida \'ale, London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39. married, no family;
has a thorough practical knowledge of the Cultivation of Fruits,

Flowers, and \'egetables, and well experienced in Lacing-out, Making
Alleratiuns, &c. Excellent reference.—J. W., Mr. Nicholson, Sharow
Cross Nursery, Ripon, Yorkshire.

/ 1 ARDENER (Head), married, no incumbrance.

—

V_X William Brown, for the past two years Head Gardener at

Chilton House, and the previous seven years as Second Gardener,
wishes for a situation as above, Thorougly practical in Growing and
Forcing all kinds of First-class Fruits,^lowers, and Vegetables, and
the Manaccment of Kitchen and Flower Gardens. Can be well
recommended,— Slate wages and full particulars to W. B,, Gardener,
Chilton lluuse, near Thame, Oxon. __

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 27, married
;

understands Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, S:c, ; also Fruit, Flower
and Kitchen Gardening.—R. SAPY.Horton House, Northampton.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 28, married,
no family; good practical knowledge of Growing and Forcing

Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, early and late. First-class refer-

ences. —T. WILSON, 4, New Street, Regents' Park, St, John's Wood,
London, N.W.

GARDENER (Head, Wokking), where two or three
are kept.—Age 25: well experienced in Pines, Vines, Orchids,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, also Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Four years' good character from last place.—A. B., 7, Portland Place,
North End Road, Hammersmith.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where one or more
are kept.—Age 26, single till suited ; well versed in Early and

Late Forcin" of Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables, and the General
Routine of Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Good references.

—

H. B. E., Thornton Hall Gardens, Brentwood, Essex.

C^
ARDENER (Head, or Single-handed)-Age 34,

" married ; 16 years good practice. First-class recommendation.
—T. S., 13, St, Leonard's Square, Kentish Town, London, N.W.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are kept.

—

Age 41, married ; thoroughly understands both Flower and
Kitchen Gardening, also Meadow Land.—T. SIMPSON, Ham
Manor, Arundel.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are kept.

—

Age 28, married, two children ; 13 years' experience, seven in

present situation. Good reference.—H. H., Post Office, Hatheld,
Herts.

To Noblemeix and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head), and BAILIFF.—Age 31 ;

thoroughly practical. Has had 15 years' experience in nrst-ctass
places. Nine years' character.- L., Mrs. King's, Sebright Road,
West Barnet, Herts.

GARDENER (married, one child).—A Gentleman
wishes to recommend, a Man, who has a practical know-

ledge of the profession, and a character of some years' standing.

—

C. L., Post Otlice, Clifton, Bristol.

GA R D E N E R.—Age 30, married, no family
;

thoroughly understands his profession in all branches. Wife
can undertake the Laundry. Board and live in the house. Good
character.—X, X., 18, Elgin Terrace, Maida Vale, Paddington,
London, W.

GARDENER (Second), in a Gentleman's Establish-
ment.—Age 24 ; understands Vines, Pines, Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, and Cucumbers and Melons. Six years in present situation.
Good Character.—W. B., Frimley Park, Surrey.

GARDENER~(ljl7DiR)", in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Establishment.—Age 20; good references.—M. N., Mary

Ann's Place, Catford Bridge, London, S. E.

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Establishment.—Age 19; wishes to improve himself in

the profession. Five years' good character,—R. H. A., Ihe Watchetts,
Frimley, Surrey.

C:LARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; has a good know-
^ ledge of Kitchen and Flower Gardening, Forcing, &c. Can be

highly recommended.—X. Y,, John Jefleries & Sons, Royal Nurseries,
Cirencester.

GARDENER (Under), where he can get a good
knowledge of the profession under a Foreman or otherwise.

—

Age 20, respectable. Five years' good character from present
employer.—State terms to R, N. C, z, Post-otfice, Great Malvern.

IMPROVER, in the Houses, where two or more
are kept.— Understands Fruit Trees and Kitchen Gardening in

all their branches, and has a good knowledge of House work. Is

willing to pay a small Premium. Seven years' good character.—T. S.,

Fifchead House, Gillingham, Bath.

FOREMAN, in a first-class Establishment.—

A

thoroughly energetic young Man; 6rst-class Plantsman. Highest
references.—A. 2., Post Onice. Belper, Derby. _^_

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN (General).— Understands the Manage-

ment of a Nursery in the various departments; also accustomed
to Travel.—J. S., 2, Spring Place, Shipley, near Leeds.

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment.—Understands
Vineries, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and general routine.

Good references. Apply, stating wages, Stc, to A, B. C., 44, Faulkner
Street, Bishop's Fielas, Chester.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden,
where a thorough routine is carried out.—Age 24 ; well versed

in Early and Late Forcing of Fruits, Flowers, and vegetables, Speci-
men Plant-Growing, ike. ; has held a similar situation three years.
Distance no object. Six years' good character.—E. C, Post-Office,
Bishop's Waltbam, Hants.

F
To Head Gardeners.

OREMAN, or Second, in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Garden —Age 23; has had six years' experience in the

Glass Department of a Provincial Nurserj'. Wages not so much an
object as a place where improvement could be had.— R. W. H,, Post
Ollice, High Street. Cheltenham,

To Nurserymen.
PROPAGATOR (Indoor), or PROPAGATOR and

PLANT GROWER.-Scvaral years' experience in one of the
leading nurseries in the kingdom, besides over three years' experience
as Propagator and Foreman at a good Continental nursery.—T, F.,
Grove H ouse, Sands End, Fulham, S.W.

PACKER, in a Seed Warehouse.—Understands
Packing Wardian Cases, Fern Cases, &c.— F. J. C, 128, Spencer

Road, Kentish Town, N W.

To Nurserymen.
SALESMAN and ORDER COLLECTOR.—Age 26

;

good and quick at Bouquet Making. Five years' reference from
situation now leaving.— A. W., 10, Perry Hill, Catford. S.E.

rpO SEEDSMEN.—A young man, 10 years' experience
-L in the Wholesale and Retail Trade, wishes engagement. First-
class testimonials and references,—A , George Square, Fordycc,
Banffshire, N.B.

sHOPMAN, Wholesale or Retail.—Age 23.
experience,- Z. A,, Gardeners^ Chronicle Office, W.C.

Good

SHOPMAN, or ASSISTANT.—Age 25; over eight
k_7 years' experience. Unexceptionable testimonials. — A, B.,
44, Caledonian Road, N.

CUTLERY, Warranted.—The most varied assortment
of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all warranted, is on sale at

WILLIAM S, BURTON'S,
The Blades are all of the finest Tabic Dessert I Carvers,

Steel. Knives, Knives, per Pair,

3j-i-inch ivorj- handles

ZM do. balance do. .

4 do.
_ do. .

4 do. fine ivory do.

4 do. extra large do.

, .per dozen
do.

do.
do.

do.

s.d.

23
27 .

31 •

36 .

s. d.

II 6

»7

28

33

s. d.

5 •

4 do. finest African ivory do, do.
Do. with silver ferules do.
Do. with silvered blades do.

Nickel electro silvered handles do. -, -? , , ~
WILLIAM S. BURTON, Furnishing Ironmonger, by appointment,

to H.R.Ii. the Prince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE, containing
upwards of 850 Illustrations of his unrivalled Stock, with Lists of
Prices, and Plans of the 20 large Showrooms, post frae,—39, Oxford
Street, W. ; i, ia, h, 3, and 4, Newman Street

; 4, 5, and 6, Perry's
Place; and i, Newman Yard, London, W. The cost of delivering
Goods to the most distant parts of the United Kingdom by Railway
is trilling. WILLIAM S. BURTON will always undertake delivery
at a small fixed rate.

WM. YOUNGER and CO.'S
EDINBURGH, INDIA, PALE and DINNER ALES.
Sparkling, Refreshing. Nourishing, and Economical,

To be had of the Principal Retailers.
Obscn.'e Trade Marks, as other Brands are frequently substituted.
Breweries. Edinburgh, Established 1749, London Stores, Belve-

dere Road, S,E. ; Liverpool, i. Seel Street ; Bristol, 14, Norway Quay ;

Dublin Stores, 7, Lower Abbey Street; Swansea, Quay Parade;
Glasgow, Queen Street; Birmingham, 13, Temple Street.

Pure Aeratea Waters.
ELLIS'S RUTHIN WATERS,

Soda, Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Lithia, and for GOUT, Lithia
and Potass.
Corks branded "R.ELLIS AND SON, Ruthin," and every label

bears their Trade Mark.
Sold everywhere, and Wholesale of R. ELLIS and SON, Ruthin,

North Wales. London Agents : W. BEST and SONS, Henrietta
Street, Cavendish Square, \W

.

Lea & Perrlns' Sauce,THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced by Connoisseurs " Ihe only good Sauce." Improves

the appetite, and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour.

ASK FOR LEA and PERRINS' SAUCE.
Beware of Imitations,

and see the Names of LEA and PERRINS on all Bottles and Labels.
Agents—CROSSE AND BLACKWELL, London, and sold by all

DeaJers in Sauces throughout the World.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants,
DINNEFORD AND CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World,

GOUT and RHEUMATISM.—The excruciating
pain of Gout or Rheumatism is quickly relieved and cured in a

lew days by that celebrated Medicine, BLAIR'S GOUT and
RHEUMATIC PILLS.
They require no restraint of diet or confinement during their use,

and are certain to prevent the disease attacking any vital part.
Sold by all Medicine Vendors, at is. i%d. and 2s. gd. per box, or

obtained through any Chemist.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT,

In boxes, at if. iK''-, ^- 9^i 4^- (i^-i and lis.

/COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,—
^^ These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the
best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers of the Camomile, They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action
of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously aiTect the action of the kidneys; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in ihe
lu.xurics of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills arc not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-

liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,

nor are they adapted to all complaints ; but as a mild and eflicacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes

at If. ilid., 2s. 9<^., 45. 6d., and iis., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonics.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE,

In boxes at 15. t%d., 7t. gd., 4s. 6d., and 11s.
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GREEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
OR NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1872.

The Winner of Every Prize in all Cases of Competition.

SINGLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut 8 inches ;^2 lo o I To cut 12 inches Z4 10 °

,, 10 3 10 o
I

,, 14 ,, 5 10 o

DOUBLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut 16 ins., £6 lo This can be worked by One Man on an even lawn.
T> 18 ,, 7 10 By Man and Boy. I To cut 22 ins., £S 10 By Man and Boy.

° " .. M I
,. 24 ,, 9 o ,,

8

To cut 26 inches
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Fines.
S. WILLI.'\MS has now a fine stock of splendidly

__ grown Plants, of all the best kinds, including both suckers and

successions of the CHARLOTTE ROTHSCHILD. Prices on

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, N.

B
Vines.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to state that he has still in

• stock some good strong planting CANES of all the best varie-

ties. Prices on apijlication.

\'ictoriaand Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway. London, N^__

OR SALE, about five dozen PINE PLANTS and
SUCCESSIONS, of good sorts.

A., Mr. Alexander's. 24. Old Cavendish Street, W.
F
i^TRAWBERRY PLANTS. — Slk good and large

O varieties, lit for exhibition. 2j. per 100, i8j, per 1000.

SAMUEL Ci,)X, Nurseryman. Bull_Ring^nd^raycl_H^I.ucl!ow^

0^~RCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

CHOICE ROSES.—Thefinest Stock of Tea. Noisette,

China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots Descriptive Priced LIST on application to

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester^

New Roses Of 1872.

PAUL AND SON have now ready strong plants of the
above. LIST on application, with description.

The Old Nur^enes, Cheshunl. N^

a^HE PLNJErAPPLE NURSERY" COMPANY^
32, Maida Vale, Edffware Road, W.

JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.

The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Hoibom, London.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli. &c.
WILLIAM CUTUUSH and SONS Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains ever>' requisite, of the finest

quality only. Post free on application.
Nurseries,

cquisitt

London, N.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELTS Nursery, 134, Faubourg
de Bruxclles, Ghent, Ittlgjum. CATALOGUES to be had, free,

from his Agents, Messrs. R. blLHERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane,

Great Tower Street, London. E.C._

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO., late Betham &
• Blackith, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

Street, London, S.E.
Forwarders to all parts of the World.

H.

SUP.SCRIF
Notice to Subscribers.

IPTIONS, payable in advance, including

la any part of the United Kingdom :—
TAree Months .. 5^. liid.

|
Six Months .. lis. ild.

Twelve Months .. £1 y. lod.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to William
Richards, at the King Street Post Office.

Publishing Office, 41, Wellington Street, W.C.

K^>OYAL HORTICLM.TURAL SOCIETY, SOUTH
KENSINGTON, W.

NOTICE.—FLOWER SHUW, FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEE MEETING, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, April 17, at

II o'clock. GENER.A.L MEETING at 3. Band of the Royal Horse
Guards Irom 3.30. Admission 51.

*," The FRIZES for AURICULAS, oflcred by the Metropolitan

Floral Society, will be Competed for on this occasion.

ns>OYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
' BIRMINGH.\M MEETING.—Complete Schedules are now

ready, and may be obtained from Mr. JAMES RICHARDS, Royal
"orticultural Society, South Kensington, \V., and Mr. A. FORREST,

, Cherrj- Street, Birmingham.

lYSTAL PALACE.- FLOWER SHOW
RRANGEMENTS. — The GREAT FLOWER SHOW,

SATURDAY, May ii. The ANNUAL ROSE SHOW,
SATURDAY, June 22. Schedules can now be had on appplication.

Cry:ARR

BEDDING GERANIUM MRS. UP'IUN
bedding pink Gcraiii

The finest

ever offered ; £'i per too, i3s. per dozen.

JOlf>l KEYNES, Castle Street Nursery .
Salisbury.

GERANIUMS, summer-struck, from
store pots—Bijou, Amy Hogg, Duchess, Rosamond, Dr. Lindley,

Eleanor, Lc Grand, Senator, and double Tom Thumb, at 71. per 100.

Address, W. B. C, VVcllesbourne, Warwick. ^^^^

BEDDING
;

ALCEOLARIA AUREA FLORIBUNDA. and
PRINCE of ORANGE.—Strong autumn-struck plants at 7^. per

100, including package.
\V. MF.ADMORE, Rom.ford. Essex.

C^

THOUSAND strong plants of the finest

ERBENAS in cultivation, now ready for delivery, at 251. per

100 or jj. per dozen.
W. KNIGHT, Floral Nursery, Hailsham. Sussex.

rp EN
X. VEI

VERBENAS. VERBENAS.— Purple King, Boule de
Niege. Mrs. Halford : nice healtliy plants of ihe above, 6s. per

Agricultural and Garden Seeds.
AND F. SHAKHES Trade CATALOGUE of
HOME-GROWN SEEDS is now ready. It contains all the

very best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech .

P"
ARIS,

I
SUfTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to

SUTTON AND SONS. Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. Reading. Berks.

CloverSeeds at Market Prices.

SUTTON AND SONS are supplying excellent Clean
CLOVER SEEIIS at moderate prices. Prices and samples post

free, on application.
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment , Reading.

NEW GIANT HYBRID COW CLOVER.—

A

great acquisition. A Hybrid between Cow Grass and Common
Red Clover—will mow three heavy crops in one year, and succeeds on

Clover-sick land. Lowest price per cwt. on application.

SUTTON AND SONS. Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

Grass Seeds.

BOLTON AND CO., having paid great attention to

the Grass Seed Department, are able to offer first-class SEEDS
of the different kinds. Some good samples oi ENGLISH and
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS. Prices on application.

BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merc h a nt s. Wood Green. London, N.

ATURAL GRASSES : their Names and
Derivations; Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.

Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant. Worcester.

A remittance eference from unknown

PansieF, and Fancy Pansles.
AMES WHITEHKAD. Hartford Nursery.
Oldham, hns the t.Trgest and best selection of PANSIES in

England, and offers ihem to the Trade at 16s., i8i,,and2or. per 100,

cash. CATALOGUES on application. _^
J^

H L L Y H O C K
To Ihe TRADE.

Best named varieties, o*. per dozen ; £3 per too.

JAS. GARAWAY AN D CO., Durdham Down, Bristol

y.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1872.

MAY 17 to 24.

ROSE and FRUIT SHOW, JULY 5 and 6.

Schedules, &c., may be obtained from the Undersigned
Botanic Gardens. Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

Erica codonoldes, Winter and Spring Flowering.

WM. RNIGHT offers splendid plants of the .ibove,

the most beautiful of all hardy HEATHS, 10s. to iSs. per doz.

See Cardnttrs' ClircnicU, March 2t. 1872, p. 305.

Floral Nurserj', Hailsham, Sussex.

Brltisli Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage
stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,

includine prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive

CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

ROYAL NATIONAL TULIP SOCIETY.—SIXTY
POUNDS in PRIZES. Special Viizts for Maiden Growers.

The NEXT EXHIBITION will be held MAY 25, at the Botanical

Gardens, Manchester. For Schedules and further information, apply
to the Hon. Treasurer, S.-\M. HARLOW. StakehiU. Chadderton, near
Manchester. No entries will be received after April 27,

ERITH and
;

BELVEDERE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—The FIFTH ANNUAL SHOW of FLOWERS,

FRUIT and VEGETABLES will be held in Belvedere Park, on
SATURDAY, June :q. In Division III. Prizes will be awarded to

All-Comers. Schedules will shortly be issued, and may be obtained of
Mr. R. CARTWRIGHT, Bedswell, Belvedere. S.E.

R. \V. CRADOCK.l Hon.
J. HARRIS, J Secretaries.

WEST KENT HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
President—The Right Hon. Viscount Svdnev, G.C.B.,

Lord-Lieutenant of the County.
The SECOND EXHIBITION of FLOWERS and FRUITS will

be held in Bickley Park, by the kind permission of Geo. Wythes, Esq.,
on SATURDAY, July 6. Schedules of frizes &c. may be had ol the
Hon. Sec, ALFREU WIIHERS, Esq., Bromley, Kent

TyEST of ENGLAND ROSE SHOW.—
The GRAND ANNUAL EXHIBITION of ROSES for

1872 (open to the United Kingdom), is fixed to take place on
TUESDAY, July 9, in the Shire Hall, Hereford.
Credenhill Rectory. Hereford. C H. BULMER, Hon. Sec.

JOHN WATERER and SONS, Bagshot, Surrey, are

the Exhibitors of RHODODENDRONS at the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Regent's Park Their CATALOGUE of these Plants can

be had by letter addressed to Bafjshot.

t^f- The Catalogue fully describes Colours, Prices, &c., of the

Rhododendrons.

Rhododendrons, Rhododendrons.

GEO. FARXSWORTH can supply a large quantity
of the above, various sizes; also other NURSERY STOCK, at

alow rale. Prices and samples on application.

T he Nurseries, Mattock.

Rhododendrons—Hardy Scarlet and other
CHOICE NAMED.

H. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nursery, Southampton,
can offer a splendid collection of the above, nice bushy

plants, at i8i. per dozen ; or with blooming buds, 2+1, per dozen. Also
AZALEA AMO^N A, and the beautiful hardy ERICA CODONOIDES,
Qj. per dozen. Dwarf R'.'SES of finest sorts, .lOJ. per 100. or ts. per doz.

Agricultural Seeds.

RYE-GRASSES, CLOVERS,
MANGELS, &c. Trice LIST free by post c

DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Seedsmen, &c.,

Edinburgh.

TURNIPS,
n application to

52, George Street,

Cboice Mangel.

BOLTON AND CO. have a limited quantity left of the

Celebrated DEVONSHIKt: VELLCIVV GLOllE M.1NGEL.

b6lT0N and CO., Seed Merchants. Wood Green, London. N.

To tlie Trade.
CLOVER and GRASS SEEDS.

/ 1HARLES SHARPIi AND CO., Seed Groweks,
\J Sleaford, have now in stocic selections of the above, and wil

forward samples and prices on application.

To the Trade.
CHOICE STOCKS of MANGEL.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO. have the above to

offer, of their own growth.

Home-grown Turnip Seeds.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO. have the above to

offer, of choice stocks. ^_

Ttimlp Seed.

BOLTON and CO. have to offer very fine stocks of

the above, at moderate prices, wirich can be obtained on

Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London, N.

^PLANTS, the best that
row, 21. 6d. per lOO. This

ASPAR.'VGUS
^^ money can

/"I IANT
V.X money can procure, all certain to gr_ ,

icious Vegetable does not require half the eitpensi: usually incurred

in planting it. See RICHARD SMITH'S SEED LIST for 1872.

Extra strong SEAK.M.E, 2S. per dozen.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

w.

MAURICE YOUNG'S NEW TRADE LIST of

CONIFER.^, HARDY EVERGREEN TREES and
SHRUBS, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, JAPANESE PLANTS,
NEW AUCUBAS, &c., is now ready, and will be forwarded on
application.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming. Surrey.

WEBBS PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS: also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double: with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

Aucuha Pollen.
JOHN STANDISH and CO. can now supply any

quantity of AUCUBA POLLEN in one shilling and half-crown
packets. Post free for stamps.
Also MALE AUCUBA PLANTS, with flower buds, at from 2f. W.

to 5i. each. Roya[ Nurseries, Ascot.

DWARF DUTCH BOX for EDGING, of very
superior quality. Price upon application.

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, Newton Nurseries, loz, and 108,

Eastgate Street. Chester.

RAYNBIRD. CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26. Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.G. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Priic Medals, 1851,

or Wheat; 1862, for " Excellent Seeo Corn and Seeds."

Dactylls glomerata varlegata.

WANTED, a large quantity ot the above.—Address,
stating lowest price per 100, to

JAMES CUTHBERT, rz. Clayton Square, Liverpool.

Choice Cut Flowers
\lt7"ANTED, to SELL on COMMISSION. -~ For
VV particulars, apply to J. H. POUNCE. Florist, Nurser^'man,

Seedsman, and Salesman, The Flower Mart, Villiers Street, Charing
Cross London, S.W

JAMES FAIRHEAD, Seed Grower, Peckham,
Surrey, S.E., has for SALE various EARLY WHITE and

BLUE PEAS: TAMES' INTERMEDIATE, ALTRINr.HAM,
WHITE and YELLOW BELGIAN CARROT; MANGEL, and
SWEDE TURNli\ crop 1871. at low prices.

To Growers, Seedsmen, &c.

SAMUEL ALLAWAY, Flarl's Court Farm, Old
Erompton, S.W., has about 20 bushels of English-saved NEGRO

FRENCH BEANS, of the best variety in growth, warranted new
seed. Price per bushel, 21s. Terms casji^

A FEW TONS of the EARLY ROSE POTATOS,
at Q05. per ton, ioj. per sack. Sacks 15. &'. each, cash.

CHRISl'MAS OUINCEV ,
Peterborough.

very cheap.SEED POTATOS. in good conditiou
Kidneys, Lemon and .Myatts Ashleaf, per cwt., 5s. ; per ton, Qoi.

Kidney, Early Dwarf-top Ashleaf, per cwt-, 6s. 6d. ; per ton, laos.

Early Golden Dwarf and Handsworth,per CTVt.,ss. 6rf. ;
perion, lOO*.

H- AND R. ST1R2AKER, Skerion Nurseries, Lancastc-

SEED POTATOS.—American Early Rose, £y per ton,

8j. per cwt- ; Climax, loi. ; Barron's Perfection, 51, ; isuttons' Red-

skin Flourball, 8s. ; Royal Ashleaf, 8s. ; Gloucestershire Kidney, Zs. ;

king'of Potatos, 7s. ; Brcsee's Prolific, i6s. ; Paterson's Bovinia, 51., S:r.

Price LISTS on application. Terms cash.

HY. MINCHIN, The Nurseries, Hook Norton, Oxon.

C1ABBAGE PLANTS.— Strong, healthy, Drurnhead
V Cabbage (Robinson's Champion) can now be supplied in any

quantity, at 3s. per 1000, by
J AS. IVERY AND SON, Dorking Nursery.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—About 4 acres of strong
Cabbage Plants. Robinson's Champion Ox Cabbage at 2s. <yi.

per jooo : also late Red Pole Cattle Cabbage at 31. Od. per 1000. All

orders above 50,000, 3^. per 1000 cheaper. Reference required Iium

unknown Correspondents.
WOOBKRRY Nurseryman, Blllinghurst, Sussex.
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VERBENAS, VERBENAS, VERBENAS.—Scarlet,

Pink, White, Purple, and other colours, spring-struck, and
strone in varielv, Bs. per 100 ; White or Purple separately, 10s. per

loo- LiL'ht and Dark HELIOTROPE, 8s. per 100; also good strong

plants or LOBELIA PUMILA. GRANPIFLORA, one of the best

and most compact Blue Lobelias ever sent out, 6s. per 100; LOBELIA
SPECIOSA (true), from cuttings. 31. per 100 ; MRS. POLLOCK and
CRYSTAL PALACE GEM GERANIUMS, in Single Pots, 21. 6d.

per dozen, package included, for cash only.

S. BIDE, Alma Nurser>-, Farnham, Surrey.

CHOICE SEEDS.—An assortment of 6 varieties of
ORNAMENTAL ROCK PLANTS, saved from our well known

extensive collection, 3*.

An assortment of 12 varieties, 5s.

An assortment of 6 varieties, choice STOVE and GREENHOUSE
FERNS. IS. 6rf.

Ditto 12 varieties ditto, 3J. 6d.

An assortment of 6 varieties of good HARDY FERNS, if.

Ditto 12 varieties ditto, as.

CALCEOLARIA, saved from a collection of superb varieties, per
packet, 2S. 6d.

CINERARIA, saved from our own collection of finest named
varieties, 2s. 6d.

Sent free by post, when the amount is remitted with order.

JAMES BACKHOUSE and SON, Nurseries, York.

Plants, Post Free.
DAHLIAS (Pot Roots), good named. Show and Fancy,

12 roots, in 6 sorts, 4s. ; 25in 12 sorts, 8s. ; mixed sorts, 21s. penoo.
ACHIMENES, 6 good named sorts, 6 tubers each, for 3s.

PELARGONIUMS, in 60 good named sorts, Show and Fancy, nice

plants, 12 varieties 4s., 24 for ys. 6d., 50 for 15s. Also supplied in

pots at the same prices, but baskets extra.

GERANIUMS, of Gold and Silver, Tricolors, and Bronze leaved, nice

rooted plants, including Mrs. Pollock, Sophie Dumaresque, Italia

Unita, Glen Eyre Beauty, Sunset, Spanish Tieauly, and 30 other

varieties, our selection, 12 for 3s. 6<i. , 25 for ys. ; Mrs. Pollock

and Sophie Dumaresque, 12 of each for 6s.

GERANIUMS, Scarlet, Zonal, and Nosegay, in 50 select named sorts,

nice rooted plants, 12 varieties, 2s. 6ii., 25 for Ss.,so lor JOs. ; 100, in

50 sorts, for 15s.

CALCEOLARIA AUREA FLORIBUNDA, Prince of Orange, and
other kinds, nice plants, once potted, 12 for is. gd., 25 for 3s. 3<i.,

50 for 6s. , 100 for los. 6d.

CALCEOLARIAS, Herbaceous, verj' fine, in 4, S, and 6 inch pots
price per dozen or 100 on application.

H. AND R. STIKZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster

Dahlias, Pot Roots, from
HENRY MAY'S unequalled COLLECTION:—

Twelve fine exhibition kinds, 6s. ; 24 kinds, i>s.
; 48 kinds, 15s.

Purchaser's selection from Catalogue a little extra. Now is a good
time to procure the dormant pot roots. Henry May can also supply
large ground roots of most kinds of DAHLIAS that are of service for

exhibition at is. each.
Fine named PHLOXES, of the best kinds, 6s. per dozen.

Fine named FUCHSIAS, „ 4s. per dozen.

This is the proper season to remove Rock, Alpine, and Hardy
Herbaceous Plants. H. May's Collections are very complete and
correctly named,
100 sorts ALPINE and ROCK PLANTS, £t 10s.

100 ,. ,, superior varieties, £2 los.

100 sorts Hardy HERBACEOUS PLANTS, (or general decoration, 30J,

100 ,, ,,
superior varieties, 50s.

CATALOGUES of the above and DAHLIAS sent by return post.

CALCEOLARIA GEM, a dwarf, shrubby-habited, golden-yellow,
throwing more bloom than Aurea floribunda, and not liable to die off

like that kind; very much recommended. Price per dozen, 4s.
;
per

JOG, 20s.

CALCEOLARIA TRIOMPHE DE VERSAILLES, an improved
aurea floribunda, same kind of growth and foliage. Per dozen, 4s.

;

per too, 20s.

PANSIES, Cliveden Yellow, Black, Blue, Purple, and Magpie
colours, separate, just commencing to bloom, and capable of great
display during the ensuing season, 2J. per dozen, I2s, per too,

HENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries, Bcdale. Yorkshire.

VERBENA VIOLET KING.

Messrs. Thomas Methven & Sons
Have much pleasure in announcing that they have arranged to send out this superb and very distinct NEW

VERBENA. It was raised at Drumlanrig, where it has been extensively grown, and proved to be one of the best

bedding plants in cultivation. Colour, a lively violet-purple, giving the same and most effective shade as Verbena
venosa. It grows to the same height as Crimson King, but is more twiggy in habit, and forms a most compact
mass of bloom. It is of a hardy constitution, and stands rain better and blooms later into the damp weather of

autumn than any variety that has been tried against it. Mr. Simpson, of Wortley Hall, writing of it in T/ie

Gardener, says, " It is a better bloomer, has a larger flower, a more vigorous constitution, and is much more effective

at a distance than Purple King. It was planted out side by side with Purple King in various situations, and its

superiority was very noticeable. It will prove a good companion to Crimson King."

To be sent out second week of May.

Price 18s. per dozen. The usual discount to the Trade.

Orders are now being booked, and will be executed in rotation as they are received.

LEITH WALK NURSERIES, EDINBURGH.

32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, IV.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
(one of the Oldest Nurseries extant)

IS NOW CONDUCTED BY A COMPANY, WHO ARE
PREPARED TO

WAEEANT GENUINE
EVERY ARTICLE SUPPLIED TO THEIR CUSTOMERS.

THEIR STOCK AND RESOURCES ARE ALMOST

INEXHAUSTIBLE;
AND

THEIR MOTTO IS "LIBERALITY."

Please write fortlieir ROSE and FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE, andalso for their SEED CATALOGUE,
just published.

Address, JOHN BESTER (Manager),

PINE-APPLE NURSERY, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

B. S. ^WILLIAMS,
VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERY, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.,

Respectfully invites the Nobility and Gentry about to furnish their Conservatories, Greenhouses, Stoves, and Orchid Houses, to an inspection of his Stock of Magnificent

^
Specimens, that are unequalled in this country, consisting of

THE CHOICEST AND RAREST EXOTICS,
TREE FERNS, DRAC/ENAS, PALMS, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, AGAVES, YUCCAS, CYCADS, BEAUCARNEAS, ARALIAS,

AND ALL KINDS OF FLOWERING, STOVE, AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

The LARGE CONSERVATORY is at this season of the year especially worthy a visit, containingr as it does fine collections of CAMELLIAS in full flower,

CYCLAMENS, PRIMULAS, SOLANUMS, &c., &c. In addition there are numerous Houses, consisting of ORCHID HOUSES, PALM STOVES, NEW HOLL.^ND
HOUSES, FERN HOUSES, AZALEA HOUSES, &c., replete with Plants which, by the interest and instruction they will afford, will well repay a visit.

The COLLECTION of MEXICAN PLANTS at this Nursery is of unrivalled excellence.

All New Plants that are worthy of notice are to be seen here. The houses have all been erected to suit the requiretnents of the Plants, which is one of the surest roads to

success in their cultivation.

Should Purchasers require Selections or Collections of Plants, they may depend upon having them put up with judgment. In such cases it is advisable to supply a List of
the kinds already possessed. PRICED CATALOGUES POST FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

SEED DEPARTMENT.
GENUINE SEEDS, CARRIAGE PAID AND FREE BY POST.

Complete Collections of Kitchen Garden Seeds, for One Year's Supply, to suit Large and Small Oardens, at the following prices :

21s., 42s., 63s., 843. each.
B. S. WILLIAMS devotes special and particular attention to this branch of his business, and can strongly recommend all seeds offered by him as being growTi from the

most carefully selected and genuine Stock, all true to name, and of the finest possible quality.

His choice strain of Flower Seeds, such as PRIMULA, CINERARIA, CALCEOLARIA, &c., are unequalled
; they are grown especially for him by persons who stand in

the first position as cultivators of the respective kinds.

The CATALOGUE, published in January, which can be had Post Free on application, will be found to contain Lists of the latest really useful Novelties in Flower and
Vegetable Seeds ; also a detailed compendium of all previously known kinds. VINES, FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS, &c.

LANDSCAPE AND STJB-TROPICAL GAUDENING.
Estimates, Plans, and Advice given for the Laying-out of Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c. ; also for Erecting Greenhouses, Conservatories, and the Construction of

Rockwork and Ferneries.

Post %vo, cloth, price 5^., or Free by Post, %s. ^d. each,

HORTICULTURAL WORKS BY B. S. WILLIAMS, F.B.H.S., RECENTLY PUBLISHED,
" Mr. Williams' skill as a plant cultivator is well and widely known."

—

Journal of Horticulture.

GJELECT FERNS and LYCOPODS, BRITISH and EXOTIC, copiouslyCHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE FLOWERING PLANTS, with
Coloured Frontispiece and Plans of Houses, and comprising descriptions of upwards of 1000

species and varieties.

CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE ORNAMENTAL-LEAVED PLANTS,
formint; a sequel to the above, containing descriptions of 800 species and varieties, and profusely

Illustrated with Engravings on Wood,

VD Illustrated
and v.'irietica.

with Engravings on Wood, and Containing descriptions of 900 choice species

Just published, Fourth Edition,

THE ORCHID-GROWERS' MANUAL, enlarged, revised, and illustrated,
containing descriptions of upwards of 800 species and varieties of Orchidaceous planti proved

to be worth growing.

Puhltshed and SoJd at Victoria and Paradise. Nursery, Upper Holloioay^ N»
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NARCISSUS CLUSII
(CORBULARIA MONOPHYLLA).

Bulbs of this lovely miniature are now olTered for the first time in

England. In general outline the flowers much resemble those of the

"Hoop Petticoat" (Narcissus bulbocodium), and it is doubtless quite as hardy

as that species. The colour is creamy white. The general appearance

most chaste and charming.

Price of Bulbs, Is. 6d. each, 6 for 7s., 12 for 12s.

Poslan- Free.

HOOPER & CO.,
COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

THE NE^V MIGNONETTES,
OFFKKEP in'

HOOPER & CO., Covent Garden.

New Dwarf Compact Mignonette (Reseda odorata
multiflora compacta).

These beautiful Novelties were

described in the GiWdcfiers Chronicle

of the 2d ult., as follows :
—

MULTIFLORA COMPACTA.—" A
dense semi-globular bush, lo inches

high and i8 inches across in-

numerable close spikes of reddish

tinted flowers." The flowers are

said to be produced for several montlis

in succession.

Pyramidalis gigantea, "said
to have very woody stems, with

spikes of flowers lo inches long, of a

fine red tinge ; by good culture it

grows to a height of 2V feet, and
breadth of i^ foot." Continuous
bloomer.

Seeds of the above are offered in

Is. and 2s. 6d, packets. Also,

PARSON'S

White Mignonette,

Is. per packet.

ALL POST FREE.

P.-V N S I E S, P A N S I E S, P A N S I E S.
\2 finest exhibition varieties, show or fancy, for 9s.

12 fine exhibition varieties, show or fancy, (oxfis.

12 good exhibition varieties, show or fancy, for 41.

25 finest exhibition varieties, show or fancy, for 12s. W.
100 finest exhibition varieties, show or fancy, for 42s.

too Kood exhibition varieties, show or fancy, for 21J.

Finest mixed sorts, without names, full of buds, strong plants,
I2J. 61/ per 100.

TANSY SEED, finest in the trade, show or fancy, 11. 6rf. and
2s.(id. per packet.
Remittance or reference required from unknown Correspondents,

catalogues on application to

THOMAS MILNER, Nurseryman, Bradford.

NEW TRICOLOR-LEAVED FUCHSL\, SUNRAY,
to be sent out the first week in April. Price 51. each.

First-Class Certificate—Royal Horticultural Society, July 19, 1871.

First-Class Certificate—Leeds Horticultural Society, June 7, 1871.

Extra Triie—York Horticultural Society, June 14, 1871.

The only places at which it was exhibitetf.

One of the most beautiful plants ever offered ; colours as rich and
clear as in any Tricolor Pelargonium ; the leaves, which are very

large, arc of a rich bright crimson, white, and broniy-grcenj in about
equal parts. The habit and growth is all that can be desired, each
plant forming a beautiful p>Tamid.

It will make a magnificent exhibition plant, is a good bedder, and
invaluable as a decorative or market plant. Flowers of fine form,

scarlet tube and sepals, with light purple corolla.

Trade price on application.

THOMAS MILNER, Hill Side and Spire Nursery, Bradford, and
Rose Mount Nursery, Ikley.

CHoice Florist Flowers.

JAMES VEITCH AND SONS,
Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

Per packet—i. d.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA ALBA 26
„ „ RUBRA 26
„ „ choicest mixed 2

The above Primulas have been saved from the best fringed

and most perfect flowers, and are so decidedly superior in

quality, that J. V. & SONS are confident the produce cannot be
surpassed, if equalled.
Our Primulas were awarded a Special Certificate by the

Royal Horticultural Society, February ig, 1871, for superior

quality.

CALCEOLARIA, International Prize strain 26
„ Dalkeith strain \s.(}d. and 2 6

CINERARIA, saved from a first-class collection .. u. 6rf. and 2 6

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, finest Prize .. .- ii. and 2 6

Awarded a Special Certificate, Royal Horticultural Socicly,

Februar)' 15, 1871.

CARNATION, from a Prize collection .. .. ir. and 2 6

BALSAM, Camellia-flowered, choicest mixed . . M. and i o

,, Double Rose-flowered, finest mixed . • f^d. and i o

GLOXINIA, from our own collection of drooping and erect-

flowering varieties .. .. .. \ Q

HOLLYHOCK, from choicest named sorts . . .

.

&f. and i o

PANSY, choicest mixed, from English show varieties . . , .
i o

PETUNIA HYGRIDA, choice varieties, in mixture .. .. i o

PICOTEE, first quality, choice mixed .. .. is. and 2 6
PINK, choicest mixed laced varieties is. and 2 6

POLYANTHUS, from finest gold-laced flowers i o

STOCK, East Lothian, per collection of three colours, scarlet,

purple, and white .. ..20
STOCK, Intermediate Scarlet, very superior .. 6a. and i o

SWEET WILLIAM, Bragg's Improved 10
Collections of VEGETABLE SEEDS, at 21J., 31J. &/., 42^-. 63s., and

105s. each. Carriage Paid. In all respects similar to those advertised

by other Firms.
Priced CATALOGUES post free on application.

NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

HOOPER & CO., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

ynrnMrn

GRASS SEEDS,

AGBICTTLTXJRAL SEEDS,

^^ STRE( CORNEE of ^^ STREET.^

Trade Mar/;.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

FLOWER SEEDS.

Catalogues forwarded Post Free to any address on application.

SEED POTATOS.

H. & F. Sharpe'S
WHOLESALE LIST OE SEED POTATOS

COMPRISES, AMONGST OTHERS, THE FOLLOWING FINE VARIETIES, VIZ. :—

EARLY SANDRINGHAM KIDNEY, First Early
MONA'S PRIDE KIDNEY
AMERICAN EARLY ROSE
OLD ASHLEAF KIDNEY
WALNUT-LEAVED KIDNEY
RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF KIDNEY
MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY
DAINTREE'S EARLIEST ROUND
The above varieties have been carefully selected, and the quality is excellent,

and other particulars, apply to

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH, CAMBS,

AMERICAN EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY DALMAHOY ROUND
EARLY OXFORD ROUND
DRUMMOND'S EARLY PROLIFIC ROUND
EARLY FLOUNDER, very prolific

FATERSON'S VICTORIA, True
FLUKE KIDNEY
RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL, True

For prices (which are very low),

B. S. WILLIAMS
NURSERYMAN and SEED MERCHANT,

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES.
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Per packet—J. d.

Williams' Alexandra BROCCOLI i 6

Williams' Improved Dwarf BRUSSELS SPROUTS .. ..JO
Williams' Early Nonsuch CABBAGE I o

Williams' Matchless Red CELERY i o

Telegraph CUCUMBER tWoolley's Improved) i 6

Turner's Blue Gown CUCUMBER 26
Williams' Gloria Mundi ENDIVE 16
Bumell's Alexandra White Cos LETTUCE 16
Williams' Emperor of the Marrows PEA, a white wrinkled

variety, very prolific, and of exquisite flavour, the finest

wrinkled marrow Pea in cultivation . . . . per quart .

.

s o

Earley's Defiance TOMATO, the earliest in cultivation, per pkt. 1 6

Bresee's Climax POTATOS per peck s a

„ King of the Earlics POTATOS „ so
„ Prolific POTATOS So

Sutlons' Red-skinned Flourball POTATOS To

NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
Per packet—s. d.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed
ij. 6rf., 2J. W., 3J. W.,and S o

Williams' superb strain of BALSAM is. 6rf. and 2 6
Neiirs extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA

ij. &f., 21. 6if.,3J. M., and 5

Weathcrill'g extra choice strain of CINERARIA
ij. M.,2J. 6rf., 35. M.,and S o

Wiggin's prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. w. W., 2J. M., and 3 6
Wifigin's prize strain of POLYANTHUS ,. .. 11. and i 6
GLOXI N IA, finest erect varieties » o

GLOXINIA, finest drooping varietie 10
AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf • 10
CENTAUREA CLEMENTEI 16
COLLINSIA VIOLACEA 10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE 26
PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful varieties .. each 2 6

„ „ mixed 26
East Lothian STOCKS, per collection of three colours .. ..26
VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress 2J. 6rf. and 3 6

VIOLA CORNUTA,var. Perfection u. W. and 2 6

ZINNIA HAAGEANA, floreplcno ' »
GLADIOLI, choice named sorts .. per dozen, 6s.,QJ.,and 12 o

„ KRENCHLEYENSIS, 2J. per dozen, loi. 6d.per 100.

„ English Seedlings, very fine, 2S. dd. per doz, ioj. per loa

E. S. W.'s Illustrated CATALOGUE is now ready, post free on
application. ^^

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
Upper Holloway, London, N,
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Queen of PnnlrOses.

PRIMULA JAPONICA.—The Undersigned have
just received a small quantity of Seed of this magnificent hardy

plant from abroad, which they have much pleasure in offering, m
packets, at II., 2s. 6d.,3s. &/., and 5s., post free.

BUTLER Mcculloch, and CO., Covent Garden Market,

Ixindon, W.C.

ALCEOLARIAS AUREA FLORIBUNDA aiid

PRINCE of ORANGE. Fine, strong, healthy, well-rooted, and
perfectly hardy plants, 5s. per 100, £2 per 1000. VERBENAS of

sorts. LOBELIAS, IRESINES, AGERATUMS, choice seedlmR
PETUNIAS, and other Plants, ready shortly, at same prices. All

Carriaee free for cash with order,

KIRK ALLEN, The Nurseries, Brampton, Hunlmcton.

To Gentlemen Amateurs and tlie Trade.

THE Prettiest P^'ANCY PICOTEE grown is

COUNTESS of ELLESMERE (Holland). In strong blooming
plants, per 100, 40^. ; 50 for 22s. M. ; or 12 for 6s., cash, tor clump-

ing and bordering it is without a rival.

Other choice named PICOTEES, 12 show sorts, 6j. PANSIES,
12 sorts, 4s. Dahlias, 12 sorts, 4s., cash.

JOHN J. HASLAM, Bradshaw Gardens, Chaddcrton, Manchester.

Chrysantliemums, &c.

WM. CLIBRAN AND SON, Oldfield Nursery,
Allrincham, bctr to offer CHRYSANTHEMUMS, in nearly

all the best sorts, including new varieties of 1871, at 2s. 6d. per doz.,

15s per iDO, post or package free. DAHLIAS, 31. per doz., 21J. pe r

100. FUCHSIAS, including varieties of 1871, 31. per doz., 20J. per

100 First class Seedling HOLLYHOCKS. 35 per doz, 20J. per 100.

White, yellow, dark and blue self PANSIES, for bedding, 25. 6d. per

doz , 151. per 100, VIOLAS, alba and lutea grandiflora, ii. 6d. per

doz : Blue Perfection, is. per doz., 6s. per 100. DAISIES, 5s. per 100,

in four sorts. First-class Show and Fancy PANSIES, 25 for 75.

CARNATIONS. 12 plants, 61. ; 12 PICOTEES, 61. ; 12 PINKS, js-i

or 12 of each of the four, 48 plants in all, 175. 6d. 12 PENlSTE-
M0NS,y.6d.: 12 PHLOXES. 31. W. ^ ^ ^, ,

^.r^.
ForGERANIUMS in great variety, and other Plants, see CAT A-

LOGU E, free on application.
'

Tricolor Geraniums.

WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine

the following 12 fine varieties :~

Kach

—

s. d.

Peter Grieve 76
Sir R. Napier 10
Diamond . . . . ,. i "6

Charmin" Bride .. ..16
Prince Silverwings .. ..10
Queen of May .. -.10

Or the 12

PLANTS of

Each—s. d.

Lass o' Gowrie , . ..50
Lucy Grieve .. .. ..10
Victoria Regina . . ..26
Star of India 10
Princess Beatrice .. ..10
Excellent to
cties for a

Baskets to be returned. No charge for package.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon, Hunts.

GEORGE SMITH, in offering the following NEW
PLANTS, has great pleasure in assuring his Floral Friends

that they are of the Iinest quality, and cannot fail to give general

satisfaction, viz.

—

NOSEGAY GERANIUMS.
C.WEN FOX.— Rosy-scarlet, a beautiful and unique shade of colour,

pip large and beautifully formed, fine truss; this variety will be

lound an acquisition, being of free habit and compact. Awarded a

First-Class Certificate by Hie Royal Horticultural Society, and also

by the Royal Botanic Society. 7s. ^d. each.

DELIGHT <Gforgi- SMlTii).~DeUcate peach blossom, white eye,

truss of immense size and produced in profusion; this is a most
beautiful variety, and warranted to be the finest light variety ever

offered, with foliage slightly zoned, is. bd. each.

FLAME,—This variety is remarkable for its brilliant colour, being

vermilion-scarlet, truss of exquisite form and large size, very com-

pact and beautiful, of good habit, foliage slightly zoned. Awarded
First-Class Certificates by the Royal Horticultural Society, and
also by the Royal Botanic Society. 7s. td. each.

POLLY KING —Peach blossom, edged with white, white eye, petals

stoul and of fine form, quite new in colour in the Nosegay section,

and in every way a most desirable addition to its class. Awarded
First-Class Certificates by the Royal Horticultural Society, and

also by the Royal Botanic Society. 7s td. each.

Where oof any of the above distinct varieties are ordered 7 will be
sent ; and where 12, 15 will be forwarded.

NEW FUCHSIA.
ALPHA (George Smith).—A splendid variety, with an immense

finely-formed corolla; coral-red tube and sepals, very free habit,

good foliage, and in every respect a hrsE-cIass variety, and the

finest of the double kinds, tos. 6d. each.

The above Novelties, in good plants, to be sent out the first week
in May. Usual Discount to the Trade.

*»• A beautiful coloured drawing of Fuchsia Alpha and Geranium
Delight, handsomely arranged in one plate, by J. MacFarlane, free by

post in exchange for 18 postage stamps.
, , ^

Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, London, N.

H.

' BALSAM CU\tlA.T10M

CANNELL'S {F.R.H.S.),
-• Nursery Business is strictly con-

,
fined to FLORIST FLOWERS and the

fallowing CHOICE SEEDS. Purchasers

.,. ,^, - can therefore readily imagine his energy

HOLLYHOCK QUlflEO'ASTE^ and determination to grow and recom-

mend only what is really first-class. See

FLORAL GUIDE, containing full and

valuable particularsexpressly for Amateurs.

The iollowing are those that H. C. has a

large stock of, and deserve special notice

by new Customers ;—
Per packet.—s. d.

AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS, direct from Veitch's ..16
AGERATUM, Imperial Dwarf, fine new blue bedder .. ..10

„ Tom Thumb, best dwarf blue bedder .. ..10
,,

Prince Arthur, best bright blue bedder . . ..10
„ White Imperial Dwarf, new white .. .. ..10
,, White Tom Thumb, new dwarf white .. ..10

ANTIRRHINUM, best of varieties last season .. 6ii. and 1 o
ASTERS (English-grown), Quilled, prize varieties .. as. and 4 o

,, (French), Best, imported direct .. 10
BALSAM—purchased all Stevens' Prize Collection 10
CALCEOLARIAS, best dwarf spotted varieties 26
CARNATIONS and PICOTEES—Norman's best ,

,

21. and 4 o

„ „ Other noted raisers', is, and 2 o
PINKS, from Keynes' splendid collection 10
CINERARIAS, saved from best named varieties .

.

is. and 2 o
COCKSCOMB—Cutbush's Prize Dwarf Crimson 16
CYCLAMEN, direct from Edmond's Prize Collection . . ..10
ECHEVERIA METALLICA, a fine foliage plant .

.

per pod o 6

„ „ GLAUCA, new .. „ 16
,, RETUSA FLORIBUNDA SPLENDENS „ i o

SECUNDAand E. PUMILA 10
„ „ GLAUCA, beautiful edging .. ..16

FOXGLOVE, Ivery's superb large spotted 06
GERANIUM, Hybridised Zonal, newest varieties ,. is. and 2 o

,, Jean Sislcy, finest scarlet out . . .

.

is. and 2 o
GOLDEN FEATHER, best yellow edging .. .. 6rf. and i o
HOLLYItUCK, best named kinds, direct from Chater .. ..20
LANTAN AS, my best Catalogue varieties 06
LOBELIA SPECIOSA, intense dark blue, true 06
MARIGOLD, French Striped and African, not yet excelled.

colours unequalled (First Prize) 6d. and i o
MIMULUS, best spotted strain (Henderson's) 10
PETUNIAS, very best named striped varieties 10
PRIMULAS, mixed or separate, superb (Williams') 2S. 6d. and 3 6
PANSY, Black Knight, darkest ever raised or seen 10

,, Belgian and Fancy varieties, beautifully marked .. ..10
„ Show, from best collection in Scotland 16
,, Sandbeck Gem and Pride of Rufford, best yellow bedders 1 o

PENTSTEMONS, from last year's best varieties 10
SOLANUMS.Weatherill's Improved Hybrid 06
VIOLA LUTEA GRANDIFLORA MAJOR, newest bedding

yellow (will be extensively grown) 10
VIOLA PEKFECTKJN, finest mauve-blue bedder 10
VERBENAS, iiirh.il, ri;; all the new varieties 26
XERANTliKMUM, I'.VL-ilasiing (lowers for winter .. ..06
New Florist Flowers and Florist Flower Seed Mcichant,

Woolwich, S.E.

32, Maida Vale, London, W.

THE
PINE-APPLE NURSERY

COMPANY

Beg to call special attention to the following

SELECTION of CHOICE SEEDS.
CATALOGUES may be had Gratis and Post Free

on application.
Per packet —s. d.

AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS is. 6d. and 2 6

AURICULA, very choice mixed .. .. ..10

CALCEOLARIA, herbaceous, finest mixed,

is. 6d. and 2 6

CINERARIA, from prize strain .. is. dd. and 2 6

COCKSCOMB, dwarf crimson prize 06

CYCLAMEN, from a splendid collection .. ..10

HOLLYHOCK, finest double mixed is. and i 6

P.^NSY, or HE.\RTSEASE, from prize flowers,

\s. and I 6

PETUNIA, finest mixed 10

*PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA ALBA ..26

•
,, ,, ,, RUBRA . 2 6

•
,, ,, ,, best mixed 2 6

* This is saved from finely fringed and large flowers.

ASTER—Dwarf German 12 vars., zs. bd. ; 6 vars. 1 6

Quilled German . . 12 vars., 2f, (id, ; 6 vars. i 6

Dwarf Pyramidal Bouquet .

.

.

.

12 vars. 2 6

Globe-flowered 12 vars. 26

French Imbricated Pompon ., .. 12 vars. 3 6

TruSfaut's French PDeony-flowered, 12 vars., y. ;

8 vars. 2 o

Dwarf Chrysanthemum-flowered, 12 vars., 3J. bd. \

6 vars. 2 o

Crown flowered or Cockade 6 vars. 2 o

Improved Rose, large flowered ,, ..8 vars. 26

Victoria, large flowered 6 vars. 2 o

New Schiller S fine vars. 2 6

BALSAM, from the most superb collection ..9 vars. 2 6

STOCK—Dwarf German Ten-week, 12 varieties,

is. bd, : 8 vars. i 6

Large flowered Dwarf Ten-week .. ..8 vars. 26

German Ten-week Wallflower-leaved 10 vars. 3 o

Large-flowered Pyramidal Ten-week . . 8 vars. 2 o

Earliest Autumnal-flowering .

.

.. ..8 vars. 20

Emperor or Perpetual.. .. .. ..8 vars. 20

Winter or Biennial Brompton .

,

12 vars. 3 o

Tree Giant Cape 4 vars. 2 o

New Giant Tree Ten-week 6 vars. 20

ZINNIA ELEGANS FLORE-PLENO ..6 vars. 2 o

The New Tying Material, RAPHIA, 2.1. bd. per lb.

Address,

JOHN BESTER,
MANAGER,

32, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

New Roses of 1872.

JOHN CRANSTON, King's Acre Nurseries, near
Hereford, offers extra fine Dwarf plants of the NEW ROSES of

872. The varieties have been selected with the greatest care, and arc
believed to be those most worthy of general cultivation.

Plants, equal in quality to those for which the Establishment has
been so long and justly celebrated, will be ready in March.

Descriptive LIST post fre e on application.

New Bo8eB» &c., &c., Now Ready.W KNIGHT solicits orders for the following, from
• several thousands of strong, clean, healthy plants, true to

name, and unsurpassed in the Trade.
18 varieties of NEW ROSES of 1872, the best selected, ^i. each;

42i. the set.

12 finest FUCHSIAS, extra strontj, loi. fid.

S4 finest VERBENAS, for exhibition. 8j.

Descriptive Priced LIST on application.
Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

B EDDING PLANTS
Per 100

—

s. d.

Heliotropes, named sorts
Ageratum coL-lcstinuni na-

num
,, while Imperial Dwarl

Sempervivum californicum,

aJi inches diameter ,

.

2 do.
Salvia Gloxinisfolia (blue)

.

Gnaphalium lanatum
Koniga (Alyssum) variegaia 14 O
Musk Plant .. . . 14 o

16 c

(Wholeale Prices).
Per 100—J. d.

Iresine Lindeni . . 20 o

,, Herbstii 16 o
Coleus Verschaffeltii . . 20 o

„ a great variety of choice
sorts, per dozen, 3^.

Verbena, Blue King . . .. 16 a
,, Parsee (fine mauve) .. i6q

Lobelia, Treniham Blue .. 14 o
,, compacta pumila gran-

diflora 16 o
Pentstcmons, named sorts .. 20 o

Double Flowering Zonal Geraniums, fine named sorts, 20s. per 100.

The above are all thoroughly established in single pots, and may be
relied upon as being fine, clean, healthy stuff.

WOOD AND INGRAM, The Nurseries, Huntingdon, Hunts.

Spring Plant Catalogue. 1872.

CHARLES TURNERS Descriptive LIST of
PLANTS for the season is NOW READY, and may be had on

application. It contains the best selections :—
Achimcnes
Auriculas
Azaleas
Carnations
Chrysanthemums
Cinerarias
Coleus
Dahlias of sorts
Ferns
Fuchsias
Gesneraceous Plants
Gloxinias
Iledera

And many other species.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough

Bedding Plants
Climbing Plants
Pelargoniums (Show)
„ (Fancy)

,, (Tricolor)

„ (Variegated)
Phlox
Picotees
Pinks
Roses
Stove Plants
Verbenas

Verbenas, Verbenas—Mrs. Pollock, &c.

WILLIAM liADMAN offers Purple, White, Scarlet,

and Rose VERBENAS, from single pots, i2s, per loo; rooted
cuttings, 6s. per loo, 50J. per 1000.

LOBELIA SPECIOSA (true), from cuttings, 3s. 6d. per 100 1 25J
per 1000.

FUCHSIAS, double and single, 6s. per 100.

HELIOTRUPIUM, dark and light, 6s. per 100.

TROP.-EOLUM Mrs, Treadwell, fine bedder, 6s. per loo.

AGERATUM Imperial Dwarf, 5^. per 100, 40s. per 1000.

IRESINE Lindeni, fine dark foliage, 81. per 100.

CALCEOLARIA aurea Horibunda, 51. per 100.

GERAN I UM M rs. Pollock, irom single pots. 20s. per 100.

,, Sophie Dumaresque, from single pots, 201. per too.

,, Jean Sisley, finest out, y. per dozen, 301. per too.

,, Madame Lemoine. Crystal Palace Gem, Vesuvius,
Lord Derby, Walthara Seedling. &c., 15s. per loa.

Mixed ZONAL GEKANIUMS, good sorts, from single pots, 12!.

per 100. Package included. Terms cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

MILFORD NURSERIES,
near Godalming.

For NEW and RARE HARDY PLANTS and
CONIFEK.-E, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive

CATALOGUE.
For HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,

EVERGREENS, &c., sec MAURICE YOUNG'S New
Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For RHODODENDRONS and other AMERICAN
PLANTS, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive

CATALOGUE.

For STANDARD and HALF STANDARD ROSES,
see MAURICE Y'OUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For NEW JAPANESE AUCUBAS, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For JAPANESE NOVELTI ES, see MAU RIC

E

YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For Cheap EVERGREENS and SHRUBS for COVER
PLANTING or SHRUBBERIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For PLANTS suitable for WINTER BEDDING, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For EXTRA TRANSPLANTED or QUARTERED
FOREST TREES for Planting Belts or Shrubberies, see

MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive Catalogue.

Forwarded on application enclosing stamp.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming. ^^^

s

RICHARD WALKER has to offer, for cash, PINKS,
mixed laced, £1 per 100. DAISIES, White, Crown, Hen-and-

Chicken, all at sr. per 100; do. Pearl, 2J. 6d. per 100. POLYANTHUS,
Ss. per 100. PUTAIOS, real American Redskmned I-lourball, £7
per ton ; American Goodrich, 14J. per cwt. ; Giant Kmg, 8s. per cwi.

Market Gardens, Biggleswade. Beds.

~EED POTATO S,

5J. per cwt.
Early Rose
Early Goodrich
King of Potatos'
Webb's Imperial
Berkshire Kidney

JAS. CARAWAY .\ND CO., Durdham Down, BristoL

Seeds for Present Sowing. ^
BACKHOUSE'S WINTER WHITE PROTECT-

ING BROCCOLI, the earliest Winter Broccoli existing, and of

suberb oualilv. It. per packet.

HAMMOND'S IMPERIAL HARDY WHITE BROCCOLI, large

LAUDEr"''sUPERb'"g'3sHEN LATE WHITE BROCCOLI.

ELLE'fsoN^S SURPRISE BROCCOLI, superior to the Mammolhf

6rf. per packeL
. . ....

Sent Ircc by post, when the amount is remitted with order.

JAS. BACKHOUSE AND SON, York Nurseries.

Important to Cucumber Grq-wera.

ABBOTTS IMl'ROVED EARLY PROLIFIC
CUCUMBER, one of the best grown, hardy, hne llavour grows

20 to 36 inches long, has been grown here 14 years; still one of lie best

out. NEW CATALOGUES ready, post Irce, containing only best

Sorts, Seeds and Plants, and Shrubs, truit 1 rees, and BeddmK

Plants. Choice selections of Perns and various New llants. loin

Thumb Geraniums, from store pots, autumn-struck, 6s. per too

;

fine double Petunias, strong, in thumb pots, fs. per doicii
|
Gladiolus

Brenchleycnsis, u. 6d. per dotcn, lo*. per too; and line Green Kolil

Kabi, «. per lb., for cash. ., , , ,.

E. ABBO r P, R.ailw£iy Nursery, Ardlcigh, near Colchester, Essex.
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To tlio Trade.
MANGEL WURZEL SEED.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared 10 make special
• offers of the fotlowinf: sorts of MANGEL WURZEL

SEEDS, which ihey have crown this season from fine selected trans-

planted bulbs. The prices are very moderate, and the quality

excellent :

—

SHARPE'S selected SMALL-TOrPED YELLOW GLOBE
ELVETHAM LONG RED
Selected RED GLOBE
Selected LARGE YELLOW GLOBE
Selected LONG YELLOW

Samples and further particulars on application.

Seed Growing Est.iblishment, Wisbech.

Tynlnghame Green-top Swede Turnip, New—
2s. per lb.

THE SUBSCRIBERS liave pleasure in offering Seed
of the above variety of SWEDE TURNIP, which they

obtained two years afio from Mr. Buist, Factor to the Earl of
Hatldinf^on, Tyninghame, East Lothian. It is firmer fleshed, hardier.
and keeps better than any other variety of Turnip, and will be found
most invaluable for late use. The Slock we now offer was grown on
our own grounds at Monilietb, from picked, transplanted bulbs, which
had been raised from the parent stock originally supplied to us by
Mr. Buist.
Our general LIST of TURNIP SEEDS and other FARM

SEEDS may be had free on application.
W. P. LAIKD .\Nn SINCLAIR, Seed Merchants. Dundee, N.B.

EstabUs&ed 1793. KING'S
HOME-GROWN, UNKIVALLED
JIAKDV PRIZE STOCKS OF

MANGEL WURZEL,

-^'^<^V 7 ,m^ SWEDES,
AND OTHER

TURNIP SEEDS,
THE HARDIEST AND BEST STOCKS IN ENGLAND.

Selected from Large Roots.

Five per Cent, discount for Cash.

BUY DIRECT FROM THE GROWER.

SEEDFARMS—COGGESHALLandFEERING. ESSEX.

Per Ib.-J. d.

KING'S CHAMPION ORANGE GLOBE, producinc roots

many of ihein 42 inches in circumference, and very fine

qualiiy i o
FISHER HOBBS' ORANGE GLOBE 09
KINGS ESSEX FAVOURITE YELLOW GLOIJE, vcrj- fine

variety 09
MAMMOTH LONG RED 10
KING'S ELVETHAM LONG RED, a heavj- cropper.. .. 010
KING'S FINE LONG YELLOW, from Roots, many of them

36 inches long .. ,. .. .. ,.09
KING'S INTERMEDIATE, very true o 10

KING'S CHAMPION DRUMHEAD CABBAGE .. ..20
KING'S DRUMHEAD SAVOY, very large 20
LARGE GREEN KOHL RABI 16
KING'S EXTRA FINE TRIPLED CURLED PARSLEY,

61/. per packet.

KING'S MIXTURES of GRASSES and CLOVERS, for all

Soils, at moderate prices.

Much cheaper by the Cwt,

Swede and Turnip Seed at moderate prices.

No Common or Ordinary Stocks kept.

The growth of all Seed tested before sendmg out.

The Seed is New, and Nett Growth of 1871, Extra Clean Dressed.

From Richard Solley, Esq., TotUsbury.
"The Champion Orange Globe, grown from Seed supplied by you,

is the best I have ever seen."

From Mr. THOMAS Everett, North Creak.
" I was very much pleased with the Champion Orange Globe from

the Seed you sent me."

Large purchasers ofthese Unrivalled Hardy Stocks supplied at Special
Moderate Prices.

A SILVER CUP and OTHER PRIZES will be given for
COMPETITION to Growers from Seed Supplied by J. K. King.

Farm Seed Lists, with Prices and numerous Testimonials, now
ready, post free on application.

Carriage Paid to all Stations on Orders of 20J. and upwards.

JOHN K. KING,
SEED GROWER, COGGESHALL, ESSEX.

Established 1793.

A New " Yellow-fleshed" Hansel,
EQU.\L in FEEDING QUALITIES to a SWEDE, and a VERY

HEAVY CROPPER.

SUTTON'S NEW GOLDEN T.'\NKARD MANGEL
is a valuable novelty, partaking of the saccharine qualities ol

Swedes or yellow Turnips.

Its great peculiarity is the deep yellow colourofthe flesh, whereas other
varieties invariably cut white inside, whatever the outer colour may
be. After careful comparative analysis, we find the proportions of
saccharine matter and Hcsh-forming substances are much larger in
this than in other Mangels; and hence its great value for feeding
purposes.

The stock of this variety is exclusively in our possession, and we
can only ofler it this year in limited quantities at ji. per lb. We con-
fidently advise our friends to try it.

Prices and full particluars of other Farm Seeds gratis and post free
on application,

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen and Prince of
Wales, by special appointment, Royal Berks Seed Establishment,
Reading.

Cabbage Plants.
THOMAS IMRIE and SONS, Ayr, ofTer—

Per 1000—s. d.

EARLY YORK CABBAGE plants z 6
GIBSON'S LATE DRUMHEAD 36
DWARF-CURLED GERMAN GREENS.. ..26
SAVOYS 30

All fine plants, and grown from best selected stock.

CABBAGE PLANTS. CABBAGE PLANTS,
strong, healthy, vigorous.

1,000,000 Robinson's Drumhead, at 31. per 1000.

500,000 Early Battersea, Enfield Market, and Little Pi.xie, at 31. M,
per 1000.

100,000 Red Pickling Drumhead, %s. per 1000.

Sutton's Red-skmned Flourball POTATO, at 6s. per bushel.
Paterson's Bovinia, or Cattle-feeder POTATO, at 6s. per bushel.

Samples on applicalion.
Remittances to accompany Orders from unknown Correspondents.
W. VIRGO AND SON, Wonersh Nursery, near Guildford, Surrey.

Shaw House, Melbourne, near Derby.
ROBINSONS CHAMPION DRUMHEAD OX

CABBAGE.—The Public have for nearly 20 years had so many
opportunities of seeing and hearing of this extraordinary production
at different competitions and cxhibirions—viz., at Bingley Hall, Bir-
mingham ; Islington ; Royal Horticultural Show, Kensington ; Crystal
Palace, and many other places, that it will be quite unnecessary to say
more than that great numbers of heads were produced last year by the
raiser, weighing from 65 to 7^ lb, each, and in one instance over 80 lb.

,

and that it is the largest and best keeping cattle Cabbage in cultiva-
rion. In consequence of the difliculty parties at a distance have had
in obtaining seed and plants from the true stock, S. Robinson has, in
addition 10 his own sale at Melbourne, made arrangements with the
following Seedsmen, who have been Customers lor Seed for some
years, to take orders for Plants, to be supplied direct from the gardens
at Melbourne :— Tas. Carter & Co., the Royal Seedsmen, 237 and 238,
High Holborn, London, W.C.; Sutton & Sons, the Royal Seedsmen,
Reading; T. Gibbs & Co., Seedsmen to the Royal AgricuIturalSociety
of England, Corner of Half Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W.C.

;

George Gibbs & Co. , Seedsman, 24, 25, and z6, Down Street, Piccadilly,
London, W.C. ; Wheeler & Son, Seedsmen, Gloucester; Messrs. James
Dickson & Co., 102, Eastgaie Street, Chester.

Lowest prices on application.

^pHE LONDON MXnTTRE COMPANY
-I- (Established 1840),

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE.forTop-Dressing
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITROPHOSPHATE
MANGEL, HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Bonar,

&Co.}, NITRATEofSODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &C.
116, Fenchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

A Complete Collection for a large Garden
A Complete Collection for a medium-sized Garden ..

A Complete Collection for a Small Garden
None but the most approved sorts of Vegetables are included in the above Collections.

SEED LIST, Free on application.

63s.

42s.

21s.

For sorts, see

The GUINEA COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, Carriage Free,

Is composed of the foUowing most approved kinds :

—

PEAS—Dillistone's Earliest, i quart
Suttons' Early Champion, i quart
Champion of England, 1 quart
Veitch's Perfection, i quart
Payne's Conqueror, i pint
Advancer, i pint
Blue Scimitar, i pint

BEANS—Johnson s Wonderful, i quart
Broad Windsor, i quart
French Robin's Egg, i pint
Scarlet Runners, 1 pint

BEET-Sl. Os>th, I 03.
BORECOLE, or KALE-Asparagus, 1 pkt.
Hearung, i packet
Cottagers', 1 packet

BRUSSELS SPROUTS—Finest, 1 packet
BROCCOLI—Adams' Early, i packet
Snow's Winter While, 1 packet
Purple Sprouting, i packet
Walcherea, i packet

BROCCOLI—Dwarf Late While, 1 packet
CABBAGE—Early Nonpareil, i packet

Enfield Market, i packet
Worcester Incomparable, i packet
Red Pickling, i packet

CARROT—Early Horn, 1 oz.

James' Intermediate, 1 oz.

Improved Altringham, i oz.

CAULIFLOWER—Early London. i packet
CELERY—Matchless Red, i packet

Cole's Cr>'5tal White, i packet
CRESS-Broad -leaved, 2 02.

Curled, 2 oz.

Australian, i oz.

CUCUMBER—Smith's Frame, i packet
Stockwood, I packet

ENDIVE—Moss Curled, i packet
LEEK—Musselburgh, i packet
LETTUCE—Paris While Cos, i packet
Paris Green Cos, i packet

LETTUCE—Worcester Cabbage, i packet
MUSTARD—4 oz.

MELON—Hannam's Hybrid, i packet
ONION—White Spanish, i or.

James' Keeping, 1 oz.

PARSLEY—Myatt's Garnishing, 1 packet
PARSNIP—Improved Hollow Crown, I oz.

RADISH—Long Scarlet, 2 oz.

Red Turnip, 2 oz.

White Turnip, 2 oz.
Olive Shaped, 2 oz.

SAVOY—Green Curled, i packet
SPINACH—Round, 4 oz.

Prickly, 4 oz.

TURNfP-Early Snowball, l oz.

American Redtop, i oz.

TOMATO— Red, i packet
VEGETABLE MARROW 1 packet
POT HERBS, 4 packets

BICHABD SMITH,
SEED MERCHANT AND NURSERYMAN, WORCESTER.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for CORN CROPS.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE. or BLOOD MANURE.
^..^^'.M^'X^,^ ^"'i GREEN CROPS GENERALLY.
ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME
ODAMS'S NITRO.BIPHOSPHATE(or Prepared! GUANO.ODAMS'S SPECIAL BARLEY MANURE '^'^ft"^-

ODAMS'S SPECIAL MANGEL MANURE
ODAMS'S TOP-DRESSING MANURE. '

manufacti;red

pATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE.
BLOOD MANURE COMPANY (LIMITED),

Consisting of
TENANT FARMERS occupying upwards of 80,000 acres of Land.

Chief Offick- log, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.
Western Counties Br,\nch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin,

Directors.
C/[<ii>»H.i«—Robert Leeds, Castleacre, NorO.lk.

Dcf' Hi^-Chairman—John Collins, 255, Camden Koaii, N.W,
Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon. NoHoIk.
Gcorce Savill, Inglhorpe, near Stamford,
Charles Dorman, 2^, Esse.t Street, Sirand, W.C. !

Thomas Webb, Hildersham, CambridRCHhire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross. Lincolnshire. i

C. J. Lacy. 60, West Smiihfield, E.C.
J. C. Jonas, Cambridge.
Herbert Bird, Shortacres, Peterborough.

Managing' Director.—] s.mcs Odams.
Several Hundred Thousand Tons of the Manures have been sii p'fed

10 the Agricultural Public, and the increasing demand that exis s lor
(hern is the best proof of the appreciation in which they are hrltl.
Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of the local agents, C, T. MACADAM, Secretary.
Chief Offices. loq. Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

"DIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO^ (registered Trade Mark. " Flying Albatross"), is now readv for
delivery in quantity and in fine condition. The best fertiliser vet
produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contains
2t per cent, of Soluble Phosphates. 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Salts
of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor

L-^r
*''" ^E^ton, Mr. Sibson. Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of

which is secured by a leaden seal bearing the Company's Trade
Mark_ The analysis is guaranteed so long as the seals remain
unbroken.
BIl'HOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, so, Billiter Street, E.G.

LAWES'S MANURES for GRASS LAND should
be applied during the months of Februarj- and March. Nitrate

of .Soda supiilicd ex Ship or from Stocks at Docks at London, Liver-
pool, and other ports, at lowest market prices.

JOHN BENNET LAWES, 59, Mark Lane, London, EC.
Branch Offices :—Market Street, Shrewsbury: 22, Eden Quay,

Dublin; Womanby Street, Cardiff; Cumberland Road, Bristol;
63. Constitution Street, Lcith ; 'and r^A, Market Street, Aberbeen.
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED BONES,
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME
LAWES'S WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS and MANGEL MANURE.
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses or

throueh anv of the appointed Agents throughout the United Kinedom.
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and other CHEMICAL MANURES; AMERICAN
and other CAKES, at market prices.

AMIES' PATENT CHEMICAL FERTILISER.—
This Manure has been used for two years, with remarkable

success, and with almost every variety of crop—Cereals, Roots, Fruits,
and Flowers.
Three hundred quarts of Shelled Peas of the Ne Plus Uitra sort

were produced on a plot of ground 24 feet by rj feet.

Suttons' Flourball Potatos were grown i^a lb in weight each, sound
and good ; three roots yielded a bushel of tuber. Similar results were
obtained from Strawberries, Pears, Asparagus, fi;c.

China Asters, perfect in shape and colour, 5 inches in diameter ; and
Chrysanthemums 5J2 inches in diameter, were produced from the use
of this Fertiliser.

Besides being sold in bulk to large consumers, the fertiliser is
supplied in tins, with full directions for use. '

Manufactured by BATCHELOR anh CO. (Patentees), and sold
wholesale by the UNIVERSAL MANURE COMPANY, 37 and 38.
Mark Lane, E,C., where samples of produce may be seen, and
Test imonials, pr ices, &c., obtained.

Caxo Guano.

QHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO, rich in Soluble
^^ Phosphates and Nitrogenous Organic Matter. See Chemica
Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for Grain and Root
Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to Peruvian.

Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO., Billiter Street, London. E.G.

Free to London ; Five Casks and upwards to any Station in England $

or 15 per Cent. Discount.

EPPS'S SELECTED PEAT.—Palronised by the
leading Horticulturists and Amateurs in the three kingdoms.

See testimonials. Packed in 4-bushel barrels. Ss each, inclusive;
selected for Orchids, as. Special offers for Truck-loads for general
purposes. Terms, cash.

PEAT. SAND, and LOAM STORES, Lewisham, S.E.

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
OOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER.

Of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

TOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES.—WiU destroy Thrip, Red Spider, Green and Black

Fly, and Mealy Bug. and burns without the assistance of blowing,
and is entirely free from paper or rags. Price y. 6d. per lb., carriage
free. A reduction in price for large quantities.
To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS AND SONS, Tobacco Manufac-

turers, 112. Sl John Street, Clerkenwell, E.C., of whom Copies of
Testimonials may be obtained ; and of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

G

Red
Spider.

[ S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, aeainst
Red Spider, Mildew, Tnrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
ot from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in

boxes, If., 3J., and los. 6d.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

GARDEN EDGINGS. TERRA-COTTA VASES,
frc —The altention of Gardeners, Horticulturists. &c , is

solicited to the elegant designs, durable quality, and very low price of
these articles, at

JAMES GOODY'S, TerraCotta and Stoneware Drainpipe Depot,
Great Northern Wharf, York Road, King's Cross,
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NEW PLANTS FOR 1872.

^^L_^--^-iu^

William Bull, f.ls.,
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE, FOR THE FIRST TIME, THE UNDERMENTIONED
New Fuchsias.

AMPHION.—A bcaiiliful flower, of perfect form and much expanded;
the tube and sepals are of a very rich deep crimson colour, the

tube is short, and the sepals are well reflexed ; fine handsome
corolla, of a very dark purple colour. los. (ki.

CAMERON.—Tube and sepals bright crimson, the latter very wide
and of good substance, very fine long rich deep blue corolla; a
really attractive flower; the plant is of good compact habit and
very floriferous. 71. 6d.

DOMINGO.—This variety has a fine large double corolla of Rreat

length ; colour a rich purplish crimson, distinctly striped with
rose; the sepals, which with the tube are of a deep crimson
colour, are completely reflexed, thus fully exposing the fine full

double corolla. 7s. 6d.

ETHEL.—A very distinct and attractive variety, freely producing
extremely fine flowers, which arc remarkable on account of the

extraordmari' length of the tube (about 2 inches) ; both the tube
and sepals, which latter are refle?-.ed horizontally, are pure white,

and the corolla, which is of rather a distinct and peculiar forma-
tion, is of a very pleasing shade of soft rosy violet, los. 6d.

HILDA —Tube and sepals deep rosy-red, the tube short, and the

sepals also short, very wide and horizontally refle.xed ; the corolla,

which is of immense size, and very lull and double, is of a rich

purplish plum colour, marked with rose at the base. 10s. 6d.

LEWALD.—A ver\- pretty flower, with fine well-expanded corolla, of

a rich violet-purple colour; the tube is short, and the sepals are

completely recur\'ed, both tube and sepals being of a very bright

crimson colour. 7s. 6d.

LILLAH.—A well-formed flower, with short thick tube, of a deep
crimson colour, very broad, thick, and horizontally reflexed sepals,

also of a rich crimson colour, and a handsome rich satiny-purple
corolla, of fine shape and good size. 7s- 6'^-

MANDARIN.—A remarkably attractive variety, with flowers of very
distinct and novel formation ; the tube and sepals are very deep
crimson, the tube short, the sepals of good substance, nicely

reflexed and prettily curled in a peculiar manner; the corolla is

very full and double, and of quite a distinct colour, light bluish
purple, shaded with violet, and the petals of which the corolla is

composed are also peculiarly formed, las. 6d.

Piece—A fine flower of beautiful shape, with very large double
corolla of a rich purplish-plum colour ; the tube and sepals arc rich

crimson, the latter broad and well recurved; a strikingly hand-
some variety. los. 6d.

PLATO.—Deep rosy-red tube and sepals ; the tube very short, and
the sepals very wide and horizontally reflexed ; very fine large full

double corolla, of an exceedingly rich purple-plum colour, js. 6d.

PVRENE.—A remarkably fine flower, of beautiful formation; the tube
and sepals are of a very deep crimson colour, the sepals long and
most elegantly recurved; while the corolla is of an exceedingly
rich and attractive dark violet-puqjlc colour, los. 6d.

SILISTRIA.—Dark crimson tube and sepals, the latter broad and
completely reflexed; fine dark purple corolla, marked with light

crimson at the base ; a Irce-blooming and effective variety, yj. 6d.

New Coleus.
The following new varieties are now offered for the first time, Thcy

are a small selection made from Mr. \V. B's Seedlings. They are all

exceedingly handsome, and will be found to be as desirable as the
kinds previously sent out from this establishment.

DIADEM.—A distinct and attractive variety, with leaves of a pretty
shade |of rosy-crimson, having a purplish midrib, and very neat
narrow gold margin, 31, 6d.

DIANA —Fine broad leaves, of a rich yellow ground colour, with
midrib and side veins of a deep vinous purple, and occasional
blotches of the same colour ; the serratures are also marked with
deep purple. 3s. 6d.

KAVOURITE.—A most bright-looking and ornamental variety, with
very rich bronzy-crimson leaves, broadly margined with bright
golden-yellow; the midrib of a light purple colour; very showy
and effective. 3J. 6d.

GAUNTLET.—Centre of the leaf rich dark purplish-crimson, sur-
rounded with a margin of light reddish-bronze, the edges of the
serratures being tipped with

,

golden-yellow ; most distinct and
attractive. 3s. 6d.

HERCULES.—A richlj; coloured variety, with fine smooth leaves of
a bright reddish-crimson colour; the centre of the leaf and the
veins are of a deep purplish-crimson, and-the margin rich yellow,
3s.6d.

SERAPH.—Fine broad leaves, with neat serratures, all of which are
distinctly tipped with very dark purple, forming an attractive
border, and contrasting admirably with the rich deep golden-
yellow colour of the central portion of the leaves; the stems are
also blotched with purple. 3?. 6d.

SULTANA.—A fringed variety, with deeply toothed and serrated
leaves of a dull crimson colour, shot witn dark purple, all the ser-

ratures being tipped with yellow ; the base of the leaves and stems
are also yellow ; very pretty and effective, y. 6d.

SUNRISE.—A splendid variety, with large neatly serrated leaves of a
rich dark crimson colour, shaded in the centre with dark chocolate-
brown

I
the edges of the leaves bright gold colour, forming an

attractive beading, 3s, 6d.

New Pentstemons.
As attractive and decorative plants, either fur flower beds or borders,

the Pcntstemon has .scarcely any rival. Its cultivation is of the easiest
description, suitable to almost any soil, and its large and showy flowers
are given with a remarkable redundancy from June to September.
CLAUDE.—A very fine flower; lobes bluish-purple; throat white,

striped with purplish-crimson ; tube crimson ; a free-flowering and
distinct variety. 5s.

ELISE.—Pink looes ; white throat, striped with crimson, the mouth
marked with dark crimson ; a fine large attractive flower. 51.

LUCULLUS.—An excellent, compact-habited, vigforous-growing
variety, freely producing fine spikes of large Gloxinia-like flowers

;

the tube and lobes are of a rich magenta-crimson colour, and the
throat is white, beautifully striped with crimson ; most striking
and effective. 5s.

PALLAS.—Lobes violet-purple, throat white, lightly striped with
purple ; tube purplish-crimson ; a remarkably fine showy flower,

naving the lobes slightly reflexed. 5s.

RISTORI.—Light purple lobes, and reddish tube; the throat white,
ornamented with rich crimson stripes; an exceedingly pretty
flower. 51.

New Gloxinias.
ELSIE.—A very pretty flower; the tube and lobes are pure white

;

the mouth is a delicate lavender colour, beautifully shaded with
violet, and the throat is light. 51.

LEAH.—Lavender blue, shaded with violet ; light throat, spotted with
crimson, the whole of the throat minutely freckled : flowers large
and well formed; an effective variety. 5s.

LEONARD.— Rosy-pink lobes; the mouth shaded with violet ; light

throat, slightly freckled with rose ; a finely formed flower, of good
size ; very attractive. 51.

PAR EPA.— A fine well-formed flower, of good size, and very effective ;

lobes a beautiful blue ; mouth violet ; throat v.hite, freckled with
maroon. $s.

New Single-flowered Petunias.
The following are a selection made from thousands of Seedlings, the

result of careful fertilisation ;

—

ADINE,—A beautifully formed creamy-white flower, marginally
blotched with deep rose; very pretty, v. 6rf.

ATHALIE.—Bright rosy-purple, each petal ornamented with a clear

white stripe; throat prettily pencilled. 3s. 6d.

CELLA.—French white, marginally blotched with bright rose, the
petals also tinted with blush ; distinct and effective. 35. 6d.

CLARICE.—White, blotched and marked in a most attractive
manner with bright crimson. 3s. 6d.

ESTHER.—Pale rosy-lavender, reticulated with purple, also striped
and blotched with white ; the throat darkly and thickly reticu-
lated ; a fine showy flower, 3s. 6d.

EUNICE.—Blush white, striped with a beautiful soft rosy-lake, also
blotched with the same colour on the margin of the petals; a very
pretty flower. 35, 6d.

IRENE.—Creamy white, ribbed and blotched with a lovely deep rose
colour; a fine flower, of good shape and form; very showy and
effective. 3s, 6d,

LILIAN.—Deep rich purplish-crimson, darkly veined ; a very attrac-
tive flower, of good form, with distinct dark throat. 3s, 6d.

LISETTE.—A nicely formed smooth flower ; creamy-white, marginally
blotched with rosy-violet ; exceedingly pretty. 3s. 6d.

NAOMI.— Pure white, blotched and barred with bright rosy-crimson
;

a beautiful flower, 3s. 6d.
VICTORINE.—A very distinct and pleasing variety ; the flowers are

white, the throat and centre being reticulated with bluish-purple.
3s. 6d.

ZORA.—Pure white, barred with rich rose, and also splashed and
flaked with rose ; the throat veined with purple ; an extremely
pretty flower, of good form ; quite an effective novelty. 31. 6d.

New Double-flowered Zonal Pelargoniums.
Mr. WiLLi.\.M Bull befjs to intimate that he has been fertilising and

raising a very large number of the Double-flowered Zonal Pelar-
goniums, and has been directing his attention to this section, from the
impression that, ultimately, the double varieties will take a very im-
portant part in decorative horticulture, especially for bedding, for
cultivating in pots or vases, and also for every use to which cut
flowers can be applied.
The principal reason why double-flowered Pelargoniums will be-

come so popular is, that the blossoms, from their duplicaticity, do not
shed their petals ; hence they remain for a long time in flower, and are
useful in a variety of ways where the single kinds are almost
unserviceable.
BEATRICE.—Very rich rosy-carmine, with a violet shade t a 're-

markably fine full flower, large and double ; very free flowering,
producing immense globular trusses. 7s, 6d.

DECIMA.—This variety gives enormous trusses of very fine, large,
full, and double flowers, of a rich carmine-crimson colour; most
efl'ectivc. 7s. 6d.

HESPERUS.—Rosy-carmine, a most attractive shade of colour, very
bright and fresh-looking ; the flowers are of good size, full, and of
excellent form, expanding nicely ; the trusses are ol immense size,

and borne in great profusion ; it is an exceedingly useful and
effective variety. los. 6d.

ORIFLAMME.—One of the brightest and most dazzling colours in

this section, of good compact habit, freely producing enormous
globular trusses of splendid ly-formed full and double flowers, of
the most intensely bright and vivid scarlet colour ; an exceedingly
handsome variety. los. 6d.

New Gold and Bronze Pelargoniums.
ACIS.—A splendid variety, of vigorous and compact habit ; fine round

smooth leaves, of a bright gold ground colour, with distinct and
striking intense crimson zone ; exceedingly handsome and eflTectivc.

7S. 6d.
AMBROSIA.—Sulphur-yellow disc, surrounded with a broad and

well-defined zone of pale reddish-brown, clean light yellow margin

;

a-fine handsome variety. 7^- 6d.
CALYPSO.—A very rich and attractive variety, with fine bold foliage,

of a beautiful golden-yellow colour, ornamented with a most
eflfective zone of brownish-crimson ; one of the best in its class.

7s. 6d.
DAMON.^Nice round smooth foliage, the leaf disc pure yellow,

heavily belted with dark bronzy-crimson, and margined with bright
yellow ; a very showy and usetul variety, 7s. 6d.

FABIUS.—A very compact neat-habited variety, with fine effective

foliage, of a rich gold colour, ornamented with a smooth, even,
well-defined broad zone of rich bronzy-crimson ; strikingly hand-
some and attractive, ys. 6d.

GASPAR.—Ground colour light yellow, with bronzy-crimson zone,
fine smooth round leaves; a compact-growing useful variety.
ys. 6d.

ICARUS.—A remarkably distinct and handsome variety; leaves
bright yellow, with rich chocolate-brown zone, habit free and
robust. 7J. 6d.

JULIUS.—Light gold ground colour, with dark crimson zone, very
clearly marked, and well defined ; flowers of a rich bright scarlet,

of tine form: very effective, js 6d.
MANTLE.—Pure golden-yellow leaves, with narrow, but evenly

defined, distinct brij^ht crimson zone, the bright colours of the
zone forming an admirable contrast with the rich golden hue of the
other portion of the leaf. 7s. 6<i.

ORESTES.—This variety is remarkable on account of its intensely

dark bronzy-crimson zone, which is very broad and effective ; the
centre of the leaf and margin are pure yellow, ys. 6d.

PRETENDER.—A variety with fine large foliage, of a light golden-
yellow ground colour, with a strikingly attractive belt of bright
crimson, ys. 6d.

SECRET.—A very distinct and pretty variety, with round smooth
leaves, of a bright golden groundcolour; the zone is very distinct

and prominent, ol a dark reddish-brown colour, surrounded with a
narrow but effective margin of bright golden-yellow, 7s, 6rf.

New Fancy Pelargoniums.
ALICIA.—Upper petals very bright crimson, edged with pure white,

and tinted in the centre with violet; under petals deep rose,

margined with white; large white eye; a very pretty flower.

I05. 6d.
ATHENA.—Upperpctals intensely dark maroon, edged with rose;

under petals dark maroon, margined with rose; light centre; a
finely formed flower, very rich and attractive. loj. 6a.

BELLINI—A very distinct and pretty flower, of a beautiful soft

violet-rose colour, edged with white, light centre, ys. 6d.

BERENICE.—Maroon upper petals, with crimson shading and white
border ; crimson under petals, margined with white ; white centre ;

a very fine flower, ys. 6d.

CISSIE.—Clear rosy-carmine, edged with pure while, the upper
petals slightly shaded with violet ; an exceedingly pretty flower,

with attractive light centre, los. 6rf.

CLARINDA.—A fine showy variety, with beautiful rich crimson
flowers, margined with white, and naving a light centre, ys. 6d.

GRACE.—Avery large flower, smooth and wl-11 formed; the upper
petals very dark maroon, edged with white ; the under petals dark
crimson, bordered with white ; large white centre, ys 6d.

PARISINA.—Upper petals maroon, bordered with violet-crimson,

and edged with while; under petals while, with a blotch of
purplish-crimson in the centre of each petal ; a very distinct and
attractive variety, tos. 6d.

PILOT.-A remarkably fine flower, of beautiful form; the upper
petals of a most lovely clear violet-lake colour, edged with pure
white; the under petals rosy-lake; large while centre; a most
effective and novel variety. 105. 6d.

PRIAM.—Upper petals dark maroon, shaded crimson, and margined
with while ; under petals white, with a blotch of dark crimson in

the centre; a very pretty flower. 7s. 6d.

PRISCILLA.—Upper petals very dark maroon, with light margin;
under petals rich dark crimson, with wide light edge; distinct

white centre; a beautifully formed smooth flower, lo*. 6d.

ROSINA.—Rosy-lake upper petals, edged with white; under petals

rose, blotched with lake ; large white eye; a very pleasing flower.

7s. 6d.

New Spotted Pelargoniums.
ALGERNON.—upper petals dark maronn. surrounrlcd with crimson

and edged with white ; under petals blubh white, spotted wkh
dark crimson ; novel and pretty. los. 6d.

ANNABELLA.—An attractive flower, with large light centre; th«
upper petals of a rich crimson colour, blotched with very dark
maroon ; under petals rich bright crimson with violet shade, ys. 6d.

HIAWATHA.—Upper petals very dark maroon, margined with
crimson, and edged with white; under petals rosy - crimson^
margined with blush and blotched with maroon ; a fine large
attractive flower. 7s. 6d.

REAPER.— Rosy-scarlet, the upper petals blotched with maroon;
the under petals spotted with dark crimson ; light centre ; an
exceedingly pretty flower. 10s. 6d.

TENNYSON.—Upper petals dark maroon, margined with bright rose
and edged with white; under petals pure clean white, with a
small blotch of bright lake in the centre of each; a most distinct
and attractive variety. 151.

New Show Pelargoniums. ,
BECERRA.—Upper petals dark maroon, shaded with bright crimson

under petals light rose ; large white centre ; a free-blooming and
useful variety. 7s. 6rf.

CARILLON.—Bright rose; the upper petals blotched with dark
maroon and shaded with vermilion ; attractive white centre ; a
very fine showy flower, lOJ. 6d.

DOMINGO.—Very dark maroon upper petals, margined with soft
rose ; under petals soft violet-rose ; while centre, ys. dd.

HUMPHREY.—Upper petals very dark maroon, bordered with rose ;

under petals brif^ht deep rose, shaded with crimson; a fine
effective flower with large light centre. loj. bd.

New Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums.
"PELARGONIUM LATERIPES."

Extract from the Gardeners' Chronicle:—"Mr. Bull has sent us a
very interesting set of blooms of seedlings of Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums,
some of which will be acquisitions for the purposes to which these
plants are adapted. They vary in tint from blush-white, through
many shades, to deep bright rosy-lilac, and are sometimes marked
with a bar or flame only along the base of the veins of the upper petals,

sometimes with a bright spot in addition. We have here an indication
that the Ivy-leaved section is likely to become an extensive one—

a

matter of congratulation, seeing that the plants are useful in many
ways for decorative gardening, especially for cultivation in vases and
suspended flower baskets."

AMY.—A fine flower, blush-tinted rose, the upper petals feathered
with dark crimson. 55.

LEONORA.—A delicate soft pink, rather lighter in the centre; all

the petals alike, without any blotch whatever ; a very distinct and
pretty flower. 55.

THERESA.—A beautiful soft violet-tinted rose, feathered with
crimson in the upper petals ; a well formed flower. 5s.

VIOLANTE.—Pretty rosy-pink colour, with salmon shade in the
centre of the flower ; ihe upper petals neatly marked with crimson ;

a fine flower, very distinct and attractive. 5s.

New Zonal Pelargoniums.
Extract from Gardc-iu'n' Magazim :—" Mr. William Bull, of King's

Road, Chelsea, has sent out more good Zonal Pelargoniums than any
other cultivator in this country."

ACMON.—A remarkably fine round well-formed flower, of good sub-
stance, and of an exceedingly rich deep scarlet colour. 5s.

ANIMATION.—A very prettv variety, freely producing good trusses

of bright pink flowers, with white marking in the upper petals. 5s.

ARI.ADNE.—Deep peach, shaded with carmine, a beautiful colour,

and quite distinct; flowers large and of good form and substance ;

a novel and effective variety, '^s.

BERTHA.—An extremely distinct variety, all the centre of the flower

being of a rich salmony-pink colour, g^radually shading off towards
the edges of the petals, which arc white. 51.

BULRUSH,—A fine large eflectlvc flower, of a rich deep scarlet

colour, shaded with carmine in the upper petals ; very showy and
attractive. 51.

CICERO.—Deep violet-rose, quite a novel colour, and very rich and
showy ; a fine smooth round flower, of good substance ; a splendid
variety, ^s.

DARDANUS.—A magnificent flower, of splendid form, with lar^e

thick wax-like petals ; colour a most intensely bright scarlet; it is

extremely striking and effective. $s.

FLOURISH.—This variety produces immense trusses of large well-

formed flowers, of an exceedingly bright and rich vermilion
colour, suffused with orange, and having a conspicuous white
eye. c;s.

MINNISlNK.—Pure white, the central half of each petal being of a
bright and attractive salmon-pink colour ; it is one of the prettiest

varieties in its class. 5s.

SPARK.—Avery free-blooming variety, giving immense well-formed
flowers, very round and smooth, composed of exceedingly large

and thick waxy petals, of an extremely rich and bright scarlet

colour. 51.

VALENTINE —Light salmon colour, shading oft to a darker salmon
in the centre ; flowers large and fine ; trusses ot good size ; a very

Eretty variety. $s.

DFIRE.—This is one of the most striking varieties in this sec-

tion ; the flowers are remarkably fine and of very good shape, and
of an exceedingly bright dazzling scarlet colour ; a most showy
and effective flower. 5s.

New Nosegay Pelargoniums.
The varieties in this class, from their flowers bcine produced in

huge trusses, and in the greatest profusion, arc admirably adapted for

bedding purposes.

ACTEON —A fine showy flower; the upper i)etals scarlet, shaded
with carmine, and the under petals very bright scaHcl ; trusses
immense. 5s.

AMADEO.—An attractive variety, producing huge trusses of fine
bright rosy-carmine flowers ; a beautiful colour. 51."^-"— - Tree,

pleasing s

rosy-pink colour, suffused with carmine. 5*.

BELLONA.—This is one of the most beautiful flowers in the Nosegay
section ; the flowers, which are borne in immense globular
trusses, arc large, and of^ fine form, and of the most lovely soft

shade of rich magcnta-rosc colour, jj.

CADMUS.—Rich crimson, shaded with violet ; an exceedingly
attractive colour. 5^.

CATARACT.-Flowers very large and fine; trusses immense;
colour, an intensely bright scarlet-crimson ; extremely cftective. 5*.

CHROMIS.—A fine flower, of a very novel and distinct colour ; clear

lake, shaded with scarlet in the upper petals; a very showy and
useful variety, gi,

DIANA,—A line large flower, of a beautiful pc.ich colour, suffused
with carmine ; a novel, fresh- loo king, and very pretty colour ; the
trusses arc large, and of good roundTorm. 5*.

FESTIVAL.— Bright crimson; a rich and effective colour; flowers

ARCHkTTE.-This novel and distinct variety gives freely very large
trusses of fine flowers, of a most attractive and pleasing shade of

large, ; _

GAIETY. — A free blooming and attractive variety, producing
enormous trusses of very bright orangcscarlct flowers. 51.

RIIODA.—Very deep roso, suffused with carmine : a fine flower, pro-. - - , ., .
t . <

duccd in large globular trusses ; ft very desirable variety. $i.

VERONA.—An exceedingly effective and showy flower, of a rich deep
violet-crimson colour; trusses of enormous size; it is a most
attractive variety. 51.

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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JAMES BROOKE & CO,
FAIRFIELD, MANCHESTER.

ORCHIDS and their CULTIVATION.

The cultivation of Orchids being rapidly upon the

increase, and the details connected with their growth and

management being, in consequence, often asked for, we

have been induced to give a new complexion to our

CATALOGUE, and have endeavoured to render it a

popular and readable introduction to Orchidology, We
call it "The FAIRFIELD ORCHIDS," under which

name it can be supplied, either by ourselves, or by

Messrs. Bradbury, Evans & Co, 10, Bouverie Street,

London, E.G., price 35.

Having thus provided the cultivators of this charming

race of plants with details respecting their varied natures

and excellencies, we shall, of course, be expected to

furnish the plants themselves at the most reasonable

prices possible, so as to place them within the reach of

the general public, and give them the opportunity of

trying if, by following our own methods of culture, they

may not greatly simplify the whole matter.

We append, accordingly, a list of the prices at which

we can furnish plants, and confidently leave it to our

friends to note for themselves how very moderate they

are :

—

Dcndrobiura FaJconeri, 21s. to 63s. each; D. Wardianum, 63J. to

105J. ; D. cho'sotis, au. to 63s. ; D. McCarihi^e, 42s. to 84s. ; D.

heterocarpum, 5*. to 211. D. moniliforme, loi. 6d. to 215. ; D. trans-

parens, 5s. to sts. ; D, Devonianum, js. bd. to 21s. ; D. nobile, 5*. to

105J. ; Odontoglossum grande, 7s. 6d. to los. 6d, ; O. Insleayi, 7S.6d. to

los. 6d. ; O. citrosmum, 7s. 6d. to 10*. 6d. ; O. luteopurpureum, 25*.

;

O. gJoriosum, 25J. ; O. Alexandrjc {Bluntii), 2ts. to 631. ; O. Pescatorei,

aij. to 631. ; O. Rossi Supcrbum, zir, to 311. 6d. ; O. crocidyptcrum,

42s. ; O. platyodon, 311. M, ; O. iBmulosum, 315, 6d. ; O. Bictonense,

15J. ; O. Uroskinncri, loj. 6d. to 151. ; Vanda ccerulca, los. 6d. to 1051.

;

Plcione Wallichii, 35. 6d. each, 30*. per dozen; P. lagenaria, 5s. to

lOJ. 6d. ; Cypripedium hirsutissimum, js. 6d. to 2ts. ; Cattlcya Moasia,

7*. 6rf. to 2is. ; C. ma-xinia, 31s. 6d. ; C, Trianae, 15s, ; C. Warneri, 21s.

;

Barkeria Skinneri, 10*. 6d. to 63J. ; B. spectabilis, 10s. 6d. to 63s.

;

Calanthe vesiita, 3*. 6d. to 211. ; C. Veitchii, 101. 6d. to 43s. ; Ccelogync

cristatum, loj. 6^ to 631, ; Oncidium Papilio, ys. 6d. to los. 6d. ; O,

Krameri, an. ; O. Lanceanum, fine variety, 15*.

If the selection be left to J. B. & Co., they undertake to

supply at the following rates :
—

13 really good, free flowering, beautiful sorts, 5 guineas.

34 ditto, including rarer sorts, 10 to 20 guineas.

50 ditto, very fine collection, 30 to 50 guineas.

100 ditto, the higher priced, including fine and many very rare

specimens, 50 to 100 guineas.

Gentlemen commencing collections, or having only a few kinds, the

names of which may be given, would be supplied in this way much
cheaper than if selected separately from the list, and with sorts of

sterling merit.

The Catalogue contains such sorts as are really useful, and which,

being in general demand, are most regularly in stock. The collection

will be regularly increased with new and good ones, and any not in

stock will, as far as possible, be procured to order, at as low a price

as they can be supplied.

A Special Descriptive CATALOGUE
OF

ORCHIDS, PALMS, FERNS, CYCADS, &c.,

Post Free.

PINES.

Our stock of these {one of the largest in England)

consists of about 1200 plants of all sizes, and we can

supply from suckers to fruiting plants, good, healthy, and

clean, at prices according to size.

Montserrat is chiefly grown ; this variety we can supply,

succession plants, from u. 6d. to loj. 6d., and fruiting

plants 10s. 6d. to 42J. each. Other sorts are grown, such

as Smooth Cayenne, Black Jamaica, Charlotte Rothschild,

&c. The last mentioned is highly recommended as a fine

variety, in way of Queen, growing to 10 or 12 lb., and a

fine new winter variety.

,^ SEEDSMEN
^^^Br SPECML WARRANT.

Ifr-^CARRIAGE FREE^^

SUTTONS
. FOmB£/?KSS££D ESTABLISHMENT. ^

PRICED LISTS POST FREE.
1^^ For nearly forty years wc have giveri the subject of

Laying down Land to Pasture our most careful

attention, and from a long and practical experi-

ence of the Soils of this and other countries, we
are enabled to prepare Mixturesfor every descrip-

tion of Soil, which need only be mentioned in

sending the order.

FOR PERMANENT PASTURES.
BEST QUALITY, 30s. to 32s. per acre. Carriage

Free. Two Bushels of Grass Seeds and 12 lb. of Clovers

per acre.

SECOND QUALITY (good), 22s. to S8s. per acre.

Carriage Free.

FOR PARK GROUNDS.
SUTTONS' CRYSTAL PALACE MIXTURE, which

produced the beautiful Turf in the Grounds of the

Crystal Palace Company.

20s. per bush. Sow 2^ bush, per acre.

Further particulars of Grass Seeds on application.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SECOND
SPRING EXHIlsrnON. APRIL 10.

AWARDS OF PRIZES.
LARGE SILVER MEDAL.

Mr. I. Ward, Gr. to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leylon.foria Miscellaneous
Plants.

Mr. I. Ward, for 6 Stove Plants.
Mr, William Paul, for a Collection of Roses in Pots,

SILVER MEIML.
Mr. G. Wheeler, Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., for 12 Miscellaneous

Plants.
Messrs. IL Lane & Son, Great Berkhampstead, for 6 Forced Hardy

Shrubs in Flower.
Messrs. IL Lane & Son, for 12 Rhododendrons.
Messrs. H. Lane & Son, for 6 Azaleas.
Mr. T- Goddard, Gr, to H. Little, Esq., Twickenham, fur ta Cyclamens.

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nursery, TuUenham, for la Hardy

Herbaceous Plants in Flower.
Mr. G, Wheeler, for 6 Azaleas,
Mr. E. Baxter, Gr. to C. Kciser, Esq., Broxbournc, for 6 Amaryllis.
Mr. James, Gr. to W. F, Watson, Esq., Isleworlh, for g Cijicrarias.

Mr. R, Clarke, Twickenham, for 12 Cyclamens.
Mr. J. Goddard, for a Collection of Cyclamens.
Messrs, H. Lane & Son, for a Collection of Rhododendrons.
Messrs, Rollisson & Sons, for 8 Tree Mignonette.

LARGE BRONZE MEDAL.
Messrs. Lnne & Son, for 13 Miscellaneous Plants.

Mr, G, Wheeler, for 12 Hardy Herbaceous Plants.

Messrs. Lane & Son, for 6 Deutzias.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Stove Plants.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for a Collection of Plants.
Mr, R. Marcham, Gr. to E. Oatcs, Esq., Coppins, Ivcr, Bucks, for

Q Cinerarias.
Mr. E. Baxter, Gr, to C. Keiscr, Esq., Kroxbourne, Herts, fur a Col-

lection of Amaryllis.
Mr, T. S. Ware, for a Collection of Hardy Spring Flowers.
Messrs. James Vcilch & Sons, for a Group of New and Rare Plants.

Mr. R. Clarke, Twickenham, for a Collection of Cyclamens.
Mr. E, Baxter, for a Collection of Roses, Azaleas, &c.

BRONZE MEDAL.
Messrs. Dobson & Son, Isleworth, lor 9 Cinerarias.
Mr. James, ior a Collection of Auriculas.

CERTIFICATE.
Mr G, Wheeler, for 6 Deutzias.
Mr. Needle, Gr, to the Comte de Paris, Twickenham, for a Collection

of Ophrys and Orchis.

BOTANICAL CERTIFICATES OF MERIT.
Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, for Masdevallia Harryana.
Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, for Trichopilia lepida.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, for Croton Weismannii,

FLORICULTURAL CERTIFICATES OF MERIT.
M. Louis Van Houttc, for Azalea Alice.
M, Louis A'an Houtte, for Azalea Madame Iris Lefebvrc.
M. Louis Van Houtte, (or Azalea Marquis of Lome,
M, Ix)Uis Van Houtte, for Azalea Dr. D. Moore.
M. Louis Van Houtte, for Azalea Presiden'. Ghellink de Walle.
M, Louis Van Houtte, for Azalea Comtesse de Beaufort.
M. Louis Van Houtte, for Azalea John Gould Veitch.
Mr. William Paul, for H,P. Rose Princess Beatrice,

Messrs. F. & A, Smith, for Azalea Beauty of Surrey.
Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, for Erica Neitneriana.

THE

HEAVIEST CROPPING ^^j
Globe Mangel in Cultivation is

Op
-S-

Buttons' Berkshire Prize Yellow Globe
72^ tons per acre.

From Chas. Gocher, Esq.. Bolton Hill, October 14.—" I have a field

of remarkably fine bulbs from your Berks Prize Mangel Seed,

They are reckoned here to be the finest ever seen—numbers are

34 to 38'^^ inches round. I have 72 tons 10 cwt, per acre.

Price Is. 3d. per lb., much cheaper by the cwt.

Further particulars and prices of SUTTONS' GENUINE FARM
SEEDS, gratis and post free on application. Five per cent, allowed
for cash payment. All Goods Carriage Free.

SUTTON AND SONS.
ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT,

READING.

EXHIBITION of HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS, IMPLEMENTS, &c., at the Lower Grounds,

Aston, Birminfiham, June 25 to 29 next, in conjunction with the
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GREAT SUMMER
SHOW.—The LOC.A.L COMMITTEE offer for Competition :—

A

GOLD MEDAL for the best HORTICULTURAL BUILDING;
a GOLD MEDAL (or the best HEATING APPARATUS; a
GOLD MEDAL for the best Collection of VASES or other GARDEN
DECORATIONS, suitable for outdoor purposes; a GOLD MEDAL
for the best Collection of GARDEN FURNITURE: a GOLD
MEDAL for the best Collection of GARDEN MACHINERY.
TOOLS, &c. : and a GOLD MEDAL for the best display of
GARDEN WIREWORK, There will also be a number of Silver

and Bronze Medals, for which Exhibitors in the above Classes are

elicible to compete, and which will be also open to Exhibitors in Classes

not specified.—Detailed particulars, charges lor space, and entry

forms, mav be had on application to Mr. B. A. HALLAM, /l/trf/aMd

Cojinius ficrald Office, BirminRham, Honorary Secretary of the

Department; or of M- atpvawt^fp Kniipi-^T .« Ph^r™
Street, Birmingham.

ALEXANDER FORREST, Cherry

TUNBRIDGE WELLS HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—The ANNUAL GRAND EXHIBITION of

FLOWERS and FRUIT will be held on FRIDAY, Julys, in the

Grounds at the rear of the New Public Hall, opposite the South-

Eastern Railway Station. PRIZES (Open to all England) for Flowers,

Fruit, and Table Decorations and Bouquets ; also SPECIAL PRIZES
for Single Piece for Table Decoration, for Gardeners only; and for

Cottagers' Gardens and Cottagers' Garden Productions. Schedules

may be obtained by application to Mr. E. f. LOOF, Secretary, Parade,

Tunbridge Wells.

SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 1S72.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

!

Royal Horticultural (Fruit and Floral

Coraraittccsl, at S. Kensington .. ii A.M.

Ditto (Scientific Committee) .. .. i p.m.

Ditto (General Meeting ) .. -. | ''"•

Thursday, — i8—Linnean a P.M.

WE have now before us a copy of the

Schedule of Prizes for the Birmingham
Show of the Royal Horticultural Society in

June next. The schedule has been drafted

evidently with great care, and an evident desire,

so far as possible, to meet the requirements of

all classes of growers. Without attempting to

enumerate all the classes in this schedule, we
think the following particulars may interest our

readers, and they will also serve to show in what
a liberal and catholic spirit the arrangements of

the local committee are being made.
The sum total offered for prizes in the various

departments is ^1659 is. Of this large amount,
£(>6i iSj-. is offered by the Royal Horticultural

Society, and £^<)7 y. by the local committee :

of the latter sum ^105 \s. is offered for horti-

cultural buildings, implements, &c., in the shape
of gold, silver, and bronze medals ; and ^891 iSj-.

for plants, fruit, vegetables, and cut flowers. The
whole of the Society's schedule, and the major
part of that of the committee, will be competed
for on Tuesday, June 25, but there are important

supplementary prizes for subsequent days, which,

as the show will remain open for five days

altogether, is a very necessary arrangement.

Thus, on Thursday ^155 is. is offered for cut

Roses and Roses in pots—being, in fact, the
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exhibition of the Birmingham Rose show—and

^46 for fruit ; on Friday ^iS i$s. is offered for

cut flowers ; and on Saturday, the last day of

the show, a further sum of ^29 15^. is ofiTered for

similar exhibits. By these supplementary prizes

the freshness and interest of the exhibition will

be preserved up to the close ; while innu-

merable exhibitors will have a chance of

competing. Coming now to details of some of

the more prominent classes we select the follow-

ing, but in doing so must remind our readers

that the large number not mentioned may gene-

rally be described as of great interest to some
section of exhibitors, while all are framed in a

thoroughly liberal spirit. Class 74 is for a group

of 10 stove or greenhouse, and 10 foliage plants

(open), prizes ^25, ^20, ^15, and;/;io; classes

106 to 119 are all devoted to new Pelargoniums,

the prizes amounting to about ^50. The prin-

ciple which runs through these classes will

ensure good and legitimate competition. For
each of the sections mentioned below there are

two classes, one being for several varieties sent

out in 1871 or 1872, or not sent out, and the

other for a single variety not sent out, and
all being open ; viz., Golden Tricolors, Silver

Tricolors, Bronzes, Zonals, Nosegays, Show and
Fancy varieties. Surely there will be a grand
display of Pelargoniums at Birmingham in June
next ! Class 124 is for 50 hardy and half-hardy

variegated foliage plants suitable for bedding,

prizes ^14; class 125, for 20 subtropical plants

suitable for bedding, prizes ^14 ; class 129, for

collections of not less than 25 alpine plants,

prizes £S ; class 143, for collections of 20 plants

in pots bearing sweet-scentedflowers, prizes ^16 ;

class 144, for 20 hardy evergreen trees and
shrubs, prizes ^21 ; class 145, for dinner-table

decorations—each table completely laid out for

14 persons, and arranged so as to show the best

means of utilising fruit and flowers in its adorn-

ment^to be Judged and exhibited by gaslight,

prizes £s~- ^^^ ^ruit the local schedule con-

tains prizes amounting to £S^, and for vege-

tables ^86 los., which includes prizes for

cottagers.

It is only needful to add that there are classes

for Orchids, Pitcher plants, Caladiums, Begonias,
Alocasias, Gloxinias, Fuchsias, Lilies, Coleus,

Clematis, Crotons, Succulents, Ferns, British and
Exotic Lycopodiums, Tree Ferns, Palms, Sec.

;

while cut flowers, bouquets, &c., have all been
liberally provided for. There are in all 220
classes.

The Birmingham Committee have issued the

following regulations relating to the department of

HOKTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, Implements, Appli-
ances, Garden Ornaments, &c. A sum of money was
placed at the disposal of the sub-committee appointed

foi- the purpose, and which they have appropriated to

the following prizes :—A Gold Medal for the best hor-

ticultuial building ; a Gold Medal for the best heating

apparatus ; a Gold Medal for the best collection of

vases, or other garden decorations, suitable for out-

door purposes ; a Gold Medal for the best collection

of garden furniture; a Gold Medal for the best collec-

tion of garden machinery, tools, ike. ; and a Gold
Medal for the best display of garden wirework. The
judges will, in addition, be empowered to award Silver

and Bronze Medals, not only to any exhibits in the

foregoing classes which may not obtain Gold Medals,
but to others not specified which may, in their estima-

tion, possess merit which is entitled to recognition.

Regulations.

No fees for entry will be charged.
Covered space, of a uniform depth of 20 feet, will be

provided for those who require it, at a charge of 5J. yl.

per foot run. The charge for uncovered space will be \s.

per square yard. The interior of the covered space may
be filled up at the discretion and cost of the exhibitor;
and Mr. W. Bloore, builder. Alma Street, Aston, Bir-

mingham, who has been appointed to perform all work of
this kind, will furnish estimates on application.

All entries must be made to the hon. sec. of the
department not later than Saturday, May 25, giving full

details of the articles to be exhibited, the prices at which
they are sold, and the amount of space {covered or un-
covered) they are intended to occupy. The charge for space
and Bhedding (if required) must be paid at the time of entry.

Exhibitors of buildings, implements, &c., intended for
competition must state, in writing, at the time of entry,
the peculiarities of any article to which they desire that
the attention of Ihe judges who award the medals should
be directed ; and all greenhouses, boilers, &c., must be in

their places one week b'ifore the opening of the show,
to afford the judges full opportunity for their examination.
The judges will be instructed to withhold the prize in

any case where they shall be of opinion that there is not
sufficient merit to justify an award. All decisions of the
judges when duly recorded will be final.

No exhibitor will be permitted to sub-let any portion of
the space which may have been allotted him.

If in the opinion of the judges the certificate price of
any competing article be manifestly too low, they will have
power to dismiss such article from their consideration.

No exhibitor will be permitted to light a fire for any
purpose whatever without the authority of the sub-com-

mittee ; and all fires must be put out at the time of the

closing of the show ground.
Exhibitors will be strictly required to remove the whole

of their buildings, heating apparatus, or other articles,

within one week after the closing of the show.
All exhibitors who disturb the soil in the show grounds

for the purpose of fixing the exhibits, &c., must restore

the same within one week after the close of the exhibition.

No articles will be received after Monday, June 24, and
it is desirable that all such as are bulky should be in the

sliow grounds not later than Saturday, June 22.

The space will be allotted on Thursday, May 30.

The committee will retain full power to refuse allotment
in any case in which they may consider the proposed
exhibits ineligible.

None of the articles included in any entry can be
removed before the close of the show.
The local committee will not be responsible for the loss

or damage of any article.

Entry forms and further particulars may be obtained on
application to Mr. B. A. Hallam, Midland Counties
Herald office, Birmingham, hon, sec, of the department.

We have most of us heard of the proclivity

that great fleas have of bearing little fleas, and so

forth ; an interesting case of this kind was recently

Fig. n8.

A, Twig of Poplar with Aphides (natural size) ; b. Aphis, showing
the perforation made by its parasite.

brought under the notice of the Scientific Committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society by Mr. M*Lachlan,
who exhibiteil a Poplar twig bearing a number of

aphides perforated by some parasitical insect. The
aphides were collected, as shown in fig. 138, around
the junction of a shoot with the branch, thus showing
that the aphides are present early in the season before

the ripening of the wood. The parasite which thus

serves to keep the aphides in question in check is

probably a species of Aphidius.

"We have received from Mr, Simpson, Wortley
Hall Gardens, Sheffield, a sample of his Registered
" Wortley " Celery Collar, which has been
designed as a substitute for the various clumsy and un-

FlG. :39.—WORTLEV CELERV COLLAR.

handy contrivances that are frequently resorted to for

protecting Celery before it is earthed up. It consists of a

band of stout brown paper 9 inches long, and in width
of three sizes, from 3i to 5^ inches, and, as will be seen
from the annexed illustration {fig. 139), it has a japanned
hook at one end and a row of holes at the other, into

which the hook is slipped, when the collar is put on, at

a proper degree of tightness. These holes are in a row
along the centre of the collar, which makes this inven-

tion self-acting—the hook pulling through into the

next hole as more room is required in consequence of

the increasing thickness of the plants. We have, of
course, had no means of testing the merits of this really

handy-looking contrivance, but we avail ourselves of

the opinion of the editor of the Gardener as to its

value, who says, "We think very highly of this in-

vention, and from its simplicity and cheapness, and
the rapidity with which it is applied, we are certain it

will supersede all other hitherto adopted modes in

keeping Celery from the ills to which it is subject in

most soils." Our esteemed correspondent, Mr. Gil-
bert, of Burghley—a vegetable grower of high repute

—also writes, "it is a really useful invention."

On the railway bank, close to the Ealing sta-

tion of the Great Western Railway, is a Cherry Tree,
one branch of which bears at its extremity a besom-

like mass of short-jointed shoots, the leaves on which
expand some days earlier than those on the other parts

of the tree. The leaves, moreover, differ slightly in
form, size, and colour, from those on the other
branches. No flowers are produced on this portion of
the tree, though the other branches this year, as also

for the last two seasons, have been richly furnished
with bloom. There is no evidence of any grafting or
budding having taken place, and it is difficult to

imagine that any one would care to graft or bud so

(horticulturally) undesirable a variety. We conclude,
therefore, that it is a case of dimorphism, or Sport,
analogous with those from whence the Clanbrasil Fir
has originated.

We understand that Mr. W. H. GoWER,
formerly of Kew, and of the Messrs. Jackson's
nursery, Kingston, now of the Victoria Nurseries,

HoUoway, has in a forward state the manuscript of a
work on Garden Orchids, for which he has been
accumulating materials for some years back. The
plan of this book, which if well carried out must be
very useful to students and growers of Orchids,
includes, we believe, descriptions of the introduced
species, with a record of their native country,

synonymy, blooming sea.son, summer and winter
temperature, date of introduction, ix.z. The value
of the book will be considerably enhanced by the

addition of a synopsis of each genus by Mr. ]ames
Britten, F,L,S., of the British Museum. Such a
work has long been wanted. The subject is a rather

extensive one, and we therefore hope that, studying the

general utility of his book, Mr, GowER will give us the

information he has got together in as condensed a form
as possible. It would probably be a convenience to

some, and none the less useful, if it were issued in

numbers, each devoted to a monograph of one or more
of the principal genera.

Mr, J. Hunter, gardener to the Earl of Dur-
ham, Lambton Castle, records, in the last issue of the

Gardener^ the dimensions of a specimen of Cochlio-
stema Jacobianum, figured in our columns, p. 265,

1868, which is probably the finest in the country.

It appears to have been procured from the Victoria

and Paradise Nursery in October, 1S69—a small

plant in a 5-inch pot ; it is now in a 16-inch, and mea-
sures 15 feet across as it grows, the leaves when
straightened out being 3—4 feet long, and 8 inches

in width. Mr. Hunter potted it in equal parts of

loam, leaf-mould, and peat, with a good dash of white

sand, and remarks that the pot should be drained to

one-third of its depth, as the plant requires a copious

supply of water.

The following circular, respecting the Horti-
cultural Congress at Birmingham, has been issued

by the Royal Horticultural Society :

—

"Two meetings will be held at the Lower Grounds,
Aston, viz., on Wednesday and Thursday during the

show week, for the discussion of subjects bearing upon
horticulture. Each meeting will be opened with a short

address,—that on the first day by Professor Thiselton
Dyer, "On Recent Progress in the Scientific Principles

of Horticulture ; " that on the second by Thomas
MooKE, Esq., F.L.S.. "On the Recent Progress of

Practical Horticulture." The same division of subjects

will be followed, as far as possible, in the papers arranged
to be read each day. The reading of each paper will be
limited to a quarter of an hour, and speeches in discussion

to ten minutes. In order to arrange the business of the

meetings, it is requested that the papers (or abstracts of

them) intended to be read, may be sent to Professor

Thiselton Dyer {Secretary for the Congress), Royal
Horticultural Society, South Kensington, not later than

June I. The chair will be taken punctually, each day,

ut 4 o'clock, P.M.

" The Ivy, a Monograph," is the title of a

work by Mr. Shirley Hibberd, which Messrs.

Groombridge & Sons will publish shortly. It com-
prises sketches of the history of the Ivy in literature

and art ; essays on the uses, characteristics, and affini-

ties of the plant ; and a descriptive list of garden Ivies,

representing Mr, Hibberd's collection, which, we
understand, numbers some 60 or 70 varieties. The
volume will be freely illustrated by Mr. Ali-red
Slocombe, with coloured plates and wood engravings,

—^ We are requested to state that the following

gentlemen will act as Judges at the Annual Whit-
week Horticultural Exhibition to be held at

Manchester :— Messrs. E. Bennett, Enville; H. H.
Dombrain, Ashford ; W. Denning, Grimston Park ;

S. Reynolds Hole, Caunton Manor; Thomas Moore,
Chelsea; Robert Parker, Tooling; Tom Slansfield,

Todmorden ; and George Westland, Witlcy Court.

In consequence of Whitsuntide falling earlier than

usual, the glass exhibition house will he heated.

We scarcely know the reason why many culti-

vators are unwiUing to recognise the deleterious effect

of Fungous Spawn upon Trees, notwithstanding the

positive cases which have from time to time been biought
forward, not only as to its efilccts, hut as to the sub-

sidence of all bad symptoms after the cause of evil has

been carefully removed. We have often pointed out

the danger of using half-decayed twigs or leaf-mould

which has not been thoroughly decomposed. It has

lately been asserted that there is no danger in using
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leaf-mould made from Beech leaves, and we are quite

willing to admit this^ provided no half-decayed matters

are mixed up with it, which is very often the case, for

nothing seems to encourage the growth of spawn so

much as Beech mast. We have now a very remark-

able case before us. Some Beech trees have been

going off for some time, and from the specimens

we have received they must evidently be in a very bad

condition. Many of the twigs have decayed spots upon

them, while others are either quite dead or are rapidly

dying. On several of the shoots there are incipient

Fungi, while all are more or less infested with the

common mould, Cladosporium herbarum. Happily we
have not to form a judgment from the shoots alone as

to the cause of mischief, as ^ve have abundant speci-

mens of roots destroyed by mycelium, the origin of

which is clearly perceptible va the condition of the

Beech mast mingled with them. Such positive cases

cannot be set aside by any amount of negatives ; we
might as well say because a few only take infection

from bad air, that the bad air is not deleterious, as to

say that fungous spawn is innocuous because the expe-

rience of some is opposed to its well-established

influence. A/. J. B.

A correspondent brings under our notice a case

of ArrRorRiAVioN on the part of an advertiser of

agricultural seeds in the Ihxham Conyant. In the

case in question the advertiser makes use of a

** squib" which appeared in a recent number of the

Cardcucrs ChrouUle^ adding thereto the two following

lines, which seem singularly applicable to the advertiser

himself :

—

" Ta'en from out another's book,

To give (his) own a better look."'

Instructions have been given fur the forma-

tion of another New Public S<juare and Garden
in the centre of the city of Paris, around the Tour de

Jean Sans Peur, which was laid open to view by the

opening of the piercement of the Rue Turbigo, near

the great central market. This will be a boon to the

inhabitants of one of the most crowded parts of Paris.

Mr. Glaisher remarks as follows on the

State of the Weather, during the week ending

April 6, in the vicinity of London :—The reading of

the barometer, at sea level, at the beginning of the

week, was about 29.3 inches. A small increase, to;

about 29.7 inches, occurred on March 31, followed by
|

2, decrease to 29.4 inches by noon of April 2. A
j

steady rise then set in, and lasted till the end of the 1

week, the reading at that time being 30.5 inches. The
mean daily readings were below the average on the !

first four days, but above on the last three. The
I

highest temperatures in the shade by day varied from
60° on March 31 to 47^' on April 6. The nights were
coldest towards the latter end of the week, but the

|

minimum temperature were not at any time less than
32°, The daily ranges of temperature were not very

large, the greatest, 19^°, occurring on the 5th, and the

least, 9°, on the 6th. The mean daily temperatures

were above the average from March 31 to April 2,

but below from April 3 till the end of the week. The
departures were respectively -f 5°. 7, + 5°. 6, -f 0°.

-'^.dj -4**'S, -2.1, -3*.2. The highest readii

of a thermometer in the sun's rays during the week was
il6^°, on March 31 ; the lowest reading of a ther-

mometer placed on the grass at night was 25°, on
the 4th. Kain fell on the first five days of the week,
but the amounts measured were not very large ; the

greatest fall on any one day was about a quarter of an
inch on the 2d. The total fall for the week was
nearly half an inch. Southerly winds prevailed on
March 31 and April I, and again in the afternoon

of April 6, but during the remaining days the general

directions were northerly. The pressures were light

throughout.

In England the highest temperatures observed by
day varied from 61" at Leeds to 48° at Hull, the

average over the country being about 56°. The
lowest temperatures at night ranged from 364' at

Liverpool to 30' at Manchester, with an average
value of 32^^°. At Salford 30° was also recorded;
at Portsmouth 3oi'', and Hull 31°. The range of
temperature in the week was greatest at Manchester,
294", and least at Hull, 17°, the average being 234°.

The mean of all the highest temperatures observed
by day varied from 53^" at Blackheath to 454° at

Hull, the mean over the country being 494". The
mean daily range of temperature during the week was
about 114°, var>'ing from 154° at Blackheath to 8" at

Hull. The mean daily temperatures show an in-

crease in warmth of about 4^° from north to south,

the highest being 44!°, at Blackheath, and the lowest
a little more than 40°, at Hull. The mean for the

week was about 42^^ Rain fell heavily at most
places in the early portion of the week, the fall, how-
ever, being much less in the southern counties than
in the northern. At Portsmouth and Blackheath less

than half an inch was measured, while at other
stations, with the sole exceptions of Liverpool and
Hull, the amount was greater than an inch, at Bir-
mingham it was nearly two inches, and at Bradford
more than if inch. At Old Trafford, Manchester,
snow fell on April 2.

In Scotland the highest temperatures ranged from
685* at Paisley to 47* at Eduiburgh, the average over
the country being 562*. The lowest temperatures at

night varied between 34° at Dundee and 30" at

Paisley, the average being 324°. The mean daily

temperature for the week was 3q4''> the highest, 424°,
at Paisley, and the lowest 37% at Edinburgh. No
rain fell at Edinburgh, but i4" inch was mt^?.sured at

Dundee and I.eith respectively ; the average fall over
the country was about a quarter of an incV.

At JUiblin the highest temperature by day was
62.i°, the lowest at night 28", and the mean 434^ The
rainfall was six-tenths of an inch.

The applications of Virgin Cork for decorative
purposes are likely to increase. We learn that the

"rockwork" in the late pantomime at the Crystal

Palace, and already alluded to, has been sent to

America to be re-erected there, and that a still larger

erection of the kind is now to be seen at the above
place, in the entertainment called A Lcgeud of Spring.

This has been erected under the superintendence of
Mr. Newton.

• War, if for a time it puts a stop to the pursuit

of the naturalist, offers ultimately some compensation
in extending and diversifying his store of facts. The
Distribution of Plants is naturally affected by the
march of troops. In this way a plant, now common
about London, Lepidium Draba, is known to have
been introduced into Kent by the soldiers on their

return from the Walcheren Expedition. We learn now,
from the Bidlclin of the Botanical Society of France,
that the neighbourhood of Cherbourg was during the

late war flooded as a means of defence against the

enemy. When the water was drained off, and the

surface became dry, a totally distinct vegetation was
observed from that noticed previously. Amongst other

things a large quantity of the common Laburnum made
its appearance. Several exotic plants, cultivated by
JM. Lafosse in his garden, have also appeared at a
long distance from the garden, and cover a consider-

able area.

ng

PORTRAITS OF GARDEN PLANTS.
Bomarea CHONTALENsrs, Bot. M'lg. t. 5927 ; Card.

Chron. 1871, T387, fig. 305.

A very handsome stove climber, belonging to the
Amaryllidacese. It has tall, rich, red-brown stems,
elliptic lanceolate 7-nerved dark green leaves, with a short
twisted petiole, and a pendulous umbel of about four
flowering racemes, each bearing 4—6 flowers, which are
large and of a thick waxy texture, the outer segments
rosy-red, the inner petaline segments pale yellow blotched
wiih brown. Introduced by the late Dr. Seemann to the
collection of Mr. Bull, from the woods in the Chontales
mountains of Nicaragua, at from 2000 to 2500 teet

elevation.

Agave ixtlioides, Bot. Mag. t. 5893.

An interesting greenhouse succulent, of the Amaryllid-
aceous order, stemless, producing a tuft of broadly
linear-lanceolate leaves, glaucous when young, margined
with small spines. The scape is ro— 12 feet high, forming
a panicle of spreading branches, at the end of which is

a cor) mb of erect yellowish-green flowers. Native of
Mexico (?). "The species is one that hns long been in

cultivation at Kew, but never flowered till January, 1871."

Amaryllis (HrppEASTRUM) proceka, Bot. Mag.
t. 5883.

A stately hothouse Amaryllidaceous bulb, figured at

the tab. above quoted under the name of A. Rayneri.
It has bold, flask-shaped bulbs, distichous, falcately

curved, broad, sickle-shaped, buff-edged leaves, 16—20
inches long, and erect scapes, i^—2 feet high, supporting
umbels of 2—3 large, handsome, horizontal, pale lilac-

purple flowers, very distinct from those of other cultivated
species. It was sent to Kew by Dr. Rayner, of Uxbridge,
who flowered it in November, 1870, and by whom it had
been received from Brazil, where it is found on a moun-
tain near Petropolis, and where it is known as the Lily
of the Empress.

Cypkipedium niveum, Bot. Mag. t. 5982 ; Floral
Mag t. 543.

A charming tropical terrestrial Orchid, stemless, with
distichous, oblong-acute, coriaceous. diUl green, white-
spotted leaves, and beautiful waxy-white flowers, having
the petals and dorsal sepal broad and spreading, the
latter dotted with red, and a small, egg-shaped lip, with
a contracted mouth. Native of the Tambelan Islands, a
small group midway between Singapore and the coast of
Borneo, whence Mr. Bull first imported it in 1870. It

has since been received from the west coast of Siam.

Cyrtanthera chrysostephana, Bot. Mag. t. 5887.
A rather handsome Acanthaceous stove plant, with

obtusely tetragonal stems, ovate acuminate leaves, hav-
ing the midrib and the nerves beneath of a vivid red
and bright golden-yellow flowers, forming a terminal
crown-like corymb. Native of Mexico, whence it was
imported by Mr. W. Bull, of Chelsea, with whom it

flowered in December, 1870. It is allied to the Mexican
C. aurea.

Darlingtonta califormca, Bot. Mag. t. 5C20
;

Gard. Chron. 1871, 835, fig. 171.

This remarkable Pitcher plant, which belongs to the
Sarraceniaceas, has been for some years a rarity in culti-

vation, but was flowered in April, r87i, by Messrs.
Veitch & Sons, and figured from their specimens. Its

singular hollow leaves have the top of the pitcher recurved,

forming a dome, with two coloured flaps. The solitary

pendulous flowers have conspicuous pale green sepals and
yellow petals veined with dark red-brown. It grows in

spongy Sphagnum bogs, along with Rushes and Sundew,
on the Sierra Nevada of CaHfornia, at 5000 feet above
the sea.

EPIDENORUM PsiCUDl-PlDENnKUM, Bot. Mag. t. 592c.

A remarkable stove Orchidaceous epiphyte, with stout
cyhndric stem, 2—3 feet high, leafy towards the top, the
leaves distichous, narrowly linear-oblong, and the flowers
few, in a loose terminal raceme, entirely green except the
lip and top of the column, which are of a bright vermilion-
orange colour. It was discovered by Warscewicz, at an
elevation of 4000 feet, in the Cordillera of Chiriqui, a hot
humid district in the peninsular portion of New Grenada

;

and flowered with Messrs. Veitch & Sons in July, 1871.

EpiSCIA CIIONTALENSIS, Bot. Mag. t. 5925.

This beautiful little stove Gesnerad is cultivated under
the name of Cyrtodcira chontalensis, the species of
Cyrtodeira being now referred by its author back to
I^piscia, which will also include the Achimenes cupreata,
Drynionia punctata, and Centrosolenia glabra of gardens.
The bright emera'd-green feathery centre and irregular

dark purplish border render the leaves very beautiful.

Its flowers are large, showy, blush-white or pale lilac.

Native of shady groves in the Cliontales* region of
Nicaragua, whence it was received by Mr. Bull.

ERANTlIEiMt/M CINNABARINUM OCELLATL'M, Bot. Mag.
X. 5921.

A handsome Acanthaceous stove undershrub, of (all

slender habit, with large ovate acuminate leaves, which
are green blotched with ocellate markings of red on a
yellowish ground, and large deep crimson flowers with a
small white eye, fascicled at intervals on the terminal
racemes. Native of Martiban. Flowered at Kew.

Gkevillea intricata, Bot. Mag. t. 5919.

A slender-growing Proteaceous greenhouse shrub, 6—10
feet high, with pendulous branchlcts furnished with pecu-
liar leaves which are spreading, 4^6 inches long, with a
slender wiry petiole, and wiry twice or thrice trichoto-

mously-forked pungent segments. The flowers are white,

yellowish in the bud, in dense conical or ovoid axillary

and terminal racemes. Native of the warmer parts of

south-western Australia, It flowered at Kew in May, 1871.

Grp-villea macrostvlis, Bot. Mag. t. 5915.

A neat greenhouse evergreen shrub of the Proteaceous
order, furnished with rigid cuneale ovate trifid leaves, and
fascicled or umbellate crimson and yellow flowers, which
have a long exserted red style, and are rather ornamental.
Native of East Mount P>arren, Western Australia. It

flowered at Kew in April, 1871.

MiLLA capitata, Bot. Mag. t. 5912.

Also called Brodicea capitata. A pretty hardy or half-

hardy Liliaceous bulb, with narrow linear leaves, and a
scape I— 2 feet high, supporting a compact many-flowered
umbel of deep violet-blue funnel-shaped flowers, the

valves of the spathe being also of a deep violet colour.

Native of California.

TRENTHAM, THE SEAT OF THE
DUKE OF SUTHERLAND.

Trentiiam has been pronounced the finest front in

Europe. Were I competent, which I am not, I should

hardly be inclined to cavil at that statement. The
scene is rich and magnificent in the extreme. Every
element that adds dignity, grace, grandeur, softness,

polish, charm to a landscape is present. It is,

however, impossible to transfer to paper a trite idea

of the goodly fmit at Trentham, or to enumerate
all the separate elements that make up that unity

of beauty and grandeur. The view of Trentham
at once recalled to me Cliveden. Cliveden has the

advantage of elevation in that gem of a bank, possibly

unique in age, interest, and beauty, and in that far-off

silver course of the winding Thames, glistening in and
out among green fields of surpassing beauty and rich-

ness, so like in tinge to a silver serpent coiling and dis-

porting itself. The Trent, on the contrary, isthe

foulest blot on Trentham. Almost laving the

walls of the mansion, cutting asunder the kitchen from

the flower garden, and flowing through the pleasure

grounds, a foul slimy sewer, brimful of the impurities

of every dirty crowded town that hugs its banks
throughout the Potteries—the Trent, which used to

glide along here, a thing of purity and beauty, through

a veritable Eden, is now contracted, and that passed as

rapidly as possible, as a nuisance to be rid of. Origi-

nally the feeder of the grand lake, it is shut out now, as

too foul to enter in. Nowhere, perhaps, could a more
forcible illustration be drawn as a question of how the

rich and poor, the high and lowly, are knit together, for

better or worse, in bonds closer than those of holy ma-
trimony. By means of this flowing river every dirty,

ragged urchin, in distant town or hamlet, is doing his

utmost to contaminate or mar one of the fairest scenes

that wealth and genius have made, and to poison

one of the noblest ducal families.

What a paraphrase on the truth, that no man—no
dirty, neglected, ragged worker or pauper—liveth to

himself. All are linked together t'lrough the ministry

of our common air, and by means of our common water.

Hence the common interest that all alike have in

keeping both pure, and the necessity of a general law
applicable to the whole kingdom, compelling the puri-

fication and stopping the further pollution of our rivers.

The foul blot can be removed, and it is the legitimate

function of those who describe and admire the beauty,

to cry out for its removal.
Returning from this digression, which was forced

upon us by the sight and smell of the Trent at Trentham
—the contrasts and points of resemblance between this

garden and that at Cliveden again present themselves.

The greater elevation of the latter mansion above the

lawn—the further distance of the river—the absence

V
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of a lake beyond the garden, are a few contrasts. But
;

the principles underlying the disposition of the two
|

gardens seem very much alike. The highly formal
!

figures or guardians immediately over the windows— the

architectural breaks, and noble walks between this and
the second garden, the great size of the beds, and
broad dividing lines of turf that characterise this more
distant array — the richness of the shrub massings
and breadth and length of woodland scenery, are

points of vraisemblaucc which forced themselves
upon me.

'

From these semi-critical and general remarks I

proceed, not to describe Trentham—that is hardly
,

needed—nor do I lay claim to the ability for such a
,

serious undertaking, but simply to give a {^w jottings,

descriptive of culture, gleaned hurriedly from a
,

pleasant visit early in September last. Standing with
!

our backs to the house, and the view already adverted to

opening out before us in all its extent and grandeur,

is not favourable for careful observation. But it is

impossible not to observe that the flower garden, of

which we shall give an illustration on another occasion,

is extremely well filled with plants and bloom, and that !

help from such fickle, wayward flowers, as X'erbenas
and Calceolarias. One of the most striking things in

the garden were a number of pretty standard Helio-
tropes—the common pyrenaicum, on a single stem,
and nice-formed neat head, full of their sweet and
pretty blossoms. Another specialty at Trentham is

the number and robust health of the Humea
elegans. This is largely used in various parts of
the grounds, and everywhere it was covered with

'

foliage to the ground, and in the highest health
and beauty. The secret of this is late sowing. The
plants for the flower garden should not be sown till

May or June, then grown on freely, never allowed to

get pot-bound, and watered every day after they are
planted out. Xo check from seed-time till the frost

finishes them in the open, neither from the want of
space or a want of water, if you would keep the leaves
on till the last. Such is an epitome of Mr. Stevens'
mode of culture, which answers admirably. The

\

second garden is furnished with larger masses of plants,

such as Pentstemons, Ageratnms, Calceolarias, &c. !

Mr. Stevens is no red-hot colourist, on the contrary,

he must have toned down the mere glitter of these fine

these e\'ergreens leading the rows, intermixing with
fresh groups, massing the prominent projecting lines

with all the best hybrids, such as the Queen and
others, so that in a i^w years all the foreground will

glow with the beauty of the choicer sorts, while the
commoner ponticums will act as buffers against wind
and weather, and also as neutral canvas—to bring out
and throw up the exquisite beauty of the newer
varieties.

To the right of the flower garden there lies a more
sloping piece of ground, admirably suited for a
pinetum. The few- Cedars and other trees upon it are
doing well, and its sheltered site and inclined surface

seemed to mark it out for a choice collection of trees.

Near to the shrubberies, already adverted to, is placed
a large circular reserve garden, for the growth and pro-
pagation of all kinds of flowers and plants that are

required in quantity. A rare place to cut basketsfull

of sweet flowers, and indeed to come for anything in

time of need. It was a veritable immense gathering
of all that is most beautiful and useful in gardens.
Among other things here were Hoteia japonica, and
imported Lily of the Valley, growing by the thousand.

I'l:;. 140.—THE AMERICAN GARDEN AT TRENTHAM,

ihe keeping is polished and perfect. The chief beds
in the flower garden were furnished with flowering
Pelargoniums, and I was pleased to see among them
such old stagers as Harry Hieover holding its own
proudly among such new-comers as Bizarre, Violet

Hill Nosegay, &:c. The base lines of the garden
being well and thoroughly laid with Pelargoniums

;

other things are added tliereto by way of contrast and
variety. About 70 varieties of Pelargoniums are grown
in all ; but the following are the most telling, and
hkewise the most extensively used :—Crystal Palace,

or Kentish Hero, for yellows, with a few Tricolors,

mostly Mrs. Pollock, but these are but sparingly used,

as they do not tell equal to the following varieties at a
distance. Flower of Spring is the favourite Silver at

Trentham, as it is mine, and it was pleasing to find

Argentea still holding its own as one of the best of
this class. Returning to flowering sorts, Pink Stella
was still the best pink at Trentham ; other varieties in

quantity were chiefly Amy Hogg, Lord Palmerston,
Pioneer, Lady Constance Grosvenor, Baron Ricasoli,

and Bayard. Most of the small beds are filled with suc-

culent and foliage plants of different sorts, such as

Saxifrages, Echeverias, Centaureas, Alternantheras,
Chamsepeuce, Colcus, Salvia argentea, &c. So the

garden is furnished for the season with hardly any

gardens considerably. Until last year I believe a wide
ribbon border skirted the whole length of the outer
glass case (fig. 140). This is now abolished, and a
fine sweep of grass, broken at inleiTals with Golden
Yews and beds of the most choice perpetual Roses,

occupies its site. This effected a great saving of bed-

ding plants, wiped off large breadths of colouring, and
substituted for a feverish glare, almost too large and
bright to be endured, a sensation of repose and gi-eat

dignity, that are far more enjoyable. This, however, is

on the other side of the river front from the flower

garden, and is not within sight of the garden front.

Returning Iiere, and standing with our back to the
|

mansion, one must admire the rich masses of Rhodo-
|

dendrons and other shrubs that clothe the left side of

the garden and stretch down far away between the
,

latter and the Trent, a cross view of which is given in

fig. 140— our artist, working from a photograph, has, 1

however, omitted to clothe the distant hill-side
,

with trees. Most shrubs, especially Rhododendrons,
|

seem quite at home in the moist soil and damp
atmosphere here, and shine with a glossy lustre

\

that the denizens of drier climes on the chalk might 1

well envy. Rhododendrons are trees here. Most of,

the larger masses are the common ponticums.
But the march of improvement is busy among

'

I

and with terminal buds like the juicy terminals of fat

; Asparagus. The secret of this extraordinary strength

I

is division every second year, and cultivation in very

I

rich, deep soil ; the Hoteia, especially, must never
want for moisture. It will be found that no plants

pay better for the highest cultivation than these two.
Both are in great demand for bouquets and furnish-

ing, alike at Trentham and Stafford House. Lily of
the Valley is had in by Christmas, It requires quick
and skilful forcing to manage this. If the roots are

started too early, no amount of heat will make them
budge an inch. If too late, the flowers will not have
lime to expand. From five to six weeks is the time
allowed the first batch— in a temperature of 70* to 75*,

top and bottom. It is also a good plan to reserve the

last batch flowered in pots the previous season for this

first flowering. There is no difficulty after Christmas,

a batch every six weeks keeping up the supply till it

comes out-of-doors. Less heat will be needed as the

season advances.

1 do not purpose saying more about the kitchen
garden than this— that it looked in good heart, and was
well filled. The Potato disease had made its mark
here, as eveiywhere else, but all the crops of vegetables

looked well, and there were plenty of them Fruit

trees were healthy, and the crops good foi- the season.
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The few walls not covered with glass are mostly
furnished with healthy Pear trees. 1 also observed a

goodly number of cordon Apples fruiting and thriving,

and really great attention had evidently been paid in

past years to the training of Pears in narrow forms, as

cones, basket, &c., on iron trellises. Many of these

trees were models of their respective forms, and fruiting

well, forming fitting ornaments, combining beauty and
regularity of form, as well as furniture to the main
walks. Mr. Stevens prefers a less formal style, and is

getting up a fine lot of pyramidal Pears, &c., of the

more usual and freer shapes. Nothing is more effective

in large gardens, few more serviceable, than such
borders of well-formed trees.

From the kitchen garden to the dairy and poultry-

yard is not far at Trentham, though the transition may
seem incongruous. The fronts of both are admirably
clothed with Apricots, trained so as to cover the outer
wall in a loose and free manner, and these were heavily

laden with golden fruit. They seldom miss a crop.

Two obvious reasons seem at a glance on the spot

rosea was exhibiting its glorious white blossoms, so spot-
lessly white, and of such consistence and durability as

1 to constitute the finest white flower in existence for

bouquet work. It had made shoots last season nearly
50 feet long, and had as many as 200 of its grand,
waxy, tubular flowers open at one time. There were
still many flowers at the time of my visit, and it

is reported to flower more or less all the year round.
With this and its companion, L. rosea, no one need be
at a loss for centre or substance of bouquets. Iledy-
chium coronarium and Gardnerianum, with their

!
white foliage and sweet flowers, are grown largely for

summer decoration, and several of the Sikkim Khodo-
I dendrons, such as Nuttallii, Dalhousirc, Aucklandii,

I

and others, were thriving admirably on a damp stone
wall with an east aspect, and flowered much freer
there than in more exposed situations. Lomaria

' gibba is a great favourite for decorative purposes, and
was found in quantity here ; while noble specimens of

I

such Palms as Seaforthia elegans, Chamcerops humilis,

Latania borbonica, and other Palms, lighten up the

bears flowers of an orange-red hue ; they are six-
petaled, three forming an inner and three an outer
circle, with long stamens, that just protrude from the
bell-shaped blossom. If anyone will take the trouble
to examine a flower of the Crown Imperial (and it will
repay examination) they will find the orange and red
flowers have a dark, and the yellow flowers a green,
base within, and on this base a ring of what appears to
be inlaid slight cavities of a white colour, round in
shape, one to each petal. The pendent form assumed
by the circlet of flowers borne almost at the top of one
of the strong stems prevents a casual observer from
noting the exquisite architecture of one of these bells.
Of all the many beautifully and grotesquely marked
forms of flowers that spring brings forth with such
lavish wealth, those belonging to the genus Fritillaria
perhaps best repay a study

—

" The million-handed Sculptor moulds
Quaintest bud and blossom folds,

'Ihe million-handed Painter pours
Opal hue and purple dve

—

"

I'll-.. 140.—IIJRIIUN Ut rri;R glassc.\se at tkkntiia.m.

evidently to have contributed to this result ; one is the
projecting roof, which forms a very wide coping ; the
second, the loose mode of pruning and training.
Whoever wishes to gather Apricots by the bushel rather
than the dozen, must forthwith abolish the close mode
of pruning and training. I find the same free and easy
style equally effective for Cherries.
Among so many Azaleas, as might be expected,

are fine Camellias—huge trees, in pots and tubs

—

simply magnificent, set thickly as Peas with huge
flower-buds, and their leaves dark and shining as if

polished with varnish. These were resting a bit,

before yielding a glorious winter harvest in the
conservatory, behind a plant case, slightly sheltered
and shaded beneath an arbour of Roses. In the
great ridge-and-lurrow roofed conservatory. Rhodo-
dendrons, Acacias, Bamboos, and Camellias, were
very fine. A huge plant of Luculia gratissima occu-
pied one end, a magnificent example of this somewhat
rare and sweet flower. But the mere enumeration of
the plants here would fill a column, and I must reserve
my space chiefly to note a few foliage and other stove
plants and Orchids. On the back of a cool Orchid-
touse a splendid plant ofthe white variety of Lapageria

dense masses of Camellias and other large plants
with their striking contrasts ; and sprays of Lapa-
geria rosea, Tacsonia Van Volxemi, Clematis, and
Tea Roses of sorts, all add their pendent wreaths
of beauty and sweetness to a house that in structure,
arrangement, and furnishing is one of the most enjoy-
able I have ever seen. D. T. F.

{To be CoHiinuL'd.)

CROWN IMPERIALS.
There is something so fresh and unusual in a trial

of Crown Imperials that no apology is necessary for

placing the results before your readers. Such a trial

has this season been made by Messrs. BaiT & Sugden
at their trial grounds at Tooting, with a collection of
varieties that with much industry they have been
gathering together for the past few years.

It would appear we are indebted to Persia for the
noble Crown Imperial (Fritillaria imperialis), and that
some three varieties were originally imported— viz.,

the red, orange, and yellow-flowered forms. Taking
these as a basis, I will first treat of the red-flowered
varieties. The ordinary single red Crown Imperial

into these eccentric looking flowers ; and the master
stroke,of Nature far transcend the vaunted works of Art.

Other assumed varieties of the single red Crown
\

Imperial are, Aurora, which does not appear to differ

from the old form in the slightest particular ; Stags-
waard, and William Rex, fac-similes of Aurora, and
Prince Napoleon, one that had not bloomed. With
all due deference to the Dutch growers, it must be
asserted that in so far as these flowers could be closely

compared, the difference was in name only. Maximus
red, a large flowered form of the single red, is a very
fine variety, and Mr. Barr is of opinion that the
increased size of the flowers is not a result of superior
development or special culture, but a characteristic

variety. It is fully one half larger in size than the ordi-

nary one, and the hue of red appears to be deeper also.

The flowers being longer and bolder, a strong clump
of this variety would have a very telling effect when in
full bloom. The flowers of the double red Crown
Imperial are smaller, and not so attractive as the single
ones, and contain five circles of petals, three in a
circle, which are narrower than in the single flowers.

Some are apt to suppose that the double form is but a
sport that will often revert to the single type, and the
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high price charged for the bulbs of the double varieties
leads one to suppose it is so.

The orange Crown Imperial is somewhat paler in
colour than the red, and is apt to vary in the depth of
hue. The assumed varieties of this are Cupid, quite a
pale form; Prince Albert, very like Cupid [!] ; Deut-
sher Boom, a nice orange-tinted flower; and Enijieror
Maximilian, a large-flowered orange-red flower, an
excellent companion to Maximus red , Lord Byron, a
variety not in bloom, is said to be classed with the
orange-coloured flowers. There does not appear to
be a double orange variety.

Tile yellow-flowered Crown Imperials are very
attractive, and of a clear bright yellow hue. There
are only the single and double forms, leading one to
suppose there is so little variation in the hue of colour
that an augmentation of the varieties would be a matter
of difficulty. Maximus yellow is a superb flower, and
an excellent comj^anion to the large-flowered red one.
The double yellow form has the same number of petals
as in the case of the double red, and, like it, is not
nearly so attractive as the single flower.

A variety termed Crown upon Crown by the Dutch
growers has an additional ring of flowers above
the usual one. Neither of the roots grown under
this name at Tooting had the dual circlet of flowers

;

perhaps it is necessary they should be well established
ere the plant has sufiicient strength to produce them.
This also bears single flowers of a red colour ; and the
examples at Tooting were but the single red.

Then there are the varieties with variegated
foliage, but in the Dutch catalogues simply termed
"gold-striped," and "silver-striped," thereby leading
one to suppose the flowers and not the leaves are
striped. In one case the ground colour of the leaves
is gold, in the other of silver, with .1 band of green
along the midrib. These are both variegated foliaged
forms of the single red variety, and are very attractive
^vhen the leaves are nicely marked, but want to be
planted in clumps to make them telling ; then they
make excellent decorative objects in borders in the
early spring. The third variegated type is that of the
large flowering orange-ied, Emperor Maximilian. The
foliage in this case is golden-banded—a band of greenish-
gold runs along the middle of the leaf; and though not
so attractive as the foregoing, is yet of value in the
spring.

No apology is necessary for enforcing the claims of
of the fine old Crown Imperial on the lovers of hardy
flowering bulbous plants. A deep rich soil that is

pretty well drained is the kind of thing in which the
Crown Imperial flourishes ; and when the borders are
forked over, a dressing of rotten manure will prove
highly advantageous, and a thorough mulching of the
plants with the same is to be commended. It wants to
be let alone, and thus to establish itself, gaining strength,
and furnishing a greater amount of flower year by year.
At intervals of a few years the roots can be lifted,

and the offsets which are produced round the old bulbs
detached and planted in a nursery bed of rich light
earth, each variety by itself, where they can remain till

strong enough to flower. Some of our old writers on
flowers used to express themselves strongly against cut-
ting away the flowering stems of the Crown Imperial
as soon as they had done bloom ; and contended that
its being suffered to decay on the bulb from which it

sprang was essential to the vigorous formation of the
bulbs for the ensuing year. Doubtless they were right.
Their practice was to cut oiT the head or coronet of
flowers as soon as their petals had lost their colour, in
order that the nutriment which the germs might require
to bring their seeds to maturity might be expended
solely upon the growing bulb.

I think a large bed of Crown Imperials planted away
at some distance in a slight ascent would be a grand
sight when in full bloom. [What about the smell ?]

There are many spots in large gardens on which
such a bed could be planted. I would mingle Her-
baceous Phloxes with the Crown Imperials, to
succeed them during the summer ; and round this
bed I would have a margin about which I
would dot autumn-blooming Crocuses, Colchicums,
&c., wUh clumps of the various species ol Narcissi,
Tulips, Anemones, and such like, as a floral fringe
during the time the Crown Imperials were in flower.
The large-flowered varieties should occupy the centre,
the others the space around them ; and such a bed as
that would present something of interest nearly the
whole year round ; Midsummer and Christmas Day
alike would present its appropriate floral picture,
whether under the leaden hues of midwinter or the
piercing rays of the summer sun. R. D.

summers occurred. In the present year the mean
temperature of the period referred to (viz., from
Feb. 15 to March 16) was 45°.5. So according to this
apparently infallible law the coming summer must be
very hot. It appears also that when the mean tempe-
rature of the period referred to is only a slight fraction
above 44°, or even a slight fraction below that point,
we always have a warm summer follow. Such was the
case in 1S22, 1S49, 1850, and 1S61 ; and if we extend
the period so as to include about seven weeks before
the equinoctial crisis (which crisis appears to commence
about March iS), the results are still more striking.
2, When the rainfall is very slight in October or
November, at Greenwich (saynot more than 0.8 inch) the
succeeding summer is always very hot. The following
are all the instances that have occurred at Greenwich
relative to this law since rainfall registration was com-
menced there :—October, 1830, the rainfall was o.S
inch; October, 1834, 0.4 inch; November, 1S51,
0,6 inch; November, 185S, 0.5 inch; November,
1867, 0,4 inch, and November, 1S72, 0,5 inch. The
following summers of 1S31, 1835, 1852, 1859, and
1S6S, were very hot ; therefore, according to this law,
the coming summer must be very hot. In 1834 and
1852 the summer rainfall was very much above the
average, notwithstanding the great heat ; and, as a
very low barometrical mean in the first three months
of the year indicates considerable rain for the summer,
it appears that the coming season will have a rainfall
above the average, notwithstanding several periods of
dry weather. I may here state that the mean tempe-
rature of March this year was high, and almost the
same as that of February. This uniformity with regard
to high monthly mean temperatures is another indica-
tion of an approaching hot summer. George D. Brum-
/lam, Barusbitry.

Myosotis dissitiflora.—Mr. Harpur-Crewe's com-
plaint that his stock of this pretty spring flower has
suffered severely from the recent frosts, I regiet to say,
I must support, as a large portion of my own stock has
been similarly affected. Perhaps his plants, like my
own, are growing where they are instantly caught by
the rays of the rising sun, and to this no doubt the
destruction of the flowers is largely owing. I am led to
make this remark because I noted recently in the south
of Hampshire, where the weather had been very severe,
that in some gardens, which were considerably shaded
by trees, this Myosotis was flowering most luxuri-
antly, and was not in the slightest degree injured.
The best lot of plants I saw had been raised from seed,
thus affording another support to the proposition I
have always maintained, that seedling plants are the
most capable of withstanding the winter, and are the
mosi reliable. My present stock is from cuttings, of
which I will have no more. Alex. Dean.

January 30, — Cattleya Triano? delicata, sepals and
petals giving way, labellum quite perfect.

No, 3. February 2,—Cattleya Trianae magnifica, grand
variety, three flowers to a stem, fully expanded all together
this day.

February 10,— Cattleya Trianse magnifica in perfection,
the labellum beautifully developed, and the colour of its
lower extremity remarkably brilliant.

February 20.—Cattleva Triano magnifica, sepals and
petals show signs of distress.

February 29,—Cattleya Triance magnifica, sepals and
petals lost their fleshy texture, and the colour fading

;

labellum still good, although not perfect.

Were it only a question of seven or eight days between
the duration or persistency of the flowers as between
one cultivator and another, there might be some hope
that the one had secured a climate capable of prolong-
ing the beauties of the Cattleya infloresence ; but the
question on the one hand is between 12 and 20 days,
and on the other between 42 days, and possibly 50 or
60, as "some varieties are presentable for the flower
vase after being open six weeks." After I wrote to
the Florist and Poriwla^ist I continued my notes,
knowing well that the tendency of the enthusiast is to
make things of this kind bigger, better, longer-enduring
than they are. I am not prepared, therefore, to
accept general statements ; I want reliable data. I
find myself, when I wish to prove a case thoroughly,
there are often some little things which the mind requires
to be disabused of when submitted to the inexorable
test of facts. The want of light during December and
January has a considerable effect in shortening the
period of the inflorescence of these Cattleyas, as the
test above taken, so far as it goes, proves. In
February and March the flower-life of the individual is
prolonged, showing how powerful an agent light is for
the well-being of plants, I wish to ask this question,
in conclusion, from any culturist or any observer—and
I wish him, when he has the opportunity, to test it

before committing himself—Is there any Cattley.a
under cultivation, and what is its name, that will yield
an individual flower "presentable for the flower vase,
or anywhere else, after being open for six weeks?"
James Anderson, Meado-u Bank.

|)omt Comspnbfira.
The Coming Summer.—The laws on which my

prediction of the coming hot summer are based may
be briefly stated as follows :— I. When the mean tem-
perature of the period from the middle of February to
the middle of March is very high (say about 44°.5), the
following summer is always very hot. The only
instances (according to the Greenwich records) of such
a high mean temperature in the period referred to were
in the following years—viz,, 1826, when the mean was
44°.S; 1834, when it was 45°. S ; 1846 when it was
46°.3; 'S59, when it was also 46°.3; and 1868 when ^ ... ^ _,
it was 44°. 7, In all these years remarkably hot I expanded to-day.

Tritoma Uvaria.—If Mr. Taylor will plant this in
a rich compost, instead of in a " dry, sandy soil," he
will find it answer better. It would begin earlier to
bloom, and go on showing spikes up to Christmas. In
fact, when fed well it seems to be always waiting for
suitable weather to throw up its Rocket-like spikes.
A plant or two here, which has the appropriate'name
of "grandis" attached to it, and which has been
liberally treated, throws up from 10 to 20 spikes
together, some growing up to 9 and 12 feet high.
Perhaps so far north as your correspondent writes fiom,
it would, thus treated, require protection in severe
weather. Here its leaves are never injured. One
plant has been in flower now and then throughout the
wiiiter. H. M., Cornwall.

Schizostylis coccinea.—From the experience I
have had with this brilliant flowering autumn plant, I

should say it was quite hardy, and worth extensive
planting in shrubberies, anywhere in permanent situa-
tions. A place should be prepared for it by excavatiu"
any poor cold clay, and fill up with garden soil. l"t

should be planted tolerably deep. It increases wonder,
fully, and joins in the last cheer from the outer floral

world on the departure of the year. H. M.

New Grenadan Cattleyas.—I have to express
my surprise at the following statement of Mr. Wilson's
(see p. 428). Speaking of his treatment of the flowers
in question, he says that he brings them forward very
gently, "and when they do open'they will retain their
beauty for such a length of time as will astonish Mr.
Anderson or any one else who has not tried the plan.
Some varieties are presentable for the flower vase, or
anywhere else, after having been open six weeks." As
a fellow cultivator, Mr. Wilson will, I trust, excuse
me for saying that I beg to challenge that statement,
notwithstanding his averment that it is "no random
guess, |but actual fact." Upon what observations, I

would ask, did he base his statements ?—and I should
not be justified in putting such questions were not the
statistics I myself have taken demonstrative on the
other side. Here they are ;

—

No. I. Januarys,—Cattleya Trianoe, fine form, labellum
of rich velvety purple, sepals and petals of a pale shaded
mauve

;
fully expanded this day.

January 19. No. i, Cattleya Trianfe,—Sepals and
petals giving way, the sepals and petals of flowers opened
about the same time, quite crumpled together.

No. 2, January 13,—Cattleya Trianae delicata, superb
variety in point of form and chasteness of colouring

; fully

Rules for the Guidance of Judges. In read-
ing the laudable account of the preparations for the
Royal Horticultural Show at Birmingham, I had
hoped that some of your readers would suggest some-
thing to guide the judges in making their decisions,
and which would give the exhibitor confidence, as a
schedule should define strictly what the prize is given
to promote, especially as regards horticultural houses,
vases, &c. These either are, or should be, made for
a paricular object, as the requirements for a house to
grow plants are quite diflerent from those of a house to
exhibit plants—the one being to show the beauty after
it has been produced, the other to produce it. And,
again, a vase for a shrubbery decoration (which I
think is much wanted) would not be the most suited
for the walls of a terrace. There are many other objects
that require' thus to be qualified. As a judge has a
hard task to please without some basis, a prize list

should be well defined to guide the judges in their
decisions

; and then, should a dispute as to their
decisions be made upon reasonable grounds, it should
state in writing the points in favour of the defeated
competitor—for it is not often the winner complains,
although, in justice to my profession, I must state I
have heard it done more than once. And when the
judges get fair play, the exhibitor might claim the same
light, the judges being requested to state, in writing,
in reply to an objection, the points upon which their
decision was based, even upon a collection of plants ;
then an independent body of judges might endeavour
to define in writing which side had the most truth.

y. Forsyth Johnson, Curator, Royal Botanie Gardens,
Belfast.

Zonal Pelargoniums as Standards. — I think
the charge of formality might with equal justice be
preferred against other varieties of plants as well as
against the Zonal Pelargonium, when grown in the
form of standards. Even the Rose, although so
universally grown in this manner, evidently rebels
against the system, very much as the Pelargonium
does. But as ours is an art which attempts to "mend
Nature—change it rather," I did not think that I was
doing very wrong in endeavouring to describe a pro-
cess, the result of which many have professed to greatly
admire ; and I hardly think that the sweeping con-
demnation of your corrcipondent, "Observer," at
p. 428, was quite called for. I can only suppose
that your correspondent has been unsuccessful in his
attempts to cultivate these plants as standards, and has
consequently discovered that it is quite a mistake to
attempt to do so. P. Griei'e, Cul/ord.

Plant Stages.—The existence of cultiv,ited plants
in glass structures is of a highly artificial character.
Here it is not either advisable or practicable in all

cases to attempt to supply such conditions as they exist
under in a slate of nature, ^'et there are some things
fh.at should never be overlooked. For instance, light,
which is so essential to the existence of plants, acting
on the U|)per surface of their leaves, becomes highly
injurious in unilue quantity on the under surface.
Consequently, boardeil stages jiainted white, or white
sand, which reflect so much light to the under surface
of the leaves of plants standing upon them, are a direct
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violation of the natural conditions of light acting on

vegetable life. A dark material for plants to stand

upon is, therefore, the best. If the stages are composed

of bars, instead of a close boarded surface, the objection

pointed out will be avoided by the dark earth under-

neath the stage counteracting any excess of light being

reflected from the stage to the under surface of ihe

leaves. Even though the ^\ood-\vork should be painted

a light colour, yet the bars should not be painted clear

white. At first sight this may appear so trivial as to

be unimportant, but from actual experiments tried I

have proved it to be of \ery gieat importance. It is

not llirough any mysterious combination of soils, or

fitful, extraordinary attention, that success can be
attained, but by daily observation and close attention

to the wants of the plants collectively as well as indi-

vidually, and by closely studying little matters like the

abo^'e. T. Baines.

Anthurium Scherzerianum. — In reply to Mr.
Dixon, I may say that it is the last year's spadices that

are seeding, now about a year old, and the colour,

though faded, is not wanting in brightness. I don't

think the seeding interferes with the plant's vigour, at

least I find a spadix, as a rule, forms simultaneously

with each leaf. J/. A".

Trial of Boilers at Birmingham.—I hardly un-

derstand Mr. Cannell's proposal that I should find

boilers, as I presume the competition would principally

rest in the boiler attached to each tank. I may say,

however, that anything I can do in the way of pro-

viding my patent valves, &c., I shall be happy to do.

I quite endorse Mr. Cannell's remarks as to the short-

ness of time given to prepare—the scheme is not even
now ready for issue [see aft/i\ p. 504], and the show is

in June. If a competition in buildings is intended, it

should at least be announced in detail six months
beforehand. In my case I have undertaken contracts,

which I am bound to execute, to such an extent that I

do not consider it possible that I can enter into the

competition at all ; and so great is the general press

of business through the country, that I believe these

remarks apply to nearly every respectable horticultural

builder. If the competition be deferred, under the.se

circumstances, to 1S73, I hope to take part in it, and
would suggest that it be deferred till that time. T. G.

Messenger, Loughborough,

Trenching and Draining. ^Mr. Taylor says he
has generally found that the deeper land is trenched in

the autumn the wetter and colder it is in the spring.

For such a state of things I should recommend deep
draining. I have always found land deeply cultivated,

if well drained, drier than land worked only one spit

deep. Deep under-draining, at least 4 feet deep,
should always precede deep cultivation ; the one
without the other is useless ; and the mere fact that

a given number of tiles per acre has been buried at a
certain depth is not always a guarantee that the land
is perfectly drained. One of the principal objections

I have to spring trenching is this— if a dry summer
follows, the land does not get sufficiently consolidated.

In this way I have seen spring trenching injurious.

Other objections might be urged, such as loss of the
beneficial influence of winter's frost and storms, Sic. I

thoroughly endorse all Mr. Taylor says against digging
fruit tree borders in autumn, and I would go still

further, especially in the case of Vine borders, and say.

Don't dig them at all, unless compelled by circum-
stances to do so. Of course I don't confound digging
with the general practice of pointing over the surface

with a fork in the spring, after the winter coverings
have been removed, with or without a sprinkling of
bone-dust, or some other concentrated stimulant. E.
Hobday.

Rhododendron Countess of Haddington.—This
is, without exception, one of the finest of our Indian
hybrid Rhododendrons. R. ciliatum, Gibsoni, and
others, have no place alongside it for effect. We have
a plant of it here with over 300 flowers on it, and its

beautiful white rosy tinted colour makes it altogether a
most charming and effective plant. Mr. Lees, of Tyning-
hame, was the raiser of this fine hybrid, I believe, and
he may well be proud of it. I think I am right in

saying it is a cross between ciliatum and Dalhousiee.
It partakes of the vigorous good habit of the latter in

an improved form. May I inquire whether any one has
crossed R. Dalhousise with arboreum, and with what
success ? H. Knight, Floors.

The Birmingham Exhibition.—From your report

of the proceedings of a meeting of the local committee,
held on the 14th inst., I understand that /^loo is placed
at the disposal of the implement committee for appro-
priation, by the award of five gold medals in the fol-

lowing manner :—One for the best horticultural

building, one for the best hot-water apparatus, one for

vases, &.C., one for garden machinery and tools, and
one for wirework, &c. Now, with regard to those
awards which come under the three latter headings, I

apprehend that after the question of lawn mowers has
been decided, the judges will experience little difficulty

in arriving at a satisfactory selection of such of the
remaining meritorious articles as come within those
classes; but with regard to the "best" horticultural
building I am not so sanguine. By what standard of
excellence are these structures to be judged ? Is the

all-prevailing consideration of "cheapness " to be the

criterion ?—because many of the buildings exhibited at

our horticultural shows during the last few years have
proven little short of a disgrace to their exhibitors. In-

ferior materials and bad workmanship, covered wiih

wretchedly coarse paint, in gaudy colours, and ticketed

"for sale," "cheap," seems to have been the beau

iiieai q{ :x horticultural structure suited to the public

taste. Is it to be a consideration of size, quantity

erected, construction or novelty in design, or good
materials and workmanship, or utility, or of interior

arrangement, &c. ?—because upon matters of construc-

tion, and what is really the best form of house
for each respective purpose, our horticultural doctors

agree to differ. Again, of what is the building to con-

sist—a conservatory, vinery, Peach-house, pinery,

orchard-house, plant stove, pit, or hand-glass? I am
of opinion that some instructions should be issued, and
the buildings classified, otherwise one class of buildmg
will be competing against an opposite class, instead of

against a similar building of its own class, and this will

create certainly much confusion and dissatisfaction.

And now a word respecting the best hot-water appa-
ratus. This is really a knotty question, and one by no
means capable of an easy reply. The first queries

which seem at once to present themselves are :— 1st.

Is the apparatus to be working or not? 2d. By what
test is the apparatus to be certified as being "the
best?" 3d. Is this competition to resolve itself into

the long-talked-of trial of boilers? If so, where are

the conditions and regulations by which such trial is to

be governed ? 4th. By what special points are the

judges to be guided in making their awards? And
finally, What are the qualifications necessary to con-

stitute a competent judge capable of giving a just

decision in this important matter ? I am of opinion that

the judges should be men of scientific attainments, men
of good position, and entirely outside the horticultural

world, as engineers, tic. They should be above sus-

picion of allowing themselves to be "button-holed"
by any of the competitors, or likely to be influenced by
the consideration of any trade or personal interests.

The fact is, favouritism begets jobbery, and not un-

frequently brings competition into ridicule, instead of

making it a medium by which the best productions

become honoured by the best awards. S.

Amherstia nobilis.—In reference to the importa-

tion of seeds, I know of no instance of its having been
raised in this country. I have received them potted in

mud, bottles, cliarcoal. Moss, and paper, and in all

cases they were dead. The late Dr. Anderson once
told me it was difficult to get them alive from their

habitat to Calcutta. Young plants require great care

and well establishing in cases, or they die. Had it

been possible to import the seed the Duke of Devon-
shire need not have sent Mr. Gibson to India for the

plants. If your correspondent wishes to get the

Amherstia, he had better buy the plant, or I fear he
will try in vain, y, Croitcher.

Araucaria imbricata (p. 42S).— I hear that the

Araucaria imbricata at Woodstock, in the county of

Kilkenny, is 8 feet in circumference at the ground,

5 feet 4 inches at 4 feet above, and 44 feet high. It

was planted in 1S32, ten years after that at Lytchet.

F. T.

Yew Poisoning.—The trialto which you drawatten-
tion, arising out of the poisoning of two valuable colts,

from eating Yew cuttings, reminds me of the story of

the barrister who gained an appointment—a colonial

judgeship. When, in the consciousness of his meagre
stock of legal knowledge, he consulted a friend on the

English bench, he is said to have received the follow-

ing advice :^"Give your decision plainly without
assigning any reasons, your common sense will gene-
rally lead you to a right judgment ; but if you give
your reasons, ten to one you will be wrong." Such
appears to me to be the case in the present instance, as

regards the issues put to the jury. There are very few
men who are ignorant of the poisonous nature of the

Yew, and it is just that damage, through carelessness,

should be punished. Nor can I see how the defend-

ant was free from the responsibility attaching to the

acts of the workmen, though, not properly speaking, in

his service. However remote the contingency may be,

a man has no business to have a refuse heap in such a

situation that, if poisonous matters are thrown upon it,

harm may thereby be incurred by his neighbour. If

the injury had arisen by a fall into a deep pit, there

would have been no hesitation in visiting the defendant
with the damages, unless he could show, what I think

he could show equally in this case, viz., that it was out

of the way of inflicting injuiy. There was surely no
call upon him to provide against colts putting their

heads through the fence—the heap seems to have been
otberivise in a fitting position ; and so it appears to

me the decision was right, though upon quite another

ground than those on which it was based, y. G. y. S.

Gilbert's Amateur's Improved Hand-glass.

—

So far as I am concerned Mr. Chapman is perfectly at

liberty to be the sole user of the ftomen "Anti-Cloche,"
and I may add that at the time I wrote my remarks on
Mr. Gilbert's useful invention, I had neither seen nor
heard of Mr. Chapman's articles. Mr. Gilbert's pro-

tectors are nothing more nor less than the well knov^Ti

garden frame in a smaller and more portable form.

The widest divergence from this type is their being
glazed with two plates of glass, this being rendered
practicable by their small size. The only reason I did
not mention their being taken to pieces was because,
with regard to Mr. Gilbert's protectors, this is not
the case, neither is there any light in them to be
elevated ; hence it may be very reasonably inferred
that there is a striking difference, at least in details, be-
tween Mr. Gilbert's protectors and Mr. Chapman's
•' Anti-Cloche." Again, I am informed by a well-
known practical gardener that the ventilating arrange-
ments of Mr. Gilbert are very superior to those Mr.
Chapman employs. Add to these considerations the
reasonable price at which Gilbert's hand-glass can be
obtained, and I leave all interested, more especially

practical men, to form their own estimate by compari-
son. F. W. B.

Trichomanes reniforme. — Your correspondent
"G." erroneously infers that I drew upon my imagi-
nation for the cut of the above, but such was not the

case. I admit that the form I figured is an abnormal
one, and that I omitted to mention the fact at the time,

although it had been pointed out to me by a botanical
friend while he was examining my specimens some
years ago. F. \V. B.

Eucharis amazonica.—I have been very success-

full in flowering this plant, my mode of treatment
being as follows :—About the middle of November I

turn out the bulbs, wash the roots, take off all offsets,

and repot them in a compost of one-half turfy

loam and one-half of well-rotted cow-dung, subse-

quently placing them on a stage in a small stove. Of
eleven bulbs so treated in November, 1870, five

flowered three times, and six flowered four times each,

during last season, from March until the end of October.
As soon as they are out of flower they are put back into

the stove, or a vinery at ^vork, till they throw up again.

Last November I potted 10 bulbs in a similar compost,
two bulbs in a lo-inch pot, and have now one of them
with seven blooms, in a conservatory. By giving rich

soil, plenty pot room, and ordinary stove temperature,

it is certainly one of the easiest grown, as well as one
of the most useful of stove flowering bulbs. Thomas
Daz'iSy Hasehvood, Upper Nonvood.

Societies.
Royal Horticultural : April 3.—The following

abstract of a Memoir by Boussingault on the Production of
Honey-Dew {Comptes Rendus, Jan. 8, 1872), was read by
Prof. Dyer at the last meeting of the Scientific Committee.—"On July 21, 1869, at Liebfrauenberg, the leaves of
a Lime were coated on their upper surface with an ex-
tremely saccharine viscid matter. The tree in fact afforded
an example of the production of honey-dew, a manna-like
substance, which is frequently observable upon the Lime,
the Black Alder, the Maple, and the Rose. I have
myself noticed it upon a Plum tree, and—which is a very
rare occurrence—upon a young Oak.*
On the 22d the honey-dew was sufficiently abundant

in the morning to fall in large drops upon the ground.
It was a shower of manna. At three o'clock the saccha-
rine matter no longer remained fluid upon the leaves
which were exposed to the sun. It had sufficient con-
sistency not to adhere to the fingers when touched ; it

formed, in fact, a sort of transparent and flexible varnish.

Out of the sun the honey-dew still retained its viscous
condition.

On the 23d, at 7 in the evening, several leaves at

the extremity of a branch were washed and sponged, so
as to remove all the saccharine matter. At 6 o'clock
the following morning the leaves which had been washed
seemed free from honey-dew, but, on examination with a
lens, minute glistening dots, due to very small drops, were
observable. At seven the same evening the appearance
of the leaves remained the same. The day had been
warm ; the temperature in the shade 84°.

On the 25th numerous spots of honey-dew were scat-

tered over the leaves, but there was none upon the
principal veins ; at 3 o'clock the temperature was 86°.

During the night a violent shower removed a great
part of the honey-dew formed during the evening. It

became, therefore, impossible to follow, as had been pro-
posed, the progress of the secretion upon the leaves washed
upon the 22d. A swarm of bees settled upon the tree.

On the 27th, the whole of the honey-dew had dis-

appeared, in consequence of the rain which fell during the
evening of the 26th. The temperature had stood at
between 62' and 75^ F. On the morning of the 28th the
leaves bore numerous spots of honey-dew, which had
made their appearance during the night. On the 29th it

had increased ; on some of the leaves it occupied a third

of the surface. At 2 o'clock the temperature was 84^
On the 30th the honey-dew was very abundant. The
Lime tree remained covered with it till the commence-
ment of persistent rains, which took place at the
beginning of September.

On two occasions, namely, July 22 and August i, honey-
dew was collected by washing the leaves. The solution
after treatment with lead-subacetate to precipitate albu-
minous and mucilaginous matters, yielded a syrup in

which crystals of sugar formed. On examination it con-
tained a sugar analogous to cane-sugar, and also a reduc-
ing sugar. By fermentation with yeast the two sugars

• I^A saccharine substance exudes from the leaves of Quercus
mannifcra in Kurdistan. (Lindley, Boi. Keg:, JM.iy and June,
1840.) Such a secretion from the Oak is more than once alluded
to by Latin poets. In the Golden Age—" dura; quercus sudabunt
vescida mella." (Virj. Ec. iv. 30.} Martin remarks (Virg. ii. ^6),
" It is no uncommon thing to find a sweet glutinous liquor on Oak
leaves." W. T. D.]
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disappeared completely. In the fermented liquid, how-
ever, a substance remained possessed of very strong
powers of right-handed rotation. This proved to be
dextrine, already announced by Berthelot as existing in
the mannas of binai and Kurdistan, and subsequently by
Buignet in a manna occurring in "tears" (manne en
larmes),

I have endeavoured to find mannite, and with especial
care, because Langlois, an experienced observer, has
found it in a saccharine matter collected from the leaves
of a Lime. Mannite is so easy to detect that I have not
the slightest doubt as to its presence in the product
studied by Langlois.

Optical observations have shown that the reducing
sugar detected in Lime tree manna is not glucose (Grape
sugar), of which the rotatory power is 56° in the right-
handed direction, but Isvulose (inverted or fruit sugar)
which has a left-handed rotatory power of 26°.
Taking into consideration those substances only which

rotate the polarised ray, the composition of honev-dew
will be :

—

[April 13, 1872.
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claret colour, edged with white. M. Louis Van Houtte.

Ghent, staged a fine and interesting group of new
Azaleas, the greater portion were semi-double,

and bore flowers of large size, particularly bright in

colour. The following were awarded Floral Certifi-

cates:—President Ghellinck de Walle, a fine semi-double

variety, with rosy-crimson flowers, the upper petals being

blotctied with cinnamon brown ; Dr. D. .Moore, a larger

flower than the last, also semi-double, and a shade paler

in colour ; Mdnie. Iris Lefebvre, semi-double, deep
salmon-red, very full in the centre ; Alice, the nearest

approach to a double flower in the batch, fine deep rose,

and deep crimson blotched ; John Gould Veitch, a prettv

fancy flower, of a pale lilac-rose, undulated, bordered with

white, and much spotted with crimson ;
Marquis of Lome,

semi-double, deep orange-red, blotched with a deeper
shade ; Comtesse de Beaufort, single, very deep rose,

heavily blotched with brownish crimson. Mr. William Paul

had a similar award for the new Rose Princess Beatrice,

shown in better condition than we had seen it before, and
fully realising the high estimate that had been formed of

it. Messrs. Rollisson & Sons also had a floral award for

Erica Neitneriana, a very attractive form, the tube bright

rose, shading to red at the mouth and base, the mouth
being white, very flat, and having a band of deep crimson
at the apex of the tube ; and Messrs. F. & .\. Smith had
one for their fine white Azalea Beauty of Surrey.

Manchester Botanical and Horticultur.\l :

April g.—The Rev. Canon Gibson in the chair. This
was the lliird of the series of floral and horticultural

meetings held in the Town Hall. Favoured with weather
which was e.\treniely fine, the promoters had the satisfac-

tion of holding a meeting which in point of attendance far

exceeded the two previous shows. The two main features

in the room were a most attractive display of Roses in

pots contributed by James Veitch & Sons, of Chelsea,

consisting of about 40 specimens, and a grand bank of

Orchids from O. O. Wrigley. Esq., of Bur\', which
reflected great credit upon Mr. Hubberstey, the gardener.

The Roses were in first-rate condition, and attracted a

deal of attention, and to them the Society's medal was
awarded. Amongst the collection of Orchids contributed

by Mr. Wrigley was a remarkable plant of Odonto-
glossum Phalasnopsis. a fountain of grassy foliage, with
no fewer than 60 of the fair white purple-centred flowers.

A First-class Cultural Certificate was awarded to it. A
truly grand example of Cattleya Skinneri, with 40 flowers,

and a Dendrobium Schroederi, with five lovely racemes,
received similar recognition. We also observed from the

same source (all of which deserve mention) Huntleya
violacea, Odontoglossum nebulosum, Dendrobium nobile,

and Phaius Wallichii. Messrs. James Brooke & Co. sent

an interesting group of miscellaneous subjects, the most
striking plant being a large evergreen bush, loaded with

double white flowers, called Taberna^montana coronaria
fiore-pleno, which deservedly received a First-class Cultural
Certificate. Mrs. E. Cole & Sons sent, amongst other
meritorious things, about two dozen young plants of Ixora
coccinea, with trusses of bloom unusually large, and for

which they received a First-class Commendation. Mr.
R. S. Yates again contributed, in excellent condition,

a group of Amaryllis, which deservedly won a First-class

Cultural Certificate. From the same exhibitor came
a well-bloomed plant of Odontoglossum Alexandras. Mas
devallia Lindeni, with its lovely rosy-crimson flowers, sent

by M. Linden, of Brussels, was much admired, and
received a Fust-class Certificate. A meritorious group of
Orchids was sent from the collection of S, P. Callender,
Esq., of Whalley Range, the most remarkable being a
vigorous plant of Odontoglossum Pescatorei, well

bloomed. Judging from other plants we have seen of this

genus, from the same exhibitor, there can be no doubt
that Mr. Beesley, the gardener, has found out the secret of
growing Odontoglots to perfection. Dr. R. F. Ains-
worth contributed a neat group of Orchids, among which
Vanda cristata, and a white-flowered, sweet-scented Den-
drobium (unnamed), deserve special mention. T. B.
Dodgson, Esq., of Blackburn, sent a magnificent variety
of Vanda tricolor, named Dodgsoni, with a ruby label-
lum as intense in colour as Cattleya labiata. Mr. John
Shaw had Dendrobium crepidatum. in good condition, and
the rare Rudgea macrophylla. with its striking clusters of
waxy white blossoms, to which a First-class Certificate was
awarded. Mr. George Toll had, amongst other good
things, a capital example of Ada anrantiaca. Messrs. G.
& W, Yates contributed a miscellaneous collection, the
most noteworthy being a well-bloomed plant of Erica
aristata major, which was Highly Commended. Cypripe-
dium niveum came from William Bury, Esq., of Accring-
ton, and received a similar award. An immense specimen
of Cymbidium pendulum purpureum, with eight long
trailing spikes of bloom, came from Mr. John Stevenson,
of Timpeiley, and received a Cultural Certificate. From
the Society's gardens, Old Trafford. came a group of rare

and interesting succulents, also Angreecum sesquipedale,

Odontoglossum Pescatorei. and a fine variety of Phalte-
nopsis grandiflora, with 16 fully expanded flowers. This
closed the first series of three meetings, and the Society
may be congratulated upon the marked success which has
attended the experiment.

of two irregularly sloping banks, which face each

other, and thus form a shallow vale. About this irre-

gular valley are disposed some 23 plant-houses, afl^ord-

ing upwards of 70,000 feet of glass. The houses

themselves are as irregular as the surface of the

ground, standing in all sorts of positions, hence afford-

ing every variety of aspect ; while as to form they vary

from the flattest to the steepest pitch, each having its

allotted use. It is not a show place, but a workshop,
where plants and fruits and choice flowers are manu-
factured for the Manchester market ; and hence the

visitor to Fairfield must not expect to find much
elegance and polish about the establishment, but, if he

is in search of a stock of well-grown, healthy plants,

of the specialities here grown, we venture to think he

will not be disappointed.

The principle subjects of which the culture Is carried

on at Fairfield are Orchids, Pine-apples, cut flowers,

and Ferns, of these the Orchids hold the foremost

position, and, on the occasion of our visit a few weeks
ago, we found them to be not only extensive in

number, but well-grown and excellent in quality.

One of the principal stock houses may be taken as

alTording an illustration of the system of culture which
is here adopted, and which has, in fact, been pretty

freely discussed in our columns, by our correspondent
** G. H," It is a broad span-roofed structure of low
pitch, with a central bed and side stage, beneath which,

below the floor level, are open pits for the reception of

fermenting materials, consisting of a mixture of manure
and tan, from which are given off" gases which it is

believed are beneficial to the plants. At any rate

the plants seem to like this mode of treatment,

Garden Memoranda.
The Fairfield Nurseries of Messrs. James

Brooke & Co. are situated within an easy distance—

a

short railway ride of some three or four miles—of

Manchester. This establishment has recently obtained
some notoriety through the publication of a little book
entitled The Fairfield Orchids^ a work of which we
have already had occasion to speak approvingly, as
being a successful attempt to elevate the character
of trade catalogues. The grounds, which are of
moderate extent, are but a short walk from the Fair-
field station of the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincoln
Railway. The ground is uneven In surface, consisting

pretty pinkish rose, is found especially useful, as it

forces readily ; the old Indian white is also found to be
another of the useful varieties for this purpose. Flowers
of this class, together with Camellias and Roses, are
very extensively grown to supply the Manchester folks.

One Camellia-house, not very large, with a few
bushes planted out, had yieldeil—so we were told

—

5000 flowers since last October, while a narrow erect

J\ shaped house of Tea Roses, four years planted, and
doing remarkably well, had furnished, from one plant of

Safrano, in twelve months, 700 blossoms. This suffi-

ciently indicates the purpose to which a considerable

portion of the glass structures at Fairfield are devoted.

We have still to inention the Ferns, of which we
found a considerable number, chiefly of those sorts

which are specially suited for decoration. In one of

the Fern-houses we were particularly struck with the

beauty of a specimen of the Elk's-horn Fern, Platyce-

rium alcicorne, grown as a basket plant, of w!\ich we
are fortunately able to give a representation (fig. 142).

This plant has outgrown the basket in which it had
been planted, and forms a huge mass some 4 feet

across, fringed with fronds in every direction. It is

much the finest plant of this grand old Fern we have

ever met with. In the extensive collection of useful

species we particularly noticed good plants of Gonto-
phlebium Lepidopteris, of Asplenium caudatum, and of

Polystichum amabile. M.

Fig. 142.—pl,\tvcerium alcicorne.

for we have seldom seen a more healthy stock,

consisting of such genera as Cattleyas, Dendrobes,
Aerides, &c. Dendrobium nobile is found a very
useful plant for supplying winter flowers, and in

another large house, containing further stock, and in

which the same principle of culture was adopted, was
a splendid batch of plants of it just coming into flower.

This species, we learned, is so managed as to supply a

succession of flowers from November till July. Dendro-
bium Falconer!, with its drooping stems, was in con-

siderable force, and many of the plants were form-
ing nice specimens ; they were grown in a close hot

Pine stove in small baskets of wood, and evidently

enjoyed this treatment. In another Pine stove Vanda
coerulea was growing in the full sun—a regimen under
which it was evidently flourishing, and which was its per-

manent treatment. The same may be said of Dendro-
bium Devonianum, Epidendrum macrochilum, and
others observed in the same house, under the same con-

ditions—never shaded ; and which were doing so satis-

factorily as to court observation. Evidently the feeding

of Orchids, and the hardening of them, so to speak, by
exposure to light, are doctrines in which the Fairfield

cultivators believe.

Some very excellent samples of Pine-growing were
also to be seen, and it would appear that a considerable

number of this king of fruits is disposed of annually.

Poinsettias, admirable decorative plants for market
purposes, we found just gone by, and the surplus

stock—very large numbers being grown—were resting

in a dry house. Gardenias were just coming into

flower, large quantities being grown, good bushy
specimens, well furnished with blossom-buds. Ixoras

were also being brought forward for specimens.

Amongst flowers for forcing, Azalea indica splender^s, a

As the history of the former queenless stock, with

fertile workers only, producing abundance of drones

up to a later period of the year, has been given, I will

add only one more common illustration, taken from
Mr. Pettit's apiary, with a fine Ligurian stock :

—

" May 20, 1871.—Examined and found the bees

increased so fast and abundance of brood, that I shifted

them into a 13-frame hive (Pettit's Hive of Hives).

As these bees were so strong, and able to collect pollen

and honey abundantly, they were left to kill the drones

;

but the note-book adds :

—

September 19.—First discovered the stock to be

queenless ; a large family of bees, with an unusual

number of drones.

September 23.—Examined thoroughly ; worker bees

less in number. No " worker brood," but large quan-

tity of drone brood, some in worker cells. N. B. I

must add here a fact, that the eggs when placed by
the "fertile workers" may always be known by their

being scattered and fixed to ithe sides of the cells,

or high up the base, and two and three eggs in a cell,

all these are fertilised and hatched, and are raised

partially, as two in a cell cannot live beyond the

early larva stage for want of space.

September 25.—Searched the combs over and over

again for a queen, but could not find one. I therefore

introduced a black queen, which was lost.

September 30.—Introduced two black queens at

different parts of the hive, which were both well

received ; two days afterwards I found one dead queen
outside.

October 14.—Introduced another black queen, after

making fruitless attempts to find the former queen. After

consulting with Major Munn, previous to introducing

this last queen, I took away all drone brood or nearly

so, and introduced fresh winter brood-comb from

another hive, upon which I put the queen, confined in a

wire cage, and gave her liberty next day, and she was
well received.

October 20, 1871.—Examined thoroughly all the

combs, but found no queen.

October 29.—Again examined five times over for a

queen, but in vain ; cut out some comb containing a

number of eggs, two and three in a cell, which was
given to Major Munn." N.B. I had prepared this very

brood to exhibit in London at the Entomological

Society, and subsequently also had some of the same
combs filled with eggs and larvie in every stage up to

the imago. Every one of these eggs examined were

fertilised, but not the deformed eggs. Here again

Siebold might have been misdirected by GUnther, the

servant who obtained the eggs for the Professor, by
feeding up a stock, and, as he says, thus induced the

queen to lay drone eggs, because the queen was an old

exhausted one, but did not die until after the next year's

laying. Of this I can give no reasonable solution.

"November 6.—Sent the stock to the care of Mr.

Marriott, Crystal Palace, to be kept in the ' tropical

climate.' The history as usual ; although the box was

well filled with drones and workers, had stores of

honey, being well fed, and kept in the warm all the

winter, is as follows :

—

February 16.—Received back the hive, all the bees

dead ; they had finished their career on Thursday,

January 25, according to Mr. Marriott's report."

N.B. On examination the combs containing the

honey in cells and the scattered pollen in good order,

and the drones died a little later than the workers in

numbers.
These two cases are only the repeated histories

of 20 other cases I have watched more closely than

I have recorded in these letters, and enable me to

meet the one experiment of Siebold's Parthenogenesis,

although his strong point would be the non-existence

of the spermatozoa in the egg, but I can prove mor?
than this by facts. JV. A. .1/.
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collections in this country. Its hardiness has been
proved, it having endured the coldest seasons we have
had

; but there is one thing to be considered in relation
to its culture, as it has always died in the summer
months, and that proves that it requires more depth of
soil tlian any other tree. The best specimen that I

know of in this country has a depth of soil of many
feet to grow in, and it grows vigorously

; others having
5 feet or more are also doing well, and the dry weather
has no effect during the summer months. Its lieing
one of the North American species proves it at once to
be perfectly hardy, and it can be successfully grown in
this country if it has from 5 to 20 feet of soil to grow
in, or where the subsoil is sandy, so that tlie roots can
work down into a humid kind of soil not subjected to
ilrought. Tliis being secured, no further trouble is

necessary, excepting the removal of any branches that
form more than one leader. My rule is to do this, and
then allow every tree to make a natural growth.
Pruning and clipping the branches is, in my opinion,
perfect nonsense. F. F.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—Those houses in which the crops are ripeu-

mg off, and from which the moisture is being with-
drawn, must be carefully watched against the ravages
of the red spider ; if the borders are allowed to get the
least arid, an attack of this pest is sure to follow.
Examine the roots, and if too dry give a good watering
in the early part of the day with full air on. This will
prevent the moisture from resting on the Grapes, then
give a good mulching of rotten leaves, or an old Mush-
room bed, which will help to keep the moisture about
the roots and keep down evaporation. Keep a mild
and genial atmosphere in houses swelling off their fruit.
Take every advantage of fine sunny days by shutting
up early in the afternoon ; attend to the disbudding,
stopping, tying down of others, as formerly directed.
On bright sunny days keep the fires low ; hot pipes and
hot sun are both unnecessary and injurious. Now is a
good time for making new borders and planting young
Vines. Make the borders 3 feet deep, of fresh maiden
loam, adding 12 per cent, of half-inch bones. If the
loam is at all adhesive, give, in addition to the bones,
12 per cent, of old lime rubbish. Spread the roots
well on the surface, and cover up with S inches of the
compost. Give them a watering with water at 100° or
more

; keep the house rather close till they begin to
push, then they may be treated like established Vines
in the same stage. G. J., Glamis.

Melons.—Give to plants swelling their fruit plenty
of heat and moisture. At this stage it is simply im-
possible for the atmosphere to be too moist, especially
with the increasing power of the sun. Air freely in
the early part of the day, and close up early, so as to
husband all the sun-heat possible, in preference to hard
firing. The bottom-heat should never be allowed to
exceed 70°. I am aware this is somewhat lower than
It IS generally supposed Melons require ; but this tem-
perature I find the best. Plants showing fruit should
have an abundance of air and a rather dry atmosphere,
and the finest flowers should be carefully impregnated.
The great cause of non-setting is dryness at the root

;

over-luxuriance may occasionally cause it, but this will
not be the case if planted as previously directed in but
little soil. Let pinching and training be regularly done,
and if good fruit are expected avoid injury to the
foliage in any form. Canker and gum are frequently
caused by bruises through careless handling of the
water-pot, and by too tight tying of stems and
branches. This should be jealously guarded against.
Those who have no faith in having more than one crop
of fruit from the same plants should again sow for suc-
cession. Those who grow their Melons in dung frames
or pits should now lose no time in getting their plants
out, provided the bed is in proper condition. By
putting single plants in inverted Seakale pots, plunged
in the dung, with a slate or tile to prevent the roots
getting into the bed, a better return may be secured
than by the orthodox plan of ridging them out. Pinch
at the fifth or sixth joint, to induce them to throw
out laterals at once. JK Wildsmith, The Gardens
Heekfteld.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Wall Fruits.—Every attention should be given to

the protection of trees in blossom ; not only Pcaclies.

.Vectarittes, and .Apricots, but also F/n/ns, Fears, and
Ckerries. If by a little labour and attention we can
secure a crop of fruit, it should be freely given. It is

very annoying, after having a fine show of blossom, to
have little or no fruit. If the blossoms are kept drv
ihey will stand a considerable degree of cold without
injury. Generally the blossoms of wall trees suffer
more from hail, rain, and snow, than from frost. The
winter coverings of Fig trees may now be removed,
and the trees should be pruned and nailed. M. Said,
Stourton.

Hardy Fruits.—Pruning should be finished ere
this, as many kinds of fruits will now be in blossom.
Grafting may still be done, but should be completed as
early in the month as possible. Remove suckers from
Filberts, if not already done, and keep the ground
round them loosened with a hoe. Raspberry Canes
should be securely tied to the wires, the autumn-bear-
ing ones being cut down to within a few inches of the
ground. Run the hoe between .Strambcrries, to loosen
the surface of the soil. Some long litter placed
between the rows and about the plants will keep the
soil moist and the fruit clean when ripe. This is

better done now than later, when the jjlants are in
flower and setting their fruit ; they are not so liable to
be injured by being trampled on, as when they are in
a more forward state. M. Saul, Stoitrton.

Bush Fruits.—The sharp frost which we had in
the latter part of last month has, no doubt, done some
mischief in many parts of the country. In this neigh-
bourhood it has not done that amount of harm that
was at the time anticipated. The Currant buslies were
not far enough advanced to be hurt much. The
Gooseberry crop suffered most. The previous mild
weather had so pushed these on that in some situations
fruit had formed as large as Peas ; those which had no
protection from the leaves have fallen off In later
situations, the expanded blooms which looked upward
are killed. With no further aid from frost, there will
be plenty of those kinds for table use to thin even
now. Those who grow " green " Gooseberries—that
is, fruit for cooking in a green state only—should often
be on the alert for caterpillars, to prevent them getting
a start on the leaves before the busy picking season
arrives. If the leaves are not wanted to assist in
maturing the fruit, they are wanted to aid the bush to
organise and treasure up matter for next year's supply
of buds, leaves, and fruit. These are also necessary to
keep the roots healthy. Less attention, therefore,
should not be given to this matter because the fruit will
soon be cleared off. Curled leaves on the shoots in
the centre of the bushes are sure to be harbouring
greenfly. Those shoots not wanted to furnish the tree
should be cut out and burned, and the remainder
cleansed. Where but a select few bushes are
grown, and these in prominent places, such as beside
walks, they should be protected from frost, as that
lingering foe m.ay yet visit them. Those who desire
size only in their fruit, and begin early to thin them,
should also protect their bushes at night, ff. Mil/s,
Enys.

.\nd now he goes hence with a sigh and a frown,
l^ike a vagabond stealing away out of town

;

For he shuns the new-comer, whose voice he has heard
In the green-burstiug woods sweet as song of a bird,
f^he subtle enchantress whose magical might
Floods the me,adows and mountains with glory and light.

Thrice welcome, new comer, bright, beautiful spring !

With seed-sowing fingers and life-giving wing.
Whose advent the whole earth with ecst,icy tills,

.Allures to soft music the rivers and rills,

(Jems the uplands with dewdrops, makes vocal the air
With the twittering notes of each nest-buildnig pair

;

The forest festoons, drapes the dingle and dell,

Starts the zcpliyr ,a-wing where the fairy-buds dwell,
Calls the husbandmen-winds from their clandesiine hold.
And tints the grey cloudlets with crimson and gold.

I have looked for thy footprints through all the dull
hours,

I have sighed for the perfume and hues of the flowers,
And the kiys of the goldfinch, the blackbird, and thrush.
Like silver bells ringing in bramble and bush

—

1 have challenged the hoiir-frost, and scowled at the hail,
I have mused with the Snowdrop and Primroses pale—
1 have called on the Crocus and Violet to rise,

.'\nd the rainbow to spread its broad arch o'er the skies—
For the sun-showers of April and breath of the May

—

But all, all in vain. Spring, since tlioii wert away.

^
Thrice welcome, indeed, O beneficent Spring I

For the blessings thou bringest to peasant and king.
The tiller's rough heart with delight does expand.
As he sees the Wheat blade shooting up from the land.
And hears the low blast of the wee timid lamb.
Disporting itself by the side of its dam

;

While the poor city Arab, and young forest-born,
Awake from their dreams at the first blush of morn,
And go forth with fresh vigour in spirit and limb,
To meet thee, and greet thee, with shrill matin-hymn.

Hail, spirit of Deity I sent from above,
To alt things that breathe, on an errand of love

—

To herb and to blossom, to insect and beast.
And to man in His image, great Nature's high priest.

Be it ours to improve the grand lessons of truth
Thus taught in renewing perpetual youth ;

.And look, through the shadows corruption may fling,

For the beauty and joy of perennial spring.
When the winter of death, stern and frigid, is past,
And we wake to new life in God's kingdom at last.

G. Linnaus Banks.

Cucumbers.—In training Cucumber plants much
depends on circumstances. Some growers like to stop
the plants when about 6 inches in growth, so as to
induce the plants to branch out in a young state, while
others prefer to let them grow several feet before
stopping. If grown on a trellis the plants should be
trained about a foot from the glass, and when they
have grown to the desired length, stop the leader.
The side shoots will produce fruit : tie each shoot at
the joint where the fruit is showing, with a strong tie
sufficient to support the fruit. If you have a (avourite
kind, save some of the most promising fruit, and im-
pregnate the same ; tie a piece of mat near the fruit, to
mark the place, and if the fruit grows to your satis-
faction, let it stand for seed. Stop each shoot at the
same joint as the fruit, unless more space is required to
be filled up. Continue in fine weather to syringe
daily, and to close the house as soon as the syringing is
finished

; if the plants are in frames, syringe over the
surface of the bed daily, and close the frames at
two o'clock. Water liberally when the plants require
It, and do not omit to apply liquid manure at least
once a week. R. H. D.

KITCHEN G.4RDEN.
Outdoors.—The unfavourable weather last week

rendered kitchen garden operations anything but plea-
sant. We have been busy during the week preparing
beds for Gherkins and Vegetable Marrows, which is

done here in this manner :—Take out trenches 4 feet

wide and i foot deep, filling up with old tan, dung,
and leaves from Seakale and Rhubarb beds, mixing
all well together ; soil over with the earth taken out.

By having three or four of these beds every season, and
trenching the following, the best preparation is made
for handlight and other Cauliflowers. Young Turnips
should now be dusted over with lime and soot. Take
the first opportunity of running the hoe through them.
The same may be said of Early Carrots. The
different varieties of Broccoli and Winter Greens
making their appearance should have a slight dusting
with lime. Continue to prick out Early Celery and
Brussels Sprouts under handlights. Sow more Feas
and Beans as those sown come up. A few Scarlet
Runners and French Beans may be sown in boxes for
an early supply, to be put out the first week in May.
This is the best time to make fresh plantations of
Mint, cutting off the young shoots just under the soil,

and plant as cuttings. Sage and Thyme may also be
planted now with success. Mustard and Cress will
now do sown under protectors. Radishes should be
protected with light Fern from frost. Keep the hoe
well at work among all growing crops, and bring
Fatato planting to a close. Pay the usual attention to
having all clean and tidy, by sweeping and rolling

walks. R. Gilbert, Bitrgliley.

Miscellaneous.
THE ADVENT OF SPRING.

Surly Winters a-foot, mark his track o'er the plain,

"Where the cloud-spectres hover, where hngers the rain
;

He has wrought all the mischief for months that he
could

—

But the mischief had ever some aspect of good—

Dinner Table Decorations.—The following
special rules and regulations in connection with the

show of Dinner Tables' Decorations, to be held at

South Kensington, on Wednesday and Thursday,
May 15 and 16, have been sent to us for publication :

—

I. The table for 20 persons will be 16 feet long, 5 feet

9 inches broad ; eight places to be laid on each side and
two at each end. 2. The table for 12 persons will be 10
feet long, 4 feet 6 inches broad ; five places to be laid on
each side and one at each end, 3. The tables will be 3
feet iQ inches from the ground, so that visitors walking
round may view them at the same elevation as if they were
seated in chairs at them. 4. Each dinner table will have
a separate compartment, in tents erected for the occasion,
so that each exhibitor will have a private room to himself,
and a separate side table will be provided for his accom-
modation. 5. Table cloths and dinner napkins to be
found by the exhibitor ; also all such requisites as sand,
moss, clay, &c. The Society will supply water. 6. The
table to be furnished with the following articles :— Plates,
knives, forks, spoons, wine-glasses, salt-cellars, &c.. com-
plete. The receptacles for the fruit and flowers may be of
any material and of any form. 7. The following appli-
ances are optional :—Caraffes, ice-dishes, statuary, plants,
and other ornaments not required for fruit and flowers.

8, In Class 2. Economy of cost of the furniture of the
table, as well as of the fruit and flowers, will be considered
one of the primary tests in awarding the prizes, g. The
exhibition will be judged as for a dinner by daylight, no
lamps or candelabras allowed on the table. 10. Taste in
arrangement will take precedence of costliness in the
objects. II. In order to provide for the safety of the
objects exhibited, an officer will be placed in charge of each
separate compartment, and the tables railed offat a distance
of 3 feet, but the Society will not be responsible for any
loss or damage. 12. Entries must be sent in on or before
May 9. in order that proper accommodation may be
provided.

SciRPUS LACUSTRIS.—S. D. Baldwin, jeweller
(of MarysviUe, Yuba County), has lately patented, and
claims the right of manufacturing, paper and other
fabrics from Scirpus lacustris. The specimens shown
your correspondent have a staple equal to the best

Cotton. With the immense acreage of Tule in Cali-

fornia, should this enterprise prove what is claimed for

it. Cotton will no longer be "king." Facijic Rural
Fress.

Zephyrus AND Flora.—Zephyrus, the west wind,
was the mildest of breezes, notwithstanding that his

mother was Aurora. His father was Astr^us—but
blow his father ; let us proceed. Zephyrus was not:

only a breeze, he was god of flowers ; and, as was
natural for a wind, took most interest in them when
they were '* all a-blowing." He was a beautiful and
delicate youth, with wings on his shoulders, and only

one bad habit—he would blow his cloud ; but in this

he was not worse than the best of winds. Being
literary, he now and then did a puff or two for the

Gardeners^ Chronicle, or a little special correspondence
;

he was equal to a Rustle any day—amongst the leaves.

When very young he fell in love with and married

Flora, who was a trifle older ; but, as she enjoyed

perpetual youth, people would always say she was
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"as young as Zephyr, she was,"—and so she was.
They were very equally matched, and came together
on the give and take principle ; he had nothing to offer
but a blow, she nothing but a Flora ; they were con-
siderably struck with each other, but it didn't hurt.
Flora was very beautiful, and she is generally repre-
sented with a crown of flowers, and in her hand tlie

cornucopia or horn of plenty, which Zephyrus found
extremely useful whenever he wanted to raise the wind.
From a IVt'aklv ConUmporary, [We never puff; we
only fumigate.

—

Eds.]
A Cheap and Capital Salad.—Take one penny-

worth of Mustard and Cress, two pennyworth of
Watercress, two pennyworth of cooked Beetroot, and
a fourpenny head of Celery ; cut the Beet into small
dice squares ; take a glass, or silver dish, pile the
Beet into pyramids, do the same to the Celery and
Watercress, and arrange all round the dish ; heap the
Mustard into a pile in the centre, boil two eggs hard,
fake out the yolks, and mi.\ them with a little mashed
Potato, a tablespoonful of vinegar, half a tablespoon-
ful of Harvey's sauce and ketchup, pepper and salt,

two tablespoonfuls of milk, the same of oil, a salt-
spoonful of sugar, pour this over the whole, and you
will be well satisfied with the result. Food Journal.
Fish Breeding in Paris.—The piscicultural esta-

blishment of the College de France has been able to
furnish the city of Paris with young Fish for the Lakes
of the Bois de Boulogne and Vincennes, which were
completely cleared of every finny inhabitant during
the siege by the soldiers who had possession of both
these parks, and small blame to them for the same
under the circumstances.

arK^s.
COVENT GARDEN.—April 12.

We are doing but a very moderate amount of business,
and that not of the usual character for this period of the
year : prices remain without much alteration. Conti-
nental supplies are large, comprising Asparagus, young
Carrots, young Turnips, Artichokes, and salading.
Pears are nearly over, the only variety left worth noticing
being Easter Beurre, some samples of which of fine
quality are to hand from the Western States of America.
Apples extremely short.

. d.

the

Notices to Correspondents.
Carolina Allspice : H. W. IV. Flowers i

^summer.
Cineraria : C. H. B. Rich in colour, and of good
_ form, but deficient in size, and with a grey disk, which*

is objectionable.'

Diseased Cucumbers : A. B. The bleached spots are
very like those which occur in Spinach and allied plants,
the cause of which is unknown. There is also a Fungusi
but it is impossible to make out what it is from such spe-
cimen. If you will send better specimens in a little
metal lucifer bo.v, by post, directed Sibbertoft Vicarage,
Market Harborough, we may be able to give you more
information. h[. J. B.

Geindon's Pathway to Botany : The author explains
that the " quasi Fuchsia" alluded to in our notice of
his little book was intended for Vestia lycioides

Hand-glasses ; E. C. F. should send his name and
address

;
then we will answer his question.

Ink for Zinc Labels : G, H. Parson, Flushhi".
Cooley recommends the following :—i oz. chloride of
platinum, dissolved in one pint of soft water ; this
immediately turns black, and cannot be removed by
wa.shing. The ink requires to be kept in glass, and
used with a clean quill pen. Another preparation is
thus made :—J oz. verdegris, i oz. sal-ammoniac, J oz.
levigated lamp-black, \ pmt vinegar. The whole to be
thoroughly mixed, and used as in the former case.

Legacies: A correspondentasks, "Whether or not, when
a nobleman dies, leaving legacies to his household ser-
vants, without any particular mention of the gardener
being made in name or capacity, the gardener will
come in for his legacy with the rest ? " We imagine
not, if the word '

' household " be used in the will
Lichens : W. Phillips. Not Diatrype Ulicis, but Nema-

telia virescens, Corda. M. J, B.
Names of Plants : J. H.. York. Pulmonaria officinalis—/. E. Omphalodes vema,—//. Mobbs. 1, Arum

triphyllum
; 2, Orobus vemus

; 3, Begonia semper-
florens

; 4, Malva capensis.
Pin Eves and Thrum Eyes : Polyanthus. The differ-
ence consists in the varying length of the style (the pin)
and the stamens (the thrum) respectively. To get the
largest number of healthy seedlings, you must take
pollen from the " thrum" of one flower, and apply it to
the protruding pin of the other.

The Long-leaved Water Hemlock : R L R
particularly wishes to obtain roots of this plant. Will
any of our correspondents tell him where he can get it >

Wood-lice : Mrs. W. A little gas-lime sprinkled in
their haunts wiU have the effect you desire.

Anemone, p. 12 bun. 2 6 to 4 o
Azaleas.p.doz.sprayso 6 — i o
Camellias, 12 blooms 20 — 60
Carnations.iaflowers .. .— 20
Cineraria, p. bunch 06 — 10
Cyclamen, p. 12 spks. 03 — 06
Daffodils, double, p.

12 bun. . .
—-30

Do., single, do. .. — 16
Gardenias, p. doz. . . 30 — 60
Heliotropes, p. doz.
sprays — 10

Hyacinths, p. bunch . . — 06
Lily of the Valley,

p. doz. sprays ..16 — 20
Pinks, p. 12 flowers .. — 10

Flowers.
. d.

Pelargoniums,
. d. s. d.

French.p. I2sprays I o — i 6
Pelargoniums, Scar-

let, p. 12 sprays., o 6 to i o
Primroses, p. 12 bun. 06 — 10
Neniophila, p. 12 bun. .. — 30
Roses, per doz. . . 20 — 60— Moss, do. . .. — 00
Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. — 60
Tropteolums,i2bun. 10 — 20
Trumpet Lilies.doz. 30 — 60
Tulips, per doz. . . 06 — 10
VioIets,p.i2 bunches 10 — 16
Do., Neapolitan, p.

doz. bunches . . . . — 30
Wallflowers, 12 bun. . . — 20

s. d.

Fruit.
.d.

Apples, per J sieve 2 o to 5 o Melons, each
Cobs, per 100 lb. . .60 o —65 o ; Oranges, per 100
Filbens, per lb. ..08 — i

Grapes, per lb. . ,10 o -

Lemons, per 100 ..70-

,-. d. s. d.

o o to o o
_ , . 60 — 10 o

Pears, per dozen ..60 —24 o
25 o I Pine-apples, per lb. 6 o — 10 o
10 o 1 Strawberries, p. oz. o 6 — 16

]UEW and ex, e.x. choice FLOWER SEEDS (post

fij i"f'-'^^W-''^^^- '""^ P"" «""'"• ". asters, extra

V,;„i^,°r'f'
""• '^ =!"' ".. (CALCEOLARIA (Scolls), the most

MirNnNrTx'«-"''..''li'- f'''
CINERARIA, extra, ,r.' and 2.. M.JIlGNONETTE.tcd 6rf. TETUiMA, double, 1... PRIMULA.eie.

choice, mcludinf; fern.Ieaf vars. ij, and Is td. STOCK, Scon's Gian
„. n Ten-week, the largest spikedvar., is. For other choice seedssec Descriptive CATALOGUE, free on application

J-SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

F,„.„„
„ To tlie Trade.IFTY THOUSAND hardened BEDDING

,-c-D A%., A?^T.?' ,P""^'^""K of fine autumn and spring struckGERANIUMS, Yellow CALCEOLARIAS, &c., Irom stores and
Irames. price from 6s. to loi. and I2j. per 100. Sample too on
application.

^WILLIAMGROVE, Tupsley Nursery, Hereford.

LRose Mareclial Nlel, and New Roses for 1872.LVEQUE ET FILS, Nurserymen, Ivry-sur-Seine,

^T J bI-'.S'''?'''!', ,'>'?'' » offer good and hcallhy plants, dwarfs, olMARECHAL NIEL, 12, 14..; 100,/;, NEW' ROSES for 1872-
12 sorts, £r : 50 sorts, /i 12 ; the selection (105 sorts), {j los. Also all
the best sorts of I EA ROSES, grafted, in pots, £i per ioo. LISTS on
application.

QEMPERVIVUM CALIFORNICUM. 2r. 6d. per
hr -

dozen
; per ico, 155.

Choice named PINKS, 12 pairs for 7s. (id.
GLOXINIAS, strong flowering plants; seedlings from choice named

sorts, per dozen, 6s. ; 401. per 100.
ACHIMENES, nine distinct sorts, per do7en, v Terms cash.WILLIAM BRYANT. 1 he Nurs^rA-. KuKby.

s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea. o 3 to o 6
Asparagus, per 100 7 — 12 o— French, do. .. 5 o— 12 o
Beet, per doz. .. i o— 2 o
Broccoli, purple, per
bundle . . JO— i 3

Cabbages, per doz. .. 10— i 3
Cardoons, each . . . , — .

.

Carrots, p. bunch .. o 5— o 7— French, do. . . 1 o— i 6
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 2 o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle . i o— 2 o
Cucumbers, each ., i o— 2 o
Frcncli Beans, new,
per 100 . , . , 2 o— 4 o

Herbs, per bunch .. o 2— o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun.3 o— 5 o

Potatos, Regents, 1105. to

Vegetablef.
d. s. d. s. d.

2t0 O 4

1 6— 2 O
I o— I 6

o 4— o 9
O 2— O 4.—16

Leeks, per bunch
Lettuces, perscore.

.

Mushrooms, p. pott,

Onions, per bunch .

Parsley, p. bunch .

.

Peas, new, per pun,
Potatos, new frame,

per lb 10—20
Radishes, per bunch o 2— .

.

Rhubarb, p, bund. . o q— 1 o
Salsafy. per bun. . , o 9— i 3
Scorzonera, per bun. o 9— i 3
Seakale, per punnet 1 6— 3 o
Shallots, per lb. .. o 8— ..

Spinach, per bushel 3 o— 4 o
Turnips, p. bunch., o Z' o 4

\Sos. ; Flukes, 120J. to 1605-.
;

French Shaws, 6&1. to 70^.

POTATOS.—Southwark, April Z.

During the past week the arrivals both coastwise and
by rail have been more plentiful, and the demand got
less towards the end of the week. Quotations :—
Yorkshire Flukes, per ton. looj. to 140^. ; Yorkshire
Regents, 8oj. to itos.

; Dunbar and East Lothian do
looj. to r40J.

; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do., gos. to
120s.

; do. Rocks, 8oj. to gos. ; Kent and Essex
Regents. Zos. to looj.; do. Rocks, 70J. to Zos. ; French
Whites, 60s. to 70J.

P^^^„
forest and Ornamental Planting.

ETER LAWSON and SON respectfully solicit

Ti,T7^tA.''^ ?'^^i;^o,'i".';^^'9^^^'r TREES and ORNAMENTAL
Jr-r . .

^ '^ *- "^' ^^"ich thcv can supply to trreat extent.

ir,^''\.'?.'S?.r^/?M'l'^
°'" LARCHES, from 1 to sl^ feet. SCOTCH

^^^'^^9-^^^^^ SPRUCE, AUSTRIAN PINES and other Icadine
sorts of FOREST TREES, are unusually fine, and worthy of inspcc-
tion. CATALOGUES and special offers will be lurnished upon
application.

Edinburgh and London.—December. 1871.

J
Pelargoniums for tlie Million.

AMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of
FRENCH. FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

^''".'^",^'J l"!"^^-
CATALOGUES gratis on application,HUNTS superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 varieties, seed or

plants, as per former Advcrtiscmcni._^ Crown Nursery', Reading;.

Variegated Geraniums. Wholesale Prices.^A/OOD AND INGRAM offer fine strong Plants of the
T V followinc varieties at per dozen :— Mrs. Benyon, y. \ Mrs.

Dix.gj.
; Mrs. I'oliock. y., 20*. per 100

; Queen Victoria. 61. ; Sir R.
Napier, cw.; Sophie Dumaresque, 3s. ; Sunset, 3s ; Italia Unita, 21 6rf.;

l?j" i^
^'3^- '• ^'"^^' " ^'^- ' ^'J°"' 3*- '• Flower of the Spring,

". td.; Jane, y. ; Lady Kingsbury, y.; May Queen, as.; Mrs.
Lennox, 3j.; Mrs, Vidler. 3s.

; Queen of Queens, 35. ; Sholtesham
i. ct, 3s.

; International lline gold self), ^s.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

For Want Places, &c., see page 531.

M

Catalogues RECEIVED.-Thibaut & Kcteleer (Rue
Houdan, 87, a Sceaux, Seine), General Catalogue of
Plants.—George Poulton (Angel Road, Edmonton)
Descriptive Catalogue of Plants and Cuttings.—Clarke
& Co. (42, Bishopsgate Street Without E C )

Amateurs' Guide and List of Seeds, Ferns, and Garden
Requisites. — Froebel & Co. (Neumunster, Zurich)
Catalogue of New Plants.— Downie, Laird & Lain?
(Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, S.E.), Descriptive Cata-
logue of Florists' Flowers.— [ules de Cock & Sceur
(Faubourg St. Licvin, a Gand), Catalogue of Orna-
mental Foliaged Plants. Camellias, Azaleas, Rhodo-
dendrons, Fruit Trees, &C.-F. Reynolds (103D, Broad
Street, Birmingham), Illustrated Catalogue of Garden
Furniture.-B. S. Williams (Upper Holloway, N

)Genera Catalogue of Plants. - Charles Turner (Slough)

^"^^t C^'^'°eue of Florists' Flowers.-Adam Fori
syth (Stoke Newinglon, N.), Descriptive Catalogue of
r,,'^'''!^.''^""'™^

^""^ "'her Florists' Flowers —T S
^^'^ iT,t",^u^^l;')'„'^^'*'°e"^ °f Fl°"^'s Flowers.-
James Whitehead (Bank Hill, near Cowhill, Oldham)
Catalogue of Pansies, Dahlias, Eeddmg Plants &c --
Thomas
New

nas M.lntr (Hill Side, Bradford), Catalogue
and Choice Plants, &c.

^

Co.\

ceolus.—G. H. E.—J. S.

.MMUNICATIONS Received.— 1. S —F W R _w v r- r^

OrcMds.
WILLIAM BULL can make selections from

; large stock of ORCHIDS, at the following unusually low
prices :— is plants, in 12 distinct sorts, for 3 guineas.

12 plants, in 12 distinct sorts, for 5 guineas.
12 plants, in 12 distinct sorts, for 8 guineas.

Purchasers sending orders should name the kinds already possessed
so that the selection may be made as good and distinct as possible '

1 hese Collections arc supplied on very advantageous terms, as manv
choice and usually high priced Orchids arc included at the above low
prices.

Establishment for New and Rare Llanls, King's Road. ChelseaLondon, S. W, '

M.^-

New, Rare, and Beautiful Plants
at PRESENT in FLOWER at

WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment
an inspection is inviled :

—

CYPRIPEDIUM NIVEUM
„ CAUDA'I'UM

MASDEVALLIA IGNEA
ONCIDIUM SARCODES

„ KKAMERIANUM
PHAL.IiNOPSIS

ODONTOGLOSSUM HALLI
., TKIUMPHANS

CYRTOPODIUM CARDIOCHILUM
PHAL/ENOPSIS i.UDDEMANNIANA
DRACONTIUM ELATUM, &c.

Eslabhslimcnt for New and Rare Plants, Kinc's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W. '

CHEAP BEDDING GERANIUMS.—The following
choice sorts at per dozen, for cash : — Lady Cullum, 3s. W. ;Lucy Grieve, 65. ; Louisa Smith, 31. bd. ; Mrs. Dix, 61. ; Mrs. Pollock,

2S. 6d; Sophia Cusack, y. 6d. ; Sophia Dumaresque, ss 6d. ; Caroline
Longfield, y.6d.: Mrs. John Glutton, 6s.: Prince Silvcrwings, 61.;
Beauty of Calderdale, 2s. dd. ; Duke of Edinburgh, y. 6d ; Kentish
Hero. 2s. 6d. Package 6d. per dozen. A list of 250 varieties post free.
Remittances requested from unknown Correspondent s,

ALFRED I-RYE R, The Nurseries^

C

hatteris, Cambridgeshire.

Bedding Geraniums.
fji L. MAYOS begs to ofler the following: sorts, in
-*~ • autumn-struck plants, in store pots, j^rown in cool houses:

—

looo The Clipper, 2000 Flower of the Day. 3000 Amy Ho(ifi,30oo Indian
\ellow, 2000 Excellent (Smith), sooo Flower of Sprini;. 2000 Biiou.
1000 Attractive. 2000 Stella, 500 Helen Lindsay. 1500 Madame Vauclicr,
500 Ulack Dwarf, 700 Orange Nosegay. Olhtrr popular sorts may be
had in large or small numbers.
VIOLETS.—T- L. M. also ofiers the following, strong transplanted

stuff, now in full bloom, viz.. The King, The (^ucen. The Czar ; Tree
Violets, Double Blue, Double Red, Single Blue, Single Red, Dcvoni-
ensis. Obliqua Striata, White, and Cornuta, at per dozen or 100, from
the open ground, at low prices, on application.

The Horal Nurseries, Hereford.

NEW ZONAL GERANIUM, CRIMSON KING
(EcKFORD).—Dark crimson, shaded with violet ; fine smooth pip

and extra large truss; close sturdy dwarf; a most profuse bloomer. A
remarkable lint beddinfj variety, quite new in colour. Plants in April,
5J. each. A Plate of this for 14 postage stamps.

NEW VERBENAS fur 1872. ErKFORD's.
PLUTO.—Orange-red, shaded dark round a bold lemon eye, large

pip and truss ; fine snow flower. 5.?. each,
Lady EDITH.—pure white, with a pale rosy-purple ring round

the eye ; fine form and truss, y. each.
LADY GERTKUDE.-Very pale lilac, with a rosy-mauve nng

round a pale lemon eye; extra hne. y. each.
MAUVE QUEEN.—Pale lilac-mauve, will

fine and very distinct. A gem.
ISA ERUNTON—Plum colour, tinted with blue, and large pale

eye, $s. each.
GRAND DUKE.—A very fine ruby-crimson, of large size, and very

showy, ^s. each.
Five First-class Certificates R.H.S. A Plate of these ior 14 stamps.

Plants now ready.
JOHN KEYNES, Salisbury.

I a large sulphur eye;

The present Is the best time for Sowing
RUSSELL'S PYRAMID PRIMULA.

GEO. CLARKE has a fine stock of this, the grandest
of all PRIMULAS, in packets, mixed Red and White, or

separate, 21. 6d. each. Instructions for raising and growing sent if
required. The Trade supplied.
Nurseries: Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, London, S.W, andMottmgham, Kent.

Specimen Ferns.
OLECHNUM BRASILIENSE, 15-inch stem. 20 goodLF fronds. 2 to 3 feet long. Price 6y
^aX^7^IAT,H^^^,P' ^'/ ^'°''^'' 3 t° 5 rcet long. Price 635.ASPLENIUM NIDUS, 20 fronds, I to 2 feet long. 21J.
The above are splendid plants for cxhibition.Tjcine; in pood health

and making strong growth.
WILLIAM BRYANT, The Nursery, Rugby.

FOREIGN FLOWER SEEDS.-The most beautiful
French ASTER grown is Trufl^aui's Rcine Marguerite, in Fleur-

500 seeds, in 16 fine doublePerfection, Eombe6 and Pivoine varieties
colours, mixed, is.

The finest STOCK in cultivation is ihcnew GoHath Pyramidal Ten-
week, height 2 feet, surpassing all others in the size of the plants and_„..-_. -

j^ eight fine double colours, IJ.

2 colours
; 500

flowci ipikcs ; 350 seeds,
PHLOX DROMMONDll, of the best quality,

Bceda, 6rf, Post free.
ALFRED HAMMOND, Foreign Seed smi

,
Bedwin Street, Salisbury.

Geraniums.
WILLIAM BRYANT offers the following, in fine

plants, for cash.

TWELVE BRONZE and GOLD.
Black Knight I Criterion Crown Prince
Golden Rule

| Mrs. A. Lowndes Plutus
Prima Donna I Princess of Wales ,^outhcrn Belle
St. John's Wood Star | Sybil The Moor

IS. each, or the twelve varieties for los.

DOUBLE ZONAL.
Le Due de Suez I Tcrre Promise
Mervcillc de Lorraine Victor
Wilhclm Pfitzer

| Marie Lemoine
r the nine varieties for 7s. txf.

NEW ZONALS.
Claudius

[
Solcil

II. 6rf. each, or ihe three for 4s.
Also the following choice varieties, at per dozen :—Beauty of Calder-

dale, y. ; Kentish Hero. 3J. ; Firebrand, ss. 6d.; Viceroy, as. 6rf.
•

Compactum. y.-. Princess Alice, 2s. 6d.; Model, 3S. 6rf. ; Pcnlla,
:. 6d. : Golden Fleece, 31, ; Golden Chain, ss. bd. ; Flower of Sprini:,'"'" of the Day, 2J, 6rf.; Bijou, 2s, 6rf. ; Silver Queen, a*. 6rf.

The Nurser>', Rugby.

Sapeur Pompeur
[

Rudolph Abel
Madame M. Buchner [

15. each, c

Mrs. Upton

2j. bd. : Flowe

Strong Geraniums, &c.. Cheap.
WM. POTTEN can now supply ihe following:

—

GOLDEN TRICOLORS. 2J. qJ. per dozen, sos. per 100.
GOLD and BRONZE, is. 6d. per dozen, 18s. per 100.
SILVER VARIEGATED.vi^, Albion Cliffs, May Queen, Flower of

Spring, 21, 6d. per dozen, 181, per 100.
Princess Alexandra. 31. per dozen, 3os. per 100.
L'Elegante, Ivj'.|eaf, 3^. per dozen, 201. per 100.

Good Doubles, 2s. 6d. per dozen, ly. per 100; including Marie
Lemoine, Impferatrice Eugfnic, Victor, Wilhelm Pfitier, and
others.

Good ZONALS, various colours, i6j. r

Crj'stal Palace Gem, Vesuvius, Lord
ler 100.

Derby, Warrior, SoleiJ, Thomas
Moore, ly. per 100.

lean Sisly, 51, per dozen, 30J. per 100, cheaper by the 1000,
FUCHSIAS, good sorts, 30s. per 100.

HELIOTROPES, 21c, td. per doicn.
Choice seedling PETUNIAS. IKESINE LINDENI.
Dwarf Blue and While AG I- RATUM, CALCEOLARIAS, LOBELIA

SPECIOSA and PUMILA GRANDIFLORA, GOLDEN
PVRETHRUM.3J. per dozen. I2». per loo.

The above all in single pot«. An allowance made for plants turned
out of pots, balls secured. Package free.

The Nurserj', Sls^inghurst, Staplehumt, K*nt.
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Special Notice.

LARGE PURCl^ASERS of FARM SEEDS
CAN OBTArN

VERY LOW QUOTATIONS for the BEST QUALITY
Direct from the Growers,

on application to

IAMES CARTER and CO., Seedsmen to the Queen and Prince ol

Wales. 237 and 238. HiRh Holborn. W.C.

BOLTON AND CO. call speci.il attention to their
choice Slock of SWEDE kiio»n .is MARSH.\LL'S TUKl'LE-

TOP, which Ihey can wilh crc.ll confidence recommend to all those
who wish for a crop of larce and handsome bulbs.

liOLTON AND CO.. Seed .Merch.inis, Wood Green, London, N.

Mangel Wurzel.
OLTON AND CO. have to oft'er SEED of very fine

stocks of the above, including

—

LONG RED
MAMMOTH LONG RED
YELLOW GLOBE
FISHER HOBUS' ORANGE GLOBE
RED GLOBE
Prices forwarded on application.

BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London, N.

B

MR. JAMES ERASER, Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the lirm of J. & J. Eraser, Lea Bridge Road.

M Wood Engraving,
R. W. G. SMITH, Aktist and Engraver on
Wood, 12. North Grove WV-st, Mildmay Park, London, N,

TO BE LET, a NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS,
within 3 miles of Covcnt Garden Market. It consists of

Dwelling House, Greenhouse!!, Pits. &.-.

For uarliculars. apply to Mr CH.VXDLER, Horticultural Agent
and V

parlii

'aluer, Underhill Roail. I

To Farmers and Millers.
rpO BE LET IMMEDIATELY, at Churt. near
J- Famham, Surrey, a FARM of about 155 Acres of po^d land, the
Outbuildm^s beini; in thofoujih repair ; also a WATER MILL, with
a new overshot Iron wheel. The above may be let eilher singly or
together. Apply, by letter, postpaid, to

A- It
.
Mr. Thomas lieck, 3i, Cheapsidc, London, E.C.

To Nxirserymen, Seedsmen, and Others.
TiO BE SOLD or LET, with immediate possession.
J- in consequence of the Proprietor retiring from the Trade, aFREEHOLD NURSERY, and SEED BUSINESS, in full trade, in a
large Market Town, m the Southern Counties, well stocked with trees
and plants, and having an area of 20,000 feet of Glass. For full
particulars, apply to

Z. Z. Z., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

"l/TR.
J. C. STEVENS wiU SELL by AUCTION, at

Xf-L his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,
S!J,.TyJ'^^'^'^' ^P'''' "5' ^' half-past 12 o'clock precisely, first-classPOULTRY and PIGEONS, including many Prize Birds from the
yards and lofts of well-known Breeders and Exhibitors.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

MHardv Plants and Bulbs.
R.

J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms. 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.,

on \\EDNESDAY. April 17. at hall-past 12 o'Clock precisely, an
Assortment of BEDDING PLANTS, consisting of Geraniums
Calceolarias, Carnations. Picotccs and Pinks, Alpine Auriculas
Herbaceuus Plants, Gladioli, Ranunculi, Rustic Seats. Stools
Vases, &c.

'

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.MClioice OrchidsT
R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

^.^^Tt.^^^^ Rooms. 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
on THURSDAY, April 18. at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, several
fine strong Plants of PHAL.-ENUPSIS GRANDIPLORA, and a
?"=^!;°"i^P'^"^°['he e.xceedinglyrare and magnificent TRICHO-GLOTTIS FASCIATA. Also—

Catlteya Dowiana
„ amabilis

Dendrobium .M'Carthia;
,. Bensonisc

Dendrochilum filifonne
Cypripcdium longifoUum

I. niveum
Vanda Cathcarti

,. Denisoniana
Epidendrum ibaguense

Oni

Odontoglossum triumphans
. zebrinum

Aerides Huttoni
., japonicum

Pescatorea cerina
Masdevallia ignea

„ Veitchii
•, coccinea

Oncidium Weltoni
sessile

iew the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

A Choice Collection of Established Orchids,
All in excellent health ; also several Lots of PHAL.-ENOPSIS

GRANDIFLORA, fine established plants.

TV/TR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

«X^T^'*^r'^';.*^^^°°™^' 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, onMONDAY. April 22. at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a ColIecUon
of very healthy Plants, mcluding—
Vanda Parishii, ver>' rare
Phalxaopsis amabilis

Schillehana
)t grandiflora

Aendes Schroederi
Vanda Cathcarti
Aerides Larpcntae
Vanda insignis, true
Dendrobium Eensoniae

On'

Dendrobium crassinode
Odontoglossum triumphans

,, Andersonianum, new and

Masdevallia Veitchii

(I Harryana, true
Oncidium Barken, true, rare

„ Weltoni
Stenia fimbriala; &c., &a

iew the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had

Important Sale of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
The Property of C H. Crompton-Roberts, Esq., who has been a most

successful Exhibitor at the Botanic, Horticultural, Crjstal Palace
and other Shows.

IVTR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he is
jLTO. favoured with instructions from C. H. Crompton-Roberts
Esq., to SELL by AUCTION, without the least reserve, on the

wlnl^^'c^'i"^?^'^^'^^:. ^PP*^"" ^Y^?"*^ ^°^^- R<^gent's Park, onWEDNESDAY. April 24. at 12 o'Clock precisely, a valuable Collec-
tion of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including many
magnificent specimens, some of which arc the finest in the country
They are well set with bloom buds, and offer to Gentlemen
and Nurserjmcn an opportunity of possessing specimens of
surpassing beauty for exhibition at the fonhcoming shows, and
comprising the best varieties of Azaleas, Ericas, Ixoras, Eriostc-
moDS, Chorozemas, Aphelexis. Franciscea calycina major, Cleroden-
dron splcndens and Balfouri. Allamandas, Stephanotis. Crotons,-
Dracanas, Acacias, Phcenocomas, Pimeleas, Yucca alocfolia varic-
gata, Adenandras. KaJosanthes, Hiberlias, Rondeletias, Rhynchosper-
mums, Mediniltas, Bougainvilleas, Anthurium Scherzerianum, Jaca-
randa salicifolia, Alsophila spinosa, Dicksonias, Cibotiums. Lomaria
gibba. Plalyccrium grande, Anaictochili, &c. Also the Collection of
ORCHIDS, in which will be found fine plants of ;—
Aerides Lindleyana

,, virens superbum
,. Dayanum

Cypripeaium villosum

„ grandiflorum
(Henderson's variety)

Cattleya Wameri
,, quadricolor

Sophronites grandifora
Dendrobium transparcns

Picrardi latifolia

Aaguloa virginalis
LicTia purpurata
Broughtonia sanguinca
Phal^nopsis Schilleriana
Vanda suavis
Odontoglossum Alexandres

,, citrosmura roseum
Oncidium bilosum
„ Pbilipsianum

&c. &C.

The Plants may be viewed, by Catalogues only, one week prior, «»
applK^tion to \fr. WRIGHT, the Head Gardener; and Catalogues
had of Mr. J. C. STEVENS, Horticultural Auctioneer and Valuer. 38
King Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Succulent Plants, and Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C,

on P'RIDAY, April 26, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, without
reserve, a magnificent collection of specimen ORCHIDS, comprising
many scarce species and fine varieties. A more healthy lot of Plants
have seldom been ofiered for Public Sale. Also, a choice collection cf

SUCCULENT PLANTS, consisting of Cercus, Enchinocactus
Opuntias, Mammillaiias, Haworthias, Gasterias. Aloes, Sedums, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Preliminary Notice.
IMPORTANT SALE of COOL lUJUSE ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions to
offer for SALE by AUCTION, without reserve, at his Great

Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent Garden. W.C, on TUESDAY,
April 30, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, the exceedingly rich collec-

tion of ORCHIDS, formed by Mons. Alphonse Van Branieghem, of

Brussels, who is relinquishing their culture in consequence of a
chanye of residence. The plants are in splendid health, and comprise
all the finest varieties of cool Orchids yet introduced, including

—

Masdevallia Lindeni, the second
largest plant in Europe,
showing bloom

,, coccinea
,, Toyarensis
,, Veitchiana, 5liowinj; bloom.
,, fenestrata

„ ignca
,, maculata, almost unique

;

and 10 other kinds
Dendrobium Wardiauum, Fal-

concri, &c.
Restrepia antcnnifcra and others
Ptcioncs, splendid potsful, with

iS to 30 ftrowths
Epidendrum vitellinum majus,

true, in bud
„ sophronites, very rare

Epidendrum Pscudcpidcndrum,
very rare

Odontoglossum naevium
,, coronarium
,, ,, miniatum, very rare

„ Pescatorci 1 several

,, triumphans J varieties

,, loscum, rare

,, triumphans Marshallianuin
Nanodes Medusa:
Oncidium Phala;nopsis. very fine

,, macranthum hastiierum
,, Kogcrsii, rare

,, zebrinum, very rare, and
quite new

Ada aurantiaca, a strong specimen
Balemannia fimbriata, and many

others

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Valuable Collection of Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, :i8. King Street, Covent Garden. W.C, on

TUESDAY, May 14, at half-pa-^t 12 o'Clock precisely, a portion of the
well-known collection of ORCHIDS of Edward Salt. Esq., of Fernie-
hurst, near Leeds, including fine plants ol the following :

—

Odontoglossum Phala^nopsls.
Pha:lanopsis grandiflora.
Epidendrum sceptrum.
Cattleya labiata.

,, JVlossicC,

,, Triana;.
speciosissima.
m Weltoni.

„ .sarcodes.

,, cucullatum.

,, macranthum.
Maxillaria venusta supcrba.

Oncidii

Vanda suavis.

,, Batemanni.
„ gigantea.

,, Cathcarti.
Calanthe Veitchii.
Cypripedium caudatum.
Dendrobium Falconeri.
Disa grandiflora.
Ccelogyne cristata.

Odontoglossum nebulosum.
,, iuteo purpureum.
,, triumphans.
,, cordatum.

Also splendid specimens of Odontoglossum Hailii and Masdevallia
Veitchii, believed to be the finest in Europe, and 32 fine plants of
Odontoglossum Bluntii, in ihe most perfect condition, and of great
strength of growth.^ On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Bywell Hall Farm, Stocksfleld-on-Tyne,
NORTHUMBERLAND.

MR. JOHN THORNTON and Mr. THOS.
WETHERELL will SELL by AUCTION on TUESDAY

NEXT, April 16. at Bywell Hall Farm, about a mile from Stocksficid
Station. Newcastle and Carlisle Railway, the extensive HERD be-
longing to Messrs. Atkinson, of Peepy. The Herd numbers about
70 Head of Bulls, Cows, and Heifers, which have been carefully bred
iVom sound old strains of blood. Several years ago some valuable
purchases were made from Towneley ; the Herd also contains many
animals of the Fame, '^listress Mary, Familiar, and other equally
favourite Booth tribes. Upon these Bulls of Booth and Towneley olood
were first used, but of late years Major (26,790). \Ianfred (26.801), and
King Charles (24,240), have been hired from Warlaby. Many of the
animals have been winners of premiums at the county and local shows.
Catalogues, wiih Pedigrees, maybe had of Mr. JOHN THORNTON,

15, Langham Place, Lundon, W.

Balcony Farm, Upholland, Wlgan.
SALE of a VERY SELECT HERD of PURE-BRED SHORT-

HORNS.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on THURSD.\Y NEXT, April 18. at Balcony Farm House,

adjoining Pimbo Lane Station on the Wiganand Liverpool Railway, the
verySELECTand ENTIRE HERD of SHORTHORNS, bred by Mr.
James Dickinson for a period of 20 years. The majority of the animals
trace to the favourite old Benson blood, known and esteemed in Cum-
berland from the earliest periods, and upon which Bulls ol the fashion-
able Knightley and Bates blood have been used— Buxton (23,j97). bred
at Holker, having been in use for the last four years, and will be
included in the Sale. More than half the herd are by this excellent
sire, and they will be found a splendid lot of animals, possessing
singular unilormity and character. The Duke of Devonshire's
Sunshine [3o,o<)3) has lately been used, and Royal Lancaster (29.870)
is now in service.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of Mr. JOHN
THORNTON, 15, Langham Place, Regent Street, London, W.

Hay Carr House, near Lancaster.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD begs to announce that he has
received instructions from Thomas Lamb. Esq., of Hay Carr

House, near Lancaster, to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on
WEDNESDAY. April 17, his valuable HERD of PURE-BRED
SHORTHORNS, consisting of about 30 Head of Cows, Heifers,
and Bulls, which have been long and carefully bred from some good
old sorts, and by Bulls of the most fashionable breeding and character :

great attention has been paid to the dairy qualities
Also wilt be offered, a few Choice COWS and HEIFERS, belonging

to the Rev. J. Swarbrick, of Thumham.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had on application to Mr

STRAFFORD, 13, Euston Square, London, N.W. ; or of Mr. LAME,
Hay Carr House, near Lancaster.

Siddington House, near Cirencester.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions to
announce for SALE by AUCTION, without any reserve, on

THURSDAY, April 25, THIRTY HEAD of First-class SHORT-
HORN S. belonging to Edward Bowly, Esq-, of Siddington House.which
have been long and carefully bred from the most fashionable blood of the
day. Amongst them are some choice Siddingtons, Gazelles, and other
favourite strains. 2d Duke of Tregunter (26.022) is the Sire of 16 Lot s
in the Catalogue, and is himself included in the Sale, and will probably
pruve to be the most valuable Bull that will be offered by Auction
during the present year. Most of the Young Bulls are by this excellent
Sire ; they are very promising animals, possessing fine robust constitu-
tions. ^Ir. Strafford can, therefore, with great confidence recommend
the whole to the favourable notice of purchasers, being in a healthy,
satisfactory breeding state.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees and other particulars, may be had on
application to Mr. STRAFFORD, 13, Euston Square, London, N.W. ;

or of Mr. BOWLY, Siddington House, Cirencester.

Audley End, near Saffron Walden.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD begs to announce that he is

honoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION, without
reserve, at Audley End, on THURSDAY, June 6, about FIFTY
HEAD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS, the property of the Right
Hon. Lord Braybronke, which have been bred with great care from
the Kiikle\'ington, Fawsley, Babraham, and other famed Herds. The
sires used have been principally of the Duchess and Cambridge Rose
families.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, and other particulars will be issued in

due time, and announced in future Advertisements.
London : i?, Euston Square, April to.

As supplied to

The Queen.

QUTTONS'

Special

Notice.

I

As supplied to the

I'rincc of Wales.

L O N c; REDMAMMOTH
MANGEL.

SUJ'TO.V <S^ SOA'S arc still able to supply the

true stock ofthis unrivalled Long Red Mangel, which was
first introduced to the Public by SUTTON (iy^ SONS,
and supplied by them to the several Royal Farms, and to

their Customers generally, for some years before the name
of Mammoth was adopted by any other House. Upwards

of so Silver Cups and First Prizes have been awarded to

Suttons' Mammoth since its injrodaction.

Price IS. 3.^. per lb., much cheaper by the cwt.

Priced Descriptive LISTS of FARM SEEDS gratis

and post Free.

SUTTON AND SONS,
Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

CENTRAL CHAMBER of AGRICULTURE.—
A MEETING of the CENTRAL COUNCIL will be held at

the Salisbury Hotel, Fleet Street, on TUESDAY, April i6, time
II o'Clock in the forenoon, when the Elected Members of the Council
and the Annual Deputies and Deputed Members from Associated
Chambers are requested to attend.
Members of the Legislature (not deputed or elected on the Council),

who may be interested in the subjects for consideration, arc also
invited to be present, though not privileged to vote.

AGENDA.
To transact General Business.
To receive and reply to Communications from Associated Chatn-

hers, &c,
To appoint a Committee for making arrangements for (he proposed

Dinner on Tuesday, May 7, and to resolve upon instructions to that
Committee.
To receive the Report of the Local Taxation Committee.
To consider and resolve upon the following subjects:— i, " Sanitary

Legislation," discussion adjourned from the March Meeting. 3. "The
proposed Appropriation of Educational Endowments for Secondary or
Middle-Class Education." 3. "The Master and Servants (Wages)
Bill."

To select subjects for consideration at future Meetings.
The Local Taxation Committee will meet at the Salisbury Hotel on

Monday, April 15, at 3 o'Clock.
The Standing Committee lor General Business will meet at the same

place, on the same day, at 6 o'Clock,
It is intended to hold a Special iJeneral Meeting and a Dinner of

Members of the Central and Associated Chambers on Tuesday, May 7 ,

JOHN ALGERNON CLARKE, Secretary.
Central Chamber of Agriculture, the Salisbury Hotel,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

LINCOLNSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
SPALDING EXHIBITION.

The SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION for the year 1872 will be held at
Spalding on J ULY 24. 25, and 26. LAST DAY of ENTRY. JUNE 22.
PRIZES, J61570 and upwards, in addition to PRIZES offered by the
Spalding Flower. Fruit, and Poultry Society, of /,yxi and upwards.
Prize Lists, &c., may be had on application to

STEPHEN UPTON, Secretarj-.
St. Benedict's Square, Lincoln.—April 2, 1872.

"DATH and WEST of
-'-' ENGLAND SOCIETY (Estab-

lished 1777), and SOUTHERN
COUNTIES ASSOCIATION.

DORCHESTER MEETING, 1873.

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL 17.

Forms for the Entry of Stock, Poultry,
Implements, &c., forwarded on applt.
cation to

JOSIAH GOODWIN, Secretary.

4, Terrace W^alk, Bath.

pOYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF ENGLAND,

CARDIFF MEETING, 1872.

PRIZE SHEETS lor STOCK, IMPLE-

MENTS, and COTTAGES are NOW
READY, and will be forwarded on appli-

cation to

H- M. JENKINS, Secretary,

12, Hanover Square, London, W.
LAST DAY of ENTRY for IMPLEMENTS, MAY r, and all

Entries sent in alter that date will be returned to the Senders.

SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 1872.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

'r,-..eT.... A—;! ,* /Central Chamber of AEriculture, at the Salts.ttESD.U, Apnl lOj
bury Hotel, Fleet Street-n A.M.

THE WEATHER is admitted to be the
most uncertain and baffling element with

which farmers as well as sailors have to deal.

The farmer acknowledges that, however well he
may prepare his land, however fortunate he may
be in taking advantage of a good seed-time,
however liberally and judiciously he may apply
manures, and however carefully he may tend
his growing crops, yet his harvest will, after

all, depend almost entirely upon the behaviour
of his capricious ally, the weather.

Of late years the daily newspapers have
given us information of the state of the weather
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at some two or three dozen stations, as ob-

served at S A.M. on the previous day. These
observations have covered an area extending
from Christiansund in Norway to Corunna in

Spain, and from Valentiain Ireland to Cuxhaven
in Hanover. A further step was made by the

late Admiral FlTzRoY, who commenced issuing

the forecasts which give our coasting sailors

warning of apprehended gales. But English
farmers have not yet learnt to study these daily

records of the indications given by the baro-
meter, the thermometer, and the rain-guage, with

the view of forecasting the weather which they
may have to experience during the next few
days ; nor have they, until the last few weeks,
received any assistance from the Meteorological
Department of the Board of Trade. About the

middle of last month, however, Mr. R. H. Scott,
the Director of the Meteorological Office, com-
menced the daily issue of Weather Cliarts, which
show on a series of maps the relations existing

between the meteorological phenomena at the

different stations of observation. These maps
are four in number, one showing the lines of

equal barometric pressure, a second the lines of

equal temperature, a third the direction of the

wind and the state of the sea, and a fourth the pre-

valence of cloud, rain, &c., at the various points

of observation. By a careful inspection of them
it is quite possible, after a little practice, to form
a fairly accurate opinion of the general character

of the impending weather.

As an example of this, we may describe the

indications given on these charts, which
heralded the approach of the snow and frost

which characterised the last week of March.
Up to Sunday, the i7th, there was no indica-

tion of severe weather ; on the iSth rain

and snow were reported in Norway, the weather
had become colder all over England, and the
barometer had fallen very briskly ; warnings had
also been issued on the N. and N.W. coasts,

showing that a gale was expected from that

quarter. The next day it was freezing hard, and
still snowing in Norway, the temperature had
fallen at all the stations, and a strong northerly
wind had set in on our northern coasts.

These facts indicated that we should be visited

by a period of wintry weather, and the indication
was strengthened by the charts issued on Wed-
nesday, the 20th, which showed that snow and
hail had fallen on the Dutch and Danish coasts,

that it was still freezing and snowing in Norway,
that the temperature was still falling, and that
the northerly wind continued. During the next
day snow fell all over England, and had com-
menced in Scotland even the day before. The
weather thus introduced lasted for nearly a week,
and its change to the mild, showery weather
which succeeded it was indicated in a precisely
analogous manner to that just described.

This sketch of the information which is con-
tained in these charts, and which led our
inexperienced selves to predict the snow and
frost of the last week of March two or three days
in advance of their arrival, will be sufficient to
convince every farmer of their agricultural value,
especially at such critical seasons of the year as
hay-time and harvest, when the knowledge of
what weather we are likely to have 24 hours
hence is a matter of infinite importance.
The Meteorological Office makes no charge for

the charts, but requires a subscription of 5^-. per
quarter to cover the cost of postage. Any
reasonable number of copies will be included by
request in one wrapper, so that two or three
neighbours may thus be supplied at a trifling

charge. To prevent any misunderstanding, we
append the circular issued by the Meteorological
Office, and w-e conclude this notice with an
expression of our hope that English farmers will

show their appreciation of the means of fore-

casting the weather thus placed within their
reach.

Meteorolopcal Office, 116, Victoria Street,

London. S.W., March 11.

Sir,— I am instructed to inform you that the Meteoro-
logical Committee propose to issue hthographed charts
illustrative of the daily weather report.
Such charts can be delivered in London, within a

reasonable distance from the oftice of the printer (in
Lincoln's Inn Fields), between one and two o'clock p.jl.,
or posted in time for the evening despatch to tlie country.

(The charts for Sundays cannot be delivered before
Tuesday morning, as the office is closed on Sunday).
The cost of delivery of the charts by hand, and of post-

age, will entail some outlay, which it will be necessary for
the recipients of the charts to defray.
These charges it is proposed to meet by a subscription,

payable in advance, of
Ten shillings per quarter for a copy to be delivered
by hand before two P..M.

Five shillings per quarter for a copy sent by book-
post.

If you should wish to receive them you will please to
let me know, stating the number of copies you will

require. The subscription will cover any reasonable
number of copies.

The committee reserve to themselves the right of declin-

ing to supply copies by hand on the ground of distance.

Your obedient servant,

Robert H. Scott, Director.

It seems almost as impossible in some agri-

cultural circles to argue for the advantage to all

parties of a TE.\^\N'r-RiGHT Agreement, without
being supposed to abandon the primary import-
ance of leases for a sufficient term of years, as it is

to defend the condition of the Agricultur.\l
L.^BOURER except by urging that the labourers in

towns are often far worse off! In both cases the
propositions thusset opposite are tenable together.

Tenant-right agreeinents ought, in the interest of
the landowner as well as of the farmer, to be
part of the conditions of a lease ;' and labourers
in the fields are none the better off because their

brethren in towns are badly lodged. No doubt
their plight is worst wherever in addition to

insufficient means—which is not infrequent any-
where—the density of population, and consequent
difficulty of obtaining house accommodation, is

the greatest ; but we do not need to go beyond
our villages, or even our solitary wayside huts, for

examples of excessive crowding with all its

attendant miseries ; and we are very glad to see
that the agricultural labourer question is gradually
taking the form of a protest in the matter of
their accommodation.
The condition of the labourer in country parts

cannot be defended by saying that he is worse
off elsewhere ; nor will it be much bettered by
such resolutions as that recently adopted by the
Midland Farmers' Club, carried, however, only
by a casting vote, which, while it expresses
sympathy with the class, yet treats the strike

among them as " the interference of designing
political agitators, who seek, for their own selfish

purposes, to sow dissension between the
employers and the employed in the agricultural

districts of the midland counties." That the
condition of the agricultural labourer is not every-
where satisfactory is surely an inevitable conclu-
sion from the fact that the poor-house, or its

equivalent, also seems, too often in his case, to be
the inevitable conclusion. Immense indignation
has been often wasted at agricultural meetings
over an assertion of this kind, which, nevertheless,

is generally true. We have lived in villages in

southern counties all our days, and it certainly

has been true in our experience : the old people
almost invariably have been supported by the
relieving officer. There is too much pauperisin,
no doubt, among the labouring class in towns as
well as country places, but, again, we say, the
fact that others are as badly or even worse off is

no defence of the state of things among our-
selves.

Let labourers have free scope everywhere,
whether for self help in detail or for self help by
combination ; and the last must not be regarded
—again to quote from the report of the Midland
Farmers' Club—" as the wicked attempt on the
part of political agitators to introduce their cursed
manceuvres into the agricultural districts "

; but
if we welcoine the outcry, both on their belialf

and by themselves, to whicli every one is now
listening, it is not only because there is real

advantage to them likely to be, we will even
say, exacted by means of it— it is also because it

is a proof that they are already better off than
they were. And at any rate they are now likely

to have it urged upon them so that they must
hear it, that the plight in which their older age
shall pass depends almost wholly on what they
can well do for themselves in youth. In York-
shire and other northern counties at this moment
there are whole districts where farm labourers of

20 years of age or thereabouts have it in their

power, if they will, to save £\(i to ^20 a year
out of the \vages which the farmers give them.
What right will they have to claim the
sympathy of others if they find them-
selves in intolerable difficulties in their older

years ? And even in worse paid couirties,

it is certain that things are not really so

bad as they appear to be. The declared wages
in the several counties, stated in another page,
on the authority of Mr. Stanhope, one of the

Government Commissioners appointed to inquire
into the subject, are various enough to make
that migratory movement among labourers in-

evitable which these strikes are certain to pro-
mote. But in hardly any case can they be taken

to represent the earnings on which the main-
tenance of the labouring class depends in agri-
cultural districts. The often quoted case of the
labourer, whose cash account was obtained by
Mr. Woods, of Rochford, represents a common
experience. He and his wife and three children
lived, not on his I2,f. a week wages, but on
upwards of ^jr a year, which on the whole they
had received, although only one of the children
was contributing to that fund, and he only by a
few weeks " crow-keeping " at seed-time and
harvest.

Turning now, in conclusion, to the other
subject named in our opening sentence, we direct
attention to a letter on another page, signed W,
Reid Tait, Thurso, in which Mr. Cairo's
argument (see p. 477) is outrageously misrepre-
sented, but which nevertheless, as probably fairly

representing the partizan view of a certain class,
we have reprinted from the Times.

At Mark Lane, on Monday, English Wheat
sold slowly, at barely last week's rates. At the
Metropolitan Cattle Market trade has been quiet, and
the price of beef has remained unaltered. There have
been unusually large supplies of Sheep, and the ten-

dency of prices has been downwards.

"We are happy to announce that Mr. H. M.
Jenkins, Secretary of the Royal Agricultural Society,
and editor of their Jourmtl, has been elected an
Honorary Foreign Member of the Royal Academy of
Sweden.

'What was the best animal in the Dublin show-
yard last week—in the opinion of the judges? There
were upwards of 200 Shorthorn beasts exhibited, com-
paratively few of any other breed, and not half a dozen
Devons. The Chaloner Cup, to be given to the best
beast in the yard, was awarded to a Devon ! Is not
this a " sensational " event ? Why is it that in the face
of repeated events of this kind this beautiful little

breed of cattle continues to be represented, whether in
showyards or market places, only in half dozens, while
Shorthorns are more and more filling the ground with
their hundreds and thousands?

On Tuesday evening, in the House of Com-
mons, Mr. W. Fowler moved a resolulion condemn-
ing the present state of the Law of Entail and
Strict Settlement of L.vnd as a discouragement to
the investment of capital in the development of agri-

culture. In support of it he drew, first, a forcible

picture of the position of the limited owner or tenant
for life, and this led him into a lengthy digression on
the wretched provision of agricultural cottages, and the
general condition of the agricultural labourer. All the
hardships and miseries endured by this class he traced

to the Land Laws, which, by checking the How of
capital on to the land, prevented high agriculture, and
kept down wages. Land, he complained, was too
much regarded in this country as a luxury, or as an
instrument of social and political power, and he
desired to see it more sought for by those who
would make money out of it. Deprecating all idea
of breaking up large estates, or of introducing the

French system, he was in favour of having a much
larger number of persons interested in the land, and
this he thought would be brought about by removing
all trammels on the devolution of land, allowing it per-

fect freedom, and by leaving each generation to take
care of itself. Mr. Fowler also touched on other
evils of the present system, such as the temptations to

extravagance on the part of the young heir, the draw-
backs to granting leases, and also on the cumbrous
processes of transferring land.—Mr. Brand, in second-
ing the motion, insisted that, but for life tenancies,

the land might be made to yield considerably more
than at preseitt, and pleaded strongly for a reform in

our Land Laws, which would give landlords full

liberty to deal with their estates.— iVIr. Read doubted
whether entails were so much of a discouragement to

the development of agriculture, and pointed to other
and more powerful drawbacks to the profitable investment
of capital in the laitd, such as copyhold tenures, heavy
rates, the want of security for improvements, the Game
Laws, the Malt-tax, the law and the lawyers, and,
above all, the "family lawyer," whom he held in the
greatest horror. The greater part of Mr. Fowler's
remarks on the condition of the agricultural labourer,

he held, had nothing to do with the subject ; and as to

the cottages, much worse sights might be seen in

towns.— Mr. Wren Hoskvns dwelt on the impedi-
ments to the transfer of land, and traced a close con-

nection between the present tenure of land and the

condition of the agricultural labourer. He was
favourable to entails for existing lives, but would
abolish the power of tying up for 2t years after.—Mr.
Gregory denied that entails were the cause of the

delays, expense, and hiirdrances to agriculture com-
plained of, and showed that tenants for life had much
larger powers than Mr. Fowler represented.—Mr.
Dent and Lord F. Cavendish spoke in favour of a
reform of the Land Laws, which would attract more
capital to the land, and thus raise wages ; while

Sir F. Goldsmid, admitting some drawbacks in

the Law of Settlernent, thought its defects had
been much exaggerated, and certainly could not be
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charged with the condition of labourers' cottages,

or with the granting or refusal of leases.—Mr. Dis-

raeli, referring to a case cited by Mr. Fowler in

illustration of his argument about labourers' cottages,

informed him that the row of cottages in question—the

condition of which it was impossible to condemn too

strongly—belonged to no landlord and to no estate.

They were built some years ago on the waste by a

tradesman from a neighbouring town— a leading

Liberal, by the way—and they had nothing tj do,

therefore, with the Law of Kntail. On the general

question, Mr. Disii-'VEH was of opinion that it would
require consideration as a whole, though the time was
not ripe for passing any such resolution as that

before the House ; and lie repeated his opinion

that the condition of the agricultural labourer

is slowly but surely improving.—Mr. Gladstone
agreed with Mr. Disraeli that the question

had not been sutViciently discussed for an opinion
to be pronounced upon it, and while the Govern-
ment was under pledges to deal with the transfer

of land and the succesion to intestate estates they would
not be wise to take on themselves this further question
of entails. The abolition of the present system, in

Mr. Gladstone's opinion, would not affect the distri-

bution of estates in this country, which depended more
on social and economical causes, taken in connection
with the limited area of the soil. On a division the
resolution was negatived by 103 to Si, and the result

was greeted with loud cheers from below the gangway.

The following correspondence on the Guano
Trade has been published 1

—

Honingham Thorpe. Norwich, March 29, 1872.
My Lord,— I beg to call your attention to a recent

discovery by British merchantmen of a deposit of guano
upon the uninhabited coast of Patagonia. The Republic
of Chih claim this region, and from despatches courte-
ously read to me by Mr. Hammond when I was at the
Foreign Office yesterday, it appears that the Chilian
Government have exercised authority over that coast for

some years past.

But your lordship would confer a great obligation on
the agricultural interest of the United Kingdom, by
urging the Government of Chili to charge but a small
royalty for this guano. The deposit, being in a moist
climate, has but little ammonia, and is probably not
worth more than £6 per ton delivered in tliis country.
But any new source of manure is of great value to us, and
under any circumstances I trust your lordship will insist

upon England being treated, in buying this guano, as one
of the " most favoured nations."
The other point to which I would call your lordships

attention, in relation to the guano trade, is the supply we
now receive from Peru. It was, till lately, of one good
uniform quality, but now cargos are not only much less

valuable, but they vary considerably in quality ; still the
Peruvian Government insist on charging one price for
guano that varies as much as ^^^4 per ton in value. Will
your lordship give the Government of Peru a friendly hint
that it would be much fairer to sell their guano at a stan-
dard of value, rather than at a uniform price, when there
is no uniform quality? Such a plan would be a great
advantage to the merchants and farmers, and do much to
restore confidence in the trade, and would tend to greatly
increase the demand, which has so seriously declined of
late.—I am, my lord, your obedient servant,

Clarc Sewell Read.
The Right Hon. Earl Granville.

Foreign Office, April i, 1872.
Sir,—With reference to your letter of the 29th ultimo, I

am directed by Earl Granville to inform you that his
lordship has instructed Her Majesty's Charge d'Affaires at
Santiago, by this day's mail, to urge the Chilian Govern-
ment to permit the export of guano from Patagonia, by
British vessels, on moderate terms.
His lordship has also instructed Her Majesty's Charg^

d'Affaires at Lima to call the attention of the Peruvian
Government to your suggestion as to the advisability of
selling their gtiano at a standard of value, instead of at
an uniform price.

I am, sir, your most obedient and humble servant,

G. Hammond.
C. S. Read. Esq., M.P., &c.,

Honingham Thorpe, Norwich.

The Flax Supplv Association of Belfast
is this season continuing a practice which has the
twofold advantage of securing, as far as may be, a fair

return for the growers of Flax, and of excluding from
the market inferior samples of seed. With the object
of obtaining a correct idea of the value of seed now on
offer for this year's sowing, the Association have
caused the germinating power of the principal brands
to be tested, which is of incalculable benefit to those
who care to select seed of a reliable description. In
former years seed has been selected and purchased for
those who applied, and in no instance has a complaint
been received of the crops produced.

much as possible to agriculture and rural work, and the

girls also are engaged in the kitchen garden, and in the

summer in the fields also. A third school was
established later at Winghem, with about S acres of

ground. The result of the working of these schools is

reported as admirable, and Belgian agricidture has
gained thereby, as well as public morality.

The Agricultural Strike has extended to

Dorsetshire. In the village of Compton the labourers,

numbering over 50, met several times last week, and
came to tlie determination to strike for higher wages.
Being guided by good advice, however, they all went
to work again on Monday, at the same time giving
their masters notice to leave next Saturday night. It

must, too, be noticed that their conduct is all that

could be desired, notwithstanding that many sharp eyes
are upon them. They demand lis. per week, and it

remains to be seen how the masters will meet their case.

Much commotion and excitement exist as to the result

;

and in the neighbouring village of FontmcU Magna
the farmers, anticipating a similar movement, are

meeting to consider what course to adopt under the

circumstances. They desire to meet the men fairly,

and it is probable that acceptable terms will be
offered.

• In the Times of the past week two Prosecu-
tions for Nuisance have been reported—one for

injury inflicted at Bermondsey by the neighbourhood
of a manure factory, and the other for injury inflicted

at Egham by the neighbourhood of chemical works.
In the former case a verdict was given against the

defendant on the ground of nuisance, arising not so

much from the processes of manufacture as from the

storage of filthy materials. In the latter case a
compromise was effected, not, however, without a
summing up by the judge which was obviously in

favour of the defendant, and in disparagement of the
allegations of the plaintiff, a neighbouring tenant of
grass fields, that he had been injured by the fumes and
soot derived from these works, in which the products
of the gas manufacture are turned to account.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

We have to record probably the most remarkable
sale of an entire herd of Shorthorns ever made. The
Beeston herd, bred by the late Mr. Pawlett, was
dispersed on Thursday, the 4th inst., by Mr. Thornton.
The stock was of pure Booth blood, bred from the late

Mr. J. Booth's " Mantalini " and Mr, R. Booth's
"Fame" tribes. The 40 animals comprised in the
catalogue and their progenitors had been bred during
the last 12 years on alight land farm of 195 acres, most
of which was arable. The cattle were brought out in

excellent condition, and the bidding throughout was
very animated. This is fully attested by the astounding
average of ^^195 iSj. ']d. over the 40 head disposed of.

The total sum realised was ;i^7S34 yj., and the highest
price of the day was given for /iose of IVarlaby^ a
7-year-okl cow, which became the property of the
Rev. T, Staniforth for 550 gs. The following is a list

of the prices and purchasers :—

Name of Animal.

Agriculture in Belgium is under the
Minister of the Interior, and is placed in charge of
a Director-General. The horticultural societies of
the country are all united in a federation. The
reformatory schools of Belgium are eminently agricul-
tural. The first was formed in 184S, at Ruysselede,
m Eastern Flanders, for 500 boys under iS years of
age. At the same time a similar school was founded
for 400 girls, and for infants of both sexes between two
and seven years of age, at Beemem, a league distance
only from Ruysselede, so that both schools are under; _^
the same general direction. According to the terms of Royalty'
the decrees, the boys in those schools are devoted as '

Cows.
Rose of Promise .

.

Faithful
Rose ofHope
Flora .

.

Her Heifer Calf
Rose of tVnrlaby .

.

Rose ofSuimner . .

Fame..
Rose ofKiUerhy . .

FailA .

.

Rose ofBeauty
Lady Faithful
Ringlet
Her Bull Calf ..

Rose ofEden
HerHeifer Calf, Zwki.

old
Lady fane .

.

R oseberry .

,

Her Heifer Calf
British Queen
Rose Blossom
Blush
Rose oft/ie Valley .

.

Rose ofAututjin .

.

Innocence
Laura .. ..

Diadem .

.

.

.

Lady Flora .

,

Rose of Beeston
Fidelity
Farewell
Rose of l^Vinter

Age.

Years.

14

Bulls.
Prince Pearl
Prince Royal
Prince Regent .

.

Lord Blithesome
Sultan
Hamlet
ROVAL Ho['E
Ranger
Bridegroom
Monarch ..

Royal Heir

9 m.
7 m.
5 m.
3 m.

4 m.
Sm.
3 m.

A. Metcalfe.
H. J. Gibbon.
R. Marsh.

j
Mr. f. Bowman.

Rev. T. Staniforth.
Rev. T. Staniforth.

Mr. \V. T. Crosbie.
Mr. H. Aylmer.
Rev. J. Micklethwaite.
Mr. U. Mcintosh.
Mr. J. Bowman.
Mr. B.St. John Ackt-rs.
Major Cochrane.
Mr. E. \V. Meade.

i
Mr. R. Marsh.

Mr. B. St. John Ackers.
Rev. T. Staniforth.
Mr. R. Marsh.
Mr. J. P. Haslam,
Mr. S. Jefferson.

Mr. B. St. John Ackers,
Mr. H. Pickersgill.

Mr. T. Easton.
Mr. J. P. Haslam.
Mr, G. Hawkins.
Mr. B. St. John Ackers.
Mr. J. Gaitskell.

Mr. B. St. John Ackers.
Mr. J. C. Toppin.
Mr. D. Pugh.
Mr. J. P. Haslam.

Mr. R. C. Ridge.
Messrs. Duddmg.
Mr. F. Fowler.
Mr. T. Rose.
Mr. H. Caddy.
Mr. J. Martin.
Duke of Richmond.
Game & Sons.
Major Yarburgh.
Mr. J. C. Bowstcad.
W. Fox & Jefferson
W. Faulkner.

It is plain that these prices, speaking generally, are
equal to any in the previous history of the breed ; and
we congratulate the owners of Booth blood on such
a splendid testimony to the estimation in which it is

held.

The season for Shorthorn sales has commenced
in earnest. Six important catalogues lie before us,
which deserve a few passing remarks. The Bywell
Hall (Peepy) herd, bred in its present position for the
last 60 years, and tracing back to the famous stocks of
the Messrs. Crofton, Colonel Towneley, and Mr.
Jobling, has already been noticed in our culumns, and
we shall not on the present occasion refer to it further
than to remind our readers that the sale takes
place on Tuesday. An especial train will leave
Newcastle-on-Tyne at 12.50 for Stocksfield, and
return at 5.40 in the evening, in time for the
North and South trains. An important Shorthorn sale
will take place on Thursday next at the Balcony Farm,
Upholland, Wigan, when Mr. Thornton will sell

36 head of pure-bred cattle (the property of Mr. James
Dickinson). We abstract the following history of this

herd from Mr. Thornton's sale catalogue :

—

The herd has been in existence for a long period, and is

composed of three families—the " Caroline" or " Rosal-
bina" family, tracing to the favourite old Benson stock
in Cumberland

; the " Flora" tribe, to Robert CoUing's
Lame Bull and Eolingbroko, sire of Favourite (252) ; and
the "Lucy" family, bred from a remarkably tine cow,
possessing great dairy properties, in Mr. Dickinson s pos-
session more than 30 years ago. The earliest purchases
were made from tlie well-known stock of Mr. Birchall of
Ribbleton Hall. The bull Pope's Eye (15,071), bought
at Sir Charles Knightley's sale in 1856, was used for
several seasons, and followed by his sons, the prize bulls
Prince of Prussia (16,751) and Duke of Holland
(17,716). Hyde Park (19,994), who succeeded them,
was by the Duchess bull Grand Duke of Wetherby
from Fashion, bred by Colonel Gunter. The excellent
sire Buxton (23.497), bought at Holker, has been in use
four years. He is the sire of 25 lots, which are in them-
selves the highest credit to this fashionable line of blood,
and evince the good judgment shown at Upholland. A
few of the young stock are by Sunshine (30,093), also
bred at Holker, and the cows and heifers are in calf to
Royal Lancaster (29.870), a very handsome young
bull, the issue of ioth Grand Duke and the celebrated
cow Moss Rose by Marmaduke.

On the 23d inst. Mr. Croudson's herd, Urs-
wick, near Ulverston, comprising 34 females and
9 bulls, will be sold by Mr. Thornton. Several of
the animals trace back to the well-known Blanche or
Stockburn herd. Others represent the Cressida family,

so well known in connection with the late Mr. Dickin-
son, whilst others have been gathered together,

and bred from the herds of Messrs. Ashburner.
Caddy, Cheney, Jefferson, Patterson, and Schollick.

After Dr. Dickinson's Pammon (22,486), of the
"Cressida" tribe, Bates bulls were used, namely.
Grand Duke of Cambridge 2d (26,285), 17TH
Grand Duke (24,064), ioth Duke of Oxford
(i7i739). General Napier (24,023), and Baron
Fennel (27,937), which last is included in the sale.

Friday, the 26th inst., will witness the disper-
sion of the Draycott and Dudgrove Shorthorns, bred
by Messrs. T. l^- W. Arkell, near Swindon, Wilts. The
animals are mostly descended from the well-known
Gloucestershire herds associated with the names of the
late Earl of Radnor, Messrs. Bowly, Hewer, Langston,
Rich, Strickland, and Stratton, and among the
animals offered for sale will be found represen-

tatives of the "Ursula," " Seraphina," "Rosalind,"
"Epitaph," "Old Moss Rose," and "Flourish"
families. Upon this excellent foundation Bates
bulls have been principally used, namely, Sylvan
King, bred by Mr. Rich, by 13TH Grand Duke,
and from a cow by 7TII DUKE uF York ; and Duke
of Wateringbury 2d (26,024), ^"tl Baron
Oxford 2d (26,962), both bred by Mr. Leney ; Sth
Duke of York (23,808), by the 7TH Duke of
York, and Sir G. R. Phillips' Whist (30,301), by
3D Duke of Geneva. The cows and heifers are

served by Fitz Walton {28,609), hred by Mr. Bowley,
by 7TH Duke of York, and from Musical ioth.

The reduction in the numbers of our live

stock revealed by the Board of Trade Returns is

made the subject of remark in Parliament. Mr.
Muntz, M.P., lately asked the First Lord of the

Treasury whether it is the intention of the Govern-
ment, taking into consideration the extraordinary price

of meat, and the serious reduction in the stocks of
sheep and cattle, to advise Her Majesty to issue a
Royal Proclamation enjoining all loyal subjects to

abstain from the use of veal and lamb until such time

that the stocks of cattle and sheep shall have regained
their former numbers?—Mr. Gladstone was obliged

to give a decided answer in the negative to his hon.
friend, admitting at the same time that he had a very
considerable sympathy with the spirit of the question.

It was not possible for Her Majesty's Government
with any advantage to attempt to issue a Royal Pro-
clamation in the nature of a sumptuary law, which
would not be obeyed, and would have a tendency to

bring authority into disrepute rather than to promote
the object of his hon. friend. To repress gross and
needless waste, and contribute as far as possible to the

provision of an abundant supply of animal food for the

people, was a matter of the greatest importance to the
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there were any legitimate Sulphuring is just as much needed to remove the one
^

that they can be kept firm and rigid, comparatively

ise of his hon. friend could malady as washing to remove the other, and if washing
,
speaking, to their work. And the shares or pointsjire

country, and he wished
means by which the purpo:

be promoted ; but he was afraid that to exercise public

authority on the question would not be becoming or

expedient.

COLEMAN AND MORTON'S HOP
CULTURE LMPLEMENTS.

Since the Canterbury meeting of the Royal Agri-

off the sulphur and "mould" would extend the sue- attached to the tines simply by wooden pegs. The
cessful use of sulphur, and at the same time improve 1 fastening of the coulters to the frame by means of clips

the health of the bine, as it does in the parallel case of
|

and bolts is greatly superior to the old plan, and as

the Vine, a finer quality of Hops for the brewer would
j

fastening the shares to the coulters by wooden pegs has

be produced, and at the same time a larger and more I proved eminently successful in Coleman & ftlorlon's

certain yield.

The Nidget, or Horse-hoe. — At the trials of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England, and those of

cultural Society, in 1S60, cons'iderable progress has
\
the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland,

been made in the cultivation of the Hop plant. The
j
the Irish societies, and local societies, Coleman's culti-

crop is grown only in a few English counties, and vator has gained many a well-fought battle. It has
;
or tines, so as to secure thorough clearance and efiec-

this, doubtless, indicates to some extent its peculiar been also successful at the International Exhibitions of tive working ; (3) the fixing of the tines to the frame.

cultivator, they cannot fail to be equally so in their

nidget.

The advantages of Coleman & Morton's new hop-

cultivator are thus as follows:— (l) The combination

of strength and lightness in the framing, such being

essential to success ; (2) the position of the coulters

requirements as to soil and
climate. It is not, however, our
purpose at present to discuss the
broad question how far Art can
assist Nature in Hop gardens as

to soil, climate, &c., by special

practice. At the AVolverhampton
meeting of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society, Coleman & Morton,
of Chelmsford, gained the 1st

prize for their hop-washing ma-
chine, and although the prize for

cultivating implements to super-

sede manual labour was with-
held, we considered the Chelms-
ford nidget the best in the trial

field.

The Hop Syringe.— Fig. 143
represents this new hop-syringe.

It consists of a cylindrical barrel,

mounted on high wheels, similar

in principle to their horse and
hand water-carts, now in exten-

sive use, and has a capacity of 35
gallons. Indeed, when not used
in the Hop garden, the pump
which is attached to a projecting

arm on the left side may be re-

moved, and a common pump and
spreader put on, when it can be
used as a hand water-cart. The

Fig. 143.— coLiiM.\N & .mokton's hop-washing machine.

and the shares to the tines ; (4)

the mode of raising and lowering

the implement in front ; and {5)

the facility with which the imple-

ment can be turned in at the

land's end.

The rpquirements of Hop cul-

ture are peculiar in many respects,

and those not acquainted with the

details of practice may feel dis-

posed to ask more questions than

one as to the simple and singular

mechanism of a nidget, old or

new. Lexicographers are divided

as to the origin of the word
nidget. Camden and Johnson are

certainly wrong in deriving it

from niihing, a coward. Accord-
ing to the old doggerel

—

*

' Hops, heresy, pickerel, and beer.

Were brought into England in

one year."

The cultivation of the Hop is

said to be introduced from Flan-

ders in 1S25, and probably the

nidget, without change of name
or mechanism. The working of

the implement resembles that of

a horse-hoe for drilled crops, as

Turnips and Potatos ; hence, it

requires handles to guide it along

the alley between the hills, and

lo lift the back part in turning in at the land's end;

consequently, the framing and tines must possess

pump draws the washing liquid

off from below, and over the inlet in the bottom of
|
England and the Continent of Europe, and can now

the barrel there is a brass strainer. The pump, i boast of upwards of 100 first prizes. At the Wolver-
. ^. -

.
-

as will be seen from the engraving, is furnished
]
hampton meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society of

|

strength for the deepest culture required, and yet

with a capacious air-chamber, which insures a con-
|

England last year this firm brought out a hop-cultiva- 1 not be too heavy to lift behind ;
hence, the high

'

tor, or nidget, an illustration of which is given, viz.,
j

merits of Coleman & Morton's framing noticed under

!

fig. 144. It was pronounced by the judges to be the
j

the first advantage in the above summary. Opinion in

\
best in the yard. The frame, as will be seen from

j
modern times is somewhat divided as to the frequent

ih.tinuous flow from the two jets, one on each side,

16 feet of 3-pIy \ delivery hose. The machine is

wheeled along the alley, and requires three men to

work it, one at the pump, and two for washing, one on
each side. When the plants on two hills are thus

the engraving, is so designed as to have the tines

and shares in the right place for securing thorough
washed, the man at the pump pushes forward to other , clearance, and at the same time effective work. The
two hills, and so on. Other hands are required to * frame is made for the most part of *' sectional iron,"

prepare and fill the barrel with the liquid, so as to keep
|

and so rivetted together as to combine maximum
the machine going. *' The usual wash is composed of I strength ancl lightness, thus making provision for all the

281b. of soft soap to 100 galls, of water, with \ lb. of rough usage and requirements of the Hop garden. The
tobacco," but the tobacco is sometimes left out. 1 mode of regulating the depth is by means of a crank-

The judges in their Wolverhampton
report say, quoting from the Joitnial

of the Royal Agricnlhiral Society^ "In
the next class, for the best machine for

washing the Hop plant to remove the
aphis blight, the prize of ,^10 was
awarded to Messrs. Coleman & Morton,
for their hop-syringing engine {No. 262).
The superiority of this machine over
the others competing consists in its

lighter draught in deep pulverised soils,

on account of its larger wheels— 32
inches in diameter—and the distance of
the water tank from the ground ; in its

remarkably easy-working pump, whose
capacious air-vessel causes it to work
light, and at the same time gives it

great propelling power. This pump is

placed on the left side, convenient for

working and for purposes of repair,

—

in these respects contrasting favourably
with the other washing machines, whose
pumps worked very hard, and, being
in the centre of the tank, were difficult

to get at. A brass strainer is screwed
over the inlet of the pump, which is a
great improvement." "Besides being the better ma-
chine, mechanically speaking, Messrs. Coleman &
Morton's is much the cheaper, considering its superior

advantages."

Last year (1 871) furnishes very favourable reports of

the efficacy of washing to remove the great pest of the

Hop garden aphis blight and its consequences. Even
those who, a few years ago, looked upon washing as an
expensive innovation, and as hopeless as costly, have
now adopted the practice as one of the greatest of
modern improvements, so that very soon no intelligent

Hop grower will be without a Hop syringe or washing
machine.
Another practical question may be raised, viz., Can

sulphur be washed olT the Hop bine with pure water,
so as to silence the brewer's objection to sulphuring ?

At p. 212, Feb. 18, 1 87 1, of the Agricultural Gazette,

an account of this sulphuring practice will be found,
with an engraving of a sulphurator, to which we refer.

Fig. 144.—COLEMAN & Morton's "hop- cultivator.

use of the nidget, and the propriety of deep culture

after the season advances. The old rule was, that the

land could not be overstirred ; but as the drought of

spring and early summer set in, the hop-harrow was

recommended to follow the nidget, so as to keep out

drought but let in air loaded with night dews, &c., to

fertilise the land, and supply healthy food for the bines;

and the use of the sulphurator and washing-machine

indicates the more frequent use of the

nidget and harrow than was required

under the old practice. It will thus

be seen that the two machines illus-

trated (figs. 143 and 144) go together,

and form a most important, advance in

Hop culture. That farther advances

are needed may be granted. The Wol-

verhampton judges, in their report, state

this very plainly, but we beg to differ

with some of their conclusions. Indeed,

an implement to supersede the spade

and digging-fork in Hop gardens would

be a novelty. True, the age of impos-

sibilities is gone by, and therefore Hop
growers may exercise their patience

until the Hop problem of the Royal

Agricultural Society is solved ; mean-

time Hop gardens, hills, valleys, should

be deeply turned up in autumn, but in

spring and onwards the winter-made

mould should be kept upon the surface,

whilst the staple soil is being deeply

stirred to the bottom, and this can

only be done by the cultivator or

smasher. This rule has become im-

perative in the Hop garden, as in the growth of root

crops, and the rationale is now too well loiown to

require a detailed exposition.

axle to the two wheels in front—a lever behind, with a

connecting rod, the mechanism and modus operandi of

which will readily be understood from the engraving

without special detail. This construction is vastly

superior to the old-fashioned clumsy mechanism of the

other nidget on trial at Wolverhampton for regulating

depth, as the man can raise or lower the implement [The following Isttcr, from Mr. Edward Stanhope, appeared in

in front as the work requires without leaving the handles

or stopping the horse. Hence, if one part of the field

AGRICULTURAL LABOUR.

the Times of .'\pril 9.]

,. „ . .
Sir,—The very different statements which appear

or alley required to be cultivated at a less or greater ' in your columns as to the wages of agricultural

depth than another, this can be done effectually with- labourers in different counties induce me to send you

out stopping. It is otherwise with the old plans, I a Table founded on the Reports of the Employment of

engravings of which will be found in the Agricidtural\ Women and Children in Agriculture, 1S6S-9, and the

Gazette of last year, p. 212, figs. 46 and 47. The Poor-law Return, 1S70.

two wheels in front also give greater stability to It is necessary to remember that the Table deals only

the implement and facility for turning at the land's , with ordinary labourers, not carters or shepherds ; that

end, with less risk of running into the hills than beer or cider given regularly ought to be reckoned as

the single wheel in front. The coulters or tines are worth \s. a week ; and that " perquisites " depend so

secured to the frame by means of clips and bolts, so much on the particular employer that they cannot be
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valued. Moreover, they are often given as a retaining

fee to the wife or family. I follow the Bishop of Man-
chester in taking the ordinary weekly wage as the true

test of a labourer's earnings in any part of the country.

But it must be remembered that in all cases the extra

money earned by harvest or other piece-work—varying

according to the caprice of the employer—has to be

added. Foremen, cartei-s, shepherds, and skilled men
earn far more than the wages annexed. The letters

A, B, C, &c., refer to the diflerent sections of the

Reports of the Agricultural Commissioners.

Bedford.— (F) D:\y-work, iir. to 121., and extra for Sundays,
often with beer, worth (say) js. a. wcelc. Piece-work and beer

together enable a labourer to command an average wage of

13J. 6d. a week. Bedford and Woburn Unions.—Rents, is. to

US. 6d. or even 35. 6(/. Poor-Liw Retunis,— Bedford Union, los.

to irr. ; Wobnrn Union, los. to m. P.-iuperism, 7,2 percent,

of popuhition (1871).

Bekks.— (J) \os. to us., or in Witney Union. 9.v", ; extra at

hairest, beer at carting, &c. " Permanent staft' ought to earn,

as to two-thirds of them, from 13J. to 15^"., and one-third from
i2.r. to 14J." Rents, is. to ii, 6*/. a week. Poor-law Returns.

—

Hungerford Union, 9s. ; Faringdon Union, ics. t Wantage
Union, los. (earnings by task-work ^alued at us.). Carters
allowed a quart of small beer daily in some cases, and a cottage.

Pauperism, 6 5 per cent.

Bucks. — (F) us. to 13^., and e.xtra for Sunday-work. Piece-

work and beer give an addition of is, 6d.Xo -zs. 6d. a week.
Carters and shepherds, 2s. extra. Rents, is. to is. 6t/., and even

JS. &(/. Pauperism, 6 3 percent.
Cambridge.—(D) los. to 13s. Rents, is. to 2f. Pauperism,

6.9 per cent,

Chester.— (G) (in Nantwich Union\ iis. to J2S. Very little

piece-work. Some married men are boarded, and receive 5s. or

6s. a week. Rent, u, 6^. Poor law Returns. — Nantwich
Union, ics. ; Runcorn Union, 15s. and beer ; Hawarden Union,
iss. Pauperism, 3.2 per cent.

CORNW.\LL,— (H) I2S., or, near Devon, 9s. to ids., with
privileges as in Devon, such as grist corn and Potato ground.
Piece-work to better men. Poor-law Returns.—Camelford
Union, lis., with food and drink at harvest. Pauperism, 49
per cent.

Clmberl.and and Westmoreland.— (L 2) 15s. to i8s., and
scmeiimes privileges. Two-thirds of the work done by servants

in farmhouses. Poor-law Returns.— Bramptnn Union, 151. ;

Wigton Union, 15s., or 9s. and food ; Boolle Union, ditto ; East
Word Union, 14s. to 16s. 61/. ; Kendal Union, 17s. to i8s.

Pauperism, 3.8 per cent.

Derby.— (J 2) 14s. to 17s. near mines. "An average man can
command an average wage of 15s., besides having some Potatos
planted for him.'' Poor-law Returns.—Bakewell Union, 14s.

Pauperism. 2.4 per cent.

Devon'.—iH) Ss. to 9s. and cider (gcner-illy two quarts a-day\
and sometimes perquisites, such as grist corn, food at harvest,
firewood, or Potato ground ; carters and shepherds a house and
garden fuee extra. Rent is. to is. 6d. Poor-law Returns.— Ax-
minster Union, Ss. 61^. to gr,, and three pints of cider ; Oke-
hampton Union, los, to 12;., three pints of cider, and Potato
ground; Tiverton Union, gs., with two quarts of cider, fuel, and
other things : Barnstaple Union, us., but no piece-work. Pau-
perism, 5.7 per cent.

Dorset.— ;G) 8s. with, or gs. without a cottage and garden.
Privileges—in Vale of Blackmoor some cider only, sometimes
grist com, Potato ground, or cartage of fuel—which may add 2s.

a-week to the average wage, or nothing. On the whole, ordinary
labourers (piece-work and all included) get from los. to ii>-. a-

week. Rents, is. to 2s. Poor-law Beturns.—Wimbome Union,
OS. to los. a-week, and no extras ; Poole Union, 12s. to 15s.

;

Wareham Union, 9s. 61/. to los. (cottage, garden, and manure).
Ceme Union, 9s. to los. (cottage, garden, and grist corn.) Pau-
perism, 7. 1 per cent.

Durham.— ;B) 15s. to iSs, ; hinds, los. to 13s. 6ef., besides a
house, cartage of fuel, and some Potatos. "The lesser sum if a
cow is kept free." Rents, is. to is. 6{i. Poor-law Returns,

—

Darlington Union, 15s., a house free, Potatos, meat and drink at
harvest ; Sedgefield Union, 17s. Pauperism, 3.5 per cent.

Essex.—(A) los. to (near London) r3s. " First-class labourers
would earn from £-55 to £3*^" '.i3s. 6(f. a week), with piece-work,
&c. Rents, IS. 6d. Poor-law Returns.—Biilericay Union, rss. ;

Tendring Union, us. : Dunmow Union, los. [beer at harvest).
Pauperism, 6.2 per cent.

Gloi'CESTER.—(Al gs. to los., with cider valued at is. to

IS. 6(/. per week. " First-class labourers would earn .^32 to £3$
a-year," but, allowing for lost time, their earnings would often
barely exceed the usual weekly rate ; in the Vale of Berkeley, is.

(o 2S. a week higher. Rents, is. to 2s. Poor-law Returns.

—

Newent Union, los. ; Strood Union, los. to 12s. |in both cases
drink sometimes) ; Stow Union, 9s. 6d. ; Cheltenham Union, los.

and cider. Pauperism, 5.2 per cent.

Hants.—(H) los. to us., and no truck. Rents, is. to is. 61/.

Poor-law Returns.—South Stoneham Union, us. to iir. 6(/.
;

Droxford Union, us. to 12s. ; Alresford Union, 10s. ; Andover
Union, los. to us. Pauperism, 5.5 per cent.
Hereford.— (I) 9s. to us. and cider (2 quarts a day in winter

and three in summer, valued at is. a week). Rents, is. to is. 6d.
Piece-work may make is. to 2s. a week if spread over a year, but
£i often given at har^'est instead of piece-work. Perquisites
imcertain. Pauperism, 5.1 per cent. Poor-law Returns —Led-
bury Union, 9s. to los. or us. and 7 or 3 pints of cider ; Hereford
Union, 9s. to los. and cider ; Bromyard Union, los. and cider.
Hertford.—{J 2) los. to 12s. "Able-bodied labourers

(taking wages at us.) ought to earn 13s. to 14s. a week on the
average." Poor-law Returns —Royston Union, us. 3</. to
us. €d. ; Hitchin Union, los. ^d. to us. dd. Pauperism, 6.5 per
cenL

Hl'nts.—Poor-law Return.—Sl Neat's Union, :os. or us.
Pauperism, 5.2 per cent.

Kent.—(G) On the clay, \is., rising elsewhere to as high as
15s. ; but picce-wsrk often adds 5s. or 6s. a week in the Hop
districts. Poor-law Returns.— Faversham Union, 14s. ; Easiry
Union, 13s. or 14s. : Romney Union, 15s. Rents 2s. ^d. Pau-
perism .

Lancaster.—Poor-law Returns— Ormskirk Union, 15s. or
I2S. and some food ; Clitherow Union, 15s, to i6s. 6(/., or 7s.

with food and lodging ; Garstang Union, 7s. and food. Pau-
perism, 3.3 per cent,

Leicester.— (Cl us. to 13s., or more near towns and col-

lieries ; IS. extra for work on Sundays; not much piece-work
Rents, IS. dd. to 2s. Poor-law Returns.— Market Bosworth
Union, 13s. : Melton Union, 12s. to 14s, Pauperism, 4.3 per
cent.

Lincoln.—(C) 15s. a week, except in the south-east, 13s. dd.,
a great deal of piece-work, which in the north adds 2s. a week on
the average. "Confined" labourers partly paid in kind; their
wages are valued at /40 to ^45 a year. Rents, is. 6rf. to 2s. or
as. _6i/. Police Returns.—Louth Union, 13s. id, to iss. Pau-
perism, 4.9 per cent.

Monmouth.— los. and 2 quarts of cider ; near Monmouth, 9s.
and perqui-sites. Poor-law Returns.—Monmouth Union, us. and
2 quarts of cider ; Bedwelty Union, 15s. to 16s. ; Newport Union,
ijs. Pauperism, 6 per cent
Norfolk.— lA) us. to 12s. ; first-class men may with piece-

work earn £yj to ^^40 a year (say 141. dd. a week). Poor-law
Returns.—.Aylsham Union, los. to 12s. ; Depwade Union, los.

;Downham Union, los. Pauperism, 6,8 per cent.

Nokthamtton.—(E) South, us. ; in north, 13s., with a great
deal of piece-work ; rents, is. to 2s. Poor-law Rcturns.-Brix-
worth Union, 12s. ; Oundle Union, us. ; Peterborough Union,
I2S. ; most men permanently employed arc allowed to get
Potatos on the farm.

Northumberland.—(B) i-^s. to i8.-., including ever^'thing,

and taking the avenige of corn as a basis. Hinds are paid in

kind, and get ;^5 to £^, some corn, the keep of a cow, house rent-

free, cartage of fuel, and some Potatos planted for him. The last

three items are the retaining fee of the bondager. Poor-law
Returns. —Morpeth Union, 15s. to i6r. ; Berwick Union, 15s. ;

Glend.ilc Union, 161. to \%s. Pauperism, 4,5 per cent.

Notts,—^C) 15s., and near large towns more ; on day rather
less. Rents, is. td. to 2s. Poor-law Returns,—Newark Union,
I2S. to 15s. Pauperism. 4.7 per cent.

OxFOHD.—(J) los. or IIS., extra at harvest. Rents, is. to

TS. 6j/, Witney Union, 9s. ; permanent staff ought to earn, two-
thirds of them 13s. to 15s., and one-third of them 12s. to 14s. per
week. Pauperism, 4.7 per cent.

S.\LOi'.— (G) 9s. or 10s. in south-west, los, or 12s. in north ;

overtime (at harvest) paid in food ; perquisites in some cases -as
cartage, cottage, short hours of labour. Rents, is, dd. to 2s.

Poor-law Returns.— ShifTnal Union, us. to 12s., 2 quarts of beer,

and Potato ground. Pauperism, 4,1 per cent.

Somerset,—(K) 7s. or Ss, in west, with cider, and sometimes
perquisites ; in east, 12s. Cider, 2 or 3 pints a day, valued at is.

a week. Sometimes the run of a Potato ground, or grist corn are
given. Poor-law Returns.—Shepton Mallet Union, los. to us.,
and 3 pints of cider ; A.\bridge Union, los., and 4 or 5 pints of
cider. Pauperism, 6.8 per cent.

Stafford.—(G) In Uttoxetcr district 12s.. with some per-
quisites of varied character. Work not very constant on pasture
land. Near large towns wages are higher. Poor-law Returns,-^
Burton Union, 13s., and two quarts of cider. Pauperism, 3-7
percent.

Suffolk-,—Poor-law Returns,—Stow Union, lor. : Samford
Union, III, : BIything Union, los. to iss. Pauperism, 7 per cent.

Surrey, — (I) 12s. or (near London) 155., piece-work may add
IS. to 2S. , if spread over year, but this varies. Rents, is. td.,

except near London. Poor-law Returns.—Epsom Union, 14s. ;

Godstone Union, 13s.

Sussex.— (A) 12s, to 13s. " Men believed to earn from £40 to

j^45." Ren's, is. to 2s. 6(/. Poor-law Returns. — Ticchurst
Union, 12s.; Horsham Union, 12s,; Thakeham Union, 12s.;

West Hampnett Union, 12s. to 13s. ; Midhurst Union, us.
Pauperism, 5.5 per cent.

Warwick.— (I) In south, us. ; in north, 12. Cider is some-
times given, and sometimes perquisites. Rents, is. to is. bd.

Poor-law Returns.—Warwick Union, 12s. ; Stratford Union, us.
Pauperism, 3.6 percent.
Wilts.— 'I) 9s. to us. ; extras much as in Hereford. Piece-

work may add is. to 2j. per week, if spread over year ; hut £\ is

often given in lieu of it; may earn only us, including all extras.

Rents, IS. to is. 6<V. Poor-law Returns,—Chippenham Union,
us. and beer; Melksham Union, us.; SVarminster Union,
9s. Sd. to los. ; Alderbury Union, g,j. kd. to los,, allowances
seldom given except at harvest lime. Pauperism, 7,2 per cent.

Worcester,—([) In west, 9s ; in east, 12s.; in farms cider is

given, as in Hereford ; harvest work paid by £\ extra or by
piece-work ; rents, is. to is. (3d. Poor-law Returns,— .Stour-

bridge Union. 12S. and beer ; Eversham Union, los, and cider ;

Pershore Union, los. to 12s and cider ; Droit^vich Union, los.

and cider. Pauperism, 4,1 per cent.

V'ORK.—(D) 14s. to 15s,, with a good deal of piece-work. In
some cases 7s. to 8s, and their food; rents, is. dd. to 2J. f>d.

Poor-law Returns.— Settle Union, 13s. 61/. to iSs. ; Pateley Bridge
Union, 15s, to t7s. : Doncaster Union. 15s. ; Thorne Union,
13s. dd. to 15s., task-work rare ; Malton Union, 15s., or 7s. to Ss.

with food ; Leyburn Union, 13s. to 18s.; Richmond Union, 12s.

to 15s, Pauperism, 2.9 per cent.

TENANT RIGHT IN SCOTLAND.
fThe following letter on this subject appeared in the Times of

Wednesday last.]

Mr. Caird's letter in the Times of the 1st inst. will

be universally read and commented upon in Scotland,

not so much on account of what Mr. Caird says about
leases as compared with yearly tenancy, as on account
of what is urged in favour of compensation for unex-
hausted improvements.

Mr. Caird has attached this tenant-right question to

the rupture that has occurred between Mr, Hope and
his landlord, and, discussing it through your columns,
endeavours to give the removal of Mr, Hope from
Fenton Barns a national importance. In itself this

removalis of no public importance. Even if the alleged

cause of removal is the true one it is no good reason for

the infliction of a revolutionary measure upon the agri-

cultural and general interests of Scotland. If Mr.
Hope's landlord has committed a grievous sin, let him,
and him atone, bear what punishment Mr, Hope or
his friends can inflict. But, as that will not sufiice in the

present temper of public agitators, I venture a few ob-
servations on tenant-right as advocated by Mr. Caird,

The question raised in Mr. Caird's letter is a wide
and important one—viz., "compensation for unex-
hausted improvements " at the end of all leases, irre-

spective of their covenants or of their duration.

This question not only affects the tenant-farmers and
landed proprietors of Scotland, but the general public
as well. In Scotland all well-managed estates are
under leases varying from 14 to 25 years, 19 years'

duration being the rule. The benefit of leases over
yearly agreements is not only well understood, but acted
upon, in Scotland ; and leaseholding tenants, as a rule,

have found the duration of their leases sufficient to

enable them to recoup themselves for their labour and
intelligence, if the flourishing and world-renowned
system of Scotch, farming is any fair criterion. What
are called permanent improvements, as understood in

Scotland, are executed between the landlord and tenant

in such a manner as to leave the tenant's capital free

for the proper business of farming.

Mr. Caird, however, is of opinion, and argues, that

no lease, however long, is of sufficient length to enable
a farmer to realise fair compensation for his capital and
intelligence, without reckoning for unexhausted im-
provements at the end of his lease, Mr. Hope and his

family have been in possession of Fenton Bams for 80
years, and yet Mr, Caird cries for a legal right to enable
Mr. Hope to obtain "compensation for the capital

which he cannot remove," This, too, in the face of

the acknowledged fact that Mr. Hope has made an
ample fortune by farming.

No expressed and settled covenants will satisfy Mr.
Caird. It is something not to be defined until the
occasion arrives for the definition which he desiderates.
It is a legal right to be exercised at the option of the
tenant ; a right to be exercised and held up in the face
of his landlord as a threat that, if disturbed at the ter-
mination of his lease, it will be put in force ; a right to
be exercised in the shape of a heavy penalty against
the landlord having any further voice in the disposal of
his land when once leased. Such a right as this, if

granted, would abolish leases from the face of the
earth. If this tenant-right did not possess a penal or
a deterring effi^ct it would fail to accomplish its end.
If tenant-right was a fair and just thing between man
and man, landlords might embrace it as freely as

tenants, and act as freely with their tenants under its

existence as they do now ; but it is because it is entirely

a one-sided right that it is of value in Mr. Caird's esti-

mation. It is because of its virtue in placing the
proprietor at a disadvantage that tenant-right appears
of inestimable advantage in the eyes of its advocates.
The adjustment of tenant-right at the expiry of a lease

would certainly be in the hands of tenant-farmers, and
as our national poet says :

—

"If self the wavering balance shakes
It's rarely right adjusted,"

The practical effect of Mr. Caird's view, if legalised,

would be to make leases perpetual in the option of the
tenants. Compensation for unexhausted improvements
is as wide and ambiguous as the American claims for

consequential damages. There is even now a strong
class feeling among farmers, and any one not a farmer
by profession embarking in the business is regarded,
more or less, as an interloper, and yet many of our
most enterprising farmers are men who bring into

farming not only large capital, but the business skill

acquired in other professions. But give tenant-right,

as advocated by Mr. Caird, and such men would
practically be excluded from the land of Scotland. It

is in this view that the question is of importance to the

general public, so that no exceptional legislation should
be made for the exclusive benefit of farmers as a class,

and thus diminish the invigorating effects of free and
full competition. Farmers should not be regarded by
the Legislature as other than commercial men, perfectly

capable of making their own bargains with landlords.

Mr. Caird refers to Ireland and the Irish Land Act,
but I hardly think Mr. Hope, who has always shown
a mind of high independence, will thank his friend for

putting him on a level with the craven, grovelling Irish

farmer, and argue that, because the miserable wretch
in Ireland required exceptional protection (as they

seem in Ireland to require everything in an exceptional

way), therefore Mr. Hope, and men like him, require

similar protection. This is not very flattering to the

manly spirit so fondly cherished in this country. To
compare the spirited and intelligent lease-holding

farmers of Scotland with the Irish " tenants at will " is

not only an absurdity, but an insult. I hardly think

Mr. Hope will make any lachrymose complaints about
the " capital which he cannot remove ;

" but will, on
the contrary, frankly admit that he has had a fair return

for his money and time, and that, as a man of business,

he has been able to deal on fair terms with his landlord.

At the same time, it is neither unmanly nor undignified

on the part of Mr. Hope to feel and express heartfelt

regret in leaving Fenton Barns, not on account of the

unexhausted improvements left there, but on account
of the associations which money cannot buy. And yet

Mr. Hope's lot is not worse than that of other men,
and no evil has overtaken him but such as is common
to all men.

But, grant that Mr. Hope does leave unexhausted
improvements in Fenton Barns, every good farmer

does the same ; so that what Mr. Hope leaves in Fenton
Bams he takes possession of in the next farm he leases.

Thus, over the entire country, the question of unex-

hausted improvements is fairly balanced. There will

be exceptional cases, where a tenant may resort to
" scourging," and thus, probably, inflict an injury upon
himself, as well as his landlord.

The agriculture of Scotland is prosperous, and ad-

vancing with rapid strides, beyond all doubt j and it

would be little else than the act of an assembly of fools

to introduce into the country such a measure as the

tenant-right advocated by Mr. Caird. Let well alone.

W. Reid Tail, Thurso, April 6.

THE AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS
OF GREAT BRITAIN.

The following is the substance of Mr. Fonblanque's
report :

—

The total number of returns obtained from occupiers

of land in 1871 was 549,784 against 529,150 in 1870.

The increase was for the most part was in England, for

which the figures were 412,284 in 1S71 and'393,569 in

1870. The column in Table 2, for the number of

returns obtained, shows that in almost every county of
England more returns were obtained in 1871 than in

1S70, and the increase is due to various causes, such as

a greater number of separate returns from occupiers

with more than one farm situated in different parishes,

the subdivision of land in the neighbourhood of towns,

and in some places a stricter collection of returns from
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holders of small quantities of land above the limit of a

quarter of an acre.

The result shows that of 549, 784 returns obtained, in

1 87 1, 281,920, or 51 percent., were from occupiers of
less than 20 acres of land. In England 51 per cent,

of the holdings were under 20 acres, in Wales 46 per
cent., and in Scotland 55 per cent.

The total acreage returned for holdings under 20
acres was 1,897,984 acres for Great Britain, or 6 per
cent, of the acreage returned for holdings of all sizes.

Of the 1,897.984 acres, 830,223 acres, or 44 per cent.,

were under tillage, and 1,067.761 acres, or 56 per
cent., were under permanent pasture. The live stock

returned as belonging to occupiers of less than 20 acres,

consisted of 109,029 horses out of a total of 1,254,450 ;

of 582,555 cows and cattle out of a total of 5,337,759 ;

of 1,414,041 sheep and lambs out of a total of

27,119.569; and of 502,789 pigs out of a total of

2,499,602.
it will be interesting to see, so far as relates to the

particulars just described, to what extent the smaller

and larger classes of holdings differ in their agricultural

condition and resources. Thus of the total acreage
returned by the two classes of holdings in Great
Britain, holdings under 20 acres had 44 per cent, of

the acreage under tillage, and 56 pet cent, under per.

manent pasture ; and lioldlngs of and above 20 acres

had 61 per cent, under tillage, and 39 per cent, under
permanent pasture. As regards live stock the propor-
tionate numbers to every 100 acres were—horses 5.7 on
holdings under 20 acres, and 4 on holdings of and
above 20 acres; cows and cattle 30.7 on holdings
under 20 acres, and 16.4 on holdings of and above 20
acres; sheep and lambs 74.5 on holdings under 20
acres, and 88.8 on holdings of and above 20 acres

;

lastly, pigs 26.5 on holdings under 20 acres, and 6.9
on holdings of and above 20 acres. The difference in

the number of sheep upon the two classes of holdings
in Great Britain is affected by sheep being rather

numerous in the holdings in the hilly parts of Great
Britain or in Wales and Scotland. In fact, as regards
Scotland, from the large proportion of the acreage of

the small holdings which is under tillage, and the large

number of sheep returned by the occupiers of small
holdings, it is probable that the occupiers in certain of
the Highland counties, especially in Argyle, Inverness,

and Ross, have access to mountain pasturage for their

sheep in addition to the land held and returned by
them as occupiers. In England the proportions for

sheep per 100 acres are, upon holdings under 20 acres,

32.7, and upon holdings above 20 acres 76.5.
The larger proportion of cattle, and the smaller pro-

portion of sheep in the small holdings, as compared
with large holdings, is clearly shown by these figures

;

and the same fact has been before noticed as regards
the relative number of different kinds of live stock in

countrifs with a prepondeiance of small holdings of

land.

As the particulars for the smaller class of holdings
are new, and will probably have a local as well as a

general interest. Tables have been prepared; and are

appended to this report, to show the respective details

for each county, and also the percentage proportions of

the relative condition of small and large holdings for

England, Wales, and Scotland respectively.

The general results of the agricultural returns for

1871 are shown for each division of the United King-
dom in the first two Tables, the Registrar-General for

Ireland having furnished the particulars relating to that

portion of the kingdom. The figures obtained for the

Isle of Man and the Channel Islands in 1S70 have been
taken again, in the absence of fresh returns, in making
the total for the United Kingdom in 1S71. The total

acreage returned as under all kinds of crops, bare
fallow, and grass in the United Kingdom in 1871 was
46,667,178 acres again-st 46,177,370 in 1870; of the
additional 489,808 acres in 1871, 400,988 acres appear
in the returns for Great Britain, and 58,820 acres in the
returns for Ireland. Taking the population as ascer-
tuined by the last Census in April, 1S71, and the total

acreage returned as under crops, bare fallow, and grass
in 1871, it would appear that the quantity of land under
cultivation per head of the population was about 1.2

acres in Great Britain, and 2.9 acres in Ireland. It is

probable, however, that a larger proportion of poor
herbage is included under the heading of *' Permanent
Pasture" in Ireland than in Great Britain. According
to the returns of 1S71, which show a total acreage

under cultivation of 30,838,567 acres in Great Britain,

and 15,711,398 acres in Ireland, the quantity of land
devoted to the different kinds of cultivation was—for

com 9,675,261 acres, or 31.4 percent, in Great Britain,

and 2,124,079 acres, or 13.6 per cent., in Ireland ; for

green crops (including Potatos) 3,738,180 acres, or
12. 1 per cent., in Great Britain, and 1,511,532 acres,

or ^.6 per cent., in Ireland; for bare fallow 542,840
acres, or 1.8 per cent., in Great Britain, and 22,323
acres, or o.i per cent., in Ireland; for Clover and
other grasses under rotation 4,369,448 acres, or 14.2
per cent., in Great Britain, and 1,827,733, O"" ii-6 per
cent., in Ireland ; and for permanent pasture 12,4^5.442
acres, or 40, 3 percent, in Great Britain, and 10,068,848,
or 64.1 per cent., in Ireland.

Before proceeding to state the acreage under the
several kinds of com and green crops, it may be ob-
served that some additional information was obtained

in 1871 with respect to the quantity of land in Great
Britain occupied by orchards and woods. As regards

orchards, no additional acreage is brought under notice,

as the land appropriated to the growth of fruit trees,

being under tillage or grass, has been returned as under
crop or in pasture. The agricultural fruit crop, as it

may be termed, to distinguish it from the garden fruit

crop, wich is not a'^certained, was returned as occupying
as many as 206,583 acres in Great Britain in 1S71.
Of this total acreage under fi"uit trees of any kind in

orchards, 176,685 acres were in England, 23,033 acres

in Wales, and 6865 acres in Scotland. It will be seen
by Table No. 5, that the counties in England with the
largest acreage under orchards are Devon with 30,013
acres, Hereford with 20,Sii acres, and Somerset with
16,267 3,cres.

In the case of land under woods, the extent has been
ascertained of a not unimportant portion of the area of

Great Britain not used for the ordinary purposes of

agriculture. The acreage of woodland was ascertained

by the officers of Inland Revenue employed to collect

the agricultural returns from the best sources of infor-

mation available in their respective districts. A column
for this information could not have be.en usefully added
to the form issued to occupiers of land, as woods are

not often held by farmers. The result of the special

return for woods, coppices, and plantations (excepting

Gorse land and garden shrubberies) shows a total acre-

age so occupied in Great Britain in 1871 of 2,175,471
acres; of which 1,314,316 acres were in England,

126,625 ^cres were in Wales, and 734,530 in Scotland,

For Ireland the Registrar-General returns an acreage

of 324,285 acres as under wood.
With the view of obtaining further information re-

specting the unaccounted-for acreage of the country,

inquiry was made as to whether it would be practicable

for the officers of Inland Revenue to ascertain the extent

of commons and unenclosed waste land ; but it did not
appear that it would be in the power of the officers

to obtain satisfactory particulars of this description of

land.

It may, however, be useful to show how probable it

is that there is not so large an amount of land in the

United Kingdom still available for profitable cultiva-

tion as may generally be supposed. Between the total

acreage of the United Kingdom and the total of the

acreage for which agricultural returns are obtained,

there is a difference amounting to more than 30 millions

of acres, of which there are nearly nine millions in

England, about two millions in Wales, as many as 15
millions, or one-half of the total in question, in the hilly

country of Scotland, and about four and a half millions

in Ireland. From the best estimate that can be made,
based upon a Parliamentary return prepared by the

Tithe Commissioners in 1S43, it would appear as pro-

bable that there are now about seven million acres of

waste land of all descriptions in England and Wales.
If this quantity be deducted from the total unreturned
acreage of 11 millions, four million acres remain as

occupied by water, railways and roads, woods, and
towns and villages, A very large portion of the seven
million acres of waste land isknov^n to be unproductive
mountain land ; it is, however, believed that in the

lowland counties a considerable quantity of waste land
yet remains available for profitable cultivation, but not

to the extent that may commonly be supposed.

The extent of land under the principal com and
green crops is shown in Table No, 2, It will be seen

that in 1 87 1, of a total acreage under corn crops of

9,675,261 acres in Great Britain (exclusive of the

islands), and 2,124,079 acres in Ireland, there were
under Wheat 3,571,894 acres or 36.9 per cent, in

Great Britain, and 246,954 acres, or 11.6 per cent., in

Ireland; under Barley 2,385,783 acres, or 24.7 per
cent., in Great Britain, and 222,604 acres, oi" iO-5 per

cent., in Ireland ; under Oats 2,715,707 acres, or 28. i

per cent, in Great Britain, and 1,633,960 acres, or 76.9
per cent,, in Ireland ; under Rye 71,495 acres, or 0.7

percent., in Great Britain, and 9647 acres, or 0.5 per

cent,, in Ireland; under Beans 540,835 acres, or 5.6

per cent., in Great Britain, and 9549 acres, or 0.4 per

cent., in Ireland; and under Peas 389,547 acres, or 4
per cent., in Great Britain, and 1365 acres, or o. I per
cent., in Ireland,

The total acreage under green crops {including

Potatos) amounted in 1871 to 3,738,180 acres in Great
Britain (exclusive of the islands), and 1,511,532 acres

in Ireland, These quantities were divided between the

several crops in the following manner :—Under Potatos

627,691 acres, or 16.8 per cent,, in Great Britain, and
1,058,287 acres, or 70 per cent., in Ireland ; under
Turnips and Swedes 2,163,744 acres, or 57.9 per cent.,

in Great Britain, and 327,162, or 21.6 per cent,, in

Ireland ; under Mangel 360,517 acres, or 9.6 per cent.,

in Great Britain, and 31,766 acres, or 2,1 per cent., in

Ireland ; under Carrots 20,154 acres, or 0"5 per cent.,

in Great Britain, and 4167 acres, or 0.3 per cent,, in

Ireland ; under Cabbages, Kohl Rabi, Rape, collec-

tively, 178,919 acres, or 4.8 percent,, in Great Britain,

and 43.543 acres, or 2.9 per cent, in Ireland ; and
under Vetches, Lucerne, and any other green crops

(except Clover or grass) 387,155 acres, or 10.4 per
cent., in Great Britain, and 46,607 acres, or 3. 1 per

cent., in Ireland.

Passing now to the number of live stock returned in

1871, it may be stated that the total number of horses

in the United Kingdom was about 2,648,000, of which
Great Britain possessed (including horses .subject to

duty) 2,110,590, and Ireland 537,663 ; the total

number of cattle was 9,346,216, of which 5,337,759

belonged to Great Britain, and 3,973,102 to Ireland;
the total number of sheep was 31,403,500, of which
there were in Great Britain 27,119,569, and 4,228,721
in Ireland ; and lastly, the stock of pigs included in

the returns amounted to 4,136,616, of whicli Great
Britain had 2,499.602, and Ireland 1,616,754.

It may be useful to repeat here the figures given in

Table No. i, to show the proportionate number of each
description of live stock to every 100 acres of land
returned as under crops, fallow, and grass. The propor-
tions differ much, especially as regards cattle and sheep,
in the several divisions of the kingdom. In 1S71 horses,

to every 100 acres returned, show a proportionate
number in Great Britain of 4.1 for those used in agri-

culture, and of 6.8 of those subject to duty are in-

cluded ; and in Ireland all descriptions of horses are in

the proportion to 3.4 per loo acres, or just one-half of the
number maintained upon an equal acreage in Great
Britain.

Cattle in proportion to every 100 acres, numbered
15.5 in England, 22,9 and 23,7 in Wales and Scotland
respectively, and 25.3 in Ireland. Sheep were returned
for every 100 acres as numbering 73.9 in England,
103.9 in Wales, 152.4 in Scotland, and only 26.9 in

Ireland. Pigs (exclusive of those in Great Britain kept
in towns and by cottagers with less than one quarter of
an acre of land) show for every 100 acres S.S in Eng-
land, 8.7 in Wales, not more than 43 in Scotland, and
10.2 in Ireland, Pigs do not appear, therefore, to be
a favourite description of stock in Scotland. With a

very much larger area of acreage, the stock of pigs is

smaller in Scotland than in Wales.
Comparisons of the relative number of live stock are

of interest in connection with the fact of so much im-
portance in agriculture that the productive capacity of
the land cannot be increased or even maintained without
the restoration by means of manure of the elements
withdrawn by the crops. With figures like those for the
whole country, and for each county, as given in Table
No. 3, farmers have the means of comparing how far

the number of their own live stock and their supply of

home-made manure corresponds with similar resources

in different parts of the country,

( To be Co'itifiucd.

)

The Case of Mr. Hope : Tenant Right.—No
one can feel more strongly than I do the hardness with
which Mr, Hope, of Fenton Bams, has been treated

by his landlord, or more condemn it as a breach of that

consideration and mutual good-will that, at least in

England, so largely prevails between landlords and
tenants ; but I think there is risk that just indignation

against a hard act may cause sound principles to be
lost sight of. It is an old saying among lawyers,

Hard cases make bad law. There is one statement of
Mr. Caird's that has been strangely overlooked by most
of those who have written on this subject. He says

plainly that Mr. Hope has made an adequate fortune

out of the farm. Now, the meaning of this must be
that, large as his outlay for improvements has been,

the farm has repaid the capital expended, and a
sufficient profit on it besides. Probably it means more
than this, but it must mean this at least. And if this

be so, it is clear that in the .strictest equity the question,

to whom the unexhausted value of improvements still in

the farm belongs, must depend on the original contract

—

the lease. What did both parties understand, when the

lease was made, would become of such unexhausted
improvements at its end ? I shall, of course, be told that

if it is the law that such unexhausted improvements
belong to the landlord, such law ought to be changed.

If by "ought" is meant "it is desirable," I quite

agree. But there is one sure result of such a change of

the law which I think is overlooked alike by landlords

and tenants. If on a farm, t\g., Fenton Bams, with a
contract that unexhausted improvements at the end of

the term shall belong to the landowner, a tenant can
repay himself his outlay with a reasonable profit ; under
a different contract, whereby at the end of his term the

tenant will receive besides ;i^iooo, or ;i£^3000, or ;i^5000,

or ;i^io,ooo for unexhausted improvements, the farm
will let for just so much more rent as is the equivalent

of the sum the tenant will so receive. The farm is

honestly worth it, and wherever there is any competi-
tion it is sure to let for it, because there are sure always
to be good tenants glad to take a farm that will repay
their outlay with reasonable profit, who will give all

above that as rent. The gain to the tenant, therefore,

will only be the opportunity of more safely making
a still larger outlay on improvements with profit on
them. But the gain to the landowner will be large.

The truth is, no law can change the nature of a contract

for hiring what the hirer wants. If the law makes
the contract more advantageous to the hirer, it is

honestly of more value to him. Not the covetousness

of the men who let but the greater eagerness of hirers,

raises the price to the increased value. The forgctful-

ness of this is one of the blunders of the Irish Land
Act. It is much wiser not to argue for that Act till

time has shown the true effect of its provisions. Econo-
mical principles, i.e., the every-day workings of the

common sense and self-interest of mankind have a trick

of running round the best artificial contrivances, even
of Acts of Parliament. Mr. Caird, too, does not un-
derstand the Irish Land Act. At the end of a leas«
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there is no compensation to the tenant if it is not

renewed. Contracts in writing are not set aside.

Further, when the farm e.vceeds a valuation of .£^100

a year, full liberty of contract remains, and whetlier

unexliausted improvements at the end of the term

shall belong to the tenant or landowner may be settled

bysuchcontractonallsuclifarms,-and will be. A>! Irish

Latuhnviu^r.

The Coffee Plant for English Agriculture !

—

The mercantile press has had periiapsa just reason for

complaint against the Chancellor of the Exchequer for

removing only a part of the duty off coffee, leaving one
penny still as a tax. To the consumer this penny is so

small a boon, and so very difficult of division over

16 Q7.. that virtually none of the benefit can possibly

come to those who, in many cases, purchase it by the

ounce, but the retention of any duty is not only a draw-
back, as far as adulteration goes, for here in London
fields adjacent to me are to be found men with a three-

pronged fork rooting out the Dandelion, for which they
tell me they get i.f. 6./. per cwt. Now, clearly this

chicory, which is also taxed, is in many cases ground
and sent into market without paying the duty the Excise
pretend to gather, while those who purchase coffee

ground are relieved not only of the trouble of
grinding the berry, but also of its extract in their

cups. This is one side of tlie question, the other
is the English agricultural side. The agriculturist

has a side also in this question ; but I suspect that he
has thriven so well upon cattle and corn these few years

back, and quaffed the aromatic berry so quietly that,

as Soutli Kensington or Chiswick have not made
known to him that the Coffee plant will grow as

luxuriantly and as heavy in berry here as if it were
basking in a Turkish sun, he has not tried it. The
following fact will bear me out :—About 4S years ago
a relative of mine living in Canterbury planted about
an acre of Coffee, which grew up to great perfection,

and was looked upon by the surrounding farmers as a
sort of "ninth wonder;" upon my great uncle going
one fine day to cut it down, he found to his dismay
that the Excise officers had ruthlessly set fire to

it all. " Yes," said his widow to me, showing me the
spot, "the law is as strong as Sampson ; it has used
foxes and firebrands to burn down a beautiful crop, but
its smoke and wrong have ascended on high as a sacri-

fice ! You'll live to see Coffee free— yes, and Hops
tool" stamping her feet only as a Kentish woman
could who all her life had been under the Excise. Now,
sir, I have lived nearly half a century after her
prophecy about the Hop has been verified, and I

did think the Coffee tax would have died a
natural death too. Alas ! no. But notwithstanding
this, as the spring is now advancing, it will be well
worth while if some of our Kentish or other farmers
will make experiment and plant the Coffee berry forth-

with ; then, perhaps, some one besides Mark Lane may
see the benefit. The Canterbury level line, in the
parish of St. Dunstan's, now works over this almost
sacred bit of land. Bciiry Gtaflou, C.E., ToUbtgton
Park, N., April %.

Tenant Rright : Mr. Hope's Case.—In your
article of last week on the coming eviction of Mr.
George Hope, of Fenton Earns, a farm which he and
his father have half made, as I read, you ask, " Why
does every one protest against letting land alone, of all

commodities, to the highest bidder? . . . The answer is,

that the land thus taken or thus let is not wholly the
property of the so-called landowner." That is just it.

Mr. Hope tile-drained the farm at a cost of over
£zyxi. He removed hundreds of tons of stones from
beneath the surface. He has spent twice the rental yearly
in feeding stuff. He has been a model farmer. From
some political disagreement with his landlord he is to
be evicted, and his tenant-right, which must be worth
several thousand pounds, will po to increase the land-
lord's rent. Suppose ;^20Oa-year more rent is thus got by
the landlord, and this is capitalised at only 20 years'
purchase, then the tenant-right appropriated by the
owner is £apoo. Now, if a Scottish farmer with a
lease can thus be treated, how can English farmers
subject to six months' notice to quit dare to farm land
properly? Will the landowners in Parliament, who
have made the laws under which such things can be
done, as Mr. Hope's case shows,—will our law makers
not deal honestly by cultivators until some public
calamity drives them to it, as in Ireland? H. H, 0.

The Waste of Farmyard Manure.—I have very
many times read of farmyard manure wastefulness; I am
on the side of the mouse against the mountain in this

matter, for on many occasions I have looked minutely
into the subject to find out the waste alleged. I know
of instances vhere the water from a farmyard flows
down a furrow in a grass field, where the waste from
the yard will make the grass grow luxuriantly for only
a few yards down the furrow, thereby proving that the
waste is not great. I do not advocate waste, but I am
going to show that the trifling waste may be bought
too dearly. Near upon 30 years ago I built a large shed
to fence 100 sheep a-year in. The shed was
divided into 12 pens, thus each pen had eight sheep in
it. The pens were littered with clean straw daily, and
the manure was taken from them to the land once a
week. Old sheep did well, but young tegs did not.
As I cannot afford to keep sheep till they are old ones
for the fun of feeding them in a shed, I was obliged to

abandon the practice of feeding my tegs in it ; besides
that I found it very costly to carry my roots home and
then cart them back in the shape of manure, therefore
I have continued to feed my sheep on my dirty land,
and with some care, by getting them off on wet days, I

have managed to get on well, much better than by
shed-feeding : the waste of manure has been none, for it

fell upon the land. Thirty years ago, to prevent waste
of manure in my cattle-yards, I had them all spouted; I

now look upon the spouting as money all thrown away,
therefore have let the spouting fall rather than pay for

keeping it in repair. Now I will bring another fact to

bear to prove that the waste of unspouted yards is not
great. Last summer I built two open unspouted yards
upon my heavy land. The two yards are situated on
the side of a hill, one yard above the other ; arrange-
ments were made for the waste water to flow from one
yard through the other, and away out of the bottom
of it ; yet, strange to say, although we have had a
regular wet winter, not a drop of water has flown away
— it has all been taken up by the straw to help make
manure. "R.'s" talk this week, if thoroughly sifted,

does not prove that it is worth making "tanks"
to save his waste. I have tried the tank plan
on another farm, and have found it worthless.
The great waste is in London and other large towns.

j

Let them send that to us in a practical form, we will

use it ; but the fuss about w.aste from farmyards, where
any care of building is taken, is but a trifle, and care is

very generally taken. I can prove that not an atom
of waste docs take place from many whole parishes
that I know of, where there is not a single spouted
shed in them. As I said before, I do not advocate
waste, but I believe, as a rule, there is not much
waste going on ; a few exceptions may be pointed out,
and that is all. Covered yards are in many cases
worse than waste. My own case of sheep feeding under
cover is a bit of proof. William Smith, Woohton,
Bldchhy Station, Bucks, April 8.

Justice to Landlord and Tenant.— Without
wishing to occupy too much of your valuable space,
permit me to make one or two explanations to my
former letter, in reply to your correspondents, Mr. W.
Smith and " G. F. M.," especially as they have hitherto
taken the lion's share as regards space. In the first

place, Mr. Smith asserts that the evidence of our law
courts does not support my statement of the difficulty

of finding bondsmen ; with all due deference to Mr. S.,

I do not see the slightest comparison between a bond
required for the reappearing of the accused at the end
of a week or ten days, and being security for the due
performance of certain acts extending over a period of
perhaps 21 years. " Life is uncertain ; "could a bonds-
man undertake for the lessor, his heirs and assigns, or
could he bequeath the responsibility to his own heirs,

&c. ? As to the " taxes being paid by the landlord " I

must confess I am still "shortsighted "upon this point,
as I do not see it is " the simplest thing possible" to

find out what the amount of taxes may be 21 years
hence, which I apprehend must be done to make a fair

average charge upon a 21 years' lease. If JMr. S. was
in the metropolitan district he would have found long
before this that the taxes have not " stood for the last

seven years ;
" if they have done so in his locality it is

another strong argument in favour of equalisation of
taxes and rates. The next point is the poor tenant,

who had overbid for the land. I cannot see that it

would "serve him just right" to make him pay the
amount he had overbid for the next 25 years ; there are
many circumstances beyond his control that may help
to decrease the value of land, and the rent market is

subject to a rise and fall the same as others. Who can
tell what influence the present wide-spreading strike

among the agricultural labourers will have upon it ? It

strikes me the landlord will have to pay his share of the
increased wage in a reduced rent. Passing over the two
next points, which, I think, answer themselves, I come
to the last ; and here I think Mr. S. gets into a fog, which
accounts for my writing appearing "misty," for my
remarks applied to a market gardener, not a farmer.
The case I believe was this :—A farm being let to a
tenant in consideration of its foul or neglected con-
dition, at a rent of ^^3 ioj-., instead of ^4, its real

market value in a satisfactory condition. I argued
that the landlord, having allowed the tenant loj-. an
acre off the rent on account of the neglect or bad
husbandry of his predecessor, he could not be expected
at the end of the term to pay for the improvements he
had been allowing the tenant \os. an acre to make.
The auction system, minus the bondsmen and the 25
years' purchase, might perhaps meet some of the
difficulties, but I am certainly not so sanguine upon it

as Mr. Smith.— In reply to your correspondent,
" G. F. M.," the whole of my letter referred to
market gardeners. Does not " G. F. M." know that
many farms are taken for market gardening purposes,
and yet still retain their original title? If not, I

would ask him to read Mr. Scott's very excellent
paper, as read at the meeting of the Farmers' Club,
and given in full in your last impression. I certainly
cannot agree with " G. F. M." that land is an article

about which there can be no deception, and requires

no more judgment in deciding upon its quality than
upon the quality of a loaf of bread. My experience is

that it very often takes years to find out the true

nature of the soil, and the crops most suited to it

(vide Mr. Scott's paper). Again, it is more often in

the mystifymg legal clauses of the lease that the poor
tenant is overreached. The case of an individual of a
certain class of farmers, as stated by " G. F. M.," is
certainly a most peculiar one ; I should fancy the
individual must be getting old in his profession, if he
has robbed such a surprising number of farms ; an
ordniary lease, witli the usual covenant to crop and
cultivate in a husbandlike manner, would give sufficient
power to a landlord to prevent it. " G. F. M."
wishes iiie to say what are my intentions in writing
upon this subject ; my intentions are like the rest of
your numerous correspondents', I suppose—just to give
my ideas and experience, notwithstanding that these
mayall be " simply foolish," according to " G. F. M."
I^I. G,

Wages in Gloucestershire.—As the condition of
the agricultural labourer is being discussed all over the
country just at this time, I think you will be interested
to hear that Lord Ducie h.as, unsolicited, raised all the
able-bodied men in his employ 2s. per week, and
ordered that they should leave work at 5 p.m. on
Saturdays. Of course the farm men cannot leave at

5 o'clock, but all other labourers will. Is it not better
to meet the question thus, and thereby keep the
agitators as far off as possible ? If once a combination
takes place amongst the men, tl-.e season fast approach-
ing will compel masters to yield. J. IV.

The Guano Trade in Ireland.—At the last meet-
ing of the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland in
Dublin, at which Sir G. Ilodson, Bart., presided, sup-
ported by Viscount Powerscourt, Viscount Gough, Sir
A. Walsh, Bart., and many others largely interested
in agriculture, Mr. Leopold Cust, Deputy-Lieutenant,
in drawing attention to the present condition of the
guano trade, said he did not ask the Society to inter-
fere in the dispute existing between the agents of the
Peruvian Government and the members of the manure
trade in Dublin ; but he wished to show that the guano,
as supplied from the new islands, was not of the
rich quality which characterised the guano imported
from the Chincha Isles, and to suggest that some steps
should be adopted to put the agricultural community
on their guard. He then quoted from the reports of
Dr. Apjohn, the an.alyst, to the effect that the guano
from the Chincha Isles for some time in the market
was much poorer in ammonia than formerly, containing
not more than from 8 to 12, instead of 16 per cent.,

and was therefore of inferior value in many instances,

to the extent of £>, or £l^ per ton. He therefore
moved that the Council recommend the farmers of
Ireland to buy no Peruvian guano, except that sold to
them on guaranteed analysis, which analysis they
could have verified by the Society's chemist. Mr.
Wade, in seconding the resolution, observed that it

did not in any way bind the Peruvian Government to
give an analysis, but merely recommended that the
farmer purchasing that description of manure should
require it.—The Rev. Mr. Bagot objected, lest they
might drive the guano trade altogether from Ireland.
Last year there were imported some 200,000 tons, and
he asked, could that have been analysed? It would
have taken every chemist in Europe to do so, and if

they attempted to sell upon an analysis of portions of
a cargo, they would only give rise to a countless
number of lawsuits.—Mr. James Rutherford complained
that one great grievance to the agents was that several
othermanures were passed off on farmers under the name
of "guano," for which, though they were mere adul-
terations, £\s, or £y^ a ton was received, although
only £') or ^10 a ton had been paid for them. It was
ultimately resolved that a committee be appointed to
examine into the question of the greatly deteriorated
quality of the Peruvian guanonow supplied, and to frame
such a report on the subject as they may deem
necessary. G. //. P.

Tenant Right.—" G. F. M." says that there are
men who will "take a farm at almost any rent, rob the
land thoroughly, leave it, and then take another." I
have heard of such men, even in Lincolnshire, where
the mode of letting is said to be the best known. I do
not know such a man myself, nor have I heard of such
men except in Lincolnshire. "G. F. M." says that
he has one "in his eye now" who has thus served a
number of farms "in a very few years." Then
"G. F. M." asks, "Will anybody tell us how to deal
with this estimable sort of a person ?" Why landlords
ought to have made him give bondsmen, not only for

the rent but for the depreciation of the farms at the
end of fixed terms, when they should have brought the
auction system of letting to bear, and made him pay
l^s. an acre for every \s. an acre the farm let at less

than he had paid for it. That is the way to fetch a
crafty "speculator," who is bent upon "robbing " land,
to book. IVilliam Smith, VVoolston, Bletchhy Station,

Bticks, April 6.

Weather Lore.—Connected with the close of
March, or the beginning of April, there is in Scotland
a curious tradition regarding the weather. It is sup-
posed that the dark and stormy winter months have
decimated the flocks, and that March has completed
the work of devastation, except that on a hill side
three weakly hoggs or young sheep may still be seen.

With a view to finish them, March borrows from April
three days, which are supposed to be very inclement

;

but the " silly " sheep manage to survive. The tradition
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is noticed in a book called the The Complaynt 0/ Scot-

land^ published anonymously in 1548, but attributed

to Sir David Lyndsay. The author says:— "Thare
eftir i entrit in ane grene forest, to contempill the

tendir yong frulis of grene treis, becaus the boreal

blastis of the thre borouing dais of Marche hed chaissit

fragrant flureise of evyrie frut-tree far athourt the

fieldis." Dr. John Leyden, who edited the Complaynt
in iSoi, furnishes in a foot-note the following version

of the idea, as commonly prevaiUng among the Scottish

peasantry :

—

" March said to Aperill,
' I see three hoggs upon a hill,

But lend your first three days to me,
And I'll be bound to gar them dee.

The first it sail be wind and weet,

The second it sail be snaw and sleet
;

The third it sail be sic a freeze.

Sail gar the birds stick to the trees.'

And when the borrowed days were gane,
The three silly hoggs cam hirplin hame."

Popular ideas of the weather usually have some founda-

tion in fact, and it has been conjectured that some
peculiar coldness in the weather about the period

indicated had given rise to the popular notion about the

Borrowing Days ; but as the idea is a very old one, it

must obviously refer to the end of March or the

beginning of April, old style, so that the borrowing
days will now fall about the middle of April. This
supposition has a foundation in fact, for it is observed

that a cold wave uniformly comes across Europe
between the loth and the 14th of April. It is now an
ascertained fact that cold periods occur with wonderful
regularity, one of them being in May, another in

February, and a third in April. Mr. Buchan, the

secretary of the Scotti-^h Meteorological Society, has
defined with remarkable accuracy the limits of these

cold periods, one of which almost always begins about
the roth or lith of April, and closes about the 14th.

He says :— '*The temperature begins to fall below the

average of the season on the loth, and continues low
till the 15th, the three coldest days being the lith,

1 2th, and I3lh, but the 12th to a considerable
extent the coldest. Thus the period indicated

by the progress of science coincides very closely

with the time which popular weather wisdom had indi-

cated as likely to be unusually cold. For the comfort
of agricultural readers who may think April somewhat
bleak, we may mention the proverb

—

"A cold April

The barn will fill,"

which seems to indicate that a cold April augurs a
good season afterwards. The month is generally con-
spicuous for the first genuine start of vegetation, the
outburst of leaves on trees and hedgerows, and the
return of migrating birds, especially the swallow, some
specimens of which come occasionally before the final

blasts of winter have left us. This month also the
cuckoo is in full voice. At first he begins with the
musical interval of a minor third, then he proceeds to

a major third, afterwards to a fourth, then to a fifth,

but his voice breaks before reaching a minor sixth.

April is the month of sunshine and shower, and should
properly be the month of love, as saith the old
poet :

—

" May never was the month of love,

For May is full of flowers
;

But rather April, wet by kind,

For love is full of showers.

"

Tweedside.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council : Wednesday, April lo.—

Present : Mr. Thompson, Trustee, in the chair ; the
Earl of Leicester, the Earl of Lichfield, Major-General
Viscount Bridport, Lord Chesham, Lord Tredegar,
the Hon. H. G. Liddell, M.P. ; Sir Massey Lopes,
Bart., M.P. ; Sir A. K. Macdonald, Bart. ; Mr. Bar-
thropp, Mr. Bowly, Mr. Cantrell, Colonel Challoner,
Mr. Davies, Mr. Dent, M.P. ; Mr. Edmonds, Mr.
Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Hornsby, Colonel Kingscote,
M.P. ; Mr. Leeds, Mr. Mcintosh, Mr. MiUvard, Mr.
Pain, Mr. Randell, Mr. Ridley, M.P. ; Mr. Rigden,
Mr. Shuttleworth, Mr. Torr, Mr, George Turner, Mr.
Wakefield, Mr. Welby, M. P. ; Mr. John Wells, Mr.
W. Wells, M.P. ; Mr. Whitehead, and Dr. Voelcker.
The following new members were elected :

—

Bakewell, Charles Henry, Quarndon, Derby.
Benjafield, H., Motcombe, Shaftesbury.
Boulton, W. S., Rose Lane Works, Norwich,
Carver, Richard R,, Wenallt, .St. Clears.
Charlton, Thomas, Newland, Middlesborouffh,
Carrey, Charles Herbert, Weybridge, Surrey,
Davies, Thomas, Parkypratt, near Cardigan.
Davies, Thomas, Ystradvvalter, Llandovery.
Davis, J. Jeffries, Bickmarsh, Alcesler.
Gwyn, W. E. B., Plas Cwrt Hyr, Carmarthen.
Haines, Philip, Palgrave, Diss.
Harrtry, David, Newport, Monmoutlishire.
Heywood, MajorJ. H., Crosswood, Welslipool,
Homfrey, W. H. Wickey, Glenuske, Carleon.
Howes, James, Chapel Field, Norwich.
James, John, Aberclyn, Brecon.
Jones, John, Tuffley, Gloucester.
Lee, Charles, Bramfield, Sa.xmundham.
Newton, William, Gould's Grove, Benson, Oxon,

Owen, Daniel, Ash Hall, Cambridge.
Paget, Edward, Burnett, Bristol.

Palhng, John George, Castlelon, Cardiff.
Porter, William, Kencott, Lechlade.
Powell, D. J., The Court, Bronllys, Talgarth.
Pullen, Samuel Cox. The Laurels, Itchington, Alveston.
Parkin, Thomas, Cardigan.
Reece. Richard Lewis, Cardiff.

Rees, John, Tile House, Lanmaes, Cowbridge.
Rees. John, Hendre, St. Dogonells, Cardigan.
Rees, \'alentine. The Ivy Bush Royal Hotel, Carmarthen.
Roberts, W. B., Lovestone, Pembroke.
Roper, R. S., Newport, Monmouth.
Sadler, James H., Purton Court, Purton, Wilts.
Smith,

J. Jeffreston, Wortley, Sheffield.

Surman, William, Maisemore, Gloucester.
Talbot, George W., Maryborough, Queen's County,

Ireland.

Thomas, David H., Derllys Court, Carmarthen.
Welch, H.

J., Bendysh Hall, Radwinton, Saffron \\'alden.
White, Edwin, Maisemore, Gloucester.
Wooler, William A., Sadberge Hall, Darlington.

Finances.—Major-General Lord Bridport (chair-

man) presented the report, from which it appeared that
the secretary's receipts during the past month had been
duly examined by the committee, and by Messrs.
Quilter, Ball & Co., the Society's accountants, and
found correct. The balance in the hands of the bankers
on March 31 was ;^8S6 151. ii</., and /'2000 remain
on deposit. The quarterly statement of subscriptions
and arrears to March 31, and the quarterly cash
account, were laid on the table ; the arnount of arrears

being .^896. The committee recommended that the
names of 25 members whose subscriptions are in arrear
be struck off the books.—This report was adopted.
Journal.—Mr. Thompson (chairman) reported

that the committee had examined and passed, and
recommended for payment, the bills for the last

number of the Journal. It was also reported that the
committee would ask the Council to authorise
the expenditure of a sum not exceeding ^iioo
in obtaining a paper by the secretary on foreign
agriculture, the precise district to be visited, with
other details, to be laid before the Council in
May, when a grant of the money will be moved for.

This report was adopted, after a conversation, in the
course of which Mr. Thompson stated his opinion of
the desirability of obtaining reliable reports on such
departments of foreign agriculture as bear on questions
likely to come prominently before the public. Mr.
Liddell concurred in this view, and suggested Prussia
as a country worth reporting upon at an early date, its

agriculture being frequently quoted as having pro-
gressed in consequence of a relaxation of the laws of
settlement and entail. Mr. Dent mentioned that the
committee had not agreed upon any plan ; and Mr.
Randell assured the Journal Committee of the desire of
the Council to support any plan that they might decide
to bring forward.

Chemical.—Mr. Wells, M.P. (chairman), reported
that an explanatory letter had been received from
Messrs. Bravener & Walker, in reference to a sample
of linseed cake reported upon in the last quarterly
report of the committee. The committee recommended
that Messrs. Bravener & Walker's explanation should
be published in the report of the proceedings of the
Council.—This report was adopted.

To the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England.

47, High Street, Hull, March 18, 1872.
My Lords and Gentlemen,—Having read in the Mark

Lane E.xpress a report of your meeting of March 6, at

which certain statements were made that have greatly
damaged our business reputation, we trust you will excuse
us for troubling you with the facts of the case. We
allude to the matter of Mr. Chas. O. Eaton, of Tole-
thorpe Hall, and in doing so we submit that in common
fairness a gentleman, before making such a statement as
this in public, ought to have written to us first for an
explanation. If he had done so he would have found
that our part in the transaction was perfectly fair and
honest. Mr. Eaton states, " I do not know who made
the cake, but it was sold by Bravener & Walker, oil-

cake, seed, and corn merchants, 47, High Street, Hull,
and sold by their agent at Stamford at a very small
profit to himself of ;^ii io.t. per ton."
The truth is, we have no agent at St.amford, but sold

cakes to Mr. J. R. Dalton, Chemist & Druggist, High
Street, Stamford, and he distinctly understood they were
a mixed cake, because we gave him the brand at time
of sale, and sent him a sample cake for approval. He
had in all from us 20 tons of the same cakes, some in

August, and some in October, therefore he could not be
ignorant of the quality in December. We never for a
moment led him to suppose the cake was pure, indeed,
any man in his senses could not think so when we state

that we sold it to him at ^^8 12.V. 61/. per ton, less two
months discount is. ^d., leaving nett amount received by
us £B IIS. id. ! This shows how grossly unfair it is to us
to say that at a "very small profit " to himself he charged
Mr. Eaton ^11 loj. per ton. After this what will he
admit to be a large one ? We as dealers should be glad
indeed if nothing but a pure cake could be made and sold.

Farmers are greatly mistaken in supposing we have any
special reasons for selling common cakes ; our profit is

the same, and we should always advise them to have the
"pure." Respecting the death of the cow, the crusher
assures us that nothing but good feeding stuff was put
in the cake ; but be this as it may, it only seems reason-
able to suppose that after the many tons he has sold of it,

and never having received any other complaint, that it

did not kill the cow.

I

My Lords and Gentlemen, we appeal to you, for the
sake of justice and fairplay, that you will do all you can

to vindicate our character through the same channel that
you have been the means of injuring us.—We are
your obedient servants, Bravener & Walker.
General, Cardiff.—Mr. Randell reported that

the committee recommended placards being printed
announcing the times for sending in entries for the
exhibition of stock and implements, which the Mayor
of Cardiff will have posted in the dilTerent towns of
South Wales ; that the draining and levelling of the
showyard is in progress, and will be completed by the
local authorities ; and that the Mayor of Cardiff be
requested to arrange with the railway authorities, if

possible, for the conveyance of stock and implements
to the showyard over the siding to be constructed by
the Taff Vale Railway Company.—This report was
adopted.

Botanical,—Mr. Welby, M.P. (chairman), reported
the recommendation of the committee that the Con-
sulting Botanist inform members of the Society sending
samples for examination that his communications must
be considered confidential ; and that the Journal of
the Society be sent to the Consulting Botanist.—This
report was adopted.
Education.—Mr. J. Dent Dent, M.P., reported

that the committee had" received a letter from the Rev.
Mr. Constable, Principal of the Royal Veterinary
College, expressing his regret that nine candidates from
the college had not been entered for the examination
at the proper time, and requesting that they might be
examined for the Society's prizes and certificates. The
committee considered that to allow these candidates to
compete for prizes would be unfair to those who had
already entered ; but they recommended that those
gentlemen be allowed to be examined for the Society's
diploma and life membership, as is the case with those
whose entries were correct, but who are more than 21
years of age.—This report was adopted.
Judges Selection. — Mr. Milward (chairman)

presented the report of this committee, consisting of
the list of judges of stock and implements nominated
for the Cardiff meeting. —This report was adopted.
Showyard Contracts.—Mr. Randell (chairman)

reported that the showyard works are in progress, and
th,at the necessary draining and levelling are being done
by the local authorities. The committee recommended
the preparation of a plan and estimate for the erection
of a stand on each side of the horse-ring at Cardiff
sufficient to accominodate 500 persons ; also that the
plan of continuous stables be adopted for all classes of
horses, instead of horse-boxes as heretofore ; and that
the surveyor be instructed to order the making of the
roads to the entrances required within the walls of the
show ground.—This report was adopted.

Veterinary.—Major-General Viscount Bridport
(chairman) reported that a communication had been
received from the Principal of the Royal Veterinary
College, staling that he had been authorised by the
governors to nominate at any time, on application from
the Society, a Professor of the College to act as the
Veterinary Inspector of the Society. The proposed
scheme of veterinary privileges is still under the con-
sideration of the governors of the Royal Veterinary
College.—This report was adopted.

Memorials were received from the authorities of
Darlington, Hull, and Newcastle, inviting the Society
to hold its country meeting for 1873 in those localities,

and an inspection committee, consisting of the Presi-
dent, the honorary director, Mr. Milward, Mr. Randell,
and Mr. Shuttleworth, were appointed to inspect and
report upon the accommodation offered.

ROYAL DUBLIN.
Spring Show : April 9.—The show which has been

held this week may take its place amongst the most
successful of this Society. The strong point of these

shows, viz., the yearling bull section, is stronger than
ever. It would be exceedingly difficult to bring
together a class of young bulls of average merit
better than what were congregated in the Agricultural

Hall this week. The uniformly good character of the

stock augurs well for Irish agriculture, and it was
gratifying to find amongst the exhibitors the names of
many tenant-farmers. The condition of the stock, too,

was all that could be desired, and here we noticed a vast

improvement in the general condition of the animals
exhibited at such shows ; there were very few instances
where the animals were not in fair serviceable condition,

and this was notable in the case of yearling bulls. This
is a step in the right direction, as the good results which
may be expected from breeding, rearing, and distribut-

ing these animals over the country, may be marred by
the injudicious over-feeding which we often notice at

cattle shows.
In looking over the catalogue, the great preponder-

ance of Booth blood in the animals exhibited is remark-
able. This can only be accounted for through the early

Irish breeders selecting this strain for their begin-
ning, and that, in Ireland, Bates blood has not

yet got a good foothold. Tlie yearlings exhibited by
Mr. Downing, Fermoy, were full of Booth. The names
of Hopewell, Ravenspur, Mater IIarringer,
Baron Warladv, Dr. McIIale, are prominent.
This gentleman shows seven very good animals ; and,

although no prize is awarded, the uniform good quality

of the young stock speaks well for the judgment and
care of the breeder. A little more hair would add very

much to the appearance of these bulls ; but, as Mr.
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Downing is a young breeder, experience will point out

to him the way to future success. The Messrs. Christy,

Fort Union, Adare, bring forward nine wonderfully

good young bulls ; and the fact that two of these

animals have been selected for 1st and 5th prizes, is

exceedingly creditable.

Major Barton, of Straftan, shows four very useful

bulls, of good substance and good blood. Mr.
Moffat, of ISallyhyland, Wexford, is a large exhibitor,

and his stock are very uniform and well-managed.
Mr. Moffatt seems to aim at producing the most
substance on the shortest legs. He certainly has
arrived at a fair measure of success, as his five

2-year-olds are very massive animals. Mr. l-'rancis

Lowe, Kilshane, Tipperary, takes 2d and 3d prizes

in yearling bulls ; his 2d prize, Czarowitz, is an
exceedingly attractive animal, and if he only pos-
sessed a little more fulness behind the shoulders, he
would be fit to compete in any showyard. Seldom do
we see such hair as is possessed by this bull ; with a

noble crest, fascinating colour, and beautiful quality, he
was justly one of the centres of attraction at Kildare
Street this week. The ist prize bull of the Messrs.

Christy, bred by Mr. E. J. Smith, Croum, is a beautiful

white bull, and, if we except a slight narrowness of
the shoulders, is as near perfection as possible. This
narrowness of shoulder is, however, not such a draw-
back in a young animals, as we often find young bulls

with wide shoulders and good crops grow up to have
considerable hollowness behind the shoulder. Red
Knight, the third prize bull, bred by Mr. F. W.
Low, Tipperary, is an exceedingly even good bull.

His quality is unexceptionable, and as he, with the

second prize animal, are for sale, good prices may be
expected. The fourth prize goes to the Earl of Carrick,

Thomastown, Co. Kilkenny, for an almost pure Booth
bull, and, as mentioned, Messrs. Christy takes 5th prize

for a bull of Mr. E. J. Smith's breeding : a nice roan,
which, if possessed of a better chine, might rank
higher. We must note a very attractive bull of Mr.
R. G. Cosby, Stradbally, which traces back to the

good old Holmes blood. The number of Highly Com-
mended and Commended animals mark this section
as an extremely good one. The number of entries was
136, being one more than last year's show.
There were no representatives from England or

Scotland, and the old Irish supporters of this show
seem to give way before the young generation. Mr.
Chaloner is highly commended for a highly-bred bull,

which he sold to Mr. St. John Massy, for ;^iio.
Sales are progressing pretty briskly, and there is little

doubt that many animals will have changed owners
this week, at good prices.

The section for 2-year-old bulls numbers 36 animals.
Here the largest exhibitor is Mr. Moffat, Wexford,
whose five bulls are very creditable. Mr. Chaloner, of
Moynalty, exhibits three. The Ist prize is awarded
to a bull bred by Mr. Meadows, now owned by
Mr. Patrick Sinnot, County Wexford. Knight of
THE Cross is a very even roan bull. He is scarcely in

*'show condition," which will account for a certain

harshness and want of quality remarked by some.
The 2d prize goes to Mr. Downing, Ashfield, Fermoy,
for Victorious, a very large, serviceable animal. As
remarked of Mr, Downing's yearlings, this bull also

lacks hair, but in every other respect he is a very fine

animal. He has what we suppose Mr. Downing
would call a " taint " of Bates blood.
The class for aged bulls brings forward 27 entries.

W^e miss the veterans of former years, and none of the
successful competitors of this class of last year are now
shown. Mr. Chaloner does not send his grand Sove-
reign forward. The Earl and St. Ringan are also
absent, and the only prizetaker at former shows, the
beautiful Prince Mason of Mr. Meadows, wins
almost *' in a canter." Prince Mason was 2d
in the 2-year-old class at the last spring show of
the Royal Dublin Society, 2d also at the last

year's Dublin show of the Royal Agricultural
Society of Ireland. He has developed very much,
and if his hair could only be improved, he is an
animal fit to be shown in good company. Major
O'Reilly, Dundalk, Co. Louth, takes 2d prize for the
thick roan. King Richard 2D, who was bred by
Colonel Leslie, and is of almost pure Booth extraction;
and Mr. Barnes, Moynalty, comes 3d with Prince
Arthur Patrick, a very good roan, who with the
exception of a slight shoulder coarseness, is a very
good serviceable bull. Altogether this section is a
very good one, and the judges found considerable difn-

colty in dealing with it.

The entry of yearling heifers at this and other shows,
one of the most attractive features, was not so large as
might be desired, but the quality was exceedingly good.
Mr. Meadows, heifer, Fanny iZ'^y took 1st prize, she is

likely to be heard of hereafter,—of great size, good qua-
lity and blood ; she is a noble animal, and promises to
be a useful cow in the dairy some day. The 2d prize
was awarded to a white heifer, belongmg to Messrs.
Christy, of Adare. This is a sweet animal, with a tho-
roughly Booth expression ; she is not so large as Mr. Mea-
dows' heifer, but she is a wonderfully compact even ani-
mal. The 3d prize goes to Mr. H. Lyons, Croom, Co.
Limerick, for his roan Doze, a sweet yearling. It is a
pity that Shorthorn heifers could not retain the yearling
expression through life ; for if there is elegance in any-
thing bovine it may be looked for here. The two and
three year old heifers were not numerous, Lord I
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Fitzwiliiam, Mr. Jas. Smith, Carlow, and Mr. W\ D.
Dunlop showing the best animals. The cows were very
good, and devoid of that patchiness which used to be a
prominent featureofihisdepartmentofagricultural shows.
We cannot leave the Shorthorns without recording the
general consternation that was caused by the adjudica-
tion in the case of the Chaloner Plate, value /"155, and
considerable dissatisfaction was evinced before the com-
peting animals were brought together, in consequence
of the conditions for adjudication. It does seem
absurd to bring into a ring bulls of every conceivable
breed and ask gentlemen to say which is the best
animal. One year we may find a Shorthorn
bull win the prize, then a West Highlander of
extraordinary merit may crop up, and extinguish the
prospects of the Shorthorn. Afterwards a Devon may
take his share in the tournament, and, as was the case
this week, carry off the plate. It must have been
a bitter pill for the judges to place the excellent Devon
bull of Mr. Peake, Co. Monaghan, at the top of the
list this week, and we must say the position of adjudi-
cator in this case is one of extreme delicacy. The
donors of prizes cannot be dictated to as to the con-
dition for competition, but it strikes the ordinary
observer that, in this case, the original intention was
that this prize should be competed for by Short-
horns.

The classes for Ifcrffords, Dei'ons^ and Scotch breeds
were very badly filled, but the animals shown were of
very good quality. Kerries mustered in considerable
force, and some animals fresh from the mountains
were much admired. Of mountain breeds this variety
is exceedingly good, and whether for the shambles or
the dairy they are entitled to a good position ; with
ipoderate keep they yield an immense quantity of milk,
and as a cow for the cottager, villa farmer, or gentle-
man's park, they have no superior.

Fifty-one entries of fat cattle of various breeds
brought together an exceedingly good lot of animals.
There was, however, an appearance of want of finish
about the cattle that can be accounted for only through
shortness of cake and corn in the feeding. We do
not, of course, expect to see stock at this show equal
to those of a fat cattle show, and on the whole this

department was very creditable.

The show of Pigs was good as regards quality, but
deficient in point of numbers ; and both in quality and
number the Berkshires were vastly superior to the
white breed. Lord Clermont, Mr. Massy, Mr. Cosby,
and Col. Chichester showed some grand Berkshires,
and the sows with litters were very good indeed. Mr.
John Molloy, of Dublin, showed the best white pig, a
yearling boar, bred by Captain Perry.
The fashion in pigs is liable to considerable fluctua-

tion in Ireland ; at one time \ve have Berkshire the
rage, and afterwards Yorkshire reigns supreme. At
the present time, the white breed seems to be in the
highest favour ; but the " turn of the wheel " may not
be distant when Berks will hold sway.

PRIZE LIST.

The following gentlemen acted as judges in the
several departments :

—

Shorthornf.u Stock.—Mr. Joseph Stratton, Jun., Alton
Priors, Marlboro', Wilts : Mr. Robert Jefferson, Preston House,
Whitehaven ; Mr. Jacob Wilson, Woodhorn Manor, Morpeth.
MlSCELLANEOi;^ AND MiXED BrEEDS, NOT KerRIES.—

Mr. Henry Heywood, Blakemere, near Hereford ; Mr. J. Druce,
Eynsham, near Oxon,
Kerries,—Mr. Luke Christy, Carrigeen, Croom; Mr. Alfred

Darker, Barn Hill, Clonsilla ; Mr. James Butler, Waterville,
Cahirciveen,
Swine.—Major H. Stanley M'CIintock, D. L., Hillsboro'

Castle, Hillsboro'; Mr. J. Fisher, Carhead, Crosihills, York;
Mr. Augustus Warburton, Kill. Nass.

SHORTHORNS.
The Chaloner Plate, value ^^155, presented by Richard

Chaloner, Esq., the winner of the Towneley, or Irish Fat-incrs'
Gazette V\3Xg, finally, at the Sprin? Cattle Show, 1871, by the
prize Shorthorncd bull, Sovereign, awarded to the best Bull, of
any breed, over 2 years and under 6 years of age ; the owners to
pro:luce satisfactory proof to the Committee of Agriculture, by a
certificate from the owners of the Cows, that the Bulls had got
30 calves within 12 months preceding the Show.—To John Peake,
Mullaghmore Farm, Monaghan, Devon Bull, Blood Royal;
bred by Captain Boyle, Tanagh, Monaghan.

Class L—Breeding Cattle.
Section I. Best Shorthorned Bull, calved in iS?!.- ist, ;£20,

Me'^srs. Christy Brothers, Fort Union, Adare, Co. Limerick,
Jack Frost (white), cilved March 26, bred by Mr. E. J. Smith,
Croom ; 2d, jCi5. I^Ir- F, W. Low, Kilshane, Tipperary, Czarowitz
(roan), calved April iS, bred by exhibitor ; 3d, ^lo, Mr. Francis
W. Low, Kilshane, Tipperar>', Red Knight, calved April 28,
bred by exhibitor

; 4th, ^5, the Earl of Carrick, Mount Juliet,
Thomastown, King Arthur (red and white), calved April 17,
bred by exhibitor. Highly Commended : Christy Brothers,
Adare, Co. Limerick, Troubadour ; the same for Forester ; Mr.
Richard Chaloner, King's Fort, Moynalty. Larry the Lad ; the
Hon. L. H. Kiny Harman, Newcastle, Ballymahon, Co. Long-
ford, Patriot. Commended : Mr. H. Smith, Mountmethick,
Vanity: Mr. Robert G. Cosby, Stradbally Hall, Stradbally^
Queen's County, The Robber.

Section 2. Best Shorthorned Bull, calved in 1870.— ist, ^10,
Mr. Patrick Sinnott, Crosslown Ballycogley, Co. Wexford,
Knight of the Cross (roan), calved March 20, bred by exhibitor

;

2d, ^5, Mr. John Downing, Ashfield, Fermoy, Victorious
'roan), calved April 6, bred by exhibitor : 3d, First Silver Medal,
Mr. N. .\L Archdal!, Crock-na-Crieve. Ballinamallard, Ulster
(red and white), calved May, bred by exhibitor. Commended :

Christy Brothers, Fort Union, Adare, Red Rover; Jlr. James
Moffat, Enniscorthy, Ruby.

Section 3. Best Shorthorned Bull, calved in or prior to 1869.
—ist, £10, Mr. Joseph Meadows. Thornvillc, Co. Wexford,
fwhite roan\ Prince Mason (29,645), calved June 8, 1869, bred
by exhibitor; 2d, £,s. Major O'Reilley, M.P., Knock Abbey,
Dundalk, Louth, King Richard the Second (roan), calved No- l

\ember 14, iS6g, bred by the late Colonel Leslie, GLisilough
; I

First Silvi

iiir Pj
Rcynell,

A >, D \^\ Medal. Mr. W. A. Barnes. Moynalty, Prince
Arthur Patrick {roan\ cnlvcd April 16, .S69, bred by Mr R. W.

ell. KiUucau. Commended : Mr. William Izou Bryan.ormount hiimscorthy, Charlemagne (28 161)
Best Shorthorned Heifer, calved in 1871. -ist.
33d .red and white), calved J.in. 21, bred by exhi-

Section

C\S. Fanny
bitor

;
2d Xio Christy Brothers, Fort Ui^ion. Adare, oaeenofBeauty 6th (white), calved Jan. 25. bred by exhibitor

; 3d, £,sMr. Henrj- Lyons, Croome Dove (roan), calved March 30. bred

vHir VV 7 ''

^^ h^T'' ^"'''r
^I«^l'-»".,;oseph Meadows. Thorn-

ville. Wexford. Medora. calved April 11, bred by exhibitorCommended
: Mr. William Bolton, t)ulart, Co. Wexford. Wood-

bine nth
: Hon. John Massy. Milford House, Limerick, Roseand Bracelet 4th.

Sections. Best Shorthorned Heifer, calved in 1870— ist L'^
Eari Fitzwilliam, Coollattin. Shillelagh, Ingot, calved June "?'
bred by exhibitor; 2d, First Silver Medal, Mr. F. Bloomfield!
isew Park, Waterford, Lady Jocelyn, calved Feb. i3. bred bv
Sir R. Paul, Ballyglass. '

Section 6. Best Shorthorned Heifer, calved in i86q eivint
milk or in c.iir— (No entry.)

Section 7. Best Shorthorned Cow, of any nge. in calf or having
had a Itvecalf witliin 12 months.— ist. Mr. William Drummond
Dunlop, Monasterboice House, Drogheda, Snowdrop, calved
April 17, 1867. bred by exhibitor ; 2d. Mr. James Smith, Little
Moyle, Carlow, Miss Matilda, calved January 7, 1S66, bred by
exhibitor. Highly Commended : Colonel Kane, Banbury,
Moyle, Cariow, Victoria. Commended : Mr. Mr. W. D.
Dunlop, Drogheda, Perfection.

Section 8. Pest Hereford Bull, calved in 1871.—ist, ^i, Mr
Richard W. Reynell, KIHynon, Killucan, The Squire of
Madoly.

Section 0. Best Hereford Bull, calved in 1870.-151. £y Mr
P. J. Kearney, Miltown House, Clonmellon, Lord Lonsdale.
Highly Commended: The same for Master Coxall.

Section 10. Best Hereford Bull, calved in or before 1869.— ist,
^10, Mr. P. Kearney, Brandon. Commended: Richard Coffy,
Killucan, Leo 2d.

Section 11. Best Hereford Heifer, calved iniSyi. —ist Silver
Medal, Mr. P. J. Kearney, Miltowii House, Clonmellon, Satin.

Section 12. Best Hereford Heifer, caK-ed in 1870.— ist, £,-i,
Mr. P. }. Kearney. Cherry Blossom.

Section 13. Best Hereford Heifer, calved in 186^, giving milk^
alf.— 1st, £,^, Mr. George Nugent Purdon, Lisnabin.leorge i

Highly Commended ; Mr.
. Kil-

J. Keamej',

or in cal

lucan. Blossom
Susan,

Section 14. Best Hereford Cow in calf, or having had a live
calf within the year.—ist, ^5. Mr. P. J. Kearney, Duchess.
Highly Commended : Mr. G. N. Piu'don, Crinoline.

-ist, ^3,Section 15. Best Polled Angus Bull, calved la 1871
Mr. W. Humphreys. Ballyhaise, Snowball.

Section 16. Best Polled Angus Bull, calved before 1871.— ist,

£S' Mr. W. Owen, Blesington, Crathie Jack 2d, Highly Com-
mended : Mr. J. H. F.qrrel. Moynalty, Keillor 2d.

Section 17. Best Polled Angus Heifer, calved in 1870.-151,
Siver Medal, Lieut. -Colonel Sir J. S. Robinson, Bart., Dunleer,
Co. Louth, Fairy Well.

Section 18. Best Polled Angus Heifer, calved in 1869, giving
milk or in calf.— ist, ^3, Mr. W. Owen, Blesington. Nina.

Section ig. Best Polled Angus Cow in calf, or having had a
hve calf within the year.— ist, ^3, Mr. W. Owen, Blesington.

Section 20. Best Devon Bull, calved in 1871.— 1st, ^3, Mr. J.
Peake, Mullaghmore, Duke of Slough. Highly Commended:
Mr. J. Peake, Devon Prince.

Section 21. Best Devon Bull, calved before 1871.— ist, £,1,, and
Chaloner Cup, Mr. John Peake, Mullaghmore Farm, Monag-
han, Devon Bull, Blood Royal, calved September i ; bred by
Captain Boyle, Tanagh, Monaghan.

Section 23. Best Devon Heifer, calved in 1869, giving milk, or
in calf.— 1st, £1, Mr. John Peake, Belle of Devon.

Section 24. Best Devon Cow, of any age, either in calf, or
having had a living calf within 12 months before the date of the
show.— i.st, £'=f, Mr. John Peake. Mullaghmore, Monaghan,
Buttercup.

Section 25. Best Kerry Bull of any age.— 1st, £^, Knight of
Kerry, GUiiIeam, Valencia, Kerry Bull ; 2d. £-2. Mr. C. Brinsley
Marlay, Belvedere House, Mullingar, Rory of the Hills. Highly
Commended : Mr. A. M'Cutlach, of Cooloch.

Section 26. Best Kcrrj' Heifer, calved in 1870. —ist, First
Silver Medal, Mr. Edward Purdon (alderman), Dublin, Polly :

2d, Knight of Kerry, Glanleam, Valencia.
Section 27. Best Kerry Heifer, calved in 1869, giving milk or

in calf.— ist, .£3, Captain D. Bayley, Friarstown House,
Tallaght, pure-bred Kerry heifer ; 2d, lilr. James Robertson,
Santry College, Santry, Myosotis. Commended : the Knight of
Kerry.

Section 28. Best Kerry Cow, either in calf or having had a
living calf within 12 months before the date of the show.— 1st,

£1^ Captain D. Bayley, Friarstown, Tallaght, Co. Dublin; 2d,
£1, Captain D. Bayley.

Section 29. Best West Highland Bull, calved in 1871.—1st,

First Silver Medal, Mr. Thomas Butler, Priestown, Co. Meath,
Escape.

Section 31. Best West Highland Heifer, of any age, giving
milk or in calf.— ist, First Silver Medal, Lieut. -Colonel Sir John
S. Robinson, Bart., Rokeby Hall, Co. Louth. Mountain Maid.

Section 32. Best West Highland Cow, of any age, either in

calf or having had a living calf within 12 months before the date
of the show.— jst. £1, Lieut. -Colonel Sir J. S. Robinson,
Rokeby Hall.

Section 33. Best Ayrshire Bull, 1871.— ist, Mr. G. A. Stephens,,
Ashtown, Phcenix Park. Marquis of Lome,

Section 35. Best Ayrshire Heifer, in milk or calf.— ist, Mr.
G. A. Stephens.

Section 36. Best AjTshire Cow. — 1st, £1, Mr. G. A.
Stephens.

Section 37. Best Alderney Bull, calved in 1871.— ist, First
Silver Medal, Mr. G. J. Wardell. Celbridge, Co. Dublin.

Section 38. Best Alderney Bull, calved before 1871.—1st, First
Silver Medal, Lieut.-Colonel Sir John S. Robinson, Bart.

Best of the prize Bulls in Sections 37 and 38, prize £y
Section 39. Best Alderney Heifer, giving milk or in calf.— ist.

£2, Mr. G. A. Stephens, Commended : Lieut.-Colonel Sir John
S. Robinson, Bart.

Section 40. Best Alderney Cow, of any age,— 1st, £1, Mr.
George Dingwall, The Verdon Hotel, Talbot Street, Beauty.
Highly Commended : Mr, R, W, Boyle, Milltown House, Mill-
town.

Class 3.—SWINE.

—

Coloured Breeds.

Section 75. Best Boar, 6 months, and not exceeding 12 months
old.— ist, ;C3. Mr. Robert G. Cosby, .Str.idbally Hall, Strad-
bally ; 2d, Second Silver Medal, Mr. Robert G. Cosby (Berk-
shire),

Section 76. Best Boar, exceeding 12. and not exceeding 24
months old.— ist, ;^4, Mr. Charles H. Peacock, Belmont, Wex-
ford {Berkshire! ; 2d, Second Silver Medal, Lord Talbot de Ma-
lahide (Berkshire). Highly Commended; William Jameson,
Donnybrook (Berkshire).

Section 78. Best Breeding Sow, in pig, or having had a litter

within 6 months, —ist, £3,, Mr. Annesley B, Noble, Danes
Court, Athboy; 2d. Second Silver Medal, Mr. W. Hutchinson
Massy, Macroom (Berkshire).

Section 79. Best three Breeding Pigs, of the same litter, under
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10 months old. — ist, jC^, Lord Clermont, Ravensdale Park,
Ne«Ty (three Berkshire sows) ; 2d, Second Silver Jlcdal, I Jeut.-

Cotonel Chichester, Roscommon (three Berkshire sowsl.

Section 80. Best litter of not less than 6 Pigs, not exceeding
five months oM, accompanied by the Sow,— ist, £^, Mr. Robert
G. Cosby, Stradbally Halt, Stradbally, Queen's County (Berk-
shire) ; 2d, Second Silver Medal, Mr. William Jameson, Donny-
brook (Black Berkshire litter).

White Breeds.

Section Si. Best Boar, 6 months, and not exceeding 12 months
old.— ist, ^3, Mr. John MoUoy, 72, Mountjoy Street, Dublin
(Yorkshire) ; 2d, Second Silver Medal, Mr. James Cullen,
Liscarton Castle, Navan [white).

Section 82. Best Boar, exceeding 12, and not exceeding 24
months old.—isl, £4, Mr, R. W. Boyle, Mlltown, Co. Dublin,
bred by Mr. Peter Eden, Salford.

Section 84. Best breeding Sow, in pig, or having Iiad a litter

within 6 months.— ist, £4^, Mr. Thomas \'erdon, Mossfield
House, Wavertree, Liverpool; 2d, Second Silver Medal, Mr.
R. W. Boyle, Miltown House.

Section 85. Best 3 Breeding Pigs, of the s.ime litter, under
10 months old.— ist, £2- ^he I'larl of Clonmel, Bishop's Court,
Straffan ; 2d, Second Silver Medal, Mr. John Adams, Crecvy
House, Granard.

Section 86. Best litter of not less than 6 Pigs, not exceeding

5 months old, accompanied by the Sow.—ist, £3, Mr. J. L.
Napcr, Loughcrew, Oldcastle.

There was a very full show of Implements. Some of

Ihe most noted English makers are represented, and
the Irish agents and manufacturers muster in consider-

able force.

Tlie first name in the catalogue is Messrs.

M'Kenzie & Sons, who have above 100 entries of

implements, S:c., consisting of the ploughs of various

makers, cultivators, corn drills, cattle food preparing

machinery, steam-engines, and threshing machinery.

Their *' Gorse or whin bruiser" is an exceedingly

useful machine, and where this plant is used for cattle

food no better, simpler, or more economical machine
can be found. Also exhibited on this stand we find a

new threshing-machine, suitable for horse or steam
power. This machine, when perfected, is likely to

be useful to Irish small farmers, but as at present

constructed it is scarcely capable of giving satisfac-

tion. We have no doubt that the enterprising firm

who have brought out this invention will endeavour to

make it a good one.

The Messrs. Howard, of Bedford, exhibit their

noted ploughs for all purposes, harrows, reapers and
mowers. The *' British Mower "shown by this firm

is a very simple, strong machine. The "Inter-

national," a splendid machine for large farms of level

land, is not likely to have an extensive sale in Ireland.

Messrs. Reuben Hunt, and J. A. Tawell, Earl's Colne,

Essex, send a collection of good preparing machinery
and their "Oxford prize" horse-gear.

The old firm of W. & J. Ritchie, Ardee, Co.
Louth, have their swing-ploughs, seed-drills, and
mowing-machines. Messrs. Ashby, Jeffery & Luke, of

Stamford, who, because of their attention in bringing

over year after year large collections of good imple-

ments, deserve the patronage of Irish farmers, this

year make a very creditable display in ploughs, chaff-

cutters, hay-rakes, mowers, and reapers. Mr. Le
Butt's ingenious inventions and good corn-screens

attract considerable attention. Picksley, Sims »& Co.

show their reapers, mowers, chaff-cutter, &c. Messrs,

Kinnan, of Dublin, have a very large show of an
immense variety of implements arud machinery. Alto-
gether this department of the exhibition is very credit-

able, the number of exhibitors being 103. Wood's
American reaper is exhibited on several stands. This
machine, in its different sizes and arrangements, has an
extensive sale in Ireland, where it holds a place equal

to that of any other maker. The Champion self-

delivery reaper of this firm is a very simple, effective

machine, and likely to occupy a prominent place.

For the encouragement of woollen manufacture in

Ireland the Society has long laboured, but without the

results that the well-wishers of the country hoped for.

That this branch of industry is practicable, is evidenced
by the creditable display of Irish manufactured tweeds,

fringes, and other woollen goods which are shown on
the stand of Messrs. Mahoney Brother.';, of Cork. The
Hillsborough Woollen Company also show a splendid

collection of woollen fabrics, and Mr. Copeland, of the

county of Wicklow, has a fine assortment of goods
suitable for the peasantry of the country.

The arrangements of the show were exceedingly
good, and reflect credit on the zeal and activity of the

well-known Mr. Conigan. He has this year managed
to congregate in a systematic manner an immense
quantity of matter in a very small compass. In fact

the show of this week, as regards compression and
arrangement, would remind one of a man-of-war,
where we know space is not wasted. There is little

doubt that the Society will be called upon to provide
more room for its exhibitions, and that a very few
years will bring about this requirement.

olttts of §00llS.
The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society

of England. 2d series. Vol. viii., Part I. John
Murray.

The present number of the Journal is for the most
part rather heavy reading. There are several very
important and interesting papers, but three-fourths of

the volume are occupied by three—a little too much of

the treatise kind, elaborate, exhaustive, to the credit of

their authors, but involving a task which is somewhat

exhausting and laborious on the part of their readers.

Mr. Pringle writes a very full and instructive account
o( Irish agriculture^—of which no full account has pre-
viously appeared in the English Joui-nal. On the
improvement of Irish live stock, and the lessons of
Irish agricultural statistics—on the style and misman-
agement of the small farms, and on llie character of
the medium and large farm agriculture of Ireland,
Mr. Pringle's descriptions and criticisms are very ex-
plicit. He recommends, as the true way to increase
the meat produce of Ireland, that the plough land be
increased.

"Ten years ago. Mr. John Algernon Clarke visited

Ireland as Commissioner of the Times, his object being to
inquire into the agricultural condition of the country at
that period. That gentleman went through nearly all

parts of Ireland, and in summing up the conclusions he
had formed as to the special requirements of Irish agri-
culture, he stated that it was his ' business to press the
importance of enlarging the present proportion of plough
land by breaking up inferior old pastures ; it having been
shown,' he said, 'that the lighter soils— embracuig one-
half the entire surface of Ireland, and two-thirds of the
area in cultivation—would furnish more meat and store

animals, besides corn, dairy produce, and wool, if farmed
as a mixture of grass and tillage land, instead of being
purely grazed. And this addition of 4,000,000 acres to

the labour-needmg area would provide work for about
600,000 men, representing, as heads of families, probably
2,500.000 inhabitants.'

"What Mr. Clarke considered it his 'business to
press' in 1861, is as much, and even more needed, at the
present time; nor will the resources of Ireland, as a
stock-producing country, become developed to their full

extent until the second-rate and lighter arable soils of the

country are farmed on a system of mixed husbandry
' instead of being purely grazed.'

"

The second article in the volume is on the Post

O.'^Sce Insurance System, as applicable to the labouring

class. The Rev. J. Y. Stratton here gives the results

of his experience and inquiries on a most important
subject.

Mr. X. A. WiUard, of Herkimer, New York, in the

third article, contributes, in 50 pages, a description of

the American Milk Condensing Factories, to which we
shall refer hereafter.

The most important article in the volume is the

fotirth, in which Mr. H. S. Thompson, of Kirby Hall,

late President of the Society, discusses the annual pro-

vision of meat, English and foreign, on which English

people are fed, and considers the relations of English

agriculture to the subject. Mr. Thompson does not

recommend the conversion but the improvement of our
grass lands. As he states

—

" The problem before us is how to improve 22 millions

of acres of grass land, so as materially to increase the
production of meat and leave a safe profit to the im-
provers.

"

Mr. Thompson, in fact, rather leads the reaction on
the subject of the relation of arable and pasture land,

and the following passage may be quoted as conveying

his views :

—

" Since the days of Jethro Tull, there have been two
recognised methods of keeping up the fertility of land,

viz., either manuring at short intervals, or thorough dis-

integration, produced by frequent stirrings of the soil. It

cannot be too strongly urged that as grass-land is neces-

sarily deprived of the advantage received by arable land
from frequent exposure to the atmosphere, it ought to be
furnished in some other way with the minerals required to

produce good crops of nutritive herbage. The use of

artificial manures has given the grass-land farmer com-
plete command over the supply of nitrogen, but a perfect

restoration of the mineral ingredients removed by grazing,

and still more by mowing, cannot be effected without an
occasional application of farmyard manure or of compost,
in which farmyard manure holds an important part ; so

that it would really be better practice, so far as farmyard
dung is concerned, to let the grass starve the arable land,

than the arable land starve the grass, smce the arable

land can receive its mineral supply from other sources,

viz., deep cultivation and thorough aeration. The
slovenly management of grass land, which a few years

ago was general, and is still too common, would never

have been seen if the quality of grass could be appraised

as easily and certainly as that of corn. But it is notorious

that even the most experienced farmers and graziers can
only distinguish between good, moderate and bad ; no
man living can distinguish by the eye the subtle difference

in the quality of the herbage which makes one very good
field worth £1 an acre more rent than another very good
field, or one bad field worth less than another equally bad-
looking field. So long as a grass field grows about the

usual quantity of grass, and the cattle eat it, the occupier

is too apt to rest content with the good or bad reputation

earned by particular fields, without any attempt to alter

it for the better, or even to ascertain whether it is not

gradually gelling worse."

To use Mr. Thompson's own words :

—

" It will have been observed that throughout this

article the means principally relied on for increasing our

home production of meat are—an extended use of artiticial

manures on pasture land, and of feeding-stuffs for cattle

at grass. At the present prices of fat and lean slock, it

will pay the farmer to adopt both systems simultaneously.

The great difficulty is in making a beginning. The
routine of years, possibly handed down for generations,

cannot be broken through without a pang ; but such

pangs seldom outlive the first favourable balance-sheet, and
it may be confidently stated that for some time past the

farmers who have made most money are those who have
paid as much attention to the improvement of their grass

as to the growth of fine crops of com or roots,"

Among the other articles in the volume, Dr.
Voelcker's analysis of earth-closet manure, and his
discussion of the disappointing character of this valuable
compost, as it might have been expected to be, must be
mentioned as the most important. The others include
Mr, Dent's account of the cattle disease in Yorkshire
in 1S70-71, Professor Simmonds' report on certain
veterinary investigations, Mr. Carruthers' report as
Consulting Botanist, and the annual report of the
Chemist.

This volume possesses much substantial worth, but
it is Mr. Thompson's very forcible and valuable contri-
bution to it which redeems it from an unusual dulness.

Farm Memoranda.
The Albert Model Farms, Glasnevin, Dublin.

—Having recently witnessed some trials of agricultural
implements, under the direction of the agricultural
committee, Royal Dublin Society, at Glasnevin, I
took advantage of the offer of Professor Baldwin, the
superintendent and head inspector of the agricultural
department under the Board of National Education in
Ireland, who very kindly conducted me over the entire
farm here, and pointed out the many features of interest
connected with its educational working. Originally
instituted as a distinct branch of the Irish National
Education system, the agricultural department, of which
the Glasnevin farm is the head, has occupied a very
prominent position in the teachings of the National
Board by diffusing throughout the country the most
approved knowledge on those principles which govern
the cultivation of the land, the breeding and manage-
ment of stock, and matters relating to rural industry
generally.

Since the formation of the Glasnevin institution, now
upwards of a quarter of a century ago, it has undergone
many changes, until brought to its present condition.
Any visitor to the establishment, whether professional
or amateur, cannot fail being impressed with the neat-
ness and simplicity of the arrangements, the fine open
space which the farm presents, the aspect it enjoys, and
fine panorama it commands. Being also situated at a
convenient distance from Dublin, the neighbourhood is

a favourite place of resort to many visitors to the Irish

capital, who evince the greatest deHght in familiarising

themselves with its organization and the results of its

general working. It has been repeatedly favoured
with visits from members of the Royal family, as well
as by successive Viceroys, chief and under secretaries

for Ireland, members of Parliament, merchants, foreign

agriculturists, practical farmers, who have invariably

manifested great interest in the welfare of the establish-

menL The area of the farm is about 200 acres, of the
choicest arable land, susceptible of easy and economical
working, and capable of yielding heavy returns of pro-
duce. Over the entire farm there is no waste or uncul-
tivated land ; and in this particular it illustrates the
great benefits to be derived by the removal of useless

internal fences, which occupy such a very large propor-
tion of the farms in Ireland. By the levelling of the
dykes and fences hitherto allowed to exist on this farm,

upwards of 13 acres of arable land have been added to

its area, which, if estimated at the average rent, would
increase its rental by £^2 per annum. On this par-

ticular point the present Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland
has taken repeated occasions to point out the vast

amount of revenue which could be added to the wealth
of the country, were the farmers alive to their own
interests, by the removal of the useless fences, dykes,
&c., which occupy such a large area of the holdings in

this country.

On the Glasnevin Model Farm wire fences are

erected where necessary, for protecting the crops from
trespass, and in confining the cattle in their paddocks
or pasture fields. For the purpose of exhibiting to the

pupils undergoing agricultural training in the establish-

ment, as well as illustrating to the public generally, the

prevailing systems of farming best suited to the require-

ments of the bulk of the occupiers of land in Ireland,

Professor Baldwin has subdivided the Glasnevin farm
into three distinct sections, each of which is worked
and managed perfectly independent of the others.

These embrace— 1st, the spade farm of 5 acres ; 2d,

the intermediate farm of 25 acres, and, 3d, the large farm
of 150 acres. Each of these is managed with a view
to the realization of specific objects. The small farm
is intended for the guidance of small capitalists, cottiers,

villa residents, and holdings attached to schools, where
the entire labour should be performed by hand, and by
the members of the family, without employing any ex-

traneous aid. No. 2 is intended as an example
for the holders of farms averaging about 30 acres or

thereabouts, and of which class there are upwards of

400,000 occupiers in Ireland ; and No. 3 is worked
on the large farming system, such as is generally prac-

tised by larger capitalists, for training stewards for

superintending estate farms, or for the instruction of

young gentlemen who may be disposed to farm on their

own account.

On the large farm the two extreme ends, covering

about 50 acres, are laid down to permanent pasture,

and the area of about 100 acres, more adjacent to the

farmyard, cultivated under Ihe four-course rotation. By
this arrangement two very important considerations are

effected—one in economising labour and abridging the

cartage of produce, manure, &c., over long distances

;
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and the second, by having the permanent pasture set

apart for the keep of store or breeding stock, tliey are

removed, in case of any outbreak of distemper, from

the dairy cattle in the byres, and this isolation has

proved to be of great service during the prevalence of

contagious disease amongst the stock of the locality

during the past season. The dairy, store, and young

stock are of a most superior class ; finer or more sym-

metrical animals are seldom met with on a farm. The

foundation of the present stock of Shorthorns was laid

a few years ago by Professor Baldwin, by keeping pure-

bred Shorthorn bulls, and purchasing half or three-

quarter bred cows in the leading country fairs, for the

purposes of breeding from. By close attention to the

development of tliose "points" which char.acterise

Shorthorns, and by repeated crossings with a tliorough-

bred sire, the progeny of each succeeding generation

have exhibited those traces of improvement which en-

title tliem to positions in the Ht-i-d Book. The pure

Shorthorn bull at present kept is out of Mr. Barnes'

celebr.ated herd. He is got by Lord Byison by

Royal Duke, and combines the best strains of Booth's

and Bates' blood in his composition. The dairy cattle

are principally house-fed during winter, and pastured

during the summer and autumn months. The milk,

instead of being converted into butter is sold, and the

demand for it being always excessive, as well as the

high price it commands, the sale of the milk direct

from the byres is found to be the most profitable course.

When the cattle are house-fed in this manner a large

quantity of farmyard manure is obtained, all which is

carefully husbanded, and wlien fit for use is applied to

enriching the land for root crops, and no waste of its

constituents allowed to take place. Both the liquids

and solids are applied in conjunction, and whenever the

supply proves inadequate, the deficiency is made good

by purchasing artificial manures, such as guano, bone

superphosphate, or bone-ash.

For the working of this farm only four horses are

kept ; their labour being judiciously and constantly

employed, as well as the farm labour being always

very advanced, accounts for the economical ex-

penditure under this head. The fields are all

of a rectangular form, of equal size, and sepa-

rated one from the other by a narrow footway.

The four-course shift, with the modifications of the

eight-course rotation, is carried out in the cultiva-

tion of this farm. For the Clover division lands the

modification answers well, as it prevents the land

getting Clover-sick when it is sown only once in eight

years. The Italian Rye-grass follows the manured
root crop, which ensures a heavy yield of grass for

soiling and hay, and the Clover being a deep-rooted

plant, thrives equally well when laid down with cereal

crops grown on land whicli has produced Mangel or

Turnips grown on artificial manure. To avoid Turnip

sickness the same course rotation is, in like manner,

pursued.

On the stubble land laid down with grass and Clover

the herbage is fed oft during the winter months by a

large flock of sheep, and with very beneficial results.

A very superior flock of breeding ewes is kept on the

pastural portion of the farm. They consist of Shrop-

shires and Roscommon ewes, crossed by Border

Leicester rams, and the progeny has been found very

profitable. The breeds of pigs kept are the purest

Yorks, Berks, and Oxfords.

On the intermediate farm, which covers an area of

25 acres, the four-course rotation, with suitable modifi-

cations, is carefully carried out. This holding is

managed with the greatest care and accuracy, and
being intended to represent the system of management
best suited to the bulk of the farmers in Ireland, there

is no attempt made to introduce into its economy any
specialty that is not within the reach of any occupier of

a similar extent in any part of Ireland. The simplest

and least expensive class of farm implements are kept.

The stock on this farm consists of ten head of dairy

cattle, one horse and some pigs.

Perhaps the most interesting feature in the economy
of the Albert Model Farms consists in the working

and results of the "spade-labour farm." Like the

other holdings, its working is based on the four-

course system, consisting of manured root crops,

followed by Oats laid down with Italian Rye-grass,

which yields a large supply of soiling during summer,
and hay for winter, and after the lea is dug up a crop

of Oats is obtained.

This little farm is in the highest state of cultivation,

and yields enormous returns of root crops, Oats, and
grass. Upon this area of 5 statute acres, three dairy

cows are kept all the year round, together with some
pigs to consume the refuse portion of the produce.

The cattle are exclusively house-fed, and yield nearly

sufficient manure for green crops. The appliances for

preparing the food for the cattle, as well as for the

cultivation of the land, are of the simplest kind. The
entire work is done by hand-labour, and after charging

rent ^^5 per acre, purchase of cows, pigs, feeding

stuffs, seeds, manure, labour, and other incidentals, it

shows a bond fide profit for last year's management of

;flo8 IIJ. lod. The milk of the three cows produced

j^i39 ij. 5^/., which together with the sale of produce,

pigs, &c., yielded this almost incredible monetary
result.

The labour incidental to the working of all the farms

is nearly performed by the young men, numbering
about eighty, who are undergoing agricultural instruc-

tion in the establishment. The farm operations are

carried out by an efticient steward, under the direction

of Mr. J. W. Smyth, who also acts as lecturer on

the theory and practice of agriculture and the other

branches of rural economy therewith connected. The

other course of scientific lectures embrace geology and

chemistry by Professor Sullivan ; botany and vegetable

physiology by Dr. Moore ; veterinary science and the

diseases of farm animals by Mr. Steele, V..S. ; and

literary instruction by first-class teachers resident in

tlie Institution.

East Lothian : April 2. —Since my last report

we liave had nothing but rain, with the exception of

two days. Again all sowing has been stopped, indeed

a great many have not commenced yet. Sowing ope-

rations have not been so far beliind for a great many

years. Last year I had all the Potatos planted about

this time ; this year there are none planted as yet, and

not hkely to be for a week or so, even if the weather

keeps fine. Tlie work done during the past week has

been ploughing Turnip land when dry enough, cutting

seed Potatos, carting road-manure, threshing, and

making straw ropes on wet days, to bundle up thatch.

The work likely to be done is finishing sowing of

Barley, cutting seed Potatos, and preparing pasture

land that has been ploughed for Potatos, also mendmg

stone walls, cleaning hedge-roots, and carting road

scrapings. II. R,
April 8.—Since my last the weather has been

favourable for field operations. By the 6th we had the

different kinds of grain sown. There are few farms m the

county more than half sown, and in some few cases

none at all. The work done during the past week has

been sowing Barley and ploughing ground for same ;

cutting seed Potatos, with the men mending fences,

rolling and harrowing Wheat, rolling Barley, Oats,

and Beans. The work likely to be done is planting

Potatos after grass, sowing grass seeds, harrowing and

rolling in same—rolling young Wheat, which is still

looking well, notwithstanding the knock-down it got

with the late frost. All the ewes and lambs, with the

exception of 100 blackfaces, bought the other day, on

young grass. //. R.

Vale of Gloucester : March. — Ploughing for

Barley and Oats has been the team labour the last

week, and the weather has been everything that could

be desired to make the land work. Those that sowed

early had better have wailed until now ; the frosts and

drying winds the last week having caused the-surface

to puTverise with much less labour, the seed will now

go in well. Peas and Beans all planted (2 bush, per

acre), the first sown just coming up. The Wheat upon

dry soils is looking well, and the frosts will give it a

wholesome check : that on the heavy land not so pro-

mising, and in many cases turning yellow. The manual

labour the last week has been variable : began hoeing

Wheat, but stopped by frost and snow ; cleaned up

Clover seed previously threshed,—a poor crop and bad

quality.

Roxburghshire: March. — After two weeks of

fine drying and spring-like weather, we had a change

that is not at all acceptable at this season of the year

—showers of snow, which, melting partly, has never

exceeded 6 or 7 inches in depth. This, however, was

quite sulificient to make matters exceedingly uncomfort-

able for the young lambs. The lambing is progressing

favourably ; the ewes are in good condition, have a

good supply of milk, and the crop of lambs very fair.

The melted snow has made the ground as wet as ever,

and it must be a considerable time ere we get started

to the seed again. The Barley land, where the Tur-

nips have been eaten on the ground, is very difficult to

work done, but the lea is harrowing pretty well,

though hard below.

Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire : March. —
Since my last report we have had a considerable fall of

snow and several sharp frosts, which I fear will act

injuriously on vegetation generally, and the early fruit

trees especially, all being so far advanced for the time

of year. It has put a stop to field work for a httle

while, but will make the land work better eventually,

so that probably the Barley will be planted under

favourable circumstances as regards tilth (most neces-

sary to ensure a good crop), if rather late. J. H.
April 9.—Since my last we have had a downfall

of rain sufficient to cause a flood on the Thames, which

has materially hindered the preparation of the land for

Barley sowing, which must now be late, and not well

done. Owing to the good fall of lambs the root crop

is fast disappearing, and consequently the price of

sheep is giving way. The appearance of the growing

crop is very good, especially the Clovers. We are

drawing out the manure from the yards for the

Mangels, not being able to proceed with planting the

spring crops. J. H.

Herefordshire: il/iirc/i.—Bitterly cold north-east

winds, sharp frosts, and snow-storms, have been

the characteristics of the weather for some days past;

vcetation has been checked, the land dried and ren-

dered friable, large breadths of all kinds of com have

been planted, and every effort made to recover the lost

ground during the long succession of rains. Notwith-

standing your leader prominently signalling out Here-
forshire for low wages, and the efforts of a few agitators,

from a spirit of revenge towards those farmers who
ventured some time since to express their opinions

rather freely on the '* tenant-right and game questions,"

it is felt that the labourers in this county are better

paid than those of many others, and that that good
feeling which should exist between the employer and
employed is not likely to be disturbed by the move-
ment amongst the agricultural labourers, which has not

gained that support which was anticipated.

Isle of Ely ; March. — Another week of great

and sudden changes—snow and hard frost the first few

days, and heavy rain and summer temperature the last

few. Sowing Oats one day
;
ploughing for Oats on

Carrot land ; finished putting up and delivering

Carrots. Carted and spread manure ; weeded Wheat ;

dug Twitch on fallow lands, in preparation for green

crops ; mixing Clover and small seeds, and preparing

to sow them ; waiting for dry weather to steam-

cultivate land for Potatos. A. S. I\.

Ross-shire : April 2.—Last week was exceedingly

cold, with showers of snow, and cold east wind. The
appearance of the fields is greatly changed. The
beautiful green of Grass and Wheat has been done

away, and succeeded by something like winter bleak-

ness,

March 25 and 26.—Carting manure to fields.

27.— Ploughing for Barley, and drilling for Potatos.

,, 28.—Planting Potatos.

,, 29.— Planting Potatos, and sowing O.tts.

,, 30.—Sowing Oats, and top-dressing Grass.

April 8.—The early part of last week was

a continuation of the previous cold weather, but in the

end of the week the wind changed to the south-

west, and since then the weather is greatly milder, and

vegetation is again advancing.

April I.—Top-dressing gmss and Oats.

2.—Preparing ground for Potatos.

., 3, — Preparing gronnd for Potatos and Barley.

,, 4.- Opening Pot.tto drills and preparing for Oats.

,, 5.— Sowing Oats— the last of them. Opening Potato

drills.

.. 6.—Ditto.

West Sussex: April 3.—Again the weather has

changed from sharp frost to very mild, and everything

has come out vigorously. The change was very

sudden, and now we think ourselves into spring

proper. The frost does not seem to have done any

harm ; it was just sufficient to check vegetation, but

not enough to kill it. But field work has been at a

stand for more than a week, and some of the Wheat is

getting too high for rolling, and will probably have to

be left undone. Swedes are now being carried off to

heaps for cattle to get the land clear, and every effort

will be made to get the spring corn in as soon as pos-

sible. There are plenty of hands for the farms at

present, but there are not many extra ones about, and

as the summer conies they are likely to be all wanted ;

but there is not any probability of strikes occurring

here. Wages are from \2s. to lbs. a week in winter,

and as there is a good deal of piece-work done in

summer, good hands then, with longer days, get from

15J. to 20J., and in harvest, day men for a month get

25.1. or 26s. a week ; and besides. West Sussex does

not organise for any purpose : it is always quiet. G, S.

April 8.—The weather is very changeable,

and, therefore, work does not proceed so smoothly as

we could wish ; we have to make very many changes

in arrangement. The chief struggle at present is to

get rolling done, as the Wheat is getting almost too

high, and the land has not been in proper order till

now, and to-day is unsuited for the work. Wheat

looks well where the land is good and dry, but now
the east winds are beginning to turn that on the wetter

parts yellow. Meadows are now looking well, and

grass will soon be abundant, and as there is a good

deal of old hay left perhaps there will not be so much
cut this season, and there will be more stock required

to feed it off, so that the prices of lean cattle and sheep

are likely to remain as high as they now are. At this

time we have but few good lean beasts in market, but

a great many very rough barren heifers and cows ;

some of them look to be dear at any price, but they all

find buyers at a good price. We hear of the great

improvements in farming, but improving the breed of

cattle does not yet occupy the attention of many.

G. S.

South Northumberland : April g.—
April 3.—Cold but fine. Getting in Turnips.

4. —Cold, wet day. Ploughing Turnip land for Barley.

,, 5.—Mild day. Ditto.

,, 6,—Very fine day. Sowing Barley.

,, 8.—Ditto. Carting dung.

„ g.—Ditto. Ditto.

General : Cattle and sheep feeding. Prospective :

Getting land ready for Potato planting. A. IV. D.

Merse of Berwickshire : March 30.—A little

spring Wheat and a few fields of Oats sown in the

earlier part of the month. Most of us then occupied

in ploughing up arrears of Turnip land, hoping to get

benefit of weather, but not such weather as this. A
full week of snow and three days of rain have filled

our cup to overflowing ; the land is bottomless. Hoggs
are doing badly among the mud, and many have died

of sprouted Swedes, although the sprouts were removed

with more than double labour. Lambs, with shelter

and extra attendance, are doing tolerably well, but

several ewes are dead, after false presentation and

breaking down, owing to much wading on what used
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to be firm old pasture. Drainage operations are at

a standstill on our wet-bottomed land. y. T.

Notices to Correspondents.
Highland Society's Transactions: F. H. We are

not aware if it is sold or distributed, except to members
;

but a card addressed to the publishers, Messrs. Black-
wood & Co., Paternoster Row, or an inquiry of your
own bookseller, will obtain the information.

Pembroke Breed of Cattle : J. B. The foHowmg
particulars are given by Low as characteristic of the
Pembroke bred :— Size of the larger class of the West
Highland, black colour, yellow skin, fair milking quali-

ties. Has been crossed by Devon, Hereford, and
Glamorganshire ; but it has been a mistaken policy.

Castle Martin is the name of the breed in its purity.

It is a good mountain breed, and serviceable for the
improvement of other mountain breeds. We add your
letter, as others may answer some of your questions :

—

'

' I shall feel much obliged if you will give me some in-

formation about Pembrokeshire cattle. i. Are the

cows good milkers? Will they rear four or five calves

before going dry ? 3. When crossed with a Shorthorn
bull, is the produce good for feeding and grazing ?

4. The .average weight of the pure-bred steers at two
and a-half years old, if kept well all through ; and
any other information you can give, Devons suit this

climate (Cornwall) very well. The only fault I find

with them is, the cows are such poor milkers that they
will seldom do more than rear their own calf. Short-

horns cannot stand our rough weather and heavy rain-

fall (50 inches) without excessively good keep."

Rape Cake : Ruabon. You can get it of any dealer in

cake or cattle food.

Sawdust ; W. C. F. says :
— " I have a considerable quan-

tity of sawdust at my disposal (chiefly from Larch and
Oak timber), and having a few acres of pasture land, I

have some thoughts of trying the sawdust, when tho-
roughly rotten, witli the addition of some chemicals, as
atop-dressing; but some of my neighbours told me,
' You will spoil your land if you put it on. ' Perhaps you
or some of your readers would have the kindness to

enlighten me iis to its value, if any, as a manure."
[How will you get your sawdust " thoroughly rotten?"
If it were rotten, and soaked with liquid manure, it

would be a very useful manure. Failing these, you had
better burn it and mix its ashes up in compost with any
dung that you apply to the land.

]

arktls*

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, April 8,

The number of Beasts is larger to-day than for some
time past ; there is, however, a fair demand, and prices

have altered but little. The supply of Sheep is also con-
siderably larger, yet they are in demand, at very little, if

any, reduction. A fair clearance is effected of both
Beasts and Sheep, considering the supply. The demand
for Lambs is smaller, and consequently prices are lower.
Calves are also lower. Our foreign supply consists of 480
Beasts, 9900 Sheep, and 103 Calves ; from Scotland
there are 155 Beasts ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 2600;
and 125 from the Midland and Home Counties.

s. d. s. d^ I s. d. s. d.

Best Scots, Here-
|
Best Long-wools .. to ..

fords, &c, . . 5 4105 6
;
Do. Shorn . . 5 S—6 o

Best Shorthorns .. 5 0—5 4' Ewes & 2d quality .. — .,

2d quality Beasts 4 o—4 8 Do. Shorn . . 4 6—5 2

Best Downs and
\
Lambs ., .,8 4— g 4

Half-breds .. .. — .. !
Calves .. ..4 6—6 4

Do. Shorn .. 5 10—6 2 Pi^s .. ..3 8—4 8

Beasts, 3360 ; Sheep and Lambs, 26,680 ; Calves, 114 ; Pigs, 156-

Thursday, April 11.

There are a few more English and also a few more
foreign Beasts on offer. The trade is slow for all kinds,

and prices are lower. There is a larger supply of English
Sheep, but there are very few foreign ; the total number
is smaller than last week, sufficient, however, for the
demand ; it is difticult to effect a clearance at rather lower
rates. Lambs are lower. Calves are considerably lower,
there being a very large supply. There are only 40
Milch Cows on offer, but trade is very dull for them.
Our foreign supply consists of 200 Beasts, 800 Sheep,
and 370 Calves.

s. d. s. d.

2tog

4 it>—

5

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns ...
2d quality i Beasts 3 10—

4

Best Downs and
Half-breds

Do. Shorn 5 8-6 o

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves
Pigs

s. d. s. d.

.. to ..

5 6-5 8

4—5
0—9
0-5

Beasts, 870 ; Sheep and Lambs, 6950; Calves, 418 ; Pigs, 20.

HOPS.
Borough Market, April 10.

Messrs. Pattendcn & Smith report the market inactive.

Consumers buy very sparingly, to supply immediate
wants, and consequently trade rules heavy. Yearlings
and 1868 Hops are very fittle dealt in.

MARK LANE.
Monday, April 8.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's
market was very small

; good dry samples were taken at
the prices of last week, but inferior sorts were difficult of
sale and cheaper. For Russian and American there was
a fair demand, at the rates lately current ; in other
descriptions of foreign there was little done. For Barley

52—57 Red 151—56
56—60 Red 53—57
58-61
— ,Red....

46—67;
38—4o!RIalting

30 Malting
20—23

Feed ..

Feed ..

Feed ..

Foreign31—33

34—49

33—38
30—42

we had a good inquiry, at rather more money. Peas
were unchanged in value, Beans is. per qr. cheaper. Oats
were dull, at late rates. Flour as last quoted.

Price per imperial Quarter,
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. .White
— fine selected runs do.
— Talavera~ Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind &dist.,26j to 31J .Chev.
— Foreign.. grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

RVE
Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan....3iJ. to 33^. ..Tick— Pigeon 375. to 58^. . .Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers— Maple, 36^. to 38J Grey
Maize
Flou r, best marks delivered . . per sack— 2d ditto ( ditto— Foreign per barrel |z4—

:

Wednesdav, April 10.

The grain trade to-day was quiet, and, on the whole,
the tendency of prices was unfavourable. The supplies of
English Wheat were short, but those from abroad were
rather larger. Sales in all descriptions were effected

slowly, at about the rates previously current. There was
a fair supply of Barley, the inquiry for which was inactive,

at prices ruling slightly in buyer's favour. Malt was dull,

but unaltered in value. Oats, the show of which was
good, changed hands quietly, on former terms. Maize
was quiet, and in some instances rather cheaper. Beans
and Peas were dealt in cautiously, at recent quotations.
Transactions in Flour were much restricted, and prices

were with difticulty maintained.

Akbivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.

Harrow .

Longpod
39 Egyptian,

39—41, Suffolk .

34—361 Foreign .

Foreign .

44—50!
40—43 Country

Per sack

;34—49

1

31—32
41—44

• 36—44
32—34

.40—42

.I38-60

English &
Scotch..

Irish

Foreij^n .

.
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LAVv^N MOVv^ERS FOR 1872.
The Mowing Machine is now so indispensable, that no one who desires to have a well-kept Lawn

(and few there are who do not) would for one Season be without one.

Messrs. J. B. Brown & Co.,

As is well known, having had their name prominently connected with Lawn Mowing Machines for

the last 14 years, and having constantly bestowed close attention to every peculiarity of detail affecting

the successful working of all the various Lawn Mowers, have resolved, as they have done on former

occasions, not to place before the Public any one particular Lawn Mowing Machine.

They have decided to adopt a List of the best Machines as under, and any one Mowing Machine

selected from Messrs. Brown's List can scarcely fail to give satisfaction.

Early Orders for delivery in Spring or at required time will be esteemed a favour.

All Warranted, and Delivered Free to any Railway Station, and if not approved of may be exchanged

for any other makers' Machine, or may be at once returned unconditionally.

SHANKS'S LAWN MOWER
FOE 1872.

THE AMERICAN LAWN MOWER
FOE 1872.

Shanks's Lawn Mower is well known for being a very serviceable

and satisfactory Machine. It is confidently recommended for these

essential advantages—ease in working, simplicity in construction, great

durability, and executing its work in a superior manner.

PRICES—Carriage Free to all Railway Stations,

Width of Cutter.

6-in. Machine £x lo

7-in. Machine 2 o
8-in. Machine 2 10

lo-in. Machine 3 10

12-in. Machine 4 10

Easily Worked,

> By a Boy.

Width of Cutter, Easily Worked.
14-in. Machine ,,^5 10 o By a Boy.

16-in. Machine
19-in. Machine
22-in. Machine
24-in. Machine 9

7 IS
8 10

By a Man.
Man andBoy

\ By iwo Men.

T/ic Hand Machines are all with Silent MovemcJit,

GREEN'S LAWN MOWER
FOE 1872.

This Lawn Mower is warranted by the Malcers to give satisfaction,

and Messrs. Brown endorse this warranty ; and if not approved of may
be returned and exchanged for the Machine of any other maker, or the

amount paid for it will be returned. It has been much improved this year.

PRICES-Packed and Delivered to all Railway Stations.

Width of Cutter. Easily Worked. |
Width of Cutler. Easily Worked.

lo-in. Machine Cl o o\
,:.^ _, ^,^,,,_ j

14-in. Machine ^^5 o °\By a Man.
12-in. Machine l\By. Boy.

16-in. Machine

THE B B LAWN MOWER.
GREATLY IMPROVED FOR 1S72.

Early Orders

are specially

reqiiesieif,

A very Ihniled

number of
Machines only
being made this

Season.

Green's Machines, as is well known, have a well deserved reputation

for lightness and efficiency in working, and are sure to give satisfaction.

They are not liable to get out of order, have little or no noise in working,

and are great favourites.

PRICES—Carriage Free to all Railway Stations.
Easily Worked.Width of Cutler.

8-in. Machine £q. io

lo-in.

12-in.

14-in.

16-in.

Machine
Machine
Machine
Machine

3 10

4 10

5 10

6 10

By a Boy.

o By a Ma/i.

Width of Cutter.

i8-in. Machine £7 10

20-in. Machine 8 o

22-in. Machine 8 10

24-in. Machine 9 o

Easily Worked.

I By a
(Man andBoy

This Machine has now for over seven years been before the public,

and Messrs. Brown prefer simply to place it in their List of Lawn
Mowers without undue comment. They have no interest in pushing its

sale in preference to other makers' Machines.

AH parts of the B B Mower liable to breakage are of malleable

or unbreakable iron. The Machine is also recommended for its silent

movement, and very easy working.

PRICES— Carriage Free to all Railway Stations.

Easily Worked,
"

24-in. Cutter , , £,g
22-in. Cutter
20-in. Cutter
18-in. Cutter

8 10 o }By two Men.
oj

10 o Man andBoy

16-in. Cutter
r4-in. Cutter
12-in. Cutter
lo-in. Cutter

,£6 10

, s 10

. 4 10

. 3 10

Easily Worked.
By a Man.

o\By u Buy.

Prices of Horse, Pony, or Donkey Lawn Mowing Machines on application.

All Warranted and Delivered Free to any Railway Station, and if not approved of may be exchanged for any other

or may be at once returned unconditionally.

lakers' Machine,

Messrs. J. B. BROWN and CO.
Offices—90, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.G. Warehouse—4A, LAURENCE POUNTNEY

PLACE(close to the Offices). London Manufactory—240, NEW KENT ROAD.
All Letters to be addressed to the Offices.
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Bee-Hives —Two Silver Medals Awarded to
GEO. NEIGHBOUR AND SONS, at the Paris Exhibition of 1867.

The only Enfjlish Exhibitors who obtained a Silver Medal for Bee-hives,

NEIGHBOURS' IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced bj' George Neighbour & Sons,~

working three bell-glasses, is

neatly and strongly made of
straw; it has three windows
in the lower Hive. This Hive
will he found to possess many
practical advantajjes, and is

more easy of management than
any other Bee-Hive that has
been introduced.

Price, complete, .^i ig o
Stand for ditto . . o lo 6
The L I G U R I A N or

ITALIAN ALP BEE being
much in repute, G. N. & Sons
supply a Swarm of Bees with
fcnuinc Italian Queen, in the
mproved Cottaec Hive, at

£^. Hive inctudeo.
An Italian Alp Queen, with

full directions for uniting to
Black Stocks. 15J. each,
ENGLISH TiEES.— Stocks

and Swarms may be obtained
as heretofore.
THE APIARY. Hy A.

Neighbour. 5^,, postage 4d.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other Improved Hives, with Draw-
ings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.
Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Ilivcs and Supers, made bj-

JameS Lee, of Windlesham, at his prices.

Address, GEO. NEIGHBOUR AND SONS, 127, High Holbom,
W.C. ; or 149, Regent Street, W.

GREEN'S PATENT " SILENS MESSORS"' or
NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-

LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

The WINNER of EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES of
COMPETITION.

N.B. Parties having Lawn Mowers to Repair will do well to send
them cither to our Leeds or London Establishments, when they will

have prompt attention, as an cfticicnt staff of workmen are kept at

both places.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS,
DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and

GRAVEL PATHS,
Suitable for Hand or Horse-power.

Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Sraithlield Iron Works, Leeds;
54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

289, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTING.S in great variety, always kept in stock.

SS- TENDERS given for HEATING CHUECHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

THE "AIJTOIATOI" LAWI lOWEES.
THE BEST, SIMPLEST, AND MOST DURABLE MACHINES.

They leave no ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping

a Lawn or Croquet Ground in first-rate order. They will either Collect

the Cut Grass in the box, according to the approved English method, or

leave it on the lawn, by taking the box off. Tliey are fitted with the best

wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and hardened steel pivots

and bearings.

Over 6,000 are now in use.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inches. Prices from 65s.

^^ Carriage Paid to all the principal Raihoay Stations in England.

They are warranted to give satisfaction, and a month's trial is allowed. Orders executed on receipt.

ILLUSTRATED LISTS Free by Post, and Testimonials from Thirty EngHsh Counties. Also

NEW AND IM PROVED GARD EN ROLLERS.
RANSOMES, SIMS, and HEAD, IPSWICH.

HOETICULTUBAL TOOLS, &C.

DEANE & CO,
46, KING WILLIAM ST.,

LONDON BRIDGE.

LAWN MOWERS .. from 30.1.

GARDEN HARROWS.. „ 2U.
GARDEN ROLLERS .. ,, TO.
SPADES, FORKS, SCYTHE.S, Sc
SYRINGES and PUMPS.
GARDEN SEATS and CHAIRS.
FLOWER STANDS and V.'VSES.
IRON HURDLES and FEN'CING.
WIRE NETTING, ARCHES, &c.

HOT.WATER FITTINGS for T.A'WN MOWERS?
„ . .r,.,,..-...., .r,-»TrN.r...r.r,„ , , GREENHOUSES, CONSERVA. iiA W lH in.UW£,A»,
GARDEN ENGINES from 6y. TORIES, &c. SHANKS', GREEN'S, RANSOME'S.

Dcaiic's Ncio Illustrated Horticultural Catalogue for 1872, post free.

EsTARLlSHED A.D. 1700. Discount 5 per cent, for cash payments over £1.

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.G.

BETWEEN 5000 AND 6000 OF
FOLLOWS k BATE'S PATENT "CLIMAX" and "ANGLO-AMERICAN" LAWN MOWERS

Prices

WERE SOLD IN 1871, AND 10,000 ARE BEING PREPARED FOR 1872.

"CLIMAX."
t

"ANGLO-AMERICAN."
6-inch,

I

7-inch, I 8-inch, I lo-inch, 1' 12-inch,
|

14-inch,
|

16-inch, I 18-inch, I 20-inch, I 24-inch,

These Machines are adapted equ.illy well for Collecting the Grass or Spreading it on the ground, thus combining iotli systems

They will cut loug or short Grass, wet or dry, on flat or on the most uuez'eu surfaces. Every Machine is fully guaranteed, and
Illustrated Catalogues, containing Opinions of the Press, Testimonials from all parts of the Kingdom, and full particulars.

Free on application to

FOLLOWS AND BATE, MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS,
BUTTON STREET WORKS, MANCHESTER.

I

30-inch,

I £h-
in one Machine.
a trial allowed,

forwarded i^ost

JOHN ^TSTARNER & SONS,
8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE, LONDON.

PORTABLE FIRE AND
GARDEN ENGINES.

CAST-IRON COLONIAL PUMPS.

GARDEN ENGINES.

GARDEN PUMPS.
PORTABLE PUMPS

For Manure or Water.

JOHN 'WARNER AND SON'S "HORTICULTURAL LIST" for the present season will be forwardi-d

Pom I'roe upon application, containing Illustrations and Prircs of GARDEN ENGINES, AQUAJECTS, "WATER
B.XKROWS, PORTABLE FIRE and GARDEN ENGINES, CONSERVATORY PUMPS, HOSE REELS,
COLONIAL PUMPS, FORCE PUMPS, PORTABLE PUMPS, CHAIN PUMPS, GARDEN PUMPS,
BRANCH PIPES, SYRINGES, FOUNTAIN JETS, FUMIGATORS, METALLIC STRING, &c., &c. WATER BARROWS.
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B
By Appointment to H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.
"ARTON'S PATENT STABLE and HARNESS

ROOM FITTINGS. ER.VCKETS, S:c.

)>' H.H. the \ iceroy of Ejrj'Pt, the KinRof the Belgians,
taty, the King of Holland, by the principal Nobituy of
I
and adopted by the first Architects and Uuilders of

illustrated Cataloj^U'
ers of

sent on receipt

Patronised by H.H. ih.

the King of Italy

the Kingdom, an

England and the Continent,

of SIX stamps
For ALTERATION or STABLES a competent person can be ;

to any part, to inspect and give Estim*_s,
lAMES liARTON. Iron Works, .170, Oxford Street . W.

/COLEMAN AND MORTON
V^ HAND WATER-CART and GARDEN ENGINE.

Greenhouses and Conservatories.

H FREEMAN and SONS. Horticultural
• Builders, and Hot-watek Apparatus Manufacturers,

Trianple, Hackney. Good substantially-made GKEENHOUSES,
glazea ready forlixmg, ^afcet long, 13 feci wide, ;i50 ; 21 feet by 13 feet,

XzS; isJi fed by 10 leet, £15. A handsome CONSERVATORY on
hand,i5fect by iSfeet.^^iio. CUCUMBER and MELON FRAMES,
and LIGHTS, in stock.

GREENHOUSES from the FINSBURY STEAM
JOINERY WORKS, 121, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.

W. 11. LASCELLES, Proprietor. Lists sent on application.
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DERBYSHIRE TUFFA STONE, for Rockeries,

Ferneries, and all Rustic Garden work, from loj to 20J per ton,

LIND5EY SMEDLEY, South Parade , XlatlockBatJi^ Derbyshire.

OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Aericultural County in England.
Tor particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, CornhiU,

London, E.G. ; and Steam Plough Works, Lecdr

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and PackinK- Second sized Arch-

angel, looj. : Petersburg, 60s. and 80s, ; superior close Mat, 45s., 501.,

and 55s. ; packing Mats, 20s., 301., and 35s. per 100; and every olhci

description of Mats at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,

4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E,C. .^____

To Florists and Others.

BOUQUET PAPERS and HOLDERS in all the

newest designs, both in Paper, Card, and Lace. The largest

assortment probably in England a
HOOPER AND CO. S, Covcnt Garden, London, W.C.

A complete bo.s of samples for los. 6d.

Russia Mat Merdiants.
MESSRS. G. D. MARENDAZ AND FISHER,

importers of ARCHANGEL and ST. PETERSBURG MATS,
dealers in TANNED GARDEN NETTING, TIFFANY, LABELS,
TARREDandother TWINES, LINES. &c.

,
James Street, Covent Garden, London, W. C,

USSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,

forwarded post free on application. .. , t j

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shorcditch, London.

EDDY AND CO., Chapel Terrace, Porthleven,

• Cornwall, beg to call attention to their superior GARDEN
NETTING.

, .J oj A
New Netting (Tanned), i inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at &i. per yard.

Repaired Netting (Tanned), 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; )% inch mesh,

4 yards wide, at 8d. per yard ; M inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at is. per

yard. Supplied in width from i to 20 yards.

Repaired FISHING NETS, irf. per square yard.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS.
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &C.-TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,

id. per yard, or 100 yards, 20s. ; 4 yards wide, 6^. peryard, or 50 yards,

20J. NEW TAN.NED NETTING, suited for any of the above

purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6d. per yard
; 4 yards

wide, II- per yard ; 3-. inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6a. per yard. Also

TIFFANy. Can be had in any quantity of

EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge, EC.

G ALVANISED WIRE NETTING.
Awarded " Mention Extraordinaire" at the Amsterdam

Exhibition, 1869.

WRITE to HEADLY and SON, Cambridge, for

their NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST of Garden
Archways, Vases, Garden Chairs. Hose Reels, Weather Vanes, Wine
Racks, Pumps, Field Rollers, and Water Carts, post free on applica-

tion. Agents wanted.

Indestructible Teira-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT,— Prices, Printed

Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance

Halls. &c. MAW and CO., Bcnthall Works, Broseley.

(RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale of

CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,
Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

Retail of uie principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

Amateur Gardeners are recommended to Use the
QIDNEY PATENT HAND SOWER, for sowing all

io sorts and siires of Flower and Vegetable Seeds Also for de-

stroying Aphis with POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER; and for

Dusting plants with Sulphur for Mildew.
To be obtained of Messrs. POLLARD, JEPHSON, and CO., Bear

Garden, Southwark, Agricultural Engineers: Messrs. CARTER,
DUNNETT, and BEALE, Hoiborn ; Messrs. SUTTON AND SONS,
Reading.

. ^ , _
Sold by all Seedsmen and Ironmongers m Town and CotJntry.

Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.

JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and
i-i, lilosson Street, Shorcditch, Londnn, E,

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.

Genuine White Lead. Oils, Colours, Brushes, b'c.

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.

Prices upon application.

R
Miss Braddon's New Novel.

The New Novel, by the Author of " Lady Audley's Secret," &c.
In Three Vols,, at all Libraries,OBERT AINSLEIGH.

Large 8vo, cloth, 31s. M.,

rpHE GARDENER'S ASSISTANT : a Guide to the
JL Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Garden, Conservatory, Greenhouse,
&c. By Robert Thompson, late of the Royal Horticultural Society's

Gardens. Coloured Plates and many Woodcuts.
"The best compendious treatise on modern gardening."—/)ai/y

London: BLACKIE AND SON, Paternoster Buildings, E.C.

THE NEW METHOD of GROWING FRUIT and
FLOWERS (by the Rev, John Fountaine, Southacre,

Brandon), beinj:; a practical combination of Vinerj', Orchard House
and Conservatorj', as now worked in a New House erected for the
purpose at Chiswick. Third Edition, Illustrated. Free for seven
stamps to the

yoiiittal of HorlicHlture Office, 171, Fleet Street ; or to the Author.

Now ready, price li,, free by post for 13 stamps, with g Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON and SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.C; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

Imperial 4to, Copiously Illustrated, Price 12s.,

FARM BUILDINGS: a Digest of the Principles
adopted in Construction. Reprinted from the " Farm Home-

steads of England," now out of print. By J. Bailey Denton, C.E.,
and Bailey Denton, Jun.

E. AND F. N. SPON, 48, Charing Cross, W.C.

LONDON EXHIBITONof 1872.—
SEASON TICKETS, purchased for the LONDON

EXHIBITION of 1872,' will entitle the Proprietors to an Invitation

to the Official Reception and Private View on the EVENING of

APRIL 27, 10 be held bv His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh,
K.G., and Her Majesty s Commissioners.

1^. in.

Prices per Lineal Yard, 24 inches high^

Mediun:Mostly used for Light.

Poultry ..

Rabbits, Hares. &c.
Smallest Rabbits e>id.

Strong.

6\d.

Sd.

All guaranteed, and carriage paid to any railway station.

J, B. BROWN and CO.,

Offices—90, Cannon Street. London, E.C. ; Netting Warehouse and
Factory, 4, Laurence Pountney Place (close to the Offices).

pOTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
COW FITTINGS,

'Ihtir adi.-inia^^es are— I'ort.iliiiity, not hxtiire';, removable at

pleasure; no Woodwork or Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed

Vermin; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width

and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to

infection, being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 551.

Prospectuses free" oi iCOTTAM AND CO., IronworKS, 2, Winsley

Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street^ London, W., where the

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent,

TNVITATION CARDS for the OFFICIAL
X RECEPTION and PRIVATE VIEW of the PICTURE
GALLERIES in the LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872 may be

obtained on production of Season Tickets, which can now be h.^d at

the Royal Albert Hall. Kensington Gore, and at the usual Agents,

SEASON TICKET HOLDERS only \vill be admitted
to the Private View of the LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872

on M ONDAY, April 29.

SEASON TICKET HOLDERS only will be admitted
to the Private View of the LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872

on TUESDAY, April 30.

INVESTMENT for DIVIDEND.—Capitalists seeking

a good return for their outlay should apply to Mr. Y. CHRISTIAN.
Stock and Share Dealer, 11, Royal Exchange, EC, who will forward

a Financial Review, showing the Income derivable from different

Classes of Shares, Tin Mines, at the prices for the metal of the last

twelvemonth, are yielding both Dividend and Profit ; and Mr
Christian can offer remarkable advantages to those who desire

wealth in prospect with little risk. Bankers : Bank of England.

EMIGRATION to CANADA.
THE EASTERN TOWNSHIPS.

I speak from the experience of many years" residence in the country

when I earnestly advise respectable English Emigrants coming to

Canada to SETTLE in the EASTERN TOWNSHIPS, as being

especially suitable for them in point of Climate, Quality and Cheapness

of Land, beauty of Scenery, Social and Educational Advantages, and
Material Requirements.

. , . „ . ,

To genteel people of small means this district oflTers, pre-eminently,

a healthy, cheap, and independent home, and association, on equal

terms, with those of their own station of life. To the steady

Yeoman and industrious Agricultural Labourer it affords a sure and

easy means of settling in comfort and plenty on their own property.

it is the Protestant district of the province of Quebec, and the

Grand Trunk Railway passes centrally through it, via this place and

the Market Town of Sherbrooke, which are within three miles of each

other, and distant a five hours' run from Quebec and Montreal,

From Portland in winter, and from Quebec in summer, the Grand
Trunk Railway brings Passengers on their arrival by the Canadian
Steamers from Liverpool to this place direct, without more loss of

time than is needed to change the luggage from the Steamer to

the Train.

All particulars as to passage can be obtained at the Office of Messrs.

ALLAN AND CO., Canadian Line of Steamers, Liverpool.

Every further information respecting the country will be given, by
letter, to those who desire it, and let no one hesitate to apply to me
for it; there is no charge. JOHN H. CHAKNOCK.

Lennoxville, Province of Quebec, Canada, Jan. 10, 1872.

There is good Hotel accommodalion both here and at Sherbrooke,

Works publislied by Blackie & Son.

MORTONS CYCLOP^DI.\ of AGRICULTURE,
Practical and Scientific, By above 50 of the most eminent

Farmers, Land Agents, and Scientific Men of the Day. Edited by
John C. Morton. Above 1800 Illustrative Figures on Wood and
Steel, Two large Vols., super-royal 8vo, cloth, £2 '5^-

THE AGRICULTURIST'S ASSISTANT: a Manual
of Principles, Rules, and Tables of constant use to Farmers, and
adapted for Payment of Work by the Piece. By JOHN
EwABT. Plates and Cuts. Cloth, 3s. 6d.

OUR FARM CROPS; a Poptilar Scientific Description
of the Cultivation, Chemistry, Diseases, and Remedies, &c., of

our different Crops, worked up to the Hi^h Farming of ilic

present day. By John Wilson, F.R.S.E. Engravings on\Vood.
Two vols., cloth, 135.

The AGRICULTURIST'S CALCULATOR: a Series

of Tables for Land Measuring, Draining, Manuring, Planting,

Weight of Hay and Cattle by Measurement, Huilding, &c. A
complete Ready Reckoner for Farming Work. Bound, gs.

The HAY and CATTLE MEASURER : Tables for

Computing the Weight of Haystacks and Live Stock by
Measurement. Cloth, qs. 6d.

WEBBS FARMER'S GUIDE: a Treatise on the
Diseases of Horses and Black Cattle, with Instructions for tlie

Management of Breeding Mares and Cows. Cloth, 35. 6d.

FARM INSECTS: their Natural History and Economy,
with Suggestions for their Destruction. By John Curtis, F.L.S.,

&c. Many hundred Figures, plain and coloured. Large 8vo,

cloth, 22r.

The LAND MEASURER'S READY RECKONER :

being Tables for ascertaining at sight the Contents of any Field

or Piece of Land. By Neil M'Culloch. Bound, as.

The GARDENER'S ASSISTANT : Practical and Scien-

tific, By RoRERT Thompson, of the Royal Horticultural Society's

Gardens. Beautifully coloured Engravings, and nearly 300 Wood-
cuts. Large 8vo, cloth, 3U. Cd

London : BLACKIE and SON, Paternoster Buildings, E.C.

ryiHE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
X Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 3QA, King William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &:c., from

Decay. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company. -,,,,* -o.

For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,
Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

The Eoyal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips), Manufac-
turer of terra COTTA VASES, FOUNTAINS. ITALIAN

BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL ARBORETTES, STATUARY,
GARDEN POTS (from 2 to 30 inches in diameter), of superior quality,

withstand frost, and do not become green; EDGING TILES, &c.

See specimens in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free

Book of Drawings, 6rf. each.
lOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare,

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

DRAINAGE, RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS" COTTAGES, TRAMWAYS, RAILWAYS, &c.

Directors.
Granville R, Ryder, Esq.
GranvilleR. H.Somerset, Esq.,Q.C.

W. West, Esq,, M.P.

John Glutton, Esq.
Frederick L. Dasmvood, Esq.
Henry Farquhar, Esq.
Lord Garlics, M.P.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq.

Charles Watkin Williams Wynn,
Esq,, M.P. (Chairman).

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes

of Agricultural Improvement, including the Erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
Tenants may, with the consent of iheir Landlords, execute the

necessary Improvements upon the Farms which they occupy, charging

them with the cost.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.—The Company also advances
money for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigation.

The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge upon
the land, redeeming principle and interest, over 25 years.

No investigation of title is required.

For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. i, Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W.

Just Published, price 6^.,

JOURNAL of the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY of- ENGLAND. Vol. VIII., Part i. No. 15, Second

Series, containing :—Statistics—Meteorology for the Year 1871—
Imports of Corn, Sc—British Wheal Sold and Average Prices—Acre-

age under each Description of Crbp, Fallow, and Grass, with Number
of Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs m Great Britain and Ireland, 1869, 1870, and

1871 Importations and Average Prices of certain Foreign and Colonial

Productions, Dairy Produce, and Prices Current.

A Review of Irish Agriculture, chiefly with Reference to the Produc-

tion of Live Stock. By R. O. Pringle, Editor of the Ifish Fanners'

Method of' Improving the Labouring Classes, by altering the con-

ditions of Poor Relief, and providing them with a system of Insur-

ance through the Post Office. By the Rev. J. Y. Stratton, Rector

of Ditton, Kent.
, ^ , , ,-.„

The American Milk-Condcnsing Factories and Condensed Milk
Manufacture. By X. A. Willard, A.M., of Herkimer, New York.

On the Management of Grass Land, with especial reference to the

Production of Meat. By H, S. Thompson, of Kirby Hall, York.

The Records of Contagious Cattle Diseases in Yorkshire during the

Years iS70-;i. By T- Dent Dent, M.P.

On the Composition and Agricultural Value of Earth Closet Manure.

By Dr. Augustus Voelcker, F. R.S. „ », . , ,

Interim Report on Veterinary Investigations. By Professor J. B,

Simonds. First Report of the Consulting Botanist.

On Straw-Blight, a Disease of Wheat-Straw. By W. Carruthers,

F.R.S., F.L.S., Consulting Botanist.

Annual Report of the Consulting Chemist for 1871- _
Ouarteriy Report of the Chemical Committee for December, 1871,
' with proposed forms of guarantee to be signed by vendors ol

Manures and Feeding Stuffs.

London : JOHN MURRAV, Albemarle Street, W.

Notice.

(Bv Appointment to the Koyal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FR.'VNCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, WITHOUT extra CHARGE
to the ADVFRT1.SER.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, 39, Fleet Street, E.C.

Tbe Opening of Parliament and the London Season.
NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and MEMBERS of PARLIAMENT

having their CUT FLOWERS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES, &c.,

forwarded to their TOWN HOUSES, should USE
CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE TRANS-

MISSION CASP:S, pronounced by the Royal Horticultural
Society " the best now in use."

These Cases are now 1 educed in price for caah, and can be obtained
from the Agents or Patentee, Gloucester, to whom all communications
should be addressed.
Intending Exhibitors in the Patent Cases should give their orders

at once, to insure the Paint and Varnish being thoroughly dry.

The No. 12, The " MALTON " Plant, Flower, &c.. Protector,

Varnished, packed and forwarded on the receipt of 8s., in postage

Stamps, or order.—Gloucester, January 17.

THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P,

REPRINTED from tl,= GARDENERS' CHROHICLF. AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE, with ADDITIONS.

Price 3d, each, or 5s. for 25 Copies for distribution amongst Cottage Tenantry.

Delivered Free anywhere in London on receipt of a Post Office Order, payable to WM. RICHARDS, at the

King Street Office, Covcnt Garden, W,C.

PUBLISHED at the OFFICE of the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL
GAZETTE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.
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MESSRS. R. AND F. ALLUM wish to ENGAGE
a single you n(j Man, of good character, as GROUND FORE-

MAN. The situation will be a permanent and progressive one to a

suitable Man. Must be a Rood Knifeman, also liudder and Grafter,

and understand the Propagation of Nurserj' Stuff in general.—Address,
in own handwriting, to Lady Bank. Tamworth

WANTED, a good Working FOREMAN, for the
Plant and Cut Klowers department ; must be a really good

Propagator and I'tanisman, both for Market and Exhibition purposes.

One experienced in Huddins and Grafting preferred.—Apply by letter,

slating salarj- required, with a good house near the nursery, to

JOSEPH MEREUITH, The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

_

^tT7ANTEl5, "aTHEAD GARDENER ( Working),
\ V who thoroughly understands Flower and Kilthen Gardening,

the Mana"cment ot Vines, and keepin-; up the Grounds of a Gentle-

man's Place.— F. WEBSTER, Esq., Battle, Hawkhurst.

married Man,
rcn, who thoroughly

WANTED, as GARDENER, a
upwards of 30 jears of age, without childr

understands the management of Vines, Flowers, &c. Two under
him. Cottage in the garden. Coals and vegetables allowed. Wages
32S. a week. Church of England.— R. L. W., Tibberton Court,
Hereford,

WANTED, a SOFT-WOODED PROPAGATOR
and PLANT.S^L\N.—One used to Growing for Market pre-

ferred. To a tlioroughlj i.\perienced and energetic I\Lin liberal wages
will be given.—MAN.VGEK. Melbourne Nursery, Anerley, S.E.

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR of Conifers
and Evergreens, who has had great experience in Striking

Hardy Cuttings. State full particulars to Mr. RICHARD SMITH,
Nurseryman, \\'orcestcr.

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR. — John Carter.
Nurserjman, Kcighley, Yorkshire, is in want of a successful

Propagator of Roses, Rhododendrods, and Hardy Shrubs : he will also
have entire charge of Bedding Plants and a small collection of Green-
house Plants. J. C. hopes that none but competent, trustworthy, and
sober men will apply.

WANTED, a competent and energetic MAN, for a
New Nursery,—One thoroughly experienced, and capable of

taking the entire Management, State wages, &c,—Address, in own
handwriting, to J. DELAMERE, Stanley Nursery, Irlam Lane,
Bootlc, near Liverpool.

WANTED.
IMPROVER,

UNDER GARDENER or
under 2o; churchman, and used to Sin" in

a Choir.—Apply by letter, stating full particulars, to W. A. GLYNN,
Esq., 20j^ Eaton Square, London, S.W,

WANTED, a LAD, to make himself usefulln~^the
House, and take care of small Flower Garden and Greenhouse

;

must know how to make up the fire —Mr. COCKELL, 62, Forest
Road, Dalston, E., near Dalston lunciion. North London Railway,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 27, married; thoroughly
understands the Cultivation ot Vines, Cucumbers, and Melons,

also Flow
from last

and Kitchen Gardening. Three years' good character
H. S,, Glaston, Rutland.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 44, married, no incum-
brance

; fully understands Early and Late Forcing, the Manage-
ment of good Flowers, and the Kitchen Garden. Wife good Dair>'-
woman.—G. G.. Post Office. Faringdon, Berks.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Hkah), age 33, married, two children.

— Iamks Tiiom.xs is now leaving the service of T. Chamber-
layne, Esq., and is desirous of an engagement. Is well up in the
Growing of I'liics, Vines, Peaches, Nectarines. Melons, &c., also
ihoruugnly understands Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Three
years' good character.-Cranbury Park, near Winchester.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
/^ARDENER (Hkai>). B.VILIFF, or FORESTER.—
^^ Age 31; thoroughly l^raelical. Has had 15 years' experience in
fi_rst-class places. Nine years' character,— L,, Mrs. King's, Sebright
Road, West Barnet, Herts.

C^iARDENER (Head, Working), or good Single
V,^ handed.—Married, two children. Five years' good character,-
G. 1!., 79, Kromsgrovc Street, Birmingham,

/ 1 ARDENER"(Head,
VJ are kept.—Age 41, ma

A
The Patent Imperlsliable Hothouee.YRES'S PATENT.

GLASS, IRON, and CONCRETE.
Before buildmf. a Pbm or Fruit House ol any kind, send six

stamps, and obtain the Illustrated Prospectus of tile

IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
Newark-on-Trent, Notts.

M.-INAGER-W. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H S .

Imperishable Hothouse Company, Newark-on-Trent.
Plans, Specifications and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice.

E T. ARCHERS' "FRIG I D O M O."
-Patronised'and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens It is

adc entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Nonconductor of Heat
or Cold where it is applied.
PROTECTION AGAINST the COLD WINDS and MORNING

FROSTS,
WOOL NETTING. 2 yards wide, is. M. per yard,

" FRIGl DOMO" CANVAS,
Two yards wide u. lorf, per yard.
Three yards wide 31. arf. per yard.
I'our yards wide jj, lorf, per yard.SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches>ide, 70 yards long.CJid. loZild. per yard.HEbSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, j^id. and

Working), where two or more
-r -c- -.-. Tied, no family; understands Vines.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Forcing, and Kitchen Gardening in
all its branches. Many years' experience. Good reference.—A. B
Post Office, Harlington. Middlesex.

/"^ARDENER (Head, Working}.—Age 32, married;
V^ thoroughly understands the Forcing of A'ines, Peaches, Melons,
and.Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flowerand Kitchen Gardening; also
Stock, and Meadow Land, Three and ahalf years' good references —
F. W ., 5a, Rupert Rond, Upper Holloway, N.

GARDENER (Head. WoI^hTng), where two or three
are kept.—Age 25: well experienced in Pines, Vines, Orchids-

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, also Flowerand Kitchen Gardening,
Four years' good character from last place.-
Norih End Road, Hammersmith.

-A. B,, 7, Portland Place,

/:t.ardener
VJ where scvc

WANTED, a y
Wages j6j. to commence.—State age, &c.

WOOLLETT, Caterham, Su

MAN, to assist in the Houses.
to GEORGE J,

rcy.

Sewage Farm.
THE SWINDON NEW TOWN LOCAL BOARD

REQUIRE a competent Person to undertake the MANAGE-
MENT ol a FARM of 105 Acres, Irrigated with Sewage. A suitable
Dwelling-house will be provided for the Manager.—Apply, slating
wages required, with testimonials and references, to Mr. J. C.
TOWNSEND. C lerk to the New Swindon Local Board. Swindon.

MESSRS. OSBORNE and S O N S Tre~ln
IMMEDIATE WANT of an intelligent young Man, from

1710 18 years of age, as JUNIOR CLERK. One who has had several
years' experience, with a knowledge of Plants, preferred. Application
to be made by letter only, stating terms.—Fulhani Nurseries,
London. S.W.

WANTED, as TR.^^VELLER and SHOPMAN, by
a London Wholesale House, an energetic Man, who has been

accustomed to Travel, and has a thorough knowledge of his business.
As fa liberal salary will be given, no one need apply who cannot
furnish unexceptionable references as to character and ability.

—

Address, in applicant's handwriting, to Y. Z., Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, W.C.

^IXT'ANTED,W Shop. Must be a good Furnisher and Decorator,

SHOPMAN, for a Florist and Seed
__ ._ ^— and also

have a good knowledge of Plants and their Cultivation, Write, stating
gay required and qualifications, to JOS. MEREDITH, The^'ineyard;
larston, near Liverpool.

WANTED, a" RETAIL SHOPMAN.—Must be
thoroughly up to his work, and quite capable of taking entire

charge. To a thoroughly efficient and experienced Man good wages
will be given, with prospect of improvement.—Address, stating
amount of experience, where obtained, and wages required, to H, C,
Gardeners' ChronicU Office. All communications will be treated as
filrictly confidential.

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c,, so that suitable Men may be selected,—Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

HEAD. Working), in a good place,
Men are kept, being well accustomed to the

Management and general routine of Gardening, in all its branches,
during the last la years. Reference of the highest order from
present employer, where he has lived the last four years.—JOHN
Mcpherson, HylandsPark, Chelmsford.

GARDENER.—Age 31, married, one child ; under-
stands Vines, Wall Fruits, Cucumbers. Melons, and Flower and

Kitchen Gardening. Fourteen years' experience. Good character —
H. DARNABY, 19, East Cottages, Willington Road, Stockwell, S.W
QA^RDENER (age 38). — _Wm.

. ^ ^ , - Armstrong, late
Gardener at Woodstock House. Hendon, is open to an engage-

ment where a first-class Pine, Grape, and general Fruit, Flower, and
\egetabIeCultivator is required, having taken a number of prizes in
each department

; is also conversant with the Erection and Heating
° ,¥'"'^'^;'''"''^' Buildings, &c. Twelve years' first-class testimonials.
—Mr, FHIPFEN, Pond Square, Highgate, N.

C;j.ARDENER, where one or two are kept, or FORE-
^ MAN in the Houses.—Age 23. married ; well understands the

profession, having served eight years under agood Gardener -J P i
Rural Villas, Woolwjch Road, Belvedere. E.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where more are
kept.—Age 30, married; understands the profession in all its

branches
; no objection to any part. Good character from last

employer.- R, F., 14, Victoria Cottages, Archway Road, Highgate, N.

r^ARDENER (Second), in a good"^EstabIish"n^enT,
V,-' private, or where things arc grown for Market.—Age 22, single -

understands the Forcing ot Vines, Pines, Peaches, Strawberries. &c.
Upwards of two years in present situation, where all kinds of Fruit
are grown extensively for Market. Can be well recommended —
* 2., 5, Alexandra Terrace, Cemetery Road, Peckham, S.E.

.. per yan
LfSHA T. ARCHER, Only Makerof'Frigi Domo," 3, Cannon

Street. City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Countn-REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.Notice.-

HOTHOUSE CLOCKS, in Ornamental Iron Cases,
Bronzed, Japanned, Enamelled. &c. No glass being used in

the construction of these Clocks, they are not liable to damage. Also,
the cases being of Iron, they are arc not injured by heat or damp,
and, the keyholes being bushed no dust or water can possibly enter

Going 12 days,
Going 12 days. and striking

_. , ... out not striking. hours and half-hourg
Price, medium size .. . . ^^o 15 o £,i t o
Price, large size .. ..too iGo

Box and Package free of charge.
In ordering say if Clock is required to hang or stand.

J. J, WAINWRIGHT and CO., Cambridge Street, Birmingham.

L Ii WHISKY.XT I N A H A N'S .

This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the veryCREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalled, perfectly
pure, and more wholesome than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words, " KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal, label, and cork.
New Wholesale Depot, 6a, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street,W.C.

w,
Brew

M. YOUNGER and CO.'S
EDINBURGH, INDIA, PALE and DINNER ALES.
Sparkling, Refreshing, Nourishing, and Economical.

To be had of the Principal Retailers.
Obser\'e Trade Marks, as other Brands are frequently substituted.
"'''""""""^. Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belve-

dere Road, S.E. ; Liverpool, r. Seel Street; Bristol, 14, Norway Quay
Dublin Stores, 7, Lower Abbey Street ; Swansea, Quay Parade
Glasgow, Queen Street ; Birmingham, 13, Temple Street.

E
Pure Aerated Waters.

L L I S ' S RUTHIN WATERS.
Soda, Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Liihia, and for GOUT, Lithia

and Potass.
Corks branded "R.ELLIS AND SON, Ruthin," and every label

bears their Trade Mark.
Sold everywhere, and Wholesale of R. ELLIS and SON. Ruthin,

North Wales. London Agents : W. BEST and SONS, Henrietta
Street, Cavendish Square, W.

GARDENER (Second, or Under), in a Nobleman's
L

^^- .^^"''s'"3"'s Establishment where' Gardening is carried on
with spirit.—Age 23 ; seven years' experience. Good personal charac-
ter—J^M^45, Lancaster Road, \V.

GARDENER (Third), in a large Establishment.—Age
24; good character from previous situations.—S. M., Mr

Thorpe's, 26, Cornwall Street, Mcor Park Road, London, S.

GARDENER (Under), in
man's Establishment.—Age at •-

—2, ijuill Cottages, Putney, S.W.

, Nobleman's or Gentle-
two years' good references.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Estab-
lishment.~Age 22

; good reference as to character and abilities —
A. E

, Post Office, Stanstead Lane, Forest Hill, S.E.

ASSISTANT, under a Foreman, in the Houses, in a
Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.—Age 23; good character,

N._E^,_\Valcot Gardens, Lydbury North, Salop.

WANTED, by a young MAN, a permanent
SITUATION in a Nursery, in the Houses.—For full

partic ulars, J. L, G. , Enville Gardens, Stourbridge.

A YOUNG MAN, age 22, who is waiting for a Farm,
and has been for seven years with his Father, who occupies

WANT PLACES.—John Harrison has a number
of clever, experienced GARDENERS on his books, whose

characters and abilities arc everything that can be desired.—North of
England Rose Nursery, Darlington.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs E, GHENDERSON AND SON, WellingtonNursery, St. John's Wood, N. W'

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31. married, one child ;

thoroughly practical in all the branches of the profession. First-
class references to character and ability.—OMEGA, Pine-apple
Nurser>% >faida Vale, London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, no incum-
brance

; has had 20 years' experience. Good Grape Grower,
Understands the profession in all its branches Good testimonials.—
J, P., 19, Cambridge Villas, Cambridge Road, Hammersmith, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married, no family
15 years' practical experience in all the various branches. Threpractical expei__

years' good character from last situation.-
Road, Barnet, Hens,

various branches. Three
W, L,,Mr. Bicknell's, New

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married; thoroughly
acquainted with all kinds of Forcing, also the Growing of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants, and Kitchen Gardening, Three years' good
character—W. T., Fawley Couri. Henley-on-Thames.

GARDENER (Head)^—Married, no family;
thoroughly understands the profession in all its branches. Twelve

years' experience in first-class places. Good character.-J. B., Mr.
Cutbush, Nursery-, Eamet, Herts.

GARDENER (Head). —Age 32, married, an
abstainer : thoroughly understands Early and Late Forcing,

Pines, Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids, Ferns. &c.
Eight years with the Gentleman he is now leaving.—GARDENER,
The Grange, West Side. Clapham Common, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married, one child;
thoroughly understands Pines, Vines, Peaches, Orchids, Ferns,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Highly recommended by previous employers. — S. D., 8, Boston
Terrace, Walthamstow, Essex.

/:j.ARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, no family;
V..^ thoroughly understands the profession in all its various
branches Twentj- years' experience. Five years a successful exhi-
bitor in Plants and Fruits in last situation.—J. N., Bedford Cottage,New Road, Bamct, Herts.

- .._ , „^. pies
Lincolnshire, would be glad to give his services to a
gent or large Farmer, where he would improve himself

and be received in the family. Good references given and required
A. B-, Mr. Lynes, West Gate, Criintham,

?oo Acres i

Jobleman's Ag.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen, &c.LAND AGENT, MANAGER of a large FARM, or
MANAGING CLERK in an Estate Agent's Office.—Age 33 ;

thoroughly understands Estate Management, Land Surveying, &c.[
and Farming in all its branches. Good references and testimonials.—W I>. P., Portland House, London Road, Gloucester.

BAILIFF (Under), on a large Farm, or to take the
Management of a small one.—Age 24 ; understands Farming- in

all its branches. Good references.—WEST SUSSEX, Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, W.C.

TRAVELLER,
MAN, in the Wholesale Seed Trade.

M. W., Gardeners' Chronicle Of(ict, W.C.

MANAGING WAREHOUSE-
Thoroughly competent.—

TOZEAU'S SYRUP and PATE of LACTUCINE
f (active principle of Lettuce) possess alt the soothing properties of
op-.um without its dangers. Highly recommended by the medical pro-
fession in Colds, Asthma, and all Chest affections,—At G. JOZEAU'S,
French Chemist, 49 .Haymarket ; and all the best Chemists. Pate,
2s. 3d, and IS. lY^d. ; iwst, -zs. <k'A d., and is. sJ^'rf. Syrup, 2S. gd.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach. Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especiaHyadapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street. London, W.

;
and of all Chemists throughout the World.

C^ by DR.URES of ASTHMA and COUGHS
LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.

F>om Mr. C. Collins, Chemist, Brettell Lane. Stourbridge.
'I am much pleased to say that your Pulmonic Wafers give genera

satisfaction. Several of my customers have taken them for asthma,
coughs, isic, and in every case they have had the desired effect. In
my opinion they surpass anything that has been offered to the public."

Price IS. i^4d. per Box,

BILIOUS and LIVER COMPLAINTS, Indigestion,
Sick Headache, Loss of Appetite. Drowsiness, Giddiness,

Spasms, and all Disorders of the Stomacri and Bowels are quickly
removed by that well-known remedy, FRAMPTON'S PILL ol
HEALTH,
They unite the recommendation of a mild operation with the most

successful effect; and where an aperient is required nothing can be
better adapted.
Sold by all Medicine Vendors, at ij. ij^rf, and 2f, gd. per box, or

obtained through any Chemist.

(COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
^^ THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at 11, i^d., t.f 4$. 6d., and its.

To Nurserymen.
SALESMAN and ORDER COLLECTOR (good and

quick at Bouquet making).—Age 26. Five years' reference from
last situation,—A. W., 10, Perrj"

—Ag(
Hii7, Catford, London.

SALESMAN. &c.—An energetic, sober Man ; has a
thorough knowledge of the Nursery business, good Salesman,

and has had extensive practice in Laying-out and Planting Grounds.
ALNUS, Mr. Davy, Decorator, St. James' Road, Croydon,

BEDSTEADS, BEDDING, and FURNITURE.—
WILLIAM S. BURTON'S Stock of IRON and BRASS

BEDSTEADS and Children's Cots stands unrivalled, either for
extent or moderateness of prices. The Bedding, manufactured on
the premises, and Eedhangin^s, are of guaranteed quality. Patent Iron
Bedsteads, fitted with dovctailjointsand patent sacking, from iis. each.
Ornamental Iron and Brass Bedsteads in great variety, from £1 to
/30. Complete suites of Bedroom Furniture in Mahogany, Fancj-
Woods. Polished and Japanned Deal, always on show. These are
made by WILLIAM S. BURTON, at his Manufactory', 84, Newman
Street, and everj- article is guaranteed. China Toilet Ware in great
variety, from 45. the set of five pieces. FURNITURE for Dining-
rooms.—A most complete assortment is on show. Easy Chairs, from
37s. 6d. ; Gilt Chimney and Pier Glasses, from 475, 6d.
WILLIAM S BuRTuN, Furnishing Ironmonger, by appoint-

ment, to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, sends a CATALOGUE,
containing upwards of 850 Illustrations of his unrivalled Stock, with
List of Prices, and Plans of the 20 Large Show Rooms, post free.

—

30, Oxford Street, W. ; i. ia, 2, 3 and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5, and 6,
Perr^''s Place; and i, Newman Yard, London, W.
The cost of delivering Goods to the most distant parts of the

United Kingdom by railway is trifling. WILLIAM S. BURTON
will always undertake delivery at a smEui fixed rate.

/COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
^-^ These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the
best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious
remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action
of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several
varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,
promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-
tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore
the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the
luxuriesof the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning
no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of
acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills arc not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-
liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,
nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an e-xaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at If. ilid., 2S. gd., 4s. 6d., and 115., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxes at is. iVtd.t 3S. gd., 45. 6i., and us.
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THE "ARCHIMEDEAN" LAWN MOWER.
LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

EEDUCED PEICES.

LIST OF PRICES.
10-inch, suitable for a Lady or a Boy ••.

12-inch, „ a Lady or a Boy ...

14-inch, „ a Man
16-inch, „ a Man (on level Lawns)

£3
4
5
6

DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE TO ALL RAILWAY STATIONS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

No CJiarge for Packing Cases, lohicli an- most convenient for storing tlie Afacltine during tJie winter.

THE MOWER IS WARRANTED TO GIVE SATISFACTION,
And if not approved of may be returned within a montii, and the amount will be refunded.

The very great success which has attended the sale of the " Archimedean " Lawn Mower during tlie

two seasons of its use in this country, proves that it has, after mucli opposition, fully established a reputation

of superiority over_ all others. The increasing demand enables the Manufacturers still to sell at the

reduced prices of last year, in spite of the enhanced value of materials and labour. During the recess much
care and time have been bestowed on the Machine, and a great improvement effected in the Cutters, by which
all ribbing or uneven appearance is entirely prevented. It can now with confidence be recommended as the

SIMPLEST, STRONGEST, AND LIGHTEST LAWN MOWER YET PRODUCED.

Among other advantages over the ordinary Machines, it may be mentioned that this is the

ONLY MACHINE THAT CUTS LONG OR WET GRASS.

TESTIMONIALS.
" Far superior to any of ours."—Vide The Field.

" Remarkably easy to work."—Vide Garde}7ers Magazine.

"The quickest, most simple, and most efficient Mower ever used."—Vide
Gardeners' Chronicle.

"We feel bound to recommend it to our readers as one of the best Mowers we
have as yet made acquaintance with."—Vide Floral World.

From A. F. Rarron, Esq., Royal Horticiiltnral Society, Clunotck Garden, IV.
" Gentlemen,—We have now had your 'Archimedean' Lawn Mower in use

several months, and without hesitation I can truly say it is the best and most efficient

implement of the kind we have ever used."

From Mr. GEORGE Wyness, Royal Gardens. Buckingham Palace.
"Gentlemen,— ! beg to say that we have had your Patent 'Archimedean' Lawn

Mower at work in Her Majesty's Gardens at Buckingham Palace for some time past,

and I have much pleasure in testifying that it has given every satisfaction, as it does
its work well and quickly."

From (he Honourable D. Astley, Easf Barskant, Fakenham, Norfolk.

"The Hon. D. Astley is perfectly sitisfied with the Lawn Mower, and will

recommend it as superior to any other he has tried."

From- the Right Hon. T. F. Kennedy, M.P., Dalgaharra Castle. Maybole, Scotland.

"Gentlemen,—-Your little Lawn Mower arrived perfectly safe. There is but one
opinion of it here. All my people, as well as myself, think it an admirable machine.
It does its work beautifully, and, in my opinion, leaves nothing to be wished."

From Sir Peniston Milranke, Bart., Eartham, Chichester.
" Regs to enclose cheque for the ' Archimedean' Lawn Mower, and to state that

he is perfectly satisfied with it."

y^/v;;? Captain Steward, R.E., Upper HalHford, Chertsey.

"The Lawn Mower works most satisfactorily. I have lately sold a 22-incIi

machine of the ordinary type, wliich required—besides a man to work it—a pony and
a boy leading. Your 'Archimedean" will perfectly replace it, and will, moreover,
save employing the boy and pony."

WILLIAMS & CO. (Limited), Manufacturers and Patentees,
I, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.G.

JOHN G. ROLLINS,
e „. OLD SWAN WHARF, THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.G.
Selling

Agents
1

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.; and

I 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

Selling

Agents

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES AND TESTIMONIALS POST FREE ON APPLICATION.
Editorial Cominunications should be addressed to The Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at tile OITice, .11, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
rrinied by Wii.li»m Richards, ,it the Ulhce ol M -ssrs. Ukadbury. Evahs. St Co., Ln nbird itrcct. Precinct of Whitelnars, City of London, in the t;ounty of iMlddlcscx, and I'ublishcci by the said W1LI.IAM

&1CHARD5, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Par.sh of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, April 13, 1873.
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NEW ROSES for 1872. —Strong healthy plants of
the choicest and best varieties, 301. per dozen. Descriptive

LIST on application.
KlCHARi:) SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester

New Roses, in Strong Healthy Plants,
,SE" "

begs to offer fine

ly of the r

good buds or cuttings,

OHN ERASER, Le.i Bridge Road Nurseries, E
begs to offer fine pi

Many of the plants are m
Jants of the best NEW ROSES fc

5 to 18 inches high, and will soon furnish

:cd LIST on application.

New Roses of 1872.

PAUL AND SON Iiavc nuu ready strong plants of the
above. LIST n,i appln. .iiioii. with description.

_ _ The(.>ld Nurseries, Cheshunt. N.

Tea-scented and Noisette Roses, in Pots.
IlytheDUZLN, HUNDKKD, and THOUSAND.

WM. WOOD AND SON invite attention to their

enormous stock of Dwarf ROSES, in pots: the plants arc

remarkably strong and healthy. Also all the best NEW ROSES for

1872. Ready for immediate delivery.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresftcid, near Uckfield, Sussex.

HOICE ROSES.—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette,

China, and other Koses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges,
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

OTRAWBERRY PLANTS. — Six good and large
lO varieties, lit for exhibition, 2.?. per 100, iSs. per 1000.

SAMUEL COX, Nurseryman. Bull Ring, and Gravel Hi ll, Ludlow.

CALCEOLARIA AUREA FLORIBUNDA, strong

557

CALENDA R OFOPERA TIONS
Farmlnc; operations 557
Garden operations 54^

Weather lABLES 546

Package free for cash,

FIELD I5ROTHERS. Boughton Nur' , Chester.

PAR
i8t

lARlS.
I
SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL
SOILS, The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GAkDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen , and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. Reading. Berks.

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and
Derivations; Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.

RICHARD SMITH. >

- .''>
I'

chant. Worcester.

Agricultural Seeds.

P»YE-GR ASSES, CLOVERS, TURNIPS.
ij MANGELS, &c. Price LIST free by post on application to

DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Seedsmen, &c., 52, George Street,

Edinburgh.

Turnip Seed.

BOLTON AND CO. have to offer very fine stocks of
the above, at moderate prices, which can be obtained on

application. , , „BOLTON AND CO.. Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London, N.

Agricultural and Garden Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Trade CATALOGUE of
• HOME-GROWN SEEDS is now ready. It contains all the

very best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech^

VERY ^ G A R D E N 'r"e Q U I S I T E
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse. g37 & 238. High Holbom, London.

To the Trade.
T^OWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING'S SPECIAL LIST

Notice to Subscribers.

SUBSCRIPTIONS, fayahle in advance, including
Postage to any part of the United Kingdoin:—

Three Months .. 5^. ii^a'.
|
Six Months .. iis. iid.

Twelve Months , . £1 35. lod.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to WiLLIAM
Richards, at the Kin^ Street Post 'Office.

Publishing Office, 41. Wellington Street, W.C.

KOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
SPRING FLOWERS, MAY 8. Tickets is. bd. each.
AMERICAN PLANTS. MAY 27 lo JUNE 15.

SUMMER FETES and EXHIBITIONS, MAY 22, 23;
JUNE 19,20; JULY 10, II.

Tickets 41. each, to be obtained at the Gardens only, by Orders from
Fellows of the Society.
NEXT MEETING for the ELECTION of NEW SUBSCRIBERS,

SATURD.\Y, April 27.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1872.

MAY 17 to 24.

ROSE and FRUIT SHOW, JULY 5 and 6.

Schedules, &c,, may be obtained from the Undersigned
Botanic Gardens. Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

ROYAL NATIONAL TULIP SOCIETY.—SIXTY
POUNDS in PRIZES. Special Prizes for Maiden Growers.

The NEXT EXHIBITION wilf be held MAY 25, at the Botanical
Gardens, Manchester. For Schedules and further information, apply
to the Hon. Treasurer, SAM. BARLOW, Stakehill, Chaddcrton, near
Manchester. No entries will be received after April 27.

Superb Double HoUybocks.
WILLIAM CHATKR has a splendid lot of Bloomed

Si^edlings, with colours, named, equal to named flowers of a
few years' standing, in fine healthy roots, at 401. per 100 ; Unblooined
Seedlings, 2oi. ptr 100. Selected SEED, from hnest named varieties,

in collection';, 4J. 10 10s. : Mixed p.^ckels, is. to <,s.

WILLIAM CHATEK, The Nurseries. Saffron Walden.

riiHOMAS S.-\Ml':?ON, The Preston and Houndstone
-L Nurseries. Yeovil, begs to call public attention to his fine

COLLECTION ef BEDDING PLANTS, mostly at 2s. per dozen,

which will be ready for sending out in May. CATALOGUES Iree on
application to

April 16, 1872. PETER DRUMMOND, Manager.

Pelargoniums for tbe Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of
FRENCH, FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strong Plants. CATALOGUES gratis on application.

HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 varieties, seed or

plants, as per former Advertisement.
Crown Nursery, Reading.

To tbe Trade.
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE.W THOMPSON, Seedsman, Tavern Street,

• Ipswich, begs to offer good plants of the beautiful scarlet-

flowered LARKSPUR above named, introduced by him last season,

of which prices per dozen may be had on application.

W. T. can also supply a lew dozen LYCHNIS I.KGASCJE, at very

moderate prices.

Brltisb Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for s\x postage

stamps, Part I (British Ferns and their varieties. 36 pages,

including prices of Hardy F\otic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive

CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

JLJ of NOVELTIES for the Present Season is

will be forwarded post free on .ipphcaiion.

Stanstead and Kutl.uul I'ark Nurseries, Lnnrlon, S

published, and

and Edi nburgh

Cboice New Seeds, Gladioli, &c.

WILLIAM CUIBUSH and SONS Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest

quality only. Post free on application.
Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery. 134, Faubourg
de Bruxclles, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had, free,

from his Agents, Messrs, R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane,

Great Tower Street, London, E.G. __^_^____

ALEXIS DALLIERE, NURSERYMAN, Ghent, Belgium.
having just published his PLANT CATALOGUE for 1872,

begs to inform his Friends and the Public that it can now be had
post free of his Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, s. Harp
Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

Queen of Primroses.
PRIMULA JAPONICA.—The Undersigned have

just received a small quantity of Seed of this magnificent hardy
plant from abroad, which they have much pleasure in offering, in

packets, at is., 21. (id., -^s. 6d., and y., post iree.

BUTLER, McCULLOCH, anu CO., Covent Garden Market,
London, W.C. _^^^_^___^__

BRENTWOOD HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The FIRST SHOW for ihc present SF..\SON will, by the kind

invitation of the President, C. I. H. Tower, Esq.. be held in his

Grounds, at Weald Hall, on THURSDAY, June 27 next.
Schedules of Frizes may be obtained of

Mr. RICHARD EARTHY, Hon. Sec.
Pleasant House, Brentwood.

AUNTON DEANE HORTICULTURAL and
FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY. — GRAND FETE and

EXHIBITION in AUGUST NE.\T. Prizes value £250 offered for

competition. Schedules now ready, and will be forwarded on

"^•?a?mo°n"; April, 187. J. B. SAUNDERS. Hon. Sec.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

TOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department,
rhe Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

LILIUM AURATUM.—The best and finest bulbs
ever imported have just arrived from Japan.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare Plants,
King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

VERBENAS, VERBENAS, VERBENAS.— Purple
King, good strong plants. 61, per 100 ; Pink and Scarlet ditto,

6j. HELIOTROPE, 6i. LOBELIA PUMILA GRANDIFLORA.
y. per 100. Package included. For cash only.

S. BIDE, Alma Nursery, Farnham, Surrey,

rPWO HUNDRED and FIFTY THOUSAND
J- PANSIES.—Fine strong plants, including the finest named
varieties :

—

is., 4J., &. , and qs. per dozen ; izj. 6rf. , 2ti.,and 361. per 100.

PANSY SEED, English and Belgian, 11. td. and 2s. 6d. per packet.
NewTricolor-leavedFUCHSIASUNRAY, awarded two First-class

Certificates, s*. each.
CATALOGUES on application.

THOMAS MILNER. Nurseryman. Bradford, Yorkshire.

BurmeBe Oreliids.
TEUTSCHEL AND CO.. Colchester.

_ . AGENTS for the SALE of FOREIGN and RARE PLANTS,
have received from Burmah, in first-rate condition, a Consignment ol

SATCOLAUIUM VIOLACEUM, SACCOLABIUM BLUMEI,
pAYI. AEKIDES. &c. Other Consignments to follow.

IV/r ESSRS.

Rhododendrons, Bhododendrons.

GEO. FARNSWORTH can supply a large quantity
ofthe 'above, various sizes; also other NURSERY STOCK, at

a low rate. Prices and samples on application.

The Nurseries, Matlock,

JOHN WATERER AND SONS. Bagshot. Surrey, are
the Exhibitors of RHODODENDRONS at the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Regent's Park. Their CATALOGUE of these Plants can
be had by letter addressed to Bagshot.

C^ Ihe Catalogue fully describes Colours, Prices, &c., of the

Rhododendrons. __^_____
EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.
w=
w^EBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,

Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours

;

AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Eariy
Spring Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr.W EBB, Calcot , Reading.

HAM>:r"OP'S HUMITiS.—A quantity of New
Seed, just arrived, to offer to the Trade,

HOOPER AND CO,, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Aucuba Pollen.

JOHN STANDISH and CO. can now supply any
quantity of AUCUBA POLLEN in one shilling and half-crown

packets. Post free for stamps.
Also MALE AUCUBA PLANTS, with flower buds, at from 3S. 6d.

tosi. each. Royal Nu rseries, Ascot.

M^

New Catalogue of Plants, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, containing Select Descriptive and Priced Lists
of Plants suitable for bedding and decorative fpurposes, &c.,—
Delphiniums, Double-flowered Pyreihrums, Hardy Aquatics, Saxi-
fragaSj Sedums, Sempervivums, Sweet Violets, &:c., is now published,
and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, S.W.

AURICE YOUNG'S NEW TRADE LIST of

_ _^ __ _R/E, HARDY EVERGREEN TREES and

SHRUBS, ROSES. RHODODENDRONS, JAPANESE PLANTS
NEW AUCUBAS, Sic, is now ready, and will be forwarded or

application.
Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

WANTED, some PLANTS of PRICKLEY COM-
FREY.—Apply, stating quantity for disposal, and

perly packed and sent by rail, carriage to be paid by Advertiser), tc

Mr. W. H. NICHOLLS, Dumpton Farm. Ramsgate.

CALCEOLARIAS AUREA FLORIBUNDA and
PRINCE of ORANGE. Fine, strong, healthy, well-rooted, and

perfectly hardy plants, 5*. per 100, £2 per 1000. VERBENAS of

sorts. LOBELIAS, IRESINES, AGERaTUMS, choice seedling

PETUNIAS, and other Plants, ready shortly, at same prices. All

Carriage free for cash with order.

KIRK, ALLEN, The Nurseries , Brampton, Huntington.

bUBLE PRIMROSESr^^c., per dozen :— Double
Giant Yellow, 4s. ; Double White, zs. %d. ; Double Lilac, is.;

Single Mauve, 2J. ; Single Paper-White. zj. Double POLYANTHUS,
M. Double Red HEPATiCA, as. ; Single itlue. zs. 6d. Double
PANSY, 2S. ; Magpie ditto. 25. Double Rose-White ROCKET, 2S.

;

Double Purple, 2s. DAISIES, in six varieties, is, 6d.

A. LAMB, Pear Tree Hill. Lisburn, Ireland.

TROP.liOLUM
I

MINNE WARREN.—Good
established plants of this beautiful variegated dwarf Nasturtium.

IS, each, or los. 6d. per dozen.
. .

PELARGONIUM BEAUTY of KINGSTON, m very good plants,

II,, II. 6d., and 2s. Od. each ; and seeds of this lovely Pelargonium,

IS. 6<^. per dozen.
The usual discount to the Trade. A remittance must accompany

all orders from unknown Correspondents.
H, MCMILLAN, Nurseryman, &c., Kingston-on-Thamcs.

'ICHARD WALKER has to offer, for cash, PINKS,
mixed laced, £t per 100. DAISIES, White, Crown, Hen-and-

Chicken, all at 5s per 100; do. Peari, 21. 6d. per 100. POLYANTHUS,
Zs. per 100. POTAiOS, real American Red-skinned Flourball, £7
per ton; American Goodrich, 14J, per cwi. ; Giant King, 8s. per cwt.

Market Gardens, Biggleswade. Beds.

SEED POTATOS, in good condition, very cheap.
Kidneys, Lemon and Myatt's Ashleaf, per cwt., gs- ; P" ton. 90*-

Early Golden Dwarf and liandsworth,per cwt.,5s. 6d. ; per ton, iooj.

CABBAGE PLANTS and POTATOS. — Early
Enfield, 2s. 6d. per 1000, 20s. per 10,000 ; Early York, 2s. 6d. per

1000, 20s. per 10,000; Red Pickling, 4s. per 1000. Rivers' Ashlops,

10;. per sack; Climax, 12s.; Myatt's Prolific, los. ;
Goodrich, tas.

;

Early Rose, tos.; per ton, 901. Sacks, is. 6d. each. Remittances to

accompany all orders.
CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Peterborough.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong, healthy, Drumhead
Cabbage {Robinson's Champion) can now be supplied in any

quantity, at 3s, per 1000, by
JAS. IVERY AND SON, Dorking Nursery.

Choice Cut Flowers
WANTED, to SELL on COMMISSION. ~ For

particulars, apply to J. H, POUNCE. Florist, Nurser>'man.

Seedsman, and Salesman, The Flower Mart, Vllliers Street Charing

Cross, London, S.W.

CABBAGE PLANTS. — Strong Robinson's Drum-
Drumhead, 2S. 6d. per 1000.

Strong Early Battersea, Enfield Market, Little Pi-xie, and other eariy

kinds, 3J. per 1000. | Red Pickling, 4s. per 1000.

Remittances to accompany all Orders
W. VIRGO AND SON, The Nurseries, Wonersh, Guildford.

ABBAGE PLANTS.—AboVt 4 acres of strong
Cabbage Plants. Robinson's Champion Ox Cabbage at 2s, gJ.

per 1000 : also late Red Pole Caitle Cabbage at 3s. bd. per 1000. All

orders above 50,000, ^d. per 1000 cheaper. Reference required from

unknown Correspondents.
WOOBEKRY, Nurseryman, Billmghujst, Su^cx^^

lANT ASPARAGUS" PXANTS, the best that

money can procure, all certain to grow, 2S. 6d. per 100. This

dd.icious Vegetable does not require half the expense usually incurred

in planting it. See RICHARD S.MITH'S SEED LIST for 1872.

Extra strong SEAK.A.LE, 2s. per dozen.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.
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TTo Gentlemen Amateurs and tlie Trade.HE Prettiest FANCY PICOTEE erown isCOUNTESS of ELLESMERE (Holland). In stron| bloominK
plants per 100, 40s. ; 50 for 22t 6./. : or 12 for 6s., cash. For clumn-
jng and bordering it is without a rival.
Other choice named PICOTEES, 12 show sorts, 6s. PANSIES,

12 sorts, 4J. Dahlias, 13 sorts, 4S., cash.JOHN J, HASI.AM. Bradshaw Gardens, Chadderton, Manchester.
"TVAHLIAS, Pot Roots of Show, Fancy, and Pompon
V?I a'S ?,",'& i't",5,\?'"-''' f- • u'S.'" " sorts'. Ss.

; so in 25 sorts, 155.

?Id^?,9;!?,1^'*A^','," tJO choice sorts, 12 for i., 25 for 7s.GERANIUMS, Gold and Silver Tricolors,' Inclu'ding Sophie

riTB.^S?;?;??":,
*'';• Po"»<:l<. " for .is. 6J.. 25 for 6r. 6d

, 50 for 12s.GERANIUMb. Zonal, Nosegay, and Scarlets, in 50 varieties, 12 sorts

riL^/^k,i;?P,.f,,f^' 50 'Of V; IDO for 14s., our selection.CALCEOLARfA AUREA FLORIBUNDA, and other sorts, i! for

iritniriS'.i^ ^'- Ji*. SO for as. M., 100 for 7s. 6i., 1000 for Cos.

V-Ir^ • '" *^ood sorts, 12 for 2s. 6d-, 25 for 45, ixi., 50 for 8s. 6J
Ihe above are good, well rooted plants, and are sent by post with

perfect safety, and no delay in transit.
CALCEOLARIA, Spotted, of tine strain, extra strong bloominc

plants, in large pots, at 6s. andgs. per dozen.
CINERARIAS, nice blooming plants, 4s. per dozen

H. AND R. STIRZAKER. Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.HDaMias, Pot Roots, fromENRY MAY'S unequalled COLLECTION-—
T\yelve line exhibition kinds, 6s. : 24 kinds, ns. ; 48 kinds. 15sPurchaser s selection from Catalogue a little estr.a. Now is a goodtime to procure the dormant pot roots. Henry May can also sunnlv

large ground roots of most kinds of DAHLIAS that are of service forcxhibilion at ts. each.
Fine named PHLOXES, of the best kinds, 6s. per dozen.
Pine named FUCHSIAS, „ 4s Jier dozenThis IS the proper season to remove Rock, Alpine, and HardyHerbaceous Plants. H. May's Collections arc very complete and

correctly named,
100 sorts ALPINE and ROCK PLANTS, ^i los

jSsorts Hardy'kERBACE^US PLANTS:irgi"cSt'.iSi£V,'^os.

g^i;^;^^?r\^L^\°''^i=x?''°^""'''^'^"""''™n'tiySiiSst.CALCEOLARIA GEM, a dwarf, shrubby-habited, golden-yellowthrowing more bloom than Aurea lloribunda, .and not liiible to die olT
like that kind

: very much recommended. Price per dozen, 4s.
;
per

,„'^''^'f'^?'-^'^'*
TRIOMPHE DE VERSAILLES, an improvedaurea Horibunda, same kind of growth and foliage. Per dozen, 4s.

;

PANSIES, Cliveden Yellow, Black, Blue, Purple, and Magpiecolour-s, separate, just commencing to bloom, and capable of great
<llsplayduringtlieensuingseason,2.s. per dozen I2s per 100hENRY MAY, The Hope'Nurseries. Bedafe,'^\'orEi,ire.

SUTTONS' FRESH IMPORTED FLOWER
SEEDS. Free by post.

r^^Il'h^'^u'
^WALLFLOWERS, STOCKS, ZINNrAS,&c.. importedfrom the most celebrated Continental growers. See • ' *"

.SUTTONS' DESCRIPTIVE LIST of FLOWER SEEDS, -ratisand post free on application. '
^raiis

SUTTONS' COLLECTIONS ol FLOWER SEEDS.No. I Collection of the best English and German varieties

No , r.Yi'.'"s""S'=''ons on cultivation, free by post or rail ,.'/2 2 oNo. 2 Col ection of ditto ditto .. ,1, 6No. 3 Co ection of ditto ditto .. , , „No. 4 Co ection of ditto ditto .. J ,J „No. 5 Collection of ditto ditto o fi

^
Small and useful Collections can also be had from is. to 7s. 6.;., free

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmcji^t^JheQ ueen, Reading, Berks.

DT r- LT c r^ ^r o
Planting Season^ICKSONS AND CO., Nurserymen and

SuKDSMtrN, I.Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, beg 10 call the

IE?i?fiu^^|.:--"-F'o^^^iSn.t^
and SHRUBS, which are now in fine condition for trans-

pd-and'.'£roo5TXrrugS7rirc5^ g^pts ?n^dS
S^i^jKSlr_J:^lllI,^'''-

GARDENERS, and LAND

JVf
I L F O R^ NURSERIES,

near Godalminpf.

For NEW and RARE HARDY PLANTS and
gSTAIo^-^k'"

M'^U'^ICE YOUNG'S N?wDescrip^tfve

^°'
"eve^pgr^f'^ns'^T^'^^L TREES and SHRUBS,

DSr1p';i''v?ll^AfSfeuT
"^'"''''^ ^""'^'^^ "-

^°'
'?.S?n'^?°'^^'?,^R?,^

"""^ °*«'- AMERICAN
C.ATaISg^E.

"'^"''CE YOUNG'S New Descriptive

For STANDARD and HALF STANDARD ROSESsee MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE

YO^Ni'^s'?^^n"^^-
AUCUBAS, see MAURICEYOUNGS New Descriptive CATALOGUE

^""Kov^o^^^ NOVELTIES, see MAURICE
i UUNGS New Descriptive CATALOGUE

^°''
*^pfAl.?X.w^''°'^'^^N-'^ ^'i SHRUBS for COVER
YOUNCNN °n S'.«UUBERIES, see MAURICEYOUNGS New Descriptive CATALOGUE ""i^i^-is

''°"'
^b*^?^!?.

="'<able for WINTER BEDDING seeMAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE
For TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREFS '

ip»MAURICE YOUNG'S New DescrfpSyt cil-ALOGUE
'^

°'
^^Jkk^^v T^F^W^fP^A^'TED or QUARTERED

Forwarded on application enclosing stamp.
Milford Nurseries, near Godalmin'r

"Daynbird; caldecott, bawtree
CD1,N^ wV'if ^"^ COMPANY (Limited^

W
1
KLL,

o^^^^^s^i'f^^ s/s?;<3'£j's s£ii^'^'-^s..
E D POTATO S"S

5s. per cwt.
Early Rose
Early Goodrich
Kingof Potatost
Webb's Imperial

t.r. ^ Berkshire Kidney
_ _ JAS. CARAWAY AND CO., Durdliam Down, Bristol

THniuAc: t.,dS??"'*S« Plants.HOMAS IMRIL AND SONS, Ayr, offer-
EARLY YORK CABBAGE plants

'"'' '°°°~'- '';

GIBStlN'S LATE DRUMhEaI) '9
skTOYS-''"'^!-''".."™AN greens:: :: 1

1

All line plants, and grown from besVseleM'eit ..^'.-l,^
°

TIPPS'S SELECTED PEAT.-Patronised by the

^.Sto"nia'll"''1.tked'1„-4lX7;arreis "5? tS ^'r°-
pu'^'rs.^-T^S:tsr- ^-'^' -"' 'i" Tructlo'ads^'fo:tne?al-

PEAT. SAND, and LOAM STORES, Lcwisham, S.E.

Choice Flower Seeds, Post Free.
"D S. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and SeedJ-'" Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, UpperHoUoway, London, N. „ ,

^
.

,,,.,1- . , . ^ Per packet

—

s. d.
Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed.

T)i r , r. . .
ts. 6d.,2S.6d.,-is. 6d.,and K o

Flants Iron) this Seed have atwavs been awarded First Prizes
,,,.„, , wherever exhibited.
Wilhams superb strain of BALSAM li 6d and 2 6
Neill s extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,
iir .L 11. . .

'^^ ^i 2s. 6d., 3s. 6d., and =:

Weathenlrs extra choice strain of CINERARIA,
.,,. ... . ^ IS. 6d.,2s.6'i.,2!. M , ^nd <:

CAkNAl ION, from prize (lowers ... , «

rT^^.'v^Jt?'^'^^*
^y^^C^'^LE, new scariet Larkspur"* '.'.

I 6
^rJ^v!^J^'^^''^^f''°'"^^^^""'^''o°P'"e varieties .. ..10
uhVi^u^A.??^'^^ "'^"^ ^^^ ^"^5t erect varieties 10
f/i:vc\'^*^'-'^'.*-^^^^''^''"^st varieties .. .. u. and 2 6

ficot tt,, choice mixed ....
POLYANTHUS, Wiggin's prize strain U a„',i , fiPRIMULA JAPbN«A,i|s£bSfulviieties- .."elch 2 6

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS^ptr collection of three colours :: IDwarf Scarlet INTERMEDUTE STOCK, strongly recom-mended ....
V°OLACORNUT'y'?*;''°''''''^'=^"'*'' •• =» « '"J

3 6\ lULiA LUHW u I A, Enchantress .. 21 (vf pml -> f,"OLA CORNUTAlvar. Perfection ..".mTmIISaunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER ". u». aim
2 o

Imported GERMAN ASTERS, STOCKS, WALLFLoVVERS,
r-T »i™ , ^' *"=' '" collections as imported.

l?RFNr-Hr°'FVF''77Q.'!:'°l'' ,,
--P" dozen, 6s., OS., and 12 o

"
i;'";-.",'-"'-'-.^

ENSIS, showy bulbs, 2S. per doz , los. 6rf. per 100
„ English Seedlings, very fine, 2s. 6d. per dozen, i6s. per too.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N,

caoice Florist Flowers.

TAMES VEITCH and SONS," Royal E.\otic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA ALBA ..
^" '^''^'^-'-

'';

„ „ RUBRA ;. :: 2 6
11 ,) choicest mi.xed 26The above Primulas have been saved from the best fringed

and most perfect flowers, and are so decidedly superior in
quabty, that J. V. & Sons are confident the produce cannot be
surpassed, if equalled.
Our Primulas were awarded a Special Certificate by the

hoy.al Horticultural Society, February 15, 1871, for superior
quality.

... , > 1-

CALCEOLARIA, International Prize strain .. .. 26
(-tmizt,'Jbi.

Dalkeith strain is. 6.f. and 2 6
r vV•?,«¥,^'^'o^'i''o/A';'?'..= fi''"<^'''" collection .. is. M and 2 6CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, finest Prize .. is and 2 6Awarded a Special Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society,
February 15, 1871.

^'

CARNAT ION, from a Prize collection .. .. is and 2 6BALSAM, Camellia-flowered, choicest mixed .. 6.f and I o
r-ir.'vi^TiP"?''''^

''°^''"''°""'=''' ''"='" "'I™'' • M. and I oGLO.viiMA, Irom our own collection of drooping and erect-
flowering varieties .. ( Q

JfPxVkY^,*-^?^' '^^o'" choicest named sorts . .
.'.' M aiid i o

ES7.JiJiv-i'^'''^"^'^'Cl'°'CC varieties, in mixture .. ..10
o ki?-!.'^'" I'^^''}^,' ='";'" !"'"«•' • •• "and 2 6lllNK, choicest mixed laced varieties is and 2 fi

fO^.'^NTH US, from finest gold-laced flowers .. .' '
Is I OLK, East Lothian, per collection of three colours, scarlet

purple, and white 26STUCK, Intermediate Scarlet, very superior "
'dd and r nSWEET WILLIAM. Dragg's Improved ' ^ ,

°

Collections of VECJEl'AllLE SEEDS, at 21s., 311.' 6,i.
, 4^. , eVs. , and

105s. each Carriage Paid. In all respects similiir to those advertised
by other I-irms.

Priced CATALOGUES post free on application.

B
Swede Seed.

OLTON AND CO. call special attention to their

•rnr.
choice stock of SWEDE known as MARSHALL'S PURPLE-lUl, which they can with great confidence recommend to all thosewho wish for a large crop of handsome bulbs

BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London, N.

Established 1793.

KING'S
HOME-GROWM. UNRIVALLED
HARDY I'KIZE STOCKS OF

MANGEL WURZEL,

SWEDES,
AND OTHER

TITBNIP SEEDS,
THE HARDIEST AND BEST STOCKS IN ENGLAND.

Selected from Large Roots.

Five per Cent, discount for Cash.

BUY DIRECT FROM THE GROWER.

Seed FARMS—COGGESHAIXand FEERING. ESSEX.

I o
o

KING'S CHAMPION ORANGE GLOBE, producln/roms *"
^'

many of llicm 42 inches in circiimfcrence, and very fine
qunlity '

FISHER HOBBS' ORANGE GLOBE '.

KING'S ESSEX FAVOURITE YELLOW GLOBE, very fine

.
variety

.. o dMAMMOTH LONG RED , q
KING'S ELVETHAM LONG RED, a heavy cropper"

"

"

o ro
KING'S FINE LONG YELLOW, from Roots, many of them

gOinchcslong
^

KING'S INTERMEDIATE, very true .. 0,0
KING'S CHAMPION DRUMHEAD CABBAGE .. " a o
KING'S DRUMHEAD SAVOY, very large .

"20
LARGE GREEN KOHL RABI ... "

i G
KING'S EXTRA FINE TRIPLED CURLED PARSLEY.

od. per packet.

KING'S MIXTURES of GRASSES and CLOVERS, for all
Soils, at moderate prices.

Much cheaper by the Cwt.
Swede and Turnip Seed at moderate prices.

No Common or Ordinary Stocks kept.

The growth of all Seed tested before sending out.
The Seed is New, and Nett Growth of i8?i. Extra Clean Dressed.

From Richard Solley, Esq., ToUesbury.
_

The Champion Orange Globe, grown Irom Seed supplied bvvou.
IS the best I have ever seen." ^ 1 *

Frovt Mr. Thom.\s Everett, North Creak
I was very much pleased with the Champion Orange Globo from

the beed you sent me.

Large purchasers ofthese Unrivalled Hardy Stocks supplied at Special
Moderate Prices.

*^

A SILVER CUP and OTHER PRIZES will be given forCOMPETITION to Growers from Seed Supplied by J. K. King.
Farm Seed Lists, with Prices and numerous Testimonials, now

ready, post free on application.

Carriage Paid to all Stations on Orders of 205. and upwards.

JOHN K. KING,
SEED GROWER, COGGESHALL, ESSEX.

Establislied 1793.

GRASS SEEDS,

AGRICULTTTRAI, SEEDS,

C CORNEB"oF ^ffi STREET.')

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

FLOWER SEEDS.

Catalogues forwarded Post Free to any address on application.

32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
(one of the Oldest Nurseries extant)

IS NOW CONDUCTED BY A COMPANY, WHO ARE
PREPARED TO

WAEEANT GENUINE
EVERY ARTICLE SUPPLIED TO THEIR CUSTOMERS

THEIR .STOCK AND RESOURCES ARE ALMOST

INEXHAUSTIBLE;
AND

THEIR MOTTO IS "LIBERALITY."
Please write fortheir ROSE and FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE, andako forcheir SEED CATALOGUE,

just published.

Address, JOHN BESTER (Manager),
PINE.APPLE NURSERY, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W,
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As supplied to

Special

Notice.
TKe Queen.

I UTTONS'

As supplied to tlic

Trincc ofWalei

LONG R !•: nQUTTONS" MAMMOTH
*^ MANGEL.

SUTTO.V fir* SONS arc still able to supply the

true stock of this unrivalled Long Red Mangel, which was

first introduced to the Public by SUTTON &^ SONS,

and supplied by them to the several Royal Farms, and to

their Customers generally, for some years before the name

of Mammoth was adapted by any other House. First

Prizes and Silver Cups have been awarded to this Mangel

at thefollowing Agricultural Meetings

:

—
B.iiidon (Ireland)

Itarton
Bfdale
BimiinKliam (fnr the

fourth time)
Bury St. Edmiiml's
Cheltenham
Chii-hestcr
Ciickticid
Dublin
Dunmow
East Surrey
Evcrcreech

Faversham
Terscy (for ihc third

timel
Keevil
King's Lynn
Lane^dalc
Leeds
Leicester
Lone Sutton
Newmarket
Northallerton
Norwich
Ongar

Pocklington
Reigate
Roscommon (Ireland)

Royal Central Uucks
Ruchy
Sleaford
Stalham
Terrington
Trintr
Tunhridgc Wells
York (for the second

time)

Price i-f. 3(i'. per lb., much cheaper by the cwt.

Priced Descriptive LISTS of FARM SEEDS gratis

and post Free.

SUTTON AND SONS,

Seedsmen by Appointment to the Qucen cind the

Prince of Wales,

READING. BERKS.

BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(registered Trade ^L^^k, " Flying Albatross"), is now ready for

delivery in quantity and in fine condition. The best fertiliser yet
produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contains
ai per cent, of Soluble Phosphates. 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Sails

of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voelcker, I'r. Anderson, Professor
Way. Mr. Ogston, Mr. Sibson. Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of

which is secured by a leaden seal bearing the Company's Trade
Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so lung as the seals remain
unbroken,
BIPHOSPHATED GU.\NO COMPANY, =0, Billiter Street, EC.

' rpHE FLORISTS' and GARDENERS'
& / X MANURE.—This wdl-known Manure is com.

r posed of the most powerful fertilisers, and contains a
ij '^^ %^ very large percentage of ammonia. It is devoid of~ .^V IN oflensivc smell, and may therefore be used in the^ conservatory or greenhouse as well as the open

C2 ^^ t;round ; is easy of application, and will keep any
length of time without losing its fertilising properties.

Supplied in neat bags, with full instructions for appli-

cation, at the following rates :—
1 1 lb

,
5s. ; 28 lb, , 8s. 6d. ; 50 lb. , 15s. ;

1 cwt., ais- ; also in is. tins. Sold by all the principal Seedsmen, and
by HESJRY NOBBS and CO., 17. Farringdon Street, E.G. Post-

otfice Orders to be made payable at the Fleet Street Post Office.

mTes'^patent "chemical fertiliser.—
This Manure has been used for two years, with remarkable

success, and with almost every variety of crop—Cereals, Roots, Fruits,
and Flowers.
Three hundred quarts of Shelled Peas of the Ne Plus Ultra sort

were produced on a plot of ground 24 feet by 14 feet.

Sutions' Flourball Potatos were grown 1% lb. in weight each, sound
and good ; three roots yielded a bushel of tuber. Similar results were
obtamed from Strawberries, Pears, Asparagus, &c.
China Asters, perfect in shape and colour, 5 inches in diameter ; and

Chr>'santhemums 5% inches in diameter, were produced from the use
of this Fertiliser.

Besides being sold in bulk to large consumers, the fertiliser is

T HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established i84o)[

Have now ready for delivery, in hne dry condition—
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTKATED AMMONIACAL MANURE.forTop-Dressing
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITROPHOSPIIATE
MANGEL, HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO (ns imported by Messrs. Thomson, Bonar,

& Co.), NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c.

116, Fenchurch St reet. I-IDW^VRD PU RSER, Secret ary.

L~
~AWES'S AL\NURES~for GRASS LAND should

be applied during the months of February and March. Nitrate

of Soda supplied ex Ship or from Stocks at Docks at London, Liver-

pool, and otner ports, at lowest market prices.

JOHN BENNET LAWES, 59, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

Branch Offices :—Market Street, Shrewsbury; 22, Eden Quay,
Dublin I Womanby Street, Cardiff; Cumberland Road, Bristol;

61, Constitution Street, Leith ; 'and 14, Market Street, Abcrbecn.
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED BONES.
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
LAWES'S WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS and MANGEL MANURE.
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses or

throuL'h any of the appointed Agents throughout the United Kingdom.
PEKUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and other CHEMICAL MANURES; AMERICAN
and other CAKES, at market prices.

supplied in tins, with full directions for use.

ftlanufactured by BATCHELOR and C(
wholesale by the UNIVERSAL MANURE COMPANY; 37 and 3

ufactured by BATCHELOR and CO. (Patentees), and sold

Mark Lane, E.G., where samples of produce may be seen, and
Testimonials, prices, &c., obtained.

Caro Guano.

/CHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO, rich in Soluble
^^ Phosphates and Nitrogenous Organic Matter. See Chemical

Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for Grain and Root

Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to Peruvian.

Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO., Billiter Street, London, E.G.

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
OOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER.

Of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

TOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES.—Will destroy Thrip, Red Spider, Green and Black

Hy, and Mealy Bug, and burns without the assistance of blowing,

and is entirely free from paper or rags. Price 31. Cut. per lb., carriage

free. A reduction in price for targe quantities.

To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS and SONS, Tobacco Manufac-
turers, 112, St. John Street, Clcrkcnwell, E.C., of whom Copies of

Testimonials may be obtained ; and of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD M.\NURE,
for CORN CROPS.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for ROOTS and GREEN CROPS GENERALLY.

ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
ODAMS'S NITRO-BIPHOSPHATE(or Prepared) GUANO.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL BARLEY MANURE.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL MANGEL MANURE.
ODAMS'S TOP-DRESSING MANURE.

MANUFACTURED

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE,
OR

BLOOD MANURE COMPANY (LIMITED),
Consisting of

TENANT FARMERS occupying upwards of 80,000 acres of Land.
Chief Office—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
Ciiaimtan—Robert Leeds, Castleacrc, Norfolk-

Z?e/»(y-C/m I rjttUM—John Collins, 255, Camden Road, N.W.
Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon, Norfolk,
George Savill, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Charles Dorman, 2j, Essex Street. Strand, W.C.
Thomas Webb, Hildershara, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Slellon Ross, Lincolnshire.
C. J. Lacy, 60, West Smithficld, EC.
J. C. Jonas, Cambridge.
Herbert Bird, Shortacres, Peterborough.

Managing Director.—James Odams.
Several Hundred ThousandTons of the Manures have been supplied

to the Agricultural Public, and the increasing demand that exists for
them is the best proof of the appreciation m which they are held.
Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of the local agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.
Chief Offices, loq, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

G

Red
Spider.

Magni-

fied-

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, aeainst
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
ol from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-

sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in

boxes, If., 3s., and los. td.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Battersea. London, S.W.

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat*
orwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

Eussia Mat Merchants.
MESSRS. G. i>. MAki':Nn\z and fisher,

importers of ARCII.XNGI I. and SI, PETERSBURG MATS,
dealers in TANNED GARDEN NKT 11 NG, TIFFANY, LABELS,
TARRED and other TWINES, LINES, &c.

g, James Street, Covent Garden, London, W. C.

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and Packing. Second sized Arch-

angel, loos. ; Petersburg, (xis. and 80s. ; superior close Mat, 451., 501.,

and 551. ;
packing Mats, 205',, joj., and 35s. per 100 j and every other

description of Mats at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,

4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C-

ESSIANS and SCRIMS for COVERING
4'4 Scrim, from 2d. to 5J. per yard, advancing J^i,

54-inch Hessian and Scrim, 3rf. ,3J^rf.) 4<i
1 Ali^i ^"^^ slid,

72 ,, ,, ,, A%d.,s%d., 6d., 6}-^d., and upwards.

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Sack and Bag Makers, and Canvas
Manufacturers, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

EDGINGTON'S GARDEN NETTING, the cheapest
and most durable, at id. per square yard, or in quantities of

250, 500, or looD yards, carriage free,

TTi DGINGTON'S RICK CLOTHS for 67 years have

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Pattern*!, and Specimens sent post free on application; also

Patterns of OrnamentalTilc Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls, &c. MAW and CO.. Benthall Works, Broselcy.

Bee-Hives.—Two Silver Medals Awarded to

GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS, at the Paris Exhibition of 1867.

The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver Medal for Bee-hives,

NEIGHBOURS' IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour & Sons,

working three bell-glasses, is

neatly and strongly made of
straw ; it has three windows
in the lower Hive, This Hive
will be found to possess many
practical advantages, and is

more easy of management than
any other Bee-Hive that has
been introduced.

Price, complete. .;Ci 15 o
Stand for ditto . . o 10 6
The L I G U R I A N or

ITALIAN ALP BEE being
much in repute, G. N. & Sons
supply a Swarm of Bees with
;enuine Italian Queen, in the
mproved Cottage Hive, at

£4, Hive included.
An Italian Alp Queen, with

full directions for uniting to

Black Slocks, i^s. each.
ENGLISH BEES. —Stocks

and Swarms may be obtained
as heretofore.
THE APIARY. By A.

Neighbour. 5j., postage ^d.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other Improved Hives, with Draw-
ings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.
Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers, made by

James Lee, of Windlesham, at his prices.

Address, GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS, 127, High Holbom,
W.C. : or 149, Regent Street, W.

SIMPSON'S
"WORTLEY"

CELERY
COLLAR.

1^ [I^c^tsler^d.]

For Protecting Celery before eartlilng up.

See TESTIMONIALS.
Mr. Rose, Head Cardejter to Her Majesty, says

:

—" I consider your
Celery Collar an excellent invention. I snail be pleased to give it a
trial in (he Royal Gardens this season."

Mr. Steed, Head Gardener to His Grace the Duke of Devonshire at
Chaisworth, says .—" I am most favourably impressed with your Celery
Collar, and shall certainly give it a trial this season."

Mr. Wm. Thomson, Tweed Vineyard, says:—"This simple con-
trivance will meet a long-felt want. Thousands of heads of Celery are
spoiled by the earth getting into their centre. Your paper Collars
will prevent all this."

Many others could be added if space permitted.
See also Testimonials in the Horticultural Journals.

BLAKE AND MACKENZIE.
Sole Makers andWholesale Dealers only. Works—School

Lane, Liverpool. Branch—Howard Street, Glasgow.

The Celery Collars can be obtained through all Nurserymen and
Seedsmen. Orders will be executed as received, and immediate appli-

cation is necessary to insure delivery in due season.
Liberal Terms to the Trade for Cash,

H

lintaincd their celebrity as the best.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES for Hire are the most
elegant and capacious.

EDGINGTON'S CRICKET and GARDEN TENTS
are the prettiest.

TIFFANY, SCRIM CANVAS, and every other kind
of NETTING.

Be particular—FRED. EDGINGTON Ar^n CO., Rick Cloth, &c.
Manufacturer to Her Majesty, 52, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

A quantity of good Second-hand Government TENTS for Sale, cheap.

BEDDY AND CO,, Chapel Terrace, Porthleven,
• Cornwall, beg to call attention to their superior GARDEN

NETTING.
New Netting (Tanned), i inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at 8ii, per yard.

Repaired Nettmg (Tanned), 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; ^ inch mesh,

4 yards wide, at Sd. per yard ; ]4 inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at 11. per
yard. Supplied in width from i to 20 yards.

Repaired FISHING NETS, id. per square yard.

TANNED NETTING, for Garden purposes,
Protecting Fruits from Birds, &:c. Widths 1, 2, 3, and 4 yards

Price id. per square yard.

HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, London, W.C,

TANNED GARDEN NETTING. One Penny per
square yard, for Protecting Seed Beds, Peas, Fruit, Straw-

berries, &c., from Birds, Frost, Blight, &c., and as a Fence for

Fowls-in 1,2, 3, and 4 yard widths. HEXAGON. TIFFANY,
and other NETTING: GALVANISED WIRE NETTING, PEA.
HURDLES, SEED PROTECTORS, &:c-

C. WRIGHT and CO. (late 376, Strand, London), Newark-on-Trcnt,

NETTING for FRUIT TREES. SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.—TANNED NETTING (or

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,

2d. per yard, or 100 yards, 20s ; 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards,

20s. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6d. per yard

; 4 yards

wide, IS. per yard
;

^^^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6a. per yard. Also
TIFFANY. Can be had in any quantity of

EATON and DELI,ER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge, E.C.

T>RESERVE YOUR TREES
-^ FROM FROST and BIRDS.

PATENT COTTON NETTING {ih yards wide) for
the protection of Fruit Trees and Tender Plants against Frost
Hail, and Wind ; also against Wasps and other insects.

FRIGI DOMO (2 and 3 yards wide) : an excellent
protection from Frost.

COTTON BUNTING {38 inches wide) : a good and
light material for shading.

SCRIM CANVAS (36 inches wide) : the best material
for Greenhouse Shades ; light, cheap, and durable.

BROWN LINEN (6 feet wide) : strong and efFective

for Conservatory Shades.

STRIPED MATERIALS for Blinds, Linen and Cotton
;

a variety of patterns and colours,

TANNED NETTING.—A large quantity of Repaired
Netting, for the preservation of Fruit Trees and Seed Beds from
Birds, at 2d. per yard, 2 yards wide,

ARCHANGEL and OTHER MATS.

Also NEW TANNED NETTING, 2 yards wide, in
pieces of 90 yards in length.

Samples and Price List on application.

Address BENJAMIN EDGINGTON (in full),

Marquee and Tent Maker by Special Appointment to

Her Majesty the Queen and H.R.H. the Prince of

Wales, and His Majesty the King of the Netherlands,

2, Duke Street, London Bridge, S.E.
No other Establishment.

ET. ARCHERS' "FRIGI DOMO."
• —Patronised'and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is applied.

PROTECTION AGAINST the COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS,

WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard.
" FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS.

Two yards wide " lod. per yard.

Three yards wide 35. 2<i, per yard.

Four yards wide V. lod. per yard,

SCRIM CANVAS, 72inches>'ide, 70 yards ]ong,6?iii. to^)id. per yard.

HESSIAN CANVAS do., do,, 54 and 72 inches wide, 7}id. and
q^irf. per yard.
ELISH.A. T. ARCHER, Only Maker of "Frigi Domo," 3, Cannon

Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.
Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane,

The Opening of Parliament and tlie London Season.
NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and MEMBERS of PARLIAMENT

having their CUT FLOWERS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES, &c.,
forwarded to their TOWN HOUSES, should USE

CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE TRANS-
MISSION CASES, pronounced by the Royal Horticultural

Society " the best now in use."
These Cases are now reduced in price for cash, and can be obtained

from the Agents or Patentee, Gloucester, to whom all communications
should be addressed.
Intending Exhibitors in the Patent Cases should give their orders

at once, to msure the Paint and Varnish being thoroughly dry.

The No. 12, The "MALTON" Plant, Flower, &c, Protector,

Varnished, packed and forwarded on the receipt of 81., in postage

stamps, or order.—Gloucester, January 17,
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SUPERB NEW HARDY CLEMATISES FOR 1872.

The following named varieties have been selected from many hybridised seedlings, raised

by I. Anderson-Henry, Esq., and are now offered for the first time. They are decided improve-

ments on all other recent introductions of this beautiful genus ; the flowers, which are produced in

great profusion, are of e.xtraordinary size, fine form and substance, and very rich in colours :

—

LAWSONIANA.—Beautiful rosy-purple, slightly veined with darker shade ; the flowers sketched for plate
measured 9^ inches in diameter.

HENRYII.— Beautiful creamy-white, large flowers and free bloomer.

SYMESIANA.— Pale mauve or lavender ; a beautiful shade of colour
; petals broad and of fine substance

;

flowers nearly as large as Lawsoniana.

Plants in May, Sis. each or 63s. the set of three varieties.

The usual Discount to the Trade.

Orders are respectfully requested, and ivi/l be executed in rotation as received.

Plates of those beautiful flowers, sj. kd. the set, or gratis to purchasers, will be ready in a few days.

PETER LAWSON & SON, Edinburgh and London.

VERBENA VIOLET KING.

Messrs. Thomas Methven & Sons
Have much pleasure in announcing that they have arranged to send out this superb and very distinct NEW

VERBENA. It was raised at Drumlanrig, where it has been extensively grown, and proved to be one of the best
bedding plants in cultivation. Colour, a lively violet-purple, giving the same and most effective shade as Verbena
venosa. It grows to the same heiglit as Crimson King, but is more twiggy in habit, and forms a most compact
mass of bloom. It is of a hardy constitution, and stands rain better and blooms later into the damp weather of
autumn than any variety that has been tried against it. Mr. Simpson, of Wortley Hall, writing of it in The
Gardener, says, " It is a better bloomer, has a larger flower, a more vigorous constitution, and is much more effective
at a distance than Purple King, It was planted out side by side with Purple King in various situations, and its
superiority was very noticeable. It will prove a good companion to Crimson King."

To be sent out second week of May.
Price 18s. per dozen. The usual discount to the Trade.

Orders are now being booked, and will be executed in rotation as they are received.

LEITH WALK NURSERIES, EDINBURGH.

JAMES BROOKE & CO.,

FAIRFIELD, MANCHESTER.

SEED POTATOS.

H. & F. Sharpe's
WHOLESALE LIST OE SEED POTATOS

COMPRISES, AMONGST OTHERS, THE FOLLOWING FINE VARIETIES, VIZ, T—

EARLY SANDRINGHAM KIDNEY, First Early
MONA'S PRIDE KIDNEY
AMERICAN EARLY ROSE

,OLD ASHLEAF KIDNEY
WALNUT-LEAVED KIDNEY
RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF KIDNEY
MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY
DAINTREE'S EARLIEST ROUND

AMERICAN EARLY GOODRICH
EARLY DALMAHOY ROUND
EARLY OXFORD ROUND
DRUMMONDS EARLY PROLIFIC ROUND
EARLY FLOUNDER, very prolific

PATERSON'S VICTORIA, True
FLUKE KIDNEY
RED-SKINNED FLOURBALL, True

The above varieties have been carefully selected, and the quality is excellent. For prices (which are venr low)
and other particulars, apply to

i- v j "";.

H. AND F. SHARPE, SEED GROWING ESTABLISHMENT, WISBECH, CAMBS.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

A Complete Collection for a large Garden 633.
A Complete Collection for a medium-sized Garden .. ,. 423.A Complete Collection for a Small Garden 21s.

None but the most approved sorts of Vegetables are included in the above Collections. For sorts.
SEED LIST, Free on application.

ORCHIDS and their CULTIVATION.
The cultivation of Orchids being rapidly upon the

increase, and the details connected with their growth and

management being, in consequence, often asked for, we

have been induced to give a new complexion to our

CATALOGUE, and have endeavoured to render it a

popular and readable introduction to Orchidolog>-. We
call it "The FAIRFIELD ORCHIDS," under which

name it can be supplied, either by ourselves, or by

Messrs. Bradbury, Evans & Co, lo, Bouverie Street,

London, E.C., price 3J.

Having thus provided the cultivators of this charming

race of plants with details respecting their varied natures

and excellencies, we shall, of course, be e\-pected to

furnish the plants themselves at the most reasonable

prices possible, so as to place them within the reach of

the general public, and give them the opportunity of

trying if, by following our own methods of culture, they

may not greatly simplify the whole matter.

We append, accordingly, a list of the prices at which

we can furnish plants, and confidently leave it to our

friends to note for themselves how very moderate they

are :

—

Dendrobium Falconeri, 21s. to 635. each; D. Wardianum, 63J. to

105s.
; D. chrj'sotia, 21s. to 63J. ; D. McCarlhias, 435. to 841. ; D.

hcterocarpum, 5*. to an. D. moniliforme, lor. (>d. to 2i«. ; D. trans-

parens, 55. to zu. ; D. Devonianum, 7s. bd. to au. ; D. nobile, 55. to

losj. ; Odontoglossum grande, ys. 6d. to los. 6d. ; O. Insleayi, ys. 6d. to

loi. 6d. ; O. citrosmum, 7s. 6d. to loi. 6d. ; O. luteopurpurcum, 25s. ;

O. gloriosum, 25s. • O. Alexandra: (Bluntii), 2ir. to 63J. ; O. Pcscatorei,

2ii. to 635. ; O. Rossi superbum, sjs. to 311. 6d. ; O. crocidyptcrum,

42s. ; O. platyodon, 31J. 6d. ; O. ramutosum, 31J, 6d. ; O. Bictonense,

15s. ; O. Uroskinneri, los. td. to 15^. ; Vanda crerulea, 10s. 6d. to 1051.

Pleione Wallichii, 31. 6d. eich, 30J. per dozen ; P. lagenaria, 51. to

I05. (>d. ; Cypripedium hirsutissimum, 71. td. to 21J, ; Cattleya Mossi*,
js.td. to 211. ; C. maxima, 315. 6d. ; C. Trianae, 151. ; C, Warneri, 2ii.

;

Barkeria Skinncri, lOJ. 6d. to 63*.; B. spectabilis, los. (>d. to 631.;

Calaiithc vestita, 3s. (td. to 21J. ; C. Veitchii, loi. 6<f. to 42*. ; Coclogyne

cristatum, lOi, 6rf. to 631,; Oncidium Papilio, ys. td. to 10*. 6d. ; O.

Krameri, 21s, ; O. Lanceanum, fine variety, 15$.

If the selection be left to J. B. & Co., they undertake to

supply at the following rates :
—

12 really good, free flowering, beautiful sorts, 5 guineas.

24 ditto, including rarer sorts, 10 to 20 guineas.

50 ditto, very fine collection, 30 to 50 guineas,

100 ditto, the higher priced, including fine and many very rare

specimens, 50 to 100 guineas.

Gentlemen commencing collections, or having only a few kinds, the

names of which may be given, would be supplied in this way much
cheaper than if selected separately from the list, and with sorts of

sterling merit.

The Catalogue contains such sorts as are really uselul, and which,

being in general demand, are most regularly in stock. The collection

will be regularly increased with new and good ones, and any not in

stock will, as far as possible, be procured to order, at as low a price

as they can be supplied.

The GUINEA COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, Carriage Free,
Is composed of the following most approved kinds :—

PEAS—Dillistonc's Earliest, i quart
Suttons' Early Champion, r quart
Champion of England, i quart
Veitch's Perfection, i quart
Payne's Conqueror, i pint
Advancer, 1 pint
Blue Scimitar, r pint

J*EANS--Johnson^s Wonderful, i quart
Broad Windsor, i quart
French Robin's Egg 1 pint
Scarlet Runners, i pint

BEET~St. Osyth i oz.
BORECOLE, or KALE-Asparagus, i pkt
Hearting, i packet
Cottagers', i packet

iiKULCOLl—Adams' Early, i packet
Snow's Winter White, i packet
Purnlc Sprouting, i packet
Walchcren, t packet

irf Late White, i packet
ICKI

BROCCOLI— D' ,.
CABBAGE—Early Nonpareil, 1 paciict

Enlield Market, i packet
Worcester Incomparable, r packet
Red Pickling, i packet

CARROT—Early Horn, i or.
James' Intermediate, 1 oi.
Improved Altringham, i oz.

CAULIKLOWER-Early London, 1 packetCELERY—Matchless Red, i p.icket
Cole's Crystal White, i packet

CRESS—Broad-leaved, 2 oz.
Curled, 20Z.
Australian, i oi.

CUCUMBER—Smith's Frame, i packet
Stockwood, I packet

ENDIVE-Moss Curled, i packetLEEK—Musselburgh, i packet
LETTUCE-ParisAVhiie Cos, i packet
Fans Green Cos, i packet

LETTUCE—Worcester Cabbage, 1 packet
MUSTARD~4oz.
MELON—Hannam's Hybrid, 1 packet
ONION-White Spanish, r oz.
James' Keeping, i oz.

PARSLEY— Myatt's Garnishing, i packet
PARSNIP—Improved Hollow Crown, i 01,

RADISH-Long Scarlet, 2 01.
Red Turnip, z oz.
White Turnip, 2 oz.
Olive Shaped, 2 oz.

SAVOY-Green Curled, i packet
SPINACH-Round, 401.

Prickly, 4 oz.
TURN IP-Early Snowball, i ox.
American Rcdtop, i 01.

TOMATO-Red, i packet
VEGETABLE MARROW i packetPOT HERBS, 4 packets

EICHAED SMITH,
SEED MERCHANT AND NURSERYMAN, WORCESTER.

A Special Descriptive CATALOGUE
OF

ORCHIDS, PALMS, FERNS, CYCADS, &c.,

Post Free.

PINES.

Our stock of these (one of the largest in England)

consists of about 1200 plants of all sizes, and we can

supply from suckers to fruiting plants, good, healthy, and

clean, at prices according to size.

Montserrat is chiefly grown ; this variety we can supply,

succession plants, from 3J. 6<i. to los. 6d., and fruiting

plants los. 6d. to 42J. each. Other sorts are grown, such

as Smooth Cayenne, Black Jamaica, Charlotte Rothschild,

&c. The last mentioned is highly recommended as a fine

variety, in way of Queen, growing to 10 or i a lb., and a

fine new winter variety.
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Now Beady, Post Free to all Applicants.

B. S. WILLIAMS
NF.W PLANT AND

GENERAL CATALOGUE
Which, in addition to select LISTS of the

general NURSERY STOCK, also contains the

following CHOICE NEW PLANTS, which

are now offered to the Public for the first

time, and which will be ready for distribution

in May next :
—

^chmea Marise Reginee.
This is undoubtedly one of the most superb Uroineliaceous plants

ever introduced to the Hardens of Europe, and durinK ibe past season
was awarded a First class Certificate at the Regent's Park Uutanic
Society's Fshibition, a First-class Certificate at the Koval Ilorlicul-

tural Society's Exhibition, and also a Special Silver Medal for its great
beauty and superior excellence. It is a beautiful stove perennial, of
robust habit, the leaves are arrani^ed in a vase-like manner, recurved
towards the end, from i3 to 18 inches long, and dark green. The
flower-spike is erect, and rises Iroiii the centre, the lower portion

clothed with large oblong boat-shaped bracts of a rich magenia shaded
with rose, and which remain for iwo months in full perfection; the
upper noriion is thickly studded with llowers, which are tipped with
dark blue, changing with age to rose. I'rice 63J, each.

Adiantum Capillus-Veneris undulatum
(Moore).

A remarkable variety o( dwarf compact habit, with very large and
broad, dark preen pinna:, which are beautifully undulated at the
mai^ins. It IS perfectly distinct from any o^hcr variety, and has been
awarded a First-class Certificate by ihc Royal Horticultural Society.

Price 211. each.

Davallia Tyermanii.
This is, perhaps, the most beautiful of alt the Hare's-foot Ferns yet

jntroducea to cultivation : it is of dwarf compact habit, and, on
account of its being suitable for grnwing as a basket plant, for

Wardian cases, or for general decorative purposes, as well as for

public exhibition, it is a valuable addition to this lovely order of
plants. It is an evergreen species, having deltoid, iripinnate, rich

dark green fronds sonic 7 or 8 inches long, and nearly as much broad
at the base. The rhiiomes are somewhat slender, and densely clothed
with large, silveiy-white. chafly scales, which contrast charmingly
with the deep green of its fronds. It has been awarded a First-class
Certificate at South Kensington, a I'irst-class Certificate at the
Kegenl's Park Botanic Society's Exhibition, and also at the Man-
chester Spring Meeting in February of the present jcar. Price
SIS. each.

Erica Turnbullii.
A very desirable and distinct garden hybrid, raised by Mr. Turnbull

of Bothwell Castle. It is of good habit, an abundant bloomer, and
very showy : the flowers arc produced in umbels of from three to six,

tube upwards of an inch and a half long, deep reddish-pink in colour,
the limb is white, and the throat dark purple. It blooms in August
and September. Small specimens 6y. each.

Fuchsia Emperor of Brazil.
A pleasing free-flowering variety; flowers very double, tube and

sepals deep reddish-crimson, sepals broad and well reflexed ; corolla
regular and very double, rich violet-purple flaked with rosy-carmine.
Price 71. 6d.

Fuchsia Prince Leopold.
This is a profuse bloomer; habit good, flowers large and very

double, tube and sepals deep crimson, the latter broad and well
rcflexed ; corolla very regular, deep violet, the upper part shaded with
carmine. Price 7s. 6d,

Fuchsia Purity.
Habit good ; tube and sepals bright carmine, very broad and pci

fcctly rcflexed ; corolla single and regular, pure while. Price
71. 6a. each.

Gloxinia Mr. Thos. Binney.
A 6ne erect flower, of great size and good substance; throat bright

red, whilst the limb is ol an intense deep crimson. Price joj. 64. each.

Gloxinia Purple Prince.
A superb erect flowering variety, of good habit; the flowers are

large and limb broad, the tube is white without, the throat and lolies

of the limb deep violet-purple, margined with blue. Price ios.6d. each.

Gloxinia Scarlet Gem.
Flowers erect, large, tube white, the throat freckled with lilac and

stained bluish-mauve at the mouth ; the limb is broad and even, and
of an intense vivid scarlet. It has received a First-class Certificate.
Price 101. 6d. each,

Pelargoniujn Mrs. J. Pottle.
A distinct variety, of the Nosegay section. It is very dwarf and

compact in growth, and is, perhaps, the most prolific bloomer ever
sent out; as a bedding plant it is unsurpassed, as the tria's it has
undergone for the last 'hrce years fully prove. The truss is dense and
globular, flowers a soft pint shaded with cerise; its distinct colour
and profuse blooming quality will render it a general favourite. Price
51. each.

Double-flowered Chinese Primrose, Peach
Blossom.

A most effective variety, of free and vigorous habit, presenting quite
a new feature in the colour of its flowers, which are large and full, of
a most beautiful carmine-pink suffused with peach; truss very fine,
and produced well above the foliage. Price 7s. 6d, each.

Viola cornuta Magnificent.
This beautiful variety will be found quite equal in size to the two

varieties previously sent out by me, viz.. Perfection and Enchantress,
and far superior in colour. It is of the same free-branching habit as
the above named kinds, but somewhat more robust in growth, whilst
in colour it is vcrj- distinct and superior; the flowers are borne well up
above the foliage, of great substance and rich deep violet-purple. Its
hardy constitution and profuse blooming qualities will render it one of
the most beautiful of spring and summer bedding or border plants.
Price as. 6d. each, 24s. per doz.

Verbena Blue Boy.
A great acquisition to our bedding Verbenas, robust in growth, and

of free blooming habit, the flowers are deliciously fragrant and intense
rich blue, a shade of colour so much needed for the embellishment of
the flower garden. Price y. 6d. each.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SO C 1 ET Y,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W,

SUOWof AZALEAS, RHODODENDRONS, &c.—April 17.

AWARDS ol the JUDCES.
ri..\ss I.—9 GREENHOUSE AZALEAS, distinct (Open.)

rst, Messrs. H. Lane & Son, The Nurseries, Creat Bcrkhampstcad, £7.
id, Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, £^.

Class 2—6 GREENHOUSE AZALEAS, distinct. (Amateurs.)
(St, Mr, G. Wheeler. Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, lU,, St. John'sLodge,

Regent's Park, j^s.

Class 3.-6 GEEENHOUSE AZALEAS, distinct. (Nurserymen.)
ist, Messrs, H. Lane & Son, {,^,

CLA-SS4-—GREENHOUSE AZALEA, single specimen. (Open.)
tst, Mr. C. Turner, 151.

|
2d, Sir. 6. Wheeler, loi.

Class 5,-6 RHODODENDRONS, forced, distinct. (Open,)
[St, Messrs. H. Lane & Son, C^.

CLASs6.—ia SHOW AURICULAS, distinct. (Open.)
1st, Mr. C. Turner, jC' 'os.

m1, Mr. J. James, Gr, to W. F. Watson, Esq., Redlces, Islcworlh, £1,

Cl.\ss 7.-6 SlUnV AURICULAS, distinct. (Amateurs.)
isi. Rev. H. II. Dombrain, Wcstwcll Vicarage, Ashford, jjji.

;d, Mr. J. James, 15.^.

Class 8.—12 FANCY or ALPINE AURICULAS, distinct, (Open.)
ist, Mr. C. Turner, jCi.

id, Mr. J. James, los. fham, ja. 6rf.

id, Mr. G. Goddard, Gr. to H. Little, Esq., Cambridge Villa, I'wickcn-

pLASS 9,—9 SHOW PANSIES, in pots, distinct. (Open.)

g.|i
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under proper culture, good Wheat crops, while

from the adjacent fields a good crop cannot be
looked for. In the case of fruit trees, the

dift'erence between neighbouring gardens is

often still more marked. A Pear which in

one garden produces fruit of first-rate qualit)',

yields fruit of indifferent quality in the next,

and this often without any obvious differ-

ence in management, or even exposure. The
experience of every fruit grower and market
gardener could furnish numerous examples
of the differences we allude to, but the causes

producing these differences are often not

obvious. Botanists turning their attention to

limited areas are often enabled to draw up lists

of clay plants, limestone plants, sand plants,

seaside plants, plants of boggy ground, and the

like, and to a certain extent these differences hold

good. But when the observations are made over

a wider area, the distinctions are apt to break

down. Many of our wild plants, which are con-

fined to clay and limestone, or even to boggy
wet places in this country, arc found elsewhere

growing in equal profusion and luxuriance in

soil of a totally dilTerent character. The beau-

tiful Chlora perfoliata is a characteristic lime-

stone plant, yet we have seen it on gault clay,

and abroad it is by no means limited to a lime-

stone soil. Orchis latifolia, a bog or marsh
plant with us, grows equally well on dry soils in

Switzerland. It follows, then, that the rules laid

down for one country will not always apply to

other lands. Some years since we carefully com-
pared the wild plants of Oxfordshire with those

of East Kent, with special reference to the

nature of the soil on which they grew, and
we came to the conclusion that the large ma-
jority of the plants were ubiquitous or indifferent,

so far as the chemical nature of the soil ^^•as

concerned. Limestone soils, whether of oolite

or chalk, produced much the same vegetation in

the two districts ; and, to a less extent, this was
the case with clay plants or sand plants. The
number of plants, however, that could be enume-
rated as peculiar to one or the other description

of soil was extremely limited ; and when a

comparison was made with the observations of

Continental authorities, these few dwindled down
to insignificant proportions. Under cultivation,

too, we see plants from all parts of the world,

inhabiting various regions, and naturally growing
in very different soils, all thriving in soil of much
the same character. The first greenhouse one
enters will afford abundant illustration of this

fact. The common purple Loosestrife (Lythrum
SaHcaria) was long since noted by Mr. Darwin
as a marked illustration of this indifference to

the nature of the soil. Naturally growing by
the banks of rivers, with its roots submerged,
at least in very damp soil, it does just as well in

any ordinary garden soil. The Osmunda is

another instance : it does best in a bog, but it

will grow almost anywhere. Rhododendrons, so

commonly thought to require peat soil as a sine

quA noil, will do equally well in a stiff loam, and,

indeed, anywherewhere there is not too much lime.

It seems obvious, then, that, setting apart

extreme cases, the chemical nature of the soil has
less to do with the quality of the vegetation it

produces than the physical characteristics. The
difference in the vegetation of drained and un-
drained land respectively supports this view of

the case. It is even a question whether the

mechanical changes produced by certain manures
on the soil are not to the full as important, as a
general rule, as the chemical ingredients supplied.

See, for instance, the great changes produced in the
texture of the soil in the case of such experiments
as have been carried on so long and on so exten-

sive a scale at Rothamsted. See how some
manures applied as a top-dressing, or, at least,

superficially, affect the subjacent soil to a much
greater depth than the others ; how certain

manures get washed down, or by some means
penetrate, to a much greater depth than others,

altering the character of the soil as they go to a
corresponding extent. Note, too, the varying
quantities of water that issue from the drains in

adjacent plots drained to the same depth and to

the same extent, but treated with dift'crcnt

manures. In some cases a large proportion of
the surface-water runs through, while in other
instances, as where farmyard manure has been
applied, the outflow is comparatively small.
All these facts, and many others that might
be cited, show how desirable it is for us to

gain a greater insight than we have at present
into the nature and diversities of the soil

in which we grow our plants, and into the

mode of growth or general habit of the plant

itself, as modified by the soil on which it grows.

To this end we seem to require, to a much larger

extent than we have yet had, the co-operation of

geologists with vegetable physiologists and
chemists. The problem is a very complex one,

and it is only by investigating it from different

stand-points, and then comparing notes, that we
can .hope to solve it or draw useful practical

inferences from it.

It is an open question whether, from a florist's

point of view, Double Orchids are desirable or no.

We think not ; but nevertheless, if the florists see fit,

double Orchids are as much within their power as any
other double flower. From a structural point of view,

however, the interest is great. Morphologists recog-

nise in an Orchid flower, with its undivided column, a

possible compound of six stamens and three styles.

Tlie ordinary Orchid grower, wlio cares for none of

these things, would probably laugh at such a notion,

albeit there are good reasons known to botanists for

supposing that the real structure of the column is what
we have described it to be. The evidence is mainly

microscopical, but every now and then the real struc-

I''lG. 145.— ABNORMAL FLOWER OP ODONTOGLOSSUM
ALEXANDR.E.

Outer portions removed to show i to 6, the petaloiJ st-imens.

ture makes itself manifest without necessitating diffi-

cult means of research. Such was the case in some
flowers of Odontoglossum Alexandra, furnished us by
Messrs. Veitch (figs. 145, 146), in which there were
six petal-like columns, some of which bore nearly

Fig. 146.—ABNORMAL FLOWER OF ODONTOGLOSSUM
ALEXANDR^E.

Perianth removed, showing the six petaloid stamens, four with
their anthers turned towards the centre of the flower ; two, A A,

facing the outer surface.

perfect anthers, while in others there were rudimentary
anthers only. The ovaries were wanting in these speci-

mens, but the styles were in some cases represented

by petaloid bodies. The petal-like representatives of

the stamens and styles were very irregular in form,

and spotted like the lip.

With reference to the Exhibition of Horti-
cultural Buildings, Implements, &c., at Birming-
ham, we learn that an important reduction in the price

of shedding has been made by the contractor since the

regulations which appeared in last week's Gardeners
Chronicle were issued ; and the Local Committee give

the full benefit of it to the exhibitors. Covered space

will be cliarged 4^. <^d. (not 5j. 3</. ) per foot run of20 feet

deep ; uncovered space will belet at i^. per square yard.

Seedsmen, liorticultural builders, makers of heating

apparatus, garden machinery and tools, wire-workers,

and others who intend to exhibit, will oblige the Com-
mittee by stating, as soon as possible, what space they

will require. Copies of the programme have been sent

to a large number of persons, but there are probably
many others who would like to receive it. This and
entry forms will be sent on application to B. A.
IIallam, Midland Counties Herald Office, Birming-
ham, hon. secretary for tliis department of the

exhibition.

The members of the British Gardeners'
Mutual and Self-Suitorting Societv, whose
object is to establish a nursery and home upon co-

operative principles, for the purpose of giving employ-
ment to gardeners of good character when out of
situations, and to render assistance to infirm and aged
members, held their first annual meeting in their

committee-room, at The Retreat, Redland, near
Bristol, on Wednesday evening, April 10, Mr. W.
PiLLiNGER in the chair. There w.as a good attendance.
Letters expressive of regret at not being able to attend,

and urging members to individual exertion in forwarding
the objects of the Society, were received and read from
representatives of South Wales, Liverpool, Manchester,
York, Sheffield, and other districts. The fourth

quarterly report was read, and a printed copy presented
to each member. It showed that 105 members had
joined the Society during the year—not including the

two members who emigrated and the one who has
died since its formation ; and that there was a balance
of £,yi 6s. 6d. in hand. The fund is raised by the
accumulation of 2r. 6d. subscriptions in the form of
shares, and 2d. monthly contributions. The following
gardeners were appointed officers and members of the
Society's committee for the ensuing year, viz., Mr. W,
Pillinger, president ; Mr. J, Butler, vice-president

;

Mr. J. Leat, treasurer ; Mr. J. Butler, Mr. E. C.
Hardwick, and Mr. Jas. Pillinger, trustees ; Mr. W. H.
Smith, hon. sec. ; and Mr. Wm. Sweeting, assistant

secretary. Mr. H. Stevens, Mr. John Bees, Mr. E.
Guppy, Mr. E. Davies, Mr. H. Jenkins, Mr. E,
Miller, Mr. E. S. Cole, Mr. George Nelson, and Mr.

J . Morris, were appointed the committee. Several new
members were enrolled, and a vote of thanks was
passed to the chairman and officers for the past year,

and this closed an interesting evening's meeting.

Among Forthcoming Publications, we
leam that the second volume of Prof. Karl Koch's
Dendrologie is in the press. It is greatly to be desired

that this work should appear in an English dress.

Messrs. Longmans announce the speedy publication

of Mrs. Hooker's Translation of Decaisne and
MaoHt^s Train G&niral de Botaniqae^ with notes by
Dr. Hooker. Messrs. Bradbury & Evans an-
nounce the publication in a separate form of Botany
for Beginners, by Dr. Maxwell Masters. The
substance of this work appeared in our columns last

year, and translations into French and Russian are
announced, as well as reproduction in Australia. The
first volume of The Flora of British India, edited by
Dr. Hooker, C.B., is also in the press.

A fair parallel to the success which has
attended the Cinchona culture in India is promised in

that of the Ipecacuanha. We learn that in the
Sikkim plantations the stock of over 300 plants,

already established, has been raised from a single

plant taken from Kew, in 1866, by Dr. King, now the
able successor of Dr. Anderson, as superintendent of
the Calcutta Botanic Gardens. While all these plants

are in a very healthy condition, some of them have
leaves 7 inches long, by 34 inches broad. These
plants, together with those recently sent from Edin-
burgh, will form material whereby still further to

increase the stock, and the record of the success with
the Kew plant is a sufficient guarantee of the skill and
attention of those having charge of these important
plantations, and leads us to look with confidence for

continued progress in the cultivation of this valuable
medicinal plant.

• The Neil Bequest, in the gift of the Council
of the Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society for the
time being, has been voted to Mr. Andrew Turn-
bull, gardener to the Earl of Home, Bothwell Castle.

We believe it amounted to the sum of ^^65. The late

Dr. Neil bequeathed the sum of /'500, to be invested,

and the interest to be voted either biennially or
triennially to a distinguished horticulturist or botanist,

by the Council of the Royal Caledonian Society for the
time being. Scotch gardeners have long known and
appreciated the worth of Mr. Turnbull as a man,
and his abilities as a practical gardener. His success

as a cultivator of Pleaths, and as the raiser of some of
the most valuable and decorative among them—chief

among whicil are Bothwelliana alba, Marnockiana,
TurnbuUii, &c.—entitle him to the highest honours
which it is in the power of horticulturists to grant. He
has been considerably upwards of 40 years in the
service of the Bothwell Castle family.

We understand that the Royal Horticul-
tural Society, in commemoration of its last year's
visit to Nottingham, and in acknowledgment of the
hearty support received from the horticulturists of that
town, have placed at the disjiosal of the Nottingham
Horticultural Society and the St. Ann's Society,

respectively, three* gold medals, to be awarded at the
exhibitions of these societies during the years 1S73,

1874, and 1875.

We often hear the phrase that war is not an
unmixed evil, and it seems that we are indebted to it

for the demonstration of tlie Hardiness of many Lily
BULns. M. DuciiARTRE, who writes on the subject

of the late French reverses in a style that some of his

compatriots would do well to imitate, relates how
science knows no distinction of nationality, and while
politicians and soldiers cut each other's throats, the

genuine man of science only strives how he can atlvance

his pursuit and help his comrades. So M. Duchartre,
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finding all his collection of Lilies destroyed by the

German soldiers or by the shot and shell of the Paris

batteries, had but to intimate the fact, when a German
liriophile (we beg pardon for the word) supplied him
with a valuable collection of bulbs, and a Dutch coite-

spondent with a still larger collection. The point,

however, to which we would draw attention is this :

These bulbs, despatched before the organisation of the

railway service in France was re-established after the

war, remained in an open shed at the railway station

for more than a month, the greater part ot which was
remarkable for the intensity of the cold. For 30 days

the frost continued, and on one day was as severe as

—2 1 ".3 Cent. Nevertheless none of the bulbs sustained

any injury. Among them were L. auratum, Coridion,

Brownii, speciosum, Thunbergianum, tigrinum, longi-

florum, Washingtonianum, Humboldtii, puberulum,
giganteum, ike. Doubtless the packing had something
to do with this happy result. Each bulb was placed

in a paper bag, and the box filled in with sawdust.

We are desired, to state, in reference to the

Royal Horticultural Society's Prizes for Collec-
tions of Hurtful Insects, that all collections in-

tended to compete for the above prizes must be lodged

with Mr. Richards, the Assistant-Secretary, at South
Kensington, by May I.

We are informed that a grand Fancy Fair
and Flower Show is to be held in Sefton Park,

Liverpool, during Whitsun-week, in aid of the new
Southern Hospital, which is being erected in that

town. The exhibition will be opened on May 21 by
H.R.H. Prince Arthur, and our informanc states

that it *'has been got up in no spirit of opposition to

that at Manchester, but simply for the aid of the hos-

pital ; and as Whit-week is the most popular time for

such fetes, it was found impossible to secure the same
patronage and attendance at any other date. Whilst
early spring and winter flowering plants are grown to

perfection in the vicinity of Liverpool, the cultivation

of those great examjiles of good gardening, which are

so often seen in the metropolis and at Manchester,

Leeds, \'ork, &c., has been somewhat neglected here;

but there is a growing taste for them, and trade exhi-

bitors will do well to pay a visit with their fine speci-

mens." A liberal schedule has been framed, and
copies may be had from Mr. R. Wilson Ker, 6,

Basnett Street, Church Street, Liverpool.

The eminent German physiologist. Professor

De Bary, has lately published the result of his obser-

vations on the Bloom of Fruits, which is not a
simple layer of waxy material, but is due to an invest-

ment of waxen threads projecting from the epidermis.

The wax is an excretion from the cuticle.

Mr. Glaisher remarks as follows on the
State of the Weather during the week ending
April 13, in the vicinity of London :—The reading of

the barometer at sea level at the beginning of the

week was about 30,5 inches. By the afternoon of

the Sth the readings had decreased to 30 inches,

then again had increased to 30. 3 inches by the
evening of the 9th. A gradual fall to 29. S inches

was then experienced by the 12th, followed again
by a rise to 30.3 inches by the end of the week.
The mean daily values, with the exception of the

I2th, were all above the average of the past 31 years.

The highest temperatures by day in the shade were
much warmer than in the preceding week, on the 12th
being nearly 70*^, and throughout generally in excess

of 60". The lowest temperatures at night also exhibit

a marked difference to those of last week. On the

7th the minimum value recorded was 32:^*, but on
each other successive night near to, or in excess

of 40°. The daily ranges of temperature were large,

being generally greater than 20°. The mean daily

temperatures were in excess of their respective averages
throughout the week, the departures being as follows :

—7th, o'.5; Sth, 6°.6; 9th, 3".! ; loth, 5°.9;
llth, S'.7; I2th, I2°.5; 13th, 6°. 5. The differences

between air and dew-point temperatures were at times
large, on occasions being above 20°. The direction of
the wind was variable, and light pressures generally

were recorded. With the exception of the earlier

portion of the Sth, the amount of cloud was very
small, the 7th and 13th being quite cloudless, the

weather generally very fine. The highest reading

of a thermometer in the sun's rays was 134° on
the 1 2th, and the lowest reading at night of one
placed on the grass, 24^° on the 7th. A little rain

fell on the Sth and 9th, the amount measured being
five-hundredths of an inch.

In England, the highest temperatures observed
during the day ranged from 73!" at Leicester to 64!° at

Portsmouth, with an average over the countr)' of 69^".

The lowest temperatures at night varied from 42^" at

Liverpool to 3 1 i" at Portsmouth, the mean value
being 35°. The greatest daily range of temperature
was 42^" at Leicester, and the least 25" at Liverpool,

the average being 34:5*'. The mean of all the highest

temperatures observed by day varied from 63^° at

Leicester to 60° at Norwich, the average value over
the country being 6[J°, The greatest mean daily

range was 24" at Leicester, the least 15° at Liverpool,
and the average value 20°. The mean daily tempera-
tures ranged firom 515° at Blackheath to 48^ at Nor.
wich, the mean temperature for the week being

nearly 50°. No rain fell at Leeds, and at other

places the amounts measured were very small, the

greatest being but \ inch at Manchester and Eccles.

The weather over the whole country was very fine

throughout the week.
In Scotland the highest temperatures varied from

63"^ at Edinburgh to 584" at Aberdeen, the average

over the country being 604". The lowest temperatures

at night ranged from 40° at Dundee to 34° at Edin-
burgh, the mean value being 37^°. The highest mean
temperature was 48!" at Paisley, and the lowest 46^"
at Aberdeen ; the average over the country was
nearly 48". No rain fell at Edinburgh, Dundee and
Leith, at Paisley only four-tenths of an inch was
measured, and the average fall was but one-tenth of

an inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 61°, the

lowest 4oi, and the mean 50^. The rainfall was
scarcely one-hundredth of an inch.

An important sale of Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, the property of C. H. Cromtton-Roberts,
Esq., who has been a successful exhibitor at the Botanic,

Horticultural, Crystal Palace, and other shows, is

announced to take place on the premises, Sunnyside,

Upper Avenue Road, Regent's Park, on Wednesday,
April 24. Mr. J. C. Stevens is the auctioneer.

M. Palmer, of Versailles, alludes in the

yoitrnal of the Societe Centraled'Horticulture of Paris

to the replacement of Leaf-ruds by Flower-buds and
vice vcrsd. A segment of Phyllocactus phyllanthoides

or Cereus Ackermanni, says he, bears at each notch a

minute bud. If the plant be forced in early spring all

these buds will produce flowers, if no attention be
given to the plants the buds will all fall; if water be
given without an increase of heat all the buds will pro-

duce branches or joints, so as to give the parent branch
the aspect of a large pinnate leaf. These secondary
buds, if the plant be submitted to heat, produce flowers,

but if subjected to a low temperature, the watering

being continued, will be transformed into joints. The
tube of the flower lengthens, the bud ceases to swell,

the bracts or sepals become separated one from another

by long intervals, so that ultimately what had been a

flower-bud becomes transformed into a branch without

any stamens or pistils.

A quantity of Cinchona Bark, the produce
of Cinchona succirubra, and grown at Ootacamund, in

the Neilgherry Hills, has been sold recently in London
at prices varying from q.s. i,d. to 2s. ^J. per lb., the

purchasers being not only London drug-merchants, but

also Continental pharmacists. Such a success has led

to the fear that India will furnish eventually such a

supply as to glut the market and render the culture

unremunerative. Mr. Howard, however, thinks

really good barks will always repay the expense
bestowed on their cultivation.

From some recent experiments of M. Faivre,
it appears that the injury done to trees by removal of

the bark, depends not only on the exposure of the

denuded surface to the air, but also on the interruption

to the upward current of the sap through the bark.

The Society of Arts has done as much good
work in carrying out its singularly varied programme
as any similar body in the kingdom—perhaps more.
There is scarcely a branch of art or industry which has

not had a helping hand from the Society in one way or

another. The Society's income depends on the annual
subscription of its members, and is only sufficient to

carry on the ordinary work of the Society. It is there-

fore proposed to institute an Endowment Fund, so

that the Society may be able to establish permanent
departments with competent officers to investigate and
report on the progress of new discoveries calculated to

promote new industries in connection with chemistry,

electricity, mechanics, agriculture, and raw produce
generally.

M. Carri£:re relates that having had occasion

to cut down to the ground a bush of the Purple-
leaved Nut, the new shoots that were subsequently

produced bore gi-een leaves, with none of the purple

colour, and, moreover, retained their green colour.

One of the most interesting features at the

approaching International Exhibition will consist of a
collection of many of the varieties of CoTTOK Plant
in growth. These will be exhibited by Major Trevor
Clarke, a gentleman who has devoted great attention

for years past to the growth and improvement of

Cotton, by careful selection and hybridisation. The
plants will be shown in a house now in course of

erection, in the Western Amiexe, by Mr. Messenger,
of Loughborough.

_
Mr. William Paul announces that he will

hold a Special Show of Roses, Pelargoniums, Ivies,

pictorial trees, &c., at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham,
from May 25 to June i next, both days inclusive.

Abif.tene, a new hydrocarbon, which is

the product of the Pinus Sabiniana, a well-known
Califomian tree, is likely, according to Mr. Wenzell,
to take the place of spirits of turpentine in the arts,

and to present many advantages over it.

A correspondent of the Food yournal dilates

on the virtues of Cancerine as a manure for fruit

trees. The substance in question consists of a peculiar

species of crab, with a horny, not calcareous, shell, and

which occurs abundantly on the shores of New Jersey.
The unfortunate crustaceans are speared, thrown into
heaps, crushed, kiln-dried, and ultimately ground to
powder. The horny shell contains much ammonia,
hence its value as a manure.

New Garden Plants.
ONCIDIUM CUCULLATUM, Li)!d/. ; NUUIGENUM,

Lindl. ; Phal.enopsis, Lhid. Rchb. /. ; andige-
NUM, Lind. Rchb.f.

Having just at hand flowers of the Oncidium cucul-
latum var. spathulatum, Lindl., coming from Mr. Bull's

collection, I must claim for it the rank of a variety

of Oncidium nubigenum, Lindl. - var. spathulatum,
connecting the O. nubigenum var. Dayanum with the

genuine O. nubigenum, Lindl. The question about the

limits of these species is not so very easy, since we have
perhaps now some mules in the gardens, since the

immense introductions of the Messrs. Backhouse & Son,
and Director Linden. I learn from a letter of Mr.
Wallis, that he sent to Director Linden the modest
quantity of from two to three thousand nubigenums ;

I am not informed how many specimens were
sent by the collector of Messrs. Backhouse & Son. I

am, however, quite strengthened in my view of the
difference of the two species by Mr. Wallis. I was
informed by him, that nothing was more easy than lu

collect plants of Oncidium nubigenum, since they were
sitting in dense rows on all the branches of the occu-

pied shmbs, just like wandering doves ; but that it was
a gi'eat work to collect the tenth part of Oncidium
cucuUatum, that species always growing either quite

singly, or in small companies, and at great distances the

one from the other. I may add, that I feel very doubt-

ful as to the statement of the late Dr. Lindley, that

Oncidium cucullatum var. sanguinolentum comes from
La Guayra. All my very numerous wild and garden
specimens have come from New Grenada, ICcuador,

and probably Peru. What I call true Oncidium Phalx'-

nopsis, Lind. Rchb. f., is very distinct in consequence

of the long and acute teeth of the callus, having a

third small keel enveloped 'before the woolly place.

My well preserved typical specimen and genuine sketch

are at hand to bear me out.

One of the most delicate and delicious things is as

yet unpublished, the fourth of the group, Oncidium
andigenum, Lind. Rchb. f. It has a round, emarginale,

tumid, small orange callus ; the column is purplish.

The flowers are yellow, covered all over wiLh small

purplish dots. It likewise is a discovery of Mr. Wallis,

and it flowered since 1S67 with Director Linden. A
diagnosis may be added :

—

Oncidium andigenum, Lind. ^w^ Rchb. f.

Racemo paucifloro ; sepalo dorsali oblongo-acuto, sepalo inferiori

subaequali apice bidentato, tepalis ovatis acutis ; labelli pandit-

rati laciniis posticus cordatis rotundatis ; isthmo brevissimo,

lacinia antica reiiiformi ; callo in iiifima basi papuliformi
emarginato, postposita regione velutina ; androclinio obsolete

marginato; tabula infrastigmatica oblique pioducta. Flores

flavi maculis purpurcis ; callus labelli aurantiacus ; columna
violacea ; anthera palHde purpurea. H. G. Rchb. Jil,

TRENTHAM, THE SEAT OF THE
DUKE OF SUTHERLAND.

(Concludedfrom p. 507.^

While on the subject of cut flowers, I would
specially note another plant that one seldom sees

—

grown extensively here for this purpose—the Taber-

niemontana coronaria, which blooms even more freely

than Gardenia, an I i^ almost equally sweet, thou£;h

much smaller. The Eucharis amazonica is also cul-

tivated in a wholesale way, being a great favourite

with the Duchess ; in fact, the usefulness of plants for

room decoration and cutting chiefly determines their

popularity, and regulates their numbers, at Trentham.

Mr. Stevens has learned to merge his hobbies, if he

had any, into loyal service to his employers. Not
what he would like best, but what will please them
most, determines his choice of plants. And this prin-

ciple of selecting the most useful has even been ex-

tended to Orchids, a class of plants more apt to slip

the bit between the teeth of enthusiasm, and run away
with one, than any other. A very nice collection of

Orchids has recently been got together, and was in

excellent health and robust growth ; but only, or chiefly,

those adapted for room decoration, or bouquet or vase

work, are grown extensively. I noticed Odonto-

glossum Pescatorei and Alexandras by scores in robust

health, and quantities of other Odontoglots, such as

pulchellum, hastilabium, citrosmum, triumphans, nebu-

losum, cS:c., in rude health and in considerable numbers.

Quantities of tine specimens of Ccelogyne cristata were
suspended from the roof, and this I found is one of

the greatest favourites for bouquets. L^lias are

also grown in quantity, and kept for winter decoration ;

L, autumnalis is in high favour, and L. majalis, which
flowers freely every year. Again Barkeria Skinneii

and spectabilis are cultivated in quantity for table deco-

ration, and Calanthe Veitchii literally by the hundred
for the same purpose. This Orchid is splendidly grown
at Trentham, some of the bulbs lieing nearly a foot

long. The flowers are much prized for ladies' hair, as

well as for table decoration and bouquets, and it is diffi-

cult to conceive anything more lovely in almost any posi-

tion. Calanthe vestita is also grown largely, and the large

fine bulbs of these, and of the immense stock of the
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common Calanthe veratrifolia and masuca afford proof

at once of high culture and great usefulness for

decorative purposes. These long fat shoots of Den-
drobium cannot surely be of Devonianum ? They look

more like Pierardii latifolia, and are marvellous feats of

cultural skill. Here is also a large stock of the newish
Dendrobium Eensonse, and of this Mr. Stevens re-

marked he considered it one of the most valuable

flowering Orchids that has been introduced in modern
times. Where real working plants are required, as at

Trentham, Dendrobium nobile is largely grown, chiefly

in 4S-si2ed pots, to shift into vases and baskets when
in bloom. Scarcely any Orchid can be more useful,

or can be easier grown than this. A small plant of

Miltonia Candida, with 58 flowers open, was a perfect

gem.
I confess this idea of only growing the most useful

Orchids was a novelty to me, and pleased me greatly.

Were it more generally adopted, the culture of these

grand plants would become universal. Many gardeners

who are fond of them pour cold water on the rising

interest of their employers by gratifying their own
hobbies for rare or scarce varieties, which cost much,
and may or may not have any very special attraction.

Choice rarities one can see at Trentham in units, plants

useful for cutting and room decoration by the hundred.

Similar stern principles of selection are applied to

other plants, and in the choosing or rejecting of plants

for culture, not Trentham alone has to be thought of,

but Stafford House, in London, as well—for Mr.
Stevens' duties extend to the furnishing and arranging

of the grand displays there, and these are generally

reported to eclipse in taste, richness, and splendour all

otheis in London. Among fine-foliaged plants we can
only note a few of the best, as Thrinax elegans,

Geonoma elegantissima, fine young specimens of Cocos
Weddelliana, Verschaffeltiasplendida, Areca Verschaf-
feltii, A. oleracea, A. lutescens, and many other

most beautiful and elegant Palms. There were fine

masses of Alocasia me tallica, 6 feet through, and
others almost equally fine ; large clean plants of
Cyanophyllum, Sphcerogyne, Marantas Veitchii, Lin-
dL'ni, roseo-picta, VerschafTeltii, and others, and a very
noble plant of Theophrasta imperialis ; while the Cissus

discolor richly festooned the roof, and a very pretty

effect was produced in one of the plant stoves by the

top of the wall being covered with an ample cushion of

Selaginella apus and a row of nice plants in pots of

Caladium argyrites placed in and over it. An immense
stock of Dracpenas is grown, and D. regina here seems
as common as any of the older varieties, while Dra-
caena Cooperi, terminalis, ferrea variegata, and others

are grown in hundreds, so as to be ever in readiness for

vase or basket work. But space would utterly fail to

specify plants seen in other houses or pits and out-of-

the-way places, such as Euphorbias, Poinsettias,

Justicias, Pentas, Centradenias, Begonias, &c., for

winter decoration, cutting, &c. Unless one were to

write a treatise, and take house by honse sm'a/im, much
must be omitted, and these notes are professedly hurried

and fragmentary. The usual fate of gardeners in large

places has overtaken Mr. Stevens : 1 found him busy
anorg bricks and mortar. To build new or repair

Of rebuild old houses is a sure and certain part

o^ ll e duties of the modern gardener. From the

dinpness of the situation and the closeness to

the ijiound of many of the pits and small houses at

Trentham, the tooth of decay has been very busy
up nn many of them, and the work of reconstruction

is in full operation. Advantage has been taken of this

necei-sity to re-arrange and rebuild as well as improve
the form of plant structures as opportunity offers. To
insure greater durability, the houses are being lifted

further off the ground ; and this is also most important,

a^ it will lift their base lines out of the water,—a point

of great moment at Trentham, where the site is hardly
above the level of the Trent.

In pursuit of this policy of renovation and
re'^toration, I found two very nice span-roofed
houses nearing completion on a new site : they were
admirable examples of modern cultural houses ; one,
if I remember rightly, for Orchids and stove plants,

and the other for hard-wooded greenhouse plants,

Primulas, and such things. The re-grouping and re-

arranging of all the smaller plant-houses at Trentham
would be a great improvement, that will probably soon
be consummated. They might readily be placed on a

better site, and, by massing them together, they would
be much more easily worked and heated. The heat-
ing of the new houses was just being completed at the

time of my visit, and during my stay I had every oppor-
tunity of observing the working of Mr. Stevens'
boilers, some of which have been on duty here for

several years. There can be no question about the
economy, simplicity, durability, and efficiency of these
boilers. Mr. Stevens prefers putting them down in

duplicate, not because one boiler could not do almost
any amount of work, but to guard against accidents ;

he also advocates what many might consider an excess
of boiler force, if he will permit me to put it so. He
reasons thus, that it is cheaper to purchase boiler
capacity once for all, than coals incessantly year by
year, and that by having an excess of boiler power the
fire may burn slowly ; and further, this slow combustion
means a small coal bill. Certainly, when at Trentham,
the smallness and slackness of the fire for the heat of
the pipes surprised me. It is, however, important to
observe that this slow combustion was forced by

dampers. These boiler furnaces cin be made to roar

away with the fiercest if required. The boiler and its

furnace is so simple that it cannot block nor get out of

order, a great recommendation of a horticultural boiler,

that has often to be left to the tender mercies of igno-

rant and reckless stokers. I saw some of these in the

process of manufacture, and stronger materials or better

looking workmanship there could not be. As to

efficiency there can be no doubt about the heat-giving

capacity of the boiler. Mr. Stevens has shifted the

furnace somewhat lower down nearer to the bottom

;

this enlarges it, and also utilises to a greater extent the

heat from the bottom of the furnace bars. As one
becomes better acquainted with this boiler, the idea is

borne in upon the mind that there are few, if any
others, in which one could repose more confidence on
a cold night, with the thermometer at zero, or a north-
easter thrusting its sharp teeth through between every
lap. The boiler impresses one with the idea of its

power and might : were a new name invented for it, it

might not inappropriately be called the Gardeners'
Sleep in Peace Boiler.

Most horticulturists are familiar with Fleming's glass

cases on walls. They form a covered promenade of

great interest and beauty all round the garden. Their
general features and special characteristics have often

been adverted to in your columns. I must confess to a

strong liking for them. Possibly narrow houses might
have cost less and lasted longer, but it is almost
impossible to conceive of any kind of structure giving

better fruit, or more of it, in the same space. And
the effect is fairy-like in the extreme. These long
lines of walls covered with Peach, Nectarine, Plum,
Cherry, Fig or Apricot trees, without blank, and with-
out spot, with the fruit placed as regularly as if

arranged by line and rule, and those overarching Vines
with their grand clusters, so fat, and fair, or highly
coloured, are things to brighten the life of a horticul-

turist and to give him luscious memories for ever after.

Fancy cases 200 yards long, other 80, others 50, 40,
&c. , perfectly furnished with fruit trees or Vines on
both sides, on a trellis against the glass as well
as the back walls, and some of them, again,

with lines of cordon Apples edging the outer
side, the effect, even from their very magnitude, is

imposing and captivating. They seemed worth all

they had cost as a covered promenade, while
tested by results—by the health of the trees and the
crops of fruit, these walls have cultural merits of the
highest order. I have not seen such Peach and Necta-
rine trees for years ; and Cherries, which are ripened in

April, Plums, Figs, &c. , are equally good. One fine

itretch of wall is devoted to the forming of trees to fill

vacancies, &c., and was splendidly furnished with half-

grown stuff; but from the health of the trees on all

other portions, it did not seem as if much demand
could be made upon it. All the best varieties of
Peaches and Nectarines are grown, and if one
wishes to learn how grateful stone fruits are for

the shelter of glass in England, let him go to

Trentham and make the circuit of these walls [see

fig. 140, p. 507].
Grapes seem as much at home in these cases as stone

fruits ; and there were some fine examples of good
Grape growing, especially of Lady Downe's and
Madresfield Court, in the glass cases. There are,

however, other houses for early Peach growing, with
wood strong and brown, and plump buds thinking of a
start soon (September), in order to furnish luscious,

finished fruit next Mayor June. Whilst as to vineries,

there are I do not know how many fine wide lean-to's,

and several ridge-and-furrow roofed, in two or more
ranges, and many divisions, so timed as to girdle the year
round with ripe Grapes. This is no flourish of words
at Trentham, as was plainly to be seen by the state

of the Vines—one lot breaking into leaf in the
open in September, and others with the fruit still

green. It is easy to see how the new Grapes must
tread on the heels of the old next February. The
strength and robustness of the early Vines did not
escape notice. They had none of the signs of weak-
ness or exhaustion so often seen upon very early
forced plants. On remarking upon this, the secret

of this strength was speedily pointed out. Mr. Stevens
is constantly at the roots of his Vines. The loam
loses its strength and fibre in about two years. He
then removes as much of it as possible, and replaces it

with fresh loam, burnt earth, and a few bones. The
Vines push great fresh roots, like quills, into this at

once, and hence their extraordinary vigour. Mr.
Stevens is likewise a decided advocate for bottom-heat
for early forcing. It stimulates and strengthens the
roots into action, and with hosts of strong roots in

lively exercise, and skilful top-management, a good
crop is certain.

Similar treatment is applied to most of the other
Vines. The borders are ever on the anvil undergoing
reduction or extension, or both, and the robust strength
of the rods, size of bunch and berry, and high finish,

flavour and colouring, proclaim that the Vines like

it. The borders are covered in winter to throw off the
wet, the rainfall being prodigious at Trentham. Cor-
rugated galvanised iron has just been introduced for

this purpose, being so much handier to move and
more durable, and consequently cheaper than wooden
shutters. Of course in such a low-lying position the
drainage is most perfect, the entire bottom of the
borders being a complete medley of pipes and rough

stuff, which tells all water, either coming up or going
down to move on or off.

Among specialties in Vine growing may be men-
tioned Mr. Stevens' mode of grafting, with eyes, in
the autumn. Buds, with a modicum of wood, are
nicely scooped out or sliced off and put in, in the usual
manner, and being kept damp with a little moss are
speedily fixed into position by the descending cambium.
Such buds are, of course, ready to start in the spring,

and grow and fruit as if nothing had happened. There
is thus a gain of several months, it may be also a
season's crop ; and besides, the eyes take with more
certainty.

A singular change was effected by grafting a Muscat
on the Trebbiano, the result being larger berries,

ripening three weeks earlier, and without any percep-
tible loss of quality. One more cultural illustration that

of Vine growing by express, and I have done. An
early house of Grapes was cleared in May, the Vines torn
up, new borders made, and fresh Vines planted. On
each there was a noble bunch of Grapes just colouring,
and the Vines are such .stuff as our prize-takers would
like to handle. Two sets of Vines were planted, per-
manent and supernumeraries, and it need hardly be
added that it is the latter that are fruiting, though for

that matter the huge bunch does not seem to have
weakened the plants, and they are so vigorous that they
will yield full half a houseful of Grapes next season.
Sharp practice, is it not ? but likewise skilful and
most successful.

One more specialty in Grape-growing must be named
—the superb finish on the Muscat Grape. As readily
as the genuine coin is distinguished from the base by
its ring, can first-rate Muscats be known from those
that are indifferent by their colour. The light golden
tinge never fails to point out the highest quality. At
Trentham this index of high excellence clothed the
noble bunches and fine berries of Muscats through-
out the houses. I have seen nothing to equal them
since a noble house of the same Vine delighted
my youthful eyes at Ashridge Park, Herts, in Mr.
Seymour's time—long, long ago. These Muscats were
worth a run of a 100 miles to look upon ; and, indeed,
all the Grapes were wonderfully well done.
There are those who, with every change in the pro-

prietorship or managementofsuch gardens as Trentham,
are eagerly crying or scribbling their Ichabod ! Thus,
when the late Duke and Duchessdied, and Mr. Fleming,
who made and well sustained the reputation of this fine

place, retired, they were ready to fold the scroll of

their fame, and lay it by as finished. All such may be
re-assured. In the hands of the present proprietorship,
and under the energetic management of Mr. Stevens,
the old fame of Trentham has not only been main-
tained, but enhanced. This is as it should be, for to
stand still nowadays is virtually to go back, but there
is no sign nor fear of retrogression at Trentham, where
the motto horticultural is still Excelsior. D. T. F.

THE CULTIVATED SPECIES OF
NEPENTHES.

In a recent number (p. 359), through the courtesy of
Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin, one of the most successful

growers of Pitcher Plants, we were enabled to lay before
our readers some notes on their culture. At the same
time we gave an illustration of the Nepenthes house at

the establishment of Messrs. Veitch, at Chelsea, where,
probably, is to be found a larger number of Pitcher
plants than is to be met with elsewhere in the country.

We have received from those gentlemen a list of the

species grown by them, together with similar lists from
Dr. Moore, from Mr. Williams, of Holloway, the

author of an excellent paper on the cultivation of these

plants read at the Oxford Horticultural Congress,
{Gardeners' Chro7iicle^ 1870, p. 1057) ; from Mr. Bull,

of Chelsea, and others. Dr. Hooker has also been
good enough to put at our disposal the manuscript of
his monograph of the genus, which is destined to

appear in the forthcoming volume of De Candolle's

Prodromus, We have, moreover, examined the speci-

mens in the herbarium at Kew, and from the various

sources above detailed have compiled the following

descriptive list, which includes all the forms commonly
grown in this country, named in accordance with the

views of Dr. Hooker. It is right, however, to say, that

Messrs. Veitch are in possession of several species from
Borneo and elsewere, specimens of which we have not
examined and which are not yet determined. It is to

be hoped that amongst these latter may be found those
magnificent species figured in the Limtean Tratisixcthns

under the names of N. Edwardsii and N. Rajah, and
which surpass in beauty any now in cultivation.

In the following descriptions we have confined our-
selves to the stems, leaves, and pitchers, as it is only
in a very few cases that we have ourselves been able to

see the flowers, and for garden purposes it is specially

the leaves and pitchers to which attention is directed.

We may, however, state that the more essential dis-

tinctions are considered by Dr. Hooker to reside in the

form of the seed, winged or wingless, in the form of

the female flower and ovary, and in the nature of the

inflorescence.

As far as the pitchers are concerned, the main differ-

ences consist in the form, the presence or absence of
wings, the ribbing of the mouth, the size and shape of

the lid, &c. The greater number are found in Borneo
and the Malay archipelago, one in India, one in Ceylon,
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Fig. 147.—pitchers of nepenthes (i, N. Rafflesiana; 2, N. sanguinea; 3, N. albo-marginata).

one in Madagascar, one in the Seychelles, one in
|

i. N. distillatoria, Linn. 5/. P!. 1334.—Stem
tropical Australia (N. Kennedyana), perhaps the same glabrous, cyUndrical ; leaves s— 12 inches long by i—2J
as that mentioned by Mr. Charles Moore at p. 291, and wide, glabrous, elliptic-lanceolate, tapering at the base,

one in New Caledonia, It is highly probable that with a broad, winged, stem-clasping stalk ; pitchers

more species yet remain to be discovered. 4—6 inches long, i-ii inch in diameter, tubular, slightly

dilated at the base, wingless, mouth somewhat heart-

shaped, margin narrow, lid sessile roundish smooth,

studded on the inner surface with small glands,— Ceylon.

The plant commonly grown under this name does not

belong to this species ; see post, N. khasyana.
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2. N. AMPULLARIA, Jiuk. in Nook. Comp. Bot. Ma^.
i. 271.—Stem cylindrical when young, covered with rusty

down ;
leaves 3— 12 inches long, i—4 inches wide, coria-

ceous, smooth above, downy beneath, elliptic or obovate
lanceolate, narrowed at the base into a short, winged,
partly sheathing stalk ; lower pitchers springing in

a cluster from the branch, leafless, subglobose, downy,
green, purple-spotted, i — 2 inches in diameter

;

upper pitchers tubular, swollen on one side, with
two fringed membranous wings ; mouth of the pitcher
circular, glandular within ; margin broad, infolded striated ;

lid of the pitcher sessile linear-oblong, much smaller

than the mouth, flat, narrowed at the base, downy on
both surfaces without glands.

—

Latnberi, Pinus, ii., Appen-
dix, X. 8

;
Bot. Mag. 5109.—Sincapore, Malacca, Sumatra,

Borneo,

There are two varieties of this in cultivation, called,

respectively, N. a. vittata, and N. a. vittata major.

3. N. Veitchii, Hk.f. Trans. Linn. Soc. xxii. 421.

—

Stem cylindrical viUose ; leaves leathery, covered with
reddish hairs beneath, variable in shape and size, always

tapering at the base into a short thick stem-clasping

stalk
;

pitchers 6—12 inches long, 3—4 inches in

diameter, pubescent, tubular, narrowed at the base,

deeply winged, wings fringed ; margin very broad, and,

the throat, prominently incurved, pectinate ; lid smaller

like than the mouth of the pitcher, stalked studded with

glands on the inner surface, oblong, keeled. ^A^. villosa,

Hook. Bot. Mag. 5080, et Lem. 111. Hort. Misc. 44,

non Hook. f.^Borneo, 2700 feet.

This is the plant grown as N. villosa and N. lanata

in gardens, but as there is another plant with a prior

right to the name villosa, this one must bear the name
Veitchii, one of the handsomest of the species.

4. N. Rafflesiana, Jack, in Hook. Cornp. Bot. Mag. i-

271.—Stem cylindrical ; leaves variable in size and form,

pubescent when young, afterwards glabrous, lower ones
tufted lanceolate, upper ones oblong

;
petiole thick, stem-

clasping ; lower pitchers, 5—8 inches long, 3—4 inches

in diameter, greenish-yellow purple-spotted, dilated flask-

shaped, with crested wings ; upper pitchers 6—12 inches

long, funnel-shaped, wingless, margin inflexed convex
ribbed, ribs ending in small spiny points directed down-
wards, prolonged at the back into an erect dilated pectinate

lamina ; lid stalked, ovate or roundish, studded with rather

large glands on the inner surface.

—

Bot. Mag. 4285. I'an

Houtie, Fl. des Serrcs, t. 213, 214 ;
Morren^ Belgique

Horticoh, v. 193. •=iN. IJookeri, Alphand, Prom, de
Paris, c. ic. color.—Sincapore, Sumatra, Borneo, &c.

The plant gro\vn in gardens as N. Hookeri is merely
a form of this species, of which Dr. Hooker recognises

two well-marked varieties as follows :

—

Var. I. NiVEA.—Plant densely covered with snow-white
down.—Borneo, Sincapore.

This would be a desirable variety to introduce.

Var. 2. GLABERRIMA.—Plant entirely glabrous.—Borneo.

5. N, PHVLLAMPHORA, Willd. Sp. Pi.iw., pt. 2, p. 874.

—Stem cylindrical ; leaves puberulous when young, elliptic

lanceolate, younger ones denticulate at the margins
;

petiole winged, partly stem-clasping
;
pitchers cylindrical

4—6 inches long, not winged, mouth roundish, glaucous
within, margin convex incurved ribbed, not prolonged at

the back ; lid oblong orbicular, smooth within but
sprinkled with glands—Malay Archipelago, China.

6. N. SANGUINEA, Lindl. Gard. Chron. 1849, p. 5S0.

—

Stem triangular, glabrous ; leaves subsessile cordate,

stem-clasping, obovate-oblong
;
pitchers 12 inches long,

2—2^ inches wide, dowpy, dark crimson, cylindrical

{younger ones winged, dilated at the base), margin broad,

prolonged at the back into a broad lamina
;
lid oblong or

orbicular, densely sprinkled with glands on the inner
surface, provided with a spur-like process at the base on
the outer surface.—Malacca.

7. N. ViUAS'^A^A, Hook.Jil. in B.C. Prod.incd.—Stem
stout, cylindrical, glabrous ; leaves i—2 feet long, 1^—3^
inches wide, sessile, stem-clasping, decurrent, tapering
towards the base, acute or acuminate ; downy when
young along the nerves, afterwards glabrous

;
pitchers

4—7 inches long, ij—3 inches in diameter, tubular,

sligiitly dilated at the base, glabrous, green or reddish {in

young plants winged), mouth heart-shaped striated, lid

sessile orbicular, thickly studded with glands on the inner
surface. zr-N. distillatoria, Grab. Bot. Mag. 2798.
—Bengal, Madras, Courtallum.

This is the plant commonly grown in gardens as

N, distillatoria. The true N. distillatoria, liowever, is

a native of Ceylon. There is a form of this in cultiva-

tion, grown under the name of N. rubra.

8. N. ALBO-MARGiNATA, Lol'b, in Gard. Chron. 1849,
p. 580, c.ic.—Whole plant more or less covered with
whitish or fuscous down ; stem cylindrical ; leaves 8—14
inches long, ^— i^ inch wide, elliptic lanceolate, narrowed
at the base, subsessile, slightly decurrent, downy beneath,
ultimately nearly glabrous

;
pitchers 3

—

<, inches long,

I — i\ inch wide, funnel-shaped or cylindrical, green,
purple or purple spotted, downy, younger ones dilated at

the base and provided with two fringed wings ; margin
thickly ribbed, slightly prolonged at the back ; throat

glaucous within ; lid sessile, downy outside, sprinkled with
glands on the inner surface.—Sincapore, Borneo, at an
elevation of 2,500 feet.

Var. I. VILLOSA.—Stem densely setose ;
pitchers whitish.

—Borneo.

9. N. GRACILIS, ICorthah, Verh.Nat. Gesck. 22, t. i, et

4, f. 20, 22.—Stem glabrous, 3-cornered ; leaves 4—7 inches
ong, I inch wide, coriaceous, oblong-lanceolate, sessile,

decurrent; pitchers 2^—4 inches long, glabrous, cylin-

drical, dilated at the base, narrowed in the middle, with
two fringed wings; upper or older pitchers destitute of
wings, t hi oat glaucous Islue, inflected margin narrow
Striate, mouth of pitcher not prolonged at the back ; lid

cordate, orbicular, slightly glandular within. z=. N.
Korthalsiana, Miquel, Fl. Ind. Bat. i., pi, i.—Malacca,
Sincapore, Sumatra, Borneo, 1500 feet.

10. N. Teysmanniana, Miquel, FL Ind. Bat. i., pi. i,

1074.—Stem slender, 3-sided, glabrous ; leaves coriaceous,

sessile, partially stem-clasping, scarcely decurrent, lanceo-

late-acuminate
;
pitchers elongate-cylindrical, lower ones

distended, upper ones slender, glabrous ; mouth ovate, not

prolonged at the back ; margin narrow, slightly ribbed
;

lid orbicular, slightly glandular within. =:?N. lu:vis,

Morren, Belg. Hortic. ii., 234, et Hort. Angl.

On this species Dr. Hooker remarks that it closely

resembles N. gracilis, but differs in the leaves not being

decurrent, in the nervation, and in the paucity of glands

on the under surface of the lid.

In addition to the above-named species, there are in

cultivation certain hybrid forms raised at Messrs.

Veitch's establishment, and of which we are enabled

to append descriptions taken from specimens kindly

furnished us by those gentlemen.

xN. Chelsoni, Hort. / >?7r-^. — Stem cylindrical,

downy ; leaves, including the petiole, 16 — 18 inches

long, 3—4 inches broad, glabrous, coriaceous, bright green

above, pale, beneath, oblong, tapering, and decurrent at

the base, acute at the apex, i-costate, secondary veins

parallel convergent, tertiary veins horizontal anasto-

mosing
;
petiole 3.^ inches long, stem-clasping ;

tendril or

excurrent midrib 8—g inches long, channelled above,

rounded below
;

pitcher 3—4 inches long, 2^ inches

broad, purple spotted, broadly flask-shaped, with two
projecting membranous ciliolate wings ;

mouth of pitcher

oblique, margin involute ribbed ; lid about ih inch across

each way, nearly orbicular, pale green in the centre,

purple, and dotted with glands near the margin, 2-nerved,

shortly stalked, stalk with two projecting purple striated

wings, and with an excurrent deflexed rib at the back.

This form is a metis or cross between N. Rafflesiana

(= N. Hookeri), which was the male parent, and

X N. Dominii, the female parent, the latter being itself

a hybrid between two species.

The pitchers are somewhat like those of N. Rafflesi-

ana, but broader, and with the mouth less prolonged

at the back.

xN. Sedeni, Plori. X'citch.—Stem round, glabrous
;

leaves 7 inches long, i^ inch wide, coriaceous, glabrous,

lanceolate acuminate, decurrent at the base ; tendril or

excurrent midrib 3 inches long
;
pitcher (probably not

fully developed) 3 inches long, i inch wide, oblong,

dilated at the base, narrowed above the centre, and again

slightly expanded towards the top, and provided with two
ciliolate wings ; mouth of the pitcher ovate striated, pro-

longed at the back into a triangular process bearing the

lid, which latter is cordate, orbicular, purple spotted,

ribbed, and provided with a short projecting spur-Hke

process.

This form is stated to have been raised from the

pollen of N. Khasyana (^distillatoria of gardens),

apphed to the female flower of an undetermined

species.

xN. Dominii, Hort. Veitch.—Stem round, purplish.

slightly downy ; leaves 16—18 inches long, 3 inches wide,

glabrous, i-nerved, elliptic lanceolate, tapering at the

base, and decurrent along the sides of the petiole ; ten-

dril 16 inches long, flat above, rounded below
;
pitcher

6 inches long, 2 inches wide, oblong, deeply winged,

wings purple, spotted and fringed at the margin ; mouth
infolded at the edge, furrowed, prolonged at the back
into a long tapering striated process about an inch in

length ; lid oblong, 2 inches long by i;} inch wide, smaller

than the mouth of the pitcher, speckled with purple

glandular dots, ribbed at the back, and provided at the

base with an excurrent recurved process.

This form is stated to have been the result of the

fertilisation of the female flowers of N. Rafflesiana

with the pollen of an undetermined species from
Borneo.

x N, HYERIDA, Hort. Veitck.—Stem round, glabrous
;

leaves S—9 inches long, 2 inches wide, oblong-acute,

tapering at the base into a short stalk, glabrous, except

on the under surface along the central rib ; tendril 7 inches

long, flat above, rounded below, covered with rusty

down
;
pitchers 5 inches long, membranous, green, or with

a few purple spots within, cylindric, oblong, winged, wings
fringed, mouth ovate, margin infolded, striated, pro-

longed at the back into a triangular neck, bearing the lid
;

lid as large as the mouth of the pitcher, oblong, speckled,

glandular within, multicostate, with a short thin mucro
projecting from tlie base.

This form, and the succeeding one, are stated to

have originated from seeds taken from the same
capsule. The male parent of both is stated to have
been N. Khasyana, the female an unknown species

from Borneo.

xN. nvBRiDA MACULATA, Hort. rW/i-//.—Stem round,

glabrous, leaves 13 inches long, •z\ inches wide, glabrous,

coriaceous, i-nerved, oblong-Ianceolate ; tendril 8 inches

long, more or less covered with rusty down
;

pitchers

5 inches longby 1^ wide, cylindric, oblong, purple-spotted,

slightly contracted above the middle, winged, wings
ciliated, mouth ovate, margin infolded, striated, prolonged
at the back into a deltoid process bearing the lid ; lid

oblong, 1^ inch long, i inch 2 lines wide, mouth ribbed.

This form resembles N. Boschiana in the pitcher,

but is winged.
Although no complete list of the cultivated forms has

heretofore been given, yet various articles relating to the

species of Nepenthes and tlieir culture have appeared in

our columns from time to lime ; among them we may cite

the following :—On the clathrospores in the pitchers of

Nepenthes, 1841, p. 87 ; on the treatment of N. distil-

latoria (= Khasyana?), 1S43, p. 665; note on N.
ampullaria, 1855, p. 48 ; on N. Hookeri, 1848,

p. 87 ; N. Ixvis, figured and described, 1S48, p. 655 ;

on the cukivation of, 1S49, p. 5 ; analyses of the fluid

in the pitchers, 1S49, p. 470 ; on the culture of Pitcher

plants, 1S55, p. 549; notice of N. Raja, 1862, p. 599;
seedUng Nepenthes, 1S62, p. 142; N. Rafflesiana,

1865, p. 1060,—inaddition to the communications of Mr.

Williams and Dr. Moore Ijefore referred to. M. T. M.

The Surrey Orchids.—I do not propose to follow

your correspondent, Mr. A . Choules (p. 466), in his sen-

timentality about the collecting of plants and insects
;

but rather to allay the fears of your readers as to the

destruction of the native Orchids on the Surrey hills.

Your correspondent's statement that he "succeeded in

bringing away 19 species, some of them very rare,"

scarcely prepares one to find him in the latter part of

his letter protesting against the destruction of rare

plants in their native haunts. I should be very glad

if Mr. Choules will inform your readers what these

19 species of Orchids were which he collected in the

neighbourhood of Dorking 38 years since. Having an

intimate acquaintance with the neighbourhood (though

not extending back to so long a period), I venture to

think there must be some mistake here. Indeed, in

no locality in England would it be easy to meet with

19 species of Orchidaceous plants in flower at nearly

the same time of the year ; neither is the neighbourhood

of Dorking noted for the occurrence of "very rare"

Orchids. Orchis fusca (O. purpurea, Huds.) has

undoubtedly been gathered in Surrey ; but the occur-

rence of O. tephrosantbos (O. simia, Lamk.), O.
hircina, Ophrys arachnites and aranifera, are very

apocryphal ; and O. niilitaris has never been recorded.

If Mr. Choules can give authentic localities for any of

these he will be doing a great service to Surrey botanists.

The interesting feature of the Surrey hills is the great

abundance in certain localities of what may be termed
second class Orchids—Orchis ustulata and pyramidalis,

Aceras anthropophora, Herminium Monorchis, Ophrys
apifera and muscifera, and others. The abundance of

these varies extremely from year to year. Last year

they were remarkably scarce, but on the average 1 do
not think they have diminished within my remem-
brance, and there is no danger of the speedy extinction

of any of them. With regard to the other prizes which

Mr. Choules mentions having captured, Chlora perfo-

liata is extremely common in all chalk regions, and
two others have no claim to be considered as British

plants. Like other annuals Ajuga Cham.'epitys varies

considerably from year to year in its locahties and its

abundance. The gem of all Surrey plants, Teucrium
Botrys, found in only one Icxcality, and that known to

very few botanists, but unquestionably wild, was never

more abundant than last year. I may take this oppor-

tunity of mentioning that Leersia oryzoides, which I had
the pleasure of adding to the Surrey flora some years

since, has, during the last (qw years, entirely disap-

peared from its most abundant locality at Brockham
Bridge, apparently owing to the flooding of the river.

It would be interesting to know whether it still main-

tains its hold on other spots along the Mole. The chalk

hills from Reigate to Dorking will long remain one of

the most productive hunting-grounds for botanists, as

well as presenting the most beautiful river scenery

within an hour's ride of London. Alfred \V. Bennett,

Gardeners' Wages.—Having read an article in

the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 6th inst., on the desir-

ability of increasing gardeners' wages, and while agree-

ing with you in the fact, that a really competent

gardener is well worthy of a higher rate of remunera-

tion, I wish at the same time to remark, that the

interests of employers should be protected from the

large class of unskilled and ignorant pretenders to that

science. As you properly observe, the great deside-

ratinn would be the bondfide separation of the sheep

from the goats ; but how is this object to be attained?

seeing, as we do daily, advertisements of men profess-

ing to have acquired a thorough knowledge of their

art at 25 ! and which knowledge, as you very justly

remark, "can only be attained by years of practical

experience and protracted toil of body and mind."

Being, therefore, under the conviction that this class of

pretenders exceeds those of any other profession, I

would recommend you to pause before advocating an
increased scale of wages to gardeners, it being well

known that the supply is far in excess of the demand

—

as it is only the favoured few who can indulge in such

a costly luxury as gardening on a large scale. Speaking
from experience, the result ofone advertisement l)rought

me 70 applications for the situation of head gardener
(each professing perfect competency), and 50 for that

of second,—both of which posts I had vainly sought to

have efficiently filled until the present period ; previous

to which, during 14 years, I was the victim of gross

imposture, though seeking through every channel both

public and private to obtain the requisite proficiency,

besides having always acceded to the wages de-

manded, with all the necessary appliances, and the

assistance of seven men ; but instead of an adequate

return ior my outlay it seemed I had ever to repair

the damage caused by each successive Professor^ and
for which I had no remedy. With such experience,

I am convinced that the eflccl of any demand for in-

creased wages would be to occasion many gentlemen to

discontinue a pursuit where the labourer is so rarely
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found worthy of his hire ; though I have only to

reiterate that a thoroughly experienced and conscien-

tious head gardener is justly entitled to a high rate of

remuneration. dw If. Ernn^oit, Lexdcn Park,
near Colchester. [Our correspondent, who must have
been singularly unfortunate, seems to take a view of

the case similar to ourselves. All admit that the pro-

perly qualified gardener is, in comparison with the

trained workman of any other calling, underpaid, and,

so far as we see, he is likely to be so till some means
are taken to protect employers, or, better still, till

employers protect themselves, from the shoals of incom*
petent persons, some of whom accept a lower wage
than they ought, and supplement their scanty income
by means that won't bear looking into. More care

exercised in giving testimonials, and more careful

scrutiny of such documents would do something, and
an examination practical and theoretic by some body in

whom the gardening world would have confidence,

would, in our opinion, do more. More care also

should be taken by head gardeners in the selection and
training of their apprentices, and a larger premium
required. Eds.]

Crown Imperials.—Lovers of old garden plants

will be pleased with " R. D.'s " account of Messrs.

Barr & Sugden's Crown Imperials (p. 507). I should
like to make one or two remarks upon it. If their

Aurora and William Rex *'do not differ ftom the old
form in the slightest particular," they are not true.

William Rex is figured in Trew's Hortiis, 1768, and is

an irregularly striped flower, red and yellow outside,

and yellow inside ; Maximus is figured in the same
work, and is very similar. I have had the Crown-
upon-Crown for many years, but it never produced its

upper crown. There is a plate of it in Florileg'mm

Renoz'atum^ 1641, and there the upper crovm only
consists of two small flowers. Parkinson says :

—"It
is seldom and scarce seen, and, besides, it is but meer
accedental," I suppose he means it is not constant. If

any of your readers have seen the double or triple

crown, I shoidd like to know whether the flower-stem

was flat or round. I am inclined to think that the

double crown may be the result of fasciation, to

which the Crown Imperial is very subject. Has any-
one seen a white one ? Parkinson had heard of it, but
never seen it. It would be a good acquisition. Let
me endorse *' R. D.'s" praises of this old garden
favourite by quoting two old authors of repute. Park-
inson, in 1656, says of it :

—"The Crown Imperial, for

his stately beautifulnesse, deserveth the first place in

this our garden of delights." Gilbert, in 1693, is equally

loud in its praises; he calls it "the most stately,

majestically graceful of any plant in being." Henry //,

Ellacoiube^ Bitton Vicarage, GloKcestershire.

Paterson's Alexandra Potato.—My paragraph
under this heading, which appeared on p. 429, was
copied into one of the Dundee papers, and was thus

brought to the notice of Mrs. Paterson, the widow of

the late William Paterson, to whose intelligence and
perseverance in the matter of producing new varieties

of Potatos from seeds the horticultural world is much
indebted. Mrs. Paterson at once wrote to me to say I

must have made a mistake in the particular variety I

commended in that paragraph, and asked me to send

tubers for her inspection. I did so, and now find that

what I have grown as Paterson's Alexandra is really

Paterson's Albert, or Prince Potato, the former being

a white-skinned variety, and not pink, as in the case of

the Albert. Mrs. Paterson writes of it as one of the

finest second early Potatos Mr. Paterson raised, and
she goes on to say,

—"I would consider it a great

favour if you would correct your article in the Gar-
deners^ Chronicle. My principal reason for asking

you to do this is, that the general public have a preju-

dice against coloured Potatos as being of bad quality,

which is quite a mistaken notion, as many of the new
coloured varieties are better than the white ones,"

This is quite true. The Early Red Emperor and
Paterson's Albert are cases in point, both varieties of

high class quality with coloured skins. I shall be
glad if you will allow this correction to appear, espe-

cially as the Albert has been frequently spoken of in the

Gardeners^ Chronicle under the name of Paterson's

Alexandra. Richard Dean^ Ealing, W.

Forsyth's Level and Plumb -Rule. — The
science of horticulture hath its schemes, and the

practice of that ancient craft requireth tools. This
instrument for levelling and plumbing belongs to the

practical department. As it will be duly advertised as

soon as it can be supplied to the public, I need only
name now the several uses to which it may be turned.

As a stake or prop for tall growing flowers, such as

Dahlias, Hollyhocks, and the like, no article has been
found so serviceable as a good square oaken stake,

painted dull green, so as not to be conspicuous. At
Alton Towers I required some thousands of these, and
had to get them overhauled every winter and put in

thorough repair, the stock being kept up by adding a
portion of new ones ; but what concerns the present
subject was the driving or planting of these stakes, so
as to have them parallel to the curves of the beds, and
not only that, but at the same [time perfectly upright
from east to west, and also from north to south.
If any one has watched a carpenter setting up a pair
of square gate-posts, thereon to hang a gate so as to
swing freely and close accurately, he will understand

the difficulty of setting up some thousands of

square poles on a piece of pleasure-ground, where
highly educated parties are accustomed to look
for beauty, and are not likely to brook deformity.
Were the stokes to be set up indoors, or in calm
sunshine, the mason's plumb-rule would do it to per-

fection, but the wayward wind bloweth not only
where it listeth but when it listeth, and therefore the
plumb-line is seldom a safe guide out-of-doors.

Besides, in practice, the clumsy straight-edge, with its

ball and string, could not well be carried about and
laid on the wet earth from time to time, as each
stake was being set up and another got ready.
The usual way is to carry a plummet, about the size

of a game-fowl's egg, with a fine line, such as silk-

fishing line, attached. In planting tall trees, as well
as planting stakes, the plumb-line is needed, as no
guess can be so reliable as the plumb-line. On the
score of plumb-rules it seems that the bricklayers of
Hindostan are far ahead of Europeans, since they can
carry their plumb-rule to the work in one of their

pockets, for they only use a square block of wood
about 2 inches on the side and half an inch thick, with
a hole for the line in the centre, and they make a
circular plummet exactly 2 inches in diameter, and by
merely lengthening this line as they ascend, they plumb
every corner brick from the first corner one. Working
in tills way they cannot propagate errors as we do if

the plumb-rule is at fault, such as being not perfectly

straight on its edges, or parallel on its sides, but I

need scarcely point out to the reader that the Asiatic

could not plumb a single brick in windy weather.
My level and plumb-line is, like the spirit-level,

covered in from the weather, and is a veritable sand-
glass. Its action is instantaneous, and never doubtful,

like the spirit-level, where we have to wait for the air-

bubble to stand midway between the rise and fall

before we can tell how the land lies. In working that

truly accurate tool, a mason's level, how provoking it

is to watch the string oscillating to and fro, and twirl-

Fig, 148.

—

forsvth's level and plumb-rule.

A A, perpendicular lines marked on the glass surface ; b, the
stream or thread of sand, which falls parallel to A, when the
instrument is held level.

ing as if it could not rest, or tell earth's central line

with accuracy. Some 20 years ago I presented one of

my instruments for plumb-line and level work to the

late Dr. Lindley, and he had a cut of it published in

one of the periodicals of the Plorticultural Society.

This was made of fancy materials, out of respect to

Dr. Lindley, who had always been my staunch friend.

The late Mr. Joseph Knight, of the Royal Exotic
Nursery, by way of encouragement, ordered 10 like

the one supplied to Dr. Lindley, but as I had more
important business on hand, samples only were made,
and thus the thing has slumbered for about 20 years.

The principle is quite new in mechanics, as no one
had ever used sand, obeying the laws of gravitation, for

such a purpose, until I invented this pocket-level and
plumb-line to meet the want which I have described.

Extreme accuracy is not wanted, but quick action and
little bulk or weight are of the greatest importance ;

just as we look at a clock or a watch for the time of

the day, and feel satisfied with an approximation,
although our parish clock on the church, or our pocket
guinea Geneva, do not always give us Greenwich time.

Even if they did, that would not be our time if east or

west of London. Moreover, we seldom reckon the

seconds, unless to count pulsations, or the time that an
express train takes to go through a tunnel. The sand-

line is extremely sensitive, and quite clear, forming a
steady stream of uniform breadth ; and falling, as it

does, between two lines marked on the front and back
of the instrument, it resembles three hairs or threads all

in a line, when the sides are upright and the top and
bottom level. Its extreme simplicity is therefore one

of its greatest merits, for it requires no fitting up like a

mason's level, and it has no machinery to get out of

repair. Alex. Forsyth, Sal/ord. [This ingenious instru-

ment can be used continuously by turning it, like an
hour glass, when the sand has aU passed through in

one direction. Eds.]

The Hardware Show at Birmingham.—Hie
"regulations" for this are now out. and accustomed as
exhibitors are to indefiniteness, I think I may honestly
state we have never had anything so indefinite as these
regulations. "S.," in your last issue, pointed out tlie
absurdity of the arrangement, and it is scarcely necessary
for me to add, that however interesting the omnium
gathcru7n may be to the sight-seers, it can serve no
purpose which tlie meetings of the Royal Horticultural
Society are supposed to serve. As has been observed, for
what we are instructed to the contrary, the "horticultural
building" may be anything from a conservatory to a
hand-frame, and there is no reason why it should not be
a potting-shed, stokehole, fruit-room, Mushroom-house,
or vegetable store. The Birmingham Committee, there
is no doubt, have done and are doing everything
with the best intention in the world, and I willingly
exonerate them from all responsibility. But I cannot do
so with the Council and directors of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society. Tliey cannot be ignorant of the discussion
which has been going on for years, in this and other
journals, as to the best forms of plant or fruit structures,

and the best means of heating the same. Such being the
fact, and as the charter of the Society was granted for the
promotion of horticulture, and not for the fostering of a
mere raree-show, surely it was their duty so to have guided
the local committee, as to have attained some definite
object, to have made one step which, so far as it went,
should solve some problem of horticultural progress. Now
all is confusion, and unless some change be immediately
made, it will, by Midsummer Day, be confusion worse con-
founded. Confining myselfforthe present to that department
in which I am most interested, viz., hothouse building,
what guide can I glean from the circular which has been
issued, that if I exhibit a conservatory or a fruit-pre-
server, the gold medal will not be given to a hothouse;
or, if I show the latter, the prize may not pass to some
ephemeral scheme which has nothing but its novelty and
supposed cheapness to recommend it? As I intimated
some weeks back, I hold myself ready to show one of my
patent champion hothouses against any similar building
that can be produced for any reasonable 'sum, but if

I hesitate to join their game of " luck's all," which is to
be played off at Birmingham, I shall I think be justified

in doing so. I therefore, tliough I may stand alone, call

upon the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society to do
its duty, to name something definite for which we are to
contend; for as the scheme stands now, there will be no
more sense in a man exhibiting, than there would be in a
plantsman staging his Heaths in the Orchid class, and
then grumbling because he did not take the head prize in
that class. In a word, the whole scheme, as at present
set out, is of "meddhng and muddling." and can serve
no purpose except that of fostering ill feeling among
exhibitors, and forcing responsibilities upon the censors,
which in common honesty they have no right to bear. I

care not what style of house is selected. Should it be a
conservatory that was selected, I should decline the com-
petition, simply because, hke my neighbour, Mr. Mes-
senger, orders in hand would preclude my getting one
ready in time, and there would be the greater risk of
selling an expensive structure ; but, as I have said before,
for a plant or fruit-house I throw down the gauntlet to
all comers. The "best heating apparatus" is a stiU
more indefinite article, for it may be anything, from a brick
flue or a Polmaise stove, up to the hotwater system
which the advertisements tell us is " its own insurer," and
those which "do not require any insurance" at all.

Whoever has to decide the knotty question will find they
are not reclining on a bed of Roses, for what is to be the
standard of excellence ? Is it to be the boiler of a certain
superfices which, in a given time, with a given quantify of
fuel, shall heat and maintain a given quantity of water at
the highest temperature for a time to be specified ; or is it

to be a game of chance, where big boilers may contend
against little ones in the same race without any handi-
capping ? Or, as we know that a certain amount of fuel

can only generate a corresponding amount of heat, shall

we test the boilers by ascertaining which sends the most
heat into the water or up the chimney ? There are many
ways of testing the power of boilers, but in all fairness let

any prize which bears the impress of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society be so awarded that there shall be no cavilling

as to the perfect legitimacy of the award. Garden decora-
tions are matters of secondary importance, for as the
designers and inventors are ignored, those who have the
longest purses and can buy the largest collections are the
most likely to be successful, and hence competition can
scarcely be expected outside the town of Birmingham
itself. With the monstrosities which too generally disgrace
our gardens I should have thought a prize or two might
have been offered for something new and artistic in this

direction. And now a word for the judges. Why, in the
name of common honesty, is the rule which the Royal
Horticultural Society has observed to my knowledge for

more than a quarter of a century, tliat of consulting the
exhibitors as to the schedule of prizes, and the judges to

be appointed, to be departed from ? In the field trials of
machinery of the Royal Agricultural Society the
best men that the country can produce are selected,

and you see them day in and day out chatting with
exhibitors and discussing the merits of different exhi-

bits without any person suspecting tJiem of being
biased by such contact. In a trial Xij jury, a man
can either advocate his own cause, or, it he prefers it,

employ counsel to do so for him ; and are we gardeners,

and those who are to be our judges, such a set of con-
summate scoundrels, that we have no sense of honour,
and no ambition but to overreach each other ? For my
part, I have no objection to each exhibitor explaining and
advocating his exhibition before the jurors, and I should
have much more faith in this system than in turning in

the cleverest men to judge schemes of which they must
necessarily be ignorant. I have no sympathy with
"secret voting," and certainly no respect for a censor
who, when appointed to a public duty, would be in-

fluenced either for weal or woe by anything which migh
be said to him, which did not accord with his own senst

of perfect honesty. Then away, I say, with this cuckoe
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song of " trade influence," " button-holing," and so forth
;

and if our censors cannot rise superior to such influences,

let us follow the example of the Royal Agricultural

Society, and stamp out prizes for machinery altogether.

W. P. Ayrcs, Imperishable Hothouse Works, Newark,
Notts. [We agree generally in the foregoing strictures on

the indefiniteness of several of the proposed classes ; but

we believe we may add that the Royal Horticultural

Society is in no way responsible for the implement show,

which is entirely in the hands of the Local Committee.

Eds.]
I apprehend that the object of the Local Commit-

tee in the forthcoming exhibition is to bring together speci-

mens of the regular products of trade, not exceptional, and
delusive articles, which are got up specially for exhibi-

tions. The objection, therefore, which Mr. Messenger
urges {ante, p. 509), that sufficient time is not allowed to

make preparation, seems to refer to the manufacture of

Special articles ; and these, if my view is correct, are not

desired. If the Local Committee had the requisite power
to justify them in visiting the manufactories of intending

exhibitors, and selecting characteristic specimens of the

articles regularly produced in them, and were then to

bring these together, and submit them to the considera-

tion of competent judges, they would unquestionably be

doing a great service to purchasers. As, however, this

cinnot be, manufacturers will be sure to use their utmost
endeavours to prepare special articles ; but, as the time at

their disposal is not very long, they will be compelled in a

measure to use the ordinary articles of their manufacture

for competition, and I consequently think that the short-

ness of time, while being a disadvantage to producers, is a

decided advantage to purchasers, and it is chiefly for their

benefit (considering numbers) that such competitions take

place. I am pretty much of "S.'s" opinion {a}ite, p. 509)
that the adjudication of the Gold Medal to the "best"
horticultural building will prove a knotty point. But
judging by the judicious schedule of prizes, and the care-

fully drawn code of regulations for the industrial depart-

ment, now in the hands of the public, I am inclined to

give the Local Committee credit for having well-con-

sidered the subject, and for having a carefully digested

plan of operations prepared. It must never be forgotten

that this is a first attempt, and those who have been
courageous enough to set this bold but laudable
movement in motion must necessarily have to feel their

way. They have already given abundant proofs that they

understand what they are about, and I therefore repeat, let

us give them credit for the possession of a knowledge of

what must done by them if the scheme is to be successful.

Personally, I must confess that I should have liked to

have seen a competition limited to one kind of house
only, as more likely to have been successful and satis-

factory, but yet I don't despair of this delicate business

being wisely handled. Doubtless "S." has observed
that "all greenhouses, boilers, &c., must be in their

places one week before the opening of the show, to afford

the judges full opportunity for their examination." This
looks like proper tests being applied in the case of

boilers ; and I feel assured that whoever may be the men
undertaking to adjudicate on the merits of a number of

boilers, they will not venture to do so without submitting
them to trial. Mr. Johnson (tz///^, p. 508), speaking of vases,

evidently misunderstands what the competition in this

particular class is to be. It is not for one kind of

vase as compared with another, but for the "best
collection of vases." Apologising for the length to

which my note has run, I will conclude by expressing the

hope that there may be plenty of competition in all the

classes. A. D. S.

Foreign Correspondence.
State of Vegetation in South Italy.—

March 29, in Ischia, Rye in ear ; Fig trees generally,

but not fully, out in leaf, the Figs as large in some
parts as Walnuts. April i.—In the villa rock gardens
Nemophila insignis fully out ; Judas trees and Glycine

sinensis brilliant ; Lilac out, Hawthorn (May) in full

bloom, Pittosporum Tobira partially. Petunias, Purple
Stocks, double Carnations, and China Roses well out

;

Indian Pink and Sweet Williams just breaking, and
Quercus Robur with some buds fully formed, the

whole of the buds bursting. At Capo di Monte, Lime,
Oak, Hornbeam, in leaf but not fully developed ;

Horse Chestnuts very green, but not yet dense ; Medi-
cago arborea and Coronilla well covered with yellow,

as is also the common Broom. There are extensive

woods of Ilex 50 feet high, many of the trees continu-

ing at from 20 to 30 feet high. In the shade of these

were abundant Cyclamens in flower. On the road up to

Capo di Monte were some Planes (oriental) and Acacias

just coming into leaf, the latter had a few white

flowers. In the fields scarlet Poppy, and many weeds,

and Trifolium incarnatum in flower ; in the villa

gardens are the various purple and white Irides, very
large and abundant. April 2.—No swallows as yet,

although the weather has been showery and inviting.

I remember seeing some in 1S55 on March 22, about
ten miles north of Rome. L.

Societies.

Royal Caledonian : April to.—The spring show of
this Society had been fixed rather late for a display of
Hyacinths, and consequently that department of the
exliibition was weak. The same may be said of the Poly-
anthus Narcissi, the Tulips, and the Crocuses, What it

wanted, however, in this department was amply made up
in the Orchids staged for general competition. These
occupied six tables arranged across the hall, while the
suiTounding tables and the orchestra were decorated with
ornamental and flowering plants from the various nursery
firms of the city. Palms come n well for general decora-

tion ; the variety of feature which they present is

particularly eye-pleasing, and they mix well with Rhodo-
dendrons, Azaleas, and such miscellaneous plants as from

time to time appear. Messrs. P. Lawson & Son had a very

nice assorted lot of the Palms referred to, of Dracasnas,

and of Tree Ferns, which, placed in the orchestra, formed
a background to the masses of Rhododendrons in excellent

inflorescence from Messrs. T. Methven & Sons, and to

the two tables overloaded with Azalea bloom from
miscellaneous competitors. These Rhododendrons were
about 4 feet in diameter, studded with trusses of various

tints, showing how admirable such things are for either

outdoor or indoor display. The most prominent of them
were Satanella, a roseate purple, heavily stained with

spots ; The Queen, white, with numerous yellow spots,

a finely formed flower
;
John Waterer, deep ruby,

grand trusses, a most effective variety ; Erectum,
soft rosy hue ; and Album Superbum, white, with

yellow spotting. Messrs. Dickson & Co. had a nice

miscellaneous assortment, the most captivating anion
which was the new [apanese Primrose (P. japonica]

This is a beautiful plant, with the flower-stalk springing

up stout and strong, and carrying -a head of the most
brilliant mauve-coloured flowers. A fellow plant of this

was exhibited by Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, in

better condition, showing that the habit of the plant is

very floriferous, crown after crown appearing as if they

would spring up in succession, showing that, among
other qualities, this Japanese Primrose has one of suc-

cessional flowering. An incident in connection with the

history of this plant may not be out of place if recorded

here. Mr. John Lindley Fortune, residing at Elphin-

stone Tower, received from his father some seeds of

the Primrose in question in 1869-70. They were sown
upon the face of a rockery on an eastern exposure, stood

the winter, which was a very severe one in Scotland in

1870, and flowered in the spring of 1871, about the same
time as Mr. Bull's plants.

Passing on to the miscellaneous groups, we find that

the best came from Mr. Paterson, gr. to James Syme,
Esq., Millbank, the most prominent of that grower's

plants being a beautifully flowered Dendrobium fim-

briatum oculatum, with 40 of its drooping racemes of

yellow fimbriated blossoms, relieved with the dense crim-

son blotches at the base of the labellum. Tremandra
verticillata, although less strong, is a useful plant for

general greenhouse cultivation. Mr. Currie, gr to

William Nelson, Esq., Salisbury Green, had among his

group an Anthuriuni Scherzerianum, with two dozen of

its crimson Aroid spathes,—one of the most effective

plants of the exhibition. Mr. D. Marshall, gr.

to Miss Hay, Kingston ^Grange, had good
plants of the white and pink Erica Spenceri, a good
floriferous spring Heath, and Acacia eriocarpa, studded
with its bright yellow globular inflorescence. The best

Azaleas came from Mr. Paterson and from Mr. Gordon,
gr. to A. Wauchope, Esq., of Nlddrie, who were placed
equal ist. Mr. Currie had also very good plants, the

showiest among them being the Duchesse Adelaide de
Nassau, and the more perfectly formed though scarcely

so vivid Stella. One finely cultivated example of Phalse-

nopsis Schilleriana came from Millbank, the leaves on the

largest of them measured 20 inches long and 6 inches in

width, a beautifully speckled and spotted sort, with a
smallish branching raceme of well formed flowers ; it was
grown on a cork block, and set into a pot filled up with

sphagnum. That, with the plants already named, and
Theophrasta imperialis—a noble-looking subject, with

spathulate leaves permanently and distinctly spined—gave
majesty to the lesser plants that stood upon the tables.

Nor must we omit Veitch's Cordyline, which when grown
to specimen size, with its arching taper-pointed leaves

and prominent brownish midrib, makes a unit of telling

character. Mr. Paterson seemed to have very much
his own way in many of the classes in Heaths, in Azaleas,

and foliage plants, Mr. Gordon and Mr. Currie taking the
next best position. Nothing could be finer than an Erica

named echiifiora, which seemed to us to be the charming
vestita rosea, with its whorls of flowers of intense red,

crowded in this case on a plant of matchless health.

Deutzias, and Lily of the Valley, and Cyclamens, were
in considerable force, and upon the whole creditable,

the best in either case coming from Mr. J. Hannah,
Burnhead, Mr. J. Fraser, Belmont, and Mr. Gordon
and Mr. Currie. A very good assortment of well-

grown Camellias was sent from A. Adie, Esq., of
Rockville. Nice forced Pelargoniums were well ex-

hibited, the best being alba multiflora, in Mr. Gor-
don's lot. Capitally bloomed Cinerarias were sent

from the gardens of Mr. Christie, Craigend Park, and
from D. Anderson, Esq., of Moredun ; by far the most
striking Cineraria, however, was a seedling named
Invincible, shown by Mr. R. Glass, gr. to J. C. Bolton,

Esq., Carbrook. It was in splendid condition for the

judges to pass an opinion upon, being about 3 feet in

diameter ; each flower was large enough to cover a five-

shilling piece ; the disc was purplish black, the ground
colour pure white, and the belting of a rich rosy-purple

;

the habit was of model character. It was unanimously
voted a First-class Certificate. A Rhododendron allied to

argenteum, from Mr. Peter Rintoul, gr., Raith, was
loaded with trusses, and received a special award. There
was a fine lot of Ferns from Mr. Gordon, Mr. Kerr,

Glencarse, and Mr. P. N. Fraser, Canonmills. The
most curious example was in the latter named gentleman's
collection, namely, Pleopeltis nigrescens, a species of

Polypodium-like growth, with fronds covered with sacs

arranged in parallel lines on either side the midrib. On
turning up the under surface of the frond, these sacs

are found to be hollow cavities, in which the sori are

secreted —a most singular and interesting trait of

habit.

The best Hyacinths came from Mr. Marshall, Kingston
Grange, Mr. Murray, Carlton Lodge, Mr. Pearson,

Beechwood, and Mr. Young, the Assistant-Secretary of

the Society. The best varieties among the various groups
were Koh-i-noor, the rosy Von Schiller, the flesh-coloured

Gigantea, the ruby Howard, the soft pink Miss Nightingale,
the large pipped beautifully-shaded Cavaignac, and the

double lilac Van Speyk. These were very much superior

in point of culture to those shown by ]. D. Tocker and
Voorhelm, Schneevoogt, Haarlem. Out of 100 sorts

the most distinct and best, differing from those in the

other classes, was Aurora rutilans, a brilliant glossy red.

Fruit was limited in the number of dishes, but upon the

whole well shown. The best Grapes, and in capital con-

dition they were—as good, indeed, as we ever saw them in

Britain in the second week in April, came from Mr.
McTaggart, gr. to Mr. Dundas, of Arniston, and also

from Mr. Temple, gr. to Mr. Balfour, of Balbimie. The
sort was the Black Lady Downe's. Excellent dishes of

Strawberries, as good as one could get in June, came
from Jklr. P. Stewart, gr. to Mr. Tennent, of The Glen,

Peebleshire, and also from W. Anderson, gr. to the Earl

of Stair's gardens, Oxenford Castle. Very well preserved

Apples, both of the dessert and kitchen order, came from
the Earl of Wemyss, Gosford. Mr. Cumming deserves

praise for his exhibition lots of these. They were nearly

as fresh as if they had just been pulled from the trees, and
the colour, of course, was more beautiful, the flesh more
mellow.
The best collections of vegetables came from Mr.

Gordon, and from Mr. Temple, Balbirnie. The sorts

were French Beans, Seakale, Asparagus, splendid

Broccoli {which received, indeed, an extra award under
the name of Gordon's Late Broccoli), new Potatos,

Radishes, Mushrooms, &c. Dr. Duncan showed really

Brobdingnagian Leeks, the leaves of which measured
eight inches across.

Royal Horticultural: April 17.— James Bate-

man, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. The usual preliminary

business of this meeting being concluded, and the awards
of the Fruit and Floral Committees announced, the Rev.
M.

J.
Berkeley directed attention to a large and interest-

ing collection of Narcissi, shown by Messrs. Birr &
Sugden in competition for the prize offered by Mrs. Lloyd
Wymer, and which included two new varieties of great

merit raised by Messrs. Backhouse. He did not know
from what species the one called "The Emperor" was
raised, but it was evident that "The Empress" was a
seedling from N. bicolor. The collection from his own
garden he had merely brought up to assist in settling the

nomenclature. The next objects of interest were some
very good Hyacinths, which, he was informed by Major
Trevor Clarke, had been raised from offsets by a lady
residing in Onslow Square. Referring next to a graceful

Fern-like plant— Paulliniathahctrifolia—shown by Messrs.

Veitch, Mr. Berkeley remarked that it belonged to an
order (Sapindaceaa) which contained one edible fruit, the

greater portion of the plants of the same genera being of

an exceedingly poisonous character. A subject of much
horticultural interest was a peculiar disease in Peach trees,

of which several examples had lately come under his

notice, and all, in his opinion, damaged partly from
climatic conditions, and partly from their roots being in a

bad condition. As regarded some diseased shoots

which he held in his hand, there was no uncer-

tainty about the cause, as he had been furnished with

a sample of the soil in which they grew,—a compost
of Beech leaves and Beech mast, which was covered with

Fungus spawn. Some years ago there was a celebrated

Beech tree at Chatsworth, which had got into a bad
state, and the late Duke of Devonshire being very

anxious to save it, the late Mr. Thompson, of Chiswick,

was sent down to examine it, and he recommended that

the tree should be planted in entirely new soil, which was
done, and in i2 months the tree recovered. This, then,

was the remedy he would recommend for such complaints

as those under notice, but he advised all to discard leaf-

mould in the formation of borders. While on the subject

of diseased plants, he mentioned that there were
two seedling Fig trees at Chiswick, one raised by himself,

another by Dr. Hogg, and both about five years old,

which were unaccountably diseased like the Peach shoots.

He also exhibited a young shoot of the Golden Champion,
which was diseased at the joints—a great number in the

same house being alike affected. It was impossible to

suggest any cure for such diseases, as they did not even

know the cause. Some years ago an instance came under
his notice of an Oak tree being damaged by boys, who
took long strips of the bark off. This being done in

wet weather, the bark grew again and covered the

wounds made. As a further illustration of the value of this

treatment in regard to Cinchonas, he produced some bark

of that plant brought from the Neilgherries, by Dr. Thom-
son, of Kew, who had recently been there in connection

with the Eclipse Expedition. The trees were allowed to

grow three years before the bark was stripped off, but

they did not strip all off, but merely took slices off, and
left a portion of the old bark, which caused the young
bark to grow freely and well.

Prof. T. Dyer called attention to Dr. Welwitsch's paper,

read before the Scientific Committee, and pointed out the

important help which botanists could give by indicating

plants suitable for horticultural purposes. So accessible

a country as Ceylon, for example, contained a Gordonia
quite unknown in Europe, except from dried specimens

;

it bore reddish-purple flowers, nearly 4 inches in diameter,

but had never been figured. The Phrynium and Lystro-

stachys both exhibited habits alien to those of their con-

geners ; this, after all, was only an illustration of the

plasticity of Nature. Some plants, of which perhaps the

Phrynium was an example, showed a disposition to climb

when they had the opportunity. In their descendants it

would be likely to become a firmly implanted habit.

Mr. Bateman said that Africa was an inexhaustible

source of wonderful things ; it had been called
" Icon urn arida ntttrix," and now we had its bare

rocks producing over acres an Orchid of a type

which was only otherwise known as growing on trees.

He then moved a vote of thanks to Colonel Jervis, who
had presented the Society with two Aloes which were over

go years old and now throwing up flower-stalks, the

development of which would be anxiously watched in the

large conservatory during the coming summer. The vote

of thanks was carried unanimously, and the Chairman
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commented on several of the plants exhibited, including

the lovely Masdevallia ignea (fig. 149) shown by Mr. Rull.

and in referring to the colour of which he rend the follow-

ing from the last issue of the Boianiral Magazine :—
" The colour, though not so deep as that of the Veitchi-

ana, is quite as vivid, and more resembles that of cinnabar,

or, as Reichenbach says, a * dazzling scarlet mixed with
* orange-scarlet, too dazzling to look at long.' It thus

suggests a transition from the red heat of Veitchiana to a
white heat. As in the latter species, this lustre—or water,

as a jeweller would term it— is due to the refractive power
of the fluid contained in the superficial bladdery cells of

the sepals, and is perhaps unsurpassed for brilliancy in

the vegetable kingdom."

Scientific Committee. — A. Murray, Esq., in

the chair. Dr. Welwitsch made a communication on
some ornamental plants from Angola, which it was
desirable to introduce into our gardens, and exhibited
specimens. A new species of Maranta was remarkable
for its unsymmetrical leaves, elliptical on one side, oblong
on the other, and white beneath, except a marginal band
on the elliptical side. Mr. Berkeley suggested that these
peculiarities were probably due to the convolute verna-
tion. A scandent species of Phrynium was a remarkable
exception to the usual Scitamineous habit. Its fruit

also was curiously .three-sided. [A very similar species,

with weak scrambling stems, extending to 20 feet,

is known, from Upper Guinea.] It was suggested that

this was a plant which, like some Indian species of Com-
bretum and an Equisetum, climbs when it gets an
opportunity. A \'ariety of Musa sapientum possessed
foliage of a blood-red colour. Dr.
>\''elwitsch also exhibited seeds of
M. ventricosa, Welw., a near ally

of M. Ensete ; the seeds of Musa
were rare. A trifoliate species of
Gardenia, about 8 feet high, with
flowers of the richest orange, pro-
duced wood resembling that of
box; the natives hungup branches
of it as a charm against light-

ning. Two species of Musssenda
were shown, one of which, M.
splendida, Welw., was a climber,

easy of propagation, and with
large red sepaline lobes ; no change
in colour similar to that which
takes place in the bracts of Dale-
champia had been noticed in any
African species. Listrostachys
Welwitschii, Rchb. f., was a re-

markable exception in habit to its

allies, which were all epiphytal.

This grew upon the bare rock,

spreading its branching roots upon
the scanty soil.

Professor Thiselton Dyer read
a communication from Dr. Bos-
well Syme, stating that, as far as
British grasses were concerned, the
changes in colour of the anthers
observed by Spruce in tropical

grasses did not hold good. Having
once assumed a fulvous-brown
tint, they never regained their

original colour. Many grasses,

such as Alopecurus pratensis,

sometimes have yellow and some-
times purple anthers, but never
both on the same plant. With
regard to the part played in the
fertilisation of grasses by insects,

Glyceria fluilans, Psamma aren-

aria, and Dactylis glomerata, cer-

tainly were visited by Lepidoptera.
Mr. McLachlan stated that this

was also the case with the flowers
of the Juncaceae.
A further note from Dr. Bos-

well Syme stated that at Balmuto
a Spanish Chestnut never fruits.

The styles are apparently perfect, but the anthers are not
developed, probably from want of heat. At Culross, 20
miles to the west, by the Forth, which is much warmer,
fruit is ripened in all but unfavourable years.

Azalea and Auricula Show. —This was a small
but on the whole very interesting show, held, as before, in

the large couser\'atory. The Azaleas were rather poor,
indeed they are apparently getting worse every year.

Messrs. H. Lane & Son took the 1st prize in the open
class for 9, their best specimens being of The Bride and
President Humann ; Mr. Turner was 2d with a group of

bushy standards, about 2 feet high, the heads being very

well covered with bloom. Messrs. Lane & Son also had
the ist prize awarded to them in the nurserymen's class

for 6 ; and in the corresponding class for amateurs, the
best, fairly good plants, came from Mr. G. Wheeler, gr.

to Sir F. H. Gcldsmid, Bart. Two plants only were
shown in the open class for a single specimen, and these

were very ordinary.

Messrs. Lane & Son were the only exhibitors of 6 forced

Rhododendrons in pots, and 12 cut trusses ; and well

they merited the ist prizes awarded to them. In extent,

the show of Auriculas was about the average ; the

Society's prizes being supplemented by several given by
the Metropolitan Floral Society. The best 12 show
Auriculas (distinct) came from Mr. Turner, and included
Cantab (Headley), Metropolitan (Spalding), Catherina
(Summerscales), Alderman Wisbey (Headley), Maria
(Chapman), Competitor (Turner), Smiling Beauty (Heap),
Colonel Champneys (Turner), &c. Mr. J.James, gr. to

W. F. Watson, Esq., was 2d. In the amateur class for

6 show varieties, the ist prize was won by the Rev.
H. H. Dombrain ; and the 2d by Mr. James. The col-

lection from the first-named included Lancashire Hero,
Waterioo (Smith), Pizarro (Campbell), Mayflower
(Traill), Model (Gains), George Lightbody,— flowers all

fine in size, and of good form. Mr. Turner also sent the

best 12 Alpine or Fancy Auriculas. Mr. James again
coming in 2d. and Mr. G. Goddard. gr. to H. Little,

Esq., 3d. Mr. Turner's flowers were particularly fine,

especially those of Marquis of Bute (Turner), Slough
Rival (Turner). Percy (Turner), Percival (Turner),

Napoleon III. (Turner), and Chieftain (Turner).

The Metropolitan Floral Society's prizes were awarded
as follows :—For the best 6 show Auriculas (distinct),

the Rev. H. H. Dombrain was 1st, Mr. J. James 2d, and
Mr. G. Goddard, gr. to H. Little, Esq., 3d. Some nice

flowers were shown in this class. The best green-edged
flower was Leigh's Colonel Taylor, shown by Mr.
Turner ; Admiral Napier, shown by Rev. H. H. Dom-
brain, being 2d, and Lovely Ann, from Mr. James, 3d.

Ileadlcy's George Lightbody was the only variety shown
in the grey-edged class, and the prizes were awarded as in

the preceding class. Mr. Turner was ist for a white-

edged variety with John Waterton (Cunningham), Mr.
Dombrain and Mr. James following in the order named
with Smith's Ne Plus Ultra. The best self was Spalding's

Metropolitan, shown by Mr. Dombrain, Campbell's
Pizarro, from Mr. Turner, being 2d. The first-named

was wonderfully attractive, on account of the richness of

its colour. Show Pansies were staged by Mr. James and
Mr. H. Hooper, who took the prizes for 9 in the order

named ; and the best collection of hardy spring flowers

were sent by Mr. Ware.
The miscellaneous subjects, which formed by far the

most interesting portion of the show, included a fine col-

lection of- Orchids from the gardens of Lord Londes-
borough at Grimston Park, amongst which were grand

Fig. 149.—masdevallia ignea.

plants of Arpophyllum giganteum, Epidendrum crassi-

folium, Lycaste omenta, Cattleya Skinneri, Dendrobium
Jenkinsii, D. pulchellum, Maxitlaria Turneri, &c. ; a

large and exceedingly fine group of plants from Messrs.

Veitch & Sons, which comprised nice specimen
plants of Clematis in pots, a choice collection of

the elegant Japanese Acers, and a choice assort-

ment of Orchids, including flowering plants of the

charming Masdevallias Veitchii, Harryana, and Linden),

interspersed with Palms, Azaleas, &c. Mr. Bull had also

a fine group of Orchids, two handsome specimens of

Platycerium, and a flowering example of the beautiful

white Rudgea macrophylla, &c. Messrs. Rollisson &
Sons exhibited a fine collection of Orchids, Ericas,

Primulas, Palms, &c., and from Mr. J. W. Wimsett,
Ashbumham Park Nursery, came a handsome group of

Palms and other fine foliaged plants ; a smaller collection

was also staged by Messrs. Osbom & Sons. Messrs. Kel-

way & Sons, Langport, contributed a magnificent box of

Marechal Niel Roses, cut from one plant, which had
already had about 350 of its flowers removed from it ; Mr.
Turner sent a large collection of Tricolor Pelargoniums,

and Mr. Ware contributed a charming lot of hardy spring

flowers. M. Louis Van Houtte, Ghent, sent a large and
much admired collection of new Azaleas, including seven

distinct varieties of A. mollis, &c. Mr. G. Bland, gr. to

the Earl of Kilmorey, Gordon House, Isleworth, exhi-

bited a grand specimen of Anthurium Scherzerianum, with

15 large handsome spathes, which received a Cultural

Commendation. Messrs. Standish & Co. sent a further

sample of their excellent strain of Cinerarias, and a
remarkably handsome basket of Bouvardia jasminiflora,

literally covered with flowers. Mr. C. Noble staged some
of his excellent specimens of Clematis ; and Mr. W.
Paul sent two boxes of cut Roses, one of Marechal Niel,

of fine size, and the other composed of several varieties,

the most noticeable being six immense blooms of Paul

Neron. Mr. Hooper. Bath, had several stands of I'ansies,
and from Messrs. Lane & Son came a large and very
attractive collection of forced Rhododendrons. To most
of the above extra prizes were awarded.

Floral Committee —W. Marshall, Esq., in the
chair. The most striking object shown at this meeting
was a magnificent plant of the lovely Odontoglossum
Phalcenopsis. large m size, perfect in growth, and having
neariy 70 of its white and crimson flowers fully expanded.
This came from the gardens of O. O. Wrigley, Esq.,
Bridge Hall, Bury, Lancashire, and was awarded a Silver-

Flora Medal. First-class Certificates were awarded to
Messrs. Ivery & Son, Dorking, for Hedera conglomerata,
a dwarf and exceedingly close-growing form, r(_*markably
distinct, and in all respects an acquisition

; for Polystichum
angulare confluens variegatum, one of the most distinctly

variegated British Ferns yet seen, and valuable on that
account ; and for Polystichum angulare proliferum Hen-
leyas. To Messrs. Veitch & Sons, for Croton lacteum, a
broad-leaved form, with a broad band of creamy-yellow
down the centre, fcvery distinct, and said to retain its varie-

gation much longer than several of its congeners ; to Mr.
B. S. Williams, for Rhopala elegantissima, a very elegant
plant, said to be much dwarfer than R. aurea. and having
longish narrow serrated leaves

; to Messrs. W. Rollisson
& Son for Erica Neitneriana ; and to M. Louis Van Houtte
for Azalea indica John Gould Veitch, Sigismund Rucker,
and Mdlle. Marie Van Houtte. The same gentleman
also received a Second-class Certificate for another variety,

named Comtesse Eugenie de Kerchove. Mr. Turner
staged several new alpine Auriculas, which the committee

requested to see again. Mr. J,
Chambers, gr. to J. Lawrence,
Esq., Beddington, exhibited a nice
specimen of Cheilanthes odora, a
graceful, fragrant little Fern, tliat

should be in every collection, and
which was exceedingly well grown.
M.

J. Linden, Brussels, exhibited
several Odontoglossums shown at
the last meeting, and received a
Cultural Commendation.

Fruit Committee. — G. F,
Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the
chair. Mr. Baldwin, gr. to B.
Drew, Esq., Streatham, sent a
small dish of early Black Ham-
burgh Grapes, small but nicely

finished ; and from Mr. Knight,
Floors Castle gardens, Kelso,
came specimens of the Castle Ken-
nedy Fig, large in size but want-
ing in flavour. Mr. Miller, gr.,

Worksop Manor. Notts, showed
a good box of Keens' Seedling
Strawberries, and Mr. Dominico
Piccirillo. Wigmore Street, Caven-
dish Square, contributed some
Bergamot Limes, Naples Lemons,
and preserved Chestnuts, the
latter being particularly palatable.

Mr. E. Bland, gr. to the Earl of
Kilmorey, exhibited a splendid
dish of Mushrooms, cut from a
bed that has been in bearing five

months, and also a capital sample
of Mushroom spawn. A Cultural
Commendation was awarded. J.
R. Fernyhough, Esq. , exhibited

a seedling plant of the Avocado
Pear (Persea gratissima), grown in

an ordinary Hyacinth glass filled

with water. The plant shown was
grown from a seed taken from the
fruit exhibited at the Society's

rooms in September last. The
seed was simply suspended over
water in the usual way, and the
glass kept in a drawing-room.
The two cotyledons were very

thick and fleshy, and doubtless supphed the seedling with

the requisite nutriment.

Natural History of the Year. By the late B. B,

Woodward, B.A., Librarian to the Queen. Pp. 108.

Partridge & Co.

A charming little book, in the style of, but less com-
plete than, Howitt's Boo/: of the Seasons. It is written

expressly for children, and describes the phenomena of

life as witnessed in the habits of beasts, birds, fishes,

insects, plants, and the like. The style is clear, with

a religious tendency : the descriptions, so far as we
have seen, are accurate ; the illustrative woodcuts

are many of them very beautifully executed, and
the whole book is elegantly got up. We recom-

mend Mamma to present a copy to her children forth-

with.

The Horticultural Directoryfor 1872 {Journal

of Horticulture Office), is indispensable to all who have

business relations with horticulturists and gardeners.

Prairies et Plantes Fourageres. Par Ed.

Vianne. (Paris, Rothschild.) 8vo, pp. 424. A
valuable treatise on the management of grass lands and
forage plants. In the first portion of the volume are

given botanical descriptions of the grasses, with excel-

lent woodcuts illustrating the genera. Then follow

chapters on the improvement and general management
of pasture lands, on irrigation, manuring, haymaking, the

construction of lawns, &c. We observe that the author
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recommends diluted naphtha and other fetid-smelling

substances as remedies against the grubs of the cock-

chafer (7'cys blancs), but he continues that no remedy

is so effectual as irrigation, either natural or artificial.

Florists' Flowers.
It is inexpressibly comforting to me to find Dr.

Denny writing in the strain he does (see p. 469) respect-

ing Messrs. Standish & Co.'s Cinerarias. While
I stood before their group of plants, admiring the rich

colouring and massive substance of these Cinerarias, I

heard right and left of me comments made on them, all

more or less to their disadvantage. I think one or two
of the adverse critics were members of the Floral

Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society. I

could not bring myself to think thus of these flowers,

and I set to work to take notes of a few of the best

of them, and sent them to you with much fear and
trembling, being somewhat apprehensive that you

would not think a prominent notice of the flowers called

for. I was glad that you published my report of them.

Now, in stating as I did on p. 430 that these flowers

"were somewhat too much reflexed to pass muster

under the rigid rules of the Properties of Flozuers" I

gave expression to what is an undoubted fact ; but

whether these rigid rules should govern estimates

formed of flowers in the present day, or not, is another

matter. One thing is quite certain, that the Floral

Committee did not certificate any of these flowers,

notwithstanding the high opinion in which Dr. Denny
holds them. I have no doubt but that a majority of

the Floral Committee would agree that these particular

flowers, or at least some of them, were wanting in one
or more of those properties the presence of which have
generally governed to some extent the awards of that

body. Thus it was I came to make the statement I

did, and to which Dr. Denny makes such emphatic
objection.

But I can go a step further, and assure Dr. Denny
that I sympathise with him to a great extent in his

crusade against the rigid application of the Properties

of PloiverSf useful as they have been in working out an
immense and welcome improvement in the forms of

many of our popular'flowers. I have long believed their

severe application did tend to some extent to limit and
fetter that glorious freedom \vith which Nature casts so

many of her most beautiful types. My experience as a

raiser of seedling flowers only serves to deepen this

conviction day by day. My simple aim in writing the

paper which appeared in p. 430, was to commend to

the readers of the Gardeners^ Chro7iicle Messrs. Stan-
dish & Co.'s Cinerarias, and I am sorry to find some
of your readers have the impression that my remarks
tended more to their disparagement than to their

exaltation. R. D.

Whatsoever may be the claims of the Cyclamen
to be regarded as a first-class greenhouse winter plant,

there is little danger that it will eventually elbow out

of our houses that thoroughly established favourite, the

Primula, as the latter is quite as decorative, possesses

as great variety of colour, flowers its best all through
the dull winter months, and, finally, can be fairly

grown and flowered by the veriest tyro. How much
hybridisation has improved the Primula during the past

10 years, it needs but a glance over a first-rate strain

to note. 'Tis not so long since that we were limited

entirely to the two well known colours of white and
purple, and these were too frequently allied to flowers

of very indifferent quality. Even now it is uncommon
in many places to meet with other than these colours,

although allied to flowers of the finest character ; but
the comparative stint of colours can only arise from
ignorance on the part of the growers of the

very beautiful shades in other colours that exist, and
which serve to make the Primula so truly charming
and effective as a winter decorative plant. A recent
visit to Southampton has enabled me to refresh my
recollection of the varied kinds that are grown in that
locality, the chief stimulus to which variety has been
given by Messrs. Windebank and Kingsbury, and
whose carefully hybridised seed has been very consider-

ably grown in that locality. In their own fine collec-

tion of the present year I find shades of purple, both
on the old foliage and Fern-leaved ; whites on both
kinds of foliage also, and the same of shades of car-

mine ; also purple-flaked and carmine-flaked, and a
beautiful blush flower, with a salmon centre. Also in

newer shades on both forms of foliage, are lavender,

edged white, and peach suffused with rose, the latter

having leaf-stalks nearly green, like those of the white-
flowered kinds. White flowers on the dark red foliage,

like Waltham White, are common ; but quite new
in character are white flowers flaked with lilac

on the ordinary green foliage. There are also hand-
somely marked purple-flaked flowers on the dark red
foliage, and again, quite a novelty, a self puce flower
on the same hue of leafage, and also a light carmine.
This enumeration of colours forcibly shows how varied
in character the Primula is now becoming, whilst no
mention has been made of the beautiful double kinds
that have been raised by this firm, and which have
chiefly passed into the hands of metropolitan nur-
serymen.
Mr. Stewart, gr. to Mrs. Eyre Crabbe, of Glen

Eyre, Southampton, has also been a successful raiser

'

of double Primulas, and I saw under his care many
plants full of flower, and which had been so for the

past four months. Rather a novelty in doubles was a

carmine, flaked and splashed with white. Doubles
come upon both the old foliage and the Fern-leaved.

There is no such thing as seed of a double strain. There

is a Continental semi-double strain, but the flowers are

poor in comparison with those of first-class double kinds.

A careful selection of flowers having a surplusage of

petals, if carefully crossed, will rarely fail to yield

double flowers ; whilst they will occasionally result

without that special care being bestowed.

Another very fine collection was found in the houses

of G. Y. Mercer, Esq., at Bassett, the gardener, Mr.
Burden, being a grower of considerable ability. His
largest plants, growing in 24-sized pots, now getting

over, had been really superb ; and a later sowing,

still in full flower, displayed the highest excellences

both in culture and quality of flower. Some of the

purple shades were exceedingly rich, and on many of

the whites a beautiful rich dense pink suffused the

whole of the flower, thus creating quite a distinct colour

Mr. Burden has already sown seed, from which to

raise his earliest flowers for next winter ; his advice to

growers is to sow early, and to keep the young plants

growing on, so that a large well established plant may
be got before the blooming period arrives. Plenty

of good rotten fibrous loam, a large propor-

tion of thoroughly rotten leaf-soil, and a little

peat earth makes up a capital compost— one
that aids in the development of plenty of flower, with-

out unduly exciting too much growth. Some of the

Continental strains yield capital flowers, but in the case

of the deeper colours there is an exuberance of foliage

that might easily be dispensed with. Some of the

kinds also have a bad habit of throwing the foliage

above the flowers, which robs the plant of all its

beauty.

A new kind from the Continent has for ground
colour a purplish-carmine, and is dotted with small

white spots. When first opening it looks exceedingly

nice, but the colour fades with age, and the flower

proves exceeding loose. The greatest strides in the

hybridisation of the Primula have been made through
the labours of British growers, and the world can show
no finer strains than are in their hands. One of the

greatest difficulties in the way of the hybridiser, and to

him probably one of the greatest sources of disappoint-

ment, is the tendency of the Primula to stem rot ; and too

often the grower has to witness fine heads of seed pods,

upon which he has probably expended considerable

labour in hybridisation, suddenly droop over and die off,

thus causinggreat, and possibly, forthat season, irremedi-

able loss. There has been a vague idea existent that the

rot was produced by the cessation of flowering in the

stem, causing a check or change in the flow of sap
which resulted m disease. There might have been
some ground for this idea were rot the rule, but as it

is the exception, although (especially in damp houses)

too frequent an exception, I look for its cause elsewhere,

and expect it is found in a simple outside cause, the

origin of which is damp or drip, and which first rots or

damps a flower, and which is doubtless picked off, but
the diseased flower-stem conveys it to the stem that

supports the truss ; and although its ravages are slow it

is certain, and by-and-by the whole succumbs. I

have carefully gone through several hundreds of plants

under my own care, and although stem-rot fortunately

is rare amongst them, yet in every case where it occurs

I find it to be associated with black flower-stems that

once supported a rotted flower. A. D.

©Jituarg.
Died, March 2;, aged 73 years, at Benhall, Suffolk,

Mr. Elmy Durrant, for 32 years gardener to the

Rev. E. HoUond, Benhall Lodge. Mr. Durrant was
an ardent fruit and vegetable cultivator, and in this

branch of his profession he for many years enjoyed

quite a local reputation. F, W. D.

%ui^txi #peralbiTS.

THE WEATHER.
STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LOUDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, April 17, 1872.
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the Oranges. It will be necessary to thin the fruit as

soon as they get the size of Peas—on bushes, say 3 or 4
feet through, and as much high, allow about three dozen

fruit to come to maturity. The Tangierine Orange is

undoubtedly the best for bush culture. It has more-

over beautifully sweet-scented leaves. Be careful that

the bottom-heat does not exceed 65° just now. In the

same house young Vines might be grown on, or anything

in that way that will bear heat and moisture. The
large Orange trees, if not already pruned, should be
done at once, and before the blossom opens give a good
inquiry to them. Smaller trees may be re-tubbed if

the roots are in a very hard matted state. H, Knight.

Camellias.—Any of the late flowering sorts that

may require potting should have attention at once,

afterwards placing them in a mild, growing tempera-

ture, shaded from sun. Plants in general will now be
in an active state of growth, and will be benefited by
an increase of temperature, which with bright sun may
be allowed to range from 60° to So", admitting air

freely yet carefully, so as to avoid the direct sweep of

cold cutting winds. Water freely at the root, and
promote a liealthy state of the atmosphere by syringing

the plants twice daily overhead morning and evening
with tepid water, at the same time sprinkling the paths

and every available surface, which will in a great

measure prevent an excess of evaporation now promoted
by heat, and shade from bright sunshine ; for this

purpose a movable shading is to be preferred. As far

the greatest number of Camellias are grown together

with other plants, shading becomes a difficulty ; but

with prompt attention to ventilation, and care that

the leaves are dry before the sun shines powerfully
upon them, to prevent scorching, there will be no
necessity for shading at all. What with close glazing

and accurate workmanship our modern houses are

all but sealed against the ingress or egress of air

;

hence the necessity of protecting from sun, for if venti-

lation is at any time neglected in bright weather the

most disastrous results must accrue. The earliest flower-

ing section will soon have perfected their growths, and
should be syringed very little after the leaves attain

their full size, and the flower-buds are formed. Liquid
manure or guano water may be administered to plants

that have filled the pots with roots, or to such as are

well established, with the best results. George West-
land, Withy Court.

Orchids,—Under the influence of increased heat

and moisture any plants which are in an unsatisfactory

state will soon show signs of improvement or the
reverse ; a plant will linger on all the winter and show
no change, but under the above exciting influences it

will sometimes die in one or two days. Therefore in

the case of any plant of great rarity or value it is best

not to place it along with the general collection, for it

might happen that by placing it in a situation more
equable any latent life there might be would have time
to develope itself in a growth, although most likely a
very weakly one. As it is sometimes very hot for a

few days in April, it is best not to allow the Orchid-

houses to get too much above their average tempera-
ture in consequence, as a great and sudden increase of

heat very often causes the previous season's bulbs to

turn black in spots, frequently developing into rot. I

believe rot may at any time be brought on by subjecting

these plants to a great sudden increase of heat. There-
fore it will be better to leave the air on for a little later

on these exceptionally hot days. Let the heat begin
to decline before shutting up, and leave the shade on a
little later also,—from half to three quarters of an hour
beyond the usual time is enough ; after which the
plants should be slightly dewed with tepid water over-

head, from a veiy fine-rosed syringe. In the cool of
the eveuingj after the above application, the plants
will look exceedingly fresh. W. Denjiing^ Grimston.

FLOWER GARDEN, b'c.

The Parterre and Mixed Garden,—On fine dry
days take every opportunity of hoeing and cleaning

the flower-beds and borders, pick up the largest weeds
with the hand, where the rake cannot be conveniently

used. Box edgings may now be cut ; lawns should
be constantly rolled and mo^vn to produce a fine

sward and prevent worm-casts. If the arrangements
for bedding out are not already decided upon, lose no
time, otherwise you may find a deficiency in both
plants and colours when the time arrives. Particular

attention should be paid in contrasting the colours, to

give a good effect. A flower garden may be richly

furnished with plants, but be very ineffective if the

colours are badly arranged. For producing a brilliant

effect in masses, flowers of a decided colour only
should be used, bearing in mind that the beauty of a
flower garden depends upon its being in all its details

a perfect work of art. There must be high keeping,
symmetry, and judicious arrangement of colours to

produce harmony. Continue to pot and harden off

Bedding Plants, exposmg those that are well established

to the open air as much as possible. Caution, how-
ever, must be exercised in being prepared for occa-
sional frosts, with some protection at night in case of
need. Push fonvard the growth of Alternantheras, and
other slow growing plants ; these require to be grown
almost fiiU size before planting out, as they make
but little growth in the open ground, especially if the
season is in the least unfavourable. Calceolarias., Lobelias,

&c., and such plants as make fibrous roots, may

now be planted out in open pits or trenches. These
do better when lifted with a ball of earth than when
turned out of small pots with their roots twisted like a

door-mat. A few Yew boughs should be near at

hand in case a little protection from sun or frost should

be requisite. Edivard Be?inett^ Enville.

Roses.—A constant look-out should be kept for

caterpillars. There is nothing to equal hand-picking,

and as the regular gardener's time is much taken up at

this season with other matters, it will be well, if

possible, to hire a quick boy or girl for a few weeks to

search for these pests. A few shillings laid out in this

way will bring an ample return in an increased number
of good blooms, and well balanced Rose tree heads.

Where the rosarian is an exhibitor, he should now
pinch back all the shoots on a moderate-sized head,

except six or seven of the strongest. lie will of

course be careful to remove at the same time all weak
and badly placed shoots. The greatest care must be
taken, especially in an exposed rosarium, to keep the

buds tied up to the supports as they grow, for they are

exceedingly brittle, and if allowed to grow too long

before tying, will certainly be blown clean out of the

slock by the first high wind. Where a succession of

blooms is required, about one-half of these buds should
be pinched back when they have grown out 2 or

3 inches. Two or three fresh shoots will then break

forth, and will flower at least three weeks later than

those not pinched in. R. B. P.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—As the season advances, with the increase

of light and sun, the fruit will progress much more
rapidly. Examine the plants regularly, and water

freely when requisite with weak tepid guano-water.

Pull ort" the gills on the stem and base of the fruit, and
if the bed in which they are plunged is heated by hot-

water pipes, and has become dry, take advantage of a

fine afternoon to give the bed and plants a thorough

good soaking with tepid water from a waterpot through

the rose, being careful not to wet those in flower.

This will, with the usual attention to damping the

paths, &c., maintain a nice genial atmosphere for a
considerable time, and is far preferable to the constant

use of the syringe, which is the ruin of many plants.

The treatment of successional plants should be con-

tinued as directed for last fortnight. The suckers

which have been recently potted should be encouraged

to make a good robust growth. Keep the bottom-

heat at 70° to So* ; have them near the glass, and
allow sufficient space between the plants to prevent

them drawing up weakly. Syringe very lightly once or

twice a week, at the time you close the pit, which
should be done at So°. G. T. A/ileSy ll'ycombe Abbey.

Peaches and Nectarines. ^—With crops that are

making their second swelling, the most sedulous

attention must be observed as to the proper moisture

of the borders, especially those inside the house ; and,

when necessary, apply a thorough soaking of water at

about 90", which will prove stimulating to the roots,

for this temperature will be reduced by 10° to 15° im-

mediately by contact with the body of the soil. Of
course, the quantity applied must be determined by
the mechanical condition of the soil, and by the ener-

gies of the trees. If the border is well drained, and
the soil light and free, water enriched with manurial

matters will be required to be applied liberally almost

weekly, the frequency of which, however, may be
lessened by applying a mulching of rotten manure. In

the afternoon of sunny days shut up sufficiently early to

secure a temperature of from 85° to go", and apply the

engine most liberally with soft, clear water at a tempe-
rature about that of the house. Proceed with the

thinning of the fruit in succession-houses. This pro-

cess must be regidated in accordance with the condition

of the trees. Those that are weakly should only

carry a moderate crop, and every assistance should
be afforded by surface dressing and liquid manure ; but

on vigorous trees, or such as are young and in new
borders, and which are apt to make rank growths, a

heavy crop of fruit may be allowed, which will mate-
rially counteract such a tendency. In all cases con-

tinue to adopt means to preclude the appearance of or

to check insects. Wm. Gardiner^ Eatington Park.

Orchard-house.— Maintain a moist and genial

atmosphere now to encourage the growth and swelling

oft" of the young fruit. In warm mornings syringe early

and freely. If cold, it is advisable to keep the atmo-
sphere somewhat drier. Ventilate early and gradually,

avoiding as much as possible cold draughts of wind.

Shut up early in the afternoon, between two and three

o'clock.. Water all that may require it, and syringe

again copiously. Where no artificial heat is employed,
which is the true orchard-house, the temperature is

chiefly dependent on the weather. Put on air in the

morning at 60°, and allow it to rise to So" or there-

abouts ; after shutting up it may rise to 100°

or more. No danger need be apprehended by a

high sun temperature at this time of the day ;

on the contrary, if proper attention be paid to keeping

it thoroughly moist, it will be of the utmost benefit to

the trees. Go over the trees carefully, disbud and
pinch the young shoots when necessary. Avoid de-

nuding the trees much at any one time. It is better to

do a little often. Pinch the stronger shoots first, and
the weaker afterwards. Where the fruit is very

thick, thin them out gradually. To leave them on is

needlessly to waste the energies of the tree. Look well
after insects, and in the case ol greenfly, fumigation, if

practicable, Is the best remedy. If fumigation is ou*-

of the question, give the tree's a good syringing, and
subsequently dust the affected parts with Pooley's
Tobacco-powder, which is an excellent extermmator of
both green and black fly, B,

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.
We intend giving under this heading some sugges-

tions which may be useful to such amateurs as possess
but little glass, under which a general assortment of
plants. Grape Vines, iS:c., are grown together, as is

frequently the case. Vines upon which the young
shoots are so far advanced as to enable the operator to
determine which should be selected for retention, should
now be gone carefully over. If more than one shoot
exists upon each spur, remove the weaker ones. If a
good average supply of bloom exists throughout the
entire length of each rod, then pinch off all secondary
bunches upon each shoot, and at the same time pinch,

back the point of every shoot retained, which carries

bloom, at two leaves beyond that near to the bloom.
By so doing, from 6 to 7 leaves are the average number
retained. Commence tying the young shoots down to

the rafter-wires, as early as possible, to avoid breaking
any in the operation, as they are very likely to snap off

if permitted to get too strong ere the operation is per-

formed. If a scanty supply of bloom only exists, then
it may be to the interest of the grower to retain two
bunches on occasional strong shoots, where they may
exist. In any case, it is not judicious to retain, even
at this stage, more than a dozen to 15 bunches per
rod, in houses of moderate dimensions. If no sulphur
has been dusted over the Vines since they started,

shake a little over them at once, as a preventive of
mildew. If the least sign of aphis exists, have resort

to two moderate fumigations, on two successive even-
ings, without delay. At this stage syringe the Vines
freely in the morning, and at about 4 P.M. in the after-

noon daily. Shut up about 5 p.m., and so aid the

Vines to make strong firm shoots, with large healthy
leaves, which are the sure precursors of good Grapes ;

besides, by giving every encouragement at this time,

the flower shoots will elongate more freely, and tend
thereby to increase the size of the bunches. If the roots

of the Vine are within the structure, commence water-
ing the border by giving half a dozen pots of tepid

water, weekly, until the whole border becomes well
moistened. Outside borders containing Vines at this

stage of growth, should not yet receive any water,

however well and securely they may have been protected

from autumn and winter rains. The latent moisture

contained in the soil will amply suffice for their require-

ments. Prepare temporary places wherein to place the

commoner kinds of bedding plants, such as Scarlet

Pelargoniitins, Ageratums, I 'erbenas. Heliotropes, &c.

,

so as to make room for any early struck cuttings of
Coleuses, Ircsines^ Balsams, Fuchsias, &c., that should
be potted off. Put in cuttings of any bedding plants,

a sufficient stock of which is not on hand. Give
Camellias^ Azaleas, Cape Pelargoniums, and the assort-

ment of plants generally, a slight syringing daily,

where not in bloom. If the Camellias and Azaleas

need potting, procure peat soil for the latter, and fresh

turf from any pasture for the former ; chop this into

small pieces, thus to remain until my next communica-
tion. William Earley^ Valentines.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Forcing Department,—Maintain a moist atmo-

sphere about Kidney Beans, syringe them freely, and
make another sowing. Cover up a few more roots of

Seakale, and give plenty of air to Potatos in pits or

frames, water them freely when in a growing state, and
earth-up as required. Push forward Capsicums, To'
7natos, and Egg plants ; sow Indian Corn in pots, in

heat, to plant out the middle or end of May, Gourds,

Vegetable Marrows, and Ridge Cucumbers may be potted

off or shifted into larger pots as required. Celery for

autumn and early winter use may now be sown thinly

on a slight hot -bed of dung and leaves ; keep the frame
close until the plants begin to show, when air may be
given ; when the plants have formed three leaves, prick

them out. Chicory and Endive should be taken to the

Mushroom-house to blanch, and oi Mustard and Cress

keep up a succession. David Lumsden, Bloxholm Hall
Gardens.

FORESTRY.
The grafting of forest trees may now be proceeded

with. Where convenient graft low, and earth-up to

the base of the scion. Young plantations, consisting

only of Scotch Fir and Larch, may still be thinned,

and the thinnings disposed of for coal props or fencing.

Larch barking may now be proceeded with. Prepare
ground and sow the seeds of Conifers. Protect young
Larch and Silver Fir in low and moist situations from
the injuries of frost by a slight covering of Broom or Fir

branches. Proceed with the cleaning of recently

planted yomig trees, as formerly directed. Fork out

running weeds and make clean hedges round the mar-

gins of plantations. Level-in deep ruts made by cart-

ing heavy timber during the winter, and continue to

prepare wood for charcoal burning, y. Webster,
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Notices to Correspondents.
Books : A. Gordon's Piuetum {Bohn & Co.).

Camellias ; C. T. Mr. Westland ihus replies to your
question:— "I would suggest that in all probability

'T.'s' double white Camellia, which annually drops
its flower-buds, otherwise being in a good state of

health, and setting its buds profusely, is occasioned

by aridity, either atmospherically or at the root, accele-

rated by a close atmosphere, which is one of the most
prevalent causes of buds not opening. In its native

country the Camellia is subjected, when at rest, to the

winter's cold, and is all but hardy in England
;
conse-

quently, it is susceptible of excitement from heat or

sudden transitions of any kind. Be particular that the

soil is in a healthy state of moisture, and maintain a
cool, moist, airy atmosphere, which will in all likeli-

hood insure the development of the buds."
DouBLE-BLOSSOMEU Chekrv : "J. M. Propagated by
budding or grafting.

Hot-water Circulation: J. M. T. Your communi-
cation was overlaid. It shall receive attention.

Myosotis dissitiflora; W. J. M. Sow about the

beginning of June, and again towards the end of the

month.
Names of Plants : Barnet. The flower of an Orchid
from Brazil was smashed beyond identification. Send
another, in a small tin box, accompanied with a leaf.

— C. H. Myrsiphyllum asparagoides.

—

F. T. {Clift

Cottage). Pinus Laricio, A. M.

—

L. S. So far as we
can tell from such scraps, your tree is the black Pop-
lar, P. nigra. — Tatius. Rosa spinosissima (Scotch

Rose).—A*. G. G. 3. Adiantum pedatum
; 4, A. pu-

bescens
; 5, Lastrea arislata. The others too imperfect.

— Roberts. Nephrolepis tuberosa.

Rust on Grapes : IV. B. The causes of rust on Grapes,
which you mention, are well known to every practical

gardener.
Sl'KOUT FROM the INTERIOR OF A POTATO : J. S.

Some Hiuch more remarkable instances of the same
kind have been figured in our columns in past years.

Terrestrial Orchids : 0/d Subscriber. We do not

know of any book on the culture of these plants. For
general information on their structure and functions,

see Darwin's Fertilisation 0/ Orchids (Murray).

Vines : IV. C. We really cannot tell, from your descrip-

tion, what is the condition of your Vines, or what
should cause the leaves and fruit to turn black and
drop off in the manner you describe. Send us an
example.

Catalogues Received. — George Rawlings (Rom-
ford), Catalogue of Dahlias.—Thomas S, Ware (Hale
Farm, Tottenham), Catalogue of Florists" Flowers, &c.
—Dick RadclyfTe & Co. (129. High Holborn, W.C.).
Catalogue of Bedding and Decorative Plants, Seeds,

Garden Requisites, ike.—William Paul(Waltham Cross,

N.), Catalogue of New Roses, Pelargoniums, Azaleas,
Fuchsias, Hollyhocks, &c.

Communications Received.—O. O. W.—W. C—T. L.—Ane.
—T. W.—F. W. B.—J. M. P.-A Novice.—M. J. B.-G. B.
—G. C. J.—Constant Reader.-J. T. & S.—J. S., Kew (with
many thanks).—E. J. H.— J. McN.

arhtts.
COVENT GARDEN.—April 19.

Some improvement has taken place in the tone of the

market, and last week's prices have been maintained,
most descriptions of goods being in general demand.
Inquiries after the better class of goods also indicate the
approach of the London season ; large arrivals of
Broccoli are to hand from the West and the Channel
Islands, and considerable quantities of Asparagus from
the Continent, with the usual descriptions of salading,

arrive three or four times in the course of the week.

Flowers.
s. d. s. d.

Anemone, p. 12 bun. 2 6 to 4 o
Azaleas.p.doz.sprayso 6 — 10
Camellias, 12 blooms z o — 60
Carnations, 12 flowers .. — 20
Cineraria, p. bunch 06 — 10
Cyclamen, p. 12 spks. 03 — 06
Gardenias, p. doz. . . 30 — 60
Heartsease, p. 12 bun... — 30
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays — 09
Hyacinths, p. bunch . . — 06
Lily of the Valley,

p. doz. sprays . . 10 — 20
Pinks, p. 12 flowers .. — 10
Pelargoniums,

Frenchjp.izsprays o 6

s. d. s. d.

Pelargoniums, Scar-
let, p. 12 sprays., o € to t o

Primroses, p. 12 bun, 06 — 10
Nemophila, p. 12 bun. . . — 30
Roses, per doz. . . 20 — 60— Moss, do — 60
Spirea, p. bunch .. .. — 10
Stephanotis, 12 sprays .. — 60
Trop3eolums,i2bun, 10 — 20
Trumpet Lilies,doz. 30 — 60
Tulips, per doz. . , 06 — 10
Violeis,p. 12 bunches 10 — 16
Do., Neapolitan, p.

doz. bunches .. ..— 30
Wallflowers, 12 bun. . . — 20

I o

Fruit.
J. d. s. d.

I

Apples, per J sieve 2 o to 5 o
Cobs, per 100 lb. . .60 o — 65 o

s. d. s. d.

Melons, each . . o o to o o
Oranges, per 100 ..60 — 10 o
Pears, per dozen ..60 —24 o
Pine-apples, per lb. 6 o —10 o
Strawberries, p. oz. o 6 — 16

Filberts, per lb. ..08 —
Grapes, per lb. . . 10 o ^25 o
Lemons, per 100 ..70 — 10 o

Vegetables.
s. d. s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea. o 3 to o 6
Asparagus, per 100 5 o— 8 o— French, do. . . 3 6— 8 o
Beet, per doz. .. i o— 2 o
broccoli, purple, per
bundle . . 10— I 3

Cabbages, per doz. .. 10— 1 3
Cardoons, each . , . , — .

.

Carrots, p. bunch . . o 5— o 7— French, do. . . i o— 1 6
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 2 o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle . i o— 2 o
Cucumbers, each .. 1 o— 2 o
French Beans, new,
per 100 .

.

. . 2 o— 4 o
Herbs, per bunch . . o 2— o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun. 3 o— 5 o

Potatos, Regents, \ios. to 1505. ; Flukes, laoj, to i6oj,

French Shaws, 6ar. to 705.

s. d. s. d.

Leeks, per bunch . . o 2to o 4
Lettuces, perscorc. . i 6— a o
Mushrooms, p. pott. 1 o— i 6

Onions, per bunch .,0 4— o 9
Parsley, p. bunch .. o 2— o 4
Peas, new, per pun. . . — 16
Potatos, new frame,
per lb I o— 2 o

Radishes, per bunch o 3— .

.

Rhubarb, p. bund, . o q— 1 o
Satsafy, per bun, . . o 9— 1 3
Scorzoncra, per bun. o g— i 3
Scakalc, per punnet i 6— 3 o
Shallots, per lb, .. o 8— ..

Spinach, per bushel 3 o— 4 o
Turnips, p. bunch., o a— o 4

POTATOS.Southwark, April 15.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been
limited, but owing to the heat of the weather the con-
sumption has been less. Trade slow. Quotations :

—

Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, looj. to 140J. ; Yorkshire
Regents, 90J. to 110s. ; Dunbar and East Lothian do.,

iios, to 140J. ; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do,, loos. to

120s. ; do. Rocks, 90J. to looj. ; Kent and Essex
Regents, 8oj. to 1055.; do. Rocks, Zos. to 90J. ; French
Whites, 6qs. to 70^.

For Want Places, &c., see page 563.

Variegated Geraniums, Wholesale Prices.

WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine strong Plants of the
following varieties at per dozen :—Mrs. Benyon, 3s. ; Mrs.

Dix, 91. ; Mrs. Pollock, 31., 20J. per 100; Queen \'ictoria. 61. ; Sir K.
Napier, as. ; Sophie Dumaresque, 3s. ; Sunset, 31. ; Italia Unita, 3J, 6d.

;

Albion Cliffs, 31. ; Alma, 2s. 6rf. ; Bijou, 3J. ; Flower of the Spring,
2J. f>d.; Jane, v.'. Lady Kingsbury, 3J. ; May Queen, 4J. ; Mrs.
Lennox, 31. ; Mrs. Vidlcr, 3J,

;
Queen of Queens, 3s, ; Shottcsham

Pet, 3s. ; International (fine gold self), 41.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

CHEAP BEDDING GERANIUMS.—The following
choice sorts at per dozen, for cash :— Lady Cullum, 31. 6d.

;

Lucy Grieve, ds. ; Louisa Smith, 3J. 6d, ; Mrs. Dix, 6s. ; Mrs. Pollock,
21. 6d ; Sophia Cusack, 3s. td. ; Sophie Dumaresque, 2s W. ; Caroline
Longfield, 3s. 6d. ; Mrs. John Clulton, 6j. ; Prince Silverwings, 6s. ;

Beauty of Caldcrdalc, 21. &f . ; Duke of Edinburch, 35. 6rf, ; Kentish
>!cro, 21 6d. Package 6d. per dozen. A list of z^o varieties post free.

Remittances requested from unknown Correspondents.
ALFRED FRYER. The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

Tricolor Geraniums.
WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine PLANTS of

the following 12 fine varieties :

—

Each

—

s. d. I Each—s. d.

.. 76: Lass o' Gowrie ,. ..50
Lucy Crieve 10

Peter Grieve ..

Sir R. Napier.

.

Diamond
Charming Bride
Prince Silverwings
Queen of May

.. 16 Victoria Regina .. _

.. 16 Star of India i

. . 10' Princess Beatrice , . , , i

,. 10' Excellent .. .. .. i

Or the 12 varieties for 21s.

Baskets to be returned. No charge for package.
The Nurseries, Huntingdon, Hunts.

Bedding Geraniums.
ryi L. MAYOS begs to offer the following sorts, in
JL • autumn-struck plants, in store pots, grown in cool houses:

—

1000 The Clipper, 2000 Flower of the Day, 3000 Amy Hogg, 3000 Indian
Yellow, 2000 Excellent (Smith), 3000 Flower of Spring, 2000 Bijou,
1000 Attractive, 2000 Stella, 500 Helen Lindsay, 1500 Madame Vaucher,
500 Black Dwarf, 700 Orange Nosegay. Other popular sorts may be
had in large or small numbers.
VIOLETS.—T. L. M. also oflcrs the following, strong transplanted

stuff, now in full bloom, viz., The Kng, The Queen, The Czar ; Tree
Violets, Double Blue, Double Red. Single Blue, Single Red, Devoni-
ensis, Obliqua Striata, White, and Cornuta, at per dozen or 100, from
the open ground, at lowjrices, on application.

The Floral Nurseries, Hereford.

NEW ZONAL GERANIUM, (CRIMSON KING
(EcKFORD}.—Dark crimson, shaded with violet ; fine smooth pip

and extra larqc truss; close sturdy dwarf; a most profuse bloomer. A
remarkable fine bedding variety, quite new in colour. Plants in April,
5J. each. A Plate of this for 14 postage stamps.

NEW VERBENAS for 1872, Eckford's.
PLUTO.—Orange-red. shaded dark round a bold lemon eye, large

pip and tru.ss ; fine snow flower. 5s. each.
LADY EDITH.—Pure white, with a pale rosy-purple ring round

the eye ; fine form and truss, ^s. each.
LADY GERTRUDE.—Very pale lilac, with a rosy-mauve ring

round a pale lemon eye ; extra fine. 51, each.
MAUvE QUEEN.— Pale lilac-mauve, with a large sulphur eye;

fine and very distinct. A gem.
ISA BRUNTON.—Plum colour, tinted with blue, and large pale

eye. 51. each.
GRAND DUKE.—A vcrj' fine ruby-crimson, of large size, and very

shoyvy. ^s. each.
Five First-class Certificates R.H.S. A Plate of these for 14 stamps.

Plants now ready.
JOHN KEYNES, Salisbury.

Strong Geraniums, &&., Clieap.

WM. POTTEN can now supply the following:

—

GOLDEN TRICOLORS, 2J. qd. per dozen, 201. per 100.
GOLD and BRONZE, 21. 6d. per dozen, iSi per too.

SILVER VARIEGATED, viz., Albion ClifTs, May Queen, Flower of
Spring, 2S. 6d per dozen, i8s. per 100.

Princess Alexandra, 31. per dozen, 20J, per 100.

L'Elegante, Ivj-lcaf, 3s. per dozen, 20s. per 100.

Good DOUBLES, aj. 6d. per dozen, 15s. per roo; including Marie
Lemoine, ImpSratrice Eugenie, Victor, Wilhelm Pfiizer, and
others.

Good ZONALS, various colours, 16s. per 100.

Crystal Palace Gem, Vesuvius, Lord Derby, Warrior, Soleil, Thomas
Moore, 15J. per 100.

lean Sisly, 51. per dozen, 30J. per 100, cheaper by the 1000.
FUCHSIAS, good sorts, 20J. per too.

HELIOTROPES, 2J. M. per dozen.
Choice seedling PETUNIAS. IRESINE LINDENI.
Dwarf Blue and White AGERATUM, CALCEOLARIAS, LOBELIA

SPECIOSA and PUMILA GRANDIFLORA, GOLDEN
PYRETHRUM, 21. per dozen, 121. per 100.

The above all in single pots. An allowance made for plants turned
out of pots, balls secured. Package free.

The Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

GEORGE SMITH,Bin offering the following NEW
PLANTS, has great pleasure in assuring his Floral Friends

thai they are of the finest quality, and cannot fail to give general
satisfaction, viz.

—

NOSEGAY GERANIUMS.
CAVEN FOX.— Rosy-scarlet, a beautiful and unique shade of colour,

pip large and beautifully formed, fine truss; this variety will be
found an acquisition, being of free habit and compact. Awarded a
First-Class Certificate by ine Royal Horticultural Society, and also
by the Royal Botanic Society. 7J. td. each.

DELIGHT (Georck Smith).—Delicate peach blossom, -white eye,
truss of immense size and produced in profusion; this is a most
beautiful variety, and warranted to be the finest light variety ever
offered, with (ofiage slightly zoned, js, 6d. each.

FLAME.—This variety is remarkable for its brilliant colour, being
vermilion-scarlet, truss of e^tquisite form and large size, very com-
fact and beautiful, of good habit, foliage sflghtly zoned. Awarded
irst-Class Certificates by the Royal Horticultural Society, and

also by the Royal Botanic Society. 7s. 6d. each.
POLLY KING.— Peach blossom, eoped with white, white eye, petals

stout and of fine form, quite new in colour in the Nosegay section,
and in cvcr^' way a most desirable addition to its class. Awarded
First-Ctass Certificates by the Royal Horticultural Society, and
also by the Royal Botanic Society, js 6d. each.

Where 6 of any of the above distinct varieties are ordered 7 will be
sent ; and where 12, 15 will be forwarded.

NEW FUCHSIA.
ALPHA (George Smith).—A 'splendid variety, with an immense

finely-formed corolla; coral-red lube and sepals, very free habit,
pood foliage, and in every respect a first-class variety, and the
finest of the double kinds. loi. bd. each.

The above Novelties, in good plants, to be sent out the first week
in May. Usual Discount to the Trade.

"«• A beautiful coloured drawing of Fuchsia Alpha and Geranium
Delight, handsomely arranged in one plate, by J. MacFarlane, free by
post in exchange for 18 postage stamps.

Tollinglon Nurscrj-, Hornsey Road, London, N.

THOMAS PESTRIDGE begs to offer the following
NEW GERANIUMS, as quite distinct (rom others in their
respective classes, and well wofih adding to any collection :

—

BLUSHING BRIDE.— Silver variecated. with blush-white flowers,
similar to Madame Vaucher ; robust and compact habit, with an
unusually broad edging of creamy-white. Received Second class
Certificate and First Prize Royal Horticultural Society, South
Kensington 71. 6d. each.

BRILLIANT, Golden Tricolor.-A very bright and richly marked
zone ; quite distinct, and the brighest Tricolor Geranium ever sent
out

;
p;ood and compact grower. loj. 6d. each.

ACME, Golden Tricolor.—A bright and well-defined zone, ol rich
carmine ; the bright colouring of this variety is retained in the old
leaves much longer than any other variety ; will become a general
favourite lor bedding-out. ys. 6d. each.

SALAMANDER, tiolden Tricolor.—Bright red ione,and retaining its

bright colours throughout the summer and winter months ; a very
good or free grower, ys. 6d. each

Plants ready first week in May.
The following are now ready at per dozen :—Lady Cullum, «. j

Louisa Smith, 3J. ; Lucy Grieve, 6s. ; Prince of Wales, 241. ; Mrs.
Turner, 4s. ; Mrs. Headley, i8j. ; Sophia Cusack, 31. ; Italian Beauty^
41, ; Prince Silverwings, 3s. ; Princess Beatrice, 3s. ; May Queen, 31.;
Criterion, 51. ; Princess Alexandra, 31. ; Impcratrice Eugenie, 6r,

Package free. Terms cash.
The Grecnway Nurser>', Uxbridge, Middlesex.

The present is the best tune for Sowing
RUSSELL'S PYRAMID PRIMULA.

GEO. CLARKE has a fine stock of this, the grandest
of all PRIMULAS, in packets, mixed Red and White, or

separate, 2s. 6d. each. Instructions for raising and growing sent if

required. The Trade supplied.
Nurseries : Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, London, S.W., and

Mottingham, Kent.

NEW and ex. ex. choice FLOWER SEEDS (post
free).—AURICULA, from prize flowers, ii. ASTERS, extra

fine. Perfection, 6d. and is. CALCEOLARIA (Scott's), the most
beautiful strain, is. and 25. 6d. CINERARIA, extra, 11. and 21. bd.
MIGNONETTE, red, 6d. PETUNIA, double, u. PRIMULA, ex.
choice, including fern-leaf vars. is. and 2s. bd. STOCK, Scott's Giant
Scarlet Ten-week, the largest spiked var., is. For other choice seeds,
see Descriptive CATALOGUE, free on application.

J. SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

New Eoses, &c., &c., Now Eeady.W KNIGHT solicits orders for the following, from
• several thousands of strong, clean, healthy plants, true to

name, and unsurpassed in the Trade.
18 varieties of NEW ROSES of 1872, the best selected, 31. each;

421, the set.

12 finest FUCHSIAS, extra strong, roj. 6d.
24 finest VERBENAS, for exhibition, Zs.

Descriptive Priced LIST on application.
Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

New Eoses of 1872
JOHN CRANSTON, King's Acre Nurseries, near

Hereford, offers extra fine Dwarf plants of the NEW ROSES of
1872. The varieties have been selected with the greatest care, and are
believed to be those most worthy of (general cultivation.

Plants, equal in quality to those lor which the Establishment has
been so long and justly celebrated, will be ready in March.

Descriptive LIST post Iree on application.

Eose Marechal Nlel, and New Roses for 1872.
LEVEQUE ET FILS, Nurserymen, Ivry-sur-Seine,

near Paris, begs to oflTer good and healthy plants, dwarfs, ol
MARECHAL NIEL, 12, r4J. ; too, ;(;5 NEW' ROSES for 1872 —
12 sorts, £.1 : 50 sorts, £3 12 ; the selection {105 sorts), £,-^ los. Also all

the best sorts of TEA ROSES, grafted, in pots, £4 per too. LISTS on
application.

SEMPERVIVUM CALIFORNICUM, zs. td. per
dozen ; per ico, 151.

Choice named PINKS, 12 pairs lor 7s. 6d.
GLOXINIAS, strong flowering plants; seedlings from choice named

sorts, per dozen, 6s.
; 401. per 100.

ACHIMENES, nine distinct sorts, per dozen, -xs. Terms cash.
WILLIAM BRYANT, The Nursery, Rugby.

Spring Plant Catalogue, 1872.
CHARLES TURNER'S Descriptive LIST of

PLANTS for the season is NOW READY, and may be had on
application. It contains the best selections :—

Achin:nenes
Auriculas
Azaleas
Carnations
Chrj'santhemums
Ginei arias
Colcus
Dahlias of sorts
Ferns
Fuchsias
Gesneraceous Plants
Gloxinias
Hedera

And many other species.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough

Bedding Plants
Climbing Plants
Pelargoniums IShow)
„ (Fancy)
,, (Tricolor)

,, (\'ariegated)
Phlox
Picoiecs
Pinks
Roses
Stove Plants
Verbenas

BEDDING PLANTS (Wholesale Prices).
Per too—5, d. Per loo—5. d.Per too—5, d.

Heliotropes, named sorts ..160
Ageratum ccclestinum na-

num . . . . . . 14 o

,, white Imperial Dwarl 20 o
Sempervivum californicum,

2j^ inches diameter . . 25 o
,, ij^ do. . . . . .. 16 o

Salvia Gloxinifcfolia (blue) . . 20 o
Gnaphalium lanaium ..160
Koniga (Alyssum) varicgata 14 o
Musk Plant .. .. 14 o

Per 100—J. d.

Iresine Lindeni .. ..300
,. Herbstii 16 o

Coleus Verschaffcltii .. 20 o
I, a great variety of choice 20 o

sorts, per dozen, 3*.

Verbena, Blue King . . .. 16

,, Parsee (fine mauve) ..160
Lobelia, Trentham Blue .. 14 o

,, compacta putnita gran-
dltlora .. .. . . 16 o

Pentslemons, named sorts .. zo o
Double Flowering /^onal Geraniums, fine named sorts, 201. per 100.
The above are all thoroughly established in single pots, ana may be

relied upon as being fine, clean, healthy stuff.

WOOD AND INGRAM, The Nurseries, Huntingdon, Hunts.

Clirysanthemums, &c.

WM. CLIBRAN AND SON, Oldfield Nursery,
Altrlncham, beg to offer CHRYSANTHEMUMS, in nearly

all the best sorts, including new varieties of 1871, at 21. 6a. per dot.,
15J. per too. post or package free. DAHLIAS, 3J. per doz., 311. per
100. FUCHSIAS, including varieties of 1871, 31. per doz., 201. per
100. First class Seedling HOLLYHOCKS, 3^. per doz., 2c«. per loa
White, yellow, dark and blue self PANSIES. for bedding, a/, bd. per
doz., iji. per 100. VIOLAS, alba and lutea grandiflora, ir. bd. per
doz. ; Blue Perfection, is. per doz., bs. per lOo, DAISIES, 55. per 100,
in four sorts. First-class Show and Fancy PANSIES, 35 for 7*.

CARNATIONS, 12 plants, 61. ; 13 PICUTEES, 6j. ; J3 PINKS.jr;
or 12 of each of the four. 48 plants in all, 17J. bd. 13 PENTSTE-
MONS. 3J. bd. ; 12 PHLOXES, 31. 6d.
For GERANIUMS In i;reat variety, and other Plants, see CATA-

LOGUE, free on application.

Verbenas. VerbenaB—Mrs. FoUock, fta
WILLIAM HADMAN offers Purple, While, Scarlet,

and Rose VERBENAS, from single pots, I3*. per too; rooted
cuttings, 6j. per 100, 50.1. per 1000.

LOBELIA SPECIOSA (true), from cuttings, ^s. bd. per 100; 351
per 1000.

FUCHSIAS, double and single, bs. per 100.

HELIOTROPIUM, dark and light, 6*. per 100.

TROPyEOLUM Mrs. Trcadwelf. fine bedder, bt. per loa
AGERATUM Imperial Dwarf, «. per 100, 40J. per 1000.

IRESINE Lindeni. fine dark fofiaee, %s. per 100.

CALCEOLARIA aurea floribunda, 51. per 100.

GERANIUM Mrs. Pollock, irom single pot*;, 20J. per too.

,, Sophie Dumaresque, uom single pots, 20J. per lOa
,, lean Slslcy, finest out. 5*. per dozen, 305. per 100.

,, Mad.ime Lemoine, Crystal Palace Gem, Vesuvius,
Lord Derbv, Waltham Seedling, &c.. 151. per too.

Mixed ZONAL GERANIUMS, good sorts, from single pots, \2t.

per 100. Package included. Terras cash.
Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.
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Mangel Wurzel.

BOLTON AND CO. have 10 offer PE.ED of very fine

slocks of the above, including

—

LilNi; Kill
M XMMIll II LONG RED
VKI LOU I'L.HIE
KlsHEU IIOUBS' ORANGE GLOBE
RED GI.IIIIK
Prices forwarded on application.

BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants. Wood Green. London, N.

To tHe Trade.
MANGEL WURZEL SEED.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make special
• offers of the followiiiB sorts of MANGEL WURZEL

SEEDS, which they have grown this season from fine selected trans-

planted bulbs. '1 he prices are very moderate, and the quality

excellent ;

—

SHARPE'S selected SMALL-TOPPED YELLOW GLOBE
ELVETHAM LONG RED
Selected RED GLOBE
Selected LARGE YELLOW GLOBE
Selected LONG YELLOW

Samples and further particulars on application.

Seed Growine Establishment, Wisbech.

Tyningliame Green-top Swede Turnip, New—
2s. per lb.

THE SUBSCRIBERS have pleasure in offering Seed
of the above variety of SWEDE TURNIP, which they

obtained two years apo Irom Mr. Buist, Factor to the Earl of
Haddington, Tyninghame, East Lothian. It is firmer fleshed, hardier^

and keeps belter than any other variety of Turnip, and will be found
most invaluable for late use. The Stock we now ofTer was grown on
our own grounds at Monifieth, from picked, transplanted bulbs, which
had been raised from the parent stock originally supplied to us by
Mr. Buist.
Our general LIST of TURNIP SEEDS and other FARM

SEEDS may be had free on application.
W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Seed Merchants, Dundee, N.B.

M Wood Engraving.
R, W. G. SMITH, Aktist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West. Mildmay Park, London, N.OSEPH NEWTO

Landscape Architect,
Office; 45, Bishopspate Street Without, E.C.

Private Address : 7-t. Oxford Terrace. Hyde Park, W.

Preliminary Notice.
IMPORTANT SALE of COOL HOUSE OKCHinS.

MR. J. C. STliVENS has received instructions to

offer for SALE by AUCTION, without reserve, at his Great
Rooms, 38. Kine Street. Covent Garden. W.C.. on TUESDAY,
April 30, at half-past iz o'CIock precisely, the exceedingly rich collec-

tion of ORCHIDS, formed by Mons Alphonsc Van Bratitcj;hcm. of

Brussels, who is relinquishing their culture in consequence of a
change of residence. 'i"ne plants arc in splendid health, and comprise
all the finest varieties of cool Orchids yet introduced, mcludinfi—

Masdevallia Lindcni, the second Epidcndrum Pseudcpidcndri
largest plant in Europe,
showing bloom

,, coccinca
,, Tovarensis
,, \'eitchiana, showing bloom.

,, feneslrata
„ iRnea
,, maculata, almost unique ;

and 10 other kinds
Dendrobium Wardianum, Fal-

coneri, &c
Restrepia antennifera and others
Pleiones, splendid potsful, with

18 to 30 prowlhs
Epidcndrum vttellinum majus,

true, in bud
,, sophronites, very rare

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Epidendrum
very rare

Odontoylossum nxvium
,, coronarium
,, ,. miniatum, very rare

,, Pescatorei j several

,, triumphans / varieties

,, roseum. rare

,, triumphans Marshallianum
Nanodes ^U•dusa^

idium Phala-nopsis, very fine

„ macranthum hastilerum
,, Rogersii, rare

,, icbrinum, very rare, and
quite new

Ada aurantiaca. a strong specimen
Balemannia fimbriata, and many

others

I

o

An Importation of Valuable Orchids, just Arrived.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

on THURSDAY, May =. athalf-past 12 o'Clock precisely, magnificent
masses ofpure white and rose coloured CATTLEYAS, collected by
M, Koezl three degrees north of the central Cordilleras of the Andes,
comprising several hundred plants, many of them 3 feet across ; also

some plants of EPISTEPHI UM, flowers white, purple, and yellow.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

MR. JAMES FRASER, Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the firm o( J. & J. Eraser, Lea Bridge Road.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, STOCK. LEASE, and
GOODWILL of a small established NURSERY. Furnishing

and Jobbing Business attached. West of London,
K. B.. Silcheslcr Road N u rsery, NottJng Hill, W.

rn HE BUSINESS of a SEEDSMAN and FLORIST,
-L with Jobbing, to be SOLD. First-rate position, and doing a
Cood Trade.

G. W.. 2. Milford Place, Vassal Road, Brixton, S.W.

[APANESE BANTAMS' EGGS, at 21s. per Sitting.
' of 13; also THREE COCKERELS of the same breed for SALE.

W. EDWARDS. Hoxne, Sufl:^olk.

BOAR and SOW PIGS, both of the pure Small Black
SufTolk breed, by different sires, newly weaned, a2s. per pair.

Young Sow, having reared one litter, and served again by pure hogp
£5. G. GILBERT, Claxlon, Norwich.

SALES BY AUCTION.
A Choice Collection of Establlslied Orchids,

All in excellent health : also several Lots of PHAL/ENOPSIS
GRANDIFLORA, fine established plants.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

MONDAY. April 22, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a Collection
of very healthy Plants, including

—

Vanda Parishii, very rare
Fhalxnopsis amabilis

„ Schitleriana

f,
grandiflora

Aendcs Schroederi
Vanda Cathcarti
Aerides Larpent^e
Vanda insignis, true
Dendrobium Bensonia:

Dendrobium crassinode
Odontoglossum triumphans

,, Andersonianum, new .

fine

Masdevallia Veitchii

,, Harrj'ana, true
Oncidium Barken, true, rare

„ Weitoni
Stenia fimbriata ; &c, &c

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
The Property of C. H. Crompton- Roberts. Esq., who has been a most

successful Exhibitor at the Botanic, Hoiiicultural, Crj'stal Palace,
and other Shows.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he is

favoured with instructions from C. H. Crompton- Roberts,
Esq., to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Sunnyside,
Upper Avenue Road, Regent's Park, on WEDNESDAY,
April 24. at 12 o'clock precisely, a valuable Collection of STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLAN fS, including many magnificent
specimens, some of which arc the finest in the country.
1 hey are well set with bloom buds, and offer to Gentlemen
and Nurserj'men an opportunity of possessing specimens of
surpassing beauty for exhibition at the forthcoming shows, and
comprising the best varieties of Azaleas, Ericas, Ixoras, Erioste-
mons, Chorozemas. Aphelexis, Franciscea calycina major. Cleroden-
dron splendcns and Balfouri, Allamandas, Stephanotis, Crotons,
Dracsenas, Acacias. Phoenocomas, Pimeleas, Yucca aloefolia varie-
gaia, Adenandras, Kalosanthes, Hiberiias, Rondeletias, Rhynchosper-
mums, Medinillas, Bougainvilleas, Anthurium Scherzerianum, Jaca-
randa saticifolia, Alsophila spinosa, Dicksonias, Cibotiums, Lomaria
gibba, Platycerium grande, Ansctochili, &c.
The Plants may be viewed, by Catalogues only, one week prior, on

application to ^Ir. WRIGHT, the Head Gardener; and Catalogues
had of Mr. J. C. STEVENS, Horticultural Auctioneer and Valuer, 38,
King Street, Covent Garden, London. W.C.

Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

on FRIDAY, April 26, the COLLECTION "of Established
ORCHIDS, formed by C. H. Crompton- Roberts, Esq., comprising
many fine Plants of choice sorts.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Succulent Plants, and Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

on FRIDAY, April 26, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, without
rese^^e. a magnificent collection of specimen ORCHIDS, comprising
many scarce species and fine varieties A more healthy lot of Plants
have seldom been oflered for Public Sale. Also, a choire collection cf
SUCCULENT PLANTS, consisting of Cereus, Enchinocactus,
Opuntias, Mammillarias, Haworthias, Gasterias, Aloes, Sedums, &c

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Seeds, Lilies, and Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

SATURDAY, April 27, at half-past la o'Clock precisely, an importa-
tion of four different varieties of LILIES, from Japan ; a consignment
of SEEDS, recently received Irom Australia, comprising 25 lots of
Seaforthia elegans, 25 lots of Cor>'pha australis, and 10 lots of
Eucalj-plus globulus. Also a quantity of Ccdrus Deodara. Eambusa
stricta, Pinus excelsa. and Picea Khulrow, just arrived in good condi-
tion fvom India ; too fine Plants of GARDENIAS, and an importation
of ORCHIDS, from Burmah and other parts.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

M

Notice to Large Purchasers of Farm Seede.

CARRIAGE FREE. CARRIAGE FREE

MESSRS. SUTTON have now completed their stocks
of FARM SEEDS, and will be pleased to m^ke special quota-

tions to large purchasers on application stating sorts and quantitiei
required

Messrs. SuTTONS' FARMERS' YEAR BOOK, Illustrated, i»
now ready, price 6.i,

; gratis to Customers,

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen to the Queen, Reading.

Valuable Collection of Established Orchids.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms. ^8, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

TUESDAY, May 14, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a portion of the

well-known collection of ORCHIDS of Edward Salt. Esq., of Fernie-

hurst, near Leeds, including fine plants ol the following

Vanda suavis.

„ Batemanni.
II gigantea.

,, Cathcaiti.
Calanlhe Veitchii.

Cypripedium caudatum.
Dendrobium Falconeri.
Disa grandiflora.
Ccelogyne crislala.

Odonloglossum ncbulosum.
,, luteo purpureu
,, triumphans.

,, cordatum.

Also splendid specimens of Odonloglossum Hallii and Masdevallia
Veitchii, believed to be the finest in Europe, and 32 fine plants of
Odonloglossum Bluntii, in the most perfect condition, and of great
strength of growth.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had^

Odonloglossum Phalainopsis,
Phazlanopsis grandiflora.

Epidendrum sceptruin.
Catllcya labiala.

,, Mossiae,

„ Trianse.

,, speciosissima.
Oncidium Weitoni.

,,
sarcodes.

,, cucullatum.

,, macranthum.
Maxillaria vcnusta superba.

Urswick, near Ulverston, Lancashire.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on TUESDAY. April 23, at 2 o'Clock, at Urswick, near

Ulverston, the ENTIRE HERD of PURE-BRED SHORTHURNS,
belonging to Mr. John Croudson, and a few young HORSES. It

numbers about 40 Head, and Includes many choice animals of the
Blanche and Cressida families, crossed with Bulls of the fashionable
Bates blood.
Calalognes, with Pedigrees, may be had of Mr. JOHN

THORNTON, 15, Langham Place, Regent Street, London, W.

Draycott, near Swindon, Wilts.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on FRIDAY. April 26, at Draycott, near Swindon, Wilts. Mr.

T. Arkells ENTIRE HERD, and the larger portion of the HERD
belonging lo Mr. W, Arkcll, of Dudgrove, comprising between 50 and
60 Head of Bulls, Cows, and Heifers, which have been bred from the

well-known stocks of the Earl of Radnor, Messrs. Bowly, Langston.
Rich, Strickland, and Stratton. The Bulls used have inherited the
(ashionable Bates blood, and good milking qualities have been studied
in both Herds,
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had o( Mr. JOHN

THORNTON, 15, Langham Place. Regent Street. London, W,

BEESTON.—CATALOGUES with PRICES of the
remarkable SALE of the late Mr PAWLETT'S SHORT-

HORNS maybe had of JOHN THORNTON, 15, Langham Place,

London, W.

Acton Plgott, Condover, Salop.

MESSRS. LYTHALL AND CLARKE are
instructed by Messrs. G, and T. Perry to SELL by AUCTION,

without reserve, on TUESDAY, April 30, their ENTIRE HERD of
Highly-descended SHORTHORNS, comprising 100 Head of Cows,
Heifers, and Bulls, which have been carefully bred for more than
40 years, the stock being originally selected by the late Peter Perry.

Esq.. from the herd of Sir Thomas Clifford Constable, Bart., of Burton
Constable, Yorkshire. The Cows are in good, regular breeding
condition, and the Yearlings and Calves are all by the pure Bates bull

Duke of Lancaster, (28,411), a winner of three ist prizes open to all

England.
The Herd is in high repute in the district, and though seldom

exhibiting, the Proprietors have secured the highest honours in the
iiational and local showyards.
Catalogues may be obtained from the Auctioneers, 39, New Street,

Birmingiiam.

High Elms, Famborough, Kent.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD has been instructed to announce
lor SALE by AUCTION, without reserve, on THURSDAY,

May 2, the small but select HERD of SHORTHORNS, consisting
of about 30 Head, the property of Sir John Lubbock, Bart, M. P.. of
High Elms, Farnborough, Kent, which have been long and carefully
bred from Stock bought of Mr. Cartwright, Tathwell. Sires of first-

class blood have been used for the last 25 years; the one now in

service is Red Duke (29,735), who is the sire of the young Stock.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had on application to Mr.

STRAFFORD. 13, Euslon Square, London, N.W. ; or of Mr.
BUCKINGHAM. High Elms Farm, Beckenham. Kent.

Burghley Park, Stamford.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions to
offer for SALE by AUCTION, without reserve, on

THURSDAY. May 9. at the Dairy Farm. Burghley Park, about
THIRTY HEAD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS, the property

of the Most Hon. the Marquis of Exeter, which have been long and
carefully bred from the best sources. Amongst them will be found
some very superior young Bulls, including a valuable yearling of the

renowned Oxford tribe (descended from Oxford 5th. bought at Kirk-
levinglon), and recently imported from the fine herd of Messrs.
Wallcott and Campbell of the United States
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be bad on application to Mr.

STRAFFORD, n, Euston Square. London, N.W. ; or of Mr.
WALTON, Burghley Park. Stamford.

Ashdown House. East Grlnstead.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions

to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on THURSDAY.
May 23. at Ashdown House, Sussex, about 50 Head of Pure-bred
SHORTHORNS, belonging to J. W. Larking, Esq , which have been
selected and bred with great care from the famed Herds of Messrs.
Bctts, Mcintosh, Rich, and other eminent breeders. First-class Sires

of the Kirklcvington blood have been used ; the one now in service is

Grand Duke of Geneva (28,756).

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, will shortly be issued, and may be had
on application to Mr. STRAFFORD, 13. Euston Square, London,
N.W. : or of Mr. C WOOLNOUGH, Ashdown House, near East
Grinstead, Sussex.

pOYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

CARDIFF MEETING, 187J.

PRIZE SHEETS lor STOCK, IMPLE-

MENTS, and COTTAGES are NOW
READY, and will be forwarded on appli-

cation to

H. M. JENKINS, Secretary,

12, Hanover Square, London, W,

LAST DAY of ENTRY for IMPLEMENTS. MAY i, and all

Entries sent in attcr that date will be returned to the Senders.

SATURDAY, APRIL 20, 1872.

ONE of the latest results of the abrupt dis-

missal, as it may be called, of Mr. Hope
from his tenancy of Fenton Barns, is to be seen in

the proposal in another column which a man of

such mark as Mr. McNeel-Caird there makes,

that farmers should unite, and that a TENANT
League should be formed for their mutual pro-

tection. There is no good reason known to us

why this should not be, or why, so long as the

conduct of such a league is kept within the

bounds of justice anti reason, to use Mr.

McNeel-Caird's own words, good and useful

work should not be done by it. It has always

been, we must confess, a feature in the Chamber
of Agriculture organisation, which has, in

our opinion, weakened it for useful and
trustworthy work in comparison with that of the

old Farmers' Club—that it is led so exclusively by
landlords. And it may be right, and even neces-

sary, that a league, representing only tenantry,

be formed to take care of those interests which

are exclusively their own. The objection will be

made that the proposal interferes with that

kindly personal relationship between landlord

and tenant on which so much that is pleasant in

country life has hitherto been built. But it must
be remembered that it is just upon this same
scale of personal relationship that a nasty

conduct of affairs, as well as that which is so

nice, occasionally occurs ; and it seems better

that the relationship, so far as it is personal, be

considered for the future, not as that of liberal

patron with his protege, but simply as that of
" neighbour," with those reciprocal and equal

duties arising out of neighbourhood which are

common to us all ; and that so far as it is pro-

fessional it be guarded and guided by the strictest

legal definition.

Mr- Hope is to be no longer tenant of Fenton

Barns. His lease was doubtless signed with the

full expectation on both sides that there would

be no difficulty in renewing it, and thus probably

there is a feeling that injustice has been inflicted.

But under a strict legal interpretation of the

document by which the relationship of Mr.

NiSBET Hamilton and Mr. George Hope had
been defined for the period of 20 years now about

to terminate, no injustice has been done ; and the

only strictly justifiable description of the affair

which has caused so much excitement is best

given by that word " nasty," which has been

already used, and to which mere justice claims

that as much prominence should be given, when-
ever facts arise to need it, as that nicer and more
pleasant state of things receives, of which so

many kindly landlords are the constant exponents

and examples.
A Tenant League will probably help forward

that which can rest ultimately only on the higher

education and greater independence of tenant,

farmers. They will be helped by it to see that

the only use for which a farm should be taken

is simply to realise a profit on it from the tenant-

farmers capital. And conduct like that of Mr.

NiSBET Hamilton must in the long run tell

upon rents and on production— as, indeed, it has

already after " the long run" legibly and clearly

told—for it is this seeking for acquiescent
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neighbours rather than for energetic farmers, by
whose aid to raise the condition of estates, that
has kept them poor and low.

A MILD winter, followed by more than the
average rainfall, has produced the usual effect of
an ungenial season and, so far as corn is con-
cerned, the year does not promise its usual
abundance. This will not be thought a hazard-
ous assertion by those who have watched the
season long enough to know what it costs us in

cereal produce when, during the six months fol-

lowing November i, frost has prevailed less, and
humidity more than usual. The immediate con-
sequence, at the present time, has been that the
spring seed-time was unpropitious for want of
frost to mellow the sodden land, and the arrival

of the cuckoo in early places now reminds
Barley growers that the season is properly over,

while a good deal of seed still remains unsown.
With regard to the more important crop, there

ought to be Wheat-ears in six or seven weeks,
but previously the plant has a great deal to do
under unfavourable circumstances. A typical

Wheat climate is a winter not so excessively

cold and snowless as to prevent autumn sowing,
as in parts of the United States, but cold enough
to prevent a too luxuriant growth, followed by
two or three tolerably dry months, during which
the temperature gradually increases. The plant

does not absolutely object to showers, but there
is no great exaggeration in saying that it

would do very well without rain till harvest-
time, provided its seed-bed were well soaked,
as it ought to be. It is indispensable, however,
that it should enjoy a sufficient period of dry
cold, between winter and piping time, to encou-
rage it to take deep root-hold. In the United
States generally the sudden accession of heat in

spring prevents this necessary process from
taking place, and the consequence is that fine

land, which yields an average of 75 bush, of
Maize, will only average 18 bush, of Wheat, and
the general average of the States—new and old,

tamed and wild— is only 12 bush, or 14 bush, of
Wheat per acre, and twice as much Maize.

The result of the stem running up before the
root has run down is an abnormal growth, root-
fall, and a blighted or shrivelled ear, such as
may frequently be observed on weak or over-
cropped land. In the present season the gradual
progress that is desirable, leading to the best
produce and to plenty as regards the staff of life,

has not been made. The bilious look of the
plant on the less kindly, heavy soils, shows the
effect of too much drink ; and even on more
favourable sites, where it has acquired a more
vigorous constitution, and on light land, it has
not escaped the consequences of sitting so long
in the wet, and if it does not actually suffer

from vascular mischief, it must not be expected
to advance through frequent downpours in spring
to a heavy ear and sheaf at harvest, because that
is not the habit of its growth.

It may be accepted, as a general rule, that
there is no danger necessarily accompanying a
dry, cold spring, and if the after circumstances
are favourable, a good crop may follow a very
late spring, as in 1847, when the Wheat plant
was so retarded by extreme cold and drought
that it made little appearance till the third week
in May, and yielded a heavy crop nevertheless.
But, on the contrary, the worst examples of
deficient harvests have followed damp and early
springs. The worst crop, perhaps, in the pre-
sent generation was that of 1867, when the
Wheat plant was troubled in the spring with
cold and wet by turns, with occasional heats
during the day, blazing out after the night's frosts.

The sober, slow-growing cereal could not endure
these inflictions ; and the cold shoulder by frost,

exasperation by heat, and the wet blanket in
addition, were too much for it to bear when it

came to be threshed.
Whatever may be the result at harvest this

year, there has been a very bad beginning to the
season. We may, however, rejoice that the
plant is generally sufficient, and we may hope
for a favourable blossoming time, since that
critical occasion, filling the car with its 60 grains
in times of genial sunshine, and with 40, or less,

in a wet or boisterous time, or when the nights
are frosty, may influence the yield at least 30 per
cent, for good or evil. In 1865, for example, a
delightful time for the blossom, and altogether
favourable weather after the early part of
summer, brought up the yield to within a few
bushels of the average, after an unfavourable,
though dry, spring.

We must not conclude this important subject
of the weather and the Wheat yield without
noticing that on good and well-farmed land the
hazards of cultivation are less than on badly-
managed and poor land ; and this holds good
under all circumstances of trial, whether arising
from too much heat, cold, wet, or draught, with
perhaps this exception, that a Wheat crop over-
manured, especially with forcing ammoniacal
dressings, and therefore badly managed in that
respect, incurs more danger of yielding much
straw and little grain than a crop which had
received a smaller and more judicious dose.

Our remarks on the effect of management and
the condition of the land in countervailing the
influence of season, may perhaps be usefully
arranged in connection with particular instances.
The crop of 1S65 was brought up to almost an
average by the full yield on heavy land, well
farmed, where it was able to sl:ruggle through
the adverse spring ; but elsewhere, even on
heavy land, there was a great deficiency. The
circumstances which the crop overcame in the
one case, and succumbed to in the other, were as
follows :—Severe frosts, with occasional storms
early in March, were followed by favourable
weather for completing Barley sowing in good
time during the month. Spring corn came on
rapidly during the first fortnight in April, and
Wheat came on fast and well after having been
rolled heavily early in the season. On March 28
all vegetation was observed to be brown through
frost and cold, but on land in high condition
root action had commenced in the Wheat plant,

and it was looking robust ; while on poor, cold
soils, or land in bad order, it was feeble and
sickly. From the above date till May 2 there
was no rain, and extreme heat, sometimes 65° or
70° in the shade, alternated with bitter cold, the
changes being sometimes almost instantaneous.
On April 30 a severe frost blackened the embryo
Cherries, and cut the Pears and small fruits.

Early in May the trying weather began to tell

tales in the Wheat fields
;

poor spots were
mapped out by the appearance of the plant,

which in one field where Turnips had been
folded, was strong and spreading, while it was
weak and thin— from sheer poverty—in a
part of the same field that was under bare
fallow. Gravel patches and wet and poor spots
in every field turned yellow, the plant retaining
its colour and a healthy spreading habit only on
the better land, and shrinking elsewhere so as to

show the open spaces between the rows. In
some instances the bare ground became more
and more visible, owing to the wasting of the
crop, as under trees, or wherever else it could
not receive fair play, and in all adverse situations

it became unable to bear the tax on its vigour.
Thin places in the preceding clover-lea now
became obvious in the Wheat plant ; the little

Veronica (Ground Ivy), which blossoms and
seeds in March and April and during the
summer, proved even more injurious than
usual. Italian Rye-grass, as a preparation, did
more than the expected damage, and Peas and
Beans did not prove favourable forerunners,

unless the land was in good heart, and had been
manured after them. In some cases, on weak
land, the plant, unable to take hold of the
ground, might have been plucked from the
surface in May.
The remedial measures in the above instances

were generally early hoeing, top-dressing, and
rolling. But on strong land the progress of the
crop was very little disturbed ; the spring, what-
ever else it might have been, having been dry,

and therefore tavourable, provided the plant could
bear the accidents of the season. In such cases
the thin Wheat, which was complained of that

year, soon filled up by the develelopment of

lateral buds at the crown of the plant, below the

ground, as soon as root action commenced, and
by the formation of stems, or tillering, an eftbrt

on the part of Nature which, on good land, soon
converts a thin plant into a thick mass of herbage.
Weak plants, however, dwindling for want of

force below, were unable to make this eftbrt of

vitality, and consequently they ran up to stem
hopelessly splindled. It was a wretched year for

the light soils—Norfolk was severely hit ; and
we rode up and down the Wheat fields near
Newmarket, before harvest, without a chance of

doing much damage.
A word on hoeing which should be completed,

if possible, before root action commences, and
followed by rolling to fix the plant and enable it

to strike down at once into the solid earth.

Late hoeing should be confined to weeding and

very shallow cutting, and in the present season
hoeing must have been too often omitted we
fear.

We may perhaps introduce here the attractive

reflection, that when the farmer has exhausted
his skill, he may rest in hope and patience,

leaving his fields in the hands of Nature ; and,
if disappointment overtake him, and his enter-

prise is thwarted, it will not be by human
agency and the tricks and frauds of rivals or

associates.

The prices of last week were maintained in

the corn market, Mark Lane, on Monday and Wed-
nesday. Supplies have been small, and full rates have
been commanded. In the Metropolitan Cattle
Market on Monday prices were lower, and trade very
dull. On Thursday there was a short supply, and
under the influence of colder weather, prices advanced.

Prices were firmly held in the Wool Market, but
trade continues on a limited scale.

Sir Massey Lopes has at length carried the
House of Commons with him, as he Iras long carried
the country, in the proposition that the incidence of
local taxation is unfair, by its exemption of many de-
scriptions of property. On Tuesday evening his annual
motion on the subject of Local Taxation took the
form of a resolution, declaring that, in remedying the
grievance of imposing taxation for national objects on
one description of property, the ratepayers in counties and
boroughs ought to be relieved either in whole or in part
from the charges for administration of justice, police,

and lunatics. The local taxation of the empire he
computed at ^'40,000,000 (almost identical with Im-
perial t.axation, exclusive of the cost of thedebt), and this,

he maintained, was levied exclusively on barely one-
seventh of the whole annual income of the country.

Analysing this gross sum, and showing the purposes
to wHich it was devoted, Sir Massev came down at

last to a sum of ;{^3, 400,000 collected on the poor-
rate assessment for purposes unconnected with the
poor-rate, and this he showed was spent on
objects which it was the duty of the Imperial Go-
vernment to provide for, and was almost entirely

removed from local control. The three principal

heads of this expenditure were justice, police, and
lunatics, and he suggested as a practical mitigation of
the grievance that the Imperial exchequer should take
on itself the whole expenses of administration of justice

(.^670,000), half the charges of police (^^563, 000),
and half the charge of lunatics (^424,000). Including
the corresponding relief for Scotland and Ireland, the

whole sum transferred to the Consolidated Fund would
be ;((,2,o37,ooo, and he maintained that by such an
equitable arrangement the economy of local control

and the efficiency of central supervision would be com-
bined.—Sir T. Acland moved as an amendment a
resolution which, while admitting the justice of reliev-

ing ratepayers from payments for national purposes not
under local control, recommended that rates for new
objects should be divided between the owners and occu-

piers. Disclaiming the connection with the Govern-
ment which had been insinuated on the other side, Sir

Thomas, in a speech full of details of local taxation in

different parts of the country, argued that the real

injustice fell, not on tlie landlord, but on the tenant,

and that the remedy was to be sought, not in an appeal

to the Exchequer, which was a step towards a national

rate, but in the careful reorganisation of local govern-

ment.—Mr. Re.ad thought the speech in which the

amendment had been moved had no particular rele-

vancy either to the motion or to the amendment. No
amount of sophistry could conceal the fact that local

taxation had largely increased. A special grievance

on which he dwelt was that the ratepayers had no
local control, because the magistrates had no repre-

sentative character.—Mr. Rathbone, in seconding tlie

amendment, said he was opposed to the wholesale

transfer of whole charges to the Exchequer. He pre-

ferred to meet the grievance by a fixed contribution,

which would not dispense with personal responsi-

bility.—Mr. Henley held that Sir M. Lopes' pro-

posal was wise and moderate, and advised the

Government to seize so favourable an opportunity of

settling a question which would daily assume a more
menacing aspect, particularly when the boroughs
discovered where the shoe pinches. Mr. Henley
was of opinion that the increase in the local taxes was
due to the Legislature, not to the Executive.—Mr.

Stansfeld replied that Government were in favour of

dividing local taxation between the owner and occupier.

He maintained tliat the administration of justice and
police was not "almost entirely independent of local

control." Uut if the State assumed the cost it would

also assume-the control, and for tlie sake of a miserable

saving in rates the principle of local government would

be invaded, and a diiect step would be taken to a

system of centralisation. The Government was anxious

to introduce a measure on the subject, and he asked

the House, therefore, not to tie tlieir hands by a sweep-

ing general resolution.—Mr. DiSKAELI remarked that

though th« question was now a quarter of a century

old, this was one of the most moderate and practical

plans for remedying the injublice ever proposed, and

the speech of Mr. SiansI'LLD, though sensible and

useful, did not touch the complaint. The Government

could not tonsistcntljf ujiposc lln! application of
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;^2,000,000 to the relief of local taxation, because they

themselves had proposed to hand over the House-tax

for that purpose, though he himself disapproved it,

and thought it would increase the present anomalies.

As to Mr. Stansfeld's warning not to open the con-

sideration of the rights and duties of property, if they

were not thoroughly understood and fulfilled by this

time, the merited consequences could not be avoided

by refraining to press a claim of justice. During the

25 years the question had been discussed, the burdens

on real property, Mr. Disraeli pointed out, had

greatly increased, and would be still more increased

by the two leading questions of the day—Public

Education and Public Health. He regretted, there-

fore, that the Government had not seen its way to

accepting the motion, instead of the amendment of

Sir T. AcLAND.—Mr. Goschen desired that those

who were for reducing the rates by resort to the Con-

solidated Fund should state explicitly by what Imperial

tax they would supply the money. He objected to the

motion that it was intended to evade a division of the

rates between owner and occupier, and that it only

dealt with one part ol the question—how to lay hands
on two millions from the Imperial Exchequer, and left

out of sight the improvement of administration, the

securities for economical administration, and the other

reforms which he had included in his Bill. The Go-
vernment had no disposition to evade the question, and
would approach it in no spirit of hostility to the land,

but they objected to giving rehef in the indiscriminate

shape of taking two millions out of the Consolidated

Fund by way of a beginning. On a division Sir M.
Loi'Es' resolution was carried against the Government
by a majority of ioo—259 to 159—and the Opposition

cheered loudly and long when the numbers were

announced.

The tenant-farmers of Aberdeenshire, by their

representatives at what is called the Aberdeenshire
Game Conference, have resolved, by a large

majority :— i. That there exists just cause for com-
plaint on account of damage by game and other wild

animals in this country. 2. That if the tenant

possessed the absolute and unrestricted right to kill,

either by his own hand, or by any other person em-
ployed by him, hares and rabbits on the land he
occupied, it would, if made effective by legislative

enactment, be accepted by the great majority of tenant-

farmers as a fair compromise of the game grievance,

and do much to remove differences between landlords

and tenants in respect thereof.

The Agricultural Strike in and around
the village of Compton, Dorsetshire, to which we
referred last week, has terminated. On Monday last

all the labourers left their employers, and, meeting
together, went in a body to the different farmers, who,
one after the other yielded to the demand made by the

men of a weekly wage of I2J-, This rate of wages
takes the place of Sx. and gs, as heretofore, and there

can be no question as to the influence this action of the

labourers here will exercise over the whole of the

county. C.

Several correspondents have called attention to

Mr. Grafton's Whimsical Recommendation
{p. 521), that the Kentish farmer should turn Coffee

planter. The following extract from one of the com-
munications which have reached us will probably
suffice for all :

—

*' If you remain silent on the matter, we shall have
some of our agriculturists sowing the Coffee berry (raw or

roasted matters httle) on the faith that they saw it strongly

recommended by a civil engineer in so high an authority

as the Gardeners' Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette."

We hardly think that " our agriculturists " are likely

to treat the recommendation, here seriously con-

demned, otherwise than as a joke ; lest, however, any
one should require information "on the Coffee plant

for English agriculture," we add, in the words of
another correspondent

—

*' It generally takes Coffee three years to arrive at any-
thing like a bearing state, and I have seen it refuse to

winter in a better climate than the English one. It

flowers, moreover, in the early months of the year."

A letter, by Mr. James Caird, C.B., appeared
in the Times of Friday last, referring to the important
paper by Mr. Thompson in the Royal Agricultural

Society's yoitrnal^ as showing conclusively the great

advantages of more liberal Farming on our Grass
Lands, and as pointing out very clearly the mode
which his valuable experience enables him to show as

the most effective mansigement in this branch of farm-
ing. Mr. Caird differs from Mr. Thompson some-
what on the quantity of the sheep stock annually
available for consumption, but entirely corroborates his

estimate of the cattle supply. A paper read by him
four years ago to the Statistical Society, laid down
certain principles for estimating the quantities and
value of the various kinds of agricultural produce in

the country available for each year's food. That rule

applied to the total number of cattle in the Uniied
Kingdom last year would give 2,336,000 head available

for the butcher. Mr. Thompson, adopting a different

mode of calculation, very carefully elaborated, arrived
at precisely the same result. In regard to sheep, how-
ever, his plan appHed to the total number of sheep
shown by the agricultural returns of 1871 weuld give

9,663,000 as available for the butcher. Mr. Thomp-
son's estimate gives 13,195,000, or 42 per cent, of the

total sheep stock of the country. On a careful review

of both calculations Mr. Caird adopts Mr. Thomp-
son's estimate of 42 per cent, as applicable to the

lowland counties of England and Scotland, and his own
of 33 per cent, to Ireland and 25 per cent, to the hilly

districts of the kingdom. This would show an annual

market supply of 11,033,000 sheep, which is still

2,155,000 below Mr. Thompson's estimate. This is

a matter of importance in the present scarcity of sheep,

the total stock of which has diminished by upwards of

four millions in the last four years. If Mr. Caird's
figures are nearer the mark, we have an earlier prospect

of again reaching our normal home supply of sheep and
wool. " No better testimony to the value of the annual

agricultural returns," says Mr. Caird, ** could be

afforded than the conclusions based upon them in the

instructive paper of Mr. Thompson, and in the letter

on the supply of sheep by Mr. Dent, published a few

weeks ago. A summary of the returns was published

on September 16 last, and to my knowledge was used

by many, and was available to all owners of live stock,

in good time for the sale and purchase of their winter

feeding stocks."

The following memorandum of Experiments
on various Green Crops, proposed by Dr. Voelcker,
has been lately circulated by the Royal Agricultural

College, with a view to obtaining the assistance of

volunteers in various parts of the country to direct

them, and record their results. To the same end we
republish them here :

—

I. Field Experiments on Roots—Mangels, Swedes, Turnips,
and Carrots.

The following experiments are recommended with a view of
ascertaining what is the best root manure on difterent soils :

—
Each plot to be one-twentieth of an acre.

Plot I.—No manure, Per acre.

Mineral superphosphate i6i lb., or at the rate of 3 cwt,

Mineral superphosphate 16I lb.

II lb.

t64 lb.

5ilb.

i6ilb.

'
^' \ and potash salts

J Mineral superphosphate
' '*

( and Peruvian guano
, 5.—Peruvian guano .

.

I
6.—No manure.

I"

Mineral superphosphate 16^ lb.

, 7. -> and poiash salts .

.

. . 11 lb.

(and sulphate of ammonia 541b.

S.— Rotten dung .. .. i ton

{Mineral superphosphate 164 lb.

and potash salts ., .. 11 lb.

and nitrate of soda . . si lb,

j" Rotten dung .. .. A ton
10. \ and mineral superphos-

( phate 8ilb.
j' Bone dust .. ,. .. 16^ lb.

II. -J and mineral superphos-
.. Silb.

20 tons

3 cwt.

ij cwt.

3 n

l6t lb.
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labour. The consequence was that in many parts the

landlords abandoned the cultivation of their field->

to a great extent, to turn their attention to the

rearing of sheep for the sake of the wool for the

English market, which business continued prosper-

ously for a (ew years, but is now interrupted by the

cheaper importations which reach England from
Australia. Thus the farmer finds himself at present

in circumstances of unavoidable difficulty and discour-

agement. The increasing demand for meat in this part

of the country may possibly help him out of his diffi-

culties, or he may return to the cultivation of the lands

he has abandoned to pasturage, as it is hoped that the

freedom which the peasantry have now acquired of

removing at will from one part of the country to

another will lead many from the more densely popu-
lated governments of European Russia to settle

within that of Kherson, for at present there is a great

want of hands for agriculture, and it is by competition
in the labour market that the advantages the land-

owners have been deprived of through the freedom of

their serfs may be in some measure regained by them.

At present, however, it would appear that the profits

on farming have passed in great part from the land-

owners into the hands of the wealthy Jews and other

capitalists. A new feature in the corn trade of Odessa
is the demand which has sprung up for Egypt, in con-

sequence of the establishment there of flourmills

erected by French subjects.

OU/^ LIVE STOCK,
CATTLE.

The result of Mr. Bowly's sale in 1869 was the
highest average of that or the preceding year. Since
then, Shorthorn stock has increased very considerably
in value, and those who foretold a reaction, although
probably still adhering to their opinion, are compelled
to indefinitely postpone the era of its fulfilment. The
"extravagant " prices of 1 870 were excelled in 1871,
and the high average obtained at Beeston indicates the
continued popularity of the breed. The reception
which the Siddington cattle meet with next Thursday
will afford no bad criterion for comparing present prices
with those of three years since. Then the '* Musicals

"

and '* Kirklevingtons," &c., fetched an average of con-
siderably over £10. This year the ** Gazelle" family
and some individuals of the " Kirklevington " and
'* Wild Eyes " tribes, may be viewed as a similar class,

and any increase in price given will show an advance in

public estimation. One important feature in the
forthcoming event is the sale of 2D Duke of Tre-
GUNTER, a first-class Wetherby "Duchess" bull, the
sire of 16 out of the 30 lots offered. We have very
recently inspected the Siddington cattle, and can report
favourably upon their fine, healthy, unforced condition.
Heading the list is the cow Ruhy^ a big, grand old cow,
long identified with the Siddington meadows, and
descended from Strawberry by Colling. She is

16 years old, and is accompanied by an uncommonly
pretty yearling heifer, Ruby ^h by Bates Tertius, a
son of the 7th Duke of York. Next (lot 2) comes
the favourite cow British Queen by Earl of Walton
(17,787), dam by the famous sire 4TH Duke of
Oxford, g.-d. Buttercup by Snowstorm (12,119),
g.g.-d. Helena by Hampden (8129), g.g-g.-d. Silvia
by Henwood, g.g.g.g.-d Gena'ra by Henwood
(21 14), g.g.g.g.g.-d Gazelle by SiR Stephen {1456).
Gazelle was purchased by Mr. Bowly from the Rev. H.
Berry, the historian of Shorthorns, in 1S24, and is the
ancestress of the numerous '* Gazelle " tribe, of which
22 individuals will be offered on Thursday next. Two
Wild Eyes and three Kirklevington (Siddington)
heifers complete the list. The catalogue is an inviting
one, because on the good foundation indicated by the
above-named tribes the best Duchess bulls have
been used. Among these we need only mention
4TH Duke of Oxford, 7th Duke of York, and
the present sire in service, 2D Duke of Tregunter.
With regard to this last-named animal, Mr. Strafford is

sanguine as to the high price he is likely to fetch. The
bull is prepossessing in appearance, with a magnificent
fore-end, remarkably good shoulders, square well
dropped-down buttocks, is of great length, gay colour,
and fine quality. Add to these points his unrivalled
lineage, and his success as a sire, evinced in the young
stock which surround him, and there appears to be every
necessary element for creating competition. Among
the animals which especially excited our admiration in
our recent visit to Siddington, was Siddington $t/i, a
level, wide-horned cow of the true Kirklevington type,
and with a sweet face, Siddingtons qth and \oth are
from the same dam as Siddingtons 4//; and 6M, sold in
1869 to Lord Dunmore at 400 and 370 gs. respectively.
Both are by 2D Duke of Tregunter ; the first is a
very pretty heifer, with lots of hair, and a deep, pro-
minent bosom ; the second is also a nice heifer. There
are many other good heifers which elicited marginal
notes to the effect that they were sweet, well-haired,
well-grown, and in other respects excellent animals.
The young yearlmg bulls also are very admirable, and
credit their renowned progenitors.

The sale of Mr. J. N, Beasley's Shorthorns,
conducted by Mr. J. Thornton, at Chapel Brampton,
on Friday of last week, resulted in the noble average
of close on ;^58 over the 37 animals offered. Twenty-
six cows averaged £%\ 6j., and li bulls made

£\^ 13J. dd. apiece, the total sale making ;i^2io7 1$.

Among them Judy by 2D Duke of Airdrie,

135 gs., besides two others at 100 gs. and upwards.

The Panton herd is now reduced to 50 head, the

owners having disposed of 80 head last September, at

nearly 5ogs. each. The most noted cows reserved are the

Countess of Panton by Royal Buckingham (20,718),

dam Countess of Wragby by SiR Roger (16,991).
Countess of Wragby was also the dam of the 2d prize

yearling heifer at Oxford, also the 1st bull calf.

Bloomer is also a fine cow, by Lord Panton (22,204),
dam Birthright by RoYAL Favourite (15,200). This
cow was the dam of last year's 1st prize bull calf at

Royal and York shows, afterwards sold to go to

America. She is now rearing a first-rate heifer calf,

likely to make a better one than its royal brother,

British Flag ; they are both by the noted bull

Robin (24,968). The Stuart (27,650), from Mr.
Peel's igo gs. cow Basilisk, has left some very compact
heifers at Panton, and the calves that are now coming
are by Mr. Booth's Manfred (26,801), who left

Panton last month for Mr. Beattie, Scotland
;

the calves are all that cin be desired, dark
roans, thick backs, with plenty of hair and quality.

Prince Royal (29,680) is now in service,

one of the cheapest lots at Mr. Pawlett's sale, and he
brings with him a first-rate character as a sire. He is

from the fine old cow Rose ofl/opehy Prince Alfred
(13,494), that made 350 gs. She is also the dam of

the handsome Rose of IVai-laly, that made 550 gs. Ten
of this family (the '* Mantalinis") averaged 342 gs.

Prince Royal is a good roan, with nice hair and
quality, a great length, and very stylish. He did not

show to advantage at the Beeston sale, having had a

bad attack of distemper in the winter. Royal Hope,
a year old, from the same cow, made 2S0 gs. for the

Duke of Richmond.

SHEEP.
The Panton House flock is in a very healthy state,

and the Messrs. Dudding have just finished lambing
800 ewes, having had very good luck, but not a great

fall of lambs. This week they have been shearing
their rams, about 180 in number, and are fortunate in

having had fine weather. The ram hogg fleeces weigh
from 14 lb. to 20 lb. each, and the old ones up to

251b., which makes them rather valuable, with wool
at 63^. per tod. In this part of the country sheep have
not wintered well, on account of the wet state of the

land. The Messrs, Dudding have now two rams with
two years' growth of wool on, which only returned
from the International Exhibition, London, last

October, having been exhibited all summer there as

show specimens of the Lincoln Long wool. The
weight of their fleece is estimated at 32 lb. each. An
attempt will be made to keep it on a third year.

TENANT-RIGHT.
[The following letter from the Marquis of Lansdowne has lately

appeared in the T/ftrcs.']

In Mr. Caird's letter upon this sitbject, publislied in

the Thnes of the 1st inst., the following passage
occurs :

—"If this (the landlord's refusal to renew the
tenant's lease) had happened in Ireland, what would
now be the legal remedy awarded by the courts of law
to the tenant? . . He could claim payment for

disturbance, for beneficial interest, for drainage and
reclamation, for unexhausted improvements."

This statement has been repeated in the public
prints, and has escaped, so far as I am aware, the criti-

cism which I ask your permission to make.
" If this had happened in Ireland " Mr. Hope could

not have claimed payment for disturbance, because,
1. Under the Irish Land Act compensation for dis-

turbance by the landlord is limited to tenancies created
after the passing of the Act. Mr. Hope's tenancy was,
I understand, created before the passing of the Act.

2. Mr. Hope's holding may be fairly presumed to be
valued for rating purposes at more than ;^ioo per
annum, and is therefore probably without the scope of
section 3 of the Act in question.

While I join with Mr. Caird in deploring the
jeopardy in which the present law, or rather absence of
legislation, places the capital of English and Scotch
farmers, I must be allowed to differ from him if he con-
siders that, in any future measure, the non-renewal of
a lease originally granted for the usual or statutory
period of years should constitute a "disturbance"
within the meaning of the term as used in the Irish

Act.

Upon this point, at all events, the policy of that Act
is intelligible and just. By securing to his tenant pos-
session for the statutory term of years, the landlord
escapes all liability under clause 3 (the disturbance
clause). By refusing such security he renders himself
liable to a payment of damages should he arbitrarily

interrupt a tenancy, for the precarious nature of which
he is, in nine cases out of ten, himself responsible.

" If this had occurred in Ireland," Mr. Hope would,
doubtless, have received an award in consideration of
his unexhausted improvements, and I cannot agree
with your correspondent, Mr. W. Reid Tait, in his

opinion that Mr. Hope suffers no hardship in being
excluded from such an award. Mr. Tait is pleased to
stigmatise the Irish Act as a piece of " exceptional "

legislation, passed for " the protection of the craven,

grovelling, Irish farmer," and one which the manly
spirit of Mr. Tait's countrymen would probably resent.

With their manly spirit Mr. Tait's countrymen combine
a not insufficient sense of their own interests, and when
a Land Bill applicable to Scotland is offered to them I

shall be surprised if they repudiate the gift. Mean-
while, the epithets which Mr. Tait applies to the Irish

tenant-farmers, merely because the law secures to them
advantages from which their Scotch and English
brethren are as yet excluded, seem (to use Mr. Tait's

own language) "not only an absurdity but an insult."

Many landlords will be reluctant to commit them-
selves to Mr. Caird's somewhat vague programme,
whereby the law is to extend to every tenant, holding
under a lease, " rights enabling him to obtain, in case
of disturbance " (non-renewal of the lease), " full pay-
ment for that condition which he has added to the
soil, and which has a clear and appreciable value."
The tenant's share of the increased value would,
I have the presumption to think, not be so readily
distinguishable as Mr. Caird imagines, nor can
I see upon what grounds a tenant could, under
such circumstances, expect compensation except
for permanent buildings, reclamation of waste land,
and unexhausted improvements. His title to com-
pensation in respect of these would, I apprehend,
be admitted under the Irish Land Act, and, as one
who gave that measure his support with the full con-
viction that the extension of a like policy to Scotland
and England was not only desirable but inevitable, I
am glad that Mr. Caird should have called the atten-
tion of your readers to the necessity for further legisla-

tion on this important subject.

London, April II. LANSDOWNE.

THE GARDEN OF THE FARM.
The Fringing and the Filling of It with

Beauty.

To those who have eyes to see it, the world is

brimful, running over with beauty. It begems the tops
of Swedes, Mangels, and the long grass with ropes of
pearls ; it rolls a proud wave of golden glory over the
wide fields of bending corn ; it is seen in the forms,
heard in the voices of the live stock of the farm ; sighs
in the gentle wind, and utters its grand bass notes in

the roll of the ocean, tempest-tossed, or the crash of
the storm uprooting the forest. Its sweetest voices are
heard in the song of the nightingale, and the matin
praise of feathered life as it greets the sunrise, or
hushes it to rest with divine-like melody. The face

of the sky mirrors forth beauty ; every constellation is

but a fresh leaf of glory, every star a gem set in

azure ; while the glory of rising and setting suns is

so o'erspread with beauty as to have been finely called
" the reflection of the hedge of Roses that grew around
Eden." If such the glory of the far-reaching shadows
of the primeval Roses, what must have their substance
been ? And the surface of the earth is not less, but
more beautiful than the face of the heavens. What
an inexhaustible store of interest and beauty we have
in its hills and dales, its rugged mountains cleaving the
sky, and its broad plains smiling with plants in its far-

reaching woodlands and tangled forests ; its open
heaths and broad plains, its trickling streams, leaping
mountain torrents, proud swelling rivers, and ever-

rolling oceans. And who shall describe the exquisite

loveliness of the earth's coat of many colours,

that last-found gift of the Father and Maker's
love? After plenishing it with all that was need-
ful for the sustenance and strength of man, the

Almighty dipped His hand of love in glory, and
scattered a thick crop of beauty broadcast over the
world. This robe of beauty is the very inflorescence

of His goodness. To remain insensible to it is an
insult to Him, and a deep wrong to ourselves. To
admire, collect, arrange and increase it is alike the
highest art of gardening and the best proof of our
gratitude. When we offer jewels to those we love we
measure their affection by the use they make of them.
Green plants and flowers are His jewels ; to ignore,

despise, neglect them, is to slight the giver of every
good and perfect gift. And yet there are those who
care for none of these things. They remind one of the
child who thus addressed Mrs. Beecher .Stowe amid the
sublime grandeur of the Alps: "Madame loves the
mountains. We care no more for them than lor the
dust beneath our feet. The maiden marvels greatly at

the lady coming so far to see such sights." And it is

even so with many of our agricultural friends.

Familiarity with rural beauty breeds indifference, if

not contempt, to its charms. Unlike vice, which is

described as

—

"a monster of so frightful mien,
As, to be hated, needs but to be seen

;

Yet seen too oft, familiar with her face,

We first endure, then pity, then embrace "

—

natural beauty seems often the less loved the closer

we get to it. It seems as if this very closeness

hid up the beauty. How often, in regard to rural

scenes, is distance needed to lend enchantment, and
to make the heart grow fonder. How our sons
and daughters reared in the country treasure home
memories and embalm home scenes in their heart of
hearts when forced to live amiil the bustle, the dust,

the dirt of towns. These memories, sweet and strong,

are sometimes as fetters that bind them to virtue and
right amid scenes of trial and sore temptation. Let
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us strengthen them all we can by running a cordon

of beauty around the farmsteads and cottages of the

country.

I have done my best in past chapters (see

volume for 1S71), to crowd farm gardens with the

necessaries and many of the simple luxuries of

life. I come now to the more difficult task of

persuading some who care for no tree unless it will

grow Apple or Cherry pies, or mellow, luscious

morsels for dessert, and no flower but the Cauliflower,

to provide a place for beauty of form and colour and

odours rich and sweet in their garden. A well filled

garden ought to satisfy many of the wants of our

bodies and become a source alike of pleasure and

profit at our tables ; but it should also minister delight,

instruction, profit to the mind. With the advent of

the beautiful we have art, taste, culture, refinement

brought near. My object here and now is to minister

to the gratification of this love for the beautiful where

it exists, and to beget it where it is wanting.

This is no easy task, especially the laLter part of it.

To minister, however humbly, to the gratification or

satisfaction of taste for the true and beautiful in Nature,

is indeed a pleasure. There is also a good prospect

of being successful : Nature's stores are so rich that they

have but to be unfolded to ensure admiration, and,

where practicable, appreciation. To minds awakened
to an appreciation of the beautiful, one has but to act

the part of tallyman. They never despair of a sale if

they can but unfold their goods—nor need we.

But how create this taste in tlrose who have it not ?

It can neither be bought by money, nor forced as a

free gift upon any. Most readers will have heard of

the parents who wrote back to the teacher of their

stupid son— " No capacity, indeed ! Then buy him the

best that can be had ?'* But, alas ! capacity to appre-

ciate the beautiful any more than capacity to learn at

school, or in the world, is not a marketable commodity.

I suspect it grows, as ,Topsy affirmed of herself when
asked who made her ? And like bullocks, sheep, or

Mangel, this capacity grows by what it feeds upon.

Its first meals may be very small indeed—the picking

of a Violet or Primrose from a bank at the end of a

furrow, the cutting of a branchlet of Sweet Briar, wild

Rose, or May from tangled hedge, and the carrying

of either home to wife, sister, sweetheart, baby, and
marking their joy in the nice flower.

Trifles like thess have begotten a taste for the beautiful

in thousands—endowed them, as it were, with a new
faculty, given them mental eyes and grateful hearts to

look upon the earth not simply as a great farm, or a

huge man-house, where ploughing, sowing, mowing,
selling are the be-all and end-all of life, but as a grand
temple of beauty, fit for the Maker's use and ours—

a

great heritage, a happy home, "though it be not the

best, yet the next to the best we shall ever attain."

All this beauty is ours to enjoy, and much of it may be
ours to possess. We have but to welcome it into our
hearts and homes, and cluster it around us in our
gardens. In this case, the more we appropriate for

ourselves the more remains for others, for the seeds

of beauty sown in our gardens return ten thousandfold.

Each well-filled farm garden becomes a centre of life, a
seed of beauty to all around. It reproduces itself far

and near. Novelty of form, colour, arrangement,
excite curiosity. Curiosity is in these matters the
father of imitation. I have sometimes thought I should
like to travel through some counties with a model farm
garden, to be exhibited in every cattle market and corn
exchange, and to the wives and daughters of every
farmer throughout the kingdom. There is no teacher
so efficient as example. In many districts this best
and most potent of all teachers is at work in almost
every parish. Where this is the case the gardens
of the farms will speedily become all we wish them
to be. To aid in making them so, I submit the fol-

lowing list of trees, shrubs, and flowers suitable for
their furnishing and adornment. These lists are neces-
sarily brief, and so far imperfect ; they are but a few
prizes drawn out of Nature's great storehouse of
beauty. The only merit I claim for them is that they
have not been drawn blindfold. I recommend what
mine eyes have seen or my hands handled of this

beauty for the garden of the farm. The area being
limited, there is the more need that only good things
should find a place therein. Often good gardens, like
good houses, are ruined in the furnishing and ornamen-
tation. Tawdry ornament, distinguished only by
glitter and glare, reduces all else to its own level of
meanness and worthlessness.

{To be Continued.)

THE AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS
OF GREAT BRITAIN.

(Continued /rotn p. 520.)

The differences in the extent of land under the various

crops in 1871, as compared with one or two previous
years, may now be noticed. All kinds of corn crops
(including Beans and Peas) were grown in Great
Britain upon 127,000 acres more in 1S71 than in 1870,
but the corn acreage in 1871 was not equal to what it

was in 1869. In Ireland the acreage under com crops
in 1S71 was about 50,000 acres less than in 1870, and
83,000 less than in 1S69.

The acreage under Wheat shows less variation be-

tween 1871 and 1S70 than it did between 1S70 and

1869. There was a falling off of nearly 200,000 acres

in 1S70, but in 1S71 about 71,000 more acres were
under Wheat in Great Britain than in 1870. There
was a small decrease in the Wheat acreage in Ireland

In 1S71 as compared with 1S70. Only 11.6 per cent,

of the total corn acreage was cultivated with Wheat in

Ireland in 1S71, as compared with 43.1 per cent, in

England, 22.5 per cent, in Wales, and 9.3 per cent, in

Scotland.

The acreage under Barley in Great Britain in 1S71
shows only an increase of 14,000 acres as compared
with 1S70, but in that year there was a large amount of

land under that important crop, showing an increase of

120,000 acres over 1S69, and of 220,000 acres over
1S68. In Ireland in 1S71 there was a decrease of

20,000 acres in the land under Barley ; but the growth
of this grain has increased in Ireland in recent years.

Although a large quantity of land is still used for

the growth of Oats both in Great Britain and Ireland,

it appears to be a crop the cultivation of which is gra-

dually diminishing in England and Ireland. There
were 62,000 fewer acres under Oats in the United
Kingdom in 1861 than in 1S70, 47,000 of the dimi-
nished acreage being in Great Britain, and 15,000 in

Ireland.

The acreage in Great Britain under Beans shows an
increase of about 11,000 acres in 1871 over 1870, and
the acreage under Peas an increase of 72,000 acres

between the same years, which nearly makes up for the
falling off in 1S70 as compared with 1X69.

The total acreage of land returned as under green
crops in Great Britain in 1871 shows a considerable
increase over 1S70, the difference amounting to 151,000
acres in favour of 1S71. This increase becomes more
important perhaps from the fact that although the
acreage under green crops in 1S70 and in 1S69 did not
vary much, it was in both of those years largely in

excess of what it was in 186S and 1867. The first in

the list of the separate green crops is the Potato, and
40,000 additional acres were planted with that crop in

1S71 as compared with 1870, but the prevalence of the
Potato disease hai greatly interfered with a larger

supply of so important an article of food. In spite of
bad crops the cultivation of Potatos has increased in

Great Britain in each year since 1 867, over which year
the returns for 1871 show an increase of 135,000 acres,

or 27 per cent. In Ireland the land under Potatos was
more by 15,000 acres in 1871 than in 1870. The acre-

age devoted to the growth of Turnips and Swedes in

1871 shows a decrease as compared with 1870, to the
extent of 47,000 acres in Great Britain. In Ireland
the falling off in the acreage under Turnips in 1S71 as
compared with 1870, was 12, 000 acres.

The decrease in the acreage of the Turnip crop was
made up by a larger crop of Mangel, with which 54,000
more acres were sown in Great Britain in 187 1 than in

1S70. The extended cultivation of Mangel in Great
Britain is strikingly marked by an increase in five years
from 1867 to 1S71, of 102,000 acres, or nearly 40 per
cent. In Ireland the cultivation of Mangels is but on a
small scale at present, but it shows a marked increase.

Carrots and Cabbages as agricultural crops are not ex-
tensively grown, and do not show much change as
regards acreage. Kohl Rabi, the nutritious properties
of which are highly spoken of, is becoming more im-
portant as a root crop in Great Britain, especially in

the driest counties ; the increase of the acreage of the
crop in 1S71 over 1870 was l6,ooo acres, and the total

acreage used for Kohl Rahi has advanced from 13,000
acres in 1S6S to 39,000 acres in 187 1. Rape was
grown as a green crop to a larger extent in 1S71 than
in 1S70 by 14,000 acres in Great Britain ; and Vetches
or Tares, which are sown upon a considerable breadth
of land in Great Britain, show a larger acreage in 1S71
than in 1870 by 56,000 acres. The acreage at present
returned as under Beetroot in Great Britain is not im-
portant. In 1871, in the collecting forms, the heading
for Beetroot was divided so as to ascertain the quantity
grown for sugar and not for sugar. Only 1S84 acres
were returned as cultivated with Beetroot for sugar,
and 1707 acres not for sugar.

There was a check to the cultivation of Flax in Great
Britain in 1871. The acreage under that crop had
increased both in 1869 and 1S70, but the returns for
1S71 show only 17,366 acres under Flax, about the
same as in 1868, and 6591 acres less than in 1S70.
The acreage under Hops in Great Britain continues

below what it was a few years since. In 1869 there
was a marked decline in the number of acres returned
as planted with Hops; in 1870 there was a further
small decrease, and the total of 60,030 acres for 1871,
is a little less than the acreage in 1S70. It is perhaps
worth the consideration of farmers in some counties
where Hop planting has not hitherto been introduced,
whethei- it might not be successfully tried. The opinion
of a geologist, Mr. W. Topley, has been published to

the effect that ** everywhere below the chalk escarp-
ment Hops might probably be cultivated with great

success ; and the Vale of Pewsey, for instance, would
seem especially suited for them."
The quantity of uncropped arable land, or land left

under bare fallow, is now returned as considerably less

than it was when these returns were first obtained. A
large part of the decrease is owing to the right descrip-

tion of land being more generally entered in the forms
issued to the occupiers of land. But a change in the

fallow. The quantity of land so returned in 1S71 was
smaller by 67,000 acres than in 1S70.
The returns relating to grass lands in 1S71 will be

read with mterest, especially as regards the operations
of farmers with this kind of land under the influence of
two previous bad hay seasons. The total acreage under
Clover and grass, under rotation, was less in 1871 by
135,000 acres than in 1870, but the quantity of land
returned as under such kinds of grass in 1870 was
largely in excess of what it was in 1S69.
The distinction between grass under rotation and

permanent grass has not been similarly understood by
farmers in different parts of the country, and that is

partly the cause of variations in returns for grass lands;
but it is believed greater uniformity in this respect is

now observed. Although the total number of acres
under Clover and grass under rotation shows a falling

off in 1S71, the quantity of this kind of grassland set

apart for hay was more by 95,000 acres in 1871 than in

1870. There would thus be at an average yield of i

ton per acre, an increase in 1871 over 1S70 of nearly
100,000 tons of Clover and artificial grass hay, repre-
senting, at anaverage of^4 per ton, the sum of;!^400,ooo.
There is a great difference shown by the returns in the
proportion of grass under rotation in England and in

Scotland, which is reserved for hay. In 1871 the pro-
portion in England was nearly 60 per cent, against 26
per cent, in Scotland.

For permanent pasture, the returns of 1871 show a
considerable increase in the total average, to the extent
of 362,000 acres. Of this additional acreage, 201,000
acres were returned in England, the chief increase being
in the counties of Cumberland, Devon, and the three
Ridings of York ; 67,000 acres in Wales, principally
in the counties of Cardigan, Carmarthen, and Denbigh ;

and 94,000 acres in Scotland, with the increase chiefly

marked in the counties of Ayr, Perth, and Renfrew.
The larger return of permanent pasture in 1S71 was
due partly to the entry under that heading of land pre-

viously but eiToneously classed as grass under rotation,

and partly to describing as pasture additional quantities

of down or hilly grass land.

With respect to the proportion of permanent pasture
returned as "for hay" in 1S71, a large increase will be
expected from the known deficiency of hay of the
growth of the previous year. In Great Britain 422,000
more acres of permanent pasture were kept for hay in

1871 than in 1870. This additional acreage, at an aver-
age yield of 18 cwt. per acre, would make the meadow
hay crop of Great Britain in 1871 greater by 380,000
tons than the crop in 1870 at the same average yield.

The actual difference between the crops of hay in 1S70
and 1S71 was probably, under the influence of the
seasons, larger than this estimated amount of increase
in 1871. But it may be of some interest to notice how
much the acreage for a crop following upon a bad
season was extended. The value of the estimated yield
from the additional acreage of meadow hay in 1S71
would, at £2, per ton, amount to as much as ;^i, 140,000.
This sum added to the estimated value of the extra
growth of Clover and artificial grass hay in 1871, would
show that provision was made by the farmers of Great
Britain for a larger growth of hay of all kinds in 1871
over iS70of the estimated worth of ;if 1,540,000.
A comparison of the returns of live stock in 187

1

against 1S70 exhibits some variations in the number of
animals kept by occupiers of land, more especially as
regards sheep. With respect to horses there was a
slight decrease of 12,000 in the total number returned
as used for agricultural purposes in Great Britain in

1871. The number of licenses issued for horses subject
to duty was 856,140 in 1871 against 841,208 in 1870.
The total stock of horses in the United Kingdom in

1871 has already been stated as amounting to 2,648,000.
But allowing for more than one license for some horses,
upon change of ownership, the total number of horses
may be taken at 2,600,000 in round numbers. This is

a large number in proportion to the area as compared
with some foreign countries. It exceeds the number
of horses in Prussia and France. Horses are the most
costly kind of live stock to maintain, and it is probable
that, taking one class of horses with another, the gene-
ral annual cost of horses of an age for work in this
country is not far short of their actual value.
The total number of cattle returned in Great Britain

in 1871, shows a decrease of 65,000 as compared with
1870. Taking cows and heifers only, the decrease was
70,000, but the number of other cattle was slightly

increased. In Ireland the stock of cattle, which is con-
siderable, was larger in 1871 than in 1S70, by 177,000
head. Of the total number of cattle in Great Britain
in 1871, 39 per cent, comprised cows and heifers in
milk or in calf, 26 per cent, other cattle of two years
of age and above, and 35 per cent, other cattle under
two years of age.

The stock of sheep is more affected by the character
of the seasons than the stock of cattle. Owing to
repeated drought, and the consequent shortness of green
food, the number of sheep in Great Britain decreased
in each of the years 1869, 1870, and 1871. The total
number in 1871 was smaller than in 1S70 by 1,278,000,
smaller than in 1869 by 2,419,000, and smaller than in
1868 by 3,592,000, or nearly 12 per cent. In Ireland
the number of sheep in 1871 was smaller by 105,000
than in 1870, and smaller by 672,775 than in 1S68.
Under more favourable conditions as regards the

course of cultivation pursued has probably also had supply and cost of food, the stock of pigs in Great
some effect in the reduction of the acreage under bare ' Britain, so far as returned, shows an increase of 328,000
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in 1871 over 1S70. And in Ireland there were 157,000
more in pigs in 1871 than in 1S70.

A comparative Table of the chief results of the agri-

cultural returns, as separately exhibited in the grazing

and com districts of England, is given as in previous

years. It may be desirable to repeat the names of the

counties included in each district or division.

The grazing or western division includes the counties

of Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, Westmore-
land, York {North and West Ridings), Lancaster,

Chester, Derby, Stafford, Leicester, Salop, Worcester,
Hereford, Monmouth, Gloucester, Wilts, Dorset, So-
merset, Devon, and Cornwall.
The corn, or eastern division, includes the counties

of York (East Riding), Lincoln, Nottingham, Rutland,
Huntingdon, Warwick, Northampton, Cambridge,
Norfolk, Suffolk, Bedford, Bucks, Oxford, Berks,

Hants, Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and
Sussex.
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spring brings " fly," while the fact is, that with a con-

tinuance of either of these winds, cold weather, and

while frosts, alternate nuickly with much sun and heat,

so that the feeding grounds of the "fly" are thus

rendered more palatable. It is, of course, too early

to prophecy confidently as to the coming crop, which

is a most anxiously looked for event by all glowers

and consumers, home and foreign ; but from the

present appearance of the bine, taking the whole

plantation, the very changeable character of the

weather, and the unpromising condition of the land,

a heavy crop cannot be expected. At this time of

strikes among agricultural labourers, it may be inter-

esting to learn that in the large Hop district of Kent,

the labourers are at present quiet and contented, and

upon good terms with their employers. Their earnings

vary from i^s. to igs. a week in various parts of

the county. Wages for day work are from 2s. ^if. to

2s. 6J. per day, but by far the greater part of the

frork connected with Hop culivation is done by the

piece, and at this work in most places a good work-
man averages 17s. per week all the year round.

There are no perquisites or additions to wages as a

rule. Rents of cottages are 2s. per week, and the

hours of labour for those who work by the piece are

shorter than those holding in most other counties. W.

Hope V. Nisbet Hamilton.—Some one has sent

me a copy of your paper, in which there is a leading

article on the above case, and as the statements therein

contained seem to be exparte, will you allow me a {ew
lines in order to state the other side ? We may take it

for granted that Mr. Hope's lease is drawn according

to the usual custom of Scotland, that he is bound to pay
a certain rent at certain terms, to farm according to the

rules of good husbandry ; that the duration of the lease

is 19 years, and that he has bound himself to flit and
remove at the end of that period. When Mr. Hope
entered upon possession of his farm it seems there were
parts of it undrained and unreclaimed ; and as he had
taken this farm in order to make money, he considered

that this object would be best accomplished by
reclaiming, draining, and improving it, and he has not
been disappointed, as he has made an "adequate
fortune." The lease, it seems, expires at Whit-
suntide, 1S73, and Mr. Hope being unwilling
to perform his part of the contract, which
binds him to flit and remove at that term, is

endeavouring, with the aid of Mr. Caird, to hold up
his landlord to the contempt and indignation of an
enlightened public, in order [Xo H that he (Mr. Hope)
may be relieved from his obligation, and you in your
leading article approve of this proceeding. The ques-
tion therefore arises—Is this course sanctioned by the
dictates of honesty, equity, and law ? You say " Yes,"
because Mr. Hope has drained and reclaimed and
improved his farm since he entered upon possession ;

but did Mr. Hope do this in order to benefit his land-
lord? Most assuredly not ; he did so to benefit

himself. He has succeeded in so doing, and when he
entered on his lease he had 19 years' notice that he
was to flit and remove at the end of that time, and
he made his calculations accordingly. You say that the
effect of the above case will be to introduce Irish
tenant-right into Scotland. Well, be it so, and Mr.
Nisbet Hamilton will then know that this is the law,
and will act accordingly. But where is the equity of
interpreting a Scotch lease by the Irish tenant-right,
which at present has no existence in Scotland ? H.^
April % [Mr. Nisbet Hamilton has not been held up
to contempt and indignation in order that Mr. Hope
may be relieved from any obligation whatever. Mr.
Hope will *' flit and remove " at the end of his lease :

no one ever imagined otherwise. But the history of
this severance is well known. The landlord has vir-

tually given notice that a less manly and straight-
forward sort of tenant is desirable ; and it is this, and
not the criticism of Mr. Caird, that has held him up to
contempt, and made other men indignant.]

Landlord and Tenant.

—

Apropos of farm leases,

what would be the objection to the requirement that a
notice, say of five y ears, of the non-renewal of a lease,
should be given and taken by both landowner and
tenant? S. E. [Lord Leicester's lease contains a
condition which is equivalent to a four years' notice.]

Glasnevin Model Farm.—I am surprised to read
in your correspondent's account of the 5-acre farm at
Glasnevin that upon a four-course system there 5 acres
keep three cows, and that the produce of these three
cows is ;^I39. Now we know Irish acres are large
ones, therefore we will allow the possibility of keeping
these cows and a certain number of pigs, but I never
heard before that Irish cows had larger udders, or that
the value of milk in Dublin was double what it is in
other towns. One of these must be the case to produce
an annual income of over £d^'^ per cow. I supply an
English town with milk, and am satisfied if I get half
that amount, and in country places I know the value of
a cow is reckoned at about £122. year. The only way
I have ever heard of, of getting anything like ;^45 from
a cow, is the method said to be practised in London
of skimming the milk for butter, then, with the help
of an infusion of warm water, retailing the residue as
new milk warm from the cow. I suppose your corre-
spondent did not see this practised, or he would hardly
have credited this gain to the cow, but to the cow-
keeper. [Our correspondent will explain.] You have

also admitted into the same number a story of Coffee

growing in Kent. Surely this is a mistake for Chicory.

Kentish farmers had better not desert their Cherries

and Cob-nuts to try an Arabian exotic. I fear that

now the agricultural interest is called before the bar

of public opinion such misleading paragraphs can only

confuse those who are seeking after the truth.

J. B. M.

Farming at Tiptree : April i^,.—Six bright drying
days this week, most acceptable. Shirt-sleeves abun-
dant in evei'y Wheat field hoeing—not an easy task, for

our cold, stiff, non-calcareous tile earths now look very

much like the dried mud in the bottom of a pond after

the water has left it. My old friend Garrett's horse-

hoe, a faithful servant for 25 or more years, has been
kept going all the week, doing with one pair of horses

from 9 to 12 acres per day. My Wheats are drilled

with I bush, per acre, 9 inches from row to row. The
horse-hoe cuts all between rows, covering 7 feet in width.

The drilling having been somewhat irregular, owing
to the perverse condition of the land at seed-time,

has made horse-hoeing no easy task, for if you cut up
one row you cut nine. The land is in a most un-
comfortable state, but I think it desirable to break
the crust or cap, thus checking the weeds and per-

mitting an airing, drying, and warming of the

soil. The Wheat looks quite thick enough, from
a bushel per acre, and so do the 2 pecks per
acre. On the light land we have lost some plants

by wireworm, despite the Crosskill and salt, but
it is branching well, and, judging from the same
occurrence last year, it may get together. Owing
to the mild first three months of the year, the

wireworm was at work unusually early, and we were
rather caught napping. There is an impression that on
the cold, stiff land, especially where undrained, the

Wheats will not do well, and are losing colour,

preparatory to going to Halstead Fair on May 9.

However, let us hope for the best, though we had a light

moon at Christmas, and the stiff clays are certainly in

a thoroughly sodden condition, and the surface capped.
We harrowed our spring Beans, and they look healthy

;

so do Peas. Our winter Beans have been horse-hoed.
Barley coming up a regular plant from 6 pecks.

Winter Tares and Clover healthy. Six acres of heavy
land getting ready for Oats, rather a troublesome job.

Good implements are of use this spring. Our Mangel
seed will go in later than last year, the land not being
dry enough to work. Ewes and lambs doing well
folded on Italian Rye-grass, supplemented by other
food. A lump of our clay, although drained, would
make first-class putty just now. April 16. Two more
bright days have dried and warmed the land a little,

and somewhat improved the appearance of the crops.

Hand and horse hoe fully employed. J. J, Mechi.

Agricultural Labourers in Mid-Lothian. —
When I began farming, in 1S36, the wages of our
ploughmen were calculated at loj. per week, with
their house and garden in addition. They are now
i6j. per week, and house and garden also ; the
portion of which sum paid in cash may vary from
£2% to £yi, according to items paid in kind. The
rise has been gradual. Of course they are engaged
for the year, and no deduction is made for sick-

ness. There are comparatively few shepherds in

this district ; their wages may be from ^5 to ^15
above the ploughmen's. Labourers here are in great
demand. The quarries and paraffine works require a
large supply, and, of course, high wages are given.
The rate varies according to the briskness ; at present
2Q>s. per week is paid. Of course, this is for the time
wrought ; nothing allowed for broken weather or sick-
ness. They have to find their own houses, and have
often to walk three miles morning and night to their
work. Those employed constantly on farms are not
paid so high as the above rate, and older men unfit for
quarries are at reduced rates. These public works
regulate proportionally the amount paid to farm
labourers. As to whether the condition of the farm
woricmen has improved, I should say decidedly it has.
They always were a steady, sober, reliable class, they
are so still ; several of them have been on this farm
during my tenancy, and others not many years less.

However, it remains to be seen what effect the newer
style of living will have on the children now rearing on
tea and loaf bread on taking the place of the oatmeal
porridge and cakes, while the scarcity of milk may also
have to be looked to. Better cottages are being slowly
erected ; the soil is now drained, roads improved,
machines and implements lightened, and with reason-
able employers I am not sure if any class of labourers
whose sphere is bounded by that of their predecessors
are much better placed. I would consider the position
of the Lothian ploughman, humble though it be,
superior to that of many with much larger, though
irregular, incomes both in this and other countries.
Mid-Lothian.

Surety for the Tenant.—"M. G." tells me that
bondsmen for farming and for crime are two thing?.
I know all that, but then he appears vastly troubled
(as "life is uncertain") about heirs and assigns. Let
him consult a clear-headed lawyer, and he will soon
find out that such a job as that can be done. " M. G."
then frets about making landlords pay all the local
taxes. Seven years is quite enough to calculate upon
in the farming world; what his "metropolitan dis-

I

tricts" need, I know nothing about. Let him get
equalisation of taxes as soon as he can ; the best way
to do it would be to let wealth relieve poverty, &c.
" M. G." then frets a little about his " poor tenant who
had overbid," and he has named one "circumstance"
that may upset the general order of things in the
farming world, viz., "strikes among the agricultural
labourers," which, as he thinks, may in the end reduce
the letting value of land. The strike among agri-
cultural labourers will soon be over, for many of the
men are beginning to find out what the strike-mongers
are at. Within the last seven days I have heard of a
number of men striking from the said-to-be high pay
and short hour system, and going back to the farmers'

so-called low pay system. If we are to give a free

loaf we must have free labour to grow it with. Land-
lords need not fear upon that score, therefore " M. G."
may look out for evidence upon the point before his

reasoning can be of any use ; but then " M. G." is

talking of "market gardening, not farming." Then
let him stick to his gardening and let farming alone.

1 have never attempted to mix the two—^he has.

William Smithy IVoolston, Bldchley Station, Ducks,
April 13.

Labourers in the North Riding of Yorkshire,
—The farm work in this part of the country is done
principally by yearly servants, and on this farm the
wages paid this year are at the rate of i6j. per week,
a good cottage and small garden rent free, an allowance
in hay-time and harvest of Q>d. per day in lieu of beer,

and payment for overtime at the rate of yl. per hour,
together with coals carted from the nearest railway
station. Hours of labour in the fields from 7 to

5 o'clock, with an hour at 12 o'clock for dinner, after

which the horses {each man a pair) have to be fed and
dressed over. These wages will be paid until May-day
next, when the men are engaged for another year at

the same money, but, in addition, to have in kind
2 bush, of Wheat and 60 stones (14 lb. per stone) of
Potatos, and overtime ^d. an hour. These are the

ploughmen's wages. Cattlemen and shepherds have
each ij-. per week more, and labourers \s. per week
less. Taking into consideration the rent of cottage,

&c., the wages of ploughmen are quite equal to 20j.

per week. Very little piece-work is done. Women
workers, is. per day, 2^^. in harvest. The above may
be taken as a fair average of this part of the country
M. J. W,

Smti\t%,
CENTRAL CHAMBER OF AGRICULTURE.

The April meeting of the Council took place on
Tuesday last, at the Salisbury Hotel, Fleet Street,

Mr. E. Heneage, chairman, presiding.

Report of the Local Taxation Co}7imittee.—SirMassey
Lopes, M.P., brought up the report of this committee.
It commenced by announcing the accession of the

Dukes of Rutland and Manchester, and 13 additional

Members of Parliament, to the committee j and while
expressing anxiety to keep the question of local taxa-
tion clear of party considerations, called attention to

recent utterances of Mr. Disraeli and Mr. Ward Hunt
on the subject. Much satisfaction was expressed at the

course of the debate on Sir Massey Lopes' motion
with regard to the disallowance by the Treasury of the
costs of commercial prosecutions. " Mr. Baxter," the
committee say, "was finally compelled to accept, on
the part of the Treasury, the fullest responsibility of
deaHng with the matter not only eftectually but at once.

County and borough ratepayers may be congratulated,

therefore, that after the repeated promises of the Go-
vernment to amend their proceedings, no further

attempts will be made to evade the compact entered
into more than a quarter of a century ago, by which
this part of the expense of admini.-^tering justice was
formally transferred to the Imperial Exchequer." After
a careful consideration of the Government Public
Health Bill, the committee find it open to the antici-

patory objection indicated in their last report, but,

after mature consideration, deem it impolitic to oppose
a direct negative to the second reading.

" However much they may disapprove many of the
details of the measure, its main principle—the more
effectual administration of the laws relating to public
health—is a reform too imperatively demanded by all

classes of the community to be combated in the House of
Commons. They consider it best to endeavour to amend
the Bill in committee, directing especial attention to the
following points ;— i. To insure, if not a general con-
solidation of the 24 statutes embodying the existing law
on this subject, which they think most important, at least

some atlempt lo place the duties, powers, and responsi-
bilities of the new local authorities before these bodies in

an intelligible form. 2. To insist on the preservation of
local self-government, and such a degree of independence
of local action as can alone insure the efficient administra-
tion of the law. 3. To obtain from the Treasury an
amount of assistance proportionate lo the large powers of
inspection and supervision granted by the Bill to the
central authority."

The committee next state that their attention has
been directed to several other measures now before
Parliament which entail additions to the rates. Of
these they enumerate the Fires Bill, Justices' Clerks*
Salaries Bill, Municipal Corporation (Boroughs) Funds
Bill, Registration of Borough Voters Bill, Poor Law
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(Scotland) Bill, as well as Mr. Fawcett's proposal to

charge election expenses on the rates, specifying the

course proposed to be taken in each case. The report

concludes with a reference to the increasing feeling

manifested ** among householders in towns of their

common interest in a revision of local burdens," and to

Sir Massey Lopes' motion, fixed for that evening in the

House of Commons.
Mr. HoDSOLL (West Kent), in proposing the adop-

tion of the report, objected to any fresh impositions

being added to the already over-burdened county and

borough rates, observing that it could not be justly

asserted that the present system of levying the poor-

rate was unalterable, and should for ever continue,

seeing that all modern political economists agreed that

not the means but the profits of production should be

taxed. It was, he held, the duty of all who felt the

injustice of the present arrangements to seek some plan

for the rectification of the basis upon which the present

unjust burdens on real property rest. The Act of

Elizabeth provided that of the contributions for relief

of the poor and setting them to work a certain propor-

tion should be paid by the occupiers of land, and a

certain further proportion should be laid on the ability

of the parish, and he therefore thought that they should

only be doing what was right if they urged on the

Government and the House of Commons the propriety

of returning to the original intention of the law in this

matter. In order to assist in the solution he ventured

to suggest that the present poor-rate should be

abolished, and, in lieu of it, the present house-tax

be doubled, so that every person might be charged in

proportion to his ability with the poor-rate and other

local burdens, while any deficiency might be supple-

mented by grants from the Imperial Exchequer or the

Local Government Board, in the same way as the local

taxes towards the cost of the militia, police, &.C., are at

present supplemented. He thought that before the

Public Health and Sanitary Bills were passed it was
incumbent on the Government to readjust the inci-

dence of local taxation. It was, he considered, a farce

to discuss the provisions of any Bill proposing to add

to the rates until such equitable adjustment of the local

burdens of the country had been effected. Its adoption

of the Public Health Bill, under present arrangements,

would, he was confident, add a shilling a pound to the

rates. With regard to one part of the report, he had
also to propose the following resolution :

—

"That the first portion of Sir Thomas Acland's

amendment is a seeming repetition of the proposition

contained in the original motion, but couched in vague
and ambiguous language, while the latter part, suggesting

the division of rates between owners and occupier, con-

tains no remedy whatever of the unjust incidence of local

taxation, which is simply an attempt to evade the real

question at issue."

Mr. Marshall (Ely) seconded the resolution.

Mr. Caldecott (Worcestershire), referring to the

notice in the report of the Treasury deductions, stated

that the accounts for the Michaelmas sessions had been

returned with about 10 per cent, deduction, but those

of the Epiphany sessions had not been returned.

They had thus not only to complain of deduction, but

of unnecessary delay also.

Both resolutions were agreed to unanimously.

The question appointed at last meeting for discus-

sion was then taken up.

Sanitary Legislation.—Orv this question Mr. Jabez
Turner (Peterborough Chamber) proposed the follow-

ing resolution :

—

"That this Chamber, while sensible of the urgent

necessity for sanitary legislation, strongly disapproves of

much of the Government Public Health Bill, more especi-

ally of the extraordinary powers it confers upon the Local

Government Board, and the want of provision for con-

solidating the existing laws, and considers that the attempt

to saddle the whole of the unlimited outlay for sanitary

expenditure upon owners and occupiers of property at

present rateable should meet with the most determined

opposition."

Mr. Turner characterised the Bill as a most incomplete

measure, and as greatly inferior to the companion Bill

of Sir C. Adderley, as in fact a sort of patchwork,

providing very inadequately for the objects sought to

be accomplished. He referred specially to the 34th

clause, regarding the pollution of rivers. Making such

pollution penal would, he thought, prove a great hard-

ship on manufacturers, and unless somewhat modified

tend to the destruction of several important indus-

tries. The expensive character of the measure

was another grave objection, no limitations being

fixed to the amount of the rates, which might

thus arrive at 5^., 6j., and even loj. in the pound.

He contended, also, that the cost of the main-

tenance of the public health ought not to be a local

burden. It was a national matter, and its cost should

be defrayed from imperial sources. The continuance

of exemption of land, tithes, canals, and railways, was

another grievance. These would still only be rated at

one-fourth of their assessment, and he held that rail-

ways at least, which were making large profits, ought

to pay on the whole of their assessment.

Mr. R. Woodward (Worcestershire), in seconding

the resolution, drew attention to the complication and

chaos produced by the sanitary laws of the country

being scattered over some 20 or 24 Acts of Parliamen'.

Mr. F, S. CoRRANCE, M.P., contended that the area

marked out in the Bill for the operations of the local

boards was too limited. Instead of the parish or

union he should propose that it be extended to the

county, an arrangement which might pave the way for

the establishment of county financial boards.

The discussion was continued by Mr. H. Biddell
(East Suffolk Chamber), and Captain Craigie, after

which the resolution was agreed to nem. con.

Educational Endowments.—Mr. A. PELL, M.P.,
moved

—

"That the Council is of opinion that the advantages
connected with endowments applicable to the education
of the middle and working classes should be confined as
near as may be to the locality intended to be benefited by
the founder, and that the general good conduct as well as

the intellectual capacity of children should be considered
in the application of endowments left for educational
purposes."

The Rev. J. L. Brereton (Norfolk Chamber)
not fully agreeing with the resolution before the meet-
ing, offered the following amendment :

—

' That to appropriate the endowments intended for

elementary education to secondary or middle-class educa-
tion would be contrary to the ' Endowed Schools Act,

1869," and that it would be very desirable that the endow-
ments generally, and especially those properly applicable

to secondary education, should be locally combined and
organised, so as to remove the scandal of their present
general stagnation ; and for this purpose a county orga-

nisation, as recommended by the Schools Inquiry Com-
mission, is necessary, and ought to be provided for by
the Legislature."

Lord Galway, M.P. ; Mr. H. Biddell, Mr. R.
NeviUe-Grenville, M.P. ; Mr. T. Brown (Norfolk

Chamber), having spoken, the Chairman suggested

that both resolution and amendment might be accepted

by the meeting ; and having been put they were agreed

to accordingly.

The concluding business was the selection of subjects

for discussion at next meeting. It was arranged that

the resolutions passed by the general meeting of the

previous day should be first taken up, next the Agri-

cultural Children Bill, and, finally, the question of

Farm Labour.

Farmers' Clubs.
MIDLAND.

The Present Aspect of the Labour Question was lately

discussed by this Club, when Mr. Wise read the

following paper :
—

Mr. Wise said that, as a South Warwickshireman,

he could not bear to sit quiet and see every day matters

stated with reference to tenant-farmers which he knew
were not truthful, and he should try, firstly, to disabuse

the public mind as to much that had been said against

the South Warwickshire landowners ; secondly, to

show that the labourers, as a rule, were not inadequately

paid in this district ; and, lastly, to show cause why the

county of Warwick, where wages were generally so

good, should be selected for this particular strike and
agitation. Several gentlemen had been very much
abused at these various meetings. It was made out

that they were tyrannical oppressors of their poorer

neighbours, whereas, if the facts were known, the very

gentlemen who were named as tyrants were the most

benevolent men that England could produce. He only

wished all gentlemen present could go through their

cottages and be amongst them, and they would see that

they did everything that lay in their power to better the

condition of the labouring classes. He had the pleasure

of a large acquaintance amongst the tenant-farmers of

South Warwickshire, and he could truthfully say that,

so far from being oppressors of the poor, they were ever

foremost in every good work in their different parishes.

There was a very important thing connected with

the farming interest which the people who had got up
this agitation entirely lost sight of. He thought all

present would agree with him that in the last five years

little, if anything, has been gained by the men engaged

in farming occupations. The prices for grain had been

but moderate ; disease had swept away cattle worth,

perhaps, more than had been calculated, and though

beef and mutton were now excessively dear, the first

cost of stock really took away much of the profit ; and

very little had been done by successive Governments

to remove the heavy burdens under which the farmers

groaned. Labour, again, cost now per acre 51. more

than it did 15 years ago, so that the prosperity of the

farmer was not quite so great as his detractors would

have them suppose. Again, he would remind the

labourers that there was a great difference between

themselves and their brethren engaged in factories,

where, when orders were slack, out went the men,

The same was the case with market gardeners, who
only employed their men in the season. It was not so

with the farmer, who kept on a certain staff whether

work was slack or not ; and though he was often

unable, in the winter months particularly, to find work

for more than three days in the week, yet, as pay-day

came round, they received their money the same as if

they had been hard at work for the whole of the time.

He was afraid that this had been forgotten in the present

agitation.

Having done his best in vindication of the character

of the landowners and farmers of South Warwickshire,
he should endeavour to show that the labourers had
not been $0 badly paid as had been represented. There
was no one who wished to see the labouring classes in

a better position than he did. He was consistent in

this, for he had always advocated their claims whenever
opportunity occurred. But in this case he thought they
were rather to be blamed in not having tliought proper,
in a conciliatory manner, to ask their employers for an
increase of wages. He thought, too, tliat if their

demands had not been excessive, they would have been
granted. A most excellent Table of the wages in Tysoe
parish had been published in the Leamington Courier^

from which it appeared that the average earnings,

without privileges, of a labourer's family were 17J. iid,

per week ; and the earnings, without privileges, of a
carter's or cowman's family, 19,^. \\d. per week. With
privileges, the average income of a day labourer's family
per week was £\ os. "J^d. ; and the average income of
carter's or cowman's family, £\ 2s. J^^d. At the last

Saturday's market he was talking to a farmer who gave
to his carter ^48 a year, a cottage, and as much milk
and beer as he required. For one he objected to the
system of a multiplicity of charitable doles, and he was
aware of an instance of a parish where with a resident

clergyman, a resident squire, the kindest farmers'
wives, whose value they all must appreciate, and a
Christmas charity, there was the most discontented lot

of people he ever knew ; while in another parish, with-
out squire or minister, and at the same time without
"doles," the people were independent and self-reliant.

A great deal which they knew was not quite truthful

had been said about the South Warwickshire labourers.

He had been told by the actuary of the Warwickshire
Savings Bank, which was breaking up and being
merged into the Government Postal Savings Bank sys-

tem, that 15 out of 20 of the depositors were not skilled

labourers, such as stonemasons and joiners, and men
getting large wages, but the agricultural labourers about
whom so much had been said, and who were supposed
to be on the verge of starvation. A correspondent of
his at Alcester, after pointing out the amount of wages
earned, said that if farmers did not give their labourers

good wages and a good garden they were "negligent
tyrants." If they did so they were "benevolent
despots." He did not wish to go very much into

the questions of the ** unions " which had been formed ;

but he did know that many farmers were resolved not

to employ men who had joined them. They had very

high authority for saying that "no man can serve two
masters;" and the agricultural labourer, if hedidjointhe
union, would soon find out that he had lost a kind friend

in his employer, and that the other master, namely, the

union, was most exacting. There was no doubt as to

why South Warwickshire had been selected as the

basis of this agitation. The reason had been indicated

in a letter which appeared in the Morning Posty and
also by Mr. Bromley-Davenport. If it occurred that

the men, to whom the farmers had been uniformly

kind, were driven to starvation point, would such gen-

tlemen as Mr. Auberon Herbert open their breeches

pockets and find meat, and drink, and shelter for these

starving people? While he deplored the misery which
must come to the home of many a cottager, to say

nothing of the loosening of the kindly feelings which
for many years had existed in almost every case between

masters and men, he would counsel firmness and con-

ciliation, where that conciliation would be received in

a proper spirit. He would point out to employers and
men that much of their dissatisfaction rested with them-

selves, and he would try to soothe instead of exasperat-

ing difficulties. Above all things, he would try to

assure them that their real, true, and staunch friends

were not the frothy and mischievous agitators, who
were going about the country trying to set class

against class, but the occupiers of the soil.

Discussion.

Mr. Brawn said it appeared that the farm-labourer

thought he was entitled to participate in those advantages

which had arisen to labourers in other branches of in-

dustry ; and he (Mr. Brawn) was incHned to admit that

this was a reasonable expectation. He felt sure that to

some agricultural labourers an advance must be conceded.

At the same time he would tell those present that the

British farmer, with regard to labour, stood in a different

position to that occupied by manufacturers and other

employers. For instance, the coatmaster or the iron-

master, when they raised the wages of their men, at once
advanced the prices of the articles they produced. But
in some districts the wages of agricultural labourers had
been raised, and in the very same week that this advance
took place the farmer reduced the price of grain u,
per qr. The next question for their consideration was
the various means which were being used to bring about

an increase of wages. A society had been formed in

Herefordshire and South Shropshire, and a modest
request—he would not call it a demand—had been made
that the wages of labourers should be increased to 15J.

a week without perquisites. What, however, were the

means adopted for the accomplishment of that result.

Mr. Strange had stated at a meeting of farm labourers, at

Bishop's Castle, that from the beginning of their meetings

they had never advocated strikes ; for they found it a

safer plan to remove the men until the farmers wanted

them. That was the legitimate course to adopt. If the

agricultural labourers were so numerous in any part of

England that they were treading on each other's toes, the

best plan to adopt would be migration. He had never

advocated emigration, because he felt there was plenty of

occupation to be found for all farm labourers in this
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country. If misguided pliilanthropists would assist

labourers to remove from places where they were not

wanted to other places where they were wanted, they

would be doing good, whereas at present they were doing
a positive harm. He had been himself nt several meetings
of the agricultural labourers in South Warwickshire, and
he knew to a certainty that this plan of Mr. Strange was
being worked out most sjccessfully. He knew that a great

many labourers had removed from the i mmediate neighbour-
hood in which they were living, and that the result had
been an advance in the rate of wages in the places from
which they came. On the other hand, what did they find

in South Warwickshire? They found that a "union"
was formed, and this " union " was inaugurated
by a strike at once. In his opinion nothing
would tend more to throw land out of cultivation

than unions of farm labourers. They could all recollect

the great losses tliey sustained last year from the want of

sufficient labour lo secure their crops of corn, while of

very large breadths of Potatos nearly three-fourths of
them were destroyed to a great extent for want of

labourers to gather them in at the proper season. He
would ask—Was it likely that the farmers of the district

would invest in an expensive crop like the Potato crop

—

for the Potato crop required an expenditure of money
which would satisfy even Mr. Mcchi himself— in the face

of an agricultural "union" and an agricultural strike,

with an executive managing the union which might dic-

tate to hmi at any time what he should pay, or whether
he should have the labourers or not? He did not stand
before them that day as a prophet, but he ventured to say
that the present agitation would be found to have
seriously interfered with the planting of the Potato crop

;

and that they must adopt a decided course, not for the

purpose of combating the unions, but to protect them-
selves from the fiery darts which the executive hurled
against them. In the majority of cases, the farmers had
paid their labourers for the last three years not out of

profits but out of capital. It had been the practice to

ridicule the little acts of kindness which the master or
the master's family might exercise towards the labourers.

He professed no acquaintance with the soup in which
the spoon stood upright, or the suit of clothes for the
boy, or the httle frock for the girl, w ith which the author
of " Ginx's Baby " had made them so thoroughly
acquainted ; but this he did know, that for davs, and
weeks, and_months, during inclement weather, the tenant-
farmer supported the labourer, and that unniurnmringly

;

and, with a certain degree of satisfaction, the British

farmer had done his duty to those in his service.

Mr. Wm. Fowler moved :
— " That this meeting

desires, by every legitimate means, to ameliorate the
condition of the agricultural labourer, but will by any and
every means resist the interference of designing political

agitators, who seek for their own selfish purposes to sow
dissensions between the employer and employed in the
agricultural districts of the midland counties." He said
he was convinced that in some districts, but more so in

other parts of the country than in Warwickshire, the
agricultural labourer was paid upon too low a scale, and
he should be glad to assist, in every legitimate mode, to
bring about a better state of affairs. If, however, the
horrible system of unions and strikes was to be adopted
in the country, as it had been in towns, a serious mis-
fortune would result to all of them. They did not want
peripatetic demagogues to step in between employer and
employed. If the wages of the agricultural labourers were
nominally low, they had, it should be remembered, con-
stant employment, and were paid for their labour, let the
weather be wet or dr)'. During the past winter, for
instance, farmers had paid their men day after day, and
week after week, when nothing could be done in return for
the money, and when the labourers who received it might
as well have been in bed. They had usually good houses,
and large gardens, at a rent less than half that paid
for a similar house in a town. Their expenses also were
less ; they enjoyed many privileges which made their
position an enviable one, and he hoped that while both
landlords and farmers would do their best to improve the
condition of the labourer, they would set their faces
against the designs of the political agitators who were
seeking, by their accursed plans, lo disturb the peace and
harmony of the rural districts.

Mr. King seconded the motion, and, in doing so, com-
pared those who are directing Ihe movements of the agri-
cultural labourers in the district to Samson, who, having
tied two foxes together, attached torches to their tails,

and sent them to bum the corn of the Philistines. He
hoped, however, that the labourers would be wise in

time, and not listen to such agitators, and that the farmers
would see that the labourer received adequate remune-
ration.

Alderman Rvland moved as an amendment :—
'That, with a view of promoting a better understanding
between farmers and labourers, the committee of this Club
be requested to use their exertions to bring about a con-
ference between between properly appointed represen-
tatives of the landowners, the farmers, and the labourers."
It would be better that some compromise should take place
between landlords, tenant-farmers, and the labourers.
No doubt strikes were a great evil ; but he was one of
those who thought that unions, wisely constituted, pre-
vented strikes. He hoped they would pause before they
adopted the motion of Mr. Fowler, although it was, no
doubt, brought forward with the best intentions.

Mr. Wright seconded the amendment. While con-
tending that the labourers had a perfect right to strike

and to form unions, he exceedingly regretted that there
had been a strike in South Warwickshire, as he should
have preferred the course taken by the Herefordshire men.
But to whom must the blame be attributed? Certainly
not to the labourers, for before the present movement was
commenced there was ample information in existence as
to their condition

; and that being the case, he thought it

was much to be regretted that landowners, farmers, and
the Legislature had not combined with the view of finding
a remedy for acknowledged evils. At the same time, the
pathetic statements of many of the men themselves would
have a marked effect upon public opinion. He entirely

agreed with the previous speakers that there was some
danger of llie present movement breaking up that kindly
feeling wliich was in so many cases found to exist between
the masters and their men, and, he would add, with the

families of the latter also. It would, he thought, add to

the influence of the Club if the question now before it,

and the other (juestions to which he had alluded, and
which could not be neg'e;led \\ilhout danger, were fully

and fairly discussed.

Mr. WiGGiN supported the amendment. He was one
of those who, long ago, had formed the opinion that

agricultural labourers were underpaid, and that it would
be to the interest of the farmers themselves to give a
higher scale of wages. He was also convinced that it

would be better to pay the men in cash, and not in kind.

He held the system of perquisites to be vicious. Although
strongly opposed to (he formation of unions, he was bound
to admit that the labourers had a perfect right to com-
bine ; and, looking at the fact that the price of labour
had risen in all branches of trade, he thought the time
had come for the agricultural labourer to ha\'e his wages
increased.

Mr. J. Hardy, M.P., said they were all agreed as to

one thing, namely, that the introduction of unions and
strikes into agricultural districts was objectionable. The
conditions of labour in the towns and agricultural districts

differed so very much as scarcely to admit of a comparison
between them. Neither could they place the farmer and
the manufacturer upon the same level ; because, as the

cost of labour rose, the manufacturer could rise the price

of his products, but the farmer could not.

Mr. T. H(.)Kl,i;v, jun., said no one deprecated strikes

more than himself ; hut at the same time he could not
support Mr. Fowler's resolution, as the labourers would
turn the tables on them, and say the farmers were doing
the same as themselves.

Mr. WiGGiN said, with regard to the subject of wages,
he might mention that he recently advertised for a wag-
goner in three of the Birmingham papers, offering iSs.

per week, and £2 for harvest money. He had only four

applications. The man who was most suitable came
from Tachbrook, and on being told there was no cottage,

declined the situation, saying that with 14 j-. a week,
cottage, and perquisites, he was much better off.

Mr. Lytiiali., the secretary, said there were farmers
present who were paying from 21s. to 25^. a week cash.

On the question being put, the amendment was nega-
tived by 12 votes to 8. On the original motion the
numbers were equal, namely, 9 for and 9 against. The
Chairman, after some hesitatioii, gave his casting vote in

favour of the resolution.

Farm Memoranda.
Hampshire: April 10.—The time is now arrived

for estimating the result of the lambing season, as the

lambing may now be considered as finished, so far as

relates to the Hampshire Down flocks. According
to the information which has been received from the
various districts of the county, I estimate the number
of lambs fallen to have been about an average ; but the

number saved alive will not reach an average, owing to

losses by death, and the short stock of breeding ewes
kept this season. The past autumn and winter has
been very unhealthy for sheep generally, and the losses

by death have been rather over the average in the

wether and teg flocks ; but the loss in the ewe flocks

has been unusually severe, and the number of deaths
at the time of lambing, and for several weeks after-

wards, was so great that it is doubtful whether such
extensive losses have occurred at any time during the

past 30 years. It therefore affords matter for serious

contemplation, in connection with the facts just disclosed

by the returns lately received from the Board of Trade,
whereby it is ascertained that since 1868 the stock

of sheep in the United Kingdom has decreased
about four-and -a-half millions, or a little in excess

of 12 per cent, of the entire stock of the kingdom.
This result arises from returns made in June, 1S71, and
it is not improbable that the returns to be given next
June will exhibit a deficiency approaching to 5 millions

of sheep on our entire stock. Under this state of
affairs our vale farms are beginning to see that it will

be to their interest not to send their sheep and lambs
for sale until they are fat and heavy, as they cannot be
replaced except at very high figures for store stock.

The returns show a small increase in horned cattle,

and large in pigs, horses about the same number as the
previous year in this country. The breeding of horses
for agricultural purposes has been on the decline for

some years past, but many are again turning their

attention to it, owing to the extremely high prices at

which horses are selling. The month of March, not
having been so dry as usual, is telling against the

Wheat plant on all cold soils, but on all dry soils there

is generally a good plant, looking fresh and well, and
coming forward fast, so that we may have an early

harvest should the summer prove favourable.

The hill farms are looking especially gay, the

Clovers excellent and forward. The crops of Rye,
Vetches, &c., are very good and forward, and abund-
ance of food for the flocks. There is also a large

breadth of the Turnip crop still unconsumed and now
running up to stalk. This, together with the great and
forward growth of grass in meadows, forms a strong

and favourable contrast with the backward and barren

springs and summers which prevailed for several

years.

On the vale farms and strong lands the weather has
been very much against the hoeing of Beans and pulse

crops. There appears, however, to be a good plant of

winter Beans, Vetches, &c. Trifolium, too, has taken
well this year, and is very forward.
Much difficulty has been experienced in sowing the

lent corn on the heavy land, and the season so far
delayed that unless we get drier weather some lands
must stand over for other crops.

Good hay is selling at a very moderate price, and is

not likely to sell better in the prospect of a good crop
this year, and an abundance cf green fodder. Straw,
on the contrary, is selling high and freely. Many
parties are in consequence selling straw and using
damaged hay for litter, inferior being absolutely un-
saleable, yoscph Blundell^ Southampton^ April 10.

South Northumberland : April 16.

—

April 10.—Mild, dull day. C.irting dung forenoon, and rolling

seeds and corn crops.

,, II.—Fine day. Sowing seeds and rolling.

,, 12.—Very fine day. Carting manure from station, top-
dressing seeds, and getting in Turnips.

,, 13.—Fine day. Threshing Barley and Beans.

,, 15.— Windy, but fine day. Rolling corn crops.

,, 16.— Fine bright day. Finishing sowing seeds and
rolling ; harrowing fallow.

General : Cattle and sheep feeding. Prospective :

Preparing for, and planting, Potatos. A, JK D.
Chatteris : April 6.—Some flood rains again this

week, and ten drainage engines all at work. On
Tuesday over i\ inches fell at Wisbech in 24 hour?.

All farm work suspended. No seeding could be done,

and horses could not be employed upon the land.

Men employed doing with forks what horses should do
with ploughs and harrows. A few hands weeding
Wheat. Sowing small seeds to-day. Put 40 ewes
and 52 lambs from yards upon the pastures. Sold six

fat cattle, averaging nearly /"30 each. Finished

ploughing land for Oats and Carrots. A. S. R.
April 13.—A favourable change in the weather.

Sowing Oats three days. Steam cultivating land

designed for Potatos, four days. One man digging

Twitch on land for Coleseed. Weeding Wheat.
Sowing small seeds, two days. Harrowing and pre-

paring land for Mangel and Kohl Rabi. Put more
ewes and lambs from the yard to grass. Put 17 young
cattle on grass land, 14 of them lying in of a night.

Wheats generally looking well, except those after Oats.

A. S. A\
Dorsetshire : April g.—With the splendid weather

of the past week farm work is rapidly advancing.

Oats, Peas, and Beans are sown, and the Wheat plant

is looking all that could be desired. Some Barley is

being sown on favourable soils, but, as a rule, the

sowing has not become general. The lambing season

is well over, and it is curious to note how, in the same
district, one farmer has lost scarcely a lamb, whilst

another has been singularly unfortunate, y. B. C,

North Riding of Yorkshire : Aprilg.—The rain-

fall during the greater part of last week prevented the

teams from getting on to the land, and the work up to

Saturday was dung-cart and jobbing. Monday's drying

wind enabled us to get on with bush harrowing and
rolling the meadows. To-day we have commenced to

sow Oats, the land working most unkindly. The
lambing nearly over ; crop quite an average, but more
than an average mortality among ewes. Turnip sheep

now fit for butcher weighing badly.

West Gloucester : April 9. — The keen white

frost and bright sunny days have not improved the

appearance of the young grasses. It is, however,

better than so much rain. Wheat hoeing has com-
menced in this neighbourhood, but the land cuts very

tough, and cannot be done except at a higher rale per

acre ; 5^. to 6s. is the sum asked. We shall cut out

the thistles, and afterwards well harrow with sharp-

tined harrow, as the land is so coated over the surface

that hoes cannot work satisfactorily. Early-sown Peas

and Oats are up, and look very well ; Barley sowing
is being pushed on

;
preparation of the land for

Potatos and Mangels will be the work for the week.

All hands on weeding Wheat and mixing up manure
for sowing upon Mangel and mowing meadows.

North Wilts : Aprtl 15.—Like every one else, the

first remark one must make is, what glorious weather!

All complaints are hushed by such a splendid oppor-

tunity of recovering lost ground, and so not only com-
pleting the sowing of Lenten com, but also in preparing

for Mangel Wurzel and other roots. Live stock is

pretty generally in the pastures, and in many cases

others may say, as a large farmer in another county did

to me last week, I have more grass on my farm now
than I ever saw on it on May I before ; the only

drawback seems the unsettled state of the labour

market, but I trust this will soon find its level, by all

parties acting with moderation and mutual forbearance,

&c. E. IV. M.
Haddington: April \i^.—The weather since the

Sth has been very windy, with slight frosts at night,

so that it may be characterised as anything but growing
weather at present. The land is now drying rapidly,

and becoming as hard as bricks, so that until rain

comes no grain can be sown in land that has been
ploughed for any length of time. Taking the whole
county, nearly one-half will be to sow yet, and in many
places there are a good many Turnip breaks to plough.

AU the grain is now sown on this farm, and also part
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of the grass seeds, and from 45 to 50 acres of Potatos

planted. The work done during the past week has

been planting Potatos, harrowing and rolling Wheat,
rolling Barley and Oats, planting Cabbages, cutting

Potatos, and hoeing Wheat. The work likely to be

done is planting Potatos, sowing grass seeds, hoeing

Beans and Wheat, getting land prepared for Mangel,

rolling remainder of Wheat and Barley in some fields

after Turnips. A good deal of Wheat is being thinned

out. H. J3,

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: T. Handbook of Dairy Husbandry \\s. 6d.).

Longmans. Handbook of the Pi_^, by S. Sidney, of the

Agricultural Hall, Islington.

—

j. D. Probably the

Farmers' Calendar, published by Warne & Co.,

Bedford Street, Covent Garden, W.C., will suit your
friend as well as any.

Cost of Binding Wheat: W. T. G. says:—"Could
any of your correspondents obhge me by telling me the

fair price for binding Wheat or Oats, cut by a reaping-

machine ; is it generally paid per acre or day ? Also

by any particulars of the working of the machines by
Wood, Burgess & Key, and Picksley, Sims & Co."

The Labour of the Farm : 0/d Subscriber says:— In

these days of proposed rise of wages for agricultural

labourers, it would be well to know, upon good autho-

rity, the proper proportion of labourers absolutely

necessary for a farm per 100 acres of tillage. I have

150 acres of tillage, and about 600 acres of pasture,

light, hilly, not fit for tillage. I use reapers, mowing-
machines, hay-tedder, rake, &c. Will you kindly state

in your next number how many men, women, and boys
(to be employed all the year round) would be neces-

sary for such a farm, and you will oblige. [A little

volume, entitled Handbook of Farm Labour, published

by Cassell, contains the information desired.]

Unwelcome Contributions : \V. It must not be sup-

posed that those who are responsible for the manage-
ment of this journal sympathise with all that they allow

to appear. There are many absurd and even ill-con-

ditioned statements of argument and fact which never-

theless are jiroperly sometimes published, if only for

the sake of the public refutation which follows.

arMs.

meal quiet, at late rates. Indian Corn sells to a fair

extent, at the prices of Friday last ; mixed American,

27J. bd.
Averages.

52—57 Red
56—60 Red
5S-61I— JRed
^&—67,
38—40 Making ,

,

24—30 Malting .

.

20—23

1

25—27! Feed . . .

.

24— 26^ Feed . . .

.

22—24 Feed . . .

,

31—33' Foreign ..

34—49 Harrow ..

— |Longpod .

32—39 Egyptian.
39—41! Suffolk .,

34—36 Foreign .,

— Foreign .

.

44—50
40—42 'Country ..

24—28 Per sack..

SI—56

53—57

33—38

34-49

31—32
'41—44
'36—44

[32-34

40—42
I38-60

'-•,1::
::

— ~\o ..

April 6 ..

— 13 ..

Average
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FOLLOWS &, BATE'S

PATENT LAWN MOWERS,
The "CLIMAX" and the "ANGLO-AMERICAN."

Between 5000 and 6000 of tliese celebrated Machines were sold last year, and 10,000 are being prepared for tlie present season.

" In all things, but proverbially so in Mechanics, the supreme excellence is

simplicity." -JAMES WATT.

These words are very applicable to the simple Wheel and Pinion driving power of

the "Climax" and "Anglo-American" Lawn Mowers.

FOLLOWS & BATE'S PATENT " ANGLO-AMERICAN " LAWN MOWER
With combined Back and Front Delivery.

I
PRICES OF THE

"ANGLO-AMERICAN" LAWN MOWER.

COLLECTING

GRASS.

PUEEN.SC.MflNG''

£4.

14 in.

£4 10s.

16 in.

£5 10s.

18 in.

£6 10s.

24 in. 30 m.

£7 10s. £9. £14.

Prices of Larger Sizes up to 48 Inches ou application.

Carriage Paid to any Railway Station in Ens;land, Wales, or

Scotland, and to the principal Irish Ports.

BOX DETACHED,

As used for Cutting

Long Wet Gnass on

uneven ground, or dis-

tributing short cuttings

behind.

TURNED COMPLETELY OVER

For Wheeling away—out of

gear, with cylinder raised off

the Ground.

The Grass-collecting Box can
carried on the Top of Handle
against the Roller.

Safe on the roughest road.

This Machine has been thoroughly tested, a very large

number sold, and with results which enable the manufacturers to

recommend it with the fullest confidence to the public. It not

only does all that a Lawn Mower is expected to do, but with about

half the usual power to propel it. Without being made specially

for one kind of work or the other, it is ever ready for mowing the

longest grass, in wliatever condition and on the most uneven

ground,—or it can be used with equal advantage for keeping the

smoothest lawn in the perfection of order.

The facility of transport, by simply turning the handle over,

which raises the cylinder off the ground, is beyond dispute, as

the Machine can be thus wheeled away in safety on the roughest

road.

The shape of the handle is also an advantage, as the Gardener

does not require to stoop when working the Machine or moving
it about.

It is provided with a Grass-collecting Box and movable plate,

so that it can be used to distribute the cuttings on the ground, or

to gather them, thus combining the English and American systems

in one Machine.

The driving power—as illustrated above—gives a very rapid

motion to the cylinder, which is fitted with the correct numter
of cutters, so that the possibility of ribbing the Grass is entirely

avoided.

These Machines are fully guaranteed in every respect, and
after trial, if not satisfactory, they can be at once returned to the

makers, who will bear all the expenses of carriage, &c.

Frojn the " Gardeners' Chronicle,'' Aug. 26, 1871.— " Follows
& Bate's ' Anglo-American ' Lawn Mower.—A number of

Lawn Mowers of different sizes of this pattern were exhibited at

Chisvvick, on Tuesday last, and gained the approbation of the

several committees and of the exhibitors there present. The
revolving cutter consists of six knives, placed diagonally, as usual.

There are two driving wheels, and a collecting box in front of the

knives, which may be removed at pleasure, in which case the

grass is scattered. Behind the knives is a small wooden roller.

The handle is in a direct line with the axles of the driving wheels,

a circumstance which adds greatly to the easy working of the

machine ; which, from what we saw of it, we are disposed to think

very highly of."

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, containing Opinions of

the Press, Testimonials from all parts of the Kingdom, and full

particulars on the " Anglo-American " and " Climax " Mowers,

postfree on application to

FOLLOWS & BATE, HORTICULTU
BUTTON STEEET

RAL AND AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS,
WORKS, MANCHESTEPt.
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Greenhouses and Conservatories.

H FREEMAN and SONS, Horticultural
• Builders, and Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers,

Triangle, Hackney. Good substanlially-made GREENHOUSES,
glazed ready for fixing, 42 feet long, 13 feet wide. ^^50 : 21 feet by 13 feet,

228; I2!j feet by 10 leet, £15- A handsome CONSERVATORY on
hand. 35 feet by 18 fcet./iiio. CUCUMBER and MELON FRAMES,
and LIGHTS, in stock.

GREENHOUSES from the FINSBURY STEAM
JOINERY WORKS i?i Eunh'll Row London EC

W H LASCFLLES Fropr etor L sts sent on appiicat on

Prices lor Houses, as above, made ofbest red deal, and sashes 2 inches

thick, Rlazed with 16 oz. good sheet glass, delivered and fixed within

fo
miles of London, painted four coats in best oil colour, including

ocks, gutter, down-pipe, and gearing for opening the ventilators al

one time,—heating, staging, brickwork not included :^
20 It. by 12 ft. 40 ft. by 16 ft. 60 ft. by 20 ft. 100 ft. by 24 ft.

£40 o o £71} o o i;i32 o D £238 10 o

GARDEN LIGHTS AND BOXES.
3 ft. by 4 ft lights, 2 in, thick, unglazed 3*- each

„ „ glared, i6-oi. good sheet glass .. .. w, ,,

6 ft. „ „ 2 in. thick, unglazed .S^- n
,, ,,

glazea, 16 oz- good sheet glass .. iii. „
Portable box containing one 6 ft. by 4 ft. light, painted tour

coats, ready for use .. . .. .. .. .. ^ot. „
Portable box containing two ditto, 6 ft, by 8 ft. . . . . 55*. „
Estimates given for Conservatories or Greenhouses to any Design.

JONES'S PATENT " DOUBLE L " SADDLE
BOILER.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,

with the following improvements, viz., the water-space al back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quantitj/ of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, antf likewise the space occupied ; at the
same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made of the follow-
ing sizes :

—
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FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK, in every

AEricultural County in England,

For particulars apply to lOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,
London, E.C. ; and Steam PIoukU Works, Leeds.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Coni|jany.

For Price Lists. Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to
THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 30A, King William Street, London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Prescn-e Stone, &c.. from

Decay. Manuiacturcd Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

Rosher's Garden Edfflns Tiles.

and many other PATTERNS art^ mad'
' great dur.ibilitv. The plaim

suited for KITCHEN G.\k.
DENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, take up liilie

room, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-
pense, as do "grown" Edg-
mgs, consequently being much
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, Sic, in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street. Black-
friars, S.E.; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Roa(l,E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANT

COVERS and PROPAGATING BO.YES : also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, SiC, from 31. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders.

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of
ereat durability, Wall Copings. Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds,
Roofing Tiles in great variety, Slates, Cements, &c,
F.andG. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants.—See addresses above.

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

2S9, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock.

it®- TENDERS given for HEATING CHURCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.
Fine 14J. , Coarse 17J. perTon. In Truck Loads 11. per Ton less.

Dclivcrj' by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway or
Wharl, 7S. per Ton extra. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT
PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rales in any quantities.

F. A\u G. ROSHER—Addresses see above,
N.B. Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Whar\'es.

A liberal discount to the Trade.

THE "AUTOIATOI" LAWI lOWEES.
THE BEST, SIMPLEST, AND MOST DURABLE MACHINES.

They leave no ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping

a Lawn or Croquet Ground in first-rate order. They will either Collect

the Cut Grass in the box, according to the approved English method, or

leave it on the lawn, by taking the box off. They are fitted with the best

wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and hardened steel pivots

and bearings.

Over 6,000 are now in use.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inches. Prices from 55s.

1^^ Carriage Paid to all Ihe priinipal RaihiKiy Stations in England.
They are warranted to give satisfaction, and a month's trial is allowed. Orders executed on receipt,

ILLUSTRATED LISTS Free by Post, and Testimonials from Thirty English Counties. Also

NEW AND I M PROVED GARD EN ROLLERS.
RANSOMES, SIMS, and HEAD, IPSWICH.

PORTABLE FIEE AND
GARDEN ENGINES.

AQUAJECTS.

JOHN AATARNER & SONS,
8, CRESCENT, CEIPPLEGATE, LONDON.

CAST-IRON COLONIAL PUMPS. GARDEN PUMPS.
PORTABLE PUMPS

For Manure or Water.

JOHN WARNER AND SON'S "HORTICULTURAL LIST" for the present season will be forwarded

Post Free upon application, containing Illustrations and Prices of GARDEN ENGINES, AQUAJECTS, WATER
BARROWS, PORTABLE FIRE and GARDEN ENGINES, CONSERV.ATORY PUMPS, HOSE REELS,
COLONIAL PUMPS, FORCE PUMPS, PORTABLE PUMPS, CHAIN PUMPS, GARDEN PUMPS,
BRANCH PIPES, SYRINGES, FOUNTAIN JETS, FUMIGATORS, METALLIC STRING, &c., &c.

GARDEN ENGINES.

WATER BARROWS.

THE CHAMPION HOTHOUSE OF THE WORLD,

PATKNT. PATENT.

"DAYLIGHT WITH PROTECTION."— REV. S. R. HOLE.

The Strongest, Lightest, Neatest, Cheapest, most elegant and complete Plant or Fruit House, is the Patent Imperishable, formed exclusively of
Glass, Iron, and Hydraulic Concrete. No Masonry ! No Putty ! and little Paint.

* * Nearly 20,000 feet of these most perfect Structures may be seen in the Royal Exotic Nursery of Mr. John Wills, F.R.H.S., Floral

Decorator to Her NIajesty the Queen, Sussex Place, Old Brompton, S.W. ;
and Houses in work may also be seen at the Works at Newark.

Specimens of the Patent Imperishable Wall Fruit Preserver and Expanding Fruit House are in the hands of the engravers, and will be published

immediately Mr Ayres would also direct the special attention of Gardeners and Horticultural Builders to his

PATENT PANELLED AND PERFORATED CONCRETE SLABS FOR STAGING,
Which are allowed to be the most perfect things for the purpose ever invented. The slabs can be made of any size, and each is guaranteed to resist

a pressure of 3 to 4 cwt. Moulded panels for walling. The price fixed upon irori pillars and bearers is not greater than for well made wood staging,

while of the immeasurable superiority for cultural purposes there can be no question.

Manufactured by the PATENT IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
NEWARK-UPON-TRENT, NOTTS.

WM. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S., Manager.
Noblemen and Gentlemen waited upon in any part of the country.

Plans and Estimates upon the shortest, notice. Explanatory Illustrated Prospectus Free by Post for six stamps.
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IHE LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872.

THE LONDON EXH I B I T I ON of ART
and INDUSTRY, 1872, al KcnsinEton, will be OPENED to

the Public on WEDNESDAY, May i, 1872, The Prices of Season
Tickets will be ;—For a Gentleman, £fi 2S. ; for a Lady, £1 IS ; for a
Youth under 15 years of ape, £

THE LONDON EXHIBITION 011872.—
The OWNERS of SEASON TICKETS will be entitled to

ADMISSION to the EXHIBITION on all occasions when Open to

the Public.

THE LONDON E X H I B I T I O N of 1872.—
The Owners of Season Tickets will be entitled to admission to

CEREMONIES and PRIVATE VIEWS.

T"^
H E L O N D O N EXH TB IT I O N of 1872.—
The Owners of Season Tickets will be entitled to admission to

the GALLERIES of the EXHIBITION TWO HOURS BEFORE
the PUBLIC.

THE LONDON E X H I B I T I O N of 1872.—
The Owners of Season Tickets will be entitled to admission to

the MUSICAL PROMENADES in the ROYAL HORTICUL-
TURAL GARDENS and MUSICAL RECITALS in the ROYAL
ALBERT HALL in connection with the Exhibition.

THE LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872.—
A PRIVATE VIEW of the PICTURE GALLERIES of the

LONDON EXHIBITION of 1S72, on APRIL 27. when the Royal
Albert Hall and the Royal Horticultural Conservatory will be lighted

up, will be afforded to Purchasers of Season Tickets. Invitation Cards
may now be obtained at the Royal Albert Hall, Kensington Gore, and
at the usual Afien'.s.

THE LONDON EXHIBITION 011872.—
SEASON TICKET HOLDERS only will he admitted to

the PRIVATE VIEW of the LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872, on
MONDAY, April 29.

E LONDON EXH IBITION of 1872.--nPHI
JL SESEASON TICKET HOLDERS only will be admitted to

RIVATE VIEW of the LONDON EX'HIBITION of 1872, onthe P
TUESDAY, April 30.

THE LONDON EXHIBITION 011872.—
SEASON TICKETS ADMIT the Proprietors on ALL DAYS

the LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872 is opened, including the
reserved days.

T HE LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872
will be OPENED on WEDNESDAY, May 1. Admission los.

THE LONDON E X H I B I T I O N of 1872.—
On WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, May i and 2, AD-

MISSION to the LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872 will be los.

each day.

rpHE LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872.—
X On FRIDAY. May ?, ADMISSION to the LONDON
EXHIBITION or 1872 will be 51.

THE LONDON E X H I B I T I O N of 1872.—
On SATURDAY, May 4, ADMISSION to the LONDON

EXIIIBITjON ofj873_wm_bc S£^

THE LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872.—
From MAY 6 to SEPTEMBER ^o. the PRICES of AD-

MISSION to the LONDON EXlIlIJITION of 1872 will be :—On
Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays, and SaluriJays, 11. ; cm
Wednesdays, zr, 6i., except on certain reserved days, which will be
duly advertised.

HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliamf.nt.)

DRAINAGE, RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, TRAMWAYS, RAILWAYS, &c.

Directors.
John Clutton, Esq.
Frederick L, Dasnwood, Esq.
Henry Farquhar, Esq.
LordGarlies, M.P.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq.

Granville R. Ryder, Esq.
GranvineR.H.Somerset,Esq.,Q.C.
Henry W. West, Esq , M.P-
Charles Watkm Williams Wynn,
Esq., M.P. (Chairman).

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes
of Agricultural Improvement, including the Erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to
the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
Tenants may, with the consent of iheir Landlords, execute the

necessary Improvements upon the Farms which they occupy, charging
them with the cost.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.—The Company also advances
money for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigation.
The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge upon

the land, redeeming principle and interest, over 25 years.
No investigation of title is required.
For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No, i. Great George Street,
Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W.

F ULL PRICE will he given for a CLEAN COPY of
the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE, No. 35, 1866.

M., Gardners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

Works on Botany, toy Dr. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: or, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price is.

SCHOOL BOTANY; OR, The Rudiments ofO Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400
Illustrations, price 51, (yd.

London : BRADBURY. EVANS, AND CO., 10. Bouverie Street, E.C.

Now ready, price is., free by post for 13 stamps, with 9 Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Eartnenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.G. ; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER. Kingston-on-Thames.

Alias Braddon's New Novel.
The New Novel, by the Author of " Lady Audtcy's Secret," &c.

In Three Vols., at all Libraries,OBERT AINSLEIGH.R
Now Ready,

THE VISITORS' GUIDE to PLACES of AMUSE-
MENT and SUBURBAN RESORT in and near to LONDON.

Six Copies sent free by post on receipt of two penny stamps.

T. ROBERTS and CO., 8, Crane Court, Fleet Street. London. E.C.

Notice.
[By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, without extra charge
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS AND FRANCI S, Advertisement Agents, "jq. Fleet Street, E. C.

In One thick Volume, the Thirteenth Edition, price i6j.,

MODERN DOMESTIC MEDICINE. Describing
the Symptoms, Causes, and Correct Treatment of Disca.ses,

with a large Collection of Approved Prescriptions, Stc. Forming a
Comprehensive Mudicat Ciuide for the Clerj-y, Families, Emigrants,
8fc. By T. J. Graham, M.D., Fellow of the Royal College ot
Physicians of Edinburgh.

'' (^f all the Medical Guides that have come to our hands, this is by
far the best. For fulness and completeness they all yield the palm to
Dr. Graham's."

—

Banner.
" Far excelling every publication of its class.'

—

Biitish Standard.
London: Published by SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, and CO.,

Stationers' Court. Sold by all Booksellers.

THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF CARDEN OPERATIONS.
BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

'B.Y.VTi.ltiT'EDhomlhe GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE. ith ADDITIONS.

Price Sd. each, or 5s. for 25 Copies for distribution amongst Cottage Tenantry,

Delivered Free anywhere in London on receipt of a Post Office Order, payable to WM. RICHARDS, at the

King Street Office, Covent Garden, W.C.

PUBLISHED at the OFFICE of the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL
gazette, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

NEW ELEMENTARY WORK ON PHYSICS BY PROF. GANOT.

On Saturday iicxi, hi crown Sva, with 403 Woodcuts, price yj. (>d.,

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY
FOR GENERAL READERS AND YOUNG PERSONS.
Being a Course of Physics divested of Mathematical Formula?, expressed in the language

of daily life, and illustrated with Explanatory Figures, familiarly elucidating the Principles

and Facts. Translated and Edited from Ganot's Cours de Physique, with the Author's

sanction, by E. Atkinson, Ph.D., F.C.S., Professor of Experimental Science, Staff College.

LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO., PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON, E.C.

Every Saturday, of any Bool<seller or News Agent, price Threepence,
Each /hilf-yciirty I'olmnc complete in itsetf, with Title-page and Index,

The Athen^uM:
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE

FINE ARTS, MUSIC AND THE UKAMA, Contains:

RF.VIKWS of every important New Eook.

REPORTS of the Learned Societies.

AUTHENTIC ACCOUNTS of Scientific Voyages.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE on Subjects rclatiuf.' to Litera-

ture, Science and Art,

CRITICISMS on ART, MUSIC and DRAMA.
HIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES of distinguished Men.
ORIGINAL PAPERS and POEMS.
WEEKLY GOSSIP.
MISCELLANEA, Including' all that is likely to interest the iiifnrmed-.

THE ATHEN/EUM
Is so conducted that the reader, however distant, is. in respect to Literature, Science arid Art, on an equality

in point of information with tlie best-informed circles of tlie Metropolis.

Stthscriplion for Twelve Months, ijs. ; Six Months, 6s. 6d.

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.

' Learned, chatty, useful."—Athenaum.

Every Saturday, 24 pages, price 4d, of all Bool<sellers, or stamped to go by Post, 5d.

Notes and Queries :

A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS,
ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, &c.

Containing every "Week amusing Articles on some of the following Subjects:—
ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH HISTORY, Illustrated by original communications and incditcd Documents.

BIOGRAPHY, including unpublished Correspondence of eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected with tlicm.

BIBLIOGRAPHY, more especially of English Authors, with Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their Worlcs,

and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK LORE, preserving the fast-fading relics of the old Mythologies.

BALLADS and Old Poetry, with Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL SAYINGS, their origin, meaning, and application.

PHILOLOGY, including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes on our old Poets.

GENEALOGY and HERALDRY, including Histories of Old Families, Completion of Pedigrees, &c.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES, and REPLIES, on points of Ecclesiastical History, Topography, Fine
Arts, Natural History, Miscellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics, Photography, &c.

The following eminent Writers, besides many others equally distinguished who have chosen to preserve their

incognito, have contributed to NOTES AND QUERIES :—
A, Ashpitel, Esq.
Lord Braybrooke
Rev. Thomas Hoys
John Britton, Esq.
John Bruce, Esq.

J. Burtt, Esq.
W. D. Christie, Esq.

J. P. Collier, Esq.
W. D. Cooper, Esq.
Bolton Corney, Esq.
P. Cunningham, Esq.
Kev. T. Corser
Rt. Hon. J. W. Crokcr
L Crossley, Esq.
13 r. Dal ton

Hepworth Dixon, Esq.
Dr. Doran
Sir Henry Ellia

E. Foss, Esq.
Rev. A. Catty
Henry HnMam, Eaq.

J. O. Ilnniwcll, Esq.
E. Hawkins, Esq.
Samuel Ilickson, Esq.
Rev. J. Hunter
Gcorffe Vere Irvinfj, Esq.
Rev. John Jebb
DouK'as Icrrold, Esq.
Thomas KciRhley, Esq.
Rev. Dr. Kennedy •

Rev. L. B. Larking
Rt. Hon. SirC. C, Lewis

M. A, Lower, Esq.
Lord Lytlelton
W. B. MacCabe, Esq.
Rev. Dr. Maitland
Sir K. Madden
T. H. Markland, Esq.
licv. J, E. B. Mayor
Lord IVIonson
R. M. Mihics, Esq.,M,P.
J, G. Nichols, Esq.
(•eorRc OfTor, Esq.
(leor^je Ormerod, Esq.
AVilliam Pinkcrton, Esq.
T. R. Blanche. Esq.
E. 1''. Rimbault, Esq.
Rev. Dr. Rock
S. W. Singer, Esq.

E. Smirke, Esq.
A. Sleinmcti, Esq.
Georpe Stephens, Esq.
11. E. Strickland, Esq.
Earl of Shaftesbury
Sir f. E. Tcancnt
Professor Thompson
W.J. Thorns, Esq.
B. Thorpe, Esq.
Rev. J. H. Toad, D.D.
Sir W. C. Tr«velyan, Bart.
T, H. Turner, Esq.
Rev. Henry Waller
Albert Way, Esi
Benjamin iJ. \V;
W. Varrcll, Esq.

(Ten, Esq.

J. Ycowcll, Esq., R:c

NOTES AND QUERIES is published every Saturday, price ^d., or stumped to go by Post, $cl. It is also
issued in Monthly Parts ; and in Half-Yearly Volumes, each with Copious Index, price los. 6i/. cloth boards.

The Subscription for Stamped Copies for Six Months, fonvarded direct from the Publisher (including tlie

Half-Yearly Index), is iis. 4a'., which may be paid by Post Office Order, payable at the Strand Post Office, to
WILLIAM GREIG SMITH.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured by order of every Bookseller and Newsman ; or at the

OFFICE, 43, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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Horticultural and Window Glass Warebouses.

JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and
13, Blosson Street, Shoreditcli. London, E.

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.

Genuine White Lead. Oils, Colours, Brushes, ifc.

GARDEN ENGINES, I'llMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.

Prices upon application.

Amateur Gardeners are recommended to Use the

SIDNEY P.\TENI' H.\ND SOWER, for sowing all

^ sorts and si/cs of Flower .-ind \'cKet.dde Seeds Also for de-

slroying Aphis with POOI.EY'S TOliACCO POWDER; and for

Dusting plants with Sulpliur for Mildew.

To be obtained of Messrs. POLLARD JEPHSON, and CO., Bear
Garden, Southwart;, Agricultural Eiii^ineers ; Messrs. CARTER,
DUNNETT, AND ISEALE, Holbom ; Messrs. SUTTON AND SONS,
Reading.

Sold by all Seedsmen and Ironmongers in Town and Country.

r^OTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE
COW FITTINGS.

UNITED

Their advantages arc— I'ortabiiity, not fixtures, removable at

pleasure; no Woodwork o: Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin; Hay Kick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width
and depth of Feeding Trouqhs, Water Cistern, and I'atent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorijint^. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to

infection, Leinfi all of Iron. Price of Fillings per Cow, 55J.

Prospectuses Irce' ol .COTTAM AND CO., Ironworks, 2. Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street^ London, W., where the

above are exhibited, loRelher with several important Improvements
instable Fiitintjs just secured by Patent.

Protection from Fire.

Z^^ MARK

[UGRT ONLY OraE box]

.THEPtlBUCARECAUnONEOUAINSr

DANGEROUS IMITATIONS.

THE SWINDON NEW TOWN LOCAL BOARD
REQUIRE a competent Person to undertake the MANAGE-

MENT ot a FARM of 105 Acres, Irrigated with Sewage. A suitable
Dwelling-house will be provided for the Manager.—Apply, stating
waffes required, with testimonials and references, to Mr. J. C.
TOWNSEXD, Clerk to the New Swindon Local Board, Swindon.

WANTED, a competent and energetic MAN, for a
New Nursery,—One thoroughly experienced, and capable of

taking the entire Management. State wages, &c.—Address, in own
handwriting, to J. DELAMERE, Stanley Nursery, Irlam Lane,
Bootle, near Liverpool.

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR of Conifers
and Evergreens, who has had great experience in Striking

Hardy Cuttings. Slate full particulars to Mr. RICHARD SMITH,
Nurserj'man, Worcester.

WANTED, as GARDENER, a married Man,
upwards of 30 years of age, without children, who thoroughly

understands the management of Vines, Flowers, &c. Two under
him. Cottage in ihe garden. Coals and vegetables allowed, Wages
22f. a week. Church of England.— R. L. W. , Tibberton Court,
Hereford.

WANTED, a SINGLE-HANDED GARDENER
(13 miles from London).—Must understand Flower and Kitchen

Gardening, and Growing Cucumbers, Wages i=is. a-week, and a
furnished cottage.—Apply by letter to Capt. DUNCOMBE, Mofifat,
Hatfield.

WANTED, a single young MAN, who understands
Greenhouse Plants and Kitchen Gardening, also to make him-

self generally useful.—Mr. COBB, 150, High Street, Sunderland.

WANTED, TWO young MEN, age about 20, to
work in the House. A good opportunity for young men

wishing to improve themselves.—Apply to the MANAGER, Pine-apple
Gardens, Peckham Rye, S.E.

WANTED. [OBEING HANDS.—Must be good
workmen, steady, and industrious. Wages, 20s. per week.

—

WILLIAM HOLMES, Frampton Park Nursery, Hackney.

wANTED, an ASSISTANT in the Orchid Houses.—
One preferred that has been among Orchids. To an intelligent

young Man, it would be an excellent medium for improvement.
Wages i8j, per week.—Mr. WILLIA.M BULL'S Establishment forNew and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

MESSRS. OSBORN and SONS are in WANT of an
'ntelligent Youth, from 17 to 18 years of age, as JUNIORCLERK. One who has some knowledge of Plants preferred.

Apphcation to be made, stating terms, &c., Fulham Nurseries.

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid,

p XPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
-LJ and B.\ILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

^IH.V^'^^^.Pt:,-"""^'' Paniculars given on application to Messrs. E. G.HENDERSON ANDSON.WeUingtonNursery, St. John's Wood,N,W.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CU'lliUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly slating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.

—Highgale Nurseries, London, N,

GARDENER (Head).—Married; understands Forcing.
Good character.—W. .\ND J, BROWN, Nurserymen, Stamford.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 32, married ;
practical in

all branches. Eight years' character from present employer.

—

F. B,, 17, Zcnnor Road, Clapliam Park, S. W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married ; understands
the profession. Five years' good character from present

employer.— E. C., Worthy Park, Winchester, Hants.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 27, married; thoroughly
experienced in all branches. Three years' character. Testi-

monials from former employers. — GARDENER, The Rectory,
Nutfield , Surrey-

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, no incum-
brance; has had 20 years' experience; good Grape Grower;

understands the profession in all its branches. Good testimonials.

—

J. D., 19, Cambridge Villas, Cambridge Road, Hammersmith, W.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring the services of a (»ardencr thoroughly practical in

all the various branches of ihc profession. — Age ^4, married, no
family. Three years' good character.—P., Sebright Cottage, Barnct,
Herts.

/~:i ARDENER(Head).—Age28. single; hasathorough
VX practical knowledge of the profession in all its branches, includ-
ing the Forcing ot all kinds of 1-ruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, and
is an excellent I'lantsman, and quite competent lo Manage a Garden
to the crilire satisfaction ol his employer. Gnod references.—Mr.
WATSON, Nuncliam I'nrk Garden, Al.iiiuclon, Berks.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Hbad), age ^^x married, two children.

—James Thomas is now leaving the service of T. Chambcr-
layne, Esq., and 13 desirous of an engagement. Is well up in the
Growing of Pines, Vines, Peaches, Nectarines, Melons, &c., also
thoroughly understands Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Three
years' good character.—Cranbury Park, near Winchester.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where two or more
arc kept.—Age 47, married, without incumbrance; respectable.

Good reference.—J. T., 25, St. James' Koad, ]!ermondsey, S.E,

GARDENER (Head, Working, or good Single-
handed place); town preferred.—Age 26; well up in Fruit and

Flower Growing, also good Forcer. Can be well recommended.

—

A. Z., 7, Brand Street, Blandford Square, N.W,

GARDENER (Head, Working), age 30, married,
one child; thoroughly practical in all branches of the prolession

including the Forcing of all kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables;
also a good Kitchen and Flower Gardener. Good character from last
place, and good testimonials from previous employers.—H. N.,
8, Falkland Road, Dorking, Surrey.

GARDENER.—Age 40 ; thoroughly practical. Under-
stands Forcing of all kinds, also Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables.

Three and a-half years' good character.— F. S., Post Office, Stoke
Ingatestone.

/^ARDENERS.—A Lady wishes to recommend two
VJ very respectable Men as Gardeners. Thorough knowledge of
Kitchen and Flower Gardening, and Greenhouse, with thorough know-
ledge of all kinds of Stock. No objection to Horse and Brougham.
Five and seventeen years" character respectively.—X, Y. Z., 2, Clive
View Terrace, East Hill, Hastings.

GARDENER (age 38). — Wm. Armstrong, late
Gardener at Woodstock House, Hendon, is open to an engage-

ment where a first-class Pine, Grape, and general Fruit, Flower, and
\'egetable Cultivator is required, having taken a number of Prizes in
each department ; is also conversant with the Erection and Heating
of Horticultural Buildings^ &c. Twelve years' first-class testimonials.
—W. A., Mr. Horrcll's, Victoria House, Highgale, N.

GARDENER (Second), in a good Establishment,
private, or where things are grown for Market.—Age 22, single ;

understands the Forcing ot Vines, Pines, Peaches, Strawberries, &c.
Upwards of two years in present situation, where all kinds of Fruit
are grown extensively for Market. Can be well recommended,

—

A, Z., 5, Alexandra Terrace, Cemetery Road, Peckham, S.E.

GARDENER (Single-Handed, or where another is

kept).—Age 23, single ; thoroughly understands the profession.

—

State wages and particulars to P. F. , Post Office, Barnet. Herts,

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where one is kept).
—Age 25, married, no family ; has had great experience in the

Growing of Pines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, also Flower and
Kitchen Gardening. Wages no object in a comlortable place,—A. B.,
Clements, Newsagent, Lewisham, S.E.

GARDENER (Under, orSiNGLE-HANDED).—Age 27,
married, no incumbrance. Good character.—2, Sarah James'

Cottages, Tower Hamlets, Walthamstow, Essex, E.

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Establishment.—Age 20. Good references.—M. N.,

2, Alexander Terrace, Catford Bridge, Lewisham, Kent, S.E.

/'Ii ARDENER (Under), where two or more are kept.
vJ —Age 25, single. Two years and ten months' good character.

—

I. T., Post Office, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Establishment.—Age 22

;
good references as to character

and abilities,—A. B., Post Office, Great Marlow.

GARDENER (Under), in a first-class Garden, under
the Foreman, Can be highly recommended.—L, W., Wolvcr-

stone Gardens, Ipswich, Suffolk.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 20 ; four years in
Houses. Good character.—A. R. L., Post Office, Ryde, Isle

ofWighl.

GARDENER (Under, or Improver).—Age 16; has
had considerable experience. Good character. — R. M., i

Southampton Street, Camberwell, S.E.

To Nurserymen.
MANAGER, of an extensive Nursery and Seed

Business.—Well acquainted with all the branches. The Adver-
tiser is open to an engagement. Good references.—A. B., care of
G. M., 25, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Estab-
lishment.—Age 24 ; good reference as to character and abilities.

—T. B., The Gardens, Myton Hall, Helperby, Yorkshire.

To the Nursery Trade.
FOREMAN (Working, or otherwise), in or outdoor.

—

Married, no family ; trustworthy, steady, and sober, with thorough
knowledge of the profession. Particularly attentive and industrious.
Terms moderate. — HORT US, 48, Oldtown Street, Plymouth,
Devonshire.

/CORRESPONDENT CLERK.—A young Man (age
y^ 22), who has received a collegiate education, desires a situation as
above, in a Nursery and Seed Establishment or Estate Agent's Office.

—EURIPIDES, Post Office, Winsford, Cheshire.

SHOPMAN.—Age 23 ; has a good knowledge of Plants
and general Nursery Stock, Eight years' experience.—A. E.,

19, Camera Square, Chelsea, S.W.

To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
SHOPMAN. —Of experience in Wholesale and Retail.

Unexceptionable reference. Locality of London preferred.—Z,,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

COACHMAN (one or pair).—Age 30, single. Country
preferred. Twelve months' good character.—A. B., Mrs.

Comber, Mark Street, Wray Park, Reigate, Surrey.

WRITE to HEADLY and SON, Cambridge, for
thc.r NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST of Garden

Archways, Vases,. C.ardcn Chairs, Hose Reels, Weallier Vanes, Wine
Racks, 1 umps, Field Rollers, and V^Taler Carls, post free on applica-
tion. Agents wanted,

HOTHOUSE CLOCKS, in Ornamental Iron Cases,
Bronzed, Japanned, Knimellcd, &c. No glass being used in

the construction of these Clock ;, they are not liable to damage. Also,
the cases being of Iron, ihey are are not injured by heat or damp,
and, the keyholes being bushed, no dusi or water can possibly enter

. ,
Going 12 days,

Going 12 days, and striking
but not striking. hours and half-Hours

Price, medium size .. ..£,oi$o j^i i o
Price, large size .. ..too 160

Box and Package free of charge.
In ordering say if Clock is required lo hang or stand.

J. T- WAINW RIGHT And CO., C ambridge Street, Birmingham.

FENDERS. STOVES, KITCHEN RANGES,
FIRE-IRONS, and CHIMNEY-PIECES.—Buyers of the above

are requested, before finally deciding, to visit the SHOW-ROOMS,
i'hey contain such an a*isortment of Fenders, Stoves, Ranges,
Chimney-Pieces, Fire-Irons, and General Ironmongery as cannot be
approacned elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty of design, or
exquisilcness of workmanship or price.
Black Register Stoves from.. 85. to jCg S*.
Bright ditto, with Ormolu ornaments . . from £,2 191. to j^3 lOJ.

Bronzed Fenders from 3s. 9^^. to A 12s.

Steel and Ormolu Fenders .. .. irom 'i^-z 10s. lo £,1$.
Chimney-Pieces from £r 12s. to i£ioo.
Fire-Irons (the Set of Three) .. .. from 31. 3^. to ./C4 io5.

TEA URNS, of London make only.—The largest
Assortment of London-made BRONZE TEA URNS and

KETTLES in the world, including all the recent novelties, many of
which are registered, is on sale from 30s. to £fi.

PAPIER MACHE and IRON TEA TRAYS.~An
Assortment of TEA TRAYS and WAITERS wholly

unprecedented, whether as to extent, variety, or novelty ;

—

Oval Papier M&ch6 Trays, per set of 3, from 231. to 10 gs.
Iron do. ., .. from q5, to 4 gs.

Waiters, Cake, and Bread Baskets equally low.

WILLIAM S. BURTON, General Furnishing
Ironmonger, by appointment, to H.R.II. the Prince of

Wales, sends a Catalogue, containing upwards of 850 Illustrations
of his unrivalled Stock, with Lists of Prices and Plans of the
20 large Show Rooms, post free. 39, Oxford Street, W. ; i, lA, 2, 3,
and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 5, and 6, Perry's Place ; and i, Newman
Yard, London, W. The cost of delivering goods to the most distant
parts of the United Kingdom by railway is trifling. William
S. Burton will always undertake ifelivcry at a small fixed rate.

U. YOUNGER and CO.'S
EDINBURGH, INDIA, PALE and DINNER ALES.
Sparkling, Refreshing. Nourishing, and Economical.

To be had of the Principal Retailers,
Observe Trade Marks, as other Brands are frequently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belve-

dere Road, S.E. ; Liverpool, i, Seel Street; Bristol, 14, Norway Quay;
Dublin Stores, 7, Lower Abbey Street; Swansea, Quay Parade;
Glasgow, Queen Street; Birmingham, 13, Temple Street.

WHISKY.K I N A H A N'S L L
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the very

CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalicd, uerfectly
pure, and more wholesome than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words, " KINAIIAN'S . L I, ." on seal, label, and cork.
New Wholesale Depot, 6a, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street,WC,

Lea & Perrins' Sauce,THE " W O R C E S T E R S H I R E."
pronounced hy Connoisseurs " the only good Sauce." Improves

the appetite, and aids digestion. Unrivalled lor piquancy and llavour.

ASK FOR LEA and PERRINS' SAUCE,
Bewarf. of Imitations,

and see the Names of LE.A. and PERRINS on all Bottles and Labels.
Agents—CROSSE AND BLACKWELL, London, and sold by all

Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild AperJent for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

ASTHMA, CHEST AFFECTIONS, and COLDS.—
JOZEAU'S SYRUP and PATE of LACTUCINE (active

principle of Lettuce) possess all the soothing properties of opium with-
out its dangers. Highly recommended by the medical profession,—At
G. JOZEAU'S, French Chemist, 49, Haymarket ; and all the best Che
mists. Pate,2J. 3d. and tJ. ijrf.

; post, 2i.5irf., and iJ. 3!rf. Syrup, 2J.Qti

GOUT and RHEUMATISM.—The excruciating
pain of Gout or Rheumatism is quickly relieved and cured in a

lew days by that celebrated Medicine, BLAIR'S GOUT and
RHEUMATIC PILLS.
They require no restraint of diet or confinement during their use,

and are ccriam to prevent the disease attacking any vital part.
Sold by all Medicine Vendors, at li. i%d. and 2s. i^d. per box, or

obtained through any Chemist.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT,

In boxes, at n. i%d., 2s. gd.,4S. 6d., and its.

/COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILL S.—
^—

' These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers oi the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the

irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the

morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of alt gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the

luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any

new or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever

merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed

upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-

liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,

nor are they adapted to all complaints ; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to stale that they have been resorted to under

all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with

an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes

at IS. il4d.,2S. Qtf., 45. 6d., and its., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxes at 15. I'Ad., as. 91^., 4$. 64.t and tif.
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GREEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
OR NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1872.

The Winner of Every Prize in all Cases of Competition,

PATRONIZED BY

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY

THE QUEEN
ON 57 DIFFERENT OCCASIONS.

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

THE KING OF THE BELGIANS,

THE LATE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH,

THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA,

AND MOST OF THE NOBILITY, CLERGY, AND GENTRY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Upwards of 60,000 of the above Machines have been Sold since the year 1856.

SINGLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut 8 inches ^2 lo

,, 10 „ 3 10

To cut 12 inches £\ '^^

\
,, 14 5 10

DOUBLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut 16 ins., ffi 10 Tiiib cin be \vorkt,d by Owk, \Un on an even lawn

,, 18 ,, 7 10 By Man and lioy. I To cut 22 ins., _^8 10 By Man and Boy.

I. 20 ,, 80 ,, ,, I J. 24 ,, 90 ,, ,,

DONKEY and PONY IVLACHINES. HORSE MACHINES.
To cut 26 inches

.. 28 .,

. 17 o

Leather Boots for Donkey
Ditto for Pony

£0 18 o120 To cut 30 inches . , j^2I O O
,, 24 O O
. , 27 O O

To cut 48 inches . . . , j^30 o o
Leather Boots for Horse . , 160

Delivered Carnage Free to all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping Ports in England^ Ireland, and Scotland.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, in introducing their PATENT LAWN MOWERS to tlie Public

for the present Season, take the opportunity of acknowledging the unprecedented patronage that has been

accorded to them in past years, and can assure their future patrons that nothing will be wanting on their

part to maintain the confidence so long given to them.

Every Lawn Mower that is sent out is warranted to give entire satisfaction, otherwise it can be returned

AT ONCE FREE OF COST TO THE PURCHASER.

Our Machines have been submitted to numerous practical tests in public competition, and have in all

cases carried off every Prize that has been given.

No alterations have been made this last si.x years, as they have been found to meet all the requirements

for which a Lawn Mower is intended.

The following are their advantages over all others :
—

1st, Simplicity of Construction,—every part being free of access,

id, They are worked with far greater ease than any other.

2,d, They are the least liable to get out of order.

\th. They make little or no noise in working.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—Both the Horse, Pony, Donkey, and Hand Machines possess (over all other makers) the advantage of self-sharpening ; the

cutters being steel on each side, when they become dull or blunt by running one way round, the cylinder can be reversed again and again,

bringing the bottom edge of the cutters against the bottom blade, the Machine will then cut equal to new. Arrangements are made that the

cylinder can be reversed by any inexperienced person in two or three minutes. The Handles of the Machines can be altered to suit the

person using them, by either raising or lowering them.

Parties having LAWN MOWERS to REPAIR will do well to send them either to our Leeds or London Establishments;
then they will have prompt attention, as an efficient Staff of Workmen is kept at both places.

THOMAS GREEN and SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS; 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Editorial Coitlmunicationa should be addressed to " The Editor ;

" Adt-ertiscments and Business Letters to " The Publisher." at the omce, 41, \Vellin;Jton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by WiLUAM Richards, at the Olhcc ol^ Messrs. Bradbury^ Evans, i<t Co., Lotnbird Street, Precinct of Whilcfriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the said Wlt.LUM

Richards, at the Office, No. 41, WeUington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturoav, April ao^tSja.
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KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, SOUTH
KENSINGTON, W.

NOTICE.—FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEE MEETING, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, May i, at
II o'clock. GENERAL MEETING at 3. Band of the Royal Horse
Guards Irom 4. Admission 51.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
BIRMINGHAM MEETING.—Complete Schedules are now

ready, and may be obtained from Mr. JAMES RICHARDS, Royal
Horticultural Society, South Kensington, W., and Mr. A. FORREST,
10, Cherry Street, Birmingham.

RYSTAL PALACE—GREAT FLOWER SHOW,
SATURDAY, May ii. Schedules can be obtained on appli-

cation to the Superintendent, Crystal Palace. ENTRIES CLOSE on
MAY 4.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

SPECIAL NOTICE to EXHIBITORS.
GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1872.

MAY 17 to »4.
The large Glass Exhibition House will be heated, so that tender

subjects, as Orchids, &c., will not suffer.

ENTRIES CLOSE on MAY 7.
Botanic Gardens, Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

BEDFORDSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
—A FLOWER and FRUIT SHOW will be held at LUTON,

on JULY 25 and 26, in connection with the above. £130 offered in
Prizes. ForSchedulesapplyto Mr. J. J. KERSHAW, Hon. Sec, Luton.
Also, a POULTRY, PIGEON, and RABBIT SHOW, Open to All

Comers. £75 ofTered in Prizes. For Schedules apply to Mr. K. C.
ALSTON, Hon. Sec, Luton.

Self Carnations, Clovea and Plcotees.
CHARLES TURNER offers strong Plants of the

above, for borders, at low prices.
The Royal Nurseries, Slouyh.

Dahlias.
'OHN KEYNES, Castle Street Nnrsery.-

Unrivallcd Collection of D.\HL1AS ready on May i.

CATALOGUES on application.—Salisbury, April 27.

BEDDING GERANIUM MRS. UPTON.—The finest

bcddini; pink Ger.inium ever offered
; {,1^ per 100, 125. per dozen.

JOHN KKVNKS, Instlc Street N iirscry, .Salisbury.

Pelargoniums for the MUllon.
JAMES HOLDER'S unriv.illed COLLECTION of

FRENCH, FANCY, .nnd SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strone Plants. .CATALOGUES gratis on application.

HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 varieties, seed or
plants, as per former Advertisement.

Crown Nursery, Reading;.

TAUNTON DEANE HORTICULTURAL and
FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY. — GRAND FETE and

EXHIBITION in AUGUST NEXT. Prizes value /Izso offered for
competition. Schedules now ready, and will be forwarded on

"'?'a"n'.o°n; April, .872. J. B. SAUNDERS, Hon. Sec

Bedding Plants, ftc.

IRK ALLEN'S CATALOGUE of the above, all at
very low prices, ready shortly, and forwarded free on application.

The Nurseries, Brampton, Huntingdon.
K
THOMAS SAMPSON, The Preston and Houndstone

Nurseries, Yeovil, begs to call public attention to his fine
COLLECTION of BEDDING PLANTS, mostly at 2r. per dozen,
which will be ready for sending out in May. CATALOGUES free on
apphcation to
April 16, 1872. PETER DRUMMOND, Manager.

LILIUM AURATUM.—The best and finest bulbs
ever imported have just arrived from Japan.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare Plants,
King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

Bedding Plants, mostly 28. 6d. per dozen.
T SCOTT, Merriott, Somerset, has during the lastW • 19 years offered one of the best Collections of the above, at the
lowest price they can be grown for. He again offers his Friends and
Customers his choice selections at the same moderate rate, and
?i'-'i-"A^,5',''Tr.''^"**

orders, which shall have bis best attention.caialuCjUES gratis on application.

VERBENAS, VERBENAS, VERBENAS.— Purple
KinR, good strong plants. 6i. per loo. HELIUTROPE, 6s.

LOBELIA PUMIL.-V GRANDIFLORA, 51. per 100. Package
included. For cash only.

S. BIDE, Alma Nursery,/Farnham, Surrey,

New Rosea of 1872.
)AUL AND SON have now ready strong plants of the

above. LIST on application, %vnh dL-scription.
The Old Nurseries, Cheshunl, N.

New Roses, in Strong HealtHy Plants.

JOHN ERASER. Lea Bridge Road Nurseries. E.,
begs to offer fine plants of the best NEW ROSES for 1872.

Many of the plants are fron) 15 to iS inches high, and will soon furnish
good buds or cuttings. l'ti<.t-Q LIST on application.

T>EDDING PLANTS.—Before ordering Plants for

Tnr?'i°p' f*''^**''
Garden, please send for T. L. MAYOS' CATA-LuyuK, free on application, [as he has an immense stock of the

choicest kmds, and the cheapest ever oftered to the Public. Special
prices lor large quantiiies, and Contracting Planters liberally dealt
with. WA^TfeD CENTAUREA CAjfoiDISSIMA:

The Floral Nurseries, near Hereford.

The Best New Roses for 1872.
HENRY BENNETT has still on hand a few exceed-

ingly fine plants of the above, from 2 to 3 feet high, with very
robust short-jointed wood, for grafts, cuttings, or growing on ; not to

be equalled. This Advertisement will not appear again.
Manor Farm Nursery, Staplcford, Wilton, Wilts.

Tea-scented and Noisette Roses, in Pots.
By the DO/EN, HUNDRED, and 'MluUSAND.

WM. WOOD AND SON invite aliention to their
enormous slock of Dwarf ROSES, in pots; the plants are

remarkably strong and healthy. Also all the best NEW ROSES for

1872. Ready for immediate dcliverj'.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckficid, Sussex.

NEW ROSES for 1872.—Strong heaUhy
;
plants of

the choicest and best varieties, 301. per dozen. Descriptive
LIST on application.

RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryman, Worcester,

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
JilCHARD^SMITH, Nurserjman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE' TREES7~FruTtlng' in~Potsr^
Peaches. Nectarines, Plums, Peara, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH. Nurserjman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB. Calcot. Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours

;

AURICULAS, both Single and Double: with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on application,—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

Spring^ Plant~Cataloguei
CHARLES TURNERS New Descriptive LIST is

now ready, and may be had on application.
The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

Queen of Primroses.
PRIMULA JAPONICA.—The Undersigned have

just received a small quantity of Seed of this magnificent hardy
plant from abroad, which they have much pleasure in offering, in
packets, at is., 21. 6d., 31. W., and 55., post free.

BUTLER, McCULLOCH, and CO., Covent Garden Market,
London, W.C.

Rhododendrons, Rhododendrons.
GEO. EARNSWORTH can supply a large quantity

of the 'above, various sizes; ako other NURSERY STOCK, at
a low rate. Prices and samples on application.

The Nurseries, Matlock.

PINUS INSIGNIS, i-yr. seedlings, in store pots,
strong, healthy stuff, loj. ner too, 42s. for 500, 70J. per 1000.

ABIES MORINDA or SMITHIANA, 2-yr. soccllin(;5, i-yr, bedded,
io-( per 100, 80J per 1000.

THUS. CRIPPS AND SON, The Nurseries, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

Aucuba PoUen.
JOHN STANDISH and CO. can now supply any

quantity of AUCUBA POLLEN in one shilling and half-crown
packets. Post free for stamps.
Also MALE AUCUBA PLANTS, with flower buds, at from jj. 6ii.

tn nj. each Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, J37 & 3,38, Hlch Holhom, London.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
^2, Maida Vale, Edjfware Koad, W.

JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

Cbolce New Seeds, Gladioli, &c.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH AND SON'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest
quality only. Post free on application.

Highgate N urserics, London, N.

To the Trade.
DOWNIE, LAIRD, AND LAING'S SPECIAL LIST

of NOVELTIES for the Present Season is now published, and
will be forwarded post free on application.
Stanstcad and Rutland Park Nurseries, London, S.E., and Edinburgh.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery, 134, FaubourgO de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had, free,
from his Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E,C,

ALEXIS DALLIERE, NUKSP.RYMAN, Ghent. Belgium,
having just published his PLANT CATALOGUE for 1872,

begs to inlorm his Friends and the Public that it can mw be had
post free of his Agents, Messrs, R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp
Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C,

MAURICE YOUNG'S NEW TRADE LIST of
CONIFER.^, HARDY EVERGREEN TREES and

SHRUBS, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, JAPANESE PLANTS,
NEW AUCUBAS, &c., is now ready, and, will be forwarded on
application.

'

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

EVERGREEN OAKS can now be planted, from pots,
with a certainty of success. Price on application.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester

B OX EDGING for SALE.
Mr. ALFRED COOPER, Romsey, Hants.

WANTED, a TREE FERN, from 10 to 14 feet
high.—P. H. E., Wm. Smith, News Agent, Braraley, near

Guildford, Surrey

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO., late Betham &
• Blackith, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

Street, London, S,E.
Forwarders to all parts of [he World.

Burmese OrcMda.
MESSRS. TEUTSCHEL and CO.. Colchester,

AGENTS for the SALE of FOREIGN and RARE PLANTS,
have received from Burmah, in first-rate condition, a Consignment of

SACCOLABIUM VIOLACEUM,' SACCOLABIUM BLUMEI,
D.A.Y1, AERIDES, &ic. Other Con signments to follow.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps, Part I. (British Kerns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

Agricultural and Garden Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Trade CATALOGUE of
• HOME-GROWN SEEDS is now ready. It contains all the

very best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

Choice Cut Flowers
WANTED, to SELL on COMMISSION. — For

particulars, apply to J, H. POUNCE, Florist, Nurseryman,
Seedsman, and Salesman, The Flower Mart, Villiers Street, Charing
Cross, London, S.W.

RAYNBIRD. CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
or Wheat; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

PARIS,
I

SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL
1867.

I
SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading. Berks.

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and
Derivations; Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.
Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Agricultural Seeds.
RYE-GR.ASSES, CLOVERS. TURNIPS,

MANGELS, &c. Price LIST free by post on application to
DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Seedsmen, &c., 52, George Street,

Edinburgh^ ^
Swede Seed.

BOLTON AND CO. call special attention to their

choice Slock of SWEDE known as MARSHALL'S PURPLE-
TOP, which I hey can with Rreal confidence recommend to all those
who wish for a large crop of handsome bulbs.
BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London. N.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong, healthy. Drumhead
Cabbage (Robinson's Champion) can now be supplied in any

quantity, at 3s. per 1000, by
JAS. IVERY AND SON, Dorking Nursery.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—About 4 acres of strong
Cabbage Plants. Robinson's Champion Ox Cabbage at zj. gd.

per 1000: also late Red Pole Cattle Cabbage at 3s. 6d. per 1000, All
orders above 50,000, 3;^. per 1000 cheaper. Reference required from
unknown Correspondents,

WOOBERRY, Nurseryman, BilUnghurst, Sussex^

CABBAGE PLANTS, — Strong Robinson's Drum-
head, 2f.6<f per 1000.

Stronij Early Battersea, Enfield Market, Little Pixie, and other early
kmds, 3J. per 100a j Red Pickling, 41, per looa

Remittances to accompany all Orders.
W. VIRGO AND SON, The Nurseries, Wonersh, Guildford.

r^ lANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best that
vX money can procure, all certain "to grow, 2J. 6d. per 100. This
delicious \'egetable does not require half the expense usually incurred
in planting it. See RICHARD SMITH'S SEED LIST for 187*.

Extra strong SEAKALE, 2S. per dozen,
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

True Frencli Globe Artichokes.
PROPER SEASON for PLANTING.

ALEXANDER DANCER. Nurseryman, Fulham,
London, S.W., has fine Plants of the above to offer. Price on

application.

Turnip Seed.
BOLTON AND CO. have to offer very fine stocks of

the above, at moderate prices, which can be obtained on
application.
BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London, N,

JAMES FAIRHEAD. Peckham, Surrey, S.E., Seed
Grower of 40 years' experience, respectfully offers selected

Stocks of JAMES' INTERMEDIATE CARROT, ALTRING-
HAM, WHITE and YELLOW BELGIUM ditto. Best varieties of
MANGEL WURZEL and SWEDE, crop 1871. Orders above 20<,

carriage paid.
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Choice Flower Seeds, Post Free.

BS. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
• Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Holloway, London, N. Per packel-i. d.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, While, or Mixed,
IS. 6d., 2s. 6d., V- ^' ana 5

Plants from this Seed have always been awarded First Prizes
wherever exhibited.

Williams' superb strain of BALSAM is. 6d. and 2 6
Nciil's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,

IS- 6d., IS. M., 3s. 6d.y and S o
Weatherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA,

IS. W., 2S. 6d., 3s. W., and S o

Wipgins' prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. u. td., 2S. 6d., and 3 6
CARNATION, from prize flowers 10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, new scarlet Larkspur ..26
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .. ..10
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest erect varieties 10
HOLLYHOCK, Chater's finest varieties .. .. is. and 2 6
PANSY, finest show varieties is. and 2 6
PANSY, finest Belgian varieties is. and 2 6
PICOTEE, choice mixed 10
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize strain .. .. is. and i 6
PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful varieties .. each z 6

,, ,, mixed .. .. .. .. ..26
EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ,.26
Dwarf Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-

mended 10
SOLANUM HYBRIDUM COMPACTUM .. 2s. 6rf. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress zs. M. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA, var. Perfection is. &f. and 2 6
Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER i

Imported GERMAN ASTERS, STOCKS. WALLFLOWERS,
ZINNIAS, &c., in collections as.imported.

GLADIOLI, choice named sorts .. per dozen, 6s. , gs., and 12 o

„ BRENCHLEYENSIS, strong bulbs, zs. perdoz,, los. 6<f. per 100.

,, English Seedlings, very line, 2s. 6d. per dozen, i6j. per loa

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

"jlT ILFORD NURSERIES,
-^'-*- near Godalming.

For NEW and RARE HARDY PLANTS and
CONIFER.Ti, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
CATALOGUE.

For HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
EVERGREENS, S.C,, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New
Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For RHODODENDRONS and other AMERICAN
PLANTS, see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive
C.ITALOGUE.

For STANDARD and HALF STANDARD ROSES,
see MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For NEW JAPANESE AUCUBAS, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For JAPANESE NOVELTIES, see MAURICE
Y'OUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For Cheap EVERGREENS and SHRUBS for COVER
PLANTING or SHRUBBERIES, see MAURICE
YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For PLANTS suitable for WINTER BEDDING, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive CATALOGUE.

For EXTRA TRANSPLANTED or QUARTERED
FOREST TREES for Planting Belts or Slirubberies, see
MAURICE YOUNG'S New Descriptive Catalogue.

Forwarded on appiication enclosing stamp.
Milford Nurseries, near Godalming.

Established 1793.

j^gfX KING'S
HOME-GROWN, UNRIVALLED
HARDY PRIZE STOCKS OF

MANGEL WURZEL,

-*W 7 fM^ SWEDES,
'^^^^^S^^TTTTi^^^S^^^^V j^^D OTHER

^^^^^^^^SaiMtli^ TURNIP SEEDS,
THE HARDIEST AND BEST STOCKS IN ENGLAND.

Selected from Large Roots.

J^ive per Cent, discount for Cash.

BUY DIRECT FROM THE GROWER.

SeedFarms—COGGESHALLand PEERING, ESSEX.

Per lb.-*, d.

KING'S CHAMPION ORANGE GLOBE, producing roots
many of them 42 inches in circumference, and very fine

quality 10
FISHER HOBBS' ORANGE GLOBE 09
KING'S ESSEX FAVOURITE YELLOW GLOBE, very fine

variety g

MAMMOTH LONG RED 10
KING'S ELVETHAM LONG RED.aheavycropper.. ., 010
KING'S FINE LONG YELLOW, from Roots, many of them

36 inclies long ,, .. 09
KING'S INTERMEDIATE, very true 010
KING'S CHAMPION DRUMHEAD CABBAGE .. ..20
KING'S DRUMHEAD SAVOY, very large 20
LARGE GREEN KOHL RABI 16
KING'S EXTRA FINE TRIPLED CURLED PARSLEY,

td. per packet,

KING'S MIXTURES of GRASSES and CLOVERS, for all

Soils, at moderate prices.

Much cheaper by the Cwt.

Swede and Turnip Seed at moderate pHcea,

No Common or Ordinary Stocks kept.

The growth of all Seed tested before sending out.

The Seed is New, and Nett Growth of 1871, Extra Clean Dressed.

FroMi Richard Solley, Esq., ToUesbiiry.

"The Champion Orange Globe, grown from Seed supplied by you,
is the best I have ever seen."

From Mr. THOMAS EVERETT, North Creak.

*' I was very much pleased with the Champion Orange Globa from
the Seed you sent me."

Large purchasers ofthese Unrivalled Hardy Stocks aupplicd at Special
Moderate Priceo.

A SILVER CUP and OTHER PRIZES will be given for
COMPETITION to Growers from Seed Supplied by J. K. King.

Farm Seed Lists, with Prices and numerous Testimonials, now
ready, post free on ap|jlicalion.

Carriage Paid to all Stations on Orders of aoff, and upward?.

JOHN K. KING,
SEED GROWER, COGGESHALL, ESSEX.

Establishcti 1793,

Cboice Florist Flowers.

JAMES VEITCH and SONS,
RoyaJ Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

Per packet—5. d.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA ALBA 26
„ „ RUBRA 26
,, „ choicest mixed 26

The above Primulas have been saved from the best fringed
and most perfect flowers, and are so decidedly superior in

quality, that J. V. & Sons are confident the produce cannot be
surpassed, if equalled.
Our Primulas were awarded a Special Certificate by the

Royal Horticultural Society, February 15, 1871, for superior
quality.

CALCEOLARIA, International Prize strain 26
,, Dalkeith strain is. ()d. and 2 6

CINERARIA, saved from a first-class collection . . is. bd. and 2 6
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, finest Prize .. .. 15. and 3 6

Awarded a Special Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society,
February 15, 1871.

CARNATION, from a Prize collection .. .. u. and 2 6
BALSAM, Camellia-flowered, choicest mixed .. 6d. and i o

,, Double Rose-flowered, finest mixed .. 6ii. and i o
GLOXINIA, from our own collection of drooping and erect-

flowering varieties .. .. .. .. .. .. ..10
IIOLLYHUCK, from choicest named sorts . .. 6ii. and i o
PANSY, choicest mixed, from English show varieties .. ..10
PETUNIA HYBRIDA, choicevarielies.irf mixture .. ..10
PICOTEE, first quality, choice mixed .. .. is. and 2 6
PINK, choicest mi.\ed laced varieties is. and 2 6
POLYANTHUS, from finest gold-laced flowers 10
STOCK. East Lothian, per collection of three colours, scarlet,

purple, and white .. .. ..26
STOCK, Intermediate Scarlet, very superior .. 6if. and 1 o
SWEET WILLIAM, Bragg's Improved 10
Collections of VEGETABLE SEEDS, at 2ts.,3iJ. 6ti., 42s., 63J., and

105J. each. Carriage Paid. In all respects similar to those advertised
by other Firms.

Priced CATALOGUES post free on application.

w Verbenas, Verbenas—Mrs. Pollock, &c.
ILLIAM BADMAN offers Purple. White, Scarlet,
and Rose VERBENAS, from single pots, 12s. per 100; looted

cuttings, 61. per 100, 50J. per 1000.
LOBELIA SPECIOSA (true), from cuttings, 3s. td. per 100 ; 255.

per 1000.

FUCHSIAS, double and single, 6s. per 100.
HELIOTROPIUM, dark and light, 6j, per 100.
TROP.4£OLUM Mrs. Treadwell, fine bedder, 6s. per 100.
AGERATUM Imperial Dwarf, 5s. per 100, 40s. per 1000.
IRESINE Lindeni, fine dark foliage, 81. per 100.
CALCEOLARIA aurea floribunda, 5*. per 100.
GERANIUM Mrs. Pollock, from single pots, 20s. per 100.

,, Sophie Dumarcsque, ffom single pots, 205. per too.

,, J^^" Sisley, finest out. 5s. per dozen, 30J. per 100.

,, Madame Lemoine, Crystal Palace Gem, Vesuvius,
Lord Derby, Waltham Seedling, &c., iw. per loo.

Mixed ZONAL GERANIUMS, good sorts, from single pots, las.
per 100. Package includeoT Terms cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

TROP^OLUM MINNIE WAR REN.—Good
established plants of this beautiful variegated dwarf Nasturtium.

IJ. each, or los- f>d. per dozen.
PELARGONIUM BEAUTY of KINGSTON, in %'ery good plants,

IS., IS. bd., and 21. 6d. each; and seeds of this lovely Pelargonium,
IS. &^. per dozen.
The usual discount to the Trade. A remittance must accompany

all orders from unknown Correspondents.
H. McMillan. Nurserj'man. &c, Kingston-on-Thames.

Snttons' Selected Prize Stocks of Farm Seeds.

To PURCHASERS of FARM SEEDS.

MESSRS. SUTTON and SONS loill be pleased to

make special low quotations to purchasers of large
quantities of FARM SEEDS.

For prices apply, stating sorts and quantities required, to

SUTTON AND SONS, Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

GRASS SEEDS,

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,

^^^^^^ ( CORNER of^ STiiJTr)

GIBBS.,

Trade Mark.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

FLOWER SEEDS.

Catalogues forwarded Post Free to any address on applieation.

NEAA^ ROSES, 1872.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons
ARE NOW PREPAKED TO SUPPLY GOOD

ESTABLISHED PLANTS IN POTS OF ALL THE BEST VARIETIES,
A LIST of whicli can be had on application.

Price 30s. per dozen.

USUAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

NOVELTIES.

Wm
NOVELTIES.

Paul
HAS TO OFFER THE FOLLOWING, READY FOR DELIVERY IN MAY:—
NEW HYBRID PERPETXTAL ROSE.

PRINCESS HEATRICE (W.M, rAlL).—Flower deep pink, wii!i clear

blush margin; large, full, and of globular form. Three First-

class Certilicates.

" Princes5 Beatrice . . . now presents unmistakeabic proofs

of being a Rose of rare excellence. . . . 1 1 was most deservedly
awarded a Floricultural Certificate." — Gardoun' Magazine,
April, 1872.

"The new variety called Princess Boatrice. being particularly

fine."

—

Gardeners' Chromcle, April, 1872.

"Mr, Wm. Paul sent a splendid group of Rosea in pots, in-

cluding Princess Beatrice, which received a Floral Certificate,

and well it deserved it, being very large, full, and beautiful in

colour."

—

Journal 0/ Horticulture, April, 1872.

Plants, loj. 6d. each.

The best of the NEW FRENCH ROSES, price 3j. 6d. each.

NEW PELARGONIUMS,
Raised by R. B. Postans, Esq.

MONT HLANC (Silver-cdged).—Flowers white. First-Class Cer-
tificate. Price io«. dd. each.

MOUNTAIN MAID (Silver-edged).—Flowers white. Price iw. W,
each.

SNOW WREATH (Silver-edged).—Klowera white. Price gj. each.

VIRGIN QUEEN (Silver-edged).—Flowera white. Price 51, each.

NEW PELARGONIUMS.
LADY DOROTHY NEVILLE (Silvcr-varicgatcd).-Kirst-cIass Ccr-

tilicate. Price 21J. each.

PRINCESS BEATRICE.—(Silver-varicgatcd.) Price 7s. 6d. each.

COUNTESS of FLANDERS (Golden-variegated).—First-class Cer-
tificate. Price 3if, each.

MARATHON [Wm. Paul).— Noscgfiy. Price 51. each.

MONICA (Wm, Paul).—Zonal. Prices*, each-

CARRIE COCHRAN (Wm. Paul).—Zonal. Price as.Od. each.

PINK PERFECTION (Wm. PAUi,).-DoubIc Zonal. Price 3«. M.
each.

AVALANCHE (Wm. Paul).—Sitvcr-cdged. Flowers white. Price
21. 6d. each, iSs. to 341. per dozen.

WALTIIAM BRIDE (Wm. Paul).—Silver-edged. White flowers.
First-clnsB Certificate. Price 21. 64. each, 181. to 2.ii. per dozen.

MARCHIONESS (Wm. Paul).—Silver-variegated. Prices*, each.

WALTHAM BRONZE (Wm. Paul). — Price 7s. to 31. &f. each,
i8j. to 3of. per dozen.

DR, DENNY'S ZONAL PELARGONIUMS. — Three First-class
Ccrtiricatc5. Price i$s. iho set of seven Viirieticfl.

specimens cf many of tht above may bt had at advanced prices.

For descriptions, sec SPRING CATALOGUE, Post Free
to all applicants.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.
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S KED POTATO
jj. per cwt.

Early Rose
Early Goodrich
King of Potatos
Webb's Imperial
Berkshire Kidney

.

J\S GARWVAY AND CO., Durdnam Down, Bristol.

Mangel Wurzel.

BOLTON AND CO. liave to offer SEED of very fine

stocks of the above, including—

LONG RED
MAMMOTH LONG RED
YELLOW GLOBE
FISHER HOBBS" ORANGE GLOBE
RED GLOBE
Prices forwarded on application.

BOLTON AND CO.. Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London, N.

To the Trade.
MANGEL WURZEL SEED.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make special

• offers of the following sorts of MANGEL WURZEL
SEEDS, which they have grown this season fram fine selected trans-

planted bulbs. The priL;es are very moderate, and the quality

excellent ;

—

SHARPE'S selected SMALL-TOPPED YELLOW GLOBE
ELVETHAM LONG RED
Selected RED GLOBE
Selected LARGE YELLOW GLOBE
Selected LONG YELLOW

Samples and further particulars on application.

Seed Growinc Establishment, Wisbech.

Free to London; Five Casks and upwards to any Station in England,
or is'per Cent. Discount,

EPPS'S SELECTED PEAT.—Patronised by the

leading Horticulturists and Amateurs in the three kingdoms.

Sec testimonials. Packed in 4-bushel barrels, 8s. each, inclusive;

selected for Orchids, as. Special offers for Truck-loads for general

purposes- Terms, cash.
. . „ „

PEAT. SAND, and LOAM STORES. Lewisham, S.E.

Tlie Cheapest and Best Insecticide.

OOLEVS TOBACCO POWDER.
Of all Nurser\'men and Seedsmen.

TOBACCO "TISSUE, "for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES.—Will destroy Thrip, Red Spider, Green and Biack

Fly, and Mealy Bug, and bums without the assistance of blowing,

and is entirely free from paper or rags. Price 3*. 6d. per lb., carnage
£ree. A reduction in price for large quantities.

To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS AND SONS, Tobacco Manufac-
turers, 112, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, E.C., of whom Copies of

Testimonials may be obtained; and of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

G

Red
Spider.

XISHURST
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against

Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,

Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-

sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, ic

boxes, II., 35., and 10s. 6d.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

HUGHES' TROPICAL BEETLE POWDER,
a warranted specific for destroying Cockroaches, Beetles, and

Crickets, in 6d. , is., and 2J. 6.^. packets.
London Agents—Messrs. Veitch & Son, Chelsea, S.W,
Manchester—Messrs. Dickson, Brown & Tait, Corporation Street.

Proprietor—E. GRIFFITHS HUGH ES , Chemist, Manchester.

Russia Mat Merchants.
^/FESSRS. G. D. MAREND.XZ AND FISHER,
IVX importers of ARCHANGEL and ST. PETERSBURG MATS,
dealers in TANNED GARDEN NETTING, TIFFANY, LABELS,
TARRED and other TWINES, LINES, &c.

9, James Street, Covent Garden, London. W. C.

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and Packing. Second sized Arch-

angel, looi. ; Petersburg, 6ai. and 801. ; superior close Mat, 45s., 50s,,

and 55s. ; packing Mats, 20J. , 70J, , and 35J, per 100; and every othe;
lescriplion of Mats at equally Tow prices, at

T. BLACKBURNand SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,
4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

H ESSIANS and SCRIMS for COVERING.
4-4 Scrim, from sd. to sd. per yard, advancing }^d.
54-inch Hessian and Scrim, ^d., j]id., ^ , 4'^^., and sJ^if.

72 ., •, I, 4''id.,s^-id., 6J.. ^lid-t and upwards.
J. BLACKBURN AND SONS. Sack and Bag Makers, and Canvas

ftfanufacturcrs, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, EC.

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.

—

ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and
most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
orwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street. Shoreditch, London.

EDGINGTON'S GARDEN NETTING, the cheapest
and most durable, at id. per square yard, or in quantities of

250, 500, or 1000 yards, carriage free.

EDGINGTON'S RICK CLOTHS for 67 years have
maintained their celebrity as the best.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES for Hire are the most
oleggnt and capacious.

EDGINGTON'S CRICKET and GARDEN TENTS
are the prettiest.

TIFFANY, SCRIM CANVAS, and every other kind
of NETTING.

Be particular—FRED. EDGINGTON AND CO., Rick Cloth, &c
Manufacturer to Her Majesty, 53, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.
A quantity ofgood Second-hand Government TENTS for Sale, cheap.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &C..-TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,
3^. per yard, or 100 yards, 20J : 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards,
Kxr. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; 4 yards
wide. IS. per yard ; ^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, if. 6d. per yard. Also
TIFFANY, Can be had in any quantity of
EATON AND DELLER. 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge, F,C.

ET. ARCHERS' " F R T G I D O M O.'
• —Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is applied.
PROTECTION AGAINST the COLD WINDS and MORNING

FROSTS.
WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard.

" FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS.
Two yards wide u. lod. per yard.
Three yards \vide 31. 2(f. per yard.
Fouryards wide , .. .. 31. loi. per yard.

f^'^i^^>ANVAS,72inches'wtde,703rardsIong,63i<f. loSUd. per yard.HESSIAN CANVaS do., do., 54 and 72 "iches wide, 7?i''- and
9fxd. per yard.

-- *
> /

ELlSHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of" Frigi Domo." 3, Cannon
Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country,

Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

CHAPMAN'S PATENT
Water Tube " Multum-in-Parvo"

TRANSMISSION and EXHIBITION

CUT FLOWER
PACKING CASES,

Pronounced by the Royal Horticultural

Society the " 6esi now in use."

The MALTON "ANTI-CLOCHE" PLANT,

FLOWER, SEED, &c., &c., PROTECTOR, .a

Miniature Greenhouse, packed and forwarded for is.

No one possessing a Garden should be without them.

They can be made any size.

>

o
r
o
o
PI

MS 12 THE MALTOH

BLOOMS for EXHIBITION, PLANT, VEGET-
ABLE, SALAD, &c., &c., PROTECTOR and PRO-

PAGATOR is highly commended, and has been

awarded a First-class Certificate.

Also the ENVILLE TR.-\NSMISSION and EXHI-

BITION FRUIT CASE, for sending different kinds

of Fruit to Shows in one package. It is considered the

most unique, economical and useful case ever invented,

and recommended by Mr. E. Bennett, Head Gardener

to the Earl Stamford, Enville Hall, to \vhom reference

can be made.

The No. 12 "MALTON" PLANT and FLOWER
PROTECTOR, or Miniature Greenhouse, varnished,

packed and forwarded on receipt of Sj-. in post-office

order or stamps.

Bee-HiveB.—Two Silver MedalB Awarded to
GEO. NEIGH HOUR and SONS, at the Paris Exhibition of 1867.

The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver Medal for Bcc-hives.

NEIGHBOURS' IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by Georgk Neighbour&Sons,* working three bell-glasses, is

neatly and strongly made of
straw ; it has three windows
in the lower Hive. This Hive
will be found to possess many
practical advantages, and is

more easy of management than
any other Bee-Hive that has
been introduced.

Price, complete. .jCi iS o
Stand for ditto . . o 10 6
The L I G U R I A N or

ITALIAN ALP BEE being
much in repute, G, N. & Sons
supply a Swarm of Bees with

fenuinc Italian Queen, in the

mproved Cottage Hive, at

£4, Hive included.
An Italian Alp Queen, with

full directions for uniting to

Black Stocks, 15J. each.

ENGLISH BEES.— Stocks

and Swarms may be obtained

as heretofore.

THE APIARY. By A.
Neighbour, y., postage 4^.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other Improved Hives, with Draw-
ings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.
Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers, made by

James Lee, of Windlcsham, at his prices.

Address, GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS, 127, High Holbom,
W.C. ; or 149, Regent Street, W.

TESTIMONIALS.
Dccemhi-r22, 1871.

Fi-oiH Messrs. Kelwav & Son, The Nnrscfies, Langpori.

"We have great pleasure in recommending it, finding that it

answers every purpose for which you have intended it."

January 18, 1872.

Fmvi Mr. H. Cannell, Florist, Nursery, Wool-wtch.

" I consider it very good."
December 7, 1871.

From Messrs. T. Cmpps & Son, Tuabridge Wells.

" A very useful invention."
Deceviberi&, 1871,

Fr.?m Mr. H. May, I/ope Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

"The* Anti-Cloche' Plant, &c, Protector to hand. I think it first-

class, and much better than glass Cloches or earthenware frames,

much cheaper, and all that can be required lor rooting cuttings,

raising seeds, or graftings, also for protecting anything, i think you
will have a good sale for them, as they are most useful to gardeners or

amateurs ; another advzmtage is their being ventilated, which can be

closed or open," _
Ilford, December 16, 1871.

Front Mr. J. Douglas, The Gardens, Loxford Hall.

" I think your 'Anti-Cloche' Plant, &c, Protector is a most useful

invention. It will not only be useful for protecting Cauliflower,

Lettuce, See; during winter, but for striking cuttings of different

things, such as Tree Carnations, Fuchsias, &c., in early spring: by
placing it over them you obtain a moist atmosphere when that of the

house is dry. I am now raising cuttings of choice stove plants under

them. Your arrangement lor ventilation is very ingenious and
effective."

From Mr. A. Kkrv., Gardener lo the Marquis of Hertford, ^u£/<^;'/'ar^-,

"Your 'Anti-Cloche' Plant, &c.. Protector will prove ver>' useful to

all gardeners, and will, I have no doubt, when it becomes known, be
put to use in many ways for various purposes, and in a great measure
supersede the old handlights."

December 30, 1871.

From Mr. J, MILLER, The Gardens, Eyewood, KingUnu
"The 'Anti-Cloche' arrived during my absence from home. The

foreman applied it to propagating purposes in one of the stoves, &c.

It seems to answer admirably. 1 have no doubt it will prove a useful

convenience both in and out of doors. I hope by-and-by to give you
more satisfactory accounts,"

yanitajy i, 1872.

Ffvm Mr. W. Gardiner, Lower Eatiitgton Park, Slraiford-on-Avon.
" The ' Anti-Cloche ' received. There is no question as to its utilitv

and comparative cheapness, which places it within the reach of all

classes. I shall certainly recommend it to my acquaintances. I am
not at present in want of a quantity, or should be induced to send a

good order." , „
January 2d, 1872.

Frotn Mr. D. LOMSDEN, Bloxham Hall, Ilford.

" I have received the No. 12 Protector, an excellent contrivance for

protecting plants, flowers, and seeds from insects, frost, wind, and

rain. The ventilation is %<ioi.\ and I have no doubt, when better

known, will be in request.
" They are particularly adapted for amateurs who have not a com-

mand of much glass to raise their seeds in spring, such as Stocks,

Asters, everlasting and half-hardy annuals of all sorts, as well as pro-

tecting salads during winter.
"I find your cases for packing fruit, game, &c., invaluable. I

cannot now send you a large order, having purchased a large lot of

French Cloches early in the season, I have shown it to many of my
(amateur) friends who think very highly of it,"

FroiH. Mr, E. Bennett, Head Gardentr to Earl Stamford, Enville Hall.

" I am much pleased with the Multum-in-Parvo Enville combined
Fruit Case you sent me. I enclose cheque for it This Case ought to

sell well ; every gardener that has seen it highly approves of it."

Address, PATENTEE,
BRISTOL ROAD, GLOUCESTER.

Peno¥u Mrating these Cases -will be troceaied against.

ONSERVATORY BASKETS.
Strained Wire Espalier

Trainers, for all kinds of

Fruit Trees, &c.; Garden
Fencing, Rabbit proof;
Trellis Wire Work, lor

Gardens and Conser-
vatories ; Wire Work
Covered Ways, for Gar-
dens, Pleasure Grounds,
&c. ; Wire Work Rose
Fences, Roseries, Ar-

bours, Summer Houses,
&c ; Wire Work Vase
Baskets ; Suspending
Baskets for Conserva-

tories ; WireWork Flower
Stands for Conserva-
tories ; Aviaries for Con-
servatories, Phcasan-
trics, &c.
Conservatories fitted

up with Trellis Work,
Flower Stands, Baskets,

Wires, &c
All kinds of Wire

Work made to order.

R. HO LLI DAY,
Horticultural and Floral

Wire Works, 2A, Porto-

bello Terrace, Notting
Hill Gate, London, W.
Illustrated Catalogues oi

'H>Wi^i\.M_^ the above on application.

See large Advertisement in Gardeners' Chronicle for April 6, p. 486-

CROOK'S POULTRY APPLIANCES, of every

description, as supplied to Her Majesty, the Nobility, Gentry,

Farmers, &c., at Home and Abroad.

IMPROVED NEW PATTERN POULTRY FENCE,
with Iron Standard to each for fixing.

Full Illustrated List sent upon receipt of stamped and directed

envelope. , , ,..

5, Carnaby Street, Regent Street, London, W.

SIMPSON'S
"WORTLEY"

CELERY,
COLLAR.

fa [Registered.]

For Protecting Celery before eartMng up.

See TESTIMONIALS.
Mr. ROSF, Head Gardener to Her Majesty, says ;—" I consider your

Celery Collar an excellent invention. I shall be pleased to give it a
trial in the Royal Gardens this season."

Mr. Speed, Head Gardener to His Grace the Duke of Devonshire at
Chatszvorth, says :—" I am most favourably impressed with your Celery

Collar, and shall certainly give it a trial this season."

Mr. \Vm. Thomson, Tweed Vitityard, says:—"This simple con*

trivance will meet a long-felt want. Thousands of heads of Celery are

spoiled by the earth getting into their centre. Your paper Collars

will prevent all this,"

Many others could be added if space permitted.

See also Testimonials in the Horticultural Journals.

BLAKE AND MACKENZIE,
Sole Makers and Wholesale Dealers only. Works—School

Lane, Liverpool, Branch—Howard Street, Glasgow.

The Celery Collars can be obtained through all Nurserymen and
Seedsmen. Orders wilt be executed as received, and immediate appli-

cation is necessary to insure delivery in due season.

Liberal Terms to the Trade for Cash.
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VERBENA VIOLET KING.

Messrs. Thomas Methven & Sons
Have much pleasure in announcing that they have arranged to send out this superb and very distinct NEW

VERBENA. It was raised at Drumlanrig, where it has been extensively grown, and proved to be one of the best
bedding plants in cultivation. Colour, a lively violet-purple, giving the same and most effective shade as Verbena
venosa. It grows to the same height as Crimson King, but is more twiggy in habit, and forms a most compact
mass of bloom. It is of a hardy constitution, and stands rain better and blooms later into the damp weather of
autumn than any variety that has been tried against it. Mr. Simpson, of Wortley Hall, writing of it in The
Gardener, says, " It is a better bloomer, has a larger flower, a more vigorous constitution, and is much more effective
at a distance than Purple King. It was planted out side by side with Purple King in various situations, and its
superiority was very noticeable. It will prove a good companion to Crimson King."

To be sent out second week of May.
Price 18s. per dozen. The usual discount to the Trade.

Orders are now being booked, and will be e.\ecuted in rotation as they are received.

LEITH WALK NURSERIES, EDINBURGH.

TO BE SENT OUT ON MAY 20.

Messrs. Geo. Jackman & Son
H.'WE GREAT PLEASURE IN OFFERING

A SET OF THEIR HARDY FREE-FLOWERING CLEMATIS,
VIZ. :—

C. THOMAS MOORE, pucy violet, white stamens, passiflora-like. First-class Certificate.

C. MRS. JAMES BATEMAN, pale lavender, fine. First-class Certificate.

C. VITICELLA RUBRA GRANDIFLORA, bright claret-crimson. First-class Certificate.

C. ALEXANDRA, pale reddish-violet. First-class Certificate.

C. VELUTINA PURPUREA, rich blackish mulberry. First-class Certificate.

Fifteen Shillings each. The Set of Five Varieties for Sixty Shillings.
See CLEMATIS LIST for full descriptions.

I^° Orders booked, and sent ont in rotation.

Their Descriptive. Priced and Illustrated CLEM.^TIS LIST of NEW, CHOICE, HARDY and FREE-FLOWERING SPECIES and VARIETIES, with Cultural Directions and Opinions of the Press, can be had
Free on application.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, IV.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
(one of the Oldest Nurseries extant)

IS NOW CONDUCTED BY A COMPANY, WHO ARE
PREPARED TO

WAEEANT GENUINE
EVERY ARTICLE SUPPLIED TO THEIR CUSTOMERS.

THEIR STOCK AND RESOURCES ARE ALMOST

INEXHAUSTIBLE;
AND

THEIR MOTTO IS "LIBERALITY."
Please write for their ROSE and FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE, and also for their SEED CATALOGUE,

just published.

Address, JOHN HESTER (Manager),
PINE-APPLE NURSERY, MAIDA VALE, LONDON W.

SUPERB NEW HARDY CLEMATISES FOR 1872.
The following named varieties have been selected from many hybridised seedlings, raised

by I. ANDER.SON-HENRY, Esq., and are now offered for the first time. They are decided improve-
ments on all other recent introductions of this beautiful genus ; the flowers, which are produced in
great profusion, are of extraordinary size, fine form and substance, and very rich in colours :—

LAWSONIANA.-Beautiful rosy-purple slightly veined with darker shade ; the flowers sketched for plate
measured 9^ inches in diameter.

HENRYII.— Beautiful creamy-white, large flowers and free bloomer.
SYMESLANA.-Pale mauve or lavender

;
a beautiful shade of colour

; petals broad and of fine substance
;flowers nearly as large as Lawsoniana.

Plants in May, 21s. each or 63s. the set of three varieties.

I'lie usual Discount to the Trade,
Orders are respectfully requested, and will be executed in rotation as received

Plates of those beauliful flowe r., 2,. 6.^. the set, or gratis to purchasers, will be ready in a few days.

PETER LAWSON & SON, Edinbufgh and London.

Now Ready, Post Free to all Applicants.

B. S. WILLIAMS'
NEW PLANT AND

GENERAL CATALOGUE,
Which, in addition to select LISTS of the

general NURSERY STOCK, also contains the

following CHOICE NEW PLANTS, which

are now offered to the Public for the first

time, and which will be ready for distribution

in May next :
—

iEchmea Marise Beginas.
This 19 undoubtedly one of the most superb Bromeliaccous plants

ever introduced to the gardens of Europe, and during the past season
was awarded a FirBtdass Certificate at the Regent's Park Botanic
Society 9 Exhibition, a First-class Certificate at the RoyaJ Horticul-
tural Society s Exhibition, and also a Special Silver Medal for its great
beauty and superior excellence. It is a beautiful stove perennial, of
robust habit, the leaves are arranged in a vase-like manner, recurved
towards the end, from 12 to 18 inches long, and dark green. The
Hower-spike is erect, and rises from the centre, the lower portion
clothed with large oblong boat-shaped bracts of a rich magenta shaded
with rose, and which remain for two months in full perfection; the
upper portiun is thickly studded with flowers, which arc tipped with
dark blue, changing with age to rose. Price 631. each.

Adiantum CapiUus-Veneris undiilatum
(Moore).

A remarkable variety of dwarf compact habit, with very large and
broad, dark preen pinns, which are beautifully undulated at the
margins. It is perfectly distinct from any other variety, and has been
awarded a Firsi-class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society.
Pnce 2H. each.

Davallia Tyermanii.
This is, perhaps, the most beautiful of all the Hare's-foot Ferns yet

introduced to cultivation ; it is of dwarf compact habit, and, on
account of its being suitable for growinfi as a basket plant, for
Wardian cases, or for general decorative purposes, as well as for
public exhibition, it is a valuable addition to this lovely order of
plants. It is an evergreen species, having deltoid, tripinnate, rich
dark green fronds some 7 or 8 inches long, and nearly as much broad
at the base. The rhizomes are somewhat slender, and densely clothed
with large, silvery-white, chafTy scales, which contrast charmingly
with the deep green of its fronds. It has been awarded a First-class
Certificate at South Kensington, a First-class Certificate at the
Regents Park Botanic Society's Exhibition, and also at the Man-
chester Spring Meeting in February of the present year. Price
2 1 J. each.

Erica Turnbullii,
A very desirable and distinct garden hybrid, raised by Mr. Turnbult

of Bothwell Castle. It is of good habit, an abundant bloomer, and
very showy : the flowers are produced in umbels of from three to six,
tube upwards of an inch and a half long, deep reddish-pink in colour,
the limb is white, and the throat dark purple. It blooms in August
and Si-ptembcr, Smalt specimens 631. each.

Fuchsia Emperor of Brazil.
A pleasing free -flowering variety; flowers very double, tube and

sepals deep reddish-crimson, sepals broad and well reflcxed ; corolla
regular and very double, rich violet-purpie flaked with rosy-carmine
Price 7J. dd.

Fuclisia Prince Leopold.
This Is a profuse bloomer; habit good, flowers large and vetV

double, lube and sepals deep crimson, the latter broad and well
rcflexed ; corolla very regular, deep violet, the upper part shaded with
carmine. Price 7*. td,

Puchsia Purity.
Habit good ; tube and Sepals bright carmine, very broad and pef*

fcctly reflexcd; corolla single and regular, pure while Pric«
^s. da. each.

Gloxinia Mr. Thos. Binney,
A fine erect flower^ of great size ahd good substance; throat bright

red, whilst the limb is ol an intense deep Criftison. Price loj. 6d. each.

Gloxinia Purple Prince.
A superb erect flowering variety, of good habit ; the flowers are

large and limb broad, the tube is white without, the throat and lobes
of the limb deep violet-purple, margined with blue. Price lor. 6ii, each.

Gloxinia Scarlet Gem.
Flowers erect, large, tube while, the throat freckled with lilac and

stained bluish-mauve at the mouth ; the limb is broad and even, and
of an intense vivid scarlet. It has received a First-class Certificate.
Price loi. dd. each.

Pelargonium Mrs. J. Pottle.
A difitinct variety, of the Nosegay section. It is very dwarf and

Compact in growth, and is, perhaps, the most prolific bloomer ever
sent out; as a bcddine plant it is unsurpassed, as the trials it has
undergone far the last three years fully prove. The truss is dense and
globular, flowers a soft pink shaded with cerise; its distinct colour
and profuse blooming quality will render it a general favourite. Price
Ss. each.

Double-flowered Chinese Primrose, Peach
Blossom.

A most cfieclive variety, of free and vigorous habit, presenting quite
a new feature in the colour of its flowers, which arc large and full, of
a most beautiful carmine-pink suffused with peach; truss very fine,
and produced well above the foliage. Price 71. 6d. each.

Viola cornuta Magnificent.
This beautiful variety will be found quite equal in site to the two

varieties previously sent out by mc, viz., Perfection and Enchantress,
and far superior in colour. It is of the same free-branching habit as
the above named kinds, but somewhat more robust in growth, whilst
in colour it is very distinct and superior; the flowers are borne well up
above the follai^e, of great substance and rich deep violet-purple. Its
hardy constitution and profuse blooming qualities will render it one of
the most beautiful of spring and summer bedding or border plants.
Price 2S. td. each, 241. per iloi.

Verbena Blue Boy.
A great acquisition to our bedding Verbenas, robust in (growth, and

of free blootning habit, the flowers are dellciously fragrant and intense
rich blue, a shade of colour so much needed for the embelliihment of
the flower garden. Price 3r (>d. each.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAV, LONDON, N.
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JAMES BROOKE & CO,
FAIRFIELD, MANCHESTER.

ORCHIDS and their CULTIVATION.
As the cultivation of Orchids is rapidly on the increase,

the details connected with their management becomes

more and more a necessity. To meet this want, we have

given a new complexion to our CATALOGUE, by

rendering it a readable introduction to Orchidology, with

Cultural directions, and in it we have boldly advocated

the leading principles that regulate their growth, the

adoption of which has made our own management of

this charming race of plants so successful. Sunlight.—The
son is the lord of all life, therefore we subject those we
can to his warming and stimulating influence. Food and

Water.—As Orchids cannot live on pure water, and prefer

to obtain their support from the atmosphere rather than

the soil, we give them their support alter a natural man-

ner, by supplying the atmospheric moisture with the

product of some simple vegetable matter undergoing

decomposition.

With an atmosphere free from all vitiating acids, the

plants guarded against any stagnating influences, mois-

ture combined with warmth supplying a stimulating and

acceptable nourishment, their cultivation is made easy,

and successful growth to be calulated upon with cer-

tainty, as we believe it is no part of their nature to give

real trouble.

See our CATALOGUE, " The FAIRFIELD
ORCHIDS," from ourselves, or Messrs. Bradbury,
Evans & Co, 10, Bouverie Street, London, E.C.,

price 3^.

Having thus provided the cultivators of this charming

race of plants with details respecting their varied natures

and excellencies, we shall, of course, be expected to

furnish the plants themselves at the most reasonable

prices possible, so as to place them within the reach of

the general public, and give them the opportunity of

trying if, by following our own methods of culture, they

may not greatly simplify the whole matter.

We append, accordingly, a list of the prices at which
we can furnish plants, and confidently leave it to our

friends to note for themselves how very moderate they

are :

—

Dcndrobium Falconeri, 21s. to 631. each ; D. "Wardianum, 631. to
105s.; D. chrj'solis, 21J. to 635.; D. McCarthitC, 42s. to 84J. ; D.
betcrocarpum, 55. to 211. D. mon iliforme, loj. 6d. to 211. ; D. trans-
parens, 51. to 21s. ; D. Dcvonianum, 7s. bd. to 2ir. ; D. nobile, 51. to
105J. ; Odontoglossum grande, 71. 6d. to loi. 6d. ; 0. Insleayi, 71, 6d. to
I05. 6d. ; O. citrosmum, 71. 6d. to lor. 6d. ; O. luteo-purpureum, 25s. ;

O. gloriosum, 251. ; O. Alexandra (Biuntii), 211. to 631. ; O. Pescatorci,
21J, to 635. ; O. Rossi superbum, 21s. to 311. 6d. ; O. croc idypterum,
42s. I O. platyodon, 311. 6d. ; O. ramulosum, 311. 6d. ; O. Bictoncnse,
iSr. : O. Uroskinncri, lor. 6d. to 151. ; Vanda coerulca, loj. 6d. to 1055.

;

PIcione \Vallichii, 3J. 6d. each, 301. per dozen; P. lagenaria, 51. to
lor. 6d. ; Cypripcdium hirsutissiraum, js. 6d. to 211. ; Catlleya Mossia:,
71. 6d. to 311. ; C. maxima, 311. 6d. ; C. Triana, igj, ; C. Warneri, an. ;

Barkeria Skinneri, lor. 6d. to 631. ; B. spectabilis, loj. 6d. to 635. ;

Calanthe vestita, 31. W. to 21J. ; C. Veitchii, 10s. 6d. to 42s. ; Ccelogj'ne
cristatum, ioj. 6d. to 631. ; Oncidium PapiHo, 71. 6rf. to 10s. 6d. ; O.
Kramcri, sis. ; O. Lanceanum, fine variety, isj.

If the selection be left to J. B. & Co., they undertake to
supply ai the following rates :

—
13 really good, free flowering, beautiful sorts, 5 guineas.
24 ditto, including rarer sorts, 10 to 20 guineas.

50 ditto, very fine collection, 30 to 50 guineas.
100 ditto, the higher priced, including fine and many very rare

specimens, 50 to 100 guineas.

Gentlemen commencing Collections, or having only a
few kinds, the names of which may be given, would be
supplied in this way much cheaper than if selected sepa-
rately from the List, and with sorts of sterling merit.

The Catalogue contains such sorts as are really useful,

and which, being in general demand, are most regularly in

stock. The Collection will be regularly increased with
new and good ones, and any not in stock will, as far as
possible, be procured to order, at as low a price as they
can be supplied.

A Special Descriptive CATALOGUE
OF

ORCHIDS, PALMS, FERNS, CYCADS, &c.,

Post Free.

FINES.
Our stock of these (one of the largest in England)

consists of about 1200 plants of all sizes, and we can

supply from suckers to fruiting plants, good, healthy, and
clean, at prices according to size.

Montserrat is chiefly grown ; this variety we can supply,

succession plants, from 2s. 6d. to xos. 6d., and fruiting

plants IOJ-. 6d. to 42s. each. Other sorts are grown, such

as Smooth Cayenne, Black Jamaica, Charlotte Rothschild,

&c. The last mentioned is highly recommended as a fine

variety, in way of Queen, growing to 10 or 12 lb., and a
fine new winter variety.

SEEDSMEN
'^y^-X'^'cS^r^^Br SFSCML WARRANT.

mm...^
?^fe-^ CARRIAGE FREE "~-^?

SUTTONS
fiOrM8£/?KSS££DCSTABUSHMENT. . .

PRICED LISTS POST FREE.

Suttons' Home-grown Farm Seeds

Orchids.

MR. WILLIAM BULL can make selections from
his large stock of ORCHIDS, at the following unusually low

prices :— la plants, in 12 distinct sorts, for 3 guineas.
12 plants, in 13 distinct sorts, for 5 guineas.
12 plants, in 12 distinct sorts, for 8 cuineas.

Purchasers sending orders should name the kinds alreadypoasesscd,
so that the selection may be made as good and distinct as possible.
These Collections are supplied on very advantageous terms, as many

choice and usually high priced Orchids arc included at the above low
prices.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea
London, S.W.

To the Trade.
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE.

WT.HOMPSON. Seedsman, Tavern Street,
• Ipswich, begs to offer good plants of the beautiful scarlet-

flowered LARKSPUR above named, introduced by him last season,
of which prices per dozen may be had on application.
W. T. can also supply a (ew dozen LYCHNIS LAGASC/E, at very

moderate prices.

The present is the best tune for Sowing
RUSSELL'S PYRAMID PRIMULA.

GEO. CLARKE has a fine stock of this, the grandest
of all PRIMULAS, in packets, mi.\ed Red and While, or

separate, 3i. hd. each. Instructions for raising and growing sent if

required. The Trade supplied.
Nurseries: Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, London, S,W , and

Mottingham, Kent.

CARRIAGE FREE.
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roots of some plants in pots were ascertained to

be very slender under the black and green glass
;

in better condition under the yellow and blue

glass, and well-developed under the white glass.

On August 20 the Acotyledons alone were still

alive, though perishing, under the black and

green ; and as to the rest, the red had proved

more hurtful to them than the yellow and blue.

The stalks were much taller, but also less

vigorous under the red than under the yellow and

blue ; blue seemed to be the colour least detri-

mental to the plants ; their greenness remained,

and was even deeper than under the yellow.

The plants under the white glass all continued

to live, though less luxuriantly under dulled

than under transparent glass. M. Bert
concludes from his experiment that the green

colour is nearly as prejudicial to plants as

obscurity itself, a conclusion at which M. Bert
had previously arrived in the case of the Sensitive

Plant, -noticed at p. 284. Nevertheless, M. Bert
says that plants very sensitive to light will turn

towards the green rather than towards the red

glass, and will direct themselves towards the

latter, in preference to the darkened glass.

The red colour is also very obnoxious to

plants, though less so than the green rays. It

causes them to become drawn in a singular

manner. Yellow is much less injurious than

green or red, but more so than the blue. In

fact, each colour acting separately on plants is

injurious more or less ; the combination of all

three in the proportions in which they are

blended to form white light being essential to

the perfect health of the plants, and, as a conse-

quence, gardeners are recommended not to

adopt the use of coloured glass for plant-houses

and frames.

If, says M. Bert, the light which has passed

through a leaf be examined by the spectro-

scope, it will be seen to be rich in green

and red rays ; hence it follows that these rays

have not been turned to account by the plant,

but have passed through it. It is therefore

not surprising that plants cannot flourish if

grown under the influence of light, of which,

under ordinary circumstances, they make no use.

To treat a plant thus is comparable to the

attempt to feed an animal with its own excreta.

The chlorophyll contained in different kinds of

plants no doubt acts differently with regard to

light according to the particular kind of plant.

Thus, while the underwood of an Oak will not

flourish beneath the shade of a large tree of the

same kind, yet many Ferns and Mosses will

thrive in such a situation, and various plants will

grow well in the most shady places. M, Bert
explains this, as before said, by the varying

powers of utilising light which the leaves of the

plants in question possess. It will be seen that

in some points M. Bert's experiments are not in

accordance with those of other investigators.

The discrepancy probably arises from the vary-

ing intensities of the coloured glass, and perhaps

from the different nature of the plants operated

on. At any rate, it is evident we have not yet

got to the whole truth of the matter.

We have just received a very remarkable case

of Disease in a Golden CuAMnoN Vine, which

we should have been inclined to consider some mere
accidental local affection had not the whole plant been

concerned. Our correspondent writes as follows :

—

** A Golden Champion was planted three years ago,

next autumn, in a newly made inside border, and has

not been allowed to have any Grapes yet. This season

I intended to have had a few bunches on it, but most of

the joints are going off as the one sent ; its growth
appears very vigorous and healthy, with this exception,

which only showed itself a few days since. The border

is made of good loam, a few bones, and brick rubbish,

and is well drained. The slope of the roof of the house is

to the west." The disease in question has a very strong

resemblance to the spot in Orchids, the cause of which

is still as obscure as ever, notwithstanding the attention

which has been paid to the subject. The decay is more
strongly developed on one side of the wood, from

whence it extends to the petiole of the adjoining leaf,

but on making a transverse section there appeared
traces of the disease in some of the vessels on the other

side of the branch. There was nothing wrong about
the main stem, and we are, therefore, inclined to think

that the disease is due to excessive luxuriance induced by
the use of the bone manure, and we should be inclined to

think that root-pruning might prove a sufiicient remedy.
The materials before us are, however, very scanty, and
the only diseased node submitted to us had unfortu-

nately been broken across, so that it was difficult to

obtain a clean section. Fungi are now making their

appearance on the softened tissues, but there is no
reason to think that they are anything more than an
aftergrowth. M. J. B,

An interesting paper has lately been published

by Dr. AscHERSON, of Berlin, on the Distribution
of the Sea Wracks (Zostera) and allied plants. The
author shows how our Z. nana is represented in Aus-

tralia by a representative species, Z. Miilleri. On the

other hand distinct species often coexist in the same
localities, such as Z. nana and Z. marina. The occur-

rence of Z. nana in the Black Sea and in the Caspian

S ea is regarded as affording evidence of a former com-
munication between those seas, and of the relatively

recent separation of their basins.

The French are famous for Mushrooms, as all

the world knows, and their cultivation is conducted

with great art and on a large scale. The Mushroom
grower, like the Asparagus gardener, is not content

with the production of delicate esculents only, they

must be gigantic as well as delicate ; the finest Aspa-
ragus (quoting George Colman) looks like "three
single gentlemen rolled into one," and now Mushrooms
are appearing in the shop windows of Paris which look

like united families. The method of production is

given as follows :—The spawn of the common Mush-
room is taken up with a moist camel-hair pencil,

and laid on a damp strip of glass, so that it can

be placed under a microscope, and the process of

germination of the spawn watched during its modi-
fication. When tlie mycelium, or Mane de c/ia?!i-

pignon as it is called in France, is developed, it is

placed in highly manured earth, where the develop-

ment continues ; the finest specimens are afterwards

selected and placed in a mushroom-bed in a cave or

quarry, and covered first with a bed of sand, 10 inches

deep, and over that a layer of old plaster, about 6

inches thick, the whole being watered, with the addi-

tion of a small quantity of nitrate of potash. At the

end of five or six days vei-y large Mushrooms will be

obtained, clustered together in masses, and of delicious

scent and flavour.

According to M. Wicke, the Nutritive
Value of certain Fungi is very high as estimated by
the quantity of proteinaceous (flesh-forming) matter

that they contain. Tlie Truffle, for instance, contains

(in round numbers) 36 per cent. ; the Morel, "^"^ per

cent. ; Clavaria flava, 24 per cent. ; Agaricus cantha-

rellus, 23 per cent. ; and the Boletus edulis, 22 per

cent. Rye has but 12 per cent., Wheat 15, Peas 16,

and Lentils 17 per cent, of nitrogenous matter,

Lovers of the Cineraria will do well to look
at the plate of the magnificent Senecio pulcher in the

last number of the Botanical Magazine^ and when they

get the chance, to endeavour to make use of it for

hybridising purposes. Its robust habit and fine purple

flowers, 2 inches and more in diameter, seem to promise

good results in the way we have indicated. The plant

in question is a native of South Brazil and Uruguay,
and has been introduced by Mr. Tyerman, late of the

Liverpool Botanic Gardens.

We understand that a new edition of Gar-
diner's Flora of Forfarshire^ edited by Mr. John
Sadler, will shortly be published.

The Cultivation of Opium has been tried

in the past year in several parts of the colony of
Victoria, successfully as far as the quality is concerned.
The commercial results are not yet stated, but it

appears, according to the Times, that the article has
realised to the grower from 281. to 30J. per lb. There
is a duty of JOs, per lb.

It will be remembered that we last year

(p. 1098) made some inquiries as to what was the plant

known by the name of TULP at the Cape, but no
satisfactory answer was forthcoming. In a recent

number of the Cape Monthly Magazine we find our
question (attributed in error to a contemporary) taken
up, and in a great measure answered. The subject is

one of so much interest, and so little appears to be
known about it in England, that we make no apology
for offering our readers the following particulars,

mainly extracted from the aforesaid magazine. Tulp
is Cape Dutch for Tulip, a name applied by the

colonists to various species of the genera Morcea and
Vieusseuxia, especially of the former genus, which,
from the regidarity of the flowers, has more resem-
blance to a Tulip than Vieusseuxia. Tulp, when eaten
by cattle, is fatal in all stages and seasons, but instinct

leads them to avoid it as a general rule : at one season,

however, it bears so close a resemblance to the young
herbage that springs up after the first rains of the

season that they are unable to discriminate, and devour
it with injurious and often fatal results. In a later

state there is no real danger, except to hungry cattle

turned out where it abounds, as the plant stands from
20 to 24 inches high. The Tulp spreads freely by
seeds, but is easily eradicated by drawing out the

leaves before it begins to flower ; by this means
they are freely detached at the "eye" of the bulb,

which in consequence perishes. The actual species

which is known as Tulp is somewhat doubtful ;

probably the name is common to several plants

of similar properties. Professor MacOwan thinks

the Tulp of Albany, Morpea polyanthos ; but Vieus-

seuxia tripetaloides seems to be equally poisonous, as

shown in a paper by Lieut. Dalyell, read before the

Botanical Society of Edinburgh, in 1S52. The Lieu-

'

tenant states, that when halting on the banks of the
Little Fish River, near the village of Somerset, So of
the baggage and artillery oxen were reported dead,
and the next morning 40 more were found poisoned,
from having eaten the flowers of the Vieusseuxia,
which grew in abundance round the camp. Death,
took place in from three to nine hours. The proper-
ties of Tulp seem to correspond in great measure with
those of the Meadow Saffron (Colchicum autumnale),
which in thjs country is sometimes cropped by the
cattle when turned into the spring meadows, with
injurious and sometimes fatal consequences. Purton
cautions farmers against turning hungry cattle into

pastures where it abounds, and states that on one
occasion it proved fatal to a number of calves which
were turned into a meadow where its leaves formed a
large portion of the herbage. We are glad that the
attention of Cape botanists has been directed to the
subject, and have little doubt that the botanical name
of the plant or plants known as Tulp will soon be
definitely ascertained.

M. Fee, the veteran Fern-student, formerly
Professor at Strasburg, is about to take up his resi-

dence in Nancy. M. Bommer has recently been
appointed Professor of Botany in the L^niversity of
Brussels, and Director of the Botanic Garden of that
city. In the latter office he has the assistance of
MM. Marchal and Martinis. M. Delponte has
been appointed Professor of Botany at Turin, and
M. Caruel, Professor of Botany and Director of the
Botanic Garden at Pisa, in succession to M. Savi,
deceased,

The Wimbledon Common Committee having
by the passing of the Act fully accomplished the pur-
poses for which it was formed—viz., the securing in
perpetuity for the public enjoyment the whole of
Wimbledon Common, Putney Heath, and Put-
NEY Lower Common, open and unenclosed, met
last Wednesday evening, to celebrate the event, at the
residence of Mr, Murray, in Albemarle Street. In
the course of the evening the committee presented to
Mr. Peek a silver cup and cover of most elaborate
workmanship, bearing the following inscription :

—

" Presented by the Committee for the Preservation of
Wimbledon and Putney Commons to Henry William
Peek, Esq., M.P., their chairman, as a mark of their

sense of his zeal, energy, and liberality, which effectu-

ally contributed to the successful termination of a long
and obstinate struggle, and thereby secured the use of
the commons, free and open to the public for ever.

1871."

Mr. Glaisher remarks as follows on the
State of the Weather during the week ending
April 20, in the vicinity of London :—The reading of
the barometer at sea level at the beginning of the
week was about 30.3 inches. A decrease set in on
the 14th and reached its minimum, 29.76 inches, by
the evening of the 17th; this was followed by a
small increase to 29.90 inches on the 19th, but after-

wards decreasing values were registered till the end
of the week. At midnight of the 20th the reading
was 29.48 inches. The highest temperatures by day
varied from 68|° on the 15th, to 52|° on the 20th,
and the lowest at night from 44° on the i6th, to 294°
on the 20th. The daily ranges of temperature were
somewhat large, the greatest, 281", occurring on the
15th, and the least, I2|°, on the 17th. The
mean daily temperature decreased from 54^' at

the beginning of the week to 40^* at the end ; the
daily departures from the average were as follows :—
14th, +3"; 15th, -t-

9°. 2 ; l6th, +4°.2 ; 17th, +o°.l;
iSth, -2''.8; 19th, -4°.4; and 20th, -6*'.2. The
differences between air and dew-point temperatures
were generally large, decreasing, however, on some
days to small amounts in the morning and evening.

The 14th and 15th were very fine and generally cloud-

less, but on the iSth and 19th the weather became
unsettled and the sky generally covered j rain fell on
these two latter days, but the amount collected was
only eight-hundredths of an inch. Northerly winds
were generally prevalent, and the pressures were mode-
rate. The highest reading of a thermometer in the
sun's rays was 1324* on the 15th, and the lowest of one
on grass 2 1 J" on the 20th.

In England, the extreme high temperatures ranged
between 684" ^t Blackheath, and 55° at Newcastle-on-
Tyne, the general average over the country being 63^*.

The extreme low temperatures varied from 36° at

Leeds to 27° at Norwich, the general average being 32"

nearly. The average range of temperature in the

week was 31^** nearly. The mean for the week
of the highest temperatures observed daily was 54I",
the highest being at Portsmouth. 59^°, and the lowest,

48°, at Newcastle-on-Tyne. The average daily range
of temperature was 174°. The mean temperature for

the week was 444°, varying from 46^° at Ports-

mouth to 414° nearly at Newcastle-on-Tyne. Rain
fell on four days at Wolverhampton and Hull, on
three at several other stations, but at Eccles there was
no rain tliroughout the week. The amounts collected

were generally small, the greatest being but four-tenths

of an inch at Leeds, and the average fall over the

country but little more than one-tenth of an inch.

Snow fell on the 19th at Old TrafTord and Bradford,

and on the 20th at Wolverhampton.
In Scotland, the highest temperatures by day varied
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from 6r at Paisley, to 54^ at Glasgow, the general

average being syT. The lowest temperatures at night

ranged between 35° at Leith, and 29" at Paisley, the

average being 324. The mean daily temperatures

were very uniform over the country, the mean behig

43" nearly, and the extremes 43^ at Leith, and 42° at

Aberdeen. At Edinburgh, Paisley, and Leith, no

rain fell ; at Aberdeen the amount measured was

seven-tenths of an inch, and at Dundee one-tenth.

At Dublin, the highest temperature was 6$^", the

lowest 32°, the mean 45!", and the rainfall three-

hundredlhs of an inch.

• The Markets Committee have reported to the

Court of Common Council, recommending that the Far-

RlNGDON Market should be reconstructed as proposed,

at a cost not exceeding ^150,000. The rents, it is anti-

cipated, will be increased from an average of ;^7 1 2 a-year

to ;^9592, and the tolls and casual lettings from ^{^507 to

;^4000. The Council have adopted the report, and

given the committee authority to apply to I'arliament

for the requisite powers, and to raise the necessary

sum.

In the case of Wilson v. Newberry,
referred to at p. 392, in which the plaintiff sued the

defendant for the value of some horses which were

Poisoned BY EatingYew tree cuttings, which was tried

before Lord Chief Justice Bovill at the last assizes at

Maidstone, and in"which the cause of action was put

entirely upon negligence, Mr. A. L. Smith, in the

Court of Queen's Bench, on the 20th inst., moved, on

the part of^the plaintiff, for a new trial, on the ground

that putting the cuttings against the plaintiffs fence

was a trespass, and a wrongful act independent of

negligence, and that, therefore, the defendant was

liable for the consequence. The Court, after some

discussion, granted a rule uisi for setting aside the

verdict.

From the Manchester papers we learn that

it is proposed to build a grand Marine Aquarium
in that city. The funds are to be raised by a com-

pany started under the superintendence of a number

of gentlemen resident in the city who are interested in

marine zoology, and desire to promote scientific educa-

tion in all its branches. The building will contain all

the recent improvements shown to be necessary at the

Crystal Palace and Brighton Aquaria, and will be

rectangular in shape, 120 feet long and 70 feet wide.

This space will be divided into two side galleries,

each 120 feet long and 15 feet wide, separated from

the central saloon by a light screen. Running along

one side of each of these galleries will be a series of

tanks, about So in number, 40 in each gallery, varying

in capacity from 300 to 3000 gallons, and the roofs

will be so arranged that the light will pass

through the water at an angle of about 45**,'

thus rendering distinctly visible the living inhabitants

and plants contained in the ^otto-like tanks. The
grand saloon will be also 120 feet long by 40 feet wide,

supporting on light iron columns an open panelled roof.

All the windows will be so arranged as to admit only

the exact quantity of light required, as it is found that

an excess of light acts upon the higher marine plants

and animals in a manner directly contrary to its action

upon terrestrial life, blanching them as ordinary plants

are blanched by being earthed up, while the most
brilliant-coloured marine plants are those which live in

comparative darkness,

The Central Horticultural Society of France
announces an Exhibition of Horticultural Pro-
ducts, plants, implements, &c., in the Palais d' In-

dustrie, Paris, in conjunction with the Fine Arts

Exhibition from May 25 to 30, 1S72. All communi-
cations on the subject should be addressed to the

Secretary of the Society, S4, Rue de Grenelle, St.

Germain, Paris.

Of the present state of Sherwood Forest, a

locality full of interest, we learn the following parti-

culars from a country contemporary :—The Duke of

Portland's extensive plantations in the neighbour-

hood of Welbeck, are well known, and have a fine

effect. The late Marquis of Titchfield sowed
with acorns about 13 acres on the west side of the

turnpike road leading from Mansfield to Notting-

ham ; this is the site of the Scraggy Oaks, heretofore

called Thieves' Wood, which have been felled and
are now sprung again to form a part of this wood, cover-

ing altogether about 19 acres. Another plantation

of about 40 acres has been planted on that part of the

forest called Cock's Moor, in th parish of Kirkby, which
is the most elevated situation in the county, commanding
extensive views in every direction. On that part called

Norton Forest, the late Lord Titchfield has sown
45 acres with acorns. The second Duke of Kingston
planted two large clumps of evergreens, the one circular

the other square, at the west end of Birkland, called

Hanger Hill. The late Lord Manvers added 25
acres, partly forest trees and partly Firs, and called it

Howe Grove, in honour of Earl Howe and his victory.

He also added 15 acres of plantation to the eastern

extremity of the Assarts adjoining Thoresby Park, and
called it after the Earl of St. Vincent for the same
reason ; and 1 2 acres on the northern boundary of
Budby Forest, called Duncan Wood, after Lord Vis-
count Duncan. These, with two other strips on the
forest side of the park of a few acres each, called Port-
land Grove and Bentinck Border, make the whole of

the Thoresby plantations on that side. The present

Earl Manvers has added greatly to the beauty of the

forest and of his park of parks, known by the name of

Thoresby Park, by many beautiful plantations.

New Garden Plants.
Masdevallia macrodactyla, W. J/.

Aflinls M. ochthodi: caulibiissecundariisabbreviatis, foliiscnneato-

oblongis acutts marginatis apice tridentatis
;
pediinculo longc

e.v<;erto verrucoso disLanter vaginato, apice racenioso ; braclcis

triangii!is carinatis ; floribus posticis ; sepalo imparl naviculari

in caiidam inflexam apice callosamsttenuato ; scpaUs lateralibus

subxqiialibus oblongis coalitis bicarinatis, apice in caiidas diias

angulato deflexas caudse sepali imparls xqualis extensis ; callis

gemiiiis carnosis a medio usque ante caudas ; tepalis ligulatts

acutis supra basin inferiorem angiilatls : label lo cuneato-
oblongo in apicem ligulatum serratum cxtenso, carinis in disro

crassis, serratis geminis, columnze alis quinque angulatis circa

androclinium et foveam.

There are three small flowered racemose Masdevallias

with warly peduncles—verrucosa, ochthodes, and the

present one. M. ochthodes has the tails of the lateral

sepals very short, and has a distinctly trifid lip. M.
verrucosa has long tails to the lateral sepals, and the

side lacini:^ of the lip semi-oblong, not angulate, a

denticulate border to the membrane surrounding the

stigmatic hollow, and sessile tepals. Finally, our species

has the long tails of M. octhodes and peculiar petals.

The flowers are greenish-yellow, the lip black-purplish,

and there are two brown nerves to the petals. All

these species come near Pleurothallis, and yet their

organs are those of Masdevallias. It comes from New
Grenada, whence it was imported by Messrs- Veitch,

who have just flowered it. A. G. Rchb. fil,

Masdevallia ignea, Rchb./.; Marshalliana,
it. var.

Pcrigonto sepalo superior! flavo, sepalis lateralibus fundo flavjs.

There is a yellow Masdevallia Veitcliiana ; here is a

yellowish M. ignea. It is dedicated to its happy
possessor, W. Marshall, Esq., Clay Hall, Enfield,

Middlesex. The plant is under the care of Mr.
W. Wilson.

DAPHNES.

cold greenhouses. Let it grow at its own chosen time,

and if you are desirous to aid the wood in attaining to
a more perfect maturity, make the attempt byaflording
a little more heat after the actual growth is completed,
and not before. One other remark I make, without
entering into any of the suggestions it give rise to, viz.,

the Daphne on its own roots likes peaty soil ; the
Mezernn stock delights in all loam. IViliiam Earley,
Valentines.

PLANT LIFE.—I.

Classed amongst the very hardiest of our hardier

greenhouse plants, iJaphne odora and D. odora rubra

furnish, where well grown, an abundance of bloom
and of fragrance combined that is quite remarkable ;

and, in the young state, they may be said to be every-

body's plants. These plants, however, will succumb in

time to harsh or thoughtless treatment. So much is

this the case, in fact, that those who maintain them in

health unto a good old age and to still more goodly
proportions, always gain the honourable distinction of

being regarded as good cultivators. Ifmodern growers
err in the culture of these two plants more in one
respect than in another, it is to be found in the

coddling treatment which they receive at certain

periods of their growth, that is, in growing them in too

warm a temperature. Though these varieties will

thrive well for a time grown as cuttings or "on their

own roots," as the term goes, it is well known that

they succeed infinitely the best where grafted upon the

Mezereon stock, or, in other words, upon that hardy
winter ornament of our outdoor gardens. Daphne
Mezereum. As so much appears to depend on the kind

of stock adopted, ought not a certain amount of consi-

deration to be bestowed on the kind of treatment best

suited to the stock when grown by itself, independently

of its foster scion?

Much has been said of late regarding the great

influence which the scion possesses, and yet we incon-

sistently abrogate all such facts when by any chance

we graft a semi-exotic on to plants the hardiest amongst
kindred vegetation. I am not at all contented myself
with a suggestion thus made in an abstract manner,
but would drive the subject still further. Take the

plant I refer to as an example, and a better illustra-

tion of an unvarying type of constancy is not to be
met with. The Mezereon is really a deciduous plant

;

it possesses, as many other members of the vegetable

kingdom do, two distinct attributes or capacities which
should not be overlooked, and they are these—no
matter what weather we experience, they bloom early

and redundantly upon bare stalks or growths ; and
subsequently come the leaves, all in the most perfect

order. Now, if by any inconsistency in the matter of

treatment we force the blooms upon a grafted plant,

and do not afford any slight period of rest between a
heavy bloom oflTering and a somewhat forced growth,

we certainly treat the foster base in such a manner as

would cause its irremediable destruction in a very few
seasons ; or, to say the least, we should bring on a

state of hopeless bloomlessness and decrepitude. How
does the reader think similar means employed would
answer in regard to grafting the evergreen Mag-
nolias upon such varieties as M. conspicua? And
yet the cases are analogous. To bring these sug-

gestions home, then, to matters of actual culture, I

would say, at whatever period you bloom these

varieties of Daphne, always take care to afford a

quiet period of rest between the bloom and the growing

period. Do not by any means unite the two in inter-

mittent succession. From the moment the first blooms

of any plant of Daphne odora expand, maintain it in

the coldest position possibly attainable in the coolest of

Growth.—The awakening from rest of plants pre-

sents pretty much the same characteristics, whether we
observe it in the sprouting of the seed in the carefully

prepared seed-bed or seed-pan ; in the buds in the

forcing-house, or in the same organs in the shrubbery;

or even in the striking of the cutting. Thoroughly to

understand this process, as well as most of the life-

duties of plants, demands a knowledge of their minute
structure as revealed by the compound microscope,

and a very considerable knowledge of chemistry and
physics. Those even who possess this knowledge are

obliged to confess that much of what takes place in the

meanest blade of grass is incomprehensible to them, and
beyond their present powers of research. Neverthe-

less, thanks to their labours, we do know for certain

a great deal of the life-history of plants, and much of

this it is of great importance that the young gardener

should know too. We propose in the following

remarks to help him to this knowledge, and to confine

ourselves, as far as possible, to physiology proper,

which the young gardener can study for himself, and
not to trench more than is essential on physics or

chemistry, branches of knowledge which, in general,

the gardener has little or no means of studying for

himself to any useful end.

For our present purpose we may divide the internal

structures or tissues of a seed, or of a bud, into two
groups, according as they serve as storerooms for food,

or as the materials for building up the growing plant.

We might compare the latter to the bricks of which a

house is to be constructed, but the comparison fails

because in the case of the plant the bricks make them-

selves. The tissues of which we have spoken consist

of " cells," and before we go further we must endea-

vour to explain what we mean by cells. A cell, tlien,

in vegetable physiology, is a closed bag of membrane,
containing, in its complete healthy condition, a

thick mucus. It may and often does contain other

things, but at present this is all we need concern

ourselves with. The bag of membrane is the

"cell-wall," the mucous contents constitute the "pro-
toplasm." Cells so constructed form the structural

basis of all plants. No plant exists without

them ; many consist of nothing else. All the other

tissues, all the parts of plants, are made up of modifi-

cations of these cells—they begin in point of fact as

cells, and become changed subsequently. Hence, it may
readily be guessed that the form, size, and appearance

of cells varies very considerably in different cases.

What we are now more particularly concerned with is,

the office or duty of these cells in the seed or bud
respectively. Those duties are three :— i, to serve as

storerooms for food ; 2, to convey or to allow the

passage of that food where it is required
; 3, to make

use of that food in building up new tissues during the

process of growth.
We have then the storeroom, the conduit, and the

"growing point," provided for in the structure of the

seed or of the bud, and at this season of the year all

these parts are brought into active use. Our desire in

the following notes is to explain how this is done,

under what circumstances, and with what result. In

the cells of the seeds, or in those of the embryo plant

contained within that seed, in the bud, and in the

tissues of the branch adjacent to the bud, is stored up
a quantity of food. It was the work of the plant in

the preceding year to obtain, manufacture, and store

that food. The time has now arrived when it must be

used, but as it exists in the store-cells it is not avail-

able
J

it has to be prepared for use ; it has to be dis-

solved, in fact, before it can be conveyed to the

growing point where it is wanted. Speaking broadly,

the food in the store-cells consists of starchy matters,

of fatty materials, and of substances analogous to

white of egg, and hence called albuminous substances.

To be rendered useful, the starch must be dissolved, its

character must be changed, and we find in consequence

that it assumes the characteristics of sugar. The pily

and fatty matters also become converted into

sugar. The exact details of these changes are not fully

understood, and such facts as are known concern, in

their present stage, the chemist rather than the

gardener. In point of fact, our knowledge on this

head has not yet arrived at such a point that any

practical deductions useful to the cultivator can be made
from it. This remark does not apply to the circum-

stances or conditions which favour the change in

question. These are fairly well known, and their

bearing on practice is obvious, as will be seen from the

following observations :

—

In the first place, increased temperature. We all

know that seeds will not germinate, buds swell, cuttings

callus or emit roots, unless placed in a certain

temperature, varying in degree in the case of different

plants. There is the oft-tried experiment of growing

the Vine partly in, partly out of the house, and the
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consequent earlier growth in the portion inside as con-
trasted with that out.

But increased temperature alone is not sufficient to

account for the phenomenon, else seeds would grow if

kept in a dry warm place, buds would push in an
atmosphere devoid of moisture, cuttings would strike

without any care being taken to prevent the loss of

moisture from the slip, or to supply water from without.

It is then the combination of a sufficiently high
temperature with a sufficient supply of water, that is

requisite to effect the chemical transformation we have
spoken of as an invariable phenomenon in the awaken-
ing to life, whether of a seed, or a bud, or a collection

of buds.

A due supply of oxygen gas derived from atmo-
spheric air is also required, and the necessity for

this air is shown by the increased length of time required

by seeds to germinate when buried deeply, as contrasted
with the shorter period demanded by the seeds of the

same kind (other things being equal) when not so deeply
placed in the soil. Bury the seeds too deeply, and
they will not grow at all.

Darkness or the absence of light is also a condition

favourable to the processes already alluded to. We
all act on this principle in sowing seeds, or in placing our
Hyacinth bulbs in a dark cup-
board till the roots are well
formed. Light, using the word
in a general sense, is by no
means the simple matter it ap-
pears to be. There is light and
light — light illuminative and
light which does not illumine

—

light which yields heat, light

which gives little or no heat

—

light which sets up chemical
action, light which is passive
in this respect. We need not
attempt to enter into any expla-
nation of the nature of light.

This is a matter for the physicist

and the chemist rather than the
gardener. All that seems neces-

sary is to call attention to the
many tinted rainbow as an ex-
emplification of the complex
nature of light. In it may be
seen zones of violet, indigo,

blue, green, yellow, orange, and
red colours—not sharply defined,

it is true, but each merging
into the other so gradually, that

it is impossible to say where
the one ends and the other
begins. Assuming for our pre-

sent purpose, as indeed we are

quite justified in doing, that each
zone of light exercises its own
peculiar influence on plants, we
find that the violet and blue rays

of light—those in point of fact

that are nearest to absolute dark-
ness in regard to their illumi-

native power—are those which
are most conducive to the germi-
na"i"ii of the seed. Authorities

on this head are unanimous. It

may suffice here to recall to our
gardener readers the experiments
of Dr. Homer, of Hull, as

recorded in our volume for 1841.
It may perhaps be objected

that buds, which we have
classed with seeds, are exposed
to bright light, and yet they
push. In answer to this it

must be remembered that the
buds are for the most part
clothed with opaque scales, and
even if there are no scales, the young buds are over-
shadowed by other parts, which prevent the direct
access of the light.

Tlie starting into life, then, demands a certain tem-
perature, a certain degree of moisture, access to
atmospheric air, oxygen, and darkness more or less

complete.

The increased temperature is afforded by the
lengthening days of spring, or by the art of the
gardener, as in the CD^e of forcing operations. The
moisture is absorbed from the air, or from the soil,

and is supplied artificially by the gardener, according
to the requirements of the case. There is no need to
explain where the oxygen comes from, nor how the
access of bright light is prevented.

Supposing, then, that the food in the store-cells is

rendered soluble, and available for use by the opera-
tion of the favourable conditions just alhrded to, we
have now to trace its course from the store-cell to the
growing point, and to ascertain by what means it is

transferred from one place to the other. In the first

place we may remark that the store-cells and the
growing point are at some distance, less or more, from
each other, and we may explain the necessity for this
by an illustration. It is desirable to have a coal store
and engine-shed within easy reach of the departure
platforms of our railway termini, but it would be ex-
tremely undesirable that they should be in immediate
contiguity with them. So in the case of plants, it

is desirable to have the line clear for the

growing point, and so the stores are at some little dis-

tance. In the case of the germinating embiyo, the

food previously stored in the seed or in its own tissues,

is transferred mainly in two directions, to the two
growing points in fact—that at the extremity of the root

and that at the extremity of the stem or plumule.*
Chemists tell us that the albuminous portion of the

food, together with a little phosphoric acid, is specially

required for the increase and growth of the protoplasm,
the starchy or sugary food together with potash being
specially valuable in the manufacture of the cell-walls.

In a bud the supply of food is directed towards the

point of that bud. In a recently planted cutting the

flow is, in the first instance, towards the cut extremity,

where the " callus " is formed, and whence afterwards
spring the roots.

We have still to explain how it is that the liquid food
passes from one point to another. We have already
seen that the food is contained in closed bags or cells.

In the vast majority of instances there is no real open-

LAKES, CASCADES AND ROCKWORK
OF THE BOIS DE BOULOGNE.

M. Alphand's sumptuous history of the formation
of that pretty, though somewhat fantastic pleasure
ground, the Bois de Boulogne, the Bois de Vincennes,
and the other promenades of Paris,* the publication of
which was suspended during the time of the siege and
the Commune, is now being carried towards comple-
tion. The sad events of the last two years have
destroyed much of the beauty and some of the solid
work of these parks, and the history of their creation
narrowly escaped the same fate ; many of the litho-
graphic stones, from which a number of the illustrations

in the earlier portions of the work were printed, were
destroyed by Joinville during the siege, and some
hundreds of copies of the printed parts of the book, as
well as the manuscript of the latter portion, were con-
sumed with the Hotel de Ville, but the text has been
rewritten and the publication resumed.

The work of which M. Alphand was at once theing between cell and cell, and the liquid contents must
therefore ooze out through one cell-wall and pass ' planner, director, and historian, forms the largest and
through that of ita- neighbour, out of that again, and so

|
most systematic undertaking in the way of landscape

on from cell to cell. There is no doubt whatever that ! gardening in our time, and we propose to present our
readers with a few extracts from
the work in Iquestion, which, by
the courtesy of M. Rothschild,
the publisher, we are enabled to

illustrate with examples of the
original engravings.

The formation of the lakes,

rivulets, and cascades, consti-

tuted a considerable portion of
the solid work executed, and,
consequently, of the expense
incurred. The three principal

cascades situated at the head,
and between the two lakes of
the Bois de Boulogne, were
constructed at the same time as

the lakes themselves, and, cor.
sequently, in the most favourable
and economical conditions, as
the plan was sketched and car-

ried out as a whole. The three

cascades when in action deliver

on an average 70 litres, or about

154 gallons of water per second,
and are fed by the artesian well,

formed after several years' labour
and great difficulties, by the side

of the Route de Saint Cloud,
now the Avenue d'Eylau, not
far from the gate of La Muette.
In addition to the above, there

are two other cascades, that of
the Mare aux Biches— the Lake
of the Roe—and the largest of
all, the grand cascade of Long-
champ.

This last-named cascade is

fed by a special reservoir or
lake of its own, which is filled

every day, and which during the
fashionable hours for the pro-
menade pours forth a main
stream nearly -^i feet in width,
with a fall of 25 feet, and two
smaller streams, the total quan-
tity of water expended being 176
gallons per second, or 3000 tons
per hour. The spot selected

for this cascade is the junction

of the Bois with the plain of
Longchamp, where the race-

course is situated, and the

descent being very abrupt, the

situation was, of course, highly

favourable for the purpose.

The principal face of the cascade is an arc of a circle

of nearly 200 feet span, and the height above the level

of the basin below to the centre of the main stream is

over 50 feet. The lateral portions are formed of
isolated rocks picturesquely thrown together. The
interior of this mass of rockwork is formed into two
caves, one above the other. The two accompanying
illustrations represent these caves, fig. 150 being the

lower, and fig. 151 the upper one.

The lower cave, which is entered by a narrow pas-

sage from the Bois, and communicates with the upper
by a winding staircase formed in the rockwork, is more
than 130 feet long, between 10 and 1 1 feet wide, and
20 feet high in some parts ; the main sheet of the

cascade falls directly in front of the mouth of this

grotto. The upper grotto measures 160 feet in length,

46 feet in width, and 15 feet high in the centre. In

one corner is a nan'ow, concealed staircase, by which
visitors may descend on the side opposite to that on
which they ascended.

With the exception of the rubble with which the

interstices are filled, the whole of this mass of rock-

work is composed of stone from the Forest of Fon-
tainebleau, and built up so as to resemble as nearly as

possible natural rocks : some of tliesc stones measure

as much as 100 cubic metres, and the total quantity

Fig. 150.—LOWER cavern in the bois de Boulogne.

this does take place in this way when the conditions

are favourable. It is a well known circumstance that

if a bag or bladder containing syrup be immersed in a

vessel of water there will soon be a passage of the

water through the bladder to the syrup, which, in con-

sequence, gets diluted and the bag proportionately

distended. This is an illustration of the process called
" osmosis."

Now, when a seed begins to grow or a bud to push'

water, a thin fluid, which we have already seen is

essential to the process, passes through the cell-walls

to mix with the thick fluid protoplasm, and to dissolve

the starchy and albuminous matters of the store-cells.

In this manner there is a constant passage of the

thinner fluid through the cell-walls to the thicker fluid.

It will readily be understood, too, that the pressure or

tension exercised by the distended cell-walls would act

powerfully in squeezing the fluid out of the cells, and
the tendency to become emptied by compression would
be counterbalanced by the "osmotic" force and by
the atmospheric pressure forcing in fresh supplies from
without.

Such, then, are the main phenomena attendant upon
the first stage of vegetation. In future articles we
shall follow the fortunes of the plant from this point
onward.

* The actual process of germination has been explained in the
articles " Botany for Beginners," p. 1197, 1871. * Lts PromeHodts de Paris. Folio. Rothschild. Pafis.
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employed was 1640 cubic metres, or about 58,000
cubic feet. The cost of the whole, including earth-

work and the puddling of the reservoir, was ;^6400,
and the time occupied in its construction four months.
The stone, taken from a forest belonging to the Govern-
ment, cost nothing, but its transport by the river Seine

to Suresne and thence to the Bois cost, on an average,

30J. per cubic yard ; the cost of tlie cement, the

scaffolding, and the labour, brought up the total cost

of the rockwork to about 60^. the yard.

The high cost of rockwork, on which ;^i2,ooo were
spent in the Bois de Boulogne, and the desire not to

place in the lakes, &c., stones which should form
geological anomalies, led to the adoption of a system
of artificial rocks, composed of rubble and cement

;

this consisted of building up masses of stones in mortar,
and covering them with cement, which was laid on
thin, and then worked up to the appearance of natural
calcareous rocks. This plan was found to be rapid
and economic ; the cost was about 23j-. the cubic
yard. A considerable mass of this artificial rock may
be seen around the great cascade. The grottos are

also ornamented with artificial stalactites ; these were
not at first successful, but when Portland cement was
employed the difficulties vanished.

The total cost of the lakes and other pieces of water,
rivulets, and cascades in the Bois amounted to nearly
j^39,ooo, and this sum did not include the earthwork
of the two large lakes. The total surface of water in

the Boiri is 297,000 square metres, and the average cost

of the work in rela-

tion to the surface of

the water was jf. 26 c.,

or about 2s. 2d. per

square yard. Of
course the conditions

ofsuch work, the cost

of labour, carriage,

&c., will vary with
the locality ; but an
average obtained in

such a large and com-
plete experiment must
be useful as a guide

to those who contem-
plate similar under-

takings upon any
scale.

in size to be in proportion to the strength of the plants,

and they should to be filled about one-third of their

depth with largish pieces of broken crocks, which

habit, are totally distinct when examined together. The
leaves of the former are green on the upper side and
whitish beneath, while A. Hookerianji has a uniform glau-

again ought to be covered with the rougher portion
i

^^^^^ colour all oyer. The leaves also have no proper

of the compost. Great care must be taken not

to break the young roots ; to effect this, the

plant ought to be inverted on the palm of the hand and
the old soil gently worked away, without altogether

destroying the ball ; the dead roots ought also to

be carefully cut off. The plants must not be put too
deeply in the pots, and the surface roots sliould be but
just covered. The plants should then be plunged
about four-fifths their depth in hot tan ; Marantas like

a warm atmosphere, 65° to 70", a considerable amount
of moisture, and a shady place as close to the glass as

possible. Cultivated in this manner these plants soon
attain considerable dimensions. About the end of

April, when the first new shoots are rising, the vegeta-

tion may be stimulated by frequent watering with
dilute liquid manure made from rotten cowdung, and
by these means they will acquire their grandest dimen-
sions and most beautiful colours. Plants intended for

specimens should be repotted about the end of June.
This consists in shifting the plant into a pot slightly

larger. Very little of the old soil must be removed, so

as not to check the plants which are in full growth, and
they must then be replaced in the tan bed and treated

as before. About the end of August the watering
with liquid manure must be discontinued, and after

October the supply of water should be gradually

MARANTAS.
The genera Cala-

thea (Meyer), Ma-
ranta (Linnaeus), and
Phrynium (Willde-

now), have very few
distinctive botanical

characters. Indeed,

Dr. A. Gray, a com-
petent authority, pro-

poses to do away with
the genus Phrjmium.*
However that maybe,
the plants are gene-

rally confounded in

gardens under the

name of Maranta. In
forming this genus,

which he dedicated to

Bertolameo Maranti,

an Italian botanist of
the 16th century, the
celebrated Linnaeus
was far from suspect-

ing that the plants composing it would become the
]

decreased. During winter the atmosphere of the house
pearls and jewels of our stoves.

" ...
-

.

The group is composed of individuals of very
different size, since there are plants of all sizes, from
Maranta micans (Linden), of the height of 3 or
4 inches, up to Maranta majestica (Koch), of 4 to 6 feet,

and also of all colours, from Maranta arundinacea
to Veitchii and Lindeniana. During the last

20 years the number of species in this group has
greatly increased. Those who visited the Universal
Exhibition of Paris, in 1867, will recollect the fine

effect produced by the collection of 25 new sorts
exhibited by M. Linden, of Brussels, who has
thoroughly mastered the cultivation of these plants.
Marantas are not in general very well cultivated,
simply because they are not permitted in winter to
have that rest which is necessary to them. They are also
too often potted in a soil which is not rich enough for

them, or which is too compact for permitting the plants
to acquire their proper character and develope the
lustrous metallic tints of their leaves, which is one of
the principal sources of their beauty. The best time for
the shifting of these plants is the end of March, or the
beginning of April, when the young leaves and roots
are commencing to grow. The compost which suits
them best is composed of two-fifths of very light leaf-
mould, one-fifth of well rotted cowdung, one-fifth of
living Sphagnum, and one-fifth of broken charcoal and
crocks. If the mould is not sandy enough, some silver
sand may be added, and the whole ought to be
thoroughly mixed together. The pots employed ought

Fig. 151.—UPPER CAVERN IN THE BOIS DE BOULOGNE.

should be kept dry, and only just enough water must
be given to prevent the fleshy roots from perishing.

The plants most deserving recommendation are :

—

1. Maranta (Calathea) Lindenii, Wallis and Andre.
2. ,, ,, Veitchiana, Hooker.

Calathea (Maranta) chimboracensis, Linden.
smaragdina, Linden and Andre.

Maranta Baraquinii, Ch. Lemaire.

,, illustris, Linden.
(Calathea) Legrelleana, Linden.

,, princeps, Linden.
Van den Heckii, Hort.
micans, Linden.
(Calathea) roseo-picta, Linden.
virginalis major. Linden.
variegata, Hort.
viltata, Ch, Lemaire.
(Calathea) Warscewiczii, Hor-t.

„ zebrina.

regalis, Hori.
18. Calathea arrecta, Linden (Maranta setosa

catalogues).

19. Maranta amabilis, Linden.
20. ,, Wallisii, Linden.

Charles Paiin. Kew.

• illustration Horticole, ij., 175.

3.

4.

5-

6.

7-

12.

14.

IS-

16.

17-

of

CONIFEROUS PLANTS FROM BRITISH
COLUMBIA.

{Continuedfrom p. 465.)

Abies Pattoniana is another species introduced by
Jeffrey, and one previously unknown in Britain. The
Abies Hookeriana was also sent home by him at the same
time. These two species, although somewhat allied in

upper surface, being rounded, and densely set o"n the
branches. The finest specimens of the Abies Pattoniana
known to me are to be seen at Glen Almond and the
Cairnies. great care having been taken of them by the late
proprietor, whose name it bears. At my suggestion
(many years ago), the side branches were foreshortened,
which has given the plants an upright tendency. Both
species are exceedingly hardy, and, like the Abies Alber-
tiana, luxuriate in soil naturally composed of loam and
peat. As these plants have a great tendency to branch
on the surface of the ground, instead of cutting them off",

I would recommend them to be treated as layers. By
doing so a great advantage will be gained by inducing in
them an upright growth. The way I find the layer-

ing of these plants to succeed best is to bare
all the lower branches of their leaves and small side
shoots, leaving 8 or 10 inches at the point undone ; then
twist a piece of very fine copper wire tightly round the
lower portion cleared, and peg the branch down in a
mixture of loam and peat

,
previously prepared and

placed round the plant, covering the surface afterwards
with a coating of sphagnum moss, and placing stones on
the surface to prevent the moss from being blown about,
besides assisting to retain the moisture round the layers.

If the layering practice is carried on for a few years, the
plants will soon begin to assume an upright habit. X

have never succeeded in striking either of these species by
cuttings.

Several other species of Abies were also received, under
the names of A. alba,

A. nigra, and A. rubra.
Whatever the two for-

mer species may turn
out, the last, A. rubra,
is a very distinct-look-

ing tree, with pendent
branches, and soft,

pale-coloured leaves.

A good many seeds of
this tree were distri-

buted, but I have not
been able to learn of
any being planted in

peaty soil, like theother
species of Abies pre-
viously noticed. It is

well known that most
of the Abies tribe luxu-
riate in peaty soils,

where the Norway
Spruce (Abies excelsa)

is to be seen in its

healthiest condition, as
also the originally in-

troduced specimens in
Scotland of A. alba,

A. nigra, and A. rubra.

A good deal has yet
to be learned as to the
soils and situations

best adapted for grow-
ing the different genera
and speciesof Conlferr.

Little or no informatic n
on this very important
subject has been com-
municated to us
through the medium
of botanical collectors.

We can therefore only
arrive at conclusions
from an examinatic n
of the more recently

introduced species nt w
growing in thiscountrj'.

When seeing them in

some soils and situ-

ations, one would
scarcely believe that they are the same species that

we see in other places. Piceas generally succeed best

when growing in deep heavy rich loam, or loam
naturally mixed with peat, particularly many of the
soft and blunt-leaved species, as Picea nobilis, P. ama-
bilis, &c.—while the generality of the prickly-leaved

species, such as Picea cephalonica, P. Pinsapo, and the
other allied species recently introduced, appear to be
totally different plants when seen growing in a limestone
district. At Craigo, in Forfarshire, P. cephalonica and
P. Pinsapo far eclipse all other specimens planted in other
places at the same time, except in those localities where
limestone exists, a formation which they are accustomed to

grow on in their native country. I have no hesitation in

saying that Picea numidica, P. bifida, and P. cilicica

will grow much better on limestone than they now do in

the loamy soils so well adapted for many other species

of Picea,

The finest tree of Abies Menziesii to be seen in Britain

is the one on the Keillor Moor Pinetum in Perthshire,

planted by the late David Bishop, wood forester, Meth-
ven. This tree is growing in deep peat soil, and, judging
from its vigour, one would almost fancy it to be a distinct

species from the plants of A. Menziesii generally seen
growing under ordinary circumstances. The Picea
Pichta is another tree totally changed in appearance when
growing in soil of a peaty nature, where it assumes a
remarkably pyramidal habit, while in ordinary loamy soils

it is more or less bushy. The subject of soils is so very
important that every scrap of information we can obtain
will be serviceable to parties wishing to plant, on the soils

they possess, such kinds of trees as have already been
proved to grow freely on similar soils.

Picea nobihs, as I have said, is one of the trees which
luxuriates in soil naturally composed of peat and loam.
Although I have often tried the artificial mixing of peat
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and loam for this tree, also for several other species of

Conifers, Itiey never assume the luxuriant appearance of

those growing in the natural mixture. It may not be out

of place to state, that many Conifers, indeed, I may say

all, luxuriate in loam mixed with very old decayed horse

manure. It throws a vigour into them almost equivalent

to the natural peaty mixture. This is particularly notice-

able with all the blunt-leaved Piceas, particularly the

Picea nobilis, P. amabilis, P. Lowii, P. magnifica, &c.

Many individuals are much averse to the use of manures
for Conifers, and many are the questions put to me
regarding the use of such stimulants. In a rough or

fresh condition it is by no means satisfactory, but totally

different in a decomposed slate, as it is generally procured

from old hotbeds. Wliile using manure, it is necessary

that it should be thoroughly mixed with loam before put-

ting it round the roots of newly transplanted Conifers
;

and for established ones, such as Araucarias, &c., the

opening of a trench round the plants, and filling it up
with the mixture alluded to, will soon tell on the branches

of the trees. I have never found guano or liquid manure
equal to the old decomposed horse manure as a stimulant

for Conifers.

Of tlie Cupressus tribe several species were received

from Jeffrey, and several names have to be corrected.

Libocedrus decurrens, which may be ranked amongst his

best introductions, was sent out by the Association under

the name of Thuja Craigiana, in compliment to Sir William

G. Craig, Bart., of Riccarton (an arboricultural amateur

of high standing), and I find it is extensively cultivated

under that name. This Libocedus grows to the height of

40 feet, with a stem 9 feet in circumference, It must be

grown in rich deep loam, in a somewhat sheltered situa-

tion, as it is very liable to be destroyed when exposed to

the wind. It propagates freely by cuttings, and makes
excellent plants, but it takes time to do so. Instead of

forming roots at once, a rounded ball, about the size of a

hazel-nut, is often produced at the extremity. If the

cuttings are lifted, and portions of the outer skin of tliis

small brown swelling cut off, roots will soon be given out

from the edges of the cut extremities. Without this ma-
nipulation the cuttings will lie a long time in the ground
in a fresh condition, with no appearance of growing. The
Libocedrus is likely to form a noble plant for the warmer
districts of England and Ireland. One standing on the

lawn in the Worcester nursery is i3 feet high, with a stem
2 feet 6 inches in circumference at base. The tallest spe-

cimen in the Edinburgh garden is 14 feet, and the habit

is quite that of the Irish Yew. Grafted plants were sent

from the Continent some years ago, and named L. de-

currens divaricata. When first received the branches had
a peculiar diverging aspect, probably owing to their free-

growing nature, on account of being grafted. Such plants

are now as upright as any of the original seedlings.

A Thuja, raised from seed, and which has turned out to

be the true Thuja gigantea, is another acquisition, first

sent home by Jeffrey. When raised, the seedlings had
much the appearance of Thuja occidentalis, and for a

time little attention was paid to it. After a few years it

began to assume an upright habit, and has gone on
rapidly increasing. The largest specimen is 20 feet high,

and 18 feet in circumference of branches. Numerous
plants introduced by other collectors, under the names of

Thuja Lobbii, T. Menziesii, and T. Craigiana, appear
only to be varieties of T. gigantea, and, although not as

yet taking the rapid upright habit of this tree, they are very

closely allied to it. This tall species of Thuja is perfectly

hardy, and readily increased by cuttings. From its pecu-
liar upright habit, and standing the wind well, it will form
a great acquisition to pleasure grounds ; and as the timber

of it is said to be good- in quality, it may some day or

other be grown for forest purposes. Although the habit

o'f the plant is that of the upright growing shrub, it will

lose its lower branches like the ordinary evergreen Coni-
feras when growing close together.

Another Thuja was raised from Jeffrey's seeds by
Messrs. Backhouse & Son, of York. This plant has a
yfery distinct habit of growth, resembling in some respects

the Thuja gigantea. It puts up a strong loose branching
leader, having all the side branches more or less pendent,

the points of all turning upwards, and each of the lower
ones assuming the appearance of a leader. This variety

was sent out by Messrs. Backhouse under the name of

Thuja Craigiana, as it happened to come up in the pot in

which the Libocedrus decurrens seed (then called T.

Craigana) was sown. This pecuhar variety is now exten-

sively cultivated, under the name of T. Craigiana. It is

readily propagated by cuttings, and is easily distinguished

in habit from all other species of Thuja. The largest

plant growing here is 15 feet high.
A most interesting tree of this section I must not omit

to record is the Cupressus Lawsoniana. Although Jeffrey

had not the credit of introducing the seed of this very

beautiful tree, he certainly deserves the credit of discover-

ing it. I stated at the commencement of this paper that

after the death of Jeffrey, all his effects that could be pro-

cured were sent home to the Association, including a large

number of dried plants, amongst which were found several

sheets of carefully dried specimens of what is now called

Cupressus Lawsoniana, in excellent preservation. Judging
from the quantity and the trouble taken to dry them, it

must have been looked upon by Jeffrey as a plant worthy
of being introduced. No seeds, however, were found.

The specimens must have been collected fully a twelve-

month before any seeds of the plant were sent to this

country. The first importation of the seeds was in the
autumn of 1855, and the plant was then named Cupressus
Lawsoniana. ya?}ics McNah, Edinburgh.

[To be Co?iti>iued.)

Jome Correspnknce.
Gumming of Peach Trees v. Galvanised

Wire.—Seeing that no one has replied to the interest-

ing question raised by Mr. Pearson, at p. 395, in

reference to this subject, I beg to offer a few remarks
in order to keep the question before your readers, as

many—some from my personal knowledge, are pre-

vented from using the wire solely on reports such

as that given by your correspondent. Sometime ago,

after an examination of some yovmg trees trained on

this wire, and which were also cankered at the places

where the wire touched the branches, I thought it

was the wire, but on reflection I do not now think

it has anything to do with the disease. These trees

were, in my opinion, excessively vigorous—planted in

good compost, fed high, their sap channels charged

to bursting, and taxed to their utmost. Plants of this

description, or rather in this condition, from being so

tender in every part, are susceptible of the least adver-

sity. The branches in contact with the wire hold

water between them and it. Frequent syringing would
cause a continual supply of moisture at those points of

contact. Now this moisture is, in my opinion, the cause

of the evil complained of, in connection with vigorous

growth on the part of the plant. Perhaps the constant

chilling which this part receives through the water

being in contact with the iron, keeping it below the

temperature of the other parts of the tree, is the cause ;

or the constant choking or rotting of the cells of

the epidermis at this point, or by the softening of the

skin at this jimction, by the continual moisture resting

on it, the force of sap causes a rupture of the cells,

and leads to gumming. The more vigorous the tree

the more canker seems to be the rule. 1 have observed

the same disease in young vigorous trees where no

wire is used, especially at those parts where drip falls

on them. Has any one observed it on old Peach

trees which are trained on wire? Gardeners and
nurserymen would be glad to hear what the Scientific

Committee lias to say about it. The whitewash on the

other wires mentioned by Mr. Pearson no doubt acted

as a sponge, and took up the moisture or conveyed it

along the wire until it became exhausted in the white

substance. Jlcury Mills.

I am pleased to find that ISIr. Pearson has

brought this subject under notice. There are many
who do not believe in it, but I am not one of them.

The first instance of its injurious effects that came
under my notice was at the Royal Horticultural

Society's Gardens, Chiswick, where in the glass wall

the Peach trees were badly gummed. The second

occurred when I was gardener to the late S. Richards,

Esq., at Shalimar. He was one of the first to

patronise Sir Joseph Paxton's houses for Peaches,

in which the wire above mentioned was used. I said

at the time it would not answer, but my employer
remarked, *' Depend upon it, my man, what Sir

Joseph says is right." However, they ginnmed badly

the first year, and the following year the wires were
all painted with three coats, which answered every

purpose. R. Gilbert, Burghley.

Yew Poisoning.—If Yew trees are really and
truly poisonous to cattle browsing them, pray, Mr.
Editor, will you or some of your valuable correspond-

ents have the kindness to tell us how it is that the

thousands of cows and horses in the New Forest,

having access to Yew trees of all ages, are never known
to be injured by them? C. B., Seven Hills,

Daphne pontica.—Of all the hardy-flowering

sweet-scented shrubs I am acquainted with, this is the

finest for perfume. The Jasminum-like odour is

inhaled at a great distance from where the plant grows,

and immediately arrests the attention of all who come
in contact with it. The shmb, which has foliage of

a glabrous green, is of a spreading habit, not growing
more than 3 feet high here. It grows freely in the

common garden soil, and stands drought better than

many other plants. It is a very profuse and certain

bloomer, flowering on the young wood, and keeps in

bloom generally the whole of April. It richly deserves

a place in every shrubbery border, however small.

T. IVymu, Holbrook, Suffolk.

The Humming-Bird Hawk Moth.—On Satur-

day last, April 20, I captured a fine specimen of the

Macroglossa Stellatarum, the common humming-bird
hawk moth. Its appearance so early in the year, taken

in connection with the variable but frequently cold and
snowy weather of the last few weeks, and the return of

snow on the following day, seems rather unusual, and
may possibly interest some of your entomological

readers. E, A. O,

The Weather in Cornwall.—We have had a few
days of very cold weather. Frost has again cut down
the Potatos, and some people are engaged in destroying

the early variety—which has been three times cut

down, and which it is thought will be of no use—and
putting in later kinds. Some of the forest trees have
their buds browned. Fronds of Ferns are also pinched

where unprotected. Pear and Plum blossom suffered

considerably. There is an abundant show of bloom on

the Apple trees ; these have not arrived at the stage to

receive hurt. Negretti's standard minimum thermo-

meter showed 3° of frost at 5 feet from the ground on
the night of the 19th. Jlairy Mills.

Table Decorations at South Kensington.—As
so large a sum of money is to be expended in prizes at

the forthcoming exhibition of table decorations at

South Kensington, on May 15 and 16, would it not be

desirable that some idea of who the judges are to be

should be given? I should have concluded they would
be chosen from amongst the ladies of the aristocracy

connected with the Royal Horticultural Society. Some
doubtless could be found who would kindly undertake

the task. But it occurs to me that table decorations

intended for the upper ten thousand would not be

judged by daylight. Perhaps it is intended to have a

darkened compartment, so that it should be lighted by
lamps or gas, but I see no mention made of such an

arrangement. Or it may be that the Council of the

Royal Horticultural Society propose to themselves the

task of educating the aristocracy to dine at more proper

hours. Any way, I hope this large expenditure is not

intended for mere club table decoration, or trade

speculation purposes ? Querist.

The Birmingham Exhibition.—The practical

replies which my last letter has elicited from several

of your correspondents, induces me to lay before your

readers one or two additional points which affect the

successful issue of the forthcoming exhibition. I have

now before me the "code of regulations," and for all

practical guidance to exhibitors they are about as open
and undefined as it is well nigh possible to frame
them. Permit me to illustrate my meaning, by sup-

posing that eight horticultural builders compete, and
that each one exhibits a distinct and separate class of

house. Builder No. i exhibits, say, a conservatory
;

No. 2, a lean-to vinery ; No. 3, a span-roof green-

house ; No. 4, a Cucumber and Melon-house ; No. 5)

a length of Peach-wall covering ; No. 6, a Pine-stovt ;

No. 7, an orchard-house ; and No. 8, an improved
form of Strawberry-house. Now, in the absence of

any second, or corresponding structure to any of the

above, there can be no means of comparison, and I

respectfully submit that no judge would be able to

decide which constituted " the best horticultural build-

ing" or which would be entitled to an award. The
fact is, that each would be "best" for the respective

purpose for which it was required, although virtually

"disqualified" from receiving an award because of

having nothing wherewith to compete. But in order to

remedy this state of things, why not separate iron from

wooden houses, placing them under separate schedules,

and subdividing each schedule into classes, enume-

rating what houses each class shall embrace. Every
builder would then be at liberty to elect for himself

into which class he would enter to compete. With
respect to the date of entries this should be confined to

a given period prior to the show, and the applicant

exhibitor could be apprised as to whether or not a

sufficient number of applications had been sent in to

this particular class to constitute a fair competition ; if

not, he might deem it futile to allow his entry to lie,

and embrace the opportunity of entering in another

class. Of course, if he felt disposed to become an

isolated exhibitor in any class in which there was no

competition with a view to obtain "honourable

mention," or a " special certificate" for what he con-

sidered some novel and meritorious production, so far

so good, that would be optional on his part ; but some
such arrangement as described would convey to ex-

hibitors some idea of what they were going in for. It

would also tend to inspire confidence, whereas now all

is uncertainty. Again, why should not specific and
suitable awards be given for a display of drawings,

models, machinery for ventilating, detached ventilators,

fastenings for windows and doors, modes of shading,

and construction of stages? These and other neces-

saries are open to improvement, and, in my opinion,

deserve to be noticed. Respecting the "best hot-

water apparatus," I shall, with your permission, be

glad to offer a few suggestions naxt week. S.

Tree Planting.—Five or six years since I planted

a plantation of Firs and hardwood mixed. I have

since found out that some of them are planted as much
as 5 and 6 inches too deep (/. t'., above the crown of

the roots). My object in writing to you is to ask if any

of your correspondents can tell me what I had better

do with them—whether I had better leave them as

they are, or whether I had better transplant them
another year ? Some of them, I may say, seem to be

doing well notwithstanding. Would you very kindly

answer me this through your columns? G. M.

British Orchids.—I am sure the thanks of all

your readers are due to Mr. A. W. Bennett for his

letter regarding the native Orchids of Dorking. Like

him, I know the district well, and can confirm the

correctness of his list, adding, however, Cephalanthera

ensifolia, which I have met with there, and of course

C. grandiflora, which is common. I shall like to see

Mr. Choules' list of 19 species. Whilst writing of

our native Orchids, I cannot refrain from referring

to a wonderful article on this subject wdiich I have
lately read. Here a correspondent, wliilst dis-

coursing on the Orchids of Buckinghamshire, states

that he found in the month of March, and in a sandy

bog in Bucks, Listera cordata, Kpipactis palustris, and
Orchis maculata. The common white variety of the

latter he " is not quhe certain is not a distinct

species I" It is also asserted that in this same field

Spiranthcs aiitumnalis and, "over the hedge, in a wet
place," Kpipactis purpurata were found. In the same
favoured spot Listera ovata, "beautifully variegated,"

was discovered ; and the writer says that variegated

Orchids are "very common where Orchids abound."

Here is an Orchidaceous Tom Tiddler's ground for

British botanists ! He has, however, not done yet, for

in the Munlz he met with a " lovely variegated Epi-
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pactis purpurata, with the foliage banded and striped

with rose colour, much in the same way as Tradescantia

discolor." The same writer expresses his intention of

discoursing on "undiscovered gems!" "which waste

their sweetness, &c., where the wind llowers dance

merrily in the breeze," and "where the sun-dew opens

its golden eyes in the depths of our grand old woods."

What ! Where ? Prirfectus custodttm.

The Hardware Show at Birmingham.—In

the editorial which you appended to my article of last week

(p. 544,) you say, "We believe we may add that the

Royal ilorticultural Society is in no way responsible for

the implement show, which is entirely in the hands of the

local committee." This, I have no doubt, is quite true
;

and in proportion to its truth so is the justness of my
strictures intensified. In years gone by, when any radical

change in the constitution of the Society has been
proposed, the charter of incorporation has been paraded
as a barrier; and even so recently as the gardeners'

public dinner at Nottingham, the Coimcil vetoed the

announcement as being contrary to its interpretation of

the duties of the Society, and had a fresh one issued. I

find no fault with the use of this piece of "red
tape," because the leading members of the Council

made the amatdc hx^norablc by dining, but at the same
time, in this matter of the Birmingham show, I think I am
justified in asking whether the charter of the Society in

any way authorises the executive to delegate its functions

to another body ? If it does not, I apprehend it has no
power to throw the responsibility of the implement show
upon the local committee, nor can it allow any prizes

which maybe awarded to be announced as having been
made by the Royal Horticultural Society. Now, it is the

presiij^c of the Society which gives importance to these

awards ; intrinsically they are of little value, and therefore

I think we have a right to demand that the awards shall

be something or nothing, and that they shall either bear
the ^l';/ (J //</(. impress of the Royal Horticultural Society,

or that they shall not be awarded at all. Nothing is so

certain as that the winners of these prizes will announce
them as awarded by the Royal Horticultural Society,

while months before the exhibition we have, by
your announcement, reason to know that "the Society

is in no way responsible for the implement show." An
anomaly like this is a credit to no one, but, on the con-

trary, is a subterfuge alike discreditable to all concerned.

The award of prizes for the construction of plant and
fruit houses, and heating the same, are subjects of too

great national importance to be passed by thoughtlessly.

It is of the first importance that the best forms should be
selected for premiums, and that the persons deputed to

make the awards should be those about whose judgment
and honesty there can be no caviling. For this purpose
the ^100 placed at the disposal of the local committee
can sen-e no useful purpose whatever, and therefore I

should say drop the medal system altogether and award
premier and second and third class certificates. /lo
will go a long way for such certificates, and will leave ^90
for the organisation of a proper system of trials. For
instance, not less than 1000 feet of 4-inch piping should
be provided to test the large boilers, and who is to supply
that? It is not likely that each exhibitor will incur the

expense for himself, and if he does not, how is he to

demonstrate the power of his boiler? I say, let the local

committee provide this piping, to which each exhibitor

may attach his boiler, from the same stokehole and
chimney shaft, and feed from the same supply of fuel.

Then means must be provided to discharge the hot water
and recharge the pipes with cold, so that each boiler at

starting may stand as nearly as possible upon the same
platform. In this way boilers may be classified according
to their size, so that if we have one to heat thousands
of feet, we may have another equally important
that may not be required to heat a thousand inches.

In the same way glass houses may be divided into their

several classes of conservatories, greenhouses, stoves,

forcing-houses, \-ineries, pineries, orchard-houses, pro-

menades, even down to a forcing frame ; or a selection

may be made of two, three, or more classes this season,
and the remainder may be carried for\vard to succeeding
shows. Here no prize money will be required, but the
work done will be appreciable and of some service. In
the same way I would divide vases into groups of two,

three, five, seven, or more, artistically arranged, and these
again into the architecturesque and rustic. Wire orna-
ments may be treated in the same manner—groups of
hanging baskets, groups of vases, groups of arches, &c.
Indeed, with a sheet of foolscap and three or four clear

heads, a schedule may be drawn up in an hour or
two that will place exhibitors upon a fair footing, give
satisfaction to visitors, and be more credit to the Royal
Horticultural Society in one season than those ab captan-
duvi gatherings will lead up to in a quarter of a century.

Nor is this all, for I want the judges to be so selected

that from a practical, scientific, and Eesthetic point of
view they shall be able to give a reason for the faith that

is in them, and will do so by furnishing the Society with a
detailed report of the exhibition, in which they will set

forth their opinion of the various exhibits. Thus we may
get at " the reason why," and may follow in the wake of

those admirable reports which for some years past have
been furnished by the judges of field trials and prize farms
to the Royal Agricultural Society. \V. P. Ayres, Ncwark-
vpon-Trent.

Without wishing to enter into any prolonged
controversy, I wish to point out, in answer to "A. D. S.,"
that his supposition that houses built for the Birmingham
competition would, in my case at any rate, have been
specially made, in the sense of departing from my usual
method of construction in any way, is wrong. The
object of my remarks was to point out that as I, in com-
mon, I believe, with most leading horticultural builders,
do not keep any stock of houses, but build entirely to
order, the house to be exhibited has to be specially made,
for which I repeat there is not time. When I last wrote,
the scheme was not in my hands. Now that it has
arrived, and is so extremely indefinite, I must say I agree

with ".S." and Mr. Ayres as to the impracticability of a
competition satisfactory either to the public or the builders

being arrived at. Supposing a conservatory and a forcing
house to be entered, and the conscn-atory receive the
award, it \\\\\ at once be seen that it was a mere waste of

expense to show the forcing house, inasnuich as it Iiad

notliing in common with the consen-atory receiving the

award ; each might be the best for the purpose for which
it was built. I'he Royal Agricultural Society would
scarcely oft'er .a premium to the "best engine " without
specifying whether it was to be a locomotive, traction, or
portable engine. T. G. Mcssofgcr.

The New Grenadan Cattleyas. — Mr. Ander-
son challenges my statement. I accept his clialienge,

and will take care to prove the truth of my statement
at a future date, but for the present I declare that every
word 1 wrote at p. 42S is literally true, I have
nothing to retract, and no reservations to make. Next
he asks : Upon what observations do I base my
statement ? My reply is, Upon tlie flowers themselves

;

and as we have had from 50 to So plants blooming
here for the last five years, I think that number
ay be considered a fair sample, and that my

statement is based on a fair foundation. Then
again "he cannot accept general statements— he
wants reliable data." What an insinuation ! I

do not doubt Mr. Anderson's statement when he
says that his flowers very soon showed signs of distress,

and my first experience with C. Trianx was exactly

the same, and I may add they were very often

freckled all over with little black dots ; but neither

the one or other will happen if the plants are treated

as I have recommended. I hope some of our Orchid-
growing friends will give us their experience in this

matter. There must be tliousands of plants of Cattleya
Triana^ in cultivation—at all events thousands have
been imported during the last six or seven years—and
I ask, has anyone tried them as I have recommended
when they are in bloom. i>ut, whetiier they have tried

them so or not, does their experience prove that the

blooms will not stand over 14 days, when the plants

are well established ? One word more : I gave the

time as six weeks, /. t-., 42 days ; Mr. Anderson has
added, " and possibly 50 or 60." I wish to point

out that these are his figures, not mine ; if he is deter-

mined to give the fullest meaning to the word " after,"

why does he stop at 60 days ? IVm. Wilson, Enfield.

I think there can be no doubt that Mr. Ander-
son is right in supposing that light is essential to the

flowering of the New Grenadan Cattleyas. I had
several plants which proved very shy bloomers until

last year, when two of them were put upon the centre

stage of a small pit, close to the glass, and shaded with
a very thin canvas, which moderated the light of the

sun only in a slight degree. One of these threw up
two strong bulbs in the spring, which were succeeded
by three others as a second growth ; all five bulbs
flowered in January, although the younger bulbs had
hardly completed their growth. The flowers, eleven
in number, very large, pure white, with a rich purple
labellum, began to open on January 10, and certainly

remained till quite the end of February, when they
showed a tendency to spot ; they were then cut, and
remained unchanged for nearly afortnight longerin a vase
in the drawing-room. The flowers of the other, a rose-

coloured variety, remained even longer in perfection,

but were not quite so large or so numerous. Of two
other plants of the same age which passed the summer
on a shady shelf in the same house, one did not flower

at all, and the other only on the outside portion of the
plant which was exposed to the sun. I propose to try

these Cattleyas in a pit glazed with Hartley's patent

rough plate glass, without any shading at all. J. M.,
Co7tstable Burton^ Bcdale.

Portable Plant Protectors, or Anti-Cloches.

—

At Mr. Gilbert's request I have examined the two
useful little plant cases which he and Mr. Chapman
have both claimed as " Anti-Cloches," and I find that

the two are distinct enough not to be piracies of, nor to

interfere with, each other. In Mr. Gilbert's " amateur's
improved hand-glass," which is almost a miniature
portable two-light garden frame, sloping towards the

front, the glass is made to slide, in two pieces, in and
out a groove in the wood, and is secured by a simply
contrived wooden button at the lower or front end, when
the case is carried from place- to place ; the glass can,

however, be left more or less partially open as required.

There is also a grooved dividing bar between the two
pieces of glass or lights, which both strengthens the

frame and carries a handle in the centre, rendering the

case easily and perfectly portable, and in that respect it

is a decided advance over all other new portable plant

protectors I have seen. In other respects, also, it is

simple and thoroughly adapted to its purpose, although

it does certainly not possess all the qualifications men-
tioned by Mr. Chapman in the Gardeners' Chronicle of

the 6th inst. as attaching to his Anti-Cloches. As the

name *' Anti-Cloche " is neither intelligible nor ex-

pressive, Mr. Gilbert and Mr. Chapman have done
well in not splitting straws over it, and certainly in

not allowing the reputed prottges of the Evil One to

spend the long vacation at their expense. Thos. Laxion.

Oncidium Marshallianum.—A specimen of this

magnificent Oncidium is now flowering at Fernie-

hurst, having a branching spike bearing 20 of its rich

flowers, which present a beautiful appearance. This

andO. macranthum must stand in the first rank among

lovely Oncids. To grow it successfully it recjuires
rather more warmth than the latter, but when subjected
to the temperature of the Cattleya-house it thrives
admirably; it is somewhat allied to O. crispum, but
in colour of flower it differs hum that species, the lip

being of the richest golden yellow, marked with brown
spots at the base, the petals are also yellow with brown
spots. Too much cannot be said in its praise, and when
in flower, if removed to a cooler house, it will greatly
prolong the season of its perfection. C. f. W.

The Price of Cinchona.—Can any of your
botanical correspondents enlighten me as to the follow-
ing point ? Recently, a species of Cinchona bark has
appeared in the drug market catalogues, said to be
that of C. oblongifolia, and apparently commanding a
higher price than any of the other kinds. It seems to
be one of the " red barks." Upon referring to

Markham^s Travels in Peru and India, ed. 1S62, p. 28,
I find mention of four kinds of Cinchona found \\\

1772 by the Spanish botanist Mutis, near Bogota, in

New Grenada, and described by him in 1792, viz.,

C. lancifolia, C. cordifolia, C. oblongifolia, and C.
ovalifolia, yielding four kinds of bark—orange, yellow,
red, and white. Mr. Markham proceeds to say that

"in reality the two last are not Cinchonas at all, but
belong to the genus Ladenbergia, and contain no fever-

dispelling alkaloids whatever." If this view be correct,

I suppose that the bark named oblongifolia now in the

market is that of some other Cinchona than the New
Grenadan species described by Mutis. Is it a "red
bark," and from* what district does it come? Secondly,
in Mr. M 'Ivor's and Mr. Broughton's reports on the
Cinchona plantations of India special mention is made
of the advantages resulting from " mossing " the trees,

and of the consequent increased secretion of febrifugal

alkaloid under the parts so "mossed." Yet at the sale

of 31SS4 lb. of Indian Cinchona bark in the London
market, on December 22, 1S71, it appears from an
official report that the highest prices were obtained for

the unmossed succirubra and unmossed Condaminea
barks, the old mossed succirubra fetching 6(/. and 'jd.

per pound less. If the system of mossing does really

promote the increased secretion of quinine in the bark
so treated, why should it fetch lower prices than the

unmossed bark? Cinchona^ Api-il 15.

The Irish Yew (Taxus baccata hibernica).

—

Will the true type of Irish Yew reproduce itself from
seed, and if not in an ordinary way how many per cent,

of the seedlings will bear an approaching resemblance
to the parent trees ? William Earley.

Picea magnifica. — I think this fine tree has
characteristics distinct from P. nobilis, and I am glad
that Mr. Fowler has described it so fully and well in

the Gardeners^ Chronicle (see p. 394). This is a fit

opportunity for those who take interest in the correct

naming of Conifers to come forward with practical

observations concerning this tree as a species. There
is a fine specimen of what I take to be Picea magnifica
in the grounds at my residence ; the tree stands at an
equal distance {about 9 yards) from two good trees of

P. nobilis, and the character is very decided and easily

seen by comparison. As Mr. Fowler describes, so the

branches are on the large specimen here ; there are

other marks of a distinct type—the terminal branches
have a uniformity in the underside lateral not seen in

P. nobilis ; the flower of nobilis is purple, that of

magnifica red ; the cones of magnifica appear larger

and more full at the base than the cones of nobilis,

for nearly the whole length of the stem the leaves are

persistent on P. magnifica ; on P. nobilis the leaves are

only persistent on the growth of two seasons or so.

Chaj-les M'Donald, Pluvnix Park, Dublin,

Anthurium Scherzerianum. — We have an
Anthurium Scherzerianum with 38 flowers or spathes

in various stages of development. I should be glad to

know if a similar instance has been recorded before.

The plant in question was repotted last autumn from a
12-inch pot to one iS inches. We have also the large-

flowered variety, with seven flowers or spathes, the

largest of which measures 6| by 3, and was repotted

at the same time as the above from an S-inch pot to

one of 12 inches. George Birch, The Gardens, Hathrop
Castle, Fairford, April l^'

Primula japonica.—This is almost too good a
plant to be out in the piercing cold winds of March,
There is not a doubt but that it is hardy enough, but,

unless grown in poor soil, and therefore scrubby, its

flowers would be all spoilt as they appeared. But for

this, the season in which it flowers, rows of them
would look nobly grand. It is pre-eminently the thing

for cool conservatories, and takes the place of the other
strain of Primulas and Cyclamens, &c. A plant here
in a 9-inch pot has 20 healthy leaves, some measuring
14 inches by 6 inches : four flower stems. No. i has,

1st tier, eight flowers, beginning to fade ; 2d tier, 13
flowers; 3d tier, 15 flowers; 4th tier, 13, with 24
flower-buds on the top yet to expand. No. 2 flower-

stem, 10 open flowers, with promise of plenty ; No. 3
stem, 10 open flowers, with in some prospect ; No. 4,
flowering stem just pushing up. No. i flower-stem is

I foot 6 inches high. This is rightly named Oueen of

Primroses. The plant above mentioned was out-of-

doors in mid-winter, and an egg-cup would cover a
good deal more than was seen of it aboveground for
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some time. How has your correspondent, '

' Jay
Aye " (see p. 1652, 1 87 1), got on with his plant, which
he thought at one time was killed with the frost? It

would no doubt interest many to know. Heury Mills.

Diospyros Kaki, L. f., var, costata, as a Hardy
Fruit. — This is a fine variety of a species that is a

native of Eastern Asia, and has been cultivated in

China for many years. The ripe fruit of the variety is

of a nearly globular

figure, marked, how-
ever, with four longi-

tudinal furrows, hav-
ing a bright orange
colour covered with a
delicate bloom, and
attaining in the cli-

mate of Paris a size

of from 2 inches to 2\
inches, in diameter.

The flavour ap-

proaches that of an
Apricot, gradually

passing into that of a

Medlar, and when
fully ripe is very plea-

sant. Before maturity

the fruit partakes of

the astringency which
is frequent in other

species of the genus.

The plant is a vigorous

shrub, or rather small

tree, with widely

ovate leaves, shining

on the upper surface,

which fall some time

before the complete
maturity of the fruit.

The leaves on the

young barren shoots

sometimes reach S

—

10 inches in length by
5—6 inches in width,

but those on the

flowering shoots are

somewhat smaller.

The variety was intro-

duced into France
from Chinasome years

ago, and first bore

fruit in the nursery

attached to the Paris

Museum in 1S69. It

was described and
published by M. Car-

riere under the name
of Diospyros costata.

From its appearance
there, where I saw it

last summer, I should

expect it to thrive in

the milder parts of
the South ofEngland,
in which case it would
form a valuable addi-

tion to our stock of
fruit trees. The spe-

cies is dioecious or

nearly so, neverthe-

less the female plant

produces good fruit in

the total absence of a

male companion, but
the seeds are not per-

fected. We have
already in England
the following species

of the genus besides

Diospyros Kaki, L. f.

:

—D. virginiana, L,,
and varieties, from
North America ; D.
Lotus, L., from Asia,

these two being hardy
trees ; D. discolor,

'Willd.,D. Ebenaster,

Retz. (D. Sapota,
Roxb.) ; D. Ebenum,
Kcenig, and D. Em-
bryopteris, Persi. hot-

house trees from the
East Indies. D. Ebe-
num supplies the chief
portion of Ceylon
ebony. Several other species from Mauritius, India,
and China have also been introduced, but I do not
know whether they remain in this country under culti-
vation. IV. P. H. [Our figure {152) is copied from the
illustration given in the Revue IJorticole, July 16, 1S71.
It will be remembered that the tree was the subject of
a rather acrimonious controversy between MM. De-
caisne and Carriere {see Gardeners' Chronicle^ pp, 39,
312, 1870), into the merits of which we have
no desire to enter. For orchard-house culture the
new fruit is certainly well worth a trial, or even
out-of-doors against a wall, as recommended by our
obliging correspondent. Eds.]

Peaches and Nectarines.—"High in morning,

low at night," said Napoleon I. after a defeat. I

heard a person a few days ago groan and exclaim,
" All mine are gone." I must, therefore, be contented.

I will not own a complete defeat, for my south wall is

good for any year, but splendid for such a one as the

present. My master tree is the Early Alfred. It is

only 45 inches from the stump to the apex, and only

55 inches at its greatest width, and it has set 165 nice

Fig. 152.—DiosrvRos costata.

growing Peaches in that small space. I shall reduce i

the fruit to 44, allowing for stoning, and shall, if I can
get a person to do it, have the tree photographed. It

'

bore little fruit last year, but a good crop of fruit the
j

year before, which was the admiration of all comers.
|

It is a nearly smooth, impubescent, dark blood-red '

Peach, of excellent flavour, very hardy and robust, and I

a good setter. Barrtngton, Royal George, Princess of
|

Wales, Noblesse—the best of all Peaches—have done
credit to themselves, but, on the whole, the trees have not

'

" set " well. There are but few fruits on the east walls,
jand hardly any on the west walls. Two trees of the !

Royal George, two of the Prince of Wales Peach, and
!

one tree each of Nectarine Peach and Pine-apple
' Nectarine have done respectably on the east walls,
' and Victoria Nectarine on a west wall. Besides the

i

22-inch coping-sheets I put on the east walls a hang-
ing curtain, but still the failure is great. The fact is,

we have not had sun enough to ripen the pollen on the

, male organs on trees on east and west walls. The
blossoms looked well for a time, but as soon as the

sun came out with power away went the "unset"
blossoms. I have J 05
Peach and Nectarine
trees out-doors. Five

trees, freshly planted,

are more or less badly
blistered, but 100 trees

established are per-

fectly free from blister,

aphis - curl and red
spider. The foliage

is beautiful : a painter

could not make better.

These trees are in

robust health. The
Nectarines that have
set best respectively

are Victoria, Pine-

apple, Emmerton's
New White, Rivers'

White, and the

Rough Roman. As
regards setting the

fruit, much depends
upon the sort and
the state of the

weather when the
blossomexpands. The
Early Alfred ex-

panded its blooms on
a south wall some
days before any other.

There was a warm
sun, and the bees
were about, and I

suppose they scram-
bled into the blos-

soms, finding no others

open, and so helped
the fruit toset. When
I wrote of my last

year's crop I did not

do justice to my trees.

Mr. Connop, of Fife-

head Neville, near
here, came the first

week in September
with Mr. Henley, on
purpose to see the
wall trees, and both
admired the health

of the trees and the
crop of fruit, and
said they had never
seen a more beautiful

sight. Some time
previous Mr. Sturt's

gardener, Mr. Beck,
came and admired the
health and foliage of
the trees, but said he
should have pulled off

one-third more fruit.

I think it is a bad plan
to over-crop. Trees
will not bear so well
the next year, espe-

cially if it is a critical

spring. If a Peach or
Nectarine is a good
sort it is better to

have six large ones
than 12 medium-sized
ones ; you get better

quality, as much flesh,

and six less stones.

I began last season,

August 14, with Early
Victoria and Early
York ; the former is

larger, thfi tree is more
robust, and a belter

setter than the last.

I ended the season on
October 24, with the

Pine-apple Nectarine
and Nectarine Peach,

two of the greatest acquisitions of late years. They
were, though so late, delicious. Some other usually
noble late sorts I could not ripen. For bleak
cold situ.itions, such as mine, I do not recom-
mend very early or very late sorts, unless there is a
glass frame to finish them ofl". I have no defence what-
ever against the east, soulh, or south-west winds, except

some hills ranging from one to three miles otT. StUl
the trees are vigorous and healthy. Tlic gardens are

only walled to the norlh and west. Insects did much
mischief to the fruit last season. I put down 36 pickle

jars with treacle, cider, and water, and caught an
immense number of wasps, moths, hornets, thin flies.
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and bluebottles. We were obliged to strain the bottles

every other day, to allow fresh comers the pleasure of im-

mersion. I have put downalready somejars, astheblue

flies are about, and I hope to prevent their breeding. I

will report again the state of things in (hie time. We
have had a tremendous frost or two, and the ground

on Sunday, April 21, was covered with snow. I like

fighting with the elements I Difficulties create interest.

Jf . F. Radclyfe.

Orchard Houses and the late Frost.—On
Friday last, the 19th inst., all was delight and promise.

The Pear trees in full blossom, with their snowy garb.

Our plantation here of 5000 pyramids of Louise Bonne
on the Quince, and which promised to have yielded a

small fortune, was particularly attractive ; Plums set

thickly with fruit. Cherries were masses of pure white.

On Saturday, the 20th inst., my thermometer regis-

tered 74* of frost, and delight gave way to desolation,

for my beautiful Cherry trees were brown instead of

that milky hue they carried on Friday ; Pear blossoms
nearly all destroyecl, and the young fruit of the Plums
nearly all turned black. How charming, then, to turn

to orchard- houses. In one, very simply and cheaply
built, and which is 15 years old, are 200 Pear and
Plum trees, all quite safe, the fruit swelling healthily.

In a Cherry-house the fruit are as : large as Peas, and
the trees covered with them. These are in low-roofed

houses, 12 feet in height, of wood solely, and such

as are despised by our new orchard -house men,
who affect so much knowledge. In the large

houses, 24 feet wide, the Peaches, Nectarines,

and Apricots are full of fruit, the thermo-
meter descending to 31°. All this preservation

has been owing to glass alone, no fife-heat having been
employed. I am almost inclined to believe that we
must universally grow our fine Pears under glass, as

described in the Florist and Fomohghl, 1S6S, and in

my Orchard House, more at length, p. 130. A glass-

roofed shed, 14 feet wide, and 30 to 50 feet long,

would hold hundreds of Pear trees in pots, and if a

lean-to, may be built at a cost of about I0</. per foot run.

The trees should have plenty of air in mild weather,

and be removed to the open air early in June, the pots

plunged in rotten manure. The size of pots to be
employed should be uniform, and ii or 12 inches. By
these means, at a small expense, a large number of
Pears of choice sorts may be grown, and much gratifi-

cation derived from the thought, that when they are in

bloom they are safe. The expensive houses, now so

much advertised, should be avoided, unless the builder

has more money than wit. A lean-to house, built

with good timber, 14 feet wide and 12 feet high, will

resist, in most of our counties, spring frosts, and give

much pleasure to those whose tastes turn to inexpen-
sive gardening pleasures. Thos. Rivers.

Foreign Correspondence.
The Island of Sardinia : Sassari, April 16.—

To the ordinary observer, the rugged wealth that lurks

in the bowels of the Sardinian hills is little betrayed
by the aspect of their surface. Few countries charm
the eye more by richness of foliage, abundance of
blossom, and profusion of flowers. From the almost
virgin forest on the higher mountains down to the

fertile and often unhealthy valley where fniit and
flowers are produced with tropical luxuriance, the
varieties are endless—Oak, Cork and Olive, Almond,
Peach, Orange and Lemon, fruit trees of all kinds,
groves of silver Aspen, Fig-trees growing up every-
where, in the vineyards and by the roadside, and then
the hedges covered with an extraordinary wealth of
wild flowers. For miles together the waste land, of
which there is much on either side of the railway, is

covered with a luxuriant growth of the pale pink
Asphodel, just as are large tracts of ground between
Rome and Civita Vecchia. The bulbous root of this

rapidly self-propagating plant, which woidd be a curse
to the husbandman in better cultivated countries, yields
a quantity of spirit, and there is no doubt that distil-

leries on a large scale might profitably be established
in Sardinia. In the valleys one comes upon Orange
plantations, generally under the shelter of rising

ground, for shelter and water are indispensable to the
Orange, and the side of the tree exposed to an in-

clement wind is often bare of fruit when the other
branches are plentifully loaded. The Arbutus, the
Oleander, the Myrtle, the Judas tree, grow wild in

abundance, the fruit of the first-named supplving the
dessert table, while the berries of the Myrtle fatten and
give flavour to the birds. In the spring, however, it

is remarkable how few birds are seen in the country,
at least in the districts I lately traversed, while, in the
mining regions, none whatever were visible. Up to the
very mouths of the mines, and all over the mountains, on
every ledge of rock where a few grains of earth afford
roothold, spring myriads of a dark pink Cyclamen, one
of the delicate treasures of English greenhouses ; and up
to the very tops of the hedges in the valleys the beautiful
hlMQ pervenche^ twice as large as any I have seen, even
in North Africa, where it abounds, trails itself in extra-
ordinary profusion, mingled with a smalt crimson-
flowering Vetch. The wild Lavender, the Orange
Marigold, an immense variety of Orchis, the azure
bloom of the Borage, cover the banks, and I must not
forget the white Heath, a very beautiful sort with

black stamens, which grows as big as a good-sized
Cherry tree, and excited the admiration of the Scottish

members of our party. The garden Stock grows wild
in some parts of the island, particularly the blue
Alexandrian Stock. The Cactus is everywhere, with its

dangerous prickles and its mawkish fruit sprouting out

of the edge of its leaves, amid which sit small frogs of

the most brilliant green, contrasting with the darker
and duller hue of the fleshy plant. Among the draw-
backs to the island are occasional flights of locusts,

which, upon their passage, will clear every ear off a

field of corn, filling the ditches with their swarms and
thus forming bridges over which their companions
pass. It would be well for Sardinia if bridges of a

more solid description could be as easily constructed,

for the want of them frequently delays communication,
when watercourses, which may be passed dryfoot or

easily forded in summer, are swelled by winter floods.

Special Correspondent of the Times.

Societies.
LlNNEAN : Feb. 15.—G. Bentham. Esq., President, in

the chair. Prof. G. J. Allman, M.D. ; Herbert Druce,
Esq. ; Prof. W. T. Thisclton Dyer ; G. Henderson,
M.D., and C. Wyville Thomson, LL. D., were elected

Fellows. The following papers were read :— I. On the

//.7/'ifs, Structure, and Relations of the Three-banded
Armadillo {Tolypeutes conurns, Isid. Geoff. St. Hil.), by
Dr. James IVIurie. II. A'oteon a Chinese Gall allied to

the Artichoke Gall of Aphelothrix Gcmmce, Linn., by
Albert Miiller, Esq. HI. On the Geographical Distri-

bution 0/ the Diurnal Lepidoptera, as compared ivith that

of Birds, by W. F. Kirby, Esq. ; communicated by
H. T. Stainton. Esq.

March 7.— G. Bentham, Esq., President, in the chair.

C. Home, Esq., and W. Sowerby, Esq., were elected
Fellows. The following papers were read :— I. Revision
of the Genera and Species of Scilletz and Chlorogalecr, by

J. G. Baker, Esq. This paper was intended as a supple-
ment or continuation of the monograph on capsular
Liliacete, already read before the Society, and published
in its Journal (xi. 340). Considering the natural order
Liliacese as composed, anomalous genera apart, of three
principal sections, namely :

—

Smilacece, with baccate fruit
;

Colchicacece, with capsular, usually septicidal fruit and
extrorse anthers

;

Liliacea- proper, with capsular, usually loculicidal

fruit and introrse anthers,—the author advocated the divi-

sion of the latter section into subsections, characterised
by a gamophyllous and polyphyllous perianth ; and these
into two parallel series of tribes, distinguished by the
nature of the root-stock and inflorescence, as follows :

—

Bulbous Plants.
Perianth gamophyllous.

Inflorescence racemose f Hyacinthca:.

i Massoniex.
,, panicled .

.

. . . . Odontostemonese.

,, umbellate . . . , . . Millea;.

,, caulescent .

.

. . . . Sandersoniese.

Perianth polyphyllous.
Inflorescence racemose .

.

.

.

. . ScillcEB.

„ panicled Chlorogaleae.

,, umbellate .

.

.

.

. . Alliece,

„ caulescent Tulipeae.

Not Bulbous.
Perianth gamophyllous.

Inflorescence racemose or panicled . . Hemerocallideae.

,, umbellate Agapanthea^.
,, sufl'ruticoso-camose .. Aloineae.

Perianth polyphyllous.

Inflorescence racemose or panicled . . \
Anthencea;.

•^
( t-nospermeae.

„ umbellate Aphyllanthese.

,, suffruticoso-carnose .. Yuccoideie.

The gamophyllous series (with the exception of Aloineae),

treated in the paper above referred to, includes about
350 species, two-thirds of which inhabit the Cape. The
present paper was devoted to general remarks on the
range of stnicture in the organs of the two first of the
polyphyllous tribes and to a detailed definition of their

genera and species. Chlorogalere includes only three
genera and four species, three of which are North Ameri-
can

;
Scillece contains nearly 200 species, about half of

which belong to the Cape, and the others nearly all to
the western half of the Old World, only two belong to

Japan and China, and one to America. The genera fall

into two sets, the first including Urginea, Scilla, Euco-
mis, Whiteheadia, and Drimiopsis, with perigynous, and
the other, including Omithogalum and Albuca, with
hypogynous stamens. The greater proportion of the
species are placed under Scilla and Ornithogalum ; of the
former, indeed, which is represented in Abyssinia, Guinea,
and Hindostan, between 20 and 30 new species have lately

been discovered in the interior of the Cape district.

Ornithogalum has been in a state of great confusion,
especially as regards the arrangement of the numerous
Cape species. In this paper the author admits 70 species,

several of which are undescribed, and has classified them
under seven subgenera. Urginea was regarded as a good
genus, separable from all the rest by its uniseriate dis-

coidal seeds. A great deal of the confusion that

has arisen in the tribe has been caused by the Urgineas
being placed, now under Omithogalum, and now under
Scilla, instead of in a separate genus apart by themselves.

II. On the Development of the AndrrEcium in Coch-
liostema, by M. T. Masters, M.D. The object of this

paper was to correct the view which the author had pub-
lished a few years since as to the structure of the Andros-
cium in this very singular Commelynaceous genus. From
his examination of the fully-developed flower he had been
led to belie\e that there were nine stamens, three at the pos-
terior part of the flowers, with remarkable spiral anthers, two
vertical and one horizontal, concealed in petal-like hoods ;

then three other bodies, believed to be staminodes, two an-
terior and one posterior, and an indication of another row

of three more. An examination of the young condition of
the flowers had, however, shown that the single posterior
apparent staminode was developed long subsequently to
the other two, and was evidently merely an adventitious
production, so that there are, really, only six stamens. •

III. On a Hybrid Vaccinium between the Bilberry {V.
Myrtillus) and Cowberry {V. Vitis Idea), hy R. Garner,
Esq. The specimens, which were collected late in the
year, in Staffordshire, were exhibited. The general
opinion elicited by their examination was, that they were
a luxuriant state of Vitis Ideas, due to situation, rather
than a hybrid. iV. On the Marine Algtv of the Island
of St. Helena, by G. Dickie, M.D. "A list of one
olive, sixteen red and four green seaweeds, collected
by Mr. Mellis, none of them peculiar, and most
of them widely diffused ; half are found also at
the Cape of Good Hope, whence a strong current
constantly sets on to the south coast of the island,

from which the specimens were chiefly obtained.
V. Remarks on Mesotus celatus. Mitten, by S. O. Lind-
berg, M.D. ; communicated by Dr. Braithwaite. Speci-
mens had been received by the author from Dr. Knight,
of Auckland, N. Z., and the plant was considered to be
probably a member of the Dicraneaj. VI. New Legu-
minosa, fro?n IVestern India, by M. A. Dalzell, Esq. ;

communicated by Dr. Hooker. VII. On tlie Fertilisa-
tion of a species of Salvia, by Mrs. Barber ; communi-
cated by Dr. Hooker. The plant was a native of the
diamond fields of South Africa. The author described
the arrangements for insect fertilisation, which were tlie

same as had been observed in many European species by
Hildebrand, Dr. Ogle, and others.

Royal Horticultural : .<4/r// 5.—Professor Thisel-
ton Dyer, at his second lecture, the subject of which was
" Flowers—the variety in their forms, and how brought
about," said :

—

I shall assume that I demonstrated in my first lecture
to your satisfaction that a flower is the equivalent of a
leaf-shoot, with the central axis unelongated and the
leaves modified to other purposes and forms. A typical

flower should have, then, all its different parts distinct

and separate, just as the leaves are in an unexpanded
bud ; such an arrangement we actually get in many
plants, as for example in this Wallflower. But in other
cases you have the normal structure disguised ; the
members of each whorl may cohere together, and then,

in addition, the different whorls may themselves, in
various ways, in process of development, adhere. I will

point out instances to you of such modifications.

Hitherto I have spoken of the flower as possessing a
radial or all-round symmetry

; yet there are a great many
instances in which the symmetry is a two-sided one. To
a great extent we can correlate this with the position of
tlie flower upon the main stem ; it it be terminal its sym-
metry will be radial, if lateral, it will be two-sided. Again,
where a number of flowers are collected together they
have a way of growing out irregularly in the directions

which give them most elbow-room. This enlargement in

the envelopes often seems to produce an arrest in the
growth of the essential organs. While some flowers,

therefore, of the cluster rejoice in beauty, the others are
content to be useful in the production of seed.

I think we can trace, then, the departure from an all-

round symmetry to inequality in the conditions under
which the flower grows. No doubt, however, the defect

of symmetry is harped upon, and takes a new line of
development in adapting itself to the visits of insects to the
flowers.

A very little experience shows that the flowers and not
the foliage are the only trustworthy basis for classifying

plants. We often hear classification spoken of as natural
or as artificial, and it is well we should clearly apprehend
the distinction which is intended. A natural classification

is one which rests upon the sum total of all points of
agreement between the things compared, and it takes into

account every feature which they possess in common. An
artificial classification, on the other hand, seizes on some
superficial and arbitrary character, and uses that as the basis

of an arrangement without any regard to the incongruities

of association which may be produced in consequence. In
comparing human beings of different nationalities we take
into consideration their general resemblance ; we should
never think of classifying them by any single peculiarity,

such as the colour of their hair. So in a well-digested

book, the table of contents will show the natural sequence
of ideas as they would present themselves to an orderly

mind. The index gives the same material in mere arbi-

trary juxtaposition.

Goethe remarks, with some amusement, that there was
a complete agreement between the growth of botanical
knowledge in his own case, and its historical development.
He learnt to distinguish the plants of the Thuringian
forests from the interest he felt in the virtues attributed

to them by the rural herbalists. Dioscorides, who lived

in the early part of the first century, grouped plants

according to their uses. His writings continued to be held
in unreasoning repute till the end of the middle ages ;

during this time no attempt was made to classify the
plants described in books ; in some cases a merely alpha-
betical list was given. Tragus (1532) seems to have first

had any notions of grouping plants according to their

affinities. It is characteristic of these earlier classifica-

tions that they are natural rather than artificial. The first

of a comprehensive kind was published by Caesalpinus

(1583) ; th^ great English naturalist, John Ray,
acknowledged his obligations to it in publishing his

own Methodus Planiarnvi a century afterwards
(1682). Some features of Ray's system, such as his

division of flowering plants into Dicotyledons and
Monocotyledons, are still recognised. A great defect
was, however, his maintaining the distinction between
trees, shrubs, and herbs. The baselessness of this had
been indicated by Young (1662), and Ray only adopted it

as a useful popular classification against his better know-
ledge, inasmuch as he himself points out that a plant like

Ricinus is either herbaceous or arborescent according to

the conditions of its growth. The age of artificial sys-
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tems, which terminated with Llnnoeus, now commenced.
He and his successors, says Goethe, legislated for plants
as others have legislated for men, not regarding them as
they are, but rather as it is imagined they should be.

Tournefort (1700) invented generic, and Linnasus (1735)
specific names. Up to that time the appellations of plants
had been cumbrous, evil-sounding sentences, recaUing, as
Rousseau said, rather the exorcisms of magic than the
names of plants. Adanson (1763) returned to the old
paths in which Ray had trodden ; and Antoine de Jussieu,
in 1789, pubhshed the arrangement which, extended by
pe CandoUe (1813), is that now in general use.

Florists' Flowers.
I MUST beg permission to obtrude a few more words

regarding Messrs. Slandish & Co.'s Cinerarias {see

p. 546), to rectify a misapprehension on the part of

*'R. D." as to the reason why they were not certifi-

cated. They were not certificated for the simple
reason that they were not submitted to the Floral

Committee for adjudication.

I assure " R. D." that this little controversial

correspondence has proved a source of equal gratifica-

tion to me as to himself, from the fact of its having
called forth an acknowledgment from one so capable of

giving an opinion, of a doubt as to the desirableness of

persevering in the application of the rigid rules in

question. I am of opinion that many readers would
agree with me in considering it presumptuous to

attempt to stay or limit the onward progress of Nature,
and that they would endorse my sentiments, that our
tastes could with advantage be educated in accordance
with her teaching, and that we should follow closely in

her footsteps, rather than vainly attempt to prescribe a
limit to her powers in the perfecting, and in the beauti-

fication, of her works, John Denfiy, Stoke Newington.

destroyed by this insect, and probably the cause of the

loss has not been known.
I offer these few practical hints as a guide to those

who are not conversant with the Polyanthus. I would
recommend that the plants should be grown in a rather

stiff loam, with some old rotten stable manure and leaf-

mould, well mixed together ; this will be found to suit

them well, indeed much better than a light soil. Plant

them in a shady situation, and keep the surface of the

soil stirred whenever it becomes adhesive. They should

be kept watered during the dry, hot weather ; this is

very essential as a means of keeping them in a healthy

state, yphn Ball^ Sloughy in Florist and Pomologist.

I HAVE thought for some time how much we need
Improvement in the Polyanthus—a flower which
has for so many years been much neglected, that I

fear most of the fine old varieties have become extinct.

At any rate, they are very scarce, and are seldom seen
at our exhibitions. I saw some exhibited a few years
ago, and, to my astonishment, the ist prize was
awarded to a collection containing several pin-eyed
flowers,—a pin-eye being considered by the florist as a
great defect, sufficient to secure the discarding of any
varieties in which it is to be found. Posbibly, from
their having been so long neglected, the standard of
perfection has been forgotten. It is much to be re-

gretted that so beautiful a class of early spring flowers
should be lost sight of, and I hope that an effort will

be made to restore them to their former position. The
first step wotfld be to induce those, if any there be,

who possess some really good varieties, to save the seed
from them. They produce seed in abundance, and are
of very easy culture. There are thousands of seedlings
raised annually, but we seldom hear of any good ones,
which I attribute to want of care in saving the seed. It

is better to save seed from eight or ten plants that
possess good properties, than from 100 bad ones.

Although the pin-eyed flower is imperfect, it is some-
times, as regards other points, such as shape, colour,

and marking, almost perfection ; and should any such
be found among the seedlings, they should not be
destroyed, but this should be fertilised with the pollen
from perfect thrum-eyed flowers. In fact, the pin-

eyed flowers offer a better opportunity for hybridising
than the thrum-eyed ones. This course, if persevered
in, would, I am sure, be attended with success.

Now, as regards perfection in the Polyanthus, the
flowers should possess the following properties :—The
pips should be large, flat, and quite circular ; the tube
should be well filled with the thrum or anthers ; the
eye should be quite round, of a bright clear yellow, and
perfectly distinct from the ground ; the ground-colour
should be black, or a beautiful dark crimson, or a bright
scarlet, and there should be one distinct stripe in the
centre of each division of the pip, running quite through
to the eye ; the edging should resemble a bright gold
lace, clear and distinct, and nearly or quite of the same
colour as the eye and stripes, so as scarcely to be distin-

guishable. The truss should be large and compact,
similar to a fine truss of an Auricula.

Polyanthuses generally grow much better in the open
ground than in pots, as they are very impatient of lieat

and drought, and frequently suffer during the dry hot
weather if watering is neglected. Some years ago I

had about lOO pots of selected seedlings. I kept them
in small pots during the winter, and early in February
I potted them into 32-sized pots, using good fresh loam
and some old rotten cow-dung. The plants grew
vigorously, and bloomed very well. They were placed
in a shady situation, and kept properly watered during
the summer months. In the autumn a great many of
tlie plants appeared to be dying, which I attributed to
the very hot, dry summer, but, on examination of the
soil, I found to my surprise that the roots of the plants
had been eaten off by a small white grub, whicli is as
destructive to all this class of plants as the wireworm
is to the Dianthus class. I have frequently found this
kind of grub since, but only where old cow-dung had
been used. The same kind of grub is equally destruc-
tive to the Auricida, and would soon destroy a whole
collection. No doubt the Polyanthus is fond of old cow-
dung, which has l^een very generally used for it, but I

cannot help thinking that hundreds of plants have been

©tJCtuatg.
We regret to have to record the death of one of the

most eminent of vegetable physiologists, Professor

Hugo von Mohl, which took place at Tiibingen on
the Ist inst. Von Mohl was born at Stuttgart, in

1S05. He was appointed Professor of Botany and
director of the Botanic Garden at Tiibmgen in 1S35,

and has held the appointment ever since. He has also

been editor of the Boianische Zcitting since its com-
mencement in 1S43, originally in association with

Professor Schlechtendal, and since his death with

Professor de Bary, who was one of his pupils. Von
Mohl has been a copious and most accurate writer on

vegetable anatomy and physiology, of which he may
be said to have laid the secure foundation in his early

investigations of the true relations of cell-membrane and
contents. In particular, his observations on the Structure

of Endogens, published by Von Martius ; on the Stem-
structure of Cycads ; on the Origin and Structure of

Stomates ; on Cuticle ; on the Structure of Cell-mem-
brane ; on the Structure and Anatomical Relations of

Chlorophyll ; on the Multiplication of Plant-cells by
Division, &c., may be referred to as being of the

highest value in this department of botanical study.

He was one of the foreign members of the Linnean
Society of London, to which he was elected so long

ago as 1S37. His work on the Vegetable Cell, trans-

lated by the late Professor Henfrey, has long been the

adopted text-book in English colleges on the subjects on
W'hich it treats.

THE WEATHER.
STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, April 24, 1872.
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deliglit in is composed of leaf-mould, loam, peat, and

sand, with well drained pots. I do not recommend
tlie retention of old plants where an early stock of

young seedlings has been secured, as the latter make
by far the better plants. Now is a good time to secure

a quantity of the free-flowering plants for the purpose

of autumnal and winter decoration. Starlet Pilar-

l>oiiuu):s, shrubby Calavlarias, Salvias, and similar

plants, are suitable for the purpose. Keep them

growing all the summer in a cool pit, and remove all

ilowers until they are required. Gm. Baker, Ctapkain

Coinmoti.

Indoor Ferns.—Do not exceed 65° to 6S° fire-heat

in the e.votic fernery ; the former will be sufficient if

the weather continues cold. Water freely the Kerns

that are planted out. Any plants that are plunged in

pots will require more care in the use of the water-pot.

Syringe twice or three times daily in fine weather ; if

dull or wet, once will be enough, and that had better

be done in the morning. Plant out any Ferns that

may be required to fill up vacancies, or plunge in

pots foliage plants to give a distinct feature to the

arrangement. Theophrasta impcrialis is a noble plant

for this purpose ; it may either be planted out or

plunged. In the cooler fernei-y 48° to 50' of fire-heat.

Syringe the stems of Tree Ferns, but avoid an excess

of moisture in this house in cloudy or wet weather.

Seedling Kerns, Begonias, or greenhouse Palms may
either be plunged or planted out. Dracrna tcrini-

nalis is the only high-coloured plant I find to succeed

in tliis house. Look carefully after insects ; they are

very troublesome at this season of the year. J. R. PcU/i,

MaitAy Hall, Mauchister.

Stove Plants.

—

Ana:ctochili are mostly grown in

the East India-house, but nevertheless they may be

grown very well in the stove, where there is a warm,

shady corner near the glass at command. For any

one who may wish to begin the cultivation of this

lovely class of plants, I will give a list of a few of the

best sorts, which are as follows :

—

A. argenteus,

A. argenteus pietiis, A. Lmvii, A. selaeeus, A. setaeeits

eorjaliis, and yl. xaiithophyllus. Now is a good time

to begin with a few of them. I have always found

them do best grown in shallow pans, under bell-

glasses, in the following composition :—Fibrous peat,

broken up with the hand, in pieces about the size of a

cob-nut, with the fine all sifted out, chopped Sphag-

num Moss and sdver sand, equal parts ; with a few-

fine broken crocks and charcoal added, all well mixed

together. The pans, or pots, should be filled to within

an inch of the rim with crocks, as they require thorough

drainage
; put a layer of Sphagnum over the crocks,

and fill up with the above compost about 3 inches

above the rim, in the shape of a mound. In putting

in the plants, the soil should not be pressed very hard

about them ; in doing so, great care must be taken not

to break their fleshy roots, which are very brittle.

Finish with a good watering to settle the soil about

the plants ; they require but little air, if the bell-

glasses are taken off about an hour every morning and

and washed ; the plants may be dewed overhead at the

same time. They require liberal watering during the

summer, and the glasses must be shaded when the sun is

on them. See to the propagation of everything that is

likely to be in demand, both for cut flowers and deco-

ration. Where table decoration is required to any

extent, it will be advisable to have a good stock of

small plants always at command. Sanchezia nobilis

variegata makes an excellent dinner-table plant. Cut-

tings of it put in now, and grown in light soil, will be

found far superior to older plants for decorative pur-

poses. See that all plants are kept clean, and free

from such pests as mealy-bug, scale, and thrips, &c.

A, Ingrain, Alnioick,

Flowers lor Market.—The principal work now is

tying and preparing plants to be sent away. Push on

late batches of Fuchsias, Heliotropes, &c. This is a

good time to pot a lot of Balsams into 48-sized pots,

and also to sow a late crop. Pay great attention to

Cyclamens, if they once get infested with fly it is a diffi-

cult matter to clean them. The Calceolaria is another

plant which suffers very much from the attack of

green-fly. I find dipping in tobacco-water the best

cure. This is a good time to strike a batch of Pinks,

for forcing
—"Lady Blanche" is an excellent white,

—and also Tree Carnations. Henshaw's Scarlet is, I

think, still one of the best and freest kinds. Push on

all kinds of bedding stuff. Violets should also be

finished planting without delay ; put a good coat of

manure on the ground first. H. Bailey, Feltham.

Pelargonium House.—The plants for the May
shows will be fast coming on ; if any appear too forward

place them in a cooler house to expand their blooms :

by doing this, you can get the later ones on fast by

increased heat. A Pelargonium will bear a great

amount of heat, if it is hard and well ripened, with

positive benefit, when expanding its flowers ; the

flowers optned in a high dry temperature are always

the best in quality. Continue the use of weak liquid

manure, and fumigate two or three nights running, to

get the plants quite clean before flowering ; shade on
bright days for a short time, and ventilate freely con-

sistent with the temperature, and carefully exclude all

bees from the flowering house. The later plants must
be grown on ireely, giving them plenty of water, light.

and air, with thorough attention to cleanliness, without

which it is quite useless to expect success. In my next

paper I shall treat on the preparation of the early plants

for the exhibition tent. Henry Bailey, Fellham.

FLOWER GARDEN, &'e.

Pinetum.—Tlie Araucaria imbncata is frequently

seen with the lower branches dead for a considerable

distance up the trunk, owing to the tree being planted

in too sheltered a situation. I am convinced the more

the Araucaria is exposed the better it thrives, and the

north or north-east aspect is what I should prefer. The
more exposed, however, the greater the depth of soil re-

quired, to prevent the wind from blowing the tree down.

In a sheltered situation, the branches seldom dry aficr

a thaw in the day time ; at night, frost takes them

again, and this continues until the jjranches are totally

destroyed. I find those I have planted exposed to

the north winds never get injured, where sheltered

a few branches occasionally suflijr. Any one visiting

Mr. Lane's splendid stock of Araucarias on Berk-

hampstead Common will see some of the most splendid

young Araucarias, I should say, in England, growing

in a rich loam, and exposed to every wind that blows,

every tree growing most vigorously, and in the most

perfect health. F.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—The temperature may be lowered in early

houses that have finished colouring, and but little fire-

heat need be used, excepting in dull cloudy weather,

and then merely to keep up a sweet atmosphere.

Keep up a brisk heat with plenty of air in other houses

beginning to colour. Give a bountiful supply of heat

and moisture to those swelling off their crops. Thin

the bunches and berries of others as they may require

it. This work must be done with a bold hand, and

heavy cropping looked upon as one of the greatest evils

in Vine culture. Pash on Lady Downe's and other

late kinds, doing as much of the work as possible by

Nature, by closing up early in the afternoons of bright

sunny days. See that there is no lack of moisture, by

keeping the evaporating pans constantly filled. G. J.,
Glamis.

Figs. — Where the fruit is now ripening a drier

and more bracing atmosphere must be maintained, in

order to give flavour to the fruit. If kept close and

moist the fruits will be almost devoid of taste, and so

almost worthless. In houses where the fruit is swelling

maintain a very close, moist, warm atmosphere. By
fire-heat the temperature should not exceed 70° by

night ; by sun-heat it may, however, rise to 90° or 100°,

and even higher. Syringe frequently, to keep down
red-spider, to which the Fig in a dry atmosphere is

very liable. Keep the house thoroughly saturated with

moisture, syringing all over three or four times a day,

even during the bright sunshine. Pinch the points of

the young shoots when 2 or 3 inches long ; if the trees

are in pots more closely than this. Top-dress those

growing in pots with a mixture of one-half manure,

and one-half of good loam. B.

Melons.—The earliest fruit will now be approach-

ing maturity, and will require extra care in watering,

as too much will cause the fruit to crack. I find a

mulching of old Mushroom dung most beneficial, and

preventing the necessity of frequent waterings. On the

other hand, the bed should never get really dry, for if

this is allowed red spider will gain a lodgment, and the

fruit consequently be worthless, because flavourless.

It is a mistake to suppose that Melons require as a

finishing-stroke to be roasted in a dry, hot, arid

border ; such treatment generally ends in disappoint-

ment. Attend carefully to the tying and training of

succession plants ; air freely on all favourable occa-

sions. A sturdy but not too gross growth makes the

most fruitful plants. Never shade from the sun, how-

ever bright. Plants in dry frames should be well

covered up at night to equalise somewhat the unequal

temperature we are now experiencing by bright sunny

days and cold nights. The moisture arising from the

dung is generally more than enough for the full

requirements of the plants ; therefore, do not syringe

overhead, but water the bed thoroughly when requisite,

which will be but seldom. As soon as the lateral

growths show fruit, pinch one joint beyond it, and

carefully impregnate the finest "shows." \V. Wild-

smith .

Cucumbers.—When the plants have covered the

space allotted to them, it will be found that the shoots

are becoming much too crowded ; but do not thin

them out, as they wdl be required for the bearing of

fruit. Take off all the oldest and rusty-looking leaves
;

this will be sufficient at present ; bear in mind, how-

ever, never to take off a leaf that is on the same joint

as the fruit. Sometimes thrips and green-fly make
their appearance at this stage of growth ; if so, take

those leaves ofi' at once, and fumigate with tobacco.

It is a rule with some growers of ridge Cucumbers to

sow in March and April ; also, in growing the Vege-

table Marrow, to sow so early in preparing the

plants by the middle of May to have them some size

before transplanting. If the ridges are to be prepared

in May, dig out a trench or make holes 3 feet wide by

I foot 6 inches deep, fill in with suitable hot dung,

covering it with 6 inches of soil, and then sow the

seeds upon the ridges ; the plants will do better, and
fruit as soon as those that have been kept in pots for

some weeks. R. H. D.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Wall Fruits.—Continue to protect the trees until

all danger from frost is over; then the covering should
be gradually removed. The disbudding of Peaches

and Nectarines may now be commenced : do not

remove too many shoots at one time ; it is better to

go over the trees often, removing only a/ew each time

:

this does not cause so great a check to the flow of sap.

Spare no labour to preserve the young shoots from

injury, so that they may finish their growth, and be

properly ripened. When the young shoots are de-

stroyed or injured, the later growths seldom get pro-

perly matured. The young shoots are very suliject to

the attacks of green and black fly, whicli should be

destroyed as soon as observed, otlierwise they will

greatly injure them ; watch closely for their appear-

ance, and syringe immediately with tobacco-water.

Apricots are very liable to the attacks of caterpillars,

which are very destructive to the young fruit and foliage

;

they should be carefully searched for and destroyed.

When the fruit has set thickly on .ipricots. Peaches, and

AWtarines, it should be partially thinned, leaving the

final thinning until next month. M. Saul, .Stourton.

Hardy Fruits.—I would again urge the importance

of well thinning the blossom of all fruit trees. Pears

will now be in full flower, and should be well thinned.

Where there is not time to go over all the trees, the

best kinds should at least be done. Newly-planted

trees should be well watered in dry weather. Watch
the development of the American blight on Apple trees,

and as soon as it is perceived rub a little linseed oil

into the parts affected. Follow this well up whenever

it shows itself, and it will effectually stop it. Look over

espalier, pyramid, and other trees, and tie any shoots

that may require it. Stir and clean all fruit tree

borders, so as to give every place a neat appearance.

M. Saul, StourtOJt.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Outdoors. — Sharp frosts, cloudy skies, and

snowy days characterised the past week's weather in

this locality. Nevertheless, the inmates of the kitchen

garden may be made secure if proper attention is paid.

The whole of our Potatos have come up well, and are

now earthed over. This we shall continue to do until

the middle of May. Keep the hoe constantly at work
on fine days ; the more hoeing the better crops are

secured. The Broccoli crop will soon be off the

ground ; take out trenches for early Celerf immediately

that is the case, putting in 6 inches of good dung ; dig

up the bottom, so that the action of the weather will

make it suitable for planting. Lettuce may be sown
or planted on the ridges. Make a piece of land ready

for that most useful of all vegetables, Scarlet Runners,

by taking out small trenches at 7 feet apart, putting in

a goodly quantity of dung ; bear in mind that these

trenches make you independent of the weather. Two
dry Summers caught us napping, beware of the third.

French Beans may be sown sparingly the last week of

the month on dry warm borders. Continue to sow
Peas. The whole of our 20 varieties of Peas are

looking well. Laxton's William the First, and Unii/ue,

another of Mr. Laxton's not yet sent out, are both in

full flower, beating First Crop, Little Gem, and others.

R. Gilbert, Burghley.

TOWN GARDENING.

The Lawn will now want constant attention. Keep
the roller and mowing-machine in frequent use. Many
spring flowering plants that have been kept through

the winter partly protected may now have their cover-

iiigs gradually removed, and the borders and beds may
be made to assume a gay and cheerful appearance by
planting out quantities of Stocks, Mignonette, and
various other early flowering plants. See that all

kinds of Bedding-out Plants, such as Verbenas and
Calceolarias, are kept clean and free from green-fly. If

these are planted out whilst they are infested with

green-fly, they will make but little show all through

the summer months, and might almost as well be

thrown to the rubbish-heap. All kinds of tender

annuals may now be sown in the open border. In the

greenhouse and conservatory large quantities of early

flowering Pelargoniums, Azaleas, Ericas, &c., will

now be coming into flower. Keep these as near the

glass as possible, with abundance of air ; frequent

waterings must be given in dry, windy days.

If this is neglected, shabby-looking plants and de-

formed flowers, with yellow sickly foliage, will be the

result. Ferns and Foliage Plants in the drawing-room

will now want frequent attention. Re-pot any that are

growing vigorously, but care must be taken not to over-

pot them. It is better to re-pot frequently as the roots

reach the sides of the pots. LIse the sponge freely, in

order to keep the foliage clean ; this is one of the

greatest secrets in keeping up a healthy state of growth

in the drawing-room, where dust and dry air abound.

On the balcony many plants may now be placed with

safety, and in the window boxes various plants, such

as Scarlet Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, .stocks. Mignonette,

and many of the little trailing plants, may be used to

brighten and give life to the dull-looking houses in our

London streets. J. Wills, F.R.H.S.
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Notices to Correspondents.

Araucaria : F. T. i. Male catkin ; 2. We do not

know what cones are used for firewood in Paris gene-

rally, but we have seen those of Pinus Pinaster used
for that purpose in that city.

Arboretum at Chiswick : D. S. This has been done
away with in the recent alterations. We have a note

relating to one of the Poplars, perhaps the one you
refer to—Populus canescens : diameter at base 2 feet

6 inches, contained 54 feet of timber. P. monilifera :

girth at base 6 feet 9 inches, diameter 2 feet 5 inches,

43 feet of timber. A Pinaster close by measured 6 feet

6 inches in girth at the base.

Dahlias : A. M. B. Dahlias may be raised readily

enough from seeds, sown in moderate heat in spring,

and the seedlings would make good pot roots the first

year.

Gourds : A. M. B. Greenhouse Gourds should have
peck or half-bushel pots, according to their vigour.

They require abundant and rich food, so as to keep
them growing freely, or they are apt to get over-

run with red spider. This food may partly be supplied

by top-dressings.

Greenhouse Builders : J, M. Kay. See our adver-

tising columns.

Magnolia : R. C. B. The spots on the Magnolia leaf

are simply the effect of the inclement spring ; such

spots are not uncommon. 71/. J. B.

ivlARANTA : P. G. R. Probably the atmosphere is too

dry. See an article in this week's number.

Names of Plants: A. IV., Coldstream. A variety of

the common Spruce. A. M.—S. D., Exeter. Dendro-
bium Dalhousianum.

—

K. h' S. Embothrium cocci-

neum. i. Francoaramosa^probably. 2. Scillacampanu-
lata var.

—

J. D. M. Amelanchier vulgaris.— /?r7?'r 6^

Sugden. Materials insufficient.—.-f/r-r/j-. Polygala vul-

garis. — F. P. Cameron. Scilla campanulata var.

—

C. B. I. Aubrietia purpurea ; 2. Anemone nemorosa

;

3. Pleopeltis squamulosa apparently, but the specimen
is very imperfect

; 4. Drynaria propinqua.

—

F. W.
Varieties of Dendrobium macrophyllum.

Vine Borders: Constant Reader. In low-lying situa-

tions, where the water rises high, it is advisable to con-

crete the bottom of your Vine borders. In ordinary

cases, however, such as you describe, 2 feet of broken
bricks, with a coating of hme-rubbish, will be found of

sufficient service.

Vines : J. C. Jones. Your Vines are growing too gross

and watery, the result of too much moisture at the

roots causing badly ripened wood. Allow them to

grow as if there was a full crop, and treat them accord-
ingly.

—

Old Subscriber, Barnet. Yoiir young bunches

i

have evidently turned black in consequence of damp and
col4-

Catalogues Received :—Alexis Dallit-re (Faubourg
de Bruxelles, Ghent), Catalogue of New and Rare
Plants.—William Knight {Hailsham, Sussex), Descrip-

tive Catalogue of Florists' Flowers.—Elwanger &' Barry

{Rochester, N.Y.), Descriptive Catalogues of Plants,

Ornamental Trees, Fruit Trees, and Bulbous Flower
Roots, &c.—John Scott (Merriott, near Crewkerne),

Catalogue of Bedding Plants.—James Cocker (Aber-

deen), General Spring Catalogue of Bedding and
other Softwooded Plants.

Communications Recfived.—A Victim.—W. J. — J. W,

—

R. C. I!.—D. L.—R. B.—R. D.—W. S.-B. S. W.—W. Hay.

—J. D. M.—J. McP.— f. B. C.-C B.-H. D.—C. H. B.-
C. E. F.—Camjee.-J. D. ~

arkds.
POTATOS.—Sout/nuark, April n-z.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been
moderate. The last four days the weather has been cold
for the season, causing a better demand Quotations :

—

Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, iioj. to 140J. ; Yorkshire
Regents, iooj. to 120J. ; Dunbar and East Lothian do.,

noj. to 140J. ; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do., looj. to
130J-. ; do. Rocks, looj. to iioj. ; Kent and Essex
Regents, 90.1. to iioj,; do. Rocks, goj. to looj. ; French
Whites, 60J. to 70J.

COVENT GARDEN.—April 26.

Wc have nothing particularly fresh to report in the con-
dition of the market, A fair average amount of business

is doing, especially with the northern markets. Among
new hothouse fruit we notice some good Peaches for this

early season, the price of which is only nominal at

present.

Flowers,
s. d. s. d.

Anemone, p. 12 bun, 2 o to 4 o
Azaleas,p.doz.sprayso 6 — 10
Camellia&,i2 blooms 20 — 40
Carnations,i2 flowers .. — 20
Cineraria, p. bunch 06 — 10
Cyclamen,p.i2spks. 03 — 06
Gardenias, p. doz. . . 30 — 60
Hcnrtseasc, p. 12 bun. . . — 30
Heliolropes, p, doz.

sprays — 06
Hyacinths, p. bunch .. — o G
Lily of the Valley,

p. doz. sprays . , 06 — 20
Pinks, p. 12 flowers .. — 10
Pelargoniums,

French.p, 12 sprays oG — i o

Fruit.
s. d. s. d. 1 s. d. s. d.

Apples, per J sieve 3 o to 6 o Melons, each . . o o to o o
Cobs, per 100 lb. . .60 o —65 o

|

Oranges, per 100 ..60 —10 o
Filberts, per lb. ..08 — 10, Pears, per dozen ..60 — 24 o
Grapes, per lb. . . 10 o —20 o 1

Pine-apples, per lb. 6 o —10 o
Lemons, per 100 ..70 —10 o I Strawberries, p. oz, o 6 — 16

s. d. s. d.

Pelargoniums, Scar-
let, p. 1 2 sprays . . o 6 to i o

Primroses, p. 12 bun. 06 — 10
Nemophila, p.i2bun, .. — 16
Roses, per do7. . , 20 — 60— Moss, do — 60
Spirea. p. bunch . . . . — 10
Stephanotis,i2 sprays .. — 60
TropaEoUims,i2bun, 10 — 20
Trumpet Lilies.doz. 30 — 60
Tulips, per doz. . , 06 — 10
Violels,p.i2bunchcs 10—16
Do., Neapolitan, p.

duz. bunches . , , . — 30
Wallflowers, 12 bun. ., — 20

Vegetables.
s. d. s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea. o 3 to o 6
Asparagus, per 100 5 o— 8 o
— French, do. . . 3 6— 8 o

Beet, per doz. . . i o— 2 o
Broccoli, purple, per
bundle .

.

. . 10— 1 3
Cabbages, per doz. .. 10— 1 3
Cardoons, each .. .. — ..

Carrots, p. bunch . . o 5— o 7— French, do. . , i o— i 6
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 2 o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle , i o— 2 o
Cucumbers, each . . i o— 2 o
French Beans, new,
per 100 .

.

. . 2 o— 4 o
Herbs, per bunch .. o 2— o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun. 3 o— 5 o

Potatos, Regents, ii&s. to 1505. ; Flukes, 130s. to i6oj. ;

French Shaws. 605. to 70s.

s. d. s. d.

Leeks, per bunch . . o 2to o 4
Lettuces, perscore. . i 6— 2 o
Mushrooms, p. pott, i o— i 6

Onions, per bunch ..o 4— o g
Parsley, p. bunch . . o 2— o 4
Peas, new, per qt, 60—80
Potatos, new frame,
per lb. .

.

. . 1 o— 2 o
Radishes, per bunch o 2— .

.

Rhubarb, p. bund. . .. — 04
Salsafy, per bun, . . o 9— i 3
Scorzonera, per bun. o 9— i 3
Seakale, per punnet i 6— 3 o
Shallots, per lb. . . o 8— .

.

Spinach, per bushel 3 o— 4 o
Turnips, p. bunch., o 2— o 4

For Want Places, &c., see page 595.

Superb Double Hollybocks.
WILLIAM CHATER has a splendid lot of Bloomed

Seedlings, with colours, named, cijijal to ii.imed flowers of a
few years' standitig, in line healthy roots, at 40s. per 100 ; Unbloomcd
ScedlinRs, 20s. per 100. Selected SEED, from finest named varieties,
in collection';, 41. to 10s. ; Mixed packets, is, to 5s,

WILLIAM CHATER, The Nurseries, Saffron Waldcn.

New Roses of 1872.

JOHN CRANSTON, Kings Acre Nurseries, near
Hereford, ofTers extra fine Dwarf plants of the NEW ROSES of

1872. The varieties have been selected with the greatest care, and are
believed to be those most worthy of general cultivation.

Plants, equal in quality to those for which the Establishment has
been so long and justly celebrated, will be ready in March.

Descriptive LIST post free on application.

New Roses, &c., &c., Now Ready.W KNIGHT solicits orders for the followinfi^, from
several thousands of strong, clean, healthy plants, true to

name, and unsurpassed in the Trade.
18 varieties of NEW ROSES of 1872, the best selected, 3*. each;

42s. the set.

12 finest FUCHSIAS, extra strong, loi. 6d.

24 finest VERBENAS, for exhibition, &s.

Descriptive Priced LIST on application.
Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

s s

For Present Sowing.

U T T O N
Fresh Imported

GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS—ASTERS, STOCKS, ZINNIAS,
WALLFLOWERS, &c.

Complete Collections of the above at £7 2s., £t lis. 6d., £',

los. 6d. each, free by post or rail ; and separate
packet ; as see
SUTTONS' DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, gratis and post

free.

bUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by appointment to the Queen and
the Prince of Wales, Reading, Iterks.

., x,i i^'i snd
lies from is. per

New Catalogue of Plants, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, conlaininc Select Descriptive and Priced Lists
of Plants suitable for bedding and decorative purposes, &c,—
Delphiniums, Double-flowered Pyrethrums, Hardy Aquatics, Saxi-
fragas, Sedums, Sempervivums, Sweet Violets, &c., is now published,
and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, S.W,

To Gentlemen Amateurs and the Trade.

THE Prettiest FANCY PICOTEE grown is

COUNTESS of ELLESMERE (Holland). In strong blooming
plants, per 100, 40s, ; 50 for 22s. 6rf. ; or 12 for 6s., cash, tor clump-
mg and bordenng it is without a rival.

Other choice named PICOTEES, 12 show sorts, 6j. PANSIES,
12 sorts, 4s. Dahlias, iz sorts, 4^., cash.
JOHN J. HASLAM, Bradshaw Gardens, Chadderton, Manchester.

'PWO HUNDRED and FIFTY THOUSAND
-L PANSIES.—Fine strong plants, including the finest named
varieties :—2s., 41., 61., and gs. per dozen ; 12s. 6d., 211., and 36J, per 100.

PANSY SEED, English and Belgian, is. 6d. and 2s. 6d. per packet.
New Tricolor-leaved FUCHSIA SUN RAY, awarded two First-class

Certificates, 51. each.
CATALOGUES on application.

TPIOMAS MILNER. NurscQ'man. Bradford, Yorkshire.

Tulips, Tulips, Tulips.

FOR SALE, by Private Contract, in consequence of
the death of Mr, William Roe Symbery, the whole of his

VALUABLE TULIPS, comprising upwards of 4000 blooming Bulbs,
said to be the finest Collection in the United Kingdom. Also TWO
CABINETS. All Shading Apparatus complete.

Mrs. SYMBERY, No 7, Palmcrston Street, Nottingham.

ANY ONE having DUPLICATES or LARGE
PLANTS that have grown too big for their Conser\'atories or

Houses, can have them EXCHANGED for their utmost value in

NEW and RARE PLANTS, at Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establish-
ment.
New and Rare Orchids or other plants will be exchanged for large

specimens of the more ordinary kinds.
Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London.

New, Rare, and Beautiful Plants
at PRESENT in FLOWER at

MR. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment:
an inspection is invited :

—

CYPRIPEDIUM NIVEUM
CAUDATUM

CYRTOPODIUM CARDIOCHILUM
ONCIDIUM CUCULLATUM DAYANUM
ODONTOGLOSSUM PESCATOREI

„ CITROSMUM PUNCTATUM
ALEXANDR.'E

TRICHOPILIA CRISPA MAROINATA
PHAL.-r^NOPSIS LUDDEMANNIANA
PRIMULA JAPONICA,

&c., &c.
Establishment for New and Rare Plants, Kiig's Road, Chelsea,

London, S.W.

BEDDING PLANTS, autumn-grown, all in
single pots.

GERANIUMS, Amy Hogg, Bijou, Christine, Indian Yellow, Lord
Derby, Pcrilla, Spitfire, Tom Thumb. Named double varieties,
FUCHSIAS, sorts, 2s, per dozen, 16s. per 100. AGERATUM
nanum ; CALCEOLARIAS, sorts ; COLEUS, sorts, Golden Feather;
IRESINE Lindcni. KOCNIGA variegala ; LOBELIA, dwarf, fine
blue, IS. 6d. per dozen, 10s. per 100. is. (td. for hamper and packing.
Cash, prepaid.

EORGE DAVISON, White Cross Nurseries, Hereford.

B EDDING PLANTS (Wholesale Prices).
Per 100—s. d.

Heliotropes, named sorts ..160
Agcratum ctrlcstinum na-

num 140
,, white Imperial Dwarl 20 o

Scmperviviim raliforniciim,

2''i inches diameter . . a.5 o

,, ly^do lu o
Salvia Gloxini.xfolia (blue) .. 20 o
Gnaphalium lanatum .. 16 o
Koniga (Atyssum) varicgata 14 o
Musk Plant

Per 100—*. d.

Iresine Lindcni .. ..200
,t Hcrbstii 16 o

Colcus Vcrscharieltii . . ro o
,, a great variety of choice 20 o

sorts, per dozen, 31.

Verbena, Blue King .. ..160
,. Parscc (fine mauve) .. 160

Lobelia, Trcntham Iltuc .. i.) o
,, compacts pumila gran-

diflora 16 o
Pcntstcmons, named sorts ,, 20 o

Double Flowering Zonal Geraniums, fine named sorts, 20J. per 100.

The above are all thoroughly established in single pots, ana may be
relied upon as being fine, clean, healthy stuff.

WOOD AND INGRAM, The Nurseries, Huntingdon, Hunts.

Chrysanthemums.— Special.

ADAM FORSYTH is now sending out the following
NEW VARIETIES, some of which are seedlings raised by

that enthusiastic grower, George Rundle, Esq., of Devonport. They
are all, without doubt, superior to any yet sent out.

Duchess of Manchester
Duke of Roxburgh
Laurinda
Mr. Howe

White Venus
Elaine
Fair Maid of Guernsey.
Souvenir de Jersey.

Brunswick Nurserj', Stoke Newington, N.

Chrysanthemums, &c.

WM. CLIBRAN AND SON, Oldfield Nursery.
Altrincham, beg to offer CHRYSANTHEMUMS, in nearly

all the best sorts, including new varieties of 1871, at 21. 6a. per doz.,
151. per roo, post or package free. DAHLIAS, 3s. per doz., 211. per
100, FUCHSIAS, including varieties of 1871, 31. perdoi., 205. per
100. First class Seedling HOLLYHOCKS, 31. per do?., 205. per 100.

White, yellow, dark and blue self PANSIES, for bedding, 2J. td. per
doz,, 15J. per 100. VIOLAS, alba and lutea erandirtora, 11. 6rf. per
doz. ; filue Perfection, is. per doz., 6j. per 100. DAISIES, 51. per 100,
in four sorts. First-class Show and Fancy PANSIES, 25 for 7s.

CARNATIONS, 13 plants, 6j.; 12 PICOTEES, 6j. ; 13 PINKS, 41.;

or 12 of each of the four, 48 plants in all, 17J. td. 12 PENTSTE-
MONS, 3s. td. : 12 PHLOXES, 35. td.
For GERANIUMS in great variety, and other Plants, see

CATALOGUE, free on application.

Just Arrived, In good condition,

GARRYA ELLIPTICA SEED, genuine and fresh
from California, bs. per Jj oz., loi. td. per oz. (averaging 600 to

800 seeds per oz.), post free for cash.
Loudon states :—" When in flower, this hardy evergreen shrub has

a most striking and graceful appearance, from its slender pendulous
catkins, many of which are from 8 inches to i foot in length.

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON, Woking Nursery, Surrey.

Strong Geraniums and other Bedding Plants, Cheap.

WM. POTTEN can still supply plants as Advertised
in the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 13th and 20lh insL

LOBELIAS, good FUCHSI.\S, AGERATUMS, IRESINE LIN-
DENI, CALCEOLARIAS, in sorts, from store pots, by the
dozen, 100, or 1000, cheap.

A LIST, with Prices, on application. The Trade supplied.
WM. POTTEN, The Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

CHEAP BEDDING GERANIUMS.—The following
choice sorts at per dozen, for cash :— Lady Cullum, 3*. td. ;

Lucy Grieve, 6j. ; Louisa Smith, 31. td. : Mrs. Dix, 6*. ; Mrs. Pollock,
2J. 6d ; Sophia Cusack, 3J. td. ; Sophie Dumares<iue, zj td. ; Caroline
Longfield, v. td. ; Mrs. John Clutton, ts. ; Prince Silverwings, ts. ;

Beauty of Calderdale, 2s. td. ; Duke of Edinburgh, y. td. ; Kentish
Hero, 2s. td. Package td. per dozen. A list of 250 varieties post free.

Remittances requested from unknown Correspondents.
ALFRED FRYER. The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

Variegated Geraniums. Wholesale Prices.

WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine strong Plants of the
following varieties at per dozen:—Mrs. Benson, 31.; Mrs.

Dix,6j.; Mrs. Pollock, 25. 6if., 20s. per 100; Queen Victoria, 6f. ; Sir

R. Napier, 6s.: Sophie Dumaresque, 2s. td.; Italia Unita, 2*. td.;

Albion Cliffs, 3^. ; Alma, 2s. td. ; Bijou, 31. ; Flower of the Spring,

2s. 6d.; Jane, y. ; Lady Kingsbury, 31.; May Queen, 4s.; Mrs.
Lennox, 35. ; Mrs. Vidler, 31. ; Queen of Queens, 31. ; Shottesham
Pet, 3s. ; International (fine gold self), 4s.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

NEW ZONAL GERANIUM, CRIMSON KING
(Eckford).—Dark crimson, shaded with violet; fine smooth pip

and extra Iart;e truss; close sturdy dwarf; a most profuse bloomer. A
remarkable fme bedding variety, quite new in colour. Plants now
ready, 51. each. A Plate of this for 14 postage stamps.

NEAV VERBENAS for 187Z, Eckford's.
PLUTO.—Orange-red, shaded dark round a bold lemon eye, large

pip and truss ; fine snow flower. 5^. each.

LADY EDITH.—Pure white, with a pale rosy-purple ring round
the eye ; fine form and truss. 51. each.

LADY GERTRUDE.—Very pale lilac, with a rosy-mauve rinff

round a pale lemon eve; extra fine. 5J. each.

MAUVE QUEEN.—Pale lilac-mauve, with a large sulphur eye;
fine and very"^distinct. A gem.
ISA ERUNTON.—Plum colour, tinted with blue, and large pale

eye. 5s. each.
GRAND DUKE.—A very fine ruby-crimson, of large size, and very

showy. 51. each.
Five First-class Certificates R.H.S. A Plate of these lor 14 stamps.

Plants now ready.
JOHN KEYNES, Salisbun'.

THOMAS PESTRIDGE begs to offer the following
NEW GERANIUMS, as quite distinct from others in their

respective classes, and well worth adding to any collection ;—

BLUSHING BRIDE—Silver variegated, with blush-white flowers,

similar to Madame Vaucher; robust and compact habit, with an
unusually broad edging of creamy-white. Received Second class

Certificate and First Prize Royal Horticultural Society, South
Kensington. 7s. td. each.

BRILLIANT, Golden Tricolor.-A very bright and richly marked
zone

;
quite distinct, and the brighest Tricolor Geranium ever sent

out ; good and compact grower, los. 6d. each.

ACME, Golden Tricolor.—A bright and well-defined zone, of rich

carmine ; the bright colouring of this variety is retained m the old

leaves much longer than any other variety ; will become a general

favourite for bedding-out, 71. td. each.

SALAMAN DER, Golden Tricolor.—Bright red zone, and retaining its

bright colours throughout the summer and winter months ; a very

good or free grower. 7s. td. each
Plants ready first week in May.

The following are now ready at per dozen :—Lady Cullum, 3*. ;

Louisa Smith, 3s.; Lucy Grieve, 6s.; Prince of Wales. 24s.; Mrs.
Turner, 4^, ; Mrs. Headley, i8s ; Sophia Cusack, 3s. ; Italian Beauty,

4s. ; Prince Silverwings, 31. ; Princess Beatrice, 3s. ; May Queen, 3^.;

Criterion, 5s.; Princess Alexandra, 31.; Imperatrice Eugenie, ts.

Package free. Terms cash.
The Grecnway Nurserj-, Uxbridge, Middlesex.

GEORGE SMITH, in offering the following NEW
PLANTS, has great pleasure in assuring his Floral Friends

that they are of the finest quality, and cannot fail to give general
satisfaction, viz.

—

NOSEGAY GERANIUMS.
CAVEN FOX.— Rosy-scarlet, a beautiful and unique shade of colour,

pip large and beautifully formed, fine truss ; this variety will be
found an acquisition, being of free habit and compact. Awarded a
First-Class Certificate by llic Royal Horticultural Society, and also

by the Royal Botanic Society. 71. td. each.
DELIGHT (Georck Smith).—Delicate peach blossom, white eye,

truss of immense size and produced in profusion; this is a most
beautifuLvaricty, and warranted to be the finest light variety ever
offered, with foliage slightly zoned, js. td. each.

FLAME.—This variety is remarkable for its brilliant colour, beinf;
vermilion-scarlet, truss of exquisite form and large size, very com-
pact and beautiful, of good habit, foliage slightly zoned. Awarded
First-Class Certificates by the Royal Horticultural Society, and
also by the Royal Botanic Society. 7J. td. each.

POLLY KING.—Peach blossom, edged with while, white eye, petals
stout and of fine form, quite new m colour in the Nosegay section.

and in cvcrj' way a most desirable addition to its class. Awarded
Firsl-CIass Certificates by the Royal Horticultural Society, and
also by the Royal Botanic Society, js td. each.

Where of any of the above distinct varieties are ordered 7 will be
sent ; and where 12, 15 will be forwarded.

NEW FUCHSIA.
ALPHA (Gkorgi; Smith).—A sjilcndid variety, with an immense

finely-formed corolla; coral-red lube and sep-ils, very free habit,

gootf foliage, and in every respect a firsl-ciass variety, and the
finest of the double kinds. lav. td. each.

The above Novelties, in good plants, to be sent out the first week
in M.iy. IKual Discount to the Trade.

*» A beautiful coloured <lravving of Fuchsia Alnh.i and Geranium
Delight, handsomely arranged in one plate, by J. MacFarlanc, free by
post in exchange for 18 postage stamps.

Tolhngion Nursery, Hornscy Road, London, N.
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LAWES'S MANURES for GRASS LAND should

be applied during the months of Fcbnian' and March. Nitrate

of Soda supphed ex Ship or from Slocks at Docks at London, Liver-

pool, and other ports, at lowest market prices. - , ^ /-

JOHN BENNET LAWES, 59, Mark Lane, London. L.C.

Branch Offices :—Market Street. Shrewsbury- ; 22. Eden Quav,

Dublin; Womanby Street, Cardiff; Cumberland Koad, Bristol;

63. Constitution Street, Leith ; and M^ Market Street, Aberbecii.

LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED HONES.

, , „,^
LAWES'S SUPERFHOSPHATEof LIME w.xtttdi^
LAWES-S WHEAT. BARLEY, GRASS a^d^IANGEL MANURE.
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures csn be obtained at any of the above addresses or

through any of the appointed Aeents throughout the United Kincdom
PERUVIAN GlfANO, NITRATE of SuDA, SULPH.vrLof

AMMONIA, and other CHEMICAL MANURES; AMERICAN
and other CAKES, ai market prices.

AMIES' PATENT CHEMICAL FERTILISER.—
This Manure has been used for two years, with remarkable

success, and with almost everj* variety of crop—Cereals, Roots, Fruits,

and Flowers,
Three hundred quarts of Shelled Peas of the Nc Plus Ultra sort

were produced on a plot of ground 24 feet by 14 feet.

Sutions' Flourball Potaios were grown i'^ lb, in weight each, sound
and eood ; three roots yielded a bushel of tuber. Similar results were
obtained from Strawberries. Pears, Asparagus, &c.
China Asters, perfect in shape and colour, 5 inches in diameter ; and

Chrysanthemums sii inches in diameter, were produced from the use

of this Fertiliser.
, , ...

Besides being sold in bulk to large consumers, the fertiliser is

supplied in tins, with full directions for use.

Slanufactured bv BaTCHELOR and CO. (Patentees), and sold

•wholesale by the UNIVERSAL MANURE COMPANY, 37 and 38,

Mark Lane, E.C., where samples of produce may be seen, and
Testimonials, prices, &a, obtained.

Caro Guano.

/CHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO, rich in Soluble
^^ Phosphates and Nitrogenous Organic Matter. See Chemical

Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for Grain and Root

Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to Peruvian.

Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO., Billiter Street, London, E.G.

ODAMS'S NITRO.PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for CORN CROPS.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE. or BLOOD MANURE,
for ROOTS and GREEN CROPS GENERALLY.

ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONP:S.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
ODAMS'S NITRO-BlPHOSPHATE(or Prepared) GUANO.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL BARLEY MANURE.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL MANGEL MANURE.
ODAMS'S TOP-DRESSING MANURE.

MANUFACTL'REO

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE,
OR

BLOOD MANURE COMPANY (LIMITED),
Consisting of

TENANT FARMERS occupying upwards of 80,000 acres of Land.
Chief Office—log, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Coi^nties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Br^vnch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
Chairman—Robert Leeds, Castleacre, Norfolk

Defnl-v-Chair>ita7t—]ohi\ Collins, 255. Camden Road, N.W.
£dward Bell, 48. Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Hens.
Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon, Norlolk.
George Savill, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Charles Dorman, 2^, Essex Street, Strand, W.C
Thomas Webb, Hifdersham, Cambridgeshire.
Tonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire,

t Smithfield, E.C.

Preliminary Notice.
IMPORTANT SALE of COOL HOUSE ORCHIDS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions to

offer for SALE by AUCTION, without reser\c, at his Great

Rooms. 38, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY,
April 30, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, the exceedingly rich collcc-

lion ot ORCHIDS, formed by Mons. Alphonse Van Hranteghem. of

Brussels, who is relinquishing their culture in consequence of a

change of residence. The plants are in splendid health, and comprise

all the finest varieties of cool Orchids yet introduced, including—

C- J- Lacy, 60, West Smi'
T. C. Jonas, Cambridge.
Herbert Bird, Shortacrcsd, Shortacrcs, Peterborough.

Managing Director.—James Odams.
Several Hundred Thousand Tons of the Manures have been supplied

to the Agricultural Public, and the increasing demand that exists for

them is the best proof of the appreciation in which they arc held.
Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of the local agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.
Chief Offices. 100, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

'PHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
JL (Established 1840),

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE, forXop-Dressing
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITROPHOSPHATE
MANGEL, HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Bonar,

& Co.), NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c
lib, Fenchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(registered Trade Mark, " Flying Albatross"), is now ready for

delivery in quantity and in fine condition. The best fertiliser yet
produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contains
31 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates. 6 percent of Ammonia, with Salts
of Potash, See Reports of Dr. Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor
Way, Mr, Ogston, Air. Sibson. Delivered in a cwt. bags, each of
which is secured by a leaden seal bearing the Company's Trade
Mark, The analysis is guaranteed so long as the seals remain
unbroken.
BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, 20, Billiter Street, E.C.

MR. JAMES ERASER, Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the 6rm of J. & J. Eraser, Lea Bridge Road.

M Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood. 12, North Grove West. Mildmay Park. London, N.

To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
fpO BE SOLD, an old established NURSERY and
J- SEED BUSINESS, with a good Connection, in a large Market
Town in the Western Counties.
For particulars, apply to K. L. J,, Gardeners" Ckroniele Office, W.C.

_^ To Gardeners and Others.
rpo BE DISPOSED OF, with immediate possession,
J- a well-established SEED BUSINESS, &c., with Greenhouse,
Forcing Pit. and Cucumber Frames. One acre of Garden Ground
(well stocked), with three acres of Grass Land, any portion of which
can be broken up, and more Pasture, including Orcharding, can be
added if required. Firinj; cheap and rent moderate.

J. H. C, Abberley, Stourport.

SALES BY AUCTION.
bedding Plants.

MR. J. C. STEVENS wiU SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden. W-C,

on WEDNESDAY, May i, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, first-class
Variegated, Bronze, Zonal, and Double GERANIUMS ; large
Flowering and Fancy PELARGONIUMS, CARNATIONS, CAL-

'CEOLAKIAS, and other BEDDING PLANTS; GLADIOLUS and
RANUNCULI : Rustic Scats, Mowing Machines, Garden Stools and
Tables, Garden Engines, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Masdevallia Lindeni, the second
largest plant in Europe,
showing bloom

,, coccinea
,, Tovarensis
„ Veitchiana, showing bloom.
,, fenestrata

,, ignca
„ inaculata, almost unique ;

and 10 other kinds
Dcndrobuim Wardianum, Fal-

coneri, &c.
Rcstrcpia antcnnifera and others
Pleiones, splendid potsful, with

18 to 30 growths
Epidendrum vitellinum majus,

true, in bud
„ sophroniles, very rare

Epidendrum Pscudepidendrum,
very rare

Odontoglossum najvium
,, coronarium
,, ,, miniatum, very rare

,, Pescatorei j several

„ triumphans / varieties

,, roseum, rare

,, triumphans Marshallianum
Nanodes Xicdusic
Oncidium Phalienopsis, very tine

,, macranthum hastilerum

„ Rogersii, rare

„ zebrinum, very rare, and
quite new

Ada aurantiaca, a strong specimen
Batemannia fimbriata, and many

others

QUTTONS* MAMMOTH LONG RED
MANGEL.

SUTTON &> SONS are still able to supply the

true stock of this unrivalled Long Red Mangel, which was

first introduced to the Public by SUTTON b> SONS,

and supplied by them to the several Royal Farms, and to

their Customers generally, for some years before the name

of Mammoth was adopted by any other House. First

Prizes and Silver Cups have been awarded to this Mangel

at thefolloi.ving Agricultural Meetings :—

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Orclilds, Imported and Established.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C, on
THURSDAY May 2, an Importation of SACCULA HI U MS and other

Plants from Burmah ; also a small Collection of Established

ORCHIDS, the property of a Gentleman, and for Sale without reserve.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

An Importation of Valuable Orchids, Just Arrived.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,
on THURSDAY, May 2, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, magnificent

masscsof pure white and rose coloured CATTLEYAS, collected by

M. Roez! three degrees north of the central Cordilleras of the Andes,

comprising several hundred plants, many of them 3 feet across ; also

some plants of EPISTEPHIUM. flowers white, purple, and yellow.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Valuable Collection of Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, i8. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

TUESDAY, May 14, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a portion of the

well-known collection of ORCHIDS of Edward Salt, Esq., of Fernic-

hurst, near Leeds, including fine plants^ot the following :—
Vanda suavis.

" i.. . --1--.

,, Batemanni.
Odontoglossum Phalienopsis.
Phaslanopsis grandiflora.

Epidendrum sceptrum.
Cattleya labiata.

,, Mossix.
,, Trianje.

Calanthe Veitchii.
Cypripedium caudatum.
Dendrobium Falconeri.
Disa grandiflora.

Cttlogyne crisiata.

Odontoglossum nebulosum.

,,
luteo purpureum.

,, triumphans.

,, cordatum.
Also splendid specimens of Odontoglossum Hallii and Masdevallia

Veitchii, bclicvea to be the finest in Europe, and 32 fine plants of

Odontoglossum Bluntii, in the most perfect condition, and of great

strength of growth.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

,, speciosissima.
Oncidium Weltoni.

,,
sarcodes.

,, cucullalum.

,, macranthum.
Maxillaria venusia superba.

As supplied to

The Queen.

Special

Notice.

As supplied to the

Prince of Walei.

Specimen Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on
THURSDAY, May ix, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a fine old

COLLECTION ofSP'ECIMEN ORCHIDS, about 100 plants, many
of them very large, including Ccelogyne cristata, 10 feel in circum-

ference; Dendrobium densiflorum, 8 feet; fine Vandas, Cattlcyas,

La;lias, &c., all of the best varieties, and well worthy of attention.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Sale of First-class Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks
From celebrated growers, fine AZALEA INDICA. PELARGO-

NIUMS, ACACIAS, GERANIUMS, &c,, in flower: choice

hardy AMERICAN PLANTS, CONIFER.^ SHRUBS, &c. ;

RANUNCULI, ANEMONES, with a choice assortment of

PLANTS for BEDDING.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, the above, without reserve, at the Citv Auction

Rooms, 38 and 39, Gracechurch Street. City, E.C, on TUESDAY,
April 30, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the Rooms,
and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

FORTHCOMING GREENHOUSE and BEDDING
PLANT SALES, to be conducted by Messrs. PROTHEROE

AND MORRIS.
MOND.\Y, May 13, by order of Messrs. Jaffa & Co., on the

Premises, The Nursery, Bury Street, Lower Edmonton, N.
WEDNESDAY, May 15, by orderof Mr, W. Kaile, on the Premises,

Exotic Nurscrv, Godalming, Surrey.
THURSDAY, May 16, by order of Messrs. G. & W. Steell, on the

Premises, The Nursery, Kew Road, Richmond.

Acton Pigott, Condover, Salop.

MESSRS. LYTHALL and CLARKE are
Mnstructcdby Messrs, G. and T, Perry to SELL by AUCTION,

without reserve, on TUESDAY, April 30, their ENTIRE HERD of
Highly-descended SHORTHORNS, comprising 100 Head of Cows,
Heifers, and Bulls, which have been carefully bred for more than
40 years, the stock being originally selected by the late Peter Perry,

Esq, , from the herd of Sir Thomas Clifford Constable, Bart. , of Burton
Constable, Yorkshire. The Cows are in good, regular breeding
condition, and the Yearlings and Calves are all by the pure Bates bull

Duke of Lancaster^ (28,411), a winner of three ist prizes open to all

England.
The Herd is in high repute in the district, and though seldom

exhibiting, the Proprietors have secured the highest honours in the

national and local showyards.
Catalogues may be obtained from the Auctioneers, 39, New Street,

Birmingham.

High Elms, Famborough, Kent.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD has been instructed to announce
lor SALE by AUCTION, without reserve, on THURSDAY,

May 2, the small but select HERD of SHORTHORNS, consisting

of about 30 Head, the property of Sir John Lubbock, Bart., M. P., of
High Elms. Famborough, Kent, which have been long and carefully

bred from Stock bought of Mr. Cartwright, Tathwell. Sires of first-

class blood have been used for the last 25 years; the one now in

ser\'ice is Red Duke <29,735), who is the sire of the young Stock.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had on application to Mr.
STRAFFORD, 13, Eusion Square, London, N.W. ; or of Mr.
BUCKINGHA'M, High Elms Farm, Eeckcnham, Kent.

Fundenhall Grange, Wymondham, Norfolk.
niPORTANT SALE of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on TUESDAY, May 7, at Fundenhall, Norfolk, the very

CHOICE HERD, belonging to Gerard Barton, Esq. It comprises
between 40 and 50 Head, among which arc many favourite and pure

specimens of the Knightlcy blood, as well as others, bred from animals

purchased at the llavering Park and Litllebury Sales. The Bulls

recently used have been Cambridge (25,705), and Patrician (2^,728),

uniting the Bates, Charmer, and Princess blood ; and now Southerner,

one of the few pure Knightlcy Bulls left in the country, is in service.

Also will be SOLD, the SMALL SELECT HERD bred by and
the property of G E. Frere, Esq., of Roydon Hall, Diss, bred from

the well-known Herds of Messrs. Dudding, Colvin, and Robinson, and
crossed with Bulls of the Townetey bloocT

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,
15, Langham Place, Regent Street, London, W.

Bandon (Ireland)
Barton
Bedale
Birmingham (for the

fourth time)
Burv St. Edmund's
Cheltenham
Chichester
Cuckfield
Dublin
Dunmow
East Surrey
Evercrecch

Faversham
Jersey (for the third

time)
Kcevil
King's Lynn
Lancsdale
Leeds
Leicester
Long Sutton
Newmarket
Northallerton
Norwich
Ongar

Pocklington
Rcigatc
Roscommon (Ireland)
Royal Central Bucks
Rugby
Sleaford
Stalham
Tcrrington
Tring
Tunbridgc Wells
York (for the second

lime)

Price IS. -^d. per lb., much cheaper by the cwt.

Priced Descriptive LISTS of FARM SEEDS gratis

and post Free.

SUTTON AND SONS,

Seedsmen by Appointment to the Queen and the
Prince of Wales,

READING, BERKS.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

DRAINAGE, RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES. TRAMWAYS, RAILWAYS, &c

Directors.
John Clutton, Esq,
Frederick L. Dashwood, Esq.
Henry Farquhar, Esq.
Lord Gariies, M.P.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq.

Granville R. Ryder, Esq,
GranvilleR.H.Somerset,Esq.,Q.C
Henry W. West, Esq,, M.P.
Charles Watkin Williams Wynn,
Esq., M.P. (Chairman).

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes
of Agricultural Improvement, including the Erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
Tenants may, with the consent of their Landlords, execute the

necessary Improvements upon the Farms which they occupy, charging
them with the cost.
UTILISATION of SEWAGE.—The Company also advances

money for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigation.

The whole outlay and expenses arc liquidated by a rent-charge upoa
the land, redeeming principle and interest, over 25 years.

No investigation of title is required.
For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No, i, Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster, S. W.

T50YAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

CARDIFF MEETING, 1873.

<\ PRIZE SHEETS for STOCK, IMPLE

MENTS, and COTTAGES are NOW
READY, and will be forwarded on appli-

cation to

H. M. JENKINS, Secretary,

12, Hanover Square, London. W.
LAST DAY of ENTRY for IMPLEMENTS. MAY t. and all

Entries sent in after that date will be returned to the Senders.

SATURDAY, APRIL 27, 1S72.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK,
iir ., .-.,.., »« f Royal Agricultural Society of EnRland (Coun.
Wedkesdav, May I J \^^ MeetinR), at Hanover Square-Noon.

IN his speech a few evenings ago, at the

banquet of the Royal Dubhn Society, Lord

Spencer gave further evidence of his wish to co-

operate with those engaged in improving the con-

dition of Irish Agriculture. In doing so His

Excellency tries to reach a class where heretofore

the word improvement could scarcely apply ; a

class, too, from which little has been expected ;

but, notwithstanding, a very important proportion

of the population. The Lord- Lieutenant states

there are in Ireland 317,457 holdings valued

under ^8 a-year. The ordinary observer can

see that the systems of farming followed on these

small farms are rude in the extreme. A hand-to-

mouth mode of life is followed. The bare

necessaries of life are obtained, and we find in

Ireland, according to authority, " the worst fed,

the worst clothed, and the worst taught people on

the face of the earth." There is no insurmount-

able obstacle to a removal of this state of things,

and many who listened to the speech of the

Lord-Lieutenant were inspired with hope that a

better time is approaching for Irish agriculture.

For many years the Board of Education in
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Ireland has been labouring in the cause of agri-

cultural improvement. At no time in its existence

has it been more energetic and apparently useful

than at present. Its schools are filled with young
men who acquire much a^jricultural knowledge
wherewith to benefit themselves and others

before they leave these institutions. The Lord-

Lieutenant does well to encourage a good feeling

between the Irish farmer and these schools, and
acting as he has done they will be made centres

of practical instruction, where the small farmer

may look for a model, the copy of which may
enable him to compete for the prizes now
offered.

The Lord-Lieutenant said :—
"He had always taken a deep interest in that

numerous class the small farmers, and he wished to show
his interest by doing something to improve their condi-

tion. Every one would admit that the small farms of

Ireland were in a very backward state as regarded culti-

vation : in fact there was room for very great improvement
in all the farms ; and especially in the small farms. He
knew that a great deal of good had been done by giving

prizes to the small farmers, and he wished to show his

interest in that class by offenng some prizes for improved
cultivation. It was not a very easy matter to accomplish,

for it was impossible to give a prize which should extend
over any area, but he had now through the assistance of

the National Board of Education begun a scheme for the

purpose. He had offered for each province of Ireland a

number of prizes to be competed for in certain districts

near the school farms, established under the National
Board. There were different systems of farming in those
institutions. One was tlie s-acre farming system. The
results of the farming there were very moderate, but
after making all deductions for labour, &c., they had
averaged a profit of from ^50 to ^60 a year, and he
thought an independent farmer would be able to attain

the results. He had, therefore, offered prizes for say an
area around six miles of each of those farms, and he
hoped the small farmers in the districts would be entitled

to receive them."

Our columns are so laden this week with the

letters of our correspondents on the Condition
of the Labourer, and on the closely connected
subject of the relation between the Landlord and
the Tenant, that we have no room left for com-
ment on the facts and arguments which are thus

laid before our readers.

On the latter subject we simply direct their

attention to the well argued and admirably illus-

trated paper of Mr. Corbet, the able secretary

of the London Farmers' Club, of whose address

on Thursday, before the Maidstone Farmers'

Club, on " A Model Agreement," only half is for

the present given in our columns. The latter

half-hour of the lecture must be postponed for

a week. It related to the important office of the

land agent, protesting especially against its being

filled by mere lawyers, and quoting also Mr.
Grey, of Dilston, against its being occupied by
retiied soldiers and sailors, house-stewards, poor
relations,mercantile men, or unsuccessful farmers.

It thereafter discussed the impolicy of the petty

conditions which, under " our usual form of

agreement," such men are apt to maintain. The
proper form of agreement, which will be promoted
by a proper land agency, is to be characterised

by liberality, brevity, and simplicity. " Above
all, let there be compensation covenants—the

very best guarantee for the retiring tenant doing
the best by the farm, and leaving it in a good
and husbandlike condition.'*

Mr. Corbet's paper, the remainder of which
we shall give next week, concluded as follows :

—

*' Turn where we will there is no subject growing so fast

on public attention as the Land Question. It crops up
alike in social circles and Quarterly articles. The outside
world, if I may so term it, is especially prone to take the
business under its care, and while some of the schemes
propounded arc wild enough, there are more moderate
measures of reform which no doubt sooner or later will

come. Prominent amongst these must be some improved
system in the hiring and letting of land. There is no
denying the fact, that farm leases and agreements are too
generally susceptible of amendment ; as it would be pre-

ferable that any movement in this direction should be
instituted and carried through by the owners and occupiers
themselves, rather than as the consequence of pressure
from without. And these views I submit, not so much as
a lesson as a study for land agents ; for here the motive-
power will more commonly centre."

There was a short supply of English Wheat
at Mark Lane last Monday, and it sold at an advance
of is. per qr., and prices were fully maintained on
Wednesday. The prices of fat cattle and sheep at

the Metropolitan Cattle Market were rather higher than
last week, and trade was brisk. There was a large

supply on Thursday, and trade was dull.

Next Wednesday is the last day on which
entries of agricultural implements, machinery, &c., can
be made for the Royal Agricultural Society's Show
at Cardiff on Monday, July 15, and four following

days. Portable steam engines, threshing and finishing

machines, straw elevators, and corn-dressing machines,
are the subjects of this year's competition.

An Exhibition of Agricultural Ma-
chinery will be held at Valenciennes, under the

auspices of the Agricultural Society of that Depart-
ment. Entries of articles for exhibition must be
addressed before June i to the Secretary of the Society

at Valenciennes. For steam engines, reaping and
mowing machines, and other agricultural implements,
medals of gold, silver, and bronze will be awarded by
competent judges.

Among the facts of the week regarding the

Agricultural Labourers' Strike are the an-

nouncement of a union at Thetford, Norfolk ; the

advance of wages to 12^. a week near Newmarket
;

the advance of is, a week near Halstead, Essex ; the

non-acceptance on the part of the Warwickshire union
of the offer of a conference with the Warwickshire
Chamber of Agriculture until the former organisation
shall be more complete j and a meeting at Manchester
preliminary to a proposed meeting of landowners,

farmers, and labourers, to be held at Warrington next

month to discuss the propriety of a club or other

association for the promotion of their mutual interests.

We are permitted by a correspondent, to whom
it was addressed, to publish the following letter from the

Rev. Canon Girdlestone; and, as illustrating both
the spirit of the writer and the results of his work, we
are very glad to lay it before our readers :

—

" Halberton Vicarage, Tiverton, April 20.

"Dear Sir,— I am very much obliged indeed by your
kind note and enclosure. You will not, I hope, think me
ungracious in returning the cheque. But, if I understand
correctly, it was intended to be applied to the expense of

the work in which 1 have been for some time past
actively engaged, namely, the migration of poorly paid
agricultural labourers in the west to better wages in the

north of England. Three years ago, when I first began
the work, it did cost me a good deal. But all which I

then advanced was repaid to me by friends, who, like

yourself, are kindly interested in the movement. Since
the movement got well started, it costs me nothing,

except time, patience, and postage, all of which I gladly
give, as my own contribution to a good cause. My plan is

never to send a labourer away, unless he either pays the

cost of removal himself, or the party hiring either gives

or advances the same to be gradually repaid out of wages,
the labourer in my presence signing an agreement to stay

12 months. This plan works admirably. There has
not been one single instance of default in repayment.
And the fact that the labourer has nothing given hini

except in some few instances by his new employer, which
can hardly be called a gift, but out of his increased
earnings has to make some sacrifice for a time in order to

repay the first cost of getting those increased earnings,

makes him value the advantage of removal more, and
tends to create, what I am very anxious to create in the

peasant, a feeling of self-reliance and independence.
Under these circumstances you will not, I am sure, be
offended at my returning the cheque, there being no
need for its being applied to the purpose for which, if I

understand rightly, it was kindly intended.— I am, dear
sir, very faithfully yours, *'E. Girdlestone.
"To Mr. F. T."

At a meeting last Saturday the Herefordshire
Chamber of Agriculture discussed the Agricultural
Lahourer Question. Mr. Kanken, the chairman,
read a carefully prepared paper on the subject, clearly

showing that, compared with other industrial branches
of unskilled labour, the farm labourer was in a better

position than almost any other. The following resolu-

tions were unanimously passed :
— ** That in the opinion

of this Chamber the present system in this county of

payment in kind to farm labourers is undesirable ; that

all labour should be paid for in the current coin of the

realm."

OCrj^ LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

The sale of Mr. Lamb's Shorthorns, at Hay
Carr House, Lancaster, took place, under the direction

of Mr. Strafford, on Wednesday, the 17th inst. The
40 head disposed of were many of them calves, and
this reduced the general average to £2?> lis. S</, The
following is a list of some of the principal prices given,

taken from the report of the sale in the Mark Lane
Express

:

—
Lot 2, Evergreen, a useful cow of the "Archibald"

blood, made 45 gs. (Muckall). Mr. Wilson gave the top
price of the day, 60 gs., for Cherry Blossom., a wide, good
cow. Jessamhtc, the Royal Butterfly—Certainty cow, a
high-bred looking animal, went very cheap to Mr.
Townely Parker at 34 gs., her bull calf realising 25 gs.

(Sayer). Mr. Lowthwaite gave 43 gs. for lot 10, Cherry
Bud: and Princess Amelia, a thin cow of excellent

quality, made 40 gs. (Alderson). A roan heifer calf from
lot I fetched 25 gs., and 40 gs., the highest bull price, was
given for Sir Richard out of Cherry Biossom, lot 6, by
Mr. Gardener. Several of the lots were the property of

the Rev.
J.

Swarbrick, of Thurnham Hall.

The Bywell Hall sale took place according to

advertisement on Tuesday, the i6lh mst. Seventy-eight

cattle were sold, at /,6S 19^-. 6d. per head, the high

general average being principally due to the demand
for individuals of the Booth ** Rosamond" and
" Fame " tribes. There were some grand cows,

majestic in carriage, large in size, and well-formed.
The leading characteristics of the herd were indeed,

robustness, thick flesh, grand loins, and good colours.

We gave some account of the breeding of this well-

known North-country herd, associated with the names
of the Messrs. Atkinson for above 50 years, in our issue

of March 23, and we must be content on the present

occasion with merely noticing some of the prices

given :

—

Name of Animal.

Females.
Castanet 2d

Beauty %ih ..

Ringlet 2d ..

J'rim rose

Kosi-tte

Meggy
Duehess of Windsor
Bride 0/ Windsor ..

Ciistaiiet yi.

.

.

,

Rhigdove ..

Koiin Dncliess
Villas^e Belle

Bracelet
Casket

Castanet 4th
Lucreiia 2d

Primrose j^th

Bulls.
King Patrick

Nobleman ,

Pioneer

When
Born.

Nov., 1S64

Jan.,
Mar.,
Mar.,
Dec,
April,

May,
Feb.,

April,

July,
Aug.,
Mar.,

1S65
1866
18G6

1867
1867
1868
1868
1S68

May,
Sept.,

May,
July,

1870
1S70

Aug., 1S71

Mar., 1871

June, 1871

225

150

Purchaser.

Gs
Mr. R. M. Gumblc-

toii, Ireland,

Mr. J. P. Haslam.
Mr. T. H. Miller.

Mr. R.M.Gumbleton.
Mr. H. Robinson.

i75lSir M. W. Ridley.

105 'Major Cochrane,
100 Mr. J. P. Hrislam.

loo Mr. L,. C. Clirisp.

i4o'Ma)or Cochrane.

70 Mr. T. Marshall.
Mr. A. C. Ridge,

Australia.

Mr. J. Kirton.
Mr. R. M. Gumble-

ton.

Mr. J. Bowman.
Duke of Nordium-

berland.

Mr. H. C. Pole Gell.

Mr. R. C.

Australia.

Mr. F. W. Law.
Mr. Watson.

KiJge,

In the whole, 78 animals sold for £s^S'2; ox aver-

aging .^64 15^-.
; 59 cows and cow calves sold for

;i^4i3r loj-., averaging almost exactly ^70 apiece ; and
19 bulls and bull calves realised ^920 i^s., or;^4S gj.

each.

Mr. James Dickenson's herd was sold on
Thursday, the iSth, at Uphollaud, AVigan, by Mr.

J. Thornton. Twenty-five cows made ^53 9^". 4^/.

each; nine bulls brought ;^45 17^. each, and the

general average over the 34 animals disposed of was
^51 9^., representing a total of ;^I749 ds. The top

price of the day was 92 gs., given by Mr. Smethurst
for Lttcy loih. Acacia (lot 12), one of the best animals

in the sale, brought S6 gs.

We must very briefly notice the following sales

of pure-bred .Shorthorns, which will take place within

the next fortnight or three weeks. Mr. Strafford will

sell 22 females and four bulls, the property of Sir John
Lubbock, at High Elms, Farnboroiigh, Kent, on
Thursday next. These animals are mostly bred from

the ''Strawberry" and " Wide " families, bought of

Mr. Cartwright, of Tathwell.—Mr. Thornton will sell

on Tuesday, May 7, 36 animals, the direct descendants

of "No. 54, Chilton sale," Earl Ducic's Bessy by
Helicon, and Mr. Sainsbury's "Countesses." The
sale will take place at Fundenhall, Norfolk, between
Forncett and Wymondham stations. The same day
and place will witness the dispersion of Mr. Gerard

Barton's entire herd, comprising 45 head of fashion-

ably bred Knightley cattle, among whom are repre-

sentatives of Aline by Sno\vb.\ll, Secret by Short-
tail, Sylph by SiR Walter, Violet by 4TH Duke
OF York, Pandora by Chancellor (1S09), Frill

by Rockingham, and Crocus by Sir Thomas.—
Mr. Strafford has issued a catalogue of some 23
choice Shorthorns to be sold at Burghley Park, the

seat of the Marquis of Exeter. The sale takes place

on May 9, and the list comprises specimens of the

Lilla hy Caliph, Blanc/w by Belvedere, "Water
Rail," "Governess," "Princess," "Wild Eyes,"

"Elvira," and "Nonpareil" tribes.

The Acton Pigott herd, advertised for sale by
auction on Tuesday, April 30, at Acton Pigott, near

Shrewsbury, was originally selected, upwards of

40 years ago, by the late Mr. Peter Peiry, from the

stock of Sir Thomas Clifford Constable, Bart., of

Burton Constable, Yorkshire, and since then first-class

bulls have been used, several having been purchased

from the late Mr. Wetherell and Mr. Henry Smith, of

Drax Abbey, most of these latter combining two or

three crosses of the Royal winner, Cai'TAIN Shaftoe
(6S33). The cows are in regular breeding condition,

not having lasted any artificial food whatever, and are

deep milkers. Tlie heifers are of rich colours, with

beautiful quality of hair and tlesh ; and the lot of year-

lings by Duke of Lancaster (28,411) arc par-

ticularly good. The 2 and 3-year-olds are principally

by Manager (24,521), a son of Earl Fcversham's

Diplomatist (19,571), out of a grand cow of Karl

Beauchamp's, and the yearlings and calves are all by

the pure Bates bull DuKE of Lancaster (28,411)

(by Duke of Athelstane out of Oxford's Ada),

the winner of ist prize at Birmingham, 1S70, on
which a reserve of 100 gs. is placed, he being the

only animal not for unreserved sale.

Mr. John Croudson's herd, at Urswick, near

Ulverston, North Lancashire, was snld on Tuesday,

April 23. The catalogue contained tlie i>cdigrees

of several animals of the "Blanche Sockburn

"

tribe. The late Dr. Dickinson's "Crcssida" tribe was
also represented in the herd, whilst the remainder

have been bred from the well-known stocks of Messrs.
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Ashburner, Caddy, Cheney, Jefferson, Patterson,

ScholUck, &c. Amongst the bulls used may be named

Pammon (22,486), one of the earliest, and bred by

Dr. Dickinson from the " Cressida" tribe; he was

followed by bulls of the Bates blood, GR.VND Duke
OF Cambridge 2D (26,285), bred by Mr. Slye, and

Baron Fennel (27,937), i7'ih Grand Duke
(24,064), lOTH Duke of Oxford (i7»739), -i"^

General Napier (24,023), are amongst the sires, and

several of the cows and heifers are served by Oxford
LE Grand (29,496). Mr. Croudson has long been

noted m the district as a discriminating breeder ; his

name frequently figured at the local agricultural shows,

and the cows were well known for their milking

properties, being in good condition, but without that

useless burden of fat too many breeders persist in putting

upon their stock. The sale took place in the midst of

a heavy thunderstorm. The following were among the

prices realised :

—

Lot 3. Commemoration zd, roan, calved July 14, 1864,

by loTH Duke of Oxford (17,739) ; 70 S^-i Mr. Riley,

Broughtoa-in-Furness.
Lot 16. Good Cressida, red and while, calved Oct. 24,

1868, by Good Fitz {21,844) : 70 £S-, Dr. Cranke.

Lot 35. Baron Fennel (27.937). ro^m, calved

March 25. 186S, by Bakon Wild Eyes (25,604); 41 gs.,

Mr. W. Ashburner.
Lot 40. DuKic OF Cambridge, calved September 16.

1S71, by Grand Duke of Cambridge 2D (26,285)

;

40 gs., Mr. /Vinssvorth.

Sntnmary

:

—
32 cows and heifers .iverageii .. £^4 " 8 = ;^iio6 14 o

9 bulls avenged . . . . . , 31 10 o = 283 10 o

41 head avcra;:;ed £23 ;Ci39o

Every point in connection with cattle breeding

is interesting, and for this reason we give additional

prominence to a remark contained in the I^Iark Lane
Express of List Monday, made in connection with the

sale of the Messrs. Atkinson's herd at Bywell Hall

Farm, Stocksfield-on-Tyne. Speaking of crossing, the

writer states most justly, that by it " the current (con-

tinuity) of the good blood is disturbed " (interrupted).

As a case in point -we have the following,
—" A good

family becomes unprolific, and a cross of totally dif-

ferent, and probably inferior blood, Is introduced.

Fertility follows, with crudeness of form and divergence

of character." Here, then, it appears to be assumed that

there is a probability of a "good family " becoming
more or less sterile through continued high breeding,

and also that one of the results of an admixture of

inferior blood is increased fertility. The "Mistress
Mary " tribe, of Knowlemere notoriety, is given as a

case in point. Such remarks are worthy of the atten-

tion of breeders.

POULTRY.
^ In rearing chickens, as in all other operations of the
poultry yard, the nearer we can imitate Nature the

better. A hen that has "stolen" a nest invariably

brings out a strong and healthy brood, although there

is no poultry maid to remove the first hatched chicks,

and place them in a basket by the side of the kitchen
fire. We believe that all interference with fowls at the
period of hatching is especially undesirable. Many
hens resist any examination of the eggs, especially

when their maternal instincts are excited to the utmost
by the chirping of the chicken beneath them. Cochins,
perhaps, may submit to have egg after egg pulled out
and examined, but few other varieties will allow of any
interference at this period.

We are quite certain that more chickens are destroyed
by the struggles of the hen, and by untimely assist-

ance, than are saved by any aid that can be rendered
at the period of hatchmg by the hand of man or
woman either.

Chickens require neither food nor drink on the day
on which they are hatched ; in fact, both are injurious,

as they interfere with the natural digestion of the yolk,
which is absorbed into the bowels at the period of
hatching, and constitutes the first food. If grits, oat-
meal, &c., are spread before the hen on the 21st day,
she is induced to leave the nest, and the last hatched
chickens are unable to follow, and, being weakly,
perish. AVhereas, if undisturbed, the hen seldom
leaves the nest on the 21st day, and on the 22d day
the chicken will be found strong enough to follow
her.

The plan of cramming peppercorns or grains of
Barley down the throats of newly-hatched cluckens is

exceedingly injurious. The best food for newly-
hatched chickens is two-thirds sweet coarse oatmeal,
and one-third barley meal, mixed into a crumbly paste
with milk or water \ the chickens make surprising
progress upon it ; they are also very fond'of a little cold
oatmeal porridge, and, by way of variety, they may
sometimes have a few grits given to them. Milk is

frequently used to mix the barley or oatmeal, but it

soon becomes sour in summer, and is decidedly injurious
if employed in that state ; no more food, therefore,
should be mixed with milk than can be eaten in a few
hours. Sopped bread is by no means desirable ; it

does not appear to afford the necessary resistance to the
natural grinding action of tlie gizzard, and consequently
the chickens soon become weakly, and affected with
diarhcea from its use.

*^ In order to satisfy the hunger of the hen, which is

usually very great when she leaves the nest, it is very I

desirable to give her as much corn as she can consume,

when, having satiated her own appetite, and quenched

her thirst, which at this time is considerable, she will

brood over her callow young and keep them at rest

whilst they are digesting the yolk that has been

absorbed just before hatching. After the first few

days some whole corn, such as small tail Wheat, or

some Barley, may be given to the young brood ; and

disproportioned as the size of the grains may appear,

it will be found that they will be grealy relished, and

doubtless afford a wholesome exercise for the extraor-

dinary grinding power of the gizzard.

It is scarcely necessary to state that it is requisite

that chickens should either have a constant supply of

food or be fed at very short intervals. The first food

should be given at daybreak, and if the birds are

hatched in the very early part of the year they must be

fed in the after part of the day, by candle-light, if

rapid progress be desired.

With regard to animal food, there is none equal to

the natural supply of worms and insects obtained by

the hen. Small worms, or a barrowful of mould con-

taining an ants' nest, may be given if the chickens are

in a confined situation, and will be found far superior

to boiled egg, chopped meat, or any more artificial

substitute. Chopped curd, or custard made with fresh

milk and egg, doubtless furnishes the very best substi-

tutes for the natural insect food. The Poultry Book.

TENANT RIGHT.
[The following appeared In the Times of April 15, and was

accidentally omitted from our columns last week. It is an

answer to Lord Lansdowne's letter, given at p. 552 .]

The Irish Land Act was not before me when I

wrote the letter to which Lord Lansdowne refers.

My impression was that a continuous occupancy for

three generations must have been included in the "dis-

turbance " clause. In the 4th section it is declared

that a tenant holding under a lease made before the

passing of the Act is not entitled to compensation if

that was expressly excluded by the lease. It would

seem, therefore, to follow that, where not so expressly

excluded, he would have a right to compensation,

which includes payment for permanent buildings, recla-

mation of waste, and unexhausted improvements,

though not for " disturbance."

That, however, is not a point likely often to arise

in this country. No one, I think, desires to interfere

with written contracts, or would contend that either

party should not be at liberty to withdraw from the

contract when it has reached its termination ; but the

state of the law at present compels a tenant-farmer,

for his own safety, to withhold during the years when
his lease is drawing to a close that liberal expenditure

which is necessary to ensure the full productiveness of

his farm ; and the national loss thus occasioned is very

great.

The use of the word "disturbance" in the sentence

quoted by Lord Lansdowne was not meant by me to

convey any specific claim on that account, or any claim

for a share in the increased value. A law which

should secure for an outgoing agricultural tenant in

England and Scotland that compensationwhichhe would

now receive in Ireland—viz., for permanent buildings,

reclamation of waste, and unexhausted improvements

—is all that would be asked for in this country in the

case of leases or written contracts. Where there are

neither, the question of " disturbance" will fairly arise,

and must be specially provided for.

The law must be framed so as to guard equally the

just rights of both landlord and tenant, recognising the

same right of property in what I termed, on the land-

lord's part, the inherent fertility of the soil, and, on the

tenant's, the condition which he had added to it.

These will find a sufhciently clear and restricted defi-

nition as the Bill passes through the ordeal of Parlia-

mentary scrutiny ; and no man who has at heart the

desire to remove all impediments to the fullest develop-

ment of the agricultural resources of this country, in

which is included the best solution of the wages
question, will infringe, if he can help it, the just rights

of property on the one side or the other.

I cannot regret the inadvertent en-or into which I

appear to have fallen, since it has been the means of

eliciting from Lord Lansdowne not merely a frank

recognition of the justice of such claims on the part of

the farmer, but the hearty expression of an opinion

that the extension of a like policy to England and
Scotland is not only desirable, but inevitable. James
Caird.

THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER.
Tpiis is a free country, and every man has a right to

do as best pleases him, provided he acts lawfully, there-

fore we have no right to complain if the agricultural

labourer chooses to join in lawful combinations.

Farmers have long ago frequently met and talked

matters over, as regards labourers' wages, and have

then agreed upon the prices they chose to pay. This

is all right and lawful, but it is not new, and therefore

causes no surprise. But combination on the part of

Hodge is new, and therefore causes a sort of agri-

cultural panic and general sensation, for which I really

think there is no real ground or cause. Agricultural

labour, like all other labour, must be governed by the

law of supply and demand.

If labour rises in value, the farmer will naturally
resort to every labour-saving machine that will prove
advantageous to him, and there is immense scope in
this respect. In the United States of America, every-
thing possible is done by machinery, because agri-

cultural labour costs d^. id. to 5^. per day, and food
being so clieap, it really represents a larger sum. The
labourer has for some time past found that his wages
have declined in value, measured by the relative cost
of meat, clicese, butter, light, fuel, and boots, if not
bread. The labourer also finds that if a new cottage

is built, with two or three bed-rooms, he must pay \s.

to IS. dd. per week in addition to the \s. or ij', dd.

per week that he paid for his former hovel.

When land is only worth 30J. per acre, it seems a
pity to curtail the labourer's garden to 10 or 12 rods,

as is too frequently done where the cottages are built

on speculation, and not by the farmer or landowner.
He has also found it more conducive to his interest to

send his sons to a neighbouring agricultural implement
factoi-y, or other industrial occupations in towns, than
to keep them on the land, with the uncertainty, or

rather certainty, of having to maintain them during
wet days or winter months. He also finds that it

thins the labour market, and causes the article (labour)

to be more valuable. The labourer has had, and
knows that he has had, and has, even now, some true

grievances. Before the union of parishes the great aim
of landowner and farmer was, after having " taken the

shine " out of the labourer daring his healthful and
vigorous time, to get rid ofhim in his sickness or old age
by foisting him on another parish. Of course every parish

tried to do the same, a sort of " pull devil pull baker "

affair ; but in order to accomplish this improper, unjust,

uncharitable, and really unprofitable result, not a new
cottage was to be built. Never mind how far the

labourer had to walk to and from his work, never mind
how much indecent propinquity and immorality was to

be bred, as it were, out of a rapidly increasing popula-

tion, herding together like pigs, the cry still was,
" Keep the rates down in our parish, never mind how
much they are in the next." Of course every parish

thought the same, and so it came to be the same thing

in the end, only that while the parishes were squander-

ing money in disputes about settlement, the poor
labourer and his health and morals suiTered.

Labourers are like other men, if not educated (as

they ought to be) they have their natural feelings and
powers of observation and reasoning ; and as 1 never

consider it a disgrace to converse with those beneath
me in position, I have, during the last 40 years, become
fully acquainted with their feelings as to this unjust

treatment. Their sense of decency has been grossly

outraged : they have often complained to me on
the subject, and newly married couples have sought

in vain for a separate residence, and have been com-
pelled to share the bed-rooms of their relatives.

The curse of this system was that it educated tlfe

people to indecent propinquity, and blunted the sense

of decency in the rising generation. Thank God, the

union of parishes has done much to remove this temp-
tation to wrong doing. Discontent was also fostered

by the uncertainty of occupation and refusal of piece-

work—a wet day would be lost to him—or after seed-

time non-occupation was too common.
Many farmers objected to men working by the piece

because they earned so much more than by their daily

labour. Another grievance was that fields "going for

10 acres" frequently measured 11 or more, and the

men knew that the nominal price paid per acre was
really 10 per cent, less than it appeared to be.

The labourer is too valuable a tool to be neglected.

Depend upon it that the more his natural faculties are

improved by better housing, teaching, and feeding, the

more efficient and valuable his labour will become.

The physical condition of a man, like that of a horse,

is the measure of his brute force ; but beyond that, his

reason and mind will, when improved by cultivation

and civilisation, bring advantage to British agriculture.

It is still the opinion of many good men whom I

know as farmers that education will spoil their men, by
making them too independent ; but that norion will

gradually find its level, and die out. The whole
condition of agriculture is becoming changed. The
farmer of the future will himself become scientific, and
his men well educated. The blundering rudeness and
narrow-mindedness of ignorance will be superseded by

an agreeable and profitable intelligence. Not only the

labourer, but the farmer, will rank higher in the social

scale, and make their influence and power more
extensively felt.

On well-farmed and improved districts the labourer

is not in a worse position than those in towns. As
an alderman of London I had' many opportunities

of knowing the condition of the labouring classes in

London, especially during severe winters when dis-

tributing alms. In the matter of house room the

farm labourer compared favourably, for in one or two

wretchedly small rooms, rented at 4J. to 6j. per week,

families were crowded, and several families in one

house ; no pure country air, no vegetables, no

retirement.

The pallid complexion and stunted forms of many of

our town children give painful and unmistakable evi-

dence of a vitiated atmosphere and insufficient nutri-

tion. 1 5^., on the contrary, is certainly equal to 20j.

or 2U. in London.
Farmers and labourers are like other men, plenty of
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good and some bad, some middling. They have all a

right in business to do the best they can for themselves,

consistently with humanity, and equity, and progres-

sion. It is a great mistake to impute to any class, as

a class, wrong-doing or exceptional virtue. The human
heart is the same whether under broadcloth or fustian.

I have found it to my interest and comfort to treat my
farm labourers with kindness and consideration, while

exacting from them a rigid performance of their duty,

and I believe my work is done quite as well and as

cheaply as other people's.

I hope the time may come when every cottage shall

have clean water and a pump, the cottage troughcd,

and the land on which it stands drained naturally

or artificially.

The condition of the labourer has certainly improved
during the last 20 years. His wages are higher, his

employment is more regular, the earnings of his family

larger, owing to the varieties of employment, such as

market and fruit gardening, seed growing, trowsers-

making, Pea picking for London market—the latter

quite a harvest last year for some families. Agricul-

tural employment must be fluctuating owing to the

seasons and the weather. One dry year, a great crop

of corn, very little straw, and scarcely any growth of

weeds or root crops, and, consequently, not much
labour required ; another damp year, a surplus of

straw and laid crops, requiring abundance of labour.

Corn sometimes ripening slowly, at other times, as last

year, a sudden and general ripening. Lately, the land

too wet to hoe.

Land draining, removal of fences, and other im-
provements have of late years greatly benefited the

labourer. Young and vigorous men earn at piece-

work some 20 per cent, more than those advanced in

years.*

Strong, active, able-bodied labourers, regularly

employed, have earned on my farm about ^36 to ^38
a year, besides £;^ worth of beer—some even more.

Of late years, I should say that regularly employed
hands had averaged in this neighbourhood £^^ to ;i^37

a year, perhaps more. Irregular men are, of course,

subject to greater vicissitudes.

It was formerly the custom to charge the labourer

for doctor's attendance, and I know that when his

wages {a steady man with a young family) were 8j-. per

week, 6(/. a week was deducted from him by his

master to pay the parish charge for doctor.

In I S5 1, in a paper I read before the Society of Arts,
I made the following remarks as to the labourer's condi-

tion in this neighbourhood :

—

T/ie Labourer's Balance-sheet,—As we are talking of
balance-sheets, permit me to lay before you the labourer's

balance-sheet. As there are many in our towns and cities,

with tolerably good wages, who dont't know how to live,

it may be useful :

—

Labourer's Balance-sheet.

Analysis of Labourer s Expetiditiire ; az'erage 0/ Family,
JllaJi, lyi/e, a?id Three Children.

Receipts. £ s. d.

48 weeks' labour, at 8f .. .. 19 4 o
4 weeks' harvest, at zu. 6(/. . . . . .

.

.

.

460
Extra wages, earned occasionally by hoeing, dib-

bling, &c 100
Wife's earnings at gleaning, weeding. &c. .

.

.

.

2 10 o
4 bushels of Wlieat in the garden, at 5^. .

.

.

.

100
Total ^28

Expenditure. s. d.

9 4 lb. loaves, at 5^/. t. .. .. .. .. "39
i\ lb. of the fat of pork, at (^d. \ . . . . . . ..09
1 lb. ofchccset .. .. .. .. .. .. ..07
4 lb. of butter t 06
2 oz. of tea .. .. .. .. .. .. ..06
I lb. of soft sug.^r .. .. .. .. .. ..04
\ lb. of soap .. .. .. .. .. ,.03
i lb. of candles o aj
Coals and firing \ .. .. .. ., ,, ..08
Boots for the man t . . . . ,

.

, , . , . . o 43
Boots and shoes for his family J . . , . .

.

..043
Clothing for man .

.

. . . . . . . , .,07
Clothing for woman and family .

.

, . . . . . o g
Pins, needles, thread, worsted, &c. .. .. ,. ..01
Confinements (doctor's fees, &c.) .. 04
General medical attendance, by 5,9. annual club payments o 1

10 ij

able cottages, well drained and well troughed, for the

workmen employed upon it, and at least one-eighth of

an acre of garden ground, or as much as the man can
cultivate during his leisure hours.

It is grateful to my feelings that by " task work " my
men are enabled to earn more per week by extra exertions,

without loss to me. It almost astonishes me, as director

of a provident association, that in my poor neighbourhood
we should muster some 50 members, paying their 2\d. to

^hi. per week. Sometimes, when out of work, there is a
sore struggle to raise this money; but how delightful, in

cases of sickness or accident, to see them independent of
parochial removal or relief.

We often complain of the slowness of country boys

;

but do we allow for their low physical condition ? I asked
a boy once, " What do you have for breakfast ?

"

" Bread !

"— " For dinner ? " " Bread !

"— " For sup-
per?" "Oh! some hot Cabbage." Now, the latter was
a treat, but I know this to be a fact. It is astonishing
how much bread a labourer will eat. A hearty hard-
working man will consume ih\h. to 2 lb. for his dinner,

and eat upon an average 31b. to 35 lb. of bread per day
—some 4 lb. The reason they only buy the salted fat

pork, without lean or bone {which Comes to London as
bald pork) is that there is no waste. It is fried in thin

slices, and every drop of fat or grease used as a " relish !

"

Few farmers sell their milk, consequently skimmed milk
is a rarity, and only obtainable by a long walk, at a
halfpenny a quart.

In closing my remarks and reflections on the labourer's

position, it is quite clear that a low price of bread is of the

utmost importance to him, it being almost his only food
;

already he feels the reduction in sugar, and it is to be
hoped that tea will be mors within his reach, for so long
as beer is inaccessible to the family, tea is the only
stimulant. I have seen it on the labourer's table three

times a day ; coffee is not so much a favourite.

The poor labourer buys all his shop goods at the dearest

possible market. The little village shop which supplies

his tiny and fractional demands derives its supply through
the medium of a neighbouring town, laden with railway
carriage and intermediate profits. The o(t-repeated turn

of the scale, and numerous wrappers, all tell against him.

It is "hard lines" with the aged labourer who,
having been a faithful and hard worker all his life,

becomes unable to do half a day's work. Such a man
abhors the idea of entering the hated union, and being

separated from the partner of his life. His allowance
by our union (the Witham) is as follows :—31. per week
and three 4 lb. loaves, worth, on an average, is. gJ.—
say 4J-. gd. per week for two persons, out of which
they must pay is. or more per week for house or

lodgings.

If the man has no wife parish allowartce is 2s. per

week, and one 41b. loaf, 7</., total 2J-. yd., to pay rent

and support himself. He is not permitted (in our
neighbourhood) to earn a trifle a week for a couple or

three hours' light work daily, especially if there is a
" hard and watchful " local guardian.

I know the difficulty of the position. I know that

Boards of Guardians are sometimes imposed upon by
artful and unprincipled persons—who, although they

have accumulated money, still take parish relief. Single

men, and married men without a family, live comfort-

ably on their earnings ; but a young married couple,

with some five or six young children {unable to earn

anything), are often sorely pressed. But as I have
before said, " supply and demand " must regulate the

price of labour, and the farmer must use the most
effective and economical means of carrying on his

business. It is not difficult to form an estimate of the

wages in various districts ; the ragged condition and
diminutive forms of the village children speak
eloquently of their low physical condition and develop-

ment, arising from low wages and short commons.
There can be no reasonable doubt that the well paid

and amply developed north-countryman is as cheap a

labourer as our smaller and comparatively impotent

south-countryman. The wages of this district, extend-

ing to the sea coast, are higher than in many other parts

of either Essex or Suffolk, and there is consequently

more physical development and less raggedness. y. j.

Mechly Tiptree^ April, 1S72.

52 weeks at ictf. i3<^. ;^26 7 7
Rent \ .. . . . , . . . , . . .

.

3 10 o

Total . .. .^29 17 7

From the above statement, which I believe to be strictly

accurate, it is quite clear that unless he earns more
he cannot have the comforts I have stated.

But how often do we find the labourer some weeks
unemployed, and occasionally suffering from illness?

Then again, with large families of five or six small chil-

dren, they are compelled to be satisfied with bread only,

and the vegetables they grow in their gardens. If the
Potatos fail, from disease, it is difficult to estimate the
amount of privation many families undergo. How cruel
it is to pull down cottages and curtail gardens !—driving
the labourer into lodgings, or miserable tenements with
mere scraps of garden, erected by itinerant speculators in
the neighbourhood, who know the increasing population
must inhabit them. Every estate should afford comfort-

* Present weekly wages in this neiglibourhood :— £, s. d.
Ordinary l.ibourers o 11 o
Ploughmen 0126
Stockmen 13J. lo o 14 o
Boys and lads 4^. to o 6 o

All out-of-doors labourers finding their own food and house-
rent, which is now the custom in Essex,

t Much dearer now (1872). % New cottages, £,$ to £,6 (1872).

MR. HOPE'S CASE : TENANT-RIGHT.
There is surely a strange confusion of ideas in the

discussion on the way Mr, Hope has been treated by
his landlord. Consider Mr. Caird's statement.

1. Mr. Hope, a man as capable as any in the king-

dom of judging the conditions, both express and
implied, of farming contracts, took the farm on a 19

years' lease.

2. One condition of the contract was that unex-

hausted improvements should at the end of the term

belong to the landlord, and this was understood by
both parties.

3. Mr. Hope laid out money very largely, yet his

contract proved profitable. He got back his outlay

and made an "adequate fortune " besides, as profit.

There is no shadow of ground on these facts for

saying that Mr. Hope was treated with injustice, or

even want of equity, because the landlord refused to

make a new contract with him, and has the benefit of

unexhausted improvements according to the implied

condition of the former contract. No doubt Mr. Hope
was treated very harshly under his circumstances, and
with grievous want of that consideration and goodwill

that in England, at least, usually prevail between
landlords and tenants, and which are characteristic, and
the true cause of tlae influence, of many landlords.

But this is quite a different thing from injustice, and
should not be confounded with it. Mr. Caird, how-
ever, rests his case on the Irish Land Act. He has
already found out that the half of his case, which he
put on the ground of disturbance, was a blunder. He
is not correct either in the other half of his case, which
he put on the ground of a right to compensation for

unexhausted improvements.

The justification for giving compensation retrospec-

tively for unexhausted improvements by the Irish

Land Act as put forward by those who cared at all for

principles, was that in the relative circumstances of

Irish landlords and tenants such was the true implied

contract between them, and it was so recognised more
or less by all good landlords. This was not altogether

true. The larger tenants knew as well as Mr. Hope
did what their contract was, and giving them retrospec-

tively the benefit of a different contract was unjust, and
has done much mischief in confusing the distinction

between right and wrong. But the justification had
enough truth in it, with the help of the further state-

ment that all great changes must do wrong to UKiny, to

save and to sh^w the principle where anyone cared for

it. Express contracts as to unexhausted improvements
were excepted from the Act, and on farms valued over

£100 a year (/. f., all large farms and such as Mr.
Hope's) the right of freely contracting on all points

was reserved in future.

So that Mr. Caird will not find the Irish Land Act
much of a precedent for England or Scotland.

That in future contracts where nothing is expressed
as to unexhausted improvements they should belong to

the tenant is, I think, very desirable and quite just.

The difficulty is to find a fair and proper tribunal.

But there is one result of such a change in the law,

which is quite overlooked by landlords and tenants

alike. If under a contract like Mr. Hope's, whereby
unexhausted improvements go to the landlord, an
adequate profit can yet be made by the tenant ; under
a different contract, whereby at the end of his term the

tenant receives ;^iooo, ;!^3000, ^5000, or any other

sum for unexhausted improvements, he will give just

so much more as rent as is equivalent to the sum he
will thus receive. This will be caused, not by the

covetousness of the men who let, but by the fair com-
petition of the men who wish to hire. Hirers, /. e.,

tenants, are quite satisfied, and rightly, if they can see

their way to an adequate profit (to say nothing of Mr.

Caird's adequate fortune) to be got out of their contract

for what they hire.

If Parliament should give tenants in future the

advantage of unexhausted improvements, it would not

thereby alter the nature of the contract for hiring ; it

would only make the thing hired so much the more
profitable. It would be honestly worth so much more.

And this greater profit would make more people

anxious to hire farms, and willing to give so much
more for them. All the tenants will gain will be
greater security for their outlay, and the power of

making profit by a larger outlay safely, which pro-

bably will be a gain to enterprising tenants and to the

community.
But landlords will' gain largely as soon as the

effects of the change have found their level, and if the

tribunal to decide each case is honest.

I may perhaps be told that this makes the relation of

landlord and tenant purely one of contract.

The truth is, that whenever a dispute arises between
landlord and tenant, there is nothing else upon which
it is possible to fall back except the question. What
was the contract? There has been a great deal of

consideration and goodwill hitherto on both sides in a

majority of cases outside the contract, often extending

even to the amount of rent charged (and which, more
than anything else, has been the cause of bad farming,

and insufficient capital being applied to the land by
worthy fellows whom, in spite of shortcomings, many
landlords are unwilling to get rid of) ; but these things

cannot be enforced by law. If it is attempted to

make them legal, they become at once parts of the

contract, and are taken into account by all who wish

to be tenants, with the consequences I have shown,

and the majority of tenants would thus lose the benefits

they before enjoyed ; and so it would be if Pavliament

gave tenants ten other advantages.

Parliament can no doubt change the right of owner-

ship more or less from the present owners to their

tenants.

But the day after Parliament does so, unless it also

makes all letting of land illegal— if the new owners, or

tpiasi owners (the former tenants), should find it con-

venient or profitable to let— there will be just the

same troubles with their tenants as there are now with

them.

Free trade, and the right of free contract, have much
more in common than it has suited some of late to

admit. Sound economical principles, because they are

the expression of the common sense and self-interest

not only of one class, but of all, cannot be neglected

with impunity as to contract more than .as to trade.

If ingenious artificial contrivances are substituted for

them, either men slip round them, or the contrivances

become hindrances really mischievous to those they

were meant to benefit. Protection is still Protection,

however disguised, and, whatever excuses may be made
for it, it produces its own effects surely on those

(^

protected. /K. Bence Jones.
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FINGER AND TOE.

In answer to a frequent question on this subject,

we reply : — Now, or earlier than this, remedies

should be applied. The land should be in good con-

dition for plant growth generally--and especially lime

should have been applied to it, if it be liable to this

disease. As to the origin of it, we quote from Ful-

larton's Cydopadia the following list of theories ;
and

we add an illustration which appeared_ more than

20 years ago in our columns, whicli sufficiently illus-

trates the worthlessness to which the disease reduces

the crop ;

—

One theory supposes it to be a topical disease, and to

have been propagated from one place to another by the

carriage of seeds ; another supposes it to have arisen from

a peculiar combination of soil, climate, and culture in one

locality, and to have been propagated by infection ; a

third supposes it to be the consequence of an excessive

or unduly prolonged cultivation of the Turnip, and to

have been forced into existence wherever such cultivation

has been practised ; a fourth supposes it to have origi-

nated in vari.ibleness and inclemency of weather through-

out a se;ison, and to be propagated or repressed accord-

ing to the adverseness or favourableness of the

weather of succeeding seasons ; a fifth supposes it

to be an inoculation from a similar disease in other

varieties of the Brassica tribe, and to have been propa-

gated by the migrations of the insects by whose means it

is inflicted ; and a sixth supposes that it is strictly con-

stitutional in the Turnip, and must necessarily become

developed whenever the plant is produced

in a high, or even fair degree of healthi-

ness and strength. Nor are these theories

respecting its origin and propagation so

conflicting as opinions respecting its nature.

One theory asserts it to be a disease in the

organism of the Turnip ; another asserts it

to be a disease in the secretions ; a third

asserts it to be a poisoning from some pecu-

liarity in either soil or manure ; a fourth

asserts it to be consumption by an insect

common to the Turnip wilh other varieties

of Brassica ; a fifth asserts it to be con-

sumption by an insect peculiar to itself; a
sixth asserts it to be poisoning by the voided

secretions of some one or other insect ; and
a seventh asserts it to be commenced in

inorganic feebleness and completed by in-

sectal depredation."

We add that, to hinder the disease,

the land must be in good wholesome
condition as to tilth and manure, and that

a recent dressing of lime is a great safe-

guard. Anything that tends to general

fertility and to the promotion of rapid

succulent growth helps ; and lime ap-

plied to such land—if some months be-

fore seed-time, so much the better—has

very much the action of a specific.

Land in such condition and so treated

will, if a further special dressing of

manure for the crop in question be
applied, generally, in a fair season, pro-

duces a healthy and abundant crop.

besides extra in harvest time. Summing the whole up

I believe it would be to the farmer's advantage to give

1 41. clear money ; but the labourer would not be so

well off. In many cases the cott.ages are given in,

then the money wage would be <)s. Where the farmer

lets the cottage the rent is from £i, to /5 a-year, but

the same class of cottages let by other parties to niasons,

carpenters, and job workmen, would be quite £(>

a-year. I may say that the cider question is one that

I believe lies entirely with the men, as I know nearly

all the better class of farmers would gladly give money
instead. I think that there has been a gradual rise of

y. to 4^-. per week within the last 20 years. 1 know
some put the rise much higher. You must bear in

mind that I am speaking of the price of labour as it has

been the last year or two, and not of the districts

where they have been agitating, and where I think a

rise of from i.f. to 2j. per week has been given. I

give you this as a simple matter-of-fact statement. I

do not mean to say that there are not cases where

there is less given, but then there are others where

there is more. D. Edwards, April 20.

Kent: Wiiighain.—You ask me to give you my
opinion as to the condition and character of our

labourers. I was born here some years back in the

last century, consequently I am not a young farmer,

but am approaching to the age of a centenarian.

Myself and family have lived under my kind and good

landlord and his family two or three centuries, and I

THE CONDITION OF FARM
LABOURERS.

[The following are among the letters which have
reached us on this subject.]

Wiltshire : Avebttry^ Calne.—As to

the state and condition of the agricultural

labourers I hear of no complaint, nor
has any been made to me. I find there is

great inducement held out to young men
to leave their employers by ottering them
very high wages : some avail themselves

of it ; in many instances they are much disap-

pointed, they have a greater amount of labour
required of them, and are paid only when engaged
in their work. The standing rate of wages is loj-.

per week in the summer season for the day labourer.

If the weather is favourable those who are capable
earn considerably higher wages by piece-work,
mowing, hoeing, and reaping, from i ds. up to

22J. or zy. per week. Carters and shepherds gene-
rally obtain 2J-. per week more than the day labourer,

seldom or ever pay any house rent, with many
additional perquisites at the end of the year. Lads,
under-carters, and under-shepherds obtain 5j-. to gj-.

per week, and, in addition, from £\ to £i at the end
of the year, according to agreement. House rent is

from 30J'. to 50J. or 52^., provided the cottages belong
to the employer, with garden, and land in the field, for

which a constant labourer pays nothing. I never
knew the agricultural labourers, as a whole, more con-
tented, better clothed, or with, more comforts about
them than at the present time, and I have been taking
an active part amongst them from 1815 to the present
time. Geo. Brinvn, April 1 3.

Herefordshire : Brhtsop Court, Hereford. — I

gather from your note that you wish to know the
wages, perquisites, &c., of the labourers of our district.

The general wage without a cottage would be los. to
IIJ-. per week for able-bodied men (I am not speaking of
shepherds, cowmen, and waggoners), with cider, which
I value at is. (>d. per week all the year round ; also
with the hauling of fuel, Potato ground, run of pig,

Fig. 503.—FINGER-AND-TOE IN TURNIPS.

ought to know the state and condition of our labourers

around me. There is not in all England a more honest,

industrious, or more sober class— I wish I could speak
thus of the ambitious farmers here—(the word ambi-
tion, the bane of mankind)—and yet in this parish,

which contains some of the best arable land in England,
on some farms of 300 acres, which cannot be excelled,

there are upwards of 20 cottages without a garden to

grow a Cabbage or Potato, and only one outer door.

And this is called England, is it ?—with an annually de-

creasing population and decreasing produce. And what
is the cause of this ?—the consolidation of farms and non-
resident tenants. No wonder that Mr. Gladstone
should say in the House that he should regret the extinc-

tion of small farms as a great public calamity which
no words can express. I wrote to Lord Halifax on
that subject, and probably Mr. Gladstone has seen my
letter : I hope that he has. Carry out my views, which
I have submitted to several M.P.'s, and the produce

of this speck of the world might be doubled, with every

advantage to all classes, and the injury of none.

I have a great deal more to say. I see more of England
than many other men, and know more people. At
the commencement of harvest I left home for one
month. I was gone 30 days from London, visited

15 friends, two days each, in 11 counties, without

paying for a bed or buying a meal. I cannot describe

things ; the crops, the state of the land so bad, as I

witnessed ; the labourers half starved, and many
of them worse housed than my cattle and pigs. The
consolidation of farms will ruin England, and the land-

owners will get only half rents ; the large farms here

are only half rented, and carriages, hunters, &c., kept
at the landlord's expense. What a mighty change we
shall see ! The labourers' strike is only the beginning
of a great beginning. I have seen about 500 cottages

on Lord Leconfield's estate, and on many farms of 500
to 1000 acres not one cottage. Robert Matsoii^

April 17.

Warwickshire : Liuldi/igton, Stmtford-on-Avon.—
The wages I now pay my men are I2s. a week,
waggoners and shepherds 2s. extra. I double the

wages for the harvest month, and give is. a

day for beer, besides often giving some from my
own cellar. I give my shepherd £2 for lambing time,

and when shearing he has his meals and a

gallon of beer a day. I am paying ^. an acre

for hoeing Wheat, Sj. for Beans twice over, and gj. an

acre for singling and going over Mangel Wurzel

twice. Cottage rents are very low in this village, only

\s. a week with good gardens, and the houses are in

excellent repair, with every convenience lately provided

in a most liberal manner by the Marquis ol Hertford,

who has set a noble example to landed proprietors.

Women go out to field-work, and earn 8i/. and lod.

a day, frequently u. I give beer when winnowing,

threshing, and manure carting. The men work from

half-past six o'clock a.m., and leave off at half-past

five o'clock P.M., but in the winter months the time is

nearly two hours less. I consider the condition and

character of the labourers much improved ; they are

much better dressed, their cottages are

kept much cleaner, and they are better

educated ; but the best and most con-

scientious and industrious labourers and
servants I have ever had could neither

read nor write. Labourers on an average

earn 15^. a week throughout the year.

John Baldwin, April 19.

Upton.—I consider the labourers

to be well off about here—in fact, that

they have been so for many years past.

The wages for waggoners, cowmen, and
shepherds are now about l6s. weekly ; as

a rule, they pay about £;^ yearly for a

good cottage and garden — a garden

about the size of an eighth of an acre.

The ordinary labourers have i+f., or per-

haps some few i5j-. Taking into account

their harvest wages, I consider the wag-
goners, &c., will average i8j. or igj. the

year througli, and the other men 17J.

to iSj. ; as we do not give beer, I

expect we shall have to give the wag-
goners 20s. weekly for three harvest

months, and the other men i8x., and, of

course, they earn from £2, ^o £^ per man
in addition during harvest. Wages may
have been too low in some parts, but I

am sure they are well paid in this dis-

trict. R. II, Chapman, April \^. P.S.—
Upton is in Leicestershire, but Nuneaton
(our post town) is in Warwickshire.

North Wilts: Hungerford, — This
neighbourhood, which is that part of

North Wilts bordering on Berks, is purely

agricultural, and as we suffer from a

superabundance of labour our nominal

rate of wages is low ; till lately we only

paid gj. per week, now we are paying
IOJ-. Carters are hired at IIJ'. and 12s.

per week, house-rent free, wood found

them, and a bonus at Michaelmas, vary-

ing in amount. Shepherds are hired on
much the same terms. Day labourers

are employed principally during the summer at piece-

work, consisting of burning, hoeing, mowing and
reaping, at which they earn from 2s. 6d. to 6s. per

day. Cottages, with two bedrooms and good gardens,

I let at 50J., and cottages with three bedrooms, at

60s. per annum. In addition to this, I do all the

wood and coal hauling, and let the men have land for

Potato planting ; this is the practice of the neighbour-

hood. In this parish (a large one), with one excep-

tion, there is neither reaping-machine, mowing-
machine, or straw-elevator used ; if these were intro-

duced, the number of hands employed would be very

much lessened ; as it is, we prefer employing manual
labour on account of, as I have before stated, its

abundance. The carters on all farms, and the day
labourers on outlying farms, are allowed beer during

the whole year. For six weeks in the harvest the

day-men receive i5j-. per week and a gallon of ale per

man when carting. I certainly think that more com-
fortable dwellings and better education have improved
the agricultural labourer physically and socially. I

don't consider that since the introduction of steam his

work is anything like so laborious as of yore. Now-a-
days it is difficult to get a man to handle the flail, in

fact, the young men hardly know how. Of one thing

I am sure, that in physique and tidiness of attire the

agricultural labourer would contrast very favourably

with the higher waged dweller in the city alley. If

a man's family is large, he is no doubt straitened

during their bringing up, and in what class does not a

man feel the bringing up of a lot of children? It has

been said that what is called the patriarchal system
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should be done away with. I venture to say that in

hundreds of parishes in the West of England were it

dispensed with, and a commercial system introduced,

the farmer's labour bill would be much lessened, and

in consequence the labourer worse off. North Wilts^

April 20.

Lancashire : Holker Grange.—When I came here,

in 1845, the wages were as under, per week :

—

I s. d.

Cattlemen and te.im-men o 13 6

Ordinary labourers o 12 o
Women 5,r. to o 6 o
Boys 35. to o 6 o
Shepherds .. .. .. ,. .. .. 013G

At present they are :

—

Cattlemen .. .. .. .. .. ,.oigo
Shepherds .. .. .. ,. .. ..120
Team-men and labourers .

.

. . • . ..0180
Women 090
Boys . . . . . . .

.

. . , . 6^. to o 6 9

All kinds of piece-work have risen in proportion. All

the farm-men are employed wet and dry. Cottage

rents, including gardens, \s. per week. Work is more
plentiful than men. Geo. Drury^ April 17.

Lincolnshire : Decoy Farm^ Spalding. — In
answer to your inquiry respecting the condition of the

agricultural labourer in this district, I think I cannot
do better than state the wages or earnings of men in my
own employ, and who fairly represent the better class

of labourers in this neighbourhood. I have taken out

the money payments for the past year, ending A]")ril 6,

1872, and find that three labourers (their wives working
with them for a month in harvest) have averaged
20J. dd. per week each. Last harvest, I may say, was
an exceptional one, and we may assume that but for

this cause their average would have been lower, say \s.

per week, giving \f^s. 6d. per week as the earning of
eaclr man for the year. They liave no perquisites, and
all payments are in cash. I have two yearly hired

men Hving in cottages belonging to the estate, and for

which cottages I pay ^12 yearly, and do all

repairs. There is a fair quantity of garden,

so that they cost me 2s. 6d. per week for

each cottage. These men are employed, one as horse-

keeper, the other as shepherd ; the wages paid to

each, I4J-. per week ; £^ 5^-. for harvest over and above
the weekly wages, 18 galls, ale, and 6 cwt. Potatos

—

the total cost amounting to i8j. gd. per week. From
this statement you will see that our best men have no
need to agitate for iSj. per week, it is only the idle

or incapable who would be benefited by a uniform
rate. It is too much the case that the best labourer,

excepting when he gets piece-work, does not obtain his

full value, and to those who are not practically ac-

quainted with farming it may appear strange that we do
not adopt that system more generally, not considering
that our operations are so dependent upon the weather
that what may be a fair price to-day may be com-
pletely upset by heavy rain or severe frost, or that

half a day only some work will do well, and fresh em-
ployment must be provided for the rest of the day.

The labourer in this district is very much better

clothed and fed than he was 30 years ago, is a more
intelligent, sober, and steady workmen, and is deserv-

ing of better treatment. I allude in particular to the
great want of our district, that of proper homes on the
land where they are employed. At present there are
very many men who live two, three, and four miles
distant from their work. One of my own labourers

'

has, during the past 11 years, walked 27,000 miles in
,

going to and returning from his daily labour, he is one
of the three whose earnings I have stated. It is sad
to think so much energy has been wasted in unprofit-

able labour. No farmer or landlord would deem it

right that stables for his horses should be three miles
from the work, nor should it be so little thought of as
where the poor labourer shall find a home. 1 do hope
we shall see a change ere long, or I fear that many of
our best men will forsake the plouf^h. On referring
to my payments for labour, commencing with 1S41, I

find that 1850 and 185 1 were the lowest, both as
regards rate of wages and cost per acre ; we are now
paying 50 per cent, more than either of those years.

Thos. Aiken, April 22.

Branston.—The following is the best state-

ment I can give you of the agricultural labourers
near Branston. The wages of farm labourers from
last July to March have been I5j-. per week ; since

the partial strike which has taken place in tliis and
neighbouring villages, which took place on March I,

i6j-. 6(/., or an advance of 10 per cent. The men
struck for 20 per cent., but now, finding out their

mistake, have returned to work. Good cottages here
are the rule, with a rood of land, which the employer
tills for them, at from ^4 los. to £%. All the parishes
in this district of Lincolnshire have very good schools,
at a merely nominal rate. Waggoners and ploughmen,
according to age, have from /12 to ;^22 per year, and
board with the master or foreman. Cowmen, /20 per
year, with board ; or, if weekly men, \%s. per week,
and extra for harvest, hay, and Turnip-hoeing time.
Shepherds about iSx. to 10s. per week, with house,
garden, &c., and meals during the lambing: season!
W. F. Marshall.

Norfolk : Manor House, Sonthery.—I quite agree
with you that this is a proper lime to give a fair state-

ment of the differences between the masters and the

men employed in agriculture. I have been now
engaged 60 years in purely agricultural business, and

during that time I have never known the labourers so

well paid as they are at the present day. Lately, when
they became clamorous for more money, and were

asked the reason for their demand, they could not urge a

single thing, only that they heard there was a short

supply of labourers ; and when told that they were

never paid so well in their lives, they could not deny it.

In the parish where I reside all the best men have been

earning from 2s. 6d. to 3^. per day, and not working

more than five or six hours each day ; of course this is

piecework, such as claying, &c. All the old men and

Isoys have been receiving from los. to 12.S. per week all

winter, and now they are receiving from lis. to I3j-.,

and, mind you, they are not half men. Horse
tenders and shepherds get from 14J. to 22s. or 23-f. per

week, take the whole year ; besides, in the case of the

horse-men, they earn at least £^ during the harvest

(say one month), and these two latter descriptions of men
never lose any time except from illness, neither have

they any tools to find, if you compare the working

people in town and countiy, you will not find half the

misery and destitution in the villages that you hear of

in the towns. Just look into a village church or

chapel on a Sunday and see how they are dressed ; why,

a stranger would not know the master from the man,
or the mistress from the maid. Well then, again, look

at the meat consumed and the beer drank in a village

in a week, and I think you will come to the con-

clusion that there is not any cause to complain

tliat the poor people are badly off. As to their dwell-

ings I am at a loss to know how in most cases you
can find a remedy, as I believe two-thirds of them are

either their own (or should be), or else belonging to

parties that can hardly afford to keep them in decent

repair. Now, as regards the farmer, I must say that I

know of no class of men so awkwardly fixed ; he is

not like the manufacturer, he cannot lock his premises

up and stop his work, as the stock must be fed and
the plough kept going ; and again, when he goes to

market he must take the price that is going— it is of no
use his striking for better prices. AVell, then, look at

two more heavy items coming on him, viz., the repair

of all the roads, so that all the mercantile people can
ride in every direction nearly free ; and next, the

educating of the people ; and has he not to contend

against the ^\'hole world in the market. This latter the

British farmers would not mind, if they were put on an
equal footing with the foreigner. Let us have free

trade in everything. Why should the foreigner enjoy

the advantages of our market, and we bear all the

burden ? Just look at the losses we have suffered by
their sending so much disease among our cattle, &:c.,

more in amount than all the cattle they have sent us,

and which diseases were not known in this country

before this foreign trade began. There is no doubt
but the Radical papers and spouters are doing a

great deal of harm, as they know very little about the

matter ; they can lead the people into mischief, and
then leave them to get out as well as they can.

Thos. BroiVHj April 22,

Dorsetshire : Symondshnry, BridporL — The
Dorsetshire agricultural labourer has had for some
years past a somewhat unenviable notoriety, in conse-

quence of a few isolated cases of privation endured by
a few families, the heads of which, either from physical

infirmity or lack of mental ability, did not possess the

average amount of strength and capability. I reside in

the south-western part of the county, where the wages
are considered to be lower than in the more eastern

part. In my parish changes seldom take place between
the employer and the employed. The men, with
their wives and families, are contented, respectful,

good labourers—equal, I think, in strength and skill to

any in Her Majesty's dominions. At the risk of being
considered egotistical, I will tell you that I have now
some in my employ who are grandfathers, and have
never known another master, and who would, I think,

be quite as sorry to leave me as I should be to lose

them. After this preface respecting their condition

and feelings, I will give you the amount of wages,
perquisites, &c., they are receiving. Carters and shep-

herds get 9-r. and 7 quarts of cider per week. Potato

land prepared for planting, a cottage, garden, fuel for

baking, all gratis ; coals at half price, a bounty after

harvest from \os. and upwards, is. extra per day for

the cartage of corn sold. Wheat at 5.f. per bushel, the

quantity governed by the number in each family.

Other labourers, 8j. per week when employed by llie

day, but the greater portion of their time is occupied in

piece-work, when tlieir wages average from 12s. to

15^. per week. They have also a house, garden,

Wheat, &c., as the shepherds and carters have. John
Pope, April 22.

Essex: South and South-east.—I have pleasure in

replying privately to your inquiries, although I feel

that our experience in this district, in such close

proximity to London, has but little bearing on the

general agricultural labour question. I consider that

the yearly income of our ordinary farm labourers has

increased fully 20 per cent, in the last 20 years—the

current rate being now from I2J-. to \$s. per week,

j

with addition of cottage and garden free to regular

hands, such as stockmen, for which they give more

hours labour, and have to attend on Sundays. Of
course, at task-work, and especially at hay and harvest

times, the steady man can earn considerably more^
sufficient, as a rule, to pay the yearly rent. The old

system of supplying beer at such seasons is now gene-

rally given up, and commuted for a money payment.

The demand for female labour has also much increased.

Many women find outdoor employment at not less

than is. per day of eight hours for some 150 to 200

days in a year, so that many families realise a

weekly income of \%s. to 20^. The beneficial result

of this increased income is apparent in im-

proved style of dress and domestic fittings, &c.

Much progress has, however, yet to be made before the

feelings of self-respect and independence are sufficiently

developed to cause parish relief to be looked upon as a

disgrace and to make provision to avoid it. Indeed,

even to those who consider that agricultural labour has

not yet fairly shared in the general prosperity, the

results of this increase are not altogether satisfactory.

At first sight it may seem to lead to an increase of

dissipation and irregularity as to hours of labour, the

reaction from which is a loss of that kindly intercourse

and good feeling between employers and employed,
the want of which is so generally regretted in manufac-
turing and commercial districts. These remarks apply,

of course, to that class of unsettled labourers which
prefers to go out in gangs, with threshing-machines,

&c., at an increased rate of daily wage, but certainly at

a loss of moral character and domestic comfort. As to

their dwellings, no doubt a great difficulty in the way of

improvement is their situation and character ; and one
most encouraging feature of the increased income is,

that it will enable sufficient rent to be charged to repay

investment in a better class of cottages. It is now
generally acknowledged that a sufficient supply of them
on a farm for the class of fixed labourers is as great an
essential as stabling, &;c., for cattle, and so arrange-

ments are made for them between landlord and
occupier. In most of the villages also there are

allotments for those who lack gardens, and they

are much appreciated. The present excitement

caused by the so-called "strikes," and the changes

of relationship between employer and employed
resulting therefrom, is tending to arouse the sluggish

on both sides to the fact that inferior, muscular, and
low-priced labour is by no means the cheapest labour,

either to buy or to sell ; and that steam and horse

power can be brought to do a much larger proportion

of the agricultural work of a farm than has hitherto

been deemed possible, or even, under the old laws of

settlement, advisable. Altogether it is evident that

the tide has turned, and it is folly to complain or

attempt to stem it. And I am sanguine in the belief

that in this, as has happily been the case in most other

social movements, the result will be beneficial and
satisfactory to all, especially when aided, as far as can
be, by controlling legislation, such as the Education
Act of last session, and what we so much need, and
we hope will turn out to be, the Sanitaiy Acts of the

present one. I ought to say that I am only referring to

a narrow slip, say 10 miles north of the Thames. In

the more inland heavy land districts wages are more
stationai-y, and, as a consequence, many are migrating

—many cottages being empty. S.

'M MODEL agreement:'
By Henry Corbet.

[The following paper was read before the M.iidstone Farmers
Club, on Thursday, April 25.]

I DO not believe in a Model Agreement. That is to

say, I do not believe that any man, or any body of

men, can sit down and frame an agreement which should

be accepted by all the rest of the world. The different

circumstances of soil, practice, and custom, the several

systems upon wliich either landlords or tenants hold

possession of their property, the very social conditions

of the contracting parties, must all tend to defy the

application of any hard line and rule, however well

intended, or however nicely adjusted. At the same
time nothing would promise to be more advantageous

than the consideration of such individual essentials as

would go to constiute a Model Agreement. In no way
has the advance of agriculture during the last quarter of

a century or so been more promoted than by the liabit of

''talking about" hiring and letting land. We may,
perhaps, have not done much in this direction by Act of

Parliament—the farmer never has done mucli by Act
of Barliament—but by other means we have done some-
thing to expand the minds and quicken, as it were, the

business-like capabilities of landowners, land-occupiers,

and last, though certainly not least, of land agents.

Noticeably enough, amongst the most useful contriv-

ances towards such an end has been the employment of

a certain species of martyrdom. Ever and anon for a

few years past there has been found some patriotic

gentleman ready to sacrifice himself for the public

good. With this aim he studies and busies himself

over the production of a liberal Ica^e or a model agree-

ment ; and having called a meeting, heroically presents

himself as a target for everybody to fire at. The
world probably never knew there were such obsolete

musty conditions in existence until they saw these

paraded in a model agreement ; the tenants were often

in happy ignorance of how they were actually or might

be hampered, until they heard "our" lease read out

I
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in the market-place, aTid no man ever came really to see

how little trust he could put in his fellow man until he

began to anange for the letting or the taking of a

500-acres farm. It may be serviceable to show how
such small mice have been bom of such great labours,

and how these elaborate patterns have never come into

the fashion.

Some ten years or so since the Suffolk Agricultural

Society laid very happily, as it seems to me, the lines

upon which any improved or modern agreement should

be built. The committee offered a prize for "the best

and shortest form of lease adapted for the county of

Suffolk, giving the greatest liberty to the tenant, con-

sistent with the interest of the landlord." Nothing

could, at least at that time, have been more prettily

put, and nothing could have been more impotent than

the result—a very small mouse indeed.

The tenant's liberty, as interpreted by the prize lease,

compelled him "to consume and convert into good
manure, with cattle or sheep, all the hay, stover straw,

chaff, colder, haulm, fodder. Clover, Tares, artificial

grasses. Cabbages, and green crops, except such straw as

shall be required for the thatching of the buildings ; and
all Turnips and root crops." He had liberty not to

remove earth or mould from the banks of fences within

5 feet of the spring or quick. He had liberty to pre-

serve the game for the sole use of the landlord, his friends,

and his servants ; as even in a lease adapted for the

game-ridden county of Suffolk not a word was inserted in

protection of the tenant against any excessive abuse of

this kind. He had liberty to allow the landlord to plant

as often as he chose in all corners and hedgerows, and he

had liberty to pay a ^50 penalty if he did not duly protect

these young trees ; while he had the further liberty to do
nearly all the repairs, and to keep in proper condition
" all glass and lead of windows, the going gears of pumps
and wells ; all gates, stiles, posts, pales, rails, fences,

ditches, water-courses, channels, under-gate ways, racks,

cribs, mangers, shutters, locks, bars, bolts, hooks, and
hinges ;" or, as there should have been added in this best

and shortest form of prize lease, cribbage-boards, hurdy-

gurdies, and slate jiencils.

The Suffolk model lease being pretty generally pro-

nounced about half a century or so behind the age, did

not attract much attention, but fell, as it deserved to

do, still-born, and is by this time probably forgotten,

even in the land of its nativity.

Another offer, however, during the same year created

a deal more sensation. This was a premium of ;^5'^»

given by Lord Lichfield, for the best form of farm

agreement,—an offerwhich brought an immense amount
of competition, while a tenant-farmer, Mr. May, was
eventually declared to be the successful candidate. So
far this was sufficiently satisfactory ; but instead of a

tenant's own notion of an agreement being at once

published and submitted to the criticism of his fellows,

a committee of land agents undertook to " touch up "

and tone down the several clauses, and of course some
very wordy warfare was the consequence. The paper
when at last put into circulation was declared to be far

more of a landlord's or a land agent's production than

that of a tenant, and its leaning pretty palpably all one

way.

The saving clauses were those which at the end of a
term insured the tenant payment for unexhausted outlay

in the shape of purchased manures, bones, lime marling,

and other fertilisers of a lasting character, pro tata, as

well as in proportion for the corn, cake, or linseed con-
sumed. On the other hand, the tenant was bound down
" not to have more than two-fifths of the arable land in

Wheat, and at the conclusion of his tenancy not more
than one-fourth in Wheat, nor more than three-fifths in

white straw crops in any one year"—not to sell any hay,

straw. Mangels, or Turnips off the farm, unless by special

permission of the landlord—to properly manure all grass

land mown for hay—not to kill any of the rabbits from
April T to NovemlDer i — to give over all right to the game
to the landlord, and not to claim any compensation for

damage done by game "unless when let to a third party."

Of course game never should be let to a third party,

though the insertion of such a condition was evidently

well considered here, as, since Lord Lichfield's prize agree-
ment was propounded, a leading landlord of these parts

has, it is said, adopted the practice of letting the game
over the heads of the tenants without ever consulting
them, beyond offering the alternative of grinning and
bearing it or of throwing up their occupations.

This model agreement was never accepted as such,

nor, if I remember aright, did one subsequently pre-

pared by Lord Lichfield himself fare much better ; but

I see that his lordship and the Staffordshire committee
are noiv going to work again on another agreement, as

are Lord Leicester and the Norfolk farmers, and it is

to be hoped that practice may make perfect.

Still, it is only fair to say that Lord Lichfield's

agreement was, in certain quarters, considered "as
complete as any we have seen," though this, perhaps,
was not saying much ; and another form, " embodying
the best part of this " positively received a premium
from the Royal Agricultural Society of England.
Here are some of these precious prize clauses :

—

"The landlord shall resen-e all rights to the game, hares
fish, and rabbits, and through himself, friends, and
servants to preserve the same ; the tenant having liberty
to destroy the rabbits at any time by ferreting or digging,
but no dog to be used between April i and September i.—The tenant not to plant two crops of Wheat or more
than two white crops in succession, nor to have more than
three-fifths of arable land under corn or seed crops of any
kind in any one year. To consume upon the farm all the
fodder, hay, straw, haulm, and roots of every description,

except so many tons of Potatos, so many tons of hay,

and so many tons of straw, which may be sold in any

year on condition that the full value in money is returned

to the tarm m oilcake or artificial manure ; notice in

writing to be given to the landlord of intention to make
e\ery such sale.—To prevent all Thistles, Nettles, and
Docks from seeding on any part of the said farm, asalso

all weeds in the hedges, ditches, and waste lands ;

" or,

as the prize essayist might have run on, to keep his piano

in tune, his baby from crying in church, and Ins big bull

from breaking out of bounds.

Only imagine a Royal Society's Prize Agreement of

of the year 1S6S enacting that a farmer shall keep all

his dogs chained up— for to this it comes—for five or

six months in the year, lest they should give chase to

that sacred animal the rabbit !—and that the man shall

not sell a sack of Potatos nor a truss of liay without

giving due notice in writing of his being about to enter

upon so stupendous a transaction !—and then dutifully

handing in his bills, all of course properly receipted, to

show that he has brought back the equivalent. Such
good works as these could but bring good fruit, and in

due course followed the Welsh or Carmarthen Agree-

ment, in introducing which its author precisely stated

that—
" The cardinal points to observe were that the tenant

should have full liberty to farm according to his own
ideas"—that "the term of every tenancy should be
embodied in as plain and brief a manner as is consistent

with perfect clearness—and that this should not read a

homily to tenants on the way they should manage their

farms." Accordingly, by way of giving a man full liberty

to farm after his own fancy, we have the strictest cove-

nants introduced ; enacting that he shall consume on the

farm all the green crops, hay, straw, muck and manure
;

that he shall not breast-plough, pare or burn without

special permission—that he shall not have in tillage in any
one year more than so many acres—that he shall not

carry away from oft the premises any hay, straw, corn in

straw, green crops, muck or manure—and that he shall

on no account be allowed to kill a rabbit witli a gun—so

carefully still are the interests of this sacred animal looked

after in a Model Agreement.

Unfortunately, this model document was left to a

legal friend to prepare, and, as n consequence, it

abounded in all the prolix abuses of a lawyer's office
j

as indeed one kindly critic said, *'It was much too

long, and likely to lead to law," about the very hardest

thing he could have said ; and I need scarcely add that

this remarkable specimen of liberty, simplicity, and
brevity did not *' go down" in South Wales. Never-

theless, strange as it may sound, this attempt seems to

have led to the production of another model Welsh
agreement of a still more extraordinary character. The
author here, another land agent, stated in the outset

that " the chief thing wanted in many districts to secure

the rapid advancement of agricultural prosperity was a

more liberal construction of agreement," and he

straightway publishes a paper, overflowing with cove-

nants and bristling with penalties, where the tenant is

instructed, or more directly ordered, how he shall set

about the simplest acts of husbandry. He is not to

mow his grass lands more than once a year ; he is to

cut down before seeding all the weeds ; he is to apply

regularly a sufficient quantity of lime ; and he is to

carry all the weeds to a convenient place, where they

may be rotted and mixed with the lime ; he must not

sell a load of hay, straw, or manure ; he must preserve

all the game and the rabbits ; and if he wishes to leave

home for a month, he must obtain his landlord's per-

mission before he starts ! To their credit be it said,

the Welsh farmers have not been very ready to take

such a thing as this for a pattern. In the latest edition

which has been published, that is, in Lord Leicester's

lease, the tenant is bound down "to deliver so many
waggon-loads of good wheat-straw at the stables "

—

"to do so many days' work of four horses for the

landlord"—"to cherish, nail up, prune, and preserve

the fruit trees"—and " to deliver one good fat turkey

at the House in the month of December in every

year.

"

I have collated thus much to show how much some
men have still to learn when they engage upon the

construction of a model, or, I should prefer to say, a

modern agreement. Many of the mistakes I have
cited are but the carefully hoarded precepts of a by-

gone age, as the attempt has been continually made to

associate agricultural advancement with obsolete prac-

tices. Look, for instance, to the vulgar error so

pertinaciously repeated even in the Journal of ihe

Royal Agriculhiral Society, which stays a man from

selling a shilling's worth of hay, straw, or roots,

excepting under certain specified conditions. Half a

century or so since, when guano, phosphates, copro-

lites, and the hundreds of other artificial manures and
feeding-stuffs had never been heard of, there might

have been some sense in binding a man down to consume
all his hay and straw, or to bring back in proportion as

much farmyard manure for every load he sent off.

But such arguments apply no longer; such covenants

are alike to the disadvantage of landlord and tenant.

The cake or manure bill of a good farmer in these days

would sei^ve to lay the ghost of his own father a deal

quicker than any attempt to exorcise him by priest or

candle. Tempora vmCaniur, and our leases and agree-

ments must change with the times.

The more modem form, instead of stipulating as to

what shall and what shall not go to market, should

take care that permission be given the tenant to sell

anything he likes but his vote and interest and his wife

and family. Again, let us avoid that old musty pro-

vision, so religiously reproduced in the Royal Agricul-
tural Society's Jourtta/— that a man shall not take so

many crops of this or that in succession, but shall

"cultivate and manage the said farm and lands in a
good and husband-like manner." Why, of course he
will, if he study his own interest, and the best plan

will be to let him cultivate " the said farm " on any
system he finds to be the most profitable, without

dictating as to when he shall do this, and when he
must do that, as if he were a school-boy, instead of a

man who should know his own business. When Mr.
Mechi and Mr. Prout, and Alderman Cute and the

7^!mcs' commissioners tell us of the wonders which can

be achieved by the improved cultivation of the soil, do

these great authorities ever contemplate a man going

to work with his hands tied ? Farm as you

please and sell what you like should be the main

condition of the modern agreement, due provision, of

course, being made for bringing the land back into

something of the customary rotation by the end of a

term. But I can fancy some old stagers and cautious

men of business shaking their heads and intimating

with a half sigh that we are talking too fast here.

More than four years since, indeed when I ventured

to broach such opinions as these, I was met by Mr.

C. G. Grey, of Dilston, the well-known land agent,

who said, at a meeting of the Hexham Farmers' Club,

in answer to my objections against restrictions advo-

cated by himself, that you would not find many who
would agree with such dicta as

—"This is the rent,

there is the farm, cultivate it as you like." These

were not quite my words, but they are near enough ;

and in a week or two from this time, at another meet-

ing in the North, of the Morayshire Farmers' Club^

Mr. Geddes, who read a paper, said, "Let it not be

supposed that laying down in a lease any number of

complicated clauses will preserve the condition of the

farm with a bad tenant. He will ride through them to its

deslruction, and yet keep within the law." At the meet-

ing Mr. Yool said, "In the first place, every proprietor

should find a good tenant, and Ijy all means let him crop

the farm any way he likes during the greater part of the

lease, although during the last five or six years the

landlord should reserve the right of having it placed

in the proper system ;" and Mr. Cooper said, " It was

really the interests of the proprietors to grant liberty to

the tenants to farm as suits the land and times." At
the Kelso Farmers' Club, at just about the same time,

Mr. Robertson said :
" It would be a mutual benefit to

both landlord and tenant to allow the tenant to farm

his land for the first 14 years as he liked, leaving it at

the end of his lease in whatever shift was named in

the conditions of let ;" while Mr. Usher asked "Why
should leases in this age of freedom and of high farm-

ing be hampered with any restrictions about cross-

cropping ?" I was thus enabled to answer Mr. Grey

out of his own latitude, where I find the "many"
rather with than against me in advocating freedom of

action in modern farming. This, however, happened

some years since and some distance off, so that it may
be as well to trace opinion and practice down a little

nearer to our own doors and times. What, then, is

the chief clause in the famous Holkham Lease, as

issued during this year of grace, 1872. I will read it

to you. "6. The tenant is to cultivate and manage

the farm during the first 16 years of the term according

to his own judgment, and to have full power during

such time to dispose of all or any portion of the produce

of the farm by sale or otherwise. During the last four

years the tenant shall bring the arable lands into the

four-course system of husbandry practised in Norfolk."

Here, in a word, is all I asked for long ago—Farm as

you please, and sell what you like. But I must go

farther still, and try land agent by land agent, as it is

but a few evenings since I heard Mr. Glutton, one of

our most extensive land agents, declare that his

favourite form of lease was to let the tenant farm very

much as he pleased until within the last two or three

years of his term. All this makes the Royal Society's

prize form of agreement sadly out of date. But Mr. Glut-

ton said more than this : with all his long experience in

different parts of the country, he stated that short

holdings with tenant-right or Lincolnshire compen-

sation covenants were more in favour with the farmers

than leases for long terms; "all they required was

liberty of management and fair tenant-right." Of
course, no model agreement, or model lease either,

can be now regarded as complete without these com-

pensation clauses, allowingproportionate payment to the

tenant for improvements he has entered on, but for which

he has not had time to reap the full return. Here is

a very weak place in the Holkham Lease, where little

or no provision of the kind is made, pointed as this

omission is by the now notorious Fenton Barns case.

Had there been compensation clauses attached to his

19 years' lease Mr. Hope could have had really no cause

to complain. It is true he was farming highly and well,

that he was an old tenant, enjoyed a good character,

and so on ; but if a man went to maintain his

possession on these pkas the rights of property would,

no question, be invaded. Every landlord has the power
to change his tenants if he so please, and let it be ever

borne in mind that, for one such disturbance brought

about by bad or slovenly farming, there are 50 which

might be traced to differences over party politics or

game abuses. Hence the greater reason to be pro-

tected, and I care not whether you hold under a long
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lease or a yearly agreement, to make the most use of
your time and the land we must have a general recog-
nition of the tenant-right custom.

And here it may be very necessary to define between
good and bad custom—between that which should be
advocated and that which should be deprecated.
Many years back, at the request of Mr. Philip Pusey,
I undertook to make a digest of the evidence taken on
agricultural customs by a Committee of the House of
Commons, and in an introduction which he wrote to a
second edition of my work, Mr. Pusey penned a para-
graph which comes especially pertinent to a meeting of
the Maidstone Farmers' Club :

— " The Kentish tenant-
right is based, not on acts of improvement, but of
husbandry. It is evidently founded on the old system
of the naked fallow—that is, of leaving the land
without crop for a whole year ; for which preparation
it was just that the incoming tenant should pay, as well

as for dung put into the fallow. But this system was
extended by reckoning further back, and paying for

what are called * half-dressings.' The evidence
thus becomes doubtful, and the charge onerous

;

so that landlords are redeeming their lands from some
of these claims by payments made to their tenants.

Of course this tenant-right, where it exists, cannot be
altered but by mutual agreement of landlord and tenant.

Neither can it, however, be recommended for intro-

duction elsewhere ; it is only mentioned here because its

common name has cast a prejudice over the other more
modem custom, which deals with substantial improve-
ments." Some of your customs are, you see here, the

rather to be avoided than imitated, and, instead of
payments for acts of husbandry, that which we want is

payment for acts of improvement, of which the out-

going tenant has not had an opportunity of reaping the
due benefit. These acts are comprehended in chalk-

ing, marling, and the beneficial use of lime, bones,
guano, oilcake, and ashes ; as I hold that the more
expensive or permanent works, such as building and
drainage, should only be engaged upon by special

agreement : as properly classified, they are not tenants'

but landlords' duties.—When I accepted the invitation

with which you thought fit to honour me, I had some
notion of putting a second title to this paper, and
writing it as a " Lesson to Land Agents," and I should
still wish to dwell a little on this branch of the subject.

[The rest of this capital paper must be given next
week.]

lome €mt&pnhnct.
The Waste Land of Hampshire and Dorset-

shire.—Having during the last two years had occasion

several times to pass between London and Bourne-
mouth, I have been painfully impressed by the extent

of waste ground which meets the eye, especially in

that portion of the route which is most remote from the
metropolis. I do not allude to those picturesque

glades of the New Forest in which gnarled Oaks
crown Fern-covered pastures, alternating with pools of

water, in which the hardy indigenous ponies may be
seen gathering a scanty subsistence. I speak of bare
brown tracts, with absolutely nothing upon them— not
even a tree—except a scanty growth of short Heather.
These barren places are sometimes flat, but more
generally they rise and fall gently, offering every
facility for draining, at a small expense, the pools and
swamps which usually occupy the lower levels. Mile
after mile, as the train speeds along, the traveller seeks
in vain for some relief to the dreary uniformity of brown
Heather, extending on every side as far as the horizon.

Coming from the rich verdure of the suburban dis-

tricts, the impression on his mind is that of travelling

North instead of South, and, but for the tameness of
the hills, he might fancy himself in the Highlands of
Scotland. It certainly is extraordinary that such an
extensive tract of land should be allowed to remain
completely useless in the southern extremity of the

kingdom. With the present price of agricultural pro-
duce, would it be impossible to bring this wilderness
under cultivation ? If sewage were available within an
easy distance, the problem would present no difBculty,

as is shown by the farm in the neighbourhood of Alder-
shott, where heavy crops are produced from a soil

naturally as barren as any in the tract of which I atn

speaking. As, however, it cannot boast of any large

centre of population, this source of fertility is only
available on a very limited scale. The readiest means
of turning such land to account is to plant it. The
Pinaster grows even to the verge of the cliffs at Bourne-
mouth ; though, of course, near the sea it does not
attain the height that it reaches a few miles inland.

The hardiest of all its tribe, though less useful than
some other species, it might be planted on the most
exposed situations, and in outside belts, while the
Austrian Pine, a more rapid grower, and only one
degree less hardy, should have the benefit of its shelter.

Alternately with these the land should be planted,
taking care to select places where the soil is rather
better than the average. All these may be seen in
various stages of growth between Bournemouth and
Southampton, and they appear to succeed so well that
it enhances our regret that they are planted on so
small a scale. Other species would probably
succeed equally well, such as thePinus Laricio, at most
equal to the Larch in value. If open drains were made
across the lower lands, where the water now stagnates.

these would probably be rendered available for the
Poplar, the Willow, and other moisture-loving species.

Firewood is so scarce and dear in the southern counties,
that even the least valuable of the trees I have men-
tioned would yield a good return, though of course not
equal to that derived from the Larch or the Pinus
Laricio. Still, I regard planting as only a stepping-
stone to further improvements ; where trees have grown
for any length of time, vegetable matter accumulates
on the surface in sufficient amount to enable the most
barren soil to support a growth of herbage, scanty in

the first instance, but which, when depastured by
sheep, improves in quantity as well as in quality.
The greater part of this district is not naturally worse
than the blowing sands of Belgium, which by skilled
culture have been converted into one of the most pro-
ductive districts in Europe. It possesses indeed one
advantage over the latter in being already covered with
a growth of Heather, whereas, in order to bind the
Belgium sands, it was necessary to begin by planting
Broom. I imagine that if the surface were first thinly
pared and burned, and the ashes carefully spread, that,

by means of a moderate top-dressing of some port-
able manure, a crop of Rape might be obtained,
which, even if it did not repay the outlay, would
at any rate lay the foundation for permanently
improving the soil. By consuming this on the ground
with sheep supplied with cake or other artificial

food, firmness would be obtained while still

further enriching the soil for the following crop.
Every practical farmer is aware that the first green crop
is the great difficulty in reclaiming land ; this once
obtained, everything else follows as a mere matter of
routine. Some such process as this might be tried in

the more promising localities, while trees systematically
planted on the more elevated and exposed situations
would not only afford shelter, but would attract the
moisture so necessary for these thirsty soils. I have no
knowledge as to the ownership of this southern
desert, but it seems to me that if the present pro-
prieters are unable or disinclined to attempt its improve-
ment, they would do well to dispose of it to capitalists

who, whether as individuals or associated in a com-
pany, would be amply remunerated for bringing it

under cultivation. Surely if it be true, as stated in

Lewis' Topographical Dictionary^ that the county of
Hants contains ioo,chx> acres of waste land, exclusive
of the forests, this fact is far from creditable to our
agricultural enterprise. Willoughby Wood^ Holly Baiik^
April 19.

Hop and Fruit Prospects. — Poling is very
nearly finished. The rain made the work do very
much better latterly, and mellowed the unkind clods.

The bine is very loth to come away on cold land, and
in exposed situations especially, and the slugs and flea

keep busy at work. A few warm showers, followed
by higher temperature, will, however, make it grow
very fast when once it does start. There is bine in

various places tied up to the poles, but it is very
yellow, and will not grow away, or, indeed, ever be
so kindly as that which received no such check as that
caused by the very sharp frost of the 20th inst.,

which made those bines which were tied up hang
their heads in the most deplorable manner, and changed
them to a rusty, yellowish colour. The backward bine
hardly yet out of the ground, and even that eaten off by
slugs and flea will be better than this frost-bitten

stunted growth, if it is allowed to remain, though pro-
bably in some instances it will be pulled out and fresh

bine will be tied up in its place. The Kentish labourers

have had a meeting at Shoreham, presided over by the
representative of a local penny paper, which paper
announces that there is to be a mass meeting at Maid-
stone on May 4 to form a union to protect "down-
trodden " labourers, &c. It is difficult to imagine
what particular grievances agricultural labourers in the
Hop districts, and especially that near Maidstone, can
have, for on most farms a good workman averages 16^-.

per week all the year round, and in the latter district

on very many farms ablebodied men earn from \']s. to

iSj. all the year round, including loss of time from
wet and other causes, and no agricultural labourers
work so few hours as those employed in the Hop gardens.

The Apple bloom, also, was very much cut up by the
same frost, and the crop is already much lessened by
its influence. There are also already signs of cater-

pillar in most of the Apple orchards of Kent, which
will revel in the juices of the flowers and leaves,

sweetened by the action of the frost ; and unless

stayed by most favourable weather, will cause the

orchards to look as they did last summer, bare and
leafless, as in mid -winter. Cherries blew well as

usual, but it is too early to say whether they are "set"
well. Black Currants, at present, look unusually

well. Gooseberries were much cut up by the cold

winds and frosts, and show only for half a crop. It is

feared that Cobs and Filberts will get the '* maggott."
VV.j Maidstone.

Farming at Tiptree.—Again we have had a fine,

dry, bright week, with strong northerly and easterly

winds, and sharp white night frosts, which paled the

grasses and also the cereals. Garrett's horse-hoe was kept

going in the Wheat and Bean fields—one Wheat field

had capped and dried so hard as to defy both horse
and hand hoe. Indeed, hand-hoeing has been, on the
heavy land, most inefficient and unsatisfactory to both ,

master and man, owing to the hard, stubborn condi-
tion of the soil. We had a few slight showers last
week, but on Sunday morning early, and up to
I o'clock, a heavy downpour has well moistened the
soil, and will enable us to work the land more satis-
factorily. To-day the south-east wind and occasional
sunshine give a more genial promise ; we are horse-
hoeing spring Beans to day, and harrowing our land
ready for Mangel. How farmers can manage without
Garrett's patent horse-hoe I cannot imagine, for it clears
7 feet in width ; the land is thus well cultivated and
untrodden. In fact, our stiff soil, after two horse-
hoeings, is like a garden. No hand-hoeing can com-
pete with it eitherin effect, saving of time, or smallness
of cost. Two horses, a man, and a boy hoe deeply
and well from 9 to I2 acres per day. J. J, Mcchi^
April 22.

The Waste of Farmyard Manure.—I have seen
in several counties and parishes in which I have lived
so much that is contrary to Mr. Smith's observations
with respect to the waste of farmyard manure that I
trust my remarks on the other side may be accepted as
those of experience. The drainage from my father's
farmyard flowed over a piece of barren heath, where
the conformation of the land compelled it to spread
itself over a width of 20 yards or more. This plot of
ground, to the extent of 80 yards, was by this simple
means converted into pasture, and long streaks of
verdure marked the course of the stream in the
gullies below. This effect was produced in the
course of 15 years from the erection of the buildings.
The amount of stock kept was very small. A
short time since I observed the effect of the over-
flow from a very small yard on a meadow below, where
it was utilised and allowed to spread itself from one
point. I called the attention of the owner to the fact
that the grass on the two or three rods of ground thus
manured was of a very coarse description ; and it was
quite clear that, if spread over three or four times the
area, not only the newly irrigated portion but the other
also would have been greatly benefited. I have, in
many instances, seen herbage of the coarsest possible
description traceable, not for a few yards, as Mr. Smith
describes his case, but for very many. There is a pool
of water in a valley near my house black from the
drainage of a small farmyard fully half a mile distant.
There are two other farmyards very near from which
the overflow after rain is most abundant and offensive.
As to the value of such drainage, I experimented some
years ago with the washings of a cowshed and pigstye,
applying the liquid to about 1 5 rods of grounds—an
equal portion side by side with the other being
manured with the solid manure from which the other
had drained away. The Potato crop from the portion
first named was far greater in quantity and far better
in quality than from the other. My little orchard here
is luxuriant with the overflow from my kitchen sink,
the more potent house sewage being otherwise applied,
Mr. Smith might describe the effect of this small
stream as limited to producing "a few yards" of green
herbage, were it allowed to escape into a ditch. Vet,
with this dressing and a little superphosphate, 50 rods
of otherwise poor and mossy grass gave an ample
supply of cut grass to my little pony last year for six

months and more. Four years since my sons watered
their cricket ground from a well, the contents of which
had become unfit for household use from the infiltration

of sink water: an enormous crop of grass resulted from
the application. J. M. Taylor.

Your correspondent, Mr. W. Smith (p. 521), may
know of places where there is no waste, but I know of
many, very many, where there is. Mr. Smith must
bear in mind, too, that there is a very wide difference

in the counties—Bucks and North Lancashire, Cum-
berland and Westmoreland. His illustration, as to
his two adjoining yards, wouldnot hold water here. Our
farms are mostly situated at the bases of, or near to moun-
tains and hills, and during the past winter the farm-
yards have borne a close resemblance to water-courses.

Again, if Mr. Smith has sufficient straw, &c., to absorb
the water in his yards, and the liquid in his stables and
shippons, he must remember that the farmer whose
land is mostly, if not all, grazing land, is not in the
same position. Having, some years ago, at very light

expense, constructed a liquid manure tank, and made
communication to it from my stables, shippo ns, yards
and manure-heaps, I have never had cause to regret
doing so, nor have those of my neighbours who fol-

lowed my example. However, as one grain of practice
is much better than an ounce ol theory, and as the
season of the year is not too far advanced, I would
simply ask any farmer to try the following simple expe-
riment :—Procure a quantity of liquid manure, and dis-

tribute it over one-half of a meadow—of course allowing
that portion to have the same tilth as the other; there
will be no need to rail it off in order to know where
ihe liquid manure has been deposited, as it will speedily
show fof itself. In the summer keep the hay separate,

and, before stacking, place the two on the scales, and
contrast the result. The experimenter will then have
realised the problem of how to make two blades of
grass grow where one only grew before. A'., North
Lancashire.

Tenant-Farmers' Alliance.—Can you get this

done ? If so, will it not be a great good for the

country? How can the land be improved under
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present circumstances—no security, and. bad super-

vision ? Why do not the owners of land select prac-

tical farmers to see that their estates are managed ?

Do not solicitors too often mind precedents rather than

the land or the occupier ? The fault of so much land

remaining so poor should be removed, and improving

tenants encouraged. At present an improving tenant

has no chance on poor land. I do hope you will be

able to set the Alliance going ; I think you will get

many supporters, and many thanks. G. G,

The Clipston Water Meadows.—Some time

ago the late Duke of Portland effected a great improve-

ment in a large track of land belonging to him, called
" Clipston Park," near Mansfield, by the diversion of a

stream of water upon it impregnated with the sewage of

the above-named town. Previous to this being done, the

land was of such a nature that the common expression

was, that it would not feed " a goose an acre ;" but

now abundant crops are obtained from it, and it is a

source of attraction to agriculuirists who visit Notting-

hamshire, or interested in irrigation. My object in

troubling you with this note is to ascertain if you or

any of your correspondents can direct me to any pub-
lished report of this great work—by so doing, you
would oblige An Old Subsiriber to your Publication.

[You will see a report in an early volume of the Journal
of the F.nglish Agricultural Socictv^ communicated, we
believe, by the late Speaker of the House of Commons.]

Proposed Land Agents' or Factors' Associa-
tion.—While agreeing with your leader last week on
a letter from Mr. M'Neel-Caird on the necessity of

joint action on the part of the tenant-farmers of Great
Britain, there is another class of men in land business

whom it would be desirable to see following a like

example, namely, the land agents, land stewards, or

factors, with whom, in approaching landlords, land
tenants come more immediately in contact. It is

not over-rating their services when I say that, with a
higher principle of action in them, there would be less

occasion for outcry for legislation on the hiring of land.

Notwithstanding the contumely which is often cast

upon them as a body, it is nevertheless true that through
their hands the chief transactions in land matters pass,

and there is no denying that if they have not the power,
they have the card to play to get it, either for much good
or ill. And, in the case of absent landlords, it is in the

power of their agents to commit those to a certain course
of action, who, rather than think it out for themselves
(and with the preponderance of their own interest in

the scale), find it most convenient to back the views of
their representatives. These may not be exactly after

the tenants' way of thinking, or the views which would
be popular in the eye of an advancing age ; and so the

case, whatever its merits, between the landlord and
tenant stands, without the personal recognition of the
former. It is in the interest, therefore, both of
landlords and tenants that these middle-men, or
go-betweens, be men of some excellence, and in

particular that they be in a position to act in a spirit of
independence, and to aid and encourage them in an
institution or order of themselves, for that object would
be a step in the right direction. There is this to be said

of it, that while tenants can see their way to encourage
a higher stamp of land agents, it would be futile almost
to seek reform in the direction of the landlords. It

is said of land agents, but in no disparagement of them,
that they consist of a very varied order—mere receivers,

rent-mongers, men of the law, ex-soldiers, honest
husbandmen, and a great many others ; and that, cor-
sidering themselves quite capable of performing the
duties of landed property, they would almost attach the
name sinecure to the office. But besides these there are
really valuable men over landed estates—men who have
engaged with the multiplicity of subjects which land
management involves, and who from their early, varied,
and continuous training in them, have not to be afraid
of their reputation in adopting a higher standard in

their profession, as a means of purging their roll of
those who may be the cause of agitation and revolu-
tion, both in land rights and land laws. Land agents,
properly so called, have nothing to fear, but the
contrary, from organisation, and it is only a matter of
time to find themselves enjoying the privileges which
those of other callings find it to their advantage to be,
in associations of themselves. Thus the land questions
will not be one whit the worse for their stepping less
in the boots of the landlords ; throughout the country
there will be the creation of a far healthier and less
one-sided view of business in land ; a right feeling
will none the less be regarded between landlord
and tenant ; and, besides encouraging true merit
amongst themselves, they will promote and cultivate
the more advanced views of the period, instead of
dragging on in opinions which have served their day
and generation. A Land Bill from the stand-point of
more improved land agency, would be a very different
document with than without it. J. M., Kincardine-on-
Foith, April 22. [There is already a Surveyors'
Institute, meeting frequently in Great George Street,
Westminster, and doing excellent work.]

What is Rent ?—The principles laid down in the
following reply, which I lately sent to a weekly journal,
are mere truisms to students of political economy

;

but only a few days ago a nobleman said at a public
meeting that rents could not come dovm because land

yielded only 2.^ per cent, on its purchase money. This
shows that the enunciation of elementary principles has
not yet become superfluous :

—

"You observe that 'it is the landlord who racks his

property to the utmost farthing of its value." Assuming
this to be true, I do not see why he should be blamed, so
long as the farmer tries to pay as little as he can, and the
labourer to get as much as he can, and all the world are
doing the same.

'

' Now, rent is the difference between the gross value of
the produce of the farm and the expenses of raising that

produce, the farmer's wages for superintendence, and the
interest upon his capital being part of those expenses. If,

therefore, the expenses increase, and there is no corre-

sponding rise in produce, the rent must go down. Where
the tenancy is annual, the effect takes place at once ; but
in the case of a tenant for years, at the expiration of the
term. Such is the necessary progress of things, and the
landlord can no more stop it than he can stop the motion
of the globe.

" Now, as labour has for some time past been rising,

both in consequence of the greater demand produced by
increased wealth and trade, and also by the facilities for

emigration, it is obvious that agricultural labour will par-
ticipate in this prosperity, and, therefore, wages must rise.

A strike is merely throwing down the gauntlet, and bring-
ing the question to an immediate issue. It cannot raise

wages imless there is a demand for the labour.
" Thus far I have considered the matter from only one

point of view ; but in practice one generally finds that

whenever a great change takes place other circumstances
come in and modify the result. Thus, in the present case,

improved cultivation or machinery may enable the farmer
either to raise more produce or not greatly to increase his

expenses.

"Supposing, however, no such circumstances intervene,

what will be the effect of the reduction of rent ? If we
assume, merely for the purposes of illustration, that there
is a general reduction of 8^. an acre, then, when land is

good, the landlord loses that amount ; but where it is so
bad that it does not produce Zs. an acre, then that bad
land must go out of cultivation." G. S.

Profitable Farming; being the Second Scries of the

Sayings and Doings of John Joseph Mcchi. G.
Routledge & Sons.

Mr. Mechi is certainly a very bright and clever illus-

trator. What can be a simpler, or more telling

illustration of a great principle, which he is always
pushing to its utmost application, than the simple
memorandum in his preface to this new volume— *' Let
us remember that the ;^30o steam threshing-machine
has superseded by its economy the sixpenny flail."

This same preface is a very good specimen of his

style throughout, and we quote its concluding
sentences :

—

" Altogether, there is a grand and profitable future for

British agriculture, for we have almost at our barn doors
a host of hungry customers, with ready money in their

pockets, anxious to buy of us ; but we are in the humi-
liating position of being unable to supply their wants, and
this too with 45 millions of acres not half farmed, and
another 10 to 15 millions uncultivated.

" It is not the want of capital that causes this, but the
want of will. Once get rid of our ancient and feudal
notions about land, and treat it as a commercial and
business commodity, then capital will flow into it as in
our other undertakings,

" But land must be free to buy and to sell, like other
commercial commodities, and then it will be more
valuable ; landowners would become more rich and more
influential than they are at present.

" No doubt our reformed Legislature will soon set land
free, having due regard to the pecuniary rights of its

owners.

"It is a disgrace to us, nationally, that while we can
envelope the world in calico, we are unable to produce our
own daily bread.

" My first volume (of 600 pages), narrated my agricul-
tural sayings and doings up to July, 1864 ; the present
one continues the account of them up to January, 1872.
I have now 'said my say.' My time is getting short—
I am in my 70th year. Time will prove the correctness
or fallacy of my agricultural practice and convictions, and
time will also decide whether the people of Britain will be
content that their broad acres should only yield a gross
produce of less than £^ per acre, and employ a capital of
less than £$ per acre."

The book is full of pithy exhortations, sanguine
anticipations, characteristic sprightliness, and confident
assertion. It contains a great deal of very good and
useful reading, and will no doubt obtain the large cir-

culation which it deserves.

Farm Memoranda.
Glasnevin Model Farm.—[We have received

from our correspondent the following explanation of a
remarkable point in his report.] In reference to the

doubt entertained by **
J. B. M.," as to the accuracy of

my statement of results attending the management of

the Albert Spade Labour Farm at Glasnevin, I have
much pleasure in submitting, for that gentleman's
information, as well as for that of others who may be
disposed to think similarly, that the yield of milk
of the three head of cattle kept all the year round
in this little holding, produced 139. This item is,

computed thus :

—

I

590 galls, and 3 qts. new milk at it. per gall.

1594 do. do. do. at is. ^d. per gall.
Outstanding account for milk

£2(i 10 g
106 6 4

3 4 4

^'^'*'^' ^139 I 5

It may be also added that the acres, instead of being
Irish, are statute or English acres, a circumstance which
makes the return still the more remarkable.
The cows are constantly house-fed, and the treatment

given them is of the ordinary kind. The milk is sup-
plied to customers twice each day, and a correct record
of each day's supply carefully kept, for the purpose of
comparison. Whatever may be the custom amongst
the London dairymen, I don't know ; but the practice
here is to sell genuine new milk at the current price,

which is is. to is. ^li. per gall. The character of the
Glasnevin establishment is a sufficient guarantee that
no adulteration should take place in the milk.
As *'J- B. M." may be curious to know the full par-

ticulars of results attending the working of this little

farm for the past year, I have taken the trouble of ex-
trading the subjoined balance-sheet as illustrative of
the great benefits arising from the working of small
holdings when managed with skill and economy, as
the one at Glasnevin manifestly is.

Albert Spade Labour Farm (Five Statutf. Acres).

Statement 0/ Accounts for 1871, as fitrnished month after
7nonth to Education Office^ and tliere duly audited.

Dr.
Valuation taken at commencement of year
Outstanding debts
Paid for three cows .

.

Labour, viz, :

—

Horse.

.

.. ., .. .. ., 32
Manual* .. ., .. .. ,. 22 11

Seeds, viz. :

—

21 stones imported Oats .. .. .. i 17

5 bush. Italian Rye-grass .. .. 1 10
3 !b. Turnip seed, at u. . . . . .

.

03
6 lb. Mangel seed 06
2 cwt. 5^ stones Potatos o 13

i bush. Vetch seed 04
2 oz. Cabbage seed 00

£ s.

74 15

9 >'

Manures, viz. :

—

I cwt. Peruvian guano
1 cwt. si stones sulphate ammonia
4 cwt. superphosphate, at ^s.

4 cwt. nitrate of soda
Salt

Implements, viz. :

—

I scythe blade board and stone . . .

.

o
1 chaff-cutter ., .. .. .. 3
1 portable boiler 2
I digging fork o
I hand rake . . . . . , . , ,

.

o
1 lever turnip-cutter 1

2 yard brushes , . . . . , .

.

o
1 bolt, 2J. 4//; I scythe-blade, 45. 30'. .

.

o

4 6

Feeding-stuffs, viz, :

—

II cwt. pollard .. .. .. .. 4
13 cwt. bran 5
4 cwt. oilcake 2 ;

I stone oatmeal o

Miscellaneous articles, viz, :—
Sawmills, for splitting four poles .

.

020
Hoop-iron and Thorn-quicks .

.

.

.

o i gj
Bricks, lime, and sand . . .

,

.

.

0124
Carriage of cows 096
Service of sires

Fuel for cooking food for stock .

.

Rent
Balance .

.

.

,

. , . . .

.
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We hope to get them all in before the first week of
May has passed. Peas are looking well, and Oats in

some wet spots have had the seed rotted, and will have
a bare spot here and there. Stock are doing well

;

there is abundance of food, and the weather has been
on the whole favourable. Lambs will now come to

market pretty freely, and we may have prices a little

lower. Last year, compared with mutton, they were
very low. G. S.

Ross-shire : April 22.—Last week cold through-
out, an easterly wind blowing constantly ; the beautiful

verdure of Wheat and grass exchanged for a withered,
wintry aspect. To-day a heavy rain from the east,

which may be followed by more genial weather. All
last week our horses were occupied in driving manure
from town for people's (hired) Potato land.

Belfast.—During the past three weeks there has
been a succession of dry weather, which has enabled
farmers in a great degree to make up for the time lost

during the exceptionally dripping months in the
earlier part of the year. The sharp piercing winds
dried up the exposed lands with remarkable rapidity;

and by dint of great effort the ground was prepared
for the reception of the seed. The sowing of spring
corn is very nearly completed, and a large breadth of

country has been planted with Potatos. The somewhat
limited area set apart for Flax has received the seed,
and the land has been carefully rolled under favourable
circumstances. Indeed, but for the scarcity of labour,
there is little cause for complaint. The task of pul-
verising stiff soils has been a difficult one, but no
insurmountable obstacles were presented. On the
20th inst. the strong westerly winds which had been
blowing for several days veered round to the east,

and on Sunday rain fell heavily and incessantly. This
will impart warmth to the newly-planted earth, and
give the seeds an admirable start ; whilst the grass,
which was losing its colour and strength during the dry
weather and harsh winds, will now shoot forth with
renewed vigour. In sheltered situations there is every
prospect of more than an average grass crop. G. N. P.
Last-Lothian : April 22.—No change in the

weather, except for the worse. Cold winds and
showers of hail being the order of the day, it is almost
impossible to get land made fine, and so all kinds of
work is being proceeded with slowly. Lambs are
doing nothing but growing to bone, and ewes are
doing less. Oats and Barley are progressing slowly,
as also Beans and gr.ass. The work done on the farm
the last week has been hoeing Beans, planting Pota-
tos, and working and manuring land for the latter at
the rate of 20 cartloads of manure and 6 cwt. of
guano. The work likely to be done is finishing plant-
ing of Potatos, preparing land for Mangel Wurzel and
Turnips, lawn and grass seeds, which had been stopped
on account of the high winds we have had. // B.
Roxburghshire : April 22.—Slow progress has

been made in getting the Barley sown during the past
14 days, the ground is so exceedingly hard and difficult

to work that it is almost impossible to get it into fair

order ; to-day the dry weather has given way to rain,

and, should we not get too much of it, it will do a great
deal of good and save a deal of horse labour. The
grass is not growing, and Turnips are disappearing very
rapidly, the stock eating fully a fourth more than
during the fine weather in the middle of March ; should
we not have fine growing weather now many will be in

a strait, as the markets at present are not at all tempt-
ing for forcing away fat stock.
North Wilts : April 22.—The glorious weather

of last week has been succeeded by bitterly cold nights,
severe frosts, and yesterday probably the most winterly
day of this year. A sudden check has thus been given
to vegetation ; both plants and animals have more or
less felt its blighting effects, and we wait with some
concern for what is to follow. We hope good will come
out of evil, and that we shall, ere long, rejoice at the
advent of more genial weather. Lambs have suffered
a good deal, and many have died. Barley sowing is

finished to-day, and most of the Clover seeds are in,

and all the better for the rain and snow, which has
reduced the clods to a nice tilth. Hoeing (hand and
horse) is going on in Wheat and winter Beans, and the
fallows for roots are now threatened with a vigorous
staff'. E. W. M.
Vale of Gloucester : April 22.—The teams the

last week have been engaged in getting in the Barley,
which was completed on Saturday, the earliest ploughed
land working well, the later, and where fed late with
sheep on Swedes, very rough and hard, requiring
additional harrowing, clod-crushing, &c., and then not
making good work. The cold weather last week, with
frost occasionally at night, and a heavy fall of snow on
Sunday, has produced a very yellow tinge upon the
Wheat fields, and I hold the opinion I have done for
some time, that there is not a prospect of a good
Wheat crop, particularly upon heavy soils. Evei7
available hand has been employed the last week in
hoemg Wheat and Peas ; the former, from the hard
state of the ground, caused by the quantity of heavy
ram through the winter, has cost about double the
usual price. Clover seeds have been sown
West Gloucester

: April 23.—On the 2ist we
had for seven hours quite a heavy fall of snow, which,
however unseasonable it appeared, has done a great
deal of good, for we were really in want of a 'little
surface moisture to pulverise the hard-baked clods.
Wheat had on some soils began to look a little yellow,

but since the snow has fallen the weather is more
genial, and we can already see an improvement.
Having finished Barley sowing, our chief work has
been preparing for Potato planting and Mangel sowing,
which we hope to complete before the end of the
week, the former being fully a fortnight later than
usual. Cutting the Thistles out of the Wheat and
harrowing it three times in a place, has far exceeded
any hoeing. T. VV.

Herefordshire : April 22,.—The sharp frosty nights,

cold parching winds of the past three weeks have told

severely upon the young Wheats : they are looking
sickly. The pastures, too, have lost much of their

verdure, and the soil, where trod by the sheep during
the previous wet season, has bid defiance to the efforts

which have been made to prepare it for Barley plant-
ing ; but the snow, which fell during the whole of Sun-
day, and heavy storms since, have so moistened the clods
that a good seed-bed will be obtained as soon as dry
enough, and great activity will be displayed to recover
lost time. All kinds of tillage is in a most backward
state.

South Northumberland :

—

April 17.—Cold day, heavy showers. Working fallow for

Potatos.^ 18.—Cold showery forenoon, fine afternoon. Working
land for Potatos, delivering grain to and carting
Potatos from station.— 19.—Cold dull day. Ploughing fallow for Potatos.— 20.—Cold and showery. Ploughing fallow forenoon,
threshing afternoon.— 22.—Very wet and cold. Odd work, and carting Potatos
to station.

— 23.—Cold, with heavy showers. Putting in gateposts and
clearing drains.

A. W.D.
North Riding of Yorkshire : April 2-^.—Plough-

ing land after Turnip sheep, and sowing same with
Barley, has been the principal work of the last week.
We have had a week of most ungenial weather, cul-

minating in a rainfall or rather snowfall of nearly
\

I inch on Sunday and Monday. The air is now
warmer, and the land works much more kindly, and
we are much the better for the fall.

Notices to Correspondents.
Books : G. Cruse. You will find a capital paper on Hop

Culture, by the late Mr. Paine, of Farnham, in

Morton's Cyclopivdia of Agriculture. Mr. Whitehead's
Essay on the same subject, in a recent volume of the
yourual of the English Agricultural Society, should be
consulted.

Manure for Grass : C. P. Mr. Lawes' researches
and experiments have been reported year after year in
the Jourr/iil of the Ejtglish Agricultural Society, and
quoted in our columns as they appeared. They show
that the application of phosphate tends to the pro-
motion of Clover in grass land, as that of ammonia and
nitrates tends to the promotion of the grasses proper.

SEED MARKET.
The end of the spring season being now near at hand,

the transactions in our market are consequently on a
limited scale. There is a small consumptive demand for

Clover and Trefoil seed ; the orders which come to hand
are executed at about late rates. Perennial Rye-grasses are
cheaper. Sainfoin seed is in moderate request. For
spring Tares the trade is very slow. Mustard and Rape
seed meet with a better inquiry. In Hemp and Canary
seed there is but little doing. Large blue Peas continue
exceedingly scarce. The few lots that come forward
experience a ready sale.

John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants,

37, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

MARK LANE.
Monday, April 22.

There was a short supply of English Wheat to this

morning's market, and it was sold at an advance of is.

per qr. upon the prices of this day se'nnight. For foreign
there was a fair inquiry, at a similar improvement for all

red qualities. Barley was \s. per qr. dearer. Beans and
Peas firm, at late rates. The Oat trade was steady, at an
advance of 6(f. per qr, Flour firm.

Price per imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. .White— fine selected runs do.— Talavera
— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barlev, grind &dist.,261 10315. .Chev.
— Foreign.. grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew

RVE
Rye-meal, Foreign
Ekans, Mazagan....3i5, to 33j...'rick— Pigeon 375. to 585, ..Winds— Foreign Small
Peas, White, Essex, and Kent., Boilers

-- Maple, 36.1. to 38J Grey
Maize
Flour, best marks deliYered,.per sack— 2d ditto ditto— Foreign per barrel

52—57 Red
56—60 Red
58—61
— Red

46—67
38—40 [Malting .,

24—3o:Malting ..

20—23
25—27|Feed
24— 26; Feed
22— 24' Feed
31—

33J
Foreign .,

34—49 Harrow .

.

— Longpod
,

32—3g' Egyptian.
39— 41 1 Suffolk .

.

34—36, Foreign .,

—
j

Foreign .

.

44—50
40—42|Country ..

24—'SS Per sack..

33-38
30—42

20—22

14—19

34—19

31—32
41—44
3&-44
32—34

40—42
38-60

Wednesday, April 24.

Influenced by the milder weather and by the very satis-

factory reports from the agricultural districts regarding
the growing crops, the grain trade to-day presented a
somewhat less buoyant appearance. The supplies of

English Wheat were hmited, and from abroad also the
arrivals were not extensive. Trade was quiet, but for all

descriptions, more particularly choice samples, extreme
prices were realised. There was a fair show of Barley on
the stands. French Barley tended towards further im-
provement, while other qualities sold at full rates. The
malt trade was not active, but prices were sustained.
Oats, the supply of which was good, changed hands to a
fair extent, at the advanced rates previously current.
Maize was steady in demand and firm in value. Beans
and Peas were purchased slowly, on former terms. Flour
was quiet, but prices were well maintained.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.

English &
Scotch..

Irish

Foreign .

.

Wheat.

Qrs.

830

Barley.

Qrs.

840

2850

Oats.

Qrs.

18,810

18,810

( 360
\ 1080 brls.

Liverpool, April 23.—There was a good attendance,
but with a warmer temperature buyers were slow to
operate, except to a moderate extent. Holders of Wheat,
however, remained firm, and in some instances even
higher rates were obtained. The advance on the week
was 30'. to 4(/. for white, and 4^. to 5;/. per cental for red
descriptions. Flour in good demand, and dd. per barrel
and IS. per sack dearer. Egyptian Beans advanced yi.
to td. per qr. Oats and Oatmeal unchanged. Indian
Corn is only in moderate request, at Friday's rates

;

mixed American, 28J. p. 480 lb.

Averages.

Mar. j6 ..— II ..— 30 ..

April 6 ..

— 13— 20 .

.

Average
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CARTER'S
IJIPROVED MAMMOTH PRIZE

LOia EED lAMEL,
As annuaUy grown on the Farm of H.K.H. tlie

PRINCE OF WALES.
The largest variety grown. Price, per lb., Is. 3d.

Much cheaper per cwt.

JONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L/' SADDLE" BOILER.

J. C. & CO. WISH IT TO BE DISTINCTLYi

UNDERSTOOD THAT CARTERS IMPROVED

MAMIVIOTH LONG RED MANGEL WAS ORI-

GINALLY INTRODUCED BY THEM, AND IS

A SELECTION FROM THE MAMMOTH LONG

RED ORIGINALLY RAISED BY MR. FRANKS,

IT IS INFINJTELY SUPERIOR TO ALL=^^^ OTHERS."

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle IJoiler,
with the followiiifj improvements, viz., tlie water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quantit]^ of fuel : the cost of setting is
also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied : at the
same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. 'Ihcy are made of the follow-
ing sizes:—

Sizes.

High.
20 in.

=4

24 .

48 ,

Wide.
18 in.

23 „
30 „
36 ..

48 ,.

Long.
iSin.

24 .1

36 „
48 „
DO ,,

96 ,

108
,

To heat of
4-iD. Pipe.

Feet.
300
400
500
700
850

1,000
l.JOO

1,800
2,600

4.500
7,000
10,000

Price.

18
22

30
50

7S

And are kept in Stock and sold only by the Inventors and Patentees,
J. Jones & Sons.

Price Lists of HOT-WATER PIPES and Connections, with
Boilers, of all sizes and shapes; or ESTIMATES for HOT-WATER
APPARATUS, erected complete, will be sent on application.

J. TONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Dankside, Southwark,
London, S. E.

aiR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.k^ Kecluced Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and
-n- V'''^''

Roofs, for three stamps.—HEREMAN AND MORTON,
14, 1 ichborne Street, Uc^eiu tjuadrani, London, W.

The Patent Imperlsliable Hothouse.
'

AYRES'S PATENT.rX GLASS, IRON, and CONCRETE.
Before buildinc a Plant or Fruit House or any kind, send six

stamps, and obtam the Illustrated Prospectus of the
IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,

Ncvvark-on-Trent, Notts.

MANAGER-W. P. AYRES, CM, R.H.S..
Imperishable Hothouse Company, Newark -on- Trent.

Plans, Specihcations and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice.

JAMES "WATTS AND CO., HoTHOUsi" Builders
and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E,

90(1 CL-CfMl^LR and MELON BOXES and*V" LIGHTS, all sizes. Glazed and Painted complete, ready
for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts of the Kin;>dom.
Strong GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet. 5s. each.

GLASSES, all sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the
Counties in England.

GREENHOUSES from the FINSBURY STEAM
JOINERY WORKS, 121, Eunhill Row, London, E.C.

W, H. LASCELLES, Proprietor. Lists sent on application.

r

Per lb., Is. 3d. Cheaper per cwt.

Unsolicited evidence of quality of Carter's Prize Medal
Seeds, ffom W. Ford, Jun., Esq., Reading; Marcli 22,
1872 :

—"The Seeds are the cleanest and best I ever had,
and I only hope they will turn out as well as the Grass
Seeds for permanent pastures had last spring. It looks
as if it had been down for years."

OT-^VATER APPARATU
erected complete, or the Materials supplied for Heating

GREENHOUSES,
HOTHOUSES,

CONSERVATORIES,
CHURCHES,
PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, &c.
H OT-W A T E R

PIPES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and
T Pieces, Syphons, and
tvcry other connection
kept in stock.
W R O U ti H T and

CAST-IRON CONI-
CAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONI-
CAL, also ELLIPTIC r«|

BOILERS, from z\s. 1]'

each. »-

Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
with or without Water-bars, from 52J, (>d. each
CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on

Stand, for use without brickwork, from 60s. each.

Patent
THROTTLE

and other VALVES,
FURNACE

DOORS, EARS,
and FURNACE
WORK of every

description and size.

INUIA-RUBBER
RINGS for Pipe
T"'ints; Sockets re-

,
lire no other pack-
l;, and are perlectjy
atcr-light.
very best manufacture, delivered at Railway or

Wharf in London.
LYNCH WHITE, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

London, S.E. (Surrey side of Bfackfriars Bridge).
Price List on application.

Portable BoiUr.
Saddle Boiler, with Water

Bars.

P e or Houses, asabo e, made of best red dea , andsashi
thick, glazed with 16 oz. good sheet glass, delivered and fixi

Vi miles of London, r^aintcd four coals in best oil colou
locks, gutter, down-pipe, and gearing for opening the V(
one time,—heating, staging, brickwork not incluoed :^
20 ft. by 12 ft. 40 ft. by 16 ft. 60 ft. by 20 ft. 100 ft.

£a,o 00 ;C79 o o ^1.12 o o £238
GARDEN LIGHTS AND BOXES.

3 ft. by 4 ft. lights, 2 in. thick, unglazed
I, „ glazed,^ i6-oz. good sheet glass

6 ft. „ „ 2 in. thick, unglazed

s ~ inches
cd within
including
ilators at

by 24 ft.

10 o

M „ Elazed, 16 oz, good sheet glass ..
Portable box containing one 6 ft. by 4 ft. light, painted iour

coats, ready for use
Portable box containing two ditto, 6 ft by 8 ft.

^05. „
. - .... 555. ,,

Estimates given (or Conservatories or Greenhouses to any Design.

Amateur Gardeners are recommended to Use the
SIDNEY PATENT HAND SOWER, for sowing all

sorts and sizes of Flower and \'cgetable Seeds. Also for de-
stroying Aphis with POULEV'S TOBACCO POWDER; and for
Dusting plants with Sulphur for Mildew.
To be obtained of Messrs. POLLARD, JEPHSON, AND CO., Bear

Garden, Southwark, Agricultural Engineers; Messrs. CARTER,
DUNNETT, AND BEALE, Holborn ; Messrs. SUTTON and SONS,
Reading.

Sold by all Seedsmen and Ironmongers in Town and Country.

G ALVANISED WIRE NETTING.
Awarded " Mention Extraordinaire" at the Amsterdam

Exhibitio

Carter's Prize Mangel Wurzel.
Per lb.—J. d.

CARTER'S WARDEN PRIZE YELLOW
MANGEL I ,

CARTER'S IMPROVED MAMMOTH LONG
RED MANGEL i ,

CARTER'S CHAMPION YELLOW INTER-
MEDI.ATE 10

CARTER'S ELVETHAM LONG YELLOW .! i o
CARTER'S IMPROVED RED GLOBE .. i o
TRUE BERKSHIRE PRIZE, is. 3<f., much cheaper in

large quantities.

Every Farmer should read CARTER'S

Illustrated FARMERS' CALENDAR,
Post Free 6d, Gratis to Customers.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN to the QUEEN and the PRINCE of -WALES,
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. W.C.

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus
FOR

HEATING
CONSERVATORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
PRIVATE RESIDENCES,

&c.

TRUSS' PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and
LEAKLESS PIPE JOINT and PATENT CRACKLESS

EXPANSION-JOINTED TUBULAR BOILERS, of a VARIETY
of FORMS, PORTABLE or for BRICKWORK SETTING. They
are the MOST POWERFUL, whilst ONLY CONSUMING HALF
the FUEL of OTHER BOILERS. PORTABLE BOILERS, to

HEAT ANY LENGTH of PIPING; and ANY PERSON can
TAKE these BOILERS, as also the PIPES, APART, and
SPEEDILY PUT THEM TOGETHER AGAIN.

T. B. Truss begs to state that the immense number of APPA-
RATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in all parts of the

Kingdora.and for the Royal Horticultural Society at South Kensington
and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a guarantee for skill ol

design, superior materials, and good workmanship ; while the great

advantage obtained by his Improved System cannot be over-estimated,

consisting of perfectly tight joints with neatness of appearance ; eflects

a saving of 25 per cent, on cost of Apparatus erected compared with
other systems ; facility for extensions, alterations or removals without

injury to Pipes or Joints; easily and expeditiously erected ; and per-

fectness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

Prices per Lineal Yard, 24 inches high.

Mesh.
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B ARNARD. BISHOP, AND BARNARD'S By Appointment to H.R.H. The Prince Of Wales.
PATENT NOISELESS LAWN MOWERS, TDARTON'S PATENT STABLE and HARNESS

with jointed handles, suitable for Shipping. ' J_> ROOM FIT'l'INGS, nRACKETS, &c.

The Miniature Lawn Mower, cuts 6 inches ;£2 2 o
Do. do. do. cuts 8 inches 2 10 o

Suitable for the very smallest grass plots or edgings ; can be
worked with case by a child.

To cut 10 inches. This can be worked by a Lady .. . . j^S o o
To cut 12 inches. Suitable for One Person ,, .. ., 400

This, and all larger sizes, have the drum or roller divided into
two parts, for the convenience of turning.

To cut 14 inches. Suitable for One Person /5 o o
The i6-in. , and ail larger sizes, have a driving-wheel on each side

ol the Machine, which gives great steadiness to the working.
To cut 16 inches. Suitable for One Person £6 O o
To cut 18 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 6 10 o
To cut 20 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 700
To cut 22 mchcs. Suitable for Two Men 7100
To cut 2Z inches. Suitable for Donkey 800
To cut 24 inches. Suitable for Pony .. .. .. .. goo
To cut 27 inches. Suitable for Pony 10 10 o
To cut 30 inches. Suitable for Pony 1200

THE COTTAGE LAWN MOWER,
With Adjustable Revolving Cutters.

To cut 6 inches jCi 5 o
To cut 8 inches i 15 o
To cut 10 inches 250

Prices of Horse and Pony Mowers with Illustrated Lists, free on
application. Having a very lar)>e stock of all sizes, orders can be
executed nn receipt.—Packed and delivered (carriage free) to the
principal Railway Stations in England.

BARNARD, BISHOP, and BARNARDS, Norfolk Ironworks,
Norwich.

Patronised by H.H. the Viceroy of Egypt, the King of the Belgians,

the King of Italy, the King of HoUana, by the principal Nobility of
the Kingdom, and adopted by the first Architects and Builders of
England and the Continent. Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt

of six stamps
For ALTERATION of STABLES a competent person can be sent

to any part, to inspect and give Estimates.

JAMES BARTON, Ironworks, 370, Oxford Street. W.

WRITE to HEADLY AND SON. Cambridge, for
their NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST of Garden

Archways, Vases, Garden Chairs, Hose Reels, Weather Vanes, Wine
Racks, Pumps, Field Rollers, and Water Carts, post free on applica-

tion. Agents wanted.

The Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips), Manufac-
turer of TERRA COTTA VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN

BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL ARBORETTES, STATUARY,
GARDEN POTS (from 2 to 30 inches in diameter), of superior quality,

withstand frost, and do not become green; EDGING TILES, &c.

See specimens in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free

Book of Drawings, 6d. each.
JOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Potter^', Weston-super-Mare.

HOETICULTUEAL TOOLS, &C.

DEANE & CO.,
46, KING WILLIAM ST.,

LONDON BRIDGE.

from 3<M.LAWN MOWERS
GARDEN BARROWS.
GARDEN ROLLERS .. „ SSJ-
SPADES, FORKS, SCYTHES, &c.
SYRLN'GES and PUMPS.
GARDEN SEATS and CHAIRS.
FLOWER STANDS and VASES.
IRON HURDLES and FENCING.
WIRE NETTING, ARCHES, &c.

„ . .„.,.,.„»^ .,,».,«.,»».,,., , , GREENHOUSES, conserva' LAWN MOWERS,
GARDEN ENGINES from 63J. tories, &c. shanks', GREEN'S, RANSOME'S.

Dcanes New Illustrated Horticultural Catalogue for 1872, post free.

Established a.d, 1700. Discount 5 per cent, for cash payments over ^2.

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.

JOHN AVARNER & SONS,
8, CRESCENT, CEIPPLEGATE, LONDON.

CAST-IBON COLONIAL PUMPS. GARDEN PUMPS.

AQUAJECTS,

PORTABLE PUMPS
For Manure or Water.

JOHN WARNER AND SON'S "HORTICULTURAL LIST" for the present season will be forwarded
Post Free upon application, containing Illustrations and Prices of GARDEN ENGINES, AQUAJECTS, WATER
BARROWS, PORTABLE FIRE and GARDEN ENGINES, CONSpRVATORY PUMPS, HOSE REELS,
COLONIAL PUMPS, FORCE PUMPS, PORTABLE PUMPS, CHAIN PUMPS, GARDEN PUMPS,
BRANCH PIPES, SYRINGES, FOUNTAIN JETS, FUMIGATORS, METALLIC STRING, &c., &c.

GARDEN ENGINES.

WATER BARROWS.

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.C.

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRATJLIC RAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, which works day and night without reeding attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.
.^\

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, H.and, Steam, or other Power.

No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steam I'ower.

No. 46tf. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Gardens, &c.

No. 49a. GALVANIZED .SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. so and S4<r. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanized Iron Tubs.

No. 54*. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE , EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Right Hon. the F'arl of Ksscx-

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 39*. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

Garden use.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. Particulars taken in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfumislud.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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Greenliouses and ConservatoxleB.

H FREEMAN and SONS, Horticultural
• Builders, and Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers,

Triangle, Hackney. Good subsiantially-made GREENHOUSES,
glaictTrcady for fiNinc, 42 feet lone;, 13 feet wide, ;(;50 : at feet by 13 feet,

Z28 : 12S' feet by lo feet, /is. A handsome CONSERVATORY on
hand. 15 feet by 18 feet.iliio. CUCUMBER and MELON FRAMES,
and LIGHTS, in stock.

EDDY AND CO., Chapel Terrace. Porthleven,
Cornwall, beg to call attention to their superior GARDENB.

NETTING,
New Netting (Tanned), i inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at Sd. per yard.

Repaired Nettnig [Tanned), 4 yards wide, 6d, per yard ; ^i inch mesh,
4 yards wide, at 8J. per yard ; J-j inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at 11. per
yard. Supplied in width from i to 20 yards.
Repaired FISHING NETS, id. per square yard.

THE "AUTOIATOI" LAWI lOWEES.
THE BEST, SIMPLEST, AND MOST DTJItABLE MACHINES.

They leave no ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping

a Lawn or Croquet Ground in first-rate order. They will either Collect

the Cut Grass in the box, according to the approved English method, or

leave it on the lawn, by taking the box off. They are fitted with the best

wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and hardened steel pivots

and bearings.

Over 6,000 are now in use.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inches. Prices from 55s.

1^^ Carriiige Paid to all the principal Raihvay Stations in England.

They are warranted to give satisfaction, and a month's trial is allowed. Orders executed on receipt.

ILLUSTRATED LISTS Free by Post, and Testimonials from Thirty English Counties. Also

NEW AND I M PROVED GARD EN ROLLERS.
RANSOMES, SIMS, and HEAD, IPSWICH.

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

289, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on tlie most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock.

IS" TENDERS given for BEATING CHURCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

rriHE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
J- Maimfacturcd Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition ana Oranitic Paint Company.

T.£?(.f."^'V-l;'?l^f> '^H'"''"'"''''''''
^""' I'allerns of Colours, apply toTHOMAS CHILD, Manager, 3^a, King William Street, London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c . from

Decay. Manulactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.

For Particulars and Testimonials apply lo THOMAS CHILD,
Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

GREEN'S PATENT "SILENS MESSORS" or
NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-LECTING MACHINES for .872.

The WINNER of EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES of
COMPETITION.

N.B. Parties having Lawn M ,, - . , i . I:. pu[ \\M ,1.. well to sen,
them either to our Leeds or Lunjoii L^tabli^hiiicia.s, when they wil
have prompt attention, as an etlicient slatT of workmen are kept at
both places.

G REEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS,
DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, antl

GRAVEL PATHS,

Suitable for Hand or Horse-power.

Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

THOMAS GREEN AND SON, Smithlield Iron Works, Leeds;
54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S. E.

W. S. BOULTON &, CO., NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Improved Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very Low Prices.

Only the best materials used. Houses designed io suit any situation. Estimates given free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have pricefrom us before ordering elsewhere.

Ladies or Gentlemen requiring advice as to the Situation, Style, Dimensions, &c., of proposed Horticultural Buildinps, waited upon in any part of England, Ireland, or Scotland.

A NEW CATALOGUE, containing Illustrations and particulars of Conservatories and Horticultural Buildings suited for every purpose, also Prices and Estimates for upwards of 150 Houses of
various sizes, posted to any address on receipt of One Shilling in Stamps.

UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER.

In introducing our New Pattern for 1872, we wish to point out that instead of having

to remove or slide loose glass every time it is necessary to attend to the plants, we attach

the glazed lights with hinges to the frame of each length, thereby doing away with the con-

tinual breakage of glass and loss of time inseparable from the use of the ordinary kind sent

out by other makers. Two men can instantly remove a complete length 12 feet by 3 feet

wide, thus proving them to be really portable.

The first of this improved kind was lately sent to Christopher Turner, Esq., Stoke,

Rochford, Grantham. His Gardener, Mr. I. Dell, wrote us the following Letter,

utisolicited :

—

" Messrs. W. S. BoL'LTON & CO.
"Gentlemen,—I consider them the only Plant Prcser^-crs worthy of that name.

Every one who has seen them is of the same opinion. I hope to have some more of them
shortly. "Believe me, yours truly, Ibaac Dell."

They are made in the following sizes. One pair of ends is sufficient for any number of

lengths, if set in a continuous row. In ordering state the number of ends required.

Carriage Paid to aliy Station within 200 miles of Norwich.

Price.

6 feet long by 2 feet wide
12 feet long by 2 feet wide
6 feet long by 3 feet wide
12 feet long by 3 feet wide
6 feet long by 4 feet wide

12 feet long by 4 feet wide
12 feet long by 6 feet wide

Zi
o
10

15

o
12

O

Ends per
pair extra.

5^. od.

5.?. od.

ys. od.

ys. od.

8s. 6d.

Ss. 6d.

12s. od.

MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES.
All sizes {glazed with 21-ounce) ready for immediate delivery.

Height at back, 34 ins. ; at front 13 ins. : sides, iji in. tliick : lights, 2 ins. lliick. All made of very best red deal.
Painted three coats. Every pane of glass is nailed as well as puttied in. Each lipht is provided with an iron strengthen-
ing rod and handle. Purchasers are strongly recommended to have 2i-oz. glass, tnis being so much better than i6-oz.
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HortlciUtural and Window Glass WareliouseB.

JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and
n, Hlosson Street, Shoreditch, London, E,

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.

Genuine Wkite Lead. Oils, Colours, Brushes, b'c.

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c..

Prices upon application.

MOULES PATENT
The Apparatus for Delivering the Earth,

EARTH SYSTEM.
^ , hether

... Closets or Commodes, is now greatly improved
under patents obtained by Messrs. Girdlestone (the

Engineers to MOULE'S PATENT EARTH CLOSET
COMPANY), and is at the same time offered to the

public at aconsiderable REDUCTION IN l^RICE.—
Apply at the Offices of the Company, 5A, Garnck
Street, Coven t Garden, London, W.C.

OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
The NEW AMERICAN CABINET COMMODE
will be found to be very convenient. Only j8 inches

square and 3 feet hish. Forms a table for the bedside.

M OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
The Apparatus and Commodes, as now manufactured,
are the cheapest and best ever yet produced.

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Commodes for Bed-rooms.
Apparatus for Cottage Closets.

Apparatus for House Closets.

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
There Is no trouble in obtaining earth.

It is in every person's Rarden,
And only wants sifting.

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
It requires no drying,
If stored m the summer time.
For winter use.

M OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Dr. Buchanan says :—" Earth Closets, used simplv,

either inside or outside private houses, have frequently

come under my notice, and have always been found
to be free from-smell."'

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Gadshill Place, Kent, July 18, 1871.—" I am pleased

to say that the apparatus works admirably,"

—

Charles
Dickens, Jun, _

ŜYSTEM
I am glad to say

you supplied mc last

year has been found very efficient."—C. H. Wright.

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH
Malthy, Roiherhajn, Juncz^. 1871,

that an Earth Closet with which
;

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
"The dry earth system has been in use at Queens'
College, Cambridge, for more than 12 months, with the

most complete success. No difficulty of any kind has
been experienced in its working."—W. M, Campion,
D-D-, Tutor of Queens' College. Cambridge.

TH
ai

E LONDON EXHIBITION of ART
_id INDUSTRY, 1873, at Kensington, will be OPENED to

the Public on WEDNESDAY, May 1, 1872. The Prices of Season

Tickets will be :—For a Gentleman, £2 zj. ; for a Lady, £,1 is. ; for a

Youth under 15 years of age, £1 is.

THE LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872.—
On SATURDAY, April 27. an EVENING RECEPTION

will be held by H.R,H. the DUKE ol EDINBUK.GH, K.G., in the

Royal Albert Hall and Picture Galleries.

THE LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872.—
The OWNERS of SEASON TICKETS will be entitled to

ADMISSION to the EXHIBITION on ALL OCCASIONS when
Open to the Public.

LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872.—
Only SEAbON TICKET HOLDERS will be admitted to the

THE
Only

PRIVATE VIEW, on MONDAY, April 29.

„E LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872.—
Only SEASON TICKET HOLDERS will be atlmitted to the

PRIVATTE VIEW, on TUESDAY, April 30.

TH
Or

EXHIBITION of 1872
ill be OPENED to the PUBLIC on WEDNESDAY, May i.

Admission los.

THE LONDON
will

THE LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872.-
On WEDNESDAY and TH

ADMISSION will be lOJ. each day.

THE LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872.—
On FRIDAY. May 3, the ADMISSION will be ss.

IHE LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872.—
On S-ATURDAY, May 4, the ADMISSION will be 55.

THE LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872.—
From MAY 6 to SEPTEMBER 30, the PRICES of AD-

MISSION to the LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872 will be :—On
Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays, is. ; on
Wednesdays, 2s. f)d., except on certain reserved days, which will be
duly advertised.

ROYAL SCHOOL of MINES, Jermyn Street.—
Professor GUTHRIE, F.RS., will COMMENCE a COURSE

of FORTY LECTURES on MAGNETISM, ELECTRICITY,
SOUND, LIGHT, and HEAT, on MONDAY NEXT, the zoth

instant, at 4 o'clock, to be continued on each succeeding week day
(Saturday excepted) at the same hour. Fee for the Course, £4.

TRENHAM REEKS, Registrar.

M OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
*' I think it fair to inform you that the Earth Closet

you supplied me with some months ago is giving great

satisfaction."—W. H. HiLL, Architect, 69, South Mall,
Cork.

M OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
" Be so good as to send me another commode similar

to the last one I had. It is thoroughly efficient and
satisfactory."

—

Herbert PLATER, the Gratnmar School,

Neii-ark-oii- Tnnt.

LL LETTERS and COMMUNICATIONS
to be addressed to MOULE'S PATENT EARTH
CLOSET COMPANY (Limited), SA, Garrick Street,

Covent Garden, London, W.C.

r^lOTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE
COW FITTINGS.

UNITED

Their advantages arc— I'ortalji lily, not fi tu =; r n ble at

pleasure; no Woodwork or I'artilions to impede \cntilation or breed
Vermin; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to

infection, being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 555.

Prospectuses free ol COTTAM AND CO., IronworKS, a, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street^ London, W., where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

EMIGRATION to CANADA.
THE EASTERN TOWNSHIPS.

I speak from the experience of many years' residence in the country
when I earnestly advise respectable English Emigrants coming to

Canada to SETTLE m the EASTERN TOWNSHIPS, as being
especially suitable for them in point of Climate, Quality and Cheapness
of Land, beauty of Scenery, Social and Educational Advantages, and
Material Requirements.
To genteel people of small means this district offers, pre-eminently,

a healthy, cheap, and independent home, and association, on equal

terms, with those of their own station of life. To the steady
Yeoman and industrious Agricultural Labourer it affords a sure and
easy means of settling in comfort and plenty on their own property.

It is the Protestant district of the province of Quebec, and the

Grand Trunk Railway passes centrally through it, viil this place and
the Market Town of Sherbrooke, which are within three miles of each
other, and distant a five hours' run from Quebec and Montreal,
From Portland in winter, and from Quebec in summer, the Grand

Trunk Railway brings Passengers on their arrival by the Canadian
Steamers from Liverpool to this place direct, without more loss of

lime than is needed to change the luggage from the Steamer to

the Train.

All particulars as to passage can be obtained at the Office of Messrs.
ALLAN AND CO., Canadian Line of Steamers, Liverpool.

Every further information respecting the country will be gjiven, by
letter, to those who desire it, and let no one hesitate to apply to me
for it; there is no charge. JOHN H. CHARNOCK.

Lennoxvillc, Province o( Quebec, Canada, Jan. 10, 1872.

There is good Hotel accommodation both here and at Sherbrooke.

Works on Botany, by Br. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: OR, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price it.

SCHOOL BOTANY; OR, The Rudiments of
Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price 51. td.

MEDICAL and (ECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic CEconomy. In i vol 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price

7s. (>d.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structural
AND Physiological. With a Glossary ot Technical Terms,

and numerous Illustrations. 11s. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor Lindley, of which " School Botany," and " The Vegetable
Kingdom," form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Technical
Terms, are published in one octavo volume, price 12s.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for Medical
and other Students who have made themselves acquainted with the
Author's " School Botany."

N.B. The Glosbar>' may be had separately, price 5J.

London : BRADBURY. EVANS, AND CO.. 10. Bouverie Street. E.G.

COTTAGE GARDENING: a Complete Guide to
Vegetable Cultivation, being the Royal Horticultural Society's

PRIZE ESSAY, by E. W. Badger, Third Edition, price 3^., or free

by post, 3'4^-

London: HOULSTON AND SONS, 7, Paternoster Buildings; and
of all Booksellers.

This Day, with 187 Woodcuts, izmo. Cloth Boards.
Price 4J. 6t£. ; Postage ^i.,

FRUIT TREES : the Scientific and Profitable Culture
of. From the French of M. ou Bkeuil, Prolessor of Arbori-

culture in the Conservatoire Imperial des Arts et Mfiticrs. Second
Edition, carefully revised, with an Introduction by George Glensy,
Author of GardaiinsfoY the Million, &c.
" The book teaches how to prune and train fruit trees to perfection."

—Field.
" This work ... is a complete treatise on fruit trees, and . . ,

the best of the kind for . . . young gardeners and amateurs. Wc
can recommend it with confidence —Gardeners' Magazine.
"ihe illustrations are profuse. They add greatly to the value ol

the work."—journal 0/ Horticultme.
London : LOCKWOOD and CO., 7, Stationers' Hall Court, E-C.

Works on Botany, oy Dr. Lindley.TNTRODUCTION to BOTANY.
J- Fourth Edition, greatly enlarged; with Six Plates, and numerous
Wood Engravings. Two vols. 8vo, 2+s.

*,* It has been the Author's wish to bring every subject that he
has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the stale in which it is

found at the present day. In doing so, he has added so very consi-

derable a quantity of new matter, especially in what relates to

Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, that the present Edition maybe
considered, in those respects, a new work.

Dr. Lindley's Theory of Horticulture.
In 8vo, with q8 Woodcuts, price 21J. cloth.

THE THEORY and PRACTICE of
HOHORTICULTURE; an Attempt to explain the Chief

F ULL PRICE will be given for a CLEAN COPY of
the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE, No. 35, 1866.

M., Gardeners'' Chronicle Office, W.C.

Now ready, price is., free by post for 13 stamps, with 9 Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,

which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON and SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.C. ; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames,

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

rn HE above and many other PATTERNS are made in

-L materials of great durability. The plainer sorts arc especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR- ^m. ,, ^„, ,^ , „^,a^
•dens, as they harbour no ^^^T̂ ^-J-,:^;^
Slugs or Insects, take up little ^ggriU^-^gf
room, and, once put down, \" - "7*

incur no further labour or ex- "^g"

pense, as do " grown " Edg- JH"
ings.'consequently being much >^^
cheaper. ^^~—

^

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. and G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, S,E.

; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road, E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANT
COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from V. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders.

Kitchen Ranges, Baths. &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of
great durability. Wall Copings. Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds,
Roofing Tiles in great variety, Slates, Cements, &c.
F. andG. ROSHER , Brick and Tile Merchanl5.~Seeoddrc9se3 above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.
Fine 14^^ Coarse 17s. per Ton. In Truck Loads u. per Ton less.

Delivery by Cart within three miles or lo any London Railway or
Wharf, 2S. per Ton extra. Samples of .Sand free by post.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. K^ENT

PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.

F. AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses sec above.
N.B, Orders promptly executed by Kail or lo Wharves.

A liberal discount to the Trade.

Works on Botany.
In crown Svo, price 10s. 6d.,

THE STUDENT'S FLORA of the BRITISH
ISLANDS, By ]. D. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S,, Director of the

Royal Gardens, Kcw.

" It is certainly the fullest and most accurate manual of the kind
that has yet appeared. Dr. Hooker has shown his characteristic

industry and ability in the care and skill which he has thrown into the

characters of the plants. These are to a great extent original, and are

really admirable for their combination of clearness, brevity, and com-
pleteness. All botanists will recognise the many merits of this really

important manual." Pall >\fall Gazette.
'' We have, in a small compass, probably the most accurate descrip-

tive Flora of our islands that has yet been published," AthcitiEum.

Operations of (iardeninK upon Physiological grounds: being the

Second Edition of the "Iheory of Horticulture," much enlarged. By
John Lindley, Ph.D., F,R.S.

" The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1840, since

which lime it has had an extensive circulation, and has been translated

into the German, Dutch, and even Russian languages. Being more
particularly restricted to principles, however, the author at length

resolved to render the work more generally interesting and useful by a
more frequent reference to practical operations. He has thus greatly

extended the matter by supporting the physiological doctrines with an
appeal to facts familiar to cultivators, or which ought lo be ; and the

result is a still more interesting and popular compendium of the

principles and practice, or the science and art, of horticulture."—
Builder.
"This is a Second Edition of the ' Theory of Horticulture,' with the

addition of a large quantity of practical matter introduced to show how
entirely scientific principles and good cultivation correspond. The
volume contains about four limes as much matter as the first

edition. . . . Although very large additions are made lo every

chapter, while many passages in the first edition have been wholly

slruck out, it may be proper to say that the greatest changes are those

which relate to vitality, climate, domestication, ventilation, propa-

gation, pruning, resting, and soils and manures; such being the

subjects in which practical men arc most interested. The whole work
has, indeed, assumed such a form as to make it evident that the great

object of the author has been, not lo produce a work suited to men of

science, buL one which every well-informed person may understand

and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious index of

matter, there is no difficulty in finding where any given subject is

treated, of."

—

Gardeners' Chionicle.

London : LONGMANS. GREEN. AND CO., Paternoster Row, E.C.

New Work toy Dr. Angus Smith.
On Saturday, May 4, in Svo, with Woodcuts.

and RAIN; the Beginnings of a "Chemical
imatology." By R. Angus Smith, Ph.D., F.R.S., F.CS,. &c,

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row, E.G.

AIR
Xi Clin;

By
Twelfth Thousand, j8mo,4s, 6.;,

LESSONS in ELEMENTARY BOTANY.
Daniel Oliver, F.R.S., F,L.S., Keeper of the Herbarium and

Library of the Royal Gardens, Kew, and Professor of Botany in

University College, London, With Numerous Illustrations, Index,

and Glossary.

" Wc know of no work so well suited lo direct the botanical pupil's

efforts as that of Professor Oliver's, who, with views so practical, and
with great knowledge, too, can write so accurately and clearly."—

Natural History Review,

FIRST BOOK of INDIAN BOTANY. By the same
Author. With Numerous Illustrations. E.\trafcap. Svo, 6j. 6d.

MACMILLAN and CO., London.

Miss Braddon's New Novel.
The New Novel, by the Author of " Lady .Vudley's Secret," &c.

In Three Vols., at all Libraries,pOBERT AINSLEIGH.
HE DIAMOND DIGGINGS of SOUTH
AFRICA, A Personal and Practical Account, By " Sarcelle,"

of The Field. With a Brief Notice of the New Gold Fields. Price 6*.

The Author, himself an experienced Diamond Digger, gives a

detailed account of the condition of the various Digging Camps, of

Routes thither, and of all expenses connected with the enterprise.

Now ready,

[E MONEYS of all NATIONS, with their

correct value in English currency. Six Copies sent free by post

on receipt of Two Penny Stamps.

T. ROBERTS and CO-. 8, Crane Court, Fleet Street. London, E.G.

THE
cor

Notice.

[Bv Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY.
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Countrj'. Colonial, and Forci^^n

Newspapers, MaRanncs, and Periodicals, WITHOUT E.tTRA cliARGB

to the Advertiseh.
ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement ARents. 59, Fleet Street, E.C.

THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF CARDEN OPERATIONS,
BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

REPRINTED from the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE .AND AGRICULTUR.XL GAZETTE, wkli ADDITIONS.

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 Copies for distribution amongst Cottage Tenantry.

Delivered Free anywhere in London on receipt of a Post Office Order, pcvyablc to WM. RICHARDS, at the

King Street Oftice, Covent Garden, W.C.

PUBLISHED at the OFFICE of the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL
GAZETTE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.
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Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed

Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance

Halls. &c MAW and CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Aericullural County in England.
Eor particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71. Cornhill,

London, E.G. ; and Steam Flough Works, Leeds.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED liV THE QUEEN,

The British, Indian and Colonial Governments,

7000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clerg)',

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Ironmasters,

Sec, &c..

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK,
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, raoN, brick, stone & compo.
CAN' BE LAID O.N' HV UNSKILLED LABOUR.

SOLD IN ALL COLOURS.
S CWT. Free to all Stations.

Prices, rattcrns, and Testimonials sen t post free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.,

And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.
NO AGENTS.

Y the RETIREiMENT of one of the PARTNERS,
an active WORKING GARDENER may obtain an equal

P.\RTNERSHIl' in a small Nursery and Jobbing Business, on lon(i

lease, in Islint;ton, on moderate terms.

Mr. KOE, 20, William Street, New North Road, IsUngton, N.

B

WANTED, a NURSERY FOREMAN, with good
address, to act as SALESMAN, and take the ManaKcment of

a number of Horses. LibernI wages will be given, with house and
garden.—.\pply, stating qualifications, to JOHN STANDISH and
CO., Ascot, Berks.

WANTED, a Young Man as FOREMAN. Wages
16s. per week, with lodgings, milk and vegetables,—Apply, in

own handwriting, slating age, when and where employed, with all

particulars. Also WANTED, a Young Man, as IMPROVER. He
must be quick and active in his duties. Wages 12s. per week, with
lodgings, milk, and vegetables —J. HORN ER, My ton Hall, Helperby,

Yorkshire.

WANTED.—E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington
Nursery, St. John's Wood, N.W., have NURSERY OPEN-

INGS for several efficient practical Gardeners requiring situations, of

various qualifications in experience, and whose testimonials or refer-

ences for past service will bear strict personal inquiry. None others

need apply. Married Men preferred.

ANTED, afPROPAGATOR of Conifers
and Evergreens, who has had great experience in Striking

Hardy Cuttings. State full particulars to Mr. RICHARD SMITH,
Nurser>'man, Worcester.

w
WANTED, a good WORKING MAN, well up to

Budding. Grafting, and Management of Fruit Trees and other

Hardy Nursery Stock. Liberal wages given to a competent Man wilh
good character.—CHARLES CORNWELL, The Nurseries. Barnct.

WANTED, several competent NURSERY HANDS,
for the various departments, to whom constant employment

and liberal wages will be given.—Apply by letter, with testimonials,

addressed PETER LAWSON and SON, Bangholra Nursery,
Edinburgh.

WANTED, an active young MAN, knowing some-
thing of the Growth of Stove, Greenhouse, and Plants

generally.—W. F. BOFF, 131A, Holloway Road, Islington, N,

WANTED IMMEDIATELY. TWO or THREE
active young MEN, for the Houses. Wages 15s. per week.

—

MANAGER, Melbourne Nursery, Aneriey Road, S.E.

WANTED, SEVERAL young Men as IMPROVERS.
—TAMES CARTER AND CO., Crystal Palace Nursery,

Forest Hill, S.E.

WANTED, a young MAN, accustomed to the Work
of a Market Nursery.—State terms and particulars to Mr.

TANTON, Seedsman, Borough End, London Bridge, S.E.

WANTED, a TRAVELLER and MANAGER in
the Seed Trade; one who has had experience on the Road,

and has a Connection- To an energetic person in this way, advan-
tages would be otTcred which would enable him to have a share in his

own successful exertions, as well as salary. All communications will

be treated as strictly confidentiaL—ApplyDy letter to O. P., Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, W.C.

Capi4 Tradfi

WANTED, a TRAVELLER.—There is a good
opening in a London House for a thoroughly experienced and

energetic young Man.—Address, stating amount of e.xpericnce and
where obtained, to C., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

BARR AND SUGDEN. 12. King Street. Covent
Garden, W.C, are in WANT of a CASHIER. He must be

well up in Counting-house routine, and possess a general knowledge
of the Seed Business, and capable of directing Work in the various
Departments. Salary to commence at the rate of j^tso per annum,
witri an annual

'

WANTED, a SHOPMAN.— I have a Vacancy, on
Ma>' I, for a Shopman, well trained to the Seed and Nursery

(or Plant) Trade, and to general routineer business,—Apply, stating

wages expected. &c., R. B. MATTHEWS. Seed Merchant and
Nurservman, Belfast.

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.

—Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENDERSON AND SON, WellingtonNursery.St. John's WoodjN.W,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married; thoroughly
understands the profession. Can have five years' good character

from his present employer.—A. B., Post Office, Chichester, Sussex.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, one child;
V.T ihoroughlv understands Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
and Early and Late Forcing. Two and a half years' character from
present employer.—T. B., 9, Lammermuir Road. Balham, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady, Nobleman, or
Gentleman requiring a good Gardener.—Well understands every

branch of the profession. Filtcen years' experience. Good character
from last place.— ). H,, Mr. Honom's, llarlington, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, no incum-
brance; has had 20 years' experience; good Grape Grower

understands the profession in all its branches. Good testimonials.—

J. D.. iq, Cambridge Villas, Cambridge Road. Hammersmith, W.

I*^
ARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentleman

V_T requiring a thorough practical Man in every branch of Garden-requi
Man

_ ;hara. _

Place, Mintern Street, New N'

ing.—Married, two children (agi

character from the Nobleman just left-—O. P.,
14 and 7). Ten years' uncxccption-

St left-—O. P., s, Rempestone
th Koad, Hoxton, London, N

/^ARDENER (Head), age 32, married.-William
VJT Irvine is at liberty to engage with any Gentleman in want of a
thorough practical Gardener. Has been four years Head Gardener
in present situation, and can be highly recommended.—W. I.,Ml preseuL siLutKiun, ai4ii ^.^^n u^

3, Tamworili Cottages, Mitchani Comn 1, Surrey.

C^
ARDENER (Head).—Age 25 ; thoroughlypractical

T in the Cultivation of ail Fruits, also
Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Garden
character.— H, A., 7, Portland Place,
Hammersmith,. W.

Stove and Greenhouse
ng. Four years' good

North End Road,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 26.
brought up in the profession, and v

Management of a Garden in all branches. C
by the Gardener he has been living with for

glad to answer any inquiries respecting him.-
Haverland Hall, Norwich.

single, respectable

;

[,11 acquainted with the
\n be well re^mmended
four years, who will be
-HEAD GARDENER,

GARDENER (Head), age 35 ; married.—The Rev.
W. E. Parikidce wishes to recommend his Head Gardener.

He is thoroughly honest, sober, and industrious. Understands
Gardening in all its branches. He has lived with his present master
three years and a half, and leaves of his own accord.—A. B., Mrs.
Morgan's. High Street, Slough. „____^

G1
ARDENER (Head).—A young Man desires to

^ obtain a situation in the above capacity, where Horticulture
would be encouraged; thorough knowledge of the Culture and
Nonicnclalurc of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Vine. Pine, and
Peach houses. Kitchen Gardening; the Flower Garden for Spring,
Summer, and Autumn Effects. — BERTA, 63, Blantyre Street,
Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where two or more
are kept.—Age 47, married, without incumbrance; respectable.

Good reference.—J. T., 25, St. James' Road, Bcrmondsey, S.E.

GARDENER (Head, Working, or good Single-
handed place),—Age 36. no family; understands Kitchen and

Flower Gardening. Vines, Cucumbers. &c. Wife good Cook. Can be
well recommended.—GEORGE CHAPMAN, Water Lane, Hertford,
Herts.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 27, married;
understands the Management of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Vines, Cucumbers and Melons; also Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower
Gardening. Can be highly recommended by present employer,
ROBERT SAPY, Horton House, Northampton^

C^
ARDENER (Head. Practical Working), age 36,

X married.

—

Thomas Lockie is open to an engagement as above.
Has been five years Head Gardener to F. W. Berger, Esq., Court
Garden, Marlow, and for four years previous Head Gardener to J. S.

Phillips, Esq., Culham House, Abingdon. Has had the Management
of extensive Ranges of Glass, and has been a successful Exhibitor of
Fruit, Flowers, &c. , both in London and the Provinces. Brought up
to the Garden from a child. Can have first-class testimonials for
ability, honesty. Sec.—Address as above.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more are kept,
—Age 34. married, no family; understands Pines, Vines

Peaches, and Strawberry Forcing ; also General Kitchen and Flower
Gardening —A. B., Sebright Cottage, Barnet, Herts.

GARDENER, &c. (married, one young child).—The
Advertiser, having had much varied experience as a Gardener,

in good establishments, and having been a close observer of plant life

at home and in the East Indies, where he Managed an Estate, having
now re-acquainted himself with the routine of English Gardening, is

desirous of engaging himself to any Nobleman orGentlcman requiring
a thoroughly trustworthy person of good ability. Terms 351. per week,
with house, and the customary allowances, or their equivalent.

—

HORTUS, Gardeners' Chrojtide Olficc, W.C.

GARDENER (Second, or Under), in a Nobleman's
or Gentleman's Establishment.—Age 24 ; understands Vines,

Cucumbers, Melons, and general routine of Gardening. Unexcep-
tionable character.—M. M., 45, Lancaster Road, London, W.

GARDENER (Third).—Age 24 ; six years in last
place, three ol that time as Gardener,—H., Post Office,

Collingbourne DucJs, Wiltshire.

f^ ARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
\Sa man's Establisriment.—Age 25, single. Four years' good
character.—H. P., Post Office, Bagshot, Surrey.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.
—Age 2S I bas had extensive practice in several first-class estab-

lishments. Can produce unexceptionable testimonials (rom all pre-
vious employers, also from present situation.—J, MELVILLE,
Heligan Gardens, St. Austell, Cornwall.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Estab-
lishment, where Fruit and Flowers are extensively Cultivated.

—

Age 25 ; can take either department. Has held three similar situa-

tions. Can be well recommended by the Gardener he is now leaving,
with whom lie has been three years.—T, N., Post Office, Aldcrford,
Nor^vtch.

JOURNEYMAN, or SECOND GARDENER, in a
Nobleman's or Gentleman's Establishment— where Forcing,

and Pines are grown preferred.—Age 22 ; has a little knowledge of
Nursery work, and has been four years in good Gardens. Good
character.-J. M. McRAE, Mrs. Tyson's, White Lodge, Upper
Norwood, Surrey, S.E.

STEWARD. MANAGER of a large Farm, or
MANAGING CLERK in an Estate Agent's Office—A single

young Man, who thoroughly understands Estate Management, Land
Surveying, &c., and Farming in all its branches. Good refei

and testimonials.—C. P , Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen. &c.

LAND AGENT, or MANAGER of a large FARM.—
Age 33 ; thoroughly understands Estate Management, Land

Surveying. &c., and Farming in all its branches. Good references and
testimonials.—W. D. P., Portland House. London Road, Gloucester,

BAILIFF, under an Agent, or otherwise.—A Norfolk
Farmer's Son (age 30, single), will shortly be in want of a re-

engagement. References to former employers.—THOMAS NASH,
Worthing, Thctford.

A YOUNG MAN, age 20, just completed his time
with a Nurssrjman. requires a situation in the SEED TRADE.

Small salarj'. with board and lodging in the house.—R. MORLEY,
J un. , Post Office Street, Nor^vich.

To the Seed Trade
SHOPMAN (Head, or Second).—Age 26; thoroughly

well up in every Department : experience gained wilh some of the

best firms. First-class testimonials.—Z. Z., GardeHtrs" Chrenide
Office, W.C.

SHOPM.\N.—Age 23 ; has a good knowledge of Plants
and general Nursery Stock. Eight years' experience.—A. B.,

19, Camera Square, Chelsea, S.W.

PRUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

'1 he above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale olCHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO,,
Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E C

Re tail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices o n application.

The Opening of Parliament and the London' Season.
NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and MEM BEK.S cf pa ki IAMFNT

having their CUT FLOWKKS. FKUIT, VECKTvVBLES &c
forwarded to their TOWN HOUSES, should USE

CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE TRANS-
MISSION CASES, pronounced by the Royal Horticultural

Society " the best now in use."
These Cases are now reduced in price for cash, and can be obtained

from the Agents or Patentee, Gloucester, to whom all communications
should be addressed.
Intending Exhibitors in the Patent Cases should give their orders

at once, to insure the Paint and Varnish being thoroughly dry.
The No, 12, The *' MALTON " Plant, Flower, &c., Protector,

Varnished, packed and forwarded on the receipt of 8j., in postage
stamps, or order.—Gloucester, January 17.

AR D"EN"~NECESSA R 1 ES. consisting of ARCHES.
BASKETS, FLOWER STANDS, WIKEWORK, &c.
GARDEN SYRINGES 4s. 6d. to 36s
GARDEN ENGINES 28s. orf, to lafo.
GARDEN WATER BARROWS .. 51J. od. to 971.GARDEN ROLLERS 30s. orf. to 8m.
GARDEN CHA1R.S 7s. od to 325.
GARDEN SEATS i8j. o<f. to looj.
GARDEN TOOLS and WATERING POTS
PATENT LAWN MOWERS .. .. 25s. od. to 120J.

To cut 6 inches .. ..£i 5 I To cut 10 inches ,. ..iiS3io
To cut 8 inches .. .. 2 10 | To cut 12 inches .. ..410

Suitable for a Lady.
To cut 14 inches . . . . £5 10

|
To cut 16 inches . . . . ^£6 10

Suitable for a Gentleman,

WILLIAMS. BURTON, FURNISHINGlRONMONGER,
by appointment to H. R. H. the Prince of Wales, sends a

Catalogue, containing upwards of 850 Illustrations of his unrivalled
Stock, with Lists of Prices and Plans of the 20 large Show Rooms,
post free.—39. Oxford Street, W. ; i, i a, 2, 3, and 4. Newman Street

;

4,5, and 6, Perry's Place; and i, Newman Yard, London, W. The
cost ot delivering goods to the most distant parts of the United
Kingdom by railway is trifling. WILLIAM S. BURTON will
always undertake delivery at a small fixed rate.

K I N A H A N'S L I4 WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the very

CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalled, perfectly
pure, and more wholesome than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words. " KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal. label, and cork.
New Wholesale Depot, 6a, Great Titc hfield Street, Oxford Strect.W.C

WM. YOUNGER AND CO.'S
EDINBURGH, INDIA, PALE and DINNER ALES.
Sparkling, Refreshing, Nourishing, and Economical.

To be had of the Principal Retailers,
Observe Trade Marks, as other Brands are frequently substituted.
Breweries. Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belve-

dere Road, S.E. ; Liverpool, 1. Seel Street ; Bristol, 14, Norway Quay

;

Dublin Stores, 7. Lower Abbey Street ; Swansea, Quay Parade ;

Glasgow, Queen Street; Birmingham. 13, Temple Street,

Pure Aeratea Waters.
ELLIS'S RUTHIN WATERS.

Soda, Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Lithia, and for GOUT, Lithia
and Potass.
Corks branded "R.ELLIS AND SON, Ruthin," and every label

bears their Trade Mark.
Sold everywhere, and Wholesale of R. ELLIS AND SON, Rulhin,

North Wales. London Agents : W. BEST AND SONS, Henrietta
Street, Cavendish Square, W.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

ASTHMA. CHEST AFFECTIONS, and COLDS.—
JOZEAU'S SYRUP and PATE of LACTUCINE (active

principle of Lettuce) possess all the soothing properties of opium with-
out its dangers. Highly recommended by the medical profession.—At
G. JOZEAU'S, French Chemist, 49, Haymarket ; and all the best Che-
mists. Pate, 2J, 3d. and ij. ilti. ; post, 2j. 5i(i., and iJ. 3iii. Syrup, 21. grf,

URE of HAY FEVER—SUMMER CATARRH—
by Dr. LOCOCK'S WAFERS.—From Mr. BULLUs. 168, Hockley

Hill, Birmingham:—"One person sufl'ered from Hay Fever—Summer
Catarrh—took the Wafers, and found almost immediate relief" 'fhey
give instant relief to Asthma. Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
and all Disorders of the Throat. Price is. I'/id. per bo.^, of all

Druggists.

BILIOUS and LIVER COMPLAINTS, Indigestion,
Sick Headache, Loss of Appetite, Drowsiness, Giddiness,

Spasms, and all Disorders of the Stomach and Bowels are quickly
removed by that well-known remedy, FRAMPTON'S PILL of
HEALTH,
They unite the recommendation of a mild operation wilh the most

successful effect; and where an aperient is required nothing can be
better adapted.
Sold by all Medicine Vendors, at is. i^d. and 2J, i)d. per box, or

obtained through any Chemist.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at u.ij^rf., 2s.t^.,^. &d.,ani iiy. *

/COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
^"^ These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers of the Camomile, They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the

irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the

luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed

upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-

liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,

nor arc they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to slate that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with

an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes

at iJ. ij^rf., 2J. prf., 43. M., tmd iis.,aswell as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE,

In boxes at u. iH''-, 2-'. <yi-t ¥• W., and iw,
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THE "ARCHIMEDEAN" LAWN MOWER.
LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

REDUCED PRICES.

LIST OF PRICES.
10-inch, suitable for a Lady or a Boy •••

12-inch, „ a Lady or a Boy ...

14-inch, „ a Man
16-inch, „ a Man (on level Lawns)

DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE TO ALL RAILWAY STATIONS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

No Charge for Packing Cases, which are most convenient for storing the Machine during the luinter.

£3
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Cinerarias,
AND CO. are now

prepared ^o execute orders for the SEED saved from their

unrivalled strain of CINERARIAS, in scaled packets, 3J. M. and 51.

eaiJi. Special quotations to the Trade on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks, -

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH
prepared to execute orders for the

VERBENAS, from Cutting pots, 410 6 inches high,

bushy strong plants. For price, which is low, apply to

JOHN CARTER, Nurserj-man. Keighley.

Dahlias.
KEYNES. CastleJOHN KEYNES. Castle Street Nursery.-

Unrivalled Collection of D.^HLIAS ready on May i.

Street
n ^

CATALOGUES on application.—Salisbury, April 27.

Self Carnations. Cloves and Plcotees.

CHARLES TURNER offers strong Plants of the
above, for borders, at low prices.

The Royal Nurseries, Slouj^h^

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli. &c.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest

quality only. Post free on application.

Higheate Nurseries, London, N^
'

Bedding Plants.

GEORGE POULTON has a splendid stock of the
above to offer, in nice healthy plants, by the dozen, 100, or 1000.

For prices, description, &c.. see CATALOGIIE, free for one stamp.
Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmonton, Middlef^ex.

HOMAS SAMPSON, The Preston and HoundstoneTHO
Nu rseries, Yeovil, begs to call public attention to hi

COLLECTION of BEDDING PLANTS

PARIS, I
SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appomtment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading, Berks.

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and
Derivations; Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use,

liarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.
Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant. Worcester.

Agricultural Seeds.
RYE-GRASSES, CLOVERS, TURNIPS,

MANGELS, &c. Price LIST free by post on application to

DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Seedsmen, &c., 52, George Street,

Edinburgh.

Turnip Seed.

BOLTON AND CO. have to offer very fine stocks of
the above, at moderate prices, which can be obtained on

application.
BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green. London, N.

Special.

ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant,
5, A Ideate, London, E , begs to offer, in large or small

quantities, all kinds ol TURNIP, SWEDE, MANGEL, and other
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, at reduced prices; LIST of which will

be sent post free on application as above.

mostly at 21. per do^cn,
CATALOGUES free on

Notice to Sutoscribers.

SUBSCRIPTIONS, payable in advance, including
Postage to any part of the United Kingdom :—

Three Months .. 5s. iihd.
\
Six Months ., its. lid.

Twelve Months . . £1 ^s. lod.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to WiLLIAM
RiCiL'^RDS, at the King Street Post Office,

Publishing Office, 41, Wellington Street, W.C.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY. Regent's Park.—
The LAST EXHIBITION of SPRING FLOWERS this

season will take place in the Gardens, on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
May 8. Tickets 10 be obtained at the Gardens only, price ar. td.
Gates open at 2 o'Clock.

The SUMMER EXHIBITIONS will be held jon MAY 22, 23;
JUNEi9,2o; JULY 10,11. Tickeisarenowbeingissued,price4S. each.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

SPECIAL NOTICE to EXHIBITORS.
GRAND NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1872.

MAY 17 to 24.

The large Glass Exhibition House will be heated, so that tender
subjects, as Orchids. &c , will not suffer.

ENTRIES CLOSE on MAY 7.
Botanic Gardens, Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

BEDFORDSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
—A FLOWER and FRUIT SHOW will be held at LUTON,

on JULY 25 and 26. in connection with the above, £130 offered in
Prizes. ForSchedulcsapplyloMr, J. J. KERSHAW, Hon. Sec, Luton.
Also, a POULTRY, PIGEON, and RABBIT SHOW, Open to All

Comers. £75 offered in Prizes. For Schedules apply to Sir. F. C.
ALSTON, Hon. Sec, Lnlon.

New Roses, in Strong Healthy Plants.

JOHN FR.-\SER, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, E.,
begs to offer fine plants of the best NEW ROSES for 1872.

Many of the plants are from 15 to 18 inches high, and will soon furnish
good buds or cuttings. Priced LIST on application.

NEW ROSES for 1872.—All the best New Roses for
1873 now ready, in fine strong plants.

TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE ROSES, in 6-inch pots, adapted
for greenhouse culture or for planting out in conservatory, extra fine
strong plants.

W^l. WOOD AND SON, Nurseries, Maresfield, Uckfield. Sussex.

Tea-scented and Noisette Roses, In Pots.
By the DOZEN, HUNDRED, and THOUSAND.

WM. WOOD AND SON invite attention to their
enormous stock of Dwarf ROSES, in pots; the plants are

remarkably strong and healthy. Also all the best NEW ROSES for
1872. Ready for immediate delivery.

Woodlands Nursery-, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

hich will be ready for sending out in May.
application to

April 16, 1872. PETER DRUMMOND, Manager.

BEDDING PLANTS.—Before ordering Plants for

your Flower Garden, please send for T. L. MAYOS' CATA-
LOGUE, free on application, as he has an immense stock of the

choicest Icinds. and the cheapest ever oflered to the Public Special

prices for large quaniiiies, and Contracting Planters liberally dealt

with. WANTED. CENTAUREA CANDlDISSlMAj
The Floral Nurseries, near Hereford^

^

Bedding Plants, mostly 23. 6d. per dozen.

J SCOTT, Merriolt, Somerset, has during the last

• 19 years offered one of the best Collections of the above, at thr-

lowest price they can be (rrown for. He again offers his Friends and
Customers his choice selections at the same moderate rate, and
solicits their kind orders, which shall have his best attention.

CATALOGUES gratis on application,

Bedding Plants, &;c.

KIRK ALLEN'S CATALOGUE of the above, all at
very low prices, ready shortly, and forwarded free on application.

The Nurseries. Brampton, Huntingdon.

NEW TRICOLOR GERANIUMS.—Achievement,
Ettie Bealc. Mr. Ruttcr. Mrs. Headlcy. Mrs. Dunnett, Howarlh

Ashton, Christine Nilsson, ^loonstonc, E.xcellent, Lass o' Gowrie,
Miss Pond, Mrs. Rou'iby, good plants, the set for 25s.

H. JACKSON, Blakedown. Kidderminster.

Pelargoniums for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of
FRENCH, FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strong Plants. CATALOGUES gratis on app'ication.

HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 vaiieties, seed or
plants, as per former Advertisement.

Crown Nursery, Reading.

British Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage
stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,

including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, SJdcup Hill, Kent.

Cabhage Plants.

THOMAS IMRIE and SONS. Ayr, N.B., offer

EARLY YORK and LATE DRUMHEAD CABBAGE,
SAVOYS and GREENS, at n. td. per 1000 tine strong plants.

clABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong, healthy. Drumhead
' Cabbage {Robinson's Champion) can now be supplied in any

quantity, at 3s. per 1000, by
JAS. IVERY AND SON, Dorking Nursery.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—About 4 acres of strong
Cabbage Plants, Robinson's Champion Ox Cabbafjc at 21. gt?

per 1000; also late Red Pole Cattle C.ibbage at 31, 6d. per 1000. All
orders above 50,000, 31/. per 1000 chcapi:r. Reference required (rom
unknown Correspondents.

WOOBERRY, Nurseryman, Hillinghurst, Sussex.

CABBAGE PLANTS. — Strong Robinson's Drum-
head, 2j. td. per 1000.

Strong Early Baltersea, Enfield Market, Little Pi.xie, and other early
kinds, 3J. per 1000. | Red Pickling, 41. per 1000

Remittances to accompany all Orders.

W. VIRGO AND SON, The Nurseries, Wonersh, Guildford.

CI lANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best that
X money can procure, all certain to grow, ai. td. per 100. This

delicious Vegetable does not require half trie expense usually incurred
in planting it. See RICHARD SMITH'S SEED LIST for 1872.

Extra strong SEAKALE, 21. per dozen.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.G. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
or VVheat ; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

BRITISH FERNS.— 12 named varieties, gs. ; 24 do.,
20*. ; 40 do., 40J.

; 50 do., 551. ; 60 do., 70J. ; 100 do., no/,;
too unnamed, all different, 50J. ; mixed, for outdoor Rustic Decoration,
40J. per 100. Priced CATALOGUES on application.

EDWARD SANG and SONS, Kirkcaldy, N.B.

LILIUM AURATUM.—The best and finest bulb
ever imported have just arrived from Japan.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare Plants,
King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

CHOICEST HYBRID PERPETUAL and TEA
ROSES, strong, in pots, loj. perldoren, 50 for /i. DAHLIAS,

50 choice sorts, 35. td. per doien,5o for i^s.td. Choicest FUCHSIAS
y. per dozen, 50 foriof. W. ZONAL GERANIUMS. 50 choice sorts,
21. td. to y. td. per dozen, 50 for lor. td. CATALOGUES post free.

R. THORNHILL. Bowdon Nurseries, Bowdon, Cheshire.

NEW ROSES for 1872.—Strong healthy plants of
the choicest and best varieties, 3or. per dozen. Descriptive

LIST on application.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches. Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

RICHARD WALKER has to offer for cash :—Mixed
laced PINKS, £1 per 100. White DAISIES, Crown, Hen-and-

Chickcn. all at 51. per 100 ; do. Pearl, ai. td. per 100. POLYANTHUS,
8i. per 100. Giant King POTATOS, loj. per cwt.

Market Gardens. Biggleswade, Beds.

_ Aucuba Pollen.
TOHN STANDISH ^AND CO. can now supply any
tJ quantity of AUCUBA POLLEN in one shilling and half-crown
packets. Post free for stamps.
Also MALE AUCUBA PLANTS, with flower buds, at from 2*. td.

to 5*. each. Royal Nurseries, AscoL

Musa Ensete.

MR. WILLIAM BULL can now supply nice plants
of this rare M USA, at 1% guinea each.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W,

GOLDEN FEATHER. -Strong plants, in beautiful
colour, from the open ground, havinn stood the winter, 81. per

100. FIELD BROTHERS , Broughton Nurser>-, Chester.

0~NE HUNDRED THOUSAND PYRETHRUM,
orGOLDEN FEATHER, Seedlings, u. 3;*. p 100; loj- o. 1000.

100,000 STRAWBERRY Plants, cheap, to name, price on application.

GERANIUMS, Stella, Tom Thumb, and mixed, 121, per 100.

YELLOW CALCEOLARIAS,8j.p.ioo,outofstorepots. Terms cash.

S. COX, Nursery-man, &c.. Bull Ring, and Gravel Hill, Ludlow.

EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading,
W^
WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,

Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours ;

AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Eariy

Spring Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

SALE, several handsome ORANGE and
LEMON TREES, RHODODENDRONS, and MAGNOLIAS,

in tubs. Mr. BIFFEN. Chemist, Heme Hill. S.

Tj^OR
JJ LEW

Choice Cut Flowers
WANTED, to SELL on COMMISSION. — I

particulars, apply to J. H. POUNCE, Florist, Nurserym
Seedsman, and Salesman, The Flower Mart, Villicrs Street, Char
Cross, London, S.W.

Agricultural and Garden Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Trade CATALOGUE of
« HOME-GROWN SEEDS is now ready. It contains all the

very best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

VERY GAR DEN rTe Q U I S I T E
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holbom, London.

HELIOTROPE, strong plants, spring-struck, 6y. per
100: LOBELIA PUMILA GRANDIFLORA, 51. per log

;

401. per 1000, package included, for cash only.

S. BIDE, Alma Nursery, Farnham.

Spring Plant Catalogue.
CHARLES TURNER'S New Descriptive LIST is

now ready, and may be had on application.
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
32, Maida Vale, Edgwarc Road, W.

JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

To the Trade.
DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING'S SPECIAL LIST

of NOVELTIES for the Present Season is now published, and
will be forwarded post free on application.

Stanstead and Rutland Park Nurseries, London, S.E., and Edinburgh.

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium.
• having just published a NEW CATALOGUE of PLANTS

for the present season, begs to inform his Patrons and the Public that

the same can now be had free on application to his Agents. Messrs.
R. SILBERRAD AND SONS. 5, Harp Lane, Tower Street. EC.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery, 134, Faubourg
de Bruxetles, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had. free,

from his Agents, Messrs, R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

ALEXIS DALLIERE, NURSERYMAN, Ghent, Belgium,
having just pubhshed his PLANT CATALOGUE for 1872,

begs to inlorm his Friends and the Public that it can now be had
post free of his Agents, Messrs, R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5i Harp
Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E,C.

WANTED, 5000 good bedded strong STRAW-
BERRY RUNNERS, of the following sorts:—Keena'

Seedling, Sir Charies Napier, Alice Maude, President, Dr. Hogg.
Address, stating price, Capt. HARRIS, St. John's Common,

I Burgess Hill, Sussci.

Burmese Orchids.
MESSRS. TEUTSCHEL and CO.. Colchester,

AGENTS for the SALE of FOREIGN and RARE PLANTS,
have received from Burmah, in first-rate condition, a Consignment ot

SACCOLABIUM VIOLACEUM.' SACCOLABIUM BLUMEI,
DAYI, AERIDES, &c Other Consignments to follow.

New Catalogue of Plants, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, containing Select Descriptive and Priced Lists
of Plants suitable for bedding and decorativ* purposes, Ac.,—
Delphiniums, Double-flowered Pyrethrums, Hardy Aquatics, Saxi-

fragas, Sedums, Sempervivums, Sweet ^'iolcts, &c., is now published,

and will be forwarded to applicants.—Exotic Nursery, Tooting, S.W,
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Strong Geraniums and other Bedding Plants, Cheap.

WM. POTTEN can still supply plants as Advertised
in the Cardetiirs' ChrenicU of the ijlh and 20th inst.

LOBELIAS, good FUCHSIAS, AGERATUMS, IRESINE LIX-
DENI, CALCEOLARIAS, in sorts, from store pots, by the
dozen, 100, or 1000, cheap.

A LIST, with Prices, on application. The Trade supplied.
WM. FOTTEN, The Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staptehurst, Kent.

KEAFBEDbTNG"'GERAN fUNlsT^^he foflowing
choice sorts at per dozen, for cash : — Lady Cullum, 35.61/.;

Lucj- Grieve, 6j. ; Louisa Smith, 3J. td. ; Mrs. Dix, 6j. ; Mrs. Pollock,
2i. 6d.; Sophia Cusack, 3s. td. ; Sophie Dumarestjue, 2s. M. : Caroline
Longfield, 31. 6rf, ; Mrs. John Clutton, 6s.; Prince Silverwings, 6j. ;

Eeauty of Calderdale, 2s. td. ; Duke of Edinburgh, 3s. td ; Kentish
Hero, 2s. 6d. Package td. per dozen. A list of 250 varieties post free.
Remittances requested from unknown Correspondents.
ALFRED FRYER. The Nurseries. Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

Variegated Geraniums. Wholesale Prices.WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine strong Plants of the
followine varieties at per dozen :—Mrs. Bcnyon, 3s. ; Mrs.

Dix, 65. ; Mrs. Pollock, 2J. 6if., 205. per 100; (jueen Victoria, 6J. ; Sir
R. Napier, 6r. ; Sophie Dumaresque, 2s. 6d.; Italia Unita, 2s. 6d.;
Albion Cliffs, 3s. ; Alma, 25. 6d. ; Bijou, 31. ; Flower of the Spring,
as, 6d.; Jane, y. ; Lady Kingsbury, 3*.; May Queen, 4s.; Mrs,
Lennox, js. ; Mrs. Vidler, 3^. ; Queen of Queens, 3s. ; Shottesham
Pet, 34. ; International (fine gold self), 4s.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

THIRTY THOUSAND GERANIUMS, Scarlet and
others, of Little David, Tom Thumb scarlet and white, Donald

Beaton, Helen Lindsay, Amy Hogg, Mrs. W. Paul, Amelina
Grippeau, and 50 other sorts.

30,000 CALCEOLARIAS aurea floribunda. Sparkler, Prince of
Orange, Californica, Amplexicaulis, &c.

1,000 CALCEOLARIAS, Herbaceous, blooming plants, extrafine, in

4, 5, and 7-inch pots.
10,000 GERANIUMS, Tricolors, Gold and Silver, Mrs. Pollock,

Sophie Dumaresque. in 30 varieties.
ACACIA ARM ATA and CYTISSUS FRAGRANS, very fine bloom-

ing plants, in quantity. The above can be offered very cheap.
H. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nursery, Lancaster.

NEW ZONAL GERANIUM, CRIMSON KING
(Eckford).—Dark crimson, shaded with violet; fine smooth pip

and extra lar^e truss* close sturdy dwarf; a most profuse bloomer. A
remarkable lint bedding variety, quite new in colour. Plants now
ready, 51. each. A Plate of this for 14 postage stamps,

NEW VERBENAS for 1872, Eckford's.
PLUTO,—Orange-red, shaded dark round a bold lemon eye, large

pip and truss ; fine snow fiower. 5^. each.
LADY EDITH.—Pure white, with a pale rosy-purple ring round

the eye ; fine form and truss, ss. each.
LADY GERTRUDE.—Very pale lilac, with a rosy-mauve ring

round a pale lemon eye; extra hne. 51. each.
MAUVE QUEEN.—Pale Hlac-mauve, with a large sulphur eye;

fine and very distinct. A qem.
ISA BRUNTON,—Plum colour, tinted with blue, and large pale

eye. gs. each,
GRAND DUKE.—A very fine ruby-crimson, of large size, and very

showy. 5s. each.
Five First-class Certificates R.H.S. A Plate of these for 14 stamps.

Plants now ready.
JOHN KEYNES, Sal i sbu ry.

THOMAS PESTRIDGE begs to offer the following
NEW GERANIUMS, as quite distinct from othern in their
respective classes, and well worth adding to any collection :~

BLUSHING BRIDE, -Silver variegated, with blush-white fiowcrs,
similar to Madame Vaucher; robust and compact habit, with an
unusually broad edging of creamy-white. Received Second-class
Certificate and First Prize Royal Horticultural Society, South
Kensington, ys. 6d. each.

BRILLIANT, Golden Tricolor,—A very bright and richly marked
zone ; quite distinct, and the brighcst Tricolor Geranium ever sent
out

; good and compact grower. los. 6d. each,
ACME, Golden Tricolor.—A bright and well-defined zone, of rich

carmine; the bright colouring of this variety is retained in the old
leaves much longer than any other variety ; will become a general
favourite lor bedding-out. 7s. 6d. each.

SALAMANDER, Golden Tricolor.—Bright red zone, and retaining its
bright colours throughout the summer and winter months ; a very
good or free grower, 7s. 6d. each

Plants ready first week in May.
The following are now ready at per dozen :—Lady Cullum, 3*. ;

Louisa Smith, 3J, ; Lucy Grieve, 6.';. ; Prince of Wales, 241. ; Mrs.
Turner^ 4s. ; Mrs. Headley, iSs. ; Sophia Cusack, 35. ; Italian Beauty,
41.; Prince Silverv-'ings, 31. ; Princess Beatrice, 31. ; May Queen, 35.;
Criterion, 55. ; Princess Alexandra, 35. ; Imperatrice Eugenie, 65.
Package free. Terms cash.

The Greenway Nursery, Uxbridge, Middlesex,

Bedding Geraniums.

JR. PEARSON, Chitwell, Notts, will send
• TWELVE of his best FLOWERING VARIETIES,

SEEDLINGS of 1S71, for 251., including package. The following
Nurserymen have ordered from two to six collections :—

Emerson. W. C. M., Lincoln
Thomson, W., Clovenfords, N.B.
Dickson, Jas., & Son, Chester
Walton, Hy. Marsden, near Burn-

Icy, Lancashire
Chater, J., Cambridge
Cranston, J., King's Acre, near

Hereford
Dickson, Jas., & Sons, Edin-

burgh
Edwards, Geo., York
Lee. J. & C, Hammersmith
Dickson, F. & A,, Chester
Exton, R. H., Great Crosby,

Liverpool
Butcher, J. W., Slratford-on-

Avon
Mather, G. E., Derby
Shephard, J. C, Bedford
Frettingham, Hy., Beeston
Perkins, J. & E., Leamington

Fisher Holmes & Co., Hands-
worth

Backhouse, Jas., & Son, York
Todd, Wm,, Grantham
Holmes, E., Whittington
Williams, E. S., London
Hooley, John, Stockport
Veitch, Jas., & Son, Chelsea
Perkins, Thos., Northampton
Henderson, E. G., & Son, London
Hammersley, Thos., Leek
Paul, Geo., & Son, Cheshunt
Ker, R, P. Grassendale, near

Liverpool
Caraway & Co., Bristol
Burgess & Kent, Pcnkhuil
Smith, Richd., Worcester
Smith, Chas., Derby
Gibbons, F., Bramcote
Cooling, E, Derby
Cannell, H., Woolwich
He is also sending out WILLIAM SANDAY, a grand "Tricolor

variety, at loj. 6<i:. a plant. Small plants of this kind made shoots from
12 to i3 inches King out-of-doors last summer,

/^EORGE SMITH, in offering the following NEW
vTV .k^^^^^^; ^^^ ?^^^^ pleasure in assuring his Floral Friends
mat tney are of the finest quality, and cannot fail to give general
satisfaction, viz.

—

NOSEGAY GERANIUMS.
CAVEN FOX.—Rosy-scarlet, a beautiful and unique shade of colour,

pip large and beautifully formed, fine truss; this variety will be^und an acquisition, being of free habit and compact. Awarded a
t irst-Class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society, and also
by the Royal Botanic Society, 7s. 6d. each.

DELIGHT (GFORGii Smith),—Delicate peach blossom, white eye,
truss of immense size and produced in profusion: this is a most
beautiful variety, and warranted to be the finest light variety ever

- °^^t^^' w"h foliage slightly zoned, js. 6d. each.
l-LAME.—This variety is remarkable for its brilliant colour, being

vermihon-scarlct, truss of exquisite form and large size, very com-
pact and beautiful, of good habit, foliage slightly zoned. Awarded
tirst-Class Certificates by the Royal Horticultural Society, and

T>r»T r V i'-ii*
Royal Botanic Society. 7s. 6d. each.ruLLY KING.— I'cach blossom, edged with white, white eye, petals

stout and of fine form, quite new in colour in the Nosegay section,and jn every way a most desirable addition to its class. Awarded
ni/ i^ .l^^.r^",'';*^^''^^ ^Y^^^ Koyal Horticultural Society, andalso by the Royal Botanic Society, ys. 6d. each.Where 6 of any of the above distinct varieties are ordered 7 will be

sent
;
an.l whc-rg ,7. .;vill be forwarded.

ATT,«. ,^
^^W FUCHSIA,

^pS?f'»o^^1eTin7r^;^,=^e^^^ea^ch'"'^'^^^^^^^^^• ^^ ^'^

The above Novcllics, in cood planls, to be sent out the first week
. . A u ,'? "'?> "'"'^' biscouM to the Trade.

n.C, 'i'^'"."'"'
coloured dravving of Fuchsia Alpha and GeraniumDelight, handsomely atraneed in one plate, by J. UlacFarlane, free bvpost in exchange for i8 postafic stamps. '

Tollington Nursery, llornsey Road, London, N.

NO IV READY,

C^ A R T' T-^ T-? ' '-^

ILLUSTRATED PLANT CATALOGUE
FOR 1872, CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF THE BEST NEW PLANTS OF THE SEASON,

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF PLANTS, &c.

Post Free Sixpence, Gratis to Purchasers.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN AND THE PRINCE OF WALES,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W. C.

NE^V ROSES, 1872.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons
ARE NOW PREPARED TO SUPPLY GOOD

ESTABLISHED PLANTS IN POTS OF ALL THE BEST VARIETIES,
A LIST of which can be had on application.

Price 30s. per dozen.

USUAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

NOVELTIES.

WM
NOVELTIES.

NEW PELARGONIUMS,
Raised by R. B. Postans, Esq.

MONT BLANC (Silver-edged).—Flowers white. First-class Cer-
tificate. Price It

r-edged).—Flowers white.
. 6ti, each.

MOUNTAIN MAID (Silver-edged).-Flowers white. Price los. IH.
each.

SNOW WREATH (Silver-edged).—Flowers while. Price ss. each.

VIRGIN QUEEN (Silver-edged).—Fiowcrs white. Price ss. each.

NEW PELARGONIUMS.
LADY DOROTHY NEVILLE (Silver-variegated).—First-class Cer-

tificate. Price 21S. each.

PRINCESS HEATRICE.—(Silver-variegated.) Price 7s. M. each.

COUNTESS of FLANDERS (Golden-variegated).-First-class Cer-
tificate. Price 21S, each.

HAS TO OFFER THE FOLLOWING, READY FOR DELIVERY IN MAY :-

NEW HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSE.
PRINCESS BEATRICE (Wm. Paul).—Flower deep pink, with clear

blush margin; large, full, and of globular form. Three First-

class Certificates.

" Princess Beatrice . . . now presents unmislakeable proofs
of being a Rose of rare excellence. ... It was most deservedly
awarded a Floricultural Certificate." — Gardeners' Magazine,
April, 1872.

" The new variety called Princess Beatrice being particularly
fine."

—

Gardejters' ChrtniicU, April, 1872.
" Mr, Wm. Paul sent a splendid group of Roses in pots, in-

cluding Princess Beatrice, which received a Floral Certificate,
and well it deserved it, being very large, full, and beautiful in

colour,"

—

Jaiirnal of Horlicnlture, April, 1872,

Plants, 10s. fid. each.

The best of the NEW FRENCH ROSES, price 3J. (yd. each.

MARATHON (Wm. Paul).—Nosegay. Price 51. each.

MONICA (Wm. Paul},—Zonal. Price 55. each,

CARRIE COCHRAN {Wm. Paul).—Zonal. Price «. W. each.

PINK PERFECTION (Wm. Paul).—Double Zonal. Price 35. M.
each.

AVALANCHE (Wm. Paul).—Silver-edged. Fiowcrs white. Price
3s. 6d. each, i8j. to 24s. per dozen.

WALTHAM BRIDE (Wm. Paul).—Silver-edged. White flowers.
First-class Certificate. Price 2J. dd. each, i8j. to 241. per dozen.

MARCHIONESS (Wm. Paul).—Silver-variegated. Price s^. each.

WALTHAM BRONZE (Wm. Paul). — Price 21. to 3s. td. each,
181. to 30J, per dozen.

DR. DENNY'S ZONAL PELARGONIUMS. — Three First-class
Certificates. Price 151. the set of seven varieties.

Specimens of many of the above may be had at advanced prices.

For descriptions, see SPRING CATALOGUE, Post Free
to all applicants.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
(one of the Oldest Nurseries extant)

IS NOW CONDUCTED BY A COMPANY, WHO ARE
PREPARED TO

WAEEANT GENUINE
EVERY ARTICLE SUPPLIED TO THEIR CUSTOMERS.

THEIR STOCK AND RESOURCES ARE ALMOST

INEXHAUSTIBLE;
AND

THEIR MOTTO IS "LIBERALITY."

Please write fortheir ROSE and FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE, andalso for their SEED CATALOGUE,
just published.

Address, JOHN BESTER (Manager),

PINE-APPLE NURSERY, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W,
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For Present Sowing.

U T T O N S
Fresh Imported

FLOWER SEEDS—ASTERS, STOCKS,
WALLFLOWERS, &c,

s

' Complete Collections of the above at {;i 25,, f^t lu. M., Ci is., and

lOJ. 6./., Irce by post or rail; and separate varieties from is. perpacket.

Frederick FerklnB Leamington Broccoli

EETTERIDGE'S PRIZE QUILLED ASTER.

Twelve varieties, separate $i,^d.

Six varieties, separate so
The same in mixture per pkt. i 6

For further particulars, see SUTTONS' DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUES, gratis and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by appointment to the Queen and
the Prince of Wales, Reading, Berks.

Ct^OYDOv Bedding Plants.

ARCHD. HENDERSON'S
Descriptive and Priced CATA-

LOGUE of BEDDING PLANTS is

now ready, containing all the Novelties

of the past two years. The stock is in

fine condition; for extent and vigour
unsurpassed.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS of

cver^- description.

KITCHEN and FLOWER GAR-
DEN SEEDS from the most cele-

brated English and Continental
Growers.

CATALOGUES to be had gratia

and post free on application.

A. HENDERSON, Sion Nursery,
Croydon, Surrey, S.

FREDERICK PERKINS has great pleasure in

recommending this splendid BROCCOLI as being very dis-

tinct, and superior to any other Broccoli in cultivation. It is quilc

self-protcctinp, and has the appearance of the Sugar-loaf Cabbape.
When growmg the flower is almost pyramidal in shape. 1 he
engraving is an exact copy of one shown before the Fruit Committee
of the Roval Horticultural Society, April 3, 1872. The flower was
7 inches deep, '])-^ inches in diameter, and weighed 4!>i lb. when
trimmed for cookmg, and has the delicate flavour of the Cauliflower

when cooked.
Opinions of the Press.

Gardtntrs' Chronicle, A^t\\bj 1872.—"Mr. F. Perkins, Leamington,
sent, under the name of the LeamingtonJBroccoli, a very interesting

form with large heads, remarkably well protected with leaves, more
resembling those of a Cabbage than a Broccoli."

Gciydcn, April 6, 1872.—"A few good heads of Broccoli were ex-

hibited, A rather curious kind, called Leamington, from Mr.
Perkins, was shown, and, judging from one we saw cut open, it

appeared to be an improvement on the others; the flower was very

white, compact, clean, and closely covered over by several layers of

leaves, just as if the flower was produced in the middle of a close-

hearted Cabbage. This self-protection was represented at the meeting
to bemg likely to induce rot as protection, but this we hardly imagine
to be the case."

Seed, i^. per packet. The usual Trade discount.

FREDERICK PERKINS, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,

Regent Street, Leamington. Nursery at Lillington.

s KED POTATO S,

5s. per cwt.
Early Rose
Early Goodrich
King of Potatos
Webb's Imperial
Berkshire Kidney

JAS. CARAWAY .^nd CO., Durdham Down, Bristol.

SUPERB NEW HARDY CLEMATISES FOR 1872.

The following named varieties have been selected from many hybridised seedlings, raised

by 1. Anderson-Henry, Esq., and are now offered for the first time. They are decided improve-

ments on all other recent introductions of this beautiful genus ; the flowers, which are produced in

great profusion, are of extraordinary size, fine form and substance, and very rich in colours :

—

IjAWSONIANA.—Beautiful rosy-purple, slightly veined with darker shade ; the flowers sketched for plate

ineasuired 9^ inches in diameter.

HENRYII.— Beautiful creamy-white, large flowers and free bloomer.

SYMESIANA.— Pale mauve or lavender ; a beautiful shade of colour
;
petals broad and of fine substance

flowers nearly as large as Lawsoniana.

Plants in May, Sis. each, or 63s. the set of three varieties.

The usual Discount to the Trade.

Orders Ari respectfully requested, and will be executed in rotation as received.

Plates of those beautiful flowers, 2j. 6d. the set, or gratis to purchasers, will be ready in a few days.

PETER LAWSON & SON, Edinburgh and London.

TO BE SENT OUT ON MAY 20.

Messrs. Geo. Jackman & Son
HAVE GREAT PLEASURE IN OFFERING

A SET OF THEIR HARDY FREE-FLOWERING CLEMATIS,
V!2. :

—
C. THOMAS MOORE, pucy violet, white Btamens, passiflora-like. First-class Certificate.

C. MRS. JAMES BATEMAN, pale lavender, fine. First-class Certificate.

C VITICELLA RUBRA GRANDIFLORA, bright claret-crimson. First-class Certificate.

C. ALEXANDRA, pale reddish-violet. First-class Certificate.

C. VELUTINA PURPUREA, rich blackish mulbeny. First-class Certificate.

Fifteen Shillings each. The Set of Five Varieties for Sixty Shillings.

See CLEMATIS LIST for full descriptions.

1^ Orders booked, and sent out in rotation.

Their Descriptive. Priced and Illustrated CLEMATIS LIST of NEW, CHOICE, tiARDY, and FREE-
FLOWERING SPECIES and VARIETIES, with Cultural Directions and Opinions of the Press, can be had
Free on application.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

New Hardy Bedding Plant.THYMUS CITRIODORUS AUREUS
MAKGINATUS (Lcmon-sccnled Gotd-edccd Thyme), raised

by FISHER HOLMES and CO.-An exceedingly pretty Ttiyme, of
an erecl-Krowing but much branched habit, with larKc obovatc leaves,
which arc of a verj' bright dark green in the centre, and witli a broad
rich eoldcii-yellow marRincd varieRation ; is very handsome and
attractive. It will prove very effective for edginE flower beds, borders,
or riband planting, and for growing in masses on banks, or in other
varied forms; it may be grown as bushes or pyramids for winter
bedding, having proved perfectly hardy. AltoKcthcr, it may be con-
sidered as one of the most charming bedding plants known, and with
the additional delicious fragrance ofthc swcct-sccntcd Lemon Thyme.

It was e-xhibitcd at the Royal Horticultural Society on June 21,
1871, and received a First-class Certificate ; also at the Royal Horti-
cultural Show at Nottingham, a First-class Certificate.

8j. per dozen ; 50J. per 100.

FISHER HOLMES AND CO., Handsworth Nurseries and Seed
Warehouses, Sheffield."

Verbenas, Verbenas—Mrs. Pollock, &c.
WILLIAM BADMAN offers Purple, White. Scarlet,

and Rose VERBENAS, from single pots, laj. per 100 ; rooted
cuttings, 6s. per 100, 5W. per 1000.

LOUELIA SPECIOSA (true), from cuttings, IS. <od. per ioo;as*.
per 1000.

FUCHSIAS, double and single, ds. per 100.
HELIOTROPIUM, dark and light, 65. perioo.
TROP.-EOLUM Mrs. Treadwell, fine bedder, 6s. per lOO.
AGERATUM Imperial Dwarf, 51. per 100, 4OJ. per 1000.
1 RESIN E Lindcni, fine dark foliage, 8j. per 100.
CALCEOLARIA aurea floribunda, 51. per 100.

GERANIUM Mrs. Pollock, from smgle pots, 20J. per loO.

,, Sophie Dumaresque, uom single pots, aoi. per loo.

,, Jean Sislcy, finest out, 5J. per dozen, 301, per 100.

,, Madame Lemoine, Crystal Palace Gem, Vesuvius,
Lord Uerbv, Waltham Seedling, &c., 151. per 100.

Mixed ZONAL GERANIUMS, good sorts, from single pots, rar.
perioo. Package included. Terms cash.

Cemetery Nurserj', Gravcscnd,

Choice Flower Seeds, Post Free.

BS. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
• Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Holloway, London, N. Perpacket-5. d,
Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Slixcd,

IS. f)d., 2s. 6d., 1J. 6d., ana 5 o
Plants from this Seed have always been awarded l-irst Prizes

wherever exhibited.
Williams' superb strain of BALSAM it. 6rf. and 2 6
Ncill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,

IS. 6d., 2s. 6d., 3J. 6d., and 5 o
WeathcriU's extra choice strain of CINERARIA.

II. 6d. , 21. 6d.
, 3 J. 6d. , and 5 o

Wiggins' prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. u. 6d., 3S. 6d., and 3 6
CARNATION, from prize flowers 10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, new scarlet Larkspur .. a 6
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .. .. i a
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest erect varieties .. .. .. i o
HOLLYHOCK, Chater's finest varieties .. .. is. and 2 6
PANSY, finest show varieties , ,, ii. and 2 6
PANSY, finest Belgian varieties if, and 2 6
PICOTEE, choice mixed 10
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize strain .. .. «. and i 6
PRIMULA JAPONlCA, in six beautiful varieties .. each 2 6

,1 ,, mixed .. ., ,. ..' ..26
EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..26
Dwarf Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-

mended 10
SOLANUM HYBRIDUM COMPACTUM .. ai. M. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA. Enchantress as. 6d. znd 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA, van Perfection u. M. and 2 6
Saunders" fine dark WALLFLOWER 10
Imported GERMAN ASTERS, STOCKS. WALLFLOWERS,

ZINNIAS, &c., in collections as imported.

GLADIOLI, choice named sorts .. per dozen, 6j., gj., and 12 o
„ BRENCHLEYENSIS, strong bulbs, 2s. perdoi., loj. 6rf. per lOf.

,, English Seedlings, very fine, zs. 6d. per dozen, 16s. per loa
A'ictoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

EstabUshed 1793.

^.^S^ KING'S
/^>X^^^^^^^\ HOME-GROWN, UNRIVALLED

l^fl JI^L Y^U HARDY PRIZE STOCKS OF

nl ^P H ^^^^^^ WURZEL,

W%/^ M/. SWEDES,
'?y^Q^^^|^r|S*^^^^$F AND OTHER

^^^^'^^^^^IJ!^^ TURNIP SEEDS,
THE HARDIEST AND BEST STOCKS IN ENGLAND.

Selected from Large Roots.

I^ive per Cent, discount for Cash.

BUY DIRECT FROM THE GROWER.

SeedFarms—COGGESHALLand PEERING, ESSEX,

Per Ib.-J. d>

KING'S CHAMPION ORANGE GLOBE, producing roots
many of them 42 inches in circumference, and very fine

quality i o
FISHER HOBBS' ORANGE GLOBE 09
KING'S ESSEX FAVOURITE YELLOW GLOBE, very fine

variety • .. •. o g
MAMMOTH LONG RED i O
KING'S ELVETHAM LONG RED, a heavy cropper. . .. o lO

KING'S FINE LONG YELLOW, from Roots, many of them
36 inches long 09

KING'S INTERMEDIATE, very true .. .. ,, ,. a la

KING'S CHAMPION DRUMHEAD CABBAGE ., ..20
KING'S DRUMHEAD SAVOY, very large 9 o
LARGE GREEN KOHL RABI 16
KING'S EXTRA FINE TRIPLED CURLED PARSLEY,

6if. per packet.

KINGS MIXTURES of GRASSES and CLOVERS, for all

Soils, at moderate prices.

Much cheaper by the Cwt.

Swede and Turnip Seed at moderate prices.

No Common or Ordinary Stocks kept.

The growth of all Seed tested before sending out.

The Seed is New, and Nett Growth of 1871, Eiitra Clean Dressed.

From Richard Solley, Esq., ToUtsbury.

"The Champion Orange Globe, grown from Seed supplied by you,
is the best I have ever seen."

From Mr. Thomas Everett, North Creak.
" I wag very much pleased with the Champion Orange Globt from

the Seed you sent me."

Large purchasers ofthese Unrivalled Hardy Stocks supplied at Special
Moderate Prices.

A SILVER CUP and OTHER PRIZES will be given fof
COMPETITION to Growers from Seed Supplied by J- K, King.

Farm Seed Lists, with Prices and numerous Testimonials, now
ready, post free on application.

Carriage Paid to all Stations on Orders of aof. and upwardf.

JOHN K. KING,
SEED GROWER, COGGESHALL, ESSEX.

Established 1793.
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NEVv^ PLANTS FOR 1872.

James Veitch & Sons
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY ARE NOW PREPARED TO SEND OUT

THE UNDERMENTIONED SPLENDID NOVELTIES.

ADIANTUM AMABILE.
(Moore.)

A truly beautiful and elegant species, described as follows at p. 27

of the Cardemrs" Chronicle of 1869, in a review of the new introduc-

tions of the preceding year:—" Turning to Ferns, we find amonpst
the Maiden-hairs alone enough to render tlic year memorable. Thus
Adiantum amabile and A. decorum, both much divided in_ their

fronds, are amonest the most elegant and graceful of their race."

It is further described by Mr. Moore, of the Chelsea Botanic

Gardens, in the GarJmtrs' Chronicle of i368, p. logo, as follows :—
"The fronds arc of a beautiful light green colour, thin and mem-

branaceous in texture, and small and elegant in rep^ard to the siie and
form of their ultimate divisions. These 'peculiarities, together with
the gracefully curving lines assumed by the fronds and the pinna;,

render it one of the most lovely of the Maidcn-hairSj and one which
cannot fail to become a favourite in all choice Ferneries. The lobin^

of its fronds alone gives it a character perfectly distinct from that of

any other similar species at present known in our gardens or herbaria.
•' We have here another of the choice introductions of the Messrs.

Veitch & Sons, throuf^h their collector, the late Mr. Pearce, who
appears to have had a singularly keen eye for discovering meritorious

novelties, and whose loss is on that account all the more to be
deplored by the horticultural public. It was obtained from Peru, and
is a free-growing cool stove Fern, attaining from 15 to 18 inches in

height."
We may add that the fronds of this most distinct species average

14 inches m length by lo inches in width, and that, when young, they
possess a most agreeable perfume.

It has received Two First-class Certificates.

Price, per plant, ioj. 6d.

BEGONIA INTERMEDIA.
(Hort. Veitch.)

This remarkably fine hybrid Begonia is the result of a cross between
the B. Veitchii and B. boliviensis.

In habit it partakes strongly of the B. boliviensis, being a strong
upright-growing plant, brancriing freely, and attaining an average
height of 15 to 18 inches. The leaves have much the form and sub-
stance of the Veitchii, but are toothed like boliviensis The flowers

are oflhe size and form of Begonia Veitchii, and resemble it also in

colour, but are of a rather darker shade.
This is the hardiest hybrid we have yet raised. It succeeds well in

a greenhouse, and can be wintered in a cold frame—indeed, it has
lived during a mild winter out-of-doors with us.

It was awarded a First-class Certificate at the Exhibition of the

Royal Botanic Society, June 14, 1871, and a very excellent plate is

given in the Floral Magazine of February, 1S72.

Price, per plant, ioj. 6d.

CROTON WEISMANNI.
{Hort. Veitch.)

One of our most distinct and best introductions ol late years.

It is a plant of very striking character, and the better to convey a

correct idea of its beauty, wc transcribe the report given in the
Gardeners' Chronicle of 1868, p. 659, when this splendid plant was
first exhibited :

—

"Foremost among new Ornamental-foliaged Plants was Croton
Weismanni, from Messrs Veitch, a glorious species, with a habit
something like that of a Drac^na, and long narrow leaves, striped

and mottled with gold of the brightest possible hue. This is indeed
an acquisition."

The plant is of very graceful habit and of free growth. The leaves

attain a length of from 10 to i3 inches, and a width ot three-quarters of
an inch. They are very acute at the apex, the upper surface dark
shining green, with gold blotches, the mid-rib and margins golden
yellow, under surface similar, but paler green.

When exhibited in 1868 it received the First Prize [a Silver Medal)
as the best new foliage plant exhibited.

It should be Rrown in the most select collections-

Price, per plant, 31.?. 6d.

CROTON LACTETTM.
(Hort. Veitch.)

A distinct and very free-growing variety, with bluntly acuminate
leaves, which measure from 6 to 8 inches in length, by a to 3 inches in
width. The upper surface of the leaf is a dark shining green colour,
the mid-rib and veins being very broadly marked with milky or
yellowish white colour, rendering it most distinct from any other
known variety.

Dr. Masters, when publishing his descriptive list of our newly-
introduced Crotons in 1868, alluded to this as "the whitest of the
series." It is a plant which colours very freely, and it will be most
useful for decoration on account of its distinct character.

It was awarded a First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticultural
Society's Meeting, April 17, 1872.

Price, per plant, 21^,

CALADIUiyt PRINCESS OF TECK.
(Hort. Veitch.)

This IS the finest golden-leaved Caladium yet offered to the public.
It is a robust and free grower, attaining a much larger size than aily

other yellow leaf variety. The ground colour of the leaf is a bright
orange yellow, which towards the veins is suflused with rich deep red
It is altogether a very striking and desirable novelty.
We purchased the entire stock of this novelty from M. Bleu, of

Paris, who has succeeded in making so many fine additions to this
useful class of decorative plants.

Price, per plant, 10s. 6d.

DIEFFENBACHIA BAUSEI.
(Hybrid.)

A very distinct and striking hybrid, raised at the Chiswick Gardens
of the Royal Horticultural Society, from whence we purchased the
entire stocK.

It was first exhibited by us during the past year, and the following
description of the plant exhibited by us at Nottingham is taken from
the report of the exhibition in Gardeners' Chroniclt

:

—" Dieffenbachia
Bausci is perhaps the finest of all the Dieffenbachias. It is a stocky-
prowing broad-leaved variety, with leaves of a yellowish green,
irregularly edged and blotched with dark green, and also spotted with
white, the marking being particularly effective."
The plant is of dwarf habit, the leaves averaging ig inches in length,

being of two colours of green, and densely spotted with white. The
stem is of a very dark green colour, and the base of the leaf-stalk
being white, adds much to the distinct and striking character of the
plant.

It is a hybrid between D.picta and D.Weirii,and is in every respect
a first-rate novelty.

It has received Two First-class Certificates.

Price, per plant, 21s.

DRAC^NA WEISMANNI.
(Hort. Veitch.)

A very distinct and elegant Dracaena, with gracefully drooping
leaves, of a light bronzy colour, with red margfins, in the younger
leaves the colour breaking out into creamy white. The plant is of
very free growth, and is described in the Gardeners' Chronicle of
July I, 1871, p. 841, as "a welcome addition to this fine decorative
genus." And again, in giving an account of the New Plants exhibited
last year, at p. 7 of the Gardeners' Chronicle of 1872, the Editor
describes it as " one of great merit."
We exhibited it at the Great Nottingham Exhibition of the Royal

Horticultural Society, June 27, 1871, also at the Royal Botanic
Society's Exhibition, June 14, 1871, and on each occasion it received a
First-class Certificate. As a decorative plant it will prove a most
useful addition to our Dracaenas.
Worthy of a place in every collection.

Price, per plant, 31J. 6d.

DRAC-ENA YOTTNGII.
(Hort. Veitch.)

A robust-growing kind, received by us from J. R. Young, Esq., of
Sydney, after whom it is named. In habit it is more spreading than
any other Dracana wc know.
The older leaves arc of a glossy copper colour, while the younger

ones are of a beautiful light green, sufiused with a rosy tinge, and all

are frequently striped with dark red.
The plant is of^ a robust constitution, and will be consequently a

most useful addition to this fine class of decorative plants.

Price, per plant, 21/.

GRAVESIA BERTOLONIOIBES.
A very pretty dwarf-growing nielastomaceous plant. It has ovate

leaves, which attain an average size of 4 inches in length, by 2J4 in
width. They are of a very delicate texture, the ground colour being
of a rich velvety-green, and the whole of the veins delicately lined and
shaded with a silvery-white variegation. The leaf is also densely
covered with very fine hairs. The plant grows but a few inches in
height, and is a most desirable acquisition for all select collections of
stove plants, and forms a desirable companion to the beautiful
Sonerillas, Bertolonias, &c, now so well known.

Price, per plant, ys. 6d.

PAULLINIA THALICTRIFOLIA.
A vcrj* beautiful semi-scandent stove foliage plant, which will le

most useful for all kinds of decorative purposes. It is of slenHr

r

growth, producing very freely its beautifully cut leaves, which resemble
the fronds of a highly-divided Maiden-hair Fern. The matured leaves
are of a striking bright green, the young shoots and foliage being of a
beautiful rosy tint.

The plant may be grown either on a trellis or in the bush form, and
as such is a very great acquisition, both as a plant for table decoration
or lo cut from.
This plant was introduced from the Braiils through the late Mr,

Bowman. It has received First-class Certificates both at the Royal
Botanic and Royal Horticultural Shows.

Price, per plant, 3ij-, 6d.

PRIMULA CORTTJSOIDES GRANDI-
FLORA. (Hort. Veitch.)

A very distinct and beautiful variety of this splendid herbaceous
plant.

In style of growth and foliage i: is exactly similar to the Primula
cortusoides amcena. Its flowers are, however, much larger than those
of that variety, concave or cup-shaped, an^! slightly drooping. The
exterior of the flower is of a beautiful deep rise colour, the inside
almost white, the contrast being thus most ple^'ing and cffeclive.
This variety, as well as the others already sent out, was introduced by
us through the late Mr. John Gould Veitch, who sent it to us from
Japan. An excellent Illustration of this fine plant is given in the
Florist, 1870, p. 193, and wc strongly recommend it to all lovers of Chis
class of plants.

Price, per plant, js. 6d.

RHODODENDRON BROOKIANXTM
FLAVUM.

A very handsome free-growing kind, introduced by ourselves from
Borneo. It is a showy plant, with thick dark green very glossy
leaves, and producing freely its bunches of clear yellow flowers, whica
remind one of the paler varieties of Rhododendron javanicum. It is a
very desirable novelty. It thrives best in a temperature averagine
60 degrees. It was awarded a First-class Certificate at the Roy^
Horticultural Society's Show, April 6, 1869.

Price, per plant, 31J. 6c/.

NEW PALMS.
Messrs. JAMES VEITCH and SONS have much pleasure in offering the undermentioned THREE SPLENDID NOVELTIES

received by them from Lord Howe's Island. These Palms are perfectly distinct from any varieties hitherto in cultivation, and, succeeding

thoroughly in a temperate house, they cannot fail to be generally grown. As Palms suitable either for decorative or exhibition purposes they

will be invaluable.

VEITCHIA CANTERBTTRYANA.
Probably the most robust growing dwarf species yet introduced.

The stem and leaf-stalks are very stout, and the leaves, which are
divided much as in Seaforthia elegans, are more robust than in that
kind. They are of a beautiful bright green colour.

From its fine habit and robust constitution we are confident this

Palm will become one of the very best either for exhibition or decora-
tive purposes yet known.

Price, good plants, 31J. 6d. each.

KENTIA AUSTRALIS.
This Is a much more stcnder-growing species than the preceding,

and will probably eventually prove to be the dwarfer grower

It is a plant of exceedingly graceful habit, the leaves being finely

divided and elegantly arranged. They arc of a beautiful dark green

colour.

Good young plants, 2ij. each.

The Set of Three together, eSs.

KENTIA FORSTERIANA.
This proves to be a very fine Palm, in habit somewhat resembllite

K. australis, bUt being a stronger grower than that species, and per-

fectly distinct from it in all, respects. The leaves arc more robust
and of a darker green, and not quite so finely divided. We believe

this will prove to be the larger grower of the two.

Good plants ais. each.

A NEW ILLUSTRATED DESCEIPTIVE CATALOGUE
Of the above and many Novelties sent out by other houses will be forwarded Free ort application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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JAMES BROOKE & CO.,

FAIRFIELD, MANCHESTER.

ORCHIDS and their CULTIVATION.
As the cultivation of Orchids is rapidly on the increase,

the details connected with their management becomes

more and more a necessity. To meet this want, we have

given a new complexion to our CATALOGUE, by

rendering it a readable introduction to Orchidology, with

Cultural directions, and in it we have boldly advocated

the leading principles that regulate their growth, the

adoption of which has made our own management of

this charming race of plants so successful. Sunlight.—The
sun is the lord of all life, therefore we subject those we
can to his warming and stimulating influence. Food and

Water.—As Orchids cannot live on pure water, and prefer

to obtain their support from the atmosphere rather than

the soil, we give them their support alter a natural man-

ner, by supplying the atmospheric moisture with the

product of some simple vegetable matter undergoing

decomposition.

With an atmosphere free from all vitiating acids, the

plants guarded against any stagnating influences, mois-

ture combined with warmth supplying a stimulating and

acceptable nourishment, their cultivation is made easy,

and successful growth to be calulated upon with cer-

tainty, as we believe it is no part of their nature to give

real trouble.

See our CATALOGUE, "The FAIRFIELD
ORCHIDS," from ourselves, or Messrs. BRADBURY,
Evans & Co, lo, Bouverie Street, London, E. C.

,

price 3^.

Having thus provided the cultivators of this charming

race of plants with details respecting their varied natures

and excellencies, we shall, of course, be expected to

furnish the plants themselves at the most reasonable

prices possible, so as to place them within the reach of

the general public, and give them the opportunity of

trj'ing if, by following our own methods of culture, they

may not greatly simplify the whole matter.

We append, accordingly, a list of the prices at which

we can furnish plants, and confidently leave it to our

friends to note for themselves how very moderate they

are :

—

Dendrobium Falconeri, an. to 631. each; D. Wardianum, 63*. to

J051. : D. chrysotis, au. to 631. ; D. McCarthise, 435. to 84J. ; D,

heterocarpum, 5*. to aii. D. moniliforme, lor. 6d. to aij. ; D. tranS'

parens, S'- to 211. ; D. Dcvonianum, 71. bd. to an. ; D. nobile, $s. to

105J. ; Odontoglossum graiide, js. 6d. to los, 6rf. ; O. Insleayi, 71. 6d. to

10s. 6d, ; O. citrosmum, 71. 6d. to 10*. 6d. ; O. luteo-purpurcum, 25J, ;

O. gloriosum. 25J, ; O. Alexandra (Bluntii), 211. to 63J. ; O. Pescatorci,

ai5. to 63J. ; O. Rossi superbum, an. to 31*. 6d. ; O. crocidypterum,
421. ; O. platyodon, 31J. 6d. ; O. ramulosum, 311, 6d. ; O. Bictoncnse,
x$s. i i). Uroskinneri, 10*. 6d. to 15J. ; Vanda cccrulea, los. 6d. to 1051.

Pleione Wallichii, 31. 6d. e.ich, 30*. per dozen; P. lagenaria, 51. to

xoj. 6d. ; Cypripedium hirsutissimum, 71. 6d. to 21J. ; Cattlcya Mossiae,
7J. 6d. to 21J. ; C. maxima, 31J. 6d. ; C. Triana:, 15s. ; C. Warneri, 7u.
Barkeria Skinneri, iw. 6d. to 631. ; B. spectabilis, los. 6d. to 63J.

;

Calanthe vestita, 3*, 6d. to 21J. ; C. Vcitchii, ioj. 6d. to 421. ; CocloEyne
cristatuDi, los. 6d. to 63J. ; Oncidium Papilio, 7*. 6d. to lOr. 6d. ; O,

Kramcri, an. • O. Lanceanum, fine variety, 15*.

If the selection be left to J. B. & Co. , they undertake to

supply at the following rates :
—

12 really good, free flowering, beautiful sorts, 5 guineas.

24 ditto, including rarer sorts, to to 20 guineas.

50 ditto, ven* fine collection, 30 to 50 guineas,

100 ditto, the higher priced, including fine and many very rare
specimens, 50 to 100 guineas.

Gentlemen commencing Collections, or having only a
few kinds, the names of which may be given, would be
supplied in this way much cheaper than if selected sepa-

rately from the List, and with sorts of sterling merit.

The Catalogue contains such sorts as are really useful,

and which, being in general demand, are most regularly in

stock. The Collection will be regularly increased with
new and good ones, and any not in stock will, as far as

possible, be procured to order, at as low a price as they

can be supplied.

A Special Descriptive CATALOGUE
OF

ORCHIDS, PALMS, FERNS, CYCADS, &c.,

Post Free.

PINES.
Our stock of these (one of the largest in England)

consists of about 1200 plants of all sizes, and we can

supply from suckers to fruiting plants, good, healthy, and

clean, at prices according to size.

Montserrat is chiefly grown ; this variety we can supply,

succession plants, from zs. 6d. to los. 6d., and fruiting

plants lai. 6d. to 425. each. Other sorts are grown, such

as Smooth Cayenne, Black Jamaica, Charlotte Rothschild,

&c. The last mentioned is highly recommended as a fine

variety, in way of Queen, growing to 10 or 12 lb., and a

fine new winter variety.

Now Ready, Post Free to all Applicants.

B. S. WILLIAMS'
NEW PLANT AND

GENERAL CATALOGUE
Which, in addition to select LISTS of the

general NURSERY STOCK, also contains the

following CHOICE NEW PLANTS, which

are now offered to the Public for the first

time, and which will be ready for distribution

in May ne.xt :
—

.^chmea Marias Reginse.
This 15 undoubtedly one of the most superb nromeliaceom plants

ever introduced to the gardens of Europe, and during the past season
was awarded a First-class Certificate at the RcKcnl's Park Botanic
Society's Exhibition, a First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticul-
tural Society's Exhibition, and also a Special Silver Medal for its great
beauty and superior excellence. It is a beautiful slove perennial, of
robust habit, the leaves arc arranged in a vase-like manner, recurved
towards the end, from la to 18 inches long, and dark green. The
flower-spike is erect, and rises Jrom the centre, the lower portion

clothed with large oblong boat-shaped bracts of a rich magenta shaded
with rose, and which remain for two months in full perfection ; the

upper portion is thickly studded with flowers, which arc tipped with
dark blue, changing with age to rose. Price 631. each.

Adiantum Capillus-Veneris undulatum
(Moore).

A remarkable variety o( dwarf compact habit, with very large and
broad, dark preen pinnar, which are beautifully undulated at the
margins. It is perfectly distinct from any o'.her variety, and has been
awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society.

Price 31/. each.

Davallia Tyermanii.
This is, perhaps, the most beautiful of all the Hare's-foot Ferns yet

introducctf to cultivation ; it is of dwarf compact habit, and, on
account of its being suitable for growing as a basket plant, for

Wardian cases, or for general decorative purposes, as well as for

public exhibition, it is a valuable addition to this lovely order of
plants. It is an evergreen species, having deltoid, tripiimate, rich

dark green fronds some 7 or 8 inches long, and nearly as much broad
at the base. The rhizomes arc somewhat slender, and densely clothed
with large, silvcty-whitc, chafTy scales, which contrast charmingly
with the deep green of its fronds. It has been awarded a First-class

Certificate at Snulh Kensington, a First-class Certificate at the
Regent's Park Botanic Society's Exhibition, and also at the ^tan-
chcsicr Spring Sleeting in February of the present jear. Price
315. each.

Erica TurnbuUii.
A very desirable and distinct garden hybrid, raised by Mr. Turnbull

of Bothwcll Castle. It is of good habit, an abundant bloomer, and
very showy : the flowers are produced in umbels of from three to six,

tube upwards of an inch and a half long, deep reddish-pink in colour,
the limb is white, and the throat dark purple. It blooms in August
and September. Small specimens 635. each.

Fuchsia Emperor of Brazil.
A pleasing free-flowering variety; flowers very double, tube and

sepals deep reddish-crimson, sepals broad and well reflexed; corolla
regular and very double, rich violet-purple flaked with rosy-carmine.
Price 71. 6rf.

Fuchsia Prince licopold.
This is a profuse bloomer; habit good, flowers large and very

double, tube and sepals deep crimson, the latter broad and well
reflexed ; corolla very regular, deep violet, the upper part shaded with
carmine. Price 71. 6a.

Fuchsia Purity.
Habit good ; tube and sepals bright carmine, very broad and per-

fectly reflexed ; corolla single and regular, pure white. Price
7*. M. each.

Gloxinia Mr. Thos. Binney.
A fine erect flower^ of great size and good substance; throat bright

red, whilst the limb is ol an intense deep crimson. Price ioj, 6d. each.

Gloxinia Purple Prince.
A superb erect flowering variety, of good habit; the flowers are

large and limb broad, the tube is white without, the throat and lobes
of inc limb deep violet-purple, margined with blue. Price 101. bd. each.

Gloxinia Scarlet Gem.
Flowers erect, large, tube white, the throat freckled with lilac and

stained bluish-mauvc at the mouth ; the limb is broad and even, and
of an intense vivid scarlet. It has received a First-class Certificate.

Price loj 6rf. each.

Pelargonium Mrs. J. Pottle.
A distinct variety, of the Nosegay section. It is very dwarf and

compact in growth, and is, perhaps, the most prolific bloomer ever
sent out; as a bedding plant it is unsurpassed, as the trials it has
undergone for the last three years fully prove. The truss is dense and
globular, flowers a soft pink shaded with cerise; its distinct colour
and profuse blooming quality will render it a general favourite. Price

51. each.

Double-flowered Chinese Primrose, Peach
Blossom.

A most effective variety, of free and vigorous habit, presenting quite

a new feature in the colour of its flowers, which are large and full, ot

a most beautiful carmine-pink suffused with peach; truss very fine,

and produced well above the foliage. Price 7^, 6d. each.

Viola cornuta Magnificent.
This beautiful variety will be found quite equal in sire to the two

varieties previously sent out by me, viz.. Perfection and Enchantress,
and far superior in colour. It is of the same free-branching habit as

the above named kinds, but somewhat more robust in growth, whilst

in colour it is very distinct and superior; the flowers arc borne well up
above the foliage, of great substance and rich deep violet-purple. Its

hardy constitution and profuse blooming qualities will render it one ol

the most beautiful of spring and summer bedding or border plants.

Price 3*. W. each, 341. per doi.

Verbena Blue Boy.
A great acquisition to our bedding Verbenas, robust in growth, and

of free blooming habit, the flowers are deliciously fragrant and intense

rich blue, a shade of colour so much needed for the embellishment of

the flower garden. Price 3J. (xi. each.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON. N.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

SHOW of AZALEAS, ROSES, &c., MAY i, 1873.

AWARDS ol the JUDGES.
Class i.—9 ROSES, in pots, distinct. (Open.)

ist Prize, Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nurseiics, Slough, £7.
2d, Messrs. Paul & Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, £,^.

Class 3—6 ROSES, in pots, distinct. (Open )
ist, Messrs. J. Veitch & Son, Royal Exotic Nurseries, Chelsea, £5.
-Ith, Mr. E, Rowe, Gr. to Mrs. Lewis, The Rookcrj-, Roehamplon, 15%

Class 3.—
-^ ROSES, in pots, distinct. (Amateurs.)

ist, Mr. E. Elhs, Gr. to J. Gallworthy, Esq , Coombc Warren,
Kingston, ^3.

2d, Mr. E. Baxter, Gr. to C. Keiser, Esq., Broxbournc, Herts, £2,
3d, Mr. J. James, Gr. to W. F. Watson, Esq., The Redlces,

Islcworth, ^i.

Class 5.— 12 SHOW AURICULAS, distincL (Open)
ist, Mr. C. Turner, £,1 los. | 3d, Mr. J. James, X'-

Class 6.-« SHOW AURICULAS, distinct. (Amateurs)
ist, Rev. H. H. Dombrain, Wcstwcll Vicarage, Ashford, £t.
2d, Mr. J. James, 151.

Class 7.— 12 ALPINE or FANCY AURICULAS, distinct. (Open.)
ist, Mr. C. Turner, Ci. \

3d, Mr. J. James, ioj.

Class 8.-6 GREENHOUSE AZALEAS. (Open )

ist, Messrs. H, Lane& Son, The NurscricB, Great Berkhampstead, ^Cj.

2d, Mr. F. Hill, Gr. to H. Taylor, Esq., The Poplars, 20, Avenue
Road, Regent's Park, £,^.

3d, Mr, C, Turner, ji3.

Class 9.-3 GREENHOUSE AZALEAS. (Amateurs)
ad, Mr. J. Herrington, Larkbere, Thornton Road, Clapham Park, £3.
3d, Mr, C. Baldwin, Gr. to B Drew, Esq., Streatham. Surrey, £1.
Equalid, Mr. G. Wheeler, Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., M.P.,

St. John's Lodge, Regent's Park, £1.

Class 10.—3 GREENHOUSE AZALEAS. (Amateurs who have not
previously taken the Society's Prize for Azaleas.)

ist, Mr.F. Hill, £2.
I

3d, Mr. J. Herrington, £1.
ad, Mr. J. James, £2.

\

Class 11.-6 EXOTIC ORCHIDS. (Open.)
ist, Mr. W. Denning, Gr. to Lord Londesborough, Grimston Park*

Tadcaster, £e,.

ad, Mr. W. Bull, t^urseryman, King's Road, Chelsea, £1.
3d, Mr. G. Wheeler, j£2.

Class 12.—« HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS, distinct. {Open.)
ist, Mr. J. James, £1 tas.

2d, Messrs. J. Dobson & Sons, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, £i.

Class 13 —COLLECT ION of CUT ROSES. (Open.)
ist, Messrs. Paul & Son, £1 loi. | 3d, Mr. E. Rowe, lOf.

MISCELLANEOUS—EXTRA PRIZES.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, for Group of Roses, Maples, Spiraeas, &c.
Mr. W. Bull, lor Collection of Plants.
Mr. C. Noble, Sunningdalc Nursery, Bagshot, for Collection of

Clematis.
Mr. C. Turner, for Collection of Tricolor Pelargoniums.
Mr. T. S, Ware, Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, for Group of Hardy

Foliage and Spring-flowering Plants and Cut Pansics.

Mr. B. S. Williams, Nurseryman, &c., Upper Holloway, for Collec-
tion of Plants.

Mr. W. Denning, for Collection of Orchids.
Mr. W. Paul, Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, for Collection of

Geraniums.
Messrs. Standish & Co., Royal Nurseries, Ascot, for Collection of

Plants.
Mr. E. Baxter, for Group of Amaryllis.
Mr- M. Needle, Gr. to H.R.H. the Comte de Paris, York House,

Twickenham, for Two Boxes of Ophrys and Orchis.

GRAND FANCY FAIR.—A GREAT HORTtCUL-
THRAL EXHIBITION (in AID ol the NEW SOUTHERN

HOSPITAL), will be held in SEFTON PARK, LIVERPOOL,
MAY 21 to 23. Liberal Prizes, amounting to over ^400, are offered.

His Royal Highness Prince Arthur has graciously consented to be
present at the Opening, on Tuesday, May 21. For Schedules, &c.,
apply to R. WILSON KER, Hon. Sec, Horticultural Society,

6, Basnett Street, Liverpool,
Exhibitors of Garden Implements, ?Iorticultural Buildings, &c.,

will please Tender for Space to H. FRY, Esq., 40, Castle Street,

Liverpool.

Notewortliy HortlciUtiulBts and Botanists.

NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS ot
NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS

is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already
appeared, and separate Copies (price 6d. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, viz. :

—

Dr. Hooker, C.E., F.R.S.

W. Wilson Saunders, F.R.S.

Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.

M. Decaisne
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.

Dr. Moore, of Glasnevio

Professor Reichenbach.
Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS,

Covent Garden, W.C.

Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A,
E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.
James McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.

'

James Bateman, F.R.S.
Berthold Seemann, Ph.D,
Archibald F. Barrok,
Hon. Marshall P. Wilder.

41, Wellington Streetf

SA TURDA y, MA V 4, 1872.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday, May 6—Entomological 7 P.M.

It—Crj'Stal Palace (Great Flower Show).

THERE is one point connected with the
modern system of Glazing Hothouses

which does not appear to be so fully impressed
upon the minds of gardeners as one would have
supposed it must have been ; at least, we judge
this to be the case from the answers given to

questions bearing on this point in certain exami-
nation papers v/hich have recently passed through

our hands. The chief difference,of course, between
ancient and modern glazing is the closeness of

the latter compared with the former ; larger,

much larger panes of glass are used, and conse-

quently there are fewer, much fewer openings
over the glazed portion of a hothouse roof.

This difference is by no means inconsiderable,

and exerts a powerful influence upon the internal

atmosphere.

What, then, is the first obvious and important

difference as regards the management of such a

house—that is to say, a house close-glazed with

large sheets of glass, in the modern style ?

Singularly enough, throughout the papers above
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referred to, not one reply touches the vital ques-

tion which the inquiry raises. Some thought the

houses would be more easily kept warm, and that

this must be an advantage, and a reason for pre-

ferring the modern over the ancient style ; some
thought more internal moisture would be neces-

sary, but none of the replies indicated a percep-

tion of the fact, that the first consideration in

such structures is, more careful and more abund-

ant ventilation. The exclamation, " Give me air

or I die," may well express, in this case, the

necessities of the plants.

Under the small-pane many-lap system of

glazing, there was an abundant infiltration of

fresh air continually going on—going on more-

over throughout the whole range of the glazed

surface, and no doubt this was highly beneficial

to most, if not all of the plants cultivated, though

it might have increased the coal bill by giving rise

to a larger consumption of fuel, in order to meet

the loss or escape of heat which would take place

through the many though minute openings. With

the modern system of glazing came in scalding

and burning to an extent unknown before ; or else

shading to an extent far beyond what could have

been otherwise required, became necessary as a

means of avoiding the evil—a state of things

which can scarcely be considered as compatible

with a high general tone of cultivation, though

it may be found suitable for certain shade-loving

subjects.

The fact is, that with close glazing gleams of

sunshine quickly raise the temperature in the

interior of a glazed structure to a height which is

dangerous, considering that the leaves of the

plants are, under these circumstances, for the

most part motionless, and the glass or the

surface of the leaves themselves bedewed with

drops of water, which act as lenses, and con-

centrate the heat-rays, to the destruction of the

leaf-tissues upon which they impinge. The
eTect of this is scalding, and is sadly disfiguring

to plants, to say nothing more. Hence the utmost

vigilance is necessary in the use of the ventilators

for the purpose of securing motion, however

slight, amongst the leaves ; also for the sake of

lowering the temperature, or at least preventing

it from rising to an excessive height ; and for the

purpose of dissipating, for the time being, the

condensed vapours which may be hanging about

the house or the plants.

As a practical illustration that the evil referred

to is associated with close glazing, we may, on

the one hand, cite the frequent scalding of the

leaves of Camellias in modern houses, and, on

the other, the rude health in which Camellia

plants may always be seen in tumble-down, crazy

structures of the olden type. The lesson is, that

we need the means of securing more efficient

and more constant ventilation, the unchecked

but gentle flow of fresh air—less or more, as the

conditions may vary, but unceasing except in the

most unpropitious weather—in our plant-houses

and forcing structures.

We have at various times laid before our

readers the results of recent experiments and
observations on the course of the Sap in Plants,
and the tissues through which it flows. The
results, moreover, of these experiments are

accepted as recognised facts, and are quoted in

all the text-books of vegetable physiology. We
need, therefore, only now call attention to some
of the more recent researches of Professor Hoff-
mann, of Giessen, relating to what is called

somewhat incorrectly the descending sap. Pro-

fessor Hoffmann's paper is contained in a
German journal devoted to forestry, and little

known in this country. For our summary we
are indebted to the abstract given by M.
DUCHARTRE in the last number of the Journal
of the Central Horticultural Society of France.

It will be remembered that according to modern
notions there is no such decided difference

between ascending and descending sap as was
formerly surmised, neither is the direction of the

current directed so mathematically upwards or

downwards as the words cited would imply. The
ascending sap, so-called, is to a certain extent a
nutrient fluid, it is not the mere crude imperfect

liquid once supposed ; it nourishes as and where
it goes, and it has its own special office to fulfil

in the economy of the plant. When it gets into

the leaves it loses much of its water by evapora-
^on, and in consequence of the chemical changes
dependent on the interchange of gases which
then takes place its constitution becomes changed.
It is now fitted for different work, and the object

of Professor Hoffmann's experiments, carried

on from 1859—1870, is to trace its course. This

was effected by removing rings of bark from

trees. If, in the spring, a ring of bark be

removed from a tree and the exposed wood be

scraped with a blunt knife, the following pheno-

mena may after a time be observed :

—

1. The exposed wood dies, but this decay proceeds

only slowly, and does not e.vtend to any great depth ; it

spreads gradually upwards, and especially downwards
from the margins of the ring—sometimes confined to the

surface of the alburnum, sometimes penetrating more
deeply. The decay is not confined to any one layer, but

may pass beyond it into another. In this dead portion

of the wood the starch is altered.

2. At the upper border ol the ring is produced a swell-

ing, which in the Willow (SalLf alba) makes its appear-

ance as early as the 19th day after the operation, but

which is not generally visible till after two or three months
have elapsed. Tliis swelling increases in each succeeding

year (provided the tree be not destroyed by the operation)

in decreasing ratio. It is made up of old and of newly-

formed bark, and beneath the latter of zones ot new wood
the outer rings of which are very thin and indistinct.

The outer surface of this new wood is everywhere covered

by new bark. The inner surface rests on the alburnum,

from which it is sometimes separated by a slight inter-

space, thus proving that the new wood is formed not on

or from the alburnum, but from the inner surface of the

bark. In one of his e.\periments M. Hoffmann obserx-ed

that the knife with which he scratched the surface

of the exposed wood had made a sort of furrow in it, and

that new wood was deposited in this furrow without any

union having taken place between the new wood and the

dead surface over which it was deposited.

3. At the same time a swelling is formed at the lower

margin of the ring, but this is often so inconspicuous as

not to be readily seen except on. longitudinal section.

In the lower sweUing beneath the old bark a quantity

of new bark is formed, but only a very small amount of

new wood, and which is produced, as in the former case,

from the inner surface of the bark, and which rapidly

thins out in a downward direction and soon disappears.

Hence below the cat the conditions are favourable to the

production of bark, but not to that of wood.

4. A week or two after the removal of the ring of bark

there appears from beneath the cut a number of vigorous

adventitious shoots which continue forming for a long

time if not suppressed as soon .as they ^appear. After

the month of August they are no longer formed.

5. The leaves of a tree which has been thus ringed

change colour in autumn sooner than those not so treated,

and the tint assumed by the leaves is different from that

of uninjured trees.

6. A tree thus treated usually dies in the course of a

year or two. The wood, however, is not changed nor

discoloured ; it seems lighter than usual, and the starch

disappears from the interior of its cells. The ringing

seems to produce fatal results more quickly when it is

performed in summer, or at the end of July. In this

case death sometimes takes place in the following spring.

7. The wound shows a strong tendency to close by the

production of a layer of wood covered with bark, and

which proceeds principally from the upper edge of the

cut. This new formation may cover the exposed albur-

num entirely or partially ; nevertheless this new layer of

wood is formed so slowly, that before the exposed albur-

num is covered it has time to die.

In all the trees examined by M. Hoffmann, the

Professor was at the pains to ascertain what were the

portions of the stem containing starch. Starch appears

to play a most important part in vegetable nutrition, and

is generally admitted to be formed in the leaves, and to

be transferred thence in different directions. The exami-

nation of portions of the trunk above and below the ring

revealed the existence of the starch above as well as

below the cut. The removal of a ring of bark then did

not interfere with the deposition of the starch, nor with

its passage from above downwards. Other experiments

showed that the ringing offered no impediment to the

transfer of the starch when necessary from below upwards.

Moreover, the starch can pass horizontally by means of

the medullary rays from within outwards, or from without

inwards (at least in the bark), since it has been before

remarked that new wood can be formed from the inner

face of the bark without contact with pre-existing wood.

It will be seen from what has been said that

our preliminary statements as to the direction

followed by the nutritive juices of plants is fully

borne out by M. Hoffmann's experiments,

which confirm the now generally adopted notion

that these fluids migrate from place to place

according to the requirements of growth, &c.
;

they pass from the manufactory or store-house

to the place of consumption, wherever that may
be. Lastly, M. Hoffmann's experiments show

the great share that is taken in these movements
by the inner layers of the bark.

With little or no ceremonial the second of the

series of annual International Exhibitions opened

on Wednesday last. Pictures, British and foreign, will

attract their many admirers, as last year ; sculpture is

probably better represented ;
jewellery takes the place

of the pottery, which was so charmingly illustrated last

year, and will, no doubt, prove even more fascinating

to the fair sex ; musical instruments share the same

gallery with the jewels. In the lower western galleries

are exhibits of Cotton, from the pod to the finished

fabric, with illustrations of the machinery by which

the transformation is effected. The visitor may
inspect numerous forms of cultivated Cottons, includ-

ing a fine series exhibited by Major Trevor Clarke.
The most attractive to look at is the Cuba

Vine Cotton, the *' bolls" of which resemble

bunches of Grapes. Many of the samples are artificial

products, due to the hybridising skill of Major Clarke
—a cross between Peruvian and Sea Island is a fine-

looking staple. True Indian Cotton, by which we mean
the produce of Gossypium arboreum, and which is com-
paratively rarely seen here, is illustrated by samples of

Hungunghat Cotton, from Mr. RivETT Carnac.
Other exhibitors show Cotton from Tahiti, Fiji, Queens-

land, South Russia, Venezuela, Seychelles, New Cale-

donia, Japan, South and East Africa, the Danubian
provinces. It would seem from this that, so far as

localities go. Cotton is well represented, but we fancy the

exhibition of varieties is not so extensive as it should be ;

and comparatively nothing is exhibited, so far as we have

yet seen, in the way of wild Cottons, or exhibits from

localities other than those well known already. Cotton-

cake, oil and paper made from Cotton fibre, are

valuable as indicative of the further development of

the resources of this beautiful plant. The exhibition of

Major Clarice's collection of living species of Cotton
is necessarily deferred for the present. The raw
materials whence paper is made are astonishingly

numerous, but scarcely adequately exhibited. Esparto,

of course, occupies a large place, and there are samples

of the fibre of the Paper-Mulberry, Esparto, Zostera,

the Tea Tree of New South Wales, straw. Rice-straw,

wood pulp. Bamboo, Daphne, Pine wood, down to the

Conferva which furnishes the ** Duck-weed paper."

We shall have other opportunities of alluding to these

matters, we therefore need only now assure our country

friends that they will find a visit to the Exhibition as

imperative this as it was last year.

. • We are informed that the parent tree of the

Pyrus spectabilis Riversii (which Mr. Rivers
thinks is the same as the P. s. roseo-pleno of the Florist

for February) is now (April 30) in full bloom with
Mr. Rivers at Sawbridgeworth, and is really beauti-

ful ; its short spurs of large blossoms give it a very

distinct appearance from the original variety, which is

now out of flower. Some specimens sent to us are

charming, but we do not agree that they are of the

same variety as that figured in the Florist. The leaf is

quite district.

Mr. Glaisher writes as follows on the State
of the Weather during the week ending April 27 :— ** In the vicinity of London the reading of the

barometer at the beginning of the week, at sea level,

was about 29. 5 inches. The decrease that had com-
menced on the 19th continued till the afternoon of

the 2ist, reaching its minimum (about 29 inches)

about 6 P.M. on that day. From the 22d to the

morning of the 26th the readings generally increased

steadily, though broken at times by slight oscillations.

The highest reading recorded was about 29.9 inches.

Till the afternoon of the 27th the values decreased

gradually, but showed a tendency to increase towards
night. The highest temperatures by day were gene-

rally near 60", rising, however, to 70° on the 27th ;

the lowest temperatures at night also were pretty

uniform, with the exception of the 27th, being within

two or three degrees of 40° ; the value on the day
above mentioned was 50°. The daily ranges of

temperature varied from 15° on the 24th, to 21° on the

2 1 St. The mean daily temperatures were above the

average from the 23d to the 27th ; the departures

being as follows :—21st, - 3°.4; 22d, o°.o ; 23d, +
I°.2; 24th, + I°.8; 25th, -t- S'.g; 26th, 5°.!; 27th,

+ 9". 5. The highest reading of a thermometer in the

sun's rays was 1314° on the 27th, and the lowest of

one placed on the grass was 33Jt° on the 21st. The
weather -was generally cloudy, though at times

extremely fine. Rain fell on the 21st, 22d, 26th, and
27th, but not to any great amount, the quantity

measured being but four-tenths of an inch. On the

evening of the 26th lightning was observed very

frequently. The general direction of the wind was
southerly, the pressures being light, but pretty

constant.

In England, the extreme high temperatures observed

by day ranged between 69!° at Blackheath, and 58° at

Liverpool, with a general average over the country

of 62^°. The extreme low temperatures at night

varied from 37* at Blackheath, to 3I:[° nearly at Ports-

mouth, the general average being 334°. The range

of temperature in the week varied from 354° at

Leicester to 23" nearly at Liverpool. The man high

day temperature ranged from 61' at Blackheath to

54j°at Leeds, the general average being 57°. The
mean lowest at night varied between 43" nearly at

Blackheath and 394° at Birmingham. The mean tem-

perature for the week was 47i^ the highest being at

Blackheath, 50°, and the lowest at Wolverhampton,
454". Rain fell on every day of the week at Wolver-
hampton, Liverpool, Manchester and Eccles, and at

otiier places on five or six days generally. The
greatest fall was 2 inches at Wolverhampton, and the

least a little more than a quarter of an inch at Black-

heath. Thus the last week stands out in marked
contrast to those preceding it for some time, the

aver.age fall being little more than ij inch over tlie

whole country. Snow fell at Birmingham, Wolver-

hampton, and Leicester on the 27th, and a heavy

thunderstorm occurred at Liverpool on the 25th.

In Scotland, the highest temperature by day varied

between 58° at Edinburgh, and 544° at Aberdeen,

with a general mean of 56^. The lowest temperature
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at night ranged between 34J° at Leith, and 29° at

Edinburgh, and the general average over the country

was nearly 324-. The highest mean temperature was

431° at Glasgow, and the lowest 40i° at Edmburgh,

the mean for the whole being 424°. Rain fell some-

what heavily over the country ; the greatest amount

measured was a little more than 14 inch at Edm-

burgh and Dundee, and the least nearly half an inch

at Paisley. The average fall was one inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 62°, the

lowest 344°, and the mean 474°.

At a meeting of the Chamber of Manufactures

of Adelaide, South Australia, in January last, Dr.

SCHOIMBURGK read a valuable paper on the culture of

Tobacco in various parts of Australia. He showed

conclusively that there are many districts well suited

to this crop. The difficulties seem to be the price of

labour and the deficiency of skilled manufacturers.

Neither of these can be considered fatal objections, and

when we are told that a population of a million and a

half spends annually on imported Tobacco nearly half

a million sterling, it seems quite lime the Australian

farmers bestirred themselves.

Messrs. Williams have submitted to us a

modification of their Archimedean Lawn Mower,

the lateral buds perish. The object of this is to prevent

the accumulation of tubers in any one spot, by facili-

tating what may be called a process of migration. It

is probable that the seedling Orchis acquires this

latter form only, in the first instance, and pro-

duces terminal tubers for some years without

flowering. Tlien circumstances alter, and flowering

shoots are produced. It is hence not until after

several flowerless shoots have been produced that

flowers and seeds are formed. It will be seen from

this that terrestrial Orchids undergo, under natural

circumstances, a series of alternations of generations.

In the second stage, the propagation by means of

lateral tubers may go on, under certain circumstances,

for years without the flowering stage being reached.

These facts supply the explanation of a circumstance

which often puzzles collectors—the great abundance of

Orchids in a given locality in one season as compared

with their rarity in the same spot another year.

Some years ago, a gentleman who is a keen and accu-

rate observer communicated to us a fact relating to

the Bee Orchis, which may in a measure be explained

by the peculiarities of growth just mentioned. "For
40 years a certain field was under the plough. After

this it was laid down for grass ; and the third year

after it was thus laid down there appeared in it at

own kind. I have very recently seen instances of
incipient Elm forests resulting from the spreading roots
of a few detached trees.

The tree the subject of the accompanying sketch*
(fig. 504) grows on the crest of a hill ; the marlslone of
which the hill is composed has been quarried, so as to
expose the roots of the tree on one side. The exposed
roots exhibit the tendency I have alluded to in the sur-

face or exposed roots to produce offshoots or suckers.

The instinctive power of avoiding spots or directions

calculated to be obnoxious to the well-being of the
roots of a tree is shown in the roots near the base of

the trunk, which have turned inward, to avoid that

part of the quarry that was being slowly bored. Other
roots, unable to turn back, have struck downwards
into the roclc, holding on with grim tenacity. The
example which this chance circumstance aff"ords of the

power of adaptation possessed by the roots of a tree, is

susceptible of practical application in the art of forestry,

and is in many points of view both interesting and
instructive.

Clusters of buds are developed on the exposed
roots ; these grow compactly, and form tufts as large as

ordinary birch brooms ; after a time one or t\\o shoots

take the lead, and as it, or they, grow the lesser ones
decay. Structurally, the character of the wood of the

Fig. 504.—ROOT-GROWTH of elm.

of which we were able to report very favourably last

year. A season's use only leads us to confirm what
we have before said. The chief alterations made this

year are the addition of another blade to the revolving

cutter, and of a protection to the gears, to prevent the

cut grass from clogging the wheels of the machine.

Our trials were made on a rough lawn on heavy land,

but we beheve the scattering of the grass would be
more beneficial on light, dry soils. During the

drought of last season, on one or two occasions only the

cut grass looked unsightly, and had to be removed.

The exact nature of the Orchid Tuber is

rather complicated, nor can it be said that botanists

are wholly of one mind concerning it. The life

history, however, is the point that most concerns
cultivators, on which account we give here a very
condensed account of the mode of growth of the tubers
of Orchis (Himantoglossum) hircinum, and refer to

another column for an account of the "habit "of the
tubers under cultivation. The species just named,
says Fabre, consists of three forms or stages— (l)

the flowering stage, in which the stem developes a
spike of flowers, whose function it is to propagate the
species by seeds ; (2) the propagative stage, in which
the stem produces no flowers but only leaves, in the
lowermost axils of which are developed tubers,—in
this stage the multiplication of the plant by tubers is

provided for
; (3) the dispersal stage, in which the

end of the stem becomes distended into a tuber, while

least 100 Bee Orchises— more, in fact, than existed

[query, in one spot of equal area?] in a circuit of

5 miles round."

ELM ROOTS.
Some forest trees possess the power that belong to

our most obnoxious garden weeds, of increasing rapidly,

and by superior activity of growth compassing the

destruction of any trees of less vigour and vitality that

may be associated with them. The Elm, Sycamore,

and Ash are very prone to squeeze other trees out of a

wood. The Ash and Sycamore fill the woods in which
they have attained maturity with seedlings, which aid

the parent trees in the task of extirpating other trees

less vigorous in habit of growth. The common English

Elm in many instances multiplies by means of suckers,

which spring up in great profusion from the wide-

spreading roots which often run just below the surface

of the ground, especially on hillsides or where a shallow

soil rests on a rocky substratum. The wonderful power

possessed by tender roots of penetrating the hard

ground, and going at once in that direction where the

most suitable food for the tree whose bulk of timber

they have to supply and form is to be found, is well

illustrated by the Elm. Seeking for rich and unex-

hausted soil, the roots strike out from the wood ; once

beyond the shade of the branches of the parent tree

suckers spring up, the saplings thus produced again

send out roots, and the Elm soon forms a wood of its

root and the stem produced from it differs in the non-

existence of pith in the root, in the more spongy
character of the woody matter, iu larger sap vessels,

and in the less definite indications of the medullary rays

and concentric markings which characterise the wood
immediately produced from it. The roots seem to

have guarded themselves from injury by assuming a

greater thickness of bark. William Ingram^ Beh'oir,

DISA GRAND/FLORA.
If we were called upon to select one species of

Orchid, more captivating, at first sight, than another,

that one would be the Disa grandiflora. With an
inflorescence so brilliant as to be dazzling to the eye,

and of such a quality or persistency of bloom as might

defy the most glowing and favoured representatives of

the bulbous race, little wonder that, when seen in true

character, a meritorious award should be voted it by
general acclamation. When we consider, also, that it

is a native of a climate not so greatly superior to our

own, and that in consequence tliere ought to be less of

the artificial about its rearing than what is generally

provided for the most favoured of this aristocratic

family of flowers, there is an additional inducement

for its extended cultivation. Unfortunately, ever since

'* The coloured sketch from which our engraving was taken

was made by Mr. Ingram's youthful son. Master Percy Ingram,

and is highly creditable to his talents as .in artist.
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the date of its introduction, which, to the best of

my searchings and knowledge, seems to have been
about the year 1823, it has laboured, and is labouring
yet, although not to the same degree, under the very
depressing influence of a bad name. We all know the

old adage about the dog with the bad name, and it

might indeed be applied to human beings as well as to

other life and things in general, and so the Disa has
had a somewhat checquered career. . It has been
introduced and lost, and re-introduced again, and the

loss of it and the want of thoroughly appreciating its

native situation, and other circumstances which have
a bearing either for good or for ill upon its life and
growth, has caused a hubbub about it. It has been
lost not only by the tyro of Orchid culture, but by those

who have proved themselves competent to grow the

general ruck of the family well, and that has been a means
of preventing many amateurs from purchasing it and
endeavouring to cultivate it. Another great cause, and
probably the chief cause, why Orchidophilists have
refused to grapple with it, has been the little morsels
offered to them for their one, two, or three or more
guineas, as the case might be. Of course there are

DIsas and Disas ; there is the Disa grandiflora, and
there is the Disa grandiflora superba, and there is even
ofTered something grander than that, if grandiflora

superba, as a specific article of nomenclature, could be
improved upon. Hence the difference in value, without
probably great difference of size or condition in the plants

offered. But although money or gold, looking to value
received in things in general, is not so valuable as it

was wont to be, the guinea will not go much further

now-a-days in the securing of a plant of Disa. The
importations have been more numerous, the success in

cultivation has become more general, consequently the
supply keeps abreast or ahead of the demand, and we
may now encourage the general amateur to get among
his gettings a fair-sized plant of Disa ; and if he attends

to the following instructions, I will promise him more
or less success in the growth and flowering of this

beautiful Cape Orchid.
When I first began its cultivation, like many other

growers, I did not quite understand what sort of
diet assorted best with its nature, and consequently
I had but very qualified success. I knew that it was a
Cape plant, and that of course it must not be coddled
up in heat, and, so far, I was able to keep it alive. But
whoever thought of attempting the cultivation of an
Orchid, even suppose it were a terrestrial Orchid, as a
sort of semi-aquatic plant !— and so my sparing
water supply ill suited the conditions demanded for

good living, and consequently my Disa refused for

years to reward me with a flower. I was a little chafed
at what I called the doggedness of nature of the Disa,
but I was glad to find that I was always able to keep
it alive. It was in the summer of 1862, I think, that

I read about the extraordinary {at that time) success of
Mr. Leach, of Clapham, when he exhibited sundry
varieties before the Floral Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society, and was rewarded according to

his deserts, as every one ought to be, be they good or
bid. We had from him or from some one else (I am
writing from memory) an account of how these prodi-
gies of culture were produced, and the chief bit of the
" wrinkle" to me, as an Orchid grower, was the hint
about the food supply, in respect both of the solid and
liquid—I mean solid in regard to the bog peat nature
of the soil, and liquid of course as to water supply. I

altered my plan accordingly at next potting period,
and although I had only a small plant—small by
comparison to what is offered now-a-days—I saw that,

what with the bog peat and the morsel, for verily it

was a morsel, of horse-droppings that I selected to in-

corporate, and what with the water supply and the
cold temperature, I saw from the next year's growth
that I was in the proper groove for commanding even-
tually a state of inflorescence. But I had this difficulty

to meet ; a poor growth, or a growth from poverty of
root supply, always requires greater care than a proper
or cultivated giowth. This indeed, by the way, is the
rock where want of success in cultivation founders the
plant system, and hence so many defeats. You have
the growing season, which in the Disa begins in
October or November, and finishes up when the inflor-

escence wanes in August or September. In a poorly
conditioned plant it may not begin till February, and
finish up in July. The grower has therefore to con-
tend with a long resting season, which, if not properly
watched, may end in rest of vital functions, so far as the
individual quoted is concerned. If you encourage a
second growth in the Disa at an improper time, you
may say farewell to it if it be in a weakly condition.
Well, a Disa that does not fulfil its annual functions of
spring, summer, autumn—from the budding of the new
growths to the perfection of them in the harvest of
flowers, needs more attention from the grower than a
Disa that fulfils all these functions, and then goes to
comparative rest. The grower, therefore, that begins
with a small morsel has all these difficulties to contend
with, and unless he be master of the situation—master
of the what to do and how to do it—he may not suc-
ceed ; when if he had had a flowering plant to begin
with he might have found little difficulty, and so going
on year by year increasing his stock, be counted there-
after a thorough master of the art of growing this so-
called difficult plant, the Disa grandiflora. There is

this lesson, therefore, deducible from the foregoing
remarks, if I be correct in my hypothesis—that no

amateur grower, with a gardener untried in the culti-

vation of Orchids, ought to purchase little morsels of

plants that require all the skill of the learned culti-

vator, not only to grow them, but sometimes to keep
them alive. I may be pardoned for promulgating
this, which might be called a piece of gratuitous advice,

because I have seen something of the evils of not

properly discerning the rights of this question.

But to proceed to the brighter side of the picture,

I have to tell your readers, or such of them as care

about the information, how the Disa may be treated

to produce annual crops of ffowers. Of course there

is much good or gain often deducible from the nega-
tive point of dealing with it, and consequently what I

have already set forth will point to much that at least

ought to be avoided. I have been asked more than

once the question, and I dare say many more with
similar luck— *' How did you learn to cultivate certain

plants that have reached a standard which, if rivalled,

you had had noopportunityoflookingintothesystem em-
ployed, or of comparing notes with a brother grower?"
My answer to this is that growers, and particularly

growers of the eccentric Orchid family, may unwittingly

hit upon a plan whereby success of a decided kind
smiles upon them, but more often it may be set down
to what by their experience they have learned to avoid.

Failures point to rocks ahead, and if you can divine
and avoid the conditions whereby failure has been
brought about, you have half-mastered the elements of
success.

I said the month of October was a period of the
early spring of the Disa under review. Well, sup-
posing it be the early spring, it is not the time when
you ought to repot it. You may do it without harm
but it is the safer and better plan to allow the shoots
to move upwards until, say, the month of February.
By that time, if the plants are healthy, the shoots
will be advanced to about 3 or 4 inches in length,

and the stems will be of the thickness of a good
sturdy plant of Goat's Beard (Tragopogon pratensis),

with the leaves crowded amplexicaul fashion, round
the stem. If the material has been of the proper
character, some remains of the fibrous character of the
bog peat will be visible. Of course no good grower
would ever think of moving, by way of repotting, any
Orchid, not to speak of Disa, unless it were on the dry
order. The soil will crumble away like a piece of
rotten rock in the palm of the hand, and the roots will

be visibly extending their dominion. Take care of
every rootlet, as you will have no difficulty in doing,
and see that those underground tubers or swollen
stolons—more indeed of the character and appearance
of the tubers of the East Indian Gloriosa superba—are
unbroken. These form the chief root centres for sus-

taining and encouraging life and growth. While it is

in your hands, see that no worm is concealed among the
soil that you see fit to allow to go along with the fresh
compost.
Now about the compost itself I find that peat

submerged in water with the Sphagnum for a top
layer is very good pabulum for the roots. I don't use
any Wimbledon peat, although I appreciate its worth
as an ingredient for the cultivation of Orchids
generally, especially many of the Vandeee, but I appre-
hend it is not so suitable for the Disa as this sub-
merged bog peat. It would not do to use it in a wet
state ; it must be dried and torn asunder, and
incorporated with horse-droppings, which have some-
what, shall I say, of quickening, if not of an effer-

vescing character. This and the slightest sprinkling of
white sand has formed the compound for propagation
and feed of roots of the plant in question. It is no
object potting this in deep pots ; indeed, shallow pots
as a rule are better than the ordinary sized ones, which
are generally made as deep as they measure in dia-

meter. I have found the pots with holes perforated in

the sides to be the better sort of receptacles for allowing
the plants in their exuberance to stolon horizontally as
well as perpendicularly. This they do with a will to the
extent sometimes that when repotted the pot must be
broken to unpot or repot without damage. Some
prefer to pot them as terrestrial plants, but it meets all

their wants to raise the compost a little above the
surface, sloping it down as is usual in all Orchid
potting.

And nowabout the temperature, which is an important
point in their successful cultivation. I spoke of Octo-
ber or November. At that time the plant or plants
ought to be housed in a temperature with a little arti-

ficial heat, something that will keep the thermometer
at all times above 32", but taking care not to have
either an intermediate or a dry heat where you winter
them. For all practical purposes they might be
wintered in an ordinary greenhouse, were it not that
ordinary greenhouses are sometimes too hot, and the
stages sometimes too far from the light. Such a tem-
perature should be provided as will not require too
frequent applications of water to unnecessarily induce
growth.

During the three last months of the year there
is no need for bog treatment. Even during the
first two months of the new-bom year there is

no need of copious waterings. With increased light

and increased natural heat must come a greater sup-
ply. All this time, if the pots are duly watered, some-
times once in three days, later on, once in two days,
and later on still, once every day, it will be sufficient to
meet the liquid requirements of the plants. As the

days lengthen, and the heat strengthens, cooler quarters

than the ordinary glasshouse are in request. Bright
sun must be prevented from acting upon the growing
plants, all the more so if they be close hugging the
glass screen. In May it is well to plunge them into a
frame where they may catch the morning sunbeams,
and be screened as the "eye of day " approaches its

meridian. It is better to provide such quarters for

them than to be shading for eight or ten hours of the
day. Bright sunlight acting on glass with the Disas
under it will scorch them, and that must be avoided ;

but there are so many ways of avoiding Sol's influence

that each can select the position that he has best at

command. All this while the plants will be growing
vigorously, and the peduncles will be elongating,

carrying their complement of flowers.

The pots will be full of roots if they be shallow and
not over-sized, and all going on well, and it may be
judicious to give them the stimulant of mulching with
horse-droppings. This is beneficial to strong plants,

insomuch that the water in its passage downwards carries

with it the riches that roots delight to feed upon, and
the whole plant is invigorated, its flowers enlarged, and-
a better consistency and persistency built up. I find

as a rule it is better to do this than to place the pots in

saucers of water, and allow them to absorb, and go on
absorbing, until plant life is generated on the surface of
the anything but pellucid water. In all artificial cir-

cumstances it is better to prescribe for the article that

you are desirous of tending in a strictly artificial way, as
you are less likely to be baulked in your practice.

Better far let the roots be occasionally short of their

accustomed rations of water than have them water-
logged, and your little bit of a home endangered thereby.

It is very different with Nature, with the infinitude

of her resources in her multitudinous counteracting sur-

roundings. We can but ape these. The banks of the
watercourses where the plants in a state of nature grow
present such a groundwork for husbanding moisture, to

be utilised by others seeking a living contemporaneous
with these we refer to, that we can have no idea
of the fluctuations that are going on, or what amount
of moisture best suits them. We know they drink
greedily of the supplies provided for them, but we also

find that enriching elements, provided for root

absorption, often have a far more potent effect in

increasing bulk and sustaining it afterwards than the
ordinary elements of riches which water supplies.

Hence I say, with proof of the difference of results before

me, mulch richly, and then water in excess—that is,

water in saucers, to be taken up by capillary action

—

will not be needed. Be guarded, however, in the

reading of this prescription. To ordinary plants,

that is, plants of but "so and so" constitution, water
pure is safer than applying a mulch. Over-richness
is worse than an over supply of water.

If you want to grow a spike or raceme, or rather

a branching raceme, say of eight flowers, such as we
see portrayed in Warner's Select Orchidaceous Plants,

plate xx.wi., you will need to try the mulching
system, and get to boot a giant of a variety to culti-

vate. Your excellent correspondent, and our chief

authority in Orchidaceous nomenclature. Professor

Reichenbach, looked upon the plate when it first was
issued as a piece of artistic licence. So far as my ex-

perience has gone, I am inclined somewhat to sympa-
thise with him. I would hope that some fine gigantic

variety may be induced to show a branching raceme of
flowers. I have been quite contented with five flowers,

and it takes a very strong crown to come up to that

standard. A three-flowered peduncle is more common,
and many of your readers would be glad enough, I

presume, to see even so many. It is, as a rule, a
species more chary of yielding strong peduncles than it

is of multiplying the number of its crowns. Grown
in something the way I have spoken of, and with
such measures as I have inculcated, it is by no
means what the practical gardener calls " miffy. ' It

will multiply with him fully as fast as any Orchid he
grows.

One other remark and I have done for the present. I

have been successl'ul in crossing two very fine forms

which were purchased from the Messrs. Veitch. We
bought a single plant as Disa grandiflora superba. It

turned out that there were two varieties, one having its

dorsal ovate scoop-like sepaline segment with the most
vivid coloured lines radiating beautifully over its surface.

The inferior or lateral sepals were of the richest shade
of orange-scarlet, in fact, I have not seen a single

variety to equal this for brilliancy of colour. With it

came one of a larger size, with its dorsal sepal less

striking, but the two lateral sepals so beautifully perfect

that they would have delighted the critical eye of a
florist. The hue of these twins of situation was quite

distinct ; the latter being of a crimson caste.

What with the brilliancy of the one, and the perfect

formation of the sepaline segments of the other, I

thought there were capital materials for effecting a cross.

This I did, by detaching the pollinia in the usual way from
the horn-shaped cavity or anther cell, and applying it

to the stigmatic surface and was rewarded in course of

time by a very fine capsule. When ripe I sowed the

seeds in a shallow pan, furnishing water to it in a
saucer to drink up by capillary action, and now I have

in a fair way over a thousand embryos nudging or

elbowing one another for independent life. yas.

Attdfrson, Meadmobatik. [We shall be glad to

Chronicle the results of this promising cross. Eds.]
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TERRESTRIAL ORCHIDS.
Visitors to the spring shows of the last few years,

held by the Royal Botanic and Royal Horticultural

Societies respectively, cannot but have seen and

adniired the small but splendid groups of terrestrial

Orchids which from time to time have been sent from

the unrivalled (in this country at least) collection of

H.R.H. the Comte de Paris, York House, Twicken-

ham. His Royal Highness is a great admirer and

ardent collector of these little gems, and is well

acquainted with their native habitats on the

Surrey Hills, in the South of France, Italy, and

Spain, from all of which places the collection at York
|

House has been enriched. In his love for these singii-
;

larly beautiful hardy plants the Prince is ably seconded

by his worthy and intelligent gardener, Mr. Needle,

who has made his employer's favourites his favourites,

and cultivates the plants with great success. We have

much pleasure in furnishing our

readers with a faithful illustration

(fig. 5o5)of Ophrys tenthredinifera,

as shown amongst others by Mr,
Needle at a recent meeting at

South Kensington, and in supple-

menting it with a few remarks on
their cultivation, as practised by
that gentleman with that infallible

index of skill—success.

First, then, it may be advisable

to mention one or two points of

interest in relation to their propa-

gation, or we ought rather to say

retention — for propagate, in the

sense of multiplying, they will not,

except in one or two solitary but

well marked instances. [Seep. 603].

To get a stock of any particular

sort, the tubers must be collected.

These tubers may be divided into

two classes, round and fusiform,

the former belonging for the most

part to the genus Ophrys, and
the latter to the genus Orchis.

They both produce and mature the

flowering tubers the season before,

so that they may be had in flower

every spring. This fact is worthy
the more attention, as it is a well

known fact that in their native

habitats they flower one year, and
take a rest of two or three years

after flowering, occupying the

interval by farming new tubers.

Mr. Needle can account for this

phenomenon in no other way than

that it is due to "collectors"

securing all the larger tubers in

favourable seasons. Certain it is

that the plants under his charge

flower every spring, a fresh tuber

being formed the summer before,

and which becomes thoroughly

ripe when the old one, having
played its part—that is, flowered

—decomposes in much the same
way as Potato "sets." Mr.
Needle's experience leads him to

believe that but very few of them
make more than one bulb, but he
finds that Ophrys bombyfiora will

frequently make two.

U should be understood by
every one who intends growing
these plants (i) that their greatest

enemies are heat and water, either

of which applied in excess is fatal

to their well doing ; and (2) that

they will not stand forcing or

retarding, but must be allowed to

come along and flower in their own
due season. The plants which
flowered early this spring are now
going to rest, and Mr. Needle will

keep them in their present quarters

—an open frame facing the south

—and gradually withhold water until the plants are

dried oft. This treatment is followed only in the case of

those with round tubers, as the Ophrys, which will dry
off"; the fusiform rooted species must always be kept
moist, but not necessarily wet. When the plants are

sufficiently dried off", which will readily be seen by the

decaying foliage, they will be removed to a cool shady
frame under a north wall—no sun being allowed to

reach them—where they will remain dry and at rest

until they show signs of starting into growth again in

the autumn. They will then be turned out, and be
fresh potted in good turfy loam, mixed with a little

leaf-mould and sand or road scrapings. The pots must be
thoroughly well drained, and the soil must be of an open
porous nature, or success will not follow. These con-
ditions are so important in themselves, that it does not
seem to matter much what the compost is, so long as
they are secured. After the plants are fresh potted,
they will be left in the same frame until they have
made a moderate growth, and will then be removed to

the frame they now occupy, and which is provided
with one row of piping ; which is, however, only used

for keeping out frost and dispelling damp. Here
|

ihey will finish their growth, water being

applied to them in the most careful manner,
and they will be removed to the conservatory or any
other cool house to flower. As regards the best-sized

\

pots to grow them in, Mr. Needle finds from experi-

ence that they do considerably the best when grown
five tubers in a 4S, the tubers (like cuttings) coming

\

much stronger when situated near the sides of the pots.

Grown singly in small pots, the roots seldom appear
to increase in size. As before observed, the bulbs of

of the Orchis section will not stand drying off, but
,

they may be treated in the same way as the Ophrys
with that exception. '

For general cultivation Mr. Needle recommends the
|

following :—Ophrys tenthredinifera, the strongest

grower of all ; O. lutea, O. Speculum, O. apifera,

and its variety mutilex, O. apiculata, O. fusca, 1

O. mammosa, O. Ferrum equinum, O. ericolor,

Fig. 505.—ophrys tenthredinifera.

0. atrata, O. arachnites, and O. aranifera var. specula-

ria ; Orchis Morio, and its several varieties ; O.laxiflora,

O. mascula, O. maculata, O. papilionacea, O. quadri-

punctata, O. longicruris, &c. This list may of course be

added to, according to the inclination of the grower,

for extent and variety. W. [The behaviour of these

plants under cultivation is notably different from their

habit in the wild state, as explained at p. 603. Eds.]

NOTES ON CONIFERS— VIL

Picea nohilis.—This beautiful tree, worthy of its

name, was introduced from the northern mountains of

California by Douglas in 1S31, where it forms vast

forests, and is said to produce excellent timber. He
says in his Journal^ "I spent three weeks in a forest

composed of this tree, and day by day could not cease

to admire it." It has since been found growing on the

banks of the Columbia River, and other localities.

Jeff'rey found it on the Shasta Mountains, at an elevation

of from 6000 to 8000 feet, a tree 200 feet high, and

about 4 feet in diameter. This is a rapid growing and

really elegant tree, with nearly horizontal tiers of

branches, which, when seen in fine health, form a per-
fect carpet, so dense are the branchlets and so close set

the foliage, relieved by the points of the shoots and
leaders shooting from the dense mass of foliage, pro-
ducing a great amount of light and shade. The tiers

of branches near the top grow at an obtuse angle at
first, from the main stem ; as they extend in length
they become nearly horizontal, fometimcs curving
down a little, and always rising towards the point.

The bole is generally large in proportion to the height
of the tree, and spread of the branches. This tree

combines in itself not only many of the finest qualities

of an ornamental tree, but also those of a nurse and
timber tree, in a very high degree. Those who are

best acquainted with it, and have seen it, as it is now
to be frequently seen in this country, of all sizes up to

60, 70, or more feet in height, can best understand and

.

sympathise with Douglas in his admiration of it. As
an ornamental tree, a good speci-

men of it is at all seasons of the

year pleasing and attractive,

especially as seen in midwinter,

when in finest foliage, clothed with

its beautifully set and charming
silvery leaves—for when seen in

full health the foliage is not only

glaucous on the under, but, in

many cases, on the upper side

also. There are many specimens

to be seen here, from 25 to 35 feet

in height, with their silver-loaded,

ornate branchlets, objects which
never fail to arrest the attention

and draw out the admiration, not

only of those who have an eye

to the beautiful in Nature, but

also of the most untutored and
careless observers. Late in spring,

and early in summer, while the

buds are bursting, and send-

ing forth their beautiful, delicate,

light green growths, the strong

contrast with the older shoots is

very effective ; and when the season

advances still further, and while

the cones are being rapidly de-

veloped, the beautiful crimson, in

some cases almost purple catkins,

hang clustered in greatest profusion

on the under side of the older

branches, scattering their yellow

pollen in great abundance in hot

dry days. That this fine tree

is very remarkable for its strik-

ing appearance at all stages of

its growth and all seasons of the

year few will be found to gainsay.

This is particularly so, when seen

as it was seen by many at Castle

Kennedy last autumn, crowned,
as it were, towards the top with

a large number of extraordinary

cones, some of w^hich measured
from S to 9 inches in height, and
from 3 to 4 inches in diameter, a

few standing upright near the top,

increasing in number a little lower,

till on some of the larger branches
clusters from I2 to 16 in number
were to be seen growing near the

extremities of the branches, the

weight of which turned the points

down, causing many of the cones

to stand in nearly a horizontal

position. There were upwards of

200 cones on some of the larger

specimens, standing at every con-

ceivable angle from upright to

horizontal, forming a picture once
seen not soon to be forgotten.

Perhaps no recently introduced

Conifer has been more extensively

planted as an ornamental tree.

None appears to suit our soil and
climate better, or to be in every

sense more at home, surpassing in health, rapidity of

growth, and general vigour most of our ordinary

forest trees. It is everywhere to be seen in robust

health, thriving less or more vigorously in nearly all

soils and situations, and is often to be seen with annual

growths of from 3 to 4 feet long. This is not only the case

in the southern and warmer parts of these islands, but also

in the northern and colder. Nowhere have I seen this

fine tree in better health ormaking stronger growths than

in the Highlands of Scotland, particularly at Murthly
Castle, in Perthshire, where on the hillside it is a

perfect picture of health.

That this tree will yet be grown most extensively

there can be little doubt. As an ornamental tree it has

few equals, and being perfectly hardy, in ordinary cir-

cumstances it requires no nursing. Where the soil is

poor, and where a few fine specimens would be an object,

few trees would be found better to repay generous

treatment than this, for there is no denying the patent

fact that it, like most other trees, grows much better

in a rich deep, than in a thin poor soil. Where the

soil is naturally poor, much can be done to enrich it by
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collecting road-parings, or other good soil wherever it

can be got. To lay the foundations for grand speci-

mens, the soil should be deepened to the extent o f 4 or

5 feet when planted, and the circle increased afterwards

as the roots extend, keeping always in mind the neces-

sity of securing thorough drainage, otherwise tlie

labour will be in vain, and disappointment the result.

Its rapidity of growth and great hardiness will make
it invaluable as a nurse, for which purpose it should

be freely planted. Its soft dense foliage and close

carpet-like tiers of branches, will make it when suffi-

ciently well-known a favourite for game cover; and if it

possesses with us the merit it is said to possess in its

native country, that of being a timber tree, the extension

of its culture will be a matter of national importance,

as it grows and forms wood quicker than most

other coniferous trees. When grafted on the quick-

growing Silver Fir it overgrows the stock, and

forms wood in the proportion of about 10 to S. At a

period when the Larch is so generally diseased, and in

many places all but dying out, planters should turn

their attention to this, and a few other species, to try

and discover a substitute. Many of those who
are engaged planting extensively for timber purposes

should at least experiment with it. Till this is done,

and that over a wide and varied field, its true place as

a timber tree cannot be satisfactorily ascertained. All

that can safely be said in the meantime is, that few of

the recently introduced Conifers appear to combine so

many of the qualities of a nurse and timber tree as does

the P. nobilis. It does not suffer so much from

exposure to high winds as most of its congeners, and

thrives equally well in peaty as in loamy soils ; but,

like all other Piceas, requires the land either to be

naturally dry or thoroughly drained. In most soils

and situations where the .Scotch Fir thrives it may
safely be planted ; whether it will succeed on very

elevated and exposed ones, has not as yet been

thoroughly tested, so far as I am aware.

At one time considerable doubts existed as to whether

the Califomi.an and other exotic Conifers would ripen

seeds in this country in sufficient quantity to enable

the nurserymen to supply them cheap enough for

general planting. In regard to this species the doubt

has been satisfactorily solved, as abundance of seeds

are now being produced by many of the earlier

planted specimens, more particularly by the much
abused grafted plants, as was justly anticipated,

which in this, as in other respects, have at least

served a useful purpose, as exemplified at Elvaston

and Castle Kennedy, where grafted plants were exten-

sively planted at a period when a strong prejudice

existed against them. Grave doubts have been raised

by no mean authorities whether seedlings grown from

home-grown seeds will be equal, or rather whether

they will not be very much inferior, to seedlings from

native seed ? This is not the place to go into this

subject at any length. I will just observe in passing,

that here we have seedlings from the North Berwick

plant, a few feet in height, as healthy as any we have

from native seed. I have observed in some of the

provincial nurseries young stock from home-grown
seed got from Mr. Barron, of Elvaston Nurseries, grow-

ing for the first two or three years rather slowly, with

here and there an unhealthy-looking plant. The
third and fourth year their vigour increases, and they

soon become robust, showing considerable variety,

which becomes less apparent as they increase in size.

Seedlings grown in the smoke of large cities and in

exhausted nursery soil are often "poor affairs," but it

is hardly fair to condemn home-grown seed on that

account. Seedlings do best when grown away from the

smoke of large cities, in fine fresh mellow maiden
loam, rather light than heavy. I am not sure but

that soil and climate have more to do with the fine

glaucous appearance of some trees when compared
with others than difference in variety, as is generally

supposed. Very young seedling trees never show it.

We have not yet sufficient data to enable us to speak
dogmatically on the subject of home-grown versits

imported seed, but we have at least enough of evidence
to justify us in hoping that this prince of Conifers will

not degenerate by being raised from home-grown seed.

All interested should take the precaution to collect

seeds only from healthy and robust trees. A. Fowler,

Castle Kennedy.

Some Corrtspnbeiice.

The Boiler Trials at the Birmingham Show.
—In the language of the "code" I now beg the

opportunity to say a few words upon "the best hot-

water apparatus," or rather upon some of the means by
which the solution of this interesting problem may be
arrived at. Now the practical rendering of this clause

is, as I interpret it, " the best boiler," a circumstance
which can only be realised by carrying out a properly
organised series of tests. Accepting this version as

being the correct one I proceed to submit, rather as a
basis for future deliberation than otherwise, a few
practical suggestions necessary to be borne in mind
when framing the regulations by which a public boiler
trial should be conducted. I wish, however, to pre-

face my remarks by citing a few facts, mainly to show
the utter impracticability of endeavouring to satisfac-

torily carry out this important undertaking within the

prescribed limits of the duration of the show, and in

doing so permit me to add that these are not mere

theoretical conclusions, but practical evidence collected

from close and careful observations of many working

examples, and therefore I hold that the very nature of

my authority constitutes it one of the safest upon which

to rely. First and foremost then, comes the fact that no

iron boiler, whether wrought or cast, displays its real

working capabilities until the same has been in opera-

tion for hours, and I should not exaggerate if I

said days, after fixing ; therefore if the proposed trial of

boilers is to continue but for one or two hours, I

respectfully ask how the real merits of each boiler is to

be correctly recorded? Secondly, the quantity of fuel

consumed during the first day or two, to produce

certain results, is not a correct index of the future daily

consumption required to maintain the same. How
then can a verdict be pronounced upon the very im-

portant point of "economy of fuel?" Thirdly, with

reference to "night stoking," by what process of

reasoning can this be adjudicated upon, if each boiler

is to be in operation for one or two hours only ?

Fourthly, " economy of labour " is an attribute claimed

by more than one maker of boilers for his pet produc-

tion ; and I ask whether a period of less than 24 hours'

work will yield any practical proof of the daily labour

each respective boiler absorbs ? Fifthly, boilers

"foul," some more quickly than others. It is only a

question of degree, but this is just the thing which

vitally affects their maintenance of working power,

consumption of fuel, and labour in attendance. It is

not the trial of an hour or two's duration that will test

this. Lastly, in so short a time I avow it is impossible

for a boiler to demonstrate the command it possesses

over its work, and the niceties to which it can be

regulated, by producing first a slow circulation, and

rising to a great rapidity in cases of emergency. Now,
in the face of these statements I venture to submit

that a trial, to be of any positive value or real benefit,

must necessarily be extended over a period far exceed-

ing that assigned to the forthcoming meeting

at Birmingham ; and if it be worth undertaking

at all, it is worth doing well. I now pro-

ceed to detail the mode in which I am of

opinion the trial should be carried out. Neither the

temperature of the water in, say, 1000 feet of pipe, nor

the temperature of a conservatory or room, would be

of any avail for this purpose, on account of the influence

from the external temperature to which these would be

subjected ; I purpose, therefore, to provide an iron

tank, holding not less than 1500 gallons, fitted with

top, man-hole, and plate, all well secured. To fit the

same upon a platform elevated to 10 feet from the

ground, so as to avoid the necessity of sinking a stoke-

hole. This tank to be enveloped in a wood casing

composed of inch deal, leaving a cavity of 3 inches on

all sides, to receive a packing of sawdust, so as to

eftectually exclude all influence of external tempera-

ture
;
pierce the tank where most convenient at top,

and insert a kind of bottom-heat thermometer, from

3 to 4 feet long, having its bulb 2 feet in the water,

v/ith the index exposed, which should be read at

stated intervals, and all its variations recorded by

properly appointed authorities. Within the tank, and

worked from the top, should be placed a kind of

plunger, to be worked to and fro at stated perods, for

the purpose of thoroughly incorporating the water, and

producing an uniform temperature throughout the tank.

An air pipe to be fixed at top, and a small tap at side,

about 4 inches down, the former to allow of expansion,

and the latter to show the quantity of water in the tank.

Bolt on the flow and return nozzles, and extend the

same through wood casing, leaving all other connections

to be made by each competitor. The tank would thus

be ready to receive the water and commence operations.

The distance between boiler and tank to be not less

than 130 feet, and if 150 feet so much the better.

Taking it at the former measurement, the top of each

boiler should be fixed at a level not exceeding 20 inches

below the bottom of tank, which would give a rise of

about 14 inch in 10 feet to the flow-pipe. The fall

of the retui-n pipe need not necessarily be identical

with that of the flow, so as to render them parallel

throughout. Opinions differ upon the advantage of

such an arrangement, and therefore I would leave it

optional with the competitors to adopt whichever plan

they thought best. Every competitor should cause his

own boiler to be fixed under his personal superintend-

ence, or that of his representative, for which he should

be responsible ; also one or the other of them should

be allowed to work the boiler during the entire trial,

no results to be recorded by any interested party except

for his own private use and information, not for cir-

culation. After having clearly defined, by rules and
regulations, the relative position and level each boiler

shall occupy in relation to the tank, the size, number,
and form of the circulating or connecting pipes between
boiler and tank, should be left to the decision of the

competitor, each competitor being at liberty to remove
those used at any former trial, and substitute for

them any special arrangement of his own, so as to meet
the requirements of his boiler. For obvious reasons,

however, it would be necessary that each competitor

should, at the time of making his entry, lodge with the

authorities a proper plan and specification, setting

forth, in the clearest terms, his proposed plan of fixing

the said flow and return pipes, also their number and
the size of each, together with the level of the return

pipe ; and from this statement and plan no deviation,

under any circumstances, should be permitted at the

time of preparing for the trial. Such is an outline of

my suggestions, which of course require to be filled up
with details, a work not very difficult to do, if the

Society will but declare itself in favour of a properly

organised boiler trial. S.

Unless there is a separate class for conservatories

apart from plant and fruit growing houses, they ought not

10 be allowed in the competition at all. .-^ conservatory

nie.ans anything, from the most elaborate structure which

can be produced by the combmation of glass, wood, and
iron, down to the house which has no architectural pre-

tensions, and has only its utility to recommend it ; and so

far as the health of the occupants go, in 19 cases out of

20 the latter is the better. \ competing jumble of all

descriptions of horticultural erections will be a haphazard
affair, which will be much more likely to benefit a few
lucky individuals than any gain to horticulture or the

public, the majority of whom are more likely to be led by
a judicial award than their own knowledge on the subject.

Consequently a competition of such an indefinite character

is much more likely to do harm than good. Regarding
houses for fruit or plant growing generally, there are

more definite rules for the guidance of both exhibitors and
judges ; so much so that there can be no difficulty in their

competing together. Late as it is I siiould advise some-
thing more definite for the guidance of exhibitors. By
adopting Mr. .Ayres' suggestion of substituting certificates

in lieu of medals there can be no difficulty, only the

limited time. The trial of hot-water apparatus in the

dog days will neither be conclusive nor satisfactory. All

positive conclusion that can be arrived at will be the

superiority for the time being of the exhibit that will for

the longest time maintain a given quantity of water at the

highest temperature in a given length of, say, 4-inch

piping, with a given quantity of fuel and attention. Yet
this alone is far from being a conclusive test, as I have
had ample opportunity of proving during 25 years' ex-

perience and close study of the principle of heating by
hot-water. Yet this will be all that "S.'s" "scientific"

judges (p. 509) will be able to arrive at under any con-

ditions, unless they happen to be practical men as well.

7". Baines, Sout/igate.

Galvanised Wire.—Noticing Mr. Gilbert's re-

marks, p. 574, we were surprised to learn he attri-

buted the use of galvanised wire at Acton in 1S60, to

the late Sir J. Paxton's recommendation, as we know
that, with the exception of a small quantity used in a

temporary house, Sir Joseph fitted all the houses

at Rock Hills, Sydenham, with strong charcoal-drawn

wire, painted ; and always in our recollection advised

it in preference to galvanised. The original invoice of

wire used at Mr. Richards', does not specify it as

galvanised ; and Mr. Gilbert may remember that our

men had only to fix the wire, provided by Mr.
Rickards, in the second range erected by us in 1S62.

We were under the impression the first sent was plain

wire, as we have invariably used the best drawn iron

wire, and painted it in all work we have fitted up, on

our own responsibility. Hereman i5r» Morton,

Irish "Yews from Seed.—Your correspondent,

W. Earley, in your number, asks information as to the

true type of Irish ^'ew reproducing itself from seed.

About 20 years ago I sowed nearly 2 quarts ol seed

from a fine Irish Yew. I raised about 1000 plants, and

reared at least 500, and have them now in a Yew
hedge. Many of them (say one half) have much resem-

blance to Irish Yew as to dark leaf and dense spray ;

but not one is really " fastigiate," /. e., with tendency

to send upright branches—each branch columnar or

dressed all round with foliage, like an independent

plant. l\!em. The Irish Yew being a female, must

depend for its fertilisation upon the common Yews in

its neighbourhood. W. M. RoiolanJ, Bishop's Castle

rkarage, Salop, April 29. [Does any one know of a

male plant of this variety ? Eds.]

Trillium from Seed.— I should be much obliged

if any one could tell me, from experience, how to raise

Trillium and Cypripedium from seed. I have generally

plenty of seed, but do not know how to treat it.

// N. Ellacombe, Bitton Vicarage.

Gumming of Peach Trees v. Galvanised
Wire.—About two years since I erected two Paxton

houses, one a span-roof, the other a lean-to. Thesp.an

house contains 12 Peach and Nectarine trees trained to

galvanised wire, and the lean-to house contains nine

trees, five being trained to galvanised wires bent to a

curve in the front part of the house, the others being

fastened to wires on the back wall. A considerable

portion of the wires used on the back wall had been in

use for five or six years in another house. Upon
pointing out to Mr. Pearson the serious injury the trees

had suffered during the past year, he came to the con-

clusion that it arose from the branches being in contact

with galvanised wire ; and these views seemed to me
to be confirmed by the fact that we did not discover

canker or gumming on the branches of the trees

that were in contact with the old wires, which had

been whitewashed. Since Mr. Pearson was here,

however, I have detected several cankered branches in

contact with the old wires, the injury being similar in

character in every respect. Upon reading Mr.

Mills' remarks in the last number of the Gardemrf
Chronicle, I have come to the conclusion that

his views are more likely to be correct, and

that the slight pressure of the vigorous branches

on the wires damaged the bark. Mr. Pearson
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informed me that he had never observed gumming or

canker in trees trained to wood trelliswork. This

fact may be accounted for by the woodwork offering a

much greater surface for the branch to rest upon ;

whereas if it is trained to a wire it rests upon a bhmt
edge. Four of the trees are upwards of twelve years

old ; the others are excellent young trees which I had

in pots from Mr. Pearson three years ago, the whole of

which have gi-own with the greatest vigour. The
question is one of importance, and should be cleared

up, as the gum has again commenced to exude

from some of the stems and branches of all ages, and

with the simple pressure of the weight of the branch on

the wire. Charles Markham, Brimht^ton Hall, near

ChesierfidU.

Purple Nut.—Inyour issue of the 20th ult. (p. 539),

it is related on the authority of M. Carrieve that, having

cut down a purple-leaved Nut, the new shoots that were
subsequently produced were green. Did it not occur to

him that the plant had been grafted on the common
Hazel, and been cut below the graft? Pa'th.

Begonias.— It may be remembered what a rage

there was about a dozen years ago for those grand
foliaged plants, of which B. .Rex was the type. The
reign of Rex, however, and its allied varieties, was
soon over, and few gardeners now possess or

grow these great lop-leaved kinds, as the numerous
kinds of Begonias with small plain leaves furnish more
desirable plants for pot culture. When arranging the

planting of a warm conservatory here, I had deep bor-

ders made round the sides for growing climbers on.

These borders were about 2 feet wide and 3 feet deep,

with I foot of broken bricks in the bottom for drainage.

After the climbers were planted Begonia Rex, Marshallii,

and other varieties with large variegated leaves, were
planted in the centre of the borders, with an edging of

different kinds of Selaginellas. These borders at

the present time are very grand, for the Bego-
nias show their fine variegated leaves to perfection

when planted out, and many of them are covered with
their sweet-scented flowers. A few plants of Begonia
fuchsioides are dotted round in the borders, and this

variety when grown S or 10 feet high, as a bush, is one
of the showiest of the whole family, or I may almost
say of any conservatory plant in cultivation. In these

borders plants of Bougainvillea speciosa and spectabilis

were planted out, and flower well every year. This is

effected by the borders being well drained, and the

water supply at the roots being diminished so much in

the winter time, that the plants nearly lose all their

foliage. In March or April they are well watered with
liquid manure, and soon begin to grow and show their

leaves, the glorious masses of mauve- coloured bracts

following in May and June. William Tillery. [These
variegated-leaved Begonias form some of the finest of
the grand objects in Mr. Mendel's unique tropical

fernery. Eds.]

Burrs,—The tufted growth on the Cherry, as

mentioned in the Gardeners' Chrouicle, p. 504, is

not by any means an uncommon occurrence in the
Gean, or Wild Cherry. There are many examples
of the same growing on single trees through the

park here, which have several on the same tree,

most of them having a tendency to become pendulous ;

this is probably produced by the extra weight of the
numerous clusters of small spray, I have observed the

same thing on the common Laburnum, and also on the

Wych Elm (Ulmus montana), both having the same
tendency to grow downwards. On old trees of Scotch
Fir these tufted growths are also frequently met with,
but in their case the growth is always erect, and the

tuft of great density. J. JVebsler^ Gordon Castle.

Cochliostema Jacobianum.—At p. 504 there
is a short notice of a specimen of this noble plant,

which must surely be something to look and to wonder
at if the figures are correct. Is not 15 feet diameter
rather colossal proportions to be arrived at in such a
short period ? Of course I do not question the pos-
sibility of such results being accomplished in so short a
time by skilful cultivators, only I do not comprehend
how it can be done, and would be glad to have my
ignorance enlightened. I have had a plant of
Cochliostema under my care for nearly two years
now, but it is very far from being of such gigantic
proportions as the one above referred to. How many
gardeners throughout the country have flowered this

plant, and what think they of it ? A Movice. [For 15 feet

across," read " 7 feet across." This correction appears
in this month's issue of the Gardener. Eds.]

Belle Angevine Pear.—We have just finished our
last Pears of this noble sort, and having grown it for

laany years its merits deserve some mention here. Our
three last weighed, after the removal of the peel and of
some portions decayed by being frequently exhibited
at desserts, and much handled by admirers, between
8 lb. and 9 lb. Belle Angevine is not equal in flavour
to Catillac, but here it keeps far better, and is very
much more showy for dinner use, that is, to give colour
to the monotony of Peais in general by its glorious red-
brown and lemon tints, which this year were really
remarkable. Of course this sort is only of value for
eating when stewed, and this it does well, requiring no
foreign aid to perfect it. But it is the Pear which
knowing restaurateurs in Paris keep as a bouquet for

their windows, and which Regent Street also appre-

ciates. All this while it would seem as if it were diffi-

cult to grow, which is an error. The tree has also the

most lovely large blossoms, and abundance of them.

It is the colour which fails in this climate generally,

and this is a chief reason for mentioning here these

beautifully coloured Pears, which have been for months
a source of delight to all who saw them. Why not

grow more of them ? Th. C. Brt'hant.

Trentham and the Birmingham Show.—The
interesting account of the ducal gardens at Trentham
which has appeared in your recent numbers will

excite the desire in many to see them. Would it not

be possible for arrangements to be made for gardeners

and others attending Birmingham in June next as

exhibitors, &c., to have the opportunity of spending a

day at Trentham ? Perhaps Mr. Stevens or the local

committee may be induced to move in the matter if the

idea seems as feasible to them as myself. B. W, E.

Lilium longiflorum Wilsoni.—It may interest

some of the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle to

learn that the striped foliage of Lilium longiflorum

Wilsoni comes perfectly true from seed, and that they

will, with care and attention, flower the third year, if

not the second from sowing the seed. I have some
five dozen strong plants from lOO seeds, sown in the

spring of 1S71, all now distinctly showing the stripe

down each side of this year's growth. As might be

expected, some are whiter than others, and one or two
promise bloom-spikes, fohn E. Daniel.

Lampronia rubiella.—I do not know whether it

is genera], but I never before saw the Raspberries so

much injured by the larvae of that pretty little moth,
Lampronia rubiella (fig. 506). I enclose some shoots,

in the centre of which you will find the bright red

Fig. 506.—lampronia RiniF.i.i.A.

larva. An allied species, Lampronia capitella, has also

injured the Currants very much. Henry Doitbleday,

Epping. [Professor Westwood, in our columns at

P* 757» 1^53* says that "the destruction of the insect

must be deferred until they have attacked the spring

buds, the drooping appearance of which give evidence

of their presence ; of course the mischief would be

done for the cun'ent year, but if they are then destroyed

the crop of next year's fruit would be saved. This de-

truction may be accomplished either by splitting open
the buds and killing the caterpillar when found, or

more simply by giving such buds as appear diseased a

smart pinch, which would be equally efficacious in

killing it." Eds.]

Rare Trees and Plants.—There are some books in

my library which I read periodically, and always with

pleasure, such as Darwin's Voyage of a Naturalist and
Dr. Hooker's Himalayan Journals. When shall we
again have such voyages and travels ? To me they are

as fresh as Cook's Voyages were, which, when a boy, I

read with such absorbing interest. In the Hi?nalayan

Journals one seems to long for all the trees mentioned,

yet one knows that the climate of Sikkim cannot be
brought to us, consequently the trees, like too many of

our Japanese trees, will not succeed ; they will merely

exist, like those charming Maples from Japan, which

our April frosts so often damage. My beautiful purple

Japan Maples too often die, yet not from the winter.

The hardiest of all is the Japan Acer palmatum, which,

although it puts forth its leaves early in spring, is not

injured by our frosts. By the way, this is the proper

stock on which to bud the Purple Maple, and probably

the other species or varieties from Japan, To return

to the Himalayan trees : I find in vol. i., p. 103, *'wild

Cherry trees covered with scarlet blossoms " mentioned.

Surely these would be a grand acquisition ; in the

same volume, p. 395, the yellow-flowered "Indian
Strawberries and the yellow Convolvulus adorning the

bushes over which it climbed," The grand Hodg-
sonia we cannot hope for, but the above and many
others ought to be with us, and particularly the yellow

Rose—I suppose a variety of Rosa lutea. The Hima-
layas are now so near, that a collector might go and
gather plenty of novelties, which would, perhaps
succeed better than the numerous species and varieties

of Rhododendrons so nicely described by Dr. Hooker,
and which were introduced some years since, in vol. ii.,

p. 58:— "Yellow Cowslips, 3 feet high, pufple
Polyanthus {query : is this like or the same as Primula
japonica?) and an exquisitely beautiful blue miniature
species, whose blossoms sparkle like sapphires on the
turf." These, growing at so high an elevation as

12,000 feet, would do well here, and should be sought
for. Thomas Rivers.

Primula japonica.— It would be most instructive

if those flowering this " Queen of Primroses " would
give us some short notes of them and the different

colours produced. There can be but one opinion
respecting it I should imagine, and that is the fact of

its being one of the finest introductions of modem
times. A plant which I purchased last year is now
blooming superbly, and is the admiration of all be-

holders. It is fjrowing in an 8-inch pot, the foliage

is very fine, being 11 inches long and 5 inches in

width ; the ilower-scape is 2 feet high, bearing seven
whorls of large intense crimson flowers ; where grown
in masses the effect must be almost magical, and I feel

fully convinced we do not know half the merits of this

Japanese stranger yet. J. If. Ifeleh, Gr. to J. Mar-
shall, Esq., Belmont Park^ Taunton, [Critics, note
this. Eds.]

" Characters."—I write to you under this heading,

in the hope that my fate may be a warning to people,

like myself, looking out for a thoroughly good
gardener. I have lately been having some improve-
ments made, some of which were carried out by
contract by a nurseryman near here. A foreman
having been sent to superintend the work, I was much
struck by his cleverness and general method in his

work. Being in want of a gardener I offered him my
place, and was referred by him to one of the first

nurserymen in England, a man whose name has been
known in his trade for generations. The character

arrived from the nurseryman in question. It was a
first-rate one in every respect ; the qualities of honesty,

steadiness, and sobriety being especially mentioned.

Upon this recommendation I took the man into

my service, giving him 30j', per week. Almost
immediately I began to suspect that his moral character

was not at all what I had been led to expect, but so

clever was he that I could not for some time bring a
case fairly home to him. At last, however, I did so,

and instantly dismissed him, learning (as one always
does too late) that both he and his family were persons

of the most abominable character in every way and
shape, making a regular trade, as far as I could make
out by their manner of proceeding, of taking a situa-

tion, and then living by cheating and swindling any
one and every one so foolish as to trust them. Now,
sir, I do not know the system, if system there be, of
nurserymen's characters, but if such a man as this can
get a first-rate character from one of the first nursery-

men in the kingdom, I do think it is time something
was said, and something done to stop it. Why cannot
there be register offices for gardeners as well as other

servants? Ji Victim. P.S. The man has since had the

impertinence to advertise for a gardener's situation.

[This must be an exceptional case. For their own
sakes, nursery men would be careful as to whom they

recommend. Eds.]

Orchard-houses and the late Frosts.—Mr.
Rivers is right. The lesson of such springs, rightly

read, is, glass for Peaches, Nectarines, Cherries, Pears,

and Plums, until all danger from frost is over—that is,

orchard-houses, temporary or permanent. Mr. Rivers

inclines to the latter, and possibly thinks it as easy to

remove the fruit trees in pots from under the glass roof

as to take the roof off the trees when they no longer

need it. Either way, it is a great comfort to find glass

alone a sufficient protection in his case against 74° of

frost. Mr. Rivers' notes on the question of how much
frost 16 oz. glass, in the form of either copings, screens,

or orchard-houses, will keep out or off, would prove
extremely valuable. May glass of such weight be
warranted up to 10° ? The question is very important,

for glass necessarily forces on the blossoms in many of

the modes of arranging it. Glass screens especially

will accelerate the blooming period, and may expose

the flowers or embryo fruit to 10° or more of frost.

Will they come safely through it, or would thicker

glass be desirable? or are orchard-houses, inasmuch as

they can be ventilated to a lower temperature than the

open air, consequently the safest and the best con-

trivances for fighting the spring frosts ? I trust Mr.
Rivers, with his usual kindness, will give us the benefit

of his valuable experience on these points. D. T. Fish.

Foreign Correspondence.
Camden Park, New South Wales : Feb.^

1872. — With your permission I would refer to a

leading article upon "Vine Mildew in Australia" in

the Gardeners^ Chronicle, No. 16, April 22, 1S71,

founded upon imperfect data supplied from Melbourne,

Victoria. This article reached us here in due course,

but necessarily after the winter had commenced. I
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therefore deferred to notice it, and to point out the

confusion which seems to have been made by the

Melbourne correspondent between two perfectly dis-

tinct diseases of the Vine, until I should have it in

my power to forward, for the use of your eminent
contributor, *'M. J. B.," such specimens as would
establish the existence of, as we believe, a second

fungoid disease of the Vine, and enable him to inves-

tigate it in a conclusive and satisfactory manner.
The Oldium Tuckeri is of recent introduction to

our vineyards (four or five years), having first broken
out in Queensland, and, travelling southerly, in two
years penetrated through this colony into Victoria

and South Australia. As far as our experience reaches,

it seems to be perfectly controllable here as well as

elsewhere by means of sublimed sulphur.

The other disease, which is probably unnamed and
undescribed, but was here formerly called "the
blight," and more recently, to distinguish it from
Oidium, the 'Mjlack blight," or "black spot," has

existed, I may say, from the time of the first planting

of the Vine in Australia. For it we have discovered

no effectual remedy. As in the first, the active

agent appears] to be a minute parasitical Fungus

—

as the various circumstances attending its first

appearance in spring and its subsequent progress had
long since satisfied me it would prove to be ; but,

unlike the first, it is not of external growth.

This fact, which seems to be clearly established

by the skilful and scientific observations of my friend.

Dr. Morris, of Sydney, accounts for the failure

to detect its presence by merely superficial examina-

tion. The inspection, under a powerful microscope, of

a series of admirable specimens set up by him, is con-

clusive as to the abundant presence in the diseased

specimens of a very minute Fungus, pervading the sap

and internal tissues ; and I bear grateful testimony to

his invaluable scientific aid in the investigation of this

formidable disease.

As the true nature of this disease, besides being im-
portant to science, is a question of great moment to

Vine growers, not only in Australia but, I also have good
reason to believe, in the United States of America, I

venture to solicit a larger than perhaps otherwise

reasonable space, to state the chief facts I possess

relative to its history.

Several small vineyards were planted in this colony
soon after its first settlement (from 17S8 to 1793)—but
their sites must then have been mere gaps, or notches,

chopped out from the midst of the dense lofty forests

of Myrtaceae which covered the face of the land ; and
the varieties planted were confined chiefly to the Sweet-
water and Frontignans, brought from the Cape of

Good Hope. I quote the following from a letter

written by my mother, dated March, 1791, at that time

the only lady who had ventured to join the infant

settlement:—"The Grape thrives here admirably;
the Governor sent me this season some bunches as fine

as any I ever tasted, and there is little doubt that in a

few years there will be plenty." This anticipation was
not realised, for, although the young vineyards for the

first two or three seasons throve admirably, a deadly
foe was at hand. They were said to have been smitten
in the full tide of prosperity, and when covered with
the young bunches of their first crop— that is, all the

succulent young growth and tender bunches—covered
with black spots and blotches, as if scorched with a
hot iron. It was attributed to some sudden blast of
heated air ; but, succeeding seasons bringing similar

attacks, the cultivation of the Vine was abandoned as

hopeless. At the time of my first visit to Europe, in

1809, I had never seen a ripe bunch of Grapes
;

other fruits were abundant. I can just remember a
few hard bunches upon, neglected Vines spotted with
black. By-the-by, some of these identical Vines were
not long since in existence, and probably still remain,
clambering through the remains of a hedge in the boun-
dary of the first vineyard. If so, their stocks must be
nearly 80 years old, affording a reasonable presumption
that the "black spot" is not a root disease.

In 181 5 my father crossed the Channel to France,
taking with him a brother and myself. His objects
were to travel on foot amongst the vineyards in the
best wine districts for information, and to collect wine
Grapes. The day we set foot in France, however,
Napoldon landed from Elba, and, as a consequence,
by the end of April we had taken refuge in Switzer-

land. During a pedestrian excursion amongst the vine-

yards on the northern shores of the lake of Geneva, we
halted at Montreux, near Vevay, and there fell in with
a very remarkable man. Born with only the left arm,
he was nevertheless a skilful Vine dresser, and about
12 years previously, although a small proprietor, had
emigrated alone to the United States, to endeavour to

establish vineyards. Finding by common report that
vineyards had universally failed wherever attempted in

America, he commenced by visiting every site, in
various States, where the experiment had been made,
to ascertain the causes of failure. The information
obtained pointed generally to a particular disease,
which, in brief, agreed in description with our Vine
disease, or "black blight." Not disheartened, he
drew public attention to his object, succeeded in getting
several thousand dollars raised by subscription, to be
applied to the formation of an experimental vineyard,
which he undertook to plant and manage for five years.

He planted in it 35 sorts which he had managed to get
together. When these Vines readied a bearing state

they were attacked, as in New South Wales, by the

"black blight," all but two sorts. These two seem
to have been the Verdelho from Madeira, and the small

Black Cluster or Pineau. Having served out his five

years' engagement, our stout-hearted Swiss acquaint-

ance, M. Jean Jacques Dufour, returned to his native

village, and taking from thence a small colony of his

relatives, again crossed the Atlantic and established

another vineyard at a place on the banks of the Ohio,

which they named Vevay, introducing into it only the

sorts which escaped the disease in the experimental

vineyard. When this second plantation was well

advanced he again returned home to take out his aged
father, his wife, and son, but the breaking out of the

war between Great Britain and the United States had
prevented his return to America up to the time of our
lighting upon him in his native place.

On comparing notes M. Dufour and my father

satisfied themselves that the "blight" in America and
the blight in New South Wales perfectly agreed. The
former, too, pointed out the same disease, although in

a mild form, on Vines near Montreux. He said that

sometimes, but rarely, it caused them to root up young
Vines to replant the ground, but that generally it

passed off gradually,—that it was there attributed to

planting upon land not long before cleared from wood,
but that the experience in -the United States did not

confirm this hypothesis.

M. Dufour proceeded to the United States once
more in 1816, but since then we have not had any
authentic intelligence of him or his friends. Vevay,
on the Ohio, has become a place of importance, but it

is understood that long since all Vines of the European
species, or Vitis vinifera, have given place in the

United States to sorts raised from the indigenous

species, which are said to be proof to the *

' black blight.

"

I may here mention that in 1S56, after 40 years'

absence in the southern hemisphere, I again visited the

neighbourhood of Vevay and Montreux, and having but

a hazy recollection of the "black disease," as it had
been pointed out by M. Dufour, I searched for it. I

soon found it upon Vines of three or four years'

growth in a mild form, but sufficiently well marked
to satisfy me of its identity. It was upon the Swee-
twater.

In 1S17 my father returned with us to this colony,

bringing a number of sorts of Vines, collected chiefly in

France. In 1820 our first vineyard here was com-
menced, using only sorts supposed not liable to be
attacked by the disease, and from that time I have
paid considerable attention to Vine culture. I state as

follows, as the substance of my observations upon this
" black disease " during my 50 years' experience. Very
few of the wine Grapes of the colder or middle regions

of Vine culture seem to be much subject to it ; but, on
the other hand, few of the strictly table Grapes, or

indeed any cultivated in the South of Europe, are free

from it. During very dry seasons, when the surface of

the ground is dry throughout the later spring and
early summer, and when drying breezes much
prevail, it will scarcely, if at all appear. It

is rarely seen until the flowering season, when
the Vines have made considerable growth,
although in seasons especially favourable to its appear-

ance it may show itself eight or ten days before the

expansion of the blossoms. The conditions especially

favourable appear to be, a warm temperature by day,

surface soil moist or frequently damped by showers,

still atmosphere, alternate cloud, and very bright hot

sun. It may always be first looked for upon the

tenderest growth, the most shaded, and especially the

nearest the ground. If sucker shoots have been negli-

gently left, they are sure to be the first attacked. If

the parts aflected be carefully removed as they appear

to be stricken, its progress seems to be materially

checked, and damage prevented, but this minute
attention is rarely practicable except where the Vines

are not numerous. The young branches (even before

the expansion of the blossoms) are sure to suffer

immediately, if the disease fairly sets in. The spots,

or blotches, are extremely irregular, pale brown at

first as if scalded by hot water, becoming in a day or

two dark brown, almost black. In bad cases, as in

1S72, nearly the whole of the season's shoots are

blackened and the growth destroyed. Vines damaged
to that extent last year and pruned hard back in winter,

are now ripening small or moderate crops upon shoots

of middling vigour, with perfectly healthy foliage and
without a symptom of the disease. But these are wine
Grapes. The table Grapes generally— the Muscats,

the large-bunched vigorous-growing varieties from the

warmer climates, the Corinth and Sultana raisin

Grapes—are all badly smitten.

It is above 30 years since I came to the conclusion

that the appearance and conditions of this disease could

be accounted for only on the hypothesis of its being

the attack of a minute parasitical Fungus. In a series

of papers on Vine culture, pubHshed in a local journal

in 1842,1 stated this conviction. We have since (but

especially in 1871) suffered from the disease {upon

sorts, too, then believed to be exempt), to an extent

we had not previously conceived. The application

of sulphur seemed to produce no effect. Although
certain varieties of the Vine have been from the first

subject to this disease in every soil or locality, there

are a few remarkable exceptions, one of which I will

describe, as it may help in arriving at correct conclu-
sions.

In 182 1 several Vines of the Black Frontignan and
Sweetwater were planted against the two lean-to sides

and verandah front of a small frame cottage, at that

time the residence of my brothers and myself. Exposed
respectively to the three cardinal points—north, east,

and south—they grew freely, and were trained with

lofty naked stems to the level of the eaves' gutters,

some 6 or 7 feet from the ground, the main branches

being then led out horizontally, and the summer shoots,

supported upon a light trellis, being allowed to

ramble over the roof. Our occupation of the cottage

as a residence ceasing in 1S35, the Vines against the

north and south sides were neglected, and finally

rooted out, but one, a Sweetwater, against the eastern

verandah front, remains, has always been healthy, and
bears good crops of fine Grapes. None of these

Vines, though of sorts subject to be much damaged,
ever showed a spot of the disease, but cuttings from
them, planted in various soils and sites, became
blighted as much as those from diseased Vines. The
special conditions of the healthy Vines are as

follows :— 1st, there are no Vines growing within a

mile of them, one excepted—growing under similar

conditions against a cottage, and also free from blight ;

2d, the main stems being trained naked to the level of

the eaves, there was never any foliage near the ground
from an early period ; 3d, the supporting structure

being framed upon the ground, and the site around
either turf or hard walk, the chief support must have

been always from roots under the floors, where the

temperature and supply of moisture were necessarily

more equable than in the open ground ; 4th, the

bearing wood and growing shoots were freely ex-

posed to currents of air—in fact, to every wind that

blows.

I quote the foregoing as under my observation fcr

above 50 years, but it is by no means a solitary

instance of individual Vines belonging to sorts very

subject to the disease continuing to bear abundant crops

without a speck or blemish.

Since writing the foregoing, I have put into the

hands of an old friend, Mr. James Chisholm, who pro-

ceeds to England by the outgoing mail steamer, a

glass jar, containing, in diluted alcohol, a number of

specimens of diseased portions of Vines : but as the

detection of the Fungus may be impracticable after

long immersion, I have obtained from Dr. Morris a

complete set or double set of specimens, carefully set

up for the microscope, which are enclosed in a separate

and smaller packet ; both of these I have addressed to

you, and Mr. Chisholm has kindly undertaken, on

arrival in town rv/? Southampton, to forward them to

your offtce. 1 feel very confident that in placing them
in the hands of so eminent a mycologist as "M. J. B.,"

we have ensured an early and thorough investigation,

in as far as the specimens permit, into a singular

and very destructive disease ; and am not without

the hope that the same affection will be detected,

though in a milder form, on Vines under glass in

England.
1 post at the same time with this letter one I have

received with the new specimens from Dr. Morris, and

shall be thankful if "M.J. B." will impart a portion of

the specimens, as he requests, to some society devoted

to microscopic investigation. Jl'^m. Macarihur. [The
specimens and microscopical preparations have been

placed in the hands of Mr. Berkeley, who has kindly

promised to report on them. Eds.]

Societies.

Royal Horticultural: May r.^ames Bateman,
Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. The awards of the Fruit

Committee, which were more numerous than usual, having

been announced by its chairman, Mr. Marshall performed
a like ofhce for the Floral Committee, and while com-
menting upon the various objects before the meeting,

remarked that he had lately seen the rich collection of

succulent plants in the possession of Mr. J. T. Peacock,

Sudbury House, Hammersmith, and he was so much
astonished at the variety displayed, that he would recom-
mend all who were interested in such plants to get Mr.
Peacock's permission to see them, and which he (Mr.

Marshall) was sure would be readily granted.

The Rev. M. J. Berkeley thought the cxliibition one of

the most beautiful he had seen, everything shown being In

such excellent condition. Very interesting amongst the

subjects shown was a fine example of Arum crinitum,

in the group from Mr. Ware, and a collection of

terrestrial Orchids, from the gardens of the Comtt*

de Paris, the greater part of which were British species.

Alluding to the difficulty which was experienced in grow-
ing these plants, he remarked that he had seen them
doing well under a north wall in a bed of peat ; they

must, at all events, not be exposed to the sun. Coming
next to a new species of Calochortus, sliown by Mr. Wil-

son Saunders, Mr. Berkeley remarked that nothing could

be more beautiful as decorative plants than the larger

forms of this fine genus, and which some years ago were

grown so successfully at Chiswick. On tlie subject of

Narcissi. Mr. Berkeley remarked that Mr. Giles Munby
had informed him that the hoop-petticoat and other

forms exist in great profusion in Algeria ; and in connec-

tion with the fine bunches of double Narcissi shown by
Mr, Barr, he stated that, to obtain them in the splendid

condition seen, the bulbs ought not to be planted till

January. Alluding to the poisoning of a clergyman in

Norfolk by eating suspicious Mushrooms, he would
advise amateurs to exercise great caution before eating

Mushrooms of doubtful character ; and commenting on a

French system of growing large Mushrooms (mentioned
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at p. 570) he remarked that it was an old camard, t&pio-

duced. He would not say that such a mode was impos-

sible, but he thought it was very ditficult, as the spores

must pass through some animal before they would germi-

nate. The experiment was, however, well worth repeat-

ing, and he would be glad to hear that the results de-

scribed were confirmed.
Professor Thiselton Dyer said that Mr. Berkeley had

left him hardly even a gleaning from the matters which

had come that day before the Society. He might, how-

ever, mention, that the attention of the Scientific Com-
niitlee had been drawn to the traces of tints concolorous

with those of the flowers, which appear (but not in-

variably) in the foliage of Cinerarias. This was a matter

of some theoretic interest, because it seemed to show that

the colours of flowers were produced by a process possibly

of o.xidation from elaborated matters, such as already

existed in the foliage. It was known, speaking rouglily,

that while deoxidalion took place in leaves o.xidation was
the rule in flowers

;
perhaps it also took place in the

hairs with which the under surface of the Cineraria leaves

were clothed, and in which the colour seemed to reside.

A French chemist had grown plants of Impatieiis in

indigolic acid, and had found that the dye in the leaves

was deoxidised and bleached, whereas, in the flowers, the

colour was restored.

Mr. Bateman commented upon various Orchids shown
at the meeting, and remarked that the International Ex-
hibition, opened to the public tliat day, was much more
intimately connected with horticulture than the one held

last year. He had seen some pulp for paper making made
from a Pine grown largely in Sweden and Norway ; and
another sample made from the Aspen tree, about which
there must be some mistake, and he was under the im-

pression that the* names had [somehow or other been
transposed.

Scientific Committee.—W. W. Saunders, Esq.,

F.R.S., in the chair. Mr. Berkeley reported, on the autho-

rity of Dr. Thwaites, that the Coffee Fungus in Ceylon was
dying out. The same gentleman exhibited Peach shoots

"gumming." and repeated his oft-expressed opinion, that

the disease in question is due to alternations of tempera-
ture, and espeeially to the contact of cold water. The
circular holes in the leaves he attributed to drops of water,

acting like burnmg lenses, or possibly by chilling the

tissues.

The Chairman expressed his opinion that the holes in

((uestion were produced by insect-puncture (thrips?), and
a consequent unequal contraction of the tissues of the

leaf, ultimately resulting in the death of a circular portion

of the leaf, and in its falling out, leaving a hole as if

punched out.

The Chainnan also showed a remarkable dwarf variety

of Cupressus macrocarpa, about 4 inches high, and as

many through. The plant, which was nine jears old, had
been obtained from seed by Messrs. Garraway, of Bristol.

Some doubt was expressed as to its belonging to C. ma-
crocarpa at all ; in any case it is a very remarkable plant,

analogous to the Clanbrasilian Fir.

The Chairman also exhibited bulbs of Amarj'llis in a
decayed state, and partially eaten by the larva of a
dipterous insect, Eristalis intricarius, which it is surmised
might have been introduced with liquid manure.
Mr. Miers exhibited specimens of a new, and

apparently valuable fibre, obtained from a Brazilian

climbing plant with opposite leaves. The fibre appeared
so abundant and so good, that further particulars were
requested.

Professor Thiselton Dyer said that his attention had
been drawn by Dr. Masters to two papers in the
Bull, de la Soc, Bot. de Fr. for 1867, which advanced a
view of the origin of honey-dew quite different to that

held by Boussingault. The method of investigation was
exactly similar : the leaves were washed, and the mode of
accumulation of the honey- dew subsequently was described
in almost the same words. It was attributed, however,
not to an exudation from the plants, but to the excretions
of parasitic insects which were to be found on the foliage

above that on which the honey-dew made its appearance.
The insects, it was stated, had the power of projecting
their excretions a distance of 4—5 inches, and it was
thought that the action of the wind would convey them
even further. Riviere appears to have been the first

to observe this curious habit, and to have been con-
firmed by other entomologists. After the honey-
dew had attained a thickened consistence it became
the seat of growth of various microscopic Fungi re-

ferred to the genus Fumago [but subsequently distri-

buted amongst Capnodium, Cladosporium, and Anten-
naria {see Journal of_ the Royal Horticultural Society,

1849, pp. 243—260)] giving the plant a blackened appear-
ance. The invasion by a host of aphides of two Lime
trees resulted in the blackening of a terrace which they
overshadowed, and of the seats placed upon it. In the
case observed by Boussingault it is difficult to think that
so careful an observer would not have satisfied himself
thoroughly of the absence of aphides from the Lime
tree he examined. Moreover, it was only one tree

which was attacked ; had aphides been the cause of the
honey-dew, it is hardly likely that other trees at a little

distance would have been, as was the case, perfectly
healthy. The conclusion appears to be that while in

some cases honey-dew is due to the presence of aphides,
in others it is an independent result of a diseased con-
dition of the affected plant.

Hose and Azalea Show.—This, which was de-
cidedly the best exhibition of the season, was held in a
tent near the Council-room, and owing to the genial
nature of the weather on May-day, and probably also in a
great measure to the opening of the International Exhibi-
tion, attracted great numbers of visitors. The Roses in

pots were a show in themselves, so thoroughly good in

condition were the larger number of the plants staged.
In the open class for 9, the competition lay between Mr.
Turner and Messrs. Paul & Son, the former securing the
ist honours with a group of splendid plants, which
ncluded Marie Baumann, Marechal Vaillant, La France,

Paul Verdier, Camille Bemardin, Ci^line Forestier, Victor

Verdier, Charles Lawson. and Vicomle Vigier. In the

corresponding class for 6 the Messrs. Veitch & Sons were
ist, with fair-sized well-flowered specimens of Princess

Mary of Cambridge. Victor Verdier, Charles Lawson,
President, &c. Some capital plants were shown in the

amateurs* class for 3, the best coming from Mr. E. Ellis,

gr. to J.
Galsworthy, Esq., Combe Warren, Kmgston

;

Mr. Baxter, gr. to C. Kieser, Esq., Broxbourne, and Mr.

James, gr. to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth. Azaleas,

on tlie whole, too, were a great improvement on those

shown before this season, many of the younger and more
vigorous plants being flowered first-class. Messrs. Lane &
Son were ist in the open class for 6, with good specimens
of Magnificent, Crispiflora rosea, Vicomte de Forceville,

Advance, Elegantissima, and Kinghornii. Next in order

of merit came Mr, F. Hill, gr. to H. Taylor, Esq., Avenue
Road, Regent's Park, with young, healthy, and well-

finished plants ; and Mr. Turner, with six very pretty

dwarf standards. Mr. C. Baldwin, Messrs. J. Dobson &
Son, and Mr. G. Wheeler also competed in the same
class. In the amateurs" class for 3 Azaleas, the 1st prize

was witliheld, the 2d being awarded to Mr. J. Herrington,

gr, to J.
Price, Esq., Clapham Park, and equal 3d to

Mr. G. Wheeler and Mr. C. Baldwin. The next class

for 3, confined to amateurs who had not previously

taken the Society's prize for Azaleas, was a very

satisfactory one, the ist prize being won by Mr. F.

Hill, with medium - sized, remarkably well - flowered

plants of Roi Leopold, Loreley, and Criterion ;
Mr.

James was 2d with plants also most profusely flowered
;

and Mr. J. Herrington came in 3d. The display

of Auriculas was not a very large one, the competition

being confined to three exhibitors, viz., Mr. Turner,

who had the best 12 show varieties, and a corre-

sponding number of alpines ; the Rev. H. H. Dom-
brain, who had the best 6 show varieties amongst amateurs

;

and Mr. J. James, who was 2d in each of the above three

classes. Mr. James also staged the best 6 Herbaceous
Calceolarias. Messrs. Dobson & Son having the next

best. The plants were not very large in either case, but

very well flowered. Six exotic Orchids were contributed

by Mr. Denning, gr. to Lord Londesborough, who
showed excellent specimens of Phalsenopsis Luddema-
niana, Cattleya Mossioe. Odontoglossum luteo-pur-

pureuni, Cypripedium Stonei, Odontoglossum nrevium

majus, and Aerides \''eitchii ; by Mr. Bull, who had
fine plants of Odontoglossum cordatum, O. Alexan-

dne, Cypripedium Lowii, Lrelia purpurata, lvc. ; and
by Mr. G. Wheeler, the prizes being taken in the order

named.
The Miscellaneous Class contained many very excellent

productions, and extra prizes were awarded as follows :

—

To Messrs. Veitch & Sons, for a large and interesting

group of Roses in pots, Japanese Maples, and Spiraeas

;

to Mr. C. Noble, Bagshot. for a splendid group of new
Clematis, relieved with a few plants of the lovely Spiraea

palmata ; to Mr. Turner, for a fine collection of Roses,

Tricolor Pelargoniums, Auriculas, and Primula japonica;

to Mr. B. S. WiUiams, for a choice assortment of fine-

foliaged and flowering plants ; to Mr. Ware, for a grand
collection of hardy spring fine-foliaged and flowering

plants, and which we hear are just now in great beauty at

the Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham ; to Mr. W. Paul, for

a group of silver-edged Pelargoniums, and magnificent

boxes of Marechal Niel and other cut Roses ; to Mr.
W. Denning for a small but fine group of Orchids, in-

cluding very attractive specimens of Oncidium ampliatum,
Epidendrum Stamfordianum, Dendrobium Jamesianum,
a fine plant, and Mesospinidium sanguineum, &c. ; and
to Messrs. Standish & Co. , for a small collection of plants,

including a fine specimen of Eucharis amazonica,
from 4 to 5 feet across, and splendidly flowered. Mr.
Hooper, Bath, exhibited fine stands of British and Fancy
Pansies, and also a collection in pots ; Mr. Needle, gr.

to the Comte de Paris, again contributed a choice

collection of terrestrial Orchids, and Mr. Baxter staged

a fine lot of Amaryllis.

Floral Com.inittee. — E. Rosher, Esq., in the

chair. This was a better attended meeting than the last,

and the Council-room, which contained a much greater

number of objects of interest, had a more business-like

aspect. The most remarkable plants shown were magni-
ficent specimens of Sarracenia flava and S. Drummondii
alba, contributed by that master hand at plant growing,
Mr. T. Baines, gr. to H. L. Micholls, Esq., Southgate
House, Southgate. The greatest interest was attached to

the last-named plant, on account of the great difliculty

which Mr. Baines had experienced in growing it. It seems
that its usual time for making its pitchers (which it does
much more sparingly than S. Drummondii rubra) is in

the autumn, when it has not the advantage of being asso-

ciated with its congeners in a fresh condition. Mr. Baines
has, we believe, grown this plant for 17 years without
before being able to induce it to make its pitchers in the

spring. Its present grand condition he attributes to an
extraordinary strength of roots, obtained by paying
close attention to its wants, in the way of water,

which should be liberally supplied during its season of

growth. This, however, Mr. Baines says, must not be
put in a pan under them, or the roots will rot. and that

when the plant is at rest it must only have sufficient water
to keep the soil moderately moist, or the same result will

follow. He further states that it must not be potted when
the other forms are, in the early spring, but in August,
when all the old soil should be removed and replaced

with the best fibrous peat that can be obtained, sphagnum,
and sand. The committee unanimously voted Cultural

Commendations to each plant, and recommended them to

the Council as worthy objects for the award of a Silver

Flora Medal, which recommendation we afterwards heard
had been acted upon. First-class Certificates were
awarded to M.J. Linden, Brussels, for Odontoglossum bre-

vifolium. a species with shortish, broad, dingy yellowish-

brown sepals andpetals, and asmall greenish yellowlip, and
with which most ofthe Orchidologists present wereratherdis-

appointed ; to Messrs. Veitch & Sons for a pretty lilac-rose

shrubby species of Pentstemon [probably P. Menziesji.

Eds,], which was found by Mr. Robinson on the
top of the Rocky Mountains. The plants shown
were drawn, and tied up to stakes, so that its natural
habit could not be seen. Mr. Robinson states that it has
a dwarf, recumbent habit, and when he found it, it was
growing in dense tufts, not more than 2.V inches high. To
Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, for Dracasna lentiginosa, a
handsome long narrow-leaved form, the leaves being of a
rich deep shining-brown. It was not stated whence it

came, but if amenable to greenhouse cultivation, it must
certainly be considered a valuable acquisition. To Mr.
B. S. Williams for Zamia cycadsefolia, well described by
its name ; to Mr. Croucher, gr. to J. F. Peacock, Esq.,
Sudbury House, Hammersmith, for Echinocactus Mir-
bellii, a distinct species, covered with broken patches of
grey scales, and armed with long white spines ; to
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, for Bouvardia longiflora
flammea ; to Messrs. James Ivery & Son, Dorking, for
Azalea indica Fanny Ivery, a large salmon-red flower,

spotted with crimson, and of good form and sub-
stance

; to Mr. Turner, for alpine Auriculas,
Mercury and Colonel Scott, both having an orange-yellow
eye, broadly belted with deep purplish black, the latter

being the best formed flower ; and to Mr. Hooper, Bath,
for Pansies Crimson Beauty, a fancy variety of the most
exquisite colour ; Mrs. Eyles, white ground, belted with
deep purple ; and Prince of Wales, yellow ground, belted
with deep, almost black, velvet. Mr. J. Blackley, Leyton,
Essex, sent a large plant of a seedling Tree C"arnation
named La Belle, white, which has almost a creeping
habit, and is a very free bloomer. Messrs. E. G. Hender-
son & Son staged a small group of miscellaneous plants,

including several baskets of ornamental-leaved Pelar-

goniums, &c. ; and from Mr. Green, gr. to W. W.
Saunders, Esq., came a most interesting little collection,

which included the rare Saxifraga cymbalaria, Fuchsia
syringpefolia arborea, a most distinct form, w th purplish-
lilac flowers ; Tritonia deusta, orange-red, very pretty

;

Odontoglossum luteo-purpureum, a fine spike ; the
free-flowering Crassula quadrifolia, a very curious
species of Euphorbia from South Africa, Gladiolus
blandus, from the Cape of Good Hope ; and several

pretty little species of Calochortus, &C. A Cultural

Commendation was awarded. Messrs. Rollisson &
Son sent a group of handsome new Gloxinias of
the erect-flowering type ; and Mr. Stevens. Trentham,
sent a plant, whh one good spike, of a prettily-marked

variety of Odontoglossum Pescatorei. Messrs. Veitch

& Sons received a Cultural Commendation for a nice

group of varieties of Odontoglossum Alexandr^e
; and

J. Russell, Esq., Falkirk, for a fine lot of cut Orchids.

Mr. W. Paul had two new silver-edged blush-flowered

Pelargoniums, and Mr. Ware exhibited specimens of a
new golden-leaved Funkia, &c. Mr. Matthews, Royal
Pottery, Weston-super-Mare, showed a small basket of

flowers made by hand in terra cotta, and which it is

intended to dispose of in this condition, to enable ladies

to paint them themselves.

Fruit Committee. -G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S..

in the chair. Mr. F. Dancer, Little Sutton, Chiswick,

exhibited a large bundle of " Connover's Colossal Aspara-

gus," a large variety of great promise, and grown from
seeds received three years ago from Messrs. Thorbum
<& Co., New York. A First-class Certificate was awarded.

Mr. Stevens, gr. to His Grace the Duke of Sutherland,

Trentham, sent for exhibition very fine dishes of Black
Circassian and Elton Cherries, large in size, beautiful ir»

colour, and of exquisite flavour. A Cultural Commendation
was voted. Similar awards were also made to Mr.
D. MacKellar, gr. to C. Magniac, Esq.,M.P., Colworth,

Beds, for a dozen and a half very fine Marguerite Straw-

berries ; to Mr. H. Hepper, gr. to E. D. Lee, Esq.,

Hartwell House, Aylesbury, for a handsome dish of Dr.

Hogg Strawberries ; to Mr. J.
Tegg, gr. to J. Walter,

Esq., Bearwood, for a large and handsome dish of Vio-

lette and Brown Turkey Figs, and three good bunches
each of Black Hamburgh and Buckland Sweetwater

Grapes ; and to Messrs. Wright, The Nurseries,

Lee, Kent, for a nice dish of Black Hamburgh
Grapes. Mr. John Munro, Little Heath, Potter's

Bar, sent a green-fleshed Melon, called "Little

Heath," weighing 4 lb. 10 oz., and which had been cut

on April 30 from a plant put out in the bed on March i.

The fruit was not tasted, so that no opinion of its flavour

could be given. Mr. Davis, gr. to P. Galloway, Esq.,

Roehampton Park, sent a dish of Grosse Mig:nonne

Peaches, gathered from a tree which this year is bringing

50 dozen fruit to maturity.

Eotkes 0f §00hs.
Travels in Uruguay, &c. By Rev. J. H. Murray.

Small Svo. Pp. 234. Longmans.

We cannot congratulate the author of this little book
on the production of a good book of travels. His sea

voyage furnished the usual incidents of sea voyages in

general, and which have been told over and over again

more graphically than by Mr. Murray. The Brazilian

towns touched at m route to Monte Video are also

pretty well known to stay-at-home travellers, and the

author's heroics add nothing to the impression that a

naturalist or artist has been enabled to form concerning

their beauty and interest. The sketches of trees, at any

rate, will not add much to our knowledge ; see, for

instance, the caricature at p. 22, and the figure of the
" Omboo tree," whatever that may be, at p. *JO.

"The Omboo," we are told, is a very striking tree;

not a timber tree but a vegetable one. (!) For about a

month in the depth of winter it remains without leaves';

in summer its foliage is in formal clumps, and

these are fringed with small white flowers that turn

to seed like a small Pea. The shoots and young

trees are very stout and coarse, and spring up with
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great quickness. The tree is of a spongy nature, like

^n old Cabbage stalk, and will not bum in the fire.

** Old trees are invariably hollow * * * and
their appearance is like that of old pollard English

Oaks of great age ; but they are not a tenth of the

age that they look." It is clear that our author is no
botanist, and would have done better to omit this

valueless description.

It is, however, only right to say that the main pur-

pose of the book is to describe the inhabitants and
natural features of Uruguay, and to bring before the

English reader the capabilities of the country from an

agricultural, and especially a sheep-farming, point of

view. The accouht of the physical features and pro-

ductions of Uruguay is, from its comparative novelty,

much superior to the very superficial narrative of the

Brazilian towns.

The latter portion of the volume is entirely devoted

to the subject of sheep-farming, and though we cannot

fairly say that the author has convinced us of the

superiority of the Argentine States for emigrants ; yet

at any rate he has put together so much useful informa-

tion in short compass that we would recommend all

intending emigrants to peruse Mr. Murray's statements,

and to give them due consideration before finally

deciding on their abiding place.

Considering that we are all supposed to know
the law and to keep its statutes, it is singular how very

small a proportion of the community ever even see an

Act of Parliament. This general ignorance of the law

of the land will be to a certain extent obviated by the

publication of Penny Statutes for the People (Kent &
Co.), edited by Alsagar Hay Hill, Barrister-at-Law,

the object of which is to give the public the opportunity

at the most moderate cost of becoming acquainted with

the laws they are bound to obey. Of this series there

have been already published the Acts relating to Mar-
ried Women's Property, the Pedlars' Act, 1S70 and
1871 ; Acts relating to Vaccination, Pawnbroking,

Lodgers' Goods Protection, Sunday Trading, and Tip-

pling—Acts, as the title-page says, "of concern to all."

To dwellers in the suburbs or the country subject to

frequent annoyance by pedlars, the following extract

may prove consolatory. We wish organ-grinders were
placed under similar surveillance :

—

Duties ofPedlars.
" XVII. Any pedlar shall at all times, on demand, pro-

duce and show his certificate to any of the following

persons
;
{that is to say,

)

'

' I. Any justice of the peace ; or,

" 2. Any constable or oihcer of police ; or
" 3. Any person to whom such pedlar offers his goods

for sale : or
"4. Any person in whose private grounds or premises

such pedlar is found
;

"And any pedlar who refuses, on demand, to show his

certificate to, and allow it to be read, and a copy thereof

to be taken, by any of the persons hereby authorised to

demand it, shall for each offence be hable to a penalty not

exceeding 51.

"XVIII. Whereapersonacting as a pedlar either refuses

to show his certificate, or has no certificate, or refuses to

allow or prevents or attempts to prevent any such opening
or inspection of liis pack, box, bag, trunk, or case as is

authorised under this Act, it shall be lawful for any of the

persons authorised to demand the production of the cer-

tificate, and also for any other person acting by his order

or at his request and in his aid, to apprehend such offender,

and forthwith to convey or cause him to be conveyed before

a justice of the peace. In Scotland such justice of the

peace may commit such offender for trial if he think fit,"

THE WEATHER.
STA TE OF THE WEA THER A T BLACKHEA TH,

For the Week ending Wednesday, May i,
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ing ; and if on inspection it seems to require it, place it in

a smaller pot or basket, as the case may be, when it

will immediately root very freely, and will most likely

require to be replaced in a pot or basket of the same

size from which it was removed, about July. IT.

Denning.

FLOWER GARDEN, &'^.

The Parterre and Mixed Garden. — Although

we have been favoured with a mild winter, we have

had one of the most trying springs I ever remember.

During the past fortnight we have witnessed all sorts

of weather,—snow, hail, frost, rain, bright sunshine,

and rough winds, which have put quite a stop to

all flower garden operations, but we must still work on

and hope for more favourable times. The time is fast

approaching when we shall be fully occupied in bedding

out our countless thousands, and I have no doubt

before this meets the eye of your readers many will

have already commenced in earnest ; for my own part,

although I have to bed hundreds of thousands of plants

of all descriptions, I never consider it safe or prudent

to commence before May 20, unless it is with hardy

l^lants, such as Pansics^ Violas, Ccrasiiums, $cc, I am
fully convinced there is nothing gained by planting too

early ; the ground is cold, and we frequently liave vei^

cutting winds, which causes such a check to the plants

that they are a long time before they again start freely

into growth, besides there is a great risk of their being

injured by frost. A little delay at this season will be

amply rewarded. All kinds of hardy Annuals may
still be sown, both where it is intended that they are to

remain to flower and also into beds in the reserve

garden, to be afterwards transplanted into the flower

borders. Transplant seedling perennials, &c. Such plants

as are planted against walls or trellis work, &c., should

be now examined, and their young shoots nailed or fas-

tened. In supporting plants in the flower borders much
taste may be displayed by selecting supports suited to the

habits of the plants. The rambling growing kinds may
be supported by using branches of JBirch with plenty of

twigs upon them ; and the more crooked or rustic

branches of Oak, or other rugged-growing trees, either

with the bark left on or taken ofi", will form excellent

conductors for Conz'olz'uhis, Everlasting Peas, and
such-like rapid-growing plants, and to such the plants

will naturally affix themselves sooner and more firmly

than to bare poles or painted sticks. Strong-gi-owing

plants require more substantial supports, and perhaps

there are none better than neat iron rods. Whatever
conductors or supports are used, care should be taken

to hide them as much as possible ; and in tying the

plants to this support, it should be done so as to leave

the plant in the natural form as far as practicable.

This can never be done if the plants once be allowed to

attain too great a size or age. The supports should be
placed to them before they really want them, and as

the plant advances it should be neatly and securely

trained to them. If this attention is not paid at an
early period of the season it cannot be afterwards

corrected. Finish top-dressing Pinks, if not yet com-
pleted. Keep the soil on Ranunculus beds open, and
water liberally in dry weather. Plant out into beds, in

a shaded situation previously prepared, rooted runners
of Russian, Neapolitan, and other Violets. Thin out

young shoots of Fuchsins ; clear away the protecting

material, and well top-dress the roots with some good
compost. Bulbous roots intended for removal should

be taken up as their leaves decay. Continue to harden
off all kinds of bedding stuff, and see that nothing is

wanting when bedding-out time arrives. Constantly
roll, mow, and sweep the lawns, and let neatness be
the order of the day. Edwa7-d Bennett, Enville.

Alpine and Herbaceous Plants.—Should the

frames in which alpine plants in pots are placed be
required for other purposes, let the plants be removed
to and plunged in a prepared bed of coal-ashes or sand
out-of-doors. If possible choose the site so that it will

enjoy a couple or three hours' shade during the heat of
the day, otherwise screens of tiffany or any other light

shading will require to be employed to secure partial

immunity from the scorching rays of the sun at mid-
day. This will obviate somewhat the labour of water-
ing, as well as prevent exhaustion in the plants, from
which they suffer much during summer—our compara-
tively short and hot nights being insufficiently cool and
moist to compensate these hardy natives of high
regions for the exhaustion induced by the protracted
heat of our summer days. Place shade-loving plants
by themselves in order that they may be treated as
they require. If the collection is to remain in the
frames, the lights may be dispensed with night and day
—if the plants are all well established—and light

shading be substituted for them. Tiffany stretched on
light wooden frames, to fit in the place of the lights,

answers admirably, but it is requisite to use the shade-
only on bright hot days, as specified above, and when
in use it should be tilted, so as to offer the least

possible obstruction to the circulation of air in the
frame. When it is necessary to use the shade it will
also be necessary to damp the plants and the surfaces
about them, whether they be in frames or out-of-
doors. Let this be done immediately before
putting on the shade. Let the principal water-
ing be now done in the evening, but do not
permit any to suffer from drought from a too rigid
adherence to stated periods for watering. Continue to
thin out flower stems from crowded plants of Lych'

nis, Delphiriinm, Phlox, &c., finally reducing them
to the requisite number early in the month. The
blooming period of many of these vigorous growing
subjects may be lengthened considerably by slightly

checking them at the roots at the present time. Run
the spade down beside and under the roots, and gently

move the plants without raising them. Afterwards
tread the disturbed earth firm, and water should there

be any signs of flagging. By thus treating the dupli-

cates in the collection, the season of many of the later

summer-flowering fibrous-rooted plants may be pro-

longed for a month or more even in some cases.

Proceed with the propagation of all that offer growths
suitable to be made into cuttings. The stems that are

thinned out from plants subjected to this process are

generally suitable, if not too far advanced towards
(lowering. The season for propagating scarce and
dear fibrous-rooted plants may be extended if their

blossoming can be dispensed with. In that case let all

that are pushing flower stems be headed down at once,

and continue to take the shoots that are subsequently

produced till the stock is made up to the desired quan-
tity. All the Phloxes of the paniculata, suaveolens and
decussala types; Delphiniums of all sorts, including

nuilicaule, the taller forms oi Lychnis, and all plants of

similar habit, may be so treated if it is desired. There is,

perhaps, no better time than the present for transplanting

large plants of Gynerium argenteuvi, or for increasing

it by division. If the plants are old, and have been long
undisturbed in one place, be careful not to divide too

minutely. Plant the divisions in sandy loam, leaf-

mould, and well decomposed frame dung, water well

immediately after planting, and subsequently as the

weather may necessitate till the plants are well esta-

blished. Specimens of Gynerium in dry situations

should receive copious and frequent waterings through-

out the summer ; earlier and stronger flowering will

reward some care in this matter, even in cold localities.

Maintain cleanliness and order at all points, attending

assiduously to staking, training, and trimming the
plants, frequently stirring the soil in beds and borders
and on rockwork. The use of the hoe should be con-

stant, but the rake, particularly in heavy binding soils,

is better dispensed with, the hard polished surface it

leaves behind it being uncongenial to a very large

number of these classes of plants. Superficial neat-

ness need not necessarily be sacrificed, though the

rake be never used except for the purpose of removing
trimmings and other loose matter before the hoe is

brought into requisition at each successive dressing,

the hoe being a suitable enough tool wherewith to pro-
duce a satisfactorily dressy surface in skilful hands.
In dry weather rockwork will require to be freely

watered, and all recently planted plants should be
carefully attended to in this respect till they establish

themselves. IV. Sutherland.

Roses.—The plants should be regularly and care-

fully looked over, and all root-suckers and robber-

shoots from the stem removed. If the Manetti stocks

were properly prepared, they will give little or no
trouble, but there is always a perpetual warfare going
on between the roots and the heads of Brier Roses, and
especially is this so in light soils and with Roses of
weak habit, for in such cases the growth of the head
does not afford a sufficient outlet for the sap sent up
by the roots. The tying up of buds as they grow must
on no account be neglected, and a periodical and
careful search should be made for caterpillars and
grubs. R. B. P.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—Most growers will have at the present

season a large proportion of their plants fruiting

in various stages. The size to which the fruit will

attain mainly depends upon the condition of the

roots, although general good management will conduce
much to the health and support of the plants. If they
are grown in pots (the way I prefer), a sure criterion of
the state of the roots is thequantity of water they absorb,

as generally those which require a copious supply are

the plants from which the finest fruit is obtained. The
temperatures, as before advised, should be continued,
and the general management in detail carried out as

previously directed, with reference to the fruiting and
successional plants. The smallest of the suckers

potted last March, which I have advised to be repotted
before being shifted into the fruiting pots, will by this

time be ready, and should be done at once. If the

bed in which they are plunged wants refreshing, now is

the time to do it, by adding a little new tan to the

surface, and turning it over about 16 inches deep, well

mixing it. After the plants are plunged look to the

heat of the bed, which will, with turning alone, some-
times get too hot at this time of the year. G. T, Miles,

Wycombe Abbey.

Peaches and Nectarines.—The chief attention

now requ-ired in the early house is to regulate and tie

in the shoots. In effecting this make it a point to

retain no more than is required to furnish fruit for

another year. To reserve a portion on the plea that

they may be wanted is an objectionable policy, unless

in doubtful cases, interfering, as they materially would,
with the maturation of the permanent shoots. Keep
closely stopped all shoots above the fruit, with the

exception of those required to form leading branches,

and expose the fruit as much as possible to the sun.

In doing this, should leaves prove difficult to keep
aside, recourse may safely be had to their partial, if not

total, removal. Unremitting attention must be paid
to the hygrometric state of the inside borders especially,
and when required give a thorough soaking of warm
manure-water, particularly on that portion contiguous
to the heating apparatus. Continue to disbud and thin
the fruit in succession houses by degrees, and, if

possible, complete the former process by the com-
'

mencement of the stoning of the fruit. The practice of
effecting the disbudding by degrees is preferable to
performing it at one or two operations only ; for it

must be borne in mind that there is a constant reci-

procity of some kind in operation between the roots
and the branches whilst the trees are in a growing
state, hence it is evident that such heavy disbuddings
must for a time tend to disturb that reciprocity ; and in

old trees in particular, or such as have borne heavy
crops of fruit, it would be more perceptibly apparent.
IVilliani Gardiner, Eadnglon Park Gardens.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Forcing Department.

—

Kidney Beans: Tempe-
rature 70*^ to So" by day, 60" to 65" at night. Syringe
often with clear soot-water, to keep in check red
spider. Maintain a moist heat, and water with liquid

manure as the vigour of the plants may determine.
Sow Cucumbers for pickling now on a hotbed, to be
forwarded in their growth for transplanting on ridges

under hand-glasses next month. Sow Vegetable Mar-,
roivs and Gourds on a hotbed. Those sown last

month plant out on ridges with slight bottom-heat
under hand-glasses or frames, To^natos, Egg Plants,

and Capsicums, to fruit in pots under glass, shift into

larger pots as required. Those intended for planting
out against a south wall or other south fence should be
carefully hardened off. They will not ripen their fruit

unless planted out on a sunny exposure. Early Celery

prick out
;
place a one or two light box on a hard

solid bottom ; put from 3 to 4 inches of soil, one-half

leaf soil one-half loam, and a little sand, in the frame.

Prick out about 3 inches apart, and keep close for

three or four days. Nao Zealand Spinach sow in heat
to be afterwards planted out. This is a very useful

vegetable in dry seasons. David Lumsden^ Bloxholm
Hall Garden.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.
I referred in my last to the potting of such Camellias

and Azaleas 3.% required this attention. Azaleas require

peat soil, and the more fibrous it is the better ; beat it

well up together, remove all the coarser roots, and
then add about a fifth part of clean silver sand. Let
these be well incorporated together. Then procure
thoroughly clean pots, about two sizes larger than
those employed before : crock them well. Upon this

place a layer of more fibrous particles of peat than
ordinary, placing such a quantity of the fresh compost
upon this as will elevate the top of the old ball up
to within half an inch of the rim of the pot

;

press it down hard and firm. Fill in around
the ball uniformly a little at a time, pressing it down
with a flat-sided stick, as hard as you can well make it,

so proceeding until it is filled up thus firmly to an
equal height with the old ball. Of course all old
crocks or loose, unwholesome soil, must be removed
from the old ball before the plants are repotted. The
Camellia, as I have already intimated, requires green
pasture turf chopped up finely. Proceed as directed

above in all ways but two, viz., remove the old soil

more freely from the ball, but not so as to injure the roots

unnecessarily, and do not pot so firmly as for the

former. The fingers or hand will suffice for all pur-

poses of pressing down the soil for Camellias. In
watering the above, and all other freshly potted plants,

two facts should be attended to:— i. The surface of
the fresh soil should be slightly dried ere the water is

given, to prevent an unnatural cohesion, following

pressing damp soil together with the hands. 2, Always
give such a soaking that every particle of soil be drenched
throughout. The Vi7ies will in all probability now be
at some near stage to the blooming period. To insure

a free and abundant fertilisation of the blooms indi-

vidually give air freely during all genial intervals, but
with, if the outer temperature, &c., will admit of it, a
slight advance of heat, of say 4° or 6°. It will not be
necessary to pinch back young growths so persistently

just at this period, as a slightly additional growth will

conduce to its equivalent root formation, which will be
of great use at an early subsequent date. Now that the

season has so far advanced, and all the hardier kinds
of bedding plants are, or can be, removed into cooler,

sheltered places, it will be possible to close the house
immediately after syringing, at about 4 p.m.—this

because now no subjects need be kept in that will be
injured thereby. With this change of treatment

Fuchsias that have been at rest may be shaken out
of the old soil and repotted into as small pots as

possible in very sandy soil and be placed therein.

Achimenes should also be shaken out of the old
soil, and repotted into very light soil, composed
of peat, leaf- mould, and sand. Do not press the

soil too firmly. Where Gloxinias are grown, give
them also a shift into similar soil, but with rather

more sand, and press it rather firmly, giving but
slight shifts to each. Pot on Balsams into rich open
soil of a loamy nature, keeping them near the glass.

Sow Primula seeds, taking great care to keep the

seed-pan at one uniform moist state from the moment
the seeds are sown until actual germination has been
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consummated. Sow Ridge Cucumbers, Gherkins, Sic,

and induce a speedy strong growth, that no check

occur before planting out ; much failure is attributable

to sowing too early and stinting the inherent vigour at

the earlier stages of the growth of plants. If you

prepare Cucumber or Melon Frames, do not be in a

hurry to turn out the plants into them until you can

aim with confidence at maintaining a good growing

warmth, against all adverse periods that may ensue.

Keep your bedding stuff well pinched back, that the

stock do not become lanky ere the time for planting

arrives. Above all, do not be in too great a hurry to

bed out ; the iSth to 20th of May even have produced

their 6° of frost, which, with cold winds, do an amount

of irremediable injury. Besides, plants are often much
injured, though the symptoms do not exhibit them-

selves to the unaccustomed eye. William Earley,

Valentines,

FORESTRY.
This is a suitable season for lifting and replanting

Hollies, if the plants are large. Water freely when
finished. Growth will commence at the roots almost

immediately. Oak barking, wherever the sap is suffi-

ciently up, should receive attention ; in the younger

growth, such as in Oak coppices, will generally be

found the first in condition. When the trees are felled

transverse cuts are made in the bark all round, at from

14 to 16 inches in length. Cuts are also made longi-

tudinally, into which the barking iron is inserted and

made to move sharply along between the wood and

bark, using the left hand to raise and keep it off. If

the sap is properly risen the process is quickly per-

formed. This implement is a small rounded spud of

about i\ inch in width, and the same in length,

A inch thick in centre, and tapering in a roiinded

form to a sharp edge ; the lower side is flat, which is

made to work next the wood ; it is fixed in a handle

like a common spade, which suits the hand to twist it

right or left, to assist its work. Select clear spaces

adjacent to the trees for the drying process, which is

performed thus :—Forked branches are selected out of

topwood, and are inserted into the ground to support

straight branches at about a foot or 14 inches from the

ground ; the bark, as taken off, is collected by wornen

or boys, and rested against these rails in an upright

position, having its outside to the weather ; broad

pieces are selected to place over the top, to act as a

coping to throw off wet, which should never touch the

inner part if possible. Two or three thicknesses of

bark may rest together, but be careful to keep the

ends open. J. Webster.

COVENT GARDEN.—May 3.

Home and foreign produce have been freely supplied

during the week, especially from the Channel Islands.

We have a good supply of Strawberries and new Grapes,

and prices are lowering. Supplies of old Potatos are

running short, and new ones are coining into the market
slowly.

Flowers.
d. s. d.

2 o to 4 o

Notices to Correspondents.

Anti-Cloches : M. C. See our advertising columns.

Camellias : E. H. The following are useful sorts :—
Alba plena, Contessa Lavinia Maggi, Countess of

Ellesmere, Cup of Beauty, Jubilee, Lady Hume's Blush,

Leopold L, Mathotiana, Mathotiana alba, Monarch,

Saccoi nova, Valtevareda.

CoLEUS Tryoni :
/•'. H. We do not know when this will

be sent out, doubtless it will be duly advertised.

HcRBACEOus Calceolarias Dying off : Cakcolus.

The cause of this is an open question ; but most growers

believe it is due to over-feeding,—in other words, to

growing them in too rich composts.

Insects : G/wyW*. (i) The small scale insect is winged,

and very delicate, and would surely be destroyed by
fumigation three or four times a-week during the period

it is arriving at the perfect state. (2) The larger insect

sent (found in your Cucumber pit) is one of the small

dung beetles, Aphodius fimetarius, and the small ones

are parasites upon it, a species of mite : neither are

injurious to your plants. /. O. IV.

Melons : C /^. B. So long as the tops of your Melons

are strong and healthy, the spots on the lower leaves

are of no consequence. The demands on the vegeta-

tive powers are so great, that all the cells of the leaves

have not equal vigour, and the weakest fail. Such
spots are often caused by Fungi, but none appear on

your leaves. They arise also very frequently from drops

of water resting on the tender parenchyma, which in

consequence withers. Af. J. B.

Names of Plants ; A. B. Probably the Bird Cherry ;

but the specimen was broken to bits.

—

R. C. B. Salvia

fulgens ; a good figure in Bot. Reg., t. 1356. Fritil-

laria persica is figured in Bot. Mag.. 962 and 1537. —
K. 5^ Son. Gasteria verrucosa.— C E. F. Rhodo-
dendron Falconeri.— IV. D. i, Deutzia crenata ; 2,

Pteris tremula
; 3. Polystichum capense

; 4, Platyloma

rotundifolium.

—

S. B. Dicks. Euphorbia amygdaloides.
— Tyro. I, Epimedium alpinum ; 2, Narcissus cer-

nuus ; 3, Amygdalus nana
; 4, next week.

—

C. K,

Serissa fcetida, with double flowers.

—

John E. Daniel.

Ornithogalum (Myogalum) nutans.

—

J. D. Hibbertia

serpyllifoha, R. Br.— .-f. IK., Cheshuni. Orchis fusca,

]acq.

Pelargonium: II'. G. Of no use whatever.

Anemone, p. 12 bun,
Azaleas,p,doz.sprayso 6
Camellias, 12 blooms 40 — 60
Carnations.iaflowcrs .. — 20
Cineraria, p. bunch 06 — 10
Gardenias, p. doz. . . 30 — 60
Heartsease, p. 12 bun. . . — 30
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays . . . . . . — 06
Hyacinths, p. bunch . .

—* o 6
Lily of the Valley,

per bunch . . ..06 — 20
Nemophiia, p. 12 bun. .. — 16
Pinks, p. 12 flowers .. — 10
Pelargoniums,

French,p.i2sprays o 6 — i o

s. d. s. d.

Pelargoniums, Scar-

let, p. 12 -sprays., o 6 to i o
Primroses, p. 12 bun. 06 — 10
Ranunculus, p. bun. 06 — 10
Roses, per doz. . . 20 — 60
— Moss, do — 50

Spirea, p. bunch .. — 10
Stephanotis,i2 sprays4 • — 60
Trop£eolums,i2bun. i o— 2 o
Trumpet Li!ies,doz. 30 — 60
Tulips, per doz. ..06 — 10
Violets,p.i2 bunches 10 — 16
Do., Neapolitan, p.

doz. bunches . . . . — 30
Wallflowers, 12 bun. .. — 20

Apples, per J-
sieve 5

Cobs, per 100 lb. . .60

Filberts, per lb. . . o

Grapes, per lb. . . 8

Lemons, per 100

Fruit.

s. d. 1
s. d. s. d.

toio o ' Melons, each .. o o to o o
—65 o ! Oranges, perioo .. 6 o — 10 o

08 — 10! Pcaclies, per doz. ..210 —42 o
8 o — 15 o ' Pine-apples, per lb. 8 o —12 o

7 o —10 o i Strawberries, p. oz. o 6 — i 3

Vegetables.

s. d. s. d.

Artichokes,green, ca. o 3 to o 6
Asparagus, per 100 5 o— 8 o
— French, do. . . 3 6— 8 o

Beet, per doz. . . i o— 2 o
Broccoli, purple, per

bundle .. 10— 1 3
Cabbages, perdoz... 10— i 3

Cardoons, each .. .. — ..

Carrots, p. bunch . . o 5— o 7— French, do. . , 1 o— i 6
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 2 o— 6 o
Celei-y, per bundle . i o— 2 o
Cucumbers, each .. 1 o— 2 o
French Beans, new,
per 100 .

.

. . 1 6— 2 6

Herbs, per bunch . . o 2— o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun.3 o— 5 o

Potatos, Regents, laor. to lyos. ; Flukes,

Shaws, 70s. to gos.

s. d. s. d.

Leeks, per bunch . . o 2to o 4
Lettuces, perscore. . i 6— 2 o
Mushrooms, p. pott. . . — 20
Onions, per bunch .0 4— o 9
Parsley, p. bunch . . o 2— o 4
Peas, new, per qt. 26—50
Potatos, new frame,

per lb. .

.

. . I o— 1 6

Radishes, per bunch o 2— .

.

Rhubarb, p. bund. . . . — 04
Salsafy, per bun. . . o 9— i 3

Scorzonera, per bun. o 9— i 3

Seakale, per punnet 1 6— 3 o
Shallots, per lb. .. o 8— ..

Spinach, per bushel 3 o— 4 o
Turnips, p. bunch., o 2— o 4

laos, to l^os. ;

POTATOS.—Southwark, April 2g.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise have been
limited, and the market nearly cleared out ; towards the end
of the week best samples mademore money. Quotations :

—

Yorkshire Flukes, per ton. i2oj-. to i6oj. ; Yorkshire

Regents, iios. to 130J. ; Dunbar and East Lothian do.,

120J. to 1501.; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do., 120s. to

130.1. ; do. Rocks, 110s. to 120J. ; French Whites, goj.

to IIOJ.

For Want Places, &c., sec page 627.

New Koses of 1872.

JOHN CRANSTON, King's Acre Nurseries, near
Hereford, ofTers extra tine Dwarf plants of the NEW ROSES of

1872. The varieties have been selected wilh the greatest care, and arc

believed to be those most worthy of t^encral cultivation.

Plants, equal in quality to those for which the Establishment has

been so long and justly celebrated, will be ready in March.
Descriptive LIST post Iree on application.

w.
New Roses, &c.. &c., Now Ready.

KNIGHT solicits orders for the following", from
several thousands of strong, clean, healthy plants, true to

name, and unsurpassed in the Trade.
18 varieties of NEW ROSES of 1872, the best selected, 3*. each;

42s. the set.

13 finest FUCHSIAS, extra stronc, 101. 6d.

24 finest VERBENAS, for exhibition, 81.

Descriptive Priced LIST on application.

Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

Orchids.

MR. WILLIAM BULL can make selections from
his large stock of ORCHIDS, at the followine unusually low

prices ;— 12 plants, in 12 distinct sorts, for 3 guineas.
12 plants, in 12 distinct sorts, for 5 guineas.
12 plants, in 12 distinct sorts, for 8 guineas.

Purchasers sending orders should name the kinds already possessed

50 that the selection may be made as good and distinct as possible.

These Collections are supplied on very advantageous terms, as many
choice and usually high priced Orchids are included at the above low

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,

London, S.W.
^

S~ENECTO ARGENTEUS.—The finest silvery-foliaged

plant for general u<.cftjlness that has ever been introduced. First-

class Certificate Royal Honicullural Society. 2J. each, 3ii. per dozen.

A Descr)plive LIST of SOFT-WOODED and BEDDING
PLANTS is now ready, and will be forwarded upon application.

JAMES EACKHUU^ and ?iON, Nurseries. York.

Queen of Primroses.
The Undersigned have

quantity of Seed of this magnificent hardy
plant" from abroad, which they have much pleasure in offering, m
packets, at 11., 21. bd., 35. td., and 5s., post free.

BUTLER, McCULLOCH, AND CO., "
London, W.C

PRIMULA JAPONICA.—

'

just received a small quantity of S

Covcnt Garden Market^

8^5

Special Offer of the Following Plants.
EMPERVIVUM BOLLII, per dozen. 55. ; S.
MONTANUS, per dozen, ai. 6rf. ; S. PITTONII, per dozen,

2J. td. ECHEVERIA METALLICA, per dozen, 4^- 6.^- I ^
GLAUCA, per dozen, 31. 6d. ; E. PUMlLA, per dozen, y. 6d.

LOBELIA PURITY, style and habit of L. speciosa, per dozen, 3*.

CATALOGUE of BEDDING PLANTS, &c, free on application.

The usual discount to the Tradc.
JOHN HOUSE, F.R.H.S., Eastgate Nursery, Peterborough.

"ILTUM AURATUM, LI LIUM AU RATUM.
Imported Bulbs.—Good sound flowering roots at 91., I2J., and

18s. per dozen ; a few extra large bulbs, a^. 6J. each ; also 2000 small

bulbs, many of them blooming bulbs, at 51. per doien, or 40s. per loo.

GLADIOLUS, in choice named varieties, at 6j.,ijj., and i«. per

dozen. Any of the above can be sent free and safe by post in tin

boxes, at 4a. per dozen extra.

GEORGE POULTON, Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmonton,
London, N. ^_^
TROP.^OLUM MINNIE WARREN.—Good

established plants of this beautiful variegated dwarf Nasturtium.

15. each, or 105, 6d. per dozen.
PELARGONIUM BEAUTY of KINGSTON, in very good pianls,

IS., IS. 6d., and 2S. 6d. each ; and seeds of this lovely Pelargonium,

ij. 6d. per dozen.
The usual discount to the Trade. A remittance must accompany

all orders from unknown Correspondents.
H. McMillan, Nurseryman, &c., Kingston-onThames.

New Catalogue of Plants and Cuttings for 1872.

GEORGE POULTON begs to inform his Friends
and Customers that his general Descriptive CATALOGUE of

Plants, Cuttings, and Rooted Cuttings of all the best NEW PELAR-
GOMUMS, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS, VERBENAS, &c., is now
ready, and will be sent post free for one stamp.
GEORGE POULTON, Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmonton,

London, N.

Superb Double Hollyliocks.

WILLIAM CHATER has a splendid lot of Bloomed
Seedlings, with colours, named, equal to named flowers of a

few years' standing, in fine heallliy roots, at 40J. per 100 ;
Unbloomcd

20J. per 100. Selected SEED, from finest named varieties,
...._ J —

1

.- ._ -J

Saffron Walden.

Seedli „ . , .

in collection'!, 4J. to loi. ; Mixed packets, is. to 5;

WILLIAM CHATER, The Nurserier "--

fPWO HUNDRED and FIFTY THOUSAND
J- PANSIES.—Fine strong plants, including the finest named
varieties :

—

2s., 4s., 61., and 9J. per dozen ; 121. 6d., 2iJ.,and36j. perioo.

PANSY SEED, English and Belgian, 11. 6rf. and 2s. dd. per packet.

NewTricolor-leavetTFUCHSIASUNRAY, awarded two 1-iist-dass

Certificates, 5s. each.
CATALOGUES on application.

THOMAS MILNER. Nurseryman, Bradford, Yorkshire.

G^
Just Arrived, in good condition,

ARRYA ELLIPTICA SEED, genuine and fresh

from California, 6s. per ^ oz., los. 6d. per oz. (averaging 600 to

800 seeds per oz.), post free for cash.
1-ouuoN slates ;—' When in flower, this hardy evergreen shrub has

a most striking and graceful appearance, from its slender pendulous

calkins, many of which arc from 8 inches to i foot in length.
'

GEORGE JACKMAN and SUN. Wnkmg N ursery. Surrey.

Australian Seeds and Plants.

SEEDS of TIMBER TREES, PALMS, SHRUBS.
&c., Plants indigenous to Australia, New Zealand, and I-iji,

including ARAUCARIAS, TREE FERNS, variegated FLAX, &c.

Orders maybe left wilh our London Agents, Messrs. C J. BLACK I i H
AND CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C., for

transmission.
,

_ ,.

SHEPHERD AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, DarhnK
Nursery, Sydney, New South Wales. Established 1837.

TO tHe Trade.
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE.

W THOMPSON, Seedsman, Tavern Street,

• Ipswich, begs to offer good plants of ihe beautiful scarlet-

flowered LARKSPUR above named, introduced by him last season,

of which prices per dozen may be had on application.

W. T. can also .supply a few dozen LYCHNIS LAGASC^, at very

moderate prices.

Cliryaantliemums.— Special.
FORSYTH is now sending out the followmg

EW VARIETIES, some of which are seedlings raised by

that enthusiastic grower, George Rundlc, Esq., of Devonport. Ihcy

are all, without doubt, superior to any yet sent out.

ADAM
NE

Duchess of Manchester
Duke of Roxburgh
Laurinda
Mr. Howe

White \'cnu5
Elaine
Fair Maid of Guernsey.
Souvenir dc Jersey.

Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

From 80,000 to 100,000 Bedding and Other Plants
For SALE, from is. 6d. per Dozen, at the FLORAL NURSERIES,

BLISWORTH, near NORTHAMPTON.
JOSEPH WESTLEY begs to return his sincere thanks

to his friends and the Public generally for past favours, and

invites special alicntion to his large COLLECTION of BEDDING
and other PLANTS.

, , - . ^ . ,

J. W. is also especially prepared to deal wilh wholesale purchasers

on very liberal terms. Inspection invited. Catalogues free on
application.

B'ED DING PLANTS, autumn-grown, all in

single pots.

GERANIUMS, Amy Hogg, Bijou, Christine, Indian Yellow, Lord
erby, Perilla, Spitfire, Tom Thumb. Named double varieties.

FUCHSIAS, sons, 2s. per dozen. i6t. per 100. AGERATUMDerb'
HSIAS, sons, 2s. per doz( .

nanum; CALCEOLARIA^, sons ; COLEUS, sorts, Golden Feather,?".

CATALOGUES RECEIVED :
-- Robert Parker (Tooting,

S.W.), Catalogue of Miscellaneous Bedding Plants and
Fruit Trees, &c. — Dickson & Co. {r, Waterloo Place,

Edinburgh), Descriptive Catalogue of Florists' Flowers.
— George Taylor ( Pineshaw Nurseries, Inverurie,

Aberdeenshire), Descriptive Catalogue of Florists'

Flowers, Herbaceous and Alpine l^lants, and Orna-
mental Trees, Fruit Trees, &c.^amcs Dickson &
Sons ( Newton Nurseries, Chester) , Catalogue of

Bedding Plants, New Roses, &c.

Co-MMCNiCATlONS Recfived.—J. RI. T.—W. C.—M. Saunders
& Sons. -P. F.—A, Choules.—A. J.—R.—G. 'W.—Jay Aye.—
H. H.

iRESINELindeni, kaiNIGA variegata; LOBELIA, dwarf, fine

blue, II. 6rf. per dozen, lOJ. per 100. is. 6d. for hamper and packing.

Cash, prepaid.
GEORGE DAVISON, White Cross Nurseries, Hereford.

B EDDING PLANTS
Per 100

—

s. d.

Heliotropes, named sorts . . 16 o

Agcratum ca:lc5tinuni na-

num 14 o

,, white Imperial Uwarf 20 o
Sempcrvivum californicum,

2*^ inches diameter ,. 25 o
,. iM do 16 o

Salvia Gloxiniaifolia (blue) . . zo o
Gnaphalium lanatum . . 16 o
Koniga (Alyssum) variegata i^ o
Musk Plant .. . . 14 o
Double Flowering Zonal Geran'

{Wholesale Prices).
Per 100

—

s. d.

Ircsine Lindeni . . . . 20 o

„ Herbslii 16 o
Cijicus Verschaffeltii .. 200

,, a great variety of choice 200
sorts, per doien, 31.

Verbena, Blue King . . . . 16 o
,, Parscc (fine mauve) .. lO o

Lobelia, Trcniham Blue .. 14 o

,, compacta pumila gran-
diflora 16 o

I Pcntstemons, named sorts . . ao o

„,^ . ,, .IB, fine named sorts, sos. per 100.

The above are all thoroughly established in single pots, and may be
relied upon as being fine, clean, healthy stuff.

WOOD AND INGRAM, The Nurseries, Hqntingdon, IlHnt^.

Strawberries.

RS. YATES can supply Plants of every kind worth
• growing, warranted true, and to produce a good crop (frost

excepted), this summer. Price 10s. per 120. Heallhy plants of the

above he offers at 3s. per 100, in quantities of not less than 500.

K S Y will also Sell 15 or 20 dozen in Jruitmc pots, now in bloom

and fruil, at 185. per dozen. Plants over lor distant carnage. Re-

mittances from unknown Correspondents must accompany the orders.

After an experience of upwards of 40 years, R. S. Yates is convinced

this is ihc very best period of the year to plant Sirawbcrnes.

Celosia pyramidalls.

RS. YATES has a few packets of the above gorgeous
• gem. Price 31. and 5J. He will have plants to oflfcr in two or

three weeks, at 4s. and 61. per dozen.

CCELOGYNE CRISTATA.—Plants, 12 to 15 strong
bulbs, for 21s.

Hollies and other Evergreens.

RS. YATES has the largest stock of large GREEN
• HOLLIES in the world. Suitable or prepared lor safe trans-

planting. Prices from is. to 20 g^- and upwards each. All are

guaranteed to flourish.

CZAR VIOLETS.—Now is the time to plant this of all

\ioIcts the most fragrant and hardy. R. S. YATES, for this

week only, offers for 5J. as many as will plant a square yard, and

bloom through the winter. ,, , . .1 o
Sale, Cheshire, and 14. Corporation Street, Manchester

:
April 30, 1871.

D'
Planting Season.

CKSONS AND CO., NURSF.KYMF.N and
Sp.iidsmf.n, I, Walcrluo Plnce, KclinburKh, lice lo call Iho

attention of those about lo plant to their ycr); l.-irijc .-.nd hea ihv

Stock of FOREST TREES, FRUIT TREES, llkNAMENlAL
TREES and SHRUKS, which arc now in fine condition for trans-

plantinc 'ihcy are KrowiliB on very exposed ijround, are fuicly

rooted, and their wood is thorouehly ripened Samples and Cata-

loRucs on application. Special prices will be quoted where larfie

quantities arc taken. (Established 1770)
Experienced FORESTERS, GA

STEWARDS retomroended.

GARDENERS, and LAND
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ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for CORN CROPS. „ w.xttroc-

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE. or FLOOD MANURE,
for ROOTS :vnd GREEN CROPS GENERALLY.

ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME. ^.,,„/^
ODAMS'S NITRO-BIPHOSPHATE(or Prepared) GUANO.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL BARLEY MANURE.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL MANGEL MANURE.
ODAMS'S TOP-DRESSING MANURE.

M.^NUF.KCTUBED

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE,
OR

BLOOD MANURE COMPANY (LIMITED),
Consislinfj of

TENANT FARMERS occupyiiig upwards of 80.000 acres of Land.

Chief Office— ioq, Ecnchurch Street, London, E.G.
\Vestern Counties Branch—Queen Street. Exeter.

Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
CA lI I rfHiiH—Robert Leeds, Caslleacre, Norfolk

Defulv-C/ia{rman—]ohn Collins. 255, Camden Road, N.\V.

Edward Bell, 48. Marine Parade, Brighton.

Richard Hunt, Stanstcad Abbot. Herts,
Robert Leeds, ^Vickcn House, Brandon, Norlolk.

George Savill, Ingtiiorpe, near Stamford,

Charles Dorman, 21, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
Thomas Webb, Hildcrsham, Cambrideeshirc.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire
C. I. Lacy, 60, West Smithficld, E.C.

J. C, Jonas, Cambridpe.
Herbert Bird, Shortacrcs, PeterborouRh.

Mattaging^ Director.—]a.mes Odams,
Several Hundred ThousandTons of the Manures have been supplied

to the Agricultural Public, and the increasing demand that exists for

them is the best proof of the appreciation m which they arc held.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of the local agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

Chief Offices, ioq. Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

Sale of Carnations and Plcotees. fine Azalea
INDICA, PELARGONIUMS, GERANIUMS, &c . in flower;

choice Hardy AMERICAN PLANTS, EVERC.REEN and
CONIFEROUS SHRUBS, CLEMATIS, and other CLIMBERS,
with a choice and varied assortment of BEDDING PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
the above bv AUCTION, without reserve, at the City Auction

Rooms, 38, Graccchurch Street, City, E,C., on WEDNESD.\Y, May 8,

at half past ii o'clock precisely.
Un view the morning ol Sale. Catalogues may be had at the Rooms,

and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstonc, E.

M Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London, N.

OSEPH NEWTON,
Landscai'e Architect,

Office : 42, Bishopsgale Street Without, E.C.
Private Address : 74, Oxford Terrace, Hyde Park, W.

MR. JAMES ERASER, HORTICULTURAL and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Maytand's Farm,

Romford, Essex : lale of the firm of J. & J. Eraser, Lea Bridge Road.

To Nursersnnen and Seedsmen.

TO BE SOLD, an old established NURSERY and
SEED BUSINESS, with a good Connection, in a large Market

Town in the Western Counties.
For particulars, apply to K. L. J.. Gardfuers' Chrvnule Office, W.C.

To Market Gardeners and Grape Growers.

TO BE SOLD. LEASE of i} ACRE of GROUND.
TWO DWELLING HOUSES, 18 GRAPERIES, sundry

FORCING PITS, and necessary' IMPLEMENTS for carrying on
ihtf Business. Situated South of London, within a miles of Covent
tiarden and Borough Markets. Capital opportunity for Beginners,
who could at once realise a return for their outlay.

Mr. ANDREW YOUNG, South London EsUte Agency, 213 A,

Clapham Road, facing " The Swan."

SALES BY AUCTION.
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Bedding Plants,

FERNS, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

WEDN ESDAY, May 8, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, an Assonment
of nice youne STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, suitable for

Amateurs and Gentlemen commencing Gardening, and also for those

with Established Collections; also, a large quantity of BEDDING
PLANTS, RUSTIC SEATS. GLADIOLI, &x.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Seeds and Lilies.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include in his SALE, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,
on WEDNESD.W, May 8, consignments of SEEDS from San
Francisco and the Himalaya Mountains, and LILIES from Japan,

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Valuable Collection of Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C, on
TUESDAY, May 14, at half-pa'^t 12 o'Clock precisely, a portion of the

well-known collection of ORCHIDS of Edward Salt, Esq., of Fcrnie-

burst, near Leeds, i»cluding fine plants ol the following :

Vanda suavis.

„ Batemanni.
,, gigantea.

,, Cathcarti.
Calanthe Veitchii.
Cypripcdium caudatum.
Dcndrobium Falconeri.
Disa grandiflora.

Coelogyne crislata.

Odontoglossum nebulosum.

,, luteo purpurcum.

,, triumphans.

,, cordatum.

Also splendid specimens of Odontoglossum Haltii and Masdevallia

Veitchii, bclievea to be the finest in Europe, and 32 fine plants of
Odontoglossum Bluntii, in the most perfect condition, and of great

strenglE of growth.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Odontoglossum Phalscnopsis.
Phaelanopsis grandiflora.

Epidendrum sceptrum,
Cattleya labiata,

,, Mossia;,
,, Triana;.
,, spcciosissima.

Oncidium \Veltoni.

,,
sarcodes.

,, cucullatum.

,,
macranthum.

Ma^tillaria vcnusta superba.

Edmonton.
IMPORTANT SALE of 20.000 SURPLUS GREENHOUSE and

BEDDING PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. Jaffa & Co, to SELL by AUCTION, on

ihc Premises, The Nursery, Bury Street, Lower Edmonton, N, on
MONDAY, May 13. at 12 for 1 o'Clock precisely, about 20,000

GREENHOUSE and BEDDING PLANTS, comprising specimen
Camellias and Azalea indica. Maidenhair Fern s, 2000 choice Pelar-

goniums, 8000 Geraniums, 3000 Calceolarias, 600 \'erbcnas, 1000

Lobelias, 1000 Stocks, &c.
May be viewed the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers.

FORTHCOMING GREENHOUSE and BEDDING
PLANT SALES, to be conducted by Messrs: PROTHEROE

AND MORRIS.
WEDNESDAY, May 15, by orderof Mr. VV. Kailc, on the Premises,

Exotic Nursen', Godalming,
THURSDAY. May 16, by order of Messrs, G, & W. Steell, on the

Premises, The Nursery, Kew Road, Richmond.
FRIDAY, May 17, on the. Premises, the American Nurseries,

Leyionstone, E.
TUESDAY, May ar, by orderof Mr. T. Morris, on the Premises,

the Norfolk Nursery, Shncklewcll, N.

Specimen Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C, on
THURSDAY. May 2%, at hal(-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a fine old

COLLECTION of SPECIMEN ORCHIDS, about 100 plants, many
of them very large, including Ccelogj'ne cristata, 10 feet in circum-

ference: Dendrooium densiflorum, 8 feet; fine Vandas, Cattleyas,

Lalias, &c., all of the best varieties, and well worthy of attention.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Winchester, Hants.

MR. W. ABRAHAM has received instructions to

SELL by AUCTION, in the Corn Exchange, Winchester, on
WEDNESDAY, May 8, at 2 o'Clock punctually, an extensive, choice,

and varied Assortment of BEDDING and WINDOW PLANTS, al

in the finest possible condition.
Catalogues at the Exchange ; or of the Auctioneer, Goldworth

Nurseries, Woking, Surrey.

Important Collection of Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

MESSRS. LVTHALL AND CLARKE have received
instructions from Mr. Frederick Perkins, Nurseryman,

Leamington, to SELL by AUCTION, at Binglcy Hall, Birmingham,
on WEDNESDAY, May 8 next, al 11 o'Clock, the whole of his

COLLECTION of SPECIMEN STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, aa he is declining to show large plants in future. 'Jhey

have been successfully exhibited at the Great Shows of the Royal
Horticultural Society at Oxford and Nottingham, Regent's Park, and
the principal Shows in the Midland Counties, and consist of some
fine Specimens of I'imcleadecusata, Stcphanotis, Allamandas, 16 speci-

men and half-specimen Ericas. Francisceas, Hibiscus, Dracaenas,
Yucca aloifolia variegata, Slatices, \'^inca oculata and rosea, Pan-
craliunis, jasminum grandiflora, Eucharis ama^onica, large

Camellias, Double Geraniums, Tree Carnations, and Picotees in

flower, and a few choice Succulents, They have been grown espe-

cially lor exhibition, arc clean and healthy; many of them are in lull

flower, and fit for exhibiting at once
Catalogues may be had of the Auctioneers, 39, New Street,

Birmingham.

Fymmes Park, Edmonton.
10.000 Choice BEDDING PLANTS.

MR. A. RICHARDS will SELL by AUCTION, m
the Park, a quarter of a mile from the Angel, Edmonton, on

FRIDAY, May 10, at i o'Clock, without reserve, 4000 Double and
Single GERANIUMS, including Marie Lcmoine, Victor Lemoine,
Wilhelm Pfitzer, Mrs. Pollock, Countess of Warwick, Sobieski, Cloth of

Gold, Golden Chain, Vesuvius, Excellent, Madame Vaucher, Stella,

King Argus, Dr. Lindley, and others ; 6000 various plants, consisting

of CALCEOLARIAS, FUCHSIAS. DAHLIAS, AMARANTHUS,
GOLDEN PYRETHRUM, LOBELIAS. CERASTIUMS, &c.

On view the day previous ; catalogues obtained of the Gardener, at

the Lodge, and ol the Auctioneer, luttcnh.im, N.

Fulham Boad. near Hammersmith Broadway,
About 20,000 CHOICE BEDDING and other PLANTS, in beautiful

variety.

MR. J. A. SMITH will SELL by AUCTION, at
Mr F. Herridge's Nurserj-.on MONDAY, May 13, at 1 o'Clock

punctually, on account of the number nf Lots, the well selected

NURSERY STOCK, including 10,000 Verbenas, 200a Calceolaria

aurea, 2000 Lobelia speciosa, and thousands of Greenhouse Plants,

in Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, &c.
View on Saturday prior; catalogues at the Nursery, and of the

Auctioneer, Hammersmith, W.

Be J. Smith, Deceased.
ACTON GREEN, TURNHAM GREEN, near the RAILWAY

STATION.
To GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS, DEALERS,

and OTHERS.

MR. J. S. GOMME is instructed by the Executors of
the late Mr. Joseph Smith to SELL by AUCTION, on

id WEDNESDAY,the Premises .

Joseph
s above, on TUESDAY, May 14,

May IS. at 12 for i o'Clock precisely, without reserve, all the extensive

STOCK of about 24,000 fine grown CHOICE BEDDING PLANTS,
comprising nearly every description of Variegated and Scarlet Gera-
niums, Fuchsias, Calceolarias, Verbenas, Carnations, Heliotropes,

Coleus, Lobelias, 1000 fine fruiting and succession Pines, &c. A
handsome dark Bay Colt, 20 Store Pigs, three Sows and Pigs, 40
Head of Poultry, Aylesburj- Ducks, Wash Tub, Houses, &c., and
various other items.
May be viewed the day prior and mornings of Sale. Catalogues on

the Premises, and of the Auctioneer and Market Garden Valuer, 16,

Southampton Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Fundenhall Grange, Wymondham, Norfolk.
IMPORTANT SALE of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on TUESDAY, May 7, at Fundenhall, Norfolk, the very

CHOICE HERD, belonging to Gerard Barton, Esq. It comprises
between 40 and 50 Head, among which are many favourite and pure
specimens of the Knightley blood, as well as others, bred from animals
purchased at the Havering Park and Littlebury Sales. Ihe Bulls

recently used have been Cambridge (25,705), and Patrician (24,728),

uniting the Bates, Charmer, and Princess olood ; and now Southerner,
one of the few pure Knightley Bulls left i-n the countrj*. is in service.

Also will be SOLD, the SMALL SELECT HERD bred by and
the property of G. E. Frere, Esq., of Roydon Hall, Diss, bred from
the well-known Herds of ^Iess^s. Dudding, Colvin, and Robinson, and
crossed with Bulls of the Towneley blood.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had ol JOHN THORNTON,
15, Langham Place, Regent Street, London, W.

Famham, Surrey.

MR. W. ABRAHAM is instructed by Mr. S. Bide
to SELL by AUCTION, at the Alma Nursery, Famham,

Surrey, on TUESDAY, May 14. at 1 o'Clock, a large quantity of
BEDDING PLANTS, of the usual varieties, particularly Verbenas.

Catalogues on the Premises, or of the Auctioneer.

Goldworth Nurseries, Woking.

MR. W. ABRAHAM will SELL by AUCTION,
on the premises, as above, on THURSDAY, May 16, at

3 o'clock precisely, a large quantity of BEDDING PLANTS,
several strong LIGHTS (nearly new), and other effects, retnoved for
convenience of Sale.

Catalogues of the Auctioneer, Woking, Surrey.

Burghley Park. Stamford.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions to
offer for SALE by AUCTION, without reserve, on

THURSDAY, May 9. at the Dairy Farm, Burghley Park, about
THIRTY HEAD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS, the property
of the Most Hon. the Marquis of Exeter, which have been long and
carefully bred from the best sources. Amongst ifiem will be found
some very superior young Bulls, including a valuable yearling of the

renowned Oxford tribe (descended from Oxford sth, bought at Kirk-
levington), and recently imported from the line herd of Messrs.
Wallcott and Campbell of the United States
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had on application to Mr.

STRAFFORD, 13, Euston Square. London, N.W, ; or of Mr.
WALTON. Burchley Park, Stamford.

Suttons' Selected Prize Stocks of Farm Seeds,

To PURCHASERS of FARM SEEDS.

IVTliSSRS. SUTTON and SO^?s will be pleased to
-^'-*- make special low quotations to purchasers of large
quantities of FARM SEEDS.

For prices apply, stating sorts and quantities required, to

SUTTON AND SONS, Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

Ashdown House, East Grlnstead.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions
to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on THURSDAY,

May 23, at Ashdown House, Sussex, about FIFTY HEAD of

PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS, belonging to J. W, Larking. Esq
which have been selected and bred with great care from the famed
Herds of Messrs. Betts, Mcintosh, Rich, and other eminent breeders.

First-class Sires of the Kirklevington blood have been used ; the one
now in service is Grand Duke of Geneva (28.7^6).

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be haa on application to Mr.
STRAFFORD, 13, Euston Square, London, N.W. ; or of Mr. C.

WOOLNOUGH, Ashdown House, near East Grinstead, Sussex.

Mangel Wurzel.
BOLTON AND CO. have to offer SEED of very fine

stocks of the above, including

—

LONG RED
MAMMOTH LONG RED
YELLOW GLOBE
FISHER HOBBS' ORANGE GLOBE
RED GLOBE
Prices forwarded on application.

BOLTON AND CO,, Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London, N.

To the Trade.
MANGEL WURZEL SEED.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make special
. offers of the following sorts of MANGEL WURZEL

SEEDS, which they have grown this season fram fine selected trans-

planted bulbs. 'Ihe prices are very moderate, and the quality

excellent ;

—

SHARPE'S selected SMALL-TOPPED YELLOW GLOBE
ELVETHAM LONG RED
Selected RED GLOBE
Selected LARGE YELLOW GLOBE
Selected LONG YELLOW

Samples and further particulars on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

CENTRAL CHAMBER of AGRICULTURE.—
NOTICE of COUNCIL MEETING and of GENERAL

MEETINGand DINNER—A SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING
of the Members of the Central Chamber of Agriculture will be held at

the Salisbury Hotel, Fleet Street, on TIJESDAY, May 7. time,

ri o Clockin the forenoon, when Mcmbersof the Associated Chambers
are also invited to attend.

AGENDA.
To resolve (in accordance with the motion of which Mr. G. F.

Munir gave notice on March 5), that, as it is desirable to obtain an
expression of opinion of all Agriculturists present at this Special

General Meeting, the words after " Chair " in Law 14 shall be sus-

pended during the Meeting, and the following words substituted—
"and shall have power to vole at that meeting.'

To consider and resolve upon the following subject :— i. ' Local

Taxation." 2- "Sanitary Reform." 3. "The Financial Proposals of

the Government as affecting Agricultural Interests."

On the same day there willbe a DINNER of Members of the

Central and Associated Chambers at the LONDON TAVERN.
Bishopsgate Street, at half-pasts o'Clock. Tickets for Dinner and
Dessert, 71. td. each.

On WEDNESDAY, May 8, at 11 o'Clock, there will be a Meeting
of the Central Council, when the elected Members of the Council ana
the Annual Deputies and Deputed Members from Associated

Chambers are requested to attend.
Members of the Legislature (not Deputed or elected on the Council)

who may be interested in the subjects for consideration, arc also

invited to be present, though not privileged to vote.

AGENDA,
To transact General Business.

.

To receive and reply to Communications from Associated Cham-
bers, &c
To consider and resolve upon any Resolutions passed by the General

Meeting on the previous day.
To consider and resolve upon " The Agricultural Children s Bill.

To consider and resolve upon the " Farm Labour (Question."

To select subjects for discussion at the June meeting.

The Local Taxation Committee will meet at the Salisbury Hotel on
MONDAY, May 6. at 3 o'Clock.
The Financial Sub-Committee will meet at the same place, on the

same da\', at half-past 6 o'Clock, and the Standing Committee for

General Business at B o'Clock,
Among the subjects for consideration at future meetings, as sub-

mitted by the Associated Chambers, arc :
—" Tenure of Land, " Com-

pensation for Unexhausted Improvements." " Game Legislation,'
" Poor-law Relief," " Hiring Statutes," " Chap Money," " Hardship of
Service on Juries." _

JOHN ALGERNON CLARKE, SecreUry.
The Salisbury Hotel. Fleet Street, E.C.

^

BATH and WEST of

ENGLAND SOCIETY (Estab-

lished 1777}, and SOUTHERN
COUNTIES ASSOCIATION.

POULTRY SHOWat DORCHESTER,
JUNE 3 to 7.

ENTRIES CLOSE MAY 13.

Forms of Entry forwarded on appli-

cation to

JOSIAH GOODWIN, Secretary.

4, Terrace Walk, Bath.

SATURDA V, MA V 4, 1872.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

( London Farmers' Ciub {Mr. T. J. Mechi on the

Monday, May 6{ Principles affecting Cultivating, Manuring,
t and Cropping), at the Salisburj- Hotel—6 P.M.

OUR columns are again full of information on

the Condition of the Agricultural
Labourer. We prefer thus stating his case posi-

tively, by the accumulation of direct evidence

from those witnesses whom our readers have

long been in the habit of trusting whenever any

agricultural subject of general interest has com-
manded attention, to stating it controversially by

quoting all the angry speeches on one side and

the other which the " strike " is calling forth. It

must, however, be borne in mind that the strike

is rather extending in area and growing in confi-

dence than otherwise ; for although there are

many districts, as in Norfolk, Essex, and
Dorsetshire, where such differences as have

arisen between masters and men have been

amicably settled by mutual concession, and the

labourers are at work again, yet there are other

districts where it appears that large numbers are

still on strike, and where, as in Warwickshire
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where the disturbance began, the labourers are

being draughted off to towns, and others from

lower-paid districts are taking their place. Thus,

last Saturday a large number of Irish labourers

from Mayoarrivedat Leamington in search ofwork

in South Warwickshire, and in the course of the

day many were engaged by farmers at wages

varying from 14^. to 153-. per week, while from

the same district a larger number of carters have

been engaged to go to Liverpool, for long days,

for zys. per week. It can, we think, hardly be

doubted that, on the whole, the result of this

disturbance is beneficial. The condition of the

labouring man varies so considerably in different

localities, that employers, as well as employed,

will certainly be the better for the migration

which will ensue on the facts being known.

A conference in connection with this subject,

largely attended by the friends of the labourer,

has been held during the week at Willis's

Rooms, St. James' Square, at which the following

subjects have been discussed ;

—

I. The influences of unionism upon the agri-

cultural interests of the country. 2. The regula-

tions of agricultural unions as to ordinary work
;

as to work during harvest time ; and as to

classifying labour according to its efficiency. 3.

The establishment of a system of arbitration for

disputes between the agricultural labourer and

his employer.
Among the leading speakers have been the

Rev. Canon GiRDLESTONE, Mr. JOSEPH
Arch, well known in connection with the

Warwickshire strike. Sir Ch.\rles Trevelyan,
and Mr. Georoe Potter, with other represen-

tatives of Trades Unions.

Mr.' Arch, himself a Warwickshire labourer,

addressed himself in the main to the inconve-

niences of agricultural labourers being a disunited

body of men, and the point upon which he laid

the greatest stress was the personal injury visited

upon any labourer who took upon himself to

speak in behalf of his fellows. This he himself

had experienced. Had there been any unionism

amongst them, what he said would have been, as

it were, the voice of them all, and he had no

doubt they would have had their request granted.

He then went on to remark upon the state of

matters in Warwickshire, insisting that the move-

ment, as conducted hitherto, was worthy of the

support of every right-thinking man.

Sir C. Trevelyan argued that the movement
now on foot would bring Northumberland and

Cornwall together, and contribute greatly to the

elevation of their mutual interests. But while

unionism, in his opinion, was good for raising

wages and for determining the general position

of any class of workpeople, it was not good for

the perpetual relations between employer and

employed. He likewise took occasion to say he

favoured a classification of labour, and therefore

of wages, amongst agricultural lalDOurers as well

as amongst other workpeople.

Mr. Cooper, president of the Hunts Agricul-

tural Labourers' Union, declared the wretched-

ness and poverty of agricultural labourers in

that county. He knew many families of six

persons only the head of which was able to

work, and he got tjs. per week, or 3</. per head

per day. The allowance per liead granted by

the Poor-law was 5jrt'., or 2{d. more than these

poor creatures had to subsist on.

Mr. Bottle, of Kimbolton, said that all he

claimed for landlords and farmers was that they

were neither better nor worse than other

employers. He did not deny that the condition

of the agricultural labourer required improve-

ment, but he denied the truth of the picture

drawn of him by the Daily A'cws and Noncon-

formist. Notwithstanding what Mr. CoOPER,

from his own county, had just said, a respectable,

industrious farm labourer in Huntingdonshire

could earn, by his own unaided efforts, all the

year round, 16s. and ijs. per week. That \yas

independent of the earnings of a man's family,

where the man had a family. His regular weekly

wage was 13^. a week, his beer made it 14-r.

About the beginning of April he was put on
piecework, and then his wages rose much
higher, and for six weeks during harvest he

averaged 25^'. and 30J. a week. The representa-

tions made in the papers placed his wages at

50 per cent, below their actual amount. Under
these circumstances he disputed the assertion

that the farm labourer was worse off than men
working in the docks at Liverpool.

Canon GiRDLESTONE said it was his deliberate

opinion that unionism, as applied to agricultural

interests, would be beneficial at once to the

landowner, occupier, and labourer. He deplored | "J.
I am personally acquainted with agricultural

the impoverished and distressed condition of

the labourer, and in Devonshire had sought to

induce landowners, clergy, and farmers to take

the same view as himself, in the hope of bringing

about an improved state of things, but all to no

purpose. The first thing that an agricultural

labourer suftered from was his bad dwelling. It

scarcely had a single whole pane of glass, and
the flooring had so many holes in it by the dis-

placement of bricks as to make it positively

dangerous for children to run over it. The
wages of an agricultural labourer in that part of

the country were <)s. or los. weekly, and 2 quarts

of cider per day. They ought, he contended,

not to be paid in kind, much less in liquor, but

in the simple coin of the realm.

We give in a foot-note * the resolutions which

were adopted at this conference in the course of

the two days, during which the discussion was con-

tinued under the direction of Canon GiRDLE-

STONE, Mr. MuNDELLA, M.P., Mr. W. Morri-
son, M.P., Mr. AuBERON Herbert, M.P., Mr.

Lloyd Jones, and other chairmen. The
proceedings, though generally in perfect accord-

ance with the views of the delegates from

the labourers in country districts, were yet fairly

enough in the nature of a conference. Many
statements were made, showing, as our corre-

spondents do in other pages, that the condition

of the agricultural labourer is often in favour-

able contrast to that of the lower class of town

artisans ; and any attempt to represent the tenant-

farmers as a body as being the enemies rather

than the friends of those whom they employ was

at once put down. It was fairly urged that

when the employers virtually constituted them-

selves a union by quoting their neighbours' prices

against any proposal to concede higher wages,

labourers are right in combining to assert their

view of what is just. And the last resolution on

the list, which was seconded by Mr. Arch, the

delegate from Warwickshire, expressed the very

reasonable opinion that arbitration is a better

method of settling these differences than either

strikes or lock-outs.

Among the most serviceable and friendly of

the many communications to the Conference

which the movement has elicited, is one from

Sir Baldwyn Leighton, Bart., with an extract

from which we shall conclude ;

—

" It appears to me that this movement, if wisely

directed, may be a great opportunity of permanently

improving the condition of the farm labourer, and at the

same time benefiting his employer by improving the quality

of agricultural labour. For the labourer ouglit to rise and
improve with his wages, and I think I could show that the

average labourer might be worth fully 25 per cent, more
with increased alacrity and zeal, and that would be an

equal benefit to himself and his employer. But at the

same time it is quite possible also that this agitation may
have pernicious consequences to both employer and
employed, if wrong principles be adopted. Now the best

practical way towards this improvement (apart from

migration, payment in coin, and a certain rise in wages,

where they are evidently too low), is by giving the labourer

as far as possible an interest in his work, as by taskwork,

or payment by results, such as is sometimes done with

shepherds for lambs and with stockmen lor cattle, and so

improving the quality of a man's labour by increased

carefulness and zeal, and increasing his wages by his

own exertion. Then a system of greater classification

must be adopted, such as is in use amongst con-

tractors and others, where men will be working side

by side at 3J., 2S. 6d., and 2S. 3d. per day respectively.

One man is cheap at 16s. per week, another is dear at

labourers who would be cheaper at j^i per week than two

of their neighbours at los. But a still more simple and
ready way of improving the condition of the labourer,

and that at no appreciable loss to his employer, is by

allowing him an allotment of land for Potato ground and
garden, vegetables to keep a pig or two, ^c., and to

those who can save a little money, apportioning two or

three acres of land to keep a cow, thus promoting care-

fulness and thrift, and introducing slightly the co-opera-

tive principle, without any fusion of capUal. The land

ought to be held in connection with a farm on an estate,

so long, that is, as the labourer worked there. The result

of such a system, as shown on my own estate, in raising

the condition of the labourer and placing him in a posi-

tion of comfort and independence, notwithstanding low

wages, is quite inconceivable."

* The following resolutions were adopted at the Conference :

—

1. " That this Conference is of opinion that the agricultural

labourers of England stand much in need of a great and most

decided improvement in their condition, and that improvement

can best be promoted and secured by the formation of unions

throughout the agricultural districts, for the purpose of obtaming

increase of wages and such advantages as may be necessary."

2. "Tlaat, to assist in carrying out the foregoing resolution,

those present pledge themselves to give all the help in their power
— 1. By subscribing to a fund to be called 'The Agricultural

Labourers' Union Fund.' 2. By organising for the purpose of

promoting public subscriptions, and obtaining such other help as

may be deemed necessary."

3. "That a central committee be fornred for the purpose of

promoting the establishment of Agricultural Labourers' Unions in

all parts of Great Britain."

4.
" That this Conference considers that the regulation of

Agricultural Labourers' Unions regarding ordinary work, work

in harvest time, and classifying labour according to its efficiency,

arc questions which the agricultural labourers can best deal with,

and therefore recommend the labourers to select a judicious and

honest committee to compile a wise code of rules for the guidance

of the labourers in ameliorating their condition, and to provide

for those matters."

5.
" That this Conference respectfully points the attention of

landowners, occupiers, and labourers, to the important andsuc-

ccssful experiments made in co-operative agriculture at Kala-

bine, county Clare, by Mr. John Scott Vandaleur, and at

Assington, in Suffolk, under the auspices of the late Mr. GcR-
DON : as also to the village co-operative store established at

Assington in 1863, and that established in 1867 by the labourers

in the employ of Lord Dl'ClE, at Pctworth, Gloucestershire."
^

6. The last resolution expressed the conviction of the Con-

ference that the system of settling disputes was far preferable to

strikes and lock-outs, and recommended agricultural labourers to

establish boards of arbitration

People so constantly talk and write of Couch
as though only a single species of plant was
concerned, that it may be well to give drawings

and descriptions of the more prominent forms of

plant to which this name is so universally

applied, as in doing so we shall see that they are

as varied in form as in habit, and consequently

require treatment as widely varied as are their

own differences. Our native species of grass

that are known under the name of Couch, Cooch,

or Squitch (the two latter being merely cor-

ruptions of the first), may be tabulated as

follows :

—

Grass Plants with Running Rhizomata.

A. Flowers arranged in a distichous spike.

1. Triticum repens (fig. 507).

2. Brachypodium pinnatum.

E. Flowersforming a diffused panicle.

3. Agrostis stoloJiifera (fig. 508).

4. Holcus mollis.

5. Poa pratensis.

6. Poa compressa.

Of these six plants Nos. i and 3 are the most
generally met with, and as they are types of the

very distinctive forms of Couch-grass already

adverted to, we propose to direct more especial

attention to them.

1. Triticum repens (Couch)— Is well distinguished

by its bilateral spike of flowers and stout, long-jointed

underground root-stock. It is usually known only

as an agrarian weed, and its root-stock would appear to

be both stout and long, according to the soil. In heavy

rich soil or close sandy loam it is usually of the largest.

A form of this species is recorded by Dr. HoOKIiR as

having been noted by Don as found on Ben Lawers, \yhich

is said to want the creeping root-stock. If, then, this be

really only a variety of T. repens, it is interesting as

showing that, away from agrarian conditions, it may be a
truly wild aboriginal plant, getting and increasing the

root-stock under cultivation, which is assuredly the case

with Agrostis stolonifera and other Couch grasses. This

creeping habit, then, being induced and kept up as the

more constant means of reproduction of this Couch, it is

also curious to note that in arable culture spikes of flowers

are but partially produced, while leaves above ground and
rhizomata below increase rapidly. At the borders of

fields and in hedgerows large spikes of flowers are pro-

duced, but the seeds of these are usually only very partially

reproductive.

These facts make it comparatively easy to get rid of

Triticum repens, as its stout and strong root-stocks can

be got out and hand-picked entire, and the seed is

comparatively harmless, for even if the seed should be

grown, and prove to be fertile, the sum of the seeds for

a single spike of Triticum repens would be about 100 as

compared with nearly 3000 in Agrostis stolonifera. In

strong soils the root-stocks of. Triticum repens maybe
killed to a large extent by turning it in deeply before

winter, and when once kept under its scattered colonies

are so much produced from isolated plants, that it will be

a comparatively easy matter to fork it out before the

plough.

2. Brachvpodiumpinnatum~\\^7>.\\\, false Brome-grass,

—

as being a denizen of poor heaths and roadsides in lime-

stone districts, need not attract our agricultural atten-

tion, except as an indicator of the nature of the soil on

which it grows.

3. The Agrostis stolonifera is a more stoloniferous state

of A. alba, L,, called A. repens by Sinclair. Its very

diffused panicles of sm.all florets of a light colour, as seen

in A. alba, when it grows in damp places, united with

the tendency to form stolons above ground, rather than

rhizomata below the soil, are very different from the

purplish hue of the less scattered flowers, and the long

wiry root-stocks of the common arable field variety we are

now discussing. These root-stocks, too, seem to increase

both in length and size, according to tlie mere undis-

turbed state the farmer may allow this pest to enjoy.

It is particularly fond of the lighter kinds of soils, as

well as shallow lands resting on rocks, to many of

which over wide districts it is as much the rule as is

T. repens to stronger soils. In these it is not easily

killed by being buried, as it readily sends up buds from

broken stolons
;
ploughed into bits they all grow, and

however clean the wires of "squitch" (for by this name it

is distinguished by some) are picked up, some buds and
innutnerable seeds are sure to be left behind. As regards

its seeding properties, it inay be remarked that besides

the enormous fecundity already noted, it is less shy of

bearing seed than the T. repens ; they do not take so long

to grow, and besides they do not seem to lose their repro-

ductive powers to such an extent as the plant I.ast named.

Its destruction—though, alas ! this can seldom be com-

passed—say, then, its subjugation, is best attained by
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winter cultivation, in which case in early spring it soon

shoots up strong and rigorous ; then in the green, as

quickly as you can get to the surface, and chain harrow ;

this implement batters its buds to bits, and reeves it in

lumps, while it is so bruised as to render its recovery next

to impossible. In this state a few dry days renders it

easy to burn it in heaps, when its destniction is so far

secured. Still, however careful we may be to "get it up
by the roots," if it has got head at all, thousands of

seedlings are sure to follow, and these are so minute for

some time as too often to escape notice. Thus we have

made a piece of land quite clean for roots. The hoeing of

the roots has aided in cutting out a lot of seedlings, still

some of these survive, and on ploughing up for Barley

these small but hardy atoms are only planted a little

deeper, each one to be safe in the Barley crop, and to

make inroads in the succeeding *' seeds."

This, then, is a more troublesome weed than the first

species, and as it is so much more tenacious of life is

practically indestructible, and even if completely mastered
the greatest care is necessan- not to re-introduce it in the

first crop of seeds, for there is scarcely a sample of grass

or Clover seeds in which the small seeds of the Agrostis

stolonifera cannot be traced.

4. The Hokiis mollis is another Couch-grass, where
allowed to grow in the arable, though little inclined to

grow lengthened root-stocks in undisturbed sandy fields.

Its rhizomata are very large, and we have seen them as

much as 2 feet in length. It is, however, entirely confined

to very poor sandy soils, and is soon destroyed by careful

cultivation, in which manure is fatal to its progress.

5. Poa pratcnsis is sometimes met with in arable culti-

vation, but it is more a pest in gardens, as it gets from the

lawn into the borders ; but this is of little consequence, as

it is here manageable, and as the grass is so good for

lawns the rootstocks that creep into the borders and send

into tufts of grass must from time to time be weeded out.

6. Poa comprcssa is named from its flattened stem
or culm. It is one of the forms of Couch, with a

panicle of flowers, and long running rootstock or rhizo-

mata. The fibres of the latter are by no means so stout as

are those of the Triticum repens or the Agrostis stoloni-

fera ; and hence, in the Cotteswolds, where it abounds on
both the great and the inferior oolite brashes, it gets the

name of "squitch," which, indeed, is sometimes conferred

on the Agrostis stolonifera. It is by no means abundant
in some counties, as, although in Somerset and Dorset is

much inferior oolite, this species is usually only found on
old walls, but in Gloucestershire it is sometimes the most
troublesome form of Couch, as it dives between and
around the stones of the brash, and is thus most difficult

of eradication.

These notes on Couch grasses are sufficient to

show how different they are both in form and
habit. In treating then of the weeds which go
under this name, it is necessary that these facts

should be well understood, and, again, in our
criticisms on farming these distinctions should
be kept in view, for while it would argue extremely
bad farming to see much of the T. repens about
the arable land, its absence is not always an
evidence of good farming, as there are districts

in which it will scarcely succeed, while as
regards A. stolonifera, there are some of the
hghter, or even some of the heavier mixed
silicious soils from which the best farming
cannot wholly eradicate it.

The supply of English Wheat on Monday at
Mark Lane was moderate, and the extreme prices of
the previous week were obtained. On Wednesday
also prices were well supported. At the Metro-
politan Cattle Market on Monday there was an average
supply of beasts, and prices remained unaltered. On
Thursday supplies were short and prices were firm.

In the Wool market prices for the present are
somewhat lower.

The summer session of the Royal Veteri-
nary College was inaugurated on Wednesday last

by the delivery of an introductory address by Dr.
Spencer Cobbold, who has been appointed by the
Governors of the College to deliver a course of lectures
on Botany, with especial reference to those plants
which possess medicinal or dietetic properties. Dr.
Cobbold in his address took a comprehensive view
of the whole range of human knowledge, and pointed
out the relations which exist between the different

divisions of science. A large class was in attendance
;

and everything promised well for the success of the
new system of dividing the educational year into two
portions instead of as hitherto, leaving a long period
of unoccupied time at the disposal of the students.

• At Winslow, Bucks, on Wednesday, Mr.
John Waller, secretary to the Home Cattle Defence
Association, delivered two addresses. The first at the
Bell Hotel (Mr. H. Monk presiding), on *'The Prin-
ciples of Privy Council Policy in Relation to the Im-
portation of Foreign Animals," and the second at the
George Inn (Mr. R. Baylis in the chair), on "The
Disastrous Results of Privy Council Interference with
the Cattle Trade." In the course of these addresses
Mr. Waller said that a reference to the last Privy
Council returns would be quite sufficient to show
what a variety of contagious diseases were now im-
ported. Cases of pleuro, foot-and-mouth disease, and
sheep-scab were recorded within the last month, but
these cases no more represented the sum total of
disease imported than did the weekly gazetted returns
of bankrupts reveal the aggregate of insolvency in the
country. The disinfection of ships and wharves, on

which the Privy Council so much relied, was of no
more practical value than was whitewashing the walls

of the Underground Railway productive of a satis-

factory ventilation therein. One principle of Privy
Council policy was— prohibition of imports of cattle

altogether from certain countries. The policy advo
cated by the Cattle Defence Association was
" Prohibit nothing. Welcome cargoes from any

Fig. 507.—triticum rei-ens (couch).

and every port. But let every animal in them be
isolated from home stock until it can be .safely prO'

nounced healthy." Were this the law we should not
get so many unhealthy animals shipped here, but
neither would the cattle-importing trade suffer, as it

does now, by the operation of the Order of last

December. The Privy Council never meddled but to

muddle, and it was a fact that with all their withdrawal

Fig. 508. -AGRLisTis stolo.vifera.

of restriction after restriction we were not getting

nearly so many animals from the Continent now as we
were when more stringent Orders were in force. It

was a very unfortunate fact for those who believed in

the indigenous and permanent nature of the foot-and-

mouth complaint,—for instance, that during the enforce-

ment of the cattle plague restrictions the malady was
stamped out. Now imported diseased animals, or

animals at any rate falling with disease a few hours

after removal froni tl^eir landing place, were brought

into contact with our own undiseased ones, and thus
centres of infection were created all over the country.
No doubt Mr. Forster would like to gratify the
butchers in some Yorkshire or other northern towns,
but the right hon. gentleman would never succeed in

diverting trade to any extent from the port of London,
and northern butchers were not the British public. He
had too high an opinion of Mr. Furster to suppose for a
moment that he would act in any partial manner, or
prefer local to national interests. Still the policy of
the Government was to be regarded witli the gravest

apprehension, and he would rather see no regulations

whatever in force than those, like existing ones, which
were effective only in maintaining a large staff of
ofhcials in Princes Street and a famine price for meat.

Dr. Alexander Williams had been dispatched to a
conference at Vienna, and if the learned gentleman by
his presence there could save this country from a re-

importation of the rinderpest, it was to be hoped he
would not return. Mr. Waller believed, however,
that no conferences could devise any measures that

would be satisfactory to the cattle-owners of the king-

dom which did not recognise waterside markets and a
bond fide and efficient quarantine. Every year's ex-

perience only more and more exemplified the fact that

the principles on which Privy Council policy was based
were most fallacious, and that the result of that policy

was manifest in the present price of meat to consumers.

Lord Kinnaird has lately republished his

experience of covered courts for farm buildings at

Rossie Priory, Forfarshire. He says, in a letter to Mr,
PIoPE, of Fenton Barns :

—

" I have no hesitation in recommending, as the result

of a large practical experience, the adoption of covered
courts in every point of view, whether for feeding in winter
or soiling cattle in summer. If these courts are covered
with open pantiles not bedded in lime, and plenty of glass

ones for light, the most perfect ventilation is obtained. I

can speak from an experience of 20 years, not only as to
the health of animals, economy of feeding, and, aboveall,

the value of the manure. You will find in the North
British Agriculturist of February 14, 1855, a reprint of
what I published on the subject in 1853J giving a detailed

account, with plans, of a steading having all the courts

covered in—by tar the cheapest form of construction of
farm buildings—and the particulars of a very careful

experiment on a field of 20 acres equally divided, a rich

loam lying on the trap. Two acres out of each 10 having
been carefully measured, gave the following general
results :

—

Potatos Grown -with Uncovered Dung.
First measurement of i acre produced . . 7 tons 6 cwt. 8 lb.

Second ,, J, ,, •' 7 tt 18 ,, 99 ,t

Potatos Grown with Covered Dung,
First measurement of i acre produced .. 11 tons 17 cwt. 56 lb.

Second ,, ,, ,, .. 11 ,, iz ,, 26 ,,

The next year the weather was wet, grain soft, and not

in very good order ; but the following was the amount of

produce :

—

JF/ieat Grozun -with Uncoz'crcd Dung,

f.
Produce in Weight per Produce in

^^^^-
Grain. Biishet. Straw.

First .. 41 bush. 19 lb. 61J lb, 152 st. of 22 lb.

Second ., 42 ,, 38 ,, 61^ ,, 160 ,, ,,

U'/tcat Gro^vn with Covered Dung.
. Produce in Weight per Produce in
^*^'''^-

Grain. Bushel. Straw.

First .. 55 bush. 5 lb. 61 lb. 220 st. of 22 lb.

Second .. S3 ,, 47 n ^i „ 210 ,, ,,

" With these results, and the appearance of the manure
when carted to the field, I have never doubted the great

value of covered courts so far as manure is concerned, and
long experience has proved them of great advantage to the

health of the animal, whether in being fed for the butcher

or reared for the grazier, coupled with great economy of

food and labour. In other words, beef can be produced
under this system at the least cost, especially if the cattle

are placed in boxes. One man with a small steam-engine,

at a cost of coals under \s. per diem, to bnuse Oats for

horses, cake for cattle, cut chaff, and pulp (not slice)

Turnips, with the occasional attendance of a boy or girl

—

say on Saturday, when a double portion of food has to be
prepared—can attend to three times the number of

cattle in boxes than if tied up. I was not prepared,

save on this latter point, for the great advantage of box
over byre feeding till I read the very able report of Mr.
Moscrop in the Transactiotis of tJic Higiiland and Agri-
cultural Society 0/ Scotland (vol. iv., p. 156), all of whose
statements I can confirm, and I have no hesitation in

saying that it would pay a tenant to cover in courts at his

own expense. Two rows of boxes, 10 feet square, to

hold one fat stot or two young ones, with a 4-feet passage
in the centre, and to contain 14 boxes with feeding and
water-troughs, gate and movable spars, and large door
for carting out dung, door at end of passage, would cost

^140, or j^io per box. If a double shed is erected, each
shed should have an inclination of about 18 inches, so

that, instead of lead, a narrow iron gutter answers to

carry off the rain-water."

An advance of Farm Labourers' Wages
from 12^. to I4J-. per week has become general in the

Newmarket district. Notwithstanding this rise, how-

ever, several men have left the neighbourhood with

their families. Large numbers of labourers who have

long resided in the villages round Bury St. Edmund's
have also left for the north of England, principally for

Yorkshire. Some have been invited to go to work as

navvies upon the construction of the Settle and Carlisle

section of the Midland Railway. In most of the

parishes in the neighbourhood of Bury St. Edmund's

the farmers have, unsolicited, raised wages from los. to

lis. per week, an4 in some cases from lis. to 12s. per
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week for ordinary workmen, while horsekeepers and
stockmen will, in future, have i^s. or 14J. per week.
At Cossey, in the neighbourhood of Norwich, the
labourers are now demanding 15^-. to i6j. per week,
the present wages being iij-. or 12s. per week. We
add that a Herefordshire correspondent, who describes
the circumstances of his neighbourhood in another
column, has subsequently related his experience since
the date of his first letter as follows :

—

"On Thursday I talked to my principal men on the
subject of drink, explained the resolution passed at our
Chamber, and added, ' Now you each have three quarts
of cider daily, and two quarts on Sunday, making five

gallons per week. I consider the cider worth 6d. per gallon.
I will pay you 2s. 5d. more money in lieu of the cider, and
if you like I will fill you an i8-gaIlon cask each at 6t/. per
gallon, which you can take home, and then fill your own
bottles, drinking just what you like, and I will give you
IS. per week rise of wages.' They all agreed, and
appeared pleased, but on Friday evening, when they came
to settle, every man declared they would stick to the old
regulation of the bottle. This shows the difficulty of
breaking through old customs. I may add my men have
not attended any of the meetings, and had not asked for

any rise of wages."

A deputation of persons engaged in the cattle

trade and butchers from Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds,
Sheffield, and other places in the northern counties, on
Tuesday had an interview with Mr. Forster, at the

Privy Council Office, with respect to the restrictions

placed upon the Importation of Cattle and Sheep
from Germany by an Order in Council of December
20. It was stated that, according to Government sta-

tistics, the supply of sheep this year had fallen off

1,280,000 as against 1S70, 2,400,000 against 1S69, and
3,600,000 against 1S68, and yet in Germany there were
alaundant sheep waiting for buyers, if only the regula-

tions were more favourable. The consequence was that

the price of mutton in England was now higher than it

had been for 50 years, and at the same time all our
stock was being consumed. Mr. Forster assured the
deputation that the Government wished to maintain no
restrictions except such as were really necessary for the

prevention of disease. The Order in Council to which
the deputation objected that if any of a cargo of sheep
were diseased the whole should be at once slaughtered,

and certainly any diseased animal was a centre of infec-

tion to the rest. There might not be any cattle plague
in Germany at the present time, but there was in France
and Belgium ; and unless we had these stringent restric-

tions we should most certainly catch the contagion.
He could hold out no hope of these restrictions

being repealed, but the suggestions thrown out by
the deputation should certainly have his most careful
consideration.

Ol/J? LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

The Siddington sale on Thursday week was an
extraordinary success. Eighteen females averaged
£162 lis. 6(f. Twelve bulls /'138 igj. i*/., and
the 30 animals disposed of made ;^I53 is. gd.

each, or a total of ;^4592 14J. The high average
was partly due to the sale of the Duchess bull

2D Duke of Tregunter, which, after nearly see-

ing the glass run out at6oogs., was eventually knocked
down at 900 gs. to Lord Bective : also to the
Siddingtons (Kirklevingtons), which were the means
of raising Mr. Bowly's average three years ago, and
came in again very usefully, three of them averaging
;^49i 15^. Another feature in the sale of these

cattle is worthy of attention. Some three or four
crosses back a part of the '* Gazelle " tribe was allied

with Union (19,031), bred by Mr. Bowly, and got by
Young Windsor (17,241), out of Harmony^ of the
*' Musical " tribe. VoUNG Windsor was by
Windsor (14,013) bred by Mr. R. Booth, of Warlaby,
and got by Crown Prince (10,087), o"t of a Buck-
ingham cow. Hence Union was not a Bates bull,

but, as his name implies, he was the result of a union
between Booth and Bates cattle. The price given for

the six female Gazelles having this Union cross

averaged ;^73 loj. 2d., while those for the five cows
and heifers in which Earl of Walton or 7TH Duke
OF York were used instead of Union averaged
;^I44 i8j.

This is a significant fact in many ways. It shows
how careful breeders ought to be in selecting sires,

but it likewise reveals a somewhat singular method of

arriving at a standard of value. What difference, we
would ask, can this cross make in the intrinsic value of

the animals tracing back to it ? Take the last three

Gazelles, sold at 65, 210, and go gs. Here the low
prices both contain the UNION cross, while the highest
priced one has the name of Earl of Walton in her
pedigree instead of UNION. And yet the strangest
aspect of this absurd system of valuation is, that it by
no means followed that the highest priced heifers were
the best. The high general average obtained at this sale,

compared with that of 1869, shows clearly the increased
demand for pure-bred cattle. In 1869, 39 animals
averaged £,'J2 i6j. each, while on the present occasion
30 animals have realised an average of more than
double that sum. The competition was for the most
part brisk ; a large company, estimated at about 600
persons, gathered around the ring, and among the
assembly were to be observed several noble lords, and

many of the best known supporters of Bates Shorthorns.
The following is the sale list :

—

Name of Animal.

Females.
Ruby

British Queen
Gazelle yi ..

IVild Eyes I'&ik .

.

Siddington <~,th

Gazelle \oth
Gazelle i^th
Gazelle ii,th

Sidonia -^d .

.

Gazelle lyth
Gazelle 20M .

.

Gazelle i-zd .

.

Siildittgton c^ih

Siddrngton loth
Gazelle zi,th

Ruby^th

Gazelle n^ih
Gazelle njl/i

Bulls
2D Duke of Treguntek

(26,022)
FiTZ Clako (28,603)
Cai'tain Treuuntek

(28,116)
Cai'tain Tregunter 30

Wild Fire .

.

Colonel Tregunter

Colonel Treguntkr 2D -

Colonel Treguntek 3D .

Colonel Tregunter 4TH
Bates Duke 4TH .

.

Colonel Tregunter 5th
Colonel Tregunter 6Tn

When
Calved.

May,

Dec,
Dec,
Feb.,

June,
June,
Oct.,

Jan.,

Nov.,
April,

July,
Oct,
Mar.,
Mar.,
Jan.,
April,

Aug
,

Dec,

Aug.,
Sept.

Oct.,

Purchaser.

1856 Mr. Smith, Lancas-

I

tcr.

1861 Mr. Ladds.
iSeslMr. Martin.
1867! Mr. De Vitrc.

1867 Mr. W. W. Slye.
1867 Mr. J. P. Foster.
i868| LordChcsh.ini.
iSfig Mr. Samiida.
i869|Mr. Hoddinot.
i87oJMr. Fawcett, Leeds.
1870, Lord Fitzhardiiige,

Mr. Hanbury.
Mr. J. P. Foster.

Mr. De Vitre.

Mr. Hanbury.
Mr. Hagarth, Aus-

tralia.

Mr, Samuda.
Mr. Wilson, Broad-
way.

187.
1871
1871

1871

1871

1871

1868

1869
1870

Feb., 1871

May,
May,

fune,
June,

Oct.,

Nov.,
Dec,
Feb.,

1871

1871

1871

1871
1871
1871

1872

Lord Bective.
Mr. Cooper.
Mr. W. S. Cragg,

Lancaster.
Mr. Snider, Winder-
mere.

Mr. Samuda.
Mr. Wilson, Broad-
way.

Mr. B. Jenkins.
Mr. T. Siirmouds,
Reading.

Marquis of Anglesea.
Rev. R. E. Kinnaird.
Mr. J. Pulley.

Sir J. Jcnkinson.

A very large gathering of Shorthorn breeders
and agriculturists took place on Tuesday last, to wit-
ness the disposal of the entire herd of Messrs. Graddon
and John Perry, consisting of 98 head of Shorthorn
cattle. This herd was founded 40 years ago by the
father of Messrs. Terry, who neglected entering his
animals in the Ilad Book, or much longer pedigrees
might have been given. The following averages were
realized :

—

37 cows and heifers ^38 17 o
I ( in-cal f heifers 47 8 7
15 yeariings 361010
15 heifer calves ., .. 16 13 11

7 bulls 48 12 o
13 bull calves . . .

.

.

.

.

,

. . 15 10 2

The sale was conducted by Messrs. Lythall &
Clarke, of Birmingham. Midland Coimties Haald.

The following average prices at Shorthorn
sales have recently been obtained in the North. At
Gordon Castle, on September 12, His Grace the Duke
of Richmond disposed of 12 calves, at an average of

£yi ^^s• 3tf. each. At Uppermill, Aberdeenshire, on
October 26, Mr. Marr sold 29 yearlings, at an average
of £}i is. 3(/. each. At Keithmore, Banfir:>hire, on
November 2, Mr. Cantlie sold 7 bulls of his own
breeding, at ^34 igs. each. At Forres, Morayshire,
on February 13, Mr. Bruce, Newton of Struthers, sold

5 bulls, at ;i^37 I2J. each; at same place and date,
Mr. Geddes, Orbliston, sold 6 bulls, at ;^30 Ss. each

;

and Mr. Lawson, Brae Lossie, Elgin, 14, at £28 4s.

each. At Rettie, BanfT&hire, Mr. Longmore sold 16
bulls, on February 29, at £;^S gs. each. At Little Haddo,
Aberdeenshire, Mr. Cochrane sold 12 bulls, on March 7,
at/31 ij-. 3(/. each. At Petty Fyvie, Aberdeenshire,
on March 9, Mr. Mackie sold 11 bulls at £;^6 13^.

each. At Sittyton, Aberdeenshire, on March 14, the
Messrs. Cruikshank sold 3;^ bulls, at an average of

^44 each. At Ellon, Aberdeenshire, on March 15,
Mr. Marr, Caimbrogie, sold 13 bulls at ;i^29 igs. ^d.
each. At same date and place, Mr. Davidson, Mains
of Cairnbrogie, sold 7 bulls at ;i^36 gs. each ; Mr.
Thompson, Newseat, 5 bulls, at ^"29 i6s. ^d. each ;

and l\Ir. Campbell, Blairton, 5 bulls, at ;i^29 gs. each.

At Killenar, Aberdeenshire, on March 21, Mr. Camp-
bell sold 17 bulls at close upon ^39 a head. At
Huntly, Aberdeenshire, on March 26, Mr. Bruce,
Broadland, sold 4 bulls at ^36 15^. each ; and Mr.
Scott, Glendronach, sold 4 at ^^34 os. 8d. each.
Kinaldie, Aberdeenshire, 15 bulls sold at ^^31 Ss. per
head. The prices noted above are considerably higher
than last year, and it will be seen that the price-list is

topped by Sittyton, Killenar coming second, and Rettie
third.

Next Tuesday will witness the dispersion by
Mr. Thornron of 23 Shorthorns, the property of Mr.
Frere, of Fundenhall, Norfolk, immediately after the

sale of Mr. Gerard Barton's Shorthorns, of which we
gave a short notice last week.

Mr. Strafford advertises a choice selection

of Shorthorns from the Burghlcy herd for the 9lh
inst., a part of which are some animals descendeil from
the original herd, which has been very carefully bred
for more than half a century, while others spring from
the stocks of Lord Penrhyn, Sir Charles Knight-
ley, Mr. Cheney, and other eminent breeders. First-

class " Duchess " and " Oxford " bulls have been used,

such as the famous 4TH DuKE OF Thorndale
('7»75o), 4TH Grand Duke (19,874), and Imperial

Oxford (18,084), whilst some of the lots are by such
excellent and well-bred sires as DuKE of Geneva
(19,614), Cherry Duke (25,752), 2D Duke of
COLLINGHAM (23,730), 9TH DUKE OF GENEVA
{27,603), and others of the same alliance. Amongst
the young bulls three are by the celebrated Tele-
MACiius (27,603), winner of prizes amounting to ;!^43I
during the last three years. They will be sold without
reservation, with the exception of the bull DuKE of
Elvira (lot 6), upon whom a moderate reserve will
be placed ; also a valuable yearling bull of the "Ox-
ford " tribe by a pure " Duchess" sire, and descended
from Oxford 5x11, bought at the Kirklevington sale in
1S50, will be offered. This bull has recently been
imported from the splendid herd of Messrs. Walcott
& Campbell of the United States.

T//E ESSEX LABOURER.
We appear to be on the eve of a widespread dis-

turbance by the agricultural labourers' strike which has
made its appearance in this county, in some parts of
which the labourer is very hardly dealt with, and his
claim is a just one for an advance to the wage he now
receives.

In the neighbourhood with which the writer is well
acquainted, the weekly pay of the labourer is I Js. or
I2J-. per week, the ploughman has is. more, and in

many cases a cottage free from rent ; where beer is

allowed, the money payment is less by is. In the
northern parts of the county the weekly pay is from Ss.

to 10s. Some farmers let out work by the piece, and
the skilled labourer has thus an opportunity of earning

3^. or 4s. more. The cottage question is now a pressing
element of discussion, and landlords generally have given
but little attention to this important matter. Some to

my knowledge have prevented cottages from being
erected upon their estates, and the labourer has been
driven to seek for a residence in the neighbouring
town, 2 or 3 miles from his work. Cottage property
is largely in the hands of artisans or small shopkeepers,
who build as cheaply as possible, and let at high rents,

often with little or no gardens, and frequently on con-
fined, unhealthy spots, defective in sewerage or water
supply. Men thus situated, having no other source of
change, find their way to the beer shop or public
house, of which there are a full supply. Ihe labourer

is thus placed in a far worse position than his ancestors

were, who perhaps had a roughly built dwelling,

commonly thatched, but he had a large garden and
lived upon the farm close to Iiis work. Our agri-

cultural journals and Gazettes are filled with plans of

cottage buildings, and some of them are so costly that

landlords are deterred from undertaking the work on
account of the expense, but the requirement is nut the

less pressing. The writer has had much experience in

this matter, and can state that a block of four cottages

can be substantially erected with bricks, and slated, for

;^35o, the bricks costing 25J. per thousand, each
cottage containing three lower rooms and three bed-
rooms, with proper offices attached. If an acre of

land was set apart for this purpose, upon a farm of
100 acres, it would give to each tenant upwards of

30 rods for cultivation, and he would readily pay ;^5
as rent. Thus the cottager would have " a stake in

the hedge," he would feel an independence, and the

moral influence of such a position cannot be overrated.

The "Family Lawyer," who has recently obtained no
very desirable notoriety, has no business here. It

is a question for landlord, tenant, and labourer,

to settle, as best they can, between themselves.

The allotment system requires great attention for the
dwellers in both towns and villages. The craving for

a piece of land, to occupy on his own account, whether
labourer or otheis who live by daily toil, should be
kindly and efticiently met ; the landlord would profit

by the concession in a money view, and he could not

fail to feel that he was diffusing happiness and content

to his fellow citizens.

The writer has had a thorough practical knowledge
of the moral and physical condition of the working
classes for three-quarters of a century in a populous
agricultural district. Sunday schools were established

on the Lancaster system by Dissenters about 1794, and
this was the only effort made up to that time for teach-

ing the children of the labourer. There was an endow-
ment school for teaching reading, writing, and arith-

metic, but the schoolmaster at that lime was careless

and indifferent in the discharge of his duties. The
clergy took little or no part in the matter. The farmers'

and the tradesmen's sons had some advantage in attend-

ing a school in the village then opened by a more
efficient and competent teacher. There was a day
school, and the pay for attending it was 6d. per week.
The first rule.-; of education were here well taught, but
nothing beyond it. Geography, history, or science in

any shape formed no part of the system, and here at

that time ended their school education, as well as that

of the writer of this report.

Lord Derby, in a recent speech at Liverpool, stated

that land under skilful management would double its

productive power. Now, if this is a fair approxima-
tion to the truth—and but few doubt it—his lordship

would become the greatest benefactor to the public

weal of modern times by setting the example of working
out this great problem on his extensive estates. There
are many isolated instances of this kind where farmers
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occupy their own land, and it only wants the authority

of such men as Lord Derby to open the eyes of the

landlords to the importance of such liberal covenants

as would invite the capital which is ready for invest-

ment for this great purpose, provided that the tenant

can do it with safety, and with free action in its

application. Land is inexhaustible in its productive

power, as past ages have clearly demonstrated, if its

condition is kept up by fertilising elements. The land-

lord would ultimately be the party principally bene-

fited, but he must give up the present system of

cropping it with game, and confining the cultivator to

small enclosures and destructive timber and hedges.

Great questions in reference to land are now freely

discussed, all tending to relieve it from oppression and

obstructive interference by the present system of leases,

by which lawyers thrive only. Scvu-x.

"A MODEL agreement:'
[We continue the report of Mr. Corhet's address before the

ALiidstone Farmers' Club.]

When I accepted the invitation with which you

thought fit to honour me, I had some notion of putting

a second title to this paper, and writing it as a ** Lesson

to Land Agents," and 1 should still wish to dwell a

little on this branch of my subject.

In the outset, then, I must put it as a very whole-

some ethic, that no lawyer should be suffered to

undertake the office of a land steward or agent. ' His

own interests, or at any rale habits, are commonly
opposed to agricultural advancement, as no doubt half

the musty, out-of-date, unintelligible, technical forms

of agreement which tenants are called upon to sign

come straight from the hands of the copying clerk

without perhaps the alteration of a word or line in a

generation. The more wordy tliese documents can be

made, the more proportionatelylo the profit of the office
;

the more dubious and impracticable in their tenour, the

more likely sooner or later to lead to "business."

Even, further, no man is so timid or so dangerous as

an ignorant man. The less he knows the less ready

will he be to commit himself by doing anything out of

the ordinary routine. At best the lawyer agent is but

a dead weight and a drag-chain. In the Holkham
Lease, after giving in the outset the tenant full liberty

of action, power is subsequently reserved to the land-

lord of stepping in during tlie term and ordering the

cultivation to be at once brought back to the system of

the district. This is no doubt an immense power for

any one to wield, but in the hands of an inefficient agent

it might often become an instrument of torture. If the

tenant had voted blue instead of yellow, if his son rode

hunting in a red coat instead of a black one, if the

shepherd's dog had been seen by the keeper to turn a

leveret, if the " Missis" had gone to chapel instead of

to church, down of course comes the intimation that
*' in the interests of my employers I must require you to

revert to the four-course system. " I do not for a moment
intend to make any application here to Lord Leicester,

or his agent, but I must repeat that in the hands of in-

competent people this power to recall would be a very

dangerous instniment, and I should prefer to see the

next issue of a liberal lease free from such a condition.

In any case, no such reversionary power should be

exercised, save on arbitration by two independent

valuers. Of course the plea is that the owner's interests

must be guarded, as indeed in most of these agreements

the very kindest feeling is evinced for the landlord, and
little or none for the tenant. With, however, an agent

who knows what he is about, the landlord's interests

should be tolerably well insured at starting—that is in

the choice of a tenant. Character here, as in every

other walk of life, goes a great way, and whenever
in these days there is a farm to let there are always

plenty of people to pick from. Again, if things come
to the worst, the landlord has first run on what there

is left ; and further, although a multitude of these pro-

tection covenants will never make a bad farmer a good
one, they will often stay a good man from doing his

best. Mr. C. G. Grey, of Dilston, whose name I have
already given you, as himselfone ofthe most eminent ofour
land agents, says "nothing destroys an agent's influence

or a landlord's popularity more than treating every

application from tenants as if it were an attempt to

overreach the agent and impose on the landlord "—

a

maxim which might be framed and glazed forthwith.

Again :

"Retired soldiers and sailors do not generally make
good agents, though they have some qualities which are

useful, such as punctuality and carefulness. Retired

butlers and house-stewards may be estimable men, but

they are not such as should be set over tenant-farmers.

Poor relations, for whom some provision is desirable,

would generally cost an owner less if he were to make
them an allowance to live at Bath or Cheltenham.
Mercantile men are too apt to look at everything

in a purely mercantile spirit, not seeing distant or con-
tingent advantages. Farmers who have failed in farm-

ing have the disadvantage of undertaking to manage
another man's affairs when they could not manage
their own ; nevertheless, when their failure has been
owing to want of capital or unavoidable calamity, and
when they are educated and upright men, they fre-

quently make good agents. Head clerks promoted from
the office are very apt to find themselves in a position for

which they are unfit, having been too much bound to
routine and detail to take large \iews of management.
They are apt to be too much the servants of the land-
owner, and not enough mediators between him and the

tenants. Lawyers, attorneys, and writers, through fre-

quently entrusted with the management of estates, are

about tlie most disqualified. Their education, bent of

mind, legal way of reasoning and treating all questions,

are a positive bar to success in the management of estates,

and I consider it an absolute misfortune to the country

that so many estates are under their care. From their

special training they look narrowly into legal obligations

and the rights of property, and, from want of experience

in country affairs, they are incapable of judging of the

propriety of modifying obligations which may be obsolete

or inexpedient. Landowners in Scotland and Ireland, I

believe, more than in England, commit the mistake of

making such appointments."

I do not always agree with Mr. Grey, but how ad-

mirable all this is !—and bear in mind I am quoting a

land agent speaking of land agents. Of course these

are the people, the half-pay officers, the poor relations,

the old butlers, the attorneys and writers who insist

upon upholding "our usual form of agreement " in all

its hideous originality, too ignorant, too idle, or too

busy to encourage or even sanction a better state of

things. I should like to institute a commission of

inquiry, armed with due powers to examine into all

the leases and agreements under which land is farmed
in this country. What strange relics of antiquity and
feudalism we should still find to prevail ! from the

famous cock turkey covenant to keeping a bird and a

dog. I found these very stipulations the other day in

an old form of agreement on Lord Derby's estates
;

" to keep a dog and cock when required. To grind

all such corn as the occupier of the premises shall use

ground thereon at the mill of the said Earl, and pay
he accustomed toll for grinding the same." Now, let it

be clearly understood that such covenants as these shall

no longer be sufifered to stand in any agreement suitable

for the time we live in. I should imagine that there is

not a tenant on the Holkham estates but who would
be too glad to "deliver one good fat turkey in the month
of December of every year;" but how much more
gratefully such tribute would come were it not directly

ordered in the lease. Besides, the companion clause

is clearly wanting, whereby, to make the arrangement

fair and square, the landlord, by his agent or servants,

shall undertake to deliver at the Grange so many brace

of birds during the month of September, so many brace

of pheasants during the month of October, with from

time to time as many good fat hares. I should hopethere

are but few farmers who would object to walk a fox-

hound puppy, or who would not take a pride in showing
him for the cup ; but surely this scarcely need be made
the subject of a covenant whereby executors, admini-

strators, or assigns shall be bound. As regards keeping

a cock, that mysterious bird no doubt was a game-
cock, for the Lord Derby of those days, //'c/z/wi/cr.'

fought mighty mains, with Potter feeder, against the

Gentlemen of Cheshire or the Gentlemen of Lancashire.

Then, if a man can be entrusted to farm 500 acres of

land he may be left to trim his gooseberry bushes, nail

up his Vines, and oil his locks, without looking to his

agreement for instructions as to how he shall duly perform

such fiddling work. Some of these old covenants are

open to still graver objections, as a man must fold his

sheep at a certain specified time, wet or dry—must not

grow Potatos or sow Flax—must not keep over an
average head of stock on the farm—must not hold another

farm—must pay heavy penalties if he crop contrary to

covenant—must fetch and carry coal, corn, and straw

for the Great House whenever ordered to do so—must
have his pigs well ringed—must twice hoe all his

Turnips, Peas, and Beans—not mow the grass lands,

excepting the meadows, two years in succession, nor

tread them with heavy cattle in wet seasons—must mow
the Nettles and Thistles—speak when he is spoken to

—do as he is bid—not play whist at more than sixpenny
points—and drink one bottle of good old port wine
every Sunday afternoon throughout the year. When
Ben Jonson was told that Shakespeare had never

blotted out a line which he had once written, the

answer was, " Would that he had blotted out a

thousand !
" So I say to the land agents of England,

look to your handiwork and blot out wherever you can.

Let there be no payments in kind—a most unwholesome
system ; but if the landlord require the use of a waggon
and team let him have them at so much a day—his hay
and straw at so much a load. I have known cases

where this order to cart coal and corn at inconvenient

seasons has led very nearly to bloodshed, when the

tenant and the agent were not on friendly terms : and
such awkward collisions should be avoided rather than
courted by agreement. Again, if you have once con-

fidence sufficient to let a man the farm the more he is

left to himself the better, as there must certainly be no
further interference with his buying and selling, his

taking offand bringing back. Those days are gone, never

to return : and instead of carefully counting the loads of

town-made muck which shall be returned, a man may
now, as has been said, bring back the manure in his

waistcoat pocket. Of course there must be all due
provision made for the condition in which the farm

shall be given up, and for this I repeat whether under
long or short holdings the best guarantee is tenant-

right or compensation covenants. By this means you
induce a man to go on well to the last, or if he should

go wrong he might as readily be met and made liable,

under the system of valuation, for any detriment he

may have caused to the property. As regards the dis-

position of the game we are fairly entitled to expect some
reform from the labours of the House of Commons Com-

mittee nowsitting. Rabbits must betreated asthevermin
which in the eye of the law they already are, their reser-

vation being rendered illegal, and their destruction
sanctioned as openly and generally as that of a rat or a
mouse. Then, worst of all game abuses, the abominable
practice of letting the shootings to strangers over the
heads of the tenants must be abandoned, as neither
landlord nor tenant should have the power to do so.

Let the landlord be content with the winged game, and
such a supply of liares as the farmers would preserve
for him ; and if he be a sportsman, and not a mere
higgler, he will have little to complain of. The Duke
of Beaufort has now no keepers but his tenants, and on
some other large properties heavy game-preserving is

being gradually abandoned. Nothing can tend " to

make a landlord more unpopular " than an agent who
is very jealous or over-exacting in this business of game-
preserving.

Let me recapitulate the points to be observed in

framing an agreement in accordance with the limes in

which we live, the main principles of which should be
Liberality, Brevity, and Simplicity. Let all covenants
which go to tell a tenant when he is to take this crop
out and when that—be struck out. Let all covenants
which go to dictate how much he shall sell and how
much he shall buy—be struck out. Let any reserva-

tion, on any terms, of rabbits or such like vermin—be
struck out. Let any claim to feudal service, such as

a payment in turkey cocks, the feeding of fighting

cocks, the carriage of coal or the delivery of straw

—

be struck out. Let the careful catalogue of such
fiddling duties as trimming gooseberry bushes, clean-

ing water spouts and mending windows—be struck
out ; let it be simply stated that the premises shall be
left in habitable repair. And, so far as possible, let all

the jargon, or, as Falstaff has it, "the damnable
reiteration" of the lawyer's ofhce—be struck out. On
the other side, let there be special clauses enacting that

the game shall never be either let or given over to any
one beyond the owner or occupier, as the land can
never maintain two tenants whose objects are so
directly opposed to each other. And above all let

there be Compensation Covenants, the very best

guarantee for the retiring tenant doing the best by the

farm, and leaving it in a good and husbandlike con-

dition. There are of course minor details, which I

have purposely omitted to notice, and the adjustment
of which must in a degree at least depend upon the

ever varying circumstances of time, place, and
personal position.

Turn where we will there is no subject growing so

fast on public attention as the Land Question. It

crops up alike in social circles and Quarterly articles.

The outside world, if I may so term it, is especially

prone to take the business under its care, and while
some of the schemes propounded are wild enough,
there are more moderate measures of reform, which no
doubt sooner or later will come. Prominent amongst
these must be some improved system in the hiring and
letting of land. There is no denying the fact that farm
leases and agreements are too generally susceptible of
amendment ; as it would be preferable that any move-
ment in this direction should be instituted and carried

through by the owners and occupiers themselves,
rather than as the consequence of pressure from without.
And these views I submit, not so much as a lesson as a
study for land agents : as here the motive power will

more commonly centre.

THE CONDITION OF FARM
LABOURERS.

[The following are among the letters which have reached .'us on
this subject.]

Berkshire : Chalk Land Farm,—The wages of

the agricultural labourer in this neighbourhood are

lis. per week when at common fieldwork ; carters and
shepherds from u. to zs. extra, besides a bonus at

Michaelmas, from £,'^ to ^^7 according to the size of
the farm. Rent of good cottage and garden, is. per
week ; carriage of wood and coals done gratuitously by
the employer, and the carters receive about \s. for

expenses when they take out a carriage of corn when
sold. Hoeing, mowing, and reaping are done by
piecework, price per acre varying according to cir-

cumstances ; Peas and Beans about 6^-. for once doing,

Turnips, loj. to \is. twice ; mowing, 3^". (3d. to

4^. 6d'., and reaping, gj-. to lu., as to crop, per acre.

Of course, the wages of the labourers who assist in

gathering in the harvest are very much increased during
the time it lasts, with beer as much as they require,

and in some instances food as well. I consider the

condition of the agricultural labouring class decidedly

improved, and not so far inferior to the artisan and
mechanic as many persons are led to suppose from a
superficial view of the two. I have no doubt they

could elevate themselves very materially if they
avoided early marriages before they have made any
provision for beginning life, and would moderate their

consumption of tobacco and beer, y, A,
Our good labourers are earning from loj. to

IIJ-. a week. The carters and shepherds \s. a week
above common labourers, with cottage and garden
rent free, and [harvest] wages from ^^3 to £^ \ is. for

every load of com drawn out. The shepherds have
ij". for every double couple. Our women, with con-

stant employ, %d. a day, until haymaking, then <^d. to

lod. Cottage rents from £,2 los. to £^ with good
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garden. Land allotment, bd. per pole. I have only
alluded to the weekly pay. Through the summer
months it is all piecework, and they earn from 15^. to
iSf. a week, at least. Thos. Owm, April 24.

Maidenhead. — The unfair way in which
the agricultural labour question has been treated by
political and other agitators for their own purposes
makes me more guarded and careful than I should
otherwise be. All those whom the matter immediately
concerns know well that the nominal wages in a dis-
trict afford no criterion as to the average income of an
able-bodied labourer. The perquisites, privileges, and
advantages which swell his income and improve his
position are so numerous and varied, that any attempt
to enumerate them seems, under the present aspect of
affairs, only to afford a handle for those who would
select from them such as might serve their purpose of
exciting discontent and ill-feeling. In my own neigh-
bourhood the nominal wages during the winter have
been 12s. per week for the ordinary day labourer.
The cottages on my farm are very good ones, and for
these with a garden the rent paid is is. 6d. per week
and no rates. Carters, shepherds, and gardeners have
13s. per week, and 40^-. at Michaelmas. Women, ij-.

per day ; carter boys, 4^. and 4^. 6d. per week, and
30J-. or 40J-. at Michaelmas, in addition to lodging,
firing, and a tew other extras. I do not wish my name
to appear in connection with any of the above remarks,
and had it not been for the reasons stated, I should
have had great pleasure in giving you the fullest

information in my power. JC.

Bucks.—The wages of the agricultural labourer in
the 48 parishes of the Newport Pagnel Union vary
somewhat, depending, in a great measure, on the pro-
pinquity or distance, as the case may be, of a parish to
Wolverton Station (London and North-Western Rail-
way), where large numbers of men and lads are
employed as labourers in the yards. These receive 2s.

or 3^. a week more wages than they would get from
the farmers. The wear and tear of clothes is far
greater in the company's yards than at farm work

;

and, besides, the men have to walk from i to 4 miles
to their work at Wolverton. During last winter
wages have varied from iij-. a week upwards for six-
days-a-week men,—the men who work on Sundays,
such as ploughmen, stockmen, and shepherds, getting
2s. a-week more than the others. These prices have
been paid in the parishes distant from Wolverton,
where the supply of labour in the winter is usually
greater than the demand. Nearer Wolverton wages
have been from I2j. a-week for six-days-a-week men,
and 2s. a-week more for Sunday men. In a few cases
these prices are exceeded. Piece-work is general
whenever it can be given, and at this the men earn
from 2s. 6d. a day upwards, working 10 hours. During
hay tiiTie and harvest they earn from 41. to 6s. a day,
according to a man's powers and skill. Carters, stock-
men, and shepherds, get about 22j. a week, and beer
during harvest. Beer isgiven duringhaytime toall hands.
Some employers give money instead of beer. I do for
one ; and as a rule the men seem to like it best. I

give 6d. a day as long as haytime lasts, in lieu of beer,
and Sd. a day during harvest. Rent of cottages from
I J. to 2s. gd., according to circumstances. In the
parishes round Wolverton a rise in wages has taken
place lately. Six-days-a-week men are getting 13^. and
14s. a week, working from 6 A.M. to 5.30 p.m., with
half an hour for breakfast and one hour for dinner. In
my opinion this rise in wages, which is becoming so
general, will be of great benefit to all concerned. The
really good labourers and trustworthy carters and
stockmen will be paid better than they have hitherto
been, and be gladly so paid by the farmer. The
"shackling" labourer, of whom I am sorry to say
there are a good many about, will be employed when
he is wanted, at such prices as he and the employer can
agree upon. When he is not wanted he will be paid
off. Those lads now growing up, and who may be
taking one of these "shackling" men as their pattern,
will soon see that it won't answer to be careless in their
work and untrustworthy too, if they expect to be per-
manently employed at high wages ; and they will, I think,
try and do better. The community at large will benefit,
I believe, by this rise in wages. I mean the
ratepayers generally, for if high wages are to be the
rule Boards of Guardians must be very strict about out
relief : we cannot have high wages and high rates too.
I know from experience as a guardian of the poor that
the highest paid labourer does not always make the
best provision for his family against a rainy day, but if

wages are henceforward to be high, out relief by the
unions must be administered in a different way to that
which now prevails in most unions. I do not intend
to go into the matter in this letter further than to say
that if a labourer who has been receiving 2s. 6d. a day
standing wages, with the usual share of piece-work
besides, should fall ill and require mutton, wine, or
porter, as ordered by the medical officer, the Board
wdl probably say the man ought to provide these for
himself out of a club, and if he has not been prudent
enough to pay into one the Board will probably refuse
to give any medical extras out of the workhouse. By
this_ mode self respect will be impressed on the labourer,
a virtue many of them are at present very deficient in!
The poor think it no loss of selfrespect to get all they
can in out relief, but the degradation of going into the
workhouse is too appalling for some of their sensitive

minds. The condition of the labourer hereabouts is

very much improved during the last 20 years. The old
smock frock is no where to be seen ; on Sundays they
dress well, some even smartly ; their wives and daugh-
ters are also well dressed, false hair and parasols are
the rule among all the younger portions : this can be
accounted for by the goodness of the pillow lace trade.
For many months this description of lace has been sell-

ing well ; large quantities are made in this union. A
single woman can earn ys. or Ss. a week at lace-making,
if she sits diligently at her pillow, and little children of
12 or 13 years of age can get their 6d. a day. These
earnings, added to the father's weekly wages, help to
make the family very comfortable, when the man does
not squander his money at the alehouse. Unfor-
tunately many labourers consider their standing wages
all that their wives have any claim to for keeping house
and clothing the children, and whatever they earn
extra by piece-work is for their own belly. I hope the
extra 2s. or 3^. a week which the Labourer is clamour-
'ng for will not find its way into the till of the alehouse
keeper. £>., April 23.

Dorsetshire : Dorchester.— \ enclose a statement
of the wages paid in this neighbourhood, which I
fancy goes to prove that Dorset men are better paid
than is generally supposed. The amount of money
paid weekly varies in consequence of some employers
giving "gristing" Wheat, and others refusing to do
so. It has often been stated that this "gristing" is

forced upon the labourers, and not valued by them.
In contradiction of this statement I can refer to
employers who even this year were compelled to raise
their wages because they did not, as others, spare any
Wheat. With regard to drink I may mention that we
have none of the Canon's "sour Devonshire," and lam
glad to be able to state that the custom of giving
money instead of liquor is becoming more general
every year. The dwellings of the agricultural labourer
are for the most part disgraceful. It may be that the
landlords are aware of the love of the poorer classes
for excluding pure air ; I can find no other excuse for
them. I see no other reason why chilly draughts
should pour through holes and cracks, and ill-closing

doors ; and even this excuse will hardly do, for in
many cases the typhoid breeding drains and pools can
send in their unwelcome reminders. This wretched
state of the habitations of the farm labourers sets me
thinking, if, with the exception of accommodation for
carters and shepherds, it would not be better for the
landlords to keep the cottages, and have the diserace
in its entirety. I think there is a change in the "farm
labourer of Dorset ; he dresses better, or wears more
expensive clothes at all events. His family frequently
dress too much. More of the young men go from
home to learn trades. He "lives " better than he did,
though I dare say he would not object to live better
than he does. The greatest evil peculiar to this part
of the country is the changes at Lady-day. The men
seem to have acquired the habit of changing, but did
the masters consider the expense of "fetching the
goods," and the value of the horses upon the farm
instead of on the roads, at such an important season, I

fancy the fault would not lie with the masters. As a
rule I believe the Dorsetshire labourer to be as well
able to do a day's work, and up to the present time
quite as contented, as the men of any other county.
The following is the statement referred to:

—

Shepherds : Weekly wages, 9J. ; house and garden, with
20 perches of Potato ground, and fuel, free. Extras : 255.
for food and drink during lambing season ; from ^s. to
8j. 6(f. for every 100 lambs brought to shearing place

;

£1 for harvesting, or £i and drink ; \os., or drink, for
haymaking

; in some cases, the sale of surplus lambs.
Carters : Weekly wage, 8j. to 9-t. bd. ; house and

garden, with 20 perches of Potato ground, and fuel, free.

Extras : js. for every journey
; £1 for harvesting, or ^i

and drink
; \os. ^o £1 for haymaking.

General labourers : Weekly wage, is. to gj. ; house and
garden, with 20 perches of Potato ground, and fuel, free.

Piece or " Tut " work.—Reaping ; nj. per acre, cut,
bind, and stitch ; a man can cut half an acre. Mowing :

2j. to 3^. per acre ; a man can mow i \ ^.zxii.. Mowing
Barley ; is. 6d. Hedging : 6d. a perch

; a man can do
4i perches. Turnip hoeing : "singling," 6j. per acre.

In the above statement the "fuel" is equal to 400
faggots, or 5 to 10 cwt. of coal

; quantity allowed
varies much. It seems to me that the present investi-

gation will prove that the Dorsetshire labourer is not
so ill-paid as stated, but it will hasten the adoption of
a money payment only ; and so, through it, the Dorset-
shire employers will suffer no pecuniary loss, whilst
they gain much in reputation. It may also lead some
masters, who only regard those they employ as mere
machines, and care nothing about their dwellings and
their moral condition, to ask themselves "If I have
any just grounds for treating my labourers in this way,
have they not more reason to endeavour by every
legitimate means to obtain the fair and full value of
that which they have to sell ?" And I believe the
present agitation may go further yet, and be pro-
ductive of good, by working on the principle of "the
dog began to worry the cat." The tenants may rouse
their dogs to prove to the landlords that both parties
have an interest in the matter ; the landed proprietors
may rouse themselves to do what they can ; and so,

though that hitherto ill-used beast of burden, the land,
cannot progress cheerily under an unfair weight, badly
placed, yet give him fair play, and do not overtax his

strength, and he will do his work bravely, and all will
enjoy the fruit of his labours. The good of one may
be the good of all. IV. y. Pope, Godmaiistone Rectory,
Dorchester.

Gloucestershire.—Few subjects have such a
hold on my mind as the condition of the agricultural
labourer. To-day I asked two labourers working on
this farm the lowest wages they ever worked for. One
said, 7J-. per week and 2 quarts of beer per day, and
paid 52/. for house rent ; the other said he was a
carter, and had %s. a-week, but had to pay £4 per
annum for house-rent. These men have at the present
time \2s. Of course, they make more in harvest, but
that IS only extra pay for extra work. A common
labourer's wages are \2s. at present ; he has few or no
perquisites

; does very little piece-work unless he mows
in hay harvest, for which he gets from 3^-. to ds. per
acre, according to the crop and supply of labourers
The corn is all cut by the piece, and the price per acre
also depends on the crop and quantity of labourers
Day.men receive (>d. per day extra in haymaking and
harvest

; women and boys yl. per day extra where no
beer is given. House accommodations are good, with
garden and Potato land supplied by the farmer, for
which the labourer pays either by labour or money
about £1 per annum. The average of carter's
wages, including perquisites, is l6j. bd. per week;
cownlen about the same ; shepherds not less than 17/. ;and they are all more satisfied than I ever knew them.
The rise in wages since I came here is t,s. per week
per man ; they do much more work now than they
did then. As a proof, the amount for labour at the
year's end is much about the same, but this must not
all be put down to their extra work, much more being
now done by machinery. I wish I could see the posi-
tion of the labourer improved as much as his cottage
and his wages are ; but this will never be until he
becomes more independent, and has more real desire
to help himself and see that it is only by his own
exertions that he can rise. Francis Burnett, April 20.

Eastleach, Lechlade. — The agricultural
labourers as a class are, I should say, since I have
known them, much the same as they used to be,
perhaps rather more intellectual, but certainly do not
work harder. With regard to their being better off,

I should say they are, head shepherds earning,
reckoning per quarter, overmoney, &c., from i6.r. to
20i. per week; under shepherds, cowmen, carters, &c.,
from y. to 4s. per week more than day-men.
Labourers' present wages are iij. per week, besides
extras. The cottage accommodation in our neighbour-
hood is much better than it used to be, many of them
worth from 2s. to 4s. per week, but, I believe, mostly
let at IJ. per week. I should say that many of my day
labourers, reckoning what they earn during harvest,
average about 141. per week all the year round.
Giles Edmonds.

Herefordshire.—The agricultural labourer ques-
tion is the all-engrossing subject in this county.
Meeting after meeting is being held in various parts of
it, and many very gross misrepresentations are being
made by the labourers who attend and speak at those
gatherings. The really industrious, well-meaning
labourer, is, as a rule, either a passive observer or
conspicuous by his absence ; and thus the untruthful
statements which have been reported in the local
papers. One week has called forth strong denials on
the part of the employers the next week, as will be
seen by the following extracts. Labourer: "My
wages are loj-. per week. I pay \s. bd. rent, which
leaves me 8.r. (sd. to live on. Through poverty X am
slowly weakening." Employer: "I have paid him
an average wage of \zs. lod. per week, besides a free

allowance of Potato ground, firewood, hauling of coals,

Swedes for pig, &c. " Labourer : "I gets ioj a week
in winter ; works at piecework in summer ; has such
cider as I can get ; pays £$ rent for a quarter of an
acre of garden-ground under trees, have a leaky
house, and finds farmers so 'downy,' that I
cannot take work to advantage." Employer: "That
man goes with a hired steam threshing-machine in
winter—standing wages I2j., whether working or idle,

all his food when at work, or is. 6d. per day extra
pay. Garden half an acre, well stocked with fine

Pear trees, from which source he obtains on average
the value of his rent. During summer months he takes

mowing. Hop working, reaping, and in September
earns 25^. to 30J. per week, with food, &c.. Hop
drying." That many privations have been felt there

can be no question (and here I stop to ask in what
branch of industry are they not felt?), but that their

condition is worse than heretofore is not the fact.

During the past 20 years their money payment has
increased 50 per cent. Great efforts have been, and
are being made to provide better cottage accommoda-
tion, and by far the greater portion of the really

wretched hovels that are now to be seen dotted about
are those belonging to occupiers, or persons of their

own class whose ancestors have taken in a bit of waste
land and built the hovels we now see with borrowed
money, and the present owners have no means to take

down and rebuild. The general wages of waggoners,
shepherds, and cowmen are from loj-. to I2J. per
week, with good cottage and garden rent free,

or 2s, per week in lieu thereof An allowance
of three quarts of cider per day,—the same on
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Sundays. £ i extra for harvest month, and a

considerable portion of food, equal to another £l ;

besides well manured Potato ground in the fields, haul-

ing of coals, firewood, and many other trifling ad-

denda which in the aggregate tend to benefit his posi-

tion. Two shillings to y. per week has been ofiered

to the men instead of the cider, and refused. The ordi-

nary labourers, as a rule, only receive loj. per week,

besides their cider allowance, or \Zs. without cider : but

few, if any, masters, prefer daywork to piecework,

when these men earn much more. Our men do not

know what it is to lose time through bad weather. There

is, and long has been, a great scarcity of good farm

labourers, which is to be accounted for in two ways,

—

first, the abolition of the old system of apprenticing

boys, when they were taken into the farmhouse, well

fed and taught ; second, the construction of railways,

and the demand for porters and other servants, to say

nothing of an exodus which has long been silently and
steadily going on with the young, active, and more
intelligent of the class, many of whom have emigrated,

whilst others have sought and obtained better pay than

they could obtain from the farmer. That such a state

of things could have long continued (without the

present violent agitation) is out of the question,

but the difticulty which presents itself is one of

no mean order,—viz., where is the farmer to obtain

money to compete with other markets in the

demand for labour? The present high prices

of stock and remunerative prices of corn are brought

about through his severe losses, and the great pros-

perity of trade. The profits upon the farmer's floating

capital rarely reaches 10 per cent., and during the past

ten years they have not in this district averaged 6 per

cent. In tl\e years 1S64, 1S65, 1S6S, 1S70, we suf-

fered severely from drought ; in 1S67 we had heavy
rainfalls, followed by severe frosts ; one of these

occurred on June 24, at that precarious time when the

Wheat was in bloom : such a circumstance must at all

times be attended with a most injurious result, and in

the case alluded to the prospect of crop was reduced

at least 50 per cent. Although dry, hot summers are

favourable for the yield of corn in proportion to the

bulk of straw, yet, from the unpropitious weather in

the previous winters, there was a great deficiency of

straw in these years ; and as the scorching suns killed

the Clover plant, and caused almost total failures of

roots, the losses of those desiderata were severely

felt in the next year's corn crops. Neither were the

losses confined to corn, the losses from cattle plague
and other imported diseases, in addition to a mor-
tality amongst sheep, decimating very many flocks, and
from the want of food causing thousands to be slaugh-

tered in a half-famished state to meet the wants of the

country and to reduce the stock of the farmer who
had no means of feeding them. To these facts are

attributable the deficiency shown in the ''Agricultural

Statistics." The present high price of horses, too, is

greatly owing to many hundreds being shot during
those famine droughts that would now be useful on the

farms. Added to this long list of drawbacks must
be noticed the losses incurred from the wet harvests of

1S66 and 1871. Thus in this ever-changing and pre-

carious climate it becomes difficult to see how the

farmer is to compete in the labour market, unless it is

by the introduction of steam and other machinery, for

which many thousands of acres are, from their undu-
lated surface, inapplicable. Pdite farming is out of the
question, larger holdings, equitable tenant-right, and
the introduction of increased capital alone can meet it :

and as much of the soil is, under existing circumstances,

scarcely worth cultivating, the yielding to the wild
theories set forth by numerous paid agitators is out of
the question. An immense area of the country must go
out of cultivation : whether this will be for the country's
good remains to be seen. An Observer.

The Lceii^ Penibridge, Leominster.—I shall

be happy to give you all the information I can
as to the state of the agricultural labourers in this

district. Wages at the present time are lu. per week
for day-work, with an allowance of 2 quarts cider per
day for seven months in the year and 3 quarts for five

months. When employed at piecework, a good deal
of which is done in the summer, they get from 2s. 6d.

to 3J-. per day. Cider is generally given with all work,
the men prefer it, and are not willing to do without it.

This is a custom we should all like to abolish, and give
an equivalent in money. In harvest time it often proves
a great hindrance when some of them take too much.
The value of cider is 6d. per gallon. One shilling per
day is given in addition to the regular wages for the
harvest month. There are privileges, such as Potato
ground free, in some places, fuel found, and teamwork
when they require wood or coal. Shepherds, carters,

and cowmen get from \s. to 2s. per week more, with
house and garden rent free. I am sorry to say that the
cottage accommodation, with few exceptions, is not so
good as it should be, particularly in villages where they
belong to small owners. Some of the large landed
proprietors have done a good deal towards improving
the dwellings, but there is much more needed. I con-
sider the state of the agricultural labourer at the present
time better than it was 30 years ago, when wages were
from Zs. to 9J-. per week. Cottage rents are from
£2 los. to ;^5. Phiiip Turner.

Shropshire : Ercall Park, Wellington,—T\i^ rate
of wages in this neighbourhood are pretty much as

under:—Ploughmen, 15/. per week, with an extra \s.

as road money when taking out grain ; in some instances

13J., and a good cottage and garden rent free. Shep-
herd, I4-1-. per week, with cottage and garden free, and
lambing money, which amounts to from £^ to ^5 ;

common labourers, 13,?. or 14^. Thewholeof them have
in addition a small patch of Potato ground in the field.

I think, as a class, they are much better off than they

used to be. The women and children are well dressed

and respectable. Thos. Mansell.

Staffordshire: Tamivorth.—I think that the

agricultural labourer in this neighbourhood is really in

a better position than he was. Not only is there now,
but there has been for some years, full employment for

all industrious steady men, at fair, if not good wages ;

but there is a real scarcity of skilled labour. By this I

mean men who can rick, thatch, shear, hedge, drain,

&c. Stafford is, as you know, an exceptional county,

many important branches of manufacture being carried

on in it. These absorb a large number of working
men ; still it is no uncommon occurrence for tliem to

return to agricultural work after a turn in the Black
Country or the Potteries ; and though the wages there

earned are much in excess of village pay, it is seldom
that their morals or position is improved by the change.

Co-operative stores are wanted in the villages, the

labourer's earnings being too often frittered away in

weekly credits or petty purchases, and there are far too

many beershops for the real wants of the people. Un-
fortunately the English workman has no economical
and substantial article of diet. The Scot thrives on his

oatmeal porridge, but the English labourer affects very

white bread and rather indulges in "baccy and beer."

Wages : Ordinary farm labourers earn in this district

from 14-C. to 16^. : carters, cowmen, and shepherds,

who work longer hours and on Sundays, from
i6j. to iSj". a week. Boys, 4;. to 8^. ; women, \s. a

day, but few go out. Harvest month, 30J. extra and
beer. Where beer is not given {and it is a great pity

this custom is not general) double wages lor the month.
Piecework of all kinds is common, at which men earn
about \s. 3^/. more money. Perquisites : 3 or 4 tons

coal annually, drawn from the pits, at a saving of

3^. or 4f. a ton. A plot of Potato ground is

usually manured and prepared, from which 15 or

20 bush, are got, at a cost of 9r/. or \s. a bushel.

Some have good-sized gardens, many fair allotments.

Most feed a pig of 15 or 20 scores, bought from their

master, and paid for when convenient out of extra

earnings. Then there are clothing, sick, and medical
clubs, to which most farmers subscribe, besides many
other little helps. Cottage accommodation is pretty

good, but not sufficient ; we want cottages on our
farms. The man who walks 2 miles to and from work
{as several of mine do) wastes one-eighth of his time

—

his capital. Rents vary from 50J-. to Soi-., according to

number of rooms and size of garden. There is a good
school in every village. Is not \<^s, a week with the

above privileges better pay than iSj-. in a town with-

out? One is not surprised that men earning only \\s.

or I2J-. a week should ask for more, and I see no valid

reason for the great discrepancy in neighbouring, or

even in any, counties, but surely the matter
of regulation of wages might have been settled

without foreign meddling or sensational writing. Your
"Special Correspondent," like a French cook, can
season his dish to order, and your morbidly sympa-
thetic amateur is just as likely to do harm as good.
You, as a practical man, know the ins and outs of

farming—how difficult it is to economise labour, and
how little control can be exercised where men do not
work in masses, or in connection with steam or some
other regular motive-power. Clocks and bells are of
little use when the former cannot be seen, or the latter

heard. This I know, that on most well cultivated

farms labour has reached its maximum, and with horse
and steam power amounts to a second rent. The last

ounce breaks the camel's back, and if we are to have
more taxes, higher wages, and ever increasing compe-
tition, farmers will soon have to cry out—"Hold,
enough." Geo. A. May, Eckford Park, April 22.

Surrey : Guildford.—\n the district round Guildford
there has not been any recent change in the wages paid
for day labour. The majority of labourers, including
the ploughmen, are merely held by a weekly agree-
ment. Wages are usually paid on the Friday

;

ordinary labourers receive 12s., without deductions for

wet weather; shepherds, 15J. to i6j., with house;
ploughmen, 13^. to 14^., with house, and t,os. to ^os.

extra, with beer, at harvest. Much of the work is done
by the piece. On free-working land hand-hoeing corn
costs 3J'. 6d. to 4?. per acre ; root crops— first flat

hoeing, 2s. 6d.; singling, 4^. ; third hoeing, 3J-. 6d.

Mowing Clover, 2;. 6d. to y.; meadow grass, 3J-. 6d.

to 5J-. Farm cottages let for ij-. 6d. to 2s. per week ;

the general accommodation in these is much better

than it used to be. Near Guildford a day's work in

summer is from six to six, except in harvest, with an
hour and a half for meals ; near Godalming, half-past

six to five, with one hour for dinner. In the extreme
south-west of the county, ten years ago, the wage for

an able-bodied labourer was los. per week, and the

hours of work seven to five ; since the direct line of

railway to Portsmouth has been formed the wages
have risen to 2s. a day of nine hours' work. When-
ever farm wages are raised, it depends in some measure

on the landlord whether the increase shall do good or
harm. Among families living in good cottages with
gardens attached, the greatest comfort will on the
average be found, where the most pay is received ; but
among those who are badly lodged, the worst homes
are often those of the best paid men. If it is impossible
for the tenant to make home comfortable, the public-
house becomes the only place of enjoyment, and
additional pay may produce drunkenness instead of
physical improvement. JFest Surrey.

Wiltshire : Odstoek, Salisbury.~My farm is three
miles south of Salisbury, on the chalk—area lioo acres.

My head shepherd received fsr wages, per week,
13^' ; .. .. ;^33 16 o

For 700 single Iambs reared, at irf. 2 18 4
42 twins, at IJ. each .. j^ 220
Instead of food at lambing time 2 10 o
For rat catctiing 400
For fairs' attendance 076

Together with an excellent cottage and large garden,
rent and rate free. My head carter has 14J. per
week, and a cottage rent free. He earned last year
£2 9J-. 4(/. for driving the reaping-machine additional.
We last year extracted the earnings of four of our
good able-bodied labourers, whose wages, apart from
their wives' and children's earnings, reached from
ly. 4d. to 15^. yd. per week. Their cottage rent, is.

per week, and good gardens. The day pay is loj-. per
week, but piecework, when applicable, is always
employed. Our labourers are apparently contented.
I may add that they have beer and cider,

during the haymaking and harvest, free. Most
certainly my conviction is that the labourers are
better off that when my experience of them commenced
—some 25 years since. My experience as a land agent
assures me that, at the wages paid in the South of
England, the labour is really as dear as that in

Cumberland or Lincoln. The carter, and others of the
labourers who are employed at extra hours, have
Potato ground free. Elias P. Squarrey.

Jome Comsponbence.
Scotch Leases and '* Irish Tenant at Will."— " The craven, grovelling Irish farmer, that miserable

wretch that requires exceptional legislation ; " and
again, '* to compare the spirited and intelligent farmers

of Scotland with the Irish tenant at will is not only an
absurdity but an insult." Well, from a Scotchman
this is strong language towards the people of this

country, few of whom Mr. W. Reid Tait has perhaps
ever seen and knows as little about as most of his

countrymen who are imported over here by some pro-

prietors to manage their demesnes know about the

farming suitable for this chmate and soil, and who,
having learned their business from their labourers, and
purchased their experience at the expense of their

employers, retire with a considerable balance, and, with
the innate Scotch prudence, seldom return home again.

But the great offence is that the Irish obtained an
exceptional legislation. Well, if they got a little more
than they expected that was not their fault, they had
no voice in the enactment. And what is this exceptional

legislation ? Simply that they might not be deprived
of their accumulated labour, of their property, of their

home, without being remunerated. If this be fair

legislation, why should it be exceptional ? But now it

seems that even the wealthy English and Scotch
farmers find that a lease of such a duration as is

customary will not recoup them. The premises from
which Mr. Tait and those of his views draw their con
elusions cannot be conceded, they are delusive and
false,—viz., "that farmers should not be regarded as

other than commercial men." Commerce with its

branches and agriculture are as distinct in their essence

as they differ in their details of management and
operations ; the same rules cannot be applied

to both. The index of the success or failure,

of the profit and loss—the balance-sheet, cannot be
worked out with the same certainty in agriculture as in

commercial undertakings. A merchant can see the

state of his business half-yearly or yearly, but what
period would a balance-sheet embrace that would be
satisfactory and just to most agriculturists? Why Mr.
Hope, whose accounts, I doubt not, would compare
favourably with any trading amateur farmer, must go
back So years for his. Mr. Tait seems to belong to a

class who, having made their fortunes as commercial
men, wajit to amuse themselves as amateur farmers,

and to get possession of the homesteads of England
and Scotland. This is quite natural, but it is hardly
fair to think of doing so without making up their minds
to pay for them. Why, the most "grovelling, craven
wretch " here, even without a law, would never think
of coveting his neighbour's farm without a good offer

for it. The world knows that agriculture, of all pur-
suits, is the most uncertain and least profitable, even
with all the appliances of mechanism, and the aid of
chemistry and unlimited capital. The farmers, as a
body, are content with a smaller profit ; the healthful

nature of the occupation, the association of home and
country so dear to them and their families, help to

compensate them for the rapid gains of the trading arid

manufacturing class. Leases for 14 or 21 years may be
suitable for particular localities, such as the Lothians,
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but such are only specks in the kingdom. There is

one consideration of more importance than leases, long
or short, or than making many blades grow where only
one grew before, and that is the prosperity, welfare,

and contentment of the great body of the agriculturists

of the kingdom, and consequently of the stability of the
Empire. Would Germany be a united and powerful
country now if its people were depending upon a 1 4 or 2

1

years' lease ?—and would France, after all its calamities,

be now almost ready for another war if its cultivators

were at the mercy of a six months' notice to quit ? An
Irish Propr'ulor and Farmer.

The Hedgerowism of the United Kingdom.
—How many miles of hedgerows are there in the
United Kingdom ? What is the average width of the
banks on which they stand ? How many yards on each
side of the bank do the robber roots extend ? and,
How many hundred thousand miles of unnecessary
wide ditches are there ? How many trees per acre are
there in our 46,000,000 of acres ? Here we want Mr.
Fonblanque, and he certainly could readily obtain for

us some o( the measurements and quantities. I am led

to make these remarks by a conversation I had the

other day with a particularly intelligent gentleman, not
a hundred miles from Exeter, who has greatly

improved his land. As we were walking over my
fields, or rather field (for my farm is nearly all

field), I said, "How large are your fields?"
" Well," he replied, " I have greatly enlarged
them. In one case I threw six fields into one." I

.said, "How large is it now?" To my great astonishment
he replied, "6 acres!" Perceiving my surprise,
" Oh !

" he said, " there is a parish not far from mine
where there are 170 miles of hedgerows !" So I thought
how many parishes has Devonshire? Essex has 420,
and Suffolk nearly double that number. Devonshire
is much larger than either. I said once, at the late

Sir Robert Peel's, that I thought we could safely spare
500,000 miles of fences, with their accompanying pol-

lards, but I am afraid I took very much too limited an
estimate of our national hedgerowism. Imagine a
nation like ours, wanting in one-third of its daily

bread (which it obtains from foreigners), devoting an
immense area of its precious soil to the growth of
bushes or almost worthless timber. Before we worked
our coal mines or had imported wood (London had no
coals some three centuries ago) the growth of timber
was a national necessity, but the pastoral and wooden
ages are fast fading away, the latter forced out eco-
nomically by the general use of the produce of our coal
mines—I had almost said our gold mines, for we use
100,000,000 tons a year, and most of us know the
price, if not the value, of a ton of coal. Formerly,
everything was wooden, but now we have the iron and
steam age, and everything is of iron, or economically
should be so. A little more than a century ago we
had no roads or railways, no steam-engines or steam-
vessels, therefore, even had we then desired to use coal
and iron, they were both comparatively inaccessible

and unavailable. Now, gates, fences, and all the
farm implements should be of iron, from ploughs
and harrows to pails and pig troughs. " Oh !

but then, Mr. Mechi, you are ruining our climate
by cutting down trees, and removing the fences, thus
diminishing rainfall and shelter." I at once admit that
Spain and many other Continental countries, with dry
soil and burning sun, have committed this fatal error

;

but in these small islands of cloud and mist, and stiff

cold wet clay wanting sun, we run no such risks,

especially Devonshire and Cornwall, pu^ed into the
broad Atlantic, and washed by the hot and moist Gulf
stream. As to shelter for live stock, we are gradually
coming to artificial shelter, and a non-turning out
system for our cattle and fattening sheep. If we could
calculate in £, s. d. the amount of loss caused by small
fields and numerous headlands, by shrub lands and
cricket fields ; by weed-producing banks, by the roots
of trees extending cunningly below the ploughed land
for some 30 to 50 yards, thus robbing the subsoil of
its fertility, the grand total of loss would amaze and
enlighten us. This subject is well worthy of consider-
ation by landowners, who desire to increase their
rentals. J. J. Mechi, May, 1872.

On the Culture of the Coffee Tree,— I saw
with surprise an article on this subject in the Agri-
cultural Gazette, in which the writer stated that the
Coffee tree was hardy in the climate of Kent, and had
once been successfully cultivated at Canterbury. In
the Natural Order of Rubiacea, to which the Coffee
tree belongs, there are enumerated in Loudon's Hort.
Brit. 387 species, and of these three only are hardy
ligneous species, and the Coffee tree is certainly not
one of these. It is, moreover, stated in the same work
to grow spontaneously at Caffa in the province of
Narea in Africa, and it appears to have been intro-
duced into this country about 200 years ago from
Yemen, forming a tree 20 feet high, and requiring
a stove temperature to bring its fruit to perfec-
tion. Your correspondent must have got singularly
confused as well as sentimental when he deplored the
loss of a Coffee plantation at Canterbury, for he says,
when the owner was about to cut down his Coffee
plants the exciseman had set fire to them. Why cut
Coffee plants down? Certainly not to gather the fruit.
The fruit of the Coffee tree is seldom seen, and what
is called the berry is really no such thing, for the

semi-globular seeds are enclosed in a pulpy cherry-

looking berry, which pulp has to be washed off and
the seeds dried for market. I have grown the plant,

flowered it, and fruited it, and it forms a handsome
evergreen bush or low tree. One of your corre-

spondents hints that it must have been Chicory that

was grown at Canterbury, especially as the Dandelion
of that ilk is named, and a price put upon it ; and if

so let the widow dry up her tears, and let all those
that bewail her misfortunes weep no more, for Chicory
seed is cheap enough

; 5^. worth will be plenty for

an acre, and it need not occupy the best parts

of Kent, for it is a weedy crop, the plant being a
native of Britain (Cicorium intybus), and will come to

maturity in any soil or situation where Barley can be
grown. It is grown for winter salad in most gardens,
and like Endive, Lettuce, and Dandelion, has a milky
juice, and is decidedly a bitter herb. When the writer
saw men saving the roots of Dandelion he must surely
have known that they have a marketable value, as
they are sold in the chemist's shops under their bota-
nical name "Taraxicum" (Leontodon Taraxicum).
Now, if the widow's Chicory had once run to seed,

which sooner or later it would do, cutting and burning
might be honestly applied to this kind of Coffee, for in

this stage root and branch would be utterly worthless,
either in Kent or elsewhere. The writer of the article

must be called to account for such a hoax getting into

our paper, which, if left unchallenged, might pass for

good grain instead of chaff. Alex. Forsyth.

Wireworm.—Prevention is better than cure. I

have some light land particularly subject to wireworm,
as it adjoins a heath. Whenever I Crosskill the land
heavily, once or twice before drilling the corn, I escape
wireworm ; but last autumn, having neglected to do
so in a few acres, owing to the horses being otherwise
busily eng.aged, there the wireworms are still partially

at work, despite salting and rather late spring Cross-
killing. On the headlands and in the furrows, where
the land is solid, there is a full uninjured plant. Of
course by Crosskilling before drilling the seed is de-
posited less deeply, and the larks know that ; but we
always get a good grain crop on the soil so managed.
Rape cake and salt together, sown at seed-time, are
very good preventives. J. J. Mechi, May, 1872.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Mo.NTULY Council : IVednesday, May i.

—

Present: Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Bart., M.P., Presi-
dent, in the chair ; Earl Cathcart, the Earl of Leices-
ter, the Earl of Powis, Viscount Bridport, Viscount
Ossington, Lord Chesham, Lord Kesteven, Lord
Tredegar, Lord Vernon, the Hon. Wilbraham Eger-
ton, M.P. ; the Hon. H. G. Liddell, M.P. ; Sir T.
Dyke Acland, Bart., M.P. ; Sir T. Hesketh, Bart.,

M.P. ; Sir A. K. Macdonald, Bart. ; Mr. Barnett,
Mr. Barthropp, Mr. Booth, Mr. Bowly, Mr. Cantrell,

Colonel Challoner, Mr. Davies, Mr. Dent, M.P.

;

Mr. Druce, Mr. Edmonds, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr.
Homsby, Mr. J. Bowen Jones, Colonel Kingscote,
M.P. ; Mr. D. Mcintosh, Mr. Mihvard, Mr. Ran-
dell, Mr. Ransome, Mr. Ridley, M.P. ; Mr. Rigden,
Mr. Sanday, Mr. Shuttleworth, Mr. Staffer, Mr.
Stone, Mr. Thompson, Mr. Torr, Mr. G. Turner,
Mr. Jabez Turner, Mr. Wakefield, Mr. Webb, Mr.
Welby, M.P. ; Mr. John Wells, Mr. Wells, M.P. ;

Mr. Whitehead, Mr. Jacob Wilson, and Dr. Voelcker.
Colonel R. Loyd Lindsay, M. P., was elected a

Governor of the Society.

The following new members were elected :

—

Abell, John, Middleton Park, Sudbury. Derby.
Barker, D. Wilson, Mayfield House, Worcester.
Badcock. Richard, .Abingdon, Berks.
Bell,

J.
Atkinson, The Firs, West Heath, Basingstoke,

Southampton.
Battle, Uriah, Yeovil, Somersetshire.
Burlingham, Henry, Lansdowne, Evesham.
Cook, T. Eborall, Newport, Monmouthshire.
Colvile, Capt. Augustus H. A,, Churnet Grange, l^eek,

Staffordshire.

Dodwell, John, Manor House, Long Crendon.
Elliott, Henry, 7, Clifton Place, Newport, Monmouth.
Ferris,

J. Wakefield, Far Hill Farm, Fairford.
Heatley, John, Broughton, Harmer Hill, Salop.
Holloway, Joseph, Tutbury, Burton-on-Trent.
James, David, Cawrence, Cardigan.
Johnson, E. T., jun., Moffatt House, Bow Road,

Middlesex.

Jones, T.. Talardd, Llanybyther, Carmarthen.
Keeble, George Colby, Narberth, Pembrokeshire.
Lempriere, Major H., Stone Court, Penbury, Tunbridge

Wells.
Marsh, R., Pen-y-bedd, Hurry Port, R.S.O., Carmarthen.
Phillips, Charles, Newport, Monmouth.
Prout. Wm. A., Blounts, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.
Roberts, Roberts, The Firs, Chester.
Ramsden, Sir John Wm., Bart., Byram, Ferrybridge,
York.

Rossey, Wm., Llanelly, Carmarthenshire.
Rowell. Wm., Peterborough, Northamptonshire.
Smith, George, Fitz Farm, Aspatria, Cumberland.
Saunders, T. Chapman, Watercombe, Dorchester,

Dorset.
Street, George Maulden, AmpthiU, Bedfordshire.
Searson, Samuel, Peterborough, Northamptonshire.
Surman, Wm., Bushley, Tewkesbury.

Worrall, Edward, Sulham, Reading, Berks.
Woolley. Thomas, Newton Regis, Tamworth.
Workman, Henry, Coedkernew, Castletown, Cardiff.

Finances.—Major-General Viscount Bridport pre-
sented the report, from which it appeared that the
Secretary's receipts during the past month had been
examined, and were found correct. The balance in the
hands of the bankers on April 30 was ^^1595 3J. 6d.,
/2000 remaining on deposit at interest.

Journal.—Mr. Thompson (chairman) reported that
Mr. C. G. Roberts, who greatly distinguished himself
at the Society's educational examinations some years
ago, had accepted the office of reporter of the trials of
implements at Cardiff. The committee recommended
that copies of the pubUcations of the Society be
exchanged with the Agricultural Society of East
Flanders.—This report was adopted.
General, Cardiff.—Lord Kesteven reported that

the committee had arranged a programme of the Car-
diff meeting, which they recommended for adoption by
the Council. This report was adopted, and the pro-
gramme of the Cardiff meeting ordered to be printed
and circulated amongst the members of the Society in
the usual manner.
Judges Selectio.n. — Mr. Milward (chairman)

reported that the judges of stock and implements had
accepted the invitation of the Council in all classes.
The committee, therefore, recommended that they be
now formally appointed, and that an additional judge
be appointed in the division which includes the classes
for mountain sheep. With reference to the question
put by the New South Wales Agricultural Society,
as to the mode of judging stock, &c., by points,
they could not recommend that plan for guiding the
judges. This report was adopted, after an addition
had been proposed by Mr. Jacob Wilson, -seconded by
Mr. Thompson, and carried by 16 votes against 15, to
the eflect that an additional judge of Welsh cattle be
appointed.

Education.—Mr. J. Dent Dent, M.P., reported
that the educational examinations had been held at the
Society's rooms on the days from Tuesday, April 16, to
Saturday, April 20, inclusive. The three candidates
who had entered at the proper time, and eight of
those who entered too late to compete for prizes,
appeared and were examined. Mr. T. S. Minton was
the only one of those who were eligible for prizes who
succeeded in satisfying the examiners, and he gained a
First-class Certificate, the Life Membership of the
Society, and the Prize for Agriculture, in which
subject he passed a very good examination. Of the
other gentlemen, four passed and four failed. Mr.
Brown, Mr. Champion, Mr. Ashdown, and Mr. Elwell
obtained First-class Certificates, and with them the
Life Membership of the Society. Dr. Voelcker had
reported favourably of the papers in chemistry, which
clearly indicated that the candidates had been well
grounded in the principles of chemical science, and
that even amongst those who failed, the failure had
arisen more from want of extensive knowledge of the
subject than from imperfect study of that which
they had learnt. Professor Twisden, the Examiner
in Mechanics and Land Surveying, had reported
favourably as to the papers on the latter sub-
ject ; in the fiirmer, Messrs. Elwell and Champion
had passed thoroughly satisfactory examinations,
and several other candidates had done fairly well, but
the leading defects in almost all the papers were the
absence of clear and concise statements of principles
and matters of fact. Professor Morris, the examiner
in geology, had remarked that it would be advisable
for candidates to pay attention to the succession of the
stratified rocks, their mineral characters and econo-
mical products, as well as the other special bearings of
geology upon agriculture. The committee recom-
mended that the thanks of the Council be given to the
examiners for their valuable services, and that the
usual fees be paid.—This report was adopted.
Showyard Contracts.—Mr. Randell (chairman

reported that the showyard works at Cardiff were pro-
gressing satisfactorily, and that the contractor was
entitled to his first payment on account. The committee
recommended the erection of a stand at the side of the
horse ring, covered with canvas, to hold 600 persons,

400 at a charge of is, each, and 200 in the centre at a
charge of 2.f. each.—This report was adopted.
Selection.—Mr. Thomp.son (chairman) reported

the recommendation of the committee that the Earl of
Cathcart be recommended to the general meeting as
President for the ensuing year.—This report having
been adopted, the nomination of the Earl of Cathcart
as President for 1S72-3 was, on the motion of Mr,
Thompson, seconded by Mr. Torr, unanimously
adopted by the Council.
Veterinary.—Major-Generiil Viscount Bridport

(chairman) reported that a communication had been
received from the Royal Veterinary College, stating

that the governors, at a meeting held on April 9, took
into consideration the veterinary privileges of members
of the Royal Agricultural Society, as revised by the
Council, and agreed to the same with the exception
that the reports referred to in the last paragraph of the
printed copy be made quarterly instead of half-yearly.

This report was adopted, after Loi'd Bridport had
drawn attention to the evidence of increased activity at
the College afforded by this proposal to furnish

quarterly reports, as well as by the recent appointment
of Professor G. T. Brown as Lecturer on Pliysiology,
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Therapeutics, and Pharmacy, and of Dr. T. S. Cob-

bold, F.R.S., as Lecturer on Botany and Parasitic

Diseases.

House List.—In conformity with the bye-laws the

Council then arranged by ballot the following election

list, to be recommended by them for adoption at the

ensuing general meeting on the 22d inst. :—

Attendance, from the Rising op the Oxford Meeting,
IN 1870, to the Present Time.

Amos, Charles Edwards, 5, Cedar's
Road, Clapham Common, Surrey.

Barthropp. Nathaniel George, Hachcs-
ton. Wickhani Market, Suffolk.

Booth, Thomas Christopher, Warlaby,
Northallerton, Yorkshire.

Bowly, Edward, Siddington House,
Cirencester, Gloucestershire.

Chaplain, Henry, M.P., Blankncy
Hall. Lincoln.

Davies, David Reynolds, Mere Old
Hall. Knutsford, Cheshire.

Druce, Joseph. Eynsham, Oxford.
Edmonds, William John, Southrope
House, l.cchlade, Gloucestershire,

Egerton, the Hon. Wilbraham, M.P.
(elected Nov. i, 1S71), Rostherne
Manor, Knutsford, Cheshire.

Exeter, the Marquis of, K.G-, Burgh-
Icy House, Stamford, Lincolnshire.

Homsby, Richard, Spiltlegate, Grant-
ham.

Hoskj-ns, Chandos Wren. M.P. , Hare-
uood. Ross. Herefordshire.

Kcstevcn, Lord, Cascwick, Stamford,
Lincolnshire.

Lawcs, John Bennett, Rothamsted. St.

Alban's, Herts.
Leicester, Earl of (elected Feb. 7,

1872I, Holkham H.ill, Wells, Nor-
folk.

Lichfield, Earl of, Shugborough, SLaf-

fordshire.

Masfen, R. Hanbury (elected Feb. t,

1S71I, Pendeford, Wolverhanipton,
StafiTord-shirc.

Randell, Charles, Chadbur>-, Eveiham,
Worcestershire.

Rawlence, James (elected Dec. 6,

1871), Bulbridge WiltoD, Salisbury,
Wiltshire.

;

Sanday, William, Radcliffe-on-Trcnt,l
Notts.

Shuttlcworth, Joseph, Hartsholme Hall,!

Lincoln. J

Stattcr, Thomas, Stand Hall, White-i
field, Manchester, Lancashire.

!

Welby, Wilham Earle, M.P.. Newton
Hdusc, Folkingham, Lincolnshire. '

Wells, William, M.P., Holmcwood,
Peterborough, Northamptonshire.

Whitehead, Charles, Barming House,
Maidstone, Kent.

Com-
mittees.

Implements. — Colonel Challoner (chairman)
reported the recommendation of the committee that

the report of the consulting engineers, honorary direc-

tor and secretary, as to the disposal of certain portions
of the Society's testing machinery, be adopted, and
that the objects named be disposed of on the best

terms that the committee can obtain.—This report was
adopted.

Special Committee on Receipts and Expendi-
ture.— Lord Vernon (chairman) laid before the
Council the report of this committee, and moved that
it be printed, as well as the documents on which it is

founded, and circulated amongst the members of the
Council, so that it may be discussed at the Monthly
Council in June. This proposal was seconded by
Mr. Milward, and carried unanimously.
The report o( the Inspection of Sites Committee

having been read, the Council were favoured with
the attendance of Mr. Backhouse, M.P., the Mayor of
Darlington, and Mr. T. Parrington, as representatives
of the town of Darlington ; and of the Afayor and
Town Clerk of Hull, with Mr. Bannister, as represen-
tatives of the town of Hull. These gentlemen having
answered the questions put to them by the Council,
and further urged the claims of their respective locali-

ties, it was moved by Mr. Randell, and seconded by
Mr. Milward, "That the Country Meeting of the
Society for 1873 be held at Hull." It was then moved
by Mr. M. W. Ridley, M.P., seconded by Mr, Wake-
field, and supported by the Hon. H. G. Liddell, M.P.,
*'That the Country Meeting of the Society for 1873 be
held at Darlington." The claims of Darlington having
been further upheld by Mr. Booth. Mr. Thomson, and
Mr. Ransome; and thoseoflluU by Mr. Shuttleworth,
Mr. Dent, Mr. Bowly, and Mr. Torr, it was
finally decided by 27 votes against 14, that the Country
Meeting for 1873 be held at Hull.

On the motion of Mr. B. T. Brandreth Gibbs, se-
conded by Lord Bridport, the cordial thanks of the
Council were ordered to be conveyed to the authorities
of Darlington and Newcastle for their invitation to the
Society.

On the motion of Mr. Torr, seconded by Mr.
Jacob Wilson, it was resolved that the Country Meet-
ing for 1874 be held at some place in the district com-

prising the counties of Bedford, Cambridge, Essex,

Hertford, Huntingdon, Norfolk, and Suffolk. Mr.

Jabez Turner thereupon gavenotice that at the Council

meeting, when the towns are nominated, he would

move that Peterborough be aHowed to compete as the

representative town of the county of Huntingdon.

The report of the Council to the annual meeting, to

be held on Wednesday, May 22, was prepared, and

ordered to be printed.

Miscellaneous.
The Farm Labourer in Prussia.—Prussia has

been the favourite theme for the eulogy of English

economists, yet what does Mr. Howard (Bedford) tell

us that he found near Cologne? "The men, as in

France and otlier parts of the Continent, sleep in the

stable with their bullocks and horses. The wages to

farm labourers are paid all in money, and are from

Is. 2d. to is, 6d. per day in summer, and \s. to is. 3*/.

in winter ;" and this after a rise of 25 to 30 per cent,

within the last 25 years, and amidst agricultural opera-

tions on a splendid scale of expenditure. On another

Prussian farm, where Beet is largely grown, and addi-

tional quantities bought for the distillery, the wages
throughout the year are is. 2*/. a day ; in the summer
months the working hours are from 5.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

The women get lO(^. a-day ; and in this district of

Germany, "there are a great number of small hold-

ings." In Prussian Silesia, life uses the wretched

labourer still more cruelly. In winter he has a^d. a-day,

the spring raises him to an additional id., and he

attains his climax in summer, when "j^d. to lod. con-

stitutes his share of the rewards of the harvest. Black-

wood.

Leicester: April 22.—The weather has been ex-

cessively harsh, and farm work is kept very backward
on strong land, in consequence of the baked up charac-

ter of the soil. A good deal of Barley remains unsown,
and farmers are beginning to think there will be no
Mangel season. We have been engaged in Potato

planting, Crosskilling all corn crops, and preparing ior

Mangel sowing. Milch cows still kept in house ; ewes
and lambs getting a good proportion of Mangels on
grass, as the ungenial weather keeps grass very scarce,

indeed a fortnight ago pastures looked more promising

than at present. Stock, of all kinds very dear. Corn
markets looking up

;
good Wheats and Barley sought

after eagerly. T, C.

Chatteris, Isle of Ely: April 27.—A heavy rain

with strong N.E. wind on Sunday ; some few showers
since, warm and like thunder to-day. Planting Potatos
all the week, and finished to-day ; sow Kohl Rabi and
Mangels two days j deliver Poland Oats one day

;

harrow fallow land, and one or two hands dig Twitch.
A good show of cattle at the fair here yesterday, but
trade very slow, and dealers unable to realise cost price

for their bullocks. The foot-and-mouth disease being
so prevalent checks trade considerably. A. S. R,

West Sussex : April 29.—We have the weather
now more favourable for vegetation, but much of the

Wheat looks rather brown, especially where, thick ;

and what was most promising in the early spring has
now the worst appearance, but it may yet mend.
The later sown Barley and Oats have come up more
regularly, and had a fine shower yesterday to keep
them going. Potatos are coming up, but, as a rule,

they have not been put in in good order, the land
being so hard and cold. There is very little Mangel
yet sown, but during this and next week it ought to

be all in. Land, where it was deeply ploughed in the
autumn before it got wet, is now working well for

Mangel, and that is the best way to get it in good
order ; plough deeply and early in autumn, and
have patience in the spring. We shall not require
more than one spring ploughing, with six or eight

tines of the heavy harrows, besides double ridging,

and two or tree times rolling. And we find in heavy
land that early and deep ploughing has a great effect

in destroying weeds of every kind. G. S.

North Wilts: April 29.—Nothing particular has
taken place this week ; weather has varied, and pre-

paration of fallows has gone on as it permitted, odd
time being filled up at dung-cart, &c. Hope to plant
Mangel in a day or two, but the soaking rain of Sun-
day last has made the land very wet. Wheat is not

looking so well, but if the weather of yesterday and
to-day continue it will rapidly improve. Lambs don't

go on as one would like to see them : the food is

abundant. £. IV. M.
Ross-shire : April 29.—In the beginning of last

week a good deal of rain fell, and the weather con-

tinued cold and stormy until the middle of the week,
when it became milder, and has continued so till now.
Vegetation is rapidly advancing, and the appearance

of the country is greatly improved. There is now a

good bite for the cattle. During the first three days

of the week we completed planting Potatos for the

town's people, having driven nearly a thousand loads

of manure. In the end of the week we were engaged
sowing Barley, which was well laid down.

Selkirkshire : April 30.—Since last report in

March we have had all sorts of weather—snow, frost,

and rain, with high and cold wind alternately, until we
were landed into a very late seed-time. Commenced
to sow Oats on the 5th inst., and finished with Barley
on Saturday last. Last week brought some fine

showers, which enabled us to finish the hard Turnip
land with tolerable satisfaction. Potato planting is our
present work, to be followed by working fallow for next
Turnip crop. Work is behind, and it will tax (as it

has already done for the last month) the energies of
men and horses to overtake it in proper season. Lamb-
ing with us is nearly over, with a full average of twins,

and although it has been cold, lambs have done well.

Grass is abundant, pastures getting a good start,

owing to Turnips being plentiful. Heat is what we
require most. Grazing stock, both sheep and cattle,

are at extreme prices, but the high price of fat has got

a check in the meantime. IV, S.

North Riding of Yorkshire : April 30,—Finish-

ing Barley sowing. Land working much better after

the rain. Sowing Clover seeds : 2 lb. white, 2 lb,

Alsike, and 14 lb. broad red per acre,—this meant
for one year, and to mow probably twice. Have given

up sowing Rye-grass. Teams now ploughing fallow

land for root crops—two-furrow ploughs : three horses

and one man doing good work. The mild weather of

the last few days has started the pastures into vigorous

growth. Rainfall here for the month, 14 inch.

South Northumbe.

—

April 24.—Cold, but fine. Mixing manure and cleaning up
stackyard.

„ 25.—Fine day. Carting dung.

,, a6.— F'ine day. Carting raiU^ and top-dressing Oats.

,, 27.—Dull, wet day. Threshing and sheep washing.

,, 29.— Fine day. Preparing land for Potatos.

„ 30.—Do.

General : Cattle and sheep feeding. Prospective

:

Potato planting.

Notices to Correspondents.
Erratum. In the article on "The Agricultural

Labourer," in last week's paper, Mr. Mechi is made
to say, " 15J., on the contrary, is certainly equal to zos.

or 21J. in London." He had written " 15^-. in the

country is certainly equal, &c."

arhtls*
MARK LANE.
RfoNDAV, April 29.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market
was moderate, and brought the extreme prices of this day
se'nnight. There was a fair attendance, and a consump-
tive demand for foreign, at rather above the rates of that

day. Barley, Beans, and Peas were unchanged in value,

Oats fully 6d. per qr. cheaper. Flour (irm, without change
in price.

Price per imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex. Kent, Suffolk. .White
— fine selected runs do.
— Talavera
— Norfolk— Foreign

Barley, grind &dist,261 1031j..Chev.— Foreign.. grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. . Potato— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan.. ..31.J. to 335. -.Tick— Pigeon 375. to 58J. . .Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers
— - Maple, 365. to 38J Grey

Maize
Flou r, best marks delivered, .per sack
— 2dditto ditto

52—57 Red \ 5»—56
56—60 Red ^53—57
58—61

1

I— jRed
46—

67J
38—40; Malting .

24—30
20—23
25—27

36
22—34
31—33

34—49

32—39
39—41
34-36

Malting .

.

Feed ....

Feed ....

Feed ....

Foreign .

.

Harrow .

Longpod .i

Egyptian. 31—32

33—38
30—42

14—19

:34—49

Suffolk
Foreign .

Foreign .

44—50
40—42 Country .

41- ..

36-44
32—34

Foreign per barrel I24—28 Per sack.
40—42
38-60

Wednesday, May i.

The supply of English WTieat on sale was only mode-
rate, but the condition of the produce was good. Millers

were indisposed to operate freely, but as the provincial

markets are firm in tone, prices were well supported.

Foreign Wheat was in fair demand, at full quotations.

Some fine parcels of Californian Wheat have been pur-

chased off the coast by Irish buyers. The Barley trade

shows no important change. Oats are dull, at Monday's
decline, but Beans and Peas ruled firm. The trade for

Flour is quiet, at late rates.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.
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AS GROWN ON THE

FARMS "^
OF HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, AND

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

L'/tsolidfed evidence of quality of Carter's Prize Medal
Seeds, ffom \V. Ford, Jun., Esq., Reading, March 22,

1872 :
—"The Seeds are the cleanest and best I ever had,

and I only hope they will turn out as well as the Grass

Seeds for permanent pastures had last spring. It looks

as if it had been down for years."

Carter's Prize Mangel Wurzel.
Per lb,—s. d.

GOOD YELLOW GLOBE 08
CARTERS WARDEN PRIZE YELLOW

GLOBE 1\L\NGEL 13
CARTER'S IMPROVED MAMMOTH LONG

RED MANGEL, the true variety . . ..13
CARTER'S CHAMPION YELLOW INTER-

MEDIATE 10
CARTER'S ELVETHAM LONG YELLOW ..10
CARTER'S IMPROVED RED GLOBE .. 10
BERKSHIRE PRIZE (true) 13

Mitch cheaper in quantities.

IMMEDIATE DISPATCH GUARANTEED.

'PHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
X (Established 1840),

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition—
PURE niSSOLVEI5 BONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE.forTop-DressinK
PURSER'S HONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERl'HOSPH.VTE of LIME.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
MANGEL. HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN OUANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Eonar,

& Co), NITR.VPE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &a
116, Fenchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

LAWES'S MANURES for GRASS LAND should
be applied durinp the months of Febru.iry and March. Nitrate

of Soda supplied ex Ship or from Stocks at Docks at London, Liver,

pool, and oilier ports, at lowest market prices.

JOHN BENNET LAWES, 59, \Iark Lane, London. E.G.
Branch OfTices ?—Market Street, Shrewsbury: 22, Eden Quay,

Dublin : Womanby Street, Cardiff; Cumberland Road, Bristol

;

63, Constitution Street, Leith : and 34, Market Street, Aberbeen.
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED BONES.
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
L.\WES'S WHEAT, UARLEV, GRASS and MANGEL MANURE.
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses or

throuRh any of the appointed Apenls throuchout the United Kin(/dom.
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE 01 SODA, SULPHA I'E of

AMMONIA, .and other CHEMICAL MANURES; AMERICAN
«nd other CAKI'.S, nl market prices.

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
OOLEYS TOBACCO POWDER.

Of all Nurscrvmen and Seedsmen.

rpOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
X. HOUSES,—Will destroy Thrip, Red Spider, Green and Black
I'ly, and Mealy Buff, and burns wilhout the assistance of blowinR,
and is entirely free from paper or rags. Price 3j. W. per lb., carriage

free. A reduction in price for large quantities.

To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS AND SONS, Tobacco Manufac-
lurers, 112, St. John Street, Clerkcnwell, E.G., of whom Copies of

Testimonials may be obtained : and of all Seedsmen and Nurscrj-men.

G

COMPOSITION.—The Advertiser has great pleasure
in offering,' to Gardeners and the Trade, a RECIPE for MAKING

COMPOSITION at a trilling cost, that will effectually destroy Thrjp,

Meaty Bug, Red Spider, Green Fly, White and Brown Scale, without
injury or detriment to plants, having used it successfully for several

years. For directions, enclose 13 stamps.
K. NEWMAN, Gardener, The Old Hall, Spondon, near Derby.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many o( the leading
Gardeners since 1859, agaiiisl

Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
ot from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in

boxes, It., 3^., and lot. 6^

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

"OULE'S PATENT^~EARTTi" "SYSTEM'.
The Apparatus for Delivering the Earth, whether
in Closets or Commodes, is now greatly improved
under patents obtained by Messrs. Girdlestone (the

Engineers to MOULE'S PATENT EARTH CLOSET
COMPANY), and is at the same time offered to the
public at a considerable REDUCTION IN PRICE.—
Apply at the Offices of the Company, 5A, Garrick
Street, Covcnt Garden, London, W.C.

Magni-
fied.

M OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
The NEW AMERICAN CABINET COMMUDE
will be found to be very convenienL Only 18 inches
square and 3 feet high. Forms a table for the bedside

M OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
The Apparatus and Commodes, as now manufactured,
are the cheapest and best ever yet produced.

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH
Commodes for Bed-rooms.
Apparatus for Cottage Closets.
Apparatus for House Closets.

SYSTEM.

M OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
There is no trouble in obtaining earth.

It is in every person's garden.
And only wants sifting.

"OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
It requires no drying,
If stored in the summer time,
For winter use.

'OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Dr. Buchanan says :

—" Earth Closets, used simply,
cither inside or outside private houses, have frequently
come under my notice, and have always been found
to be free from smell."

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN to the QUEEN and the PRINCE ofWALES,
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

rOULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
GadshUl Place, Kent, July 18, 1871.—" I am pleased
to say that the apparatus works admirably."

—

Charles
Dickens, Jun.

)ULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Maltby, Rothtrhain, Jttnez^, 1871.—"I am glad to say
that an Earth Closet with which you supplied me last

year has been found very efficient."—C. H. Wright.

)ULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
"The dry earth system has been in use at Queens'
College, (Cambridge, for more than 12 months, with the
most complete success. No difficulty of any kind has
been experienced in its working"—W. M, Campion,
D.D-, Tutor of Queens' College, Cambridge.

)ULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
" I think it fair to inform you that the Earth Closet
you supplied me with some months ago is giving great
satisfaction."—W. H. Hill, Architect, 69, South Mall,
Cork.

)ULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
" Be so good as to send me another commode similar

to the last one I had. It is thoroughly efficient and
satisfactory."—Herbert Plater, the Grammar Sdiool,

Ntwark-on- Trent.

LL LETTERS and COMMUNICATIONS
to be addressed to MOULE'S PATENT EARTH
CLOSET COMPANY {Limited), 5A, Garrick Street,

Covent Garden, London, W.C. ^_^^

THE CELEIBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c., from

Decay. Manulactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Faint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and Packing. Second sized Arch-

angel, low. ; Petersburg, 605. and 8oj. ; superior close Mat, 45J., 5(a.»

and S5S. ; packing Mats, aoj., joj., and 351. per 100; and every other
description of Mats at equally Tow prices, at

I. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,
4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C

.

ESSIANS and~SCR[MS for COVERING.H 4-4 Scrim, from 2d. to $d. per yard, advancing Kd.
54-inch Hessian and Scrim, 311.

I j(>j" I
'^d

I 4190- 1
and sH''-

72 ,, ,, ,, A'Ad-,S%d.,6d.,(>%d., and upwards.

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Sack and Bag Makers, and Canvas
Manufacturers, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

USSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
o^^vardcd post free on application.

J AS. T. ANDERSON. 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch. London.

Eussla Mat Merchants.
ESSRS. G. D. MARENUAZ and FISHER,
importers of ARCHANGEL and ST. PETERSBURG MATS,

dealers in TANNED GARDEN NETTING, TIFFANY, LABELS,
TARRED and other TWINES, LINES, &c.

9, James Street, Covent Garden, London, W. C.

M
BEDDV AND CO., Chapel Terrace, Porthleven,

• Cornwall, beg to call attention to their superior GARDEN
NETTING.
New Netting (Tanned), i inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at 8<i. per yard.

Repaired Netting (Tanned), 4 yards wide, td. per yard ; % inch mesh,

4 yards wide, at 8J. per yard ; l^ inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at u. per

yard. Supplied in width from i to 20 yards.
Repaired FISHING NETS, id. per square yard.

Wire Netting, Wire Netting.

FOR SALE, under cost price, a quantity of NEW
GALVANISED GAME PROOF NETTING. For further

particulars and prices, apply to
CHARLTON PAIN, Lavender Grove, Dalston, London, E.

rpANNED NETTING, lor Garden purposes,
J- Protecting Fruits from Birds, &c. Widths i, 2, 3, and 4 yards

Price id. per square yard.
HOOPER and CO., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, One Fenny per
square yard, for Protecting Seed Beds, Peas, Fruit, Straw-

berries, &c., from Birds, Frost, Blight, &c.. and as a Fence for

Fowls-in 1,2, 3. and 4 yard widths. HEX,\GON, TIFFANY,
and other NETTING: GALVANISED WIRE NETTING, PEA
HURDLES, SEED PROTECTORS, &c.
C. WRIGHT AND CO. (late 376, Strand, London), Newark-on-Trent.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c—TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost, Blighty Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,

3if. per yard, or 100 yards, 201 ; 4 yards wide, 6./. per yard, or 50 yards,

20J. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide,6<f. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, IS, per yard ;

^^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard. Also
TIFFANV. Can be had in any quantity of
EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge, E.C.

EDGINGTON'S GARDEN NETTING, the cheapest
and most durable, at id. per square yard, or in quantities of

250, 500, or 1000 yards, carriage frec^

EDGINGTON'S RICK CLOTHS for 67 years have
maintained their celebrity as the best.

EDGINGTON^S MARQUEES for Hire are the most
elegant and capacious.

EDGINGTON'S CRICKET and GARDEN TENTS
arc the prettiesT

TIFFANY, SCRIM CANVAS, and every other kind
of NETTING.

Be particular—FRED. EDGINGTON and CO., Rick Cloth, &c.
Manufacturer to Her ^Iaiesty, ki. Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

_. 10 J i-'-ji*- . Tc M-rt; r^T. C-.I0 i-A quantity of good Second-hammd Go nraent TENTS for Sale, cheap.

PRESERVE YOUR TREES
-*- FROM FROST and BIRDS.

PATENT COTTON NETTING {i\ yards wide) for

the protection of Fruit Trees and Tender Plants against Frost',

Hail, and Wind ; also against Wasps and other insects.

FRIGI DOMO (2 and 3 yards wide): an excellent

protection from Frost.

COTTON BUNTING (38 inches wide) : a good and
light material for shading.

SCRIM CANVAS (36 inches wide) : the best material

for Greenhouse Shades; light, cheap, and durable.

BROWN LINEN (6 feet wide) : strong and effective

for Conservatory Shaaes.

STRIPED MATERIALS for Blinds, Linen and Cotton;
a variety of patterns and colours.

TANNED NETTING.—A large quantity of Repaired
Netting, for the preservation of Fruit Trees and Seed Beds from
Birds, at 2d. per yard, 2 yards wide.

ARCHANGEL and OTHER MATS.

Also NEW TANNED NETTING, 2 yards wide, in

pieces of 90 yards in length.

Samples and Price List on application.

Address BENJAMIN EDGINGTON (in full).

Marquee and Tent Maker by Special Appointment to

Her Majesty the Queen and H.R.H. the Prince of

Wales, and His Majesty the King of the Netherlands,

2, Duke Street, London Bridge, S.E.
No other Establishment.

ET. ARCHERS' "FRIGI DOMO."
• —Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is applied, _
PROTECTION AGAINST the COLD WINDS and MORNING

FROSTS.
WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, 11. td. per yard.

"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide u. lOii, per yard.

Three yards wide zs. 2d. per yard.

Four yards wide «. loif, per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS,72 inches wide, 70 yards Iong,6Krf, loZ%d. per yard.

HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, 7)id. and
g%d. per yard.
ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of" Frigi Domo." 3. Cannon

Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Countrj'.

Notice.—REMOVED from 7, (ireat Trinity Lane.

The Opening of Parliament and the London Season.
NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and MEMBERS of PARLIAMENT

having their CUT FLOWERS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES, &c.,
forwarded to their TOWN HOUSES, should USE

CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE TRANS-
MISSION CASES, pronounced by the Royal Horticultural

Society " the best now in use,"
These Cases are now reduced in price for cash, and can be obtained

from the Agents or Patentee, Gloucester, to whom all communications
should be addressed.
Intending Exhibitors in the Patent Cases should give their orders

at once, to insure the Paint and Varnish being thoroughly dry'.

The No. 12, The " MALTON " Plant, Flower, &c., Protector,

Varnished, packed and forwarded on the receipt of 8j., in postage

stamps, or order.—Gloucester, January 17.
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Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.

JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and
i^, Blosson Street, Stioreditcli, London, E,

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARDHOUSE GLASS.

Genuine White Lead. Oils, Colours, Bruslies, ifc.

GARDEN ENGINES. PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.

Prices upon application.

BICKLEY'S PATENT HORIZONTAL SASH
BARS require neither paint nor putty, and possess greater

advantages than others for horticulturists. DrawmRS, &c., sent tor

one stamp. . „ „• - .

THOMAS A. BICiCLEY, 70, Smallbrook Street, Birmingham.

SIMPSON'S
"WORTLEY"

CELEEY
COLLAR.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.
AW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance

Halls. &c. M.A.W and CO., Benlhall Works. Uroseley-

M
WRITE to HEADLY and SON, Cambridge, for

their NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST of Garden
Archways, Vases, Garden Chairs. Hose Reels, Weather Vanes, Wine
Racks, Pumps, Field Rollers, and Water Carls, post free on applica-

tion. AEcnts wanted.

HORLEY'S PATENT ECONOMIC GARDEN
FRAME and PORTABLE CONSERVATORY.

1= [Registered.]

For Protecting Celery before earthing up.

Sec TESTIMONIALS.
Mr ROSF, Head Gardmer to Her Majesty, says:—" I consider your

Celery Collar an excellent invention. I shall be pleased to give it a

trial in the Royal Gardens this season."

Mr. Speed, Head Gardener to His Grace the Duke of Devonshire at

Chatswortk, says ;—" 1 am most favourably impressed with your Celery

Collar, and shall certainly give it a trial this season."

Mr. Wm. Thomson, Tivetd Vineyard, says.—"This simple con-

trivance will meet a lone-felt want. Thousands of heads of Celery are

spoiled by the earth getting into their centre. Your paper Collars

will prevent all this."

Many others could be added if space permitted.

See also Testimonials in the Horticultural Journals.

BLAKE AND MACKENZIE.
Sole Makers andWholesale Dealers only. "Works— School

Lane, Liverpool. Branch—Howard Street, Glasgow.

The Celery Collars can be obtained through all Nurserymen and

Seedsmen. Orders will be executed as received, and immediate appli-

cation is necessary to insure deliver)' in due season.

Liberal Terms to the Trade for Cash.

IHE IMPERIAL LAWN MOWER.
Acknowledged by

Sardcners to be the Best

Sizes of Frames, with Price :—

.

The ridge of the Frames
rises I foot in all the
lengths. For example, take

No. 4, which has 2-feet

glass sides, will be 3 feet

high in the centre.

No. I

No. 2 {glass sides)

No. 3 (ditto)

No. 4 {ditto)

Height

Side.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England,
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London. E C. ; and Steam Plough Works. Leeds,

IQ'ITAM'S PATENT PORTABLE
COW FITTINGS.

UNITED

Length of Frames.

ft. in.

4 o

25

5 4

s. d.

34 6
26 6
30 6 40 o

Works east'

itself, collects and roll:

the Grass as it cuts

the simplest and best Machii

does not get out of order,

always gives satisfaction

To cut 8 inches wide ..£,2 10
To cut 10 inches wide ..30
To cut 12 inches wide ..40
To cut 14 inches wide . . 50

Carriage paid to any Railwa

To cut 16 inches wide
To cut 18 inches wide
To cut 20 inches wide
To cut 24 inches wide

y Station in the Kingdom.

£6 o
6 lo

Note—This IS the only Machine In the market that will both cut

and collect cither long, short, wet, or dry grass.

The IMPERIAL LAWN MOWER received the First-class Certi-

ficate offered by the National Horticultural Society for the best Lawn
Mower, and is specially recommended by

The Wharfedale Hdrlicultural Society.

The Hunslet Horticultural Society.

The Chapel-Allerton Horticultural Society.

The Crossgatcs Horticultural Society.

The Rolhwell Horticultural Society.

And is in constant use at the Royal Horticultural Gardens.

W. MACDONALD, Prospect Foundry, Leeds.

ARNARD, BISHOP, AND BARNARD'S
PATENT NOISELESS LAWN MOWERS,

with jointed handles, suitable for Shipping.

These Frames are all made 4 feet wide, arc portable, and so con-

structed that any number, if required, can be placed end to end in one con-

tinuous length ; arc glaied with 2r-oz. glass, each square being secured

in its place by an iron button, and any square can be removed at

Eleasurc for ventilation, &c., as the glass does not overlap, and there

eing neither sash-bar nor putty used in their construction; and have

only to be known to come into general use. To show the truth of

this, I beg to subjoin one letter (rom many ;

—

" Hcworth Vicarage, York, March 11, 1872.

"Sir,—I am so far satisfied with the frames, I enclose a cheque

for six No. I size D, and one No, 3 D. The only fault I find is with

the glass, which is barely good enough.—Yours faithfully,

"Mr. Horley. " Horace Newton.
The Frames are put together with iron screw-pins in the manner of

a bcdstea'i, a wrench being supplied with each order. The Frames
are sent to any address on receipt of cheque or post oflice order.

The glass is securely packed in a box, which is charged for, but lull

amount returned at once if sent back free. Particulars, &c,, on

apphcation. Patentee and Sole Manufacturer,
M. E. HORLEY. Builder, Toddmgt on, Beds.

B

Their advantages arc— Portability, not fixtures, removable at
pleasure; no Wmidwork or Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to
infection, being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 55*.
Prospectuses free ol COTTAM and CO., Ironworks, a, Wmsley

Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the
above arc exhibited, together with several important Improvcmenta
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

Perfection in Heating.JG. S M E A T O N and CO.,
• HORTICULTURAI. ARCHITECTS and BL'ILDERS, HOT-WATER

and Steam-heating Engineers,
71, Harwood Road^

Walham Green, Fulham,
London, S.W.

Consultations in all parts of the Kingdom.
Plans and Estimates gratis.

Efficiency in all branches guaranteed.

H OT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials supplied for Heating

Tubular Boiler, with

Bee-Hives —Two Silver Medals Awarded to
GEO NEIGHBOUR AND SONS, at the Paris Exhibition of 1867.

The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver Medal for Bce-hives.

NEIGHBOURS' IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour & Sons,

working three bell-glasses, is

neatly and strongly made of

straw; it has three windows
in the lower Hive. This Hive
will be found to possess many
practical advantages, and is

more easy of management than

any other Bcc-Hive that has
been introduced.

Price, complete. .,£1 ig o

Stand for ditto .. o 10 6

The LIGURIAN or

ITALIAN ALP BEE being

much in repute, G. N. & Sons
supply a Swarm of Bees with
genuine Italian Queen, in the

Improved Cottage Hive, at

£4, Hive included.
An Italian Alp Queen, with

full directions for uniting to

Black Stocks, 15.^. each.
ENGLISH BEES. —Slocks

and Swarms may be obtained
as heretofore.
THE Al'IARY. By A.

Neighbour. 51., postage ^d.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other Improved Hives, with Draw-

ings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers, made by

James Lee, of Windlesham, at his prices.

Address, GEO. NEIGHBOUR AND SONS, 127, High Holborn,

W.C. ; or 149, Regent Street. W.

GREENHOUSES,
HOTHOUSES,

CONSERVATORIES,
Improved Conical. ^^uBlYc

^'

BUILDINGS, &c.
H O T -W A T E R

I I I'ES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and
T Pieces, Syphons, and
c cry other connection
kept in stock.

\W R O U G H T and
\ST-IRON CONl-
\L, SADDLE, and

IMPROVED CONI-
CAL, also ELLIPTIC
BOILERS, from 54^.

Improved and ex"a strong CAST-IRON'TU BU i^.v.. ...... ..^, o,

withor without Water-bars, from 521. W. each. „^„ t-„c „„ c,,„j
CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on bland

for use without brickwork, from 60s. each.

Tubular BoiUr. Patent

THROTTLE
and otherVALVES,

FURNACE DOORS, BARS,
and

FURNACE WORK
of every description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS
for Pipe Joints ; Sockets re-

quire no other packing, and

arc perfectly water-tight.

Goods, of the ^ery best manufacture, delivered at Railway or

^^LVNCH^WhTtE. Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street.

London, S.E. (Surrey side of Blackfriars Bridge).

Price List on application.

TONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L " SADDLE
tJ BOILER.

Elliptic Boiler.

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

The Miniature Lawn Mower, cuts 6 inches
Do. do. do. cuts 8 inches . . . . . . 2 10

Suitable for the verj' smallest grass plots or edgings ; can be
worked with ease by a child.

To cut 10 inches. This can be worked by a Lady . . £.? o

To cut 12 inches. Suitable for One Person 40
This, and all larger sizes, have the drum or roller divided into

two parts, for the convenience oi turning.

To cut 14 inches. Suitable for One Person IA '^

The i6-in,, and all larger sizes, have a driving-wheel on each side

of the Machine, which gives great steadiness to the working.
To cut 16 inches. Suitable Tor One Person £00
To cut 18 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 610
To cut 20 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 70
To cut aa inches. Suitable for Two Men 7 10

To cut 22 inches. Suitable for Donkey .. 80
To cut 24 inches. Suitable for Pony 90
To cut 27 inches. Suitable for Pony 10 10

To cut 30 inches. Suitable for Pony 120
THE COTTAGE LAWN MOWER,

With Adjustable Revolving Cutters.
To cut 6 inches jgi 5 o
To cut 8 inches i 15 o
To cut 10 inches 250

Prices of Horse and Pony Mowers wilh Illustrated Lists, free on
application. Having a very large stock of all sizes, orders can be
executed on receipt.—Packed and delivered (carriage free) to the
principal Railway Stations in England.

BARNARD, BISHOP, and BARNARDS, Norfolk Ironworks,
Norwich.

1 HE above and many other PATTERNS are made in

materials of great durability. The plainer sorts are especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR- ^u ',n . .. iiuu»Lmw^
' DENS, as they harbour no 'S- . . . , . ,.. ^i^ar
Slugs or Insects, take up little

room, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-

pense, as do "grown" Edg-
ings, consequently being much
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone, very

durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F AND G ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-

friars 5 E ;
Queen's Road West. Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road.E.

Accnts for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES." PLANT
CODERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also for FOXLEVS
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,

Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from 35. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with

prices, sent for selection. , -^ , .

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders.

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paying of

great durability. Wall Copings. Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds,

Koofing Tiles in great variety, Slates, Cements, &c-

F. andG. ROSHER , Brick and Tile Merchants--Sccaddressesabove.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.

Fine 14J., Coarse 17J. perTon. In Truck Loads 11. per Ton less.

Delivery by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway or

Whari 2« per Ton extr.i- Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or l-crncncs,

PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.

F. AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses sec above.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,

with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and

over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent

that a ^'Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the

amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at the

same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made ol the follow-

ing sizes :-

KENT

N B Orders promptly executed by Rail or

A liberal discount to the Trade.
Rail or to Wharves.

Sizes.
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The Patent Imperishable Hothouse.AYRES'S PATENT:
GLASS, IRON, and CONCRETK

Before building a Plant or Fruit House 01 any kind, send six

stamps, and obtain the Illustrated Prospectus of the

IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
Newark-on-Trcnt, Notts.

MANAGHR-W. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S..
Imperishable Hothouse Company, Newark-on-Trcnt.

Flans, Specifications and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice.

JAMES BOYD and SONS, Horticultural
IluiLDERS and Hkating Engineers, Paisley, N.B.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES. VINERIES, FORC-
ING HOUSES, PITS, and every description of Horticultural Building,
manufactured in Wooa or Iron by Slcam-power Machinery, and erected

in any part of the United Kingdom, Manufacturers of Hot-water
Apparatus for Heating Churches, Mansions, Warehouses, &c.

Plans and Estimates on application.

London Office : i, Church Court, Clement's Lane, E.C.

THE "AUTOIATOI" LAWI lOWEES.
THE BEST, SIMPLEST, AND MOST DXTRABLE MACHINES.

They leave no ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping

a Lawn or Croquet Ground in first-rate order. They will either Collect

the Cut Grass in the bo.v, according to the approved English method, or

'eave it on the lawn, by taking the bo.'i off. They are fitted with the best

wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and hardened steel pivots

and bearings.

Over 6,000 are now in use.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inches. Prices from 55s.

1^" Carriage PaiJ to all the principal Railway Stations in Etiglalld.

They are warranted to give satisfaction, and a month's trial is allowed. Orders executed on receipt.

ILLUSTR.\TED LISTS Free by Post, and Testimonials from Thirty English Counties. Also

NEW AND 1 M PROVED GARD EN ROLLERS.
RANSOMES, SIMS, and HEAD, IPSWICH.

St. Pancras Iron-work Company.

H Greenhouses and Conservatories.
FREEMAN and SONS, Horticultural

• Builders, and Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers,
Tnanple, Hackney. Good substantially-made GREENHOUSES,
glazed ready for lixinc, 4a feet lon^, 13 feel wide. £,$0 ; 21 feet by 13 feet,
Z38; i3!a feet by 10 icel. £15. A handsf.me CuNSERVATORY on
hand, 55 feet by 18 fcet.^^iio. CUCUMBER and MELON FRAMES,
and LIGHTS, in stock.

OTHOUSES for the MILLION.—Medal, 1863.
Invented uv the late Sir Joseph Paxton.

Manufactured in London; Ulverstone (Lancashire); Gloucester

;

Coventry; Paisley, and Aberdeen, only.

Illustrated Price Lists free. A Pamplilct, with \'iew9 o( these and
other styles of Glasshouses, post free, irf. Estimates ^\vcn for
Conservatories, fi;c., to any acsign in Wood; also for Heating
Apparatus.

IlEREMAN AND MORTON. Horticultural Builders,
14, Tichborne Street, Recent Quadrant, London, W,

GREENHOUSES from the FINSBURY STEAM
JOINERY WORKS, 121. BunhiU Row London, E.C.

W. H. LASCELLES, Proprietor. Lists sent on application.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &c.

ARCHITECTS DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

OLD SAINT pancras ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

Prices lor Houses, as above, made of best red deal, and sashes 2 inches
chick, glazed with 16 01. good sheet glass, delivered and fixed within
10 miles of London, painted four coats in best oil colour, includinf{
locks, gutter, down-pipe; and gearing for opening the ventilators at
one time,—heating, stagmg, brickwork not included :

—

30 it. by 12 ft. 40 ft. by 16 ft, 60 ft. by 20 ft. 100 ft. by 24 ft

jS40 o o £70 o o £n2 o o ^[238 10 o

GARDEN LIGHTS AND BOXES.
3 ft. by 4 ft. lights, 2 in. thick, unglazed gj, each

,t I, glazed, i6-oz. good sheet glass .. ., w, ,,

6 ft. „ „ 3 in, thick, unglazed 5'. ,,

,, „ glazed, 16 oz. good sheet glass . . iii, „
Portable box containing one 6 ft. by 4 ft. light, painted tour

coats, ready for use .

.

30*. „
Portable box containing two ditto, 6 ft. by 8 ft. . . . . 55*. „
Estimates given for Conservatories or Greenhouses to any Design.

G. MESSENGER, Hot-water Engineer,
J- • Loughborough, having purchased and greatly improved Mr
RIDDELL-S PATENT for PIPE JOINTS, or COUPLINGS;
is prepared to execute any orders with which he may be entrusted.
Hot-water or other pipes jointed on this principle, in addition to other
advantages, are quite portable, cannot leak, may be put together by a
handy labourer; a juiiu made in three minutes; are as cheap when fixed
as the ordinary pipes. A pipe can be cut at any place, and jointed,
obviating all necessity for casting special lengths. Hot-water appa-
ratus sent out marked for fixing. Prices, &c., on application
T. G. MESSENGER, Hot-water Engineer, Horticultural Builder,

Loughborough.

THE CHAMPION HOTHOUSE OF THE WORLD.

PATENT. PATENT.
"DAYLIGHT WITH PROTECTION."— REV. S. R. HOLE.

The Strongest, Lightest, Neatest, Cheapest, most elegant and complete Plant or Fruit House, is the Patent Imperishable, formed exclusively of
Glass, Iron, and Hydraulic Concrete. No Masonry ! No Putty ! and little Paint.

*,* Nearly 20,000 feet of these most perfect Structures may be seen in the Royal Exotic Nursery of Mr. John Wills, F.R.H.S., Floral
Decorator to Her Majesty the Queen, Sussex Place, Old Brompton, S.W. ; and Houses in work may also be seen at the Works at Newark.

Specimens of the Patent Imperishable Wall Fruit Preserver and Expanding Fruit House are in the hands of the engravers, and will be published
immediately. Mr. Ayres would also direct the special attention of Gardeners and Horticultural Builders to his

PATENT PANELLED AND PERFORATED CONCRETE SLABS FOR STAGING,
Which are allowed to be the most perfect things for the purpose ever invented. The slabs can be made of any size, and each is guaranteed to resist
a pressure of 3 to 4 ctiX. Moulded panels for walling. The price fixed upon iron pillars and bearers is not greater than for well made wood staging,
while of the immeasurable superiority for cultural purposes there can be no question.

Manufactured by the PATENT IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
NEWARK-UPON-TRENT, NOTTS.

WM. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S., Manager.
Noblemen and Gentlemen waited upon in any part of the country.

Plans and Estimates upon the shortest notice. E.xplanatory Illustrated Prospectus Free by Post for »ix stamps,
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T HE LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872.

THE LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872.—
The LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872 is OPEN DAILY, from

10 A.M. to 6 P.M. The S.E. Entrance in Exhibition Road is open from
8 A.M. to Season Ticl<et Holders only.

LONDON INTERNATIONAL EXHI-
BITION of 1S73.—There are FOUR ENTRANCES, open

from 10 A,M. to 6 P.M. :

—

1. South-east Entrance in Exhibition Road.
2. North-east Entrance in Exhibition Road
3. North-west Entrance in Prince Albert's Road.

4. North Entrance on east side of Royal Albert Hall.

THE LONDON E X H I HI T lO N of 1872.—
SEASON TICKETS for the LONDON EXHIBITION of

1872 NOW on SALE at the Albert Hall Ticket Office, and at the

usual AKents. Gentlemen, £i ns. ; Ladies, £1 is.

THE LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872.—
The OWNERS of SEASON TICKETS are entitled to

ADMISSION to the EXHIBITION on ALL OCCASIONS when
OPEN to the PUBLIC-

THE LONDON EXHIBITION 011872.-
The OWNERS of SEASON TICKETS are entitled 1

ADMISSION to CEREMONIES and PRIVATE VIEWS.

THE LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872.—
The OWNERS of SEASON TICKETS are entitled to

ADMISSION to the GALLELIES of the EXHIBITION TWO
HOURS BEFORE the PUBLIC.

THE LONDON EXH I BITION of 1872.—
The OWNERS of SEASON TICKETS are entitled to

ADMISSION to the MUSICAL PROMENADES in the ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL GARDENS, and MUSICAL RECITALS in

the ROYAL ALBERT HALL in connection with the Exhibition.

THE LONDON EXHIBITION of 1S72.—
SEASON TICKETS ADMIT the PROPRIETORS on ALL

DAYS the LONDON EXHIBITION of iS;2 is opened, including
the Reserved Days-

THE LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872.—
From MAY 6 to SEPTEMBER -io. the PRICES of AD-

MISSION to the LONDON EXHIBITION of 1S72 will he :—On
Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays^ IJ. ; on
"Wednesdays, 3r. 6jl. , except on certain reserved days, which will be
duly advertised.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
(Incorporated bv Special Acts of Parliament.)

DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, TRAMWAYS, RAILWAYS, &c.

Directors.
John Clutton, Esq.
Frederick L. Dasnwood, Esq,
Henry Farquhar, Esq.
Lord Garlies, M,P.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq.

Granville R. Ryder, Esq.
GranvilleR. H.Somerset, Esq,,Q.C.
Henry W. West, Esq., M.P.
Charles Walkin Williams Wynn,

Esq., M.P. (Chairman'
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes

of AEricultural Improvement, including the Erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to
the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
Tenants may, with the consent of their Landlords, execute the

necessary Improvements upon the Farms which they occupy,charging
them with the cost.
UTILISATION of SEWAGE.-The Company also advances

money for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigation.
The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge upon

the land, redeeming principle and interest, over 25 years.
No investigation of title is required.
For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No, 1, Great George Street,
Storey's Gate, Westminster, S. W.

Agrlcultiiral Land Improvements.
DRAINAGE, SEWAGE IRRIGATION, FARM BUILDINGS,

LABOURERS' COTTAGES, &c.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

(Incorporated by Act of Parliament in 1849.)

Directors.
T. Chapman, Esq., F.R.S.
George Thomas Clark, Esq.

iohn C. Cobbold, Esq.
[enry William Currie, Esq,

The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
bermerc.

Edward John Hutchins, Esq.
Sir William Tile, M.P., C.B.

Principal Engineer, Mr. J. BAILEY DENTON.
Agricultural Improvements of every kind are executed by the

Company, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer
carrying out the works Xiy their own agents.
Tenant Farmers may also, by agreement with their Landlords,

procure the e.xecution of such Improvements,
The outlay, with all official expenses, may be charged upon the

Estate, and paid off by a Rent-charge of about 6 per cent., in 31 years,
or at the option of the Landowners in a shorter term.
No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.
Special arrangements will be made with Boards of Health. Sewer

Authorities, ana others, for undertaking Works of Sewage Irrigation,
together with all Works incidental thereto. The outlay in respect
thereof may be repaid either by a sum in gross, or by a terminable
yearly payment, discharging in a fixed period the principal amount
with interest thereon.
Application to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN, Esq., the

Secretary, at the Oftices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place, S. W.

F ULL PRICE will be given for a CLEAN COPY of
the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE, No. 35, 1866.

M., Cardtturs' Chronicle Office, W.C.

Now ready, price 15., free by post for 13 stamps, with 9 Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.G. ; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

Works on Botany.
In crown 8vo, price ioj. 6i.i.,

THE STUDENT'S FLORA of the BRITISH
ISLANDS. By ]. D. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S., Director of the

Royal Gardens, Kew.

" It is certainly the fullest and most accurate manual of the kind
that has yet appeared. Dr. Hooker has shown his characteristic
industry and ability in the care and skill which he has thrown into the
characters of the plants. These are to a great extent original, and are
really admirable for their combination ot clearness, brevity, and com-
pleteness. All botanists will recognise the many merits of this really
important manual." Fall Mall Gasttte.

' We have, in a small compass, probably the most accurate descrip-
tive Flora of our islands that has yet been published." Athmceitm.

Twelfth Thousand, i8mo, 41. &A
T ESSONS in ELEMENTARY BOTANY. Bv
rr.,r^'''?'^K ^^"^'}'^'^.;^- ^h^' Keeper of the Herbarium an^
Library of the Royal Gardens. Kew. and Professor of Botany in
University College, London. With Numerous Illustrations, In^cx.and Glossary. ' '

.ffL^'Lb "^hr*" f r T'^ ^nr *"
.""'''l'*

*° '^''"^ ^^^ botanical pupil's
efforts as that of Professor Oliver's, who, with views so practical, andwith great knowledge, too, can write so accurately and clearly."—
Natural History Rnttw. ' '"

FIRST BOOK of INDIAN BOTANY. By the same
Author. With Numerous illustrations. Extra fcap. 8vo, 6*. M.

]MACMILLAN AND CO., London.

Notice.

THE CONDUCTOR of the GARDEN will shortly
COMMENCE a TOUR of OBSERVATION through the

GARDENS of ENGLAND, beginning with the Counties of War-
wick, Worcester, and Stafford. Correspondents will greatly oblige

by forwarding to him, at the Garden Olttce, 37, Southampton Street,

Covent Garden, London, W C, information as to Interesting Gardens,
Remarkable Trees, and other objects of Horticultural Interest in

any of these Counties.

New Works, Now Ready.

FLORA of BRITISH INDIA. By Dr. J.
D. Hooker,

C.E. F.R.S., and L.S., assisted by various Botanists, Parti.,
loj. 6ti.

SUPPLEMENT to the FLORA of HONG-KONG.
By Dr. Hance. By permission, from the Journal of the Liiliieait

Sobriety, 2s. bd.

FLORAL MAGAZINE. New Series, enlarged to
Royal 4to. No 5, with four beautifully coloured Plates, 31. (>d.

BOTANICAL MAGAZINE. Third Series, No. 329,
six coloured Plates. 3s. td.

L. REEVE AND CO., s. Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Next Week will be published, price 75. 6£l., a New and Enlarged
Edition of

A BOOK ABOUT ROSES ; How to Grow and Show
Them. By S. Reynolds Hole. Fourth Edition, including the

new Ruses of 1871,

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS, Edinburgh and London.

COTTAGE GARDENING: a Complete Guide to
Vegetable Cultivation, being the Royal Horticultural Society's

PRIZE ESSAY, by E.W. Badger. Third Edition, price 31/., or free
by post, 3^51^.

London: HOULSTON AND SONS, 7, Paternoster Buildings; and
of all Booksellers.

New Elementary Work on Physics by Prof. Ganet.
In crown 8vo, with 403 Woodcuts, price 71. 6*/.,

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY for GENERAL
READERS and YOUNG PERSONS; being a Course of

Physics divested of Mathematical Formula, expressea in the language
of daily life, and illustrated with Explanatory Figures, familiarly
elucidating the Principles and Facts. Translated and Edited from
GanOT's Cowrs (fi/'A_>'si(?tt^, with the Author's sanction, by E.Atkin-
son, Ph.D., F.C.S.. Professor of Experimental Science, Staff College.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row, E.G.

THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

REPRINTED from the GARDENERS' CHROmCLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE, with ADDITIONS.

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 Copies for distribution amongst Cottage Tenantry,

Delivered Free anpvhere in London on receipt of a Post Office Order, payable to WM. RICHARDS, at the

King Street Office, Covent Garden, W. C.

PUBLISHED at the OFFICE of the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL
GAZETTE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Every Saturday, of any Bookseller or News Agent, price Tfireepence,
Each half-yearly Volume complete in itself, with Title-page and Index,

The Athen^uM:
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE

FINE ARTS, MUSIC AND THE DRAMA, Contains:

REVIEWS of every important New Book.

REPORTS of the Learned Societies.

AUTHENTIC ACCOUNTS of Scientific Voyages.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE on Subjects relating to Litera-

ture, Science and Art.

CRITICISMS on ART, MUSIC and DRAMA.
inOGRAPHICAL NOTICES of distinguished Men.
ORIGINAL PAPERS and POEMS.
WEEKLY GOSSIP.
MISCELLANE.'V, including all that is likely to interest the informed.

THE ATHEN/EUM
Is so conducted that the reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature, Science and Art, on an equality

in point of information with the best-informed circles of the Metropolis.

Subscription for Twelve Months, 13J. / Six Months, 6j. 6(/,

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON

' Learned, chatty, VS^F\li.."—Atheneeum.

Every Saturday, 24 pages, price 4d, of all Bool<seIlers, or stamped to go by Post, 5d.

Notes and Queries:
A MEDIUM OF INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS,

ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, &c.

Containing every Week amusing Articles on some of the following Subjects:—

ENGLISH, IRISH, and SCOTTISH HISTORY, Illustrated by original communications and inedited Documents.

BIOGRAPHY, including unpublished Correspondence of eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected with them.

BIBLIOGRAPHY, more especially of English Authors, with Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their Worlcs,

and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES and FOLK LORE, preserving the fast-fading relics of the old Mythologies,

BALLADS and Old Poetry, with Historical and Philological Illustrations.

POPULAR and PROVERBIAL SAYINGS, their origin, meaning, and apphcatiom

PHILOLOGY, including Local Dialects, Archaisms, and Notes on our old Poets.

GENEALOGY and HERALDRY, including Histories of Old Families, Completion of Pedigrees, &c,

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES, and REPLIES, on points of Ecclesiastical History, Topography, Fine
Arts, Natural History, Miscellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics, Photography, &c.

The following eminent Writers, besides many others equally distinguished who have chosen to preserve their
incognito, have contributed to NOTES AND QUERIES:—

A. Ashpitel, Esq.
Lord Braybrookc
Rev. Thomas Boys
John Britton, Esq.
John Bruce, Esq.

J. Bunt, Esq.
W. D. Chriatic, Esq.
T, P. Collier, Es(j.

w. D. Cooper, Esq.
Bolton Corney, Esq.
P. Cunningham, Esq.
Rev. T. Corser
Rt. Hon. J. W. Crokcr
T. Crossley, Esq.
IJr. Dalton
Professor Dc Morgan
Dr. Diamond

Hcpworth Dixon, Esq.
Dr. Doran
Sir Henry Ellis

E. Foss, Esq.
Rev. A. Gatly
Henry Hnllam, Esq.

J. O. Halliwell, Esq.
E. Hawkins, Esq.
Samuel Hickson, Esq.
Rev. J. Hunter
Gcorce Vere Irving, Esq.
Rev. John Jebb
Douglas Icrrold, Esg.
Thomas Keighley, Esq.
Rev. Dr. Kennccfy
Rev. L. B. Larking
Rt. Hon. Sir G. C. Lewis

M. A. Lower, Esq.
Lord Lyiiclton
W. B. MacCabe, Esq.
Rev. Dr. Maitland
Sir F. Madden
J. H. Markland, Esq.
Rev. J. E. B, Mayor
" dilc

M.P.

vlayor
Lord ^I onsen
R. M. Milnes, Esq.

J. G. Nichols, Esq.
George OlTor, Esq.
Ccorge Ormcrod, Esq.
William Pinkerton, Esq,

J. R. Planchfi, Esq.
E. F. Rimbault, Esq.
Rev. Dr. Rock
S. W. Singer, Esq.

E. Smirke, Esq.
A. Stcinmctz, Esq.
George Stephens, Esq.
H. E. SlrickKind, Esq.
Earl of Shaftesbury
Sir J. E. Tcnnent
Professor Thompson
W. _[. Thorns, Esq.
B. 1 horpc, Esi

sv. I

Sir W.
T. H. Turner. Esq,
Rev. Henry Walter

Drpc,

Rev. J. H. Todd, D,D.
C. Trcvclyan, Bar,

Albert Way, Esq,
Benjamin B. Wil
W. Varrcll, Esq.

Wiffen, E«q,

J. Yeowcll, Esq., &c
NOTES AND QUERIES is published every Satiu-day, price ^d., or stamped to go by Post, $d. It is also

issued in Monthly Parts ; and in Half-Yearly Volumes, eacli with Copious Index, price ioj. 6d. cloth boards.

The Subscription for Stamped Copies for Six Months, forwarded direct from the Publisher (including the
Half-Yearly Inde.v), is lu. ^d., which may be paid by Post Office Order, payable at the Strand Post Office to
WILLIAM GREIG SMITH.

NOTES AND QUERIES may be procured by order of every Bookseller and Newsman ; or at the

OFFICE, 43, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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This Day, with 187 Woodcuts. i2mo. Cloth Boards.

Price 4s. W. : Postage 3tr.,

FRUIT TREES : the Scientific and Profitable Culture

of. From the French of M. Dlt BreUIL, Prolessor of Arbori-

culture in the Conservatoire Imperial des Arts et ^I6llers Second

Edition, carefully revised, with an Introduction by GEORCE OLENNI,

AulUor ot GanUni'is fcr tlu Afitli«>t,&c
. , .,,

" The book teaches how to prune and tram fruit trees to perfection.

"This work ... is a complete treatise on fruit trees, and . . .

the best of the kind for . . . young gardeners and amateurs. « e

can recommend it with confidence —Gardimrs Mumsme.
"The illu-lrations are profuse. They add greatly to the value ol

thework."-7.'i.r,.u;of «."-/jVuto»'. .„,,,- , c- r-

London; LOCKWUOD .\ND CO., 7, Stationers' HiiU Court, EC.

Imperial 4to, Copiously Illustrated, Price 12s.,

FARM BUILDINGS: a Digest of the Principles

adopted in Construction. Reprinted from the " Farm Home-
steads of Kngland," now out of print. By J. BAILEY DENTON, C.t..,

and Bailey IiENroN. Jun.
E. AND F, N. SPON, 48, Charing Cross, W.C.

HE DIAMOND DIGGINGS of SOUTH
AFRIC.'\. A Personal and Practical Account. By " Sarcelle,"

of Thl FteUi. With a Brief Notice of the New Gold Fields. Price 6j.

The Author, himself an experienced Diamond Digger, gives a

detailed account of the condition of the various Digging Camps, of

Routes thither, and of all expenses connected with the enterprise.

Notice.

{By Appoinlmenl to the Koval Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN. FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FR.-\NCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country-, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magaiines, and Periodicals, without e,\tra charg
to the .\DVERTISER.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, 59, Fleet Street, E.G.

K I N A H A N'S li X4 WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the very

CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalied, perfectly

pure, and more wholesome than tlie finest Cognac Brandy. Note the

words, ' KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal, label, and cork.

New Wholesale Depot, 6a, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Strcct.W.C.

WANTED, a HARD -WOOD PROPAGATOR,
with a thorough knowledge of the culture of Stove and Green-

house I'lants.—Apply, with references, to JAMES CARTER AND
CO., Crystal Palace Nurseries, Forest Hill, S.E.

WANTED.—E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington
Nursery, St. lohn's Wood, N. W., have NURSERY OI-EN-

INGS for several efficient practical Gardeners requiring situations, of

various qualifications in experience, and whose testimonials or refer-

ences for past service will Dear strict personal inquiry. None others

need apply. Married Men preferred.

WANTED, a VoungMAN, of good character, well up
in the Propagation of Bedding and Greenhouse Plants, a good

Buddcr and Graltcr of Fruit Trees and Roses, and Propagation of

Nursery stuff in general. To a suitable Man the situation would be
permanent and progressive. State wages required. No one need
apply whose character will not bear the strictest investigation.

—

EDWARD THO.MAS, Harold Nursery, SittJngbourne, Kent.

WANTED, an active young MAN, accustomed to
the Work of a Market Nursery.—Mr. STROUD, Green

Lanes Nursery-, Stoke Newington. N.

WANTED, as SECOND GARDENER, a single
Man, well up in the Management of Fruit Houses, also in the

general routine of Gardening. Wages iSf, per week.—G. U., Post
Office, Reading, Berks.

A VACANCY will shortly occur in a large Country
Nursery, for ONE or TWO young MEN, anxious to learn the

Nursery Business. Must be respectably connected and well con-

ducted —Terms of agieemcnl, &c. , can be had by applying, by letter

only, to C B. A., Gardeners' CkronicU Office, W.C.

To Jobbing Gardeners, &c.

JOHN CARTER, Nurseryman, Keighley, is in

WANT ot steady competent MEN in the above capacity ; also a
young Man as IM PROVER in the Indoor Propagating Department.

WANTED, a young MAN, to assist in the Houses,
&c.; one used to a Nursery. Wages i6i. to commence,

—

State age, &c, to GEO. J. WUOLLETT, Nurseries, Caterham,
Surrey.

WANTED, a good NURSERY WORKMAN.-
Must be quick at Budding, Grafting, and Training Trces.-

W. HOOPER, New Wandsworth, S.W.

W ANTED, a young MAN, used to the Florist and
Seed Business.—W. HOOPER, New Wandsworth, S.W,

For a Provincial Town-
WANTED, a good first-class BOUQUET and

BUTTON-HOLE MAKER and DRESSER of EPERGNES
—Man or Woman. No one need apply who is not a really first hand.

—

State wages required to H. M. M., Gardeners' CkronicU Office, W.C.

WANTED, as TRAVELLER and SHOPMAN, by
a London Wholesale House, an energetic Man, who has been

accustomed to Travel, and has a thorough knowledge of the business.
As a liberal salary will be given, no one need apply who cannot
furnish unexceptionable references as to character and ability.

—

Address, in applicant's handwriting, to Y. Z. , Gardeiiers' Chronicle
Office. W.C.

FIREMAN WANTED.—E. G. Henderson & Son,
Wellington Road, St, John's Wood, N.W., require an active

Man, accustomed to Work and Attend Plant-house Fires, and make
himself generally useful.—Apply at the Nurserj', or give references.

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs, E. G,
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Nursery. St, John's Wood. N.W-

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making; application would sax'e time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages ofi'ered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.

—Highgate Nurseries, London, N, _____^
GARDENER (Head),—Age 38, married, no incum-

brance ; understands the profession in all its branches. Good
references and testimonials.—E. N., 4, Lewis Street, Kentish Town,
London, N.W. ^ _^___
GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, no incum-

brance ; understands the prolession in all its branches. Has
had 20 vears' experience ; good Grape Grower. Good testimonials.

—

J. D., Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,
Reading.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, three chil-
dren ; understands Pines, Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

and Flower ^md Kitchen Gardening, Five years' good character.
Satisfactory reasons for lea\'ing. W'ages not under 321, weekly.—A.
BASHFORD, Mrs. Trueman's, South Bank, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—A^e 25 ; thoroughly practical
in the Cultivation of all Fruits, also Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Four years' good
character. — H. A., 7, Portland Place, North End Road,
Hammersmithj W.

G
F. B.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married; practical in

all branches. Eight years' character from present employer.—
17. Zennor Road, Clapham Park, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28; understands Pines,

Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower, Fruit, and

Kitchen tiardening. Three years' good character from present

situation —H. E., Post Office, Datchet, Bucks.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring a thorough practical Man in every branch of Garden-

ing.—Married, two children (ages 14 and 7). Ten years' unexception-

able char.-ictcr from the Nobleman just lefL—O. P,, S. Rempeslonc
Place, Mintern Street, New North Road, Hoxton, London, N.

GARDENER (Head), age 36, married.—T. Lockie,
five years Head Gardener to F, W. Berger, Esq., Court Garden,

Great Marlow, is open to an engagement as above; has been brought
up to the Garden from a child, and is thoroughly practical in all

branches. Can give first-class testimonials,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, single, till suited;
understands growing Grapes, Peaches, Pines, Melons,

Cucumbers and Forcing in General ; also the Management of
Conservatory, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns and Orchids, and
Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Good character from last place.—

J. H.| Mr. Honour's, Harlington, Middlesex.

GARDENER (HEAD).~Age 29, married; thoroughly
understands Pines, Vines, Melons, Cucumbers, &c. ; also the

Management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Three years' good
character.—M. A., Mr, Newman's, Horse Fair Gr^en, Stony Stratford,

Bucks.

GARDENER (Head), age 40, married, three children.

—A Gentleman who is breaking up his Establishment in con
sequence of domestic bereavement, \Mshes to find a situation for hi;

Head tiardeiicr. He tan with confidence recommend him as a thu

roughly respectable, honest, sober, and efficient man.—J. C, S. T
PRIOR, Esq., Commercial Sale Rooms, Mincing Lane, E.C.

GARDENER (Head), age 30.—Mr. Dewsbury,
Gardener to the Earl of Darnley, wishes to recommend hi;

Foreman, lames Burns, to any Lady, Nobleman, or Genllemar
requiring the services of a first-class practical Gardener; has had
16 years' experience in first-class places, and has a thorough practical

icnowiedge of the profession in all its branches. Good reference can
be had from the above, or from Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic
Nurseries, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

/^ ARDENER. — A young Man, who understands
VJT House-work and Flower Garden, Good reference.—W. R. J
Birch, Colchester, Essex.

GARDENER.—Age 28, married, no incumbrance;
can milk it required. Wife can look after a small Dairy or

Poultry, Three years' good character.—Mr. DREWIT, Chingford
Road, Higham Hill, Walthamstow.

G1
ARDENER.—Married, respectable ; understands

r Hothouse, Greenhouse, &c. ; no objection to cows. Wife a
good Laundress. Can have a good character.—A. B., Post Office,

Romford, Essex.

GARDENER.— Age 28, married, respectable ;

thoroughly understands Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Gardening.
Wife also desires a situation, as good Plain COOK {age 26). Cha-
racters will bear the strictest investigation.—GARDENER, Ashford,
Middlese.x.

GARDENER, &c. (married, one young child).—The
Advertiser, having had much varied experience as a Gardener,

in good establishments, and having been a close observer of plant life

at Home and in the East Indies, where he Managed an Estate, having
now re-acquainted himself with the routine of English Gardening, is

desirous of engaging himself to any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring
a thoroughly trustworthy person of good abilitj'. Terms 351. per week,
with house, and the customary allowances, or their equivalent.

—

HORTUS, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).

—

Age 32, three children, youngest aged 5 ; practical. Wife can
undertake the Laundry. Good character from two last situations.

—

G. R. LAWRENCE, 7, High Street, Lower Norwood. S.E.

C;i ARDENER (Second).—Age 21, steady and per-
X severing; accustomed to Plants, Pines, Vines, and Peaches.

Seven years' experience. Two and a half years' character.—W. G.,
Baker's Cottages, Mill Lane, Carshalton, Surrey.

GARDENER (Si-xond), where four or five are kept,
Four years' experience in the Plant Department of a good

London Nursery. Would prefer a place where Fruits and Flowers
are cultivated extensively. Good reference.—G. L., 114, High Street,
Putney, S.W.

GARDENER, under a Foreman.—Age 20; si.x years'
experience in good situations. Can be highly recommended,—

G. C, Caythorpe, Grantham.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 26, single. Good
references.—A. B., Post Office, Hilgay, Downham Market.

C;i ARDENER (Under), where one or more are kept.
^ —Age 30, married. Can be highly recommended.—A, B. , Post

Office, Piddlctown.

GARDENER (Under), where he could have an early
introduction into the Houses.—Age 20, respectable ; has had

five years' experience in Kitchen and Pleasure Gardening. Good
character from present employer.—RICHARD NEWELL, Stanton
St. John, Oxford.

WANTED, by a steady active young MAN, age 25,
a situation where Plants are Grown for Market, Good

reference.-A. B., 67. High Street, Battle. ^
To Nurserymen, Market Gardeners, &c., near London.

A YOUNG MAN wishes to learn the Business. Would
give a Premium if required.—T. A. CLARK, 37, Upper Park

Street, Islington, N. _____^
FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden,

—Age 25 ; has lived in several large establishments. Can pro-
duce unexceptionable testimonials from previous and present
employer.—W. S., Post Office, North Elmham, Thetford, Norfolk.

To Nursemnen.
HARDY PROPAGATOR, under a Foreman.—Under-

stands Roses and Clematis.—A. B. , News-agent, 3, North
End Road, Hammersmith, W,

LAND STEWARD, or GARDENER (Head) and
BAI LI FF.—Age 3: ; thoroughly practical. Has served 14

years in those duties, the last six as assistant to his father, who h
Manager of a considerable landed Estate, Home Farm, Gardens, &c.
Well educated. Terms moderate. Personal character.—J,, Sebright
Cottage, West Barnet, Herts,

BAILIFF, under an Agent, or otherwise.—A Norfolk
Farmer's Son (age 30, single), will shortly be in want of a re-

engagement. References to former employers.—THOMAS NASH,
Worthing, Thetford. ^

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
FARM BAILIFF or GENERAL SUPERINTEN-

DENT.—Married, no incumbrance; has a thorough practical
knowledge of Farming in every branch, and all kindsof Slock, Woods.
Draining, the Measurement of Land, Timber, Book-keeping, &c., and
a good knowledge of General Gardening. References and testimonials
will bear the strictest investigation.—BAILIFF, Fisher Holmes &
Co., Handswortb Nurseries, near Sheffield.

To Nurserymen.
PACKER (First-class).—Been in the leading London

Nurseries. Good reference.—A. B., 7, Blenheim Street, King's
Road, Chelsea, S.W.

SHOPMAN.—Age 23 ; has a good knowledge of Plants
and general Nursery Stock, Eight years' experience.—A. B,,

19, Camera Square, Chelsea, S.W.

D AIRYMAID, in a Gentleman's Family.— Si.\ years'
character.-«-C, M., 46, High Street, Shadwell, London, E.

GUNS and BIFLES.
THOMAS TURNER, Gun and Rifle Manufac-

turer, inventor of the "TURNER RIFLE," Contractor to

Her Mtijesty's War Department,

CENTRAL FIRE BREECH LOADERS from /I? to £i6.—T.T.
recommends his £y Gun to those who desire a cheap, though service-
able. Breech Loaaer. It is (juaranleed of good material, sound, and
perfect in its action, and equal to any London Gun at double the price.

Thomas Turnfr's PATENT SELF-LOCKING BREECH
LOADER is unsurpassed for handiness, neatness, simplicitj-, and
durability. Price from ;£il to ^Ca;. Drawings sent on application.

PIN-FIRE BREECH LOADERS from £s "os.

BREECII-LOADING, LARGE BORE and EXPRESS RIFLES;
SNIDER and MARTINI-HENRY RIFLES, in Sporting and
Military Patterns; ROOK RIFLES, SALOON RIFLES and
PISTOLS; REVOLVERS.

All kinds of Implements lor Cleaning, Cartridge Filling, Re-
Capping. &c. Flasks, Pouches, Cartridge and Game Bags, and
all Sporting Requisites.

Manufactory : Fisher Street, Birmingham.

Protection from Fire.

.THE POBUCARE CWTIOHEO AGAINST
DANGEROUS IMITATIONS.

w M. YOUNGER AND CO.'S ALES
Are of the HIGHEST PURITY,

Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, and
are distinguished for their delicacy of flavour.

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishing.

To be had of the Principal Retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.

Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belvidere

Road, S.E.

Lea & Perrins' Sauce,THE "WORCESTERSHIRE,'
pronounced by Connoisseurs " the only good Sauce." Improves

the appetite, and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour

ASK FOR LEA and PERRINS' SAUCE.
Beware of Imitations,

and see the Names of LEA and PERRINS on all Bottles and Labels.
Agents—CROSSE and BLACKWELL, London, and sold by all

Dca7ers in Sauces throughout the World.

ASTHMA, CHEST AFFECTIONS, and COLDS
CURED.—JOZEAU'S SYRUP and PATE of LACTUCINE

(active principle of Lettuce) possess all the soothing 'properties of
opium without its dangers. Highly recommended by the medical
profession.—At G. JOZEAU'S, 49, Haymarket ; and all the best Che.
mists. Pate,2j. 3d. and 11. lid.

; post. 2s.$\d., and is. 3iij. Syrup, 2s.gd

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.

UINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

GOUT and RHEUMATISM.—The excruciating
pain of Gout or Rheumatism is quickly relieved and cured in a

few days by that celebrated Medicine, BLAIR'S GOUT and
RHEUMATIC PILLS.
They require no restraint of diet or confin/iment during their uacj

and are certain to prevent the disease attacking any vital part.

Sold by all Medicine Vendors, at is. i%d. and 2J. Q<i. per box, or
obtained through any Chemist.

Public Opinion.
NEARLY HALF a CENTURY has passed away

since PARR'S LIFE PILLS were first introduced. The
Public judged and approved, in a manner beyond all precedent. Not
here and there alone were they flatteringly received, but the com-
munity at large returned a verdict in favour of this invaluable

medicine, which clears Irom the body all hurtful impurities, promote
appetite, aid digestion, purify the blood, and produce the state most to

be desired—a sound mind in a sound body.

OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at is. t^^d., 2S. g.f., 41. 6.^., and ii(.

c

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the

flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efiicacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the

irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the

morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the

luxuriesof the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be

understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever

merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed

upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-

iarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,

nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under

all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with

an extraordinary degree of success, for 73 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxoi

at iJ. J^d., SI. qd., 45. bd., and lu., as well as in India, China, N«w
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxes at if. i)^d., 2S. gd.j 4s. 6d., and lu.
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GREEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
OR NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1872.

The Winner of Every Prize in all Cases of Competition.

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

THE KING OF THE BELGIANS,

THE LATE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH,

THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA,

PATRONIZED BY

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY

THE QUEEN
ON 57 DIFFERENT OCCASIONS.

AND MOST OF THE NOBILITY, CLERGY, AND GENTRY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Upwards of 60,000 of the above Machines have been Sold since the year 1856.

SINGLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut 8 inches. .£i 10

. 3 1°
I

To cut 12 inches j^4 ^o

I
,, 14 S 10

DOUBLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut 16 ins., £f> 10 This can be worked by One M in on -in even liwn

,, 18 ,, 7 10 By Man and Boy. I To cut 22 ins., £^% 10 By Man and Boy.

,, 20 ,, 80 ,, ,, I ,, 24 ,, 90 ,, ,,

DONKEY and PONY MACHINES. HORSE MACHINES.
To cut 26 inches

,. 28 „ , 15 o o
. 17 o o

Leather Boots for Donkey ,. £<:> 18 o To cut 30 inches

Ditto for Pony .. .. 120 ,, 36 „
, . f^Q.1 O O
,, 24 o o
,, 27 o o

To cut 48 inches . . . . ;^"30 o o
Leather Boots for Horse ,. x 6 o

Delivered Carriage Free to all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping Ports in England, Irelaftd, and Scotland.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, in Introducing their PATENT LAWN MOWERS to the Public

for the present Season, take the opportunity of acknowledging the unprecedented patronage that has been

accorded to them in past years, and can assure their future patrons that nothing will be wanting on their

part to maintain the confidence so long given to them.

Every Lawn Mower that is sent out is warranted to give entire satisfaction, otherwise it can be returned

AT ONCE FREE OF COST TO THE PURCHASER.

Our Machines have been submitted to numerous practical tests in public competition, and have in all

cases carried off every Prize that has been given.

No alterations have been made this last six years, as they have been found to meet all the requirements

for which a Lawn Mower is intended.

The following are their advantages over all others :

—

\st, Simplicity of Construction,—every part being free of access,

id, They are worked with far greater ease than any other.

2,d, They are the least liable to get out of order.

\th. They make little or no noise in working.

SPECIAIi NOTICE.—Both the Horse, Pony, Donkey, and Hand Machines possess (over all other makers) the advantage of self-sharpening ; the

cutters being steel on each side, when they become dull or blunt by running one way round, the cylinder can be reversed again and again,

bringing the bottom edge of the cutters against the bottom blade, the Machine will then cut equal to new. Arrangements are made that the

cylinder can be reversed by any inexperienced person in two or three minutes. The Handles of the Machines can be altered to suit the

person using them, by either raising or lowering them.

Parties having LAWN MOWERS to REPAIR will do well to send them either to our Leeds or London Establishments;
then they will have prompt attention, as an efficient Staff of Workmen is kept at both places.

THOMAS GREEN and SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS; 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E,

Edilorial Coramuniciltions should be addressed to " The Editor
i
" Advortiseinents and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the OIBce, 4t. Wellineton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

rnnted by wiixiAy Richakds at the Office ol Messrs. Bradbuuv, Evans, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of VVhilerriars, City of London, in the County of Middlcsei, and Published by the laid WlLUAM
»lCHARDt, It the 0flic«, No. ^i, VVellmgton Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent GarJen. in the said County.-SATUHDAV, May ,. 187s.

Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzibs & Co., Edinburgh ; for Ireland—Messrs. W. H. SMITH & SOM, Dublin.
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BEDDING GERANIUM MRS. UPTON.—The finest

bedding pink Geranium^ver offered ; £3 per 100, 121. per dozen.
Nursery, Salisbury.JOH KEYNES, Castle Street I

BEDDING GERANIUM VESUVIUS.
—Good autumn-struck plants, 4J. per doien. Remittance or

reference from unknown Correspondents.
G. WARD, Florist, iS;c,, l.ynn Road. Walsokcn

Choice Tricolor Geraniums.
THOMAS PESTRIDGE can still supply, in good

Plants, the GERANIUMS as Advertised in former Numbers.
Priced LISTS free on application.

The Greenvvay Nursery, Uxbridge^ ^^
Geraniums.

HUSSEY AND SON beg to offer, in single pots,

Tom Thumb, Bijon, and Flower of Spring GERANIUMS, at

I2S. (xi. per 100; also Golden Chain and Madame Vauchcr, at 14J. per

100. Mile End Nursery. Norwich.

New Tricolor Geraniums.
ACHIEVEMENT, ETTIE HEALE. Mr. RUTTER,

Mrs, Headlcy, Mrs. Dunnett, Ilowanh Ashton, Christine

Nilsson, Moonstone, Excellent, Lass o' Gowrie, Miss Pond, Mrs.

Rousby, good plants, the set for 25J.

II. JACKSON. P laice.
'down, Kidderminster.

Pelargoniums for tHe Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of
FRENCH, FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strong Plants, CATALOGUES gratis on application.

HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 varieties, seed or
plants, as per former Advertisement.

Crown Nursery, Reading^

VERBENA, VIOLET KING.—This fine, distinct
New Verbena now being sent out, price iSi. per dozen. The

usual discount to the Trade.
THOMAS METHVEN AND SONS, Leith Walk Nurseries,

Edinburgh.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holborn, London.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS ; also Plani-s

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSF,S of different colours ;

AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers, LIST on application.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading-

Spring Plant Catalogue.
CHARLES TURNER'S New Descriptive LIST is

now ready, and may be had on application.
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli, &c.
WILLIAM CUTHUSH and SON'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest

quality only. Post free on application.

Highgatc Nurseries, London, N.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
Phe Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

Tea-scented and Noisette Roses, in Pots.
By the DOZEN, HUNDRED, and THOUSAND.

WM. WOOD AND SON invite attention to their
enormous stock of Dwarf ROSES, in pots; the plants are

remarkably strong and healthy. Also all the best NEW ROSES for

1872, Ready for immediate delivery.

Woodlands Nursery, Marestield, near Uckficld, Sussex.

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, SOUTH
KENSINGTON, W.

NOTICE—FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEE MEETING, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, May i=, at

II o'clock. GENERAL MEETING at 3. Band of the Royal Horse
Guards Irom 4. Admission 71. 6rf.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
BIRMINGHAM EXHIBITION, JUNE SJ to 29.

DINNER TABLE DECORATIONS by GASLIGHT. Prizes
offered, /JO, ;£i5, /:io, ii?. ENTRIES CLOSE MAY s8. Schedules
of Prizes may be obtained of Mr. E. W. B.\DGER, Midland Ccmitiis
Htrald Office, Birmineliam, Local Hon. Sec

The Bankruptcy Act, 1869.
In the LONDON BANKRUPTCY COURT.

A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the
matter of ARTHUR HENDERSON, of No. 32, Maida Vale,

in the County of IMiddlesex, Nurseryman, adjudicated Bankrupt on
July 25. 1871. Creditors who have not proved their debts by May 31,

1872, will be excluded. Dated this ist day of May, 1872.

WARWICK HAYLES, Trustee.
15, King Street, Cheapside, London, E.G.

Self Carnations, Cloves and Flcotees.
CHARLES TURNER offers strong Plants of the

above, for borders, at low prices.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

CALCEOLARIAS, Yellow, 51. to %s. per 100.
GERANIUMS, in variety, js. to los. per 100. A \'ariety of other

plants, cheap.
W. GROVE, Tupsley Nursery, Hereford.

Cinerarias.
MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH and CO. are now

prepared to execute orders for the SEED saved from their
unrivalled strain of CINERARIAS, in scaled packets, 31. dd. and 51.

each. Special quotations to the Trade on application.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

SAMUEL COX, Nurseryman, Ludlow, offers
PYRETHRUM, or GOLDEN FEATHER, SEEDLINGS,

It. 3^, per 100, or tos. per 1000. 50,000 STRAWBERRY PLANTS,
good sorts, cheap. Price on application,

K
Beddir.g Plants, &c.

IRK ALLENS CATALOGUE of the above, all at
very low prices, ready shortly, and forwarded free on application.

The Nurseries, Brampton, Huntingdon.

NEW ROSES for 1872.—All the best New Roses for
1872 now ready, in fine strong plants.

TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE ROSES, in 6-inch pots, adapted
for greenhouse culture or for planting out in conservatory, e-xlra fine

strong plants.
WM. WOOD AND SON, Nurseries, Marcsfield, Uckfield, Sussex.

NEW ROSES for 1872.—Strong healthy plants of
the choicest and best varieties, 301. per dozen. Descriptive

LIST on application.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

New Roses, in Strong Healthy Plants.

JOHN ERASER, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, E.,
begs to offer fine plants of the best NEW ROSES for 1872.

Many of the plants are from 15 to 18 inches high, and will soon furnish
good buds or cuttings. Priced LIST on application.

C1H0ICEST HYBRID PERPETUAL and TEA
-* ROSES, strong, in pots, lOf. per dozen, 50 for £2 ; DAHLIAS,

choice sorts, 3J. fin", per dozen, 50 lor 121. 6d.; choicest FUCHSIAS,
V. per dozen, 50 for los. 6d. GERANIUMS, CALCEOLARIAS,
LOBELIAS, AGERATUMS, PYRETHRUMS, VERBENAS, &c.,
very fine ana strong, at moderate prices. CATALOGUES post free.

R. THORNHILL, Bowden Nurseries, Bowden, Cheshire.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

RCHARD-HOUSE~TR"EES~FniitTng'm Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurserj-man and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

LILIUM AURATUM.—The best and finest bulbs
ever imported have just arrived from Japan.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare Plants,
King's Road, Chelsea, Londo n, S.W. ^_^^___^__

Queen of the Primroses.
PRIMULA JAPONiCA.— Seed of six magnificent

varieties has been imported from Japan. For descriptions,
vide Mr. WILLIAM BULLS SEED CATALOGUE, page 84.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W,

To tlie Trade.
DOWNIE. LAIRD, AND LAING'S SPECIAL LIST

of NOVELTIES for the Present Season is now published, and
will be forwarded post free on application.

Stanstcad and Rutland Park Nurseries, London, S.E., andEdinbur^h.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACKiTH AND CO., late Betham &
• Blackith, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

Street, London, S.E.
Forwarders to all parts of the World.

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
• having just published a NEW CATALOGUE of PLANTS

for the present season, begs to inform his Patrons and the Public that

the same can now be had free on application to his Agents, Messrs.
K. SILBERRADand SONS, 5. Harp Lane. Tower Street, EC.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery, 134, Faubourg
de Bruxclles, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had, free,

from his Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E.G. ^
ALEXIS DALLIERE, Nurseryman. Ghent, Belgium,

having just published his PLANT
_
CATALOGUE for 1872

begs to inform his Friends and the Public that it can now be had

Eost free of his Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, J, Harp
,ane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

Burmese Orchids.
MESSRS. TEUTSCHEL and CO.. Colchester,

AGENTS for the SALE of FOREIGN and RARE PLANTS,
have received from Burmah, in first-rate condition, a Consignment of

SACCOLABIUM VIOLACEUM, SACCULABIUM BLUMEI,
pAYI, AERIDES, &a Ot h er Cons ignmciUs to follow.

Dutch Flower Roots and Bulbs.

RVAN TIL AND CO.S CATALOGUE of DUTCH
• FLOWER ROOTS and BULBS, all at very low prices, is

now published, and will be forwarded free on application.

V. VAN TIL AND CO,, Florists, &c,, Hiliegom, near Haarlem,
Holland.

Agricultural and Garden Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPE'S Trade CATALOGUE of
• HOME-GROVyN SEEDS is now ready. It contains all the

very best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

Turnip Seed.
BOLTON AND CO. have to offer very fine stocks of

the above, at moderate prices, which can be obtained on
application.
BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London, N.

EXHIBITION PLANTS.—Hard-wooded specimens,
which have gained the Premier Gold Medals at the Royal

Botanic Shows and elsewhere. Sizes and prices post free.

R. TANTON, F.R.H.S., The Nurseries. Epsom.

BEDDING PLANTS.—Before ordering Plants for
your Flower Garden, please send for T. L. MAYOS' CATA-

LOGUE, free on application, as he has an immense stock of the
choicest kinds, and the cheapest ever ofiered to the Public. Special
prices for large quantities, and Contracting Planters liberally dealt
with. WANTED CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA.

The Floral Nurseries, near Hereford.

Bedding Plants, mostly 28. 6d. per dozen.

J SCOTT, Merrioit, Somerset, has during the last
• 19 years offered one of the best Collections of the above, at the

lowest pnce they can be grown for. He again offers his Friends and
Customers his choice selections at the same moderate rate, and
solicits their kind orders, which shall have his best attention.
CATALOGUES gratis on application.

THOMAS SAMPSON, The Preston and Houndstone
Nurseries, Yeovil, begs to call public attention to his fine

COLLECTION of BEDDING PLANTS, mostly at 21, per dozen,
which will be ready for sending out in May. CAIALOGUES free on
application to

April 16, 1872. PETER DRUMMOND, Manager.

__^ New Catalogue of Plants, &c.TD OBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
-^r'i.CATALOGUE, containing Select Descriptive and Priced Lists
of "'^"^s suitable for bedding and decorative purposes, Ac-
Delphiniums, Double-flowered Pyrethrums, Hardy Aquatics, Saxi-
fragas, Sedums, Sempervivums, Sweet VioletB, &c., is now published,
and will be forwarded to applicants.—Exotic Nursery, Tooling, S.W.

The Wondrous Japan Primula.
PRIMULA JAPpNICA.—Just received, overland, a

large importation of this plant. A packet post Irec for 13 stamps.
RANSLEY TANTON, F.R.H.S., Seed Warehouse, Borough End,

London Bridge, S.E.

Dahlias.
rOHN KEYNES, Castle Street Nursery.—

Unrivalled Collection of DAHLIAS ready on May i.

CATALOGUES on application.—Salisburi\ April 27.

The Two Best Dahlias of the Season,
JOHN STANDISH and MRS. SAUNDERS.

CHARLES TURNER has strong plants of the above
now ready for delivery, los. 6d. each. The above were awarded

Ten First-class Certificates.
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

BRITISH FERNS.— 12 named varieties, gs. ; 24 do.,
20J.

; 40 do., 405. ; so do., 55^. ; 60 do,, 70J. ; 100 do., iioi.;

100 unnamed, all different, 50s. ; mixed, for outdoor Rustic Decoration,
40s. per 100. Priced CATALOGUES on application.

EDWARD SANG and SONS. Kirkcaldy, N.B.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

TTrANTED,
Choice Cut Flowers

to SELL on COMMISSION.- -For
VV particulars, apply to J. H. POUNCE, Florist, Nurseryman,
Seedsman, and Salesman, The Flower Mart, Villiers Street, Charing
Cross, London, S.W,

PARIS, I

SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL
1867.

I
SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R,H. the Prince of \Vales, Reading, Berks.

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and
Derivations; Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.
Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

CABBAGE, for Field and Garden Culture, splendid
stock, 2j. per rooo. Cash per order.

MATTHEW CAMt'LiELL, High Hlantyre, Glasgow.

Cabbage Plants.

THOMAS IMRIE and SONS. Ayr, N.B.. offer

EARLY YORK and LATE DRUMHEAD CABBAGE,
SAVOYS and GREENS, at n. 6d. per 1000, fine strong plants.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—strong, healthy. Dramhead
Cabbage (Robinson's Champion) can now be supplied in any

quantity, at 3s. per 1000, by
JAS. IVERY AND SON. Dorking Nursery.

CABBAGE PLANTS. — Strong Robinson's Drum-
head, 25. 6d. per 1000.

Strong Early Battersea, Enfield Market, Little Pixie, and other early

kinds, 31. per 1000. |
Red Pickling, 45. per tooo

Remittances to accompany all Orders.

W. VIRGO AND SON, The Nurseries, Wonersh, Guildford.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—About 4 acres of strong
Cabbage Plants. Robinson's Champion Ox Cabbage at 35. gd.

per 1000; also late Red Pole Cattle Cabbage at 31. 6d. per tooo. All

orders above 50,000, 3*/. per 1000 cheaper. Reference required from
unknown Correspondents.

WOOBERRY, Nurseryman, Billinghurst, Sussex.

f^ lANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best that
V.T money can procure, all certain to grow, 2S. 6d. per 100. This
delicious \'egetable docs not require half the expense usually incurred

in planting it. Sec RICHARD SMITH'S SEED LIST for 187a.

Extra strong SEAKALE, 2s. per doicn.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

I
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New Roses of 1872.

JOHN CRANSTON, King's Acre Nurseries, near
Hereford, offers extra fine Dwarl plants of the NEW ROSES of

1872. The varieties have been selected with the greatest care, and are
believed to be those most worthy of general cultivation.

Plants, equal in quality to those for which the Establishment has
been so long and justly celebrated, will be ready iii March.

iJescrijitive I.IST post Irec on application.

New Roses, &c., &c., Now Ready.W KNIGHT solicits ordt-rs for the following, from
• several thousands of strong, clean, healthy plants, true lo

name, and unsurpassed in the Trade,
18 varieties of NEW KOSES of 1872, the best selected, 35. each;

42s. the set,

12 finest FUCHSIAS, extra strong, lOJ. 6d.
24 finest VERliENAS, for exhibition, 8s.

Descriptive Priced LIST on application,
Floral Nursery, H.ulsham, Sussex.

New Spring Catalogue.
^TT'OOD AND INGRAM'S Priced Descriptive
tV CATALOGUE of BEDDING PLANTS, TRICOLOR and

ZONAL GERANIUMS, Show and Fancy PELARGONIUMS,
DAHLIAS, FUCHSIAS, &c., is now ready, and will be sent free on
application. The prices will be found unprccedcntedly low for
Inoroughly established plants.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon, Hunts,

Bedding Plants.

ARCHd. HENDERSON'S
Descriptive and Priced CATA-

LOGUE of BEDDING PLANTS is

now ready, containing all the Novelties
of the past two years. The stock is in

fine condition; for extent and vigour
unsurpassed.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS of

evcr>' description.

KITCHEN and FLOWER GAR-
DEN SEEDS from the most cele-

brated English and Continental
Growers.

CATALOGUES to be had gratis
and post free on application.

A. HENDERSON, Sion Nursery,
Croydon, Surrey, S.

Tlie Cheapest and Best Insecticide.OOLEVS TOBACCO POWDER.
Of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

TOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES.—Will destroy Thrip, Red Spider, Green and Black

Ply, and Mealy Bug, and burns without the assistance of blowing,
and is entirely free from paper or rags. Price 3s, 6d. per lb., carriage
free. A reduction in price for large quantities.
To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS and SONS, Tobacco Manufac-

turers, 112, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, E.C., of whom Copies of
Testimonials may be obtained ; and of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

E. G. Henderson & Son
RESPECTFULLY ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

NK^V SPRING CATALOGUE
OF BEDDING AND OTHER NEW PLANTS FOR THE SEASON IS NOW PUBLISHED.

Among other New Plants not previously offered in this Paper, is the following :—

COMPANULA HENDERSONI.—A very ornamental hardy perennial

summer and autumn flowering herbaceous plant, iBinches to £feet

in height, forming a neat branching growth with comparatively
small ovatcly heart-shaped, pilose-surfaced leaves, and producing
a long-continued succession of conspicuously erect light blue
salver-shaped blossoms, in the style of C, lurbinala pallida, but in

greater profusion. Its remarkably ramose habit, forming a close
conical outline, may be said to blend the attractive features of
C. turbinata, C. carpatica, and C. versicolor in one compact bush-
like growth. Amongst the admired group of bell flowers, it is one
of the most unique and efTcclive, its long continuance of bloom
from the axillary branching habit, ti/pifying a sulTruticose-likc

summer growth hitherto unknown in its section. In its colour it

13 one of the best plants yet offered for display in summer flower
gardens, and an acquisition to the most select miscellaneous
selections of rare perennials. 31. 6d. each.

CARNATIONS.^Strong plants of all colours, 41 ,6s., and 91. perdoz.
,1 With yellow ground colours, 6s. and 91. per dozen.

PINKS.—New hybrid and perpetual-flowering varieties, all of the
high coloured section, like Plato and Anne Boleyn, 6j. and
Zs. per dozen.

HERB.\CEOUS CALCEOLARIAS —First-class quality; saved
from finest collections of hybrid flowers. Good healthy plants,
just showing bloom, i8s. and 30s. per dozen.

WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, N.W.

NOIV READY,

C^ A T-? T" T-<^ R ' *~^

ILLUSTRATED PLANT CATALOGUE
FOR 1872, CONT.MNING DESCRIPTIONS OF THE BEST NEW PLANTS OF THE SEASON,

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF PLANTS, &c.

G

Red
Spider.

Magni-
fied.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many ol the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in
solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
ot from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, io
boxes, i;., 35., and 10s. 6d.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited),

Battcrsea, London, S.W.

M°"

M°"

LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
The Apparatus for Delivering the Earth, whether
in Closets or Commodes, is now greatly improved
under patents obtained by Messrs. Girdlestone (the
Engineers to MOULE'S PATENT EARTH CLOSET
COMPANY), and is at the same time off'ered to the
public at a considerable REDUCTION IN PRICE.—
Apply at the Offices of the Company, 5A, Garrick
Street, Covent Garden, London , W.C.

LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
The NEAV AMERICAN CABINET COMMODE
will be found to be very convenient. Only j8 inches
square and 3 feet high. Forms a table for the bedside

Post Free Sixpence, Gratis to Purchasers.

JAMES CARTEE. and CO.,

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN AND THE PRINCE OF WALES,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W. C.

NOVELTIES, 1^^^^ NOVELTIES.

Wm. Paul
HAS TO OFFER THE FOLLOWING, READY FOR DELIVERY IN MAY:-

M°"
M

LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
The Apparatus and Commodes, as now manufactured,
are the cheapest and best ever yet produced.

GULE'S PATENT EARTH
Commodes for Bed-rooms.
Apparatus for Cottage Closets.
Apparatus for House Closets.

SYSTEM.

M°"

M°"

LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
There is no trouble in obtaining earth.
It is in every person's garden.
And only wants sifting.

LE'S PATENT EARTH
It requires no drying.
If stored in the summer time.
For winter use.

SYSTEM,

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Dr. EiJCHANAN says :—" Earth Closets, used simply,
either inside or outside private houses, have frequently
come under my notice, and have always been found
to be free from smell."

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Gadshill Place, Kittt, yuly iS, 1B71.—" I am pleased
to s.iy that the apparatus works admirably."—CHARLiiS
Dickens, Jun.

M°"

M°"

LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Maltby, Jiotherkam, yu>u2H. 1871.—"I am glad to say
that an Earth Closet with which you supplied mc last
year has been found very efficient."—C. H. Wright.

LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
"The dry earth system has been in use at Queens'
College, Cambridge, for more than 12 months, with the
most complete success. No difficulty of any kind has
been experienced in its working "—W. M. Cami'ION,
D.D., Tutor of Queens' College, Caynbridge.

lyrOULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM
•'^^*~ " I thmlc It fair to inform you thai the Earth Closet

you supplied mc with some months ago is giving great
sat>sfaction."-W. H. Hill, Architect, 69, ^outkkall.

M^^ LE;S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
.« ,u

^°\ ^?'^^ ^Vu ^}^\ ^^ another commode similar
10 the last one I had. It is thoroughly efficient and

ALL LETTERS and COMMUNICATIONS
to be addressed to MOULE'S PATENT EARTHCLOSET COMPANY (Limited), 5A, Garrick Street,
Covent Garden, London, W.C.

NEW HYBRID PERPETUAIi ROSE.
PRINCESS BEATRICE (Wm. Paul).—Flower deep pink, with clear

blush margin; large, full, and of globular form. Three First-

class Certificates.
" Princess Beatrice . . . now presents unmistakeable proofs

of being a Rose of rare excellence. ... It was most deservedly
awarded a Eloricultural Certificate." — Gardeners' Magasine,
April, 1872.

"The new variety called Princess Beatrice being particularly
fine."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle, April, 1872.

"Mr. Wm. Paul sent a splendid group of Roses in pots, in-

cluding Princess Beatrice, which received a Floral Certiticate,
and well it deservrJ it, being very large, full, and beautiful in

colour."

—

Journal of Horticulture, April, 1872,

Plants, lOJ. f>d. each.

The best of the NEW FRENCH ROSES, price 31. 6d. each.

NEW PELARGONIUMS,
Raised by R. B. Postans, Esq.

MONT BLANC (Silver-edged).—Flowers white. Two First-class
Certificate. Price lOJ, bd. each.

MOUNTAIN MAID (Silver-edged).—Flowers white. Price los.td.
each.

SNOW WREATH (Silver-edged).—Flowers white. First-class Cer-
tificate. Price 51. each,

VIRGIN QUEEN (Silvcr-edged).—Flowers white. First-class Cer-
tificate. Price 5*. each.

NEW PELARGONIUMS.
LADY DOROTHY NEVILLE (Silver-variegated).—Two First-class

Certificates. Price 211. each.

PRINCESS BEATRICE.—(Silver-variegated.) Price 7s. (td. each.

COLTNTESS of FLANDERS (Golden-variegaled).—Two First-class

Certificates. Price 21J. each.

MARATHON (Wm. Paul).—Nosegay. Price 51. each.

MONICA (Wm. Paul).—Zonal. Price 55. each.

CARRIE COCHRAN (Wm. Paul).—Zonal. Price 25. 6d. each.

PINK PERFECTION (Wm. Paul).—Double Zonal. Price 31. 6rf.

each.

AVALANCHE (Wm. Paul).—Silver-edged. Flowers white. Price
2s. (>d. each, i8j. to 3^s. per dozen.

WALTHAM BRIDE (Wm. Paul).—Silver-edged. White flowers.

First-class Certificate. Price aj. 6J, each, iSi. to 341. per doicn.

MARCHIONESS (Wm. Paul).—Silver-varicgated. Price 51. each.

WALTHAM BRONZE (Wm. Paul). — Price as. to 31. W. each,
i8j. to 30s. per dozen.

DR. DENNY'S ZONAL PELARGONIUMS. — Three First-class

Certificates. Price 151. the set of seven varieties.

Specitmns of many of the above may be had at advanced prices.

For descriptions, see SPRING CATALOGUE, Post Free
to alt applicants.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

SUPERB NEW HARDY CLEMATISES FOR 1872.

The following named varieties have been selected from many hybridised seedlings, raised

by I. Anderson-Henry, Esq., and are now offered for the first time. They are decided improve-

ments on all other recent introductions of this beautiful genus ; the flowers, which are produced in

great profusion, are of extraordinary size, fine form and substance, and very rich in colours :—

LAWSONIANA.—Beautiful rosy-purple, slightly veined with darker shade ; the flowers sketched for plate

measured 9^ inches in diameter.

HENlfYIX.— Beautiful creamy-white, large flowers and free bloomer.

STMESLAKA.— Pale mauve or lavender ; a beautiful shade of colour
;
petals broad and of fine substance

flowers nearly as large as Lawsoniana.

PlauU in May, 21s. each, or 63s. the 8«t of tlirae varieties.

The usual Discount to the Trade.

Orders are rtspcctftdly requested, and will be executed in rolaiion as received.

Plates of those beautiful flowers, 2s. dd. the set, or gratis to purchasers, will be ready in a (ew days,

PETER LAWSON & SON, Edinburgh and London.
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First Prize.

DOBSON AND SONS were awarded the First Prize

for thcirCOLLECTUiN of HERHACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS
at the Royal liolaiiic C.iidcr.s, on Wednesday last, May 8. Seed 10

produce flowers equal to those cNhibited, al is. 6d., 21. bd., 31. bd., and

S*. per packeL Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W.

ORSON AND SONS' Prize CINERARIA and
PRIMULA are second to none. Seed in packets at «. 6rf.,D

Q3. 6d., y. 6d., and 5 J.

\\ oodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W.

rnwO HUNDRED and FIFTY THOUSAND
J- PANSIES.—Fine strong plants, including the finest named
varieties :

—

as., 41., 6s., and 91. per dozen ; 121, 6d., 2ij.,and36i, perioo.

PANSY SEED, English and Belgian, is. 6d. and 21. 6d. per packet.

New Tricolor-leaved FUCHSIA SUNRAY, awarded two First-class
Certificates, 5^. each.

CATALOGUES on application.

THOMAS MILNER, Nurseryman, Bradford, Yorkshire.

OrcMds.

MR. WILLIAM BULL can make selections from
his large stock of ORCHIDS, at the following unusually low

prices ;

—

13 plants, in 12 distinct sorts, for 3 guineas,

13 plants, in 13 distinct sorts, for 5 guineas.
12 plants, in 12 distinct sorts, for 8 guineas-

Purchasers sending orders should name the kinds already possessed
so that the selection may be made as good and distinct as possible.

These Collections arc supplied on very advantageous terms, as many
choice and usually high priced Orchids arc included at the above low
prices.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W.

Special Offer of the Following Plants.
SEMPERVIVUM BOLLII. per dozen. 5^. ; S.

MONTANUS, per dozen. 31. 6d.'. S. PITTONII, per dozen,
2s. &/, ECHEVEKIA METALLICA, per dozen, 41. 6.i. ; E.

GLAUCA, per dozen, 31. 6d. ; E. PUMlLA, per dozen, 3s. 6d.

LOBELIA PURITY, style and habit of L. speciosa, per dozen, 31.

CATALOGUE of ItEDDING PLANTS, &c., free on application.
The usual discount to the Trade.

JOHN HOUSE, F.R.H.S., Eastgalc Nursery, Peterborough.

TO BE SENT OUT ON MAY 20.

Messrs. Geo. Jackman & Son
HAVE GREAT PLEASURE IN OFFERING

A SET OF THEIR HARDY FREE-FLOWERING CLEMATIS,
VI2. :—

C. THOMAS MOORE, pucy violet, white stamens, passiflora-like. Firsl'class Certificate.

C. MRS. JAMES BATEMAN, pale lavender, fine. First-class Certificate.

C. VITICELLA RUBRA GRANDIFLORA, bright claret-crimson. First-class Certificate.

C. ALEXANDRA, pale reddish-violet. First-class Certificate.

C. VELUTINA PURPUREA, rich blackish mulberry. First-class Certificate.

Fifteen Shillings each. The Set of Five Varieties for Sixty Shillings.

See CLEMATIS LIST for full descriptions.

1^ Ortfcrs booked, and sent out in rotation.

Their Descriptive, Priced and Illustrated CLEMATIS LIST of NEW, CHOICE, HARDY and FREE-
KLOWERING SPECIES and VARIETIES, with Cultural Directions and Opinions of the Press, can be had
Free on application.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, IV.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY
(one of the Oldest Nurseries extant)

IS NOW CONDUCTED BY A COMPANY, WHO ARE
PREPARED TO

WAEEANT GENUINE
EVERY ARTICLE SUPPLIED TO THEIR CUSTOMERS.

THEIR STOCK AND RESOURCES ARE ALMOST

INEXHAUSTIBLE;
AND

THEIR MOTTO IS "LIBERALITY."
Please write fortheir ROSE and FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE, andalso for their SEED CATALOGUE,

just published.

Address, JOHN BESTER (Manager),
PINE-APPLE NURSERY, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

rOSTEETOI HYBEID YELLOW TUEIIP
IS ONE OF THE MOST USEFUL VARIETIES IN CULTIVATION.

lod^in J rf wl'r.f"T,"' ^f"?
"°' ''''"^. '° ^° '"fi'S u^

^ *''"= =''^P'=' *">> well-rounded shoulder, which prevents the

RirnW^n h^i . ,. ^ T ^E ",?• ''"''^' "^ ^^^'"^ "°P' ^""^ '^ ^ ^"•^'^^^ acquisition in locahties where thet^rple-top has a tendency to mildew. It may be sown either early or late.

Select Stocks of the other leading varieties of Turnip in cultivation.
I^ Detailed Priced LIST Post Free on application.

DRUMMOND BROTHERS, SEEDSMEN, &c., EDINBURGH.

TOP D R E S S I N G S.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA.
NITEATE OF SODA.

CAEO GUANO.
KAINIT.

IN SEALED BAGS WiT-H THE GUARAN RECOMMENDED BY THE ROYAL AGRICULTURALASSOCIATION OF ENGLAND. Prices, b-c, forwarded on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO.,
CHEMICAL MANURE MANUFACTURERS, 20, BILLITER STREET, E.C

Now Ready, Post Free to all Applicants.

B. S. WILLIAMS'
NEW PLANT AND

GENERAL CATALOGUE
Which, in addition to select LISTS of the

general NURSERY STOCK, also contains the

following CHOICE NEW PLANTS, which

are now offered to the Public for the first

time, and which will be ready for distribution

in May next :

—

^climea Marias Reglnse.
This is undoubtedly one of the most superb Bromcliaceou9 plants

ever introduced to the gardens of Europe, and during the past season
was awarded a First-class Certificate at the Regent's Park Botanic
Society's Exhibition, a First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticul-
tural Society's Exhibition, and also a Special Silver Medal for its jjreat
beauty and superior excellence. It is a beautiful stove perennial, of
robust habit, the leaves are arran(>ed in a vase-like manner, recurved
towards the end, from 12 to 18 inches lon^, and dark green. The
flower-spike is erect, and rises from the centre, the lower portion
clothed with large oblong boat-shaped bracts of a rich magenta shaded
with rose, and which remain for two months in full perfection; the
upper portion is thickly studded with flowers, which are tipped with
dark blue, changing with age to rose. Price 63s. each.

Adiantum Capillus-Veneris undulatum
(Moore).

A remarkable variety oj dwarf compact habit, with very large and
broad, dark green pinnae, which are beautifully undulated at the
margins. It is perfectly distinct from any other variety, and has been
awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society.
Price 21J. each.

Davallia Tyermanii.
s, perhaps, the most beautiful of all the Hare's-foot Ferns yet
;cti to cultivation ; it is of dwarf compact habit, and, on

This
introducci ...
account of its being suitable for growing as a basket plant, for
Wardian cases, or for general decorative purposes, as well as for
public exhibition, it is a valuable addition to this lovely order of
plants. U is an evergreen species, having deltoid, iripinnate, rich
dark green fronds some 7 or 8 inches long, and nearly as much broad
at the base. The rhizomes are somewhat slender, and densely clothed
with large, silvery-white, chaffy scales, which contrast charmingly
with the deep green of its fronds. It has been awarded a First-class
Certificate at South Kensington, a First-class Certificate at tho
Regent's Park Dotanic Society's E.xhibition, and also at the Man-
chester Spring Meeting in February of the present year, Price
i\s. each.

Erica TurnbuUii,
A very desirable and distinct garden hybrid, raised by Mr. Turnbull

of Bothwell Castle. It is of good habit, an abundant bloomer, and
very showy : the flowers are produced in umbels of from three to six,

tube upwards of an inch and a half long, deep reddish-pink in colour,

the limb is white, and the throat dark purple. It blooms in August
and September. Small specimens 63J. each.

Fuchsia Emperor of BraziL
A pleasing free-flowering variety; flowers very double, tube and

sepals deep reddish-crimson, sepals broad and well reflexed; corolla
regular and very double, rich violet-purple flaked with rosy-carmine.
Price ^s. dd.

Fuchsia Prince Leopold.
This is a profuse bloomer; habit good, flowers large and very

double, tube and sepals deep crimson, the latter broad and well
reflexed ; corolla very regular, deep violet, the upper part shaded with
carmine. Price is. 6d.

Fuchsia Purity.
Habit good ; tube and sepals bright carmine, very broad and per-

fectly reflexed; corolla single and regular, pure white. Price
js. 6d. each.

Gloxinia IVTr. Thos. Binney.
A fine erect flower^ of great size and good substance; throat bright

red, whilst the limb is of an intense deep crimson. Price 105. 6d. each

Gloxinia Purple Prince.
A superb erect flowering variety, of good habit; the flowers are

large and limb broad, the tube is white without, the throat and lobes
of the limb deep violet-purple, margined with blue. Price loj. 6d. each.

Gloxinia Scarlet Gem.
Flowers erect, large, tube white, the throat freckled with lilac and

stained bluish-mauve at the mouth ; the limb is broad and even, and
of an intense vivid scarlet. It has received a First-class Certificate
Price 105. 6d. each.

Pelargonium Mrs. J. Pottle.
A distinct variety, of the Nosegay section. It is very dwarf and

compact in growth, and is, perhaps, the most prolific bloomer ever
sent out; as a bedding plant it is unsurpassed, as the trials it has
undergone for the last three years fully prove. The truss is dense and
globular, llowcrs a soft pink shaded with cerise; its distinct colour
and profuse blooming quality will render it a general favourite. Price
55, each,

Double-fiowered Chinese Primrose, Peach
Blossom.

A most efl"ective variety, of free and vigorous habit, presenting auite
a new feature in the colour of its flowers, which are large and full, ot

a most beautiful carmine-pink suffused with peach; truss very fine,

and produced well above the foliage. Price ys. 6d. each,

Viola cornuta Magnificent.
This beautiful variety will be found quite equal in size to the two

varieties previously sent out by me, viz.. Perfection and Enchantress*
and far superior in colour. It is of the same free-branching habit as
the above named kinds, but somewhat more robust in growth, whilst
in colour it is very distinct and superior; the flowers arc borne well up
above the foliage, of great substance and rich deep violet-purple. Its
hardy constitution and profuse blooming qualities will render it one o£

the most beautiful of spring and summer bedding or border plants.

Price as. 6<i. each, 245. per doz.

Verbena Blue Boy.
A great actjuiiition to our bedding VerbenaB, robust in growth, and

of free blooming habit, the flowers ar« deliciously fragrant and intense
rich blue, a shade of colour lo much ncedod for the embellishment of
the flower garden. Price 31. 6d. each.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.
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Queen of Primroses.

PRIMULA JAPONICA.—The Undersigned have
just received a small quantity of Seed of this magnificent hardy

plant from abroad, which they have much pleasure in offering, in

packets, at is., 2s. 6d,, ^s. 6d., and 5s., post Iree,

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and CO., Covcnt Garden Market,
London, W.C.

SENECIO ARGENTEUS.—The finest silvery-foliaged

plant for general usefulness that has ever been introduced. First-

class Certificate Royal Horticultural Society. 21. each, 21s. per dozen.

A Descriptive LIST of SOFT-WOODED and BEDDING
PLANTS is now ready, and will be forwarded upon application.

TAMES BACKHOUSE AND SON, Nurseries, York.

Just Issued,

MR. WILLIAM BULL'S lUustrated CATALOGUE
of NEW PLANTS. Price 11., postage 2d.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,

London, S.W.

HAND R. STIRZAKER have still a few hundreds of
• DAHLIA Pot-roots, good sorts, Show. Fancy, and Bedding,

which are offered, package free, and carriage paid, 25 roots in 10 sorts,

71. ; 50 in 20 sorts, 121. 6d. ; 100 in 25 sorts, 2ir.

PELARGONIUMS, Show, French, and Fancy, m 100 good named
sons, nice established plants, with balls (out of pots), 25 plants, Sj. ;

50 for 14J. ; 100 for 251., package free.

ROSES, Tea, Noisette, China, Bourbon, young plants, out of pots,

12 varieties for 6*. ; 24, in 12 sorts, loi., package free.

Skcrton Nurseries, Lancaster.

rpHIRTY THOUSAND GERANIUMS, Scarlet and
X others, of Little David, Tom Thumb scarlet and white, Donald

Beaton. Helen Lindsay, Amy Hogg, Mrs. W. Paul, Amcljna
Grippcau, and 50 other sorts.

30,000 CALCEOLARIAS aurea floribunda. Sparkler, Prince of

Orange. Californica, Amplexicaulis, &c.
1,000 CALCEOLARIAS, Herbaceous, blooming plants, cxtrafine, m

4, 5, and 7-inch pots.

10,000 GERANIUMS, Tricolors^ Gold and Silver, Mrs. Pollock,

Sophie Dumaresque. in 30 varieties.

ACACIA ARMATA.CYTISSUS FRAGRANS,and GARDENIAS,
very fine blooming plants. The above can be offered vcry^heap.

11. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nursery, Lancaster.

ERY CHEAP OFFER of SU RPLUS
BEDDING PLANTS. Ver doz.—s. d.

AMY HOGG, purplish-rose 16
BLACK DWARF, crimson-scarlet 10
CHRISTINE (Nosegay), rosy-pink 16
CYBISTER, crimson-scarlet 10
EXCELLENT, rosy-salmon J 6

HELEN LINDSAY, rosy-pink , - 1 6
INDIAN YELLOW andLORD PALMERSTON,purphsh-rose i 6
MADAME VAUCHER, white 16
ORANGE (Nosegay), bright-orange 10
REBECCA, piirplish-rosc 16
STELLA, crimson scarlet <

THE CLIPPER, brilliant-scarlet 16
ROSE RENDATLER, rosy-pink 16
ATTRACTIVE, silver variegation, bloom rosy-lake, very showy 3 o
BIJOU. FLOWER ot SPRING, FLOWER of the DAY, and

YELLOW GEM a o
The above are established well hardened plants, and shaken out of

pots ; will travel packed in moss more safely and far cheaper than in

pots 10 great distances.
T. L. MAYOS' CATALOGUE post free on ap;ilication.

The Floral Nurseries, near Hereford.
N.B. Prepayment requested from strangers, in which case orders

will be liberally executed same day package free.

For Present Sowing.

SUTTONS'
FRESH IMPORTED

GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS,

ASTERS. STOCKS, ZINNIAS, WALLFLOWERS,
&C,, &C,, &.C.

Complete Collections of the above can be supplied at

£2 2s., £1 lis. 6d.. £1 Is., and 10s. 6d.,

Free by post or rail, separate varieties, is. per packet.

DWARF SHAKESPEARE ASTER,
Six Varieties, separate, 2S. 6d.

Mixed, per packet, is.

For further particulars, see SUTTONS' DESCRIP-

TIVE CATALOGUE, gratis and post free.

.SUTTON AND SONS,
Seedsmen by Appointment to the Queen and the

Prince of Wales,
READING, BERKS.

ROYAL BOTANIC S OCIETY.

THIRD SPRING EXHIBITION
, MAY 8.

AWARDS OF PRIZES.
SMALL SILVER GILT MEDAL.

Messrs, Paul & Sons, Chcshunt, Herts, for g Roses in pots,

SILVER MEDAL.
My William Paul, Waltham Cross, for Boxes of Cut Roses,
Messrs. J. Veitth & Sons, Royal Exotic Nurseries, Chelsea, for a

group of Roses,
Mr. li. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway,

for a Collection of Plants.

Mr. G. Wheeler, Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., Reffent'3 Park, for
30 Flowering Plants.

LARGE BRONZE MEDAL.
Mr. J. James, Gr. to W. A. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, for a Rroup of

Plants.
Mr. T. S. Warcj Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, for a Collection

of Hardy Foliage Plants.
Messrs. Paul & Sons, for a Collection of Cut Roses.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for a Group of Foliaee Plants.
Messrs. J, Vcitch & Sons, for a Group of Maples.

BRONZE MEDAL.
Mr. W. Paul, for a Collection of Pclarponiuins.
Messrs. K. G. Henderson & Sons, Wellington Road, St. John's Wood,

for a Group of Plants.

CERTIFICATE.
Mr. B. Porter, Gr, to Mrs. Benham, Sion Lodge, Isleworth, for a Col-

lection of Tropaeolum Lobbii and Hardy Spring Flowers.

CERTIFICATES OF MERIT.
Mr. J. Croucher, Gr. to J. T. Peacock, Esq., Sudbury House, Ham-

mersmilh, for Agave elegantissima.
Mr. J. Croucher, for Agave Peacockii.
Mr. J. Croucher, for Agave Regelii macrodonta.
Mr. I. Croucher, for Agave Gibbsii.
Mr. j. Croucher, for Agave Hcsscriana glatica
Mr. J. Croucher, for Agave Besseriana ama:na.
Messrs. J. Carter fit Co., Nurserymen, 237 and 23S, High Holborn, for

Cordyline lentiginosa.
Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Great Berkhampstead, Herts, for Aralea

mollis, Alphonse Savallee.
Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, for Iris iberica,

var. Perryana.
Mr. T. S. Ware, for Funklajaponica aurea.
Mr. T. S. Ware, for Funkia Fortune!.
Messrs E. G. Henderson & Sons, Wellington Road, for Pelargonium

elcgantissimum.
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Sons, for Pimelea Ilendersonii albx
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Sons, for Hedera conglomerata.
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Sons, for New Ivy-leaved Pelargonium,

Emperor.
Messrs. J. Ivery & Sons, Nurserymen, Dorking, Surrey, for Poly-

stichum angulare var. Henleyac.
Messrs. J. Ivery fie Sons, for Polystichum confluens variegatum.
Messrs. J. Ivcry fir Sons, for Scolopendrum vulgare var. nobilc.
Messrs. J. Ivery & Sons, for Hedera conglomerata
Mr. B. S. Williams, Upper Holloway, for Rhopala elegantissima.
Mr. B. S. Williams, for Macrozamia McKenii.
Mr. B. S. Williams, for Zamia cycad^-c folia.

Mr. h. S. Williams, for Agave Roezliana.
Mr. B. Porter, Gr. to Mrs. Benham, Sion Lodge, Isleworth, for

Pelargonium Prince Charlie.
Messrs.

J. Vcitch fit Sons, King's Road, Chelsea, for Adiantum
amabile.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, for Croton lacteum.
Messrs. J. Veitch fit Sons, for Epidendrum pseudepidendrum.
Messrs. J. Veitch fit Sons, ior Epidendrum syringothyrsis.
Messrs. J, Veitch & Sons, for Acer polymorphum disseclum.
Mr. W. Paul, Nurseryman, Waltham Cross, for Pelargonium Lord
Mr. W. Paul, for Pelargonium Guinevere. Bacon.
Mr. B. S. Williams, Upper Holloway, for Stock, Purple Queen.

WM. HOWITT & CO.,
PATENTEES and SOLE MANUFACTURERS of the IRON TUBULAR RIB or ROOF PRINCIPAL.

The extreme lightness and great strength of this Rib specially adapts it for use in the construction of Horticultural Houses where symmetry of form and beauty of

design combined with a minimum amount of sunshade are of paramount importance.

Office— 1 3A, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER. Works—ILFORD, ESSEX.
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GRAND FANCY FAIR.~A GREAT HORTICUL-
TURAL EXHIBITION (in AID of the NEW SOUTHERN

HOSPITAL), will be held in SEETON PARK, LIVERrOoL,
MAY 31 to 21. Liberal I'riics, amounting to over /;400, arc offered.

His Royal Highness Prince Arthur has cracioiisly consented to be
present at the Opening, on Tuesday, May ai. For Schedules, &c,
apply to R. WILSON KER, Hon. Sec, Horticultural Society,

6, Basnett Street, Liverpool,
Exhibitors of Garden Implements, Horticultural nuildines, &c.,

will please Tender for Space to H. FRY, Esq., 40, Castle Street,

Liverpool,

READING HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The SPRING SHOW will be held on THURSDAY, May 21

(bv permission of the Mayor), in the Abbey Ruins, Rcadine. A Band
will attend as usual. The Show will be Open to the Holders of Sub-
scribers' Tickets at i o'clock, and to the Public at 4 o'clock, on
payment of 11. ENTRIES must be made to the Hon. Sec. on or

belorc THURSD.\Y, May 16. Schedules and all information may be
obtained of CHARLES COLLINS, Hon. Sec, 34. Chain Street.

Readini:.

FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
Blackburn, Lancashire—This SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION

will be held on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the agth and .^olh

inst. In addition to a liberal Schedule of Priies, the Society
offers ;Ci5, £10, and £s, for First, Second, and Third Prizes, for

IS Stove anoGrccnhouse or Ornament.il Foliage Plants, not less than
10 in bloom (Orchids excluded). <tpen to Nurserymen, Schedules
and other infonnatiiin mnv be obtained from the Hon. Secretary, Mr.
\VM. DITCHFIKLD, Exch,int;e Plants. Blackburn.

BISHOP'S STORTFORD and HERTFORDSHIRE
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—The SUMMER EXHI-

BITION will be held in the Rrounds of the President, John Archer
Houblon, Esq.. Hallincbur>- Place, on WEDNESDAY, June 26. The
Rand of the Royal Horse Guards, Blue, will be in attendance.
Schedules of Prizes (of which several arc open to all EnRland) may be
had on application to the Hon. Sec, WM. SMITH, Bishop's Stortlord.

SATURDAY, MAY 11, 1872.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
f Roj-al Horticultural (Fruit and Floral

WFnNF«;nAV nfav I-' Commiltees). at S. Kensington .. IIA.M.

I Ditto (General Mcetinc)
Thursday, — 16—Continuation of Exhibition.

f
Manchester Botanical and Horti-

Saturday, — iS< cultural (opening of Grand National
t Hort, Exhibition), at Manchester.

3 r.M.

THE receipt of the seventh volume of Baron
VON Mueller's useful Fragiiu-nla Phyto-

graphice Australiir' affords us another opportu-

nity of calling attention to the really unparal-

leled exertions which that most indefatigable and
industrious botanist has rendered to the land of

his adoption, to the science of botany, and the

application of its resources to the purposes of

commerce and practical utility. In this country

no such reminder is necessary. His extraordi-

nary zeal and diligence have been manifested in

so many different ways for so many years, that

they have excited the admiration and elicited

the astonishment of his fellow-workers on this

side of the globe. There is more room for these

feelings when we take into consideration the

comparatively isolated position which a man of

science of the Baron's position necessarily holds

in a young country.

Under such circumstances, it can be no matter
for surprise that occasional errors of judgment
or of imperfect observation should have been
made ; nor is it within the bounds of possibility

that a man who has done so much and so many
things could excel in all that he has undertaken.

The wonder is, how so busy a worker, and so

productive an author, with his mind always
occupied with so great a variety of subjects,

should have fallen into so few blunders. Baron
VON Mueller, though, indeed, he appears
to us a very Titan in point of work, is but
a fallible man, and doubtless not free from the
imperfections which mar the best and noblest

among us ; but even with the splendid services

of that band of Indian botanists, from ROX-
BURGH and Wallich down to those of our
times, before us, we ask what colonial botanist,

what director of a botanic garden, ever ful-

filled his duties more efficiently than Fer-
dinand VON Mueller, or who has sacrificed

health, fortune, personal convenience to a greater

extent in the discharge of his duties—many of

them self-imposed—than he? All this is well

enough known in Europe, but we have been pained
for a long time past to perceive signs that a very
different estimate is placed on the Baron's ser-

vices by a section of his fellow colonists.

For many months we have had before

us evidence of this antagonistic feehng,

but we have forborne to allude to the matter
from the feeling that there might be modifying
circumstances unknown to us here, or which,
from force of circumstances, we could not fairly

or impartially appreciate. But even if this be so,

if there are iocal matters which we are not in a
position to adjudicate upon, it is easy to appreci-
ate at its proper value the spiteful character of

much of the opposition that has been raised

against Dr. voN Mueller. On the other hand,
there stands out before us the monument of self-

devotion, zeal, industry, and t.ilcnt which the

Baron has raised, and which it is utterly beyond
the power of his adversaries to destroy or even
permanently deface. Many of the statements
and insinuations that have defaced a portion of

the Melbourne press are obvious misstatements,
and some ludicrous blunders.

The time will come when the people in all

civilised lands will recognise gratefully the ser-

vices of their men of science—services at

present too often ignored, or even depreciated.
The diffusion of scientific knowledge among the

people now is great compared to what it was
20 years ago. Every year will add to the esti-

mation in which it and its votaries are held ; in

the meantime, the men of the pre-scientific era,

especially those who happen to hold office, are

rather disposed, in their ignorance, to thwart the

movement, and to depreciate, or even show open
hostility towards, its professors. We have had
instances of this at home of late ; America has
not been free from such manifestations ; Australia,

as we have seen, shows her ignorance of her own
interests in like manner. Perhaps among the

Germans we may look for the fullest recognition

of the value of scientific training and scientific

pursuits to a nation.

It is a more agreeable task, however, to refer

to the contents of the volume before us, which,
like those that preceded it, and which have been
from time to time noticed in these columns,
consists of a series of descriptions of newly-
discovered Australian plants. Among them we
find a full description of the splendid Iridaceous
flower, the largest of its kind, and of which,
thanks to Dr. BENNETT, of Sydney, we have
already given an illustration (p. 393).
The recently introduced Palms from Lord

Howe's Island and New C.iledonia also find a
place in this volume. Of Kentia Canterburyana

(p. 327) the Baron thus writes ;
—" A noble plant,

but as yet imperfectly known, and therefore

assigned to the genus Kentia provisionally." The
genus Veitchia (F. M.), according to the Baron,
is not tenable, but must be reduced to a section

of Kentia. Several Orchids are described, among
them it is curious to note the existence in North
Australia of the Indian Vanda suavis.

• Fragmenia Phytographia Aitstralite conttilit liber Bare
Ferdinandus de Mueller. Melbourne, 1871. 8vo. Pp. 166,
tab. 2.

In connection wiili the Exhibition of Sub-
stances USED as Food, to be held in 1S73, Dr. A.
Campbell remarks, in the Joitrual of the Society oj

Arts, that all such substances, where practicable, should

not only be submitted to the eye, but also to the taste,

so that the public may be better able to judge of their

real value. This suggestion is, we think, so important,

that we gladly call attention to it. Dr. Campbell
particularly refers to preserved meats in tins, salted

meats from Australia, fresli butter from France, dried

and compressed vegetables, and Indian teas. As the

exhibitor of all the Indian teas in the Exhibition of

1862, Dr. Campbell draws special attention to them.

He says :

—

"My exhibition consisted of about 150 specimens of

green and black teas, from the Tea-growing districts of

India, viz.. Assam, Cachar, Darjeeling, Kumion, Dehra
Dhoon, Kangra, anti Chota Nagpoor. These Teas
attracted great attention from their novelty as an
Indian product, and from the perfect manner of

their manufacture. I was constantly interrogated by
visitors to the Exhibition about their quality, price, the
mode of manufacture and cultivation, and especially as to

their economy in use compared to China Teas. They
were also highly approved by the jurors and other persons
who had opportunities of drinking them, and the result

was the award of medals and honourable mentions to

eight or ten of the manufacturers. So far, something
was done to bring this new article of food, which is

of the purest and best kind, to the notice of

the British public through the intervention of the
International Exhibition, but it was very inadequate
to the wants of the public in general, who had no
better means of judging of these Teas than admiring
them in a glass case. What I propose for the considera-
tion of the Food Committee is that, at the Exhibition of

1873, the public should have the opportunity of drinking
Indian teas as well as looking at them ; that intending
exhibitors should be informed of this opportunity, and
invited to send sufficiently large samples of the teas to

admit of this being done without much cost to the Society

of Arts. From my experience on the last occasion, I feel

very sure that the Tea planters and tea companies who
desire to exhibit will respond liberally to this invitation.

In 1862 large samples— 20 lb. in some instances—were
sent to me, and went eventually to the India Office, as the

Indian Government had provided free carriage for them
from India. On that occasion, I believe that the exhibits

represented no more than a crop of i. 000.000 lb. for all

India. It will be very different in 1873, as I have good
reason to believe that more than 20,ooo,(xx> lb. will be the

out-turn of this season (1871)."

We are requested to announce that, with a

view to the convenience of intending exhibitors of

horticidtural buildings, heating apparatus, implements,

&c., at the Birmingham Exhibition, Mr. B. A.
H.tLLAM, the hon. sec. of the department, will be m
attendance at the show-ground on Thursdays, the i6th
and 23d inst., from 12 till 4 o'clock, to afford infor-

mation as to the arrangements and the disposition of
the space available for exhibitors.

This is how some American rediles fulfil their
functions, according to the American Naturalist

:

—
" 'A 7"/otm reporter called yesterday on Mr. B. Water-

house Hawkins in order to ascertain the truth of the
allegations made in a communication which appeared in
yesterday's Times in reference to the destruction of his
restorations in the Central Park. Mr. Hawkins stated
that all he had done during twenty-one months to restore
the extinct animals of America (of the Hadrosaurus, and
the other gigantic animal, which was thirty-nine feet
long), was destroyed by order of Mr. Henry Hilton,
on the 3d of May last, with sledge-hammer, and cartetl
away to Mount St. Vincent, where the remains were
buried several feet below the surface. The preparatory
sketches of other animals, including a mammoth and .a

mastodon and the moulds and sketch models, were
destroyed. Mr. Hilton did this, said Mr. Hawkin.'^,
out of ignorance, just as he had a coat of white paint put
on the skeleton of a whale which Mr. Peter Cooper had
presented to the Museum, and just as he had a b:-oiize

statue painted white. Mr. Hilton told the celeb.- iird

naturalist who had come from England to undertak • 1 1
"

work, that he should not bother himself with "dead
animals—that there was plenty to do among the living."
This illustrates the policy of having such men as Hilton
at the head of one of the most important departments of
the City Government. When the skeletons were dug up
again, by order of Col. Stebbins, they were found
broken in thousands of pieces. Prof. Henry, of the
Smithsonian Institution, when he heard of this piece of
barbarism, would not believe it. "Why," he exclaimed,
"I would have paid them a good price for it." Mr.
Hilton, however, preferred to destroy the work of the
naturalist, which had cost the city at least 12,000 dols.'

'

' We copy the above from a slip cut by a friend from the
New York Times, What good will ever come to science
from the million of dollars it is proposed to spend on the
new building for a Museum of Natural History in the
Central Park so long as the citizens of New York .allow

vandals and ignoramuses to hold the places that should
be filled by men of culture and unquestionable scientific

standing ?
"

In the current number of the journal of
Botany, Dr. Hance describes a Chinese Culinary
Vegetable, consisting of the shoots of a grass. Hydro*
pyrum latifolium, wild in Northern China and the

Amoor Land, and cultivated in Southern China in

standing water. As brought to market the "cane
shoots " occur in cylindrical pieces of a white colour,

24—34 inches long, i to i^ inch in diameter, tapering

upwards into a conical point, and surrounded and sur-

mounted by the leaves and culm, from which they are

readily detached. In taste the raw shoot is not unlike a
half-ripe nut, but it is never eaten uncooked. By the

Chinese it is stewed with meat, and by foreigners cut

longitudinally into two or three pieces, well boiled,

and served with melted butter. Prepared in this way
it is stated by Dr. Hance to be one of the most agree-

able and nice of vegetables. "It is difficult," says the

writer from whom we quote, " to describe its exact

flavour, but it is, perhaps, nearer to that of unripe

Maize, as boiled and eaten by Americans under the

name of green corn, though it possesses a richness and
delicay to which I know no parallel in any other

vegetable." The species in ciuestion is nearly allied to

the American species H. esculentum, formerly grown
in this country. There is little doubt that the Chinese

plant would also thrive in our climate, on which
account we are glad to hear that Dr. Hance intends

to send home living plants.

Mr. Glaisher remarks as follows on the State
OF the Weather during the week ending May 4 :—In

the vicinity of London the reading of the barometer

at the beginning of the week, at sea level, was about

29.8 inches. Increasing values were recorded on
April 28 and 29, and by the morning of the 30th,

30.45 inches was reached. A steady decrease then set

in, which reached its limit by the end of the week,

the value at that time being about 29. 5 inches, thus

showing a fall of nearly an inch in five days. The
mean daily values were, with the exception of that for

the last day, all above the average. The highest tem-

peratures by day ranged between 70^" on May 2, and

59° on April 28. The lowest temperatures at night were

warmer it the end of the week than at the beginning

—

374° being registered on May i, and 473° on the 4th.

The daily ranges of temperature varied from 32!° on
May 2, to 12° on the 4th. The mean daily tempera-

tures were above the average throughout the week, the

departures being as follows :—April 2Sth, 1°. 7 ; 29th,

i°.2
;
30th, 3°.4; May 1st, 3°.4 ; 2d, 4°. 5 ; 3d, 4°

; 4th,

4°. 6. The highest reading of a thermometer in the

sun's rays was 141° on May I, and the lowest of ore

placed on the grass at night was 27° on the 2d. The
first two days of the weelc were cloudy, followed by

two comparatively cloudless and very fine days, and

the last three days were variable. Rain fell on
April 28 and May 4 ; the amount measured w.as but

little more than one-tenth of an inch. The air was

generally calm on the first four days ; on the 3d south-

westerly winds set in, and the pressures were at times

large on the 4th, and also very ctmtinuous.

In England the highest temperatures of the air by
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day ranged between 74° at Norwich to 65° at New-
castle-on-Tyne, with a mean for the country of 70^*.

The lowest temperatures at night varied from 45'* at

Bradford to 363* at Leicester, the average over the

country being nearly 39°. The average range of tem-

perature in the week was 31^°, the greatest being at

Norwich, 37°, and the least at Newcastle-on-Tyne,
22°. The mean of all the highest temperatures ranged

between 66J" at Leicester, and 5S|° at Newcastle-on-

Tyne, the average being 63". The mean daily range

of temperature for the week was about 20". The
highest mean temperature was 531" at Bradford, and
the lowest, 50^°, at Eccles, the average over the

country being 514". No rain fell at Newcastle-on-

Tyne, and but on two or three days at other places.

The greatest amount measured was three-quarters of an

inch at Bradford, the average fall, however, being but

a quarter of an inch. The weather was generally fine

all over the country during the middle of the week,

but stormy and rainy during the last two days. A
solar halo was observed at Liverpool on April 28.

In Scotland, the highest temperatures ranged be-

tween 64" nearly at Aberdeen, and 584" at Glasgow,

the average over the country being 61^° nearly. The
lowest temperatures varied from 40^" at Glasgow and
Leith to 354' at Aberdeen, with a general average of

38!°. The highest mean temperature was nearly 50*^

at Perth, and the lowest 474" at Paisley. The mean
for the week was 484°. Tiie greatest fall of rain was
nearly nine-tenths of an inch at Aberdeen, and the

least two-tenths at Paisley and Edinburgh. The average

fall was nearly half an inch.

At Dublin, the highest temperature was 66'^, the

lowest 39°, and the mean 514°'

Dr. Bree, writing of Small Birds, in reply

to a recent correspondent of the Field (who complains

of the mischief done by the birds, and had shot some
of \\\^xci flagrante ddiclo), asks:—"Is there a single

naturalist in the United Kingdom who wishes to be

informed that finches are grain-feeding birds, and at

this time of the year, before insects are available, or

they have young to require them, that they should

have Gooseberry buds or green Pea leaves in their

crops ? Surely not. No one pretends to say that

graminivorous birds feed upon insects except in the

nourishment of their young, or when they cannot get

seeds. A good gardener must devise plans to keep his

fruit trees free from the ravages of grain-feeding birds.

He will most assuredly never change the law of Nature
by converting them into insect feeders, neither will he
protect his fruit half so well by indiscriminate slaughter

as lie will by thin hempen threads stretched among the

branches of his trees or over his growing Peas."

Mr. Walter Thornbury, in his Tour Round
England, alludes to the romance of *' Peel's Parsley
Leaf,*' As the circumstance to which reference is

thus made may not be generally known, the following

extract from Sir Lawrence Peel's Life of Sir
Robert Peel, may be of interest :

—

" Mr. Peel was in his kitchen making some experi-

ments in printing on handkerchiefs and other small

pieces, when his only daughter, then a girl, afterwards

Mrs. Willock, the mother of the postmaster of Man-
chester, brought him in from their 'garden of herbs' a
sprig of Parsley. It is some proof of taste in so young a
girl that she could discern beauty in a common pot-herb,

since I believe that the common thought even now about
Parsley, once like the Laurel leaf in honour, is that it was
created for a garnish. She pointed out and praised the
leaf, and looking by habit of imitation, naturally, to the
useful side, she said that she thought it would make a
very pretty pattern. He took it out of her hand, looked
at it attentively, praised it for its beauty and her for her
taste, and said that he would make a trial of it. She,
pleased not to be pooh-poohed, as discoverers among
juniors often are, lent her aid with all the alacrity of 14.

A pewter dinner-plate was taken down from the shelf,

and on it was sketched, say rather scratched, a figure of
the leaf, and from this impressions were taken. It was
called in the family Nancy's pattern, after his daughter.
It became a favourite ; in the trade it was known as the

Parsley-leaf pattern ; and apt alliteration lending its arttul

aid, gave its inventor the nickname of ' Parsley Peel.'
"

A new economic application for the JuiCE of
the Cape Euphorbia reaches us from Natal; it is

for the coating of ships' bottoms to prevent fouling,

A patent has been applied for in the colony, and the

patentee is said to be actively engaged in endeavouring
to introduce its use for similar purposes into England.

The natural order Leguminos^e is essentially

an economic one, and nnt of its 6500 or more species

there are comparatively few that could be absolutely

cast aside, marked **of scientific interest only." The
genus Prosopis is not one of the most valuable of the

order, but it has many points of interest. Its repre-
sentatives are found in the warmer parts of America,
Africa, and Asia. They belong to the sub-order
Mimoseae, and are trees or shrubs with stout spines, or
hooked prickles, and small greenish or yellow flowers.

The pods vary very much in size and form in the dif-

ferent species ; some are 4 or 5 inches long, hard and
shiny brown, others are thin and almost papery, and
fantastically curled, while others, again, are twisted in

a regularly spiral manner. The species are generally
known in Soutli America by the name of Algaroba,
being so called from the sweet pulp of the pods, resem-
bling that of the Ceratonia—the Algaroba of the

Spaniards. The pods of many of the species are

edible, the most important perhaps being P. dulcis, of

which there are several varieties widely spread through

Central and Southern America, and even cidtivated in

some parts solely for the sake of their pods, which are

reduced to a fine flour, and made, without any other

addition but the aid of a little water, into a good and
nutritious bread. Owing to the large proportion of

sugar it contains it readily undergoes fermentation,

so that beer is easily made from it. Besides

being used for human food, the pods also form an ex-

cellent and nutritious cattle food. In India P. spici-

gera is a useful tree, the wood being strong, hard, and
easily worked, while the pods contain a large quantity

of a sweet, mealy substance, and are eaten by the

natives. P. Kirkii furnishes a strong and durable

wood, from which, Dr. Kirk says, the natives on the

Zambesi make excellent canoes. The pods contain a

farinaceous, or mealy siibstance, which we should

think is not overlooked by them as an article of food.

Some of the Mexican, Texan, and Californian species

have spiral or twisted pods, and contain a large

quantity of tannin. Most of them yield gum, some-
what resembling gum arable. The ashes of the wood
of some of the species are used in Antioquia for

whitewashing houses.

Mr. G. H. KiNAHAN has published in the

Athenaeum an interesting letter on Peat Bogs, in reply

to the following statement made by the editor of

Jukes' Manual of Geology (3d edition), that

—

" The wide areas of peat, which cover so large a sur-

face in Britain and in Ireland, belong to a time when the

rainfall was probably greater than it now is ; for the peat,

as a rule, is now no longer growing. On hill-tops and
water-sheds, where it once grew luxuriantly, to a depth of
many feet, it is cracking up and wasting away. Rain,
frosts, and runnels of water, continually act upon it, and
carry its debris down to the low ground."

In reference to this assertion of the non-growth at

the present day of peat in Ireland, Mr, Kinahan
remarks :

—

" The peat-bogs of that country, when drained and
cultivated, cease growing ; but as soon as the drainage
becomes defective, or the tillage is stopped {as many
Scotch speculators know to their cost), the normal
nature of the soil gains the ascendancy, and
the land gradually returns to its original state.

All bogs in Ireland, unless their growth is

stopped by drainage, increase in depth yearly, the
growth varying according to circumstances and situa-

tion
; and that such has been going on for centuries can

be proved in many places, such as Castleconnell, co.

Limerick, where the growth had once been stopped,
while subsequently more than 6 feet accumulated over
the roads, &c., of the ancient cultivators. Historical
evidence even is not wanting, as the English historian,

Gerrard Boate, who wrote in Charles the Second's
reign, states that the bogs were encroaching on the
cultivated land on account of the drainage being impeded
during the long civil war ; moreover, in many places the
growth of the bogs has almost obliterated the tillage, &c.,

of the cottiers displaced during the famine of 1848 and
subsequent years.—On some mountains, and in other
exposed places, a certain amount of meteoric abrasion
does take place, the peat cracking during extreme heat,

and thereby becoming exposed, to be worn away by
wind or ' rain and rivers. ' This waste, however,
is a mere bagatelle compared with the increase.
Furthermore, it is exactly similar to what has been going
on for centuries ; for in all flat bogs, on to which there
is a drainage from a boggy mountain or slope, the peat
is not normal peat—that is. peat due solely to vegetable
growth and decay ; but it is mixed with sedimentary peat,

that is, peat which has been transported by wind, or
' rain and rivers,' and deposited on or mixed with grow-
ing peat. Furthermore, it seems highly probable that
similar processes are going on in Scotland. When first I

read Mr. Geikie's paper
(
Trans. J^oy. Soc. Ediu. xxiv.

363) I was surprised to hear that in Scotland, with a
climate so similar to Ireland, there should be such a
difference in regard to the growth of the peat ; but on
questioning the grouse-shooters who frequented both
countries, I was told there was no difference, and subse-
quently, when in Scotland, I found in all the places 1

visited that my informants were correct. Similar facts

can be observed in Wales and England.

"

The ^«7/i'//c;//tW£' announces the appearance
of a Double White Zonal Pelargonium, lately

obtained by a nurseryman at Toulouse, who has dis-

posed of his stock to M. Bouciiarlat, of Lyons,
The plant in question is a sport from Beauty—a single

flowered white variety with a pale flesh coloured centre.

Nujnhcr of Visitors in each month of the year 1871.

January 3,159
February 8,181
March 2°i975
April 67,225
May .. 114,620
June 58,403
July 117.324
August . . . . . . . . . . .

.

io6,856
September S3ii20
October . . . . , , , . . . .

.

18,019
November 5,476
December 3,716

Total

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR ON THE
ROYAL GARDENS, KEW,

During the Year 1871.

'I'HE number of visitors to the Royal Gardens during
the year 1871 has been 577,084, as against 586,835 in

1870, 630.594 in 1869, 502,369 in 1868, and 494,909 in

1867. They were distributed as follows :

—

.. 237,827

.. 339.257

Total number on Sundays
Total number on week-days

Greatest monthly attendance (|uly)

Smallest monthly attendance (J.-inuary)

Greatest week-day attendance (May 29)
Smallest week-day attendance (January 11)
Greatest Sunday attendance (May 28) .

.

Smallest Sunday attendance (Januarj' 15)

577.084

"7.324
3. 1 59

32,6^8
18

14,616
103

•• 577.084

I have been repeatedly applied to of late, by managers
of similar institutions to these gardens on the Continent
and in the colonies, for information respecting the classes

of visitors who principally resort to Kew, and their

objects and deportment ; and I therefore take this

opportunity of giving the following results of my observa-
tions on these matters.

The visitors may be roughly divided into the following
classes :

—

1. The largest consists of persons who thoroughly enjoy
the garden as an instructive horticultural establishment,
and most of whom derive a certain amount of knowledge
along with the pleasure of seeing gay flowers, and rare

and curious plants, familiar to them otherwise from
books only.

2. The industrial class ; i.e., persons in the middle and
lower grades of life especially, who throng the plant
houses and museums in searcli of general or special

information. Amongst these, the mechanics and artizans

are perhaps the most numerous, who, with their families

(on full days), crowd the museums to suffocation ; school-
masters and private tutors with their charges, and students

who visit the herbaceous grounds (where the plants are
disposed according to their natural affinities), the Palm-
stove and miscellaneous collections,

3. Cultivators or collectors of Ferns, Orchids, Succulent
Plants, tS:c., who come both to see what they have
not, and to compare and get the names of what they
have.

4. A very large and most important class consists of
colonists, temporarily resident in England. The number
of these increases annually, and I know of no pleasanter
incident than meeting with them ; for no class appreciates
the gardens more thoroughly. This is partly due to the
extension of colonial gardens which are in constant corre-

spondence with Kew for the interchange of vegetable pro-

ducts, but mostly to the keen enjoyment the colonist feels

in bringing his friends to see the characteristic plants of
his adopted country.

5. Mere pleasure or recreation seekers ; of which a dis-

tinct section consists of parties who mistake the objects of
the garden, and whose motives are rude romping, and
games that, if permitted, would result in the annoyance
of tlie orderly public, the destruction of the trees and
shrubs, and the disfigurement of the grounds. This
section, with that of their invariable followers, the

"roughs," becomes smaller every year; whilst of the

orderly pleasure seekers the numbers do not dimmish.

6. In comparison with these classes, that of visitors for

scientific purposes, and of those whose chief interest lies

in botanical studies, in arboriculture, landscape gardening,

and the more purely professional objects of this institution,

is small ; though if among these be included the more
instructed gardeners, nurserymen, and foresters, and the

cultivators of cotton, tea, sugar, cocoa, and other foreign

and colonial products, pharmacists, &c., it comprises a
very large number. Of these, the latter are habitual fre-

quenters of the plant-houses and museums.

7. The herbarium is frequented by botanists and
workers in science, of whom the more noteworthy are
enumerated at the end of each annual report, together

with the principal works upon which they have been
engaged : and, with regard to this department, I am
justified in saying that no similar institution has done
so much for botanical science as this during the last

20 years.

On Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, the gardens are
very much more frequented than during the rest of the
week, and these days may be severally recognised by any
habitual visitor, by the class of persons he sees around
him. On a fine Saturday afternoon the approaches are
crowded with carriages, and there is a preponderance of
the professional and upper classes, who thus spend their

one weekly half-holiday, and this sometimes for many
Saturdays in the season. On Sundays the trading class is

the most numerous, and private carriages are, to a great
extent, replaced by omnibuses ; and should any attractive

exhibition draw the foreigner to London, he is pretty sure
to be found at Kew on that day. During the two Great
Exhibition years, for instance, Kew was the habitual
Sunday resort of the foreigners engagctl in the Exhibition
buildings, and presented altogether the appearance of a
foreign population and language.
On Mondays the artisans come in great numbers, and

so often in bodies of several hundreds, representing unions,

charities, and other organisations, that this is, on an
average, by far the fullest week-day. The omnibus on
this day gives place to the van.

As regards the conduct of the visitors, it is uniformly
good, and there is annually more consideration and atten-

tion paid to the niles ; the only exceptions of importance
have been in the case of large congregations of lads and
girls from great manufactories near London, sent by their

employers in ignorance of the objects of this institution
;

and in the occasional visits of gangs of birds'-nesters.

The improprieties committed by individuals are not con-
fined to any class of society, nor do they preponderate in

any class ; each has its own besetting foibles, as pluck-

ing flowers, stealing plants, disobedience of orders, inso-

lence to the police and patrols, cutting the scats, trees,

alcoves, &c., and indecorous conduct.*

* OfTences of this last class, from indiscretions downward^, are

of all the most difficult to deal with. These, more by far than

any others, require the presence of police and patrols, wno should
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I believe that the generally orderly conduct of those

visitors who are reputed elsewhere to be habitually dis-

orderly is in no respect attributable to the means of

repression that are at hand, but to the natural beauties of

the place, and the evidences of system and order with

which visitors are confronted on entering the gates, and

the proofs these afford of the solicitude of Parliament and

the public that everything should be well-ordered and

attractive, as well as instructional and scientific. As it is,

not a year passes without my being warned of the advent

of large and rough bodies of visitors from the East and

South of London, wlio certainly do arrive after a very

disorderly fashion, but who, on entering the grounds

(often itftcr a few exclamations of surprise), spontaneously

assume a different demeanour, and are reported by the

police and patrols as having been examples that certain

Saturday visitors might well imitate.

I. Bot.inic Gardens.—No change of importance has

been introduced into this department, except the making
a few more shrubberies, and bringing together various

scattered young trees by threes or in clumps, so as to give

more extent of lawn in certain parts, and broader masses
of foliage in others. A very fine Araucaria, 20 feet high,

has been transported from the bailift's lodge in Rich-

mond Park to the end of the broad walk, opposite the

gates on Kew Green; and three others, as tall, from the

same place, are planted in other parts of the grounds.

The hot-water apparatus in the various houses and
museums continues to give satisfaction ; and though,

owing to the height and size of the houses, the cold

winter, and the long-continued duration of searchmg
easterly winds in spring, the furnaces and boilers were
then tried to their utmost, no accident occurred. It is un-

likely that the old boilers in the Palm-stove will last much
longer, and, when they do give way, it would be advisable

that a more economical apparatus should be introduced

into that building.

II. Ph\7Siin' Grounds and Arboretum.—1\\z works in

this part of the grounds have been almost uninterruptedly

continued, and a very large space has been planted, partly

with young trees brought from the plantations in the

Queen's garden, &c., and partly with smaller things to

act as a shelter to these.

An avenue of Atlantic Cedars has been planted along
an opening in the woods leading from the Pagoda to the

west end of the Syon Vista, which affords an unobstructed
view across the Thames and Syon meadows to the woods
of Syon House. The total length of this vista is rather

under a mile, of which 1000 yards are in the grounds of

Kew, and 500 of these are planted with Cedars.

A row of trees has been planted along the Syon Vista,

between the Deodars and the path, consisting of Douglas
Firs alternating with evergreen Oaks of two sorts. This
plan has been adopted in consequence of the failure of the

Deodars and Limes on the north side of this vista, and the

evident unsuitability of Deodars to form avenue trees in

exposed places. In all, 80 Douglas Pines and Oaks have
been used in forming this avenue, which is 28 yards wide,

and nearly three-quarters of a mile long.

Preparations are being made for extensive plantations

on either side of the lower (Thames) end of this vista,

which was well wooded some 20 years ago, but is now
nearly bare of trees ; these plantations will form an
effectual screen against the westerly winds that annually
severely damage the Deodars and other trees along this

vista.

The removal of a great number of dead trees, and the

replanting of the Queen's Cottage grounds have been
completed.
The moat by the river bordering the pleasure grounds

has been cleansed, and the sediment spread over many
acres of soil in the neighbourhood, which is very gravelly

and bad.
The broad gravel path that led from the east front of

the Temperate House to the new gates that were con-
structed in the Richmond Road (when it was proposed
to have the metropHtan railway station opposite that part
of the grounds), has been done away with, and converted
into a grassed avenue with alternate Deodars and Douglas
Pines. Two new gravel paths have been constructed to

take the place of that now abandoned ; these run
diagonally from the east front of the Temperate House,
one through the collection of Maples to the mound
crowned with the Douglas Fir mast, round the base of
which it winds to meet the path by the Richmond Road

;

the other takes the opposite direction, and passing
through the collection of Horse-Chestnuts and Pavias,

reaches the same path nearer the Lion gate. The
angular spaces comprised between these paths and the
avenue have been trenched and planted with miscellaneous
trees and shrubs.

This arrangement gives an effect of space to this part of
the grounds which they wanted before, when the vast

building (which is placed too near the Pagoda* vista

and the Richmond Road) dwarfed the surrounding
features.

The collections of Maples (consisting of upwards of 50
species and varieties), and of Horse-Chestnuts and Pavias
(about the same number), are now arranged along the two
above-mentioned new pathways.

Large beds of shrubs, &c., have been planted by the
paths in front of the Temperate House, and the ground
at the back of it has been partially levelled and prepared
for planting.

The ground south-west of the King William Temple

be trained to act as deterrents, by their activity and vigilance,
and not as detectives and spies. In like manner I find there is no
more effectual means of repressing rioters and roughs, than
instructing a patrol, policeman, or even a trustworthy labourer, to
keep them in sight so long as they remain in the grounds, but, if

possible, to avoid coming into direct communication with them,
when they very soon take to the nearest exit.

At the time this house was built, it could not have been
placed further off, without destroying many of the finest
Beeches, ChestiiuL<;, and Oalcs in the grounds ; as it is, the com-
paratively harmless clearing away of trees for the site of the
building, so exposed those on the site it should have occupied,
that most of them have since been blown down, or been so
wrecked that they have had to be removed.

has been trenched and planted, and the slope to the

north of it inclosed with a light iron fence (which also

surrounds the building), and destined to be formed into a
Rose garden.
A gravel path 12 feet wide has been commenced along

the high ground bounding the south side ot the lake, and
is completed for 470 yards ; it leads through the new
Pinetum, of which the genera Araucaria, Picea, Abies,

Cr>'ptomeria, Cedrus, Taxodium, Sequoia, and a few
others have been planted, and it extends rather more than
half the length of the lake. During the present season it

will be continued to the new entrance at the Isleworth

end of the grounds, leading through the collection of

Pinus proper. Few of the older specimens of Pines have
been used in the formation of this Pinetum, which con-

sists of young plants raised from seed in our own nursery,

and of liberal contributions from Messrs. Lawson of

Edinburgh, Dickson & TurnbuU of Perth, and the Edin-
burgh Botanic Garden. As far as possible, the trees of

the "Old World are kept on one side of the path, and those

of America on the other, and five or more specimens of

each are planted in groups, the inter\'ening spaces being

filled with "nurses" of Scotch and Spruce Fir, Oak,
Chestnut. &c., which will in a few years be removed to

form plantations in other parts of the grounds.
The whole of the ground at the east end of the lake

has been levelled and thrown into slopes harmonising
with the contour of the water, and the soil has been im-

proved, preparatory to planting, by many thousand
barrow-loads of loamy soil, that had been put aside when
the lake was made. The ground at the lower end is

being similarly treated, but cannot be completed till next

winter.

III. Interchange of Living Plants and Seeds.—The
receipts have been as follows :

—
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gi\ing much greater results. One thing is found

lo be certain, namely, that when the hose is made
longer, the jet is reduced in enormous proportions

under the same pressure.

The diameter of the copper branch was fixed at

three-fifths of an inch, that being found most satisfac-

tory with the average pressure of 8 to 15 metres ; with

less pressure a smaller diameter is found preferable,

and with higher pressure a larger diameter is advan-

tageous ; but it was necessary to adopt one uniform

pattern for the sake of economy.
The hose and branch being 40 feet long, and the jet

averaging nearly as much, the action of the apparatus

extends over a radius of about So feet ; the hydrants

are placed nearly 100 feet apart on roads 65 feet wide,

and 134 feet apart on roads half tlie above width, when
the hydrants are all on one side of the road.

Tlie watering of the roads and alleys of the Bois de

Boulogne and other promenades was originally done
with water-carts, such as are still used in the interior of

the cvly ; these carts held i ton of water each, and the

waer was distributed by means of a pierced tube, about

6 f-tt long. Twenty-four tons of water were required

to vvaier the Avenue de rimperatrice, the road round

the lakes, and a few other roads ; but to have watered

the whole of the roads and alleys of the Bois in the

same manner would have required 90 tons of water per

diem ; and the cost, including cost or hire of the cart,

driver, &:c,, would have amounted to £4"/ a day, or

^8400 per annum.
When first the new system was inaugurated the

apparatus was only used in the morning and discon-

tinued when the roads were crowded, and the watering

continued, when necessary, with the cart j two men
were at first employed,
one to direct the

branch and another to

manage the hydrant
and move the appa-
ratus, but as the latter

was diminished in

weight and the men
became more skilful

one was found suffi-

cient. The prome-
naders also got accus-

tomed to the hose, and
now nothing else is

used in the parks and
broad avenues of Paris.

This has diminished
the cost for the Bois
alone to ;i^22oo per
annum, or little more
than a quarter of the

expense that the use

of the cart would have
entailed.

Since the above ap-
paratus has been in

use, another devoted
to a ;pecial purpose
hai al: o been intro-

du:ed ; this is for

watering grass in dry
weather. The lengths
are made in the same
manner, and are

mounted in like man-
ner on wheels, but
the whole may be
longer, and requires no branch, and scarcely any
attendance. Each length of pipe is pierced in three

places, so that the water spirts out at an angle of about
45", and the holes left quite rough ; the water comes
out in the form of spray, and falls like dew upon the

grass. One end of the apparatus is screwed to the

hydrant, while the other is plugged ; the hose is set in

position, and left for an hour or so, according to the

dryness of the lime ; it is then removed to another
point, and the operation is repeated as long as

necessary.

Such are the simple, economical, and efficient means
in use in Paris for the purposes of irrigation ; and the

way in which each part of the apparatus has been
gradually brought to perfection, rendered at the same
lime more effective, lighter, and cheaper, confers much
credit on the engineers of the City of Paris.

Pine. In its native condition it grows to the height of 80

feet, with a stem of 9 feet in circumference. In this part

of the country it seems inclined to be dwarf. It retains a

leader, and regular side branches. The leaves are

arranged round the branches exactly like bottle brushes.

Although introduced during 1852, the tree in the garden
here, notwithstanding its symmetrical shape, is scarcely

3 feet in height. In peaty soil, and in a more southern

climate, I have no iiesitation in saying that the result

would be different. Very few seedhngs must have been
raised, as few of the original plants are to be met with.

Grafted ones only are to be had in nursery establishments.

Pinus flexilis is another of Jeffrey's introductions. It is

a diminutive tree, grovvmg in iis native habitat to the

height of 40 feet, with stems 3 feet in circumference.

Being a mountam Pine, it is inclined in this country to

assume more the appearance of a large shrub than a tree.

Like the P. Balfouriana, it is very rare in collections, and,

like it, few seeds must have been raised. Grafted plants

under this name are to be had in nursery establishments,

some of them, however, totally different from the origmal

P. flexilis sent home by Jeffrey.

Pinus Murrayana is another of Jeffrey's introductions.

Of this tree the seeds must have been mixed, as two
distinct varieties came up—the one having an upriglit

growth and of a beautiful light green colour^the other of

a scrubby habit and dark green, very different from what

Jeffrey describes it,— viz., a conical-growing tree. One of

the finest specimens of the upright variety that I have seen

is growing at Borthwick Hall, near Edinburgh, the seat of

Charles Lawson, Esq.

Jeffrey also sent home seeds which he called Pinus

tuberculata. This is a very interesting tree, having a

large globular Iiead of a light green colour, and very

hardy. In this respect it is very different from the plants

previously cultivated under that name, and originally sent

out by a London nurseryman. These plants had more of

CONIFEROUS PLANTS FROM BRITISH
COLUMBIA.

(ConcludedJrotii J>. 574.)

Of the genus Pinus, Jeffrey was successful in intro-

ducing some new and interesting species. Perhaps the
finest of all is the Pinus Jeffreyi, which was named and
figured by the Oregon Association in compliment to its

discoverer. The P. Jeffreyi is stated to grow to the height
of 150 feet, with stems 12 feet in circumference. In this
country its habit of growth approaches that of P. Laricio,
and, like it, the whorls of branches are proportionate to
the age of the tree. The tree has a peculiar whitish-green
colour, and has been very extensively introduced into
many nursery establishments, and ought to be planted in
forest groups by some of our enthusiastic arboricultural
proprietors. The largest specimen in the Botanic Garden
is now ig feet high. It was introduced in 1853, and has
ly whorls or branches.

P. Balfouriana is another new and remarkable growing

Fig. 159.—FRENCH APPARATUS FOR ROAD-WATERING.

(From M. Alfhaud's "Promenades de Paris.")

a tree growth, with thicker leaves, of a dark green colour.
The latter were entirely destroyed here during the winter
of i86o-6r, while Jeffrey's stood uninjured on the same
piece of ground. Besides the foregoing species of Pinus,

Jeffrey also sent home seeds and cones of several kinds
previously introduced, such as P. Lambertiana, P. raonti-

cola, P. Benthamiana, P. ponderosa, P. Sabiniana, and
P. Coulteri.

Jeffrey's seeds were divided into 281 shares, and sent to

subscribers all over Europe, and even to America. Other
species of Conifers than those here noticed may have been
raised, the owners probably imagining that they must
have been grown by other parties as well as themselves.

Besides Conifers Jeffrey also introduced many decidu-
ous trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants. My object has
been to confine my remarks particularly to the coniferous

section, but a very few of the others may be noticed.

Many sent home by Jeffrey had been introduced, while
others were known only by name, but had not been pre-

viously sent home. One of the latter is Nuttallia cerasi-

formis, a shrub belonging to the Rose tribe. This plant

ranks amongst the earliest leafing shrubs now cultivated

in the open garden. The flowers are in racemes not unlike

the white variety of the Ribes sanguineum. Although the

Nuttallia flowers freely in the open border, it is wonder-
fully improved in appearance when grown against a wall.

Among the numerous herbaceous plants sent home, those
really new which have come under my observation are the
Dodecatheon Jeffreyi and Pentstemon Jeffreyi,

As the first expedition to the territory of British Co-
lumbia turned out for many of its promoters rather a
prosperous undertaking, it induced several of its most
enthusiastic members to re-organise another expedition

for the further exploration of these coniferous regions.

After several preliminary meetings, it was ultimately

arranged to send out another collector. Mr. Robert
Brown (a native of Caithness), an enthusiastic botanist,

and thoroughly devoted to the various branches of natural

history, was selected to undertake this second expedition.

Many of the original subscribers at once came forward to

assist in furthering the objects of the association. After

Mr. Brown was fitted out with all the requisites necessary

for the journey, he left Britain in the month of March,
1863, and was absent for nearly four years. This second
mission, however, was by no means so profitable to its

promoters as the first, as seeds of comparatively few new
plants were introduced. Judging from the dried speci-

mens sent home by Mr. Brown, many good trees, shrubs,

and herbaceous plants must have been seen, and although
many seeds of interesting species were collected, unfor-

tunately very few of them reached this country in a state

fit for germination. Of Conifers (the collection of which
was one of the chief objects of the mission), compara-
tively few were received. Those, however, which suc-

ceeded in the garden here I shall now enumerate.

Of the genus Pinus, seeds of the true P. Murrayana of

Jeffrey came up freely, being readily distinguished by the

green colour of the leaves and beautiful upright habit of

growth. A long list of interesting species of the genus
Pinus, and other new deciduous trees andshrobs. observed
by Mr. Brown, have been published by him at various
times in different periodicals, both in this country and
America.
Of the genus Picea, one kind only came up, named P.

grandis. This plant is evidently one of the forms pre-

viously introduced as P. lasiocarpa, certainly not the true

P. grandis of Douglas.

Of the genus Abies, seeds of several kinds were received,

and two sent home as new, and provisionally named by
the association—one, Abies Parryana, and the other A.
Hanburyana. The former has turned out lo be identical

with the Abies Pattoniana first introduced by Jeftrey,

while the A. Hanburyana seems to be nearly allied. Its

leaves, however, are longer, broader, and somewhat un-

dulated.

Some seeds of Abies Donglasii were sent home by Mr.
Brown. They soon grew, but have a light-green colour,

and much covered with
resinous blisters in the
young state, like those

raised from Jeffrey's im-
portations, having a
habit almost identical

with the early plants

raised from British

ripened seed, certainly

very different in colour

from those sent home
by Drummond during

the Franklin expedition,

or by the ill-fated David
Douglas during 1826.

I feel convinced thai

there is a variety of

the A. Douglasii yet to

be sent from the Rocky
Mountain district, in-

finitely superior to the

generality of A. Doug-
lasii seedlings received

during recent years,

having dark evergreen
leaves, perfectly hardy,

very upright in growth,

and admirably adapted
for forest purposes.
Those sent home by
Drummond are of this

character. Some plants

sent out by nurserymen
under the name of A.
Douglasii taxifolia may
be this variety, but cer-

tainly not all, as some
cultivated under this

name are rather tender,

and have more or less

of a drooping habit.

In Britain we have numerous medium sized trees of
Scots Fir, growing on the outskirts of forests, from which
cones can be procured in abundance. I attribute the

sickly state of many of these seedling trees which have
got into cultivation, to the collectors sent in search of

seeds being paid by the bushel. If the requisite quantity

can be procured from such medium sized trees, it is

scarcely to be expected that any one will take the trouble

of procuring cones from lofty trees.

In the selection of seeds for forest purposes, too much
attention cannot be paid to a vigorous state of the trees in

this country, from which seeds are to be procured for sup-
plying the demands of nurserymen. The same care is

also requisite in the selection of trees in foreign lands from
which to procure seeds, although at first only intended for

ornamental purposes, as the day may not be far distant

when seeds of some of those trees may be required for

forest growth. If taken from sickly trees at first, they

may undeservedly receive an inferior character, which
might have proved otherwise if they had been taken from
tall and healthy specimens, although the cones should be
scarcer and more difficult to procure.

There is a circumstance to which seed collectors pay
very little attention, but which calls for careful observa-
tion. I have just stated that seeds were not unfrequently
procured from medium sized trees growing along the out-

skirts of Pine forests. In such situations it is often im-
possible to depend on the progeny. The pollen of most
coniferous trees is produced in very large quantities, and
is often blown about to a considerable distance. To this

cause I attribute the sickly condition of the jilants raised

from much of our hoinc-ripened seed, as is observable in

Abies Menziesii, A. Douglasii, Picea nobilis, Pinus mon-
ticola, P. Laricio, and others. Such examples prove the

necessity of foreign seed collectors penetrating the Pine
forests in order to procure seeds in a pure and perfect

state The rarerspecies of Conifers now cultivated in this

country arc not yet to be had in such quantities as to be
grown in a forest condition. The chances, therefore, of
impure seed are very great.
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A circumstance connected with the early coning of cer-

tain recently introduced Conifers into this country deserves
investigation. On inquiry, it will be found that early

coning may be attributed to several causes. For many
years the newer Conifers were generally grown in pots,

perhaps for a much longer time than they ought to have
been, and when planted out the roots were found matted
together, rendering it often impossible to extricate them
without injuring the plants. Such specimens were gene-
rally planted with their balls of adherent earth entire.

For several years these trees get on well, but in time
sicken from a strangulation of their roots, which results in

early coning. Another mode of bringing young trees into

a coning condition, is the tying the stems upright which
liappen to be leaning to one side from wind or other
causes. The tying which some of these plants are often
subjected to. and the after neglect of taking off ligaments
used, has a tendency to cut into the bark on one side, and
often weakens the top, which results in early coning.
Another cause is from transplanting, and is particularly
noticeable in plants of the Picea nobilis. Although trans-
planting is often done for this express purpose. I have my
doubts if the progeny of such trees cm be relied on
for producing permanent healthy
plants. I am inclined to think
that these premature methods of
including all cones will produce a
sickly progeny. It will be a service
if those individuals who have had
experience in seedlings thus pro-
duced, will kindly give the results

of their experience : it would con-
fer a favour on many cultivators
by saving the extensive planting
of trees that will not ultimately
succeed. The sickly state of many
of our young Larch plantations,
I much fear, is owing to careless-
ness in seed collecting.

Of the genus Thuja a consider-
able quantity of seeds were sent
home by Mr. Brown, under the
name of Thuja Craigana. These
have the appearance of Thuja
gigantea sent home by Jeffrey, or
the varieties sent by other collec-
tors under the names of Thuja
Lobbii and T, Menziesii.

The varieties of Thuja received
at different times from British
Columbia are numerous, and from
the slight difference observable in

them, I am inclined to think that
the seeds must have been collected
from trees growing on different

soils and situations.

Of the genus Juniperus, several
very interesting species are to be
seen amongst the dried specimens
received from Mr. Brown. Several
packets ofJuniperus seed were also
sent home. The only one named
by him was juniperus Henryana,
of which two distinct varieties

have come up, and are now in
cultivation. As the true plant has
not been described, it is difficult

to know which was originally in-

tended to bear that name.
Seeds of deciduous trees, shrubs,

and herbaceous plants were also
distributed

; of the former, Prunus
Pattoniana appears to be distinct,

although more of a shrub than of
tree growth. Mahonia Balfouriana
seems to be identical with Ma-
honia Aquifolium, introduced from
California in 1824. A species sent
without a name has turned out to
be Spirosa ariasfolia, a species long
known in the British gardens.
Perhaps one of the most useful
introductions by Mr. Brown was
the Bunch grass (Elymus conden-
satus) ; this grass is without excep-
tion one of the earliest we have in
Britain, the leaves can be cut about
24 inches long at the beginning of
March, while this year it was
nearly 30 inches, and before the
end of September the plants
measure from 8 to g feet in height,

buryana and Juniperus Henryana only, by Brown.
In these extensive and comparatively unexplored regions,
a variety of soils and situations must be met with, parti-
cularly adapted for certain species of Conifers. Suitable
spots, as damp, dry, loamy, or peaty, favourable to the
growth of certain plants, are frequently very limited in

extent. A collector may therefore pass within a few
hundred yards of some rare species and never see tlicm.
From these regions a vast amount of novelties have yet to
be procured, and such as would reward anv young and
enterprising collector. — James McNab, Royal Botanic
Oarde/!s, Edinburgh.

GARDEN EDGING AS A WATERING
APPARA TVS.

In one of her poems on water, Eliza Cook has
said

—

" Let Heaven this one rich gift withhold,
How soon we find it is better than gold."

And I would venture to add that by the very nature of

ordmary type, or cable, octagon, square, or triangular,
in lengths of about 6 feet, with a flange, either plain or
perforated, for partly sinking into the earth, so as to
form a proper separation between the garden soil and
the gravel of the walk. The lengths tu be connected
together by means of a separately-formed socket-joint
standard, surmounted by a finial ball or other device
for ornament.

Every fifth or sixth of these standards, whichever is

convenient, to be fitted with a screw nozzle hydrant
cock suited to receive elastic hose for use by the man
employed to water (see illustration, fig. i6o). Such
of those pipes as are used under the crossings or junc-
tions of the walks to connect the edging pipes into one
complete system may be of ordinary wrought iron, and
the wliole of the pipes galvanised for the prevention of
oxidation.

The advantages of this system I conceive would be
as follows :

—
I. A simple and economical mode of constructing a

durable garden edging, combined with an efiicient

apparatus for watering.
2. A great saving of time and

labour, also facilities for increased
daily watering without extra
hands.

3. The usual advantages would
accrue to the water by exposure
in an open tank, while that in the
apparatus would become tepid
by the influence of the sun upon
the iron pipe edging.

4. The apparatus can be con-
verted into a liquid manure-dis-
tributor. To prevent injury by
frost, the pipes need only be
allowed to run themselves empty
at the end of the "watering
season," G. Deal, Chelsea.

ElG. 160.—PROPOSED APPARATUS FOR WATERING GARDENS,
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- justly de-
serves. This gra^s should be thoroughly analysed by
competent parties, and its merits given to the public
It seeds abundantly in this country, and if found to
possess sufficient nutritive qualities it could be readily
increased

;
seeds of several pasture grasses were also re-

ceived and grew freely, but I have not heard of any good
that has resulted from them. Besides grasses, seeds of
many herbaceous plants were also distributed. The
packets being small, the distribution was therefore limited.
It anything new has been raised from these seeds it has
not been communicated to the association,

Mr. Browns mission ended in the autumn of i86S.
Looking through the dried specimens sent home byJeffrey
and Brown, as well as the introductions of Douglas there
appears yet to be ample scope in North-West .America for
a collector to go over the same ground again. The
original habitats of Picea amabilis and P. grandis of
Uouglas do not appear to have been touched upon by any
other party, as no true seeds of these two species have
again been procured. I stated in a former part of this
paper that seeds were received by recent collectors, under
the above names, but turned out to be other species. If

. J
25'^"=^ ^^''^ been sent, none of them have germi-

nated. The Pinus Balfouriana and the true P. flexilis
Have only been sent home by Jeffrey ; and the Abies Han-

experience during the season of summer the force of
this truism. It is only a year or so back that we
suffered rather seriously in consequence of a season of
drought, which depreciated the quality and curtailed
the quantity of our garden produce, when gardeners
lamented the condition of their vegetation for want of
more and better accommodation for watering.

Now, I have no pretensions to a specific remedy for
all this, but respectfully submit that by a compara-
tively small expenditure the operations ofgarden water-
ing can be performed with greater facilities, and at a
considerable saving of time and labour upon the
present water-barrow system. The arrangements I

propose are as follows :—To provide and fix in an
obscure corner of the garden a large open tank,
elevated upon iron columns, or brick piers, of sufficient

height to cause the water to flow freely and with force
to any required part of the garden. Tlie pipes charged
with the disposition of the water to be of cast-iron,

fixed above the ground surface, and around the whole
or such portions of the respective beds in a manner so
as to form an edging. The diameter of the pipes to
be about 24 inches, and the design a plain round of the

ON ARRANGING CUT
FLOWERS.—I.

The following notes are tlie

result of many years' expei icnce
in arranging cut flowers in
glasses, from 3 inches to 3 feet in

height, from January to De-
cember. I have often been askeil
for such a memorandum, and will

be glad, if any of your readers
get hints or escape from the
failures most have to go through
before they succeed : nor let them
consider these remarks insignifi-

cant, and the minutiae unneces-
sary— our flowers last much
longer than those of our friends,
and the glasses require changing
much less frequently.

Our glasses are of the simplest
shapes, clearest glass, and most
free from ornament that I could
procure at Dobson & Pierce's,
and Naylor's shops. Nothing
should draw the eye from the
flowers, although, as I wandered
last autumn through Salviati's

tempting warerooms at Venice,
I made up my mind that such
glass would be the best substitute
for flowers. It is a morning's
work to gather, clean, and
arrange foliage and flowers for
seven to ten glasses ; therefore,
in cool weather, I must have
the water still perfectly clear on
the sixth day, and, in summer, to
the third. Those flowers that
speedily spoil the water should
be kept by themselves, and that
glass can be cleaned, but it

saves trouble to mix only those
plants that stand for the same length of time fresh. It
is far better to learn to collect your flowers yourself;
no gardener can bring in the exact quantity—length
of stalks, c&c.

, you will soon know—you require,
and they are all naturally very extravagant where
buds are concerned. The flowers must, or ought to
be, cut before breakfast, unless sharp frost, or heavy
dew or rain, render doing so impossible ; but to
cut flowers at noon, with the sun on them, is waste of
time, for the flowers do not last.

My first object has always been to make a pleasing
efiect with what are called "common flowers " and
"weeds," but I do not admit that, properly speaking,
any flower can be "common," or any plant a "weed."
The very refinement and delicacy of wild flowers
render them most short-lived when gathered. Grasses,— I use the word in a popular not botanical sense, and
include Sedges—of course are difierent, and from Bul-
rushes to the little quaking Briza are essential. To
use the plants, as far as possible, in their natural habit
of growth and peculiar character, is my aim. I have
seen Ferns, Filix-mas, and Filix-fcemina, half broken to
make them hang round a high glass—why not use a

I

Fern or other plant that droops natur.i'Iy? and, on
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principle, I would forbid cutting rare plants or injuring

any plant. Amateurs are sure to cut Camellias with

long stalks, or a fine truss of Rhododendron, without

consideration for next years's blooms ; and I have seen

a bouquet at a flower show get a prize that was set

round with sprays of a Gleichenia : to my mind that

bouquet should have been disqualified by the use of a

Fern so difficult to keep and so scarce.

I shall begin with the finishing touches to the tall

glasses, as I have always observed that to be the

weakest point in arrangements. A glass 3 feet high

must have some trailer round the stem, without it the

best nosegay will look like a broom at the top, and,

with a trailer, even evergreens will have a good effect.

For all the year Passion-flower, P. ccerulea, is the

best, nicely ripened young laterals cut the length you
require. I like the tendrils and flower buds (which

expand in the room) to reach the table, and the tendrils

naturally tie the different pieces any way you require.

For winter, P. quadrangularis I find the best, and it

will do for two weeks successively. Another winter

trailer {all dust sponged off) is Stauntonia latifolia,

I have never tried it when in flower, as it would waste

some of the deliciously scented bunches, which we have

in profusion now ; this is a far too little grown green-

house creeper. But the most useful family of plants

of ali for winter, as tliey can be gi'ovvn at any time, and
need never be spared, are the Tradescantias ; we use

six varieties—zebrina and argentea, for dark purplish

striped leaves, and Lindeni, which is green ; there is

also a white variegated one, but it is apt to sport, and
two small-leaved green ones, which I first saw grown
in quantities in Germany and Holland, for hanging
baskets. All these hang from i^ to 2 feet down from
the glass, and do not interfere with the trailer that

is twined round the stem of the glass.

I myself have never got Ivy or Bramble flexible enough
for a trailer, and have seen them tied in with a stout

string at the bottom of the glass, and ready to jerk out

at the top. In summer the variegated Vitis is

beautiful ; the clear pink stalks are seen through the

glass and water; and then comes the Biyony, Tanius
communis ; we use tlie male plant for its leaves, and
wait until September to cut the female plants, when the

berries are the full size. By cutting them green, they

colour, in the house, all shades of yellow, orange, and
scarlet, and I have had them, when good unbruised

sprays, in use until February. Of course, the leaves

had all turned their different shades of bronze and
yellow, shrivelled, and been cut oft ; but the berries

keep plump and glossy long after the stalk has got so

brittle it will turn no longer, then the short bunches
do for the flat glasses.

I cannot praise Bryony too highly for this orna-

mental purpose. Although not indigenous to Scotland,

it fruits here as finely as in the hedges in England.
We grow it in a circular bed, inclosed with a wire
frame 5 feet high. The tubers I had marked in the

hedges in Yorkshire, and had them sent down at the

proper season, and they must now be a great weight.

The only care it requires {and it is essential, if you
count on cutting good pieces for your high glasses) is to

twine it daily, or as often as need be, on the wire, to

prevent it twining round itself, when it is sure to snap
over if you try to disentangle it ; therefore it must
be caught at the first, and watched until the wire is

properly covered, then it waves about as it likes. The
leaves of the male plant are the most useful, and it

produces more delicate little trailers, very useful for

Mr. March's and small glasses. In training it, care

must also be taken to turn it its own way ; at this

moment I forget if it is from left to right or 7'ice versd.

Dioscorea discolor stands, or I should rather say fades,

well. Smilax Sarsaparilla is the best winter plant for

going up the stalk of Mr. March's glasses ; its little

hooks keep the sprays in position, without the use of

worsted, wire, or thread. Many other trailing plants

have we tried for the glasses, but all had some fault

—

discolouring the water, or only keeping a couple of
days fresh, or not keeping in water at all—such as

Hops, Bryonia dioica, &,c. The next point I would
notice is foliage for all the year round, which there is

no doubt, as Mr. Brittain remarks, is " always
deficient." F, J. Hope, Wardie Lodge, Edinburgh.

^fline Corrfspottbencc.

Cochliostema Jacobianum.—This superb plant

has been such a success here, and given so much satisfac-

tion, that I think it will not be out of place to offer a
few details respecting it, through the medium of your
pages, in order to encourage tllose \vho liave hitherto

not been so successful in its management. The plant
we have here was purchased from Mr. B. S. Williams,
in the autumn of 1S69, and was at once repotted
into a lo-inch pot, when it was placed in the stove,
and kept growing until the following spring, when it

was again repotted into a 14-inch pot, soon after which
it produced one flower-spike. It continued growing
freely during the whole of last year, and is now of the
following dimensions ; I.ength of leaf, 3 feet 5 inches

;

breadth, 6.!> inches ; in the whole, forming a beautiful
vase-like plant. It has at the present time iS of its fine

spikes bearing a profusion of its beautiful blue and violet

flowers in various stages of development. On one spike

alone this day (April 22) I counted 158 flowers and buds.

This is undoubtedly a great acquisition amongst our

stove plants, for, independent of its beautiful flowers,

which continue from March to August, it is also a very

ornamental-leaved plant, and so easy of culture that

no amateur having stove accommodation need hesitate

about giving it a trial. The soil I have used for the

culture of Cochliostema is a mixture of good yellow

maiden loam, with one-third fibrous peat, and a little

charcoal and silver sand added. The pots should be

well drained, and a very liberal supply of water admi-

nistered during the whole season. Attention to these

simple rules will ensure success to any one attempting

the cultivation of this plant, provided they have the

accommodation of an ordinary stove. J. W. ItWc/i,

Gr. to J. Marshall, Esq., Belmont Park, Taunton.

Cinchona, — I have noticed the queries of your

correspondent (p. 575), and although I cannot say

where the highly priced bark of C. oblongifolia may
come from— or, indeed, be certain as to what it may be

—yet I may state that a so-called new species was,

seemingly by accident, introduced to the Neilgherry

plantations a few years ago, which promised to yield a

larger percentage of alkaloid than usual. I suggested

at the time, I recollect, that the so-called new species

seemed to come very near the description of C. lanci-

folia given by Howard in his princely work, and, upon
my taking a specimen to ICew, which had been

gathered on the Dodabetta plantations, it was found to

correspond closely with a leaf or two in the herba-

rium there bearing that name. Prof. Oliver stated at

the time, however, that a Spanish botanist acquainted

with Cinchonas had cast a doubt upon the matter

—

stated, indeed, that the ICew specimen was not lanci-

folia, although he did not say what it was. This was
the state of the nomenclature of this accidentally intro-

duced kind in the latter part of 1869. There were

only a very few plants of this kind {under a dozen, I

think) on the Neilgherry plantations, but they had
afforded Mr. Broughton materials for analysis, with the

following results, which were deemed so satisfactory

that the Madras Government ordered immediate pro-

pagation.

Yield of Atlialoids of h\"iv Kind compared with Itiat pf Cin-

chotta pfficiiiatis.

Height of Plants.
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where the wire touched. No. i is the best example,

as showing the oval discoloration, which could be seen

on most of the injured shoots. The injury must have

been done suddenly in all cases, for the tops of the

shoots remained green for some days—after then

shrivelled and died. J. Simpson, IVorthy,

Table Decorations at Kensington.—The size

of the tables determined upon for the prizes offered by

the Royal Horticultural Society on the 15th instant

bein^fif larger than usual on such occasions, and the

regulations {which you have published) requiring a

larger supply of the necessaries for a completely fur-

nished dinner-table than some of those wishing to com-

pete have at command, I have been applied to by

some intending exhibitors for information about the

possibility of hiring table-linen and other requirements.

Thinking that the advice which I have been able to

give them may be of use to others, perhaps you will

allow me to mention that every requisite may be ob-

tained from Simmonds Brothers, 90, Southampton

Row, Russell Square, who are furnishers for balls

and parties. IV. T.

Trillium from Seed.— Permit me, in reply to Mr.

Ellacombe, to say that seed of Trillium should be

sown as soon as it is ripe. Sandy loam and peat in

nearly equal parts is a suitable compost. Cover the

seeds lightly with the finest parts of the compost, and

lay a thin stratum of sphagnum on the surface, to

prevent alternations of drought. Place the pots in a

cold frame, and air it sufficiently to keep the tempera-

ture moderate. From the time the seeds are sown till

they are well germinated, they require to be kept

equably moist. Seeds saved at home, if sown imme-
diately ihey are ripe, generally germinate quickly.

Imported seeds lie longer, often months, after sowing,

therefore some patience should be exercised. Raise

the sphagnum occasionally, to observe whether growth

has begun, and wlien the plants do appear remove it

altogether. Moderate shading will thus become neces-

sary, and the plants should be encouraged to make
free and uninterrupted growth. Continue to give

plenty of water, so as to sustain growth as long as

possible, and withhold it only when the foliage begins

to colour off, so that the growth may be perfectly

matured and not hastened. Winter them in a cold

frame protected from frost. In spring they will start

at their natural period, when, if the compost is in a

healthy state and the drainage good, they may be

allowed to make another season's growth in the seed

pots ; otherwise, let them be carefully pricked off into

pots or pans, and treated throughout the growing
period to moderate heat and shade and constant

humidity. In autumn they may be planted out in

permanent quarters, after growth is fully matured. I

cannot from experience give directions for the treat-

ment of Cypripediums from seed, but should proceed

in the way above directed had I seeds of these interest-

ing plants to sow. The seeds of every one of this class

of Monocotyledons deteriorate rapidly in dry store
;

they should be committed to Mother Earth at once, and
never be allowed to become dry till near the end of the

first season's growth. IVm. Sutherlajid.

Hailstorm in Dorsetshire.—We had a destructive

hailstorm here yesterday afternoon ; the weather was
variable in the early part of the day, with slight

showers ; about 4 r.M. it came on more heavily, and
with sleet, but towards 5 the hail came down at a

tremendous rate, soon covering the ground ; about

5.30 the storm abated. The hailstones were round,

many of them over half an inch across, and in some
places lay an inch in depth ; but soon melted, as might
be expected. Much damage has been done ; a quantity

of old thin glass in small panes broken ; but none of

our houses with 16 oz. sheet glass are injured. All

early vegetables, as young Cabbage, Cauliflower,

Potatos, Celery, &c. , ai"emuch cut and torn, presenting

a sadly ragged appearance ; Strawberries in flower are

the same ; Gooseberry and Currant bushes are riddled,

the ground below being covered with their leaves, torn

into fragments—and quantities of fruit, too ; some of

the racemes of the Currants still in flower. Apples,
Plums, Pears, and Cherries have alike suffered, accord-

ing to their exposure. At 5 o'clock the wind was
north, but soon veered towards the west again. Baro-
meter stood at 29^;-j°, on Saturday 29^-5°, on Friday

29^, with falling temperature. The fine trees all

round here have suffered heavily, the ground being
strewed with their leaves—many of the young growths
of the Oak are cut clean off. That such rude treat-

ment must be more or less injurious cannot be doubted
—fruit destroyed cannot be replaced ; still, the grow-
ing season is before us, and we must hope for the best.

Only two peals of thunder were heard, and that towards
the end of the storm, which appeared to extend in an
easterly direction. T. C. Elliolt, Mt'llmry House
Gardens^ May 6. [Hail and sleet, followed by rain,

fell heavily on the morning of the 7th in London. One
or two peals of thunder were heard. Eds.]

The Implement Show at Birm.iiigham.— It

seems that the promoters of this show are having rather
hard measure from some of your correspondents, who
may possibly be scanning it wholly from the exhibitor's
side. Doubtless classification is a good thing, but pos-
sibly aggregation is more attractive to the public ; and the
promoters of this, or indeed any other show, are obhged
to keep the latter steadily in mind. Two objects, doubt-

less, were before the committee—one to stimulate and
improve the manufacture of matters horticultural, the

other to add fresh attractions to their great exhibition.

Possibly the vagueness of the schedule, so much com-
plained of, may assist both of these objects. For instance,

a handsome prize is offered for the best horticultural build-

ing, and forthwith thecryof What building? is raised. And all

sorts are brought forth to prove the impossibility of deter-

mining what is meant. But is it so impossible as it seems?
ATid unless separate prizes had been offered for the best

conservatory, plant stove. Orchid-house, vinery, Peach-

house, orchard-house, lS:c., how could tliis vagueness have

been avoided? Then if all these had been enumerated,

sliould we not have had equal or greater dissatisfaction,

expressed thus—How can any one builder be expected

to compete in so many classes? In determining the best

it will not be necessary for tlie houses for different

purposes to clash, as some suppose. The merit will

be judged relatively to its object, and lest there

could be any mistal^e on this matter, each exhibitor

might affix the character of his house thus :—Conser-

vatory, plant-stove, &c. Then, of course, design, mate-

rials, execution, adaptation, facility of working, structural

and cultural merits and arrangements, durability, price

and general appearance, would all have consideration.

Judged on such principles, there is no doubt that a sub-

stantial fruit-house would be awarded a higher place than

a flashy conservatory, and so on. It might have been

well to separate between iron and wooden houses, and

put in a prize offered forthe best horticultural building. It

would hardly have been fair to have closed the question, as

being yet settled, of which is the best building material

for horticultural buildings, iron or wood? Some cry

Nothing but iron ; others, There is nothing like wood. I

believe that both are best, but tliat our culture must be

modified somewhat to adapt itself to the peculiarities of

each. Of course, if the two classes of houses are thus to

compete, the question of which is best must necessarily

be complicated by that of prices, repairs, 5:c. The prime

cost and expenses of keeping should be balanced

against each other, and a fair balance struck be-

tween them. The duties of the jurors in this depart-

ment will be onerous, but doubtless they will be duly

performed, Mr. Ayres' suggestion about the jurors set-

ting forth their reasons in a report is worth considering.

But why confine it to implements? What is good for one

class of exhibitors ought to be of service to all
;
and it is

doubtful if horticulturists are yet sufficiently educated in

the virtue of patience to accept, not only of the awards

of the jurors, but their reasons for making them, with

magnanimous amiability. Certainly the judges' fees

would need to be doubled, were any such record of reasons

to be insisted upon. One grievance the manufacturers

certainly have in these matters—the payment for space.

The Society provides plenty of covered space for horti-

cultural produce, and charges for the ground in the case

of those who are invited to show the best houses to

grow it in, with the means of warming and furnishing

the same. The expenses of transit and exhibition are

heavy enough, without ground charges. D. T. Fish.

The Boiler Trials at Birmingham. — I have

watched your columns with much anxiety lately, hoping

to find that at Birmingham the long-talked-of trial of

boilers might come off; but, as yet, [ see no probability

of the solution of the question, Which is the best boiler?

The regulations on p. 504 are very vague, they gi\'e no
idea to the exhibitor, only that his fire must be ]3ut out at

the closing of the show ground (each night?). Mr.

Cannell's suggestion of tanks, p. 466, might answer to

test a small apparatus, but it would put a large one at a

great disadvantage, for many reasons. Mr. Ayres' sug-

gestion last week, to classify the boilers and try separately,

would be preferable ; but is there time to do it effectually

during tlie show week? It would be much better if the

Royal Horticultural Society, instead of leaving it to the

local committee, were to appoint three practical men (say,

Messrs. Ayres, Cannell, and Fish) to assist the committee

in this division of their duties. Let each exhibitor fix and
try his boiler as he likes (the hire of hot-water pipes is a

very small consideration). We might then have a report

of the merits and demerits of each boiler ;
the trial should

take place before the show, visitors would then have an
opportunity of examining the mode of setting, and so on,

which is very httle understood. Nothing connected with

the Birmingham show is of more importance to the Fellows

of the Royal Horticultural Society than to know what
form of boiler is the most economical in fuel and
least liable to get out of order. In your notices of

gardens we often read, the houses are admirably heated

by such and such a boiler ; but cannot gardeners tell us

when their boilers fail, and what they suppose to be the

cause, as well as what quantity of fuel they burn ? Brother

gardeners can then compare notes, which would enable

them to form a better opinion of what boiler to use and
what boiler to avoid. N. B.

Foreign Correspondence,
Spring on the Eastern Coast of Italy.—

On April r6 I left Mentone for Genoa, with the inten-

tion of travelling along the western shore of the

Adriatic to Brindisi, on my way to Corfu and the

Ionian Islands. Although well acquainted with the

western slopes of the Apennines and the western coast

of Italy, I had never before travelled through the

eastern provinces of Italy in spring, and was anxious to

learn, by ocular demonstration, how they got on with-

out the protection from the north-east winds which the

long chain of the Apennines gives to the western coast.

A glance at the map of Italy will show that the

Maritime Alps, prolongations of the main Alps, and

the Apennines which continue them, surround and

protect the Gulf of Genoa in a most remarkable manner,

from the Estrelles behind Cannes to Pi^a, making the

coast region of this gulf a regular undercliff on a large

scale, and securing for it an exceptionally mitd winter
climate. The Apennines, which run down the centre

of Italy as far as Reggio, opposite Messina in Sicily,

continue this protection from north-east winds, although
in a minor degree, and thence the special reputation of

Italy as a winter climate. All that has been written

about its climate and vegetation applies only to its

western or protected provinces and shores. The eastern,

or unprotected provinces, are seldom visited, and I

may say never alluded to by travellers. So it has been
for ages ; the historical cities of Italy, Genoa, Pisa,

Florence, Rome, Naples, Salerno, are all on its western

or sheltered side. There Italy has lived, as it were, in

history. Like the crowd, my steps had always gone
south and west, this lime I went east and south.

On April 16 the vegetation on the sheltered and sun-

exposed shores of the Genoese Riviera, at Cannes, at

Nice, at Mentone, at San Remo, was that of the south

of England at the end of the first or second week in

June. Spring flowers were over ; the Banksian and

Bengal Roses had been some time in full bloom, as

also the Lemon trees. The hybrid Roses and the

Oranges were rapidly coming into flower; the deciduous

trees. Planes, Oaks, Figs, were rapidly coming into

leaf ; the Willows had long been in full leaf, the

Vines were about to flower. It was quite summer.
At Genoa vegetation was nearly as far advanced as

with us, but on passing out of the Apennines into the

flat plains of Piedmont, which are exposed to the

northern blasts blowing down from tlie Alps, too

distant to protect them, a change came over the spirit

of the dream—we went back six weeks. There was
not an Orange, a Lemon, a Palm, or even a Fig tree

to be seen. The Poplars, Willows, and Vines were

just beginning to show their first leaves, the Mulberry

trees were naked. Cherry and Hawthorn in flower
;

cereals 2 inches from the ground, and rather yellow, as

if they had recently been exposed to severe cold.

Moreover, there was a cold north-east wind blowing,

such as I had not once felt during the winter at

Mentone. It was evident that in these plains the

actual frosts of winter must be severe, and that, owing

to the absence of protection, winter was prolonged far

into spring.

This cold north-east wind and the dust it raised

pursued us to Bologna, where I was glad to take

refuge. Here I heard that last winter there had been

several feet of snow in the streets, which remained for

weeks, and that the ice on a canal with a rapid stream,

which runs through the town, was more than a foot

thick. Nor is this surprising when we look at the

map, and see that Bologna is in the Piedmontese plain,

at the foot ©f tlie eastern slope of the Apennines, with

nothing whatever to protect it from the north-east

blasts that blow from the snow-covered mountains of

Austria ; so Bologna is intensely hot in summer, from

latitudes like that of Mentone, with its Orange and

Lemon trees, and intensely cold in winter from ex-

posure. Although 13° further south than England, it

appeared to me to have about the same vegetation ;

we must, however, except the Vine and Maize, which

the extreme heat of the southern summer ripens. The
Vine and the Maize do not get with us the four

months' heat they seem to require ; our September is

too cold.

Below Bologna (April 19), as going south we receded

from the high mountains which limit Italy to the

north, the cold north-east wind seemed to be losing its

power, and vegetation was more advanced. The
Poplars were in leaf, the Mulberry and Acacia trees

showed small leaves, as did the Elms ; the Vine shoots

were 2 inches long, cereals 3 inches above the ground,

and healthier looking. Elms seemed principally cuhi-

vated to support the Vines. They are allowed to grow

some 6 or 8 feet, and then made to divide into two,

three, four, or five branches or forks, on which as

many shoots of a Vine are trained. The Vine planted

at the foot is not trained round the tree—probably that

it may not, later, strangle it—but carried straight up
one side to the point where the branches divide,

when one shoot is trained on each branch of the tree.

Often shoots are carried in festoons from one tree

to another, and as the trees are planted in rows, about

40 feet apart, the effect in summer, when they are

covered with fruit and leaves, must be very picturesque.

Might we not make use of Vines trained on trees

merely for their foliage ? Their power of all but indefi-

nite elongation, about which so much has lately been

said, would thus have fair play, and an Oak or Elm
covered in summer with Vine leaves up to the summit

would look very well. Still, there were neither Fig nor

Olive, Orange or Lemon trees, which indicate, the

two former, the absence of severe frosts—the two latter

the absence of any. We passed through a flat, well-

irrigated, carefully cultivated but most unpicturesque

country, bounded on the western horizon by low hills,

the dying slopes of the Apennines.

Bologna is about 40 miles from the Adriatic, the

railroad strikes the sea some 60 miles farther south,

and then skirts the Adriatic shore all but the entire

way south to Brindisi. Proximity to the sea does not,

however, here seem to promote a milder climate, as

on the western coast. Probably the Adriatic is colder

than the Mediterranean, from the coldness of the rivers

that run into it. Moreover from its narrowness the

cold north-east winds have not time to get warmed by

contact in crossing it, so the shores are bleak and deso-

late, more so than the country immediately below
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Bologna. No doubt, away from the sea, in sheltered

valleys, at the foot of the Apennines, are nooks in

which vegetation is more southerly ; but all along the

shore, in the vast plains we traversed, bounded on

the far-off western horizon by low swelling hills, all was

still bleak and winterly until we reached Vasto, on a

parallel line with Rome. Previously we had seen a

few small Fig trees, struggling for existence in a back

yard, or in a garden surrounded by high walls, as we
see them in our own country, say at Ryde, Isle of

Wight ; but they never seemed able to boldly take to

the open. The immense plains were principally covered

with cereals or lying fallow, not a head of cattle

was to be seen, and no farmhouses. The native popu-

lation all evidently lived in dead-alive towns and

villages, with little evidence of civilisation around

them except handsome churches. It is clear that in

Southern Europe, in the middle ages, all the savings,

all the superfluous wealth of the country, must have

been devoted to building and embellishing churches.

On no other ground can we explain their number and

magnificence in countries which must have been then

even more wretchedly poor than

they appear to be to-day. That
may be one reason why capital

did not accumulate in those days,

and take other directions, as it

does now. I asked travelling

companions how these immense
corn plains were manured, and

the answer was that they were

not manured at all, but allowed to

remain fallow, and to recover

themselves by "natural pro-

cesses."

Below Vasto we crossed the

base of a promontory, and came
on some moderate - sized Olive

trees. Here and there we passed

through patches of uncultivated

ground, sandy, siliceous, which

was covered with the same vege-

tation as the wm/w/j or brushwood
in Corsica—Cistus just beginning

"^

to flower, Juniper, Lentiscus,

Ferula, Asphodel, Ilex, Cork,

Oak, but no Mediterranean Heath.

At Bari, which is parallel wilh

Naples, a branch line goes to

Taranto. I had long wished to

visit this city, it looks so very

tempting on the map ; 60 miles

(one degree) south of Naples
turned to the south-west, and,

sheltered from the north-east by
a semicircular mountain range, I

expected to find an unknown
southern Eldorado, but I was dis-

appointed. The mountain range

only rises 1000 feet—not enough to

give complete protection from the

north-east winds, even in this

southern latitude, and the full

exposure to the south-westerly

winds is clearly a disadvantage.

Still, some striking and interest-

ing facts were developed in this

slight ascent and short journey.

On leaving Bari, at the base of

the low range, we crossed a grove
of very respectable Olive trees,

but at 300 feet they left us, to be
replaced by a forest of stunted

deciduous Oaks. In their turn

they disappeared at about 700 feet

from this to the summit, which I

found 1000 feet high. The north-

east wind had it clearly all its

own way on this the north side

of the range. At this low altitude

there was scarcely a tree to be
seen, but immense tracts of fresh

green scanty pasturage, as bare
as on a Welsh mountain. On de-

scending the southern side there were no Oaks, the
Olives beginning to appear at 700 feet. At first poor
and scanty, they gradually became finer, and at the

southern base were very fine old trees, although not
so large as those of the Genoese Riviera. Taranto
is an old wall-enclosed Italian city, cramped and con-
fined, as all such towns arc in Italy, situated at the
base of a peninsula. In a market garden surrounded
by high walls I found large Fig trees, Pomegranates,
Apricots, no Oranges nor Lemons. There were plenty
in the market, but, what with the north-east wind at
the back, and the blast of south-westerly gales in front,
they could not grow on the coast, I was told, although
they grew freely in the interior.

I relumed to Bari, and pursued my journey to Brindisi.
Here I find the same conditions that have marked
the entire journey from Bologna downwards—a southern
latitude and powerful sun in vain contending with
exposure to the north-east wind. Brindisi is on a
promontory turned to the north, and gets its sun
laterally, as it were. Where the north-east wind
reaches, the land is literally naked, reduced to Vines and
cereals ; where there is exposure to the sun, and pro-
tection from the north by walls or otherwise, it will

grow all the southern products, just like Naples or '

Salerno. Thus, there are small gardens in the town

which grow fine Orange and Lemon trees, now covered

with beautiful fruit, which we are consuming ; but they

are in courts, or surrounded by walls 20 feet high.

You do not even see the tops of the trees in passing

along the streets at the base of the garden walls. On
the other side of the harbour, in a valley or fold of land

with a south-western exposure, and protected from the

north by a belt of Fir trees, I have this day {April 25)

seen in flower all the plants I left in flower in my
garden on the Riviera eight days ago. Sweet Peas,

Roses—Banksian, Bengal, multifiora, Tea, hybrid :

among others, Chromatella, Gloirede Dijon, Lamarque,

Malmaison, Empereurde Maroc
;
Jasminum revolutum,

Linum rubrum, Verbena, Zinnia, Petunia, Lantana,

Cineraria, Pelargonium, double Geranium, Straw-

berries nearly ripe. I would remark, that most of these

plants, the Roses excepted, were not luxuriant and

fresh, as with me at Mentone. They mostly seemed

stinted and unhappy, as if they had suffered from cold

in the winter. In this garden were large Aloes and

vegetation of the Genoese Riviera is that of the sheltered

regionsof Sicily, 6° further south ; whereas the vegetation

of Bologna and Ancona is that of the central regions

of France, 6° more north. The lesson taught is the

advantage of protection from the north in all regions,

and of full exposure to the south. 7. Henry Beunet,

M.D., Brindm, South Italy, April 2^.

Fig. 161.—-t^chmea mari.t: regIxV/E.

Opuntias, unknown all along the coast. In the very

centre, and in the most sheltered site in the garden,

there was a Lemon tree, some 10 feet high, covered

wilh fruit. I would remark that from the way in which
Oranges and Lemons thrive in Italy and in Spain, in

the closest possible quarlers—in courtyards in the centre

of towns, surrounded with high walls, in hollows and
valleys without down draughts—I think it clear they

would thrive and fruit with us abundantly under glass,

and might, as Mr. Rivers says, be cultivated with

profit, as Grapes and Peaches are. Perhaps, even, we
might improve on quality. An old quarry, with a

southern exposure, would, I should say, be the very

place for an Orange orchard. What they appear not

to be able to bear is frost or wind ; otherwise, they are

easily pleased. Some of the finest Orange trees I have
ever seen were in the close courtyard of the Seville

Cathedral, in Spain.

To conclude, I find, once more, that complete pro-

tection from north winds, such as is obtained on the

Genoese Riviera, makes up for many degrees of lati-

tude ; whereas exposure to cold mountain winds, such
as impinge on the entire eastern coast of Italy, takes

away the good effect of many degrees of latitude. The

Societies.

Royal Botanic: May 8.—The last spring show of

this Society was held on the above date under most

unfavourable circumstances as regards the weather, and
to this, as well as in a great measure to many growers

having reserved their productions for the more attractive

exhibition at the Crystal Palace to-day, the smallness of

the Regent's Park show on this occasion was due. The
prizes offered to nurserymen for 20 greenhouse plants,

and to all comers for six small Palms in 8-inch pots, and
six Iris in three varieties, were not competed for, and
several other classes were only slightly represented.

Messrs. Paul & Son were the only exhibitors of nine

Roses in pots, and the 1st prize was
awarded them for a very excellent

lot of plants. Messrs. Paul & Son
also contributed four boxes of very
fair cut Roses and three examples of

Primula japonica, one having four

spikes in various stages of develop-

ment, the largest one with five

whorls, of which the two lower were
over. Messrs. Veitch & Sons sent a
collection of Roses in pots in capital

order, agroupof Acers, and another
of new plants. Mr. B. S. Williams
also contributed several fine new
plants, and several good specimens
of various flowering and fine-

foliaged plants. Messrs. H. Lane
& Son produced the only six Azaleas
in the nurserymen's class, and re-

ceived the highest award. The same
exhibitors also staged a nice batch
of new Continental varieties of
Azalea indica. Mr. G. Wheeler,
gr. to Sir F. Goldsmid, had a large

group of miscellaneous stove and
greenhouse plants ; he also took
the ist prize of nine herbaceous
stove plants, which consisted of
four well-grown Caladiums, four

Gloxinias, and one Achimenes ; and
the 2d prize amongst amateurs, for

six Azaleas. Mr. H. Hill, gr. to H.
Taylor, Esq. , Avenue Road, St.

John's Wood, had the best group
in the latter class. Messrs. Dobson
& Sons and Mr. James were the
only exhibitors of flerbaceous Cal-
ceolarias, those from the former
being the best. Mr. T. S. Ware
sent a large and effective collec-

tion of hardy spring fine-foliaged

plants, conspicuous amongst them
being several fine species and va-

rieties of Funkia. He also was the
only exhibitor in the classes for

alpine plants and bulbous in flower,

respectively. Mr. William Paul
contributed a large group of silver-

edged white-flowered Pelargoniums,
and six boxes of capital cut Roses,
including two very attractive ones
of Marechal Niel ; and Mr. B.

Porter, gr. to Mrs. Benham, Sion
Lodge, Isleworth, sent a box of cut

hardy flowers, and a collection of
varieties of TropKoIum Lobbia-
num. Botanical Certificates of
Merit were voted to Messrs. Veitch
& Sons for Adiantum amabilc, a
very elegant form, with rather large,

deeply cut pinna? ; Croton lacteum,
Epidendrum pseudepidendrum, a
novel species, with narrowish green
sepals and petals, lilac-purple

column, and broad, shining, orange
red lip ; E. syringothyrsis, a hand-
some species, with mauvc-liinc

flowers, profusely produced at the

end of the spike ; and Acer polymorphum dis-

sectum. To Mr. B. S. Williams, for Macrozatnia

McKenii, and Zamia cycad.-tfolia, the former having

peculiarly stiff twisted leaves ; Agave Roezli.ina, and
Rliopala elegantissinia, a plant tliat will be very

useful for decorative work, and especially fur the

dinncr-t.able. To Mr. J. Croucher, gr. to J. T.

Peacock, Esq., Hammersmith, for Agave Feacockii,

a handsome form, with lance-shapcd leaves armed with

black spines ; and for five other species. To Messrs.

J.
Carter & Co., for Cordyhnc lentiginosa. To Mr.

T. S. Ware, for Iris iberica var. Perryana. whicli

differs from the first-named in having no yellow in the

larger segments of the perianth ; for Funkia japonica

aurea, a plant that will no doubt prove valuable for spring

gardening; and F. Fortunei, a distinct bluish-green leaved

form. To Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, for I'imelea

Henderson! alba, apparently a free-blooming variety
;

Hedera conglomerata, and a new Ivy-leaved hybrid

Pelargonium named Emperor, with rosy-cnmson flowers

and bold scabrous foliage ;
and to Messrs. Ivery ic Son,

for Polystichum angulare var. Henleya:, P. confluens

variegatum, and Hctlera conglomerata. Floral Cer-

tificates were granted to Mr. P. Porter, for Pelar-

gonium Prince Chariic, a very strong-growing variety

with large well-formed light scarlet flowers; to Mr. W. Paul,
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for Pelargoniums Lord Bacon and Guinever, the latter

being a dwarf silver-edged form with pure white flowers in

verv compact trusses ; to Mr. B. S. Williams, for a fine

double-flowered, mauve-purple Stock, named Purple

(lueen ; and to Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son. for

Pelargonium elegantissimum, a pretty golden variegnled

variety of the old lemon-scented type, allied to P. crispum.

Royal Horticultural : May 9.—The subject of

Professor Dyer's third lecture was '

' Flowers—their Colours
and Odours," of which the following is a summary ;

—

Returning to the comparison made in the first lecture

between a leafy shoot with an exceedingly abbreviated

stem, such as we have in some Sempervi\'ums, and a
"double " flower like a Camellia—while we see that there

is little difference in the form or arrangements of the

parts, we cannot fail to be stnick with the marked differ-

ence in their colour. The mature healthy foliage of plants

is, with ven,' rare exceptions, coloured with some tint of

green ; on the other hand, in fully expanded flowers,

green is scarcely ever met with. These differences corre-

spond to a profound distinction in the internal processes

which go on in the several parts of the plant.

If we take the thinnest possible slice from a leaf and
look at it when magnified by means of the microscope, we
find, and we could never liave suspected this from a naked
eye examination, that it is built up of small closed bladder-

like bags (cells) ; these are rather spongily grouped
together, not exactly in close contact, but leaving inter-

vening spaces, which communicate with one another, and
finally open into the air at special

points upon the leaf surface.

Now, in its earliest state, each
of these cells is filled with a jelly-

like substance possessed of cer-

tain ver)' characteristic properties,

it is called protoplasm, and is

always to be found in the micro-
scopic texture of the living parts

of both plants and animals. In
every case its appearance is

nearly the same, and, like the

white of an Q^g, it undergoes
congulation, or heat-stiffening,

at a temperature of from 145^—
165*^ F. As the cells grow older

and larger the protoplasm ceases
to fill them, and gets broken up
into a mere network of strings,

or into small granules. The last

is the case in leaf-cells, and the

granules become tinged with a
green pigment (called leaf-

green, or chlorophyll). In these

coloured granules water which
is taken up by the roots and
carbon-dioxide — a gas which
exists as an impurilyin the atmo-
sphere to the amount of four

parts in 1000—are combined
together under the influence of
solar light and heat into the
well-known substance, starch.

The green parts of plants are a
manufactor)-^ where the raw ma-
terial is taken from the air and
the soil, and to which the sun
supplies the driving force ; starch

is the manufactured product. It

could hardly have been expected
that the presence of the green
colour would prove essential to

these processes, but this is the

case. Still more remarkable is

the fact, discovered by Eusebe
Gris in 1843, that a plant must
get iron in order to develope the

green tint.

Now, it is found that the parts
of plants which are not green
consume what the leaves have
made, and to a great extent
undo their work. The consump-
tion is, in fact, accompanied by
an absorption of oxygen and a
form.nion of carbon-dioxide. It praclicallv amounts to

burning off part of the carbon contained in the starch
;

the final result is the production of sugar, which contains
less, and is soluble. This explains why the syrup-like
fluid c.illed nectar is so often found in flowers.

The bright tints of flowers are to a considerable extent
shared by the young growing shoots of plants, which in

their earliest stages expend the nutriment prepared for

them, and do nothing for their own sustenance. Mr.
Herbert Spencer has even suggested that in the often
bright coloration of young foliage we see the origin of
the colours of flowers. The leaves of a young shoot are
rudimentary, and so in a sense are the leaves which make
up a flower ; both consume prepared nutriment, both
absorb oxygen, both are often brightly coloured. In the
former case a time for sober work—starch manufacture —
comes, and the gay coloration is exchanged for green

;

in the latter case the leaves are never called on to do
work of that kind, and they best serve the interests of the
plant by displaying to the last the vividness of their tints.

For, it can hardly now-a-days be doubted that it is from
no mere gayness, no mere benevolent display of beauty,
that plants in this way delight us, but simply because it

brings about with greatest certainty the transference of
pollen from one flower to another, which seems an
essential condition to the \igorous perpetuation of the
race. That insects are attracted by the tints of flowers is

proved by their mistaking artificial imitations of them, or
even, it is said, their representations on a wall paper.
'J'he colour appears to suggest by association the presence
of nectar, and access to this is generally so barred in the
real flower that the insect gets smeared with pollen
before it satisfies its wants. The presence of conspicuous
blotches of colour seem to point the way more evidently

to the nectary ; at any rate, it is a fact in support of this,

that when, as often happens in garden Pelargoniums, the

central flower of a truss loses its irregular coloration,

the nectary disappears simultaneously.

The odours of flowers appear to be a means of attract-

ing the visits of insects by appealing to another sense.

The supply of nectar' afforded to insects by flowers is

often a hardly unmixed benefit ;
the adhesion of the

pollen masses of Orchids must often miseiably cripple

them. There is, in fact, a perpetual conflict of self-

seeking between the flower and its visitors ; if the flower

imposes its unasked-for pollen decorations upon the

insect, the latter often disregards the cunningly devised

arrangements, and steals the nectar by cutting into the

nectary from without. Many of the most beautiful arrange-

ments for ensuring cross-fertiUzation in flowers were

described by C. Sprengel (1793) but ignored till Darwin
recalled attention to the subject.

The actual pigments which tinge flowers appear to fall

into two groups, the one contains red tints passing into

blue, the other yellow passing into red. In tlie former

case the pigment is dissolved in the cell sap ; in the latter,

it is said to be usually granular. The cases wliere any
one species of plant varies with flowers of all three tints are

exceedingly rare, while with two tints they arc not un-

common. The red colouring matter of the first group
appears to be acid, and this seems to indicate its being in

a high state of oxidation. An alkali turns it blue. Some
curious experiments made by Becquerel indicate that

exposure to cold below freezing-point, or heat above 120**,

Fig. 162.— I, ixoRA \villi.\.msii ; 2, i. prince oi- orange.

or the influence of electricity, cause the red colouring

mutter to ooze through the walls of its containing cells,

and that it then becomes bluish.

It has often been discussed whether a temperate or

tropical climate is more favourable to brilliancy of flower

colour. Temperate countries appear to favour gregarious

plants, partly because the number of plants in a temperate

flora is smaller. The Furze, in all its splendour at this

season about London, excited the greatest admiration in

Linnaeus. Nor, according to Pulteney, was he less

affected by

—

" The sheets of Hyacinth,
That seem'd the heavens upbrcakinR thro' the earth."

Garden Memoranda.
The Victoria and Paradise Nursery, Upper

-It is now some seven or eight years' Hi:)LLO\VAY, N
I

since Mr. B. S. "Williams took possession of the ground

I and built his first house, the foundation stone, as it

were, of the immense plant manufactory that has

become so widely known within these last few years,

and which is situated opposite the Archway Tavern in . 3 feet from the tub

doubtedly possesses of the requirements of plants
under artificial cultivation—they are built on the
simplest and most approved principles, the greater
number (which we shall presently notice separately)
being span-roofed, large, roomy, well-heated and
ventilated, and having a general air of stability, which
is quite refreshing in these days of cheapness.
Tiiey have besides—what is but rarely seen in plant
nurseries—good wide paths, a most appreciable boon
to visitors, and especially to ladies. These houses,
too, are filled with plants, and such plants as delight

the eyes of those who appreciate the word "cultiva-
tion" to its fullest extent. Mr. Williams, as most of
our readers are aware, is one of the oldest exhibitors at

the present time, and as such, no man in his day has
been more successful. He is a warm-hearted sup-

porter of exhibitions, and it is notorious that for

the past few years he has exhibited more plants

at our metropolitan and provincial exhibitions

combined, than any other man in the United
Kingdom. He is, as those who have the pleasure

of his acquaintance well know—no advocate of small
plants for exhibition purposes. On the contrary he
goes heart and soul for size and quality combined, and
in this respect our sympathies are with him, for

although we are well nigh sick of the old worn-
out stagers that put in an appearance at our great showg

as regularly as the season
comes round, and fully appre-

ciate the greater variety which
is afforded when small plants

are shown, still the " ele-

phants "are the plants which
take the eye of show patrons,

and as they are turned out by
Mr. Baines, Mr. Williams, and
others, claim the admiration

alike of nearly every practical

horticulturist. Much, very

much more might be said on
this subject, but we are digress-

ing, and must now try to make
our readers acquainted with the

plants which we saw in Mr.
Williams' establishment a few
weeks ago.

The first to claim our atten-

tion was the conservatory, or

show-house, which is 100 feet

long and 40 feet wide, having

paths along the sides, down
and across the centre, the posi-

tion of the latter being distin-

guished by a small fountair.

The staging around the sides

was principally devoted to

flowering plants, most striking

amongst them being a grand

lot of Cyclamens in 24 and 32
inch pots, with about 6 dozen
fine and bright-coloured flowers

on each.

Other decorative subjects

well represented in conjunction

with these, were a fine lot of

Solanum compactum, a great

improvement on S. Pseudo-
Capsicum for general decora-

tion, being dwarfer, bushier,

and berrying more freely,

making very useful stuff in 48
pots. Plants of about the same
size of the useful old Cytisus

racemosus associated agree-

ably with the scarlet berries of

the Solanum and the purple

and white flowers of the Cycla-

mens. In beds on either side of the centre path, and
facing the entrance door from the roadway, were hand-

some specimens of that handsome Palm, Chama:rops ex-

celsa, the same of Dracaena lineata, huge healthy bushes

of Camellias and Azaleas, a well-matched pair of Tree

Ferns—Cyathea Smithii and C. Cunninghamii—about
12 feet high. The latter is regarded as the finest

plant of two only in Europe, the other one being at

the Royal Botanic Garden at Glasnevin. Next to claim

our attention were a fine pair of Cyathea dealbata, about

10 feel high ; and then a pair of that fine greenhouse

palm, Chamserops Fortunei, a finer specimen than one of

ihem (which is nearly 12 feet high) is seldom seen.

Then came a beautiful pair of Seaforthia elegans, and

a tall plant of Dracaena indivisa, underneath these

being small specimens of Dracsena, Aralias, and

others mixed with flow^ering plants. Near to the terra

cotta fountain above mentioned were a pair of

Dicksbnia antarctica about 12 feet high, with heads

of an umbrella shape, the stem of one of

them measuring 4 feet in circumference at

Following these were more

Upper Holloway, and within easy reach of the city of
|

fine Camellias, some of them 10 feet through ;
a fine

' London either by rail, omnibus, or tram. The general example of Cyathea princeps, throwing up some

outline of the ground covered by this nursery much magnificent fronds ; a very handsome bpecimen of

I
resembles the letter L- the top side facing the ho:^telry ' Rhopala corcovadense, one of the best of greenhouse

' before mentioned, the lower, or southern side, adjoining plants ; and grand examples of the Sago Palm, Cycas

or abutting on the Junction Road. Mr. Williams was I
revolula, and the formidable looking Zamia horrida,

the architect and builder of his own houses, and which latter must be of great age, seeing that it has

as may be supposed—from his experience as a plant been in Mr. Williams' possession for five years,

grower, and the great knowledge which he un- and has only made one set of leaves. Of
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plants of smaller proportions, there were admirable

representatives of the graceful Beaucarnca recurvata,

the striking Yucca quadricolor and its var. Stokesii,

the rare Alsophila Macarthuri, and Phormium tenax

variegata, &c. In this same house, too, will be found

a good collection of Agaves and Yuccas, kept some-

what to themselves, and amongst the former were A.

medio-picta, one of the best of the variegated ones ;

A. densiflora, a plant of which flowered and seeded

last year, and is now making a good growth again ; a

good specimen of the rare A. Verschaffeltii glauca ;

of A. heteracantha, and A. Seemanni, a rare very

dark-leaved species, with long black spines ; also large

plants of A. mexicana, and its variety variegata.

The stove, which we entered next, is a half span,

100 feet long and 25 feet wide, divided off into two

compartments, the first of which contains a pictu-

resque arrangement of fine foliaged plants—principally

Palms and Ferns. Of the former, most striking was

a handsome plant of Latania borbonica, about

12 feet through ; Calamus aspenimus, a very

scarce Palm, which in the foliage somewhat

resembles a Seaforthia, though finer in build, and

having the stem and petioles thickly studded with

spines. A very graceful object was a specimen, 10 feet

high, of Areca rubra, and oi the Bourbon Screw Pine,

Pandanus utilis, there were several plants of magni-

ficent proportions. Thrinax radiata was represented by

a fine plant, and of Sabal Blackburniana there was a

large, well-furnished specimen, backed up ^\ith

good examples of Cyathea princeps and Cibotium

Schiedei. We also noticed a nice specimen of

the rare Cyathea contaminans ; and another of Ence-

phalartos Caffer, with two dozen stiff spreading leaves,

4 feet long, and just starting to make another growth

—a handsome object. On the front tables of this same

division of the stove were a very graceful plant of

Macrozamia spiralis, which Mr. Williams computes

must be nearly 50 years old, it makes so little growth
;

Zamia Lehmanni, with over one dozen leaves ; and a

collection of small plants—just coming into usefulness

for dinner-table and other decoration—of all the newest

and best Palms in cultivation, including Geonoma
Schottiana, one of the handsomest of Palms ; and

Astrocaryum dealbatum, a very rare species, with tiers

of 3—4 white spines up the petiole.

The adjoining division of the stove contained princi-

pally stove flowering plants, and amongst the more
j

remarkable specimens here grown were a very large

specimen of the scarce Pandanus reflexa, about 10 feet

across ; another of the old Euphorbia splendens, 5 feet

high and 4 feet through, very healthy, and full of flowers ;

and a plant of Rondeletia speciosa of the same dimen-

sions. Next came a very finely furnished specimen of

Theophrasta imperialis, followed by what is regarded

as the finest plant in Europe of Encepbalartos

latifrons ; and the very large specimen of Cycas

circinalis, shown at the Royal meeting at Oxford, and
figured in our columns at that time. It has prospered

well since, and is now of well-nigh gigantic dimen-

sions, and perfect in every respect. Here also on the

front stages were fine examples of that extremely

useful plant, Eucharis amazonica ; also a large

flowered variety of the singularly beautiful

Anthurium Scherzerianum, which indicated that

in a short time upwards of 40 spathes would
be expanded at once ; and the original plant of

Cochliostema Jacobianum, grown into a fine specimen,

and expected to produce flowers from this time until

Christmas. Unfortunately, with reference to recent

observations on this plant, we took no note of the

dimensions, but the plant was a large one, and looked

well. With the above we noticed some nice pieces

of Adiantum farleyense. Fixed to the back walls

of these two houses are six rows of shelves, which
were filled with juvenile Palms and other stove

plants, the former being counted by hundreds,

and amongst the latter a fine stock of the

new /Echmea Marias Reginx, "one of the most
superb Bromeliaceous plants ever introduced to the

gardens of Europe," an illustration of which (fig. 161),

by Mr. Macfarlane, we are enabled, through the kind-

ness of Mr. Williams, to lay before our readers ; and
also of two new hybrid Ixoras {fig. 162), (l), I. Wil-

liamsii, a free-growing and profuse-flowering variety,

with reddish salmon flowers, produced in large trusses ;

and (2) I. Prince of Orange, of a rich orange-red,

tinged with violet towards the centre. The plant

has a compact habit of growth, and the

terminal corymbs of flowers come very large.

Here were a recent importation of Tree Ferns, princi-

pally of Cyathea dealbata, Dicksonia antarctica, and

D. squarrosa, looking very well indeed after their

journey through the tropics.

The Fern-house comes next in the order of arrange-

ment. It is a span-roofed structure, 50 feet long and
iS feet wide, and contained specimens of various sizes.

The most attractive plants, perhaps, were of Lomaria
Gibba and its variety Bellii ; Cibotium regale very dis-

tinct ; Cyathea Smithii, Gleichenia flabellata, a fine

specimen ; Davallia buUata, a veiy graceful Fern, the

plant throwing up a great quantity of new fronds ; the
rare Lindsasa cultrata ; tlienew Adiantum asarifolium,

and A. undulatum, a recent introduction of the

Capillus- Veneris type, which Mr. Williams will send

out this spring ; besides a large quantity of young
plants of all the leading kinds in cultivation.

(Tal'eCmtniued.)

THE WEATHER.
STATE OP THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, May 8, 1872.
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May 2.—The amount of cloud variable throughout. Fine but

hazy.
,— 3—Cloudy. A little thin ram fell at i p.m., and agam at

night.
— 4.—Generally very fine, though occasional heavy showers

of rain fell, accompanied by strong wind.

— 5,—Fine general!)', the amount of cloud decreasing towards

night. A few drops of rain fell occasionally.

— 6.—Cloudy. Rain fell Irequently.

7.—Very variable throughout. Frequent heavy squalls of

wind, rain and hail. Thunder was heard, and a vivid

flash ol liglUning seen at noon.

_ 8 —The amount of cloud variable throughout. Frequent
heavy rain. Strong gusty wind.

JAMES GLAISHER.

(for the ensuing fortnight.)

PLANT HOUSES.
The Conservatory.—Allusion has been made

before to a few of the fine indoor Rhododendrons.

R. javaniciim, with its fine dark orange flowers, is a

striking object just now, and so is R. calop/iyilum,

having very large white, sweet-scented flowers 5 inches

in diameter, and ^\\q or six flowers to a truss. Then
there are R. AJcIVabii, R. J)cmso7ii^ both very

beautiful and fragrant ; R. Princess AUce, R. Sestcria-
\

num^ dwarf forms of Edgworthii, the mention of which

latter name is sufficient to guarantee their goodness
;

R. fragrantissiinufu, R.JasminiJIorHm, both elegant fra-

o-rant kinds ; R. Princess Mary and the R. Veiichianum,

both of which should be in every collection. All who
see these beautiful tender Rhododendrons in flower

invariably express surprise at their comparative scarce-

ness in gardens. They are too often seen in houses

in a starved, unhappy state, reminding one of poor-

house treatment to poor starveling children, instead of

that happy, healthy condition in which we find them
in a country home under motherly care. Afford them

a kindly, moist treatment, similar to that given to well

grown Azaleas or Camellias during the growing period,

and be careful of chilling currents of air. Hydrangeas

are very ornamental plants ; though in many places

hardy, their beauty is not seen to such advantage as

when grown liberally in pots. Two year old plants in

9-inch pots should have from 20 to 40 heads of bloom
on them. Cuttings that have not as yet formed the

flower-bud put in now singly in small pots, 'will form

large heads of bloom by autumn, and will be found of

great service in enlivening the conservatory or other

structure. That fine old twiggy plant, Cantuadependens,

should get heavy syringings, to keep red spider in

check, and so should the Brug/nansias, which are very

subject to this insect ; so, too, the Clmnthus and

Habrothamnus tribe, all of which will now be coming
handsomely into flower. Large plants of Psidium

Cattleyanitm^ the Guava, planted out, should now have

liberal warm waterings ; and their flowers, just opening,

will be benefited and assisted in setting fruit thereby.

H. K.
Greenhouse Soft-wooded Plants.—The cooler

these plants can be kept the better, now ; hence the

necessity for perfect ventilation night and day. Water-

ing is one of the most essential operations at this

season of the year, and accordingly growing plants

should be looked over twice a-day. Early flowering

Bnlbotis Plants should get very little water, according

to their more or less advanced state of maturity. Those

in a growing state should be watered as previously

directed. Succession plants of Roses in pots should

have abundance of air on all sides ; they should be

shaded for a few hours during the hottest part of the

day ; the night air and a good syringing will be found

very beneficial. The plants that have done flowering,

such as the Bourbons, Teas, Chinas, and Perpetuals,

should have their shoots shortened according to their

strength, a good top-dressing given them, and be placed

in a shady situation j they will then flower again in

JiUy. Many of them would continue flowering without

pruning, but I find they are best with it. Fuchsias

require but the general routine of attention, such as

lying out, watering, and syringing. If former direc-

' lions have been attended to, many Calceolarias will be

in flower. If it is intended to save seed, cross such

flowers of the most desirable colours and shape. A fine

camel-hair pencil is the best to use for transferring the

pollen from one to the other ; discard all inferior

varieties, or at least remove them to another house ;

plants intended for producing seed should never be

taken to a close conservatory, as they require abundance

of air. Geo. Baker, Clapham Common.
Indoor Ferns.—If the present weather continues,

not much fire-heat will be required to keej) the tem-

perature of the exotic fernery at 65". Ventilate at the

sides of the fernery, but be careful not to give much
air in the top of the house ; syringe two or three times

daily according to the weather, but do not leave much
moisture on the pathway of the house, so as to make it

unpleasant for walking upon. Water all the planted-

out Ferns freely, and change any of the foliage plants

that may require it. Shading must be carefully looked

after, especially during partially sunny weather.

Several of the exotic filmy Ferns should now have the

spores upon them, in the smaller kinds ; I cut the

frond off, and lay it upon some broken sandstone and
a little peat, covering it over with a bell-glass. No
fire-heat should be required for the cool fernery. The
Tree Fern stems and several of the Trichomanes must
be kept continually moist, but do not use the syringe

on the fronds too freely, unless in very bright weather.

Shut up -early, so as to retain the moisture in the

house, and look carefully after insects at this season.

J. R. Petch, Manlcv Hall Gardens, Manchester.

The Pelargonium House.—The finishing of the

specimen Pelargonium is one of the most important

operations connected with its culture ; it is quite pos-

sible to mar the effect of the best plants by bad tying

of the bloom trusses, an operation which requires both

taste and skill, and a knowledge of the habits of the

different kinds. Thin dry brown v/illow rods are the

best for this purpose, and good soft malting. Begin in

the centre of the plant, and work the bloom into a

round and moderately close head ; undue crowding of

the trusses produces confusion, and, on the other hand,

tying out too much gives the plant a thin appearance,

but in this respect a great deal depends on the quality

of the flower,—the finer the bloom the thinner the

trusses may be arranged, and viceversA. Always tie

the truss to the side of the stick facing to the front of

the plant, this will in a great measure hide the sticks.

Fancy varieties do not require tying beyond the requi-

site support of the shoots, and to keep them in good

shape. It will be found that many kinds indispensable

to a collection for exhibition, do not open their flowers

smoothly and well (almost all the bright-coloured

sorts are subject to this fault) ; a small camel-hair

brush and dexterous fingers will soon set this to rights,

and no one who has seen a plant before and after the

operation of dressing will deny the great effect it

produces. Some contend this is not honest : but I

think it is quite as allowable as any of the other

artificial means used to produce effective plants. Give

a good watering before putting them into the van, and

they will last through the dayof exhibitionwithout suffer-

ing. The best way to ^\y. the plants is by small wicker

baskets, made to hold one pot tightly, and tacked

down with a couple of nails. Arrived at the place of

exhibition, the staging of the plants has to be done,

and on this, especially in close contests, often depends
success, or the reverse. I have often seen planls that

would have won a good position in the prize-sheet

spoiled by bad staging. To do this well requires

practice, and natural taste for effect and contrast of

colour. They sliould be so arranged as to produce an
harmonious whole, like a well-arranged stand of cut

flowers, without which the best culture is often thrown

away ; indeed, I am convinced that almost as many
defeats in the show-tent are to be put down to slovenly

and tasteless staging, both of flowers and fruit, as to

inferior cultivation. Of course we cannot all win the

1st prizes, but the motto of every exhibitor should be

to do the best he can with the materials in hand, and

be ever ready to learn from others who are more suc-

cessful ; then, in the end, a good position is sure to be

attained. If the weather is dull and damp, a little

fire will be required, with plenty of air to keep the

flowers from damping. Henry Bailey, Feltham,

FLOWER GARDEN, b'c

Hardy Trees and Shrubs. — Examine grafted

Rhododendrons, and have any suckers removed from

the stock, or they will eventually cripple and ultimately

destroy the plant. In cases where the habit has become
straggling, cut back the old branches freely, which will

be the means of giving the tree a new lease of life.

As well as the Rhododendron very many of our most

ornamental shrubs are grafted, and too freipiently

allowed to suffer in the same way. We have hardly a

class of more valuable spring flowering plants than

many species of the Berberis, yet how often do we find

them neglected. By the middle of March B. j.nponica

begins to push up its large yellow trusses, succeeded

by B. Bealii and B. glumacea, while B. Darwinii and

B. Aquifolium keep up an appearance till the end of

April. The first three kinds should be cut back occa-

sionally, to 'give a close habit, as they do not break

freely from the bottom, bul rather confine themselves

to a single stem. Although the weather has at times

been cold and boisterous, it has, on the whole, been

favourable to ncwly-planled trees and shrubs, more
particularly to the evergreen section, owing lo an
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unusually clouded sky, a great amount of rainfall

and the absence of east wind, which acts as a deadly

agent by the abstraction of the vegetable juices, and

much more intensely too when the roots are few, feeble,

or inactive. Preparation must now be made for con-

tingencies in the way of protection against the injurious

effects of strong sunshine and drought, as summer-heat

begins to creep upon us. Evergreens are the first to

suffer. Once allow the foliage of Conifers to begin to

drop, and the plant will remain un unsightly object for

years, and may ultimately die. As a preventive, keep

the roots moist, and protect against sunshine and drying

wind by mats secured by poles. Use the water-engine

freely every evening among the branches, which will

be found very advantageous. Frequently examine the

terminal buds ; if these be found lull and fresh, there

is less danger of failure. Trees with clear stems will be
greatly benefited by having them bound loosely with
straw or liay bands, and watered occasionally.

Alexander Cramh. Tortworth.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—In looking over my papers I find I have

made a slight mistake in reference to the closing tem-
perature of the fruiting Pines for the week ending May
iS, which I should like corrected thus—until the tem-
perature is So", instead of 85% as appears at p. 611.

G. T. Miles.

Vines.—Early houses, in which the Grapes are ripe,

should be kept sweet and airy, and the branches looked
over at intervals to see that there are no decayed
berries, which should be removed at once ; also keep a

sharp look-out against red spider, which, if taken in

time, will save much trouble and damage. When
pure soft water can be had, the syringe is preferable to

the common practice of applying sulphur to the hot
pipes, if the operation is done in the morning j a good
steady hand will work the syringe in between the
bunches without doing much harm to the bloom, and
the few leaves above and behind the bunches can be
hand-sponged. Keep up the heat and moisture in

succession vineries swelling off their fruit, and be care-

ful not to encourage an overcrowding of lateral growths,
as such are not only robbing the fruit of its proper
food, but are as exhausting to the Vines as an over-
crop of Grapes would be ; therefore a good regular
surface of strong, healthy foliage is to be preferred to an
overcrowding of pale, sapless spray. Attend to the
stopping, tying, and thinning of later houses as soon
as the work can be done. Push on the pot Vines that
are intended to fruit in pots next season ; their final

shift may be into 11 or 12-inch pots, and when they
have made 7 feet of growth pinch them on the top,

then they may be grown in a drier atmosphere, warm
and airy, with abundance of water at the roots. George
'Johnston, Glamis Caslle.

Melons.—Fruit ripening should be well attended
to in the matter of airing, and the leaves should be
most carefully preserved from injury of every kind,
and fully exposed to light— this is the one great secret

to ensure good fruit. I think it will be generally
admitted that all the order of Cucurbitacea; have a
great deal in common, yet how often is this thought ofi'

in Melon culture ? Cucumbers we allow to bear
continuously, sometimes for two years or more ; then
why not have successive crops of Melons on the same
plants ? On our earliest (the fruit of which are now
ripening) are a second batch of fruit, about the size of
hen's eggs, these fruit will not swell much larger till

after the first are cut, and the plants have had a
thorough watering of weak guano-water, when they,
as it were, take a fresh lease of life. To accomplish
successive cropping, my experience is, that the plants
must be kept scrupulously clean, and every particle of
the vine and foliage must be exposed to light, with
plenty of air and water—the latter used rather sparingly
during the ripening process only. With such splendid
weather as we are now experiencing, plants in dung-
frames and pits will require daily attention in pinching
and training, always remembering to let them have
plenty of breathing space. Should there be any danger
of the plants "going off" at the "collar," build round
the base of the stems with charcoal, and avoid watering
over it. W. Wildsmith, Heckjicid Gardens.
Cucumbers.—Those planted early will now be

making rapid growth, and be in bearing. Pay every
attention at this season to destroy thripsand red spider,
especially on foliage over the hot pipes. Take off allfruit

as soon as they have grown to the desired length—say
8 inches. How frequently may be seen a house in full

bearing with fruit much longer than is required for use.

A house so in fruit is a fine sight to see, but it should
be borne in mind that leaving the fruit to hang after it is

of suitable length only robs the coming crop of its sup-
port, and nothing is gained by so doing. The fruit

may be kept quite fresh for eight days or so by leav-
ing it lying on the bed shaded ; some, however,
prefer to place the ends in a pan of water until wanted.
Those on plants in frames can be severed from the plant
and left until wanted. Examine the state of the bed
where hot pipes are used for bottom-heat, in case the
bed should be dry under the soil ; if so, make holes
with a stick down to the pipes, and give an extra
soaking. I have seldom found it necessary to take or
prune out branches, but make it a rule to take off any
old leaves where they are too crowded, and most of
those leaves that have no fruit at the same joint.
R. H. D.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Wall Fruits.

—

Apricots are generally, I understand,
a very thin crop—almost a complete failure in this

neighbourhood this season, owing in great measure to

the very heavy crops of the last two years. The trees

had \ery little blossom, and that was very weak, the

weather at the time being most unfavourable. Peac/ies,

though better than Apricots, are a light crop also.

There was a fair show of blossom, but some of that

like the Apricot blossom was weak ; indeed I think

the blossom of most fruits is not as bold and fine

as usual. The young wood of Peaches did not get

properly matured last season, owing to the cold un-
favourable weather, whicli also was against the proper
ripening of the wood and buds of other fruit trees.

Wall trees will now require constant attention in dis-

building, stopping and regulating the young shoots and
in preserving them from the attacks of insects. Peaches
and Nectarines require great attention now to keep the

young shoots clean and healthy. Let all disbudding
be done gradually, go over the trees often, removing
a few shoots each time. Give the trees a good
syringing with the garden engine three or four times a

week, and water well newly-planted trees, M. Satd^

Slourton.

Hardy Fruits.—There has been a fair show of

Pear, Plum, and Cherry blossom, but the weather

being very cold and unfavourable at the time, one

cannot speak with certainty as to the kind of crop.

There is plenty of Apple blossoms, and if the weather

should prove favourable, we may anticipate a good
crop. Continue to thin out all the weak blossoms

whenever time can be spared to do so. Look over

newly grafted trees, and remove all shoots and suckers

below the grafts. Look well over newly planted trees,

and thin the buds, leaving the best placed and strongest

ones, and in dry weather give the trees plenty of water.

M. Siwl, Stourton.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Outdoors.—Sow at once all the late Broccoli,

and above all a good bed of CatteCs Late, which is

the best late variety that has come under my notice.

Scarlet Runners and French Beans may now be sown
for main crop. I generally forward mine in a cold

house, and plant out about the middle of the month.

.Sow more Peas and Beans for succession. Plant out

Lettuce and Caidifloioers in good rich soil, not forget-

ting to water the earliest with liquid manure. Now is

the best time to sow Sweet Basil, /•knotted Marjoram,
and the usual kinds of sweet herbs. Earth up and well

loosen the soil among early Potatos, and in fact among
all growing crops. Take out trenches, if not already

done, for Celery, and prick out for the main crop

before the young plants get drawn and \\'eak. The
main crop of Beet may now be sown ; Dell's variety is

among the best. Sealcale Beet is much esteemed here
;

when grown strong the leaf-stalks are tender, and

make a good substitute for Seakale, ready for use

in September. Onions and Carrots have not come up
well here, the cold and unfavourable weather getting

the blame. Sow Onions again at once, or plant out

from the reserve beds. R. Gilbert, Burghley.

Notices to Correspondents.

Asphalting Garden Walks: T.S.M. Lime riddUngs

or scraps will do to mix with gas tar for the under layer

;

small gravel would be the best for the surface. The
tar must be heated before it is laid on.

Bedding Plants : Subscriber. For match beds, you
cannot do better than select varieties of Zonal Pelar-

goniums of such colours as you prefer.

Common Spruce : A. IV. We cannot give you the name
of the variety.

Drying British Plants : F. C. O. A very simple way
is to lay the specimens out carefully on a sheet of paper

(old newspapers do very well). Place the sheet with

the plants on it on the top of some half dozen sheets of

paper, and put over it a similar number, then place

another layer of plants, and so on. When the pile is

of convenient size place a board or a large book on the

top, with a heavy stoue thereon as a weight. If your

specimens are very thick you must use more paper
between them than if they are thin. In any case you
must substitute dry sheets for the damp ones every

other day at first, less frequently afterwards
;
much

depends on the nature of the plant, the state of

the weather, &-c. ; but these are matters which a very

short experience will enable you to deal with.

Fungus: Licut.-CoL Grant. The Fungus on Orange and
Mango leaves is the early stage (Oidium) of some
Erysiphe. It would be very interesting it the perfect

Fungus could be obtained, which may possibly be

detected, though it may not always proceed beyond the

Oidium stage. M. J. B.—M. S. The Fungus appears

to be some species of Polyactis. It did not, however,

arrive in a good state, but we have little doubt about

it. It is probably the same species which some years

ago was so destructive at Canterbury, and which baffled

all the means which were employed to extirpate it. At

last every thing was taken out of the houses, which were

thoroughly cleaned and lime-washed, but even then the

Fungus returned, though with less vinilence, and we
believe at length died out. This is not very encouraging.

We have no faith in any dressing. Thorough cleansmg

of the infected houses, and ventilation, are the most

promising remedies. M. J. B.

Greenhouse Shading: Quercus. Our correspondent

Mr. Fetch recommends painting "the glass with a

mixture of white-lead and turpentine (no oil)
;

it will

withstand the heaviest rain, and easily wash otTin the
autumn with a little soft-soap and warm water."

Insects
: A Beginner. The small black globose insects

on your Cherry trees in greenhouse are the Aphis
Cerasi of Fabricius. Fumigation and hand-picking of
the infested leaves are the best remedies. /. O \V

Lily of the Valley: T. G. It certainly will not
mjure a bed of Lily of the Valley to gather all the
flowers, if you let the leaves remain.

Pin-eyed Polyanthus : Ignoramtis. The pin is the
style, the head of the pin which projects from the tube
is the stigma

; the stamens or thrum in this flower are
short, and concealed within the tube. In the thrum-
eyed Polyanthus, on the other hand, the stamens or
"thrum " project beyond the tube, and the pin or style
is concealed. If now you wish to get the best seeds and
healthiest plants, you should take the pollen from the
thrum-eyed flower and place it on the stigma of the pin-
eyed flower.

PoMMELO : J. S. A small form of the Shaddock, Citrus
decumana. Other questions next week.

Names or Fruits : A/i Afimteur. The Apple bought on
the shores of the Mediterranean is well-known in
Covent Garden under the name of Dieu Donne. It

is worthless grown in this country.
Names of Plants : E. C. C. D. r, Valeriana dioica, as

far as we can tell from such a wretched scrap ; 2, Vicia
sativa

; 3, Lychnis diurna.— 7>rc;. 4, Vaccinium Vitis
Ida^a. —7., Cirencester. Saxifraga casspitosa and spon-
hemica.

—

G. F. F, Tollbridge, i. Ephedra, species
indeterminable ; 2, Erica mediterranea

; 3, Daphne
Cneorum

; 4, Sedumlalifolium ; 5, Arbutus Andrachne.
Seeds from Japan : lWc/(?.~The Hovenia is a Rham-

naceous greenhouse shrub; the .\kebia, a Lardizaba-
laceous climber, with pretty quinate leaves, and hardy
in the western counties

; Litscea, a Lauraceous green-
house evergreen ; Xanthoxylum, a woody plant,
possibly hardy

; and Hibiscus, a rather tender green-
house shrub. They require no special treatment.

Washing Vegetables : Devoniensis.—lh^ custom
varies. In some establishments the vegetables are, and
in others they are not, washed before they are taken
to the kitchen ; the latter most accords with our own
experience, and is. we believe, the most common
practice. Salads are more frequently washed at the
garden before they are taken to the house, and are
sent in later in the day. We sliall have a few further
remarks on this subject next week.

Weeds on Walks : A. Boyle. Use about 2 lb. of salt
to a gallon of water. It is best applied boiling hot.

Catalogues Received :—James Carter & Co.'s Illus-
trated Catalogue of Bedding and other Plants (with a
good chromolith of Primulas).—William Bull's Cata-
logue of New. Beautiful, and Rare Plants—Masters &
Kinmont (Canterbury), List of Bedding Plants.

Communications Received.—A. Paget & Co.—R. G.—W. E.
-J. E. M.-R. S.-G. W.—T. La.Mon (with thanks).—W. P.,
Waltham (with thanks).—J. B.

l[larhets»
POTATOS.Soulhwark^ May 6.

During the past week the arrivals coastwise and by
rail have been more liberal. Best samples met a fair de-
mand, but inferior sorts were a dull sale. Quotations:

—

Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, 120J. to 170^. ; Yorkshire
Regents, 120J. to 140^. ; Dunbar and East Lothian do.,
1-20S. to 160J.; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do., i2or. to
140J. ; do. Rocks, 120s. to 130J. ; French Whites, Zos.
to lOOS.

COVENT GARDEN.—Mav 10.

Owing to such a change in the weather, we are scarcely
able to report so good an attendance this week, but most
of the outdoor produce has maintained its price, in con-
sequence of the diminished supply resulting from it.

Asparagus has much fallen off. Hothouse fruit is freely

offered, and comprises Pines, Grapes, Strawberries,
Melons, Figs, and Peaches. Foreign imports are heavy,
including Cherries and Apricots, and the ordinary salading
and Cauliflowers.

Cut Flowers.

5. d. s. d.

Anemone, p. 12 bun. 2 o to 4 o
Azaleas.p.doz.sprayso 6 — 10
CametIias,i2blooms 4 o— 6 o
Carnations, 12 flowers .. — 2 o
Cineraria, p. bunch 06 — 10
Gardenias, p. doz, . . 30 — 60
Heartsease, p. labun. i 6 — 30
Heliotropes, p. doz,

sprays .

.

. . . . — 06
Hyacinths, p. bunch ..^00
Lily of the Valley,
per bunch , , ..06 — 20

Nemophila, p. 12 bun, .. — 16
Pinks, p. 13 flowers . .

— 06
Pelargoniums,

French,p.izsprays o 6 — i o
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05—07
I O T 6

- 6 o
2 o
z o

. (/. s. d.

2tO O 4

1 6— 2 o

04—09
O 2— O 4

2 O— 4 O

o 6— o 9

Vegetables,

s. d. s. d.

Ai Hc]jC'kes,green, ea. o 3 to o 6
Asp.iry;:us, per 100 5 o— 8 o— French, do. . . 3 6— 8 o
Euct, per doz. . . I o— 2 o
Broccoli, purple, per

bundle .

.

. . 10— i 3
Cabbages, per doz. . . 10— i 3
Cardoons, each ., ,. — ..

Carrots, p. bunch
— French, do

Cauliflowers, p. do7. 2 o-

Celery, per bundle .

Cucumbers, each .

,

French Beans, new,
per 100 .

.

. , 3 o— 4 o
Herbs, per bunch .. o 2— o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun,3 o— 5 o

Potatos, Regents, \ic,s. to \^os. \ Flukes, 120J, to 170^. ;

Shaws, 70J. to 90J.

Leeks, per bunch ..

Lettuces, perscore.

,

Mushrooms, p, pott,

Onions, per bunch .

Parsley, p. bunch .

,

Ptas, new, per qt.

Potatos, new frame,
per lb.

Radishes, per bunch o 2

Rhubarb, p. bund. . o 4— o q
Salsafy, per bun. . . o 9— i 3
Scorzoncra, per bun. o 9— 1 3
Seakale, per punnet i 6— 3 o
Shallots, per lb, .. o 8—• ..

Spinach, per bushel 2 o— 3 o
Turnips, new.p. bun. i o— 2 o

For Want Places, &c., see page 659.

/"^HEAP BEDDING GERANIUMS.—The following
V^ choice sorts at per dozen, for cash :— Lady Cullum, ^j. 61/.

;

Lucy Grieve, bs. ; Louisa Smith, 35. 6rf. ; Mrs. Uix, ts. ; Mrs. Pollock,
21. iid ; Sophia Cusack, 35. 6rf. ; Sophie Dumarcstiue, 2j ttd. ; Caroline
Loiigficld, 3s. 6rf

.
; Mrs. John Glutton, 6s.

j Prince Silvcrwincs, fij, ;

Itcauty of Calderdale, 2,e. 6J. ; Duke of Edinburgh, 31, 6rf. ; Kentish
Hero, cj 6d. Package (3d. per do^en, A list of 2W A'arictics post free.

Kcmitt.Tnccs requested from unknown Correspondents.
ALFRED FRYER. The Nurseries, Chatteris, CambridRc shire.

Variegated Geraniums. Wliolesale Prices.
WOODLAND INGRAM offer fine strong Plants of the

following varieties at per dozen:—Mrs, Benyon, 3s.; Mrs.
Dix, (ii.

; Queen Victoria, 6j, ; Sir K. Napier, 6s. ; Albion Cliffs, 3J.

;

Alma, 2\. td. ; Bijou, 3s. ; Flower of the Spring, 2J. td. ; Jane, 31.

;

Lady K ingsbury, 3s. ; May Queen, 4s. ; Mrs. Lennox, 3s. j Mrs. \'idler,
3s.: Queen of Queens, 3s.; Shottesham Pet, 3j. ; Iniernational (fine
Kold sell), 4s,; Carter's Prince of Wales, only i dozen small, 60s.;
Carter's Prince of Wales, only i doicn tine plants, 72s. ; Mrs. Dunnctt,
36J, per dozen ; Sophia Cusack, 6s. per dozen.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Strcrg Geraniums and other Bedding Plants, Cbeap.
WAL POTTEN can still supply plants as Advertised

in the Gardeners^ Chronicle of the 13th and aoth inst,
LOJiELIAS, good FUCHSIAS, AGERATUMS, IKESINE LIN-

DENI. CALCEOLARIAS, in sorts, from store pols, by the
dozen, 100, or 1000, cheap.

A I,lbT. iviih Prices, on application. The Trade supplied.
WM. POTTEN, 1 he Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplchurst, Kent.

NEW ZONAL GERANIUM, CRIMtliON KING
(Fckfokd).—Dark crimson, shaded with violet ; fine smooth pip

and eMra large truss; close sturdy dwarf ; a most prufuse bloomer, A
remaikable fine bedding variety, quite new in colour. Plants now
ready, 5s. each. A Plate of this for 14 postage stamps,

NEW VERBENAS for 1872, Eckfokd's.
PLUTO.—Orange-red, shaded dark round a bold lemon eye, large

|)ip and truss ; fine snow flower. 5s. each.
LADY EDITH.—Pure white, with a pale rosy-purple ring round

the eye ; fine form and truss. 5s. each.
LADY GFRTRl'DE.—Very pale lilac, with a rosy-mauve ring

mnnd a pale lemon eye; extra fine. 5s, each.
MAUVE QUEEN.—Pale lilac-mauve, with a large sulphur eye;

Imc nnd very distuict. A gem.
ISA IJKUN TON.—Plum colour, tinted with blue, and large pa!e

eye. 5,<. each.
GRAND DUKE.—A very fine ruhy-cHmson, of large size, and very

sho^^y. 5s. each.
Five First-class Certificates R.H.S. A Plate of these lor 14 stamps.

Plants now ready,
JOHN KEYNES, Salisbury.

Bedding and other Plants, in single pots, at per doz.

CIi KRANIUM.S. wlute, scnrlct, and pinksluides, Q.:..t>d.
;

* 'I ricotor varieties, 31.; Hicoli.r \ari(.ti(.-s, i?. ; i 'oublc, 3s.; 100
pbiils, in JO sorts, for i8s. LUlSELIAS. is. 6,^. rVLKliENAS, white,
scnrkt. .nnd purple, -zs.. 6d. ; AGERATUMS, white and blue, is 6rf. ;

COLKUS. 21,; Seedling PETUNIAS, 2s. ; GOLDEN FEATHER
PVRFIHKUM, u. and is. 6d. : ALTERNANTHERAS, 25. Od.:
EClitVERlA SECUNDA and SECUNDA GLAUCA, 2 inches
liarnticr, 2s. 6d. ; CHRYSANTHEMUMS, 12 really good, ^s,

;

FUCHSIAS, 12 double and single corollas and various colours. 2J. dd. ;

JUKSINK LINDENI, 2x. ; FJAHLIAS, 3s. ; PENTS'l EMONS, 3s.
;PHUiXES, 3s.; ANTIRRHINUMS, 3s. Any of the above, out of

pots, ai 3if. per dozen less. Basket, nelt cost. We also offer, out of
pots. Pudding PANSIES, in variety, at is, 6d. per doz. ; VIOLAS, is.;
SEMPLRVlVUM, two sorts, 2 inches across, as.; DAISIES, in
ilirce colours, (xi. ; miscellaneous Border and Rock PLANTS, 12 for
2s. fid.

\ SEDU'M ACRE AUREA, is. Most oflhcse cheaper by the
100. CATALOGUES on application.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldficld Nursery, Altrincham.

New Seeds, of Choicest Quality. •

CALCEOLARIA (Scott's), carefully hybridised from
pinnts 9 to 18 inches in height, flowers perfect in form, colour in
great variety, including white ground, spotted and mottled, is.

and 3S. dd. per packet.
CINKKARIA, Scott's prize strain, is. and 2s. 6rf. per packet
PANSV, saved from prize show ana fancy flowers, is. per packet.
PRIMULA FIMBRlATA, including Fern-leaf varieties, extra, 2s. 6d.

per j)ackct.
STOCK, Scott's Giant Scarlet Ten-week, rs, per packet.
WALLFLOWER, Double, 12 superb varieties, mixed, is. per packet.
SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.genuine,ii.W.and2s.Crf. per bottle.

.
J SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

From 80,000 to 100.000 Bedding and Other Plants
Icr SALE, frum is. Gd. per I.)ci;^<.-ii, at [he FLORAL NURSERIES,

BLISWUKiH, near NuRTUAMPTi »N.
I OSEPH WESTLEY begs to return his sincere thanks

*f to his friends and the Public generally for past favours, and
invaes special attention to his large COLLECTION of REDDING
and other PLANTS.

J. W. is also especially prepared to deal with wholesale purchasers
on very liberal terms. Inspection invited. Catalogues free on
application.

BEDDING P LAN TS, autumn-grown, afPin
single pots.

GERANItlMS, Amy Hogg, Jhjou. Christine, Indian Yellow, Lord
I?f.fl;\'. PcrilJa, Spitfire, 'lorn Thumb. Named double varieties.
rl'CHSlAS. sorts, us. per dozen, i6s. per 100. AGERATUM
nanum

: CALCEOLARIAS, sons; COLEUS, sorts. Golden Feather:
IRKSINE Li.idcni, KtENIGA varicgala; LOBELIA, dwarf, fine
blue, IS. Gd. per dozen, los. per 100. is. 6rf. for hamijer and packing
Cash, prepaid.

GEORGE DA_VlSON^yi.iie Cross Nurseries. Hereford.

T,
, ^r 1. , , ,

.N®^ Hardy Bedding Plant.ilYMUS CITRIODURUS AUREUS
1 , iJ^'i^J^i^l^^J.V.^

(Lemon. scented Gold-edged Thyme), raised
by IISHER HOLMES and CO -An exceedingly pretty Thyme. o(an ereci-growing but tnuch branched habit, with Targe obovale leaves,which are of a very bright dark green in the centre, and with a broad
rich golden-yellow margined variegation; is very handsome and
attractive. U will prove very effective for edging flower beds, borders,or riband planting, and for growing in masses on banks, or in other
varied forms; it may be grown as bushes or pyramids for winterbeddmg, having pruved perfectly hardy. Altogether, it may be con-
sidered as one of the most charming bedding pVants known, and with
the additional delicious fragrance ofthe sweet-scented Lemon Thyme

It was exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society on June 21'

1871, and received a First-class Certificate ; also at the Royal Horti-
cultural Show at Nottingham, a First-class Certificate.

8s, per dozen ; ^os. per 100.
FISHER HOLMES and CO., llandsworth Nurseries and Seed

Warehouses, Sheffield.

Cluysantliemums.— Special.

ADAM FORSYTH is now sending out the following
NEW VARIETIES, some of which are seedlings raised by

thai enthusiastic grower, George Rundle, Esq., of Devonporl. They
are all, without doubt, superior to any yet sent out

Duchess o! Manchester
Duke of Roxburgh
Laurinda
Mr, Howe

Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newhigti

White Venus
Elaine
Fair Maid of Guernsey.
Souvenir de Jersey.

. N.

^TlROP^^OLUM, BEAUTY of MALVERN,
JL pronounced by thousands who have seen it in the Promenade
Gardens, Malvern, to be the most effective Hedding Plant in Cultiva-
tion. Colour, bright orange-scarlet ; habit, dwarf and compact

;
pro-

ducing abundance of bloom well above the toliage, but rarely any seed.
Established in pots, 6s, per dozen; 401. per 100

;
300s. per 1000; from

cutting pots, 4s. per dozen ; 2ss. per 100 ; 200s. per 1000.

LOBELIA, TOM TH UMB COM PACTA, 3s. per doz. ; 30J. per 100.

GOLDEN FEATHER, los. per 100.

REDDING PANSIES, 12s. 6d. perioo."
R. H. VERTEGANS, Promenade Gardens, Malvern, and Edgbaston,

Birmingham.

Verbenas, Verbenas—Mrs. Pollock, &c.
WILLIAM BADMAN offers Purple, White, Scarlet,

and Rose VERBENAS, from single pots, 12s. per 100 ; rooted
cuttings, 6s, per 100. 50s. per 1000.

LOBELIA SPECIOSA (true), from cuttings, 3s. td. per 100 ; 25s.

per 1000.

FUCHSIAS, double and single. 6s, per 100.
HELIOTROPIUM, dark and light, 6s. per lop.
TROP.'EOLUM Mrs. Treadwell, line bedder, 6s. per 100.

AGERATUM Imperial Dwarf. 5s. per loo. 40s. per 1000.
IRESINE Lindcni, fine dark foliage, 8s. per too.

CALCEOLARIA aurca tloribunda, 5s. per roo.

GERANIUM Mrs. Pollock, from single pots, 20s. per roo.

,, Sophie Dumaresque, from single pots, 20s. per 100.

I, 3^^" Sisley, finest out, 5s. per dozen, 30s. per 100.

„ Madame Lemoine, Crystal Palace Gem, Vesuvius,
Lord Derby, Waltham Seedling, &c.i ^V- per 100.

Mixed ZONAL GERANIUMS, good sorts, from single pots, 12s
per 100. Package included. Terms cash,

Ccmctety Nursery, Gravescnd.

B
Choice Flower Seeds, Post Free.

S. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Ilolloway, London, N. Per packet

—

s. d.

IS. and
IS. and
IS. and

IS. and
. . each

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed,
IS, 6d., 2s. dd., 31. 6d., and 5

Plants from this Seed have always been awarded First Prizes
wherever exhibited.

Williams' superb strain of BALS.^M is. 6d. and 2
Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,

IS, 6d., 2s, 6d., 3s. 6d., and 5
Weatherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA,

IS. 6d., 2s. 6d., 31. 6d., and J
Wiggins' prize strain of CYCLAMEN.

.

is, 6d., 2s, 6d., and 3
CARNATION, from prize flowers i

DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, new scarlet Larkspur .. 2
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .. .. i

GLOXINIA, saved from the finest erect varieties i

HOLLYHOCK, Chatcr's finest varieties ....
PANSY, finest show varieties
PANSY, finest Belgian varieties
PICOTEE, choice mixed ..

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize strain
PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful varieties

I, ,, mixed 2 b
EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours .. a 6
Dwarf Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-

mended .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .,10
SOLANUM HYBRIDUM COMPACTUM .. 2s. 6rf. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress 2s. 6<i. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA.var. Perfection is. 6d. and 2 6
Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER 10
Imported GERMAN ASTERS, STOCKS, WALLFLOWERS,

ZINNIAS, &c., in collections as imported.

GLADIOLI, choice named sorts .. per dozen, 6s. . os., and 12

„ BRENCHLEYENSIS, strong bulbs. 25. per doz , los. 6./. per 100,

,, English Seedlings, very hne, 2s. 6d. per dozen, i6s. per 100.

Victoria and I'aiadise Nurseries, Upper Holluw.iy, London, N.

AW"ES'S "manures fo7 GR"ASS"LAND"shoit]d
be applied during the months of Fcbruarj' and March. Nitrate

of Soda supplied ex Ship or from Stocks at Docks at London, Liver-
pool, and other ports, at lowest market prices.

JOHN BENNET LAWES, 59, Mark Lane, London. E.C.
Branch Ofiices;—Market Street, Shrewsbury; 22. Eden Quay,

r)ublin ; Womanby Street, Cardiff; Cumberland Road, Bristol;

63, Constitution Street, Leith ; and 34, M.irket Street, Aberbecn.
LAWES"S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED BONES.
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
LAWES'S WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS and MANGEL MANURE.
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses or

through any of the appointed Agents throughout the United Kingdom.
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and other CHEMICAL MANURES; AMERICAN
and oth er CAK ES, at market prices.

'JThe"^
~ ^

LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(ESTAliLISHED 1840),

Have now ready for dc-livery, in fine dry condition—
PURE DISSOLVED BONES,
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE, for Top-Dressing
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITROPHOSPHATE
MANGEL, HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Bonar,

&Co.), NITR.\TEofSODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c
116, Fenchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for CORN CROPS.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for ROOTS and GREEN CROPS GENERALLY.

ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.-
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
ODAMS'S NITRO-BlPHOSPHATE{or Prepared) GUANO.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL BARLEY MANURE.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL MANGEL MANURE.
ODAMS'S TOP-DRESSING MANURE.

MANUFACTURED

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE,
OR

BLOOD MANURE COMPANY (LIMITED),
Consisting of

TENANT FARMERS occupying upwards of 80,000 acres of Land.
Chief Office— loc), Fenchurch Street, London, E.C,
Western CofNTivs Branch—Queen Street, Excler.
Irish Branch—.(o, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
C/m Irwiiti—Robert Leeds, Castleacre, Norfolk

Df/'Uiv-C/>airman—] ohn Collins, 255, Camden Koad, N, \V.
Edward Hell, .18, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Slanstcad Abbot. Hens.
Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon, Norlulk,
Georpe Ravill, Ingthorpc, near Stamford.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street. Strand. W.C.
Thomas \\cbb, Hiidcrsham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.
C, I. Lacy. 60, West Smilhficld,E,C.

J. C. Jonas, Cambridge.
Herbert Bird, Shorlacres, Peterborough.

Maiiagiit^ Director.—James Odams.
Several Hundred Thousand 'i'ons ofthe Manures have been supplied

to the Agricultural Public, and the increasing demand that exists for
them is the best proof 01 the appreciation in which they are held.
Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had ofthe local agents. C, T. MACADAM, Secretary,
Chief Offices, ioq, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO."S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls. &c. MAW and CO.. Benthall Works, Broselcy.

ONE YEARS TRIAL has proved that MILES of
G.\RDEN BORDERS can be beautifully trimmed in one day.

cither straight, circles, or corners, by using the RE\'ERSE ACTIO
CLIPPER. For last season's favours apply to

G. TOWNSEND. Wimbish, Saffron Waldi

'PHE CELE;BRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
J- Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager,39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c.. from

Decay. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.G.

Perfection in Heating.JG. S M E A T O N AND CO.,
• Horticultural Architects and Builders, Hot-water

and Steam-heating Engineers,
71, Harwood Road,

Walham Green, Fulham,
London, S.W.

Consultations in all parts of the Kingdom,
Plans and Estimates gratis.

Efficiency in all branches guaranteed.

The Patent Imperishable Hothouse.AYRES'S PATENT:
GLASS, IRON, and CONCRETE.

Before building a Plant or Fruit House ol any kind, send six
stamps, and obtain the Illustrated Prospectus ofthe

IMPERISVIABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
Newark-on-Trent, Notts.

MANAGER—W. P. AYRES, C.M,R.H.S..
Impe^ishable Hothouse Company, Newark-on-Trent.

Plans, Specifications and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice.

The Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.

TOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips). Manufac-
O turer of TERRA COTTA VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN
BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL ARBORETTES, STATUARY,
GARDEN POTS (from 2 to 30 inches in diameter), of superior quality,
withstand frost, and do not become green; EDGING TILES, &c.
See specimens in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free
Book of Drawings, td. each.

lOHN MATT^IEWS. Roj-a! Pottery, WcstonjSuperJMare.

The Opening~of~ParUainent and the London Season.
NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMFN, and MEMBERS of PARLIAMENT

having their CUT FLOWERS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES, &c.,
forwarded to their TOWN HOUSES, should USE

CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE TRANS-
MISSION CASES, pronounced by the Royal Horticultural

Society " the best now in use."
These Cases are now 1 educed in price for cash, and can be obtained

from the Agents or Patentee, Gloucester, to whom all communications
should be addressed.
Intending Exhibitor? in the Patent Cases should give their orders

at once, to insure the Paint and Varnish being thoroughly dry.
The No. 12, The " MALTON " Plant, Flower, &c,. Protector,

Varnished, packed and forwarded on the receipt of 8*., in postage
stamps, or order —Gloucester, January 17. ^_____
KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—

ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and
most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class ol Mat,
orwarded post free on application,

J AS. T. ANDERSO N, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch. London.

Russia Mat Merchants.
MESSRS. G. D. MAKENDAZ and FISHER,

importers of ARCH ANGEL and ST. PETERSBURG MATS,
dealers in TANNED GARDEN NETTING, TIFFANY, LABELS,
TARRED and other TWINES, LINES, &c.

9, James Street, Covent Garden, London, W, C.

RUSSIA MATS.~A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and Packing. Second sized Arch-

angel, 100s. ; Petersburg, 60s. and 80s. ; superior close Mat, 451., 50J.,

and 55J,
;
packing Mats. 2o.f., 301., and 35s. per 100; and every other

description of Mats at equally low prices, at

I. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,
4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

HESSIANS and SCRIMS for COVERING.
4-4 Scrim, from 2d. to sd. per yard, advancing %./.

54-inch Hessian and Scrim, 31/., z'.-^t'^t 4'^ >
4'--"^-. -i"d 5^''-

72 ,, ,, ,, 4':iii.,5'^j.. dd., b^.^d., and upwards
J, BLACKBURN and SONS, hack and Bag Makers, and Canvas

Manufacturers, 4 and 5. Wormwood Street, London, E.C,

BEDDY AND CO., Chapel Terrace, Porthleven
• Cornwall, beg to call attention to their superior GARDEN

NETTING.
New Netting (Tanned), i inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at Zd. per yard.

Repaired Netting (Tanned). 4 yards wide, bd. per yard ; ^4 inch mesh,
4 yards wide^ at 8J. per yard

; J^ inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at u. per
yard, Supplied in width from \ to ao yards.
Repaired FISHING NETS, id. per square yard.

NETtiNG for FRUTT "TREES. SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.—TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds. &c., 2 yards wide,
3ii. per yard, or 100 yards, ao^ ; 4 yards wide, dd. per yard, or 50 yards,
20J. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the abov?
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, dd. uer yard ; 4 yards
wide, I J. per yard ; ^4 inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. dJ. per yard. Also
TIFFANY. Can be had in any quantity of
EATON AND D^LEJMi & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge, E.C.

_

EDGINGTON'S GARDEN NETTING, the cheapest
and most durable, at id. per square yard, or in quantities of

250. 500, or 1000 yards, carriage free.

EDGINGTON'S RICK CLOTHS for 67 years have
maintained their celebrity as the best.

DGINGTON"S MA'rQUEES for Hire are the most
elegant and capacious.

EDGINGTON'S CRICKET and G.ARDEN TENTS
^arc the prettiest.

TIFFANY, SCRIM^CANVAS. and every other kind
of NETTING.

Be n.irticular—FRED. EHGINGTON ANnCO,, Rick Cloth, &&
Manufacturer to Her Majesty, 52, Old Kent Koad, London, S.E,
A quantity of good Second-hand Government TENTS for Sale, cheap.

T. A R C H E R S'
' "^ R I G I DO M O."

• —Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kcw Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
nr Cold where it is applied.
PROTECTION AGAINST the COLD WINDS and MORNING

FROSTS.
k-ide, IS. 6i1. per yard,
CANVAS.

Two yards wide is. fpd. per yard.
Three yards wide 31. arf. per yard.
Four y.irds wide 3*. lorf. i)er yard.

SCRIM CAN \'AS, 73 inches wide, 70 yards long,6?4ii. toSX'^- per yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS da, do,, S4 and 72 inches wide, yV^d. and
g^id. per yard.
ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of" Frigi Domo" 3, Cannon

Street, City, E.C, ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.
NOTICE.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

E

WOOL NETTING. 2 yards
•' FRIGI DOMO"
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RAYNBIRD. CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
BOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, j6. Seed Market. Mark Lane, EC, i or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Friie Medals, 1851,

or Wheat : i86a, for " fc.xcellent Seed t.or n and Seeds.

MR. JAMES ERASER, Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and auctioneer, Maylands Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of t he firm ol J. & J.^£a5er,_L» BridKe Koad.

Wood Engravliig.

R. W. G. SMiril, Ahtist and Engraver on
Wood, ra. North Grove West, Mildinay Park, London, N.M

BOAR and SOW PIGS, both of the pure Small Black
Suffolk breed, bv difTerent sires, newly weaned. 42*. per pair.

Young SOW, having' reared one liner, and served again by pure

Hog, £s; also some prime young SOWS, in Pig.

G. GlLliKRT, Claxton, Nor'^ch^

To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

TO RE SOLD, an old established NURSERY and
SEED HUSINKSS, wiili a good Connection, in a large Market

Town in the Western Counties.
For particulars, apply to K. L, J., Ganiencs' Chnviide Office, \\ .C.

To Seedsmen and Florists.
rn O RE SOLD, with immediate possession, an
JL OLD EST.VBLISHED BUSINESS as above, in one of the

best leading thoroughfares within 3 miles of London, doing a small

Trade, which may be greatly increased by an energetic Man who
could attend the Markets and undertake Jobbing. The Premises are

large and rent moderate. For furiher paiticulars apply to

Mr. J. BRYANT, »o. Kennington Park Koad, S.E.

GloucestersMre ds^i).

TO BE SOLD, a FREEHOLD ESTATE, Tithe
free, comprising 104 .a. or,, "igp,, or thereabouts ; considered

to be one of the finest Dairy, Grazing, and Corn Farms in England.

Possession by purchase. It includes thriving Woodlands, affording

ihc finest cover in the country, which has never failed a fox,

For particulars apply to Mr. GEORGE F. MORRIS, Auctioneer
and Estate Agent. Leytonstone, E.

Hampshire.

TO BE SOLD, the Lease, 180^ years unexpired, of avery
desirable and pleasing Gentlema'n's RESIDENCE and FARM,

delightfully situated. Climate exceedingly healthy, good Society,

Five Packs of Hounds; Mansion contains three Rcception-roonis,
ten Bed-rooms, two Dressing-rooms. Bath-room, and all requisite

Ofiiccs ; firsl-iate Stabling for eight Horses, capital Wall Garden and
Pleasure Grounds; Farm 310 acres, one-third Pasture; good Farm
house and Buildings, all in thorough repair ; Winged Game reserved.

Rent ^£500, tithe £22, rales £,^$. Mansion would be Let furnished for

summer months.
RUSTICUS, Preston Villa, Hammersmith, London, W.

Edmonton.
IMPORTANT SALE of 20,000 SURPLUS GREENHOUSE and

BEDDING PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Messrs. Jaffa & Co. to SELL by AUCTION, on

ihe Premises, The Nursery, Bury Street, Lower Edmonton. N., on

MOND.\Y, May 13, at la for i o'Clock precisely, about 30.000

GKEKNimuSE and BEDDING PLANTS, comprising specimen
Camellias and Aialea indica, Maidenhair Ferns, aooo choice Pelar-

goniums, 8000 Geraniums, 3000 Calceolarias, 600 Verbenas, 1000

Lobelias, 1000 Slocks, &c.
May be viewed the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers. _.^_
Rlclmiond, Surrey.

IMPOPTANT UNRESERVED S.\LE of about 20,000 CHOICE
BEDDING PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Nursery, Kcw Ro.id.

Richmond. Surrey, on THURSDAY. May 16, at 11 for 12 o'Clock

precisely, by order of Messrs. G. & W. Sleell, without reserve, about

20,000 BEDDING PLANTS, remarkably well grown, compnsmg
about 10.000 Geraniums, in the leading varieties ; 3503 \'crbenas, 600

Alternant hera, 1500 Lobelia spcciosa. Golden Pyrethrum, 900

Intermediate Stock, 3000 Calceolarias, sorts. &c.

May be viewed the day prior to Sale. Catalogues may be had on

the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and \'alucrs, Leytonstone, E.

Leytonstone, Essex.
IMPORTANT SALE of about 10,000 CHOICE GREENHOUSE

and BEDDING PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the

American Nurseries, Leytonstone, Essex, E,, on FRIDAY. May 17.

at I for a o'Clock precisely, about 10,000 GREENHOUSE and
BEDDING PLANTS, remarkably well-grown, including 5000 line

Scarlet, Variegated, and Zonal Geraniums in the leading varieties,

thousands of Verbenas, Calceolarias. Lobelias, Pcrillas, Golden

Feather. &c. ; also fine Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Khododcndrons,

&c,, in flower ; Choice Clematis and other plants for Climbing, Choice

Show Carnations and Picotccs, ike.

May be viewed one day prior to Sale. Catalogues may be had on

the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, E^

FORTHCOMING GREENHOUSE and BEDDING
PLANT SALES, to be conducted by Messrs. PROTHEROE

AND MORRIS.
WEDNESDAY. May 15. by order of Mr. W. Kailc, on the Premises,

the Exotic Nursery, Godalming.
TUESDAY, May 21, by order of Mr. T. Morris, on the Premises, the

Norfolk Nursery, Sli.icklcwell, E.

SATl'RD-W, May 35, by order of ^fr. R. Jentle, on the Premises,

Whittington Nursery, Highgatc Hill^

Mangel Wurzel.
BOLTON AND CO. have to offer SEED of very fine

slocks nf the above, including

—

LONG KKIi
MAM-Mi'l 11 LONG RED
YKI.LnW (ILOBE
FISHER HiHUiS' ORANGE GLOBE
RED GLOBE
Prices forwarded on application.

BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchants, Wood Green, London, N.

To tlie Trade.
MANGEL WURZEL SEED.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make special
. offers of the following sorts of MANGEL WURZEL

SEEDS, which they have grown this season from fine selected trans-
planted bulbs. The prices are very moderate, and the quality

excellent :

—

SHARPE'S selected SMALL-TOPPED YELLOW GLOBE
ELVETHAM LONG RED
Selected RED GLOBE
Selected LARGE YELLOW GLOBE
Selected LONG YELLOW

Samples and further particulars on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech,

CRYSTAL PALACE.—WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY NEXT.-The NATIONAL CAT SHOW. -All

communications respecting specimens to be exhibited must be for-

warded immediately to Mr. F. W. WILSON, Natural History

Department, Crystal Palace. Admission, ir., or by Guinea Season
Ticket. ^

FARM of 600 ACRES.—The Lease, of 11 years
unexpired from Michaelmas next, to be SOLD. The Farm is

in a high state of cultivation, and is composed of rich Pasture,
Meadow and Arable Land. It is situate close to one of the best
Market Towns in England, and within a short distance by rail from
town, thus offering an opportunity seldom to be met with. There is

an cxccHenl F'amily Residence, suitable and extensive Farm Build-
ings, Fifteen Labourers' Collages, besides a pretty Residence, now
Sublet on Lease. The Tenant has the right of Shooting over half the
jFarm, including about 25 Acres of Coven, together with the Fishing
in the River and Canal adjoining. Several Packs of Hounds meet in
the neighbourhood. There is a siding to a railway adjoining the
Farm, for the carriage of Manure, &c.
For terms and cards to \iew, apply to Messrs. NORMAN and

SON. Land Agents and Agricultural Valuers. Uxbridge, and
Bcaconsfield, Southlands, and Rush Green Farms, Denham, Bucks.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Imported Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

MONDAY, May 13, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, an importa-
tion ofODONTOGLOSSU MS and ONCIDIUMS from NewGrenada :

an importation of L.ELlASand 0DON1 UGLOSSUMS from Mexico,
including some ot the finesi masses ever imported. Also a quantity of
plants of a large and magnificent bluc-flowering DIRA, D. Hcrschelii,
a beautiful new Disa, recently discovered, with large orange and red
flowers; and about 200 good clumps of Disa grandiflora.

On view the morning of Sale, and Calalogues had.

Valuable Collection of Established Orchids.
R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, tS, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C, on

TUESDAY, May 14, at half-pa-^t 12 o'Clock precisely, a portion of the
well-known collection of ORCHIDS of Edward Salt, Esq., of Fcrnic-
hurst, near Leeds, including fine plants ol the following 1

Fulliam Road, near Hammersmith Broadway.
About 20.000 CHOICE BEDDING and other PLANTS, in beautiful

variety.

MR. J. A. SMITH will SELL by AUCTION, at

Mr. F. Hcrridge's Nursery, on MONDAY, May 13, at i o'Clock

punctually, on account of the number of Lots, the well selected

NURSERY STOCK, including 10,000 Verbenas, 2000 Calceolaria

aurea, 3000 lobelia speciosa, and thousands of Greenhouse Plants,

in Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, &c.
\'icw on Saturday prior; catalogues at the Nursery', and of the

Auctioneer. Hammersmilh, W.

Famham, Surrey.

MR. W. ABRAHAM is instructed by Mr. S. Bide
to SELL by AUCTION, at the Alma Nursery. Farnham,

Surrey, on TUESDAY, May 14. at i o'Clock, a large auantity of

BEDDING PLANTS, of the usual varieties, particularly Verbenas.

Catalogues on the Premises, or of the Auctioneer.

BATH and WEST of ENGLAND

SOUTHERN COUNTIES ASSOCIATION.

Fatr,yn—\].-^.\l. the Prince of Wali:s, K.G.
Frtsidtnt—l\\s Grace tlic Duke of Marl-

borough, K.G.

GREAT EXHIBITION of STOCK,
POULTRY, IMPLEMENTS. WORKS of
ART, and HORTICULTURAL SPECI-
MENS at DORCHESTER, on JUNE3, 4, 5
6, and 7.

3i3 JOSIAH GOODWIN, Sccrclary.

*«lll!llWl!lHlllJi|lllllilll!l 4, Terrace Walk, Bath.

BATH and WEST of

ENGLAND SOCIETY (Estab-

lished 1777), and SOUTHERN
COUNTIES ASSOCIATION.

M
Vanda suavis.

„ Batemanni.
,, gigantea,

,, Cathcarti.
Calanthe Veitchii.
Cypripcdium caudatum.
Dendrobium Falconeri.
Disa grandiflora,
Ccelogj'ne cristata.

Odontoglossum Phalaenopsis.
Phaclanopsis grandiflora,
Epidendrum scepiruin.
Cattleya labiata.

,1 Mossise.
„ Triancc.
,. speciosissima.

Oncidium Weltoni.

„ sarcodes.
ullatum.

II macranthum.
Maxillaria venusia superba.

Odontoglossum nebulosum.
,, luteo purpureum.
,, triumphans.
„ cordatum,

ALso splendid specimens of Odontoglossum Hallii and Masdevallia
Veitchii, believed to be the finest in Europe, and 32 fine plants of
Odontoglossum Bluntii, in the most perfect condition, and of great
strength of growth.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Bedding Plants.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, .iS, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

on SATURDAY, May 18, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, an assort-
ment of choice GERANIUMS, FUCHSIAS, COLEUS, and other
BEDDING PLANTS; specimen AZALEAS, FICUS, FERNS,
CROTONS, DRAC.ENAS. LILIUMS, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

An Importation of Odontoglossum Alexandrse,
Splendid varieties, in fine healih ; MAbDEVALLIAS, choice sorts

;

CYPRIPEDIUM LONGIFOLIUM, EPIDENDRUM STAM-
FORDIANUM. TRICHOPILIA SUAVIS, UROPEDIUM
LINDENII. PHAL.-ENOPSIS GRANDIFLORA, established
plants: AERIDES QUINQUEVULNERUM, DENDRO-
BIUM FORMOSUM,&c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he has
received instructions to offer for SALE by AUCTION, at his

Great Rooms, i8. King Street. Covent Garden. W.C, on TUESDAY.
May 21, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, the above popular
ORCHIDS, which are worthy the attention of all lovers of this

charming class of plants.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Goldworth Nurseries, Woking.

MR. W. ABRAHAM will SELL by AUCTION,
on the premises, as above, on THURSDAY, May 16. at

2 o'clock precisely, a large quantity of BEDDING PLAN'IS,
several strong LIGHTS (nearly 1 ew), and other effects, removed for

convenience of Sale.

Catali.ciics of ihc Auctioneer, Wnking. Su rrey.

Collection of upwards of 600 Select Ornamental and
E,\Hir.lTI(.)N OKCHIl-i.S, ill tine condition, formed by the laic

S. P. C.\LLENDEK, Esc|.: consisting of Aerides quinquevul-

nerum, ditto virens, and ditto maculosum ; Calanihes, of sorts

;

Cattleya exoniensis, ditto labiata; Chysis Isevis, ditto bract-

csccns. Cymbidium eburneum (Day's variety), Cypripedium
Veitchii, ditto niveum and Dayanum ; Dendrobium Falconeri and
Wardianum, Lailia majalis and autumnalis, Masdevallia Veitchii,

Miltonia Morelliana and airorubcns, Odontoglossum Alexandra;

and Pescatorci, Oncidium macranthum and Sarcodes, Phalaenopsis

Lowii and Schilleriana, Pleione Rcichenbachiana and bumilis
;

Saccolaijium guttatum, giganteum, and splendcns; Vanda tricolor

Daysoni, and other Cclebiatcd Plants.

CAPES AND DUNN respectfully announce instructions

from the Executors to SELL by AUCTION, on MONDAY
and TUESDAY, May 20 and 21 (the Exhibition week at the Botanical

Gardens, Old Trafford, Manchester), at the Gallery, Clarence Street,

Albert Square, Manchcsler. at ii o'Clock. for half-past prompt, the

Choice and Valuable ORCHIDS as described above.

The whole may be viewed up to the day of Sale, on application to

theGardener(Mr. BEESLEY)at Oakficld, Whalley Range, near Man-
chester, and on Ihc morning of Sale, at the Gallery. Catalogues are

in preparation, and will be ready in a few days, and may be had on
application to the Auctioneers, 8, Clarence Street, Manchester; or to

the Gardener at Oakfield

POULTRY SllOWai DORCHESTER,
JUNE 3 to 7.

ENTRIES CLOSE MAY 13.

Forms of Entry forwarded on appH*
cation to

JOSIAH GOODWIN, Secretary.

4, Terrace Walk, Bath.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY of ENGLAND.R

A GENERAL MEETING of the

MEMBERS will be held at the Society's

Rooms, on WEDNESDAY, May 22, at

12 o'clock, when the Half-yearly Report

of the Council will be read; the President,

Trustees, and Vice-Presidents will be

Klccted. as well as Twenty-five Members
fif Council, in place of those who retire by

rutation, but are eligible for re-election.

H. M. JENKINS, Secretary.

12, Hanover Square, London, W.

R'
OYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF ENGLAND

CARDIFF MEETING, 1872.

Larkbeare, Exeter, half a mile from the Railway
STATION.

MR. lOHN KENSHOLE will SELL by AUCTION,
on MAY 28 and 20, a line COLLECTION of STOVE and

GREENHOUSE I'L.VNTS and FERNS, line foliaged and varie-

gated PLANTS, JIOSSES, PALMS, and PITCHER PLANTS, &c.

The Collection contains fine specimen and halt-specimen plants,

thoroughly clean and healthy.

May be seen, and Catalogues obtained of Mr. CRAGGSj the

Gardener, on tlie spot ; or of the Auctioneer, Church Street, Hcavitrce,

near Exeter.

Specimen Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

THURSDAY, May 21, at hall-past 12 ti'Clock precisely, a fine old
COLLECTION of SPECIMEN ORCHIDS, about 100 plants, many
of them veri' large, including Ccclogi'ne cristata, 10 feet in circum-
ference; Dendrobium densiflorum, 8 feet; fine Vandas, Cattleyas,
Laclias, &c.. all of the best varieties, and well worthy of attention.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Orchids.
"ITR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
-LVi his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C,
on THURSDAY, May 50, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a collection

of Established ORCHIDS, including many verj- rare and choice kinds.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Be J. Smith, Deceased.
ACTON GREEN, TURNHAM GREEN, near the RAILWAY

STATION.
To GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS, DEALERS,

and OTHERS.

MESSRS. J. S. GOMME AND CARTER are
instructed by the Executors of the late Mr. Joseph Smith to

SELL by AUCITON, on the Premises as above, on rUESt>AY,
May 14, and WEDNESDAY, May 15, at 12 for i o'Clock precisely,

without reserve, all the extensive S POCK of about 24.000 fine grown
CHOICE BEDDING PLANTS, comprising nearly ttv^ry description

of Variegated and Scarlet Geniniums, Fuchsias, Calceolarias, \'cr-

benas, Carnations, Heliotropes, Coleus, Lobelias, 1000 fine fruiting

and succession Pines, &c. A handsome dark Bay Colt, 20 Store

Pigs, three Sows and Pigs, 40 Head of Poultrj-, Ajlesburj- Ducks,

Wash Tub, Houses, &c. , and various other items.

May be viewed the day prior and mornings of Sale. Calalogues on

the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Market Garden Valuers,

16, Southampton Street. Cnvent Garden, W.C.

Audley End, near Saffron Walden.
IMPnUTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STR.'\FFORD begs to announce that he is

honoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION, without

reserve at Audley End, on THURSDAY. Tune 6, about FIFTY
HEAD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS, the property of the Right

Hon- Lord Braybrooke, which have been bred with great care from

the Kirklevington, Fawslcy, Babraham, and other famed Herds. The
sires used have been principally of the Duchess and Cambridge Rose

tamilies; the one now in ser\'ice is Grand Duke 17th (24,06.^). ,^^„,^,
Also will be oflered, about 25 PURE-BRED SOUYHDOWN

RAMS descended from the far-famed Babraham Flock; and a few

Choice BERKSHIRE BO.ARS and SOWS, bred from the best sorts.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, and other particulars, will shortly be

issued, and may be had on application to Mr. STRAFFORD,
13, Euston Square, London ; or of Mr. W. RAND, Audley End, near

Saflfron Walden.

STOCK, CHEESE, and BUTTER
ENTRIES CLOSE on JUNE 1, and al

Certificates received after that date will be

returned to the Senders.

Prize Sheets and Certificates will be for

warded on application to

H. M. JENKINS, Secretarj',

12, Hanover Square, London, W.

SATURDAY, MAY 11, 1872.

AT least onc-half of the whole field of agri-

cultural science and experience was cantered

over in a single hour the other day by the inde-

fatigable Mr. Mechi. One of those large, in-

definite, ranges of subjects, as they may be called,

connected with the practice of the farmer, which

are so dear to the agricultural amateur, the

facile commentator, the fluent speaker, occupied

the attention of his audience. The "Prin-

ciples Affecting Cultivation, Manuring,
and Cropping," were discussed by Mr. Mechi
in a long and highly suggestive paper at the

meeting of the London ?"armers' Club on

Monday evening last.

The discussion which followed was opened

by the Rev. E. Smyth lES. Mr. Mechi he

looked upon as the prince of reading farmers
;

and he supposed that no man had undergone

so much ridicule with so much good nature.

He had striven hard for the improvement of

British agriculture, and notwithstanding that

he had made a capital mistake at the com-

mencement of his agricultural career— in in-

vesting his money in land of the poorest kind in

Great Britain —" so poor that it would not hold
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the scent of a fox," he deserved well of his

country, and especially of the members of that

club. As to the often-asked question, whether

he had done good or evil to the tenant-farmer,

Mr. SilYTHlES had no hesitation in asserting

his belief that he had done immeasurable good
;

for he maintained that anything which helped

to make known the actual truth of all the

circumstances of British farming, was for the

true interest of the tenant-farmer. He could not

agree with Mr. Mechi in recommending the

indiscriminate burning of clay lands ; he be-

lieved that the burning of what was called tile

clay was of great advantage, but when you get

further west he was assured it did not answer
;

on the contrary, did harm. There were clays

which could be both chemically and mechanically

improved much better in other ways.

Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., alluding to some
observations which had fallen from the last

speaker, said that the treatment which scientific

and theoretical farmers received on entering a

district depended altogether on their comport-

ment. As a practical farmer, he believed that

the class to which he belonged would always

think very highly of any farmer who could teach

them what they did not know. Last year Mr.

Mechi had informed the committee of that club

of his intention to withdraw from it, but on

being appealed to, this determination was not

carried out ; and Mr. Mechi appeared amongst
them again with all his old vigour and force—in

fact, he had quite gone beyond himself in

scientific research. As regards science, how-

ever, he would ask. What has it taught the

farmer that he did not know before ? True, it

had explained the cause of known results, but

farmers had realised those results long before

chemistry had explained them. As regards the

importation of Wheat, he remarked that that was
governed by economical principles. If corn

could be grown cheaper abroad, it would be a

greater advantage to them to have the land laid

down in grass. On the question of manuring
the subsoil through the top soil, Mr. Mechi
himself had contradicted the theory he had set

up, proving that lic[uid manure docs go into the

subsoil. For his part, he did not want to manure
the subsoil. He asked also. What has science

done in connection with the sewage question,

which had.been mooted ? " More harm than good,"

for that which was collected years ago in closets,

and of the value of which as a fertilising manure
farmers at that time were well aware, had been

loaded upon water, to the detriment of health

wherever it appeared. In reference to another

si;b!ect, Mr. READ stated his willingness to give

an) body a fair fortune, who would tell him how
to strengthen and increase the production of

straw. He concluded with the remark that

he was quite sure, if science was to be of any value

to them, it must be combined with practice.

Dr. VOELCKER remarked that if what Mr.

Read had said were true, scientific men were

very useless creatures. He believed, however, a

great deal had been done for the farmers by men
of science, and what had fallen from Mr.
S.MYTHIES respecting the burning of clays had
showed that science was of use in agriculture.

It had shown that if the nutritive elements ren-

dered available by burning did not exist in a

particular clay, burning it was useless. In the

commiseration expressed for Mr. Mechi by
Mr. Smythies, on account of the reputation of

Tiptree for barrenness, he could not share ; for

he thought that Mr. Mechi had shown great

pluck in commencing there, and believed that he
would eventually meet with his reward, if indeed

he had not done so already. The clay which had
been considered so sterile yet contained within

itself the elements of great fertility. With regard

to the exhaustion of land by guano. Dr. VoELCKER
said that he had never met with an instance of

it—even after repeated applications. What there

was greater fear of, was the exhaustion of the

supply of guano itself. They would have in that

case to use nitrate of soda as a substitute, which
there was great danger in using injudiciously if

other elements of plant food did not exist in the

soil to which it was applied ; otherwise it was a

most valuable source of nitrogenous food. So
many true principles had been enunciated that

evening by .Mr. MECHI that he felt a difficulty in

opposing him on one or two points on which
they disagreed. He neither agreed with Mr.
Mechi nor P.aron LiERiG on all points—such, for

instance, as the idea of the latter regarding the

propriety of manuring the subsoil. The endea-
vour should be to manure the upper soil, in

order to provide concentrated and easily assimi-

lated nourishment for the tender plant. In

answer to Mr. Read, Dr. Voelcker said it was
possible to manure the subsoil to a certain

extent through the upper soil. It was also

useful occasionally to bring up to the surface

some of the partially manured subsoil, and make
use of it, but they could not permanently store up
fertilising elements either in the upper or under
stratum, and the best thing was to crop as

long as the soil retained the influence of the

manure, which should be freciuently replaced.

Mr. H. Trethewy thought they would all

thank Mr. Mechi for his paper, especially as it

had brought out the valuable remarks made by
Mr. Read and Professor Voelcker. He was
surprised at the smallness of Mr. Mechi's
estimate of the amount of capital invested

in farming, and was inclined to think that

double the sum mentioned would be nearer

the mark. Mr. Mechi in alluding to the in-

cumbrances and difficulties in the way of deal-

ing in land, did not seem to be aware that

money could be borrowed for the improvement
of land, and exchanges made for a very trifling

sum, as was done frequently. Concerning the

statement that frequent applications of guano
tended to exhaust land, he believed, on the con-

trary, that it continued to improve it ; and stated

that some land on which 3 bushels per acre had
been applied annually for 20 years had almost
doubled in value. As regards burning, he also

was of opinion that it produced good effects on
some soils and exhaustion on others ; but this

they had found out by experience, and conse-

quently did not want to know it from science.

On the subject of ploughing up grass lands, as

advocated by Mr. Mechi, he would say plough
it up by all means, if the soil and climate were
unfavourable to grass growth, but not otherwise.

Grass wants a rich soil and plenty of moisture,

and these cannot be had in every district.

Mr. Sydney, who had often regretted that

Mr. Mechi had not made literature his pro-

fession instead of farming, remarked that it was
notorious that Baron LlEBiG had made some
very great and mischievous mistakes, as was well

known to students of agriculture. Mr. Sydney
referred also to the sewage question, intimating,

as one reason why the maxims derived from
Chinese practice and experience are inapplicable

here, that though the Chinese are good gardeners,

they are not a nation of stock breeders or

feeders.

Mr. Trask was much obliged to Mr. Mechi,
but wished that in his paper he had given more
of the details of his own practice, and not so

much of the latest edition of Baron LlEBIG. He
agreed with Mr. Read as to the treatment of

scientific farmers ; he did not believe in the

four-course system, nor in using guano at its

present price. As to the effect on land of the

excessive use of guano, he said that some of the

downs in the West of England were at the

present time perfectly exhausted by its use.—In

reference, however, to this assertion, it must be
suggested that the more probable explanation of

the fact, to which Mr. Trask bears witness, is

to be sought rather in the mode in which the

land has been cropped, than in the way in which
it has been manured.
A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Mechi,

who briefly replied, also to the Chairman, and
the Club adjourned until its next meeting, in

the autumn.

There was a moderate supply of English

Wheat at Mark Lane on Monday last, and it com-
manded an advance of Is. a quarter on the prices of last

week. A further advance was realised on Wednesday.
A short supply at the Cattle Market on Monday

created an active demand, and prices were higher ;

and though the supplies were considerably increased on
Thursday, the demand was sufficient to maintain the

enhanced prices of Monday. Rather more business

has been done in the Wool Market during the past

week, and there has been a slight recovery in prices.

The friends of the RovAL Agricultural
College at Cirencester will be gratified to learn that

at the recent educational examinations held in the

Royal Agricultural Society's Rooms, Hanover Srjuare,

the successful candidates were all educated at Ciren-

cester. These gentlemen, Mr. Ashdown, Mr. Col-
vile Browne, Mr. Champion, Mr. Elwell, and

Mr. MiNToN, obtained l'"irst-class Certificates and the

Life Membership of the .Society. Mr. CfU.vii.K

Browne and Mr. Asiiijown have also further signal-

ised themselves this spring by obtaining the diploma of

the Highland and Agricultural Society at Edinburgh.

We are also glad to notice that Mr. C. G. Roberts,
an old Cirencester pupil, and Secretary of the Royal

Agricultural College Club, has been appointed by the

Journal Committee of the Royal Agricultural Society

to report upon the trials of implements at Cardiff this

summer.

At the recent meeting of the directors of the

Highland and Agricultural Society, the

half-yearly general meeting of the Society for the

election of members, and for other business, was
fixed for June 19. It was resolved— i. That the

particular attention of agriculturists should be
directed to the offer of the premium of 20
sovereigns for a report on experiments with Potatos

grown with potash manures. This premium was first

offered in 1S71, and May i, 1S72, was named as the

date for lodging reports. The premium has been
repeated in the list for 1S72—November i next being

the date by which reports are to be sent in. 2. There
being reason to believe that much valuable information

might be procured were farmers in different districts of
Scotland to communicate to the Society the results ob-

tained of their Potato crop, the directors invite commu-
nications on the subject. The reports should embrace
the date of planting, preceding crop, kinds of manures
used, their value, and any other particulars of interest.

The reports to be lodged with the secretary on or

before May i, 1873, under the general regulations for

competitors that reports on subjects not embraced in

the premium list will be received, and honorary re-

wards will be given when merited.—The report of the

examinations for the Society's veterinary certificate,

which look place on April 15, 16, and 17, when 33
students passed, and eight medafs were awarded by the

Society, were laid on the table.

At the Universal Exhibition to be held at

Vienna in 1S73, a competition has been already orga-

nised for prizes to be awarded for the best instruments for

cultivating and raising Sugar-Beet. The competition

comprises all machines and instruments necessary for

cultivating and raising Beetioots. a, A Beetroot drill for

dibbling the seed, eventually combined with a distribu-

tor for artificial manure. /'. An instrument (harrow or

roller) which, without injuring the Beetroots, may pul-

verise the soil, hardened by showers, r. A hoe for use

as soon as the plant begins to shoot, and a scarifier

for destroying the weeds, and at the same time for

loosening the soil to a greater depth, i^. A machine
for raising Beetroots which acts without damaging
them. ^. An instrument for cutting otT the tops of the

Beetroots, and which may at the same time be used

for cleaning the roots. /. A hand instiument for

cutting up Beetroots. g: A hand instrument for

raising the crop. Prizes to the amount of 11,700
florins Austrian currency are offered. The competing
manufacturers must send all machines and instruments,

excepting the raising machines, iS:c. , at the beginning

of the month of March, 1S73, to the general direction

(42, Praterstrasse, Vienna). Beetroot raising machines
may be sent until the beginning of .September.

At the first meeting of the board of directors

of the Warwickshire .\gricultural Labourers'
Union, held on Wednesdayat Leamington, it was stated

that nearly £1000 had been contributed, trades unions

and die working classes being among the most liberal

subscribers. There are now only a few men on strike

at Wellesbourne, but funds are needed to assist the

worst paid and most needy to emigrate or migrate. It

was announced that about 4000 men are enrolled in a
union in Warwickshire, and it was calculated that there

were in Lincolnshire 4000, in Cambridgeshire 3000,
in Huntingdonshire 3000, and in the Hereford and Salop
Society about 30,000 members in union. A national

congress on the subject is to be held at Leamington
towards the end of the month. The directors decided

to accept the offer of the Chamber of Agriculture

of a preliminaiy conference between three members
of the Chamber and three members of the Union,
Mr. Arch, the chairman of the Union, and two other

labourers, were appointed to represent the Pinion.

Mr. J. Ford, the Chairman of the Agricultural

Chamber, with a landlord and a tenant-farmer, will

meet the three unionists, and settle the terms for a
county conference. After a discussion as to the dispo-

sition of the funds subscribed by the public, it was
resolved ;

—

"That this board expresses to the public and their

brother trade unionists deep and heartfelt thanks for their

munificent liberality to this union, and being of opinion
that the sums subscribed have been intended for the

general benefit of agricultural labourers throughout the

kingdom, resolves that, subject to the necessities of the

Warwickshire Labourers' Union, such subscriptions

should be held in trust to assist our brethren in other

parts of the kingdom, and that the opinion of the

approaching conference be taken on this question."

On Wednesday afternoon a number of gentle-

men assembled in the Cannon .Street Hotel fijr the

purpose of inspecting an apparatus, invented and
patented by M. J. Methodios Ionnides, a Greek, for

the purpose of Protecting Corn, Seed, and similar

commodities stored in bidk from heat, mustiness, and
mildew. Mr. Adutt, of the firm of Anirrr & FiNZE,

of Mark Lane, stated that the loss from deterioration

on board ship was from 10 to 52 per cent., and that

any application of science which prevented that loss

would be a great boon to the community. He believed

that M. Ionnides' machine would have that effect. It
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consisted of perforated tubes placed in the ship's hold,

the granary or the liaystack, through which the air was

allowed to pass freely. This air, which passes through

chemically-prepared sponges before it enters, carries

with it all the impure and heated air, leaving the corn,

seed, or whatever the substance may be, sweet and cool.

It acts in the nature of a purifier or filterer, and that in

a most simple and cheap manner.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

Two important Shorthorn sales are fixed for June.

On Thursday, the 6th, Mr. StralTord will sell about

50 head of pure-bred cattle, the property of Lord Bray-

brooke, of Audley End, near SalTron Walden. These

animals have been carefully bred from the Kirkleving-

ton, Fawsley, Babraham, and other well-known herds.

The bulls used have been chielly of the "Duchess"
and " Cambridge Rose " families, and the sire now in

service is Gr.vnd Duke 17TH (24,064).—Mr. Thorn-

ton is commissioned to sell between 60 and 70 head of

Shorthorns, belonging to Mr. Woodward, of Northway
Farm, Ashchurch, Tewkesbury, on Friday, June 14.

This herd is composed for the most part of young, in-

calf, cows, heifers, and young bulls. The herd was

established in 1S29, and was derived from the Rev.

II. Berry's, Mr. J. Whittaker's, and other then cele-

brated herds. Mr. Woodward has subsequently intro-

duced at different periods the blood of the best and

most leading herds, by using strong, healthy, vigorous

males of the Tempest, Towneley, Booth, Knightley,

and, latterly. Bates blood.

A large portion of the Dunmore herd will be

offered for sale by Mr. John Thornton on September 5.

The selection will comprise several members of the
*' Oxford," '* Kirklevington," " Barrington," and
"Wild Eyes" families, and some choice specimens

of animals, the result of the Bates upon Knightly

cross. We also recognise the familiar names of

Musical, Cleopatra, Elvira, and Winifred in the list of

females. Among the bulls, 2D Duke of Collingham
(23,730), a Duchess sire, purchased at the Didmarton
sale for 600 gs., will be offered. He is now five and
a-half years old, very active, and works as well as

ever. There are also two handsome Kirklevington

bulls, both by 2D Duke of Collingham, and one
with a double cross of 7TH DuKE of York. Also
one or two Knightley's, a Surmise bull, and a few
others from various females in the herd. We hope on
a future occasion, nearer the date of the sale, to give a
more detailed account of the Dunmore herd.

The sale of 4S head of Shorthorns, the pro-

perly of Messrs. W. &T. Arkell, took place at Draycott,

near Swindon, on Friday, the 26th ult., under the super-

intendence of Mr. Thornton, of London. The highest

price of the day was given by Mr. John Homfray
(South Wales) for Pearly ^^ho with her calf made
62 gs. The following sales were also effected :

—

Queen
Seraphina, 5S gs., Mr. F. Dodd, Wallingford

;

Noi'ke 3*/, 45 gs., Mr. J. Smith, Swindon ; Gentian 2d,

37 gs., Mr. Colbourn ; Ursuiina, 25 gs., Mr. Bowly
;

lot 26, a good 2-year-old heifer from Ursula i ith,

43 gs., Mr. F. Pope, of Chilfrome ; Dahlia, 34 gs..

Rev. E. T.Williams; Songstress •^n^ her calf, 40 gs.,

Rev, E. T. Williams; and Judy, 36 gs., Rev. E. T.

Williams. In the bull sale, Pericles 2D was pur-

chased by Mr. J. L. Hawkins for 50 gs. The sale

realised nearly ^1500, and the general average was
£-2.9 19^-

The following prices were given at the Acton
Pigott sale on Tuesday, the 30th ult., when Messrs.

Lythall & Clarke sold the entire herd of the Messrs.

Perry, consisting of 96 head of Shorthorn cattle. The
highest price was given for the Bates bull, Duke of
Lancaster, which was purchased by Mr. E. Lythall

for no gs. Three promising young bulls by this well-

bred sire made the fair average of ;^S3 lu. ^d. each,

and the general result of the sale was as follows :

—

37 cows and heifers .

.

. . .

.

, . £,-i% 17 o
I r in-call heifers ., 47 8 7

15 yearlings .. .. .. .. .. 36 10 10

15 heifer calves ,. .. .. .. .. 16 13 11

7 bulls . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 12 o
13 bull calves .. .. .. .. .. 15 10 2

76 females . . .

.

.

.

. . .

.

..33125
20 males .. .. .. .. .. . . 27 i 10

The total amount of the sale was ^^3125 17^-., and
the general average was ;^32 ilj. 7.\d.

We have received a sale catalogue of the Ash-
down House Herd, the property of Mr. J. W. Larking.

The list comprises 41 females and nine bulls, all of

which will be offered on the 23d inst. The animals

have been principally selected and bred firom the well-

known herds of Messrs. Betts, Macintosh, and Rich,

and comprise many members of the much admired
" Florentia " and " Ursula " families. The Florentias

descend from the Chilton stock, having passed through
the hands of Earl Spencer, Earl Ducie, and Mr. Stiles

Rich (who purchased Flourish at the Tortworth sale),

and bred them for several years ; at the dispersion of

the Didmarton Herd, in 1868-69, they realised a high
average. Mr. Rich also acquired the Ursulas from
Earl Ducie, and they were very successfully cultivated

by him. There will also be found three specimens of

the ''Sweetheart" tribe, one of them by the famous

3D Duke of Geneva (23,753). Many of the animals

are by such excellent and well-bred sires as the cele-

brated 7TII Duke of York (17,754). 2d Duke of
Collingham (23,730), Archduke (17,316), and 4TH
Grand Duke (19,874); upon these have been used bulls

of the fashionable Bates blood, viz., 3D Duke of
W.\terloo (23,801), Duke of Kirklevington
(lot i), and the splendid young " Duchess" bull, Grand
Duke of Geneva (28,756), purchased conjointly by

Sir Curtis M. Lampson, Bart., and Mr. J. W. Larking,

when a calf, for 700 guineas ; he is from one of the

finest specimens of the " Duchess " family, bought by

Messrs. Leney & Son, at the Windsor sale, for 700 gs.

A portrait of this bull will be found in Coates' Herd
Book, vol. xi.x., page 143. The cows and heifers are

principally served by this valuable animal. Also will

be offered two promising young bulls, the property of

Sir C. M, Lampson, Bart., of Rowfant. Ashdown
House is two miles from Forest Row Station on the

Tunbridge Wells section of the London, Brighton, and

South Coast Railway. On the morning of sale con-

veyances will meet the trains at Forest Row, and
return for such in the evening.

On Thursday, the 2d inst., Mr. Strafford dis-

persed the High Elms Shorthorns, 26 In number, the

property of Sir John Lubbock. The sale realised

^^714, or an average of ^"27 loj. each. Mr. Dunn,
Dorsetshire, and Mr. Cock, Barnet, were the prmcipal

buyers, the best prices for cows being :
— Lot 6, Azo7',

4S gs. (Dunn) ; lot S, Ailsa, 35 gs. (Cock) ; lot 9,

rrinccss Louise, 52 gs. (Cock) ; lot I2, i^«^il', 35 gs.

(Marshall); lot 13, Amanda, 33 gs. (Pacey). Mr.

Gates gave 29 gs. for Princess of Lome, a roan year-

ling heifer ; and Red Duke (29,735), the bull lately

in use, went to Mr. Judkins for 35 gs.

The following description of a Shorthorn is

given by Professor Wrightson in the last number of

Cassell's Technical Educator

:

—'*The colour may be

red, white, red and white, or roan, but black is not

allowed on any part of the body. The hair is plentiful,

long, lying in various directions, and of mossy, rich

appearance. The animal is docile, the female carrying

a sweet-looking head, with a quiet eye. Horns of

moderate length in the cow; short, thick, and spreading

in the bull. The muzzle is cream-coloured, and the

horns are waxy, with streaks of red at the base. The
bull has a noble carriage and fine head, with hair

curling over his forehead and between his horns. It is

the head which gives what is termed " character"

among breeders. The rump-bone, when the animal

is lean, should be about 2 inches off, and the upper

portion of it level with the under-side of the

tail (Wright). When an animal is narrow at this point,

there is often a want of lean rtesh and substance

between the rump and hips. The quarter, or length

from rump-bone to hip, should be long, and full of

lean ilesh ; the hips should be >vide across, especially

in the female, and the hip bones rounded and well

covered ; the loin must be ilat and wide ; the space

between hips and ribs moderate ; the ribs well arched
and deep, giving a round " barrel ;" the back straight,

the breadth of the loin maintained by the spring of the

ribs, and shoulders wide across ; the belly line parallel

with the back, giving a uniform cylindrical body ; the

flank well let down, thighs heavy-fleshed and deep,

buttocks full on both sides ; shoulders snugly

laid back into the crops ; the bosom deep,

wide, and prominent ; the neck thick at the

base, but tapering to the head ; the head broad
between the eyes, and tapering to the muzzle. Whether
viewed from front, back, sideways, or from above,

the animal should approximate as nearly as possible in

general outline to a parallelogram form. This is dif-

ficult to realise, but a glance at truly well-made cattle

will convince the observer that a certain squareness of

form is the best type of bovine symmetry. In addition

to a correct form. Shorthorns must also possess the

essential trait of "quality" or "touch." In other

words, the skin must be soft, pliant, neither too thin

(papery) nor too thick (heavy), and moving with a

certain characteristic ease upon the cellular matter

beneath. This peculiar handling of cattle accompanies
aptitude to fatten, and it is spoken of as "quality."

Quality is also indicated by an abundant coat of fine

silky, well-laid hair.

THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE
AGRICULTURAL LABOURER.

Seeing that the question of the condition of the

agricultural labourer has again been brought pro-

minently before the public by the agitation now pro-

secuted by many of that class in different parts of the

country to make known their grievances, and seeing it

has been resolved these should obtain wider sympathy

and more extensive agitation, I feel induced, having

had more than ordinary experience in the matter

generally, to venture a few observations as to what
appears to me the true source of the evils complained

of, and the cause of the ever recurring clamour on the

subject.

My knowledge of the condition of the agricultural

labourer has extended over a very lengthened period in

one of the most favoured districts of Scotland as regards

the advanced state of its culture and rural population.

I have since had for some years intimately to do with

agricultural labour and occupation in one of the

southern counties of England, and have thus acquired
an opportunity of minutely comparing the condi-
tion of both districts ; and as I have always
taken great interest in the welfare of the
families of the lower classes, I have been enabled to
know their condition, their wants, and shortcomings,
and to mark the peculiar circumstances which occasion
the disparity in comfort by which the same class in the
different localities is distinguished.

This, as regards the agricultural labourer, is certainly

very striking, and the one main cause—and it is no new
discovery—is not difHcult to discern. It is strange,

however, though prominently and authoritatively

brought before the public, and though unhesitatingly

admitted by all who are more intimately acquainted

with the generally existing evils, that the remedy sug-

gested has been nearly, if not altogether ignored in the

discussion of the question at the present time. It will

at once be seen by those who have any experience in

the matter, that I allude to the want of accom-
modation, in the proper place, of a suitable and
suflicient home for the labourer. This proper place

is alone on the land to which his labour is devoted,

and where the means and appliances for the plough-
man's occupation are to be found. Upon whom the

obligation for the supply of this essential requisite for

the economical occupation of the land rests there can
be no doubt. It is clear, to provide convenient and
comfortable accommodation for the labourer on each,

separate holding, in proportion to its extent under
culture, is the imperative duty of the owner—a duty
which he will not fail ere long to discover is also for

his ultimate advantage. If from embarrassment or the

nature of the holding by entail, or otherwise limited

ownership, there is a barrier to the right of profitable

occupation in this primary step to economical occupa-
tion, the proprietor will undoubtedly find it for his

advantage that some just means were devised to relieve

him of his property. In general, I may say, when the

owner finds it beyond his power to put the subject let

in a suitable state for profitable occupation, he
cannot do better, it will be found, than quit his

possession. Now, not the least of the improvements
essential to this end is undoubtedly provision for the

ploughman's residence on the farm where his labour is

required, and, in as far as possible, in the imme-
diate vicinity of the accommodation provided for his

team. The first and most prominent evil, out of

which nearly all others issue in my experience in

England, and in comparison with that of Scotland, is

the distant home of the southern ploughman. There
is a whole catalogue of mischief and ruin proceeds from

this distant residence, simple as the deficiency at first

sight appears. There is the curtailment of the hours

of labour on the land necessitated by the time spent on
the way to work and home, horse-labour sliortened—

•

a most expensive item to the occupier. There is the

impaired strength after the long morning walk—there

is the wearied return liome with the inviting refresh-

ment of the way-side taps, so numerous along our
country roads—alas ! now mainly supported by this

too frequent libation. There is, when the tired

labourer does reach his resting-place to find his

children in bed, a home very inferior to what should
be provided by a prudent landlord on the immediate
field of the labourer's occupation. There is, again,

the opportunity lost to the occupier, by the distant resi-

dence, of making a more extended engagement with

the labourer than that of the usual weekly term—

a

desideratum which interferes effectually to prevent

arrangements between master and servant, to the econo-

mical management of the former, and infinitely advan-

tageous to the comfort and happiness of the latter. In

short, it is this annual engagement, of which the home
on the farm admits in Scotland and in the north of

England, which confers the superiority of position

enjoyed by the northern ploughman and his family.

There is no lost time ; the earnings of the labourer are

dispensed usually to add materially to his comfort ; and,

saving in exceptional cases, it may be of long illness,

his wages are alike continued in sickness and disable-

menL His children are at hand to be employed in

fitting seasons in suitable work ; and upon the whole
there being, by this arrangement, the means of a better

selection by, and longer acquaintance between the

parties, a kindly interest and sympathy is engendered

between the family of the master and those of his

servants, which fail not to redound to the benefit and
social and moral improvement of all.

And, as I have said, this is no new discovery. The
superiority of the institution of annual service and its

advantages to the agricultural labourer generally, by
the prevalence of suitable arrangements for mutual

accomodation, has, it will be seen, been prominently

set forth in the Report by the Commissioners on Agri-

cultural Labour; and it certainly does seem surprising

that when, as has been there admitted, a system of

employment so nearly perfect has been discovered to

exist in the north of England, the arrangement by
which this has been accomplished should not have
received the notice to which it is so eminently entitled,

contrasting as it does with the admitted evils so pre-

valent in nearly all other parts of England.*

" Mr. Henley, the Commissioner reporting on the state of the

agricultural labourer in Northumberland, says, "The earnings of

the labourers here are very little higher than any fairly in-

dustrious man's in Bedfordshire or Bucks, and yet he is mentally
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All this, it may be said, touches not the low rate

of remuneration of agricultural labour as it is put

before us at the present day. It is very evident,

in the existing clamour on this subject, there are

many elements of consideration industriously kept

out of sight. It is forgotten that there are neces-

sarily in all employments inequalities of remuneration,

arising from the nature of the work. In the estimation

of wages by the general observer there is no com-

parison made of the tear and wear, of the liability to

accident, of destruction and waste of the powers of life

incident to many occupations. He is ever apt to

ignore that when there is a fair field for the enjoyment

of sound health and free air there will be many seeking

employment at a lower rate than the former class of

labourers are justly entitled to demand. But I deny
at once that where a right system is pursued in country

labour, and the owner of the land has performed his :

part, there exists, when compared with other ordinary

labour, any just cause for the sad commiseration so

prevalent with so many, who, meaning well it may be,

are apparently utterly ignorant of the class which so

sorely excites their sympathy. It is true all desire to

see the time when labour should be better rewarded, and

all fully fed. It is absurd and quite irrelevant to put the

oft-applauded, affecting summary to this earnest wish,

"How would you like to live on 15^. a-week ?

"

There will be degrees in man's means of subsistence,

we have reason to believe, as long as the world

endures, and no doubt we shall ever have to lament

inequality in different occupations. I have had some
practical experience since I came to reside in town
within the last few years, that the condition

of the unskilled labourer, and, unfortunately, of the

families of some others, is infinitely inferior to that

of the worst cases which came under my observation in

a part of the country, I have reason to believe, as low
in condition as regards the remuneration of agricultural

labour as almost anywhere exists. In making this

statement I put aside, as I conceive I am entitled to

do, the vague, unwarranted, at any rate evidently

exceptional, reports, so extensively paraded on this

subject, and I refer to that which we are warranted to

hold authentic ; for is all the elaborate, expensive

machinery of a detailed Parliamentary inquiry, occupy-

ing many ponderous volumes of Blue-books, to go for

nothing? On referring, then, to the reports of the

Commissioners on Employment, &c., in Agriculture,

which embrace the whole question of wages (and from
which I have already quoted), it will be found that the

earnings of the ordinary labourer in agriculture is very

seldom set down under 14^., and in many instances

reach. i8j. per week ; and iii every case where the

wages are under the former sum I find that it is

in great measure compensated by a free house-

rent, perquisites as to fuel, ike. In every instance

the house, and this generally with a small por-

tion of land attached, is much more moderate
in rent than the single room in towns. When,
therefore, the crushing matter of rent is taken into

account it will be found the means of subsistence

available to the unskilled labourer in town, even with

his ostensibly higher wages, too frequently falls short

of the lowest paid similar work in the country. Why,
then, all the waste of sympathy on the part of the

town resident (for it is with him chiefly the feeling of

pity rests) on behalf of his distant neighbours, when he

has a fearful waste to reclaim at his own door ? I ask not

this because I seek to shirk the responsibility of extend-

ing the necessity of a great social and moral improve-
ment among our rural population. 1 am quite aware

it is no reason for the existence of a condition which it

is desirable should be redressed, that a more pitiable

state is prevalent in other departments of industry.

Nor do I object to the agricultural labourer using

the means which has been often successfully employed
by other labourers to secure a higher remuneration. He
will find, however, *'a strike," in his circumstances, a

very weak instrument to effect his purpose, even

temporarily.

From the isolated and dispersed nature of all

employed in agricultural pursuits, combinations, we
know, have never been very successfully resorted to for

any beneficially permanent end. The result in so

extended a field is at best merely local and temporary.

Hence the necessity of taking a wider view, and of

looking to the root of the matter, the evils of which
will never fail to start up so long as the low amount of

nominal wages is in many districts, to the eye of the

casual observer, apparently below the requirements of

the necessary means of ordinary existence. It is not

known to him, as I have already noticed, that in these

instances the agricultural labourer has in general other

emoluments, in the shape of a free house, provision for

fuel, and often the produce of a plot of ground, scanty

it may be, to eke out his comforts. It is forgotten that

the earnings of the head of the house in the country are

not the only means which go to the maintenance of the

family—the children, or other members of the house-

hold, soon find, we know, employment in the field of

his own labour ; and especially is this the case where

the labourer's cottage is in on the land of the employer.

Why then, I ask, by legislative measure, not resort at

once to the adoption of the system of arrangement to

which I have referred as exhibiting, and as repoited to

be, after an elaborate and extensive parliamentary

inquiry, so fraught with many comforts and compara-

tively few disadvantages? What otherwise is the use

of so extensive an investigation? After all the

remedial machinery suggested, is it intended no pro-

fitable action should be taken? Would it be atiy

stretch of the power of the Legislature, or any hardship

to the owner of land, that it should be forthwith

enacted that accommodation to the extent of one suitable

dwelling for a labourer's family should be erected for,

say, every 60 or 70 acres of land under arable culture?

From personal experience I can confidently say that,

irrespective of the direct return as rent, the landlord

would find this investment equally beneficial, or more
so, than all other necessary improvements to the pro-

fitable occupation of the land.

Landlordism has social duties and moral obligations

to fulfil as well as privileges of position and other

advantages to enjoy ; but unless prepared to execute

the former faithfully, there should be little reserve on

the part of the Legislature to interpose its power and

authority, as sure we are there will be little sympathy
on the part of the public with a;ny interference on this

head, however arbitrary. When, then, the owner of

land refuses, or finds himself unable, from pecuniary

embarrassment, to perform what the pubfic weal
demands, let him sell. The complaints of the advo-

cates for the agitation of the land question might here

find relief; at any rate the public interest and peace
would be infinitely promoted. But in justice I think it

ought to be added, that on minute examination of the

whole question it will be found, that the neglect of duty

in the profitable development of the productive powers of

the soil, with some notable exceptions it may Le, does

not rest generally on the larger proprietors, but upon
those owners who have acquired land with a view
mainly to amenity and personal gratification.

These, and they are not few in this rich country,

are contented, for the sake of position and amusement,
to hold land regardless of a sacrifice, which enables

them to indulge a taste and enjoy recreations, after all,

less expensive and more healthful and rational than the

luxuries and extravagances of a town life. That in this

they are right, no one will deny, in so far as their own
personal gratification is concerned ; but there will ever

be found indulgences involving the lamentable neglect

of duties detrimental to the public weal. Luckily this

class is well able to bear the pressure which any
stringent land law may impose for the benefit of the

labouring population and the general good. Still

there remains a wide extent of property, and of abso-

lutely waste lands, especially in the southern counties

of England, which 1 am satisfied would be well in

other hands, in so far as increased productiveness and
the comfortable employment of the people are con-

cerned. I do not feel myself warranted to indorse the

opinion of some whose authority on many subjects of

public policy is entitled to the highest respect, "that
were our own soil cultivated up to the capabilities of

its full powers of productiveness, we might double our

food supplies," for there is a large proportion of our

country already occupied, where the application of

industry and capital has given full scope to the develop-

ment of its powers. But I have no hesitation in saying

that there is a breadth of land in this kingdom, equal to

the extent of many counties, to which, were a perfect

system of agriculture applied, its means for the support

of the people would be even more than doubled, while

a large additional field for the beneficial employment
of the people would be secured, yo/in Dudgeon.

remember the time during the First Napoleonic war
when much distress and discontent arose from the

scarcity and high prices of provisions. The stop-

page of imports by war would diminish pro raia the

foreign demand for our manufactures, and throw out

of employment vast numbers of our manufacturing

classes, as was the case in the Cotton Famine. We
have become really now a manufacturing, trading, and
commercial community, rather than an agricultural

people, for only a moderate percentage of our popula-

tion are employed in agriculture.

According to the last Board of Trade returns,

we have in the United Kingdom 76,405,968 statute

acres, exclusive of lakes and rivers. Of these thei'e

Acres,

3.499.756
22,525,761
6,233.588

11,833.243
565.886

Green, root, and other crops .

.

. . . . 5,071.174

48,729,^08
27,676,560

Woods and forests . . . . . .

In permanent pasture (much very poor)
In grass, under rotation

In corn crops
Bare fallow

Total ,

,

.

,

,

,

. . 76,405,968

The Enclosure Commissioners have just issued their

27th annual report on common and commonable land

in England and Wales, and state that out of 9,000,000
acres, only 670,000 acres in the last 25 years have been
enclosed. They take no note of waste lands in Scot-

land and Ireland.

Our annual agricultural produce, available as human
food and drink, is, according to my estimate, less than

^150,000,000. Mr. Lavergne estimates our total pro-

duce at only £t, ys. per acre (^150,000,000), and the

farmer's capital at £4 per acre.

Our annual consumption of foreign eatables and
drinkables amounts to much more than ;^So,ooo,ooo.

Total imports, 1872 £326,834.647

Com and bread stuffs

Oxen, sheep, &c.
Bacon
Pork
Cheese ..

IJutter ..

Eggs
Lard . . . •

Foreign.

.nnd physically a superior animal, treating his family in a manner
which three or four times the diflTerencc in wages would not
account for. What, then, arc the causes operating in his favour ?

I take them to be chiefly the following : He has no need of a
club, his hiring is a yearly hiring, and his wages ara paid when
he is sick as punctually as when he is at work,

" His own earnings and those of his family all go to the family
purse, and suffer very little variation.

" And last, but not least, it is not his habit to drink beer. He
liardly knows what a beer-shop means, and his children suck at
the milk bowl instead of himself at the beer jug."—Henley, p. 68,
Second Report.

In Mr Tremcnherc's summary, at the conclusion of Mr. Henley's
report, it is said: " I would not be understood to assert that the
condition of Northumberland is such as to be incapable of im-
provement. . . But the general state of the wage chisses is so satis-

factory that I have no hesitation in asserting that, if all England
had been like it, this Comniission ought not to have been issued,"

PRINCIPLES AFFECTING CULTIVA-
TION, MANURING, AND CROPPING.

[Read before the Farmers' Club, London, May 6, 187a. By
Mr. J. J. Mechi.]

We meet here this evening to consider how we may
somewhat increase the farmer's profit and the food of

the people. Is there not a necessity for so doing?

Our nation is in a very peculiar and exceptional

position. In 1801 we were 15,000,000, and home-fed.

Now, notwithstanding the Irish famine and consequent

depopulation and emigration, we number 32,000,000,

and are annually increasing. During the last century

we were exporters of corn, and so late as 1837 we
were able to produce nearly enough of home-grown
food (with a few years of exception), even up to 1S46

our import of foreign corn had never reached 3,000,000

of quarters in a single year. Now, some 10,000,000

of our population are dependent on foreign nations for

their daily bread. It is painful to reflect upon the

disaster and disorder that would probably attend the

interruption of our foreign supplies of food, for in that

case every third person might be starved, and the

country involved in anarcliy and confusion. I can

. . ;C4'.OOOiOCO

5,660,000
2,500,000
700,000

3.343.000
7,000,000
1,250,000
1,300,000

;C63. 753.000

Tea, sugar, coffee, cocoa, rice, and
tapioca, more than.. .. .. .. 25,000,000

Total ;£S8,753,ooo

We have, therefore, evidently a vast margin for

increased home production, by agricultural improve-

ment, including the utilisation of sewage. If the

voidances from this ;/^S9,ooo,ooo worth of foreign con-

sumables passed into our soil instead of into sewers and
rivers, how much of our land it would fertilise and
how much more food would be produced. Our
country would indeed then become annually more
fertile instead of more sterile. Surely it is the duty

of our Legislature and Government to initiate and
encourage all measures that will lend to the in-

creased investment of capital and intelligence in agri-

culture. Those most required are greater facilities

for the purchase or exchange of land, security of tenure

by leases, valuation for tenant's unexhausted improve-

ments, and power to life owners of estates to invest

capital in necessary landowner's improvements. Acts

of Parliament would do much to emancipate agriculture

from old-fashioned and feudal customs, suitable only to

a past and pastoral age, and give to it a more busi-

ness-like and commercial character adapted to modem
circumstances and requirements.

The home-grown food question is becoming rapidly

more and more urgent. In addition to legislative

changes, we must look more to science to guide and
instruct us in agriculture. I have come to this conclu-

sion after a careful study for many years of liaron

Liebig's four great works

—

CJmnistry in its Applications

to Agriculture and Physiology, Letters oji Modern Ap-i-

culture. Fifty Principles in Agriculture, and his last

grand work, published in 1S62, the Natural Laws of

Husbandry.

We know practically bow much benefit agriculture

has already derived from a valuable member of our

Club— Professor Voelcker.

Our Royal Agricultural Society has for 30 years

placed on the title-page of its annual volumes,
" Practice with Science." Have we farmers all

obeyed this command? Not yet, I fear, for there are

still too many practical farmers who deprecate book-

farming, but, although formerly they were a legion,

their ranks are becoming annually somewhat thinned

by the progress of enlightenment, and by a more
liberal education of the rising generation, especially

that conferred by the Royal Agricultural College at

Cirencester. I venture to predict that within another

century {which is not long in the history of a nation)

our agriculturists will be found studying in their

libraries the scientific principlesof agriculture enunciated

by Liebig, Way, Voelcker, Playfair, and our other

agricultural philosophers.

Town sewage will not then be permitted to flow

into our rivers, instead of on the land.

For want of scientific guidance, thousands of farmers

have been, and are still groping in the dark for the

most profitable path, and have only now and then
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found U, after innumerable experiments, too many of

which have been costly and unsuccessful.

Our greatest agricultural philosopher (Baron Liebig)

says (p. 233, Modmi AgricttUure) :—

•

" Agriculture is of all industrial pursuits the richest in

facts, and the purest in their comprehension.
" A f.^ct simply tells us of its e.xistcnce, but experience

ought to inform us why it exists.

"Science does not reject the truths discovered by
practice, but receives them ; they are never disputed by
her—but are examined, and receive from her their proper
import and further application.

" The business of science is to seek for causes, and, like

a light, to illuminate the surrounding d<arkness.
" Agriculture is both an art and a science. Its scientific

basis embr.^ces a knowledge of all the conditions of
vegetable life, of the origin of the elements of plants, and
of the sources from whence they derive their nourishment.

" From this knowledge fixed rules are formed for the
practice of the art—that is, for the necessity or advantage
of all the mechanical operations of the farm, by which the
land is prepared for the growth of plants, and by which
those causes are removed which might exercise an
injurious influence upon them.

"Experience acquired in the practice of this art can
never stand in contradiction to its scientific principles,

because the latter have been deduced from all the observa-
tions of experience, and are actu.ally an intellectual

expression of it. Neither can theory ever stand in anta-
gonism to pr.iclice, for it is merely the tracing back of a
class of phenomena to their ultimate catises."

My object in addressing you this evening is to

endeavour to impress upon agriculture the advantage
and necessity of trusting more to scientific principles as

a guide to practice in the art of tilUage, manuring, and
the rotation of crops. Time will only permit me to

draw an outline, which must be filled up by a personal
study and reflection.

Cultivation.

If I ask for a definition of the word cultivation, I

am told that it means the disturbance or upturning of
the earth to a depth of 5 inches, or the thickness of a
family Bible, which is the admitted substance of the
British .agricultural pie-crust ; but when I ask why
this particular depth of 5 inches {in preference to 10,

15, or 20) has been fixed upon, I can get no satisfac-

tory or scientific reply. I presume it must be because
a pair of horses (sometimes four, I fear) can plough at

that depth an acre per day. We cannot call this either
a scientific or satisfactory explanation.

If the roots of plants descended only 5 inches, and
found within that space ample nourishment for their
perfect development, there would be no occasion to
find fault ; but we know that it is not so, and that
plants send their roots down into the subsoil several
feet, especially if it is in a suitable condition, which is

very rarely the case, because it has neither been dis-

turbed, aerated, drained, or manured.
When I hear, as I frequently do, that high farming

injures the Barley crop, I smile, and reply, " Mix the
rich top soil with the poor unmanured subsoil, and you
will then no longer complain of laid frothy crops,
which injure young Clover ; but don't sow too thickly.

Here is a striking instance of the advantage derived
from more deeply disturbing the soil and subsoil. In
the presence of 700 of my guests, in July, 1S56,
Fowler's steam-plough, with Cotgreave's subsoiler
attached, operated on three stetches of one of my
Clover-leas. The result was that, although all the field

had been under good and deep cultivation, these
stetches appeared, in the early grojvth of the Wheat
crop, as though they had received an extra dressing of
manure ; and for five years after all the crops on those
deeper-disturbed stetches showed a manifest advantage.
It surprises me that this system of double or under
ploughing (one furrow-slice covering the other) is not
more generally adopted with Fowler's plough, as was
done on my field in 1S56. The late worthy Mr.
Fowler was, I think, present on the occasion. It is

hard work for the engine to do this unless full-powered.
Perhaps that is why it is not done, but it should be.
The subsoil is thus well aired, and the crops
improved.

Liebig says, p. 17S, Natural Laws of Husbandry:—
"Thus the subsoil, considered as a field apart from the

arable soil, gives to Turnips and Lucerne a certain
quantity of mineral constituents. Where the fields have
a subsoil favourable to the growth of these plants, it is as
though the arable surface soil were doubled."

We hear great complaints about thin-skinned land.
Whose fault is it ? Mine was wretchedly thin-skinned
30 years ago, until I greatly deepened the staple by
breaking up the subsoil under the ploughed land, still

keeping the old soil uppermost. By these means the
passive elements of the plant food in the subsoil
became gradually active and available. Draining of
course preceded the subsoil disturbance. All this has
been and must be profitable.

However much a farmer may be restricted in his
lease, there is never any limit as to the quantity of soil
he may use for the growth of his crops. It may be
500 tons per acre at a depth of 5 inches, or 5000 per
acre at a depth of 50 inches. His rent, rates, tithes,
taxes, &c., will be no greater on one than on the
other, but his crops will be unmistakeably increased.
Drainage must be used if the land is not naturally
drained. There are, of course, loose friable soils that
require compression rather than deep disturbance.
Liebig attaches the utmost importance to deep and

efficient tillage as an agricultural basis. lie says at

p. 121, Modgrn Agriiitlfitri'

:

—
"The agriculturist has to do with the soil alone ; it is

only through it that he is able to exercise an immediate
influence on plants. The attainment of all his objects in

the most complete and profitable manner, pre-supposes
the exact knowledge of the effective chemical conditions
for the life of plants in the soil ; it further pre-supposes
perfect acquaintance with the food of plants, and tlie

source from which it is derived, as well as with the means
for rendering the soil suitable for their nutrition, com-
bined with experience and skill in employing them in the
proper way, and at the right time."

Science has indicated that in the subsoil we should
seek for increased profits, for it teaches us that in the
great majority of soils the earth at every depth con-
tains a certain portion of the elements of plant food,
which only require aeration and amelioration by dis-

turbance, drainage, and manure, or by burning, to
render them gradually available as plant food.

Science has also discovered that it is not possible to
manure the subsoil through the top soil, except in a
very slight degree, for the latter has the power of fixing

and retaining very much larger quantities of plant food
(ammonia, phosphate of lime, and potash) than are
usually applied; only very small portions of these
pass annually into the subsoil—we should, therefore,

intermix the top and bottom soil. Farmers, as a rule,

have no faith in the subsoil, but, on the contrary,
rather fear it, believing that there is something un-
wholesome under the cultivated crust, and that the
interior of the pie is of the wrong sort. The fact is,

that it is raw and uncooked, because it has never, like

the top soil, been stirred and exposed to the amelio-
rating and fertilising influences of the atmosphere, and
in too many instances, for the want of drainage, air is

completely excluded by the presence of stagnant water.
The good effects of cultivating the surface soil should
have taught us how beneficial would be a disturbance of
the subsoil. Here let me draw a distinction between
ploughing and cultivating—great injury may arise from
suddenly upturning the raw subsoil and burying the
friable top soil, while much good will result from
breaking and loosening the subsoil, thus permitting some
of the top soil and manure to fall into, and gradually
intermix with it.

Some subsoils may be safely brought to the surface,
but this is not generally the case ; a trial of the subsoil
in some flower-pots will soon enable you to judge.

Certain folks are, however (thanks to steam-power),
now disturbing the contents of the pie most resolutely
and fearlessly, both in hop gardens and elsewhere. At
Farringdon, in Berkshire, two sets of Fowler's 30-horse
power engines are cultivating, or breaking (not plough-
ing) the land to the depth of 36 inches.

Messrs. Fowler, of Leeds, wrote to me, in reply to
my question :

—

"There is no doubt that the larger the engine is, the
more economical it is in point of fuel ; but the great
difficulty we have to contend with in these large engines
is the unprepared state of the land for steam cultivation.
If there were Larger enclosures, and proper roads were
m.ade, we should certainly then say the larger the engine
the better

;
but in the present state of things it is better,

except in some special cases, to have engines of a
moderate size. Mr. Campbell's engines work very well,
and are doing 4 or 5 acres a day, 3 feet deep."

Mr. Campbell, jun., told me the other day that the
large 30-horse power engines could take their proper
position on the land when the smaller ones were unable
to do so. Of course, in manual labour they must be
the cheapest, seeing that one engine-driver could
manage a 50-horse power engine, whereas five would
be required for five of lo-horse power.

How very lucky it is that all Mr. C.'s land has been
drained with pipes at a depth of 4 feet, although I

doubt if that will be deep enough when we get the
50-horse power engines. But how readily the water
will now pass down to these drains through the stift

soil, after 36 inches of loosening or cultivation ; and
what additional facilities will thus be afforded for
passage of air and manure to the subsoil. Furrows
and water-furrows will be unnecessary. The dense
undisturbed clay subsoil, trodden for ages by horses,
and compressed by the weight of the surface soil, is in
a most unfit condition for the passage of root fibres,

and we know how difficult it is for even the steam
cultivator to break up for the first time this homogeneous
mass. The good effect of loosening the subsoil is

visible for a great many years. Some 29 years ago I

drained all my land, and over every drain for more
than 20 years there was a visible advantage to the
plants immediately over the disturbed space. This
arose from free circulation of air and water, and from
the diminished obstruction to the passage of root fibres.

The same profitable result will take place over the
whole surface of our land when it is disturbed by steam
cultivation to the depth of 2 to 3 feet. But also the
land will be drier and warmer, and we well know how
important is warmth to the soil, and especially to the
subsoil, for it is by bottom-heat that gardeners succeed
in growing their magnificent specimens of luscious

Grapes and other fniits. They know that mere sur-

face or outside heat cannot produce such results : the
earth to some depth becomes gradually warmer as the
days lengthen, and loses that heat gradually in autumn
and winter. The heated soil promotes the early multi-
plication of root fibres.

The earth has an especial attraction for the sun's
heating rays, so much so that its surface temperature in
sunshine is many degrees warmer than the air above
it—sometimes as much as 30° to 40°. When walking
over fallow in a bring spring day, although the air was
nearly frosty, I have felt the heat through the thin
soles of my shoes. I have observed over fallowed
ground, during sunshine, a trembling waving of the
air

; this is produced by the lower stratum of air in
immediate contact with the earth becoming heated
and expansively lightened, then it immediately struggles
to rise through the cooler and heavier atmosphere.

I have noticed the same waving, struggling, upward
movement in the air over and around heated stoves, or
pipes ; we have all observed how rapid is the growth
of plants after a heavy thunder shower, falling on the
heated soil. This is because water is the great carrier
of heat dowmwards ; falling on the superheated top
soil, it robs it of some of its heat (just as cold water
from a shower-bath robs our warm bodies of their
heat), and in passing down to the drains is itself

deprived of heat by the colder subsoil, for at 4 feet deep
the subsoil is generally as low as about 46° or 48°,
while the surface may be at 100° to 130°. And now
becomes obvious the advantage of deep cultivation and
drainage, which permit the heated water to circulate
freely in the soil and subsoil, and, if in excess, to pass
away through the deep drains, deprived of its heat and
valuable food constituents.

When our stiff clays crack abundantly, and often to
the depth of 4 feet, the Wheat crop is sure to prosper,
the warm air having access to the cold subsoil by the
cracks.

I have several copious deep spring drains, running
summer and winter, the temperature of the water being
always about 46* to 48° (which I believe is the tem-
perature of the soil at 4 feet), so that the parts of the pond
into which it enters never freeze, while in the summer
it feels almost as cold as ice. It is most important,
therefore, that spring or bottom-water drains should be
placed very deeply, to jjrevent the cold water from
rising by capillarity or pressure to the surface, and by
its chilling influence retard the growth of plants,

—

for none can prosper, excepting bog Moss, where
spring water rises to the surface.

Subsoils well broken into and rendered friable are
accessible to atmospheric embraces which are always
fructifying. When these dense compact subsoils thus
become more friable and capillary, we might then
almost compare them with a piece of loaf-sugar, while,
previous to this disturbance they were like a lump of
lead or putty—the one with, and the other without,
those capillary powers which are so valuable. The
importance of this capillary power is detailed and illus-

trated by Baron Liebig, Letter 3, p. 46, Modern
Agriculture

:

—
*' Remarkable Power 0/ Absorbing Moisture Possessed

by Soils."—By absorption and evaporation of moisture
the soil is warmed or cooled

;
great importance of this

fact to vegetation."

We may, however, safely accept as a principle that
it is profitable to make use of the subsoil, now that
mighty and untiring steam can cheaply and eftectually

enable us to do so. At the Wolverhampton trials of
steam-ploughs and cultivators it was found that for

every pound of coal used 9 tons of earth were moved,
so that 10 inches deep of soil, or looS tons of earth,
could be moved by 112 lb. of coal, worth, in the South
of England, Is., although at Wolverhampton and the
coal districts it would barely cost 6</.

In the Cornish pumping engines, which are used in
our town waterworks and in the Cornish mines, the
best engines will, with 112 lb. of coal, lift 50,000 tons
of water i foot high. Here we have an extraordinaiy
evidence of the enormous gain of force or power and
national wealth, owing to the scientific invention and
perfecting of the steam-engine. It is rather remarkable
that while i lb. of coal can raise i million pounds (or

446 tons) of water a foot high, the i lb. of coal at

Wolverhampton only moved 20, 1 60 lb., or 9 tons of
earth. What a margin for friction, resistance, (

r

variety of engine !

The valuable, costly, and instructive trials at Wolver-
hampton of steam machinery for cultivation and
traction, and the able report and conclusions formed
upon those trials recorded in the Royal Agricultural
Society's Journal [ntw s&x\ti, vol. vii., p. 472), entit e
that Society to our best thanks ; but, useful and proft.
able as these reports (and the former report on stean.-

cultivation) must be to the practical farmer, I doubt
whether they will be read by many farmers out of the

400,000 in England, Scotland,and Wales, for only some
2000 or 3000 are members of that important Society,
which gives a large volume of first-class information to
each of its guinea subscribers annually.

In fact, if we must tell the truth, ancient farmers
have not been a reading race, but the schoolmaster
is abroad now. Our Farmers' Clubs, Chambers of
Agriculture, and the agricultural press, afford ample
opportunity for agricultural oratory and literature.

Stiff soils are not so easily exhausted as loose light

soils, because although the plant can multiply and
push its fibres readily through the loose soil, and suck
at many granules, dense tenacious soils oppose a
much greater resistance to the passage of root fibres ;

that is why the necessity exists for loosening them as

much as possible by steam-power, and why strong
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powerful rooted plants, like Beans, Mangel, and Clover,
thrive best on such soils. The Beans and Clover make
a way for the Wheat fibres, and render the plant food in

the soil more available by shading the soil.

I have reason to believe that if after cultivating the
soil to the depth of 2 or 3 feet, it were amply saturated
with town sewage, profitable results would ensue.

We should not forget that town sewage has a very
much greater specific gravity than water, and that its

temperature, which is sufficiently high to dissolve the
frost and penetrate the ground in frosty weather, must
warm the subsoil.

The specific gravity of the liquid manure in my tank
is often so great after saturating the solid manure, that

the whole of the latter will rise to the surface like a
cork, or like a penny piece in quicksilver.

It does not answer to let the stifi" clays crack before
you apply sewage. I will give you an instance of
this :—One of my fields of very stiff yellow clay or tile

earth {given to crack in drying, and therefore unfit for

making bricks) was in Italian Rye-grass, and although
drained with i-inch pipes 5 feet deep, and 50 feet from
drain to drain, the ground cracked deeply. While my
man was, during the summer, irrigating with hose and
jet I was surprised to find the running spring water in

the ditch coloured, and smelling of manure. I then
examined the mouths of the drainpipes, and found, to

my astonishment, that they were discharging a full

stream of liquid manure, almost as strong as when
applied on the surface.

Having since then inspected several farms which are
flooded with town sewage, and seeing that in every
one of them the water comes from the drains (6 feet

deep), as clear as spring- w^ater, I see clearly that it will

not do to let clays become dry enough to crack if the
sewage or manure is to be made the most of, because,
even if solid manure were spread upon such lands
when full of cracks, the first heavy thunder-storm would
wash some of its best solutions down the cracks and
througli the drains.

I have been very much interested and enlightened as

to the mode in which plants feed, how their food is

distributed and fixed in the soil, and how little of it

they can use in a single season. All this is new to us,

and is explained by Baron Liebig in his last great work,
the Natural Lazos of Ilusbajidrv, which treats of the
plant, the soil, and the manure. How little we
suspected that the manures, when placed in the soil,

(that is, the three important ingredients of plant food,

phosphate of lime, potash and ammonia) are imme-
diately and immovably fixed on the granules of soil and
cannot be washed from them, and that every particle

that is coated with this manure, if not touched or
sucked by a root fibre is of no use to the plant ; so that

in fact, as a general rule, 99 parts out of 100 are
unavailed of by the plant in a single year, because it

has only roots enough to touch one granule of soil out
of 100 or more. This is why a heavy dressing of rich

shed manure shows its effects for so many years,

especially on heavy land, where the fibres have more
difficulty in spreading than on light or friable

soil, which is much more easily intermixed, and also

much more accessible to the fibres of plants, so that

manure in such soil is more quickly appropriated, I

cannot attempt in this paper to give even an outline of
this important subject, but recommend you to study it

for yourselves : it will be to your profit. Liebig, for

this and other reasons, attaches the utmost importance
not only to deep and frequent tillage, but also to the
rotation of crops, each of which may feed at different

places and depths, and also on different sorts and pro-
portions of plant food, their roots varying in size and
power. Liebig says, at p. 125, the A'aiiiral Laxi's oj

Husbandry

:

—
" Hence the art of the agriculturist mainly consists in

selecting such plants as will thrive best on his land, in
adopting a proper system of rotation, and in using all the
means at his command to make the nutritive elements in

chemical (unavailable) combination available for plants.
The achievements of practical agriculture in these respects
are wonderful, and they demonstrate that the triumphs of
art far exceed those of science, and that the farmer, by
aiding the agencies which improve the chemical and
physical condition of his land, can obtain much more
abundant crops than by supplying nutritive matters."

Unfortunately (owing to the want of knowledge as

to causes) these successful results have only been
obtained at the expense of millions of experiments,
many of them costly and unsuccessful. Witness
Mr. Ilemmiiig's unsuccessful attempts to grow Beans,
after Turnips drawn of, as mentioned in another part
of this paper.

In February, 1S66, I had the honour to read to you
a paper on British tillage, present and future. To
that I beg to refer you for a more detailed report of
my views about tillage. My commendation of deep
cultivation applies, of course, to dense or hard-
bottomed soils.

Manure and Manuring.
The great lesson taught us for the first time by Baron

Liebig is this—That there are certain indispensable
elements of plant food contained naturally in most
soils, viz., potash, phosphate of lime, magnesia, &c.,
that cannot he sent to the air by burning, nor yet from
the air, and, therefore, if we send them away in the
produce which we sell, and omit to bring them back
again, that purse will soon be empty. lie also tells us

that a great portion of these elements, although in the

soil, are raw and uncooked, and therefore the plants can-

not eat them, until they are prepared, or cooked, by cul-

tivation, by aeration, or by the action of certain chemical
substances. He also tells us why farmyard manure,
when made by cake and corn-fed animals, is not only
good to produce all'crops, but acts favourably by pre-

paring and rendering available the uncooked plant food
not only in the soil but also in the subsoil, if we could
be induced to mix the latter with the manure—which
very few will do — because they don't know that they
cannot manure the subsoil through the topsoil, for the

latter holds it fast, and will not part with it except to

plant roots.

We have plenty of evidence of this fact in the rail-

way cuttings, where we see that the poor subsoil,

under the few inches of top soil, has not even
been coloured by manure. We occasionally hear of

the danger of over-manuring ; but this I can say for a

certainty, tliat we can never over-manure the subsoil to

the depth of i to 3' feet. Thus, we should not only
double or triple our Mangel and root crops (for 70 to

100 tons may be grown per acre), but the withdrawal
of such heavy crops would still leave the land capable
of producing abundant com crops ; but, as we cannot
manure the bottom soil through the top soil, the latter

must be thrown or ploughed back, and the manure be
incorporated directly with the subsoil. Steam-power
will very readily give us access to the subsoil by deep
furrows. Strong deep-rooted crops, fruit trees, &c.

,

feed in the subsoil. If that is well filled either with
solid or liquid manure (but not through the top soil)

such plants flourish amazingly. For my shrubs or

Camellias I bore holes a yard deep, and pour down
them guano and water or liquid manure, and they
prosper accordingly.

We are beginning practically to awaken to the great

truth so forcibly expressed by Liebig 32 years ago.

He then warned us of the danger of exhausting the

plant food in the soil by the exclusive frequent use

of nitrogenous or ammoniacal manures. Repeated
application even of the best Peruvian guano, which is

deficient in potash, has on calcareous, sandy and loose

soils, gradually produced exhaustion ; and so it

has on pastures, where large crops of hay were at

first obtained by its use, or by the use of other stimu-

lating ammoniacal manures, such as nitrate of soda.

Liebig says :
—" The presence in the soil of a suffi-

cient quantity of potash and silicic acid is always
pre-supposed when guano increases the produce of
corn ; and in a soil rich in potash and magnesia,
the application of guano alone insures a succession

of crops of such plants which, like Potatos, require

for their growth chiefly potash and magnesia.
Meadows and cornfields which gave at first large
crops with guano, become at last, by the con-
tinuous use of this agent, frequently so drained of

silicic acid and potash as to lose for many years their

original productiveness."

The term manure is so general and indefinite that we
must interpret it as meaning a substance containing
sundry elements of plant food in very various and
uncertain qualities and proportions. One dung-heap
may be a mass of wet straw, with a very few elements
of plant food ; another, of equal or less size, may contain
many times the amount of plant food, and be of propor-
tionate value.

Science comes to our aid, and tells us that the
principal elements of plant food are phosphate of lime,

potash, magnesia, and ammonia. Practice has taught
us that the manure from cake-fed animals excels every
other. This is because the ashes of cake are rich in

potash, magnesia, and phosphate of lime, and we
may, therefore, safely conclude that the growth of
Flax is very exhausting to the soil, if the seed and
straw are sold off the farm. But independently of the

dung-heap, we should get from science replies to the

following questions :

—

How much of plant food have we already in our
soil? In which kind is it deficient or redundant? How
much of it is in an available or unavailable condition?
Why is it necessary, in order to get a crop, to have in

the soil one hundred times as much food as the plant

requires ? How do the plants feed in the soil ? Why
is it that plant food remains useless to the plant unless

its fibres attach themselves to the particular granules of
soil on which the plant food is condensed ? Why is it

that certain artificial manures are most valuable when
applied to some soils and useless in others ? Why is it

that we cannot manure the subsoil through the top
soil ? Why is it that water cannot wash away or
remove the plant food when it is condensed on the

granules of soil ? How is it that compound manures,
solid and liquid, when placed in the soil, are at once
decomposed by the soil, and the plant food elements
separated, abstracted, and retained condensed on each
granule of soil ?

For a full and ]ierfect comprehension of these im-
portant agricultural questions, I would recommend you
to study Baron Licbig's great works, for the profit of

farming is very dependent on the knowledge therein

contained. A great deal of money which is now
wasted might be saved, if we knew a little more
about the chemistry or science of agriculture, or if we
consulted those who do know. Here is one very
striking instance. One farmer uses nitrate of soda and
salt, and finds it very profitable ; when this news
spreads, many more farmers use nitrate of soda and salt,

and find no benefit from it. Why is this so ? The
success of this application depends upon there being

in the upper or lower soil a quantity of phosphate of

lime that wants dissolving and diffusing. Where this

is the case nitrate of soda succeeds, but where there is

no undissolved phosphate it more than fails, for it

merely forces a surplus of high-coloured and mildewed
straw, to the injury of the kernel.

Nitrate of soda and salt possess this advantage, they

are not fixed and retained in the surface-soil like

ammonia, potash, and phosphate of lime, but are fiee

to circulate through the soil down to the drains, and
can therefore dissolve any phosphate of lime that they

meet with in the soil and subsoil. A gentleman near

Carshalton informs me that for many years he has

obtained large corn crops, merely using as manure
nitrate of soda. His soil must, I presume, super-

abounds in undissolved phosphate of lime. He has
several hundred acres.

On some Norfolk farms where, by cake-feeding and
artificial manures, there is much phosphate of lime in

the soil, nitrate of soda and salt are found profitable.

If we have enough phosphate of lime in an available

condition in our soil by Nature or by high cake and
corn feeding, superphosphate is not needed, and the

money paid for it is wasted, while in soils deficient in

phosphate of lime it is *'the key of the position."

Science explains no end of apparent anomalies which
puzzle the farmer, and cause him heavy loss. For
instance, under the ordinary lease restrictions, forbid-

ding the sale of roots, green crops, hay, and straw,

there will be in the surface soil a surplus or accumu-
lation of potash. In such cases guano or superphos-

phate may be found profit.able, but on light and
calcareous soils, deficient in potash, the forcing of

Beetroots, or Potatos, or Turnips for sale by means of

guano or other manures deficient in potash will prove
exhaustive.

I hardly ever use straw manure on my light land,

because (and here is tlie point) all the Turnips and
green crops are consumed where they grow by sheep

folded on the land, consuming supplemental food, such

as cake, corn, malt-combs, bran, cut hay, and straw

chaff. All my straw manure goes to the heavy land,

from whence the roots ai'e drawn off.

Sugar-Beet exhausts much potash, therefore sellers

of Beet-root should use farm-yard manure, for they do
not get back the potash in the pulp. Guano would,

in their case, soon exhaust the soil of potash.

I quite believe that much straw might be sold o(t

certain light land farms, if the roots and green crops are

fed off where they grow with cake and corn.

As jRt'£-ards the Mode of Applying Manure.— How
often we hear that top-dressings of guano, &c., have
done little good except for surface or shallow rooted

plants, Liebig thus explains it : 2 to 3 inches of

surface soil will, if finely pulverised, arrest and fix a

top-dressing of guano, so that the lower soil gets little

or none of it, and thus, to deep-rooted plants, it is ren-

dered unavailable. This explains why we can only

grow Clover at long intervals. I always use guano and
salt for Wheat after Beans or after Mangel. I sow it

broad-cast and plough it in. It is very desirable to mix
manure with the subsoil for deep-rooted plants. I

accomplish this by trench-ploughing, one plough with-

out the beast following in the track of the first plough.

Brickdiist, or Burned Subsoil Clay, is a certain way
of getting profit on our cold, tenacious, birdlime-like

tile earth, almost free from calcareous matter. 1 burned
thousands of loads when I first took my farm in hand,

and applied about So loads an acre to several fields.

The land never entirely forgets it, although 28 years

have elapsed ; but it is desirable to repeat the dress-

ing at intervals. I have continued burning at intervals.

My ploughmen often speak of the altered and more
friable state of the land. The alkalies contained in

these soils are set free by burning, and become food

for plants, especially root crops.

When the chemist in his laboratory wishes to get all

the potash out of clay, he first uses dilute acids, and
finally gets the whole of it by burning the clay ; in

fact, the unavailable is thus converted into the available.

An inch deep of clay per acre is about loo tons : so

we may safely burn away our stiff clays, some of them
being 150 feet deep. It is summer woik. The clay

should be sun-dried before burning. Mr. Randall, in

Worcestershire, burns earth all the year round. It

costs me about ij-. per ton on the farm ; chalk costs

5J-. per ton, including cartage. Vou may bring up
and burn as much of the subsoil as you please ; tliere

need be no fear of weeds or wild Oats or insects, for

the tremendous heat shatters and pulverises even Ihc

stones.

Thatch clamps of burned earth and you will never be

short of bedding, in case you wish to sell or economise

your straw. The clay must all be well dried before

burning, and when once started the red-hot earth will

continue to burn that which you gradually add to it

(rains, of course, excepted). Burned earth is very much
improved as bedding by intermixing with it straw, cut

into short lengths, as suggested by Professor Voelcker.

You may read all about burned clay practically and
chemically, as described by Randell, Way, Voelcker,

and (ithers in the fournal of the Royal Agricultural

Sofiiiv. It i-^ worth studying as a source of farm profit.

Burned cloy should be applied to the soil at intervals,
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for it graiUially sinks into the subsoil, and always acts

most powerfully the first few years after its application.

It surprises me that so little of this burning is done, for

there are thousands of miles of old weedy banks and

wretched robber pollards that want roasting, and must

be removed if we arc to have steam cullivaliim. Our
poor, wretched unproductive fields of Twitch and
weeds (miscalled permanent pasture), on hide-bound

clays, would become fertile corn and fodder iields by

paring and burning. I had one such piece, which
declined to be improved in any other w'ay, so I shallow-

ploughed it and burned or roasted the heaps. For
20 odd years it has continued to yield splendid crops of

Wheat, Beans, Oats, Tares, roots. Clover, &c. This

enlightened me as to the national loss arising to the

country by poor pastures—mere beds of weeds.

By burning clay into brickdust we accomplish in

one year more than could be effected by cultivation in

20 years—we at once convert the unavailable, or

chemical, into available or physical. In the former

slate the principal elements of plants (potash, phos-

phate of lime, magnesia, and silicic acid) are useless;

in the latter they arc useful. It is like unlocking and
setting free a treasure that has been idle and unpro-

ductive for thousands of years and turning it to profit-

able account. Landowners need not fear exhaustion

of the soil by this burning of clay, provided the farm-

ing is on the usual course, because the manurial ingre-

dients that I have named are incombustible, or rather

non-gaseous, and can neither be sent into, or got from
the air, like carbonic acid and ammonia. This is the

great and true mineral theory propounded and ex-

pressed by Liebig—that if we have the incombustible

elements of plant food in the soil in a physical (avail-

able) condition, the combustible will be obtained from
the atmosphere by Turnip and other fodder crops. I

am a firm believer in this theory. Superphosphate of

lime and bones for Turnips have unmistakably proved
this theory to be true—for its application is a cheap
mode of restoring to the soil the bone-earth sent away
from the farm in grain and animals.

Liebig says (p. 135, Chemistry in its Application to

Agriculture and Physiology^ 3d edition) :

—

" Common potter's clay forms generally very sterile

soil, although it contains within it all the conditions for

the luxuriant growth of plants ; but the mere presence of

these conditions does not suffice to render thtm useful to

vegetation. The soil must be accessible to air, oxygen,
and caibonic acid, for these are the principal conditions

to favour the development of the roots. Its constituents

must be contained in a slate fit to be taken up by plants.

Plastic clay [our Tiptree clay, or tile-earth] is deficient in

all these properties, but they are communicated to it by a
gentle calcination."

Plenty of Manure " Gratis.^^—One of the' most im-
portant principles established by Liebig, is the rota-

tion of ammonia-collecting with ammonia- dispersing
crops—that is, root and green crops alternating with
cereals— experience has taught us as farmers this, but
we never knew why it was so beneficial and necessary.

I w'ould strongly recommend you to read from p. 315 to

p. 334 of his JWitural Laws of Husbandry ; for, if

possible, it more deeply affects the profits of farming
than any other passage of his works.

Much of the substance of our crops (ammonia
and carbonic acid) is got from the air, and that is

cheaper than having to purchase them at great cost.

There is a wonderful affinity between the earth and
the air, if we permit them to come into contact by
deep, good, and frequent cultivation.

Poor permanent pasture is unprofitable, because it

deprives the land of the benefits resulting from cultiva-

tion. Three years in pasture are quite long enough
for certain soils. I never allow Clover more than one
year, and never mix Rye-grass with it.

A Hint to our War Alinister.—The following

extract from the Natural Laws of Husbandry^
p. 272 (in which will be found ample details of the

cost, returns, iScc), will show the great value of the

excrement of man :

—

'

' In the fortress of Rastadt, and in the soldiers' barracks
of Baden generally, the privies are so constructed that the
seats open, through wide funnels, into casks fixed upon
carts. By this means the whole of the excrement, both
fluid and solid, is collected without the least loss. When
the casks are full, they are replaced by empty ones.

The farmers about Rastadt and the other garrison

towns, having found out by experience the powerful ferti-

lising effects of these excrements upon their fields, now
pay for every full cask a certain sum (still rising in price
every year), which not only has long since repaid the
original outlay, besides covering the annual cost of main-
tenance, repairs, &c., but actually leaves a handsome
profit to the department. The results brought about in

these districts are highly interesting. tandy wastes,

more particularly in the vicinity of Rastadt and Carlsruhe,

have been turned into smiling cornfields of great fertility."

[Our report of the third section of Mr. Mechi's
paper, relating to the '* Rotation of Crops," must be
postponed till next week.]

THE CONDLTION OF FARM
LABOURERS.

[The following are among the letters which have reached us on
this subject.]

Bedfordshire.—We have hitherto escaped the
storms which have passed over other counties upon
the labour question. Strikes are as yet unknown, nor

is there any prospect of an union being established,

such movements being, most likely, checked by the

conciliatory treatment of the masters, who have ad-

vanced wages from \s. to 2s, per week. So far the

men appear satisfied, and will doubtless remain so,

unless they icceive a visit from some of those itinerant

agitators who are going about the country under the

pretence of serving the men—their chief object, how-
ever, being to serve themselves. There are others

higher up in the social scale—M.P.'s for certain well-

known boroughs—who are giving support to the

movement. It strikes me that both the INIembers for

Birmingham and Nottingham would do well to direct

iheir zeal towards improving the condition of many of

the artisans and labourers of their own towns, numbers
of whom are infinitely worse off than the general run of

agricultural labourers. Upon this subject I cannot
do better than quote the words of Mr. Charles Howard,
of Biddenham, in a paper he read before the members
of the Bedfordshire Agricultural Society in November
last, upon the harvesting of crops. He said :

—

"No man, in my humble opinion, is improving his

condition more rapidly than the agricultural labourer.

The heavy work of the farm is now all done by machinery.
The flail is but seldom seen ; the scythe and sickle, too,

are gradually disappearing. Vet with all his labour
lightened, the agricultural labourer is at this moment
receiving ntore for his work than at any former period of

his history. Notwithstanding a great outcry has been
raised about his pay, I do not for a moment think it

will compare with that of the higher class of artisan. But
if all the following advantages are taken into considera-

tion, viz., liis piecework, his extra wages in hay time and
harvest, his allowance of beer at a weekly cost of \s. 6d.

the year through, his cheap cottage and exemption from
all rates, his garden and allotment of land of a rood to

half an acre, together with the gleaning of his wife

and family, the weekly income of a steady agricultural

labourer will compare favourably with that of the lower

class of artisan. Perhaps you will think it a bold asser-

tion, but I verily believe that, according to the numbers
employed, I can find a greater proportion of men on my
farm than my brothers can at their works, who will change
you a sovereign on any day in the middle of the ivcek."

I think the statement of Mr. Howard not over-

drawn, and will follow up his remarks by giving your
readers the position of the Bedfordshire labourer zX the

present moment. The pay of the ordinary labourer is

from I2i'. to 13J. per week. Stockmen is. to 2s, per

week extra ; shepherds 2J-. per week extra, with an
allowance for lambing and shearing ; horsekeepers, 2s.

per week extra, overtime paid for after 6 o'clock at

night, with an allowance for carting out corn. On all

well-conducted farms, piecework is adopted, the men
earning through several months of the year from u.,

2j., and 3-r. extra per week. Overtime is paid for;

this is particularly the case during the hay harvest.

As a rule, the men receive double pay during the

corn harvest, many earning much more. We think

the average weekly earnings of a Bedfordshire labourer,

incltiding his piecework, hay and corn harvest, may
fairly be stated at from 15.;. to i6j-. per week; his

beer and other perquisites are worth from ij^. 6^. to

2s. more per week. In the year 1852, just 20 years

since, the pay of the ordinary agricultural labourer was
but Sj. per week. Through the influence of the Duke
of Bedford great improvement has taken place in the

cottages of this county ; much, however, yet remains

to be done. In most of the parishes with which I

am acquainted the labourers are comfortably housed at

about an average rent of is. per week, including

garden. They have also allotments of from I to 2 roods,

at from 35J-. to 45^-. per acre, free from all taxes.

There are cases of labourers who, after keeping suf-

ficient for their families, have sold vegetables and
fruit very nearly to the amount of their rent for cottage

and allotment. Then take the gleaning, as mentioned
by Mr. Howard : it is no uncommon thing for a

labourer's wife and children to pick up some £l or;i^4

worth of corn. From the foregoing statement it will be
seen that the steady Bedfordshire agricultural labourer

is, after all, in no very bad position. There are,

doubtless, cases about which " special correspondents"
might write sensational articles, but these are the

exception, and, if investigated, would often be found
to be the result of the too frequent visits of the

head of the family to the beer-shop. The agitation

now going on will not prove to the advantage
of one side only ; the employers will receive some
benefit. The supply of beer, so long the source

of dissatisfaction on farms, will be abolished for money
payments. The deaddevel system of paying all

labourers alike will be abandoned for a scale according

to merit. Farmers will become more strict time-

keepers, and men will not, as now, be paid unless the

weather will allow them to work. If a considerable

rise is to take place in labour, the farmers must
have less to pay in other ways. With his com-
modities, he cannot follow the example of the

manufacturer, who, upon acceding to the nine

hours' movement, immediately increased the price

of his articles some 10 per cent. Rents will need
adjustment, for if the labourer is receiving too

little the landlord is getting too much, the farmer's

smallest friends will not lay it to his charge that he has

of late years "feathered his nest." The reduction of

the poor-rate of course will follow upon an increase of

wages, the outdoor relief list will be of a very different

character. The ratepayers will think that if labourers

can combine to support their fellows when on strike,

they ought to be able to provide for themselves in case
of sickness or other calamity overtaking them, instead
of applying for parish relief. The British farmer has
had many difficulties to contend with, that which is

now threatening him is doubtless a serious one ; I trust,

however, that he will be found in this, as he has been
in others, equal to the emergency. Your Bedfordshire
Correspondent.

East Yorkshire : Kipling Cotes Farm, Beverley.
—There are so many false reports and misstatements as
to the pay and condition of agricultural labourers, and
as this farm-labour question does not concern farmers
only, but more or less concerns the whole commu-
nity, the sooner it is placed in a clear and correct

light before the public the better. I believe the farm
labourer lives far more comfortably and healthily on
his wages than the town artizan does on his, and de-

cidedly more so than many small farmers, besides hav-
ing many advantages unknown to the dwellers in towns.
Theyearly earnings of married labourers in this district

of the East Riding have been for some years as follows

:

—Six weeks* harvest, £()\ six weeks hoeing Turnips,
£() ; 40 weeks at 15J., £2,0 : his wife easily earns £^
during the summer months, and, as they are generally
blessed with large families, two of the boys will earn

£$ each crow-scaring, weeding, &c., and many families

glean after harvest to the value of £1^—together £6}^ :

so he is not in that miserable state some of those des-

picable political agitators represent him to be. Farmers
value good labourers, and are quite ready to meet
them in a fair manner. Cottage accommodation in

some parishes is not sufficient ; rents are low, say;^4
per annum, with a good garden, and ^10 with sufficient

grass to keep a cow the year round ; allotment gardens
are general where a rood of land can be had for loj.,

and good schools at a nominal rate. Some of the

married labourers take piecework, and earn considerably

more than I have stated. The young unmarried men,
living and boarding in the farmhouse, are hired for ihe

year; foremen receiving ;i^3o; waggoners, £16 to ^^iS;
ploughmen, ^12 to/'i6 ; and shepherds, ^"24 to ^28.
I think a few facts of this kind, as to the condition of
the agricultural labourer, may do good just now, and
correct many erroneous impressions. Edward Riley.

MiD-LoTHlAN : IVoolmet, Dalkeith, N.B.—I have
now had more than 40 years' experience of the agricul-

tural labourers of this district ; during that period their

condition has in every way improved, and the pro-

prietors have generally made great improvements in

the houses they occupy. The good education which
the parish and other schools put in their power at a
very low rate of school-fees has been very generally

taken advantage of, and has resulted in a very large

proportion of them being so instructed as to qualify

them for situations in towns, and as engine-men,
surface labourers, and porters on the various railways
in the district. This has drained oflf a large proportion
of the male population, who formerly were dependent
upon employment in the agricultural districts ; the
females have followed the male members of their

families, which has much reduced the numbers of those

who were formerly entirely dependant upon employ-
ment in agriculture. This, coupled with the high class

of farming generally now practised in the district,

which requires extra labour, has had the effect of
raising the wages of ploughmen, farm labourers, and
women outworkers about 35 per cent, within the last

15 years. The present average wages and other earn-

ings of a ploughman in this district are, per annum :

—

Money ;£28 o o
6^ bolls (910 lb.) best oatmeal .. .. .. 6 10 o
3 bolls (12 cwt.) best Potatos 200
Meat in harvest, three diets daily, for five weeks.

.

1 10 o
Extras during harvest .. .. .. .. .. 050
Rent of house (generally two or three apartments),

with garden .. .. .. ., .. 400
Coals, carriage of . . . . . . . .

.

0150
Total . . .

.

.

.

. . ;C43 o o

When at market, 6d. per day additional. Shepherds'
wages generally i6j-. per week, with free house and
garden; coals drawn free, and breakfast during harvest,

and expenses when from home with stock. Farm
labourers, i^s. per week, meat in harvest—three diets

daily for five weeks, also harvest wages during five

weeks, generally i6j-, to iSj-. per week. Farm
labourers— old men generally, unfit for driving a pair

of horses, or for general work

—

lis. per week, with
full meat during harvest, and single house and garden.

No taskwork generally in the district, except cutting

hay or corn crops when too strong for the machines to

work in. Women outworkers, in summer, yj. per
week—in winter, 6j-. per week ; those fit for harvest

work get harvest wages, which last harvest were I2s.

per week, and besides this get breakfast and dinner
during harvest. Children from 11 to 13 years of age
get $s. 6d. per week for keeping oft' crows or wood-
pigeons, from 13 years of age until they are fit for

town service, or as long as they remain on the farms,

they get the same wages as the women outworkers.
The children generally attend school from 5 till 11

years of age, at the parish or other schools ; the fee

paid per week is from i^(/. to 4/^., according to age
and branches required to be taught. Our people work
10 hours a day in summer, in harvest as long as they
have light, in winter daylight till dark. y. Gibson,

April 20.
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Worcestershire : Pershort.—The condition of the

agricultural labourers in this district is, in my opinion,

very much changed for the better within the last few

years ; not so much, perhaps, because of higher wages,

as from the many little surroundings that have cropped

up and added to the daily comfort and happiness of this

class—a class we look upon as part of our social

community, and not as hinds and serfs, as they have

been designated by some. Most of them have allot-

ments of land varying from 40 to So roods at a moderate

rent, and many of them are occupiers of from i to

2 acres of land, and some even more. They have cottages

with gardens at ^ 3 to £^1 per annum. Tliere are schools

for all the children, supported by voluntary contribu-

tions, viz.. National, British, infant, and Sunday

schools, also village schools, throughout the district.

There are worl<ing men's clubs, flower and root

shows for cottagers, societies for providing cheap

clothing and shoes, and last, though not least

in importance, a lying-in charity for the benefit

of mothers who, like Mrs. Gin.x (of world-

wide celebrity), require the loan of garments, &c.,

at certain periods of married life, and those periods

not very remote from each other. This very fact some-

times puts us to our wits' end to know how to give the

cottage accommodation we could desire, for when little

folks come so fast the parents cannot take larger houses ;

for just in proportion as their families increase, so does

their inability to pay the rent of larger houses. Wages
vary, good workmen receiving i zs. per week, others

\ls., sometimes with beer or cider, and sometimes

without. Piecework is shared by all competent to

undertake it, such as hedging and ditching, hoeing,

mowing, reaping, and bagging Wheat, at which men
usually get from 15.1. per week and upwards, except-

ing bagging Wheat in harvest-time, at which they get

from 4J. to bs. per day, with five quarts of beer and

cider. Carters, shepherds, and cowmen, 13.1. per

week, with two quarts of beer or cider a day.

These latter classes have extras, carters receiving

Ij. for each journey with team to a distant market

town with the productions of the farm. Shep-

herds extra in ewe yeaning, churning, care of

poultry, &c. Extra wages in harvest time, and

full allowance of beer and cider. All these " mickles

make a muckle." Sheep-shearers, is. per day, with

food. Cider-makers, \s. per day additional to regular

wages, with beer or cider. A goodly portion of the

female population throughout this district go out into

the fields and market gardens for employment, receiv-

ing wages from 9</. to is. per diem, thus bringing home
no small earnings to the '*gudeman." The outdoor

exercise contributes to the health and muscular

strength of the women, many of whom are the mothers

of some of our finest and bravest men of the Line.

Men, women, boys and girls, all find employment
here, excepting in the very dead of winter, and there

is very seldom any deduction from their wages for lost

time. They dress respectably, and it is very evident,

from their appearance, that more money is expended on

dress than in days gone by ; and to see the children

on a Sunday morning with their cheerful, healthy

faces, and comfortable clothing, is pleasing indeed.

Contrasting them with the poor of the metropolis and

our large towns, we may indeed say, "The lines are

fallen to them in pleasant places." It is not the

amount of a man's wages in cash alone that is to exalt

him and his family, for often those who receive the

highest wages have children running about the streets

without shoes and stockings, miserable and wretched.

Hereabouts employers and the employed are all appa-

rently interested in each other, and I hope no root

of bitterness may spring up to disturb that mutual

good-feeling. Henry Hudson, April 23.

late spring and harvest. This year all is the reverse ;

wet, mild winter, abundance of green food and roots,

the ground much warmer, consequently the spring

crops appear 10 days after sowing ; Clover, grasses,

Tares, and winter Beans forward and uninjured. After

an attentive examination of our Wheat, I come to the

opinion that there will be a surplus of flag and straw,

and early laid crops, especially where highly farmed

and thickly sown. The Wheat stems multiplied very

early, and arose vertically close to each other, which

causes them to be weak on the leg. I much prefer to

see them spread out horizontally, close to the ground,

before they make their upward movement ; we then

get plenty of corn as well as straw. I fear that the

crops will be rather frothy—too much and too closely

packed flag and straw—but it is early yet to come to

conclusions. We think it will be an early harvest,

probably beginning in Essex about July 20—here

about the 25th. J. J. Mcchi.

Condition of the Labourer.—The question of agri-

cultural labour is becoming one of national importance.

The good feeling which has for so long a period existed

between employer and employed appears likely to be

sensibly weakened, if not utterly destroyed. We can-

not regard this as of good omen, but rather look upon

it as fraught with evil to both parties, especially to the

labourers : the future looks dark and portentous. It is

only just that the labourer should participate in the pro-

fits of the farm, and as profits increase wages should rise.

It is not, however, just, but manifestly unjust, that the

farmer should have to pay his entire profits in increased

wages to his labourers, whilst his own skill and labour

bring no return whatever. He has to subsist upon the

four or five per cent, which his capital returns ; which,

indeed, it would return were he freed from all business

cares and anxieties, and his money placed out at

interest on good security. There are scores and

hundreds of instances this year where such is the case.

The question requires to be looked at with greater

calmness and thoughtfulness than it has been viewed

by many of late. Sensational and highly coloured

statements must give place to truthful narratives of

facts, ere just conclusions can be arrived at. In this

neighbourhood no uniform system of paying the better

class of labourers exists. The wage ordinary labourers

receive is 13J. per week, but there are so many extras in

the fen districts that to call \y. per week the regular

wage would be to mislead. Men attending on horses

get i+r. and \^s., and, taking our own case as regards

others as a sample, we may say that the engineman gets

^d. per day extra every day the engine works ; the wind-

lass-man, bd. ; thecultivating-man, bd. ;
themachine-man,

dd. ; the drill-man, 6d. ; the hedgers and hedge clippers,

4(/. per day ; and in harvest the stacker 6d. and the

pitcher 41/. per day. In the course of the year these

extra sums amount to a very considerable item. The
farms generally are small. On our own 520 acres we
have four cottages on the four farms, the man at each

and unsteady. We have never yet adopted the system
of paying each man according to his individual worth,

but have often placed a good and an inferior man to work
side by side, giving them equal wages ; the tendency is

to spoil tlie one and not improve the other— it also

tends to drive good men to seek employment elsewhere,

where they will be remunerated according to their

worth. We conclude by again expressing an earnest

hope that the sympathy and kindly feeling which now
exist between the better class of masters and of men
will never be destroyed ; we rather desire to see it

strengthened. It seems, however, in jeopardy. IslioJ

bmli^s.
CENTRAL CHAMBER OF AGRICULTURE.

On Tuesday a special meeting of the Central Chamber
of Agriculture, to which members of the provincial
Chambers had been invited, was held at the Salisbury
Hotel, Fleet Street. Mr. E. Heneage, chairman,
presided, and there was a large attendance.

Sir T. D. Acland, Bart., M.P., was elected a
member of the Chamber.

Local Taxation.—The report of the Local Taxation
Committee having been read by Sir Massey Lopes.

Mr. HODSALL said that Sir Massey was entitled to

the gratitude of both county and borough ratepayers for

the services he had rendered in connection with the ques-

tion. He moved '* That a vote of thanks be hereby
accorded to Sir Massey Lopes for the able and dev«ted
manner in which he has fought the battle of the rate-

payers, both in and out of Parliament, and that the

thanks of this meeting be accorded to the executive of

the Local Taxation Committee for their valuable
assistance in this matter." The resolution was seconded
by Mr. Neild. At the suggestion of Mr. Hodsall,

three hearty cheers and a salvo of Kentish fire were
given in honour of Sir Massey. Sir Massey Lopes
returned his best thanks for the compliment thus paid
to him ; at the same time, they were entirely indebted
for their victory to the Central and Provincial

Chambers. He could not, however, conceal from them
that they had only just commenced a most arduous
task, the fruits of which he hoped many of them would
live to see.

Mr. Woodward then moved :

—

"That it is desirable that the Government should
submit to Parliament, previous to the introduction of the
Budget in each year, a statement of the whole amount
paid in local rates throughout England and Wales, in

order that local taxation may be compared with the
Imperial revenue ; and that this meeting requests tlie

Council to take immediate steps to support the Bill for

this object, the outline of which has been drafted by the
Local Taxation Committee."

His resolution, he said, was an eminently practical one.

Chaos and confusion had hitherto reigned supreme in

acting as shepherd, horsekeeper, or general manager the levying, collecting, and spending of the rates.

ttente.

Farming at Tiptree. — Several almost summer
days, after three weeks of dry weather, have done much
to remove the pallor of Wheat plants, and, on well

farmed and well drained lands, the heat has given to

them a vigorous appearance, with a promise, on our

farm at least, of a harvest earlier than the last by nine

or ten days, which is always a good sign. Clovers and
pastures never looked more promising ; Peas and spring

Beans and winter Beans and winter Tares equally so
;

Italian Rye-grass luxuriant. Our Barley looks well,

thanks to CrosskiU and cultivators, for the land has

been most difficult for Barley sowing, and I hear of

some resowings. Our Mangel went in at last, in April,

after many harrowings, killings, and scarifyings ; Oats

ditto, up and a full plant. Modern implements have
been, this spring, most necessary and effective. The
Rivett Wheat (after 6 qr. of white Wheat on clover-

lea) looks promising— i bush, per acre at 9 inches;

and two lands drilled with only 2 pecks per acre at

9 inches width, are undistinguishable from the thicker

sown, and are abundant in plant. What should we
have done without Garrett's patent horse-hoe ?

Ten to 12 acres of Wheat and Beans hoed daily

by one pair of horses, and after two such hoe-
ings the Beans and Wheat as clean as a garden.
What a contrast there is between this winter and
spring, and that of 1871. Then, severe weather
destroyed vegetation or injured the root crops, chilled

the ground, threw out the Clover plants, and made a

and overlooker. He lives rent free, gets £,z per year

for firing (turf or coals), 30 poles of Potato land in the

field in addition to his garden, has profitable poultry

arrangements, and in two instances has young men
who attend to, and go with, horses, as lodgers. In

harvest the man who drives and the man who follows

the reaping-machine gets y. per day ; the tiers last

year had bs. per acre. After the corn was cut, the

hands were taken to cart, and got 2IJ. per week and

3 pints of beer daily, equal to y. per week more, and

this continued for five weeks, dating from the com-

mencement of harvest. Their wives and children had

the privilege of gleaning after the carts. Many men in

the autumn and winter are employed at piecework

and earn large wages, taking up Carrots, and clay-

ing, and other tool work. Unfortunately many
of these large earners are large drinkers, and

spend more money per week in beer than

labourers are reported in some districts to receive in

wages. Farms, as already intimated, are generally

small, and consequently the labourer commonly resides

in the nearest town or village, and neither landlord nor

farmer provides his house. He chooses and hires his

own cottage, and a miserable hovel it often is. We
have, however, publicly expressed our views on this

subject before, and will not therefore again discuss it.

The hours of labour have shortened, whilst the rate of

wages has advanced. We don't get nine hours' work

per day—we mean actual work, taking the average 1 f

the year. Where men are steady and well conducted

they are comfortably off, and live and dress respectably.

Drunkenness is, however, the great bane amongst

labourers in this neighbourhood ; many families are

beggared through the husband's and father's intem-

perance. Large families as a rule are benefited rather

than otherwise ; it is only whilst the children are very

young that they are burdensome ; they soon become

considerable earners of money, and many a large

family takes .^loo a-year in wages, including the

harvest earnings—as much as some curates receive.

Looking at the agricultural labourers as a class, we
think they are not so hard-working and not so trust-

worthy as they were some years ago. Of course there

are some honourable exceptions. The explanation

probably is this : Many of the steadiest and best young

men are drafted off to the large towns, and find employ-

ment on railways and elsewhere, and the consequence

is we are left with a large proportion of the inferior

There were accurate returns as regarded imperial

taxation, showing how it was raised and applied, but

it was not so as regarded local taxation, in boroughs as

well as counties,

Mr. Caldecott seconded the motion.

After some observations by Mr. Pell, M. P., Mr,
AUeyne, Mr. Geachy, and Mr. Wintle, the resolution

was carried.

Mr. R. Fowler next proposed :

—

" That the members present pledge themselves to use
their best exertions to raise tlie funds for carrying local

taxation reform to a successful issue, and regret that the

liberal appeal of Sir Massey Lopes has been responded to

so inadequately, considering the magnitude of the

interests concerned."

Mr. Fowler complained of the indifi*erence of the landed

proprietors, especially those of large incomes, to the

movement, and urged his hearers to give Sir Massey
Lopes, and those who acted with him in Parliament,

their best support.

The resolution having been supported by Messrs.

George Andrews, Storer, Walker, I'^owler, and Masfen,

was carried.

Sanitary Reform.—Mr. Whittaker moved the follow-

ing resolution on this subject :
—

" That tliis meeting entirely approves and adopts the

subjoined resolution passed by the Council on April 16,

and urges tlie Council as its executive to employ every

available means to cause an adequate proportion of the

expenses involved in the Public llcaltli Bill to be made
chargeable on the imperial taxes."

He remarked that every one was in favour of sanitary

reform, but the question was who w.as to pay for it.

And when they found that the Government Bill pro-

posed to get the money out of one description of pro-

perty only, it became their duty to resist. .Such a

proposal was, in his opinion, an arbitrary exercise of

Government authority. There was also a clause in the

Bill that must be expunged, which gave a most un-

constitutional power to the police to examine private

buildings.

Mr. Startin seconded the resolution, pointing

out the absence of responsibility when public matters

were managed by boards, and expressing the 0|iinion

that it would be preferable in such cases to have
paid officials, who could be made personally responsible

when anything went wrong. Some further discussion

having taken place, chiefly with regard to the form of
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the resolulion, and certain verbal alterations having

been agreed to, it was passed in the form above given.

Similar amendments were also made in tlie next reso-

lution, which was adopted as follows :—

" That tliis meeting has learned with regret tliat ^Ir.

Stansfeld declines to state how, and to what extent, he

proposes to provide the necessary means for carrying out

the enactments of tlie Pubhc Health Bill after the reso-

lution of the House of Commons on April 16, and con-

siders that, unless satisfactory information is given, pre-

vious to going into committee, the Bill should be opposed

by all friends" of local ta.vation reform."

The F'maiicial Proposals of the Girz'eriiment asafed-

iiig Agricultural Interests.—On this subject Mr. Webb,

seconded by Mr. Cooper, proposed :

—

"That this meeting expresses its dissatisfaction that

no portion of the surplus was applied by the Chancellor

of the Exchequer to reducing the burdens which press

upon agriculture."

The motion, after a short discussion, was agreed to,

and the meeting terminated.

The Annual Vinner.—The annual dinner of the

Central and Associated Chambers took place in the

London Tavern on Tuesday evening, Mr. E. Heneage,

M.P., the chairman, presiding. The usual toasts having

been given from the chair, and duly responded to,

" The Central and Associated Chambers " was proposed

by Mr. S. F. Corranxe, M.P., who traced the history

of these organisations from their commencement,

referred to their action on the question of cattle

diseases, and more recently in bringing about Sir M.

Lopes' crowning victory on the local taxation question.

Messrs. A. Pell, Whitt.mcer, and Stoker
responded, the first and last of whom alluded to the

wages agitation, the former expressing a wish that it

were possible to have a representation of labourers in

the Chamber, and the latter a hope that the agitation,

in his opinion originated and fostered by interested

parties, would soon come to an end.—"The Local

Taxation Committee " followed, proposed by Mr. C.

Walford, and replied to by Sir Massey Lopes,

who again counselled moderation in demands. Mr. J.

B. Jones gave " Prosperity to the Agricultural

Classes," and Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., in his reply,

advocated Lincolnshire tenant-right, namely, compensa-

tion for unexhausted improvements, believing that if

the farmers had that it would be quite enough.

Council Meeting.—The May meeting of the Council

of the Central Chamber was held on Wednesday.

After the usual routine and preliminary business Sir

Massey Lopes brought up the monthly report of the

Local Taxation Committee, which was received and

adopted.

The resolutions passed at the general meeting of

the previous day were then, after some discussion and

explanation from various members, adopted en bloc.

That on the financial proposals of the Government as

affecting agricultural interests was similarly disposed of.

The next business was to consider and resolve on the

subjects arranged for consideration at this meeting.

The first on the list was,

—

The Agricultural Children's Bill.—Mr. A. FELL,

M.P., went througli the paragraphs of Mr. Read's Bill

seriatim^ explaining various of the more important

provisions of the measure, and concluded by proposing

a resolution approving of the Bill. The resolution

was seconded by the Rev. F. Jackson, and agreed to.

The Farm Labour Question.—This subject was intro-

duced by Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., who fully admitted

the right of the labourers to combine with the view of

improving their condition, whilst objecting to the inter-

ference of agitators, whose object was to set class

against class. He asked when anybody had ever heard

of farmers combining to reduce the wages of their men,

and compared assemblies of farmers with the confer-

ence at Willis's Rooms, to which he had been invited,

and where he had heard a deal of preaching up
of water drinking mbced with communism from

trades' unionists. He complained of the position

taken by the press, the London press especially,

on this question, which rendered it necessary

that the case of the farmer should be brought

fairly before the public. Mr. Read then appealed

to the report of the Agricultural Commission, as

proving that the labourers of the North of England, if

they received higher wages than those of the South,

earned them by performing a greater amount of work,

and stated that the most of the witnesses examined

before the Habitual Drunkards' Committee, now sit-

ting, attributed the recent increase of drunkenness to

the higher wages and greater leisure working men now
enjoyed. He expressed abhorrence also of a sentiment

uttered by Professor Beesley, in a letter recently

written by him, advising the labourers to claim

from their masters, not the wages they could

afford, or they themselves fairly deserved, but

what they could force their masters to give. The fact

that the farmer, unlike the miner or manufacturer,

was, with the whole world in competition with him,

unable to recoup himself by raising the price of his

produce, was next commented upon ; and the speaker

afterwards enlarged on the tendency of higher wages to

throw arable land into pasture, which he considered a

serious evil, and showed that the perquisites received

by the labourer very materially increased his income,

so that the money actually paid in coin was not

more than three-fourths, or two-thirds of such in-

come. Sliould the Union
sites would be taken away.

perqui.

s a fact

succeed these

Mr. Read, a

bearing on the condition of the labourers, stated that

/i27,ooo were deposited in the Post.office Savings

Bank at Warwick, two-thirds of which belonged to

farm servants and agricultural labourers. He also

adduced several instances of farm labourers rising by

sobriety and industry to be tenants of farms of consider-

able size, and concluded by protesting against farming

being regarded as a sort of charitable institution for all

kinds of unskilled and inefficient labour, and proposing

a resolution to the effect tliat the Chamber, while fully

recognising the right of the labourers to combine for the

advancement of their interests, was of opinion that the

interference of a London committee could be of no

service to them, but must tend to produce much niis-

chief between employer and employed.—The resolution

was seconded by Mr. Startin, spoken to by a number

of members, and finally adopted.

The questions of " Compensation for Unexhausted

Improvements," and "Hardship of Service on Juries,"

were then selected for discussion at the June meeting,

and the meeting was brought to a close with the usual

vote of thanks to the chairman.

Merse of Berwickshire: May ^.—Barley sowing

now all but finished ;
grass seeds and rolling occupy

attention, though weather is rather blowy, with

showers. We must next turn over rotten Potatos, with

the hope of getting them planted soon. Swedes have

rotted fast of late, but they have served a turn in saving

yound grass, which is quite luxuriant. The wet and

stormy ** barrowin' days " caused great mortality among
ewes and lambs, and cripples are numerous : a shabby

crop. Straw, having much wanted all winter, the crop

is well threshed out. J. T.

Chatteris, Isle of Ely: May ^—Some very hot

days with bright sunshine early in the week. Horse-

hoe Oats and Wheat with two hoes ; put up and deliver

8 tons Putatos ; scarify, roll and harrow fallow lands ;

prepare land for sowing with Mangels and Kohl Rabi ;

threshing Wheat two days ; a few hands weed Wheats ;

began to mow Rye for horses, first sown coming in

ear. Wheats after Oat stubbles not looking well, after

other preparations generally fine and heavy, too much
flag. -•/. S. R.

"Dorsetshire : May 6.—During the past fortnight

the weather has been most variable, and, in conse-

quence, Barley has gone in badly in most places, and

the sowing is very late. The heavy storms of snow
and rain, and the succeeding frost, have made the

Wheat plant look very yellow, but its appearance is

now altering for the better. Oats, Beans, and Peas are

looking well, and so are the pastures. The Apple
crop will not be so general as was expected. Hoeing
Peas and Beans, preparing the land and collecting

manure for root crops, are now occupying a large share

of attention. J. B. C.

Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire: Mav6,—Weather
favourable for planting the last of the Barley crop, and
for getting in the Mangels. Wheat crop generally

much improved since the atmosphere has been warmer,
and not so much difference between the temperature

of the day and night. The grass crop of all kinds pro-

mises to be very good, which is almost invariably the

case after we have had a iall of snow during the winter

season, y. //.

West Sussex: May 6.—The weather is very dry

and not very growing, but Wheat improves, and the

thinner plants are getting well together and have a good
colour, and we may, with good sunshine, soon have a

better prospect. We are now sowing Mangel, and
they go in well. There is just moisture to bring them
up, and we may soon have a little rain, as the baro-

meter is rather low. Early sown Mangel and Carrots

are up and thick, and Potatos are doing well. As soon

as Mangel sowing is done we hope to be able to over-

take our work, as the land that has been left alone so

long for Swedes will probably work easily. Swedes
are nearly all consumed, and they would not keep

much longer. Mangel now comes in very convenient

for the ewes and lambs ; it is carted out upon Italian

Rye, and the land gets pretty well dressed for Turnips

in this way. Rye has come a heavy crop, and is getting

too old for stock to relish. G. S.

North Wilts: A/ay 6.—The weather having been
favourable, has enabled us to get the fallows well

worked, and Mangel sown in a very good seed-bed.

The hot sun of the last few days has improved the

colour of the Wheat, and it now looks very well and

vigorous. We have again started the horse-hoe (Gar-

rett's) and hand-hoe among the Wheat and Peas, for

we have plenty of work for both, as " ill weeds grow
apace." Every kind of stock is now in the fields, and

the cows begin to feel the benefit of the grass. We
shall now continue to work the land for Swedes, &c.,

and we hope for some dry weather, as the land where

ploughed deep is still wet and raw. £. IK N.
Ross-shire : May 6.—The weather is greatly

improved, and vegetation making very rapid progress.

Yesterday was showery and genial, and to-day rain

falls heavily. Wheat is far advanced, and bids fair to

be a bulky crop. There is already abundance of grass,

and many of the cattle have been out on it for several

days. Oats and Barley are brairding beautifully.

Little now remains to be done but prepare for and lay

down Turnips.

April 29 and 30.— SowiiiR Barley, 3 bush, per acre.

Mayi, 3, and3.—Planting Potatos with court manure and
6 cwt. dissolved bones per acre.

,, 4.—Sowing grass and Clover seeds.

Mungos Wells: May 7.—Weather fine, and
favourable for Potato planting and Turnip sowing. The
land is still, however, very wet for the season of the

year. A good many Potatos are to plant yet, and as

some of them are being planted in very rough land,

the crop can't be expected to be so good as when they

are planted a month earlier. Barley sowing is hardly

finished in some districts ; it is more than time it was

sown. The work done during the past week has

been preparing land for Mangel Wurzel and Turnips,

and sowing same. Women hoeing Beans, and thresh-

ing Oats. The work likely to be done is sowing

Swedes, hoeing Beans and Wheat, and planting Cab-

bages. The Wheat is still looking well, and promises

now to be a good plant everywhere. Oats are looking

a little stunted, and grass never looked better. H. B.

North Riding of Yorkshire : May 7.—Weather
fine for farm operations. Work for the week : prepar-

ing land for, and planting, Potatos. Experience has

proved to us that, in Potato growing as many things

else, " like produces like," and instead of planting

small Potatos whole, we use large ones cut into tw^o or

more sets. Now working land for Swedes. Grass

growing very fast ; we shall have full bite by 12th, our

turning out time.

Notices to Correspondents.

Norwegian Harrows ; Mcpkistophdcs asks any reader

to give him the benefit of his experience in the use of

the Norwegian harrow, and say whether any improve-

ment has lately been made in its construction.

Erratum :—In Mr. Mechi's paragraph on " Hedge-

rowism, at page 620, at eight hnes from end, "shrub-

lands and cricket fields" must read "short lands and

crooked fields."

DIED.—On the 23d ult, at Fen Drayton, Simon
Alfred Daintree, aged 43 years.

Htkts.
MARK LANE.

Monday, May 6.

There was a moderate supply of Enghsh Wheat to this

morning's market, which brought an advance of is. per

qr. upon the prices of this day se'nnight. The attendance

was good, and there was a fair demand for foreign, at

rather over last week's prices for white, and \s. to 2J. per

qr. more for red 'Wheats. Grinding Barley was rather

dearer. Beans and Peas unchanged. Black Oats were

bd. per qr. cheaper, white sold at last week's rales. 'We

had a good inquiry for Flour, at an improvement of bi.

per barrel and u. per sack.

Price per imperial t,)UARTER,

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. .'White

— fine selected runs do.

— Talavera
_ Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind & dist. ,26^ to 31^ , Chev.
— Foreign.. grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire .. Pouto
— Irish Potato

— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, Foreign .-;••

Beans, Mazagan. . ..31^. to %y. • -Tick

— Pigeon 371. to 581. .. Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers

— - Maple, 36i. to 38^ Grey

Maize
Flou K. best marks dehvered .

.
per sack

— additto ditto

— Foreign per barrel

53-58 Red
57—61, Red
52—62'

— Red
47—68,
38—4o;Malting .

24—30 Malting .

20—23
25—27
24—26

Feed
Feed

22—24 1 Feed ....

31—33 [Foreign ..

34—49 Harrow .

—
I
I.ongpod .

32—39 Egyptian.

39—41 'Suffolk ..

34—36 Foreign .

.

—
I

Foreign .

.

44—50
40—42|Country ..

24—28 Per sack..

33—38
30—42

zo—22
14—19

34-49

3231-
41- ..

36-44
3^—34

40—42
38-68

Wednesday, May 8.

Owing to the unsettled weather the grain trade to-day

exhibited increased firmness, and with rather more dis-

position to operate evinced on the part of millers, slightly

enhanced rates were generally demanded. The show of

Enghsh 'Wheat was small, and from abroad the receipts

were only limited. Foreign red produce sold steadily, at

a further advance of u. per qr. ; but for other qualities

the improvement realised was mostly about 6rf. per qr.

Barley was in fair request, at fully late rates. The malt

trade was quiet, but steady. There was a good supply

of Oats which changed rather less cautiously, at extreme

currencies. Maize was firm, and in many instances

higher in value. Beans and Peas were purchased at very

full prices. Flour was e.tceedingly firm, but somewhat

difficult to move.

Arrivals op Grain, &c
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Wheat to a good extent, at an improvement since Friday,

and an advance of 34/. per cental on the week. Flour in

demand, and is. per sack and 6it per barrel dearer. No
change in Barley, Beans, and Peas. Oats and Oatmeal

in more demand, at full prices. Indian Corn dull, at a

reduction of 6(/. per qr.
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LAV^N MO^WERS FOR 1872.
The Mowing Machine is now so indispensable, that no one who desires to have a well-kept Lawn

(and few there are who do not) would for one Season be without one,

Messrs. J. B. Brown & Co.,

As is well known, having had their name prominently connected with Lawn Mowing Machines for

the last 14 years, and having constantly bestowed close attention to every peculiarity of detail affecting

the successful working of all the various Lawn Mowers, have resolved, as they have done on former

occasions, not to place before the Public any one particular Lawn Mowing Machine.

They have decided to adopt a List of the best Machines as under, and any one Mowing Machine

selected from Messrs. Brown's List can scarcely fail to give satisfaction.

Early Orders for delivery in Spring or at required time will be esteemed a favour.

All Warranted, and Delivered Free to any Railway Station, and if not approved of may be exchanged

for any other makers' Machine, or may be at once returned unconditionally.

SHANKS'S LAWN MOWER
FOE 1873.

ShanUs's Lawn Mower is well known for being a very serviceable

and salisfactory Machine. It is confidently recommended for these

essential advantages—ease in working, simplicity in construction, great

durability, and executing its work in a superior manner.

THE AMERICAN LAWN MOWER
FOB 1873.

PRICES—Carriage Free to all Railway Stations.
Width of Cutler.

6-in. Machine j^i 10
7-in. Machine 2 o
8-in. Machine 2 10

lo-in. Machine 3 10
i2-in. Machine 4 10

Easily Worked.

o\By a Boy.

Width of Cutter.

14-in. Machine j£s ^o
16-in. Machine 6 10
19-in. Machine 7 15
22-in. Machine 8 10

24-in, Machine 9 o

Easily Worked.
By a Boy.
By a Alan.
Man andBoy

By two Men,

The Hand Machines are all with Silent Movement.

GREEN'S LAWN MOWER
FOE 1873.

Green's Machines, as is well known, have a well desen'ed reputation

for lightness and efficiency in working, and are sure to give satisfaction.

They are not liable to get out of order, have little or no noise in working,
and are great favourites.

This Lawn Mower is warranted by the Makers to give satisfaction,

and Messrs. Bkown endorse this warranty ; and if not approved of may
be returned and exchanged for the Machine of any other maker, or the

amount paid for it will be returned. It has been much improved this year.

PRICES— Packed and Delivered to all Railway Stations.
Width of Cutter. Easily Worked.

|
Width of Cutter. Easily Worked,

lo-in. Machine ,^3 o o)^ „ i^-in. Machine ^s o °\ By a Man.
i2-in. Machine 4 o o J

-^ -^
| i6-m. Machine 6 o o j

-^

Width of Cutter.

8-in. Machine
lo-in. Machine
i2-in. Machine
14-in. Machine
16-in. Machine

PRICES—Carriage Free to all Railway Stations.
Easily Worked.

I By a
(Man andBoy

Prices of Horse, Pony, or Donkey Lawn Mowing Macliines on application.

Easily Worked.
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Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.
JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and

13, Bln^son street, Shoreditch, London, E.
CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.

Genuine White Lead. Oils, Colours, Brushes, d^c.
GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER

HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.
Prices upon application.

ONSERVATORY BASKETS.
Strained Wire Espalier

Trainers, for all kinds ol

Fruit Trees, &c.; Garden
Fencing, Rabbit proof

;

Trellis Wire Work, ior

Gardens and Conser-
vato Wire Work
Covered Ways, for Gar-
dens, Pleasure Grounds,
&c. ; Wire Work Rose
Fences, Roseries, Ar-
bours, Summer Houses,
&c. ; Wire Work Vase
Itaskets ; Suspending
Baskets for Conserva-
tories; WireWork F"lower
Stands for Conserva-
tories ; Aviaries for Con-
servatories, Pheasan-
tries, &c.
Conservatories 6tted

up with Trellis Work,
Flower Stands, Baskets,
Wires, &c.

All kinds of Wire
Work made to order.

R. H O L L I II AY.
Horticultural and Floral

Wire Works, 2A, Porto-
bello Terrace, Nolting
Hill Gate, London, W.
1 llustraled Catalogues oJ

the above on application.

Sec large Advertisement in Gardeners" Chronicle for April 6, p. 486.

PAXTON'S STRAWBERRY CRINOLINE.—
The Strawberry Crinoline is in the form of a table, made in

halves, so as to be used without disturbing the plant. It is 16 mches
in diameter, and stands 4 inches above the ground, galvanized. Its

use is to preserve Strawberries from slugs, contact with the soil,

superfluous moisture, and other nuisances. They are considered to

last 10 years at least with rnr''

Price per Gross, ^^4.
The Strawberry Crinolines are declared by all who use them to be

of the greatest use in keeping the fruit clean and assisting its growth.
For particulars see Illustrated Catalogues, and Testimonials sent to
us by our Patrons last year.
The contrivance is oy the late Sir Joseph Paxton, who after testing

them for one season m his own gardens, " Rock Hills," gave his
approval of their usefulness. The right to Manufacture them was
transferred to R. HOLLIDAY, Practical Wire Worker, 2A, Portobello
Terrace, Netting Hill Gate, W.

Every description of Wircwork for Gardens, Conservatories, &c.

CROOK'S POULTRY APPLIANCES, of every
description, as supplied to Her Majesty, the Nobility, Gentry,

Farmers, &c., at Home and Abroad.

IMPROVED NEW PATTERN POULTRY FENCE,
with Iron Standard to each for fixing.

Full Illustrated List sent upon receipt of stamped and directed
envelope.

S, Carnaby Street, Regent Street, London, W.

COTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
COW FITTINGS.

Their adv intagcs ire— I ortihility, net i i jrr r in ivable at
pleasure no VVood\\ork or Partitions to imr 1 \ mn m n or breed
Vermin Hay Rick dispensed with is unnfcc ar^ UKr<.iscd width
and depth of I ceding lrouj,hs Water Cist, rn, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over gorging Cleanly durible and impervious to
infection, being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 551
Prospectuses free ot COTTAM and CO., IronworKS, 2, Winsley

Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvsments
ID Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

GREENS PATENT " SILENS MESSORS" or
NOISELESS I AWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-

LECTING MACHINES for 1S72.

The WINNER of EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES of
COMPETITION.

B ARNARD, BISHOP, and BARNARD'S
PATENT NOISELESS LAWN MOWERS,

with jointed handles, suitable for Shipping.

::i-xi?

N.B. Parties having Lawn Mowtrs to Repair will do well to send
them either to our Leeds or London Establishments, when they will
have prompt attention, as an efficient staff of workmen are kept at
both places.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS,
DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and

GRAVEL PATHS,
Suitable for Hand or Horse-power.

Illustrated Price Lists free on application,

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds;
54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S. E.

The Miniature Lawn Mower, cuts 6 inches £220
Do. do. do. cuts 8 inches 2 10 y

Suitable for the very smallest grass plots or edgings; can be
worked with case by a child.

To cut 10 inches. This can be worked by a Lady .. /-^ o oTo cut 13 mches. Suitable for One Person . . .

.

400
This, and all larger sizes, have the drum or roller divided into

two parts, for the convenience ol turning.
To cut 14 inches. Suitable for One Person /S o o
1 he i6-in.

,
and all larger sizes, have a driving-wheel on "each side

o( the Machine, which gives great steadiness to the working.
To cut 16 inches. Suitable for One Person £600
To cut 18 inches, Suitable for Man and Boy 6 10 oTo cut ao inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 700To cut 22 inches. Suitable for Two Men " 7 10 oTo cut 22 inches. Suitable for Donkey ," 800To cut 24 inches. Suitable for Pony "'. gooTo cut 27 inches. Suitable for Pony .'.' 1010 oTo cut 30 inches. Suitable for Pony 12 a o

THE COTTAGE LAWN MOWER,
With Adjustable Revolving Cutters.

To cut 6 inches ^150
To cut 8 inches i 15 o
To cut 10 inches 350

Prices of Horse and Pony Mowers with Illustrated Lists, free on
application. Having a very large slock of all sizes, orders can be
executed on receipt.—Packed and delivered (carriage free) to the
principal Railway Stations in England.

BARNARD, BISHOP, and BARNARDS, Norfolk Ironworks,
Norwich.

HOBTICULTUEAL TOOLS, &C.

DEANE & CO
46, KI.XG WILLIAM ST.

LONDON BRIDGE.

LAWN MOWERS
GARDEN BARROWS..
GARDEN ROLLERS ..

SPADES, FORKS, SCYTHES,
SYRINGES and PUMPS.
GARDEN SEATS and CHAIRS.
ELOWER STANDS and VASES.
IRON HURDLES and FENCING.
WIRE NETTING, ARCHES, &c.

HOT.WATER FITTINGS lor
GREENHOUSES, CONSERVA-
TORIES, &c-

liA-WN MOWERS,
SHANKS', GREEN'S, RANSOME'S.GARDEN ENGINES from 63^,

Dcaiies New Illustrated Horticultural Catalogue for 1872, post free.

Established a.d. 1700. Discount 5 per cent, for cash payments over £2,

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.

THE "ATJTOIATOI" LAWI lOWEES.
THE BEST, SIMPLEST, AND MOST DURABLE MACHINES.

They leave no ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping

a Lawn or Croquet Ground in first-rate order. They will either Collect

the Cut Grass in the box, according to the approved English method, or

leave it on the lawn, by taking the box off. They are fitted with the best

wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and hardened steel pivots

and bearings.

Over 6,000 are now in use.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inches. Prices from 55s.

1^" Carriage Paid to all the principal Railway Stations in England.

They are warranted to give satisfaction, and a month's trial is allowed. Orders executed on receipt.

ILLUSTRATED LISTS Free by Post, and Testimonials from Thirty English Counties. Also

NEW AND IM PROVED GARD EN ROLLERS.
RANSOMES, SIMS, AND HEAD, IPSWICH.

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

289, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on tlie most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTING.S in great variety, always kept in stock.

IS- TENDERS given for HEATINQ CHURCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINCS of every descrlpUon.
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B
By Appointment to H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.
' ARTON'S PATENT STABLE and HARNESS

ROOM FITTINGS. BRACKETS, &c.

Patronised by H.H. tlie Viceroy of EnTt, ihe King of the Iiclgians,

ihe King of Italy, the King of Holland, by the principal Noliiliiy of

the Kingdom, and adopted by the first Architects and ISuilders of

England and the Continent. Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt

of SIX stamps.
For ALTERATION of STABLES a competent person can be sent

to any part, to inspect and give Estimates.

JAMES BARTON, Ironworks, 370, Oxford Street, W.

c OLE MAN AND MORTON
HAND WATER-CART and GARDEN ENGINE.

For Use in Gentlemen's Gardens and Grounds.
The delivery valve can be worked at the outlet when filling a

watering pot. It holds 35 gallons. The Spreader, for watering lawns,
&G, can be removed at pleasure.

Price, with Spreader £S 10 o
Price, fitted with Garden Engine jt7 10 o

PRIZE WATER and LIQUID MANURE CARTS.
Prices and particulars on application at tha

London Road Ironworks, Chelmsford.

FOWLER'S PATENT
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK

STEAM
Afiricultural County in England.
For particulars ajiply to JUHN

London, E. C. ; and Steam I'louj

PLOUGH
every

FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

gh Works, Leeds.

SIMPSON'S
"WORTLEY"

CELERY
COLLAR.

[Ri-g!s/L'i-ed.~\

For Protecting Celery before eartUng up.

Sec TESTIMONIALS.
Mr. ROSF, Head Gardener ia Her Majesty, says

:

—" I consider your
Cclcrj' Collar an excellent invention, I snail be pleased to give it a
trial in the Royal Gjirdens this season."

Mr. Spked, /fead Gardener io His Grace the Duke of Devonshire at
Chats^vorth, mys

:

—" 1 am most favourably impressed with your Celery
Collar, and sha"ll certainly give it a trial this season."

Mr. Wm. Thomson, T-weed Vineyard, says:—"This simple con-
trivance will meet a lone-felt want. Thousands of heads of Celery arc
spoiled by the earth getting into their centre. Your paper Collars
will prevent all this,"

Many others could be added if space permitted.
See also Testimonials in the Horticultural Journals.

BLAKE AND MACKENZIE.
Sole Makers and Wholesale Dealers only. Works— School

Lane, Liverpool. Branch—Howard Street, Glasgow.
The Celery Collars can be obtained through all Nurserymen and

Seedsmen. Orders will lie e.xecutcd as received, and immediate appli-
cation is necessary to insure delivery in due season.

Liberal Terms to the Trade for Cash.

(RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended bv the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of all si^-es, wholesale ol
CHARLES J. BLACKITH AND CO.,

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.G.
Retail of tne principal Seedsmen. Price s on application.

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

1 HE above and many other PATTERNS arc made in

materials of great durability. The plainer sorts arc especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR- ^^
DENS, as they harbour no <^^
Slugs or Insects, take up little

room, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-

pense, as do "grown" Edg-
ings, consequently being much
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, Sec, in ArtiTicial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design,

F AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-

friars, S.E. : Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W. : Kingsland Road.E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANT

COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories.
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from js. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders.
Kitchen Ranges, Baths. &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of
great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds,

Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c.

F. andG. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants.—Sec addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.

Fine 14s., Coarse i7J.nerTon. In Truck Loads ts, pcrTon less.

Delivery by Cart within tfiree miles, or to any London Railway or
Wharf, 2s. per Ton extra. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or l-erneries. KENT
PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.

F. AND t.1. ROSHER.—Addresses sec above.

N.B, Orders promptly executed by Kail or to Wharves.
A liberal discount to the Trade.

JOHN ^^ARNER & SONS,
8, CEESCENT, CEIPPLEGATE, LONDON.

PORTABLE FIKE AKD
GABDEN ENGIKES.

PORTABLE PUMPS
For Manure or Water. GARDEN PUMPS.

AQUAJECTS.

CAST-IRON COLONIAL PUMPS.
JOHN WARNER AND SON'S "HORTICULTURAL LIST" for the present season will be forwarded

Post Free upon application, containing Illustrations and Prices of GARDEN ENGINES, AQUAJECTS, WATER
BARROWS, PORTABLE FIRE and GARDEN ENGINES, CONSERVATORY PUMPS, HOSE REELS,
COLONIAL PUMPS, FORCE PUMPS, PORTABLE PUMPS, CHAIN PUMPS, GARDEN PUMPS,
BRANCH PIPES, SYRINGES, FOUNTAIN JETS, FUMIGATORS, METALLIC STRING, &c., &c.

New Pump, Plumbers' Braziery and Bell Catalogues.

GARDEN ENGINES.

WATER BARROWS.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,
Combining Strength and Durability. Iron and Wood Conservatories of the most Chaste and Elaborate

Design, Vineries, Pineries, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, Glass Cases for Wall Trees, Pits, &c., designed

and built, combining all the latest improvements, so as to answer their intended purposes without risk of

disappointment.
Pl^^g^ Specifications, and Estimates on application.

ORMSON'S IMPROVED WELDED WROUGHT-IRON CONVOLUTED BOILERS
ARE BETTER THAN CAST-IRON BOILERS, BECAUSE—

THEY DO NOT CRACK,

THEY REQUIRE NO INSURANCE,

THEY WILL BURN ANY KIND OF FUEL,

THEY ARE SAFE FROM SUDDEN FAILURE.

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF

HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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GreeiLbouses and ConserTatoiies.

H FREEMAN AND SONS, Horticultural
• BL'iLDr-RS, and Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers,

Triangle, Hackney. Good substantially-iiiade GREENHOUSES,
glazed ready for fixing, 42 feet loni;, 13 feel wide. jCso : 21 feet by 13 feet,M ; ijJi feet by 10 leet £15 A handsome CL NbERV ATORY on
Hand. 35 feet by 18 feet ^IIO CUCUMBER a d MELON FRAMES
and LIGHTS, in stock

GREENHOUSES from the FINSBURY STEAM
JOINERY WORKS 121 Bunh U Row London EC

W. H. LASCELLES Propnetor L sts sent on appi ca on

Pnces lor Houses, asabo\e, made of best red deal, and sashes 2 inches

thick, glazed with 16 oz. good sheet glass, delivered and fixed within

fo
miles of London, painted four coats in best oil colour, including

ocks, gutter, down-pipe, and gearing for opening the ventilators at

one time,—heating, staging, brickwork not included :-~

30 It. by 12 ft. 40 ft. by 16 ft. 60 ft. by 20 ft 100 ft by 24 ft

£^0 o o £79 o o j£i32 o o ^£238 10 o

GARDEN LIGHTS AND BOXES.
3 ft. by 4 ft lights, 3 in. thick, unglazed 31. each

„ „ glazed, i6-oz. good sheet glass .. .. os, „
6 ft „ „ 3 in. thick, unglazed 5^- ii

,, ,,
glazed, 16 oz. good sheet glass .. 11*. »

Portable box containing one 6 ft. by 4 ft. light, painted lour
coats, ready for use .. . 301, „

Portable box containing; two ditto, 6 ft by 8 ft 55^- , >i

Estimates given lor Conservatories or Greenhouses to any Desijrn.

H OT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials supplied for Heating

Tubular BoiUr, -with
Water Bars.

Improved Conical.

GREENHOUSES,
HOTHOUSES,

CONSERVATORIES,
CHURCHES,
PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, &c.
HOT- \V A T E R

PIPES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and
X Pieces, Syphons, and
every other connection
kept in stock. W,
WROUGHT and t^'*

CAST.IRON COM- '

I
CAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONI-
CAL, also ELLIPTIC
BOILERS, from 24J.

each.

Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
with or without Waler-bars, from 52s. 6d. each
CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS,

Stand, for use without brickwork, from 601. each.

PortahU Boiler. THROTTLE
and other VALVES,

FURNACE
DOORS, BARS,
and FURNACE
WORK of every

description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER
I

_ 'iTiMfiA RINGS for Pipe
^ WA?^ Joinis; Sockets re-

quire no other pack-
ing, and are perfectly
water-tight. ,

Goods, tif the very best rnanufacture, delivered at Railway or
Wharf in London.
LYNCH WHITE, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

London, S.E. (Surrey side of Blackfiiars Bridge).
Price List on application.

on

Saddle Boiler, vjith Water
Bars.

PATENT " DOUBLE
i;mH,[.,k.

SADDLE

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boile..
with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at the
same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made o£ the foUoW'
ing sizes :—

Sizes.

High.
20 in.

36 ,»

Long.
18 in.

=4 „

30 „
36 „

To heat of
4-in. Pipe.

Feet
300
400
500
700
850

1,000

1,400
1,800

2,60a

4,500
7.000
10,000

Price.

And are kept in Stock and sold only by the Inventors and Patentees,

Price Lists of HOT-WATER PIPES and Connections, with
Boilers, of all sizes and shapes; or ESI IMATKS for HOT-WATl-K
APPARATUS, creeled complete, will be sent on applic.ition.

J. TONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Uankside, Southwark,
London, S.E.

JAMES WATTS AND CO., Hothouse Builders
and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.
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New Work by Dr. Angus Smltli.

In One Volume, 8vo, with Eight Illustrations, price 24*.,

AIR and RAIN
; the Beginnings of a Chemical

Climatology. By Robert Anci-s Smith, Ph.D., F.R.S., F.C.S.,

(General) Inspector of Alkali Works for the Government.

London: LONGMANS. GREKN. and CO.. raternoster Row, E.G.

Dr. Bree on Darwinism.
On Saturday, the iSth inst., in One Volume Svo, with Plates.

AN EXPOSITION of FALLACIES in the
HYPOTHESIS of Mr. DARWIN. Ily C. R. Brfj:, M.D.,

KZS.Aiiihwr of " P.irds of Europe not observed iu the British

Isles,''&o.

Loiiiion: LONGM.WS. GREEN, Axn CO., Paternoster Row, EC.

New Elementary Work on Physics by Prof. Ganot.
In crown Svo, with 403 WonUcuts, price 7*. 6d.,

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY for GENERAL
READERS and YOUNG PERSONS; being a Course of

Physics divestcil of Mathematical Formulx, expressed in tlic lanpuacc
of daily life, and illustrated with Explanatory Fitjures, familiarly

elucidating the Principles and Facts. Translated and Edited from
Ganot'S Caurs de }'hvsi.)iu% with the Author's sanction, byE. ATKIN-
SON, Ph.D., F.C.S,, I'rofcssor of ^Npei inn.iual >cienc.-. Staff CollcKC.

London: LONGM.\NS, CRKKN. .wi) Cd,, I',u-Tn,isier Row, E.C.

Mr. Proctor's Astronomical Works.
In Svo, with 10 Plates and 24 Woodcuts, price 13I. cloth,

ESSAYS on ASTRONOMY : a Series of Papers on
Planets and Meteors, the Sun and sun-surrounding Space, Stars

and Star Cloudlets ; and a Dissertation on the approaching transit of

Venus ; preceded by a Sketch of the Life and Work of Sir John
Hcrschel, By Kiciiakd A. Pkoctor, K.A,, Hon. Sec. R.A.S.

By the same Author, Second Edition, now ready.

THE SUN. Witli 10 Platesand 106 Woodcuts, price 145.

OTHER \YORLDS THAN OURS, ioj. 6</.

SATURN and its SYSTEM. 145.

LIGHT SCIENCE for LEISURE HOURS, js.ed.

NEW STAR ATLAS, crown Svo, 5.f.

THE ORBS AROUND US. {In afew days.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, AND CO., Paternoster Row, E.C

WANTED, a WORKING FORENL\N, for a small
Nursery in Lancashire ; none need apply but steady, industrious

Men.—J. II., ^Iessrs. Hu;,'h Low & Co , Clapton, London, E,

Jobbing Foreman.
MESSRS. JAMES VEITCH and SONS desire to

ENGAGE a thorough cOicient MAN in the above capacity.

—

He will be required to undertake the Management of a number of
London Gardens. Squares. &c., and will have a considerable Staff of
Men under his control. Liberal watjcs are offered to a suitable person,
and one who has already had some experience in such work would be
preferred.—Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, S.W. _^__

ROPAGATOR.—J. CTVRTER, Nurseryman, Keighley.
Yorkshire, is in IM.MEDIATE WANT of an experienced,

steady Man as INDOOR PROPAGATOR of Roses, Rhododen-
drons. Conifera;, and other Hardy Shrubs ; he will also have charge of
Bedding Plants and a small Collection of C^rcenhouse Plants.

WANTED, an e.\perienced MAN, to Manage a
small Nurserj'.—Address, with full particulars and wages

required, to G., 16, Finsbury Park ^'illas. Green Lanes, N.

WANTED, for a Market Garden, a single, steady
M.W.—For particulars, apply to STODDART and

ROBINSON, Seedsmen, &c., Greathana Villa, West Hartlepool.

To CraTflfiTisrs

A GENTLEMAN wishes to ENGAGE a thorough
practical WORKING MAN (70 miles from London, by the

seaside), who understands Gardening in all its branches. Land and
Stock, to Work and Manage a large Garden and Glass-houses, which
are well adapted for all Gardening purposes. A small Salary will be
paid, and a Commission on all the produce sold. None need apply
who arc not competent and trustworthy. For further particulars
apply to H., 9, Wrotham Road, Camden New Town, N.W.

Waltliamstow Cemetery.
WANTED, a respectable M.AN, between the ages of

25 and j5, to reside in the Lodge, and take care of the
Cemetery. A knowledge of Gardening indispensable.—Apply by
letter, in own handwriting, with references, stating wages required,
to Mr. HOUGHTON, Clerk to the Walthamstow Burial Board,
No. 15.^, St. Helen's Place, London, E.C.

WANTED, a married MAN, without family, to
occupy a Lodge.—He must be a good Gardener, understand

Vines and the Management of a small Hothouse, look after Horse and
Tr^p. and be generally useful. The Garden is small, and occasional
help is provided. Wife, if required, to assist in the House, for which
extra will be paid.—Apply, by letter, to A. B,, Mr. Andrew, Stationer,
Guildford, Surrey.

WANTED, GARDENER and WIFE.—Gardener to
be well up in the profession, especially in the Cultivation of

Flowers ; respectable, well conducted, and industrious. The place is

a few miles Irom London, single-handed, with occasional assistance.
Wife must be a good Plain Cook. No tamily. They will board and
live in the house, and good wages will be given for competent persons.
Unexceptionable references required as to character and ability.

—

Apply by letter to S. H., Mr. J. C. Stevens, Horticultural Auctioneer,
38. king Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

WANTED, a young MAN, who has had some
experience in Propagating Roses, Clematis, &c , and is willing

to Improve himself under a Foreman. Good character indispensable.
Wages iSi. to begin with.—Messrs. J. and C. LEE, Nurseries,
Isleworth.

WANTED, a MAN. to attend Govent Garden
Market as Salesman.—JAFFA and CO., Bury Nurserj-,

Edmonton, N.

WANTED, a SECOND SHOPMAN.—Address,
stating where previously employed, and wages required, to

E. P. DIXON, 57, Queen Street, Hull.

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

W'M. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of variousqualificalions,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.—Highgate Nurseries, London, N,

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HEN PERSON and SON, Wellington Nursery. St. John's Wood. N.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 45, no family; has had
long experience in the Cultivation of Pines, Grapes, Melons,

Plants, and other branches of the profession. First-class testimonials.
—M., F. Mee's Patent Horticultural Works, Smithdown Road,
Liverpool.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or Gentleman
reouiringthc above and wishing to meet with a steady, honest,

trustwonny man, where three or more are kept.—Age 40, married ;

thoroughly practical in all branches of Gardening. Has four years'
first-class character from last employer, who has just given up the
estate.—H. W., Crabbett Park, Crawley, Sussex.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Age 37. married; thoroughly
VJI practicalin Growing and Forcing all kinds of Fruits, Flowers,
and \egetables, and the Management of Kitchen and Flower
Oldens ;

also Land and Stock if required. Can be well recommended.
—Please state terms to A. B., Gardener to T. L. Dcvitt, Esq., Spring
Hill, Upper Clapton, London, E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married, no incum-
brance; understands the profession in all its branches: good

character! and testimonials.-D. N., 4, Lewis Street, Kentish
Town, N.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 45, single; 25 years*

experience in the Cultivation of Vines, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Orchard-bouse, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Highly
recommended—J. F., ftlr. Good, Mill Lane, lirixton Hill, S.

GARDENER (Head). — Middle-aged, single,

tborouehly experienced in Early and Late Forcing of all kinds of

Fruit and Vegetables, Floriculture and Floral Decorations, Arch"
Icctural and Landscape Gardening. Twelve years' ijood refercnccs.-

E. W., The C.ardens, Camp Hill Hall, Nuneaton, Warwick.

{ ;^ARDENER {Hi:ad), to any Nobleman or Gentleman
^<IX requiring a thorough practical Man in every branch of Garden-
ing.—Married, two children (ages 14 and 7). Ten years' unexception-
able character from the Nobleman just left,—O. P., p, Rempestone
Place, Mintcrn Street, New North Road, Hoxton, London, N.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

C^
ARDENEK (HiiAD), age 33, married, two children.

X —Jamls TiiOM.\S, laie Gardener to T. Chambcrlayne, Esq., is

desirous of an engagement; is well up in the Growing of Pines,

Vrncs, Peaches, Nectarines, Melons, &c. ; also thoroughly under-
stands Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Three years' good character.

—10, St. John's Ville Road, Upper Holloway, N.

CI1
ARDENER (Head).—Married ; a thorough practical

^ business Man, of more than 20 years' practice in Forcing
Grapes, Pines, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers, Strawberries, Orchard-
house Management, all kinds of first-class Flowers, Orchids, &c., also

a good Kitchen and Flower Gardener ; has taken many good prizes.

Accustomed to keep Accounts, S:c. Nine years' good character.

—

A. B., 136. High Street, Clapham, S.

GARDENER (Head), age 30.—Mr. Dswsburv,
Gardener to the Earl of Darnley, wishes to recommend his

Foreman, lames Burns, to any Lady, Nobleman, or Gentleman
requiring tlie services of a first-class practical Gardener ; has had
16 years' experience in first-class places, and hasa^horough practical

knowledge of the profession in all its branches. Good reference can
be had from the above, or from Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic
Nurseries, King's Road. Chelsea. S.W.

GARDENER (Head. Working), age 30, married,
one child.

—

Geo. Hopkirk, Gardener, Somerleyton Hall, Suffolk,

is anxious to recommend the above to any Lady or Gentleman who
may require the services of a really good practical Man,—Address as

above.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are kept.

—

Age 42, married ; haii had 33 years' good practical experience in

Early and Late Forcing. Kitchen and Flower Gardening, Vines. &c.
Excellent character.—Address, stating terms, A. B. C., Walker's,
Madingley Road, near Cambridge.

/ 1 ARDENER (First-class), age 38.—W. Ckaggs is

VJ open to an engagement with any Lady or Gentleman in want of
the above. He has been nine years in present situation, and has had
charge of a large Collection of Hot and Cold Orchids, Hard and Soft-

Wcod, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Mosses, Pitcher Plants,

Forcing in all its branches. Pleasure Grounds, and Kitchen and Flower
Gardens. Satisfactory reasons given for leaving. Liberal wages
expected.—Address W. CRAGGS, Larkbeare, Exeter, up to June i.

/Ji ARDENER (married).—A Gentleman wishes to
V_T recommend his Gardener as fit for a better place than his pre-

sent. Is a good Florist, and first-rate Kitchen Gardener.— K, T.,
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading.

GARDENER.—Age 38 ; is a first-class Pine, Grape,
and general Fruit Grower, is also a good Plant Cultivator,

including Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse, Ferns, &c., and is a good
Vegetable. Mushroom and Cucumber Grower, having served in some
first-class Gardens both in England, Ireland, and Scotland. Can pro-

duce testimonials for the last 26 years if necessary in proof of ability,

&c.—W. A., Mr. Horrell's, Victoria House, Highgate, N.

C1J.ARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 56, widower
X (two sons, both out) ; experienced ; thoroughly understands

Kitchen and Flower Gardening, and can have a 14 years' character.
Wages, 151. and lodgings found.—Mr. Wm. WRIGHT, Testwood
Garden, Southampton.

GARDENER (Second), in a Gentleman's Establish-
ment,—Age 24 ; understands ^'ines, Pines, Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, and Cucumbers and Melons. Six years' good character,

—

W. B., Harringay House, Hornsey, London, N.

GARDENER (Second, or Under), m a Nobleman's
or Gentleman's Establishment.—Age 25 ; understands Vines,

Cucumbers, Melons, and general Gardening. Une.Nccptiunable
character.—A. B., Post Office, Portsdown Road, Maida Vale.

GJ_ARDENER (Under, or Single-handed).—Age 20,
* Five years' good character,—L, J,, Post Office, Burghfield,

near Burghlield.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 25 ; steady and per-
severing. Three years' good character from present employer.

—

G. S,, Post Office, Esher, Surrey.

1

GARDENER (Under), where two or more are kept.
—Age ig ; steady and hardworking. Leaving to improve him-

self. Has been four years in present place.—J. L,, Mayfield House,
Blackheath Park, S.E.

GARDENER, or GARDENER and AGENT
(married).—Mr. MacPherson desires to engage himself to any

Gentleman requiring a good and trustworthy man, as above. He is

well educated, and nis practice embraces periods at Kew Gardens,
RoUisson's Nursery, and various private establishments. He also
Managed the Tea Estate belonging to Captain Mann, at Coonoor,
which bein^ close to Botanic Gardens, gave him great opportunities
of acquainting himself with Exotic plants. His testimonials cover a
Eeriod of i6 years. He desires to obtain a really good appointment at
ome, or he would proceed to any colony enjoying a healthy and tem-

perate climate. —JAMES MACPHERSON, 4, Stoneleigh Villas,

Erith. Kent.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.
—Age 23 ;

good reference as to character and abilities.—H. H.,
Post Office, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.
—Age 26 ; has lived in several large establishments, where Fruit

and Flowers have been grown for exhibition. Good character.

—

A. B., Hewett's Library, Belle Vuc Road, Wandsworth Common,
Surrey, S W.

To tHe Nursery Trade.
FOREMAN (Working), or other capacity.—

A

thorough practical Man, in and outdoor Propagator of Soft
Wood or Bedding Plants, accustomed to Market business, iic.

Sober, trustworthy, attentive, and industrious.—HORTICULTURE,
Whilmarsh & Son, Manor Street, Plymouth.

PROPAGATOR, or PROPAGATOR and FOREMAN
(Indoors).—A sober, industrious Man, of many years' experience,

is open for an engagement. For character, &c., apply to C, A.,

24, Brewer Street, Pimlico, S.W.

MANAGER or SALESMAN.—A Person of great
experience, to Manage a Market Garden or Fruit Land. Can

produce the highest testimonials of efficiency.—R, M., Messrs.
Gomme & Carter, Land Agents and Market Garden Valuers,
16, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.

riTO SEEDSMEN, &c.. or NURSERYMEN.—An
JL energetic young Man, of unexceptionable character, wishes to

acquire a general knowledge of Seeds. Would give a Premium if

required-—T. A, CLARK, 37, Upper Park Street, N,

SHOPMAN.—Age 23 ; has a good knowledge of Plants
and general Nursery Stock, Eight years' experience.—A. B.,

19, Camera Square, Chelsea, S.W,

To Florists and Seedsmen.
SHOPMAN (Under).—Age 30, married ; has a good

knowledge of the Florist Business, and is willing to make himself
generally useful in Warehouse. Has had eight years' experience in

the Retail Seed Trade.-T. W., 1, Woodland Street, Dalston, N.E.

QIR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
VJ Reduced Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and
other Glass Roofs, for three stamps—HEREMAN and MORTON,
14, I ichborne Stree t, Regent Quadrant, London, W.

WRITE to HEADLY'^vnd SON, Cambridge, for
their new ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST of Garden

Archways, Vases, Garden Chairs, Hose Reels, Weather Vanes, Wine
Racks, Pumps, Field Rollers, and Water Carls, post free on applica-
tion. Agents wanted.

^~Bee-Hlves-—T~wo"'Silver Medals" Awarded to
'

GEO. NEU;ilH(.iUR and SONS, .it ih,- IVins K\liilMtion nf 1867.
The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver Medal for Bee-hives.

NEIGHBOURS' IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HI \'E, as originally introduced by Gt^orge Neighbouk&Sons,

** working three bell-glasses, is
neatly and strongly made of
straw ; it has three windows
in the lower Hive, This Hive
will be found to possess many
practical advantages, and is

more easy of management than
any other Bee-Hive that has
been introduced.

Price, complete, .;Cr »S t)

Stand for ditto . . o 10 6
The LIGURIAN or

ITALIAN ALP BEE being
much in repute, G. N. & Sons
supply a Swarm of Bees with
fcnuine Italian Queen, in the
mproved Cottage Hive, at

/;4, Hive included.
An Italian Alp Queen, with

full directions for uniting to
Bl.ack Stockfi, 151. each.
ENGLISH BEES.- Stocks

and Swarms may be obtained
as heretofore.
THE APIARY. By A.

Neighbour. 51., postage i,d-

A newly arranged Catalogue of other Improved Hives, with Draw-
ings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.
Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Ilives and Supers, made by

James Lee, of Windlesham, at his prices.
Address, GEO. NEIGHBOUR AND SONS, 127, High Holborn,

W.C. ; or 149, Regent Street, W.

K I N A H A N'S L L WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the very

CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalled, perfectly
pure, and more wholesome than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words, " KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal, label, and cork.
New Wholesale Depot, 6a, Great Titchlield Street, Oxford Street.W.C.

WM. YOUNGER and CO.'S ALES
Are of the HIGHEST PURITY,

Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, and
are distinguished for their delicacy of flavour.

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishing.

To be had of the Principal Retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.

Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belvidere
Road, S.E.

Pure Aerated Waters.
ELLIS'S RUTHIN WATERS,

Soda, Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Lithia, and for GOUT, Lithia
and Potass.
Corks branded "R.ELLIS and SON, Ruthin," and every label

bears their Trade Mark.
Sold everywhere, and Wholesale of R. ELLIS AND SON, Ruthin,

North Wales. London Agents : W. BEST and SONS, Henrietta
Street, Cavendish Square, W.

ASTHMA. CHEST AFFECTIONS, and COLDS
CURED.-JOZEAU'S SYRUP and PATE of LACTUCINE

(active principle of Lettuce) possess all the soothing properties tf
opium without its dangers. Highly recommended by the medical
profession.—At G. JOZEAU'S, 49, Haymarkct ; and all the best Che.
mists. Pate,2j. 3d. and 15. ijrf. ; post, 2s.^\d.^ and if. sjtf. Syrup, 2J,9iij

r^INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA'.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburnj Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. j

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

)ARR'S LIFE PILLS.

PERSONS SUFFERING from HEADACHE,
Indigestion, Liver Complaints, Pains in the Shoulders and

the Back, Gout, Rheumatism, and General Debility, are particularly
recommended to try PARR'S LIFE PILLS. They have never been
known to fail in affording immediate relief,

"iLIOUSand LIVERC0M"PLAINTS, Indigestion,
Sick Headache, Loss of Appetite, Drowsiness, Giddiness,

Spasms, and all Disorders of the Stomach and Bowels are quickly
removed by that well-known remedy, FRAMPTON'S PILL of
HEALTH.
They unite the recommendation of a mild operation with the most

successful effect; and where an aperient is required nothing can be
better adapted.
Sold by all Medicine Vendors, at u, ij^d. and 3». Qrf. per box, or

obtained through any Chemist.

B

C OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at it. il^d., 35. gd.,4s. 6d., and iij.

/COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
^^ These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of tho
best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the

luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity o£

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-
liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,
nor are they adapted to all complaints ; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to stale that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 73 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at II. iHd., 7s. qd., 4s. 6d., and us., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Austialiem colonies.

c GCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxes at u. i'Ad.f it, ^,, ^i. M.| and iir.
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THE "ARCHIMEDEAN" LAWN MOWER.
LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

EEDUCED PEICES.

LIST OF PRICES.
10-inch, suitable for a Lady or a Boy ••

12-inch, „ a Lady or a Boy ...

14-inch, „ a Man
16-inch, „ a Man (on level Lawns) •

£3
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LINNEAN SOCIETY, Burlington House, Piccadilly.
—The ANNIVERSARY MEETING of this SOCIETY will be

held here, on FRIDAY, May 24, at 3 o'clock precisely, for the
ELECTION of a COUNCIL and OFFICERS for the ensuing Year.
May 13, 1872. FREDERICK CURREY, Secretary.

HGeraniiuus.
USSEY AND SON beg to offer, in single pots,
Tom Thumb, Bijou, and Flower of Spring GERANIUMS, at

i2s. 6d. per 100; also Golden Chain and Madame Vauclier, at 141. per
lOO- Mile End Nurserj-, Norwich.

T
Choice Tricolor Geraniums.

HOMAS PES'IRIDGE can still supply, in good
Plants, the GERANIUMS as Advertised in former Numbers.

Priced LISTS free on application.
The Grcenway Nursery, Uxbridgc.

New Tricolor Geraniums.
A CHIEVEMENT, ETTIE BEALE. Mr. RUTTER,
-L^ Mrs. Headley, Mrs. Dunnclt, Howarth Ashton, Christine
Nilsson, Moonstone, Excellent, Lass o' Gowrie, Miss Pond, Mrs.
Rousby, good plants, the set for 25^.

H. JACKSON, Hlakedown, Kiddermi n stei\

Pelargoniums for tlie Million.
JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of

FRENCH, FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in
strong Plants. CATALOGUES gratis on application,
HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 varieties, seed or

plants, as per former Advertisement.
Crown Nursery, Reading.

NEW ROSES for 1872.—Strong healthy plants of
the choicest and best varieties, 30*. per dozen. Descriptive

LIST on application.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurscr^-man, Worcester.

New Roses, In Strong Healthy Plants.
JOHN ERASER, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, E.,

begs to offer fine plants of the best NEW ROSES for 1872.
Many of the plants arc from 15 to 18 inches high, and will soon furnish
good buds or cuttings.Priced LIST on application.

l^EW ROSES for 1S72.—All the best New Roses for
-^* 1S72 now ready, in fine strong plants.
TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE ROSES, in 6-inch pots, adapted

for greenhouse culture or for planting out in conservatory, extra fine,
strong plants.
WAI. WOOD AND SON, Nurseries, Maresficld, Uckfield, Sussex.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches. Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges,
RICHARD_SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

QUEEN PINES.—About five dozen of the above to
be DISPOSED OF. They are clean healthy strong plants.

For particulars apply to
WM. FOSTER, Seedsman, &c., Stroud, Glouceste r.

KOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
The FIRST SUMMER EXHIBITION of PLANTS and

FLOWERS, WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY NEXT, May 22
and 23. Gates open at 2 o'Clock. Tickets hy Orders from Fellows of
the Society, 51. , or on the day, 75. M, each. The New Corridor Gate
is covered, and connected with the Exhibition Tent.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park,—
AWARD of PRIZES, at SPRING EXHIBITION, May 8.—

The following were omitted in the List Advertised in the Gardeners'
Chronicle, May 11.

SILVER MEDALS to Messrs. Lane & Son, Berhampstead, for 6
Azaleas ; to Mr. L. Hill, gr. to H. Taylor, Esq., for 6 Azaleas ; and to
Messrs. Dobson & Sons, Isleworth, for 6 Calceolarias.

READING HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY—
The SPRING SHOW will be held on THURSDAY, May 23

(by permission of the Mayor], in the Abbey Ruins, Reading. A Band
will attend as usual. The Show will be Open to the Holders of Sub-
scribers' Tickets at i o'Clock, and to the Public at 4 o'Clock, on
payment of 11. ENTRIES must be made to the Hon, Sec. on or
before THURSDAY, May 16. Schedules and all information may be
obtained of CHARLES COLLINS, Hon. Sec, 34, Chain Street,
Reading.

THE NEWPORT PAGNELL FLORAL
and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY will hold the FIRSTMEETING this year on JULY 16, the same day as the Grand Fire

Brigade Holiday, under distinguished patronage. For Prize List and
Rules apply to Messrs. J. F. BAILEY and H. CARTE, Honorary
Secretaries, Newport Pagnell.

WISBECH HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION,
on THURSDAY, July ii.—Schedules, including Priies for

Collections, Roses, &c, now ready.
HENRY SHARPE, 1 „ ;,

Wisbech, May, 187a. ALFRED BOTHAMLEY,/ """• =="

Gardeners Wanted.
EVERY GARDENER SHOULD BECOME a MEMBER of

THE BRITISH GARDENERS' MUTUAL
and SELF-SUPPORTING SOCIETY. Admission 2s. 6d.

Kules and Address post free six Stamps. Apply to Mr. W. H.
SMITH, Hon. Sec. The Gardeners' Rooms, Redland, Bristol.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that hi.s NEW
• PLANT and GENERAL CATALOGUE is now ready, post

free to ail applicants.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

EXHIBITION PLANTS,—Hard-wooded specimens,
which have gained the Premier Gold Medals at the Royal

Botanic Shows and elsewhere. Siies and prices post free.
R. TANTON, F.R.H.S., The Nurseries, Epsom.

Tbe Wondrous Japan Primula.
PRIMULA JAPONICA.—Just received, overland, a

large importation of this plant. A packet post Irec for 13 stamps.
RANSLEY TANTON, F.KH.S., Seed Warehouse, Borough End.

London Bridge, S.E.

Queen of the Primroses.
PRIMULA JAPONICA. — Seed of six magnificent

varieties has been imported from Japan. For descriptions,
vtdt Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S SEED CATALOGUE, page 84.
Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,

London, S.W.

Queen of Primroses.
pRIMULA JAPONICA.—The Undersigned have
J- just received a small quantity of Seed of this maenihcent hardy
plant from abroad, which they have much pleasure in offering, in

P^«,fi^{ i' "• ^^- ^j 3^. 6*f., and 51., post iree.

T ^V^K^,^A Mcculloch, AND Co., Covent Garden Market,
London, W.C.

WEBB-S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Air. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr. WERB, Calcot, Reading.

New Cineraria Seed.
Tjl AND A. SMITH are now sending out SEED of
-L • their fine strain of the above, the quality of which has been so
long established. Packets is. and 21. 6d

The Nursery, Dulwich, Surrey.

New General Plant Catalogue, &c.
Xj^ AND A. SMITH'S CATALOGUE for 1872,
-L • containing many fine Novelties for this seaon, is now ready.

West Dulwich, Surrey.

Catalogue of Bedding Plants.
FAND A. SMITH'S LIST of the above may be had

• on application.
West Dulwich. Surrey.

Bedding Plants.
HOOPER AND COS CATALOGUE, post free on

application.
Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Bedding Plants, &c.
KIRK ALLEN'S CATALOGUE of the above, all at

very low prices, ready shortly, and forwarded free on application.
The Nurseries, Brampton, Huntingdon,

PARIS, SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL
1867. I SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Q ueen, and H.R. H. the Prince of Wales, Reading, berks.

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and
Derivations; Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.
Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, SeeelMerchant, Worcester.

JAMES FAIRHEAD, Seed Grower, Peckham,
Surrey, S.E., late Borough Market and Itraintree, Essex, respect-

fully offers best selected stocks of MANGEL VVURZEL and
TURNIPS, Sc, crop 187 1. Carriane paid.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli, &o.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH AND SON'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest
quality only. Post free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberalityj

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

_^ To tlie Trade.
T^OWNIE, LAIRD, AND LAING'S SPECIAL LIST
-L' of NOVELTIES for the Present Season is now published, and
will be forwarded post free on application.
Stanstead and Ru tland Park Nurseries, London. S.E., and Edinburgh.

A VAN GEERT. Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
. having just published a NEW catalogue of PLANTS

for the present season, begs to inform his Patrons and the Public that
the same can now be had free on application to his Agents. Messrs.
R. SILBERRADand SONS, s. Harp Lane, Tower Street, E.C.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery, 134, Faubourg
de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had, free,

from his Agents, Messrs. R. SILHERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

Burmese OrcMds,
IVTESSRS. TEUTSCHEL and CO., Colchester,
-LrJ. AGENTS for the SALE of FOREIGN and RARE PLANTS,
have received from Burmah, in first-rate condition, a Consignment ot
SACCOLABIUM VIOLACEUM, SACCOLABIUM BLUMEI,
DAVI, AERIDES, Sic Other Consignments to follow.

Dutcli Flower Roots and Bulbs.
T> VAN TIL AND CO.'S CATALOGUE of DUTCH
Xfc. FLOWER ROOTS and BULBS, all at very low prices, is
now published, and will be forwarded free on application.
V. VAN TIL AND CO., Florists, &c.. Hillegom, near Haarlem,

Holland.

"yERBEN.A, VIOLET KING.—This fine, distinct
V New Verbena now being sent out, price i8j. per dozen. The

usual discount to the Trade.
THOMAS METHVEN AND SONS, Leith Walk Nurseries,

Edinburgh.

FIRST PRIZES, Royal Horticultural Society and
'r-_ Crystal Palace,—Very strong plants, FRENCH and GERMAN
;UILLED ASTERS, 24 varieties, each fjd. per dozen, 51. per loa
ICTORIA, 12 varieties

WILLIAM CAUDWELL, Wallingford Street, Wantage.

__ To the Trade Only.
T^UCHSIAS, FUCHSIAS.—Fifty best and newest
J- sorts, fine plants, in single pots, 31. per dozen, 201. per 100. F.
Avalanche (Geo. Smith), best double white, ks. per doz.
CLEMATIS JACKMANNI, fine plants, i to 1% foot high, 8j.

per dozen, 50J. per too.

A. G. DALY, 64, Hill Street, Newry, Ireland.

Just Arrived, in good condition,
GARRYA ELLIPTICA SEED, genuine and fresh,

from California, 61, per % oz., 10s. td. per oz., post free for cash.
The seed will average 600 to 800 per oz.

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON, Woking Nursery. Surrey.

SENECIO ARGENTEUS.—The finest silvery-foliaged
plant for general u^iefulness that hasever been introduced. First-

class Certificate Royal Horticultural Society. 2s. each, 21J. per dozen.
A Descriptive LIST of SOFT-WOODED and BEDDING

PLANTS is now ready, and will be forwarded upon application,
TAMES BACKHOUSE and SON, Nurseries, York.

Dahlias.
rOHN KEYNES, Castle Street Nursery.-

Unrivallcd Collection of DAHLIAS ready on May i.

CATALOGUES on application.—Salisbury, April 27.

The Two Best Dahlias of the Season,
JOHN STANDISH and MRS, SAUNDERS

CHARLES TURNER has strong plants of the above
now ready for deliveo', los. 6d. each. The above were awarded

Ten First-class Certificates.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Fansles. Pansles. Fansles.
'"THOS. THORNTON ofters to Growers of the above,X SEED saved from his splendid strain of Fancy, Mixed, and
Named varieties, very cheap. Price on application.

PANSIES, PANSIES,—A few thousands of fine
strong mi.\ed Pansies, full of flower plants, 6 inches through,

splendid for marketing, the ground being wanted for other purposes.
75. 6d. per 100. Cash to accompany ail orders.

Mr. RAY, Chapel Lane. Ilkley, near Leeds,

SAMUEL COX, Nurseryman, Ludlow, offers
PYRETHRUM, or GOLDEN FEATHER, SEEDLINGS,

ij. 3^. per 100, or ioj. per 1000. 50,000 STRAWBERRY PLANTS,
good sorts, cheap. Price on application.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps, Part I, (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

BRITISH FERNS.— 12 named varieties, gs. ; 24 do.,
201.; 40 do., 401.; 50 do., 55r. ; 60 do., 701.; 100 do., iioi.;

100 unnamed, all different, 50s. ; mixed, for outdoor Rustic Decoration,
40s. per joo. Priced CATALOGUES on application.

EDWARD SANG and SONS. Kirkcaldy, N B.

FERNS.—For SALE, a parcel of Sheets of New
Zealand FERNS, well Mounted and Labelled.—For particulars,

apply, by letter, to M, J., G. Str«et, 30, Comhill, E.C.

E^'ERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holboni, London,

Agricultural and Garden Seeds.HAND F. SHARPE'S Trade CATALOGUE of
• HOME-GROWN SEEDS is now ready. It contains all the

very best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

Cabbage Plants.
THOMAS IMRIE and SONS, Ayr, N.B., offer

EARLY YORK and LATE DRUMHEAD CABBAGE,
SAVOYS and GREENS, at 15. 6d. per 1000, fine strong plants.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong, healthy, Drumhead
Cabbage (Robinson's Champion) can now be supplied in any

quantity, at 31. per 1000, by
JAS. IVERY AND SON, Dorking Nursery.

CABBAGE PLANTS.
Ox Cabbage Plants, at

all orders.

J. WOOBERRY, Nurseryman, Billingshurst, Sussex.

-Strong Robinson's Champion
per 1000. Remittance to accompany

CABBAGE PLANTS. — Strong Robinson's Drum-
head, 2J, 6d. per 1000.

Strong Early Battersea, Enfield Market, Little Pixie, and other early
kmds, 31. per 1000.

| Red Pickling, 41, per 1000
Remittances to accompany all Orders.

W. VIRGO AND SON, The Nurseries, Woncrsh, Guildford.

Turnip Seed.
BOLTON AND CO. have to offer very fine stocks of

the above, at moderate prices, which can be obtained on
application.
BOLTON AND CO., Seed Merchan ts , Wood Green, London, N.

Bankrupt Stock.
MUST BE SOLD IMMEDIATELY, about iJ ton

of ESCHALOTS, a quantity of MANGEL SEED, and about
70 qrs. of RYE-GRASS. No reasonable offer refused.
Apply to Mr. J. T. ARNOLD. Accountant, Peterborough, of whom

samples of the Seeds may be had.
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Pelargonium Mrs. J. Pottle.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in offering this

• splendid PELARGONIUM for the first time. It is a distinct

variety, of the Nosegay section, very dwarf and compact in growth,

and is, perhaps, the most prolific bloomer ever sent out ; as a bedding

plant it is unsurpassed, as the trials it has undergone for the last three

years fully prove. The truss is dense and globular, flowers a soft pink,

shaded with cerise; its distinct colour and profuse blooming qualify

will render it a general favourite. Price 51. each.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

THIRTY THOUSAND GERANIUMS, Scarlet and
others, of Little David, Tom Thumb, Donald Beaton, Amy HokEi
Cybistcr, and some So other good sorts. A great quantity are

strong established plants.

10,000 GERAN I UMS, Gold and Silver Tricolors, gold-leaved, silver-

edged and bronze, in 30 varieties.

PELARGONIUMS, nice established plants, of show and fancy, in

too good varieties.

CALCEOLARIA aurea floribunda and others in ffreat ouantity,

strong established plants, and plants rc-pottcd, four in each pot.

CALCEOLARIAS, Herbaceous, blooming plants of our fine strain,

strong, in 6 and 7-inch pots.

Prices to the Trade of any of the above will be very low.

H. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

GIANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best that

money can procure, all certain to grow, 21. 6d. per 100. This
delicious Vegetable does not require half the expense usually incurred

in planting it. See RICHARD SMITH'S SEED LIST for 1872.

Extra stronfT SEAKALE, aj. per dozen.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.G. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,

for Wheat; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

To tHe Trade.
MANGEL WURZEL SEED.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make special

• offers of the following sorts of MANGEL WURZEL
SEEDS, which they have grown this season from fine selected trans-

planted bulbs. The prices are very moderate, and the quality

*^^'^SHARPE'S selected SMALL-TOPPED YELLOW GLOBE
ELVETHAM LONG RED
Selected RED GLOBE
Selected LARGE YELLOW GLOBE
Selected LONG YELLOW

Samples and further particulars on application.

Seed Growing Lstablishment, Wisbech.

Skirvlng'a Latest Improvement on the Swedish
TURNIP.

SKIRVING begs to acquaint the Growers of

Swedes, that he has fixed the price for this season for the seed

of his best variety, at is. per lb., sacks and bags included.

Last summer the crops of Turnip Seeds proved very light, the

severe winter having seriously injured the Roots out for Seed, parti-

cularly where the Bulbs were large, and from which only the best

Seed and true sort can be obtained.

The Seed, therefore, to depend on, is the crop of 1870, of which the

Advertiser reserved a large well-selected Stock to supply his

Customers, and can speak with confidence, having; last season grown
from it the largest and most perfect crop he has ever seen during his

long and extensive practice as Farmer and Seed Grower.
To those who know the Advertiser, he hopes his word is as good as

the picture of a Turnip that has yet to appear.
Unknown Correspondents will please remit.

WILLIAM SKIRVING, Seedsman, 15, Queen Square, Liverpool.

w

Free to London ; Five Casks and upwards to any Station in England

,

or It; per Cent. Discount.

EPPS'S SELECTED PE.\T.—Patronised by the
leading Horticulturists and Amateurs in the three kingdoms.

See testimonials. Packed in 4-bushel barrels, 81. each, inclusive:

selected for Orchids, qs. Special offers for Truck-loads for general
purposes. Terms, cash.

PEAT. SAND, and LOAM STORES, Lewisham, S.E.

TOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES.—Will destroy Thrip, Red Spider, Green and Black

Fly, and Mealy Bug, and burns without the assistance of blowing,
and is entirely free from paper or rags. Price 31. bd. per lb., carriage

free. A reduction in price for large quantities.

To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS AND SONS, Tobacco Manufac-
turers, 112, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, E.G., of whom Copies of
Testimonials may be obtained i and of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

G

Red
Spider.

Magni-
fied.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Tnrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in
solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
ol from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
FruitTrees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in
boxes, is.t 31., and lOf. fid.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

>£2000 in Prizes.

upwards of £2000, in Vups, Medals, and
Money, have been awarded to Messrs.

SUTTONS' Customers for Field Crops

and Pulled Roots of

SUTTONS' CHAMPION SWEDE.

SUTTONS' IMPROVED CHAMPION SWEDE, iJ. per lb.,

cheaper by the bushel.
SUTTONS' HARDY PURPLE-TOP SWEDE, gd. per lb., cheaper

by the bushel.
SKIRVING'S SWEDE, choice stock, grf. per lb., cheaper by

the bushel.
Our IMPROVED CHAMPION is very superior to the Swede

commonly sold as Suttons' Champion, and we beg to remind our
patrons that we have no Agents nor are we in any way connected with
any other Firm. All goods carriage free, except very small parcels,

5 per cent, allowed for cash payment.
bUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by special appointment to the

Queen and the Prince nf Wales, Reading.

"Wire Netting, Wire Netting.

FOR SALE, under cost price, a quantity of
GALVANISED GAME PROOF NETTING. For further

particulars and prices, apply to
CHARLTON PAIN, Lavender Grove. Dalston, London. E.

TANNED NETTING, for Garden purposes.
Protecting Fruits from Birds, Bcc. Widths i, 2, 3, and 4 yards

Price irf. per square yard.
HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, One Penny per
square yard, for Protecting Seed Beds, Peas, Fruit, Straw-

berries, &c., from Birds, Frost, Blight, &c, and as a Fence for
Fowls—in 1. 2, 3, and 4 yard widths. HEXAGON, TIFFANY,
and other NETTING; GALVANISED WIRE NETTING, PEA
HURDLES, SEED PROTECTORS, &c.
C. WRIGHT AND CO. (late 376, Strand, London), Newark-on-Trent.

EDGINGTON'S GARDEN NETTING, the cheapest
and most durable, at id. per square yard, or in quantities o*

250, 500, or 1000 yards, carriage free.

EDGINGTON'S RICK CLOTHS for Sy years have
maintained their celebrity as the best.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES for Hire are the most
elegant and capacious.

EDGINGTON'S CRICKET and GARDEN TENTS
are the prettiest.

IFFANY, SCRIM CANVAS, and every other kind
of NETTING.

Be particular—FRED. EDGINGTON AND CO., Rick Cloth, &c.
ivianufacturer to Her Majesty, 52, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.
A quantity of good Second-hand Government TENTS for Sale, cheap.

T

TO BE SENT OUT ON IVIAY 20.

Messrs. Geo. Jackman & Son
HAVE GREAT PLEASURE IN OFFERING

A SET OF THEIR HARDY FREE-FLOWERING CLEMATIS,
VIZ, :—

C. THOMAS MOORE, pucy violet, white stamens, passiflora-like. First-class Certificate.

C MRS. JAMES BATEMAN, pale lavender, fine. First-class Certificate.

C. VITICELLA RUBRA GRANDIFLORA, bright claret-crimson. First-class Certificate.

C. ALEXANDRA, pale reddish-violet. First-class Certificate.

C. VELUTINA PURPUREA, rich blackish mulberry. First-class Certificate.

Fifteen Shillings each. The Set of Five Varietiee for Sixty Shillings.

See CLEMATIS LIST for full descriptions,

*^r Orders booked, and sent out in rotadon^

Their Descriptive. Priced and Illustrated CLEMATIS LIST of NEW, CHOICE, HARDY, and FREE-
FLOWERING SPECIES and VARIETIES, with Cultural Directions and Opinions of the Press, can be had
Free on application.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.OOLEYS TOBACCO POWDER.
Of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

FRETTINGHAM'S LIQUID COMPOUND,
for the Destruction of Insects and Mildew on Plants,

witi instantly exterminate
APHIS-ofall kinds, 1 RED SPIDER,

|
AMERICAN BLIGHT,

THRIP, GREEN FLY, WASPS,
MEALY BUG, 1 BROWN FLY, | ANTS, &c, &c.,
And will be found invaluable for Vines and all kinds of Fruit Trees.
Broccoli and other Greens may be thoroughly cleansed from insects

by sponginE^, or using the Liquid Compound by means of the Horticul-
tural Vaporiser,

SELECTED TESTIMONIALS.
From Mr. Geo, Lamb, CoUton Bassett Hall, BingJiatn, Nolls.

" Your Composition answers thoroughly in the total destruction of
garden insects. Applying it to Roses with the Vaporizer, I find it a
very economical way of using it."

F>-om Mr. Thos. Speed, The Gardens, Chatsworih.
" I have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of your

Liquid Compound. Mixed as advised, it kills green-fly and thrip
readily, and is perfectly innoxious to the plants. It is a great boon to

the horticulturist."

Front Wm. Barron & Son, Elvaston Nnrstries, Borrowask.
" We bej; to bear testimony to the efficacy of your Liquid Com-

pound, which we have used in our Nursery, both out-of-doors and
under glass^ with perfect success. We consider it the best preparation
we have tried. It thoroughly clears the plant without injuring the
foliage.

"

From Francis Sl Arthur Dickson & Sons, Upton N'tirseries, Chester.
" We have very carefully tested your Liquid Compound for destroy-

ing insect life. We have tried it upon most ol the pests which
Erey upon vegetable life, and find it verj- effective in cleansing all

inds of [slants from scale, mealy bug, aphides, thrip, red spider—in
fact all kinds of insect life seem to succumb to its power most
effectually and rapidly, and that without injuring the tenderest foliage."

Price List.—One gallon bottles, ^s. 6d. ; half-gallon bottles, 35.

each, bottles included. In casks :— 10 or 12 eallons, 45. 6d. per gallon

;

30 galious and upwards, 4s. per gallon, casks returnable. Carriage
paid on all orders to the amount of 201. and upwards. 1

Manufacturers, PARR and ATHERTON. Long Row, Nottingham.

THE HORTICULTURAL VAPORIZER, for (he
application of Frettinpiham's Liquid Compound, or other

prepa^'-o"", 'o-" 'l^e 'ncetrur-tlQ,. of Insects on Plants.

By means of this apparatus, liquids may be diffused over plants in

a state of minute division, or fine spray, in sufficient quantity to
thoroughly moisten them, without ruffling or disturbing the most
delicate flower or foliage.

Besides these advantages, great saving of the liquid is effected. A
tablespoonful applied by the Vaporiser is equal to a pint applied by
means of a sponge, or the ordinarj' methods in use.

As a DISINFECTANT DISTRIBUTOR, for sick rooms, it is

invaluable; the minuteness of the spray preventing a single particle of
the liquid falling to the ground. Thus the whole of the Disinfecting
liquid used comes into active operation at once.
For MEDICAL PURPOSES the Vaporizer will be found most

effectual in the application of lotions as spray to the throat, &c.
Price 3J. 6d, each.

May be obtained direct from PARR and ATHERTON,
Nottingham ; or of their Agents throughout the country.
The Apparatus will be forwarded to any address in England on

receipt ol 41, in stamps.

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
The Apparatus for Delivering the Earth, whether
in Closets or Commodes, is now greatly improved
under patents obtained by Messrs. Girdlestone (the
Engineers to MOULE'S PATENT EARTH CLOSET
COMPANY), and is at the same time offered to the
public at aconsiderable REDUCTION IN PRICE.—
Apply at the Uliices of the Company, 5A, Garrick
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
The NEW AMERICAN CABINET COMMODE
will be found to be very convenient. Only 18 inches
square and 3 feet high. Forms a table for the bedside

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
TheApparatus and Commodes, as now manufactured,
arc the cheapest and best ever yet produced.

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH
Commodes for Bed-rooms.
Apparatus for Cottage Closets,

Apparatus for House Closets.

SYSTEM.

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
There is no trouble in obtaining earth.

It is in every person's garden.
And only wants sifting. _____^

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH
It requires no dri'ing,

If stored in the summer time,
For winter use.

SYSTEM.

M°" LE'S PATENT
Dr. Buchanan says

EARTH SYSTEM.
„.. _,_, Earth Closets, used simpiv,

either inside or outside private houses, nave frequently

come under my notice, and have always been found
to be free from smell."

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Gadshill Place, Kent, July 18, 1871—" I am pleased

to say that the apparatus works admirably."—Charles
Dickens, Jun.

M°"

M°"

LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Maltby, Rotherham, JwteiZ, 1871.—" I am glad to say
that an Earth Closet with which you supplied me last

year has been found very efSc ic nt."—C. t l. Wright.

LE^S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
"The dry earth system has been in use at Queens'
College, Cambridge, for more than 12 months, with the

moat complete success. No difficulty of any kind has
been' experienced in its working."—W. M. Campion,
D P., Tutor of (jucens' College, Cambridgt.

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
" I think it fair to inform you that the Earth CloSet

you supplied me with some months ngo is giving great

natisfaction."—W. H. Hill, Architect, 69, Soutk Mall,
Cork.

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
" Be so good as to send me another commode similar

to the Inst one 1 had. It is thoroughly elhcient and

satisfactory."—Hekuert Plater, i/w (;rjffi»(ar5cA(W*

NtwarkoH- Trent. ^

A^ LETTERS and COMMUNICATIONS
to be addressed to MOULE'S PATENT EARTH
CLOSET COMPANY (Limited), S*, Garrick Streetg

Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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SIR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.
Reduced Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views ot these and

other Glass Roofs, for three stamps,—HEREMAN AND MORTON,
14, Tichborne Street, Regent Quadrant, London. W.

Perfection In Heating.JG. S M E A T O N AND CO.,
• HORTICL-LTURAL ARCHITECTS and BUILDERS, HOT-WATER

and Steam -11EATING Engineers,
71, Harwood Road,

Walham Green, Fulham,
London, S.W.

Consultations in all parts of the Kingdom.
P!:iT>s and Estimates Rralis.

Eliicicncy in ail branches t;uarantegd.

Tlie Patent Impezlsliable Hothouse.AYRES'S PATENT:
GLASS, IRON, and CONCRETE.

Before buildinfj a Plant or Fruit House oi any kind, send six

stamps, and obtain the Illustrated Prospectus of the

IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
Newark-on-Trcnt, Notts.

MANAGER—W. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S..
Imperishable Hothouse Company, Newark-on-Trent.

Plans, Specifications and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice.

Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouaea.
JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and

II, Blosson Street, Shorcditch, London, E.

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.
Genuine White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, &fc.

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE. TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.

Prices upon application.

The Opening of Parliament and the London Season.
NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and MEMBERS of PARLIAMENT

having their CUT FLOWERS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES, &c.,
forwarded to their TOWN HOtJSES, should USE

CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE TRANS-
MISSION CASES, pronounced by the Royal Horticultural

Society " the best now in use."

These Cases arc now reduced in price for cash, and can be obtained
from the Agents or Patentee, Gloucester, to whom all communications
should be addressed.
Intending Exhibitors in the Patent Cases should give their orders

at once, to msure the Paint and Varnish being thoroughly drj'.

The No. 12, The "MALTON" Plant, Flower, &c., Protector,

Varnished, packed and forwarded on the receipt of 8f., in postage
stamps, or order,—Gloucester, January 17.

M Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.AW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls, &c. MAW and CO., Bcnthall Works, Broseley.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR, may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County m England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E. C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c. , from

Decay, Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company,
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.G.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,
Combining Strength and Durability. Iron and Wood Conservatories of the most Chaste and Elaborate

Design, Vineries, Pineries, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, Glass Cases for Wall Trees, Pits, &c., designed

and built, combining all the latest improvements, so as to answer their intended purposes without risk of

disappointment.
Pl^^g^ Specifications, and Estimates on application.

ORMSON'S IMPROVED WELDED WROUGHT-IRON CONVOLUTED BOILERS
ARE BETTER THAN CAST-IRON BOILERS, BECAUSE—

THEY DO NOT CRACK,

THEY REQUIRE NO INSURANCE,

THEY WILL BURN ANY KIND OF FUEL,

THEY ARE SAFE FROM SUDDEN FAILURE.

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF

HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.C.

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, which works day and night mthout needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Public or Private EstabUshments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanized Iron Tubs.No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
steam Power.

No. 46,7. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Gardens, &c.

No. 49<7. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and 54a. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., compiising PUMPS TURBINES,WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. Particulars taken in anypart of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

ILLVSTRATSD CATALOQVES CAN BE HAD ON AFFLIOATION,

No. 54^. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 39J. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

Garden use.
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ILLUSTRATED PLANT CATALOGUE
FOR 1872, CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF THE BEST NEW PLANTS OF THE SEASON,

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF PLANTS, &c.

Post Free Sixpence, Gratis to Purchasers.

JAMES CARTEE, AND CO.,

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN AND THE PRINCE OF WALES,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W. C.

TROP-^OLUMS.
T. Thornton

Begs to offer this season, at very reduced prices,

THE SET OF FIVE SUPERB BEDDING TROP^OLUMS,
WTiich was offered by him for the first time in 1871, and to which the pubhc so generously responded.

The five distinct and beautiful varieties can now he had for 5s.

See Gardeners Year Boot for 1871, under the head of " New Flowers ;

" also in other Gardening Periodicals,

T. THORNTON, THE NURSERIES, HEATHERSIDE, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

Malda Vale, London, W. (established upwards of 100 years).

THE PIIE-APPLE ITJESEEY COIPAI^Y
RESPECTFULLY INVITE A VISIT FROM

GARDENERS AND AMATEURS

VISITING THE

LONDON SHOWS

DURING THE COMING SEASON.

Their NEW CATALOGUE, to be published immediately, will contain all the Leading Novelties

ofTered this season by the Trade generally.

JOHN HESTER (Manager), 32, MAIDA VALE, W.

NOVELTIES. NOVELTIES.

Wm. Paul
HAS TO OFFER THE FOLLOWING, READY FOR DELIVERY IN MAY:—

NEW HYBRID PERPETTJAIi ROSE.
PRINCESS BEATRICE (Wm. Paul).—Flower deep pink, with clear

blush margin ; large, full, and of globular form. Three First-

class Certilicates.

" Princess Beatrice . , , now presents unmistakeable proofs
ofbeing a Rose of rare excellence. ... It was most deservedly
awarded a Floricultural Certificate." — Gardtnen' Magazine,
April, 1872.

"The new variety called Princess Beatrice being particularly
fine."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle, April, 1872.

"Mr, Wm. Paul sent a splendid group of Roses in pots, in-
cluding Princess Beatrice, which received a Floral Certihcate,
and well it deserved it, being very large, full, and beautiful in
colour."

—

JoHmal 0/ Horticulture, April, 1872.

Plants, loi. td. each.

The best of the NEW FRENCH ROSES, price 3s. 6d. each.

NEW PELARGONIUMS,
Raised by R. D. PosTANS, Esq.

MONT BLANC {Silver-edged).—Flowers white. Two First-class
Certificate. Price loi. td. each.

MOUNTAIN MAID (Silver-edged).—Flowers white. Price 105. 6rf.
each.

SNOW WREATH (Silvcr-cdged).-Flowers white. First-class Cer-
lincatc. Price 51. each.

VIRGIN yUEEN (Silver-edEed).-Flowcra white. First-class Cer-
tificate. Price 51. each.

NEW PELARGONIXTMS.
LADY DOROTHY NEVILLE (Siivcr-variegated).—Two First-class

Certificates. Price 21J. each,

PRINCESS BEATRICE.—(Silver-variegated.) Price 71. 6d. each.

COUNTESS of FLANDERS (Golden-variegated).—Two First-class
Certificates. Price 211. each.

MARATHON (Wm. Paul),—Nosegay, Price 51. each.

MONICA (Wm. Paul).—Zonal. Price 51. each.

CARRIE COCHRAN (Wm. Paul).—Zonal. Price a*. 6rf. each.

PINK PERFECTION (Wm. Paul).—Double Zonal. Price y. W.

Just Issued,

MR. WILLIAM BULL'S Illustrated CATALOGUE
of NEW PLANTS. Price is., postage ^d.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W.

each.

PriceAVALANCHE (Wm. PAUL).—Silver-edged. Flowers white.
2s. td. each, i8s. to 2^1. per dozen.

WALTHAM BRIDE (Wm. Paul).—Silver-edced. White flowers.

First-class Certificate. Price 21. bd. each, 181. to 241. per dozen.

MARCHIONESS (Wm. Paul).—Silver-variegated. Price s*. each.

WALTHAM BRONZE (Wm. Paul). — Price 21. to 35. bd. each,
185. to 30J. per dozen.

DR. DENNY'S ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, — Three First-class
Certificates. Price 151. the set of seven varieties.

specimens of many 0/ the above may be had at advanced Prictt.

For descriptions, see SPRING C.\TALOGUE, Post Free
to all applicants.

Bedding Plants.

ARCHd. HENDERSON'S
Descriptive and Priced CATA-

LOGUE of BEDDING PLANTS is

now ready, containing all the Novelties
of the past two years. The stock is in

tine condition ; for extent and vigour
unsurpassed.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS of
every description.

KITCHEN and FLOWER GAR-
DEN SEEDS from the most cele-

brated English and Continental
Growers-

CATALOGUES to be had gratis
and post free on application.

A. HENDERSON, Sion Nursery,
Croydon, Surrey, S.

First Prize.

DOBSON AND SONS were awarded the First Prize
for their COLLECTION of HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS

at the Royal Botanic Gardens, on Wednesday last. May 8, Seed to

produce flowers equal to those exhibited, at is. 6d., 21. 6a., 31. 6d., and
51. per packet. Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W,

DOBSON AND SONS' Prize CINERARIA and
PRIMULA are second to none. Seed in packets at is.6d.,

2S. 6d., 3 J. 6d., and gs.

Woodlands Nursery', Isleworth, W.

Chrysanthemums.—Special

ADAM FORSYTH is now sending out the following
NEW VARIETIES, some of which are seedlings raised by

that enthusiastic grower, George Rundle, Esq., of Devonport. They
are all, without doubt, superior to any yet sent out.

Duchess of Manchester
Duke of Roxburgh
Laurinda
Mr. Howe

White Venus
Elaine
Fair Maid of Guernsey.
Souvenir de Jersey.

DUCHESS of MANCHESTER (raised by George Rundle, Esq.)

—

Fine broad waxy petals, similar to Mrs. Rundle, the back of the
petals being beautifully striped with rose-carmine, a most attrac-

tive flower; finely incurved. Price 5s.

DUKE of ROXBURGH (raised by George Rundle, Esq.).—Fine
yellow, with a beautiful bronzy turnover; a noble flower, suitable
for either cut blooms or specimen growing. Price 7s. 6d.

LAURINDA.—A fine incurved flower of the most perfect construc-
tion and refined appearance, the petals extra broad and incurving
perfectly, colour fine rose-purple ; a grand addition to the dark
shades. Price 71. 6d.

MR. HOWE.—This is a flower which has been much admired and
exhibited at Stoke Newington ; the fact of it being grown and
named after the indefatigable secretary will certainly be a
guarantee as to its worth as a show flower. Colour orange-amber

;

a sport from that well known variety John Salter, but a better
built flower, and altogether a difl^erent colour. Price 5s.

WHITE VENUS.—This is a sport of that well known variety Venus,
being pure while, with fine btoad incurved waxy petals; will be
found a great addition for either cut blooms or specimen growing.
It has been exhibited to great advantage through the past season
by that celebrated grower, Mr. Rowe, of Roehampton. Price 51.

JAPANESE.
ELAINE,—White, back of petals tinted carmine; an exceedingly

curious flower, with broad petals, very full, extra fine. Price 51.

FAIR MAID OF GUERNSEY.—Pure white, and entirely distinct •

the flowers are extra large, and composed of long ribbon-shapca
petals ; a superb variety. Price -ps. 6d.

POMPON.
SOUVENIR DE JERSEY.—A distinct and new shade of colour,

being a rich orange-yellow, very double, and of fine form, dwarf,
and free ; a most useful variety for specimen growing. Price y.

Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

SHOW of DINNER-TABLE DECORATIONS, ROSES, &c.,
MAY 15 and 16, 1872.

AWARDS of the JUDGES.
Class i.—DINNER TABLE, completely laid for Twenty Persons,

and arranged so as to show the best means of utilising

Fruit and Flowers in its adornment. (Open.)

ist Prize, Miss A. Hassard, St. Ronan's, Church Road, Upper
Norwood, /30.

ad. Miss E. Blair. 50, Upper Bedford Place, Russell Square, £20.

3d, Messrs, Mortlock & Chard, 203 and 204, Oxford Street, W.,
and the Gardens, Clarendon Park, Salisbury, £10.

2d Priie in Class 1 offered by His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch,
K.G., F.R,S.)

LASS 2.—DINNER TABLE, completely laid for Twelve Persons,
and arranged so as to show the best means of utilising

Fruit and Flowers in its adornment. (Open )

ist, Miss E. Blair, j£io. I Commended, Messrs, Mortlock & Chaid.
2d, Miss A. Hassard, £S.

\

Class 3.—50 ROSES, in pots limited to 8 inches in diameter. (Open.)
1st, Messrs. Paul & Son, *' Old " Nurseries, Cheshunt, ;(;20.

ad, Mr. C- Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, ,£15.

Class 4.—12 ROSES, in pots, specimen pljmts, distinct. (Open.)

ist, Messrs. Paul & Son, ^fiiz. | 2d, Mr. C. Turner, £q.

Class 6.—12 HARDY PERENNIALS, to be grown in la-inch pots,
distinct. (Open.)

ist, Mr, R. Parker, Exotic Nursen*, Tooting, £4.
2d, Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, £3.

Class 10.—CARNATIONS, Collection of. (Opei------ - ,F.R,H.i

Faubourg de Bruxelles,

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

Prize oflf^ered by G. R. G. Ricketts, Esq.,
ist, Mr. C. Turner, ;{;i IJ.J

Class 11.—A Collection of 24 distinct species of AGAVES. (Open,)
Priie3ofl"ercdby J. T. PeacocV, Esq., F.R.H.S,

1st, W. B. Kellock, Esq., Stamford Hill, N., Z?.

2d, M.Jean Vcrschafl'clt, Horticulteur, 134, Fau
Ghent, £3.

I3t Prizes in Classes 12 and 13 ofTered by Messrs. J, Carter & Co.

Class la.—a Dish {14 peck) CARTER'S FIRST CROP PEAS.
(Open.)

ist, Mr.
J.
W. Chard, Gr. to Sir F. Bathurst, Bart., Clarendon Park,

Salisbury, £1 lOJ.

ad, Mr. G, Brown, Gr. to E. Mackenzie, Esq,, Fawlcy Court,
Henley-on-Thames, 151.

Class 13—A Dish {'A peck) ofEARLY PEAS, any variety. (Open,)
1st, Mr. G. Brown, £t.

MISCELLANEOUS-EXTRA PRIZES.
Mr. C. Turner, for Collection of Azaleas and other Pjanin.
Messrs. I, Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, for Group

of Roses .ind Rhododendrons.
Mr, B. S. Willi.ims, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Hollo-

way, for Collection of Plants.

M. Jean Verschafl"clt, for Miscellaneous Collection of Plants,

Mr. William Paul, Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N., for Cut
Roses and Geraniums in baskets,

Mr. T. S. Ware, for Collection of Cut Pansies, Pyrethrums, and Hardy
Herbaceous Flowers.

Messrs. J. Dobson & Sons, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, for Col-
lection of Calceolarias.

Mr. T. Pestridge, The Grecnway Nursery, Uxbridge, for Collection
of Tricolor Pelargoniums.

Messrs, J, Slandish & Co,, Royal Nurseries, Ascot, for Collection of
Plants.

Mr. W. Davis, New Lodge, Whetstone, Barnet, for Collection of
Pelargoniums.
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LEEDS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.-
The NINTH GREAT SHOW will be held m the Royal Park,

JUNE 5, 6, and 7. . . , n'ltx^cnw
Every Exhibitor of Plants must give notice on or before TUESDA\ ,

May 28 ; and of Fruit and Cut Flowers, on or before SA 1 UKUAY,

Note.—The North-Eastem, Great Northern, Midland, Lancashire

and Yorkshire, and London and North-We stern Railway Companies

will convey Plants, Flowers, Fruits, &c., at ordinary rates to the

Show, and return them fice if they remain the property of the

The' "commiitcc undertake to receive boxes of Fruit and Cut

Flowers for Exhibition. ,,

The Committee provide Assistants and Horses for Exhibition Vans

coming by rail; also Covered Spiing Vans to convey Plants, &c,
between the Railway Station and the Exhibition Grounds.

Schedules, with Forms of Entry, forwarded on application.

Crossgates, near Leeds. JAMES BIRlthLK.^ecretary. _

RlGHTON and SUSSEX HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.-GRAND ROSE, FRUIT, and TELARGONIUM

SHOW, will be held at the Royal Pavilion on WEDNESDAY and

THURSDAY. June 19 and 20. The Ashbury Cup, value Eight

Guineas, is offered for the best Eight Show Pelargoniums, in addition

"beral Prizes in that Class ; also 13 Classes of Roses, andtoother liberal

14 Classes of Fruits, bchcauies can oe naa on aypin-duun lu i">-

Secrctarj', 06, St. James's Street; or of E. SPARY, Queens
Graperies, Superintendent of the Exhibitions,

AUTUMN SHOW, SEPTEMBER 11 and 12.

EDWARD CARPENTER, Sccretary^_

OYAL HORTICULTU~RAL SOCIETY.-
Manufacturers and others who desire to secure SPACE at the

Lower Grounds. Aston, Birmingham, during the great E.\hibilion ot

the Royal Horticultural Society, which wilt be Opened by H 1< U
Prince Arthvr. on TUESDAY, Tune 25, and continue Open till the

SATURDAY following, should make immediate application to Mr.

B A. HALLAM, Hon. Sec for the Department of Manufactures.

Midland Countiis Hfrald Office. Birmingham. ENTRIES CLOSE
on SATURDAY NEXT, Mav 2^.

Noteworthy Horticulturists and Botanists.

NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS ol

NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS
is being published in the "GARDENERS" CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already

appeared, and separate Copies (price M. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, vir. :

calyx had one segment shorter than the rest ;
in

the 6-lobed examples two were shorter, while the

4-lobed ones were usually equal, although in one

or two cases the fourth was produced by the

splitting of one of the other three, as in the

corolla. With the exception of one petaloid

stamen, the essential organs were normal and

perfect throughout. A similar examination of

some heads of Butomus umbellatus furnished

US with one flower having a perianth of four

Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.
E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.

Dr. Hooker, C.B.,F.R.S.

W. WiiJsON Saunders, F.R S.

Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.

M. Decaisne
G. F.Wilson. F.R.S.

Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin

Professor Reichenbach.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41. Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.

James McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.
James Bateman, F.R.S.
Berthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.
Hon. Marshall P. Wilder.

SATURDAY, MAY i8, 1872.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Saturday, May 18 1 Manchester Botanical and Horti-

to < cultural (Grand National Ilorticul-

MONDAY, May 27 l tural Exhibition), at Manchester.
Wednesday, May 22 J Royal Botanic (Great Summer Ex-
Thursday, May 231 hibition)

Friday, May 24—Linnean (Anniversary
2 r.M.

3 P.M.

IN its most important bearings upon the great

subject of the origin of species, VARIATION
has naturally received much attention of late, and
the existence of it among the individuals which

go to make up a Species must go far towards

reconciling to the theory of mutability those

who would otherwise be inclined to look upon
specific limits as in all cases definitively fixed. This

variation may be noted, not only in such obvious

features as those of size and colour, but also in

little points of structure, which would escape the

eye of a casual observer. Various writers in the

American Naturalist have recently brought for-

ward instances worthy of note in each of these

cases, and we believe that a resume of some of

the more remarkable will not be without interest

for our readers.

To begin with an instance of variation in struc-

ture, we may quote the following note by Mr.
Thomas Meehan upon " a large patch " of the

Horse Daisy (Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum),
merely adding, that a similar patch in England
furnished us with all the variations he mentions,

except that of the reflexed involucral scales.

" The first impression is that they are remarkably
uniform, yet there were some with petals as long

only as the width of the disk ; others with petal?

double the length. In some the petals taper to

a narrow point, in others they are tridentate on
the apex. Again, some flowers have petals

uniformly linear ; others have them tapering at

both ends. Some have recurved and others flat

petals. [Some, too, have the margins incurved.]

In one plant the scales of the involucre were very

much reflexed, a very striking difference from the

usually closely appressed condition."

Some time since we examined 100 flowers of

the common while Jasmine, in which consider-

able variation presented itself. Nearly three-

fourths of the flowers had the normal five seg-

ments to the corolla-limb ; but in a few of these

the fifth segment was only caused by a division

of one of the other four, which did not extend to

the throat of the tube. The remaining corollas

were 4 and 6-lobed in equal numbers. A much
greater inequality was noticeable in the calyces,

of which 48 were 5-lobed, 42 4-lobed, eight

6-lobed, and two 3-lobed. Thus there appeared
to be no relation between the irregularities of the

calyx and corolla. We then noticed for the first

time that in almost every instance the 5-lobed

sepals and four petals, twelve stamens,

and eight pistils ; thus showing a regular

ratio of increase from the normal three

sepals and petals, nine stamens, and six pistils.

In two instances we observed four sepals and

petals, 1 1 stamens, and nine carpels, one of

which was much smaller than the rest. It would

appear that the arrangement would have been

as in the preceding instance, the small (ninth)

pistil having taken the place of the twelfth

stamen.

Small as these details may seem, it cannot be

ignored that they have their bearing upon the

law of evolution, and .are of a higher importance

than variations in colour, although even th<;se

have their significance. It is curious to notice

how frequently certain plants, such as Cardiius

palustris, vary with white flowers, and how rarely

the same thing happens in other species of the

same genus. Of our two common forms of Milk-

wort (Polygala vulgaris), that known as P.

depressa constantly has white flowers, while P.

euvulgaris very seldom possesses them. In

large masses of Bluebells (Agraphis nutans)

many distinct shades of colour may be noted,

often occurring in considerable quantity. The
variety of the common Comfrey (Symphytum
officinalis), known as S. patens, chiefly differs

from the type in its purple blossoms.

Mr. Meehan gives some instances of indi-

vidual plants varying in the colour of their

flowers. Thus a plant of Trillium erectum has

been noted to produce in some years white, and
in other years the ordinary brown-purple flowers.

He says :
" I have made a similar observation

in a Wistaria sinensis. Plants on my grounds

have made an unusual second flowering. There

were more blossoms in July (1870) than in April.

Among them is a snow-white varfety, which has

flowered annually for six years past at least. At
this second flowering it took a notion to flower

blue—not quite as deep a blue as the regular

tint of the well-known kind ; but still anything

but the white we have had before. Potatos

frequently change this way in the colour of the

tubers." We have more than once been told by
trustworthy observers, and indeed have, our-

selves, reason to believe the statement, that

white Violets have, after two or three years,

suddenly changed to blue ; and we have already

noted in our columns a similar and mutual

mutation of colours in some red and white double

Daisies (see p. 478). Dr. J. E. Gray has re-

corded several instances of variation in colour

in Seemann's Joitrnal for 1863.

Variation in size is brought before our notice

almost annually in the case of diminutive Poppies

and tiny Corn Marigolds, neither of them above

2 inches high. As one might suppose, however,

it is variation in the other direction that is most
conspicuous in American records. A correspon-

dent from Illinois has observed Bidens chry-

santhemoides growing to the height of " from

6 to 8J feet," the maximum height given by
Gray being 2^ feet. He adds :

—
" Panicum

Crus-galli grows'in our low prairies to the height

of 6 or 7 feet ; and Lysimachia ciliata, to from

3 to 5, rather than ' two to three,' as Prof GRAY
says. Scores of other species might be mentioned
which seem constantly to outgrow themselves on
our western soils." Dr. CURTISS finds B. cernua

on the borders of the Potomac, near Alexandria,

growing 5 feet high ; Gray limits it to

10 inches, its usual height in England. In the

same neighbourhood Dr. CuRTiss also found

Oxalis stricta fully 5 feet high, and widely

branched. The only instance among ourselves

which we can recall as in any way parallel to

these startling developments is that of two plants

of the common Sow Thistle, which are recorded

as having attained the height of 8 feet.

Other illustrations of variation are familiar

enough to all who grow plants from seed, and
very many more might be cited in all of these

respects, both from books and from personal

observation ; but enough has been said to direct

attention to our common plants as likely to oft'er

useful data which may lead to important con

elusions.

To practical men we need offer no apology for

introducing the subject, as they are constantly OQ
the look-out for such variations as may suit their

purpose, and while scientific men and chamber-
students were treating varieties as nuisances, or

passing them over as unworthy their attention,

the cultivator, with an eye to practical benefit,

was steadily enriching our gardens and orchards
with the results of his selection and cultivation

of the variations offered by N.ature herself. On
a sudden came Mr. Darwin's publication, and
the " mere variety " assumed an importance in

the eyes of scientific men it had never had
before, but which the cultivator had always

recognised. Since the above lines were written,

the remarks of Mr. ANDERSON Henry on the

variations in crossed varieties of Arabis have
come to hand, and are worth .attentive conside-

ration in connection with what has already been
said. Mr. Henry's remarks will be found in

another column.

The Royal Horticultural Society on
Wednesday and Thursday last prepared for its

guests a veritable Barmecide's feast. The famous
Governor of Barataria himself could hardly have
been more tantalised. The tables were spread

;

snowy linen, irreproachable glass, brilliant plate,

elegant floral decorations, tempting - looking

ing fruit, all were in place. Liveried servants, in

the shape of a strong contingent of the Hammer-
smith police, waited on imaginary guests, or

rather kept a sharp look out on the spoons.

Trained experts criticised the service. Every-

thing seemed ready, but, alas ! at not one of the

many gay and festive-looking boards was there

a blushing bride or an unpleasantly self-conscious

bridegroom. No array of white muslin and
ribbons, surmounted by happy faces, graced the

feasts. All this was left to the imagination of

the spectators. Perhaps it was as well it should

have been so, for there was no menu prepared,

and nothing for the guests to have availed them-
selves of had they been present, except by
chance bread, water, and fruit—some of the latter

artificial, by the way. The truth is, the Society

had offered extravagantly munificent prizes for

Table Decorations, in consequence of which
two long tents were filled with tables, each

separated from its neighbour by a screen, and
laid as for a wedding breakfast or cold collation,

though the injunctions of the schedule distinctly

specified a " dinner " table. Passing from table

to table, the visitor could in fancy hear the

speakers wishing " health and happiness to the

wedded pair," or thanking his lordship for the

"great condescension and admirable skill with

which he had laid the foundation stone." Here
Alderman GOBBLE, 'mid a gorgeous array of

flags and gilding, " declared it was the happiest

moment of his life," &c. ; there the Honour-
able Lisping Wordspoiler expressed his
" deep sense of the honour," and so forth. All

this, however, must be left to the imagination.

Our special reporters, whose account of the exhi-

bition will be found in another column, are silent

on the matters we have just alluded to.

Referring to the detailed account on another

page, we may here, en passant, record some
general impressions. In the first place we may
remark that there was nothing particularly novel

or striking in any of the arrangements ; some
were very good, one or two quite average, one
so bad that it is surprising the managers ever

allowed it tent room, and the remainder were
indifferent. The adjudication was entrusted

to a skilful trio, consisting of Mrs. Millais
and Messrs. Redgrave, R.A., and William
Thomson, and we believe in the main their de-

cisions met with general approval. It is a matter

of taste and opinion whether the awards of the

1st and 2d prizes should not have been reversed

in class i. We are inclined to think so from the

imperfect arrangement of flowers in the central

group, at the base of which was a ring of

crimson Cactus blossoms ; above this, separated

by fronds of Adiantum, was a row of salmon-

coloured Pelargoniums ; and above this again

some pendent pale pink Begonias were employed.
These flowers struck the eye at the first glance,

and produced an unfavourable impression of ill-

assorted colours. The two side-pieces consisted

of spreading Ferns of elegant form and low ele-

vation, the pots being sunk beneath the table.

To our thinking, these Ferns wanted a base of

coloured flowers to balance that in the centre.

The 2d prize was awarded to an exceedingly

elegant arrangement, the main features of which

were three Palms, the pots of which were sunk
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beneath the boards. This probably missed the
1st prize from the comparative absence of flowers.
The 3d prize, to our thinking, would have been
better withheld ; or, if awarded, bestowed on the
group of Messrs. Gardner & Sons, in the
central rather clumsy epergne of which a pink-
flowered Sparaxis was used with good effect.

In one group, that of Messrs. Phillips &
Pearce, much too crowded and otherwise ob-
jectionable, good use was made of the pendent
blossoms of Fuchsias. In other cases the
crockery-shop element was far too predomi-
nant ; in some the table was so encumbered
with gewgaws, that had there been anything
to eat there would have been no room to
eat it ; and one, a truly gorgeous production,
was a quintessence of a third-rate confectioner's

shop window, a christmas-tree and a cake-stall

in a country fair of the olden time. This should
have been summarily expelled. In all cases the
vienu was wanting. As there is so much
scope for taste in getting up these productions,

it would have been well to have strained a point
and included them. We would also suggest, on
another occasion, that the decanters be filled

with some brighter coloured liquid than water.
The rich vinous tints of the clarets and burgun-
dies, the primrose of Sauterne or Chablis, the
golden amber of the sherry, would have much
improved the look of the table, and put the taste

of the floral decorators to a severer test in the
matter of selecting appropriate flowers. Perhaps
it would have been too real, or too inconsistent
with the rules of a dbier a la Rasse, to have
mingled a lobster mayonnaise or a dish of prawns
here and there ; but, at any rate, these are
elements which table-decorators would do well
to take into consideration.

Looking at the matter from another point of
view, we may ask, Is all this horticulture ? To
what extent does it promote horticulture, practical

or scientific ? Is it not fostering an unwhole-
some taste for luxury, already too rampant ? We
do not put these questions in any cynical spirit.

To a certain extent we cordially approve of such
competitions as those of Wednesday, as serving
to elevate the taste and enhance the gratification

of the people ; what we do not approve of—and
herein we think we shall have the horticultural

world with us^s the comparatively enormous
prizes (amounting in all to ^84) offered. To
what much better account this sum might have
been spent ! The Society, no doubt, has many
classes to please, but when such lavish prizes as
these are offered, the reflection at once strikes us
that it would be better fulfilling its duty by con-
tributing to the necessities and comforts of the
poor than by pandering to the luxuries of the
rich,

It may be well to remind those gentlemen who
are preparing papers for the Horticultural Con-
gress at Birmingham that the latest dale for sending
in papers to the Committee of Selection is fixed for

June I. Communications on the subject should be
addressed to Professor Dyer, Royal Horticultural
Society, South Kensington.

We congratulate our old friend and colleague,
Mr. OcTAViAN Blewitt, on the honour bestowed on
him by the King of the Belgians, at the late dinner
of the Royal Literary Fund. Mr. Blewitt for many
years edited the newspaper portion of the Ga7'dene}s
Chronicle^ now discontinued, with signal ability.

A portion of the well-known collection of
Orchids belonging to Edward Salt, Esq., Fernie-
hurst, was sold by Mr. J. C. Stevens at his sale-

rooms in Covent Garden, on Tuesday last. A splendid
specimen of Odontoglossum HalU, with four leading
growths, was sold for ^17, the highest price given for

a single plant. The total amount realised was about

Those who are interested in the Trial of
Peas, which is being made in the Royal Horticultural
Society's Garden at Chiswick, may like to hear that

they are now coming into flower, and consequently
are in good condition for examining in that stage.

The directors cf The Royal Polytechnic
Institution have determined to reorganise their

scientific department, and, as a commencement, have
carefully refitted the laboratory, and made arrangements
by which pupils can be received, and all scientific pur-
suits conducted with the greatest regard to perfection
and economy. They have elected Professor E. V.
Gardner, F.E.S., a gentleman well known for many
years past as an experienced chemist, to be their
professor of chemistry, and have placed this important
branch in his care. Professor Gardner, it may be
remembered, conducted the school of science of the
old Polytechnic Institution with much success, both as

regards the public performance of the pupils, and as a

financial speculation. Particular attention has been
paid to the subject of investigations connected with
patents and inventions, that they may be conducted
privately ; patentees will be able to derive the benefits

to be obtained from the experience of the Professor,

aided by the extensive school of apparatus and models
in the institution.

An extensive Pine-apple Preserving Esta-
blishment has been started this spring at Nassau by
Messrs. Evans, Reeves & Co., of Baltimore. A
considerable number of hands are now busily employed
in making 2 lb. tins, so that in due time we may hope
to see our markets well and cheaply supplied with this

delicious fruit.

Mr. Glaisher remarks as follows on the

State of the Weather during the week ending
May 1 1 :—In the vicinity of London the reading of the

barometer at sea level at the beginning of the week
was about 29.5 inches. A slight increase to 29.65
inches occurred during the 5th, followed by a decrease

to 29.4 inches by about 3 p.m. of the 7th. A steady

increase then set in, and lasted till the evening of the

loth, when 30.25 inches was registered. By the end
of the week the reading had decreased to 30 inches.

The mean daily values were above the average from
the 5th to the 9th, but below on the two remaining

days. The hifrhest temperatures of the air by day
varied from 66° on the 5th to 54^° on the Iith, tlie

value for the intervening days showing an almost

uniform decrease from the former to the latter value.

The lowest temperatures at night were generally about
42°, with the exception of the nth, when 345"
were registered. The daily ranges of temperature

were larger at the beginning and end of

the week than in the middle, the greatest being 23^"

on the 5th, and the least, 12°, on the Sth. The mean
daily temperatures were below the average from the

6th to the nth, but above on the 5th, the departures

bemg as follows :—5th, + o''.4 ; 6th, — 4°.2
; 7th,

— 3".!; 8th, — 5°.9; 9th, — 4*; loth, — 4";
nth, — 8°. 8. The highest reading of a thermometer
placed in the sun's rays was 132° on the 5th ; and the

lowest of one placed on the grass at night was 25!" on
the nth. With the exception of the evenings of the

5th and 7th, the sky was generally cloudy throughout
the week, rain falling on every day except the loth.

The amount collected was more than 3 inch. Fre-

quent heavy showers [of rain and hair were prevalent

on the 7th, 8th, 9th, and loth, and thunder was heard
and lightning seen on the 7th and 9th. The direction

of the wind was W.S.W. during the first four days,

and northerly and north-easterly during the remainder.
The pressures at times were heavy, especially during

the sudden squalls in the early part of the week.

In England, the extreme high day temperatures

ranged between 66" at Blackheath, and 544" at Liver-

pool and Eccles, the general average over the country

being 5S|:°. The extreme low night temperatures

varied from 464'* at Bradford to 324" nearly at Notting-

ham, the general average being 464°. The range of

temperature in the week was 22° nearly. The mean
of the highest temperatm-es observed daily ranged from
58^" at Blackheath to 50^° at Manchester. The mean
lowest temperatures observed by night varied from|49i*

at Bradford to 39^° at Hull, with a general mean over

the country of 41^". The mean daily range of tempe-
rature was 13° nearly. The mean temperature for the

week was 46}", the highest being at Bradford, 50^",

and the lowest at Manchester, 44° nearly. Rain fell

on six or seven days at most places south of Sheffield

and Eccles, but more sparingly to the north of tliose

places. The greatest amount measured was more than

if inch at Eccles, and the least nearly half an inch at

Leeds, the average fall being 9-ioths of an inch nearly.

Thunderstorms were prevalent on one or more days at

most places over the country. Snow is reported as

having fallen at Leicester on the nth, and hail at

Birmingham on the nth, Norwich on the 7th and Sth,

Livei-pool on the 9th, and Hull on the nth.
In Scotland the highest temperatures by day varied

from 57.^° at Glasgow to 52" at Dundee, the general

average over the country being 56°. The lowest

temperatures at night ranged between 371" at Leith and
34° at Edinburgh, with a general mean of 36|°. The
highest mean daily temperature was 45°, at Paisley,

and the lowest, 43° nearly, at Edinburgh, the mean for

the week being 44i°. Rain fell heavily at most places

during the week. At Edinburgh and Paisley more
than an inch was measured, and at Dundee half an
inch. The average fall over the country was little

more than 8-ioths of an inch.

At Dublin, the highest temperature was SQ^** ^^
lowest 33^, and the mean 47.^".

scientific and practical knowledge of buildings, &c., vt-ho

will be selected to act as judges, and who will then group
this part of the collection in as complete a manner as
possible before proceeding to make their awards. In
addition to the medals mentioned in the first issue of this

circular, the judges will have two extra Gold Medals
placed at their disposal, one or both of which, at their

discretion, may be awarded for horticultural buildings,

as well as that first offered."

We remind our readers that the last day for making
entries is Saturday next, the 25th inst. Applications
for entry forms should be sent to Mr. B. A. Hallam,
Midland Counties Jlera/d ofhce, Birmingham.

The Stamford Mercury says, the First of
May Garland Show, in connection with the Stam-
ford Floral and Horticultural Society, proved a very
successful and attractive exhibition. The weather was
superb—a May Day such as the poets loved to depict.

The competition was large and severe, and so tastefully

and artistically formed were many of the juvenile pro-
ductions, that the judges were put to a severe ordeal in
making their awards. No less than 150 garlands were
exhibited at the Com Exchange for the prizes, the
designs being various, and some of them unique. The
majority of the larger ones were in the shape of
bowers, sitting or reclining in which were dolls of
large and small stature, decorated in gorgeous finery \

some of them would have shown to greater advantage
had they not been so profusely bedizened with faded
ribbons. After the awards had been made the children
were allowed to take their garlands for house-to-house
exhibition ; and at half past 2 o'clock they re-assembled
at the Corn Exchange, whence, headed by the Rifle

Corps band, they proceeded by way of Ironmonger
Street and High Street, to the exhibition ground at

the back of Rutland Terrace, lent by Messrs. Ashby,
Jeffrey & Luke. It was fa pretty sight to see 400
or 500 children marching after the band, 'each floral

device being conveyed between two or four of them,
and the prize-takers looking happy and proud in their

triumph,

Amongst New Publications, to some of
which we may take another opportunity of alluding,

we have on our table Money in ike Garden, by P. T.
Quin, published at New York by the Tribune Asso-
ciation ; Mankind: their O^-igin and Destiny^ by an
M.A. of Balliol College, Oxford; Air and Rain:
the Beginnings of a Chemical Climatology ; by Dr.
R. Angus Smith ; Popular Natural Philosophy^ trans-

lated and edited from Ganot's Cours Elementaire de
Physique^ by Dr. Atkinson ; Essays on Astronomy, by
Mr. R. A. Proctor ; A Manual of Chemical Physi-
ology, including its points of contact with Pathology,
by J. L. W. Thudichum, M.D. ; and Conversations
on Natural Philosophy^ by Mrs. Marcet, revised and
edited by her son, Francis Marcet, F. R.S. (pubhshed
by Messrs. Longmans).

—

A Handbook oj Seioage Utili-

sation, by W. R. Burke, Esq., Barrister-at-Law (Lon-
don, Spon).

—

Flora of British India, Part I., by J. D.
Hooker, C.B. {Reeve}.—Wyld's Map of the Super-

ficial Geology of Lo7idon and its Efivirons (Wyld,
Charing Cross). |

—

Micrografhieal Dictionary', Griffith

and Henfrey, 3rd edition, by Berkeley and Rupert
Jones (Van Voorst).

Respecting the forthcoming Exhibition of
Horticultural Buildings, &c., at Birmingham,
the following memorandum has been issued by the

Local Committee :

—

" Prizes not having hitherto been offered in this division

of the exhibitions of the Koyal Horticultural Society, tlic

plan now submitted is necessarily to some extent experi-

mental ; but the sub-committee have very carefully con-

sidered the subject, and with respect to horticultural

buildings, as they are not prepared to lay down, in the

first instance, any special rules of classification, that will

be deferred until the entries are completed. At that time

New Garden Plants.
Lockhartia amcena, Endr. Rchb. f.^ n. sp.

Caulibus altiusculis : foliis triangulis obtusatis ; fioribus fascicu-

latis
;

pedunculi vaginis triangulis, bractcis amplis, cordato
ovato acutis ovaria pedicellata non aeguantibus ; sepalis ovatis

acutis, tepalls sublongioribus comphcato cui-vatis ; labelli

tripartiti laciniis basilaribus curvatis ante basin anticam
angulatis ; lacinia antica maxima flabellata quadriloba, undu-
lata ; callo obcordiformi velutino in basi, callo papuliformi
vernixio anteposito, carinis serraUs ternis per discum, columns
alis lato quadratis extus serrato laccris.

A pretty Lockhartia, with strong stems and beautiful

yellow flowers, the lip painted with purple, the

column with brown. Discovered by M. Endres in

Costa Rica. Now flowering (March 16) in the Ham.-
burgh Botanic Garden. //. G. Rchb.f

Eria (Flav.-e) Berringtoniana, n. sp.

Rhizomate validissimo repcnte
:
pseudobulbis distantibiis oblongis

compressis diphyllis ; foliis cuneato oblongo-ligulatis acutis ;

pedunculo elongate arachnoideo apice racemoso ; bracteis nigris
obloneis acutis arachnnidcis ovariis pcdtcellatis arachnoideis
dupio Drevioribus ; floribus posticis magnis, mento obtiiso conico,
pcrigonio cxteriio extus .Trachnoidi-'o ; sepato dorsali liculato
obtuso acuto, sepalis lateralibus multo latioribus ; tcpalis Imcari-
ligulatis acutis multo angustioribus ; labello cuneato dilatato
trifidO] laciniis lateralibus mediants rhombeis antrorbis parvis,
lacinia antica cuneato-oblonga apiculata undulata, lincis cal-
losis elongatis geminis a basi m disciim anticum.

A very unexpected novelty—a giant Eria flava,

bearing a raceme of flowers, each nearly equalling a
flower of Bolbophyllum (Sarcopodium) Lobbii. The
flowers are at first yellowish green, the side sepals and
lip marked with purplish streaks inside ; afterwards they
become ochre coloured. The outside of the sepals is

covered with very short arachnoid white hairs, as are also

the stalked ovary and the blackish bracts, and the pedun-
cles are more than two spans high. Till now all Kriae of
this section were small flowered things, in the way of
Maxillaria squalens, tlic lute //(?/>v of those who introduce

Orchids, producing finally the long expected flower-

stalk with small dirty ilowers, in lieu of a Houlletia
spike. Now wc have a member of this section

coming from Borneo, much excelling all these by its

the sub-committee will confer with gentlemen possessing ' large flowers, commonly reversed, and with the side
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sepals rolled, as in a Vanda. It has recently flowered

with A. D. Berrington, Esq., Pant-y-Goitre, Aber-

gavenny, a highly vahied English correspondent, to

whom I am indebted for several very interesting plants

(even living Appendiculas, probably never seen before

alive in Europe), and to whom it is very cordially

inscribed. //. G. Rchb, f,

Odontoglossum vexillarium, Rchh.f.

Pseudobulbis Imeari-Hgulatis diphyllis : foliis lineari-ligulatis

aculis: pedunculis paiicis. ad sexfloris ; bracteis triangulis

minutis; sepalis oblongo-ligulatis apiculatis ;
tepahs latioribus

obtusis ; labclli basi angustata sagiltato dein expanso in lami-

nam amplam flabellatam emarglnato bilobam. carinis quinis

abruptis brevissimis in basi, linca verniculosa utrinque in basi
;

columna: brevis alis 3.'n%\\iX\^'iy^\^.-'Odontoglosstim vc.xil-

larium, Rchb. f. in Gard. Chron. 1867, 901.

A first-rate beauty in the way of Odontoglossum

Warscewiczii, Rchb. f., even more than in that of O.

Phala;nopsis. The grandiose flowers, with the quite

novel sagittate lip extending into an exceedingly wide

blade, may even match the Phakvnopsids, and they are

new, "and poor Phalcenopsids are old." They are of

the purest white, tinted with rose colour, the extreme

base of the enormous lip being yellow. Some dry

flowers show a single dark purplish line inside the

lateral sepals, which makes
one think of Mr. Ander-
son's Odontoglossum. It

would simply be ridiculous

to waste a single word in

recommendation of such

a glorious object, much
coveted by the know-
ing amateurs, very much
searched for by collectors.

The poor plant is, how-
ever, decidedly destined,

since its discovery, to cer-

tain and generally most
stupid destruction. To
cross the ocean for the

sake of being cheerfully

received by the wealthy
British might be well, but

to be taken out from one's

natural seat in order to be
trodden by European feet

as a rotten, miserable,

cadaverous mess, after

having been so long the

fairy of the primeval

woods, is a terrible fate.

That has been the fate of

all the plants sent until

now. That will no doubt
be the fate of others. New
importations will be tried,

though nobody can pre-

tend, mthout being a char-

latan, that any new im-

portation will be successful,

and in a short time, no
doubt, there will be no-

thing more left of it, as of

so many other lovely

Orchids.

From what I know now
(I am not entitled to name
my excellent authority,

which, however, may be
easily guessed), I believe

the lamented Bowman
was the original disco-

verer of the plant, over-

looked by a \Varsce\vicz.

Mr. S—t L—w, of U—

r

C—n, near London, had
then the loan of the dried

flower, that came into cer-

tain hands. Details were given at p. 901, 1867, and
funny enough they were. Then M. Linden, the especial

lover of Odontoglossa, had the painful satisfaction of

seeing three specimens dying, all that had been found

by Mr. WaUis, whose abstinence of collecting is only

observed after he has got hundreds. Later, last year,

M. Roezl collected the plant in the very same region ;

he took all he found, not quite a hundred

;

they came during frost, and M. Linden had once
more the same painful satisfaction of seeing a full

Sedan of Odontoglossums. M. Roezl, whom many of

us had now the satisfaction of seeing, speaks very highly

of the beauty of the flowers, and very despondingly of

the immense difficulty of getting the plant over alive.

It appears to be as shy a traveller as O. Warscewiczii
itself, and the greatest personal care, as well as a
favourable season, appear necessary for bringing it

over. That extraordinary /£7«r deforce has just been
made by Mr. Henry Chesterton, who brought over

good living specimens. I have at hand genuine dry
flowers ; the living plants, however, may be seen with
the happy possessors, Messrs. Veitch of Chelsea. H.
G. Rchb.f.

Odontoglossum odoratum, Lindl. ; striatum,
Zind. Rchb. f.

Sepalis tepaJisque maculis striato extensis.

A pretty thing, differing from the herd of O. odoratum
obtained now from many places, in the spots of the

sepals and petals being much longer, almost forming

stripes. No doubt a Wallisian discovery ; sent by

Director Linden. //. G. Rchh.f.

ON ARRANGING CUT FLO\VERS.~IL
{Continttedfrom /. 638,)

Foliagefor Winter.—All evergreens must be well

washed, stalks and all ; there is no end of nice little

dust-bins and collections of old flics among the leaves.

Of Hollies (all useful) I particularly like the " small

leaved serrated silver edge," and " ciliata minor,"

and when I get fine berried branches of the larger

sorts I cut out their leaves. The weak inside sprays of

Holly, or to cut from bushes that are choked by other

shrubs, make the most useful and graceful pieces for

glasses. No use looking at a pruned Holly (or any

pruned evergreen) unless for short white or gold pieces

from the heart of the bush. A stiff well-grown branch,

with thick stalk, just fills up your glass at once. The
varieties of Holly are endless, and very beautiful are the

different forms and growths of the spiny edges of the

leaves, all bearing closest inspection, and therefore

very suitable for glasses ; Arbor-vitcc and Rosemary
last long ; Mahonia Aquifolium does not, although

Fig. 163.—ODONTOGLOSSUM VEXILLARIUN

beautifiil, when the whole leaves of a branch are got

perfect. Garrya elliptica looks another thing when
well washed, and I find the only cure for the dust from

its catkins is, after shaking them well, to dip them into

water, otherwise the yellow farina covers books, table,

and all it is near : they make a very good fringe

for Mr. March's glass. Aucuba japonica, Ruscus

aculeatus and R. androgyus are excellent, and for dark

green. Yew—weak sprawUng pieces. Pernettyas are

invaluable for their berries ; P. rigida and P. mucronata

are excellent substitutes for small-leaved Myrtle, and

from the way they grow they form a good support for

small short flowers which you may dot among them. By
February the leaves of Chrerophyllum sylvestre are

long enough for the shallow glasses. I cut the plants

below the soil, and wash oft al earth ; when set in the

glass they are the exact shape you wish, and which you

would be long in forming from single leaves. Mixed

with Snowdrops and Ardisia crenulata berries, they

make an admirable flat glass. By March some of the

leaves will be long enough to go round the tall ever-

green glasses, and droop down, just above the Tra-

descantia trailers.

The following are some of the umbelliferous "weeds"

we use from early spring to autumn,—of course the

two first are always taken for Ferns, only they shape

themselves still better, and turn the second week

before they wither in the least to a delicate yellow-

white, which looks beautiful by lamp-light :—Chaero-

phyllum sylvestre, Scandix odorata and S. Anthriscus,

most beautiful and useful of all ; Bunium Bulbocasta-
num, Athamanta Meum ; the small umbels of these,

dotted sparingly, give a very light appearance to a
glass. They must not be too far expanded, as then
they scatter their minute petals, which are troublesome
to brush off a table. On the Continent, for the same
effect, they universally use a species of Gypsophila, but
that is a scarce plant in this country. The Ferulas are, I
should suppose, all valuable ; F. asparagifolia has this

recommendation, that, like Myrrhis and Davallia ele-

gans, it fades in dehcate shades of yellow without decay-

ing, and has the clean wiry stalk of an Adiantum—

a

great point for a finishing-touch plant. The common
kitchen garden Fennel, of course, can always be had,

and looks well. The Thalictrums are another tribe

most valuable for foliage. T. minus, or adiantoides,

which we got true at IvTessrs. E. G. Henderson's, and

the wild plant of the same name that grows in the sand

by the shore here, are beautiful for small glasses, and

there are three stronger growers we use for the high

glasses. Leaves of Tanacetum crispum and T. boreale

are excellent, particularly crispum, for flat glasses. Of
Spirajas, we use the reddish young shoots of S. bella,

the short erect leaves of S. F'ilipendula, and, for the

tall glasses, S. Aruncus
andS. Lindleyana. These
last, if taken too young,

are very apt to curl up.

At the suggestion of Mr.

McNab, more than 25
years ago, we became
aware of the value of S.

japonica for forcing. He
advised getting in a stock

to force and rest, like Lily

of the Valley. NowCovent
Garden is full of it, and
everybody talks and writes

of Hoteia japonica. It i.'i

a plant ornamental in all

stages ; the young leaves,

bronzy when unforced,

look well with Scilla

.amrena, and the old flower-

spikes come of use in latest

autumn, when one is glad

of any little variety of

shape. The unripe green

seed of the wild Meadow-
sweet has a good effect.

Orobus vernalis, O. an-

gnstifolius, and other

Vetches supply very use-

ful light foliage, as also

the Epimediums. They
have lovely leaves. Of
the Everlasting Pea, one

can always find a few pieces

in winter, if grown at the

bottom of a wall, or where
it has got through the roots

ofan evergreen. Perennial

Lupin I also find very

useful for either high or

flat glasses.

Solomon's Seal is most
beautiful for winter foliage

(forced), and lasts longer,

cut, in water, than in pots.

In mid-winter we had it in

a glass by itself, and
merely picked off the

flowers as they faded. At
present we have a lovely

glass—fronds (if I may so

use the term) of Myrrhis,

single Narcissus moscha-

tus, single red Tulips, and

a few pieces of Solomon's Seal.

Corydalis lutea is another beautiful small-glass foliage-

plant, but its yellow juice must be dried up before

putting into water. Fumaria claviculata is the most

delicate trailer I know for small glasses.

The green flowers of Alchemilla vulgaris and A.

conjuncta I use as long as they are to be had, but I

have never hit on a plan to show off the beauty of the

satin underside of the leaves of A. alpina and con-

juncta. Leaves of A. vulgaris, alternate with those of

Heuchera sp., go well together. I use the Heuchera

leaves every week in the year ; they show off every

colour, and are most beautilul in themselves, seen with

the light through them. Its insignificant flowers I find

useful in all sizes of glasses, when I am short of grasses.

Achyroclme Sandersoni is most useful in winter for a

grey spike ; it stands much longer than Santolina

incana, or leaves of any of the Centaureas or Cinerarias.

A hoary leaf is always some sort of colour in winter.

Of Artemisias we use two green and five grey varieties.

Of Brambles, leaves of reticulata and laciniata we find

useful in winter, and have in most seasons abundance of

leaves, but not one in 20 is perfect. Helleborus fceti-

dissimus has no smell in winter ; it is the darkest green

we use for flat glasses, and the only Hellebore leaf.

Sweet Briar, whether forced or natural, keeps longest

by itself. It seems to kill what is mixed with it, and

there is no drawing out anything from among its

prickles. Common single Feverfew, from its lively
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green, is useful for low glasses. We grow a plant in

an out-of-the-way comer, and have seedlings all sizes.

We cut and use them as I described when alluding to

the Chserophyllum. Ferns and Ivy are so universally

used that I need not allude to them.

To conclude, as regards foliage, it is my rule without

exception, never to leave a leaf on the stalks that can

reach the water, all are stripped off above water-mark.

All evergreens, when the glasses are being cleaned that

are to be used again, are rinsed well and the stalks wiped,

noapproach to slime is allowed to form ; then the bunch

is whisked round and round like a mop, until no chance

of drip is left, and all leaves or buds that incline to fall

do so at once, and there is no littering of the tables after-

wards. Leaves or membranes that sheath the stalk must

be removed, as in Irises, grasses, Symphytums, and Lily

ot he Valley ; even Crocuses will keep much longer if the

filmy skin is peeled off which encases their stalks.

Hips, Holly, Ivy—green, black, and yellow ; Privet,

black and yellow ; Pernettya, Ardisia, red and white ;

Solanum Capsicastrum, and other fleshy berries, will

keep much longer if allowed to steep overhead a while

in water when they show the first appearance of wrink-

linj. Arbutus, Snowberry, Solanums, and such-like

clear watery berries (I use this word in its popular

sense, strictly speaking I suppose an Apple is a berry

[No], and the "gelid race of berries," Strawberries,

&c.,
'

are nothing of the sort) will not bear this

treatment.

To mix in winter with the last Chrysanthemums we
use the expanded seed-vessels of Iris foetidissima,

exhibiting the beautiful orange seeds ; also, when

split open, the flat silvery seed vessels of Honesty

—

the orange calices enclosing glossy berries of the

same colour as Physalis Alkekengi—a plant, how-

ever, apt to run through a border like that other

useful winter plant, Tussilago fragrans, so we grow

them near each other, with a hard walk between them

and without any border. The old flower-spikes of

Spir:ea Aruncus and Lindleyana are of a rich brown

colour, and we use them to give variety of shape to

the winter nosegay, Jasminum nudiflorum lasts longer,

and is more perfect when cut in bud and expanded in

the room. Solanum jasminoides is a most useful

winter plant, and when you can get it with its dark

blue berrries and its pure white blossoms you require

nothing else in that glass. In late summer we
have Hypericum Androseemum, of which we grow a

quantity for its capsules ; they ripen from green

through brown to black in water, and the branches

grow in the most convenient shape for a large glass.

The dark blue and white balls of Scolymus stand long,

as does the involucres of Eryngium. I have always

failed in getting our native Sea Holly to live any time

here. Willows we are very fond of, and the catkins

come at a useful time ; Salix caprea (male), and a small

wild one with thin black catkins for small glasses.

Carex japonica (the variegated is the variety we have)

is the first grass-like plant to come into use in early

spring. C. Fraseriana is too scarce to cut, but its white

flower-spikes are very beautiful. The common Luzula

sylvestris—a plant which we use largely for the winter

garden—comes next into flower. Mr. March's glass

lo:>ked well with this combination—brown leaves of

Hiucliera, blue Pansies above, Narcissus nanus below,

and the rush flowers dotted through, two or three long

stalks going up the glass stem. Grasses are the surest

mode of toning down a flower glass, and taking off the

formal or flat shape some tastes affect.

In a thorough bedding-out garden the plants in one

bel will be from cuttings struck the same date, to

ensure perfect symmetry, and in the early morning you

will see strong men picking ofi every leaf and truss that

is above or below the inexorable line of beauty

fashion has laid down ; and this plan is too often

carried out in the cut-flower glasses, always, where the

journeymen have that department. As most gardens

now-a-days have a corner for ** ornamental grasses," I

need not take up your readers' time by naming them.

If used sparingly no variety looks ill, but as the leaves

of all grasses fade much sooner than their flower-spikes,

I draw these last out of their leaf sheath.

As a general rule for large glasses, I fancy two sorts

of flowers look best in one glass : and here are some
combinations I have not seen elsewhere. In winter

one is thankful for anything. Two or three spikes of

Tritoma grandis, despised when T. Uvariais to be had,

are a prize, and do well with white Chrysanthemums.

By February Laurustinus and Rhododendron Noble-

anum—a truss of the last will almost always last two
weeks ; by this means, when too dwindled away to use

for the long glass, the two or three bells left mix
nicely in a flat dish with Helleborus olympicus, or

orientalis. These Hellebores are useless if cut in the

bunch ; they flag at once in water, but cut each

flower with its own inch of foot-stalk, and it lasts

long. F. y. Hope, Wardic Lodge, Edinburgh.

THE GLADIOLUS DISEASE.
We hear sometimes of "feasts of Roses," and

"feasts" of other flowers, but it is rarely that we
meet with an account of a "feast of Gladioli."
It was my good fortune to visit Mr. Kelway's
Gladiolus grounds last autumn, when they were in

their prime, and there a sight met my view which
will not be quickly erased from my memory, and
which to me, as a lover of this glorious autumn

flower, was agreat "feast of Gladioli." The first batch
that I came to consisted of "pots of spawn, or bulb-

lets," of which there were many hundreds. Further on
were two large tracts of ground filled with the choicest

sorts, including the new varieties, and the cream of the

Langport seedlings, manyof which were then in bloom,
some of them appearing to be real acquisitions. At
the top of these grounds I saw a huge border filled with

seedlings in their first stages of growth; many of them,

judging from the leafage, had made corms as big as

medium-sized Gooseberries. I passed borders filled

with seedlings for the most part in flower, all being

pictures of health.

On seeing so many thousands of Gladioli growing
here, I naturally inquired what became of such a quan-
tity, and was told that the trade in London alone was
more than sufficient to exhaust them ; and'that although
complaints of losses by the so-called "disease" were
very numerous, the demand increased yearly. Yet,

amongst this vast number, I could discern but a few
dozens which showed any ill-health — those which
presented such marks being principally the old worn-
out bulbs, planted, with the rest of the variety, in very

rich soil. Amongst the seedlings {for which no dung
except a mulch was used) I observed none which were
at all discoloured, but on the contrary the foliage was
of the brightest hue.

What is the secret of such success? It lies in a nut-

shell. Let us see what has been said concerning this

"dreaded and awfully-destructive disease" during the

past few years. In the Gardeners' Chronicle, 1S66,

p. 1 146, we find an eminent amateur grower and
writer, Mr. Lombard, giving his experience for the

preceding year:—"I used (he says) one-half sods left

to rot for two years, and the other half rich old

manure. I top-dressed them twice in June with rich

loam, and in July mulched them heavily with good old

manure, watering in'the same month heavily with strong

liquid manure." What was the result of this remarkably
liberal treatment? Magnificent spikes ! But the havoc
made was great indeed. " Twelve turned yellow before

blooming, and died off, and one dozen which had
bloomed became black and worthless. When taken

up little or no spawn was found on the entire lot."

The undersized bulbs "grew in light, rich soil, with a

good quantity ofsand ; many of them threw up medium-
sized spikes, and when taken up they were all found in

a good state of health, plump and fresh-looking, and
every one of them laden with well-developed spawn."
From these facts, Mr. Lombard very naturally came to

the conclusion, that "if they are driven—that is, grown
in very rich soil, you obtain grand spikes of bloom,
some deaths, a fair increase of bulbs, and little or no
spawn ; whereas, if the opposite system is adopted,
and you use light, rich, sandy soil, you obtain

moderate blooms, no deaths, and an immense progeny
of juveniles." In February, 1S70, Mr. Lombard
writes ;

—" I planted my Gladioli in the soil they seem
to like best—fresh loam, enriched with a good supply of

cow-dung, made friable with river sand. Too heavily

manuring I have found injurious, as it tends greatly

to increase the propensity to rot and melt away, which
the bulbs of this flower are specially liable to." And
yet, after this moderate treatment, he found the number
of sljrivelled-up, dead bulbs to be quite as large as

usual, and remarks thai " the cause of this mortality

still remains unexplained. I think (he writes) that if

the flowers are cut off when in full bloom it greatly tends

to increase the chance of the loss of the root. I should

like to know what growers think about it, as it is a

matter I have carefully noted." At p.' 257 of this

year's issue, Mr. Lombard's outcries are long and loud,

and well they might be, considering the tremendous
losses he appears to have sustained year after year, and
the reinforcements he has been obliged to call in to

meet them.
He writes—" Increased experience does not furnish

any hints by which one may be enabled to com-
bat successfully, or even guess at the cause of, the

dreadful losses all growers sustain with painful regu-

larity every year. I save my spawn, from which I draw
annually a good number of tidy bulbs ; I also save seed,

and get a good supply from this source ; and yet I find

that I am obliged to purchase from 50 to 100 bulbs

annually to recruit my five beds, I have, after many
experiments, settled on the following mode of treat-

ment. I clean my beds out down to about 18 inches,

then fill in g inches of good fresh light soil, then

3 inches of well-rotted cow manure, on this 3 inches of

soil again, and then I lay all my bulbs on the nice flat

surface, covering with 3 inches of the same soil, giving

a good top-dressing of old manure about the end of

June, and watering at least twice a-week from that

time until the weatTier becomes cool. When taken up
I find them nicely rooted in the manure, which they

appear to like very much. I find fine spikes can only

be obtained by high feeding (mine often run from 5 to

6 feet from the ground), and this I think docs not

account for the many sudden deaths I have to lament.

In my seedling bed, where I use fresh soil and little or

no manure, I often obtain fine spikes of bloom, and find

the bulbs dead when I come to take them up. I grow
a most valuable collection of Tulips just next my Gla-

dioli," and never lose a bulb. I shall not buy a single

bulb this year of the Gladiolus, and the sums which
would have gone for them I have invested in new Lilies

from Japan."
Retracing our'steps to December 21, 1S67, we find

M. T. Hutt complaining of a disease like that affecting

the collection near Deal. The soil in which they were
planted was rich, rendered open by a good quantity of

sand. They grew to the height of 4 feet and more, but
at taking-up time nearly every one was found to be
affected all over with black spot from root to germi-

nating point, which he found fatal and virulent. Next
on the list, "D., Deal," Februarys, 1868, writes:^
" This disease must be put down with the Potato dis-

ease, and some other things which no fellow can be
expected to understand." In the number for Febniary
22, a brother in the Emerald Isle writes as follows :

—

" In order to secure good blooms and bulbs, free from
disease, they must be planted each season in fresh soil.

I am of opinion that it is an excess of moisture which
causes disease in most cases, particularly if much manure
is used for top-dressing."

I have now extracted everything from this paper
bearing upon the subject in hand. We will now see
what information can be got from other sources. In
t-Yit yourjial of Horticulture "D., Deal," appears to
have all the firing to himself. On June 20, 1867, he tells

us that "M. Souchet's soil is very light, and that he
enriches it with considerable quantities of manure, but
that gentleman thinks that this may be overdone."
He again writes, on Nov. 2 7, of the same year, thus :—
"I have heard of losses by disease and growers fight-

ing shy of it, but have hitherto had no experience
myself. I have just looked through my stock of bulbs,
and know nothing more melancholy. I was sure it

would be so, for the foliage turned yellow long before
the proper time. The disease is as mysterious as the
Potato disease, and as destructive. The soil I plant
them in is a deep, rich, friable, dark loam, which is,

according to M. Souchet, the best that can possibly be
used for the Gladiolus. The ground received a good
coating of manure the autumn previous to planting,

and it was constantly turned over. I grew Peas in the
ground last summer, so that it was impossible for it to

be Gladiolus-sick. At the end of May symptoms of
disease appeared in the leaves, and it increased to the
results I have named. What is it ? What caused it?

Every bulb is not affected. I have planted two of the
same kind, received from the same grower, within
I foot of each other. One remained perfectly sound,
the other has become as black as a coal. The disease

attacked roots which had flowered ; immediately after

the flowering the bulb showed symptoms of disease.

Souchet says that what we consider good market land
grows them beautifully ; it ought to be light and rich,

but no fresh manure must be applied." On September 9,
1S69, the same writer informs us that, "When I was
at Deal in 1S67 a number of my bulbs were
badly affected, and I did not think it worth
while to hive them, I therefore at once planted them
round one of my borders. When I revisited my place

of sojourn in 1869 I saw the bulbs with vigorous shoots

and spikes of bloom. M. Souchet's plan is to pull up
a bulb when it appears diseased. I wish to be allowed
to question such an authority, for, owing to the circum-

stance I have related, I think such bulbs are recover-

able."

We find nothing more from "D., Deal," upon this

subject until p. 351, 1871, where he writes:—"The
Gladiolus disease is most uncertain and provoking, and
evidently, from what Mr. Douglas says, he and others

have experienced a like result. M. Souchet has experi-

enced the same. The disease is a mysterious thing,

and very analogous to that of the Potato. I had bulbs
from which I cut flowers on August 31, and yet after

that the bulbs perished. I do not think that cultiva-

tion has anything to do with the disease, for I had five

bulbs of Adolphe Brongniart in one bed, four remained
sound and one was horribly diseased ; I had also two
bulbs of Horace Vernet, and the same thing took place.

The theory that the disease is attributable to the high
breeding of the varieties, or rather the breeding in and
in, will not, I think, hold good. I know no remedy
which can be suggested for this disease." Again, at

p. 508, he writes:—"I used to think that it was of

some use trying to save diseased bulbs, but now find it

useless ; there seems to be no preventive for this

disease."

This is all the evidence to be found relating to this

subject, and now the question arises, "What is the

result ? " We must analyse it in order to arrive at a
conclusion. Mr. Lombard's opinion is precisely that

which I put forth in January last, viz., "if they are

treated very richly and liberally you get fine blooms,
but lose a large percentage of your bulbs ; but when
not so richly fed you may expect tolerably good
blooms and very few deaths." This he bears out

when in 1869 he says that "too much manure is the

cause of their rotting," and thinks that cutting the

flowers when in full bloom also tends to accomplish

this. But in his last article he gives as his opinion

that " fine spikes can only be obtained by high feed-

ing, and that this does not account for the many sudden

deaths which occur." This is not ijuite reconcileable

with his former views with respect to cutting the

flowers having any detrimental effect. I am decidedly

of opinion that it is quite otherwise, and that it greatly

strengthens the bulb, which is perhaps saved by such

a procedure. Doesn't it stand to reason that such must
be the case ?

Take the Hyacinth for instance. If allowed to

flower strongly this year, will it not show that the

vigour is gone by, the bloom being much poorer next
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year, and rice versd ? So it is with any other bulb.

So disheartened does Mr. Lombard appear to be

with the results which have attended his continued

exertions, year after year, that he has now expended

the sum which would otherwise have furnished him

with Gladioli on '*
T-'^pan Lilies." This is decidedly a

backward step, and one which he will be certain to

regret. K. C. T.

[To be Continued.]

ground. I plant at I foot apart from tuber to tuber

—

whole Potatos—and 22 inches from rank to rank.

When the store Potatos had grown out 4 inches or

more I found the winter-planted Potatos fast asleep.

The seed of Potatos must be injured by growing out.

I think people will adopt the winter plan. Instead of

hoeing the ground I have it forked. When two ranks

are done they are hoed up one side without treading

the ground. This plan is pursued till the piece is

Asparagus and Seakale.— I troubled you last

year with a short account of an experiment I had made
with Asparagus, proving it to be quite a hardy plant.

I have this year acted on the knowledge obtained, and
with the exception in December last of dusting the bed
with a good coating of lime, and then sifting a little

earth over the lime, just sufficient to cover it, I have
allowed the Asparagus beds to take their chance, ex-

posed to the winter's frost ; no covering of leaves, and

Fig. 164.—PAULLINIA THALICTRIFOLIA.

PAULUNIA THALICTRIFOLIA.
When this charming plant was exhibited at one of

the recent shows of the Royal Horticultural Society by
Messrs. Veitch, it was no wonder that bystanders

mistook it for an Adiantum. At a little distance the

resemblance is so striking that the plant may be put
down in the list of those given to '* mimicry," as the

awkward phrase goes. The plant in question is a stove

climber, and a native of the southern province of

Brazil. Our illustration shows a plant of small stature

and comparatively bushy habit, in which the climbing
tendency is not yet manifest. The *' habit" of the

plant in its native country seems, as in the case of

our Ivy, to alter when the flowering stage is reached.
It then becomes much coarser looking, and as the

flowers, though interesting botanically, have no horti-

cultural merit, gardeners need not care to induce the
plant to flower, unless they are of a botanical turn of
mind. The younger branches are covered with a
velvety down. The leaves are of a rich green colour,

and beautifully cut, like those of a Thalictrum or

Adiantum.
Mr. W. G. Smith's illustration {fig. 164), represents

the leaves as somewhat smaller than natural, but other-

wise gives so good an idea of the form, that further

description is not required at our hands.
The plant was originally described by A. L. de

Jussieu many years since, and was lately figured and
described in the Botanical Alagazine, tab. 5879, to

which publication we refer the reader for further

botanical details. As a decorative plant for table

decorations few can surpass it, as shown by Messrs.
Veitch & Sons, of Chelsea.

finished ; the ground, therefore, is only trod once in

hoeing up the reverse side. Ground cannot be got too

light for good Potatos. Forking is a little longer

about, but it is the best way. All my Potatos are up

and earthed-up, and not injured by the frosts. When
Potatos are frost-bitten, cut with a pair of scissors the

frost-bitten part off to sound haulm, and then earth

over the cut haulm. In a few days the haulm will

break and come up quite fresh. The sorts used here

are famous in all respects. I never have a bad Potato

gome Correspnkncc.
Potatos.—Last season we dug up the crop on

August 1 7, usually we dig them up on August 7, and
then sow the early Stone Turnip, which yields a
capital crop and also early tops before Cabbages are
ready. I planted, this last fall, the main of my
Potatos between October 24 and November 15. They
have wintered famously without the loss of a plant.
They were put in either with a layer of rotten furze or
dean straw over them, or litter was placed on the

Frn. 165.—PAfLLiNlA THALICTRIFOLIA (pinnule nat. size).

brought to table. The sorts I use are Royal Ashleaf,

Giyffe Castle Seedling, Lapstone, Pebble White, York-
shire Hero, and Taylor's Yorkshire Hybrid. The
Lapstone is the best of all, Veitch's Ashleaf is on trial,

and also the American Late Rose. Of this last sort

27 tubers were sent; 11 were hopelessly diseased;

three of them, kept after the eight were destroyed,

threw out a curious salmonish spawn which I never

saw before. The other 15 tubers were cut into 32
sets, and have come up well. I ate one, but, as it had

travelled from New York, it could not be good. I

will report in due time. W. F. Radclyffe, May 10.

no dung of any kind has ever been used in the

beds since their formation. This treatment has

been a complete success. I commenced cutting

the first week in April ; an abundant quantity has

been cut, and is still cutting, and the flavour is every-

thing that could be desired, with an absence entirely of

those foul unpleasant juices which this vegetable grown
with much dung is sure to have. I have treated Sea-

k.ale in just the same way—planted in the first instance

without a particle of dung, exposed to the full action

of the weather until the last week in December, then

dusted well with lime, and covered over with the usual

pans. I commenced cutting the first week in March,

and it is quite impossible for Seakale to be better.

Asparagus and Seakale grown in this simple manner
are not more costly or troublesome than common
Cabbage ; and I am quite convinced that the costly

quantities of dung usually used, and the covering over

these vegetables with leaves is simply a mistake, adding

neither to the flavour nor quantity, but only to the

tiouble and cost of cultivation. K., Devon.

Black Ants.—I have a cowshed and a valuable old

Poplar tree adjoining which are infested by black ants.

Can any of your readers suggest a speedy way of

destroying them without injuring the tree? CItcUonia.

Yew Poisoning.—In the year 1842 or 1S43 I

was laying out the pleasure grounds in front

of a mansion in Hants, when the following fact

occurred ;—One of the ploughmen passed me with

two fine horses, value .^50 each ; he went on

a little, and, missing his whip, returned to the

stable for it, leaving the two horses against a Yew
tree, which grew by the side of the ro.ad. They ate

some of the gi^een branches : it was in May. The
ploughman returned, took the horses, and attached

them to a pair of harrows close by. After he had taken

one turn to the end of the field, he was returning, and

had got about half-way back, when both horses

dropped dead, and never moved after. I was by them
in two minutes after they fell, and finding all hope gone,

I commenced and took the skins off, having been a

little accustomed to such things, and having taken

out the stomachs and opened them, I found the

green Yew branches had eaten several holes

quite through the stomach, large enough to let my
two fingers through, and around these the coats
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of the stomach were in a jelly. The effects on
both horses were entirely alike. I send you this, as it

may be a warning to parties not to trust either to green

or withered Yew. I am perfectly aware that sheep,

cattle, and horses, feed in parks and fields where the

Yew abounds, and many think that there is no danger,

but on making inquiries at places where these trees

are unprotected, and where stock have free access to

them, I am told that deaths amongst the stock some-
times occur, and no one knows from what cause. I

think such may be the effects of eating Yew. Let me
add that I think it safe not to allow stock to have
access to these trees, even if they may sometimes eat

them with impunity. The pulp on the seed is quite

harmless ; I have often eaten it, and never experienced

any ill effects. It may be different with the kernel : I

would not trust it. J. Scott. [Our correspondent

must surely have under'estimated the time required to

produce an amount of inflammation of the coats of the

stomach leading to perforation. His statement, how-
ever, receives confirmation from the following. Eds.]

A passage in White's Selborjie, a book
now nearly a century old, answers all the points

raised by "D. T. F." "By the high winds usually

prevailing about the autumnal equinox these berries

[Yew], then ripe, were blown down into the road,

where the hogs ate them. And it was very remarkable

that though barrow-hogs and young sows found no
inconvenience from this food, yet milch sows often

died after such a repast ; a circumstance that can be
accounted for only by supposing that the latter, being

much exhausted and hungry, devoured a larger quantity.

While mention is made of the bad effects of Yew
berries, it may be proper to remind the unwary that

the twigs and leaves of Yew, though eaten in a very

small quantity, are certain death to horses and cows,

and that in a few minutes. An horse tied to a Yew
hedge, or to a faggot slock of dead Yew, shall be found
dead before the owner can be aware that any danger is

at hand ; and the writer has been several times a

sorrowful witness to losses of this kind among his

friends, and in the island of Ely had once the mortifi-

cation to see nine young steers or bullocks of his own
all lying dead in an heap from browsing a little on an
hedge of Yew in an old garden, into which they had
broken in snowy weather. Even the clippings of a

Yew hedge have destroyed a whole dairy of cows when
thrown inadvertently into a yard. And yet sheep and
turkeys, and, as park-keepers say, deer, will crop

these trees with impunity. Some intelligent persons

assert that the branches of Yew, while green, are not

noxious, and that they will kill only when dead and
withered, by lacerating the stomach ; but to this asser-

tion we cannot by any means assent, because, among
the number of cattle that we have known fall victims to

this deadly food, not one has been found when it was
opened but had a lump of green Yew in its paunch.
True it is that Yew trees stand for 20 years or more in

a field, and no bad consequences ensue, but at some
time or other cattle, either from wantonness when full,

or from hunger when empty {from both which circum-

stances we have seen them perish), will be meddling,
to their certain destruction. The Yew seems to be a

very improper tree for a pasture tield " (ed. 1S53, pp.
209, 210). W. T. D.

The Weather.—The week ending May II was
one to be remembered. It brought us all sorts

of weather, including moments of great warmth
and severe cold. The warring of the elements com-
menced on Tuesday with wind and rain, literally

blowing great guns ; on Wednesday varied with heavy
.storms of thunder and lightning and hail, which was
repeated with additional force on Thursday, when the
storm was like that which often succeeded a long spell

of summer heat. Friday again brought thunder and
hail in a lesser degree ; and on Saturday the wind,
having chopped round due east, blew bitterly cold all

day, bringing frequent heavy falls of hail, sleet, and
snow. What wonder if at night there was fear and
trembling amongst gardeners for Potatos, Peas in

bloom, French Beans, and lots of tender things that a
frost would have greatly injured. Everybody expected
a frost, of course ; but although the night was very
cold, it did not come. About 1 o'clock p.m. a con-
siderable rainfall set in, with the wind due south, and
next morning, when the sun began to exercise its

power, the fallow ground emitted vapour like a hot
bath. Let us hope that the dangers of the spring of

1872 are now past, and that yet we may look for a
plentiful year. A. D.^ Bedfont.

Gumming of Peach Trees v. Galvanised
Wire.—I quite endorse the opinion of Mr. Mills (see

p. 574) on this subject. My experience leads me to
think that over luxuriance is the primary cause of gum-
ming. On entering my situation here, nearly seven
years ago, I planted a Peach-house ; three trees were
planted against a galvanised wire trellis, also three
against a half circular trellis of wrought-iron. For the
first two years afterwards they were all more or less
affected with gumming, especially where the branches
came in contact with the metal. But after I had had a
good crop off each tree they improved considerably,
with the exception of one tree, and, mark, this tree
was on the wrought-iron trellis ; it set splendid crops,
but they all dropped before the stoning period arrived.
I eventually took this tree up and planted another one,
which has a good crop on it at the present time. In

looking over my trees this morning I cannot see the

least signs of gumming on any of them, and they are

all well set with fruit. I may state that the soil in

which the Peach trees were planted was strong rich

loam, without any admixture, with the exception of a

little lime rubbish. Robert Sowerby, The Gardens^ New-
burgh Park, Yorkshire.

I have read carefully the articles on this

subject by Messrs. Pearson, Gilbert, and others,

but I fail to see that they have made out a case

worthy the attention of the Scientific Committee,
I am fully persuaded that most, if not all the evils

attributed to galvanised wire, are caused by the sudden
extremes of temperature in small structures, especially

those that are ventilated on such a radically bad system

as Ewing's glass walls, or Paxton's houses, in neither

of which can you have air without too much draught.

Mr. Pearson need not be afraid to use galvanised wire

in his beautifully constructed houses ; but in houses

where the temperature cannot be prevented from
changing suddenly, it would be advisable not to let the

plants come in contact with metal of any kind ; or, if

this cannot be avoided, let the metal be whitened.

The case of the Peach trees in the glass wall at

Chiswick some years ago, mentioned by Mr. Gilbert,

I am perfectly familiar with, and certainly do not attri-

bute the gumming to the use of galvanised wire. That
cited by Mr. Simpson I should attribute simply to

frost in cold localities. For training such tender things

as Peaches and Apricots, I should prefer a wooden
trellis if I had one of any kind, but for properly con-

structed houses I would use galvanised wire ; and I

may add that I have more than 3^ miles of it in use at

the present time, on which are trained Peaches, Vines,

Melons, Cucumbers, as well as stove, greenhouse, and
hardy plants, and I have never known a single instance

of injury caused by the galvanised wire. Win. Taylor,

LongiL'at.

Gentleman's Button-hole Flower or Bouquet.
—At the Birmingham show of the Royal Horticultural

Society, on June 25, three prizes are offered for coat-

flowers, in the words at 'the heading of these remarks.

A button-hole flower is generally understood to mean
one single flower or spray of flowers, with or without a

piece of its own foliage, or a fern Frond. By a

button-hole bouquet is meant a collection of two or

more kinds of flowers, made up with foliage or Fern
fronds, or both combined. Surely it would have been
better, and it may not now be too late, to make sepa-

rate classesof these very different productions. Another
suggestion occurs to me, and as the prizes offered are

liberal, I have no doubt intending exhibitors will

readily agree to my proposition : let each exhibitor

who notifies his intention to compete in class 135, be
informed that he must exhibit one coat-flower and one
coat-bouquet. IK T.

Garden Walls, &c.—I am about to build a wall
garden, and am anxious to do what is best to protect

my future trees from frost. What copings are best

—

permanent, or temporary and removable ? East-

facing and west-facing walls—which is best for training

fruit trees ? The west, of course, is protected from the

coldest winds, while trees on the east, though more
exposed to the weather, may be retarded so as to

escape spring frosts. But please advise under the

following circumstances :—I shall have 12 spaces of

wall looking west, and 12 looking east, and on these

I intend to train six Apricots, six Figs,* six Plums, and
six Pears. How should I dispose of them respectively?

North-facing walls—is there any use in training trees

on north walls ? Mine will look due north, t Would
not the same sorts of fruit do as well or better grown
as standards? If of any use, kindly suggest sorts

(Cherry, Plum, or Pear), and the varieties

best suited to such a situation. A'. Z. [We
should recommend in building garden walls to

allow the top permanent coping to project from 3 to

4 inches. In addition to this, iron brackets should be
fixed in the wall just below the coping, about 10 feet

apart, on which to fix boards 12 inches wide, as a

temporary coping in spring. These brackets should be
fixed in the walls whilst being built, and made to

incline at a slight angle from the wall, with holes

through which bolts can be passed to fix the boards.

A coping of this width will ward off a great deal of

frost. Temporary copings like this are better than
permanent ones, inasmuch as they are only required

for a short period, and broad copings permanently fixed

are injurious to the top part of the trees during the

summer season, by preventing the shoots from receiv-

ing the full influences of the weather. As to east-

facing and west-facing walls, we much prefer the latter.

It, however, depends considerably upon locality and
situation. We should plant the Apricots and Plums
on the east aspect, and Figs and Pears on the west.

It is quite exceptional, and must be in very favoured

localities for Figs to do well on the east aspect. On
north-facing walls, Morello and Kentish Cherries. Red
and Black Currants do best. In some cases also the

following Plums do well :—Victoria, Coe's Late Red,
Orleans, Rivers' Prolific, Prince of Wales, &c. ; and
early Pears, such as Citron des Carmes, Doyenne

* The best, most prolific, and most constant bearing Fig trees

that I ever saw out-of-doors face due east.

t I am compelled, from circumstances, to build my garden
wall in such a position ar.d form that the walls will face due
north, south, east, and wcit.

d'Ete, Jargonelle, Williams' Bon Chretien. The Pears

and Plums would of course do quite as well, or

better, grown as open standards. Eds,]

Surrey Orchids.—I do not wish to enter into any
argument with your correspondent, Mr. Bennett

(p. 542), respecting the Orchids of the Surrey hills,

but as he seems to doubt my statement with regard to

having found 19 species in the neighbourhood of Dork-
ing, I may state that on referring to my herbarium of

British plants I find the following are the species that

were collected by me :—Orchis ustulata, mascula,

militaris, pyramidalis, maculata, and Morio ; Gymna-
denia conopsea ; Ophrys apifera, aranifera, and musci-

fera ; Listera ovata ; Epipactis latifolia ; Cephalanthera
grandiflora and ensifolia ; Aceras anthropophora

;

Habenariabifolia ; Neottia nidus-avis and spiralis ; and
Herminium Monorchis. The country around Dorking,
from its beautiful scenery and its undulating surface of

hill and dale, in which it differs so widly from this part

of Surrey, has always from the first time I saw it had
so great an attraction for me that 1 have not been able

to resist the temptation of paying it an annual visit

consecutively for the last 38 years ; I may, therefore, I

think, be expected to know something about the vege-

tation, &ic., of that particular locality, as well as your
correspondent himself, and to have been enabled during

that long period to mark the gradual diminution and
extirpation of the plants from the causes assigned by me
in my communication to you upon the subject ; and I

can state a case in point that came under my observa-

tion there the summer before last. In journeying from
the Epsom Downs to Mickleham I passed a man hav-

ing a large, flat-sided wicker basket strapped to

his back, who was collecting Mosses, &c., to

carry to the metropolis for sale, but having

just heard the report of a gun, which apprized him
that the gamekeeper was near, he was waiting for an

opportunity to enter a large wood close by, where he

said he could soon fill his basket. I did not go there

on my last visit to " capture" prizes of Chlora per-

foliata, &c., in their native haunts, as your corre-

spondent oddly enough expresses it. I should like to

know what has become of Gentiana Amarella, Phy-
teuma orbiculare, Asperula cynanchica, Campanula
glomerata, Chlora perfoHata, Hippocrepis comosa,

Anthyllis vulneraria, and some others that formerly

grew so abundantly there ; and I think it is reasonable

to infer that what has occurred at Mickleham and Box-
hill, is quite as likely to have occurred on the rest of

the Surrey hills. With regard to your correspondent's

insinuation that I have been guilty myself of that which
I protested against in others, I beg to remind him of

my statement, that I was sent there by Mr. Alton for

that purpose. The responsibility, therefore, of this

rested on Mr. Alton, wlio must have known that the

locality was rich in plants, or he would not have sent

me there for the Orchids. But I plead guilty to

having appropriated a set of them to my own use,

to which I have since added Orchis fusca, which
I found about 15 years since, growing in great

abundance, in a large open space on the border

of a wood between Cobham and Caxton, in

Kent
J

I plead guilty also to having paid 7^. 6d.

for a specimen of Orchis hircina, to a person

who some years ago knew one of its habitats some-

where in Kent, which secret he kept to himself, and
supplied his customers with specimens at the above-

named price. But I committed these offences long

before I became possessed of sentimentality, as your

correspondent terms it, and before I became converted

from the Vandalism that is being perpetrated at this

time, both in the insect and vegetable kingdoms : I

trust, therefore, I shall be excused on that account.

I did not state the 19 species of Orchids were in

flower, as it was quite possible to collect them without

their being so; neither was it necessary, as they were

wanted for potting. Your correspondent has also

thought fit to sneer at what he calls my sentimentality

about the collecting of plants and insects, which

inclines me to tiiink that he is devoid of sentiment

himself. Shakspeare says, **The man who has no

music in his soul is only fit for stratagems and

plots," and I think that if he had used the

word sentiment instead of music, the sentence then

would have been applicable to your correspondent,

who seems to have written his article in conjunc-

tion with another party to plot against and mar the

effect of my good intentions in endeavouring to clieck

what I know to be a great evil. Had I been aware
that there was a great gun in that neighbourhood, or a

sharpshooter ready to have a pop at me as soon as the

contents of my letter reached his eye, I should have

been more circumspect and explicit with regard to my
statement ; and as it is not improbable that I may yet

receive shots from some other quarters on the subject

of my letters, I have reserved my powder, and sliall

keep it dry, hoping to be able to obtain a mitraillaise

by the time they have concluded, so as to give them
all the coup de gi-iice at the same time. A. Chonlcs.

Primula japonica.— I should like to hear the

experience of growers of this plant as to the number of

wliorls of it they may have in fidl flower upon the same
stem at once, as 1 hear it asserted that the sketch of it

representing three whorls in full bloom at once on the

same stem is scarcely correct. How far it may be so,

or otherwise, I have no further means of observing
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than is afforded in a single plant, whicli, having as yet

developed tliree whorls, has not carried in full bloom

more than one at once. My plant is healthy and

robust, but is plunged in the open air
;
perchance that

may affect its simultaneous blooming. However, I am
less anxious to make a display of it, but more so to get

it to seed freely ; and in the hope that some sort of cross

may be effected, have placed it in the midst of a bed of

Polyantluises, leaving the result to Nature's hybridisers.

Whether characteristic of the plant or not I cannot say,

but I found the stem to be extremely susceptible of the

sun's attractive force, and, owing to being twisted hither

and thither, it soon became as bent as a crane's neck, so

I have tied it securely to a stick since. My flowers of

it in colour are purplish-crimson, and exactly resemble

in size and appearance some of the pips of Phlox Drum-
mondi General Grant, which I grew last year ; but

they suffer much more from heavy rains than do our

garden Polyanthus blooms. I think it possesses rather

too much leafage as compared with our Polyanthus

tribe ; but some careful hybridising may soon improve
it in that respect. A. B.

Allow me to add my testimony to that which

has already been given in favour of this valuable flower.

In the summer of last year I put a plant into the open
ground, where it remained till nearly Christmas. It

was then potted, and transferred to a cool-house, with

the following results :—No. i spike, first tier, eight

flowers ; 2d, 13 ; 3d, 15 ;
4th, 24 ; 5th. 16 ; 6th, 15.

No. 2 spike, tirst tier, II flowers; 2d, 29; 3d, 14;
4th, 22. No. 3 spike, first tier, 12 flowers

;

2d, 14; 3d, 10; 4lh, 13; 5th, 10. No. 4 spike,

first tier, five flowers ; 2d, 10 ;
3d, 16 ; one of

Mr. Bull's travellers happened to call when it was in

full bloom, and pronounced it to be the finest plant

that he had then seen in bloom. I should add that it

was- in an S-inch pot, that it had 25 healthy leaves,

12 inches by 5, and that the centre stem was 2 feet

6 inches high. George Smiihj IViilon Road Nursery^

Salisbury.

Tlie Hardware Show at Birmingham.—
As an habitut of the great shows for many years past, no
one knows better than Mr. Fish the irksomeness of wading
through a lot of duphcate exhibits, and so convinced is

the Royal Agricultural Society of this that their first

instruction to exliibitors is tliis, " No exhibitor is allowed
to enter duplicates of the same article, and in order to

prevent the entry of duphcate articles, a minimum fine of

j^i, increasing to a maximum fine of 10 per cent, on the

declared price, will be imposed for each article, or dupli-

cate of an article, exhibited or taken into the showyard in

breach of this rule." Such is the experience of this society,

and my experience certainly coincides with theirs. In the
heat and dust of the Oxford show, I recollect a friend

—

Mr. Fish will recollect him—jaded and foot tired, came to

me and said, " I have been doing the agricultural imple-
ments, and after walking six hours the work is not half

done." The fact is, a large show composed mainly of
duplicates, is a large nuisance, and for the purpose of
instruction it would be well if the best things only were
admitted. In thinking that aggregation will be for the
good of the public, Mr. Fish is acting in opposition to all

past experience, for from the Royal Academy and Inter-

national Exhibitions downwards, we find that selection is

the rule. Of what earthly use will it be to have a cram
of implements or ironmongery which everybody knows ?

What the public want to know is what to purchase, not
what to avoid, and for really deserving novelties, designs,
and inventions to be brought conspicuously before them.
This is the object of the Royal Agricultural Society in

ignoring duplicates, and they are quite right. Then, as
regards hothouses, there is no Act of Parliament for every
kind to be shown in one season. The society before-
mentioned has its seasonal specialities, and why should
not we follow its example. The great majority of hot-
house purchasers care nothing for consen'atories, but they
do care for houses from which at a comparatively small
expense they can ensure more real enjoyment than from
the most elaborate conser^'atory, unless its adornment is

backed by a series of smaller houses, as providers. Hence,
from an utilitarian point of view, conservatories should
occupy a secondary place. I would put every kind of
house or pit upon trial, but I would classify them, and
not put Rendle's protectors against Bessemer's conser-
vatory, as may be the case at Birmingham. Of the battle
between wood and iron as the fabric of our houses, it

would be in\idious for me to speak further than to remark
that what in our childhood were considered the wooden
walls of Old England have paled before the superior
claims of iron, and it is not improbable that wooden
plant houses may do the same, unless the rising

generation should be blessed with more cash than
penetration. With respect to the hot-water heating I

have no sympathy with the tank test, and, with all due
deference to "S.," I must venture to assert than any test

which requires a plunger to mix the water in the tank is

not unlikely to plunge us into further uncertainty. Speak-
ing as a practical man and from a gardener's point of
view, I believe no system which does not show a given
quantity of piping in actual working order will be satis-

factory to the public. It would be easy to arrange pipes
so that they would show one or more houses in actual
working condition, and if a dozen or so were so attached
the working of them would give more satisfaction to
gardeners than years of tank trials. A tank may show
what may be called the brute heating force of a boiler,

but it cannot show its adaptability to varied circumstances
and the facility and economy \vith which one or a dozen
houses may be worked at the same time. We want
something more than mere boiler force, though that would
be a great gain ; we want cheap and flicile working stop-
valves, and economy in fitting should be a special point.
The block system of fixing pipes is certainly not an
economical one, as I have strong reason to beUeve thai

four pipes in single file, placed either horizontally or at

any angle up to 55°, will give off as much heat as six

pipes placed two over two in the usual manner. All these

are points which, to render the experiment really service-

able, should be tested, and though, as Mr. Baines has

observed, trials in the dog days cannot be conclusive, I

submit that, properly conducted, a considerable amount
of information may be gleaned from thcni. However, as

both the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society and
the Local Committee appear determinedly deaf to remon-
strance, it is only a waste of time to make suggestions,

and therefore it will, perhaps, be best to leave them in

the paradise which they have selected. Wm. P. Ayres,

Nttuarh-on-Trent. [See p. 666, Eds.]

Societies.
RovAL Horticultural: May 15.—W. W. Saun-

ders, Esq., in the chair.—The awards of the Fruit and
Floral Committees having been announced, and the usual

preliminary business completed, the Rev. M. J. Ber-

keley called attention to Messrs. Barr & Sugden's collec-

tion of Narcissi and Scillas, the most interesting amongst
the former being two distinct varieties of N. gracilis,

one coming from the old Botanic Garden at Chel-

sea. Amongst the Scillas was S. campanulata major,

a distinct variety, than which he considered nothing

could be more valuable. He was also glad to see in the

room cut branches of the old Ceanothus azureus,

of which many seedlings had been imported

with scarcely a good one amongst them. Attention was
next drawn to a flowering specimen of a Lupine, which
was perfectly naturalised on the sides of the River Dee,

and which had probably been earned down stream from
the gardens at Balmoral. Mr. Berkeley then alluded to

a case of disease in the Vine which attacked the nodes,

causing them to break off, and which he thought was
entirely due to the excessive wet weather which we h.ad

had ; he was confirmed in this opinion by Mr. Barron,

who had several times seen the same disease in wet

seasons. The change takes place very rapidly, and much
like a similar complaint which attacked Phalsenopsids.

Mr. Bateman again called attention to the rising

importance ot the genus Masdevallia, and in reference to

the exquisite new species shown by Lord Londesborough,
the lovely rich and brilliant colour of which he had seen

nothing to equal, he congratulated his lordship on being

the possessor of such a prize. As regards the Odonto-
glossum coronarium, in the same collection, he had been
informed by Mr. Denning that dried specimens of the

plant had b(;en received with flower stems on which were

70 flowers, from which he concluded that when at its best

it would prove one of the most noble of Orchids.

Mr. Marshall wished to say that the plant last alluded

to by Mr. Bateman had always been considered a diffi-

cult one to flower. This one was flowering on the three-

year-old growth, so that those who had the plant need
not yet despair of getting it into flower.

Professor Thiselton Dyer said that it might interest

some of those who were present to know that the different

cultivated kinds of Kale were being grown and studied at

Chiswick. There was considerable variety in their

characters, the size and colours of the flowers were very

variable, and they might be thrown into two groups,
according as the unexpanded buds and the open flowers

were or were not on about the same level. Upwards of

75 sowings had been made, and it was hoped that some
definite conclusions as to what were the distinct kinds
would be arrived at. He would like to call attention to

two small matters of some theoretical importance. A
particular form of the double Wallflower had very curious
blossoms

; the different parts of the flower were all

petaloid, of course, but each whorl was separated by an
internode of some length, so that the flower was quite
obviously a small branch in structure. The other point

was that many of the Plum blossoms in the orchard-
house at Chiswick had produced this year fruit with two
carpels, the groove in eacli being turned towards the

centre of the flower. A double Peach in cultivation was
said to produce two and even three carpels quite com-
monly. Mr. Berkeley stated that in late flowers he had
seen the complete number of five carpels. [Compare
Prunus triloba, Lindl.]

Scientific Com.mittee.—W. W. Saunders, Esq.,
F.R.S., in the chair. Mr. Berkeley made some remarks
with respect to the Australian Vine disease, described
in the Gardeners' Chronicle for May 4. The spots on
the berries were not the same as those on the stems

;

these were unconnected with any fungoid growth, but
the former were perhaps due to a Glasosporium or
Phoma. He understood that in the year w^hen the disease
had been at its worst there had been a rainfall of 60 inches ;

he concluded that this had something to do with the
matter, though the disease appeared to have existed in

Australia from the earliest period of Vine cultivation.

Mr. Berkeley also exhibited a Vine shoot from his own
vinery, which had rotted at the nodes in a quite unac-
countable way. It threw some light on a diseased Vine
shoot, which he exhibited at the last meeting. He could
not help thinking that this had something in common
with the disease which proved so fatal to Phalaenopsis.

Too much moisture at the roots, arising from the super-
abundant rainfall, was suggested as the cause of the

malady in Mr. Berkeley's case. Leaves of an Apricot were
shown which appeared to have been attacked by some
small Lepidopterous larva, probably belonging to the

family of the Tortricidte.

Mr. Berkeley read the following communication from
Mr. I. Anderson-Henry to Mr. Andrew Murray :

—

"You will remember my writing to you a letter, of
December 24, 1870, which was afterwards printed under
the heading of * Hybridism v. Mimicry ' in the Gardeners'
Chronicle ofJanuary 7, 1871, p. 10, and if you think what
I have now to communicate deserving of being submitted
to the Scientific Committee, or of being published, I must
beg special reference to that communication.
"You will remember that it was made by me as con-

firmatory of a remark in a leading article of the Gai-
deners Chronicle {iS-jQ, p. 1639) that ' after the second
generation of hybrids, those which do not revert to the
type break out into an overflow of irregular varia-
tion, which supplies many of his most remarkable sports
to the horticulturist.* And I observed how remarkably
that observation was illustrated, not after the second
generation, but in the first generation from the hybrid,
and 1 referred to Darwin's then recent publication of
Animals and Plants, vol. i., p. 400, where he did me the
honour to cite two experiments of mine, with only one of
which I have now to trouble you. He there says, ' Mr.
Henry fertilised Arabis blepharophylla with pollen of
A. Soyeri, and the pods thus produced, of which he was
so kind as to send me detailed measurements and sketches,

were much larger in all their dimensions than those natu-
rally produced by either of the male or female parent

species.' And, as I there went onto observe, Mr. Darwin
had there most singularly anticipated the very result I had
then to communicate, when he added ;

' In a future

chapter we shall see that the organs of vegetation in

hybrid plants, independently of the character of either

parent, are sometimes developed to a monstrous size
;

and the increased size of the pods in the foregoing cases

may be an analogous fact.' Mr. Darwin alluded to the
large size of the pods of the above Arabis crop, and of a
Rhododendron, which 1 had communicated to him.
"But I must still so far recapitulate. I had just two

seed-pods of the above cross (Arabis blepharophylla
xA. Soyeri), both of which were one-half larger than the

natural seed-pods of A. blepharopylla, the seed-bearer.

Though so large, there was only one ripe seed in one
pod and seven in the other, of which only four were sound,
I had three or four plants only from both. One was a
perfect monster. Unlike either parent in having a flower

stem of from 3 to 4 inches in the one parent, and not
above 6 inches in the other, it sent up a flower-spike of

18 inches high, bearing flowers, followed by seed-pods for

more than half its length on the upper portion of the stem
—a thing wholly different from either of the species from
which it sprung.

" Desirous to find how the progeny of such a monstrous
form would behave, I saved the seeds, which were very

abundant. They vegetated most freely, and the plants

are now for the most part in bloom or offering to

flower.
" That you may judge how far they have departed in

this, the second generation, from the original types, I beg
to send herewith

—

" I. A small bit with roots of the Arabis Soyeri, or A.
Soyeriana of Phillipe's Flore de Pyrenees, having a flower-

stem of only 3 inches.
" 2. Three spikes of plants with flowers and rootlets of

three seedlings immediately from the original cross {A.

blepharophylla x A. Soyeri), two of these having longer
flower-stems than either parent, and one of only 3 inches,

being as dwarf as A. Soyeri, the male parent. The two
longest of these show solitary seed-pods for about 3 or

4 inches below the top umbel, like A. Soyeri.

"3. Two similar specimens of spikes of the hybrid in the
second generation only now come into flower, one of
10 inches, and the other of 21 inches high. And you
will please observe that instead of showing solitary

blooms (as in the first generation) below the top umbel,
they both exhibit tiny umbels at the axils of the leaves,

about half-way down the stem.
" I have lost A. blepharophylla, the original seed-bear-

ingspecies (a not over-hardy plant). But if you will please
to turn up Torrey and Gray's Flora of North Arnerica, at

p. 667 you will find it is described as having a stem of
only 3—4 inches, with purple-coloured flowers.

" Now to you, so much better able than I am to detect,

in detail, all the particulars in which these seedlings in

the second generation have departed from those of the
original types, I need only further observe,—that while
the flowers have dwindled to below half the size, they
liave increased tenfold in number over those of either

parent. The leaves, too, seem \vholly altered in character,

and the rosy tint of the flowers of the original seed-bearer

(A. blepliarophyllal, very faint in the first, is entirely lost

in the pure white of the second generation.
" In a word, in length of stem, habit of flowering,

colour of flowers, and' form of leaves, these plants of the

second generation might, I venture to assert, be passed
by any botanist as a new species, and fully verify what
Darwin and you have enunciated as above noticed.

" If you think it worthy, would you kindly submit this

communication to the Scientific Committee, with the
accompanying specimens, at their first meeting.

'

' I have, I find, given the particulars so fully of the first

cross as to save the necessity for you of referring to my
letter of December 24, 1S70.

"I hope to be enabled some time during summer
to communicate further results of crossing Begonias,
having some of the lobes of the stigmas of the female
flowers first removed. I communicated one instance of
such a cross last year, where the seedhng had wholly
departed from the dioscious condition of the parents, and
gone into the monoecious state. /. Anderson-Henry,

" May 12,—On looking over a bed of the same second
generation of hybrid seedlings this morning, which I had
planted apart from the others, I find many of them for-

ward to flower of various habits and sizes, one of which,
the smallest, I now enclose, No. 4. This tiny thing, of
not 2 inches in height, has, yoti will observe, six flower-

stalks, with large umbels (large for the plant) of flowers
at the top. and some having flowers at the axils. All the
brood strongly illustrate your doctrine of variation, as not
one of them offers a return to either parent, and the
excessive tendency to flower is most noteworthy in them
all."

Mr. Berkeley stated that he had met with, to his sur-

prise, individuals of Chelifer nepoides amongst his Fungi,
which were preserved in tin boxes. This insect was often
to be found grasping the legs of dead flies in windows,
and its presence amongst the Fungi was no doubt
accidental.

A letter was read from Mr. Webb, of Redstone Manor,
Reigate, calling attention to the injury which a Dipterous
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larva did to Pears in his garden, and stating that he was
prepared to give a reward of £s for any effective remedy.

Mr. W. W. Saunders showed a stem of Sprouting

Broccoli, which, having been cut too low down, had
thrown out numerous adventitious buds below ground
from its roots.

Mr. Andrew Mun'ay showed specimens to prove that

Dr. Roberts' method of treating trees affected witli

Scolytus could do Httle to repair their already diseased

constitution. Courval's plan, dressing the trunks of trees

after pruning, equally failed to produce any true union

between the old wood and the new.
Mr. McLachlan said that it was only trees which were

already diseased which were attacked by the Scolytus ; the

insect, in fact, had no chance except in a feeble tree. Mr.
Wallace and Mr. Bates equally failed to find wood-eating

beetles in the native forests ;
they were only met with

where clearings were being made.

Second May Show.—This was a very nice, and

certainly very interesting exhibition, held on one side of

the new western show ground. It might very well be

called a Rose show, since the greater portion of the con-

tributions consisted of specimens of that deservedly

popular flower ; the next great feature being the competi-

tion with Agaves for the prizes offered by J.
T. Peacock,

Esq., a Fellow of the Society, who is doing good service

to this particular branch of horticulture by his earnest

efforts to bring this very interesting class of plants into

greater prominence. The principal Rose class was one

for 50, in pots limited to 8 inches in diameter, the prizes

ranging from _^2ofor the ist, to ^^5 for the 4th, and which

it was anticipated would have induced all the recognised

growers of the Rose to compete. There were, however,

only two exhibitors—Messrs. Paul & Son and Mr. Turner,

the smart contest for the leading prize between Cheshunt

and Slough giving the judges much to do before they

eventually decided in favour of the first named, Mr.

Turner taking the consolatory sum of ^15. The Cheshunt

plants averaged about 2 feet in height and the same
across, Mr. Turner's being a little smaller. All were par-

ticularly clean and vigorous in growth, and the blooms of

many of them were all that the most ardent admirer of a

Rose could wish. The varieties best represented in one or

both of the collections were Dupuy Jamin, Paul Neron,

Nardy Freres, Marquise de Castellane, Souvenir d'un Ami.

Camille Bernardin, Madame Therese Level, Madame
Victor Verdier. Comtesse d'Oxford, Louisa Wood, Centi-

folia rosea, Baroness Rothschild, Alfred Colomb, La
France, and Marquise de Montemart. The same exhi-

bitors also competed in the class for 12 specimen plants,

distinct, the same order of merit being maintained. In

both cases the plants were remarkably fine, and a con-

siderable improvement on those shown by the same
gentlemen at the Crystal Palace on the previous Saturday

was apparent. The prizes given by Mr. Peacock were

for a collection of 24 distinct species of Agave, foreigners

being specially invited to compete. Two groups were
shown— these coming from W. B. Kellock, Esq.,

Stamford Hill, and M. Jean Verschaffelt, of Ghent.

Mr. Kellock had the most even, best grown, and
handsomest plants, and well won the highest award.

His most noticeable plants were of A. ensiforme,

22 inches through; A. fiUfera var., 28 inches across;

and A. juncea filifera, which measured 3 feet,—all

most perfect in foliage ; A. univittata, A. americana

striata, A. Celsiana, A. applanata, A. EUemeetiana, A.

mexicana alba var., and A. schidigera, being also well

represented. M. Verschaffelt 's plants were very uneven

in size, and many of them more curious than handsome.
The best were of A. Galeotii, A. Regeli macrodonta, A.

Vandervinneni, and A. filifera major. Several new forms

were included, and these were examined by the Floral

Committee, and several First-Class Certificates were

voted. M. Verschaffelt also exhibited a dozen plants

of the hairy Pileocereus senilis, and a further group of

new Agaves and Bonaparteas, which received an extra

prize. Mr. Peacock also contributed a group of 100

plants from his own magnificent collection at Sudbury
House, Hammersmith, 50 of them being Agaves selected

from some 200 named species and varieties in his posses-

sion ; the remainder including striking representatives of

the genera Cereus, Echinocactus, Echinopsis, Mam-
millaria, and Opuntia, selected from about 4000. Our
space does not permit us to allude to all the vege-

table curiosities in this much admired group, but we
must not omit to mention the fact, that four

distinct forms of Echinopsis were in flower, three of which
—E. Rohlandii, E. Duvallii, and E. Wilkinsi— it is

believed, have never flowered in England before, the other

exception being E. Zuccariniana. One or two of them
had been in flower three days, and showed no signs of

fading, the colours varying from white to delicate and
rosy pink. Mr. Peacock's collection of Cacti consists of

about 6000 plants, which is continually being added to,

and we may again remind our readers, and especially

those who are interested, that an inspection of them may
be made on application to his gardener, Mr. Croucher.

Provincial horticulturists visiting the metropolis during

the summer would find a visit very instructive. The
best 12 hardy perennials in 12-inch pots came from

Mr. Robert Parker, Tooting, Mr. T. S. Ware, Totten-

ham, being 2d. Mr. Parker's plants were the best that

have been shown, at least of late years, averaging about
20 inches across, freely flowered, and very neat and clean.

The most striking object amongst them was the orange-red
Cheiranthus Dillenii, an excellent plant of which formed
the centre, surrounded by others of Linum flavum,

Alyssum orientale, Iberis corifolia, Primula cortusoides

amcena, &c. Mr. Turner contributed the best collection

of Carnations, and took the prize given by G. R. G.
Ricketts, Esq.

Extra prizes were awarded n the miscellaneous class to

Mr. Turner for a handsome group of Azaleas, intermixed
with young Palms and other fine-foliaged plants ; to Mr.
B. S. WUiiams for a large group of flowering plants,

which included many of the recent novelties ; to Messrs,
Veitch & Sons for a group of Roses in pots, coupled with

a pretty batch of young Rhododendrons ; to Mr. Ware

for a group of alpine and other hardy plants ; to Mr.
T. Pestridge, Greenway Nursery, Uxbridge, for one
dozen small baskets of Tricolor Pelargoniums

;
to Messrs.

Dobson & Son, Isleworth, for a capital group of herba-

ceous Calceolarias; to Mr. W. Davis, New Lodge,
Whetstone, for a small group of show Pelargoniums,
principally excellent market varieties ; to Mr. W. Paul,

for II boxes of cut Roses ; to Messrs. Standish & Co.,

for a large specimen of Eucharis amazonica, in even better

condition than at the last meeting; and to M. Verschaffelt,

for a very handsome pair of Bay trees, &c.

Dinner Table Decorations.—Many remarks have
justly been made during the last few years as to the un-

suitability for dinner tables of many of the decorations

that have been exhibited at various flower shows where
prizes have been offered for table decorations. The
"three vases or epergnes " which the schedules usually

require are, as a rule, filled with flowers and fruit, without

regard to any other consideration than the desire to make
them look pretty. It seems rarely to enter into the heads
of exhibitors that there are many other considerations to

be borne in mind, besides the artistic arrangement of the

fruit and flowers. Some of our correspondents have at

different times drawn attention to such points as the use

of too fragrant flowers, or of those that would block up
the view across the table, the use of colours that do not

look well by artificial light, &c. ;
but there are other and

more important matters to be attended to, which may be
summed up in one word—suitability. It would appear
that the Royal Horticultural Society, in issuing their

regulations for the competitions, both at South Kensing-
ton, and also at Birmingham on June 25, had determined
upon forcing these considerations upon exhibitors, by
requiring them to completely furnish their tables with
plates, knives, forks, spoons, wine glasses, and finger

napkins. When all this has been done, those not

accustomed to it may be likely to find that they
h ave not so much room left for thei r decora-

tions as they expected, and that their vases are

too large, or too small, or too short, or too tall, or

too few, or too numerous—in short, that what they had
intended to do is not suitable for that particular table.

With a view to allow of this discovery being made in time
to admit of the necessary alterations in the "furniture"

of the table, the regiflations wisely gave the sizes of the

tables, and the position at the tables of the specified

number of diners ; they also suggested to competitors in the

plainest possible manner that they should take care that

their decorations did not intercept the view, by informing

them that " the tables will be 3 feet 10 inches from the

ground, so that visitois walking round may view them at

the same elevation as if they were seated in chairs at them.

"

The regulations also notified that the decorations "will
be judged as for a dinner by daylight," an important

point in the question of colours of flowers ; and in the

case of the smaller tables they explained that " economy
of cost of the furniture of the table, as well as of the fruit

and flowers, will be considered one of the primary tests

in awarding the prizes." With these remarks upon the

conditions under which the liberal prizes of ^^30, ^20,
and j/^io, offered for a table laid for 20 persons, and of

^10, £S, and £6 for a table laid for 12 persons, were to

be competed for, we proceed now to record our observa-

tions upon this part of the show.
Commencing with the larger tables, those laid for

20 people, without restriction as to cost, we shall not be
wrong in asserting that rarely has so beautifully arranged
a table been seen as that with which Miss Hassard took
the first prize. The centre piece was a March stand, with

a slender trumpet vase in the top dish ; at its base was a
ring of noble blooms of crimson Cacti, relieved by Eucharis,

Spir^^a, and white Rhodanthe, finished with variegated

Cyperus, through which a few flower-spikes of grass came
up, the whole thickly fringed with Fern fronds of a pale

green colour ; on the upper dish were only salmon-coloured

Geranium blooms, finished with Maidenhair Fern, while

at the top was a piece of Spiraea and some grasses, with

several pieces of a small-flowered pale pink Begonia,

curving gracefully over the edges of the vase top, finished

with Maidenhair, Towards each end of the table was a
fine plant of Pteris tremula, put through the table, each
plant having five or six noble fronds in perfect condition

;

they were a beautifully even pair, and admirably suited

for the purpose for which they were used. At one end of

the table was a small Pine, which was well balanced at

the other end as to size and colour by a Shaddock, cut

nearly through into quarters, sufficiently to show its red

flesh inside.

The 2d prize was taken by Miss E. Blair, with a very

elegant arrangement, which in some parts was superior to

anything in the ist prize table, but which, on the whole,

was wanting in those few dashes of eftective colouring

which gave such style and character to Miss Hassard's

table. So good, however, was Miss Blair's table that we
were not surprised at hearing many remark that they were

not sure which of the two they admired most. Miss
Blair had three Palms for her pieces de resistante.

the centre plant being a graceful specimen of Chamce-
dorea Wendlandi, while the well-matched Palms at the

ends were Chamasdorea Caroliniana and Areca lutescens,

all being sunk through the table, and each having climb-

ing up its stem, and festooning prettily from leaf to leaf,

the delicate stalks and fronds of Lygodium japonicum
(scandens of nurseries). .On either side of the centre

Palm, down the middle, was a March stand, furnished

J
with crimson and with white Pelargoniums below, and with

pink Pelargoniums and Spiraea above, the stem having one
twist of small-leaved Ivyround it, with Rhodanthe amongst
it. Between the centre Palm, and each side of the table,

was a ground-glass nautilus shell, supported on the ex-

panded wings and out-stretched neck of a swan in

frosted silver ; and in the shell were placed two or

three fronds of Maidenhair, with two or three blooms
of Trollius europseus. At each end of the table was a

trumpet-shaped, erect vase, with three curved vases

springing from its base. Miss Blair had decorated these

almost entirely with Solomon's Seal in bloom, making one
of the three curved vas<:5 branch towards the end of the

table, and placing a truss of scarlet Geranium in each of

the other two. The coat flowers for each diner were not

nearly equal to those on the table which gained the

ist prize.

The 3d prize was awarded to Messrs. Mortlock &
Chard, but its style was much inferior to that of the tables

just described. In fact, it was in its principal features a
repetition of what we have seen Mr. Chard produce so

frequently at the Botanic and Crystal Palace shows—the
inevitable March stand, with the trumpet vase at the top,

and this repeated three times, the centre one being rather

the tallest. The upper dish of all three was, as usual,

naked and unfinished, and the base of the central one
contained, as on other occasions, a mass of Mar(5chal

Niel Rose lumped together, and partially hidden by
Iresine Herbstii and Cissus discolor, the fringe being

Adiantum Farieyense alternately with Pteris serrulata.

Altogether there was an unsatisfactory feebleness about
this floral arrangement that contrasted strongly with the

bold dashing style of several other exhibitors, and yet, on
the whole, it deserved its award of 3d prize, for the
remaining tables were so gaudily decorated, so over-done
with flowers, that we were pleased to hear that "special
commendations" had not been awarded to any of the
remaining competitors.

But although the gorgeous masses of colours, produced
by combinations of some of the choicest flowers we have
often seen, failed to obtain the approval of the judges as

far as the prize list went, yet they would probably readily

admit that there were bits to be picked out from almost
every table that were highly commendable. For instance,

on Mr. J. Webber's table there were three large and six

small vases, filled with considerable taste with exceedingly

fine flowers, each of which nine would have been greatly

admired on a drawing-room table, but as the effect of

them all upon one table was heavy and overpowering, and
as they seemed to have been studiously arranged to

obscure the view across the table in every direction, it is

not surprising that Mr. Webber was not a prize-holder.

This table contained some beautifully arranged little

bouquets in the napkins, alternately for a lady and for a
gentleman, all round the table.

Messrs. Phillips & Pearce placed upon their table one
of those enormous silvered-glass plateaus, for which they

are famous. It reached from end to end of the table,

which fairly groaned under its oppressive weight. Upon
the glass were placed three of their prodigious temples, or

fountains, of curved glass ribs, fringed with drops of

Fuchsia blooms, a formal geometrical arrangement that

undoubtedly helps to show off their very beautiful glass,

but can never satisfy the requirements of good taste in

dinner-table decoration.

Interception of view was strongly noticeable, also, in

Mr. F. Perkins' table, which at the same time had pro-

bably what would have been the prettiest centre-piece in

the show, if the flowers in the dishes on its branches had
not been so crowded. Some part of his arrangements

were very light and elegant, but on the whole his colour-

ing was too bright, and wanted more foliage to tone

it down.
Mr. J. A. Steel had a crowded table, containing two

obelisk-like blocks of ice ornamented by diagonal lines,

and between them a plateau with glass sides and green
and gold edgings, which of course would not " go " with

any of the flowers near it. In a word, the arrangement
was a muddle.

Perhaps the most crowded table of all was that of

Mr. James Green, whose arrangements of the flowers

were conspicuous for the absence of foliage, and who had a

semicircular glass tray close under the nose of each diner,

their ends connected together all round the table by wire

arches covered with variegated Honeysuckle, a coat-flower

being placed in a tube hung on the centre of each arch.

But one other table remains to be noticed, and that

only because every one laughed heartily over it, as it was
(unintentionally on the part of its exhibitors), one of the

most complete burlesques upon table decorations ever

seen ; crowds of paper flags of the most vivid and varied

colours being stuck into the vases of ill-arranged flowers

in every direction, while the flat decorations were, if pos-

sible, still more atrocious.

The weak point in all the tables, excepting those ot

Miss Hassard and Miss Blair, was the treatment of the

fruit. Mr. Webber's table may be referred to for illus-

tration. Heavy fruits, like Pines and Melons, if

upon a dinner-table at all, which is questionable practice,

should be kept as low down as possible, whereas the

exhibitor in question had perched one of each of these

upon a bed of Selaginella denticulata 3 inches thick,

and had mounted this mass upon a silver tripod

some 14 inches high. On the other hand he had
well arranged dishes of Grapes, and his Strawberries and
Cherries showed off to great advantage in clear glass

compotes studded with blue knobs. Mr. Chard had two
dishes full of Oranges near the middle of his table which
"killed" all the neighbouring flowers, while his tall

bright orange Pine at one end of the table completely

overbalanced the pale dull green round Melon at the

other end. The way in which Mr. Perkins toned down
his Oranges by inserting between them buds of Orange-
blossoms, with some of their leaves, is noteworthy.

Turn we now to the class in which '

' economy of cost
"

of everything used upon a tabic completely laid for

12 persons was to be one of the primary tests in awarding
the prizes. And here it is to be regretted that exhibitors

did not make themselves better acquainted with the terms

upon which these prizes were offered, for, strictly speak-

ing, only one out of the six competitors complied with the

requirements of the schedule, and that was Miss E. Blair,

who fairly won the ist prize. The 2d prize was awarded
to Miss Hassard, though the propriety of doing so may be

questioned, since she had placed little pieces of Cleroden-

dron, Lygodium japonicum, and other kinds of stove

plants, amongst her floral decorations. Nevertheless, her

plates, wine glasses, t&c, were, on the whole, of a plainer

and commoner description than those used by Miss Blair,

consequently the whole cost of furnishing the two tables

was probably much the same in each case.
\

Miss Blair's table contained but three forms of glass for _
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the fruit and flowers. The centre-piece was made of two
small tnimpei-sliaped vases, each about 10 inches higli,

wired together by their feet, the lower one being inverted
;

this was standing in a deep glass saucer, about 5 inches in

diameter. This simple combination was also placed

towards either end of the table, and at each extreme end
was a glass saucer containing three Oranges. The stems
of the three tall va^es were partially hidden by spikes of

pale pink Squills and pieces of Vinca major in bloom, the

centre one having the leaves variegated. The bases of all

three had a few blooms of the commonest pink and white

Pelargoniums, finished with leaves of Ferula and Thalic-

trum minus, flowers of Rhodanthe, and grasses. The
tops of all three had Spiriea and grasses, the centre one
having besides two or three pieces of a pretty blue Linum.
Around the centre-piece were four single trumpet vases,

of which two had Narcissus and Myosotis, and the other

two had a small truss of pink Pelargonium, leaves of

Ferula, and a few griisses. Between these and the tall

vases at the ends were at each end two small glass baskets
of fruit. We never remember to have seen so few flowers,

and of such a common description, so lightly put together,

and resulting in a more pleasing effect. For each guest
was provided a " button-hole," in which double Narcissus
did duty for the more aristocratic Gardenia, and a small
blue Squill reminded one of ^^'itsenia corymbosa, though
somewhat paler, A card pinned to one side of the table-

cloth informed visitors that the hardy flowers and foliage

were all from the nurseries of T. S. Ware, of Tottenham.
The other competitors in this class were Mr. Dalton.

who had a confused arrangement of basket-work and
glass trays, heavily furnished, crowded with flowers with-

out foliage ; Mr. Hinnell, whose centre-piece was a nice

plant of Maidenhair, encircled at a proper distance by
4 dwarf plants of Dracaena nobilis, all the pots being
placed through the table ; and Messrs. Mortlock iS

Chard, whose table was a small edition of their large

table previously described. All of these possessed certain

points of merit, but their deviation from the requirements
of the schedule was so marked, that we do not wonder
that the 3d prize was withheld.
The judges were Mrs. Millais, Mr. Redgrave, and Mr.

W. Thomson of Penge ; and their decisions met with more
unanimous approval than is usual at flower shows.

Floral Committee.—W. Marshall, Esq., in the
chair. The most interesting feature of this meeting was
a splendid group of Orchids from Lord Londesborough's
collection at Grimston Park, which included, besides
several handsome plants of Cattleya Mossite, a grand
specimen of Vanda teres var. Andersoniana. about 5 feet

high, and on which were upwards of 50 of its delicately

cotouredflowers;aprettypieceof DendrobiumDevonianum,
a large and exceedingly well-floweredspecimen of Oncidium
altissimum. a plant with three very fine flowers of Lt"etia

majalis. a single-flowered plant of the charming Masde-
vallia Lindeni, and a similar plant of even greater
beauty— an unnamed species of Masdevallia, having the
largest flowers yet seen, and which were over 2 inches
across, of a fine shade of purple, beautifully shot with
magenta

;
and a flowering specimen of the true Odonto-

glossum coronarium, a very rare plant, with flowers almost
circular in outline, the sepals being of a chocolate-
brown tint, in which there is a fine shade of
orange, the labellum is yellow, and shows up very
strikii>gly. The spike shown, which was produced by a
three-year-old growth, had lA^ dozen flowers on it. The
two last-named plants received' First-class Certificates, and
a Cultural Commendation was awarded to Mr. Denning
for the group. Mr. Chambers, gr. to J. Lawrence, Esq.,
Beddington, received a Cultural Commendation for two
boxes of cut flowers and one of cut blooms of Rhododendron
Dalhousianum ; and Mr. Green, gr. to W, W. Saunders,
Esq., received a similar award for an interesting group of
Bromeliads. Mr. Masters, gr. to the Earl of Macclesfield,
Sherborne Castle, sent flowering shoots of Bougainvillea
speciosa variegata ; and G. F. Wilson, Esq., showed a
growing plant of Lilium Humboldtii, to show the
style ot its growth, the leaves being produced in

whorls up the stem. E. Foster, Esq., Clewer Manor,
received First-class Certificates for show Pelargoniums
Chancellor and Naomi, and Mr. Turner a similar
award for Azalea grandis. the best of the salmon-
red section yet seen. Mr. J. George, Putney
Heath, staged some fine Zonal Pelargoniums

;

and Mr. B. S. Williams staged plants of his new mauve
and white Queen Stocks ; Mr. R. Dean, Ealing, sent fine

examples of a new Wallflower-leaved pyramidal Stock,
named Mauve Beauty, which had been treated as an inter-

mediate variety to show its adaptability for pot culture.

It had closely packed heads of flowers 5 to 6 inches
in length, and will no doubt become very popular
for early market work on account of its imposing
size and neat habit : a Cultural Commendation was
awarded. Messrs. James Carter & Co. contributed
several new plants, including a Tricolor Pelargonium,
named Last of the Clan—a very suggestive name, which
perhaps may be taken as an indication of the fading
glory of the race. Mr. D. S. Thompson, nurseryman,
Wimbledon, sent several erect-flowered Glo.xiniaSi. one of
which, named Cecilia, a very large white, with a purple
throat, was considered deservingof aFirst-classCertificate.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son received a Cultural
Commendation for a fine group of improved Mimulus, a
semi-aquatic plant of much value as a decorative agent
and Messrs. Barr & Sugden contributed a large group of
Scillas and Narcissus. M. Jean Verschaffelt received
First-class Certificates for Agave robusta, A. Leopoldi, A.
Kellischi, and Bonapartea hystrix vera ; and Mr. Turner
recei\'ed like awards for Carnations Empress of Germany,
a fine large white ; Marchioness of Westminster, delicate
rose, and Princess Christian, of a nice rosy pink shade of
colour.

Fruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S.,
in the chair.—At this meeting Mr. J. Munro, nurseryman.
Potters Bar, Bamet, again exhibited his seedling Melon,
" Little Heath," staging 6 fruit, which together weighed
43 lb. I oz. It is a very imposing scarlet-fleshed Melon,

large-ribbed, pale netted, and excellent in flavour, and
considering the little sun we have had for ripening
Melons this spring, it must certainly be considered an
acquisition for early work. A First-class Certificate

was awarded. Mr. J. Tegg, gr. to J.
Walter, Esq.,

Bearwood, sent excellent dishes of Black Hamburgh
and Buckland Sweetwater Grapes, and two dozen very

nicely coloured fruit of the Early Grosse Mignonne Peach,
which gained for him a Cultural Commendation. Mr,
Maher, gr. to W. A. Allhusen, Esq., Stoke Court,
Slough, exhibited a brace of Maher's Prolific Cucumbers,
a black-spined variety, about 12 inches long, much re-

sembling Blue Gown, but not considered so good as that

variety. Mr. Gardiner, gr. to W. E. P. Shirley, Esq.,

Lower Eatington Park, sent some Apricots and Pear
shoots, to illustrate the beneficial effects of protecting the

trees when in bloom, accompanied by the following

communication ;

—

" I forward to you a small box containing examples of

fruit-laden Apricot and Pear shoots, from trees in the

gardens here. It may interest you to learn that I have a
fair general crop of Apricots, and I have thinned them for

tarts. One tiee, however, is minus a crop, owing, I opine,

to the eftects of a very heavy crop last year, and the shade
of canvas which was applied for the space of two or

three weeks to retard the ripening fruit. Of Pears I never

saw a better crop here. Plums a fair general crop, both
of which were secured chiefly by artificial protection.

Apples, thus far, promise a very good crop here. Straw-

berries also abundantly bloomed, an evidence of the pro-

tective utility of ' Frigi Domo ' canvas during inclement

weather, whilst the trees were in bloom."
From Henry Webb, Esq., Redstone Manor, Redhill,

came specimens of recently set Pears attacked by an
insect, together with the following note :

—

" I again call the attention of the Fruit Committee to

the destructive eftects of a small fly which deposits its

eggs in the blossoms of our Pears, and in many instances,

as shown by the example sent, every Pear on the bunch is

affected. I shall be happy to offer a reward of £s to

any one who will point out how the evil effects of this

insect can be prevented.
"

Messrs. James Carter & Co. offered prizes for the best

dish of their First Crop Pea, and also for the best dish of

any other early variety. Mr. J. W. Chard, Clarendon
Park, Salisbury, had the best samples of First Crop ;

Mr.

G. Brown, Fawley Court Gardens, being 2d. The last-

named exhibitor was ist in the other class with Little Gem.

Cryst.\l Palace : May n.—The Crystal Palace
Com pany has this year reduced the number of its

floral exhibitions to two, the first of which was held on
Saturday last, the second one—the great Rose show

—

being announced for June 22. The prizes offered on this

occasion were on the usual liberal scale, and if a smaller
number of specimens were contributed than one was led

to expect from experience u( the past, there was one
redeeming feature which more than compensated for it,

for a smaller number of even second-rate plants, to say

nothing of hopelessly bad ones which are too often

allowed to be staged, we have never seen at any exhibition

here of the same size. We have reason to believe that good
entries were made in most of the classes, and everything
promised well, but the weather, which for some days
before had been very unsettled, on the appointed day
was so bitterly cold and unseasonable that several

growers declined to risk their plants, and there was conse-
quently a corresponding number of blanks when the

judges commenced their arduous duties. Stove and
greenhouse plants were remarkably well represented, the

redoubtable champions in this department being Mr.
Thomas Baines, gr. to H. L. MichoUs, Esq., and Mr. G.
Ward. gr. to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton. the latter

staging such an exceedingly well-finished set of nine

as indicated plainly that Mr, Baines will soon have
to look to his laurels. The last-named exhibitor

won easily what must be considered the champion prize

(^15 tor 12 stove and greenhouse plants) with a group
which in every way highly deserved the distinction it

gained, and which consisted of specimens averaging from
4 to 5 feet in height, and several of them the same dimen-
sions in width : of Boronia pinnata, one of the best grown
and flowered bushes ever seen ; Eriostemon cuspidatus
ruber, first-rate ; Aphelexis macrantha purpurea, a
grand specimen ; Hedaroma tulipiferum, a well known
plant, still in the prime of its existence, and its flowers all

that could be desired in colour ; Erica ventricosa coccinea,

a remarkably healthy bush, densely flowered ; E. Caven-
dishiana, 5 feet high, and nearly perfect in flower ; Ixora
coccinea, a capital specimen, with trusses of bloom from
5 to 6 inches across, and plenty of them ; Statice profusa,

a perfectly grown plant, and well flowered ; Aphelexis
humilis rosea, scarcely out enough ; Anthurium Scherzeri-

anum, with about 20 of its fine bright scarlet spathes, and
more coming ; Azalea magnifica, a perfect pyramidal
plant, about 6 feet high, and in perfection of flower,

reminding one forcibly of the grand plants which
Mr. Turner used to show but a few years back ; and A.
Sir Charles Napier, a worthy associate. In this class Mr.
B. Peed, gr. to Mrs. Treadwell, Lower Norwood, staged
a highly meritorious group, and took second honours.

Mr. Ward was ist in the class for 9, all his plants being
particularly neat but not so large as Mr. Baines.

Amongst them specimens of Hedaroma Hookeri, Azalea
Princess Royal, Statice profusa, Clerodendrum Balfouri-

anum, Dracophyllum gracile, and Tremandra ericasfolia

were much admired for their good qualities. In the corre-

sponding class for nurserymen, the leading honours were
taken by Messrs. Jackson & Son, Kingston, and Mr.
Morse, Epsom, the former showing, amongst others, a
good plant of Imantophyllum miniatum with 18 fine

umbels of bloom ; and most noticeable in the collection

from Mr. Morse was a medium-sized but nicely flowered
Medinilla magnifica. In fine foliaged or variegated

plants, Mr. Baines again came out with first honours, two
of his plants—the Sarracenas shown on May 4 at Ken-
sington creating much interest, and calling forth high
commendations.

A better lot of Heaths we never saw collected together
;

there were a fair quantity of them, and not what we
should call a poor plant amongst them. Mr. Ward also
headed the prize lists in this section, taking the ist prize
lists m the amateurs" class for 6, and being equal ist in
the open class for 8, with Messrs. Jackson & Son;
the next most successful competitor being Mr. B.
Peed. No new sorts were shown, so that we need
not inflict any further details on our readers. Green-
house Azaleas, with the exception of those shown
in the open class for 30, in not larger than 8-inch
pots, were decidedly poor. As was to be expected, the
plants in this class were smaller, more vigorous, and
better flowered, and contained most of the newer and
belter sorts. The chief exhibitors were Mr. Turner and
Mr. B. S. Williams, the former taking the lead. The
Orchids, too. with one or two exceptions, were consider-
ably below the average of Crystal Palace displays. Mr.
B. S. Williams fully maintained his claim to the pride of
place amongst nurserymen, and Mr. J. Ward and Mr. G-
Wheeler had the best of the competition amongst
amateurs. Show Pelargoniums were exceedingly well
represented by groups from Mr.

J. Ward and Mr. J.
James, and the same must certainly be said of the Roses
in pots contributed by Messrs. Paul & Son and Mr.
Turner, the former this time turning the tables on the
recent victor at South Kensington. Several prizes for
Pansiesand Tulips were offered by the Metropolitan Floral
Society, the leading exhibitors of the former flower being
Messrs. Downie. Laird & Laing and Mr. James ; and of
the latter, Mr. Turner, Mr. Norman, and the Rev. H. H.
Dombrain. Miscellaneous productions consisted of large
groups of tastefully arranged plants, from Messrs. James
Carter & Co. and Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing ; a
very fine collection of Calceolarias, from Messrs. Dobson &
Sons

; a group of new plants, from Mr. B. S. Williams
;

a stand of 36 magnificent blooms of Marechal Niel Rose,
each measuring 4—6 inches across, from Mr. Skinner, gr.

to Captain Christy, Westerham Hill, Kent ; eight boxes
of cut Roses, from Mr. W. Paul, and a nice collection of
hardy plants, from Mr. Ware, &c.

Florists' Flowers-
Mr. Ball's remarks upon the Polyanthus at

p. 57S, taken from the Florist and Pomologist^ are

excellent, so far as they relate to cultivation, and
in urging further improvements, but the correspon-

dence anent Cinerarias and the hard and fast line of

old florists' laws, offers a singular commentary upon
the points laid down by Mr. Ball as to what should
constitute a perfect Polyanthus. " What is sauce for

the goose is sauce for the gander," and if the Cineraria

is too tightly handfasted by the florists' rules, surely

the same remarks will apply with even greater force

to the Polyanthus.

If the Polyanthus has become neglected, what more
likely to result from a close adherence to rules that

have so entirely "cribb'd, cabin'd, and confined " it ?

Thirty or more years ago the old florists used to stage

gold-laced flowers that were as good as any that are

now obtainable, and from that time until the present

the efforts of raisers have only succeeded in producing
their prototypes, simply because to work outside the

charmed circle of defined markings would have
brought upon a raiser's devoted head something
akin to the fate reserved by St. Athanasius for all

unbelievers. It may seem like a species of floral

radicalism to ask, not only who made these

laws, but also what right they had to do so?
That which, perchance, suited the tastes and ideas

of a select horticultural few, in days past, will

hardly be admitted as having any great amount of

authority now ; and if these nearly obsolete regula-

tions still hinder the progress and development of one
of our most beautiful hardy spring flowers, then let us

pitch them overboard altogether and start afresh, leav-

ing the awards of honours to men who will be willing

to exercise their practical judgment and common sense,

without reference to the stereotyped opinions of a past

age.

No better service could be rendered to the Poly-

anthus than by the offering of prizes for collections

other than those that are golden edged, simply judging

the flowers by such qualities as size and form of pip,

substance, and effective colouring. A thrum-eyed
flower will doubtless always have the preference over

one that is pin-eyed, simply because the flower has a
more finished appearance, but a pin-eye need be no
disqualification, the general qualities of the flower being

of much greater importance. I admire the gold-laced

Polyanthus as much as any one else may, and grow
them largely, but, charming as the flowers are, there is

at all times about a quantity of plants a degree of

sameness that partakes too much of monotony to be
pleasing, and when looked at after seeing a bed of the

more showy *' fancy "kinds, if the expressionmaybe used,

it must be admitted that the gold-laced section suffers

considerably by comparison. Why should not flowers

that are pure white in colour, large, rounded, and
good substance, be as eligible for competition as gold-

laced kinds simply? or flowers that are yellow, or

purple or crimson, or where the markings are eccentric

and varied, if other good qualities be not lacking? I

pause for a reply, and hear common sense answer,
** Why, indeed!" As border flowers simply, these

fancy kinds have special qualities, as they flower very
early, and from seedlings of a year old yield great

masses of flowers. I have this spring hundreds of

plants of these fancy kinds raised from seed sown in

March of last year, many of which are carrying from
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six to sixteen trusses of flowers of great size and
wondrous variety of colour. And I have a similar

number of seedlings of the gold-laced section, sown at

the same time, all being similarly treated, and yet

these latter rarely carry more than two or three trusses

of flowers. If prizes should again be offered for

collections of the Polyanthus, I trust it will be on the

condition that the judgment shall be based upon
common sense, and not upon the laws of proscription,

and then the decadence that Mr. Ball bewails in our
old favourite will doubtless soon become converted into

a pleasing revival. A. D.

THE WEATHEB,
STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, May 15, 1872.
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ment at the root in the shape of liquid manure, of which
liberal soakings should be afforded when necessary.

Give air freely during bright sunny weather, and
persist in plying the syringe or engine twice a day,

especially at shutting-up lime in the afternoon of

bright sunny days, which procedure will very materially

tend to check the insidious approach of insects,

especially of that arch-enemy the red spider. For this

purpose soft water should be used, for hard water, par-

ticularly if strongly impregnated with carbonate of

lime, would spoil the appearance of the ripe fruit.

Persist in exposing the fruit to the sun, to give colour.

When the fruit in the succession-house is stoned, they

may be hastened on if required with a brisk tempera-
ture and a humid growing atmosphere. Attend {as

previously advised) to the thinning and tying in of the

young wood in late houses. Give air freely, and use

the syringe frequently, to keep the foliage healthy.
//*/;/. Gardhwr, £a//j!^/o>t Park.

The Orchard-house.—Here at the present time
the greatest luxuriance should prevail. Endeavour as

much as possible to secure a healthy growth in the

trees, for good fruit can only be produced on healthy
trees. Apricols which are now stoning should receive

tlie final thinning. Do not overcrop, especially on pot

trees. On a fair-sized tree, in a lo-inch pot, about
two dozen fruits would be a fair quantity ; if more is

taken it must be at the expense of quality. Pinch the

shoots of Apricots very closely, as the buds for next

season are fonned only at the points of the shoots,

tlierefore if left long, in pruning next winter they
would mostly require to be cut off. Search daily

for the caterpillar which feeds upon the young
leaves and destroys them. It is not necessary to

syringe Apricots so severely as Peaches. Indeed, it

is at times rather injurious to them, and is apt to

destroy the leaves. Peaches.—Continue gradually to

thin the fruit, reserving, however, the final thinning

until the fruit is fairly set. Pinch the shoots when
from 3 to 6 inches long, which will serve to throw
vigour into the lower buds. Keep the shoots thin.

One great fault in pyramid cultivation is having too

many shoots. Watch narrowly for green and black
fly. Pick off all decayed and decaying leaves and
shoots first, and then dust over every part of the tree

with Pooley's tobacco powder. This, if applied after

the tree has been slightly syringed, will destroy every
fly in two days. Then syringe the trees thoroughly to

cleanse them. By a proper use of the syringe it

is possible to keep Peach trees almost entirely free

from greenfly. Plums and Cherries.—Thin the fruit

when thick, as is most usually the case, and closely pinch
the young shoots. Water plentifully ; never allow the

trees, whether in pots or planted out, to flag for want of

water. A little weak manure-water should now be given
to those most pot-bound. Apply top-dressings ofone-half
good rotten manure and fresh loam, with some burnt
ashes ; syringe freely about 8 o'clock in the morning, and
again at 3 in the afternoon. Keep a temperature of from
60° to So'* during the day with sun-heat, and shut up
early in the afternoon before syringing, with a good heat
to ward off the cold of the succeeding night. B.

Figs. — Continue much the same treatment as

already ad\ised. When the fruit is ripening maintain
a dry and rather warm atmosphere, admitting, however,
as much air as possible, in order to give flavour to the

fruit. If ripened in a close, moist atmosphere the

fruits are flavourless ; the later houses maintain an
atmosphere as close, warm, and humid as possible

;

syringe the plants all over three or four times a-day,

even during bright sunshine. Plants in pots should
have a slight top-dressing

; pinch the shoots of these
also at the third or fourth leaf. Those planted out may
be allowed to grow a little longer, especially such
varieties as the Castle Kennedy, which only bears well
when allowed to ramble at full length ; water copiously
growing plants with fruit at all times. B.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Bush Fruits.—The effects of the various modes of

pruning these bushes, and the effect of not pruning
them at all are now very apparent to the observer when
passing through fruit gardens. The unpnmed bushes
of the Gooseberry are empty cages, with a few sorry

fniit scattered over the outside. Those bushes which
in the autumn were indiscriminately stumped back
with the shears are now full of young growth, which
smothers the fruit and hinders proper attention from
being given. It is also inconvenient — to say the
least—to have the hands pricked and scratched when
picking the fruit, but there is no avoiding it in such
bushes. The best form of bush is one which has
trained up from the bottom five to seven branches.

These main branches should be so pruned or trained as

to slightly curve, the tops coming towards each other.

They should be allowed about 3 feet room from tip to

tip across the centre of the bush. The shoots coming
from these are the fruiting branches. These should
now be thinned out, what is left should be left all their

length for next year's fruiting. The branches that

are now fruiting will in the autumn be cut away,
and those now growing will take their place,

and so go on year after year. This mode of pruning
has many advantages. The one which I wish to
draw attention to now is that of protection. From
the position which these growths take relative to each
other, they become in a great measure protectors one of

another ; and growing more or less in a pendent form
the fruit are sheltered in a great measure in every
individual branch, as will be seen in the following illus-

tration {fig. 166). Although it is not always that the
branches can be arranged exactly like this illustration, yet
if the above method of pruning is adopted it will afford
shelter in any kind of Gooseberry bush. This illustra-

tion may be taken as a model to aim at in pruning.
Although it is seldom these bushes have such attention
as they deserve, I am convinced they would pay for

it. Of course where acres are grown no such nicety as
to form is necessary, but this method of pruning will

be found worth attention. One or two growers for

market who have adopted it are ready to bear
me out in this assertion. The rigid growth
of the Currant bush requires different treatment
as regards pruning ; but of this more anon. Inquiries
will soon be made for Gooseberries for bottling : I am
afraid the preserving business will be a very light one
this year as regards Gooseberries and Currants. Keep

Fig. 166.—TRAINED GOOSEBERRY BUSH.

a sharp look-out for caterpillars. Send a boy up
once or twice a week among the bushes, and examine
them. Henry Mills.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Forcing Department.—Attend to Kidney Beans^

as advised in the beginning of the month. Those sown
in pots, boxes, or pans last month plant out in frames

th a little bottom-heat, or under hand-glasses on a

warm border. Prepare ridges for planting out Ridge
Ct(C7i7nbers, Vegetable Mari'ows, and Gourds under
hand-glasses, or any other of the excellent contrivances

now obtainable. Tojuatos^ Egg Plants^ and Capsicums
must be treated as advised last fortnight. David
Lumsden, Bloxholm Hall Ga7-dens.

FORESTRY.
Oak barking should command all possible attention

;

look frequently over what is off, in case of being dis-

turbed by wind or other causes, and, if necessary, put

it right ; crooked Oak branches under 6 inches diame-
ter, which is below measurement, if well up in heart

wood, should be selected and put aside ; it is readily

purchased by boat builders : the remaining branches
should be cut up and faggoted, in readiness for removal.

Continue wherever required to cX^zxv yoitng plantations,

hedges, and nursery ground. The common brake,

Pleris aquilina, frequently forms an annoyance to the

forester by over-topping newly planted trees ; the best

time to cut them down is just before they begin to

unfold their fronds ; the plant under them is at this

stage of growth easily seen, and any growth of Fern
made afterwards is weak and short, such as not to

require redoing the same season. The same implement
as recommended for cutting Broom, tS:c., will suit per-

fectly. 7. Webster.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.
Vines gi'own in cool greenhouses will now have

commenced swelling their ben-ies, and the necessary

thinning-out should be commenced as soon as possible,

as any delay in this matter is ruinous to the vigour

of the Vines. In almost every house the berries

swell-off quicker at one end than at the other. This
allows time to carry on this particular work without

greatly taxing the operator's time, which, in the case

of amateurs, cannot always be spared at long in-

tervals together. I always like to commence thinning

when the young berries are about the size of duckshot.

In thinning, be careful not to rub the berries, but

snip off neatly and with care such as are to

be removed, by inserting the long-pointed scissors

carefully amongst them. If the bunches are large

and "shouldered," then the shoulders should be neatly

tied up to the rafters and be subsequently thinned

in that position. [See Mr. Chapman's contrivance

for thinning and wiring, figured at p. 1193, '871.

]

Great judgment is needed in deciding upon how thin

the bunches should be left at this stage. Indeed it is

only by long experience and an intimate acquaintance

with the strength and fruit-producing capabilities of

individual \'^ines that the happy medium can be hit

with nicety. Of two faults, perhaps that of leaving

the berries too thick is the greater. If you thin out

well the chances are you get much larger berries, and

those better flavoured, even though vou risk having the
bunches somewhat loosely formed. ' Thin out freely at
the lower ^wCi or point of each bunch, but be careful
not to remove the top berries, which go to support and
form a more extended and handsome shoulder at the
finish. Stop such sublateral shoots as form at the end
of each spur, or young shoot carrying a bunch at
one or two leaves in length. If young rods or canes
are desirable, and they are placed where room
for their growth exists, encourage them to grow from
the bottom of the rafter upward. If the roots of the
Vines are indoors, be sure to water them well, and if

out-of-doors, remove all coverings. Do not syringe
the branches after they have been finally thinned out.
Paint the hot-water pipes slightly over with brimstone
and v/ater, and whitewash all green, or stale, unwhole-
some walls. Now that all kinds of bedding stuft can
safely be got rid of, "set" the house in order by more
thinly distributing the more exotic inmates. Pinch
back Fuchsias as they continue growing, and so induce
a bushy head of growth. Pick the blooms off Balsams
until the plants are of goodly size. Pot off Achimenes
as soon as they possess three or four leaves, placing
five, six, or seven into 32-sized pots, into very light
leaf-mould, peat, and sandy soil. As soon as Cactuses
finish blooming, pot them in old mortar rubbish,
fibrous peat, i:c., tying them out neatly. Pot on
Pelargoniums for blooming in pots, keeping them near
the glass in front. Cleanse Orange trees, &c., and
give liquid manure. Let Cyclamens rest until
June, giving only enough water to keep them from
flagging or dying off. Be careful not to over root
water Gloxinias. Pot off cuttings of Chrysanthemums^
or put in cuttings, if not already done. Give Peach
trees indoors abundance of root water. VV. E.

MARKET GARDENING.
Supply and demand are one of the most difficult as

well as the most important problems the market
gardener has to solve, for there is no market more
fluctuating than the vegetable and fruit mari<et, and
he must be a clever fellow indeed who can foresee and
predict all the rises and falls that will take place in the
forthcoming season; and yet, to a certain extent, they
ought to be anticipated. Now, with our direct rail-

way and telegraphic communication with all parts of
the world, the prospect ofan abundant or scarce foreign
supply can be ascertained, and in some instances perhaps
provided for, but in a great many instances no amount
of foresight can provide for it. Take, for instance,

Rhubarb: who could have predicted that in the middle
of May it would be worth 'js. or %s. per dozen? and yet
the causes are easily traceable. For the last three or
four years Rhubarb has hardly paid for the heavy
carriage to market, and growers have taken it up for

forcing in the winter ; a reported failure in the crop of
Apples in America being another inducement, when,
to their great disappointment and loss, large quantities

of Apples were imported, and forced Rhubarb was a
drug in the market. Now the supply of Apples has
completely run out, their substitute, the Normandy
Pippins, are very scarce and inferior. Gooseberries are

an entire failure in many localities, and Rhubarb
is consequently in great demand at an unusually
high price. The weather, again, has a great

influence on the rise and fall of prices. Owing
to the unusually early spring many crops came to

market before the public were ready for them, and
fetched less money than they did in the glut of the
season,—Radishes to wit ; and this continued cold
weather has so lowered thfe price of the early spring Cos
Lettuce, that growers are inclined to wait for the warm
weather, and come in with the glut. Where could there

have been a greater contrast than the seasons of 1870
and 1871 ?—in the first an unusual scarcity of all

vegetables, but a general good crop of fruit j

in the latter a superabundant supply of vege-
tables—so much so, that cattle had to feed it off, and
the crop of fruit almost an entire failure. There is no
telling yet what this year may bring forth. Stone fruit

will doubtless be very scarce, with the exception of

Cherries, which show pretty well at present ; Pears
also give promise of a fair crop, but Apples cannot be
reckoned on much with the quantity of blight we have
had. The supply of vegetables will, no doubt, be
above the average, although the early planting of

Scarlet Runners and French Beans must suffer from
the continued cold and wet. The early planted Rota-

tes, after being cut down with the frost, are breaking
out very weak and spindly. Cauliflowers will very
probably be pretty plentiful. Let us hope the retailers

will be equally plentiful, that the public may benefit

by the increased supply ; but this subject we will leave

for the present. L. M. G.

Notices to Correspondents.
i^ciDiUM ViOL-c; : E. M. When cuckoos cross with
Cucumbers we may believe in a cross between a Brake
Fern and a Pansy. The " Fern-like " appearance on
your specimen is due to a Fungus parasitical on the
calyx, /Ecidium Violas bv name.

Bees ; F. T. writes—Wilt ont: of your kind corre-

spondents advise a young bee-keeper whether there is

any objection to using elm for his floor-hoard? Would
its smell annoy the bees? If so, what would be the

best sort to use?
Relvoir : W. /. Manv thanks. We will write anon.
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Books : IV. F. Mongredien's Trees a?id Shrubs
(Murray), Seemann's Popular History of Palms
(Reeve).

—

Mr. C. Hooker's Himalayan Journals,
2 vols. (Murray).

Cornwall to Birmingham : Antony. Via Bristol.

Third clais by all trains.

Dahlias ; A. M. B. If the seedlings are raised early in

heat, nursed on through the spring, and planted out in

good ground at the usual season, most of them will

bloom in the course of the autumn. By " cuttmg out,"

in tlie case referred to, Mr. Keynes no doubt means the

thinning of the branches and buds by judicious pruning.

We do not know where you can get Demerara Snake
Nuts.

Names of Plants: y. A. P. Allium neapolitanum.—
% H. Ley. Gymnogramma chaerophylla, a stove

annual.— VV. C. Lychnis grandiflora.— IF. Defining.
Echeveria rosea (see Bot. Reg. 28, t. 22).— W. D. F.

Globularia vulgaris, and Achillea umbellata.

—

Jarnes
Cocker. The Heaths are all apparently forms of medi-
terranea

; 4, Cardamine pratensis flore-pleno.— W. C.

Trcvclyan. No ; Sonchus asper.

Pansy : J. Cocker. Your hybridised seedling Queen
Victoria is a showy variety, of a fine reddish violet, with
small dark eye, having a rather stronger tinge of red

than its parent. Imperial Blue, and in this respect show-
ing a nearer approach to the other parent, Viola Per-

fection. The flowers fully equal in size those of Imperial

Blue.

Strawberries for Early Forcing: R. H. C. Black
Prince, Keens' Seedling, Vicomtesse H^ricart de Thury,
Princess Alice Maud.

Erratum.—By an oversight in the report of Professor
Thiselton Dyer's last lecture the amount of carbon-
dioxide (carbonic acid gas) was stated at "4 parts in

icoo," instead of " 4 parts in lo.coo" (by volume). In th^

preceding lecture the name "Young" replaced its

German equivalent "Jung."

Communications Received.—Prof. Caspary (with thank f^).—

Antoine(with thanks).-C. W. J.—J. C—D. T. F.— R. C. T.
— F. J. M.—J- T. P. H.-G. F. F.—Camgee.—L. P. -T. G.—
A Sussex Gardener.—L. N.^J. H.

DIED.—On the nth inst.. at 16. Fettes Row, Edin-
burgh, Mary Hay, widow of George Arnott Walker
Arnott, Esq., of Arlary, LL. D., and Professor of
Botany in the University of Glasgow.

On the 13th inst., at No. 5, St. fohn's Villas,

Mr. Richard Wood, of the Bedford Nurseries, Haver-
stock Hill, Hampstead.

Ilarhels.
CO VENT GARDEN.—May 17.

With the exception of the foreign trade, the very un-
settled weather of the past week has quite upset the
market, supplies of some things being stopped altogether,

and others are not equal to the demand. We have
received large supplies of new Potatos from Lisbon, but
not many from Cornwall or the Channel Islands, where
they were much damaged by frosts.
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LAWES'S MANURES for GRASS LAND should

be applied during the months of February' and March. Nitrate
of Soda supplied ex Ship or from Stocks at Docks at London, Liver-
pool, and other ports, at lowest market prices.

JOHN BKNNET LAWES, 59, Mark Lane, London, EC.
Branch Offices :—Market Street, Shrewsbury ; 22, Eden Quay,

Dublin; Wonianby Street, Cardiff; Cumberland Road, Bristol;
63, Constitution Street, Leith ; and 34, Market Street, Aberbeen.
LAWES'S I'ATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED BONES.
LAWES'S SUl'ERPHOSPHATEof LIME.
LAWES'S WHEAT. BARLEY. GRASS and MANGEL MANURE.
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses or

through any of the appointed Agents throughout the United Kingdom.
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA. SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and other CHEMICAL MANURES; AMERICAN
and other CAKES, at market prices.

'PHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
J- (Established 1S40),

Have now ready for deHvery, in one dry condition—
PURE DISSOLVED BONES
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE.forTop-Dressmg
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITROPHOSPHATE
MANGEL. HOP and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN Gl'ANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Bonar,

& Co.). NlTK.\TEoI SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c.
116. Fcnch urch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

(^ U A N O {guaranteed GENuTnE~'pERU vfANJ^
^'^ This invaluable Manure mav be had in neat baps. u lb. for w..
from S. T. HAWLEV. Romford', Essex.
made payable at the Romford Post Office.

Post-office orders to be

M
R

Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West. Mildmay Park, London, N.

ODERICK NICOLSON, Advertising Agent
and^ Gf.neral Commission Acfnt, i, Racquet Court, Fleet

M
Romford,

OSEPH NEWTON,
Landscape Architect,

Office: 42, Bishopsgate Street Without. E.C.
Private Address : 74, O.xford Terrace. Hyde Park. W.

R. JAMES ERASER. HoRTicuLTyRAL and
Agricultl'R.\l \'.\ll-i;r and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

: late of th e fifTu ni J. 6c J. Kraser, Lea Bridge Road.TTo Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
O BE SOLD, an old established NURSERY and
SEED BUSINESS, with a good Connection, in a large Market

Town in the Western Counties.
For particulars, apply to K. L. I., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

FARM of 600 ACRES.—The Lease, of 11 years
unexpired from Michaelmas next, to be SOLD. The Farm is

'" 3 high slate of cultivation, and is composed of rich Pasture.
Meadow and Arable Land. It is situate close to one of the best
Market Towns in England, and within a short distance by rail from
town, thus offering an opportunity seldom to be met with. There is
an excellent Family Residence, suitable and extensive Farm Euild-
ings. Fifteen Labourers' Cottages, besides a pretty Residence, now
Sublet on Lease. The Tenant has the right of Shooting over half the
Farm, includmg about 25 Acres of Covert, together with the Jishing
in the River and Canal adjoining. Several Packs of Hounds meet in
the neu;hbourhood. There is a siding to a railway adjoining the
I-arm, for the carriage of Manure, &c
For terms and cards to view, apply to Messrs. NORMAN and

SON, Land Agents and Agricultural Valuers, Uxbridgc, and
Jtcaconsheld, Souihlands. and Rush Green Farms, Dcnham, Bucks.

Shacklewell, E.
EXTENSIVE ANNUAL SALE of CHOICE GREENHOUSE

and BEDDING PLANTS.
IVfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
cu 1,

by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Norfolk Nursery,
bhacklewcll, E,, within 8 minutes' walk of Dalslon Station. North
London Railway, on TUESDAY, May ai, at I3 for i o'clock

P-.''d'U^,?1';V,°>',,°''^^'' °^ ''^« Proprietor, without reserve, about 30,000GREENHOUSE and BEDDING PLANTS, Btrongly grown, cun-
s^slmg of 8000 scarlet, while, pink, and other Geraniums, 6000
calceolaria aurea, 5000 choice \'erbenas, 3000 Dahlias, 3000 Lobelia
spcciosa. 3000 Golden Fyreihrum, and many thousands of the usual
Miscellaneous Assortment.
May be viewed any day prior lo the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstonc, E.

Hornsey, N.
IMPORTANP SALE of about 3^.000 BEDDING and other

PLANTS.
lYfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
-i-TJ- by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Hornsey Nursery. N

.

ni^.^^rr!*^. J.^^r"^^^' Station on the Great Northern Railway, on1HURSDA\, May 23. at 11 for la o'Clock precisely, by order of
Mr. M Cleall. without reserve, about 35.000 BEDDING PLANTS,
beautifully grown consisting of 10.000 scarlet, variegated, and other
Geraniums, including all ihe leading varieties; 2000 Calceolaria aurea.
Kayii, and others; 3000 Verbenas, 300 Pelargoniums in flower; also
4000 Lobelia spcciosa, and ihe usual Miscellaneous AssortmentMay be viewed three days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

mises, and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, Essex, E.
on the

Hlghgate Hill, N.
IMPORTANT SALE of 15.000 BEDDING PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
... .

^y AUCTION, on the Premises, the Whillington Nursery.
Hlghgate Hill, N., on SATURDAY, May 25, at 12 for i o'Clock
precisely. b> order of Messrs R. Jentle & Sons, without reserve, about
15,000 BEDDING PLANTS, comprising 6000 Geraniums, 2000
Cerastiums, Lobelias, Centaurea, Tropa^olum C. P. Scarlet, jooo Golden
Pyrethrum. Verbenas, and the usual Miscellaneous Assortment ; also
choice Pelargoniums. China Roses, Shrubs in pots, &c , &c.On view day prior to Sale Catalogues may be had on the
Premises, and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, E.

SAL ES BY AUCT ION.
An Importation of Odontoglossum Alexandras,

splendid varieties, in fine liealili: MA^I iF.VA LLI AS, choice sortsCYPRIPEDIUM LON(;n.iiLlLi.M, KPIDENDRUM STAM-FORDIANUM. TRICHuPILIA SUAVIS. UROPEDIUM
LINDENII. PHAL/ENOPSIS GRANDIFLORA, established
plants; AERIDES QUINQUEVULNERUM, DENDRO-
BIUM FORMOSUM. &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he has
received instructions to offer for S.\LE by AUCTION, at his

Great Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY,
May 21. at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, Ihe above popular
ORCHIDS, which are worthy the attention of all lovers of this
charming class of plants.

On view the morning of Sa le, and Catalogues had.

Specimen Orchids.
R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL bv AUCTION, at

^,.,,J}}.^ ^^'^^ Rooms, 38. King Street. Covent Garden, W.C, on™ T^^i^V ' .^*^/ '^' ^' hall-past 12 o'clock precisely, a fine oldCOLLECTION of SPECIME>r ORCHIDS, about 100 plants, many
of them veo' large, including Coelogyne cristata, 10 feet in circum-
ference; Dendrobium densiflorum, 8 feet; fine A'andas, Cattleyas,
Laelias, &c., all of the best varieties, and well worthy of attention.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

M

M Established Orchids.
R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent Garden. W C , on

f L >.'' • ^^^y ^3. a portion of the Collection of ORCHIDS
-

f. 1 u
' J—"'^' °' Moddesdon. including many very fine plants

in heaJihy condition, and well worthy of attention. Also some water-
colour Drawings of choice Orchids in flower.

On view the morning ol Sale, and Catalogues had.

M Imported Orchids.
R. J. C. STEVENS wiU SELL by AUCTION, at

'T'«iTE>'^c5^?,''.*^l.'^°''"'^' 38. King Street, Covent Garden. W.C, on
^. H, -

^' -"*>' ^3. a quantity of plants of a large and magnificent
blue-flowenng DISA, D. Herschelii. a beautiful new Disa, recently
discovered, with large orange and red flowers ; and about 20 good
Sl'i'^??,^'

^'^^ grandiflora; also 20 lots of fine plants of FHAL.^i:-
NOPSIS GRANDIFLORA; also an importation of ORCHIDS from
Mexico.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.MLselia purpurata]
R. J. C.STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

i^^.T^A^il^ w""^^^
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

T^T r A ^^oy.?;*;.^.*J'^'"P^^ " o'clock precisely, an importation ofL.tLIA PURPURATA. Amongst the Plants will be found the finest
specimens yet offered tor Public Sale of this splendid Orchid, and they
are in the best possible condition, abundantly furnished with leaves
and just starting into growth. At the same time will be offered,
established ORCHIDS, of Odontoglossums grandc, Pescatorei,
Insleayi, luteo-purpureum, Uroskinneri ; Trichopilias, MasdevalUas,
and 50 Phalasnopsis grandiflora, &c.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

M Established Orchids.
R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

TurTil'c^r^?^r^\?°°"'^' 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C , on1HUR.SDAY. .May3o, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a valuable
Collection of Estabhshed ORCHIDS, including fine plants of the
lollowing rare and choice sorts :—

Aerides Schroidi

Collection of upwards of 600 Select Ornamental and
EXHIBITION OkCHIDS, in fine condition, formed by the late
S. P. C.ALLENDER, Esq,; consisting of Aerides quinquevul-
ncrum, ditto virens, and ditto maculosum ; Calanthes, of sorts ;

Catlleya exoniensis, ditto labiata; Chysis lasvis, ditto bract-
escens. Cymbidium eburneum (Day's variety), Cypripedium
\ citchii. ditto niveum and Dayanum ; Dendrobium Falconcri andW ardianum. L^lia majalis and autumnalis, Masdevallia Veitchii.
Miltonia Morelliana and atrorubcns, Odontoglossum Alexandr;e
and Pescatorei, Oncidium macranthum and Sarcodes. Phalccnopsis
Lowii and Schilleriana, Pleionc Rcichenbachiana and humilis
Saccolabium gultatum, giganteum, and splcndens; Vanda tricolor
Daysoni, and other Celebrated Plants.

CAPES AND DUNN respectfully announce instructions
from the Executors to SELL by AUCTION, on MONDAY

and TUESDAY, May 20 and 21 {the Exhibition week at the Botanical
Gardens, Old Trafford, Manchester), at the Gallery, Clarence Street,
Albert Squfire, Manchester, at 11 o'Clock, for hall-past prompt, the
Choice and Valuable ORCHIDS as described above.
The whole may be viewed up to the day of Sale, on application to

the Gardener (Mr. BEESLEV)at Oakfield. Whatley Range, near Man-
chester, and on the morning of Sale, at the Gallery. Catalogues are
in preparation, and will be ready in a few days, and maybe had on
application to the Auctioneers, 8, Clarence Street, Manchester; or to
the Gardener at Oakfield.

HiUingdon, Middlesex.
To MARKET GARDENERS and OTHERS.

A valuable FREEHOLD FARM, of about 26 Acres, with RESI-
DENCE, HOMESTEAD, GARDENS, and ORCHARD (with
possession) ; situated in one of the healthiest spots in the County,
about 2 miles from the capital market town of Uxbridge. and
iS mile from the West Drayton Station, Great Western Railway,
and 14 miles from London.

MESSRS. LOUND and STRANSOM will SELL
by AUCTION, at the Chequer's Hotel, Uxbridge, on THURS-

DAY, May 23, at 2 o'Clock, the above, together with FREEHOLD
PUBLIC HOUSE and numerous COTTAGES.
May be viewed on application to the Auctioneers, 60, Chancery

Lane, W.C.

Larkbeare, Exeter, half a mile from the Railway
STATION.

MR. JOHN KENSHOLE will SELL by AUCTION.
on MAY 28 and 29, a fine COLLECTION of STOVE andGREENHOUSE PLANTS and FERNS, fine foliaged and varie-

gated PLANTS, MOSSES, PALMS, and PITCHER PLANTS, &c.
Ihe Collection contains fine specimen and half-specimen plants
thoroughly clean and healthy.

'

May be seen, and Catalogues obtained of Mr. CRAGGS, the
Gardener, on the spot ; or of the Auctioneer, Church Street, Heavitree.
near Exeter.

Ashdown House, East Grinstead.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions
to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on THURSDAY

May 23, at Ashdown House, Sussex, about FIFTY HEAD ofPURE-BRED SHORTHORNS, belonging to J. W. Larking, Esq
,which have been selected and bred with great care from the famed

Herds of Messrs. Betts, Mcintosh, Rich, and other eminent breeders
First-class Sires of the Kirklevingion blood have been used ; the one
now in service is Grand Duke of Geneva (28,756).
^^,?t^'?g"^''' with Pedigrees, may be bad on application to Mr.
STRAFl-ORD, 13, Euston Square, London, N.W. ; or of Mr CWOOLNOUGH, Ashdown House, near East Grinstead, Sussex.

Cattleya Dowiana
,, amabilis
,, Warneri
,, Exoniensis

Dendrobium McCarthia
„ Huttoni

Dendrochilum filiforme
Cypripedium niveum

,, pardinum
Vanda Denisoniana
Odontoglossum coronariurr

Odontoglossum triumphans
I, zcbrinum
„ Halli

Oncidium Rogersii
„ sarcodes

Lsclia VVolstenholmiac
,, clegans

Masdevallia Veitchii

I, ignea
,, maculata

Cymbidium Saundersoni
Mesospinidium vulcanicum, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

to

Weeting HaU, Brandon, Norfolk.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions
announce for SALE by AUCTION, without reserve onTHURSDAY. July 11 next, about FORTY HEAD of PURE-BREDSHORTHORNS, the property of William Angerstein, Esq of

Weeling Hall, Brandon, Norfolk, which have been purchased and
bred from the celebrated Herds of the Marquis of Exeter, Col Kings-
cote. Messrs. Foster, Lcney, Rich, and other eminent breeders
First-class Sires of the far-famed Duchess and other Kirklevington
blood have been used.
Catalogues with Pedigrees will be issued in due time, and further

particulars given in future advertisements.
London : 13, Euston Square, May 18.

°'^fo"cORN?R6ps°^^"*'^'^' " '^'-°°'' MANURE.

°°h,^HOOTj'*"H-'',"jl^f."ATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
lor ROOTS and GREEN CROPS OFNFHAI I VODAMS'S DtSSOLVED BONES

'^'-'^*-'^'-'-l'-

ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIMF
8g^J!li s^,!JSiE'^'.?R°E^iriS-='" ="-'^°-

MANUFACTURED

pATENT NITRO- PHOSPHATE.
BLOOD MANURE COMPANY (LIMITED),

Consisting ofTENANT FARMERS occupying upwards of 80,000 acres of Land.
Chief Office— 109, Fcnchurch Street, London, E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
CJiairmaH—Hohen Leeds, Castleacre, Norfolk

IJefiui^-C/iainnan—John Collins, 255, Camden Road, N.W.
Edward Bell. 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot. Herts.
Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon, Norfolk.
George Savill, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Charles Dorman, 23. Essax Street, Strand, W.C.
Thomas Webb. Hifdersham. Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.
C. J. Lacy, 60. West Smilhficld, E.C.
J. C. Jonas, Cambridge.
Herbert Bird, Shortacres, Peterborough.

Managing Director.—Jinxes Odams.
Several Hundred Thousand Tons of the Manures have been supplied

to the Agricultural Public, and the increasing demand that exists for
them js the best proof of the appreciation in which they arc held.
Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of the local agents C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.
Chiel Otfices. log, Fcnchurch Street, London, E.C.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
(Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament )DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,

LABOURERS* COTTAGES, TRAMWAYS, RAILWAYS, &c.
Directors.

John Clutton, Esq.
Frederick L. Dasnwood, Esq.
Henr>' Farquhar, Esq.
Lord Garlics, M,P.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq.

Granville R. Ryder. Esq.
GranvilleR. H.Somerset, Esq.,Q.C.
Henry W. West, Esq.. M.P.
Charles Watkin Williams Wynn,
Esq., M.P. (Chairman).

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes
of Agricultural Improvement, including the Erection of Cottages and
farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to
the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
Tenants may, with the consent of their Landlords, execute the

necessary Improvements upon the Farms which they occupy, charging
them with the cost.
UTILISATION of SEWAGE.-The Company also advances

money for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigation.
The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge upon

the land, redeeming principle and interest, over 25 years.
No investigation of title is required,
For Forms and further informatio

RYDER, Esq.. Managing Director, No,*^"^
Storey's Gate, Westminster, S. W.
"13 0YAL
-L^ Manufacturers and others

apply to GRANVILLE R.
, Great George Streeti

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
-- .ho desire to secure SPACE at the

Lower Grounds. Aston, Birmingham, during the great Exhibition of
the Royal Horticultural Society, which will be Opened by H.R.H.
Prince Arthur, on TUESDAY. June 25, and continue Open till
the SA rURDAY following, should make immediate application to Mr.
B, A. HALLAM, Hon. .Sec. for the Department of Manufactures,
Midland Counties Herald Office, Birmingham. ENTRIES CLOSE
"" SATURDAY NEXT, May 25.

pOYAL AGRICULTURAL
^^ SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

CARDIFF MEETING, 1872.

STOCK, CHEESE, and BUTTER
ENTRIES CLOSE on JUNE i, and all

Certificates received after that date will be
returned to the Senders.

Prize Sheets and Certificates will be for-

warded on application to

H. M. JENKINS, Secretary,

12, Hanover Square, London, W.

SATURDAY, MAY iS, 1872.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Satiirdav Mav ^c / ^'^''^^'*'^'' Chamber of Agriculture {the LabourSATURDAY, Mas -5

( Question), at Bell Hotel; Leicester-it.is A.M.

Spltal Farm,
Close to the London and North-Western Railway and Great Western

Railway Stations, Banbury.

MESSRS. LYTHALL AND CLARKE will SELL
by AUCTION, without reserve, on FRIDAY, May 24 at

2 o'clock (Luncheon at 12), the ENTIRE HERD of highly-descendedSHORTHORN CATTLE, consi^ing of about 35 tfead of Cows
Heifers, and Bulls, and TWENTY WHITE FIGS, of the largij
Y'orkshire breed, the whole the property of Mr. F. Lythal', who is
leaving in consequence of the Farm being purchased by the town of
Banbury for Sewage purposes.
The Cattle combine some of the most fashionable and valuable

strains of the day, several being by the celebrated Milcotc Bulls,
Lodowick (20,136), Fashion (23,913), Hilarity (28,856), and Monitor
(24,615), the latter being the reserved Bull at Mr, J. C. Adkins" last
Sale. There are also three Heifers by .Mr. Pawletfs Fit; Killcrby
(z6,l66), a grand roan Bull, winner of several Prizes, used by Mr.
Fawlett, and the sire and grandsire of some of the higher priced Stock
at the recent Beeston Sale.

A few of the Cattle have been successfully exhibited, and several of
the younger Stock are of great promise.
For Catalogues, apply to the Auctioneers, 80, New Street,

Birmingham.

'n"'HE Corporation of Birmingham, which has
1 hitherto been in constant difficulty with the

owners of estates below the outfall of its sewer
system, owing to the nuisance created by the
discharge of its sewage into the river Tame, pro-
poses now to purchase looo acres some S miles
down the river, and pour all its liquid refuse on
the land. The area selected is almost all of it of
a porous nature on a gravelly subsoil, and in the
process of irrigation the whole mass of soil will

act as an intermittent filter, and the filthy liquid
will thus be thoroughly o.Nidised, and rendered
harmless before discharge. The surface, also, is

sufficiently extensive to enable the utilisation of
the sewage as well as the mere defecation of it,

and a considerable quantity of that which has
hitherto caused a nuisance will, no doubt, now be
converted into marketable produce. Moreover,
the conduit by which it is proposed to carry the
sewage to the land will command many thousand
acres of very suitable soil en route; and thus, as
soon as farmers begin to realise the value of the
manure, they will be able to apply it, and com-
mand a profit, if a profit is anyhow extractable.
We refer to the sewage subject thus once

more in spite of the perhaps diminishing hope-
fulness with which agriculturists regard it,

because here, it appears to us, is an example of
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the very highest promise to all large inland
towns ; a plan by means of which they may
escape the difficulties with which abundant
water supply, town drainage, water-closets, and
other sanitary appliances, are surrounding them.
If Parliament shall sanction the scheme of the

Birmingham authorities — and the Bill has
already passed with very little alteration through
the Select Committee of the Commons—it will

do much to help unfortunate inland Boards of

Health out of the mess in which the pollution

of rivers, for which they are responsible, has
landed them.

A sufficient area for dealing with their sewage
by the intensive mode of irrigation—Dr. Frank-
land's mode of intermittent filtration—to which
Mr. Bailey Denton has given such an impetus
by his successful adoption and development of

the plan at Methyr Tydfil—an area or quantity
three or four times as large as the quantity

which Dr. Frankland's laboratory experiments
led him to pronounce sufficient— a farm far

enough away from the town to enable the utili-

sation of the sewage hereafter on a large extent of

land from the conduit en route :—These are the

leading features of the Birmingham scheme, and
they will satisfy both those who look on sewage
as a mere nuisance to be abated, and those who
look upon it as property to be realised.

The whole subject—both the explanation of

the only method of sewage defecation known
to be effectual, and the virtual oneness of the

two systems of irrigation and intermittent filtra-

tion, by which this method is applied, together

with the risks, if any, of creating further nuisance
by the operation—has been well brought out in

the evidence taken before the Commons Com-
mittee during the past few weeks.

The sewage nuisance, it v;as stated, arises

partly from putrescible matters in suspension, and
partly from putrescible matters in solution. As
regards the putrescible matters in suspension,

there are many ways which are effectual for an
abatement of the nuisance. They can be removed
by simple subsidence, or by various precipitants,

or by simple filtration, and from all these processes
the water will flow clarified, but still putrescible.

The only way known formerly by which all

nuisance could be abated—that arising from the

putrescible matters in solution, as well as that

arising from the putrescible matters in suspension
—was sewage irrigation. That was known to be
effectual, and the way in which its serviceableness

was explained was by attributing it to the fact

that the plants take the injurious matter out of

the stuff, and also to the power of attraction over

the filthy contents of the sewage which the soil

possesses, and which was thoroughly investi-

gated and explained and defined by Professor

Way. But, within the last few years. Dr.
Frankland has discovered the important fact

that if a sufficient quantity of soil be used as a

filter, and be frequently aerated, that filter will

effectually deal, not only with the putrescible

matters in suspension, but also with those in

solution. They will be perfectly oxidised, and
the effluent water will pass from such a filter not
only clarified, but clean — no longer, indeed,
putrescible. And then we became aware that

this was the true explanation of the already
known fact that the effluent water from irrigation

fai-ms was also clean. It was, no doubt, owing
to their action as a filter, as well as to the other
powers which they possessed, that their known
defecating powers were due.

The process of sewage irrigation is, in fact, one
of intermittent filtration, and the quantity of
sewage applied may vary from that derived from
25 up to as much as is derived from 1000
persons per acre, without any break in the

series at which you can say—here irrigation

ends and filtration begins. Thus Malvern
contains 2500 people, and irrigates 56 acres,

thus filtering the drainage of 42 people on each
acre. Romford contains Sooo people, irrigates

120 acres, and filters the drainage of 66 people
on each acre. Leamington has a population of

20,000, irrigates 300 acres, and thus filters the
drainage of 68 people on each acre. Tunbridge
Wells has a population of 20,000 people, irrigates
300 acres, and filters the drainage of 68 people
on each acre. Eton has a population of 4000,
irrigates 54 acres, and filters the drainage of
72 people on each acre. Warwick has a
population of 11,500, irrigates 135 acres,
and filters the drainage of 80 people on each
acre. Worthing has a population of 7000, irri-

gates 90 acres, and filters the drainage of
80 people on each acre. Banbury has a popula-

tion of 11,500, irrigates 130 acres, and filters the

drainage of 88 people on each acre. Bedford
has a population of 17,000, irrigates 180 acres,

and filters the drainage of 95 people on each
acre. Harrow has a population of 2000, irrigates

20 acres, and filters the drainage of 100 people

on each acre. Croydon, with a population of

35,000, irrigates 280 acres, and filteres the drain-

age of 125 people on each acre. Chorley has a

population of 13,000, irrigates 85 acres, and
filters the drainage of 150 people on each acre.

Harrogate has a population of 7000, irrigates 48
acres, and filters the drainage of 150 people on
each acre. Cheltenham has a population of

42,000, irrigates 131 acres, and filters the

drainage of 320 people on each acre. Alder-

shot, in the summer, has a population

of 9000, irrigates 45 acres, and filters the

drainage of 200 people on each acre. Al-

trincham has a population of 12,000, irrigates

47 acres, and filters the drainage of 260 people

on each acre. Rugby has a population of 9000,

irrigates 57 acres, and filters the drainage of

160 people on each acre. That part of Edin-
burgh which drains to Craigentinny has a popu-
lation of 106,000, irrigates 250 acres, and filters

the drainage of 420 people on each acre : but it

is very roughly done and imperfectly accom-
plished—and here alone, of all the instances we
are quoting, is there any nuisance unabated. Bury
St. Edmunds has a population of 14,000, irrigates

26 acres, and filters the drainage of 540 people

on each acre. Birmingham has a population of

350,000, proposes to irrigate S50 acres, and to

filter the drainage of 420 people on each acre.

Merthyr Tydfil has a population of 20,000, at

present irrigates 20 acres, and filters the drainage

of 1000 people on each acre. In all these cases you
have irrigation : that is, in every case you have a

sloping surface, along the upper edge of which
you have got a carrier, into which you pour the

dirty water ; out of that carrier the stuff over-

flows and trickles down the surface, sinking as it

goes. And that process describes both irrigation

and filtration.

It is worth while noting how many of the

places named are watering places—where whole-
someness and health are the very first necessi-

ties to be observed in any attempt to deal with

nuisances—how many of them are the sites of

large public schools, where jealousy on the same
score would certainly be wide awake.

In many of these places actionable nuisances

have heretofore existed—they have all now dis-

appeared ; and this is accomplished by the use

of means in which certainly the agriculturist, as

well as the sanitarian, is interested—for fertilising

matter, formerly wasted, is thus brought to the

land and converted mto crops.

There was but a small supply of English
Wlieat at Mark Lane on Monday, and it was sold at

an advance of 2s. to 3^. per quarter upon the prices of

the previous week. All other grain was dearer. The
price of the best white Wheat is now Ss. a bushel.

Monday's prices were maintained on Wednesday,
though trade was somewhat quieter. At the Metro-
politan Cattle Market on Monday, notwithstanding a

large increase in the supply of beasts, prices remained
unaltered for the best sorts. On Thursday trade was
slow, and on the average prices scarcely so good as on
the previous market day. There is little doing in

the Seed Market.

The Society of the Agkiculturists of
France has, since the war especially, exhibited most
praiseworthy energy. It has opened a commodious
club house in the very best part of Paris, on the

Boulevard des Italiens, it has established conferences,

is in constant communication with the societies and
committees in all parts of the country, and its efforts

are aided, as far as possible, by the present Minister of

Agriculture. It includes amongst its numbers many of

the most eminent agricultural proprietors and farmers

in France, and its action cannot fail to have a beneficial

influence on agriculture. One subject which it has
taken up with zeal has as much interest in England as

in France, namely, that of agricultural education.

The Society has recently expressed itself on this

subject in the following terms ;

—

Considering that the laws and regulations framed for the

spreading of agricultural instruction in the public schools

cannot effect tfieir object until a staff of agricultural in-

structors is formed capable of teaching both theory and
practice, the Society is of opinion :—

1. That a section for agricultural pupils should be
formed, with the sanction of the Minister of Agriculture,

at the normal school of Cluny, where the means for such
instruction should be provided.

2. That such section should be open to free scholars,

who should, however, pay a certain sum to cover the

expenses of the courses of study.

3. That a commission nominated by the Ministers of

Agriculture and Publii Instruction conjointly should
draw up a programme of study and watch over its

execution.

4. That after two years of study at the normal school,

the agricultural pupils who enjoy pensions from the State

or the departments should be bound to devote two years

oftlieirtime to practical study in one of the schools of

the Minister of Agriculture, or on a great estate, and be
obliged moreover to make an agricultural tour either in

France or abroad, and render an account of the same.

5. That agricultural professorships should be added to

others already existing for special and technical instruc-

tion, with the same titles and rights, but that no university

grade should be necessary.

6. That these agricultural professorships, in the nomi-
nation of the Minister of Pubhc Instruction, should be
reserved for agricultural licentiates, and that five years

should be allowed to existing professors to qualify them-
selves, unless admitted as already qualified after exami-
nation by the commission mentioned above.

7. That the Agricultural Society of France, in order to

show how much importance it attaches to this subject,

should be authorised to create a number of bursarships
for day scholars in the section of agriculture in the normal
school of Cluny.

Connected with these resolutions are the following :

—

The Society, considering that it is important to endow
France with a kind of establishment numerous in other
countries, destined to furnish agriculturists with that in-

formation which IS necessary for the complete success of
agricultural industry, by the scientific analysis of water,
soils, manures, and plants, is of opinion :

—

1. That an experimental laboratory should be founded
in each arrondissement of France, by authority given to

the chemical professors of lyc^es, colleges, and normal
schools, to make all such experiments as may be asked
for by agriculturists, at fixed rates of charge, in the scho-
lastic laboratories of towns, departments, and of the State.

2. That instructions should be drawn up by the
Minister of Agriculture on the utility of such exact
accounts respecting the state of the soil which they culti-

vate, the nature of the manures which they employ, being
addressed to the teachers in the rural communes, and
read by them to their pupils.

The Society also insists on the necessity for agricul-

tural books of reference being placed at the service of

the public in the libraries of the rural schools. It also

promises to distribute medals next year to such agricul-

turists who may have best aided the spread of agricul-

tural knowledge by holding conferences and other

methods. Is there nothing in the above which is as appli-

cable to Great Britain as to France ? The Society has
also taken an useful step in its path of agricultural

reform, by commencing a series of short articles on the

state of agricultural education in Belgium, Holland,
Denmark, Sweden, Roumania, Germany, and Switzer-

land. The following is the purport of the first chapter

relating to Belgium :—Agriculture and horticulture are

special objects of attention with the Belgian public and
(government. The Government has its superior com-
mission of agriculture, its provincial commissions, and
its district committees. Instruction in agriculture is

divided into four branches— i. Agricultural education,

properly so-called, of which the course lasts three years
;

2. Veterinary and agricultural education, which lasts

four years
; 3. Horticultural education, which lasts

three years ; 4. Instruction in the manufacture of agri-

cultural implements, which lasts three years. The
terms of admission to the first and second of the above
courses are rather severe ; the candidates have to

submit to rigorous and detailed examinations, and
the assistance given in the form of scholarships or

bursarships is very limited. The parents have to

support the chief portion of the expenses. The bursar-

ships which exist are only of the value of ;^8 a year.

The State School of Agriculture at Gembloux was
founded in i860, and reference is made to a report

published by that establishment, including its working
down to 1867. There is a farm of 160 arpents attached

to the school, and although 20 acres are devoted to the

experiments and wants of the school, the farm yields a

dividend of about 16 per cent.

The general arrangements for the forth-

coming METRoroLiTAN HoRSE SHOW, Under the

direction of Mr. Samuel Sipney, the secretary and
manager, are now completed at the Agricultural Hall,

Islington, and a very good show is anticipated. The
Bath and West of England .Show takes jilace at

the same time, but it seems that most of the principal

masters of hounds and owners of the great hunting

studs in that part of the kingdom have made entries of

horses for the metropolitan exhibition. Tuesday next,

the 2Ist inst., is the last day for the reception of

entries. The show will open and the judging com-
mence at 10 A.M. on Saturday, June I, and it will re-

open on Monday the 3d, and continue the four follow-

ing days.

At a large meeting on Wednesday at Warring-

ton of landowners, farmers, agricultural labourers, and
other persons interested in Agriculture in South
Lancashire and North Cheshire, the following

resolutions were unanimously adopted :

—

" That the present unsettled condition of agricultural

affairs calls for the independent co-operation of land-

owners, farmers, and other persons connected with agri-

cultural pursuits, and that an association should be

formed to be called the South Lancashire and North
( Iieshirc Farmers' t'lub, to be composed of all persons

interested in the cultivation of land."— " That the

objects of the society shall be the discussion of practical

i
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subjects connected with apiculture ; the consideration of

any local customs, tolls, market charges, railway freights,

&c., that bear adversely upon the transit or sale of agri-

cultural produce ; the constitution of a court of appeal or

arbitration for the consideration and settlement (when

desired) of any matters of dispute between landlord and

tenant, or between tenants and labourers; to discuss any

legislative measure affecting agriculture, and take such

action thereon in connection with the Central Chamber of

Agriculture in London, or as the independent Chamber
may hink desirable, for the benefit of owners and occupiers

of land.

"

The proposed terms of membership are :

— " For land-

owners of 50 acres and upwards, ^i ; tenants farming

upwards of lOO acres, los. \ and under 50, 5^. A large

number enrolled themselves as members.

Among the Parliamentary Notices, on going

into Committee of Supply on Friday, June 7, is one

—a very important one in an agricultural sense—by
Mr. James Howard. M.?., who is to move—That the

necessity for increased production of animal food to

meet the requirements of our growing population,

renders it desirable that Government should direct its

attention, at the earliest period, to the consideration of

a measure for giving to the tenant-farmers of England

and Scotland greater security for their capital.

Mr. Mechi writes of what he calls British

Hedgerowism :
—"The removal of trees, pollards,

and hedgerows gives more free passage to the

winds ; it is therefore desirable and necessary to have

plantations or belts at intervals, to break its force in

the direction whence the violent gales come. In our case

it is from the south-west. Already the clearing of

woods, trees, and fences, has permitted a greater

wind force than formerly. It is also most essential

thus, and by shrubberies, to provide shelter for birds,

the farmer's best friends. If we wanted evidence on

this point we easily get it from our French neighbours.

I have been convinced by my experience with poultry

that it is essential they should have a plot of grass,

for they graze like sheep or bullocks. They must

have green food with their insects and dry food ; they

are very fond of Mangel roots, but I never found that

they injured the growing crops of roots. They have

free access to my cornfields, which are close to the

poultry house."

The cattle plague is spreading in the North of

France. It is from Belgium, which is in dread of it,

that we get the news. It has infested several addi-

tional communes within the past few weeks, and com-
plaints are made that great carelessness exists on the

part of the authorities. Animals that have died

remain unburied, and precautions of the most elemen-

tary kind are neglected.

A company has been formed to take and carry

on the extensive Manure Manufactories and Business

of Mr. J. B. Lawes. The amount to be paid for the

estates, leases, buildings, machinery, and contents of

factories, goodwill, &c., is ^^300,000. It is estimated

that the production of chemical manures in the United
Kingdom amounts to about 500,000 tons annually, and
with the exhaustion of the Peruvian guano beds the

demand is rapidly increasing. The particulars of the

new company are fully advertised in another page.

OC/Ji LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

Mr. Gerard Barton's Shorthorns were dispersed,

according to advertisement, by Mr. Thornton on
Tuesday, the 7th inst. Forty-four animals made, on
an average, ^^34 3^-. each, and a total of ;^I502 lis.

Thirty cows and heifers sold for an average of

£'^6 I2,s. 7'/., and 14 bulls made £2% 14^. 6d. each.

The following are the principal sales effected :

—

Nelly
O'Brien by Cromwell (19,528), 67 gs., Mr. G. M.
Tracy; Midnight hy Economist {21,669), 40 gs., Mr.
H. Little ; Violet St/i by BuTLEV Butterfly (21,348),

43 gs., Mr. West; Princess of Oxford by Baron
Oxford (23,375), 4^ gs.. Rev. J. Micklethwaite

;

Lady of the Glen 3(/by Costa (21,487), 41 gs., Mr. C.

Horsley ; Sunbeatn by Hardicanute (26,338), 50 gs.,

Mr. C. M. Hamer; Charming Oxford hy Cau^kibo^
{25,705), 44 gs., Mr. W. How; Gossamer 1st by
Cambridge {25,705), 40 gs., Mr. C. M. Hamer;
Gossamer 2d by CAMBRIDGE (25,705), 40 gs., Mr.
C. M. Hamer; Patrician (24,728) by Chanter
(19,423), 50 gs., Mr. G. Doe ; Gladiator (28,712)

by Cambridge (25,705), 46 gs., Mr. J. W. Bullimore
;

Southerner by Bull's Bay (23,490), 43 gs., Mr. B.

Fryer.

Immediately after the sale of Mr. Barton's

Shorthorns on Tuesday week, Mr. Thornton proceeded
to sell 23 descendants of the late Earl Spencer's

Rosamond, the late Earl Ducie's Bessy by Helicon,
and Mr. Sainsbury's "Countesses." The general aver-

age was £"^2 13J. 9i/. per head, and the total realised

was;^75l ids. Thirteen females made ;i^35 izs. ^d.,

and lo bulls, £2$ lys. 6d. each. The following prices

were given :

—

Roydon Diuhess by Sir Bartle
Edward (22,889), 45 g^-, Mr- G- Day; Countess

Sandor by SiR Bartle Edward (22,889), 44 gs.,

Mr. W. Tippler ; Una by Duke of Olnev 2D
(23,774), 41 gs., Mr. C. Horsley; Golden Syrup by
Duke of Olney 2D (23,774), 40 gs., J. Gamble;

Wellington (30,288) bylvNiGHTLEY Grand Duke
(24,268), 51 gs., Mr. J. Parker.

• Mr. Frederick Lythall is reluctantly compelled

to part with his entire herd of Shorthorns, numbering

33 individuals, on account of his farm being purchased

by the town of Banbury for sewage purposes. The
sale will be conducted by Messrs. Lythall & Clarke, at

Spital Farm, Banbury, on next Friday, and will

include representatives of the " Picotee," " Dido,"
"Garland," "Lavender," and "Lancaster" tribes,

all of which trace back to the best old Shorthorn
strains, in which the names of such good sires as

Rockingham, Ppienomenon, Windsor, and
Albion, occur. "The cattle," we are told in the

preface to the catalogue, "combine some of the most
fashionable and valuable strains of the day, several of

the females being by the celebrated Milcote bulls,

Lodowick {20,136), Fashion (23,913), Hilarity
(28,856), and Monitor (24,615) ; the latter being the

selected and reserved bull at Mr. J. C. Adkins' last

sale. There are also three heifers by Mr. Pawlelt's

Fitz-Killerby (26,166), a grand roan bull, winner
of several prizes, used by Mr. Pawlett, and the

sire and grandsire of some of the higher priced stock

at the recent Beeston sale. About one-fourth of the

animals to be sold are of the ' Star ' family, obtained

originally from Mr. Townsend, of Sapcote, and which
is distinguished for its extraordinary milking properties.

These, as well as others, go back through a line

of the best blood, on both sides, to R. Colling's

Favourite (252)."

A remarkable photograph from life of Colonel

Gunter's 3D DuKE of Wharfdale lies before us.

We venture to say no conventionally drawn animal,

such as so frequently afflicts our eyes, can compete with
so vigorous a representation of what a highly bred
bull ought to be. His head and neck have all the

grandeur of his particular strain ; his bosom is extra-

ordinarily deep, and the depth from shoulder top to

dewlap is marvellous. The levelness of his make
along the top, the quarters, and the sides is also very
admirable, as are also his exceedingly handsome
smoothly laid shoulders. All this is well shown in the

photograph, while at the same time the strength of the

animal, as exemplified in good strong knees and hocks,

is not in the slightest degree sacrificed, as is so often

the case in fancy drawings of Shorthorns.

PIGS.
" I generally," writes Mr. Sadler, the breeder of

pure Berkshires, "put the boar to my young sows at

from 12 to 15 months ; if intended for show purposes,

iS or longer. Breeding too young prevents the size

they would otherwise arrive at. Care should be taken

to select those possessing the best form, size, &c. A
person would do well in the choice of most animals to

remember the three I's—long, low, and lusty." It

should be borne in mind much will depend hereafter

upon the kind of boar the young sow has first taken,

having noticed the near resemblance of all after litters.

They generally produce at a litter from six to ten,

seven is quite enough for them to nurse when young. I

attach little value to their first litter, as they seldom do
well.

" My older sows I regulate the time I put them to

the boar according to the age I wish them for the

different agricultural exhibitions. The Royal Agricul-

tural Society's exhibition rules specify they must be
over four and under eight months. Their show takes

place in July ; it is therefore necessary they be farrowed
in December or January, which must be admitted to be
a very bad time. I think it a pity the Royal Agricul-

tural Society should adhere to this rule. Young pigs are

very tender, and require much warmth the first month.
If a sow farrows in cold weather without an attendant,

the chances are you lose many, if not all, as they
are not strong enough of themselves to get to the sow
for warmth or milk. My herdsman usually sits up
with them, if the weather is severe, for a few nights,

keeping them covered by the mother's side ; but, take
what care you may, they never grow so fast or do so

well as those farrowed in the spring.
" I like to put two or more sows to the boar at as

nearly the same time as possible, which can generally

be managed by taking away their young together.

They will then take the boar about the third day. I

adopt this plan so as to regulate the numbers, taking

away when too many, and adding to those falling

short. I frequently have more with my older sows
than they can nurse."

PRINCIPLES AFFECTING CUL TIVA-
TION, MANURING, AND CROPPING.

(Concludedfrom />. 651.)

Rotation of Crops.—Liebig attaches great im-

portance to a rotation of crops {see pp. 89, 90, 32S
of the Natural Laws of Husbandry). He clearly

explains the propriety of and necessity for a rotation of

deep and strong rooted with shallow and fibrous rooted

plants, and the alternation of cereal and root or green

crops, the latter as collectors of a store of ammonia.
Is the four-course rotation adapted to modern

farming? It no doubt resulted from a general and
very long course of observation by practical farmers,

who after trying, unsuccessfully and successfully, various

modes of cropping, adopted the latter, especially after

the introduction of Clover, then Turnips, more than a
century ago. The four-course also distributes well the
horse and manual labour of the farm. The rotation is

one that agricultural science (had it then existed) would
have indicated and suggested—that is, the alternation of
broad-leaved and narrow-leaved, and deep-feeding and
shallow-feeding plants, and of plants requiring the
elements of soil and manure in varying qualities,

quantities, proportions, and positions. That was at a
time when we were emerging from pasture, and when
we knew nothing of guano, bones, and other artificial

manures, and when there were no oilcakes and other

foreign feeding- stuffs, few good roads, and no railways

to convey fruit, vegetables, hay, and straw to towns
and cities, and to bring back town or artificial manures
and feeding-stuffs.

There were then no threshing-machines, no reaping-

machines to hasten the harvest, no steam-machines to

make short work of autumn cultivation, no drills to

seed the land rapidly. There was formerly no fresh

beef at Christmas before Clover and Turnips were
introduced. Without imported food or artificial

manures the farm had to be fertilised with its own
produce, which rendered necessary restrictive clauses,

forbidding the selling off hay, straw, or roots, and
the breaking up of pasture. Landowners had no
doubt observed that when pastures were broken up
the continued succession of corn crops exhausted
the land, and ultimately impoverished both the tenant

and landowner. Under the new and altered circum-

stances there will probably arise a considerable modi-
fication and reduction of these restrictions, and, in fact,

it has already been done on that well managed Holk-
ham estate, which has ever been, from the time of the

great Coke, a trusty and admirable model of agricul-

tural progress and success. The present noble owner
has initiated much good by the recent publication of
the terms of his modern lease, which has given the

tenant free action as to the mode of cropping his land

and selling off his crops, provided he does not thereby

impair the natural fertility of the soil.

Science, and the public discussions at our numerous
farmers' clubs and agricultural societies, have, I hope,

sufficiently enlightened us, so that the old and ruinous

error of believing that you could always be taking out

of the agricultural purse without a periodical refilling,

will gradually disappear. The materials for maintain-

ing or restoring fertility are now abundant, and will be
more so when supplemented by town sewage. We
shall then no longer be told by an Irish tenant, "This
good land absolutely produced 17 successive crops of

Oats, but, bad luck to me ! the last was a complete
failure." A friend from Ireland related this to me as a
fact within his own knowledge, and I was once offered

a Welsh hill farm to purchase at a merely nominal
price, the tenant having taken seven crops of Oats in suc-

cession, the last two not having reproduced the quantity

sown as seed (7 bush, per acre !). Truth, even in

agriculture, is sometimes more strange than fiction,

which it is well to bear in mind when we are congratu-

lating ourselves on the admirable condition of certain

well farmed and well known districts. These are the

sunny sides of British agriculture, but there are a great

many—far too many—dark, shady, and unsatisfactory

districts, which will not at present, or for a long time

to come, bear the light of either public investigation or

congratulation.

The old-school farmer, who was accustomed to look

to the natural productions of the soil for his mainte-

nance, is now, unless he adapts himself to modern
practice, in an unfavourable position. Rent and other

charges have greatly increased, and he has to compete,

in his sales, with farmers who have, by adopting and
availing themselves of modern advantages and prac-

tices, been enabled to produce their meat and com
more cheaply than he has done. I pass many a
pleasant and instructive evening with Baron Liebig, or

rather, in my study, with his great works on agricul-

ture ; and I venture to predict that in 1972 they will

be found in the library of every intelligent British

farmer. The works of that most profound of agricul-

tural philosophers can only be thoroughly compre-
hended and appreciated, by a frequent reconsidera-

tion of their contents. He has lighted up the hitherto

dark and diflicult path of the natural laws of hus-

bandry. I do not fail to recognise and appreciate the

merits of the various talented chemists who have issued

from Liebig's lecture-rooms and laboratory (especially

one whom we are proud to call a member of our

Club), but I look upon Liebig as the grand and original

expounder of sound agricultural principles, which will

endure as long as civilised agriculture exists, and will

form, in all times, a safe basis for agricultural practice.

There are certain evils attending the four-course

rotation under the usual lease restrictions. Barley,

after Turnips fed off with cake, is frequently injured

by over luxuriance, and the young Clover destroyed

by the laid crop of Barley. High farming pro-

duces a large qtiantity of straw. On the best

modern principles of covered and enclosed yards with

paved floors, a much smaller proportion of straw is

required for bedding than in the ordinary open farm-

yards exposed to rainfall ; but, even in the latter case,

there is on a vast number of farms a great difficulty in

getting the straw "down" or "rotted," and it is no

uncommon thing to see on farms with too little live

stock, the roads around and leading to the farmyard
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deeply and frequently littered with straw, in order to

rot or convert it into a mis-called manure. Straw
thus treated is worth as manure (see Lawes) only

12J-. (yd. a ton. It could be sold for paper-making at

triple that price, and as food it is worth 40J. per ton

(see Horsfall, vols. xvii. and xviii., Royal Agricul-

tural Society's youi-nal). But if, on ordinary farms,

there is not even now capital enough to convert all the

straw into good manure in open yards, it is evident

the greatly increased capital required in live stock

(where covered yards are used, and especially where
much straw is given as food mixed with cake, com,
roots, malt culms, and bran) could not (with our pre-

sent agricultural notions) be found. I have ^6 per

acre usually in live stock only, and even so have much
hay and straw to sell.

If it were (as it ought to be) all cut into chaff mixed
with cake, com, &;c., and consumed by cattle, much
more capital than I have in live stock would be
required. Hay is in some cases wasted, either thrown
on to pastures, or put into racks for horses and
cattle, to pick out the dainty pieces, and tread the rest

under foot. In my case I have sold since Christmas

more than ^^300 of surplus hay of last year's growth,

and some straw, because I had not capital or animals

enough to consume it, and yet I have now only 8 acres

of pasture. It is a hard case for a farmer not to be

allowed to sell Clover and hay when it brings ^'^ or

£,() per ton (mine was sold at ^5 this year), for they

could bring back more profitable cake, or guano, or

other manures, to compensate the land ; near great

towns and cities there is always a market and demand
for straw and hay.

No doubt the prohibition to sell hay and straw or

roots arose from the fact that some farmers (at any rate

in ancient times), would sell everything off the land,

regardless of consequences ; and in those times they

could get neither cake, guano, bones, superphosphate,

or artificial manures to compensate and keep up
fertility.

I am afraid that even now there are still some who
don't believe in exhaustion, and so keep constantly

taking out of the purse without refilling it, to their

ultimate loss. I except the members of our Club, who
understand their business too well for that. As regards

the rotation of crops the great variety in the pro-

portion of elements that constitute various plants, and
their depths and modes of feeding, indicates the neces-

sity for a rotation or alternation of crops. A striking

instance of this kind is recorded in the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Journal, vol. xiii., p, 409 (a well-

deserved prize essay, by Mr. Hemming), whose Beans
after seed Rye were a fine crop, while in the same
field, following the green Rye (mowed for soiling, the

laud then guanoed and sown with white Turnips
drawn off), the Beans actually stopped all growth after

6 inches high, and did not even seed, although sown in

the same field and at the same time as the successful

Bean crop. This did not arise from iofertility of the

soil, but because the aldermanic Turnips had devoured
all the available potash, while the seeded Rye crop did

not want any, or very little potash ; the Beans lost their

dinner (potash) and died off, thus proving Liebig's

great theory, that, one necessary ingredient in the

growth of a plant being absent, renders all the others

useless—just as in house building, if any one material

is wanting (say either water, lime, bricks, or any
other), the house cannot be built, although you have
abundance of all the rest. This led Mr. Hemming
(who seems to have been rather astonished) to the

institution of a chemical inquiry, which he gave to

the public in the Society's journal^ and richly earned
and deserved our thanks, as well as the prize awarded
to him.

Where the roots of an often-cut hedge, or often-

thinned trees have had long possession of the soil, and
attached themselves to nearly every granule, there is

little hope of obtaining good crops from the exhausted
soil. I can distinctly trace, by the inferiority of crop
(now Wheat) the site of some old banks, which I

removed 30 years ago, and it will probably be visible

for another 30—a great deal of land in our neighbour-
hood was once forest—chalking does some good on
old wood land.

Farmers know that they cannot raise a new Thorn
fence on the ground on which a previous and old Thorn
fence was grown. How well Liebig, in his great work
the Natural Laws of Husbandry^ explains all these

apparent mysteries, and why deep and shallow-rooted

plants should alternate.

American Agriculture,

It may be interesting to my brother agriculturists

to know how our juvenile American cousins are

progressing agriculturally. The latest returns, which
I annex, give an astounding proof of their enterprise,

industry, and power, especially when we consider
that they only exceed us in population by some
six millions. No doubt the better education of
the population has very much to do with
it, for every man, woman, and child is there taught,
free of any expense, to read, write, and cypher. Some
years ago they had 120,000 free public schools and
colleges—well endowed by Government grants of land
and by willing taxation.

Farm labourers must be well off there, with 4^. 2.d.

a-day, and cheap and abundant provisions.

Extract from the Agricultural Returns just
Issued by our Board of Trade:—

United Kingdom. UnitedStates.
Population
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progress. With your permission, I propose to examine

certain points in connection with agricultural labourers

which seem to offer the means of raising them in the

social scale. IVilloitghby Wood. [Many thanks.]

ATKINS' FILTERING APPARATUS, &-c.

TtlE annexed engraving (fig. l) is a plan view of

filtering apparatus, designed .and constructed for tlie

Right Hon. the Earl of Durham, Lambton Castle,

Durham, by F. H. Atkins & Co., Engineers, 62,

Fleet Street, London. It consists, as will be seen

from the illustration, of 24 small filters, so connected

together as to form
one large filter. The
filtration of any quan-

tity of water required

for cattle or other pur-

poses, may thus be
effected by the combi-
nation of single filters,

from two and up-

wards, as the con-

sumption mayrequire.

Each filter in the set

of 24 stands upon four

feet, two short l\ legs

being at each end, and
is covered with mov-
able perforated zinc

frame, and jacket of

felt cloth to keep back
soot, mud, leaves, ani-

malcules, &c. Fig.

167 is a single filter

without a jacket,

showing the perfora-

tions in the stoneware
case for the admission

of the water to the

interior. The dark
rectangular broad line

outside will readily be

understood to be the

edge of the cistem,

upon the bottom of

which the 4S feet of

the 24 filters stand

;

and the pipes for col-

lecting the water from
the 24 filters to the

efflux pipe in the bot-

tom of the cistem,

shown in theengraving
opposite the central

row of filters on the

right-hand side, will

also be understood
without a detailed de-

scription. Each filter

can be removed, taken to pieces, as subsequently ex-
plained, cleaned, refitted, and again screwed on to the
set. Filter after filter can thus be cleaned by a com-
mon labourer in a very short time. The frequency of
cleansing will, of course, depend upon the nature of the
water to be filtered. The details of this need not be
gone into. Comparatively pure water will pass through
the filters faster than muddy water, or water that is

green from being full of vegetable growth (Fungi), or
that is swarming with animalcules, or that is thick with
animal and vegetable life, as is the water of most rivers

and ponds in the summer time, and the discharge in

every case will at all times be as the height of the head
of water above the central pipes that pass through the
niters. Thus, if the water in the cistern stands 3 feet

above the central pipe the pressure will be that due to

3 feet, and so on for any other depth of water in the
cistern. It may be as well to draw special attention to

this, as some patentees are just now laying claim to the
principle of pressure by complicated expensive mecha-
nism, as if there were no pressure in cistem filters,

which have been in use time out of mind. The prin-
ciple of pressure is therefore public property, and any-
body can make his cistern of any depth and pressure
he may see fit.

Referring to fig. 168, the body of each filter consists

of a perforated cyclinder of earthemware, with two
movable caps, one at each end, or it may be made of
galvanised iron. A portion of the central pipe is per-
forated, and upon this is fixed a large carbon block, or
two or more blocks may be used, should the length of
the body so require. This carbon block is made of
animal charcoal, by a peculiar process of combination,
and no water can enter the central pipe without first

passing through an adequate thickness of carbon to

free it from all impurities, and otherwise effect those
changes peculiar to the action of animal charcoal on
most noxious matter found in water, including examples
of animal and vegetable life already referred to. The
better to effect those chemical and mechanical changes,
the carbon block in the centre is surrounded by roughly
granulated charcoal, through which the water has to

pass, and during its passage to the central block the
putrid water from ponds and rivers is purified both
chemically and mechanically. Should the outside
cloth or jacket become clogged by mud, &c., it may
be cleansed by a brush, the mud falling to the bottom,
and when the mud increases in the bottom the

cistern is washed out. The centi^al carbon block
j

will not allow impurities to pass through, but
|

when it begins to pass the water too slowly, :

from its surface pores becoming clogged, then the
[

filters have to be removed one by one, the caps taken i

off, and the loose charcoal removed and washed. For !

all the extra expense, we should prefer new charcoal.

The centrjil carbon block is washed in hot water by
means of a soft brush (we use a common scrubbing

brush), and if the surface is very greasy and choked
with animal and vegetable matter, boiling water may
be necessary. On no account, however, should soda,

potash, soap, or the like be used, hot water and the

ElG. 167.—EARI, DlJJiHAM's FILTER.

brush being amply sufficient. After the pores of the
surface are opened, blow through the pipe until you see

the air bubbles passing freely out through the whole of

the surface of the block, which will prove it to be
clean and ready for use again. In examples where
river water is very muddy and full of leaves, &c., it

should be passed through a secondfilteror bedof sand,

as an old barrel filled with sand, to remove the grosser

impurities before it is allowed to flow into the cistern

But the sand in the barrel or box will require to b.

frequently renewed, otherwise it will prove nursing
ground both for animal and vegetable life, for some
sand and sponge filters when opened after long use
have been found in a honible state of filth, from live

and putrid animal and vegetable organisms, and so on.

Fig. 16S.—SINGLE FILTER.

The filtering of water for cattle and domestic use is

a question of no secondary importance at the present
time. Farmers have long had their attention drawn
to the sad consequences attending their cattle when
they had nothing to drink but putrid water ; milch
cows become feverish, yield "ropy milk," unfit even for

pigs, and ultimately run dry ; and when the atmo-
sphere of the dairy becomes tainted with the spores of
Fungi, and the floor and walls are mouldy, the milk
also becomes ropy. These are facts with which our
grandfathers were familiar, and now that the micro-
scope has discovered in the water drunk by cows the
same species of Fungi as is found in their ropy milk,
and in their blood, the practical conclusion is obvious,
viz., the removal of Fungi in the water by filtration,

|

and thus affect healthy cattle and wholesome produce.
Mr. Willard's article in the current part of the
JoHrnalof the Royal Agricultural Society 0/ England
(pp. loS— 112) furnishes American examples of ropy
milk and unhealthy milch cows, the same species of
Fungus being found in the water, milk, and blood.
And if the same is found in the blood of milch
cows that drink water in which this Fungus is pre-
sent, or graze in unhealthy pastures where it abounds
in the atmosphere, can it be absent in the fiesh
of animals that drink at the same pond, and graze
in the same pastures? We are apprehensive an un-
favourable answer must be given to this, for the

health and flesh of

such stock must be
injured less or more
when allowed to drink
such water. We know
from experience that

it is as difficult to

keep meat in the

larder free from such
Fungi, as it is to keep
milk in the dairy, and
therefore we would
suggest an extensive
microscopic examina-
tion of the whole sub-

ject, including water,

milk, and butcher's

meat, as also the flesh

of unhealthy animals.

Filtered water, on
the other hand, is

much more whole-
some and valuable for

cattle than unfiltered

water, apart alto-

gether from the above
questions of health,

and therefore it will

pay remunerating in-

terest on the capital

invested in filters. The
quantity and quality

of the milk of milch
cows supplied with
filtered water are

greatly improved ; and
the increase in the

quantity is perhaps
greater than the im-
provement in the qua-
lity. Numerous ex-

amples might be
quoted in proof of
this, and what is true

of milch cows applies

to all kinds of cattle.

The live stock of the
' farm consume each a large quantity of water daily, and
it is but reasonable to conclude that the difference

between wholesome and unwholesome water is of no
secondary value to them.
A very great advantage is also gained by using

filtered water for all domestic purposes—children suffer

fearfully from drinking bad water. Indeed, it were
difiicult to say how much of the mortality of the

country is due to this source, for water drinking is

annually becoming more common in all ages. Per-

sonally the writer can speak from experience, for

having selected one of Atkins & Co.'s filters, as the best

now in use, he would not now like to want it, were it

for nothing else but the pure water it yields—as a test

forjudging the purity of water. That it removes the

spores of Fungi in the unfiltered water is manifest, for

in washing off the green slimy matter on the surface of

the carbon block it smells strongly of pond water when
stagnant and greatly evaporated in the summer time.

There is no mistaking the smell, it so closely resembles
that of a stinking pool. Those who use filtered water
would not again drink unfiltered water for any money.
For infusing tea, coffee, and for all culinary purposes,

filtered water is infinitely superior to unfiltered water.

The gain is equally great for washing, and also for

brewing, where Fungi are present. Putrid water "plays
the very mischief" in malting Barley. In the dairy,

rinsing out the milk pans and other vessels with cold

unfiltered water is, practically speaking, planting the

seed-germs for a crop of Fungi in the milk, butter, and
cheese. Mr. Willard, in the Journal of the Royal
Agricultural Society^ makes cheese an exception, but
we doubt the soundness of his conclusions, for ropy
milk can with difficulty be made into cheese. In short,

all the water used in the dairy should be filtered.

Much pump, spring, and clear, sparkling river water
requires filtering, to remove mineral matter before it

can be profitably used either for cattle or family use.

Where springs abound, as in our hilly districts, cattle,

when left to choose for themselves, shun the fountain
head, and go to some shallow, broad standing pool
spread out to the sun, and there drink j and when com-
pelled to drink cold pump-water indoors, as they often

are, they do badly. With this most farmers are

familiar, and were they equally familiar with the bene-
fits of filtered water, the general boon to the country at

the present time, when the price of dairy produce and
butcher-meat place them beyond the reach oi the bulk
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of consumers, would be invaluable ; for there cannot
be a doubt but the increase, both in the quantity and
quality, would be greater than many at first sight may
imagine. At present the food and health of live stock
are thoughtlessly squandered with a prodigal hand,
whereas rational means should be used for economising
both. How can this best be done ? Certainly not by
going to Parliament for political means so long as
cattle are allowed to drink unwholesome water as they
now do, alike injurious to their own health and
produce. IV. B.

THE GARDEN OF THE FARM.
On Fringing and Filling it with Beauty,

(CoJit'ntedfi-atn p. 553.^

After the sermon comes the application, and I trust

now that every reader is ready to apply himself or her-
self to a raid on the following lists of good things.

Trees for farm gardens—trees ! Yes, it depends
upon space, whether there is room for any. But if

there is, please to choose something choice and dif-

ferent from the every-day trees of the hedgerows, or

the sheltering woods or hills around the farm. Let
your trees appear at a glance choice, not forest,

trees. Thus, where woods or belts of Firs abound,
let deciduous trees predominate in the garden. On the
contrary, where Oak, Elm, Ash, Birch, Poplar, predo-
minate in woods, hedgerows, parks, let Firs prevailin
the garden. Also see to having variety ; a few of many
sorts, not all of one. Again, reject the larger trees as

much as possible. For instance, instead of planting
the common Spruce, plant such varieties as the Hem-
lock Spruce, Abies canadensis, 60 feet ; A, Albertiana,
the Californian Hemlock Spruce, 70 feet ; the white
Norway Spruce, A. excelsa alba, 40 feet ; A. Men-
ziesii, 60 feet ; A. orientally, 45 feet : and for Spruces
in miniature, A. clanbrasiliana, 3 feet, and pygma;a,
2 feet. Though the Araucaria imbrtcata is expected to

grow from 150 to 200 feet high, it deserves a sheltered
place in the garden of the farm from its unique habit
and style of growth ; it also grows rather slowly, and
takes but little room in a young state. Among Cedars
the Cedrus Deodara, 60 feet, is a universal favourite,

and there is a green variety of it, C. viridis, still more
beautiful. The C. Libani, from 50 to 70 feet, is a grand
tree where room can be found for it ; and C. atlantica,

60 feet, the silver Cedar of Lebanon, is still more
beautiful from its glaucous foliage. Of Cypresses, the
following—the upright variety, Cupressus sempervirens,
C. torulosa, 60 feet. Lawsoniana : L. argentea and L.
variegata, from 40 to 70 feet, are very beautiful. The
deciduous Cypress, Taxodium distichum, 60 feet,'

forms a beautiful tree, the young leaves and spray
resembling the most exquisite Fern fronds. From the

large family of Junipers a few ought to be selected.

The common Juniperus communis, 6 feet ; J.
hibernica, or upright, 10 feet j J. prostrata, or
Carpet Juniper, 6 inches j J. Sabina, the Savin,
and J. prostrata variegata, 3 feet

; J. virginiana,

or red Cedar, 40 feet ; the weeping variety of the
common Larch, Larix pendula, 30 feet ; and Pseudo-
Larix, or Golden Larch, 50 feet. Of Silver Firs, the
following three are probably the best for the garden of
the farm :—Picea cephalonica, 60 feet ; P. Nord-
manniana, 50 feet; and P. Pinsapo, 50 feet. From the
great family of Scotch Firs or Pines the following may
be selected :—Pinus Cembra, 50 feet ; P. Montezuma,
30 feet ; the Stone Pine, 30 feet ; P. Pinaster, P.

excelsa, 50 feet ; P. sylvestrls pumila, 2 feet ; Reti-

nospora obtusa nana aurea forms a beautiful tree,

dense and dwarf, of a rich golden colour all the
year round, in this respect far exceeding the Thuja
aurea, which mostly becomes a dirty brown for the
winter.

Among Yews, the common is the most useful.

Taxus baccata, of which there are many varieties, the
T. variegata, T. aurea {Golden Yew), and ele-

gantissima (silver) ; T. fastigiata, the upright Irish,

and the variegated and golden varieties of the
same. Nearly all the Arbor-vitx are useful and
beautiful for furnishing. The American or the occi-

dentalis, with its variegated and golden varieties, Thuja
variegata aurea and vervaineana j the sibirica or plicata

and its varieties, and the Chinese, and such varieties as

argentea, glauca, orientalis, aurea, &:c. If space
enough can be found for the tree of all others the

largest, plant a Wellingtoniagigantea, or the variegated
variety of the same, far away from the house. This
Californian giant is represented as reaching an altitude

of 300 feet, but it makes a grand baby whatever its

majority may bring forth. Before dismissing evergreen
trees I must add the evergreen Oak, Quercus ilex, of

which there are many varieties, all of which are admir-
ably adapted for the sheltering and furnishing of farm
gardens, their green, shining leaves contrasting admir-
ably with the bare boughs of other trees in winter.

Deciduous TVtv^.—Of these the Maple takes the first

place in beauty and usefulness. The following are
among the most useful :—Acer campestre and the
variegated variety of the same, A. platanoides, colchi-
cum rubrum, A. striatum, A. rubrum, A. saccharinuni,
A. fraxinifolium, Negundo, alba variegatum. These
range in height from 10 feet to 40 feet. The Hone
Chestnut is almost too large a tree for the garden of
the farm, but its foliage is magnificent, and the double
white and double scarlet are not such rampant growers

as the common one. The Ailantus glandulosa grows
to a height of 60 or more feet, but it is glorious in a
young or any state. The common Almond is indis-

pensable for its early blossoms, and of late years double
flowering carnation, white, and scarlet have been added
to the older varieties. Among Birches the common
white, the pendulous variety of the same, and the cut-
leaved varieties brighten up any garden, large or smaU.
The Hornbeam, Carpinus Betuius and C. quercifolia,
from 30 to 40 feet, are pretty growing trees ; Catalpa
syring?2folia, 25 feet, gives a rich effect. Of Haw-
thorns the best are the double white, red, pink, and
scarlet, and the single scarlet. Cratcegus multiplex,
C. flore-pleno, C. rosea, coccinea pleno, and coccinea,
ranging from 12 to 20 feet. Of Laburnums, so rich in

golden glory, the common, the Scotch, and Waterer's
variety are the most striking, 15 to 20 feet. Of Beeches
Fagus purpurea and purpurea pendula, F. cristata, and
F. folia aurea argentea are among the most striking.

The Weeping Ash is indispensable, and the golden
wooded and variegated-leaved have a rich effect.

Liquidambar imberbe, and L. styracillua, 15 feet, with
their fiery red leaves in the autumn, form a grand con-
trast to all other trees. The Tulip tree, Liriodendron
tulipifera, 30 to 50 feet, has a leaf and flower unlike all

others. Magnolia conspicua, 20 feet, offers up its

pinky white cups of beauty and fragrance early, and
proves a welcome harbinger of a harvest of beauty.
The white and black Mulberry, Morus alba and M.
nigra, should find a place in the garden of the farm,
for their fruit as well as their beauty. The Plane,
Platanus orientalis palmati, 40 to 50 feet, forms a
handsome tree of great beauty.

The Poplars are a large family of quick-growing and
highly ornamental trees. The Populus alba or white,
fastigiata or Lombardy, the gr^i^ca or Athenian, tremula
or Aspen, and the pendulous varieties of the same, are
among the most striking. They range in height from
30 to 100 feet. The flowering Ash, Ornus europasus, 25
to 30 feet, is a highly ornamental tree. The Pyrus are
good-looking family, as well as useful. To it we owe
our Apples and Pears, Crabs, &c. The several varie-

ties of the Mountain Ash, such as P. aucuparia, fructo-

aurea, and pendula, the P. aria, or Beam Tree,
P. malus prunifolius, the Siberian Crab, P. m. specta-
bilis, and P. m. s. Riversii and roseo-pleno, produce
ricli results in flowers and fruit ; height from 10 to

30 feet. In England no pleasure plantation would be
considered complete without one or more Oaks : and
the Quercus Eegilops, 30 feet

; Q. fastigiata, 35 feet

;

Q. robur asplenifolia aurea, 40 feet ; Q. rubra, 60 feet ;

Q. purpurea, and Q. variegata elegantissima, 40 feet,

would form a pretty selection. The Locust tree makes
a rich variety, alike by its elegant foliage and plentiful

flowers — Robinia pseudacacia, 35 feet ; R. hispida,

rose Acacia, 10 feet ; R. h. microphylla, 10 feet

;

h. rosea, 10 feet, and r. pendula, 25 feet.

{To be Continued.)

lome Comspnbente.
Fisken's Steam Plough.—I am very glad to see

that the members of the Boroughbridge Agricultural

Society have taken up the subject of steam cultivation,

and that upon the "roundabout" system: by this

term I include all those systems in which the engine is

not required to move on the headland to accomplish
the work. As you may know, I have given in my
adhesion to the Fisken system, and since the Wolver-
hampton Show, I have, in conjunction with a neigh-
bouring farmer, purchased a set of this tackle, with
which, since March S last, we have ploughed 150 acres

7 inches deep, So acres of which were done in five

days, also cultivated 40 acres 14 inches deep with a

seven-tined cultivator on the most undulating ground
;

since when the tackle, to which is attached one of
Fowler's patent 12-horse traction engines, has removed
17 miles, the removal occupying eight hours, to my
partner's farm, and cultivated for him 120 acres from 9
to 20 inches deep, on soil varying from dead sand to

cold hard-baked clay land, and removed a third time
to cultivate 45 acres twice over, on similar land, at an
average depth of 12 inches, which has been accom-
plished in the very worst of weather, when the traction

engine which drives the tackle, if employed under the

double engine system, could not have moved upon any
headland. Although this is the first set of tackle that

Mr. Fisken himself has had the opportunity ofgiving out

to us farmers, the machinery has worked to our entire

satisfaction. The management of the machinery itself

is perfectly within the scope of any farm labourer of

ordinary intelligence : for example, I have taken two
labouring men off my farm to work the windlasses,

and each of them in less than a week made himself

completely master of his position. In this system,

therefore, there is, combined with the advantages pre-

viously enumerated on other occasions, among others

of having a direct pull upon the implement, with but

one engine instead of two, the additional advantage of

being able to work in circumstances where, under the

double engine system, no engine could move on the

headland,—in fact, being able to commence work as

soon as the land is in such a state as to allow of the

implement being used. I consider we have to feel

grateful to Mr. Fisken in having provided us with

machinery calculated to do the heaviest work equally

well in wet weather as in fine, and which is also
adapted for farms of all sizes and fields of every
description, however undulating; and I would invite the
farmers of England to see this system for themselves,
which I believe is alike suitable for large and small
occupiers. Simeon Lcat/icr, Delaware Lodge^ North-
wick, Cheshire^ May 9.

Covered Courts.—You quote Lord Kinnaird's
testimony in support of these "in every point of view,"
specially for the excellency of the manure thus made.
Mr. Scot Skirving {late President of the Scottish
Chamber of Agriculture), made experiments in East
Lothian, in 1860-61, with manure made with and
without cover. The results were, whilst dung made
under cover had "a very decided advantage during the
first season, the second season had tended to equalise
in a great degree the power of the two lots of dung."
See Highland Society's Transaciions of March, 1864.
The health of cattle cannot be so good where covered
courts exist—to the exclusion of fresh air to the byres,
or we would find them used by breeders. This
country has had larger experience of covered courts
and for a longer period than any other country. This
experience is not in favour of courts being wholly
covered. Kincardineshire.

Wages in Surrey.—I have been in Surrey
24 years : at the time when I came I paid gj. to \2s.
per week ; we now pay \2s. to 15^-. per week, or 17^.,
say about, as under :

—

Common labour (hours 7 to 6)

Carters [Sundays included) .

.

Shepherds, do. .

.

Milkmen, do
Foremen .

.

Drainers earn
Hay and straw binders

As we have a great many hands
nearly all our hoeing by horse-hoe, we have not
much task-work except in hay and harvest time ; we
give no beer or perquisites at any time, but pay for all

overtime, but in hay time and harvest allow 9</. a day
for beer for men, instead of beer, and boys and women
in proportion. We cut all our grass by machine, but
corn by hand and tie it (Wheat, Barley, and Oats), at

which work they earn 20x. to 30^. per week. I think
upon the whole they are moderately well off, and
moderately satisfied, but the present agitation is causing
some uneasiness amongst them. But our great curse
is drink, and smoking and chewing tobacco (boys as
well as men). I have scarcely a man can go from his

work to his home without passing one or more beer
houses. I believe I am not overstating the truth if I say
we have had 30 to 40 public and beer houses opened in

the parish within the last 10 years or so, I believe our
labourers are decidedly better off than they were a
few years back. E. Hilder^ Woking.

13^-

14J. to 157.

17.;. to 18^.

.. 15^. to 18^.

i8f. to 2ar.

. . i8r. to 245-.

1 5J, to "ZOS.

with stock, and do

Foreign Correspondence.
Berlin.— The First Congress of German Agricul-

turists.—Here you might see some stately, well-clad,

and well nourished persons gathering slowly, at least

with silent gravity, in Arnim's Hotel, a fashionable
place, "under the Linden," at Berlin. Many a man
of scientific wool-breeding and Beetroot cultivating

renown—many a political stir-them-up was amongst
them ; and, last not least, came the Crown Prince of
Prussia, antl took his seat in front of the speaker's
chair. The chair was occupied by an old hand at pre-

siding over slowly masticating assemblies, and the

whole Congresslooked like people determined upon push-
ing something awfully heavy—say a traction-engine

—

through something awfully deep and sticky—say a
ploughed field after a fortnight's hard raining. There
they were, Conservative people most of them, to implore
the aid of Government on behalf of agriculture against

the railway, building, money-lending, share-holding,
and merciless Liberals.

The Germans are a very different people from the

English. They like nothing better than an omnipre-
sent Government. There is not a horse bred in the
land except by a Government sire, nor a road built

except by State subvention, nor an oflicial created, of

ever so local a designation, except upon consent of
Government. Talk of Communism and Socialism

—

Germany, what with her military and school institu-

tions, is altogether a communistical state already, ever
since the days of old Stein, the minister during the
liberty war of 1S13-1S15. So there is not much fear of
great social revolutions, as the radical ideas have already
entered into existence, and are practically walking
about in the flesh these 50 years ; the only political

spasm exists between towns people and country ]ieople,

the latter of whom are decidedly in the majority,

counting 72 per cent, of the whole population, whilst

the former are better up to the game. Our ]ioor

landowners cannot get money cheap enougli for agri-

cultural purposes, the townsmen using it all in buying
railway shares, and building new manufactories,
breweries, &c. There is no land-letting system, you
know, and at present, you might say, there is even no
selling of land, everything else in Germany answering
belter than agriculture. The very corn is not needed.
For why ? The railways have matic their tariffs in such
a manner that the Russian and Hungarian corn can
reach the German ports cheaper, and be sold there at

a much lower price than the home-grown corn.
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This is one of the principal grievances t)f the German

agriculturists, and the Congress called a special com-
mittee on their very first day of meeting, to work out a

memorial on this point, and to ask for the aid of

Government against the railway companies. Tlicy

want Government to appropriate all the railways

in the country, to do away with the said obnoxi-

ous tariffs, and to use the enormous income from
the now neglected railway business, which income at

present only serves to enrich shareholders, towards the

public good. The companies, if they will not make
over fur a reasonable price, must be dispossessed,

in the same manner as they have before themselves
been dispossessing the landowners. This is a demand
of llie more violent Conservatives, as there are land-

owners and farmers enough who even own that the

cheap tariffs for foreign corn do the country good,
enabling our seaport corn merchants to make the

more profitable sales in the English market. I myself
know a man wlio cleared 500,000 dols. in about
20 years by buying HunL;arian corn, cleansing it, and
shipping it to the great mills in England. He lived at

Stettin, and will be well known to some of your readers.

Well, our agriculturists should like to stop this sort of
business. They say the cheap railway tariffs for foreign

goods act like an impost upon the home produce—not

imposed, however, by Government (they would bear
that willingly), but by tiie railway companies and corn
merchants. How happy are Englishmen to know
nothing about such grievances—ay, even hardly able

to understand them.

I have in a former letter endeavoured to create some
sympathy in your country for our poor landowners. I

have even rendered in English the Breslau programme.
Now this programme lay at the core of all the resolu-

tions agreed upon by the Congress during the four days
of their sitting. I will just give a list of them. The
first Congress of German Agriculturists resolved :

—

1. That the Law of Hypothec Bill should be passed
through the House of Commons in the form it has
come down from the Lords.

2. That a committee should be called to report upon
the state of the labourers in rural districts.

3. That all the tolls and toll booths on the high
road should be abolished, and that the cost of road-

building and repairing should be paid by a local tax,

whilst in the eastern provinces which have got deeply
into debt by their road-building affairs, governmental
aid is needed. The whole road-building must go undi

supervision of Government, and by aid of a strong law
of expropriation and a governmental fund.

4. A general reform in the taxation department is

needed, agriculture at present paying double and three

times as much in proportion to income as the merchantSj
shareholders, &c., do, because of the general land-tax
and building-tax, which must be abolished.

5. The stamps upon documents of land-transmission,
&c., to be abolished, if no stamp should be laid upon
foreign shares and papers of loan, &c.

6. All imposts upon foreign goods to be made
according to the value of the same, not according to

weight. There should be no imposts except upon
tea, tobacco, coffee, spirits, and colonial wares ; no
imposts upon anything else, especially implements,
iron, cloth, &c., would have to be paid by the agri-

culturists, and would enable manufacturers to fix a
parallel impost on their own behalf. The im-
posts upon iron are to be removed on the side of
Germany, and the imposts upon spirits on the side of
England, both being chief products of the two respec-
tive countries. (Postponed.)

7. The privileges of the banks (issuing three times as
many bills as they have funds) must cease. The hypo-
thec bank institutions must have the same liberties,

and must be carried on without State supervision. All
circulating bank bills must be founded upon real

deposits in metals, valuables, or lands.

Then follow some other resolutions respecting

school and university affairs, demanding principally

that the education of the rural labourers should be a
rural and agricultural one from the first, and demand-
ing the same military privileges for the students of
agriculture as the students of the more learned facul-

ties now enjoy, meaning chiefly the one single year's

ser\'ice in the army ; and at last a whole lump of reso-

lutions was passed relating to the most heterogenous
subjects, viz., river pollution, pension-houses for over-
worked agricultural officers, planting of fruit trees on
the high roads, disinfection of cattle trains and treat-

ment of cattle at the railway stations, control of
artificial manure, preventive measures against phthisis

;

and last, not least, a condemnation of the sewerage
system in towns, and of irrigation with sewage in the
country, a resolution brought forward by a professor

of agricultui-e. 0. Bda.

Farmers' Clubs.
STOU'MARKET.

Ap-ictiUural Horses. — At the last meeting the

breeding of the agricultural horse was discussed by Mr.
T. Lingwood, of Brockford.

Mr. Lingwood said : A paper on the cart-horse

having already come before the Club in the one kindly
given by Mr. Henry Crosse (seep. 119, 1871) allow
me to say that although that paper dealt mth form so

fully, there yet appeared ample room for one on the

breeding of the cart-horse—a branch in the department

of farming which seems tome much neglected ; for with

bullocks, sheep, and pigs some regard is paid to the

sort kept or bred. There are certain laws which govern

the principles of breeding which, when followed up and

persevered in, raise the standard of animals so bred. A
disregard of those laws lowers the grade in a like degree,

liowever pure bred the originals that were commenced
with. Now, if I advocated nothing but the purchase

of long-priced, good brood mares as a start in breeding,

tenant-farmers present witli stiff, heavy land to work
would, I know, send forth their objections thick and

quick, it being a much more hazardous undertaking to

breed colts on heavy than on light land ; still, that course

pursued, matching the mares with equally worthy sires,

effects not only a saving in years, but establishes a fixed

type far more certain to produce good things, than

commencing with inferior mares, however carefully and

judiciously breeders may continue to pair the sexes. If

I look the facts in the face, I find that the plan gene-

rally adopted is to obtain the services of one stallion

for the several mares had in contemplation for breeding.

Now that apparent cut-short, toss-penny move won't

bear inspection. Food consumed in the rearing of

ordinary loals had far better be expended in rearing

neat stock, and, as a farmer must have horses, buy
yearling colts, which in their turn shall fill up coming
gaps in the stables.

^y way of illustration, I will suppose six mares

diverse in make ; the 1st, a long, low, wide-spread

mare ; No. 2, a short-made, leggy mare ; No. 3, a fair-

proportioned, long, light-legged one ; No. 4, a short,

punchy one ; No. 5, a long mare, with fine hind-

quarters, but narrow-chested ; No. 6, a stylish one,

with substance, good form and size. Now it is a fact

tliat, however good in points and general contour a

horse may be, not one can be found suited to such a

lot ; but I have taken extreme cases for example sake.

No. I, a long, low, wide mare, is so constructed that

Naturehas furnished her with a capacity and powers for

the development ofalargeoffspring. An over-sized horse

in comparison to her—and should he be a trifle leggy

—

would cross well with her, provided defective points in

her were met with good points in him. No. 2, a short-

made, leggy mare, is just the sort, with a crested neck

so often spoken of, as a good mare to breed by. Ob-
servant eyes will have noticed in a flock how frequently

a long, low-made ewe produces large twins. When
the ewe, formed in the trunk like this mare, has but a

puny lamb, it is so with mares where there is no length

of back or ends—there is no room for the growth of the

fcetus. Thus disappointment ensues. There is danger

also from the projecting sides, a lengthy mare carrying

her young closer and safer. No. 3, a long, light-made

mare, needs a punchy horse with long back ribs, for if

short the progeny will be too high and long— a regular

rail as we sometimes hear. A colt, as a 2-year-old,

should have length, and if let down at the flank, grows

downwards into a valuable horse. No. 4, a small

punchy sort, is the stamp which many suppose requires

a high slashing horse, but such crossing proves almost

always a failure, the reason of which is this, the deposit

of the male is too much for the fructifying powers of

the female to carry out. No. 5, a lengthy big mare,

with fair hind-quarters but narrow chested. I had

often wondered that mares of this stamp paired with

an undersized stalUon should throw a colt with a full,

open chest. Cline's excellent paper on form asserts

why:—"To obtain animals with large lungs, crossing

is the most expeditious method; putting well-formed

females from a variety of a large size to a male of a

variety which is smaller. By such crossings the lungs

and heart become proportionately larger, in conse-

quence of a peculiarity in the circulation of the fcetus,

which causes a larger portion of the blood under such

circumstances to be distributed to the lungs than to the

other parts of the body ; and as the shape and size of

the chest depend upon that of the lungs, hence arises

the remarkably large chest which is produced by cross-

ing by females that are larger than the males." In

No. 6, a stylish, compact, weighty mare, with size, I

may say that the man who breeds and retains such a

stamp needs little paper space. He would know how to

remedy defects by giving her a horse good in his points

where she was weak ; but a favourite mare frequently

gets her generative organs damaged by becoming too

fat; a mare in faircondition being more healthy and likely

to stint. I have mentioned an over-sized and an under-

sized horse in comparison to the mare. As an index,

I should say for the horse to be on a par witli the

mare he should stand three-quarters of a hand higher,

proportioned accordingly. The more sorty a lot of mares

are the less occasion there is to use a variety of stallions.

It is the lack of distinctness of character in a stable that

calls for sorting. To show to what length the late Mr,

Blenkiron went in selection, I find in his sale of the

Middle Park yearling blood colts last June, where 40
were sold for ;Ji5,ooo, no less than 15 blood sires were

employed. In his case it was strains of blood which

influenced him in a great measure. Seek to avoid

hereditary diseases in the parents, viz., blindness,

broken wind, spavins, curbs, ringbones, sidebones,

grease, farcy, &c. I would also warn you discard a

mare which approaches being hatchet-headed, pig-

necked, roach-backed, or goose-rumped, cat-hammed,

very cross-ankled, or pigeon-toed ; such shapes being

too far gone to ever hope to remedy the glaring defects

which doubtless have been produced by something
worse than careless breeding.

One thing amongst others which has urged me to
recite the foregoing examples, has been to show the
principles adopted to grow big things, as the breeder's
aim ought to be to meet the requirements of the day

;

for with double-furrow ploughs fast coming into use,
horse-engines requiring speed, good-sized ^horses for
town work requiring size, not at the expense of activity,

compactness, and quality, ought to be kept in view. I

would further add, that in pairing a lengthy mare with
an undersized but compact horse in comparison to her,
in the produce will be seen, in the one crossing, the
lengthy proportions of bone combined with the stout-

ness of the other ; but to enlarge the size, not losing

sight of compactness—in starting with a short mare, it

will take something like three crossings of gradually
lengthened sires to bring that about. The male distinctly

influences the form of the offspring in draught-horses,
but the higher in the equine race the more the mare
seems to reverse that order. This accounts for the
Arab valuing far more highly the breeding form of the
dam than he does the sire for stud purposes. But as

the gait or " go " of the youngster is inherited from its

mother, this may somewhat be accounted for. In
selecting a stallion for a mare, the breeder's first start

should be to become familiar with her defects in confor-

mation, and also her good points, and then working up
to a given model, had in view, seek to overcome defects

by extra good points in the horse, but avoid extremes,
or you will be foiled ; rather take two crossings than
too long a stride at once. Where the breeder gets into

the fix of having two stallions of similar type, give the

preference to the one whose pedigree stands the higher.

I will acknowledge that what I call a jump in the dark
may be taken, thus, either a difficulty in arriving at a
knowledge of the parent's descent, or a false one may
be given, and so damage the breeder's best-constructed
plans. Surely here it is that astud-book would be of
some service in tracing strains, and not only so, but it

would be a tribute of respect justly due to the pains-

taking individuals who have carefully cultivated the

better families brought down to our time. That the
colour of the male in animals predominates in the off-

spring there can be little doubt ; but with the Suffolk

horse, in which some five different tinges of the chestnut

colour prevail, viz., dark chestnut, dark red, bright

chestnut, silver-beamed, and light chestnut, it need not
be wondered at that a horse having various tinges in

his escutcheon should occasionally throw a paler or

darker shade than himself in colour, that tending to a

dark should indicate hardihood, the pale or light chest-

nut fostering grease. In selecting suitable sires shirk

not a little trouble, be not turned aside from so doing
by the present saving of a sovereign or so, or because
the horse's owner happens to be first or thirty-second

cousin to you. I am persuaded that real help in im-
proving our horses would arise from an established

spring show of stallions. What a Bismarck's way of
doing business Bakewell's was ! One of the rules of
the Dishley Society forbade any member from showing
rams, only to members of that society, on certain fixed

days, before showing the rams to non-members. The
beneficial result of this was (for it was like playing the
cards into one's own hands) that the most useful rams
were reserved for the society's special use. Fortunately
for us the stallion owner cares not to reserve the

exclusive right to the horse's services, although in the

show field this often militates against him. As a very

successful breeder and exhibitor put it, it was a compa-
ratively easy thing to take first honours, but to maintain
that position was not so easy, descendants of his own
horses coming out to do battle against him. I said

established, I should have said re-established spring

shows, for I find in an old county chronicle, bearing

the date of 1790, a report of Woodbridge April Show
of entire horses, and Mr. James Reed, of Laxfield, tells

me that 50 years ago he remembered Mr. Julian—who
was a Catlin in his day—showing for horses at the same
place in that day's fashionable but unsightly style, being
long-tailed. Thanks to some Woodbridge people, who
have the place and the will, we look again like having
a show established. The obesity of the horse is often

objected to, the objectors stating as their ground for it,

that it damages their procreative powers. There is a
vast deal depending on a horse-dealer's judgment and
experience. It is the overloading a colt with fat which
does the mischief, for just as the overtaxed 2-year-olds

on the turf fly in their legs, and beget impaired stock

when used in the stud, so overdone colts from early

service go at the hocks, and frequently reproduce in

their stock the bad effects ; but 2-year-oIds being less

used of late, hocks certainly look cleaner. Two and
3-year-olds are nothing like so sure as older horses for

service. The month of May has always been spoken
of by old heads as the season for the mare going on
kindly. The change then to green food may be an
assistance, but more regulated atmosphere does very

much too. At the time of covering, and a few days
after, it is well not to have the mare over-heated. When
a mare is discovered slipping her foal, where other in-

foal mares are, have her off at once to the sick house

—

sympathy in ewes is bad enough that way, in mares it

is worse. The farmer of good working soil has an
advantage over the heavy land farmer in breeding, for

often it is that on the latter we are kept days, and
sometimes weeks, off the land by the wet. Then, when
the mare next goes to the plough—she may have been
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figures to disprove the assertion of the enthusiast that

ordinary town sewage may after all be worth "2(/,

a ton."

Farm Memoranda-
ALiiERT Spade Laeoiir Farm, Glasnevin.—[A

few weeks ago we published from an Irish corre-

spondent a description of the present appearance of

the Albert Model Farm, Glasnevin, Dublin. The
profits which were reported to have been realised from

the small farm system, which is exemplified in that

institution, seemed so great, that explanation was
almost necessary. We have received a statement

which has been recently published, and as this con-

tains a full explanation, and some very practical

remarks, it may be read with interest.]

Albert Spade Labour Farm of 5A. 2R. 371'. [Statute).

—This farm was established in 1S62 as an example for

cottier holders. It then consisted of 5a. 2r. I7p.,

enclosed by a ring fence. This piece of land had for

several years previously been used as a paddock, chiefly

for young stock. In February, 1S62, it was divided

into four equal sections, in which the common four-

course rotation is pursued, viz. :— ist. Root crops.

2d. Grain (Oats), with which is sown the seeds of
artificial grasses. 3d. Grass.

4th. Part lea Oats, and part Potatos. Flax lias

occasionally been introduced in the rotation.

This shows the crops in the four fields in one year,

and the order in which they follow in the same field

for four years.

In 1S67, a plot containing 22 statute perches was
added. It has since borne Lucerne. A small pad-

dock has been added this year.

The four-course rotation is pursued because it is

simple, and capable of being carried out in a wide
range of soil. It will be seen that the crops raised are

roots (Turnips and Mangels), Potatos, and artificial

grass {Rye-grass and Clover), all of which can be

successfully raised in every county of Ireland.

Three cows are maintained all the year round. The
staple food of these animals in winter consists of root

crops, and in summer of artificial grass, which is cut

and given to them in the house.

The system pursued is designedly simple, because it

is found that small farmers would not understand or

be likely to follow a more complicated system.

The only exceptional feature in the management is

the sale of new milk.

I submit two statements of accounts, showing the

results of this farm for 1871. No. I is an actual state-

ment of the receipts and expenses for the year, as

furnished month after month to the Education Office,

and there duly audited.

The whole work of the farm could be done by an

active, intelligent, and skilful man and two strong lads.

His wife or daughter would milk the cows.

The greater portion of the milk is sold to the Albert

Institution, which gives the farm an exceptionally

good market. All practical persons will know what
deductions to make on this account.

Albert Spade Labour Farm.

Statcvunt of Accounts for 1871, as furnished month after
month to the Education Officer.

kept at light work—the heavy work so tells upon her

that a loss of the embryo takes place. The common
practiceofputting2-year-olds to work tends todwarfand
pull out of shape many a once promising colt. From
these causes it is, we find, that a large majority of the ex-

hibitors in the agricultural horse classes at our shows are

light-land men. That which helps to forward colts nicely

is to give the foal when quite young a bait or two daily

of crushed Oats and bran—away from the mare ; ihat

as the young one ages, the mare may be worked more
frequently. This plan is so helpful at weaning time, as

hardly any loss of milk fat takes place. A penny
packet of condiment given daily through the first winter

sends the colt on well. My difficulty was in taking

the condiment off without loss of condition. I manage
that by giving a few split Peas at the time of turning

out to grass. This is something after the manner of

the rearers of the large varieties of fowls for show pur-

poses, who, to increase the size, mix certain ingredients

with their food to gain that end. In having brought

this subject before the Club, I remember I am fostering

*'the cart-horse eye taste," so objected to by occasional

outsiders, who all go for something in the hunter or

hackney style. My defence is, when a carefully selected

stud of sound stout thoroughbreds is set for the purpose

of getting such sorts, what a telling temptation it will

be for some of us, providing we have a chance, to try a

chip or two that way.

Discussion.

Mr. Henry Crosse said he could not say much about

breeding, as he had not bred a cart-horse for 20 years,

and never had bred many. He had some from his father,

but had not bred many himself. As to the particular style

of breeding, or the particular stock, that was all a matter
of taste. The reason why they had to complain of the

Suffolk stock at present was that so many of the best

of the Suffolk stock had been sold out of the

county. To all appearance, with the present generation

of Suffolk farmers, the stock of Suffolk cart-horses had
very much deteriorated, and therefore he thought that

Mr. Lingwood's paper might be taken notice of by those

who intended to breed. He never pretended to be a

breeder himself ; he did not pretend to have an opinion

upon breeding. His business had been to judge horses

after they were bred, and not to say how they should be
bred.

Mr. E. LiNGWOOD said he thought Mr. Crosse must
have forgotten the Dennington sale when lie spoke of the

deterioration ot Suffolk horses. There, six mares made
1200 guineas, and, at any rate, he should not mind such
deterioration as that. It could not be a very serious dete-

rioration when six mares made so much money as that.

Mr. Noble said he must agree with Mr. Crosse, that

the Suffolk horses had deteriorated, for they were con-
stantly sending horses out of the country, and he should
suppose they sent the best, or those whicli make the most
money. Mention had been made of the large amounts
realised at the Donnington sale, but perhaps the name
had something to do with that, for he had a mare thai

had taken the prize away trom the mare that made 300
guineas at the Dennington sale, and yet did not suppose
he could make half that money of her.

Mr. J. HEWiTTsaid he should like to ask a question, and
it was this—Is our pure-bred Suffolk cart-horse the best

adapted to agricultural purposes ? He had seen a good
team of half-bred horses in his yard from Mr. Stearn
Scott's—a very beautiful team. They appeared to him
to be half-bred.

Mr. C. S. Scott : They are not half-bred ; they are
cross-bred.

Mr. Hewitt : Well, at any rate, they are not pure-bred
Suffolks, but they seem to be very useful.

Mr. Stearn Scott did not understand Mr. Crosse's

saying that the Suffolks were deteriorating. It was their

own fault if they did.

Mr. Crosse : Ay, ay, that is very likely.

Mr. S. Scott said if the good horses went out of the
country, and so caused a deterioration of those left

behind, why did not they club together, or stick together,

to keep the best horses in the country? Or, why did they
not keep the best of the brood mares? Let a good horse
stand always at one place.

The Chairman : Say, at Stowmarket.
Mr. S. Scott : I don't care where he may stand, but

don't let all the good horses goout ofthe country, Mr. Scott
said heshould be happy to subscribe to have a good horse

bay teams in that neighbourhood, and the best he had
seen in Stowmarket were Mr. Lambert's, and occasionally

some from Mr. King's, of Preston. He rather liked to see

them, and though he did not pretend to know anything
about breeding, he contended that the bays that came
into that town were certainly better than the chestnuts.

Botias 0f §00hs.
On the Composition and Agricultural Value

of Earth Closet Manure, in the Journal of the

Royal Ap'icultural Society. By Ur. Augustus
Voelcker, F.R.S. John Murray.

The examinations whose results are here recorded have

led Dr. Voelcker to the conclusion that in the dry

earth system of treating the personal waste of a popu-

lation, the polluting matters, or the fertilising matters,

as they will by different people be described, are not

only concealed but dissipated ; the earth after several

uses is still so poor as not to be worth the cost of car-

riage to any considerable distance. The original soil,

air-dried contained .067 of combined nitrogen ; after

one use it contained .216, and after using twice, only

•353 P^"" cent. In another case, where the earth before

use contained . iS per cent, of phosphoric acid and .31

of nitrogen, it was found after one use to contain .07

per cent, more of phosphoric acid, and "0.6" [? .06]

per cent, more nitrogen than it did before ; again,

after a second use, it exhibited an increase of only .26

percent, of phosphoric acid, and.Ii per cent, of nitro-

gen. "On making a similar comparison with earth

thrice used, we find," says Dr. Voelcker, "in the

latter an increase of only .33 per cent, of phosphoric

acid, and .20 per cent, of nitrogen ; or, a ton of earth

thrice used contained 7.39 lb. more of phosphoric acid,

and only 4.48 lb.—or, in round numbers, 4.^ lb.—more
nitrogen than the soil before use. . . . In other words,

the earth passed three times through the closet, in a

perfectly dry state, was worth only 6^-. 2\d. more per

ton than dry garden mould of the composition of the

soil employed in the experiments."

Dr. Voelcker goes on to discuss the value of human
excreta as a manure. Their alleged valuation in Bel-

gium, at £1 per head, he pronounces a delusion. Bel-

gian towns do not receive more than a franc a head for

the disposal of their excretal matters. After an elaborate

investigation and discussion of the chemical details

ascertained, Dr. Voelcker concludes :

—

"The excreta of each person of a population, accord-

ingly, would be worth, per annum, gs., allowing

—

s. d.

For 10 lb. of ammonia, at g;/. per lb 76
For si lb. of phosphates, at zd. per lb. .

.

..on
For other matters .

.

.

.

. . .

.

.

.

..07
Total value of human excreta per head per annum 9 o

"An elaborate inquiry, made some years ago by Mr.

J. B. Lawes, into the composition of the excrements of a

large mixed population, gave him results which he calcu-

lated as follows :

—

Table slwwing ilte Estimated Constituents ofHuman Excreta.
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Received for two fat cows sold
Pigs

19 brls. ij stones Oats, at 13^. jd. p. brl.

4 tons loA cwt. Potatos, atX4 10s. p. ton

4 bush. Italian Rye-grass
Dairj' produce, viz. (2185J galls,

new milk) :

—

1594 galls. 3 qts., at 1^. 4*/. per gall. . . 106 6

590 galls. 3 qts., at is. per gall. . . 29 10

£

14
13

Outstanding debts .. 344
Expended on futures and included on Dr. side . . 494
VaJiiation at close of year .. 97 iS 8

Analysis 0/ Hired Manual Labour, £ s. ,

Paid to working pupil in charge of farm . . .

.

105
Woman for milking cows . . . . . . .

.

4 5
Labourer for tceding cows on Sundays . . .

.

19
Threshing -. .. .. ., .. .. .. 15
Clipping hedge .. .. .. o 19
Scaring birds . . . . . . . . , . .

.

o 12

Permanent improvements 12
General outdoor work 212

;^22 II 2

Return No. 2 shows what could be ren.lised in Cavan
or Westmeath on a farm of the same area and quality.

It has been obligingly drawn up by James A. Dease,
Esq., D.L., Turbolstown, Coole, who holds consider-

able landed property in these counties, and who is one
of the Royal Commissioners that recently inquired into

the Board's system of agricultural schools.

1 submit an extract from the communication which
accompanied his statement of the accounts :—

" I send you, as you request, an amended balance-
sheet showing, as nearly as I can, what might be realised

by a small farmer in Cavan or Westmeath by using means
similar to those used at Glasnevin, after making full

allowance for all differences, on the one side for rent,

labour, &c.—on the other, for the lesser prices that could
be realised in the country from those you can secure so
close to Dublin market. I have reduced the price of
milk from is. to 8d., which I find, by close experiment, it

is worth in my own dairy. I have also reduced the price
of cows sold by j^i, which it would cost to convey them
to the same market available to your board. I have, for

same reason, reduced price of Potatos sold from ^"4 los.

to £2 ^ ton, and of Oats from 13^. yd. to 12s. 6d. per
barrel of 14 stones.
"The cost of manures, seeds, and feeding stuffs would

be a Uttle more in the country than in Dublin, but if small
farmers would club together, or if landed proprietors
would buy large quantities, or secure large dealers—if

they allowed credit to the farmers, all the articles named
in the balance-sheet could be delivered in Cavan at the
price named therein."

Albert Si'Ade Labour Farm, of 5 a. 2 r. 37 p.

(Statute), for 1871.

Returft No. 2, shoiuing tfte Amonnt that would be aTailablefar
the Maintena7ice, &'c., 0/ a Small Fanner and his Family
by pursuing tJte same system on a holding of tlie same size
and giiaZity in County Cavan, as vtade out by Jauies A rthur
Dease, Esq., D.L., Tnrbotsto^vn, Code, late Royal Com-
missioner ofPrimary Education.

Dr. £ s. d. £ s. d.

Valuation taken on January I, 1S70 .. 74 15 1

Outstanding debts 9 11 9
Paid for three cows . . .

.

.

.

44 12 o
Amount that would probably be paid for

hired manual labour at busy seasons .. 500
Hired horse labour .. 329

. 829
Paid for seeds, viz :

—

21 stones imported Oats, at 25^, per
barrel .. .. .. ,. .. 1176

5 bush, Italian Rye-grass, at 65. ,. i 10 o
3 lb. Turnip seed, at is. per lb. .

.

030
6 lb. Mangel seed . . .. .

.

065
z cwt. s stones Potatos .

.

. . .

.

0134
\ bush. Vetch seed 046
2 oz. Cabbage seed o o 3

4 15 5
Paid for manures, viz. :

—

I cwt. Peruvian guano .. .. .. o 14 6
I cwt. si stones sulphate ammonia .. i 15 5

4 cwL superphosphate . . . . .

.

180
4 cwt. nitrate of scda 3 ir o
Salt 074

Paid for implements, viz.:

—

I scythe-blade, board and stone .

.

054
I chaflF-cutter 3 13 6
I portable boiler z 15 o
1 digging fork 046
I hand rake .

.

. . . . .

.

012
1 lever turnip-cutter .. .. .. i 17 6
2 yard brushes 040
I bolt 024
I scythe blade 043

Paid for feeding stuffs, viz. ;

—

11 cwt. pollard .. .. .. ,. 456
13 cwL bran 510
4 cwt. oilcake 2 10 8
I stone oatmeal 020

Paid for miscellaneous articles, viz. :

—

Saw mills for splitting four poles
Hoop iron, 6^d. : Thorn Quicks, ij^. 31/.

Bricks, lime, and sand .

.

Carriage of cows .

.

Paid for service of sires

Fuel for cooking food for stock
Rent and taxes .

,

Balance, being amount available as set
forth tn heading .

.

Two fat cows sold [being j^i less than they realised
inDublin) 3X 17 gPigs sold 14 7 6

19 barrels, 2J stones Oats, at i2.r. 6^. per barrel .. n 19 8

020
I 9i

12 4096
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Cumberland Market, Thursday, May 16.

Sup. Meadow Hay 90J. to 95^.

Inferior do 65 82
New do. . . . .

— —
Inferior do, . . . .

— —
Superior Clover ..120 130

Inferior Clover .. 84J,toiioi'.

Prime 2d cut do. . .
— —

New do. .

.

. .
— —

Straw 40 44
Joshua Baker.

MARK LANE.
Monday, May 13.

There was a small supply of English Wheat to this

morning's market, which was sold at an advance of 2J.

to 3J. per qr. upon the prices of this day se'nnight. The
attendance was good, and foreign Wheat met with a
moderate demand, at a like improvement. Barley was
6(/. to IS., and Beans is. per qr. dearer. Peas fully main-
tained last rates, Oats sold at 61/. to \s. per qr. more
money. Maize was (3d. per qr. dearer. There was no
change in the top price of town-made Flour, but other

descriptions brought an advance of 21. per sack.

Price per imperial Quarter,
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. .White
— fine selected runs do.

— Talavera— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind &dist,26j to 31s. .Chev.
— Foreign, .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
RvE-MEAL, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan 31J. to 335.. .Tick
— Pigeon 37s. to 58^., .Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. .Boilers
— Maple, 36^. to 38^ Grey

Maize
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack
— 2d ditto ditto

57—62 Red
61—65 Red
56—66
— ;Red

47—70
38—40, Malting .

24—30|Malting .

20—23
25—27 1 Feed ...

24— 26, Feed ...

22—24 Feed ...

31—33! foreign .

34—49 Harrow .

—
I Longpod

32—39' Egyptian
39—41! Suffolk .

34—36 Foreign .

— Foreign .

44—5o| ^
40—42 Country

33-38
30-42

'34-49

•
'31—32
•!4'—44
• 36—44
-32—34

,,40—42
.38-68— Foreign per barrel 1 24—28 Per sack,

BWednesdav, May 15.

The supply of English Wheat on sale here to-day was
very moderate, but the condition of the produce was good.
The trade was somewhat quieter than on Monday, but
that day's improvement in the quotations was supported.

The same may be said ot foreign Wheat, which realised

Monday's currency. For Barley there was a moderate
demand, and Oats sold at the late advance. Beans and
Peas were firm in value. For Flour there was a fair

demand, at full quotations.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.
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LAWES' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY
LIMITED.

INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACTS, 1862 and 1867.

CAPITAL, £600,000,
In 60,000 SHARES of ^10 EACH.

CALLS—£1 per Share on application ; £3 on allotment ; £2 in 3 months ; and £2 in 6 months.

Shareholders may pay their Shares in full on allotment, and receive interest at

5 per cent. Not less than Five Shares will be allotted.

DIRECTORS.
JOHN KNOWLES (Chairman of Lang- 1 SEPTIMUS BROWN. Newcastle, Russia Mercliant

dale's Chemical Manure Company Limited),

Chairman.

JAMES BARLOW, Manchester and Bolton, Spinner
and Manufacturer.

Director of Langdale's Chemical Manure Company
Limited.

WILLIAM COLCHESTER, Ipswich, Chemical Manure
Manufacturer.

SAMPSON LANGDALE, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
Chemical Manure Manufacturer.

JAMES W. PORTER, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Director
of Langdale's Chemical Manure Company Limited.

THOS. VICKERS, Manchester, Manure Manufacturer.

BANKERS.
NATIONAL PROVINCIAL BANK of ENGLAND,

London, Manchester, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and
Branches.

BRITISH LINEN COMPANY, Edinburgh, Glasgow,
and Branches.

NATIONAL BANK, Dublin and Branches.

SOLICITORS.
Messrs. HALL and JANION, Solicitors, Manchester.

AUDITOR.
CHARLES TATTERSALL, Accountant, Manchester

and London.

SECRETARY.
ROBERT P. WORRALL.

TEMPORARY OFFICES.
LONDON : 26, Mark Lane.

MANCHESTER : 14, Marsden Street.

PROSPECTUS.
This Company is formed to purchase and carry on the extensive Chemical

Manure Manufactories and Business of Mr. John Bennet Lawes, of Rothamsted,

Herts, and 59, Mark Lane, London.

This well-known business has been estabhshed upwards of 30 years, at the

Factories erected by Mr. Lawes, at Deptford and Barking Creek, on the Thames.

The Factory at Barking, and the land belonging thereto is of freehold tenure, and

contains nearly 100 acres, having a very extensive river frontage on the Thames

and Creek.

The plant at Barking Creek consists of 43 Vitriol Chambers, producing about

20,000 tons of Sulphuric Acid yearly; a Platina Still, for the production of Oil of

Vitriol ; three Steam Engines, with Boilers ; five pair of Mill Stones, Blake's Stone

Crusher, Mixing and Disintegrating Machines, necessary plant for the extraction of

Sulphate of Ammonia, an extensive Wharf, with tramways, steam cranes, and other

necessary and complete arrangements for discharging and loading ships.

There is also a Manager's House, Offices, and about fifty Workmen's Cottages.

The works at Deptford Creek comprise an extensive Wharf and Buildings,

covering a considerable area, and are held for an unexpired term of about forty years,

at a low rental.

The Plant consists of four Steam Engines, Boilers, ten pairs of large Millstones,

powerfid Bone Mills, Dissolving Machines, Blake's Stone Crusher, Drying Kilns,

two Carr's Disintegrators, and all other necessary Gearing and Machinery for con-

ducting a most extensive business.

The Coprolite Works in Cambridgeshire and other counties consist of Steam

Engines and Washing Mills, capable of producing about 12,000 tons of Coprolite

yearly.

There are excellent offices in Mark Lane, held on very reasonable terms, and

offices and extensive stores at Dubhn, Shrewsbury, Cardiff, Bristol, Spalding,

Exmouth, Ramsey, Aberdeen, and Leith.

The total sales of Manures and other articles connected with the trade show a

progressive yearly increase of about 5000 tons for the last three years.

In England, Scotland, and Ireland, exclusive of the islands, there are millions of

acres of land not in cultivation. Large tracts are being annually enclosed, which will

necessitate an increased production of manure, in addition to a constantly increasing

foreign demand.

It is estimated that the production of Chemical Manure in the United Kingdom
amounts to about 500,000 tons annually, and with the exhaustion of the old Peruvian

Guano from the Chincha Islands, and the uncertain quality of that from the new

Guanappe Island, the demand is rapidly increasing and the rate of consumption points

to double the quantity being required during the next ten years.

The amount to be paid to the Vendors for the Estates, Leases, and Buildings,

plant, machinery, and the valuable contents of the Factories, Goodwill, &c., is

^^300,000.

The careful investigation made by the Directors, the majority of whom are

practically acquainted with the details of this business, enables them confidently to

anticipate a Minimum Dividend of 10 per cent., after setting aside sufficient sums to

meet depreciation and reserve—Mr, Lawes' nett profits for the last 12 months having

exceeded ^^63,000.

The agricultural world has for many years been largely indebted to Mr. Lawes
for his practical and scientific researches in Agricultural Chemistry, and he stands

unrivalled as the first manufacturer of Chemical Manures, which were introduced by

him upwards of 30 years ago, and have been in constantly increasing use ever since

with the most successful results.

The Directors have much pleasure in stating that Mr. Lawes has consented to

give his assistance gratuitously for a period of two years ; and that they have also

secured the services of Mr, Chaston, who has had the general management of the

whole Business for the past 15 years, and of Mr. Rutherford, who has the Management

of the Irish Department. It is also their intention to make as Httle alteration as possible

with regard to the general management in aU departments. This, coupled with the

practical experience of Messrs. Vickers, Colchester, and Langdale, as Directors, will

prove of the greatest value to the Company.

In order to fix the amount of preliminary expenses, they have been arranged at

one per cent, on the capital of the Company, to cover advertising, printing, brokerage,

stamps, legal and other expenses.

A contract dated the lolh day of May, 1872, made between John Bennet Lawes

of the one part, and John Knowles, Septimus Brown, and Sampson Langdale, of the

other part ; and another contract, dated the nth day of May, 1872, and made between

the said John Knowles, Septimus Brown, and Sampson Langdale, of the one part,

and Charles Tattersall, of the other part, have been entered into, and may, with a

copy of the Memorandum and Articles of Association, be seen at the offices of Messrs,

Hall&Janion, SoUcitors, Essex Street, Manchester.

Forms of application for Shares may be obtained of the Company's Bankers, their Solicitors, and Auditor ; and also from the

principal Stock and Share Brokers ; and all further particulars will be forwarded on application to Mr. R, P, WORRALL, the

Secretary of the Company.
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rOSTEETOI HYBEID YELLOW TUEl^IP
IS ONE OF THE MOST USEFUL VARIETIES IN CULTIVATION.

It is easily grown, and not liable to go wrong ; of a fine shape, with well-rounded shoulder, which prevents the

lodging of water. It attains a great size, yields a heavy crop, and is a decided acquisition in localities where the

Purple-top has a tendency to mildew. It may be sown either early or late.

Select Stocks of tlie other leading varieties of Turnip in cultivation.

ig^ Detailed Priced LIST Post Free on application.

DE.UMMOND BROTHERS, Seedsmen, &c., Edinburgh.

TOP DRESS INGS.
SULPHATE OF AMMONIA.

NITEATE OP SODA. .

CAEO GUANO.
KAINIT.

IN SEALED BAGS, WITH THE GUARANTEE RECOMMENDED BY THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION OF ENGLAND. Prices, 6=<r., forwarded on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO.,
CHEMICAL MANURE MANUFACTURERS, 20, BILLITER STREET, E.C.

THE "AUTOIATOI" LAWI lOWEES.
THE BEST, SIMPLEST, AND MOST DURABLE MACHINES.

They leave no ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping

a Lawn or Croquet Ground in first-rate order. They will either Collect

the Cut Grass in the box, according to the approved English method, or

leave it on the lawn, by taking the box off. They are fitted with the best

wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and hardened steel pivots

and bearings.

Over 6,000 are now in use.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inclies. Prices from 55s.

1^^ Carriage Paid io all the principal Raihoay Stations in England.

They are warranted to give satisfaction, and a month's trial is allowed. Orders executed on receipt.

ILLUSTRATED LISTS Free by Post, and Testimonials from Thirty English Counties. Also

NEW AND I M PROVED GARD EN ROLLERS.
RANSOMES, SIMS, AND HEAD, IPSWICH.

THE CHAMPION HOTHOUSE WALL FRUIT PRESERVER
AND EXPANDING PBUIT HOUSE.

BEDDY AND CO., Chapel Terrace, Porthleven,
• Cornwall, bes to call attention to their superior GARDEN

NETTING.
New Netting (Tanned), i inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at Srf. per yard.

Repaired Netting (Tanned), 4 yards wide, dd. per yard ; ?* inch mesh,
4 yards wide^ at EW. per yard; % inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at is. per
yard. Supplied in width from i to 20 yards.
Repaired FISHING NETS, \d. per square yard.

w M. P. AYRES begs to intimate that the above and other of his

Patented Inventions will be exhibited at the following places :

—

MAY 17 to middle of JULY.—Botanic Garden, Manchester.

JUNE 18 to 29.—Meeting of Royal Horticultural Society, Lower Aston, Birmingham.

JULY 15 to 19.—Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, Cardiff, South Wales.

Manufactured by the

PATENT IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY, NEWARK-UPON-TRENT,
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.

WM. P. AYRES, Patentee and Manager.

ET. ARCHERS' "FRIG I DO MO.'
• —Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is applied.
PROTECTION AGAINST the COLD WINDS and MORNING

FROSTS.
WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, 11. M. per yard.

"FRIGIDOMO" CANVAS.
Two j'ards wide 11. io*f, peryard.
Three yards wide 35. 2ii. per yard.
Four yards wide 31. \Qd. per yard.

SCRIMCANVAS,73inchcs wide, 70 yards long, 6$i<i. to 8j^d. per yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, lYAd. and '

9^rf. per yard.
ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of " Frigi Domo," 3, Cannon

Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.
Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Grcai Trinity Lane.

rp H E I M P E RIAL LA WN MOWER.
Acknowledged by

Gardeners to be the B
and only Perfect
Lawn Mower.

Works easily, sharpens

itself, collects and rolls

the Grass as it cuts; is

the simplest and best Machine

does not get out of order, and ^^iSft

always gives satisfaction.

To cut 8 inches wide .
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JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

2S9, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock.

tSr TENDERS given for HEATING CHURCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

G. MESSENGER, Hot-water Engineer.
-1- • Louehboroueh, having purchased and ereatly improved Mr
RIDDELL'S PATENT for PIPE JOINTS, or COUPLINGS,
is prepared to execute any orders with which he may be entrusted.
Hot-water or other pipes jointed on this principle, in addition to other
advantages, arc quite portable, cannot leak, may oe put together by a
handy labourer ; a joint made in three minutes ; are as cheap when fixed
as the ordinary pipes. A pipe can be cut at any place, and jointed,
obviating all necessity for casting special lengths. Hot-water appa-
ratiii sent out marked for fixing. Prices, &c., on application.
T, G, ME.SSENGEK, Hot-water Engineer, Horticultural Builder,

Loughborough.

WM. HOWITT & CO.,
patentees and SOLE MANUFACTURERS of the IRON TUBULAR RIB or ROOF PRINCIPAL.

The extreme lightness and great strength of this Rib specially adapts it for use in the construction of Horticultural Houses where symmetry of form and beauty of
design combined with a minimum amount of sunshade are of paramount importance.

Office— 13A, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER. Works—ILFORD, ESSEX.

THE CHAMPION HOTHOUSE OF THE WORLD.

PATENT. PATENT.

"DAYLIGHT WITH PROTECTION." HOLE.
The Strongest, Lightest, Neatest, Cheapest, most elegant and complete Plant or Fruit House, is the Patent Imperishable, formed exclusively of

Glass, Iron, and Hydraulic Concrete. No Masonry ! No Putty ! and little Paint.
*,* Nearly 20,000 feet of these most perfect Structures may be seen in the Royal Exotic Nursery of Mr. John Wills, F.R.H.S., Floral

Decorator to Her Majesty the Queen, Sussex Place, Old Brompton, S.W. ; and Houses in work may also be seen at the Works at Newark.
Specimensof the Patent Imperishable Wall Fruit Preserver and Expanding Fruit House are in the hands of the engravers, and will be published

immediately. Mr. AvRES would also direct the special attention of Gardeners and Horticultural Builders to his

PATENT PANELLED AND PERFORATED CONCRETE SLABS FOR STAGING,
Which are allowed to be the most perfect things for the purpose ever invented. The slabs can be made of any size, and each is guaranteed to resist

a pressure of 3 to 4 cwt. Moulded panels for walling. The price fixed upon iron pillars and bearers is not greater than for well made wood staging,

while of the immeasurable superiority for cultural purposes there can be no question.

Manufactured by the PATENT IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
NEWARK-UPON-TRENT, NOTTS.

WM. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S., Manager.
Noblemen and Gentlemen waited upon in any part of the country.

Plans and Estimates upon the shortest notice. Explanatory Illustrated Prospectus Free by Post for six stamps.
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ONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L" SADDLE

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,

with the followinR improvements, viz,, the water-space at back and

over top of saddle increases the heating surface lo such an extent

that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the

amount of work with the same quantity of fuel; the cost of settmg is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied ; at the

same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made of the follow-

ing sizes :

—

Sizes.

Hi^h.
20 in.

Wide.
18 in.

Lone.
18 in.

24 .f

30 »
24 t>

30 „
36 ..

To heat of
4-in. Pipe.

Feet.
300
400
500
700
850

1,000

1,400
1,800
2,600

4,500
7,000
10,000

Price.

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and Packing. Second sized Arch-

angel, looi. ; Petersburg, 60s. and 80s. ; superior close Mat, 451., 50J.,

and 551. T packing Mats, 20J., 30J., and 35s. per 100; and every other

description of Mats at equally Tow prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,
4 and s, Wormwood Street, E.C.

H ESSIANS and SCRIMS for COVERING.
4-4 Scrim, from 2d. to 5^. per yard, advancing %d.
54-inch Hessian and Scrim, 3a., s^Ad., ^d.

, 4^^^., and 5l^d.
'

^%'d7,s'/2d.f 6ci.', b%d., and upwards.

J. BLACKBURN and SuNS, Sack and Bag Makers, and Canvas
Manufacturers, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.

J AS. T. AN PERSON, 7. Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

PAXTON'S STRAWBERRY CRINOLINE.—
The Strawberry Crinoline is in the form of a table, made in

halves, so as to be used without disturbing the plant. It is 16 inches

in diameter, and stands 4 inches above the ground, galvanized. Its

use is to preserve Strawberries from slugs, contact with the soil,

superfluous moisture, 'and other nuisances. They are considered to

last 10 years at least with care.

23 o o

100 o o

And are kept in Stock and sold only by the Inventors and Patentees,

J. Jones & Sons.

Price Lists of HOT-WATER PIPES and Connections, with
Boilers, of all sizes and shapes; or ESTIMATES for HOT-WATER
APPARATUS, erected complete, will be sent on application.

J. TONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Bankside, Southwark,
London, S.E.

H OT-WATER APPARATU
erected complete, or the Materials supplied for Heating

GREENHOUSES,
HOTHOUSES,

CONSERVATORIES,
Improved Conical.

*^"pY,BL?C
^'

BUILDINGS, &c.
H OT-W A T E R

PI PES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and
X Pieces, Syphons, and
e\(.ry other connection
kept in stock.
WROUGHT and

CAST-IRON CONI-
( \L, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONI-
CAL, also ELLIPTIC
BOILERS, from 245.

each.

Tiibuiar Boiler. Patent

THROTTLE
and otherVALVES,

Elliptic Boiler.

Price per Gross, £^.
The Strawberry Crinolines are declared by all who use them to he

of the greatest use in keeping the fruit clean and assisting its growth.

For particulars see Illustrated Catalogues, and Testimonials sent to

us by our Patrons last year.

The contrivance is by the late Sir Joseph Paxton, who after testmg

them for one season m his own gardens, " Rock Hills," gave his

approval of their usefulness. The right to Manufacture them was
transferred to R. HOLLIDAY, Practical Wire Worker,2A, Portobellc

Terrace, Netting Hill Gate, W.
Every description of Wirework for Gardens, Conservatories, &c.

T HE LONDON EXHIBITION ol 1872.

THE LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872.—
The LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872 is OPEN DAILY, from

10 A.M. to 6 P.M. The S.E. Entrance in Exhibition Road is open from
8 A.M. to Season Ticket Holders only.

LONDON INTERNATIONAL EXHI-
BITION of 1S72.—There are FOUR ENTRANCES, open

from 10 A. M. to 6 P.M. ;

—

1. South-east Entrance in E.xhlbition Road.
2, North-east Entrance in Exhibition Road.

3, North-west Entrance in Prince Albert's Road.

4. North Entrance on east side of Royal Albert Hall.

THE LONDON EXHIBITION of 1872.

—

ADMISSION:—On Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays,

and Saturdays, \s. \ on Wednesdays, 2J. 6(i., except on certain reserved

days, which will be duly advertised.

HITSUN WEEK HOLIDAYS at the
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.w

E VERY DAY in WHITSUN WEEK, if.

Open from lOA.M. lo6 P.M.

WHIT MONDAY.—PEOPLE'S CONCERT
in the ROVAL ALBERT HALL at 3. ADMISSION froni

the EXHIBITION, 6rf. to 35.

WHIT TUESDAY. -CONCERT RECITAL,
under the direction of Herr Pauer, in the KOYAL ALBERT

HALL, TUESDAY, May 21, at 3.30 P.M. ADMISSION ;—Amphi-
theatre, 21. ; Arena, is. ; Balcony, 6a. ; Orchestra, bd, ; Gallery, 4rf.

Half these prices only are charged to Visitors to the Exhibition.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: or,
:

M^

THE
Stri

FURNACE DOORS, BARS,
and

FURNACE WORK
of cveiy description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS
for Pipe Joints ; Sockets re-

quire no other packing, and
are perfectly water-tight.

Goods, of the very best manufacture, delivered at Railway or

Wharf in London.

LYNCH WHITE, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

London, S.E. (Surrey side of Blackfriars Bridge).
Price List on application.

Bee-Hives.—Two Silver Medals Awarded to
GEO. NEIGHBOUR AND SONS, at the Paris Exhibition of 1867.

The only English Exhibitorswho obtained a Silver Medal for Bee-hives.

NEIGHBOURS' IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIV'^E, as originally introduced by George Neighbour & Sons,

working three bell-glasses, is

neatly and strongly made of

straw ; it has three windows
in the lower Hive. This Hive
will be found to possess many
practical advantages, and is

more easy of management than
any other Bee-Hive that has
been introduced.

Price, complete. .;Ci iS o
Stand for ditto .. o 10 6
The L I G U R I A N or

ITALIAN ALP BEE being
much in repute, G. N. & Sons
supply a Swarm of Bees with

fcnuine Italian Queen, in the

mproved Cottage Hive, at

;(|4, Hive included.
An Italian Alp Queen, with

full directions for uniting to

Black Stocks, 15s. each.
ENGLISH BEES.— Stocks

and Swarms may be obtained
as heretofore.
THE APIARY. By A.

Neighbour, 5s., postage i,d.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other Improved Hives, with Draw-
ings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers, made by

James Lee, of Windlesham, at his prices.

Address, GEO. NEIGHBOUR AND SONS, 127, High Holbom,
W.C. ; or 149, Regent Street. W.

pOTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
COW FITTINGS.

, The Art op
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use Df Schools. Price :i.

SCHOOL BOTANY; OR, The Rudiments of
Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price 51. td.

EDICAL and CECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic CEconomy, In i vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price

^s. 6d.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structural
AND Physiological. With a Glossary ot Technical Terms,

and numerous Illustrations. 121. cloth.

E VEGETABLE KINGDOM; OR. Thf.
RucTURE, Classification, and Uses of Plants. Illustrated

upon the Natural System. In One Volume, 8vo, cloth, price 361., with

upwards of 500 Illustrations.

l:,XTRACT FROM THE AUTHORS PREFACE.
"The A'egetable Kingdom contains, among a large quantity ol

plants of no known importance to man, various useful species employed

in medicine, the arts, or in the many branches of domestic ceconomy.

The principal part of those which can be brought by teachers m
Europe under the notice of students, or which, from their great

importance, deserve to be among the earliest subjects of study, are

mentioned in the following pages, where they arc arranged in the

manner proposed in the ' Vegetable Kingdom ' of the author^ with

the sequence of matter departed from in a few instances, when it was
believed that the convenience of younger students would be consulted

by doing so, The author trusts that this selection will be found to

have been made in such a way that all teachers who possess reasonably

extensive means of illustrating their lectures, and all Botanic

Gardens, may furnish the larger part of the species which are men-

tioned. A small selection was indispensable ; firstly, because a

greater work would have been beyond the reach of the majorily ol

purchasers; and secondly, because experience shows us that those

who have to study a science of observation, such as Botany, reauire to

concentrate their attention, in the first instance, upon a limilca

number of objects."

London : BRADBURY, EVANS, AND CO., 10. Bouverie Street. E'C.

This day is published, price 75. td., a New and Enlarged Edition of

A BOOK ABOUT ROSES ; How to Grow and Show
Them. By S. Reynolds Hole. Fourth Edition, including the

new Roses of 1872,

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS, Edinburgh and London.

Now ready, price is., free by post for 13 stamps, with g Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Eartnenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and ^lssist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 6s, Paternoster Row, E.G.; through all

Booksellers, and of

EENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thamea.

Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus
FOR

HEATING
CONSERVATORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
PRIVATE RESIDENCES,

&c.

TRUSS' PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and

LEAKLESS PIPE JOINT and PATENT CRACKLESS
EXPANSION-JOINTED TUBULAR BOILERS, of a VARIETY
of FORMS, PORTABLE or for BRICKWORK SETTING. They

are the MOST POWERFUL, whilst ONLY CONSUMING HALF
the FUEL of OTHER BOILERS. PORTABLE BOILERS, to

HE-VT ANY LENGTH of PIPING; and ANY PERSON can

TAKE these BOILERS, as also the PIPES, APART, and

SPEEDILY PUT THEM TOGETHER AGAIN.

T. S. Truss begs to state that the immense number ol APPA-

RATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in all parts of the

Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Society at South Kensington

and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a guarantee for skill ol

design, superior materials, and good workmanship; while the great

advantage obtained by his Improved System cannot be over-estimated,

consisting of perfectly tight joints with neatness of appearance ; effects

a saving of 25 per cent, on cost of Apparatus erected compared with

other systems ; facility for extensions, alterations or removals without

injury to Pipes or Joints; easily and expeditiously erected j and per-

fectneas of design supplied. Insuring no extras.

ty. fixtures, removable at

pkasiirc ; 110 Wojdwork or Partition's to impede Ventilation or breed

\'crmin ; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessar)-; increased width

and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to

infection, being all of I ron- Price of Fittings per Cow, 55J.

Prospectuses free of COTTAM and CO., Ironworks, 2, Winslcy

Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W.), where the

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in,Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

New Work by Dr. Angus Smltli.
In One Volume, 8vo, with Eight Illustrations, price 241.,

AIR and RAIN ; the Beginnings of a Chemical
Climatology. By Robert Angus Smith, Ph.D., F.R.S., F.C.S.,

(General) Inspector of Alkali Works for the Government.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, AND CO., Paternoster Row, E.G.

Mr. Proctor's Astronomical Works.
In 8vo, with 10 Plates and 24 Woodcuts, price 13J. cloth,

ESSAYS on ASTRONOMY: a Series of Papers on
Planets and Meteors, the Sun and sun-surrounding Space, Stars

and Star Cloudlets ; and a Dissertation on the approaching transit of

Venus; preceded by a Sketch of the Life and Work of Sir John
Herschel. By Richard A. Proctor, B.A., Hon. Sec. R.A,S.

By the same Author, Second Edition, now ready.

THE SUN. With 10 Plates and 106 Woodcuts, price 14;.

OTHER WORLDS THAN OURS, \os. 6d.

SATURN and its SYSTEM, 14^.

LIGHT SCIENCE for LEISURE HOURS, 7s. 6d.

NEW STAR ATLAS, crown 8vo, 5^.

THE ORBS AROUND US. [In afew days.

London : LONGMANS. GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row. E.C.

Notice.

[Bv Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers. Magazines, and Periodicals, without extra CHARGE
to the Advertiser.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, 59, Fleet Street, E.C.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY.
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. 5. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water and
Steam Apparatus Manufacturer,

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, 3.E,

the

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

REPRINTED from the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE, with ADDITIONS.

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 Copies for distribution amongst Cottage Tenantry.

Delivered Free any\vhere in London on receipt of a Fo3t Offloe Order, payable to WM. RICHARDS, at the

King Street Office, Covent Garden, W.C.

PUBLISHED at the OFFICE of the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL
GAZETTE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.
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NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, Sc—TANNED NETTING lor

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 y.irds wicie,

3d. per yard, or 100 y.irds, 2or. : 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards,

20J. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above

purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, a yards wide, (>d. per yard : 4 yards

wide, tr. per yard : 3^. inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard. Also

TIFFANV. Can be had in any quantity of

EATON AND D ELl.ER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge, E.C,

pRIi SERVE YOUR TREES
FROM FROST and BIRDS.

PATENT COTTON NETTING (ij yards wide) for

the protection of Fruit Trees and Tender Plants against Frost,

Hail, and Wind ^ also against Wasps and other insects.

FRIGI DOMO (2 and 3 yards wide) : an excellent
protection from Frost.

COTTON BUNTING (38 inches wide) : a good and
light material lor shading.

SCRIM CANVAS (36 inches wide) : the best material
for Greenhouse Shades ; light, cheap, and durable.

BROWN LINEN (6 feet wide) ; strong and effective

for Conservatory Shades.

STRIPED MATERIALS for Blinds, Linen and Cotton;
a N'aricty of patterns aiiJ colours,

TANNED NETTING.—A large quantity of Repaired
Netting, for the preservation of Fruit Trees and Seed Beds from
Hirds, at sd. per yard, 2 yards wide,

ARCHANGEL and OTHER MATS.
Also NEW TANNED NETTING, 2 yards wide, in

pieces of 90 yards in length.

Samples and Price List on application.

Address BENJAMIN EDGINGTON {in full),

Marquee and Tent Maker by Special Appointment to

Her Majesty the Queen and H.R.H. the Prince of

Wales, and His Majesty the King of the Netherlands,

2, Duke Street, London Bridge, S.E.
No other Establishment.

BY the RETIREMENT of one of the PARTNERS,
an active WORKING GARDENER may obtain an equal

PARTNERSHIP in a small Nurserj- and Jobbing Business, on loof;

Lease, in Islington, on moderate terms.—Mr ROE, 20, William Street,
New North Road, Islington. N.

WANTED, in a Midland County, as HEAD
WORKING GARDENER, a thoroughly respectable steady

Man, well acquainted with his duties.—Address, with references, and
stating wages required, to N., Lewis' Medical Library, 136, Gower
Street. London W C.

Under Foreman.
WANTED, in a Nursery, a young MAN who has

been used to the general care of Plants and Houses where
Elants are grown for sale. Must understand Propagation in all its

ranches. Applications to be m.ide by letter, slating references,
ability, &c., addressed BOX 61. Post Omce. Hull.

CHARLES NOBLE WANTS a PROPAGATOR
who understands Clematis, Conifers, &c, ; he will be expected to

be industrious, and able to produce in quantity.—Bagshot, May 1872 fl

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR of Conifers and
Evergreens, who has had great experience in Striking Hardy

Cuttings.—State full particulars to Mr. RICHARD SMITH,
Nurserj'man, Worcester.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a young MAN to
take charge of Houses, &c. Must be trustworthy. Wages

ly. per week.—T. TILBROOK. Houghton Gardens, Huntingdon.

WANTED, a good NURSERY WORKMAN.
Must be quick at Budding, Grafting, and Training Trees.

—

W. HOOPER. New Wandsworth, S.W.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, an UNDER
GARDENER, who thoroughly understands the Growth of

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Forcing Houses, &a, also the Tieing
of Hard-wooded Plants and Geraniums. Must be strong and active.
A young married Man preferred, with a small or no family. His
character must bear the strictest investigation.—Apply by letter only,
stating wages expected, &c., to W. GREEN, The Gardens, Mark's
Hall, Kelvedon, Essex.

To Florists' Assistants.
WANTED, a practical MAN.—Must have a thorough

knowledge of the London Furnishing Trade,—Apply at 8,
Victoria Buildings, near Victoria Station, S.\VT

WANTED, as a FURNISHER and DECORATOR,
a young Man, who is willing to make himself generally useful.

Must have a knowledge of Plajits, and be a good Packer, &c.—DICK
RADCLYFFE and CO., 129, High Holborn, W.C.

Bouquet Maker.
WANTED, a good HAND at Bouquet and Button-

hole Bouquet Making, and to Dress Epergnes, Dinner Table
Vases, &c A respectable well-conducted Female not objected to.
Any one who can do the above in a first-rate manner, and is willing
to take a situation in a provincial to«n, please state terms to
H. M. M., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANTED, a young Man as INDOOR ASSISTANT,
in the Seed and Com Trade.-WILLIAM PROFFITT,

Seedsman and Com Dealer, Birmingham.

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Genllemen.—Furtiier particulars given on application to Messrs. E G.HENDERSON AND SON. Wellington Nursen-. St. John's Wood. N.W.
Gardeners and Under Getrdeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.—Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

GARDENER (Head).- Married ; thoroughly under-
stands the profession in all its branches. Can be well recom-

mended by his present employer. Seven years' character.—J. D.,
Post Office, Southall, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 45, no family; has had
long experience in the Cultivation of Pines, Grapes, Melons,

Plants, and other branches of the profession. First-class testimonials.—M., F. Mee's Patent Horticultural Works, Smithdown Road,
Liverpool.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married ; thoroughly
practical in Growing and Forcing all kinds of Fruits, Flowers,

and \egetables, and the Management of Kitchen and Flower
Gardens ; also Land and Stock if required. Can be well recommended.
—Please state terms to A. B., Gardener to T. L. Devitt, Esq., Spring
Hill, Upper Clapton, London, E.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or Gentleman
reouiring the above and wishing to meet with a steady, honest,

trustworthy man, where three or more arc kept.—Age 40, married

;

thoroughly practical in all branches of Gardening. Has four years'
first-class charaaer from last employer, who has just given up the
estate.—H. W., Crabbett Park, Crawley, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head).—Married ; understands Flower
and Kitchen Gardening, and General Forcing. Ten years'

character.—G. O. J, 20, North Street, Edgware Road, London, \V,

C^ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, no incum-
T brance; understands the profession in all its branches. Good

character from the place he is leaving.—J. B., 3, Albion Mews, High
Street, South Norwood.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, single; thorouglily
understands the profession in all its branches. Can be highly

recommended by a Nobleman with whom he has lived as Head
Gardener for the past two years.— B. L. , Post Olfice, Leominster.

T^ARDENER (Head).—Married ; has had extensive
VX practice in the Early and Late Cultivation of Fruits, Flowers,
and Vegetables, and the usual re<^uirements of a large establishment.
Character will bear the strictest investigation.—Address, with terms,
&c, , A. B., Liverpool Lodge, West Derby, Liverpool.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, single, till suited;
understands growing Grapes, Peaches, Pines, Melons,

Cucumbers and Forcing in General ; also the Management of
Conservatory, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns and Orchids, and
Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Good character from last place.

—

J. H., Mr. Honour's, Harlington, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married; thoroughly
competent, pr.nctical Man in every department of the Garden,

includinc the Forcing of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, so as to
maintain a constant supply throughout the year. Ten years' unexcep-
tionable character irom late employer —G. K.,5, Kcmpestone Place,
Mintern Street, New North Road, Hoxton, N.

C;j.
ARDENER (Head).—Married ; more than 20 years'

X practice in Forcing Grapes, Pines, Peaches, Melons, Cucumbers,
Strawberries, Orchard-house Alanagement, all kinds of first-class

Flowers, Orchids, &c., also a good Kitchen and Flower Gardener;
has taken many good Piizes. Accustomed to keep Accounts, &c.
Nine years' good character.—A. B., 136, High Street, Clapham, S,

GARDENER (Head).— Is at hberty to treat with any
Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of a thoroughly

fractical Gardener. Well versed in the Cultivation of Pines, Vines,
'caches, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, including Orchids and Ferns :

also Early and Late Forcing of Fruits and Vegetables : good
Kitchen and Flower Gardener. Can be very highly recommended.

—

J. L., I'pton Nurser>-, Chester.

G^
ARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF" (age 26).— William Tomlinson begs to offer his

services to any Gentleman requiring a good practical and trustworthy
Man. References are kindly permitted to Mr. Turner, Tretherne
Court, Gloucester, and Mr. Wa^-lcy, Radbourne Hall, Derby, who will
answer any inquiries.—The Gardens, Radbourne Hall, Derby.

GARDENER (Head, Working, where three or more
are kept), to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the above, and

wishing to meet with a steady, honest, trustworthy Man.—Age 28

;

thoroughly practical in all branches of Gardening. Has four years'
good cnaracler Irom last employer, who has given up the establish-
ment.—J. L., Royal Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith Road, W.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are kept.

—

Age 36; thoroughly practical, and well experienced in all branches
of the profession. Wife could take charge of Dairy or Poultry if

required. Good references.—E. J. H., Marlow Road, Bucks.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more are kept.
—Age 34, married, no family ; understands Pines, Vines,

Peaches, and Strawberrj- Forcing, &c.; also general Kitchen and
Flower Gardening.—S. J., Sebright Cottage, Barnet, Herts.

G1
ARDENER (First-class), age 38.—W. Craggs is

^ open to an engagement with any Lady or Gentleman in want of
the above. He has been nine years in present situation, and has had
charge of a large Collection of Hot and Cold Orchids, Hard and Soft-
Wood, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Mosses, Pitcher Plants,
Forcing in all its branches, Pleasure Grounds, and Kitchenand Flower
Gardens. Satisfactory reasons given for leaving. Liberal wages
expected.—Address W. CRAGGS, Larkbeare, Exeter, up to June i.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 56, widower
(two sons, both out); experienced; thoroughly understands

Kitchen and Flower Gardening, and can have a 14 years' character.
Wages, 15J. and lodgings found.—Mr. Wm. WRIGHT, Testwood
Garden, Southampton.

GARDENER, or GARDENER and AGENT
(married).—Mr. MacPherson desires to engage himself to any

Gentleman requiring a good and trustworthy man, as above. He is

well educated, and his practice embraces periods at Kew Gardens,
Rollisson's Nursery, and various private establishments. He also
Managed the Tea Estate belonging to Captain Mann, at Coonoor,
which being close to Botanic Gardens, gave him great opportunities
of actjuainling himself with Exotic plants. His testimonials cover a
period of 16 years. He desires to obtain a really good appointment at
home, or he would proceed to any colony enjojing a healthy and tem-
perate cUmate. —JAMES MACPHEKSON, 4, Stoneleigh Villas,
Erith, Kent.

C;j.ARDENER (married).—A Gentleman wishes to
^ recommend his Gardener as fit for a better place than his pre-

sent. Is a good Florist, and first-rate Kitchen Gardener.— F. T.,
Messrs. Sutton & Son.";, Reading.

GARDENER (Single-handed).-Age 30, married,
industrious. Good references, — J. S., Post Office, Cold-

harbour, Dorking, Surrey.

GARDENER (Second), in a Gentleman's Family.-
B. K,, S. Bramble, Mousehold House, Norwich.

GARDENER (Second). — Age 24. Two years'
character.— P. B,, Post Office, Twyford, Berks.

GARDENER (UNDER, or SlNGLE-HANDED).~Age
24 ; two and a half years' good character from present situation.

—J. N., Swain's, Bookseller, &c,, Hornsey, N.

ORCHID GROWER and GENERAL GARDENER.—Wm. Milford desires to obtain an engagement as above. He
is also thoroughly acquainted with the Culture of Stove and Green-
house Plants, Ferns, &c. : is a good Flower and Kitchen Gardener,
and has for many years been a successful Exhibitor.—WILLIAM
MILFORD, 22, Cornwall Street, Moore Park , Fulham, London, S W.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.
—Age 25 ; has lived in several large establishments. Can pro-

duce unexceptionable testimonials from previous and present
employer.-W. S., Post Office, North Elmham, Thetford, Norfolk

.

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment.—Age 23

;

practical experience in Early and Late Forcing. Brought up in
the profession. Over two years'good character i^rom last situation —
Reference to W. W. BENNETI', Gardener, Rangemore, Burton-

FOREMAN, or UNDER GARDENER, in a Noble-
man's or Gentleman's Garden.—Age 24 ; 14 months in present

situation, two years in last ; other references if required.—THOMAS
RAMSHAW, Wynyard Park Gardens, Stockton-on-Tees.

PROPAGATOR (Hard or Soft-wood).—Age 28
;

thoroughly experienced. Good reference.—-Y. Z., 4, Birkbeck
Cottage, Thurlow Park, West Dulwich.

MANAGER or SALESMAN.—A Person of great
experience, to Manage a Market Garden or Fruit Land. Can

produce the highest testimonials of efficiency.—IL M., Messrs.
Gommc & Carter, Land Agents and Market Garden Valuers,
16, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.

To the Seed Trade.
JUNIOR ASSISTANT, in a London Wholesale or

Retail Seed Warehouse.—Age 22; of 'good address. Six and a
half years' experience both in the Seed and Nursery Departments.
Can furnish satisfactory references.—T. P. C., Mr. John Cranston's,
King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford.

To the Seed Trade.
SHOPMAN (Under).— Age 21; willing to make

himself useful Good references.—C. N., 143, Drummond Road,
Bermondsey, S.E.

GUNS and RIFLES.
THOMAS TURNER, Gun and Rifle Manufac-

turer, Inventor of the "TURNER RIFLE," Contractor to
Her Majesty s War Department.
CENTRAL FIRE BREECH LOADERS from £? to ;!;26.—T. T.

recommends his /? Gun to those who desire a cheap, though service-
able. Breech Loader. It is guaranteed of good materia!, sound, and
perfect in its action, and equal to any London Gun at double the price.

Thomas Turnrr's PATENT SELF-LOCKING BREECH
LOADER is unsurpassed for handincss, neatness, simplicity, and
durability. Price from j^ii to jjja?. Drawings sent on application.

PINFIRE BREECH LOADERS from is im.

BREECH-LOADING, LARGE BORE and EXPRESS RIFLES:
SNIDER and MARTINI-HENRY RIFLES, in Sporting and
Military Patterns ; ROOK RIFLES, SALOON RIFLES and
PISTOLS; REVOLVERS.
All kinds of Implements for Cleaning, Cartridge Filling, Re-

Capping, &c. Flasks, Pouches, Cartridge and Game Bags, and
all:)poiting Requisites.

Manufactory : Fisher Street, Birmingham.

Protection from Fire.

.nVEPDBUCARE CAimOKED AGAINST
DANGEROUS I.MI rii'NS.

WM. YOUNGER and CO.'S ALES
Are of the HIGHEST PURITY,

Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, and
are distinguished for their delicacy of flavour.

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishing.

To be had of the Principal Retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.

Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1740, London Stores. Belvidere
Road. S.E.

^ ''•^ •

K I N A H A N'S L L WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the very

CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalled, perfectly
pure, and more wholesome than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words, " KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal, label, and cork.
New Wholesale Depot, 6a. Great Titchficld Street, Oxford Street,W.C.

Lea & Perrins' Sauce,THE "WORCESTERSHIRE,*
pronounced by Connoisseurs "the only good Sauce." Improves

the appetite, and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquancy and favour

ASK FOR LEA anh PERRINS' SAUCE.
Beware of Imitations,

and see the Names of LEA and PERRINS on all Bottles and Labels.
Agents—CROSSE and BLACKWELL, London, and sold by ail

Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.

ASTHMA, CHEST AFFECTIONS, and COLDS
CURED.—JOZEAU'S SYRUP and PATE of LACTUCINE

(active principle of Lettuce) possess all the soothing 'properties of
opium without its dangers. Highly recommended by the medical
profession.—At G. JOZEAU'S, 49, Haymarket ; and all the best Che

-

mists. Pate,2i. 3d. and \s. \\d. ; post, 2s.<^\d., and it. 3^1! Syrup, 2i.Qii,

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn; Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti*
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. : .

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

GOUT and RHEUMATISM.—The excruciating
pain of Gout or Rheumatism is quickly relieved and cured in a

few days by that celebrated Medicine, BLAIR'S GOUT and
RHEUMATIC PILLS.
They require no restraint of diet or confinement during their use,

and are certain to prevent the disease attacking any vital part.
Sold by all Medicine Vendors, at is. ij^ii. and 25. g^f, per box, or

obtained through any Chemist.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFES^ FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at is. ij^rf., 2j. g<f.,4i. 6rf.,and iiJ.

pOCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
^^ These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the
best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efltcacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action
of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-
tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the
luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning
no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity o(

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary, they are
characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-
liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,
nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efhcacious
aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated
family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at 15. i5^(^., 21. Q(f., 4^. 6if., and 1 11., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonics. '-

lOCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
' THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxes at u. i^d.^ 21. gcf., 41. &f., and \\t.
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GREEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
OR NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1872.

The Winner of Every Prize in all Cases of Competition.

PATRONIZED BY a^ ^^^^ H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY r^^^^^S^^^n^ "^"^ ^^""^ °^ ™^ Belgians,

THE OUEEN (l^^^^W^^^^^ THE late emperor of the French,

ON 57 DIFFERENT OCCASIONS. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA,

AND MOST OF THE NOBILITY, CLERGY, AND GENTRY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Upwards of 60,000 of the above Machines have been Sold since the year 1856.

SINGLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut 8 inches.. .Iz 10

, 3 10

I To cut 12 inclies.

,

I
., 14 .. ••

.^4 10 o

. 5 10 o

DOUBLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

Tocuti6ins., £(> lo This c. 1 \ il 1
i m MuiLiiii i 1 1 mi

,, i8 ,, 7 lo By M.^n and lioy I lo cut 22 ins, ^/^b 10 by Man and Boy.

M 20 ,, 80 ,, ,, I
,, 24 ,, 90 ,, ,,

DONKEY and PONY MACHINES.
To cut 26 inches

„ 28 ,,

• £^Z o o
.. 15 00
,. 17 o o

Leather Boots for Donkey
Ditto for Pony

^o i3

HORSE MACHINES.
To cut 30 inches

„ 36 „
.. 42 ..

-l'^
24 o o
27 o o

To cut 48 inches , . . , ^30 o o
Leather Boots for Horse , . 160

Delivered Carriage Free to all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping Po7-ts in England^ Ireland^ and Scotland,

THOMAS GREEN and SON, in introducing their PATENT LAWN MOWERS to the Public

for the present Season, take the opportunity of acknowledging the unprecedented patronage that has been

accorded to them in past years, and can assure their future patrons that nothing will be wanting on their

part to maintain the confidence so long given to them.

Every Lawn Mower that is sent out is warranted to give entire satisfaction, otherwise it can be returned

AT ONCE FREE OF COST TO THE PURCHASER.

Our Machines have been submitted to numerous practical tests in public competition, and have in all

cases carried off every Prize that has been given.

No alterations have been made this last six years, as they have been found to meet all the requirements

for which a Lawn Mower is intended.

The following are their advantages over all others :
—

\st, Simplicity of Construction,—every part being free of access,

id, They are worked with far greater ease than any other.

2,d, They are the least liable to get out of order.

\th, They make little or no noise in working.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—Both the Horse, Pony, Donkey, and Hand Machines possess (over all other makers) the advantage of self-sharpening ;
the

cutters being steel on each side, vifhen they become dull or blunt by running one way round, the cylinder can be reversed again and again,

bringing the bottom edge of the cutters against the bottom blade, the Machine will then cut equal to new. Arrangements are made that the

cylinder can be reversed by any inexperienced person in two or three minutes. The Handles of the Machines can be altered to suit the

person using them, by either raising or lowering them.

Parties having LAWN MOWERS to REPAIR will do well to send them either to our Leeds or London EstabUshments

;

then they will have prompt attention, as an efficient Staff of Workmen is kept at both places.

THOMAS GREEN and SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS; 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wcllintrton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Uliice ot Messrs. Bradburv, Evans, K: Co, , Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefri.irs, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the said WILLIAM

Richards, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, i'ariah of Sl Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County,—Saturday, May 18, 1872.
Agents (or Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh ; for Ireland—Messrs. W. H. Smith & SOW, Publin.
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U"1RYSTAL PALACE.—THIS DAY and NEXTJ WEEK.—a DISPI.A.Y of GROWING ROSES, 3000 in
number, by Mr. WILLIAM PAUL, of Waltham Cross, arranged in
banks and beds, with picturesque Trees and Plants remarkable for
the beauty and the variety of their foliage, will be made in the Garden
Corridor, next the Fine Art Courts. The Exhibition will be open to

' isitors at i o'clock.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
BIRMINGHAM EXHIBITION.—The final Edition of the

Schedule of Prizes will be ready in a few days. Copies will be for-
warded on application, enclosing penny stamp for postage, to
J. RICHARDS, Assistant Secretary, Royal Horticultural Society,
South Kensington, London, W. ; or A. FORREST, 10, Cherry Street,
Birmingham. ENTRIES CLOSE for Dinner-table Decorations on
-Sthinst. ENTRIES CLOSE for all other classes on JUNE it.

i^RAND HORTICULTURAL FETE at
\ < ATTWOOD, H.VLSTEAD, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,
June II and 12 (m conjunction with the Annual Meeting of the Essex
Agricultural Association). A Silver Cup, and /50 in Special Prizes
(open to all England without entrance fee), will be awarded for Plants,
Cut Roses, and Fruit. Schedule of Prizes, with Rules, sent on appli-
cation to • G. P. ARDEN, Hon Sec.
Halstead, May, 1872. S. TYLER, Assist, Sec

FLORAL FETE.—GRAND YORKSHIRE GALA,
YORK, JUNE 12, 13, and 14.

SPECIAL PRIZES (Open).—16 Stove and Greenhouse Plants, £25,
/i5i L^^'' 12 Ornamental plants, ilS, ISt £3 i 15 Roses, in 8-inch pots,
£12. ifi, £4 ; Best Seedhng White Rose, ;^io; 48 Roses, single blooms,
£6, £4, £3; 36 Roses, single blooms, £5, £3, £2; 24 Roses, in trusses
of three, £s, £7,, £2. ENTRIES CLOSE on THURSDAY, Tune 6.

13, New Street, York. JOHN WILSON, Secre t aiy,

BISHOP'S STORTFORD and HERTF0"RDSHIRE
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.-The SUMMER EXHI-

BITION will be held in the grounds of the President, John Archer
Houblon, Esq., H?Uingbury Place,on WEDNESDAY, June 26. The
Band of the Royal Horse Guards, Blue, will be in attendance.
Schedules of Prizes {of which reveral are open to all England) may be
had on application to the Hon. Sec, WM. SMITH, Bishop's Stortlord.

WISBECH HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION,
on THURSDAY, July 11.—Schedules, including Prizes for

Collections, Roses, &c., now ready.
HENRY SHARPE, 1 „ „

Wisbech, May, 1872. ALFRED BOTHAMLEY,/ "°"- S*^^-

THE NEWPORT PAGNELL FLORAL
and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY will hold the FIRSTMEETING this year on JULY 16, the same day as the Grand Fire

Brigade Holiday, under distinguished patronage. For Prize List and
Rules apply to Messrs, J. F. BAILEY and H. CARTE, Honorary
Secretaries, Newport Pagnell.

Gardeners Wanted.
EVERY GARDENER SHOULD BECOME a MEMBER ofTHE BRITISH GARDENERS' MUTUAL

and SELF-SUPPORTING SOCIETY. Admission 2r. td.
Rules and Address post ffee six Stamps. Apply to Mr. W. H.
SMITH, Hon. Sec The Gardeners' Rooms. Redland, Bristol.

TO SECRETARIES of HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETIES.—Henry Bailey is at liberty to accept engage-

ments for the ensuing season as JUDGE of Pelargoniums, Florists'
Flowers and Fruit.—Royal Nursery, Fellham.

Pelargoniums for tlie Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of
FRENCH, FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strong Plants. CATALOGUES gratis on application.
HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, In 24 varieties, leed or

plants, as per former Adveniscmeni.
Crown Nursery, Reading.

New Roses, in Strong Healthy Plants.
JOHN ERASER. Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, E..

begs to offer line plants of the best NEW RnSES for 1872.
Many of the plants arc from i5to 18 inches hif;h, and will soon furnish
good buds or cuttings. Priced LIST on application.

NEW ROSES for 1872.—Strong healthy plants of
the choicest and best varieties, 30s. per dozen. Descriptive

LIST on application.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea. Noisette.
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SM ITH, Nuj;sejyman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on application.— Air. WEHli, Calcot. Reading.

Fansies, Pansies, Pansles.
rpHOS. THORNTON offers to Growers of the above,
JL SEED saved from his splendid strain of Fancy, Mixed, and
Named varieties, very cheap. Price on application.

The Nurseries, Heatherside. Bagshot, Surrey.

Dahlias.
"OHN KEYNES, Castle Street Nursery. -

UnrivalledCollectionof DAHLIAS ready on May i.

CATALOGUES on application.—Salisbury, April 27.

Cinerarias.
MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO. are now

prepared to execute orders for the SEED saved from their
unrivalled strain of CINERARIAS, in sealed packets, y. iyd. and 51.
each. Special quotations to the Trade on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Primula Seed.
PONSFORD AND SON can supply their unsurpassed

strain of the above, in packets, 2J. bd. and 5s.; also CINE-
RARIA, CALCEOLARIA, PANSY, and other choice Florist's
Flowers, of finest possible.

409, Brixton Road, S.W. ; and 17. High Street, Camberwell, S.E.

VERBENA. VIOLET KING.—This fine, distinct
New Verbena now being sent out, price Us. per dozen. The

usual discount to the Trade.
THOMAS METHVEN AND SONS, Leith Walk Nurseries

Edinburgh.

VERBENAS and GERANIUMS.—Purple King
Verbena, splendid plants, from 48-sized pots, i6r. per 100.

GERANIUM VESUVIUS, capital bedder, dwarf and compact,
from 40-sized pots, 165. per 100. Post Office orders payable on Chester.

FIELD BROTHERS. Boughton Nursery, Chester.

Choice Tricolor Geraniums.
THOMAS PESTRIDGE can still supply, in good

Plants, the GERANIUMS as Advertised in former Numbers.
Priced LISTS free on application.

The Grcenway Nursery, U.xbridge.

New Tricolor Geraniums.
ACHIEVEMENT, ETTIE BEALE, Mr. RUTTER,

Mrs. Headlcy, Mrs. Dunnelt, Howarth Ashton, Christine
Nilsson, Moonstone, Excellent, Lass o' Gowrie, Miss Pond, Mrs.
Rousby, good plants, the set for 251.

H. JACKSON, Blakedown, near Kidderminster.

The Largest and Cheapest Stock of Dutch Bulbs is

GW. F. HOOGEREENS, Flokist, Haarlem, the
• only real grower of fine and new HYACINTHS. Unrivalled

Collections of HYACINTHS and Early DOUBLE TULIPS.
Wholesale CATALOGUES for 1872 are forwarded post free on
application.

EXHIBITION PLANTS.—Hard-wooded specimens,
which have gained the Premier Gold Medals at the Royal

Botanic Shows and elsewhere. Sizes and prices post free,
R. TANTON, F.R.H.S., The Nurseries, Epsom-

The Wondrous Japan Primula.
PRIMULA JAPONICA.—Just received, overland, a

large importation of this plant. A packet post free for 13 stamps.
RANSLEY TANTON, F.R.H.S., Seed Warehouse. Borough End,

London Bridge. S.E.

Queen of the Primroses.
PRIMULA JAPONICA.— Seed of six magnificent

varieties has been imported from Japan. For descriptions,
vidt Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S SEED CATALOGUE, page 84,
Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,

London, S.W.

Queen of Primroses.
PRIMULA JAPONICA.—The Undersigned have

just received a small quantity of Seed of this magnificent hardy
plant from abroad, which they have much pleasure in offering, in
packets, at 11., zr. 6d., 3J. W., and 51., post iree.
BUTLER, Mcculloch, and CO., Covent Garden Market,

London, W.C.

BRIl'ISH FERNS.—12 named varieties, 9J. ; 24 do.,
30J. ; 40 do., 40J.

; 50 do., 551. ; 60 do., 701. ; 100 do., iios.;

iDo unnamed, all different, 50s. ; mixed, for outdoor Rustic Decoration,
40J. per 100. Priced CATALOGUES on application.

EDWARD SANG and SONS, Kirkcaldy, N.B.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for si.x postage

st^lmp5, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

NEW LARCH SEED.—For price, apply to JAMES
DICKSON AND SONS, 108, Eastgate Street, and Newton

Nurseries, Chester.

AMERICAN ALOES WANTED. — Any Amateur
having surplus plants of the above^ either green or variegated,

will oblige by sending size and other particulars to
SALTMARSH and SON, The Nurseries, Chelmsford, Essex.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High liolboni, London.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his NEW
• PLANT and GENERAL CATALOGUE is now ready, post

free to all applicants.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli, &c.
WILLIAM CUTRUSH and SON'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest
quality only. Post free on application.

Highga te Nurseries, London, N.

THE PINE-APPL~E NURSERY COMPANY.
32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality. Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

To the Trade.
DOWNIE. LAIRD, and LAING'S SPECIAL LIST

of NOVELTIES for the Present Season is now published, and
will be forwarded post free on application.
Stanstead and Rutland Park Nurseries. London. S.E., and Edinburgh.

TEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery. 134. Faubourg
fJ de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had, free,
from his Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACK ITH AND CO., late Betham &
• Blackith, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

Street, London, S.E.
Forwarders to all parts of the World.

New Cineraria Seed.

FAND A. SMITH are now sending out SEED tf
• their fine strain of the above, (he quality of which has been \ o

long established. Packets is. and 2j. dd
The N ursery. Dulwich. Surrey.

New General Plant Catalogue, &c.FAND A. SMITH'S CATALOGUE for 1872,
• containing many fine Novelties for this seaon, is now ready.

West Dulwich, Surrey.

F
Catalogue of Bedding Plants.

AND A. SMITH'S LIST of llie above may be had
on .ipplication.

Wesl Hulwich, Surrey.

Bedding Plants.

HOOPER AND CO.'S CATALOGUE, post free on
ajipllcaiion.

Covent Garden, London, W.C.

K
Bedding Plants, &c.

IRK. ALLEN'S CATALOGUE of the above, all at
very low prices, readj; shortly, and forwarded free on application

The Nurseries, Brampton, Huntingdon.

THOMAS SAMPSON, The Preston and Houndstone
Nurseries. Yeovil, begs to call public attention to his fine

COLLECTION of BEDDING PLANTS, mostly at 2J. per dozen,
which will be ready for sending out in May. CAl'ALOGUES free on
application to
April 16. 1872. PETER DRUMMOND, Manager.

WPOTTEN would be glad to receive orders for
• BEDDING PLANTS, as advertised in the Gardeners'

Chronicle of April 13 and ao; also his loi. and 20J. Collections of
BEDDING PLANTS, which have given great satisfaction other
seasons. All in single pots, well hardened, package free.

The Nursery. Sissinghurst, Staplc-hurst, Kent.

Succulents for Bedding and Subtropical Gardening.
THOS. S. WARE can supply the above, in large or

small quantities, at moderate rates. CATALOGUES or special
prices on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, Middlesex.

Agricultural and Garden Seeds.HAND F. SHARPE'S Trade CATALOGUE of
• HOME-GROWN SEEDS is now ready. It contains alt the

very best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

PARIS,
I

SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL
1867. I

SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading, Berks.

NATURAL GRASSES: "their Names and
Derivations; Quality, Produce, Elevation. Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.
Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant. Worcester.

JAMES FAIRHEAD, Seed Grower, Peckham,
Surrey, S.E., late Borough Market and Braintree, Essex, respect

fully offers best selected stocks of MANGEL WURZEL and
TURNIPS, &c., crop 1871. Carriage paid.

Turnip Seed.
BOLTON AND CO. have to offer very fine stocks of

the above, at moderate prices, which can be obtained on
application.
BOLTON AND CO.. Seed Merchants, Wood Green , London, N.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong Robinson's Champion
Ox Cabbage Plants, at 21. per 1000. Remittance to accompany

all orders.

J. WOOBERRY, Nurseryman, Billingshurst, Sussex.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong, healthy. Drumhead
Cabbage (Robinson's Champion) caji now be supplied in any

quantity, at y. per 1000, by
JAS. IVERY AND SON. Dorking Nursery.

CABBAGE PLANTS. — Strong Robinson's Drum-
head, 2f. 6d. per 1000.

Strong Early Battersea, Enfield Market, Little Pixie, and other early
kinds, 31. per 1000.

| Red Pickling, 41. per 1000
Remittances to accompany all Orders,

W. VIRGO AND SON, The Nurseries. Wonersh, Guildford.

/::! lANT ASPAR.\GUS PLANTS, the best that
VJ money can procure, all certain to grow, 21. 6d. per 100. This
delicious Vegetable does not require half tne expense usually incurred
in planting it. Sec RICHARD SMITH'S SEED LIST for 187a.

Extra strong SE.\KALE. 21. per dozen.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.
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JAMES BROOKE & CO,,

FAIRFIELD, MANCHESTER.

ORCHIDS and their CTTLTIVATION.

As the cultivation of Orchids is rapidly on the increase,

the details connected with their management becomes

more and more a necessity. To meet this want, we have

given a new complexion to our CATALOGUE, by

rendering it a readable introduction to Orchidology, with

Cultural directions, and in it we have boldly advocated

the leading principles that regulate their growth, the

adoption of which has made our own management of

this charming race of plants so successful. Sunlight.—The

sun is the lord of all life, therefore we subject those we

can to his warming and stimulating influence. Food and

Water.—As Orchids cannot live on pure water, and prefer

to obtain their support from the atmosphere rather than

the soil, we give them their support after a natural man-

ner, by supplying the atmospheric moisture with the

product of some simple vegetable matter undergoing

decomposition.

With an atmosphere free from all vitiating acids, the

plants guarded against any stagnating influences, mois-

ture combined with warmth supplying a stimulating and

acceptable nourishment, their cultivation is made easy,

and successful growth to be calculated upon with cer-

tainty, as we believe it is no part of their nature to give

real trouble.

See our CATALOGUE, ' The FAIRFIELD

ORCHIDS," from ourselves, or Messrs. Bradbury,

Evans & Co, 10, Bouverie Street, London, E. C.

,

price 3^.

PRUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended bv the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of alf sizes, wholesale oi

CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO..
Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

T. A R C H E R S' " F R I G I DOM O."
• —Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is applied.
PROTECTION AGAINST the COLD WINDS and MORNING

FROSTS.
WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, is. 64, per yard.

" FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS.
Two yards wide is. lod. per yard.
Three yards wide 3s. 2d. per yard.
Four yards wide . . ' 31. lod. per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide,7oyards ]onf;,6%d. to9%d. per yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, 7%d. and
9?irf. per yard.
ELIbHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of " Frifji Domo," 3. Cannon

Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.
Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

BARNARD. BISHOP, and BARNARD'S
PATENT NOISELESS L.\WN MOWERS,

with jointed handles, suitable for Shipping.

The Miniature Lawn Mower, cuts 6 inches £2 ^2 o
Do.

_ do. do. cuts 8 inches 2 10 o
Suitable for the very smallest grass plots or edj^ings ; can be

worked with ease by a child.
To cut 10 inches. This can be worked by a Lady . . . . /3 o o
To cut 12 inches. Suitable lor One Person 400

This, and all larger sizes, have the drum or roller divided into
two parts, for the convenience ol turning.

To cut 14 inches. Suitable for One Person jCS o o
The i6in.

,
and all lar«er sizes, have a driving-wheel on each side

of the Machine, which gives great steadiness to the working.
To cut 16 inches. Suitable for One Person Z6 o oTo cut 18 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 6 10 oTo cut 20 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 700lo cut 22 inches. Suitable for Two Men 7 10 oTo cut 22 inches. Suitable for Donkey 800To cut 24 inches. Suitable for Pony 000To cu 27 inches. Suitable for Pony 10 10 oTo cut 30 mchcs. Suitable for Pony 12

"T ^ E COTTAGE LAWN MOWER,
T« »

.\V'tn Adjustable Revolving Cutters.To cut 6 inches .... ft e nTo cut 8 inches .. *J ,| °
To cut 10 inches "

., i '^ °

Bnnlir-fnnn^
Horse and Pony Mowers with IliustratVd Lists, free on

l^^l\,f \ "^X'"« a very large stock of all mzcs, orders can beexecuted on receipt. -Packed and delivered (carnage free) to thipnncipal Railway Stations in England
i" tie

N^r^fch.'^'^^'
^^^^^^^^ ^^° BARNARDS. Norfolk Ironworks

Roalier's Garden Edging Tiles.

THE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
materials of great durability. The plainer sorts arc especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR-
DENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, take up little

room, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-
pense, as do "grown" Edg-
ings, consequently being much
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c, in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, S.E,; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road.E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES." PLANT

COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also for FOXLEVS
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied,

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from li. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders.

Kitchen Ranges, Baths. &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of

great durability, Wall Copings. Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds.

Roofing Tiles in great variety, Slates, Cements, &c,

F. AND G. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Mei'chants.—See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.

Fine 14s., Coarse lys.perTon. In Truck Loads 11. per Ton ie«s.

Delivery by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway or

Wharl, 2s. per Ton extra. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT
PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.

F. AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.
N.B, Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal discount to tne Trade.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conser\aiories, Entrance
HaJls. &c MAW and CO., Benihall Works, Broscley.

Bee-Hlves.—Two Silver Medals Awarded to
GEO. NEIGHBOUR AND SONS, at the Paris Exhibition of 1867.

The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver Medal for Bee-hives,

NEIGHBOURS' IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced byGEORCE Neighbour&Sons,

working three bell-glasses, is

neatly and strongly made of
straw ; it has three windows
in the lower Hive. This Hive
will be found to possess many
practical advantages, and is

more easy of management than
any other Bee-Hive that has
been introduced.

Price, complete..£1 15 o
Stana for ditto . . o 10 6
The L I G U R I A N or

ITALIAN ALP BEE being
much in repute, G. N. & Sons
supply a Swarm of Bees with
fenuine Italian Queen, in the
mproved Cotlapc Hive, at

£4, Hive includecT
An Italian Alp Queen, with

full directions for uniting to
Black Stocks, ijr. each.
ENGLISH BEES.— Stocks

and Swarms may be obtained
as heretofore.
THE APIARY. By A,

Neighbour. 51., postage 4^.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other Improved Hives, with Draw-
ings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.
Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers, made by

James Lee, of Windlesham, at his prices.
Address, GEO. NEIGHBOUR AND SONS, 127, High Holborn,

W.C. ; or 149, Regent Street, W.

Maida Vale, London, W, (established upwards of 100 years).

THE PIIE-APPLE lUESEEY COIPAIY
RESPECTFULLY INVITE A VISIT FROM

GARDENERS AND AMATEURS

VISITING THE

LONDON SHOWS

DURING THE COMING SEASON.

Their NEW CATALOGUE, to be published immediately, will contain all the Leading Novelties

offered this season by the Trade generally.

JOHN BESTER (Manager), 32, MAIDA VALE, W.

TO BE SENT OUT ON MAY 20.

Messrs. Geo. Jackman & Son
HAVE GREAT PLEASURE IN OFFERING

A SET OF THEIR HARDY FREE-FLOWERING CLEMATIS,
VIZ. :

—

THOMAS MOORE, pucy violet, white stamens, passiflora-like. Firsl-class Certificate.

MRS. JAMES BATEMAN, pale lavender, fine. First-class Certificate.

VITICELLA RUBRA GRANDIFLORA, bright claret-crimson. First-class Certificate.

ALEXANDRA, pale reddish-violet. First-class Certificate.

C. VELUTINA PURPUREA, rich blackish mulbeny. First-class Certificate.

Fifteen Shillings each. The Set of Five Varieties for Sixty Shillings.

See CLEMATIS LIST for full descriptions.

1^" Orders booked, and sent out in rotation.

Their Descriptive, Priced and Illustrated CLEMATIS LIST of NEW, CHOICE, HARDY, and FREE-
FLOWERING SPECIES and VARIETIES, with Cultural Directions and Opinions of the Press, can be had
Free on application.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

TOP D R E SS I N G S.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA.
NITEATE OF SODA.

CAEO GUANO.
KAINIT.

IN SEALED BAGS, WITH THE GUARANTEE RECOMMENDED BY THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION OF ENGLAND. Prices, b-c., forwarded on application,

MOCKFORD AND CO.,
CHEMICAL MANURE MANUFACTURERS, 20, BILLITER STREET, E.C.
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Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus
FOR

HEATING
CONSERVATORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
PRIVATE RESIDENCES,

&c.

TRUSS' PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and
LEAKLESS PIPE JOINT and PATENT CRACKLESS

EXPANSION-JOINTED TUBULAR BOILERS, of a VARIETY
of FORMS, PORTABLE or for BRICKWORK SETTING. They

are the MOST POWERFUL, whilst ONLY CONSUMING HALF
the FUEL of OTHER BOILERS. PORTABLE BOILERS, to

HEAT ANY LENGTH of FIFING; and ANY PERSON can

TAKE these BOILERS, as also the PIPES, APART, and

SPEEDILY PUT THEM TOGETHER. AGAIN.

T. S. Truss begs to state that the immense number ol APPA-
RATUS annually Designed and Erected by him in all parts of the

Kingdom, and for the Royat Horticultural Society at South Kcnsinclon

and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a guarantee for skill ol

design, superior materials, and good workmanship; while the great

advantage obtained by his Improved System cannot be over-estimated,

consisting of perfectly tight joints with neatness of appearance ; eflccts

a saving of 25 per cent, on cost of Apparatus erected coinpared with

other systems ; facility for extensions, alterations or removals without

injury to Pipes or Joints; easily and expeditiously erected; and per-

fectness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

BATH and GAS WORK ERECTED in TOWN or COUNTRY.
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to I

T. S. TRUSS, C.E,, Sole Manufacturer,
|

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water and
;

Steam Apparatus Manufacturer,
Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.

Tiibul'ir Boiler, with
M'ater Bars.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials supplied for HEATING

GREENHOUSES,
HOTHOUSES.

CONSERVATORIES,
Imprvv^d Cciicat. ^^|^^^Vc

^'

BUILDINGS, &c.
H O T -W A T E R

PIPES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and
X Pieces, Syphons, and
every other connection
kept in stock.WROUGHT and
CAST-IRON CONI.
CAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONI-
CAL, also ELLIPTIC
BOILERS, from 34s.

each.

Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS
with or without Water-bars, from 52s, 6d. each.

CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, 01

Stand, for use without brickwork, from 60s. each.

Pcrlablt Boiler.
Saddle Boiler, with Water

Bii rs.

Patent
THROTTLE

and other VALVES,
FURNACE

I>(K)KS, BAKS,
•Tiid FURNACE
WitRK of every

description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER
RINGS for Pipe
Joints; Sockets re-
ijuire no Other pack-
i:i;.'. and are perlcctly
^'. .itcr-tifjht.

C N, .1 t!.- very best manufacture, delivered at Railway or
Whaif in LondLm.

LYNCH WHITE, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,
London, S.E. (Surrey side of Blackfriars Bridge).

Price List on application.

_ Perfection In Heating.
T G. S M E A T O N and CO.,

tf • Horticultural Architects and BuiLDiiRS, Hot-water
and Steam-heating Engineers,

71, Har\vood Road,
Walham Green, Fulham,

^ , . .
London, S.W.

Consultations in all parts of the Kingdom.
Plans and Estimates gralia.

EITiciency in all branches guar.^nteed.

C4.REENHOUSES from the FINSBURY STEAM
A JOINERY WORKS, 121, Bunhill Row. London, E.G.W H LASCFLLES Proprietor Lsts sent on application

^ ,.t-. ..,,.,....!,. .t,ii, anJbashtt.- mthes
thick, glazed with lO u/.. kuuJ bliti;L gU^s, delivered and fi.\ed within

JO
miles of London, painted four coats in best oil colour, including

ocks^ gutter, down-pipe, and gearing for opening the ventilators aC
one time,—heating, staging, brickwork not incluaed ;—
20 It, by 12 ft. 40 ft. by 16 ft. 60 ft by 20 It. lOO ft. by 24 fr.

^40 o o jCtQ o o £iTi2 o o £21% 10 o
GARDEN LIGHTS AND BOXES.

3 ft. by 4 ft lights, 3 in. thick, unglazed y. each
„ „ glazed, 16-0Z. good sheet glass .. .. Ds. ,,

6 ft. „ ,, 3 in. thick, unglazed 5i> n
,. „ glazed, 16 oz. good sheet glass .. iij. „

Portable box containing one 6 ft. by 4 ft. Jig+it, painted lour
coats, ready for use .

.

30J. „
Portable box containing two ditto, 6 ft. by 8 ft. . , , , 551. „

Estimates given for Conservatories or Greenhouses to any Design.

PORTABLE FIRE AND
GARDEN ENGINES.

JOHN AVARNER & SONS,
8, CEESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE, LONDON.

AQUAJECTS.

POETABLE PUMPS
|

For Manure or Water. I CAST-IRON COLONIAL PUMPS. GARDEN PUMPS,

JOHN WARNER AND SON'S "HORTICULTURAL LIST" for the present season will be forwarded
Post Free upon application, containing Illustrations and Prices of GARDEN ENGINES, AQUAJECTS, WATER
BARROWS, PORTABLE FIRE and GARDEN ENGINES, CONSERVATORY PUMPS, HOSE REELS,
COLONIAL PUMPS, FORCE PUMPS. PORTABLE PUMPS, CHAIN PUMPS, GARDEN PUMPS,
BRANCH PIPES, SYRINGES, FOUNTAIN JETS, FUMIGATORS, METALLIC STRING, &c., &c.

New Pump, Plumbers' Braziery and Bell Catalogues.

GARDEN ENGINES.

WATER BARROWS.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,
Combining Strength and Durability. Iron and Wood Conservatories of the most Chaste and Elaborate

Design, Vineries, Pineries, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, Glass Cases for Wall Trees, Pits, &c., designed

and built, combining all the latest improvements, so as to answer their intended purposes without risk of

disappointment.
Pl^^s, Specifications, and Estimates on application.

ORMSON'S IMPROVED WELDED WROUCHMRON CONVOLUTED BOILERS
ARE BETTER THAN CAST-IRON BOILERS, BECAUSE-

THEY DO NOT CRACK,

THEY REQUIRE NO INSURANCE,

THEY WILL BURN ANY KIND OF FUEL,

THEY ARE SAFE FROM SUDDEN FAILURE.

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF

HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons
ARE NOW PREPARED TO OFFER

FINE PLANTS OF THE ABOVE DISTINCT ANNUAL,
Which has been so often described in previous advertisements, with an illustration of same, that further comment

is unnecessary. It will no doubt prove the finest decorative plant of the season.

Good Plants, 6s. per dozen or 42s. per 100.

Stronger ,, 9s. „ or 63s. ,,

A LIST of BEDDING PLANTS, including all the Novelties now ready, can be had on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.—May 23.

NO IV READY,

C A T-? T" "E TR ' S
ILLUSTRATED PLANT CATALOGUE

FOR 1872, CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF THE BEST NEW PLANTS OF THE SEASON,

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS OF PLANTS, &c.

Post Free Sixpence, Gratis to Purchasers.

JAMES CARTER AND CO.,

SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN AND THE PRINCE OF WALES,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W. C.

NE^^^ ROSES FOR 1872,

TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE ROSES
In pots, by the Dozen, Hundred, and Thousand.

TEA-SCENTED ROSES
In 6-inch pots, for Greenhouse Culture, extra strong plants.

Wm. Wood & Son,
WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, near UCKFIELD, SUSSEX.

THE BEST NEW ROSE OP THE SEASON
IS

H.P. PRINCESS BEATRICE. (Four First-class Certificates.)

The best new White-flowered Silver-edged PELARGONIUM of the season is

SIONT BLANC. (Two First-class Certificates.)

The best New Silver Tricolor PELARGONIUM is

LADY DOROTHY NEVILLE. (Two First-class Certificates.)

The best New Golden Tricolor PELARGONIUM is

COUNTESS OF FLANDERS. (Two First-class Certificates.)

DR. DENNY'S ZONAL PELARGONIUMS. (Three First-class Certificates.)

Si-e WILLIAM PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE, Free by Post.

PAUL'S NUESEEIES, WALTHAM CROSS, N.

TROP^EOLUMS.
T. Thornton

BEGS TO OFFER THIS SEASON, AT VERY REDUCED PRICES,

THE SET OF FIVE SUPERB BEDDING TROP^OLUMS,
Which was offered by him for the first time in 1871, and to which the public so generously responded.

The five distinct and beautifiU varieties can now be had for Ss.

See Gardener's Year Dook for 1871, under the head of "New Flowers;" also in other Gardening Periodicals.

T. THORNTON, THE NURSERIES, HEATHERSIDE, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

THIRTY THOUSAND GERANIUMS, Scarlet and
olhers, of LUlle David, Tom Thumb, Donald Beaton, Amy Hogg,
Cybister, 'and some 50 other good sorts. A great quantity are
strong established plants,

10,000 GERANIUMS, Gold and Silver Tricolors, gold-lcavcd, silver-

edged and bronze, in 30 varieties,

PELAkGONIUMS, nice established plants, of show and fancy, in
00 good varieties.

CALCEOLARIA aurea ftoribunda and others in great Quantity,
strong established plants, and plants re-potted, four in each pot.

CALCEULARIAS, Herbaceous, olooming plants of our fine strain^
strong, in 6 and y-inch pots.

Prices to the Trade of any of the above wilt be very low.
H. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

C^^OYOOv

A
Bedding Plants.

RCHd. HENDERSON'S
Descriptive and Priced CATA-

LOGUE of BEDDING PLANTS is

now ready, containing all the Novelties
of the past two years. The stock is in

line condition; for extent and vigour
unsurpassed.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS of
every description.

KITCHEN and FLOWER GAR-
DEN SEEDS from the most cele-
brated English and Continental
Growers.

CATALOGUES to be had gratis
and post free on application.

A. HENDERSON, Sion Nursery,
Croydon, Surrey, S.

ROYAL BOTANIC S OCIETY.

FIRST SUMMER EXHIBITION,
MAY 22 AND 23.

AWARDS OF FRIZES.
MEDIUM GOLD MEDAL.

Mr. J. Ward, Gr. to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton, for g Stove and
Greenhouse Plants in flower.

Mr. J, Ward, for i) Exotic Orchids.
Mr. Morse, Nurseryman, Epsom, for Group of Stove and Greenhouse

Plants arranged for effect.

GOLD MEDAL.
Mr. J. Wheeler, Gr. to J. Phillpots, Esq., Stamford Hill, forgSiove

and Greenhouse Plants in flower.

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, for g Roses in pots.

Mr. J, Ward, forg Show Pelargoniums in 8-inch pots.

Mr.
LARGE SILVER GILT MEDAL.

. Ward, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. T. Godfrey, Gr. to T. Anderson, Esq., Ankerwycke Park, for

Mr. Isaac Hill, Poles. Ware, Herts, for g Exotic Orchids.
T, Godfrey, Gr. l

6 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. J. Ward, for 12 Cape Heaths in pots.

Mr, W. Neighbour, Gr. to Sir W. Clayton, Bart., Harleyford, Great
Marlow, Bucks, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas.

Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas,
Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, for 12 Greenhouse Azaleas.

SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Messrs. Jackson & Son, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Messrs Jackson & Son, for ao Greenhouse Plants in flower, 8-in. pots.
Messrs. Jackson & Son, for 12 Cape Heaths.
Mr. B. S. Williams, for 6 Palms, distinct.

Mr. T. Terry, Voungsbury, Ware, for 6 Roses in pots.
Mr. C. Turner, for g Roses in pots.

Mr. C, Turner, for 20 Roses, distinct, in 8-inch pots.

Messrs. H Lane & Son, for 12 Rhododendrons.
Mr. J. James, for o Show Pelargoniums, in 8-inch pots.
Messrs, E. G. Henderson & Son, for Group of Bedding Plants

arranged for effect. [effect.

Mr. B. 3. Williams, for a Group of Orchids, Ferns, Src, arranged for

SMALL SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Mr. G. Wheeler, forg Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.

Mr, J. Wheeler, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower. j

Mr, J. Wheeler, forg Exotic Orchids.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Exotic Orchids.
Mr, J. Wheeler, for 12 Heaths.
Mr. J. Wheeler, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Messrs. H. Lane & Son, for 12 Greenhouse Azaleas, in 12-inch pots.

LARGE SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. Morse, Epsom, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower,
Mr. G. Wheeler, for i Pair of Tree Ferns.
Mr. Godfrey, for 6 Exotic Ferns.
Mr, B. S. Williams, for 6 Exotic Ferns. [flower.
Mr. R. Parker, Nurseryman, Tooting, for la Herbaceous Plants in
Messrs. Lucombe, Pince & Co., Exeter, for 12 Rhododendrons.
Mr. Neighbour, for g Show Pelargoniums, in 8-inch pots.
Messrs. Lucombe, Pince & Co., for Group of Orcnids, Ferns, &c.,
Mr. Godfrey, (or 6 Palms. [arranged for effect.

Mr. C, Turner, for 3 Greenhouse Azaleas without steaks.

SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. W. Cutbush,jun., Nurseryman, Barnet, for 6 Stove and Green-
house Plants.

Mr. W, Cutbush, jun., for 6 Palms.
Mr. B, S. Williams, for i Pair of Tree Ferns.
Mr. R. Richie, Gr. to H. Ponce, Esq., Frognall, Hampstead, for

6 Exotic Ferns.
Mr. G, Wheeler, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Messrs. Jackson & Son, for 12 Greenhouse Azaleas,
Messrs. Lucombe, Pmcc & Co.. for 3 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. T. S. Ware, Nurseryman, Tottenham, for la Herbaceous Plants.

Messrs, Jackson & Son, for Group of Orchids, Ferns, &c., arranged
for enect.

Mr. Ware, for a Collection of Hardy Foliage Plants, &c.
Mr. B, S. Williams, for a Collection of Plants.

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
Mr G. Wheeler, for 6 Palms.
Mr. G. Wheeler for a Collection of Plants.
Messrs. Paul & Son, for Boxes of Cut Roacs.
Messrs. Dobson £1 Son, Isleworth, for Collection of Calceolarias.

LARGE BRONZE MEDAL.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Exotic Ferns.
Mr. 1. Wheeler, for 3 Azaleas.
Mr, Turner, for a Collection ol Carnations and Picotees.
Mr. James, for a Collection of Calceolarias.
A Smee, Esq., F. RS^ for a Collection of Hardy Ferns.
Messrs. Lane & Son, lor a Collection of Roses.

CERTIFICATE.
Mr. James, for a Collection of Cut Pansics.

CERTIFICATES OF MERIT.
Mr. Robert Parker, Nurseryman, Tooling, for Ibens Pruiti.

Mr. B. S. Williams, Nurseryman, Upper Holloway, for Zamia
cycada;folia.

Mr. B. S. Williams, for Veitchia Cantcrburyanx
Mr. It. S. Williams, for Kcntia Australis.

Mr. B. S. Williams, for D.ivallia Tycrmanni.
Messrs. Lucombe, Pince & Co., Nurserymen, Exeter, for Polystichum

angulare gracile Grayii, var. cristata.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Sons, Wellington Nursery, St. Johns
Wood, for Golden Tricolor Pelargonium Enchantress.

Messrs. E, G. Henderson & Sons, for Golden Tricolor Pelargonium
Golden Eagle.

Mr. C. Turner, Nursen'man, Slough, for Tree Carnations, Marchioness
of Westminster, Princess Christian, Caliban, and Queen ot the
Belgians

Mr. C. I'urncr, for new Scarlet Pink, Coccinca.

Mr. Richard Dean, Ealing, for new Stock, Mauve Beauty.
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New Roses, &c., &c., Now Ready.W KNIGHT solicits orders for the following, from
• several thousands of strong, clean, healthy plants, true to

name, and unsurpassed in the Trade.
18 varieties of NEW ROSES of 1872, the best selected, 3*- each;

425. the set.

12 finest FITCHST.\S, extra strong, 105. 6d.

24 finest VERBENAS, for exhibition, 85.

Descriptive Priced LIST on application.

Floral Nurserj'i Hailsham, Sussex.

New Roses of 1872.

JOHN CRANSTON, King's Acre Nurseries, near
Hereford, offers extra fine Dwarf plants of the NEW ROSES of

187a. The varieties have been selected with the greatest care, and arc

believed to be those most worthy of general cultivation.

Plants, equal in quality to those for which the Establishment has
been so long and justly celebrated, will be ready in March.

Descriptive LIST post free on application.

BLACK HAMBURGH, B O W O O D, and
ALEXANDRIA MUSCAT VINES, g feet long, 2-vr. old.

Extra strong growing Canes of the above, fit for immediate planting.

Prices lOJ. 6tf. each, delivered at the Harlow Station, Great Eastern
Railway, packed in pots. Further inquiries as to the condition of the

Vines will have immediate attention.
THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgcworth, Herts.

New, Rare, and Beautiful Plants
at PRESENT in FLOWER at

MR. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment:
an inspection is invited :—

ONCIDIUM MACRANTHUM
AERIDES SCHRCEDER!
ANGULOA F.ni'RNEA
ONCIDIUM CRVrTOCOPIS
EPIDENOKUM SVRINGOTIIVRSUS
CYPRIPEDUM NIVKI'M
ODONTOGLOSSUM AI.EXANOR.'E NIVEUM
PRIMULA JAPONICA SPLENDIDA

„ ,, LILACINA
„ CARNIOLICA,

&c., &c.
Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,

London, S.W.

BRIGHTON and SUSSEX HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—GRAND ROSE, FRUIT, and PELARGONIUM

SHOW, will be held at the Royal Pavilion on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY. June lo and 2a The Ashbury Cup, value Eight
Guineas, is offered for the best Eight Show Pelargoniums, in addition
to other- liberal Prices in that Class ; also 13 Classes of Roses, and
14 Classes of Fruits. Schedules can be had on application to the
Secretary-, 96, St. James's Street ; or of E. SPARY, Queen's
Graperies, Superintendent of the Exhibitions.

AUTUMN SHOW, SEPTEMBER 11 and 12.

EDWARD CARPENTER, Secretar>-.

Notewortby Horticulturists and Botanists.
NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of

NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS
is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already
appeared, and separate Copies (price 6d. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, viz. :

—

Dr. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S. , Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.
W. WiiJiON Saunders, F.RS. E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.

Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S,

M. Decaisne.
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.

Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin.

Professor Reichenbach.
Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS,

Covent Garden. W.C.

James McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL,D.
Tames Bateman, F.RS.
Eehthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Akchibald F. Barron.
Hon. Marshall P. Wilder.

41, Wellington Street,

SATURDAY, AfAV 2$, 1872.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

to
^ \ Exhibition of American Plants at the Gardens of the

T I Royal Botanic Society,

WE have on more than one occasion invited

the attention of proprietors and employers
to the too frequent inadequacy of GARDENERS'
Residences, and are induced to return to the
subject on the present occasion in consequence
of being able to offer an illustration of a resi-

dence which may be regarded as fully meeting
the requirements of the case. The woodcut we
subjoin (fig. 170, p. 701) gives a view of the
exterior of the gardener's house at Trentham,
and it will at once be evident from this picture
that the structure is both commodious and
ornate—the former an essential, the latter a
desirable auxiliary quality. In again urging
upon the employers of gardeners the propriety
and sound policy, not to say the common justice,

of seeing that those they employ in so arduous
and responsible an office as that of head gardener
are comfortabl)' housed, we are glad to have the
opportunity of placing so excellent an illustrative

example before them.
There are many points of view from which this

subject may be approached. It will suffice for

us, on the present occasion, to take that of the
intellectual status which may be claimed for all

intelligent gardeners—a status which renders it

essential, in order to enable them to main-
tain their self-respect, and to give full scope
to their intelligence, that their homes should be
such that they may not feel to be degraded
by the slender accommodation afforded, or
physically depressed by the gloom which
meets them on entering. From time to time,
as our readers well know, our pages seem to be
swallowed up by the bare enumeration of the
multifarious duties which fall to the gardener's
lot, and ring, as it were, with the echoes of his
incessant work, work, work. Nor in this long
catalogue is there any exaggeration, for from
mom till night, and oftentimes also from night

till morn, his body is on the move, and his

brain is on the stretch, and he is to be found

doing vigorous battle with the unpropitious

seasons, or aiding those which .are favourable,

with the one object of securing for his master's

table the luxurious fruits and flowers of sunnier

climes. It is of course his business to do so ; in

fact the calling he has chosen to follow necessi-

tates it ; but then .all this rack and strain should

be met by such considerate arrangements as to

remuneration and residence, as may give him a

proper pecuniary equivalent, and also minister

to the maintenance of health and of that he.arty

contentment which lightens the most arduous of

duties. Nor should the gardener's house be
commodious only, and duly provided with all

the requirements of a comfortable home, it

should also occupy an open and cheerful posi-

tion, where the sunlight may reach it, warming
up the hearts of the inmates, and beaming
brightness along their daily path. It should

not be, as we too often find it, thrust into

the drear and shady background, but should

occupy instead, a prominent and cheerful position

in the garden, where the master's eye may more
or less command the movements of those who
are employed under him. Its relative position

must, of course, vary in different establishments,

according to the space and the surroundings, but

it should at least be set in a light, open, and airy

site, and not hidden away in a dreary, ill-venti-

lated back corner. The residence of which we
now give an illustration is all that can be desired

in this respect.

If, on the present occasion, we have most to

say respecting the residence of the head gar-

dener, it is because our illustration leads us to

that branch of the subject. But there is quite as

much to be urged in reference to the need of

reform in the dwellings of under gardeners

—

the bothies—where, in some cases, the most
wretched and miserable accommodation is pro-

vided for those young men who have to go
through the bodily toil of carrying out a series of

never-ending duties, and who ought in all fair-

ness to have, since they are usually but poorly

paid, the means provided, in the shape of roomy,
airy apartments, and educational appliances for

following out those legitimate studies without

which they themselves can hardly hope to obtain

eminence—without which also, neither the garden-

ing of this country nor of any other can long be
maintained at a high standard. We gave some
time since a sketch (p. 121 5, 1870) of a most
complete arrangement for an undcr-gardener's

residence, as erected by H. W. Peek, Esq.,

M.P., of Wimbledon. This, no less than that

which we represent to-day, we heartily commend
to the consideration of all employers whose
gardener's residences may stand in need of

improvement.

Those who value Fresh Vegetables and
Sweet Salads will have none washed in the

garden. Neither the one nor the other should

be washed until they are just about to be
cooked or eaten. Even Potatos lose flavour

quickly after being washed, so do Carrots and
Turnips ; while water will speedily become
tainted in summer in contact with Cauliflowers

and Cabbages, and thus destroy their freshness

and flavour. The case is still worse with salads.

If washed at all, it should be only just

before they are dressed, and they should be
dried and dressed immediately. Nothing ruins

the flavour of vegetables, and renders good
salading uneatable, sooner than water hanging
about them. If Lettuces are quite clean, they

make the best salad unwashed ; but if washed
the operation should be done quickly, and
the water instantly shaken out, and the leaves

dried with a clean cloth. But, alas ! how often

are they cut and washed in the garden in the

morning, and pitched into water in the scullery

sink until wanted. Then we are gravely assured

that our gardeners cannot grow salading like the

French ! But what French " artiste " would be
mad enough to rinse out his salad juice, and then

recharge his Lettuces and his Endives with semi-

putrid watei"?

The best practice is simply to remove all

superfluous earth by scraping or rubbing, and all

rough tops or leaves by cutting. Enough tender

leaves may still be left on Cauliflowers and Broc-

coli to overlap the flowers. Salad should be sent

in from the garden with most of the outside leaves

and main root on. The tender leaves are easily

tainted and injured by exposure, and if the chief

root is cut oft' sharp much of the juice oozes out

at the wound.

The inquiry of a correspondent noted in a re-

cent number, has led to these brief observations
on a subject of no small importance to those who
prefer to use their garden produce in prime
condition. Where veget.ibles and salading have
to be bought from a town greengrocer the con-
ditions are altogether different. Not only wash-
ing, but soaking often become requisite to

restore something like pristine crispness.

The problem, What is to be done with Town
Sewage ? may probably be solved in a little expected

way. It has for some time past been known to many
persons, that General Scott, to whom the public is

indebted for the erection of the Albert Hall, and many
of the arrangements in connection witli the International

Exhibitions, has made a remarkable discovery in this

direction— that of converting it into Cement. The
process may he seen in actual working at Ealing.

Near that village, a mixture of eight parts of lime

and one of clay is thrown into the sewer, and is allowed

to run down with the sewage to a piece of land about
half a mile from Ealing. The mixture here passes into

a long tank, and, the solid matter having been de-

posited in the tank, the water passes off almost clear

and free from smell. The deposited sewage, which
looks like mud, is taken from the tank to a drying-

place, not unlike those used in the Cornish china-clay

works ; there it is dried by a flue, is then pugged in a

pugging-mill, and passed through a brick machine.

The bricks are finally placed in a kiln and calcined,

and the result is a hydraulic cement, equal to any
Portland cement in the market, and saleable at a con-

siderably lower price. By a little alteration in the pre-

cipitating ingredients, other cements may be obtained.

It has also been found that the sewage contains such a
large quantity of hair, rag, straw, and other combus-
tible substances, that it supplies to a large extent its

own fuel, and coke and inferior coal may be used in

the kiln. But cements are not the only produce which

is obtained from the sewage ; by treating it with lime a

serviceable manure is obtained. General Scott and
his brother, Mr. T. W. ScoTT, late of Plymouth, who
is superintending the works, hope to do even more than

this. It is well known that a most valuable fertiliser,

ammonia, passes off in the water, and the question is

if this can be extracted ; and as it would be worth a

large sum a ton, there is clearly room for, and induce-

ment to, experiment. As regards the cement portion

of the process there can be no question of its success.

The annual course of Demonstrations on

Medical Botany, given at the Society of Apothe-

caries' Botanic Garden, Chelsea, by the Curator, Mr.

Thomas Moore, commence to-day, and will be

continued on succeeding Wednesdays and Saturdays

up to June 12.

The surveyor to the Edinburgh Road Trust

is at present laying down in Valleyfield Street a new
kind of Carriage Way, which, says the Scotsman, if

found to answer expectations, will, we presume, in

course of time be introduced in other parts of the city.

The roadway is dug out to the depth of from 5 to 10

inches—more or less according to the character of the

bottom and the traffic to be provided for—and filled in

to the level of the required surface with ordinary road

metal. This is rolled smooth and solidified by means

of a heavy steam roller. Portland cement is then run

into the interstices of the stones, and the whole once

more subjected to the roller before the cement is set.

The committee organised for the purpose of

procuring a Public Park at Ashton-under-Lyne,
has lately purchased the Highfield estate from Mr.

H. T. Darnton for ;£'20cio.

A plant called the Cupi'i Assii, collected by
Burchell in Brazil, and probably referable to

Theobroma sylvestris. Mart., produces a large

rough-skinned fruit, some 6 or 8 inches long, and,

when dry, very woody, which like the Theobroma
Cacao, or Cocoa of commerce, contains a number of

seeds embedded in a mass of pulp. The seeds, how-

ever are more flat than those of the better-known

species, but the pulp has a very fine smell and an

agreeable flavour, and is made into a really excellent

preserve ; mixed with cold water and a little sugar it

also makes a refreshing drink.

The riderless and mutilated horse that has so

long withstood the shafts of ridicule, on his " bad emi-

nence " in the middle of Leicester Square, was sold

by auction on Wednesday last for ;^i6, the liberality of

the bid, says the Daily Telegraph, being, no doubt,

attributable to the fact that this neglected work of

genius contained more than the ordinary proportion of

lead. It will be remembered—for the facts are of

recent date—that when the illustrious obscurity, sup-

posed to have been one of the Kings of Brentford, sat

astride this doleful charger, some daring wags made their

way into the enclosure, then fenced with an iron railing,

and painted the equestrian statue in a highly grotesque

manner. Subsequently the monarch was tumbled out

of his selle, the removal of the figure that had stuck

there so long leaving a ghastly hole in the poor

animal's back. Bit by bit the image of fallen greatness

was broken up by young thieves, and carried off to the

marine-store dealer whose reputation stood the highest

for giving most money and asking fewest questions.
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Preparations have been made for the removal of that

greater part of the ill-treated design which has been
more legitimately disposed of. There is a talk of
selling Leicester Square itself, and speculators are said

to have their eyes on the bargain.

We would remind intending exhibitors at Bir-

mingham that to-day is the last for making entries of
implements, horticultural buildings, &c., and tliat

Tuesday next, the 2Sth inst., is the latest time for

making entries to show dinner-table decorations. On
reference to our advertising columns, it will be seen
that a final edition of the schedule will be ready for

issue in a few days, but we are authorised to state that

in no important particular does it differ from the
schedule already in the hands of our readers. Intend-
ing exhibitors will, however, do well to get a copy of
the new edition. It may be interesting to some to

know that 5500 copies of the first edition have been
distributed.

Mr. Glaisher remarks as follows on the State
OF THE Weather during the week ending May iS,

1S72 :—In the vicinity of London the reading of the

barometer at the beginning of the week at sea level was
about 30 inches. Slightly decreasing values were
recorded till the evening of the 13th, followed by a
general increase to 29. SS inches by 9 p.m. of the 15th.

A decided depression occurred on the 1 6th and 17th,

reaching its minimum, 29.57 inches, about 9 a.m. on
the iSth. By the end of the week the readings had
risen to 29. 68 inches. The mean daily values, with
the exception of that for the 12th, were all in defect of
the average. The highest temperatures of the air by
day varied between 67,^° on the i6th and 46^° on the

iSth. The lowest temperatures at night ranged from
46!° on the 14th to 34'|'' on the 12th, the intermediate
values, however, lieing very close to 44". The daily

ranges of temperature were large on the 12th and 1 6th,

but small on the 13th, 17th, and iSth. The mean
daily temperatures were, with the exception of the

1 6th, all in defect of the average. The departures
were as follows :— 1 2th, -6".!; 13th, -5°.3; 14th,

2°.4 ; 15th, - 2°.4 ; i6th, -l- 1°.8 ; 17th, - 5^.9 ;

i8th, - n°.5. The difference between air and dew-
point temperature was at times very small ; on the
13th, in fact, the air was completely saturated with
moisture. The gi-eatest differences occuired on the
l6th. The highest reading of a thermometer placed in

the sun's rays was 139° on the l6th, and the lowest of
one placed on the grass was 27° nearly on the 12th.

The sky was nearly covered throughout the week, and
on the 13th, I5ih, 17th, and iSth, rain fell very
heavily. The total amount of rainfall for the week
was 2 inches nearly, of which almost i inch fell on
the 13th. The wind was generally easterly or north-
easterly, though not for long periods together, but the
pressures were light throughout.

In England the extreme high day temperatures
ranged between 675° at Blackheath, and 53" at New-
castle-on-Tyne, the general average being 61 ^°. The
extreme low night temperatures varied from 40* at

Manchester to ^;^^° at Portsmouth. The range of tem-
perature in the week was 247!°. The mean of all the
highest temperatures observed by day ranged from 59''

at Nottingham, to 50^° at Newcastle-on-Tyne, with an
average of 554°- The mean of the lowest temperatures
observed by night varied from 425" at Bradford to

39^* at Portsmouth. The mean daily range of tempe-
rature in the week was 14^°. The mean temperature
for the week was 46!", the highest being at Notting-
ham, 48^°, and the lowest, 44^°, at Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Thunder was heard on the 15th at Liverpool and Bir-
mingham, and was accompanied by lightning on the
same day at Manchester. Rain fell heavily in the
South of England during the week, but not nearly so
heavily North of the Thames. At Blackheath and
Portsmouth the fall was 1 4 and 2 inches respectively.

The greatest fill North of the Thames was g-ioths of
an inch at Norwich, and the least little more than
l-ioth at Eccles. The average fall over the country
was nearly 7-ioths of an inch.

In Scotland the highest temperatures varied between
57^° at Aberdeen and 51-1° at Leith, the general
average being 55^°. The lowest temperatures at night
ranged between 35 i^" at Glasgow and 30" at Edin-
burgh, with a general mean of 34°, nearly. The
highest mean daily temperature was 44|°, at Aberdeen,
and the lowest 42°, at Edinburgh, the general average
over the country being 43^°. Rain fell heavily over
the wd;iole country, the average fall being nearly

14 inch, and varying from 2 inches at Leith to l^ inch
at Paisley.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 63^°, the
lowest 294", and the mean 464°. The rainfall was
half an inch.

We hear that the Victoria Horticultural
Works of Mr.

.
Charles Beard, at Bury St.

Edmund's, has been purchased by Messrs. W. G.
Smith Sl Co., and the business is now to be carried
on upon a much larger scale.

Accordingtothe 7)'w^j the Broccoli Growers
in the parish of Gulval, West Cornwall, are greatly
aggrieved by a contemplated attempt on the part of
the owners of the small tithe of the lands to increase
the rent-charge on the extensive Broccoli-growing lands.
A large and influential meeting have resolved to use

every effort to resist the increase, if necessary by an
appeal to the Legislature to alter the 23d clause of the
Tithe Commutation Act, which sanctions a higher
charge on gardens than on agricultural land, the
appellants contending that the clause was intended for

a limited time only, and that Broccoli growing cannot
be fairly included in market gardening.

PLANT LIFE.—I/.

Root Action.—In our former article on this sub-
ject (p. 572), we left the young plant, or portion of the
plant, just as it had emerged from torpor and inactivity

into active life, and we endeavoured to explain the

nature of the process, and of the conditions favourable
or adverse to it. Resuming our task at this point, we
have now to see how the new plants or the new buds
shift for themselves. Up to this time we have sup-
posed them to be dependent on supplies stored up
previously, and rendered available for use at the proper
time. The nutritive materials are transferred to the

growing points at the extremity of the bud, or to the

two ends of the embryo plant. But these supplies

would sooner or later become exhausted, and if none
other were forthcoming or available the budding plant

would perish. This does happen sometimes under
cultivation. The Cocoa-nut is a case in point. The
seed, or the embryo within it, germinates, the young
plant attains to considerable dimensions, but by-and-
by it dies. It thrives so long as it can live on the

juices of its own albumen, but when these fail it has
not the power to avail itself of the supplies furnished

by the gardener, or, what is quite as probable, the
latter has not learnt how to coax his interesting prott'^J

to take the requisite pabulum^ or how to concoct it

suitably.

The first stage of growth, then, may not improperly
be called a creating process, dependent on the move-
ment and transport of available food from the store-

house to the growing points ; it is hence an emptying
process, and as such demands a compensatory filling

process, to the nature of which we must now devote a
few words.

We may premise that a sprouting seedling, a rooted
cutting, or a pushing bud do not get much, if any, help
from their leaves in the first instance. This is self-

evident. Hence it is to the roots that we must look to

understand how the emptying process is made up for.

The general character and form of the root have already
been referred to in the former series of articles. We
need only now concern ourselves with the feeding roots,

and we may recal to the reader the oft-proved fact that

it is the finest root fibrils which are most concerned in

this feeding process. They are often covered with a
coating of very minute hairs, and in all cases they
insinuate themselves between the minute particles of

soil. These particles of soil are covered with an
extremely thin layer of watery fluid, into which the
minute root hairs, already referred to, plunge, and
from which they obtain for the plant the greater part of
its supplies of watery and earthy nourishment. We shall

advert to the nature of this nourishment further on, at

present we would impress on the young practitioner

the fact that the finest root threads, insignificant as

they may appear, are most important agents in the

supply of that food which the plant requires to build
up its tissues. The size of each rootlet may be small,

but the total surface exposed by the mass is large, and,
under favourable circumstances, always extending so long
as occasion or the nature of the particular plant demands.
Hence the jealous care exercised by all good gar-

deners to cherish these roots where growth is required ;

hence also the root pruning, which is carried out when
growth is too gross, or when leaves and wood are

formed at the expense of the desiderated fruit ; hence
the large supplies of water to Vine borders and pot
plants during the growing season ; hence the dimi-
nished supplies in the resting stage ; hence the practice

followed in some countries where the Vine is grown,
and where the temperature throughout the year is such
that the plant cannot rest properly, of exposing the

roots to drought, and thus of checking growth.
Writing from the point of view taken by physiologists,

we unhesitatingly express our opinion that one of the

greatest desiderata among horticulturists and cultivators

of the soil generally, is a careful study of root growth
and its peculiarities in different plants and under dif-

ferent circumstances. The study of the soil and its

character is essential ; some insight into the nature

and mode of action of manures is imperative ; but quite

as important as all these, in the present state of know-
ledge, is an exhaustive study of root forms and root life,

a subject less known and less understood than almost

any other in the whole range of plant culture. In
saying this much, with a view to stimulate those who
may have it in their power to increase our stock of

knowledge on this head, we do not of course overlook

the valuable hints that experience and practice have
given us as to what circumstances favour, and what are

adverse to root developments. We can only briefly

advert to some of the more important of these, such as

a sufficiently warm soil, one pervious to air and water,

of sufficiently light texture, and one containing, in an
available form, or at least in a shape that may be made
available, the ingredients necessary for the particular

plant.

The great advantages, especially on heavy or water-
logged soils, that ensue from drainage depend on the

circumstance that that process brings about the good
results of which we have just spoken. The applica-
tion to heavy land of such things as burnt earth,
cinders, charcoal, and the like, has a similar effect by
promoting drainage, aeration, and consequent elevation
of the temperature of the soil. The good effects of
^'ggi^g ^^^ hoeing in certain cases—in Cabbage,
Onion, Potato growing, for instance, are due to

similar causes. On the contrary, a cold soil, or one
that is sodden or sour, is highly unfavourable to proper
root development or root action, as every gardener
who has to deal with a badly made Vine border knows
to his cost. With reference to this part of the subject
we may cite some results of observations and experi-
ments made by Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert on the
effects of the drought of 1870 on the crops at Rotham-
sted. From these observations it appeared, among
other things, that the plants (permanent pasture)
suffered a great deal more on unmanured plots than
did those manured with various fertilisers, and espe-
cially with mineral manures and nitrate of soda,
although, on analysis, it was found that the lower
layers of the manured plots contained much less

moisture than was present at a corresponding depth of
the unmanured plot. The apparent discrepancy is

explained by reference to the condition of the roots,

which were comparatively scanty, weak, and thin in
the unmanured plots, but abundant, healthy, deeply
penetrating, and widely extending in the manured
plots. The nitrate of soda, in fact, seemed to be
specially favourable to the deeper rooting plants, and
encourage their natural tendency. In these experi-
ments the alterations effected in the physical character
of the soil, apart from any chemical change, must also
have greatly influenced the general results.

In an advanced state of plant growth a deficient
quantity or imperfect action of the leaves, as will
hereafter be shown, act very prejudicially on the due
gi-owth and action of the roots. Fungus spawn, too,

we cannot help considering as prejudical to root
development and root action, in spite of the vigorous
protests that have been entered against this notion on
the part of cultivators whose opinion is worthy of
respect. Some of the statements we have just made
may seem at variance with others with which young
gardeners are familiar. We have insisted on the value
of drainage, of digging, hoeing, &c., in promoting
root growth, and yet we hear the cry raised, and
properly raised, too, "sacred to the roots." We hear
condemnation of the practice of digging shrubberies,
of taking a crop from outside Vine borders, and
we all know how particular amateurs with a
well filled *' mixed border " are that the borders should
not be dug. Again, although drainage is everywhere
recommended, and the evils of water-logged soils

pointed out, how is it, the young gardener may ask,
that the roots of trees or ol most plants will travel
so far in search of water, and once in it, break up into
a fine leash of feeding-roots, evidently revel in fact in

their immersion as much as a schoolboy in his plunge
into the sea ? How are we to reconcile these con-
flicting statements? Easily. It is simply a case of let

well alone. In a shrubbery, for instance, where the
soil is pervious to water and air, or where the roots

are close under the surface, where they get all they
want, it is little less than sacrilege to dig. The living

leaves by their shade prevent too rapid an evap oration
from the soil, and also obviate the scorching effects of
full exposure. It is excellent practice, too, in the case
of a shrubbery, to allow the dead leaves and litter to
remain on the ground, and not to gather them up ;

they form an excellent mulch, and, with a little

management, the requirements of neatness can be
complied with, as well as when every dead leaf is care-

fully raked up, the soil robbed of its natural prey, the
roots deprived of their natural shelter. So again, in

the case of a tree plantation, there is no necessity for

digging ; the feeding-roots arc at only a short distance
beneath the soil, where they get readily the air and water
they require, and any digging would only injure them.
On the otherhand,ifthe gardener be about to form a new
garden, or a new plantation of any kind, he takes care
to have the land well turned over and deeply trenched,
it may be, first ; but when the trees are once estab-

lished in suitable soil, he does not worry the roots by
over-digging. In the case of the full root growth
observable in water, it will be seen on observation
that the water is fully aerated, and that it is warm
enough. The feeding-roots do not penetrate deep
where the water is not fully exposed to the air, nor
where it is colder than the surface temperature. On
the other hand, the food is all around the roots, on all

sides of them ; there are no mechanical obstacles in the
way ; they can absorb their nourishment on all

sides freely and unrestrictedly, or, at any rate,

as freely on one side as on another. They have
not to get out of the way of hard unyielding
fragments of soil, or to send their fine fibrils

through a putty-like mass of clay. Again, some of the
apparent discrepancies in the advice given to young
practilioners disappear at once on a due consideration

of the nature of the crop. A plantation or a jiernia-

nent pasture is a very different thing from a Wheat
crop or an Onion bed. In the one the plants are, so
to speak, fixtures, in the other they are annual tenants,

and at the end of their tenancy the plough or the spade
must be set to work to prepare for the incoming
tenants.
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Supposing, then, the roots to be placed under the

most favourable conditions for their growth and for the

proper action, we have now to inquire what it is they

do, and how they do it ; and this necessarily involves

the consideration of the nature of the food of plants.

(Toi^ Continued.)

New Garden Plants.
Trichoglottis FASCIATA, ?;. Sp.

Bene caulescens. foliis cuneato ligulalis obtuse bilobis abbreviatis

(i" lat. 4"loiig. ); spicis paucifloris, grandifloris, ovariis pedi-

cellatis trigonis ; sepalis tepaiisque cuneato oblongo acutis,

scpalis laleralibus faloitis ; labello basi cum columna coiinato ;

auriculis haseos dolabratis ; lamina antica trifida, laciniis

laleralibus triangulis patuHs, lacinia media carinccformi anticc

oblique obtusata ; lineis velutinis ternis in fundos columna
utrinque juxta antheram unifatcata ; ligula baseos ligulata

bidentata velulina nunc erosulo dentata, semper tenuissima.

Here is a new and most striking case of mimicry
;

a plant with a Renantheroid habit, but bearing a

short inflorescence, consisting of grand flowers, re-

sembling those of Phalcenopsis sumatrana, a plant which
it would appear has totally disappeared from Europe.
Now we have something like it in the flower, but of

another and no doubt easier growth. If, however, the

comparison is made with greater accuracy, the like-

ness of the two flowers lies only in the sepals and
petals, which are pure white outside, white Internally,

with yellowish cinnamon bars, beautifully leathery, as

in some Vanda tricolor. The column and lip are very
different in Ihe two species. Our plant has a vigorous

habit, a mediocre height ; the leaves distichous, oblong,
bilobed. The peduncles of the stalked, trigonous,

pallid green ovaries are channelled when the flowers

are buds probably. The lip is whitish, with yellow
tips of the side plates of the anterior part, and a
few purplish spots on the keel of the underside. The
basilar lacinire are nearly dolabriform, erect, almost
connivent, having three velvety lines between them.
The anterior part is bifid, with triangular side parts,

and an ancipitous, vertical, nearly half-crescent-shaped
anterior part. There is some brown at certain places,

as at the base of the nearly half-crescent-shaped part,

and on its superior ridge. I believe it is natural, from
the regularity of its dispersion ; it might, however, also

be the result of fading. The column is half connate,
with the basilar lacinias ascending, bearing two falcate

erect arms ; while the androclinium is umbonate, and
bears an emarginate scabrous anther ; it is washed on
the sides with purple on a yellow ground. There is

scarcely any, doubt that the species comes from
eastern tropical Asia. It is the fairest of all known
species of the genus, nearest T. philippinensis, Lindl.,
gathered only by Cuming, and not seen by the
recent Orchid-gathering tourists, who did the Philip-
pines generally, smoking Manilla cigars at home,
and commanding Orchids from the inhabitants. It is

much finer than the beautiful T. Guibertii (Cieisostoma
Guibertii), T. Dawsoniana (C. Dawsoniana), not to
speak of the very modest T. tenera (QEceoclades
tenera, Lindl.)

There is no doubt that the plant is a great curiosity
and a beautiful thing, perhaps, alas ! too valuable for

being most apparently a very scarce and rare plant.
My first knowledge of it came from Messrs. Veitch,
who sent last year some dried flowers and fresh leaves.

Recently there came a fresh beautifully developed
flower, kindly sent by Mr. W. Bull. H. G. Rchb. /.

Epidendrum nocturnum, Jacq.

It is a most interesting fact that Mr. W. Bull im-
ported last winter, among a herd of well-known
Western African Oncids, this old American plant, which
grows in Mexico, on the Isthmus, in Venezuela, New
Grenada and Brazil, and most probably, from a sketch,
also in Ecuador, and in Peru. The fact is not to
be doubted, and it rather appears that these were
imported masses, since it must be the Epidendrum
offered last winter by the dozen. This is the second
fact from my momental memory, of an American
Orchidaceous weed growing also in Western Africa,
the other being the old and well-known Cyrtopera
Woodfordii, discovered by the able observer Dr. Wel-
witsch, in Angola. On the other hand, certain typical
African species, the Eulophia maculata (CEceoclades
maculata, Lindl.) grows on both sides of Africa, where
so many Eulophias abound, and is likewise to be
found in Brazil, where it appears to have been dis-
covered by the late Salzmann, near Bahia, and since
observed by many collectors. Finally, there is the
African Bolbophyllum recurvum, Lindl., that has been
indicated by Dr. Lindley himself {Bot. Reg. 1S44,
Misc. 70), as imported by Messrs. Loddiges from
Guiana, I am, however, not very sure of the fact,

since I believe it may be the B. herminiostachys, or
the little B. chloroglossum that was misunderstood.
At all events, the friends of geographical botany

have to be very thankful to Mr. W. Bull for this highly
curious introduction. H. G. Rchb. f.

Alsophila (Haplophlebia) Scottiana, Baha:

(Fig. 169, c.)

Stipitibus castaneis inermibus paleis linearibus castaneis copiosis
inslrue tis, frondibus amplis oblnngo-deltoideis bipinnatifidis,
costis faciei inferioris minute furfuraceis excepti'; glabris,
rachibus pinnarum castaneis deorsum nudis nitidis sursum
pilis ferrugineis adpressis vestitis, pinnis oblongo-lanceolatis
ij—2 pedalibus breviter petiolatisbasiEequilateralilertruncatis,
pmnuUs linearibus acuminatis ad alam costularem angastam

pinnatifidis subsessilibus basi truncalis, segmenlis tertiariis

1— li lin. latis obtusis denticulatis, venis segmentorum 5—7
jugis simplicibus, soris subcostalibus, receptaculo glabro

depresso

—

A. comosa, Scott, in Linn. Trans, inedit, cum icone

non Hook. Sp. Fl. i., p. 53, t 30 A ; ncc Hook, et Baker, Syn.
Fil. p. 41.

A native of the temperate zone of the Himalayas, in

Sikkim, forming dense groves at an elevation of 5000
or 6000 feet, sent by Mr. John Scott, and Mr.

C. B. Clarke, to the Kew herbarium, in a dried state,

and by the former to the Kew collection alive.

Fig. 169.—INDIAN ALSOPHILAS,

A, Fully developed pinnule complete of Alsophila latebrosa ; b,

Tertiary segment of ditto ; c, Fully developed pinnule com-
plete of Alsophila Scottiana; d, Tertiary segment of ditto ;

E, Fully developed pinnule of Alsophila coraosa.

Trunk reaching 20—25 feet in height, very robust

and proliferous. Stipes l^—2 feet long, reaching

4—4^ inches in circumference at the base, not muri-

cated, but clothed in the lower part with linear-acumi-

nate brown membranous scales. Fronds oblong-

deltoid, 6— 10 feet long, 4 feet or more broad, bipin-

natifid, moderately firm, i)ut not at all coriaceous in

texture, full green above, glabrous, except on the

rachises of the pinnae and pinnules, which are clothed

with adpresfied ferruginous hairs, pale green beneath,

with only the midribs of the pinnules minutely fur.
furaceous. Pinnae oblong-lanceulate, 14—2 feet long,
6—8 inches broad, short-stalked, the lowest pinnules
but slightly reduced. Pinnules 25—30, deeply pin-
natifid below the small undeveloped ones at the end of
the pinnce, linear, 3—4 inches long, ^—^ inch broad,
subsessile, equally truncate at the base, cut down to a
narrow continuous wing to the midrilj, lengthened on
the lip with a less deeply pinnatifid acumen ; tertiary
segments ligulate, i— i^ line broad, obtuse, more or
less distinctly denticulate, subcontiguous, the lowest
subpatent, the others ascending. Veins all simple,

5—7 pairs to each of the developed tertiary segments,
curving upwards from the midrib to the edge. Son
placed on the back of the veins close to the midrib, not
more than four on each side, in the specimens I have
seen, the outer veins of the segment being without
them. Receptacle glabrous, not prominent.

This is one of the numerous interesting novelties that

have been brought to light through the explorations of
the late Dr. Anderson, and of Messrs. Clarke, Scott,

and Gammie, in the vicinity of the Darjeeling Cinchona
plantations. No less than three very distinct Tree
Ferns have been discovered in that district since these
plantations were commenced, of which Mr. Scott has
given a full account, with plates, in a paper that will

shortly be published in the Tramactions ofthe Linnean
Society, along with a copiously illustrated account of
the structure and development of the trunks of all the

Himalayan species. This is the only one out of the
three that has yet been sent to England in a living

state, but no doubt the two others, Alsophila Ander-
soni, Scott, and A. omata, Scott, will soon follow.

In te.xture, cutting, and general habit the plant now
under notice quite coincides with A. latebrosa, but the

veining is different, there being only 5—7 simple veins,

as compared with 9—10 close forked ones to a tertiary

segment of the same size ; the receptacle is much less

prominent ; the stipe and rachises are destitute of
prickles, and the under surface wants the buUate scales

that in latebrosa clothe the midribs of the pmnules and
segments so copiously that Mettenius has referred it to

Hemitelia. A. comosa, a little-known plant from
Singapore, gathered by Wallich, with a general habit

very like the Brazilian A. phalerata, differs from
this by its stramineous rachises, tertiary segments 2 lines

broad, fewer and closer, lower veins forked, sori placed
a short distance from the costa, and pinnules ^ inch

broad, not so truncate at the base, the lower ones
shortly stalked. J. G. Baker.

THE GLADIOLUS DISEASE.
{Concluded from /. 669.

)

It has been held by some that the frequent deaths

amongst Gladioli are chiefly attributable to an excess

of moisture, especially when dung is applied heavily,

and which is equivalent to saying that dung is the

chief agent in the affair. " D., Deal," says his were
planted in good rich sandy loam, which during the

autumn previous had a thick coating of manure, and in

the former summer was occupied with Pe;as, and,

therefore, of course, could not be Gladiolus sick ; and
yet the results which manifested themselves, when
taken up, were most terrible. What evil spirit had
been at work here? It was certainly not manure.
There is not much doubt that the bulbs which perished

were old exhausted bulbs, from which all vigour and
health were gone, and therefore no wonder they went
off. Roots which have flowered, and probably borne

seed during several consecutive seasons, cannot be com-
pared to young and viiiorous bulbs which have as yet

done very little duty. When the grower receives them
he rejoices over his good fortune in securing such mag-
nificent bulbs, and plants them, hopefully watching as

their flowering season approaches for some decent

spikes ; but he is wofully disappointed, for if they

flower at all they are poor, puny things, and when he
comes to take them up he finds them good for nothing

and then puts it down to an incurable disease. This

also, in my estimation, accounts for all of one variety

not perishing. The roots which died were probably

more exhausted, having seen more service than their

brethren, and consequently could not bear any longer

the strain put upon them. Now, if these bulbs had
been planted in poor soil, and not allowed to flower

for a season, they would have recruited their lost

strength, and recovered themselves. But instead of

this being done, they are placed in rich soil, encour-

aged to flower, and the consequence is they very

naturally give up the ghost.

I dissent in ioto from the dictum that the malady is

analogous to that of the Potato, for the disease affecting

the Potato is, as everybody knows, clearly traceable to

a fungus, whereas nothing of the kind presents itself in

the case of the Gladiolus.

Having paid several visits to Messrs. Kelway's Gla-

diolus grounds I can, I presume, with safety give a few

hints how the Gladiolus is grown by them, and it

must be clear, from the healthy state of such an im-

mense stock, that Mr. Kelway has got the right

method of growing this beautiful flower. The ground
—an alluvial gravelly soil, resting upon a bed of

gravel—is deeply trenched in the winter, and thrown
up in ridges. Previous to planting it is made into

beds of 4 feet in width, allowing a path between each

about 2 feet wide. These beds are covered with river

earth, which has been well pulverised by long exposure
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to the air and sun, and with which is mixed one-third

its quantity of light peat from a neighbouring moor.

The bulbs, when planted, are placed i foot apart each
way. When the hot weather approaches, a good
mulching of manure is applied, and water is given about

once a week, except in the very hot weather, and then

it is found necessary to water them every alternate day.

Their concentrated manure, which seems to be held in

liigh estimation by them, is also at this time applied

about once in lo days to such as are intended for exhi-

bition purposes. As the flowers expand, a support is

fixed to each spike. With this treatment they appear
to do well, for, as mentioned above, when I was there

last autumn, I saw very few indeed which showed any
symptoms of decay ; none, in fact, amongst the seed-

lings.

t'he experience of Messrs. Lombard and Kelway
does not appear to tally. The former says he fre-

quently finds seedlings dead when he takes them up
after they have bloomed. Were these seedlings

C'ihausted by blooming the previous year? Many I

find are so prolific as to bloom before the bulbs have
attfiined the size of a Filbert.

When the bulbs are lifted in the autumn Messrs. Kel-

way allow the stems to remain on till dry, and place

each variety separately in a pot, transferring them to a

shed, warmed by a fire. It is noticeable here that Mr.
Kelway's treatment differs widely from that of Mr,
Douglas, for he recommends the system of cutting off

the stalks when lifted. From my own experience I

think, that they ought to remain on, for the sap which
is contained in the stem returns to the bulbs and thus

makes it plumper and better looking. It is so with all

bulbs, particularly the Onion. When quite dry the

stalks are cut off, the root is then placed with its

brethren in a pot without a hole in the bottom (in

order to prevent the escape of the bulblets), first

gathering the spawn and sowing it. This sowing the

spawn and storing the roots occupied Mr. Kelway and
four assistants nearly three months the previous winter.

From repeated observation I have come to the con-

clusion, that bulbs raised from spawn in this country^

are better and rather to be chosen on account of their

hardier constitution, than roots imported from a warmer
climate. We find this fact borne out in many seeds

and bulbs imported. Take, for instance, Linseed—the

first year it produces robust plants, but it degenerates
each succeeding year. It is the case also with the Dutch
bulbs. Who ever thinks of growing them (except as
ordinary border flowers) after the first season? I also

think the blooms from home-grown bulbs are finer, for

I have seen several lots in flower which came from France,
and noticed that the spikes were not to be compared to

those produced by English-grown bulbs. Perhaps this

may be attributable to the fact that those from Paris

were considerably more exhausted.

I think, judging from the facts that I have culled,

that it is very evident there is no disease whatever
peculiar to these plants, that it is nothing but high
feeding and exhaustion which causes the mischief and
havoc of which we are continually hearing, and that

(as the above facts fully prove) if grown in moder-
ately manured soil, they succeed admirably, both as

re:ards their blooming and health.

Referring to Mr. Lombard's notice of my remarks,
published in January last, I wish to say that, owing to
illegibility in my writing perhaps, there was a slight

error in the wording. Instead of excepting the improved
Continental varieties, it should have been ''excepting
the unproved new Continental varieties." For we are
all aware that three-fourths of the new ones which
Souchet sends out year after year are no good whatever
as show flowers, and are very often no improvement on
those previously in commerce. This statement I main-
tain, for proofs of it may be seen at every Gladiolus
show.

I will give a few lists of sorts which obtained 1st

prizes in the four preceding years. AH these varieties
will be found on reference to the catalogue for the
current year to be highly-priced :

—

1568. Julia, Lord Napier, Formosa, Ulysse, Eury-
dice, Felicien David, Norma, Leonora, Madame Basse-
ville, Etendard, James Veitch, Meyerbeer,

1569. Eurydice, Meyerbeer, La Titiens, Thomas
Moore, Picciola, Felicien David, Gipsey Queen,
Thomas Methven, Marie Dumortier, Prince of Wales,
Sanspareil, Senator, Picotee, Accius.

1870. Moliere. Madame V'llmorin, Spectabilis, La
Titiens, Rosa Bonheur, Freemason, Madame De=-
portes, Robert Fortune, Agnes Mary, James Veitch,
Ehzabeth Meyerbeer, Due de Montebello, Dr. Hum-
boldt, Schiller, Newton, Lacepede, Le Gouve, Eugene
Scribe, Formosa, Rossini, Stella, Norma, Virgile,
Leonora, Orphee, Mons. A. Brongniart, Sultain, Van
Dyck, Canova, Anna, Ncemie, Homere.

1871. The following amongst others of equal merit

—

Robert Fortune, Lacepede, Orphue, Le Gouve, Astrea,
Clarissa, Yellow King, Phidias, Ophir, Madame Vil-
morin, Mons. A. Brongniart.

Like instances may be found on referring to the
notice of the shows at the Crystal Palace, all of which
goes to prove the truth of the statement—to produce
spikes for exhibition, with any chance of success, you
must grow high-priced varieties.

The last year's issue of new sorts from P>ance does
not appear to be an exception to those of previous years,
for, from my notes taken during their bloom, I may
venture to predict that only about five of the batch will

stand ground, viz., Phidias, Primate, Edith Dom-
brain. Sir J. Franklin, and Talisman. It seems inex-

plicable to me why we do not get more improvement in

the old ones. The new ones, in fact, do not come up
to the old ones. In what variety issued during the past

three years have we the well-set spike of Madame
Desportes or the substance of Meyerbeer. Truly, better

days for the Gladiolus are to be hoped for.

I am not surprised to find, from Mr. Lombard's
remarks, that Messrs. Kelway have not put in a second
appearance at Dublin ; when we take into consideration

the difficulty of transporting cut flowers 300 miles, and
a portion of it by water, I think great credit is due to

them for undertaking such an experiment. I have
never yet heard of our Irish brethren attempting the

like. ^. C, T.

NOTES ON CONIFERS.— VIIL

Picea Nordmannianay introduced in 1845, was first

discovered by Professor Nordmann, of Odessa, whose
name it bears, on the summit of the Adshur Moun-
tains, at an elevation of about 6000 feet. Mr. Witt-
mann observed it on the southern declivity of the

mountains between Cartalin and Achalzich, as far up as

the alpine regions, growing amongst a forest of Abies
orientalis, and nearly 100 feet in height, and about

3 feet in diameter. This interesting tree bears a
general resemblance to the Silver Fir, to which it is

closely allied, but is altogether a more valuable, and
certainly a much handsomer tree. Its habit is more
compact than the Silver Fir, the foliage being closer

set, and of a fine deep glossy green colour on the upper
side, and very silvery beneath ; the outside leaves on
the branchlets, particularly when seen in great health,

curl up very much, showing the under-side of the

leaves, the rich silvery hue mixing in profusion with
the glossy green, producing a very pleasing effect. The
contrast in early summer between the old and young
foliage is not the least telling feature of this beautiful

tree.

The great merits of this fine tree are now generally
admitted, and well known to all admirers of Conifers,

it being one of the hardiest, and promises to be one of
the most useful of recently introduced species, differing

from the Silver Fir in not being spring tender, and, so

far as I am aware, not liable to suffer from attacks of
the white scale, the bane of the Silver Fir. There are
large quantities of P. Nordmanniana at Castle Kennedy,
from 20 to 25 feet in height, which have been growing
amongst Silver Firs, planted as nurses, many of the
latter having been either wholly killed or much in-

jured by attacks of white scale, whereas the P. Nord-
manniana has always entirely escaped its ravages. I

hope this may be borne out by the experience of
others ; otherwise it would be a bar to its being
freely planted.

As an ornamental tree it has already been very
extensively used, and in this respect is fast rising in

popular favour. As a nurse, or for game cover, it can
scarcely be excelled. As a timber producing tree it is

likely to be very valuable ; its wood is said to be much
harder than that of the Silver Fir. Being a very hardy
tree of rapid growth, forming wood freely, and at home
in all ordinary soils and situations, it will be sure more
and more to arrest the attention of planters, and be
planted as generally as the Spruce or Scotch Fir. It

has occasionally produced a few cones at Castle Ken-
nedy, but owing to a deficiency of catkins no seed has
been matured. Nurserymen hold considerable stocks

of it, and as the demand increases so will the supply.
Picea pccthiata pendiila.—There are several varieties

of the common Silver Fir in cultivation, but none are of
much importance, except the subject of these remarks.
This, like most other pendulous trees, does not require

to be grafted on the top of a tall stock, but should be
done near the ground. A little attention to staking for

a few years gives the leading shoot an upright direction

which, with little assistance afterwards, it keeps, grow-
ing and forming a large tree. While young all the
side branches are as decidedly pendulous as a Weeping
Ash. After the tree gets well established and is grow-
ing freely, it occasionally sends forth a strong branch to

the distance of half its height, nearly in a horizontal

direction—some a little above, others a little below,
which in turn send down lateral shoots to a great dis-

tance, hanging like drapery from a huge arm. The
effect is very striking, being not only picturesque but
almost romantic. A good specimen of this will be
interesting in a great variety of situations, particularly

so in connection with an extensive rockwork, or in a
wild rugged landscape, overhanging a steep precipice.

There are a few fine young specimens of this tree at

Castle Kennedy, the largest being about 20 feet in

height. It is said to be of French origin.

Picea Pindrcnv.— Introduced in 1S37 from Bhotan,
where it is found growing abundantly. It is also found
in the Himalaya and other mountains of India, at from

7500 to 12,000 feet of elevation, where it is seen occa-

sionally 150 feet in height, and from 6 to 7 feet in

diameter. Travellers tell us that in its native habitat it

is a tall cylindrical, or slightly tapering tree, like a

Lombardy Poplar, where it forms vast forests, of

unusual gloom and thickness, generally preferring the

north or west aspect of the mountains.
This is a remarkably distinct species, with long dark-

green leaves, broad in proportion, slightly glaucous on
the underside ; some of the varieties averaging 3 inches '

in length, others less than two. Its branches grow
nearly horizontal, in regular whorls, gradually drooping
as they extend in length—those near the bottom become
nearly pendulous—the points always inclining upwards.
As this species is spring tender in inland and ele-

vated situations, it will seldom be found to succeed ; in
the more favoured localities, if planted in a strong
loam, approaching to clay, in a north or west aspect—

•

if on hanging ground so much the better—it will be
found to grow freely, the more so if it has the shade of
larger trees to protect it, in its young state, from the sun's
rays, which, after frost, if they strike it eariy in the day,
after the growth has commenced, are sure to blacken
and destroy many of them, giving a shock to the vigour
of the plant which it takes years to recover,

I remember a remarkable illustration of the import-
ance of planting so as to be shaded from the morning
sun, and the evil effects of neglecting to do so. A good
many years ago I had to plant a short avenue of these
trees, the avenue standing neariy north and south.
Masses had previously been planted on each side, and
were about 2 feet high when the Picea Pindrow was
planted. Those on the south side of the avenue had
the shade of the masses, and did not on that
account suffer from the effects of the late spring frosts,

those on the north side were fully exposed to the morn-
ing sun, and were less or more injured every season

—

some years all but escaping, in others much injured ;

they continued in this state till the nurses on the opposite
side grew tall enough to shade them. They have since
recovered, and are now in moderate health, although
not more than half the size of those on the opposite
side, which average from 16 to iS feet in height
^a telling fact in favour of planting this and other
spring tender species in slightly shaded situations.

In light soils, where otherwise favourably situated,

at the end of 10 or 15 years, the soil appears to become
exhausted ; the tree looks fresh and healthy for a time
after being planted, but gradually assumes a starved
appearance, many of the smaller branches either
wholly or partially part with their leaves. The health
can be improved by applications of fresh soil, but the
effect is only temporary. In strong soils this tendency
does not exhibit itself; on the contrary, the trees increase
in vigour as they do in size. In highly favoured
locahties it will form a fine tree, but its culture in this

country can only be exceptional, and that as an orna-
mental tree. There are a few good specimens at

Castle Kennedy, i^\N of them more than 20 feet in
height, some of which have produced a few cones, which
were somewhat smaller than those of the P. Webbiana,
and not of such a rich purple colour. No seeds
matured, as no catkins existed.

Picea Pinsapo.—Introduced in 1S38 ; indigenous to
Spain, abounding on all the higher mountains, in some
places forming forests ; found principally on the
northern exposures of the mountains, reaching even
near the summit, where the snow lies four or five

months of the year, generally at an elevation of from
4000—6000 feet, and growing from 60— 70 feet in

height. The timber is said to be full of resin, resemb-
ling in colour and structure the common Silver Fir.

The foliage is short, not averaging more than half an
inch in length, the leaves are of a fine grassy-green
colour, thickly set on the stem, and stand all round at

right angles, like the hairs on a bottle-brush.

The branchlets are thickly set on the branches, which
grow in regular whorls on the main stem, and while
the tree is quite young the first formed ones are often

only a few inches asunder ; as the tree increases in size

the distance gradually increases, till when in full

vigour they are generally about 2 feet apart The
lower branches stand nearly horizontally, the others

rising by degrees, till towards the top they stand at a
sharp angle, some of which, till the tree is fairly started

into growth, are apt to divide the lead unless pinched
or cut back. When seen in perfect health, and while
young, this charming tree is of a very full habit, form-
ing quite a compact mass when about 6 or S feet in

height. For some years at first the leading shoots

grow slowly, the energies of the plant being principally

expended on the lateral branches, which at this stage

of growth rapidly spread out, not unfrequently giving

a squat appearance to the young tree. At this par-
ticular period the roots are also very active, spreading
out and extending in all directions, and doubtless pre-

paring to support the rapid upward extension of the
plant, to which, for a time, its energies are now prin-

cipally directed.

As the tree becomes more and more developed, its

habit becomes somewhat less formal, strong massy
branches push out beyond, and break the regularity of
the outlines. . As it increases in size, the regularity of

the fine symmetrical form, which it generally assumes
in its young state, is thus broken ; the result is one of
the finest gems we possess as a really ornamental tree.

Its rich, dressy appearance, adapts it remarkably well
for planting in conspicuous positions on all kept
grounds, whether by the sides of drives, on lawns, or
standing singly in or around flower gardens, or worked
up with other trees and shrubs to form boundary lines

for lawns or pleasure-grounds.

As an avenue tree it has been used successfully at

Castle Kennedy ; its fine outline and pleasing colour
make it when thus seen a general favourite. It does
not grow so freely as the P. cephalonica, lo which it

bears a considerable resemblance, but can easily be dis-

tinguished from it by its shorter leaves, and lighter and
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more delicate shade of green colour. It also differs in

not being spring tender. Being quite a hardy tree it

is well adapted for planting in all ordinary soils or

situations, preferring however a moderately deep light

soil to a very heavy one. Its great merits as an orna-

mental tree are well known, and if it could be had

cheap enough, and in sufficient quantity, it would be in-

valuable as a nurse, and probably may yet prove of

considerable importance as a timber tree. It has the

reputation of thriving better, within the range of the

smoke and impure air of large cities, than most other

Conifers.

Pn-fit rfligioSii.—Is indigenous to the mountains of

Mexico, where it grows at an elevation of 9000 feet.

Schiede found it on the cold mountains of Orizaba, at
j

the highest limits of arborescent vegetation, llartweg
1

found it in various jilaces ; amongst others, on the

Campanana, the highest point of the mountains of

Anganguro, 1 50 feet high, and 5 or 6 feet in diameter.

The leaves are from I to 2 inches in length, of a

this class of plants ; and, from the fact of its being so

seldom met with, I doubt much whether this has been

the case in the past. When planting, a dry, rather

elevated, but thoroughly sheltered situation, sliould be

selected, as it is in capable of withstanding high winds ;

a deep light loam, on a gravelly or open porous sub-

soil suits it best. When planted in a deep, rich, strong

soil, it makes strong shoots, and grows late in the

autumn ; consequently, when winter comes round, the

wood is not ripened, and the first severe frost is almost

sure to destroy the plant. Being a late grower, I have

not observed it to suffer from late spring frosts.

There is a fine specimen at Corsvvall in Wigtonshire,

the property of John Garrick Moore, Esq., upwards of

S feet in height, very bushy and spreading. There are

also several plants at Castle Kennedy, which have

borne a few cones, but matured no seeds. It is mucli

used by the Mexicans for decorating their churches on

occasion of particular religious observances. A. Fowler,

Castle Kennedy, Stranraer.

ordinary attention. Two of my neighbours have within

the last ten years constructed the most improved and
the most expensive vineries known, but they have not
succeeded in growing Grapes equal to those in my
vinery, which is 100 feet long, and covered with the
Paxton roof. Messrs. t"isher & Holmes' foreman told

my gardener (who was formerly employed under Mr.
Speed, and recommended to me by him) that he had
visited vineries for the last 20 years, and in the whole
course of his experience had never seen a heavier and
finer crop of Grapes than we had last year ; and this

opinion has been confirmed by Mr. Pearson, of Chil-

well, and Mr. Speed. For the last seven years we have
always had most excellent crops of Grapes, and Mr.
Speed expressed an opinion last week that they will

this year be better than ever. One of my neighbours

recently told me that he very much regretted he had
not adopted the Paxton houses, and made them some-
what sinrilar to what the late .Sir Joseph had at Rock
Hill, Sydenham, and he would thereby have saved a

Fig. 170.—THE gardener's house at trentham (from a photograph taken in winter).

dark but not deep green colour, slightly glossy above,

silvery beneath, lying flat on the upper side of the

tranchlets, spreading to each side ; the side leaves are

curved backwards, standing so regularly as to form an

arc of a circle on the under side. Like most of the

Piceas the branches grow in whorls,—the under ones

have a considerable spread ; and stand nearly horizon-

tal, the upper ones point slightly upwards. The
general outline and appearance, as seen at a short

distance, bears considerable resemblance to a well-

grown Abies Douglasii. There is an old proverb

which says, "Give a dog a bad name and you
may hang him." Unfortunately, this beautiful tree

has a worse name than it deserves in regard to its

capability of withstanding the severity of our climate,

and consequently it has not been experimented with to

the extent its merits deserve. I do not wish it to be

understood, neither do I consider that this species will

generally succeed, under any treatment, except in the

most favoured localities ; still, I cannot refrain from
expressing an opinion that a tree so distinct and so

handsome, should have more than ordinary attention

bestowed on it by those interested in the cultivation of

Jonu Comspnbence.
Galvanised Wire v. Gumming of Peach Trees.

—Mr. Speed, of Chatsworth, was over here a few

days ago, and carefully examined the gumming of my
Peach and Nectarine trees, and he expressed similar

opinions to those that have already been given by Mr.

Mills and others of your coiTespondents, who attribute

the gumming to the tender shoots being injured by

pressure. Mr. Speed pointed out a remarkable instance

in confirmation of this view. He discovered a shoot

which had been pulled towards the galvanised wire but

did not touch it within 2 or 3 inches. The shoot had

been tied to the wire by a piece of Cuba bass, and

gumming had taken place on the upper surface of the

shoot which was in contact with the bass. One of

your correspondents has expressed an opmion that the

ventilation of the Paxton houses is extremely defective.

I am aware that a difference of opinion exists on this

subject amongst gardeners, but I believe that the

Paxton houses are the simplest and cheapest construc-

tions yet made, and they answer every purpose with

very large and unnecessary expenditure. I have

arrived at the conclusion that lean-to houses should

only be used for early forcing, and that span-roofs are

infinitely better for growing Grapes or Peaches.

Charles Markham, Brimhtgton Hall, May 22.

Whatever uncertainty there may be in the use

of this wire, and variety of opinion with regard to the

real cause of gumming, we cannot see that Mr. Taylor

has made out a case (sec p. 670). Messrs. Markham,
Pearson, and Gilbert appear to consider that contact with

galvanised wire directly induced this disease, and we
believe the tender branches are often tied too tightly

against the wires, and that pressure on bare metal is

the cause, as it must get hotter or colder than when
coated with paint, &c., and it may be that directly the

branch becomes scorched, chilled, or bruised, and the

gum exudes, some galvanic action is set up in contact

with the bare metal which accelerates the disease.

Even Mr. Taylor prefers wood trellis, we presume for

the advantage named by Mr. Markham (p. 607). He
does not appear to agree with Mr. Gilbert, who
obviated the gumming by painting the wire, and as he

says he is familiar with hat case, to what does he attri-
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bute gumming? He attacks the system of ventila-

tion in Paxton roofs, but in them any amount of air

can be given, from the smallest breath to a complete
circulation, and he must know that success is a

question of skill and attention given throughout the

growth, as hundreds of gardeners who have produced
the finest Peaches in our houses and others could

explain to him. We ask what experience he has had
in growing fruit in Paxton's houses. We are not

acquainted with " Ewing's glass walls," but conceive

that the cause of gumming cannot be laid alone to any
size or construction of house. Our testimonials will

prove that we may, and do, claim for the Paxton roofs

a prominent success as fruit-houses, comparing well,

size for size, with any "beautifully constructed houses"
he can suggest. Hereman 6^ Morton.

Pentstemon Jaffrayanus.—In Mr. McNab's in-

teresting communications on the plants introduced

from North-west America by Messrs. jelTrey and Brown,
mention is made of Penstemon Jeffreyi as one of the

plants sent home by the former collector. Is not this

a mistake? The plant in question was certainly pub-

lished as P. Jaffrayanus by Sir Wm. J. Hooker, who
was too accurate a botanist to have misspelt Jeffrey's

name, and the inference is therefore warranted that the

plant commemorates another individual connected

with botanical science. As I am not fortunate enough
to be the possessor of the more recent volumes of the

Bot. Mag.^ I venture to ask your aid in confirming or

negativing this view. May I ask, by the way, why so

many catalogue compilers persist, in the face of the

highest opinions, in making this genus neuter, or even
epicene? East Avglian. [Sir W. Hooker {Bot. Mag, t,

5045) wrote as follows :
— " My first knowledge of

the lovely and hardy species of Pentstemon was
derived from Mr. Jaffray's collections made at Cape
Creek, North California, in 1S53 {No. 11 16 of his

specimens). Seeds were at the same time sent home
by him ; but I know not if they ever germinated.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, of Exeter, and King's Road,
Chelsea, have been more fortunate with Californian

seeds of the same species they received from Mr. W.
Lobb, and in August, 1857, I had the pleasure to

receive living specimens, here represented." Eds.]

Plants Spontaneously Varying in Size.—As
an instance among British plants, I may mention find-

ing on some neglected garden ground, near London, a

perfect thicket of Chenopodium album var. virens

(C. paganum, Reich. ) I measured the stem of one of
the tallest, and from the base to the top, I found it to

be 8 feet 4 inches. I cut the lower part into a stout

walking-stick, which is now in the Kew museum, as

tangible evidence of what the dimensions may become
of an annual weed, seldom reaching 3 feet in height.

W. T. D.

Dinner-Table Decorations.— I shall be glad if

you will allow me to correct an error in your report of
the dinner-table decorations at the Royal Horticultural

Society's show at South Kensington last week. In
describing my table you say there were three large and
six small vases,

'

' studiously arranged so as to obscure the

view across the table in every direction." With regard

to the three large ones^ I maintain that if the table had
been the height it ought to have been, as the schedule

stated, viz., 3 feet 10 inches, instead of only 3 feet, the

effect would have been very different ; and as I had
only four small vases instead of six, each of which was
placed at one corner of the table, I do not see that

they were "studiously arranged to obscure the view
across the table in every direction." The height of the

silver tripods was 18 inches, not 14 inches, as your
report states. J. Webber^ Covent Garden.

Yew Poisoning.—In your quotation from Whitens

Selborne there is the following passage on Yew poison-

ing :
—"By the high winds usually prevailing about

the autumnal equinox these berries (Yew), then ripe,

were blown down into the road, where the hogs eat

them, and it was very remarkable that though barrow-
hogs and young sows found no inconvenience from this

food, yet milch cows often died after such a repast."

Just so : tlie stones passed through the hogs uncracked,
the pulp, being non-poisonous, did them no harm, but
the cow, being a ruminating animal, chewed up the
nuts and kernels ; these latter, in my opinion, killed

them, at least this is what I consider to be the rationale

of the subject. The time which elapsed after the horses

mentioned by me had eaten the branches, would be
about half-an-hour or thereabouts ; I think it was a
little more, but not much. y. Scott.

Hydroscopy, or Subterranean Hydrology.

—

Allow me to direct the attention of your readers to a
modern, and yet imperfectly known science, which is

of considerable practical importance, and not devoid
of interest to the reading public. I refei to the science
whose object consists in studying the subterranean
waters, the kinds of ground where they are to be
found, their flowing, the physical Jaws that rule their
abundance or scarcity, and their depth. The circum-
stances which accompany the circulation of water on
the surface of the earth have been thoroughly studied,
but few persons have surmised what becomes of the
rain-water absorbed by the soil, and still fewer have
tried lo account for it. A Frenchman, however, named
Paramelle, resting his researches on sound geological

knowledge, devoted himself to the solution of this

problem, and to the application of the principles he

had discovered by long experience. The science is

now complete, it has received a name : hydroscopy, or

subterranean hydrology, and its applications are per-

fectly definite. Among these we must place in the

first rank the discovery of springs and selection of well

sites. Let the reader think of the immense practical

benefits it is possible to reap from such a science.

How many towns, villages, private estates are deprived

of water, or obliged to get it from remote places at

enormous expense. At this time so grave a deprivation

is no longer irremediable ; within easy access of every

village, almost of every house, there exist subterranean

streams of water. By a simple digging (indicated after

a thorough survey of the place, and not by the aid of

those clever divining rods that have made so many
dupes) one can channel out these hidden streams, and
make them flow on the surface, or else a well can be
sunk on their course, and the place formerly deprived

of water will become abundantly supplied with it. Is

there any science which deserves more to be studied ?

One may oppose that these are promises of theory, and
that practice may considerably bring down such expec-

tations. To this I will reply that the applications are

not to be made, that Paramelle has discovered over

9500 springs, that he has disciples who are not less

successful than he was, and continue illustrating by
facts the excellence of the method. Leon Jourd'hui,

Hydrologist, L'mden House, Ttvkkcnham.

Surrey Orchids,—I am sure British botanists

must be glad that my letter respecting Mr. Choules'

find of Orchids in the neighbourhood of Dorking has
brought out the list of the 19 species contained in your
last number, since the additions therein contained to

our knowledge of Surrey Orchids are very interesting.

Orchis mililaris has never before, I believe, been
recorded as a Surrey plant, nor Ophrys aranifera as

growing nearer to Dorking than Leatherhead, and that

on only very doubtful authority. It still puzzles me
to understand how Neottia Nidus-avis and Spiranthes

autumnalis, or Orchis mascula and Epipactis latifolia

can have been gathered simultaneously ; but perhaps
your correspondent did not mean, as was implied in

his first letter, that they were all the prizes of one
expedition, the date of which he does not mention.

With regard to the other plants named in his last

letter, which he seems to imagine are now extinct in

that neighbourhood, I need only say that two years

ago I gathered Phyteuma orbiculare by the public

road-side within five minutes' walk of the Dorking rail-

way station {South Eastern Railway), and that all the

rest I would undertake to show him, with other equal

or greater rarities, within two hours' walk, in almost

any quantity. Chlora perfoHata was last year parti-

cularly abundant and beautiful on the slopes of Box-
hill, flowering quite up to the first autumn frosts. I

am at a loss to understand in what way I have pro-

voked the tone of the latter part of Mr. Choules'

letter, or why I deserve to have the coup de gr&ce
given me by a mitrailleuse. If I have in any way
offended him it is quite unintentional, and I beg leave

to express my regret. I need scarcely say that I am
perfectly innocent of any design, ** in conjunction with
another party, to plot against and mar the effect of his

good intentions," being entirely ignorant who your
other correspondent is who has confirmed the accuracy
of my statement with regard to "Surrey Orchids."

Alfred IK Bennett,

" Cultural " Commendations.—On Wednesday,
May 15, specimens of a pyramidal Stock, Mauve
Beauty, were staged at South Kensington for the

approval or otherwise of the Floral Committee. There
were precedents for the staging of Stocks before the

Floral Committee, as last year this same body granted

a First-class Certificate to an Intermediate Stock of a
moderate character. Another of the same class of

Stocks also received a first-class award at the Botanic
Gardens, Regent's Park, on the 8th inst, although
when staged at South Kensington a week subsequently
it obtained no award. The Stock Mauve Beauty was
new, eminently distinctive, and much superior in

quality to the other kinds to which Certificates had
previously been granted, this estimate of its merits

being supported by the unanimous opinion of all outside

of the committee who were capable of judging of the

quahties of a good Stock. It was not unreasonable,

therefore, if some certificate of merit was anticipated

for it. Judge, however, of my astonishment to find

that the Stock itself had been disparaged by tlie com-
mittee by awarding it a label of "Cultural" Com-
mendation. Why, positively only the most ordinary

description of culture had been bestowed upon the

plants sent—certainly not more than is usually

bestowed upon winter-grown market Stocks ; and
even then its good merits, both of colour and
size, were not nearly so well brought out as

they are when the Stock is grown in good soil in

the open ground during the summer. The bestowal

of a certificate of good culture was therefore posi-

tively an absurdity, and, moreover, misleading, as it

might induce the general public to believe that what-
soever merits the Stock possessed were due, not to its

own intrinsic qualities but rather to high cultivation.

I hear it was gravely objected that the Stock could only

be propagated by seed ; but that is a most trivial ob-

jection, as it is well known that Stocks are as easily

reproduced from year to year true to character as are

any other plants. Indeed, if this objection were to

hold good, the granting certificates to Melons,
Cucumbers, Peas, iJcc, must, for similar reasons,

become things of the past. It is most unpleasant to

make these criticisms upon what is done at South
Kensington, but it is much more objectionable to

allow these peccadilloes of the committee to pass

without a word of comment or protest. I do not dis-

pute their right to withhold certificates of merit if they

think fit, but better no bread at all, than when asking

for a loaf, receiving a stone. Alex Dean, Bedfont.

Black Ants.—It is to be feared your correspondent

may anticipate great difficulty in getting rid of black

ants (Formica fullginosa ?), which have made good
their lodgment on such an extensive scale as he men-
tions. Most likely he has tried ordinary remedies, but
I would suggest, in case he is not perfectly certain of
the position of the nest itself, that it should be made
out by placing thick lines of tar (circumscribing the

operations of the ants) round the tree, and in other

places, till the exact position of the nest or nests is

clearly known, and then, as the workings of the

F. fuliginosa are in honeycombed wood, which would
cause no injury to the tree by being treated with
chemical applications, I would suggest pouring carbolic

acid on the nest itself. By the nest I mean the portion

of the black honeycomb-like workings used by the

ants for sheltering the eggs and larvae. If the nest is

not exposed to view, possibly by cutting a small open-
ing, or making use of an existing one, it might be
reached so as to be sufficiently poisoned by a mass of

hay or rags soaked in carbolic acid and thrust in with
a thin stick. I believe if this remedy could be brought
to bear he would get rid of what is usually a long and
troublesome annoyance ; and as possibly your corre-

spondent is not accustomed to the use of carbolic acid,

I may be excused if I just add, that sweet oil is an
excellent remedy for the large blisters apt to be raised

by accidental spilling it on the hands. E, A. O,

Mode of Flowering of Primula japonica.

—

All that I have seen expand one ring of flowers at

one time. Thus, one is fading, one perfect, a third

coming out, and beyond that a growing stem and clus-

tering buds, bursting into beauty. I have seen no
stem like the one given by the artist in the Florist^

either out-of-doors or under glass. But in some
respects the plant is all the more valuable on this

account. It remains two or more months in flower on
a single flower-stem, and, doubtless, longer, where
there is a succession or several stems. It is a beauti-

ful plant, and, apart from this feature of successional

rather than simultaneous blooming, the description and
figure in the Florist are most truthful and perfect. It

seeds freely, and will, doubtless, prove the coming
plant for giving us new and more brilliant breeds of all

our hardy Primroses, while it will be itself the queen
of the late spring garden or border. It is charming
among other Primroses in the conservatory, while its

brilliant colour, handy size, and artistic habit, admirably
adapt it for vase or room furnishing. D. T. F.

The Vegetable Garden.—The vegetable garden
this spring—at least in the western counties—has

afforded so much matter for observation, that I deem
it right to direct attention to some points which have
interested me. The various kinds of greens, Kale,

Sprouts, &c., were never more abundant, but they ran

away so rapidly that, had it not been for the quickness

with which Broccoli, Spinach, and Spring Cabbage
came forward, there would have been a scarcity of

green vegetables. Broccoli were smaller than I ever

recollect, but not a single head was killed by the early

winter frost, and they all came so much together, that

they did not last so long as usual,—a great contrast to

the year before, in which scarcely 100 heads were saved

over many square miles ; and, indeed, the best display

I saw of this vegetable in 1871 was in a couple of

rows, which I had derived from some wild Cabbage
seed gathered at Llandudno. Many of these ran off

like wild Cabbages, and therefore their type is hardly

settled, but in no case has this derivative succumbed
to the severest frost. The ungenial weather of May
has this year been prejudicial to Asparagus, and
the want of sunshine has been much felt in the

Cucumber frames, whilst hail and frost have cut

down the forward Potatos which were unpro-
tected ; indeed, while I am writing, a wail

is going forth from many a garden—from that of the

peer to the more numerous ones of the peasant, at the

cutting off early Potatos by frost. Perhaps, however,
ihe most disappointing circumstance that we have to

bewail during the present season, is that cither from

damp weather during this season, or the wet .autumn

of last year, seeds have germinated most irregularly.

Thus repeated sowings, and thick ones too, of Peas,

have ended in disappointment, and I have proved
that it is not the fault of any particular seedsman, as

all are alike. Is it that seed was both immature and
badly harvested last year, or the present cold and wet
season? I incline to the notion th.it both causes

may be at the botlom of it. Still, my field Peas have
come up splendidly, and look well. Seeds of other

vegetables, particularly of Onions, Carrots, and Pars-

nips, have come up very irregularly, Oa examining
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some dwarf Kidney Beans that were bursting un-

healthily, I found most of them contained a hole at the

side, in which as many as 20 individuals of the Julus

were coiled up. These insects do a great deal of

mischief, which is often erroneously put down to the

wireworm. The out-of-door garden fruit, I fear, is in

a sad plight—hail, cold easterly winds, and frost, have

done much damage, but withal, though the great

promise that was entertained from a warm and early

spring will scarcely be realised, I am not without

hope that a few warm days may soon come to enliven

the farm, the garden, and the parterre. J. B.

Plant Life.—Referring to an article on this subject

at p. 571, I find some of the statements there given at

variance with those of other writers ; thus, in Haiv
Crops Groxv (English edition), p. 300, the influence of

light on germination is thus spoken of:
— ** Hoffman

has found in experiments with 24 kinds of agricultural

seeds that light exercises no appreciable influence of

any kind on germination." The development of buds
tells against the view advanced in your article. Taking
any ordinary tree, the young buds are to be seen burst-

ing all over its periphery. They seem to me, looking

now from my window, to be exposed as much as they

can be to the action of light. Moreover, the bud-
scales are sufficiently permeable to light to allow the

leaves to green before they expand, just as the coty-

ledons do in some seeds, eg, , Salix {see Max Wichura's
paper). There seems to me a decided analogy between
germination and flowering. In each case stored-up

nutriment (starch) is used up, oxygen is absorbed,

C O3 evolved, heat generated, soluble sugar produced
in place of insoluble starch or cellulose. As these pro-

cesses are not retarded in flowering by light, why
should they be so in germination ? Oxidation, moreover,
is in a great many cases favoured by exposure to light.

However, this is an unsafe argument, because in the

case of chlorophyll it is deoxidation which light

favours. In the case of Guiacum, too, I believe, the

oxidation effected by the rays of one part of the

spectrum is undone by those of another. W. T. T. D.
[The views held by our correspondent are in their turn

at variance with those of other writers. Sachs
decidedly supports the case as stated in the article on
Plant Life, by stating that the origin and development
of cells do not require light, and are even injured by
exposure. Again, at p. 32 of the French translation

of his Vegetable Pkysiolog\\ Sachs says the parts more
immediately destined to the formation of new organs
and new tissues, buds, cambium, tSic, have a ten-

dency to be enshrouded with opaque envelopes destined

to protect them from the influence of light. The same
authority proceeds to say that when the tissues are so
transparent that occlusion from light is impossible

—

** there is a division of labour, the matters requisite for

growth being formed by day and the new organs by
night." As the young leaves grow for the most part
at the base, the fact that the older portions of the leaf

(comparatively speaking) are fully exposed to the
action of light, by no means invalidates the statements
made in Plant Life, and is indeed perfectly consistent

with them. It is necessary clearly to discriminate
between growth and the performance of any functions:
the conditions for the two may be and often are
diverse. Eds.]

The Show of Hothouses and Implements,
&c., at Birming-ham.— I hope the latest regula-
tions issued by the local committee, as chromcled
last week (see p. 666), will satisfy the exhibitors.
The committee are anxious that the competition in

horticultural buildings should be as fair to all as possible,
and as three gold medals will now be at the disposal of
the jurors, it is hoped that the competition will be worthy
of the occasion, and that many good examples of design,
workmanship and usefulness will be forthcoming. An
impression, I fear only too well founded, has gone abroad
of late yeare that we are going back in these matters.
The rage for cheapness and the practice of scamping in
workmanship and materials has run a neck and neck race
along the lines of keen competition until some good
authorities have declared that it was dit^cult to meet with
a perfect glasshouse, alike creditable to the builder and
useful to the cultivator. Be that as it may I trust these
prizes will bring some good houses to the front, and
if not, then they will be withheld. Mere cheapness
is all very well, but quality is of far more moment,
and it is far cheaper in the long run. Mr. Ayres
seems hardly to have understood my last note.
I did not recommend an aggregation of duplicates— that
is, two or more houses of one sort by the same builder.
That would occupy space and encumber guides to no
purpose, unless to effect sales. It is for this reason, I

should suppose, that the Royal Agricultural Society
imposes a fine—and rightly so—on duplicates. But in
competing for the prize offered for the best hothouse
there was nothing to hinder any one from entering two or
more houses of different kinds. And it was of such an
aggregation of different houses I wrote, as likely to add to
the interest and usefulness of the show, and promote the
prosperity of horticulture. I hope nothing will hinder
Mr. Ayres and other builders from exhibiting, and that
the erecting and heating of horticultural buildings may
form one of the most important features of the forthcoming
show. D. T. Fish.

On the Testing of Hot-water Boilers.—The
prospect of solving this knotty problem at the forthcoming
meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society at Birming-
ham in June, is not very bright, as seen by the discussions
on the subject in the pages of the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Being altogether disinterested in the competition, I

venture to state my views regarding the way in which I

think a fair and satisfactory solution may be arrived at,

—

the time required to give each competitor sufficient scope
being altogether beyond the limits of a provincial meetmg

;

indeed any decision that might be arrived at there could
only leave a very unsatisfactory impression upon the

mind of the public. I have long entertained the idea that

the testing the capabilities of the different systems of
hot-water boilers should be conducted under the auspices
of the Royal Horticultural Society, either in their Gardens
at Kensington or Chiswick—probably in tlie alcoves of
the former, where :ooo or 1500 feet of piping could be
placed without causing much disturbance to the place ; at

the extreme end of these pipes a font should be placed
for a supply cistern, and for putting a thermometer into,

to test the temperature of water. This seems to be the

only certain means of proving what a given quantity of

coals will do in heating a given number of gallons ot

water. The expense of fuel and man for taking readings,

&c., once every hour during night and day white the

different boilers are under trial, ought to be borne by the

Society. The competitor should fix his own boiler and
find his own stoker during the time his boiler is in action.

.A. register should be kept of the time taken for consuming
the coal, as well as the temperature of the water, the

readings of which shall be summed up to show the total

number of degrees, commencing from the temperature of

the water in the font at the time the fire is first lighted,

until cooled down to the same point after the total con-
sumption of coals. If these means are resorted to, the

two great principles attached to a heating apparatus, i.e.,

power of heating and economy of fuel, will be correctly

ascertained, f. W. [Midsummer is not a very fit season
for testing the capabilities of boilers, beyond such obvious
comparisons as might be made if the plan above recom-
mended were followed. Eds.1

Foreign Correspondence.
Spring at Corfu and in Greece. — We left

Brindisi on the evening of the 27th, and by daylight

next morning were running along the shore of Albania,

at the foot of precipitous limestone mountains, appa-
rently from 3000 to 5000 feet high, looking south-west.

At the latter elevation there were in some places still

large patches of snow, creating rivulets that trickled

down their sides. To the eye the precipitous mountain
side appeared naked, but a glass showed that it was
covered with brushwood, probably Rosemary, Thyme,
Lenliscus, Juniper, Myrtle. Where the mountain was
less precipitous, where there were folds or depressions

on its flanks, were seen patches of Conifers, Pinus
halepensis, or Aleppo Pine, as I was subsequently told.

At lower elevations, on such depressions, were woods
of Olive trees, and their existence was soon followed
by the appearance of a village—Bucintro. In civilised

regions the habitations of man make their appearance
simultaneously with the appearance of fertility, with
the appearance of land that will produce what he lives

upon, animal or vegetable.

Corfu is a lovely crescent-shaped mountainous island,

about 40 miles in length, lying opposite the Albanian
mountains, separated from them by 5 or 6 miles of
sea. The latter forms a magnificent lake-like expanse,
like fifty Loch Lomonds, surrounded by a hundred
Ben Lomonds. The island itself, latitude Sg^So",
is very fertile and lovely, and fully rewards the

botanist, horticulturist, or tourist for the long journey.

The vegetation (April 28) was that of the latter part

of June in England—Peas, Broad Beans, and Straw-
berries were fully ripe, and objects of general con-
sumption. Roses of all sorts,— Banksias, Bengal,
Tea, hybrid—in full flower; also Delphinium, ColUnsia,
Pinks, Carnations, Acacia trees, Horse Chestnuts,
going out of blossom, as likewise all spring flowers

;

Mulberry and deciduous Oaks in full leaf. Oranges
ripe and sweet from the tree, large-sized and good

;

Ailantus glandulosa, extensively grown, only just

making its new terminal branches and leaves. Vege-
tation was evidently rather in advance everywhere
of that in sheltered spots at Brindisi, the result partly
of 2° descent further south. There were groves of
magnificent Olive trees in the interior of the island,

the finest I had ^qqvi since I left Mentone, and here
and there Lemon trees in warm, sheltered nooks.

A more close examination, however, brought out all

the usual features of Southern Europe fertility and
vegetation. The early vegetables and flowers, the
Olives, Orange and Lemon trees, were all in situations

sheltered from the north winds, in plains, valleys,

nooks, corners where they could get the sunshine and be
protected from the north-east winds blowing from the
Albanian mountains on the opposite coast. This was
more especially remarkable with the Orange trees and
with the few Lemon trees I saw. The largest Orange
grove is at Benitza, a village about 7 miles from Corfu,
in a smiling valley sheltered on every side except on the

south-east, where it reaches the sea. Here a wall of
Cypresses had been planted, erected, as it were, to

form a screen against even the south-east wind, and
notwithstanding its shelter the trees nearest to the sea

were not healthy. As before remarked, the Orange
tree seems to require absolute protection from all

winds, even southern winds. The Lemon tree is less

susceptible to southern winds, for it grows on the

Genoese Riviera in groves on the shore, yet the same
remark applies in a minor degree. The largest Lemon
tree I have ever seen was at the bottom of the quarry
of Dionysius at Syracuse, in Sicily, 60 feet deep. It

was as large as an Oak loo years old—quite a timber
tree, and grew where not a breath of wind could reach
it. This fact it is, partly, that makes me think that
Oranges and Lemons might be grown as profitably in

England under glass as are Grapes. Orange and
Lemon trees can bear in winter without injury, and
have to bear in these regions, a night temperature of
40° Fahr., and a day temperature of 50° or 55* for

months, but then they have at the same lime sunshine.
At Christmas the fruit is green, and to become
thoroughly coloured and ripe, only demands the amount
of spring heat required to ripen the Strawberry, and to

bring out the first Roses. In this respect, therefore,

the Orange tree is very different from Peaches or
Grapes, which require a much greater amount of sun-
heat ; indeed, the Orange tree might live out-of-doors

in the North of Europe if the tree, or the fruit which are

on the tree all winter, could only stand the cold and frost,

which it cannot. It flowers, also, when Strawberries
are beginning to ripen, once only in the year, the fruit

taking a full year to mature. Lemon trees, which are
more delicate, flower all the year round, and develope
and ripen their fruit in less time.

On April 30 we left Corfu for Athens, a 48 hours*
journey by steamer, skirting for some distance the
Albanian mountains, and stopping at several islands

by the way— Paxos, Cephalonia, Zante, and alighting

at Patras and Corinth. The characteristics of the
vegetation were everywhere the same ; calcareous
rocks, apparently naked, but in reality covered with
scanty brushwood, with here and there patches of
Conifers, or woods of Olive trees, according to eleva-

tion and nature of surface. At each island at which
we stopped, baskets of flowers and Oranges were
brought out to the steamer—Roses, Banksias, Teas,
hybrids. Carnations, Stocks, Iris, Delphinium, be-
speaking summer and fertility in hidden valleys, ravines,

nooks, corners sheltered from the winds, for nothing
of the kind was to be seen from the sea, only occasional
Olive groves, where there was a plain. Opuntias and
Aloes were common everywhere. The Aloe vulgaris

is found wild in Greece, and is mentioned by l3ioE-

corides, according to M. Orphanides of Athens. On
crossing the Isthmus of Corinth (7 miles) we passed
through an uncultivated scrub (guarded by pickets of
soldiers, for fear of brigand'^) of the usual description

—

Lentiscus, Juniper, Asphodel, Ferula, Rosemary,
Dwarf Flax—and reached Athens May 2.

During the last 24 hours of our voyage a bitter cold
north-east wind, a regular mistral, had been blowing,
which obliged us to use all our wraps, and revealed the
weak point of the climate of these islands and of
Athens—cold winds from the northern regions during
the first four months of the year, from Christmas to

May. At Patras there were still larger patches of snow
on the mountains immediately behind the town, with a
north-west aspect, apparently at an elevation of about
4000 feet.

Athens, as is generally known, is 5 miles from the
sea, in a plain some 6 miles in width, formed by two
parallel mountain ridges, about 2000 feet high, which
descend east and west to the sea of Salamis. It is

situated at the foot of the Acropolis, a spur at the base
of the eastern ridge. In the centre of the valley is a
grove or forest of Olive trees, with vines planted be-
tween, watered and irrigated by several small streams.

The rest of the valley, the soil of which is very poor,
is cultivated with grain of different kinds, or left

fallow.

I devoted the first morning to the world-renowned
ruins, and the afternoon to the Botanical Garden, in

the plain. Here I made the acquaintance of the
director, M. Orphanides, Professor of Botany in the
university, one of the most learned botanists in Europe,
who kindly showed me his establishment. A part
only is devoted to botanical purposes, and appears
merely intended to illustrate the natural families for

the instruction of the pupils of the university. The
greater part of the garden is a nursery for the propaga-
tion of fruit and other trees, such as Mulberry trees,

calculated, by their dissemination throughout the
country, to favour its social and commercial pros-
perity. These are sold at 10 centimes {a penny) each, to
all who apply. The garden was the scene of luxuriant
vegetation, but then the soil was good and deep, that

of the centre of the plain ; there was plenty of water,
and lastly, and principally, it was surrounded by a wall
20 feet high to the north, 10 feet on the other side.

The Orange and Lemon trees were nearly all planted
on the south side of the north wall, protected by which
they grew and flourished, but not as at Corfu, by any
means. There were screens of trees and evergreens
also in many places, to break the wind. The pyrami-
dal Cypress is much used all over Southern Europe for

this purpose. The other plants principally employed
were the Schinus Molle, the Aleppo Pine, the Euonymus
japonica, Carouba, Ilex, Ailantus glandulosa. Roses
were in full flower, the Chromatella shining above all

others as a climber. This it does all over the South of
Europe. In Algeria I have seen one plant fill a tree. I
have twice brought it to England, and each time it has
died. Our nurserymen do not seem to know it as one
of the most luxuriant Tea climbers, beating even the
Gloire de Dijon. All the hybrid Roses were in full

flower, as also Delphinium, Poppy, Linum rubrum,
muchgrownin the South ; Collinsia, Aquilegia, Sweet
Pea, Pittosporum, quite a tree ; Oleander, the same, not
in flower yet j Campanula. Behind the King's palace
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there is a large garden, the circumference of which is a brighter tints of the Azaleas, of which latter there Mr. Stevenson, another of the white sepaled form, with

thicket of Ivergreen trees, with the flowers and
,

was an A. Iveryana, like a huge snowball, and A, five good spikes
;
while a good but less conspicuous plant

*
There were the i

coronata, a glowing pile of rose-colour, both so densely came from Mr. R. b. Yates. The most uncommon
flowered that scarcely a leaf was visible. There is an Orchid shown was Cyrtopodium punctatum, from Mr.

evident tendency towards leaving the pyramidal for the Broome, of Didsbury this had five panicles of flowers,

lumpish or globular form, which gives some change of and was in every way a most remarkable plant
:
with it

aspect to the groups, but to which we object when, as in came an immense bush of Dendrobium nobile, and a large

the case of certain Heaths, which, like Cavendishiana, and most effective mass of Oncidium sphacelatum.

naturally tower upwards, it is brought about by the use of
,
Besides these, we specially noted Odontoglossum PhaliE-

the shears. In another collection Mr. Baines had a
1
nopsis, a loot and a half across, with 30 or more flowers

grand Phojnicophorium sechellarum ; a fine bush of
|

splendidly coloured, and a neatly grown Cypripedium

Azalea Criterion, forming a huge irregular pyramid,
j

caudatum with a brace of three-flowered spikes bearing

splendidly bloomed ; and A. Stella, not so large, but very richly-coloured blossoms, both from Mrs. Callender.

nf Schinus masnificently flowered. Mr. WiUiams, of HoUoway,
|
Mr. Williams had, in addition to the Lajlia already noted,

01 acninus 5 /
^ Vanda tricolor with four spikes ; another

evergreen

Aurantije all grouped in the centre,

same trees and flowers as those in the Botanic

Gardens. Jasminum revolutum was in great luxuri-

ance, forming large bushes. Flowers in this

region seem to be treated like vegetables in a good

Scotch kitchen garden in the bleak North, which is

generally surrounded by a high wall. Given this pro-

tection, they thrive everywhere in this latitude, and

appear nearly two months sooner than they would in

our own midland counties.

The roads are planted with avenues

MoUe, Populus alba, Ailantus glandu-

losa. Acacia, Ilex, and Carouba. The
latter does not seem to thrive as a road

tree, as I found the case at Algiers, but

the former thrive and become large trees

in the driest and most exposed situations.

This remark applies specially to the

Populus alba and to the Ailantus, which
glories in the climate, with its dry sum-

mer. The Ailantus is beginning to be

extensively cultivated for its wood.

In conclusion, I would add that

although nearly 6" more south than the

centre of the Genoese Riviera, none of

the regions visited since I left Genoa
show evidence of the same immunity
from wind and winter cold as that

favoured undercliif. Henry Bennett

M.D., Athens.

'^^^^^.

Societies.
Manchester Botanical and Hor-

ticultural : May 17 — 24. — Varying

somewhat in matters of detail from year to

year, the Whitsuntide Shows of this

Society have always maintained a first-

class character. That of the present sea-

son, which, after ministering to the grati-

fication of thousands of sightseers during

the past week, closed yesterday, was, as

we think, even superior to those which

have gone before. We doubt if the

Orchids have ever been of better quality,

or more abundant ; while the grand specimens of Messrs.

Baines, Cole, Stevenson, Shuttleworth, Williams, and

others, which filled out the exhibition house, were never

presented with a higher degree of cultural finish, and

were never more effectively staged. Mr. Baines' plants

were indeed, as they always are, wonderful examples of

skill in plant growing, and we cannot but congratulate

him on the appearance they presented notwithstanding

that a railway engine had charged into the van contain-

ing them, while they were still in the clutches of the rail-

way officials.

The premier plant of the whole exhibition—for which

Mr. Mendel offered a special prize— was adjudged to be

the I.xora Colei, shown by Messrs. Cole & Sons, of

Withington. As a valuable exhibition plant this new

towering plant with three spikes ; Aerides

Fieldingii, with two noble branching

spikes ; Saccolabium giganteum. with five

good spikes ; Vanda suavis, with two
spikes ; together with Odontoglossums,
Cypripediums, Cattleyas, &c., making up
two very effective collections. Mr. R. S.

Yates, of Sale, had Cattleya lobata with

32 open flowers, and a Laslia Brysiana
with nine flowers, Messrs. Brooke & Co-
had a fine group, containing Oncidium ma-
cranthum, Laslia majalis, Phal^enopsis

Luddemanniana, Odontoglossum Alex-

andras, O. Pescatorei, O. citrosmum, and
O. citrosmum roseum, &c.

Several very pretty pairs of Palms were
produced. Mr. Williams had a large pair

of Chamserops humilis ; while Mr. Steven-

son, who was ist in the amateurs' class,

had a very charming plant of Cocos Wed-
delliana, perhaps the most graceful of all

Palms, and a luxuriant Livistonia rotundi-

folia, remarkable for its dense growth
and its bright green palmate fronds. The
2d prize, for good plants of Verschaffeltia

splendida and Phcenicophorium sechel-

larum, was awarded to J. Broome, Esq.
In the special Heath class grand speci-

mens of E. aristata splendens and E.
Massoni major were shown by Messrs.

Cole & Sons ; and amongst a capital lot

of smaller specimens from Messrs. Rollis-

son & Sons, of Tooting, were nice ex-

amples of E. depressa multiflora, Caven-
dishiana, and eximia superba.

Most of the foregoing occupied the exhi-

staged in his collection a unique plant of Encephalartos bition-house, which was warmed tu prevent injury to the

latifions, aspecies of bold habit, with dense broad leaflets, more tender plants. A very fine exhibition of other sub-

the posterior margins of which bear some two or three
j

jects was made in the annexe tent, from a raised platform

Fig. 171.—ayres' expanding fruit house.

large lobe-like teeth ; as well as a fine Cycas revoluta
;

hillock of Erica depressa, nicely in flower ; Dasylirionacro-

trichum, and a very fine Gleichenia SpelunciE. Very
charming masses of Anthurium Scherzerianum, the

Flamingo plant, as it is sometimes called, which,

with its bnihant spathes, is one of the most effective of

plants for exhibition, were shown by Mr. Baines, Mr.
Williams, and Mr. Shuttleworth. Messrs. Cole & Sons
liad some good Crotons, four splendid Azaleas, an
immense Erica Cavendishiana, not yet fully in flower

; a

lovely plant of E. Massoni, about 3 feet through, and a

still larger E. Lindleyana, a variety of similar appearance.

at the end of which, a fine view over the whole might be ob-
tained. The farther extremity of the tentwason this occa-

sion much improved by being filled up with Rhododendrons,
and the change was strongly suggestive that a raised

platform at that end also would have much enhanced the
general effect. Here, immediately under the platform
referred to, was a high bank covered with Rhododendrons
in the upper, Ivies in the middle, and Roses in lower
tiers—all supplied by Messrs. Lane & Son, ofGreat Berk-
hampstead. The competition pot Roses, by far the best

being from Messrs. Paul & Son, of Cheshunt, were staged
in this anne^e, as were most of the Azaleas, Dracaenas,

Fig. 172.

—

glass and iron coping to fruit wall. Fig. 173.

—

coping converted into a fruit house.

variety goes on increasing in popular favour from year to

year, and the very fine example staged on this occasion

was too meritorious to be passed over. Mr. Baines" large

variety of Sarracenia flava was voted the second place,

and was a marvel of excellence. The principal or

Citizens' pnze for the best 16 stove and greenhouse
plants, was easily won by Mr. Baines, whose group was
well-nigh faultless. It comprised an Ixora amboinensis
of moderate stature and perfect outline, with some 70
developefl heads of its rich salmony-orange flowers

;

Statice profusa, a yard through, a mass of deep purple
calices, with milk-white protruding corollas—a colour
much wanted in exhibition groups ; Dipladenia ama-
bilis, exceedingly well-flowered for so early a period, the

plant having about threu dozen racemes of large rich

carmine flowers ;
Franciscea confcrtiflora, another use-

ful violaceous colour, effectively contrasting with the

The new white Ixora Colei, already noted, was in this

collection, and was splendidly flowered. Mr. Stevenson,

of Timperley, had an admirably bloomed specimen of

Chorozema cordatum splendens, a large Genetyllis tuiipi-

fera, and a well grown Erica Cavendishiana. In the col-

lection of Mr. W. E. Dixon, of Beverley, was a perfectly

grown plant of Genetyllis fuchsioides, 4 feet through, and
a grand tuft of Phorniium tenax variegatum.

Orchids, as we have said, were very profusely exhibited,

and among them were some remarkably fine specimens.

Probably the finest example of high cultivation was a

Laelia purpurata, shown by Mrs. Callender, of Whalley
Range ; this plant bore 35 flowers, five of the spikes

being each five-flowered, and the blossoms themselves of

the most ample size and splendid colouring. This Orchid
was well represented ; Mr. Williams had a fine mass with

upwards of40 flowers, the head beingfully ayard through;

Ferns, and the mixed groups set up for eft'ect. The
bushes of the crimson Beauty of Waltham and the blush

Tea-scented Madame de St. Joseph Roses, shown by
Messrs. Paul, were charming, as were also those of Anna
AlcxiefiF, Mdlle. Ther^se Levct, M.'xdame Victor Verdier,

and the yellow C61ine Forestier; whileaquantily of smaller

plants, nicely bloomed, from the same establishment,

were very noteworthy. The Pelargoniums were scarcely

in full bloom, though one or two good collections of

Zonals were staged. Exotic Ferns were not equal to

what we have seen shown at Manchester in previous years,

but the ist prize collection of 12 hardy Ferns, grown
by Mr. H, Crowe, a resident in the town, consisted of

model plants, some of which, as, for example, Athyrium
I'ilix-fa-mina todeoides, have never been excelled for quiet

beauty; the plants of A. F.-f. plumosum and Victorias

were also admirable examples of their respective kinds.
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In a group sent by Mr. Stansfield, not for competition,

we noticed Pteiis sermlata major magnifica, a fine decora-

tive Fern of free growth ; and nice young plants of the

Polypodium vulgare cornubiense or Whytei, bearing the

name of elegantissmium.
An interesting group of succulents was contributed by

Mr. T. S. Ware, of Tottenham. Messrs. RoUisson &
Sons showed the best collection of 100 alpine and herba-

ceous plants, amongst which the scarlet-flowered Ourisia

coccinea and Delphinium nudicaule were conspicuous,

and many older favourites of the garden were to be found.

Alyssum WierzbJckii, a fine bold yellow-flowered species,

witli dense racemes of flowers, deserves mention as a

shouT garden plant ; Sempervivum auvergnense and
acuminatum, with narrowish pointed leaves ; and S. cal-

caraium and califomicum, larger and broader, were dis-

tinct and eflective as hardy succulents. Mr. Ware had a
collection in which were DIanthus alpinus, Onosma
taurica, Globniaria trichosantha, and Gnaphalium Leonto-
podium. in flower, and among his Sempervivums were
rupestris, broad-leaved, and cornutum and chrysanthum,
small-leaved sorts of utility as ornamental plants. The
new plants showed nothing of very special interest.

Messrs. Rollisson exhibited Utricularia montana, for the

first time in blossom, and had good plants of Davallia

Mooreana and Todea intermedia ; while Mr. Williams
had. amongst others, the handsome Macrozamia Mackenii
and Zamia cycad^folia.

As usual at this show, a great variety of garden imple-
ments and other appliances, mowing machines, boilers,

hothouses, chairs, potter)-, and a host of subjects besides,

were exhibited. We have not space to particularise, but
as amongst others there were samples of Ayres' Patent Im-
pjerishable Hothouse, it may be of some interest to note
briefly his wall-fruit preservers and expanding fruit houses,

illustrated by the accompanymg figures (171 — 173).
Ihese preser\-ers in the first stage consist of ornamental
cast-iron brackets bolted through the wall at certain dis-

tances apart, and connected together by purlines recessed
to receive the glass, which covers it, and is held in posi-

tion by metallic clips. These brackets project 3 feet from
the face of the wall, over the trees which they are intended
to protect ; and this it is believed will \he found amply
sufficient for protection in the most severe seasons and
exposed situations. The brackets are prepared to receive

rafiers, as indicated by the doited line, so fixed on a centre,

that, should it be desired, a house of any reasonable width
may be added in the most simple manner. This is called

the "expanding house," and, as is shown by the dotted
radiating lines in fig. 172, it may be expanded to any
reasonable width ; and not only that, the expanding part,

when the crop is matured, may be taken away and used
for any other purpose. Fig, 172 shows the addition
applied merely so as to form a glass case ; while fig 171
shows the structures converted into a permanent erection
— a fruit-house of the very best description. This appears
to be a capital idea, and one of general utility. These
fruit-preservers are manufactured by the Imperishable
Hothouse Company, Newark-upon-Trenl.

Royal Botanic : May 22, 23.—The first great
summer exhibition, held at Regent's Park on the above
dates, showed a considerable falling off in the number of
subjects contributed, the large show tent being but thinly

filled. Several of the classes were fairly represented in

numbers, but the same cannot be said in all cases of the
quality. Perhaps we ought not to expect too much of
the latter here, seeing that the Council still continue to
give too liberal premiums for collections of plants in

which "superior cultivation of the individuals plants is

not required," so long as they are picturesquely grouped.
We have before pointed out the impolicy of such classes,

as, beyond filling a certain amount of space, and that too
often with very questionable stuff, they are of no practical
value whatever to those who have small conservatories to

fill. The only exhibitor in this class on the above occa-
sion was Mr. Morse, of the " Original Nursery," Epsom,
who, we are glad to say, did not fill the space allotted to
him with such rubbish as is usually seen. Stove and
greenhouse plants were on the whole fairly well repre-
sented, the leading exhibitors being Mr. J. Ward, gr. to
F. G. Wilkins, Esq., and Messrs. Jackson & Sons,
Kingston. Mr. Ward was ist in the open class
for nine, with a very neat group, which included
admirable examples of Erica tricolor Wilsoni, E. tricolor

elegans, E. Cavendishiana, Genetyllis tulipifera, Clero-
dendron Balfourianum, Statice profusa, and Dra-
cophyllum gracile, &c., all good in flower, foliage,

and size. The same exhibitor also had the best
6 in the amateurs' class, amongst them being a fine

bush of Tremandra ericaefolia, and neat, well-flowered
specimens of Aphelexis macrantha purpurea, and Erica
Massoni, &c. In this, as in the former class, Mr. J.
Wheeler, gr. to J. Philpotts, Esq., Stamford Hill, came
in for 2d honours, Mr. G. Wheeler in both instances
being 3d. In the nurserymen's class for 6, the best came
from Messrs. Jackson & Son, Kingston, who staged a
well-flowered old plant of Pimelea Hendersoni, very fine

in colour, a nice Genetyllis tulipifera, and a capital plant
of Erica ventricosa coccinea minor, &c. Mr. Morse,
Epsom, was 2d. and Mr. Cutbush, Barnet, 3d. Messrs.
Jackson & Son were the only exhibitors in a class
for "20 greenhouse plants in flower, in pots not
larger than 8 inches across," and intended as a
means of bringing out some of the best novelties of
recent years, but on this, as on former occasions,
the usual stereotyped description of nursery stock was in
the ascendant. Orchids, too, were only tolerably well
represented, and nothing particularly striking appeared
amongst them. Mr. J. Ward had the best 9, and Mr.
T. Godfrey, gr. to J. Anderson. Esq., Anckerwyke Park,
the best 6 ;

other winners of prizes being Mr. Isaac Hill,

Poles, Ware, and Messrs. J. and G. Wheeler. The Roses
in pots shown were not so large nor in such fine condition

- as those contributed to the show at Kensington last week,
many of the plants being particularly out of colour. As
on the last occasion when Messrs. Paul & Son and Mr.
Turner met in competition, the former won the leading

prize ; but the latter had the best 20 in 8-inch pots.

-Amongst amateurs, Mr. Terry, Youngsbury, Ware, con-
tributed a very creditable group of 6. Amongst Azaleas
were some admirable specimens, as well as some of a very

ordinary description. The best 6 in the amateurs" class

were the best that have been seen for some time any-
where, and the most eflfective lot of plants in the show.
They were about 6 feet high and 5 feet through,
and densely covered with brightly coloured flowers.

These came from Mr. W. Neighbour, gr. to Sir

W. Clayton, Hart.. Harleyford, Great Marlow, and
were very greatly admired. Mr. Turner had by far

the best plants in the corresponding class for nurserymen,
and he also came in 1st for 12, in 12-inch pots ; and for

three specimens grown without stakes or other artificial

support, and which were excellent examples of high culti-

vation. Of Rhododendrons in pots there were only two
exhibitors— Messrs. H. Lane & Son, and Messrs.
Lucombe, Pince & Co., of Exeter, the former winning
the premier award with many points to the good.
Heaths were very well shown. As a rule the plants were
not at all too large, but being young and in good health

nearly all were perfection of flower and foliage. Here
again Mr. Ward distinguished himself by taking the
leading prize in the amateurs' class, ^Tessrs. Jackson
& Son holding a similar position amongst nurserymen.
Show Pelargoniums were contributed by Mr. J. Ward,
Mr. J. James, and Mr. Neighbour, the prizes being
won in the order named. Mr. Ward, who at

the present time is the most successful exhibitor of

these attractive decorative plants, won easily, his

plants measuring from 4 to 5 feet over (in 8-inch pots),

full of bloom, and particularly clean and fresh. Mr. James'
plants averaged from 2 feet to 2 feet 6 inches through ;

they were well flowered, and though not large, were highly

respectable productions. Hardy herbaceous plants were
contributed by Mr. Parker, Tooting, and Mr. Ware,
Tottenham, and by far the best six Palms came from the

establishment of Mr. B. S. Williams, at HoUoway. Mr.
Williams also sent a handsome pair of Tree Ferns, which,

however, were excelled by another pair contributed by
Mr. G. Wheeler. Exotic Ferns were by no means so

prominent a feature as we have seen them here, but such

as were shown were in first-rate order. ^Tr. B. S. Wil-
liams had the best six in the show, principal amongst them
being some fine Gleichenias, and a very handsomespecimen
of 'Thamnopteris Nidus. First amongst amateurs came
Mr. T. Godfrey, with aprettyplant ofAdiantum Farleyense,

ccc. Messrs._E. G. Henderson & Son were the only exhibit-

ors of a group of flower garden plants in pots and boxes,

arranged for effect, and as this contained a great variety

of plants, and had a very good appearance in the position

it occupied, the ist prize was awarded. For a group of

Orchids, Ferns, and one other variety of plants, arranged
for effect (a very indefinitely worded class), Mr. B. S.

Williams was ist with a very choice assortment, Messrs.
Lucombe, Pince & Co., coming in 2d, and Messrs. Jack-
son & Son 3d. Messrs. Lucombe, Pince & Co.'s group
contained the finest specimen of Adiantum Farleyense we
have ever seen.

Fine groups of new plants were shown by Mr. Williams
and Messrs. Lucombe, Pince & Co., and the following

Botanical Certificates of Merit were awarded :—To Mr.
Williams for Zamia cycadEEfolia, Veitchia Canterburyana,
Kentia australis, and Davallia Tyermanni ; to Messrs.
Lucombe, Pince & Co. for Polystichum angulare var. cris-

tatumGrayii; andtoMr. Parker, Tooting, for Iberis Pruiti.

Floral Certificates were granted to Messrs. E. G. Hender-
son & Son for Golden Tricolor Pelargoniums Golden Eagle
and Enchantress, and to Mr. Turner, for a fine new scarlet

forcing Pink named Coccinea ; and for Tree Carnations,

Marchioness of Westminster, Queen of the Belgians,

Princess Christian, and Caliban. Among miscellaneous
productions were a group of Roses in pots from Messrs.
Lane & Son, a collection of flowering and fine-foliaged

plants from Mr. G. Wheeler ; a large group of hardy
plants from Mr. Ware ; 8 boxes of cut Roses from
Messrs. Paul & Son ; a large batch of Calceolarias from
Messrs. Dobson & Son ; and a similar one from Mr.
James in a much fresher condition ; a choice collection of

hardy Ferns and a dish of this season's Apples from
A. Smee, Esq., F.R.S. ; and admirable stands of Par.sies

from Mr. James and Mr. John Davis, Church End,
Willesden.

Royal Horticultural: May 23.— " Fruits—their
Structure," was the subject of Professor Dyer's lecture on
this occasion. He said : Nearly every one is probably
aware that there are two distinct modes of multiplying
the individuals ot any given kind of plant. According to
one method the plant to be propagated is divided into

fragments or cuttings in the way which the experience of
the cultivator shows to be most suited to each particular

case,—a single leaf will sometimes answer his purpose,
even a fragment of one in some instances will suffice.

The other plan is, of course, to collect and sow the seed.

For horticultural ends we take advantage sometimes of
one way, sometimes of the other. Cuttings are found to
perpetuate individual peculiarities with great exactness

;

seeds afford, on the other hand, with very little trouble, a
fresh supply of new individuals at any required time.

Propagation by cuttings is obviously a very artificial

method ; Nature, however, makes use occasionally of this,

or expedients analogous to it. The Brambles of our
hedgerows bury the ends of their barren shoots in the

earth, and there take root. Strawberry plants surround
themselves with a copious progeny, tied for a time to the

parent plant by the leading strings of runners. The
Portugal Laurel of our gardens often roots its prostrate

branches, and so converts an umbrageous tree into a
continually widening thicket.

Propagation by fragments, exactly comparable to cut-

tings, is more rare, but it does obtain in the case of aquatic
and riverside plants. Willow branches are drifted down
the course of flooded streams. The Watercress is un-
doubtedly distributed along runlets and brooks by
detached fragments. A still more notable instance is the
distribution through all the watercourses of the coimtry

of the Anacharis, which, being only represented with us
by the pistilliferous flowers (female), cannot ever have
produced seed.

Propagation by cuttings or offsets of any kind implies,
however, usually their continued active vitality, if not
growth. Where, therefore, periods have to be bridged
over unfavourable to vegetation, from extremes of cold or
dryness, for example, seeds which easily escape the effects

of these adverse influences are a far more available means
of carrying on the existence of a plant. Now seeds are,

as you know, contained in fruits, and it becomes interest-

ing to inquire therefore how seeds originate, and this will

lead us to the further consideration of the general plan
upon which fruits are constructed.
When a flower fades we are apt to think that it has

reached the term of its existence. This is true enough of
such cultivated plants as have abnormal '

' double " flowers,

but in other cases inspection will soon show that

usually it is only the second and third of the whorls of
the floral organs that fade. As we have seen, the office

of these is temporary ; the corolla invites the visits of
insects, and these transfer the pollen, which is shed by the
stamens, from one flower to another. This is the first

period in the existence of the flower—that of external
relation ; the second period is that of internal work—the
gradual formation of the fruit by the modification of the
surviving floral structures. Of these, the most central, or
the pistil, plays the most important part. It consists of
distinct or cohering parts called carpels, each being, as
was shown in the first lecture, a modified leaf. The
margins of these carpellary leaves bear minute bud-likf"

bodies—the rudiments of future seeds. Rudimentary,
however, they remain without the contact of pollen ; but
this happening, they enlarge, and the containing pistil,

with or without the adhering calyx, enlarges also, and the
whole eventually ripens into fruit. Popular language
limits this w^ord to those seed-vessels which are edible, but
botanists recognise no such distinction. Fruits which are
the product of a single flower maybe roughly classified

under the head of nuts (grains being a variety with seed
and seed-vessel confluent), stone fruits or drupes, berries,

and pods. The last of these open to shed their seeds, but
the rest do not.

North of Ireland Horticultural.—The spring
exhibition of plants, flowers, and fruits, in connection
with the above Society, has taken place in the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Belfast. There were 98 entries, and
the specimens were so arranged as to produce a striking

effect. The best class was the stove and greenhouse
plants, prominent amongst which were the Azalea.*^.

Special encouragement had been given for the best speci-

mens of flowers, which brought competitors from Armagh,
Monaghan, and Dublin. Notwithstanding the recent
blustering winds and heavy rains, the display of Rhodo-
dendrons was a noteworthy feature of the exhibition.

There were numerous collections of different kinds of
plants, comprising some fine specimens of Azaleas, Ferns,

Coleus, &G., one group being specially conspicuous for

some magnificent Ethiopian Lilies. Of single plants, the
most valuable was a splendid Anthurium Scherzerianum,
a most compact plant, and the flowers finely formed. A
good specimen of Croton variegatum was also shown, a
well-shaped plant, and nicely marked. The show
extended over three days, and although the weather was
very unfavourable, it was the finest show of the kind ever

held in connection with the Society.

Report of the Geological Exploration of the
Fortieth Parallel, &c. : Botany. By Sereno
Watson, aided by Professor Daniel Eaton and
others. Washington, 1S71. 4to, pp. 525, tab, 40.

Map.

This handsome volume forms a portion of the report

of the United States Geological Exploration of the

40th Parallel of Latitude, under the direction of Mr.
Clarence King. It consists of a full descriptive cata-

logue of all the plants (1235 species, in 439 genera, and
84 orders) met with during the exploration, to which
are added lists of several genera found west of the

Mississippi. This volume may, therefore, be con-

sidered as the Flora of the territories of Nevadah and
Utah, principally—yet, from the appendices and supple-

mentary matter just alluded to, it comprises probably
the most complete account of the flora of Western and
Central America that we possess. The district more
particularly explored by Mr. Watson and his col-

leagues forms part of the " Great Basin " of the central

plateau of the American continent, and which has no
outlet seawards for its scanty rivers, which all empty
themselves into shallow lakes, of which the Great Salt

Lake is the principal, may, roughly speaking, be said

to be bounded on the north by Oregon, on the east by
the Great Salt Lake, on the west by the eastern moun-
tain boundary of California, and on the south by the

39th parallel of latitude. The Central Pacific Railroad

now traverses this district from the north-eastern

corner of the Great Salt Lake, to a point some 30 miles

north of Carson City, Thanks to the establishment of

the railroad in question, and the interest excited

thereby both in Europe and America, to say nothing

of the Mormon craze, the general features of the

country are tolerably well known to those interested

in such matters, but it is clear that there are still

many details of interest to be made public.

It is not long since we had occasion in these

columns to notice a book of travel, New Tracks
in North America^ by Mr. W. A. Bell, devoted
mainly to regions lying to the south and west of the

district reported on by Mr. Watson. But the general
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features of the physical geography and of the flora are

very similar in the two cases. Mr. Bell's book, how-
ever, was the narrative of hair's breadth 'scapes and
other matters of interest to the general reader, while
the present volume appeals particularly to the scientific

botanist. Judged from this stand-point, there can be
no question that this is one of the most important of

the many similar publications undertaken at the expense
of the United States Government. For the greater

part of the catalogue before us Mr. Watson is himself

responsible, but he acknowledges his obligations to

Professor Eaton, Torrey, A. Gray, Engelmann, and
others. Some of the gentlemen have, indeed, con-

tributed monographs of particular genera.

Numerous mountain ranges, deep gorges or canons,

a scanty water supply, and desert plains covered with
alkaline deposits, constitute the main physical features

of the district. The climate is very dry, with com-
paratively little rain or snow, an intensely cold winter,

and a correspondingly hot summer. The vegetation

niturally differs, according to the physical features

above described ; even the alkaline flats are not so

entirely destitute of plants as is sometimes supposed,

though from the prevalence of a few plants of similar

character, a monotonous grey or dull olive- coloured

landscape is produced. As it is probable that some of

the "alkali plants" might profitably be introduced in

sea-side localities in Europe, we note some of the most
frequent, such as Holostachys occidentalis, Sarcobates

vermiculatus, Salicomia herbacea, various Suredas and
Chenopods. In the somewhat less alkaline portions of

the valleys are found other Chenopods and Artemisias.

"Sometimes mingled with them, but wholly free from
alkaline preferences, and beyond their range, usurping
entire predominance, is the everlasting Sage bush,
Artemisia tridentata. This is by far the most prevalent
of all species, covering valleys and foothills in broad
stretcties farther than the eye can reach, the growth never
so dense as to seriously obstruct the way, but very
uniform over large surfaces, very rarely reaching the
saddle height of a mule, and ordinarily but half that

altitude."

Trees are scarce, one or two Poplars—P. monilifera

and P. trichocarpa—being iound in some of the valleys,

"Willows, Rosa blanda, Ribes aureum, and Shepherdia
argentea in others. The "minor flora" is marked by
a prevalence of species of Astragalus, Qi^nothera, Gilia,

Hydrophyllacese, Eriogonece, andsenecioid Composites.
On the mountains trees are as scarce as in the valleys^

and what there are are small. In some districts, how-
ever, Pinus ponderosa is common ; and elsewhere,

P. monophylla, P. flexilis, P. Balfouriana, Abies
Engelmanni, and Juniperus occidentalis. Abies
grandis was also found in some of the moister

ravines, but the trees never attain a great height, are

of slow growth, very knotty, and cross-grained, and
make but poor timber, often singularly twisted in the

fibre. Transverse sections of some species revealed
great uniformity of growth of the annual rings, indi-

cating a corresponding uniformity of temperature and
moisture. In the moist canons there is often a con-
siderable amount of shrubby or perennial herbaceous
growth.

"The most common species is Ceanothus velutinus,

forming dense and tangled patches at an altitude of from
7000—9000 feet ; Ribes cereum, scattered over all the

mountain-sides from base to summit ; Amelanchier
canadensis and Symphoricarpus montanus, of equally
wide range, but in rather moister localities ; and also
Prunus demissa, but confined to the neighbourhood of
streams. * * * The mountain flora shows a larger

number of shrubby species than that of the valleys.
* * * Among the herbaceous species there is a marked
predominance of certain orders, genera, or sections of
genera, mostly perennials, especially of Pentstemon,
Eriogonum, Lupinus, Castelleia, and various Asteroid,

Caryophyllaceous, Saxifragaceous, aud UmbeUiferous
genera.

"

We cannot follow our author further in his detailed

remarks on the flora of the mountain and valley regions
respectively. Suffice it to say that he has by his ana-
lysis rendered great service to geographical botany.
As many of our common garden annuals and peren-
nials, such as Gilias, Oenotheras, Phloxes, CoUomias,
Lupins, Nemophilas, &c., are found in the drier

valleys, we may do well to cite the following passage,

showing that they are naturally subject to great

extremes of drought and heat :

—

" Many of them are low or dwarfed annuals, often
varying much in size and habit, with the circumstance of

their growth usually starting with the rains of autumn,
flowering in early spring, and hastening to a quick matu-
rity. With the first heats of summer they are burned
away, and speedily vanish. Others are stouter and
hardier, frequently becoming more or less woody, and
are biennials or perennials, springing from bulbs or from
thick and usually deep-seated roots or root-stocks ; and in

the partial protection afforded by the larger shrubbery,
are able lo maintain their growth till later in the season.
Ry the middle of July the far greater number have wholly
disappeared, and only the more woody-based perennials
are left, except in favoured localities."

We could hardly have a belter illustration than this
of the fact that plants grow wild where they can, not
where they would thrive best if there were no obstacle.
It is clear that our gardens afford a much better chance
for these annuals than their native clime, in spite of our
damper colder atmosphere.

The ap-icultural prospects of the region are, it may

be imagined, not bright, owing to the scarcity of water.

Still, wherever the Sage bush grows the soil is known
to be fertile, though alkaline. The author even hints

at the possibility of culture without irrigation by
utilising, in some way or other, the natural products

of the soil. In connection with this point, and to

determine how it was that certain plants flourish in so

dry a soil, the author ascertained the amount of water

evaporated in definite periods from definite weights of

certain plants. The quantity was very large, and the

inference is, that, dry as the soil appears, it must yet be

the reservoir whence the plants are enabled to derive

their supplies. In conclusion, we must reiterate our
sense of the value and importance of this contribution

to our knowledge of the great western contment.

©tjttuarg.
Died on the 17th inst., after a short illness, Mr.

George Young, for many years gardener to W. H,
Stone, Esq., M.P., Leigh Park, Havant ; aged

56 years. Mr. Young was well known as a frequent

exhibitor at the Crystal Palace and other metropofltan

shows.

THE WEATHER.
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May 16.—A fine day. Dense clouds prevalent in the morning and
evening. Variable during the day.

— 17 —Overcast throughout. Kain fell continuously, but at
times thinly during the day.

—Overcast. Incessant rain.

Fine and cloudless

A shower

-Cloudy; hazy and foggy till night
at night.

-A very fine day though occasionally cloudy.
of rain fell shortly after o p, m

—Very fine. Light clouds generally present, A few drops
of rain fell about 6 p.m.

-Cloudless and very fine in the early and later portions
of the day. Somewhat cloudy about noon,

JAMES GLAISHER,

Miscellaneous.
Sir Thomas More and his Garden.—" For me,

there is manic a plant I entertayn in my garden and
paddock which the fastidious would cast forthe. I like

to teache my children the uses of common things—to

know, for instance, the uses of the flowers and weeds
that grow in our fields and hedges. Manie a poor
knave's pottage woulde be improved, if he were skilled

in the properties of the Burdock and purple Orchis,

Lady's-smock, Brook-lime, and Old Man's Pepper. The
roots of wild Succory and Water Arrow-head mighte
agreeablie change his Lenten diet, and Glass-wort
afford him a pickle for his mouthful of salt meat.
Then, there are Cresses and Wood-sorrel to his break-
fast, and Salep for his hot evening mess. For
his medecine, there is Herb-twopence, that will

cure a hundred ills ; Camomile, to kill a raging
tooth ; and the juice of the Buttercup, to cleare

his head by sneezing. Vervain cureth ague, and Crow-
foot affords the least painfulle of blisters. St.

Anthony's Turnip is an emetic ; Goose-grass sweetens
the blood. Wood Ruffe is good for the liver, and Bind-
weed hath nigh as much vertue as the forayn Scam-
mony. Pimpernel promoteth laughter, and Poppy
sleep ; Thyme giveth pleasant dreams, and an Ashen
branch drives evil spirits from the pillow. As for

Rosemarie, I lett it run alle over my garden walls, not

onlie because my bees love it, but because 'tis the herb
sacred to remembrance, and, therefore, to friendship

;

whence a sprig of it hath a dumb language that maketh
it the chosen emblem at our funeral wakes, and in our
buriall grounds. Howbeit, I am a schoolboy prating

in presence of his master, for here is John Clement at

my elbow, who is the best botanist and herbalist of us

all."

(FOR THE ENSUING FORTNIGHT.)

PLANT HOUSES.
The Conservatory.—One of the chief enjoyments

in a conservatory is derived from sweet scented plants.

Some have deliciously-scented leaves, such ae the good

old A/ovsia citriodora. This, grown as standards with
huge heads, pinched in moderately, whether in pots or
planted out, affords an abundance of leaves, which are

always in request, either for bouquets or for drying
and using, as is done with Rose leaves. That delight-

ful odour we find in passing a very unpretentious-

looking shrub with dark green leaves, not unlike the Tea
plant, comes from Magnolia fuscata^ with its numberless
little chocolate-coloured flowers opening up at every

blink of sunshine, and shedding its fragrance in pro-

fusion, but not at all overpowering. The flowers last

open a day or so only, and may be gathered and
placed in a room. It flowers continuously for months,
and is a great favourite as soon as ever an acquaint-

ance with it is formed. Mention could be made of

many others, modest looking, only passable in appear-
ance, yet valuable withal. yasjuinian grandijlorum
will now be coming into flower abundantly. Tying it

in faggot-like is not only offensive to the eye,

but injurious to the plant's welfare j it will stajid

plenty of heat and moisture, and will repay you
in larger and finer flowers. Tea Roses planted
out, and allowed all their natural vigour, will

be benefited by giving them, when deflowered, a
liberal washing with the hose or engine. Short,

ripened cuttings from these indoor Roses will root

freely where an increase is wanted, Rogiera
gratissima, if treated in every way like a Catiiellia^

with the exception of a little more heat in winter,

will more than pay for the trouble given to it.

Nothing is more beautiful in early winter than
this sweet-scented Laurustinus-looking flower. Bor-
derings of Lycopods^ Ferns, Sec, will now be grow-
ing apace, and must be kept from encroaching on the

walks. Ticus repens (stipulata) would no doubt m.ake

a good edging where a plentiful supply of cuttings

could be got from walls, which, in many houses,

are literally covered with this Ivy-looking plant.

Acacias that have done flowering, and have dead
flowers hanging about them and falling on other plants

below, should be well shaken, and washed with the

engine, and any shoots growing against the glass or

otherwise ill-placed should be cut away ; in fact,

the whole plant arranged and put in order, that

the new growth may be fully developed for another
year. //. Knight.
Greenhouse Soft-wooded Plants.

—

Cyclamen
seed should be sown as soon as ripe in a compost of

three parts peat and one of loam and sand well mixed
together ; the pots or pans should be well drained.

Now is a good time to plant out the Cyclamen raised

from seed last year. Select a border shaded from the

mid-day sun. The soil most suitable is a light sandy
loam. Give a good dressing of manure, adding some
sharp river sand to be well incorporated. The bed
being prepared, the plants should be planted with a
trowel, the roots made quite firm, the top of the bulb
being kept level with the surface of the soil ; water
should be given in dry weather. They will make fine

plants for potting-up in September. Mignonette seed
should be sown to obtain specimen plants for winter

and spring flowering. Sow two or three seeds in a
small pot. As soon as they are up, and have changed
leaf, select the strongest for growing on. These plants

should be kept in a pit, and be shifted on as

their roots increase. The flowers must be removed as

they show themselves. Use a compost of three

parts loam with one of leaf-mould and sand.

A little fine brick rubbish mixed with the

soil will keep the drainage perfect. Cineraria

seed may now be sown. The compost should be two-
thirds peat and one of loam and sand, well mixed
together. Take the pan and fill within half an inch of

the top ; make the soil smooth and water ; sow the

seed ; then shake sufficient fine soil over to cover the

seed. Place the pans in a shady spot imder a hand-
glass. Geo. Baker^ Clapka^n Common.

Azaleas.—The later specimen plants, after they

have done flowering, should be treated as recommended
for those that were forced earlier in the season (see

p. 32S). Those that require it should be potted when
they begin to root freely, which they generally do
about a month after flowering ; see that the whole of

the ball is thoroughly moistened before potting. Use
nothing but good fibrous peat and about one-seventh

sand. Do not disturb the roots any more than is

necessary to just remove the crocks. Use the potting-

lath freely, so as to insure the new soil being as solid

as the old ball. In the case of large plants, keep the

collar of the plant i^ inch below the top of the pot, so

as to leave sufficient room for watering. To these

and all hard-wooded greenhouse plants never apply

any surface dressing in the shape of soil added to the

top of the ball ; by so doing the existence of the plant

is endangered. Any plant that lives and flourishes

longer than usual for its species, will, on examination,

be generally found to have the collar right up above
the soil, like a healthy old forest tree. In a state of

Nature these plants are produced from seed, self-sown

on the surface of the soil ; and if these conditions arc

ever afterwards changed, it is much more likely that

the collar of the plant becomes still further exposed
than that any addition of earthy matters should accu-

mulate upon it. If the collar of hard-wooded plants

cultivated in pots was generally kept higher above the

surface of the soil, there would be fewer deaths from

that most frequent cause—decay at the collar.

T. Baines.
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Stove Plants.—Early potted plants should now be

growing freely, and will require much more water.

Watering should be done with great care. Never

water a plant till it really needs it, then give it as much

as will thoroughly soak the ball. Pot ou soft-wooded

plants, or anything that is in want of it. Euc/uvis ama-

zonka is one of the most useful stove plants we have

for cut flowers or decoration, and with proper treat-

ment it will invariably bloom three or four times in one

year. With half a dozen plants one may keep up a

succession of bloom from tlie Encharis all the year

round. It will grow in almost any soil, but I find it

does best in turfy loam, with a little well decomposed

dung, and a few halfinch bones. In potting I never

divide the bulbs, but always take the small bulbs off

the top of the ball, and pot them in 6-inch pots, five

bulbs in a pot ; they will soon make nice plants. In

this way it may be propagated very freely. It may be

grown to almost any size. I prefer plants in from 10 to

16-inch pots for blooming. At the same time they

should never he over-potted ; rather give more water,

and feed well. Plants a little pot-bound will be found to

bloom the best. When plants have done blooming they

should be taken out of the bottom-heat and removed to

the cool end of the house'for a few weeks, and get no

more water than will just keep them from flagging. In

this way the plants get a rest. Plunge them again in a

brisk bottom-heat, and give more water, and a little

weak manure-water twice a week. They will soon

throw up another lot of flower stems. Attend to the

tying in of climbing plants. See that everything is

kept neat and clean in the house. A. Ingram, Alnwick.

FLOWER GARDEN, ifc

Roses.—Intending exhibitors should now remove

side buds. This will considerably shorten the season

of the first bloom, but competition has arrived at such

a pitch, and size is made so much of now, that

rosarians who have not first-rate Rose soils, and who
do not disbud, stand a very poor chance of taking a

prize at any of the great Rose shows. The plants set

aside for exhibition blooms should be regularly soaked

with liquid manure at least twice a week if the weather

be dry. If wet and showery sprinkle the ground round

the plants with either guano, superphosphate, blood

manure, or sulphate of ammonia. Be careful not to

overdose them. R. B. P.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—Attend to early and succession houses, as

formerly directed, and thin the bunches and berries of

later crops as soon as the operation can be done.

Those late crops that are intended to hang through the

winter should be thinned more freely than those to be

used as soon as ripe ; they will be found to keep much
better than when they are thinned in the usual way.

Attend carefully to Vines planted in March or April.

Give them every encouragement to make a rapid

growth, and get the roof covered with good strong

foliage. Young Vines growing freely in a well pre-

pared border will take heavy waterings and a warm,

moist atmosphere. We would recommend the main

shoots to be topped twice before reaching the top of

the house ; by doing this the wood will get more
properly matured, and the foliage will take a

firmer hold, and is not so liable to drop as when the

shoots are allowed to run all the way without being

stopped. Geo. Johnston, Glamis.

Melons.—When the early fruit is cut do not pull

up the vines, but carefully go over them and pinch off

all bad leaves, and regulate the shoots, after which

give a good watering with tepid manure-water. Such
treatment will be repaid with another crop of fruit in

an incredibly short time, in no respect inferior to the

former. If, however, the plants have become infested

with red-spider, thrip, &c. , it will be useless to attempt

successive cropping ; in such case uproot and replant

in the best heavy loam procurable. Sowing for suc-

cession with me is a thing of the past. Plants in pits

and frames should be carefully gone over about mid-

day, for the purpose of impregnation, and any fruit

that may be set should be placed on pieces of slate,

tile, or glass, to allow the sun and air to play about

them and prevent rotting. Maintain a bottom-heat of

70°, which is ample, with a top-heat ranging from 68°

to 75°. Do not encourage spider by allowing the bed

to become dry ; air freely, close up early, and cover

with mats at night. W. WildsmUh.
Cucumbers.—Continue to keep up a steady bottom-

heat by linings of fresh dung. Let the material be

turned over two or three times before use ; add once a

week or so a coating of suitable soil to the roots, or as

soon as the young roots make their appearance through

the soil : this is better than placing the soil all on the

bed at one time. Avoid giving air too much at once,

especially if the cold east winds are blowing. At all

times dry hot air is unsuitable to the successful growing

of the Cucumber : it delights in a moist temperature, so

syringe the walls and paths of the house, and add a

little liquid manure to the water—a dash of the same
water on the plants will add to their benefit, both in

keeping down thrip and green-fly. Keep a sharp look-

out for the two latter enemies, fumigate with tobacco

every three weeks whether the insects are troublesome
or not ; this may save a deal of trouble afterwards.

Take oft all ragged and rusty leaves, as the thrip gene-

rally commences on those first. Also remove all the

male flowers which have a tendency to encourage the

fly. Sow a fresh batch to be ready to plant any vacant

frames or houses that will shortly be cleared of bedding

plants. The Cucumber is a profitable plant to fill up

any spare frames with during the summer. R. H. D.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Wall Fruits.—Continue to disbud Peaches and

Nect.irincs, and attend to the tying or nailing of all the

young shoots as they become sufficiently advanced. All

shoots not wanted should now be removed. Continue

to thin fruit of all kinds as it becomes large enough,

regulating the crop to the state of the tree, leaving a

heavy crop on over-luxuriant trees, and a light one on

less robust ones. Look over Apricot trees, and destroy

caterpillars. Syringe Peach and Nectarine trees with

tobacco-water as soon as green fly makes an appearance

on the shoots. Keep all trees free from insects. Pay

every attention to the regulating and training of young

trees, as the beauty and health of the trees afterwards

depend in a great measure on their being properly

managed now. il/. Saul, Stourton.

Hardy Fruits.—Now that the fruit of Plums and

Cherries are set, the trees should be well washed

by means of the garden engine, to cleanse them of

insects. Attend well to the thinning of all kinds of

fruits. This is a matter not so generally attended to

as it should be, as the benefits arising from it are

great. Not only is the fruit always of superior quality,

but when well thinned there is also a greater pro-

bability of a crop the following season than there is

when the fruit is not thinned, and the trees are,

in consequence, more exhausted. At this season of

the year, when so many matters want attending to in all

gardens, large and small, it is not always possible to

go over all the trees and thin the crops properly, but

some effort should be made to do as much of it as

possible. M. Saul, Stourton.

Bush Fruits.— In this neighbourhood the Black

Currant crop is the lightest known for many years.

Many of the shoots on which the buds bursted last

autumn are dead ; others on which fruit was expected,

have not, with the exception of the terminal bud, come

into leaf Where a supply of healthy shoots exists at

the base of the old branches, which show signs of

distress, it is advisable to train up a sufficient number

to form a bush in the place of them, and cut the old

away. These, if healthy—if otherwise I would not do

it—will supply fruit in quantity before fresh planted

young trees. Thin out all shoots not wanted in the

centre of the bushes. Red Currants are more plentiful,

still not a full crop. Some of this kind, too, are

exhibiting signs of distress, from making growth last

autumn. Some here are only now (May 22) coming

into leaf, the majority of the buds still remaining

dormant. Keep down, while it can be easily done, all

spray and suckers in and around Nut bushes. Filberts

are a poor crop. There is a little grub which is

destructive to the nut. It is found at the tip of the

shoot containing the nut, and often about this time

eats the tender lip containing the fruit. A large cater-

pillar is also often found later in the season on the

leaves ; this will soon strip the branches, and many
of them would soon bare the whole bush, destroy-

ing the prospect of any fruit the following year.

Fruit growers—especially extensive growers of bush

fruit—should be favourable to the increase of " tom-

tits." They are of infinitely more service than other-

wise. Gardeners and fruit growers have so few friends,

that these should be encouraged. If they do peck a

few Pears in the autumn, they more than make up

for it by diminishing the many insect pests of the

spring and summer months. Henry Mills, Enys.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Outdoors.—Sharp frosts and sunless weather at

present predominate. This morning (May 20) 7° of

frost was registered at Stamford — cutting down
Potatos, Peas, and other early vegetables wholesale.

One rather strange circumstance came under my notice

to-day : a south border, cropped with Veitch's Ashtop

Potatos, is untouched, while Early Rose on a west

border is cut quite over; thus showing that these Ame-
ricans are not so hardy as our good old varieties, and I

pledge my word they are not so good. Fork between

late planted Potatos, and earth up at once all the earliest

varieties. I find Coldstream Round Potatos the best for

early work, but kidneys look best at table, so that I am
obliged to grow a few. Sow Lettuce where it is to stand

if possible, taking the nurserymen's advice of sowing

thick and thinning early if dry weather sets in, and the

seeds are not sufficiently covered. Continue to sow

Peas and Beans, also French Beans and Scarlet Runners.

Keep the hoe well at work among all young crops.

Cauliflowers and Onions for exhibition will be benefited

by copious waterings of sewage or liquid manure made

of guano. Get all the Crlerv pricked out at once, and

the earliest put out in the trenches without delay. The

staking of Peas and Beans will now require attention.

R. Gilbert.

Notices to Correspondents.

Archimedean Lawn Mower : C. IF. W. Messrs.

Williams & Co. inform us that the reason why horse-

power machines of this type have not yet been adver-

tised is because they do not make them, "having never

had time to get one designed."

Azalea Cuttings : T. E. When the young wood of

the present season's growth is half ripe, it is in a proper

state to make cuttings of ; when it is in that condition

will depend upon the time the plants were started into

growth. They will strike freely at any time of the year

when the wood is in the proper condition. Insert the

cuttings, not too closely, in 6-inch pots, in silver sand
;

cover with a bell-glass, shade from the sun
;

keep

decayed leaves well removed, and keep the sand moist.

It is immaterial whether they receive bottom-heat or

not. As soon as struck, pot off the cuttings into

3-inch pots in good peat and sand, and treat them as

stove or intermediate house plants for two years, and

they will be as large at the expiration of that time as

they usually are met with at double that age
;
they will

then be nice small blooming plants, and should have a

rest in the winter. Send us your address, and the

stamps will be returned. We do not require to be

fee'd for such inquiries.

Cockchafers : E. H. Marshall. In such a position we
doubt if you can hope for any better remedy than

watching for and collecting the beetles, so as to prevent

them from laying, and thus giving you another crop of

grubs.
Diseases in Plants: L. N. We believe that there is

some unfavourable circumstances in the position of the

affected Feach trees. The spots on the leaves, and
probably those on the stem which end in gumming,

arise from chill, the cause of which might be ascertained

on the spot. The affection is very common this year.

We should recommend lifting in autumn and giving

fresh soil. M. J. B.— G. F. F. The spots on your

Vine leaves are not injurious ; they are very common,
especially when Vines are grown in pots. A little

irregularity in watering or injudicious supply will often

cause them. M. J. B. — W. C. The blister on Peach

leaves is caused by a minute Fungus, Ascomyces de-

formans. Aphides occasionally produce a similar

effect, which is usually attributed to cold. Pick off the

leaves and burn them. M. J. B.—F. S. The affection

on Geranium leaves is the common spot. The plants

will probably recover when planted out. It arises from

the roots having had too sudden alternations of drought

and moisture. That on Lily leaves is, doubtless, what

was brought before the Horticultural Society, but

without eliciting any useful information. M. J. B.—
II'. S. It is the old story: the too well known

Cucumber murrain, which seems to resist every kind of

treatment. Try some good loam without any manure.

That which is sometimes found in what are called pots

in gravel pits is admirable for Melons, and perhaps

might answer as well for Cucumbers. M. J. B.—D. E.

We do not recollect having met with the disease before.

We suspect that the peculiar appearance is caused by

one of the very minute four-footed aoari ; and if so, the

only chance of getting rid of it is burning the affected

leaves. Do not, however, do so except the produce is

materially diminished. M. J. B.

Gloxinias : H. F. Very curious ; they were, however,

considerably damaged. Can you send us other fresh

flowers ? .

Names of Plants : L. P. PhiUyrea angustifoha.—

J. T. P. H. I, Pyrethrum roseum ; 2, Arthropodium

cirrhatum ; 3, Corydalis lutea ; 4, Gesnera, species ;

S,
Melissa officinalis.— Z>. P. M., i, Prunus Padus

; 2,

Cratajgus tomentosa ; 3, Lycaste cruenta ; 4, Dode-

catheon meadia.—S«S., Banbury, i, Veronica gentian-

oides ; 2, Aspidium coriaceum
; 3, Erinus alpinus.—

Alpha. Dublin. — 1. Primula cortusoides ; 2, white

flowered form of common Wild Hyacinth, SciUa non-

scripta vel nutans.—j?. B. Pedicularis palustris.—i'i7OT

Els. Genista anglica.—J. Hayward. I, Digraphis

arundinacea variegata ; 2, Euonymus japonicus varie-

gata
; 3, too imperfect ; 4, Lonicera Ledebouni ; 3.

some Spiriea-specimens insufficient.— W. S. P. C.

Polygonatum verticillatum. The others we do not

recognise; send better specimens by-and-by.— CaOT/«.

Pleopeltis l.illardieri, Tetratheca verticiUata, Saponaria

ocymoides.
. ,., . t

Scolytus : H. C. See pp. 4S. 78, m Nos. 2 and 3 of

lanuary last. „ „. ,, . i

TiiANSPLANTiNG TREES: H. T. Elwes. Yes. Apply

to Mr. Barron, Borrowash, near Derby, about a

machine.
, , .„ ,

Vines : J. Hayward. From 10 to 12 bunches will be

sufficient to take off your young Vines this season. We
do not recommend the syringing of Vines after they

come into flower. Keep, however, a thoroughly moist

atmosphere in the house by frequently damping the

borders, and especially in warm days. Vines delight

whilst growing in a thoroughly moist warm atmosphere.

Shut up eariy, say 3 o'clock in the afternoon, and damp
down, allowing the temperature to rise, if by sun-heat,

to 98° or so. Give air eariy in the morning. Your

treatment as to firing is correct.

White Lilac : Sussex Gardener. The white Lilac of

the markets is the common Lilac bleached by the pecu-

liar mode of forcing. .,.,_.
White Walks : Subscriber. Derbyshire spar is the best

material you can use.

Catalogues Received :—MiUigan & Ker (Dumfries),

Catalogue of Florist's Flowers and Bedding Plants.—

Tohn H. Ley (Lansdowne Road. Croydon), General

Plant Catalogue. -E. G. Henderson & Son (Wellington

Road. St. John's Wood, N.W.). Catalogue of Bedding

and Soft-wooded Plants.—S. Dixon & Co. (43A, Moor-

gate Street, E.C.), Descriptive Catalogue of Bedding

Plants, Florists' Flowers and Ferns, &c.— Kirk Allen

(Brampton, Huntingdon), Catalogue of Greenhouse

and Bedding Plants. — Louis van Houtte (Ghent),

Catalogue of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Florists'

Flowers, Hardy Perennials, Trees and Shnibs, &c.

Communications Recrived :—R. B. P.—P. F—J- fj.—H. C.

-W. E.-D. U. H. («-iih thanks).—J. S.-H. J- V.--J. A.,

Southport.-J. R. J.-T. R. J.-'W. P. R.-A. R-J- W- ^
Son..-H. H. the id-A. J.- W. 'W.-F. J. H.-G. R. A-
A. O.-C. B.-H. H. C.-A. F.
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DIED.—On the 13th inst., at No. 5, St. [ohn's Villas
Mr. Richard Wood, of the Bedford Nurseries, Haver-
stock Hill, Hainpstead.

KxhtU,
COGENT GARDEN.~May 24.

A very moderate amount of business has been the rule
this week, and prices remain without much alteration.
Imports continuefclarge, comprising the usual varieties of
fruit and vegetables.

QvT Flowers-
. d. s. d.

Anemone, p. 12 bun, r o to 4 o
Azaieas.p.doz.sprays I o — 16
CameIIias,i2 blooms 40 — 60
Carnations,i2 flowers ,. — 20
Cineraria, p. bunch 06 — 10
Double Narcissi, p.
bunch . . ..06 — 10

Gardenias, p. doz. . . 30 — 60
Heartsease, p. isbun. i 6 — 30
Heliotropes, p. doz.
sprays — 06

Lily of the Valley,
per bunch ,. ..06 — 20

Mignonette, 12 bun. 30 — 60
Myosotis, p. bun — 06 Wallflowers, bunch
Iv'emophila, p. 12 bun. .. — 16

Plants in Pots.

- o 9

s. d. s. d.
Pinks, p. bunch . . o 4 to o 6
Pelargoniums,
French,p,i25prays o 6 — i o

Pelargoniums, Scar-
let, p, 12 sprays., o

Ranunculus, p. bun. 3
Roses, per doz, . . 20 — 60— Moss, do — 50
Spirea, p. bunch . . , , — 10
Stephanotis,i2sprays:i o — 6 o
Tropasolums,i2bun. 10 — 20
Trumpet Lilies.doz. 30 — 60
Stocks, p. bunch .. 06 — r o
Violets,p,i2bunches i o — 16

VIOLA MAGNIFICENT.-
now offered for the first time :

This beautiful Viola is

-- . -t is the most brilliant hardy
olet bedding plant in cultivation. CJood plants, tit for immediate

use, 2j. 6rf. each. 241, per dozen, jjj lOJ. for 50, jjg per 100. Special
price quoted •"or the 1000.

B, S. WILLIAMS, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper
HoUoway, London. N.

New Seeds, of Cliolcest Quality.
/CALCEOLARIA (Scott's), carefully hybridised from
Vy pLints 9 to 18 inches in height, flowers perfect in form, colour in

great variety, including white ground, spotted and mottled, is.
^and 2S. W. per packet,

CINERARIA, Scott's prize strain, u. and 21, &f. per packet
PANSY, saved from prize show and fancy flowers, ir. per packet.
PRIM U LA FIM E KlATA, including Fern-leaf varieties, extra, 2S.M

per packet.
STOCK, Scott's Giant Scarlet Ten-wcek, u. per packet.
\VALLFLO^VER, Double, 12 superb varieties, mixed, it. per packet.
SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER, cenuine,ii.6rf.and2S.Wpcrbottie.

J. SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

. — 06

Calceolaria, p. doz.— herbaceous, do.
Fuch.sia . do.

Heath,

:

Hydrangea
Lobelia

s. d.

6 o-
9 o-
6 o-

s. d.

18 o

15 o
do, 15 o—24 o
do.

do.
9 o-
4 o-

Mignonette, p, doz.
Pelargonium . . do.— Scarlet .. do,

Rhodanlhc . . do.
Spirffia.. .. do.

s.d.
— 60

s. d.

5 o-

12 o—30 o
4 o— 6 o
60—..

12 0—24 o
6 o

Fruit.

. ,
s, d. s. d. . J. d. s. d.

Api^les, per i sieve 5 o toio o
|
Lemons, per 100 ..70 toio o

"" ^ "" 20 — 30 Melons, each ..70 —15 o
20 — 30 Oranges, per 100 ..60 —10 o

60 o —65 o ' Peaches, per doz. . . 15 o —36 o
10 o — js o

j

Pine-apples, per lb. 8 o —12 o
08 — ' o Strawberries, p. oz. 06 — 13
6 o —12 o I

Apricots, p. doz.
Cherries, p. lb.

Cobs, per 100 lb.

Figs, p. doz.

Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Vegetables.

s. d. s. d.
\

Artichokes,green, ca. o 3 to o 6
26—80
36—80
10—30
10— I 3

o 7—
I 6

4 o
o 4
5 o

o 6-

Asparagus, per roo— French, do. .

.

Beet, per doz.
Cabbages, per doz. .

.

Cardoons, each
Carrots, p. bunch
— French, do. _ . _ _

Cauliflowers, p. doz. 3 a
Celery, per bundle . 1 o
Cucumbers, each ..10
French Beans, new,
per 100 .

.

..30
Herbs, per bunch ..02
Horse Radish, p. bun.3 o
Leeks, per bunch ..02

Potatos, Regents, 120J. to 170J. ; Flukes, 120s. to 1705.
Shaws, 70S. to qos.

. d. s. d.

I 6to 2 o

o 4— o 9

4 o

o 9

Lettuces, perscore.

,

Mushrooms, p. pott,
Onions, per bunch .

Parsley, p. bunch .

,

Peas, new, per qt.

Potatos, new frame,
per lb

Radishes, per bunch o 2

—

Rhubarb, p. bund. . o 4— o q
Salsafy, per bun. ,. o 9— 1 3
Scorzonera, per bun. o 9— 1 3
Shallots, per lb. ., o 8— ..

Spinach, per bushel 2 o— 3 o
Tomatos, each .

.

o 4— o 6
Turnips, new.p. bun. 1 o— 2 o

POTATOS,—Soiithwark, A/ay 20.

During the past week the arrivals both coastwise and
from France have been more than equal to the demand
and second-rate samples were a dull sale. Quotations :—
Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, 120s. to i6oj. ; Yorkshire
Regents, j2os. to 130J. ; Dunbar and East Lothian do
120s. to 160J.; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do., 120s. to
140J.

; do. Rocks, iroj. to 120s. ; French and Belgian
Kidneys, gos. to looi.; French Whites, jss. to 80s.

Musa superba, &c.
A VAN GEERT. Ghent, Belgium, begs to offer f^ne
-i^» young plants of this elegant new species of Musa, so well
adapted for tropical decoration, at 15.*. each, or 63J. for six.
Fine plants of PANDANUS UTILIS, at iSs. per dozen.
Fine plants of the true SELAGINELLA LEPIDOPHYLLA

(California), at 5s. each, or 481 per dozen.
Fine plants of YUCCA ALOIFOLIA, 12s. to i8,r. per dozen
Strong plants of AGAVE FILIFERA, 15;. to 211. each.

SPECIAL OFFER of SURPLUS STOCK.
Per 100 —J. d.

CINERARIA ACANTH^FOLIA 20 o
LOBELIA Purity ,60
SEMPERVIVUM B0LLn,2i^ to 3 inches across ','.

35 o
i> ,1 1% to 3 inches across . , 25 o
H MONTANUM, 2 inches across .. 20 o
•' II in store pots .. 14 oKONIGA VARIEGATA .. .. 14 oHELIOTROPES in variety ig o

JOHN HOUSE, Eastgate Nurseries, Peterborough.

New Spring Catalogue.WOOD AND INGRAM'S Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE ol BEDDING PLANTS, TRICOLOR and

ZONAL GERANIUMS, Show and Fancy PELARGONIUMS,
DAHLIAS, FUCHSIAS, &c,, is now ready, and will be sent free on
application. The prices will be found unprccedentedly low (or
thoroughly established plants,

The Nurseries, Huntingdon, Hunts,

First Prize.
DOBSON AND SONS were awarded the First Prize

fortheirCOLLECTIONof HERPACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS
Seed to

3f, 6d., and
at the Rnyat Botanic Gardens, on Wednesday, May (

produce flowers equal to those exhibited, at is. 6d., 31. 6d.,euu
oodlands Nurserj', Islcworth, W.

T)qBSON AND SONS' Prize CINERARIA and
PRIMULA arc second to none.

2s. 6d., 3J, 6d., and 51.

Vvoodlands Nu:

Verbenas, Verbenas—Mrs. Pollock, &c.TyiLLIAM BADMAN offers Purple, White, Scariet,
T T , and Rose VERBENAS, from single pots, las. per 100 ; rooted

cuttings, 6s. per roo, 50s. per 1000.
LOBELIA SPECIOSA (true), from cuttings, 35. 6rf. per 100:251.

per 1000.

FUCHSIAS, double and single, 6s. per 100
HELIOTROPIUM, dark and light, 6j. per 100.AGERATUM Imperial Dwarf. 51. per 100, 40J. per 1000.
IRESINE Lindeni, fine dark foliage, 85. per 100.GERANIUM Mrs. Pollock, from single pot>;, 20J. per 100,

,, Sophie Dumarcsque, from single pots, 2cw. per loa
M Jean Sisley, finest out. 51. per dozen, 30J, per 100.

„ Madame Lemoine, Crystal Palace Gem, Vesuvius,
Lord Derby, Waltham Seedling, &c., ly, per 100.
Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

B.
Pelargonium Mrs. J. Pottle.

S. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in offering this
splendid PELARC^ONIUM for the first time. It is a distinct

variety, of the Nosetjay section, very dwarf and compact in growtii,
and IS, pcrliaps, the most prolific bloomer ever sent out : as a bcddine
plant It IS unsurpassed, as the trials it has undergone lor the last three
years fully prove. The truss is dense and (jlobular, flowers a soft pink,
shaded with cerise; its distinct colour and profuse blooming tjualiry
will render it a general favourite. Price 51. each.

^'ictoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

pKEAP BEDDING GERANIUMS.—The following
V^ choice sorts at per dozen, for cash :— Lady Cullum, 3J 6d •

Lucy Grieve, 6s. ; Louisa Smith, 3s. 6rf. : Mrs. IJix, 61, : Mrs. Pollock,
21. 6rf.: Sophia Cusack. 35. 6rf. ; Sophie Dumaresque, 2S 6d. ; Caroline
Longfield, 3s. (>d.

; Mrs. John Glutton, 6j. ; Prince Silverwings, 6s •

Heauty of Calderdale, 2j. 6d. ; Duke of Edinburgh, 3s. 6d ; Kentish
Hero, 2S. (>(f. Package 6if. per dozen. A list of 250 varieties post free.
Remittances requested from unknown rnrrespi.ndcnls
ALFRED F KVKK, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire

J^or Want Places, &c., see fage 723.

Just Issued,

MR. WILLIAM BULL'S Illustrated CATALOGUE
rr r., ,,

"f NEW PLANTS. Price ,.., postage 2^

London Sw"' ^^"^ '''''"''' King's Road, Chelsea,

^„„„„New Catalogue of Plants, &c.

^irJSl^J;'^'*'^'^'* '"^SS to announce that his NEW
of PH,^7 ? M '^r"",'=","r*' ^"''f P"criptive and Priced Listsnf Plants suitable for bedding and decorative purposes, &c.,_Delphiniums, Double-flowered Jyrethrums, Hardy Aquatics, Saxi.

Is 'll k^"f""' ^'Y'T"""'^^' ^""' ^'''>'"'' *=-. 'S niw published,and will be for» ar,l, djo applic.mts.-Exotic Nursc r).. Tooting, S.W

B
Choice Flower Seeds, Post Free;

S. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
. Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, UpperHolloway, London, N. '^'

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White,
"

Efii'^edr''
^'

xi\ . e , . ^ . .
t^' ^-1 21. 6d., 3J. 6d., antl ^ oPlants from this Seed have always been awarded Ifirst Prizes

,„ wherever exhibited.
Williams superb strain of BALSAM IJ. M. and 3 6NeiU s extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,
,1, L <>, . .

* 6d.. JS. 6d.. 3J. 6d.. and c o
Wealherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA,

•''"'•""' 5

,„. . . .
".6d.,3s.6d.,2s.6d.yAnd e o

CAKNAT IDN, from prize flowers .. , ^

rrnvlSl^' ''"''I ['°"",'"^''"«"i™°Pi"E varieties .. .. , o
maVi vuA^l?''5!!.^""""''""""i'":"'"i«li':s i o

fANk\f.?^J^\ """''""""'"'"" " S""! a 6i^rti\ ?i K , nncst show varipfif

c

,

?ftS%l:S„S&'^^"- :: ^-^It
POLYANTHUS, WiBBini''nrizestrain i ' 2PRIMULA JArONllVin'';six'b'St'iful varieties . .'Vacil I t

SOLANUM HYPRIDUM COMPACTUm' '"
., 7v ^j

*
?VIOLA CORNUTA. Enchantress .^ "

"' S """I
^ fVIOLA CORN UTA.var. Perfection l'.

"
'[ g' ^"^ 3

^Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWFR " " "^^^ ^nd a 6

^'"P^/^Ui'fPi,^".
ASTERS. ST(>CKS, WALLFLOWERS, " °

ZINNIAS, Ac, in collections as imported.
\ ictoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N

Variegated Geraniums, Wholesale Prices.

WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine strong Plants of the
following varieties at per dozen :—Mrs. Benyon, 3s - Mrs

Dix, 6j. ; Queen ^'ictoria, 6j. ; Sir R. Napier, 6s. ; Albion Cliffs, 35 -

Alma, 2s. bd. ; Bijou, 31. ; Flower of the Spring, 21. 6d ; Jane 3s
Lady Kingsbury, 31. ; May Queen, 4.?. ; Mrs. Lennox, 7,s. ; Mrs. Vidler'
3J.

: Queen of Queens, 35.; Shottesham Pet, 35, ; International (fine
gold sell). +s. : Carter's Prince of Wales, only i dozen small, bos •

Carters Prince of Wales, only 1 doien tine plants, 72J, ; Mrs. Dunnetl
365. per dozen ; Sophia Cusack, 6s. per dozen,

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Bedding and other Plants, in single pots, at per doz.
GERANIUMS, white, scarlet, and pink shades, 23.6d.

;

Tricolor varieties, 31,; Bicolor varieties, 31,; Double, v.- 100
plants, in 10 sorts, for iZs. LOBELIAS, is. 6d. ; VERBENAS, white
scarlet, and purple, ss. 6d. ; AGERATUMS, white and blue is 6d

'

COLEUS, 2J. : Seedling PETUNIAS, 2s.; GOLDEN FEATHEr!PYRETHRUM, is. and is. 6d. ALTERNANTHERAS. 2s 6dECHEVERIA SECUNDA and SECUNDA GLAUCA, 2 inches
diameter, as. 6d. • CHRYSANTHEMUMS, la really good, 21.;FUCHSIAS, 12 double and single corollas and variouscolour5,2s 6d

'

IRESINE LINDENI, ss. ; DAHLIAS, 3s. ; PENTSTEMONS -is
'•

PHLOXES, 3s.; ANTIRRHINUMS, 3s. Any of the above, out of
pots, at zd- per dozen less. Basket, nett cost. We also offer, out of
pots. Bedding PANSIES, in variety, at u. 6d. per doz. ; VIOLAS, is •

SEMPERVIVUM, two sorts, 2 inches across, as.; DAISIES, in
three colours, ad.

; miscellaneous Border and Rock PLAN PS, 12 for
2s. 6d. ; SEDUM ACRE AUREA, is. Most of these cheaper by the
100. CATALOGUES on application, ^ ^

WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

Seed in packets at is. 6^.*

ry, Islcworth, W.

New Hardy Bedding Plant.THYMUS CITRIODORUS AUREUS
MARGINATUS (Lemon-scented Gold-edged Thyme), raised

by FISHER HOLMES and CO.—An exceedingly pretty Thyme, of
an erect-growing but much branched habit, with large obovate leaves,
which are of a very bright dark green in the centre, and with a broad
rich golden-yellow margined variegation; is verj' handsome and
attractive. It will prove very effective for edging flower beds, borders,
or riband planting, and for growing in masses on banks, or in other
varied forms; it may be grown as bushes or pyramids for winter
bedding, having proved perfectly hardy. Altogether, it may be con-
sidered as one of the most charming bedding plants known, and with
the additional delicious fragrance otthe sweet-scented Lemon Thyme.

It was exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society on June ai,
1871, and received a First-class Certificate ; also at the Royal Horti-
cultural Show at Nottingham, a First-class Certificate.

8s.

FISHER HOLMES
Warehouses, Sheffield.

ringham. a First-ctass Certifies
8s. per dozen

; jos. per 100.
;S AND CO., Handsworlh N urserics and Seed

BROWN'S FLORAL SHADING.
Samples and prices on application to

CHARLES BROWN, Greenheys, Manchester.

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.
JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and Packing. Second sized Arch-

angel, loos. ; Petersburg, 60s. and Sos. ; superior close Mat, 45s., 50J.,
and 551. ; packing Mats, 20s., 30s., and 3ss. per 100; and every other
description of Mats at equally low prices, at

I. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,
4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

and SCRIMS for COVERING.
.1111, 11.JM1 2d. to sd. per yard, advancing Hd.
h Hessian and Scrim, 31^,, 2%d., ^d

, ^%d., and sj^rf.

72 .. .1 ,, AM'^-^sWd-, 6d., (>%d., and upwards.
J. BLACKBURN and SuNS, Sack and Bag Makers, and Canvas

Manufacturers, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

HESSIANS
4-4 Scrimj from 2d. to 5if. per yard, advancing Hd.

EDGINGTON'S GARDEN NETTING, the cheapest
and most durable, at id. per square yard, or in quantities of

250, 500, or 1000 yards, carriage free.

EDGINGTON'S RICK CLOTHS for 67 years have
maintained their celebrity as the best.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES for Hire are the most
elegant and capacious.

EDGINGTON'S CRICKET and GARDEN TENTS
are th e prettiest.

TIFFANY. SCRIM CANVAS, and every other kind
of NETTING.

Be particular—FRED. EDGINGTON AND CO., Rick Cloth, &c
Manufacturer to Her Majesty, 52, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.
A quantity of good Second-hand Government TENTS for Sale, cheap.

BEDDY AND CO., Chapel Terrace, Porthleven.
• Cornwall, beg to call attention to their superior GARDEN

NETTING.
New Netting (Tanned). 1 inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at %d. per yard.

Repaired Netting (Tanned), 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard ;
9^' inch mesh,

4 yards wide, at &d. per yard
; J3' inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at is. per

yard. Supplied in width from i to 20 yards.
Repaired FISHING NETS, id. per square yard.

NETTING for FRUIT
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, *

Clirrsantliemums.— Special.
ADAM FORSYTH is now sending out the followingNEW VARIETIES, some of which are seedlings raised by
that enthusiastic grower, George Rundle, Esq., of Devonport. They
are all, without doubt, superior to any yet sent out.

Duchess of Manchester
Duke of Roxburgh
Laui nda
Mr. Howe

White Venus
Elaine
Fair Maid of Guernsey.
Souvenir dc Jersey.

1-).-
DUCHESS of MANCHESTER (raised by George Rundle, E

Fine broad waxy petals, similar to Mrs. Rundle, the back of the
petals being beautifully striped with rose carmine, a most attrac-
tive flower; finely incurved. Price 5s

DUKE oi ROXBURGH {raised by George Rundle, Esq )—Fine
yellow, with a beautiful bronry turnover; a noble flower, suitable
for either cut blooms or specimen growinjr. Price 7s. 6rf.

LAURINDA.—A fine incurved flower of the most perfect construc-
tion and refined appearance, the petals extra broad and incurving
perfectly, colour fine rose-purple ; a grand addition to the dark
shades. Price ys. 6d.

MR. HOWE.—This is a flower which has been much admired and
exhibited at Stoke Newington

; the fact of it being grown and
named after the indefatigable secretary will certainly be a
guarantee as to its worth as a show flower. Colour orange-an.ber
a sport from that well known variety John Salter, but a better
built flower, and altogether a different colour. Price 51.WHITE VENUS —This is a sport of that well known variety Venus,
being pure white, with fine btoad incurved waxy petals ; will be
found a great addition for cither cut blooms or specimen growing.
It has been exhibited to great advantage through the past season
by that celebrated grower, Mr. Kowc, of Rochampton. Price ss.

JAPANESE.
ELAINE.—While, back of petals tinted carmine; an exceedingly

curious flower, with broad petals, very full, extra fine. Price qj.
FAIR MAID OF' GUERNSliY.-Pure white, and entirely distinct

;

the flowers are extra large, and composed of long ribbon-shaped
petals ; a superb variety. Price 7s. 6rf.

POMPON,
—A distinct and new shade of colour,

- -.,"' ^'t^fy double, and of fine form, dwarf,
a most useful variety for specimen growing. Price 5s,

Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

SOUVENIR DE JERSEY
being a r'

'

and f^ree

TREES. SEED BEDS,
__. _jc.—TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost, Blightj Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,
3d. per yard, or 100 yards, 20s ; 4 yards wide, 6rf. per yard, or 50 yards,
20S. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the abov«
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, IS, per yard ; ^^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6a. per yard. Also
TIFFANY. Can be had in any quantity of
EATON AND DELI.ER, 6 & 7. Crooked Lane, London Bridge. E.C.

Tlie Patent Imperishable Hothouse.AYRES'S PATENT:
GLASS, IRON, and CONCRETE.

Before building a Plant or Fruit House ol any kind, send six
stamps, and obtain the Illustrated Prospectus of the

IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
Newark-on-Trent, Notts.

MANAGER—W. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S..
Imperishable Hothouse Company. Newark-on-Trent.

Plans, Specifications and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice.

GREENHOUSES, FORCING-HOUSES
VINERIES, and ORCHARD-HOUSES, made of the best

yellow deal, glazed wiih 15-02. sheet glass, painted four times; 20 feet
by 12 feel, i^o ; 30 feet by 12 feet, /;6o

; 40 feet by 15 feet, ^£85 ; 50 feel
by 18 (cet. ;C'io ; 100 feet by 20 feet, £230. The above prices include
Brickwork, Staging, Delivery, and Fixing within 50 miles of London.
Plans and Estimates sent on receipt of site required to

R. STEVENS, Horticultural Builder, Simpson's Road, Bromley,
Kent.

TjI^OWLER'S PATENT STEAM pLoUGH
X' and Cl'LTIVATOK may be SEEN at WORK in every
Apricullural County in England.
For pnrlKulars apply w JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.C; and Sicam f'lnui;h Works, Leeds,

Horticultural and Window Glass WareliouseB.JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and
IJ, Blosson Street, Shoreditch, London, E,

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.
Genuine White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, b'c.
GARDEN ENGINES. PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER

HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.
Prices upon application.

Oil Faint no longer Necessary.
TMPROVED BLACK VARNISH for OUTDOORX IRON and WOOD WORK, II. 3rf, per E.-illon, free to stations in
England and Wales. Testimonials on application toCHARLTON PAIN, 1-ivendcr (irove, Ualslon, London, E.

'pHE
J~ Manufactured
Compositii

CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Taclurcd Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
and Granitic Paint Company.

For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Pallerns of Colours, apply toTHOMAS CHILD.Mannger.jQA, King William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, «tc., from

Decay. Manufactured Sulely and (.tiily by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Gr^initic i'amt Company.

For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,
Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.
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THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
(iNCORrORATFD BV SPECIAL AcTS OF PARLIAMFNT.)

DRAINAGE, RECLAMATION, FARM EUILHINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, TRAMWAYS, RAILWAYS, &c

Directors.
Jnhn Clutton, Esq.
Frederick L. Dasliwood, Esq.
Hcnrj' Farquhar, Esq,
Lord Garlics, M.P.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq,

Granville R. Ryder, Esq.
GranvilleR. H,Somersct,E3q.,Q,C.
Henry W- West, Esq., M.P.
Charles Watkm Williams Wynn,

Esq., M.P. (Chairman).

The Company ad\-ances money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes

of Apricultural Improvement, including the Erection of CottaRes and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
Tenants may, with the consent of their Landlords, execute the

necessarj- Improvements upon the farms which they occupy, charging
them with the cost.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.—The Company also advances
money for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigation.

The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge upon
the land, redeeming principle and interest, over 35 years.

No investigation of title is required.
For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No, i. Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W.

EMIGRATION to CANADA.
THE EASTERN TOWNSHIPS.

1 speak from the c.\perience of many vcars' residence in the country
when I earnestly advise respectable £ng!ish Emigrants coming to

Canada to SETTLK in the EASTERN TOWNSHIPS, as being
especially suitable for them in point of Climate, (duality and Cheapness
of Land, beauty of Scenery, Social and Educational Advantages, and
Material Requirements.
To genteel people of small means this district offers, pre-eminently.

a hcilthv, cheap, and independent home, and association, on equal
terms, with those of their own station of life. To the steady
Yeoman and industrious Agricultural Labourer it affords a sure and
easy means of settling in comfort and plenty on their own properlv.

It is the Protestant district of the province of Quebec, and the

Grand Trunk Railway passes centraMv throug[h it, viR this place and
the Market Town of bherbrooke, which are within three miles of each
other, and distant a five hours' run from Quebec and Montreal.
From Portland in winter, and from Quebec in summer, the Grand

Tnmk Railway brings Passengers on tneir arrival by the Canadian
Steamers from Liverpool to this place direct, without more los.i of

time than is needed to change the luggage from the Steamer to

the Train.

All particulars as to passage can be obtained at the Office of Messrs.
ALLAN and CO., Canadian Line of Steamers, Liverpool.

Evcrj- further information respecting the country will be given, by
letter, to (hose who desire it, and let no one hesitate to apply to me
for it; there is no charge. JOHN H. CHARNOCK.

I-ennoxvillc, Province of Quebec, Canada, Jan. 10, 1873.

There is good Hotel accommodation both here and at Sherbrooke.

'PHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
JL (Established ia4o)j

Have now ready for deliver)-, in tine dry condition

—

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE, for Top-Dressing
PURSER'S RONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITROPHOSPHATE
MANGEL, Ht)P, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO {as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Bonar,

& Co.), NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c.
ii(>, Fenchurch Street, EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

LAWES'S MANURES for GRASS LAND should
be applied during the months of February and March. Nitrate

of Soda supplied c.x Ship or from Stocks at Docks at London, Liver-
pool, and other ports, at lowest market prices.

JOHN EENNET LAWES, 59. Mark Lane, London, E.C.
Branch Offices :—Market Street, Shrewsbury ; 22, Eden Quay,

Dublin; Womanby Street, Cardiff; Cumberland Road, Bristol;

63, Constitution Street, Leith ; and 34, Market Street, Aberbeen.
LAWES'S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED BONES.
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
LAWES'S WHEAT. BARLEY, GRASS and MANGEL MANURE.
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses or

through any of the appointed Atents throughout the United Kingdom,
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of

AMMONIA, and other CHEMICAL MANURES; AMERICAN
and other CAKES, at market prices.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE. or BLOOD MANURE,
for CORN CROPS.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
(or ROOTS and GREEN CROPS GENERALLY.

ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
ODAMS'S NITRO-BIPHOSPHATE(or Prepared) GUANO.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL BARLEY MANURE,
ODAMS'S SPECIAL M.A,NGEL MANURE.
ODAMS'S TOP-DRESSING MANURE.

MANUFACTURED

"pATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE.
BLOOD MANURE COMPANY (LIMITED),

Consisting of
TENANT FARMERS occupying upwards of 80,000 acres of Land.

Chief Office— 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

DlBECTOKS.
Ckairman—Robert Leeds, Castleacre, Norfolk

Dtf>ut^-Chair7»aH—John Collins, 355, Camden Road, N.W.
Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Slanstead Abbot, Herts.
Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon, Norlolk.
George Savill, Irgthorpe, near Stamford.
Charles Dorman, 27, Essex Street, Strand, VV.C.
Thomas Webb, Hildersham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.
C. J. Lacj", 60, West Smithfield, E.C,
J. C. Jonas, Cambridge.
Herbert Bird, Shortacres, Peterborough.

Mtmaging Director.—James Odams.
Several Hundred ThousandTons of the Manures have been supplied

to the Agricultural Public, and the increasing demand that exists for
them is the beat proof of the appreciation in which they are held.
Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of the local agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.
Chief Offices, loq, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

Free to London ; Five Casks and upwards to any Station in England,
or IS pwr Cent Discount,

EPPS'S SELECTED PEAT.—Patronised by the
leading Horticulturists and Amateurs in the three kingdoms.

Sec testimonials. Packed in 4-bushel barrels, Si. each, inclusive;
selected for Orchids, qs. Special offers for Truck-loads for general
purposes. Terms, cash.

PEAT, SAND, and LOAM STORES, Lewisham, S.E.

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.

OOLEYS TOBACCO POWDER.
Of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

TOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN
HOUSES—Will destroy Thrip, Red Spider, Green and Black

Fly, and Mealy Bug, and bums without the assistance of blowing,
and is entirely free from paper or rags. Price 3J. 6d, per lb., carriage
free. A reduction in price tor larjje quantities.
To be had of Messrs. KuBERI'S and SONS, Tobacco Manufac-

turers, 112, St. John Street, ClerkenwcU, E.C, of whom Copies of
Testimonials may be obtained ; and of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

RODERICK NICOLSON, Advertising Agent
and GENERAL COMMISSION AGENT, I, Racquet Court, Fleet

Street, E.C __^ _^
MR. JAMES FR'ASER, Horticultural and

Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,
Romford. Essex ; late of the firm o{ J & J. Eraser, Lea Bridge Road.

Wood Engraving.

MR. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, la. North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London, N.

FdR^ST-^LE, the LEASE of a S"MALI7NURSERY,
within an easv dist.nnce frnm town; line well-built Houses,

Stock, &c. B. A, C, Gardrntri' am^rticlt niluc, W.O
To Nurseirmen and Seedsmen.

TO BE SOLD, an old established NURSERY and
SEED HUSINESS, with a good Connection, in a large Market

Town in the Western Counties.
For particulars, apply to K. L. J., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

SAL ES BY AUCT ION.

Important Sale of Orchids.

MR, J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 18, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

MONDAY, May 27, at halt-past 12 o'Clock precisely, an importation

of ORCHIDS from New Grenada, containinc plants of Masdevallia
coccinca, polyantha, Icontoclossa, &c, in remarkably Rood condition,

and true, the specimens having been named by Dr. Reichcnbach
;

tine plants of Odontonlossum Pescatorei, triumphans, coronarium,
iiastilabium, &c. : Ada aurantiaca, Comparellia falcata, Houlletia
odoratissima, Oncidium cucullatum, and other rare and valuable sorts,

in most excellent condition.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had^

Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

THURSDAY, May 30, at half-past 120 Clock precisely, a valuable
Collection of Established ORCHIDS, including fine plants of the

lollowing rare and choice sorts ;—
Odontoglossum triumphans

,, zeSrinum
„ Hatii

Oncidium Rogersil
,, sarcodes

Lcelia Wolstenholmiac
,, elegans

Masdevallia Veitchii

,, ignca

,, maculata
Cvmbidium Saundersoni
Mesospmidium vulcanicum, &c,

;w mauve-coloured Masdevallia,

Aerides Schrcederi
Cattleya Dowiana
„ amabilis

,, Warneri
,, Exonicnsis

Dendrobium McCarthis
,, Hultoni

Dendrochilum filiforme

Cypripedium nivcum
,,

pardinum
Vanda Denisoniana
Odontoglossum coronarium

Also some fine plants of a beautiful

An importation of Van Roxburghii, fine masses, in excellent condition.

On view the morning of Sate, and Catalogues had.

Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

on MONDAY( June 3, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, without
reserve, Established ORCHIDS, many of them Specimen Plants, from
the collection of Messrs. J, Sherrait & Co., of Knypersley Gardens,
Congleton, Also several importations of ORCHIDS,

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

To Nurserymen, Florists, and Others.
VALUABLE BENEFICIAL LEASE, with POSSESSION.

By Order of the Mortgagee.

MESSRS. HARDING and DEAN will SELL by
AUCTION, on the Premises, on THURSDAY, June 6, at

1 o'clock, the LEASE of the OLD ESTABLISHED NURSERY
GROUNDS, known as FAIRBAIRN'S NURSERY, High Street,
Clapham, together with the Detached Villa, 30, High Street,

Clapham ; a Cottage Residence, e.'^tensive Greenhouses, Hot-houses,
Forcing Pits, &c ; the whole occupying 3J4 acres of Land, held for

38'^ years at a Low Rental.
Particulars, with conditions of Sale, obtained of Mr. ARTHUR T,

HEWITT, Solicitor, 32, Nicholas Lane. E.C. .and at the Auctioneers'
Offices, 17. High Street. Clapham, S.W. The valuable STOCK of
BEDDING PLANTS, EPACRISES, HEATHS, AZALEAS, &c.
will be SOLD after the Lease.

Audley End, near Saffron Walden.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS, SOUTHDOWN

SHEEP, and BERKSHIRE PIGS,

MR. STRAFFORD begs to announce that he is

honoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION, without
rescn-e, at Audley End, on THURSDAY, June 6, about FIFTY
HEADof PUREBRED SHORTHORNS, the property of the Right
Hon. Lord Braybrooke, which have been bred with great care Irom
the Kiiklevington, Fawsley, Babraham, and other famed Herds, The
sires used have been principally of the Duchess and Cambridge Rose
lamilies; the one now in ser\'ice is Grand Duke 17th (24.064).

Also will be oflered by Mr. WM. RAND, TWENTY-NINE
PURE-BRED SOUTHDOWN RAMS, descended from the far-famed
Babraham Flock ; and TWENTY choice BERKSHIRE BOARS and
SOWS, bred from the best sorts.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees and other particulars, may be had
on application to Mr. STRAFFORD, 13, Euston Square, London;
or of Mr. RAND, Audley End; and of Messrs, NOCKOLDS and
KING, Saffron Walden.

Blddenham Annual Sale.

MR. STRAFFuRD is instructed by Mr. Charles
Howard, of Biddenham, near Bedford, to announce that the

ANNUAL SALE by AUCTION will take place on FRIDAY,
July 26. and will consist oi about FIFTY OXFORDSHIRE DOWN
SHEARLING RAMS and a FEW OLDER SHEEP.
London : 13, Fusion Square, May 25, 1872.

Woodslde, Luton, Bedfordshire.
SALE of an ENTIRE HERD of SHORTHORNS and PURE

BERKSHIRE PIGS,

MR.JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on FRIDAY, June 7 (2 o'Clock), at Woodsidc, near Luton

the ENTIRE HERD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS, and
PURE BERKSHIREPIGS, belonging to J. H. Elundell, Esq. This

~
'

the Herds of Sir G. R. Philip-

Mr. C. Howard, Mr. Roberts, and other eminent breeders, and Bull
Stock has been carefully bred from 1

of the fashionable Knightley and Gywnne blood used. The Cows
are excellent milkers, and the Young Stock verj' promising.
The Pigs arc from Mr. Heber Humfrey's prire strains.

Catalogues.with Pedigrees, may behad of Mr. JOHN THORNTON,
15, Langnam Place, Regent Street, London, W.

Northway Farm, Aahchurcb, near Tewkeshury.
SALE of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on FRIDAY, June 14 (i o'Clock), at Northway Farm, near

AshchurchStation. Midland Railway, between SIXTY and SEVENTY
HEAD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS, which consist principally

of young In-calf Cows and Heifers and young Bulls, from the ola-

established Herd of W. Woodward, Esq. Founded in 1829, the Stock
has been bred from the best Herds in the countrj', as they have been
sold, and crossed with strong, healthy, vigorous males of the leading
fashionable strains, the object being the production of animals com-
bining fine quality of beef with good dairj' properties The Cattle

are very healthy, in a good breeding state, and not being pampered,
likely to do well in any district.

Catalogues, 'with Pedigrees, may be had of Mr. THORNTON,
15, Langham Place, Regent Street, London, W.

Roxwell, near Chelmsford, Essex.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR.JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on TUESDAY, July 9 (2 o'Clock), at Roxwell, four miles from

Chelmsford, Mr. W. Tippler's ENTIRE HERD of PURE-BRED
SHORTHORNS, comprising about Thirty Animals, bred from the

iowneley. '->xford, and Cambridge Rose blood, including two Cows
bred at Townelcy, and the celebrated red prize Bull Cambridge
Duke 3d (23,503).

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of Mr. J. THORNTON,
ig, Langham Place, London, W.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT. BAWT REE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Sickd, Manure, and Oilcake MERt:nANTS.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Priic Medals, i8<i,
for Wheat; 1862, for "Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

"DATH and WEST of ENGLAND
-L* SOCIETY (Established 1777), and
SOUTHERN COUNTIES ASSOCIATION

/"ailniK—H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, K,G.
President—liH Grace the DuKE OF MAHL-

BOROUGH, K.G.

GREAT EXHIBITION of STOCK,
POULTRY, IMPLEMENTS. WORKS of
ART, and HORTICULTURAL SPECI-
MENS at DORCHESTER, on J U NE 3, 4, 5,
6, and 7.

JOSIAH GOODWIN, Secretary.

4, Terrace Walk, Bath.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

CARDIFF MEETING, 187a.

STOCK, CHEESE, and BUTTER
ENTRIES CLOSE on JUNE i, and all

Certificates received after that date will be

returned to the Senders.

Priie Sheets and Certificates will be for-

warded on application to

H. M. JENKINS, Secretary,

13, Hanover Square, London, W.

SATURDAY, MAY 25, 1872.

THE Marquess of Tweeddale'S attempt to

urge the efforts of the Highland and Agri-

cultural Society, over -which he presides, in a new
direction— to take them out of the beaten track

of mere prize-offering for live stock and farm

implements, which have long since reached their

highest point of merit—and bring them to bear

more immediately on the Improvement of

THE Land, has resulted less effectively than his

lordship wished. The several steps of the dis-

cussion, which has ended in the very moderate

recommendation that the Society should offer

prizes for the best-conducted series of operations

for the improvement of second-class lands, are

related in another page. There is first the

original memorandum of the President on the

wonderful results which in his own experience

have followed land draining, deep cultivation,

liming, and manuring ; there is then the criticism

which this memorandum received at the hands

of Mr. Elliott, of Leighwood, who pointed

out that the cost and consequences of these

improvements— in fact, the whole question of

their profitableness—depends on such a variety

of circumstances, that the Society could not

recommend them to tenants on ordinary leases,

nor to anyone holding land except on conditions

in which the help of the landlord held a very

important place. Lastly, there is the rejoinder

of Lord TWEEDDALE, in which, accepting the

proposal that the Society should be recommended

to offer premiums for reports of operations for

the improvement of second-rate land, he says it

would be far better if any one who is carrying

out improvements would enter his farm for com-

petition, so that the work might be periodically

inspected on behalf of the Society. A report on

improvements carried on under such inspection

would bear some weight.

It must not be supposed that this discussion

has been brought to a fruitless end. Anything

which enforces reconsideration of the mode of

action of our national agricultural societies, or

which brings before the public the opinions of

our leading agriculturists on points of such im-

portance as that which Lord Tweeddale had

raised, is necessarily serviceable. And in this

particular example we have the advantage at

once of a forcible re-assertion of the advantages

of deep cultivation, and of a very influential

argument addressed to the relationship of land-

lord and tenant, as being at the bottom of all our

hopes of agricultural improvement.

Mr. Elliott, of Leighwood, who had dis-

cussed in practical detail the chances, under a

variety of circumstances, of a profitable issue

from the methods of improvement recommended
by the Marquess, at length considers the condi-

tions under which land is generally held, and
with reference to tenants occupying farms under

the ordinary conditions of lease, he declares

himself satisfied that if they are to be encouraged

to enter on the improvement of second or third

rate land upon an extensive scale, the landlord
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must be ready and willing to go hand in hand

with them in many of the operations, and this,

he says, the landlord should have no hesitation

in doing, seeing that the value of the land will

be permanently increased. "As most of the

second and third rate land is wet, wherever it is

so it should be drained at the expense of the

landlord, on the cost of which he should charge

the tenant 5 per cent., the tenant over and above

performing all necessary carriages free. Further,

as nearly all land cultivated in the common way,

when drained and ploughed deeper than formerly,

must be limed—considering that lime applied

in a considerable quantity, say 5 tons per acre,

tienefits the land for many years—the landlord

should pay a portion of the cost of the

lime, the proportion depending upon the

number of years in the lease unexpired

when the lime was applied. In many other

ways, however, the landlord should go hand in

hand with the tenant in any expensive perma-

nent improvement of second or third rate land,

otherwise, to induce him to do so, the tenaiit

would require to be reimbursed at the end of his

lease for some portion of the permanent improve-

ment effected by him during its currency."

Unless liberal covenants obtain, so that the

landlord bears his fair share of the outlay neces-

sary to improve the land permanently, while the

tenant pays all the annual labour and expense

required, and a share of the permanent im-

provement also, such as all carriages, Mr.

Elliott does not see his way to recommend
tenants on ordinary leases to enter into whole-

sale improvement of second and third rate land

in the way, and at the cost, laid down and ex-

plained by the Marquess, nor is he able to say

that, in his opinion, if they did so, they would

have anything like a certainty of being repaid

their outlay. In the event, however, of the land-

lord and tenant going hand in hand to the work,

he holds a very different opinion. Large tracts

of second and third rate land might, in that case,

be improved in this way with mutual benefit to

landlord and tenant, and none can doubt the

great national advantage which must follow.

We can point out cases of upland improve-

ment—large estates of pasture land, just below

the level of the Yorkshire moors, where immerise

improvements have been effected in the very

way which Mr. Elliott indicates. The land-

lord has not borne the cost of these improve-

ments, but he has made use of the Lands

Improvement Acts for the purpose of borrow-

ing the necessary funds. The annual charge

is borne by the tenants, and a large outlay

in draining, fencing, planting, and liming,

has borne most profitable fruit for every-

body. Poor sour pastures have been converted

into rich green grazing grounds. Stock of better

quality now prosper in the altered circumstances,

and an immensely increased quantity is kept

upon the same area. It is only a portion of the

plan which the Marquess recommends that has

been here carried out. The extent of arable

land has not been increased, and the immense
agricultural improvement that has been effected

nevertheless leads to the [conclusion that it is

wiser with Mr. Elliott to recommend a liberal

co-operation between landlord and tenant, than

with the Marquess of Tweeddale to urge

through the Agricultural Society the policy of

particular methods of improvement.

On Monday, being Whit Monday, nothing

was done in Mark Lane. On Wednesday no

appreciable change took place in the prices which were

current least week. There was a small show of

English Wheat and a poor attendance, and sales

were effected slowly. At the Metropolitan Cattle

Market there was a fair supply for Whit Monday,

the demand was active and prices were maintained.

There was again a small supply on Thursday, and

Monday's quotations were fully maintained. The
Wool Market has been flat, and operations in the

Seed Market have been quite of a holiday character.

The subject of Tenant-Right last week
occupied the attention of the Cirencester Chamber
of Agriculture. Messrs. Snowsell, Ellet, C. W.
Lawrence, Bazley, M.P., Major Bathurst, the

Rev. T. MAtJRlCE, and others, engaged in a very
vigorous discussion, under the presidency of Sir M.
Hicks Beach, Bart., M.P. We give the recom-
mendations of the committee, which were finally

adopted, having been moved by the Rev. J. Con-
stable, Principal of the Royal Agricultural College.

As he pointed out, there are several points on which all

are agreed and which require no argument to support

them ; all are agreed that the land of England needs

better cultivation, and that it can only receive this

when tenants have better security for any outlay that

they may make ; the real and only question is, whether

the legislature can interfere to give this desired security.

To do what some seem to require would be to make

land exceptional by setting aside the law of simple

contract. The settlement of this important question

is to be looked for more in the dissemination of know-

ledge—such knowledge as the Cirencester College is

engaged in propagating, than in active legislative

interference.

The following resolutions were adopted :

—

"I. By the expression 'Tenant-right' the Chamber
means the right of tenants of farms to be compensated at

the expiration of their tenancies for unexhausted improve-

ments.
"2. The Chamber is of opinion that, in order to ensure

the due cultivation of the soil, it is necessary to afford

greater security for the capital invested in its cultivation,

and that for this purpose the law needs amendment, so as

to entitle out-going tenants (not holding under written

agreements), to compensation for unexhausted improve-

ments, the amount of such compensation to be ascertained

and determined by two referees or their umpire in the

usual way.
"3. By ' Unexhausted Improvements ' are meant- (i)

Drainage done with the consent of the landlord
; (2,

Artificial manures used, and feeding stuffs consumed
during the last three years of the tenancy ; I3) Tillages

and acts of husbandry of which the out-going tenant shall

not in the opinion of the referees or umpire have derived

the full benefit.

"4. With regard to buildings and fixed machinery the

Chamber is of opinion that the existing law, giving the

tenant the right to remove or be paid for the sane, is

sufficient.

"5. The Chamber is further of opinion that in any

new enactment, giving out-going tenants a legal right to

compensation for unexhausted improvements, provision

should be made for compensating the owne' ol the land

in respect of dilapidations, including injury r ;sulting from

neglect to cultivate the land in a husband. 'ke manner,

such compensation to be also ascertained by valuation, at

the expiration of the tenancy.

"6. The Chamber consider that the present law by

which yearly tenancies can be determined by six months'

notice, requires amendment with regard to tenancies of

farms (say of 20 acres and upwards), as to which at least

12 months' notice ought to be required."

The Edinburgh papers announce that Mr.

George Hope, of Fenton Bams, to whom reference

is made in another page, has purchased the residential

estate of Bordlands, in the parish of Newlands,

Peeblesshire, for ;£'23,ooo. It is at a moderate dis-

tance from his sheep farm of Glencottie : the two places

are convenient for each other, and he will reside there

alter the expiry of his lease of Fenton Barns.

At the late discussion before the Central

Chamber of Agriculture in Salisbury Square, Mr.

Robert Fowler, of Winterborne, Whitechurch,

near Blandford, in Dorsetshire, an occupier of 3000

acres, stated that, in his county, though the money
wage is low, yet no deduction is made for Loss of

Time by Wet Weather, and a large portion of the

labourer's income is received in perquisites. Mr.

Fowler produced a statement from his labour book of

1870. This showed that some of the men had received

104 sacks of flour per year, valued at 40J. per sack
;

10 cwt. of faggots, valued at 10^. per cwt. ' ; ale of the

value of ^3 6s. 6d.
; 30 to 40 perches of Potato

ground, valued at I5r. to £1 ; and house and garden

rent free, valued at 2 2 12-f- 6rf. In tabular form, the

information is as follows :

—
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our said realm, and for which they earnestly entreat us to

provide a suitable remedy. We, therefore, assenting to

the said petition as seemeth fit for the common weal of

the people of our realm, do by the counsel and consent of

the Prelates. Earls, Barons, and others of our Council, in

our last Parliament held at Westminster, ordain that the

best live fat ox, not corn fed, exposed for sale shall be sold

for i6s. and no more, and if fatted with corn for 24s. at

the most. And that the best live fat cow shall be sold for

12^., a two-year-old fxt pig for 40 pence, a fat sheep with

the fleece for 20 pence, and if shorn, for 14 pence ; a fat

goose in our said citv for three pence, a good fat capon for

twopence halfpenny, a fat hen for one penny halfpenny,

two pullets for a penny halfpenny, three pigeons for a

penny, and 20 eggs for a penny. And if it shall happen

that any person or persons having such saleable

articles be found unwilling to sell them at the prices

thus prescribed, then the aforesaid saleable articles

shall be forfeited to our use. And whereas we will that

the ordinance aforesaid be forthwith firmly and inviolately

obser\'ed in our city aforesaid, we command you,

firmly enjoining you that

you do publicly and dis-

tinctly cause the same
to be proclaimed in our
said city and the suburbs
thereof wherever it may
seem to you to be expe-
dient, and do see that it

be kept inviolate in all

and singular its arti-

cles under pain of the
forfeiture aforesaid

throughout your baili-

wick. And this, as you
would avoid our wrath
and keep yourselves un-
harmed, you may by no
means neglect. Witness
theKingat Westminster
the 14th day of March.'
"A similar writ was

sent to all the Sherififs

of England, the Kmg's
Bailift of Rochester,
Queen Margaret's BaiUfF

of Middleton in Kent,
and the Chancellor and
Proctorsof Oxford; with
this difference, that the
fat goose was to be sold

for sjt/., the capon for

Sit, the hen for id., two
pullets for id. , four

pigeons for id., and 24
eggs for i</., being a
certain reduction of the

prices authorised to be
demanded in London.
Assummg the value of
money in those days to
have been— as is sup-
posed—about 20 times
greater than it is now,
the present prices are in

most cases far in excess
ot those which roused
King Edward's WTath.
Beef, however, at pre-

sent the special subject
of complaint as to the
butcher's charges, seems
really not much dearer,

j^24 being a fair price

for an average fat beast

;

but mutton and pork are
more than twice as dear,

and so is poultr}'."

The entries for

show at the Dor-
chester Meeting of
the Bath and West
OF England Agri-
cultural Society,
during the week after

next, include 270 cattle,

made up of 47 Devons,

73 Shorthorns, 42
Herefords, 48 Sussex,

58 Channel Isl ands,

and two pairs of dairy

cows. Of sheep there

are 1S8 pens, incluling 21 Leicesters, 14 Cotswolds, 14
Devon Longwools, 56 South Downs, 30 Hampshire
Downs, 13 Shropshires, 9 Oxfordshire Downs, 21
Somerset and Dorset Horns, and 10 Exmoor and other
mountain sheep. Of horses there are 80; and 135 pens
of pigs, including 61 Berkshires ; making a total of 673
entries of stock, as against 536 at Guildford, 528 at

Southampton, 520 at Taunton, 512 at Bristol, 488 at

Hereford, and 293 at Falmouth. The entries of poultry
are satisfactory, more especially in those classes which
properly come under the designation of farm stock.

These entries of poultry and pigeons together exceed
420 in number, as against 350 at Guildford. In the
imp'ement department all the leading firms are repre-
sented, and care has been taken to exclude trivial

articles having little or no connection with the objects
of a great agricultural meeting. Not less than 50
special compartments have been allotted to machinery
in motion, while in the trial fields adjoining the show-
yard the opportunity will be afforded for witnessing
various systems of steam cultivation, including those of
Messrs. J. Fowler & Son, J. & F. Howard,

I

Amies & Barford, Williams of Baydon, and

I

others. The competition for Mr. MlLES' shoeing

prizes will take place on the Wednesday morning.

The exhibition field will be near that of 10 years since,

when the Society last visited Dorchester.

NOTEWORTHY AGRICULTURISTS.
Mr. Georgk Hope, Fenton Barns.

We shall permit a political opponent—one who, both

as politician and as agriculturist, is equally energetic

with himself—to say the words with which Mr. Hope's
portrait is this day presented to our readers.

At the last meeting of the Haddington Farmers' Club

the chair was occupied by Mr. Scot Skirving, who in

the course of the proceedings gave the health of Mr.

Hope. He said :

—

•' It is customary for this Club when a member gets a

Mr. GEORGE HOPE.

renewal of his lease to drink his health in champagne. If

we warmly welcome a man who gets his lease renewed,
and whom we are certain to see with us, surely no less

cordially will we drink the health of a man who has not got
a renewal of his lease ; and, therefore, I give to the Club
' The health of Mr. George Hope, Fenton Barns.'

"Gentlemen, in proposing the health of, perhaps, the

father of the Club, I regret that I have not had a few
minutes to think over what I have to say. I feel it a
peculiarly ticklish toast, because politics are so mixed up
with it, and poUtics are eschewed in this Club, and shall

be. But if any man may drink the health of Mr. George
Hope, Fenton Barns, without fear, it perhaps ought to

be me, because 1 am not afraid in his presence to say
that I am an old Tory. Mr. Hope and I know that

for the last 15 years we have been perhaps more
opposed to each other on public questions than
any other two men in this Club. It is a very

rare thing when I have the pleasure and felicity

of agreeing with Mr. Hope on a great public

question ; and therefore it is with the more sincerity I

express my deep sorrow at what has happened. We are '

met as an agricultiural club ; and as its chairman I now I

say that Mr. Hope is the foremost farmer in Scotland.
]

All of us have derived immense advantage from the
instruction that he so freely gives. It is very seldom that

a man has both that accurate knowledge of agriculture
and the power to communicate it to others, which Mr.
Hope undoubtedly possesses. Perhaps there are many
men as good farmers as Mr, Hope ; they may know how
to cultivate an acre of land as well. There are also many
men who can speak more fluently and more eloquently,
but I doubt if there is any man in Great Britain that can
both farm and speak as well as Mr. Hope. With a culti-

vated mind and a very large power of public speaking, he
has bet-n able to improve the land of East Lothian both
by advice and example, and it is my firm beliet that he
has raised the value of the whole landed property in

Scotland. ... I have opposed Mr. Hope in many ways,

and I have watched him during all my public life —
a life which began with a great blunder in supporting
the Corn Laws, which I now see were insupportable

—and during all that time, I say before you, and I

can say so before Mr. Nisbet Hamilton, that I never

knew Mr. Hope to say one single word that could leave a
sting. In all that he
said there was never per-

sonality. He has advo-
cated strongly and well

many things that I dis-

approve of, and some of

them he has succeeded
in, and I am glad to

think that in some of

them he has failed, and I

hope he will for ever

fail. But what he has
done was done on a
large scale—that which
no human being could
personally take offence

at, and that is more
than can be said of
many people, from the

Prime Minister down-
wards. There is not a
man in the House of
Commons who speaks
often that has not stung
or hurt some individual

;

and I know nobody but
Mr. Hope who has suc-

ceeded in the opposite

direction. I have per-

haps said a great deal

too much, but I must
say Mr. George Hope is

a 'right good fellow'—
an honest true-hearted

man ; and as far as this

agricultural club is con-
cerned, if he finally

leaves Fenton Barns
and East Lothian, the

least we can do is to

make him an honorary
member."

The toast was re-

sponded to amidst the

greatest enthusiam, and
we call attention to Mr.
Hope's reply as a per-

fect illustration of that

good temper and good
feeling to which Mr.
Skirving had just

alluded.

Mr. Hope, on rising,

was received with loud

and continued cheer-

ing. He said :

—

" I am utterly at a
loss for words to express
mygratitude for the kind
way in which my health

has been received, and
particularly for the way
in which it has been
proposed. I value what
the chairman has said

the more because we
have had those little

political differences to

which he has alluded.

It is true that I am about
to leave Fenton Bams.

. It is to me a very painful subject. I had hoped to have
ended my days there, and to have been laid alongside

th ; five generations buried in Dirleton churchyard. But
it is quite possible that I may not have to leave this

county altogether. At the same time, if I should have

to do so, one of my great regrets will be parting with

this Club.
"The Chairman : You won't part from the Club?
" Mr. Hope : Well, it will be a long distance that will

prevent me attending its meetings. I shall also miss

much the friendly greetings I receive weekly in the

market. I am not going to enter upon the subject of my
leaving Mr. Nisbet Hamilton. He gave me notice to

quit. I have only had to accept it. We have hitherto

been good friends, and I do not see any reason why we
should part otherwise. I have endeavoured to do my
duty, so I do not inquire into any reason regarding my
leaving Fenton Bams. I am glad I have been in such
good friendship with one and all of you, and I will

endeavour to the last to keep up my character as I have
hitherto done. You will kindly excuse me in the circum-

stances from saying more."

To this we add only the following personal details.

Mr. Hope was bom in 181 1. After being trained to
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business habits in a lawyer's office for four years

he returned to Fenton Barns in 1829, to devote him-
self to farming. In about eight or nine years there-

after, from his father's faihng health, the whole
management of the farms devolved on him. He
soon took active part in public affairs. In 1S41, at

a large meeting held in Edinburgh to consider the

Corn Laws, he spoke as a representative agriculturist,

denouncing the Corn Laws as injurious to the country,

and at least as unnecessary to the practical farmer. In

1842 he wrote his prize essay in favour of the total

repeal of those laws, and this brought him into contact

with Cobden, Bright, and the other leaders of the

Anti-Corn Law League. In the spring of the following

year, Messrs. Cobden, Bright, and Ashworth visited

him, — on their first visit to Scotland,— being

Mr, Hope's guests at Fenton Bams, and enthusi-

astic meetings were held in Haddington, at which
Mr. Hope presided. Since then he has taken an
active part in the furtherance of all liberal public

movements. He has been twice a director of the

Highland Society, and has read at the meetings of the

Society numerous papers on practical subjects, and at

present he is on several of its committees. He holds a

diploma as an honorary member of the Royal Swedish
Agricultural Society. In 1864 he was appointed one of

the Royal Commissioners to inquire into the Law of

Hypothec. He read a paper on the Game Laws at the

Social Science meeting held at Sheffield in 1865, and
at the Edinburgh meeting in 1863 on the conditions

of agricultural success ; and he contributed a paper on
Hindrances to Agriculture to Principal Grant's Recess

Studies, where he advocated payments for improve-

ments by tenants and for manures left in the soil.

Mr. Hope is leaving Fenton Bams, the renewal

of his lease having been refused to him by his land-

lord ! But it is unnecessary to rediscuss a history

which has been so recently related in these columns.

It suffices that we thus point out the loss which
the estate has sustained. Hts example will still

bear good fruit to his countrymen, though its practice

maybe transferred to fertilise other "fields and pas-

tures new." But, unfeeling and reckless though his

landlord has proved himself to be in the assertion of

his legal rights, he can neither hush Mr. Hope's voice

nnr paralyse his pen ; and both, we trust, may for years

to come continue to do good service to the State.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

Mr. Cochrane has lost his fine young bull, 4TH
Duke of Hillhurst, which died suddenly a few
weeks since of water on the heart. He was a fine,

vigorous calf until within three days of his death. 4TH
Duke of Hillhurst was the best of two calves

which owe their origin to Colonel Kingscote's Duke
OF Hillhurst before he left Canada.

The day after the Siddington sale Mr. Strafford

and many of the lovers of Bates' Shorthorns made
their way to Kingscote. One and all acknowledged
they had a great treat, and the stock in general was
much admired. The 3-year-olds by 3D DuKE of
Clarence, and their calves by Duke of Hillhurst,
are all that could be desired by the most scrupulous
and best judges. Mr. Bowley has since had an oppor-
tunity of thoroughly looking over the herd, and was so

much pleased with 3D Duke of Clarence and his

produce that he asked Colonel Kingscote to name his

price. Mr, Bowley has decided on taking him at

900 gs., Colonel Kingscote reserving the right of send-
ing five cows in each year free of charge, whoever may
become the owner of the bull. He leaves Kingscote
for Siddington on Thursday next.

The following prices were given at the Mar-
quis of Exeter's sale of Shorthorns on the 9th inst. :

—

Mulleen, the first lot in the catalogue, was not offered
;

Eugenie^ roan, calved September, 1866, was bought
by Lord Penrhyn, for 81 gs.

; Queen Anne, red and
white, calved January, 1867, was purchased by Mr.
Upson, for 80 gs. ; Ladv Oxford, red, calved Febru-
ary, 1867, went to Mr. Singleton for 56 gs. ; Poppy,
roan, calved April, 1869, became Mr. .Scratton's pro-

perty, at 53 gs. ; Wild Cherry, red and white, calved

March, 1870, went to Mr. McConnel, Australia, for

66 gs. ; Eugenia, red and white, calved April, 1870,
to Mr. Chirnside, for 65 gs. ; Wild Thyme, roan,

calved January, 1871, to Mr. McConnel, for 51 gs. ;

Countess of Oxfora, red, calved April, 1S71, also to Mr.
McConnel, for 52 gs. The highest priced bull, exclusive

of 5TH Lord Oxford, was Duke of Artenay, rich

roan, calved October, 1870, and was bought by Mr.
Fieldsend for 105 gs. ; Nestor (24,648), roan, calved
November, 1865, went to Mr. Griffin for 56 gs.

;

Grand Pitpin (28,779), red, calved March, iS6g, to
Mr. Surtees, for 50 gs. ; Grand Pippin 2d (28,780),
roan, calved April, 1870, to Mr. Stevenson, for 55 gs.;
Duke of Elvira, red with a little whire, calved
May, 1871, toMr. Herrick, for 60 gs. ; and Penrhyn
Castle, rich roan, calved September, 1871, to Sir W.
de Capell Brooke, for 72 gs. The valuable yearling
bull, 5TH Lord Oxford, recently imported from the
fine herd of Messrs. Walcott & Campbell, was bought
by Mr. W. Angcrstein, of Brandon, for 500 gs.
Twelve cows and heifers sold for X.694 u., making an
average of £<i^ ids, gd.; and twelve bulls made

;i^I094 2j-., and averaged ;^9i 3j. 6d.— the sum total

heing ^1788 y. The general average of the 24 head
was ;!^74 10s. id.

The entire herd of pure-bred Shorthorn cattle,

the property of Mr. J. H. Blundell, will be sold by
Mr. John Thornton, on Friday, June 7, at Woodside,
two miles from Luton station, on the Midland and
Great Northern Railways. The foundation of this

herd was laid some years ago with purchases from Sir

George Philips' old established stock, in Warwick-
shire. Since then valuable animals of good descent

have been introduced from the herds of Mr. C. Howard,
Biddenham ; Mr. Adcock, Famdish ; Mr. Roberts,
King's Walden ; and other breeders. Among the

tribes represented will be found several good speci-

mens of the favourite "Gwynnes," the late Mr.
Anthony Maynard's ** Richmond " or ** Flora " family,

Mr. Jonas Webb's " Dodonas," and Mr. Fawkes'
"Grizzles," and other exceedingly well bred animals,

tracing directly to some of the earliest and best old

Shorthorn tribes. The bulls used have been of

Knightley blood, the Baron (25,278) being a son of

Sir Charles Knightley's Barleycorn the Younger,
and Polyphemus (27,079), a son of the well-known
cow Polytint, bred at Fawsley from the " Rosy" tribe.

The young stock are principally by this bull, and the

cows and heifers are in calf to him and Faultless
Gwynne, a promising yearling of the Bates Gwynne
blood, both of which are included in the sale. A
further examination of the catalogue reveals a desirable

lot of cattle, so far at least as pedigree is concerned,

and Mr. Thornton informs us that the stock are in very

healthy, good condition, the cows being regular

breeders and abundant milkers, the dairying pro-

perties having been specially attended to. There is

only one animal in the entire herd with an imperfect

quarter. We also learn that the heifers are a very

good even lot, and that they have been well done
since calf-hood, and show size and growth, with
symmetry, substance, and early maturity.

The following extract from the letter of a well

known breeder bears upon a question of some im-

portance in breeding Shorthorns :

—

" Unfortunately, the origin of the breed is wrapt in

outer darkness, and nobody knows anything about them
until a certain date, and even then information is most
meagre. All we know is that the early breeders selected

the best cattle of an already good sort, and by care and
attention improved them, and we see in our own day the

result of that continuous care ; but I am bound to admit
that if the principle of selection is done away with (and it

is so), and pedigree and nothing but pedigree, totally

irrespective of other qualities, is to become the order of

the day, then our boasted supremacy in the matter of
Sliorthorns will pass away. Fashion in blood is an un-
fortunate fact, but in many respects a great mistake, and
no greater misfortune befell the breeders generally than
when people began to believe that no one ever bred a
good Shorthorn except old Tommy Bates and the Booths,
Well, it is no good my preaching, and you know my
opinion about the best Shorthorn blood and style of
animal ; but although I prefer those descended from the

Booth herds, I still maintain that I want to select my
sires, and not to put all the females to the same bull,

whether fitted or unfitted to produce a good animal to

him. Beyond the ' Studley Bull ' and Jemmy Brown's
old red bull, nothing is known about the ancestors of the

Shorthorns, and they may just as well be said to be
descended from the celebrated cow killed by Guy Earl of

Warwick as anything else, so far as dependence can be
placed on any individual fancies on the subject. Now
that the affairs of the nation are arranged up to this point,

let us try to settle."

SHEEP.
Already attention is being called to approaching

autumnal ram sales. Mr. Strafford advertises 50
Oxford Down shearling rams, and a few older sheep,

the property of Mr. Charles Howard, of Biddenham,
for July 26. Mr. Stephen King, in consequence of

his relinquishing the breeding of stock sheep, has

instructed Mr. Fuller to sell his Hampshire flock on

Monday, July 29. This stock comprises 100 rams
and ram lambs, and 350 ewes, and the sale will take

place at Bockhampton Farm, about 8 miles from the

Hungerford and Shrivenham stations. The Westdean
flock, bred by the late Mr. J. Attwick Pinnix, com-
jirising 200 yearling Southdown ewes and 60 rams, is

fixed for early in August ; and the first week in Sep-

tember will witness the sale of Mr. John Pinnix's pure

Southdowns, bred from the Duke of Richmond's and

other well-known flocks.

and are characterised by those points so essential to the

successful breeding of mules—large limbs and feet. It

is to be hoped that these animals will be exhibited as

extra stock at Cardiff.

MULES.
Mr. C. L. Sutherland has been over to Poitou

and secured for Mr. K. C. Pease, of Darlington,

two very fine female agricultural mules, of brown and

grey colour, and three and four years old respectively.

The mules are 15 hands 2 inches high, are big limbed,

with large open feet, short legged, and very powerful.

Mr. Sutherland has also brought over two splendid

donkeys, male and female, of the race from which the

Poitou mules are bred. The principle of selection is

thoroughly kept in view in breeding these donkeys,

and it is very seldom, as in this case, that a breeder

can be persuaded to part with really first-rale specimens

of this race. The donkeys just brought over are

respectively 14 hands and 14 hands I inch in height,

THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE AGRI-
CULTURAL LABOURER.

At a recent meeting of the StafTordshire Chamber of

Agriculture, Mr. Masfen condemned the practice of

giving beer in part-payment of labour, instead of pay-

ing the whole amount in current coin of the realm, as

he stated he had done for several years past. Several

influential employers of labour concurred with him as

to the expediency of abolishing all payments in kind.

There can be no doubt that it would be greatly to the

advantage of the labourers if their whole wages were
delivered to them to deal with as they thought fit.

Unfortunately, however, this is not the feeling of the

men in general. My offer to do so has more than once
been refused in some such terms as these:— "If you
were to give us twice what the beer is worth we would
not take it." Vet thepratice is really more against the

interest of the labourer than that of the farmer. It

enables the latter, if so inclined, to keep down wages by
holding out the inducement of a liberal amount of

drink. And there are men so fettered by this habit as

to be virtually bound to the master who enables them
to indulge it, even though they know that they might
better their condition elsewhere. The tendency of

such allowances to degrade the men is exemplified most
strikingly in the cider districts, where low wages are sup-

plemented by such an amount of that beverage as not

only to debilitate the frame, but to cause that chronic

rheumatism termed cider lameness. Even in the case

of beer, the men frequently drink more than is good for

them, when they obtain it as an allowance. Nor is it

easy to keep the quantity within due limits, as men will

not only maintain that they are the judges of how
much they require, but actually strike work if their

wishes are thwarted. Such an argument it is difficult

to withstand when the custom is universal. If the

value of the beer were paid to the men in money, the

probability is that many of them would drink a smaller

quanty when they had to find it themselves, while

some would dispense with it altogether. It certainly is

more difficult at present than it ought to be for the

labourer to obtain good beer at a fair price. The
brewer will not deliver less than a cask at a time, and

but few men have the means of paying for it before-

hand. The public-house charges nearly double the

wholesale price, as good sound beer is sold at Burton

for \s. per gallon, and a lighter quality, suitable for

harvest, at 8^/. A considerate master will, it is true,

always bring home a cask of beer for his labourers in

his waggon. Still, in my opinion, it would be beneficial

if grocers were not only permitted but encouraged to

sell beer to be taken home, say in quantities of not

less than a gallon. It seems hard that difficulties

should be placed in the way of obtaining the national

beverage, which do not exist in the case of wine or

spirits. In the smaller towns, and in many villages,

the grocer sells wine, and any one with half-a-crown in

his pocket may obtain a bottle of so-called port or

sherry, and in many cases even of spirits. The same
facility ought certainly to exist for purchasing the less

intoxicating beverage, which would thus find its way to

the cottage of the labourer.

One great point to be aimed at by all who desire to

raise the condition of the working man is that he

should have some ready money in hand, instead of

being, as he too frequently is now, hopelessly in debt.

Increased wages will go but a small part of the way
towards such a consummation, unless, in the first place,

he steers clear of the public-house, and, in the next,

unless he resorts to a more advantageous market for the

commodities consumed by himself and his family than

he does at present. It is probable that no other class

obtains such inadequate value for money expended.

Take, for instance, the article of cheese, which last

season made, wholesale, about 6\d. per lb. for good

qualities. The price charged in village shops was ()\d,

for cheese which nothing would induce me to touch.

A similar or even greater discrepancy existed between

the wholesale and retail price of bacon. Again, as

regards tea, I give 3^. for black tea of the best

quality, the village shopkeeper charges 4,^. 6//. for a

kind much inferior ; but the labourer buys in such

small quantities that he probably has to pay at the

rate of 6s. per lb., or double what my tea costs me,

or, if he gives less, he obtains wretched stuff that

would be dear at any price. What a different position

would the man be in who could go to the farmer and

ask him to sell a cheese, which, although some-

what cracked, or slightly heaved, or not of a size

to suit the factor, was, probably, intrinsically as good

as the average of the dairy, while the price was id.

per lb. less ; or two or more neighbours might join

in a cheese and a couple of sides of bacon. And if a

kind master while ordering his half chest of tea would

reserve the small quantity required by the labourer at

the price which he himself gives, these combined savings

would effect a palpable improvement in the resources

of the household. In villages large enough to support

a co-operative store, similar advantages would resvilt

in the purchase of other articles. The greatest benefit

of all would be the substitution of ready money pay-
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ments for the credit system. Another hardship under

which the poor labour in this, as in other cheese-pro-

ducing districts, is the difficulty, amounting in many

cases to impossibility, of obtaining milk. The cheese-

making farmer calculates on the number of cheeses

which so many cows will enable him to make daily.

To sell even a small quantity of milk would detract

from the size of one or more of his cheeses, and the

irregularity thus produced would be by no means com-

pensated by the price of the milk. The consequence

is that when a labourer does not keep a cow liis family

has to forego the use of milk ; a deprivation of most

serious importance, especially in the case of children.

Since the pasturing of cattle in the lanes has been pro-

hibited the number of cottagers able to maintain a cow

has been materially diminished. I would press upon

both landed proprietors and occupiers the importance of

arranging that labourers shall be able in some manner

to obtain milk. In Lincolnshire farmers frequently

keep a cow for their labourers—a kind and considerate

course, and one probably, in most cases, more bene-

ficial to the men than if they rented land for the pur-

pose themselves. Where children are reared on milk

not only do they grow up healthier and stronger, but

they are more likely to retain habits of temperance as

they advance in life than when they are forced to

resort to other beverages. The least that ought to be

done is to take care that every labourer who requires

it shall be able to purchase milk. So far is this from

being the case at present that well-to-do labourers

have informed me that it is rare for them to obtain

milk with their tea. Unless this is remedied he

remains worse off, surrounded by dairies as he is, than

the resident in towns, who, though rarely seeing

a cow, is always able to purchase milk. Willou^hby

Wood.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF LAND.
The Marquess of Tweeddale, the President of

the Highland and Agricultural Society, some time

ago obtained the appointment of a committee to con.

sider the possibility of directing attention more im-

mediately to the cultivation of land. This committee

has met several times to consider various propositions

made by its members, and has at length reported its

proceedings to the Society, and the following are

extracts from the report read to the directors.

I. The memorandum prepared by the Marquess of

Tweeddale is as follows :

—

The question for the consideration of the committee,

and which has been remitted to them by the directors, is,

" The improvement of the cultivation of the land, so as to

increase the produce of human as well as of animal food."

And the committee are asked to report how they would
recommend the Highland Society to act so as to accom-
plish this object. In bringing this subject before the

directors, I had principally in view those portions of the

kind which may be reckoned as of second or third quality,

as I have had large experience of this class of land, and
of the improvements which can be effected on it. The
directors have not restricted the inquiry of the committee
to any particular class of land, so that the whole subject

is now before us. I know that several members of the

committee have had great experience in the improvement
of land, and I hope we may be able to make some prac-

tical and useful suggestions for the guidance of the Society

on this important subject. I shall be glad to hear any
gentleman express his views, and in the meantime I would
wish to bring under notice of the committee the system of

management which I have followed on farms in my own
occupation, large portions of which are land of inferior

quality.

I would refer the committee to a statement furnished

by me to the special committee of the Highland Society

appointed to repoit on steam cultivation in East Lothian,
and which is printed in their report. This statement
gives a detailed account of the improvements by drain-

ing, and deep and subsoil ploughing, carried out by
me, and of the expense of deep ploughing; and it also

contains an account of the operations necessary to prepare
the land for the various crops of com and Turnips. I

have managed these farms according to the five-shift

course of husbandr)', which I consider is best adapted for

land of secondary and inferior quality. The deep plough-
ing which I practise is essentially necessary for the proper
cultivation of this class of land. The ploughing must
only be done when the land is dry and m good order for

ploughing. For the Turnip crop farmyard manure should
be applied at the rate of not less than 20 cartloads per
acre, with an addition of 6 cwt. per acre of portable

manure consisting of a mixture of equal parts of Peruvian
guano, phosphatic guano, and dissolved bones, or some
similar mixture, sown broadcast in the drills, and in-

creasing the quantity of portable manure if no farmyard
dung or other bulky manure can be got to take its

place. Such manuring will grow a fair crop of Turnips
on land treated as I have described, and they will not
suffer from drought or excess of moisture, as in shallow-

ploughed land, which I attribute to the deep ploughing
in autumn, and not requiring to plough the land in spring.

One-half of the Turnip crop may be carted off to be con-
sumed by cattle in the courtings, the other half of the

crop being eaten on the ground by sheep. After the

Turnip crop is removed, and the land is in proper order,

it should be ploughed to the depth of from seven to eight

inches, and sown in the spring with Barley and grass
seeds. The land should lie in grass and be pastured by
sheep and cattle. Hay should not be grown on land of
an inferior quality. As a means of further increasing the
fertility of the soil, all the feeding sheep on the grass
should have a liberal allowance of oleaginous cake. The
additional price got for the sheep will fully repay the cost

of the cake, and the effect on the grass and the succeed-

ing crop of Oats is very marked. Lime should be
applied on the grass land before it is broken up for

Oats, at the rate of from 5 to 10 tons per acre,

according to the nature of the soil. This will not

require to be repeated for at least 15 years. The
seed furrow for the Oat crop need not exceed seven inches

deep. After the removal of the Oat crop the land should

be ploughed in autumn not less than 14 inches deep, and
as much more as possible. It should lie all winter in this

state, and be prepared for the Turnip crop in the manner
described in the statement before referred to. I have for

many years practised the treatment of land which I have
detailed. I consider the cost of doing so quite within the

means of a tenant of ordinary capital, excepting the drain-

age, which should be done with the help of the landlord

There may appear to you nothing new in that mode
of treatment; but from long experience and observation,

I am so satisfied that the profitable management of this

sort of land is not generally understood and practised

throughout the country, that I have thought it right

to bring the method before you, and I have to invite

your criticisms upon it. Since I gave in the statement

to the committee on steam cultivation before referred to,

I have liad further experience of the effect of deep cultiva-

tion on the farm of Newhall referred to in that statement,

and to show you the increase of the crop and stock on that

farm I give you a comparison between crop 1864, the first

crop which I reaped, and crop 1869, the first crop of the

second rotation, when the same fields were in the same crop

in both years : 1864— Wheat, 98 qr. ; Barley, 118 ; total,

216. 1869—Barley, 372; increase, 156 qr. 1864—Oats. 386.

1869—ditto, 384 ; increase, 98 qr. 1864— Cattle fed, 24.

1869—ditto. 29 ; increase, 5. 1864—Sheep fed off on
grass, 173 ; ditto on Turnips, 200 ; total, 373. i86c

Sheep fed off on grass, 274; 80 ewes and 11 1 lambs
(regular flock), 191 ; Sheep fed on Turnips, 278 ; total,

743 ; increase, 370. I have not personally reclaimed any
land from its natural state of pasture, but after making
considerable inquiry as to the system pursued by farmers

of experience in such matters, I have laid down rules for

the guidance of my tenants in breaking up and improving
moorland, and which are embodied in their leases. I will

read you a copy of these conditions. You will observe

that the object of breaking up this moorland is to improve
the pasture, and not for the purpose of growing grain.

I find that my tenants readily acquiesce in these conditions,

and a considerable extent of moorland has been reclaimed

under them.

" CONDtTIOM AS TO BKEAK'lNG-t;P AND CROPPING New
Land.— Further, with respect to the remaining lands of said

farm, which are at present unenclosed, and in natural pasture,

the said shall have power to break up
and cultivate the same on the following conditions— T'/i/eV/Ve-^,

he shall be bound, in the first place, not in any one year to

break up more than imperial acres, and shall observe
the following rules for the cultivation and management of
Such land : before being broken up and ploughed, the land
should be tile-drained where necessary, and shall lie fallow the

year after having been ploughed, and during that season, and
previous to being sown for a crop, lime shall be applied at the
rate of not less than 6 tons per imperial acre ; on the suc-

ceeding year a white crop may be taken, to be followed by Tur-
nips to be consumed on the ground by sheep. And on the
fourth year, after being so broken up, the land, having been
properly ploughed and tilled after Turnips, shall be sown
down alone or with other crop to grass with not less than
12 lb. of Clover and 1 bush, of perennial Rye-grass per imperial
acre, and shall remain in grass and be pastured for at least three

years ; subsequently, the following course and rotation of crop-
ping shall be pursued— z'/'t/f/i'tc/. on the first year, when ploughed
up from grass, a grain crop may be taken ; on the second year.

Turnips to be consumed on the ground by sheep ; on the third

year, to be properly tilled and sown out to grass as before
without other crop ; on the fourth and fifth years, grass. And
it is expressly agreed that not more than imperial acres
of such land, after being so brought into cultivation as aforesaid,

shall be broken up from grass in any one year."

I have now stated to you my experience in the culti

vation of land, and as some of you may hold the same
or different views on the subject, we shall be glad to

hear any remarks or observations which you have to

make. I have not suggested any form of report by the
committee, as I should hke to have the subject fully diS'

cussed and your opinions fully expressed, so that all the
information possible may be before the committee previous
to their making their report.

2. This memorandum, after general discussion, re-

ceived a more elaborate criticism at the hands of Mr.
Elliott, of Leighwood, whose statement is as follows :

—

In the memorandum read by the Marquess of Tweeddale
to the committee, his lordship says, "The question for

the consideration of the committee, and which has been
remitted to them by the directors, is the improvement of
the cultivation of the land, so as to increase the produce
of human as well as animal food." The importance of
this question, if its solution leads to a practical result

cannot easily be overrated ; the wealth and population of
this country is rapidly increasing, while the acreage of the
land capable of producing food is stationary. No doubt
the wide field opened up by the removal of all duties on
grain and stock for a time relieved all pressure upon the
food of the country ; but the natural tendency in a country
like this is, that the population will ever press upon the
means of subsistence, and already the high price of all

kinds of butcher meat shows that this pressure has already
commenced. Whatever, therefore, can point out any
means whereby land can be profitably improved, so as to

increase human and animal food, will be a national
benefit ; but I hope in this I shall not be misunderstood,
btcmse, excepting the improvement be profitable, it is

no national advantage ; in other words, if the improve-
ment cost 25r., and the produce reaped 20J., instead of a
national gain it is a national loss. The Marquess in his

memorandum states further, that in bringing this subject

before the directors he had principally in view those
portions of the land which may be reckoned as of second
or third-rate quality. Keeping this in view, the question
of the improvement of this kind of land, in my opinion,

must be considered in two different ways— (i) as regards

the improvement having been effected by the landowner ;

and {2) when effected by a tenant occupying under a lease
not exceeding 19 years. In the first case the landowner
may reap ample profit by the increase in the fee-simple
of the land after improvement ; but in the second case
the tenant must reap his outlay and profit during the cur-

rency of his lease, or at least before its expiry ; and if this

cannot be made clear, it will be in vain to look for exten-
sive improvement of this kind of land occupied by tenants
on Iciise under ordinary conditions. It may be unneces-
sary here to consider the first case— that of improvement
by the landowner cultivating his own land—as there can
be little doubt that there are extensive tracts of second
and even third rate land in the country which could be
improved profitably in the way and manner pointed
out by the Marquess, if the permanent increase in the

value of the land caused by the improvement
be taken into account. Unfortunately, however,

it is feared improvements upon an extensive scale

need not be looked for in this direction, as past

experience has shown that landowners as a class are not

profitable improvers of land. I will therefore confine any
observations I make to the second class alluded to

—

tenants occupying their farms under lease ; and on this

there are many considerations which do not affect

improvement eftected by the landowner.
1st. It will be necessary to consider what is meant

by the term second and third rate land. Second and
third rate land in one district might be good land in

another, so much depends upon elevation, climate, situa-

tion, and subsoil. A retentive subsoil in a dry early

climate like the Lothians is a different thing from the

same subsoil in a wet cold district. There are many
tracts of third-rate land in the upper districts of Lanark-
shire and Ayrshire which would not be considered third-

rate if situated in a climate like the Lothians. In the one
case a tenant might lose money by expending it on the

improvement of this third-rate land, and in the other be
amply repaid for his outlay. In fact, so various and
unequal is the climate of this country that there are many
wet cold districts in which it is barely profitable to

keep in cultivation even the best land in it. Conse-
quently it would be folly to improve for cultivation the

second and third rate land in these districts. The climate,

elevation, situation as to markets, and many other things,

must be taken into account. 2d. Much will depend upon
the description of farm upon which the improvement is

contemplated. If two-thirds of the farm be good land,

capable of growing all kinds of crop, and one-third second
and third rate land, it may be profitable for a tenant, while

he continues to cultivate the good land as heretofore, to

improve the other third, or inferior land, even at great

outlay ; but the case may be very different were the

whole, or nearly the whole, of the farm second or third

rate land, without any first-class mixed with it. In the

first case he could bring his horses and staff of workpeople
from the good land to assist when necessary in the

improvement of the inferior, and this at comparatively

small expense. In the other case, he would require to

keep an expensive staff, horses, workpeople, everything

for the breaking up and improving of the land, which for

some years would only yield a small return. The conse-

quent cost or necessary outlay would therefore be so great

that few, if any, tenants would be found with sufficient

capital and spirit to undertake the improvement of such a
farm. This would be the case, even supposing the tenant

had full confidence in his being in the end repaid, but
much more so when he found his disbursements far ex-

ceeding his receipts, and filled at the same time with grave
doubts as to his being able ultimately to reap not only his

outlay, but the interest on the capital expended. 3d. As a
great portion even of the first-rate land in the country

could be greatly improved by judicious outlay in the form
of manuring, liming, &c., a farmer occupying a farm on
which there is both good and bad land will in general feel

much more inclined to expend his money on the improve-

ment of the good land rather than on the inferior, the

return from money expended on good land being in

general much more speedy than from inferior. This also

tends to retard the improvement of second and third rate

land by tenants, few having capital sufficient, even if they

had the will, to improve the whole of the farm at the same
time. 4th. Hitherto I have only spoken of the difficulties

in the way of finding tenants occupying their farms under
the ordinary conditions of lease who would be willing to

enter on the improvement of second or third rate land

upon an extensive scale, and am satisfied that for the

purpose of encouraging or inducing a tenant to do so the

landlord must be ready and willing to go hand in hand
with him in many of the operations ; and this the landlord

should have no hesitation in doing, seeing that the value

of the land will be permanently increased. As most
of the second and third rate land is wet, wherever
it is so it should be drained at the expense of the land-

lord, on the cost of which he should charge the tenant

five per cent., the tenant over and above performing
all necessary carriages free. Further, as nearly all land

cultivated in the common way, when drained and ploughed
deeper than formerly, must be limed, and considering

that lime applied in a considerable quantity, say 5 tons

per acre, benefits the land for many years, the landlord

should pay a portion of the cost of the lime, the propor-

tion depending upon the number of years in the lease

unexpired when the lime was applied. In many other

ways, however, the landlord should go hand in hand with

the tenant in any extensive permanent improvement of
second or third-rate land, otherwise, to induce him to do
so, the tenant would require to be reimbursed at the end
of his lease for some portion of the permanent improve-
ment effected by him during its currency. 5th. Excepting
liberal covenants be entered into, so that the landlord and
tenant may go hand in hand, the landlord bearing his

fair share of the outlay necessary to improve the land
permanently, while the tenant pays all the annual labour

and expense required, and a share of the permanent
improvement also, such as all carriages, &c., I cannot

see my way to recommend tenants on ordinary leases to

enter into wholesale improvement of second and third rate

land in the way and manner, and at the cost, laid down
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and explained by the Marquess, or to be able to state that,

in my opinion, if they did so, that they would have any-
thing like a certainty of being repaid their outlay, In the
event, however, of the landlord and tenant going hand in

hand to the work, I have a very different opinon. Large
tracts of second and third rate land might be improved in

this way with mutual benefit to landlord and tenant ; and if

so, few will doubt the great national advantage arising from
it, inasmuch that we might go far to feed our population
with produce raised from our own soil, and m doing so
with profit alike to the owner and the occupier. 6lh. As
this, however, is a great national question, and one of vast
importance

; and considering that there are extensive
tracts of second and third rate land in all parts of the
country capable of great improvement, and which might
be profitably improved if landlord and tenant went hand
in hand, I would suggest that the Highland Society should
offer annually, in the same way they do at present as
regards the improvement of waste land, a premium for

an approved report by a tenant-farmer on the improve-
ment of second or third rale land effected within the last

three years, profitably or unprofilably—the report to em-
brace conditions of lease on the point, cost of improvement,
and mode and manner of effecting it. The attention of
the reporter might be speedily called to the descrip-
tion of improvement effected on such a large scale by the
Marquess of Tweeddale.

In speaking here, however, of the possible advantage to
be derived from offering a premium annually for an
approved report upon the improvement of other than
waste land, I do not think it would be right to pass over
a remark made by the Marquess of Tweeddale in his letter

to the directors of the Society, recommending the con-
sideration of this subject, which resulted in the formation
of this committee. The noble Marquess says :

" I have
for many years thought that the improvement in breeding
cattle, sheep, pigs, &c., had reached its climax of per-
fection;" and although possessed of this opinion, the
Marquess does not ask the Society to discontinue the prizes
oflered for stock. He considers this question to be of
greater importance to the public. Now, while I also con-
sider this question to be one of great importance, if its

consideration should lead to any practical result, I con-
sider it right to say that, interested as I am in the
welfare of the Highland Society, I hope and trust
it will never be led to discontinue to offer prizes
annually for stock, even although the opinion may
become general that the breeds ol the different animals
have reached the clima.x of perfection—an opinion, how-
ever, which I do not share, as I consider one of the chief
benefits to be derived from the labours of the Society will

ever be that of drawing together all classes of people
annually m the showyard, when agriculturists from every
land can meet, and thereby assist agriculture in its onward
progress

;
and this, in my opinion, can be best effected

by the exhibition in the showyard not only of the best
specimens of the different breeds of stock, enticed there
by the prizes and hope of distinction offered, but
by bringing forward at the same time all manner of agri-
cultural implements. The Society should keep in mind
that, even if the animals exhibited have arrived at per-
fection, that the possessors of them are comparatively few
in number, and that in every showyard there are thousands
interested, who, having at home no such perfect animals,
are greatly benefited by being allowed the opportunity of
seeing them. I am convinced, however, that if the annual
exhibition of stock and implements be discontinued, that
the interest taken by the public in the proceedings of the
Society will cease, and that the Society afterwards will find
difficulty in hanging together. Reports, essays, and
articles on agriculture in all its branches are good, but
they should be continued in combination with the annual
exhibition in the showyard,

3. On this the Marquess makes the following
remarks :

—

"The question is
—'The improvement of the cultiva-

tion of the land, so as to increase the produce of
human as well as animal food"—and the committee
desired each member to be prepared with his own ' views
in writing of the best mode of improving land, and of the
course to be recommended to the directors," Mr. Elliott

has not informed the committee what he considers to be
the best mode of improving land, although it is under-
stood that he has had great experience in the reclaiming
of moorland and land of inferior quality. Mr. Elliott says
that the question must be considered in two different

ways— rst. As regards improvements effected by a land-
owner

; and 2d, Improvements effected by a tenant
occupying under a 19 years* lease. It is not remitted to
the committee to say who should improve the land ; it is

the best method of doing so, so as to increase its pro-
duce ; and if land which was previously producing almost
nothing can be made to grow good crops of grain or
grass, that is surely a national gain, whether it may have
been profitable to the cultivator of the soil or not. Mr.
Elliott seems to have little doubt but that the fee-simple
value of the land can be increased by improvement, it might
therefore be left to the landlord and tenant to make their
own arrangements as to how this is to be done. Mr.
Elliott remarks that landlords as a class are not profitable
improvers of land. This may or may not be true ; but the
information which the committee may give them will tend
to their instruction on this matter. Mr. Elliott then dis-
cusses the question of improvements made by a tenant
farming under a lease, and divides the subject into heads.
Under the first head, he remarks on the different classes
of lands in different districts. I have to observe the land
must be classed in the district in which it is situated, and
not compared with any other district ; the land of Lanark
or Ayr shires cannot be transferred to East Lothian, nor
can the East Lothian climate be had there, and a different
mode of improving the land may be necessary. I only
gave a description of what I had done to improve my
own land in East Lothian. I do not say that my plan is
suited for alt sorts of soil or for every district of Scotland.
It would certainly not be profitable to keep land in culti-
vation in wet and cold districts of the country

; but

nevertheless this land may be capable of great improve-
ment as pasture. Under the second head, Mr.
Elliott says that a farmer possessing a farm of
good land can more easily improve any inferior

land which may be on the farm than if the
farm were wholly inferior land. This Is quite true,

but much depends on the conditions of the lease.

Under the third head, Mr. Elliott says that there is a great
portion of first-rate land in the country which could be
greatly improved, and that tenants prefer expending their

money on good land. This is also true, but it is no
reason why the committee should not endeavour to ascer-
tain and report upon the best modes of improving inferior

land. Under the fourth head, Mr. Elliott says that the
landlord and tenant should go hand-in-hand in improving
inferior land. This is quite right, so far as building
houses, draining, fencing, or trenching is necessary. As
to liming land, this is not so clearly a landlord's business,
as the benefit of lime, though great, is not a permanent
improvement. Under the fifth head, I remark again that
it is not in the remit to the committee to point out
whether the landlord or tenant of the land should be at
the expense of improving it— it is the best method of
treating the soil which the committee must find out.

Under the sixth head, Mr. Elliott recommends thal| the
Highland Society should offer a premium for a report
by a tenant-farmer on the improvement of second
and third rate land effected within the last three
years. The great objection to such reports is that the
statements made in them are too often mere assertions of
the writer, and there is no means of checking their

accuracy. The journals of the Highland Society for the
last 20 years have contained numerous reports on the
improvement of land, but, from the conflicting statements
made in these reports, it appears to me that the public
pay little or no attention to them. It would be far better
if anyone who is carrying out improvements would enter
his farm for competition, so that the work might be
periodically inspected on behalf of the Society. A report
on improvements carried on under such inspection would
bear some weight.

During a discussion before the committee of
these several statements, the Marquess of Tweeddale
said, that when he first brought this subject under
the notice of the directors, and proposed the ap-
pointment of the committee he hoped the com-
mittee would obtain information on the different

methods of improving inferior land, and would report
on the?e to the directors ; but as the information pro-
cured is limited, he therefore proposed that this com-
mittee report that in their opinion the Highland Society
should offer premiums for the best conducted series of
operations for the improvement of second and third rate

land carried out under the inspection of a committee
of the Society. The suggestion by the Marquess of
Tweeddale was approved of by the committee, who
resolved to recommend it for the adoption of the board.

pome €mtspnkntt
Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., on Growing Stiff

Straw.—In your report of the discussion which
followed the reading of Mr. Mechi's paper at the
Farmers' Club, appears the following :

—"In reference
to another subject, Mr. Read stated his willingness to

give anybody a fair fortune, who would tell him how
to strengthen and increase the production of straw." I

am quite sure that I never said a word about increasing

the production of straw, which is very easily accom-
plished. My remarks referred entirely to strengthen-
ing the straw, as the following extract from the Mark
Lane Express will prove :

—" Had the chemist told

them how they could strengthen the straw of their

cereals?—Mr. Mechi : Yes.—Mr. Read said he would
like to know what ? He would guarantee any one a
fair fortune who would say how in England they could
maintain a large crop of cereals without the danger of

their lodging. The man who discovered that would
be a benefactor to agriculture. The limit to the culti-

vation of cereals at present was, that after growing a

certain quantity of Wheat or Barley, and especially

Barley, the straw went down, and inferior yields were
afterwards produced." Clare Seivell Read, Honirigham
Thorpe, May 15. [Our report did not profess verbal

accuracy. No doubt the reporter gathered from the
conversation that which is true enough, that the diffi-

culty to which Mr. Read alludes arises especially in

the case of bulky crops ; and the fortune offered

really does await the man who shall teach how to

grow a bulky crop stiff enough to stand.]

Birmingham Sewage—The accompanying ex-

tracts of a letter to the indefatigable chairman of the

Birmingham Sewage Committee may come in after your
leader last week on the subject, and be of interest.

Notwithstanding the measure of sympathy which
might be extended to landowners who object to part

with their property for the experiments of all comers
with sewage, and especially for the sewage of a large

town, they can have less cause for doing so when the

land is required for the purpose of irrigation, which
has now stood the test of long and varied trial. Be-
sides the extraction of most of the objectionables of

sewage, in order to a more speedy adoption of its use,

by general public interception works will be un-

avoidable in practice ; and if interception cannot be
obtained at what might be termed the sewage works,
some such contrivance on the principle which His

,

Royal Highness the late Prince Consort has bequeathed I

to us will be necessary on each farm, to allow of the I

passage when required, not only of sewage pure and
simple, with which to store the land with manure, but
also for the application of any clarified condition of it,

to suit the crops through their stages. If the word
"defecate" in the deliverance of the Select Committee
on this Bill means that the sewage previous to its

application to land is to be of a high standard of

purity, Sir Charles Adderley need entertain little fear

of the result. The following are the extracts :—
"I observe that the scheme which is now being pro-

moted for the Birmingham sewage is exactly the one in

which, in my letter to the Birmingham Daily Post of

June 10, 1871, I believed, and which in my small way
I have stuck to since.

"So far as the land proposed for it is concerned, it is

the best and cheapest selection out, if all connection is

cut with the part of it on the river side of the road from
Bodymoorheath to Marston.

" In order that the same quality of sewage be supplied
along the line of conduit as at the far end of it, I should
like to have seen the interception works which are pro-
posed at Dunton a little nearer Sallley. The present
tanks there, if removed a mile or so further down the valley,

are admirably suited either for the manufacture of cement
or manure. To manufacture manure from the general
deposit of sewage is to get on the rock on which all pre-
sent sewage, fortifying and non-fortifying, manure com-
panies suffer. Please to understand me in this, that
whereas it would pay to make manure from the proceeds
of No. 3 or last division of tanks at Saltley, it would be
ruin to attempt it out of Nos. i and 3 together, and to
make cement out of No. 3 alone would be a crying sin.

1 think it is a mistake of the Corporation becoming dry
manure makers—rather provide suitable sites and en-
couragement to other people, and such for manure works
in connection with the Saltley tanks could be established
further down the valley."

yohn Martin, Kincardine-on-Forth, May 20.

The Original Fertility of Tiptree Hall Farm.
—With your permission I will put the Rev. G.
Smythies somewhat right with reference to Tiptree
Hall farm, as to which he is wrong, and known to be
so by every man who has known that farm as I have for

full 40 years or more. The reverend orator is reported
to have stated, at the London Farmers' Club, reported
at p. 647 of the Agricultural Gazette, that Mr. Mechi
" made a capital mistake at the commencement of his

agricultural career in investing his money in land of
the poorest kind in Great Britain—so poor that it

would not hold the scent of a fox." I know not how
poor land must be not to hold the scent of a fox, but
this I know, and my readers may know, that Tiptree
Hall Farm had been a cultivated farm, as can be shown
by documentary proofs, for full 200 years before Mr.
Mechi became the proprietor and occupier of it. For
proofs, there was an excellent house upon it called The
Hall, with outbuildings and garden and orchards, and
the farm, 130 acres, was divided into small fields by
high mound hedges covered with brushwood, and the

hedges had large and venerable pollard Elms growing
in them in great profusion also, and many of them,
according to my experience of the ages of such trees,

were at least 200 years old. So far, therefore, Mr.
Mechi, a London merchant, could not have made a
capital mistake in purchasing that farm, but at the

commencement of his farming career he showed that

acuteness for business transactions for which he has
always been distinguished. But further, the farm had
been in the occupation of one respectable Essex farming
family, father and son, for full 40 years before Mr.
Mechi purchased it, and they will tell Mr. Smythies,
who detracts so much from Mr. Mechi's prudence and
judgment, that they sometimes grew as much as 5 qr.

of Wheat an acre, and generally near or about 4 qr., and
that this was before guanos and artificial manures were
known in Essex, only from the manure made in the

yards of the farm ; and thus-strangers will be driven to

conclude that there was no want of judgment in invest-

ing money in such a farm, if bought at a moderate
price, even on the score of commercial enterprise. I

do not say that the Messrs. Forster, the farmers who
held the farm before Mr. Mechi, grew so many acres

of corn as he does, as they had not so many to grow
corn on, as from 10 to 20 acres were taken up with broad
and high mound fences, covered over with brushwood and
large spreading pollard trees ; all proving that the land
was good, and that the estate had for many years been
enclosed and in good genera] cultivation. A question,

therefore, may here arise as to whether Mr. Mechi has
not made a "capital mistake" in expending those
large sums of money he has been known to ex[jcnd on
a farm which grew fine crops of Wheat and Beans,

as this farm did, and fed cattle and sheep and hogs to

make the manure to keep the land in heart with, and
enable it to grow the good crops it did then grow.
But, as a commercial speculating investment, I maintain
that the money expended in the purchasing of Tiptree
Hall and farm, would, if the farm had been left as it

then was, have paid a good interest by ordinary agri-

cultural management. Mr. Mechi may have made mis-

takes, as men of ardent temperaments are known to do,

and such benefit their more careful and prudent neigh-

bours ; but to publicly state that the purchasing of
Tiptree Hall estate was a capital mistake proves that

the purchaser had far better judgment of the real value

of land than had those who had been regularly brought
up to the farming business. Men may not approve of

all that Mr. Mechi has done, but candid minds must
acknowledge that he has been a public benefactor in
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employing labourers and improving his neighbourhood.

For examples : without his munificence the church

would not have been built on Tiptree Heath, nor would

there be that fine school there for the educating of the

poor children. These generous acts alone entitle Mr.

and also Mrs. Mechi to the highest praise, and for

this they merit tlie gratitude of every properly

thinking man. All hail ! then, to the London citizen,

Mr, Mechi, who by his superior judgment pur-

chased an estate which farmers had looked down
upon with contempt, and who has shown that it has

nnt been depreciated by his management, but, on the

contrary, somewhat improved. Is it not strange that

farmei-3, and even clergymen, like the Rev. E. Sniythies,

should boldly conclude that a farm must be worthless

because it is bordering on a common ! though it must

be known to all who have travelled away from

the smoke of their own chimneys that some of

the best lands in England abut on commons.
Many times have I, 40 years back, and since, seen as

fine crops of corn growing near Tiptree Hall farm

as were to be seen in any part of Essex, which proves

that land is not deteriorated by being on the borders

of a common. X. K Z., Braintree, May 20.

The Yew Poisonous to Cattle.—Vour corre-

spondent, " D. T. F.," does not consider green Yew
boughs so poisonous as withered. I will give my past

experience upon the subject. In 1862 I removed
between 20 and 30 weaned calves from my farm to

the mill. After being at the mill a day or two, I lost

one suddenly, and afterwards several more, always

taken ill in the morning, which I considered at the

time to be from over-feeding. They were always

taken directly they left the river after drinking. I

sent them back to the farm, and lost no more. In

1S63 I brought 20 young slirks from my farm, and
placed them in meadows at mill, putting them into a

yard at night, when, on turning them out in the morn-

ing, they went direct to the river to drink, and walked
along the bank, and in about half an hour no less than

six lay dead under the Yew trees which grew upon
the river bank, which at once cleared up the mys-

tery respecting my other calves, and thereby proving

its greatest danger to be when taken upon an empty
stomach. The Yew will burn if cut green and wet,

proving the oil in the leaves contains the poison.

Thomas Garratt^ Sele HoiisCy Hertford^ May 14.

I have read with interest what has been
said about the destructiveness of the Yew. When
Lord Curzon, now Earl Howe, married my friend

Miss Sturt, I gave them, as a wedding present,

not a "sixteenth" inkstand or set of ormolu candle-

sticks, but a pair of Alderney heifers. They Uved at

that time at Penn in Buckinghamshire. A Yew hedge
was clipped, and the cHppings were thrown into the

cowyard ; theyboth gorged it and died. I do not believe

they died from poison, but from gorging more than

they could digest. Perhaps U was dried, or semi-dried,

before they had access to it ; a little green Yew from
the trees will not kill : other things, when gorged,

though not poisonous, will kill. If calves gorge too

much rape cake it w-ill bind up in the stomach, and
kill the calves. A farmer near here lost several in this

way. The best recipe in such cases is castor-oil or

linseed-oil. I saw 30 fine sheep lying dead close to

my residence from gorging broad Clover. Clover and
Rape are not so likely to blast sheep when they are

dewy or wet as when they are dry ; shepherds should

not let them stay above 10 minutes in either; they

should be then turned out for a few minutes, till the

appetite is abating, they will not then blast themselves.

Sheep should not be allowed to race from the downs
into such succulent victuals, they should be kept out

till they have recovered their breath, especially if the

wind is in the east. W. F. Radclyffe.

The Glasnevin Model Farm.—T gave your
paper of April 27, containing an account of the Glas-

nevin Model Farm, to a tenant of mine (who occupies

a small farm, and sells a great deal of butter) to read.

He tells me he cannot believe it, as neither he nor any
other man can keep cows in the way stated. He gives

me this as the keep of a cow at the Model Farm for a

week :

—

\ bush, of pollard, 54 galls, of bran, 3 lb.

(nearly) of oilcake, and he asks, can this keep a cow to

make her pay ? It would be much more satisfactory if

the manager of the Model Farm would state the full

allowance of food given per week to one cow. There
is nothing said of her straw, &c. E. B. C.

I am glad to read in this week's A^ricui-

tural Gazette an explanation of the enormous profit

of this farm, and if I cfier a few suggestions in

regard to them, it is by no means with the intention

of carping at a very deserving institution, but with

a view of cautioning the advocates of small hold-

ings against the supposition that they have here a case

in point in their favour. The cultivation is no doubt
excellent. The returns of com and Potatos sold, and
of cows and pigs kept on 5 acres, would gladden the

heart of Mechi, and show that he has not overrated

the capability of our land under good treatment, but

when we look carefully at the balance-sheet I am
afraid we can hardly say that it pays. On the Cr.

side the produce of the three cows, set at ;^ 135 i6j-.,

is not cash received, but a credit for milk delivered at

the Institution at the full retail price, as delivered in

small quantities in town. I need hardly say that from

this should be deducted the expenses of delivery, the

retail dealer's profits and risk of losses, which in the

ordinary course of trade are very considerable ; it would
have been quite as accurate, and more to the credit of

the economical management of the establishment, to

have charged it at half the price—as is done in

estimate No. 2. On the Dr. side we have ;£"22 set down
for the expense of cultivation on these 5 acres, and
then we are told that a clever man, with his wife and

two able-bodied sons would be able to do the necessary

work ; perhaps they might, but such a man, with such

a family, would expect to earn something like ^lOO
a-year between them at day labour, without either risk

or anxiety. This sum should, therefore, be added to the

labour account, and the great profit of the 5 acres has

vanished. It is quite true that a superior labourer

may live, and has lived, upon a small farm ; but it is

equally true, and more often happens, that bad seasons,

ill-heath, and ill-luck with his stock, throw him back
irretrievably. J. B. M.

Harvest Prospects.—Harvest prospects have been
considerably changed during the last fortnight of cold

winds, hailstorms, floods of rain, both before and after

the severe frost of Saturday night, which partially

ruined fruit prospects, blackened the Potato plants,

and so nipped the leaves of the Wheat plant that

they have withered and become yellow, giving to

the crops a more sickly appearance than the reality.

Gloomy people say that this is "a settler "for

the Wheat crop, especially on the heavy undrained

clays or tile earths, and no doubt the danger is great,

for the continuance of wet and a low temperature may,

by impeding circulation and evaporation in the Wheat
plant, cause its roots to rot, and the plant to become
laid or root-fallen. Very much will depend upon the

weather of the next fortnight, for, "as May leaves the

crops, so harvest finds them," is, hereabout, an accepted

agricultural maxim. Drying winds and bright sun-

shine might still be in time to diminish damage, but at

present, with a steady down-pour and a cold north-

easterly wind, things do not look promising. It is true

that this weather is very favourable to permanent

pasture, artificial grasses, Beans, Tares, Clovers,

Oats, and other food for animals, comprising an area

of about 30,000,000 of acres ; but does it not appear

most extraordinary and anomalous that, while 42, 000, 000
of our acres are given to the making of meat, butter,

milk, cheese, beer, and horse food, only 4,000,000 of

acres are spared for the first necessary of life, our

daily bread ? There can be no justification or excuse

for this, except that we have forgotten that we were
once a primitive, pastoral, and sparse population, one

inhabitant to each 10 acres, while now the propor-

tion is changed to one for 14 acre. So that we have
entirely neglected to readjust the acres and their pro-

ductive powers to the altered numbers and condition

of our present population. This must and can be
profitably done, for in my own case and several others

more than 40 per cent., instead of only 9 per cent., of

acres are used for the production of abundant Wheat
crops. Our 42,000,000 of acres (not producing Wheat)
do not yield even enough of meat, butter, cheese, or

beer for our population or food for their horses, so

that we paid last year to foreigners /"21.000,000 for

these articles and ^42,000,000 for breadstuffs. Surely

our poor weedy pastures must soon be converted into

arable. It is worthy of note that bearded Rivett

Wheat is luxuriant, and has suffered nothing from frost

and rain. J. J. Mechi, Tiptree Hall, near Kelvedon^

Essex.

Foreign Correspondence.
Angers : May 13.— The N'orwegian Harrow.—In

your last number, *' Mephistopheles " asks for the

benefit of any reader's experience with the Norwegian
harrow. Here is a description of what was bought,

two years ago, by one of my friends, and with which
I have harrowed several limes.

It consists of four fixed and parallel axles, in which
a number (19 or 20) of wheels, each forming a star, are

slung. These cast-iron wheels are 4 inches wide on the

axle, are continguous, but turn independently of each

other, and can be easily replaced. The radiating

points, which constitute this wheel a star, are five in

number for those on the first rank, six to the second,

seven to the third, and eight to the fourth ; they are

longer on the first rank, and gradually shorter on the

second, third, and fourth. Moreover, they are placed
in quincunx order, so that the balls of earth, whatever
their size may be, are crushed.

To facilitate the carriage of this harrow, constructed

entirely with iron, and weighing 500 to 600 kilo-

grammes, two lateral wheels, and in front another
one, are attached by a mechanism which raises them
up during the harrowing in such a way as not to touch
the ground, and afterwards lets them down to carry

it to the farm.

This implement, the cost of which is 200 to 250 f.

(Z^S to £\o)i was constructed by M. Estabe, of Tours
(France).

It is very valuable for the sowings and plantings of

summer, the ground being then very hard and dry. In

Anjou, if it were more common, it would be very

useful for planting Cabbages, Broccoli, Artichokes,

Strawberries, Mangels, and sowing winter Linseed,

Trifolium incamatum, Rye, &c, DeUpine Ain^.

bmlws.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OP ENGLAND.

General Meeting; .niay 22.—At the general
meeting, held at Hanover Square to-day, the President,
Sir \V. W. Wynne, Bart., M.P., in the chair, the
following report was read :—

Report ok the Council.

Since the last general meeting in December, 57 mem-
bers have died, and 144 members have withdrawn, or
have been removed from the list by order of the Council ;

on the other hand, 2 governors and 157 members have
been elected. The Society, therefore, now consists of
life governors, 71 ; annual governors, 73 ;

life members,
1655 ; annual members, 3953 ; honorary members, 14

;

making a total of 5766.
The accounts for thfi year 1871 have been examined

and certified by the auditors and accountants of the
Society, and have been published, together with the

Wolverhampton country meeting accoimt, in the last

number of the journal. The funded capital of the
Society remains the same as at the last half-yearly meet-
ing, namely, the permanent fund of j^2o,ooo New Three
per Cents., and the reserve show fund of £,\n.'2 js. Sd.

New Three per Cents. In addition, the sum of ^^2000
lies on deposit with the Society's bankers, and the balance
of the current account on the ist inst, was ^1595 ss. 6d.,

both these sums being available for defraying the
expenses of the Cardiff meeting.
The Earl of Leicester has been elected a member of the

Council, to fill the vacancy caused by the election of Sir

A. K. Macdonald, Bart., as a trustee,

The Cardiff Local Committee are co-operating with the
Council to promote the success of the ensuing country
meeting. In conjunction ( with the Glamorganshire
General Agricultural Society, they have added to the
Society's prize-list offers of prizes for hunters and roadsters,

as well as for agricultural and other classes of horses, for

Castle Martin and other breeds of cattle, for Radnor
sheep, and for butter and cheese.

Nineteen farms have been entered to compete for the

prizes offered by the President, Sir Watkin W. Wynne,
Bart., M.P., and by the Society, for the best managed
farms in South Wales and Monmouthshire ; and the

judges have reported that after their first visit they were
able to select such as were deserving of further

examination.
The prize list in connection with the Cardiff meeting

has been further augmented by the Marquis of Bute and
Major Picton Turbervill, who have offered prizes for plans

of cottages suitable for agricultural labourers To cost not

more than ^^220 per pair, and for others suitable for the

mineral districts, to cost not more than ^go each.

The conditions relating to certain classes of live stock
have been under the careful consideration of the Council,
and the following rules have been inserted in the prize

sheet for the Cardiff meeting in place of those relating to

the same classes which were previously in force :

—

No cow will be eligible for a prize unless certified either at

the date of entry, or between the date of entry and that

of the show, to have had a living calf^or that the calf,

if dead, was born at its proper time,—within the 12

months preceding the date of the show.
No heifer, except yearlings, entered as in-calf, will be

eligible for a prize unless she is certified to have been
bulled before March 31 in the year of the show, nor
will her owner afterwards receive the prize until he
shall have furnished the secretary with a further certifi-

cate before January 31 in the subsequent year, that she
produced a living calf ; or that the calf, if dead, was
born at its proper time.

No mare will be eligible for a prize unless certified either

at the date of entry, or between the date of entry and
that of the show, to have had a living foal—or that the

foal, if dead, was born at its proper time, and in the

year of the show ; or in the event of a mare being exhi-

bited without a foal at foot, a certificate shall be pro-

duced at the time of entry of her having been served,

and the prize shall be withheld till a certificate be pro-

duced of her having produced a foal.

In accordance with the scheme of rotation of districts

recently arranged by the Council, the country meeting for

1873 will be held in the district comprismg Northumber-
land, Durham, and the North and East Ridings of York-
shire. Invitations having been received from the authori-

ties of Darlington, Hull, and Newcastle, a committee was
appointed to inspect and report upon the sites, and other

accommodation offered by the competing localities. After

duly considering the report of this committee, the

Council have decided that the country meeting for 1873
shall be held at Hull.

The Council have also to announce that the district

which has been assigned for the country meeting of 1874
comprises the counties of Bedford, Cambridge, Essex,

Hertford. Huntingdon, Norfolk, and Suffolk.

The Governors of the Royal Veterinary College have
appointed Professor J. B. Simonds to fill the vacancy in

the ofhce of Principal of the College created by the death

of Professor Spooner. In consequence of this appoint-

ment Professor Simonds is unable to retain the post of

Veterinary Inspector to the Royal Agricultural Society.

The Council have resolved to make the usual grant to the

Royal Veterinary College for the current year, on condi-

tion that one of the Professors of the Royal Veterinary

College be allowed to act as the Veterinary Inspector of

the Society. The Governors of the College have accepted
thi.s arrangement, and have also agreed to the following

schedule of Members' Veterinary Privileges :
—

I. Serious or F.xtensive Diseases.—No. r. Any member
of the Society who may desire professional attendance and
special advice in cases of serious or extensive disease
among his cattle, sheep, or pigs, will, on application to

the Secretary, obtain the services of the Society's Veteri-

nary Inspector to visit the place where the disease

prevails.
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No. 2. The remuneration of the Inspector will be £1 zs.

each day as a professional fee, and j^i is. each day for

personal expenses ; and he will also be allowed to charge

the cost of travelling to and from the locality where his

services may have been required. The fees and expenses

will be a charge against the applicant ; but this charge

may be reduced or remitted altogether at the discretion of

the Council, on such course being recommended to them
by the Veterinary Committee.

No. 3. The Inspector, on his return from visiting the

diseased stock, will report to the Committee, in writing,

the results of his observations and proceedings, which
report will be laid before the Council.

No. 4. When contingencies arise to prevent a personal

discharge of the duties confided to the Inspector, he may,

subject to the approval of the committee, name some
competent professional person to act in his stead, who
shall receive the same rates of remuneration.

II. Ordinary or other Cases of D/Jt-Ji^-.—Members
may obtain the attendance of the Veterinary Inspector on
any case of disease by paying the cost of his visit, which
will be at the following rates, viz., £2 zs. per diem, and
travelling expenses.

III. Consultations without Visit.—Personal consulta-

tion with the Veterinary Inspector, 5J. ; consultation by

letter, 5^. ; consultation necessitating the writing of three

or more letters, ioj.
;

post-mortem examination, and
report thereon, xos. ; a return ot the number of applica-

tions during each half-year being required from the

Veterinary Inspector.

IV. Admission of Diseased Animals to the Veterinary

College; Investigations, Lectures, and Reports.—No. i.

All members of the Society have the privilege of sending

cattle, sheep, and pigs to the infirmary of the Royal

Veterinary College, on the same terms as if they were
members of the College ; viz., by paying for the keep and
treatment of cattle 10^. dd. per week each animal, and
for sheep and pigs " a small proportionate charge, to be

fixed by the Principal according to circumstances."

No. 2. The College has also undertaken to investigate

such particular classes of disease, or special subjects con-

nected with the application of the veterinary art to cattle,

sheep, and pigs, as may be named by the Council.

No. 3. In addition to the lectures now given by the

Professor of Cattle Pathology to the pupils in the Royal
Veterinary College, on special occasions the College

undertake that one of the Professors shall also deliver

such lectures before the members of the Society, at their

house in Hanover Square, as the Council shall desire.

No. 4. The Royal Veterinary College will authorise

their Principal to furnish to the Council quarterly, a

detailed report of the cases of cattle, sheep, and pigs

treated in the infirmary ; and also special reports from
time to time on any matter of unusual interest, which
may come under the notice of the College.

The Council have also to announce that they have
appointed Professor Simonds Consulting Veterinary Sur-

geon to the Society.

The Agricultural Education examination was held at the

Society's rooms on the days from Tuesday, April 16, to

Saturday, April 20, inclusive. Three of the candidates

who entered at the proper time, and eight of those who
entered too late for prizes, appeared and were examined.
Of those who were eligible for prizes, Mr. T. S. Minton

has gained a First-class Certificate, the Life Membership
of the Society, and the prize for agriculture, in which
subject he passed a very good examination. Of the other

gentlemen, four passed, namely, Mr. Brown. Mr.
Champion, Mr. Ashdown, and Mr. Elwell, who obtained
First-class Certificates, and the Life Membership of the

Society. All these gentlemen have been students at the

Royal Agricultural College at Cirencester,

By order of the Council,

H. M.Jenkins, Secretary.

The adoption of the report was moved by Mr.
Hickens, and seconded by Mr. Botley, the latter

gentleman speaking with satisfaction of the prizes

which had been offered for labourers' cottages. Dr.

Crisp thought that in appointing a veterinary pro-

fessor, who was a member of the Veterinary College,

the Council were dividing a responsibility which they

ought to bear alone. Such a wealthy society as theirs

could well afford to pay for a surgeon of its own.
They would be more likely, with the undivided ser-

vices of a competent man, to reach a solution of the

causes of many diseases in cattle, such as splenic

apoplexy, which were at present mysteriously destruc'

live. He condemned the silence of the Society with

respect to the agricultural labourers* strike, contending
that the question should have been fully discussed by
them. He showed that the original intention of its

founders had been to improve the welfare of the

labourers, and stated that there was no doubt the posi-

tion of the men would ultimately be much better than it

was at present. Mr. Gates Freebody, C. E., also

considered that, so far from the report being

satisfactory, it showed a decadence in almost

every particular. Colonel Kingscole, M.P., on
the other hand, contended that the Society had been a

means of doing a great amount of good to the agricul-

ture of this country. He knew many tenant-farmers

who awarded unqualified praise to the Society for the

action it had taken in exposing the frauds of many
manure merchants, and said that although they had a
*"und of ;^2o,ooo, it was not to be expected they should
have too many irons in the fire ; they required a reserv c
fund for bad years. Mr. Wells and Lord Kesteven
also entered into a refutation of the arguments of Dr.
Crisp and Mr. Freebody, and after some further dis-
cussion the report was adapted. Lord Kesteven
moved, and Lord Chesham seconded, that Lord Cath-
cart be elected President for the ensuing year, which
was carried by acclamation.

CHEMICO-AGRICULTURAL OF ULSTER.

The annual meeting of this Society was held in

Belfast on the 3d inst., John Sharman Crauford, Esq.,

D.L., in the chair. The Society was established

26 years ago, for the purpose of enabling the landed

proprietors and farmers of Ulster to avail themselves of

the assistance of science in the improvement of agri-

culture. In connection with its operations, under the

direction of Professor Hodges, M.D., the detection and
exposure of many unprincipled attempts to impose
adulterated manures upon the public have especially

been productive of important advantage to the

farmer. It appeared by the report read at the

meeting in question that there has been a con-

liderable accession to the number of new mem-
bers. In reviewing what has taken place during

the past year, it appeared that attention had been
directed to the cultivation of the Sugar-Beet as a source

of sugar. Mr. Baldwin, of the National Board of Edu-
cation, had carefully investigated the economy of the

crop both in Ireland and on the Continent, and he was
able, by reference to analyses of Irish grown roots,

examined for the Commissioners of National Educa-
tion by Professor Hodges, in the laboratory of the

Society, to show that the crop, as grown on the model
farms of the Board, was fully equal in sugar-

producing qualities to the best specimens of roots

produced in France and Germany. The details of

these analyses will shortly be published.

Mr, John Hancock, J. P., having expressed his

opinion that a considerable amount of credit was due

to this society for its persevering exertions to prevent

adulterated manures being foisted upon the farmers,

referred to the prize of ;!^io offered (in connection with

the show of the Royal Society in August next) for the

best collection of Oats and cereals, with a description

of the manures by which they were grown : the object

in giving that prize was to show which manures were

the best to be used. He also said, he w^as glad to see

that notice was taken in the report of Dr. Burden's

valuable paper on insects injurious to farm crops, and
when the promised collection was made he hoped it

would be photographed. It was now the rule in

prisons to photograph criminals who were dangerous
to society, and he hoped in the same way they

would have a photograph of a collection of these

common insects, which were so destructive in their

fields.

Mr. W. Charley, J. P., remarked that the state of

agriculture at present required a society such as this,

owing to the great number of new manures in the

market. Farmers in general were not a very scientific

class, and if there were no one to point out the dif-

ferent adulterations to them, they would be entirely at

the mercy of unprincipled dealers. He had heard from

Dr. Hodges lately of manures being in the market

that were worth little more than half the price

demanded for them. On his own farm recently he

obtained a quantity of guano, which was found on

analysis to be not worth near the price charged ; con-

sequently he took care to get the next supply from a

different quarter, and he had therefore been a pecuniary

gainer by the existence of the Society. He looked

forward to the day when science would have advanced

so far that farmers could grow for years in succession

the crop which they found would pay them best, but

in the meantime it was necessary that they should keep

to the old system of rotation.

The Rev. G. Smythe, of Carnmoney, in moving
a resolution to the effect that the efforts of the Chemico-
Agricultural Society to extend and diffuse agricultural

knowledge, and to protect the farmer, entitled it to the

support of all persons interested in the cultivation of

the soil, remarked that lately, when in a village in

the west of Donegal, he found that in the neighbour-

hood a large quantity of guano had been used, which

had cost ^i6 per ton. Not liking the look of it, he

brought away a sample, which he submitted to Dr.

Hodges, who found on analysing it that it was only

worth £^ a ton.

Mr. R. M'Calmont, F.C.S., thought the Society

had greater claims upon the support of landlords and
farmers than hitherto, since the recent legislation on

the subject of the Land Laws.

Chairman closed the proceedings.

Farmers* Clubs.
HADDINGTON.

Covered Courts for Cattle.— At the last monthly
meeting of the Club, Mr. Scot Skirving, Camptoun,
in the chair, said :—He had in his hand an essay on

the subject which appeared in the last number of

the Transactions of the Highland Society. With
regard to the essay referred to, he wanted to make a

preliminary remark. He had observed that agri-

culturists in all parts of Great Britain had certain

nomenclatures of their own which were not universal,

and he would like to see this remedied—to see agri-

culturists all over the country using the same term for

the same subject. In reading the discussion at last

meeting, and also the essay to which he had referred,

there was a difficulty in knowing what was meant.

The title of the essay was ** The Housing and Fatten-

ing of Cattle." The writer contrasted the byre, the

A vote of thanks to the 1 box, and the shed, but the moment the essayist began
I to write, he never used these terms. Now he did not

know what was meant in the last discussion by
"covered courts." Was a covered court entirely

covered over ? (A Voice— " Surely. ") Then in

the whole course of his life he had never seen

one. A warm comfortable shed for two or three

cattle, and the feeding boxes covered, was what he
considered perfection. He did not dissent from the

motion which Mr. Durie carried at the previous meet-
ing, but he still thought it was vague. He objected to

the discussion at last meeting, that those who spoke
appeared to take their argument from badly-constructed

cattle courts, and to contrast them with well ventilated

cattle boxes in covered courts. He went on to say that

if he were an advocate, he thought he could make a
statement to reverse the deduction in the last sentence—"irom no point of view do we think that hammels
for fattening animals can be recommended." Now,
hammels were the open courts of their last discussion.

He did not agree with the essayist. When the writer

came to contrast the box, the byre, and the shed, he
showed that although the cattle in the open courts con-
sumed a great deal more Turnips, that they actually

made more beef than the other ; but from the discussion

at last meeting it appeared to him there were more
subjects to be taken into consideration, viz. :— (i) The
original cost of the buildings, which was a landlord's

question no doubt, but the landlords expected in the

course of time to get back the money so laid out ; (2)

the situation and climate, because the amount of rain-

fall made all the difference in the world; covered sheds

might be the best in a rainy country, but an open court

might be the best in a dry country where Wheat
straw abounds ; {3) whether they wanted their straw
quickly made into manure, or whether they wanted to

economise it
; (4) the amount of roots or green food to

be eaten
; (5) the value of manure ; (6) the amount of

attendance required ; and {7) the value of the animal
after it has been fattened. The writer said, that where
he lived he could sell straw at £^ a ton. Now, if he
could do that, he never would have an open court.

But with all this, there was no doubt that, according

to the writer's minute calculations, the byre was the

most profitable, in so far as the amount of food was
concerned. He found that the hotter the place the

less was the food consumed. He would be the last

person not to acknowledge the immense importance of
warmth in feeding animals, but still it must be taken in

moderation, and the ventilation of the courts ought to

be well attended to. They should be so perfectly

ventilated that the thermometer should never rise above
50°, and he didn't think they were adapted for summer
feeding at all. He had seen byres and boxes in the

summer in which the cattle were wet with sweat, and
he was sure they could never feed well in such a condi-

tion. Then in regard to the manure, he had made
some experiments between manure in covered sheds
and manure in the open air, and he found that they
were almost equal in a dry climate for the first year,

but the covered shed was best the second year. He
thought the proposition to get a proportion of covered
courts was an excellent one ; but as a practical man,
and looking at the existing farm steadings in East
Lothian, he thought the great thing they should aim at

was to get small sheds to cover places where the cattle

could get food. All courts, however, should have
gutters round them, so that no wet should get into the

straw. In East Lothian the best thing to agitate for

would be to get warm sheds, and also covers for the
places where the oxen ate, and to get big houses
erected for storing Turnips.

Mr. Harper, Snowden, said that without covered
courts, with such weather as they had had lately, it

was impossible for any man to keep liis cattle dry.

Mr. Shepherd said that his covered courts had the

disadvantage of being attached to the stable. The
cattle sweated, and did not feed well, and in the

summer more straw was required than in any other
system of courts. He ^YOuld approve of covered
courts in the summer time if they could be kept suf-

ficiently airy

Mr. Douglas, Athelstaneford, thought that the

observations of Mr. Skirving were not far off the

mark. He thought that a proportion of covered
courts, thoroughly ventilated, was a very good thing

in the higher and more exposed districts of East
Lothian. In the lower districts he should say that the

proper proportion of covered courts should be not more
than a third of the whole, where bulls and nervous,

restless cattle might be confined at peace and at their

ease, in which case they more readily ruminated,
chewed the cud, and hence manufactured beef to the

greatest advantage. The great desideratum was to

keep the temperature of covered courts equable and
cool, and allow no superabundance of moisture, which
induced perspiration in the animals. There was no
doubt that if the temperature was too low, tliere was a

waste of food, and, moreover, the animals did not

thrive so well. In regard to Turnip houses, he thought

that these should be so constructed as to afford at least

a fortnight's provision for the stock on the farm.

Mr. Baton, Slandingstane, said Mr. Skirving began
by remarking that he did not know what a covered

court meant ; still he gave them an address of twenty

minutes on the subject ! He {Mr. Paton) maintained

that in summer covered courts were much better for

feeding purposes than open courts, and that the

manure produced was superior to outdoor manure.
Mr. Smith, Whiltinghame, quite agreed with Mr.
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Skirving, who had touched upon the leading points.

Granting that manure obtained from covered courts

was superior to that got from open courts, still he

thought they should have this tested. No doubt they

had had experiments already in reference to this
;

but

what he desired was, that a complete analysis of the

manure for every month of the year should be got m
regard to that produced by both the open and covered

systems ; that the whole manure of the year should be

mixed together and applied to a full rotation of crops,

before a definite decision was come to on either side.

So far as boxes were concerned, they could be more

cheaply built, and seemed to be preferable to covered

courts. He thoroughly agreed with all that had been

said as to the great advantage of having convenient

Turnip stores.

Mr. HvsLor, Stobshields, who paid his landlord

5 per cent, on the outlay in the erection of covered

courts, stated his experience. Covered courts, he said,

when properly ventilated, were preferable to open

courts, particularly for young cattle.

Mr. DuRiE, Barneymains, said that he did not think

they had learned much more by the present discussion

than they knew last month. All courts where cattle

were fed ought to be covered, although every far

steading should be provided with a few open courts for

young cattle. Every beast intended to be sent from

the farmer to the butcher should be kept in a covered

court. Then, as to Turnip-storing houses. Thousands

ol tons of Turnips were wasted yearly through the want

of sufficient accommodation.
The Cn.\iRM.\N closed the discussion by remark-

ing that the outcome of the various opinions expressed

seemed to be that all the present modes of feeding

cattle were good if they were perfect in themselves

;

that all were bad if the buildings were of imperfect

construction, and that close courts were the most

dangerous if not properly built and ventilated.

America as It Is. By Edward Reed. Reed &
Keim, 36, Finsbury Circus.

Here, in 130 small pages, is a handbook for emigrants

and all others who desire information respecting the

United States, giving an account of every state and

territory, the rates of wages paid in each, cost of sub-

sistence, railway fares to all parts of the country, from

ports of landing, and much useful additional informa-

tion compiled from official sources. This little book

appears to be an advertisement by Messrs. Reid cS:

Keim of the Allan line of steamers, and of their own
United States and Canadian Emigration and Banking

Agency. Nevertheless, it is an uncommonly well

packed collection of facts and statistics, and may be

usefully studied by the intending emigrant. We quote

the last paragraph :

—

" To no other part or lot in the United States can the

emigrant be more welcome than to a share in the public

lands. The country needs intelligent and enterprising

settlers to enter upon its great domain and bring out its

varied resources. To such it is sure to hold out an open

hand. It offers them its best possessions, and they have

only to accept them.
"Nor is any other lot better for the emigrant. On

these lands he wiU find opportunity of proving his man-
hood, and maturing his powers. His property, if wisely

chosen and faithfully cultivated, will improve in value,

and as his means increase, his higher wants can be sup-

pUed. His children will grow up under influences tending

to make them hardy, industrious, and temperate, and as

soon as the neighbourhood is sufficiently settled, schools

will give them the intellectual nurture which they need.

He will not escape hardship or loss ;
where could he in

this world ? But they will be less severe, less crushing, as

a general rule, than if he were living on wages and with-

out a home. The great advantage, after all, in settling

upon public or other accessible lands is, that instead of a
hired tenement, poor in itself, and poorer in its close and
crowded situation, one has a home of his own, humble,

it may be, but healthy, it may also be, with the fresh air

about it. and the open sky above it, where he and his

family may hve in liberty.

" But we would not confine our welcome to such

emigrants as settle upon our public lands. To all who
axe honest and capable, wherever they choose to fix them-
selves, and in whatever labour they prefer to engage, we
would give kind greeting. This volume began with words
of discouragement, or, at all events, of caution against

imprudence in leaving the old home. Let it end with

words of hearty encouragement for such as have gone to a

new home. The land of their adoption is large enough
to hold them, active enough to employ them, and gene-

rous enough, one may trust, to care for them."

The emigrant had better tnist to himself, and to the

care of no one else ; the last line of the last sentence

is, we fear, what Americans understand as "bunkum."

the grass would be good, especially for dairy purposes

and other stock and horses. I am able to bear

testimony to the good results obtained from the

application of the sewage. The first cutting of

grass w.as commenced in March this year, and

they had finished cutting 45 acres by April 30,

and averaged about 8 tons per acre. The second

cutting of grass, commenced on May i, will average

12 tons per acre. The grass is sold in the field at 12^.

per ton, and taken away by dairymen for their cows,

and others for their dray horses, saddle, and hunting

horses. The largest portion is taken away by these.

What is not sold is given to the cows on the farm,

young stock, and horses. The dairy consists of 20

Shorthorn cows.

The milk is sold in Leamington, except what is

used for calves and making butter. Both milk and

butter is used by my family, and is excellent. The

following statement is from a daiiyman— the results

from the sewage grass, used by Thos. Bercox, Russell

House Dairy, Leamington :

—

"Sir.— I have used the sewage gr.ass for my cows for

one year during the grass season, and I can testify that

my 13 cows readily eat the grass and get notliing else. I

have had a large increase of milk and better quality from

the sewage glass than ever I had from taking grass at

5 gs. per acre for the last 14 years, and my cows are now
in better condition and worth ;^s P'^''

h^'"' "'"''^ "'^"

they were in former years, and only cost lOii. per cow each

day, which is much cheaper than any other course of

feeding I could adopt, and I shall feed with nothing else

but the sewage grass as long as I can get enough of it for

my cows. Any one may come and inspect my dairy and

cows. Thomas Pcrcox, May 15."

I have inquired of several gentlemen who are using

the sewage grass for their horses, which are working

hard every day ; they say the horses will scarcely eat any-

thing else and are in better condition than previous to

getting the grass. And the horses on the sewage farm

are only getting 10 lb. of corn feed for each horse per

day along with the sewage grass, and they are in grand

condition and hard at work every day. The sewage

has been applied on the farm to Wheat, Barley, Oats,

and on some of the pastures. All these crops are

very promising. The Oats, which are the third cereal

crop, are the best I have seen this season, and where

the sewage was applied on a portion of the grazing land

for a trial there you will find the cattle and sheep

grazing in preference to the other part of the field where

the sewage was not applied, and I observe the herbage

is very much improved. From these good results

already obtained from the proper application of sewage

and the healthy appearance of the crops now growing,

I would advise gentlemen of the Local Boards of Health

to inspect this sewage farm with some practical man
and judge for themselves before spending public money,

whether it is not better to apply the sewage of towns to

the Land instead of being advised by men of theory and

chemical processes to adopt their course. We know
many of these are failures and a great waste of public

money. In my opinion the sewage difficulty is solved

in the following way. First, get the proper land

adapted for the application of sewage. Second, engage

a practical man to prepare the land and manage the

farm. That the Earl of Warwick, who has given Mr.

Tough the entire management of the sewage farm, has

the right man in the right place, is the general opinion

of those who have seen the management. Many
gentlemen who have inspected other sewage farms,

when they see the Earl of Warwick's say it is far

superior to any they have seen. M. McNicoll, S, Park

Place^ Leamington,

towns will follow this good example, in the interests

not only of the sheep, but also, we scarcely like to add,

of their consumers. Pall Mall Ga-dte.

Farm Memoranda.
The Heathcote Sewage F.arm, belonging to

the Earl of Warwick, where the Leamington sewage is

applied, is only a short distance from Leamington and
"Warwick. Mr. Tough, the farm manager, came from

the sewage farm at Barking, but was previously farm

manager to WilUam McCombie, M. B., Tillyfour, N.B.
Farmers and non-farmers have all been an-xious to

know how this sewage fanning would succeed, and if

Miscellaneous.
Early Shearing.—That " God tempers the wind

to the shorn lamb " is a proposition laid down by

Sterne, and sometimes mistaken for a sentence from

the Bible. It is satisfactory to find that the Town
Council of Nottingham, whatever they may think of

its metaphorical import, decline to act upon it in its

literal interpretation even as applied to the mature

animal. They have therefore considered it desirable

to pass a municipal by-law to the effect that—No per-

son shall expose in any of the market places of the

borough any sheep which has or have been shorn

within the period hereby prescribed as the period

within which sheep so shorn are not to be exposed in

the markets, nor permit any sheep which has or have

been shorn as aforesaid to remain or be in any of the

said market places between October 3 1 in any year and

the third Wednesday in the month of March next

following ; and every person who shall expose for sale

or show in any of the said market places any sheep

which shall have been shorn as aforesaid, or shall per-

mit any such sheep which shall be under his care to

remain or be in any of the said market places between

October 31 in any year and the third Wednesday in

the month of March next following, shall forfeit and

pay for every such offence the sum of \os. for every

such sheep ;
provided that the aggregate of the

penalties to be imposed under this bye-law for offences

committed at the same time shall not exceed the sum

of i^5, and provided further that the justices or court

before which any complaint for a breach of this bye-law

shall be brought may in any case, if they see fit, reduce

the penalty below the amount specified as above.—It

is to be hoped that other Town Cotmcils in market

^\t Mich's ®0rk.
The Vale of Gloucester: May 13. — All field

work has been suspended the last week by the unfa-

vourable weather ; rain or snow having fallen daily,

both horses and men have been employed on unpro-

ductive work ; hoeing was out o( the question, and

carting manure and ploughing for roots, now of the

greatest importance, could not be advanced, and, unless

a change for the better soon takes place, the root crop

will be both late and put in badly. Teas and Beans

are doing well. Wheat the reverse, and however favour-

able the weather may now be I fear it will come too

late to ensure a good crop.

May 20. — Carrots and Mangels have been

got in the last week, but not satisfactorily, the

land not working well. Carting manure for Swedes

and ploughing it in is now employing the teams.

All hands have been hoeing Peas and Beans, when

the weather admitted of such work going on, which,

from the hard unkind state of the ground, costs

nearly double the usual price. The severe frost of

Saturday night cut the Potatos down to the ground,

and the continuation of cold days with very little sun

keeps the Wheat in an unhealthy state, and the pro-

spect is still against an average crop.

North Riding of Yorkshire : May 14.—Weather

during the last week ungenial, checking the growth of

grass and corn crops. Rainfall for week 7.20ths of an

inch, with some snow on nth. Work for the week :

Sowing Mangel Wurzel with 14 loads of covered yard

dung, and 5 cwt. Lawes' Mangel manure to the acre.

Preparing land for Swedes, rolling spring corn. Wheat

in places turning yellow from the excessive cold

and wet.

West Gloucester: ./l/rtv 14.—But for the length

of day, and the fresh, green hue of the trees and hedge-

rows, we might with some reason think that we were

passing through November instead of the month of

May ; for, by the way, the weather has been cold and

wet enough to warrant it. We had on Saturday last

quite a thick fall of snow and hail, with a bitter cold

wind, blowing hard from the north-east. The Clover

leaf appears bruised from the wind and hail, and the

Wheat, which promised to revive its colour, with the

few warm days at the beginning of the month, has

again turned off very yellow. The top of the flag

appears quite withered. Barley, Oats, and Peas up

very well, but cannot grow off We got in our Mangel

on the 3d inst., but there is still much to be done in

that line hereabouts, and also many acres of Potatos

yet to plant. Indeed, the land is far too wet to get on

at present. Some farmers have turned their stock out,

but they tread away more grass than they eat. F. W.
May 21. — Teams busy preparing land for

Swedes, sowed about three acres to-day. Mangels are

coming up, but weather too cold for the plants to thrive

very fair. Finished sowing Clover and Rye-gi'ass seed

to-day. The labourers are all engaged hoeing Peas and

weeding Wheat, Oats, and Barley. F. IV.

Chatteris, Isle of Ely : Rlay 18.—On three days

out of the six this week we have had rain. This makes

land work badly, and impedes all farming operations.

Threshing Wheat three days, and dressing the same.

Horse-hoe Oats one day ; sow Mangels and Kohl

Rabi on land where Onions failed, one day ; roll and

harrow land planted with Potatos
;
plough, roll, and

harrow fallow lands designed for Cole-seed ; clean

Onions ; hoe Thistles in Wheats ; weed Wheats. Sent

26 bullocks and three horses to the wash pasture ;

seven last fat bullocks gone away to-day. A. S. R.

Merse of Berwickshire : May 18.—Another week

of cold and wet : rainfall, 1.45 inch. Carting out and

turning dung-heaps. Fat cattle and sheep moving off.

Newly clipped hoggs still housed at night. Cows
allowed only a short day at grass. Our prospective

work is still to prepare land for Turnip sowing. Many
have Potatos to plant yet. J. T.

Dorsetshire : May 20.—Yesterday morning a most

severe frost did inconceivable damage to the early

planted Potatos, and it is really a pitiable sight to see

so many large breadths levelled, black and shrivelled,

to the ground. Cold storms with a prevailing north

wind, and now and then a fine day, has not been the

kind of weather to alter the sickly appearance of the

Wheat plant. Carting out manure, finishing Barley

sowing, and preparing land for roots, has been the

principal work done during the last fortnight. There

will be heavy crops of grass and Clover. J. B. C.

Mungos Wells : May 20.—Weather for the last

fortnight very changeable ; for nine days we have

not been able to go on to the land—to-day, however,

we are able to begin working light land. What
Turnips are soivn are doing nothing, owing to the cold

winds we have and the hardness of the drills, made so

by the quantity of rain that has fallen. Grass is doing

nothing, and on the night of the 1 7th we had a slight

frost, which has hurt both it and the Potatos. The
work done for the last fortnight has been sowing

Turnips and hoeing Beans, and when it was too wet

for that, carting-out manure, and making straw ropes

to tie up thatch with. The work likely to be done is

sowing Turnips, harrowing Potato drills, hoeing Beans,
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threshing Wheat, and rolling Turnip drills. A good
many Potatos are to plant about this district yet, and
on some farms none are planted, H. B.

Ross-shire: May 20. — The weather continues

remarkably cold, and yet the crops continue to retain

their colour and make progress. Wheat promised to

be abundantly strawed. Should the wind long con-

tinue cold and easterly, as it has been for so long, the

crops must be retarded. Pasture grass is standing out

well, and hay seldom promised to be more abundant.

May 13.—Grubbing, harrowing, weeding for Turnips.

,, 14.—Sowing Swedes, laid down mainly with crushed

bones.

„ 15.—Ditto.

„ 16.—Very wet dry, driving stones and dung.

„ 17.—Turnip sov/ing continued, about 3 acres laid down
per day.

,, 18.—Ditto.

South Northumberland.— The weather much
drier, and greatly improved, and the work getting more
forward :

—

May 15.—Warm, fine day. Ploughing and cleaning land for

Turnips.

„ 16.—Warm day^ with showers. Ploughing and grubbing

Turnip land.

,, 17.—Cold day, but fine. Ploughing head-rigs. Grubbing
and cleaning Turnip land.

,, 18.—Fine bright day, but cold. Three-horse harrow and
roller on Turnip land.

,, 20.—Fine warm day. Sowing Turnips.

„ 21.—Weather and work the same.

West Sussex : Ulay 21.—The weather during the

past week has been very unkind, often frosty nights,

and very cold, and sometimes heavy rains by day.

Work is again getting behind, and some of the land

that wants cleaning much will hardly be got in good order

in time ; vei'y little has been done during the week to

field work, and the barometer is still in a doubtful posi-

tion. As a consequence. Wheat does not show well

;

but Oats and Barley are promising, and Peas are very

well. We shall have grass in abundance, and there is

no chance that lean stock will get cheaper. The
Potatos have been very much cut up by the frost, and
the earlier sorts will hardly be a good crop. Mangel,
where up, looks rather yellow, but may do all riglat

;

this year the slugs have been more busy than usual,

and are likely to be, unless dry weather sets in. Sheep
shearing is now general, but they require protection at

night, as the air is cold. There will now be plenty of

work for all hands, as the Wheat weeding will have to

be pushed on, or it will be too high, and there is a

deal of that to do this year. We do not care to begin
Swede sowing till next month, but few will be ready
then. G, S.

Notices to Correspondents.
Bones ; Inquirer. You must have the bones coarsely

crushed, and then if you mix them with damp sand
in a sufficiently large heap, you will find that they will

heat and crumble into a powder, which will act much
more rapidly as a manure than the crushed bones
unreduced in this way would do.

Errata.—In Mr. Mechi's paper, read before the London
Farmers' Club, for "purist in their comprehension,"
read "poorest," &c. "Yet from the atmosphere"
should be "got," &c.^

arhtts.
METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.

Monday, May 20,

The number of Beasts is small compared with last

week, but for Whit Monday it is a fair supply ; the
demand is pretty active, and choice qualities are fiilty as
dear as of late. The supply of English Sheep is smaller,
but of foreign larger, and the quality of the latter is good

;

prices on the average are about the same as on Thursday.
Lambs andCalves meet with aduUsale, at lower rates. Our
foreign supply consists 0(310 Beasts, i2,24oSheep, and 228
Calves ; from Scotland there are i i^o Beasts ; from
Norfolk and Suffolk, 1500 ; and 6S0 from the Midland
and Home Counties.

s.d.
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c.
Best Shorthorns ..

sd quality Beasts
Best Downs and

Half-breds
Do. Shorn

6t05 10
2—s 6

6—4 6

5 8-6

Best Long-wools
Do, Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality
Do. Shorn
Lambs .

.

Calves . . . i

Pigs ..

5 ^-5 6

4

7

3

3

Beasts, 2640 ; Sheep and Lambs, 23,620 ; Calves, 238 ; Pigs, 45.

Thursday, May 23.

The number of English Beasts is small, and there are
very few more foreign, consequently Monday's quotations
are fully maintained. The supply of Sheep is short for
the time of year; trade is, however, dull, and prices are
no better than on Monday. Lambs are a slow trade.
Calves are selling rather dearer. There are 80 Milch
Cows

;
trade is dull for them, at rather lower rates. Our

foreign supply consists of 350 Beasts, 4480 Sheep, and
440 Calves.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns ..

2d quality Beasts
Best Downs and

Half-breds
Do, Shorn

s. d. s. d.

Ot05 10
2—5 6

6—4 6

5 8-6

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves
Pigs

s. d. s. d.

.. to ..

5 2—5 6

HA Y,—Per Load 0/^6 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, May 23.

Prime MeadowHay, Sos.togos. Clover, old .. . .iioj.to 120J.

Inferior do 50 70 Inferior do 60 90
Rowcn 40 65 Prime 2d cut do. .. — —
Inferior do — — Inferior do — —
Straw 30 40

Cumberland Market, Thursday, May 23,

Sup. Meadow Hay
Inferior do 65
New do. . . .. —
Inferior do, .. .. —
Superior Clover ..ijo

to 955.

78

Inferior Clover . . 70.9. to 100s.

Prime 2d cut do. . .
— —

New do — —
Straw 40 4;

Joshua Baker.

MA RUT LANE.
Wednesday, May :

With a poor attendance, coupled with the prospect of

more settled weather, the market to-day presented a

quieter appearance, although no appreciable changes took

place in the quotations. The show of English Wheat
was small, while trom abroad only a moderate quantity

came to hand. Sales were effected slowly, at previous

currencies. Barley was less inquired after, but full prices

were realised, especially for French descriptions. Malt
was firm, and moderately active. .Oats and Maize were

by no means largely dealt in, although values remained
tolerably firm. Beans and Peas were in limited request,

at late prices. Flour was firm in value, without

animation.

Price per imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. .White
— fine selected runs do.— Talavera— Norfolk— Foreign

Barley, grind&dist.,26jto3i^..Chev.
— Foreign.. grinding and distilling

Oats. Essex and Suffolk ...

— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
RvE-MEAL, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan. . . .31 J. to 335. . .Tick 34—49 Harrow .

— Pigeon 375. to 58^. ..Winds —
I
Longpod

Foreign Small 32—39 Egyptian.

57—62 Red
61—65 Red
56-661'
— Red

47—70'
38—40 Malting .

24—30 Malting .

.=,120—23
25—27
24—26
22—24
31—33

34—49

Feed ...

Feed ...

Feed ...

Foreign .

56-61
5S~6.>

2C 22

14—19

34—49

131-32
41—44

.
3^—44
32—34

I

,40—42
138-68

Akrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers
- - Maple, 36J. to 38J Grey

Maize
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack

2d ditto -, ditto

39—41 1 Suffolk ,

34—36 Foreign
— Foreign ,

44—50
40—42;Counti'y .

Foreign per barrel
1
24—28 Per sack

.

English &
Scotch..

Irish

Foreign .

.

Qrs.
no

950

Barley.

Qrs.

5610

5610 .

Cats.

Qrs.

17,486

17,486

Sacks.

( 1630

\ 1550 brls,

Liverpool, May 21.—There was only a thin attend-

ance. In red Wheat a fair business was done, but white

descriptions were neglected, and prices of both were
unaltered. Flour met a very slow sale. Beans, Peas,

Oats, and Oatmeal unchanged. Indian Corn was very

quiet, at Friday's rates of 6rf. lower on the week.

Averages.

April 13 ..

— 20 .

.

— 27 ..

May 4 ..

— II ..

— 18 ..

Average
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LAWES' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY
LIMITED.

INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACTS, 1862 and 1867.

CAPITAL, £600,000,
In 60,000 SHARES of £jo EACH, of which it is proposed to call up ^8 only, viz. :—-^ i on Application,

_j/'3 on Allotment, /^2 on ist September, £2 on ist December, 1872.

Shareholders may pay itp £?,, and will in that case be allozvcd 5 per cent, interest on the amount
paid in advance of Calls. Not less than Jive shares will be allotted.

JOHN K N O W L E S (Cliairman of Lang-
dale's Chemical Manure Company Limited),
Chairman.

J.^MES B.\RLO\V, Manchester and Bolton, Spinner
and Manufacturer,

BANKERS.
NATION.^L PROVINCIAL BANK of ENGLAND,

London, Manchester, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and
Branches.

BRITISH LINEN COMPANY, Edinburgli, Glasgow,
and Branches.

NATION.^L B.A.NK, Dublin, and Branches.

DIRECTORS.
SEPTIMUS BROWN, Newcastle, Russia Merchant, SAMPSON LANGDALE, Newcastle -upon- Tyne,

Director of Langdale's Chemical Manure Company
,

Chemical Manure Manufacturer.
Limited.

WILLIAM COLCHESi;pR, Ipswich, Chemical Manure
Manufacturer.

JAMES W. PORTER, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Director
of Langdale's Chemical Manure Company Limited.

TIIOS. VICKERS, Manchester, Manure Manufacturer.

SOLICITORS.
Messrs. H.\LL and JANION, Solicitors, Manchester.

AUDITOR.
CHARLES TATTERSALL, Accountant, Manchester

and London.

SECRETARY.
ROBERT P. WORRALL.

TEMPORARY OFFICES.
LONDON : 26, Mark Lane.

MANCHESTER : 14, Marsdcn Street.

PROSPECTUS.
This Company is formed to purchase and cany on the extensive Chemical

Manure Manufactories and Business of Mr. John Bennet I.awes, of Rothamsted,

Herts, and 59, Mark Lane, London.

This well-known business has been established upwards of 30 years, at the

Factories erected by Mr. Lawes, at Deptford and Barking Creek, on the Thames,

The Factory at Barking, and the land belonging thereto is of ireehold tenure, and

contains nearly 100 acres, having a very extensive river frontage on the Thames

and Creek.

The plant at Barking Creek consists of 43 Vitriol Chambers, producing about

20,000 tons of Sulphuric Acid yearly; a Platina Still, for the production of Oi! of

Vitriol ; three Steam Engines, with Boilers ; five pair of Mill Stones, Blake's Stone

Crusher, Mixing and Disintegrating Machines, necessary plant for the extraction of

Sulphate of Ammonia, an extensive Wharf, with tramways, steam cranes, and other

necessary and complete arrangements for discharging and loading ships.

There is also a Managers House, Offices, and about fifty Workmen's Cottages,

The works at Deptford Creek comprise an extensive Wharf and Buildings,

covering a considerable area, and are held for an unexpired term of about forty years,

at a low rental.

The Plant consists of four Steam Engines, Boilers, ten pairs of large Millstones,

powerful Bone Mills, Dissolving Machines, Blake's Stone Crusher, Drying Kilns,

two Carr's Disintegrators, and all other necessary Gearing and Machinery for con-

ducting a most extensive business.

The Coprolite Works in Cambridgeshire and other counties consist of Steam

Engines and Washing Mills, capable of producing about 12,000 tons of Coprolite

yearly.

There are excellent offices in Mark Lane, held on very reasonable terras, and

offices and extensive stores at Dublin, Shrewsbury, Cardiff, Bristol, Spalding,

Exmouth, Ramsey, Aberdeen, and Leith,

The total sales of Manures and other articles connected wth the trade show a

progressive yearly increase of about 5000 tons for the last three years.
"

In England, Scotland, and Ireland, exclusive of the islands, there are millions of

acres of land not in cultivation. Large tracts are being annually enclosed, which will

necessitate an increased production of manure, in addition to a constantly increasing

foreign demand.

It is estimated that the production of Chemical Manure in the United Kingdom

amounts to about 500,000 tons annually, and wiih the exhaustion of the old Peruvian

Guano from the Chincha Islands, and the uncertain quality of that from the new

Guanappe Island, the demand is rapidly increasing and the rate of consumption points

to double the quantity being required during the neKt ten years.

The amount to be paid to the Vendors for the Estates, Leases, and Buildings,

plant, machinery, and the valuable contents of the Factories, Goodwill, &c., is

^300,000.

The careful investigation made by the Directors, the majority of whom are

practically acquainted with the details of this business, enatiles them confidently to

anticipate a Minimum Dividend of 10 per cent., after setting aside sufficient sums to

meet depreciation and reserve—Mr. Lawes" nett profits for the last 12 months on his

manufactured and purchased Manures, and on other articles in the trade, exceed ^,^63, 000.

The agricultural world has for many years been largely indebted to Mr. Lawes

for his practical and scientific researches in Agricultural Chemistry, and he stands

unrivalled as the first manufacturer of Chemical Manures, which were introduced by

him upwards of 30 years ago, and have been in constantly increasing use ever since

with the most successful results.

The Directors have much pleasure in stating that Mr, Lawes has consented to

give his assistance gratuitously for a period of two years ; and that they have also

secured the services of Mr. Chaston, who has had the general management of the

whole Business for the past 15 years, and of Mr. Rutherford, who has the management

of the Irish Department. It is also their intention to make as little alteration as possible

with regard to the general management in all departments. This, coupled with the

practical experience of Messrs. Vickers, Colchester, and Langdale, as Directors, will

prove of the greatest value to the Company.

In order to fix the amount of preliminary expenses, they have been arranged at

one per cent, on the capital of the Company, to cover advertising, printing, brokerage,

stamps, legal and other expenses.

A contract dated the loth day of May, 1872, made between John Bennet Lawes

of the one part, and John Knowles, Septimus Brown, and Sampson Langdale, of the

other part ; and another contract, dated the nth day of May, 1872, and made between

the said John Knowles, Septimus Brown, and Sampson Langdale, of the one part,

and Charles Tattersall, of the other part, have been entered into, and may, with a

copy of the Memorandum and Articles of Association, be seen at the offices of Messrs

Hall&Janion, Solicitors, Essex Street, Manchester,

Forms of application for Shares may be obtained of the Company's Bankers, their Solicitors, and Auditor ; and also from the

principal Stock and Share Brokers

Secretary to the Company,

and all further particulars will be forwarded on application to Mr. R. P. WORRALL, the

I
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^^£2000 in Prizes.

upwards of £1000, in Cups, Medals, and
Money, have been awarded to Messrs.

SUTTONS' Customers for Field Crops

and Pulled Roots of

SUTTONS' CHAMPION SWEDE.

SUTTONS' IMPROVED CHAMPION SWEDE, is. per lb,

cheaper by the bushel.

SUTTONS' HARDY PURPLE-TOP SWEDE, grf. per lb., cheaper
by the bushel.

SKIRVING'S SWEDE, choice slock, c)d. per lb., cheaper by
the bushel.

Our IMPROVED CHAMPION is very superior to the Swede
commonly sold as Sutlons' Champion, and we beg to remind our
patrons that we have no Agents nor are we in any way connected with
any other Firm All goods carria^je free, except very small parcels.

5 per cent, allowed for cash payment.

bUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by special appointment to the
Queen and the Prince of Wales, Reading.

The Opening of Paxllament and the London Season.
NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and MEMBERS of PARLIAMENT

having their CUT FLOWERS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES, &c.,
forwarded to their TOWN HOUSES, should USE

CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE TRANS-
MISSION CASES, pronounced by the Royal Horticultural

Society " the best now in use."

These Cases are now reduceH in price for cash, and can be obtained
from the Agents or Patentee, Gloucester, to whom all communications
should be addressed.

Intendinjj Exhibitors in the Patent Cases should give their orders
at once, to msurc the Paint and Varnish being thoroughly dry.

The No. 12, The "MALTON" Plant, Flower, &c., Protector,

Varnished, packed and forwarded on the receipt of 8i,, in postage
stamps, or order.—Gloucester, January 17.

GREEN'S PATENT "SILENS MESSORS" or
NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-

LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

The WINNER of EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES of
COMPETITION.

To the Trade.
MANGEL WURZEL SEED.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make special
• offers of th? following sorts of MANGEL WURZEL

SEEDS, which they have grown this season fram fine selected trans-

planted bulbs. 'I he prices are very moderate, and the quality

excellent :
—

SHARPE'S selected SMALL-TOPPED YELLOW GLOBE
ELVETHAM LONG RED
Selected RED GLOBE
Selected LARGE YELLOW GLOBE
Selected LONG YELLOW

Samples and further particulars on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

Skirving's Latest Improvement on the Swedish
TURNIP.

SKIRVING begs to acquaint the Growers ofW

N,B. Parlies having Lawn Mowers to Repair will do well to send
them either to our Leeds or London Establishments, when they will

have prompt attention, as an efficient stall of workmen are kept at

both places.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS,
DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and

GRAVEL PATHS^
Suitable for Hand or Horse-power.

Swedes, that he has fixed the price for this season for the seed
of his best variety, at is. per lb., sacks and bags included.

Last summer the crops of Turnip Seeds proved very light, the

severe winter having seriously injured the Roots out for Seed, parti-

cularly where the Bulbs were large, and from which only the best

Seed and true sort can be obtained.

The Seed, therefore, to depend on, is the crop of 1870, of which the

Advertiser reserved a lar£;e well-selected Slock to supply his

Customers, and can speak with confidence, having last season grown
from it the largest and most perfect crop he has ever seen during his

long and extensive practice as Farmer and Seed Grower.
To those who know the Advertiser, he hopes his word is as good as

the picture of a Turnip that has yet to appear.
Unknown Correspondents will please remit.

WILLIAM SKIRVING, Seedsman, 15, Queen Square, Liverpool.

COTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE
COW FITTINGS.

UNITED

ability,

pleasure ; no ^Voodwork or Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin ; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary ; increased 1

. idth
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to
:„r^.-»:— ^ being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 551.in feet ii:

Prospectuses Iree of COTTAM and CO., Ironworks, 2, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street^ London, W.), where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in.Slable Fittings just secured by Patent.

EOSTEETOI HYBEID YELLOW TUEIIP
IS ONE OF THE MOST USEFUL VARIETIES IN CULTIVATION.

It is easily grown, and not liable to go wrong
;
of a fine shape, with well-rounded shoulder, which prevents the

lodging of water. It attains a great size, yields a heavy crop, and is a decided acquisition in localities where the
Purple-top has a tendency to mildew. It may be sown either early or late.

Select Stocks of the other leading varieties of Turnip in cultivation.

^^ Detailed Priced LIST Post Free on application.

DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Seedsmen, &c., Edinburgh.

THE "ATJTOIATOI" LAWI lOWEES.
THE BEST, SIMPLEST, AND MOST DTJBABLE MACHINES.

They leave no ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping

a Lawn or Croquet Ground in first-rate order. They will either Collect

the Cut Grass in the box, according to the approved English method, or

leave it on the lawn, by taking the box off. They are fitted with the best

wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and hardened steel pivots

and bearings.

Over 6,000 are now in use.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inches. Prices from 55s.
1^" Carriage Paid to all ilic principal Railway Stations ill England.

They are warranted to give satisfaction, and a month's trial is allowed. Orders executed on receipt.

ILIALSTRATED LISTS Free by Post, and Testimonials from Thirty English Counties. Also

NEW AND I M PROVED GARD EN ROLLERS.
RANSOMES, SIMS, and HEAD, IPSWICH.

HOETICULTUBAL TOOLS, &C.

DEANE & CO.,
46, KING WILLIAM ST.,

LONDON BRIDGE.

from 30J.LAWN MOWERS
GARDEN BARROWS..
GARDEN ROLLERS .. ,, 33s.

SPADES, FORKS, SCYTHES, &c
SYRINGES and PUMPS.
GARDEN SEATS and CHAIRS.
FLOWER STANDS and VASES.
IRON HURDLES and FENCING.
WIRE NETTING, ARCHES, &c.

HOT-WATER FITTINGS (or
GREENHOUSES, CONSERVA-„„, ^.,..„„.,.>.= ^„.,o^,.,,v LAWN MOWERS,

GARDEN ENGINES from 63,1. tokIes, &c.
'

SHANKS', GREEN'S, RANSOME'S.
Dcane's Nciv Illustrated Horticultural Catalogue for 1872, post free.

Established a.d. 1700. Discount s per cent, for cash payments over £2.

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.

Illustrated Price I r

THOMAS GREEN AND Sns
54 and 55, Blackfnai

npnlication.

M Iron Works, Leeds;
.ondon, S.E.

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

289, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in 'Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT 'WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTIIAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock.

lar TENDERS given for HEATING CHURCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.
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CHEAP GLASS-HOUSES,
WITH AMPLE VENTILATION.

'T'HERE are many erections advertised as cheap and portable, which are portable only in the sense that
lliey can be removed by unglazing and knocking the framework apart, and are low-priced because the material is of inferior quality and the workmansliip worse, or in

some cases this latter has chiefly to be done by the purchaser after he gets the materials.

In the " Hothouses for the Million," invented by the late Sir Joseph Paxton, the materials used are of the best quality (no second qualities being in use at the works,

where they can be inspected in detail) ; the wood is well-seasoned red deal, the glass is'Chance's clear English Sheet (not the commoner qualities of foreign glass), and the paint,

the best white lead and linseed oil, &c. The Houses arc sent out glazed and painted complete, with all necessary plates and fittings for the shell ; brass-bolted locks, hinges

and ironwork for ventilators, gutters, screws, &c., complete, so that any intelligent carpenter (or a gentleman who can use a screwdriver), with a labourer can put them up

readily to plan and instructions sent with each House. If a Span-roof, say 21 by 14 feet outside (price about ^1^26), with two ends and one door, is required to be taken down,

the drawing out of about 50 screws, occupying less than an hour's time, is all that is necessary before lifting down the sashes (off their brick or concrete foundation), in sound

whole pieces as first sent out. A gentleman in Mid-Wales recently told us, he took down a 31-feet Lean-to, and put it up in another part of Iiis garden the same day, with the

help of gardener and labourer only. They are durable and efficient, and as permanent structures are equal to others much more expensive, and superior to most, if not all,

of those at lower prices.

In comparing the prices of Paxton Houses with other cheap buildings, consideration should be given to the quality and strength of material, simplicity of construction,

nside space, and adaptability to effect the purpose wished ; as they are put up at all angles of roof, from 30" for Pits and Forcing Houses, to 50'' or 60" for covering Peach

Walls ; the ventilation being most perfect, and easily regulated to open from i inch space to the full width. The continued patronage of them by all classes, from Noblemen

to Market Gardeners, is an evidence of their merits, whether for permanency or removal. (See Pamphlet of Testimonials, &c.)

From John Caie, Gardc-ney to His Grace the Duke of Argyll.

" Inverary Castle Gardens, May 21, 1863.

"I have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficiency of the Lean-to Glass-Houscs

which you erected here for covering-in Peach and Fig Trees. Although our wall is r? feet high,

the fruit sets regularly over the whole surface, and with the command of ventilation these houses

have, fruit can be for\vat'dcd or retarded at pleasure," \Peach Wall, \^of£ctJ\

[From George Ereese, Gardener to Viscount Castlerosse.

" KilLirney, February i, 1866.

* The Range is now 233 feet in length. In the one erected January, 1865, I had fine Peaches

and Nectarines last August. Vour Housci have many advantages : they are easily erected and

vtry cheap, are light in appearance, effectually exclude wet, and the ventilation is excellent."

From W. P. Price, Esq., M.P.
" Tibberton Court, near Gloucester, June I3, i8(58,

" Nothing can have answered better than the Glass Roofs you put up for me about eight years

ago. The Peach and Nectarine Trees are in full bearing ; we never fail to have a good crop. I

have divided off one-tliird of the entire length of 180 feet, and this I force ; the fruit ripens in the

other part by the sun-heat."

From John Hughes, Gardener.
" Ince Hall, Chester, May 20, 1869.

" Captain Yates is perfectly satisfied with the large Vinery, 108 feet, you put up for us. The
crops have been everything that could be expected, with every prospect of their continuing so.

After five years of experience, I consider the plan of ventilation very excellent." [_i6-/ee£

Lean-to Vineries.\

Illustrated Price Lists Free. A Pamphlet, with Views of other Roofs, &c., Post Free, Sd,

HEREMAN & MORTON,
14 TICHBOBNE STBEET, EEGENT QUADEANT, LONDON, W.

WM. HOWITT & CO., Hot-Water and Gas Engineers,
And PATENTEES and SOLE MANUFACTURERS of the IRON TUBULAR RIB or ROOF PRINCIPAL.

The extreme lightness and great strength of this RIB specially adapts it for use in the construction of HORTICULTURAL HOUSES where symmetry of form
and beauty of design combined with a minimum amount of sunshade are of paramount importance.

Office— 13A, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER. Works—ILFORD, ESSEX.
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BASKETS.
Strained Wire Espalier

Trainers, for all kinds ot

Truit Trees, &c; Garden
Fencing, Rabbit proof

;

Trellis Wire Work, (or

Gardens and Conser-
vatories ; Wire Work
Covered Ways, for Gar-
dens, Pleasure Grounds,
&c. ; Wire Work Rose
t'ences, Roseries, Ar-
bours, Summer Houses,
&c. ; Wire Work Vase
Baskets ; Suspending
Baskets for Conserva-
tories; WireWork Flower
Stands for Conserva-
tories ; Aviaries for Con-
sen'atories, Pheasan-
tries, &c.
Conservatories fitted

in> with Trellis Work,
I I'WCT Stands, Baskets,
'\'."ires, &c.
All kinds of Wire

Work made to oeder.

R. H O LL I D AY,
Horticultural and Floral
Wire Works, 2A, Porio-
betlo Terrace, Nolting
Hill Gale. London, W.
Illustrated Catalogues ol

llie above on application.

See large Advertisement in Gardeners' Chronicle for April 6, p. 486.

PAXTON'S STRAWBERRY CRINOLINE.—
The Strawberry Crinoline is in the form of a table, made in

halves, so as to be used without disturbing the plant. It is 16 inches

m diameter, and stands 4 inches above the ground, galvanized. Its

use is to preser\'e Strawberries from slugs, contact with the soil,

superfluous moisture, and other nuisances. They are considered lo

last 10 j'ears at least with care.

- m^^B at-

Price per Gross, ^^4.

The Strawberry Crinolines arc declared by all who use them to be
of the greatest use in keeping the fruit clean and assisting its growth.
For particulars see Illustrated Catalogues, and Testimonials sent to
us by our Patrons last year.
The contrivance is by the late Sir Joseph Paxton, who after testing

them for one season m his own gardens, " Rock Hills," gave his
approval of their usefulness. The right to Manufacture them was
transferred to R. HOLLIDAY, Practical Wire Worker,2A, Portobcllo
Terrace, Notting Hill G^tc, W.

Every description of Wirework for Gardens, Conservatories, &c.

TRADE MARK.

EMTERED ATSTATIONERS HALL

CARSONS' PAINT,

Patronised by The Queen,

And 7000 of the Nobility and Gentry, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK:
And is proved, after a test of upwards of 70 years, to surpass any'"*''" " .pli ' ' " ' -

'
--other Paint. It is especially

ing. Farm and other Building;
Carls and Waggons, Gates, Si

ilicable to Iron Roofing, Park Fenc-
Kridges, Hurdling, Farm Implemer
, and all exposed Work, eflecting a

Saving of more than 50 per cent.

CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.
It is sold in a fine powder, will keep any length of time, and requires

neither grinding nor straining, but simply to be mi.xed as per " Direc-
tions for Use," thus avoiding the waste of paints sold " mixed ready
for use."

COLOURS. Per cwt
White, Stone Colours, and Buff 30J.
Oak, Lead, Reds, Purrile Brown, and Bronic Green. . . , 26J.

Light Lead, 28s. Chocolate and Black 24s.

Greens and Blues .. 42s,

Prepared Oil Mixture for tlie Antl-Corrosibn.

Oils, Turpentine, Varnishes, Brushes, &c.

CARSONS' PAINT,
For Public Edifices, Mansions. Villas, and every kind oT Brick,

Stone, Compo, &c., is unriv.ilica, and is the only Paint that will
effectually resist the rays of the sun upon

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, FRAMES, &c.

8 CWT. FREE TO ALL STATIONS.
Patterns and Testimonials sent Post Free.

"WALTER CARSON & SONS,
I.A BELLE H..\UVAGE YARD,

LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.;
And 21, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin.

NO AGENTS.

CARSONS' PAINT.

C OLE MAN AND MORTON
HAND WATER-CART and GARDEN ENGINE.

For Use in Gentlemen's G.arpfns nnd Ghounps.
The delivery valve can be worked at the outlet when filling a

watering pot. It holds 35 gallons. The Spreader, fur watering lawns,
ice, can be removed at pleasure.

Price, with Spreader jCS to o
Price, fitted with Garden Engine ;£? 10 o

PRIZE WATER and LIQUID MANURE CARTS.
Prices and particulars on application at the
London Road Ironworks, Chelmsford-

SIMPSON'S
"WORTLEY"

CELERY
COLLAR.

[Aeo/sLT,./.]

For Protecting Celery before eartliing up.

See TESTIMONIALS.
Mr. RosF, Head Gardener to Her Majesty, says:—'' I consider your

Celery Collar an excellent invention. I shall be pleased to give it a
trial in the Royal Gardens this season."

Mr. Speed, Head Gardener to His Grace the Duke of Devonshire at
Ckalsu'orlh, says;—" I am most favourably impressed with your Celery
Collar, and shall certainly give it a trial this season."
Mr. Wm. Thomson, Tweed Vijieyard, says :—" This simple con-

trivance will meet a long-feit want. Thousands of heads of Celery are
spoiled by the earth getting into their centre. Your paper Collars
will prevent all this."

Many others could be added if space permitted.
Sec also Testimonials in the Hort icultural Journals.

BLAKE AND MACKENZIE.
Sole Makers andWhoIesale Dealers only. Works—School

Lane, Liverpool. Branch—Howard Street, Glasgow.
The Celery Collars can be obtained through all Nurserjmen and

Seedsmen. Orders will be executed as received, and immediate appli-
cation is necessary to insure delivery in due season.

Liberal Terms to the Trade for Cash.

[AMES WATTS AND CO., HUTHUUbE hSUlLDEKS'

and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,
353. Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

900 CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and
/C/yjyj LIGHTS, all sizes. Glazed and Painted complete, ready
for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom.
Strong GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, 51. each.

GLASSES, all sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the
Counties in England.

SADDLE

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,

with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same Quantity of fuel; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, ana likewise the space occupied; at the
same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, neing made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made ot the follow-

ing sizes:

—

Sizes.
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Tlie Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL "t^l^^^fS^ PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips), Manufac-
turer of terra COTTA VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN

BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL ARBORETTES, STATUARY,
GARDEN POTS (from 2 to 30 inches in diameter), of superior quality,

wilhsland frost, and do not become green; EUGINll TILES, &c.
See specimens in the Koy.il Horticultural Gardens. Price List free

Book of Drawinss, 6ii. each.
lOIIN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
The Apparatus for Delivering the Earth, whether
in Closets or Commodes, is now greatly improved
under patents obtained by Messrs. Girdtestone (the

Engineers to MOULE'S PATENT E.\RTH CLOSET
COftlPANY), and is at the same lime olTercd to the
public at a considerable REDUCTION IN PRICE.—
Apply at the Otliccs of ihc Company, 5.\, Garrick
Street, Covent G.^^dcl1, London, W.C.

M°" LE'S PATE NT EARTH SYSTEM.
The NEW AMERICAN CABINET COMMUDE
will be found to be vcrj- convenient. Only iS inches
square and 3 feet high. Forms a table for the bedside

LE'S PATENT EARTH SVbTEM.'
The Apparatus and Commodes, as now manufactured,
arc the cheapest and best ever yet produced.

LE'S PATENT EARTH
Commodes for Bed-rooms.
Apparatus for Coliaee Closets.
Apparatus for House Closets.

SYSTENt.

M OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
There is no trouble in obtaining earth.
It is in every person's garden.
And only wants sifting^ _^_^„

MTOULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
It requires no drjing,
If stored m the summer timet
For winter use.

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Dr. Buchana:^ says :

—" Earth Closets, used simply,
either inside or outside piivate houses, have frequently
come under my notice, and have always been found
to be free from smell."

M°'

Mou

M°"

J LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Cadshill Place, A'etit, July \Z, 1871.—" I am pleased
to say that the apparatus works admirably."

—

Charles
Dickens. Jun.

LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Malthy, Ro(h(rhatn, JmteiZ, 1871.—"lam glad to say
that an Earth Closet with which you supplied mc last

year has been found very efficient."—C. H. Wright.

LE'S PATENT^EaTRTH SYSTEM.
"The drj- earth system has been in use at Queens'
College, Cambridge, for more than 12 months, with the
most complete success. No difficulty of any kind has
been experienced in its working"—W. M. Campion,
D, D., Tutor of Queens" College, CatiibHdge.

WANTED, a young GARDENER, for the Country,
who understands the Growing of Cucumbers and Flowers for

the Trade, under Glass ; also a young LADY, accustomed to Bouquet
Work, for Town. A Second-hand SPRING BARRUW, large size.—
W. MITCHELL. Paddock Cottage, Paddock Road, Bushy.

Under Foreman.
WANTED, in a Nursery, a young MAN who has

been used to the general care of Plants and Houses where
plants are grown for sale. Must understand Propagation in all its

branches. Apnlicaiions to be made by letter, stating references,
ability, &c., addressed liOX 61, Post Oflice. Hull^ ^^^
WANTED. IMMEDIATELY, by a Market Nur-

seryman, a MAN used to Potting and Watering.—
G._\yoODHO_USE, near K.w lindgc, Strand-on-the-Grecn.

WANTED, a TRA\i:LLEK.~Must be ihorouglily
.^cquainIcd with the Trade in all its branches. Permanent

situation. Ciood salary, with prospect of improvement.—Address,
staling amount of experie nce, L. K., O.irdi-tui-s' ChronJcU Olllce, W.C.

tt^.-vntedT
~ ""
a SECOND SHOPMAN. — Address,

. . statin" where previously employed, and wages required, to

E. P. DIXON, 57, Queen Street, Hull.

WANT PLACES^Letters to be Post Paid.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

W'M. CUIBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their tmoUs MEN of various qualificatioi

whose characters will bear the slriclest inquiry. Any Gcntlcm;
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages olTered, &c,, so that suitable Men may be selected,
—Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Ei^ XPERIKNCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualiflcations, recommended to

Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G."
N. Wellington Nursery. St. John's Wood, N. W.

Gi ARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, no incunv
^ brancc ; understands the profession in all its branches. Nine

years' good character from last place.—G.G., 21, Leinster Terrace,
Hyde Park. W.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, no family;
VJ i5 years' experience in all branches of the profession. No single^

handed place accepted. Three years' excellent character.—S. P.,

Sebright Cottage, liarnet, Herls^ ^^__^
/^tARDENER (Head).—Age 32, single; thoroughly
Vjr understands the profession in all its branches. Can be highly
recommended by a Nobleman with whom he has lived as Head
Gardener for the past two years.— li. L., Post Office, Leominster.

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
" I think it fair to inform you that the Earth Closet
you supplied me with some months ago is giving great
satisfaction."—W. H. Hill, Architect, 69, South Mall,
Cork.

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
*' Be so good as to send me another commode similar

to tiie last one I had. It is thoroughly efficient and
satisfactory."

—

Herbert Plater, the Gram nuir School
Nc-.varkon-Trntt.

ALL LElih-R^ and GUMM U N 1 CATIUNS
to be addressed to MOULE'S PATENT EARTH
CLOSET COMPANY (Limited), 5.^ Garrick Street,-

Covent Garden, London, W.C.

G

Red
Spider.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Tnrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
ot from 4 to iQ ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede iL

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, ic

boxes, II., 3;., and los. 6d.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

Maffni-
CANDLE COMPANY

fi^.
(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

WANTED, a WORKING HE.AD GARDENER.—
Must understand Hothouse, Conservatory, and Kitchen

Garden : good character indispensable. Wages 271.—Z,, Post Office,
Streatham, S.W.

WANTED, as HEAD \VORKL\G GARDENER,
a single Man, over 30 years of age, who thoroughly understands

his duties in the Flower and Kitchen Gardens ; there are three under.
Wages 20J. per week, and lodging rent free.—H. P. CROFTS, Esq.,
Sompting Abbotts, near Worthing.

WANTED, for a Rectory in Derbyshire, in the Vale
ofthe Dove, a GARDENER, to look alter a Kitchen Garden,

LaTm, &c ; no Glass. \S'ages, with Cottage, £,t per week ; a married
man, without fami'y, preferred.—Apply to Messrs. W, ROLLISSON
AND SON'S, Nurserymen, Tooting, Surrey, or by letter to the
RECTOR, Norbury , near Ashbourne, Derbyshire.

WANTED, a GARDENER, thoroughly experienced
in the Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids

and Ferns, and who understands Flower and Kitchen Gardening,
The establishment is a very small one, consisting of five Glass-houses,
and about three-quarters of an acre of Flower and Kitchen Garden.
A Boy kept.—Address, stating lowest wages, to FLORA, Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, W.C.

CHARLES NOBLE WANTS a PROPAGATOR
who understands Clematis, Conifers, &c. ; he will be expected to

be industrious, and able to produce in quantity.—Bagshol, May, 1872.

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR of Conifers and
Evergreens, who has had great experience in Striking Hardy

Cuttings.—State full particulars to ^fr. RICHARD SMITH,
Nurseryman , Worcester.

wANTED, a PROPAGATOR.—One who has been
accustomed to Roses, Conifers, &c. ; must be perfectly honest,

steady, industrious, and active. Only those need apply whose character
will bear strict investigation.—JOHN HARRISON, The North of
England Rose Nurseries, Darlington.

WANTED, a PLANT GROWER
; one who knows

something of Hardy Herbaceous and Alpine Plants preferred:
he would be expected to grow for exhibition. To any young Man
desirous of getting a knowledge of the above class of plants the
present would be a favourable opportunity. Also a young MAN, to
take charge of the Succulents, or one to combine the two with
assistance—THOMAS S. WARE, Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, one child,
{age 10) ; has had 20 years' experience in all branches of Garden-

ing; can be well recommended by the Gentleman he is leaving,

—

T. G., Rise Park, Hull.

/Ji ARDENER (Head).—^Age 38, married, no incum-
V-T brancc; understands the profession in all its branches; seven
years Foreman and Salesman for two London Nurseries, and under-
stands Orchids. Good character and testimonials —E, N., 4, Lewis
Street, Kentish Town, N.W.

/":i ARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married ;
thoroughly

^<-M understands Pines, \'ines. Melons, Cucumbers, &c. ; also the
Manageiiicnt of Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Three years' good
character.—M. A., Mr. Newman's, Horse Fair Green, Stony Stratford,

Bucks.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married; thoroughly
practical in Growing and Forcing all kinds of Fruits, Flowers,

and A'cgetables, and the Management of Kitchen and Flower
Gardens ; also Land and Stock if rettuired. Can be well recommended.
—Please state terms to A. B., Gardener to T. L. Devitt, Esq., Spring
Hill, Upper Clapton, London, E.

GARDENER (Head), age 34, married. — The
Advertiser, having a thorough practical knowledge of the

Cultivation and Forcing of all kinds of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables,
and the General Management of a good place, offers his services to

any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring a person as above. Well known
to the firm where now employed. Excellent character from last and
previous employers.—GEORGE SMITH, Hugh Low & Co., Clapton
Nursery, London, N.E.

GARDENER (Head), in a small Establishment,
where two or three men are kept under him.—A GENxr.EMAN

desires to find such a situation for a young Man, whom he can
strongly recommend. He has been Foreman under a first-rate

Gardener for several years. He understands Vineries, and has had
charge of a large Conservatory fer some years.—T. G, P., Highnam
Court, Gloucester.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are kept.—
Age 42, married ; has had 23 years' good practical experience in

Early and Late Forcing. Kitchen and Flower Gardening, Vines, Ike.

Excellent character.—Address, stating terms, A. B. C, Walker's,
Madingley Road, near Cambridge.

GGARDENER.—Age 38 ; is a first-class Pine, Grape,

including Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse, Ferns, &c., and is a good
Vegetable, Mushroom and Cucumber Grower, having served in some
first-class Gardens both in England, Ireland, and Scotland. Can pro-
duce testimonials for the last 26 years if necessary in proof of ability,

&c.—W. A., Mr. Horrell's, Victoria House, Highgate, N.

C"'
ARDENER (Second, or Single-handed).—

r Age 21 ; thoroughly understands Orchids, Vines, and all kinds
of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, together with the general routine of
Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardening. Can be highly,recommended
—F. G,, 20, Shaitesbury Villas, Richmond, S.W.

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed), or as
IMPROVER.—Age 23, single. Good references.—Y. Z., Post

Office, Upper Caterham, Surrey.

ORCHID GROWER and GENERAL GARDENER.
—Wm. Milford desires to obtain an engagement as above. He

is also thoroughly acquainted with the Culture of Stove and Green-
house Plants, Ferns, &c. ; is a good Flower and Kitchen Gardener,
and has for many years been a successful Exhibitor.—WILLIAM
MILFORD, ga, Cornwall Street. Moore Park, Fulham, London, S.W.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN (General).—Twenty-two years' practice.

Good references.—T. D., Mr. Pavitt's, Nurserj'man, Bathwick,
Bath.

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment.—Age 23 ;

practical experience in Early and Late Forcing. Brought up in

the profession. Over two years' good character from last situation —
Reference to W. W. BENNETT, Gardener, Rangemore, Burton-
on-Trent.

To NlirseryTneii.
PROPAGATOR and FOREMAN (indoor), or

General FOREMAN in a small Nursery.—Has had good prac-
tical experience in Conifers, Roses, Rhododendrons, Clematis,
Camellias, &c,,and Bedding and Soft-wooded Plants in general. Good
reference.— S'. HOWARD, Mr. Noble's Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

To Nurserymen,
PROPAGATOR, of Sto\e, Greenhouse, and Soft-

wooded Plants, also Hardy Outdoor Plants.—Age 37; has had
long practice in London and Provincial Nurseries.—H.,W., Mr.
Hill's, Summerfield Cottage, Reddish, near Stockport.

MANAGER of SEED and NURSERY BUSINESS,
well acquainted with all the departments. References from

first-class London Houses,—Z, Y. X., 39, Overstone Road,
Hammersmith, W. _^_
SHOPMAN (Under).—Age 23.

B., IT, Erskine Street, Leicester.

Good references. -

DAIRYMAID, in a Gentleman's Family; six years*

good character.—C. M., 46, High Street, Shadwell, London,

B
By Appointment to H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.
'ARTONS P.vrENT .STABLE and HARNESS

ROOM FITTINGS. BliACKETS, &c.

Patranised by IHL the \ iceruy <il KkvI'I, Uie Ki.i(,-ol the liclgians,
the King ol Italy, the King ol IU,ll.-.ii,l, by llic [aincipal Noljilliy of
(he Kingdom, and adopted by the Inst .Vr.lntt-cis and Builders of
England and the Continent. Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt
of SIX stamps
For ALTERATION of STABLES a competent person can be sent

to any part, to inspect and give Estimates.

JAMES BARTON. Ironworks, 370, Oxford Street, W.

^~GUNS and RIFIiES.
THOMAS TURNER, Gun and Rifle Manufac-

turer, Inventor of the "TURNER RIFLE," Contractor to
Her Majesty's War Department.

CENTRAL FIRE BREECH LOADERS from jC? to ;C26.—T. T
recommends his £7 Gun to those who desire a cheap, though ser\-icc-

ablc. Breech Loader. It is guaranteed of good material, sound, and
perfect in its action, and equal to any London Gun at double the price.

Thomas Turnph's PATENT SELF-LOCKING BREECH
LOADER is unsurpassed for handincss, neatness, simplicity, and
durability. Price from ^n to ^-ij. Drawings sent on application.

PIN-FIRE IIREECH LOADERS from £,S i<»-

BKEECII-LOADING, LARGE BORE and E.XPRESS RIFLES;
SNIDER and MARTINI-HENRY RIFLES, in Sporting and
Milil-iry Patterns; ROOK RIFLES, SALOON RIFLES and
PISTOLS; REVOLVERS.
All kinds of Implements tor Cleaning, Cartridge Filling, Re-

Capping, &.C. Flasks, Pouches, Cartridge and Game Bags, and
all Sporting Requisites.

Manufactory : Fisher Street, Birmingham.

K I N A H A N'S L L WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the very

CR1L-\M of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalicd, perfectly
pure, and more wholesome thaa the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words, " KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal, label, and cork.

New Wholesale Depot , 6.\, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street,W^C.

WM. YOUNGER and CO.'S ALES
Are of the HIGHEST PURITY,

Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, and
are distinguished for tneir delicacy of flavour.

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishing.

To be had of the Principal Retailers,

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands arc frequently substituted.

Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belvidcre
Road, S.E,

Pure Aeratea Waters.
ELLIS'S RUTHIN WATERS,

Soda, Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Lithia, and for GOUT, Lithia
and Potass.
Corks branded " R. ELLIS AND SON, Ruthin," and every label

bears their Tr?de Mark.
Sold everywhere, and Wholesale of R. ELLIS and SON, Ruthin,

North Wales. London Agents : W. BEST AND SONS, Henrietta
Street, Cavendish Square, W.

ASTHMA, CHEST AFFECTIONS, and COLDS
CURED.—JOZEAU'S SYRUP and PATE of LACTUCINE

(active principle of Lettuce) possess all the soothing properties of
opium without its dangers. Highly recommended by the medical
profession.—At G. JOZEAU'S, 49, Haymarket ; and all the best Che-
mists. Pate, 2s. 3d. and is. i\d. ; post, gi-sjrf., and'i^. ^\d. Syrup, ai.gjj.

JD
INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.

The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,
Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Inlants.
DINNEFORD hnu CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

BILIOUS and LIVER COMPLAINTS, Indigestion,
Sick Headache, Loss of Appetite. Drowsiness, Giddiness,

Spasms, and all Disorders of the Stomach and Bowels arc quickly
removed by that well-known remedy, FRAMPTON'S PILL of
HEALTH.
They unite the recommendation of a mild operation with the most

successful effect; and where an aperient is required nothing can be
better adapted.

Sold by all Medicine Vendors, at if. \%d. and 2S. gtt. per box, or
obtained through any Chemist.

F A M I L Y MEDICINE.
A short time ago a Gentleman of London, staying in a neighbouring

village for change of air, called for a 2s. <)d. bo.v of PARR'S PILLS,
and told me that it was the only medicine that did him any real good,
after all the medical advice he could get ^and he had had the best). He
further said that a person who had experienced the value of them had
recommended them to him. -and that it would in future be his family
medicine. In fact, in some of the villages in this district they repudiate
all other medicine.—J. Gamis, Yeovil, Somersetshire.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at is. i^/id., 2s.gd., 4J. 6rf., and iis.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the

flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the

irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the

morbid condition of the liver and organs subsei^ient to digestion^

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the

luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be

understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any

new or dangerously active ingredients; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever

merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed

upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-

liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,

nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a miM and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under

all ^sterns of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with

an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes

at IS. i%d.,2s. gd., 4s. &d., and iis., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

'

OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

Id boxes at is. iHd., 7S. gd., 4s. 6d., and 11*.

c
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THE "ARCHIMEDEAN" LAWN MOWER.
LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

BBDUCBD PBICES.

LIST OF PRICES
10-inch, suitable for a Lady or a Boy •••

12-inch, „ a Lady or a Boy ...

14-inch, „ a Man
16-inch, „ a Man (on level Lawns)

£3
4
5
6

DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE TO ALL RAILWAY STATIONS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

No Charge for Packing Cases, lujiich are most convenient for storing the Machine during the winter.

THE MOWER IS WARRANTED TO GIVE SATISFACTION,
And if not approved of may be returned within a nnonth, and tlie amount will be refunded.

The very great success which has attended the sale of the " Archimedean " Lawn Mower during the

two seasons of its use in this country, proves that it has, after much opposition, fully established a reputation

of superiority over all others. The increasing demand enables the Manufacturers still to sell at the

reduced prices of last year, in spite of the enhanced value of materials and labour. During the recess much
care and time have been bestowed on the Machine, and a great improvement effected in the Cutters, by which

all ribbing or uneven appearance is entirely prevented. It can now with confidence be recommended as the

SIMPLEST, STRONGEST, AND LIGHTEST LAWN MOWER YET PRODUCED.

Among other advantages over the ordinary Machines, it may be mentioned that this is the

ONLY MACHINE THAT CUTS LONG OR WET GRASS.

TESTIMONIALS.
" Far superior to any of ours,"—Vide The Field.

" Remarkably easy to work."—Vide Gardeners' Magatine.

" The quickest, most simple, and most efficient Mower evir used."—Vide
Gardeners' Chronicle.

" We feel bound to recommend it to our readers as one of the best Mowers we
have as yet made acquaintance with."—^Vide Floral World.

From A. F. Barron, Esq., Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick Garden, IV.

"Gentlemen,—We have now had your 'Archimedean' Lawn Mower in use

several months, and without hesitation I can truly say it is the best and most efficient

implement of the kind we have ever used."

From Mr. George Wyness, Royal Gardens. Buckingham Palace.
"Gentlemen,— ! beg to say that we have had your Patent 'Archimedean' Lawn

Mower at work in Her Majesty's Gardens at Buckingham Palace for some time past,

and I have much pleasure in testifying that it has given every satisfaction, as it does
its work well and quickly."

will

From the Honourable D. AsTLiiY, East Barsham, Fakenham, Norfolk.

"The Hon. D. Astley is perfectly satisfied with the Lawn Mower, and
recommend it as superior to any other he has tried."

Fran the Right Hon. T. F. Kennedy, M.P., Dalgaharra Castle, Maybole, Scotland.

"Gentlemen,—Your little Lawn Mower arrived perfectly safe. There is but one
opinion of it here. AH my people, as well as myself, think it an admirable machine.

It does its work beautifully, and, in my opinion, leaves nothing to be wished."

FromSlr Peniston Milbanke, Bart., Eartham, Chichester.
" Begs to enclose cheque for the 'Archimedean' Lawn Mower, and to state that

he is perfectly satisfied with it."

/^to;;: Captain Steward, R.E,, Upper Halliford, Cherisey.

"The Lawn Mower works most satisfactorily. I have lately sold a 22-inch

machine of the ordinary type, which required—besides a man to work it—a pony and
a boy leading. Your 'Archimedean" will perfectly replace it, and will, moreover,

save employing the boy and pony."

Selling

Agents

WILLIAMS & CO. (Limited), Manufacturers and Patentees,
I, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.G.

JOHN G. ROLLINS,
OLD SWAN WHARF, THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.G.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.; and

21, BAGHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

Selling

Agents

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES AND TESTIMONIALS POST FREE ON APPLICATION.
EdilorMl Coramiinications should be addressed to " The Editor ;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellineton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
rrmtcdby WIUUAM KICHAHDS, at the Ullicc ol Messrs, Bkaddurv. Evans, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and PubUshed by the aaid WltUAM

KICHAKCS, at the Olticc, No. 41, Wclhngton Street, Parish of St. Paul's. Covent Garden, in the said County.—SATURDAY. May as, 1872.
Aeenls lor Scotland—Messrs, J. Mehzies & Co., Edinburgh j for Ireland—Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son, Dublin.
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Pansies. Fansles, Fansies.
'pHOS. THORNTON offers to Growers of the above.
-1- SEED saved from his splendid strain of Fancy, Mixed, and
Named varieties, very cheap. Price on application.

The Nurseries, llcathcrside, liacshot, Surrey.

Cinerarias
MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO. are now

prepared to e.xccule orders for the SEED saved from their
unrivalled strain of CINERARIAS, in scaled packets^ 3*. W, and ss.

each. Special quotations to the Trade on application.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

New Cineraria Seed.FAND A. SMITH are now sending out SEED of
• their fine strain of the above, the quality of which has been so

long established. Packets ii. and 2s. 6d
The Nursery, Dulwich, Surrey,

Dahlias.
rOHN KEYNES, Castle Street Nursery. -

Unrivalled Collection of DAHLIAS ready on May i.

CATALOGUES on application.—Salisbury, April 27.

NEW ROSES for 1872.—Strong healthy plants of
the choicest and best varieties, 301. per dozen. Descriptive

LIST on application,
RICHA RD SMITH, Nurseryman, \Vorcester.

New Eoses, in Strong Healthy Plants.
JOHN ERASER. Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, E.,

begs 10 offer fine pl.-ints of the best NEW ROSES for 1872.
Many of ihe plants are from 1510 18 inches hifjh, and will soon furnish
good buds or cuttings. Priced LIST on application.

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, SOUTH
KENSINGTON, W.

NOTICE.—FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEE MEETING, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, June c, at
II o'clock. GENERAL MEETING at 3. Band of the Royal Horse
Guards trom 4- Admission 71. W.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
SPECIAL NOTICE to EXHIBITORS.

GRE.VT SHOW, JUNEs,6,and7.-There will bean Extra Class
in the Schedule of Prizes for this Show, viz. :—No, 50A, THREENEW PLANTS, in or out of flower, sent out in 1871-72, introduced
by the Exhibitor- First Prize, Gold Medal ; Second. Silver Medal

Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park.
JOHN VVATERER and SON'S EXHIBITION of

RHODODENDRONS is NOW ON VIEW DAILY at the
above Gardens. Admission can be obtained by Orders from Fellows
of the Society, or by production of Card at Waterer's Gale, West of
the Botanic Gardens, Sundays and Wednesdays excepted.

FROME AMATEUR ROSE CLUB, iSja.-Open
Pnics for Nurserymen. &c.—For 24 distinct varieties, three

blooms or each: First Prize, £j; Second, £3; Third, £3. The Roses
10 be dehvered to the Committee at the Show Tent, on TUESDAY,
June 25. before 12 o'clock. No entrance fee. Roses may be removed
a' 6 pm. ALFRED PARSONS, Hon. Sec, Frome.

GLASGOW ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.—
GRAND ROSE SHOW, JULY .2 and I3.-Liberal Prizes.

Open to all Comers. For Schedules or other information, aoolv toROBERT BULLEN-

RANTHAM and SOUTH LINCOLNSHIRE
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. — EXHIBITION. JULY

17 and 18.

Special Notice to E.xibitors.—SCHEDULES of PRIZES Usso)
ajld Forms of Entry may be had of Mr. LYNE, Bookseller, Grantham.
Entries close on WEDNESDAY, July 3.

Notice.
T^HE AMERICAN PLANTS at KNAP HILL are
X. NOW IN BLOOM, and may be seen daily, Sundays ejtcepted,ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

f|'0 SECRETARIES of HORTICULTURAL
J. SOCIETIES.—Henry Bailey is at liberty to accept engage-
ments for the ensuing season as JUDGE of Pelart^oniums, Florists"
Flowers and FruiL—Royal Nursery, Fcltham.

Gardeners Wanted.
EVERY Gardener should become a member of

a""HE BRITISH GARDENERS' MUTUAL
. and SELF-SUPPORTING SOCIETY. Admission 2S. 6d.

Rules and Address post free six Stamps. Apply to Mr. W. H.
SMITH, Hon. Sec. The Gardeners' Rooms, Redland, Bristol.

Bath City itssembly Rooms Conservatory.
RSHACKELL wishes the Growers of FERNS,

. CLEMATIS, TEA-SCENTED ROSES, AZALEAS, file, to
call on him when passing through Bath.

Dutcli Bulbs.

(^ W. F. HOOGEVEEN, Florist, Haarlem, begs
VJ • to announce that the WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of his
UNRIVALLED COLLECTIONS shall be forwarded post free on
application.

"VriOLA MAGNIFICENT.—This beautiful Viola is
now offered for the first time ; it is the most brilliant hardy

violet bedding plant in cultivation. Good plants, fit for immediate
use, 2j, 6d. each. 24J. per dozen, £2 tor. for 50, £5 per 100. Special
pnce (quoted 'or the 1000.

3 .
a.3 >

ti^,',
^' WILLIAMS, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Holloway, London, N.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest slock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses 10 select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMIT H, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pols.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Queen Fines.

H HARVEY has to offer very fine Stock of
• SUCCESSION PLANTS, at moderate prices.

The Gardens, Woolcy Park, Wantage, Berks.

w EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

rielies from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS,
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on application.— Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

HUSSEY AND SON beg to offer Tom Thumb,
Bijou, and Flower of Spring GERANIUMS, at J2s. 6d. per

100; Golden Chain at 14s. per 100; and Mrs. Pollock and Luna, at
20i. per 100. Mile End Nursery, Norwich.

Miss Pond.
CHARLES TURNER begs to call attention to a

TRICOLOR GERANIUM being advertised under the above
name, in a set for 25s., and to say it is NOT the SILVER TRICOLOR

: by him.
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

New Tricolor Geraniums.
A CHIEVEMENT, ETTIE BEALE. Mr. RUTTER,J^ Mrs. Headley, Mrs. Dunnctt, Howarth Ashton, Christine

Nilsson, Moonstone, Excellent, Lass o' Cowrie, Miss Pond, Mrs,
Rousby, good plants, the set for 251.

H. JACKSON, Blakedown, near Kidderminster.

PARIS,
I
BUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. I SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, waa
Awarded to ,

'

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to
H.M. the Queen , and H.R-H. the P rince of Wales. Reading. Berks.

NATURAL GRASSES : their Names and
Derivations; Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.
Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Seecf Merchant, Worcester.

JAMES FAIRHEAD, Seed Grower. Peckham,
Surrey, S.E., late Borough Market and Uraintree, Essex, respect

fully offers best selected stocks of MANGEL WURZEL and
TURNIPS, &c.. crop 1871. Carnage paid.

Pelargoniiuns for tlie Million.
JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of

FRENCH, FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strong Plants. CATALOGUES gratis on application.
HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 varieties, seed or

plants, as per former Advertisement,
Crown Nursery, Reading.

To the Trade.
SCARLET GERANIUMS of Tom Thumb and

Little David, established plants out of pots, 81. to loj. per 100;
70J. to gw. per 1000 Thirty other varieties, our selection, at the
same prices. TRICOLOR GERANIUMS, PELARGONIUMS,
CALCEOLARIAS, bedding and Herbaceous, of good strain, strong
blooming plants.

H. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

A L M
For TABLE and HALL DECORATION.

A visit is invited to
EARR AND SUGDEN'S

Plant Warehouse,
12, King Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

SEMPERVIVUMS. ECHEVERIAS. SEDUMS,
ANTENNARIA TOMENTOSA, for edgings, geometrical

designs, clothing succulent beds and alpine mounds. A fine collection
of SAXIFRAGES and other ALPINES.

BARR AND SUGDEN. 12. King Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

Queen of the Primroses.
PRIMULA JAPONICA. — Seed of six magnificent

varieties has been imported from Japan. For descriptions,
vide Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S SEED CATALOGUE, page 84,

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W.

Primula Seed.
PONSFORD AND SON can supply their unsurpassed

strain of the above, in packets, 2J. bd. and 5*. ; also CINE-
RARIA, CALCEOLARIA, PANSY, and other choice Florist's
FSowers, of finest possible.

409, BrixtoJi Road, S.W. ; and 17, High Street, Camberwell, S.E.

Queen of Primroses.
PRIMULA JAPONICA.—The Undersigned have

jusE received a small quantity of Seed of this magnificent hardy
plant from abroad, which they have much pleasure in offering, in

packets, at is., 2s. 6d., 31. 6d., and 51., post iree.

BUTLER, McCULLOCH, and CO., Covent Garden Market,
London, W.C.

FOR SALE, ONE LOMARI.A. GIBBA, 22-inch pot,
20-inch stem; TWOPANDANUS UTILIS, a pair, r8-inch pot,

4 feet in height, and 5 feet in diameter. Price of the tnree, £$.
JAMES CARAWAY and CO., Nurser>-men, Bristol.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong Robinson's Champion
O.K Cabbage Plants, at a*, per 1000. Remittance to accompany

all orders.

J. WOOBERRV, Nurseryman, Billingshurst, Sussex.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong, healthy, Drumhead
Cabbage {Robinson's Champion) can now be supplied in any

quantity, at 35. per 1000, by
JAS. IVERY AND SON, Dorking Nursery.

CABBAGE PLANTS. — Strong Robinson's Drum-
head, 25. 6d. per 1000.

Strong Early Battersea, Enfield Market, Little Pixie, and other early
kinds, 31, per 1000. | Red Pickling, 41. per 1000

Remittances to accompany all Oroers.
W. VIRGO AND SON. The Nurseries. Wonersh, Guildford.

WANTED, CUTTINGS of CHEIRANIHUS
ALPINUS. State lowest price per too to

KEMP-WELCH, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Portland
Street, Clifton, Bristol.

r^IANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best that
y~' money can procure, all certain to grow. ar. 6d. per 100. This
delicious Vegetable does not require half tne expense usually incurred
in planting it. See RICHARD SMITH'S SEED LIST for 1872.

Extra strong SEAKAI.E, 2s. per dozen.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman. Worcester.

RAYNBIRD. CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
BOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchant.s.
Address, 20, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
for Wheat; 1S62, for " Excellent Seeo Corn and Seeds."

Agricultural and Garden Seeds.HAND F. SHARPE'S Trade CATALOGUE of
• HOME-GROWN SEEDS is now ready. It contains all the

very best varieties, cultivated under their own superintendence. The
quality is very fine, and the prices low.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

EVERY GARDEN " R EQ U I S I T E
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse. 237 & 238, High Holboni, London.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that hl.s NEW
• PLANT and GENERAL CATALOGUE is now ready, post

free to all applicants.
A^ictoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli. &c.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest
quality only. Post free on application.

Highgale Nurseries, London, N.

riTHE PINE-A"PPLE NURSERY COMPANY,X 32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.
JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

To the Trade.
DOWNIE, laird, and LAING'S SPECIAL LIST

of NOVELTIES for the Present Season is now published, and
will be forwarded post free on application.
Stanstead and Rutland Park Nurseries, London, S.E,, and Edinburgh.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery, 134. Faubourg
de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had, free,

from his Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

Succulents" for Beddlngand Subtropical Gardening.
THOS. S. WARE can supply the above, in large or

small quantities, at moderate rates. CATALOGUES or special
prices on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, Middlesex.

CENTAUREA RAGUSINA.—Four hundred extra
strong plants, at 401. per 100; also extra strong CALCEOLARIA

KAYII, at I2i. per 100, in 4-inch pols.
WATTS AND SON, 56, Gold Street, Northampton.

K
Bedding Plants, &c.

IRK ALLEN'S CATALOGUE of the above, all at
very low prices, ready shortly, and forwarded free on application.

The Nurseries, Brampton, Huntingdon.

THOMAS SAMPSON, The Preston and Houndstone
Nurseries, Yeovil, begs to call public attention to his fine

COLLECTION of BEDDING PLANTS, mostly at 21. per doien,
which are now ready for sending out. CATALOGUES free on
application to

April 16, 1872. PETER DRUMMOND, Manager.

WPOTTEN would be glad to receive orders for
• BEDDING PLANTS, as advertised in the Gardentn'

Chronicle of April 13 and 20; also his loJ. and 201. Collections of
BEDDING PLANTS, which have given great satisfaction other
seasons. All in single pots, well hardened, package free.

The Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst. Kent

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUEof BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foofs Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

H
To Hybridizers and Amatetir Florists, Sec.

CANNELL wishes to inform the above that he is

• desirous of purchasing any really first-class and improved
SEEDLINGS of SOFT-WOODED PLANTS or FLORIST'S
FLOWERS ; also SEEDS of any first-class strain of same. Samples
by post. (See Floral Guide.)

Altemanthera amcena, warranted True.

H CANNELL begs to inform his Friends and
• Customers that he has several thousands of this beautifully

high-coloured variety, which is indispensable for effective Carpet
Bedding Good plants, package free, 4*. per dozen. Other kinds
equally cheap and good.

New Florist Flower and Florist Flower Seed Merchant, Woolwich, S. E,
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To the Trade.
MANGEL WURZEL SEED.

HAND F. SHARPE are prepared to make special

• offers of the following sorts of MANGEL WURZEL
SEEDS, which they have grown this season from fine selected trans-

planted bulbs. The prices arc very moderate, and the quality

excellent :—
SHARPE'S selected SMALL-TOPPED YELLOW GLOBE
ELVETHAM LONG RED
Selected RED GLOBE
Selected LARGE YELLOW GLOBE
Selected LONG YELLOW

Samples and further particulars on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

T HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840),

Have now ready for delivery, in hne dry condition—
PURE DISSOLVED BONES,
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE.forTop-Dressinff
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITROPHObPHATE
MANGEL, HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Bonar,

&Co.), NITRATEof SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c
tib. Fcnchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(registered Trade Mark, " Flying Albatross"), is now ready for

delivery in quantity and in fine condition. The best Fertiliser yet

produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contains

21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Salts

of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voclcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor

Way, Mr Ogston, Mr. Sibson.
Delivered m 2 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal

bearing ihe Company's I'rade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so

long as the seals remain unbroken.
BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, 20, Billiter Street, E.G.

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.
OOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER.

Of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

TOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES.—Will destroy Thrip, Red Spider, Green and Black

Fly, and Mealy Bug, and bums without the assistance of blowing,
and is entirely free (rom paper or rags. Price 3*. 6d. per lb., carriage
free. A reduction in price for large quantities.

To be had o( Messrs. ROBERTS and SONS, Tobacco Manufac-
turers, 112, St. John Street, Clcrkenwell, E.G., of whom Copies of

Testimonials may be obtained ; and of all Seedsmen and N urserj'men,

GX I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Tlirips,

Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
ot from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in
boxes, 15., 31., and 10s. 6d.

Red
Spider.

Magni-
fied.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

FRETTINGHAM'S LIQUID COMPOUND,
for the Destruction of Insects and Mildew on Plants,

will instantly exterminate
APHIS of all kinds, I RED SPIDER, I AMERICAN BLIGHT,
THRIP, GREEN FLY, WASPS,
MEALY BUG, I BROWN FLY, | ANTS, &c., &c.,
And will be found invaluable for Vines and all kinds of Fruit Trees.
Broccoli and other Greens may be thoroughly cleansed from insects

by sponging, or using the Liquid Compound oy means of the Horticul-
tural Vaporiser.

SELECTED TESTIMONIALS.
From Mr. Geo, Lamb, Colston Sasse/i Hall, Bingham, Notts.

" Your Composition answers thoroughly in the total destruction of
garden insects. Applying it to Roses with the Vaporizer, I find a
very economical way of using it."

From Mr. Thos. Speed, The Gardms, Chatsworth.
*' I have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of your

Liquid Compound. Mixed as advised, it kills green-fly and thrip
readily, and is perfectly innoxious to the plants. It is a great boon to
the horticulturist,"

From Wm. Barron & Son, Blvaston Nurseries, Borrowash.
"We beg lo bear testimony to the efficacy of your Liquid Com-

pound, which we have used in our Nursery, both out-of-doors and
under glass, with perfect success. We consider it the best preparation
we have tried. It thoroughly clears the plant without injuring the
foliage."

From Francis & Arthur Dickson & Sons, UMon Nurseries, Chester.
" We have very carefully tested your Liquid Compound for destroy-

ing insect life. We have tried it upon most ol the pests which
prey upon vegetable life, and find it very effective in cleansing all

kinds of plants from scale, meaJy bug, aphides, thrip. red spider—in
fact alt kinds of insect life seem lo succumb to its power most
effectually and rapidly, and that without injuring the tendercsl foliage."
Price List.—One gallon bottles, 51, 6d. ; half-gallon bottles, 31.

each, bottles included. In casks :— 10 or 12 gallons, 4s. bd. per gallon;
20 gallons and upwards, 4s. per gallon, casks returnable. Carriage
paid on all orders to the amount of 201. and upwards.
Manufacturers, PARR and ATHERToN, Long Row, Nottingham.

THE HORTICULTURAL VAPORIZER, for the
application of Frettin^ham's Liquid Compound, or other

preparations, for the Destruction of Insects on Plants.

By means of this apparatus, liquids may be diffused over plants in
a state of minute division, or fine spray, in sufficient quantity to
thoroughly moisten them, without ruftlmg or disturbing the most
delicate tlower or foliage.

Besides these advantages, great saving of the liquid is effected. A
tablespoonful applied by the Vaporiser is equal to a pint applied by
means of a sponge, or the ordinary methods in use
As a piSINt^ECTANT DISTRIBUTOR, for sick rooms, it is

invaluable
:
the minuteness of the spray preventing a single particle of

the liquid falling to the ground. Thus the whole of the Disinfecting
liquid used comes mto active operation at once
>or MEDICAL purpose's the Vaporizer will be found most

effectual m the application of lotions as spray to the throat &c
Price 3^, 6d. each

'

May be obtained direct from PARR and ATHFRTON
Nottingham ; or of their Agents throughout the country '

'

Ihe Apparatus will be forwarded to any address in England on
receipt ol 41. in stamps.

Maida Vale, London, W, (established upwards of 100 years),

THE PIIE-APPLE l^UESEEY COIPAIY
RESPECTFULLY INVITE A VISIT FROM

GARDENERS AND AMATEURS

VISITING THE

LONDON SHOWS

DURING THE COMING SEASON.

Their NEW CATALOGUE, to be published immediately, will contain all the Leading Novelties

offered this season by the Trade generally.

JOHN BESTER (Manager), 32, MAIDA VALE, W.

NE^V ROSES FOR 1872
TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE ROSES

In pots, by the Dozen, Hundred, and Thousand.

TEA-SCENTED ROSES
In 6-inch pots, for Greenhouse Culture, extra strong plants.

Wm. Wood & Son,
WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, near UCKFIELD, SUSSEX.

THE BEST NEW ROSE OP THE SEASON
IS

H.P. FBINCESS BEATRICE. (Four First-class Certificates.)

The best new White-flowered Silver-edged PELARGONIUM of the season is

SIONT BLAITC. (Two First-class Certificates.

)

The best New Silver Tricolor PELARGONIUM is

LADY DOROTHY NEVILLE. (Two First-class Certificates.)

The best New Golden Tricolor PELARGONIUM is

COUNTESS OF FLANDERS. (Two First-class Certificates.)

DR. DENNY'S ZONAL PELARGONIUMS. (Three First-class Certificates.)

See WILLIAM PAUL'S SPRING CATALOGUE, Free by Post.

PAUL'S NUESEEIES, WALTHAM CEOSS, N.

NOW BEING SENT OUT.

Messrs. Geo. Jackman & Son
HAVE GREAT PLEASURE IN OFFERING

A SET OF THEIR HARDY FREE-FLOWERING CLEMATIS,
VIZ. :

—

C. THOMAS MOORE, pucy violet, white stamens, passiflora-like. Firsl-class Certificate.

C. MRS. JAMES BATEMAN, pale lavender, fine. First-class Certificate.

C. VITICELLA RUBRA GRANDIFLORA, bright claret-crimson. First-class Certificate.

C. ALEXANDRA, pale reddish-violet. First-class Certificate.

C. VELUTINA PURPUREA, rich blackish mulberry. First-class Certificate.

Fifteen Shillings each. The Set of Five Varieties for Sixty Shillings.

See CLEMATIS LIST for full descriptions.

Their Descriptive, Priced and lUustrated CLEMATIS LIST of NEW, CHOICE, HARDY, and FREE-

FLOWERING SPECIES and VARIETIES, with Cultural Directions and Opinions of the Press, can be had

Free on application.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY,

f
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TROP^^OLUMS.
T. Thornton

BEGS TO OFFER THIS SEASON, AT VERY REDUCED PRICES,

THE SET OF FIVE SUPERB BEDDING TROP^OLUMS,
Which was offered by him for the first time in 1871, and to wliicli the pnbhc so generously responded.

The five distinct and beautiful varieties can now be had for 5s.

See Gardener's Year Book for 1871, under the head of "New Flowers ;

" also in other Gardening Periodicals,

T. THORNTON, THE NURSERIES, HEATHERSIDE, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

St. Pancras Iron-work Company.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.

ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

OLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

"A WET BARK HARVEST
A WET WHEAT HkR^E^T."-old Sayi,,s.

WHY lOT PEESEEYE YOUE HAY?

APPLY AT ONCE TO

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON,
2, DUKE STREET, LONDON BRIDGE,

OF M'HOM MAY DK HAD

New and Second-hand RICK CLOTHS, with Poles, Ropes and Pulleys complete.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.

Address — BENJAMIN EDGINGTON, 2, DUKE STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.

No other Establishment.

JONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L" SADDLE
BOILER,

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,
with the iollowinj; impro\einents, viz., the water spai,c at back ana
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a ' Tatcnt Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
ntnount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at the
same time these Boilers arc simple in construction, and, beinc made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. 'J'hey are made of the follow-
, ng sizes:

—
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J.
Perfection In Heating.

G. S M E A T O N and CO.,
' • HOBTICLLTfRAI. ARCHITECTS and FlILDERS, HOT-WATER

tlnd Steam-heating Engineers,
71, Harwnod Road,

Walham Green, Tulham,
London. S.W.

Consultations in all parts of the Kingdom,
Plans and Estimates gratis.

Efficiency in all branches guaranteed.

JAMES BOYD AND SONS. Horticultural
Builders and Heating Engineers, Paisley, N.B.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, FORC-
ING HOUSES, PITS.andever>' description of Horticultural Building,

manufactured in Wood or Iron by Steam-power Machinery, and creeled
in any part of the United Kingdom. Manufacturers of Hot-water
Apparatus for Heating Churches, Mansions, Warehouses, &c.

Plans and Estimates on application.

London Office : i, Church Court, Clement's Lane, E.C.

N T :

Tlie Patent Imperialiable Eotbouse.AYRES'S PATE
CLASS, IRON, and CONCRETE.

Before buildine a Plant or Fruit House of any kind, send six
stamps, and obtain the tllustrated Prospectus of tlie

IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
NewarkK>n-Trent, Notts.

MANAGER_\V. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S..
Imperishable Hothouse Company, Newark-on-Trent

Plans, Specilications and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice.

BY HER MAJESTY'S > ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,
Combining Strength and Durability. Iron and Wood Conservatories of the most Chaste and Elaborate

Design, Vineries, Pineries, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, Glass Cases for Wall Trees, Pits, &c., designed

and built, combining all the latest improvements, so as to answer their intended purposes without risk of

disappointment.
Plg^g^ Specifications, and Estimates on application.

Asa specimen of his superioy style of construeiioH, //. Ormson begs to refer to the

fine ranges of Hothouses recently erected and heated by him in the Royal Gardens, Kew ;

also to his Conservatory and Patent Ventilating Hothouse in the Royal Horticultural

Society s Garden, South Kensington.

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF

HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

THE REGISTERED HALF-CIRCULAR FLOWER TABLE,
SPECIALLY DESIGNED BY MR. EYLES, FOR THE

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S NEW CONSERVATORY, KENSINGTON GORE,
Where they can be seen in use, and particularly recommended for small Conservatories as it requires few plants to fill it.

Manufactured and Supplied only by C. R. WATTS, Ironmonger, &c.,

201, BROMPTON ROAD, LONDON, S.W. (nearly opposite brompton square.)
Price £4 10s. complete, witk inside Box for Lycopodium. Can be made in a lighter form at less cost.

WIRE ARCHES, HANGING BASKETS, FLOWER STANDS, AND EVERY DESCRIPTION OF WIREWORK TO ORDER.
ORDERS BY POST WILL HA VE IMMEDIA TE A TTENTION. DRA WINGS OF WIRE WORK ON APPLICA TION.

\
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Choice Flower Seeds, Post Free.

BS. WILLIAMS. Nurseryman and Seed
• Merchant, ^'icloria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Holloway, London, N. Per packet—s. d.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed,
ij. &f., 3J. W., ^r. 6rf., and $ o

Plants from this Seed have always been awarded first Prizes

wherever exhibited.
Williams' superb strain of BALSAM i*. M. and a 6
NciU's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,

II, M., 21. 6rf., 3J. 6rf., and S
Weatherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA.

ij. 6d.,3s. M., 31. &/., and 5 o

Wiejpns' prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. 11. W., «. &*., and 3 6
CARNATION, from prize flowers 10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, new scarlet Larkspur .

.

2 t

GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties . . ..10
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest erect varieties to
HOLLYHOCK. Chater's finest varieties .. .. u. and a 6
PANSY, finest show varieties Ii. and a 6
PANSY, finest Belgian varieties is. and a 6
PICOTEE, choice mixed 10
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize strain .. .. iJ. and 1 6
PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful varieties .. each 2 6

., ,, mixed a 6
EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours .. a 6
Dwarf Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-

mended 10
SOLANUM HVBRIDUM COMPACTUM .. ai. 6*i. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress a*. 6rf. and 3 6
VIOLA CORN UTA.var. Perfection w. W. and 2 6
Saunders" fine dark WALLFLOWER 10
Imported GERMAN ASTERS, STOCKS. WALLFLOWERS,

ZINNIAS, &c., in collections as imported.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Chrysanthemums.-Speciat

ADAM FORSYTH is now sending out the following
NEW VARIETIES, some of which are seedlings raised by

that enthusiastic grower, George Rundle, Esq., of Devonport. They
are all. without doubt, superior to any yet sent out,

Duchess of Manchester
Duke of Roxburgh
Laurinda
Mr. Howe

White Venus
Elaine
Fair Maid of Guernsey.
Souvenir de Jersey.

DUCHESS of MANCHESTER {raised by Georce Rundle, Esq.V-
Fme broad waxy petals, similar to Mrs. Runole, the back ol the
petals being beautifully striped with rose-carmine, a most attrac-
tive flower; finely incurved. Price V.

DUKE of ROXBURGH (raised by George Rundle, Esq }.—Fine
yellow, with a beautiful bronzy turnover; a noble flower, suitable
for either cut blooms or specimen growing. Price 71. (yd,

L.WRINDA.—A fine incurved flower of the most perfect constiuc-
tion and refined appearance, the petals extra broad and incurving
perfecily, colour fine rose-purple ; a grand addition to the darlc
shades. Price 75. W.

MR. HoWE,—This is a flower which has been much admired and
exhibited at Stoke Newington

; the fact of it being grown and
named after the indefatigable secretary will certainly be a
guarantee as to its worth as a show flower. Colour orange-amber

;

a sport from that well known variety John Salter, but a better
built flower, and altogether a different colour. Price 5s.

WHITE VENUS —This is a sport of that well known variety Venus,
bcine pure white, with fine bioad incun,ed waxy petals : will be
founa a great addition for either cut blooms or specimen growing.
It has been exhibited to great advantage througn the past season
by that celebrated grower, Mr, Rowe, o( Roehampton. Price 51.

JAPANESE.
ELAINE.—White, back of petals tinted carmine ; an exceedingly

cunous flower, with broad petals, very full, extra fine. Price 55.

FAIR MAID OF GUERNSEY.— Pure white, and entirely distinct

;

the flowers are extra large, and composed of long ribbon-shaped
petals ; 3 superb variety. Price 7s. dd.

POMPON.
SOUVENIR DE JERSEY.—A distinct and new shade of colour,

being a rich orange-yellow, very double, and of fine form, dwarf,
and free ; a most useful variety for specimen growing. Price 51.

Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

JAMES BROOKE & GO,,
FAIRFIELD, MANCHESTER.

OHCHIDS and their CULTIVATION.

As the cultivation of Orchids is rapidly on the increase,

the details connected with their management becomes

more and more a necessity. To meet this want, we have

given a new complexion to our CATALOGUE, by

rendering it a readable introduction to Orchidology, with

Cultural directions, and in it we have boldly advocated

the leading principles that regulate their growth, the

adoption of which has made our own management of

this charming race of plants so successful. Sunlight.—The

sun is the lord of all life, therefore we subject those we

can to his warming and stimulating influence. Food and

Water.—As Orchids cannot live on pure water, and prefer

to obtain their support from the atmosphere rather than

the soil, we give them their support after a natural man-

ner, by supplying the atmospheric moisture with the

product of some simple vegetable matter undergoing

decomposition.

With an atmosphere free from all vitiating acids, the

plants guarded against any stagnating influences, mois-

ture combined with warmth supplying a stimtilating and

acceptable nourishment, their cultivation is made easy,

and successful growth to be calculated upon with cer-

tainty, as we believe it is no part of their natiu"e to give

real trouble.

We have received a large importation of DEM-
DROBIUM DEVONIANUM and CHRYSOTIS, which

we are offering at low prices. The Devonianums are

in flowering condition, and are showing exceedingly fine

varieties.

See our CATALOGUE, " The FAIRFIELD
ORCHIDS," from ourselves, or Messrs. Bradbury,
Evans & Co, lo, Bouverie Street, London, E.C.,

price 3J.

_ New Roses of 1872.
JOHN CRANSTON. Kings Acre Nurseries, near
^ Hereford, offers extra fine Dwarl plants of the NEW ROSES of
1872. The varieties have been selected with the greatest care, and arc
believed to be those most worthy of general cultivation.

Plants, equal in quality to those lor which the Establishment has
been so long and justly celebrated, will be ready in March.

l>fscri|Uivc LIST post Ircc on ajsiilicatiori-

New Roses, £cc., &c., Now Ready.
TIT KNIGHT solicits orders for the following, from
VV • several thousands of strong, clean, healthy plants, true to

name, and unsurpassed in the Trade.
18 varieties of NEW ROSES of 1872, the best selected, 3X. each;

421. the set.
12 finest 1-HCHSIAS, extra strong, loj. M.
24 lincst VERKENAS, for exhibition, 8s.

Descriptive Priced LIST on application.

^ Floral Nursery. Hailsham, Suysex.

New English Roses.
PAUL AND SON, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.,

have now ready fine plants at 51. each of the iollowing NEW
ENGLISH ROSES cnirusted to them for distribution.
HYBRID PERPETUAL, ANNIE LAXTON {Thomas Laxton,

Esq.)—A new colour ; deep rose, flushed over with cherri'-crimson,
almost of orangfe tint, very distinct, shape good, shctl-shapcd
petals, arranged most regularly, of medium siie, of most hardy
free-flowering habit: fully tested here and much approved. We
feel assured a fine Rose.

NOISETTE, EARL of ELDON (Mr. CoppinV—Orange-buff, large,

somewhat loose flower, but very free, and of vigorous compact
growth, deliciously scented; as a coppery or orange-colour climber
for south walls it will reinforce Ophirie, &c. Figured in Floral
Magaxint. First-Class Certificate Royal Horticultural Society.

THE NEW FRENCH ROSES, 241. per doicn.

NEW ENGLISH ROSES of 1871.
Climbing Victor Verdicr, 3s. 6rf. each : a Rose promising to rival in

popularity our prcviousK- distributed seedlings. Lord Clyde and Duke
of Edinburgh, H. P. Princess Louif
Prince of Wales (Laxton), y. fnf. each.

rincess Louise [La\tQn), y. m. each; H. P.

), 31. fnf. each.
New descriptive LIST on application

Now Ready,
LOUIS DE SMET'S GENERAL CATALOGUE

for 1872. containing selections of all the finest Stove, Greenhouse,
and Hardy Plants, especially Camellias, Azaleas, Agaves, Succulent
Plants, &c. It may be had post free of his Agents, Messrs. R.

SILHERRAD and SON. 5, Harp Lane. Great Tower Street, London.
LOUIS DE SMET, Nurseryman, Faubourg dc Bru-Kclles, Ghent,

Belgium.

BRIGHTON and SUSSEX HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—GRAND ROSE, FRUIT, and PELARGONIUM

SHOW, will be held at the Royal Pavilion on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY, June 19 and 20. The Ashbury Cup. value Eight
Guineas, is offered for the best Eight Show Pelargoniums, in addition
toother liberal Prizes in that Class ; also 13 Classes of Roses, and
14 Classes of Fruits. Schedules can be had on application to the
Secretary', 96. St. James's Street ; or of E. SPARY, Queen's
Graperies, Superintendent of the Exhibitions.

AtJTUMN SHOW. SKrrKMnF.R ir and 12.

ElUVARIi CARl'ENTLk. Secretarj'.

Notewortliy Horticulturists and Botanists.
NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of

NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and UuTAMSTS
is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already
appeared, and separate Copies (price 6if. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, viz. :

—

Dr. Hooker, C,B,, F.R.S. 1 Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.
W.Wilson Saunders, F.RS.

I

E. J. Lowe F.R.S.

Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.

M. Decaisne.
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin.

Professor Reichenbach,
Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 4

Covent Garden, W.C.

James McNab.
Robert Hogg. LL.D.
James Bateman, F.R.S,
Berthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.
Hon. Marshall p. Wilder.

Wellington Street,

SATURDAY, JUNE i, 1872.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
7 P.M.

Wednesday, —

Thursday, —
Friday, —
Thursday, —

3—Entnmoloeical
;
Royal Horticultural (Fruit and Floral
Committees), at S. Kensington .. II A.M.

I

Ditto (Scientific Committee) .. .. I P.M.
I Ditto (General Meeting) .. .. 3 P.M.

t Continuation of Exhibition.

-Linnean 8 P.M.

THE end ot this present month will, we confi-

dently expect, be signalised in horticultural

coteries by one of the most, if not the most, ex-

tensive and instructive Provincial Exhi-
bitions yet held by the Royal Horticultural

Society. The matter has been taken up with
such zeal and spirit by the Birmingham autho-
rities, and their appeal has been responded to

with such laudable promptitude that we have
little doubt as to the success of the exhibition,

despite the cavillings and objections raised in

various quarters. To some extent there is

ground for objection, more especially in the

implement department. But ample excuse may
fairly be made for the local committee by reason
of the necessarily tentative and experimental
character of the undertaking, and—so far as this

part of the scheme is concerned—the little

support afforded by the Society itself The
fact is that sufficient time has not been
allotted for the organisation and manage-
ment of this department, and hence a vague-
ness in the terms of competition—if compe-
tion it can be called. This is to be lamented,
but under the circumstances it could hardly have
been otherwise. We cannot absolve the Society

from blame in this matter ; it has thought fit to

shirk responsibility, and to remain passive and
silent, under circumstances when the gardening
world had a right to look to it for judicial and
authoritative utterance. No doubt the Society

thought it the wiser and more prudent course to

follow, but the gardening world will feel that it

has failed in its duty as a representative body,
while the outside public, naturally unaware of
the circumstances of the case, will most assuredly
hold the Society responsible, blame it in case of
failure, and award it undeserved praise in casd
of success. Of course, we are now alluding td
the implement show exclusively. From inquiries
made on the spot, v/e learn that this portion of
the exhibition is likely, in spite of the drawbacks
we have mentioned, to be very attractive to
gardeners and garden lovers. From the nature
of the entries it seems probable that horticultural
buildings, boilers, stoves, garden engines, lawn
mowers, vases, garden furniture in endless
variety, wirework, and implements of all descrip-
tions, will be exhibited on a scale more extensive
and more varied than anything heretofore
attempted. From the terms of the schedule, it

is obvious that no competition, properly so called,

can be instituted ; but at the same time there
ought not, and we believe there will be no
difficulty for the judges to make satisfactory
awards to deserving exhibits on general prin-
ciples, which the well-instructed gardener or
amateur can apply for himself, according to his
own particular requirements.

As to the proposed trials of boilers, we are
disposed to be of the same opinion as our corre-
spondent, " A. M. C." (see p. 735). We think
that, to be of any real use, the arrangements for

such trials should have been made months ago,
and not left till the last moment. It would be
most desirable to institute such trials, but it

should be under the best possible auspices, and
conducted in such a manner as to commanii the
assent of all unprejudiced persons. Under exist-

ing circumstances, we cannot think so desirable
a result is likely to be attained, and we would
therefore advise the Council to begin at once to

organise a proper trial, to take place next year.

A word as to the site of the exhibition.
Knowing that there is a botanic garden at

Birmingham more or less connected with the
Queen's College and other educational establish-

ments of the midland metropolis—knowing, too,

that it is in a good suburb of the town, and
itself an establishment meriting the attention of
horticulturists from the successful way in which
it is laid out, the beauty of its site, and its

general satisfactory condition, we had serious
doubts as to whether the Society would not lose

prestige by holding its exhibition on the present
site. A recent visit that we paid both to the
botanic garden and to the Lower Grounds, Aston,
where the show is to be held, has greatly modified
these impressions ; and however much, at first

glance, it might seem to be more consistent to

hold the show at the former locality, there can
be no question that for general convenience in

the matter of facility of access, space, reception
rooms, committee rooms, and the general com-
fort of visitors and exhibitors, the selected sit6

has much the advantage over its more "genteel

'

neighbour on the other side of the town. Too
much can hardly be said of the spirit and taste

exercised by Mr. OuiLTER in the decoration of
his grounds. The spring bedding was in its

fullest flush of beauty at the time of our visit,

and was on a scale of magnitude for which, in

spite of all that has been said in these pages on
the subject, we were little prepared. Every
arrangement is being made to secure as brilliant

a display of summer bedding as the date fixed

for the show will allow. The park itself is suffi-

ciently extensive, well and tastefully laid out,

readily accessible by rail or road, while the

arrangements for the business of the meeting and
the comfort of the vistors seem singularly feli-

citous. It was our lot to see the Lower Grounds
when they were thronged with holiday makers
in the highest of spirits and the gayest of attire,

and we had in consequence an opportunity

of witnessing the excellence of the arrangements
made by the manager, and the really wonderful
order manifested by the vast crowd, who seemed
thoroughly to enjoy the floral treat and the

excellent music provided for them at the low
cost of 6//. ! Flowers and music, both excellent,

were the staple, indeed almost the only amuse-
ments offered, and thoroughly they seemed to be
appreciated. We were not surprised, after inspec-

tion, to learn from the proprietor that the damage
done to the flowers on such occasions was
inappreciably small, while wanton mischief
seemed to be almost unknown.
We believe that the several railway companies

—the London and North-Western (who have a
station, " Aston," the most convenient for exhi-

bitors, ten minutes' walk from the grounds), the
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Great Western, the North Staffordshire, and the
Midland Companies—will carry " exhibits " to

the show ground, and, if they remain the pro-

perty of the exhibitor, back whence they came
for a single fare. We believe also that they are
prepared to issue return tickets available from
June 22 to July i. During the show week
excursion trains will be run at a single fare for

the double journey from most places in the
vicinity of Birmingham, as also from Lincoln,
Sheffield, Liverpool, Manchester, Hereford, Bath,
Oxford, Northampton, Stamford, and Leicester.

The charges for admission to the public are

moderate, and special arrangements have been
made to enable parties of workmen to visit the
exhibition at a small charge.

We trust the efforts of the Birmingham com-
mittee will be rewarded, and that the beneficial

effects to the town and neighbourhood will be
great and permanent. Doubtless exhibitors will

see that their interests also are involved, and do
their part well. We shall publish from time to

time such further details of the horticultural

features in and about Birmingham, collected by
our " special correspondents," as may be likely

to bf useful to our readers and to those about
to visit the show.

Mr. William Paul's Exhibition of Pot
Roses, held in the Garden Corridor at the Crystal
Palace during the past week, was an unqualified
success. Over 3000 plants, varying in size, was the
number sent from his famous nurseries at Waltham
Cross, in addition to numerous other subjects employed
with excellent effect to relieve or tone down the rich

glowing colours—an art in which Mr. Paul is one of the
masters. The plants used for the latter purpose were
pyramidal Ivies, Purple Beech, Golden and other
variegated Oaks, and Acer Negundo variegatum. These
were employed amongst the large specimen Roses,
whilst the smaller plants in the front rows were inter-

mixed with baskets of young Ivies, Echeverias, Euony-
mus japonicus flavescens, E. japonicus aureus, Golden
Feather and Golden Thyme ; and the whole formed a
spectacle such as, of its kind, has very rarely been
equalled. The "lion" amongst the Roses was the
new Princess Beatrice, a flower that will take high
rank amongst exhibition kinds on account of its fine form
and great substance ; Duke of Edinburgh was shown in

splendid colour, as also was Princess Christian, both
varieties of more than average merit. All the leading
kinds were represented in Mr. Paul's well known style,

so that we need not mention any other names ; suffice

it to say that in addition to the Roses a great treat was
provided for those interested in Pelargoniums, by the
whole of the fine new varieties raised by Dr. Denny,
and a good assortment of Tricolors, being on view at

the entrance, acting as it were as " Gentlemen at Arms "

at Queen Rosa's Court.

The Exhibition of the Manchester Bota-
nical and Horticultural Society has proved to
be one of the most successful of the series now for
several years held in the gardens at Old Trafford—
indeed we learn that it is the greatest financial success
the Society has ever had on these occasions, between
50,000 and 60,000 persons having visited the exhibition
during the Whitsun week, and the receipts having
reached to ;^2000.

We learn from the Rez-ue Hortkoie that it is in

contemplation to move the famous Parisian horticul-
tural establishment, the Fleuriste, from La Muette to
some other locality. The magnitude and importance
of this vast manufactory of plants for the decoration of
the Paris squares have been frequently alluded to in
our columns, and were at first received with incredulity.
The establishment suffered severely during the war.

One of our St. Petersburg correspondents re-

ports that the last meeting of the Imperial Horticul-
tural Society of that city for the present season
was held on the i8th ult., under the presidency of
General Greig. Various prizes were awarded, and
amongst them a gold medal and the sum of 200 roubles

^£y^) to Mr. Eugene Marks, gardener to the Grand
Duchess Helena Pawlowna at Oranienbaum, for a
plan of a public garden. This was the result of a
competition instituted by the Society for designs for
pleasure garden^ to be formed in the spacious squares
of the Admiralty and of the Senate. The gardens in
question will be commenced after the celebration of the
fHes in memory of Peter the Great, which will be
held with much spirit on June II. The superin-
intendenceof the works is entrusted to the Society, and
a sum of 50,000 rouble^; is allowed for the first year's
works. The Inst exhibition of the Society shows, says
our correspondent, that cultivation is well understood
at St. Petersburg, but that the introduction of new
Tilants or the raising distinct varieties is almost un-
known, except in the case ol the Botanic Garden,
which has always worthily represented the interests of
the science and art of horticulture, but which is unfor-
tunately the only establishment in the country devoted
to the same objects. Among plants grown in rooms
exhibited at the meeting above referred to, was a

Echinocactus Odierii.

,, Cumniingii.

,, niyriostigma.

,, Wanderayii
,, texana.

, , hexsedrophorus.

,, multiflorus.

Ecliinopsis amorna.
Mammillaria glabrala.

,, mirabilis.

,, polyedra.

,, barbata.

,, nigra.

,, Schiediana,

,, phymatophila.
p, conopsea.

splendid specimen of Areca Baueri, grown in a dwelling
house for three years, and which measured 21 feet in

height. The collections of Pelargoniums, Roses,
Rhododendrons and Azaleas, Tulips, Deutzias, Ca-
mellias, Fritillarias, and Kalmias are spoken of in high
terms, as well as a remarkable collection of native

perennial plants exhibited by M. Heltzer, of the
Botanic Garden.

The opening of the grounds of the People's
Garden Club for the present season took place on
Saturday last. A plot of 50 acres of land has been
secured by the members on Old Oak Common, near
Willesden Junction, and has been laid out with
terraces and flower beds, and fitted up for the enjoy-

ment of the lovers of cricket, archery, and other out-

door sport. A season ticket, entitling to a summer
bath of fresh air, only costs 55.—a reasonable admission
fee in all conscience.

The following plants in Mr. J. T. Peacock's
fine collection of Cacti were in flower during the

week ending May 24 :

—

Mammillaria acanthophlegma.

J, bicolor.

,, Wildiana.

,, Haverneckii.
Cereus speclosissimus.

,, flagelliformis.

„ Mallisoni.

Phyllocactus Ackermarmi.

,, Jenkinsii.

,, multifiorus.

Aloe ciliaris.

,, variegata,

„ humilis.

„ incurva.

"

,, phcatilis.

Gasterias— all

The French Joiirjial 0/ Practical Agriculture
announces a Cure for the Root Aphis of the Vine
(Phylloxera) in the shape of soot, which is spread round
the root, covered with a thin layer of earth. This
process is said to be effectual. Our French neighbours
do not seem to have availed themselves of the hint

given by Mr. Dunn, of Powerscourt, Gardener's
Chronicle^ 1870, p. 1277.

We have received from Mr. J. E. Howard
the following important note relating to Cinchona
tucujensis, Krst. (C. nobilis) :

—

"About eleven years since I received from Dr.
Karsten a plant of his C. tucujensis, a well-defined
species of Cinchona, which is the origin of a sort of bark
called * Maracaibo bark' in commerce. It formed a
small tree some 7 feet or 8 feet in height, and 3 inches in
circumference, and by its large and handsome leaves quite
justified the title of Cinchona nobilis, which is the name
conferred by Mr. Bull on a plant in all respects similar
to this. I have recently had occasion to cut the tree

down, as some malady, proceeding from the leaves down-
wards, had attacked its vitality. This gave me the
opportunity of examining the bark in a chemical sense,

and of observing, for the second time, that the formation
of alkaloid had been perfected under glass in this country,
I have by me very good and pure sulphate of quinine,
which I obtained some years since from a home-grown
tree of C. officinahs. This time it was another alkaloid,
cinchonidine, which presented itself to my notice. I ob-
tained about two per cent., chiefly of this latter alkaloid,
which crystallised freely in combination with tartaric acid.
It thus appears that the habit of the plant itself—tending
to a chemical constitution such as I found it to possess

—

had not been overcome by the altered circumstances of its

growth ; for the Maracaibo bark is of poor quality, and
the result of the analysis such as might have been expected
if the tree had grown in its native habitat

; so that in
recording its loss I have to regret rather the beauty of its

appearance than its pharmaceutic excellence."

A Russian correspondent of the Retnie Horti-
(To/r thus describes a method of Preserving Cucum-
bers :—The Cucumbers are washed, placed in a barrel
in layers with herbs such as Fennel, Parsley, Tarragon,
Onions and Rose leaves intermixed. Sometimes all-

spice or long pepper is added. When the barrel is

nearly full, a solution of salt (i lb. to 123 litres of
boiling water) is poured when cold into the barrel
through a small hole in the top, which is afterwards
tightly corked. The barrels are kept in a cellar or in

a house, and when required for use the Cucumbers
are sliced and sent to table. Sometimes a Uttle vinegar
is used in addition to the salt.

We hope at an early date to furnish some
particulars as to Sefton Park (lately opened by
Prince Arthur), from the pea of M. Andre. In the
mean time, we extract the following from a Liverpool
paper :

—

" Under the Improvement Acts for Sefton and Stanley
Parks the Corporation obtained power to raise ,^575.000,
and of this amount probably more than /"400,000 will be
devoted to the purchase and completion of Sefton I'ark.

The cost of the land was ^^275, 865, and it is fully expected
that about ^^145,000 will be expended on labour and
materials before the park can really be said to be finished.

The late Mr. NiiWLANus estimated the cost at ^'450,000,
but it should be remembered that many of the most costly

items in the design on which that estimate was founded
have been entirely erased from the plans, and the most
rigid, determination, as far as possible, to economi--e h:is

been enforced by the committee, in consefjuence of the
outcry of the inhabitants against the alleged extrav.iEfant

expenditure. It will be remembered that when Birken-
head Park was carried out, the building sites around it

were sold for an amount which almost recouped the sum
spent upon the park. It was therefore determined to

adopt a similar plan with regard to Sefton Park, and it

was fully expected that the corporation would be reim-

bursed at least ^200,000. Building plots, containing in

the whole about 120 acres, were arranged on the

outskirts of the park ; but although the sites

have been twice offered to public competition, only
ten of the plots have at present changed hands.

Messrs. Andr£ & Hornblower were the architects and
designers ; Mr. Samuel Campbpxl was contractor for

sewering, road-making, and the heavier excavations ; Mr.
Dickon for the formation of plantations, slopes, &c., and
the subsoil ploughing ; Mr. Peakson Lee for the stone

plinthing ; and Messrs. Pollard & Cuncliffe, of
Burnley, provided the iron railings. About two years

since, however, a dispute arose between the archi-

tects and Mr. Campbell, one of the contractors,

and the contract of that gentleman was deter-

mined. Shortly afterwards the Improvement Committee
determined the contract with Messrs. Hornblower &
Andr£ ; but the modified designs of those gentlemen
have been carried out. The works have since been
carried on by Mr. Dickon, under the immediate super-
vision of Mr. William Pearse, who has officiated as
acting clerk of the works since their commencement.

On Tuesday, May 21, Mr. Robert Gordon
Rae, head gardener to the Earl of Eglinton, Eglin-

ton Castle, Ayrshire, was presented by his numerous
friends with a writing-desk and a purse of 60 sovereigns,

as a token of their respect, on the occasion, of his

leaving Eglinton.

The Northern Lighthouse Commissioners
have had a somewhat curious case presented to them
for consideration and investigation. It appears, ac-

cording to the Scotsman, that for some years past the

emmets, or Ants, have been increasing in number to a

most enormous extent on the May Island, the property
of the Lighthouse Board, and at present every part of

the island is so infested with these little creatures as to

render the land useless to the light-keepers. The
myriads of insects by their burrowing are also raising

considerable hillocks. For the purpose of investigat-

ing the matter, with a view to adopt means to ex-

terminate the insects, a party of gentlemen left

Edinburgh on Saturday morning, and proceeded from
Granton in the Pharos to examine the state of the

island. The steamer sailed at 9. 30 a.m., and among
the gentlemen who embarked, were, the Lord Provost,

Provost Watt, of Leith ; Bailie Miller, and Sheriff

Fordyce, Commissioners ; the professional gentlemen
were Professors Sir R. Christison, Stevenson Macadam,
Maclagan, Wyville Thompson, &c. ; Mr. D. Steven-

son, engineer to the Board, was also present. When
off Crail two gentlemen, said to have practical

experience in such matters, were received on board,

after which the steamer proceeded to the island, where
the whole party landed and remained about two
hours. The result of the investigation has not yet

been made known.

Amongst recent Natural History Sales,
at Mr. J. C. Stevens' Great Rooms, in King Street,

Covent Garden, we may mention that of a portion of

the Rev. W. Ellis' collection of Orchids, from
Hoddesdon ; several importations of Orchids from
Mexico, the Bombay Presidency, and other districts ;

several small private collections of British Lepidoptera;

the remaining portion of the Lepidoptera collected by
A. R. Wallace in the Amazons and in the East
India Islands, and the Coleoptera and Insects, various,

obtained by R. Fortune, Esq., in China and Japan.

We leani from the Times that nearly 40 tons of
New Potatos have now left the ScUIy Islands, prin-

cipally for London, and the same vegetable is being

sent away from Penzance at the rate of five to six tons

per day, but vegetables in Cornwall have not been so

scarce and dear for many years. Cold winds and heavy
showers of sleet and hail continue, and scores of acres

of Potatos in the Penzance district, which, with an
ordinary season, would have been in the raaiket a fort-

night or three weeks ago, are nothing like ready to

take up. A large breadth of Potato ground in West
Cornwall will be very unprofitable this year ; several

acres have been ploughed up, so hopeless had the crops
become through cold, and rain, and frost. Early
Cabbages are also a serious failure in most localities,

and even a few leaves cannot be had under 2.d. ; Lon-
don has received most of the Cabbages worth having,

and remarkably high prices have been readily given by
agents for Covent Garden. Old Potatos, very indif-

ferent, are selling in Cornwall at i^d. and \6d. per
gallon.

Mr. Glaisher, writing on the State of the
Weather during the week ending May 25, says :

—

In the vicinity of London the reading of the baro-
meter at the beginning of the week, at sea level, was
about 29. 7 inches. A general increase occurred through-
out the week, broken, however, by a few very small
depressions, and by the evening of the 25th, 30.3 inches
was registered. The mean daily values fur tlie first

f )ur d.iys were in defect of the average ; those for the

1 ist three in excess. The higliest temperatures by day
were generally very uniform, the niaxinnnn being but
664* on the 25th, and the minimum 54;^° on the 19th.

The lowest temperatures at night were, with the excep-
tions of the 19th and 2olh, close to 40*. The daily

range of temperature averaged about 25% and varied
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from 285° on the 20th, to igi" on the 19th. The mean
daily temperatures were wholly below the average,

though not to any great amount, tlie depar-

tures being as follows:— 19th, 9°. i ; 20th, 5°. 7;
2ist, 2°. I ; 22(1, 3°.3 ; 23d, 4°.6 ; 24th, 2°.9

;

25th, 2."!. The differences between air and dew-

point temperatures were somewhat large at times, and

show a marked change from those last week, when on

several occasions the air was completely saturated with

moisture. So also with regard to the amount of cloud
;

in the week ending the 18th, during several days tl-.e

sky was completely covered, but in the present the

clouds were generally much thinner, and at times the

sky was cloudless. The highest reading of a thermo-

meter placed in the sun's rays was 140° on the 2Ist,

and the lowest of one placed on grass at night was 28.}"

on the 20th. Rain fell on the 20th and 24th, but in very

small quantities, being in marked contrast to the heavy

falls of last week. The direction of the wind was
generally south-westerly, changing round to northerly

at the end of the week. The pressure was light

throughout.
In England the extreme high day temperature ranged

between 70}° at Portsmouth, and 58^° at Bristol, the

general average over the country being 63^°. The
extreme low night temperatures varied from 40° at

Newcastle-on-Tyne to 29^" at Nottingham, the aver-

age being 33" nearly. The mean range of temperature

in the week was 30^°. The mean of all highest

temperatures observed by day ranged from 63^° at

Blackhealh to 534° at Newcastle-on-Tyne, giving an

average of 59° for the whole country. The mean of

all lowest temperatures observed at night varied

between 423° at Bristol and 34^° at Hull. The mean
daily range of temperature in the week was 21:^'' ; the

highest mean daily temperature was 50" nearly at

Blackheath, and the lowest 45* nearly at Eccles, the

mean for the week being 463°. A thunderstorm

occurred on the 2 1st at Birmingham and Wolver-

hampton ; hail and snow in large flakes also

fell on the same day at Wolverhampton, and

snow fell on the 19th at Manchester. The weather

during the week was generally fine over the country,

varied at times by showers at most places. The
nights, as a rule, were cold, hoar frost occasionally

occurring. The greatest fall of rain was three-quarters

of an inch, at Birmingham, while at Sheffield and

Leeds no rain fell in the week. The average fall over

the country was two-tenths of an inch.

In Scotland the highest temperatures varied between
67° at Dundee and 57° at Edinburgh, with a general

average of 62°. The lowest temperatures ranged from

364° at Leith to 32° at Glasgow and Edinburgh, with

a mean of 34", nearly, lor the whole country. The
highest mean temperature was 454°, at Dundee and

Leith, and the lowest 424°, at Edinburgh, the general

average being 444°. Three-quarters of an inch of rain

fell at Glasgow, and but little more than one-tenth at

Leeds, the average fall being nearly half an inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 62', the

lowest 3o|°, and the mean 475°. The rainfall was
little more than three-tenths of an inch.

Some time since (writes our correspondent, Mr.

Jackson) Dr. As.\ Gray presented to the Museum at

Kew a series of thin veneers, or rather sheets of wood,
such as had been introduced into America, for covering

the walls of rooms instead of paper. These Wood
Papers, if we may so call them, are exhibited amongst
the American woods in the timber museum (No. 3),

and though the specimens there shown are not more
than from 2 to 3 feet long, and 18 inches wide, they are,

we understand, to be had in America in lengths of 10

feet, and of the entire width of the trunk from which they

are taken. They are of a uniform thickness throughout,

and scarcely, if at all, thicker than ordinary wall paper.

They are produced by a kind of gigantic planing-machine,

the papers being simply huge shavings. In most of them
the grain runs longitudinally, the trunk of the tree

being fed against the 'plane, or the plane being worked
along the trunk in that direction, but by a further

development of this wood machine much wider veneers

are obtained. A wider blade is of course necessary,

and the trimk of the tree being cut to the required

length, it is made to revolve like a cylinder, and by a

very even and uniform pressure against the edge of the

plane, a continuous shaving, or veneer, of any desired

thickness or length is produced by what might be

likened to a kind of unrolling of the vegetable tissues.

Though these wood papers are of comparatively recent

introduction in America, it appears the patent for their

production is only a development of a French patent

obtained so long ago as 1826, by which the patentee

covered a piano with sheets of ivory so produced.

For the veneering of small objects, such as telescope

tubes, sword canes, &c., the wood shavings are usually

backed with thin papers ; the backing or lining is

applied by means of a machine very similar to that

usually employed for making cardboard, by which two
sheets, supplied from rollers, after being brought into

contact with a revolving brush, dipping in liquid paste

or size, are passed together between compressing
rollers, and then taken up on the receiving roller. At
first the wood sheets were used for walls without any
lining or backing, but before being applied they were
thoroughly soaked in water to make them pliable

;

when lined with paper, however, they are much
stronger, and »re used exactly as ordinary wall papers

by pasting the sheets, or if preferred the wall itself.

The sheets are so thin that the edges can be lapped over

each other as readily and neatly as actual paper. After

being properly fixed the walls can be either left untouched,

rubbed down with oil, or varnished, and in either case

look well. Amongst the woods cut for this purpose,

and exhibited at Kew, are Bird's-eye M.^nle (Acer sac-

cliarinum), Red Maple (A. rubrum). Swamp Curly

Maple (A. rubrum). Mahogany (Swietenia Mahagoni),
Black Walnut (Juglans nigra). Button Wood (Platanus

occidentalis), Hornbeam (Carpinus americanus), &c.

New Garden Plants.
Odontoglossum uloptekum, LiitJ. Rchb. f.

Sep.i!is lanceolato linearibus acuminatis, dorso obtuse carinatts'

latcralibus stricto defle.\is subparallelis ; tepaliscuncatooblongi^

apiculatis crispulis ; labelio ligulato acuminato porrccto : hypo'
chilio apice incumbenti iiiarginibus erectis lobulatis apice acu"

minatis : cpichilio a basi rolundala oblongo acuminato callo

cirnoso apice bicruri, crure quovis extrorso carnoso acuto in

babi epichilii ; columna clavata.

A curious thing, having probably a large floral panicle,

though I have but a small portion at hand. The
flowers have brownish sepals with green dorsal keels.

Petals yellow, with numerous brown blotches. Hpyo-
chil white, with two purplish spots on the anterior

horns. Epichil yellow, with numerous brown blotches.

It has just flowered with Director Linden, of Brussels,

and is, no doubt, a New Grenadian or Ecuadorian

introduction.

Odontoglossum spilotanthum, Lind. Rchb. f.

Scpalis unguiculatis oblongo-ligulatis acutis : tcpalis unguiculatis

oblongis acutis undulatis ; labelli hypochilio bilaminari

utrinque in dentes lacero. dentibus duobus antepositis. callo

interposito mediano jugato ligulato tomentoso :
epichilio obloii-

go-ligulato acuto nunc trilobo, lobis basilaribus obtusangulis

paulo dilatatis ; columna clavata, medio angulata, apiculo

utrinque ju.xta foveam.

Very near O. ulopterum, yet it appears sufficiently

distinct by the basilar part of the lip. The flowers are

whitish, with brown blotches. Discovered in Ecuador

by Mr. Wallis, and flowered with Director Linden.

Pleurothallis lateritia, F.ndr. Echb. /., n. sp.

(§ Picta:.) Densissime carspitosa ; foliis paiTulis cuneato lancels

acutis coriaceis superne nitidis ; pedunculo longiori capillari

apice bifloro, secundifloro, ovario pedicellato bracteam longe

superante : sepalo dorsali fornicato ligulato acuto tricarinato :

sepalis lateralibus semicoalitis, ligulis libris oblongis acutis

utrinque bicarinatis : tepalis bene brevioribus ligulatis, apice

incrassatis oblique retusis uninerviis ; labelio cuneato rhombeo
ligulato retuso tlexo ; columna semilereti, androclinio postice

acuto ascendente.

A small crespitose plant, in the way of P. Grobyi,

with a few brick-red flowers. It was sent from Costa

Rica to the Hamburgh Botanic Garden by M. Endres.

H. G. Rchb. f.

THE LA TE DR. ROBERT WIGHT, F.R.S.

We have to record, with great concern, the decease

of the veteran Indian botanist, at his residence, Grazeley

Lodge, near Reading, on the 26th ult.

Those conversant with the really gigantic labours of

our Indian botanists will need no reminder that Dr.

Wight was by no means the least among that self-

sacrificing band. If any proof were wanting that a

tropical climate does not necessarily, and in all cases,

impair European energy, it might be found in the

services of the brilliant galaxy of Indian botanists from

Roxburgh to Wight, not to mention others still amongst

us, and who have contributed as much to the deve-

lopment of Indian resources and the introduction of

valuable plants for cultivation, such as Cotton, Tea,

Cinchona, &c., as they have to botanical science.

Dr. Wight was bom at Milton, Duncra Hill, East

Lothian, on July 6, 1796, his father being a Writer to

the Signet in Edinburgh. The young Wight was

educated at the High School of Edinburgh, and took

his degree in medicine at the University of that city

in 1816. After making one or two voyages as

surgeon to a ship, he went out to India (Madras Pre-

sidency), in 1819. In the early part of his career he

had charge of the Botanical Gardens at Madras, and

was afterwards appointed naturalist to the Hon. East

India Company.
For some years he acted as assistant surgeon and

afterwards as full surgeon in the 33d regiment of

Native Infantry. It is not, however, of his medical

career that we would here speak, we prefer to dwell on

the services he rendered to botany by his diligence as a

botanical collector, and specially by his extraordiiiary

energy and untiring industry in studying, describing,

and illustrating the plants of that vast territory. Travel-

hng from place to place, at a distance from books and

herbaria, cut off to a great extent from his feUow

labourers, he yet contrived to amass materials and to

publish works, the labour involved in which seems even

now almost beyond belief. His perseverance and

industry were [not more remarkable than his sagacity

and tact. His writings show that he had a singularly

discriminative mind, and a felicitous power of seizing

on the essentials, and relegating to their proper place

details of inferior consequence. It is these qualities

which render the work he published in conjunction

with the late Professor Amott, of Glasgow, so remark-

able. This work, prepared during a temporary sojourn

in Edinburgh, and of which, unfortunately, only a

single volume was completed, is entitled Frodromus

Flora; Peninsula Orifntalis (1834), and was intended

to comprise descriptions of the plants growing in that

region. Of it Drs. Hooker and Thomson, in the
introduction to their Flora Indica^ say that it is "the
mo-.t able and valuable contribution to Indian botany
which has ever appeared, and is one which has few
rivals in the whole domain of botanical literature,

whether we consider the accuracy of the diagnoses, the
careful limitation of the species, or the many improve-
ments in the definition and limitation of genera and the

higher group of plants." One volume only was pub-
lished, the work having been interrupted by Dr.

Wight's return to India in 1834. It comprises

descriptions of about 1400 species.

" On his return to Madras Dr. Wight conceived the

idea of carrying out, on a very extensive scale, an
illustrated work on the plants of India, and in 1S38

the Illustrations of Indian Botany were commenced,
and soon after were followed by the Icones Plantarum
India Orientalis. The former work, which is furnished

with coloured plates, contains a series of memoirs on
the natural orders, full of important infoimation with

regard to species, and valuable notes on their affinities;

it terminated with the end of the second volume and

the iS2d plate in 1850. In the Icones the letterpress

usually contains only the description of the species,

though in the later volumes occasional general details

are given, especially in those natural orders which

are not included in the Illustrations. The plates

of the Icones are uncoloured, and amount to 2101."

In the Spicilegium Neilghcrrense, a third illustrated

work, there are coloured copies of a portion of the

plates of the Icones, with much valuable matter relative

to the Nilghiri flora. "This is not the place," say

the authors of the work from which we take these

details, " to dwell on the extraordinary exertions

in the cause of science of the author of these

great works. They are themselves the best proof of

his wonderful energy, and show what can be accom-

plished by perseverance under apparently insurmount-

able obstacles. At the period of the publication of the

earlier numbers the art of lithography was in a very

rude state in India, and the plates are consequently

very imperfect, but in the later volumes the improve-

ment is great, and the outline drawings are admirably

reproduced. These volumes form the most important

contributions, not only to botany, but to natural

science, which have ever been published in India."

Speaking, in another place, of the Frodromus before

alluded to, Drs. Hooker and Thomson mention it

in terms which will be endorsed by all who have occa-

sion to use the book for working purposes. "There
are few systematic works which equal it for accuracy,

truly philosophical views of the limits of genera, species,

and varieties, and scrupulous attention to the details of

nomenclature, synonymy, &c." Dr. Wight early saw
that the Linnean system was utterly insufficient for the

grouping of Indian plants, and by his clear perception

of affinities and his sagacious interpretation of structure,

showed himself to be far above the level of a mere
descriptive botanist. Nor were his labours confined to

matters of pure botany. We find him writing on a

"New Application of Grafting," a paper we have

unfortunately not been able to see ; on various medi-

cinal plants, on the acclimatisation of extra-tropical

plants within the tropics, wherein he advocates the

view that plants raised from seed under the influence

of a high temperature have their constitution so modified

as to fit them for successful culture in higher temperatures

than if raised in the ordinary manner in the shade, and he

urges the desirability of instituting experiments to ascer-

tain the correctness or otherwise of this view. Dr.

Wight also laid stress on the fact pointed out by

Humboldt that cereals grown in high temperature

produce in the first instance herbage valuable as fodder,

and which is succeeded as the temperature declines by

flowers and grain. As superintendent of the Cotton

plantations at Coimbator, Dr. Wight was naturally led

to study the species and cultivation of various species

of Cotton, and published various papers on the naturali-

sation of the American Cotton in India, and even so

late as 1862 he published a pamphlet on Cotton farm-

ing, explanatory of the American and East Indian

methods of culture.

We have already alluded to his separately published

works—a list of his communications to various

scientific journals, such as Hooker's Botanical Mis-

cellany and Journal of Botany, Companion to the

Botanical Magazine, Madras Journal of Science, Annals

ofNatural History, Edinburgh Fhilosofhical Journal,

Journal of the Indian Agricultural Society, and

Calcutta Journal of Natural History, will be fotind

in the Royal Society's Catalogue of Scientific Memoirs.

He was at one time an occasional contributor to our

columns. Dr. Wight was of course in constant com-

munication with the leading European botanists, and

on terms of warmest friendship with the Hookers,

Lindley, Arnott, and others. We well remember the

greeting between Dr. Wight and Professor Meissner, of

Basle, who met forthe'first time, after a correspondence

of 30 years, at the London Botanical Congress of 1866.

It was in itself a striking proof of the value of such

gatherings. Dr. Wight w.is in private life a man of the

greatest geniality and cordiality of manner
;
generous,

(rank, staunch, it is no wonder he endeared himself to

his friends. To the last he manifested his liber.iliiy of

mind and interest in science by communicating his plants

and notes to the herbarium at Kew, and to his fellow

workers ; and when failing health prevented him from
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working himself, he was always eager to help those

still engaged in the work to which he had devoted so

many years of his life.

Dr. Wight, who was one of the oldest Fellows of the

Linnean Society, retired finally from India in 1S53,

became a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1S55, and

established himself at Grazeley, near Reading. He
was happily married in 1S38, and leaves a widow, four

sons {two in India), and a daughter.

When in the future it falls to the lot of some

historian to sketch the history and progress of botany

in Great Britain, there will be found but few names

worthy of being placed in the same rank with Robert

Wight.

SPECIMEN ORCHIDS.

It is but rarely that the plant lover has the oppor-

tunity of feasting his eyes on bond fide well-developed

specimen Orchids, and more especially will he find this

to be the case should he limit his field of observation

to the show ground or exhibition tent. Scarcely an

exhibition of any note can be visited, either in the

metropolis or in the pro-

vinces, without meeting

with our old friend, Cypri-

pedium barbatum, and its

varieties, neatly arranged

en masse in pans, and in

one or two particular cases

I have found the contents

of the said pans to consist

not only of separate plants

cleverly placed together,

but also of the pots in

which they had been grown.
With Cypripediums this is

a well-known method of
" making-up ;

" but we
occasionally find such ge-

nera as Oncidium, Odon-
toglossum, Cattleya, and
Dendrobium, to say no-

thing of others, thus con-

glomerated mechanically

into imposing groups, and
then passed ofl as belong-

ing to the singular number.
Nor is this kind of decep-

tion confined to Orchids

alone, forwefinditadopted,

where practicable, with

other plants, and as a sol-

itary instance of the case

in point, I might mention
Sarracenia purpurea, which
not unfrequently is pre-

sented to the admiring gaze

of the uninitiated, densely

packed in broad pans, or

gigantic tubs.

No doubt this system

of grouping is admirably

adapted to those exhibitors

wh ' possess a large number
of (uplicates with which
they can "make-up" a
" specimen plant" at an
hour's notice ; but at the

same time it is greatly to

the disadvantage ofanother

class who, possessing but

one individual of each

species or variety, try to

grow that plant to its

greatest perfection as a spe-

cimen of its kind. Group-
ing is all very well from a
decorator's point of view,

but to many really good
Orchid growers it is a great

injustice, and ought not to

be tolerated any longer in fair Flora's tournaments.

At more than one of our great exhibitions I have
seen really well-grown specimens passed over, and the

prizes awarded to groups, which latter, by-the-by, do
not always consist of the same variety ; indeed, it is no
uncommon occurrence for one to detect two or more
distinct varieties in a pan of Cypripedium barbatum,
as packed together for the exhibition tent. What true

plant growers desire to see at our exhibitions is some-
thing in the shape of well grown single plants

—

bond,

fide specimens in fact—and not an indefinite number
of individuals "bedded out" in great pans, and the

deception cunningly concealed by a neat top-dressing

of fresh sphagnum.
It certainly may be argued by some that Orchids

—

that is to say, many of them — naturally produce
separate individuals, as the Dendrobes more parti-

cularly, D. nobile for example, and that it is next to
impossible to have but one individual in the pot or
pan. Now I would not be understood as going in
for extremes, nay, I would, in many cases, allow a
pan to be "made up " at the commencement of its

season of growth, but pray Itt it be grown at least one
year in ihc same pot in which it is to be exhibited, not
crushed together an hour or two before the show, as
is now too frequently the case.

While speaking of Orchids I might take the

opportunity of referring to some fine plants I have

from time to time had the pleasure of seeing, and

two of which I have selected as illustrations.

These beautiful plants were in the Orchid-houses

at Chatsworth during the spring of 1S71, while, doubt-

less, many of my readers will remember seeing the ! the present instance

grand specimen of Coelogyne cristata, from the same
|

arrangements of the

place, which created such a profound sensation when ' " " ^ '

and Oxford his first stopping places, and to whom we
are indebted for the following notes :

—

Reading.—My sole object on this occasion in stop-

ping at Reading was to visit the seed establishment ot

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, and although one establish-

ment of this nature is very much like another, yet in

the magnitude and orderly

hole give it a distinct indi-

viduality. Entering from the main street, but slight

exhibited before the Royal Horticultural Society at
I
indications are at first visible of anything more than an

South Kensington a year or two ago. ordinary seed-shop, but passing through this one

The pretty Camarotis purpurea was exhibited both
\
enters a bewildering series of offices, granaries, stores,

at Regent's Park and at Chiswick some 20 years ago, '. and warehouses, for the most part new, excellently

bearing over 100 spikes o( flowers on the plant, but at 1 arranged, and irreproachable as to cleanliness. The

the present time it is far from common in our collec

tions. Fancy, again, a pan of Trichopilia crispa, its

casual visitor, heedless or ignorant of the exigencies

of the trade, and seeing these stores nearly empty,

erect pseudobulbs and arching foliage being encircled ; might at first be disposed to comment unfavourably

by a glorious wreath of more than 100 richly coloured

flowers, and the same plant bearing two or occa

the spectacle of empty granaries, but the

more initiated visitor, familiar with seed-time as well

sionally three crops of flowers in a single season, or, to ! as harvest, would not fail to glean from this very fact

put the fact in another light, producing as nearly as

possible its own weight of blossoms annually
some idea of the magnitude of the business transactions

which demand so much cubic space to be filled in

Another interesting circumstance connected with the
]
autumn and winter, while the small army of clerks, m

well-lighted offices, would
materially serve to confirm

the impression. In fact,

behind the modest exterior

above alluded to, is a small

town of offices and stores.

The room devoted to the

supply of orders for flower-

seeds is one of the most

remarkable of the whole,

from its size and the per-

fection and method of its

arrangements. Long rows

of gas standards testify to

long hours in the busy

season ; but, on the other

hand, reading and refresh-

ment rooms, and a spacious

and elegant lecture hall,

bear witness that the pro-

prietors look on their em-

ployes as something more

than machines to execute

orders. The trial-grounds

at this season of the year

present but little interest,

and have, moreover, been

described in your columns

on more than one occa-

sion. It is not, however,

generally known that in

addition to the other

branches of their business,

Messrs. Sutton have at a

small distance from the

town a general nursery,

which will not, indeed,

compare in magnitude and

importance with other parts

of their establishment, but

which bears a similar im-

press of business method

and order. The stock is

for the most part of the or-

dinary description—small

saleable stuff, good of its

kind, and adapted for the

requirements of the neigh-

bourhood. Theglass-houses

are light convenient struc-

tures, and with the pits

serve to shelter a large stock

of bedding plants and ordi-

nary nursery stock. I

saw, too, a quantity of

fruit of the Marquis of

Lome Cucumber, a hand-

some variety for exhibition

purposes, but deficient in

The general impression made was that, if

Flo. 175.—DENDROBIUM NOBIl.f.

particular plant to which I allude, is, that it has been
^

flavour.

in the same pan for two or three years at least. Messrs. Sutton desired it, they could with their present

That Orchids can be grown into really grand speci-
\

nucleus speedily establish a plant establishment wmcn

mens the annexed illustrations will prove, and they are

not exaggerated. The Phajus (fig. 1 76), bore 36 spikes,

some of them 4 feet long, and three or four other plants

ould achieve in their hands as great notoriety as their

better known and more extensive seed establishment.

O.XFORD.—Much was said in your columns at

nearly as good. The Dendrobium (fig. 175),
' and about the time of the provincial exhibition held

here represented is one of some half dozen plants in this lovely city a year or two ago, as to

which, at the time I saw them, were literally one horticultural features, but still much remams to

mass of delicate flowers ; indeed, the flowers produced told. For those

by these last named plants alone would be worth from keeping

£S° '° £^° '" '''^ London markets. Of all Orchids and for

Its

be

ho love well-kept gardens, in

with the venerable piles around them,

,
_. _„ ___ the most part freed from the vulgarisms

pe'rhaps this is the best to grow for profit in the so common in show places now-a-days, the college

cut flower trade, as it can be forced into flower gardens—notably those^ of Worcester, St. John's,

with impunity

F. IK B.

ON THE WAY.
Birmingham is a centre towards

railways converge, and.

nearly any period of the year. Magdalen, and New Colleges—will have manifold

attractions. I shall probably be suiting the conveni-

ence of your readers best by curbing any tendency I

might have to burst out into heroics on the archileclural

beauties, the historic grandeur, and the literary fame of

this noted seat of learning—which this year celebrates

its thousandth anniversary— matters which will rise to

"T.rdcns and

which various

hichever route be chosen,

there is something on the way likely to interest the the surface in sauntering through the ga

traveller. It is not material for our present purpose academic groves aforesaid, and in sticking to matters of
"

;

pure horticulture, so far as circumstances will permit.

Since my last visit a large area close to the new
'hich route be taken first. It happens to suit our con

venience to give in the first place some joltings by the

way contributed by a correspondent who made Reading museum, and always called the "Parks, has been
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made more worthy of its appellation. It has been

enclosed and planted. On one side is a noble row of

Elms, on another are the buildings of the Museum—an

edifice ugly and bald in full face, but whose component
parts cluster up well around the central tower when
seen from the side. Substantial villas overlook it on

one side, while from another the view is unobstructed

over fat pastures, Willow-lined streams, and distant

hills, dear to the local geologist. Here, it will be

said, are the elements of a pretty park ; but, on the

other hand, the surface is flat as a billiard table, the

soil hungry and poor, with dry gravel or oolite rock at

a very few inches below the surface ; and the landscape

gardener who, under such adverse circumstances, should
have had all the more funds at his disposal, has too

evidently been crippled, and
his designs mutilated by want
of means. The existing plan
is simple enough, a very large

central area in grass, a shrub-

bery border edged with Ma-
honia the whole distance all

round the outskirts, except on
the side towards the marshes,

and a straight walk between
it and the centre. Delight-

fully simple, but rather too

monotonous, not an undula-

tion throughout, scarcely a
bend or a curve in the walks.

Nor is this monotony of out-

line and surface broken by
judicious planting and elegant

grouping of trees and shrubs ;

but everywhere straight paral-

lel rows of tall trees behind,

shrubs in the middle, and the

inevitable Berberis as a bound-
ary line. This is the way in

which an area, probably as

large as Christ Church Meadow,
has been treated. In one re-

spect great praise must be given

to those who had the selection

of the trees and shrubs, and
that is in the evident desire to

represent all possible varieties

of hardy trees and shrubs, so

as to constitute an arboretum
on a large scale. The number
got together must be some-
thing very large ; and with com-
paratively little troubleit would
appear (if soil permits) that

this might be made the most
complete arboretum in exist-

ence ; while with better group-
ing, and an extension of the

system of labelling already

well commenced, it might be
made a most valuable adjunct

to the Botanic Garden, whose
limited space precludes the

formation of an arboretum on
any but a very small scale.

The Botanic Gardai bears

but loo evident marks of in-

sufficient means, which is the

more lamentable from its well

earned repute, and from its

really fine collections, which
must suffer—are suffering— if

the University in its wisdom
does not add considerably to

its subsidies. The necessity of

a botanic garden to the com-
plete development of the

natural science school is more
than ever paramount. The
physiologists have their well

appointed laboratory, the ana-

tomists a splendid museum,
the chemists, zoologists, phy-
sicists, are all well, even sump-
tuously provided for, and good
work is done in them ; but

to all appearances the botanic

gardens are starved by the

niggardly sum annually be-

stowed on them. The study of living plants is now
more than ever necessary to the botanical student.

The herbarium is, after all, but a poor substitute

for the garden ; and for all questions relating to

development, minute anatomy, and physiology, a well
selected collection of representative plants, of as many
types of structure as possible, is an absolute necessity.

Such a garden should contain not only representatives
of all the types of structure and of the natural groups
that can be grown under the circumstances in quanti-
ties sufficient for the purpose of the students, but it

should also contain collections of plants of known
medicinal and economic use, and plants likely to be of
service in the arts familiar to botanists, but not known
to the manufacturer. Great services also might be ren-
dered to horticulture by the growth in such establish-
ments of ornamental plants not to be met with in the
nurseries, and which would tend to show the abundant
resources at the disposal of the gardener and the florist,

and of which the ordinary commercial establishments

give only a restricted idea. Reverting to the Oxford

garden, it seems matter for regret that in the out-

door department space should be occupied with

beds arranged according to the now obsolete Linnean
system, and specially matter for regret that the fine

collection of herbaceous plants should be allowed to

dwindle away, and the names and tallies become
involved in confusion. Among herbaceous plants

noteworthy at the time of my visit was a charming

blue Pentstemon under no less than four names {per-

haps there were two species), to wit, P. Pononi, P.

procerum, P. spicatum, P. nitidum. Whichever be the

correct name the deep blue of the flower is very

charming, and every lover of hardy border flowers

tv.c.sAf/r^.So

Fig. 176.—PHAjus grandifolius.

should possess it. It was curious to observe the

different appearance of the common Daisy grown in a

bed behind a large tally, and duly labelled Eellis

perennis, as contrasted with the aspect of the same
plant growing mid the adjacent turf. In the bed it

produces comparatively few and weak runners, or

stolons, but amid the herbage, where it has to struggle

for life with the surrounding grasses, the creeping
|

appearance

branches produced are both numerous and sturdy.
;

handsome Richardia melanoleuca was in flower, with

Senecio aurea is worth notice as a yellow border flower
\
its golden spathes, with a purple centre, and its

of moderate height ; while Aralia racemosa, if once
;
white spotted leaves. Almost all the cultivated forms

usually treated to a greenhouse in winter. Here, too,

were fine plants of AsafaHida and Opoponax, and
flowering plants of the Esparto grass, Lygeum Spartum,
now so much used in tlie manufacture of paper.
Amongst annuals in bloom Veronica syriaca may be

mentioned as specially beautiful, from its deep azure-
blue flowers—a charming plant ; a fine patch of Platy-
stemon californicus, with pale Primrose flowers, was
also noticeable. The weeds of the Oxford garden

—

we do not speak disrespectfully, quite the contrary—
are also worth notice. The beautiful but ill-named
Senecio squalidus, the curious Impatiens parviflora, the

quaint Claytonia perfoHata, the ill-smelling Plieracium

amplexicaule, a neat species of Oxalis, the gay Cen-
tranthus ruber, the peculiar Ground Pine, Ajuga

Chamcepitys — all these and
many others come up spon-

taneously in the garden, and
if any one chooses to consider

them weeds in an evil sense,

he may, of course, do so, pro-

vided I am not called on to

endorse his opinion.

A large collection of hardy
European and American
Ferns, Equiseta and Carices,

occupy a shady border, and is

well worth the attention of

lovers of such plants. Here,

too, is a Mulberry with an
arched opening right through
its stem, a circumstance which
does not seem to affect the

equanimity of the tree in the

least.

Of alpine plants the collec-

tion is extensive and interest-

ing. Mr. Baxter cultivates

them in pots placed on a dry

bottom in a cold frame in!

winter, and places them on a

terraced rockwork in summer.
Anemone palmata with bright

yellow flowers, Erodium Ma-
nescavi, Globularia, the pink
Erinus hispanicus, the yellow

Alyssum olympiana, as well as

a fine set of various species of

Iberis, were in bloom at the

time of my visit. Here, too,

was a capital collection of Se-

dums and Saxifrages, and
numerous curious and interest-

ing plants to delight thefancier,

such as an Eryngium with the

strap-like leaf of a Yucca—E.
yuccarfolium ; a Carex with a

broad leaf like a Plantain

—C. Fraseriana. In an old-

fashioned lofty lean-to house,

well adapted for the purpose
to which it is put, though not

much in accordance with mo-
dern ideas, is a truly remark-
able collection of Cape plants

and succulents. Here the

lover of old-fashioned sweet-

scented Pelargoniums may
revel; here he may find elegant

species of Asparagus, hand-
some plants of Geranium cana-

riense, and a fine collection of
Mesembryanthemums, Cras-

sulas, and such-like plants

;

two specimens of C. obliqua

were quite trees, with woody
trunks as thick as one's leg,

and some 3 to 4 feet in height

;

a somewhat smaller plant of

Crassula arborescens was in

full bloom ; Crassula imbricai a
mimics, a species of Lycopc-
dium, and C. multiceps is a
particularly curious little plant

with prostrate slender snake-

like branches.

The Oxford Garden has

long been famous for its col-

lections of Water Lilies, and'

we know of no other establishment in Britain even

now where so many forms of this beautiful genus

are grown. The centre of the tank was occupied

'

by a beautiful species of Crinum in full flower

;

in one comer was the Papyrus, self-sown seedlings

of which come up abundantly. In this house, too,

was a pot of Ficus palustris, having precisely the

of a number of seedling Oaks. The

seen, is sure to be coveted by the lover of hardy plants.

Queer Bupleurums, Eryngiums and Dondias are to be

seen in this department, with noble Ferulas and

Heracleums, and the visitor may chance to light on

snails fit for Lucullus' table in the shape of fine speci-

mens of Helix Pomatia.

In a south border under the protection of a wall was
growing without other protection Melianthus major,

of Nymph?sa are to be found here, from the pretty

little N. pygmcea to the giant blue Water Lily of

Australia. Numerous seedlings of Euryale were coming

up, but the culture of the Victoria has been discon-

tinued for some years, Anemiopsis californica was

coming into bloom, and here, too, might be seen the

rare Villarsia pamassifolia and another Australian

species, we believe not in cuUivation elsewhere.
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In a cool stove are some fine Tree Ferns, and here

Theophrasta imperialis bore frost with impunity ; while

the central stove is crowded to excess with Palms,

Pandanads, and other stove plants, many of them fine

specimens, which it seems sacrilege to treat so uncere-

moniously.

Mr. Baxter, from untoward experience, is no advo-

cate for placing Palms in the open air in summer in

this country except under exceptionally favourable cir-

cumstances ; a fine plant of Areca Baueri was nearly

killed, and its leaves sadly injured by exposure to the

wind last summer.
In the Agave house, a light span-roofed structure,

are some fine specimens of the commoner Agaves, a

Fourcroya, just ceased flowering ; and a remarkably

handsome plant of Buonapartea glauca, whose panicle

of fruit, if seen detached from the plant, might well be
mistaken for that of some Dock. To enumerate all

the treasures of this old establishment would be to

write a catalogue. We recommend all plant lovers to

pay a visit for themselves—those whom bright ribbon

borders and gay flower-beds delight will not find the

establishment so much to their taste.

If the wayfarer have time to spare, he should not fail to

visit Nuneham and its beautiful woods, the gardens of

which place, once under the charge of Mr. Bailey, are

now under the direction of Mr. Watson. Blenheim,
with its noble collection of trees, will also amply repay
repeated visits. In fact, in and about Oxford there

is something to suit all tastes, and of course always
something to grumble at, in illustration of which latter

let me, in conclusion, relate how a railway porter at

the station spoke of a newly erected church hard by.

"Helegant, sir?—you wouldn't call it helegant, sir, if

you was a goods' guard, and lived nigli it, and got to

bed, as it may be, at i or 2 in the morning, and was
woked up just as you had got off by that there bell a
tanging away for a couple of hours at that time of the

morning. Why, sir ! they won't let a man sit wi' his

wife in that church," &c.
The remainder of the grievance I did not hear, as

the train came up which was to bear me away
Birminghamwards. A'.

Iffluie Corresponbence.

Stealing Cuttings at Exhibitions.—I regret to

have occasion to revert to this abominable practice, and
to warn exhibitors that these cutting-stealing scoundrels
are again at their nefarious work. In a collection of
Tricolors which I exhibited at the Botanical Gardens,
Manchester, last week, two of the plants. Queen of
Spain and Queen of Portugal, were operated upon in

a very dastardly manner. No less than four shoots
were cut and broken off from the latter, and one branch
wrenched off from the former. The evil could scarcely

be perpetrated in the crowd, and must either have
been done during the hours the exhibition was closed
to the public, or before it was thronged. It makes it

all the more aggravating to me to think that the judg-
ment of the thieves was sadly at variance with that of
the appointed censors. It would have been bad
enough had my plants taken the 1st prize ; but the 1st

and 2d prize lots were passed over as being unworthy
of the attentions of these much-to-be-dreaded connois-
seurs. The worst of it is, these rascals leave you the
plants, and every time they are looked upon the feelings

are outraged at their disfigurement. I only hope that
the thieves, every time they look upon the cuttings
which they stole, will receive from their beauty such
monitions of conscience as shall lead them to become, if

not better members of society, at least more worthy of
the name of gardeners. Andrew Meikle, Read Hall
Gardens, IVhalley.

Surrey Orchids. — If your correspondent, Mr.
Bennett, will refer back to my letter he will find it

stated that I collected the Orchids simultaneously 38
years ago on my first visit to Dorking, but, as they
were only required for potting, it was not necessary
that they should be in flower. As I had at that
time the use of Sowerby's English Botany, and a
reference to Teesdale's Herbarium of British Plants
having been kindly accorded me by Mr. Alton, 1
availed myself of the opportunity to collect specimens
of plants to form an herbarium of my own ; and in
order to gather them in flower, I visited that neigh-
bourhood as well as other localities two or three times
in the course of the following summer, which enabled
me to obtain such Orchids as were not in flower on
the occasion of my first visit. I find now that in making
out my list, in accordance with your correspondent's
request, I omitted to insert Cephalanthera rubra, from
Boxhill, which increases the number to 20 species that
were collected by me in that neighbourhood. The
Chlora perfoliata formerly grew abundantly on the
slope of the first hill, on the left hand side of the lane
leading from the turnpike road to Ranmore Common;
but havmg searched for it there last summer as well as
in other parts of Mickleham without finding it, I am
rather surprised to learn, according to your correspon-
dent s account, that it has been found in abundance
on boxhdl, near there. I beg to inform your correspon-
dent that he need not be in bodily fear with regard tomy mitrailleuse, as I trust 1 shall never be so devoid of
grace as to attempt to grass him or anyone else
by a. coup de gr&ce of my machine, but the circum-

stance that two hostile letters were inserted in your

paper in quick succession, in opposition to the state-

ments contained in my letter, looked so much like a

conflict looming in the distance, that I considered it

was time for me to buckle on my armour, and be

prepared for the emergency. A, Choules.

The Vegetable Garden.—Referring to the para-

graph under the above heading by "J. B." in your

last issue (p. 702), perhaps you will permit us to make
a few remarks upon the part which more directly con-

cerns the seedsman. We, as perhaps the largest seed

growers in the United Kingdom, are in a position to

offer a word in explanation of your correspondent's

remark respecting the seed crops of the past season,

and would state that those kinds mentioned, viz..

Onions, Carrots, Parsnips, were well harvested last

season, and ought under ordinary circumstances to

have germinated freely. We have nevertheless heard

of two or three instances where it has proved othei

wise, and after minute inquiries have found the cause to

have been either from local circumstances or atmo
spheric influence. Regarding our usual spring pot

trials, our note-book records good growth in all

instances. Our outdoor Pea trials, too, we find are

good : hence it would appear the failures alluded to are

not easily to be explained by the seedsman. We
would just add that we have seen some remarkably fine

specimens of our late summer Broccoli, grown by our

customers in Hants and Essex, in each case measuring

a yard in circumference, and particularly close headed
;

this we feel sure, when well known, will become an

universal favourite, yames Carter, Dunnett ^ Beale.

The Gladiolus Disease.—As your correspondent,
" R. C. T.," has repeatedly referred to me in his

communications on the above subject, and as I have

grown the bulb as long as most people, I may be

excused perhaps for replying briefly to him. Without
any intention of rudeness, I may say his articles

remind me of the story of the Irishman's horse, that

had only two faults : it was very hard to catch, and
when it was caught it wasn't worth the trouble ; so his

articles are long, and when read I venture to say they

in no way account for the disease, which he attributes

to the exhaustion of the bulbs, and for the sake of

carrying out his argument, compares them with the

Hyacinths we receive from Holland,—but surely he is

aware of this slight difference, that the bulb or corm of

the Gladiolus dies every year, and that what we
plant are not exhausted corms but new ones, as

much so as the spawn produced round their base
;

whereas the Hyacinths, which we receive in the fourth

or fifth year of their age, are the identical bulbs which
they have grown in Holland, and which they send

to us when they have arrived at maturity. I

may add, however, to this that I received from my
friend Mr. Banks last year a few bulbs raised

from spawn, and that they equally suffered from

the disease—in fact, there was about an equal loss

amongst them, imported bulbs, and roots of my own
saving, and no manure ever touched the bulbs. I dug
out the beds as I do for Ranunculus, and laid well

rotted manure 6 inches below the surface. Again,

how can '* R. C. T. " explain that from the same bulbs

I have one perfectly sound corm, and the other

diseased ? He says there is no analogy between it and
the Potato disease, because there is no Fungus. I am
not so sure of that ; however, I shall ask Mr. Berkeley

by-and-by, when I fear I shall have too many examples

to send him. As to Mr. Kelway's collection, I have
never seen it growing, but I cannot think that he has

no disease, or only a very slight portion of it—at any
rate, I have seen it unmistakably in bulbs that came
from him ; and while I frankly admit that he is facile

princcps amongst Gladiolus growers, I do not think he

has quite escaped their common lot of having to throw

away many bulbs. However, the whole fallacy of

"R. C. T.'s" argument lies in the fact that he

supposes the same corm is planted year by year. D.,
Deal.

Aspidistra Flowering in the Open Air.—

I

should be glad to know whether it is usual for Aspidistra

elatior variegata to flower in the open air. Mine is

now in flower, and I have not before seen the flower,

though I have had the plant many years. The flower,

however, is so inconspicuous that it might easily escape

notice. I should also be glad to know whether the

other species of Aspidistra have been proved to be

hardy. H. N. Ellacombe, Billon Vicarage, Gloucester-

shire.

Galvanised Wire v. Peaches.—The galvanised

wire used for Peach trees by various correspondents in

the Gardeners' Chronicle must be very different from

what I have used very freely here. I have three Peach-

houses, trellised with galvanised wire, and Peach walls

partly covered with glass and part uncovered, and for

seven years I have sought in vain for one single

instance of gumming that may be fairly attributable to

the influence of the wire ; one tree I have very much
addicted to gumming, but it shows no inclination to

gum most where the branches are in contact with the

wire. I have got the wire from three different firms,

and see no difference in the effect on vegetation. I

have used it for Vines, Figs, Cherries, greenhouse

creepers, &c., and all the damage I ever discovered

was a few scalded Vine leaves where they had touched

the wire, on the east side of a span-roofed vinery

;

proving that it is quite possible the wire may sometimes
get hot enough to be injurious to the branches tied to

it. T. R. y.

Vine Grafting.—I saw a mode of grafting the

Vine in the Gardeners' Chronicle of last year, recom-
mended by your correspondent, Mr. Knight, and
which, after my success, I think I may fairly call the

Knightian mode of grafting the Vine. On February i

I grafted 12 Vines ; they have all taken, and are

making fine rods, which will soon be at the top of the

house. Some of the grafts have made rods 8 feet long,

and are carrying a 2 lb. bunch. Since it is sail that

there is nothing new under the sun, it may be that

the above mode is not new to some of your corre-

spondents ; but as regards the bottle that is quite new
to me, and I believe it is of great assistance to ih;

graft. I have tried several ways of grafting the Vine,

but have never met with anything like the same success

in so short a time. The Vines in question were started

a month after they were grafted. Isaac Dell, The
Gardens, Stoke Rochford.

A Fine Irish Yew.—I wish to draw attention to

an Irish Yew growing here. Girth of trunk, 8 feet

10 inches; circumference on the ground, 1S9 feet;

height from the ground to which the branches fasti-

giate, 9 feet 2 inches ; height of tree cannot be ascer-

tained, say 40 feet. Can any correspondent mention

so large a Yew tree in Great Britain? Seedlings

raised from this Yew all fastigiate their branches,

whilst some recently planted, purchased from a nursery-

man, are quite distinct in appearance. Experience here

justifies the opinion of " D. T. F.," in your number for

May 1 1, that the poisonous properties of the Yew depend
on their condition. Cattle have been poisoned here

from eating Yew branches when in a withered, decay-

ing state, whilst cattle accidentally trespassing either

do not browse the Yew trees, or, if they do, no fatal

consequences have resulted. D. LI. H., Soughton

House, near Mold, North Wales.

Sowing Aucuba Berries.—There is one thing

with regard to sowing these berries which I have

found necessary to attend to, and which may be of

service to your correspondent, and that is avoiding

covering them too deep. An inch or two is quite suffi-

cient, and the more open or light the soil is the better.

I have lost many plants through the inability of the

seedlings to bring to the light their first leaves. If

sown deep and in stiff soil this is sure to happen ; the

plumule will rot, and the plant is lost, henry Mills.

Slugs.—Can any ofyour correspondents recommend
anything whereby these pests can be destroyed ? Our
stove plants are fairly ravaged by them, and although

they are examined every morning, and as many as can

be seen destroyed, yet this seems to have no effect in

lessening them. Our stove has lately been filled up
with river sand, and we think it possible that this is

the cause of our having so many ; the adjoining house

is quite clear of them. We should be glad if we knew
how to clear them from the stove. Constant Reader.

The Gladiolus Disease and Dutch Bulbs.

—

I have read very attentively the papers of " D., Deal,"

"J. F. Lombard," and " R. C. T.," as to the above.

I have not myself had such wholesale losses as they

appear to have had ; nevertheless, I have seen sufficient

to make it evident to me that the matter demands very

careful attention. I am not myself prepared to legis-

late or propound a panacea, neither am I going to give

up the cultivation of my "big battalions" anymore
than I would think of giving up my Roses because they

will persist in furnishing me with, as I think, such an

unfair amount of mildew along with their other jewel-

lery. "R. C. T.'s" allocution on thesubject will not,

I am afraid, furnish the necessary recipe either—at

least if he arrives at his conclusions on other points by
a similar train of reasoning to that he makes use of to

bolster up the home-grown bulbs and garotte the

foreigners. He says, "from repeated observations I

have come to the conclusion that bulbs raised from

spawn in this country, are better and rather to be

chosen than roots imported from a warmer climate."

Then he says, " It is also the case with Dutch bulbs :

whoever thinks of growing them (except as ordinary

border flowers) affer the first summer ? " This is

decidedly rich. " R. C. T." hasn't evidently appre-

ciated the jocular side of his question. It is quite true

what he says, the rubbishy Dutchmen blow them up ;

they bloom beautifully—Hyacinths, Tulips, and all the

rest of 'em, the first year, and then away they go to the

border. Ah me ! There's no doubt about it. Q. E. D.
Dutch bulbs after the first year are rubbish. " R. C. T."

wishes us to stop here, but as we mustn't prejudge a

case after hearing the evidence on one side only, we
ask Mynheer what he has got to say to the matter.

He says he's sorry. For what ? we ask him. That he

can't send over a square yard or so of his soil with

every one of the bulbs he sends to "milords." Every-

body knows, he says, the fair .alluvial deposit in which his

bulbs are grown, andattainsuchplumpproportions. Then
he says, hydroscopists (or subterranean hydrologists)

would tell you that the lake waters were still lying as

of old, although Dutch industry and perseverance, by

means of dykes, &c., have got them buried out of sight

in the meantime ; but scrape off the thin crust of 1 8 inches
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or more, and you would again have the lake that long

ago covered the bulb-growing country. They are thus,

Mynheer continues, fed abundantly from a generous

soil ; the water level being so near the surface of it

they are not dried up before their growth is half com-
pleted, but they suck and suck, and the stronger the

sun shines the more they suck and the fatter they

grow—so fat, in fact, do they get that they will flower

and flourish, even supposing that you give them
nothing but a little water for the next twelvemonth.

Then what do your great exhibitors say about growing
New Holland and other plants? No use, they say, to

try these wide-awake youngsters that know good and
evil, tliat have been under-fed at one time and
over-fed at another, over-watered, under-watered, too

much fire-heat, scorched by the sun, by the frost, or

those that have, in fact, by any means or from any
cause, received a check. No, get a j^lant that from
the cutting-pot has always had its needs attended to in

time, and the results will be of the most satisfactory

description. Again, says Mynheer, you Britishers are

always complaining about that IhU uoir that prevents

you picking Peaclies as large as gourds anil as plenti-

ful as leaves off your Peach trees ; that keeps the

Northern Spy in America, and defies indefinitely the

planting of your grand avenue of Date Palms ; that

prevents Battersea Park acquiring John o' Groats, and
causes the benevolent to give their home-brewed wine
to the indigent ; what can the fearful thing, ghost or

devil, be but the "spring frosts?" Now, continues

Mynheer, I plant my Gladioli in my grand soil above,

they drink of the waters underneath (they are greedy
of water) without stint or stoppage ; and from the day
they are planted they have never known a check from
the water, the earth, or the climate, as spring frosts

are comparatively unknown to us. ^Vhat can the

result be but magnificent bulbs? and when I can
offer you these same bulbs at from 25 to 30 per
cent, cheaper than you can for your life raise them
here—for I know your high wages, your high rents,

your often poor soil, and your variable and for-

bidding climate,—what is the use of your falling foul

of me for doing so, and pitching into me because
I cannot squeeze more than next twelvemonth's
pabiihttn into them before I send them away ?

Napoleon III. had his mournful Sedan, but what is

that to the Sedan I experience yearly as my little

popsy-wopsy Hyacinths, Tulips, Gladioli, Crocus, &c.,

whom I have handled and led and clothed since first

their little eyes opened, quickly defile to perfidious

Albion—to an untimely grave? It's no use railing at

me and saying my warm climate spoils the bulbs for

British growth. Our climate is the same as your own,
occasionally worse, the only difference being our com-
parative immunity from spring frosts, which allows a
continuous and unchecked growth, and results in well-

ripened and fat bulbs. I presume '* R. C. T. " refers

to Hyacinths, Tulips, &c., in pots when he refers to

Dutch bulbs that are worthless after the first year?

I would respectfully advise him to put up some of his

home-grown Hyacinths, &c. ; let him delight his

family with their superb appearance the first year in

the conservatory, and the second year let him exhibit

them at the nearest provincial show, and let the

Gardeners' Chronicle know the results. The trade is a
great institution, sir, and we can beat you in bulbs,

and we can sell them cheaper; and it's the silly man
that turns the proverb upside down, and instead of

**cheap and nasty" reads "expensive and nasty;" and
the "shopkeeping nation" is not to be hoodwinked
by any such disingenuous statements as " R. C. T."
makes in his article at p. 700. "A word to the wise
is enough." Pro bono Publico.

Canker and Gum. — Canker is supposed, erro-

neously, to proceed from the roots entering unfriendly

soil. It proceeds from nothing of the kind. It is

occasioned by injuries inflicted on the skin from ex-

ternal causes. Sharp frost bites will occasion it. It

usually takes place at the knots. I apprehend the rain

runs to the knots and lodges, and then the frosts bite

sharpest where the limb is wettest. The Ribston
Pippin Apple and Moor Park Apricot are very liable

to canker. Gum is also supposed by some to be occa-
sioned by the soil. This again is an error. If the soil

is strong, and the roots powerful, much sap is sent up ;

but the gumming does not " necessarily " occasion gum.
Straining a main branch, or a tight ligature on a twig,

or even resting on the sharp edge of a nail, or frost

biting the skin and injuring the sap vessels, too great
heat, either under or outside of glass, desiccating the
skin and sap vessels, or curbing the tree suddenly all

over while sap is active, will cause gum. By curbing
the tree all over, especially the extension twigs, the sap
is suddenly stopped in its course, the sap vessels become
gorged and split, and gum is the consequence. In a
word, whatever hinders the flow of sap will cause
gum. If trees under glass gum, it arises from over-
heating the house, and drying up the skin and sap
vessels. This is the fault of the mismanager, and not
of orchard or Paxton houses, which, rightly managed,
are great boons. When gum occurs on your main
branches, open the skin with your knife, and let out
the gum. It is better to have the enemy outside of
the house, than in the inside. I regret to say that
Peaches and Nectarines here have dropped off much
since I last wrote. I cannot wonder at it ; the weather
here has been Siberian. Mr, Townshend, Boscawen,

after visiting the gardens of Lord Pembroke, Mr.
Sturt, and Sir William Marriot, came here and ex-

pressed his admiration of the Peach and Nectarine

trees, observing *' Vou have no gout," He has ex-

pressed a wish to come again shortly, when the Roses
are about. W. P. Radclyff'e^ May 27.

Yew Trees and Cattle.—In answer to " C. B.'s
"

questions respecting Yew trees being poisonous to cattle

(p. 574), I would beg to tell your correspondent that

when Yew is clipped or cut from the tree or bush and
laid in the sun, or becomes dried with the wind, cattle

are more apt to eat the small twigs and leaves, and that,

in this state, they will occasion death in many cases.

About four years ago I lost a promising young Alderney
heifer from eating the Yew branches which it gatiiered

from the tree. In this case the heifer was put into a

fresh paddock, where it could reach the tree, and
apparently ate thereof before it really knew it was
injurious. If cattle are bred and used to run where
there is Yew, and have plenty of other food to eat, it is

very seldom they will eat of Yew trees to injure them-
selves. I also knew some cows to slip their calves

through eating partly dried Yew and Box branches
that had been used in church decorations for Christmas,

and were inadvertently laid where the stock could get at

them. This, of course, was withered before eaten by
them. I remember two fine rams being poisoned by eat-

ing some Box branches that had been cut from the tree

some time and thrown unthinkingly over the fence
;

the result was that the rams died from the effects. I

just add that I have 50 ewes with lambs in a portion of

the park here, with large Box bushes open to the sheep,

and I never knew one come to any harm by eating

from the trees or bushes. Perhaps some more able

correspondent will kindly inform us why cattle will eat

poisonous plants when dried ? I also find sheep will

eat the young Thistles we cut up when they have
lain for two or three days ; and why should they do so ?

It cannot be that they are less prickly, in fact the points

must be sharper. P, P., Addin^ion, Maidstone,

War to the Slugs.—I have charge, amongst many
other things, of a large kitchen garden situated in

the lowest level of this neighbourhood. The soil is

damp and heavy, and as a natural consequence, after

such a mild winter, slugs appear in countless millions.

I am, however, quite able to get the upper hand of

them, and should any brother gardener be similarly

circumstanced, let him not apply mere slacked lime,

but lime slacked on the spot, and applied as hot as

possible. Whenever I have a plot of ground to dig

I give it a surface-dressing, and scuflle the hot stuff

among the clods, &c. , and if each slug (as naturalists

assert) lays from 15 to 30 white eggs, it may be very

naturally supposed that there is a terrible destruction

of slug life when the fiery caustic matter is tossed into

their breeding homes. But this is not all ; the war
must be persevered in ; a dangerous and predatory
enemy must be constantly looked after, and to wage a

successful war against him one must get acquainted

with his habits and ways, his outgoings and incomings,
and to do those things which he neither likes nor
expects. He certainly don't like this fiery stuff to

come in contact with the naked bodies of himself and
family when foraging in the quiet hour of midnight or

early dawn, and I take it that this is waging war on
correct principles. I have three families or factions

of slugs to contend with, namely, Limax cinereus, of

a greyish or dusky colour, with spots or stripes of a

darker cast ; L. agrestis, of a greyish colour without
spots, and L. ater, black and wrinkled on the back.

I could not say which of these is the greatest aggressor,

but I do know that all three can wriggle out of cold

slacked lime and soot, and make good their retreat.

It may not be generally known that the smallest

particle of hot caustic lime will drill a hole through
the slime of slugs, skin, body, and all, but lime
slacked merely by the action of the atmosphere pro-
duces no effect except that which enters into the
respiratory orifice, which is situated on the right side

of the neck. Lime applied as I have endeavoured
to describe, at a heat of about 70°) is certain destruction

to the Limax families in general. It may be thought
that lime applied in this state will injure the growing
crop ; so it will, if not used as follows. It must be
slacked just as used, and at night, and be tossed about
with plates or saucers (it being too hot for human
hands) up in the air, and ere it falls it is warm, but not
injuriously hot ; 42 gallons, price u., is sufficient to

dust 20 perches on growing crops, but four times that

quantity may be used on the plot previous to being

dug. The dusting will disappear in a day or so,

whether it rains or not, and can be repeated occa-

sionally as may be found necessary during the growth
of the young plants. \ViUia7n yones, ICilboy.

Outdoor Borders for Greenhouse Climbers.

—

It is an exception rather than a rule to see climbers

doing well in pots, and even in inside borders they

require such an amount of trouble as any one would
be glad to dispense with, I believe it will prove a fact

that most of the greenhouse creepers will take no

harm, if they do not thrive better, by having their

roots in borders entirely outside the house. Of course,

care must be taken that no part of the stems are

exposed to frost. To prevent this danger it will be

necessary to have holes made through the front wall of

the house—one foot below the ground line 1 have

found to answer. The border should be made up of

those soils best suited to the plants so treated. A
mixture of good peat and loam will be found to

answer with most of this class of plants, especially

Tacsonias, Passifloras, &c. There is a roof here, over

40 feet by iS feet, at present covered with the T. Van
Volexemi, which is planted in this way. It flowers

nearly all the year round, and would do so abun-

dantly if sufficient heat were afforded it during winter.

In summer its fiery, starry flowers dangle in numbers
all the season. A pot plant is nothing compared to

it. The border is roomy and well-drained, but is

never protected. Small borders doubtless would soon

get so full of roots as to require protection in severe

weather, and attention as regards watering in dry

summers ; but with this treatment and attention I

believe this plant would do well planted in this way
anywhere in the three kingdoms, and further, that it

would give satisfaction if treated in the following

manner, where practicable, with Vines. In a house,

say where the front is made to open, or arranged so

as to take Vines in and out, suppose two plants of

it are planted at each end of the house—not neces-

sarily in the border prepared for the Vines, but one

prepared for them ; these plants would soon get to

such a size as to cover a moderate sized roof. When
the Vines are put in, this creeper could be taken out

and trained over a trellis (an arched one over a walk

would show the flower best) in front of the house or

border, for flowering in the summer months. At the

approach of winter, when the Vines are turned out,

this creeper could be put in and trained over the roof

again. Very little artificial heat beyond that which is

necessary for the plants found in an ordinary green-

house would keep it in flower through the winter, and

until the Vines are ready to be put in. In taking the

plant in and out, more especially in taking out, the

shoots should be spurred back. This would induce

the plant to make fresh growth, which is sure to

flower. It would, moreover, feel no check from

change of situation, the fresh growth being gradually

hardened to bear it. That such treatment would

answer, and be worth the trouble, is my belief, although

I have not practised it, but after some experience wiih

the above plant in various situations and conditions, I

should not hesitate doing so if opportunity offered.

It will not do out-of-doors in winter. The top gets

frozen, and death is carried down to the point of the

roots ; indeed, it is not nearly so hardy as some of the

Passifloras. Henry Mills, Enys.

Boiler Trials at Birmingham.~A good deal of

correspondence has appeared on this subject. I am in-

formed the local committee are quite willing that trials

shall be made, provided the exhibitors are willing to bear

the expense, which, as every hot-water engineer will know,

must be a considerable sum. I would ask, What prac-

tical end will the trials answer? I cannot conceive, how-
ever carefully they are made imder such circumstances

as those which attend a country show, that any real good
will be achieved. Most of the boilers which are already

before the public are so well known to engineers, and
their merits and demerits so thoroughly catalogued in

their minds, that such a trial as can be given at the

Birmingham meeting must inevitably fail to add a single

item of information respecting them. The mere ascer-

tainment of which boiler will, with the smallest expendi-

ture of fuel, raise to the highest temperature a given length

of pipe, and maintain that temperature for ihe longest

period, will not settle the question, which is the most
economical boiler? For it is well-known that, when newly

set, tubular boilers will surpass saddle boilers in this

respect. But how the position of affairs will be
altered when the boilers have been in operation for

a year or two, and the tubular ones are choked with

soot ! I need scarcely say there are many other

points which might be mentioned. If, then, as I

think most practical men will admit, such trials as are

proposed at Birmingham are nearly certain to be futile

and delusive, would it not be well for the local com-
mittee to summon courage enough to resist the pressure

which has been put upon them, and to determine not to

have trials? If any really valuable novelty should be

exhibited at Birmingham, I am satisfied that competent

judges would, without such a trial as seems to be contem-

plated, be able to pick it out ; and that, I fancy, is all that

reasonable people can expect under the circumstances.

It is a great pity that in so difficult a subject for adjudica-

tion, any effort should have been made to bring about a
competition which can answer no really good end, and
will certainly be perfectly useless in guiding intending

purchasers to the "best boiler." A. M. C.

Foreign Correspondence.
Spring in the Grecian Archipelago,

Smyrna, and Constantinople.—I left Athens on

May 7, arriving early next morning at Syra, where we
passed the day. Syra is a small island, crescent-

shaped, about 4 miles in width and i mile in depth.

It is a mere rock, some 600 feet high at the highest

point, the opening of the crescent turned to the north-

west, but sheltered in that direction from wind and
wave by other islands lying 10 or more miles off. It

has been chosen as the centre of the steam navigation

of this region of the Mediterranean, and a large town
has consequently sprung up. I passed the day

rambling on the hills and small valleys round the town.

The hills were very bare, the ground vegetation even

being scanty, but in the most barren, sunburnt spots, I

found growing freely a small Silene, probably the
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Silene cretica, and its presence in such spots illustrates

and explains the freedom of its growth in the most sun-

burnt and arid gardens at Mentone. In that part of

the Riviera generally, the Silene pendula is becoming

the commonest spring flower, and is indeed escaping

from the gardens to the open country, where it will

soon, no doubt, naturalise itself With me at Men-
tone it covers the borders where sown, and resows

itself spontaneously. The most prominent other

flowers were the variegated Thistle of the Mediter-

ranean, a small Taraxacum, and a Convolvulus. There

were very few trees to be seen, and those all but exclu-

sively in folds of the hill-side, at a low elevation,

where there was shelter from the wind, and a little

vegetable soil. 1 found a market and fruit garden in

one of these folds, about a mile east of the town,

which I examined with great interest, illustrating as it

did the difficulty found in contending with north-east

or north-west winds, even in latitude 37° 30", in the

middle of the Grecian Archipelago, under a burning

sun. Syra is half a degree farther south than Athens,

and at this date (May 7) the sun-heat was intense.

The garden, which extended over an area of about

8 acres, occupied the bottom of a wave or fold

of the hill, near the sea, and was surrounded

by a wall some 10 feet high. Moreover,

on the side towards the sea there was a row of Cypress

trees, and further on a quadruple row of Cannas, about

15 feet high. Behind this shelter vegetables were

growing luxuriantly—Artichokes, Melons, Tomatos

—

the latter freshly planted out apparently. Broad Beans

and Peas were being gathered. There were also Fig

trees, Pomegranates in flower, and in the most

sheltered corner Orange bushes, some S or 10 feet high,

healthy, and bearing both ripe fruit and flowers. I

find that where wind is feared, in Greece and in the

Grecian archipelago, two plans are adopted to keep

Orange trees low—as low as the walls that protect

them : either they are planted very closely together

—

so much so as evidently to impede luxuriant growth

—

or they are cultivated as bushes, with many stems

instead of one. In Spain this latter plan is all but

invariably followed—so much so, that the Orange tree

generally presents a totally different character to that

under which it is observed on the Genoese Riviera and

in Southern Italy. There were a few of the usual early

summer flowers dotted here and there—Bengal Roses,

Antirrhinums, Delphiniums. Some Pear trees had
fruit the size of a Filbert.

In the town of Syra itself there were some plants,

trees, and flowers in the courtyards of the houses,

wherever they were completely screened from the wind,

healthy, but not large—probably from want of soil

—

Almond, Ailantus, Olive, Vine, Pomegranate, Acacia,

a Date Palm or two, a Virginian Creeper, Carnations,

and Pelargoniums in pots. All over the South of

Europe I have found a miserable, pale-hued Pelar-

gonium cultivated in pots with great care and affection

as something rare and precious. Our glorious varieties

have not reached the South as yet.

The sunshine and summer heat at Syra are evidently

powerful enough to produce any vegetable form belong-

ing to sub-tropical regions, but protection from northern

winds is clearly necessary, even in latitude 37"— 18"

south of England.

That afternoon we left for Smyrna, were coasting

the lovely island of Chios the following morning, and
arrived at our destination in the afternoon of the 9th.

We lay-to for a couple of hours in the beautiful land-

locked bay of Chios, and although I did not leave the

steamer, I had a good opportunity of examining the

general aspect of the island with a glass during that

time.

A ridge of mountains, of about 3000 or 4000 feet

high, runs from N.E. to S.W., and at their base are

lower hills abutting on them. The aspect therefore is

S.E., the same as that of Mentone, and I saw before

me, reproduced on even a larger scale, the familiar

features of my winter abode on the Genoese Riviera.

Calcareous mountains, apparently white and naked in

their upper two-thirds, although in reality sparsely

clothed with aromatic plants—Lentiscu?, Thyme,
Rosemary, Myrtle, Fennel—whilst the lower third and
the more level ground near the shore is occupied by
forests of Olive trees, with, no doubt, groves of Orange
and Lemon trees in the more sheltered nooks and folds.

Their presence was rendered clear by tiie abundant

supply of Oranges and Lemons brought by the

native boatmen who surrounded the steamer. These

boatmen also brought quantities of a substance used in

medicine from time immemorial—the gum called

Terebinthinus Chio ; it is the product of the Pistacia

Terebinthus, and indicates extreme summer heat and
dryness. It is the very last plant to give in in the

desert of Sahara, according to Mr. Tristram, standing
an amount of heat and dryness which no other tree or

shrub can bear. It grows freely on my rocks at

Mentone, producing the same gum as that ofi'ered to

me at Chios, Evidently efficient shelter from the north
produces at Chios the same climatic conditions ; and I

have no doubt that a more minute examination would
have shown that the vegetation of this lovely southern
island, and that of the more sheltered region of the
Genoese Riviera, is identical, notwithstanding the
tiflerence of latitude. The more complete protection

the latter makes up for the more southern latitude of
elormer.

Smyrna is approached by a wide and magnificent

t^ulf, with low ridges of mountains on each side. This

gulf is at first north and south, and then turns due

east. Smyrna is at its base, in a plain at the foot

of low hills, with mountains of moderate height north

and south. I and my fellow passengers, marvelling

at the extreme beauty of the site, were anxious to

land, connecting the name of Smyrna and its popula-

tion of 150,000 with visions of eastern magnificence,

of southern fertility, and of all but tropical vegetation.

We were miserably disappointed. The town is a mere

mass of lanes and houses huddled together, festerin,' in

dirt and sewage, without a monument, public build-

ing, or open space to redeem it, and the vegetation is

all but that of the north. I asked for the Botanic

Garden, or for the public gardens, but they did not

even know what I meant. Nothing of the kind existed.

I was, however, shown a tea garden of about 10 acres,

and some market gardens in the vicinity of the town.

The tea garden was evidently an old Orange orchard,

behind the town, which sheltered it, and was protected

by an earth wall about iS feet high to the north, and

by trees planted all round. The Orange trees were

healthy, in bud but not in flower, mostly about 15 or

20 years old, not reaching above the protecting wall.

There were Oleanders in bud, not in flower. In

Algeria I found the Oleander filling watercourses on

Mount Atlas, in full flower, on April 20. Melia

Azedarach, Pomegranate, in sparse flower, Robinia

Pseud-Acacia, Tamarisk, Mulberry, Euonymus japo-

nicus, much grown everywhere as a bush, for protec-

tion, when protection is only required for 5 or 8 feet

from the ground, or to complete the protection given

by trees. The Elderberry tree, or Sambucus racemosa,

was growing in great luxuriance. I am rather sur-

prised to find it thus growing all over Greece, and here

in Asia Minor apparently quite at home in a hot

summer climate, for it is so commonly met with in

England that, growing without care or protection, I

looked upon it nearly as one of our own trees. There

were only a few Bengal Roses, Geraniums, and Antir-

rhinums in this .so-called garden, which was one mass

of weeds 2 feet high, and in an undescribable state of

desolation and neglect. There was a cafe in the

middle, open on Sundays I was told. The other

gardens I saw, belonging to Smyrna merchants, were

of the same character,—wall enclosed, with vegetables,

principally Beans, Peas, Tomatos, Melons, Artichokes,
|

between the rows or squares of fruit trees ; Orange,

Pear, Medlar,—cultivated evidently for sale ; Cherries

still green. Pears not larger than Filberts.

There were small Fig trees in these orchards, but I

looked in vain for trees giving the promise of such Figs

as we get under the name of Smyrna Figs, nor did I

see any on sale in the town, although there were

basketsful everywhere of the kind of Figs which are

found all over the south of Europe, dry, hard, half

white, which we English despise and reject. I was

told that the so-called Smyrna Figs were produced

50 miles away about Aidin, beyond Ephesus—a much
warmer and more sheltered locality. It appears that

the winter cold is often very severe at Smyrna, which

explains the absence of southern vegetation. A few

years ago the thermometer fell many degrees below the

freezing point, and killed all the Olive trees. A glance

at the map explains this fact. There are no sufficiently

high mountains to the north, between Smyrna and the

mouths of the Danube, distant 5° of latitude, or

300 miles, to completely shelter it from north winds

descending from this region, and the Danube is frozen

down to the sea, I believe, every winter. There is

protection, but it is not sufficient.

While at Smyrna I went to see the ruins of Ephesus,

48 miles due south, on a new railroad opened to Aidin,

a Turkish town, the centre of the Fig trade. On
leaving Smyrna, we gradually ascended, passing

through a plain bounded on each side by mountains

several thousand feet high, until we reached an altitude

of 500 feet by the barometer. We then descended a

more rapid slope until we came to Ephesus, nearly on

the sea level. At a few miles distance from Smyrna
there were a few small scattered Olive and Fig trees,

the remains, no doubt, of the former plantations, with

vineyards and cereals, but these ceased as we receded

from Smyrna and reached the altitude of 400 feet ; we
then found ourselves on a barren plain, with merely

here and there patches of ground'cultivated with cereals

in the vicinity of small villages. Around these villages,

in orchards generally protected by walls, were small

Fig trees. Almond and Mulberry trees and Vines,

otherwise the vast plain was abandoned and desolate,

more so than the plain valleys of Algeria, which it

resembled. Just before we reached Ephesus, at the

south base of the hill we had crossed, which sheltered

the spot, we came on a grove of magnificent Fig trees,

as large as 70 year Oaks, which we were told were the

beginning of the great Fig orchards. The additional

protection afforded by this low hill from the north had

entirely changed the climatic conditions, and had

enabled them to reach this splendid development. The

interesting ruins of Ephesus are situated on elevations

that overlook a wide plain, watered by a small river

that runs into the sea a few miles further on. The
ground is in places marshy, and the vegetation most

rank and luxuri.ant. We passed through groves of the

variegated Thistle, at least 10 feet high, with leafless

stems serried like Pine trees, and alongside Docks
(Rumexubtusirolius),also 10 or 12 feet high, like bushes,

with immense broad leaves. The plain seemed

entirely deserted, as if the foot of man had never

touched it, although in former days, no doubt, it

helped to nourish the hundreds of thousands who
inhabited Ephesus. Indeed all the way from Smyrna,
a rich flourishing town of 150,000 inhabitants, we hid
passed through tens of thousands of acres of fertile

land, capable, with labour and irrigation, of producing

anything—and yet a desert. The principal cause, I

was told, is the malaria fever, which strikes down
nearly all who cultivate the soil. Dr. McCraith, the

well known English physician at Smyrna, told me
that no one ever slept at Ephesus without getting

fever, and that two years ago 50,000 of the native

inhabitants of Aidin and of the Fig districts were
lying ill, incapable of work, at the time of the Fig

harvest in autumn. The crop could not be gathered

for want of hands, and they had to send for help to

Smyrna, and to offer half the crop to those who would
come and assist them to gather it. Wherever a river

runs into the Mediterranean malaria fever is rife in the

plains through which it passes, up to a height of about

500 feet from the sea level. Were it not for this, our

agricultural emigrants need not go to Australia or

America for good cheap land. It is to be found all

over the shores of the Mediterranean—at our door, as

it were.

I ought to mention that I saw two or three large

Date Palms, some 30 feet high or more, at Smyrna.
If there are not more it is because they have not been

planted. Where two will grow and flourish, 2000
would. The fact is that the Date Palm will bear

several degrees of frost, perhaps many when full grown,

without injury, and will thrive and flourish if it gets in

summer the requisite amount of heat. There might be

forests of Date Palms all over the shores of the Medi-

terranean, were it planted ; but as the fruit does not

ripen, except on the south-eastern coast of Spain, as at

Elche, it is a non-productive tree, cumbers the ground,

and is not planted or grown, Henry Bennett M.D.,
Smyrna, May II.

Societies.
Reading HoRTicttLTURAL : Afay 23,—Not a little

interest was exhibited at the first meeting of this society

for the present year, from the fact that Messrs. Sutton

& Sons, of Reading, had offered a silver cup value

five guineas for the best collection of vegetables, forced

or otherwise, not less than six varieties. The donors of

the cup had every reason to be satisfied with the collec-

tions staged—four in number—two of them of remarkably

good quality. That to which the cup was aw.arded (the

name of the exhibitor was unfortunately not noted) com-
prised four v.arieties of Peas, viz,, Ringleader, Alpha,

Little Gem, and Prizetaker—the last remarkably fine for

tbe lime of year ; Rivers' Royal Ashleaf and Early Frame
Potatos, Healherside Rival Cucumber, very fine .'\sparagns,

splendid Mushrooms, French Beans, excellent Tomatos,
Cauliflower, Lettuce, Cabbage, and Spmach. A collection

staged by Mr.
J.

Tegg, gr. to John Walter, Esq.. M.P.,
Bearwood, was highly commended. Cucumbers were
extensively shown, a brace of Marquis of Lome, eight days
old and over 2 feet in length, exhibited by Mr. J. C.

Higgs, gr. to Mrs. Crawshay, Caversham Park, Reading,

obtaining the ist prize. Some excellent Buckland Sweet-

water and Black Hamburgh Grapes, as also some fine

well-ripened fruit of Early Grosse Mignonne Peaches, and
Violetle Hative Nectarines. A good lot of Grapes, taken

from Vines 13 months old, was shown by Mr. Higgs, and
comprised g bunches of Black Hamburgh, Black Prince.

Wests' St. Peter's, and Foster's White Seedling. The
plant department was well sustained, good collections of

ornamental-foliaged, stove and greenhouse plants,

Ferns, both exotic and British. Azaleas, Fuchsias, &c.,

were staged, as well as groups of plants arranged for

artistic effect ; the latter, confined to spaces of 12 feet

by ro feet, were represented by four collections, two of

them of more than ordinary merit. The exhibition was
arranged under a large tent thrown over a space within

the Abbey walls, and arranged on sloping turfy banks

after the fashion of the Royal Botanic Society's large tent

at the Regent's Park. The Abbey grounds is the

property of the corporation, and, with the gardens on the

north-west side, affords a capital place for a lounge for

the inhabitants, and that very close to the heart of the

thriving town of Reading.

Holkcs 0f l00hs.
The Flora of British India. By J. D. Hooker,

C.B., &c. , assisted by various Botanists. London :

Reeve & Co. Part I.

There is a peculiar significance in the appearance of

the first part of this long-expected work at this time.

Nearly 30 years ago the first volume of a Flora of
Pcnimular India was published by Drs. Wight and

Arnott. The latter bot.anist passed away some few

years since ; our own columns of to-day record the

death of his collaborator. That volume remained a

noble fragment ; for an account of it we refer to our

obituary notice of Dr. Wight. In 1855 appeared

another volume, Flora Indica, from the pens of Drs.

Hooker and Thomson, also destined to remain a

fragment, a great, and we fear irretrievable loss to

scientific botany, as the plan now adopted in the

present volume is much less ambitious, and admits of

little or none of those details on structural and physio-

logical questions which gave the former volume so high

an interest to philosophic naturalists.

A mere descriptive catalogue, however carefully and
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conscientiously elaborated, has a lamentable tendency
I
M.A. (Hardwicke), is a very handy little volume, well

j

last (50 feet by 18), perhaps the most striking specimens

to foster in the mind both of students and amateurs, I
worth the modest sum it costs. It is an advantage to I were of Phalcenopsis Schillenana and P. amabilis,

the narrowing, deadening idea that descriptive botany
^

have the several lists all compressed within the compass

is the be-all and end-all of plant science. of one small volume.

Nevertheless, so enormous have been the labours of

Indian botanists, so vast and so varied the territories

whose productions they have dealt with, that a system

Of New Publications we have before us

The Fallacies of Darioinism, by C. R. Bree, M.D.,
F.Z.S. (Longmans). — Nature, by Arthur Walker

atic guide to their labours, embodying in the most
, (Longmans).— T^y^^ Edhibitri^k Si-xpenny Quarto Atlas

condensed form the results they had arrived at, and

correlating, supervising, and incorporating so far

as possible the more recent and constantly

increasing mass of details, had become for some years

past imperatively necessary. It was. at first intended

that Drs. Hooker and Thomson, botanists peculiarly

fitted for the task, and enjoying unusual opportunities

for its execution, should have been associated in bring-

ing out a complete Flora Indka. Unfortunately the

state of Dr. Thomson's health seriously delayed the

project. Other delays were caused by the death of

Dr. Anderson, the late superintendent of the Botanic

Garden, Calcutta. At length so urgent became the

necessity for progress that Dr. Hooker devised a plan

whereby a description of the plants of British India

(W. lV a. K. Johnston).— r/zc Culture of Fruit Trees,

from the French of M. Da Breuil, second edition,

revised by G. Glenny (Lockwood & Co.).

—

KeynoLVs
,

Geological Atlas of Great Britain, and The Do.t^s of the

British Islands, being a series of articles and letters by

various contributors, reprinted from The Field : second

edition, edited by " Stonehenge" (Horace Cox).

—

Annual Report of the Agri-Horticultural Society of

Madras for the Year i^fi.—Report of Director of

Adelaide Botanic Garden, 1S71.

Garden Memoranda.
Victoria and Paradise Nursery, Upper Hol-

might be given in "a short condensed form, and in order lowAY.—We concluded at p. 682, with a recapitula-

further to accelerate the publication of the work he tion of the contents of the Tropical Fern house. Next

entrusted to various botanists the task of elaborating to this came a span-roofed structure, devoted to

certain families. In the present part we have a small Heaths, which at the time of our visit contained many

instalment, comprising the out-

lines of elementary botany iden-

tical with that prefixed to the

other colonial floras, followed by
monographs of 14 Indian orders

elaborated by Drs. Hooker and
Thomson, one by Drs. Hooker
and Anderson, and one by Mr.
Alfred Bennett. The descriptions

are in English, and the general
plan followed is that of Dr.
Hooker's Student's Flora. We
can only fervently hope, on all

accounts, that this publication

may not be suffered to remain,
like the other publications we
have mentioned, a magnificent
torso.

Bethlehem s Three Mothers
and the Soil they Trod, by Mrs.
Clere ; Svo ( Hatchard & Co. ), is a

paraphrase of the Scripture nar-

rative, rendered in simple and
graceful language.

Money in the Garden, a
vegetable manual, prepared with
a \ iew to economy and profit,

by P. T. Quinn (New York, the

Tribune Association), contains a
great deal of useful information
and instruction (given, as the

author remarks, in a plain, prac-

tical style). It is devoted to three

distinct though closely connected
branches ofgardening—the kitchen

garden, market garden, and field

culture of root crops. The open-
ing chapter is devoted to such all-

important subjects as location and
selection of soil, draining, pre-

paring the ground, manures, and
capital. Then we have one on
making hotbeds and straw mats,

and cold frames, and on the many
uses to which they may be put.

These are followed by short papers
on the various kinds of vegetables

grown, the best varieties being
pointed out, and in many in-

stances illustrated with satisfactory woodcuts. The very fine specimens of all the leading exhibition kinds, 'deep violet-purple,

Fig. 177.—viola cornuta magnificent.

splendid specimens of various Vandas, from 4 to 5 feet

in height ; Aerides Larpenta?, of similar dimensions ;

Saccolabium guttatum, and its varieties superbum and
Holfordii, represented by very large, healthy plants ; a
large number of the various Cypripediums, and Uro-
pedium Lindenii. A small span-roofed addition to this

house contains the Filmy Ferns, and particularly notice-

able amongst them were good-sized plants of Todea
superba, Trichomanes auricularium, Hymenophyllum
demissum, H. flexuosum, as well as smaller and more
saleable specimens of all the best known kinds.

The next house was devoted to fine-foliaged and
flowering stove plants. First to catch the eye on
entering were large well grown plants, in high colour,

of Croton pictum and C. variegatum, and smaller

plants of the striking new C. undulatum. Then, of

regular nursery stock, there were a fine lot of young
Ixoras and Draccenas, and large specimens of Ixora

javanica floribunda and I. coccinea, were promising to

flower handsomely in due season. Amaryllis was
represented by a large collection of all the leading

varieties, which at the time of our visit were just com-
mencing to show for flowering. The genus Nepenthes,
too, was admirably represented.

The New Holland house was principally filled with
Heaths, and amongst them was
the fine new E. TurnbuUii, now
being sent out for the first time

by Mr. Williams, and worthy of

being placed in any collection,

notwithstanding that the Floral

Committee declined to honour it

with a certificate of merit. It is

especially valuable on account uf

its habit of flowering in August
and September, and its flowtrs,

which are produced in umbels of

from three to six, are of a deep
reddish pink, with a dark purple

throat, and will do honour to ihe

name of its raiser, Mr. Turnbull.

of Both well Castle, one of the most

successful cultivators of Heaths of

the present day.

Here we must leave the houses,

and take stock of the contents of

two frames, both of which are

filled with plants, which will date

their introduction to the public

from the present spring, viz..

Pelargonium Mrs. J. Pottle and.

Viola cornuta var. Magnificent.

The former is highly recom-

mended as a bedding plant, having

been very satisfactorily tried during

the last three years. It belongs

to the nosegay section, and in

colour the flowers, which are

produced in dense globular trusses,

are of a soft pink shaded with

cerise. Viola cornuta var. Mag-
nificent, for the illustration of

which (fig. 177) we have to thank

Mr. Williams, belongs to a strain

of which Perfection and En-
chantress are the type. It is

equal in size to either of them,

has the same branching habit,

"but is somewhat more robust in

growth, whilst in colour it is very

distinct and superior." The
flowers, as will be seen from the

illustration, are borne well above

the foliage; they are of a rich deep

violet colour, with a small yellow

eye, surrounded with rays of

A cool half-span roofed house,

erected against the boundary wall at the farthest ex-

tremity of the nursery, contained many large and

handsome bushes of Camellias and Bay Laurels, par-

ticularly attractive amongst the former being valuable

specimens of Lady Hume's Blush and fimbriata,—the

latter, a grand double white, being then in full bloom.

cultural details are given with clearness and modera- ancl a capital stock of young stuff of various sizes. The
tion of language, the author avoiding speculation, and Mexican Orchid house, which is mainly devoted to

mentioning briefly only such facts as he has " learned
,

Cattleyas and Odontoglossums, contained besides large

from daily toil and the wisdom of other men." I handsome plants of all the best sorts, being grown on

Z« Ois,aux UtiUs d Us Oisiaux InutiUs aux^'''-'
exhibition, and several of which have since been

ri.^»^*,. tY„^v;... TT^.-if. £»/,../»'.„«, ry-,-,r«,^ Pov w seen, an admn'able plant with one spike 01 Uncidium , . „ -".,,,
aITI^ZIw l\^^^t\^^^^^^^^ the striking Trichopilia suavis, making a

]

and a per°fect picture of beauty. We noticed also what
de La Blanchere (Rothschild, Par.s), is a little volume i

^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ f.o.'.^^.r^z : the lovely reddi.h orange-
I
is but seldom scen-a well-grown large specimen of

flowered Ltelia cinnabarina, the handbome Dendro-
[
Azalea sinensis. A span-roofed intermediate stove,

drobium Cambridgeanum, much admired for the three ' near the above, contained a great number of medium-

or four grand spikes of flowers which it had at one of sized plants of the usual description, most interesting

the spring meetings of the Floral Commillee. We
,

amongst them being, perhaps, the fragrant Toxl-

also noticed a nice young piece of Dendrochilum glu- cophlaa spectabilis, figured at p. 363 ;
a fine lot

I maceum, and some capital examples of Cypripediums,
[
of young plants of Aphelandra Roezlii, and several

devoted to a brief sketch of the birds of France useful

to or injurious to the cultivator, and illustrated with

over a hundred small but characteristic woodcuts. The
good that birds do so far outweighs the ill ; that we
hail with pleasure any attempt to stop the foolish

crusade against our feathered friends. A stupid fellow

at Folkstone lately, with less intellect/rt? ra/d than theat 1-olkstone lately, with less mttUectfro ra/a than the "•»'-'•-". -— '""•- --p— -~—r--. - yt- -t-
,

.
^-i^, , ° • "_

.

'
c,„-irenias and pretiv little

i,;,j, I,. 1-11 J 1 -J v^^.j K,.,.^ ;„ , fi.lrl ,T,A all showing well for bloom ; some splendid specimens Uipladenias ;
some nice sarracenias ,

auu piciiy i.iiic

birds he killed la d poisoned bread in a field and
.

^ j
J. , i^j,; ^f c. bbata. Liclia pur- flowering clants of Thyrsacanthus rutilans, one of the

according to a local paper, no less than 90 birds were ,L 'i.^.^./QUin J,-; ,,„^ ;„ <,„„„ ;„ Z^^,
picked up dead therein. Such an act of reckless, stupid

cruelty deserves severe punishment. Publications like

the one before us do much to inculcate correct notions

as to the amount of good and of harm the birds

really do, and may save the life of many an inoffending

warbler.

purata, and Lycaste Skinneri were in flower in great

profusion, the latter being represented by many charm-

ing varieties ; and accompanying them were the pretty

white Odontoglossum pulchellum, Dendrobium Pier-

ardi, Barkeria Skinneri, Angraecum sesquipedale, &c.

This is the house to grow the lovely Tillandsia Lindeni

It does remarkably well amongst the Orchids,

flowering plants of Thyrsacanthus rutilans, one of the

handsomest subjects for table decoration.

©fiCtuari).

We have to record, with deep regret, the death, at

an advanced age, of G. W. HOYLE, Esq., of Reading.
r/ie Present Positien and Future Prospects of '^^^ included in'an excellent stock of young plants was He attended the Reading show on Thursday, May 23,

Gardeners, by Samuel Badman, Lee, Kent, is a well- ^^g which Mr. Williams considers a distinct variety, ami on Friday had a stroke of paralysis, from which he
written sensible pamphlet, worth the attention of the i,aving flowers from 3 to 4 inches across, and of the never rallied, and died on Sunday morning last. Mr.
fraternity. ^^^^ brilliant shade of blue. This will henceforth be

,

Hoyle has long been known as a most ardent florist,

T/ie Complete Peerage, Baronetage, Knightage,
I
known as Tillandsia Lindeni major. In the East and latterly as a fungologist. To no one, perhaps,

and House of Commonsfor 1872, by Edward Walford, Indian house, which is of the same dimensions as the are we more deeply indebted than to him, for the high
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state of perfection to which the show Pelargonium has

been brought, since he, in particular, always bred with

the view to obtain fine form and constitutional vigour,

and certainly his efforts were crowned with success-

some of the finest flowers we possess, and which will

long perpetuate his memory, being of his production.

Mr. Hoyle did not make himself personally prominent

in the floricultural world, but he was an occasional

correspondent of the Florist mid Pomologist.

Information has reached us of the recent

decease, at Geneva, of M. Reuter, the Curator of

M. Boissier's herbarium, and the companion of that

gentleman in almost all his botanical expeditions. M.
Reuter was himself the author of several botanical

monographs. Under a somewhat retiring exterior he

hid a warm and affectionate disposition, and great

natural intelligence. His knowledge of the European

flora was unusually extensive. It is but a few weeks
since M. Reuter passed a short time in London, in

company with M. Boissier.

THE WEATHER.
STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHBATH
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FLOWER GARDE.V, &-r.

The Parterre and Mixed Garden.—I trust the

season has now arrived when we may begin to bed out

in safety, commencing with the more hardy plants.

Hardy annuals may now be planted out in the flower

garden borders, taking advantage of cloudy or showery

days. Half hardy and tender annuals may also be

planted out. Annuals of considerable size may be

safely transplanted, either where they h.ave come up too

thickly, or where it is necessary to remove tliem to fill

other situations. In removing let them be taken up

with as good balls as possible, and, if not done in

showery weather, let them be well watered and shaded.

All patches of hardy annuals which may have come up

too thickly, if they are not wanted for transplanting,

should be thinned out, so that each plant may have

room to grow to its full size ; the beauty of annuals

is sadly marred by being overcrowded. As the bulbous-

rooted plants, such as Hyacinths, Tulips, &c. , have

finished flowering, they should be taken up ; in all

cases select dry weather for the operation ; dry the

bulbs gradually in a shed or loft, into which a free cir-

culation of air can be introduced, often turning them

over, and spreading them thinly to prevent their

moulding. Let the flower garden borders be carefully

attended to, and no weeds allowed to make their ap-

pearance ; they ought to be frequently hoed and raked ;

the oftener this operation is carried into effect the less

trouble will be given. Support and train all plants

that require it, which will give a degree of regularity,

order, and neatness to the place. Prune those that

require it ; cut down all dead or decaying shoots of

such plants as may be past flowering. All newly

planted shrubs and ornamental trees should be fre-

quently and liberally suppUed with water, both at the

roots and also over their heads, with the garden-

engine. The ground round the roots should be mulched

with long litter to prevent the drought from penetrat-

ing to the roots. To keep a flower garden as attractive

as it may be, in all seasons, requires much forethought

and consideration, in order to maintain a succession of

interesting objects in every part ; but a place free from

weeds, with well kept grass lawns, gravel walks, &c.,

has always one redeeming feature—neatness. Edmard
Beimelt, Ettvitle.

Alpine and Herbaceous Plants.—The recent

copious and long-continued rains have induced excep-

tionally heavy and flaccid growth in nearly all kinds of

herbaceous plants. It will be necessary therefore to

bestow careful attention on the work of staking and
supporting all kinds that require support, in order to

prevent mutilation by wind or any other cause. The
supports should be adapted to the character of each

kind as nearly as can be, so that its peculiar habit of

growth may be fully developed in a natural and easy

manner. Avoid the very common and tasteless manner
of bundling up all kinds alike to one stake. Perhaps

nothing contributed more to the decline in the popu-

larity of hardy perennials than this unnatural practice.

The plants were not only immediately mutilated but

smothered also and weakened, so that what blossoms

they gave were puny and short-lived, and were followed

quickly by general seediness and decay. The same
practice adopted with any class of plants whatever,

would be followed by the same results. Stir the

surface between the plants frequeni ly with the hoe
;

this is an especially necessary practice in the case

of binding soils that are liable to crack under

drought ; in the case of these and the opposite

extreme of light gravelly soils, it is bene-

ficial to mulch the whole surface before drying

weather sets in. Many plants in nearly every

kind of soil are benefited, and their beauty prolonged

by being mulched before summer advances far. Cal-

ceolaria Kcllyana and C. plantaginea, the smaller

Gentians^ many of the smaller Primulas, the creeping

Phloxes, Ddt>himimi nttdicale, and many others that

are impatient of root drought during their growing
season, should be mulched forthwith with partially

decayed leaf-mould that has been passed through a

^-inch riddle. Complete freedom from weeds should

be maintained at all points, and all seediness and
decaying foliage and flower stems should be removed
before they accumulate and become offensive. Seeds

of all valuable and rare plants should be saved for the

purpose of increasing them and effecting exchanges.

Generally speaking seeds are best sown immediately

they are ripe if they are to be reared at home—so early

in the year as this at least there is nearly a season

gained by many things when they are committed to

the earth at once,—but they may be safely kept if not

wanted wrapped in papers in a close drawer or

cupboard. The best conditions in which to pre-

serve the seeds of most plants are a low un-

varying temperature, thorough absence of damp, with

exclusion from air. When the seeds are to be sown
let it be done in pots, which will require to be pro-

tected by handlights or cold frames from heavy showers
and scorching sunshine, shading to be used for the

latter purpose when necessary. Keep up a moist, warm
atmosphere till the plants appear, and gradually inure

them afterwards to the varying conditions of the open
air. Propagate by cuttings, according to requirements,
the various double IVallflcwers, Rockets, Mule Pinks,

and all of the Diantkus tribe and Iheris, &c. , as they
offer suitable growth for the purpose. Treat alpine

plants in pots as directed last month, in respect of air,

shade, and water. Keep an unflagging watch for the

ravages of slugs, both in the case of plants in pots and

those planted on rockwork : they make sad havoc on

the tender growth of many tiny subjects at this season.

Every means should be used to destroy or prevent them ;

searching for and removing them bodily is the best

means of keeping them in check, the next best is the

judicious use of salt sprinkled very thinly in their haunts

and tracks. It may be necessary, after the recent long-

continued rains, to look over all recently planted small

plants, in order to see that they are not suffering from

disturbance caused by worms. W. Sutherland.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—The time is near at hand when fires can

almost be discontinued, excepting in cold and un-

favourable weather, and for the beds, if the heating

arrangements are complete, it will be found an advan-

tage on hot, sunny days to allow the hot water used for

top-heat to circulate through the beds, thereby utilising

what would otherwise be unserviceable on such occa-

sions. My usual practice is to have the fire stopped

early in the morning whenever there is an appearance

of a fine day, and at no time to use more fire-heat th.an

is absolutely required. Continue the temperature and

general treatment to fruiting plants, as directed for last

fortnight. The fruit which came up last February will

be fast approaching maturity ; attend to the require-

ments of the plants regularly, and specially to the

waterings, as any neglect in this particular will now
prove very detrimental. After the fruit has commenced
colouring water the plants more sparingly ; large fruit

require much more care in this respect than small,

and some sorts particularly, such as Envilles, Prickly

Cayennes, and Black Prince. Vigorous plants will

continue to send up suckers, all of which should be

removed, as previously stated, excepting the one which

I advised to be retained for stock, avoiding, if pos-

sible, the selection of a sucker at the base of the fruit

stem, as it will tend to push aside the fruit. G. T.

Miles, IVycomlie Abbey Gardens.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Where the ripening

process of these is at hand, every means should be

adopted that will ensure highly coloured and richly

flavoured fruit. Admit abundance of air on all favour-

able occasions, and fully expose the fruit to the

influence of the sun and light, removing such of the

leaves as surround the fruit too closely, or any that

intercept the direct action of the sunlight. Gradually

withhold the application of water at the roots, and by

the time that the fruit is on the eve of maturity discon-

tinue the syringings. The damping of the floors and

the surface of the inside border may occasionally be

indulged in, otherwise a somewhat dry and mellow

state of the air is requisite for the perfecting of the

fruit. Artificial heat will no longer be necessary,

unless in cold and dull weather, when sufficient may be

allowed to maintain a temperature of about 60°, con-

current with a free amount of ventilation. This will

prove more beneficial than a closer course of treatment,

for it must be borne in mind that no tenant of the

forcing house better enjoys a free atmosphere to breathe

in than the Peach ; also, that the slower the fruit are

ripened the richer will be the flavour, and the higher

the colour. Win. Gardiner, Eatinglon Park.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Forcing Department.

—

Kidney Beans in forcing-

pits or houses may now be removed to cold pits or

frames, where they will continue longer in bearing than

confined in forcing-pits, and will keep up a supply

until those that were planted out the end of last

month, with a little bottom-heat under hand-glasses,

come into bearing. Ridge Cucumbers, Vegetable

Marrozos and Gourds may now be planted out with a

little bottom-heat under hand-glasses. Tomatos and

Egg plants, to fruit in pots, should be kept in the

forcing-house till they are full grown, when cold pits

or frames will ripen them. Plant out Tomatos and

Capsicums on south walls. New Zealand Spinach may
now be planted out. David Lumsden, Bloxholm Hall.

AMATEURS GARDEN.
Grapes which have been thinned must now receive

very regular and constant attention. It is not advisable

at this stage to give air so freely in front as to create

draught. If it is absolutely necessary, owing to the

kind of plants grown beneath them, to give fresh air in

such a position, let it be given in strict moderation at

first, increasing it as the foliage of the Vines becomes

firmer in texture. It is not now necessary to syringe

the Vines so frequently as heretofore, and under any

circumstances do not wet the bunches more than can

be helped, or the bloom will be spoiled. Instead of

syringing, keep the floors, all cool internal walls, &c.

,

persistently moist, and so diffuse a general moisture.

Where the Grapes are approaching to their full size

before "stoning," commence gradually to lessen even

this amount of moisture, giving more air, with a some-

what lower artificial night heat. By these means the

Vines will be eased over the most trying period of all.

Do not at this stage pmch back any young sub-lateral

shoots that form so persistently. A little growth at

this time may prove a slight incentive to further root-

action, and so give an impulse to the final swelling and

ripening. If a root watering is likely to be of use at

any time, no better period could be chosen than the

present. If the border is an elevated one out-of-doors,

do this at a time when a full meridian sun shines its

hottest. In Peach houses maintain around such as are

commencing to ripen their fruit, an uniform temperature
of 65° to 70° by night, giving plenty of air by day, and
keeping the atmosphere moderately dry, with a good
maximum of sun-heat. Renew the linings around
Melon and Cucumber frames, turning the material over,

adding fresh when necessary, and damping over the old

when at all dry, to encourage future fermentation.

Give to both a rather free supply of water at this full-

growing stage. If the amateur possesses a pit, or

frames of sufficient depth, and they can be elevated

where not so, he should now place any choice cool

stove, greenhouse, and other similar kinds of plants

into them, taking care to place each upon a slate bottom

or a flower-pot turned upside down, and, what is

equally important, not to overcrowd them. All kinds

of New Holland plants, including Ericas, Epacris, and
the like, will do very much better treated in such a

position than if left to remain beneath the too deep

shade of the Vines at this time. The amateur who has

not yet sown Primula or Cineraria seeds should do so

without further delay. Do not let the surface of the

soil get once dry after the first watering the seeds

receive, until they are "well up." Oleanders may
now be propagated by means of cuttings. Give all

Coleuses, and such-like plants which are intended for

pot growth, a liberal shift. Keep Fuchsias which are

growing freely well pinched back, that a multiplicity of

short-jointed shoots may be formed, each of which will

give its own quota of blooms at the proper season.

-Sow Mignonette for pot culture. Give weak liquid

manure to Hydrangeas about to bloom, and to the Arum
or Trumpet Lily [Richardia cethiopica), whether it be

necessary to encourage bloom or leaf, and so increase

plant growth. Keep all Liliums free from aphis pests

by examining frequently the inside of the whorl of

young leaves at the apices of the shoots, wherein they

invariably become securely ensconced, and do inde-

scribable mischief often before they are detected.

Finish planting all Gladioli. Break the seed-vessel

off' all Tulips which have ceased to flower. Put in

cuttings of Pansies. Securely stake Dahlias, selecting

one strong shoot for each stake only. Clip Box edgings

now. Give a small sized shift to Chrysanthemums.

Pinch back to within three leaves of their base all

unnecessary shoots upon fruit trees, which must be

kept within bounds by pruning, training, &c. ; finish

nailing or tying-in all such as are to be retained,

without further delay. Pinch the points off Fig tree

shoots beyond the fourth or fifth leaf. Many Currant

bushes are very greatly affected with green-fly, or other

species of aphis
;
perhaps the readiest way to get rid

of them will be to remove bodily all those leaves that

are seen to be greatly infected, burning them and their

injurious parasites immediately ; it is also a commend-
able practice to thin out some of the weaker of the

many young shoots which Red and White Currants

form annually. W. Earley.

FORESTRY.
Seed sowing of Conifem, as well as all other nursery

stock, will now be completed, therefore cleaning and
putting every place in order should be the ruling work
of the day. Look over grafts protected by clay, and

put to rights any that may have got slackened by the

wet. Keep a sharp look-out after squirrels ; this is

the season, "when the sap is in full action," that they

are most destructive to Scotch Fir and other sorts of

the Pinus tribe. They generally attack the centre stem

at about six or seven years' growth from the top, and
peel the bark off in large patches, which causes the

top to die, or otherwise renders the tree of little value.

A good plan to keep them under, is to give a premium
of 2d. or id. for each tail. Any timber or faggots, not

already cleared out of the forest should, where game
abounds, remain until after the young are hatched ;

this is not unfrequently a fruitful source of annoyance

to those in charge. J. IVebster.

Notices to Correspondents.

Black Beetles ; Bruchus. We have found phosphorus

a powerful poison to these creatures. There is a pre-

paration of it on sale at all chemists and oilshops. A
hedgehog would also make a clearance of the intruders.

Dinner Table Decorations ; D. It is a mistake to

suppose that holes are bored through the mahogany ;

the leaves of the table are taken out, and replaced by

deal boards perforated for the pots. The process has

been often described in our columns.

Diseases in Plants : E. W. Your Mint is attacked by

a Fungus, itcidium Menthas ; the only thing you can

do is to grub up the infected plants. There is no

remedy. .'!/. J. B.—.4. O. Your young Fir appears to

have been used as a Christmas tree. The wax must

have come from coloured tapers. A/. J. B.— W. W.
The spots on the under side of the Vine leaves are an
overgrowth of the cellular tissue. They are very com-
mon, especially in pot Vines, and, we believe, do not

interfere with the produce ; where it arises from imper-

fect drainage, the health of the Vine may be perma-
nently impaired, but in general it is a mere temporary

affliction of little consequence. M. J. B.

Judging Herbaceous Plants: W. S. P. C. It is

rather a nice point, but on broad grounds the plants

you mention should be admitted.

Ladybirds ; T. Marks asks if there are any means of

destroying ladybirds, he having been so infested with

them in an upper chamber for this two years past,
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while other rooms adjoining are perfectly clear. He
adds that the outer walls are covered with climbers,

such as Clematis, &c.
Names of Plants : R. C. C. D. i, Geranium molle

;

2. Sanicula europjea
; 3, Helianthemum vulgare

; 4,

Potentilla anserina
; 5, Poterium iSanguisorba ; 6.

Linum catharticura.

—

H. H. C. Rosa alpina. We
cannot see any difference in the specimen of Veronica

from the ordinary garden V. gentianoides.— C. \V. D.

Send a better specimen.—5. G. GUnam. We cannot

name mosses without the fruit.

—

C. L. Your Orchid is

very near Odontoglossum hastatum (of which it may
possibly prove tobea variety), but differs in ils recur\'ed

sepals and petals, which are set more closely together,

and much more vividly coloured. It is an interesting

plant. Where did it come from?

—

M. A. K. The
white variety of Herb Robert, Geranium Robertianum.
—J. H. Ley. The Indian Adiantum venustum.

—

H. H.
I, Polystichum capense ; 2. one of the many tasselled

forms of Athyrium Filix-fcemina, not recognisable as a

named variety
; 3, Polystichum angulare

; 4, Pteris

hastata. —y?. A. A. A bad specimen of Rumex ace-

tosella.

—

G. N. H. An immature frond of Adiantum
reniforme. It will probably come right by-and-by.

-~W. D. F. Symphytum caucasicum.

—

P. Isopyrum
thalictroides.

—

Kcston. Eriophorum polystachyon, var.

angustifolium.

Rhododendron : H. M. Altogether inferior to other

wel -known kinds.

Strawberries : T. W. Mr. Radclyffe kindly replies as

follows to your note :—Twelve prolific Strawberries

with general good attributes are— Rivers' Eliza, Won-
derful, Cockscomb, Dr. Hogg, Marguerite. Empress
Eugenie, Sir Joseph Paxton, President, Trollope's

Victoria, Princess Alice Maude, Hooper's Seedling,

Eclipse.

Teop^olum : P. F. The merit would depend upon the

habit, of which we cannot judge from the flowers sent.

If the habit is good we should recommend you to

exhibit it at South Kensington, or to send it to Chiswick

for experimental trial.

Catalogue Received.^. Linden (Ghent), Catalogue
of New and Rare Plants.

Communications Received.—W. C. S.—A. W. , Cheshunt.—
G. B.—E. L.— A. H.—A. H. N. E.— Inquisitive.—J. H.~
E. J. H.

arktls.
COVENT GARDEN.—May 31.

Most of the various descriptions of produce, both out-

door and from under glass, have largely increased durmg
the last few days, and importations from the Continent

and Channel Islands are heavy, comprising all the usual

varieties at this season.

Cut Flowers.

s. d. s. d.

Anemone, p. 12 bun. 2 o to 4 o

Azaleas,p.doz.sprays I o — 16
Camel!ias,i2 blooms 40 — 60
Carnations, I a flowers I o — 20
Cineraria, p. bunch 06 — 10
Double Narcissi, p.

bunch .

.

..06 — 10
Gardenias, p. doz. . . 30 — 60
Hcart'.ease.p. labun 16 — 30
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays — 06
Mignonette, 12 bun. 30 — 60
Alyosotis, p. bun — 06
Nemophila, p. 12 bun. .. —^^

i 6

Pelargoniums,
French,p.i2sprays o 6 — i o

Plants in Pots.

New Catalogue of Plants, &c.

ROBERT P.\RKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE. contRining Select Descriptive and Priced Lists

of Plants suitable for bedding and decorative purposes, &c.,—
Delphiniums, Doiible-flo\vcrcd Pyrethrums, Hardy Aquatics, Saxi-

fraRa5. Sedums, Semper\'ivunis, Sweet Violets, Src, is now published,

and will be forward' d to applicants.—Exotic Nursery, 'looting, S.W.

New Spring Catalogue.

WOOD AND INGRAM'S Pnced Descriptive
CATALOGUE ol BEDDING PLANTS, TRICOLOR and

ZONAL GEkANIUMS, bhow and Fancy PELARGONIUMS,
DAHLIAS, FUCHSIAS, &c., is now ready, and will be sent free on
application. The prices will be found unprecedenlcdly low (or

thoroughly established plants.
The Nurseries, Huntingdon, Hunts.

Musa superba, &c.
A VAN GEERT. Ghent. Belgium, begs to offer fine
JTi* young plants of this elegant new species of Musa, so well

adapted for tropical decoration, at 151. each, or 63s., for six.

Fine plants of PANDAN US UTILIS, at i8s. per dozen.

Fine plants of the true SELAGINELLA LEPIDOFHYLLA
(California), at 51. each, or 48s per dozen.

Fine plants of YUCCA ALOIFOLIA, us. to i8j. per dozen.
Strong plants of AGAVE FILIFERA, 151. to2iJ. each.

Very Cheap Offer of Bedding Plants.
GERANIUMS—Amy Hogff, IHack Dwarf. Cybister,

Excellent, Indian Yclknv, Lord Palmcrston, Orange Nosegay,
all at IS bd. per dozen, without pots.
SILVER VARIEGATED—Attractive, Bijou, and Flower of Spring,

at 31. per dozen, Other things equally cheap, See T. C. MAYOS"
Spring price LIST, free.

The Floral Nurseries, near Hereford.

CHEAP BEDDING GERANIUMS.—The following
choice sorts at per dozen, for cash :— Lady Cullum, 31. bd. ;

Lucy Grieve, 61. ; Louisa Smith, 35. td. \ Mrs. Dix, 61. ; Mrs. Pollock.

2s. td ; Sophia Cusack, 31. 6rf. ; Sophie Dumaresquc, 21 6J. ; Caroline

Longfieid, 3/, td.; Mrs. John Clutton, 6j. ; Prince Silverwings, 6j. :

Beauty of Calderdale, as. td. ; Duke of Edinburgh, 3s. M ; Kentish
Hero, 2s, td. Package bd. per dozen. A list of 250 varieties post free.

Remittances requested from unknown Correspondents.
ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

Variegated Geraniums, Wiolesale Prices.

WOOD AND INGRAM offer fine strong Plants of the
following varieties at per dozen ;—Mrs. Benyon, 31. ; Mrs.

Dix, 65.
;
Queen Victoria, 6r ; Sir K. Napier, 6i. ; Albion Cliffs, 3s. ;

Alma, 2s. td. ; Bijou, 31. ; Flower of the Spring, 2s. td.; Jane, y- ;

Lady Kingsbury, 3s. ; May Queen, 4s, ; Mrs. Lennox, 3s. ; Mrs. Vidler.

3s,; Queen of Queens, 3s.; Shottesham Pet, 3s.: International (line

gold self), 4s. ; Carter's Prince of Wales, only i dozen small, 6oj.

;

Carter's Prince of Wales, only i dozen fine plants, 721. ; Mrs. Dunnelt,
36s. per dozen ; Sophia Cusack, 6s, per dozen.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon,

s. d. s. d.

Pelargoniums, Scar-
let, p. 12 sprays., o 4 to o 9

Pinks, p. doz, . . z o — 30
RaDunciilus, p. bun. 30 — 60
Rose de Moi, per

doz. bunches . . 40 — 60
Roses, per doz. . . 20 — 60
— Moss, do. . . . . — 26

Spirea, p. bunch .- .. — 10
Stephanotis, 12 sprays -^ o — 60
Trop;eoluins,i2bun. 10 — 20
Trumpet Lilies,doz. 30 — 60
Stock:^, p. bunch . . 06 — i o
VioIets,p, 12 bunches 10 — 16
Wallflowers, bunch . . — 06

Calceolaria, p. doz.— herbaceous, do,

Fuchsia - . do.

Heath, in vars,

Hydrangea .

.

Lobelia .. do.

r. d. s. d.

6 o—18 o
go—..
6 o— 15 o

do. 12 o—24 o
do. 9 o— 18 o

4 o— 6 o

s. d. s. d.

Mignonette, p. doz. 4 o— 6 o
Pelargonium .. do. 12 o—30 o— Scarlet . . do. 4 o— 6 o
Rhodanthc . . do. 6 o— .

.

Spirasa., ., do. 12 0—24 o

Fruit.

s. d. s. d.
I

J. (/. s. d.

Apples, per \ sieve s o toio o
|

Lemons, per 100 ..70 loio o
Apricots, p. doz. . . 20 — 30' Melons, each ..50 —12 o
Cherries, p. lb. ..10 — 30; Oranges, per 100 ..60 —10 o
Cobs, per 100 lb. . .60 o —65 o 1

Peaches, per doz. . . 15 o —30 o
Figs, p. doz. .. 8 o — 12 o I Pine-apples, per lb. 8 o —12 o
Filberts, per lb. ..08 — 101 Strawberries, p, oz. o 6 — 13
Grapes, per lb. ..60 —12 o

Vegetables.

s. d. s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea. o 3 to o 6

Asparagus, per 100 2 6— 6 o
— French, do — ..

Beet, per doz. . . 1 o— 3 o
Cabbages, per doz. .. 10— 1 3

Cardoons, each . . . . — .

.

Carrots, p. bunch .. o 7— 10
— French, do. . . 1 o— i 6

Cauliflowers, p. do7. 3 o— 8 o
Celery, per bundle . 1 o— 2 o
Cucurnbers, each ., o 6— 1 o
French Beans, new,
per 100 .

.

.... — 26
Herbs, per bunch .. o 2— o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun.3 o— 5 o
Leeks, per bunch . . o 2— o 4

Potatos, Regents, t2o^. to 170^. ; Flukes, 120J, to 1705.

Shaws. 70J. to qoj.

. rf. s.d.
I OtO 2 O
. . — 20
04—09

2— O 4
1 6— 4 o

o 6— o 9

Lettuces, per score.

.

Mushrooms, p. pott.

Onions, per bunch .

Parsley, p. bunch .

,

Peas, new, per qt,

Potatos, new frame,
per lb.

Radishes, per bunch o
Rhubarb, p. bund. . o 4— o q
Salsafy, per bun. . . o 9— 1 3
Scorzonera, per bun. o 9— l 3
Shallots, per lb. .. 08— ..

Spinach, per bushel 2 o— 3 o
Tomatos, each .. o 4— o 6

Turnips, new,p, bun. i o— 2 o

POTATOS.—Soutkwark, May 27.

During the past week the arrivals have been mode-
rate, but still more than equal to the demand, Owing to
theWhitsuntide holidays trade has been dull. Quotations :—Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, 120J. to 160J. ; Yorkshire
Regents, 120s. to 130J. ; Dunbar and East Lothian do.,
120J. to 160J.; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do., iioj. to
130J. ; do. Rocks, iioj. to i20J. ; French and Belgian
Kidneys, goj. to looi. ; French Whites,so.r. to 8oj.

Pelargonium Mrs. J. Pottle.

BS. WILLLAMS has much pleasure in offering this
• splendid PELAR<;oNIUM for the first time. It is a distinct

variety, of the Nosek'ay section, very dwarf and compact in growth,
and is, perhaps, the most prolific bloomer ever sent out ; as a bedding
plant it is unsurpassed, as the trials it has undergone for the last three

years fully prove. The truss is dense and elobular, flowers a soft pink,

shaded with cerise; its distinct colour and profuse blooming quality

will render it a general favourite. Price 5s. each.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Australian Seeds and Plants.

SEEDS of TIMBER TREES, PALMS. SHRUBS,
&c.. Plants indigenous to Australia, New Zealand, and Fiji,

including AKAUCARIAS, TREE FERNS, variegated FLAX, &c.
Orders maybe left with our London Agents, Messrs. L. J. BLACKITH
AND CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C., for

Iransmissinn.
SHEPHERD AND CO., Niir..>rimcn and Seedsmen, Darling

Nursery, Sydney, New South \\ m... a. Established 1827.

QPECIAL OFFER of SURPLUS STOCK.
hO Per 100 —J. d.

CINERARIA ACANTH.^FOLIA 20 o
LOBELIA Purity 16 o
SEMPERVIVUM BOLLII, 2'^ to 3 inches across .. 35 o

,, ,. I j| to 2 inches across .. 35 o

,, MUNTAN UM, 2 inches across .. 20 o

,, ,,
in store pots . . 14 o

KONIGA VARIEGATA 14 o
HELIOTROPES in variety It) o

JOHN HOUSE, Eastgate Nurseries, Peterborough.

New Seeds, of Choicest Quality.
CALCEOLARIA (Scott's), carefully hybridised from

plants 9 to 18 inches in height, flowers perfect in form, colour in

great variety, including white ground, spotted and mottled, is.

and 2s. td. per packet.
CINERARIA, Scott's prize strain, \s. and 21. td. per packet
PANSY, saved from prize show and fancy flowers, is. per packet.
PRIMULA FIMB RI ATA, including Fern-leaf varieties, extra, 2J. 6J

per packet.
STOCK, Scott's Giant Scarlet Ten-week, is. per packet.
WALLFLOWER, Double, 12 superb varieties, mixed, is. per packet.
SCOTT'S WASP DESl KOYER, genuine. ri.6rf,and2s.6d.perbottle.

J. SC 'I i , 'i hf Seed Stores. Yeovil, Somerset.

Verbenas, Verbenas—Mrs. Pollock, &c.

WILLIAM HADMAN offers Purple, White, Scarlet,
and Rose VERBENAS, from single pots, 121. per 100; rooted

cuttings, 61. per 100, 50s. per 1000.

LOBELIA SPECIOSA (true), from cuttings, 31. td. per 100; 25*.

per 1000.

FUCHSIAS, double and single, 6s. per 100.

HELIOTROPIUM, dark and light, 6s. per 100.

AGERATUM Imperial Dwarf, ss. per 100, 40J, per 1000.

IRESINE Lindeni, fine dark fofiage, 8s. per :oo.

GERANIUM Mrs. Pollock, from single pots, 20J. per 100,

,, Sophie Dumarcsque, from single pots, 20s. per roa

,, Jean Sisley, finest out, 51. per doien, 30s. per 100,

,, ftladame Lemoine, Crystal Palace Gem, Vesuvius,
Lord Derby, Waltham Seedling, &c,, 15s. per 100.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

Flantl^ Season.
DICKSONS AND CO., Nurserymen and

Seedsmen, i, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, beg to call the
attention of those about to plant to their very large and healthy
Stock of FOREST TREES, FRUIT TREES, ORNAMENTAL
TREES and SHRUBS, which are now in fine condition for trans-
planting. They are prnwing on very exposed ground, arc finely

rooted, and their wood is thoroughly ripened. Samples and Cata-
logues on application. Special prices will be quoted where large
quantities are taken. (Establishea 1770.)
Experienced FORESTERS, GARDENERS, and LAND

STEWARDS recommended.

B R O W N 'S
Sample?

CHARLKS BROWN . G rcenheys, Manchester.

A large stock of Archangel

FLORAL SHADING.
d prices on applicatiort to
n\'X' f^ I m

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and Packing. Second siied Arch-

angel, looj. ; Petersburg, 60s. and 8as. ; superior close Mat. 4SJ-, y>i ,

packing Mats, 20J
,
jos., and 35s. per 100; and every other

nptic f Mats at equally Tow prices, at
-^-^NS, KuJ. BLACKBURN and SO

4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.
ssia Mat and Sack Warehouse,

Free to London ; Five Casks and upwards to any Station in England
or 11; per Cent Discount.

EPPS'S SELECTED PEAT.—Patronised by the
leading Horticulturists and Amateurs in the three kingdoms.

See testimonials. Packed in 4-bushcl barrels, 8j each, inclusive:

selected for <.irchids, os. Special offers for Truck-loads for general
purposes. Terms, cash.

PEAT. SAND, and LOAM STORES, Lewisham, S.E.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London. E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds-

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lisis. Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Mnnagcr. ^qa, Kin^r William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CUKE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c,. from

Decay. Manulacturtd Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.

For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,
Manager, 30A, King William Street, London, E.C.

HESSIANS and SCRIMS for COVERING.
4-4 Scrim, from id. to 5^. per yard, advancing lid,

54-inch Hessian and Scrim, ^d., 353'^., 41^ , 4l^a., and gj^"^-

7a ,, ,, „ A%d. ,sl^d., td., t%d , ana upwards.

J. BLACKBURN AND SONS. Sack and Bag Makers, and Canvas
Manufacturers, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street. London, E.C.

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS arc the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every cIeiss of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

BEDDY AND CO., Chapel Terrace, Porthleven.
• Cornwall, beg to call attention to their superior GARDE.N

NETTING.
New Netting (Tanned), i inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at 8tf. per yard.

Repaired Netting (Tanned), 4 yards wide, td. per yard ; ?i inch mesh,
4 yards wide, at Zd. per yard; J4 inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at is. per
yard. Supplied in width from i to 20 yards.
Repaired FISHING NETS, id. per square yard.

TANNED NETTING, for Garden purposes,
Protecting Fruits from Birds, &c Widths i, 2, 3, and 4 yards.

Price id. per square yard,
HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

r PANNED GARDEN NETTING, One Penny per
-L square yard, for Protecting Seed Beds, Peas, Fruit, Straw-

irds, Frost, Blight, &c. , and as a Fence for

and 4 yard widths. HEXAGON, TIFFANY,
berries, &c., irc

Fowls—in 1,2, 3, and 4 yard widths. HEXAGON, lifKA.'NY,
and other NETTING; GALVANISED WIRE NETTING, PEA
HURDLES, SEED PROTECTORS, &c.
C. WRIGHT AND CO. (late 376. Strand. London), Newark-on-Trcnl.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS.
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.—TANNED NETTING tor

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,

3^. per yard, or 100 yards, 20s ; 4 yards wide, 6J. per yard, or 50 yards,

20S. NEW TANtJED NET'I ING, suited for any of the abovp
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, td. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, ij per yard ; f4-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6a, per yard. Also
TIFFANY. Can be had in any quantity of
EATON AND DELLER,6& 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge, EC.

EDGINGTONS GARDEN NETTING, the cheapest
and most durable, at irf. per square yard, or in quantities ot

250, 500, or 1000 yards, carriage free.

EDGINGTON'S RICK CLOTHS for 67 years have
maintained their celebrity as the best.

EDGINGTON^ MARQUEES for Hire are the most
elegant and capacious.

EDGINGTON'S CRICKET and GARDEN TENTS
are the prettiest.

TIFFANY, SCRIM CANVAS, and every other kind
of NETTING.

Be particular—FRED. EDGINGTON AND CO., Rick Cloth, &c.
Manufacturer to Her Majesty, «, Old Kent Road, London, S.E,

A quantity of good Second-hand Government TENTS for Sale, chc-ip.

ET. ARCHERS' "FRIG I D O M O.'
• —Patronised and used for Frogmorc and Kew Gardens, ll is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Jleat

or Cold where it is applied.
PROTECTION AGAINST the COLD WINDS and MORNING

FROSTS.
WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, is. td. per yard.

" FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide ly. roii. per yard.

Three yards wide 3s. 2i<. per yard.

Four yards wide y. lorf. per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, 70 yards Iong,6lirf. loZ%d. per yard,

HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, 7%d. and
<)Md. per yard.
ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of " Frigi Domo," 3, Cam on

Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.
Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

M° ULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
The Apparatus for Delivering the Earth, vheth'r
in Closets or Commodes, is now greatly impro^>d
under patents obtained by Messrs. Girdle-stone (the

Engineers to MOULE'S PATENT EARTH CLOSET
COAIPANY), and is at the same lime offeicd to ihe
public at aconsidcrable REDUCTION IN PRICE

-

Apply at the Ollices of the Company, 5A, Garrick
Street, Covent Garden, London, W. C.

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
The NEW AMERICAN CABINET COMMODE
will be found to be very convenient. Only 18 inches
square and 3 feet high. Forms a table for the bedside.

M°"
M°"

LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
The Apparatus and Commodes, as now manufactured,
arc the cheapest and best ever yet produced.

LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Commodes for Bed-rooms.
Apparatus for Cottage Closets.

A pparatus for House Closets.

M OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
There is no trouble in obtaining earth.

It is in every person's garden.
And only wants sifting.

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH
It requires no dri'ing,

If stored in the summer time.
For winter use.

SYSTEM.

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Dr. Buchanan says :—" Earth Closets, used simply,
either inside or outside pi ivatc houses, have frequently
come under my notice, and have always been found
to be free from smell."

Mou

M°"

LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
GadshiU Place, Knit. July 18, 1871—" I am pleased
to say that the apparatus works admirably."

—

Charlks
DlCKEWS, Jun. ^^

LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Matlby, Rothtrham, JutteiZ, 1871.—" I am plad to say
that an Earth Closet with which you siinplicd me last

year has been found ver>' efficient."—C. tl. Wright.

LE

'

S"~P"A

T

EN T EA R TH~S Y"ST E"m'
"The dry earth system has been in use at Queeiis'
College, Cambridge, for more than 12 months, with the
most complete success. No difficulty of any kind has
been experienced in ils working "—W. M. C.\mpiON,
D.D., Tutor of Queens' College. Cambridge.

M OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
" I think it fair to inform you that the Earth Closet

you supplied me wiih some months ago is giving great
satisfaction."—W. H. Hill, Architect, 60, St^ulk AlaU,
Ccrk.

M OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
" Be 50 good as to send me another commode similar
to the last one I h.id. It is thoroughly efficient and
satisfactory."—Herbert rLMV-tt., iltt GiatntHa.rS<hool
Newatk-on- Trent.

A' LETTERS and COMMUNICATIONS
10 be addressed lo MOULE'S PATENT EARTH
CLOSET COMPANY (Limited), J*, Garrick Street.

Covent Garden, London, W,C.
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f^ UANO (^aranteed GENUINE PERUVIAN).

-

VT This invaluable Manure is supplied in neat baRs, with full

directions for use : 14 lb for 5*. Post-office orders to be made payable

at the Romford Post Office. , . ^
S.\MUEL H.WVLEY. Romford. Essex.

Caro Guano.

CHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO,
rich in Soluble Phosphates and Nitrogenous Organic Matter.

See Chemical Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for

Grain and Root Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to

Peruvian.
Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO., Billiter Street. London. EC.

LAWES'S MANURES for GRASS LAND should

be applied during the months of February- and March. Nitrate

of Soda supplied ex Ship or from Stocks at Docks at London, Liver-

pool, and otncr ports, at lowest market prices.

JOHN BENNET LAWKS, 59. Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Branch Offices:—Market Street. Shrcwsbim-; 2a, Eden Quay.
Dublin; Womanby Street, Cardiff; Cumberland Road, Bristol;

61, Constitution Street, Lcilh ; and 14, Market Street, Aberbcen.
LAWES-S PATENT TURNIP MANURE.
LAWES'S DISSOLVED BONES.
LAWES'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME,
LAWES'S WHE.\T. BARLEY, GRASS and MANGEL MANURE.
LAWES'S CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained at any of the above addresses or

throueh any of the appointed Acents throughout the United Kingdom.
PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE ol

AMMONIA, and other CHEMICAL MANURES; AMERICAN
and other CAKES, at market prices^

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for CORN CROPS.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE. or BLOOD MANURE,
(or ROOTS and GREEN CROPS GENERALLY.

ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
ODAMS'S NITRO-BIPHOSPHATK (or Prepared) GUANO.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL BARLEY MANURE.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL MANGEL MANURE.
ODAMS'S TOP-DRESSING MANURE.

MANUFACTURED

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE.
OR

BLOOD MANURE COMPANY (LIMITED),
Consisting of

TENANT FARMERS occupying upwards of 80,000 acres of Land.

Chief Office— 109. Fenchurch Street. London, E.C
Western CoL'NTIES Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublm.
Directors.

Ckairtnan—Robert Leeds, Castleacre, Norfolk
2)^/H/v-CAaiV»M.n(—John Collins, 255, Camden Road, N.W.

Edward Bell. 48. Marine Parade, Brighton.

Richard Hunt, Stanslead Abbot. Herts.
Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon, NoHolk.
George Savill, Ingthorpe. near Stamford.
Charles Dorman. 21. Essex Street. Strand. W.C.
Thomas Webb, Hildersham. Cambridge shire.

Jonas Webb. Mellon Ross, Lincolnshire.

C. T- Lacy. 60. West Smithfield, E.C.
T. C. Jonas, Cambridge.
Herbert Bird, Shortacres, Peterborough.

Manaiing Dirictor.—James Odams.
Several Hundred ThousandTons of the Manures have been supplied

to the Agricultural Public, and the increasing demand that exisls for

them is the best proof of the appreciation in which they are held.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of the local agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

Chiet Offices, ioq. Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

SALE THIS DAY, AT HALFPAST TWELVE O'CLOCK.

Bedding Plants, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on
SATURDAY, June i, at halt-past is o'Clock precisely, choice

GERANIUMS. VERBENAS. CALCEOLARIAS. DAHLIAS,
PIinKS, ecu ever I AS, PETUNIAS, ROSES in pots; Rustic and

Iron Garden Work, &C.
On view the mominff of Sale, and CataloRues had. ^^^^

Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38. Kinf: Street. Covent Garden, W.C,
on MONDAY, June ;. at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, without

reserve, Established ORCHIDS, many of them Specimen Planis, from

the collection of Messrs. J. Shcrrait & Co.. of Knypersley Gardens,

Conglcton. Also several imporlaiions of ORCHIDS.
On view the morninK of Sale, and CataloKucs had.

Imported Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C, on
MONDAY, June 3. at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, several importa-

tions of ORCHIDS, from the West Indies, consisting of Angraicums,
BrouEhtonias, Oncidiunis, Lycastcs, E^idendrums. Bletias, &c ; an

importation from the West Coast of Africa of the handsome
AnRraicum caudatum; a large importation of PhaLcnopsis grandi-

flora (these will be offered in quantities on pieces of board, as

imported) ; and a consignment of Rodriguezia secunda, and other

Orchids, just arrived from Demcrara And the Collection of

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, the property of Messrs. Shcrratt &
Co., of Knypersley Gardens, Cheshire, including many line plants of

choice sorts.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

MR. JAMES ERASER. Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and AucrrosEER, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the firm o( J. & J. Eraser, Lea Bridge Road.

M Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
W^OOD, 12, North Grove West, Miidmay Park, London, N.

RODERICK. NICOLSON, Advertising Agent
and General Commission Agent, i, Racquet Court, Fleet

Street, E.C.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, LEASE and GOODWILL,
&c. of a SMALL ESTABLISHED NURSERY. Furnishing

and Jobbing Business attached.
SMITH, Silchester Road Nursery', Notting Hill. W.

TO BE LET. a productive MARKET GARDEN
and NURSERY, with good House, Stabling, &c., containing

about 4 acres, all walled in,

W^ W.. Post Office. Reigate.

To Nurserjrmen and Seedsmen.

TO BE SOLD, an old established NURSERY and
SEED BUSINESS, with a good Connection, in a large Market

Town in the Western Counties.
For particulars, apply to K. L. J., Gardtners' ChranicU Office, W.C.

LAND TO LET, situate about 12 miles from London,
and adjoining the Twickenham Station of the South-Westem

Railway. It is suitable either for a Private Residence, a Dairy Farm,
or a Market Garden, and will be Let upon Lease for a term of 7 or

14 years. There are 84 acres in all, of which 67 acres are rich Grass

Land, at present affording valuable Pasture, but which might easily

be converted into Pleasure Grounds, Of the remainder. -7% acres are

now laid out as a Fruit Plantation and Market Garden, and g*^ acres

consist of Arable Land in a ver>- good state of cultivation. In the

centre of the Grass I-and is a newly-erected Dwelling-house, contain-

ing eight rooms, each I15 feet square, as well as accommodation for

Ser\*anis, and convenient Out Offices ; there is also a Bailiff's Cottage

on the Farm.
For further particulars, apply to Messrs. RUSHWORTH,

ABBOTT, AKD CO., 32, Savillc Row, Regent Street, W.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms. 38. King Street. Covent Garden. W.C, on

TUESDAY. June a, at hall-past 12 o'Clock precisely, an assortment

of first-class Poultry and pigeons, from the yards and lofts of

well-known Breeders and E.\hibitors.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had^

The Bath and West of England Society and
SOUTHERN COUNTIES ASSOCIATION.

DORCHESTER MEETING, 1872.

SHED a6. STAND 306.

SUTTON AND SONS have the honour of announcing
that they will EXHIBIT at the above Meeting their unrivalled

COLLECTION of NATURAL GRASSES. SEED, ROOTS, and
FORAGE PLANTS, as supplied by them to the several Royal Farms,
and the principal agriculturists in the United Kingdom-
Orders will be received at the Stand for TURNIP and other

SEEDS for present sowing,

SUTTON AND SONS,
Seedsmen by appointment to the Queen and the Prince of Wales,

Royal Berks Seed Establishment. Reading

rPHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
(iNCORrORATED BY SPECIAL AcTS OP PARLIAMENT.)

DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, TRAMWAYS, RAILWAYS, &a

Directors.

John Clulton, Esq.
Frederick L. Dashwood, Esq.
Henry Farquhar, Esq.
Lord Garlies, M,P.
John Horatio Lloyd. Esq.

Granville R. Ryder, Esq.
GranvilleR.H.Somcrset,Esq.,Q.C.
Henry W. West. Esq., M.P.
Charles Watkin Williams Wynn,
Esq., MP. (Chairman).

Established and Imported Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms. 3S. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C. on

SATURD.-VY, June 8, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, Rare and New
ORCHIDS, chiefly for cool house, including Cattleya gigas, the most

gorgeous species of the genus; Colax jugosus, very lare and fine;

Cypripcdium Rocilii, Rchb., quite distinct and most beautiful species,

bearing Irom I3 to 20 flowers on one scape; Epidendrum Iredcric

Guillielm, magnificent species, not yet in the trade, the whole in-

florescence of a bright carmine ; Odontoqlossum sceptrum, very line
;

Masdevallia Lindeni, true j
Masdevallia macuSata, line ;

Masdcvallia

tovarcnsis ; Oncidium zcbnnum, bearing numerous line pure white

flowers, striped with brown; La;lia, from Minas, supposed to be

Jonghii ; and many other rare and valuable sorts.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Orchids-Established and Imported.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C. on

1 UESDAY, June 11, at half-past I3 o'Clock precisely. Valuable

Established ORCHIDS, comprising healthy plants ol ;—

Angrcccum sesquipedale
Saccolabium guiiaium
OdonlOKlossum triumphans

Halli

Aeridcs Schrccderi
Cattleya amabilis

„ Warneri
Dendrobium Huiloni
Dendrochilum filiforme

Cypripedium niveum
Vanda Denisoniana
Pescatorca ceiina
Oncidium Rooersii
Calanthe Veicnii
Acrides larpcnta;

Also a fine lot of CATTLEYAS, k,. y^.,^^^ ^^.^^.^,

been collected in the Central Cordilleras of the Andes, in laiiiude

ihree degrees north, a region never before explored by any European
collector ; and a quantity of good growing plants of HARKERIAS.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Oncidium macranthum
,, Warscevviciii

Odontoglossum Reichenheimii
Cymbidium Saundersonii
Odontoglossum zebrinum
Dendrobium liiuiflorum

Cypripedium Parishii

of various colours, which hav

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for all purposes

of Agricultural Improvement, including the Erection of Cottages and
Farm Buildings, to the Owners of settled and other Estates, and to

the Clergy in respect of their Glebe Lands.
Tenants may, with the consent of their Landlords, execute the

necessary Improvements upon the Farms which they occupy,charging
them with the cost.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.—The Company also advances
money for the purpose of Works of Sewage Irrigation.

The whole outlay and expenses are liquidated by a rent-charge upon
the land, redeeming principle and interest, over 25 years.

No investigation of title is required.

For Forms and further information, apply (o GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No, i. Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster. S.W.

Important Sale of Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms. 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,
on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, June 12 and 13, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely each day, without reserve, the entire Collection

of ORCHIDS, formed by the late Mr. G. H. Bunncy, of Stratford,

comprising 800 plants in good health, and many ol them choice sorts.

Alsoaquantity of rare FERNS, and Specimen STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS.

On view the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

SAL ES BY AUCT ION.

The Nursery, Market Place. Eomford.

MR. ERASER is instructed by the Proprietor.
Mr. Meadmore, to SELL by AUCTION, on THURSDAY,

June 6. a very Choice COLLECTION of WINDOW, BEDDING,
and otherGREENHOUSE PLANTS, comprising Fuchsias, Double
and various other Geraniums. Kerns. Lycopodiums, Calceolarias,

Verbenas, Coleus, Pyrethrum. Heliotropes. &c.

Catalogues may be had on the Premises ; Estex Times Oflfice ; and
of the Auctioneer, Romford. ^^

To Nurserymeii, Florists, and Others.
VALUABLE BENEFICIAL LEASE, with POSSESSION.

By Order of the Mongagee.

MESSRS. HARDING and DEAN will SELL by
AUCTION, on the Premises, on THURSDAY, June 6, at

1 o'clock, the LEASE of the OLD ESTABLISHED NURSERY
GROUNDS, known as FAIRBAIRN'S NURSERY, High Street,

Clapham, together with the Detached Villa, 30, High Street,

Clapham : a Cottage Residence, extensive Greenhouses, Hot-houses,
Forcing Pits, &c ; the whole occupying 1% acres of Land, held for

38!4 years at a Low RentaL
Particulars, with conditions of Sale, obtained of Mr. ARTHUR T.

HEWITT, Solicitor, 32, Nicholas Lane. EC, and at the Auctioneers"
Offices, 17. High Street, Clapham, S.W. The valuable STOCK of
BEDDING PLANTS, AZALEAS, &c., will be SOLD after the Lease.
By order of the Sheriff of Surrey.

Beckenham, Kent.—Preliminary Notice.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Rookery Down, Becken-

ham, Kent, the matchless Specimen STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, &c.

Particulars in next Advertisement.

Leamington.
IMPORTANT SALE of SPECIMEN STOVE and GREENHOUSE

PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the

Premises, Woodcote Lodge, Leamington Road, Leamington, on
WEDNESDAY, June 5, at 12 for i o'Clock precisely, the whole of

the STOVE and (IKELN HOUSE PLANTS (late the property of

W. Ballard, Esq., deceased, formerly so well known as a successful
Exhibitor), amongst which are some fine specimens of Pandanus,
Dracaenas, Marantas, Anthunum, &c, ; some noble examples of Ferns,
sorts ; Double White and other large Camellias, 9 to 12 feet, in tubs

;

many smaller ditto ; choice Azalea indica, sorts; a quantity of large

Peaches, Nectarines, and other Orchard-house Fruit Trees, in pots;

together with some thousands of choice BEDDING-OUT PLANTS.
May be viewed the day prior and morning of Sale. Catalogues may

be had of Mr. BUTLEK, on the Premises; and of the Auctioneers
and \'aluers, Leytonstone, E.
N.B. The desirable FREEHOLD detached modern nine-roomed

RESIDENCE, with Twelve newly-erected Greenhouses and Vineries,

with Tvro Cottages, to be SOLD, with possession.
For Cards to view, apply to the Auctioneers, as above.

Woodside, Luton, Beds.
SALE of an ENTIRE HERD of SHORTHORNS and PURE

BERKSHIRE PIGS.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on FRIDAY, June 7 (2 o'Clock), at Woodside, near Luton,

the ENTIRE HERD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS, and some
PURE BERKSHIRE PIGS, belongingtoT. H. Blundell, Esq. This
Stock has been carefully bred from the Herds of Sir G. R. Philips,

Mr. C. Howard, Sir. Roberts, and other eminent breeders, and Bulls

of the fashionable Knighiley and Gywnne blood used.
The Pigs are from the priic stock of Mr. Hcbcr Humfrey.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, maybe had of JOHN THORNTON,

15, Langham Place, Regent Street, London, W.

Northway Farm, Ashcliurcli, near Tewkesbury.
SALE of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS.

MR.JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION.
on FRIDAY, June 14 (i o'Clock), at Northway Farm, near

Ashchurch Station, Midland Railway, between SIXTYand SEVENTY
HEAD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS, whxh consist principally

of young In-calf Cows and Heifers and young Bulls, from the old-

established Herd of W. Woodward, Esq. Founded in 1829, this Slock

has been bred from the best Herds in the country, as they have been
sold, and crossed with strong, healthy, vigorous males ot^ the leading

fashionable strains, the obicct being the production of animals com-
bining tine quality of beef with good dairy properties The Cattle

are very healthy, in a good breeding state, and, not being pampered,
likely to do well in any district.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of Mr. THORNTON,
15, Langham Place, Regent Street, London, W.

Agricultural Land Improvements.
DRAINAGE, SEWAGE IRRIGATION, FARM BUILDINGS,

LA HOURERS' COTTAGES. &c.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

(Incorporatctl by Act of Parliament in 1849.)

Directors.
The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
bermere.

T. Chapman, Esq., F.R.S.
George Thomas Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold. Esq.
Henr>' William Curne, Esq

Edward John Hutchins, Esq.
William Tite,M. P., C.B.

Principal Engineer, Mr. ], BAILEY DENTON.
Agricultural Improvements of every kind are executed by the

Company, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer

carrying out the works by their own agents.
. » ji j

Tenant Farmers may also, by agreement with their Landlords,

procure the execution of such Improvements.
The outlay, with all oHicial expenses, may be charged upon the

Estate, and paid ofTby a Rent-charge ofabout6per cent., in 31 years,

or at the option of the Landowners in a shorter term.

No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.
Special arrangements will be made with Boards of Health, Sewer

Authorities, and others, for undertaking Works of Sewage Irrigation,

together with all Works incidental thereto. The outlay in respect

thereof may be repaid either by a sum in gross, or by a terminable

yearly payment, discharging in a fixed period the principal amount
with interest thereon.

,

Application to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN, Esq., the

Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, a3^_WhitehallJ'lace._S. W.

H' IGHLAND and AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
KELSO SHOW, JULY 31. and AUGUST i and 2.

ENTRIES CLOSE on JUNE 14.

Premium Lists and Certificates may be obtained from F. N.
MENZIES. Esq., 3, George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh.

/CRYSTAL PALACE. —The GREAT NATIONAL
V^ DOG SHOW OPENS on TUESDAY NEXT. June 4. con-

tinuing onjunc 5, 6, and 7. ONE THOUSAND POUNDS will be

given in PRIZES. The most careful arrangements have been made
to render this Show the greatest and best ever held. The entries

received ensure the Exhibition ol nearly eleven hundred specimens,

among which will be presented the Finest Dogs of Pedigree and Race.

in all Classes. Admission to the Show : on Tuesday, to witness the

Judging, when the Dogs will be exercised before the Judges on the

First Terrace, Five Shillings, between 10 and 3 o'Clock, after that

hour, half-a-crown ; Season Ticket Holders, entrance One Shilling;

other days. One Shilling. Admission to the Palace as ustial. One
Shilling, or by Guinea Season Ticket.

SATURDAY, JUNE i, 1872.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Saturday, June \\

to \ Horse Show, at Agricultural Hall, Islington.

Friday, — 7

'

, ^ ,

Monday, June 3) Annual Meeting of the Bain and Southern

to \ Counties Agricultural Society, at Dor-

Friday, — 7J Chester.
_

{Central Chamber of Agriculture (Compensa-
tion for Unexhausted Improvements), at the
Salisbury Hotel, Fleet Street— 11 A.M.

f Royal Agricultural Society ot England (Coun-
5 X cil Meeting), at Hanover Square—Noon,Wedne.iday,

INDOOR meetings for discussion give way to

outdoor meetings for exhibition, as summer
weather at length displaces winter. At no

season of the year does the principle of associa-

tion for Agricultural Improvement cease its

activity.—Last week the English National Agri-

cultaral Society announced its programme for

the coming year, and reviewed its work of 1871.

—

Next week the year's proceedings of the Bath

and West of England Provincial Society will

culminate in their annual meeting [at Dorchester

with the largest show of stock, one of the fullest

displays of implements, and the best promise of

success they have ever had.— On the first

Monday of the month the London Farmers'

Club held its periodical discussion, and were led

by Mr. MeCHI all over the agricultural field in

search of novelty and stimulant.—The Horse
Show, agricultural and other, opens this day at

the .Agricultural Hall.—On Tuesday next the

Central Chamber of Agriculture will discuss the

policy of payment to outgoing tenants for unex-

hausted improvements. — On Friday next the

House of Commons itself will become a Farmers
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Club, and listen to Mr. James Howard on the

price of meat.—The Maidstone Agricultural

Association lately had before it a most able

commentary on " a model lease," by Mr. Henry
Corbet, of the London Farmers' Club.—One of

the best discussions of the Land Laws ever

listened to, was reported a week or two ago in

the Chelmsford Chronicle, and is reproduced
to-day in our own columns, having been con-

ducted at a meeting of the Essex Chamber of

Agriculture.— It is only the other day that the

Cheshire Chamber of Agriculture held their

annual meeting, when the proceedings of the

year were reported and commented on by the

Council.— And we must not forget in the list of

public meetings on which agriculturists are to be
congratulated, those which have been called

in the interest of the agricultural labourer.

—

Everywhere there is evidence of the most
energetic activity— everywhere the heartiest

and most outspoken criticism — everywhere,

except, perhaps, in Cheshire, the widest, freest,

frankest liberty of speech allowed — every-

where laborious public spirit. It is impossible

to review what may be called the public life of

English agriculture without feeling how fortu-

nate it is that wealthy men, landowners, men of

culture and of rank in this country find their

pleasure, as well as their duty, in work of the

kind thus indicated.

Two of the above meetings may be singled

out for special notice. That of the English
Agricultural Society last week was signalised by
an unusually vigorous criticism of its annual
work, and that of the Cheshire Chamber of Agri-

culture by, as we think, an unwise attempt to

rebuke or control free speech. Of the former we
will at present say but little. It is well that Dr.

Crisp and Mr. Freebody should annually do
their best to expose the evils of an excessive

accumulated fund. No one can deny that the

Society was as useful as it is when it was much
poorer than it is ; nor ought we to imagine that the

next generation of farmers will be less able, or less

willing than the present or the past. Indeed, we
incline to think that the chief, if not the only use

of ^20,000 lying idle at the Society's bankers, is

that it promotes this annual protest and dis-

cussion, together with the energetic condemna-
tion which voluble outsiders pronounce upon
shortcomings, which, by a more spirited outlay,

might be overtaken. Nor shall we do more than
just refer to the Cheshire meeting now, as we
have not been able to give the report of it to-day.

The report of the Council to this meeting
recorded and described a very good years work,

condemning, however, sentiments to which
utterance had been given on a previous occasion

;

and a very brisk discussion ensued on the policy

or impolicy of free speech on certain social and
political questions, connected with which hot

party feeling is easily aroused. We hope to call

the attention of our readers to this report next

week.

A PARAGRAPH in a recent Oxfordshire paper
told how upwards of 1000 rats had been destroyed
on the taking down of an old field rick of Wheat.
We were this week in a Bedfordshire barn, where
120 rats had been destroyed on the previous
day. It has been estimated that ^500,000
worth of British corn is eaten yearly by these

pests, and as they afford but ignoble sport when
hunted, and are not the subject of a game law,

we do not see why rat-life should be tolerated to

the extent that it is.

As a general principle, it may be affirmed that

no animal has been created in vain ; every
creature has a field of usefulness, though in the

case of rats some might be inclined to maintain
the reverse. We submit, however, that in both
politics and farming it is possible to make
mistakes in the application of general principles.

Some of us have done so in the case of moles,

which were tolerated till the pastures were
covered with tumuli, under which their expecta-
tions of a grass crop were buried every year till

the moles were destroyed.

In the fields of Nature there is a curious
balancing of the forces among the predatory
tribes, and rats occupy, no doubt, their appointed
place among both victims and aggressors ; but
in agriculture this primary " fitness of things "

has been disturbed, and the rat fills no useful
niche, so far as we can see. He is not harmless,
as in the catacombs, nor useful, as when he fills

the office of scavenger in the state, or quits the
ship in token that she is unsafe. In short, the
toast " More corn, less rats !" which is common

in our part of the country, sounds to us too much
like a compromise. Why should there be any
rats? Why "live and let live" in this case?
Why not destroy, root and branch ?

It might be done by a combined effort—by
an alliance, offensive and defensive, between the

present voluntary and involuntary harbingers of

the enemy. There is, we believe, a valuable
rat-killing secret with which we were ourselves

so far connected that we knew its possessor, and
saw its effects in the " baning" of at least a bushel
of rats, measured up one day at a single home-
stead, besides what remained unseen, though
ultimately not unsmelt, under the barn floors and
in the drains. This great slaughter was the
work of a professor of rat killing who had
recently appeared in our neighourhood, and
whose success soon made him famous. Previous
to the massacre of the rats the ground was baited
with meal, cunningly flavoured with some essence
that made it irresistibly attractive. We were
present one day when the feast was spread in

the dim twilight of a large, empty, and closed

barn. In a few minutes the invited guests

appeared, hopping and running about in the

great bays, regardless of the hidden enemy, and
drawn from their holes by an irrepressible desire

for the offered food. On the next occasion the

poison was added, and the carnival of the rats

was followed by a field of dreadful slaughter,

and the collection of a bushel of dead bodies.

Our old parochial rat-catcher, with his famous
dogs and noted terrier, declared the professor
" never opened his mouth without telling a ,"

but then the poor old fellow had to give up and
part with his dogs, the cunning professor having
killed his last rat ; whereas, in the old days, if you
asked him about rats, there was always " a smart
shattering on 'em about," in spite of terriers,

traps, and ferrets.

But the professor, having successfully levied a
kind of rat-tax over a wide country, and while in

the receipt of large earnings, gained at the cost

only of a few handfuls of doctored meal and a

great many non-essential tricks, suddenly col-

lapsed—that is, left the neighbourhood. There
is no need to enter minutely into the circum-

stances of a trifling and perhaps explicable

defalcation ; suffice it to say that a small loss to

an individual was followed by the heavier loss to

us, and his disappearance seems to have been
the signal for the return of all our enemies.

Under these circumstances we invite some
worthier successor to enter upon the same field

of labour. Hundreds of farmers are ready to

pay their guineas annually for effectual rat-

baning on the premises. There is such a " smart
shattering on 'em about " again, that a good
rat-killer might find continuous occupation and
pay from the Dan to the Beersheba of this

district.

The mitigation of damages, which have been
assessed at ^500,000 a year, might properly

employ a numerous staff of professors paying

income-tax. It is a large question. Perhaps a

suggestion emanating recently from some lesser

farmers, who do not belong to the Royal Agri-

cultural Society, may deserve the notice of that

Society. This suggestion was the simultaneous

reduction of the annual subscription, and the

purchase by the Society of the rat secret ! For
our part we do not think that any single indi-

vidual, or even any great society, ought to have
the monopoly of knowing how to kill the rats

which consume British corn to the value of

^500,000 yearly ; and therefore we suggest that

it may be proper to waylay the professor,

wherever he may now be plying his vocation
;

and perhaps the important secret might be pur-

chased, or otherwise obtained from him. Mean-
while our readers will perhaps oblige us, and
render a service to society, by stating their expe-

rience in connection with rat-baning, and sending

us recipes of such flavouring substances as rats

cannot resist.

Prices have been stationary in Mark Lane
during the current week, having, if anything, fallen

somewhat on Monday. In the Metropolitan Cattle

Market beef and mutton were rather cheaper, both on
Monday and Thursday. In the Wool Market a flat

tone still prevails. Prices are firm in the .Seed

Market.

An important series of plans and specifications

of Agricultural Labourers' Cottages has been
issued by the Inclosure Commissioners, embracing all

the conditions required under the several Acts of Parlia-

ment administered by them, to secure permanence of

structure and convenience of arrangement, without

ornament or unnecessary cost. The first three plans

are designed principally for Scotland and the Border
counties, and provide either a living-room and three

bed -rooms, or a living-room in which there may be a
bed, and two bed-rooms. The plans numbered 4, 5,

6, and 7, are more specially designed for England, but
are also applicable to Scotland, and provide a living-

room and three bed-rooms. Plan No. 8 includes the

requisite offices. Where groups of cottages in England
are erected at the same time, it has been and is the

practice of the Commissioners to allow one-third of the

number to be made with a living-room and two bed-

rooms, if that should be desired. The Commissioners
wisli it to be clearly understood that the adoption of

these plans is in no way imperative on landowners,

applying for the sanction of any proposed outlay on
cottage buildings which it is desired to charge on the

estate. They are based on the experience of the

Inclosure officer, which operations in all parts of the

country has afforded, and have been prepared with a
desire to facilitate the construction of improved
cottages, and in consequence of repeated applications

by parties interested. But the Commissioners will be
at all times ready to consider any other plans which
landowners may prefer, or any alterations which they

may suggest or circumstances render necessary, and
they do not object to ornamentation, if its cost is not

sought to be charged on the estate. A complete set of

the plans will be supplied for 7^., or a set of the

English or Scotch plans separately for 4J. and 3J.

respectively, on application to " The Inclosure Com-
missioners, London," post-office orders or remittances

for which are to be made in favour of- George
Taylor, Esq., and must accompany the application.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer has
favoured theCENTRALCHAMEER of ACRICULTUREwith
a communication relative to resolutions passed at its late

meetings. At the special general meeting of members
of the Central and of Associated Chambers, held on
Tuesday, the 7th inst., it was resolved unanimously :

—

"(E.) 'That this meeting expresses its dissatisfaction

that no portion of the surplus was applied by the

Chancellor of the Exchequer to reducing the burdens
which press upon agriculture.' And at the Council
meeting on the 8th, it was resolved unanimously,— ' That
a copy of Resolution E be forwarded to the Chancellor of

the Exchequer.'

"

The Secretary of the Central Chamber, having duly

forwarded to Mr. Lowe copies of these resolutions,

has received the following reply :

—

"II, Downing Street, Whitehall,
" May 22, 1872.

'

' Sir,— I am desired by the Chancellor of the Exchequer
to acknowledge your letter of the 15th inst. transmitting

copies of resolutions passed at meetings of the Central

and Associated Chambers of Agriculture ; and with
reference to the first resolution, expressing dissatisfaction

that no portion of the surplus was applied to reducing the
burdens which press upon agriculture, I am to remark
that the reduction of id. in the Income-tax has relieved

tenants and occupiers of land to the amount of ;^i5o,ooo
per annum. If the members of the Association do not

regard this sum as any relief to the burdens on agriculture,

it can only be on the ground that the tax is an indirect

one, and ultimately falls on the receiver rather than on
the payer of rent. But the same argument would prove
that the other so-called burdens on agriculture, such as

the Malt-tax, are really also indirect taxes, which, though
paid by the tenant in the first instance, are made up to

him by a corresponding diminution in his rent.— I am, sir,

your obedient servant, " C. Rivers Wilson.
"John Algeron Clarke, Esq."

Our correspondent, "J. P. IC," has forwarded

us three plants for identification, and as he has asked
some questions concerning them, we beg to offer him a
few notes upon them. They are :— i. Ranunculus
acris. Upright Crowfoot ; 2. 'Trifolium minus. Lesser

Yellow Trefoil ; 3. Medicago maculata, Spotted
Medick. i. The Upright Crowfoot, or, as it is com-
monly called, the Upright Buttercup, is too well known
to need description. It occurs in most lowland
meadows, being partial to moist situations, and, as

observed by *'J. P. K.," "is avoided by cattle in the

green state," as it is an exceedingly acrid form of a

somewhat dangerous family of plants. These acrid

properties are, however, mostly lost on drying,

and, therefore, the question, "Is it hurtful in hay?"
if by that be meant— is it of a poisonous nature, may be
answered in the negative. Still, we have observed
that even in this state choice cattle often poke it out,

and we fear that if cut into chaff the dried Buttercup
possesses little if any nutritive value, and at best,

therefore, can only be considered as diluent in hay.

One of the first steps towards getting rid of this

—

which after all is but a weed, and though yellow has
not even themerit of colouring butter— is to drain ; then,

as sheep crop it closely, feeding the=e animals upon the

land year by year will soon get it under : if, however,
it be shut ^up for hay, we advise sheep to be left on
it as long as possible, even at the expense of a le.sser

crop, as it must be remembered that in pasture whatever
tends to get rid of extraneous weeds will ultimately

improve the grass both in quantity and quality. 2.

The Lesser Yellow Trefoil is an exceedingly common
plant, especially at the borders of fields and by the

waysides. It is a very useful herbage plant, which is

readily eaten by all kinds of stock. 3. The Spotted
Medick is readily distinguished by its peculiarly
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twisted and muricated legumes — seed vessels —
and spotted leaflets, each having a black spot

instead of the white one of some of the Clovers.

We can understand its being a "noxious weed"
in the arable field, to which it has doubtless

spread in foreign seeds. We have seen foreign Peas

full of it, and it is sometimes sent to us in Vetches and

Lentils. Bentham says, it is common " In cultivated

and waste places, in Western and Southern Europe and

the Caucasus," so that it may well come to this country

from several foreign stations ; and though the same
authority describes it as *'not uncommon in Central

and .Southern England," we doubt its being an abori-

gine of Britain. That it is locally called Devil's Grass

is a further evidence of its ill-repute as an agrarian

weed, though not of an unwholesome quality to cattle ;

for our correspondent observes "cattle eat it readily,

and without bad effects :" it is not, therefore, injurious

or objectionable, on the contrary, it is one of the

Clover allies which may well be cultivated as a fodder

plant—so much so that could we get sufficient seed we
should be happy to try it in this direction. 7*^ B.

Kentish Hops have made very much pro-

gress in the last fine week, and the rusty yellow colour

of the bine has changed to a bright healthy-looking

green. In the gardens which were so devastated by flea

and slugs the bine is coming away for the most part

strongly, but it is of course very backward, and cannot

produce even an average crop, unless the weather
throughout the summer is very forcing. The bine

generally must be pronounced to be a week at least

behind, but warm days and very warm nights will very

soon makeup for lost lime. The Golding bine in Mid
Kent is decidedly better than the Grape. In East
Kent and in Mid Kent there is a good deal of helpering

going on—that is, putting small poles to the larger

ones to receive the first few turns of the bine ; and in

some gardens small poles are being substituted for the

"sixteens," especially those which are stout at the

butt ends. There is a deal of fly all over the county;

more in East than in Mid and West Kent at present

;

and in many places lice may already be found looking

very lively and healthy. If the fly are not soon
cleared away by fly Goldings, or do not disappear of

their own accord mysteriously, as they have done in

some seasons, the crop of Hops must be small, as the

bine is backward and a great deal of it is weak and
*' spindly" and unable to cope with the aphides if

they come in hordes, as in the early part of last June.
Planters are beginning to look up their Hop engines

for washing the Hops, and those who did not wash
last year are comparing notes with their neighbours
who did, as to cost and method of procedure. It is a

mistake to begin to wash too soon, and while the

winged swarms are escaping from their winter quarters.

When the first generation has produced its innumer-
able lice washing may be commenced, and the operation

must be repeated until the plant is fairly clean.

—— On Wednesday last a Congress of agricultural

labourers, representing the various Unions in England,
was held at Leamington, for the purpose of forming a
National Labourers' Union. Mr. George
Dixon, M. P., presided, and among the friends of the

movement on the platform were the Hon. and Rev. J.
W. Leigh, vicar of Stoneleigh ; the Rev. A. O'Neil,
Dr. J. A. Longford, Mr. Jessie Collins, of Bir-

mingham, and Mr. J. A. CAMPBELL, J. P., of Rugby.
About 40 delegates were present, representing Unions
in the following counties ;—Bedford, Buckingham,
Gloucester, Hereford, Kent, Lincoln, Middlesex, Salop,
Norfolk, Nottingham, Northampton, O.\:ford, Suffolk,

Surrey, Worcester, Wilts, and Yorkshire. The Chair-
man, in opening the proceedings, spoke of the confer-

ence but as the commencement of a great work, and
hoped the discussions would be characterised by mo-
deration as well as earnestness and consideration for

the interest of others as well as their own ; and that, in

a spirit of unselfishness, they would sacrifice what was
personal for what was public ; but they would be de-
termined, so far as in them lay, that the great object

they had in view should be carried out in a manner
worthy of its greatness, and that best calculated to

secure its fulfilment. The executive committee of the
Warwickshire Labourers' L^nion presented a report,

giving an account of the origin, progress, and present
position of the agitation in Warwickshire. It stated

that there were now 64 branches, with 4695 members,
while applications were constantly being made to the
secretary for the formation of new branches. The prir-

ciples of the Union were also spreading in all agricul-

tural counties throughout the kingdom. The funds
subscribed had been expended in supporting labourers

on strike, and helping them to migrate where work
could be procured at good wages. About 150 men
had thus been provided for, and 200 had emigrated,
but had not received any assistance from the funds of the
Union. The executive, in conclusion, congratulated
the members on the rapid and satisfactory progress of
the movement, and predicted its ultimate triumph and
success. The report, after some discussion as to the
propriety of the origin of the agitation in Herefordshire
being acknowledged, was adopted, and ordered to be
printed and circulated. The secretary read a financial
statement, which was 3I50 passed. The general
balance-sheet showed receipts of ^^836 3^. 6^^., and
the expenditure had amounted to ;^400 gj. 6d., leaving

a balance in hand of ^435 14J. o\d. The principal

items in the disbursements were ^^214 7j-. 44</., for the

rehef of labourers, and /"112 i6s. id. to assist others

to migrate. The local balance-sheet showed receipts of

;i^ii4 4J-. \\d.y and there was a balance in hand of

£\0^ ds. 34*/. The meeting then proceeded to discuss

the question of forming a National Labourers' Union.
It was decided that such a Union should be formed,
with branches throughout the country, but that the

central management should be at Leamington. As to

the constitution of the Union, it was determined that it

should be composed of representatives elected by the
district Unions; that the council should meet at

Leamington at least twice a year ; and that the ma-
naging committee should consist of 12 agricultural

labourers, elected annually at the meetings of the

council of the National Union. A committee, to meet
at Leamington at least once a fortnight, was appointed ;

and it was directed to draw up rules for the manage-
ment of the National Union, and submit them for ap-
proval at the meeting of the National Council. A
resolution approving of the co-operative system was also

adopted, and the conference terminated with thanks to

the Chairman for presiding. A large public meeting
was held in the evening to celebrate the inauguration
of the National Union. Mr. George Dixon again
presided. The Chairman said that many present were
philanthropists whose sympathies were aroused when
they saw fallen creatures in distress. Labourers ought
to be paid wages in full in coin. He objected alto-

gether to privileges, because they were generally loaded
with conditions that deprived them of all value. He
strongly condemned truck, especially cider at a low
price. He hoped the measure before Parliament pro-
hibiting payment in kind would pass. Its opponents
would be the agricultural labourers themselves, because
they had become habituated to drink, and would be
required to make a personal sacrifice. Labourers must
be so independent as to be able to exercise their free

will as to the manner in which they would spend their

wages. They must be independent of their clergymen
and employers, and have sufficient wages to maintain
themselves and families, to provide adequate food and
clothing, and to educate their children. He then advo-
cated better cottages, better sanitary arrangements,
and greater security of tenure. On these points there
would be no difference of opinion; but he also wished
to see labourers possess a certain amount of land. He
was glad to find this was also the view of unionists.

He wished to see opportunities offered to labourers for

social advancement in the country. It was difficult to

show how, but it was desirable for their own sakes,

their children's, landowners', farmers', and the interest

of the country generally. He suggested industrial part-

nerships and the division of profits between farmers and
labourers, but admitted he could not define the pro-
portions, and that in bad years there might be nothing to

show. One first object of the National Union should
be to facilitate the migration of labourers to districts

where they were in request, and to promote emigration.
Emigrants should return expenses to assist others. He
believed they would obtain all they wanted if combined
and united. Other speakers followed, and a resolution

was adopted hailing with satisfaction the formation of
the National Agricultural Labourers' Union, believing

it to be the only means of elevating the labourers' con-
dition, and pledging the meeting to support it by every
means in its power.

Notice has been given that the Share List of
Lawes' Chemical Manure Company will close

on June 5) for London, and for the country on June 6,

OUR LIVE STOCK,
CATTLE.

The 50 Shorthorns belonging to Mr. J. W. Lark-
ing, and the two bulls the

;
property of Sir Curtis

M. Lampson, were sold at Ashdown House by Mr.
Strafford on Thursday last. The average for the 50
head was £,^z 16^. 3^'., 41 cows making an average of

£^^ loj., and nine bulls averaging ^^35 4^. %d. The
sum total was ^^2182 19/. The highest priced cow
was Lady Knightlcv (lot 12), who was bought by Mr.
Godwin for 105 gs. Science^ the next animal in the
catalogue, went to Mr. E. Leneyfor 100 gs. The rest

of the animals went for fair prices. Sir C. Lampson's
two bulls, at the end of the catalogue, went for 56 and
50 gs. respectively.

Mr. Frederick Lythall's Shorthorns were dis-

posed of according to advertisement on Friday, the 24th
ult. , at Spital Farm, Banbury. The general average over

33 head was ;^38 6^. <^\d. Twenty-eight cows and
heifers made ^40 8j. \\d. each, and five bulls were sold

at an average of;^26 15J. 6i/., thetotal sum realised being

£126$ $s. The following were among the principal

prices given :

—

Crocus^ by LODOWICK (20, 136), 40 gs.,

Mr. Horton ;
yessie, by Grand Monarch 2D (19,887),

40 gs., Mr. Blyth ; Princess Emily^ by Tulip (27,683),

81 gs., Mr. Upson; Lady Lavender^ by Superin-
tendent (25,254), 65 gs., Mr. Wilson; Susan Star,

by Rollright (22,750), 40 gs., Mr. Game ; Princess

KillerbVi by FiTZ Killerby (26,166), 120 gs.., Mr.
Wilson; Crocus 2d, by Fashion (23,913), 46 gs., Mr.
Johnson; Miss Harris, by Fashion (23,913), 56 gs.,

Mr. Johnson ; Hailstorjit, (28,807), hy

(28,856), 50 gs., Mr. Woodcock.

The i6th number of Thornton's Circular
notices the following forthcoming Shorthorn sales :—
A large portion of the extensive Iierd belonging to Mr.
W. Woodward, at Northway Farm, Ashchurch
Station, near Tewkesbury, will be sold on Friday, the
14th inst., by Mr. John Thornton.—The entire herd
belonging to Mr. W. Tippler, at Roxwell, near
Chelmsford, Essex, will be sold on Tuesday, July 9,
by Mr. John Thornton.—Forty head from the herd
belonging to Mr. W. Angerslein, at Weeting Hall,
Brandon, on Thursday, July 11, by Mr. Strafford ; and
the larger portion of the herd belonging to Mr. T.
Allen, at Thurmaston, near Leicester, will he dispersed
on Tuesday, August 27 (the day before the Leicester-
shire show), by Mr. John Thornton.

Owing to the demand for Colonel Kingscote's
bull, Duke of Hilliiurst, the price for the future

for serving each cow by this sire will be 50 gs., with
nine weeks' keep. 3D Duke of Clarence, lately

in use at Kingscote, has been purchased by Mr. Bowley
for 900 gs., the price realised by 2D Duke of Tre-
GUNTER. Colonel Kingscote, however, esteeming the
bull's services so highly as a sire, reserves the right to

send annually a number of cows to him.

SWINE.
Mr. Sidney has collected a large mass of valuable

information upon pigs, into a compendious little book,
from which we extract the following :

—

" Immediately after farrowing, many sows are apt to be
feverish ; when this is the case, a light and sparing diet

only should be given them for the first day or two, as
gruel, oatmeal porridge, whey, and such like. OtherSj
again, are very much debilitated, and require strengthen-
ing ; for them strong soup, bread steeped in wine, or in a
mixture of brandy and sweet spirits of nitre, administered
in small quantities, will often prove highly beneficial.

Gradually the rations must be increased and given more
frequently ; and they must be composed of wholesome,
nutritious, and succulent matters. All kinds of roots

—

Carrots, Turnips, Potatos, and Beetroot— well steamed
or boiled, may be given, but never raw ; bran, barley and
oatmeal, bean -flour, Indian Corn, whey, sour, skim,
and butter-milk, are all perfectly well adapted for this

period ; and should the animal appear to require it grain
well bruised and macerated may also be added. Bean-
flour is considered by many persons to create an
abundance of milk ; and there are many who deem
barley meal too stimulating, and advise that it should
never be used alone, but always one-third oatmeal to two-
thirds of the barley meal. Whenever it is possible,

the sow should be turned out for an hour each
day to graze in a meadow or Clover field, as the fresh air

and exercise and herbage will do her an infinity of good.
The young pigs must be shut up for the first ten days or
a fortnight, after which they will be old enough to follow

her, and take their share of the benefit.

"The rations should be given regularly at certain

hours ; small and often-repeated meals are far preferable
to large ones ; for indigestion or any disarrangement of the
functions of the stomach vitiates the milk, and produces
diarrhcea and other similar affections in the young.

" The mother should always be well but not over fed ;

the better and more carefully she is fed, the more
abundant and nutritious will her milk be, the better will

the sucking pigs thrive, and the less will she be pulled
down by suckling them."

Mr. Frederick Lythall's pure-bred large white
pigs were disposed of by auction on Friday, the 24th
ult. Eighteen pigs of all ages made ;^69 91. 6^/., or

an average of ^"3 i7j'. 2d. each.

POULTRY,
years I was veryFor several years I was very unsuccessful in

raising chickens and little turkeys. They would hatch

out nicely ; I was very careful of them, fed them well

and gave them plenty of drink, but before they were a
week old, most of them would droop and die. . . .

At length I discovered the cause. I found that the

gizzard was not supplied with material for grinding

the food, and it was therefore either undigested and re-

mained dormant, or hardened in the crop. Since then I

have, for the first meal I give them, pounded up glass or

broken crockery as fine as convenient, and they will

pick up the atoms and swallow them before they will

touch any nourishing food. Regularly three times

each week, I give them a supply of the pulverised

crockery ; and I would not ask for better success than
has attended my raising of poultry. When they are

about four weeks old, I mix a little sulphur with their

food twice a week ; it prevents the pip, and also keeps
them free from lice. Through the winter, I give all

my poultry a supply of material for their grist-mill

once in about two weeks ; they will rush for it with

great eagerness, and swallow pieces as large as a

five-cent piece, without any trouble. I also mix
cayenne pepper with their food occasionally ; give

them hot drinks, and plenty of earth or ashes to roll in.

There is work in raising poultry, but if it is worth
doing at all, it is worth doing well ; and there is

nothing more discouraging than to have a fine brood of

chickens hatch out, and in a few days to have them all

gone, and the poor hen go clucking around you, as if

reproaching you for your neglect. I do not think

people generally keep their poultry quite clean enough
for health. A little whitewash on their roosts is a
goo*^ luxury to them ; also fresh earth, quite often

Hilarity
I

renewed, on the floor of the henneries; the nests

I cleared out often, and fresh straw or hay furnished. It
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is really pleasant to hear them prate their thankfulness

for such favours. A Farmer's IVife^ in the ** Albany
Cultivator,"

THE FREE TRANSFER OF LAND.
A Discussion before the Essex Chamber of

Agriculture.

[We have endeavoured, in order to obtain room for it in our
journal, to condense the report of this discussion, which
appeared in two successive numbers of the Cheltnsford
Chronicle.y

Mr. William Fowler, M.P., said this was not a

question of class at all. It was a question of what was
good for all classes, for any condition of the law which
was injurious to one class was injurious to all, and we
had a common interest in having laws both just and
economically wise. It was to be observed that

attention had been called especially by two classes of

people—in the first place by men like Lord Derby and
Lord Leicester, who had expressed the most serious

opinion that the production of the land of this country
was not half what it ought to be ; and in the second by
people who, without the same knowledge of the sub-

ject, had a vague idea that things were very wrong,
and that the way to amend them would be by some
jumbling together of the interests of different classes in

nationalising the land and dividing it into little pieces,

or by going so far as to say that the landed interest

should no longer have the natural increase of their own
property and the benefit of their own improvements.
He was one of those who had no sympathy with these

extreme views whatever. Leaving aside for the

moment the question of what the ownership of land
was, the great obstacle to free transfer was the legal

obstacle. He would give them an illustration. If he
went to the Bank of England he could transfer

;^i 0,000 of stock without trouble, without cost, and
the whole thing would be as easy as the sale of a
horse. But when he came to deal with the land he
had to go into a long history, and to show what had
been done with it, for 30, for 40, for 50, or even for

60 years before he could make a title. Now he
wanted to know what was the reason of this distinction

and why it should not be easy to transfer land as well
as to transfer any other property. It was not a
question of the settlement of the land, and he con-
tended there was no reason on earth in principle why
the same law should not apply to the one case as to

the other. He knew a case where lately the legal costs

were 50 per cent, on the sale of a small piece of land.

Was not this a monstrous anomaly and an imposition
upon the landed interest which was utterly unjustifiable?

and ought not that interest, powerful as it was
in the Upper House, to exert itself to get rid of it?

He thought there ought to be no obstacles to the sale

of property, small or large. This was an important
aspect of the question, because if they had thorough
freedom of conveyance they would have more buyings
and sellings, less difficulty of transfer ; and this, of
itself, would tend to increase the quantity of money
put into the land. Lord Derby, in the famous speech
he made in September, said he thought the tenant
ought to find the capital, and in return to enjoy proper
security. It was quite true they must have tenants'

capital, but it was also true they must have landlords'
capital. If they had got an abundance of landlords'

capital they could not expect the tenant to lay out his

money as he otherwise would do. They could not
expect the tenant to put up cottages, which were a
notoriously bad investment, or the buildings which
modern farming required. The landlord also must
assist the tenant in the way of drainage. The tenant
had plenty to find in the shape of manures and
machinery without putting into his landlord's land
those permanent improvements which he could not
take away. Therefore if there was anything in the
tenure of land at this moment which dis-

couraged the landlord from laying out money as he
ought to do in permanent improvements, it also dis-

couraged the tenant in making him less able to do
justice to the land, and injured the whole community
in leading to a diminution of the production of the soil.

When they considered the enormous wealth of this

country—that we were saving at the rale of ;i^3,ooo,ooo

a week—he did not think they would find land differing

so much from other investments if there was only a
natural supply of it. It was said that people purchased
land because it gave them social and political power.
That was true, but it was notorious that many estates

were in the hands of embarrassed men, and the supply
of land was nothing like what it ought to be for the
investment of capitalists. This was a point of very
great importance, because if the owner of land was
crippled and bothered with debts he could not possibly
do that which every owner would admit he ought to be
able to do. Could any man who read the reports
published in the Blue Books with regard to the con-
dition of the cottages of labourers believe that such a
state of things would last if the landlords as a
whole were free and rich, and able to do their duty?
He (Mr. Fowler) did not yield to anybody in his
admiration for the parks and mansions of our great
men. He didn't want to interfere with them. He
was not one of your levellers and destroyers, but he
would tell them who was a leveller and destroyer
namely, a poor tenant for life. He knew of a splendid
estateJn the_ midland counties where a nobleman had

cut down nearly every stick of timber in order to pay
oft the money which he had been obliged to borrow.

If he had been a tenant in fee simple he would have
sold the estate, and it would have got into the hands

of some rich man who would have kept it intact and
made it his pride. It was an outcome of this system

that we were too apt to look upon land by tradition

as the source of position and power, and too little as

that something out of which we must get the nourish-

ment of our people. He desired that we should adopt

a system by which each generation should take care of

itself, and not depend upon some deed or will

made before a man was bom to say to him,
" Vou shall do this and you shall not do that ;

you may have so much, and you shall have no more."
If there was a fee simple ownership a man would
simply be the legislator for his own family. He would
be able to say if he liked that one son should have all

as a present, or that one should have one part and
another another part, but when that son came in he
would be again the fee simple owner, and not tenant

for life. He would say one word ere he concluded on
that which was a subject of vast interest, namely, the

condition of labourers' wages and the present strike.

There was no doubt that in many places the wages of

labourers were very much lower than every man \\'ould

wish to see them. What was the cause of that? It

came back again to the want of capital. Without
more capital they could not make the land produce
more, and without more produce the farmer could not

pay more wages. Mr. Fowler concluded by moving,
" That the present state of the law as to the entail and
strict settlement of land discourages the application of

capital to the cultivation of the soil, to the great

injury of all classes of people, and increases the com-
plication of title and the expense and delay incident to

the transfer of real estate."

Colonel Brise, M.P., said they were all agreed that

there was at present much complication, and that it

would be a great boon to the country if the transfer of

land could be made more simple. A great many
schemes had been tried to effect this object, but they
had all failed. But he thought the evil only applied

to purchases of a few acres of land, and not

to the cases where a man purchased several

hundred acres, and paid his j^ 10,000 for them, because
in the latter case the purchaser calculated the expendi-
ture necessary to that purchase, and looked upon it as

an addition to the value of the land. He knew of a

case the other day where a man wanted to buy half an
acre of land, the value of which was ;^5o, and the total

expenses connected with the transfer were considerably

beyond that sum, though only £^(i went into the

lawyer's pocket. But that was owing to the stamps
and charges, because the stamps on the transfer of land

were very heavy indeed. So far, then, they were all

agreed. But he differed in toto from Mr. Fowler's

other principles. Mr. Fowler said the law of entail

and strict settlement was injurious to all classes of the

community ; that the produce of the land was not half

what it ought to be ; that it cost us 200 millions of

money because we did not produce half as much corn
as we ought ; that it injured the community, by causing

the people to live in bad dwellings ; that the low rate

of wages caused the poor condition of the dwellings,

and the low wages and the inferior cottage accommo-
dation were the consequences of insufficient capital,

both as regarded the landlord and the tenant. He
(Colonel Brise), however, did not agree that we did

not produce half as much out of the land as we ought.

He would venture to assert that, in his experience,

the produce of the eastern counties, and he believed

the produce of the South and West of England,
would also prove it to be an exaggerated statement.

But it was not worth while to pursue that subject

further. It was entirely a matter of calculation and
capital, and they knew that beyond a certain limit it

was mere speculation to invest capital in land. Mr.
Fowler said the cottages were poor because of the low
rate of wages paid, which he attributed to the law of

settlement and entail. Well, Mr. Fowler, in the

House of Commons, the other night, quoted Northum-
berland as a county in which the labourers were paid

higher wages and the cottages in better condition than
in the eastern and southern counties, and it was only
fair to ask him if there were not as many entailed and
settled estates in Northumberland as in any other part

of the country. At the agricultural meetings in this

county they generally admitted that the cottages of the

labourers were not what they ought to be, but it rather

put a man on his mettle when men connected with

the towns, and representing urban constituencies,

came down and told him that the cottages of the

country labourers were in a very inferior condition.

He could not say that it annoyed him very much,
because it was a good thing in the end, and they

had all a great work to perform, both in country

and town—("Hear, hear," from Mr. Fowler)—for he

had no doubt there were as many such evils in the

towns as in the country. But it was rather stagger-

ing to be told of these things in the country, when
he knew they were ten times worse in the town-;.

The system of entail was now alrost entirely in

connection with marriage settlements. A man married

and settled his estate upon his eldest son for life, and
his heirs for ever. But the "for ever" was only in

words, because when the son came of age he could cut

the entail off; therefore it was only entailed for 21

years ; he could re-settle it if he liked, though it was
not compulsory. He did not think that a great evil ;

therefore he hoped the meeting wovild not pass the

resolution, and imply that this law was as injurious to

the community as Mr. Fowler seemed to think. Mr.
Fowler and he had very different bases for their con-
clusions upon this question. Mr. Fowler looked upon
the land more from a commercial point of view than
he did, and the instilling of this commercial principle

would, he feared, not be attended with those advan-
tages to either the landowner, the occupier, or the

labourer, which some people imagined. There were
many matters connected with living in the country so

different from living in a town. There were more
good feeling and sympathy with each other. They
would not wish to see an agricultural labourer in the

position he would place himself in if he got all

the success he wanted in carrying out the strike in

which he was engaged. He might get higher wages,
but instead of being paid by the week he might be
paid by the day, and tht: master might want more
work out of him for the money, and at the end of the

year his wages, after the deductions were taken off,

would be very little more than they are at present.

But these were days of abolition. Some there were
who wished to abolish the landlords altogether.

Well, and who were to possess the land after getting

ri 1 of the present race of landlords ? Mr. Fowler had
said the rich men, those who had plenty of capital to

invest in it ; and he (Colonel Brise) wished to know if

that sort of men would make any better landlords than

the present race. Was it the experience of members
of that Chamber that men who made large fortunes in

commercial enterprise, and went down into the country

to take possession of estates, made better landlords

than their predecessors on those estates. He was
afraid not,

Mr. Beaumont (Coggeshall) said, although he was
a lawyer and a conveyancer, he wished the meeting to

understand that he made no pretensions whatever to

having any vested interest in the present cumbrous and
most expensive mode of transferring land. But he
would urge upon the meeting to be particularly careful,

lest, through the destruction of one evil, there should,

phcenix-like, arise a greater evil from its ashes. He
ventured to submit a proposition, as an amendment to

the resolution before the meeting :
—

" That the law of transfer should as nearly as possible

approximate to the mode of transferring stock or other

personal estate, to which end it is desirable that trusts

should be personally incident to the transferror, and
not to the land."

But he could not go so far as to say with Mr. Fowler
that the law of settlement should be abolished. His
experience as a conveyancer had led him to conclude

that the law of entail, per se^ was more beneficial than

it was detrimental to the community at large. The
difficulty as to the free transfer of land was to get rid

of those excrescences which society had called for, and
which the Court of Chancery had sanctioned and
allowed to exist for 100 years. In the early days,

as many of them were aware, nothing was more
simple than the transfer of land in this country.

It was done by simply walking in the field to be
transferred, and taking up a clod, giving it to

the person to whom it was to be transferred, in

the presence of witnesses, and saying, "With
this clod I thee invest." If they could persuade the

legislature to adopt the one principle of recognising the

fee simple owner for all purposes of sale, as was now
recognised in the Bank of England, we should have no
difficulty about the transfer of land. But he entered

his strongest protest against the system of registering,

which had been advocated by Mr. Fowler ; because

his experience had taught him that in those counties

where it prevailed nothing was more expensive or

troublesome, and no proceeding more dilatory than the

transfer of land under that system. He begged them,

however, for Heaven's sake, not to abolish the present

law of settlement, which was one of the social ties and
institutions of England, and the abolition of which

would really prevent free dealing in land.

Mr. Johnston, M.P. said : I should like, in a
very few words indeed, to say why I give my entire

adhesion to the original motion, and why, though I

should approve of the amendment if it were put as a

separate resolution, I am altogether oposed to it when
it is moved as an amendment to sweep away that which
has been proposed by Mr. Fowler. The present state

of the law and practice of settlement seems to me to

work evil in three very distinct ways. I will put them
in this way. It works evil in estates that would not

be sold, it works evil in estates that would be sold,

and it works special evil to families that are not blessed

with great means. First as regards those estates which
would not under any system, probably, be sold. In
those, I think, Mr. Fowler has most clearly proved
that the system of land being held by limited owners
does discourage the application of capital to the land,

and diminish the production of the soil. Colonel Brise

went on to speak of cottages, and seemed to think he
had made a great point when he said that the habita-

tions of the poor in towns were worse than they are in

the country. I most fully and freely admit that, but I

say it is the consequence to a very great extent of the
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law of settlement—to a still greater extent than it is in

the country, and I will tell you how it works. Every-

body knows who has paid attention to this subject,

especially in London, or who has taken any interest in

the reports of tlie Peabody trustees, or in Sir Sydney

Waterlow's Industrial Dwellings Company, and other

institutions of similar kind, that iheie is not the

slightest difficulty in getting plenty of money to

build houses for the poor of the very best construc-

tion, with the latest inventions for ventilation and

drainage, and for every kind of comfort, conveni-

ence, and decency. The difficulty all the societies

and associations meet with is that of procuring

sites, and the difficulty of procuring sites arises from

the complicated trusts on which the freeholds of those

properties are held. Thus it is entirely beside the mark
to say that the houses of the poor are worse in towns

than in the country ; or rather, it tells in favour of Mr.

Fowler's views, because I believe that settlements in

land affisct prejudicially the character of the dwellings

of the poor more in towns than in the country. I will

tell you why I object to the amendment if it is put in

opposition to the principal proposition. The reason is

this—that it would only touch one part of the ques-

tion. No doubt the separation of titles from trusts

would be a most admirable and beneficial reform, but

it would not in any way affect those estates which go

on from generation to generation, and which are not

sold under any circumstances. It would never touch

those miserable cases where a large estate is absolutely

entailed upon the eldest son, and where the income is

only just sufficient to keep up a great establishment.

You may talk about reducing your expenditure, and

laying the money out upon the land ; but who can

practise it? If an ordinary man finds it difficult, still

more does a man who has a great social—perhaps poli-

tical—position to keep up on a great estate. It is an

impossibility. Mr. Fowler said very well in his speech

in the House of Commons that we have an enormous

amount of money in this country for which we are

seeking means of investment in every direction. We
are lending it to swindlers, as he said, all over the

world—in Europe, Africa, Asia, and America. Vet

we have this magnificent investment at our doors,

and we are hindered by the law permitting these

settlements from making a proper use of it.

Perhaps the controversies of the past are sufficiently

dead and buried to justify me, without offending any-

body, in quoting the words of Mr. Cobden—I believe

the last words he ever uttered in public. The words

themselves I have not by me, but they were to this

effect—that he and his colleagues were held by the

majority of their countrymen to have conferred a great

benefit on the country by carrying free trade in corn,

but that the man who would confer on this country the

benefit of tree trade in land would wholly and alto-

gether eclipse the glory of the Anti-Corn Law League.

I have the greatest pleasure not only in supporting Mr.

Fowler's proposition, but in heartily opposing the

other if put as antagonistic to the first . As an independ-

ent proposal, I should be quite willing to support it.

Mr. W. M. TuFNELL, in reply to Mr. Fowler's

statement that the law of entail prevented the due
application of capital to the soil, said whether it did

so in other counties or not, it certainly did not in

Essex. He could lay his finger at that moment on a

farmer who would tell them he had more than ;^20 an

acre invested on his land, and who could wish for

more than that ? He agreed with Mr. Fowler about

leases and unexhausted improvements, and said any

legislation which could safely remedy that defect they

would all cordially welcome. In regard to labourers'

cottages, he felt that one reason why some of them
were so poor was that when they were sold the rent

was very large in proportion to their cost, and so

people bought them who had little or no means, and

who tried to get as much out of them as possible and

expended little upon them. In regard to Mr. Beau-

mont's proposition, he was not sure that he should

support it, even if he could understand it.

Mr. J. Smith (Great Saling) said the Union Charge-

ability BUI was doing more than anything else, now,

to plant cottages in places where none previously

existed, because landlords had feared to leave burdens

upon their properties in the shape of an increased

number of poor people who might become paupers.

He specially recommended Mr. Fowler's remarks on

tenant's capital in the shape of unexhausted improve-

ments to the consideration of every tenant-farmer.

They all knew that a farmer could seldom get his

lease renewed without having a great increase to the

rent. He maintained that it was impossible to do

otherwise than apply commercial principles to farming,

despite what Colonel Brise had said—who was as glad

as anybody else to have a little increase of rent.

On the second day of the discussion the Hon.
H, Petre said it was to be regretted that

there had been some confusion during their

discussion as to the two terms, transfer and tenure.

There was no doubt that the difficulties of transfer

would depend very much upon the nature of the tenure,

but the evils of one or the other referred to totally dif-

ferent classes of interests ; because the evils of transfer

really were the lawyers' bills, and nothing more. Before
making a sweeping change it was the duty of the pro-

poser to thoroughly establish that the change would
remedy some great evils, and he could not say that that

had yet been done. The chiefcomplaint had been that

the present system caused bad farming, and prevented

the application of capital to land ; but he did not know
liow they could reallyarrive atthe truth of thatat present.

Formerly it was difficult for a tenant for life to improve
his farm, but now there was no hindrance whatever to

his doing it. There were plenty of farmers who could

go on pretty comfortably with a 21 years' lease, and
there were several public companies ready to lend

money for draining and other purposes, one of which,

the Lands Improvement Company, he knew had ad-

vanced three millions of money within the last 20 years.

Mr. VouNGMAN expressed his obligation to the gen-

tlemen who had discussed the question from the legal

and professional point of view. He asked them for a

moment to look at it with an eye to its consequences.

They might take it for granted that the transfer of land

was restricted, and the consequence of that restriction

was that land accumulated both in the hands of land-

owners and tenant-farmers, and thus tended to the

injury of the whole country. Within a few miles of

Chelmsford there were tenant-farmers who held to the

extent of 100 ordinary farms—as much as 6000 acres.

Now the 100 tenants who were looking for farms must
have considerable ground of complaint if that was the

result of the law, as he contended it was. At any rate,

let them try free transfer, and have a fair field and no

favour, instead of a system which placed upon them the

evils of a landed monopoly. At the last meeting Colonel

Brise quoted a telling remark as to the abolition of

landlords, tenants, and labourers. He contended that

the laws we lived under had done very much to abolish

that important agricultural class, the yeoman farmers.

He believed that those who asserted that the land of

this country did not produce more than half what it

ought were perfectly right. He believed the quantity

of meat produced on small farms was much larger than

on big farms. He held in his hand the agricultural

returns, from which it appears that small farms pro-

duced considerably more than double the meat that

large farms did. The figures showed that on farms

under 20 acres double the number of cattle were pro-

duced ; of sheep the number was not much larger, the

figures being 74 and 88—but of pigs there were 26 to

6. It was generally found, too, that where a large

quantity of meat was produced there was also a large

quantity of corn. This was an important consideration

for the labourers, for if a fair number of them could rise

to be small farmers, instead of feeling that they were
forced to stand on one dead level, there would not be

the provocations to strikes that at present existed.

Colonel Brise : The labourers have the opportunity

of rising into small farmers now.

Mr. YoUNGMAN said they had the opportunity, but

with very great difficulties surrounding it, and the fact

was before them that the labourers did not gain this

position, although it was well known that there was a

land hunger among them. He believed it would be very

much to the advantage of the country if some of the

labourers could get small farms. He knew that tenant-

farmers felt greatly discontented on this question.

There were men, too, who were not altogether ready

to accept farms on the conditions offered by some of

those who were known generally as good landlords.

They could not afford to hire cheap farms, because,

besides their rent they would have to throw in their

conscience and their manhood. He knew men who
had become yeomen farmers and were enjoying the

freedom of that position, instead of hiring a cheap farm

and throwing their politics, their religion, and them-
selves into the bargain. Landlords who required this

were to be met with.

Colonel Brise : Name, name.
Mr, YoUNGMAN ; I don't object to give you my

own name. Colonel Brise. I was not long since trying

to obtain a farm for a friend, and one of the first ques-

tions put to me by one of the largest landholders in an
adjoining county was—" He's a member of the Church
of England, I suppose?" Let us have a free transfer

and we will be yeomen farmers, many of us, before

long ; let us have free transfer of land and I believe

the labourers of this country will be found growing up
a contented and prosperous people ; let us have free

transfer and you will revive a considerable number of

the old yeomen farmers who used to be the pride of

England ; I believe also, the landlords themselves will

find their property far more valuable than at present,

and I dare quote, with the alteration of one word, the

lines

—

" 111 fares the land, to hastening ills a prey,

Where farms accumulate and men decay."

Mr. J. Pertwee could not see that the benefit

which had been spoken of could result to the tenant-

farmers and labourers from free transfer. Supposing

that all land could be easily sold, would the tenants

and labourers be benefited if they got under a cotton

landlord from Manchester or a rich tradesman from
London, anxious to make every farthing he could ?

The oftener land was sold the worse it was for the

tenant, because it generally sold for a larger price, and

rents were increased accordingly. A man who came
into possession of an estate without having to pay for

it was the most likely to keep it in proper order. Mr.

Voungman had mentioned, on the question of the pro-

duction of meat, small farms of 20 acres. It was

beyond dispute that large farmers farmed better than
small ones.

Mr. YoUNGMAN : The agricultural returns, sir.

The Chairman : Order, order.
Mr. Glyn said it appeared to him that Mr. Fowler

and those who thought with him attributed to the law
of entail a great many evils that did not in the least

belong to it. What did they mean by free transfer?
He possessed an estate, say free. He wanted to marry
his daughter. How was he to raise a little money for

her ? Well, he borrowed it upon his land, and the
instant he did so his land ceased to be free. Yet Mr.
Fowler said the other day that he wanted land to be
as easily passed from man to man as stocks in the

funds. Nobody liked to sell his land, but preferred to

encumber it. And supposing the land was a person's

own property, he did not see that the change would be
an improvement on the present system. The owner,
for inslancCj could borrow, to put up good farm build-

ings and make other improvements, and a tenant

would be found to take the farm whether it was the

landlord's or his son's. As long as the tenant could
farm at a fair rent what did it matter to him whether
the landlord had only a life interest in it or not ? It

had been stated that landlords sometimes asked of
proposed tenants, "Are you a churchman? Are you
a Whig, or are you a Tory?" Why, what the deuce
had the law of entail to do with that? It was very

true that a landlord might say, " I am a Church of

England man, and I like a Church of England man
about me," for it was not every landlord who wanted
to have an argumentative political farmer. Farms,
also, accumulated without transfer, and he thought the

change sought for by Mr. Fowler would benefit nobody
beyond the lawyers and the money lenders.

Mr. Beaumont said : 'At the last meeting he moved
an amendment to Mr. Fowler's resolution, but in the

words of Mr. Tulnell it had the misfortune to be too

technical to be understood. He was, however, still

obstinate, and should move another distinct amend-
ment to the resolution of Mr. Fowler. The pith of

Mr. Fowler's proposition was that the law of entail

and settlement inflicted evil upon society
;
prevented

the farmer from producing the amount of corn that he
otherwise would produce ; and in fact presented a

complete bar to the free transfer of land. He had no
hesitation in saying that the hon. gentleman greatly

erred when he put forth that proposition. The law
relating to the transfer of land was as simple as was the

law applicable to the transfer of a fee simple estate, the

only extra expense being about £^ los. for having the

deed enrolled in the High Court of Chancery ; and with

regard to the law of settlement, surely they would not

deprive the landholder of the privilege allowed to the

fundholder. He admitted that, so long as the wealth

of England consisted in its land, labour, and capital,

something ought to be done to enable labour and capital

to be more advantageously employed in the cultivation

of the land ; but that must be done by legislative action

very different from that proposed by Mr. Fowler. If

they would only give to the tenant security of pos-

session, and equitable outgoing conditions when he had
to quit as an absolute necessity, that would do what
was wanted, without touching the law of entail. He
concluded by proposing the following amendment :

—

" That while this Chamber would sanction any change
in the law which would facilitate the free transfer of land,

it is not of opinion that the law of entail and settlement

discourages the application of capital to the soil."

This having been seconded by Mr. Glyn,

Mr. Wingfield Baker, M.P., was ready to

acquiesce in the views of the amendment, but it should

be recollected that all the difficulties respecting entail

had arisen from the civilisation of the country. And it

would be both difficult and unwise in any man to move
the curtailment of the entail of landed estates, and not

at the same time take into consideration that he
could not in fairness do other than pursue the same
course with regard to personal estate. In reply

to Mr. Fowler's statement about the difficulties of a

tenant-farmer obtaining money to lay out on his farm,

he could say that a tenant for life could obtain money
on the same terms as a fee simple owner. [Mr.

Fowler: No,] He was charged 7 per cent, by the

loan companies, and the fee simple owner was charged

8 per cent, upon the drainage of land and farm build-

ings. It was a great mistake to say that the tenant

for life had no control over the money he expended
on the farm ; and in regard to cottages there was no
denying that they were not directly a good investment.

The only way in which they could be made profitable

was by the farmer having them close to the farm, so

that instead of the labourers having to walk a long

distance to and from their work they might be close

at hand, and the farmer would reap the benefit of pro-

viding good dwellings for the labourer through the

freshness and vigour with which the man would come
to his work in the morning. Mr. Fowler had
suggested that each generation should take care of

itself. Well, under that plan he could understand the

proposal to abolish entail, but, to follow up the prin-

ciple in its entirety, they must convert their property

into annuities and cease to build substantial houses

;

there would also be an end to legacy duties, and other

means of maintaining the government of the country,

so that the Income-tax would have to be greatly in-
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creased. Mr. Fowler objected to entail, he said, because

it tied up the land. Well, but he would have long leases,

and would not long leases tie up the land in just the same
way? The fact was, if they adopted Mr. Fowler's pro-

posal they would have to knock the whole fabric down.

Mr. Fowler : There has been an undercurrent of

feeling through this discussion that there is something
revolutionary about me and my proposal. [Colonel

Brise : Hear, hear.] The hon. gentleman has talked

as if I was going to abolish all wills. He says, *' Oh,
you won't think anything of the next generation, you

will be upsetting everything and taking no pains with

the trees or the estate generally." I would take a

great deal of pains with the estate, because I should

know it was going to somebody I liked, instead of

possibly to a blackguard and scamp, whom I did not

wish to give it to. The hon. gentleman has not gone
deeply into this subject. He has been coursing over

the top of the subject ; he does not grasp it, or he

would not use an argument like that. What is the

reason, or one of the reasons, why men labour so hard

to get money? It is because they want to put their

children forward and give them the results of their

labour. Do you think a man won't feel more interest

in an estate which he intends to give to a child who
he knows deserves it rather than in an estate which

must go perhaps to the very worst member of the

family? I know an estate upon which not a shilling is

laid out from year to year because the eldest son is a

bankrupt and the father says that not a farthing of

money shall go into the land, because he wants to keep

it for his daughters. That is why I call the present

system unnatural, because it takes from the hands of

the father the power to say to whom the estate should

go. It seems to me that it is more reasonable that a

father should be the administrator of his own family

than that the will ot a man who died years and years

ago should say what is to be done. I deprecate all conse-

quences being attributed to this change which do not

belong to it. I only ask for freedom. I don't want

to take away the slightest power of any man who is

an owner of land. I only ask indeed to increase the

power of each individual owner—to give him more
power than he has as the law stands. A quotation has

been made from the French law by Mr. Petre as if my
proposition was the same as the French law. It is

diametrically opposed to the French law. The French

law is really an entail, because a man cannot when he

dies say how his estates should go. He cannot leave

more than a fourth of the land if he has more than two
children. I want a man to be able to say, "This
child shall have all or a part," in fact, to do as he

pleases in dividing it, only that when the child comes
in he shall be in the same position as his father was

—

owner of the whole estate, able to borrow upon it, sell

it, or do as he likes. I repeat that I have not the

slightest sympathy whatever with these modern revo-

lutionary opinions about the land, and never had. I

utterly repudiate all Mr. Mill's doctrines about taking

away the natural increase of a man's land from him-

self. I equally repudiate all Mr. Odger's vague pro-

posals about nationalising the land. I want the land

to be owned by a man who has a whole interest in it

instead of only a part interest. Mr. Fowler proceeded

to observe that it had been argued that this change in

the law would be no good to the tenant-farmer.

He agreed in that, if they could show him
that there would be no additional capital put upon
the land. He contended that there would be, and
what was really wanted was landlord's capital for

good cottages, good farm buildings, and assistance in

drainage, so that the tenant-farmer's capital might be

more free to be used in cultivation. Having repeated

the argument used in his speech at the last meeting,

that a tenant in fee simple couM borrow money on
much easier terms than a tenant for life, the speaker

proceeded to deprecate the tendency to sneer at men
who purchased estates by money which they had gained

by their own industry. He would venture to say that

estates so purchased were generally better looked after

than those held by tenants for life. He could give

instance after instance where men who had thus made
their money had turned a desert into a garden. Now
he found from the returns laid before Parliament that

the total amounts laid out under the Inclosure Com-
missioners for drainage and for improvements other

than buildings from 1 866 to the end of 1S70 were as

follow :—Drainage : England, ^1,061,000 ; Scotland,

^^382, 000. Farm buildings: England, / 524,000;
Scotland, ^157,000. Cottages : England, ;i^i83,ooo

;

Scotland, ;i^i9,ooo. When they considered the area

of this country and the vast amount of land which was
badly cultivated and wanted a good deal more money
laid out upon it, these figures were absolutely nothing.
The laying out of about two millions of money in

four or five years was a mere drop in the
bucket compared with what ought to be done.
He maintained that the change he desired would be
good for all classes. It would be good for the land-
lord because it would not take one farthing from him
and it would make him more the master of his own
properly. It would be good for the tenant-farmer,
because it would enable the landlord to raise money
more easily and at less expense, and therefore enable
him to lay out a larger sum on permanent improve-
ments. It would also be good for the poor, because it

would make it more easy for the landlord to lay out

money on good cottages. Moreover everything which

encouraged the laying out of money tended to higher

wages, and high wages the labourer never would have

without high farming and increased production. The
facts which he had stated had not been contradicted in

this debate, and as to the arguments, he must leave

them to the common sense and the good feeling of

mankind. He believed the day would assuredly come
when those most opposed to this movement would see

that it was a movement founded in good sense, and

did not partake in the slightest degree of anything in

the way of revolution or confiscation. Therefore he

cordially recommended it to the Chamber.

Col, Brise would not at that late hour occupy much
time, and for this reason—he did not think Mr. Fowler

had made any real reply to the statements adduced

against him. He hoped the Chamber would adopt the

amendment of Mr. Beaumont, as the resolution of Mr.

Fowler, in spirit, if not in actual words, was a direct

attack upon the owners of property ; and it would be

an anomalous thing for a meeting of farmers to approve

Mr. Fowler's proposition, when in the House of Com-
mons it only received about So votes out of 650 members
of that House. He maintained that for the Chamber
to approve of that resolution would be for the occu-

piers to pass a vote of censure upon the owners. The
occupiers were a majority, but it would be something

ungracious for them to take this step. At the recent

meeting in London of the delegates from the farm

labourers, even Mr. Arch himself, of whom they had

all heard, spoke with the best feelings of the farmers

themselves as a class, and only mentioned exceptional

cases of injustice. And the same feeling existed between

landowners and occupiers, and all interested in agri-

cultural pursuits. And just so with regard to the law

of settlement and entail. Because there might be one

or two evils connected with it, were they to sweep it

away altogether?

Mr. Smith thought Colonel Brise was wrong in

assuming that this Chamber was not in a position to

bring an independent judgment to bear on this question

without making a breach between the tenant-farmers

and the landlords. Tenant-farmers knew where the

shoe pinched. A large amount of capital for im-

proving buildings, draining land, and so on, had had

to be found by them which ought to have been found by
the landlords. This had so crippled many tenants

that they had not had sufficient capital to conduct

their business with. Besides, when the tenant farmed

on a 14 or 16 years' lease he could not get out of the

land what he had put into it, and probably by the end

of the period his rent had been raised 30 or 40 per cent.

Colonel Brise : What has that to do with the law

of entail ?

Mr. Smith : Why, it has a good deal to do with

the law of entail, because if a man had got property

which was wholly his own he would feel an interest in

improving that property, but as he has not so got it

he lets the estate go in a manner, and the tenant-farmer

is compelled to spend the money. Now Colonel

Brise knew estate after estate where the buildings

were in an unsatisfactory state because the tenant for

life did not do what he would if when he died he

could do what he liked with his own property. He
hoped all present would vote as they thought proper

on this question, and he thought the opinion arrived at

by a public body like this ought to be received

without any feeling that there was either stigma or slur

intended to be cast upon anyone.

Mr. W. Brown considered that Colonel Brise put

the matter on an unfair basis when he hinted that it

was a question of voting between owner and occupiers.

The simple issue was, whether it was not unnatural to

entail an estate upon one child at the expense of the

rest of the family.

Mr. Gardiner, in reply to Mr. Youngman, con-

tended that the large farms produced the largest average

quantity of meat, employed the most labour, paid the

highest wages, and, consequently, contributed most to

the welfare of the country. Wliy on earth should they

propose an Act of Parliament to stop a man from

hiring as many farms as he could ?

Mr. Youngman : 1 hope nobody does propose that,

and if Mr. Gardiner thinks I do, he is making a

mistake.

Mr. Fowler begged it would be remembered that

his resolution did not affect the question of large and

small holdings. Let people settle their bargains

entirely between themselves.

Mr. Papillon would be sorry if any words had been

used unintentionally which would seem to place this

question as one of antagonism between landowner and

occupier. Their interests were really identical. Mr.

Gardiner had answered, to his mind satisfactorily,

several of the arguments advanced by Mr. Fowler, and

one of the most practical speakers on Mr. Fowler's

side had been Mr. Youngman, who never spoke on a

question of such importance as this without having

examined it, and without coming prepared to establish

every proposition he put forth. But it seemed that one

of the strong arguments he had adduced also told very

much against the proposition of Mr. Fowler. He had

stated that the tendency of the present day had been to

reduce the yeoman farmer. Well he (Mr. Papillon)

was a man of Kent—and everybody knew that Kent
was noted for its yeomen—and the reason why the yeo-

man class had been reduced—(and that they had been

reduced he did not deny)—was this, that what with the

burdens of local taxation, the improvements in farming,

the increased competition, the increased facilities for

inter-communication, and the increased price of the

necessaries of life, he had at last been fairly driven out

of the market. If the tendency of legislation was to

encourage a larger outlay of capital on land, well and

good, but he did not think they would necessarily

arrive at what they hoped to obtain by simply abolish-

ing the law of entail or the law of strict settlement.

The Cicairman, having observed that they had had

a long and interesting discussion, said with many things

that Mr. Fowler had spoken he quite agreed. He
quite agreed with him that landlords had not enough

capital at the present day, and would be very much
indebted to him if he could show them a way to get a

little more without parting with their land. He quite

agreed, too, that a reform was needed, and that

present arrangements were, many of them, of a very

complex and unnecessary character. He should be

glad to see some means by which expenses might be

reduced. He also agreed with Mr. Fowler that

more might come out of the land than did at present,

and that it was very desirable more should be

obtained. But while he agreed with him as to the

end he disagreed as to the means by which that end

might be obtained. There were other hindrances to

agricultural prosperity besides the law of entail and

settlement ; for instance, the excessive stamp duties on

agricultural leases, the present tenure on copyholds,

the defective state of sanitary laws, but, prin-

cipal of all, the excessive burdens of local taxa-

tion. He had no doubt that the Chamber,

like himself, were pleased at the great majority

obtained by Sir Massey Lopes, by liberal help,

upon this question. Mr, Fowler wished to abolish

the law of settlement in order to give greater facilities

of sale to landlords, but the reason landlords did not

sell was because they did not wish to do so, in proof of

which he quoted the opinion of the present Solicitor-

General, who stated in the House of Commons, "It

was said that the law of settlement and entail obstructed

the freedom of the land market. Now he had had a

quarter of a century's experience of the working of this

law, and his experience was that in every well-drawn

settlement a power of sale was given to trustees at the

request of the tenant for life. Then why did he not

sell? Simply because he did not choose. He utterly

denied that by abolishing this law we should increase

the value of the estates ; and he was further of opinion

that instead of giving increased freedom in the dis-

posal of land, the proposal would have quite an opposite

effect." Then Mr, Fowler said they wanted a more

natural law as to tenure. But what was a natural law?

According to Mr. Fowler the natural law of tenure was

fee-simple ownership by which a man who possessed

the tail should be able to do what he pleased with it,

and thus abolish settlement. But Mr. Hoskyns said it

was natural that a man should settle his property upon

his son and grandson, but it was unjustifiable to extend

it to his unborn descendants. According to the extreme

politicians (whom he was glad to see Mr. Fowler re-

pudiated) the natural law was that the land belonged

to the people, which would of course do away with the

rights of property. No doubt land, which was the

great wealth of the country, had got into few hands.

The only way to get it more extensively distributed

was by abolishingthe power of an owner to will it, and

what had been the result of extensive distribution in

France? As they were told by an eminent French

writer, the increased partition of land among the

children was made with the avowed object of destroying

the aristocracy of France, and it had destroyed the

nation.

The amendment proposed by Mr. Beaumont_ was

then put to the meeting, and there voted for it 15,

against it 21 ; after which 24 voted for Mr. Fowler's

motion and 14 against it. Therefore the original

motion was carried.

Thanks were voted to Mr. Fowler for introducing

the subject, and a similar compliment, by Mr. J. S.

Gardiner, was paid to the President, after which the

meeting terminated.

ON THE REMUNERATION OF AGRI-
CULTURAL LABOUR.

Introductory.—Whenever working men aim at an

equalisation of remuneration fur those following any

occupation, it appears to me that they not only contend

against the laws of Nature, but oppose the best interests

of their own class. In every market tlie purchaser instinc-

tively selects the best article of its kind, or, if he is con-

tented with an inferior quality, he expects the pure to be

reduced in proportion. Thus, a miller will give less

for superior white Wheat on the same day when inferior

red only fetches 52J. per qr. In like manner tlie epi-

cure selects turtle, venison, and salmon, while ordinary

mortals arc content with beef, mutton, and codfish. In

wines the millionnaire of London or Paris secures the

choicest growths of Bordeaux and Champagne, while

middle-class consumers accept vintages at 2x. or y. a

bottle, and the native peasantry quench their thirst on

a beverage costing about as many francs a gallon. In

short, through the whole range of commodities, whether

in food, wines, or articles of dress, or other manufactured
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goods, we find a gradation of prices infinitely varied,

corresponding to an equivalent difference in their

quality. Now, what would be thought of the sanity

of farmers were they to attempt a combination for the

purpose of forcing customers to pay as much for

sprouted red Wheat as for choice samples of Essex

while ? Or would it be practicable to obtain as much
for vi)i on/i/tn/rfos forChAteau Margaux, or dry cham-

pagne? The very statement of such projects suffices

to demonstrate their absurdity. Freedom to buy and

sell every article at the price which it fetches in the

open market is the rule which governs the transactions

of all enlightened communities, a rule which in the

long run is equally for the interest of the seller as for

that of the purchaser.

Labour, or the service which one person renders to

another, being a commodity like the rest, is in common
with them subject to the general law of supply and
demand. There, as elsewhere, the remuneration varies

in the ratio of the quality of the article supplied. Thus,

the c/itf^ lie cuisine of a club will receive a couple of

hundred a year, while the cook of a middle-class family

has from ^20 to ^^25. The confidential manager of a

great mercantile house may receive an annual salary of

;^iooo, with perhaps a share in the profits ; the junior

clerks, at the other end of the scale, commence with pay
only just above the wages of the light porters, and their

salaries graduate upwards in proportion to the value of

the services which they render. A similar gradation

obtains in the wages of operatives employed in factories.

From the children who commence at 5^. a week, to the

overlookers who receive their £2 or £2,, the scale of

pay ascends according to the skill and trustworthiness

of the recipients. The principle of apportioning the

reward to the value of the work, which prevails in the

manufacturing districts, is doubtless among the causes

which have raised wages there above those earned by
agricultural labourers. Wherever skilled labour is at a

premium, there it will be the workman's ambition to

become a skilled labourer. While no one chooses to

give more than the market price for any article, on the

other hand no man of business objects to pay an
advanced price for superior value where he sees the

chance of deriving a profit by so doing. An ordinary

workman, for example, who is receiving ijj. a week,
asks for I5j-. The master's reply is, "No, I can have
another man equal to you for your wages ; improve
yourself in skill, and I will give you, not merely 15/.,

but as much more as you prove yourself to be worth."

I need not here enter upon an examination of the

absurd stipulations which certain operatives have at-

tempted to enforce, with the view of limiting the

amount of work to be performed in a certain time,

further than to remark that the effect of such rules, so

far as they are capable of being carried out, must be to

limit the demand for labour, and consequently to keep
down its remuneration. Every waste of labour has the

effect of artificially enhancing the cost of the article

which it is employed to produce. And capital being a

fund of limited, not unlimited amount, this enhanced
cost is equivalent to preventing some additional use

being made of it. As the labouring classes become
more enlightened they will discover that absolute free-

dom of labour is no less conducive to their best interests

than is absolute free trade in commodities to those of

the producers. While I would not dissuade working
men from combining to concert measures calculated to

promote their interests, I trust they will ere long cease

to believe dictation respecting either the amount of

work to be done by others or the remuneration to

be receivable by them, to be among the number,
Willouohby IVoody Holly Bank, Burion-on-Trent,

pome Comsponkitce.
The Famous Tiptree Holding.—I am sure you

and the readers of your excellent journal will like to

know somewhat more about the far-famed estate known
as Tiptree Hall and Farm, and as I myself can add a

little to what *' X. Y. Z." has stated, I ask you to

allow me a short space in order that I may be able

to do so. What we require to know about Tiptree
Hall Farm are facts, whether they militate against

Mr. Mechi's judgment in the purchasing of the estate

and his managing the farm, or add to his reputation as

a man of judgment in the purchasing of them, and in

obtaining the science of agriculture—without study
or practice as the knowledge of other sciences is

obtained. But, in whichever of these two lights we
consider this matter, it is quite certain that Tiptree

Hall estate has been as long enclosed and cultivated as

any estate in the county of Essex. I write, Mr. Editor,

advisedly in making this statement, and although the

money value set upon it was low So or 100 years back,

I could show that the rent paid for it was equal to that

of the best-cultivated farms in that immediate neigh-

bourhood. But the Rev. E. Smythles is reported to

have stated at the Royal Agricultural meeting that

Mr. Mechi had made a capital mistake in purchasing
the estate—which was so poor, he stated, that it would
not hear the scent of a fox ; and to correct this mistake,
or misrepresentation, I now write this letter. Know,
then, all who take interest in this matter, that, 41
years back, I was residing within four miles of Tiptree
Hall, and that on one occasion, as I was going to the
heath, a pack of hounds from Maldon found a fox in
a Turnip field near Braxted Hall Park wall, and which

ran directly across Tiptree Heath, and thence to

Tiptree Hall homestead, where he entered the stable,

the hounds following in full cry all the way. The
hunters, in their eagerness to pursue, entered the yard,

and, leaving the gate open, the cattle, horses, and

pigs rushed out into a Wheat stubble field, and out of

v^hlch I myself and others assisted in getting them
back. The fox, though young—a cub—had all the

cunning natural to his species, for he had run up to the

gable end of the building, and concealed himself by
clinging to the rafters, among a profusion of cobwebs

;

but he was discovered and gotten down in a sack, and
then sent to be turned down near the place where he had
been found, so as to afford sport another day. Being in

town on Monday, I met an old Essex friend, who
told me that a similar circumstance had happened
in Mr. Mechi's time, when a fox that was found

by a pack of hounds in a wood, also run nearly

directly to Tiptree Hall, but on this occasion he

secreted himself in the garden house. These cases, I

think, refute the misrepresentations about Tiptree

Hall Farm ; first, they show, or one shows, that the

farm would hold the scent of a fox, and that there

was a stable and an inclosed farmyard, and horses,

oxen, and pigs in it, before Mr. Mechi became the

proprietor of it, as some of each rushed out into the

adjoining field ; and the other case also shows that

foxes were pretty well acquainted with the Hall and

the way to it. I will therefore merely add that I have

full confidence in my own memory ; and in the second

case I have hill confidence in the Essex gentleman who
resides within six miles of Tiptree ; but beyond this I

wish to say nothing more, as he is very hostile to Mr.

Mechi's system of farming, though he spoke very

highly of Mr. Mechi as a kind-hearted man and a kind

neighbour. Ihigh Jones, Liverpool, May 2S.

The Cirencester Chamber of Agriculture and
Tenant-right.—The result of the adjourned discus-

sion on tenant-right, reported In your last issue,

was simply this: That confiscation of tenants' pro-

perty by the landlord should continue to be legal

as heretofore ; that although, in default of an

agreement, compensation would be secured to the

tenant, yet it was left in the landlord's power to

demand the surrender of every such right ; that whilst

the law said, '* Thou shalt have compensation for what
is fairly thine," the landlord might step between the

man and his country's laws, and say, "thou shalt not."

This may appear a somewhat harsh way of putting the

result of the Chamber's deliberations before you and

your readers, but it is unfortunately true. That the

tenant leaves his capital in the fields he is compelled to

quit is undeniable; and that thelandlord takes immedi-
ate possession of such improvements cannot be gain-

said for a moment. That being so, the tenant is

robbed, and if defective laws sanction such a robbery,

it is no less an appropriation of another person's pni-

perty. How far does our law at present allow a land-

lord to proceed in this matter ? It allows him, after

letting a farm, to induce the tenant to lay out capital

in improving the soil until its fertility is immensely

ncreased, and the rental value is permanently aug-

mented. It will then enable the landlord by a simple

legal process to avail himself of the whole of the capital

so invested. This is an incontrovertible fact. But if

it is really true, that the tenant leaves hard gold in the

land he is driven from, why cannot he recover his gold

by legal means ? He can sell his sheep and cattle, his

stacks of Wheat and Barley—why, then, cannot he

recover compensation for the oilcake left in his manure
heaps, the bones he has lately applied in all good faith,

the ponds he has made, the fences he has planted, the

drains he has cut, and the numerous other improve-

ments in which he has too confidingly invested his

capital? But the lawyers tell us, " You cannot inter-

fere with contract," and one speaker attempted to prove

this, by giving a good instance of how the law does

interfere with contracts beneficially. For my part I

cannot see how allowing a man to recover what is un-

questionably his own, can be called interfering with

the law of contract. I grant that while the present law
exists there is a sort of self-adjusting principle, springing

out of the nature of the contract ; namely, that the

tenant, knowing the nature of his tenure, takes care to

farm so that he may quickly realise the greater portion

of his capital. The object of tenant-right being, how-
ever, good cultivation and the increased prosperity of

the farming body as well as the landowning body, we
deplore a law, or rather no law, which securely buttons

up the pockets of the capitalist, and at the same time

is capable of being used tyrannically. I base my argu-

ment upon the following propositions:— ist. The
tenant-farmers are indispensable to our rural economy;
2d, the best cultivation of the ground is imperative

;

3d, good cultivation is perfectly impossible unless there

be security for the tenant's capital
;
4th, such security

is not forthcoming under existing arrangements, neither

indeed can be. These propositions being granted, an

appeal to the Legislature is the only solution, and this

appeal must not be capable of being set aside by either

contracting party. Would that the farming body would
demand such security with tmanimous and unhesitating

voice ; for then no law would be necessary. Would
that, as Mr. Basley suggests, each tenant should be-

come a landlord. Competition unfortunately damns
the first solution, and the large number of farmers shows
us at once the futility of the second. Let the farming

body, then, be no longer twitted that the want of
security for its capital is the result of its own feebleness
—that it cannot make its own bargain. It cannot. As
a body the farmers might do much, individually they
can do nothing. Neither let them be told with pleasant
irony that they had better buy land and be their own
landlords. Truly one or the other method is plausible

enough, but unfortunately impracticable, as may readily

be shown. Nothing, therefore, is left for the farmer
but to ask for a law enabling him to obtain compensa-
tion for capital of which, through the caprice of the

landlord, he may any day be deprived. A Loz'er cf
Fair Play.

Crops in Gloucestershire.—I take this oppor-
tunity of giving a few particulars of the present state of

our corn trade, and the condition of the growing crops

in this district. The Wlieat plant in March looked

strong and healthy, but it has sustained a serious check
in consequence of the wet and harsh weather of the

past month, which has caused it to appear thin and
yellow, especially on the low and heavy lands. Barley

and Oats are later than usual, and the breadth sown is

considered as below the average. Beans and Peas have
come up moderately well. Our pasture lands give

promise of a heavy crop. Sunshine is now essential to

the growth of all vegetation which has suffered from
night frosts, as well as from excessive moisture. The
stock of English Wheat is small, of foreign large,

but principally of low quality ; there is no American
Wheat on the spot. Maize scarce ; Barley in moderate
supply. Trade is firm for fine Wheats. Beans and
Maize are fully as dear ; also fine heavy Oats, which
are in request. Arnold H. Palin, Gloueester.

Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., on the Growing of

Stiff Straw.—Mr. Read is reported to have stated

after the discussion on Mr. Mechi's paper at the Far-

mers' Club, thus :
— " In reference to another subject is

reported to have stated his willingness to give anybody
a fair fortune who would tell him how to strengthen

and increase the production of straw." I hope Mr.

Read has not been correctly reported. [See p. 714
for Mr, Read's correction of the report.] But, if he

would wish to be shown how to strengthen and
increase the weight of the straw, I will, with no hope
of remuneration, and especially none of a fair fortune,

give him the following recipe :—First let the water

out of your land, if subsoil water remains in it, deeply

enough and completely enough to raise the tempera-

ture of the subsoil of your land to at least the depth of

5 feet, then supply your land with such vegetable

pabula as the crop would require that you intended to

grow upon it ; then cultivate it, you having, I pre-

sume, cultivated it before, but now do so again. I do
not mean merely cutting slices of it with a cutting im-

plement called a plough, which merely turns those

slices over topsyturvy, but really and as completely as

you can. Cultivate the land to certainly the depth of

12 inches, and if possible, to nearer 24 inches, but say

12 inches, but let there be really 12 inches completely

cultivated, and now then and here will be your chief

difficulty. You have a prejudice, or I presume you

have, that you must by some means or other get into

your land 2 bush, at the least of seed Wheat per acre,

of every kind of Wheat, and at all parts of the Wheat
seeding season ; and if you persevere in this stereo-

typed quantity of 2 bush., or 4 a- bush, more or less,

this, my recipe, will be useless to you, or probably

injurious. But now—but pray forgive me, Mr. Read:
I would not write this if I did not know that you have

a capacious and well-formed case, and that it is very

well-furnished with good materials,—but you have to

put in your seed, not, observe, chiefly to produce

straw, as this must be a mere secondary concern ; but

to profit by my prescription, your aim must be to grow
corn ; that must be your aim, and your straw must be

collateral. Now, some kinds of Wheat are long-

strawed, and some short-strawed, and some between

the two, and some kinds should be sown very early in

the seeding season, and some may be sown late. Now,
if you would have such crops as you will have if you
follow my advice, you will put less seed in of long-

strawed kinds than you would of shorter-strawed kinds ;

and you would put much less in in September than you

would in November of any kind ; and some kinds of

land require less seed than other kinds, and vice versA ;

but of whatever kind of seed (Wheat I am referring to

all the time), never exceed a bushel an acre ; and of

long-strawed kinds, and early in the season, never

exceed 2 pecks an acre ; but always before you use

your seed see that it will vegetate. But one more
thing. You have been used, I presume, to steep your

seeds or anoint them with deleterious lotions, to prevent

smut ; but, instead of either of these, you have some
venerable pauper woman in your parish or neighbour-

hood to whom half-a-crown will be useful and accept-

able—give her the coin, and if she be far enough gone
in her dotage she will charm for you, not only all your

own Wheat seed but that of your neighbours also, and.

Indeed, for the whole country, and prevent smut as

effectually as can be done by any other quack smut
preventer. G. Wilkins, IVix Vicarage.

Wages of the Agricultural Labourer in Cumber-
land. — Owing to the increase of green crops and
the greater amount of labour bestowed on the

land, but more especially owing to the great exten-
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sion of the iron ore mines, smelting, and other

iron works, labourers' wages in this district have
considerably increased of late years. On referring

back to 1S42 I find that we paid farm labourers from

is. S(/. to 2s. and women lOt/. per day. For some
time back men have been receiving 2s. ^d. to 2s. bd.

and women is. per day, and they now receive 2s. 6d.

to 2s. gd. and the women is. jt/. per day. In 1S42

the wage paid to farm servants, with board, lodging,

and washing, was, for head man, ;^io per half year ;

second man, £y ys. ; woman servant, £/^ los. Similar

servants are now receiving, per half year, head man,
;^I5 ; second man, /^i^ ; cowherd, /"16 ; woman
servant, jCS ;

younger woman servant, £$ to /6 los.

For cottages with four rooms and attics, with garden

and convenience for keeping a pig, coals, &c., they pay
Ij-. 6d. per week—the same as in 1S42, or, in fact, in

several instances a few shillings less per annum than in

1S42. The same cottages, if more in the vicinity of the

iron mines, would let for at least double the money.

The manure from the labourer's pig, &c., is set with

Potatos in the field, to the extent of not more than looo

yards, for which he pays is. per loo yards of furrow, to

compensate for horse-work, &c. The above, I think,

may be taken as a fair average of the remuneration of

farm labourers and hired servants for the years named,
and I think it may serve as pretty satisfactory

evidence of the gradual improvement of the condition

of the agricultural labourer in this district. As a

further proof of that improvement, I may state that for

one woman to be seen working in the field now, half-a-

dozen or more might be seen in 1842, and in those days

labourers were fond of taking piece-work or working
overtime, but now they are inclined for neither; but

if in in harvest we work overtime the men receive

IJ. per day extra and the others in proportion, with

something to eat forenoon and afternoon. The wages
quoted are constant, wet and dry, for the men, from
half past six to six f.m., in summer, and from

light to dark in winter. I know many think that

the province of the labourer's wife is in her own cottage

only, and that she ought not to be found working in

the field. This I admit under certain circumstances
;

but I have generally found that the wives who were
most anxious to find a little time to add to the wages of

the week generally made the best use of them, and I

fail now to see that difference in and around their

dwellings and families that their leisure and additional

means might lead one to expect. That poor Hodge's
case is and has been so desperately hopeless and black

as some depict it, my experience for the last 30 years

does not prove, for during that time {although I have
lost sight of many) I can call to mind eight farm servants

and labourers that have left here to enter upon farms,

instead of the union workhouse, to which his would-be
friends inevitably consign him, and I think I can say

they have all prospered. The very man whom I have
staled received ;i^io the half year as farm servant in

1842, is now paying a rental of not much, if any, under
;^looo per annum, and right well is he deserving of his

success ; but such men will always make headway.
Cumbrian.

Earth Closet Manure.— Referring to the notice

in your impression of the iSth inst., of Dr. Voelcker's
paper in the Journal ol ih^ Royal Agricultural Society

on the ** Composition and Economical Value of Earth
Closet Manure," I would venture entirely to dissent

from the conclusion to which, by the valuations in

that paper, you have been led ; viz., that it is " by the

water method of dealing with excrementitious matter
that the best chance exists of saving the now wasted
fertilising power of man as farm stock." With the

utmost deference to so great an authority, and not

questioning the power of analysis to a certain extent, I

would point first to the opening sentence in this

paper:—"The agricultural utilisation of the sew-
age of towns is a problem which cannot yet be
said to have been solved in an entirely satisfactory

manner;" then to the statement that ''there is no
oxidising agent equal to a porous soil ;" then to his

strong recommendation of the earth-closet system in

the case of villages and suburban districts ; then to the
difficulty which he anticipates indeed, but does not
fully meet : viz., that the earth-closet manure has
had a value put upon it, varying from £1 to £T) a ton."

And, lastly, to this, that the value of the manure
from the earth-closet is no fair standard by which
to try the value of the entire refuse of a town
when saved by means of earth or dry material. Space
cannot be afforded me to speak of more than the last

two points. The estimate of the value of the earth-

closet manure, properly saved, rests not on any exag-
gerated opinion of the value of human excreta, nor on
the novelty or cheapness of the manure, but upon
hundreds of careful experiments by practical men, both
on a small and on a large scale, not only in England,
but in other countries, especially in India. When a
garden which produced nothing under ordinary stable-
dung has for four or five years by this earth-closet
manure been rendered highly productive, and that
under the same gardener, no analysis can satisfy me
that there is next to no value in the latter. And what if

this be so in a hundred cases? This, however, is a
small matter when the question before us is the
cleansing of towns. And as to this. Dr. Voelcker, in
the concluding paragraph of his paper, writes :

—

"If the whole of the liquid as well as the solid excretal

matters were to be absorbed, probably not less than 9 to

10 lb. of dry soil per head per day would be required, or

about i^ ton per head per annum. In the country the

soil, it is true, may be used repeatedly in the closets, but
in large towns the process of drying and sifting, and of

storing for repeated use, presents obstacles far too for-

midable to render it likely that the dry or earth-closet

plan will ever come into general use, even supposing the

earth-closet manure were twice or thrice as valuable as the

results of my analyses show it to be."

Now, against this I place with confidence the following

statement :

—

"The whole of the liquid as well as the solid excretal

matters, together with the refuse of slaughter-houses, can
be absorbed with half a ton of earth per annum added to

other dry material to be found in the refuse of a town.
With perfect safety and without nuisance this may be
saturated from 13 to 26 times in the course of the year
with tlie entire excretal and domestic sewage or refuse of

a single day. And in this way a manure may be manu-
factured that, retaining all the manurial properties of that

refuse (for there is other escape of moisture than that of

evaporation), should have a value, not twice or thrice but,

as a general manure, from ten to twenty times the value

which Dr. Voelcker has set on earth-closet manure."

I have offered to a publisher a pamphlet entitled

Town Re/use the Relief of Local Taxation^ as an intro-

duction to a larger work which a generous fiiend is

enabling me to prepare with the aid of an able inquirer

on this important subject. Henry Moide^ Fordington

Vicarage^ May 22.

Market Reports.—Your papers are so very technical,

that in cases where your readers are a little of both

trades they are useless. I sent three beasts to sell, and
on looking at your paper to find the price, I find

5^. 61/. to 5^. iO(/., but whether per score, or what, is not

told. Of course habitual dealers know ; but why not

put, at least as every other paper does, what the 5^-. 61/.

or 5^. \od. is, as all over England there are different

ways of quoting prices? Somerset. [The Smithfield

prices are per stone of 8 lb. ]

OXFORDSHIRE.
Thame : The Agricultural Labourer. — At the

annual meeting and show of this Society here, Mr.

Henley, M.P. said : No matter what agitators

wanted to do, or what kind-hearted people wanted,

the supply and demand would settle the price of

labour, as it had settled the price of everything else. If

the supply was greater than the demand they would
pay less for it, and so it was with every article, and
everything was subject to these rules. Old men who
remembered what this country was many years back,

would be thankful to deal with this subject in a quieter

manner than that in which they had to deal with it

something like 30 or 40 years ago. Since then, how-
ever, wages had increased nearly 25 per cent. He
thought that he was not wrong in saying—and perhaps

some hardly knew what the state of things then was

—

that in what was called the low wage parishes,

the current rate of wages was about 8j. a week. Now
he believed that no labourer received in any
parish less than loj". a week, and some received more.

That, therefore, showed, whatever people might tell

the labouring classes, that, as people had become
fewer, wages had steadily increased. There was no
doubt that there was a constant and increased demand
for labour all over the country. They must meet this

question, and as wise men they would meet it, with a

fair and open hand. But, depend upon it, they could

not shut their eyes to the fact—and he was talking to

an assembly of men who could take the trouble to

inquire into and find whether what he told them was
true—that, in principle, as labour increased in price,

the cost of labour decreased. It seemed an anomaly.
He saw a gentleman shaking his head, but could he

get a ditch dug for the same rate of wages per pole as

he could by the job? Five-and-thirty years ago this

question received a great deal of attention from the

House of Commons, and some men whom he saw
present could recollect the distress that was then

caused. What was the result of the inquiry by
the House of Commons? It was found that in

Scotland higher rents and higher rates were paid

than here per acre, but they were not so depressed,

because they charged much less per acre in the

labour of the farm than in the low-wage counties of

England. He hoped it would not be thought ill of

him in bringing these things before their notice, because

as thinking men they could inquire and test for them-

selves whether J^t was right or wrong. Within the last

two years a similar statement had been made by a

gentleman of the name of Culley, a commissioner who
was sent around by the Government to inquire into the

labour question some years ago. That gentleman

worked out the thing with great care, and he showed
conclusively by figures that in Bedfordshire the cost

per acre in cultivating the land was higher than it was
in Northumberland, where the price of labour was
high. He knew that a person who had not had his

attention called to it would not easily believe it. He
lelt it his duty to call their attention to those things,

that they might think of them, and some of them who
employed men at Sj. a week knew how much labour

they could get out of them. If a man was better fed

he, like a horse, would get through his work quicker,

and do more work in a day.

He mentioned those things in order that all of them
in their respective stations might not look with a jealous

eye at each other, and that each might meet each
other—labourer, farmer, and landlord—and do by
others as they would be done by themselves. They
should look at it in a kindly spirit, and in that way
they would do more to keep out the ngitator than in

any other way. He did not speak without some war-

rant on this matter. He had no doubt that some of

them would recollect the "Swing" riots about 40 years

ago. What happened then? We had reason to bless

ourselves now that, instead of the question being

raised by breaking machinery and burning their home-
steads, the persons had come forward more quietly,

though in some instances they had had agitators among
them. It was, however, a blessed change to see the

way in which parties approached each other from
what they did in those days. What happened in our
own country ? He thought that if they, the

farmers, approached the question in a right spirit, they

would settle it themselves. The mischief broke out in

Kent, and they had in this county a few days' warning
of it, but it spread almost like lightning through Surrey
and Hampshire into Berkshire. The magistrates of

Oxfordshire assembled, that each, in their respective

neighbourhoods, should go round and be sworn in to

keep the peace. Sixteen parishes were allotted to him
and his late friend Mr. Ashurst, and they had a good
day's work. In 12 out of the 16 parishes they did not

scruple to meet them to a man, but in the other four

they said that they would not be sworn, but would do
what was right. What was the language of the

labouring classes at that time? He never should for-

get it if he lived as long again as it had pleased God
\\Q should live already. A great deal was said about
the ignorance and want of knowledge by those men.
This was the language the men used at that time :

" We hardly know what it means, but we can see this

plain enough—we must either stand by the law or go
against it." In one parish the men said, *' We
have always been kingsmen, and so we intend

to abide." Yet some people would say that those

men were ignorant, but no greater mistake was ever

made. He thanked God that we in this county escaped

the disgrace of a special commission. The offences that

were committed were not numerous ; but those that

were committed were at Little Milton and the neigh-

bourhood, and extended nearly to Banbury, with one
remarkable exception. At that time the Duke of

Marlborough was living at Blenheim, and had let his

own farm. A single man marched into his farmyard,

and called out to the people in the house, " I am the

mob, bring me a hammer ;" but, what was more
remarkable still, they brought him one, and he

smashed the machinery with it. He heard the man
tried at the Oxford Sessions. It showed a better state

of things now than then. He believed that if they met
the men in a fair and liberal spirit, they would be met
in the same way by the men themselves. He had
never yet had reason to doubt it. He had seen a little

of the labouring classes in his lifetime, and he was of

opinion that if they did not act fairly towards the men
they would not act fairly towards them. That was
the conclusion his experience had led him to come to.

It was his belief, though it might appear an anomaly,

that if they made the labour dearer they would get

their labour done for less. They would never make him
believe that the farmer who paid Sj^. a week would take

the trouble to look after the men, as he would those to

whom he paid 12s. or 14J. a week. According as

men were looked after they would get more work
done, and that was the way they could get cheap

labour. Another thing he would call their attention

to, and it was a remarkable change. Forty years ago

the men rioted and broke machines, and got hard

thrashings for themselves. Now they could not get a

man to do that hard work. They did not want the

threshing or the mowing, and were quite content to let

the machines do it for them. It only came to

the same thing ; and he could not too strongly im-

press it upon all their minds that the supply was less,

and the demand more, for labour. If they wanted to

sell their corn or beasts they would now get more
money, and if they wanted to buy men's labour they

would have to pay more money for it. The only way
to get at truth was, for each party to speak his mind,

and then they would arrive at something that was wise

and good.

Memoranda of the Plan and Results of the

Field Experiments conducted on the Farm
of John Bennet Lawes, Esq., at Rothamsted,
Herts. May, 1S72. Printed by \V. Clowes &
Sons, Charing Cross.

Here is the annual statement of the most important

experimental ground in England. We shall from lime

to time give the contents of this pamphlet ; which we
name now as just issued, in order that we may at tlie

same time publish the substance of a letter which Mr.

Lawes has addressed to those who have dealt with

him as a manufacturer of artificial manures. He informs

them that he has disposed of his business as a manufac-

turer of artificial manures, and at the close of the
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present season shall cease to have any pecuniary interest

in their production and sale. The gentlemen who have

purchased his business will receive from him, however,

advice and assistance in the management for the next

two years.

He adds :— '* It is my intention to devote the

remainder of my life to scientific agriculture, and I

purpose at an early period to place in trust my labora-

tory and experimental fields with the sum of ^100,000,

the interest of which, after my death, will be applied

to the continuance of the investigations which have

been carried on for so many years at Rothamsted.

Although my commercial relations with you will shortly

end, I trust that the pursuits in which I shall be engaged

will still enable me to keep up my connection with

you, and that, by investigating and explaining its

operations, I may be able to render some service to

agriculture."

This appears to us to deser^'e special and prominent
publication as a very extraordinary document. At any
rate it reveals the importance attached to the Rotham-
sted research by the man who knows most about it.

We may congratulate ourselves on the existence of the

munificent public spirit which it displays.

Farm Memoranda.
A Fruit Farm.—The following is the substance of

the speech delivered by Mr. R. Varden, of Seaford
Grange, at the last meeting of the Chamber of Agri-
culture :—Profits in the ordinary branches of agricul-

ture are, as you well know, very small, and farmers
have been blamed by statesmen and political writi

for not exerting themselves more to grow secondary
crops which, from their softness or perishable nature,

will not bear long carriage, and are therefore less

exposed to foreign competition. Fruit is one of the

most important of these, and is the branch in which,
some 20 years since, on the partial failure of my sight,

and consequent relinquishment of my profession, I

embarked my capital. Though a minor branch of

agriculture it is a large industry, there being I am told

1600 or 1700 acres of fruit garden round London, and
in Worcester, where I reside, there are from 150010
2000 acres round Evesham, 400 or 500 round Pershore,
and 100 or so each at Eckington, Upton-on-Severn,
Worcester, Ombersley, ike. I am not authorised by
the owners of these plantations to speak on their behalf,
so will confine myself to my own case, but our interests

are very similar. My fruit garden is 1 20 acres in extent,
of which 100 acres are occupied by an undergrowth of
Gooseberry and Currant bushes. The fruit of 20 or 30
acres of the former are picked green, leaving about 70
acres of bush fruit to be picked ripe in five weeks,
beginning at the rate of 10 acres per week and ending
with 20 or 25 acres, that being the proportion in which
the public require it, and as the week even in favour-
able weather consists of only four and a-half days, the
last market being on Saturday morning, to prepare for
which we have to leave off picking at one or two on
Friday, the quantity of work to be done in a short time
is immense, and if wet weather, which bursts the fruit,

or intense heat, which scalds it, come on, picking the
whole quantity is impossible. The great demand for

labour is in the last two weeks, and usually employs
from 200 to 300 women and children ; and though we
make the work as regular as we can, it is far from con-
tinuous or certain. It only lasts a short time, and the
pickers must be had quickly and in great numbers.
The word "agriculture" in Mr. Read's Bill evidently
comprises such industries as these, and though I do not
myself employ the children, but pay the mothers by
quantity for picking, there is no doubt the provisions
will apply to the case ; and as the women and children
come in crowds—the six or seven surrounding villages
being closed for the time—neither I nor my bailiffknow
the children, and only a few of the mothers, and there-
fore could not, as in the case of Hop-picking described
by Mr. Pell, examine their certificates, nor would time
permit. I may occasionally have as many as 60 chil-

dren under 12 years of age at work ; but it is difficult

to know who works and who does not. The entire
family (except men and lads) is there. The babies are
placed under the hedges in charge of the younger chil-

dren, and the rest pick together, each family or little

group of neighbours having its row of bushes to itself,

and when that is finished going to another row; and at
dinner time the younger children, with the babies, join
the other members of their party. The wages of fruit

picking are looked upon as a kind of clothing fund,
and the occupation is most popular as a relief to the
women after nine or ten months' indoor work at glove-
making ; they say they go to it just as rich people go
to the seaside, and but for the rest it gives their eyes
they think they should go nearly blind. The women
earn is. 6d. a-day, and though this is nearly double
what they get at gloving, it would not, as a rule, induce
them to come to their work if their children had to be
left at home, but together they earn 5?., and that is

sufficient to draw them. My hope, therefore, of being
able to continue Currant growing rests upon the sus-
pension clause (8) ; and I fear it is insufficient, firstly,

because occupiers of not less than 500 acres must join
in the application to have it put in force, an extent of
land greater than will be usually employed as fruit
garden in one locality ; hence gardeners will frequently
be dependent on others to help them in making the

application, and fruit-growing is scarcely popular with
the farmers, because it makes labour dear ; and,

secondly, because the whole period of suspension is not

to exceed six weeks, and it may happen that other em-
ployers of the neighbourhood may, by their industries

being more popular with the magistrates, or by their

getting the order of suspension earlier, leave very
little time for Currant picking. Then Pea picking.

Strawberry picking, and the like, might require the

early season, and gleaning and Hop-picking the later.

Of course it will be no use for me to grow bush fruit if

the picking is in this way to be made a matter of chance
or favour, and it is very hurtful to the feelings of a
person like myself to have to apply for those permissions
much as a publican does for his licence. I should prefer

the operation of the Bill being confined to nine months,
leaving July, August, and September positively free for

the different kinds of harvest work. But if that cannot
be, I hope something will be done to diminish these

difficulties. The quantity of fruit to be picked varies

greatly from year to year, sometimes being double what
it is in others ; and if I once or twice applied for more
time than the small crop required I sliould have the

chance of its being lessened when the crop was large,

and the extent of the crop is not known till the time of
gathering. A single frosty night, even at the end of May,
will sweep off a thousand pounds worth of fruit, and
blight destroy it to the last. I am sure the industry is

a benefit to the country at large, and to the locality,

and I trust you will help me in protecting the capital I

have embarked in this branch of agriculture by exerting

your influence with Mr. Read and Mr. Pell to get the

provisions of clause S made less stringent.

Mr. Read and Mr. Pell consented to lessen the occu-
pations of applicants from 500 acres to 300 acres, and
to extend the close time from six weeks to eight weeks.
Chamber ofAgrknUiire yournal.

Herefordshire : May 23.—Cold rains and frosty

nights have each told their tale. Potatos, Kidney
Beans, and other garden produce cut down by frost at

the close of May is something almost unprecedented.
Apples and Pears are, we fear, gone. The Wheats
are looking sickly ; Barley has come up well, and
looks promising upon the really good Barley soils.

Peas have in many cases been ploughed up. Beans
are doing well. Much of the Mangel planting has
been done in a very unsatisfactory manner, very late,

and the ground very unkind. Every effort is being
made to recover position with the backward state of
the tillages, and proceed with Swede planting. Mow-
ing of Trefoil and Rye-grass has commenced. The
Clover crops are remarkably good, but the hay will be
light, excepting on dry, warm soils.

Merse of Berwickshire : May 25.—Another week
of rain; 1.30 inch in five days. Work no further

advanced. Muck turned. Store sheep and ewes
washed. Voung grass fallen off. Wheat fallow was
ploughed on Monday, is in a bad state. We hope, by
trying another field, to get a beginning made next
week. The old rule was to have all Swedes sown in

May. Patience was a virtue—now a necessity, y. T.
[Please post on Tuesdays.]

East Lothian : May 27.—Since writing last we
have had a very heavy fall of rain, it must have rained

torrents on the night of the 22d inst., as the land next
morning was more thoroughly soaked with wet than it

has been at any former period this year. All field

work has been stopped, to-day, the 27th, being the
fist day we have been able to go on the land. There
are hardly any Turnips sown in the county yet, while at

this time last year the sowing of them was nearly
finished on a great many farms. Potatos have still to

be planted on a good many farms, but now that the
season is so far advanced on clay farms an average
quantity will not be planted. The work done during
the past week has been threshing Wheat, carting out
manure, and sowing Turnips before the heavy rainfall.

The work likely to be done is sowing Turnips and
hoeing Beans. Young Wheat is thriving, although light

in the colour. Potatos are now coming through. What
Turnips are through are holding their own, although
not growing much in this weather. H. B.
North Wilts : May 27.—The fine weather of the

last few days, notwithstanding sharp frosts at night,

has done wonders. Wheat improved, but not to the

extent one could have hoped ; cannot now be a large

crop, if an average. Spring corn generally looking
well. Mangel Wurzel coming up nicely. Early Swedes
in shortly. The work of preparation for principal crop
is now being pushed forward, and works well. Hoeing
not effectually done ; wet weather has sadly hindered.

Dairy cows milk well ; all stock improving. Part of

the lambs weaned, and folded on Clover with some
Mangel Wurzel and a few Beans. Pastures promise
well for hay. E. W. M.
Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire : May 27.—There

is a slight improvement in the appearance of the

Wheat plant within the last few days, from the absence

of frosty nights ; but it must alter very much if we
have a heavy crop. Barley and Oats looking well

generally ; some pieces very much injured by wire-

worm. Mangels coming up well, and land being pre-

pared for Swedes and forward Turnips. Clover a

,

good crop, but rather checked in growth by the low
night temperature. Meadows not very promising from
the same cause. Sheep-keep abundant, which causes
them to maintain very high prices. J, M.
West Sussex : May 28.—The weather has now

cleared up, and is everything that we can desire. We
have not frosty nights now, but they have been common
till a few nights ago, and fruit has suffered very much;
there will be few Apples, and early Potatos will be a
bad crop. Mangel now grows well, and will be ready
to lioe soon, as the rain softened the seed more rapidly
than usual, and altogether they are a fortnight or three
weeks more forward than usual, and the frosts do not
appear to have done them much harm. Hay cutting
will soon begin among the Trefoil and Dutch Clovers,
as there will be more of it available for hay than
usual, and the broad Clover is a good crop. Wheat
has improved very much, and where not too thick has
a very fine appearance, and we may expect yet to
have a fair crop. In short everything at present looks
promising, and live stock will be wanted to keep
the pastures fed down, so they are likely to keep up in

price. G. S.

Tiptree : May 29.—Twelve bright and dry days
have warmed the land, and restored to vegetation a
healthful colour, promising a more favourable result.

Still, it is a general opinion hereabout that the Wheat
crops will be light on cold, stiff, undrained, and even
drained tile earths, which grow such good Wheats in

dry, warm seasons. It appears to me that constant
wet and a low temperature rotted or injured some of
the root fibres, and thus prevented the full develop-
ment of the plant. Early Peas have been injured by
the Saturday severe frost. J. y. Mechi.
North-West Somerset.—Thewarm weather of the

past week is doing its work. The grass, which had been
checked by the recent frosts, has made a great start ; the
same is the case with Lent corn, which, however, has all

had a fillip of i\ cwt. of guano, with the same quantity
of salt. The guano is manufactured by James Gibbs
& Co., and entirely keeps up its reputation of being
the "cheapest and best manure" on the market.
During the past week one team has been hoeing and
earthing about 3 acres of Rivers' Early Ashleafs, which,
owing to their sheltered and elevated position, escaped
unscathed the severe frosts which cut down our neigh-
bours. The other team has been and is on the Mangel
ground ; 2 acres are sown and i more to be. It is

fully late, but a good seed-bed will make them soon
overtake those which, though in before, have been
planted in half-worked ground. Twenty loads of
farmyard manure, with 3 cwt. of guano, i cwt. of
superphosphate, and i cwt. of salt is none too much
for poor hilly land at a rental of 15J. per acre.

Wt\t\%,
METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET

Monday, May 27.

We have a good supply of Beasts, both as regards
numbers and quality ; there is a fair demand for them,
yet on the average prices must be written rather lower.
English Sheep are more plentiful, but foreign are much
shorter in number ; the former are coming to hand in
very good condition, consequently a much larger weight
of meat is indicated by the numbers returned than on
previous occasions. Large fat Sheep meet with a dull
sale, but choice sizeable qualities are not cheaper. Lambs
and Calves remain as last quoted, Our foreign
supply consists of 790 Beasts, 8850 Sheep, and 230
Calves ; from Scotland there are 28:^ Beasts ; from
Ireland, 150; from Norfolk and Suffolk, i8oo; and 445
from the Midland and Home Counties.

(Per stone of 8 lb.)

s. a. s. d. I s. d, s, d.

Best Scots, Here- 1 Best Long-wools .. to ..

fords, &c, . . 5 4t05 8 ' Do. Shorn . . 5 2—5 6
Best Shorthorns . . 5 o—5 4

' Ewes & 2d quality . . — .

.

2d quality Beasts 3 4—4 4 Do. Shorn . . 4 4—5 o
Best Downs and Lambs . . . . 7 4—8 o

Half-breds .. .. — .. ' Calves .. ..3 8—5 8
Do. Shorn .. 5 8—6 o' PJ^s .. ..3 4—4 8

Beasts, 3470 ; Sheep and Lambs, 24,100 ; Calves, 243 ; Pigs, 100.

Thursday, Mav y:>.

Athough there is a considerable decrease from last week
in the number of Beasts, trade is so dull they cannot all

be sold ; for business actually transacted we retain Mon-
day's quotations, but they are with difficulty realised.

The supply of Sheep is about the same as last Thursday ;

trade is slow ; a clearance is scarcely effected, at Mon-
day's quotations. Choice Lambs are in request. Calf
trade is dull. There are only 60 Milch Cows on offer

;

they are sold dear. Our foreign supply consists of 230
Beasts, 4000 Sheep, and 630 Calves.

(Per stone of 81b.)

5. d. s. d. s. d. s. d^
Best Scots, Here- Best Long-wools . . to .

.

fords, &c. .. 5 4105 8 ' Do. Shorn .. 5 2—5 6
Best Shorthorns . . 5 o—5 4 i Ewes & 2d quality .. — ..

2d quality Beasts 3 4—4 4 ,
Do. Shorn .. 4 4—5 o

Best Downs and Lambs .. 7 4—8 o
Hall-breds .. .. — .. I Calves .. ,. 34—56

Do. Shorn . . 5 8—6 o
,
Pigs .

.

• 3 4—4 8

Beasts, 800; Sheep and Lambs, 11,130; Calves, 704 ; Pigs, 15,

//A v.—Per Load ^36 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, May 30.

Prime MeadowHay, j^s.toSOs.
Inferior do 50 70
Rowen 40 65
Inferior do — —
Straw 33 40

Clover, old
Inferior do. ..

Prime 2d cut do.

Inferior do. .

.

.iiof.toizar.

. 36 So
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Cumberland Market, Thursday, May 30
Sup. Meadow Hay S9s. to 95^
Inferior do 65 80
New do. , . , . — —
Inferior do, . . . .

— —
Superior Clover ..110 120

Inferior Clover ,, 845.101005.
Prime 2d cut do. . . — —
New do. .

.

. .
— —

Straw 42 45
Joshua Bakek.

57—62 Red '56—61
61—66 Red.
56—66

1

—
I Red.,

47—70
38—40, Malting .

23-

20—23
23—27
24—26
21—24
31—33

34—46

32—39

Malting .

Feed ...

P'eed . .

.

Feed ...

Foreign .

8—62

33-38
30—42

20—23
16—ig

MARK LANE.
Monday, May 27.

There was a moderate supply of English Wheat, and
this morning's market was fairly attended, but the weather
being fine millers were reluctant purchasers, and the

business done in either English or foreign Wheat was to

needy buyers, at about the prices of last week. There
was no change in the value of Barley and Peas. Beans
were u. per qr. dearer. Fine Oats were unaltered in

value ; out-of-conditioned parcels were td. to u. per qr.

cheaper. Flour as last quoted,
Price per imperial (Quarter.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk.. White— fine selected runs do.
' — Talavera— Norfolk— Foreign
Barley, grind&dist.,26510315 . Chev.— Foreign, .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew
Rye
Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan. . . .315. to 335.. .Tick— Pigeon 36^. to 505. . .Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent., Boilers— Maple, 345. to 365 Grey
Maize
Flour, best marks delivered. ,per sack— ad ditto ditto— Foreign per barrel

Wednesday. May 29.

The grain trade to-day ruled quiet, the attendance
being very small, in consequence of the " Derby." There
were limited supplies of both English and foreign Wheat,
for which a slow inquiry prevailed, at the rates current
on Monday last. Barley was dealt in cautiously on
former terms. Malt was unaltered in value. The show
of Oats was good. Trade was inactive, and on the
whole the tendency of values was unfavourable. Maize
changed hands slowly at recent quotations. Beans and
Peas were in limited request, but from their scarcity prices
were supported. The Flour trade was dull, but for choice
descriptions extreme prices were reahsed.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water CarSiage,

Harrow .

Longpod
Egyptian
Suffolk .

34—36 Foreign .

— Foreign .

44—50
40—42 Country . . 4c—42

25—30 Per sack..
1
38— 6S

34—46

31—33
41—44
36-42
31—34

English &
Scotch.

.

Irish ..

Foreign .

.

Wheat.

Qrs.

1870

Barle'

Qrs.

Oats.

Qrs.

14,600

14,600

Flour.

740
690 brls.

Liverpool, May 28.—A slow business was done in

Wheat for consumption. Chilian and fine red were 2t/.

per cental dearer ; some lower descriptions were also in

sellers' favour, but Californian was hardly any higher.
Flour was rather firmer. Beans and Peas easier to buy.
Indian Corn quiet, at a decline of 6*/. per qr.

Averages.
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QIR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.O Illustrated Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these

and other Glass Roofs, for three stamps. — HEREMAN AND
MORTON. 14, Tichbortie Street, Regent (juadrant, London. W
GREENHOUSES from the FINSBUKY STEAM

JOINERY WORKS, 121, Bunhill Row. London, E.G.
W. H. LASCRLLES, Proprietor. Lists sent on application.

Horticultural and Window Glass Wareliousea.

JAMES MILES, 6. High Strci;t, and 12 and
11, Blosson Street, Shoreditch, London, E.

CONSEkVATURY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.
Genuine White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, Gfe.

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.

Prices upon application.

OTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE
COW FITTINliS.

UNITED

Prices lor Houses, asabovc, made of best red deal, and sashes 2 inches
thick, glazed with 16 01. goo'd sheet glass, delivered and fixed within

Smiles of London, painted four coats in best oil colour, including
:ks, gutter, down-pipe, and gearing for opening the ventilators at

one lime,—heating, staging, brickwork not included :

—

20 It by 13 ft. 40 ft. by 16 ft. 60 ft. by 20 It. 100 ft, by 34 ft.

;£4a o o j£7Q o o £1^2 o o £32'^ 10

GARDEN LIGHTS AND BOXES.
3 ft. by 4 ft. lights, 2 in. thick, unglaicd 31. each

,, „ glazed. 16-0Z. good sheet glass .. .. Of. ,,

6 ft „ ,, 3 ID. thick, un^lazed 5f- t,

,, „ glazed, 16 oz. good sheet glass .. lis. „
Portable box containing one 6 ft. by 4 ft. light, painted lour

coats, ready for use .

,

30*. ,,

Portable box containing two ditto, 6 ft. by 8 ft. . . .. 55*. „
Esliinates given lor Conservatories or Greenhouses to any Design.

'Ihuir atl\ .irin;;i.-s arc— I'ort.Tbility, not fixtures, removable at
plcisiiro

; iiu Wo.idwork or I'.irijtions to impede VeiUilaiion or breed
Vermin; Hay Kick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width
and depth of l-'ccding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to
infection, being all of Iron. I'ricc of Fiilines per Cow, 55s.

Frospeciuscs tree of COTTAM and CU., Ironworks, 2, Winsley
Street {opposite the Pantheon), 0.\ford Street, London, W.), where the
above arc exhibited, together with several important Improvements
n Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

Eoslier' Garden Edging Tiles.

T HE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
materials of great durabiliiy. The plainer sorts are especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR-
J
DENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, take up little

ini, and, once put down
ur no further labour or ex

pensc, as do "grown" Edg-
ings, consequently being mucn
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c, in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design,

F, AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, S.E.

; Queen's Road West. Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road.E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES." PLANT

COVERS and I'ROPAGATING BOXES: also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS,

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTALPAVING'TILES^for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from iJ. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies. Larders.

Kitchen Ranges, Baths. &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of
great durability, Wall Copings. Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds,
Rooting Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c.

F. AND G. ROSHER, Brick and Vile Merchants,—See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.
Fine i^J. , Coarse 17s. per Ton. In Truck Loads is. per Ton less.

Delivery by Cart within tliree miles, or to any London Railway or
Wharl. 21. per Ton extra. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT
PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.

F. AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.
N.E. Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal discount to the Trade.

WM.'iHOWITT & CO., Hot-Water and Gas Engineers,
And PATENTEES and SOLE MANUFACTURERS of the IRON TUBULAR RIB or ROOF PRINCIPAL.

The extreme lightness and great strength of this RIB specially adapts it for use in the construction of HORTICULTURAL HOUSES where symmetry of form
and beauty of design combined with a minimum amount of sunshade are of paramount importance.

Office— 13A, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER. Works—ILFORD, ESSEX.

BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND AND SOUTHERN COUNTIES SHOW AT DORCHESTER,
JUNE 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, 1872.

Ransomes, Sims, & Head, Ipswich,
WILL EXHIBIT SPECIMENS OF THEIR CELEBRATED

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES AND THRESHING MACHINES,
PRIZE PATENT SINGLE AND DOUBLE FURROW PLOUGHS,
PRIZE PATENT STAR HORSE RAKES AND PATENT HAYMAKER,
AUTOMATON LAWN MOWERS AND PATENT ROTARY CORN SCREEN.

MACHINERY in MOTION, STANDS No. 34 and 35 ; ORDINARY SHEDDING, STAND No. 102.
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THE COLONIAL PHOSPHATE COMPANY
LIMITED.

For acquiring and working important and valuable Deposits and Veins of Phosphate of Lime in Canada.

The properties to be acquired comprise about 200 acres of Freehold and about 400 acres of renewable
Leasehold Lands, the latter subject to a rental of only about ^4 per annum, and no Royalties.

CAPITAL £100,000,
In 10,000 Shares of ^10 each, for 8,000 of which applications will be received.

Payable—^i per Share on Application, ^3 per Share on Allotment, £2, per Share two months after

Allotment, and ^3 per Share four months after Allotment, with the option to Subscribers to pay up in full on
Allotment under discount at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum.

BOARD OF
GENERAL FREDERICK COTTON (late Royal Engineers), Athena;um Club, Pall

Mall, London, S.W.— Chairman.
BRINSLEY NIXON, Esq., Director of the Western of Canada Oil Lands and

Works Company, Limited, 3, Stanhope Terrace, Hyde Park, W.
CHARLES KEMP DYER, Esq. (late Director of the British and Irish Magnetic

Telegraph Company), Lloyds', Royal Exchange, London, E.G.

DIRECTORS.
CHARLES EDWARD WALDUCK, Esq. (Messrs. Warner, Walduck & Co., Iron,

Steel, and Tin Plate Merchants, 11, Old Jewry Chambers, London, E.C.)

COLONEL ROBERT BARLOW McCREA (Royal Artillery), Blackheath, and Pall

Mall Club, London, S.W.

THE HONOURABLEJOHN GAGE PRENDERGAST VEREKER, 10, Warwick
Square, London, S.W.

BANKERS.—THE NATIONAL BANK, 13, Old Broad Street, London, E.C.

SOLICITORS.- Messrs. CROWTHER and CO., 16, Booth Street, Manchester, and Bucklersbury, London, E.C.

AUDITORS.—Messrs. BARNARD, CLARKE, McLEAN, AND CO., 3, Lothbury, London, E.C.

SHIPPING and SALE AGENTS. — Messrs. SHALDERS and TWIGG, 155, Fenchurch Street, London,

SECRETARY (pro tem.).—Mr. E. WOODINGTON.
E.C.

OFFICES -17, GEACECHUBCH STREET, LONDON, E.C.

1. Objects of the Company.—This Company is formed for the purpose of
acquiring and working valuable and extensive Phosphate of Lime Deposits in Canada
West, comprising upwards of 600 acres of fee-simple and leasehold lands, and con-
sidered by John F. Baker, Esq., of the Government School of Mines, London, who
has examined the property, to he practically hiexitausliHe. This report is confirmed
by Professor Chapman, Consulting Engineer, formerly of University College, London,
but now of the Toronto University.

2. Value of the Phosphate Proved.-The value of the Phosphate from these
properties has been clearly ascertained and proved by the sample shipments which
have been made to this country, the analysis of some giving upwards of 91 per cent.,
whilst the great bulk of the deposits is represented as averaging 70 per cent, of pure
Phosphate of Lime. An immense quantity exists in the form of crystals of great
purity and richness, weighing over i cwt. each. Deposits of this extraordinary
character have not been found elsewhere.

3. Estimated Returns and Profits.—The returns to be made by the Com-
pany will greatly depend upon the number of men employed. An eminent firm in
Toronto states that 100 men may be set to work when the necess.ary arrangements
are completed for their living accommodation, and this will be the first provision to
be made by the Directors. These loo men, it is estimated, would raise 400 tons per
week, or 4 tons per week per man, equal to over 20,000 tons per annum. The total
cost of raising, preparing, and delivering at Liverpool is calculated at £2 ioj. per
ton, ready ground, and the present value, viz., ^5 ioj. to ^6 per ton: thus, on the
regular employment of roo men, and taking the above estimates, a profit of ^^60,000
per annum, or 60 per cent, per annum on the capital, would be realised.

4. The Importance of Phosphate.—The importance of Phosphate o( Lime,
both as a fertiliser and for the utilisation of sewage, cannot be over-estimated. It is
much sought after, not only in the United Kingdom, but throughout the Continent

;

therefore, the present upward tendency of the markets must be maintained.

5. Description of the Properties.— The properties to be acquired by the
Company, situated in the township of North Burgess, near Penh, on the north shore
of the Rideau Lake, possess, by lake and canal, direct and uninterrupted water com-
munication both with Ottawa City, the port of Kingston, on Lake Ontario, and by the
St. Lawrence, with Montreal. They are known as Lots 4, 5, 9 and 10 of the fifth
range or concession,—the Lots 4 and 10 being in fee-simple, and Lois s and 9 being
renewable leaseholds at a rental of 10 dols. each, or thereabouts—equal to ^^4 per
annum. Tliis is the only charge to which they are subject, and, having no land carriage
to pay. gives the Company immense advantages, both as to cost and rapidity in
delivering the Phosphate.

6. The Main Deposits Proved.—The main beds and veins of mineral have been
opened up sufficiently to prove their great extent and character. Wharves have been
erected on the banks of the lake, and other works executed, at a cost, it is stated, of
upwards of ^^20,000. The labourers" shanties were, however, destroyed by the late
fires. The timber on the estates will be of great value to the Company in carrying on
its operations; and with a working capital of ^5000 (/'lo.ooo is, however, provided),
it is considered that the yearly returns from these deposits—seeing that the supply is

practicably inexhaustible— will render this undertaking one of the most profitable and
permanent of its kind.

7. The Phosphate prepared for the English Market.— It is intended to
crush and prepare the Phosphate before shipment to this country, thus rendering the
sampling of the cargoes quite easy— a most important matter, as those acquainted with
the trade well know,—by which means a considerable percentage in waste and other-
wise will be saved

; and as the property generally is so favourably situated as regards
drainage and other working conditions, and a good water-power can be easily obtained
on Lot 10, the necessary plant and machinery can be worked with considerable
advantage and economy.

8. Success of Established Phosphate Companies.—The introduction of
Fhosphale Companies during the past year has been attended with marked success,
—the 1 hosphate Sewage Company and the Native Guano Company standing fore-
most

;
the shares being now at very large premiums, and as the operations of the

other undertakings become more fully developed, the Shareholders will doubtless

obtain results of a similarly satisfactory character. This new class of investment will

probably, as operations progress, be regarded with increased favour, and important
improvements established in the value of the Shares.

9. Report on the Property.—The reports of scientific men as to the value of

the properties to be acquired by this Company are highly encouraging. The report

of Mr. Baker herewith (confirmed by Professor Chapman), contains abundant evidence
as to the extent and value of the deposits of Phosphate contained in the property
which the Company will obtain, and the Directors invite a careful perusal of the same.

ID. Analysis of the Phosphate.—Analyses of the Phosphate have been made :

ByT. W. Perkins, Esq., A.M., Ph.D., F.C.S., who states as follows:—
"The samples of Canadian Apatite or Phosphate of Lime gave on analysis

67, 72, 92, per cent, of Basic Phosphate of Lime, and free from Car-

bonates. (Signed) " John W. Perkins, Ph.D.. F.C.S."
By Professor Chapman and John F. Baker, who say :

—"The first-class

ore from this property yields 91 and 92 per cent, of pure Phosphate of Lime."
As also by Professor White, which will be found herewith.

11. The Only Contract Entered Into.—The only contract entered into for

and on behalf of the Company is an agreement dated April 4, 1872. and made between
John Fox Gloyn of the one part, and Ebenezer Woodington, on behalf of the Company,
of the other part. The price to be paid for the property is j/, 90. 000, of which ,^20,000
is taken in shares, and the vendor pays all expenses incurred in establishing the

Company up to the date of allotment. A copy of this agreement, and the Memorandum
and Articles of Association, can be inspected at the Offices of the Company, 17, Grace-

church Street, London, E.C.

12. Appointment of Manager.—The Directors have decided to engage the
services of Dr. Edward Chapman, Professor in University College, Toronto, as Con-
sulting Mining lingineer to the Company, he being resident so near the property.

They will also engage the services of a thoroughly competent and reliable person to

take the general management of the business of the Company.

13. Applications for Shares.—AppUcations for Shares must be made in the

annexed form, and transmitted, with the amount payable, on application to the

Bankers of the Company.

14. Deposit Returned. —Where no allotment is made the deposit will be
returned in full.

15. Samples of the Phosphate.—Samples of the Phosphate may be seen, and
analyses, with any further information respecting the Company, obtained at the Offices.

London, 17, Gracechurch Street, E.C.—June i, 1872.

THE COLONIAL PHOSPHATE COMPANY LIMITED.
FORM OF APPLICATION.

(To be retained by the Bankers.)
To the Directors of

THE COLONIAL PHOSPHATE COMPANY I-IMITED.

Gentlemen,—Having paid to your Bankers the Sum of Pounds, being j^i
per Share on Shares of the Colonial Phosphate Company Limitkd, I

request you to allot me that number of Shares ; and I hereby agree to accept the same,
or any smaller number that may be allotted to me, and to pay the Balance due
thereon, according to the terms of the Prospectus, dated ist June, 1872.

Name (in full)

Address
Profession (if any)

Date 1872.
Signature

(Addition to be filled up if the Applicant wishes to pay up in full on Allotment.

)

I desire to avail myself of the option to pay up in full on allotment the above Shares.
Signature
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LAWES' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY
LIMITED.

INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACTS, 1862 and 1867.

CAPITAL, £600,000,
In 60,000 SHARES of ^10 EACH, of which it is proposed to call up ^8 only, viz. :

—

£1 on Application,

,,^3 on Allotment, £2 on ist September, £2 on 1st December, 1872.

Shareholders may pay vp £%, and will in that case be allowed 5 per cent, interest on the amount
paid in advance of Calls. Not less than five shares zvill be allotted.

John KNOWLES (chairman of Lane-
dale's Chemical Manure Company Limited),

Chairman.

JAMES B.\RL0W, Manchester and Bolton, Spinner

and Manufacturer.

DIRECTORS.
SEPTIMUS BROWN. Newcastle, Russia Merchant, SAMPSON LANGDALE, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

Director of Langdale's Chemical Manure Company
i

Chemical Manure Manufacturer.
'''""'°'''

I JAMES W. PORTER, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Director

WILLIAM COLCHESTER, Ipswich, Chemical Manure
I

°^ Langdale's Chemical Manure Company Limited.

Manufacturer. \ THOS. VICKERS, Manchester, Manure Maniafacturer.

BANKERS.
NATIONAL PROVINCIAL BANK of ENGLAND,

London, Manchester, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and
Branches.

BRITISH LINEN COMPANY, Edinburgh, Glasgow,
and Branches.

NATIONAL B.\NK, Dublin, and Branches.

SOLICITORS.
Messrs. HALL and JANION, Solicitors, Manchester.

AUDITOR.
CHARLES TATTERSALL, Accountant, Manchester

and London.

SECRETARY.
ROBERT P. WORRALL.

TEMPORARY OFFICES.
LONDON : 26, Mark Lane.

MANCHESTER : 14, Marsden Street.

PROSPECTUS.
This Company is formed to purchase and carry on the extensive Chemical

Manure Manufactories and Business of Mr. John Bennet Lawes, of Rolhamsted,

Herts, and 59, Mark Lane, London.

This well-known business has been established upwards of 30 years, at the

Factories erected by Mr. Lawes, at Deptford and Barking Creek, on the Thames.

The Factory at Barking, and the land belonging thereto is of freehold tenure, and

contains nearly 100 acres, having a very extensive river frontage on the Thames

and Creek.

The plant at Barking Creek consists of 43 Vitriol Chambers, producing about

20,000 tons of Sulphuric Acid yearly ; a Platina Still, for the production of Oil of

Vitriol ; three Steam Engines, with Boilers ; five pair of Millstones, Blake's Stone

Crusher, Mixing and Disintegrating Machines, necessary plant for the extraction of

Sulphate of Ammonia, an extensive Wharf, with tramways, steam cranes, and other

necessary and complete arrangements for discharging and loading ships.

There is also a Manager's House, Offices, and about fifty Workmen's Cottages.

The works at Deptford Creek comprise an extensive Wharf and Buildings,

Covering a considerable arra, and are held for an unexpired term of about forty years,

at a low rental.

The Plant consists of four Steam Engines, Boilers, ten pairs of large Millstones,

powerful Bone Mills, Dissolving Machines, Blake's Stone Crusher, Drying Kilns,

two Carr's Disintegrators, and all other necessary Gearing and Machinery for con-

ducting a most extensive business.

The Coprolite Works in Cambridgeshire and other counties consist of Steam

Engines and Washing Mills, capable of producing about 12,000 tons of Coprohle

yearly.

There are excellent offices in Mark Lane, held on very reasonable terms, and

offices and extensive stores at DubUn, Shrewsbury, Cardiff, Bristol, Spalding,

Exmouth, Ramsey, Aberdeen, and Leith.

The total sales of Manures and other articles connected with the trade show a

progressive yearly Increase of about 5000 tons for the last three years.

In England, Scotland, and Ireland, exclusive of the islands, there are millions of

acres of land not in cultivation. Large tracts are being annually enclosed, which will

necessitate an increased production of manure, in addition to a constantly increasing

foreign demand.

I It is estimated that the production of Chemical Manure In the United Kingdom
amounts to about 500,000 tons annually, and with the exhaustion of the old Peruvian

Guano from the Chincha Islands, and the uncertain quaUty of that from the new
Guanappe Island, the demand is rapidly increasing and the rate of consumption points

to double the quantity being required during the next ten years.

The amount to be paid to the Vendors for the Estates, Leases, and Buildings,

plant, machinery, and the valuable contents of the Factories, Goodwill, &c., is

j^30o,ooo.

The careful investigation made by the Directors, the majority of whom are

practically acquainted with the details of this business, enables them confidently to

anticipate a Minimum Dividend of 10 per cent., after setting aside sufficient sums to

meet depreciation and reserve—Mr. Lawes' nett profits for the last 12 months on his

manufactured and purchased Manures, and on other articles in the trade, exceed^63, 000.

The agricultural world has for many years been largely indebted to Mr. Lawes
for his practical and scientific researches in Agricultural Chemistry, and he stands

unrivalled as the first manufacturer of Chemical Manures, which were introduced by
him upwards of 30 years ago, and have been in constantly increasing use ever since

with the most successful results.

The Directors have much pleasure in stating that Mr. Lawes has consented to

give his .assistance gratuitously for a period of two years ; and that they have also

secured the services of Mr. Chaston, who has had the general management of the

whole Business for the past 15 years, and of Mr. Rutherford, who has the management
of the Irish Department. It is also their intention to make as httle alteration as possible

with regard to the general management in all departments. This, coupled with the

practical experience of Messrs. Vickers, Colchester, and Langdale, as Directors, will

prove of the greatest value to the Company.

In order to fix the amount of prehminary expenses, they have been arranged at

one per cent, on the capital of the Company, to cover advertising, printing, brokerage,

stamps, legal and other expenses.

A contract dated the loth day of May, 1872, made between John Bennet Lawes
of the one part, and John Knowles, Septimus Brown, and Sampson Langdale, of the

other part ; and another contract, dated the nth day of May, 1872, and made between

the said John Knowles, Septimus Brown, and Sampson Langdale, of the one part,

and Charles Tattersall, of the other part, have been entered into, and may, with a

copy of the Memorandum and Articles of Association, be seen at the offices of Messrs.

Hall & Janion, Solicitors, Essex Street, Manchester.

Forms of application for Shares may be obtained of the Company's Bankers, their Solicitors, and Auditor ) and also from the

principal Stock and Share Brokers
; and all further particulars will be forwarded on application to Mr. R. P. WORRALL, the

Secretary to the Company.

LAWES' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY LIMITED.
Notice is Hereby Given, That the List of Applications for Shares will be CLOSED on WEDNESDAY,

June 5 ; and for the Country, THURSDAY, June 6. By Order,

26, Mark Lane, London, E.C-^May 28, 1872. R. P. WORRALL, Secretary.

I
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Bee-Hives —Two Silver Medals Awarded to
GEO NEIGHBOUR and SON'S, at the Paris Exhibition of 1867.

The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver Medal for Ece-hives.

NEIGHBOURS' IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour & Sons,

workinc three bell-glasses, is

neatly and strongly made of

straw; it has three windows
in the lower Hive. This Hive
will be found to possess many
practical advantages, and is

more easy of management than

any other Bee-Hive that has
been introduced.

Price, complete. •;Gt ^S o

Stand for ditto . . o 10 6

The LIGURIAN or

ITALIAN ALP BEE being
much in repute, G. N. & Sons
supply a Swarm of Bees with
genuine Italian Queen, in the

Improved Coftase Hive, at

£4, Hive included.

An Italian Alp Queen, with
full directions for uniting to

Black Slocks, 15s. each.
ENGLISH BEES, —Stocks

and Swarms may be obtained

as heretofore.

THE APIARY. By A.
Neighbour, sj., posiaEc 4d.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other Improved Hives, with Draw-

ings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents fur Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers, made by

James Lee, of Windlesham, at his prices
ti- i. tt ,1,

Address, GEO. NEIGHBOUR AND SONS, 127, High Holborn,

W.C. ; or 149, Regent Street. W.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conser\'aiories, Entrance

Halls. &c. MAW AND CO., Benthall Works. Brosdey.

The Opening of Parliament and tlie London Season.

NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and MEMBERS of PARLIAMENT
having their CUT FLOWERS. FRUIT, VEGETABLES, &c.,

forwarded to their TOWN HOUSES, should USE

CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE TRANS-
MISSION CASES, pronounced by the Royal Horticultural

Society " the best now in use."

These Cases are now reduced in price for cash, and can be obtained

from the Agents or Patentee, Gloucester, to whom all communications
should be addressed.
Intending Exhibitors in the Patent Cases shouligive their orders

at once, to insure the Paint and Varnish being thoroughly drj'.

The No. 12, The "MALTON" Plant, Flower, &c., Protector.

Varnished, packed and forwarded on the receipt of 8j., in postage

stamps, or order.—Gloucester, January 17.

PAXTON'S STRAWBERRY CRINOLINE.—
The Strawberry Crinoline is in the form of a table, made in

halves, so as to be used without disturbing the plant. It is 16 mches
in diameter, and stands 4 inches above the ground, galvanized. Its

use is to preserve Strawberries from slugs, contact with the soil,

superJluous moisture, and other nuisances. They are considered 10

last 10 years at least with care.

TG. MESSENGER, Hot-water Engineer.
• Louehborough. having purchased and greatly improved Mr.

RIDDELL'S patent for^ PIPE JOINTS, or COUPLINGS,
is prepared to execute any orders with which he may be entrusted.

Hot-water or other pipes jointed on this principle, in addition to other

advantages, are quite portable, cannot leak, may be put together by a

handy labourer; a joint made in three minutes; areas cheap when fixed

astheordmary pipes. A pipe can be cut at any place, and jointed,

obviating all necessity for casting special lengths. Hot-water appa-

ratus sent out marked for fi.\ing Prices, &c, , on applic-ilion.

T. G. MESSENGER, Hot-water Engineer, Horticultural Builder,

Loughborough.

Price per Gross, £jf.

The Strawberry Crinolines are declared by all who use them to be

of the greatest use in keeping the fruit clean and assisting its growth,

For particulars see Illustrated Catalogues, and Testimonials sent to

us by our Patrons last year.

The contrivance is by the late Sir Joseph Paxton, who after testing

them for one season in his own gardens, " Rock Hills," gave his

approval of their usefulness. The right to Manufacture them was
transferred to R. HOLLIDAY, Practical Wire Worker, 2A, Ponobellc

Terrace, Notting Hill Gate, W,
Every description of Wirework for Gardens, Conservatories, &c.

"
I have used many of Mr. Read's Engines and Syringes, and know them well ; and shall never cease to

recommend them while they are as good as they always have been."—Shirley Hibberd, Esq., F.R.H.S.

READ^^ PATENT
GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, and SYRINGES.

These Instruments are so well known that no further description is necessary than to inention that the materials

and workmanship are of the same high class which has always distinguished Reads Engines and Machmes. They are

extensively employed upon the estates of the nobility and gentry of the United Kingdom, and are also patronized by most

of the Horticultural Associations (including the Royal Horticultural Society of London) and the principal nurserymen.

CA UTION.—All Read's Jnitrumciits bear his Name and Address in addition to tlic Koyal Arms.

Mr READ'S NEW CATALOGUE of GARDEN MACHINERY for 1872 (Illustrated), which contains

full information as to Sizes and Prices, Post Free on application.

35, REGENT CIRCUS, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE
;
and

289, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALINGS PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
^

PIPES and CA.STINGS in great variety, alwtiys kept m stock.

ta- TENDERS given for HEATING CHURCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: OS, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the t'se af Schools. Price is.

SCHOOL BOTANY; OR, The Rudiments of
Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price 5J. td.

MEDICAL and CECONOMICAL BOTANY ; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic Giconomy. In i vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; OR. Thf.
Structure. Classification, and Uses of Plants. Illustrated

upon the Natural System. In One Volume, 8vo, cloth, price 36s., with
upwards of500 Illustrations.

London : BRADBURY. EVANS. AND CO., lo. Bouverie Street, E'.C.

rsow ready, pnce is., tree by post lor 13 stamps, witli g Illusirations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.G.; through all

Booksellers, and of

EENJ. LOOKER, Kineston-on-Thames.

Lyell's Principles of Geology.
Now ready, iiih Edition, thoroughly revised, with numerous

Illustrations. Two Volumes, 8vo, i6i. each,

THE PRINCIPLES of GEOLOGY; or the Modern
Changes of the Earth and its Inhabitants, considered as

Illustraiive of Geologj'. By Sir Charles Lvell, Bart., F.R.S.

Also, Sixth Thousand,

LYELL'S STUDENT'S ELEMENTS of
GEOLOGY. With 600 Illustrations. Post 8vo, 91.

" Sir Charles Lyell has here done for the geological student what Sir

John Herschel did for the student of astronomy in his incomparable
' Outlines.' Young beginners in natural science had long wanted a
short manual of geology at a reasonable price, which should yet
contain a full explanation of the leading facts and principles of the
science. Now they have it."

—

Exainin<r.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.

Dr. Bree on Darwinism.
In crown 8vo, with 36 Woodcuts, price 14J., cloth,

AN EXPOSITION of FALLACIES in the
HYPOTHESIS of Mr. DARWIN. By C. R. Bree, M.D.,

F.Z.S, Author of "Birds of Europe not Observed in the British
Isles," &c.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, AND CO., Paternoster Row, E.G.

In One Volume, post 8vo, price los. (yd. cloth,

ESSE and POSSE ; a Comparison of Divine Eternal
Laws and Powers, as severally indicated in Fact, Faith, and

Record. By Henrv Thomas Braithwaite, M.A., Cantab., and ot

the Hon. Soc. ol the Inner Temple.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row, E,C.

ERASER'S MAGAZINE for JUNE, being No. XXX.
of the New Series. Edited by J. A. Frol'de, M.A,

Contents :—
The AGRICULTURAL STRIKE.
KALEVALA; or, the FINNISH NATIONAL EPIC. By A. Lang.
VOLTAIRE.
VO.X VERIS. By Alfred Percevm, Gra\'es.
The HISTORICAL MAiN USCRIPi'S COMMISSION. By JOHN

Pigcot, Jun,, P-S.A.
The BURGOMASTER'S FAMILY. A Dutch Story. Translated

by Sir John Shaw Lefevre. Chapters XI.—XIIl.
The DUTIES of the ST.A.TE By J. Herbert Stack.
The MISADVENTURE of Mr. CATLYNE, Q.C. An Autobio-

graphy. By Matthew Stradling. Chapters I.—IV.
The UNsETTLEMENlof the ALABAMA CLAIMS. ByTnoMAS

G. Bowles.
London: LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row, E.C.|

THE "ATJTOIATOI" LAWI lOWEES.
THE BEST, SIMPLEST, AND MOST DUBABLE MACHINES.

They leave no ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping

a Lawn or Croquet Ground in first-rate order. They will either Collect

the Cut Grass in the box, according to the approved English method, or

leave it on the lawn, by taking the box off. They are fitted with the best

wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and hardened steel pivots

and bearings.

Over 6,000 are now in use.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inches. Prices from 55s.

^^ Carriage Paid lo alt lite principal Railway Stations in England.

They are warranted to give satisfaction, and a month's tri.al is allowed. Orders executed on receipt.

illustrated LISTS Free by Post, and Testimonials from Thirty English Counties. Also

NEW AND I M PROVED GARD EN ROLLERS.
RANSOMES, SIMS, AND head, IPSWICH.

THE SYDNEY MAIL

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents :

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved specially for

this Journal).

AGRICULTURE, TASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-

out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a

great variety of subjects.

Subscription in advance, £1 per annum.
Single Copies, ^d. ;

Stamped, ^d.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENQLAND.
Tlie undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL.

London .. Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C. ;

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C. ; Messrs. Gordon &
Gotch, 121, Holborn Hill, E.C.

Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Lee &• Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

W. Porteous & Co.. 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Birmingham..

Liverpool

Bristol

Edinburgh .

,

Glasgow

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers.

(
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rpH E IMPERIAL LAWN MOWER.

Acknowledged by
Gardeners to be ihe IScst

and only I'crfect

Lawn Slower.

Works easily, sharpens

itself, collects and rolls

the Grass as it cuts; is

the simplest and besl Machine ; V\.i
docs not get out of order, and -"-'^i*|----,^i^vl-

always gives satisfaction

To cut 8 inches ^
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GREEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
OR NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1872.

The Winner of Every Prize in all Cases of Competition.

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

THE KING OF THE BELGIANS,

O THE LATE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH,

PATRONIZED BY

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY

THE QUEEN
ON 57 DIFFERENT OCCASIONS. '^=^^^^!g2^S^S2X;:;::sg^^-l>'S*" THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA,

AND MOST OF THE NOBILITY, CLERGY, AND GENTRY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Upwards of 60,000 of tJie above Machines have been Sold since the year 1856.

SINGLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut 8 inches. . £1 10

. 3 10

To cut 12 inches.

. 5 10

DOUBLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut 16 ins., £fi 10 This can be worked by Due Alan on an even lawn.

,, 18 ,, 7 10 By Man and Boy. I To cut 22 Ins., £fi 10 By Man and Boy.
.. 20 ,, So ,, ,, I

,, 24 ,, 90 ,, ,,

DONKEY and PONY MACHINES. HOKSE lyiACHINES.
To cut 26 inches

,, 28 „

„ 30 ..

. 15 o
17 o

Leather Boots for Donkey
Ditto for Pony

£0 18 To cut 30 inches

M 42 ,.

. . £q.\ o o
. , 24 o o
,. 27 o o

To cut 48 inches . . , . ^30 o o
Leather Boots for Horse . . 160

Delivered Carriage Free to all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping Ports iji E?Tgland, Ireland, and Scotland.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, in introducing their PATENT LAWN MOWERS to the PubHc

for the present Season, take the opportunity of acknowledging the unprecedented patronage that has been

accorded to them in past years, and can assure their future patrons that nothing will be wanting on their

part to maintain the confidence so long given to them.

Every Lawn Mower that is sent out is warranted to give entire satisfaction, otherwise it can be returned

AT ONCE FREE OF COST TO THE PURCHASER.

Our Machines have been submitted to numerous practical tests in public competition, and have in all

cases carried off every Prize that has been given.

No alterations have been made this last six years, as they have been found to meet all the requirements

for which a Lawn Mower is intended.

The following are their advantages over all others :—

-

1st, Simplicity of Construction,—every part being free of access,

id, They are worked with far greater ease than any other.

2,d, They are the least liable to get out of order.

Afth, They make little or no noise in working.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—Both the Horse, Pony, Donkey, and Hand Machines possess (over all other makers) the advantage of self-sharpening ; the

cutters being steel on each side, when they become dull or blunt by running one way round, the cylinder can be reversed again and again,

bringing the bottom edge of the cutters against the bottom blade, the Machine will then cut equal to new. Arrangements are made that the

cylinder can be reversed by any inexperienced person in two or three minutes. The Handles of the Machines can be altered to suit the

person using them, by either raising or lowering them.

Parties having LAWN MOWERS to REPAIR will do well to Send them cither to our Leeds or London EstabUshments
;

then they will have prompt attention, as an efficient Staff of Workmen, is kept at both places.

THOMAS GREEN and SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS; 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Editoria] Communicalions should bt addressed to " Tho Editor : " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Onice, 41. W^llinslon Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
0...!..'^ , ?.u ^i K."^"'*''?.'.' ?,'

'•"^011'" ol Me^rs BasDOURY. EVAMS. & Co., Lombird Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the laid WlLUAM
Richards, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's. Covem Garden, in the said County -SATURDAY. June 1. 187J.

Agents ior Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co.. Edinburgh ; for Ireland—Messrs, W, H, Smith & Sow, Dublin.
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"DlOYAL botanic society. Regent's Park.—
iV The EXHIBITION of AMERICAN PLANTS is now open.
Admission by Tickets, 21, bd. each. Band on Wednesday from 3.30 to
6 o'clock.
NEXT SUMMER FETE and EXHIBITION of PLANTS,

FLOWERS, and FRUIT, JUNE ig, ao Gates open at 2 o'Clock,
Two Miliiarj- Bands. Tickets to be obtained at the Gardens by
vouchers from Fellows of the Society, price 51., or on the day of
exhibition, 71. 6J. each. Tickets are also issued by the Society's
Clerk, Austin's Ticket Office, St. James's Hall. Piccadilly, W.

Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park.
TOHN WATERER and SONS EXHIBITION ofO RHODODENDRONS is NOW ON VIEW DAILY at the
above Gardens. Admission can be obtained by Orders from Fellows
of the Society, or by production of Card at Waterer's Gate, West of
the Botanic Gardens, Sundays and Wednesdays excepted.

FROME AMATEUR ROSE CLUB. 1872.—Open
Prizes for Nurserymen. &c.—For 24 distinct varieties, three

blooms of each : First Prize, jCj; Second, £3; Third. ;£2. The Roses
to be delivered to the Committee at the Show Tent, on TUESDAY.
June 35, before la o'Clock. No entrance fee. Roses may be removed
at 6 P.M. ALFRED PARSONS. Hon. Sec, Frome.

BISHOPS STORTFORD and HERTFORDSHIRE
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—The SUMMER EXHI-

BITION will be held in the grounds of the President, John Archer
Houblon, Esq., Hallingbury Piace,on WEDNESDAY, June 26. The
Band of the Royal Horse Guards, Blue, will be in attendance.
Schedules of Prizes (of which several are open to all England) may be
had on application to the Hon. Sec, WM. SMITH, Bishop's Stortlord.

PETERBOROUGH HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.-The FIRST SHOW will be held on THURSDAY,

July 4, in connection with the Agricultural Society's Show. Schedules,
&c,of J. G. BUCKLE, Secretary.
Savings Bank, Peterborough.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

GRAND ROSE and FRUIT SHOW, JULY 5 and 6.

Schedules. &c, miy be obtained from the Undersigned.
Botanic Gardens. Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

Notice.

rHE AMERICAN PLANTS at KNAP HILL are

NOW IN BLOOM, and may be seen daily, Sundays excepted

ANTHONY WATERER. Knap Hill Nursery, Woking. Surrey.

NEW ROSES for 1872.—Strong healthy plants of

the choicest and best varieties, 301. per dozen. Descriptive

LIST on application.
RICHARD SMITH, Nursen*man, Worcester

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette,

China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to

RICHARD S.MITll, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Q UEEN PINES.—About five dozen of the above to

be DISPOSED OF. They are clean, healthy, strong plants.

For particulars apply to

WM. FOSTER, Seedsman, &c, Stroud, Gloucester.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other
PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS.
Florist Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of diflfercnt colours;

AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early

Spring Flowers. LIST on^ppHcation.—Mr. W EBB, Calcot, Reading.~^ ~~
New^Cineraxla Seed-

FAND A. SMITH are now sending out SEED of
• their 6ne strain of the above, the quality of which has been so

long established. Packets u, and aj. 6d
The Nurserj', Dulwich, Surrey.

Fansies, Pansles, Fansles.
''PHOS. THORNTON offers to Growers of the above,
i SEED saved from his splendid strain of Fancy, Mixed, and
Named varieties, very cheap. Price on application.

The Nurseries. Heathersirie. Haeshot. Surrey.

>YKETHKUM or GOLDEN FEATHER.—Good
seedling plants, out of pans. loj, per 1000, or ij. %d. per

SAMUFT. COX. Nur-
IS. 3d. per 10

St, Ludlow.

F
Specimen Tricolor Pelargoniums.

AND A. SMITHS e.vtensive COLLECTION of the
• above are now in fine colour, and may be seen every day

(Sundays excepted). CA TALOGUE, with prices, now ready.
The Nursery. West Dulwich, Surrey.

POTTEN has still a lafge stock of ZONAL and
. DOUBLEGERANIUMS, and other BEDDING PLANTS

which he can offer to the Trade and others by the 100 or looo. Special
prices given on applicaiion.

The Nursery. Sissinghurst. Staplehurst, Kent.

THE HARROGATE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S SHOW, AUGUST 29.—Best Eight Stove and

Greenhouse Plants. j£i7 10*., in three prizes; best Eignt Ornamental
and Fine-foliage Plants, Zio, in three Prizes. Schedules on application
to Mr. HOBKINSON, Secretary.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.-
The FRUIT EXHIBITED at the BIRMINGHAM SHOW

may be REMOVED at the end of the second day.

New Tricolor Geraniums.
A CHIEVEMENT. ETTIE BEALE, Mr. RUTTER,

-Ti. Mrs. Headley, Howarth Ashton. Christine Nilsson. Moonstone,
Mrs. C. Wilkinson, Lass o' Gowrie. Miss Pond, Mrs. Rousby.
Strong plants in fine colour, the set for 25J.

H. JACKSON, Blakedown. Kidderminster.

New Golden Bronze Geraniums.
ATTRACTION, BRONZE BEAUTY.

Charlemanne. Cupid, Dccorata, Distinction, Gazelle, Harrison
Weir, ImpcratJce Eugenie, Mrs. Lewis Lloyd, Roi de Siam, W. R.
Morris. Strong plants, the set for ids,

H, JACKS<JN, Blakedown, Kidderminster.

Pelargoniums for the Million.

JAMES HOLDERS unrivalled COLLECTION of
FRENCH, FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strong Plants. CATALOGUES gratis on application.
HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 varieties, seed or

plants, as per former Advertisement.
Crown Nursery, Reading.

To the Trade.
SCARLET GERANIUMS of Tom Thumb and

Little David, established plants out of pots, 8r. to 105. per 100

;

70J. to ooj, per 1000. Thirty other varieties, our selection, at the
same prices. TRICOLOR GERANIUMS, PELARGONIUMS.
CALCEOLARIAS, bedding and Herbaceous, of good strain, strong
blooming plants.

H. AND R. STIRZAKER, Skcrlon Nurseries, Lancaster.

Succulents for Bedding and Subtropical Gardening.
THOS. S. WARE can supply the above, in large or

small quantities, at moderate rates. CATALOGUES or special
prices on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, Middlesex.

Queen of Primroses.
PRIMULA JAPONICA.~The Undersigned have

just received a small quantity of Seed of this magnificent hardy
plant from abroad, which they have much plefisure in offering, in
packets, at 11., 25. 6d., 3;. 6^., and 5;., post free.

BUTLER, McCULLOCH, and CO., Covent Garden Market,
London, W.C.

TO SECRETARIES of HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETIES.

—

Henry Bailey is at liberty to accept engage-
ments for the ensuing season as J UDGE of Pelargoniums, Florists'
Flowers and Fruit.—Royal Nursery, Feliham.

Gardeners Wanted.
EVERY GARDENER SHOULD BECOME a MEMBER of

THE BRITISH GARDENERS' MUTUAL
and SELF-SUPPORTING SOCIETY. Admission 2s. td.

Rules and Address post free six Stamps. Apply to Mr. W. H.
SMITH, Hon. Sec The Gardeners' Rooms, Redland, Bristol.

JC. STEVENS' Horticultural. Scientific, and
• Natural History Sale Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent

Garden, London, W.C. Established 1760. SALES by AUCTION
nearly EVERY DAY.

VIOLA MAGNIFICENT.—This beautiful Viola is

now offered for the first time ; it is the most brilliant hardy
violet bedding plant in cultivation. Good plants, fit for immediate
uee, IS. 6d. each, 24J. per dozen, £3 loj. for 50, £5 per 100. Special
price qitoted for the 1000.

,,^.-. ^- WI^^^A^*S, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper
Uelloway, L«ndon, N.

Queen of the Primroses.
PRIMULA JAPONICA. — Seed of six magnificent

varieties has been imported from Japan, For descriptions,
vide Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S SEED CATALOGUE, page 84.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W.

Primula Japonlca Seed.
GEORGE SMITH has some splendid new home-

gTowB Seed to offer of this magnificent PRIMUL \, believed to

be from the strongest and finest plant vet flowered. For description,

sec Gardnurs' Chronicle, May 18. Packets at is., ss. 6.^., 31. W.,
and 51. each, post free

Wilton Road Nurserj-, Salisbury'.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 337 & 238, High Holborii. London.

B

Primula Seed.
PONSFORD AND SON can supply their unsurpassed

strain of the above, in packets, us. bd. and 5s.; also CINE-
RARIA, CALCEOLARIA, PANSY, and other choice Florist's

Flowers, of finest possible.

409, Brixton Road, SW. ; and 17, High Street, Camberwell, S.E.

S. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his NEW
• PLANT and GENERAL CATALOGUE is now ready, post

* tn all appliranfs
Victoria and P.Tradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway. London. N.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli, &c.
WILLIAM CUTl'.USH and SONS Descriptive

Priced CATALOGIIK contains every requisite, of the tinest

quality only. Post free on application.
Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

ri^HE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
J- 32, Maida Vale, EdgTivare Road, W.
TOHN BESTER, Manager of^the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

To the Trade.
DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING'S SPECIAL LIST

of NOVELTIES for the Present Season is now published, and
will be forwarded post free on application.

Stanslcad and Rutland Park Nurseries. London, S,E., and Edinburgh.

JEAN VERtSCHAFFELT'S Nursery. 134, Faubourg
de Bruxellcs, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had, free,

from his Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London. E.G.

O
To tlie Trade.

SMUNDA REGALIS, 30J. to 4ar. per 100, extra
strong plants, from i to a feet high.

J. H. VARTV. Fumess Nursery, Barrow-in-Furncsa-

Translt Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACK ITH AND CO., late BethaM &
• Blackith, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thamca

Street, London, S.E.
Forwarders to all parts of the World.

Now Ready,
LOUIS DE SMET'S GENERAL CATALOGUE

for 1872. containing selections of all the finest Stove, Greenhouse,
and Hardy Plants, especially Camellias, Azaleas, Agaves, Succulent
Plants, &c. It may be had post free of his Agents. Alessrs. R.
SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London.
LOUIS DE SMET, Nurseryman, Faubourg de Bruxclles, Ghent,

Belgium. _^___

British Fern Catalogue.

F>
OBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

^ stamps, Part I, (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray N ursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

W HEATH offers splendid Plants of STATICE
• HOLFORDIl, in lo-inch pots, very clean and healthy, just

coming into bloom, from 15s. to 21J. ; also CRO ION PICTUM and
VARIEGATA, in i2-inch pots, 2 feet by a feet 6 inches, well coloured
and clean, from 3W. to 40s. each.

College Nurseries, Cheltenham.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH and CO. are now
prepared to execute orders for the SEED saved from their

unrivalled strain of CINERARIAS, in scaled packets, 3s. 6d. and 51.

each. Special quotations to the Trade on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot. Berks.

K
Bedding Plants, &c.

IRK ALLEN'S CATALOGUE of the above, all at

very low prices, ready shortly, and forwarded free on application.

The Nurseries, Brampton, Huntingdon.

THOMAS SAMPSON, The Preston and Houndstone
Nurseries, Yeovil, begs to call public attention to his fine

COLLECTION of BEDDING PLANTS, mostly at 21. per dozen,

which are now ready for sending out. CATALOGUES free on
appUcation to
April 16, 1872. PETER DRUMMOND, Manager.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market. Mark Lane. E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post frtc on application. Prize Medals, iSji,

for Wheat; 1862. for" Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

PARIS, I

SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL
1867.

I
SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading. Berks.

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and
Derivations; Quality, Produce. Elevation. Situation, Soil. Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.
Free by post,

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant. Worcester.

CATTLE CABBAGE PLANTS.— Strong Plants of
above, 2S. 6d. per 1000.

THOMAS PERKINS, 43, Drapery, N orthampton,

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong Robinson's Champion
Ox Cabbage Plants, at 2J. per 1000. Remittance to accompany

all orders.

J. WOOBERRY, Nurseryman. Billingshurst. Sussex.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong, healthy, Drainhead
Cabbage (Robinson's Champion) can now be supplied in any

quantity, at 31. per 1000, by
JAS. IVERY AND SON, Dorking Nursery.

WANTED, strong GLOIRE DE DIJON, in pots.
State lowest price per doien or 100.

S. J. PAVITT, Rose Cottage Nursery, Bathwick, Bath.

CABBAGE PL.^NTS.—Strong, healthy Drumhead
(Robinson's Champion), at 2S- 6d. per 1000, package included.

Remittance to accompany all orders.

W. VI RGO AND SON, Woncrsh Nursery. Guildford, Surrey.

lANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS, the best that

money can procure, all certain to grow, 2s. dd. per 100. This
delicious \'cgetablc docs not require half tne expense usually incurred

in planting it. See RICHARD SMITH'S SEED LIST for 1872.

Extra strong SEAKALE, 21. per doien,
RICHARD SMITH, N urscryman, Worcester.

Fine English Sowing Rape Seed.

HAND F. SHARPE have a fine sample of the
• above, which they can offer to the TRADE at a very

moderate 5gure. Sample and price on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

JAMES FAIRHEAD, Seed Grower, Peckham,
Surrey, late Borough Market and Braintrec. Essex, respectfully

offers FAIRHEAD'S ORIGINAL CHAMPION SWEDE. SKIR-
VING'S,and other best selected stocks of SWEDES and TURNIPS,
crop 1871. Orders above 20J. carriage paid.
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c OLEMAN AND MORTON'S
HAND WATER-CART and GARDEN ENGINE.

For Use in Gentlemen's Gardens and Grounds.
The delivery valve can be worked at the outlet when filling a

watering pot. It holds 35 gallons. The Spreader, for watering lawns,

&C., can be removed at pleasure-

Price, with Spreader £5 ^° °
Price, fitted witli Garden Engine £7 ^° °

PRIZE W.VIER and LIQUID MANURE CARTS.
Prices and particulars on application at the
London Road Ironworks, Chelmsford.

BASKETS.
Strained Wire Espalier

Trainers, for all kinds of

Fruit Trees, &c; Garden
Fencing, Rabbit proof ;

Trellis Wire Work, lor

Gardens and Conser-
vatories ; Wire Work
Covered Ways, for Gar-

dens, Pleasure Grounds,
&c. ; Wire Work Rose
Fences, Roseries, Ar-

bours, Summer Houses,
&c ; Wire Work Vase
Baskets ; Suspending
Baskets for Conserva-
tories ; WireWork Flower
Stands for Conserva-
tories ; Aviaries for Con-
servatories, Pheasan-
tries, &c.
Conservatories fitted

up with Trellis Work,
Flower Stands, Baskets,

Wires, &c.
All kinds of Wire

Work made to order.

R. H O LLI D AY,
Horticultural and Floral

Wire Works, 2A, Porto-

hello Terrace. Netting
Hill Gate, London, W.
llluslraled Catalogues ol

the above on application.

See large AdvertiEement in Gardeners' Chronicle for April 6, p. 486.

PAXTON'S STRAWBERRY CRINOLINE.—
The Strawberry Crinoline is in th« form of a table, made in

halves, so as to be used without disturbing the plant. It is 16 inches

in diameter, and stands 4 inches above the ground, galvanized. Its

use is to presen-e Strawberries from slugs, contact with the soil,

superfluous moisture, and other nuisances. They are considered to

last 10 years at least with care.

Tlie Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL ^^^M^ PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips ,
Manufac-

turer of TERRA COTTA V.\SES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN
BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL ARBORETTES, STATUARY,
GARDEN POTS (from 2 to 30 inches in diameter), of superior quality,

withstand frost, and do not become green; EDGING TILES, &c.

See specimens in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free

Book of Drawings, td. each.

lOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls. &c. MAW and CO., Benthall Works. Broscley.

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended bv the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale of

CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.G.

Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

Price per Gross, ^4.

The Strawberry Crinolines are declared by all who use them to be
of the greatest use in keeping the fruit clean and assisting its growth.
For particulars see Illustrated Catalogues, and Testimonials sent to

us by our Patrons last year.
" Buntings, Uxbridge, May 13, 1872.

" Mr. Clark ThornhiU will thank Mr. Holliday to send him two gross

more of his Strawberry- Crinolines. Those Mr. Clark ThornhiU has
had in use for the last two years have been most efficient in helping to

ripen and preserve the fruit from slugs and rain-splashes."

The contrivance is by the late Sir Joseph Paxton, who after testing

them for one season m his own gardens, " Rock Hills," gave his

approval of their usefulness. The right to Manufacture them was
transferred to R. HoLLIDAY, Practical Wire Worker, 2A, Portobello

Terrace, Notting Hill Gate, W.
Every description of Wirework for Gardens, Conservatories, &c.

s=.-_ S""

ENTERED AT stationers' HALL How to Dostroy Mealy Bug.
UbE

ITEVENSON'S ABYS-
SINIAN MIXTURE, warranted

destroy all Insects that Infest

Plants. It is pronounced by the lead-
ing Horticulturists of this country to

be the most elTectiveand the easiest

applied Mixture ever used for the
Destruction of Mealy Bug, &c.
iold by all Nurserj'men and Seeds-

- men in the United Kingdom, in

bottles, II. 6d., 3;., 4f. (>d.t and 51. (>d.

r each, with directions for use.

Sole Manufacturer,
F. STEVENSON.

Lark Hill, Timpcrley, Cheshire.

^.^^t^^
TRADE MARK.

G

Red
Spider.

Magtii-

fied.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leadinti
Gardeners since 1859, againsi
Red Spider, Mildew, 'I nrips.

Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
ot from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, ir.

boxes, ij., 3«., and toe. bd.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited),

Battersea, London, 5.W.

THE "ATITOIATOI" LAWI lOWEES.
THE BEST, SIMPLEST, AND MOST DURABLE MACHINES.

They leave no ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping

a Lawn or Croquet Ground in first-rate order. They will either Collect

the Cut Grass in the box, according to the approved English method, or

leave it on the lawn, by taking the box off. They are fitted with the best

wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and hardened steel pivots

and bearings.

Over 6,000 are now in use.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inches. Prices firom 55s.

I^^ Carriage Paid io all the principal Raihuay Stations in England.

They are warranted to give satisfaction, and a month's trial is allowed. Orders executed on receipt.

ILLUSTRATED LISTS Free by Post, and Testimonials from Thirty English Counties. Also

NEW AND IM PROVED GARD EN ROLLERS.
RANSOMES, SIMS, and HEAD, IPSWICH.

HOETICULTUEAL TOOLS, &C.

DEANE & CO.
46, KING WILLIAM ST.,

LONDON BRIDGE.

from 3(M.LAWN MOWERS
GARDEN BARROWS
GARDEN ROLLERS ..

'.',

SPADES. FORKS, SCYTHES,
SYRINGES and PUMPS.
GARDEN SEATS and CHAIRS.
FLOWER STANDS and VASES.
IRON HURDLES and FENCING,
WIRE NETTING, ARCHES, Sic.

HOT-WATER FITTINGS for x AT(7"Nr IVrmWCRQ
^ .'T.-r^'.^'.T -r^-.T^-r-..".^^ , , GREENHOUSES, CONSERVA- iiAW XH in.UWJLA&,
GARDEN ENGINES from 63J-. Tories, &c. SHANKS', GREEN'S, RANSOME'S.

Deanc's New Illusirated Horticultural Catalogue for 1872, fast free.

Established a.d. 1700. Discount 5 per cent, for cash payments over £2.

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.G.

A WET BARK HARVEST
A WET WHEAT HARVEST.''-^/./ S7y«.?.

WHY lOT PEESEEVE YOUE HAY?

APPLY AT ONCE 'I'O

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON,']
2, DUKE .STREET, LONDON BRIDGE,

OF WHOM MAY DE HAD

New and Second-hand RICK CLOTHS, with Poles, Ropes and Pulleys complete.

PRICE r.lST ON API'UCATION.

Address — BENJAMIN EDGINGTON, 2, DUKE STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.

No other Establishment.
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JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

2S9, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GEAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS* TKENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock.

iCr TENDERS given for HEATING CHURCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

JAMES WATTS and CO.. Hothouse Builders
_

and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,
353, Old Kent Road, London, S,E.

QAA CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and
i^yjyj LIGHTS, all sires. Glared and Painted coinplete, ready
for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts of the Kinj,'dom.

Strong GKEKNHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, 51. each.
GLASSES, all sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the
Counties in England.

BY HER MAJESTY'S /
^f

ROYAL letters PATENT.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,
Combining Strength and Durability. Iron and Wood Conservatories of the most Chaste and Elaborate

Desicrn, Vineries, Pineries, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, Glass Cases for Wall Trees, Pits, &c., designed

and built, combining all the latest improvements, so as to answer their intended purposes without risk of

disappointment.
PI^P5^ Specifications, and Estimates on application.

y^s a specimen of his superior style of construction, H. Ormson begs to refer to the

fine ranges of Hothouses recently erected and heated by him in the Royal Gardens, Kew ;

also to his Conservatory and Patent Ventilating Hothouse in the Royal Horticultural

Society s Garden, South Kensington.

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF

HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.C.

No. 37.

No. 63.

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, which works day and night without needing attention, will raise wat

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and
suited for supplying Public or Private EstabUshments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanized Iron Tubs.DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

PORTABLE IRRIG.'VTORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steam Power.

No. 46a. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Gardens, &c.

No. 49a. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. so and 543. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS TURBINES
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. Particulars taken in anypart of th4 Country. Plans and Estimates furnished.

ILLUSTRATED OATALOOUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

No. 54^. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 39*. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for.

Garden use
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New Catalogue of Plants, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, coniaininc Select Descriptive and Priced Lists
of Plants suitable for bedding and decorative purposes, &c. ,

—

Delphiniums, Double-flowered Pyrethrums, Hardy Aquatics, Saxi-
fragasj Sedums, Sempervivums, Sweet Violets, &c., is now published,
and will be forwarded to applicants.—Exotic Nursery, Tooting, S.W.

HEAP OFFER ^f BEDDING PLANTS.—
Extra strong ZONAL GERANIUMS, 21 6rf. per dozen; 20s- per

100. Fine strong CALCEOLARIAS. LOBELIAS. AGERATUMS,
PENTSTEMONS, PERILLA, CINERARIA MARITIMA, GOLD
PYRETHRUM,and PHLOX DRUMMONDII, aj. pcrdoien; 15J,

per 100. Strone ROSES, in pots, los. per dozen.
R. THQRNHILL, Bowdon Nurseries, Bowdon, Cheshire.

Musa superba, &c.

A VAN GEERT, Ghent, Belgium, begs to offer fine
• young plants of this elegant new species of Musa, so well

adapted for tropical decoration, at 15s each, or 631. for six.

Fine plants of PANDANUS UTILIS, at i8j. per dozen.
Fine plants of the true SELAGINELLA LEPIDOPHYLLA

(California), at 5^- each, or 48^. per dozen.
Fine plants of YUCCA ALOIFoLIA, :2j. to i8j. per dozen.
Strong plants of AGAVE FILIFERA, 151. to 211. each^

SPECIAL OFFER "of SUR"PLUS STOCK.
Per 100 —J. d.

CINERARIA ACANTH^FOLIA 70 o
LOBELIA Purity .. . , 16 o
SEMPERVIVUM B0LLn.2!i to 3 inches across .. 35 o

,1 J, I !^ to 2 inches across ., 25 o

II MuNTAN UM, 2 inches across . . 20 o
,1 ,1 in store pots . . 14 o

KONIGA VARIEGATA 14 o
HELIOTROPES in variety 16 o

JOHN HOUSE. Eastgate Nurseries, Peterborough.

New Roses, &c., &c., Now Ready.W KNIGHT sohcits orders for the following', from
• several thousands of strong, clean, healthy plants, true to

name, and unsurpassed in the Trade.
iSvari^ii-^ of NEW ROSES of 1872, the best selected, 3s. each;

431. the set.

X2 fin:. I t- UCHSL\S, extra strong, loj. 6d.
24 fin.-it VERBENAS, for exhibition, 8j.

Descriptive Priced LIST on application.
Floral Nurse ry, Hailsham, Sussex.

New Roses of 1872.
JOHN CRANSTON, King's Acre Nurseries, near

Hereford, offers extra fine Dwarf plants of the NEW ROSES of
1872. The varieties have been selected with the greatest care, and are
believed to be those most worthy of general cultivation.

Plants, equal in quality to those for which the Establishment has
been so long and justly celebrated, will be ready in March.

Descript ive LIST post free on application.

New Englisli Roses,
PAUL AND SON, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.,

have now ready fine plants at 5s. each of the following NEW
ENGLISH ROSES entrusted to them for distribution.
HYBRID PERPETUAL ANNIE LAXTON {Thomas Laxton.

Esq,)—A new colour ; deep rose, flushed over with cherry-crimson,
almost of orange tint, very distinct, shape good, shell-shaped
petals, arranged most regularly, of medium size, of most hardy
f ef-flowering habit' fully tested here and much approved. We
feel assured a fine Rose.

NOIiETl E. EARL or ELDON (Mr. CoppinV—Orange-buff, large,
somewhat loose flower, but very free, and of vigorous compact
growth, deliciously scented; as a coppery or orange-colour climber
for south walls it will reinforce Ophiric, &c. Figured in Floral
Ma^atine. First-Class Certificate Royal Horticultural Society.

THE NEW FRENCH ROSES, 241. per dozen.

NEW ENGLISH ROSES of i87r.
Climbing Victor Vcrdier. 3s. 6d. each ; a Rose promising to rival in

popularity our previously distributed seedlings. Lord Clyde and Duke
of Edinburgh. H, P. Princess Louise (Laxton), 31. td. each; H. P.
Prince of Wales (Laxton), y. 6d. each.

New Descriptive LIST on application.

JAMES BROOKE & CO.,
FAIRFIELD, MANCHESTER.

ORCHIDS and their CULTIVATION.
PVe arc in a position to offer the following

DENDROBIUMS at exceedingly Low
Prices^ and refer to the descriptions in the
" Fairfield Orchids " for their several

7nerits ;—
D. CHRYSOTIS.

Assam. A plant of this very effective new species was exhibited by
us at the Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibition, Sept. 21, 1870, and
r«cived a First-class Certificate. It is thus described :—" D. chrysotis.
The stems are slender, rod-like,

:j to 4 feet long ; the leaves oblong-
acute, the flowers large, deep yellow, on very slender spikes, 8 to
9 mches long, having ligulate sepals, narrower than fimbriatum, and a
more rhomboid hp, with two spots on its disc. Assam ; J. Brooke &
Co. —Cardentrs' Chroncle, 1870, p. 1311. August ; ten days.

From loj. 6d. upwards.

D. DEVONIANUM.
India, on the Khasya hills, 1837. One ot the most beautiful of a

princely race, and when in perfection hardly rivalled. Stems wiry
3 to 4 feet longj pendulous, and flowery for half their length, the
blossoms mdividually translucent white, with purple tips, and the
lightest possible tinge of rose; the labellum with two bright orange-
yellow crescents, the edges of which melt away like those of a rain-
bow, and Us margin delicately fringed. May. June; two lo three weeks.

From 5.r. upwards.

D. FALCONER!.
Mountains of Bhootan ; altitude 4000 feet. 1847, One of the most

strikingly beautiful Orchids in cultivation. Stems long, slender,
branched and pendulous. Leaves few, linear, and inconspicuous'
Flowers abundant, large, shining with sweet brightness ; the sepals
pale rose, tipped purple ; the petals white, and also purple-tipped : the
lip again white, with a liquid mulberry-coloured and golden-bordered
recess. April—June ; two to three weeks.

From 2is. each.

D. HETEROCARPUM.
Ceylon, 1837- A small but very attractive plant, blooming in winter ;the flowers fragrant, greenish or yellowish white, the large and

pendulous lip yellow, with crimson fcatherwork in the centre.

From loj. 6ci. each.

D. McCARTHI-4i;.

nowers 1 inches across, and shaped 7ikc those of a fhun a the seoalsand DetaTs very pointed pink or cherry-coloured
; the lip white dark

42s. and upwards.

r^f^»T?;L^. V^*^^^^^^^' "^^^ FAIRFIELD
UKCHIUb, from ourselves, or Messrs. Bradbury
Evans & Co, lo, Bouverie Street, London, E C

'

price 3J. ''

Choice Flower Seeds, Post Free.

BS. WILLIAMS. Nurseryman and Seed
• Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Holloway, London, N. Per packct-i. d.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed.
ij. 61^., 3j. 6d., ^x. 6^., ana 5 o

Plants from this Seed have always been awarded First Prizes
wherever exhibited.

Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,
15. 6d., 21. 6d., 31. 6d., and S o

Weathcrill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA,
I J. 6ti., 3f. 6d., 35. 6d., and 5 o

Wiggins' prize strain of CYCLAMEN,. 11. M., «. &t, and 3 6
CARNATION, from prize flowers 10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, new scarlet Larkspur ..36
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .. ..to
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest erect varieties i o
HOLLYHOCK, Chater'a finest varieties .. .. u. and 2 6
PANSY, finest show varieties if. and z 6
PANSY, finest Belgian varieties is. and 2 5
PICOTEE. choice mixed 10
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize strain .. .. is. and i 6
PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful varieUes .. each a 6

„ ,1 mixed .. ..36
EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..26
Dwarf S«irlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-

mended .. .. .. .. 10
SOLANUM HYBRIDUM COMPACTUM .. 21. 6rf. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA. Enchantress 21. W. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA,var. Perfection .. .. .. is. 6d. and 2 6
Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER 10

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N,

s
To tlie Trade.URPLUS STOCI

AGERATUM MEXICANUM, los, per 100.

CALCEOLARIAS, Prince of Orange, i3s. per 100.

GERANIUMS, Double, six good varieties, 45. per dozen.

,, Gloire de Nancy, 161. per 100.

,, Ivy-leaf varieties, i2J. per loo,

,, Lady Plymouth, 3S. 6d. per dozen.
GAZANIAS, splendcns and grandiflora, tor. per 100.
HELIOTROPES, lai. per 100.

IRESINE LINDENI, loi. W. per 100.

SALVIAS, Scarlet, las. per 10a
All established in single pots.

THOMAS PERKINS, 42, Drapcrj-. Northampton.

College Nurseries, Cheltenham.
TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND BEDDING

PLANTS, well established, vigorous, and healthy. The above
comprise the best and newest kinds of the following :—
GERANIUMS—Bedding, Variegated, Tricolor, Bicolor, Nosegay,

Zonal, Doubles, and Ivy-leaved. VERBENAS, Ageratums, Coleus,
Calceolarias, Cerastiums, Heliotropes, Ircsine, Lobelias, Petunias
(single and double), Perillas, Salvias, Violas, Convolvulus, Tropaolums,
Fuchsias, Penistemons, Phloxes, and Golden Pyrethrum, with latest
new additions. A fine stock ol DAHLIAS, HOLLYHOCKS, and
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

BEDDING PLANTS, from 7S. 6d. per dozen, or £1 per 100.
GERANIUMS, from 3J. per dozen, or j^i per 100.

W. Heath's £t is. hamper comprises 120 mixed Bedding Plants, or
50 for 10*. 6d., warranted to give satisfaction.

IIS' The Trade supplied. Special quotations.
W. HEATH, College Nurseries, Cheltenham.

NEAV ROSES FOR 1872.

TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE ROSES
In pots, by the Dozen, Hundred, and Thousand.

TEA-SCENTED ROSES
In 6-inch pots, for Greenhouse Culture, extra strong plants.

Wm. Wood & Son,
WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, near UCKFIELD, SUSSEX.

THE LARGEST AND CHEAPEST STOCK OF DUTCH BULBS
IS

G. W. F. HOOGEVEEN'S,
FLORIST, HAARLEM,

The ONLY REAL GROWER of FINE and NEW HYACINTHS.

UNRIVALLED COLLECTIONS of HYACINTHS and EARLY DOUBLE TULIPS.

WHOLESALE CATALOGUES for 1872 are forwarded Post Free on application.

TROP^^OLUMS.
T. Thornton

BEGS TO OFFER THIS SEASON, AT VERY REDUCED PRICES,

THE SET OF FIVE SUPERB BEDDING TROP.EOLUMS,
Which was offered by him for the first time in 1871, and to which the public so generously responded.

The five distinct and beautiful varieties can novr be had for 5s.

See Cardenir's Year Book fir 1871, under the head of " New Flowers ;
" also in other Gardening Periodicals.

T. THORNTON, THE NURSERIES, HEATHERSIDE, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

Maida Vale, London, W. (established upwards of 100 years).

THE PIIE-APPLE lUESERY COIPAIY
RESPECTFULLY INVITE A VISIT FROM

GARDENERS AND AMATEURS

VISITING THE

LONDON SHOWS

DURING THE COMING SEASON.

Their NEW CATALOGUE, to be published immediately, will contain all the Leading Novelties

offered this season by the Trade generally.

JOHN BESTER (Manager), 32, MAIDA VALE, W.
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Royal Horticultural Society.

EXHIBITION OF STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS, ORCHIDS,

PELARGONIUMS, FERNS, AZALEAS, and FRUIT,

JUNE 5, 6, and 7.

AWAEDS OF THE JUDGES.
Class i.-ts STOVE or GREENHOUSE PLANTS, distinct. (Open.)

I5t Priie, Mr. T. Baincs. Gr to H. L. Micholls, Esq., Southgale
House, Soulhgatc, N , /i8.

ad, Mr. J. Wheeler. Or. to I. Phillpott. Esq., Stamford Hill, £t7.

3d, Mr. D. Donald, Gr. to J. G. Harclay, Esq., Knolts Green,
Leyton, ;£io.

Cl.\ss 2.-6 STOVE or GREENHOUSE PLANTS, distinct.

(Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. T. Raines, £&.
ad, Mr. J. Ward, Gr. to F. G. Wilkina, Esq., Leyton. E., £5.
3d, Mr. W. Kemp, Gr. to His Grace the Duke of Northumberland,

Albury Park, Guildford, £4.

Class 3.-6 STOVE or GREENHOUSE PLANTS, distinct.

(Nurserymen.)
1st, Messrs. T. Jackson & Son. Nurscnmcn. Kincston-on-Thames, ^6.

2d, Mr. F. S. Williams, Nurseryman. Upper Holloway, £4.

3d, Mr. E. Morse, Original Nurseries, Epsom, £y
Class 4.-6 STOVE or GREENHOUSE PLANTS, distinct.

(Amateur?! who have not previously taken the Society's Prize for

Slovc or Greenhouse Plants.)

1st, Mr. W. Hones, Gr. lo D. Macintosh, Esq., Havering Hill,

Romford, £4.
3d, Mr. F. Hill. Gr, to Harrj- Taylor, Esq., The Poplars, Avenue

Road. Regent's Park, £3.

Class s.—20 STOVE or GREENHOUSE PLANTS, distinct, in

pots not exceeding la inches in diameter. (Open.)
isl, Messrs. T. 1 ackson & Son, ;j;io.

|
3d, Mr. W. Kemp, £6.

ad, Mr. J. Ward, j£8. |

Class 6—9 STOVE or GREENHOUSE PLANTS, distinct, in

pots not exceeding la inches in diameter. (Amateurs.)
ist, Mr, I. Wheeler, £5.
3d, Mr. "G. Wheeler. Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., M.P., St.

lohn's Lodce. Rccent's Park, £*.

3d. Si

Pelargontum Mrs. J. Pottle.
y> S. WILLl.'VMS has much pleasure in offering this
JJ» splendid PELARGONIUM for the first time. It is a distinct
variety, of the NoscR-iy section, very dwarf and compact in erowth,
and is. perhaps, the most prolific bloomer ever sent out : as a bedding
plant it IS unsurpassed, as the trials it has undergone (or the last three
years fully prove. The truss is dense and globular, flowers a soft pmk,
shaded with cerise; its distinct colour ana profuse blooming quality
will render it a general favourite. Price 51. eaih.

\'ictoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

CHEAP BEDDING GERANIUMS.—The following
choice sorts at per dozen, for cash : — Lady Cullum, 3J. bd. j

Lucy Grievcj 6j. ; Louisa Smith, 3J. 6d. ; Mrs. Dix, 6s. ; Mrs, Pollock,
2s. 6d', Sophia Cusack. 31. 6d. ; Sophie Dumarcstjue, 3J, 6d. ; Caroline
Longficld, y. 6d. ; Mrs. John Glutton, 6i.

;
Prince Silverwings, 61.;

Beauty of Calderdale, 3s. 6d. ; Duke of Edinburgh, y. 6d ; Kentish
Hero. 21, 6d. Package 6d. per dozen. A list of ago varieties post free.

Remittances requested from unknown Correspondents.
ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

lohn's Lodge. Regent's Park, £4.
Ar. W. Kemp. £1.

Class 7.-12 EXOTIC ORCHIDS. (Open!
1st, Mr. T. Ward, £1^^.

ad, Mr. W. Pull. -\urser>man, &c., King's Road, Chelsea, j^ia

3d, Mr. I. Wheeler. £Z.

Class 8.-6 EXOTIC ORCHIDS. (Amateurs.)
ist, Mr. G. Wheeler, £7.

Class q.—6 EXOTIC ORCHIDS. (Nurserymen.)
ist, Mr. B. S. Williams, £6. I 3d, Messrs T. Jackson & Son, £3.
2d. Mr. W. Bull, £4. I

Class 10.—6 EXOTIC ORCHIDS. (Amateurs who have not pre-

viously taken the Society's Prize for Orchids.)

Class ii.—i EXOTIC ORCHID. (Open.)
1st, Mr. W. Bull, .^2.

Cl-KSS la.—q ERICAS, distinct. (Open.)
ist, Mr. J. W^rd, jfiio.

I
3d, Mr. J. Wheeler, jC6.

ad, Mc5srs.T. Jackson&Son, £8.
|

Class 13.—6 ERICAS, distinct. (Amateurs.) '

ist, Mr. J. Ward. £7. |
3d, Mr. W. Kemp, £4.

3d, Mr. ). Wheeler, £5, \

Class 14.—la ERICAS, in pots not exceeding la inches in diameter.
(Open.)

i5t, Mr. J. Ward, £5. I 3d, Mr. J. Wheeler, £2.
ad, Messrs. T. Jackson & Son, jC4. |

Class 15.—6 ERICAS, in pots .not exceeding 12 inches in diameter.
(Amateurs who have not previously taken the Society's Prize lor

Ericas.)

ist, Mr. W. Bones, £4.

Class 16.—9 SHOW PELARGONIUMS, distinct. (Open )

ist, Mr. T. Ward. £g.
ad, Mr. J. Weir, Gr. to Mrs. Hodgson, The Elms, Hampstead, £6.

3d, Mr. J. James. Gr. to W. F. Watson, Esq., Redlees, Isleworth, £4.
Extra, Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Class 17.—6 SHOW PELARGONIUMS, distinct, in 8-inch pots.
(Amateurs.)

1st, Mr. \V. Bones, £5. \
3d, Mr. J. James, £3.

ad, Mr. J. Weir. £z- \

CL.ASS 18.--6 FANCY PELARGONIUMS, distinct. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. D. Donald, £5. I 3d, Mr. J. Weir, £a.
2d, Mr. W. Bones, £3. |

Class 19.-^. FANCY PELARGONIUMS, distinct. (Nurserymen.)
ad, Messrs. Dobson & Sons, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, £3.

Class zo,-~9 FINE FOLIAGE PLANTS, distinct. (Open.)
1st, Mr. T. Baines, j^io.

ad, Mr. A. Dallidre, NurserjTnan, Ghent, £7.
3d, Mr. G. Wheeler, jCs.

Class 21.—* FINE FOLIAGE PLANTS, distinct. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. W. Cole, Gr, to J. S. Budgett, Esq., Ealing Park. £6.
ad, Mr. D. Donald, j!;4.

|
3d, Mr, F. Hill. ;C3-

Class aa.—ao FINE FOLIAGE PLANTS, in pots not exceeding
12 inches in diameter. (Open.)

ist, Mr. W. Bull, £7.

Class 26.-9 ROSES, in pots, distinct. (Open.)
ist, Messrs. Paul & Sons, Old Nurseries, Chcshunt, N., £7.

Class 28.-6 LILIUMS, in pots, distinct. (Open.)
ist, Mr. W. Bull, £3.

Class so.—6 Stove or Greenhouse FERNS. (Amateurs.)
ist, Mr. T. Baines. £6.
ad, Mr. D. Donald, £4. [Acton. £3.
3d, Mr, N. Camp, Gr. to C. Walton, Esq., Manor House, East

Class 30.—6 Stove or Greenhouse FERNS. (Nurserymen.)
ist, Mr. B. S. Williams.

ji;5.

Class 31.—6 Stove or Greenhouse FERNS. (Amateurs who have not
pre^-iously taken the Society's Prize for Stove or Greenhouse Ferns.)

isi, Mr. D. Donald, /3.
ad, Mr. J. F. McElroy, Gr. to A, J. Lewis, Esq., Moray Lodge,

Cainj>den Hill, Kensington, £3.

Class 3a.— la Hardy FERNS, distinct. (Amateurs.)
ist, Mr. J. James, £4. | ad, Mr. N. Camp, £3.

Class 34.-6 Hardy FERNS, distinct (Amateurs not showing
in Class 3a.)

ist, Mr. W. Kemp, £1 10s.

ad, Mr. G. Wheeler, j£i. [Putney, iw.
3d, Mr. W. Whittaker, Gr. to S. Williams, Esq., The Laurels,

Class 35.—Pair of TREE FERNS. (Open.

)

ist, Mr. G. Wheeler, £3.

Class 36.-6 PALMS, distinct. (Open.)
ist, Mr. W. Bull, £5. I

ad, Mr. A. Dallidre, £4.

Class 37.-6 GLOXINIAS, distinct. (Open.)
ist, Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons, The Nurseries, Tooting, £3.
ad, Mr. W. Bones, £3.

Class 38—6 ACHIMENES, distinct. (Open.)
1st, Mr. W. Bones, £3. | 2d, Mr. G. Wheeler, £2.

Cl.«s 39.—BASKET of PLANTS, arranged for effect, not to
exceed 3 feet in diameter. (Open.)

1st, Mr. W. Cole. £3.
ad. Miss A. M. WifHams, Upper Holloway, N., £3.
3d, Mr. W. Whittaker, £1.

Class 40.—CUT ROSES, 48 trusses. (Open)
ist, Messrs. Paul & Son, £4.

Class 41.—CUT ROSES, 24 trusses. (Open.)
1st, Messrs. Paul & Son, £2.
ad, Messrs. Kelway& Son, The Nurseries, Langport,Somerset,i;i 10s.

Class 43—24 PYRETHRUMS, cut blooms, in la varieties. (Open.)

1st, Messrs. Kelway & Son, £1.
ad, Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, N., 15*.

3d, Mr. R. Parker, Exotic Nurscrj', Tooting, S.W., loi.

Class 45.—a Collection of 50 distinct soccies of CACTI, excluding

the genera Epiphyllum and Phyllocactus. (Open )

Prires given by John Thomas Peacock, Esq , F.R.HS., Sudbury
House, whose collection will not be entered for competition.

Foreigners are specially invited to compete on this occasion.

ist, Mr. C. PfersdolT, no, Avenue dc St. Ouen, Batignolles, Paris, £7.

Class 46.-6 NEW PLANTS, in or out of flower, introduced by the

Exhibitor, «nd not in commerce. (Open.)

ist, Messrs. Vcilch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, Gold
Medal,

ad, Mr. W. Bull, Silver Medal.

CLASS48.—I NEW PLANT in flower, introduced by the Exhibitor,

and not in commerce. (Open,)

ist, Mr. W. Bull. Gold Medal.

C[.\SS 49.—I NEW PLANT not in flower, introduced by the Ex-
hibitor, and not in commerce. (Open.)

rst, Messrs. Veitch Sc Son. Chelsea, Gold Medal.
ad, Mr. W. Bull, Silver Medal.

Class 50.-12 NEW PLANTS, in or out of flower, sent out in 1870

and 1871. (Open,)

ist, ^^e5srs. Veitch & Sons. Chelsea. Large Gold Medal,

ad, Mr. W. Bull. Large Silver Medal.

Class soa.—3 NEW PLANTS, in or out of flower, sent out in 1871

and 1873. introduced by the Exhibitor.

ist, Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, Gold Medal.

2d, Mr. W. Bull, Silver Medal.

Class 51.—Collection of FRUIT, 8 dishes, distinct. (Open)
ist, Mr. W Lynn. Gr. to Lord Boston. Hedsor, Maidenhead, £6.

ad, Mr. T. Banncrman, Gr. to Lord Bagot, Bhthficld, Rugeley, £4.

Class 52.—PINE-APPLE. Queen, 3 fruits. (Open.)

ist, Mr. D, Wilson, Gr., Castle Hill. South Slollon, North Devon, £3.

3d, Mr. I, Cadger, Luton Hoo Garden, Luton, Bedford. £3.

3d, Mr. J. Heppcr, Gr to C. U. Lcdward, Esq , The Elms, Acton, ;£i.

ClASS 54.-PINE-APPLE, any other variety, i fruit. (Open.)

ist, Mr. D. Wilson, £1.

2d, Mr. Bland, The Gaer, Newport, Monmouth, 151.

3d, Mr. J. Douglas, Gr. to F. Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford, Ilford, 105.

Class 55—GRAPES, basket of not less than 12 lb. (Open.)

ist, Mr. G. Sage. Gr. to Earl Brownlow. Ashridge, Great Berk-
hamstcad. £4,

2d, Mr, M. Henderson, Gr. to Sir G. H. Beaumont, Bart., Cole Orton
Hall, Leicester, £3.

3d, Mr. I. Craven, New Lodge, Whetstone, Barnet, £2.

4lh, Mr. T. Banncrman. £1.

Class 56.—GRAPES, Black Hamburgh or Frankenthal, single dish.

(Open )

ist, Mr. J. Douglas, £2.
2d, Messrs. Wright, Turner Road, Lee, Kent, £1 los.

3d, Mr. G. Sage, £t. \ Extra, Mr. M. Henderson, 15s.

Class sx—GRAPES, Black, any other variety, single dish. (Open.)
ist, Mr. T. Banncrman, £2. I

2d, Mr. W. Lynn, £1 los.

Class 58.—GRAPES, Muscat of Alexandria, single dish. (Open )

ist, Mr. G. Osborne. Manager, M. P. S. Kay's Nursery, Finchlcy, ^2,
ad, Mr. D. Pizzy, Gr. to Sir E. Perry, Fuimer, Slough, £t ioj.

3d, Mr. W Kemp, £1.

Class 59.—GRAPES, Frontignans, or any other Grapes of Muscat
flavour, single dish. (Open )

ist, Mr. W. Kemp. £2. I 3d, Mr. T. Banncrman, £i.

2d, Mr. D. Pizzy, £1 los. \

Class 60.—GRAPES, White, of any variety except those indicated
above, single dish. (Open.)

ist, Mr. T, Douglas, £2.
|

3d, Mr. J. Craven, £1 lor.

3d, Mr. E, Rowe, Gr. to Miss Lewis. Roehampton, £t

Class 61.—PEACHES, single dish. (Open )

ist, Mr J. Browne, Gr. to Earl Howe, Gopsall Hall, Atherstone,

£1 lOI.

ad, Mr. W. Gardiner, Gr. to E. P. Shirley. Esq., Stratford-on-Avon, £1.

3d, Mr. G. T. Miles, Gr. to Lord Carrington, High Wycombe, 155.

4tn, Mr. T. Banncrman, tor.

Class 62.—NECTARINES, single dish. (Open)
ist, Mr. G. T. Miles, £t los.

j
3d, Mr, W. Gardiner, £1. "

3d, Mr. W. Taylor, Gr. to Marquis of Bath. Longleat House, Wilts,
15J,

I
4th, Mr. G. Sage, loj.

Class 64.—FIGS, single dish. (Open.)
ist, Mr. G. T. Miles, £t.

\ 2d, Mr. G. Sage, 15*.

3d, Mr. Ross, Gr. to C. Eyre, Esq., Welford Park, Newbury, loi.

Class 65—CHERRIES, Black, single dish. (Open.)
TSt, Mr. G. T. Miles, £i.

Class 66.—CHERRIES, Bigarreau or Elton, any variety, single
dish. (Open.)

1st, Mr. G. T. Miles, iJr.

Class 67.—STRAWBERRIES. British Queen, Dr. Hogg, Carolina
Superba, or any other light-coloured, pine-flavourcd variety, single
dish. (Open.l

1st, Mr. J. Douglas, £r.
|

2d, Mr W. Lynn. 151.

3d, Mr. Colbourne, Gr. to J. BIyth, Esq., Woolhampton, Berks, lor.

Class 68. — STRAWBERRIES. President. Premier, Sir Joseph
Paxton. or any other dark-coloured variety not pine-flavoured,
single dish. (Open )

i»t, Mr. J. Douglas. £1. | 2d, Mr. W. Lynn, ip.

Class 6g.—MELON, Green or Pale-fleshed. (Open.)
ist, Mr. Lamb, Gr. to G. T. Davey, Esq., Colston Basset, Bingham,

Notts, £1.
ad, Mr. T. Banncrman, 151.

|
3d, Mr. W. Lynn, im.

Class 7a—MELON, Scarlet-fleshed. (Open)
1st, Mr. J. Douglas. £t. I 3d, Mr. G. T. Miles, loj.

2d, Mr. W. Lynn, 151,
|

Class 71.—MISCELLANEOUS, for Fruit not in Schedule. (Open )

Extra Prize, Mr. W, Gardiner, Box of Peaches and Nectarines, £t.
Extra prize, Mr. G. T. Miles, Box of Tomatos, lo*.

MISCELLANEOUS—EXTRA PRIZES.
Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, for Group of Plants.
Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons, ditto.

Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, Stanstead Park Nursery, Forest
Hill, for Collection of Ornamcntalfoliaged Plants-

Messrs. I. Dobson & Sons, for Collection of Herbaceous Calceolarias.
Mr, C. Turner, Ivies in pots, and cut blooms of Carnations and

Picotees.
Messrs- Hooper & Co., Seedsmen, &c., Covent Garden, Collection of

Flowers of Bulbous Plants.

Mr, T. S. Ware. Basket of Iris, cut blooms; Pansies, cut blooms ;

Hardy Perennials, cut blooms.
Mr. L. Bassuerts, Botanic Garden. Ghent, Collection of Ornamental

Grasses, and Bouquet of Natural Grasses.
Mr. R- Parker. Group ol Iris germanica.
Mr. Adolphc Sielzner. Ghent, Collection of Gymnngrammas.
Mr. H. Hooper, A'ine Nursery, Widcomb Hill. Bath, for Cut Blooms

of Pansies, Ranunculi, Anenomes. and Pansies in pots.

Messrs- Kelway & Son, for Box of Pansy Great Eastern.

Thanks of Council to Mr. J. Croucher, Gr. to J. T. Peacock, Esq.,
Sudbury House, Hammersmith, for Collection of Cacti ; and to Mrs,
Bray. Stamford Villas, Fulham Road, S.W., for Case of Anatomised
Leaves.

DOBSON'S SPLENDID SEEDS.—New Seed, now
ready,

CALCEOLARIA, the finest strain the world, u. 6rf., 21. 6d.,y.()d.,
and 5J.

CINERARIA, first quality only, is. 6d.,3S. 6d., 31, 6d., and 5.'.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, in variety, of extra fine

quality. IS. 6d., 21, 6d-, 3s., and 5«.

DOBSON AND SONS, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
AWARD of PRIZES. MAY 22.—By special desire of the

Tudgrs, the value of the First Prize for SIX GREENHOUSE
AZALEAS, awarded to Mr, W. Neighbour, Gr. to Sir VV. Clayton,
Bart., Harleylord, Great Marlow. Bucks, was increased in value
from that of a Large Silver Gilt Medal, as olTcrcd in the Schedule, to

that of a GOLD MEDAL, in consideration of the v<-ry superior
culiivalionof the Plants. THOS. DON. Superintendent.

WEST KENT HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
Pnsidcni—The Right Hon, Viscount Sydney, G.C.B.,

Lord-Lieutenant of the County.
The ANNUAL EXHIBITION of FLOWERS. FRUITS, and

TABLE DECORATIONS will be held in BICKLKV PARK, by the

kind permission of Geo. Wythes, Esq., on SATURDAY, July 6.

Schedules of Prizes, &c,, may be had ol the Hon. Sec, ALFRED
WITHERS, Esq,, Bromley, Kent.

Notewortliy Hortlculturlsta and Botanists.

NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of

NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS
is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already

appeared, and separate Copies (price 6d. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the PubliBher, viz,

Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A,
E, J, Lowe, F.R.S,

Dr. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S.

W. Wilson Saunders, F.R S,

Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.

M. Decaisne,
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.

Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin.

Professor Reichenbach.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, W. C.

Robert Hogg, LL.D,
'

James Bateman. F. R.S.
Berthold Seemann. Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.
Hon- Marshall P. Wilder.

^|t§arkncrs'C^r0racIe
SATURDAY, JUNE 8, 1872.

•

THE Universities of Oxford and Cambridge
have so large a share in the education of the

country gentlemen and professional classes of

the nation, that any changes in their schemes of

instruction or examination are pretty sure to be
submitted to keen outside scrutiny. It is well it

should be so, and none know that better than

those engaged in active work within the Univer-

sities. We need, therefore, make no apology for

alluding in this place to a recently issued pro-

gramme relating to the Examin.\tions for

honours in the school of Natural Science at

Oxford.
To make the matter plain we may state

that there is, first of all, a preliminary honour
examination, intended to sift out unlikely can-

didates. The subjects for examination are

elementary mechanics, physics and chemistry

—

biology (including, under that term, the know-
ledge of animals and plants) being entirely

omitted, for what reason we cannot understand.

Supposing this preliminary examination passed,

the aspirant has before him three general subjects

for his final honour examination, namely, physics,

chemistry, and biology. In the two former sub-

jects, as appears from the scheme before us,

the object of the examination is to test pretty

comprehensively and thoroughly the amount of

general knowledge on these subjects possessed

by the candidate. In addition to this compre-

hensive acquaintance with the general principles

of the sciences in question, the pupil is expected

to take up some one special subject more in

detail, and to show his comprehension of the

principles by his ability to apply them to special

cases. Moreover, it is understood " that a know-

ledge of the subjects based on practical work, as

well as knowledge gathered from books, will

always be required at the examinations." So far

well. It is when we turn to biology that we find

a singularly oblique one-sided programme pre-

pared, and one in which the botanical side of

biology is all but entirely ignored. As we take

it, biology includes a knowledge of plants as well

as animals; further we hold that neither sub-

division can profitably be studied to the exclusion

of the other. We do not assert that a botanist

should be a zoologist, but we do say that a

student who desires comprehensive views and a
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due appreciation of the general scope of botanical

science, should be in possession of well grounded
information as to the general principles of zoology,

and vice versA. We presumed every naturalist

would have admitted that much. Such, however,
does not appear to be the case with the framers of

the programme before us. According to that docu-
ment, as it would seem, biology means the

general principles of the anatomy and physiology
of animals. A formidable array of books on these

subjects—so formidable as to deter any but the

most dauntless (we had almost said reckless)

student—is given, including many admirable
treatises, but not one devoted to the general
principles of botany, apart from systematic
botany. It is, unfortunately, true that the British

botanist's library is poor in general treatises of

this character, as compared with that of his

brother naturalist ; but there is no lack of mono-
graphs and essays in various Trajisactions on
the general principles of botanical science. There
are the Introductions to the Flora Indica^ and to

that of Australia ; there are De Candolle's,
Grisebach's, and Watson's great works on the
geographical distribution of plants; Brong-
NiAR'i-'s and Schimper's works on vegetable
palaeontolo^ ; German treatises on comparative
anatomy and physiology in quantities, Darwin's
Variation of Animals and Plants^ the valuable
series of addresses of Mr. Bentham as President
of the Linnean Society, and other publications,
affording more or less complete general views of
botanical science. Why are all these omitted?
To all appearance because, in the eyes of the
Oxford Board of Studies, biology has reference
to animal life only. Supposing, as we believe to

be the case, that the two kingdoms are on one
side conterminous and really one, even that
would not preclude the two divisions, which
every one must acknowledge, from having equal
attention. To our thinking, an insight into

vegetable physiology is so desirable a prelimin-
ary to animal physiology as almost to be indis-

pensable. By reason of the greater simplicity of
the structure of plants, and their less complicated
mode of working, it often (not always) happens
that the processes of life are much more readily
and intelligibly witnessed among plants than
animals. Growth, development, the formation
of new cells, the absorption of liquids, the
fertilisation of the ovule, all these we do not
hesitate to say are—as a general rule subject to

exceptions— more readily to be made out in

plants than are the corresponding pheno-
mena among animals. Again, if we take com-
parative anatomy, what have vegetable morpho-
logists done that their labour should not be recog-
nised as well as that of their confreres ? Did
Wolff, Jung, Linn/Eus, Goethe, do nothing
in vegetable morphology .'* Was Robert
Brown a myth t Have the De Candolles,
DuNAL, St. Hilaire, Moquin, Lindley, Asa
Gray, Hooker, done nothing to entitle them
to take rank by the side of the historians of
animal structures? The answer according to
the Oxford programme is—No. Is not a general
knowledge of the forms of vegetable life, from
the Palmella to the Welwitschia, or the Baobab,
at least as essential to the biologist as a know-
ledge of animal life, from a cysticercus to a
camel-leopard? No, according to the Oxford
programme. Let us put the matter in another
form. Granted that some insight into natural
history is desirable for all persons boasting any
degree of education beyond the three R's ; and
granted that the power of strengthening the
natural faculties of observation, and of encou-
raging those of discrimination and judgment, is

equal in the case of zoology or botany, which of
the two is most easily taught to and learnt by
beginners? It must be obvious to all that the
means of study are more accessible, the modes
more facile in the case of plants than in that of
animals, on which account botany can be intro-

duced into our schools with much greater pro-
priety and chance of success than the anatomy,
physiology, or classification of animals can be.
We must not attribute all the blame to the

Oxford Board. We believe our botanists them-
selves are in a measure to blame in the matter.
They have practically laid too much stress on
mere descriptive botany. They have kept them-
selves m the background, and allowed the public
to thmk lightly of botany as a science, to consider
it as a mere catalogue of hard words, or at best
as a descriptive list of plants, arranged more or
less arbitrarily. Three-fourths of the intelligent
persons one meets are of this opinion. As for
anything like general principles, or what the

Oxford programme would, or ought to call

general philosophy of plants, they have not a

notion that such a thing exists—a science of

morphology is unknown to them. Vegetable
physiology is practically ignored. Oxford bio-

logists should have been careful to have seen

this, and, so far as laid in their power, to have
remedied it. They have but too surely increased

the mischief, and too plainly exposed their own
ignorance of one half of their own science.

Nothing can be more deplorable than the con-

dition of the branches, leaves, tendrils, and fruit of the

Vines which were lately forwarded by Sir William
M'Arthur from Camden Park, New South Wales,

affected with a formidable disease, known under the

name of the Black Spot. These accorded perfectly

with those sent formerly by Mr. Carson, and on which a

report was made in April, 1871. Unfortunately the fruc-

tification of Fungi is too apt to be dispersed when speci-

mens are preserved in spirits. If they belong to those

tribes in which the fruit is contained in a cyst, osmose
takes place between the alcohol and the contents of the

cyst, and the fructification is discharged. Such has

been the case with the samples before us, and had
they not been accompanied with mounted specimens it

would have been impossible to have said more on the

subject than was stated when Mr. Carson's communi-
cation was submitted to the Sciendfic Committee at

South Kensington. These, however, have given us a

good deal of information, though one very important

point remains to be settled, viz., whether the affection

on the fruit is identical with that on the other parts of

the plant. No. 4 is the common Oidium, which, how-
ever, has nothing whatever to do with the black spot,

for its effect is very different. It is, however, of some
importance to ascertain that it really exists in Australia,

for the apphcation of flowers of brimstone is a certain

remedy if applied properly. But it is quite useless to

apply it at random without ascertaining that the

oidioid disease really exists. There ought to be no

difficulty about this, for even supposing there is no

opportunity of examining it microscopically, or no one

sufficiently acquainted with Fungi to know whether the

Oidium is really on the stage of the microscope, the

peculiar white mealy appearance is quite enough to

justify any ordinary but sufficiently careful observer to

apply sulphur. In other cases we believe that the

many vaunted nostrums are quite useless. The question

now arises. Do the black spots really arise from Fungi ?

If it were quite certain that the spots on the berries and
on the stem were identical we should be inclined to

speak more decidedly, but at present we want more
information, which can easily be supplied if Sir W.
M'Arthur will send by post to the writer of this

notice a few well-selected specimens, sufficiently dried

before they are put in the envelope to insure their not

becoming mouldy on the passage. The young spots

on the shoots should be selected, as where the cuticle is

burst there is little chance of detecting the Fungus.

Spots also should be removed from the berries, and I

carefully dried, and we should then be in a position to

settle the point as to identity. Should it appear that

they are due to the same cause, we should then say that

the disease is really due to a minute Fungus, belonging

to the obscure genus Gl^eosporium, which sometimes
attacks Grapes and other fruits in thiscountry, as Peaches

and Apples, but as far as we have seen never producing
anything like the black spot. It is quite certain that

in specimens Nos. I, 2, 3, a Glaiosporium does exist,

the spores of which are oblong, and about ^^l. of an
inch in length, and as the Fungus in the case of our
fruits is no aftergrowth, but the cause of evil, we may
presume that it is so in the Australian case. What we
really want to know is, whether the specimens (No. i)

were taken from the fruit or from the branches, as that

would settle the question. In one of the specimens marked
(3) the spores are of a beautiful rose colour, probably
impregnated with the juice of the Grape, as they are

quite colourless in the other specimens. If the disease

is due to the Glteosporium it is useless to apply sulphur,

as the Fungus is seated within the tissues, and it is

probable that its growth is favoured by peculiar climatic

conditions. M. J. B., Sibbertoft^ Market Harborough.

Mr. Grieve, of Culford, has sent us examples
of a Bronze Ivv-leaved Pelargonium, an en-

tirely new strain, of singular beauty. It was obtained
by fertilizing an Ivy-leaved variety by pollen of a
bronze zonal, and the result is a well-marked gold
and bronze Ivy-leaved variety, of robust and compact
habit, which promises to be equally useful in the flower-

garden and as a pot or vase plant. The flowers are

crimson ; and the leaf of a rich golden tint, with a
bronze zone, the older leaves becoming tinted with
red at the margin. We look upon it as a great acqui-

sition. Mr. Grieve has also sent us a sample of

another hybrid Ivy-leaved seedling, with the fol-

lowing remarks :

—

"The great improvement which has already been
effected in the Zonal Pelargonium renders further

advance, though still quite possible, yet difficult to realise.

On that account I btg to suggest to cross-breeders the
possibility of obtaining very desirable results by turning
their attention to the Ivy-leaved section of the Pelar-

gonium. I send herewith a branch with blooms of a
variety obtained by fertilising flowers of an Ivy-leaved I

sort named Peltatum Elegans, with pollen taken from
a strong gromng zonal sort known as Culford
Rose. The plant from which the branch sent
was cut, was struck as a cutting early during the
spring of 1871, and was planted against the back wall of a
greenhouse ; it has already densely covered a portion of
the wall, 15 feet in length by 9 feet, which is the height of
the wall ; but had the wall been 20 or more feet in height
it would doubtless have covered it without diminishing its

lateral expansion, so rapid and vigorous are its growing
powers. I was at first apprehensive that it might prove a
shy flowerer, but in this respect I am agreeably sur-
prised, as its tine dark foliage, which might readily be
mistaken for that of the common Irish Ivy, is now pro-
fusely decorated with its fine large trusses of rose-coloured
flowers."

This is, as Mr. Grieve states, a plant of wonderful
vigour, the leaves being very large and scabrous, and
the flowers of a deep rosy-pink colour. As a wall
plant it must be very effective. In this and other
directions there is yet ample scope for hybridisers of
the Pelargonium, Why does not some one take up
and improve the flowers of the species with cut and
agreeably scented leaves ?

Visitors to the forthcoming Birmingham
Show will do well to provide themselves with a pam-
phlet, to be had for a few pence of Mr. Walker, 21,
Great Charles Street, Birmingham, entitled the Bir-
tningham Saturday Half-Holiday Guide, with a map.
It gives in a condensed form an account of the prin-

cipal places of interest round Birmingham, and of the
ways and means of getting thereto. Though not
specially intended for horticulturists, there is much
information which will be useful to them. The map
and railway tables are specially serviceable.

We beg to draw the attention of our readers
to the following excellent proposition, made by Mr.
Gilbert, of the Gardens, Burghley, Stamford, in con-
nection with the Birmingham Show. It is to the

effect that a sale of Button-hole Bouquets should
be held in a tent in the show grounds ; that gardeners
should be invited to send, free of expense, a dozen or
more of these bouquets ; that the sale should be
presided over by some of the fair young ladies of Bir-

ingham ; and that the proceeds be handed over to some
Birmingham charity for the benefit of the poor. Mr.
Gilbert thinks this would be an excellent souveiiir of
the visit of the Royal Horticultural Society, and we
are happy to give publicity to his laudable suggestion.
It is, of course, contemplated that the Society or the

local committee should provide the tent accommo-
dation, and should also complete the other necessary

arrangements.

Mr. Glaisher remarks as follows on the
State of the Weather during the week ending
June I :—In the vicinity of London the reading of
the barometer at the beginning of the week at sea
level was about 30. 3 inches ; a slight increase was
experienced till the evening of May 26, when 30.4 inches

nearly was recorded. A very gradual decrease then
set in, and the minimum, 30 inches, was reached by
the afternoon of May 31 ; following this a slight;

increase occurred till about noon of June i, but by the
evening of the same day the values had again de-
creased. The mean daily values were above the
average throughout the week. The highest tempera-
tures by day varied from 73|° on the 2Sth to 65" nearly

on May 31, and were on an average about 5" above
those of last week. The nights were also warmer than
in the preceding week, varying in their lowest tempe-
ratures from 54" on May 27 to 42^° on June i.

The average daily range of temperature was
about 21". The mean temperatures were generally in

excess of the average, the departures being as follows :

—May 26th, —o°.5 ; 27th, +4°.7 ; 2Sth, -f 6^.4 ; 29th,

+ 3°-9;30th, +2°.9;3i&t, — i°.S ; June ist, 3'.i. The
weather was generally fine, though at times cloudy ;

May 26, however, was remarkably gloomy and foggy.

Showers of rain fell on May 30 and 31, but not to any
great amount, the total quantity measured being but
little more than one-tenth of an inch. The movement
of the air was very small throughout the week, on the

first two days it being nearly calm ; the general direc-

tion was W.S.W., though at times northerly currents

prevailed. The greatest pressure on the square foot

was 2.4 lb. on May 31. The mean daily horizontal

movement did not exceed 250 miles in any case, and
on the 26th and 27tli the values were but 105 and
123 miles respectively.

In England the highest temperatures by day varied
between 744° at Nottingham and 62° at Newcastle-on-
Tyne, with a general average of 694°. The lowest
temperatures at night ranged from 48 at Newcastlc-on-
Tyne to 36!^ at Leicester, the mean for the whole
country being 414*. The greatest range of temperature
was 364* at Leicester, and the least 14* at Newcastle-
on-Tyne. The mean of all highest temjieratures

varied from 69!" at Blackhealh and Norwich to 59' at

Nevvcastle-on-Tyne, and the general average was 65°

nearly. The higliest mean daily temperature was 574^
at Blackheath, and the lowest, 52.^°, at Newca^tle-on-
Tyne, the general mean being 544". The weather
during the early portion of the week was very fine

over the whole country, but during the last three or

four days it became cloudy and rain fell at most places.

The heaviest falls of rain occurred in an area in

which Liverpool and Manchester are comprised,
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at these stations respectively nearly an inch being

measured. At Portsmouth, Nottingham, and New-
castle-on-Tyne no rain fell, and but little at other

places in the southern, eastern, and northern counties.

The average fall over the country was 3-ioths of an

inch, nearly.

In Scotland the highest temperatures varied from

67 i° at Aberdeen to 60^' at Glasgow, with an average

of 63^*. The lowest temperatures ranged between

425° at Glasgow and 374" at Paisley, the general

average being 4o|°. The highest mean temperature

was S~l°y ^^ Dundee, and the lowest 49^", 3.t Paisley,

the mean for the whole country lieing S^^°- The
greatest rainfall was S-ioths of an inch, at Glasgow,

and the least but 3-iooths of an inch, at Leilh.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 69A*, the

lowest 354°, the mean 54^*, and the rainfall more than

half an inch.

We would remind intendmg Exhibitors at

Birmingham that Tuesday next is the last day for

making entries. The final edition of the schedule may
be had on application to the assistant-secretary, at

South Kensington, or to the local secretary, at Bir-

mingham.

\Ve have to announce the publication of a

richly illustrated work, entitled A/y Garden^ by

Alfred Smee, F.R.S., concerning which we shall

have more to say on another occasion.

• • The arrangements in connection with the

opening of the Royal Horticultural Show at Bir-

mingham, on theagth inst. , by his Royal Highness Prince

Arthur, are finallycompleted by the Local Committee.
His Royal Highness will arrive at the Lower Grounds
about mid-day, and will be received, it is expected, by
a guard of honour. He will then walk through the

show-tents whilst the work of judging is going on,

and at one o'clock an address will be presented to his

Royal Highness by the Local Committee, the members
of which will afterwards be introduced to him in a

body. A luncheon, at which Prince Arthur will be

present, will subsequently take place in a marquee in

the grounds. The price of the tickets for the luncheon

will be published i\\ due course, but as the number
issued will necessarily be limited, those who desire to

be present should make early application, for them.

We are requested to state that, in addition to the rail-

way accommodation mentioned, the Midland Railway
Company will run excursion trains (day trips) from
Bath, Bristol, Gloucester, Worcester, and the West
of England generally, of which due announcements
will appear. On occasions like this the weather is a

matter of first-rate importance. In our climate, of

course, nobody would venture to prophesy, but it is

satisfactory to know, from experience, that the last

week in June is usually dry and fine. In proof of
this, Mr. Plant in the Daily Post reports that in the

decade 1862 to 1S71, June 25 to 29 were wet days on
three occasions only, viz.

,
June 27, 1S62, June29, 1S63,

and June 29, 1S65. The last week of this month is

generally fine. June 1S66 and 1S71 were both very

wet, yet the last week was fine in both cases.

• Mr. Rivers has raised a generation of Early
Cherries from stones of the early Purple Guigne, well

known for the beauty and excellence of its fruit—

a

batch of seedlings, all remarkable from the vigour of
their growth, and their resemblance to the parent stock.

Several of them have borne fruit tlie last two or three

seasons, and it is curious to observe that all are equally

early, varying in a trifling degree, and all of the same
size, colour, and quality as those from the parent tree,

so as not to be distinguished from them. The trees

differ widely, being upright robust growers, while
the parent sort has a pendulous weak growth. One
seems to regret that these seedlings were not raised 30
years since, for the sort is old here, although unknown
in France. There are two or three generations of
these early Cherries at Sawbridgeworth—seedlings

from seedlings.

Mr. J. C. Ste\-ens sold on May 30 a large

collection of estabUshed Orchids, which included
many new and rare kinds ; an importation of magni-
ficent masses of Vanda Roxburghii, and a collection of
Aeriies, Coelogynes, &c., imported from Burmah. On
June 3 several importations of Orchids from the West
Indies, the West Coast of Africa, and Demerara ; and a
selection of plants from the collection of Orchids grown
by Messrs. Sherkatt& Co., of Knypersley, Cheshire,
were sold by auction by the same gentleman.

New Garden Plants.
Epidendrum pseudepidendrum, Rchb.f. {Xejtia

Orckidacea^ i. i6o, tab. 53).

Caule erecto bipedali, foliis oblongis acutis pergameneis
;

racemo seu panicula pauciflora, vaginis quibusdam trianguUs
carinatis onusto : bractea ovario pedicellato mu!to breviori ;

sepalts cuneato oblongis acutis : tepalis filiformibus apice paulo
rhombeo obiusangulo dilaiatis : labello lamina a basi lato

cunealo quadrata emargiuata lobulato serrulata ; callis obius-
anguUs geminis in basi, carinis depressis crassis temis per
medium, columnEc buccis semiquadratis.

—

Psendepidcndrujn
spectabile, Rchb. f., in v. Mohl. et v. Schl. B. Z. 1852, 733.

For 20 years nothing was known of this plant beyond
the single very small specimen in my herbarium.
Warscewicz had discovered it in the Cordillera de
Chiriqui, growing on some Ficus at 4000 feet above
the level of the sea. The coloured sketch proved to

be quite extrordinary, since it presented a nearly frog-

green fluwer, with a lip as scarlet as an English

soldier's jacket when it is quite new. I had to reproduce
it as given by the excellent and gallant collector, who
was, however, not very shy in the use of his colours, ever

taking the biightest tones—just as keen as certain

draughtsmen, who never hesitate to draw six flowers

for a single one, or to make them coaetaneous when
they develope in long intervals. Finally, the plant was
gathered by M. Zahn, who took a sketch in colours

to his employers, Messrs. Veitch, that looked just as if

taken out of the A'c-ra'a. In June, 1S71, I had the

good fortune to see a few strong living flowering

plants at the Royal Exotic Nursery of Messrs. Veitch.

It is quite a new thing for the Orchid world. I cannot

remember of so keen an oi")position of green and scarlet

in Orchids, though it is to be seen in some parrots, and
as I remember having seen something similar in ladies'

dresses in Vienna. Ah ! who knows whether the

Pseudepidendrum may not give some x\t\v poini-de-vues

in a certain big town to the fair visitors of grand horti-

cultural shows ! Dr. Hooker has given a representation

in Bot. Jl/a^., 5929, but either the represented variety

was a very indifferent one, or the painters have not done
full justice to the colours. //. G. Rchb. f. [A flowering

plant of this singular Orchid was shown at South
Kensington on June 5, by Messrs. Veitch. Eds.]

EriDENDRUM NOCTURNUM, Jacq. (Seep. 699.)

When lately in London I informed Dr. Welwitsch
of the discovery of that American weed at Sierra Leone.

Dr. Welwitsch was almost incredulous, stating that

Sierra Leone was a very dangerous place for botanical

geography, there being innumerable American and
Antillan plants in a state of migration. Dr. Welwitsch
declares that until a botanist of good character has

found the plant in the interior, we may not believe in

the African habitat of the plant.

After all, though admitting gladly we must take

matters as they are, yet I must candidly confess I should

personally like it much better if there were not many
such Orchidaceous vagabonds running across over the

globe, since a reasonable localisation is one of the high

prestiges of the majority of the members of that unrivalled

family. A geographical area having not a single peculiar

Fern may have a hundred peculiar Orchids. H, G.

Rchb.f.

DRY V. PUTTY GLAZING.
VoUR leader (p. 601) upon this subject is most im-

portant and interesting, and no doubt to many will

open up anew field of observation. My experience with
close-glazed and imperfectly ventilated iron houses of

large size, has enabled me to form some rather decided
opinions, and, from a cultural point of view, I am
convinced a few vents in the roofing are preferable to

what some might consider the ** perfect work" of close

glazing. The value of the "chink of air" was fully

illustrated in one of your leaders a year or two back by
reference to the superior finish of the Cole Orton Grapes,
and to the practice of Mr. Speed of always leaving a
chink of air on, or giving one very early in the morn-
ing. The propriety of that practice every practical

man will admit, as one thing is quite certain, that if

you want badly finished Grapes, you cannot more
surely secure that end than by allowing the fruit to

become dewed through a rise of temperature in the

house before air is given in the morning—the Grapes
are cold, and if a chink of air be not given, the

moisture in the atmosphere must necessarily be de-

posited upon them. As respects scorching, which is

often attributable to a close confined state of the atmo-
sphere, and very frequently to the inferior quality of the

glass now too generally used—common foreign glass,

and much, too, of our home manufacture— I have
reason to know, that even with full air, thick, leathery

leaves will scald, unless they are timely shaded ; of
course much will depend upon the angle of
the glass, the rays which fall perpendicularly hav-
ing much more power than those which fall

obliquely. For this inferior glass there is no remedy
except obscuring it in some way or other ; hence we
not unfrequently find plants shaded to an iniurious

extent, which, under more favourable circumstances,

delight in all the light and exposure to every ray of
sunshine that can be afforded them. A short time
back a small gardener who, upon the strictly econo-
mical plan, had built himself a Cucumber and Melon
house, and glazed them with the cheap Belgian sheet

glass, called upon me to know how it was that with
every bright gleam of sunshine the leaves of the plants

scorched and everything looked miserable? The cause

was soon explained, and the remedy of a coat of size

and whiting over the glass adopted. Two or three years

back Mr. Pearson of Chilwell had a house of young
Orange trees entirely spoiled for that season from the

same cause. So positive have I become as to the mis-

chief arising from the use of the inferior qualities of

sheet glass that, like the late Mr. Pince, of Exeter, I

think the most certain remedy for scorching is a thin

coat of paint all over the glass. When you speak of

old *' tumble-down" houses you must recollect the

"pot "glass of those days was very different to the
" sheet " of the present time. Before the repeal of the

duty upon glass, shading in our hot-houses was the

exception, now it has become the rule.

Whilst fully agreeing with you as to the importance

of ventilation I submit that the slight but constant
leakage of air by the dry glazing system is one of the
most important cultural discoveries of recent times,
and for this we are indebted more to the experiments
of Mr. Ayres than to any other person ; and, apart
from the superior strength, yet lightness and elegance
of the buildings themselves, I must confess that, in
the method of glazing and ventilating, and more espe-
cially of moistening the atmospheie by constant evapo-
ration from the water panels of the concrete plant

staging, I see advantages which, to use the language
of one of the best practical gardeners in England,
•'gardeners have hitherto had no conception of." The
close, suffocating atmosphere of our plant-houses,

every one who has had anything to do with early

forcing, or the cultivation of stove or Orchid plants,

knows full well, closeness being necessary to the reten-

tion of moisture ; but in these houses the moisture

seems to hug you, and yet there is a freshness in the

atmosphere I never experienced in a hothouse before.

This arises from adopting a plan of raising moisture
by what may be called natural means, and at a natural

temperature, which isa very different thing to sprinkling

hot pipes or flues, and thus raising a dense scorching

steam at one time with comparative aridity at another.

In the hygrometric management of our forcing-houses

Mr. Ayres has brought us nearer to Nature than we
have been before ; and though we cannot all command
this really superior house, we may strain a point and
use the only perfect plant stage which has ever been in-

troduced, especially as these imperishable slabs fixed on
iron supports are not more costly than the ever-

decaying wooden stages, George I'Vestland, IViticy

Court.

THE GREAT DRAGON TREE.
In the Gardeners' Chro7iich% 186S, p. 30, it fell to

our lot to have to publish the obituary notice of the

Dragon Tree of Teneriffe, one of the oldest and
most famous trees of the world. Signor Fenzi, who
communicated to us the unfortunate story, was kind

enough subsequently to place at our disposal the pho-

tograph from which our present woodcut is taken, the

artist having shown the trunk of the tree unencum-
bered by surrounding shrubs, and inserted, from other

small photographs, in our possession, younger Dragon
Trees, in order to show their peculiar mode of growth.

We have the more satisfaction in publishing this

engraving as most of those that have been issued, even
in works of a professedly scientific character, have been
inaccurate, and some ludicrously so, and these illus-

trations have been repeated even quite recently. In
the young state, Dracxna Draco has the habit and
form of a Yucca ; as the stem lengthens a more Palm-
like aspect is assumed, the trunks being tall, cylin-

drical, and with a tuft of long sword-shaped leaves at

the top. In the course of years the stem branches at

the top, each branch bearing its tuft. Still further

subdivision takes place, and we have *' a host, a
republic of Palm Trees mounted high in the air."

The Dragon Tree represented in our engraving was
supposed by " sober naturalists to have attained the

age of 6,000 years * * * to have been the oldest

tree on the face of the earth, so old," add the catas-

trophic geologists, "that it may have witnessed some
of the latest revolutions which our planet underwent
prior to the advent of man. The great Dragon Tree
of Orotava "has thus occupied its site so long, that it

may even contend with the Peak itself for being that

veritable dragon which protected the golden fruit in'

the beautiful garden of the Hesperides."

Our citations have been made from that charming
book, published some years since, and entitled Tene"

rijje, an Astronomef^s Experiments i^Qtv^ & Co.), and
we can hardly do better than condense Professor Piazzi

Smyth's description of the famous tree :

—

" Proudly," says that writer, "it raises its antique arms
above everything around. * * * Poor old tree, whose
trunk was hollow when Alonzo del Lugo and his coti-

qitisladores in 1493 established the Spanish authority

here, and turned the bark into a chapel for holy mass,
after it had served Druidical purposes amongst Guanche
tribes for ages : how frail is it now ? The storm in 1819
wrenched off an arm, and more recently certain Goths
hacked an immense piece out of the thin wall of hollow
tnmk, for the Museum of Botany at Kew. * * * Sixty

feet high above the ground at its southern foot, 48^
in circumference at that level, 35 feet 6 inches at 6 feet

above, and 23 feet 8 inches at 14 feet 5 inches above, or

the place where the branches spring out from the rapidly

narrowing conical trunk, this Dracsenacannot compare with

real monarchs of the forest for size. And we must remember
that it is no proper tree with woody substance ; it is merely

a vegetable ; an Asparagus stalk, with a remarkable
power of vitality, and an equally eminent slowness of

growth ; it is this last, indeed—not its size, which has
gained it the credit of being the oldest tree in the world.

Let us take note of the chief characteristics. First, the

immense spreading of long naked root-like branches,

and the pyramidal outline of the trunk. The leafage

makes no very sensible appearance; there is the typical

tuft at the end of each branch, or rather stem ; but the
miniature Palm trees have been growing for ages without
bifurcation, extending only in length, nothing in breadth.

At the point of junction of two or more, a thickening of
the lower branch begins, and occasionally may be seen
one or two withered radicles hanging loose ; for they
have failed to enter the bark, and work their way down
to the ground. So many of them, however, have done
this, that white the simple stems are smooth, or marked
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only by shallow transverse indentations of footstalks of

past leaves, the compound stems are deeply corrugated

longitudinally, and the trunk more markedly still, with

an evident tendency in every wrinkle to divide con-

tinually as it descends. When once a stem has branched

its life seems to have departed, being replaced by the

lives of the several young trees of its kind left

growing on its summit, and whose roots, entering the

bark and encasing the stem on every side, conceal its

slowly withering corpse from the light of day. Ages pass

by, the young trees, after flourishing, die in their turn, each

producing two or more new ones, mounted on its summit,

and altogether producing such a surface to the wind that

the base of the original tree would never be able unassisted

to support the strain. See, however, the admirable pro-

vision of Nature. The inosculating roots, which have

decorously concealed the death of their parent stem, feel-

ing the requirements of the growing family above, expand
their circle of support below ; the trunk, that had been

cylindrical, becomes a broad based cone. An opening is

made in one side. We look in and find a mere hollow.

In the centre of that void once stood the original tree. It

is gone now as completely as any of the early progenitors

of annuals growing in our gardens. Hence some
explanation of the hollow interior of the great Dragon
Tree. It is a physiological necessity. But hence

also a considerable limitation in the age of those

parts which are still leafing and flowering, viz., the

extremities of each long thin branch. Supposing 6000

years to have elapsed since the original plant first came
above the surface of the ground, that period must be
divided by nearly the number of times that the tree has

branched. Yet as the successive generations must have

followed each other on the self same spot, this conclu-

sion will not touch the dazzling theory of an eloquent

author setting forth that Dracaena Draco does not

belong to the Canaries nor to Africa, but to India, and
that the Guanches must therefore have had commercial
relations with that part of the world more than 5000
years ago. On the other hand, there seems reason to

believe that the Dragon Tree may be a native of North
Africa, and if so perhaps of the Canaries also.

McGillivray's representation of this tree is more like an
Elm with small leaves, 150 feet high, in a level country.

Humboldt's figure shows a tree 95 feet high, with foliage

more like that of a Sycamore with a smooth trunk grow-
ing on a flat meadow. McGillivray copied Humboldt,
Humboldt having in his turn copied a drawing of M.
Marchais, who was indebted for his drawing to a sketch

of M. Ozone, which, though manifestly incorrect, might
have been taken from Nature by a sketcher in a great

hurry, and whose imagination and style of drawing were
based on European types of plants.

" Thus (says Professor Smyth) are errors copied and
magnified ; seldom are excellencies reproduced. After a
few removes, the alleged portrait of Nature is only a
caricature of the idiosyncrasies of the first artist."

Never, says the writer from whom we quote, was the

debt that mankind owes to photography more apparent

than in the case of the Dragon Tree. Artists landing

for a few hours from a ship were appalled at the

tangled mass of vegetation about the old Dragonnier,

and made a sort of ideal tree on a bare level surface.

Nature, on the other hand, awed by nothing she has
made, takes on the collodion plate the whole scene,

with all its foreshortenings, all its groupings, as instan-

taneously as a flat wall, and shows the hollow trunk,

the \Arinkled bark, the gardener's scaffolding which has
passed into the fiction of the ladder and man, the long
branches, the sword-shaped terminal leaves, hedge and
terraced land, distant trees, and still more distant hills.

It is specially desirable that a good engraving be issued,

as Professor Smyth's photographs have sadly faded,

and Signer Fenzi's large photograph, from which our
sketch was taken, is in few hands.

For further details relating to the tree we refer to

the letter of the last-named gentleman, at p. 30 of our
volume for 1S68.

ON THE WAY.
Madresfield Court, Malvern.—I believe the

last stage on the way whence I addressed you was
Oxford ; and it may seem strange that I, professedly
on my way to Birmingham, should now hail from
Madresfield. I presume, however, that it is of little

consequence whether I, as a professed "Rambler,"
adhere strictly to the lines of route as laid down on
Bradshaw's Railway Map or no, and that being so, it

happens to suit my convenience to take Madresfield
next in order. Journeying towards Malvern in any
direction save from the west, whether over the dry
oolite, barren, broken surface of Oxfordshire, the lias

clays, or red sandstone marls, on which are situated

the fat pastures of Warwickshire and Worcestershire,
or the black, rugged, seared districts of South Stafford-

shire, famed for their coal and iron, the surprise ex-
perienced at the first sight of the Malvems is equally
great. Rising abruptly out of the level plain of the
rich and fertile Severn Valley, towering up in three
grand conical masses, verdure clad to the summit, and
stretching away southward in a sharp serrated ridge,
varying from 1000 to 1400 feet in elevation, they excite
a degree of admiiation out of proportion to their real
height. They are high and steep, no doubt ; but after
the Welsh mountains or the Scottish "Bens," they
cannot make much pretensions in these respects
They alTord, in fact, a capital illustration that mere
size IS not all that is required to make a molehill into a
mountain. Form, sharpness of outline indicative of
hardness of texture, are as necessary to the idea of a
mountain, as mere size. In the case of the Malvems

the illusion is heightened by the fact already alluded

to, that they rise abruptly from the level plain. How
easy it is to see from their form and surroundings that

they have been thrust up from below by some violent

convulsion. If one saw a crater at the top and fumes

arising therefrom, the sight would occasion no astonish-

ment. The very pebbles prove the former existence of

fierce fires and the influence of enormous pressure.

They are streaked, colored, and variegated in a wonder-

ful manner, hard enough to form excellent road-metal,

and yet, by their slow decomposition in the course of

ages, to form surface soil rich in most earthy elements

of plant food, and therefore fertile in no ordinary

degree. If any one be in search of health, or of out-

door exercise, with an eye for beauty and a taste for

geology and natural history, he can hardly do better

than make Malvern his head quarters. Visitors to the

Malvern district would, moreover, do well to provide

themselves with Lees' Pictures of Nature Round the

Malvt>-}i Hills.

From a horticultural point of view, Madresfield

Court, the seat of Earl Beauchamp, is the feature of

most importance within a short distance of Malvern.

It lies a little way from the foot of the hills on their

eastern side, and is reached by an easy walk from

Malvern Link Station, or by a few miles drive from

Worcester, which latter city is hardly more than an

hour's ride by the Midland Railway from Birmingham,

New Street Station,

Madresfield itself lies in the plain ; its park and

grounds have not themselves the advantage of undulat-

ing ground, but they are backed up by the noble hills,

and, needless to say, the landscape gardener has taken

advantage of that circumstance, but perhaps hardly so

fully as he might have done with advantage. A little

more judicious clearance here and there would have let

in further peeps of the hills, with their graceful forms

and rich velvetty sward.

The mansion, partly old, partly new, is in style

Elizabethan. Old and new have been successfully

and, comparatively speaking, unobtrusively welded

together. Like so many similar houses in the west

midlands, it is still surrounded by its moat. A fine

avenue of Elms leads up on one side to the entrance.

The flower garden in front of the mansion is un-

pretending but appropriate, and in good taste. It

harmonises well with the structure it adjoins, and
allows the eye to pass from it to the park be-

yond without that painful sense of incongruity

or violent contrast which is so frequently experienced

in similar establishments. It is not strictly architec-

tonic like an Italian garden, nor is it Dutch in style,

but it is a happy exemplification of such of the best

features of the several styles of flower garden as are

most in accordance with the situation and with modern
taste. Perhaps the greatest praise that could be given

it is, that it is eminently suitable and unpretending.

Mr. Cox was just commencing bedding at the time of

my visit (May 24}, though even here a night or two
previously the Potatos had been severely cut by frost,

as was indeed the case throughout the midlands so far

as I observed. In the pleasure-grounds Mr. Cox has

recently opened up some shrubbery walks, straight as

befits the circumstances of the locality, but delightful

to the plant lover. In one direction is what bids fair

to be a fine avenue of Picea nobilis, a favourite plant

in this part of the country, and hence it may be pre-

sumed of tried value ; elsewhere there are grass walks
with lines of Irish Yew alternating with Golden Yews,
and behind them a shrubbery border with choice and
well selected shrubs and perennials, Pa^onies and
blue Squills being at the time of my visit specially

prominent, while indications of future glories were
present in the shape of white Lilies and blue Lark-
spurs. These borders are places where the old-fashioned

plant lover—and, thank Heaven, the race is not quite

extinct—may revel in a continuous feast of varying

beauty and interest.

The alternation of the Golden with the Irish Yews
takes off from the sombre funereal character of the

latter, and the straight lines of the walks so edged
correspond well with the lines of the building. The
chance of making a gorgeous but monotonous ribbon

border along some of these pathways would, we sus-

pect, have been but too tempting to some of our chro-

matic gardeners ; but, as I think happily, Mr. Cox or

his employers have been proof against this attractive

but dangerous allurement. Not that I would decry

ribbon -borders in toto, far from it, only there are times

and places suitable for them, and there are other loca-

lities very much the reverse. Wide of one of tliese

shrubbery borders just mentioned is a small semicir-

cular croquet-lawn, edged on one side with a bordering

of Ivy with Golden Yews interspersed ; these form the

string of the bow, the bow itself being formed by a
double row of Lime trees inarched so as to form a

continuous arcade affording delicious shade and shelter.

In another part of the grounds is a sort of reserved

garden bounded by a Yew hedge, and containing

a store of herbaceous plants. Squills, and Paeonies

and Ornithogalums in profusion, together with other

things, including a large bed of Roses on their own
roots, and affording in their season a large supply of

flowers for cutting.

The fruit department, whether outdoor or in, is,

as might be expected under the charge of a man
of Mr. Cox's well-earned reputation, as good as it

could well be. Mr. Cox is apparently a staunch

advocate of the pyramidal mode of training, for here
may be seen in excellent form and health pyramids
of Pears, Apples, and Plums. Even red Currants are

here grown pruned to a single stem, and bear large

quantities of fruit.

Pyramid Apples are grown on the Crab stock,

and by judicious pinching and root-pruning, are made
to assume a good form and a productive condition.

Mr. Cox is not content to allow the root-pruning to be
done by his subordinates, but he jealously superintends

the operation himself, and attributes much of his success

to that circumstance.

On the Peach wall the trees were clean and full of

fruit. Several of the Nectarines and Peaches were
lifted the preceding autumn, and all were well cropped,
with plenty of fruit, and firm, healthy foliage.

The fruit houses are of moderate extent, but in

admirable condition— Vines, both early and late, and
Peaches being all that could be desired. Madresfield

Court Grape does honour to its birth-place. Mr. Cox
grows a considerable quantity of Figs, and, like many
others, finds Castle Kennedy, though otherwise an
excellent variety, uncertain for the first crop. The
Brown Turkey is a great favourite for a second crop.

Pines are also well done, the principal object being
to secure a moderate supply at all seasons. Melons
are grown in considerable quantity, and the system of
treating this fruit is worth notice. The plants are

grown in inverted Seakale-pots, plunged in narrow
pits at the back of the Pine-houses, and trained over a
trellis above the path. The soil used is a strong turfy

loam, rammed firmly into the pots previous to planting.

The roots having filled the pots, speedily find their way
into the half decomposed tan or leaves in which they

are placed, and thus obtain a growth sufficiently vigor-

ous to furnish two and even three crops of good fruit in

the season from the same plants. The kind principally

grown is Golden Gem, a fine variety raised at Madres-
field, but other new kinds are also receiving a fair trial.

Tomatos afford another illustration of Mr. Cox's

partiality for what we must call the single-rod modeof
growth ; at any rate the condition of this savory

esculent was worthy of all praise, manifesting healthy,

vigorous growth, and abundance of large fruit in an

advanced state of ripening.

In a corner of one of these houses was a grand

plant of Vanda teres, throwing up a large quantity of

flower buds. Mr. Cox's recipe for the management
of this plant is to let the top have all the light, heat,

and air possible, and to keep the roots moist.

Before quitting Madresfield, one ought not to omit

reference to a good specimen of Epiphyllum trun-

catum, grafted on Cereus speciosissimus, which Mr,

Cox prefers for the purpose to the Pereskia, usually

employed. Mention should also be made of the excel-

lent arrangements made for potting sheds and garden

offices.

I left Madresfield with the impression that gardening

in those of its branches there practised, was carried on in

a thoroughly satisfactory manner. There was a general

excellence in all departments. In some places one sees

one or two departments, perhaps, done to a marvellous

pitch, while others are neglected ; in others the em-
ployer rides his hobby, or the gardener indulges his

fancy, to the detriment or exclusion of other things.

Of course it is no outsider's business to complain if

this is so, I merely allude to the subject to illustrate

my impression of the unpretentious, but thorough and
sound mode in which Mr. Cox carries out the duties

imposed upon him.

Westward of the Malvems, at the distance of a short

ride, is Eastnor Park (Earl Somers), gr. Mr. Coleman,

famous for its pictural scenery and its fine collections

of trees, on one of which—an Oak, too—groweth the

Mistleto. Thanks to the sharp eyes of Dr. Bull, and
others of the local Natural History Clubs, Mistleto

Oaks are determined not quite such rare phenomena as

once they were thought to be. The tree-lover may
also, when in this neighbourhood, profitably visit the

Colwall Oaks, one of which measures some 60 feet in

circumference at the base, and to which an age of 800

to 900 years is assigned (Lees).

Passing along the road from Madresfield to Worces-

ter one passes an orchard, the Barland orchard, with

some of the largest and oldest Pear trees these eyes

ever gazed on ; indeed old Pear and Apple trees of

great size are common hereabouts, as might be antici-

pated in a land of cider and perry. "The cultivation

of the Pear," says Lees, in a report to the Malvern
Naturalists' Field Club, "had become so general in

Worcestershire by the beginning of the 15th century

that Michael Drayton, in his description of the English

army that fought at Agincourt, under Henry V., says

that the banner of the Worcestershire men was,

—

' A Pear tree laden with its fruit.

'

The Pear orchards must therefore have been in

existence some time before the reign of Henry V. for

Worcestershire to have been characterised by its Pear

trees." In the Barland Pear orchard above referred to

there are some 70 Pear trees which in a "hit" year

have produced 200 hogsheads of perry, but this is

exceptional, as in other years only three hogsheads

have been produced. The trees in question arc esti-

mated at about 250 years. Thomas Andrew Knight,

as cited by Lees, records that the Barland Pear was
extensively cultivated in Herefordshire prior to the

publication of Evelyn's Pomona^ in 1674. The original
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tree grew in a field called the Bare Land, whence the

variety obtained its name. Be this as it may, the trees

in question are noble trees, and, though past their

prime, have a far more ornamental character than is

Apples ought to be productive to supply so great a garden is said to be an old Mulberry tree, the age

demand. ' assigned to which is so very great that I fear

Worcester.—In this cle.an, bright-looking city the ' to repeat it. Indeed, trees of great age seem
Cathedral, willi its beautiful Norman and Early ' to abound in these parts, for in the g.ardens

Fig. 178.—THE GREAT DKAGON TREE OF TENERIFFE (from a photograph taken shortly before its overthrow).

usually attributed to Pear trees, the boles being straight,

the bark grey and rugged, and the downward curve of
the branches graceful. Near Madresfield is a Pear
with a girth of 18 feet. As the average daily con-
sumption of cider and perry by the Worcester and
Herefordshire peasants is estimated at the consider-
able amount of 12 quarts ! it is clear that Pears and

English work, is the main object of attraction. The
porcelain works should also be visited by those con-

cerned in such matters, while those interested in horti-

culture may like to know that " Pitmaston," whence
proceeded the Pitmaston Nectarine and sundry other

good things known to horticulture, is within two or

three miles of the city. In what was a nunnery

at Wick House, says a local guide, "is a Mulben7 tree

in perfect vigour, though 350 years old ; and a Haw-
thorn of great bulk, noticed in old deeds as of 500 years'

growth." Croome Park, the scat of the Earl of

Coventry, is in the neighbourhood, and is worth a

visit, as having been laid out by the famous Capability

Brown, in whose honour a memorial tablet is erected
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in the park. Some 3 or 4 miles from Worcester is

Spetchley Park (R. Berkeley, Esq.), famous for its

avenue of Elm trees, said to be a mile in length, and

its fine sheets of water. Another fine avenue of Limes

is to be seen at Cotheridge Court. These are places,

however, for the leisurely tourist to visit rather than

the busy gardener with limited time and restricted

means. To such, a visit to Mr. Smith's Nursery at

St. John's, a suburb of Worcester, will perchance be

more profitable. This is really a vast manufactory

chiefly for hardy trees and shrubs, fruit trees and

Roses, though other sections of the nursery business

are not neglected. It is in admirable order, well

stocked, as will hereafter be seen, and bears on all

sides the marks of capital, energy, and business tact.

The nursery is about a mile in length and nearly as

much in breadth, and is traversed by two main roads,

at right angles the one to the other, the said roads

being hned on either side with fine Conifers and other

shrubs. This is in itself sufficiently startling. On
further inspection it may be seen that the nursery is

divided into nearly rectangular areas, each of the same

size or multiples one of the other, so that the exact

number of plants in a quarter is readily known, and

the work done or to be done by each labourer

accurately computed. The walks between the quarters

are thus estimated at about 30 miles in length.

Seventy acres are devoted to fruit trees, some 200,000

grafts being worked every year, and about 60,000 trees

trained for walls in a like period. Eight acres are

devoted to Roses, and a large area is wholly given up

to Manetti stocks for budding. Amid so vast a quantity

of ordinary nursery stock, it is difficult to point to any-

thing special. One expects to find everything, and, as

a rule, the expectation is not disappointed. The visi-

tor, too, can now make a pretty shrewd guess where

those quantities of Golden Yews and Picea nobilis

which he sees in the gardens of Worcestershire come
from. It must be understood, however, that this is a

business establishment more remarkable for the quan-

tity, variety, and healthy condition of its stock, than

for individual specimens. Under the name of Ever-

green English Oak, Mr. Smith grows a very handsome
Oak, with nearly evergreen leaves, of the shape of those

of our common Oak. It is remarkably handsome,

but unfortunately its history is not l<nown ; nor is

there at present any clue to what the species really is.

At any rate, intending planters should make a

note of it. In cold frames, of which the number is

legion, young plants are grown and propagated of every

imaginable variety of hardy tree and shrub. The
object of the proprietor for some years back has been

to collect and multiply all the varieties he could lay his

hand on, and with one of such energy and fixity of

purpose, it is no wonder that such a multitude of

varieties has been brought together. The number

precludes enumeration. Perhaps the most remarkable

thing of the kind I saw in my hurried visit was the col-

lection of Oaks. The variety in foliage, habit and

pubescence, was something astounding.

Of stove plants the collection is not large, but in

cool greenhouse plants the nursery is very rich, com-

prising under this head most of the newer Japanese

plants and plants of that general character, such as

Magnolia Campbellii— the gorgeous Magnolia of

Sikkim, Polycarpea Maximowiczii, Parrottia persica,

Acer cissifoUa, Platycrater arguta, Japan Maples in

wonderful variety, Ampelopsis japonica, Deutzia mar-

morata, with singular variegated leaves ; Rosa panicu-

lataalba, a very pretty hardy Japanese Rose, with more

of the habit of a Bramble than a Rose, &c. Orchard-

house trees in pots, and Vines are also grown in large

quantities ; but perhaps more astonishing than all is

the vast quantity of pot Roses, including China Roses

and Tea Roses, grown in large houses specially built

for the purpose. I fear to exaggerate by quoting size

and numbers— suffice it to say the plants were as

healthy as could be desired. Mr. Smith's recipe for

keeping Roses clean, is soft soap and constant attention.

Out-of-doors gangs of men are kept at work cleansing

the Roses and going over them all carefully one by

one several times a year. On the lawn by the house in

the nursery is a fine Beech, which is worthy of notice

in view of recent statements to the contrary—by
reason of ks having been struck by lightning some

years ago ; so the Beech can hardly be considered

exempt from such visitations.

Some dozen miles or so from Worcester, in a district

remote from railways, and in one of striking natural

beauty, stands the hamlet of Shelsley Walsh. The
manor house and the little church occupy a charming

nook at the foot of the wood crowned range of hills.

A miniature cascade falls from the hill tops down into

the valley mid trees and rocks, and ultimately finds its

way into the beautiful little river Teme. The manor
house has been refronted of late years in the ugliest

possible of styles, so that the unobservant wayfarer
might well pass it by unheeded. An open door per-

chance would reveal to him carved oak furniture,

panelled rooms, a spacious kitchen traversed by
many a substantial beam, from which hang hos-
pitably side after side of toothsome bacon, or an
open fireplace, colossal to modern ideas ; and in

the chimney, did our wanderer chance to penetrate to

the chimney-corner, he might see a veritable smoke-
jack— such, indeed, as he might have read of, but can

rarely see now-a-days.

A moat {of course) partially surrounds the house; and

in it fish of dimensions proportionate to the size of the

kitchen fireplace. At the back of the house, here
retaining its half timbered character, is an old-fashioned

garden, sloping up to the hills, wanting but a little

attention to make it a veritable paradise—on a small

scale. Two special features distinguish this garden

—

one the stream that falls joyously from stone to stone

down the hill-side betwixt the trees ; the other is a tree.

First for the stream. Of course it is pretty ; enough
has been said to prove that. But more, it is a veritable

petrifying spring. So charged is it with calcareous

matter, that the lime is deposited in masses of ** tra-

vertin " and "tufa." In the garden, masses of this

incrustation may be seen, forming the most delightful

"bits" for the rockery. So abundant, indeed, is it,

that the walls of the house are partially, those of the

adjoining church almost entirely, built of it.

The tree might be passed by the casual wayfarer for

a fine Norway Spruce. Its general outline is the

same, but it towers high above the surrounding trees, as

is best perceived from a distance ; and when one stands

by its side and sees its foliage and its cones it stands

confessed as the Himalayan Fir, Abies Morinda. The
younger branches are long and very slender, and hang
down gracefully, like falls of lace, from the under sur-

face of the spreading boughs ; others, on the contrary,

go straight up, like a miniature Spruce Fir, from the

upper side of the branches. It is, indeed, a noble

specimen— still in its prime. How long it had been
"rooted in the grove" seems uncertain, but there it

may be for many a long year to come, as the proprietor

fortunately cherishes the tree as such a man might lie

expected to do. It is no great heresy, however, to

hope that the adjoining Yew, which is too close a
neighbour to the Morinda, may speedily be removed.

Little or nothing was known as to the existence of this

tree to the world horticultural till it was mentioned by
Mr. Westland, in a letter in these columns, in 1869 (p.

713), and to that gentleman the writer is under special

obligations for having afforded him the opportunity of

seeing it. The tenant of Shelsley Walsh is well

known in agricultural circles as a most successful

breeder of prize cattle. His walls are hung with

pictured representations of his triumphs.

Not far from here is Stanford Court, Sir T. E, Win-
nington, Bart, (gr., Mr. Young), in the midst of charm-
ing scenery, watered by the Teme, and a mile or two
further brings the traveller to Witley Court.

WiTLEY Court, the seat of Lord Dudley (gr.,

Mr. Westland), may be reached from Worcester or from
Birmingham by railway. Kidderminster, Stourport, or

Droitwich are convenient stations from whence to pro-

ceed to Witley, which, however, is at some miles dis-

tance from each. The chief features of interest, from a

gardening point of view, here are the park, which is

undulating, and contains some noble Oaks and other

trees, to some of which I shall allude further on ; the

architectural garden, the great fountain, and the con-

servatory. The kitchen garden and fruit houses are in

a transition stage, plans for an entirely new garden
having been under consideration for some time past.

The gardener's house and some offices already erected

give hopeful promise of what is to be. The flower

garden, which is of large extent, and slopes down-
wards towards the house, is of classical design. In

form this garden is a parallelogram. In the centre

of it is a circular basin containing the fountain, and
approached from the mansion by a flight of steps and a

broad pathway. Beyond the fountain, looking towards
the park, are on either side two scroll beds, and
beyond these again a shallow terrace crossing the

whole breadth of the garden, and terminated at each end

by a small stone temple. Beyond these again come two
large curved panel beds, and near them, on the sloping

bank, two very large circular beds, with embroidered

patterns in coloured stones—perhaps the largest and
best example of this style of decoration to be seen in

the country. Separating this garden from the park

are some very elegant gates in wrought iron, the

foliated pattern picked out with gilding. These gates

were exhibited in the 1S62 Exhibition, and are well

placed where they now are.

The side paths to the flower garden are lined with

clipped Yews, Araucarias, standard Hollies (Waterer's),

standard Portugal Laurels, remarkable specimens, and
such-like architectonic plants, flanked in some cases

with rows of standard Roses. A singular effect is

produced by the grafting of globular heads of Golden
Yew on to erect bushes of common Irish Yew. The
central fountain is a magnificent group, representing

Perseus rescuing Andromeda from the dragon. The
material in which this fine group is executed is stated

to be Portland stone. The water-jets are in magnitude,

height, and arrangement worthy of the surroundings,

the high jet throwing water to 120 feet. This

garden was designed and carried out by Nesfield, and

is one of the most extensive and characteri:Uic of

his works. [We trust to be able to give a view of

this at some future time.] Partly perhaps from the

nature of the levels, this garden in my eyes looks well

from a single point only—the portico of the mansion.

From this spot, as doubtless from the windows of the

house, the whole design is spread out before one, and

the beds and slopes have evidently been arranged to

that intent. Its very magnitude is imposing, but the

style of decoration is frittered and childish, though

costly, suggesting the idea of playing at gardening
with unsuitable materials. Though so elaborate and

costly, it affords no sensation of satisfaction, recreation,

repose, and interest, such as a well-ordered garden
should do. It is barbarous in its magnificence, but
irritating and unsatisfactory. It appeals to the eye,

and not to the intelligence. Take away the fountain
and it would seem commonplace. Others might look
at it with very different views and notions from mine,
but all witl admit that it is worth a visit as an exem-
plification of that particular style of gardening, and no
gardener will need to be told that the horticultural

keeping is, in Mr. Westland's hands, as perfect as it

could be. The bedding-out, which is of course on the

most extensive scale, was hardly commenced at the
time of my visit.

The conservatory, which adjoins the mansion, is a
singularly elegant and tasteful structure of glass and
iron, measuring about 100 feet by 42 feet in width,
of proportionate height, and in form a parallelogram.
Some of the plants are in pots, others planted out in

the borders. They comprise the usual run of deco-
rative plants, all apparently in the finest health and
condition. The Camellias at the time of my visit were
just making their new growth, and anything more
satisfactory could hardly be seen. A magnificent plant
of the very beautiful Cyathea meduUaris is at one end
of the conservatory. In another place was a fine plant
of Dracaena rubra in flower. Numerous hanging
baskets of wire depended from the roof ; one of the

most elegant and effective plants in them being the

common golden variegated Vinca major. The conser-

vatory and the cultivation of the plants in it are worthy
of all praise.

Dotted about the grounds are some fine trees—Oaks,
Purple Beeches, Picea nobilis, Wellingtonias, &c. A
Picea cephalonica, just making its spring growth, was
unhurt by the frosts of the previous nights, although the

Ivy near it, pegged down to the ground, had its tops

blackened. Among the Oaks is one of ample size and
pyramidal form, a handsome and distinct form of Quer-
cus pedunculata ; near at hand also is a splendid

specimen of the Balm of Gilead Fir towering proudly
above its fellows. Not far from it is a ravine through
which a streamlet nms, and which, with very little

pains and expenditure, might be rendered charming ;

as it is, it is very grateful to the eye after the per-

versities of the flower garden.

The "Witley Court" boiler, an invention of Mr.
Westland's, is stated, on good authority, to work very
satisfactorily. At Northwick Park, in this county, the

working of the boiler is reported to be all that could

be desired, especially from an economical pomt of

view ; refuse coal and cinders, with old wood off the

estate, being all that is required in the way of fuel.

The boiler in question is made by Messrs. Jones and
Rowe of Worcester.

I conclude my notes on this fine place with the

expression of a hope that Mr. Westland may speedily

have his aspirations gratified, and find himself in charge

of a fruit garden and range commensurate with the

rest of the establishment, and worthy his manifest

powers as an accomplished and thoughtful practitioner

of the art.

ON ARRANGING CUT FLOWERS.—11L
{Condudcdfrom p. 668.)

Foliage for Winter.— Of bulbs I am most chary

of Hyacinths ; there is a peculiar sour - sweet

smell, which comes on suddenly, long before the eye

detects the commencement of decay ; in fact, they still

look well in a tall glass, but of course are quite inad-

missible. The great comfort of bulbs is the facility

with which they can be drawTi out and fresh ones

slipped in, without disarranging the gla^s. Pa-onies

—

" Vinegar Roses," as they are called in Germany—suc-

ceed the Rhododendrons, bulbs, and Doronicum ; we
only cut the common double red and pink, which fades

into white ; they grow with a most convenient bend

of the stalk, which is sure to fit either one side or the

other of the glass, and the stipules suit also exactly for

foliage. A few yellow Hemerocallis flava or Narcissus

poeticus—the best Narcissus, I think, single or double

—look well with them. Delphinum formosum, with

Tellima grandiflora, or Spiraea Aruncus, or the yellow

Aconitum Anthora, with a few stalks of a Gardener's

Garter I got from Mr. Salter, very superior in all

respects to the common variety in gardens. Poppies
(orientalis) with straw-coloured Irises, or Spirxa
Aruncus and Avenasterilis, which I prefer to cultivated

OatF.

Dark blue and straw-coloured Irises with Poppy buds,

and, perhaps, one expanded bloom. Aaron's Rod, with
Valeriana pyrenaica shaded red and pink come in their

turn. Roses fade so soon that only on special occasions

have I time for them, but Coupe d'ilebe and l.,ilium can-

did um,withMyrrh leaves, and a Passion-flower in bloom
for a trailer, are perfect. The first branches of Fuchsia

Riccartoni, which we have never lost hold of,—both
against a wall and large plants in the open border—are

in time for the second week of the Flcur-dc-Lis glass.

Scarlet Lilium chalcedonicum and the black Veratrum
nigrum or SpiraM. When only one or two blooms
are left on the Lily stalk they do for Mr. March's

glass, with the short pieces of Veratrum obliged to

be stript off the long stalk used in the high glass.

Gladiolus brenchleyensis and Agapanthus umbellalus

;

the Gladioli expand so well in water that we cut the

whole spike, and when only one bloom is left at the
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top, like the Lilies, it descends to Mr. March's glass;

and the Agapanthus is treated like Rhododendrons,

and looks well in single blossoms in the sand to the

very last ; dwarf double Sunflowers, and dark blue

Aconitum chinense, Tritoma Uvaria and Agapanthus,

or Aster bessarabica.

Herbaceous Asters are sadly neglected, not only

for autumn borders but also as cut flowers. They
last very long both out-of-doors and in. We grow
seven varieties for cutting from. I snip oflT the leaves

and fading flowers after the first week, and then they

go on like everlastings. Well on to five months we
have Asters ; if there is appearance of a gale, which

batters far worse than frost, it is well worth securing a

large bundle, and keeping them in reserve in the

house ; they all suit either high or low glasses.

I saw at Mr. Saunders' wonderfully interesting place,

A. turbina, grown in pots ; it had a very light appear-

ance, and attracted me at once. Asters look well with

any colour of Chrysanthemum, and as yet there is

nothing approaching to a blue Chrysanthemum, even

in a florist's catalogue. Pyrethrums I must not forget
;

single ones look best, and I do not scruple to mix in a

pure white Ox-eye Daisy and fawn-yellow Chrysan-

themum—both also single, if need be. Were I not

keeping to flowers that last long in water, I would
recommend a high glass of Carnation Poppies

—

double flame-coloured and white, single black, with

pure white stamens, delicate Pinks with their own grey-

bine foliage and lots of buds in all stages, and

Bryony for a trailer ; but it would stand only one day,

and must be in an opaque glass. The great delight of

using common border flowers is, that you have them
always in their natural season ; and I like to know the

month, and pretty nearly the day of the month, by the

cut flowers in the drawing room. There is a constant

variety also, for two weeks will about exhaust an

ordinary garden's supply of any particular summer
]
unless they had in their mind East Lothian seed, at

flower. Most cordially do I agree with Mr. Britten,
""

-
-

.
.

. ^

in a china or glass dish until their perfume is gone : it

insures perfume to the very end. Violets must be

perfectly fresh ; one day does for them in water.

J. Sambac and other Jasmines will scatter their flowers,

even when cut with the sharpest knife, and the Orange
and Magnolia drop their petals. By this plan you
save cutting the wood. Aloysia or Sweet Verbena
keeps no time in water, but its leaves are sweet when
shrivelled.

There is no question but that flowers look best

with tlieir own leaves, but discretion must be used, for

it is a rule with very many exceptions. Not that I

ever attempt to improve on Nature, but some
leaves will not stand in water at all, or fade

much sooner than the flowers, or take up too

much room. Artificial as a garden must be, a plant is

left to wild Nature there in comparison to the circum-

scribed bondage of a flower glass, and only common
sense and experience will teach when this rule has to

be dropped in practice. Vou must find foliage for all

bulbs, for instance ; then the leaves are more essential

to the life of the plant than the flowers, not to speak of

its form, and this year's cuttings, and second crop of

flowers, and next year's growths, all of which may be
irreparably injured by carrying out this rule. In short,

in thoughtless or ignorant hands it is a dangerous one,

and therefore I do not urge it. I have seen Carnations

robbed of good layering grass, when there might be

a rubbishing seedling or two kept fur their foliage.

I am no wholesale advocate for double flowers, and
prefer them single, but must have both, for it is a fact

that double flowers last much longer, both in the garden

and the room. The storm of last spring destroyed the

beds of single Primroses and Hepaticas, while the

double varieties of these, and hose-in-hose Poly-

anthuses, were none the worse. Then I cannot imagine

any one admiring a bed of single cultivated Stocks,

that there is "an overplus of flowers.

Sweet Peas must be renewed the second day ; they

look best with their own green—nice lendrily pieces,

which will last for several supplies of the flowers.

We have them in di-;tinct bunches of the three

colours—white, scarlet (so-called), and darkest purple

in one glass, but if fresh they look well any way.

Mignonette, unless forced, or consisting of late autumn
sprigs, must be in a glass by itself and changed
daily. Single Roses last longest, for this reason, that

if cut in bud they will expand in water—such as the

old-fashioned Portland Rose, single Scotch (two sorts),

Persian, or Burnet, and you may count on them for

three, even four days, but the fine hybrid perpetuals or

Chinas are done on the second day, and must to my
mind be fresh. There is a bluish tinge one detects at

once on a second day Rose, and in fact they should be
renewed daily. There are glass stands, with small

glasses, that hold each one fine Rose, and I am sure

such would be useful in summer ; a very few minutes
would cut new Roses, and the water would be perfectly

fresh.

But though economical with the foliage and trailers

w^e are extravagant with the flowers ; there

general scramble for our old flowers, and I see them
doing duty in the housekeeper's room and on the

kitchen dresser, so on principle we are extravagant in

the quality not the quantity. Hemerocallis flava, truly

named Day Lily, I always cut in bud—they expand
well, also Irises, and each morning snap off the bloom
of the day before ; these last do best in sand, for there

is no getting entirely rid of the leaf that sheaths the

stalks. Poppies must have the petals still crinkled,

or, better still, have half the calyx attached, when
cut. It is a hopeless business to pick off the table a

fallen Poppy : in a moment the whole scatters, and the

bald stamenless seed vessel stands up, which is not orna-

mental. Stocks {East Lothian) or double Wallflowers

are safest in sand, and look best in a mass, bedding-

out style, with merely an edging of Heuchera leaves

against the crimson or white, orTanacetum crispum with

the purple. Double dwarf crimson Sweet William and
the double Meadow Sweet, make a good combination

;

and for a pale dish, China Roses and single autumn
Colchicums or Crocuses, edged with Heuchera leaves,

or Mangles' variegated Pelargonium, or small leaves

of Tanacetum crispum.

To go back to winter, white pieces of small varie-

gated Holly and Poinsettia were much admired, and
lasted two weeks.
To save my time T have Snowdrops in small bunches

of five or six, unequal heights, and tied once loosely

with a worsted thread, and when popped into their

place the thread is loosened, and the little bunch has
more the character of a growing one, each flower sepa-

rate. A tight bunch of Snowdrops is hideous. Poin-

settia, Euphorbias, Sanguisorba, and Corydalis, must
all be dry of their milky or yellow juice before put-

ting into water, or they are spoilt at once. I have never

succeeded as well as my country friends do with Bul-

rushes. Tliey ought to be cut unripe, for when they
burst it is a hopeless business for the housemaid.
Thistles and Eiderdown are nothing in comparison to

the contents of a Bulrush, and there is no warning. I

have the cruel taste to prefer keeping some flowers and
leaves out of water, such as Calycanthus prcecox and
florida, Violets, Jasmine, Magnolia fuscata, Orange
and Citron blossoms, and Aloysia citriodora leaves. I

merely collect the flowers without stalks, and lay them

\os. an ounce. We cannot do without double Compo-
site flowers—Daisies, Pyrethrums, Chrysanthemums,
Helianthus, &c. ; nor flowers like Roses and Camellias,

Cherry, Peach, Thorn. A double white Hawthorn
will last four times longer than a single one, and fade

into pink into the bargain. But I should like to

condemn entirely such flowers as have not merely their

use, but likewise their beauty and character destroyed

by being double. A bell, minus its tongue, is not more
uninteresting than a double Campanula, or Snowdrop,
or Crown Imperial, concealing by its doubleness the

tears shed, as the old legend has it, at the foot of the

cross of Aspen wood.
Long-tubed flowers are much, more beautiful single.

A double Daffodil looks coarse by the side of the wild

one, and the beauty of a Day Lily, or Lilium candidum,
is gone when they are double. I do own to a childish

love of putting my finger up a Foxglove or Gloxinia

flower, and also to watching a big bee carefully backing
out of a Digitalis, and regularly going through the

whole spike ; also his struggles to open an Antirrhi-

num blossom. I have seen this last double. A double
Pansy, or Pea flower, is truly a deformity, also the

double Nasturtium ; but I do not see why hose-in-hose

flowers are to be condemned in the same way. If a

plant chooses to have a coloured calyx I do not see

why we should not grow it ; the same rigid people who
cast out a Polyanthus with a coloured calyx as a

monster, will rave about Christmas Roses.

In short, 1 think we should value whatever is good
and useful in the plant way for any of our many
ornamental purposes, and try to steer between the

abhorrence of a botanist for a cultivated flower, as we
may call a double one, and the contempt of a florist

for a single one. A true love of Nature is sure to

bring us back, at some time of our lives, to see things

fairly, and 1 have utter belief in the power of Daisies

to keep one spot green in the human heart, in spite of

our now being all in a fuss to get out our Daisy rakes

and other infernal machines for beheading them on
our lawns. K J. Hope, Wardie Lodge^ Edinburgh.

Jam C0msp0nbeitce.
The Gladiolus Disease.—I think your corre-

spondent " R. C. T." has failed in throwing much
light on the subject. The cause of the disease,

according to his teaching, is the planting of the bulbs

in too rich a soil, and their exhaustion by it. He,
however, advances nothing new in this, for all ex-

perienced growers of the Gladiolus are aware that a
greater percentage of losses takes place in the beds
where the bulbs have been too much stimulated, than

in those grown in poorer soils. But this is not the

cause of the disease ; it only renders the bulbs more
liable to take it in wet cold summers, when there is not

heat enough to mature their growth. "D., Deal,"

in his apt remarks on this question (p. 734), says,

"there may be from the same bulbs one perfectly

sound corm a^*the other diseased ;
" and this I have

often found *where the bulbs were planted in light

gravelly soiIS without any manure in them. The
Gladiolus is evidently a plant of a delicate constitu-

tion, and any check given to its growth from

our wet sunless springs or summers brings on
these fatal black specks on the corms. Last

year the disease was more prevalent than usual,

and all growers had losses to complain of in

their beds. I had an immense quantity of small bulbs

planted out last year raised from seeds, and flowering
for the first time in August and September. They
grew in a sandy peaty soil of great depth, and of the
kind likely to keep the bulbs healthy ; but many of
them showed the disease and some died off after

flowering. Another lot of small flowering bulblets,

raised from the spawn from old corms, showed still

more of the disease amongst them when in flower, no
doubt inheriting the taint of it from their parents.

Perhaps the safest way to keep up a stock of healthy
bulbs will be found in raising annually some seedlings

from good varieties and pushing them on in a little

artificial heat in pots the first and second year of their

growth. In their third year they will make good
flowering bulbs, and help to keep a good collection

always up to the mark. When "R. C. T." again

writes on the subject of the Gladiolus disease, it will

perhaps be as well for him to study the habits of the

plant more than he seems yet to have done. His last

two long articles concerning it, so far as imparting

much knowledge about the disease or its cure, will be
of little use to the growers of the plant. Thoth.

Variation of Plants.—I send you specimens of
two forms of Ajuga reptans, which grew within 4 yards

of each other in a corner of my nursery. You will see

by them an illustration of- what Mr. Meehan writes

about. Close by where the Ajuga grew, in the side of

a hedge, were ^hree distinct colours of Lychnis dioica

—

dark red, pale red, and dirty white. Mr. Meehan's
ideas are in accord with my own on the same subject.

You will find in a box which I have sent by the same
post the two varieties of Ajuga, gathered on a piece of

ground which I have cultivated for 16 years, but on
which during that time no trace of this plant was ever

seen, nor do I recollect to have seen it anywhere in

the neighbourhood. And this leads me on to a subject

on which I hardly know how to write, as it raises in the

mind so many conjectures—the springing up of plants

upon cultivated ground, on cuttings and embankments,
in the neighbourhood of which no trace of the same
forms can be found, and again upon the many forms

on one side of an embankment which cannot be found

on the other, and how these vary as the aspect of the

embankment changes. But to return to variations

upon cultivated ground, I may take the Ajuga as an
example. It has sprung up in large patches on a spot

that has been cultivated and kept clean for 16 years,

and is not a solitary instance of the appearance of

plants upon ground on which they have not been seen

for many years. I generally keep my nursery free from
weeds ol a certain class, I mean the usual weeds found

in arable fields. Having almost extirpated the sorts

which had in the struggle for existence taken posses-

sion of the land, I found myself confronted by a new
army, which had, Phcenix-like, sprung up from the

ashes of their forerunners. These being again laid

waste, the cry was, "Still they come!" and other

races put in an appearance, to be destroyed in their

turn. After having, as I thought, become the con-

queror of the various tribes which appeared, I was
a little dismayed by the appearance of a new race of

vegetation over all my clean ground ; when I had done
the Phosnogams the Cryptogams made their appear-

ance, in a form, too, that I could not, at certain

seasons, combat against. Over all the clean ground
came a race of Algre, of the gelatinous section, and
along with these that rudimental vegetable structure

called Byssus Flos aquse, which last appears to me to

lead down to the almost "infinite brink of nothing,"

from amid which springs that apparently omnipresent,

so to speak, little Moss, Bryum hornum, in such
close and seried progeny that nothing but digging it

down can cope with it. With the gelatinous Algce,

and this persistent little Moss, the ground has the

appearance of sterility, and in fact, I think its fertility

suffers by them to a great extent. Musing and reflect-

ing upon them, and the weed destroying, I have come
to the conclusion that cultivated ground in many cases

may be kept too clean, and that it is better to have
such things as Groundsel, Veronica hederifolia, Car-
damine hirsuta, and Chickweed, which betoken soil

in good condition, than to have the sterile and miser-

able AlgK and Moss ; for where these weeds grow, or

in fact any other free-growing kinds, the Algse and
Moss are kept in abeyance. There is another persistent

little plague that will come and bid you defiance in the

autumn and spring, and that is Poa annua ; where it

comes from, or how it comes, I am a little puzzled to

know, and the only conclusion I can form is that many
of these things are spontaneous [?], and that as soon as

the conditions are favourable up they spring ; the little

Poa comes like a turf, and nothing but digging it down
can kill it. I have filtered the earth where it grows in

the winter time, and then placed it under a good
microscope, but have never been able to detect any
seed—how is this ?—yet in this very place from which
the earth was taken, whenever the circumstances are

favourable, it will spring up in thousands. J. Scott.

Canker and Gum.—I am not sure that the Rev.
W. F. Radclyffe (p. 735) is quite right in saying that

canker on fruit trees never proceeds from their roo's

entering an unfriendly soil. The rev. gentleman is no
doubt a great authority from his intelligent observation

and extensive practice as a fruit-grower ; and in differ-

ing from his opinion, I shall briefly state my reasons.

In a locality which 1 have known lor more than thirty
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years, I have planted many Apple trees in orchards,

and as single trees in gardens, as well as Apricots on

the south sides of the cottages ; but they have all

cankered after a certain number of years growth. The
soil is a sandy loam, resting on a deep bed of ferru-

gineous gravel for the subsoil. It is impossible for

young trees to be more vigorous and healthy than

they are for the first lo or 12 years of their growth;
but as soon as the roots begin to ramify in the gravel,

canker shows itself, and branch after branch goes,

till at length the trees only cumber the ground. The
Ribston Pippin and the Moorpark Apricot are the

trees that first begin to canker ; but all kinds get

affected when the roots reach the gravel. Pears and
Plums do not seem affected by canker so much, as the

Apples on such a soil, for some of the Pears have
already grown to a large size. With respect to the

gumming of Peaches and Nectarines on walls and in

Peach-houses, the rev. gentleman is no doubt right

in saying that the mischief is often done by wounding
the sap-vessels with nails, or by too tight tying, thus

hindering the flow of sap. William Tillery.

On the Testing of Hot-water Boilers.—I con-

cur for the most part with the views of your corre-

spondent "J. W.," as stated in the Gardeners^

Chronicle of the 25th ult., as to "the way in whicli a

fair and satisfactory solution of the above matter may
be arrived at." I think, however, there is an addi-

tional point which should be tested, viz., the amount
of personal attention which the boiler requires in

attaining a given result— in other words, how long can

the fire be safely left without danger of its going out, or

the temperature being so lowered as to risk the injury

of plant or fruit? A thoroughly good boiler ought not

only to combine great heating power with the greatest

possible economy of fuel, but be so constructed that

it may be safely left for several hours without atten-

tion. E. L.

How to Destroy Ants.—Fill small phials two-

thirds with water, and add sweet oil to float on the

water to within half an inch of the top. Plunge these

upright in the ground, leaving only half an inch

standing out, near the nest or runs of the ants. Every
ant will come for a sip, and go home to die. No
insect can exist with oil in its throat, yet ants are very

fond of it. C. L.

Dinner-Table Decorations.—Your correspondent,

Mr. J. Webber, of Covent Gardent, takes exception to

those parts of the report upon his table which were not

complimentary to his taste. I have referred to my notes

made at the time, and find that the condemnatory adjec-

tives which I tlien jotted down were even less compli-

mentary than those which appeared in print. Whether
there were seven or nine vases of flowers on the table, or

whether a silver tripod {whose top was concealed in a

mass of Selaginella, from which drooped a quantity of

Isolepis) is stated to be 18 inches or " some 14 inches
"

high, are matters of trifling importance. Mr. Webber's
corrections, whether right or wrong, do not affect or

palliate the great mistake which he made in one of

the first principles of dinner-table decoration, which is

that nothing should interrupt the view across the table

between the heights of 15 and 20 inches above the

cloth. It is very amusing to notice how he tries to

throw the blame for this error upon the length of the

legs of the table. He must now see that all table

decorations are not necessarily dinner-table decorations.

One ofyour Reporters.

Slugs.—Gas-tar water, diluted to the colour of

weak coffee, I have found to be the best destroyer of

the ravages of slugs on all garden crops, and also an
excellent manure. Apply it by night from an ordinary

watering pot, and half the slugs will be killed and the

rest much weakened. A second dose, after the
interval of a week, is generally sufficient to banish
them. G, T. H.

A Few Notable Shrubs.—Looking over Messrs.
C. & J. Lee's neat little nursery at Feltham, the other
day, I was especially charmed with the appearance of

that beautiful flowering hardy deciduous shrub. Vibur-
num plicatum. The trusses of flower, which are white
and become slightly shaded with rose as they age,

are large and rounded, with pips nearly as large as a
Phlox, and are thrown out all up each of the branches
on stems about 2 inches in length, there being just

suflicient foliage to lend pleasing effect without hiding
the flowers. It is one of those beautiful ornamental
shrubs that are far too seldom met with, and would
well repay a little extra care in cultivation and growth.
It would doubtless make charming heads if trained as
half standards, and Mr. Dixon, Messrs. Lee's intelligent
foreman, freely expresses his belief that it would force
admirably for conservatory decoration. The Spircea
opulifolia aurea is remarkable for its high-coloured
golden leafage, and will a make most effective foliage
plant for the shrubbery. Philadelphus nanus
variegatus is a silver-edged variegated form of the
Syringa, having leaves like those of the varie-
gated Hydrangea, but necessarily smaller, it

makes a striking object amongst green shrubs.
There is also a showy form of the Golden Spruce Fir
the coloured tint coming out rich in the winter, trees

of which would lend great additional charm and life to

our gloomy Fir woods. Thuja elegantissima, sent out

by Messrs. Rollisson, resembles in habit of growth the

Siberian Arbor-vitre ; it is much more golden than

Thuja aurea, and will make prominent and most effec-

tive specimens. Paul's Double Scarlet Thorn as a

standard was in fine flower, and merits all the

high encomiums that have been bestowed upon it.

It is a fine companion tree to the other coloured

Thorns, and undoubtedly a valuable addition to our

spring-flowering trees. Good flowering and ornamental

foliage trees and shrubs merit constant notice, as many
a beautiful vaiiety has been neglected by planters

solely from ignorance of its merits ; those which I

have here mentioned are but a few of the many that

deserve prominence, but at least they are good, and
will well repay an investment. A. D.

Garden *' Edgings."—Will some of the readers of

the Gardeners^ Chronicle kindly give me any infor-

mation on this subject? I am on the point of laying-

out a small walled kitchen garden, and I am anxious

to have it as tidy as possible. One. of the necessary

items to accomplish this object is a good and efficient

edging to define and separate the walks from the bor-

ders and blocks of cultivated ground. What edgings

are the best ? I do not think there can be much diffi-

culty in answering that an edging of stone, or some
equivalent to it, is far preferable to an edging of

clipped Box or Privet. The latter is a constant

trouble and harbour for vermin, &c. Now, we frequently

see in the advertisements of the Gardeners' Chronicle

notices of edging tiles for sale, of various devices, and
no doubt they are all excellent. But the cost !

—

only i6i-. per 100 ! These are the cheapest ! The sum
does not seem large ; but just calculate the numbers
required, and what that will amount to. A hundred
of these tiles, 9 inches in length, only extends 25 yards,

and this on one side of the path. My garden is to be
60 yards long by 40 broad, and it will be divided

in the usual geometric fashion, a path on each

side and one down the middle, intersected by
similar paths across. This will involve as nearly as

possible 500 yards of edging, and the cost of this, with

the cheapest advertised edging tiles, will be £\^.
Surely this is an enormous and very unnecessary outlay.

These tiles are made of a brick material and are highly

vitrified; but this material and this method of manu-
facture are neither of them expensive. I have just

bought several thousand very excellent bricks at 23/. a

thousand, and these will be carted on to my land for

7f. a thousand extra, in all 30^. a thousand. Yet the

edging tiles are charged ;i^8 a thousand at the ware-

house ! It is quite clear to me that there must be, as

regards these edging tiles, either an unnecessary elabo-

ration of pattern, or an inordinate profit, or perhaps

both, with very inadequate competition. What we
want is a perfectly plain tile, say 9 inches long, 7 deep,

and 1 1 or 2 inches thick. These should be composed
of a brick-earth undergoing a considerable vitrification,

while retaining a bricky character, like the Stafford-

shire bricks or the Broseley tiles. The pattern should

be strictly plain, rectangular, excepting perhaps the

upper edge, and this might be rounded like the back of

a book. Ornamental patterns are a great mistake.

In a kitchen garden usefulness is beauty, and in such

a situation a complicated design is thrown away.

Indeed if the pattern be elaborate and minute it

will be choked with dirt ; if bold and projecting

the eminences will be liable to be broken off. The
very best edging with which I am acquainted is in

the garden of the Inner Temple. It consists of a

continuous ridge of stone, about 2 inches thick, and
projecting 3 inches above ground ; it is in lengths of

about 2 feet, and firmly embedded in the soil ; the

upper surface is simply convex, like the back of a

book. Now if we could get tiles of exactly this shape,

we should have all that could be desired. Every
attempt at ornamentation should be avoided, and the

tiles could then be made by the same simple process as

ordinary bricks. I find that the hard, large, purple,

highly vitrified Staffordshire bricks can be bought at

the kilns for 50^. a thousand. Tiles made of the

dimensions I have suggested would take about the

same amount of material as these large bricks, and
they ought to be made at nearly the same price. At
all events they should be obtainable at any railway

station in England at from 60^. to 65^. a thousand ;

whereas the present edging tiles are charged ;^8 at the

warehouse. The present price of edging tiles is in

many instances (to my knowledge) prohibitory. Surely

they might be made at a far more reasonable rate in

some such way as I have suggested ; they would then

be very generally adopted, to the benefit of purchaser

and manufacturer. I should be glad if these obser-

vations of mine evoke remarks from others, and
perhaps lead to some reform in the matter under

consideration. A'. Z,

Gardeners and the Birmingham Show.—At
former exhibitions of the Royal Horticultural Society

in the provinces arrangements were made whereby
gardeners were permitted to purchase tickets of ad-

mission at a reduced price ; and, for the benefit of

those coming from a distance, information has been
given on such subjects as obtaining lodgings, &c. I, as

well as others, will be glad to know if any arrange-

ments have been made in the way of tickets and

accommodation, and whether there is any place fixed

where gardeners unacquainted with the locality can

get the requisite information to enable them to see the

noted gardens in the neighbourhood. Information on
these matters will be essential to many who may
come from a distance, and who may not have too

full a purse, or too much time at their disposal.

A Perthshire Gardener. [See p. 763, and also last

week's Gardeners' Chronicle. We shall publish

information such as you require weekly till the time

of the show. Eds.]

Crown Imperials.—On Saturday, April 20, I paid

a visit to Swyncombe Gardens, Henley-on-Thames,
and there saw what seemed to me to be a striking

confirmation of the probable truth of the theory

advanced by the Rev. H. N. Ellacombe, on p. 543,
namely, "that the double crown may be the result of

fasciation, to which the Crown Imperial is very sub-

ject." In one of the mixed borders of the interesting

flower garden at Swyncombe, I saw a plant of the
ordinary single red Crown Imperial bearing a broadly
fasciated flower stem, and on the top of this were two
distinct and complete crowns of flowers, the upper one
resting on the lower. A close examination of the

flower-stem led me to imagine that, had not the plant

in common with the other Crown Imperials at Swyn-
combe, received a severe check from recent frosts,

it might have produced a third coronal of flowers. Mr.
Daniels, the gardener at Swyncombe, had not pre-

viously noticed the dual crown of flowers on one of his

plants ; and in the case of this one, he will carefully

notice its behaviour in the future, to see if its fasciated

stem will become a permanent characteristic of growth.
I asked Mr. Daniels if he had at any time seen the

white Crown Imperial, and he said he believed they
had one of a pale sulphur-white colour somewhere in

the gardens at Swyncombe, but he had not seen it of
late. In the vicarage garden at Swyncombe can be
seen a bed of Crown Imperials occupying a prominent
position in front of the house. In the days of the late

vicar, the Rev. Mr. Napier, this was a delightful old

garden, having beds of Narcissi, Scillas, Orchis, her-

baceous Geraniums, and many other plants, growing
in wild confusion, and among which the foot of

the modern gardener never came. Mr. Napier was a great

lover of these and kindred plants, and winter Aconites

in multitudes could be seen growing amid the grass on
the lawn, and asserting their right to grow in large patches

about the carriage drive, I well remember spending

a delightful hour in this garden about two years ago.

This old garden is now to a great extent a thing of the

past, but the bed of Crown Imperials remains, and so

I suppose it is endurable, notwithstanding your editorial

interpellation as to the smell from a bed being objec-

tionable (see p. 508). Perhaps by some happy arrange-

ment with the local clerk of the weather, the bed of

Crown Imperials is always on the leeward side of the

house. At 6 o'clock on the evening of Sunday, April 21^

this bed, and in fact all the flower-beds at Swyn-
combe, in the pleasant spring garden there, presented a

very sorry appearance. About 4 a.m. on the morning
of that day a drizzling rain set in, speedily followed by
a heavy fall of snow, which continued till 11 a.m., the

wind blowing strongly, and bitterly cold, from the

north-east. At noon the wind veered round to the

south-east, and a rapid thaw, and what seemed to be
an almost instantaneous rise in the temperature took
place, and the snow soon passed away, but it had sadly

marred the beauty of the flower-beds. In the evening

I went on to the top of Swyncombe Downs, from which
point a grand view of a large stretch of Oxfordshire

can be obtained—on the north-west, right away on to

the Cotswold Hills, the clear outlines of which could

be seen standing out on the horizon with the red glory

of the setting sun beaming on them, giving them the

appearance of a huge fiery swath resting on the

western sky. On the north-east rose a scene indescrib-

ably grand. From behind one of the lines of the

Chiltern Hills, of which the range known as the Swyn-
combe Downs forms a portion, there gradually emerged
a dense and slowly moving mass of black thunder

clouds, and spread along the northern sky like a

gigantic funeral pall. Then long-continued rumbling
peals of distant thunder could be heard, and anon a
flash of vivid lightning would suddenly issue from the

clouds, and go swiftly down towards the earth, as if a

blow had been rapidly struck with a gleaming dagger.

The storm took the direction of Worcester, and was
soon lost from view in the deepening twilight. Curious

to state, as I stood watching the storm, I could reach

forth my umbrella and put it into snowdrifts over a

foot in depth. A heavy fall of snow in the morning
and a terrific thunder-storm by night, passing over one
particular district of country in one day, served to

exemplify in a remarkable manner the vicissitudes of

temperature to which our variable English climate is

liable. R. D.

Allamanda neriifolia.—This is a plant that seems
to be but little known, and seldom met with in a

collection of stove plants, although in my opinion it is

one of the most useful of all the AUamandas, for it can
be had in llower nine months of the year, and through-

out the dull months of winter. We have had it in

llower here since the month of November, and to-day

I counted on a plant growing in a 16-inch pot not less

than 37 trusses of flower, and each averaged from seven
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to ten blossoms. Although they do not open all at

one time, there are generally from five to seven open at

once ; and although the individual blooms are much
smaller than the other Allamandas, yet they make a

grand display, and for cutting they have but few

equals. Our mode of treatment is very simple ; our

general rule is to put in a few cuttings about every month,

with the exception of the three dullest months of the

year, when we do nut find it necessary, as those struck

about the beginning of May will begin flowering early

in the autumn if grown on rapidly till about the last

week in August in the stove, and then placed in a house

kept at about 50° at night, and 60° in the day, with

sufficient moisture to keep down red spider, as they

are very subject to this little pest. Here they may
remain for the period of from six to eight weeks,

according as they may be required for flowering,

when they are placed in the stove again, where the

flowers will soon appear. As they generally begin to

show when they have made growth about 3 inches

long, one thing that must be specially gtiarded against

is pruning, as by so doing you cut the flowering buds
off. The material we generally use for potting them in

is as follows :—About two parts of light turfy loam with

one p.art peat, the fourth part being leaf-mould or silver

sand ; and when flowering we water freely, giving

manure-water twice a week. James SUivart, Bells-

field Gardens, Windermere.

Keeping Grapes in Bottles of Water.—Accom-
panying this are three small bunches of Grapes of the

following sorts, vi?. , common Muscadine, Black Ham-
burgh, and Lady Downe's. The last named was cut

soon after last Christmas, and was then placed with

others in bottles of rain-water, where it has remained

ever since, nearly, if not quite, five months. The
first-named sort was cut this morning (M.iy 31), and is

barely ripe, the house from which the branch has been
taken having only been started early in February ; and
they are merely sent to show that, by adopting this

method of keeping Grapes, a constant supply may be
had throughout the year, without even having recourse

to what may be considered as early forcing. I confess

to having been somewhat sceptical as to the advisability

of keeping Grapes in water, thinking that the water
taken up would be likely to deteriorate the quality of

the fruit ; this I now find is not the case. As an

experiment, I inserted some dozen or more bunches in

empty bottles, but found that although the fruit in many
instances remained plump and good for a considerable

length of time, yet the fruit-stalks invariably decayed
or dried up ; while, in the case of those kept in

water, the fruit-stalks remained fresh and green for a

very long time, as you will perceive by the bunch
sent, as a considerable quantity of water is sucked up by
the end of the branch inserted in the bottle. Probably
some of your scientific correspondents may be induced
to give your readers some information as to the manner
in which the water acts upon, or influences the keeping
of, the ripe fruit ? A portion of animal charcoal was
mixed with the water used for filling some of the

bottles, but no perceptible difference was observed to

result from this, and the water remained equally sweet

with or without this addition. I find, however, that it

is necessary that the fruit should be thoroughly ripened

before being cut and placed in the water, and would
prefer allowing it to remain upon the Vines until the

foliage was also ripe and about to fall, and after this

time I am inclined to think that the fruit will keep as

well when cut and stored in this manner in some suit-

able apartment as if allowed to remain upon the Vines

—

and every one knows the great advantage of having a

house which is generally required for many purposes

set at liberty about this time. Probably no variety of

Grape will equal, or at least surpass, the well-known
Lady Downe's for the purpose of late keeping ; but as

there are some late varieties with which I have not had
experience, I will not venture to give a decided opinion
upon this point. P. Grine, Culford Hall.

Paraffin as an Insecticide.—An experiment that

I made with paraffin recently for the purpose of testing

its power to keep birds from eating seeds when sown,
proved so far successful that of a handful of Radish
seed soaked in the oil for 15 minutes and then sown,
not a seed appeared to have been taken, as all came
freely, and no protection was afforded, although birds

were very abundant. I wish someof your readers would
put this further to the test. As another use to which
paraffin can be put, I was recently shown the effects

produced by it upon American blight on the stem of a
hardy climber, the blight having been entirely destroyed
by an application of the oil. In another instance I

personally applied it to some young shoots of an Apple
tree that were greatly infested with green-fly, and found
that it instantaneously killed the blight and some ants

that were in their company, but with this unfortunate

result that it destroyed the shoots also. So I infer

from these results that paraffin may be safely used upon
hard wood, but not so upon wood that is green and
tender. A. D.

The Shrubbery.—I note that the shrubbery and
the forest in the West present peculiar conditions this

season, I suppose from the cold and wet. A most
strikmg appearance is presented by Hawthorns of all

kinds, a branch in full flower even of the common May
having been a great rarity in my part of Dorsetshire,

while at Cheltenham I noticed that the trees were one

mass of white or pink, as the case might be. If,

therefore, there should be any truth in the notion that

a plentiful supply of Hawthorn berries, "haws,"

betokens the advent of a hard winter, we hope the con-

verse will be true of the West. Both the Lilacs and

Laburnums have been remarkably shy of flowering,

and the same may be said of Deutzia and Syringa.

Indeed, never before have I observed the shrubbery so

sombre, the Weigela and Viburnum being the only

shrubs at all remarkable for flower. Forest trees have

all flowered sparingly. The Oak and the Ash, how-

ever, are full of leaves, and both at the same time ; and

those with us who predicate the weather from these

trees will have some little difficulty.

" With the Oak before the Ash,

You m.ay then expect a dash
;

With the Ash before the Oak,
You will sure to get a soak "

—

are rhyming proverbs implicitly believed in in these

parts, but whether their leafing together will result in a

compromise, of not over-wet or too dry, I cannot pre-

tend to say. Forest trees are very full of foliage this

year, resulting from what in Dorset is called a " lippy

time," in Gloucester a " lipping time," in both counties

meaning a wet season. In Somerset it is varied into

"lipary," wet, rainy. The shy flowering of shrubs

and trees this season is quite as remarkable in our fruit

trees, and I therefore propose to consider the causes

which have led to this, when I give some notes on the

fruit trees of the West. J. B.

On Consulting with Gardeners about their

Business.—The following passages from Lothair

(5th edition, p. 114— 115) deserve quoting in the

Gardeneis' Chronicle for the especial behoof of

employers and gardeners. II everyone would or could

use the power attributed to Father Coleman, who can

doubt but corresponding results would ensue? Well

—

'
' The ladies were in a garden, where they were consult-

ing with the gardener and Father Coleman about the shape

of some new beds, for the critical hour of filling them was

approaching. The gardener, like all head gardeners, was
opinionated. Living always at Vauxe, he had come to

believe that the gardens belonged to him, and that the

family were only occasional visitors, and he treated them
accordingly. The lively and impetuous Lady St. Jerome
had a thousand bright fancies, but her morose attendant

rarely indulged them. She used to deplore his tyranny with

piteous playfulness. 'I suppose,' she would say, 'It is

useless to resist, for I observe 'tis the same everywhere.

Lady Roehampton says she never has her way with her

gardens. It is no use speaking to Lord St. Jerome, for

though he is afraid of nothing else, I am sure he is afraid

of Hawkins.' The only way that Lady St. Jerome could

manage Hawkins was through Father Coleman. Father

Coleman, who knew everything, knew a good deal about

gardens, from the days of Le Notre to those of the fine

gentlemen who now travel about, and when disengaged

deign to give us advice. Father Coleman had only just

entered middle-age, was imperturbable and mild in his

manner. He passed his life very much at Vauxe, and
imparted a great deal of knowledge to Mr. Hawkins,

without apparently being conscious of so doing. At the

bottom of his mind Mr. Hawkins felt assured that he had
gained several distinguished prizes mainly through the

hints and guidance of Father Coleman ; and thus, though

on the surface a little suriy, he was ruled by Father

Coleman, under the combined influence of self-interest and
superior knowledge." James MacPherson,

Foreign Correspondence.
Spring at Constantinople.—I reached Constan-

tinople, latitude 41,° on May 15, in two nights and

days from Smyrna. The sea was as calm as a river or

lake, which it generally is after April during the

summer months on the north shores of the Mediterra-

nean. The heat was considerable at Smyrna, averaging

84° at mid-day indoors, with a north-east wind, and
6S' as the night minimum. But these figures give but

a faint idea of the power of the sun in the Mediterranean

at this time of the year. The sun's rays absolutely

burn the part of the body exposed to them, and I

find, as do the Arabs, that a woollen cloak rather cools

than warms the economy. This must be taken into

consideration with reference to climatic influence on

plant life. The plants that thrive in the Mediterranean

must like not only great summer heat, but the burning

glare of a fierce sun passing through a dry atmosphere.

Constantinople is situated at the southern entrance

of the Bosphorus, the strait which separates Europe
from Asia, and extends from the sea of Marmora to

the Black Sea. This strait, about 15 miles long, is

of variable width, but generally about that of the

Thames at Greenwich. The old town is built on a

narrow promontory, which rises gradually to a height

of 200 feet. The southern slope is in the sea of

Marmora, and the northern forms one side of the

Golden Horn, an inlet of the sea which leads up to the

mouth of a little river, three or four miles distant—the

Sweet Waters. Here the Sultan has a summer palace,

and a garden or shrubbery.

On the day of my arrival I took a caique, a deep

narrow light boat or canoe, without rudder, pointed at

both ends, peculiar to Constantinople, and went up the

Golden Horn to this spot
—"the Sweet Waters." For

the first few miles it is like the Thames at VVapping, both

shores being covered with timber and ship-yards, iron-

works and marine stores, but as we recede from the

town, and the inlet narrows between two low sloping

grass-covered hills, the landscape becomes more rural.

Trees appear on the road on each side of the inlet, and
when we reach the Sultan's p.alace the scene assumes

the aspect of Richmond, Hampstead Hill, or Hampton
Court—a narrow river between low hills, with trees

dotted at the base, and the palace and gardens in the

background. It was a holiday, and underneath these

trees were many festive groups from the city, in every

variety of costume, conspicuous among whom were

Turkish women with their little children and negro

servants, the lower part of the face carefully covered

with a muslin band, so as only to allow the eyes to be

seen.

The trees were, principally, Ailantus glandulosa,

Celtis occidentalis, Melia Azedarach, Acacia in full

flower, Populus alba. Ash, Plane, Elm, Robinia

Pseud-Acacia, Arbutus, Horse Chestnut, going out of

flower. The Sultan, like his subjects, had come to

have a pic-nic dinner at his country house, so I could

not see the garden. The trees and shrubs that sur-

rounded it were, however, the same as those outside.

I saw his dinner landed from a large and gorgeous

caique, all gold and ornament. Each dish, large and

round, wrapped in a velvet bag, was ceremoniously

taken out of the boat and placed on the head of a

swarthy Turkish attendant, who forthwith marched

off to the palace with his burden, in truly oriental

style.

I subsequently went over, carefully, the garden and

grounds of the Seraglio Palace, and there saw all the

trees mentioned flourishing and in perfect health ; also

large Plane and Linden trees, Sambucus, Laburnum,

some Oaks, both deciduous and evergreen, the former

not quite full in leaf; Euonymus japonicus, simple and

variegated ; Judas gohig out of flower ; small Deodaras,

Pinus Pinea, large Cupressus Lambertiana, Tourne-

fortii, Aleppo Pine. The flowers were those usually

seen in the South of Europe in May—Antirrhinum,

Delphinium, Stocks, Nemophila insignis, Marigold,

garden Daisies, Bengal Roses, Banksias, Cineraria,

Verbena, Hollyhocks (not in flower), Aquilegia.

The Antirrhinum grows wild in many localities of

the Mediterranean in two varieties, a light yellow and

a light purple ; I found the ruins of Ephesus covered

with the latter, as also with a large Campanula, juft

like our garden Canterbury Bell. This I have not

seen elsewhere, but a travelling companion, just

retured from Syria and Palestine, tells me that he saw

it growing wild, although not large, in many parts of

those countries. He also found, in the same localities,

growing wild in great abundance, the Hollyhock,

generally dwarfish in development, no doubt owing to

the scantiness and dryness of the soil ; in some very

dry places he saw it in full flower when not more than

six inches high. I have subsequently seen Larkspurs

growing in great luxuriance and abundance, wild,

in Bulgaria, between Varna and the Danube.

Thus it would seem that many of our common garden

flowers have originated around the Mediterranean, and

have, probably, been the garden flowers of our horti-

cultural predecessors for thousands of years. Who can

tell whether the Antirrhinum and Campanula I saw at

Ephesus may not be the lineal descendants of those

that gladdened the eyes of the Ephesians 2000 years

ago.

At the base of the promontory on which stands

Stamboul, or old Constantinople, are still extant, in

very tolerable preservation, although in ruins in many
places, the walls that formerly defended the city, as

also the towers that strengthened them every 50 yards.

These walls extend four miles from the sea of Marmora

to the Golden Horn, are triple, with wide moats, or

ditches, between each. Being turned to the south-west

and sheltered from the north by the city, they constitute

by far the most sheltered region of Constantinople or

its vicinity. The ditches or moats are now cultivated

as kitchen gardens and orchards, whilst the walls and

the town in ruins are clothed with plants and trees,

sown by the winds and by the birds. I rode slowly

along the entire circuit, carefully examining the

vegetation.

The vegetables grown are Peas and Broad Beans

(ripe). Artichokes, large Tomatos, small plants ; vigor-

ous Melons and Gourds, small plants. There were

many Fig trees, scarce or absent elsewhere ; some

large,[magnificent Walnut trees in large numbers, little

seen elsewhere ; Mulberry trees in great numbers

;

Cherry trees, fruit not ripe, only beginning to colour

;

Pears small ; Elderberry in flower, quite trees, and

numerous ; Japanese Medlars, Pomegranates in flower.

Almond, large trees; Peach, Apricot, Vines, flower

buds just appearing. The ruins themselves were covered

in places with Ivy and Lentiscus, and with many of the

trees above named, self-sown, growing out of the

crevices. Here and there I saw the Honeysuckle and

wild Rose in flower among the brushwood. There

were no Palms, Opuntias, Aloes, Orange or Lemon
trees, even in the most sheltered spots ; nor did I find

them anywhere at or near Constantinople. The only

fruit seen in the shops were Oranges, Strawberries,

and Cherries, the latter not ripe. The Oranges were

very large, lemon-shaped, from Jaffa and Tyre, and

dear.

The three most remarkable trees at and near Con-

stantinople are the Platanus orientalis, the Celtis occi-

dentalis, and the Cupressus pyramidalis. They all

there become timber trees, and attain a size which I
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have seen equalled nowhere else in the Mediterranean.

The Plane trees especially are prodigious in size and

most venerable in age. There is one in the yard of the

Seraglio, well known to botanists, which is supposed

to be above 2000 years old. Its circumference is

enormous, and in a large cavity of its trunk lived for a

century or more the outer janitor or policeman of the

Seraglio. It is, however, still a fine handsome healthy

tree, covered with foliage. Another Plane tree, of

nearly equal dimensions, at Bayukdere, on the

Bosphorus, was an old and venerated tree at the time of

the Crusaders, and is called the Plane of Godefroy de

Bouillon. The Celtis occidentalis is seen everywhere as

a limber tree, as large as or larger than a hundred-

year-old Oak. It is met with, equally well developed,

in Spain ; there are some very fine trees on the public

square at Grasse, near Nice. The pyramidal Cypress

overshadows Constantinople, for it is planted over the

Turkish cemeteries, which occupy, as it were, a con-

siderable part of the city, inside and out. These

cemeteries are not inclosed by walls, are traversed by

paths and roads in every direction, and are the resort

of all on whose track they lie. The Turks show their

respect for the dead by not disturbing them, otherwise

they live with them familiarly, attracted, perhaps, in

part by the show of the Cypress trees, which attain an

altitude and a trunk development here unknown else-

where.
At the summit of the hill, on which stands the Pera,

or Frank quarter, there is a garden of some 3 or 4 acres

in extent, made and planted two years ago, and

intended as a kind of Vauxhall or Tivoli coffee and

music garden. I examined it carefully, thinking that

it must illustrate the vegetation of the locality, as the

directors would be only likely to plant what they knew
would succeed. I only found the plants and flowers

named above, and among them scarcely one that would

not grow in England. There is nothing southern or

oriental to be found.

This remark applies to the entire vegetation of Con-

stantinople and of its vicinity, as described above.

Evidently the winters are cold ; the air must be, and

is, so cooled by the proximity of the cold Black Sea,

and of the ice-bound countries that surround it, that

uothing absolutely southern can thrive there ; at the

same time, all plants that can stand moderate winter

frost, and yet rejoice in intense dry heat in summer,

live and flourish. Constantinople is in latitude 41**.

The mouths of the Danube are in latitude 45°, a differ-

ence of four degrees, or 240 miles only, without inter-

vening mountains. The Danube is frozen every winter

to its sea outlet for four months, from November to

March, and so frozen that carts often cross it where it

is two miles wide, as opposite to Rustchuk, in latitude

43" 3o"j only 150 miles from Constantinople. The
only wonder is that the latter city is not colder, a fact

that can only be explained by the proximity of the sun-

warmed Mediterranean. Thus, the absence of moun-
tain protection from the north, which cools Smyrna in

winter, notwltstanding its being in latitude 38°, and its

intensely hot summer, exercises a still more marked in-

fluence on the winter climate of Constantinople.

What precedes has been written on board a Danube
steamer (May 21). We have been on board three

days and nights. The first day our course was due

west, along the northern frontier of Bulgaria. On the

southern horizon we saw, all day, the Balkan chain of

mountains, also running east and west, and covered

•with snow. At this time of the year, the presence of

snow on a mountain in latitude 42" implies that it is at

least 6000 feet high. This high chain it is that pro-

tects the .'Egean Sea and the Grecian Archipelago.

The Balkan chain is continuous with other high moun-
tains that continue the protection westwards ; but the

principal, most complete, and deepest protection to the

north shores of the Mediterranean is afforded by the

Alps of Tyrol and Switzerland, which form a tremen-

dous barrier to the north winds. Thence it is that on

the Genoese Rivierawe have Orange and Lemon groves.

Palms and tropical plants, and a complete absence of

frost in sheltered places ; whilst at Rustchuk, in nearly

the same latitude (43° 30"), the Danube is frozen

down to the sea for four months every year. No
known fact in physical geography could better illus-

trate the influence of protection as regards climate

and vegetation.

This last excursion has been intensely interesting to

me, and has cleared away much obscurity from my
mental vision respecting the climate of the Eastern

Mediterranean, which I had not previously visited. I

confess to having expected to find Genoese Riviera all

along the coast. I thought the Grecian islands were

covered with bowers of Roses and groves of Orange
trees. I thought Smyrna was in a Palm forest sur-

rounded with orchards of Lemon trees, and that Con-
stantinople was in vegetation a truly southern city.

Instead of this, I find the Grecian coast all but devoid
of subtropical vegetation, the Grecian islands mere
sunburnt, wind-scarred rocks, except in sheltered
folds or nooks ; Smyrna growing Pear and Cherry
trees. Heliotropes and Pelargoniums in pots, Ornnge
trees only as bushes behind high walls, with an addi-
tional shelter of trees, and Constantinople with all but
northern vegetation, that of Madrid with its cold
winter and hot summer ; and yet, by an attentive
scrutiny of the map, these facts might have been fore-

told, for they are in strict accordance with the data
given by physical geography.

In conclusion I would add that this, the concluding

phase of my journey, illustrates a well-known fact in

physical geography, the intense heat of summer in con-

tinental regions. The summer heats have only just

commenced, and yet on May 19 we had 92° Fah. all

day in the cabin saloon, and on deck under the awning

on the 20th we had go°, and on the 2 1st, 88°.

The difference probably represents our progress north.

The nights have been cool, about 70", but we are

told that in two or three weeks the nights will be as

warm as the days. With the exception of a few hours

passage through a mountain region at the "Gates of

Iron" we have been steaming all but incessantly

through a low alluvial plain, lined with Willows and

Poplars, Poplars and Willows. Gradually the con-

viction forces itself on the mind that there may be Soo

species of Salicince, as described by a recent author in

a monograph on this family. They are certainly found

everywhere, from Cape North to the "waters of

Babylon," wherever water exists. There are other

trees in the back ground, but it is difficult, if not im-

possible, to recognise them as the steamer passes fleetly

by at some distance from the shore. But they are

clearly all northern types. The south is now hidden

behind the mountains that protect it from the north.

J. Henry Bennet, M. D.

Societies.
Royal Horticultural : Jufie 5.—W. W. Saunders,

Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. The usual preliminary

business being completed, the Rev. M. J. Berkeley

announced the awards of the Fruit Committee, and Mr.
Marshall those of the Floral Committee, the latter gentle-

man mentioning the circumstance that last winter Dr.

Denny, who was known as a most successful raiser of

Zonal Pelargoniums, had told him that amongst these

plants there appeared to be two strains, one of which

would not submit to forcing operations. Dr. Denny had
also given him a list of names of both classes, which will

probably be made public on another occasion.

The Rev. M.
J.

Berkeley stated that the prizes given by
Mrs. Lloyd Wynne for the best exhibition of Narcissi had
been awarded to Messrs. Harr & Sugden, whose collection

was very large, and, he believed, correctly named. He
was also glad to see that Mr. Barr was attempting

to correct the nomenclature of garden Lilies, Al-

luding to a handsome specimen of Utricularia

montana, shown by Mr. Dennmg, gr. to Lord
Londesborough, Mr. Berkeley observed that it was a very

old species reintroduced, and, further, that there was no
doubt of its being the U. alpina of Linnaeus. As con-

siderable interest attached to the plant, he thought he

could not do better than read the following remarks from
the pen of Dr. Hooker, which appeared in the Botanical
Magazine, tab. 5923:

—"To many who have seen this

singular plant for the first time in cultivation it will be a

matter of surprise to be informed that it is a member of

the same genus as the Bladderworts of our ponds, and
departs from the habit of most of its congeners chiefly in

being terrestrial, developing hollow mmute imperfect

bladders. The occurrence of these bladders is a singular

instance of the presence of organs, typical of its family, in

a member of it that can make no use of them. U. mon-
tana is an epiphyte growing on wet, mossy trunks of

trees in mountains of the West Indian Islands, where it

has been detected in Montserrat, Dominica, St. Vincent.

Grenada, and Trinidad of the British Islands. It also

inhabits Martinique ;
and on the Main, the Isthmus of

Darien, Venezuela, Guiana, New Grenada, and Peru,

advancing in the latter country to Huanuco in 10 degrees

south. It is curious that a plant, spread over so wide an
area, should not hitherto have been found in Jamaica."
The subject of the blister of Almond and Peach leaves

then came under notice, Mr. Berkeley stating that if you
asked one gardener the cause he would refer it to an
attack of aphis, whilst another would lay it to the

credit of the chilling east winds
;

but it should be
known that there was a considerable difference between
the two, inasmuch as leaves attacked by aphis soon die,

whilst those which blister in consequence of chilling

live for a long time. Some Currant Trees which had
come under his notice, and which last year were nearly

killed by the Currant aphis, were now sending out strong

shoots, which were quite curled, and, singular to relate,

attacked by a totally different species of aphis. As a
remedial measure he would recommend that as long

as the shoots were soft they should be pinched off and
burnt. Alluding to the fact that Bornet had recently

communicated a paper through Decaisne to the Academy
of Sciences in Paris, asserting Lichens to be Fungi para-

sitic on Algas, he wished to state that this theory had
been proved long ago by Mr. Thwaites to be erroneous,

that botanist having pointed out the curious analogies

which exist between many young states of Lichens and
Algae, thus:—The young state of

Lichen. Algse.

Synalissa would pass as Palmella
Cladonia „ „ ,, HEematococcus
CoIIema ,, „ ,, Nostoc
Parmelia „ „ „ Chlorococcu3
Ephebe „ ,, ,, Scytonema

He might also mention that Greville had figured the fruit

of Ephebe (a Lichen) as a Sphaeria or Nectria.

The Chairman also made some passing remarks on the

specimen of Utricularia montana, and considered that

though small the common Utricularia of our ditches was
a charming plant. He also directed attention to a plant

with two flowers of that very singular Orchid, Nanodes
Medusai (also sent by Mr. Denning), the broad lip of

which was fringed and cut into innumerable sections. The
plant was very rare, and somewhat difficult to flower.

Scientific Committee.—W. W. Saunders, Esq.,

in the chair. On this occasion the Society was honoured

by the presence of the Belgian delegates, MM. deCannaert
d'Hamale. Kegeljan, and Morren, and of Mr. Hali-

burton, from Nova Scotia. No paper was read, but
numerous objects exhibited, such as a second generation

of flower-buds produced on the peduncles of the Pear,

Coccus on Pinus Balsamea, branches of Red Currant
attacked by a new species of aphis, which will be reported

on on another occasion ; leaves of the Almond distorted

by the mould called Ascomyces deformans, branches of

Juniper distorted by the growth of the Fungus known as

Podisoma Juniperi. In these cases the heartwood seems
healthy, but the outer layers are soft and spongy, and
permeated by spawn. Some cuttings of Hydrangea were
also shown, which appear to have failed from being kept

over-wet, in consequence of which neither callus nor roots

were formed, but the end rotted off and became
infested with Fungus mould. Professor Morren spoke of

flowers of Lychnis flos cuculi in which there were no
petals, and the stamens were replaced by carpels, as in

the Cheiranthus Cheiri var. gynantherus. Some conversa-

tion also ensued as to the heat given off in the process of

flowering, which was attributed by Professor Morren to

the burning off of the sugar, derived not only from the
flower itself, but from other parts of the plant.

Floral Committee.--J. Fraser, Esq., in the chair.

The principal attraction at this meeting was a mag-
nificent group of Orchids shown by Lord Londesborough's
gardener, Mr. Denning, associated with which was pro-

bably the finest specimen of the beautiful and interesting

Utricularia montana that has ever been seen, and of

which species an illustration will be found in our columns
at p. 1039, 1871. and further particulars in the preceding

columns. With this was also a flowering specimen of the

very extraordinary Orchid, Nanodes Medusae. The plant

is very rare, and said to be very ditficult to flower. The
sepals and petals of the flowers, which on this

plant were produced in a pair at the point of

the woody stem, are of a pale green colour, tinged with

brown, the lip being fringed, and of a rich maroon colour."

As the plant is but rarely seen in flower, it would be
interesting to know something of Mr. Denning's

treatment of it. First-class Certificates were awarded
to both. Mr. Denning also received a Cultural Com-
mendation for the group, in which was a most
striking specimen of Cattleya Warnerii. with four mag-
nificently coloured spikes ; Aerides virens Dayi, also

with four handsome spikes ; a charming example of La^lia

purpurata, and well-flowered specimens of Dendrobium
McCarthias, and the new D. infundibulum and D. Parishii,

the latter, especially, being very fine. First-class Certi-

ficates were awarded to Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing,

for a very handsome, large, obovate-leaved Araliaceous

plant, named Botryodendron magnificum, a native of

the Norfolk Islands, that will be valuable for cool green-

houses ; to Mr. C. Pfersdoff, Avenue de St. Ouen, Paris,

for Euphorbia Habana monstrosa ; to Mr. T. S. Ware, for

Aquilegia aurea. a straight-spurred, sulphur-yellow

flowered species, from the Rocky Mountains ;
to W. B.

Kellock, Esq., for Dasylirion glaucum. Puya coarctata,

and Yucca Treculeana, all handsome-foliaged plants ; to

Messrs. S. Dixon & Co., nurserymen, Amherst Road, Hack-
ney, for a crested variety of Pteris serrulata. shown as new,

and a fine richly-coloured, double-flowered Petunia, named
King of Crimsons ; to Mr. T. S. Ware for Pansy Pluto, a
very fine variety, in colour the nearest approach to black

that we have yet seen ; to Mr. Lee for Tree Carnation

Model, a white-flowered variety, of good form and sub-

stance ; to E. B. Foster, Esq., Clewer Manor, Wind-
sor, for the following new show Pelargoniums (shown by
Mr. Turner) :—Countess, Senator, Scottish Chieftain,

Duchess, Highland Lassie, Robin Hood, Druid, Ruth,

Prince of Wales, and Syren ; to Mr. R. Weatherill,

Finchley, for a showy semi-double flowered show
Pelargonium, named Captain Raikes, reddish-crim-

son shaded with maroon, a plant which would be

very acceptable for general decorative purposes were

it not for a most disagreeable odour which it

emits ; and to Dr. Denny for a seedling Zonal Pelar-

gonium named Richard Coeur de Lion, bright scarlet, the

pips being fully 2 inches across, quite circular and
slightly reflexed, and of good substance. Messrs. E. G.

Henderson & Son exhibited a nice group of Herbaceous

Calceolarias, a portion of which appeared to be of a dis-

tinct type, being considerably dwarfer in habit than the

usual strain. The colours of the flowers were not so

bright as we now expect to see them, but if the

strain can be kept up we shall, no doubt, soon have

some fine improvements on the present forms. Provost

Russel, Falkirk, sent a magnificent group of cut Orchids,

and received a Cultural Commendation.

Fruit Comm.ittee.—G. E. Blenklns, Esq., in the

chair. But few objects came before the committee on
this occasion. Cultural Commendations were awarded
to A. Smee, Esq., F.R.S., CarshaUon. for a nice di'-h

of white Juneating Apples, grown in an orchard-house;

and to Mr. A. Colbourne, gr. to 1- Blyth, Esq.,

Woolhampton, for a dish of fruit of the Loquat,

Eriobotrya japonica, the flavour of which was first-

rate. Mr. Eckford, gr. to Earl Radnor, Coleshill,

sent a dish of a seedling Grape, under the name of White
Hamburgh, which was much wanting in flavour. From
Mr. C. Ross, gr. to C. Eyre, Esq., Welford Park, New-
bury, came a small yellow netted seedling Melon, named
Welford Park. It belongs to the scariet-fleshed section,

but was not ripe enough for the committee to form any
opinion of its merits. Mr. Frost, Dropmore, exhibited a

small fruit-bearing pl^nt of an " edible Passiflora,"

probably Passiflora cinnabarina or P. Banksii, the

fruit of which were anything but agreeable to the palate.

.Specimens of a new white silver Tripoli Onion, grown in

Naples under the name of Marzagola, were shown by Mr.

Piccirillo, of Wigmorc Street, and Messrs. Criscuolo,

Kay & Co., of Gracechurch .Street
;
and the latter firm

also staged bulbs of the true white Nocera Onion, as

imported from Naples. A cluster of four Telegraph

Cucumbers were shown by Mr. Robins, gr. to Sir E. C.

Kerrison, Bart, ; and Mr. Gardner, gr< to Col. Astley,-
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Elsliam Hall. I rigg, exhibited two very long fruit of the
Marquis of Lome Cucumber. A nice close-hearting early
Cabbage was shown by Mr. Bailey, Amersham, and the
Rev. A. Rawson. Bromley Common, sent fine stalks of a
green variety of Rhubarb named Monarch.

Great Summer Show : June 5. 6, and 7. —This
exhibition, which cp=ned on Wednesday, and closed
last night, may be taken as one of the inost successful
summer exhibitions that the Society has h.ad in recent
years. The large tent was fairlv filled with good plants,
but there was a too evident want of large stuff to make
the picture complete. Tree Ferns and large Palms, which
are as much w.anted as anything to make a show on an
imposing scale, were conspicuous by their absence— a fact
which was rather to be regretted, "as, on the whole, the
schedule of prizes was a more liberiil one than the Society
has issued for some years. The Society must still further
increase the amount of the prizes at these large summer
shows, and abandon open classes, and they may then
expect to make the exhibitions at South Kensington what
they ought to be—the first in the country, instead of being,
as they too long have been, inferior to those of several
provincial towns. Still, the e.'chibition was a much
belter one than usual ; and on the opening day,
what with such attractions as Messrs. Waterers fine
display of Rhododendrons, a good band, and glorious
weather, the company was unusually numerous, too
numerous, indeed, to make promenading at all pleas.ant
in that portion of the garden which Her Majesty's Com-
missioners have been pleased to allot to the Fellows of the
Society. Stove and greenhouse plants, as they always
do, when well shown, made the most prominent display,
and amongst the exhibitors of these Mr. T. Baines again
stood pre-eminent, ably seconded by Mr. Ward. Mr.
Baines' plants, shown in the open class for 12, and in the
amateurs' class for 6, occupied an excellent position on a
raised platform at the western end of the tent, .and right
well they looked from all points of view. Most striking
amongst them were perhaps several very fine specimens
of Ixoras, about 4 feet high, and nearly the same through.
One of these— I. coccinea—had immense trusses of
flowers, and, from the fact of its having been grown
from a cutting in two years and nine months.
It created much interest amongst gardeners. Statice

1™ u^*
was also staged again in excellent order, and

the Hedaroma tulipiferum w.as also in fine order. He had
also 2 very fine Aphelexis, some good Azaleas, and
remarkably fine Heaths. A specimen of Anthurium
bcherzenanum bad r8 very handsome spathes, and a
specimen of Dracophvllum gracile was much admired.
Mr. Baines was seconded in the class for 6 by Mr T
Ward, and in that for ra by Mr. J. Wheeler, most
noticeable amongst their plants being examples of the
fragrant Rhynchospermum jasminoides, Clerodendron
Balfourianum, Stephanotis floribunda, Acrophyllum
venosum, Dipladenia amabilis, and some first-rate
Heaths. The nurserymen's class for 6 was also well-
contested, the principal honours being taken by Messrs
Jackson & Son and Mr. B. S. Williams, who contributed
large and handsome specimens. For 20 stove and
greenhouse plants in r2-inch pots, the strongest
competition lay between Messrs. Jackson & Son and Mr.

'ti, 1

"*' ""' fo''™sr eventually securing ist honours.
The plants were not over large but were neat and well
flowered. Fine-foliaged plants were numerously shown,
most conspicuous being a group of nine shown by Mr.
Baines, which included the two remarkable Sarracenias
which created so much interest in these plants at former
exhibitions

: a remarkably handsome plant of Rhopala
corcovadensis, and grand specimens of Cordyline indivisa,
and Dasyhrion acrotrichum. Second in this class was
M. Alexis Dalli^re, of Ghent, who had fair specimens of
Maiantas, Dracffinas, Palms, &c., which were wanting in
colour, and generally showed the effects of their long
journey. The amateurs' class for six was remarkably well
represented by Mr. Cole, Ealing Park, Mr. Donald, and
Mr. F. Hill, who contributed amongst them very fine
plants of Pandanus elegantissimus. Yucca aloifolia varie-
gata, Pandanus 'Vandermerschii, Maranta 'Veitchii, &c.
In the open class for 20. in 12-inch pots, the ist prize was
taken by Mr. Bull, who had beautiful specimens of Palms,
Dracaenas, Phormiums. Encephalartos.
New plants were also particularly well represented, the

tergest competitors being Messrs. Veitch & Sons and
Mr. Bull. For three new plants, in or out of flower, sent
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Heaths were liberally contributed, and, for the

most part, in first-rate order, by various exhibitors.
Mr. Ward was rst for 9 and 6. Mr. J. Wheeler being
2d in the first-named cl.ass, and Messrs. J.ackson & Son
in the second, all contributing specimens which fully
maintained their several reputations.
Orchids made a very fair display, though there were no

sensational specimens amongst them. The finest 6 were
staged by ^Ir. B. S. Williams in the nurserymen's class.
These were in all respects admirable, and consisted of a
grand plant ol Saccolabium guttatum Holfordianum with
four very fine spikes, a large mass of Cypripedium, and
nice examples of Vanda tricolor Schilleriana, Aerides
Lobbii, Cattleya Warnerii, &c.; Mr. Bull was 2d, and
.Messrs. Jackson 3d. The best single specimen came from
Mr. Bull, and which was the new Epidendrum syringo-
thyrsus with a very handsome spike. Mr. Ward had the
best 12 in the open class, Mr. Bull being 2d, and Mr. J.Wheeler 3d. Amongst the plants shown were nice
e.\.amples of the lovely OdontoglossumAlexandrse, Dendro-
bium McCarthia?, Cypripedium superbum, and the new
Oncidium cr\'ptocopis. Mr. G,
exhibitor in the class for

Newport, being 2d ; and a Charlotte Rothschild, ,veii,'hing
about 4 lb., sent by Mr. Douglas, gr. to F. Whithonrn,
bsq., Loxford Hall, llford, was 3d. Several baskets of
Grapes, not less than 12 lb., were contributed, and a
capital lot they were. The best came from Mr.
Sage gr. to Earl Brownlow, Ashridge, fair-sized
bunches, good berries, jet black, and carrying
a beautiful bloom. Mr. Henderson, gr. to Sir G
Beaumont, B.art., Cole Orton, was 2d with a basket nothing
inferior to the first lot, except in the size of the berries,
which were smaller; Mr. Craven, Wen Lodge, Whet-
stone, was 3d

; and Mr. Bannerman 4th ; the produc-
tions of Messrs. Standish & Co., and Mr. Stapleton, gr.
to H. D. Davies, Esq., Spring Grove, Isleworth, being
especially worthy of honourable mention. Thirteen
dishes were shown in the class for a single dish of Black
Hamburgh or Frankenthal, the best being one staged by

out by the exhibitor, the Gold Medal was won by Messrs
Veitch with Croton Wiesmannii, the beautiful Paullinia
thahctnfoha (figured at p. 669), and the handsome white
vanegated Pandanus Veitchii ; Mr. Bull taking the Silver
Medal with Macrozamia corallipes, Kentia Forsteriana
and the beautiful Maranta Seemanni. The evceedingly
elegant Aralia Veitchii also secured a Gold Medal for
Messrs. Veitch as the best new plant not in flower and
not m commerce: Croton majesticum, one of the hand-
somest of the long narrow-leaved section, shown by Mr
Bull, coming in 2d. The best new plant in flower, intro-
duced by the exhibitor, and not in commerce, was
Hibiscus (Rosa sinensis) miniatus semi-plenus, a nearly
double red-flowered form, sho%vn by Mr. Bull, but not
so greatly superior to the well-known form as to merit
this award. Messrs. Veitch & Sons were again ist in the
class for 12 new plants, in or out of flower, sent out in

J^T^J?"^''
^''°^n& amongst others, the pretty Todea

Wilkesiana, figured and described at p. 795, 1870 : Dra-
caena Dennisoni, D. Mooreana, Begonia Chelsoni, Davallia
Mooreana, Begonia Sedeni, Epidendrum syringothyrsus,
«c. Mr. Bull was 2d with, amongst others, nice speci-
naens of Dieffenbachia Bowmanni, Heliconia vinosa, the
gigantic Aroid, Godwinia gigas, the handsome Curculigo
recurvata striata, Croton Veitchii, &c. The same exhi-
bitors also occupied the same relative positions in the
class for 6 new plants, in or out of flower, introduced by
«

,?^,','"'°''' ^""l °°' in commerce, Messrs. Veitch had
Araba Veitchii, Drac^na amabilis, Croton Youngii Dra-
caena spectabilis, Dieffenbachia braziliensis, and Adian-tum speciosum

; and Mr. BuU had the curious Croton
sptrale, C. majesticum, Eiythrina Parcelii, a handsome
golden vanegated plant ; Alocasia iUustris, &c.

Wheeler was the only
amateurs who had not pre-

viously taken the Society's prize for Orchids, and to
him the ist prize w.as awarded.
The display of Ferns was not so good a one as might

have^been expected, the hardy forms especially being on
the whole but indifferently represented. The best speci-
mens ol stove and greenhouse Ferns were staged by Mr.
Baines and Mr. B. S. Williams, the former being ist for
6 amongst amateurs, and the latter ist in the correspond-
ng class for nurserymen. Amongst Mr. Baines' plants
were grand specimens of Gleichenia, Cibotium princeps,
Cyathea dealbata, Davallia bullata, Dicksonia antarctica
In the same class were some very nice young and, con-
sequently, much smaller plants, from other exhibitors.
Show Pelargoniums were a grand feature of the show,
Mr. 'Ward's 9 in the open class being really magnificent,
even in size—over 4 feet across—and flowered to perfection.
Of course these took the ist prize, Mr. James Weir
being 2d, and Mr. James 3d, with much smaller plants.
The best 6 fancies, a very creditable lot, came from Mr.
D. Donald, and Mr. Bone staged the best 6 large-flowered
varieties in the amateurs' class for that number. The
rest, though well-flowered and showy, were only mode-
rate specimens. Messrs. Paul & Son were the only
exhibitors of 9 Roses in pots, and to these,
which were quite up to the average, the ist
prize was awarded. Messrs. Paul & Son were also ist
for 24 cut blooms ; Messrs. Kelway & Son were 2d. For
the prizes offered for the best collection of 50 distinct
species of Cacti, given by J. T. Peacock, Esq., Sudbury
House, Hammersmith, there was only one exhibitor, M,
Pfersdoff, of Paris, who staged some remarkably singular
plants, amongst them being a specimen of Echinocactus
Potsii, grafted on no less than three stocks, so that it

resembled a ball supported on a tripod stand
;and to him the ist prize was awarded. This col-

lection, which created much interest, has, we hear,
changed hands, and the plants will, at the termination of
the exhibition, go to enrich the already wealthy collection
which Mr. Peacock possesses. Mr. Peacock was also a
large exhibitor on this occasion.

In the miscellaneous class the most noteworthy produc-
tions were a fine group of new plants from Messrs.
Veitch

; a large collection of flowenng and fine-foliaged
plants, including some splendid new, erect-flowering
Gloxinias, from Messrs. RoUisson & Sons ; a large and
well-flowered lot of herbaceous Calceolarias, from Messrs.
Dobson & Son

; from M. A. Stelzner, Ghent, an interest-
ing group of Gymnogrammas ; from Mr. Parker, Toot-
ing, a fine collection of cut blooms of various varieties of
Iris germanica

; from Mr. Turner, a choice group of
pyramidal Ivies in pots : from Mr. Pestridge, Uxbridge, a
collection of 18 basketsof Tricolor Pelargoniums, bo.xes'of
cut blooms of Carnations and Picotees from Mr. Turner

;

a fine group of Iris from Mr. Ware
; two splendid baskets

of cut blooms of Ixias, Babianas, and other flowers' of
bulbous-rooted plants

\ a large box of an excellent white
bedding Pansy from Messrs. Kelway, Langport ; a
splendid stand of anatomised leaves from Mrs. Bray,
Stamford Villas, Fulham Road ; a large and most
interesting collection of dried grasses from M. Louis
Bassuets, the Botanic Gardens, Ghent; and some really
admirable artificial flowers from Messrs, Adcock & Co
Princes Street, Cavendish Square.
The fruit, for which numerous prizes were offered, was

shown in a separate tent ; and, taking all things into
consideration, it was a most successful exhibition. The
competition lay between Mr. Lynn, gr. to Lord Boston
Hedsor, and Mr. Bannerman, gr. to Lord Bagot, Blith-
field. for the prize offered for a collection of 8 distinct
dishes of fruit, and so very evenly balanced in point of
merit did they seem, that the judges were some time
before they came to the conclusion that Mr. Lynn's col-
lection was the best. He had nice dishes of Black
Hamburgh and White Frontignan Grapes, a fair-sized
Smooth Cayenne Pine, a handsome Victory of Bath Melon
beautiful dishes of Royal George Peaches and Violette
Hative Nectarines, fine in size, and very highly coloured

;

a dish of excellent brown Turkey Figs, and another one
of Dr. Hogg Strawberries. Mr. Bannerman's collection
consisted of excellent dishes of Black Hamburgh and
Foster's Seedling Grapes, the former being very fine in
berry

; capital dishes of Royal George Peaches and
Elruge Nectarines, very nicely coloured ; a hybrid
green-fleshed Melon, and good dishes of Figs and Straw-
berries. The Pine-apples shown ran very small in size,
the dull, sunless weather experienced this spring being all
against the finishing of large fmit. The best three Queens
came from Mr. D. Wilson, gr., Castle Hill, South
Molton, averaging perhaps 3 lb. each, and having par-
ticulariy small crowns. Messrs. G. & W. Yates, Market
Square, Manchester, came in 2d, and Mr. J. Hepper
gr. to C. O. Ledward, Esq., The Elms, Acton, 3d!
In the class for a single fruit of any other
variety of Pine, the ist prize was also taken by Mr
Wilson, with a handsome Smooth Cayenne

; a smaller
fruit of the same variety, shown by Mr. Bland, The Gaer,

Mr. Douglas, fine in size, very fine berries, well coloured,
and altogether as nicely finished as could be wished for

;

Messrs. Wright, Turner Road, Lee, came in 2d, with
much smaller bunches, very even and compact and nicely
finished

; and Mr. G. Sage was 3d with bunches well
shouldered, berries of nice size and excellent finish. An
extra prize was awarded to Mr. W. Henderson ; and Mr.
Craven, Mr. Osbom (Finchley), and Messrs. Standish &
Co., staged very creditable examples. Mr. Bannerman
took the ist prize in the class for a single dish of any
other variety, with very good Black Prince, and
Mr. Lynn was 2d with the same variety, both
dishes a little wanting in colour. For a single dish
of Muscat of Alexandria Mr. G. Osborn was ist.
with medium-sized even bunches, very fair in colour.
Mr. D. Pizzey, gr. to Sir E. Perry, Fulmer, who tool?
the 2d prize, sent by iar the best bunches, but they
were quite green. Mr. Kemp, gr. to the Duke of
Northumberiand, AlburyP,Trk, was 3d, his alsow,anting in
colour. Mr. Douglas was also ist for a single dish of any
other White Grape, with first-rate examples of Buckland
Sweetwater, thesame variety being also shown by Mr. Cra-
ven, who was 2d

;
the 3d prizegoing toMr. Roe, Koehamp-

ton, who had well-ripened, if small and uneven, bunches
of Golden Hamburgh. Nice bunches of White Frontig-
nan, shown by Mr. Kemp and Mr. Pizzey, were respec-
tively 1st and 2d in the class for those varieties, Mr.
Bannerman coming in 3d with the Grizzly Frontignan, in
very good condition. Peaches and Nectarines were not
numerously shown, but such as were staged were much
better both in size and colour than could reasonably have
been anticipated. The best single dish of Peaches were a
handsome one of Grosse Mignonne, shown by Mr. Brown,
gr. to Earl Howe. Gopsall House, .Atherstone ; Mr. Gardiner,
gr. to W. E. P. Shiriey, Esq., Lower Eatington Park,
being 2d, with fine, well-coloured fruit of Royal George

;

and Mr. G. T. Miles, gr. to Lord Carrington, came in 3d
with good examples of the same variety. A dish of very
highly coloured Elruge Nectarines, shown by the last-
named exhibitor, was placed ist in that class, Mr. W.
Gardiner being 2d with the same variety, fine in size, but
paler in colour. Mr. G. Sage also sent a nice dish of
Elruge, and capital examples of Violette Hative were
shown without an address. Capital dishes of brown
Turkey Figs were shown by Mr. Miles, Mr. Sage, and
Mr. C. Ross, who took the prizes offered for them in the
order named. Mr. Miles was the only exhibitor of
Cherries, and to him two ist prizes were awarded for
splendid dishes of Black Circassian and Elton. Mr.
Douglas was ist in the two classes for Strawberries, with
find fruit of British Queen and President ; Mr. Lynn, who
was 2d in both classes, showing the last named variety
and Sir Charles Napier. Melons were very well shown for
size and numbers, but there was not a really good flavoured
fruit amongst them. The Colston Basset Seedling,
shown by Mr. Lamb, gr. to G. T. Davie, Esq., was con-
sidered the best in the green-fleshed class ; specimens of
Victory of Bath, shown by Mr. Bannerman and Ml.
Lynn, taking the other prizes. In the scariet-fleshed
class, a nice Utile fniit of Scariet Gem, contributed by Mr.
Douglas, was ist

;
the new "Little Heath," a specimen

of which weighed 5 lb. 9 oz., shown by Mr. Munroe,
Potter's Bar, was 2d ; and Mr. Lynn, who had a Scarlet
Gem, was 3d. In the miscellaneous class, Mr. Miles sent
a handsome dish of forced Tomatos

; and Mr. W. Gar-
diner sent, along with large dishes of excellent Peaches
and Nectarines, specimens of Easter Pippins, of the crops
of 1870, '71, and '72, the two former being in a fine state
of preservation. Mr. C. Ross alsosent tw-o dishes of the
Cornish Aromatic Apple.

The Royal National Tulip Show : May 25.
This show was held in the Botanical Gardens, Manchester.
Between 60 and 70 members entered, most of whom put
in an appearance at the show, and the competition was
very close for almost every prize. The season has been
about the worst for the Tulip that anv of the growers can
recollect, and heavy losses from mildew have occurred
throughout the country, while the ungenial character of
the month of May retarded their progress to maturity. It
was patent that more than half of the flowers exhibited
would have been greatly improved by another week's
growth, and the varieties that bloom late, or that need a
few days' growth to bleach the white, had to be left upon
the beds in the bud state all throughout the northern
counties. Notwithstanding these drawbacks, the show
was a surprise to everybody ; some 2300 blooms were
staged. The number of competitors being large, com-
pensated in some degree for the adverse nature of the
season.

Mr. David Barber, who won the champion cup, had
the advantage of a more genial climate, and consequently
his flowers were more fully grown and better developed
than those of Mr. Bariow, of Stakehill, who was awarded
second honours, and whose flowers seemed to require
another week's good growth for their full development.
The stands of Mr. Sharpe, 3d prize, and Mr. \. Hague,
4th prize, also contained some very good flowers.
The following kinds were about the best flowers shown

in their respective classes :—Bizarres : Ajax, Sir Joseph
Paxton, Dr. Hardy, Orion, Lord Byron, Demosthenes,
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Royal Sovereign, Commander, Charles Brown, Lord
Raglan, Curion, Masterpiece, and George Haward.
Byblcemens : Talisman, Duchess of Sutherland, Adonis,
Bacchus, Violet Amiable, Walker's Attraction, Martin's
loi. Roses : Aglaia, Heroine, Rose Celestial, Triomphe
Royal, Industry, Mrs. Lea, Mrs. Barber, Madame
St. Arraud, Sarah Headley, and La Vandikken. In
breeders many very excellent seedlings were shown, in

addition to the well known A 1 varieties. Several good
seedlings were also shown in a rectified state.

At a meeting held at the Dog and Partridge Hotel, it

was resolved that the exhibition of this Society be held
next year at Birmingham.

LiNNEAN : March 21.— G. Bentham, Esq., President,

in the chair. C.J. Breese, Esq., F. A. Lees, Esq., and
Christopher Ward, Esq., were elected Fellows. Dr.
Trimen exhibited specimens of Ammophila baltica, Link,

a new British plant, collected last autumn, on Roos Links,
Northumberland, by Mr. W. Richardson, of Alnwick.
The continuation of Mr. Bentham's paper On the Classi-

fication and Geographical Distribution of the Composites
{see p. 291), was read.

April 4.— G. Eentham, President, in the chair. The
concluding portion of Mr. Bentham's paper On the Classi-

fication and Geographical Distribution of the Composita:,

was read. The portions read at this and the previous

meeting, and for the following summary of which we are

indebted to Nature^ referred to the history and geographical
distribution of this important natural order of plants. The
geological record of the order was described as scanty.

The only remains that can be plausibly referred to Com-
positas are the impressions of achenes with their pappus,
figured by Heer from the upper Miocene deposits of central
Europe, which, supposing, as is probably the case, that
the identifications are correct, would only show that at

that tertiary epoch Composita? existed in Em-ope of the
same general character as those which are there now to

be met with ; and that they had then attained that
highly differentiated character they now possess, and
consequently must already have been of an old date. In
the absence, therefore, of direct evidence, we are left to
judge of the antiquity and origin of Compositse in general,
as well as of the subordinate races they comprise, from
their comparative structure and geographical distribution.

Concurring with the arguments which have been brought
fonvard by PVench and other botanists, to show that the
great consolidation and uniform structure of the essential

organs of fructification in Compositte are evidences of
their greatest perfection and consequent compara-
tively recent origin, it is shown that this consolida-
tion and uniformity is least marked in Helianthoideae,
and most so in CichoraccEe ; and this conjecture that the
former represent the most ancient, the latter the most
recent, races of the order, is confirmed in some measure
by the peculiarities of their respective geographical distri-

bution. The study of the various details given would
further lead to the supposition that the primitive form ot

Compositas had regular gamopetalous flowers, with an
inferior ovary, the calyx, corolla and uniseriate stamens
isomerous and probably pentamerous, the pistil bicarpel-
lary, but the ovary already internally reduced to a single cell

with a single erect anatropous ovule, and the seed exalbu-
zninous, enclosed in an indeliiscent pericarp, and contain-
ing a straight embryo with an inferior radicle

; and that it

is in the gradual course of subsequent consolidations thai
the bracts have crowded round the condensed flowers and
usurped the functions of the calyx-limb, which has become
obliterated or transformed so as to be better adapted to
its new duties ; the corollas have become contracted, or
the outer ones variously developed in forms and colours
adapted to assist in the process of cross-fertilisation ; and
the anthers, brought into closecontact by the compression of
the flowers, have become united, and their styles modified
so as to assist them in the discharge of their pollen. The
conversion from hermaphroditism to unisexuality may in
various races have variously preceded or followed some or
all of these changes, and produced those numerous diver-
sities observed in the order. Several of these changes
may have taken place at a very early period previously to
the disruption of or stoppage of communication between
the tropical regions of the globe ; and besides the parent
forms above supposed to be represented in some Helian-
thoideae, and perhaps a few Cotulese, Compositse may have
then existed, showing several important modifications,
such as— (i) the regular and uniform tubular development
of the corolla, accompanied by more or less of suppres-
sion of the inner bracts, and of the normal calyx-limb,
with the substitution of a pappus in the latter case

; (2)
the reduction of the corolla Umb, attended frequently by
a sexual dimorphism and occasional oblique development
of the outer lemale flower ; and (3) perhaps at a later
period, the uniform unilateral development of the whole of
the corollas, accompanied usually by a suppression of the
inner bracts and conversion of the calyx-limb into a pap-
pus. From the first of these modifications would have
sprung the Eupatoriaceae in America, the Vemoniacese in
the New and Old World, the Cynaroideas in the northern,
and the Mutisiaceas in the southern hemisphere. From
the second modification would have arisen—first, the more
slightly altered Helianthoidege, chiefly in America

;

secondly, the Helenioidea* m America, and the Anthe-
midese in the Old World, with the thinly paleaceous mo-
dification or total suppression of the inner bracts and
calyx-limb; and thirdly, the cosmopolitan Senecionoidece,
Asteroide^, and the majority ot Inuloideie, witli an
almost universal suppression of the inner bracts and con-
version of the calyx limb into a setose pappus. The third
general modification, with a very few slight exceptions,
has settled down into those Cicfioracea^ whose absolute
uniformity had been already pointed out.

In the third and concluding portion of the paper the
present centres or areas of the principal races of Compo-
sitce were passed in review. The position of these great
centres is evidently influenced by the prevalent constitu-
tion of the order, and the consequent effects of cHmato-
logical and other physical causes on the gradual migra-
tions of its species. Rarely arborescent and gregarious,

still more rarely aquatic, Compositae are, in a great

measure, excluded from the vast forest-clad lowlands of

the Amazon region of America, or of eastern tropical Asia,

and the species are few in the swampy bogs of the
northern hemisphere. Their favourite haunts are treeless

or thinly-clad mountain regions, and especially the lower
or broken grounds, rocky ridges, or open campos of warm
extratropical or subtropical districts. They may be met
with, it is true, at the highest altitudes or latitudes which
will bear phaenogamic vegetation as well as in the warmest
tropical deserts, and a few species, as ready colonists, are

perfectly ubiquitous in the traces of man ; there are large

tracts of open country especially abounding in highly
differentiated races of very limited areas ; others, again,

where Composite genera and species are as numerous and
ill-defined in their subordinate races as wide and vague in

their geographical range. These tracts of country severally

constitute the centres ol differentiation or areas of preser-

vation, of which the definition is attempted as Regions of

Compositae. After alluding to the difficulties arising

from the interchange of races across the frontiers of

adjoining regions, or from the occasional reappearance of
identical genera and species at ePiOrmous distances, as

well as from our imperfect acquaintance with the Com-
positee of certain districts, these regions are severally

passed in review, in a series of tables of the genera they
contain, either endemic or common to other regions, fol-

lowed by such general observations as the comparisons
may have suggested, commencing with the primary division

into the New and the Old World. Generally Compositje
are nearly equally divided between the two, about 430
genera in the New and 410 in the Old, with at least 4700
species in the former, 4400 in the latter; new discoveries

being likely to add more to the latter. Of these numbers
about 75 genera are common to the two divisions, but the
identical species are under 70 out of at least 9100. These
common species are chiefly arctic, or high northern, the
tropical ones being very few and mostly very generally dif-

fused, and ready colonists, such as Echpta alba, Ageratum
conyzoides, Adenostemma viscosum, and Siegesbeckia ori-

entalis. The regions of which the Compositas are severally

tabulated and commented upon are, in America : (i) the
Mexican region including California, a portion of western
Texas and central America, north of Veraguas, remark-
able for the large number of endemic genera, 135 out of
240, and the small avern^^e number of species

; (2) the
United States region, t .uprising the general area of
North America from Oregon and Texas eastward and
northward, with about 118 genera, out of which only 25
are endemic, or nearly so, but the average number of
species more than double that of the Mexican genera

;

(3) the West Indian region, of which the three principal

islands, Cuba, St. Domingo, and Jamica, have 13
endemic genera of one to three species each ; and three

South American regions, the Andine, the Brazihan, and
the Chilian, not so distinct from each other, nor showing
any such remarkable contrasts as the two northern ones.
In the Old World six regions are distinguished— (x) the
Mediterranean, extending from Spain to Affghanistan,
with at least 140 genera, more than half of them endemic,
and an average of nearly 10 species to a genus

; (2) the
great Europeeo-Asiatic region, extending from Western
Europe to Eastern Asia, with a large number of species,

but only 10 endemic genera out of 87 ; (3) the Tropical
African, with 18 endemic genera out of 109 ; {4) the
Tropical Asiatic, with only 9 out of 78 endemic or
nearly so

; (5) the South African, the smallest in extent
but the richest in endemic highly differentiated genera
and species, 100 out of 148 genera being hmited to that
locality, and out of about 1400 species not above a dozen
common to other regions

; and, lastly, (6) the Australian
region, with 39 out of 83 genera endemic, and, notwith-
standing its isolation, nearly 60 species common to other
countries, chiefly tropical Asia and New Zealand. The
Compositae of the principal Oceanic Islands are also
separately tabulated. In the general summary, it is con-
jectured that Africa, Western America, and possibly
Australia may have possessed the order at the earliest

recognisable stage, Africa showing the greatest variety of
individual isolated remnants of extinct races ; Andine
America, and some of the scattered Oceanic islands, ex-
hibiting a few of what may be deemed the nearest approach
to the previously mentioned conjectural primitive form of
the order ; that at this early period there must have been
some means of reciprocal interchange of races between these
regions ; that since the disruption of this intercourse
between the two great divisions of the globe, there must
have been for a time a certain continuity of composite
races from north to south across the tropics—a continuity
which was probably further prolonged in America than in

the Old World ; that as Compositas began to disappear
from these tropical regions, which thenceforth opposed to
them impassable barriers, they became rapidly diffe-

rentiated to the northward and southward, with greater
structural divergences in the Old than in the New World,
owing to the isolation being more complete in the former
than in the latter; and that those forms, those more or
less differentiated races, which had reached and accom-
modated themselves to high northern latitudes or moun-
tain altitudes, retained some means of communication and
interchange between the Old and the New World, long
after it was broken off in the warmer parts of the globe.
Finally the homes where Compositte now flourish in the
greatest luxuriance of specific variety and individual

numbers appear to be tropical America, exclusive of the
great alluvial low grounds and forest regions, the United
States, South Africa, the Mediterranean region, West
Central Asia, and extra-tropical Australia.

April 1^,—G. Bentham, President, in the chair, M. E,
Grant Duff, Esq., M.P., was elected a Fellow. The fol-

lowing papers were read :
— I. On Begonella, a iicxo

^enus of Begoniacecc.from New Grenada, by Prof. Oliver.

The only species, B. Whitei, was described as an erect herb,
growing from i to i^ foot high, with alternate oblong-
elliptic velvety leaves, and scarlet bracteated monoecious
flowers, in erect axillary racemes, the males having a gamo-
phyllous campanulate erect perianth, and from stamens
which are apparently didynamous. It was indicated that this

would be a valuable acquisition for our plant stoves.

n. Description of three new genera of plants in the
Malayan Herbarium of the late Dr. A. C. Maingay, by
Prof. Oliver. They consisted of Pteleocarpa (P. malac-
censis, Ctenolophon (C. parvifoHa, and C. grandifolia),
all Olacinaceous trees ; and Maingaya (M. malayana), a
tall Hamamelidaceous tree. III. Note on the Deter-
mination of Camellia f Scottiana and Tcrnstroinia f
coriacea, from Dr. Wallich's Herbarium, by Prof. W.
T. Thiselton Dyer. The first of these, represented in
Dr. Wallich's type collection by only a couple of leaves,

sent from Mani pue by Mr. D. Scott to Mr. J. Kyd, of
Calcutta, Mr. Dyer has satisfied himself by a careful
examination is the same as the Assam Tea plant. Argu-
ing from the premises that Thea is now generally merged
in Camellia, and that the cultivated Tea plant of China
is specifically identical with the wild Tea plant of
Assam, and assuming that it is a convenient rule that
the name which first assigns a plant to its proper genus
should be preferred, the author arrived at the conclusion
that the name of Camellia Scottiana, Wall, should be
adopted for the Tea plant. IV. On Zoopsi , by S. O.
Lindberg, M.D., communicated by Dr. Braithwaite.
May 2.—G. Bentham, Esq., President, in the chair. The

following gentlemen, viz., E. Chapman, Esq., W. Hislop,
Esq., and A. J. B. Beresford Hope, Esq., were elected
Fellows ; and Dr. Joseph Lerdy and Professor de Notaris
were elected Foreign Members. Mr. Miers exhibited
some specimens of Brazilian fibres. The following paper
was read :

—

I. Note on Alibertia. By Senor Joaquim Correa de
Mello, Campinas, Brazil; translated by John Miers, Esq.
Communicated by D. Hanbury, Esq.—The Alibertia
edulis, Richard, or the Goyavier noir, is a Rubia-
ceous tree, found in the plains near the city of Campinas,
and sometimes preserved in gardens there on account of
its fruit. The plant is known in Brazil by the vernacular
name Marmeladinha do Campo, Marmeladinha being the
diminutive of Mamielada, which is the name given to a
sweetmeat in cake made from the fruit of Pyrus cidonia
and sugar. The name is applied to this plant because the
pulp of the (ruit somewhat resembles Marmelada. It is

a small polygamo-dicecious tree, of 6 feet to 12 feet high,
divided from the base, with unequally dichotomous
branches, having greyish bark, ovate-oblong leaves, and
small white tubular flowers, with an expanded limb, suc-
ceeded by globose depressed berries, \ inch to i4 inch
in diameter, the epicarp subconaceous enclosing an edible

pulp of a fuscous green colour, of the consistence of an
electuary, and of a sweet pleasant flavour, produced from
the dissepiments, carpels, and placenta, in which a
number of seeds are embedded. The maJe plant seems
to be the same as the Gardenia sessilis of Velloso.
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Melianthus major, with its glaucous, handsome leaves,

towering over and over each other, and allowed to grow

in a free and easy way, prove a capital shield, cutting

off the sun's rays from the plants beneath. Many of

the Cacli will be in beauty just now. At once brilliant

and ustful as cut flowers, these gay llowering plants

should be afforded every encouragement. Cereus spe-

ciosissimus makes a grand pillar or wall plant, on

which many o( the Epiphyllums may be grafted. The
free- llowering plants are best planted out, or the pots

plunged. Give copious waterings to the Oleander—

Nerium Oleander and its varieties. Heat and mois-

ture, and rich sandy loam to grow in, are the require-

ments to induce them to flower freely. Cuttings in

bottles of water placed in a stove root freely, and

make nice young flowering stuff for another year.

Air may be admiued more' freely in the morning part

of the day. Watering and syringing is now best done,

of course, in the afternoon, but it is needless to say do

not allow any plants to flag at any time. No one of

any feeling can allow this. //. A'liight.

Greenhouse Soft-wooded Plants.— Fuchsias

should be watered rather freely at this season with liquid

manure. Plants intended for exhibition will produce

much larger llowers if carefully thinned out, but for

the decoration of a greenhouse a profusion of bloom
is more desirable than large flowers. Continue to pot

on young plants ; a few cuttings put in now and placed

in a little heat will come in useful for autumn
flowering. Continue to atTord liberal treatment to

Chrysanlhcmtims intended to make large specimens.

Their shoots must be kept well spread out, and these

must not be stopped after this month. Plant out the

Pompon varieties in an exposed situation for lifting in

the autumn ; by doing so a large amount of labour is

saved. Look sharply after aphis, and dust the points

over with Pooley's tobacco powder. Calceolarias

retained for the production of seed should not be

allowed to suffer for the want of water. When it is

intended to keep any good variety for another season,

cut away the flower-stems as soon as the flowers are

past, and place them in a cool frame ; they will throw

out side shoots for propagation, which will strike freely

enough in the autumn. Keep all flower shoots cut

away, as they are of no use for making plants. Every
attention should be paid to the plants intended for

blooming through the winter so as to get them well

prown before the season is too far advanced. George

Baker, Clapham Common.

Stove Plants.—The plants will doubtless be in

want of more room in the stove by this time. Pits and
frames that have been occupied with bedding stuff

during the winter may now be turned to good
account for the former. Any house, pit, or frame,

that may be at command will answer very well for a

great many of the common sorts of stove plants.

During the summer months Achimenes, Gloxinias,

Gesneras, Poinsettias, and such-like things, will do
better in cold pits for a few months just now than
crowded in the plant stove. Keep them near the glass,

and shade when the sun is on them ; shut up early in

the afternoon, and syringe well overhead on fine days.

Caladiums and all soft-wooded fine-foliage plants will

now be growing freely, and should have plenty of room
to expand their beautiful leaves ; see that they do not

suffer for want of pot room. They are all gross feeders,

and will require plenty of water
;
give a little weak

liquid manure twice a week, as soon as the pots are

full of roots. Keep all sorts of insects in check, if

possible ; never allow them to get a footing. We find

nothing better than soft soap suds for mealy-bug, scale,

and thrip. Fumigate as soon as green-fly makes its

appearance. Choose a calm evening for fumigating,

so that the smoke may remain in the house during the

night, and syringe well the following morning. Alex.

Ingram, Alnwick.

Indoor Ferns.—In the tropical fernery do not let

the night temperature be lower than 65° ; syringe and
shade as previously recommended ; do not remove any
of the large Ferns for several weeks, unless absolutely

necessary ; replace any of the foliage plants that are

plunged in pots that may require removing. In the

cool or intermediate fernery no fire-heat will be
required, unless the weather is very cold for the season

of the year (9^ of frost was registered here on the morn-
ing of May 20) ; use the syringe freely on fine days, and
close early to retain the warmth and moisture in the

house. J. R. Fetch, Manlev Hall, Manchester.

FLOWER GARDEN, ife.

Pinetum.—There is not a more beautiful tree than

the Deodar when properly grown, and that depends on

the planting. The Deodar requires a high situation,

and a dry one in particular, as where the subsoil is

wet the Deodar will not do well ; also a good depth of

prepared soil, and sheltered from north and east winds.

Attention is moreover required in removing forked

leaders as soon as they are formed ; if done by pinching
the point oft the shoot, it is better than cutting off two
large boughs too near the stem ; if large, I cut off the

branch from a foot to 3 or 4 feet where they have
grown too long. There is one very essential point to

be attended to in planting the Deodar, /. c, the un-
coiling of the roots where they have been grown in

pots ; unless that is done, they never resist the strong

winds, which they are exposed to when planted on

high grounds. The Deodar differs much in its manner

of growth ; some plants resemble the Cedar of Lebanon,

while others lake a beautiful and graceful character, the

branches being reflexed from the stem, and the branches

being pendulous also. The different shades of green

in the Deodar are quite charming—some a pale and

others a dark green, like the common Cedar. F.

Roses. — Should green-fly become troublesome

there is nothing equal to syringing with pure cold

water, the coldest that can be obtained. One person

should gently rub between the fingers and thumb the

ends of the shoots on which tliese pests mostly con-

gregate—they are seldom plentiful on shoots having a

bud at the end—whilst another person should at the

same time use the syringe to the shoot with consider-

able force. This will so chill and stun the insects,

which will be dashed to the ground, that few or none

of them will ever again be able to reach the heads

of the Roses. Two people can in this way go over a

large number of Roses in a couple of hours, and

nothing being mixed with the pure cold water the Rose

blooms are not stained or in any way damaged. Two
or three such syringings at intervals of three or four

days will clear the plants. R. B. P.

Hardy Trees and Shrubs.— For newly planted

trees and shrubs the weather continues favourable, and

up to the present time there has been no cause to com-

plain, where transplanting has been properly performed.

Plants of the Irish \ 'eio are for the most part made up

of numerous leaders, which should constantly be kept

closely tied together, particularly in exposed situations,

or there is a chance of them being broken, or otherwise

injured by gales of wind. The sharp frost on the

morning of the igih ult. damaged considerably the

young shoots of many of our deciduous trees, more
particularly the Oak and Chestnut in low situations.

Jiiglam mandschurica possesses very ornamental

foliage, and if hardy would be a great acquisition to

our parks and pleasure-grounds, but unfortunately it is

too tender ; the spring frosts kill the first growths

yearly, which causes the production of numerous leaders,

so that it never reaches to a height of more than afewfeet.

Raphiolcpis ovata, a coriaceous-leaved evergreen when
distributed to the public, was said to possess a free

habit, but it has failed completely to support this

character. In cases where coniferous trees have pro-

duced double or treble leaders, select the strongest

to form a centre, and remove the others, to prevent

deformity. All trees in this section are more or less

inclined to do so, and none, perhaps, to so great

an extent as Abies Douglasii, Picea Nordmanniana and

P. amabilis. The evergreen Golden Chestnut (Castanea

chrysophylla) is a rapid grower, quite hardy, and

makes a handsome tree for either the park or pleasure-

ground. Being of a pendulous habit, it will scarcely

form a large tree unless a centre is produced by yearly

shortening the side branches ; the leader, too, must

also be cut back to give compactness. Now is the

proper time to manipulate, as it is just beginning to

grow. Alexander Cramb, Tortworth.

FRUIT HOUSES.

Vines.—The watering of Vine borders will require

careful attention, especiallyinside borderswheretheVines

are swelling off their crops. Give a heavy watering with

soft tepid water, and then a good mulching of rotten

leaves, or anything of that sort. There is not much
danger of over-watering Vine borders, provided that

they are properly constructed, with plenty of drainage.

Give a similar mulching to the outside border, which

will help to keep in the moisture caused by the heavy

rains we have had of late. Keep up a steady growing

atmosphere in all houses at work, taking every possible

advantage of Nature's assistance by a careful attention

to airing and closing up early in the afternoons of

sunny days, with abundance of moisture ; at the same

time the fires must not be neglected, but should be

started to meet the declining heat of the sun ; and after

the fires are well started a little front and back air should

be given. If this is not properly attended to, and the

regular amount of moisture kept up, mildew is very

apt to be troublesome ; but prevention is better than

cure. If, however, the malady should make its appear-

ance, sprinkle the paths and hot-pipes with sulphur,

and increase the heat and air. McFarlane's patent

powder distributor will be found a very efficient

apparatus for applying sulphur to Vines, &c. ; we have

given it a trial in various ways, and think very highly

of it. Thin all Grapes as soon as they are fit for the

operation, and remove all undue lateral growths. Give

plenty of air and a high temperature to Grapes colour-

ing, and keep houses in which the crops are ripe sweet

and clean, G. Johnston, Glamis Castle.

Melons.—For fruit ripening and plants cleared

of their crops the directions of the past fortnight are

applicable. Succession crops swelling their fruit

should have free treatment, that is, plenty of both air

and root moisture, and be exposed to all the sunlight

possible. Plants in frames must be regulated, the

shoots being pinched one joint beyond the fmit, but

avoid mutilation and injury to the foliage. To secure

flavour, elevate the fruit to the sun on pieces of tile,

wood, or glass ; mulch with dung, leaves, or rough

gravel, to avoid constant watering, which is inju-

rious, especially to Melons in frames. At this season

plants in flower do not require artificial impregnation.
\V. U'ildsmith, Ileckfield.

Cucumbers.—Give all encouragement at this season
to induce rapid growth. If the fruit shows any symptom
of curl, and the foliage looks weak and flabby, examine
the condition of the bottom-heat, and also see if the

plants require more stimulants. It will be found best,

as a rule, always to keep up a nice bottom-heat, and
give plenty of liquid manure—a top-dressing of cow or

sheep dung, say about an inch thick, weekly, all over

the bed ; in a few days the roots will thread themselves

through this dressing, and favourable results will soon

be seen. The plants should be maintained strong

and healthy, and at no time should they be allowed to

suffer for want of water. Always bear in mind, that

the more rapid the growth, the more fruit will be at

command. Some varieties are not half so productive

as others, although the plants are under the same treat-

ment ; if this is found the case, take oB or prune close

the unproductive kind, and give the space to the fruitful

variety. R. it. D.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Wall Fruits. — Notwithstanding the mild open

winter we have had, there is every appearance at

present of a late season, owing to the very unfavourable

weather we have had since the spring equinox. The
blossoms of most kinds of fruit trees suffered more or less

from the cold winds and frosty nights. The crops of

most kinds will be lighter than w,as expected. The
frost on the morning of the 19th of last month did much
injury to many things, and early Strawberries, amongst

others, suffered. Thin the fruit on Peaches and

Nectarines when they have set too thick. Watch care-

fully for insects. Green-fly will now infest wall trees ;

syringe with tobacco-water, which is an effectual

remedy, or any of the many compounds recommended
to destroy them. Hand-pick caterpillars ; spare no

pains to keep the young wood healthy and free from

insects. Proceed with the thinning and nailing or

tying-in of the young shoots of Peaches and Nectarines,

and do not retain one more shoot than is wanted. Go
frequently over Apricots, Pears, and Plums, and pinch

back all foreright and useless shoots. M. Saul,

Stourton,

Hardy Fruits. —The summer pruning of these is

an operation of great importance, and should be care-

fully carried out. It should be commenced early, that

all useless shoots may be pinched off or removed with

the finger and thumb. Go frequently over the trees,

and pinch off or stop to a few buds all useless shoots,

leaving only those that are required to fill up vacant

places. Continue to thin Pears, Apples, and Plums

when time and means allow ; leaving trees to carry

heavy crops this season will be followed by light crops

next year. Keep down insects of all kinds—use the

engine freely every fine afternoon. Net cherries, to

protect them from birds. Look over young trees, and

regulate the shoots, so as to lay a proper groundwork.

In dry weather water copiously all newly planted trees,

and give them a good mulching of rotten dung to keep

the soil moist about the roots. M. Saul, Stourton.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Outside.—Although the weather of last month was

most unseasonable, we gathered our first dish of Peas

(Ringleader) on the 2Sth, four days earlier than has

been gathered here for the last four years. They
were sown on November 9, outside. Laxton's William

the First and Alpha we gathered on June I. The
produce of William the First was as green as grass, and

of very good quality. We are now preparing land, by

hoeing, &c. , for Spring Cauliflower plants and early

Brussels Sprouts. I find the earlier the latter is

planted the better. The Broccoli ground, now cleared,

should have Celery trenches thrown out without delay.

Now is the best time to sow Colrdiorts, a really useful

vegetable up to Christmas. The whole of the Broccoli

plants must be pricked out until the eariy Potatos and
Strawberries are cleared up, otherwise they grow weakly

with being crowded. Sow the usual successional crops

of Peas, Beans, and Scarlet Runners, and look well

after young Celery plants with water. Onions, Carrots,

Beet, &c., will now require thinning, hoeing, &c. A
few Eariy Horn Carrots may be sown for drawing

young. Also sow Onions. Plant out Lettuces and

sow more ; above all tie up Lettuces to induce them to

form white hearts. Lastly, allow no weeds to get head-

way, and keep the hoe constantly at work among all

growing crops. R. Gilbert, Burghley.

Notices to Correspondents.

Ants : A. G., Edinburgh. See p. 768.

Garden Plants : G. F. .^pply at the office of the

Journal 0/ Horticulture, igt, Fleet Street.

Earthing-up Potatos: John Freeman. We do not

consider the earthing-up of Potatos of much importance

if the ground has been properly dug and is tolerably

loose. The stirring up of the soil involved in this

operation is, however, very beneficial.

Insects ; A. H. The insects in your tan beds are a
species of Millepede (Juliis sp.). They eat vegetable

matters, and may he best trapped by sinking slices of

Potatos or Carrots, stuck on a stick, which should be

examined from time to time and the insects picked out.
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I.O. W.—J. W. The leaves of the Scotch Fir sent are

infested with small oblong patches of a golden-coloured

mould, each of which is concealed by a thin white

membraceous film. /. O. IV.

Judging Flowers : O. W. D. You will find an ex-

haustive paper on this subject in oiu" volume for 1870,

p. 1054.
Liquid Manure : John Freemait. This can be made

in varioiis ways. The best is that from sheep or deer

droppings, but any manure, artificial or otherwise, will

answer according to its strength. Put 3 or 3 bush,

of manure in a basket, and plunge it in a tub or tank of

water, the basket is to keep the manure itself from

mixing with the water. It is impossible to speak as to

the strength, that depends upon the quantity of waler

and the plants to which it may be applied. Vegetable.',

such as Cabbages, Peas. &c., you can scarcely overdose.

Guano, of course, must be used more cautiously.

Names of Plants : Archdejton Kempthorne. The
well known, oft-mentioned Cytisus Adami, supposed to

have originated from a graft of C. purpureus on C.

Laburnum.—/^. Day, We cannot tell from the draw-

ing. It may be a Passion-flower, or some Cucurbit.

—

j. A. I, Euonymus europseus ; No. 2 we do not

recognise.—C. W. D. Cistus albidus.—/J. W. Orchis

mililaris. — D. Scilla peruviana, var. glabra. — J.
Hooper. Rhododendron cinnabarinum. Iris, probably

nudicaulis ; but that set of Irises are much too near to

one another to be named safely unless one sees them

growing.— I-K P. Crinum variabile.—C B. Mespilus

grandiflora.

—

H. H. Cyrtomium falcatum.

Oak Gall : J. Hooper. The woolly galls on the twig

of Oak sent, are produced by Cynips Quercus ramuli,

an illustration of which we annex (fig. 179).

COVENT GARDEN.—June 7.

We have very little to add to last week's report,

supplies being quite equal to current demand. Importa-

tions are, however, somewhat on the increase, comprising

Cherries, Figs, Apricots, Melons, Asparagus, French

Beans, Artichokes, &c.

Anemone, p. 12 bun. 2

Azaleis.p.doz.sprays i

Camellias.iablooms 4
Carnations, 12 flowers I

Cineraria, p. bunch o
Double Narcissi, p.

biinch .

.

. . .

Gardenias, p. doz. . . 3
Heartsease, p. i2bun. 1

Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays . . . . .

Mignonette, i2bun. 3
Myosotis, p. bun,.

.

Nemophila, p. 12 bun. ,

Pelargoniums,
French,p.i2sprays o

Cut Flowers.
d. s. d.

o to 4 o
o— I 6

o — 60
o — 20
6 — 10

o —.60
6—30
. — 06
o — 60
.. — 06
.. — 16

Calceolaria, p. doz.
— herbaceous, do.

Fuchsia . do.

Heath, invars, do.

Hydrangea . . do.

Lobelia . . do.

d6— ;

Plants in Pots.-

. d. s. d.

s. d. s. d.

Pelargoniums, Scar-

let, p. 12 sprays., o 4 to o g
Pinks, p. doz. . . 20 — 30
Ranunculus, p. bun. 30 — 60
Rose de Moi, per

doz. bunches . . 40 — 60
Roses, per doz. . . 10— 60
— Moss, do — 26

Spirea, p. bunch .. .. — 10
Siephanotis,i2sprays^ o — 4 o
Tropasolums.iabun. 10 — 20
Trumpet Lilies.doz. .. — 60
Stocks, p. bunch . . . .

— 06
VioIets,p, 12 bunches 10 — 16
Wallflowers, bunch . . — o fi

Fig. 179.— cvnips q(;brcus hamuli.

I, Male insect ; 2, shows the natural size of the same : 3, a woolly

gall surrounding the catkin of flowers ; 4, a smaller gs-H ^^

the end of a catkin.

Packing Flowers : S. S. S. Use Chapman's flower

boxes, if you wish the flowers to travel so long a dis-

tance uninjured.

Popular Names : Rockwork. Many of the plants in your

long list hive no popular names, other than mere trans-

lations of their Latin ones, which you may find in any

garden catalogue, i. Maidenhair ; 2, Flowery Fern
;

6. Scale Fern ; 8, Hare's-foot Fern
; 9. Rock brakes ;

10. Wall Rue ; 11, Hard Fern ; 12, Lady Fern ; 16,

Maidenhair Sp'eenworf.— i to 17, except 4, which must

be sheltered by glass, also 21, 23—25, are hardy ; 19 is

a stove climber ; 18, 22, require a greenhouse ; 24, 25,

are annuals.

Scale on Camellias : W. D. F. If you will refer to

the Gardeners Chronich, iSjo, p. 308, you will find

your Coccus figured and described.

Tubular Boilers.—Messrs. Weeks write to protest

against the mis-statements of "A. M. C," at p. 735,

and maintain that it has been proved over and over

again that the upright tubular is the only one which,

when properly set, will bum itself clear.

Unfruitful Peach Trees : A^. E. H. As your trees

flower abundantly, they do not require root-pruning.

Do you give sufficient ventilation whilst the trees are in

bloom, and keep them cool enough ? The Peach sets

best in a rather cold atmosphere, and is very impatient

of much excitement at that period, and also at the

stoning of the fruit.

Vines : C. M. R. M. We do not see anything the

matter with your Vines, beyond their having been

scorched. Give more air, and earlier in the morning.

Catalogue Received. — Edmondson Brothers (10,

Dame Street, Dublin), Illustrative and Descriptive

Catalogue of Horticultural Implements, Wall Fittings,

Beehives, &c.

Communications Recfived.—G. W.
—X. Y.—C. W. L.—E. L. H.

-W. R.—A. G.-R. C.

m\tis.

6 o— 15 o

13 O—24 O

9 o—18 o
4 o— 6 o

Mignonette, p. doz.

Pelargonium . . do.
— Scarlet .. do.

Rhodanthc . . do.

Spiraea.. .. do.

. d. s.d.

4 o— 6 o
12 o—30 o

4 o— 6 o
60—..

12 o—24 o

Fruit.

s. d. s. d.
J

Apples, per I sieve 5 o toio o Lemons, per 100

Apricots, p. doz,
""' *"

Cherries, p. lb.

Cobs, per 100 lb.

Figs, p. doz.

Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

20 — 3 o
I

Melons, each
10 — 30; Oranges, per 100 .

.

60 o —65 o . Peaches, per doz. .

.

8 o — 12 o ' Pine-apples, per lb,

08 — I o Strawberries, p. oz,

6 o —12 o '

s. d. s. d.

7 o toio o
5 o —12 o
6 o — 10 o
150 —30 o
8 o — 12 o
06 — 13

Vegetables.

s. d. s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea. o 3 to o 6

Asparagus, per 100
— French, do, .

Beet, per doz.

2 6— 6 o

3 o

o 4-

Cabbages, per doz. .

.

Cardoons, each . . . . — .

,

Carrots, p, bunch .. o 7— 10
— French, do. . , i o— 1 6

Cauliflowers, p. do?. 3 o— 8 o
Celery, per bundle . i o— 2 o
Cucumbers, each . . o 6— i o
French Beans, new,
per 100 .

.

.... — 26
Herbs, per bunch .. o 2— o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun. 3 o— 5 o
Leeks, per bunch .. o 2— o 4

Potatos, Regents, i7os. to 170^. ; Flukes, 120s. to ijos. ;

Shaws, 70s. to qos.

New Potatos— Round, J2S. to 201. per cwt. ; Kidneys, 2d. to

4d. per lb.

. d. s. d.

I oto 2 o
.. — 30
04—09
o 2— o 4
16-30

Lettuces, perscorc.

,

Mushrooms, p. pott,

Onions, per bunch .

Parsley, p. bunch .

.

Peas, new, per qt.

Potatos, new frame,
per lb.

Radishes, per bunch o 2

—

Rhubarb, p. bund. . o 4— o q
Salsafy, per bun. .

.

o 9— i 3
Scorzonera, per bun. o 9— i 3
Shallots, per lb. .. o 8— ..

Spinach, per bushel z o— 3 o
Tomalos, each .

.

o 4— o 6

Turnips, new.p. bun. 1 o— 2 o

Miss Fond.

H JACKSON begs to call attention to the above,
• which he is offering in a set at 25J., and to say that the entire

stock has been raised solely in his possession, and that it has never

been distributed till the present time. It is much superior to any other

kind of the same name which has yet been distributed.
Kidderminster.

New Chrysantliemiims of 1872.
A DAM FORSYTH is now sending out strong Plants
CTl of his SUPERB and N FAV VARIETILS. They are Seedlings

?fun'isinl merit, mised by Oeori;e Rundle, Esq., ot Devonport, and
other well known growers, and are, without doubt, superior to any
hitherto introduced. Ready for immediate delivery, tee LIST, for-

arded post free.

Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

New Seeds, of Choicest Quality.

CALCEOLARIA (Scott's), carefully hybridised from
plants 9 to i8 inches in height, flowers perfect in form, colour in

great variety, including white ground, spotted and mottled, is.

and 2J. 6d. per packet,
CINERARIA, Scott's prize strain, is. and 2s. td. per packet
PANSY, saved from prize show and fancy flowers, ii. per packet.

PRIMULA FIMBRIATA, including Fern-leaf varieties, extra, 2s. bd.

per packet.
STUCK, Scott's Giant Scarlet Ten-week, is. per packet.

WALLFLOWER, Double, 12 superb varieties, mixed, 11. per packet.

SCOTT'S WASP DESTROyER,genuine,iJ. 6d.and2s,6d. perbottle.

J. SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

Verbenas, Verbenas—Mrs. Pollock, &c.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers Purple, White, Scarlet,

and Rose VERBENAS, from single pots, 12s. per too ; rooted

cuttings, 6s. per 100, 50J. per 1000.

LOBELIA SPECIOSA (true), from cuttings, 3s. bd. per 100; 25s.

per 1000.

FUCHSIAS, double and single. 6s. per too.

HF-LIOTROPIUM, dark and light. 6s. per 100.

AGERATUM Imperial Dwarf. 51. per 100, 40s. per 1000.

IRESINE Lindeni, fine dark foliage, 8s. per 100.

GERANIUM Mrs. Pollock, from single pots, aos. per 100.

,,
Sophie Dumaresque, from single pots, 20s. per loa

,, Jean Sisley, finest out. 5s. per dozen, 30s. per 100.

,,
Madame Lemoine, Crystal Palace Gem, Vesuvius,

Lord Derby, VVaitham Seedling. &c., 15s. per 100.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

Free to London; Five Casks and upwards to any Station in England
or IS per Cent. Discount.

EPPS'S SELECTED PEAT. —Patronised by the
leading Horticulturists and Amateurs in ihe three kingdoms.

See testimonials. Packed in 4-bushcl barrels, 8s each, inclusive;

selected for Orchids, as. Special offers for Truck-loads for general

Durnoses. Terms, cash.
PEAT, SAND, and LOAM STORES, Lewisham, S.E.

Q IR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.O Illustrated Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views ot these

and other Glass Roofs, for three stamps. — HEREMAN AND
MORT* )N, 14. Tichborne Street. Regent (juadrani, London, W.

Perfection in Heating.JG. S M E A T O N AND CO..
> Horticultural Architects and Builders, Hot-water

and Ste.'im-hEATING Engineers.
71, Uarwood Road,

Walham Green, Fulham,
London, S.W.

Consultations in all parts of the Kingdom.
Plans and Estimates B'^'t's.

Efficiency in ali branches guaranteed.

POTATOS.—Soulhxvark, June 3.

During the past week the arrivals have been small,
and best fresh samples have made a little more money,
but second-rate or stale lots sell slowly. Quotations :—Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, iios. to 150J. ; Yorkshire
Regents, t2oj'. to 140^^. ; Dunbar and East Lothian do.,
120J. to 170J.; Perth, Forfar, and Fifrshire do., i2or. to

140.1. ; do. Rocks, i3o.r. to 14CJ. ; Frfnch and Belgian
Kidneys, 90.?. to looj.; do. Whites, 50J. to 8oj.

Caro Guano.

CHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO,
rich ill Soluble Phosphates and Nitrogenous Organic Matter.

Sec Chemical Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for

Grain and Root Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to

Peruvian.
Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO., Billitcr Street, London, EC.

The Patent Imperishable Hothouse.AYRES'S PATENT:
GLASS, IRON, and CONCRETE.

Before building a Plant or Fruit House of any kind, send six

stamps, and obtain the Illustrated Prospectus of the

IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
Newark-on-Trent, Notts.

MANAGER—W. P. AVRES, C.M.R.H.S..
Imperishable Hothouse Company, Ncwark-on-Trcnt

Plans, Specifications and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice.

Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.
JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and

13, Blosson Street, Shorcditch, London, E.

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HUUSE GLASS.

Genuine White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, 5^c.

GARDEN ENGINES. PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS. &c

Prices upon application.

B ROWN'S FLORAL SHADING.
Samples and prices on application to

CHARLES BROWN, Greenheys, .Manchester.

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class ol Mat,
lorwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON
. 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch. London.

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and Packing, Second si^ed Arch-

angel, looj. ; Petersburg, 60s. and 80s. ; superior close Mat, 45s.. 501.,

and 55s.
;
packing Mais, 20s ,30s., and 35s, per 100; and every other

description of Mats at equally Tow prices, at

). BLACKBURN AND S<-)NS. Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse.
4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.G.

ESSIANS and SCRIMS for COVERING.H 4-4 Scrim, from 2d. to 5^. per yard, advancing %d.
S4-inch Hessian and Scrim, 31^., ^%d., ^d ,

^%d., and sJ^rf.

72 ,, I, M Ali'i-,5i-2<^-< 6ii., oj^cf , and upwards.

J. BLACKBURN and SuNS. hack and Bag Makers, and Canvas
Manufacturers, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

BEDDY AND CO., Chapel Terrace, Porthleven,
• Cornwall, beg to call attention to their superior GARDEN

NETTING.
New Netting (Tanned), i inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at 8d. per yard.

Repaired Netting (Tanned). 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; ^i inch mesb,

4 yards wide, at Sd. per yard ; 'j inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at 11. per
yard. Supplied in width from i to 20 yards.
Repaired FISHING NETS, id. per square yard.

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.

lOOLEYS TOBACCO POWDER.
Of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

TOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES.—Will destroy Thrip. Red Spider. Green and Black

f'ly, and Mealy Bug, and burns without the assistance of blowing,

and is entirely free Irom paper or rags. Price 3s. dd. per lb., carnage

free. A reduction in price for large quantities.

To be had ol Messrs, ROBERTS and SONS, Tobacco Manufac-
turers. 112. St. John Street. Clerhcnwcll, E.C., of whom Copies of

1 cstimonials may be obtained ; and of all Seedsmen and N urscrymen.

EDGINGTON'S GARDEN NETTING, the cheapest
and most durable, at ti^. per square yard, or in ctuaniities ol

250. 500, or 1000 yards, carriage free.

EDGINGTON'S RICK CLOTHS for 67 years have
maintained their celebrity as the best.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES for Hire are the most
elegant and capacious.

EDGINGTON'S CRICKET and GARDEN TENTS
are the prettiest.

TIFFANY, SCRIM CANVAS, and every other kind
of NETTING.

Be particular—FRED. EDGINGTON and CO., Rick Cloth, &c..
Manufacturer to Her Majesty, «, Old Kent Road, London. S.E.

A quantity of good Second-hand Government TENTS for Sale, cheap.

WIRE NETTING, WIRE NETTING.—For SALE
(under cost price), a quantity of New Galvanized Game-proof

Netting, tor further particulars, apply to
CltARLTuN PAIN, Lavender Grove. Dalston. London. E.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, tor the Protection
of Fruit on Trees, Ripe Strawberries, Seeds and Seed Beds, from

Frost, Birds, or an a Fence for Fowls, &c — 1, 2. 3, 4 and 6 yards wide,
at id. per square yard

;
per too do,. 7s. 6d. ; per 500 do.. 35s ; per 1000

do., 65s . Iree on rail : no charge for packages. Larger quantities and
wholesale prices on application. Remittances to accompany all orders.

CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Seedsman, &c.. Market Place,
Peterborough.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c,—TANNED NETTING lor

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, birds. &c.. 2 yards wide,
3d. per yard, or 100 yards, 20s

; 4 yards wide, 6ii. per yard, or 50 yards,
20S. NEW TANNED NETllNG, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, z yards wide, 6d. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, IS. per yard

; fi-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6a. per yard. Also
TIFFAN y. Can be had in any quantity of
EATON and DELLER,6& 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge, EC.

1? T. ARCHERS' "FRIGI D O M O."
-J • —Patronised and used ior Frogmore and Kcw Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is applied.

PROTECTION AGAINST the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
WUOL NETTING, a yards wide, is, td. per yard.

"FRIGI DUMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide it. lod. per yard.
Three yards wide 3s. 2d. per yard.
Four yards wide 3s. lod. per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, 70 yards Iong,6?iii/. toSJ^^. per yard.
HKiSlAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, 7^iii, and
9^41/, per yard.

ELIbHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of " Frigi Domo," 3. Cannon
Street, City, EC. ; and of alt Seedsmen in London or the Country.

Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to lOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.C. ; and bteam Plough Works, Leeds.

npHE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
JL Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, icsiimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager. 39A. King William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c.. from

Decay, Manulacturcd Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopiaaa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.

Pi.r I'artictilars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,
Manager, 39A, King William strrcl, London, E.C.
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fpHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
-L (Established 1840),

Have now ready for dclivcrj', in fine dry condition

—

PURE DISSOLVED IIONES.
CONCENTKATED A.MMONIACAL MANURE, forTop-Dressing
PlfRSER'S BONE TURMp MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NI I KDPHOM'HATE
MANGEL. HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PEKU\'IAN GllANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Bonar,

& Co), NITRATEolSODA. SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &C.

lit). Fcnchurch Street. EDWAR D PURSER. Secretary.

ODAMS-S NIT^O-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for CORN CROPS.

ODAMS'S NITRO.PHOSPHATE, or FLOOD MANURE,
lor ROOTS and CREEN CROPS GENERALLY.

ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHUSPKATE of LIME.
ODAMS'S NlTRii-BIPHOSPHATE(or Prepared) GUANO.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL BARLl.Y MANURE.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL MANGEL MAMjRE,
ODAMS'S TOP-DRESSING MANURE.

MANUFACTURED

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE.
ORBLOOD MANURE COMPANY (LIMITED),

Consisting of
TENANT FARMERS occupying upwards of 80,000 acres of Land.

Chief Office— 109, Fcnchurch Street, London, E.C
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
CJiairtnatt—Robert Leeds, Castlcacre, Norfolk

DefufvChair^njn— fohn Collins. 255, Camden Road, N.W.
Edward Belt,.(8. Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstcad Abbot. Herts.
Robert Leeds, Wicken House. Brandon, Norlollc
George Savill, Ingthorpc. near Stamford.
Charles Dorman, 3^, Essex Street. Strand, W.C
Thomas Webb. Hildersham. Cambridgeshire.
Tonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.
C. J Lacy. 60, West Smithfield, E.C.

J. C. lonas, Cambridge.
Herbert Bird, Shortacres, Peterborough.

Afanagitiff Dirrctcr,~~J^mes Odams.
Several Hundred Thousand Tons of the Manures have been supplied

to the Agricultural Public, and the increasing demand that exisis for

them is the best proof of the appreciation in which they are held.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of the local agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary,
Chiel Offices, 100 Fenchurch Sireet. London, EC.

BiPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(rcgisicred Trade Mark. " Flying Albitross "), is now ready for

delivery in guaniitv and in fine condition. The best Fertiliser yet
produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contains
21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, fi per cent, of Ammonia, with Salts
of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor
Way, Mr. Ogston, ^Ir. Sibson.
Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden sea!

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so
long as the seals remain unbroken.
BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, 20. Billiter Street. E.C.

Wood Engraving.

MR. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, is, North Grove West. Miidmay Park, London, N.

RODERICK. NICOLSON, Advertising Agent
and GiiNERAL Commission Agent, i, Racquet Court, Fleet

Street, E.C.

M R. JAMES ERASER, Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford. Essex ; late of the tirm of J. & J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.

^O BE bOLD, the LEASE of a GARDEN GROUND,
. Marlborough Road, Islmglon, N, The rent low ; 58 years to run.

Mr. WILLIS 8, Southgate Grove, Southgate Road, N.

TO BE LET, in the Midland Counties, a NURSERY.
FLORIST, and SEED BUSINESS, well stocked with Fruit,

Forest, Conifers, and other Trees and Shrubs, comprising many
hundreds of thousands; five large Glasshouses, Hot and Cold Pits
and Frames. Price for the whole ^£950, or at valuation. Established
13 years. Apply bv letter.

S. L., Hjrst & Son. 6. Lcadenhall Street. EC.

FARM of about 400 Acres TO BE LET, with
Possession at Michaelmas. It consists of good useful Arable,

and about 21; Acres of Pasture, close to which is the Homestead, and
near good Market Towns. Rent moderate.
For terms, apply to NORMAN and SON, Land Agents, Uxbridge

and Beaconsfield ; Southlands and Rush Green Farms, Denham,
Bucks.

LAND TO LET, situate about 12 miles from London,
and adjoining the Twickenham Station ol the South-Western

Railway. It is suitable either for a Private Residence, a Dairy Farm,
or a Market Garden, and will be Let upon Lease for a term of 7 or

14 years. There are 8.) acres in all. of which 67 acres are rich Grass
Land, at present affording valuable Pasture, but which might easily
be converted into Pleasure Grounds, Of the remainder. 7% acres are
now laid out as a Fruit Plantation and Market Garden, and gj^ acres
consist of -Arable Land in a ver>' good state of cultivation. In the
centre of the Grass Land is a newly-erected Dwelling-house, contain-
ing eight rooms, each 15 feet square, as well as accommodation for
Servants, and convenient Out Offices ; there is also a Bailifif's Cottage
on the Farm.
For further particulars, apply to Messrs. RUSHWORTH,

ABBOTT, AND CO., 22, Saville Row, Regent Street, W.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Established and Imported Orckids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38. King Street. Covcnt Garden, W.C, on

SATURDAY, June 8, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely. Rare and New
ORCHIDS, chiefly for cool house, including Catileya gigas, the most
gorgeous species of the genus; Colax jugosus, very rare and fine;
Cypripcdium Roeziii, Rchb., quite distinct and most beautiful species,
beanng irom 12 to 20 flowers on one scape; Epidendrum Frederic
Guilliclm, magnificent species, not yet in the irade, the whole in-

florescence of a bright caimine ; Odontoglossum sceptrum, v^ry fine ;

Masdevallia Lindeni, true; Masdevallia maculata, fine; JNIasdevallia
tovarensis ; Oncidiura zebrinum, bearing numerous hne pure white
flowers, striped with brown; L^lia, Irom Minas, supposed to be
Jonghii ; and many other rare and valuable sorts.

On view the morning ol bale, and Catalogues had.

drcliids—EstabUshed and Imported.

MR. J. C. bTEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covcnt Garden, W.C, on

TUESDAY, June 11, at haJf-pa^t 12 o'Clock precisely, Valuable
Established ORCHIDS, comprising healthy plants ol

Aeridcs Schrccdcri
Cattleya amabiiis

,, Warneri
Dendrobium Huttoni
Dendrochilum filiforme
Cyptipedium nivcum
Vanda Denisoniana
Pcscatorea cerina
Oncidium Rogersii
Calanthe Vcicnil
Acndcs larpcntfc

Angraecum sesquipedale
Saccolab'um guttatum
Odontot^lossum triumpbans
„ Halli

Oncidium macranthum
,, Warsccwicitii

Odonloglossum Reichenheimii
Cymbidium Saundcrsonii
Odontoglossum rebrinum
Dcndrooium liiuiflorum
Cypripcdium Panshii

Also a line lot of CATTLEYAS, of various colours, which have
been collected in the Central Cordilleras of the Andes, in latitude
three degrees north, a regiun n^-ver before explored by any European
collector; and 3 quantity of good growing plants of BAPvKERlAS.

Un view the morning ol Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Grrat Ronms, 18, King Strret, Covcnt Garden, W.C,

on WEDNESDAY andTUUKSDAY, June 12 and 13. at hall-past

12 o'clock precisely each dav, without reserve, the entire CoUrction
of ORCHIDS, formed by the late Mr G. H. Bunncy. of Stratford,

comprising 800 plants in good health, and many of them choice sorts,

Also a quantity of rare FERNS, and Specimen STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS.

On view the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Imported OrcMda.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Room';, -^8. King Street, Covent Garden, W C,

on WEDNESDAY and THOR-sDAY, liine 12 and n, an imnorta-
tion from New Grenada, containing Plants of MASDEVAI,L1.'\
COCCINEAand LEoN lOGHlSSA. &c ; fine plants of ODON VO-
GLOSSUM 1'1-SCATOKEI, TKIUMPHANS. COKONARIUM,
HASTILABIUM. &c. ; ADA AUR ANTI.^CA. true; UtUJL-
LF.TIA ODORATISSIMA, ONCIDIUM CUCULLATUM, and
other rare and valuable sorts, in excellent condition.

On view ihc nvinnng of Sale, and Catalogues had,

The Rookery, Downe, Kent.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT and UNRESERVED CLEARANCE

SALE, the ESTATE having been SOLD.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The

Rookcrj'. Downe. Kent, on FRIDAY and SATURDAY, June 14

and 15, at 12 for i o'Clock precisely each day, the whole of the
STOVE, GREENHOUSE, and BEDDING PLANTS, including
many desirable specimens adapted for Exhibition and Decorative
purposes; also a few items of superior HOUSEHOLD FURNI
PURE, including an elegantly Inlaid Rosewood Billiard Table,

ipletc, Turkey Carpet. Ebony Dining Room ChaiCues and Balls
Harmonium. &c. ; together with the LIVE and dEaD STOCK,
comprising Si.t thorough Horses, by "Kingston" and others; Two
Cows, &c. ; Mail and Park Phxtons, Vans, Carts, Iron Hurdles, and
numerous other effects,

N.B. The Furniture, Horses, Cows, and most of the Agricultural
Imolcments, will be Soldon FRIDAY, the Plants and sundry effccls

on the SATURDAY.
May be viewed two days prior to the Sale, on production of a

Catalogue (W. each, returnable to purchasers), which may be obtained
of Mr. HORWOOD. on the Premises; and of the Auctioneers,
Estate Agents, and Valuers, Leyt mstone, E.

Weeting Hall, Brandon, Norfolk.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions to
announce for SALE by AUCTION, without reserve, nn

THURSDAY. July 11 next, about FORTY HEAD of PURE-BKED
SH0RTHOR>rs. the property of William Angerstein, Esq , of
Weeting Hall, Brandon, Norfolk, which have been purchased and
bred from the celebrated Herds of the Marquis of Exeter, Col. Kings-
cote, Messrs. Foster, Lcney. Rich, and other eminent breeders
First-class Sires of the far-lamed Duchess, Oxford, Waterloo, and
other Kirklevington blood have been used

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had on application to Mr.
STRAFFORD, n, Euston Square ' '

* "
WATSON. Weeting Hall,

" N.W.; or of Mr.

Beaumont Grange, near Lancaster.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR, STR.AFFORD has received instnactions from
Mr. W. W. Slyc to announce for SALE by AUCTION, at

Beaumont Grange, on WEDNESDAY, August 21 next, about
THIRTY HEAD of PURE-BRED SH(_)R THORNS, including
some choice specimens of the famed Knightley and Kirklevington
strains First class sires of the latter blood have been used. Also
will be offered. SIX Valuable YoUNG BULLS from the splendid
Herd of the Right Hon. the Earl of Bective, Underley Hall, Kirkby
Lonsdale.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, will be issued in due time, and further

particulars given in future Advertisements.
London: 13, Euston Square, June i, 1872,

''PHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
-L (Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament )

DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION, FAKM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &c.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above

purposes, without inytstigation of title.

For Forms and further inlormation, apply to GRANVILLE R.
RYDER, Esq.. Managing Director, No. i, Great George Street,
Storey's Gaic, Westminster. S.W.

EMIGRATION to CANADA.
THE EASTERN TOWNSHIPS.

I speak from the experience of many years' residence in the country
when I earnestly advise respectable English Emigrants coming to
Canada to SETTLE in the EASTERN TOWNSHIPS, as being
especially suitable for them in point of Climate, Quality and Cheapness
of Land, beauty of Scenery, Social and Educational Advantages, and
Material Requirements.
To genteel people of small means this district offers, pre-eminently,

a healthy, cheap, and independent home, and association, on equal
terms, with those of their own station of life. I'o the steady
Yeoman and industrious Agricultural Labourer it affords a sure and
easy means of settling in comfort and plenty on their own property.

It is the Protestant district of the province of Quebec, ana the
Grand Trunk Railway passes centrally through it, via this place and
the Market Town of Sherbrooke, which are within three miles ol each
other, and distant a five hours' run from Quebec and Montreal.
From Portland in winter, and from Quebec in summer, the Grand

Trunk Railway brings Passengers on their arrival by the Canadian
Steamers from Liverpool to this place direct, without more loss of
time than is needed to change the luggage from the Steamer to
the Train.

All particulars as to passage can be obtained at the Office of Messrs.
ALLAN AND CO., Canadian Line of Steamers, Liverpool.
Every further information respecting the country will be given, by

letter, to those who desire it, and let no one hesitate to apply to me
for it; there is no charge. JOHN H. CHARNOCK.

Lennoxville, Province of Quebec, Canada. Jan. 10, 1872,
There is good Hotel accommodation both here and at Sherbrooke.

SATURDAY, JUNE 8, 1872.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
nv of the
I Halstcad

Tuesday, June ill Annual Show of the Essex Agricultural
Wednesday, — 12 J Society, at Halstcad.

Wednesday, - 1= {
'^^r'Hiue'rs.''

^K""""'' ^''"=''='>'' ""

Wednesday, — izIR'val Cornwall Agricultural Society, at

Thursday, — 13 j Bodmin.

WHAT special purpose has been served by
the institution of CHAMBERS OF AGRI-

CULTURE ?

That they are of some use in promoting agri-

cultural improvement no one doubts, but in this

respect they are no other than the older
" Farmers' Club." Many an important practical

question has been discussed with useful effect

before both, during the three or four years which
have elapsed since Mr. CHARLES Clay, of

Wakefield, published the letter from which the

Chambers date; and many an important agricul-

tural question, as steam cultivation, tenant-right,

the Game Laws, and agricultural education— not
to name the whole held of detail of which the
theory and practice of agriculture consist—had
been discussed by the older form of agricultural

society long before the younger organisation had
been started.

We had imagined that tlie idea of establishing
Chambers of Agriculture throughout the country
arose out of the impatience with which the rule

forbidding the discussion of political questions at

agricultural meetings was regarded. This, though
generally an unwritten law, had, nevertheless,

come to have force, if only .as a custom ; and at a
time when many points of agricultural interest

seemed ripe for legislation—when the " country"
party were supposed to have a fairly definite

programme, and landlords and tenant-farmers

were believed to see eye to eye on most of the
political questions of the day— it was intolerable

that they should be hindered from combining for

what promised to be effective urgency upon
Government through the operation of an obsolete

idea. The old prejudice, however, had to be
respected, and so landlords and farmers united

in the new form of association.

That we believed to be the origin of the

Chamber of Agriculture ; but a recent meeting of

the Cheshire Chamber of Agriculture throws
some doubt upon this theory ; and, as the matter
deserves attention, we have given as full an
account of what took place on the occasion of

this meeting as our limited space allows. Cer-
tainly, if the report of the Council of this Chamber
is to be taken as authoritative, we need to

reconstruct our ideas on the subject. It conveys
the desire that " in future members will abstain

from expressing in the Chamber their own
political views, when there is ample opportunity
for doing so elsewhere, as such conduct must
necessarily endanger the well-being and existence

of these excellent institutions." But this is going
back to the scheme of the old agricultural

society. It not only ignores, but actually pro-

tests against, the special purpose for which
we had supposed that the newer association was
intended.

The more probable term of the alternative

before us is that the Council of the Cheshire
Chamber of Agriculture is misdirected, and does
not authoritatively interpret the fundamental
principle on which these Chambers are consti-

tuted, Nothing, indeed, could exceed the
courtesy and good temper with which the rebuke
of the Council was in this case both administered
and received. Lord Egerton of Tatton, who
presided, defended the view of the Council in the
most temperate and courteous manner. Mr.
G. W. Latham, whose opinions upon the land
question had been condemned, argued the point
with perfect temper, and, as we think, with com-
plete success; and Mr. George Willis, atenant-

farmer, appears to us to have fairly hit the mark
when he maintained that that Chamber ought to

be at liberty to discuss every question affecting

agriculture, whether political or not. Never-
theless it is right that attention be directed to the

difference which arose—if not by the Central

Chamber, to which some sort of undefined alle-

giance is, we imagine, due—at any rate by those

journals which report the discussions of Chamber
and of Club alike.

It appears to us—and this example is only

another illustration of a view which has been
more than once expressed in these columns—that

the former institution is not so fairly agricultural

as the latter. It does not represent the tenant-

farmer class sufficiently. It may seem a paradox
to say so of an organization originally intended to

exert an influence upon Government, but it is

probably too much directed by Members of Parlia-

ment. It seems to us to be in danger of becoming
simply an agency for maintaining and extending

the political ascendancy of one class. It is

capable of great public service, if it be used to

ascertain and convey the political opinions of

agriculturists as a body. It will only be a short-

lived item in the history of party politics if it be
worked for the purpose of maintaining land-

lords in their position as the " natural political

leaders of the country." And yet this is what it

appears to us that it is in danger of becoming.
How else are we to explain the hearty welcome
with which the co-operation ot the tenant-farmer

is received in the work of distributing the burden
of local taxation, which now lies so exclusively on
land and houses—the comparative coolness with

which he is listened to on the subject of tenant-

right or the over-preservation of game—and the
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snub which he receives when he ventures to ex-

press an opinion on the laws by which property

in land is created or defined ?

That is a startling result to which the statis-

tics of our imports lead us—that for every three

of Wheat that we import no less than one of

sugar is purchased from the foreigner. Mr.
Cairo, writing on this subject to the Tifnes,

points out that even when the home growth of

Wheat is added to the quantity imported, and
the whole is converted into flour, still the con-

sumption is not more than four for every one of

sugar. And this proportion is even heavier in

the less' prosperous years : the cottager and
artizan give up beef and beer when wages
fall, but the consumption of sugar increases.

Mr. Caird proceeds, in a letter v/hich

we have transferred to our columns, to indi-

cate the important relations of this subject

to English agriculture. Mr. DUNCAN has now
had four years' experience of the Sugar-Beet of

Lavenham ; and the growers of that neighbour-

hood have had four years' experience of Mr.
Duncan. They are mutually satisfied. The
acreage of Sugar-Beet is annually increasing.
*' Beginning in 1S68 with 1000 tons, rising to

3400 tons in 1S69, 4500 in 1870, 6200 in 1871,

there is now the promise of a growth for the

present season of Sooo to 10,000 tons. The
crops have varied with the season, both in quantity

and quality, but these figures show very plainly

that the farmers of Lavenham have found it to

suit their purpose to grow Sugar-Beet at 20s. a
ton ; and the manufacturer, Mr. DUNCAN, on the

average of three years, is equally satisfied with

the result to him.
The fact is both long enough and wide

enough to be trustworthy ; and no doubt beet-

sugar growing will extend. It is ver}' desirable

that it should—not only for the direct profit of it

to the cultivator, but also for its indirect influence

on the agriculture of the country. It is a part of

a higher and more thorough cultivation than the

common ; and Sugar-Beet is not a robber of the
soil like other things we grow and cultivate.

It is far less likely to interfere with the
stiffness of the straw crop that follows it than
Potatos, for example. A fortune is said to be
ready for the man that will grow a bulky crop of
Wheat to stand. He will be more likely to

succeed indirectly, making, indeed, a preliminary
fortune on the road, than if he aims at it

by buying costly manures and applying them for

the purpose. The Beet crop managed properly
will be his ally. It does not rob the soil at all.

The alkalies which the Potato crop removes, and
on which, to some extent, the power of the Wheat
plant to build itself a good stiff straw depends,
need not be taken from the land at all by Beet.
The only portion of the Beet which is finally

extracted for the market is the sugar, which
should leave no ash on burning, for it has come
wholly from the air. The pulp and fibre of the
root, and the whole of the leaf, in which the
mineral part resides, should never leave the farm,
or may be restored to it.

We have no doubt Mr. Caird is right on
every hand when he suggests how great a help
to the labouring class the removal of the tax from
sugar will be—how great an extension of the
demand for it will then probably arise—how
large a scope for the extension of sugar cultiva-
tion English agriculture offers—how great the
benefit which may be expected to ensue both to
the tenant-farmer and the labourer.

Notwithstanding a small supply of English
Wheat at Mark Lane on Monday, last week's prices
could not be exceeded, and on Wednesday the
market was even weaker. At the Metropolitan
Cattle Market the quality of the supply as well as its

quantity was rather lower than usual, and the choicer
animals were dearer. On Thursday, Monday's prices
were well supported. In the Wool Market, trans-
actions have been effected at a slight decline.

The Conference at Leamington reported
in our last week's paper, held a second meeting on
Monday, when free transfer of land, garden allotments,
compulsory education, and co-operative agriculture
were discussed.

I. The Cliairman (Mr. George Dixon, M.P.)
read a paper from the Hon. Auberon Herbert, M.P.
for Nottingham, dated from the House of Commons.
The hon. gentleman .said he hoped the Conference,
among other things, would petition Parliament to
remove, as soon as possilile, all those mouldy laws
which affect the possession of land in England, and
have accumulated large properties in few hands. He
condemned primogeniture and the law of entail and the
power to grant long leases. The laws of England

allowed very fanciful and extravagant powers to land-

owners, which had this result, that the land was not

dispersed, but was kept from generation to generation

in large masses ; and that, when land came to be sold,

there was difficulty and uncertainty in proving to whom
it belonged, and there was the possibility that some one
of the many persons to whom it had been left might
re-appear some day and claim it. The confusion,

delay, uncertainty, and expense of the present system
were discovered the moment a person purchased land,

and had to call in a lawyer, who, like a rabbit in a

warren, could alone find his way through the labyrinth

of legal difficulties which surrounded the question of

who is the legal owner of the land. This entailed a

heavy lawyer's bill, and he had been told on good au-

thority that the experience of a well-known firm showed
that while the legal cost for large estates was 24 per

cent., in the case of the smaller estates the lawyer's bill

amounted to ^26 per cent. What they should require

of Parliament was—that it should leave power to every

man who holds land to sell it, or leave it by will to

any person, or lease it for any number of years not ex-

ceeding the average term of a man's life after he attains

the age of 21, or to leave it to a great many different

persons, in a great many different ways, and under
many different conditions. At the same time, all per-

sons interested in land should call upon Parliament to

establish machinery which in some form or other exists

in all other countries in Europe. Every landowner
should be compelled without delay to register the

amount of land he holds, and to prove his right to it.

This once done, whenever land was bought or sold,

there would be no delay, no expense, and no uncer-

tainty. Then the purchaser would merely have to go.

with the person who sold the land to the county office,

and it would be transferred from the vendor to the

purchaser. This might cause some inconvenience and
expense to the present holders of land, but it might be

done in such a manner that in the end they would be
gainers rather then losers ; but the importance of this

step was so great that there ought neither to be hesita-

tion nor delay in the matter. The great mass of the

English people were separated from the soil, but, as

was the case in France, Switzerland, and other countries,

there was no reason why English labourers should not

be looking forward to saving money for the purchase

of land. There was no reason, even with our system of

lirge farms, why labourers should not own their cottages,

gardens, or holdings, when the present land laws are

removed.
2. Sir Baldwin Leighton, of Leighton, Salop,

next read a paper on meadow and garden allotments

for farm labourers. He argued that the position of

labourers might be very gi'eatly improved, without any
sudden or great increase of wages, by allowing them
land to cultivate, which would increase their incomes,

ameliorate their condition, increase their attachment to

the soil, promote contentment, and eventually exter-

minate pauperism. He advocated gardens of at least

a quarter of an acre being attached to each cottage, and
said they would be able to pay a higher rent for the

land than the farmers. He also urged that, under pro-

per restrictions, a further boon might be accorded by
the grant of a few acres of grass land, so as to enable

a cow to be kept. Sir Baldwin summed up the pro-

spective advantages :— I, selection by means of thrift

of the best labourers, reacting upon the rest in

the general promotion of provident habits ; 2, elevation

of the individual labourer and the whole family by
increased self-respect and carefulness, and increased

income depending on the carefulness; 3, supplementing

of watjes by the labourer's own exertions at no percep-

tible cost to landlord or farmer ; 4, comparative con-

tentment and comfort, with a strong attachment to a

place of labour
; 5, gradual extinction of pauperism and

improvidence, including drunkenness. From experi-

ence gained in this way, great good might follow in

opening a way and a prospect to the best men to rise.

He thought it possil^le, also, to introduce industrial

partnerships into agriculture, by giving extra payments,
in addition to weekly wages, on the principle which was
adopted with regard to shepherds for rearing the greatest

number of lambs. The following resolution was
adopted :— " That it is desirable, as much in the

interests of employers as of those employed in agri-

culture, that the labourer should have some greater

interest in the soil by way of garden allotments and
cow land, or otherwise."

3. Mr. Jesse Collings, of Birmingham, read a

paper on education as a means of ameliorating the con-

dition of farm labourers. He spoke of the value and
importance of education, and urged the working men
of England to vote for compulsory education, and to

insist on the election of school boards i n every parish.

The Chairman called special attention to a resolu-

tion submitted, affirming that, in the opinion of the

Conference, a national system of compulsory education

is absolutely necessary for advancing tiie social condition

of agricultural labourers. He said there was doubt
among persons in high positions whether labourers

desired a system of national education, and if so,

whether it should be compulsory. He asked those de-

legates who were able to express the views of labourers

in their districts, either by voting for or against the re-

solution, and those who felt they could not do so to

remain neutral. He said he should attach importance
to this resolution, and should refer to the decision of

the Conference in the House of Commone, because

hitherto there had been no opportunity of eliciting the

opinions of agriculturists on this subject. The Rev.

Arthur O'Neill, of Birmingham, objected to ex-

traneous questions being introduced, and said that if

any attempt was made to use the decision of the Con-
ference in any way, he should feel it his duty to say

that it was adopted hurriedly, and after very immature
consideration. After some further discussion the resolu-

tion was adopted, only a few deputies voting against it.

4. The Hon. and Rev. J. W. Leigh, rector of

Stoneleigh, and brother of the lord-lieutenant of the

county, read a paper on co-operative agriculture. He
referred totheatlemptsmade by Mr. Scott Vandeleur
at Ralahine, county Clare, in 1830, and the experience

of the Assington Co-operative Agricultural Society, in

Suffolk, originated by Mr. GuRDONin 1S30. He sug-

gested that landlords with home farms might make the

experiment of co-operative farming, on the Ralahine

system ; that large tenant-farmers might do the same
thing on the partnership principle, adopted with such
success by Mr. Bbiggs' colliery and Messrs. Crossley,
of Halifax; that a society might be formed in London
to reclaim and cultivate waste lands, and that where a
co-operative store exists efforts should be made to pro-

cure a small farm, and dispose of portions of the

proceeds at the store. After some discussion a resolu-

tion was adopted that, in the opinion of that Confer-

ence, co-operative farming may become a powerful

means by which the condition of the agricultural

labourer may be improved, and a greater interest given

him in the cultivation of the soil.

The Bath and West of England Agri-
cultural Society has had a most successful meeting
at Dorchester during the past week. A report of

the showyard and trial fields is given in other pages.

The general meeting of the Society was held on
Tuesday, His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, the

President, in the chair. From the report of the

Council we make the following extract :

—

"There are at present on the books of the Society 50
life members, 137 governors, and 848 annual members

;

total, 1075. The funded stock of the Society, amounting
to j^72oo, equivalent, at 93J three per cent, consols, to

_j^6732, remains virtually unaltered since the last annual
meeting. The entries of stock in the showyard exceed in

number those of any former year, being 673 at Dorchester
as against 536 at Guildford, 528 at Southampton, 520 at

Taunton, 512 at Bristol, 488 at Hereford, and 293 at

Falmouth. For the special prizes for the encou-

raging proficiency in horsehoeing, now given for 13 years

in succession by Mr. Miles, of Dixfield, Exeter, there are

20 competitors ; and the members of the Society are invited

to concur in a special vote of thanks to that gentleman
for his continued liberality. The implement department
contains 51 special compartments devoted to machinery in

motion ; and nearly all the leading firms in England are

well represented by their staple productions, the number
of exhibitors being 169 ; whilst upwards of 3000 articles

are enumerated in the Society's catalogue. The Arts

Committee have to report that the number of works sent

in by artists for exhibition this year has taxed to the

utmost the capacity of the arts building. Two hundred
and thirty-four oil paintings and 300 water-colour paintings

are exhibited, and many have not been hung for want of

space. The arts manufacture building is well filled, and
applicants* for space have been more than could

be accommodated. The character of the display is

superior to that witnessed for some time. The Council,

having regard to the usage of the Society that the Presi-

dent for any year shall be non-resident in the county

wherein the annual meeting is held, recommend that the

Earl of Mount Edgcumbe be requested to occupy the

office of President for the ensuing year, ending with the

Plymouth meeting."

On Tuesday last, at the usual monthly meeting

of the Central Chamber of Agriculture, the sub-

ject of Tenant-right was brought under discussion.

The committee placed on the paper the following reso-

lutions for the consideration of the Chamber. First :

—

" That this Council considers it necessary, for the

proper security of capital engaged in husbandry, that in

the absence of a lease or agreement to the contrary, the

outgoing tenant should be entitled to compensation from
the landlord or incoming tenant for the unexhausted

value of his improvements, subject to previous consent of

the owner, with respect to drainage, reclamation, and
other improvements of a permanent character ; and that

at the same ti me the landlord should be paid by such out-

going tenant for dilapidations and deteriorations, the

amount respectively due to be determined by valuation."

The second had relation to details as to how the schedule

of allowances should be drawn ; and the third, while de-

precating legislative interference with freedom of contract,

considered "a change is required in the existing law of

tenancy, so that the letting and hiring of agricultural land,

as well on entailed as on other estates, should be subject

to at least 12 months' notice to quit."

In the course of the discussion. Sir J. Pakington sug-

gested some verbal amendments, and then proceeded
to declare his hearty concurrence in tlie spirit and scope
of the resolution. Speaking as a landowner, he was
sure that the landowner's interest was best served by
having the farmer's capital protected. If he had to

take his choice of tenant-right or lease, he should
select the lease as giving a good security to the tenant

;

but lie was disposed to say that tlie tenant-right and the

lease should go togetlicr, A\'ith regard to legislative

interference, he urged the less they had of this the

better. Mr. Lipscombe moved an amendment, laying

down certain details. In the coiu^se of the debate fol-

lowing the proposal of this amendment, Mr. C. S.
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Read, M.P., energetically spoke in favour of legislative

enactment in confirming a tenant-right for compensation

for unexhausted improvements. SirJohn Pakington,

in speaking to the amendment, advised the meetmg to

be satislied with the expression of opinion elicited that

day in favour of a tenant-right, and he suggested that

the subject should be allowed to pass by without bind-

ing the Chamber to any details. Mr. CORRANCE, M.P.,

spoke warmly and heartily in the cause of establishing

a tenant-right, and supported the course advocated by

Sir John Pakington. Ultimately the discussion was

adjourned.

From a recently published letter, addressed by

command of His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant of

Ireland to the Secretary of the Board of National
Education, we make the following extract :

—

" It appears that more than half of all the holdings in

Ireland—namely, 317.457 out of 608,864—were valued, in

i866,at less than ^8 a
year. His Excellency
thinks that it will not be
disputed that in a vast

majority of ca.scs these

holdings are imperfectly

cultivated, and that the

habitations upon them
are, speaking generally,

both inferior and ill-kept.

Among the methods em-
ployed to promote good
agriculture His Excel-
lency is of opinion that

nothing has been more
calculated to benefit the
small farmers than the
school-farms or gardens
under the inspection of
the National Board of
Education, which, he is

glad to observe, gradu-
ally increase in number.

"Accordingly it has
occurred to him— more
in the hope of see-
ing his action, if suc-
cessfully carried out,

mitated by others, than
from any notion that so
small a contribution can
have any very consider-
able effect in itself—to
offer, on certain con-
ditions, prizes to be ad-
judged in connection with
certain of these school-
farms. He has selected
eight of them in various
parts of the country

—

viz. : in Leinster, Garry-
hill and Ballinvally

; in
Ulster, Camagilta and
Parkanour ; in Munster.
Tervoe and Grange

;

in Connaughl, Castle
Hacket and Killasolan;
and, taking round each
of them a radius of five

or six miles, he proposes
to give annually, for the
next five years, three
prizes, to be called the
' Spencer Small-farm
Prizes, ' and consisting
of £3- £^. and £1, re-

spectively, to the occu-
piers of the three hold-
ings in each of the areas
above described, and
valued under ^^8 a year,
which shall be adjudged
to be the most com-
mendable on the score
of (i) the neatness
and cieanhness of the
house

; (2) the amount
and quahty of the pro-
duce of the land ; (3) the
character and condition
of the live stock of all

sorts, from cows and
horses down to poultry
and bees ; (4) any other circumstances that may attract
the favourable attention of the judges."

His Excellency's object in addressing the Commis-
sioners on this subject is to solicit the co-operation of
the Board to the extent of allowing their agricultural

school inspectors to adjudge these prizes, commencing
from September next.

At a meeting of the Fl.ax Supply Associa-
tion at Belfast last week, it was reported that in many
districts the brairds of early-sown Flax look most pro-
mising, but the want of growth, caused by the extreme
coldness of the weather, is complained of. This was
tlie substance of the reports received from localities in

Ulster, Leinster, and Munster. Numerous applications
had been received this year by the Association for Flax
seed, and a very considerable quantity had been
selected with care and forwarded to growers throughout
the four provinces. Accounts to hand of the Flax crop
in Belgium and Holland are most favourable. A
wnter from Courtrai remarks ;

—"I never saw such a
general happy result in one year's growing." A gentle-

man in Rotterdam writes :
— " The brairds I have seen

^

where he endeavoured to show, as the result of his own
look splendid." A letter received from the secretary

,

experience and that of other Somersetshire farmers,

of the Chamber of Manufactures at Adelaide, South
]

that any improvement in the position of either tenant

Australia, represented that the interest in the develop-
1
or labourer is to be looked for chiefly as the result of

ment of the Flax industry was unabated, and expressed ,
encouraging capital, and discouraging the holding of

every confidence that, when the necessary machinery land either by owner or by occupier beyond the areafor

was erected, the culture was likely to be firmly : which adequate capital is provided. The tenant-right

established.

NOTEWORTHY AGRICULTURISTS.
Sir Thomas Dyke Acland, Bart., M.P.

Hardly any one deserves heartier recognition as a

hardworking agricultural labourer : nor are there many
ho can point to services of equal agricultural value.

principles, which, in common with Mr. Pusey, Mr.
Acland advocated, are not developed in the prize

essay as published in the Journal, but they will be
found in the edition which afterwards received separate

publication.

In 1850 Mr. Acland published a letter to Sir W.
Miles, Bart., M. P., proposing the formation of a

West of England Agricultural Society for six western

Always full of energy and purpose, always animated
1 counties. This at length took the form of an extension

by disinterested public spirit, and from the days when
I of the old Bath and West of England Agricul-

he was head boy of Harrow School—taking after-
j

tural Society, which has since had such a prosperous

wards a double first degree at Oxford—always on the
, career. The first seven annual volumes of the Journal

of this Society were
edited by him ; and in

vol. iv. will be found
memoranda on Middle-

class Education,by Lord
Ebrington, with the re-

solutions on them of the

Council of the Society ;

and in volumes v., vi.,

and vii. the plans were
developed which, be-

ginning in the West of

England, led to the esta-

blishment of University

local examinations, as

suggested by Dr. Tem-
ple, now Bishop of

Exeter. For these and
other services connected

with national education

Mr. Acland received in

185S the honorary de-

gree of D.C.L. from

the University of Ox-
ford. Immediately fol-

lowing this, we have to

chronicle his unsuccess-

ful contest in 1S59 for

the honour of repre-

senting Birmingham in

Parliament—in thesame

year, his establishment

of the Arts department

as part of the annual

work of the Bath and
West of England So-

ciety—and for several

subsequent years his

active labours in Volun-

teer organisation.

Mr. Acland was ap-

pointed a member of

the Schools Inquiry

Commission in 1864,

which reported in 1867.

He was elected member
of Parliament for North
Devon in 1865, on the

death of the late Mr.

J. W. Buller, M.P. He
has taken an active part

in Parliament whenever
agricultural subjects

have engaged attention

.—as formerly in con-

nection with cattle-

plague legislation, and
latterly on the subject

of local taxation, where
he has been in oppo-

sition to Sir Massey
Lopes, Bart., M.P.,
believing, doubtless,

that the agitation which
has been championed
by that gentleman is

placing landlords in

an invidious position, and doing tenants little good.

Mr. Acland was one of the original members of the

Council of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

He made way afterwards for Sir C. Lemon, and was

re-elected, on the death of Mr. Pusey, to help work

nal, which had been thus left without an

editor. In 1864 he published a pamphlet on agricul-

SiR T. D. ACLAND, Bart., M.P., D.C.L.

crest of whatever movement, personal or public, com-
manded his sympathies—Sir Thomas Acland has led an
active and laborious life.

The short notice of his public career, which is all

that can this day be given with his portrait, must
be little more than a bare enumeration of par- the Journal^ which

ticulars. Mr. Acland entered Pariiament in 1S37 as !
editor. In 1864 he ,- . .

member for West Somerset, and as a follower of tural education, which had been written as a letter to

Sir Robert Peel and Mr. Gladstone. He joined Mr. Sir E. Kerrison, Bart., President of the Society. And

Pusey in bringing in his Tenant-Right Bills ; and he
|
in naming this we must not forget the almost constant

voted for the repeal of the Corn Laws. For some years,
j

labours of his life in connection with this subject,

in addition to Parliamentary duties, he took an active
,

which, in respect to their agricultural relations, have

part in educational work—organising training colleges,

diocesan boards, and middle-class schools. Retiring

from Parliament in 1847 he undertook the superintend-

ence of his father's farm at Holnicote in Somersetshire,

having been advised by Mr. Pusey that he must him-

self try to solve the problem—agriculture under free

been directed throughout to the education of the man
rather than of the farmer—the former being, in his

view, the better guarantee for the attainment even of

mere professional improvement.

It is right that the number of this journal which

records one of the most successful annual meetings

trade—which by his votes he had helped to put before ' of the Bath and West of England Agricultural Society,

the farmer. About this time he wrote the essay on
j

which twenty years ago was resuscitated by his means,

Somersetshire agriculture which appeared in the nth
!

should contain (his short tribute to the great agricul-

volume of the Enghsh Agricultural Society's Journal,
\
tural services of Sir Thomas Acland.
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TIPTREE HALL FARM.
In order to remove agitation, excitement, and

divergence of opinion as regards the liistory of tliis

farm, I will simply state the facts, and leave your

readers to draw their own conclusions. The farm,

when I bought it, was known as Sadler's Farm, because

a very worthy farmer of that name had occupied it

originally for many years. Its name in the deeds was
" Bigmore's Farm," It was never called a hall until 1

so named it, after rebuilding the whole of the premises

on a new site.

My original purchase was 128 acres and some poles,

for ^'3150, or a fraction under £21, per acre. I bought

it in 1S4I of a respectable land agent, who once farrned

it himself, and it was considered a reasonable price.

The tenant then in possession paid ;^ 150 per annum
rent for it. The great and small tithes were commuted
(fortunately, just before I made my improvements) at

5^. per acre. The farmhouse was an ancient white-

washed lath-and-plaster building ; the bed-rooms were

in the roof, lofty in the centre, and coming down at the

eaves to about iS inches, as near as I can remember.

The old thatched farm buildings were detached from

each other, and the north-east or any other wind had

free passage between them. In fact, it was just such a

piece of antiquity as one too frequently sees in this and

other counties. The land was undrained, the fields

and open ditches numerous, and of various and

irregular shapes, as are at this moment most of the

fields in Essex.

There was a bog (unsafe for man or beast) called the

Wabbings, and a winding road down from Potter Row
Lane to the premises, having a great hedge and ditch

on each side with trees. By-the-by, I paid .^100 for

the timber on the farm. There were sundry odd pieces

of waste, which I enclosed. I removed altogether

about 3.i miles of fences, and filled in ditches, and

have now 60 acres in one enclosure, and 42 in another,

without a tree, but I have a shrubbery of some 2 acres

for the birds to breed in. I have no doubt that in

favourable seasons respectable crops were grown on

the limited area available for cereals, but a wet season

must have been disastrous, for when I first visited the

farm, in .September, 1842, on a wet day, with my old

friend Dean (now hearty at 87), the light land was

swampy, and the heavy as loving as birdlime, but as

slippery as butter. The men assured me that some of

the Wheat crops that year yielded only about 1 4 to 2 qr.

per acre ; and, judging by the weak stubble and

paucity of stacks, I can easily believe it. Now,
owing to my deep drainage, the light land is

always dry and workable, and the bog especially so,

and I send down to my neighbours for many miles

about 40 to 45 gallons of pure water each minute

—

summer and winter—more in the latter. The late

medical man of the district used, jocularly, to say that

I had spoiled all his best cases of fever down that line

of brook. Any one who will take the trouble to

inquire of some of the old men on our heath about the

comparative condition and yield of this farm now and

formerly will soon arrive at a satisfactory conclusion.

Finding the old buildings too tender for substantial

repair, and otherwise unsuitable, I cleared the lot

away—a very easy task—and erected a new house and

homestead on higher ground, for when I first visited

the farm I noticed a heap of Peas growing from damp
in what had been the best room. In fact the bailiff

there lost his wife and several children from fever in a

short space of time. In our new buildings health for

man and beast for 30 years has been the order of the

day. Some land adjoining, which I subsequently

purchased, was enclosed from the heath about 90

years ago.

Now comes the great fox question. Foxes often come

into this neighbourhood, and one Saturday afternoon

some years ago a brace of them killed 17 turkeys on an

adjoining farm while the farmer was at market, and

buried many of them in the dung-heaps, which were

unspread on the fields. A few years ago a hard run

vixen fox ran into a drain near my gate. It was a very

cold day (Tiptree nipper), so I invited the hunters

(about 30) to refresh themselves, and they speedily

cleared out all mine and my bailiff's bread and cheese,

but the sherry held out. This led to my fixing a day

for a general meet here and a champagne breakfast,

when 150 red coats made their appearance on a bright

day, and had good sport. A pretty sight it was, and I

hope the manly sport of fox-hunting will never leave

us. When the said 30 drank my health and gave the

View halloo ! the hounds, finding the hall door ajar,

rushed into the drawing-room, to the dismay of the

hunters, who feared their dashing through the plate-

glass windows, but I tranquilised them by my know-
ledge and assurance that plate-glass, if stout, is dog-

proof.

I can readily believe that Mr. Smythies' father (who
by-the-bye was one of the best judges of cattle in

England) did make the remark, "that Tiptree Heath
was too poor to hold the scent of a fox," for despite
all that unfriendly critics may say or desire to the con-
trary, it has always had a bad name, and is spoken of
contemptuously as poor cold Tiptree Heath, and some-
times ' Tiptree Heath !—God help you !

" Its natural
growth is of Furze, Broom, and Ferns, which come
spontaneously where I happen to leave a spot unculti-

vated, and Furze fences thrive luxuriously. Still there

is no doubt that the land, like most other common land,

is improvable, as proved by my crops,* and only re-

quires drainage, deeper cultivation, and plenty of good

manure, made by fattening stock.

The moral I draw from my farm operations is

that example, good or bad, has, after a time, its

influence. Thirty years ago I was pronounced to be

somebody not very sensible, but now I can compli-

ment many of my neighbours upon having adopted

the very plans they once condemned. It is really

gratifying and almost surprising to see what a

change has come over the scene in this immediate

neighbourhood. Huge fences, green lanes, trees, &c.

.

departed ; land drained, clean cultivation, roads im-

proved, new cottages and farm buildings. Even Mr.

Mechi's 15 feet extravagant i^s. iron sheep-hurdles (in

wear 28 years) are now "the order of the day," one

firm in Colchester selling 100 weekly.

I was the first who introduced hereabout "that 'ere

huano " (guano), as some of the natives called it, and

who did not then believe that a mere "peppering"

could do the land any good—nothing like "solid

muck." Well, it is a pleasant thing, a very pleasant

thing, to meet one's neighbours with smiling faces, and

a tacit admission that one has done some good ; but

the labourers, who know what agricultural improvement

means, and what it has done for them and their families,

express to me, and, I know, feel a deep sentinient of,

gratitude for the change that has taken place in their

condition in this neighbourhood within the last 30 years.

It is natural that there should be some jealousy and

dislike on the part of those who don't believe in modern

changes, but cling affectionately to " the good old

times." They should, however, try to reconcile and

adapt themselves to this steam age, for the bubbling

kettle has upset and deranged many a comfortable old

prejudice or attachment, and made many people angry
;

but millions have received, and will continue to receive,

its comforts and advantages. It is not possible to

please everybody, and I never expected to do so.

The people of England want more bread, meat, and

other consumables, and as the land of England is

neither half farmed nor half capitalled, by landowner or

by tenant, there must and will be great changes and

improvements. Observation and experience have

taught me, especially in this neighbourhood, that the

grand remedy for this uncomfortable state of things is

frequent change of ownership, by which means new
sentiments and new and additional capital flow into

agricultural improvement. Therefore, I am decidedly

opposed to fixity of tenure by the laws of entail and

primogeniture. J. J. Mechi, June.

spent in wages, nearly the whole of which was a clear

addition to the ordinary wages' fund of the locality in

the winter season.

The past season proved unfavourable for the manu-
facturer all over Europe. The yield of sugar was
small, as is proved by the fact that, notwithstanding

a large increase of acreage under Sugar-Beet, the

Continental sugar crop of 1S71 is estimated to have
produced only 860,000 tons, as compared with

942,000 tons in 1870 on a considerably smaller area.

The same influence of season operated unfavourably in

England. It paid the grower, because the crop was
bulky ; but the manufacturer had a smaller percentage

of sugar. These vicissitudes of season must be expected,

and Mr. Duncan has satisfied himself, by personal

examination on the Continent, that the deficiency of

saccharine yield in France and Germany was at

least as great as he had found it in Suffolk. This

has not checked the progress of Beet culture.

New factories are springing up in France, Ger-
many, and Austria. In Belgium alone 18 new
factories are now being erected, and in Holland nine.

This is an agi'icultural industry that has made most
rapid strides on the Continent, and with great and
general benefit wherever it has been introduced. It

necessitates and pays for a higher and more enriching

system of farming, and is uniformly attended by a great

increase in the production of fat cattle and the yield of
corn. The climate and soil of Suffolk liave proved
that it may with equal success be introduced and
extended in the eastern and south midland counties of

England, and as it is a method which unites the

advantages of live stock and corn with the profits and
larger returns of the manufacturer, we should hail it as

a welcome addition to our agricultural system. One
great difficulty in modern English agriculture, where
high farming is practised, is to get beyond a certain

high average produce of corn. That difficulty has been
solved in some of the northern counties by the more
extensive growth of Potatos. The culture of Beet
would be more suitable to the southern and eastern

counties, and more enriching, as the pulp is returned

to the farm to be consumed by fattening cattle, and it

might prove an agreeable change, both to the farmer

and the soil, from the uniform routine of the four-course

system.

If sugar should come to be regarded as a prime
necessary of food, which, like bread, should be
untaxed, we might see a very rapid development of

sugar culture in England, with advantages to consumer
and producer even greater than have everywhere
followed its introduction on the Continent. Jama
Caird.

HOME GROWN SUGAR.
[The following letter, from Mr. James Caird, C.B., appeared

in a recent number of the Times newspaper. J

We import annually about 2,000,000 tons of Wheat
and 700,000 tons of sugar. Our foreign supply of

these two great articles of consumption is thus in the

proportion of nearly three to one. Adding the home
supply of Wheat, and converting the whole into flour,

the annual consumption per head is something over

four of flour to one of sugar. Next to bread, sugar

has thus become a main necessary of life in this

country, and contributes immensely to the comfort of

the poorer class of the population, and especially

during times of low wages and irregular employment.

The Lancashire grocers will tell you that at such periods

the consumption of sugar and tea by the labouring

class largely increases, for then they cannot so well

afford the greater luxuries of beef and beer, for which,

in prosperous times like the present, there is so great a

demand and so large a consumpton. High wages have

become synonymous with a high price of butcher's

meat, low wages with a rapid increase in the demand

for sugar. There is now no tax left the abolition of

which would be so generally and immediately felt

among the poorest class of the people as the duty on

sugar.

The supply is not equal to the demand, and yet

every effort is being made, both in the tropics and on

the Continent, to increase the production of cane and

beet sugar ; but the price continues to rise, and nothing,

therefore, can be more encouraging than the prospects

of the sugar-grower. Notwithstanding this, only one

vigorous attempt to introduce the cultivation of sugar

has yet been made in England.

The fourth season at Lavenham, in Suffolk, closed in

February last. The growth of Sugar-Beet has each

year increased, beginning in 1868 with looo tons,

rising to 3400 tons in 1869,4500 in 1S70, 6200 in 1S71,

and the promise of a growth for the present season of

Sooo to lo.ooo tons. The crops have varied with the

seasons, both in quantity and quality ; but these figures

show very plainly that the farmers of Lavenham have

found it to suit their business to grow Sugar-Beet at

the price of 20s. per ton ; and the manufacturer, Mr.

Duncan, on the average of these years, is equally

satisfied with the result to him. During the four

months of the manufacture about ;^500 a month was

* On one of these fields I grew, in 1868. 8 qr. of white Wheat
per acre, and realised from the com and straw jfisS per acre, or

£.± more than I paid for the fee-simple; and in 1869 the same

field yielded 7^ qr. of Rivett Wheat. In 1870, 39 tons of Mangel.

and in 1871, 5 qr. of red Wheat per acre : and it has now a pro-

mising growing crop of Beans, to be followed by Wheat. Other

fields have often yielded 7 qr. of Wheat per acre.

ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE

BA TH AND WEST OF ENGLAND AND
SOUTHERN COUNTIES ASSOCIATION.

This Society's annual meeting has been held at the

county town of Dorset with as much success as its enthu-

siastic and anxious authorities and officials can desire.

The entries are very numerous. There are 270 head
of cattle, divided into 35 classes of Devons, Herefords,

Shorthorns, Sussex, Channel Islands (two breeds— .

Jersey and Guernsey) and *' dairy cattle of any breed."

Oddly enough, we may here remark, now that the

Channel Islands cattle have been divided in conse-

quence of the clamour of the Jersey breeders, the

patrons of the black noses and silver-grey coats have
not sent a single head direct from their island. The
sheep number iSS pens of Leicesters, Cotswolds,

Devon Longwools, Southdowns, Hampshire Downs,
Shropshires, Oxford Downs, Somerset and Dorset

Horn, and Exmoor and other mountain breeds. The
horses of all classes are only So entries, which, how-
ever, is large for a western show, in which part of the

country horse-breeding is not a leading feature as it is

in Yorkshire. The pigs are 135 pens, and all the

breeds are represented so that they collectively form as

good a show as we have ever seen except at the Royal
Agricultural Society's meetings. The implement
collection is enormous, there being no less than 207
stands, from the leading makers of machinery, and
miscellaneous articles for the garden and domestic use.

With these utilitarian attractions, and poultry, fine

arts, and bands of good musicians, the programme of

this Society is as inviting to the surrounding population

as could well be devised ; and although this is not a

thickly inhabited district, it is believed that, with

half-crown charges for three days, and one shilling

each day for two days, the return has been satisfac-

toiy to the treasurer. The ground is one of the prettiest

we ever saw. It lies on the east of the town, a half

mile or so distant, and is approached through an avenue
of fine trees the whole distance. It measures about

20 acres, and gently rises in an easterly direction, and
somewhat abruptly to the north, till it is of a consider-

able elevation, whence the country to the south and
the town and country to the west make up as fine a

picture as one can desire to see in an inland district.

CATTLE.

To turn to the catalogue, the cattle stand first on the

list, and first among these classes are placed the more
local animals—the Devons. This beautifiil breed of

cattle, as might be expected, is represented here as well

as we have ever seen it. There are 47 head, and the
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greater number of leading breeders have sent speci-

mens. Mr. James Davy lakes a large share of the prizes.

To our view, however, the awards were not altogether

satisfactory. This was particularly the case in the

class for aged bulls, where a very pretty and perfectly

formed and fed little creature was awarded the ist

prize. In these days of high-priced meat we need

somethir_: more than pretty toys, and the more thrifty

ones of this class, although they were not quite so

pretty to look at, were sufficiently good in quality, and,

therefore, from the greater weight of meat they would
produce, they were more deserving of notice at this

show, as it is one set apart entirely for breeding

animals. Of the cows and heifers we need say no
more than that they were as beautiful as ever, and
many of them are either very fine and good for

milking, or they promise to become so.

The Shorthorns, even in this western district, which
is supposed to be the home of the " blood reds" and
the "white faces," take a strong lead, for while the

Devons are, as we have said, only 47 and the Here-
fords 4S, there are 73 of the reds, whites, and roans.

In the ist class for bulls between two and four years

old there is the star of the lot ; for the white animal,

Lord Irvin, from Mr. Linton's, Sheriff Huiton,
Yorkshire, is here, and he was, almost as a matter

of course, awarded the Ist prize. He w^s 1st

last year at Wolverhampton, Durham, Northum-
berland, and the Yorkshire shows, besides which he
took at York the 50-guinea cup for the best

animal in all the classes, and has improved upon
his grand appearance of last year. He is now three

years and four months old. Mr. George Game's 2d prize

bull is of fine quality and great frame, in good working
order, resembling very much the drawings we see of

the original Duke of Northumberland, which took the

1st prize at the opening meeting of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society at Oxford. There were 1 1 other entries,

which made a very great show of the older class of this

noble breed of animals. Mr. Game's 2d prize was
bred by Mr. Sheldon, Brailes House, Warwickshire ;

his name is Earl of Warwickshire, and he is by
Duke of Brailes {23,724) by 4TH Duke of
Thorndale (17,750), dam Lady Emily 2d by 7TH
Duke of York (17,754). Of the younger bulls there

were 11, some of which were excellent, but others

were coarse and inferior. Messrs. Hosken & Son's

Ist is of very fine quality of flesh and coat, and his

form generally is good, but he had very objection-

able hind legs from their straight stiltiness : he is by
2D Earl of Oxford (23,844), dam Countess^ sire of

dam Prince Frederick {16,734). The Messrs.

Hosken & Son have another here within three weeks
of being two years of age, of very deep flesh and thick

heavy quarters. He and his dam [Kathlee^i) were by
the same sire. The calves are only four entries, two
of which are absent, which left Mr. Game's dark
coloured brindly calf a chance to take the 2d prize.

The cows are an excellent show. Mr. Richard
Stratton's 1st prize is of very large size, and as nearly

a parallelogram as any admirer of that form in females

can well desire to see ; her bosom and width of shoulders

are immense. Mr. Game's 2d is also a very handsome
cow ; and his next, which received a high commenda-
tion, is a very large and good animal. The heifers

are a great class of nine, nearly all of them having
very properly an official notice. Mr. Joseph Stratton

here takes the 1st with a white heifer. Innocence^ sire

James the ist (24,202), dam Mincn-a, Mr. Ken-
nard's 2d prize is also white ; and a very beautiful

pair of animals, as they stand together, they make.
Of yearlings there is the long entry of 15, in which
class Mr. Joseph Stratton takes both prizes, with
a very pretty short-legged red heifer, and the 2d with
a roan bearing much flesh, admirably laid on. In this

class the Earl of Dunmore sent a heifer of his own
breeding all the way from his estate near Stirling, but
she is thin of flesh, although she comes of a good
stock, being by 2D Duke of Collingham {23,730),
dam Ktrklcvington \2th, sire of dam 4TH Duke of
Oxford (11,387). The calves area small but very
pretty class, in which the Earl of Dunmore is encou-
raged by the 2d prize, for a very pretty red animal,
carrying a very smart head.

The Herefords are a great show, the quality of them
being as fine as we ever saw it. Mr. H. N. Edwards'
1st prize 4-year-old is a large and fleshy animal,
1st at Taunton as a 2-year-old, but beaten last

year at Guildford, having been then only honoured
with the reserve number. Mr. Davy's 2d is of fine

general character, and he has a very beautiful head and
countenance. The younger bulls are excellent, and
the fine docile traits of this breed are here well dis-

played. Mr. Harding's ist has a capital back and
chine, which are deeply covered, while Mr. Baldwin's
2d is an immense animal for his age, which, accord-
ing to the above views, fully compensates for a
little ruggedness of conformation and a head that
is not so handsome as most of his neighbours
carry. The bull-calves are less uniform, Mr.
Edwards' 1st prize having a perfect back and
chine, with a head that is not at present of the first

character of form ; while his neighbour, which is a more
attractive calf off"-hand, from the character of his head
and countenance being of a beautiful as well as of an
orthodox kind, has a bare back and a very sharp chine.

The cows and heifers are as good-looking and useful

for both breeding and dairy purposes as these animals

generally have the character for. The Mappowder
Court Ist prize is a charming in-calf heifer, while the

younger heifers and calves are very pretty as well as

good. This breed of animals has been mustered from
a wide area of ground ; for although they are called

Herefords, they are sent from Dorsetshire, Somerset-
shire, Shropshire, Monmouthshire, Glamorganshire,
and other counties. Their quiet, docile habits and
early maturing nature make them great favourites with

a large number of breeders and feeders in the western,

north-western, and some of the Welsh districts.

The Sussex cattle appear in a much increased force,

as many as 48 entries having been made. The
breeders are improving their cattle in a wonderful
manner, and the fact of their sending so many for

exhibition shows that they are animated by a desire to

make their herds worth a place beside the other breeds

of the country. These animals, however, do not at

present show to such advantage at a summer show as

they do at a meeting of Christmas fat stock, for the

hardiness which has made them valued so much for

working and dairy purposes is combined with a certain

amount of coarseness or hardness to the touch, which
is developed in a more marked manner in the bulls,

and particularly so when they have attained a good
age. This is the case with the older bulls on the

present occasion, for they are coarse and irregular ; but

the younger bulls are a very much better class, both as

regards form and the quality of their touch. The
Devon men say this is due to the introduction of their

finer breed, but this the Sussex breeders will not

acknowledge. However, the breed is rapidly im-

proving, and we must leave the means adopted to be

settled by the disputants, while we stand by and
approve their judgment and skill. Some of the cows
are very fine and handsome, and now that the coats of

cattle are short and smooth, these light and dark red

animals are so much like the Devons in colour as well

as form, that at a short distance off they may be easily

mistaken for the more western breed.

The Channel Islands cattle, from being divided into

the Jersey and Guernsey breeds, now appear to far

better advantage, as the distinctive traits of each are

more readily detected and appreciated. Both breeds,

as we have intimated, are nearly all sent by English
breeders, each breed has its partizans even in this

country, but the Jersey stock appear to be more
general favourites. This is particularly the case as

regards the fawn, silver-grey, and *' smokey-grey

"

coloured animals, which, with their deer-like heads,

are great favourites as pets for home keeping and for

exporting to America, where these colours are in great

favour, and realize very high fancy prices. There are

32 of the Jersey breed exhibited. Mr. George Simp-
son, who keeps about 50 of all ages, near Reigate,
sends a capital bull, and takes 2d prize for him. Mr.
Digby's 1st and 2d prize cows are very choice animals,

and Mr. Fuller's Cozvslip is a very fine animal, of fawn
colour. The Guernsey cattle are only 26. These are

neither so compact nor so pretty as the Jerseys,

but they have generally more frame and are much
longer in the leg. Their pale yellowish and white
colour, too, is not so attractive. But in some
cases they are preferred. The bulls have a
clumsy head with a spike horn, which features

so favour the Ayrshire breed that between them there

is a great similarity. Three bulls came direct from
Guernsey, but both prizes, as will be seen below, were
awarded to English breeders, one of which, however,
is noted in the catalogue as having been bred in the
island. For the cows, the two prizes were awarded to

breeders from Guernsey, one of whom said to the
spectators that he found his cows of this breed averaged
1 lb. of butter per day all the year round. For the
heifers, too, the prizes were awarded to islanders

against several English exhibitors.

The class for "dairy cattle of any breed" had only
two pairs in competition, one pair of these being
Devons, and the other a first cross between Shorthorn
and Hereford. The first are a pair of large and good-
looking cows, but neither of them are anything extra-

ordinary. The want of patronage in this class is

probably owing to the objection there is to losing the
advantage of a pair of the best cows of a herd for a
week at this flush of the season, as it would upset the
butter or cheese-making regularity, as well as materially

decrease the produce. These considerations seem to

us to be sufficient to account for the little competition
for the Society's offer of ;r^io and £^ prizes. Besides,

from dairy cows there is not much indirect advantage
to be gained in the way of promoting the sale of the

herd to which they belong.

The following is the prize list in the cattle classes :

—

Jldges.—Devon, Sussex, and Hereford; J. Risdon, Monk,
Okehampton ; J. Pitcher, Hailsham ; M. Taylor, King Hill

Court, Hereford. Shorthotx, Channel Islands, and Dairy Cattle :

C. Howard, Biddenham ; H. Aylraer, West Dereham ; M.
Savage, Sarsden, Chipping Norton.

Devons.
Bull, exceeding 2 and not exceeding 4 years old.— ist, ;C2o,

Mr. J. Jackman, Hexworthy, Launceston, Earl of Hex-
uoRTHV ; 2d, £10, Mr. C. Harobro, M.P., Milton Abbey,
Blandford. '

Bull, not exceeding 2 years old.— ist. £-2^, Mr. J. Dav>',
Flitton Barton, North Molton. Duke of Flitton 8th ; ad,

Mr. J. Jackman. Duke of Cornwall.

Bull Calf, above 6 and not exceeding 12 months old,— ist, j^io

,

Mr. J. Davy, Duke or Flitton ^th ; 2d, Mr. W. Smith,
Hoopern, Ex-ter, Johnny Exeter.
Cow in-calf, or if in milk, having had a c.ilf within 6 months.—

fst, ^15, Mr. J. A. Smith, Bradford Pevcrell ; ad, £\o, Mr. J.
Davy.

Heifer in-calf, or if in milk, having had a calf within 6 months.
—1st, £1$, Mr. J. Davy; 2d, ^lo, Mr. J. H. BuUer, Barnes.
Crcdilon.

Heifer, not exceeding 2 years old.—isl, Zio, Mr. I Daw
2d. £s. Mr. J. H. Duller.

.

Heifer Calf, above 6 and not exceeding 12 months eld.— ist.
^10, Mr. J. D.-ivy : 2d, ^5, Mr. J. A. Smith.

Shorthorns.
Bull, exceeding 2 nnd not exceeding 4 years old.— ist, £20,

Mr. W. Linton, SherilT Huilon. York, Lord Irwin; 2d, £zq,
Mr. G. Garnc, Churchill, Chipping Norton, 3D Earl of War-
wickshire.

Bull, not exceeding 2 years old.— ist, £:i$, Messrs. W. Hosken
& Son, Loggan's Milt, Duke of Oxford ; 2d, jj^io, Mr. W.
Lintoti, Leenan.

Bull Calf, above 6 and not exceeding 12 months old,— ist, ;^io,
Mr. J. A. Mumford, Brill House, Thame, Notlkv ; sd, £^,
Messrs. T. Game & Son, Baron of Knowlemere.
Cow in-calf, or if in milk, having had a calf within six months.— ist, £1$, Mr. R. Stratton, The Duffryn, Newport; 2d, >!^io,

Mr. G. Game.
Heifer in-calf, or if in milk, having had a calf within six

months— lat, £ie„ Mr, J. Stratton, Alton Priors, Marlborough
;

2d, ;i;;io, Rev. R. B. Kennard, Marnhill, Blandford.
Heifer, not exceeding 2 years old.— ist and 2d, j^ioand^^s,

Mr. J. Stratton.

Heifer Calf, above 6 and not exceeding 12 months old.— 1st,

.iCio, Lord Dunmore.
Heijefords.

Bull, exceeding 2 and not exceeding 4 years old.—ist, ;^2o, Mr.
H. N. Edwards, Broadward, Leominster, Sir John ; 2d, j^io,
Mr, W. C. Davy, Beaminsler, Chevalier,

Bull, not exceeding 2 years old.— ist, ^25, Mr. W. J. Harding,
Bicton, Shrewsbury, Lord Battenhall; 2d, £10, Mr. ],

Baldwin, Luddington, Due d'Aumale.
Bull Calf, above 6 and not exceeding 12 months old.— ist, £io,

Mr. W. Evans, Llandowlais ; 2d, ^5. Mr. T. Fcnn, Ludlow,
King Severus.
Cow in-calf, or if in milk, having had a calf within 6 months.

—

ist, ;^i5, Mr. W. B. Peren, South Pethcrton ; 2d, ;£io, Mr. T.
Fenn.
Heifer in-calf, or if in milk, having had a calf within 6 months.

— ist and 2d, ^15 and ^10, Mr, J. W. James, Mappowder.
Heifer, not exreding 2 years old,— 1st and sd, £10 and ,^^5. Mr.

J. Morris, Madeley, Hereford.
Heifer Calf, above 6 and not exceeding 12 months old.— ist,

.£10, Mr. T. Fenn ; 2d, £s. Mr. W. B. Peren.

Sussex.
Bull, exceeding z and not exceeding 4 years old.— ist, £zo,

Mr. J. Turvill. Hartly Park Farm, Alton, Young Sutton ; ad,
£\o, Mr, R. Mills. Stainford, Horsham, Bismarck.

Bull, not exceeding 2 years old.— ist, £-2$, Mr. J. Turvill,
Hartley : 2d, £\o, Mr. W. Hampton, Appleham, Shoreham,
Grand Duke 2D.

Bull Calf, above 6 and not exceeding 12 months old.— 1st,

£10, Mr. J. Tur\'ill, Sharmanburv ; 2d, £$, Messrs. E, & A.
Stanford, Eaton Ashurst.

Channel Islands.—Jersey.
Bull, exceeding i year old.— ist, .;£io. Rev, J. S. H, Horner,

Wells, Frome ; 2d, ^5, Mr. G. Simpson, Wray Park, Reigate,
Cow, exceeding 3 years old, in calf (or if in milk, having had a

calf within six months).— 1st, £\o, Mr. J. D. Sherston, Bram-
shaw, Lyndhurst ; zd, .i^Si Mr. G. D. W. Digby, Sherborne.

Heifer, not exceeding 3 years old.— ist, ^lo, Mr. \V. Gibbs,
Tyntsfield, Bristol; zd, £^, Mr. G. Simpson.

Guernsey.
Bull, exceeding i year old.— 1st, ;^io, Mr. H. Compton,

Lyndhurst ; 2d, £$, Mr. C. J. Radcliffe, Wareham.
Cow, exceeding 3 years old, in-calf (or if in milk, having had a

calf within six months}-— ist, ,;£io, Mr, H. Compton; 2d, ;£5,
Mr. Wakeford, St. Peter's Port.

Heifer, not exceeding 3 years old.— ist, ;£io, Mr. C. Le Page,
St. Andrew's, Guernsey ; 2d, £^, Mr. D. Le Cheminant,
Sablons.

SHEEP.

The sheep division is very large, as many as iSS pens
being on the ground. These are divided into 25
classes. Lelceslers stand in the first place, oddly
enough, seeing that the ground of this Society claims

to be the native home of the Southdowns, the Cots-

wolds, the Dorsets, and Somerset horned, and some
minor breeds. But this favour shown to the Leicesters

may be only a becoming display of politeness on the

part of the southern and western counties breeders.

The men who adhere to the pure Leicesters are

certainly worthy of a high compliment ; for the value

of the breed for crossing purposes is very great, while

supporting a flock of this ancient breed is certainly a

precarious one as regards a direct profit. Among the

yearling rams there are some really good sheep, the whole
of the entries having been made by Devon and Cornwall
breeders, the ist and 2d prizes going to Mr, Tremaine,
of the latter county. The coats of these sheep, too,

appear to be well developed in the humid climate of

the west, for their wool would no doubt have had a
fine white and lustrous appearance had it not been
daubed with a nasty brown sticking and stinking com-
pound. Some dressing may be necessary, but a mix-

ture can surely be found that is not an utter abomina-
tion to the hands and nose. On asking the weight of

wool which had been cut off these sheep, we were
informed that Mr. Turner's shearlings cut 14.^ lb. and

14:^ lb. respectively on April i. The result of other

inquiries we made was not satisfactory, for the parties

supposed to be in attendance were "know-nothings,"
as the Americans would term them, or they were like

stable-boys and jockeys when a question is asked about
the horse being attended to or waited upon. There is

a quaint notion of the value of secrecy about some
of the attendants on stock at shows. The aged
sheep do not appear to be so well bred, but the

tifbt of the two prizes taken by Mr. Potten is a great

and good sheep. The ewes are very neat. The Cots-

wolds are unusually fine in some respects ; the 1st

prize rams in both classes being particularly good.
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The faces of the aged sheep are of the brown character,

and Messrs. Wheelers' is an immense animal. The
prize ewes are very handsome in their short curly coats

and long tufts on the poll.

The Devon Longwools are a new breed to us, but

we are informed they had some classes set apart for

them two years ago. The interest in them lies more,

however, in what they are not than in what they are,

for they are evidently a mixture of the native white-

faced breed with Leicesters, Cotswolds, Lincolns, and
perhaps some of the Irish that have been landed at

Bristol. Among them, however, there were some
capital rams for form and substance, and the two pens

of ewes were as good and pretty as any one need wish

to see from a pure Leicester flock, used for ordinary

breeding purposes.

The Southdowns are numerous, the rams of both

ages numbering 50 pens. There are, however, more
inferior sheep present than we have often seen at a

great show. What they could have been sent for no
one, we should imagine, could guess, excepting the

owners. Half or so of the sheep were of usual useful-

ness, although there was nothing choice among them
;

and the only remarkable feature about this part of the

show was, all the prizes for rams were awarded to Mr.
Rigden. The ewes sent by Sir William Throck-
morton are very beautiful and good, while Mr. H. D.

Barclay's are small but very neat and pretty. One pen

in this class had clearly a strain in it of Hants Downs.
The Hants Downs are as big, good, and therefore as

useful for producing large joints of fine quality, as these

sheep have of late years promised to become. The 1st

prize 2-year-old ram is a wonderful sheep for thickness

of flesh combined with good form and looks. Mr.
Rawlence's prize ewes are extraordinary for size com-
bined with a really handsome appearance and quality.

Southdowns.
Yearling Ram.— ist and 2d, ;£io and £5, Mr. W. Rigden,

Hove, Brighton.

Ram of any other "age.— ist and 2d, £io and £$, Mr. W.
Rigden.
Pen of 5 yearling Ewes.— ist, ;^io, Sir W, Throckmorton,

Buckland ; ad, £5, Mr. H. D. Barclay, Eastwick Park, Leather-
head.

Oxfordshire Downs.
Yearling Ram.—1st, j^io, Mr. A. F. M. Druce, Eynsham.
Ram of any other age.— ist and 2d, ;£io and £$, Mr. J. Trcad-

well, Winchcndon.
Pen of 5 yearling Ewes.—Prize, ;^io, Mr. A. F. M. Druce.

Somerset and Dorset Horns.
Yearling Ram.— ist, ;£io, Mr. H. Mayo, Cokcr's Farm, Dor-

chester ; 2d, £s> ^^^- J- Culverwell, North Petherton.
Ram of any other age.— ist and ad, £10 and £5, Mr. H.

Farthing, Nether Stowey, Bridgewater,
Pen of 5 yearling Ewes,— ist, ;6io, Mr. J. Culverwell ; ad,

^5, Mr. H. Mayo.

EXMOOR AND OTHER MOUNTAIN.
Ram of any age.— ist, Zio, Mr. J. Quartley, West MoUard,

South Molton : 2d, £5, Mr. J. Davj', North Molton.
Pen of 5 Ewes of any age.— 1st and 2d, .^10 and ;C5. Mr. J.

Quartley.

HORSES.

The southern and western counties have not a

speciality in horses. Their animals for agricultural

purposes are active and otherwise useful, but there is

no combination of breeding carried on with the farm
work for supplying dray and ordinary draught horses

for the work of the great towns. The ist prize for agri-

cultural stallions was awarded to "Littleton," from
near Bath, but this horse we did not see, as he was
taken out of the yard because of an internal attack.

Singular enough, too, the 2d prize horse was suffering

from a similar complaint on Wednesday, and could not

be "paraded" in the ring at the appointed hour in

consequence. These illnesses were attributed to

the coldness of a north-west wind, which blew

Filly, foaled in 1S70.— ist, £15, Messrs. E. & A. Stanford ;

ad, £5, Mr. N. Dyke, Wincanton.
Pair of Draught Horses (geldings or mares) not exceeding

6 years old.—^10, Mr, H, Mayo, Dorchester.

Hunters.
Mare or Gelding, foaled before 1868 —ist, ;^25, Mr. H. B.

Festing, Maiden Bradley : ad, £is, Mr. E. C. Legg, Beaminster.
Marc or Gelding, foaled in 1868.—ist, £2$, Mr. G. B, Battams,

Tavistock ; 2d. ^10, Mr, H. B. Festing.

Filly or Gelding, foaled in 1869.-151, j£io, Mr. G. B. Battams

;

2d, ^5, Mr. L. Malcolm, Lyndhurst.
Colt or Filly, foaled in 1871.—ist, ;£io, Mr. G, W. Homer,

Dorchester; 2d, £5, Mr, J. Joyce, South ^iolton.

Hacks.
Mare or Gelding, not exceeding 15 hands high, cilculatcd to

carry not less than 12 stone.— 1st, ^£^15. Mr. E. A. Sanders,

Stoke House, Exeter ; 2d, ,^^5, Mr. J. Michelmore, Totnes.

Ponies.
Mare or Gelding, not exceeding 14 hands.— ist, j^io, Mr. J.

Giffbrd, Castle Gary; 2d, £$, Mr. W. Perkins, Southampton.
Mare or Gelding, not exceeding 13 hands.—1st, j^io, Mrs.

A. M. Lewis. Millbrook ; ad, £s. Mr. C, J. T. Hambro, M.P.

PIGS.

As we have intimated, these are a great show. But
little need be said of them, however, for show pig3,

now-a-days, are show pigs, and they are so much of an
equality in merit that discussion upon them is super-

fluous. However, we may say Messrs. Howard's boar
and sow, of the large white breed, are wonderful animals
for sizcf and weight combined with a symmetrical form
and fine quality. Messrs. Duckering are as successful

as they have usually been of late, for they carry off

a very large share of the prizes in the classes in which
they competed. The Berkshires are a great show, and, in

our opinion, they surpass all the other breeds for useful-

ness combined with good appearance. Messrs. Sexton
sent some capital small blacks, but the quantity of hair

they have cultivated on their swine appears to have pro-

duced a prejudicial effect, although, in our experience.

Fig, 181.

—

pirie's double-furrow plough : j. fowler & co.

The Shropshires are few and unsatisfactory, the best

sheep being one got up after the usual style in which

Lord Chesham's sheep appear, and his lordship's pen of

ewes are very beautiful.

There are the usual small number of the Somerset
and Dorset Horned, and the only "Exmoor and other

Mountain " sheep consist of a few pens of Exmoors.

The following is the list of sheep prizes :

—

Judges.—Longwool and Oxford Downs : T. Ncwson, Camps-
field

; J. Carpenter, Dawlish. Shortwool : H, Wood, Merton
Hall ; E. Little, Langhill, Chippenham ; F. Budd, Hatch
Warren, Basingstoke.

Leichstrrs.
Yearling Ram.—1st and ad, iJio and ^£5, Mr. J. Tremainc,

Polsuc, Grampound.
Ram of any other age, —ist and 2d, ;Cio and £st Mr, T.

Potter, YcIIowford, Thorvelon, Cullompton.
Pen of s yearling Ewes.— ist, ;Cio, Mr. J. Tremaine ; 2d, £5,

Mr. J. Gould, Poltimore.

Cotswolds,
Yearling Ram.— 1st, j^io, Executors of T. Gillett, Farringdon ;

ad, £s, Mr. R, Swannick, Royal Agrieultural College Farm,
Cirencester.
Pen of 5 yearling Ewes.— 1st, .jCio, Mr. C. Spencer, Cow-

bridge ; 2d, £s, Mr. R, Swannick.

Devon Longwools.
Yearling Ram.— ist and 2d, £xo and £s, Mr, R. Comer,

Torweston, Williton.
Ram of any other age.— ist and 2d, ;Cro and £5, Mr. R.

Corner.
Pen of 5 yearling Ewes.— 1st and 2d, ,£10 and £5, Mr, R.

Corner.

Shropshires.
Yearling Ram.— ist and ad, ;Cio and £s, Lord Chesham,

Latimer, Chesham.
Ram of anv other age.— 1st, iJio, Lord Chesham ; 2d, £5, Mr.

R. White, Wareham. >
>

^:»

Hampshire Downs.
Yearling Ram-ist, ;Cio, Mr. J. Rawlence, Bulbridge,

Wilton
; ad, £s, Mr. A. Morrison, Tisbury

,,^^?f *"^°^''^'.*E'^r"'' ^^°' Wf- A. Morrison; 2d, /s,Mr. F. Bennett, Chilmark, Salisbury. '
*'^'

Pen of 5 yearling Ewes.— lat and ad, ;£io and £s, Mr. T
Rawlence.

almost direct into their shedding. The 2d horse
is the good bay "Nonpareil," the property of
Mr. Wynn, Alcester, Warwickshire. He is a horse
with a straight well ribbed barrel, good quarters,

and as good to look at all over as any one need to

see. As a 4-year-old he may be described as a
great good horse. Of the remaining animals there is

nothing worth noting. The mares are just the useful

farm animals which we have mentioned. The 1st prize

filly is a half-Clydesdale, with much of the Scotch form
and colour about her appearance. There are only
three entries of pairs of agricultural horses, and the

prize, which was given by Hubert Williams, Esq., was
awarded to a pair of naturally good and beautifully fed

and trimmed bays.

In the hunters, hacks, and ponies, there were a few
very choice animals. Mr. Festing's hunter is a
charming dark chestnut, five years old, being very
powerful, with good legs, and having fine style

and handsome appearance. The ponies under 14
hands are as select a class as we have seen for a
long time, the 1st and 2nd being respectively six

and eight years old. The younger one is more of a cob
than a pony, as she has full round quarters and
great power. Her action is perfection itself. The
younger one may be described as a perfectly formed
pony, and, so far as our notion of classification goes, she

was more deserving of the first place as a pony than the

stronger one with more substance and cobby action.

The following is the prize list :

—

Judges.—Hunters : J. E. Bennett, Bosworth Grange, Rugby ;

R. G- F. Howard, Temple Brewer. Agricultural Horses ; J.
Lovibond, Bridgewater ; J, Wood, Umberstone, Great Grimsby,

For Agricultural Purpose.*;.

Stallion, foaled before 1870.— 1st, ^25, Mr, J. Feavcr, Willow,
Bath ; 2d, ^^15, Mr. W. Wynn, Alcester.

Stallion, foaled in 1870.—1st, .^10, Mr. W. Thom, Wells ; ad,

;Cio. Messrs. E. & A. Stanford, Sleyning.
Mare and Foal, or in-foal.— ist. £1$, Mr. V. B. Watts, Mel-

,

combe ; 2d, Mr. W. Stanford, Stcyning.

we find that a fair quantity is merely an indication of
the stamina required for producing a good increase of
hardy pigs and useful meat. Hair is no proof that the
animal is coarse in quality. In the sows the Messrs.
Sexton had a splendid pair, and the less qiuntity

of hair they carried confirms the above view, as these
were awarded the 1st prize without hesitation. Some
other good animals came from the west, the exhibitors

of which will be deservedly found in our prize list :

—

Large Breed.

Judges.— S. Druce, Eynsham
; J. S. Turner.

Boar, above i year and not exceeding 2 years old.— ist, £s,
Messrs. J. & F. Howard, Bedford ; 2d, XI3, Messrs. R. E.
Duckering & Son, Northorpe.

Boar, not exceeding 1 year old.—istand2d, ;C5 and ;C3, Messrs.
R. E. Duckering & Son.
Breeding Sow in farrow, or exhibited with her litter.— ist.j^s,

Messrs. J. & F. Howard; 2d, £2, Messrs, R. E. Duckering &
Son.
Pen of 2 breeding Sows, not exceeding g months old.— 1st and

2d, £5 and £2, Messrs, R. E. Duckering & Son.

Small Breed (black).

Boar, above i year and not exeeeding 2 years old.— 1st, £5,
Mr. J. A, Smith, Bradford Pcvercll ; 2d, £i, Mr. W. M. Ware.

Boar, not exceeding i year old.— ist, ^5, Mr. W. W, Collier,
Horrabridge : ^d, £}, Lord Portsmouth.
Breeding Sow in farrow, or exhibited with her litter.— tst, £%,

Mr. T. R. Cornish, Tcignmouth ; 2d, £s, Mr, N. Bcnjafield,
Motcombe.
Pen of 2 breeding Sows, not exceeding 9 months old,— ist, £$,

G, M. Sexton, Wherstead ; 2d, £2, Mr. J. Tremainc, Grampound.

Small Breed (white).

Boar, above 1 year and not exceeding 2 years old,— ist, £5,
Messrs. R E. Duckering & Son ; ad, £2, Messrs. J, Wheeler &
Sons, Shipston-on-Stour.

Boar, not exceeding i year old.—tst, ;^5, Lord Rendlcsliam ;

ad, ^3, Mr. R. E. Duckering.
Breeding Sow in farrow, or exhibited with her litter.— 1st, £s,

Messrs. R. E. Duckering & Son ; ad, £2, Messrs, J. Wheeler
& Sons.
Pen of 2 breeding Sows, not exceeding 9 months old.— 1st, £5,

Messrs. R. E. Duckering & Son ; 2d, £2, Mr, R. White,
Wareham,

Berkshire (not allowed to compete in any other class).

Boar, above 1 year and not exceeding a year* old.— iBt, £$»
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3d, jC5> ' spring, tank or barrel, and B is the outlet whence it passes

I

^^^^y- Bythisarrangemcntitwillbeseen thatthestream

of water is from tube to tube from the bottom to the

Mr. R. Suannick, Royal Agricultural College Farm
Mr. H. Humfrcy, Shrivenham.

Boar, not exceeding i year old.— ist, £5. Mr. J. A.
Baydon; 2d, £5, Mr. A. Stewart, Gloucester. t% 1 ,- . . j ^

Breeding Sow in farrow, or exhibited with her lltler.-ist. ^5. ^^P'. „ ^^ ^^^ "^^ ^^ ^^P^ ^'^^ ^''^^5' ^^'^ ^^ "^""^^ ^^T
Mr. A. Stewart ; 2d, /:^, Mr. R. Swannick. ,

rapidly or slowly accordmg to the temperature of the

Pen of 2 breeding Sowb, not
exceeding g months old. — ist,

jCs, ^ir. G. A. Prevost. Dor-
chester : 2d, £2, Messrs. J.
Wheeler & Sons.

IMPLEMENTS.
This department is com-

posed of an immense col-

lection ; in fact, it seems to

us that this Society might
advisedly adopt the idea

recently proposed at the

Royal Agricultural Society,

viz., to allow only one
article of the same kind
and pattern to be shown
by each exhibitor. This
would have no detrimental

effect in regard to all the

leading agricultural ar-

ticles, and stands of a

dozen or 20 articles of

exactly the same form and
appearance seems to be a

ridiculous exhibition, both
as regards the avowed ob-

ject of agricultural societies and the trade of the
exhibitors themselves. In the miscellaneous stalls this

rule cannot be enforced ; but here some restriction is

due to the agricultural implement makers, who put in

an appearance at these meetings at a great cost, and
also to the shopkeepers of the towns in which these

shows are held ; for, however anxious the large number
of itinerant salesmen who now turn up at these meet-
ings, may be to have stalls ** where country people
most do congregate," they are given too much to

diverting the attention of the visitors from the agri-

cultural departments.

The novelties of the show are few and far between,
but the established macliines of the farm are now so
numerous and effective in performing the work re-

quired of them, that the value of them to the farmer is

nearly reduced to the cost of the several articles, the
quality of the material, and the mechanical skill with
which they are fitted.

Mr. John Davey, Crofthole, St. German's, Corn-
wall, however, sends a decided novelty in a double-
furrow turnwrest plough. He has before exhibited a

single-furrow turnwrest, which consists in two mould-
boards, which stand in about the same position to each
other as the wings of a bird do when wide open.
When this implement is at work the upper mould-
board is carried in a diagonal position over the un-
ploughed land, and, when the end is reached, these
breasts are thrown round by a lever, and the one
which has cut the last furrow rides uppermost, and the
other is in position for going back and turning a
furrow up to the one which was turned in coming the
other way. This two-furrow plough is made so far

on the same plan ; but as it is necessary
to lift a plough with two shares when the end is turned
an additional arrangement is applied. This consists in

a chain passing through the tubular shaft on which is

the plough body that carries the

plough. The front end of this

chain is attached to an upright

bolt, which rests on the front

axle, and the hind end of the

chain is attached to a lever fitted

with a rest for the foot. When,
therefore, it is required that the

plough should slide upon the

surface, the ploughman's foot is

placed upon the lever, the chain

is drawn backwards, and the

front of the plough is raised to

the level of the eye to which this

ruiming chain is fixed to the up-
right pin aforesaid. This action

of the chain and lever is certainly

effective, and easily worked, and
the only objections we see to the

implement are its weight, compli-

cated construction, and conse-

quent cost. We omitted to say
that when the plough is thrown
round and reversed, a shoe is

forced down by an ingenious

arrangement for the purpose of

the implement being easily turned
round to the work when at the
end. Something was said about
the efficiency of the work, but
this depends of course upon the
position of the cutting parts and
the form of the mouldboards,
ploughs.

Lawrence's Patent Capillary Refrigerator is another
novelty in its application to milk. It consists in an ar-

rangement of pipes for receiving cold water, over which,
or on the outside, the milk is allowed to run. Of this

we give an illustration (fig. 183) : A is the water inlet,

which is conducted by pipe (shown) from an elevated

Fig. 182.—coi.eman's i'otato digger.

water itself and the weather. The milk, as will be
seen by the man pouring it, is received in a tube, and
is allowed to fall into a small trough with perforations,

the whole length of its bottom. Thus it falls on the

Fig. i8j.

—

Lawrence's MiLk refrigerator.

tubes, around which it runs successively till it reaches
the bottom, when it falls into another trough, and is

caught, in a pail as illustrated. Thus in a few minutes
a large body of milk may be sufficiently cooled to travel

the milk passes over an outward surface, and there-

fore no danger of sourness need arise from the
tubes becoming foul and generating enough lactic

acid to turn any quantity of milk into a sour con-
dition. The cost of this machine, besides, is very

moderate, according to the

amount of service that can
be got out of it in a dairy

where a few or many cows
are kept. It is almost
superfluous to add that

when the weather is very

cold, and it would be
better to preserve or raise

the temperature of milk,

this apparatus is equally

adapted for passing milk

over warm water.

Pirie's plough, with

three diagonal wheels for

turning two or more fur-

rows, as now made by
Messrs. Fowler & Co.,

may be described as the

perfection of simple and
elegant construction, which
will be readily observed by
the illustration (fig. 181)

of it which we give. It

is indeed so simple in its

construction, and therefore

so suitable for putting into the hands of any un-

skilled lad to "fettle" and guide, that we need say

nothing more of its merit than refer our readers to the

accompanying drawing, which shows every point of

itself.

Messrs. Ransome, Sims & Co. have added to their

prize "Star" rake a seat for the driver. This is not

shown in fig. 1 84, but it can be fixed or not, as required.

The efficiency of a rake depends on the sweep of the

teeth, so that while the points run close to the ground,

they do not scratch up the soil and make the hay or

corn dirty, at the same time that the draught is greatly

increased, and on the command the boy or man may
have over the implement when it is full, by means of

the leverage for raising the teeth high up for drop-

ping what they have gathered. From having fre-

quently seen the "Star" rake at work, we can pro-

nounce it to be the perfection of mechanical arrange-

ments. As it is fitted, moreover, with steel teeth

worked into the form of the letter T, it is both light

and strong enough to resist a strong or sudden strain,

and either laterally or backwards.

Messrs. Coleman & Morton's Improved American

Potato Digger (fig. 182) is much more easily worked
than Hunson's, with its revolving arms carrying small

diggers, which throw the soil and Potatos laterally

from the implement. The friction of the latter imple-

ment and the soil caused by this motion makes very

heavy horse work. By this implement, however, as

will be readily seen by the accompanying drawing, the

Potatos are first lifted with a double plough in the

ordinary way ; this plough is followed by a wheel fitted

on both sides with spikes placed diagonally. That the

Potatos may be placed under the influence of this

wheel, they are swept towards it by a mouldboard

on each side, which throws the soil and Potatos

raised by the double plough upon the diagonal spikes,

and thereby, as this wheel re-

volves in going forward, the

Potatos are lifted from the soil

and dropped in rows upon the

surface. While, therefore, the

draught of this implement is as

little as possible, its operation

is very effective, and the Potatos

are much more readily gathered

up than when they are broad-

casted over the soil.

it does other

Fig. 1S4.

—

ransome's horse-rake.

safely any distance by railway. As this practice is

largely pursued, much of the milk of the large towns

being carried 50 miles or more by train, this simple

and inexpensive apparatus cannot fail to be of great

service to dairy farmers. In hot weather, too, butter

is made of much better flavour if the milk is

cooled as soon as it is drawn from the cow. One
great merit of this machine is, it will be observed,

FIELD TRIALS.

Although this Society does

not award prizes for machinery,

land is provided for cultivating

and for showing the merits of

reapers and mowers.
Of the cultivating machinery,

Messrs. Amies, Barford & Co.,

exhibited their system of doing

this by steam-power, which they

worked with two men and three

boys. To accomplish this, one

man has to attend to both the

windlass and engine, which he

can do by a novel method of

arranging a cord in an endless

form from the lever, by which the

steam is turned off and on to the

front of the windlass. This cord is

carried on pulleys held by arms on the engine and wind-

lass, and it is so arranged that the man in attendance

can act upon the engine, whether he be in front of

the windlass, between it and the engine, or on either

side. These makers' system is substantially that of

Mr. Smith, of Woolston, but they have adopted many
important improvements, one of which is the use of

Campain's self-acting anchor, by which greater security
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and regularity are attained, and the labour of a man
man is saved. The work done with their iron beamed
balance plough was as good as any we ever saw, and
the cultivation at about 7 inches deep with an imple-
ment that would, if we recollect, be similar to Mr.
Smith's No. 3, was capital for the regularity with
which it was done, and—to use the orthodox term

—

for the way in which it was "smashed up."
Messrs. Howard, of Bedford, also worked their

system, and they did some very effective work.
Messrs. Fowler's double-engine system was in use

on Wednesday, under the direction of the owner of the

tackle, who is a local man. Of this operation we,
however, only saw a part, which was the placing of

the engines, the required movements of which were
carried out with great facility, one of them having been
driven through a difficult gateway by a small boy.
With the work done by the system of this firm our
readers are familiar. On a large scale, or for letting

out, there is no doubt nothing like the double-engine
system, but for smaller occupations and small hilly

fields we find that Mr. Smith's system, as improved
by Messrs. Amies & Barford, is frequently approved.
To which system, however, we shall all ultimately

settle down, or whether or not one system will prevail,

are questions which time only can solve.

The reaping and mowing trials took place in fields

of Rye and Rye-grass close to the showyard. Both
crops were standing well up, and therefore easily

operated upon. All the leading makers were there,

and they all did the work well. There are many
variations in the machines, but each one has its special

advantage for some particular purpose, such as cutting

hillsides and irregular places, or for corn more or less

twisted. Some of the machines are, however, easily

altered and adapted to almost every condition, so great

is the perfection to which experience and skill have
reduced their mechanism. Messrs. Hornsby & Son,
Messrs. Burgess & Key, Messrs. Samuelson & Co.,
Mr. Walter A. Wood, Messrs. Picksley & Sims,
Messrs. Brigham & Co. (all the way from Berwick-on-
Tweed), and Mr. Kearsley were the principal exhibitors

of these machines in action in the fields.

SEEDS, &c.

Messrs. Carter & Co., of 237 and 238, High
Holborn, exhibit some fine specimens of their prize
stocks of Mangel, remarkable for their keeping qualities

and for the great weight they will produce per acre.

They also show growing specimens of natural grasses,
Bromus Schrceieri, and Carter's New Annual Blue
Clover, a very quick growing forage plant, which was
highly spoken of by some of the members of the
Council of the Royal Agricultural Society, who tried it

last year. In addition to these there are also several
hundred sample bags of seeds for the garden and the
farm.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, of Reading, make a very
imposing display, in fact, a complete museum of the
goods in which they deal, comprising upwards of 200
varieties of grass suitable for the various soils of the
country, a remarkable collection of agricultural roots
grown in 1871, in fine sound condition—among them
their well-known Mammoth Long Red Mangel, which
for successive years has taken many prizes, and their

Champion Swede, " to which upwards of ^2000 has
been awarded in prizes since its introduction." Among
the forage plants, Sutton's New Giant Hybrid Cow
Clover, a hybrid between the common red Clover
and Cow-grass, is extraordinarily productive, "pro-
ducing, under favourable circumstances, three heavy
crops for mowing or grazing in one year." It is

remarkably succulent, and is said to have the great
merit of succeeding on soils that will not grow red
Clover.

Messrs. W. S. Bolton & Co., of Norwich, have, in

connection with the horticultural department, a large col-
lection of glass-houses and frames, which they offer at
marvellously low prices. They exhibited wire-netting,
too, in various forms and sizes, for stopping the course
of rabbits or hares when bound for a garden of vege-
tables, or a field of succulent plants that may be in
favour with these enemies to profitable cultivation. A
large number of other articles for use in cultivating the
field and garden were exhibited by this firm at very
moderate prices.

however, that the provision of well-bred horses, as

hunters, roadsters, and harness horses, is not properly a

department of EngUsh agriculture. Many farmers make
horse breeding part of their business, and of course find

such meetings as that which we thus merely chronicle

a most important market place. We understand a

great many sales have been effected during the week.
Among the prize-takers of the week, Major Peploe's
" Pioneer," a weight carrying hunter, signalised him-
self by carrying off, in addition to the head prize in his

own class, the Agricultural Hall Cup, offered for the

best of the four classes in which the hunters were
arranged. The prizes were awarded by the following

judges :

—

Hunters and Thoroughbred Stallions: Sir Watkin W. Wynn,
Bart.. M.P. , Captain Percy Williams, Henry Villebois, Esq.
Hacks. Harness, and Half-bred Stallions : The Earl of Shannon,
Lord Cahhorpe, Colonel Maude, C.E.

Hunters,^The Agricultural Hall Cup, value 50 gs., for the
best Hunter out of the four ist prize horses in classes i, 2, 3, and
4,—Major Peploe, Hereford, " Pioneer."

Class i. Hunters, weight carrieri, equal to not less than
15 stones.— ISC [^60), Major Peploe, Hereford, for " Pioneer ;"

2d (^3o\ W Farquhar, Esq., 58, King- Street, St. James's, for

"Viscount ;" 3d (^20), Mr. T. Percival, Wansford, for "Cigar."
Class 2. Hunters, without condition as to weight.— ist (A50),

Mr. H. Jewison, Raisthorpe, for "Landmark;" 2d (.£25), Mr.
Percival, Wansford, for " Free and Easy;" 3d (.£15], J. M- T-
Musgrave, Esq., for "Marmalade."
Class 3. Hunters, 4 years old.—^ist OC50), Mr. Henry Sanders,

Brampton Hall, for " Brampton Boy ;" 2d {£2s), Mr. William
Core. Fletton, for "Moslem;" 3d, C. Walford Kellock, Esq.,
for " Erl King."
Class 4. Hunters, without cnndition as to weight, and not

exceeding 15.2 hands high.— 1st (^40), Major Queniin, Wood-
leigh, for "Bay ;" 2d (;£2o). Captain Young, Isle of Wight, for
" Tradesman ;" 3d, C. J. Phillips, Esq., Mortlake, for " Lincoln,"
Class 5. Riding Horses, fine action and quality essential, of

any height exceeding 15.2 hands high.— 1st (^20}, J. Douglas
Murray, Esq., for "Marvel ;" 2d (;^io), Mr. W. H, Harrison,
Market Harborough, for " Roebuck ;" 3d (^5), Mr. G. Gurnell,
sen., Brigg, for " Blackbird."
Class 6. Cover Hacks and Roadsters, weight carriers, not

exceeding 15,2 hands high,— ist (jC^s), Henry Frisby, Esq., for
" Matchless ;" 2d (^10), Joseph Noble Beasley, Esq., Northamp-
ton, for " Filbert ;'' 3d (^5), Captain Jay, for " Confidence,"

Class 7. Park Hacks and Ladies' Horses, not exceeding 15.2
hands high.— isl {.£20), Captain Digby Wingfield, for " Con-
ceit ;" 2d (-i^io), J. Douglas Murray, Esq., for "Firefly;" 3d
(,^5), no award.

Cl.\ss 8. Harness Horses, not exceeding 15.2 hands high.

—

For the horses of the best stiape with park action, exhibited in

single harness with suitable carriages.— ist (^15), Mr. C. Baynes,
Portland Place, for "Columbia;" 2d (.£ioj, H. Frisby, Esq., for
" Dewdrop."
Class g. Park Hacks and Ladies' Horses, not exceeding 15.

i

handshigh.— ist (;[!;2o), Mr. P. Hornsby, for"Hilda;" 2d(£io),
H. Frisby, Esq,, for " Gamcboy ;" 3d {£5), F, Jacobs, Esq., for
" Desideratum.''

Class 10. Park Cobs, High Steppers, not exceeding 14.2

hands high.— ist (.£20), Mr, John Grant, for " Tinker ;" 2d
{£10), Henry Frisby, Esq., for 'Dunstan;" 3d (^5), the Earl of
Rosslyn, for " Burton."
Class ii. Harness Horses, not exceeding 14.2 handshigh.—

i-^t {£15), Mr. L. Lawson, for " Flight ;" 2d (;£io). Mr. S. Lease.
Preston, for "Rattler;" 3d (£s), H. Frisby, Esq., for "Dun-
stan."
Class 12.—Ponies, not exceeding 13.3 hands high, in single

harness.— 1st (j^rs), Stud Farm, Cobham, for " Kitty ;" 2d, {^8),
Mr. E. C. Hedges, Wapping, for " Emperor ; 3d, (£5), Mr.
M. Kennedy, Ulverston, for " Bob."
Class 13. .Stallions, thoroughbred.—The Agricultural Hall

Medal and £so, His Excellency the Earl Spencer, K.G., for
" Dalesman."

Class 14. Stallions, Half-bred, not less than 15 hands high,
for eetting Roadster Trotters,— ist [the Agricultural Hall Medal
and £30], Mr. Henry Holmes, for " North Star ;" zd (the Agri-
cultural Hall Medal and;{;i5l, Mr. Charles Beart, for " Ambi-
tion."

Class 15. Stallions, of any breed, under 15 hands high, for

getting Hacks or Cobs.— 1st (the Agricultural Hall Medal and
^15), Mr. John Grout, for " Mercury ;" 2d (the Agricultural
Hall Medal), Mr. James Coker, for " Norfolk Cob."
Class 16. Stallions, not exceeding 133 hands high, for petting

ponies. —(The Agricultural Hall Medal and ^10), Stud Farm,
Cobham, for "Perfection."

Extra Class Harnfrs Prizes.

Extra Class— A. For the best pair of Phaeton Horses, with
park action, to be shown in an appropriate Phaeton and Harness
— fiJio), Lord Caringlon.
Extra Class— B. For the best pair of Ponies in Harness, not

exceeding 14.2 hands high.—(^10), Stud Farm, Cobham, for
" Dandy " and " Swell."
Extra Class— C. For a well-appointed Tandem of Horses or

Ponies.— (^5), Mr. C. Myoring, Walsall.
E.\tra Class— D. For a Four-in-hand of Ponies.—(^i2\

Miss Richardson Gardner.

THE HORSE SHOIV, ISLINGTON.
The Agricultural Hall has been thronged througl;

out the week by crowds to witness a capital show of
horses. Upwards of lOO hunters in four classes, more
than 100 riding horses, cover hacks and roadsters, park
hacks, ladies' horses and cobs, four classes of harness
horses, about 50 ponies, and some 20 or 30 stallions,
pure-bred, half-bred, and " of any breed," make up
the collection

; and it has been a great enjoyment to
many thousand spectators, including on Wednes-
day last their Royal Highnesses the Prince and
Princess of Wales, and on Thursday His Rnyal
Highness Prince Arthur, to witness the daily
parade, the compelilion of harness horses, and the
leaping. The shovi' would have mure direct agricul-
tural interest if draught and team horses had classes in
It. As it is, the demands upon our space by subjects
of direcler agricultural importance hinder us from giving
much more than the prize li»t. It must not be supposed.

Some (S^orresponkntc.

Red Rust in Colonial Wheat.—The following

fact may prove interesting as regards the red rust which
is so extensively injurious to the Wheat crops in

Australia and Canada. A very choice sample of

Wheat was sent to me from Canada ; so, judging from
former experience how inferior colonial Wheat results

on my farm, I only dibbled it on a part of two lands or

stetches in the middle of a field drilled with CJolden

Drop English Wheat. All went on luxuriantly until

recently, when the two lands of Canadian Wheat
showed signs of red rust, and are now a shining red

among the green. But they are evidently infecting

the adjoining Wheal, especially that close to them,
and the red tinge is gradually spreading, so that

I fear an acre or more may be damaged, and
that it may prevent my being able safely to sell the

Golden Drop for seed, which I intended to do. The
fact is interesting, for we may safely conclude that the

disease is in or on the seed, and that it is not so mnch
a question of climate. I should therefore like to know,
in the interest of our Canadian and Au'itralian friends,

wheiher they soak or steep their Wheat as we do in a
solution of copper or some other dressing. I should

imagine that they do not. Fortunately for the cause of
comparison and discovery, we did not steep the hand-
ful of Canadian Wheat sent to us : it is more than prob-
able that if we had done so it would have been free

from rust, like the rest of my Wheat crops. Those in-

terested in colonial agriculture will be quite welcome to

inspect the crop between this and harvest time. J. J.
Mecki, Tiptree Hall, June 4.

Rats.—Allow me, sir, to state how we keep the

rats in subjection here. I feel fully persuaded there is

nothing so efficacious as poison to clear the premises of

them. The way our keeper {my neighbour) sweeps
them off is as follows :—Feed them well for two or

three nights with barley-flour or Indian corn-flour;

mixed with water into a paste ; this is to draw them
together. Then the third or fourth night mix a shilling

bottle of phosphorus with the paste or meal. You will

be some time after before you are troubled with them
again. By mixing the phosphorus with the meal, they
cannot carry it about, which if put on bread and butter
they are apt to do, to the poisoning of the poultry.

It is advisable that you be up early in the morning,
before daylight, to take away what remains, or the
poultry or the birds, who are generally early risers may
get poisoned therefrom. A square box might be made
with eight holes in it, just sufficient to admit a rat:

then there would be no fear of poisoning anything
else. W. Brown, Merevale.

In continuation of the subject broached by
your well-timed leader of last week, the following from
a local paper may perhaps be thought worth a comer
in your columns.

" Upton-on-Severn.— 77?^ Rat's Palace—The Palace
Farm, a short distance from this town, has been for

several years, to the owners of terriers and similar breeds
of dogs, famous for its rats. You had only to take your
dog along the road towards Welland of a damp evenmg.
and you were sure of sport. The ricks have been allowed
to stand and increase year after year as a refuge for desti-

tute rats, whilst other rats, more fortunate, have been
bred and born, if not in the palace, at least on the estate,

living on the fat of the land without fear of want ; but the
old saying, ' Every dog has his day,' holds good also in

respect to rats. Owing lo a change in the management,
the ricks are now being threshed, and the place is be-
sieged with the sporting class, from the gent to the
labourer, the former with his dog, and latter, as an out-
sider, with his club-stick. On Monday last some hun-
dreds of rats were killed during the day ; but the greatest
slaughter it is expected will be about the end of this week,
when the ricks get reduced, and ttie rats have less means
to escape. This is not the only farm where the ricks are
left for rats. It is a pity but that the law could prevent
gentlemen possessing abundance of this world's comforts
themselves from wasting food, whilst there are so many
poor creatures in want of bread."

—

IVorccsfer Chronicle,
May 25.

" This is not the only farm where the ricks are left for

rats !" And yet philosophers, philanthropists, politi-

cal economists, and newspaper scribes are at their wits'

end for facts regarding our diminishing home produc-
tion and increasing consumption of food ! Surely
those to whom "the law of supply and demand" is

the favourite theme, may find here materials where-
with to "point a moral," if not "adorn a tale." If

one may be allowed to further parody a couplet which
appears in your last, it should be

" 111 fares the land, to hastening ills a prey,
Where rats accumulate and ricks decay."

Having had but little experience in "rat-baning," I

am sorry I cannot oblige you with a recipe of
flavouring substances which these pests of the farm
cannot resist, or open up to your readers any other
royal road to rat-catching. I have generally found a
few hours with dogs and ferrets deal destruction

to the enemy to a considerable extent when the
terriers' noses were true, and their little pink-eyed,
bloodthirsty assistants well trained ; though steel traps,

smeared with oil of Rhodium and Aniseed, are, I

believe, the secret means of success to many cunning
"professors." Painting their usual haunts with gas-

tar sometimes causes an exit to other and less odorifer-

ous quarters, whilst a live rat so painted and turned
down serves a notice of ejectment upon the whole
colony. Any of these remedies may prove effective

under ordinary circumstances ; but where, as in the
case above recorded, rat-preserving has become a
recognised agricultural practice, the only recipe would
seem to be "a strong dose of law," to be repeated till

extermination takes place. Cedrk, ytt'it^ 4.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Councit, ; Wednesday, June J,

—

Present: Sir Walkin W. Wynn, Hart., M.P., Presi-

dent, in the chair ; Earl Cathcart, Viscount Ossing-
ton, Lord Chesham, Lord Kcsteven, Lord Tredegar,
Lord Vernon, the Hon. H. C. Liddcll, M.P. ; Sir
Massey I.opcs, Marl., M.P. ; Sir A. K. M.icdonald,
Hart. ; Mr. li.ildwin, Mr. Harnett, Mr. Powly, Mr.
Cantrell, Mr. Davies, Mr. Hcnt, M.P. ; Mr. Druce,
Mr. Edmonds, Mr. Hiandrelh Gibbs, Mr. Hornsby,
Mr. Wren Hoskyns, M P. ; Mr. liowen Jones,
Colonel Kingscote, M.P. ; Mr. Leeds, Mr. Mcintosh,
Mr. Maslen, Mr. Mib.vard, Mr. Pain, Mr. Randell,
Mr. Rawlence, Mr. Ridley, M.P. ; Mr. Shuttleworth,
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Mr. Scatter, Mr. Stone, Mr. Thompson, Mr. Torr,

Mr. Jabez Turner, Mr. Wakefield, Mr. Earle Welby,

.M.P. ; Mr. John Wells, Mr. W. Wells, M.P. ;

Lieut.-Col. Wilson, Mr. Jacob Wilson, and Dr.

Voelcker.

The following were elected Governors :—

Earl Fitzwilliam, Wentworth Woohouse. Rolherham,

Earl Cowley, Draycot House, Chippenham.

The Marquis of Westminster, K.G., Eaton Hall, Chester.

Lord Leconfield, Petworth House, Sussex.

A hundred and eight new members were elected.

FiN'AN'CES.—Mr. Davies presented the report, from

Mdiich it appeared that the secretary's receipts during

the past month had been duly examined by the com-

mittee, and by Messrs. Qiiilter, Ball & Co., the

Society's accountants, and found correct. The balance

.at the bankers on May 31 was £2TfZ 6s. 8</., while

jC^ooo remains at deposit.

JouRN.\L.—Mr. Thompson (chairman) reported that

i\Ir. Corbet had accepted the office of reporter of the

e>*hibition of live stock at the Cardiff meeting, and

that the committee recommended that the application

-from the United States' department of agriculture at

Washington be complied with, and that the Society's

yournal be in future presented to the departmental

library. This report having been adopted, Mr.

Thompson, in reference to the notice which had been

given by the committee, that they would move for a

vote of ^100 to be expended in obtaining a report on

foreign agriculture, stated that there was a difference

of opinion in the committee with regard to the country

to be reported upon ; he also mentioned that there

were at present some objections to selecting France as

the country to be visited, in consequence of the effect

of the late war upon the agriculture of the country, and

more particularly on account of the late prevalence of

the cattle plague, which has not yet been entirely got

rid of. He therefore preferred a district of Germany
which had not been affected by these disturbing causes,

and he especially selected Wurtemburg as being one

of the best small-farm districts in Europe, and as being

the country—according to the agricultural statistics

issued by our Board of Trade, where the average pro-

duction of wheat reached the high figure of 40 bushels

per statute acre. Although he was of opinion

that there must be some mistake in the figures,

he thought that the district ought to be reported,

upon, and that at the same time inquiries should be

made in the Rhenish piovinces and other places across

the track of the armies in the late war, with a view of

showing the effect of restrictions in preventing the

spread of cattle plague, and, on the contrary, the

spread of the plague in the absence of quarantine and
other regulations. He therefore moved, "That the

Journal Committee be authorized to expend ^100 in

obtaining a report by the secretary on the farming

of Baden and Wvirtemburg, with some incidental notice

of the circumstances attending the visit of the cattle

plague to the western portions of Europe in 1S70-71."

After a question about the statute acre, put by Lord
Ossington, had been replied to, Mr. Jacob Wilson
stated that he was of opinion that it would be better to

decide, in the first place, whether any grant should be

made ; secondly, whether the report should be on
English or Continental farming ; and, thirdly, if the

district selected were Continental, whether it should be

a large or a small farm district. He admitted that an

average production of 40 bush, of Wheat per acre was
very wonderful if it ^vas true, but, on the other hand,

he maintained that Holland and North Germany
offered lessons which the English farmer might learn,

while Wurtemburg and Baden did not; and therefore he

considered that a report on the large-farm district would
be more in accordance with the first object of the Society

as stated in the Charter, which referred particularly to

the collection of information which has been proved

by practical experience to be useful to the cultivators

of the soil. He therefore moved as an amendment,
** That, considering that a report on small farming on
the Continent has so recently appeared in the Journal^

it is not desirable at this moment to have another

report on the same subject."—Earl Cathcart stated that,

since the subject had been under the consideration of

the Journal Committee, he had re-read some of the

standard works on the agriculture of France ; and
although in that country good rapresentatives of all the

various styles of European farming could be found, he
acknowledged the objections which Mr. Thompson had
also admitted ; and he should therefore support the

original motion, although at the same he felt the force

of the view put forward by Mr. Jacob Wilson.—The
Hon. H. G. Liddell, M.P., considered that one of the

most important subjects of the day was the question of

checking cattle-plague and other contagious and in-

fectious diseases of stock. The Privy Council were
continually besieged by the representatives of the

"consuming" interests, and he considered that the

Society was the best channel through which the Privy
Council could receive information that would assist

them in maintaining the quarantine regulations on the
importation of foreign stock ; he should, therefore,

concur with the Journal Committee.—Air. Randell
asked whether either way was the best in which a grant
of money could be expended, or whether it would not
be better to limit the inquiry entirely to the cattle

plague. He considered that another article on the im-
provement of grass land, like the one recently written

hy Mr. Thcmpson himself, rather than one on Conti-

nental farming, would be most interesting and useful to

the members of the Society ; but if the Council decided

upon a foreign report, he would move that the investi-

gation be confined entirely to the cattle plague.—Lord
Chesiiam stated that he would second a proposal to

omit all reference to the Continent,—Mr. Dent Dent,

M.P., confessed that he, for one, knew very little of

German farming, and would consider a report upon it

most interesting. They had recently had reports upon
home and Irish farming, and in the next yourual the

farming of Wales would be treated of in connection

with the farm prize competitions ; he also urged the diffi-

culty of keeping up the interest and readable nature of the

Journal without such reports as the one contemplated.—
Sir Massey Lopes, Bart., M.P., would prefer a report

on the recent outbreak of cattle plague in Europe as

being the most practical paper they could obtain. He
thought that the Journal ought to be made practical

rather than readable.—Mr. M. W. Ridley, M.P., said

that, with other members of the Journal Committee,

he did not see the necessity of spending ;i;^ioo for a

report on Continental farming, as he thought that, if

foreign publications were searched, interesting papers

might be obtained without that expenditure.—Mr.

Wells, M.P., had understood that there was aunanimous
feeling in the Journal Committee in favour of a grant

for a report on Continental farming, the only difference

of opinion being, as he considered, in reference to the

district to be visited. He should support Mr. Thomp-
son's proposition.—Mr. Milward, while agreeing with

Mr. Wells as to the feeling of the committee in favour

of the grant, would support Mr. Wilson's proposition

in preference to Mr. Thompson's. After some further

discussion the proposition was divided, and a vote

was called for on the question whether a grant of ^100
should be made for the purpose of obtaining a report

by the secretary on Continental farming. An amend-
ment was thereupon moved by Mr. Pain, and seconded

by Mr. Bowley, to leave out the words " Continental

farming." On a division, the amendment was carried

by 19 votes against 15. Mr. Thompson thereupon

stated that, after that decision, the committee were

not at present prepared to pursue the subject further.

Chemical.—Mr. J. Dent Dent, M.P., reported

that Dr. Voelcker had had submitted to his in-

vestigation, during the last twelve months, five cases

of inferior cake, partly composed of spoiled earth-nut

cake and flavoured with locust-meal. In all these

cases, illness, and in some the death of the stock

feeding on the cake ensued ; and the Professor is carry-

ing out lurther investigation for the purpose of pre-

paring a paper for the Journal on the subject. The
committee suggested that the use of such cakes and

their effect on stock might form a fit subject of inquiry

(or the veterinary department of the Society.—This

report was adopted.

General, Cardiff.—Mr. Randell presented the

following report :—The committee recommend that

10,000 stock and 5000 implement catalogues be printed

for the Cardiff meeting ; that the sum of £dpo be

allowed for the cost of advertising ; and that the honorary

director, in conjunction with the Mayor of Cardiff, be

requested to communicate with the Vicar of St. John's,

Cardiff, as to the arrangements for divine service in the

showyard. Mr Corbett reported that he had procured

the forage and straw as requested, and also the corn in

the straw for the trials of implements. The attention

of the local committee having been called to the state

of the preparations for supply of water to the show-

yard, they had undertaken to proceed therewith with-

out delay. The committee recommended that appli-

cation be made to the Home Secretary to allow the

Society to obtain the services of a sufficient number of

the London police during the show and the trials of

implements.—This report was adopted.

Showyard Contracts.—Mr. Randell (chairman)

reported that the committee had received the report of

the surveyor, certifying that Mr. Penny, the contractor,

is entitled to the payment of ;i^i400 on account ; and
that they had examined and approved a plan of per-

manently constructed refreshment-shed for the Bodega
Company.—This report was adopted.

Judges Selection.—Mr. Milward (chairman) re-

ported the recommendation of the committee that the

butter and cheese exhibited at Cardiff be judged on

Tuesday, July 16, and that the butter may come into

the yard on Tuesday until 9 o'clock in the momiftg.

—

This report was adopted.
Special Committee on Receipts and Expen-

diture. — Lord Vernon (chairman) presented the

following report of the committee :

—

At the meeting of the Council held last November,
attention was called to the financial results of the two last

country meetings, the published accounts of which show
the following deficiencies :—Oxford, ^^2504 4.1. %d. ; Wol-
verhampton, ^2174 16^. ^d. Total, ^4679 iJ. 'i-d. The
following motion was thereupon adopted :

—

" That a special committee be appointed to consider

the whole question of the receipts and expenditure of

the Society, and the possibility of securing equal results

at less cost."

A committee was appointed consisting of the following

representatives of some of the standing committees of the

Council :—Finance : Lord Bridport, Colonel Kingscote.

Mr. Davies.— Showyard Contracts: Lord Vernon, Mr.

Randell, Mr. Shuttleworth.—Stock Prizes : Mr. Dent,

Mr. Milward, Mr. Torr, Mr. Jacob Wilson.—Imple-

ment : Lieut. -Colonel Wilson, Mr. Booth, Mr. Ransome,
Mr. Thompson.

i Ins committee met m December and addressed the
followmg schedule of questions to the several standing
committees of the Council as well as to the officers of the
Society :

—

1. Should the quinquennial system of trials be ex-
panded, and thus lessen the annual expense to the
Society ?

2. Sliould the charge for accommodation be increased
to exhibitors of miscellaneous articles?

3. Can medals or certificates be given in place ol money
as implement prizes ?

4. Cost of labour at implement trials.

5. Can the cost of judges be diminished?
6. Can the showyard expenses be diminished?
7. Tickets to the Society's exhibitions ;— Free, season,

and railway.

8. Whether, and if so, by what means the number of
members may be increased ?

9. Investment of funds.
10. Consideration of the amounts now expended in the

different departments of the Society's operations, and
whether any improvement can be effected in their relative
proportions?

11. Can the expenses for employment of yardmen and
others be reduced ?

12. Can the bulk and therefore the expense of the cata-
logues be diminished?

13. Cost of advertising and bill posting?
14. The consulting engineer, honorary director and

secretary to report in what direction in their departments
economy can be effected ?

They also directed the secretary to prepare compara-
tive tabular statements of the Society's expenditure under
various heads for several years past.

The committee have since held three meetings and
received and discussed tlie reports in reply to these
queries from the showyard contracts, stock prizes, imple-
ment, veterinary, and finance committees, as well as from
the honorary director, consulting engineer, and secretary.
They recommend the adoption of the following sugges-

tions contained in the reports received from the standing
committees and the officers of the Society.
Showyard Contracts.— i. That as the Council, by

obtaining tenders for the erection of the showyard works,
have effected a saving to the Society of more than ;^rooo
per annum, and have also entered into a new contract
extending over five years upon terms still more advantage-
ous, the committee are unable to suggest any means of
effecting any considerable further reduction in the cost of
the showyard, and the Council may be satisfied with the
prices agreed to be paid for the works as shown upon the
plans now in use.

2. That in future there be no inner fence dividing the
stockyard from the implement-yard.

3. That the space left at the entrances may be dimin-
ished in future, thereby reducing the extent, and thus the
cost, of the outer fencing.

4. That the country meeting or other committee should
annually consider what should be the minimum size of
the showyard, and whether any reduction in extent on the
present arrangement can be made by diminishing the
spaces between the sheds.

5. That the present plan of horse boxes be abandoned,
and the stalls plan alone be adhered to, making the spaces
allotted to three stalls serve for two boxes for stallions, or
mares with foals—no boxes to be allowed for other classes.

The backs ot these stables to serve for outer fencing as far

as practicable.

Implements.— X. That the quinquennial rotation of
implements for trial be expanded to a septennial, subject

to a rule which shall enable the stewards to try any
prominent invention which may be exhibited for the first

time at any of the Society's meetings,
2. That the payment for shedding by the exhibitors of

miscellaneous articles be in future years los. per foot ; and
that a new schedule of miscellaneous articles be prepared.

Stock Prizes.—That the judges of stock be paid £$ and
first-class railway fare, instead of /"lo, as heretofore ;

and, further, that the number cf judges of live stock
should be limited as much as possible, by having only two
where the entries are short in number, or by one set taking
more than one division.

Finance.— i. That the issue of free tickets should be
restricted as much as possible.

2. That the sale of season tickets is advisable under
such conditions of price as the varying circumstances of

the different shows render necessary ; and that there is no
reason why the use of these season tickets should be
restricted as heretofore, to once only on each day of the

show.

3. That a carefully arranged scheme of co-operation
between the Society and the railway companies would be
productive of good financial results to the Society.

4. That the number of members may be largely

increased by the individual exertions of members of

Council and of members of the Society, in their respective

neighbourtioods.

5. That a classified list of members arranged in counties

be printed in the February number of the Journal.
6. That the Society's funds may be invested more pro-

fitably than at present, and that the Finance Committee
be empowered to invest the funds of the Society in any
securities in which trustees may legally do so.

Veterinary.—That in future two veterinary surgeons,

with their assistants, will be amply sufhcient to perform
the duties required of them at the Society's country
meeting.
Honorary Directors Department.— i. That the con-

tractor be requested to engage men for the Society's work
at the same price as he pays for his own.

2. That the attention of the surveyor be called to the
question of the Society's permanent buildings being raised

so much above the level of the ground as has been done
of late years, as this entails a considerable expenditure on
the local committee, and sometimes also on the Society.

3. That in future the award lists for stock contain only
the catalogue-numbers of the prize-winners, and the

description of the prize awarded.

4. That the attention of the surveyor be drawn to the
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question of substituting some other kind of division than

Imrdles between the sheep and pig pens, or of providing

the hurdles at a cheaper rate at the close of the existing

contract.

5. That the manure in the stockyard be put up for

public tender previous to the commencement of the show.

6. That the railway companies be requested to convey

the Society's dynamometers, boxes, *^c., on the same
terms as exhibitor's goods, viz., Iree on the return

journey.

7. That in futnre years the cost price to the Society

be charged to exhibitors of agricultural articles in the

seed and model sheds, and that exhibitors of non-agricul-

tural articles be charged 10s. per foot, as for ordinary

shedding.
Secretary's Report on Catalogues.—That in future years

exhibitors of agricaltnral implements should be charged

£x per page, or ^d. per line for odd lines, to defray the

cost of printing their list of exhibits in the catalogue
;

that exhibitors of miscellaneous articles (not agricultural)

should be charged double that amount, and that the

question of restrictions in the length of the description of

each implement be referred to the Journal Committee.
Secretary's Department.—L.odgings : i. That the con-

sulting engineers and engineer judges be in future allowed

£\ per diem in lieu of lodgings.

2. That the accommodation for the stewards be in

future provided by the authorities of towns, either free or

at a certain fixed charge, and that a question to this

effect be inserted in the usual country meeting queries.

Advertising : i. That the railway advertising be dis-

pensed with.

2. That the bill-posting in towns and villages within a

reasonable distance of the showyard should be continued.

(Signed), "Vernon, Chairman."

This report was adopted after a conversation, in the

course of which Mr. Bowen Jones stated that he con-

sidered the quinquennial rotation of implements for

trial long enough ; Mr. Masfen urged the individual

exertion of members of the Society to increase the

number of subscribers ; Earl Cathcart pointed out that

progress was the essential principle of the Society, and

should be carried out, if possible, in all its operations

as well as in its list of members; Mr. Jabez Turner,

Mr. Cantrell, and Mr. Randell concurred in consider-

ing that the amount given in prizes at the country

meetings should not be considered a charge against the

meetings ; and Lord Vernon summed up the result of

the work of the committee as likely to produce a gain

of ;^iooo per annum without any loss of efficiency.

Dr. Crisp's suggestion at the annual meeting having

been laid before the Council, it was moved by Colonel

Wilson, seconded by Lord Kesteven, and carried

unanimously, "That no beneficial result is likely to

arise from referring the condition of the agricultural

labourer to a committee of this Society."

Mr. Mihvard gave notice that at the next monthly

Council he will move that the Council meeting usually

held on the first Wednesday in August, be this year

held on Wednesday, July 31.

Letters were received from the Board of Trade and

the Secretary of the Austro-Hungarian Embassy com-
municating the prize-sheet of the exhibition of dairy

implements at Vienna next December ; and from Mr.

W. R. Robertson, general superintendent of the

Government farms in the presidency of Madras, en-

closing a report on agricultural experiments, conducted

on the Government experimental farm at Madras.

CHESHIRE.

The general meeting of the Cheshire Chamber of

Agriculture was held on Thursday of last week, at

Crewe, when Lord Egerton of Tatton, the President,

occupied the chair. The following is an extract from

the report which was read by the secretary (Mr. Thomas
Rigby) :—

At the third meeting of the Chamber the subject of— " The land laws considered as hindrances to the

thorough cultivation of the soil," was introduced by
l\]r. Latham, in a paper of great abihty. The meeting,

unfortunately, was a small one, and attended by few
landowners, so that the discussion was confined to very
few speakers, and those chiefly of one class. The council

regret that in the course of the debate opinions were ex-

pressed to which they should be sorry that the Chamber
should be considered in any way committed, viz. :

" That
the land in this country was not property in the sense of

properly ; it was the property of the nation, and should

only be held for its benefit." The council think that

Mr. Latham, in staling "that this was the principle on
which his paper was founded," exceeded the limits of dis-

cussion and the principles on which Agricultural Chambers
are founded, and they tmst that in future members will

abstain from expressing in the Chamber their own political

views, when there is ample opportunity for doing so else-

where, as such conduct must necessarily endanger the

well-being and existence of these excellent institutions.

The Chairman, in moving the adoption of the report,

which had been approved of by the council, referred to

the above paragragh. He next came to a very painful
.subject— painful because it implied in some degree a
little censure on one of the members of the Chamber.
Ever since he had had the honour of being president of
the Chamber, he never read anything with more pain,
or was more annoyed with anything, than the report of
the last discussion which took place in that Chamber,
because he fell it might render them liable to be misin-
terpreted, and might injure the cause all had in view

;

and that if discussions went on in future to the extent
they did on that occasion, many of the members might
withdraw, aid the very existence of such excellent

institutions as Chambers of Agriculture be endangered.

There were so many subjects connected with agricul-

ture that it was difficult to know where to draw the

line of demarcation. Still, while bethought as much
latitude as possible should be given, both to gentle-

men reading papers and those taking part in the

discussions, when they came to such ticklish subjects as

the Game Laws, the Land Laws, and the Law of

Primogeniture and Entail, they were approaching a line

at which they should stop before going too far. He
was bound to say that when such expressions were
made use of as to land not being property, but

that which belonged to the nation, and that it had
certain rights which should be conceded by landlords

before they were extorted by riot—he was bound to

say, and Mr. Latham would perhaps forgive him for

saying it, that that was going beyond the bounds of

what he (the noble chairman) should call fair dis-

cussion. These expressions might have been, as he

hoped they were, misinterpreted ; but he could not help

thinking, if they were used, that Mr. Latham was giving

the reins to his imagination, and speaking rather as he

would have done had he been on the hustings in Mid-
Cheshire.—As president of the Chamber, he (Lord

Egerton) had noticed this, he hoped, in a temperate

spirit, and without hurting Mr. Latham's or any gen-

tleman's feelings, and simply with the view of prevent-

ing discussions going to such a length that the existence

of the Chamber might be endangered. His lordship

then moved the adoption of the report, and said he
considered that by adopting it they would show that

they did not participate in the views expressed the

other day, while it would also be a pledge to all in the

Chamber and in the county that they would in future

take care they did not go beyond the limits of fair

discussion.

Mr. Randle Wilbraham asked for the nth rule

to be read.

The Chairman called attention to the first two
lines of the 1st rule

—"To watch over and discuss all

measures affecting agricultural interests." He then

read the nth— " All discussions shall be strictly con-

fined to the subjects set forth in the notices convening

the meetings at which they are held, and which shall

be clearly connected with the objects for which this

Chamber is instituted, and when requisite the sense of

the members thereon shall be ascertained by vote at

its close."

Sir Harry Mainwaring seconded the adoption of

the report.

Mr. G. W. Latham then rose and said he thought

he might object, as a point of order, to the report of the

council on a discussion in the Chamber. He held that

when a paper was read and discussion followed the

reading of it, it was the duty of the chairman for the

time being to control the speaker or to ask him to

explain at the time anything which was beyond the

limits of fair discussion or out of order; and he con-

fessed that in this case it should have been done,

because he believed the words put into his mouth
were not the words he used at the time. He had looked

in the various reports of the proceedings at the last

meeting, and he could not find it reported anywhere

that he said that the land of this country was not pro-

perty in the sense of property. He would have been

talking nonsense if he had said that. What he did say,

and what he maintained, was that land was not properi y

as other personal property was ; that there was an

essential difference between what was called real pro-

perty and what was called personal property ; and

that was the only doctrine he maintained at thc-

last meeting, and which he was prepared to main-

tain still. Now he would not go into the question,

but he was very glad to have this opportunity

because he believed he had been misunderstoi -d

by some and misrepresented by others, and he

hoped in the words he was going to say it would

appear that he was not quite such a sinner as Lord

Egerton believed ; that, after all, his opinions and his

(the speaker'^), though they might be expressed very

differently, were nearly the same. [We regret that

we must postpone till next week the substance of

Mr. Latham's very able speech. He concluded as

follows :—

]

He hoped they would do him the justice to believe

that what he had said he said for the good of agri-

culture, and not for party or political purposes. He
did not think that at the present time there was any-

body more capable of discussing tenant-right than a

Chamber of Agriculture, for by so doing they would go

a great way towards smoothing its introduction into

Parliament.

The Chairman : Excuse me, but we are not dis-

cussing tenant-right at the present moment.
Mr. Latham : We are discussing my paper, which

alluded to it, and my argument is, that we should not

abstain in future from expressing our opinions on a

subject which may be considered political. I hold

that politics, so long as they are not party politics, are

admissible. That question of tenant-right is one in

which all are largely interested, and I was going to

say

The Chairman : The question of lennnl-right may
be a matter for future discussion, but 1 think at the

present moment you should confine yourself chiefly to

an explanation of the views in your pnptr and the

discussion, and in them there was no allusion of any
kind or sort to tenant-right.

Mr. Latham : I wish to show that it is right to
discuss tenant-right, but I yield to your lordship. I
only wish to justify my paper, which your lordship
hinted was a party political move instead of an honest
attempt to do good. I hope people know me well
enough to believe that all I do in this Chamber I do to-

promote the cause of agriculture, and I cannot help
thinking that, when you come to look dispassionately^

at the discussion—that when you come to knock a»ide

the clouds of prejudice, and hard words are cleared up'

—you will believe that I have been misunderstood,,

and recognise in the paper an honest attempt to pro-

mote the cause of agriculture. I cannot think I shall'

be subjected to censure merely for having read
that paper and answered a question which was-

asked me. There was not the slightest attempt on my-
part to dictate to the Chamber, or the slightest attempt
to introduce party politics. I only threw out a few
suggestions, I daresay imperfectly enough, in the hope
that they might do good to agriculture ; and I was
very much disappointed, though Sir Harry said he
approved of the paper, that the Chamber did not dis-

cuss it, but were suffered to go off into a bye-path. Let
me ask you to approve of the motion that the para-

graph in the report commencing "The Council regret
"

down to the word "institution" should be omitted,

not only for my own sake, because I don't wish to sit

down under the imputations cast upon me, but because
the council has made itself into a sort of *' Star
Chamber " in penning such a paragraph as that, witli-

out hearing any defence or asking for an explanation ;

also, for the sake of the Chamber itself, which I believe

ought to look at questions broadly, and assert its-

justice, wisdom, and independence by carrying my
motion.

Mr. R. Dutton said, as his name had been brought
prominently forward, he wished to liave an opportu-

nity of explaining himself. His proposition in the

council was that the paragraph in question should be-

struck out. He was quite aware of the principle which
underlay Mr. Latham's paper, and notwithstanding his

explanation he (Mr. Dutton) confessed he could not

endorse what was contained in it. He was not so-

conversant with the legal aspect of the question as Mr.
Latham was. No doubt he was perfectly right, but

he (Mr. Dutton) thought it should be put in this way

—

What distinction is there between the owner of land

and the owner of houses? None.
Mr. Latham : None.
Mr. J. Slater: Ships?
Mr. Dutton : That was Mr. Swetenham's illus-

tration. Of course he knew that the Legislature had a.

perfect right to lake a man's houses or ships, or any-

thing else, if the emergencies of the country required it.

The Chairman said they should not go into another

discussion. He did not stop Mr. Latham, because it

was said in the council that he should have the fullest

opportunity for making any explanation he liked.

They could not now enter upon a discussion as to the

rights of property.

Mr. Dutton agreed with his lordship, but said he
was simply explaining his statements at the last meet-

ing. Perhaps it was a little unfortunate, being aware

of the principle underlying Mr. Latham's paper, that

he should express his dissent and ask the question he
did ask, and if he had known there would liave been

any misrepresentation or misunderstanding he would

have avoided asking it. He thought it desirable that

the council should not express any opinion upon the

paper read, for he objected to Sir Harry Mainwaring's

and Mr. Slater's, as he did to the other, and he thought

the council made a mistake when they did anything

but record facts. He hoped in future the council

would confine itself to what he thought was its duty,

and if he could be the means of pouring oil on the

troubled waters, as he was unfortunately the means of

stirring them, he would second that the paragraph

should be struck out, as he thought it would do no
harm to the Chamber, it being pretty generally known
that they did not sympathise with certain views ; and

anything like a reflection upon a gentleman who rearl

a paper of considerable ability should be erased, as it

would be invidious to single out this one paper for sucit

comments, when other papers had been read to which

equal objection might be taken.

Mr. George Willis wished, as a tenant-farmer,

and one who liad an interest in the cultivation of the

soil, to say a word or two upon the point under dis-

cussion. It was stated in the first rule that the Chambcr
was established "to watch over and discuss all ques-

tions aftecting the interests of agriculture." Their

noble president said, in the course of his remarks, that

if they were to discuss political subjects it was impos-

sible that the Chamber could go on. If tlicy would

allow him (the speaker) he would quote the words of

Sir Stafford Northcote at a recent meeting. He said,

that "without raising any sharp distinction Ijctwecn

the interests of agriculture and those of commerce or

anything else, that the agricultural interest was one, at

all events, of the most important, and one not only

important, but affected by almost every question thai

affected any other portion of the community. So they

could hardly raise a question of finance, of police, or

sanitary measures, of political economy, that did not

more or less—and generally ratlier more—affect the

agricultural interest. Members who were particularly

connected with the interests of agriculture, or mem-
bers who had a desire to promote the general interests
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of the country—amoni; which agriculture ranked very

high — were conscious when iiuestions came upon

them suddenly that there must be an agricultural side

to them, and that they ought to give full consideration

to that if they only knew what it was. But frequently

they did not know what it was, and they had learnt

what they did know from conversing with some casual

acquaintance, or from some constituent, and therefore

they took a very one-sided view of a question which

had a great many sides. Now what they really

desired was that they should be instructed by those

who were interested in and understood these questions,

and should have their deliberate opinion on a point

after it had been fairly and fully considered and dis-

cussed." After such words he (Mr. Willis) thought it

would be unwise to hamper their deliberations upon

any subject which might come before them, and which

might be said to be truly political. He maintained

that that Chamber ought to be at liberty to discuss

every question affecting agriculture, whether political

or not, and he hoped the tenant-farmers, equally with

the landlords, might be considered courteous in their

remarks and deportment to warrant him in coming to

such a conclusion.

Sir Philip Grev-Egerton, wishing to be the

friend of all parties, a friend to the Chamber and a

friend to freedom of discussion, said it struck him that

if there was the slightest dispute about the accuracy of

the words in the report, it would be better to omit

them. If the Chamber took the same view, he would

move that the paragraph which commenced with the

words " Your council regret that in the course of the

debate " should be altered to the following
—"Your

council regret that in the course of the debate opinions

were expressed which exceeded the limits of discussion

and the principle upon which Agricultural Chambers are

founded, and which must necessarily endanger the

well-being of those excellent institutions."

Mr. L.\TH.\M : I should ask what were the

opinions, because, except what I said in answer to Mr.

Dutton, nothing was said that exceeded the limits of

discussion.

The Chairman said it would be perfectly impossible

to go into every subject they might like to debate, as

that would make the Chamber a mere debating society,

which was not intended, and if he had not expressed

himself so clearly as he ought upon that point before,

it was his own fault. His object was to warn the

members to be careful how far they went in future. He
felt a little difficulty in accepting what Sir Stafford

Northcote had said, \vho went further, and said that no

subject whatever might not be debated which had a

bearing upon the soil.

Mr. Randle Wilbraham said that if party politics

were introduced the Chamber would come to an end ;

and as it had been declared that there was no inten-

tion to introduce them, he thought they might accept

that as an assurance that nothing of the kind would
occur again—that whatever some may have fancied had
a party political bias would not be used again, but

that they would still go on as unanimously as before,

and retain those members who he knew, in consequence

of the reports in the newspapers, were much inclined to

leave the Chamber. He thought the explanations

given ought to put them on the same comfortable footing

as if nothing had occurred.

Mr. L.\tham consented to accept the amendment
made by Sir Philip, and Mr. Dutton having signified

his assent, went on to say that though the blame had
been taken off himself, it was rather hard that Mr.
\Vilbraham should stipulate that nothing more should

be said which people might fancy was wrong. A
speaker could not control the fancies of people. They
must not blame him for something he said which some
people fancied was wrong ; they must try to make the

people more sensible. He promised, for his own part,

to keep clear of party politics, but if they asked him to

keep clear of politics they might as well ask him to keep
from breathing the air that was in that room.

Mr. J. Slater asked if the effect of Sir Philip's

amendment would not be to censure those who spoke
at the last meeting, to take the blame from Mr. Latham
and throw it on some one else, because he happened to

be one of the speakers.

Sir Philip Grey-Egerton : It is only a caution

for the future, Mr. Slater. I don't know whether the

councU have such a right ; I rather think they have not

;

but it is generally agreed that the explanation is satis-

factory, and that the matter ought to be passed over.

I don't think that the council should reflect upon the

speakers at previous meetings, and that it is out cf

their jurisdiction to give any aHthoritative opinion, and,

therefore, I would prefer it if some abstract resolution

could be adopted.

Mr. Latham : I saw that when you got rid of the

blame in one form you must throw it on others. If

you could throw it on some one not here it would be a

good thing.

The Chairman then put Sir Philip's amendment,
when 13 voted for it and five against it.

Mr. J. Slater asked if it was not competent for

him now to move an amendment.
Mr. Wilbraham : Don't you think, Mr. Slater, we

are well out of a mess ?

Mr. Dutton thcught it extremely important that

in drawing up reports in futuie the council should
express no opinions upon the papers read during the
year.

The Chairman : I think the council will under-

stand what the views of the meeting ate.

Mr. G. Slater said he should like just one word

added to what Mr. Dutton had said, it was that the

council should express no "adverse" views. They

had no objection to a little praise. The sting was in

the censure.

Mr. Dutton could not accept that. The council

should express no opinions.

Sir Harry Mainwaking : Then what is the use of

a council ?

The Chairman : What is the report to express?

Mr. Dutton : It should simply be a record of

transactions.

Mr. Latham referred to the 7th rule, and

The Chairman said it would be perfectly well

understood from that what the council were to do in

future.

The report having been adopted, Sir Philip Grey-

Egerton moved:— "That the thanks of this meeting

be given to Sir Massey Lopes, Bart., M.P., for his

unremitting exertions in exposing the injustice of the

present system of local taxation, and that the meeting

present to him their congratulations on his success in

carrying his resolution in the House of Commons by so

larqe a majority."

Mr. Robert Barbour seconded the resolution,

which was passed, and the business then terminated

with a vote of thanks to the noble Chairman for

presiding.

Practical Essays for the Improvement of

Farming. By Hewitt Davis, Land Agent, and

Government Surveyor under the Drainage of Land

Acts, &c. Being a revised edition of his Works on

Farming. Simpkin, Marshall tS; Co.

There are here in 250 pages no fewer than S3 of the

simplest, most direct, and clearly written agricultural

essays in the language. Mr. Davis has for some years

retired from active life, but we do not forget his services

during 20 years or more of public, practical, and

literary labour—as director of estate improvements in

many parts of the country—as the active promoter of

agricultural discussion at public meetings—as the

master and teacher of an army of foremen and farm

managers, who now look up to him as having lifted

them out of the ranks—and as, both by pen and voice,

the guide and friend of the agricultural student. Nor

are we willing that, in the midst of those who have

since come to the front among our leaders, he should

be forgotten by others.

It is not, however, because of the respect due to

veteran services, but because of the permanent, and

therefore present, usefulness of these pages that we once

more call attention to their contents. Many of them

appeared first in these columns. From the first to the

last they are contemporaneous with the first 16 years

of the Agricultin-al Gazctle. The subjects discussed in

them are still of interest, and have still, in every young

farmer's life, every year to come up for consideration and

discussion. The selection of a farm—the valuation to

the outgoing tenant—leases and tenant-right—artificial

manures— thin seeding—land drainage—new crops—the

sewage question—descriptions of noteworthy farms

—

hints to landowners on estate improvement—advocacy

of new plants and new implements—pictures of past

farming—prospects of the agriculture of the future,

—

on all these subjects Mr. Davis wrote with a clearness

and a freshness and good judgment which a master of

good English like William Cobbelt, and a man of the

most accurate and extensive agricultural observation

like Arthur Young, must have combined to equal.

We take as an example of his style the following

short paper written, when leaving his farm near

Croydon, on a subject to which he had for many years

directed the attention of his brother farmers :
—

" Thin Sowing.— I am aware that when an individual

repeatedly brings forward his own particular practice, and
speaks of himself and his doings in the first person, he

must necessarily come before the public in an unfavour-

able manner, and I often hear that my desire to support

my departures from beaten tracks of farming, by appeal-

ing to my crops, must have led me into a strain by no

means favourable to me individually ; but I would be a

matter-of-fact person, and in arguing upon farming and
new practices, purposely support my reasons by giving

my own results. I begin with giving my experience, and
follow with reasons why the results are so favourable

;

and I do so that I may more particularly speak home to

farmers who are to be led by their eyes and not by their

ears. Were I to consult my own feelings, I should now
retire from taking any further part in discussing the

question of thick and thin sowing. There are plenty to

continue the discussion, and in the meantime thinner

seeding is working its way. I might leave time and
the experience of others to settle the point, and be satisfied

with the progress it is making. But when I year after

year see fair crops, gotten with less than ordinary expense,

on land usually thought to be scarcely worthy of cultiva-

tion, I feel I should not let sneers prejudice my brother

farmers against a practice I have, year after year, for the

last 12 or 14 years, been proving by my crops to be

successful with me. It is on this account, and because I

am lea\ing this farm and may not continue to have the

opportunity of supporting my recommendations by my
practice, I once more invite farmers to inspect the result

of thin sowing, as shown in the crops from three pecks of

Wheat per acre, now growing at Spring Park, near

Croydon. Further, let me explain in proof of the lesser

cost at which my corn is grown by thin seeding, that my
Wheat is all taken after Peas or Beans, with one plough-

ing, on inferior land, never fallowed, or at rest summer or

winter, and having had no dressing for five years. The
Wheat, too, is the Chidham—a sort not favourable for

display, for it is one of the most delicate grown, realising

the highest price at a sacrifice of quantity.
" This is written in reply to Mr. Baker, who has taken

advantage of individual failures he has discovered about

the country to run down a practice in which even he has

shown some faith— for he has been diminishing his

quantities of seed of late years, and by many will be

thought to be a thin sower from the comparative small

quantities he uses. Mr. Baker's experience as a farmer is

extensive, and I put it to him whether there may not be

another cause, than the small quantity of seed, why the

crops he refers to have failed. He knows that the prac-

tice of farming is not to be acquired in a year or two, and

he could give better reasons than thin seeding why the crops

he alludes to have failed. Wheat after Wheal, upon

any seeding, has never yet answered, and failures where

3 bushels of seed per acre have been sown on Rye-grass

leas are not uncommon. It is enough for me to say, in

reply, that the crops he alludes to as having failed were

taken in these courses. It is too much to expect that thin

seeding will supply the place of other essentials to grow-

ing fine crops, and the question is not to be decided by

single failures. If these crops are failures, mine are not ;

but then my Wheat is never sown on Rye-grass leas, nor

after a white straw crop ; were it, I should expect failures,

even if I sowed a sack to the acre."

The whole volume will well repay repeated consul-

tation and frequent perusal. The author was serving

his generation well during the years when these few

pages first appeared ; and good service is done now by

once more directing the attention of the reader to them.

Farm Memoranda.
letterA Norfolk Farm.—The following is

which has been addressed to Mr. Mechi :

—

We have had some very cold weather which has very

much interfered with the growth of our Barleys. They

are much improved the last two days. I consider

them very much behind ; they will require sun and

warm showers. The Wheats are looking tolerably

well. On some of our light lands, where we had no

flag to plough in last Michaelmas, they have not

branched, and do not look so strong and healthy. Our

hay crop is promising to be good. Here and there our

Mangels are just beginning to show themselves. I

expect your crops are looking well. I have been

reading with considerable interest in Bell's paper

the report of the discussion which followed the read-

ing of your paper at the Farmers' Club—" Principles

affecting Cultivation, Manuring, and Cropping."

I wish you to understand that I do not pretend to

understand farming so well as you do, I therefore wish

to be very careful what I say. After a vote of thanks

has been proposed to you for your paper, you acknow-

ledged the compliment, and then stated thai; you did

not recommend farmers to bring the subsoil on the

top, for if they did they would not grow a crop of

corn for many years. I beg to say that in the autumn

of 1870 I ploughed up a part of my farm 12 and

13 inches deep with the common wheel-plough, and

brought as much subsoil to the top as I could. It lay

in this condition three months, as near as I can tell.

One field lay against the road, by the side of my
heath—not good land, as you may imagine, by the side

of the heath. I confess I was ashamed of it, after I

had done, to see the hungry, dead soil that I had

turned up—black gravel, iron mine, white sand, no clay

;

it looked the most miserable piece of land that ever you

saw. I have known the field for 20 years ;
there is

14 acre at one corner that has not produced the seed

that has been sown on it. I ploughed it back again the

same depth as before. Of course I neither got all the

former top soil to the top again, nor did I get all the

former subsoil to the bottom again. I let it lie about

three or four weeks, and ploughed it for Turnips about

6.i inches deep. The colour of the land was changed

by the mixture of the two soils. I drilled for my
white Turnips I cwt. of dissolved bones, I of super-

phosphate, and 24 of rape cake. I had a splendid

crop of Turnips. An old man now living said he had

worked on the farm 40 years ; he never saw it grow

such a crop before. I fed them off with fatting sheep.

I never knew the field to be sown with Wheat but once;

and there was not half a crop. After the dressing I had

given it, I thought I would try it with Wheat. It

looked well up to about this time last year, but then

became very spotty. The comer which I spoke of did

not yield the seed ; on some spots I had from 5 to 6 qr.

an acre ; but I do not think the whole field averaged

more than 24 qr. an acre. I sowed it with Trefoil and

Rye-grass, and have as fine a prospect for hay as I ever

expect to see the land produce, such an one as was never

seen before. I now take you to another field ploughed

precisely the same. At this moment I do not remem-

ber whether I mucked it with farmyard manure ; if

I did, it was only about six I-horse loads an acre, and

ploughed in. I applied i cwt. of bones, I cwt. of

superphosphate, 24 cwt. of rape cake per acre, and had

a very fine piece of Swedes ; and carried about one-third

oil the field, fed the remainder with hoggets, eating

about 4 lb. of cake a-day, and had a fine piece of

Barley, with abundance of straw ; threshed 5 4 qr.
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of Barley an acre, and sold it at 4.0s. per qr.

—

I now take you to another field ploughed 13 inches,

a better piece of land than either of the other two.

This field was mucked with farmyard manure about

six i-horse loads an acre. This was ploughed in.

When I turned the field back the 13 inches, the

muck did not fall to the bottom of the furrow,

never more than 7 inches of the lot. I had a

very fine piece of Swedes. I carried fully one-

third off; fed the remainder with hoggets eating

about I lb. of cake a-day. This field was sown

about April 7. Here I threshed 7 qr. of Barley

an acre ; had an abundance of straw. On these

two last fields I sowed Clover and Rye-grass

;

and now have two such layers as were never seen in

the fields before. I have been cutting for the last

week into chaff, and mix off with my dry food for

the cattle. I fear I have tired you, but this is my ex-

perience of deep cultivation. I have given you facts,

about bringing the subsoil to the top : of course no

one would presume to let all the subsoil remain on

the top. After this spring all my farm will have been

broken up 12 and 13 inches, except one field, some in

the way in which I have just described, the remainder

by having a plough without |the breast follow one with

the breast, the first plough, going about 7 inches

deep. I found ploughing the whole depth with one

plough was very hard work for horses.

Ck Peek's Mmk
South Northumberland : J^tn^ 4.—The weather

generally improved, and work progressing.

May 29.—Sun warm, but cold wind. Grubbing, harrowing,

and cleaning Turnip land.

.1 30-—Weither and work the same.

^_
3i,^Warm. with H^ht showers. Sowing Turnips.

June I.—Rather colder. Work the same.

,, 3.—Fine warm day, Cleaning Turnip land and clipping

sheep.

,, 4.— Fine warm day. Sowing Turnips and clipping ewes.

Prospective : Turnip sowing and clipping.

Chatteris, Isle of Ely: ^ime i.—Absence from

home prevented our last week's report. The cold

weather has yielded at last, and we have had a few

days of genial warmth, and vegetation has been greatly

benefited thereby. Horses have been employed in

delivering Wheatj carting manure from yards, scarify-

ing, rolling and harrowing fallows, scuffling Rabi

and Potatos. Men have been occupied hoeing Wheat
and Oats, digging Twitch before the scuffle on Potato

and Rabi land. Women and boys weeding Wheats ;

one family engaged cleaning Onions. Wheat ears

expected by end of May, but the low temperature

prevented their appearance ; no signs yet. A. S. /^.

Ross-shire : yu/ie 3,—There is a great lack of

forcing weather, and the harvest bids fair to be late,

but there will be an unusual quantity of straw of

Wheat, much of it appearing too heavy. There has

been the greatest difficulty in preparing the ground for

Turnips ; indeed, many fields have been laid down in

anything but a clean state. We have now completed

the sowing of Swedes, having laid down about 35
acres. The earlier sowings are coming away regu-

larly, if not rapidly ; we will now be busy preparing

the land for common Turnips.

East Lothian : yune 3.—The weather during the

last week has been fine throughout, only a little too

cool for the grain crops. Farm work is being pushed

on vigorously everywhere, and before the end of the

present week more than half of the Turnips in the

county will be sown. What Turnips are through the

ground are doing well, and the fly as yet is doing little

damage. Potatos that are through the ground are also

growing vigorously, and are now in a great many cases

ready for hoeing. The work done during the past

week has been ploughing and harrowing land for

Turnips and sowing some ; hoeing Beans and thresh-

ing Wheat. The work likely to be done is hoeing

Beans and Potatos, and preparing land for and sowing
Turnips. Turnip sowing, as a rule, is likely to be
three weeks behind last year, but with throwing weather

they may still be as good a crop. //. B.

Merse of Berwickshire :
7'"«^' 3.—Yesterday we

had nearly seven-tenths of an inch of rain, this evening

it comes steadily from S.W. ; but c.fter a week of

fair weather it is not so much felt. Clipping is again

retarded. New wrought clay-land will be untouchable

for a day or two. On strongish land, drained this

spring and since ploughed out of the sttfbble, we have

had two days ** making" of Swedes, and find it in

fair order, being much drier below than what was
ploughed in autumn. The piece that was stirred just

before the rain a fortnight since is bricks and mortar

alternately, one above the other ; and we know of a

steam-grubbed field in still worse plight, that is

destined to be twice horse-ploughed beside. Rather a

severe remedy. For cloddy drills the notched drill-

roller is invaluable. Light-land men are making great

progress by grubbing, regardless of present Couch-
grass and future Thistles. Lambs are looking much
the better for drier weather, y. T.

West Gloucestershire: yune 4.—On May 28
last year I saw the first Wheat ear, but I cannot see
any sign of an ear to-day. Our crop is quite a lort-

night later this year. A few pieces of Clover have
been cut during the week, but the bulk will not be

ready before the beginning of next week, as the Rye-

grass is not yet in bloom. We have been busy pre-

paring the land for Swedes : the storm on Saturday

night was enough to pulverise the clods consider-

ably ; to-day we shall get in 10 acres. The Mangel is

up well, and has received the first light hoeing. I see

no sign of beetle at present. Winter Beans are in

blossom, and look promising, y. JK
Selkirkshire : "^ufic 4.—The season is still against

the arable farmer. Cold and often wet ; com crops

are all late ; Oats after lea especially are anything but

promising ; sown grass intended for hay very good ;

commenced to sow Swedes on May 27 ; continued for

three days, then began with yellow ; even should

weather not stop operations, it will be a late finish

with Turnip sowing. Our practice is to dung as much
as possible on the stubble in autumn, and apply at the

time of sowing 6 cwt. artificial manure, about equal

proportions of guano, calcined bones, and bone meal.

As grass is abundant, stock is doing fair, but lambs
want now warm dry weather. At farm sales in this

district the prices of sheep, cattle, and horses are with-

out precedent ; horses that were bringing £^0 to ;i^8o

would not long ago have been thought dear at half

that sum. JK S.

West Sussex : Ya^ie 4.—The weather is still

favourable, both for work and vegetation. Wheat has

grown very much during the week, but we have

not yet seen any in ear, though it is nearly out. Spring

corn, too, improves rapidly, while the pastures are

better than for years ; the only thing at present required

is more stock, and that is dear, and there is a chance

that some may overstock even at the present high

prices, and run risk of loss. But there does not yet

appear to be sufficient sheep and cattle in the country

to keep the prices within reasonable limits. And as

we do not suppose that legislation to prevent the

killing of lambs and calves is likely to better the

case, as a lamb may be made up to 6 stones

in five months, and if kept twelve months
may not be made more than 9 or 10 ; so where is the

gain in keeping it ? and the same holds good to a very

great extent with calves. And then the variously

situated farms require different dealing with live stock,

and a law that would suit one would not do for the

other. We have free trade, and let it continue ; there

is the world to gather from, what more do we require?

Poor land does not require this kind of legislation, as

the practice there is already so, and rich land would

lose a great part of its value by such laws, so better let

it all alone. G. S.

Notices to Correspondents.
Product of Oats : IK T. Seven acres of fairish land

should be sown annually with Oats for the support of

three horses ; allowing them a bushel daily among the

three.

Cumberland Market, Thursday, June 6.

Sup. Meadow Hay 90^.10 gSs. Inferior Clover .- 84^.101054.

Inferior do 65 84 I Prime 2d cut do. . .
— —

New do — — New do — —
Inferior do, .. .. — — Straw 40 46

Superior Clover ..116 126 I Joshua Baker.

61—66 Red.,
56—66-
— .Red.,

56—61
58-62

47—70
38—40 Malting .

23—28 Malting .

20—23

1

23—27jFeed ...

24—26|Feed . .

.

21—241 Feed ...

31—33! Foreign .

-38

MARK LANE.
Monday, June 3.

There was a very small supply of English Wheat to

this morning's market, notwithstanding which the prices

of this day sennight could not be exceeded. There was
a good attendance, and a fair consumptive demand for

good dry foreign Wheat, at the extreme prices of last

week, but anything out of condition was very difficult of

sale. Spring Corn of all descriptions was steady, at the

quotations of last week. Flour was without alteration in

value.

Price per imperial Quarter. s. s. 1

Wheat, Essex, Kent, SufTolk. .White 57—62 Red
— fine selected runs do.— Talavera
— Norfolk— Foreign

Barley, grind&disL,26j 10315. -Chev.
— Foreign.. grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. . Potato
— Irish Potati
— Foreign Poland and Brew

RVE
RvE-MEAL, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan. . . .315. to 335.. -Tick
— Pigeon 36J. to 50s. , .Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers
— - M aple, 34J. to 365. Grey

Maize
Flour, best marks delivered .. per sack
— zd ditto ditto

— Foreign per barrel

Wednesday. June 5.

The Com Exchange to-day was thinly attended, and
very little business was transacted. Prices, influenced by
the prevalence of favourable weather, exhibited rather less

strength. There were short supplies of English Wheat,
and only moderate arrivals from abroad. Trade was
quiet, but for fine produce full prices were realised.

Barley was dealt in cautiously, at about previous quota-

tions. In Malt a fair amount of business was concluded,

on former terms. The show of Oats on the stands was
large, and considerably in excess of the demand, which

ruled slow, at barely Monday's currencies. Maize was
was disposed of quietly, at recent quotations. Beans

and Peas, being in limited supply, maintained their value.

The Flour trade >vas dull, but prices remained without

material variation.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London bv Water Carriage.

20—23
16—19

34—4634—46 Harrow .—
I

Longpod .

32—39 Egyptian. 31—33
3g—41! Suffolk .. 41—44
34—36, Foreign ..'36—42
—

j

Foreign ..'28—34

40—42 (.ountry ..40—42

25—30 Per sack. . 1 38— 68

arkts.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns ..

cd quality Beasts
Best Downs and
HaK-breds

Do. Shorn

. (/. s. d.

0—5 10
8—4 10

Pigs, 110.
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IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSES
AND HOTHOUSE FITTINGS

(AYEES' PATENT).

MANUFACTURED BY THE PATENT IIVIPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY, NEWARK-U PON-TRENT, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.

THE Manacrer of this Company has to apologise to many correspondents for not being able to execute

their kind commands, but now, having completed a full series of Patterns, and having Castings in stock, is in a position to supply

Houses of the following widths and of any length, fitted in the most complete manner upon the shortest notice ;—

SPAN-ROOFED HOUSES.
12 feet wide, 30 feet long.

14 >,

16 „
18

20 „
"-

jj

24
These Houses arc all fitted :

30

30
30
30
30
30

HALF LEAN-TO HOUSES.
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£200 in Prizes.

upwards of ;^2000, in Cnps, Medals, and
Money, have been awarded to Messrs.

SUTTONS' Customers for Field Crops
and Pulled Roots of

SUTTONS' CHAMPION SWEDE.

BUTTONS' IMPROVED CHAMPION SWEDE, is.

per lb., cheaper by ihe bushel.

BUTTONS' HARDY PURPLE-TOP SWEDE, gd.
per lb., cheaper by the bushel.

SKIRVING'S SWEDE, choice stock, gd. per lb.,

cheaper by the bushel.

Our IMPROVED CHAMPION is very superior to the Swede
commonlv sold as Suttons' Champion, and we beg to remind our
patrons inn we have no Agents nor are we in any way connected with
any other Firm.

Suttons' Turnip Seeds for Present Sowing.
Per lb.

WHITE GLOBE, fine stock gd.

SUTTONS' IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE .. 10^.

GREYSTONE, or MOTTLED GLOBE .. .. lod.

SUTTONS' LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE .. lod.

Much cheaper by the cwt. or bushel.

1^^ Ail Goods value 20s. and upivards Carriage Free to

any Station in England.

T URN To tlie Trade.

I P S
GREEN-TOP YELLOW ABERDEEN.
PURPLE-TOP YELLOW ABERDEEN.
EARLY FIELD YELLOW.
SELECTED RED NORFOLK.

GREEN NORFOLK.
LINCOLNSHIRE RED ROUND.
STRATTON GREEN GLOBE.
IMPROVED GREEN TANKARD.
WHITE STONE or STUBBLE.

H. AND F. SHARPE particularly recommend the above varieties of
Turnip Seeds, all of which were grown from selected bulbs. The
prices are very moderate, and may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

CARTER'S
DEVONSHIRE GREY-STONE

TUBNIP
Is the Best for Present Sowing.

SUTTON & SONS,
SEEDSMEN BY APPOINTMENT TO THE QUEEN

AND THE PRINCE OF WALES,
ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

Price lOd. per lb., cheaper in quantity.

All other kinds kept in stock.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,

The Roj-al Seedsmen,

2^17 and 238, HIGH HOLEORN, LONDON, W.C.

sfHT^.-!iir-1®^OKB
IJAMES CARTER &C? SEED FARMER S. 257 S238 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON IH«^

iSPRERARIOTOSUirilLSDlLSCARBIACEFREE I . fg 'L'g *tn. ..rfMWftlBfc. ,.i4B ' Wtlo. .

C""^'

ROYAL COUNTIES, HANTS AND BERKS, AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW,
WINDSOR, JUNE 26, 1872.

TOP DRESS I N G S

.

SULPHATE OP AMMONIA.
NITRATE OF SODA.

CAEO OUANO.
KAINIT.

IN SEALED BAGS, WITH THE GUARANTEE RECOMMENDED BY THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION OF ENGLAND. Prices, ifc, fonucirdcd on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO.,
CHEMICAL MANURE MANUFACTURERS, 20, BILLITER STREET, E.C.

B
By Appointment to H.R.H. tlie Prince of Wales.
ARTON'S PATENT STABLE and HARNESS

KOO.M FITTINGS. BRACKETS, Sc.

Patronised by H. H f Ek'ipt, 'be King of the Belgians.
the King of Italy, the King of Holland, by the principal Nobility of
the Kingdom, and adopted by the tirst Architects and Builders of
England and the Continent. Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt
of six stamps
For ALT'ERATION of STABLES 3 competent person can be sent

to any part, to inspect and give Estimates.
lAMES BARTON, Ironworks, 370, Oxford Street. W.

/^OTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE
cow FITTINGS.

UNITED

Their advantages are— i'ori.-ibtlity, not fixtures, removable at
pleasure

; no Woodwork or I'artitions to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin ; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary ; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impcr^'ious to
infection, being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 551.
Prospectuses Jrec ol COTTAM AND CO., Ironworks, 2, Winslcy

Street (opposite the Pantheon), O.xford Street, London, W.), where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
n Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

The Opening of Faxllament and the London Season.
NOHLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and MEMBERS of PARLIAMENT

having their CUT FLOWERS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES. &c.,
for^vardcd to their TOWN HOUSES, should USE

CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE TRANS-
MISSION CASES, pronounced by the Royal Horticultural

Society " the best now in use."
These Cases are now leduced in price for cash, and can be obtained

from the Ajjents or Patentee, Gloucester, to whom all communications
should be addressed.

Inlendinjj Exhibitors in the Patent Cases should give their orders
at once, to insure the Paint and Varnish being thoroughly diy.
The No. 12, The "MALTON" Plant, Flower, &c., Protector,

Varnished, packed and forwarded on the receipt of 8*., in postage
stamps, or order,—Gloucester, January 17.

Bee-Hives —Two Silver Medals Awarded to
GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS, at the Paris E.xhibition of 1867.

The only English Exhibitors who obtained a Silver Medal for Bee-hives.

NEIGHBOURS" IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour & Sons,

working three bell-glasses, is

neatly and strongly made of
straw; it has three windows
in Ihe lower Hive, This Hive
will be found to possess many
practical advantages, and is

more easy of management than
any other Bee- Hive that has
been introduced.

Price, complete. .jCi ig O
Stand for ditto . . o 10 6
The L I G U R I A N or

ITALIAN ALP BEE being
much in repute, G. N. & SONS
supply a Swarm of Bees with
fenuine Italian Queen, in the
mprovcd Cottage Hive, at

^4, Hive included.
An Italian Alp Queen, with

full directions for uniting to
Black Stocks, is*, each,
ENGLISH Bees. — Stocks

and Swarms may be obtained
as heretofore.
THE APIARY. By A.

Neighbour, 5^., postage ^d.

A newly arranged Catalogue of other Improved Hives, with Draw-
ings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents for Straw, Woodbury, and other Hives and Supers, made by
James Lee, of Windlesham, at his prices.

Address, GEO. NEIGHBOUR and SONS, 127, High Holborn,

W.C. ; or 149, Regent Street, W.

RosUer's Garden Edging Tllee.

\ HE above and many other PATTERNS are made in

materials of CTeal durability. The plainer sorts arc especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR- ^ _ _
DENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, take up little

room, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-

pcnbe, as do "grown" Ede-
ings, consequently being much
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &:c, in Artificial Stone, very

durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-

friars. S.E.: Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W, : Kingsland Road. E.

Accnts for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES." PLANT
COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also for FOXLEVS
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories.

Halls, Corridors, Balconies, Ac, from ij. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with

prices, sent for selection. , ,, . . , ,

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Linmg Walls of Dairies, Larders.

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of

great durability. Wall Copings. Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds,

Rodling Tiles in great variety, Slates, Cements, &c.

F.ANuG. ROSHER, Brick and I'ile Merchants,—See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.

Fine i.|i., Coarse i7r.ijerTon. In Truck Lortds u. pcrTon less.

Delivery by Carl within three miles, or to any Londc" ''"' •

Wh.irl, 2.t, per Tun exlr.x_ Samples r.f Sand free byjpost,
to any London Railway or

d free 1

FLiN TS and KKH'K BUKKS fi.r Rockeries or Ferneries.

miles, or
lies r.f San< ...--

_ KENT
PEATor Lt)AM supplied at lowest rates in .-iny quantities.

F. AND G. KOSHER—Addresses sec above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberal discount to tno Trade,
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BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND AND SOUTHERN COUNTIES SHOW AT DORCHESTER,

JUNE 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, 1872.

Ransomes, Sims, & Head, Ipswich,
WILL EXHIBIT SPECIMENS OF THEIR CELEBRATED

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES AND THRESHING MACHINES,
PRIZE PATENT SINGLE AND DOUBLE FURROW PLOUGHS,
PRIZE PATENT STAR HORSE RAKES AND PATENT HAYMAKER,
AUTOMATON LAWN MOWERS AND PATENT ROTARY CORN SCREEN.

MACHINERY in MOTION, STANDS No. 34 and 35 ; ORDINARY SHEDDING, STAND No. 102.

JOHN ^^^ARNER & SONS,
8, CRESCENT, CEIPPLEGATE, LONDON.

GARDEN PUMPS.

AQUAJECTS.

PORTABLE PUMPS
For Manure or Water. CAST-IRON COLONIAL PUMPS.

JOHN WARNER AND SON'S "HORTICULTURAL LIST" for the present season will be forwarded

Post Free upon application, containing Illustrations and Prices of G.\RDEN ENGINES, AQUAJECTS, WATER
BARROWS PORTABLE FIRE and GARDEN ENGINES, CONSERVATORY PUMPS, HOSE REELS,
COLONIAL PUMPS. FORCE PUMPS, PORTABLE PUMPS, CHAIN PUMPS, GARDEN PUMPS,
BRANCH PIPES, SYRINGES, FOUNTAIN JETS, FUMIGATORS, METALLIC STRING, &c., &c.

New Pump, Plumbers' Braziery and Bell Catalogues.

GARDEN ENGINES.

WATER BARROWS.

WM. HOWITT & CO., Hot-Water and Gas Engineers,
And PATENTEES and SOLE MANUFACTURERS of the IRON TUBULAR RIB or ROOF PRINCIPAL.

The extreme lightness and great strength of this RIB specially adapts it for use in the construction of HORTICULTURAL HOUSES where symmetry of form
and beauty of design combined with a minimum amount of sunshade are of paramount importance.

Office— 1 3A, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER. Works—ILFORD, ESSEX.
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Portable and Fixed Hot-water Apparatus
FOR

HEATING
CONSERVATORIES,

HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
PRIVATE RESIDENCES,

&c

TRUSS' PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and
LEAKLESS PIPE JOINT and PATENT CRACKLESS

EXPANSION-JOINTED TUBULAR BOILERS, of a VARIETY
of FORMS. PORTABLE or lor BRICKWORK SETTING. They
are the MOST POWERFUL, whilst ONLY CONSUMING HALF
the FUEL of OTHER BOILERS. PORTABLE BOILERS, to

HEAT ANY LENGTH of PIPING; and ANY PERSON can

TAKE these BOILERS, as also the PIPES, APART, and

SPEEDILY PUT THEM TOGETHER AGAIN.

T. S. TRUSS begs to state that the immense number of APPA-
RATUS annually DesiRned and Erected by him in all parts of the

Kingdom, and for the Royal Horticultural Societyat South Kensington

and Chiswick, with unrivalled satisfaction, is a guarantee for skill of

design, superior materials, and good workmanship; white the great

advantage obtained by his Improved System cannot be overestimated,

consisting of perfectly tight joints with neatness of appearance ; effects

a saving of 25 per cent, on cost of Apparatus erected compared with

other systems ; facility for extensions, alterations or removals without

injury to Pipes or Joints; easily and expeditiously erected; and

perfectness of design supplied, insuring no extras.

Bath and Gas Work erected in Town or Country.
The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water
and Steam Apparatus Manufacturer,

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.

Tubular Boiler, -with
Water Bars.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials supplied for HEATING

GREENHOUSES,
HOTHOUSES,

CONSERVATORIES,
Improved Conical. ^"

ublVc^'
BUILDINGS, &c.HOT-WATER

PIPES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and
T" Pieces, Syphons, and
c\ery other connection
kLjjl in stock.

VV R O U G H T and
I \ST-IRON CONI-
< \L, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONI-
CAL, also ELLIPTIC
BOILERS, from 241.

each.

Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
with or without Water-bars, from 521. 6d. each
CAST and WRUUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on

Stand, for use without brickwork, from 6or. each.

PortabU Boiler. tHrStTLE
and other VALVES,

FURNACE
DOORS, BARS,
and FURNACE
WORK of every

Saddle Boiler, with WaUr
Bars.

[NDIA-RUBBER
.RINGS for Pipe
Ijoinis; Sockets re-

quire no other pack-
ing, and are perlectly
water-tight.

Goods, of the very best "tnanufacture, delivered at Railway or

Wharf in London.
LYNCH WHITE, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

London, S.E. (Surrey side of Blackfriars Bridge).
Price List on application.

SADDLE

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Hoilcr,
with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied ; at the
same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, oeinp made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made of the follow-
ing sizes :

—
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GREENHOUSES from the FINSBURY STEAM
JOINERY WORKS, 121, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

W. H. LASCELLES, Proprietor. Lists sent on applicauon.

Prices lor Houses, as above, made ol best red deal, and sashes 2 inchca

thick, glaied with 16 01. good sheet glass, delivered and tixed wilhin

30 miles of London, painted four coats in best oil colour, including

locks, gutter, down-pipe, and gearing for opening the ventilators at

one time,—heating, staging, brickwork not mcluacd :—

30 ft. by la ft. 40 ft. by 16 ft. 60 ft. by 20 (t. 100 ft by 24 t.

i;40 o ^79 o o ^113 o D £,3-^% 10 o

GARDEN LIGHTS AND BOXES.
3 ft. by 4 ft. lights, 2 in. thick, unglaied 3'- each

,, „ gLiied, i6-oz. good sheet glass .. .. os. „
6 ft „ II a in thick, unglaicd 5'. m

„ glareo, 16 or. good sheet glass . . ii». „
Portable box containing one 6 ft. by 4 ft light, painted tour

coats, ready for use ^o*- ti

Portable box containing two ditto, 6 ft by 8 ft .. .. 551. h

Estimates given for Conservatories or Greenhouses to any Desien.

GREEN'S PATENT -'SILENS MESSORS" or
NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-

LECTING M.VCHINES for 1872.

The WINNER of EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES of
COMPETITION.

N.B. Parties having Lawn Mowers to Repair will di well u-> send

them either to our Leeds or London Establishments, when they will

have prompt attention, as an efticient stafl of workmen arc kept at

both places.

GR5;EN'S patent rollers for LAWNS,
DRIVES, FOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and

GRAVEL PATHS,
Suitable for Hand or Horse-power.

Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds;
54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E

BARNARD. BISHOP. AND BARNARD'S
PATENT NOISELESS L.>\WN MOWERS,

with jointed handles, suitable for Shipping.

The Miniature Lawn Mower, cuts 6 inches £230
Do. do. do. cuts 8 inches .. .. ,. 2 la o

Suitable for the very smallest grass plots or edgings ; can be
worked with ease by a child.

To cut 10 inches. This can be worked by a Lady .. . ^13 o o
To cut 12 inches. Suitable for One Person 400

This, and all larger sizes, have the drum or roller divided into
two parts, fur the convenience of turning.

To cut 14 inches. Suitable for One Person ;£S o o
The i6-in. , and all larger sizes, have a driving-wheel on each side

ot the Machine, which gives great steadiness to the working.
To cut 16 inches. Suitable for One Person £0 o o
To cut 18 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 6 10 o
To cut 2o inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 700
To cut 22 inches. Suitable for Two Men 7 10 o
To cut 22 inches. Suitable for Donkey 800
To cut 24 inches. Suitable for Pony 900
To cut 27 inches. Suitable for Pony 10 10 o
To cut 30 inches. Suitable for Pony 1200

THE COTTAGE LAWN MOWER,
With Adjustable Revolving Cutters.

To cut 6 inches ;£i 5 o
To cut 8 inches 1 15 o

_
To cut 10 inches 250

Prices of Horse and Pony Mowers with Illustrated Lists, free on
application. Having a very large stock of all sizes, orders can be
executed on receipt.—Packed and delivered (carriage free) to the
principal Railway Stations in England.

BARNARD, BISHOP, and BARNARDS, Norfolk Ironworks,
Norwich.

BY the RETIREMENT of one of the PARTNERS,
an active WORKING GARDENER may obtain the HALF

SH.\RE in a small Nurserj' and Jobbing Business, on long Lease, in

Islington, on moderate terms.—Apply to Mr. ROE, 20, William Street,

New North Road, Islington, London, N.

WANTED, near London, as FOREMAN, a practical

Man, accustomed to Grow for the Markets (chiefly Soft-woodJ
Liberal and progressive salary. —XA\,G.iTrf<-Mf>f'c'Ar.^»nVf<'Of1ficc.W.C

WANTED, a young MAN, who has a knowledgt; ot
Korcing for Market, and understands Watering and Potting.

Live on the i>l.icc ; wages 15J. per week,—Mr. SMITH, Market
Gardener, HacK Common, Acton G

WANTED, in a County Asylum, a young Man as
ATTENDANT and GARDENER. Wages commencing .it

C^.\ a year, with board, lodging, and washing.—Apply, stating parli-

-ulars, to A. Z., Post-Ofticc, Aylesburj'

rpo LANDSCAPE GARDENERS and OTHERS.—
J- The Advertiser having had considerable experience in the

l.iying-out, I'lanting, and Improvement of Grounds, is at liberty to

Kn^age with any one requiring a Person in that capacity.—B., Mr. P.

J. I'erry, The Nurseries. Banbury,

MESSRS. JAMES VEITCH and SONS wifeh to
ENGAGE a RL-irried MAN, to be employed under the Fore-

man at their Hardy Tree and Rose Nursery at Putney Vale. A good
house is found on the grounds, and is sufticiently large to admit of

lodgers being taken.—Apply, by letter, stating references, &c., to

Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea.

AND C. LEE are in WANT of a young Man as
O • nn ASSISTANT BUDDER of ROSES and FRUIT TREES.
—Apply by letter to GEO. CANNON, Manager, Messrs, Lee's
Nursery, Ealing, W.

WANTED. THREE or FOUR expert and practised
ROSE BUDDERS—None but competent hands arc requested

to apply to Mr. L. WOODTHORPE. Munro Nursery, Sible

Hedingham, Essex^

ANTED, a FEW YOUTHS from the Country,
. . who have been used to Nursery Work, and are desirous of

Improvement.—Address, staring age and reference, to Mr. MARSLEN
at Messrs. Lee's Nursery, Wood Lane. Isleworth, W.

w
WANT PLACES—Letters^ to be Post Paid.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

W'M. CU IBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of variousqualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected,

—Highgatc Nurseries, London, N.

In XPERIENCKD GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
-^ and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.— Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E, G,
HKNIiKKSON AND SON, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood. N.W.

/ 1 ARDENLk (Head).—Age 34, married, no family;
V T ig years' experience in all branches of the profession. Three
^ cars' good character.—S, P.. Sebright Collage, Barnel, Herts.

1 ARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, one child;
T has a good practical knowledge of the profession, having served

., several eood Establishments. Nine years in present situation —
J M , Gardnttn' Chronicle Offics, W,C-

(

/ 1 ARDENER (Head).—Age 45. single; 25 years'
Vjr experience in the Cultivation of Vines. Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, (_)rchard house, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Highly
recommended,—J. F,, Mr. Good. Mill Lane. Brixton Hill S.

/JJ.ARDENER (Head).—Age 26, single; 10 years'
VJ experience in all branches of the profession, in the North and
South of England. Three years' recommendation,—R, W., Gardener
and BailifT to Viscountess Clifden, Dover House, Roehampton,
Surrey. S.W.

GARDENER (Head).— Mr. Turner. Gardener to
Mrs, Harlcr.Cranfield Court. Newport Pagnell, Bucks, can with

confidence recommend his Foreman, E. Sh inner (age 29), to any Noble-
man or Gentleman in want of a thorough good hand in the above
capacity. Is well up in the profession in all its branches, also a good
Grape Grower. Twelve years' experience. Good references from
previous situations,—Address as above.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 32, married,
no family ; understands the profession in all its branches. Nine

years' good character from last place.—A. B., 15, Cleveland Mews,
Lancaster Gate, Bayswaler, W.

GARDENER (Head, Working), age 30, married,
one child.

—

Georce Hopkibk, Gardener. Somerleyton Hall.
Suffolk, is anxious to recommend the above to any Lady or Gentleman
who may require the services of a really good practical man.—Address
as above.

GARDENER (Head. Working).—Age 35, married
;

has a thorough practical knowledge of the Cultivation and
Forcing of all kinds of Fruil, Flowers, and Vegetables : the Manage-
ment of Land and Stock, if required. Three years' excellent character
from last situation.

—

A. Z.. Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale. London.

GJ.ARDENER (Head), where three or more are kept.
" —Middle-aged, married ; thoroughly practical in all branches of

Gardening. Four years good character from last employer.—C. W.
Pound Hilt Post Uftice, Crawley, Sussex.

GARDENER (near London),—Has lived nearly seven
years in last place. Wages from 251. per week. Can be well

recommended.—S,, Post Ofl^ce, Willcsden, N.W.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 19 ; willing to make
himself generally useful. Two years in present situation.

—

J. D,, Hyde's Hill, near Guildford, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under, or Single-handed).—A
respectable young Man, who understands Hothouses, Green-

houses, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Three years' good
character —R- K., 37. Newhaven Street, Brighton.

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Establishment.—Age 20; has had good experience in

Nurseries, Good character.—G. J. W., Harringay House, Hornsey,
Middlesex, N.

PROPAGATOR, or PROPAGATOR and SALES-
MAN (Indoor).—Well experienced in Conifers, Camellias,

Clematis, Roses, Rhododendrons. Vines, &c.,aIso Soft-wooded Plants.
Good reference.—A- B., 3, Alton Cottages, High Street, Eliham, Kent.

APPRENTICE, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 16: has a slight knowledge of Gardening.

—

G.H., 51A, Berkeley Street, Poriman Square, W^

IMPROVER, in any establishment where Forcing and
Plant Growing are extensively carried on —A Youth, who has

been over two vcars at the business. A reasonable Premium given.

—

A. B., Post Office, Doncaster, Yorkshire.

To Nurserymen.
MANAGER or FOREMAN.— Has a thorough know-

ledge of Nursery Work, both in and out of doors; good hand at

Bouquets. Eight years' good testimonials from previous employers;
will be disengaged end of June.—W. KENT, Birmingham Nurscrj',

56. Harborne Road, Birmingham.

To Noblemezi, Landowners, and Others.
STEWARD. &c.—OcTAVius Long, whose engage-

ment with Lord Fitzhardinge will terminate in August next, is

desirous of an appointment. For the last 27 years he has been one of
the Stewards on the Estates of the late Earl Fitzhardinge, and the
late and present Lord Fitzhardinge, and has had very extensive
experience in Estate Management, Timber Valuing, Surveying,
Farming, &c. Unexceptionable testimonials can be produced.—Ham
\'illa, Berkeley, Gloucestershire.

FARM BAILIFF.—In the prime of life, without
family; understands the business in alt its branches. Wife a

good Dairywoman.— E. B, , Mr. Porter's, Seedsman, The Cross,
|

Oswestry.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

The British, Indian and Colonial Governments,

7000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Ironmasters,
&c., &c.,

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK,
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN HE LAID ON UY UNSKILLED LABOUR.
SOLD IN ALL COLOURS.

2 CWT. Free to all Stations.
Trices, Patterns, anj Testimonials sent post free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE V.\RD,

LUDGAXE HILL, LONDON, E.G.,
And 21, BACHELORS WALK. DUBLIN.

NO AGENTS,

GTJNS and RIFLES.
THOMAS TURNER, GuN and Rifle Manufac-

turer, Inventor of the "TURNER RIFLE," Conlractor to
Her Majesty's War Department,

CENTRAL FIRE BREECH LOADERS from £7 to j^sd-T. T.
recommends his £7 Gun to those who desire a cheap, though service-
able, Breech Loader. It is guaranteed of good material, sound, and
perfect in its action, and equal to any London Gun at double the price.

Thomas Turner's PATENT SELF-LOCKING BREECH
LOADER is unsurpassed for handiness, neatness, simplicity, and
durability. Price from ^11 to £,21. Drawings scut on application.

PIN-FIRE BREECH LOADERS from £s loi.

BREECH-LOADING, LARGE BORE and EXPRESS RIFLES;
SNIDER and MARTINI-HENRY RIFLES, in Sporting and
Military Patterns; ROOK RIFLES, SALOON RIFLES and
PISTOLS; REVOLVERS.
All kinds of Implements (or Cleaning, Cartridge Filling, Re-

Capping. &c. Flasks, Pouches, Cartridge and Game Bags, and
all bpotting Requisites.

Manufactory: Fisher Street, Birmingham.

K I N A H A N'S L I. WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the very

CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalled, perfectly
pure, and more wholesome than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words, " KINAHAN'S , L L ." on seal, label, and cork.
New Wholesale Depot, 6a, Great Titchiield Street, Oxford Strcet.W.C.

^Mr^"0~U"N GER and CG.'S ALES
Are of the HIGHEST PURITY,

Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, and
are distinguished for their delicacy of flavour.

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishing.

To be had of the Principal Retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.

Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 17JQ. London Stores, Belvidere
Road. S.E.

Pure Aerated Waters.
ELLIS'S RUTHIN WATERS,

Soda, Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Lithia, and for GOUT, Lithia
and Potass,
Corks branded "R. ELLIS and SON, Ruthin," and every label

bears their Trade Mark.
Sold everywhere, and Wholesale of R. ELLIS AND SON, Ruthin,

North Wales. London Agents ; W. BEST and SONS, Henrietta
Street, Cavendish Square, W,

STHMA, CHEST AFFECTIONS, and COLDS
CURED.—JOZEAU'S SYRUP and PATE of LACTUCINE

(active principle of Lettuce) possess all the soothing properties of
opium without its dangers. Highly recommended by the medical
profession.—At G. JOZEAU'S, 4g, Haymarket ; and all the best Che-
mists, Pate, 2s. 3d. and 15, i\d. ; post, 2s, $\d., and is. "i^d. Syrup, 2s.gd,

r\INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best retnedy for, Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

THE GRAND OBJECT in LIFE is to keep the body
in a pure and healthy state ; and to insure this condition no medi-

cine is so efficient and safe as PARR'S LIFE PILLS, which clear
from the body all hurtful impurities, promote appetite and digestion.
purify the blood, and produce the stale most to be desired—a sound
mind in a sound body.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at is, il^d., 2s.r)d.,4S. 6d.,and lis.

/COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
^^ These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the
best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers ol the Camomile, They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action
ol the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously afl^ect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who mdulge in the

luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
t they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-
liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,
nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at IS. r)id., 21. (jd., 4s. 6d., and iii,, as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxes at ii. t]^d., 25. gd.^'^s, 6d., and iif.
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THE "ARCHIMEDEAN" LAWN MOWER.
LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

EEDUCED PBICES.

LIST OF PRICES
10-inch, suitable for a Lady or a Boy ...

12-inch, „ a Lady or a Boy ...

14-inch, „ a Man
16-inch, „ a Man (on level Lawns)

•

... £3
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HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION and GRAND ROSE SHOW will take place on

JULY 10. Schedules and further informatioTi may be obtained of

WM. PALLETT, Secretary.

LOUGHBOROUGH

RUGBY ]

ANNUAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. —The

VEGETABLES (open to all England) will take place at Rugby 01

THURSDAY, JULY 11. Entries to be made on or before JUL\
next. Schedules and further particulars may be obtained on applies

tion to J. S. SAVAGE, or W. MASt.>N, Hon, Sec, Rugby.

THE HARROGATE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S SHOW, AUGUST 29— Best Eight Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, /17 loi., in three prizes; best Eight Ornamental
and Fine-foliage Plants, jjjio, in three Prizes. Schedules on application

to Mr. HOBKINSON, Secretary. ____ ^_^_—
JC. STEVENS" Horticultural, Scientific, and

• Natural History Sale Rooms. 38. King Street. Cnvent

Garden. London. W.C. Established 1760- SALES by AUCTION
nearly EVERY DAY. Catalogues on application.

VERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT ill STOCK r>t

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse. 237 &' 238, High Holboni. London.
E
NEW ROSES for 1872.—Strong healthy plants of

the choicest and best varieties, 301. per dozen. Descriptive

LIST on application.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette.
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Friced LIST on application lo

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES,
Peaches, Nectarines, Flums, Pears, Apples,

Fruiting in Pots.

—

Apples, Figs, Apricots,
Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SNirni. Nurseryrnan and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

W~
~ EBB'S PRIZE COB" FILBERTS, and other

PRIZE COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these

varieties from

» T Flori

B'S

Notice to Subscribers.

SUBSCRIPTIONS, payable in advance, including
Postage to any part of (he United K'ingdom

:

—
Three Months .. s^- ii2<^-

I
Six Months .. iij-. iid.

Twelve Months ., £1 3J. lod.

Post Office Orders to he made payable to WiLLIAM
Richards, at the Kin^ Street Post Office.

Publishing Office, 41, Wellington Street, W.C.

BOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, SOUTH
KENSINGTON. W.

NOTICE.—FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEE MEETING, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, June 19. at
II o'clock. GENERAL MEETING at 3. Band of the Royal Horse
Guards Irom 4. Admission 25. M,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
BIRMINGHAM EXHIBITION.

LUNCHEON toH.R.H. Prince ARTHUR.
FLORAL DECORATION of the FIVE LUNCHEON TABLES.

Prizes offered by the Local Committee. ;(;io, /8. £^, £4, £3.—Parti-
culars will be forwarded on application to Mr. E. W. BADGER,
Local Hon. Sec., Midland Counties Herald Office, Birmingham.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
The next SUMMER FETE and EXHIBITION of PLANTS,

FLOWERS, and FRUIT, will take place on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY NEXT, June 19, 20. Gates open at 2 o'Clock. Tickets
5*. each, or on the days of the Exhibition, 71. fid. each. Bands of the
ist and 2d Life Guards each day.

Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park.
TOHN WATERER and SON'S EXHIBITION ofO RHODODENDRONS is NOW ON VIEW DAILY at the
above Gardens. Admission can be obtained by Orders from Fellows
of the Society, or by production of Card at Waterer's Gate, SVest of
the Botanic Gardens, Sundays and Wednesdays excepted.

_Mr._\\[EBB. Calc^t, Readinj

^NEW^'gIANT POLYANTHUS.
Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants

of all the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of dilTerent colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and I\nible; with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers. L IST on application.—Mr. WEHH

,
Calcot, Reading.

Fansles, Pansles, Fansles,
ry^HOS. THORNTON ofters to Growers of the above.
JL SEED saved from his splendid strain of Fancy, Mixed, and
Named varieties, very cheap. Price on application.

The Nurseries. Hcatherside, Bagshot, Surrey.

PARIS, I
SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. I
SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to
; of Wales, Reading, Berks.H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince c

GRASSES:
Derivations; Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil. Use,
arity, Season, Growth, Increase. Time of Flo'

'

Free by post.

TU-ATURAL
Peculiari'

RICHARD SMIThV^'

their Names and
Cuation, Soil

wcring. Price, &c

Merchant . Worcester.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his NEW
• PLANT and GENERAL CATy\.LOGUE is now ready, post

free to all applicants.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Ilolloway, London, N.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli, &c.
WILLIAM CUTBUSII and SON'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the hnest

quality only. Post free on application.

Highgate Nurseries. London, N^

"nurseryn^HE PINE-APPLE

rEit,

COMPANY,
12, Maida Vale, Edgware Road. W.

JOHN BESTElt, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department,
'n, ~ . .~ .> .
the Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

To the Trade.
Downie, laird, and LAI ng's special list

of NOVELTIES for the Present Season is now published, and
will be forwarded post free on application,

Stanstead and Riill.ind Park Nurseries, London, S.E,, and Edinburgh.

Jean VERSCHAFFELTS Nursery. 134, Faubourg
dc Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium, CATALOGUES to be had, free,

from his Agents, Messrs. R. SILIJERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E,C.

Dutch Bulbs.

GW. F. PIOOGEVEEN, Florist. Haarlem, begs
• 10 announce that the WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of his

UNRIVALLED COLLECTIONS shall be forwarded post free on
application.application.

ILIUM (LILIES).— Parties having (in quantity)

Lilies of which the names are unknown to them, and wishing to

part with them, by sending a flower per sample post, could be informed,
ire unknown to tnein, ana wisning 10

part with them, by sending a flower per sample post, could be informed,

if possible, of [he names, and would oblige,

LOUIS VAN HUUTTE, Royal Nursery, Ghent, Belgium

T\7"HITE" verbenas. — Mrs. Holford, ^—

'

Boule de

Bedding Plants, &c.
KIRK ALLEN'S CATALOGUE of the above, all at

very low prices, ready shortly, and for

The Nurseries, Bramptc

Cheap Bedding Plants.
ERANIUMS— Mrs. Pollock, 2iJ-. per 100 ; Vesuvius.

per 100; Thomas Moore, 211. per 100, VERBENAS, i6s.

per 100; CALCEOLARIAS, i-'j. per 100. Very strong, to give effect

at once. H. JACKSON, Blakcdown, Kidderminster

GER>
21S.

New Golden Bronze Geraniums.
ATTRACTION, ANNIE KEELER, BRONZE
1\, BEAUTY, Cupid, Decorata, Gazelle, Harrison Weir, Roi dc
Siam, W. R. Morris, Mrs. L. Lloyd, Charlemagne, Distinction. Strong
plants, the set for 161.

H. JACKSON, Elakedown, Kidderminster.

New Tricolor Geraniums.
A CHIEVEMENT. PETER GRIEVE. PRINCE of
1\. WALES (Carter). Ettie Bcale, Mrs, Ruttcr. Mrs. Headley,
Moonstone, Mrs. C. Wilkinson, Mrs. Rousby, Lass o' Gowrie,
C. Nilsson. Howarth Ashton. Strong plants, in fine colour and true
to name, 251. the set.

H. JACKSON. Blakedown, Kidderminster.

HUSSEY AND SON beg to offer TOM THUMB,
BIj;OU.and FLOWER of SPRING GERANIUMS, at ms. 6d.

per 100; GOLDEN CHAIN, at 14J, per 100, and LUNA, at 201. per 100.

Mile End Nursery, Norwich.

WPOTTEN has still a large stock of ZONAL and
• DOUBLE GERANIUMS, and other BEDDING PLANTS,

which he can offer to the Trade and others by the 100 or looa Special
prices given on application.

The Nurser>', Sissinghurst. Staplehurst. Kent.

iiiLj . ^.^i^ij.-. »0. — ivii:j. iiuiiuiu, uuuic m,
Neige. and Mrs. Lowe. Strong plants, from 48.sized pots, i6i.

per 100. Fost-Ollice orders payable on Chester.

FIELD BROTHE RS, Boughton Nursery. Cheste r.

Cj1Tipi'S-ris.s

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH and CO. are now
prepared to execute orders for the SEED saved from their

unrivalled strain of CINERARIAS, in sealed packets, 3*. 6d. and 5s.

each. Special quotations to the Trade on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Delphinium nudicaule.WT H O M P S O N, Seedsman, Tavern Street,

• Ipswich, respectfully announces that he can supply good
blooming plants of the above beautiful scarlet flowered species, intro-

duced by him last season, at 2S. 6d. each. Prices to Trade on
application.

VIOLA MAGNIFICENT.—This beautiful Viola is

now offered for the first time ; it is the most brilliant hardy

violet bedding plant in cultivation. Good plants, ht for immediate

use, 2s. 6d. each. 24s, per dozen, ^^3 ^oj. for 50, ;CS Pcr 100. Special

price quoted 'or the looo.

B. S. WILLIAMS, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper
Holloway, London, N.

CHOICE FERNS. —Cheilanthes viscosa, Adiantum
decorum. Adiantum concinnum latum. Strong healthy plants.

W. AND J. BIRKENHEAD, Fern Nursery. Sale, near Manchester.

British Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage
stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,

including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns} of his Priced Descriptive

CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXuTlC FERNS. No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery. Sidcup Hill , Kent.

CRYSTAL PALACE ROSE SHOW, POSTPONE-
MENT.—In consequence of the very unfavourable weather

lately prevailing, it has been found necessary lo POSTPONE the
ROSE SHOW, announced for the aad Inst., till SATURDAY,
July ij. The Schedule already issued, and still to be obtained, will
stand, excepting the date. The lime for ENTRIES is extended to
JULY 6. L WILKINSON, Manager.

BRIGHTON and SUSSEX HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—GRAND ROSE, FRUIT, and PELARGONIUM

SHOW, will be held at the Royal Pavilion on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY. June iq and 2a The Ashbur>' Cup. value Eight
Guineas, is offered for the best Eight Show Pelargoniums, in addition
toother liberal Prizes in that Class ; also 13 Classes of Roses, and
[4 Classes of Fruits. Schedules can be had on application to the
Secretary, 96. St. James's btreer ; or of E. SPARY, Queen's
Graperies, Superintendent of the Exhibitions.

AUTUMN SHOW. SEPTEMBER 11 and 12.

EDWARD CARPENTER, Secretary-.

"PETERBOROUGH HORTICULTURAL

&c,of
Savings Bank, Peterborough.

The FIRST SHOW will be held on THURSDAY,
ra

J.

July 4. in connection with the Agricultural Society's Show. Schedules,
"" -' ' '^. BUCKLE, Secretary.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

GRAND ROSE and FRUIT SHOW, JULY e and 6.

Schedules, &c, may be obtained from the Undersigned.
Botahic Gardens, Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY'.

Felargonlums for tbe Million.

JAMES HOLDERS unrivalled COLLECTION of
FRENCH. FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strong Plants. CATALOflUES Kratis on application.
HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, In 24 varieties, seed or

plants, as per former Advertisement.
Crown Nursery, Reading.

CHEAP BEDDING GERANIUMS*-The following
choice sorts at per doien, for cash: — Lady Cullum. 3*. 6rf. ;

Lucy Grieve. 6s. ; Louisa Smith, 3s. 6d. ; Mrs. Dix. 6j. ; Mrs. Pollock,
2J. td.; Sophia Cusack, 3^. 6J. ; Sophie Dumaresque. 2s 6d. ; Caroline
Longficid, y. 6d, ; Mrs. John Glutton, 6j. ; Prince Silverwings, 61. ;

Beauty of Calderdalc, 2s. 6d. ; Duke of Edinburgh, 35. 6d ; Kentish
Hero, 2s. 6d. Package 6d. per dozen, A list of 250 varieties post free.

Remittances requested from unknown Correspondents.
ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris. Cambridgeshire.

Queen of the Primroses.
PRIMULA JAPONICA. — Seed of six magnificent

varieties has been imported from Japan, For descriptions,
vide Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S SEEIJ CATALOGUE, page 84.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W.

Primula japonica Seed.
GEORGE SMITH has some splendid new home-

grown Seed to offer of this magnificent PRIMULA, believed to

be from the strongest and finest plant yet flowered. For description,
see Gardeners' Chronicle, May 18. Packets at 11., 2s. td., 31. W.,
and SJ. each, post free

Wilton Road Nursery', Salisbury.

FROME AMATEUR ROSE CLUB, 1872.—Open
Prizes for Nurserj-raen, &c. For 24 distinct varieties, three

bloomsofeach: First Prize, ;C5; Second. ^3; Third, ;£2. The Roses
to be dehvered to the Committee at the Show Tent, on JULY 11.

'^'
' No entrance fee. Roses may be removed at 6 p.m.

ALFRED PARSONS, Hon. Sec, Fromc.

before 12 o'Clock.

Queen of Primroses.
PRIMULA JAPONICA.—The Undersigned have

just received a small quantity of Seed of this magnificent hardy
plant from abroad, which they have much pleasure in offering, in

packets, at is., 21. 6d.
,
31. 6d., and 5*., post Iree.

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and CO., Covcm Garden Market,
London, W.C.

WANTED, a few hundreds clean healthy PINE
PLANTS, in various stages of growth, miscellaneous sorts.

B, SHAW, Cowick, vta Selby,

New Catalogue of Plants. &c.

ROBERT PARKER begs lo announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing Select Descriptive and Priced Lists

of Plants suitable for bedding and decorative purposes. &c.,—
Delphiniums, Double-flowered Pyrethrums, Hardy Aquatics, Saxi-

fragas, Sedums, Sempervivums, Sweet Violets, &c.. is now published,

and will be forwarded to applicants,—Exotic Nursery, Tooting. S.W.

New Cnrysantliemums of 1872,

A DAM FORSYTH is now sending out strong Plants
C^ of his SUPERB and NEW VARIETIES. They are Seedlings

of unusual merit, raised by George Rundle, Esq., ol Devonpott, and

other well known growers, and are, without doubt, superior to any
hitherto introduced. Ready for immediate delivery. See LIST, for-

warded post free,

Brunswick Nursery', Stoke Newington, N.

J~^MES FAIRHEAD, Seed
""'

Surrev. late Borough Market and Bi --.^-

offers FAIRHEAD'S URIGINAL CHAMPION SWEDE SKIR-
VING'S.and other best selected stocks of SWEDES andTURNJPb.
crop 1871. l.)rders above 20.< . carriag e paid .

Grower, Peckham,
ntrce, Essex, respectfully

Fine Englisn Sowing Rape Seed.

HAND V. SH.'\RPE have a fine sample of tne
. above, which they can offer to the TRADE at a ver>'

moderate figure. Sample and price on application.

Seed Growing listabiishmtjnt, Wi-bi-rh

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong Robmson's Champion
Ox Cabbage Plants, at ss. per looo. Remittance to accompany

all orders. _
J. WOOBERRV, Nursery man, Billingshurst, Sussex.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong, healthy. Drumhead
Cabbage (Robinson's Champion) can now be supplied in any

quantity, at 3s. per 1000, by
JAS. IVERY AND SON, Dorking Nursery.

ABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong, healthy Drumhead
(Robinson's Champion), at 21. 6rf. per 1000, package included.

Remittance to accompany all orders.

W. VIRGO AND SON, Woncrsh Nu rsery, Guildford, Surrey .

S^PRING-SOWN PLANTS of the large DRUMHEAD
or SCOTCH CABBAGE, and GREEN KOHL RABI, 21. 6d

per 1000, or 2ar, per 10.000. free on rail. Remittances to accompany
all orders.—CHRISTMAS QUINCEY, Seedsman, &c., Market
Place, Peterborough.
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New Roses, &c., &c., Now Ready.W KNIGHT solicits orders for the following, from
• several thousands of strong, clean, healthy plants, true to

name, and unsurpassed in the Trade.
18 varieties of NEW ROSES of 1872, the best selected, 3^- "ch;

42s. the set.

12 finest FUCHSIAS, extra strong, icw. 6d.

24 finest VERBENAS, for exhibition, 8s.

Descriptive Priced LIST on application.
Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex^

Now Ready,NEW hardy free-flowering CLEMATISES, well
adapted for covering verandahs, trellis-work, walls, porticoes,

|]illars. festoons, &c. Each variety was awarded a First-class Certi-

ficate by the Royal Horticultural Society.

C. THOMAS MOORE, pucy-violct, white stamens, Passiflora-like.

C. MRS. lAMF.S BATEMAN,pa]e lavender, fine.

C. VITICELLA RUBRA GRANDIFLORA, bright claret-crimson.

ALEXANDRA, pale reddish-violet.

VELUTINA PURPUREA, rich blackish-mulberry.

15^'. eac/i. The Set of Five Varieties for 6oj".

See CLEMATIS LIST for full descriptions.

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON, Woking Nursery, Surrey, have
pleasure in informing the Public that the undermentioned Trade Firms
can be relied on for supplying the above true to name, having procured
them direct from us :

—

Messrs. James Booth & Siihne, Nurserymen, Hamburgh.
„ James Carter & Co., Nurserj-man, 237, High Holborn, W.C.
„ Thomas Cripps & Son, Nurserymen, Tunbridge Wells.

„ F. & A. Dickson & Son, Upton Nursery, Chester.

,, Downie, Laird & Laing, Nurserymen, Edinburgh.
„ Froebel & Co., Nurserymen, Zurich.

„ Fisher, Holmes & Co., Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield.

,, Haage & Schmidt, Nurserymen. Erfurt.

„ Tackson & Son, Nurserymen, Kingston.

,, J. & C, Lee, Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith, W.
„ P. L. Robertson & Co., Trinity Nursery, Edinburgh.
„ J. Stewart & Son, Nurserymen, Dundee.
,, James Veitch & Son, Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, S.W.
,, J. C. Wheeler & Co., Nurserv'men, Gloucester.

Mr. William Bull, Nurseryman, Chelsea, S.W.
,, Louis \'an Houtte. Nurseryman, Ghent.
,, William Knight. Nurseryman, Hailsham.
„ V. Lemoine, Nurseryman, Nancy, France.
,, Charles Noble, Sunningdalc Nursery, Bagshot.
,, William North, Nurseryman, Lee, S,E,

„ Robert Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, S.W.
,, Richard Smith, St. John's Nursery, Worcester.
,, Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.
,, Henry Walton, Nurseryman, Marsdeii.
„ B. S. Williams, Nurseryman, Upper Holloway, N.
,, John Wills, Exotic Nursery, Old Brompton, VV.

„ R. S. Yates, Nurseryman, Sale.

„ Maurice Young, Milford Nursery', Godalming.

JAMES BROOKE & CO.^
FAIRFIELD, MANCHESTER.

ORCHIDS and their CULTIVATION.
We are in a position to offer the following

DENDROBIUMS at exceedingly Low
Prices, and refer to the descriptions in the

" Fairfield Orchids " for their several

merits :—
D. CHRYSOTIS.

Assam. A plant of this very eflective new specie* was exhibited by
us at the Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibition, Sept. 21, 1870, and
received a First-class Certificate. It is thus described :—" D. chrysotis.
The stems are slender, rod-like, 3 to 4 feet long ; the leaves oblong-
acute, the flowers large, deep yellow, on very slender spikes, 8 to
9 inches long, having ligulate sepals, narrower than fimbrialum, and a
more rhomboid lip, with two spots on its disc. Assam : J. Brooke &
Qo."—Gardtntrs^ Chronicle, 1870, p. 1311. August ; ten days.

From IOJ-. 6d. upwards.

D. DEVONIANUM.
India, on the Khasya hills, 1837. One ol the most beautiful of a

princely race, and when in perfection hardly rivalled. Stems wiry,
3 to 4 feet long, pendulous, and flowery for half their length, the
blossoms individually translucent white, with purple tips, and the
lightest possible tinge of rose ; the labellum with two bright orange-
yellow crescents, the edges of which melt away like those of a rain-
bow, and its margin delicately fringed. May, J une ; two to three weeks.

From 5^. upwards.

D. FALCONERI.
Mountains of Bhootan ; altitude 4000 feet. 1847. One of the most

strikingly beautiful Orchids in cultivation. Stems long, slender,
branched and pendulous. Leaves few, linear, and inconspicuous.
Flowers abundant, large, shining with sweet brightness ; the sepals
pale rose, tipped purple ; the petals white, and also purple-tipped ; the
lip again white, with a liquid mulberry-coloured and golden-bordered
recess. April—June ; two to three weeks.

From 21J. each.

D. HETEROCARPUM.
Ceylon, 1837. A small but very attractive plant, blooming in winter ;

the flowers fragrant, greenish or yellowish white, the large and
pendulous lip yellow, with crimson featherwork in the centre.

From los. 6d. each.

D. McCARTHI^.
Ceylon, where it is the native " May-flower," pendent from the trunks

of large trees. Stems i*^ to 2 feet long; leaves few and lanceolate;
racemes two or three, each bearing tour or five beautiful and airy
flowers, 3 inches across, and shaped like those of a Thunia, the sepals
and petals very pointed, pink or cherry-coloured ; the lip white, dark-
purple veined, and in the recess lull and solid purple. Free in flower-
ing; easily grown in heat and moisture, and remaining in perfect
beauty for six or eight weeks, A specimen of this plant was recently
exhibited, with more than loa expanded flowers upon it,

42J. and upwards.

D. WARDIANUM.
Assam. A very scarce and beautiful species ; the strong and pendu-

lous stems 2 feet in length ; the flowers, two or three together from ihe
axils, 3 inches across, white, tipped with purplish-rose, the lip rich
orange with white margin, and a double crimson spot. February-
May ; two to three weeks.

From 42J. to 252J,

VANDA CCERULEA.
India, upon the Khasya hilla, at an elevation of 2500 feet, growing

Upon trees of Gordonia, among Oaks in pleasant woods which remind
the traveller of England. Leaves 5 inches long. Flowers in erect
panicles of nine to eighteen, individually a foot m circumference, and
°

Di."['
°'™ ''*^*' ^"'^ tender lilac or lavender-blue, with the texture of

a Fhala:nopsis. Lip, as usual with Vandas, small, or barely threc-
,S"^""!* °' ^an inch long. This glorious plant is probably the finest of
the Indian Orchids. Sept., Oct. ; eight weeks.

From 21J-. to 105J.

1^ We have received a fine lot of DENDROBIUMWARDIANUM, in most splendid condition. This is
the only importation of the year.

r^f^'^L^T^^T.,
9^'^^LOGUE, "The FAIRFIELD

*JKCHtD.S, from ourselves, or Messrs. Bradbury,
Evans & Co., lo, Bouverie Street, London, E.C.!
price 3J.

Now Beady, i

LOUIS DE SMET'S GENERAL CATALOGUE I

for 1872, containing selections of all the finest Stove, Greenhouse,
!

and Hardy Plants, especially Camellias, Azaleas, Agaves, Succulent
Plants. &a It may be had post free of his Agents, Messrs. R.
SILBERRAD and SON. 5, Harp Lane. Great Tower Street, London.
LOUIS DE SMET, Nurseryman, Faubourg de Bru.xelles, Ghent,

Belgium.

New Seeds, of Cbolcest Quality.

CALCEOLARIA (Scott's), carefully hybridised from
plants 9 to 18 inches in height, flowers perfect in form, colour in

great variety, including white ground, spotted and mottled, u.
and 2J. f>d, per packet.

CINERARIA, Scott's prize strain, 11. and 2J. 6d. per packet
PANSY, saved from prize show and fancy flowers, is. per packet.
PRIM ULA FIMBRlATA, including Fern-leaf varieties, extra, 2s. 6d.

per packet.
STOCK, Scott's Giant Scarlet Ten-week, 11. per packet.
WALLFLOWER, Double, 12 superb varieties, mixed, is. per packet,

SCOTT'S WASP DESTROVER,genuine,iJ.6J.and2J.6d.perbotUc.
]. SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

New English Roses.

PAUL AND SON, The Old Nurseries. Cheshunt. N.,
have now ready fine plants at 5s. each of the lollowing NEW

ENGLISH ROSES cnirusted to them for distribution
HYBRID PERPETUAL, ANNIE LAXTON (Thomas Laxton,

Esq,)—A new colour; deep ros«, flushed over with cherry-crimson,
almost of orange tint, very distinct, shape good, shell-shaDea
petals, arranged most regularly, of medium size, of most hardy
free-flowering habit: fully tested here and much approved. Wc
fee! assured a fine Rose.

NOISETTE, EARL ol ELDON (Mr. CoPPIN).—Orange-buff, large,
somewhat loose flower, but verj' free, and of vigorous compact
growth, deliciously scented ; as a coppery or orange-colour climber
for south walls it will reinforce Ophiric, &c. Figured in Floral
Magazine. First-Class Certificate Royal Horticultural Society.

THE NEW FRENCH ROSES, 24*. per doien.

NEW ENGLISH ROSES of 1871.
Climbing Victor Verdier, 3J. 6d. each : a Rose promising to rival in

popularity our previously distributed seedlings. Lord Clyde and Duke
of EdinburL'h. H. P. Princess Louise (Laxton), 31. 6a. each; H. P
Prince of Wales (Laxton), 51. 6d. each.

New Descriptive LIST on application.

T R O P ^^ O L U M S

T. Thornton
BEGS TO OFFER THIS SEASON, AT VERY REDUCED PRICES,

THE SET OF FIVE SUPERB BEDDING TROP^OLUMS,
Which was offered by him for the first time in 1871, and to which the public so generously responded.

The five distinct and beautiful varieties can now be had for 5s.

See Gardener's Year Book for 1871, under the head of "New Flowers;" also in other Gardening Periodicals.

T. THORNTON, THE NURSERIES, HEATHERSIDE, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

Maida Vale, London, W. (established upwards of 100 years).

THE PIIE-APPLE MESEEY COIPAIY
RESPECTFULLY INVITE A VISIT FROM

GARDENERS AND AMATEURS

VISITING THE

LONDON SHOWS

DURINCx THE COMING SEASON.

Their NEW CATALOGUE, to be published immediately, will contain all the Leading Novelties

offered this season by the Trade generally.

JOHN BESTER (Manager), 32, MAIDA VALE, W.

Griffiths & Browett,
BRADFORD STREET, BIRMINGHAM, and 12, MOORGATE STREET, LONDON,

Sole Manufacturers of Vase's Patent Hydropults,

BEG TO CALL THE ATTENTION OF THE PUBLIC TO AN

IMPROVED HYDROPULT,
WITH STIRRUP, A PORTABLE WITH CIRCULAR STAND,

FIRE ANNIHILATOR
Which they have recently

introduced.

It throws a continuous stream, is

worked with the greatest ease, and is

superior in all respects to any other

Machine of the kind hitherto in use for

Watering Gardens, &c.

Price 35s. 6d. each.

Sold Wholesale at their EiiabUsh-

7nents in Birmingham and London, and

Retail by all ResptctabU ironmongers. Price 31Si 6d. each.

// may be Seen in Operation at 119, NSW BOND STREET, LONDON, W»
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BIRMINGHAM SHOV/.

HENRY ORMSON'S PATENT CONVOLUTED BOILERS

AND DRAWINGS OF HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,
Will be Exhibited at Stand No. 47 in the covered space.

H. ORMSON begs to notify^ that, in consi-qiicnce of the arrangements for classifying

Horticultiual Buildings and testing Boilers having been delayed until so late a period,

he has decided not to compete in either class.

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER AND HOTWATER ENGINEER,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

JAMKS GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, FAULTON SQUARE ; and

289, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIM.\TES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HE.\TING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock.

«» TENDERS given for HEATING CHURCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S MEETING at BIRMINGHAM.

LOOKER'S
PATENT HOLLOW BRICK VENTILATOR

WILL BE INTRODUCED AT THE .-^BOVE EXHIBITION.

This perfectly novel arrangement for the admission of fresh air into all kinds of Horticultural Structures, is with
confidence recommended for its simplicity, effectiveness, ornamental appearance, and cost.

STANDS Nos. 34 and 76.

BENJAMIN LOOKEE,
INVENTOR, PATENTEE, and SOLE MANUFACTURER, KINGSTON-ON-THAMES.

THE "AUTOIATOI" LAWI lOWERS.
THE BEST, SIMPLEST, AND MOST DURABLE MACHINES.

They are warranted to give satisfaction, and

They leave no ribs in the Grass, and are unsurpassed for keeping

a Lawn or Croquet Ground in first-rate order. They will either Collect

the Cut Grass in the box, according to the approved English method, or

leave it on the lawn, by taking the bo.x off. They are fitted with the best

wheel gearing, the best steel-edged knives, and hardened steel pivots

and bearings.

Over 6,000 are now in use.

Sizes from 8 to 20 inches. Prices from 55s.
Carriage Paid to all the principalRailway Stations in England.

month's trial is allowed. Orders executed on receipt.

ILLUSTRATED LISTS Free by Post, and Testimonials from Thirty English Counties. AlsoNEW AND IM PROVED GARD EN ROLLERS.
RANSOMES, SIMS, and HEAD, IPSWICH.

....
" ' ''f"'""i '"^"y "f Mr. Read's Engines and Syringes, and know them well, and shall never cease torecommend them while they are as good as they always hat/i *««."—SHIRLEY HiBBERD, Esq., F.R.H.S.

READ'S PATENT
GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, and SYRINGES.
These Instruments are so well known that no further description is necessary than to mention that the

materials and workmanship employed are of the same high class which has always distinguished Read's Engines
and Machines. They are extensively employed upon the estates of the nobility and gentry of the United Kingdom,
and are also patronized by most of the Horticultural Associations (including the Royal Horticultural Society of
London) and the principal nurserymen.

CATJTION.—^// Bead's Instruments bear his Najne and Address in addition to the Royal Arms.

Mr. READ'S NEW ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE OF GARDEN MACHINERY FOR

Containing full information as to Sizes, Prices, &c.. Post Free on application,

35, REGENT CIRCUS, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

1872

"CI T. ARCHERS' "FRIGI D O M O."
-*-7 • —Patronised .ind used for Frogmnre and Kcw Gardens. It is
made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is applied.

PROTECTION AGAINST the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.WOOL NET-riNG, 2 yards wide, Ii. M. per yard.
" FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS.

Two yards wide it. lorf. per yard.
Three yards wide 35. 3((. per yard.
Four yards wide 35. io.< per yard.

SCRIMCANVAS. 72 inches wide, 70 yards lonK.63;,f, toS'.'rf. per yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, y^i. and
f^y^d. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of" Frisi Domo," 3, Cannon
Street, City, E.G. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.

Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

Tuitilar Better, wilk
ly'attr Bars.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials supplied for HEATING

GREENHOUSES,
HOTHOUSES.

CONSERVATORIES,
ImPfvvcd Conical. ^^^y^^^^'

BUILDINGS, &c.
H O T -W A T E R

PIPES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and
T Pieces, Syphons, and
every other connection
kept in stock.
W R <_) U G H T and ;

CAST-IRON CONI-
CAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONI-
CAL, also ELLiriTC i

BOILERS, from 2^s.

each.

Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
with or without Water-bars, from 521. f>d. each.
CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand

for use without brickwork, from 60s. each.

Tubular Boiler. Patent

THROTTLE Elliptic Boiler.
and other

VALVES,
FURNACE DOORS, BARS,

and
FURNACE WORK

of every description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS
for Pipe Joints ; Sockets re-

quire no other packing, and
are perfectly water-tight.

Goods, of the very best manufacture, delivered at Railway or
Wharf in London.
LYNCH WHITE, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

London, S.E, (Surrey side of Blackfriars Bridge).
Price List on application.

T HE IMPERIAL LAWN MOWER.
Acknowledged by

Gardeners to be the Best
and only Perfect
Lawn Mower.

Works easily, sharpens

itself, collects and roll;

the Grass as it cuts

the simplest and best Machine ;

does not get out of order, and ^»»
always gives satisfaction.

To cut 8 inches wide .. £2 10
To cut 10 inches wide .. 30
To cut 12 inches wide .,40
To cut 14 inches wide .. 50

To cut 16 inches wide .. £6 o
To cut 18 inches wide . . 6 10

To cut 20 inches wide . . 7 10
To cut 24 inches wide .. 8 10

Carriage paid to any Railway Station in the Kingdom.
Note —This IS the only Machine in the market that will both cut

and collect eiiher long, short, wet, or dry grass.
The IMPERIAL LAWN MOWER received the First-class Certi-

ticate offered by the National Horticultural Society for the best Lawn
Mower, and is specially recommended by

The Wharfedale Horticultural Society.
The Hunslet Horticultural Society.
The Chapel-Allerton Horticultural Society.
The Crossgates Horticultural Society.
The Roihwell Horticultural Society.

And is in constant use at the Royal Horticultural Gardens.
W. MACDONALD, Prospect Foundry, Leeds.

BARNARD. BISHOP, and BARNARD'S
PATENT NOISELESS LAWN MOWERS,

with jointed handles, suitable for Shipping.

The Miniature Lawn Mower, cuts 6 inches /2 2 o
Do. do. do. cuts 8 inches 2 10 o

Suitable for the very smallest grass plots or edgings ; can be
worked with ease by a child.

To cut 10 inches. This can be worked by a Lady ., £30 o
To cut 12 inches. Suitable for One Person 400

This, and all larger sizes, have the drum or roller divided into
two parts, for the convenience o( turning.

To cut 14 inches. Suitable for One Person j£S o o
The i6-in., and all larger sizes, have a driving-wheel on each side

of the Machine, which gives great steadiness to the working.
To cut 16 inches. Suitable for One Person £6 o o
To cut 18 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 610 o
To cut 20 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 700
To cut 22 inches. Suitable for Two Men 7 10 o
To cut 22 inches. Suitable for Donkey 800
To cut 24 inches. Suitable for Pony 900
To cut 27 inches. Suitable for Pony 10 10 a
To cut 30 inches. Suitable for Pony 12 oTHE COTTAGE LAWN MOWER,

With Adjustable Revolving Cutters.
To cut 6 inches £1 S a
To cut 8 inches i 15 o
To cut 10 inches 250

Prices of Horse and Pony Mowers with Illustrated Lists, free on
application. Having a very large stock of all sizes, orders can be
executed on receipt.—Packed and delivered (carriage free) to the
principal Railway Stations in England.
BAkNARD, BISHOP, AND BARNARDS, Norfolk Ironworks,

Isorwich.
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J.
Perfection in Heating.

G. S M E A T O N AND CO.,
HoRTicuLTL'RAL ArciIitkcts and Builders, Hot-water

and Steam-heating Engineers,
71, Harwood Ruad,

Walham Green, Fulham,
London, S.W.

Consultations in all parts of the Kingdom.
Plans and Estimates gralis.

Efficiency in all branches (,• i^aranteed^

TTlTElENnHTolTSE^; FORCIiNG-HOUSES,
yjt VINERIES, and ORCHARD-HuUSES, made of the best

yellow deal, t;lazed with 15-oz. sheet i;lass. painted four times ; 20 feet

by iz feet, ^40 ; 30 feet by 12 feet, ;(i6o ; 40 Icet by 15 feet, ^£85 ; 50 feel

by 18 feet, i^iio; 100 feet by 20 feet, ^Z3o. The above prices include
Brickwork, Staging, Delivery, and Fixing within 50 miles of London.
Plans and Estimates sent on receipt of size required to

R. STEVENS, Horticultural Builder, Simpson's Road, Bromley,
Kent.

PATENT "DOUBLE L " SADDLE

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boilert

with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent

that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the

amount of work with the same quantitj; of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied ; at the

same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made of the follow-

ing sizes

Sizes.
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Last Day for Applications, Thursday Next.
LUNCHEON 10 HIS KUVAL HIGHNESS PRINCE ARTHUR.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
A PUBLIC LTNCHEON will lake place on ihc occasion of

the Society's Exhibition at Aston (which will be opened by HKH.
Prince ARTHUR), on TUESDAY, lune 25, at i oClock, P-M .the

President of the Local Committee, the Kight Hon. the Earl of

BRADFORD, in the Chair.

A limited number of Tickets only being available, early application

is requested.

Gentlemen's Tickets, including Wine, &c., 21J. ; Ladies', i6s.

Applications for Tickets must be made to the nndcrsitrned, accom-
panied by a remittance, on or before THURSDAY NEN.T, June 20.

As soon as possible after the allotment, numbered and reserved

Tickets will be issued.

ALEXANDER FORREST, Secretary of the Local Committee.
10. Cherrv Street. Birmincham, June 13, 1871.

BISHOP'S STORTFORD and HERTFORDSHIRE
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—The SUMMER EXHI-

BITION will be held in the crounds of the President, John Archer
Houblon, Esq., Hallincbury Place, on WEDNESDAY, June 26.

Class Special Prizes, Open to Ali. Engl.vno.
I-—Ten Stove and Greenhouse Plants, in bloom, 1st, ;Cio; 2d, £5;

3d, £2 10s. (First Prize olTcred by W. Gilbcy, Esq,)
2—Ten Ornamental Foliage Plants, distinct, ist, £5; 2d, £2 loj.

;

3d, £1 5*-

3.— Pen Exotic Ferns, ist, £$; ati, £7 los. ; 3d, £' 5*- (Offered by
Captain Odams.)

4.— Cut Roses, 48 varieties, distinct, single bloom, ist, /s ; ad, £3;
.3d. £2. (Offered by Mrs. Archer Houblon)

5.—Six Show Pelargoniums, ist, £}; 2d, £2 ;
3d, £1.

0.—Six Fancy Pelargoniums, ist, ij; ad, £2 ; 3d, £1.
7-—Six Greenhouse Azaleas, tst. £3 : sd, £2 ;

3d. £1.
8.—Six Fuchsias, distinct, ist, £2 : 2d, ;j;2: 3d, £1.
g.—Collection ol Fruit, 6 dishes, distinct, ist, £$ ; 2d, £3 ', 3d, ^i loi.

10.—Best Collection of Roses, in pots, in bloom, ist, £3 ; ad, £2 ; 3d, £1.

ENTRIES CLOSE on JUNE 20. Schedules, &c., of W. SMITH,
Market Place, Bishop's Stortlord.

NORTH of IRELAND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

L'ndcr the Patronage of the Lord-Lieutf.n.^nt of Ireland.

The SECOND GRAND EXHIRITION of PLANTS. FLOWERS,
and FRUIT for the present year, will be held by this Society in the
Royal Botanic Gardens, Uclfast, on FRID.W and SATURDAY,
August 9 and lo, when, besides other Prizes, to the value of nearly
jfiaoo. Silver Cups of the value of £10 each, with Second Prizes of £$,
will be given lor the best 12 Stove or Greenhouse Plants in Bloom,
and for the best Collection of 12 Dishes of Fruit arranged as a
Dessert.

Priie lists, and any further information that may be required, may
be obtained on application to C. D. YONGE, Hon. Sec.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITU riON.—The TWENTY-NINTH ANNIVERSARY

FESTIVAL will take place on TUESDAY, July 2, at the London
Tavern, Bishopsgate Street, The Rev. S. Reynolds Hole, of
Caunton Manor, Nolls, Chairman of the day, supported by the
Sheriffs of London and the Under-Sheriffs.

Tickets, 2tj. each. Ladies' Gallery Tickets, 71. 6ii.

Treasuter—KOBERT WRENCH, Esq., London Bridge, E.C.
Secre:ary—E. R. CUTLER, 14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, W.C.

THE GARDENERS" ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.—Notice is hereby given, that the HALF-

YEARLY GENERAL MEETING of the MEMBERS of this
Institution will be held at the Bedford Hotel, Covent Garden. W. C.
on TUESD.\Y. July 9 next, for the purpose of ELECTING THREE
PENSIONERS. The Chair will be taken at 6 o'CIock precisely.
Tbc Ballot will close at 8 o'CIock precisely.

EDWARD ROGER CUTLER, Secretary.
14. Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, W.C—June la.

The Voting Papers have all been delivered ; any Member not having
received one is respectfully requested 10 make immediate application.

Notewortliy Horticulturists and Botanists.
NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS oi

NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS
is being; p^iblished in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The followinp have already
appeared, ajid separate Copies (price 6d. each), on tinted paper, may
be bad on application to the Publisher,

Dr. Hooker, C,B.. F.R.S.
W. Wilson Saunders, F.R.S.
Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne.
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin.
Professor Reichenbach.

Rev. S. R. Hole, M..V
E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.
iAMES iMcNab.
obert hogg, ll-d.

James Bateman, F,R.S.
Berthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.
Hon. Marshall P. Wilder.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden. W.C.
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SATURDAY, JUNE 15, 1872.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
( Royal Horticullural (Fruit and Floral

Wednesday, June 15 n'r,°"',?'.''1^B' ''r^- '^?.f
'"e'°" •

*»'.
' ^

i Ditto (Scientific Commiltee) .. .. i P.M.
' Ditto (General Meeting) .. ..3 P.M.

Wednesday, — iq f Royal Botanic (Great Summer Ex-
Th(Jrsd-\y, — 20J hibilion) 2 P.M.
Thursday, — 20—Linnean 8 p.m.

AT this season of the year the American
grounds of out great Surrey nurserymen,

with their thousands upon thousands of Rhodo-
dendrons and Azaleas, of all hues, afford pictural

effects which may certainly claim to rank
amongst those spectacular displays which, once
seen, may be dreamed of for ever. Those who
have, or may have had, the good fortune to wit-

ness them when in their prime, might almost
believe themselves transported into fairy land,

so enchanting is the coup iVa'il. The annual
exhibitions of these noble plants held in London,
and which we may note are now in their prime
(see p. S05), though made up by the two principal

growers of them—that at South Kensington by
Mr. Anthony Waterer, of Knap Hill, and
that in the Regent's Park by Messrs. JOHN
Waterer & Sons, of Bagshot—grand, charm-
ing, brilliant as they are, and as those who have
had the good fortune to examine them will at once
admit them to be, are scarcely more than as a
drop in the ocean, compared with what is to be
seen in a favourable season in the establishments
whence these selected specimens are brought.

Nothing which we have ever met with in the

shape of tloral display at all approaches the

spectacle to bo seen in these Rhododendron
gardens ; and, according to the testimony of eye-

witnesses, nothing like it is ever seen in America,
the native home of many of the plants them-
selves, so immensely have the modern varieties

been improved by the skill and perseverance of

our English cultivators.

The present is not to be regarded as a par-

ticularly favourable year for inspecting the

American plants, though even now one might
well call the display charming. The climatal

peculiarities of the summer of 1S71 were not con-

ducive to that profuse formation of blossom-buds
which is characteristic of certain congenial seasons.

Then, .again, the cruel Whitsuntide frosts of the

present year, which came swooping down upon the

swelling buds like an e,igle on its prey, seriously

crippled the flowers of many of the Rhododen-
drons, then in embryo, whilst the whole crop of

Azalea buds, just then ready to burst into beauty,

and which had promised to yield a most brilliant

display, were literally scorched up, as if a fire-

brand had been passed over them. Notwith-
standing these drawbacks, so immense are the

resources of the establishments we have referred

to, that the American exhibitions of 1872 present

but little appreciable deficiency to any but those

who have a critical knowledge of the flowers.

The fearful destruction which a severe winter

sometimes entails has not, it is true, been experi-

enced, but few persons would believe how much
damage to a display of this sort might possibly

result from even such a frost as was experienced

in many parts of the country on the night of the

19th ult., unless it were foreseen and to some
extent guarded against.

Though the Rhododendron may be considered

as a hardy evergreen shrub, it will be seen from
the remarks alreadymadethatincreased hardiness

of constitution is a point which, even now, the

raisers of new varieties should keep constantly

in view. Experience has taught us that varieties

in which the blood of R. ponticum is freely

mingled, suffer in extreme winters from the

destruction or deterioration of their dormant
blossom buds, though the plants themselves are

hardy enough, as far as their vegetative organs
are concerned ; while in those cases where, as in

many of the high-coloured sorts, the blood of R.

arboreum is present, even though filtered down
by subsequent crosses with hardy kinds, there is

manifested a degree of tenderness both in leaf

and flower which bodes ill for a satisfactory

development of blossoms in spring. Hence,
therefore, the importance of selecting a hardier

race than either of these for breeding purposes.

Such a race is fortunately at hand, in the

varieties of the North American R. catawbiense

—varieties which suffer scarcely at all in their

flower buds, even from severe winter frosts, and
which, moreover, have the immense superiority

of carrying broad bold enduring foliage, such

as not only sets off the flowers to better

advantage, but during the greater portion of the

year, when they are not in bloom, marks out the

plants as evergreen shrubs of the first order.

The importance of this hardier constitution

becomes at once evident when circumstances
prove adverse. Thus we have seen these cataw-

biense varieties, in the winter of 1870-71 for

example, with the buds fresh and full of life, at

the same time that those of varieties bred from
ponticum, when cut across, showed many of the

embryo flowers blackened and lifeless, and those

with appreciable arboreum blood were hopelessly

destroyed.

Such destructive winter frosts as that just

noted are, fortunately, rare. Few plants could,

however, hope to escape if fully exposed to the

effects of such a bitter spring frost as that of

Whitsunday last, the flowers being then actively

growing, and just ready to burst forth ; but

some of the varieties appear able to do so.

Thus, we have recently noticed at Knap Hill,

where the breeding of these fine-leaved

catawbiense varieties has for many years been
made a speciality—and that, too, with the most
successful results— that there are some of the

sorts which seem to bear up even against this

crucial test of hardiness. For example, the

variety called roseum elegans, one of the early

removes from the typical R. catawbiense, and
unquestionably the best of all Rhododendrons for

growing on into the tree form, since it always

maintains (under fit conditions of culture, of

course) a densely leafy head, was untouched, the

immense standard specimens being smothered

with perfectly developed trusses of its delicately

tinted rosy blossoms, while man> others of the

ordinary rank and file were more or less crippled.

The following sorts, too, which are some of the
modern varieties of the highest excellence both
as to leaf and flower, were unaffected by the
weather, namely, Edward .S. Rand, James Bate-
man, Mrs. Milner, and H. W. Sargent—all fine

bold varieties, of various shades of colour between
crimson and rose ; Caractacus, a rich pur-

plish crimson ; and Old Port, a fine and very

distinct plum-coloured sort. These were every-

where conspicuous by their grand trusses of

untarnished flowers. Some interesting remarks
on this subject will be found in a letter from Mr.
Sariient, printed in our Foreign Correspon-

dence.

It may interest our readers to know tlint in

connection wiili the forthcoming Royal Show at

CiRMlNiiHAM the following railway and other arrange-

ments have been announceti :

—

The London and North-Westem Railway Company
will run excursion trains as follows :—From London to

Birmingliam, on Saturday, June 22, returning on Thurs-
day, June 27. From all principal northern stations in

Lancashire, Cheshire, and Yorkshire, on Monday, June
24, returning on Friday, June 28. On Thursday,

lune 27 (one shilling day), day trips from Northainp-

lon, Blisworlh, Weedon, Rugby, Stamford, Market
Harborough, Leicester, Nuneaton, Coventry, Leaming-
ton, Kenilworth, Derby, Burton, and Lichfield. On
Friday, June 28 (one shilling day), day trips from
Ijiverpool, W.arrington, Hartford, Crewe, Manchester,

.Stockport, Alderley, Chester, Beeston Castle, Shrewsbury,

Wellington, Newport, Stafford, &c.

The Great Western Railway Company will run excur-

sion trains as follbws :—On Thursday, June 27 (one

shilling day), from Shrewsbury, calling at principal inter-

mediate stations, to Albrighton, inclusive. From Lea-

mington, Warwick, Kingswood, and Knowle. From
Stratford. Wilmcote, Bearley, Claverdon. and Hatton.

From Worcester. Droitwich, Kidderminster, and Stour-

bridge. On Friday, June 28 (one shilling day), from

Oxford, and all intermediate stations, to Harbury, inclusive. '

On Saturday, June 29 (sixpenny day), from Worcester,

Droitwich. Kidderminster, and Stourbridge. From Lea-

mington, Warwick, Kingswood, and Knowle. From
Stratford. Wilmcote, Claverdon, fiearley, and Hatton.

The Midland Railway Company will run excursion

trains (day trips) from the following stations, on days to

be announced ;—Bath, Bristol, Stonehouse. Gloucester,

Cheltenham, Tewkesbury, Worcester. Droitwich, Broms-

grove. Evesham, Alcester, Redditch, Rotherham, Sheffield,

Chesterfield, lielper, Manchester, Buxton, Bakewell,

Matlock, Lincoln. New^ark, Nottingham, Derby, Burton,

Tamworth, Peterborough. Stamford, Oakham, Melton,

Bedford, Wellingborough, Kettering, Market Harborough,
Leicester, Hinckley. Nuneaton.
The North Staffordshire Railway Company will run an

excursion train from the Potteries on Thursday, June 27.

Return Tickets :—Ordinary return tickets to Birming-

ham, issued on Saturday, June 22, and following days,

will be available for returning on any day up to and
including Monday, July ist.

While, as will thus be seen, ample arrangements

have been made for the accommodation of visitors, the

comfort of exhibitors has also been carefully considered.

The railway companies will convey all plants, &c., to

and from Birmingham at a single rate for the double

journey. Small packages of plants and flowers, &c.,

sent as parcels, will be delivered from the several rail-

way stations to the show-ground free of charge.

A good substantial breakfast, we may add, will be

provided for the exhibitors on Tuesday morning.

Daily, during the continuance of the show, except on
the first, an ordinary will be served, at a time to be

announced, the charge for which will be moderate

;

the chair to be taken each day by some well-known

horticulturist. A cold dinner will be provided in the

assembly-room (which will be converted into a coffee-

room during the show) for those who prefer it. Mr.

Quilter has set apart one of his rooms for letter-

writing and appointments, and the local committee

will supply it with stationery and newspapers.

Some of the inhabitants of Birmingham have kindly

invited members of the Council and others to partake

of their hospitality during their stay in the town.

On Monday last a letter was sent out by Mr. Coun-

cillor LowE, treasurer to the local committee, to some
of the leading manufacturers in the town and district,

inquiring whether they would allow their works to be

open to visitors during the show week. Although so

little time has elapsed, the following firms have already

replied in the affirmative :—Messrs. George Baker

& Co., Birmingham Wire Mills and Wire Works,

Chester Street ; Messrs. T. & J. Bragg, jewellers,

Vittoria Street ; Messrs. Elkington & Co., Silver and

Electro-plate Works, Newhall Street ; Messrs. Joseph
Gillott & Sons, Metallic Pen Manufactory, Graham
Street; Messrs. John Hardman & Co., Newhall Hill

;

Messrs. Ralph Heaton & Sons, The Mint, Icknield

Street East ; Messrs. May & Mountain, engineers,

Suffolk Works ; Mr. W. Middlemore, Holloway
Head ; Messrs. H. Milward & Sons, Needle and Fish

Hook Works, Redditch ; Messrs. F. & C. Osier, glass

manufacturers, Broad Street ; and Messrs. W. Tonks
& Son, Brass Foundry and Tube Works, Moseley

Street. There will no doubt be many other manufac-
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tories accessible. Visitors who desire to visit any of

the above-named establishments, must apply to the

honorary secretary, Mr. E. W. Badger, at the show
grounds, who will furnish an introduction.

Immediately after the opening of the show a public

luncheon will take place under the presidency of the

Earl of Bradford, at which Prince Arthur will be

present, and many other distinguished guests. The
tables and places will all be numbered ; and, as each

ticket will bear a number corresponding with one of

the seats, the guests will experience no difficulty in

finding the places allotted to them. The charges for

the luncheon, including wine, &c. , are—gentlemen,

2is. ; ladies, i6s. Applications for luncheon tickets,

accompanied by remittances, must be sent to Mr.

A. Forrest, 10, Cherry Street, Birmingham, on or

before Thursday next, the 20th inst. As the number
to be allotted is limited to 500, early application on the

part of those who desire to secure places is necessary.

The local committee, desiring to secure the efficient

decoration of the luncheon tables in a manner suitable to

the occasion, offer five prizes, amounting to £30, for

the same. The luncheon will take place in a marquee,

aJid there will be five tables to decorate. Epergnes,

&c., will be supplied by Mr. Quieter, and placed by

him, so as to secure harmonious arrangement. The
exhibitors will consequently be required to supply only

(i) flowers, (2) plants, and {3) taste in their arrange-

ment. The tables will be ready for the exhibitors

at 9 A.M. on the morning of Tuesday, June 25 ;

and the decorations must be completed not later than

12 o'clock. The tables will be allotted in the order of

application, consequently the first five will be accepted.

On receiving notification of acceptance, the applicants

must deposit with Mr. Badger, as a guarantee of good
faith, the sum of £2, which will be returned imme-
diately after the tables are ready for the judges. The
judges will be empowered to withhold prizes in any
cases where the decoration is considered unworthy,

and their decision will be final. They will be instructed

to regard taste in the arrangement as the first con-

sideration. Length of each table 50 feet, by 3 feet

6 inches wide. The number of epergnes or flower

stands on each table is not quite settled at present, but

will not be less than five. There will be room on each

table for about seven plants, which must be in pots not

exceeding 6 inches in diameter.

We are informed that a grand Rose Show
will be held in the Royal Botanic Garden, Glasgow,
on Friday and Saturday, July 12 and 13 next. The
schedules of prizes may be had on application at the

secretary's office, 106, St. Vincent Street, or from
Mr. Bullen, Curator of the Botanic Garden. In-

tending exhibitors must give notice, in writing, on or

before Wednesday, July 10. The schedule is divided

into two sections—for nurserymen and for gardeners

and amateurs. The highest prizes offered to the former

are ^5 for 60 varieties, single trusses, and the same for

48 varieties, three trusses ; the highest for the latter,

£i\. for 36 varieties, single trusses. We must take

exception to the botany of the accompanying note

appended to the prize list :
— *' 'Truss* in floriculture is

'umbel' in botany, and consists of a quantity of

flowers united—as in the Rose—in one common stalk."

Prizes are also offered for a table bouquet of Roses,

and a hand bouquet of Roses, both arranged with

Fern fronds, and also for a basket of Roses, for the

drawing-room.

From an advertisement in another column it

will be seen that the Crystal Palace Rose Show,
announced for the 22d inst., has, on account of the

unfavourable weather prevailing, been postponed to

Saturday, July 13.

A very useful Selection of Fruits for

Cottagers' Gardens, contributed by 16 of our best

gardeners, will be found in the number of the Florist

and Pomologut for the present month. The list has

been drawn up in consequence of the suggestion of our
correspondent Mr. Fish, and is to be followed in the

succeeding number by a somewhat longer list, adapted
for the gardens of amateurs.

Messrs, Reeve & Co. announce that they

have in preparation a work entitled Lahore to Yark-
AND, a narrative of the Expedition of 1870 to Yarkand,
nndertheleadershipofMr. Forsyth, C.B., and compiled
by Dr. George Henderson, the medical officer to

the Expedition, and Mr Allan Hume. It will con-

tain a description of the physical aspect of the country,

together with notices of the geology, zoology, botany,

and meteorology of the districts traversed. It will be
copiously illustrated with plates, views, and a map.
The subscription price is fixed at two guineas. It is

expected that the narrative of this remarkable expedi-
tion will be of very great interest to naturalists.

From St. Petersburg we learn that the
weather in that part of Russia has been most extra-
ordinary. In May the hot weather set in suddenly, so
that on May 15 the thermometer stood at 82" F., in
the shade at mid-day ! We shall have to send to
Russia for hot weather.

Large quantities of sticks of various kinds have
within the last few years been imported into this

country from Algeria for Walking-sticks and

Umbrella-handles. These are exported from
Algiers under the general term of Reeds, the trade in

which has. Consul Playfair says, unfortunately for

Algerian forests, considerably extended. Orange,
Lemon, Olive, and Myrtle sticks realise in this country

the highest prices. We are told that "during the first

six months of 1S69, 64,233 sticks were exported from
Algiers. To supply this, bands of marauders pillage

the woods, cutting down the young Olive and Myrtle
trees, and even the Ash, Orange, Lemon, and other

valuable trees in private grounds."

Mr. Glaisher remarks on the State of the
Weather during the week ending June 8, 1872, as

follows :—In the vicinity of London the reading of the

barometer at sea level at the beginning of the week
was about 30. 1 inches, the readings decreased rapidly to

29. 8 inches by the evening of June 2, but after this

day an increase occurred which lasted till the morning
of the 5th, when 30.1 inches was again recorded ; by
the end of the week the values had decreased to

29.6 inches, but broken by a slight increase on the

morning of the 8th. The mean values, with the excep-

tion o{ those for the 4th and 5th, were below the

average. The weather throughout the week was cold,

on the 5th the maximum temperature was "fi'^.i^ and
on the 8th but 59°. 3, the values for the other days
averaging about 64". The lowest temperatures at

night averaged about 44", and varied between 47*

nearly on the 2d and 40^" on the 7th. The daily

range of temperature averaged about 22". The mean
daily temperatures were, with the exception of the

5th, all below the average. The departures were respec-

tively :—2d, —6°.6
; 3d, —3''.2

;
4th, —5°.8

;
5th,

+ o^I ; 6th, —3°.9; 7th, —6°. 8 ; 8th, —b\ The sky
was cloudy, with but slight exceptions, throughout the

week, and rain fell more or less heavily on every day
except on the 5th; the amount collected was more than

\ inch. The direction of the wind was south-westerly,

though on the 3d and 4th it blew for a short time from
the north-west. The pressures were light at the com-
mencement of the week, but heavier and more
continuous on the last two days. The horizontal

movement of the air on the 8th was about 430 miles.

In England the highest temperatures by day varied

between 72" at Blackheath and Nottingham, and 57!"
at Bristol, the general average over the country being

654°. Leicester, Norwich, and Hull also recorded

temperatures of 70°, or above. The lowest tempera-
tures at night ranged from 42° at Newcastle-on-Tyne,

to 33^° at Eccles ; but this value (Eccles) stands alone,

there being nothing lower than 36^^ at other places.

The general mean was 383°. At Nottingham the

range of temperature was 34|% and at Bristol, i54°-

The means of all the highest temperatures varied from
67° nearly at Nottingham, and 53^" at Bristol, with a
general mean of 61* nearly. The average daily range

of temperature was i6f°. The highest mean tempera-

ture was 53i° at Nottingham, the lowest 48!;° at

Bristol, and the general average 51*' nearly. Rain
fell more or less heavily on nearly every day
throughout the week at most places, and averaged

more than an inch over the country. The greatest lall

was 14 inch at Birmingham, and the least, half an
inch, at Hull. A thunderstorm occurred at Birming-

ham and Wolverhampton on the 7th.

In Scotland the highest temperatures ranged between
64° at Edinburgh and Greenock and 60° at Aberdeen,
with a general mean for the country of 625**. The
lowest temperatures at night varied from 46" at

Greenock to 40" at Paisley, the general average being

424°. The highest mean temperature was 524" at

Greenock, and the lowest, 494°, at Glasgow and
Paisley. The general average was 50^°. Rain fell

heavily over the country, and averaged i^ inch. The
greatest fall was more than 2 inches at Greenock, and
the least little more than half an inch at Paisley.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 634°, the

lowest 36", the mean nearly 50", and the rainfall six-

tenths of an inch.

The great use now made of Esparto Grass by
the paper-makers has caused it to become a most

important article of import to this country, and a source

of wealth to the countries producing it. It is therefore

with some concern that we learn that both in Algeria

and Spain, instead of mowing it at the proper seasons,

the natives pluck it up in the most reckless manner.

Consul Turner, of Carthagena, says, "it is very

evident to all concerned that these people are destroy-

ing the growth of the grass by their manner of plucking

it." From the above-named port there was a falling

off during the past year in the quantity exported to

the amount of 5000 tons, which, in a great measure, is

to be accounted for by the present reckless system of

collecting.

In a report on the trade of Colon, Columbia,

during the past year, it is stated that although there

are many parts where the soil is rich and well adapted

for cultivation, the only article properly cultivated is

THE Banana, quantities of which, averaging from

500 to 600 bunches, are shipped monthly during the

season to New York, where, if the market is not over-

stocked, it realises a good price.

The following plants in Mr. Peacock's large

collection of Cacti were in flower during the week
ending June 8 : — Echinopsis Pentlandii, E. Ver-

schaffeltii, Opuntia erecta, Mammillaria corduaria,
M. virens, M. recurva, M. Schiediana, M. Craigiana,
M. rhodacantha ; Echinocactus Ottonis, E. Laboure-
tiana ; Echinocereus mammillaris.

A collection of birds' eggs, rare nests, and
mounted birds, formed by J. E. Harting, Esq., was
recently sold by Mr. J. C. Stevens. Amongst the
latter was a specimen of the rare Red-breasted
Goose, which fetched £'i^\. It was shot out of a
flock of Brent geese at Maldon, Essex, on January 6,

1871. Since the winter of 1766 it is stated that not
more than eight or nine specimens of this rare goose
have been obtained ; and this, the latest example, is

admitted by all who have seen it to be the finest which
has been preserved.

His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales has
communicated to the Lord-President and the Vice-
President of the Committee of Council on Education
his intention of opening the Bethnal Green
Branch Museum on Monday, June 24. The Prince
will be accompanied by Her Royal Highness the
Princess of Wales.

We learn that the principal use to which
Plantain Fibre (Musa paradisiaca) is at present
applied in this country, *'is as a substitute for silk in
Carpet Weaving." A well-known Scotch firm has
introduced it in the manufacture of carpets and rugs,

and uses it in large quantities. It readily takes dyes of
almost any colour, and has a glossy, silky look. The
fibre is said to be very much enhanced in appearance
and value if removed from the stem by the simple
process of beating or crushing, washing and scraping
away the pulp on the same day that the plants are
cut. Even if left for one night only, the fibre is said to

be materially altered in colour, strength, and softness.

New Garden Plants.
Oncidium aemulum, Rchb.f. Wswz. Bonplandia,

1854, Ap. 15 ; Lindl. Fol. Orch. Oncidium, No. 8.

Foliis cuneato oblongo-ligulatis acutis ; pedunculis paniciilatis

scandentibus maximis ; vaginis bracteisque oblongis obtuse
acutis convolutis magnis ; sepalis tepalisque toto limbo lami-
narum subtiliter crispuiis ; sepalo dorsalis a basi biauriculata
unguiculato lamina transversa cordiformi obtusa ; sepalis
lateralibus pauIo longioribus, tepalis breviusac latius unguicu-
latis. triangulo obtusangulis ; labello basi utrinque angulato
cuneato ligulato acuminato, carina baseos pluricarinulata antice
lobutata, carinuUs radiantibus per angulos basi lares ; columna
trigona buccis angulatis, alis hnearibus curvato asccndcntibus
dentatis.

Probably the one rival of Oncidium macranthum
itself, in the dimensions of its flowers, when it comes to

its full development ; hence it is named '* aemulum, "the
rival. The beautiful crispationsof the blades of thesepals
and petals make one think of old-fashioned collars.

The stalked, transverse, nearly reniform dorsal sepal is

reddish-cinnamon, the inferior longer sepals are yellow-
ish-cinnamon ; the petals are even more reddish-cinna-

mon than the dorsal sepal, sometimes with yellowish or

white borders. The lip is yellowish at its base, with
brown streaks, and its anterior long extension is

violaceous, or purplish-violaceous. It is an inhabitant

of New Grenada. My specimens are from Schlim !

Warscewicz ! Bruchmiiller ! Wallis ! Wagener ! As far

as my knowledge reaches the plant flowered the first time

with the late S. P. Callender, Esq., Oakfield, Whalley
Range, Manchester, who kindly sent a fresh flower,

January 24, 1S72. Just nowit has been obtained from the

garden of O. O. Wrigley, Esq., Bridge Hall, Bury,

Lancashire, grown by Mr. Th. Hubberstey. H, G.

Rchb. f.

TRICHOriLIA rostrata, Rchb. A
Aff. T. oicophylaci : anthera carina acutanfjula bene super-

posita ; rostello erecto bicuspidato ; androclinii ligula postica

Integra, hinc lateribus ciliolato fimbriata. Pseiidobulbuslineari-

ligulatus squamis basilaribus punctulatis. FoHum lato ligu-

laium acutum. Pedunculus usque biflorus. Bractex oblongo-
ligulata: obtuse acutse punctulatae ; ovario pedicellato multo
brcvlores. Sepala et tepala linearia acuta ; tepala bis torta ;

sepala lateralia imabasi connaU cum ovario angulata, pallide

alboviridia. Labellura fiabellatum apicem versus trifidum,

laciniis lateralibus obtusangulis, lacinia antica brcvi, obtuse

rhombea, in ima basi fovea; du<e anteposita; retrorsum

triangiilae. Color albus, radiis pallide aurantiatis multis in

disco. Columna breviuscula ; androclinii lacinia postica

ligulata ciliato fimbriata ; roslc!lum ercctum bicuspidatum.
Fovea stigmatica rotundula sublobulata. Anthera: rostrum
angulatum de corpore antico obtuse surgcns. Pollinia bene

discreta, caudicula apicc bene bicruris.

A white flowered Trichopilia, introduced from New
Grenada by my highly valued correspondent, Mr.

Stuart Low. H. G. Rchb. f.

CONCERNING COTTON.
Onk of the distinguishing features of the present

series of International Exhibitions is the attempt that

has been made to illustrate and show, as it were, in

one view the history of the various products, from the raw

material to the completed article, whatever it may be.

This was done last year in the case of wool. Sheep,

llamas, goats, and other animals, played their un-

conscious parts close by the spot where the fleeces of

their predecessors were displayed, cleansed, carded,

and finally woven into broadcloth and other fabrics.

The same idea is carried out this year in the case of

cotton. We have on a previous occasion alluded to
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the exhibition of specimens of cotton, and in particular

to those exhibited by Major Trevor Clarke, who has

spun his way to fame by his persevering efforts in

selecting and hybridising cottons. Major Clarke has

done his part well on this occasion, and, indeed, it is

to his endeavours that this portion of the Exhibition

owes its chief educational value. Since our previous

notice (1S72, p. 602), the living Cotton plants fur-

nished by Major Clarke, and grown under his super-

intendence by Mr. Barron at Chiswick, have been

placed in the stove appropriated for them. The house

is filled with the plants, so that some idea of their

numbers may be obtained.

Without pretending to discriminate between or to

determine the relative values for commercial purposes

of the varieties and crosses exhibited by Major Clarke,

we may yet call the attention of those interested in

such matters to the facility with which, in spite of

variation and intercrossing, the leading types can be

distinguished. Never previously having had the ad-

vantge of seeing collected together, at one time, so

many living forms of the genus, we were pleased to

find that the general views gained from an incidental

study of dried specimens, repeated at various intervals,

were in all material points confirmed by an inspection

of the living forms here brought together. Todaro, an

Italian botanist, describes no less than 34 species.

Bentham and Hooker consider that there are three

only, Parlatore admits seven, with a few doubtful

forms. To these as centres all the varieties—legion

—

iron framework, as shown. We may say that the

ventilation is very complete, and the house has many
points of merit, deserving of the attention of horti-

culturists.

ON THE WAV.
Droitwich to Enville.—In the neighbourhood

of Droitwich, a town noteworthy for its brine-springs,

which are boiled down in large evaporating pans, send-

ing up a steam suggestive of an intensified "washing

day," is Westwood Park, the seat of Sir John Faking-

ton (gr. Mr. Dell), an interesting mansion on an

eminence, from which, according to the local guide,

radiate wide avenues of trees in the old French style of

gardening. The place has many historical associations,

not the least being that one of the " Sir Johns " stood

for his portrait to Addison under the name of Sir

Roger de Coverley. In this neighbourhood also M.
Andre, the eminent French landscape gardener, is

superintending the formation of a park for Mr. Cor-

bet, of salt notoriety. [We hope to be able at some
future time to give some further details as to the works

in progress here.]

Witley Court, to which I have already alluded,

is distant some 7 or S miles from Droitwich, and

rather less from Stourport (on the Severn Valley line),

and may be reached from Droitwich by changing at

Hartlebury Junction. Further on in the same direc-

tion is Bewdley,

—

eminence, a fairy dale with cascades gushing out of rocks,

a pretty well under a wood, like the Samaritan woman's in

a picture of Nicolo Poussin."

Shenstone, an almost forgotten poet now-a-days, had
some hand in the landscape gardening at this place,

as also at EnviUe, of which more anon. According to

the affected taste of the time, the gi-ounds here are

replete with temples and urns *"/ /toe genus omiu^ but
the fine natur.al scenery of the district, and the succession

of noble hills, must go far to outweigh such puerilities.

Stourbridge is readily reached from Kidderminster

or Birmingham by a short railway ride, and is the most
convenient station to alight at for those wishing to pro-

ceed by a 5 miles ride or walk to Enville {Lord
Stamford and Warrington, gr. Mr. Bennett). This

place is, as the Birmingham Half-Holiday Guide well

expresses it, " one of the most attractive places in

the midland counties." The road from Stour-

bridge is not very attractive in point of scenery

till after one passes the hosteliy known as Stew-
poney. Whether the natives of that region use up
their old horse flesh in ragouts or not, is not for

certain known to the writer ; but one thing is certain,

that this place is a favourite resort of the " Black
Country" folk, a people, so far as the writer's experience

goes, much maligned. Kent there is good authority

for asserting to be the "civilest place in all the isle,"

and on the other hand the Black Country folk have the

not altogether pleasant reputation of '"caving arf a
brick " at the casual wayfarer on occasion. Be this as

L J

Fig. 185.—cotton house at the internatonal exhibition.

may be referred. Of course the entanglement as to

the synonymy of these varieties is profound, though
there seems to be a greater degree of hereditary con-

stancy about them than we had supposed, prior to see-

ing the living plants exhibited by Major Clarke.

Thanks to that gentleman, Royle, Wight, and the

many other writers and cultivators in various lands,

not forgetting the Cotton Supply Association of Man-
chester, there is not so much difficulty in ascertaining i

the commercial value of the various specimens, though i

many, especially among Major Clarke's hybrids, '

require longer testing under varied conditions than

they have yet had. We should have been glad, had
it been possible, to have illustrated more fully the

wild, or supposed wild, forms from Assam, the North-

west provinces of India, Angola, Mexico, and the

South Sea Islands. It is to be hoped, also, that,

before the close of the exhibition, Major Clarke may
be induced to publish a report or descriptive catalogue

of the specimens exhibited by him ; in the meantime
we may refer our readers to a lecture of Major Clarke's

on the subject, delivered before the Horticultural

Society some years since, and reported in our columns
in 1865, p. 366, and, so far as the botanical aspect of

the question is concerned, to a review of Parlatore*s

work, published in these columns in 1866, p. 710.

The house in which the Cotton plants are growing
was erected by Mr. Messenger, of Loughborough, on his

patented system (see fig. 185). The size is 40 feet by
20 feet. The use of brickwork is avoided by adopting
slate slabs ; the iron muntins are carried down into the

ground, and the slabs come into grooves on the sides of

the muntins. The house is therefore entirely portable.

The stages are of slate, covered with sand, carried on

" Fair-seated Bewdley, a delightful town,
Which Wyre's tall oaks with shady branches crown;"

a place I only mention incidentally as being in the

vicinity of Wyre Forest, in which till recently a tree of

Sorbus domestica—the last of the Mohicans—grew.
Its later history is detailed in a communication to your
columns from the pen of Professor Buckman, 1870, p. 39.

Kidderminster may be mentioned as a good starting-

point for Witley, distant 9 or 10 miles, or Enville, distant

6 or 7 miles. The town is readily accessible by train from
Worcester or Birmingham, or from either of the places

just mentioned. There is a good and moderate inn

here, the Lion. As every one knows, Kidderminster is

famous for its carpets ; but every one does not know
that the so-called Kidderminster carpets are made in

Yorkshire, and the so-called Brussels carpets are made
in Kidderminster ! The vicissitudes of commerce, or

the fluctuations of fiscal regulations, one or both, have
brought about this bit of '* contrairiness.

"

Hagley Park (Lord Lyttelton, gr. Mr. Mackie)
is within 5 or 6 miles of Kidderminster, and may
also be reached from Stourbridge. Time did not allow

of my visiting it, so I quote from Horace Walpole,

and those readers cognisant with Walpolean taste and
ideas will draw their own conclusions :—

" I cannot describe the enchanting beauty of the park ;

it is a hill of 3 miles, but broke into all manner of beauty :

such lawns, such woods, rills, cascades, and a thickness

of verdure quite to the summit of the hill, and command-
ing such a view of towns and meadows and woods extend-

ing quite to the Black Mountains in Wales. Here a
ruined castle, built by Millar, has the true rust of the

Barons" wars (!) A small lake, with cascades falling down
such a Parnassus, with a circular temple on the distant

it may, no such missile reached my head, and greater

civility could not have been shown me even in Kent.

No one to whom the question was put at the time

could, however, give me the true explanation of the

odd sign of this inn, and if any reader of these notes

can furnish it, he would confer a favour on the writer

by so doing. Beyond the Stewponey towards

Enville the scenery becomes more than pretty, heaths

and woods and hills alternating in picturesque pro-

fusion, and giving promise, not belied, of the beauty of

Enville itself. The park, which is of great extent, has

the advantage of wooded hills, bold undulations,

noble swards, fine trees, ample lakes, and superb

views. With such advantages he must be a sorry

landscape gardener who could not contrive to produce

a fine picture, or rather series of such. And no doubt

this has been done to a great extent at Enville, but

one cannot help feeling how much more might have

been done, or rather how such fine opportunities have

been marred in places by injudicious belts of trees

placed where they are not wanted, and where they

obstruct the view and interfere with the breadth

and unity of the whole. This injudicious plant-

ing is still more observable in the position

of large square flat clumps of shrubs dotted

about in a meaningless and, so to speak, impertinent

way, on the lawns. Mr. Bennett is evidently quite

aware of these defects, and so far as circumstances

permit him is gradually modifying and removing those

I
offensive features which interfere with the general har-

' mony of the whole. The mansion, a large structure,

' without pretensions to beauty, is unfortunately placed

in a part of the park from whence the manifold beauties

ofthelattercannotbeseentofuUadvantage. Noble trees
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abound—Limes, Copper Beeches, Oaks, English and
Turkey ; variegated Sycamores, and the more recently

introduced Conifers. Some of the Limes and one

particular Horse Chestnut are specially noteworthy from

the way in which the branches feather down to the soil

and form a noble vault beneath, reminding one of the

crypt of a cathedral, with its vaulted roof and numerous
pillars. A peep beneath the branches of the Horse
Chestnut just mentioned reveals a scene more like

what one sees in representations of some huge Banyan
than one expects to find in the case of a European tree.

Among the Conifers are truly noble specimens of Picea

nobilis, Pinsapo, Abies Douglasii, Pinus Benthamiana,
and Atlas Cedar. To walk round one Rhododendron
involved an expenditure of 7S of my paces, and hence

the shrub could not have had a circumference of much
less than 240 feet. Aviaries, where contemptuous
eagles scowl at the visitor, and blinking owls make
derisive grimaces at him, are here to be seen ; while

running about the grounds are cocks and hens amount-
ing to something like 150 in number. If these were
placed in an aviary it might be better for the gardens.

The lake, which is backed up by noble slopes rising

directly from its curving margin, is one of the most suc-

cessful features in the place. From it, on high days

and holidays, issue noble fountains, a source of boundless

admiration to visitors, and not without reason. Per-

haps the most effective of all the watery devices is the

high jet, a simple jet rising to a height of 180 feet. In

another pool is a group of sea-horses of the usual

conventional pattern, and forming the basis of a series

of jets, beautiful and striking from their number and
magnitude, but lacking the dignity and grace of the

high jet.

The conservatory is one of the most noteworthy
features of Enville, from its position on a raised terrace

in the centre of a large level space of lawn, from its

vast size, and odd design. In form it is quadrangular,

with four domes, one at each corner, of a squat, de-

pressed shape, recalling those of that hybrid architec-

tural production, the Pavilion at Brighton. Imposing
as this structure is from its great size, which obviates

much of the bizarre character of its design, it is not

well suited for plant-growing, the plants having a

tendency to become drawn, and the leaves to suffer

from scorching. The plants are in pots, and are

turned out when monster ft^tcs are given by Lord
Stamford. In proximity to this conservatory is the

flower garden proper, consisting of numerous panel

beds on the terrace, and on the lawn adjoining a large

number of circular beds of great size, and filled in the

season with a profusion of the gayest and most brilliant

of plants. It was too early at the time of my visit to

see aught of this, but it was easy to judge what the

effect would be, and somewhat startling to see the

magnitude of the preparationp, and the vast numbers of

plants grown for the purpose—over 300,000. Not
only have these beds to be provided for, but also

a long curving walk leading to the flower garden
from one of the entrances, and margined on either

side by a broad ribbon-border, which must absorb
a prodigious number of plants, and present a splendid

appearance at the proper season. The curves of

this walk, and a slight variation in the levels of its

surface, must give it a great advantage as to play
of colour and effect of light and shade over the

more common and more monotonous straight lines of
colour to be seen at the principal entrance and else-

where. The effect produced on the visitor as he
emerges from this ribbon border to the flower garden
must be startling indeed—simply gorgeous, and quite

in character with the palatial crystal conservatory.

On another side of the conservatory, on the slope
leading from the terrace on which it is built, Mr.
Bennett has constructed two large oval mosaic beds
with white stones and blue fluor spar and clipped
Box, and planted at the time of my visit with pink
Daisies and yellow Pansies,—some 16,000 planted
out this spring. This garden will be carpet-bedded
during the summer months. Though personally not
an admirer of this style of garden decoration, I am
free to confess that, if permissible anywhere, it is so
in immediate proximity to a conservatory of the
character of the one at Enville. The beds in question
are excellent examples of their kind, and as they are
quite in harmony with the adjacent building, the effect

is excellent. Mr. Bennett's acknowledged qualifica-

tions as a decorative gardener are the best assurance
that in this department Enville need fear no rivals.

Near at hand Mr. Bennett is engaged in forming a
rootery, which when completed, its surface more diver-

sified and its constituent roots somewhat less regularly

and formally disposed, will be a charming place to rest

in and allow the eye repose after the splendours of the
flower garden. Not far off from this a rosery is in

course of construction. Indeed on all sides one sees
indications of uncommon energy and skill, and nowhere
are these more conspicuous than in the manufacturing
department, if I may so call it, of this great establish-
ment. Pit after pit of bedding plants, of course ; house
after house for fruit, equally of course. There are
35 houses in all, besides pits. The Vines were in luxu-
riant health, and satisfactory as to crop or promise
of crop m all the six or seven vineries ; Golden
Champion, the much abused, presented as yet none of
those spots which mar its beauty and spoil its worth.
Royal Ascot is no favourite with Mr. Bennett, who is

gradually cutting it away. Muscats, though only

recently lifted, showed no signs of any such disturb-

ance. In one house were some Vines bearing a very

large crop, the said Vines having been started in the

border as unrooted eyes some 14 months ago : a fact the

significance of which will be appreciated by Grape
growers. Melons are largely grown here, the favourite

variety being Scarlet Gem. Pines also are well grown
in quantities. Cape Gooseberry (Physalis) is somewhat
largely cultivated by Mr. Bennett. The trees in the

Cherry house were in splendid health, bearing a large

crop of fruit, some of the sorts quite ripe. The Peach
case and Cherry house is 13S yards in length, the trees

for the most part in perfect health, with fine firm dark

green foliage, and abundant crop. One tree, an
" Admirable" Peach, does not do justice to its name.
For some mysterious reason its leaves shrivel, and ulti-

mately fall ; the young shoots are weak and poor.

In spite of this, the main trunk seems sound, and the

bark healthy. As this particular tree intervenes

between others on either side which are in perfect

health, and grow in the same border with them, it is

hard to assign a reason for its sickly state. Drip or a

current of cold air can hardly produce the efiects, as

the whole of the tree is affected, and, as before said,

not a branch of the adjacent trees. On the leaves may
be seen small brown spots of decayed tissue, which
ultimately fall out, and leave holes as though punched
with a tool. These may originate from insect punc-

tures in the first instance, but even if this be so, of

which I could see no positive proof, why should all

the leaves on that particular tree be affected, and none

on the neighbouring ones? Strawberries were plenti-

ful and healthy. Into one house, which is a transformed

pit, Mr. Bennett had introduced the Vanilla, in the

culture of which, as is well known to the readers of

this journal, he is an adept. The plant was raised

from a cutting last August twelvemonths, and is now
trained along a rod some 27 feet in length, and

covers a space 3 feet wide, and it might easily

be extended to a much greater distance. It was
already bearing a crop, with plenty of indications

of future blossoms. The plant is grown in a deep

border, into the constitution of which loam, mortar-

rubbish, charcoal, and peat enter. Mr. Bennett's system

of growing this plant has been described in our columns

and elsewhere on various occasions. At Osberton, a3

is known to most of your readers, Mr, Bennett was
renowned for the growth of fine specimen stove plants,

and his old tendencies begin to show themselves at

Enville, and, if encouraged, will assuredly lead to the

same or even a greater amount of success. At present

the plants, which comprise the usual run of stove

plants, are for the most part smaU. Clerodendron

Balfourianum was in fine condition, and also the beau-

tiful scarlet Scutellaria Mociniana. A few Orchids are

grown, among which, at the time of my visit, I noticed

Odontoglossum pendulum, O. luiidum, Epidendrum
Stamfordianum, Cattleya Forbesii, and others in bloom.

Such is the demand for cut flowers, however, that the

growth of specimen plants is a matter of difficulty. By
growing together Cissus discolor, that finest of coloured

foliage plants, and Panicum variegatum, a pretty effect

was produced, which would probably be still further

enhanced if a grass with white leaves only, without a

purplish tinge, such as Dactylis, could be grown, instead

of the Panicum. Out-of-doors there was a heavy crop

of Pears on espaliers, pyramids, and walls. The Apple
orchard was mulched over with the cuttings of the

grass, a plan Mr. Bennett finds efficacious not only as

keeping the soil moist and allowing the roots to remain

in a more equable state as to heat and moisture, but

also in preventing the growth of weeds, and thus in

economising labour. In the fruit room, which is large

and commodious, were several bunches of Grapes

kept in bottles of water, according to the method
practised by Mr. Bennett, as long since as 1853,

before it had become so common from the writing

and advocacy of Mr. Robinson. In any case there

can be no doubt as to the success of the plan and
of its value in precluding to a considerable extent

the necessity for early forcing. Rendle's protectors

were here in use for the shelter of early Peas, and
Mr. Bennett expressed himself in favourable terms as

to their value.

Enville is pre-eminently a show place. Large
crowds of holiday folk from Birmingham and the Black
Country are allowed the privilege of visiting the

gardens and park every Tuesday and Friday during

the summer. Omnibuses run several times on these

days from Stourbridge to Enville and back. The
fountains are played for the delectation of the visitors,

and they are allowed to roam at their own sweet

will. It is satisfactory to record that this generous

liberality on the part of Lord Stamford is not abused ;

considering the numbers that come from Birmingham,
from Wolverhampton, Dudley, and the densely popu-
lated district adjoining these towns, the damage done
is trifling. When one considers how jealously the

average Englishman studies to keep intruders from his
'• castle," and that if he chooses to do so, no one can

deny his right, the enlightened liberality of such pro-

prietors 'as Lord Dudley of Witley, and Lord Stamford

of Enville, demands the fuller recognition. Compari-
sons are odious, nevertheless every one makes them,

and as I saw the troops of merry well conducted holi-

day-makers at Witley and at Enville (between 3000
and 4000 at the latter place), I could but con-

trast the state of affairs with that prevalent in certain

large establishments belonging to other noble pro-

prietors, whom it is not necessary to mention. Some
make a desert of what should be a terrestrial paradise

;

others, with a nobler freedom from selfish exclusive-

ness, think their paradise incomplete if it be not well

peopled, and its pleasures shared with others. It

would be highly unbecoming on all accounts to enter

here into questions of social economy or politics, but

in these days of agitation and opposition of class

interests, one cannot help feeling that indifference to the

interests of others, if not absolute ill-will, is fostered

by the over-exclusiveness of some folks, while good
feeling and mutual respect are promoted by the gene-

rosity of others.

There is another side to this question, which
touches the horticulturist more nearly. It is all very well

for holiday folk to come, stroll through the park, gaze

at the flower beds, and exclaim with delight at the

fountains, but how much additional trouble and
anxiety all this entails upon the gardener, and how
greatly the attention of his staff is diverted from legiti-

mate garden work to the duties of amateur policemen,

or to the friendly hob-nobbing with visitors. When,
as is the case with large establishments, incessant

attention and supervision are demanded, it is a very

heavy additional burden on the chief to have to act the

part of superintendent of police. It is only ncessary

to add, for the information of intending visitors, that

there is an excellent inn at Enville.

From Stourbridge to Birmingham or vice versA there

is a choice of routes. To the stranger unacquainted
with the " Black Country," that via Dudley may,
perhaps, be recommended, especially if the journey be
undertaken at night. As the scene is decidedly not

horticultural, I forbear to say much about it ; never-

theless I recommend any one with an eye for the

weird and savage to see it for himself If he be of a
geological turn of mind, he will find Dudley very

much to his taste, and even horticulturally there is

much to wonder at in the singular way in which
Nature struggles to put in an appearance in the shape
of a blade of grass or a stunted bush wherever she has
the least chance of so doing. Few things, indeed, are

more extraordinary than the suddenness with which
the gruesome scenery of the coal and iron districts,

with their bellowing furnaces, fiery mounds, towering
chimneys, and dense palls of blackest smoke, is

succeeded by verdant pastures and shady lanes. Com-
paratively a very short time passed in the railway

carriage will take one across the plains of Tartarus to

the rural lanes where one Will Shakspeare must have
wandered, and acquired much of his feeling for Nature
and insight into her works.
The scenery on the Warwickshire side of Birming-

ham, and through which visitors from London, either

by the Great Western or North-Western railways,

must pass to the great manufacturing town, is strikingly

different from that of Worcestershire or Staffordshire.

Broken country 'and hills are here exceptional, and
in their place we have flat pasture land, very rich and
verdant, fine trees, and delicious green lanes.

CoMnE Abbey, a few miles ride or walk from
Coventry, is in the midst of such scenery. The pro-

prietor of this fine estate is Lord Craven, and the

gardens are under the charge of Mr. Miller. Coventry
is readily reached from Birmingham, being on the

main line between that town and the metropolis.

Brandon station is still nearer to Combe ; but every

stranger will want a peep at Coventry in passing, and
if he get it, the chances are he will want to prolong his

stay, so full of interest is this old city. The man-
sion at Combe is for the most part modern,
built in an irregular mass and in a nondescript,

or at any rate, indescribable style, recalling French
chateaux, English, Elizabethan or Tudor manor houses,

and Nuremberg guild-houses, all combined. Sin-

gular and bizarre as the mansion is, the general effect

from particular points is excellent, and the details very

pictural. On one side is a large lake, which lends a
great charm to the park from the simple and befitting

way in which it has been treated by the landscape

gardener, Capability Brown. Its outlines are beautiful.

If it has a fault it is somewhat too monotonous, a

defect attributable rather to the flatness of the surround-

ing park than to the lake itself, and which a little

judicious planting here and there would correct. On
an island in this lake is a colony of herons, having
amongst them about 25 nests. The lake is teeming
with the usual varieties of freshwater fish, the fresh-

water clam and muscle ; and, very singular, the

American weed (Anacharis alsinastmm), has never

yet found its way into this pool. What extraordinary

infatuation could have led the designer to connect the

front of the mansion with this beautiful lake by means
of a straight brick-sided ditch—canal I ought to call it

—

running up to and beneath the walls of the house, is a

mystery indeed. Perhaps he was a Dutchman ! At
any rate there it is, and a greater eyesore can scarcely

be imagined. The park and pleasure-grounds all

suffer from prevailing flatness, nevertheless there are

some magnificent avenues, one of Wellingtonias and
Pinsapos, and one 'of Deodars, 2 miles long, and many
fine single specimens of trees, including some Scotch

Firs finely grown and of large dimensions, a pyramidally

grown Weymouth Pine, some fine examples of Picea

Pinsapo, fine specimen of the scarlet Oak, &c. Very
singular also is an avenue of Spruce Firs, the trees of

which are some 60 years old, and which were designedly
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deprived of their leaders when about 3 feet from the

ground. The result is, that they have assumed the

habit and appearance of gigantic Thujas or Eastern

Arbor-vitce, save that they are thickly furnishetl to

the base with pendent branches, which run along the

ground in a perfect forest of undergrowth for some

distance, and curve upward at the ends. These

trees are not only highly curious and interesting as

showing how the habit may be altered by circum-

stances, but strikingly piclural. Very few, we sus-

pect, would recognise them at a little distance for

Spruce Firs. By their side stands a single Fir planted

at the same time, and which has been allowed to

grow in the ordinary manner. In height it is about So

feet, and is left to show the density of habit which can

be produced in a common Fir by heading it at an early

age, and biennial treatment with the knife afterwards.

Bedding-out is carried on on a sufficiently extensive

scale here, one ribbon border being upwards of 700 feet

in length. In another portion of the ground, partly

occupying the surface of a slope, is a large circular
'

arrangement of beds with a conical mound as a centre,

concentric beds around

it, and on the slope

oblong-shaped beds ra-

diating from the centre.

These beds are all

raised in the middle,

from which they slope

on either side. The
arrangement is simple,

and doubtless highly

effective at the proper

season. From the house

itself, however, com-

paratively little is seen

of all this floral beauty,

nor indeed of any other

part of the grounds, the

lake excepted ; the

house in consequence,

from this point of view,

Nvears an incomplete

andsomewhatneglected
appearance, as though

set down in the park

without consultation

with the landscape gar-

dener how best to bring

it into association and

harmony with the sur-

rounding scenery. But
very probably Soo years

ago, when this noble

abbey was founded,

there might not exist

so many landscape gar-

deners as there are

now-a-days.

In one part of the

grounds is what is very

rarely seen now-a-days,

a decoy for wild ducks.

It is interesting, and,

from its seclusion amid
trees, by no means
wanting inpicturalness

;

but the ducks might
possibly think thewhole

affair a device for tak-

ing a mean advantage
of their too unsuspect-

ing natures.

The enclosed area of

the pleasure grounds is

40 acres, and every year

shows marked develop-

ment of the gardens,

planned and conducted
entirely by Mr. Miller.

Some of the plant-

houses and ferneries are

noteworthy for the

laudable attempt which Mr. Miller has made to break
away from the usual formal rectangular arrangement
of plants in pots and stages—various Ferns, Bego-
nias, and a fine bold broad-leaved grass, Panicum
sulcatum, being allowed to spring up at their own
sweet will, as it appears, from the walls and along the

edges of the paths and stages. Where space is suffi-

cient for the purpose, and the gangway not too much
obstructed, such an arrangement has manifold advan-
tages ; and where the surface is not allowed to be too

level, the appearance is very charming. In a house at

the Chelsea Botanic Garden, London, the same idea is

still more fully carried out in a very pleasing way. In
one case Mr. Miller has supported his stage on curvi-

linear pillars, like so many flying buttresses.

It is, however, in the fruit department, both in and
out of doors, that this garden is pre-eminent. It is

difficult to speak too highly of the general condition
and health of the trees. The Peach-houses, Fig-
houses, and vineries afford magnificent examples
of successful cultivation— the plants healthy, well
balanced, and bearing splendid crops. Mr. Miller
is an advocate for a natural style of growth in the
case of the Peach trees against the walls, and does
not continually cut the trees back, but allows them

to gi'ow, and manages to secure well-balanced,

even growth with little risk of canker. Mr. Miller

also adopts the plan of pinching out the old fruit-

bearing spur of the Peach when it has done its work,

and of laying in in its place an adjacent shoot to

carry on the work hereafter. In one case where, from
some cause or another, one side of a Peach had been
cut away the vacancy was supplied by bending a branch
down and training the side shoots to fdl the vacancy.

The Muscat-house, at the time of my visit, was really a

superb sight, and the same might be said of the Lady
Downe's and the late Hamburghs. Pines also show
traces of Mr. Miller's cultural skill. In one house was
a good-sized plant of Monstera deliciosa bearing

eight of its singular fruit. Apart from the delicious

flavour of the fruit, marred though it be by irritating

spicules, this plant should be grown for the sake of its

noble foliage, and where it has the chance of getting

its roots into water its development becomes something

grand.

Outdoor wall trees are also remarkable for the

beautiful way in which they are trained in this estab-

Fig. 186.—alocasia marshallii.

lishment. They are, indeed, models of symmetry. In
favourable seasons very good Peaches and Nectarines

ripen out-of-doors on trees strictly trained on the

Seymour system. Figs also do well on the open wall,

and also Cherries. The kitchen garden, 4 acres in

extent, adjoins the pleasure grounds, and was laid out

and planned by Mr. Miller.

At Coventry the gardener should make a point of

seeing the cemetery, laid out by Sir Joseph Paxton
during the latter part of his career. The cemetery is

small, but occupies a boldly undulating site, the ground
having probably been excavated or quarried at some
time or another. The disposition of the masses of

shrubs, and the arrangement of the walks are all that

could be desired, and render the place a little gem,

so far as landscape gardening in concerned. The
shrubs and trees have grown luxuriantly, so that

extensive thinning but is necessary, though I was
assured that much had already been done in this way,

and it was also evident that the knife and saw had

been freely used in the case of the white-leaved

American Limes, to reduce their bulk, and to compel

the branches to assume a drooping habit. Some of

the Conifers are really splendid specimens. Amongst
them I noticed sundry Deodars, Picea Pinsapo, &c.

The shelter afforded by the undulating ground and
the belts of shrubs had evidently been highly pro-
pitious to the growth of these trees. Near the entrance
to this cemetery is a column of mediceval design,
erected in memory of Sir Joseph Paxton, who repre-
sented the city in Parliament from about the time
of his laying out the cemetery to the time of his

death. To wander a moment from things horticultural,

I may counsel all with the slightest fancy for archceology
or for picturesque architecture to make a short stay in

this interesting old town. The half-timbered structures

are still numerous, the churches magnificent, and one
of the three tall spires which Tennyson, as

every one takes care to remind his neighbour,
watched is, in elegance of proportion, beautiful

exceedingly. The coloured sandstone of which it is

built, worn and weathered by age, lends also a warm
tone of colour to the structure, which is very charming.
Were it possible to surround this church with a deep
carpet of green turf the effect would be still further

enhanced ; indeed, if some of the wider streets of

Coventry were planted with trees it would be a very

decided improvement.
Not far from Coventry
are Baginton (W. Da-
venport Bromley, Esq ,

M.P., gr. Mr. Ford),

a garden which is re-

ported to have natural

capabilities, and Stone-
leigh Abbey {Lord
Leigh, gr. Mr. El-

worthy). I cannot
speak from personal

observation as to the

garden, but the park
is described as noble,

beautifully studded
with fine old Oaks

:

some of the specimens
being magnificently
grand. Through this

park flows the, at one
time, "sweet and gentle

river Avon," ofShaks-
pearean celebrity, but

now and for some years

it has been a black,

dirty, pestilential-look-

ing stream—a nuisance

at Stoneleigh, which
every other proprietor

who owns land on the

banks of this stream is

obliged to put up with,

until such time as the

vexed sewage question

can be satisfactorily

disposed of, and our

streams made to

run pure and stocked

with fish, as they

were in ages long

gone by. Warwick is

readily reached from
Birmingham : it is a

charming old town, and
the Castle, severely in-

jured by the recent

fire, is a well-known
show place. The
grounds are beautiful,

and contain some fine

Cedars. As time did

not allow me to visit

it on this occasion I

can only indicate it as

one of the places to be

seen by the gardener

when in the neighbour-

hood. The same re-

mark applies to Strat-

ford-on-Avon, a town

accessible by a branch line, as from Birmingham, and

which every Englishman who has the least pride of

country should visit at some time of his life and give

himself up to delicious communings with the most

human of poets. Apart from its associations with

Shakspeare, Stratford deserves a visit from the beauty

of its situation and its fine church ;
gardeners will find

it the most convenient station for Eatington Park

(E. P. Shirley, Esq., gr. Mr. Gardiner).

ALOCASIA MARSHALLII.
The pretty little Indian Alocasia Jenningsii, with

its bright green leaves, marked by regularly disposed

black patches, at once took the fancy of the lovers of

omamental-foliaged plants, and became a favourite.

That which we now introduce, and of which Mr. W.
Bull, of Chelsea, has allowed us to use the accompany-

ing woodcut (fig. 186) was also obtained from India,

and was, as we understand, introduced, accidentally

adhering to some masses of imported Orchids, by W.
Marshall, Esq., of Enfield, from whom it passed into

the hands of Mr. Bull.

It is related, as the figure will show, to A. Jenningsii,

but it differs from that strikingly handsome plant in
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having a broad grey or silveiy band in the centre of the
leaf-blade. The blades stand almost vertical, and are
of an ovate form, peltately attached to erect green
motley stalks. The colour is a bright green, marked
towards the edge in the spaces between the principal
lateral veins with broad wedge-shaped blotches of
blackish-purple, while in the centre is the conspicuous
silvery band already referred to, and which adds greatly
to its beauty. It must be considered as a valuable
addition to our moderate-sized stove plants. T. M.

LA WN-MOWERS AND LA WN-
3fOWING.

Lawn-mowers are among the most important of
horticultural appliances, the comparative merits of the
several designs having called forth much discussion
from time to time. Rival makers have naturally
enough vaunted forth the superior excellencies of
the particular machine they construct, an inevitable
result of competitive enterprise. We could now
no more abandon the use of the mowing-
machine, and return to the scythe, than we could
exchange an express-train for the old stage-coach of
40 years ago. The introduction of the mowing-
machine as surely marked an epoch in English garden-
ing, as the introduction of railways did in our social
progr-ess.

Since the introduction of the American Archimedean
Lawn-mower, there has arisen much debate as to the
relative value of this Invention and the ordinary
machines of English construction. About three years
ago a trial was made at one of the meetings of the
Leeds Horticultural Society as to the comparative
merits of the Archimedean and one of Green's machines,
and thedecision of the judges, who seemed to have been
men of known integrity, was given in favour of Green's
machine. This trial called forth much adverse criticism
at the time, as might reasonably be looked for in any
case where trade interests come into collision. A
further and somewhat important, and, to a great
extent, a decisive test of the merits of the two machines
was recently made at the grounds of the All ICngland
Croquet Club at Wimbledon. It originated in
this wise. The Editor of the Field newspaper had
publicly stated that, owing to the luxuriant and coarse
growth of the grass this moist spring, the English
machine in use at the grounds (an iS-inch cutter of
Green's make), was unable to keep it cut to the satis-
faction of the croquet players, although used by two
gardeners. Two 14-inch Archimedean machines having
been substituted, each worked single-handed, it was
reported concerning the doings of these machines, that
whilst the turf could not be kept in anything like playing
order by the use of Green's machine, the blades of grass
becoming so long and coarse that the aid of the scythe
was required to supplement the work of the machine,
yet by the "employment of one Archimedean, work-
ing early and late, the grass was in a few days brought
down to a proper face," and play could be carried on
with ease and comfort. On carefully comparing the
work done, it was found that one man could cut with
the-' Archimedean a quarter of an acre per hour,
whilst Green's machine required a man and a strong
boy at least, to do the same work in the same time.
The report went on to state :—" In point of labour
there is therefore an enormous saving, and as the
American machine supersedes the necessity of roUing,
except for levelling purposes, it has been found that
with the aid of two machines all the twelve grounds,
making up the 3 acres, can be cut every other day
before the hour at which the players usually come to
Wimbledon, leaving the man plenty of spare time for
rolling, trimming, &c." The merits of the Archi-
medean over Green's machine were summed up, under
three heads:— i. A saving of labour to the extent of
fully one-half; 2. The Archimedean machine would
cut grass, both wetter and of greater length, better
than the English machine ; and 3. That two men, each
usmg an Archimedean, could cut double the area of
grass than they could by both using Green's machine.

Believing that the qualities of their machine had
been somewhat underrated, Messrs. Green & Son pro-
ceeded to Wimbledon on Saturday, May 25, taking
with them several of their machines to ascertain what
they would accomplish under their immediate super-
vision. The machine, in constant use at Wimbledon
for the past two years, has a cutter 18 inches in width,
and had been repaired but once during that time, but
not by the makers. It was with this machine the first
trial was rnade, on some grass from 3 to 4 inches in
length, which had been thoroughly saturated with water
before the machine was applied. This it cut rapidly,
cleanly, and evenly, and in a style that could not but
be highly commended. A request was then made by
Mr. Green that the Archimedean machine should be
tried on the same piece of grass, but this was refused,
on the ground that the proprietor had not authorised a
trial, nor was he theie to superintend it. An improved
l4-inch machine was next produced, and with this itwas conclusively proved that it would cut grass both
long and wet with precision and despatch. The

L'whnl?""""""" "^,1^'^ "="''''"« deserves notice,
as while answering in all respects the purposes of anordinary machine, it can be so altered as to meet therequirementsof the Archimedean, and accomSjus
^«L.f ""'"'"" '^^^P^We of performing. Bymeans of a simple contrivance, the front roUers of the

improved machine can be removed, leaving a 2-inch
roller on either side, which answers to the slide in the

Archimedean ; and the back cover of the cutters, which
serves the purpose of throwing the grass forward, can
also be readily removed where there is no necessity

for collecting the grass. This may be regarded as an
Archimedean machine, more easily managed, and
worked with a less expense of manual labour. And it

was also noticeable that with the collecting-box fitted

on, and the rollers fixed, the labour required to work
it was less than that required for an Archimedean
combining the latest improvements, it being under
perfect control. A personal trial of the two machines
placed this matter beyond doubt.

This improved 14-inch machine was also set to work
on one of the play-grounds, of which there are 12,

each a quarter of an acre in extent, in order to test the
matter of time. With all its fittings complete, and
gathering the grass as cut, it was found this could be
done in 35 minutes. Probably this machine was
worked faster than would be done by an ordinary
working gardener, the execution being as nearly as

perfect as could be required. Then the two machines,
i.e., the Archimedean and the Green's improved, were
tried on the same piece of ground, and while the
former appeared to leave the grass a little longer
towards the sides of the piece of ground covered by
the machine. Green's took it off perfectly even, and in

the most satisfactory manner.
It is indispensable, on grounds like those of the

All England Club at Wimbledon, and, in fact, on all

croquet grounds, that the grass should be cut as perfectly

even and regular as possible. It has been admitted by
leading players that an irregularity in the cut of the
grass, say the leaving of a thin and almost imper-
ceptible strip uncut, or only partially cut, will mate-
rially affect the pace at wdiich a ball will travel across a
green sward, and a slight impediment may and does
overthrow the nicest calculations of the most skilful

player. When it is borne in mind that the side hoops
are 20 yards apart, it will be at once seen how neces-
sary it is that the ground be perfectly cut when " long
shots " have to be made. The collection of the grass
cut by the machine is another indispensable requisite

\vhen used on croquet grounds. "The moister the
season, the more does it become a prime necessity. Tf
the grass be cut and distributed about the ground, as is

the manner of the Archimedean, and rain follows imme-
diately after, the balls gather it about them as they
roll, and their course is impeded of necessity. It was
admitted by the players at Wimbledon that the grass
must . be collected as cut, or swept up after the
machine. Herein lies one of the drawbacks of the
Archimedean ; at the same time it is one of the chief
merits of the ordinary lawn-mower that the grass is

cut and collected simultaneously.

In giving the results of the foregoing trial, if trial it-

may be termed, I have no desire to depreciate the
Archimedean machine. It is a very useful implement,
capable of being used under some circumstances where
the ordinary lawn-mower could not be applied. The
object of this narrative is to show that certain facts

having been stated respecting the performances of the
Archimedean, an improved machine of Green's was
set to the same tasks ; and in regard to the possession of
the qualities of effective operation that enter into the
composition of a comparatively perfect machine, the
balance was certainly on the side of the instrument of
Messrs. Green & Son. Ji. D.

Veitch's Autumn Giant Cauliflower. — In
August last I sowed a pinch of seed of this variety,
and treated the plants the same as I do the early
Cauliflower, i. e., potted them singly into 5-inch pots,
and wintering them in brick pits, plunging the pots to
the rim, and strange to say they have all gone " blind."
They were planted in April, on the same day as the
ordinary Cauliflower plants ; a few were rejected then
as "blind," or having no centre or heart, but the rest

seemed all right. How can this be accounted for?
The early Cauliflowers are not so, and both have had
similar treatment. I had magnificent heads of Veitch's
variety up to Christmas, from plants sown in April
previous, by lifting the plants and placing them in a
brick pit. C. C.

Gumming of Peaches.—I have never found the use
of galvanized wire at all injurious to the giowth of young
Peach wood, and my experience of gumming entirely
coincides with that of Mr. Speed and others, who
attribute it to undue pressure from the shoots being
tied too tight. In a newly-erected Peach-house here
the front trellis is formed of galvanized wire painted,
on which is trained a young tree of the Royal George
Peach ; and being planted in a good border, the
growth last year was very vigorous. Many of the
strongest shoots on this tree were badly gummed ; and
in every case I found it had been ciused by the tie

becoming too tight, thereby injuring the tender bark by
pressing on the trellis, or on the upper side against the
tie. I am the more confirmed in this opinion as we
have a Peach-wall covered with a trellis of unpainted
galvanized wire, and which Peach trees have been
trained for several years, and have never gummed.
That the ventilation on the Paxton, or any other

system, has anything to do with it is most fallacious,

as in a large Paxton Peach-house here our front trellis,

extending half-way up the house, is common wire
painted, that on the back wall is unpainted galva-
nized ; the trees on both are and always have been
entirely free from gum. I have had some years'
experience with Paxton's houses, and have seen many
in use at other places, and always with satisfactory

results ; and for simplicity, efficiency, and price, I

consider them unequalled. The cases of gumming
that have come under my notice have all been on
gross, vigorous wood, and could be clearly traced to

tight tying. J. Sheppard, Woolverstone.

Ants.—Ants are one of the greatest fruit scourges I

have to contend with. I have this spring killed legions
with hot water and by hand, yet they still swarm. I

am uncommonly obliged to " C. L.," p. 76S, for his

recipe. Immediately on reading it I got some sweet
oil and put a little in a saucer in my vinery, where there
is a nest under the wainscoting ; in a few hours the
saucer, sunk in the mould up to the brim, was replete
with dead ants. It is a most valuable recipe. The
whole horticultural world will feel obliged to " C. L."
I am truly sorry to destroy them, but they make the
first impressions on wall fruit, and blue-bottle flies,

hornets, bees, and woodlice, take advantage of the first

impressions. W. F. Raddyffe.

Garden " Edgings."—In answer to " X. Z.," I
beg to recommend the following plan for edging
garden walks. Procure some chalk bricks, which,
after they have been put down a short time, look very
much like stone. They can be bought of most respect-
able builders for %s. (yd. per 100, cartage included.
Take out a trench on each side of the walk about a
spade wide, and the same in depth ; then ram the
bottom firm, and bed the bricks in, securing the joints
with cement and coarse sand, and just a small bit

under the ends of the bricks, pressing them down, so
that only one edge is visible above the ground level.

I have inclosed a rough sketch of section (fig. 187),
taken across the walk, showing the position of the
bricks. If they are carefully put down, and care is

taken for a time in rolling, and to use a board to wheel
over in putting manure on the beds or quarters, so as
not to displace them, all will soon get solid.

Fig. 187,—SECTION of walk, showing brick edging.

They vnll last for many years without need-
ing repairs, as the frost has no effect upon
them. Those I have seen done in this way have
been put down seven years, and not one has parted at

the joint, or been injured by frost. Nothing can look
neater in appearance. If the angle top is objected to,

it can easily be rubbed down a little, and would
look then like the back of a book. Good hard build-

ing bricks might be used in the same way, but the
chalk or white bricks look much the best. If I were
about to make a new garden, or reform an old one,
there is no pattern of edging tile that I have seen that

can compete with bricks of the above description.

Fustic.

Your correspondent, "X. Z.," has done good
service in bringing this important subject before the
notice of your readers, and I trust that some of the
Staffordshire brickmakers may see his sensible remarks,
and take a hint, for I am sure a very extensive trade
might be done in garden edging tiles, if properly made,
at a reasonable cost. Two years ago I re-made the walks
in my kitchen garden, and I fully intended to limit

them with tile edgings, but I was deterred solely by
their monstrous price. My garden is somewhat larger

than your correspondent's, and I estimated that the
tiles would cost ^20. The new paths had only cost

me £f), and it seemed presposterous to pay so much
more for the mere definition of their boundaries. So
I recurred to the old edging I had employed before,

viz., chalk-flints (I live in a chalk district) that had
been roughly dressed. The edges consumed about
5000 flints, and the labour of dressing and laying

cost about £t,. The result is not otherwise than
neat and tidy ; but I should prefer the perfect regu-

larity and evenness of tiles. "X. Z. " is mistaken in

thinking that cheaper tiles than he alludes to are not
to be had. Many ordinary brickmakers make " fancy
tiles for garden walks " much cheaper, but they have
the double disadvantage that they are fancy, not plain,

and that they are made of very imperfectly vitrified

clay. The silly fancy ornamentations break off, and
the tiles after a few years, from their imperfect solidi-

fication and porosity, become rotten and break to

pieces, just like flower-pots that have been "plunged"
for a season or two. "X. Z." is quite right when he
says that plainness and solidity are tlie great desiderata.

The very best pattern for the tiles may be taken from
an ordinary octavo book, such as is now before nie ; it

is 9 inches long, 2 thick, and 6 deep. Add i inch to

the depth, and the form is perfection. As there is no
irregularity of surface, no fluting or silly ornamenta-
tion, the clay could be cast into shape just like a
common brick, and the tile ought to cost no more.
The tiles should be vei7 highly burnt, almost into a

"slag," and then they will not rot under the prolonged
action of moisture. Can this be done satisfactorily
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with any other than Staftordshre and Shropshire clay?
There are some fair edging tiles in the garden of

Cavendish Square, something of the pattern suggested.

I should like to know whence they were obtained,

but I fear they are insufliciently burnt. One word
about kitchen garden paths. I had been very much
troubled by weeds and worm-casts, when, two years ago,

I had all the paths re-laid with sharp, shingly, coarse

gravel and heated tar. The result has been completely
satisfactory ; not a single weed or worm-cast has

appeared since : the binding of the surface is thorough :

it never sticks to the roller, and the paths are dry
and pleasant to walk on immediately after rain. y. C.

The Grimston Plant Protector.—Having used
about Soo feet of cases made after the manner detailed in

the accompanying sketch (fig. iSS) ofonewhichlshowed
at South Kensington last week, I can say I believe they
will be found exceedingly useful to anybody requiring

vegetables or flowers either before and after the ordinary

summer season. They forward crops about ftve weeks,
and preserve them for about a like period in the

autumn— consequently shortening the winter very
considerably. By their use we were enabled to

supply good, firm, well blanched Cos Lettuce by the

end of February this past season. We also find them
useful for Potatos, Carrots, Turnips, French Beans,
Radishes, Parsley, Cher-
vil, Mint, Mustard and
Cress, early Celei^, and,
in fact, almost everything
which comes early in the

season from France. AVe
also use tliem for Straw-
berries, which are rjjie

now (June 7) under them ;

and for forwarding herba-

ceous plants, for cut

flowers, such as Pinks,
Lily of the Valley, Violets,

and other low-growing
plants. The cost, labour
included, is about lOs.

each complete, and they
require no putty and no
glazing, are easily shifted

about from place to place,

and are ventilated with
great facility j early in the

season we simply give air

at either end of the case

by slipping a pane out-

wards ; later on we tilt

the box, by means of half

a brick or piece of wood ;

as the season further ad-

vances, we take out a pane
or two altogether, and
place the remaining panes
at regular intervals, leav-

ing spaces between each
pane for air, which air re-

mains on night and day.

They cause very little

labour, and are not liable

to breakage. After the

beginning of May the

plants under them require

plenty of water, which can
be easily applied by tilting

the box, so as to allow the

spout of the water pot to

enter at the ground level.

IV. Denniiig, Grimston.

[A very simple, very

handy, and most useful

contrivance. Our wood-
cut shows it in section ; butasused, the ends are boarded,

and the glass slides over them. They are made in

8 feet lengths. Eds.]

Awards of the Floral Committee.—The follow-

ing remarks are indited in no cavilling spirit, but
simply from a desire that the doings of the Floral

Committee should be clearly and intelligently under-

stood. At the meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society on June 5 I exhibited for the opinion of the

Floral Committee a seedling Trop^solum, in the hope
that it would obtain a Certificate. No award was
made to it. I was anxious to know what the committee
thought of my new variety. Late in the day 1 learned

that my Tropceolum found favour with several members
of the committee, and that on a division being taken

on the proposition to give it a First-class Certificate, it

was lost by about one or two votes. It was something
gained to know that my own estimate of the Trop^eolum
was shared by some members of the committee. I also

learned that very close divisions took place on the

proposals to grant Certificates to one or two other

things. Now, a plant that nearly gets a First-class

Certificate must be a good thing, but were it not for

my having enjoyed the confidence of a member or two
of the Floral Committee, I should not have been
made aware of the fact that my plant did nearly
obtain it ; and on the strength of this knowledge
I shall certainly show it again. As far as the
exhibition of new plants is related to the outside
public, no distinction is made between a plant that

nearly gets a First-class Certificate and one that the

committee might think it a waste of time to look at.

Afler all, it is a very nice distinction indeed between
the plants adjudicated on, say by a committee of seven-

teen members, when in one case nine votes for a First-

class Certificate and eight against it are recorded ; in

! the other case the numbers may be reversed, and there

!

is a near approach to the ridiculous in the contemplation
' of such a likely probability, though I presume the

j

minority must bow to the will of the m.ajority. Now,
j

it would be very comforting to disappointed exhibitors

j

if some method were introduced by which they might
be made aware of the fact of a minority of the com-

\
mittee thinking a flower to be good, so much so as to

[

induce them to vote for a Certificate. I want to see a

distinction made between things worthy and things

I

undeserving. I would, therefore, abolish the con-
, venient, but certainly misleading and inappropriate

award of a " Cultural Commendation" to new flowers,

and substitute for it the old-fashioned and meritorious
" Label of Commendation." There should be but two
awards made to new flowers — the time-honoured
First-class Certificate and the equally ancient
" Label of Commendation." A Second-class Certi-

ficate is an indefinite award, depreciatory rather than

j

commendatory, and I think its use is generally

!
condemned by exhibitors of new plants and flowers.

Fig. 1S8.—THE GRIMSTON PLANT PROTECTOR.

What is its actual import ? Is a flower of the present
year—say a large- flowering Pelargonium—that receives
a Second-class Certificate equal in value and quality to
one of the past year that obtained a certificate of the
first class ? Or, according to what standard of quality
is the award of a Second-class Certificate made ? One
act of the Floral Committee, on the occasion of its last

meeting, will, I hope, at once bring about the abolition
of Second-class Certificates. A group of large flowering
Pelargoniums, from Mr. C. Turner, occupied almost a
central position in the large tent on Wednesday, June 5.

Several First-class Certificates were granted, and one
Second-class Certificate, namely, to Blue Bell, one of
Mr, Foster's recent seedlings. Now comes the curious
part of the matter—and the circumstance has its ludi-

crous side also : this very variety received a First-class

Certificate from the Floral Committee in 1871, and the
same award was made, both at one of the Royal Botanic
Society's exhibitions and also at the Crystal Palace.
Either new flowers are of first-class quality, or they are
not. I have known a new flower get a Second-class
Certificate, and subsequently receive a first-class

award, but I never before heard of this order being
reversed. The records of the Floral Committee must
be badly kept if that body is allowed to stultify its

decisions in this ridiculous manner. I presume my
Tropeeolum was not good enough to receive a First-

class Certificate, but too good to get the doubtful

honour of a Second-class Certificate. The Lnbel of
Commendation, on the other hand, would indicate

subjects favourably regarded by a minority of the com-

mittee, or it would distinguish things promising in
character, and which it would be advisable to exhibit
again. I should like to learn something of the opinion
of exhibitors of seedling flowers in this matter ; a little

criticism of the acts of the Floral Committee will
do no harm, and it may be made the means of the
members of that body and exhibitors coming to under-
stand the aims of each other in a clearer light. Richard
Deajtf baling-, IV.

Paraffin as an Insecticide.—I have read the
account, at p. 769, of '* A. D.'s" experiment with
paraffin. If "A. D." will try the following simple
remedy, he will find it a much safer way of protecting
his Radish and other seeds from birds or mice. Put
the seed in a saucer and spinkle it with a little water,

next shake a little red lead over the seeds, and then
give two or three turns round in the saucer : the seed
will quickly be covered with the lead. Then turn the

seed out on a piece of paper and they will dry in a few
seconds, and may then be sown with safety ; the birds

will never touch a seed or go near it. With respect to

American blight, Gishurst Compound is the best remedy
for it. I had here an Apple tree trained to the wall

;

although many years old it had never shown a flower-

bud ; it was almost eaten up with the blight. In
January, 1871, it had one dressing of Gishurst Com-

pound, 6 oz. to a gallon

of soft water, and, won-
derful to say, the blight is

all gone, and last year I

had a fine crop of Apples,
This year, bad as the sea-

son is, I shall get nearly

100 fine fruit. After this

I think no one will be
inclined to try the expe-
riment with paraffin, y.
Chapman, The Gardens,
Kingston Lacy, Wim-
home, Dorset.

Clematis Albert Vic-
tor.—I have this fine and
distinct variety in bloom
in the open ground at the

present time ; and as the
buds of my plant were
formed in heat, and since

it was transferred to the
open ground the weather
has been very cold for the
time of year, it cannot be
seen at its best. The
flowers are eight petaled,

and along each there is a
broad band of brown and
pink, with a margin of
clear mauve blue. I am
charmed with its thorough
distinctiveness of charac-
ter, and the ladies espe-
cially admire it very much,
as, indeed, they seem to
do all flowers having blue
or mauve tints. I don't
know whether Albert Vic-
tor belongs to the section

of Clematises that bloom
on the current year's wood;
if it does, I am likely to

get a second edition of
flowers this season, for

since the plant was placed
out it has made a vigorous
growth. I may state that

I have planted out in my
little front garden here a collection of about two dozen
Clematises, which I am growing as pillars, using as sup-

ports some nice straight hop-poles obtained from Kent,
about 8 feet in length. The early frosts played sad
havoc with some of them ; but all that were stopped
in this way have recovered themselves, and are making
rapid growth. The other day I had brought me some
flowers of C. Henryi, and C. Lawsoniana, now being
distributed by Messrs, P. Lawson & Son, the former
French white, the latter rosy purple, with darker veins.

The blossoms were of enormous size ; but I presume
they had been taken from plants flowered under glass.

The many fine varieties of hardy Clematises now in

cultivation will, no doubt, soon become as popular in

our gardens as any other of the hardy climbers so

much grown. Richard Dean, Ealing, VV. [Clematis

Albert Victor belongs to the patens race, and is a

spring bloomer. Eds.]

Spring Bedding,—Being desirous next year of

indulging in a little spring bedding, I should feel

obliged by your informing me the names of the most
desirable plants to grow. My summer bedding plants

do not go out till June i, and I want to have bloom in

the beds during February, March, April, and May, or

at all events during the last three months. Plants to

be had from seed would be desirable, owing to their

being less expensive. S. J. [Mr. Fish has obligingly

furnished the following reply :—If seedling plants are

indispensable, and it is desired to have the plants bloom
next season, the choice is somewhat limited, and it
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must be well nigh confined to annuals. These should

be sown rather thinly, on light soil, in an open place

towards the end of August. Such sorts as the Sweet
Alyssum, Candytuft (purple and white), Clarkia pul-

chella and elegans, Collinsia bicolor, Eschscholtzia

califomica and alba, Limnanthes Douglasii, all the

coloured Nemophilas, Saponaria calabrica and alba,

Silene pendula and alba, blue and white Venus' Look-
ing-glass, and red and white Virginian Stocks, are

among the hardiest and most showy. Of course Stocks

and Wallflowers, common Primroses of various colours.

Polyanthuses, Auriculas, Daisies, and Forget-me-Not,
can also be raised from seeds. If the latter are sown
at once the plants of Forget-me-Not may be pushed
on to flower next spring. Arabis, Iberis, Aubrietia,

Alyssum saxatile, &c., may also be raised from seed ;

and so may Violets and most other spring flowering

plants ; but it will save a good deal of time and not

cost much, to lay in a stock of plants of such. These,

with the golden Aconite, a good stock of Hepaticas,

alpine Auriculas, double Primroses, and plenty of

common bulbs, such as Snowdrops, Crocuses, Tulips,

Hyacinths, Daffodils, Narcissus, will make a good
show from February to June. D. T. F,'\

Keeping Grapes in Bottles of Water.—After

another season's experience, I am more than ever con-

vinced that this is the right thing to do with late-

keeping Grapes. I havenow practised it for four seasons
;

and, on the authority of my employer and several

neighbouring gardeners, I am able to say that the

flavour is in no way impaired by the process. On
January 4 last I cut over So bunches of Lady Downe's ;

of these we used the last on May 23, whilst the Vines

from which they had been cut were again in full flower,

and to the last berry they were all plump and good.

As a proof of the faith I have in this matter, I last

year planted a house 50 feet long wholly with this

variety, and intend about Christmas in each year to

bottle the lot ; and on the strength of this also I have
made our early house {Black Hamburghs) into a Muscat
house, as by this plan, and with this kind of Grape,
very early forcing may be dispensed with, and yet we
may have Grapes all the year round. I know there is a

notion abroad that Lady Downe's is a worthless Grape ;

to this I can only reply, that I find it equal to the best

Hamburgh that was ever produced ; and I think if

those who condemn it would only give it Muscat
treatment, and thoroughly ripen it, and go en
doing so for a month after it appears to be ripe,

we should hear no more of its " leather and
sugar " character. Again, many condemn the bottling
system, and yst nave never tried it ; others, after a
shoft trial, have given it up as a bad job, simply
because a few berries went mouldy. To those who
may be thinking of adopting the system I would say

Don't, if you expect no further trouble with them ; if,

however, you are willing to give them but half the

attention they require when hanging on the Vines, then

by all means bottle them. My experience is, that

where one berry goes bad in the bottles, at least twice

that number would do so on the Vines ; besides, the

Vines are at rest, and the house at liberty for plants,

&c., which I think is the great merit of the plan.

Black Hamburghs do not keep nearly so well under this

process. Muscats a little better, but Lady Downe's
never fails. I thus endorse Mr. Grieve's opinion, at

p. 769. W. Wildsmith, Heckfield Gardens^ Wmchfield,
Hants, yune 10.

Single Anemones.—I am often asked how I get

a supply (a large one) of the above through the winter
and'early spring to the middle of June. Allow me to

say, for the benefit of all, that I sow the seed broadcast in

March, along with my Onions. In the following
August they commence blooming, and if the winter is

mild will do so until the following June. I am now
taking up the roots in foliage and full of flower, and
laying them in a loft to dry. As soon as the roots are
shrivelled, say in a fortnight or three weeks, I plant
them again, and they will commence flowering in the
autumn. 1 am not certain of securing a crop from seed
should the summer prove hot and dry. Robert Shackell,

Bath.

Foreign Correspondence.
WODENETHE, FiSHKILL-ON-THE-HUDSON, NeW

York.—As we have suffered very much through all

the New England and Middle States from very extra-

ordinary weather, it may not be uninteresting to lay

before the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle some
particulars as to the effects of the severe frost of March
on plants at -this place. It would be very difficult to

give with any certainty the cause of the severe damage
done to almost every sort of vegetation without first

recapitulating the beginning of the evil two years ago,
in a drought so severe as to denude many trees of
their foliage, in August and September; this was followed
by a mild and wet and somewhat protracted autumn,
during which many trees made a late growth and had
not sufficiently ripened their wood at the commence-
ment of cold weather. This was especially true of the
late growing Conifers, such as Wellingtonias, Crypto-
merias, Cupressus of various sorts, as well as Pears,
which in many instances were in blossom in October.
Fttrtunately the winter, with one or two early excep-

tions, was a mild one, and the injury done to the

immaturely ripened wood was comparatively unimport-

ant. Another dry summer, that of 1871, followed,

causing irregular and imperfect growth, in many
cases late into the autumn. On September 20

there came a sudden and severe frost, late in

the evening, cutting to the ground everything in the

least tender, and even browning some tender tips of

the late growing evergreens. This was followed by
mild weather for several weeks. But no doubt a dis-

turbance took place in the circulation of many trees

at this time, so that they went into their winter

quarters not well prepared to resist any unusual condi-

tion of weather. Unfortunately a very unusual con-

dition of weather came on March 4 and 5, in the shape
of hard dry cutting winds, with the mercury only 4*

above zero— at this time the ground, entirely unpro-
tected by snow, was frozen to the depth of 3 to 5 feet,

and of course perfectly dry, thus entirely preventing

all plants, during this fearful evaporation from the

excessive cold winds, from obtaining the slightest

assistance in the way of moisture from the roots.

For the next two days there came a surface thaw
and some snow which melted soon after it fell, but
the ground was so hard and the frost so deep that the

water remained on the surface as on a floor, freezing

at night and melting by day for a week, but totally

unable to penetrate the ground,—the roots of trees

being held all this time as in a dry iron vice. This
condition of weather coming upon plants so enfeebled

by the condition of the preceding two years, caused, in

my opinion, the severe damage which seems to have
extended over all the Middle and Eastern States.

About Easter the wind was so severe in force that no
lantern could be kept lighted, and it was with great

difficulty that my gardener could get from one house
to another ; and all this time, and with this excessive

evaporation from the evergreens, especially the broad-
leaved ones, the roots were encased in hard, dry, frozen

ground, where no moisture could get either in or out.

Perhaps the most perplexing thing in the great damage
done everywhere is the extraordinary irregularity of

the injury. Plants and trees heretofore considered

tender, even in the mildest winters, like Cryptomerias,
Ilex latifolia, the newer Retinosporas, &c., are per-

fectly uninjured, and as fresh as they usually are in

June, while others perfectly hardy (as least so

considered) are killed. An old Beech hedge
here is completely riddled ; so likewise with a

Hemlock and Norway hedge ; a large Acer cam-
pestre (the common field Maple), 25 years old, is

killed ; so is a large deciduous Cypress, 25 feet high ;

another by its side is uninjured ; three large Abies Men-
ziesii, 12 to 18 feet high, are killed, though heretofore

hardy in the worst season ; beds of English Ivy on the

ground, having the protection (heretofore considered
valuable) of the warmth of the soil, are killed ; im-
mediately adjacent, on a wall, are hardly touched

;

Rhododendrons are generally killed back, though with
some green wood—those protected by wooden houses
have suffered quite as much ; evergreens, as well as

deciduous trees, standing side by side, of equal size,

age, and apparent health, one taken and the other left

;

and yet Peach trees are not only an exception, but the

amount of bloom upon them is greater this year than
I have ever known for 25 years. To add to our per-

plexity we have not only lost our trees, but we have
not learned any lesson from our misfortunes. We can
only regard it as an exceptional year which, like an
earthquake or deluge, may never occur again, but if it

should, I do not see how we could prevent the devasta-

tion, even if we knew it was coming.

RJwdodendrons.—Caractacus, injured ; Charles Bagley and
Charles Dickens, slightly injured ; Guido and H. H. Hunnewell,
killed ; H. W. Sargent, badly browned ; James Bateman,
killed ; Lady Armstrong and Lady Clermont, injured ; Mrs. G.
H. W. Heneage, badly injured ; Mrs. John Clulton, good ; Mrs.
R. S. Holford, leaves gone : Old Port, killed ; Othello, part
gone ; Purity and R. S. Field, killed; atrosanguineum and
Barclayanum, injured ; Blandyanum, killed : candidissimum
and Caractacus, injured ; conccssum, good ; delicatissimum,
killed ; Evcrestianum and fastuosum flore-pleno, pretty good ;

eiganteum, good ; John Waterer. Nero, and Onslowianum,
injured ;

purpureum elegans and purpureum grandiflonim,
partly killed ; roseum elegans, roseum grandiflorum, and roseum
pictum, browned ; Sherwoodianum, killed ; Sir Thomas Se-
bright, injured ; Titian, killed ; Towardii and Vandyck, in-

jured. All seedlings of the catawbiense breed generally very bad,
though the wood looking green.

Hardy Azaleas.—Half the wood and all flower-buds killed.

Kabnias.—Generally untouched.
Androntedas.— Badly browned, but alive.

Ledittns.— Killed.
|

Rkodoras.—Killed.
GaultJierias.—Almost destroyed.
Ericas—Hardy Heaths.—Generally killed.

Menziesias.— Generally kilted.

Daphne Cncorum majus, killed ; Epigcea repens, killed.

Conifers.—Abies excelsa Clanbrasiliana, excclsa compacta,
excelsa Gregorii, excelsa pygmsea, excelsa pumila, and excclsa
pyramidalis. killed ; inverta and canadensis, uninjured

;

Douglasii, badly cut; firma and Ktempferi, good; Mcnzicsii,
killed; Hookeriana, good; orienlalis and monstrosa, uninjured.

Picea cephalonica, browned
; grandis. good ; lasiocarpa, good ;

nobilis, badly cut ; Nordmanniana, good ; magnifica or nobilis

robusta, good ; Pinsapo, slightly injured.

Pinus austriaca, Benthamiana. Cembra, macrocarpa, Lamberti-
ana, monticola, pyrenaica, Mugno, sylvestris pumila, and Strobus
pumila, good.
Cedrus Deodara, killed ; Libani, uninjured.
Cephalotaxus Fortunei, uninjured.
Chamacyparis sphseroidea variegata, slighly cuL
Cryptomeria japonica, hardly touched ; Lobbii, injured.

Cupressus Lawsoniana, var. erecta, and var. gracilis, generally

good.
Juniperus chinensls, hispanica or thurifera, recurva. virginiana,

virginiana humilia, virginiana jpendula, Sabina tamariscifoUa, S.

proEtrata, squamata, and Swedish, good.

Larix pendula and Kxmpferi, untouched.
Relinospora ericoides, fair ; leptoclada, obtusa, pisifera, pisifcra

argentea, pisifera aurea, pisifera plumosa, filicoides, and fiUfera,

e.Kcellent.

Sciadopytis verticillata, untouched.
Taxodium distichum and distichum pendulum, untouched-
Taxus, the common English, and Dovastoni or Weeping Yew,

browned slightly ; erecta and monstrosa, good ; aurea, elegantia-

sima, and japonica, generally uninjured.

Thujopsis borealis, perfectly green ; dolabrata and dolabrata
variegata, badly cut ; Isetevirens and Standishii, good.
Thuja aurea, untouched

;
gigantea, badly injured ; Lobbii,

severely injured ; orientalis, tatarica. falcata, and elegantissima,

good; American Arbor-vitse, somewhat damaged ; Vervaeneana,
pendula, Warreana, and plicata, unhurt.

Weilingtonia gigantea, untouched, every bud good.

Hardy Orttamental and Flowering Trees.—Acer Negundo
variegatum, killed. Beech, common, badly injured; cut-leaved,

injured. Castanea vecta and aurea variegata, killed.

Hardy Evergreens a>id Deciduous Flo^vering Plants, &'c.—
Aratia japonica, good. Arbor-vita:, American, very much
injured. Aiicuba japonica (old kind), and japonica, with berries,

safe, protected. Berberis Aquifolium. badly cut up ; Bealii.

japonica, and Fortunei, good. Broom, yellow, destroyed.
Cedars, red Virginian, all browned. Clematis, injured,
Cotoneaster affinis, killed. Crataegus, injured. Daphne Cncorum,
killed. Euonymus japonicus latifoHus albus varicgatus, good.
Forsythia Fortunei, good. Gynerium argenteum, killed. Hollies
—All American Hollies have lost their leaver

; the wood is green.
Honeysuckles, evergreen, late Dutch, and late Trumpet, in-

jured. Magnolia conspicua, Soulangeana, cordata, glatica,

gracilis, ^randiflora. Lenne, purpurea, Thomsoniana, and tripe-

tala, uninjured. Mahonia Aquifolium, badly cut. Paulownia im-
perialis, good. Pavia califomica, good. Peach, good. Privet,
Box-leaved, good. Pyrus japonica, good. Quercus, variegated
Turkey Oak. nigra or Purple Oak, Fern-leaf Oak, vVeeoing Oak,
and Concordia (yellow leaf Oak), good. Salisburia adiantifolia,

good. Sanibucus argentea variegata. and aurea variegnta,
good. Syringa, common, Emodi, and Josiksea, good. Virginian
Creeper, and Veitch's, good. Yews, English, generally
browned.

Trees.—Acer rubrum and colchicum rubrum, good. Liquidam-
bar, good. Cypress, weeping, badly injured. Oak, scarlet Ameri-
can, good. Beech, purple, good. Oaks, purple, good. Elm,
purple, good. Sycamore, purple, good. Maple, Norway, good.
Tulip trees, good. Virgilia lutea, good. Sycamore, variegated,

good. Maple, variegated Ash-leaf, injured. Ash, variegated,

good. Elm, variegated, good. Chestnut, variegated Spanish,
injured. Gleditschias, injured. Birch, cut-leaved weeping, good.
Beech, curled-leaved, injured badly. Chestnut, Fern-leaved
Spanish, and dwarf, injured badly.

In the vegetable gardens Artichokes are apparently

killed, Asparagus, Strawberries, and Raspberries in-

jured, though all were carefully protected during the

inter. H. IV. Sargent.

Societies.
Royal Horticultural : June 6.

—"How Seeds are

Sown in Nature," was the subject of Professor Dyer's

fifth lecture. Looking at a piece of natural mixed vege-

tation, the lecturer observed, it is not difficult to see that

a considerable number at any rate of the species would,

if the ground were otherwise unoccupied, monopolise the

whole of it. Only a very small proportion of the seeds

which each produces can ever develope under ordinary

circumstances, for want of space. Linnarus made the

calculation that if each individual plant of some annual
species produced only two seeds, in 20 years there would
be a million of descendants. It is evident, therefore, that

the reproductive power of plants is kept enormously in

check by the competition for the same space of a great

number of different kinds. Mixed vegetation represents

a state of balanced antagonism, each constituent species

striving, according to its capacity, to get the upper hand.

The herbage of ordinary grass meadow, for example,

contains some 50 distinct kinds of plants; if we slightly

disturb the conditions under which these grow we destroy

the balance. Thus, the experiments of Lawes and
Gilbert have shown that nitrogenous manures increase the

weight of graminaceous produce from a piece of meadow
land, and diminish the number of species ; on the other

hand "mineral" manures increase the weight of legu-

minous produce. It is evident, therefore, that any
change in the conditions of growth may prove unex-
pectedly advantageous to some particular plants

affected by it. This tends to explain the extraordi-

nary rapidity with which weeds, kept within bounds
in their original home, may spread when introduced

into a new country. The restricting influences may of

course be of different kinds, and it is quite impos-
sible to foresee in what way they will, or will not, come
into play. Thus, Darwin was struck with the fact that

at Rio Cabbages appear to enjoy an immunity from the

ravages of caterpillars. On the other hand, at Bhagul-

pore Dr. Hooker found them attacked by a Pontia, hke
our English white.

The stress of competition finds some relief in mutual
adjustments of habit of growth. A great number of

plants, however, escape from it in a different way. They
are, in fact, provided with arrangements which facilitate

the wide dispersion of their seeds, and they consequently

do not run so great a risk of being penned up in some
corner where the relentless action of competition will

sooner or later exterminate them.
The next lecture will point out in detail the fact that

probably every kind of plant produces spontaneously
individuals with more or less variation from the original

type. Now, if any of these variations favour the plant in

any way, from that especial circumstance they will tend

to be preserved. A consideration of this kind throws

light on the remarkable correlation which often exists be-

tween some particular agency adapted to facilitate dis-

semination, and the appropriate structural modification for

taking advantage of it. The doctrine of " Natural Selec-

tion " shows us that any modification which is useful to a

plant in this way is both preserved and intensified,

because those individuals which have it possess thereby a
much greater chance of being propagated than those

which have it not.

We find then that fruits and seeds are modified so as

to adapt themselves to natural modes of transport.

Enumerating these, we have :

—

I. Wind.—An agency which has perhaps been over-
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estimated in its powers of dissemination. This is. how-
ever, of little consequence, because if seeds are only
carried a short distance each year, the accumulation of
small transits will be equally considerable after the lapse
of time. Kerner has collected the seeds found on glaciers,

and detected 36 different species, all, it is true, belonging
to plants of neighbouring mountain slopes and valleys,

but which could hardly have been conveyed to the glacier

except by the wind.
2. IVafer, including streams, marine currents, and ice-

bergs. Darwin makes the calculation that 10 per cent, of
the dried seeds or fruits of the aggregate plants of a
country would germinate after crossing a sea 900 miles
wide. Barringtonia speciosa and the Cocoa-nut constitute
the mass of vegetation of the coral islands, and both
reach them by drifting across the inter\-ening sea. The
seeds of West Indian plants are regularly deposited on
the western shores of the Old World by Atlantic currents

;

those of Entada, after drifting to the Azores, germinated
at Kew.

3. Animals, including Man.— It will suffice to give a
few instances. Previously unknown plants have been
observed in South Africa after the visits of locusts. The
examination of their excrement proved the presence of
undigested seeds. That locusts might therefore bring
seeds from great distances is evident from the fact that a
locust has been captured at sea 370 miles from land
Birds distribute the seeds of succulent fruits. The Cape
Gooseberry, introduced into a garden at ICing William's
Town, h;is been carried by birds to the Buffalo Mountains,
14 miles distant. The cosmopolitan distribution of
aquatic and marsh plants is attributed to the migratory
habits of birds which visit the places where they grow.
The fruit of the Harpagophylum of South .Africa is carried
about by the feet of agonised antelopes. Xanthium
spinosum in Kaffraria spreads along the roads, and its

prickly involucre adhering to the fleeces of sheep is a
berious anxiety to wool growers. All great movements of
human beings convey seeds. No war but leaves its vege-
table memorial. Peace has its influence no less, and
Artemisia scoparia still holds t« the site of the Exhibition
of 1862.

Royal Horticultltral of Ireland : June 6.—The
grand summer exhibition, held under the auspices of the
above society, took place in the Rotunda Garden on the
6th inst., and was without exception one of the most suc-
cessful exhibitions of the kind held in Dublin for many
years. The show of stove and greenhouse plants, cut
Roses, Orchids, Calceolarias, British Ferns, Anemones,
Azaleas, Rhododendrons. &c.. sent fonvard by the well
known firm of Fergus Farrell & Son, Dublin, were
superior to anything of the kind exhibited for a long time

;

whilst the specimens from the Chief Secretary's gardens,
Messrs. Campbell & Co., Wm. H. Fry, Dr. De Ricci,
E. P. Westby, Phenias Riall, &c., were equally re-
markable for general excellence. A new variety of Rhodo-
dendron, the Duke of Edinburgh, shown by Messrs.
Farrell, proved a great curiosity, and His Royal Highness
and Viceregal party, who visited the exhibition, expressed
their unqualified admiration of the beautiful symmetry ot
the plant, and the profusion of massive flowers which
it bore.

tioned on account of their rich colours, neat habit, and
general floriferous character.

Exhibitions of Ametrican Plants. — Notwith-
standing the exceedingly unfavourable weather that we
have experienced this season, the exhibitions of Rhodo-
dendrons now on view at the Royal Horticultural Society's
Garden. South Kensington, and the Royal Botanic
Society's Garden, Regent's Park, show but little if any
falling off from the glorious displays made by Mr. Anthony
Waterer. of Knap Hill, and Messrs. John Waterer & Sons,
ol Bagshol, respectively, for several years past. Since
these delightful exhibitions have been opened the weather
has continued so unseasonable that but comparatively
few persons have been able to pay them a visit ; at the
same time it has had the effect of keeping the
plants much longer in full beauty, and at both
places they will be well worthy of inspection for at least a
fortnight to come. Mr. Anthony Waterer's annual dis-
play is made in the same position as it occupied bst year,
the ground being laid out in such a satisfactory manner,
that from all points the view is charming in the extreme.
.As might be expected from the immense number of
varieties shown, only a few are named, and these consist
of the more recent introductions, with a few of the older
but still more popular kinds. Of new-named seedlings
shown for the first time there is none at present, these not
being yet in flower. Of varieties introduced within the
last few years we noticed the following, in grand
condition, and fully maintaining the favourable
opinions expressed of them on their introduction to the
horticultural world :—Stella, Sir T. Sebright, Mrs. John
Glutton, Mrs. William Bovill, Lady Frances Crossley,
Mrs. Holford, salmon-rose, an immense trusser, and. to
our thinking, the gem of the show ; Lady Armstrong,
Minnie. Lady Cathcart, Bylsianum, maculatum superbum,
Lady Clermont, &c.
At Regent's Park Botanic Garden, Messrs. John

Waterer & Sons have held their exhibition of these plants
for the last 23 years, and it is the opinion of many that
during that time they have seldom had a better display
than the present. Certain it is that all who may pay them
a \isit will find a rare treat in store. Of newer varieties,

the gem of the season is Marchioness of Sahsbury, deli-
cate rose, with brighter edges and delicately spotted vrith

cinnamon red, forming a handsome compact truss ot
large pips backed up with good foliage ; Frederick
Waterer is also a striking new one, the flowers being of a
bright crimson shade with rather long stamens ; the
truss is very neat and compact. John Walter is smaller
than the last-named, of the same shade of colour, but
very pretty. There are also several other very promising
seedlings, which at present have not received the names
they will eventually bear. Of the better known kinds,
Fleur de Marie, Baroness Schroder, Princess Mary of
Cambridge, John Waterer, Joseph UTiitworth, Mrs. T.
Longman, William Armstrong, Mrs. Williams. Mrs. John
Penn, and Countess Clancarty, may be specially men-

BRtTisH Gardeners" Mutual Improvement : June
to.—A preliminary public meeting of gardeners was held
at the British School-room, Anglesea Place, Durdham
Down, Bristol, to appoint a committee to draw up rules,

with a \iew to the organisation of the gardeners. There
was a good attendance. Mr. Geo. Webley presided, and
read a letter from the Mayor, approving generally of such
organisations, but stating that in consequence of his other
duties he was unable to attend the meeting, and promising
when they had passed their rules, that if he approved of
them, he would have no objection to attendapublic meeting
and advocate its objects. The Chairman, in an exceed-
ingly practical speech, said he did not wish to be con-
sidered an agitator, but he thought it his duty to step out
of the way, and advocate an organisation among the
gardeners of Bristol, who, he contended, were, as a class,

one of the worst-paid and overworked classes in the
community. He objected to strikes, and said that
if any such thing were contemplated by that organisa-
tion he would have nothing more to do with it. He then
briefly sketched what he supposed would be the objects
of the organisation, namely, mutual aid, for which
contributions would be paid to assist members in
sickness and when out of employment. If they passed
the resolutions which would be submitted to them,
it would be a step in the right direction, and would
be the means of redressing the many evils which existed
among them. Mr. Smith moved the first resolution ;

—

"That this meeting, whilst disapproving and discoun-
tenancing strikes, is of opinion that, by an organisation of
gardeners throughout the country, their professional
interests would become better represented, and pledges
itself to support the present movement, with a view to

secure the same." The motion was carried unanimously.
Mr. Stevens moved the second resolution:— "That, in

the opinion of this meeting, rules relating to the forma-
tion of an organisation should be drawn up and sub-
mitted to a subsequent public meeting for approval ; the
present meeting of gardeners to elect a committee for that

purpose forthwith." The following gardeners were ap-
pointed the committee pro tern. :—G. Webley, Chair-
man ; H. Stevens, Vice-chairman ; W. H. Smith, Hon.
Sec. ; E. A. Arnott, W. Pillinger, Thomas Evans,
G. Moore, J. Bees, James Morris, F. Sharp, T. Har-
wood, E. Guppy, W. Harris, and Mr. Haines.
Gardeners interested in the movement should write at

once to Mr. Smith, The Gardens, Old Sneed Park,
Bristol, offering any suggestions bearing upon the rules.

Bury and West Suffolk Horticultural: May
30.—The summer show of this Society having been ab-
sorbed by the Suffolk Agricultural Show, the committee
felt bound to provide their subscribers with a spring show,
which would to some extent take its place, and they fixed

it to be held in the Botanic Gardens on the above date.
This resolution was not arrived at until late in the year

;

consequently gardeners had not time to prepare plants for

exhibition, and many were keeping them back for the

grand show in July, so that the fact of this exhibition being
to a great extent a failure as regards the number of plants
e.xhibited is easily accounted for. There were, however,
many excellent plants shown, particularly in the Orchid
class, which compensated for the lack of numbers. The
lion's share of prizes went to Hardwicke— Mr. Fish taking
nearly all the prizes for Pelargoniums, though in one class

he was beaten by Mr. Foulger. The Rev. Mr. Cheere's
collection was sadly missed. Mr. Fish also took the prize

for Azaleas ; but the show being held much too late in the
spring, there was scarcely a plant shown deserving of
notice. Mr. Fish's Fuchsias were as usual very fine, and
in these classes also he had no competitor. There was
only one entry of Calceolarias—Mr. Sparrow's, and only
two of Roses in pots—Mr. Squibb's and Mr. Snelling's.

The best specimen Orchid was a very nice plant of the

Oncidium ampliatum, grown by Mr. Squibbs. Four well

grown greenhouse plants, exhibited by Mr. Snelling, took
the ist prize for stove or greenhouse plants, the 2d
being awarded to Mr. Fish. Two of the prettiest plants
in the show were the Clerodendrons, sent by Mr. Grieve
and Mr. Fish, and awarded prizes in the order named.

In the class for new and rare plants, Caladium Prince
Albert Edward, exhibited by Mr. Grove, took first honour

;

a specimen of the new Primula japonica, sent by Mr.
Pettitt, being 2d, and Erica nitescens, shown by Mr.
Fish, 3d.

The cut flowers included some very good Roses, and
the Pansies were a tolerably good class. Anemones were
particularly gay, especially the single varieties, which held
their own well against the doubles. Mr. Pettitt deservedly
took the ist prize for the collection of cut flowers, and he
also exhibited a very good stand of Paeonies in the
" extra " class. Mrs. Muir, of Herringswell, contributed
very good stands of cut Pelargoniums and Gloire de Dijon
and Solfaterre Roses ; and Mr. E. Prior, of Hospital
Road, sent half-a-dozen gigantic spikes of Iris susiana,
which formed one ofthe most attractive features ofthe show.
The bouquets were about a dozen in number, and against
so many competitors Mr. Fish carried off the ist prize,

Mr. Snelling the 2d, and Mr. Southgate the 3d. There
were also two very nice bouquets of wild flowers, both of
which were awarded extra prizes. The only fruit ex-
hibited was Strawbenies, and some splendid specimens
were exhibited. The best were Sir Charles Napier,
exhibited by Mr. Grieve, and which took the ist

prize, both for cut fruit and for fruit growing in pots.

Mr. Southgate was 2d in cut Strawbemes, with
some good British Queens ; and Mr. Squibbs, who has
generally put all others in the shade, had this year to be
content with 3d honours for the cut Strawbemes, and
2d for those growing in pots. Vegetables were not very

extensively shown, in the cottagers' class especially—there

being only about half a dozen entries.

the Hon. and Rev. Townshend Boscawen, and his aide-
de-camp, Mr. C. Edwards, gardener at PentiUy Castle,
for their mdefatigable labours, and for the admirable
arrangement of the flowers, contributions from the Mar-
quis of Bath Longleat

; Sir V. Bathurst, Clarendon
Park

;
Sir W. Marriott, The Down House, Blandford

;

Mr. Gerard Sturt, M.P., Crichel ; Mr. Webster—a first-
rateamateur-Brooklands, Dorset; Mr. Herbert WiUiams,
Stinsford

;
Mr. Sheridan, Frampton Court ; Mr. E. W.

Williams, Herringstone
; Captain Foster, a very scientific

gardener
;
Mr. R. S. Williams, Holloway

; and Mr.
Blake, Wilts. The whole of one side of the tent—a very
long one, probably 120 feet—was taken up by Fuchsias,
well bloomed, and some of them 6 feet high, from Long-
leat. They did Mr. Taylor, tlie gardener, the greatest
credit. The other side of the tent was occupied by
miscellaneous plants, among which were conspicuous
some fine Palms and Ferns, an exquisite Filmy Fern,
and a most splendid specimen of Cyanophyllum magnifi-
cum, from Mr. Webster. Some very rare Agaves and a
Pitcher Plant came from Mr. B. S. Williams. The grand
attraction at the head of the tent was a wonderful and
magnificent Adiantum farieyense, from Mr. Blake. It
would have gratified the Londoners. It was surrounded
by groups of Palms, Aloes showing indications of flower-
ing, and a remarkably fine lot of Cacti. To specify all the
marvels would be impossible. As the greatest credit is
due, not only to the owners, but also to the zealous and
distmguished gardeners, I give an abbreviated list of
some of the "jewels" of Flora. From Mr. Webster
(Mr. Powell, gr.), Dracaena australis, Adiantum farieyense,
Platycerium alcicorne, case of Filmy Kerns, collection of
Palms, Cyanophyllum magnificum, Fittonia argyroneura,
Sanchezia nobilis variegala, Alocasia metallica. Cleroden-
dron Balfourianum, Cypripedium barbatum. Begonia boli-
viensis, Lycopodium lepidophylla (Resurrection plant),
plant with a parasite on its roots, and a fine collection of
Cacti. From Mr. Sturt, M.P. (Mr. James Beck, gr.. anda
great acquisition), Anthurium Scherzerianum, Alocasia me-
tallica, Laeiia purpurata, Pieroma elegans, Gloxinias of
sorts, Bougainvillea glabra, Croton variegatum, Caladium
bicolor splendens, Aphelexis macrantha superba. Cyano-
phyllum magnificum. Maranta roseo-lineata. From Cap-
tain Foster (Mr. Samways.gr.), Asplenium Nidus, splendid

;

Croton longifoiium, choice ; Alocasia metallica, Pteris
argyrea, Adiantum concinnum. From Sir W. Marriott
(Mr. Hill, gr. ), a capital collection of small but well grown
Orchids, Cattleya Mossias, Cattleya Aclandias, Odonto-
glossum Alexandra, Dendrobium formosum, L^lia pur-
pura.ta, Aerides odoratum purpurascens, Vanda suavis,
Oncidium Papilio, and a fine collection of stove plants.
From R. Blake, Esq, (own gardener), Pandanus elegans,
Areca rubra. Latania borbonica, one most splendid plant
of Adiantum farieyense, Dendrobium Parishii, and
Anthurium Scherzerianum. From Sir F. Bathurst
(Mr. Chard, gr.), Cyanophyllum magnificum, Bougainvillea
glabra, Alocasia Jenningsii, Dracsena, Yucca quadricolor,
Dracaena ferrea. Mr. B. S. Wilhams sent some nice
things, his best being reserved for London. A splendid
lot of seeds were contributed by Carter and Sutton. Some
admirable plants came from Mr. Herbert WiUiams, Mr.
Sheridan (Mr. Brewis, gr.), and Mr. Williams, of Herring-
stone, but I must not ask for more room. I am sorry
that the description did not fall into abler hands. I hope,
however, meagre as the description is of the grand floral
sight, it will gratify Mr. Boscawen, the owners of plants,
and the distinguished gardeners, to whom many thousand
people owe a debt of deep gratitude. W. F. RadclyffCt
Okeford Fitzpaine.

Botias 0f I00KS.

The Bath and West of England Flowek Show.
—Not the least interesting sight at Dorchester was the
magnificent flower show. The greatest credit is due to

The last issued part of the Transactiotis of tke
Linnean Society is remarkable for containing the first

instalment of a valuable contribution to botany in the
shape of an enumeration of the plants collected by
Captains Speke and Grant on their memorable
expedition. The catalogue is compiled by Professor
Oliver, who has added notes and descriptions where
necessary. Colonel Grant has himself contributed an
introduction devoted to a brief sketch of the history of
the expedition, and of the physical features of the
country traversed. He has also furnished notes on the
native names of the plants, and valuable remarks on
the several species. The Society is also indebted to his
liberality for the illustrations, of which there are to be
no less than lOO, from the pencil of Mr. Fitch, and of
which 37 appear in the present part. To some extent
these plates, together with those of Dr. Welwitsch's
Sertum Angoleme, published in the Transactions of the
same Society, and already alluded to in these columns,
will also illustrate the Flora of Tropical Africa, of
which the third volume is in preparation. New plant
importers would do well to keep an eye to these and
similar publications.

Die Bisher Bekannten Pflanzen Galicielis und
der Bukcrwina. Von J. A. Knapp. Wein, 1872.
(Williams & Norgate. ) Svo, pp. 517. This is a cata-

logue with synonyms, localities, and occasional de-
scriptive notes in Latin. The book is arranged on
Endlicher's system, and has an excellent index and
historical prefatory matter.

The Edinburgh Sixpenny Quarto Atlas (W. &
A. K. Johnston), contains 16 maps fully coloured, and
is a marvel of cheapness. So far as it goes, it appears
to us to be as accurate as cheap.

May Flowers. By the Rev. James Harris,
M.A. (Chester, Philipson & Golder), is a short gossip
on wild flowers, not calling for any special notice,

unless it be of surprise that it should have been
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thought worthy of re-issue. It is, generally speaking,

accurate, but in the description of the common Arum
the bewildered reader is told that " the flower presents

one of the most singular forms of inflorescence."

Flcrwersfor Sundays. By Peter Spenser. (Long-

mans.) This is another book that e.xcites wonderment

that it should ever be seen beyond friendly homes.

Here is a taste of the quality :

—

'

' But God, who wills that every twig

With music all its own should ring,

Has made a bird for every sprig

To sit upon it and to sing."

We fency we have said enough of this book.

When a book reaches its fourteenth edition

criticism might seem to be disarmed, but nevertheless

we venture to express our individual opinion that a

study of Conversations on Natural Philosophy by Mr.

Marcel (Longmans), is not by any means the best way

of explaining familiarly the elements of that science, or

adapting them to the comprehension of young persons.

We regret to have to announce the death of Mr.

Mark John McKen, late Curator of the Natal

Botanic "Garden, which took place on the 20th of April

last, in the 49th year of his age. Mr. McKen had been

for the last year or two in failing health, from an affec-

tion of the liver, and twice during the last twelve months

had obtained leave of absence for the purpose of

trying a restorative change, which, however, proved

unavailing. We abridge the following particulars from

the Natal Colonist of April 23 :
—

"Mr. McKen was a native of the county of Dumfries,

and even in his early years was distinguished for his love

of natural history. While still but a lad, he proceeded to

the West Indies, and in the character of engineer spent

some time on sugar estates in Jamaica ; but his love of

botany prevailed, and in course of time he became con-

nected with the Botanic Gardens in that island, returning

to Scotland about 1850. In October of that year he

arrived in Natal, and immediately became connected

with the Botanic Garden, then known as the garden of

the recently formed Natal Agricultural and Horticultural

Society. In the first report of the Society, dated

December 10, 1850, the name of Mr. McKen appears

as a member of committee. The second annual report

contains a report signed by Mr. McKen in his capacity

of curator, the duties of which office he assumed on

June 16, r8si. On .\ugust r5, 1853, Mr. McKen having

accepted a situation in connection with the Tongut Sugar
Estate, resigned his office of curator, being succeeded by

Mr. Alexander Smith. After thus leaving the garden, he

made repeated trips to the Zulu Country, combining the

objects of trading and collecting specimens of natural

history, especially plants ;
and during those expeditions

contracted the coast fever so prevalent at certain seasons

in various districts of that country. On December 22,

i860, Mr. McKen once more took charge of the garden

as curator, and continued in that office until his death,

varying his residence by one or two collecting trips

annually into various parts of the colony, and paying the

Island of Mauritius a visit in the latter part of 1867, for

the purpose of selecting new varieties of sugar cane, and
generally for the furtherance of the objects of his office.

During all these years he maintained a large and steadily

increasing correspondence with botanic gardens in other

parts of the world, to which he contributed the proceeds

of his collecting expeditions, receiving in exchange the

most valuable vegetable productions which were likely to

thrive in the colony. Alone, and for a time associated

with the late William T. Gerrard, he transmitted to Kew
dried specimens of plants native to South-Eastern Africa

;

and nearly every page of the Flora Cafensis bears

testimony to his industry in this way. Through the means
of his extensive correspondence, steadily maintained for

nearly a dozen years, Mr. McKen was the means not

merely of enriching the collections of Europe, Australia,

and the East, with specimens of the Natal flora, but of

introducing many plants of great value, and after propaga-

tion under his own eye, disseminating them widely through-

out the colony. Indeed, we question if there is a garden
of even the smallest pretensions in Natal which does not

directly or indirectly owe to Mr. McKen some fruit tree,

flowering shrub, or other plant that enriches it, while the

sugar and coffee plantations owe to him many of the

varieties of these plants, from which the planter was
enabled to select those best adapted to our soil and
climate. The circumstances of the colony never enabled

the committee of the Botanic Gardens to pay such services

in a manner that could be called well ; and Mr. McKen
consequently never was able to save. His family, a
widow and six children all under ten years of age, are

therefore, we fear, wholly unprovided for, but we feel

assured that for his sake, as well as for their own, they

will not want for friends.

"

We have also, with deep regret, to announce the

death of Mr. Emanuel Sage, of the Graperies, Ather-
stone, Warwickshire, which took place on June 2. He
was for 1 5 years gardener to the late Earl Howe at

Gopsall Hall, and was an excellent horticulturist,

especially .skilled in fruit culture. He was also a
successful exhibitor of fruit, both in London and the
provinces. His sudden death, in his 46th year, will
be mourned by a large circle of friends, and we regret
to say he leaves a widow and young family to lament
his premature decease.

We have also the painful duty of announcing
the decease of Mr. Hector Rose, Her Majesty's gar-
dener at Frogmore. He died on the 5th inst., after an

illness of 10 days, aged 46, and was buried in the

Windsor Cemetery on Wednesday last. Among the

mourners were—Sir J. Cowell, Master of the Royal

Household (who represented the Queen), the Hon.

and Very Rev. the Dean of Windsor, Mr. Sea-

brook (Her Majesty's Inspector of Palaces), Mr.

Ingram, Mr. Moon, Mr. Tait, Mr. Willis, and about

too of the men employed in the Royal gardens, the

latter forming in procession as part of the funeral

cortc'^e from the Royal gardens to the cemetery, which

was reached shortly after two o'clock. The funeral

service was read by the Rev. H. J. Ellison, Vicar of

Windsor. Mr. Rose was in every respect a thorough

practical gardener, his energy, perseverance, and strict

attention to his multifarious duties, enabling him to

overcome many difficulties which did not ordinarily fall

to the lot of a gardener. He was a pupil of Mr. W.
Thomson, at Dalkeith, and subsequently for u years

gardener to the Duke of Roxburghe at Floors Castle,

Kelso, which position he quitted in 1S6S, to enter Her
Majesty's service on the retirement of Mr. Ingram.

He filled the responsible position of Royal gardener

at Frogmore in the most exemplary manner, being

kind, courteous, and just to all. He was highly

esteemed by all who knew him, and his loss is sincerely

regretted.

We have also to record the death of the

Rev. William Ellis, whose name is so well

known in connection with Christian missions in

the South Sea Islands, and latterly in the Island of

Madagascar, which took place on the 9th insL, after a

few days illness, at Rose Hill, Hoddesdon, at the ripe

age of 77. Mr. Ellis was born in London in 1795,

and in early life, becoming connected with the London
Missionary Society, was employed by that body in

missionary work among the inhabitants of the islands

of the Southern Ocean. Returning to England in

1825, he published shortly afterwards an account of his

labours and missionary experience in those parts, under

the title of Polynesian Researches. From 1S33 down
to 1S40 or 1841 he acted as foreign secretai-y of the

society under whose auspices he had been sent abroad.

He subsequently published a History ofMadagascar, a

History of the London Missionary Society, Three Visits

to Madagascar, &c. It is reported that he was offered,

but refused, the bishopric of Madagascar, the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury being willing to ordain and con-

secrate him. His wife, better known, perhaps, by her

maiden name of Miss Sarah Stickney, is the author of

The IFomen of England, The Daughters of England,

and other similar works, which enjoyed a wide popu-

larity in their day. Mr. Ellis was known in the horti-

cultural world from his successful introduction of

several choice Madagascar Orchids, and other plants ;

and since his return to England he had successfully

taken up the cultivation of Orchids, and was occasion-

ally an e.'ihibitor. His principal introductions were

Ouvirandra fenestralis, Grammatophyllum EUisii,

AngrKcum sesquipedalis, A. Ellisii, and the new
A. articulatum, described at p. 73.

THE WEATHER.
STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHBATH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, June 12, 1872.
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lodgment therein, and so with their small hair-like

roots bind all together. It seems tome to be well nigh

impossible to imitate the natural process, which appears

to consist in having the plant placed firmly, and yet all

the material is loose and spongy, and for the mast part

apparently alive as well. I have tried growing (Orchids

with Ferns planted in the pot along with them, but the

Ferns seem, after a short time, to completely exhaust

the Orchid ; they appear to rob the Orchid of every

particle of nourishment of which the peat, moss, tVc,

may be possessed. The only plant which does not

seem to do any harm is Selaginella denticulata, and I

believe for Vandas and Aerides this plant is, if any-

thing, rather beneficial, as it prevents the Sphagnum
from becoming decayed so soon. W. Dcn/iingy Grim-
ston Park.

FLOWER GARDEN, ^c.

The Parterre and Mixed Garden.—The season

hitherto has been most unfavourable for bedding plants.

Severe frosts have visited us up to the first week in

June, and since then we have had almost a continuance

of wet, cold, and windy weather, which has seriously

retarded all gardening operations. The time, I trust,

has now arrived when we may with safety begin to

think of planting the more tender plants, such as

CoUuSy Alternant/uraSf Awarani/ius, Sec. ; but unless

the ground is much warmer, and in better condition

than at the present time, a few days' delay in planting

had better take place. The flower garden requires at

this season a gi-eat deal of attention and labour to keep
it in proper order. The walks, lawns, edgings, hedges,

decayed flowers, and irregular growths of shrubs, iS:c.,

all demand the application of shears, machine, scythe,

or pruning-knife, and this at a time when we are so busy
amongst our bedding plants that we have but little

time to attend to neatness, unless a little forethought

has been exercised. Attention must be given to all

kinds of border flowers, whether in respect to watering

tliose lately transplanted, or to supporting and training

such as require it ; and ever vacancy caused by the

decay of early flowers must be filled up by such plants

as come into flower in autumn. Take up roots of

Aftcmoites and Ranuficuluses as soon as their leaves

wither ; these roots require much care in the taking up.

In order to get all the roots and offsets clean out of the

ground it is necessary to sift the earth of the beds,

taking it clean asyou go, and searching in the sieve among
the lumps of soil for the roots. Spring-flowering herba-
ceous plants, also Pitiks^ Pansits, &C., should be pro-

pagated without further delay. Sow Emperor and
Brampton Sfocks, and keep up the sowing of Mignonette.

Hoe and rake in dry weather all flower borders, and
endeavour to keep them clean and neat at all turns

;

roll gravel walks, and keep the mowing-machine in

constant use during the next month. Edward h'eiinett,

Enville.

Hardy Ferns.—Ferns seldom look so fresh and
green during any part of the year as they do in June
and July, but here and there plants may be noticed

with fronds sadly discoloured, or in some instances pre-

senting a shrivelled appearance. This may be caused

in several ways : neglect in shading from the sun, sod-

denness at the roots through the drainage being imper-
fect, or an insufficient supply of water, will impede the

perfect development of the fronds. A careful observer

should be able to detect from which cause the injury is

done. Green-fly and thrips commit grievous depre-

dations, not unfrequently disfiguring the fronds. II

mildew makes its appearance, sponge the fronds, and
allow a freer circulation of air, at the same time do not

permit a current of dry air to pass through the fernery.

Athyriums, Bleehftums, ScolopendriiimSy and especially

Osmitnda regalij, will require a good supply of water.

Aspleniums, Ceterach officinarum^ and Woodsias^

should be kept moderately moist. Seedlings must
have constant attention during the summer months, lest

they suffer from lack of moisture. They should be
thinned, and the strongest may be planted out-of-doors

in a shady place. "Jofui E. Mapplebeck,

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—If the stock comprise any old leggy plants,

which are not fruiting, and have no signs of doing so,

if they are to be retained, now is a good time to attend

to them. Under these circumstances, cut them off at

the surface of the soil, remove the lower leaves to

where the stem begins to soften, and shorten it, if

necessary ; then pot them firmly into 8 and 10 inch

pots, according to the size of the plants, using good
turfy loam in moderate sized lumps. P? '_ 16 or iS

months old, which have no appearance of fruiting,

should also be taken out of the pots, the soil reduced,

the roots cut back, and re-potted, as detailed above.

Both will under good treatment produce fruit sooner,

and generally superior to what can be attained by
allowing them to continue in old and stale soil, which
frequently becomes soddened from the effect of worms,
one of the greatest pests in Pine cultivation. A close

pit, which has a fermenting bed, with a brisk bottom-
heat, is most suitable for them after this operation

;

and at this season they should be watered once over,

which will suffice until they have made new roots,

which generally takes lo days or a fortnight. Plunge
them in the bed, keep the pit close and moist, syringe
them overhead lightly every day, and shade them effec-

tually. The temperature at night should be 70", with
a rise of 5" or 10" in the daytime, avoiding the use of

fire-heat unless it is really required, and examining the

state of the bed daily, lest it should get too hot. G. T.

Miles, IFycombe Al'l'cv Gardens.

Peaches and Nectarines.—The more forward

portion of the early crop will now be about fit to

gather, hence artificial heat will no longer be needed.

Full air should be continuously admitted by the throw-

ing open of all movable sashes to their fullest extent,

so as to secure highly- coloured fruit. It would not,

liowever, be advisable to leave the top sashes down
during the night in uncertain weather, otherwise that

portion of the crop immediately under the openings of

the sashes indicated might be injured, especially from a

hailstorm similar to that which passed over here on

the 7th ult., some of the stones being as large as horse

Beans, but which, happily, did little or no injury to

vegetation. In the matter of taking the crop the fruit

should be inspected daily, taking care to handle it with

the most delicate pressure, and, where possible, allow-

ing the fingers to press against the base of the fruit

only. For further preservation of the fully ripe fruit,

and to prevent it from falling to the ground, a sheet

of any soft canvas or netting may be suspended

bag-like to the trellis or branches ; otherwise lay over

the border a layer of hay or other soft material, the

preservative effect of which may be increased by an

overlying sheet of soft canvas, such as Frigi Domo,
for instance. In packing the fruit for transmission by

rail or otherwise, no more efficient plan can be adopted

than that of wrapping each fruit in a piece of tissue

paper and an envelope of wadding
;

packing them
carefully but firmly in single layers in the box. Scent-

less sawdust is sometimes used for this purpose, instead

of wadding, each fruit, however, being enveloped in a

bit of tissue paper. It is not, however, to be recom-

mended, unless the material is carefully and firmly

pressed between the fruit, as from the shaking, &c.,

during transit, especially by raihvay, it creates a

vacuum in the box, to the imminent injury of the fruit.

Persist in paying attention to succession houses, as

previously directed, taking especial care to prevent

the incursions of insects. Wm. Gardiner^ Eatington

Park.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.
?'/«c-jhave made so little progress during the last few

weeks, that the remarks on this subject at p. 675 are

still applicable. It is "a consummation devoutly to be

wished," that the present cold nights may soon give way
to warmer ones. Otherwise I must suggest that the

heating apparatus be slightly warmed between 5 and 7

P.M., when dull, sunless afternoons are likely to be

followed by cold nights, and this because, in many in-

stances, such Grape crops as I have to offer suggestions

about, are at a very critical stage. The ill effects of

such weather as we have experienced will prove a

great incentive to the formation ofmildew. Do not fail,

therefore, to diffuse flowers of sulphur on all sides

of the structure, and amongst the Vine leaves in par-

ticular, by a slight dusting ; it should be understood

that the finest possible dusting, equally distributed

upon all surfaces alike, is as effective as the

heaviest smearing. The best and simplest way for

amateurs to distribute sulphur is to roll half a pound

of flowers of sulphur upon a piece of paper, with a

ruler, until no portion of the grains remain attached

together ; then take it, with a pair of common house-

hold bellows, directly into the structure ; place half an

ounce at a time into the bellows through the large

opening underneath, and proceed to puff it forth gently

on to all surfaces, which can be done with a nicety

and exactitude as no other means would admit

of. As the cold weather has necessitated giving on

all occasions less air to Vines, a. freer allowance on all

sunny mornings might with much benefit be allowed. If

this could be done at 4 o'clock on favourable mornings,

so much the better. Still maintain a bottom-heat of

about 80" to Melons, as if the temperature falls below

that it will prove injurious. In particular be careful

not to unduly water them when the temperature falls

below the degree mentioned, and more especially avoid

wetting the base of their stems, as this not unfrequently

causes them to canker at the shoulders, which is equi-

valent, in a majority of instances, to losing the crop

altogether. It is to be feared that should a sunny

period come upon us suddenly, many forced

subjects, which have become very succulent, will

be scorched if some moderate antidote to the fixity of

the sun's rays be not used. About a small teacupful

of whitening, made into a fine paste, and subsequently

mixed up with a pail of water, may, when so pre-

pared, be syringed on to the roofs of houses which con-

tain subjects likely to be benefited by a little shade,

Indian Azaleas which had bloomed early, and have

finished their spring growth under the shade of Vines,

should now be exposed gradually to the full rays of the

sun, to ripen the young wood and to induce the bloom-

buds to form. Chinese Primulas^ which as seedling

plants are large enough to pot off singly, should be

placed into small 3-inch pots, to be subsequently placed

close up to the glass in a cool sunny pit or frame,

Start also the double varieties of these, as they have by

this time received Fa little rest. Remove some of the

old soil without injuring the roots ;
give them a small

shift only into a very open, &ee soil, composed of peat,

leaf-mould, and silver sand. Place these also in a

cool frame, but shade them when the sun shines

brightest. Lachcnalias should be taken out-of-doors,

and the pots be turned on to their sides against the foot

of an east wall. Dry off bulbs of Tropivolnm tricolorum
by gradually withholding water. The beautiful

ffedythtJims, Allamaudas, Clcrodcndrons, Stephanoiis,

&c., grown in pots, may be greatly benefited nt this

time by alternate applications of weak and pure liquid

manure. Propagate Gloxinias by inserting the foot-

stalks of leaves into silver sand. Citron and Orange
trees not infrequently become very dirty at this par-

ticular season with insects. See to their immediate
eradication, or the pests will go on increasing rapidly.

Sow Emperor and Brompton Stocks to stand through
the winter and to bloom next spring. Finish planting

out all tender Annuals. Hoe freely amongst newly
planted flower-beds immediately a fine period sets in.

Do not be in too great a hurry to peg down any plants

newly bedded-out \ rather let them become well hard-

ened before they are submitted to increased exposure.

Slraxvberry beds will be greatly aided in prolificacy by
good applications of manure-water at this time.

Secure all young and necessary shoots upon all Wall
Fruit Trees, by tacking them into their places before

they are injured by wind waving, &c. Attend well to

Peaeh, N'eetarine, and Cherry trees, in regard to black

Aphis and other insects of that kind, the former of

which is exceedingly numerous this season. Nothing
but strong applications of Gishurst Compound, tobacco-

water, and soft soap, or similar antidotes, will destroy

them, and even following these they quickly return, if

repeated syringings are not subsequently given to the

trees, ll-'illiam Earley.

MARKET GARDENING.
This continued heavy downfall of rain, although very

unseasonable and cold, is very favourable for the early

planting of winter stuff, Celery, &c. All plants that

are large enough of Brussels Sprouts, Early Sprouting

Broccoli, Sai vys, Snow's J Vinter I Vhite Broccoli^

Autumn Cabbage, &c., should be planted out as fast as

ground can be cleared for them. Brussels Sprouts

may be planted over second crops of Lettuce, and
alternate rows of Savoys may be planted between
Mangel IVurzel as soon as the Cabbage is cleared off,

as advised last month. Make sure of an early sowing

oi Endive this moist weather, and get in the main crop

of Collards (greens) ; if these are sown in drills i foot

apart, they can be thinned out when fit to plant, and a

crop left to stand should the weather set in dry.

Plant French Beans and Scarlet Runners to follow up the

early plantings, which are making scarcely any growth

this contiued cold and wet season. Get trenches ready

for Celery, which should be planted as fast as possible,

while the weather continues showery, to save the

watering. A very expeditious and economical way of

planting Celery in large breadths, is to plough the

land up in deep narrow cants, leaving the crumb
furrows 5 feet apart. These can be shovelled out level,

and the dung put into them, and covered over with 5 or

6 inches of the mould off the beds, leaving them level,

ready for rows of Endive or Lettuce ; in a large field

four or five beds may be opened at a time ; the dung
can then be carted up alongside and thrown into the

trenches, saving the labour of wheeling. Celery may
also be planted between the early planted CaulifiowerSy

which by this lime are being thinned for market. Every

other alley can be shovelled out 3 or 4 inches deep,

taking care not to let the mould fall on the Cauli-

flowers ; the dung can then be dug in and the Celery

planted, the Cauliflowers forming a partial shade untQ

the Celery gets good hold. Asparagus beds will be

some trouble to keep clean this season ; the usual plan

of combing the beds well with an iron drag rake, or

hoeing with the Dutch hoe, will not keep the weeds

down ; if the edges are not cropped with French Beans,

&c. , they can be hoed off into the alleys with a good

sharp 9-inch hoe. Gherkins had better not be sown
until the weather changes a little warmer, or the seed

will be apt to rot in the ground. Vegetable Marrows
should now be planted as soon as possible. Continue

sowings of Spifiach, Radishes, and Lettuces, and prepare

for autumn and winter crops, as there will be little or

no fruit for the rent collector when he comes, and a

few acres of Sprouting Broccoli or Green Kale may be

very acceptable by-and-by. /.. M. G.

FORESTRY.
The hurry of forest operations will now in most cases

be over, and the burning of charcoal may be com-

menced, if the wood has been cut in separate lengths,

and kept in separate lots, as previously advised. The
site for burning, if not already chosen, is the next

thing to be attended to. It should be on a level piece

of n-round, and open, with a free circulation of air.

The ground must be pared clean of all growth of any

description. Six feet is the proper width, and the

length required may be judged according to the

quantity to be burned. This space being lined and

marked off, a good covering of rough, loose branches

should be laid all over it and set fire to, in order to dry

the ground before building the stack of wood. The
end should be marked off in a circular form, and

building commenced by usmg the short cut pieces

placed in an upright position, and leaving a chamber

all along the centre, thus. A- This opening,

with the footing pieces on end, allows the fire

to get regularly through the heap, and the mass by

this means to become more perfectly charred ; the
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larger pieces are laid flat over the tops of the lower

section, and are made to taper gradually until the

height is 5 feet, which is also finished off with a slight

round. One or two cross chambers, according to

length, should be made in formation, in order to set on

fire the sides at the same time as the ends. Turf for

covering is always best when fresh, and should there-

fore be cut and put on at once ; the implement for

doing this is narrow and round-mouthed, about 9 inches

wide, with a slight curve in the centre. The turves

when cast have consequently thin edges, which are

made to overlap a little in covering, thus preventing

the outer covering of sand falling so readily through in

the burning process. A few cartloads of additional

sand should be placed by the sides of the heap to make
up defects as the stack subsides. Two men are

required to manage the work properly, as constant

attendance must be given day and night during the

operation, which is usually from five to six days. When
sufficiently burned, which is readily known by its

flattened surface and by its ceasing to smoke, it is well

covered over by a thick coat of sand, and allowed to

remain 10 or 12 days to cool before taking in. Careful

hand-picking is necessary, and any of the ends which

have rested on the ground and are not properly burned,

should be laid aside, and afterwards burned in a small

heap. J-. JVebsier.

Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums : J. G. T. C. The
varieties named Sunset and Mrs. Pollock were raised

about 1857, and were probably sent out within a year

or two of that date. They were both raised by Mr.
Grieve, of Culford.

Viola cornuta: Paulina Pry, Take up the plants,

pull them into little bits, retaining a. few roots to each
bit, and plant them in light, rich soil. They will form
nice vigorous young plants, which, in due time, should

flower freely. Pyrethrum—if you mean the Golden— is

not particular as to soil.

Catalogue Received.— R. Read {35, Regent's Circus,

Piccadilly), Illustrated Catalogue of Garden Engines,

Pumps, byringes, &c.

Communications Received.—G. W.— G. S.—W. T, C,

—

J. B. M.—W. E.—J. R. J.

DIED.—On the 2d inst,, after a short illness, Emanuel
Sage, of The Graperies, Atherstone, in the 46th year of

his age. Friends will please to accept this intimation.

arktts.

Notices to Correspondents.
Auricula : H. H. Your seedling is a good border

variety of the alpme class, but not equal to some of the

recent named sorts. It is an interesting fact, in refer-

ence to the germination of Primulas, that it was raised

from seed sent out ten years ago, and kept till now.
BiGARREAU Cherry : A Hossack. An interesting speci-

men, in which the calyx is represented by perfect leaves

—the petals are also more or less leafy. The stamens
and pistil are wholly wanting, occupying the place of

the latter is a branch bearing leaves. It would be a
misfortune if all Cherries played such tricks.

Books : W. J. S. H. Hooker's Student's Flora
(Macmillan) or Bentham's Manual (Reeve) would
probably suit you ; either can be had for \os. or i2J.

—

A. B. Rivers" Miniature Fruit Garden.
Diseases in Plants : D. M. Such cases are not

uncommon. The subject has already been noticed in

this journal. Every part of the plant is at times affected,

sometimes the nodes, sometimes the stalks of the
bunches, sometimes the leading shoots. Even the

tendrils are not free. It is believed to arise from the

peculiar condition of the weather, at least where
the roots are situated outside the house. M. J. B.—
Inquisition. Your Humeas appear to have been pot-

bound when young, at least in the three specimens
;

from the curled condition of the main root this seems
probable, especially as that seems to be the point from
which the disease has proceeded. The small roots are

quite dead, but there is no Fungus about them, and
the compost is good. We have little doubt that this is

the true cause of failure, combined possibly with some
occasional defect in watering. M. J. B.

Eucharis amazonica : A. B. You cannot do better

than refer to a letter in our columns at p. 289 (No. 9,

1872).

Grapes : A Constant Reader, You do not say at what
hour air is given to your vineries in the morning or

taken off in the afternoon, so that we cannot say
whether the fact of the leaves being scorched is attribut-

able to any irregularities in that way. This leaf scorch-

ing is becoming very prevalent, along with the increased

use of perfect systems of glazing ; and standing advice in

all such cases will be, attend carefully to the ventilation.

Give more air, and commence earlier in the day.

Melons : W. C. S. Put a layer of sawdust 2 or 3 inches
deep round the base of the plants. The best trap for

woodlice is sliced Potatos.

Miss Pond : E. P. We cannot pretend to exercise

control over statements in our advertising columns.
Name of Fruit: H. G., Kyde. Your Fig is the

Brunswick.
Names of Plants : W, S. Probably Leptinella scariosa.—A . Moss. The American Water-weed, Anacharis

canadensis.— W. S. i, unknown to us ; send another
specimen, and we will forward it to Professor Reichen-
bach. 2, Pholidota imbricata.— G. Lamb. Epidendrum
alatum (calocheilum of Hooker).

—

J. Wood. Ornitho-
galum umbellatum. Philadelphus species. — P. C.

Albuca caudata.

—

R, Probably Ornithogalum longi-

bracteatum— W, B. G. i, Lastrea Filix-mas
; 2. Scolo-

pendrium vulgare crispum
; 3, Polystichum angulare.

—

E. C. C. D. 2, Athyrium Filix-foemina ; No. i is the
leaf of some flowering plant not recognisable.

—

P. P. G.

I, Rivina humilis ; 2, Nothochlasnanivea
; 3, leaf only

;

4, leaf only ; 5, Parietaria officinalis.

—

Rockwork. Judg-
ing from the leaf, your plant is common Pansy. —
R. A. A. We do not undertake to name garden
varieties of Rhododendron.

Seedling Gloxinia: A. H., Ashburnham. There is a
whole race of such Gloxinias now ; the peculiar
appearance of the corolla is due to an analogous pro-
ct^ss to that producing the branching leaves of some
Kails and Cabbages, and is an illustration of the pro-
cess called, by Dr. Masters, Enation.

Parsons" Mignonette.—Two pots of this variety have
been forwarded for our inspection. It is clear from
these that when the true strain is well grown, it is a
bold, free growing variety, with large racemes of white,
very fragrant flowers.

Pelargoniums
: J. Watki„s. Your Ivy-leaved sort is

an old variety, the Golven Ivy-leaved, we believe, but
we have not materials at hand for comparison. We do
not see any trace of the Ivy-leaved breed in your seed-
ling, either in leaf or flower ; it appears to be a true
zonal, but it may, as you remark, alter later in the
season.

POTATOS.—Soutkwark, June 10.

During the past week the arrivals have been very small,

and best fresh samples have made a little more money,
but second-rate or stale lots sell slowly. Quotations :

—Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, 130J. to i6oj. ; Yorkshire
Regents, 120J. to 140J. ; Dunbar and East Lothian do.,

120J. to 170J. ; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do., 130J. to

150^. ; do. Rocks, 130J. to 150J. ; French and Belgian

Kidneys, 90J. to looj.; do. Whites, 50J. to Boj.

COVENT GARDEN.—June 14.

Supplies moderate, but likely to improve. Out-door
Strawberries are just making their appearance, those from
under glass being nearly over.

Cut Flowers.
s. d. s. d.

Anemone, p. 12 bun, 2 o to 4 o
Azaleas.p.doz.sprays 1 o — 16
Cainel!ias,i2 blooms 40 — 60
Carnations, izflowers I o — 20
Cineraria, p. bunch 06- 10
Gardenias, p.doz. . . 30 — 60
Heartsease, p. i2bun.i 6 — 30
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays — 06
Mignonette, 12 bun. 30 — 60
Myosotis, p. bun — 06
Nemophila, p. 12 bun. .. — 16
Pelargoniums,
French,p,i2sprays o 6 — i o

Pelargoniums, Scar-

let, p. 12 sprays.

.

s. d. s. d.

Pinks, p. doz. bun. 2 o to 3 o
Ranunculus, p. bun. 20 — 40
Rhododendron, per
bunch -.05 — 10

Rose de Moi, per
doz. bunches . . 40— 60

Roses, per doz. . . 10 — 60— Moss, do. .,10 — 16
Spirea, p. bunch . . . . — 10
Stephanotis,i2sprays^ o — 4 o
Tropa;olums,i2bun. 10 — 20
Trumpet Lilies.doz. . . — 60
Stocks, p. bunch .. . .

— 06
Violets,p.i2 bunches 10 — 16
Wallflowers, bunch . . — 06

Calceolaria, p. doz,

herbaceous, do.

Fuchsia
Heath, in vars.

Hydrangea .

.

Lobelia

04 — o q

Plants in Pots.

s.d. s.d.
6 o— iS o
90—,.
6 o—15 o

12 o—24 o
9 o—18 o
4 o— 6 o

s. d.

Mignonette, p, doz, 4 o-
Pelargonium .— Scarlet .

Rhodanthe
SpirEca ,

.

s.d.
- 6 o

do. 12 o—30 O
do. 4 o— 6 o
do. 6 o— .

.

do. 12 o—24 o

Fruit.

s. d. s. d.
:

Apricots, p. doz. . . 2 o to 3 o
Cherries, p. lb, ..10 — 30
Cobs, per 100 lb, . . 60 o —65 o
Figs, p. doz, ..80 — 12 o
Filberts, per lb. ..08 — 10
Grapes, per lb. ..36 —10 o
Lemons, per 100 ..70 —10 o i

Vegetables.

s. d. s. d.

Artichokes.green, ea. o 3 to o 6
Asparagus, per 100 2 6— 6 o
— French, do — ..

Beet, per doz. . . i o— 3 o
Cabbages, per doz. .. 10— i 3
Cardoons, each . , . . — .

.

Carrots, p, bunch ., o 7— 10
— French, do, , , 1 o— 1 6

Cauliflowers, p. doz. 3 o— 8 o
Celery, per laundle . i o— 2 o
Cucumbers, each . . o 6— i o
French Beans, new,
per 100 ,

.

.... — 26
Herbs, per bunch .. o 2— o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun.3 o— 5 o
Leeks, per bunch , . o 2— o 4

Potatos, Regents, 120s. to 170^. ; Flukes, 12&1, to 190J. ;

Shaws. 70s. to qos.

New Potatos—Round, 12*. to 20s. per cwt. ; Kidneys, 2d. to

4d. per lb.

s. d. s. d.

Melons, each , . 3 o to 8 o
Nectarines, p. doz. 8 o— 20 o
Oranges, per 100 ..60 — 10 o
Peaciies, per doz. ..15 o —30 o
Pine-apples, per lb. 6 o —10 o
Strawberries, p. oz. o 6 — 13

5. d. s. d.

Lettuces, perscore. . i oto 2 o
Mushrooms, p. pott. .. — 30
Onions, per bunch ..o 4— o 9
Parsley, p. bunch . . o 2— o 4
Peas, new, per qt, i 6— 3 o
Potatos, new frame,

per lb. .

.

. . o 4— o 6

Radishes, per bunch o 2— .

.

Rhubarb, p. bund. , o 4— o q
Salsafy, per bun. . . o 9— 1 3
Scorzonera, per bun. o 9— i 3
Shallots, per lb. .. o 8— ..

Spinach, per bushel 2 o— 3 o
Tomatos, p. doz. . . 2 o— 4 o
Turnips, new.p. bun. .. — 16

Pelargonium Mrs. J. Pottle.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in offering this
- splendid PELARGONIUM for the first lime It is a distinct

variety, of the Nosegay section, very dwarf and compact in KTOwth,
and is. jicrhaps, the most prolific bloomer ever sent out ; as a bedding
plant it is unsurpassed, as the trials it has undergone lor the last three
ycais fully prove. The truss is dense and e lobular, flowers a soft pmk,
shaded witn cerise; its distinct colour ana profuse blooming quoliry
will render it a general favourite. Price 5*. each.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

Cuttings Of tieranlums, &c.

ONE HUNDRED GERANIUMS, in 30 choice
varieties, including Tricolor, Gold and Bronze, Variegated,

Zonal, Nosegay, and ivy-leaJ, lor loi. ; 50, 5s. 6d. ; 25, y. 24 Fancy
PELARGONIUMS, 3s. bd.\ 12, 2f. 24 CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
2s.bd.; 12, IS. dd. 24 POMPONS, 2J.W.; 12, u. td. 24 FUCHSIAS,
2s. td. : 12, IS. W. All post free. CATALOGUES one stamp.

J. COO.MBS, The Ferns, Enfield

Cbolce Flower Seeds, Post Free.

BS. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
• Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Holloway, London, N. Per packet-J. d.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed.
IS. 6d., 2s. 6d., V. 6d., and 5 o

Plants from this Seed have always been awarded First Prizes
wherever exhibited.

Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,
II 6d., 2s. 6d.t y. 6d.,-and 5 o

WeatheriU's extra choice strain of CINERARIA,
IS. 6d. ,2s. 6d., 35, 6d. , and 5 o

Wiggins' prize strain of CYCLAMEN.

,

11. 6d., 21 6rf., and 3 6
CARNATION, from prize flowers ..10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, new scarlet Larkspur ..26
G LOX I N I A, saved from the finest drooping varieties , . ..10
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest erect varieties i o

HOLLYHOCK, Chatcr's finest varieties .. .. is. and 2 6
PANSY, finest show varieties 11. and a 6
PANSY, finest Belgian varieties 15. and 7 6
PICOTEE, choice mixed 10
POLYANTHUS, WiKgins' prize strain .. .. 15, and i 6
PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful varietica .. each a 6

,, ,, mixed a 6
EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..26
Dwarf Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-

mended 10
SOLANUM HYBRIDUM COMPACTUM .. aj. 6rf. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress a*. 6d. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA, var, I'crfcciion 11. M. and a 6
Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER. 10

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N

Verbenas, VerDenas—Mrs. Follocic, ficc.

WILLIAM BADMAN offers Purple. White, Scarlet,
and Rose \'ERi!ENAS, from single pots, lai. per 100 ; rooted

cuttings, 6i. per 100, 50J. per 1000.
LOBELIA SPECIOSA (true), from cuttings, 31. W. per 100:25*.

])cr 1000.

FUCHSIAS, double and smgle, 61. per 100.

HELIOTROPIUM, dark and light, 6j. per 100.
AGERATUM Imperial Dwarf. 51. per 100. 401, per looo.
IKESINE Lindeni, fine dark fofiagc, Ss. per 100.

GERANIUM Mrs. Pollock, from single pots, 20J. per 100.

II Sophie Dumarcsque, from single pois, 20s. per loa
)i Jean Sisley, finest out. $s. per dozen, 301. per 100.

„ Madame Lemoine, Crystal Palace Gem, Vesuvius,
Lord Derby, VVallhara Seedling, &c, 151. per 100.

Cemeteiy Nursery, Gravesend.

B ROWN'S FLORAL SHADING.
Samples and prices on application to

CHARLES BROWN, Greenhcys, Manchester.

Russia Mat Merchants.
MESSRS. G. D. MARENDAZ AND FISHER,

importers of ARCHANGEL and ST. PETERSBURG MATS,
dealers in TANNED GARDEN NETTING, TIFFANY, LABELS.
TARRED and other TWINES, LINES, &c.

9, James Street, Covent Garden, London, W. C.

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and Packing. Second sized Arch-

angel, loos. ; Petersburg, 601. and 8oj. ; superior close Mat. 45s., 50*.,

ana 55J.
;
packing Rials, 20J, 30J., and 355, per 100; and every other

de:icription of Mats at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN AND SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,
4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

HESSIANS and SCRIMS for COVERING.
4-4 Scrim, from 2d. to $d. per yard, advancing Hd.
54-inch Hessian and Scrim, 3ii,,3j^ii., 4^ , 4J^a., and 514*^.

72 ,, ,, ,, 4i4''-.5J^a-, 6c(., 6lid , and upwards.

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, hack and Bag Makers, and Canvas
Manufacturers, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

KUbSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.

—

ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and
most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch. London,

riTANNED NETTING, for Garden purposes,
i Protecting Fruits from Birds, &c Widths i, 2, 3, and 4 yards.
Price id. per square yard.

HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

ri BANNED GARDEN NETTING, One Penny per
-L square yard, for Protecting Seed Beds, Peas, Fruit, Straw-
berries, &c., from Birds, Frost, Blight, &c., and as a Fence for

Fowls—in 1,2. 3, and 4 yard widths. HEXAGON, TIFFANY,
and other NETTING; GALVANISED WIRE NETTING, PEA
HURDLES, SEED PROTECTORS, &c.
C. WRIGHT AND CO. Uaie 376, Strand, London), Newark-on-Trent

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.—TANNED NETTING (or

Protecting the above from Frost, Blightj Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,
3^, per yard, or 100 yards, 20s

; 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards,
201. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the abovo
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, IS. per yard ;

^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6a. per yard. Also
TIFFANV. Can be had in any quantity of
EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge, E.C.

BEDDY AND CO., Chapel Terrace, Porthleven,
• Cornwall, beg to call attention to their superior GARDEN

NETTING.
New Netting (Tanned), i inch mesh, 4 yards wide, al Zd. per yard.

Repaired Netting (Tanned), 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard
; f^ inch mesh,

4 yards wide, at Sd, per yard
; ^ inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at i*. per

yard. Supplied in width from i to 20 yards.
Repaired FISHING NETS, i tf. per square yard.

DGINGTONS GARDEN NETTING, the cheapest
and most durable, at id. per square yard, or in quantities oi

550, 500, or 1000 yards, carriage free.

EDGINGTONS RICK CLOTHS for 67 years have
maintained their celebrity as the best.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES for Hire are the most
elegant and capacious.

EDGINGTON'S CRICKET and GARDEN TENTS
are the prettiest.

TIFFANY, SCRIM CANVAS, and every other kind
of NETTING.

Be particular—FRED, EDGINGTON and CO.. Rick Cloth, &c.
Manufacturer to Her Majesty, sa, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

' xond-hand Government TENTS for Sale, cheap.A quantity of good Sccond-h

The Opening of ParllEunent and the London Season.
NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and MEMBERS of PA RLIAM ENT

having their CUT FLOWERS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES, &c.,

for^varded to their TOWN HOUSES, should USE
CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE TRANS-

MISSION CASES, pronounced by the Royal Horticultural

Society " the best now in use."
These Cases are now leduced in price for cash, and can be obtained

from the Agents or Patentee, Gloucester, to whom all comraunicationa
should be addressed.

Intending E.xhibiiors in the Patent Cases should give their orders
at once, to insure the Paint and Varnish bcinz thoroughly dry.

The No. 13, The " MALTON " Plant, Flower, &c., Protector,

Varnished, packed and forwarded on the receipt of 8*., in postage
stamps, or order,—Gloucester, January 17,

The Royal Horticultural Society's Show,
LOWER GROUNDS, ASTON, JUNE 25.

STAND 10.

/CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER-TUBE
\J "MULTUM-IN-PARVO" EXHIBITION and TRANSMIS-
SION CASES, in which flowers can be sent hundreds of miles

without injury (pronounced by the Royal Horticultural Society the

"
h c° new I

y^fnvented POT PLANT TRANSMISSION CASE for

Table Decorations, &c., in which plants may be sent any distance

without fear of injury. _
The EXHIBITION PLANT PROTECTOR, the "ENVILLE,"

which will be shown in the Fruit Tent.
The newly invented "ANTI-CLOCHE" Exhibition Rose. Dahlia,

Gladiolus, &c., PROTECTOR; and the "MALTON" improved
Plant, VeEetablc, Early Salad. &c., PROTECTOR and
PROPAGATOR,
The newly invented POT BLOOM PROTECTOR and TALLY

HOLDER.
The BDTANIST'S PATENT WILD FLOWER and ROOT

COLLECTING CASE; and the " MULTUM-IN-PARVO "

FLOWER-STAND, PIC-NIC TABLE, &c , will be exhibited,

All communications to be sent to the PATENTEE. Bristol Road,
Gloucester. A remittance Irom unknown Correspondents will have
ailtrnlion.
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The Norfolk Agricultural
Association.

LYNN MEETING, 1872.

SUTTON AND SONS. Seedsmen
- by special appointmcni to H.RH. the Prince of \yales, will

exhibit on the occasion of the Royal Visit to the above Meeting, tneir

INTERESTINO SEED MUSEUM.
from the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, removed for

this occasion only, consisting of upwards of

aoo VARIETIES of SEEDS in GLASS CASES,

150 VARIETIES of NATURAL GRASSES.
grown at their Trial Farm, Rcadinc. including those sorts

contained in

MESSRS. BUTTONS' GRASS SEED MIXTURES
for various soils, as supplied by them to the several Royal
Farms ; also a

LARGE COLLECTION of AGRICULTURAL ROOTS,
grown in 1S71,

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by appointment to the Queen and
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Royal Berks Seed Establishment,
Reading,

BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(reg^istcrcd Trade Mark, " Flying Albatross"), is now ready for

delivery m quantity and in fine condition. The best Fertiliser yet

produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contains
31 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Salts

of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voelckcr, Dr. Anderson, Professor
Way, Mr, Ogston, ^Ir. Sibson.

Delivered in i cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal

bearing the Company's I'rade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so

long as the seals remain unbroken.
BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY. 20, Billiter Street, E.G.

'pHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
-I- (Established 1840),

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE, for Top-Drcssing
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITROPHO^PHATE
MANGEL, HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Bonar,

& Co.), NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AM MONIA, &&
116, Fenchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

RODERICK NICOLSON, Advertising Agent
and Gf..ner.\l Commission Agent, i, Racquet Court, Fleet

Street, EC.

MR . JAM ES ERASER, Horticultural * and
Agricl'LTLral Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford. Essex ; late of the firm ol J. & J. Eraser, Lea Bridge Road.

M Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Aktist and Engraver on
Wood, u. North Grove West. Miidmay Park, London, N.

FARM of about 400 Acres TO BE LET, with
Possession at Michaelmas. It consists of good useful Arable,

and about a^ Acres of Pasture, close to which is the Homestead, and
near good Market Towns. Rent moderate.
For terms, apply to NORMAN and SON, Land Agents, U.\bridge

and Beaconsficld ; Southlands and Rush Green Farms, Denham,
Bucks

LAND TO LET, situate about 12 miles from London,
and adjoining the Twickenham Station of the South-Westem

Railway. It is suitable either for a Private Residence, a Dairj- Farm,
or a >Iarket Garden, and will be Let upon Lease for a term of 7 or
14 years, There are 84 acres in all, of which 67 acres are rich Grass
Land, at present affording valuable Pasture, but which might easily
be converted into Pleasure Grounds. Of the remainder, 7% acres are
now laid out as a Fruit Plantation and Market Garden, and 9J; acres
consist of Arable Land in a very good state of cultivation. In the
centre of the Grass Land is a newly-erected Dwclline-house, contain-

•"K eight rooms, each 15 feet square, as well as accommodation for

Ser\'an[s, and convenient Out Offices ; there is also a Bailiff's Cottage
on the Farm.

For further particulars, apply to Messrs. RUSHWORTH,
ABBOTT, AND CO . 22. Savillf Row, Regent Street, W.

At Wood End, near Chicliester.

TO BE SOLD, on JUNE 18, the beautiful
ALDERNEV HERD of Sir Henn' de Bathe, BarL. consisting

of Nine highly-bred Cows, Si.\ Heifers, forward in Calf; Eight
Calves, and Two extraordinarily handsome Bulls ; together with some
SOWS, BOARS, and STORE PIGS, of the pure Wood End breed •

Poullrj', Pigeons, and Dead Slock, nearly new.

SALES BY AUCTION.
SALE THIS DAY, AT ONE O'CLOCK PRECISELY.

The Rookery. Downe, Kent.
IMPORTANT and UNRESERVED CLEARANCE SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION, on the

Premises, The Rookery. Downe, Kent, THIS DAY, at 1 o'Clock
Jrecisely, the whole of the choice specimen STOVE and GREEN
lOUSE PLANTS, including fine Slephanotis, Crotons, Epiphyllums.

Gardenias, Francisceas, Ixoras; also valuable ORCHIDS, amongst
which are Dendrobium Cambridgeanum, Maxillaria grandiflora,
Cattleya Mossiae. Oncidium Cavendishianum (pachyphyllum) ; likewise
a few specimen EXOTIC FERNS, including Adiantum cuncalum,
3 leet by 3 feet; splendid specimen AZALEA INDICA; ERICA
CAVENDIbHIANA, 5 feet \y 6 feet ; large Double CAMELLIAS;
EPACRIS: a specimen LILIUM AURATUM with 80 blooms ; fine

RHODODENDRONS, in tubs; together with a large quantity of
choice BEDDING PLANTS.

Now on view, and Catalogues had.

Bedding Plants, Garden Rustic Work, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms. 38, King Street, Coven t Garden, W.C, on

WEDNESDAY, June 19, at hall-past 13 o'Clock precisely, an assort
ment of choice Tricolor. Bronze and Zonal GERANIUMS, CALCEO
LARIAS, PETUNIAS, VERBENAS. CARNATIONS, SEDUMS,
ANTENNARIAS, FERNS ; HARDY, HERBACEOUS, and
PERENNIAL PLANTS, &c. Rustic Seats, Stools, Vases, Baskets,
Iron Garden Vases, Baskets, Mowing Machines, Stools, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and CatEdogues had.

Dracsenas, Palms, and other Plants
for TABLE DECORATION.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

on SATURDAY, June 32, at hall-past la o'Clock precisely, a Con-
signment of PLANTS from Ghent, consisting of Chamacrops, Panda-
Dus, Dracaenas, Cycas, and other Plants suitable for table decoration ;

also a quantity of BEDDING PLANTS, GARDEN RUSTIC
WORK, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Berkswell Hall, near Coventry.
IMPORTANT SALE of FIRST-CLASS SHORTHORNS.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on WEDNESDAY. July 3, at Chapel Hill Farm, Berkswell,

the FIRST-CLASS HERD ot PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS,
belonging to Thomas WaJker, Esq, Among the animals are several
specimens of the favourite Charmer and Blanche tribes, as well as
descendants ot Sir Charles Knightley's twin heifers, Albreda and Alix.
The celebrated Bull, Grand Duke gtn, has been in service since 1865.

and will be offered for Unreserved Sale. He is fresh, active, ana
thoroughly serviceable. About one-half of the Herd is by this extra-
ordinary good sire. The Cows are fine large, roomy animals, many
of them being capital Milkers.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be bad of JOHN THORNTON,

15, Laogham Place, London, W.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchant.s,

Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Priic Medals, 1851,

for Wheat ; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

'PHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
J- (iNCORrORATEO BV SPECIAL ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.)

DRAINAGE, RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &c.

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above
purposes, w iihout investigation of title.

For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.
RYDER. Esq.. Managing Director, No. i, Great George Street,

Storey's Gale, Westminster, S.W.

BEDFORDSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
—The SEVENTY-FIRST SHOW of STOCK, includim;

PRIZES open lo all England, will be held at LUTON, on
THURSDAY, July 25.

In connection with the above will be held a POULTRY SHOW,
and a HORTICULTURAL and FLORAL EXHIBITION.
The Band ol the Coldstream Guards will also atlend.

LAST DAYS of ENTRY ;-For STOCK SHOW, SATURDAY,
July 6; for POULTRY SHOW, MONDAY, July 15; for FLOWER
SHOW, THURSDAY, July 18.

Particulars, with Prize Lists and Forms of Entry, may be obtained
of the respective Secretaries, viz. ;

—

Mr. THOS. LESTER, 3. St. Peter's Green, Bedford, for Stock, &c.
Mr. T. W. BAISLEV, Market Hill. Luton, for Poultry, &c.
Mr. J. J. KERSHAVV, Ucdford Villa, Luton, for Flowcrs,.&c.

SATURDAY, JUNE 15, 1872.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Wehnesdav, Tune 19I Norfolk Afiricultural Society, at Lynn—Pre-

Thursday, ' — aof sident, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

IN the month of March last a SANITARY
International Conference met at

Vienna, on the initiation of the Austro-Hungarian

Government, with the view of agreeing on some
system of sanitary pohce against the entrance

and propagation of the cattle plague, and in

virtue of which commercial relations might not

be interrupted between the countries signing the

convention, when, in spite of preventive measures,

the malady appeared.

Eleven states were represented, and by 26

delegates. They were Germany, Austro-Hungary,

Belgium, France, Great Britain, Italy, the Rou-

manian Principalities, Russia, Servia, Switzer-

land, and Turkey. Of the delegates, 15 were of

the veterinary profession, and 1 1 held various

administrative offices.

Si.xty-five questions were submitted to the Con-

ference for deliberation, and some members
added one or two more. The decisions arrived

at, as to the principles which should form the

basis of international regulations against the

cattle disease, indicated almost entire unanimity,

notwithstanding the number of delegates and of

questions.

The reason of this is not far to seek ; for there

can be little difference of opinion as to the exotic

nature of the disease, in reference to Central and
Western Europe, and as to its manner of pro-

pagation.

Outside of Russia it has never been developed

spontaneously, hence its appearance in any other

country must be traced to importation. If,

further, it perpetuates itself in a country, it does

so by contagion, and when this condition has

been removed it disappears. This is equivalent

to denying what some medical men, impregnated
with old doctrines, are still ready to assert, viz.,

the possibility of its becoming epidemic in the

countries referred to.

It was owing (according to M. BoULET, in

Comptes Rendiis) to false notions as to the origin

of the disease, and the treatment of it as indi-

genous, that England at one time suffered through

it so severely. Not till Parliament armed the

authorities with sufficient power to slaughter the

animals capable of spreading the contagion, did

the disease show signs of abatement.

From facts mentioned by the Russian dele-

gates, the presumption seemed a fair one, that in

the western part of Russia the disease spreads

by contagion only, as in other countries, and
that it is only in the Asiatic territory that it

finds the conditions of spontaneous development.

Still, this is only a presumption.

The question arises. Might not the evils with

which the cattle disease is ever threatening

Europe be prevented through a general inocu-

lation, made obhgatory, throughout the extent of

the Russian steppes? Now, supposing this

were possible (in view of the vastness of the

country, and quantity of cattle), opinion is

divided, in the Russian veterinary school, as to

the economical advantages of this method.

After long and costly experiments the Russian

Government have rejected it. And the Con-
ference, accepting the results of these experi-
ments—which show a mean mortality of 13 per
cent., rising in some cases to 50 per cent.

—

affirm, that, in a country where the disease is

endemic, nothing can justify such a measure.
They equally dissuade from the adoption of

it, as a preventive measure, in Central and
Western Europe. Indeed, the documents re-

lating to the practice of inoculation in these
parts, during 120 years, give a mean mortality
of iS to 19 per cent.; which, in the case of

France, if realised, would be the loss of 1,900,000

head of cattle, reckoning the bovine population

at 10,000,000. Now the disease, permitted to

enter the country, and checked only by the in-

sufficient means hitherto employed, has caused
the loss of not more than 35,000 animals, dying
or killed.

The Conference took up the question of pro-

hibiting entirely the export of cattle from Russia.

The German delegates were in favour of this,

and the German frontier is, as a matter of fact,

closed against the Russian cattle. This proves
quite practicable in their case, through the

efficiency of the customs service, and the marked
difference between the cattle of the Russian
steppes and those of the German provinces on
the Russian frontier. In the Austro-Hungarian
empire the case is otherwise. The frontiers,

measuring many hundred leagues, are not easily

closed against contraband, and the cattle are

very similar to those of the Russian steppes.

Besides, the Russian cattle contribute largely

to supplying the fattening stables of the distil-

leries in Gallicia, and the markets of the large

towns. Vienna alone consumes more than

So,ooo yearly. The Conference, therefore, thought-

it impossible to close the Austrian frontiers

against importation ; and recommend that the

practice be continued of subjecting the cattle

that enter to a quarantine of 10 days before they

are allowed to continue their route.

The measures to be adopted by the various

Governments signing the convention, and to be
applied with scrupulous rigour, may be here

briefly stated : Immediate slaughter of all

animals tainted or suspected, indemnity being

provided. The burying of diseased carcases so

that they cannot be got at and utilised in any
way. The utilisation of the flesh of sound
animals (slaughtered on account of suspicion),

but under rigorously defined conditions. De-
struction of germs of contagion wherever they

may be found, in stables, in dunghills, in fodder,

on harness, on roads, in pasturage, on ploughs, in

railway waggons, in carts, &c. Complete isolation,

or as nearly so as possible, of places where the

disease has appeared ; the extent of it varying

with the extent of the disease. The defining of

a zone round infested localities, beyond which

the passage of ruminants is interdicted, as also

the transit of anything that may be a vehicle of

contagion. Suspension of cattle fairs and
markets within a certain radius from the centre

of infection ; and the accurate supervision of all

the ruminants in an infected locality and in the

surrounding zone. From the time that a case of

disease is officially announced, the immediate

declaration of all cases of maladies with which

ruminant animals may be tainted becomes obli-

gatory on the proprietors, or those in charge.

Certain prescribed measures for disinfection

after the disease has disappeared.

To these measures, the efficacy of which has

already been largely proved by experience, the

Conference add this new and important one

:

That any State in which the disease may have
appeared should immediately announce the fact,

by telegraph, to the Governments of the neigh-

bouring States, and then to those of more dis-

tant States that may have expressed their desire

to be guarded against invasion of the disease.

A minute inquiry is to be immediately made
into the mode in which the disease has been
introduced, and the results are to be communi-
cated as soon as possible to the other countries.

Each country, when the disease appears, is

required to publish in its official journal a
weekly bulletin describing the state of matters,

the measures employed to prevent propagation,

the successive modifications according to cir-

cumstances, and the day on which these measures
cease to be put in force. This bulletin to be sent

to the editors of official journals in other States

who may ask for it.

In fine, the Conference has had in view not so

much to institute a new sanitary regime as to

secure concerted action in the various States
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negotiating, in the common adoption of certain

measures, which, carried out by a thorough

organisation, and rigorously appUed, may prove

effective in stopping this terrible disease at its

source.

Whether—and in whose interest—it is best

to farm on the small, middling, or large scale-

is a question continually under discussion, of

which the solution will vary with the circum-

stances of persons and of places. The following

memorandum, taken from the circumstances of

an altogether different occupation, may throw

some light upon the subject.

Ought not division of labour to prove of

as much value in your large meat and bread

factory— the farm, as it has long since proved

itself in any other manufacturing esta-

blishment? In the large farm there are—to

put it roughly—the divisions of field manage-

ment, live stock management, and finance.

In manufacturing towns, division of labour

is found every day to be not only neces-

sary but the only thoroughly profitable way of

carrying on business. Take one of the enor-

mous printing offices in London, for example.

There are a certain number of " major " and many
" minor " heads of departments in it, no one ever

clashing with his neighbours ; the interests of all

are bound together, no valuable time is lost,

there is no overstraining of mental faculties, all

departments work together amicably in the pro-

duction of a pleasant result. If in any such

places there is but one guiding head, the life of

that man is not an enviable one— his lines are

not by any means laid in pleasant places :

the balance-sheet may prove satisfactory to the

employer, but the " conglomerate " head must be

one who lives to work, not works to live.

Agriculture is more composite than printing.

To the production of a thorough agriculturist

there goes a most elaborate education and an

immense scope for observation. As to the

education, note the points on which candidates

for honours are examined by both English and
Scotch societies. But on the co-operative or
" division of labour " system, the various depart-

ments might very easily and often very profitably

be counted as three, having their application

under the divisions of farm work previously

noted. On such a system would not three heads

prove better than one ? There would be more
profit apiece for three thus to cultivate a large

farm carrying a proportionate number of live

stock than there would be for each if he had

under his entire care one-third the number of

acres. Each department would be more per-

fectly worked under such a plan, and the result

upon the whole would be better. Everything

would be superintended by the man in whose
special department it lay, and the land would

yield its utmost for the application of Ardour,

Brains, and Capital. This would be the true

" A. B. C." process for insuring the increase of

agricultural fertility.

It may be urged that thus breaking up into

three sections what is now known as a thoroughly

agricultural education is only introducing an
element of weakness where all should be

strength. We will set the facts in a hundred
businesses against the supposition respecting

one. Remember the grand cement—interest !

Take up a respectable journal, of any date, and
note the " partners.wanted :

" there will be found

requisitions for men who are capable of taking

charge of this, that, or the other department,

never three things together ; and why ? Com-
mercial men find that, in the majority of cases,

hydra-headed geniuses do not " pay "
! The

negative side is weak—the affirmative strong.

The small farmer may, possibly, with his

family in good years live well ; but the soil is

required to do more than feed the cultivator.

We cannot all be tillers of the soil and
live with our families on a few acres. The
farmer of a " middling-sized farm " would often

find it a source of profit to admit to a dividend

with him at least two well qualified head-men
;

and—given the lease— farmers and labourers, in

the estimation of most of us, would be best off

on a large farm, and the nation would be a
gainer. E.

The price of Wheat was is. a qr. higher on
Monday in Mark Lane, and again on Wednesday the
market was firm. In the Metropolitan Cattle
Market last week's prices were supported, notwith-
standing the dulness of trade consequent on a larger

supply of beasts. On Thursday the supply was still

somewhat in excess of the demand, and prices could

hardly be maintained. Trade is still dull in the

Wool market, notwithstanding that our reporter says

circumstances do not justify it. In the Seed market

business is very quiet, but the recent bad weather has

caused stocks to be held with firmness.

We extract the following Table from the report

(in the Chambers of Agricullun Journal), of the Bath

and West of England Society's meeting at Dorchester

last week. The financial results show a gain of /200
over the receipts last year at Guildford. The follow-

ing tabular statement gives the number of persons

admitted and the money taken at the pay-tables for

the last three meetings :

—
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having been sent up. In the class for dairy cows Mr.

Gilbey takes the prize with a very handsome Guernsey,

and prizes offered by that gentleman have brought

several good classes of Channel Island cattle together.

The classes of sheep attracted by the Society's prize

list are small. The Shropshires, of course, are repre-

sented, so are other darkfaced breeds, and a few

Cotswolds also appear. There is also a consider-

able show of pigs. Messrs. Hunt, of Earls Colne,

whose horse-hoe is illustrated in another page
;

Mr. Maynard, of Whittlesford, Cambridge ; Messrs.

Eddington ; Wood, Cocksedge iS; Warners ; Catch-

pool & Stanford ; Ransomes & Co., of Ipswich ;

Garrett & Son, of Leiston ; Ward & Silver, of

Melford ; Coleman & Morton, of Clielmsford ; E. R.

& F. Turner, of Ipswich ; Boby, of Bury ; T. W.
Wedlake, of Hornchurch ; C. Burrell, of Thetford ;

Dupont, of Bures ; Warren, of Maldon ; Smyth, of

Peasenhall ; and others, well represented the manu-
facturing industry of the Eastern Counties. And Mr.

King, of Coggeshall, equally well represented tlie

seedsmen ; he certainly showed a magnificent lot of

Mangel Wurzel and other roots. The implement show
is hardly so large as it has been at previous meetings of

this Society, but in other respects the show just held

has been among the largest and most successful on the

Society's list. In particular, horses have rarely been

exliibited in such numbers ; and it is by far the largest

show of cattle which the Society have ever held.

The principal farmers in the Warwickshire dis-

trict, in which 300 Agricultural Labourers are

now ON Strike, have issued the following statement

of their case :

—

" We, the undersigned employers of the agricultural

labourers now on strike in the parish of Cubbington and
surrounding district, being desirous of meeting the men
fairly and liberally, have otl'ered them the following terms,

viz., i6s. per week, from 6 A.M. to 6 P.M. per day. taking

half-an-hour for breakfast and one hour for dinner to the

able-bodied labourers, and to leave off at 5 o'clock on
Saturdays, which offer has been refused by them. A case;

we think, should be mentioned—that of John Gillings,
shepherd to Mr. Thomas L. Umbers, who has been
offered by his employer igs. per week all the year round,
20^-. in addition for the lambing season, zs. per day extra

for sheep shearing, and ^3 m addition for harvest work.

John Gillings has a cottage and good garden, for which
he pays is. per week. Waggoners and stockmen in this

district are offered ijs. and i8j. per week. Two of the

employers named offered their men i6s. per week—to com-
mence work at 7 o'clock in the morning (to have their

breakfast before they come), and to have one hour at

dinner-time, and keep on till 6 at night, and 41/. per hour
for ail overtime."

The above case we publish, not that John Gillings is

necessarily to be. pronounced a foolish and unreasonable

man—he probably knows the" possibilities of his position

better than his critics—but t^at men in other districts,

where wages are much lower, may learn what capital

circumstances are refused in Warwickshire. Full pub-
licity is what is wanted, in the interest of masters as well

as that of men.

067? LIVE STOCK.
CAITLE.

At Lord Braybrooke's sale of Shorthorns on the
6th inst. at Audley End, the animals were all sold except
Heydon Duke 2D (lot 7 among the bulls), which had
a reserve of 300 gs. placed on him, and is still Lord
Braybrooke's property. The total amount realised

was ^3341 2s., the average for the 51 head being

^65 los. 2d., 36 females averaging £"]! 2s. 2^.,

and 15 bulls £^2 is. ^d. The highest priced cow was
Emerald (lot 8), who went to Mr. Foster for 205 gs.

Guinevere was bought by Sir G. Philips for 130 gs. ;

Erin went to Lord Fevershara for the same price.

Regret became- Mr. Robarts' property at 135 gs.

Memory was purchased by Mr. Crabb for 160 gs. Mr.
Ljmn became the owner of Fareioeli at 125 gs.

Memento and Grand Duchess of Oxford 2d went for

100 gs. each, the former to Mr. Crabb and the latter to

Mr. Sharpley. The rest of the females fetched respect-

able prices. The highest priced bull, Christ>l\s
Duke, was bought by Mr. Ratcliffe for 125 gs.

Shorthorns do not appear to sufterfrom the effects

of long-continued in-and-in breeding. Favourite
(252), himself the result of close in-breeding, was used
successfully upon his own offspring for two generations,

and the same policy is still persevered in without
apparent ill-effects. Can we, however, say, that

cattle, irrespective of race, may invariably be so bred ?

It is so easy and so pleasant to generalise from Short-

horns to cattle, that we may readily come to an erro-

neous conclusion by so doing. Mr. Taylor, of Glynley,

Eastbourne, the owner of the largest Devon herd in

England, thus expresses himself upon in-breeding
when pursued in the case of his favourite race. "As
a rule, whenever I have found in my herd animals
having a want of constitution and size (for a Devon),
and of niilk-producing power, I have been able to

trace it to * in-and-in * breeding. Animals so bred, I

am satis6ed, are also uncertain and unsatisfactory

breeders. To the same cause may be traced bad
udders, the loss of a quarter, half, and three-quarters of
the udder, and tumours in the throat. The progeny of
animals so bred always evince permanent delicacy, no

matter what the cross is." This distinct testi-

mony from a practical man against the system
of in-and-in breeding as applied to Devons, leads
us to suspect that the system is not equally ad-

vantageous in propagating all races of cattle.

Another point of interest in connection with Devon
cattle bears upon the important question of the relative

influence of sire and dam upon ottspring. The con-
clusion we have been coming to of late has been, that

the sire gives the external form, while the internal

organs and constitution are transmitted from the

mother. Shorthorn bulls stamp their image on their

offspring with considerable certainty, and for this reason
are greatly esteemed as sires, even when allied to

inferior cows. Here, however, we must be again on
our guard against too hastily generalising. Does it

follow that the sire will, as a rule, transmit his appear-
ance to his offspring, irrespective of race? Last
December we examined 17 cross-bred animals at the

Islington Show. Of these, 10 took distinctly after

their sires, six of these sires being Shorthorns, three

being Herefords, and one being a Devon. Four of

these cross-bred animals were of dubious appearance,
and three took after their dams. We remarked at the
time that, singularly enough, these three exceptions
were all from black polled dams. Now, the original

wild cattle, from which our domesticated races have
sprung, were undoubtedly horned, and as crossing has
been held to cause the re-appearance of lost characters,

it is curious to note that in these cases even the strongly

prepotent Shorthorn sire failed to beget horned oll-

' spring, even when allied to a race (the polled Scotch)
which were until recently horned. Mr. G. Murton
Tracey, in a letter to Mr. Thornton, writes as follows :—"It is a curious fact that, in the event of putting

a pure-bred Shorthorn bull to pure-bred Sussex
cows, the first generation retains the red colour of

the dams unaffected, in the next generation the colour
is mixed." Mr. Taylor, of Glynley, in giving his own
experience as a breeder of Devons, says, " I have
invariably found the bull has little or no influence on
the shade of the calf's coat, as in that respect the

produce generally follows the dam. The same
remark applies to the head and horns ; for when the

bull has descended from a family with rather drooping
horns, he has had no effect on the horns of calves out

of cows with more elevated horns. ... I have
crossed Devon bulls and Kyloe cows, and in every
instance the produce has partaken, apparently, of the

character in every way of both dam and sire equally.

In every other instance when I have put a

Devon bull to a cross-bred or Jersey cow, the result

has been in colour a Devon calf. Such examples are

interesting as showing that in cattle-breeding the pre-

potency of the male may be controlled, not only by
similar and rival powers in the individual female to

which he is allied, but also by prepotency of race."

" I am afraid," writes an eminent breeder of Short-

horns, " the true principles of breeding are being sadly

disregarded." The task of the earlier breeders was in

some respects simpler than that of their later followers.
" They had but to produce superior animals; whereas
we have to do the like combined with a fashionable

lineage. Hence the damaging restrictions upon the

choicest herds, which is again reflected through the

country." How dare a breeder, for instance, take up
an independent position, and breed for the best, and the

best only, irrespective of those orthodox trammels which
insist on the complete isolation of Booth and Bates ?

We pointed out after Mr. Bowly's sale, the damaging
effects, from a money point of view, of putting a Booth
bull on Bates cows. This we illustrated by a case in

point, namely, the occurrence of the name of Union
in the pedigree of some of the Siddington " Gazelles,"

This cross undoubtedly did Mr. Bowly harm, and the

breeder who in the present day hopes for financial

success, must shun such a dangerous precedent. But
as the above authority already quoted says, "true
principles are being sadly disregarded," and it does not

by any means follow that Mr. Bowly was wrong in

using Union, simply because there is a prejudice
against any admixture of blood. The true object of

breeding 'cattle is to improve th^n;' and' yet we venture
to say tliat in the present state of the market, even
supposing the mixed blood resulted in distinctly better

animals, still they would npt sell like their pure-bred,
albeit puny, Competitors."

"At date, the hght Brahmas had laid 672 eggs, or
about 97 per hen.
"No separate account was kept of the amount con-

sumed by those set apart, but an account of the quantity
fed out to the whole flock is here given -.-^

"March, 4 bush, of corn; April, 2 bush, of corn,
2 bush, of corn meal ; May, 6 bush, of corn, 3 bush, of
Oats

; June, 3 bush, of corn, 4 bush, of corn meal, i bush,
of Oats

; July, 8 bush, of corn, 8 busli. of corn meal,
4 bush, of Oats

; August, 8 bush, of corn, 6 bush, of corn
meal, 5 bush, of Oats.
"By this account it appears that 30 adult hens in-

creased to 55 in April, can be kept, together with their
progeny, 165 in number Sept. 1, from March i to Sep-
tember I, for 55 bush, of corn and 12 bush, of Oats.

"Substituting values for the above form, and calling

each hen worth i dol., as is customary, and chickens at
half-price, we have the following :—

Dollars.
Dr.—55 hens at 1 dol 55 00

Cost of feed . . . . . , . . . . 51 00

Total

Cr.—50 hens at I dol.

165 chickens at 50 cents

Total

and tlie eggs and manure extra. But as this

superior of its kind, it would bring on sale a larger price
than is here given, which materially adds to the profit."
Milk Journal.

106
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holding out to him the means of advancing through his
j

own exertions. The ordinary labourer would not long

be vexed at the winner of a prize for ploughing or
j

hedging receiving higher wages than himself, because
he would look forward to earning similar distinction.

The second objection, with regard to the increased

expense, is of a more serious character, and deserves

serious examination. Mr. Read, if I understand him
rightly, proposes to meet the demand for an advance
of wages by classifying work rather than men. But
while fully agreeing, as I do, that, both in the interest

of employers and employed, every opportunity ought
to be afforded men of working by the piece, there are

j

many processes to which it would be inexpedient, and
even impracticable, to apply this plan. Some of the

most delicate operations on the farm, demanding
patience, tact, and skill rather than speed, can only be

,

entrusted to picked men, to whom it would be the

height of injustice not to give at least equal pay with
those employed in task work. Farmers are scarcely

yet sufficiently impressed with the importance of an
i

intelligent mind and a willing disposition on the part
j

of their labourers. Let any one, however, endeavour
to introduce even the simplest process not famihar to a >

district, and he will encounter a degree of resistance

"which neither argument nor example are able to over-

come. Of what avail is reasoning when the intelli-

gence necessary to comprehend it is absent? Again,

with men who have charge of valuable stock, care,

kindness, and minute observation are of the greatest

practical importance to the welfare of the

in the culture of heavy land. To send out a steam-

plough or cultivator under the charge of common
labourers is suicidal folly. While it is quite true that

steam culture is necessary, in order to make the most
of the poorer strong clays, it is equally certain that for

steam culture to be successful we must have a class of

men superior to the ordinary farm labourer of the

present day. A neighbour of mine was obliged, after

several years' trial, to abandon the use of a set of

Fowler's tackle, on account of the loss occasioned by
breakages and the time wasted by ceaselessly recurring

repairs. To his men, on the contrary, these delays

were by no means unpleasant, as the public-house was
not far from the blacksmith's shop. One instance of

the loss occasioned by the want of common sense,

which fell under my own observation, is too instructive

not to be mentioned here. Hearing the steam got up
in a field adjoining my own land one morning towards

the end of September, I went to watch the operations.

The object was to work with the cultivator a field of

very stiff clay, which having produced a scanty com
crop, and the season being wet, was covered with a dense

mass of Twitch and other weeds. So bulky, however,

was the covering, that the wet stems were constantly

twisting round the tines of the cultivator, and bringing

the engine to a stand. Finding that the time consumed in

clearing the tines much exceeded that at which the

machines could be kept moving, I sent off a messenger
to inform the bailiff that it was useless attempting to

work the field until the weeds were mown. Here was
a morning wasted, to say nothing of the expense of

vents the friction caused by pressing down the cutter
bar when a thrust is made, and lifting it when it is

drawn back. The cutting and raking capacity of this

machine is equal to any that we have seen, the means
by which these actions are attained being apparent
in the accompanying drawing.

Messrs. Hunt & Tawell, of Earls Colne, Essex,
have brought out an effective horse-hoe, at so low a
price that it will be of great service to small farmers
now the price of labour is so high. It is fitted, as
shown in fig. 190, with a lever and steerage apparatus.
The uprights which carry the hoes are strong and firm,

and they can be shifted to suit the width of the drills;

while, as there is an upward and downward motion of
the steerage, the boy or man can raise or depress the
hoes according as the soil may vary, and they can be
lifted clear of the ground when required, as is some-
times essential at the ends of the work.

A REPORT ON OILCAKE.
I HAVE been looking through your report of the

half-yearly meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society
of England in this morning's paper, and I notice that
the proceedings were much occupied with "Veterinary
College " subjects. Also that Dr. Crisp said that
"veterinary science was altogether in a most un-
satisfactory state ; " and that Mr. Herbert Little gives
a good personal reason why he considers " that the
veterinary profession" is "not in a satisfactory state."

I hope these remarks were directed more to the

FiG. 189.—samuelson's reaping machine.

animals under their charge. Under one cowman, for

example, the cattle while consuming enormously will

never appear to thrive ; while under another they will
always look flourishing, though costing less. The first

probably tosses a bundle of hay, or places a heap of
roots, before every beast alike, regardless of how much
is wasted or left. He never notices the peculiarities of
each—how one will devour any quantity, no matter
how coarse the quality, while another, eating but little,

requires to have it of the best. He allows an animal to
become dangerously ill, because he is inattentive to the
first symptoms of cold or feverishness. His only idea
is to go through his daily routine with the smallest
amount of trouble to himself. The good cowman, on
the contrary, is as observant of the idiosyncrasies of
every animal under his care as is a parent of the
various dispositions of his children. To those with
delicate appetites he allots the choicest bits of hay, and
tempts with varied food, removing what they leave into
the troughs of the more vigorous feeders. By such
means a shy feeder may sometimes be brought into
a more robust state of health, and, at any rate, every
animal will receive the treatment best suited to it.

Whoever considers the value of live stock of all kinds
at the present day must certainly allow that a careful,
humane, and intelligent man is well worth a few
shiUmgs a week more than one who is careless, unob-
servant, and ignorant. Not even the supervision of
the keenest master will make up for neglect and
stupidity on the part of the servant.

Steadiness and skill are no less indispensable in the
men who have charge of the expensive machinery
which is every year becoming more generally adopted

getting up the steam, useless for want of the observance
of the most ordinary and obvious precaution. It

cannot be too often repeated that every improvement
in agriculture, while requiring a more intelligent set of

men to carry it out, furnishes the means of remune-
rating them according to their value. So long as men
do the work of machines, it is vain to expect from them
the higher human attributes of thought and self control.

It is a shrewd remark of an extensive employer of

labour that "the introduction of machinery, so far

from having been prejudicial to manual labour, had
been the main cause of enabling capitalists to meet the

demands upon them for higher wages." As it is

certain that this demand will extend to agriculture, it

would be wise on the part of farmers, by anticipating

it, to regulate and direct it so as to render improved
wages for improved work, alike beneficial to themselves
and the men they employ. JVillottghby Wood.

IMPLEMENTS AT DORCHESTER.
[We give a paragraph and illustrations for which last week we

could not find room.l

The above is an illustration (fig. 189) of Messrs.

Samuelson & Co.'s self-acting reaper. The cutting

operation of reaping and mowing machines is scarcely

capable of improvement ; and the main points for

consideration now are, consumption of oil, friction of

wearing parts, draught and facility of working. As
will be observed, there is a driving seat for the man,
with connecting chains to throw the machine in and
out of gear; the crank-wheel, too, is placed so as to

make a direct thrusting and drawing action, which pre-

" Royal " or " Privy Council " veterinarians, for, so far

as my observations carry me in the country, I consider

that the veterinary profession does fairly keep pace

with other classes in the skilful and intelligent discharge

of their duties. But I notice also that as one boon we
are to receive for our money— "the Royal Veterinary

College will authorise"— "special reports from time

to time on any matters of unusual interest, which may
come under the notice of the College." Well, but

these authorized reports are useless unless they can be
respected. If not correct in their facts and conclusions,

they are not even returning us for the great expense

they cost—the " cold comfort" which one of the Col-

lege officers gave Mr. Herbert Little when his stock,

on simple grass keeping only, died from "splenetic

apoplexy," or "blood poisoning." "They are too

fat," said the Professor, I suppose; "walk them
about the farm, and get them lean again !

"

But they are also like

—

" The ignisfatuus that bewitches,

And leads men into bogs and ditches."

This I regard as the tendency of the last report of the

Royal Veterinary College, under the very friendly

protection of the Royal English Agricultural Society,

I both deny the facts and protest against the false con-

clusions it contains, and am sorry that this disclaimer

does not come from another quarter. However, having

waited long, and remembering that " silence gives

consent," I now ask for insertion for a few lines in your

columns, and my " indirect claims" rest on the fact

that I was the unoffending tradesman who supplied the

Marquis ol Exeter with the suspected cake.
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The report slates at p. 203 of the last Journal—
"This experiment, which may be designated No. I,

was undertaken in consequence of the Marquis of

Exeter having lost a young bull, 10 months old, and
also a valuable Shorthorn cow, under circumstances

which led to the impression that the cake supplied to

them was probably the immediate cause of death. The
animals had died very suddenly while being fed for

exhibition at the Society's annual show. Three pigs,

also, which partook of some of the cake, but only in

small quantities, died at about the same time." Well,

"inconsequence," on May 6, 1S71, a young heifer,

about a year old, was shut up in London, and kept for

17 days on Hardon's cake, supplied by the Marquis of

Exeter, which the " report" acknowledges was found to

be "free from anything of a poisonous nature, but

greatly deteriorated (on May 6lh) by long keeping."

The heifer's ordinary food was withheld, and the experi-

ment commenced with I lb. gradually increased to a/f;/ii/.f

of 8 lb. per day. On the fifth day, being the day after

an increase in the quantity given had taken place, in-

digestion occurred ; but although no treatment was
adopted, and the cake increased to 4 lb., and then to

6 lb., per day, the animal resumed its usual health.

The quantity was then increased to 8 lb. per day : this

was evidently too rapid, too sudden an increase, in the

limited time. The "ordinary food " being withheld,

indigestion returned, and on the 17th day the poor
young thing died a speedy victim to indigestion, result-

ing in inflammation, or "splenetic apoplexy," or "blood
poisoning," or whatever other name you can give to a

death caused by eating food which was certainly not

poisonous in itself, on the admission of the constituted

authorities.

The result was communicated to the Marquis of

Exeter, who laid the

matter before the Coun-
cil of the Society, when
some members, very
wisely considering that

**the death of the

animal was rather due
to the quantity of the
cake partaken of, than
to anything deleterious

it might have con-
tained," further experi-

ments were instituted

with another heifer

about 10 months old,

and with pigs about
three or four months
old, a further supply of

cake for the purpose
being obtained from the

Marquis of Exeter.

Beginning with the

heifer on July 17 with
2 lb. per day, and in-

creasing it gradually

until, from August 4
till September 7, it had
daily 7 lb. Then the

experiment ceased.

And why ? " Because
during the entire time

the animal did not ap-

pear to have its health

impaired beyond an
occasional slight attack

of indigestion." This entire time was 7i weeks in

this second experiment— 17 days in the first !

From July 19 to September 30, the experimental
pigs were fed almost ad libitum upon Hardon's cake,
but " their health," the report says, " did not seem to
be affected. These experiments," it continues, "of
feeding pigs, fully confirm the conclusion arrived at in

the case of the heifer as to the non-existence of any-
thing positively poisonous in Hardon's cake."
The entire article shows that it was the quantity of

the cake (as suggested by the wise men of the Council)
given to animals in an unfit and unprepared state to
receive and assimilate it that produced death, and not
the contents of the cake itself. The animals at Burgh-
ley were, perhaps (and I think they were), suddenly
and rather late in the season ordered to be got ready
for the "Royal." We know what anxious, zealous,
faithful servants will do on such occasions. But they
may easily do too much. And it is as fair to say that the
other food given in aid of forcing was as much the
cause of the death of these animals as Hardon's cake

—

especially as it cannot be gainsaid or contradicted that
there were beasts in the herd eating at the same time
larger quantities daily, with satisfaction to their feeders
and great benefit to themselves.

But to "the report," and its and my conclusion.
It says :

" The result of these experiments would seem
to negative the opinion that the death of the heifer,
the subject of the original experiment, was due to
the quantity of the cake of which she partook, and
that it most likely depended on that special lot

having undergone some peculiar change, due probably
to long keeping." Now, after failing to detect any-
thing poisonous in the cake, either by chemical or
microscopical examination ; after killing a young
heifer by producing indigestion, and giving no restora-
tive treatment whatever to alleviate the result of over-
feeding during 17 days in May; and faiUng to kill

another more judiciously fed with the same food and a

larger amount of it for over 50 days in August and Sep-
tember : it must be most unfair, unjust, and untrue to

attribute the death of the heifer in the May experiment
to "the special lot of cake she was fed with having
undergone some peculiar change, due probably to

long keeping." I am open to correction, but I assert

—

for I supplied the cake—that the protracted experi-

ments which failed to produce disease or death in

September, were conducted with cake from the very
same bulk—the very same 3-ton lot which was used
in the May experiment, and supplied in February.
If reports are to give opinions, they should be safe in

their authority : they should be guides to truth, and
not to error. As it is, the conclusion is entirely wrong,
and the suggestion that illness and death were caused

by the improper administration of food, is entirely

right. As to the pigs that died at Burghley—they

only had "small quantities"— probably they were
young pets, that, like other infants, fell victims to

"too many good things." The "small quantities"

only, the report says, they had at Burghley can
hardly be charged with their death when the

persistent experiment at the College, where they had
as much as they could be induced to eat, had no bad
effect on them, though kept at it from July 19 to

September 30.

I write these few lines because I feel it right to pro-

test against false reports of the past, as well as that we
should be guarded respecting the promised ones in

future. It seems hard that honest business should be
roughly disturbed when it is proved by these persistent

experiments that the cake itself was the victim of

unsupported suspicion. Greatly as the manufacture of

inferior cake is to be deprecated, it must not be for-
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gotten that the illness of an animal may often be more
due to the indiscretion of the feeder than to the dis-

honesty of the crusher. I heard a report that the
owner of Nelly G^ty/md-said at a large dinner party that
Hardon's cake had killed his best cow ; the report
soon did its fatal, "crushing" work. Whereas the
truth is that Hardon's cake was no more the cause of
the death of Nelly Gwynne than the erection of Ten-
terden Steeple was the cause of the formation of the
Goodwin Sands. Edwd. Wortley^ Riddlington^ Upping-
ham, May 28.

PROPERTY IN LAND.
[We give here a report of the speech of Mr. J. W. Latham on

this subject at the meeting of the Cheshire Chamber of Agri-
culture, referred to last week.J

He was not going to weary the meeting by giving
them a history of the tenure of land, but he would ask
them to listen to a few words, written by the most
eminent real property lawyer of the day. Mr. Joshua
Williams says {Principles of the Law of Real
Property)—

"It seldom happens that any subject is brought fre-

quently to a person's notice without his forming concern-
ing it opinions of some kind. And such opinions, care-
lessly picked up, are often carefully retained, though in

many cases wrong, and in most inadequate. The subject
of property is so generally understood, that few persons
are without some notions as to the legal rights appertain-
ing to its possession. These notions, however, as enter-
tained by professional persons, are mostly ofa wrong kind.
They consider that what is a man's own he may do as he
likes with, and with this particular principle they gene-
rally set out on such legal adventures as may happen to

lie before them. They begin at a point at which the law
stops, or at which indeed the law has not yet arrived, nor
ever will, but to which it is still continually approximating.
Now the student of Law must forget for a time that if he

has land he may let it, or leave it by his will, or mortgage
It, or sell it, or settle it. He must humble h mself to
believe that he knows as yet nothing about it, and he will
find that the attainment of the ample power which is now
possessed over real property has been the work of a long
period of time, and that even now a common purchase
deed of a piece of freehold land cannot be explained with-
out going back to the reign of Henry VIIL, or an
ordinary settlement of land without recourse to the laws
of Edward I. That such should be the case is certainly
a matter of regret. The first thing, then, the student has
to do is to get rid of the idea of absolute ownership.
Such an idea is quite unknown to the English law. No
man is in law the absolute owner of lands. He can only
hold an estate in them."

Now, after reading those words of the most eminnte
real property lawyer of the day, was he not justified
in saying that no man was the absolute owner of land?
Let him tell them, too, which was a curious fact,
that in the two greatest books ever written upon
the law of the land. Coke upon Littleton^ and Shepherd's
Touchstone^ the words '

' real property " never occurred ;

things real and things personal was the only definition
they gave to land and personal property. Not only
so, but read any book on political economy, from
Adam Smith to John Stuart Mill, and you will find
the same. Study the history of feudal tenure in
Hallam, Freeman, or Knight, and you will find the
same fact, that in early times the lord, and now the
nation as the lord, has the ultimate owmership of land

;

that anything else between him and the tenant is some
sort of estate. Talk of real property being personal
property ! You cannot sell your land to whom you
like ; you cannot sell it to an alien. You cannot
give it to whom you like ; if you give it to a charity,
and you die within six months, the gift is void. You

cannot bequeath it to
whom you like, because
the law of mortmain
steps in. If you die,

real property is divided
under a totally different

system from personal
property ; and sup-
posing, which is the

case sometimes, a man
is without heirs, his

real property, instead
of going to the Crown,
as in the case of the
forfeiture of personal
property, goes to the
immediate lord ; so he
(the speaker) consi-

dered it was clearly

proved that in law, in

history, and in political

economy there was a
difference between real

estate and personal
estate. He might be
told these were legal

fictions—the dreams of
political economists—
the fallacies of histo-

rians. Well, let him
take the opinion of a
most practical body of
men, the Houses of
Parliament, for they
were less likely to be

j

led away by theory than anybody else in the world.
1 He knew no place where theory was less likely to
go down than in the House of Commons. What did
they do? Let the public say that it wanted land for

a railway, for the public health, for waterworks, for a
cemetery, or for a sewage farm. What happened the

moment the preamble of the Bill was passed ? A man
did not get what he chose to ask for his land, but
there was a certain system by which an arbitrator was
called in to value the land taken, and the owner was
paid for disturbance, for a forced purchase, but he had
to give it up. He (the speaker) did not deny that if

Parliament said it was necessary for the defence of the
nation they had a right to the book he held or the ink-

stand before him, although it was not likely they
would ; but every day they took land. There was this

difference however : Supposing he bought a picture of
the acknowledged Raffaelle or Rubens of the day, and
which he believed in 20 years would be worth to him-
self or his executors 20 times as much—supposing he
bought a picture of Solomons, and thought he was the

coming artist, he would never be deprived of the pic-

ture except for the price he chose to put upon it. But
if he bought 10 acres of land near Crewe, and believed
that from the increase of property there, and the signs

of railways, that land would be worth in 10 or 20
years 20 times as much, and the next year a railway

ran through it, he would not get the prospective value
of the land, but simply its value, plus a forced sale,

and any severance they chose to give him. Therefore,

he thought he was right in saying there was a differ-

ence between the two classes of property.

Why after all should he have said this ?— his

answer was, that on it depended the whole of the value
of the paper he read. His meaning was this,

that it was right in certain cases to take land out
of the sphere of contract ; and he would go
farther than that and say that the law had a right
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to lay dowii certain regulations under which land should

be held by the owner of it. He dared say that he
would have written a plausible and perhaps a convinc-

ing paper, showing that it was better for the landlord

and the tenant that there should be tenant-right, that

would increase the value of land and benefit property ;

but if they examined his paper—and Mr. Dutton found
the difference when he came to read it—it would be
seen that he did not depend upon tliat. He argued
that where a landlord neglected his duty the State had
a right to say, ** You shall do your duty." In fact he
wanted to make bad landlords do what good landlords

were doing. He did not wish to deprive a man of his

estate. The estate he had ought to be paid for, every

farthing. All he said was that a man had not the

ultimate control of it. Why, surely, if people did not
wish to misrepresent him, it would not be thought,

after wliat he had said of a man who had an estate for

years, that he was going to be too hard upon a man
with an estate for life ! His object was to show that

the former should be recompensed for every improve-
ment, and was it likely that he would suggest that the

latter should be worse off"? He could not help thinking

that he had been wilfully misrepresented or misunder-

stood. He believed that a landlord ought to do his

duty, and. that he must do his duty, and that if he
would not do his duty, the State had a right to

say, "You surrender your land, and we will

come in and be your landlords," and for every

outlay of capital, every farthing spent before that

surrender took place, he should be thoroughly
paid. That would not be interfering with what
was popularly called the rights of property, although,

as he said before, he did not hold that any one had pro-

perty in land. He did not think the last sentence in

the paragraph of the report at all fair or just. It said,

"and they trust in future members will abstain from
expressing in the Chamber their own views, when
there is ample opportunity for doing so elsewhere."
While he could not see the force of that, he sup-

posed the council meant party political views, because,

in the broad sense, everything discussed there was
political ; it was matter for the good of the State

;

and wliat he always understood they were to avoid,

and what he always tried to avoid, was party politics.

Indeed he had done so, except perhaps that might be
considered a reference to them when he said that the

Attorney-General of the present Government brought
in a bill for making the descent of land, in cases of
intestacy, the same as that of personal property, but
which never went beyond a first reading. The Game
Laws had, to a certain extent, been considered, but his

opinion was that they should have a permissive Game
Law, which had never been agitated or suggested in

Parliament. So that there was not any single subject

he mentioned which could be regarded as within the

area of party politics, and if politics were not to be
introduced there, where could they be introduced ?

The first rule said the Chamber was formed " to watch
over and discuss all measures affecting agricultural

interests." What measure could more affect the

agricultural interests than the rifjht the tenant

had in the soil ? It might be perfectly right to hold
such a theory ; it might be perfectly wrong, but no one
could deny that it did affect agricultural interests, and
if so, they had a right to discuss it.

Mr. Latham then read the nth rule, and went
on to say that had it not been for Mr. Dutton
the discussion would have gone off quietly enough

;

but, unfortunately, he asked him how he justified

what he had said. He did not drag the subject

in neck and heels. He thought they would do him
the justice to say that. Mr. Dutton asked him a
question, and he was forced to reply. He would
have been a great coward if he had said, "No, I

would rather not tell you upon what principle the
paper is founded." He held that the paper dealt with
subjects affecting agricultural interests, and that the
discussion was connected with the paper ; and he
thought it rather hard upon him to say now that he
had ample opportunity for airing such views elsewhere.
The fact was, that was the most proper place. He
had not been able to become a member of Mr. Stuart
Mill's Land Law League, because he was totally
unable to agree with a greiat deal of what that body
held, and it struck him that the subject would be better
discussed where it could be turned to some practical

account than where it was only talked of as a theory.

LANDLORD AND TENANT,
This question is of such importance as to require the

most careful and candid consideration, as the landlord
and tenant have each a duty as well as a right in their

different positions. It must be admitted that capital

of late years has flowed in a very different manner into
the trading and manufacturing communities than what
it has done in the agricultural line of producing food.
It must also be admitted that the tilling of the soil
requires capital, skill, and labour, as well as the manu-
facturing of commodities. It consequently becomes
necessary on the part of agriculturists to inquire how
that happens, and to endeavour, through the agency of
agricultural chambers, to remove any obstacles that
stand in their way ; and if each will carefully consider
this question, he will see that in the existing laws of
landlord and tenant obstacles do stand in the way of
the natural flow of capital in that direction. The

tenantry are justified in making such inquiry, seeing

that their position can only be upheld by an increase of

produce, and this can only be obtained by the employ-
ment of increased capital. They must not look to up-
holding their position by a reduction in either rent or

labour.

My remarks will apply more to lands let without a

lease, or what is usually termed the custom of the

country. I will not attempt to dictate how leases or

other legal engagements ought to be made. Other
parties are as capable of making their terms as I am.
That there is employment for millions of money in the

tilling of the soil of this country more than is at present

invested, is a fact beyond doubt, and such would be
employed if there was ample security for that invest-

ment. To state it still more clearly, let us take the

case when neither landowner nor tenant has any per-

manent security for his outlay, and what do we find?

All is disorder from one end of the farm to the other,

the roads are bad, buildings in a tumble-down state,

and still they must remain so. The land is foul, wet,

and wretched ; in every field hedges and gates are all

in the same miserable and neglected state. When such

is the case with the landowner,- then it cannot be
expected that the tenant will act in a different spirit

without security. Every farmstead ought to have its

due proportion of comfortable cottages, and they will

become nursing-places of health, cleanliness, and
virtue. In this point of view alone they would be a

great gain to the farmer ; but to the farmer comfortable
cottage accommodation has many other advantages.

It gives him a class of labourers living under the

shadow of his liouse not only from year to year, but
perhaps from life to life.

Next to a sufficient supply of farm cottages, sufficient

accommodation for cattle ought to be provided. If a

farmer is also in want of this accommodation, it will

occasion him great losses by exposing his stock unduly
to the inclemency of the weather. In addition to

these it will not be denied that the farmer himself is

entitled to have a comfortable and convenient house,

with proper accommodations, in accordance with the

size and value of the farm and his position in society.

The present system of levying local taxation is unfair

to the tenant. The great increase of local taxation

that has taken place of late years has not fallen upon the

shoulders it was designed to do. However, a tenant may
have stipulated to pay all local taxes, but, from the gi-eat

increase of taxes of late years, he would be acting

perfectly reasonable in telling his landlord that this

increase is a tax on real property, and that he ought to

pay it. I know of many instances where that has
occurred, but I have only known one answer to be
given, viz., "You may please yourself: pay it or leave

your farm." Our great increase of local taxation has
become a heavy burden on the tenant, and takes up
his surplus profit to relieve other parties from their

just share of such local taxation. The last Highway
Act entailed a considerable tax upon occupiers, and, as

good roads enhance the value of property adjoining, it

strikes me that this expense ought to be borne jointly

between landlord and tenant. Again, as the proba-

bility is there will be no more renewal of the Turnpike
Acts, owners and occupiers ought to join in getting the

maintenance of such roads put upon some just and
equitable footing, and also to have some reciprocal

privileges into large towns. Few will think it right

that our town conveyances should travel all through
township roads and the new turnpike free, and the

country traffic be taxed in every way when entering

cities, boroughs, or large towns.
The tenant, if he is to farm according to present

notions, must necessarily have security for his outlay.

Leases, of course, naturally suggest themselves, but,

even in leases, obstacles to good farming are not wantf-

ing. Take a lease for the usual term of years, say 15,

20, or 25 years. When a tenant enters upon a new
lease he freely applies his capital and makes many
improvements, but towards the latter years of his

lease he begins to think of drawing back from the

soil what he at first so freely put in, and he continues

drawing more and more from the soil as the expiration

of his lease approaches. The farm is then left much in

the same state as when he entered upon it. It fre-

quently happens that when a new tenant enters he

begins to complain that the outgoing tenant has left

his farm in a most slovenly state, and, perhaps,

succeeds in obtaining something from his landlord

—

either a small reduction of rent for the first three or

four years, or a portion of manure, as some equivalent

for the impoverished state of the land. He also sets

to work with vigour for a time, and brings the land into

a high state of cultivation again. But will the farm be
left in that state? You, gentlemen, can judge for your-

selves. Goodlandlordsneverincrease theirrents after the

expiration of the lease if they find the tenants have farmed
their lands to their satisfaction. Some landlords, h(^w-

ever, have their estates valued ; the valuer not inq^ir-

ing what portion of improvements has been done-.by

the landlord, and what by the tenant, but he values the

farms as he finds them, thus taxing the tenant for his

own improvements. This is where the shoe pinches,

and where the injustice is. However, it must be
admitted that landowners require protection from their

property being abused and deteriorated in value, as

well as the tenant does in the way of security for ]iis

outlay of capital. We must admit that men may be
found, even amongst farmers, who set at defiance both

the custom of the neighbourhood and their written

agreements. These men may annoy the landlord, but
undoubtedly do a great deal of harm to their fellow-

tenants. There are some tenants, also, who make a

practice of looking out for land in a high state of culti-

vation. These men are so unprincipled as to outbid
the occupying tenant, who has put his capital into

the land. But no sooner do they come into posses-

sion of the fruits of their predecessor's labour

and capital than they immediately lay their plans for

exhausting the land. After a few years have elapsed,

such tenants, having kept the landowners quiet with
a high rent, quit the farm with considerable

profits, but leave the land in an impoverished state,

and seek again for a similar opportunity. Such con-

duct is a great obstacle to improvements, for when a

landlord meets such men he is naturally led to look
upon all with suspicion. I have known instances

where landowners have sued their tenants for breach of
written covenant, and been put to very great expense
in law proceedings, and when put to the jury only
nominal damages were awarded. When landlords
meet with such tenants the best remedy, I think, is to

quit them as soon as possible, as they only stand in the
way of better men. And if a tenant is not able to pay
his rent regularly, and falls into arrears from his own
negligence, the most charitable plan is for the agent or
landowner to put such tenant off his farm before he
becomes so reduced as not to pay his arrears, because
if allowed to continue the landlord will probably lose

his half or whole year's rent, and the tenant left with-
out any means to begin the world again. We must
allow the landlord is not always without his difficulties.

In the purchase of land as an investment he some-
times finds that the capital laid out is too great to bring
in at a fair rent anything like a satisfactory rate

of interest. In cases, for instance, where 24 or

3 per cent, is returned in the shape of rent, we must
not be surprised if there be considerable unwillingness

on the part of the landowner to assist the tenant in any
improvements. I do not say that this will apply when
the land has been bought to gain political influence.

Thus, also, a bad investment by the landowner becomes
an obstacle to improvements on the part of the tenant.

A tenant is fairly and morally entitled in equity to un-
exhausted improvements made in his land. For these

the tenant is sometimes allowed half the cost of linseed

cake, used for feeding his cattle, during the last year of

his occupancy. If he has used bone manure, he is

allowed a proportion of the cost for what he has used
during the last three years of his term, viz., one-third

for the first of the three years, a half for the next year,

and two-thirds for the last year. For guano, he is

allowed in proportion for what he may have used
during the last two years. Draining is allowed for

during the last eight years. If done during the last

year, the tenant receives seven-eighths of the outlay,

and so on, in proportion to the year it was done in. I

think this a very just principle, but it is clearly open
to abuse on the part of the unprincipled tenants. I

know not, gentlemen, how far I might go on enume-
rating the obstacles to agricultural improvements exist-

ing between landlord and tenant ; but the imperfect
observations I have made may convince you that an
interest must be given to the farmer before he
can be expected to apply his capital to the land

with that freedom which the public so loudly and
justly call for. It may be asked, How do I pro-

pose to remedy the many existing obstacles to

improvement ? I must confess it is easier to show
obstacles than it is to apply proper remedies. The
principal matter is to secure to the tenant his capital

invested in the soil. There should be valuers appointed

in every county ; men vested with authority to settle

all disputes between landlord and tenant, and men who
are above suspicion. When a tenant enters upon a
farm, one of these appointed valuers should be called

in to report generally on the state of the farm, leaving

a copy of his report with both the landlord and tenant,

and again at the termination of his occupancy. It will

then be ascertained whether his farm has deteriorated

or increased in value. Then if the valuer finds that

the farm has increased in value, I think the farmer on
leaving is entitled to one-third of the estimated increased

yearly value for ten years. To exemplify this, say a

farmer has increased the yearly value of his land ;[^6oo,

this sum at ten years' purchase is /6000. The tenant

would therefore be entitled to ^2000. This may even

be carried out without an Act of Parliament, for there

is not a landlord whose mind is of a liberal tuni and
who considers what is due to others as well as to him-
self, who would not be willing and ready to accede to

such a just proposal from an intending tenant. In the

case I have put before you, it will be seen that,

although the tenant has got back all his capital, the

landlord is the gre^itest gainer, for he has thus added
to his rent roll £,(iQO per year. If a tenant has erected

substantial buildings upon his farm, with the consent

of his landlord, the tenant on leaving ought to be paid

the full cost, less dilapidations, of such buildings.

Respecting keeping in repair the farm buildings, I have

found it to answer well when the landowner keeps the

roofs, main timbers, and walls in repair, and when
gates and gale-posts, mangers in stables, stalls, doors

anddonrTframcs, <.^c., fail through decay, the land-

owner, finding all the timber, the tenant to do all the

labour, thus giving each an inlerest, and preventing

wilful destruction. It affords me much pleasure to see
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that this subject of landlord and tenant is every day
becoming a public question, as you will have seen

papers read at many agricultural meetings, of Chambers
of Agriculture, and Farmers' Clubs. Mr. JU-tfisori, oj

Seahanij before the Sunderland Farmers^ Club,

THE RAT SECRET,
"Come not thou into their secret" is the safest advice.

I never knew but one man who had a secret worth
knowing, and he made a bad use of it. He could,

and did, charm rats, and attract them from considerable

distances, make them run up his legs, and nestle in his

bosom like a pet kitten. I have seen the rats do so.

They looked spell-bound, fascinated, and clung to him
when disturbed with apparent fondness. There is no
question that he had a mysterious power over rats, and
he used it to such good purpose to advance his own
ends that I never knew a district so rat run as that

estate on which he chiefly plied his vocation. The
rats prevailed so over the farms until the whole pre-

mises, bams, floors, granaries, had to be flooded by the

mill-dam being swept through them. The water
charmed the rats away to such good purpose that they

were carted off in loads, and several thousands were
suspended on the trees overhanging the public road,

that all the farmers might rejoice over this thorough
rat raid as they went to market.
The rats ruled in the gardens so despotically that they

ran over the young men as they slept in their beds, ate

their shoes and carried oft" their clothes, such as waist-

coats, ties, &c. At last all clothes and shoes had to be
suspended over their heads. The rats honeycombed
everywhere, floors, roofs, side walls. Rat hunts
were constant day and night. A favourite amusement
at one time in the young men's rooms was to block up
all the holes in the floor but the principal, scatter a

little bread near it and suspend a kitchen table, by a
cord attached to the bedroom over the main entrance,

retire to bed and wait for the saturnalia of the rats, let

go the suspending cord, and **up, lads, and at them,"
One night, however, the rats completely mastered two
of the young men. They had been longer of coming
than usual, and they had undressed and gone to bed
chuckling, suddenly the whole house seemed besieged

by or rather possessed of rats. Down went the table,

and with the hot enthusiasm of youth, out sprung the

young men and attacked the rats with the fire-irons.

They killed many, but still their number seemed to

^ow ; the noise and confusion were terrific. The rats

tried walls, floor, and windows, and every stuffed hole
again and again, and every moment the tongs and
poker did good service upon them ; but at last they
turned upon their adversaries with a rush, and bit

their feet and legs, and began to rush up them in all

directions. The matter became serious. The table

was removed instantly from the hole, the door thrown
up, and the two made their escape, only too thankful to

renounce night raids on rats for ever after.

Such was the culmination of the rat charmer's
charming. Even at the veiy moment that the estate

was honeycombed with vermin he was amusing the

young proprietors by walking on the lawn and charming
out a few rats for their terriers to worry. When the

true state of the case came to be known, this clever
charlatan was sent to do his charming elsewhere. For
a time the rats were stronger than ever, and vague
reports were scattered about of his having been seen at

midnight with a drove of rats in the wood, as a shepherd
might with a flock of sheep. But \\dth a new rat-

catcher the plague was soon abated, and finally stayed.

The charm of the charmer, to bring and keep rats

by the host, was broken in that quarter.

My experience with rat poisoners is hardly more
favourable. I remember one such—big, confident,

despotic as any master of a thousand legions might be.

Guineas seemed nothing worth to him. He came ; he
offered one clearance for so many guineas. If you
accepted, well ; if not, he wheeled round on his heel
and was gone, leaping into his smart trap with the air

of a monarch. Being sorely tried with rats, I ventured
one more trial of a wise rat man. He made no pre-

tence to charming, nor catching 'em alive O ! One or
two feedings to attract them, a few more to inspire

confidence, and then death sure and certain to them in

the meal.

As far as the attraction by any particular allurement
in this food went I don't think there was much in it.

Rats are fond of meal, and will as surely eat it if it is

stuffed under their noses. This is exactly what the rat

poisoner did. He was indefatigable in hunting up the
runs and finding out the holes of the rats. Hardly a
place that would hold the scent of a rat was over-
looked. He searched all our buildings, floors, roofs,

side w-alls, under hedges, trees, &c., and seemed to

have an instinctive eye for searching out rat runs or
nests. Then every such place was baited at least

several times. Then came the dogs.

Now for a summary of results. Did the performance
come up to the promise ? Far from it. First, as to the
safety of this mode of rat killing. All these poisoners
assure you that the poison will be eaten by nothing but
rats. I confess I was sceptical on this point. And
when I saw the meal placed within reach of fowls, I

remonstrated. It was vain. " There is not the slightest
danger. It is * Wananted not to kill anything but rats,

even should they eat it,'" quotes the rat men. This by
no means increased my confidence. But once in the

hands of a rat charmer or poisoner, he must have his

way. He did, and I lost fowls by the poison at

intervals for three months from this dosing time.
Pheasants were also destroyed by the poisoned meal.

The fowls were shut in several limes for weeks
together, every trace of the doctored meal dug up and
taken away, still hardly were they out again when
another was suddenly poisoned ; more, a small dog,
nearly three months after, died in the same sudden
manner from the same cause. The symptoms in all

cases were alike—a sudden loss of strength, great
suffering, and death from violent inflammation from
some irritating poison in the stomach.
Another canon of the rat poisoners is, that they

don't die in the holes. The poison creates an in-

tolerable thirst, the rats rush forth in search of water.
No sooner do they drink, than they blow up, and tumble
into pond or ditch, far away from dwelling-house or
buildings, so that their death and decomposition cause
no nuisance.

Very pretty in theory, but just per cotitra in practice.

Many of the poisoned rats die in the holes, and more
near to them. I have had them die beneath bedroom
floors, under the thatch of the roof, between partitions,

and in the most inaccessible and inconvenient places.
M.iy your readers who have not had experience never
enter into the foul odour of poisoned rats. Better far

live over an open sewer than harbour one such
intolerable nuisance as a dead rat killed by poison.
There is nothing on earth, I believe, to equal its awful
foulness. Better be eaten up with living rats than
killed by the awful pestilence of dead ones. No living

rat even will live near them. Unfortunately we
cannot follow their sensible example in this respect,

and give the dead ones the place to themselves.
Therefore no poison, please, within a mile at least of a
dwelling house.

As to the effects of the poison, there is no doubt it

destroys a good many ; but the drawbacks are so
serious, and the danger so great, that it is not worth
the candle. Ferreting, trapping, shooting, worrying,
are much better modes of subduing the rat pest.

What is wanted is a rat law or club, to embrace large

districts or the entire country. The greatest nuisance
at present arises thus : no sooner have we cleared
off our own rats than we are overrun by those
of our neighbours. Rats are capital colonisers,

they seem to learn by 'instinct where there
is most food and fewest mouths to eat it, and
they at once bend their steps in that direction. Thus
it follows that those who destroy them fastest often
suffer almost as much as those who kill few or none.
This is very hard, and ought to be put a stop
to by parish or county clubs, or imperial laws.
No man is allowed to create or maintain a
sanitary nuisance to the endangering of his neighbour's
health. And neither should he be permitted to keep
up a vermin nuisance to the destruction of his neigh-
bour's property, nor the eating up to waste of the
nation's food. I hope your statement in regard to the
money value of the food destroyed—which, I believe,

is far under the truth—will direct attention afresh to

this important subject. The injury to property is

equally or more serious. The wreck and ruin that
rats cause in drains, foundations, walls, roofs, cellars,

&c., is incalculable. Nothing but a united effort will

root out the rats ; and as this is an age of Unions, let

us by all means have a rat Union on the widest pos-
sible basis, and on a new principle, thus :—Those who
have fewest rats pay least, and those who have none
pay nothing. Perhaps such a mode of rat-rating would
settle the rats sooner than anything. A tax on rats for

the benefit of those who do not keep" them would be a
new thing in finance ; and I shall be happy to do all

in my power to form an Anti-Rat Union on this novel
basis. D. T. Fish.

WHAT IS RENT?
[This subject was recently discussed before the Manchester

Statistical Society.]

Professor Bonamy Price, of Oxford, said that
the doctrine of rent had hitherto been regarded as one
of the most brilliant triumphs of economic science,

and to be lifted so far above the reach of criticism, that
to challenge its accuracy appeared almost as presump-
tuous as to dispute the validity of the first propositions
in Euclid. Nevertheless, he ventured to submit that
this very pretension to convert the doctrine of rent into

a foundation for claiming for political economy the
character of a deductive science, furnished ample
ground for re-examination of that doctrine. The theory
of rent was not a product of deductive reasoning. It

was a complex fact of the outward, concrete, material
world ; it must be studied in its objective and actually
existing form before its nature could be ascertained.
Thus the science of rent, if there were one, stood on
the same identical ground with chemistry or any other
acknowledged analytical science, and was therefore
perpetually open to re-examination. Rent might be
defined as the consideration paid for the loan of land

;

and in political economy the expression was usually
limited to the hire of agricultural land. A tenant pro-
posed to take a farm from a landlord, and the amount
of the rent was debated between them. What were
the considerations which governed the calculations on
both sides? The sole calculation which the farmer
made was on what terms he would be able to get a

'

living out of the farm. In this calculation he would
not compute how much the landlord had expended on
the farm, nor would the landlord be able to force such
a consideration upon him. The determination of rent
did not belong to the landlord, but to the tenant. The
practical problem always was, what the tenant con-
ceived he could afford to give for the farm. The fertility

of the soil was one chief element of the arithmetic
employed by the farmer, but it was not tlie sole one,
and very often, indeed, not the dominant one.
The overwhelming importance assigned to the rela-

tive productiveness of the land was the capital mistake
which he was compelled to lay to the charge of most
political economists in their exposition of the theory o{
rent. The question arose—is it true, as,the fact which
is to serve as the foundation of the theory of rent, that
rent rises and falls with the relative fertility and pro-
ductiveness of the soil ? What would be a deliberating
tenant's reply ? If every other circumstance were the
same, he would proportionate the rent he would pay
according to the exact variations of the fertility of the
land ; and, as on a single farm most of those other
circumstances were generally the same, he would
estimate the rent which each acre would bear by the
goodness or badness of the land. But even here some
disturbing forces would occasionally make their appear-
ance. There might be fields particularly well suited
for accommodating animals in the neighbourhood of fairs

and markets. A tenant would take account of this

circumstance in his mind, and so, also, would the land-
lord ; and so, as an actual fact, a portion of the farm
would be let for a rent not proportionate to the relative

fertility alone.

If they passed beyond the boundary of the single
farm, the disturbance created by the accessory circum-
stances become more striking. A farm on the light

lands of Surrey might produce the identical crop of
corn which was obtained from a farm on the adjoining
strong clays of Sussex ; but the one farm would require
but few horses for its cultivation, while the other
would demand many. A tenant-farmer would there-
fore consent to pay a higher rent for Surrey than for

Sussex land, because the expense of tillage would be
much smaller in one case than the other. A wider
survey, which would include the corn fields in the
broad regions of Western America and Australia,
would confirm these observations. Among other ele-

ments affecting rent, Professor Price proceeded to

quote cheapness and facility of transport, and the
pressure of parochial rates and tithes. Lands tithe-

free always yielded a larger rent under equal circum-
stances than those subject to tithe. That fact of itself

was a demonstration that a doctrine which made the

relative fertility of the soil the essence of rent was only
a partial summary of the elements of the problem, and
therefore an inadequate and unscientific theory. When
the other forces which acted on rent were equal, then,
no doubt, fertility of the soil was the regulator of rent

;

but these forces varied without limit, and by varying
they modified, enlarged, diminished, or unfrequently
extinguished rent altogether. A man purposing to

become a tenant of land, if he were a skilful farmer,
would combine various elements together, and come to

an opinion as to the capacity of the land to be grateful

for the capital laid out in its culture ; and, assuredly,
on that very ground he would prefer to pay a high
rent for good land rather than a low rent for poor land.

Still, the two considerations were distinct in them-
selves, and in the estimate he made of the power of
the land to repay high farming, the cost of the im-
proved cultivation in that particular locality would
carry great weight in his ultimate judgment. A con-
sideration of all the facts was necessary to a theory of
rent which could claim to be scientific.

Rent was the consideration given for the loan of a
wealth-producing machine. The consideration was
determined, not by the cost'of constructing the machine,
but by the excess of profit which the employment of
that instrument would yield, after repaying the expense
of cultivation, including the ordinary reward of the
tenant's labour, skill, and capital. That there was
such a surplus was decided by the fact that the selling

price of the produce of the machine exceeded the
profits. It sufficed for carrying on the agricultural as
well as other kinds of business. That excessive price

sprung from the insufficient supply of an article which
was indispensable for human life. The deficiency must
be made up from other sources more distant or more
difficult to procure. This theory of rent was scientific,

because it took account of all the facts and placed them
in their proper relation to each other. But it was
scientific in a very different manner from the much
vaunted theory which had been so groundlessly made
the pride of political economy.
He cOuld not conclude his paper without saying a

few words on the term "monopoly " which had been
so freely applied by some political economists to the
possession of land. He protested against the use of so
invidious an epithet. The word ''monopoly" sug-
gested a wrongful and odious usurpation ; it was a
restriction created by the law in the carrying on of a
particular trade in favour of individual citizens, to the
exclusion of the rest of the community. Such a prefer-

ence was by its very nature unjust, and wrought
immense mischief by the inferiority of the goods thus
produced and their dearness. He held it to be most
imfair to insinuate by the use of the word that the
possession of land had any affinity whatever with those
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artificial and justly-condemned preferences and restric-

tions. Mr. Mill justified the expression by adding to

it the word "natural;" but the sting, which was in-

separable from the word "monopoly," remained all

the same. The arbitrariness with which it was applied
in the case of land would be seen if they thought of
the many natural advantages of the same general cha-
racter with those belonging to land, to which no one
ever thought of attaching the word "monopoly." The
skill and eloquence of a great barrister, the art of an
eminent brewer, the talent of a distinguished writer,

and endless other personal gifts, were natural monopo-
lies in precii^ely the same sense as land—and who ever
thought of fixing such an invidious name upon them?
Yet they resembled the possession of land in the dis-

tinctive quality that they enabled their possessors to

raise considerable sums of money out of the commu-
nity. But it was said they were subject to compe-
tition, and that any one might rival or surpass them
if he pleased. He should rather say "if he could
or he could not," because they were supposing these
monopolists, to apply Mr. Mill's words, to pos-
sess the highest existing advantage. But equally
subject to competition were the owners of rent. The
possession of agricultural land was distinctly free from
the vices of a genuine monopoly. It neither raised

the price nor deteriorated the goods produced. It was
perfectly open to Mr. Mill and those who shared his

feelings to propose that the present landowners should
be paid off, and that the State should be the one sole

landowner in the nation. Whether that would be a

wise or a mischievous policy was fairly open to argu-

ment. So was Communism. Communists might
rationally discuss whether it would not be expedient
that Mr. Mill should devote his great talents to the
service of the Commonwealth, and accept equal remu-
neration with the citizen who carried bricks for the
builder ; but in neither discussion could the idea of
monopoly enter. It might be determined that the

nation would reap great benefit from great abilities

being allowed to exert themselves for the benefit of
their possessors, and that private property in land
would be more advantageous than public property in

land. If such were the decision, the private owner,
who, either through his predecessor's or his own efforts,

had developed the wealth-producing power of the
machine, was no more to be branded with monopoly
than the great author who had so cultivated the gifts

with which Nature had endowed his mind as to realise

large pecimiary results from the sale of his writings.

Jome €mtspnkm.
Original Quality of Tiptree Farm.— For years

past we have been told what poor land Tiptree Hall
Farm was when Mr. Mechi bought it, and we have
been made to believe (through it having on a part of it

grown Furze) that it was naturally very poor stuff; but
our good friend Mr. Mechi has now made a clean
breast of it and told us all about it. Hear him. He
gave £31$^ for 128 acres, " a fraction under £24 per
acre," for which "the tenant then in possession paid
;£"i50 per annum rent," as near as possible 23^. 6(/.

per acre ; but then, according to Mr. Mechi's own
showing, we have got 5^. an acre tithes to add to this,

which brings it up to sSj. 6^/. an acre. Why, then,
the quality of the land was not that poor stuff that we
have been led to believe it to have been, for the
evidence is conclusive that it was much over an aver-
age in quality of England's land. Mr. Mechi tells us
that " it was considered a reasonable price," and the
proof is that it was ; for the 2p. 6ii. an acre rent showed
a payment of nearly 5 per cent, interest on his £24
purchase-money. Besides, he bought nothing but the
land, for he tells us how worthless the house and
buildings were, fit for nothing but the fire. "In
fact it was just such a piece of antiquity as one
too frequently sees in this and other counties." What
he means by "too frequently" I cannot say, but we
do know that Tiptree is not the only place in England
where new buildings have been erected within the last

25 years, neither was it the first place where a new
house and buildings have been erected. He also tells

us that "the land was undrained," therefore he did
not have to pay for the draining in his purchase
money. He has paid for it fsince. But then he was
not the first to drain land, for there were plenty of
drainers before him ; why, my grandfather, who has
been dead 60 years this month, drained a part of the

land I occupy, and well too, and he did other things as

well as draining well, for this very day, to carry out an
improvement according to my own fancy, I am moving
a gate-post that he put down when making improve-
ments full 80 years ago, and it will last many
years yet to come in its new position. Thus, you
see, men made improvements when Mr. Mechi was
a little boy, but they did not talk so much about
them as Mr. Mechi does. He cannot clear out a Dock
or Thistle without talking about it, nor sow a
bit of guano without making a fuss. Why, my
grandfather may be said to have been a guano-sowing
man, for he was a great advocate for the use of
artificial manures, soot, &c., and whatever else he
could get. The fact is, Mr. Mechi talks as though
no one ever did anything till he showed them the
road, which is not a fact ; neither is it a fact about
his water, when he says, "I gend down to my neigh-

bours for many miles about 40 to 45 gallons of

pure water each minute, summer and winter, more
in the latter. The late medical man of the district

used jocularly to say that I had spoiled all his best

cases of fever down that line of brook." How Mr.
Mechi could manage, by merely putting a drain into

a bog, to cheat the doctor, I cannot understand ; for,

on an average of years, the quantity of water "down
the line of brook " would be the same after drainage as

it was before ; and when he says, " I send down to my
neighbours for many miles about 40 to 45 gallons of pure
water per minute" he implies that they never received any
before, whereas his statement about the doctor proves
that they did, and we all know that water from a bog
is quite as pure without going through a drain as it is

with. The fact is, Mr. Mechi arrogates too much to

himself by trying to make the world believe that he is

the great doer of everything, whereas he is nothing but
the great talker, while others are the quiet doers. His
evidence is dead against himself about the rent of his

farm standing in his balance-sheet at 40J-. per acre ; for

according to his own showing, if we fix his rent at

starting at 30 years' purchase, on the then rent, the

value of the farm was quite ;i^45oo. Now let us add to

this the cost of Mr. Mechi's farmhouse, with its "plate-
glass windows," the bog and other drainage, then
a new set of buildings, with a lot of machinery—say, in

all, ;^4500, bringing up the total to ;!^9ooo ; this at 3
per cent, would fix his rent at £2-]o. Now we must add
to this its improved condition by the consumption of

corn, &C., say ;!^2000. This at 3 per cent, brings the

rent up to ;^330 a year, or nearly 52J. an acre, leaving

the tithes where Mr. Mechi " fortunately " fixed them,
at 5-^- a" acre. The summing up of the whole matter
is that Tiptree Hall Farm is not an example farm, for

it will not do for either landlord or tenant to follow the

example there set. The most "sensible " part of Mr.
Mechi's doings was the buying of his farm at ;!^I350

less than its real value. William Smithy Woohton^
Bletchley Station, Bucks, June 8.

Agricultural Taxation. — In your last week's
Agricultural Gazette^ I observe a letter from the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, written by his secretary,

C. Rivers Wilson, in answer to a resolution forwarded
from the Central and Associated Chambers of Agri-
culture, complaining that no portion of surplus taxes

or income had been applied by him to reduce the

burdens pressing upon agriculture. He says, "I am
to remark that the reduction of 2£/, in the Income-tax
has relieved tenants and occupiers of land to the

amount of ;^i 50,000 per annum. . . . The tax is

an indirect one, and ultimately falls on the

receiver . . . other burdens . . . such as the Malt-
tax . . . which, though paid by the tenants in

the first instance, are made up to him by a corre-

sponding diminution in his rent." Now, in the present

age of the world, and knowing something of the ad-

vancement of our agriculture, I did not expect such a

preposterous "remark," or rather remarks from Mr.
Lowe. Why, it is not a question of rent at all in the

present day. Farming and grazing has altogether

become a commercial business. No modem furmer is

content with the natural products of the farm. Farms
are now by no means self-supporting. Every farm
crop and every head of farm stock is supplemented
greatly by extraneous, and the most satisfactory aids

which chemical and other discoveries have opened out

to us. Farm crops generally, but root crops par-

ticularly, have thus been nearly doubled in quanity,

weight, and value ; and farm stock have been asto-

nishly improved in proportions and quality, and by arti-

ficial food and careful attention a far greater number are

prepared lor market than formerly, and of better

quality and greater value ; and this is effected through
and by the intelligence, industry, capital, and enter-

prise of the "tenants and occupiers of land." It is

owing to their judicious and boundless expenditure in

the management of every department of their

business,—it is "the tenants and occupiers of the land"
that have so vastly enhanced the agricultural products
of the kingdom. The landlords have not done it. In

the main they are acting nobly and patriotically, giving

every facility to promote improvements by enterprising

tenants j but they have done no more. I fearlessly

assert that "the tenants and occupiers" named by
Mr. Lowe have nearly achieved the whole improve-
ments requisite in forcing the land to yield its utmost.

I cannot conceive that rent has any close or main con-

nection with such management ; it is the tenant's outlay,

talent, and skill that make the land produce its utmost
;

failing this, the landlords would soon have to put up
with scanty rent-rolls. I may as well be told that it is

merely a question of rent to the tenant of a shop or

warehouse, who has, by his skill, talent, and industry,

brought to it a large and lucrative business. Is it to be
supposed that his landlord is to take a large proportion

of the income of his business for rent? The tenant has
made the business, and is entitled to his success ; and
so the farmer, the more he expends judiciously the more
he gets ; but the landlord has no equitable claim upon
such expenditure—the profit of it belongs to the

tenant. If the landlord binds his tenant to certain

narrow limits prohibitory of such efforts to enhance
production, it may be a question of rent ; but if

the tenant is almost unfettered, the landlord is

entitled to enhanced rent for the privilege : but un-

questionably he has neither part nor lot in the profit

derived solely through the enterprise, skill, and energy
of the tenant. I look upon a tenant's case in the

present advanced age of agriculture as I would upon
that of any other department of business or profession.

It is not in the house, the warehouse, the manufactory,
the bank, the of^ce, the surgery, or the desk, that the

business exists ; it is the skilful, talented, and business-

like manner in which it is conducted that leads to profit.

It is precisely so in the farmer's case. If he neglects or
repudiates the many and various adjuncts and improve-
ments that now lead to profit, he will soon come to

grief; but if he is liberal in his outlay, judicious in the

order of his management and in the selection of his

crops and his stock, and their modern management,
he will make handsome returns for his invested capital,

and with these returns the landlord has no right to

interfere or partake of. Most certainly not as Mr. Lowe
would have iL Why if he were to take off the Malt-
tax the price of Barley would immediately advance,
particularly Barleys of low quality. Is the landlord to

pocket such average advance, /. ^., according to Govern-
ment returns? If not, how can he prevent the tenant
from deriving this enhanced value of his Barley. I
fearlessly assert that "the tenant-farmers and occu-
piers " of our great country are the main providers of
sustenance for our people. They compete with all

the world, and can beat the world in our own markets.
Landlords don't do it, and if they were to demand
excessive rents for their land it would fail to be culti-

vated upon the best modern principles, and reaction

would soon follow. O. F.

The Crops in Suffolk, —The cold weatherin May
has weakened or chilled the Wheat somewhat, and a good
deal of it has a yellowish tinge. It was growing out of
it fast, however, but the rain in the beginning of June
may possibly bring the jaundiced hue back again, and
if they do, it will hardly be possible for the Wheat
to become an average yield. Still, upon the whole, for

a wet season, the Wheat is looking fair, some pieces even
fine, others rather yellow, scarcely as one would like to

see with flour at present prices. The Barleys come up well,

and, where not touched by the frost, are looking well.

Very few Oats are grown. Peas are an extraordinary

crop ; I have not seen them so proud and strong for

years. Mangels are coming up well, though the
slugs are very troublesome in some places both on
these and Swedes. It promises to be a rare seed-time
for Turnips. The grass and layers are extraordinary

crops. If June proves favourable for haymaking, there

will not have been such a heavy hay harvest for years.

There are very few field Potatos grown. Those in gar-

dens have been cut down sharp several times by the frost

:

this mostly makes the tubers smaller. If time could
be found for it, it would pay well to thin the tops of

Potatos that had been thus frosted to three or four

stems. The Potatos would be finer, with fewer small
ones. Hardy fruit will be scarce, and tender fruit on
walls, such as Peaches, Apricots, &c., a total failure

generally. Many have also lost all their Gooseberries
and Plums— a great loss, though there are exceptional

crops here and there of both. Apples will be thin.

The bullfinches were more destructive to the blossoms
this year than ever, clearing the trees in a few days.

The late frosts cleared the Pears in sheeted showers of
blossom and embryo fruit, leaving, however, a sprink-

ling on some trees. D. T. F.

Settled Estates.—The weak place in the argu-

ment of Mr. Fowler and those who wish to upset the
present law of settlement of land is in their facts, or

more accurately their want of facts. The utmost they
can carry their case to is, that in the opinion of Mr.
So-and-So, of more or less authority as a Poor-law
inspector or otherwise, the settlement of land pre-

vents a due outlay of capital upon it for landlord's

improvements, notably the building of cottages. This
is not proof, but opinion. Cases such as those cited

by Mr. Fowler, of settled estates that are unimproved,
plainly prove nothing at all ; they have no more
weight than cases {which could by cited by the score)

of estates in strict settlement excellently managed, on
which every proper landlord's outlay has been made.
To make such evidence worth anything, the cases

need to be carried much further. There are too many
other causes in operation besides the fact of the land
being in settlement or not, that might have produced
the result—many would say, that did produce the

result. For instance, in this matter of building

cottages, that so much stress is laid on, with the former
system of Poor-law settlement still felt in operation,

and the fact that cottages will not pay the interest on
their cost, both telling as strongly on the owners of
estates in fee as on settled estates, and both very
influential, it is disingenuous to lay the blame on some
other cause, and say nothing about these. Hiough the

majority of estates may be in strict settlement,

there are also a large number of estates held

in fee. It is a question of easy inquiry, and quite

capable of proof, whether the estates in settlement

or those held in fee in the kingdom, or in given

portions of the kingdom, are in the best condition as to

landlord's improvements, cottages, &c. But iherc is a

third class of estates, inquiry into which would be still

more instructive, and which I believe are very
numerous, those, namely, the bulk of which are in

settlement, but of which appreciable portions (one-

fourth, or one-fifth, perhaps), from one cause or other.
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as purchase, &c. , are held in fee by the tenant for life

of the rest. My own property being thus circum-

stanced, I am the better able to speak of this class.

Such estates are very favourable examples :— i. The
owner can sell part of the land held in fee to improve
the rest. 2. Such parts can be used in providing for

younger children. 3. He can improve the parts held

in fee to the utmost, and charge the cost, or leave the

whole value to younger children. 4. He can borrow
money on the best terms for such objects. 5- ^^^ ^'^^

time he has the income of the settled part of the estate

to live on, meet jointures or charges, &c. So that if

Mr. Fowler's views were true, the land thus held in fee

ought to be a veiy model of improvement. Yet I will

venture to say it is very seldom that such land will be
found to be either better or worse managed than the

parts of the estate in settlement. To make out proof
on the subject, fair and full inquiry, such as I have here
suggested, ought to be made. But whilst it is asserted

that those who have got no land yet, have a passion for

getting it, it is assumed that those who have got it as
owners in fee will be ready to sell it for slight cause.

There was never a greater mistake. I believe the case

of an owner in fee being willing to sell part of his estate

in order to improve the rest is excessively rare. T!ie
fund from which landlords' improvements ought to be
made is the rent. A moderate percentage of the
rental applied to this purpose is 'he proper course. It

is the want of will, not the want of power to do this,

that is the true mischief. Men do not know of, do not
feel, its necessity and importance. Often, improve-
ments, perhaps from want of management, will not
make a fair return. It is a delusion that most tenants
are willing to pay a fair interest on landlords' improve-
ments. They are willing enough to ask for them, but
many expect not to be charged for them, and on
"many estates they are done without charge, except
perhaps for draining, which pays the tenant double.
Sense, knowledge of business and of land, a skilful

and trusty agent, the traditions and habits of families,

duty, even taste, have a great deal to do with a land-
lord's making improvements, or not doing so. No
doubt there are landlords so wealthy that large im-
provements are no burden, and others so poor that they
are a heavy burden ; but so it would be if there were
no settlements, and all the minor motives I have
alluded to would be equally operative. Ther« is no sort

of doubt but that a very large number of settled estates
are well managed with due outlay, by the tenants for

life. The true question is, whether there is any such
difference in the condition of estates held ii^lee com-
pared with settled estates as will show a real supe-
riority of one over the other? Upon this, actual
inquiry is the only evidence of value. For one, I am
not afraid of the result, f,ii:e Mr. Fowler and his
friends. IV. Beiice Jones.

gentle tap on the back of the head will kill them. It is

estimated that one rat does 20s, worth of damage
annually. My next neighbour, a farmer, whose ]ire-

mises swarmed with rats, when asked why he did not

take some means to destroy them, replied, '* that it was
lost labour, as he could not make them into a pie.

"

Foreign Correspondence.

Rats—Having read your notes on this subject,
allow me to state that I have tried phosphorus and
other poisons, in the way mentioned by your corres-
pondent of June 8, at different times, but with no great
success. The house that I have just left was very old,
and had been a long time unoccupied before I took
possession, and was, of course, very much infested with
rats and mice. The mice were soon got rid of by
means of the "figure of four" trap, which is most
effectual in catching house and field mice. The rats
carried off young ducks, chickens, and one day I saw a
large rat seize a full-grown black Spanish hen by the
leg and try to worry it. They consumed and destroyed
large quantities of fruit and vegetables in the garden.
I consider poisoning a dangerous and ineffectual way of
getting rid of rats. I tried several kinds of traps, to
catch alive and dead, with little success ; also ferrets
and dogs, and waiting at night and shooting them.
The plan that I found to answer best was to have a sup-
ply of very small steel traps (tomtit), which will catch a
sparrow, a mouse, or the largest rat. I set them in
the runs (never set a steel trap near the hole if it can
be avoided), then get some very fine fresh soil a little

distance from where you intend setting the trap ; do
not handle the soil ; use a trowel or other instrument

;

then let a few drops of the following smelling mixture
fall into the soil, and mix well together :—Oil of
carraway, oil of rhodium, and oil of aniseed. Set your
traps in the runs, cut with a knife the size and shape
of the steel trap, and let the trap into the ground and
peg well down ; place the trap lengthways, never across
the ran (do not handle the traps more than can be
helped); then cover the trap, peg, and chain completely
over with fine soil, level with the ground, smoothing
gently with a twig ; then sprinkle some of the
above-named smelling soil over the trap, smoothing
gently with the twig. If neatly done no human being
could find out where the trap is set. If this plan is

persevered in, large numbers of rats will be caught.
Rats are very thirsty animals, and must have water,
and will always make for a pond or ditch to drink

; it

is a good plan to set the traps in the runs where they
go for water. This recipe is for catching rats out-of-
doors, as it is difficult to set a steel trap on a bam floor,
stable, or other outbuilding, because, in some instances,
it is impossible to hide the trap, even a very little,

without creatmg their suspicion ; as they must go out to
drink they may more easily be caught out-of-doors. I
always found that a rat would never go into any kind
of trap that it could not see its way out of, they are so
shy, cunning, and suspicious ; when caught the most

Dussiii.DORF : Swiss and Bavarian Bnwis ami
Markds.— Having been asked by a gentleman who'
has taken a fancy for our Continental lireeds, to give
him some facts about the Swiss and bavarian varie-

ties, these being perhaps of general interest, I forward
a copy for publication in your excellent periodical.

I note three races of renown—the AUgaen, Monta-
fune, and Schwyz herds—which, all the three of them,
unite with beauty and fancy qualities the most excellent

properties as milking and feeding beasts. I shall give
the characteristics of these in a few words.
The Allgaen beasts are at home in Swabia, which

comprises the alpine part of Bavaria, Wurtembcrg,
and Tyrol, in the soulii and south-west of these ex-
countries respectively, Albigaen meaning the land of
the white (snow-covered) mountains, and Allgaen, or

Algaen, being a corruption of this ancient name. A
singularly constant breed, agile and graceful, has here
developed, the cow weighing no more than 8 to 9.^

cwt. "These beasts are of beautiful proportions, closely

built, with small head, horns, and hoofs, short back
and bones. The horns are shorter than even those of
the Shorthorns /rf^ cxceUence, in general neatly curved,
jet black, with a white basis ; the neck is short and
powerful, the back is broad, and the tail is long and
graceful. Their most apparent peculiarity is their

colour, being most uniformly chamois yellow, yel-

lowish-brown, or grey, according to the different

valleys. All of them have alight streak approaching to

whiteness down the back, and also a light shade around
the muzzle and the inside of the legs. They keep the
middle between milkers and feeders, inasmuch as they
are very frugal, have a tender and substantial flesh,

which they don't easily lose, and render a reasonable
quantity of milk approaching to cream, so that
S to 10 quarts are sufficient to make a pound of butter,

which I myself noted to be the case on a farm near
Munikeberg, where we had Allgaen beasts.

A great number of comparative trials have been
made with these beasts, together with Dutch, Olden-
burgh, and English cows in Saxony, and the Allgaen
have won the prize.

The best markets for Allgaen cattle are those of
Southofen, Imenerstadt, and Oberstaufen, where
115 to 120 dollars (j£'i7to ^iS) are paid fora pregnant
cow, 105 to 115 dollars for a heifer, and about 100 for
a young bull of I to I J years. These places are about
six miles east of the Lake of Constance.
The Montafune herds are at home in the south of

the said lake, east of the Upper Rhine. These beasts
are stronger and bulkier than the Allgaen. The cows
weigh S,i to II cwt., and more. They have all the
good qualities of the Allgaen in a higher degree, and
most of their peculiarities. They are, however, darker,
being of a dark coffee brown, with light streaks as the
Allgaen, and light inside of the ears also. The head
is shorter and broader, the neck is thick and haunched,
the tail likewise is strongly attached, but long and
slender on the whole ; horns are neat, and the indi-

cations of good milkers are united in a high degree of
perfection. Like the Allgaen the Montafune breed
soon gets used to new pastures and places, and is

exceedingly good-natured. The oxen are good in the
plough, and eventually quick feeders. The best
markets are in Schwyz, Bludenz, and Egg, east of
Vaduz, and prices are paid sinrilar to the above,
though a little higher, viz., 120 to 125 dollars for a
cow with calf, no to 120 for a heifer, and 100 to 130
for a bull.

The Schwyz herds are at home around Zurich,
where also is the central market. They are stronger
still than the Montafune, and the cow attain a weight
of 14 cwt. The enormous milking power of these
Schwyz beasts, together with their feeding qualities,

-j'"'^'^
.

are well known. The oxen are the best and most -^Wrexham
enduring beasts in the world. The colour is the same
as the Montafune, also the characteristics, but the
skin is thinner. Prices are about 10 dols. dearer than
with the former—6| dols. being £1.

Besides these the Frankish herds are renowned,
with a yellow Pea colour, higher in the legs, but not
so broad, and hardly desirable for breeding purposes,
as really inviting beasts are scarce. Nevertheless they
will do for a trial with Shorthorns, especially those
near Bayreulh and Hof, called the Bavrcutlier Sclied-
km, which are broader, heavier, and also very fine at
the pail

;
paying, perhaps, better than the Allgaen, if

richly fed, whilst the Allgaen are most to be recom-
mended where food is not in excess. They command
the same price as the Allgaen at Bayreuth and
Schweinfurth, on the river Main, being even cheaper
in the latter place. The special markets in Schwein-
furth take place on August 14 and October 23 ; there
is also one on April 17.

Most notable are, besides, the cattle markets in

Planen and Schleiz, in Thuringia, Central Germany,
to which places all Bavaria, more or less, sends her
droves, especially of the heavy beasts for ploughing

and fattening purposes ; where, however, also breed-
ing beasts may be found, conveyed thither by train.
The poor Voigtland also sends its clumsy beasts, that
are all bones, and must be got into flesh somewhere else

;

100 to 125 dols. are, nevertheless, paid for oxen of
this breed, because of their bravour before the plough,
and casual good feeding qualities, in Planen. It is

noted that the cheapest beasts are the least profitable,
never paying their fodder. In Schleiz there are two
great markets— the I leinrichs market, on July 15 ; and
the Wiesen market, on September 25 ; when between
2000 and 3000 beasts are wont to appear. In Schwein-
furth the last market took place on April 2, when
9i to II dols. were paid for the cwt. of live stock, or
210 to 290 dols. for a pair of oxen—a low price, because
of the inclement weather up in these mountainous and
notoriously poor districts. Sheep, however, were paid
for very well on April 17, much being bought by
French exporters, a pair of fat wethers commanding
26 dols. I believe that English commissioners might
do well here, quite independent of the breeding pur-
poses these aboriginal breeds might be turned to.

0. Beta.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OP ENGLAND.
The following new members were elected at the last

Council meeting :

—

Allen, Henry George, 66, St. James' Street, S.W.
Allen, J. D., Tisbury, Salisbury, Wilts.
Armitage, William Sugden, Rickmarsh Hall, Redditcli.
Bannister, Thomas, Limehurst, Hayward's Heath,

Sussex.
Barrington, Viscount, M.P., Beckett, Shrivenham, Berks.
Bengough,

J. C, The Ridge. Wotton-under-Edge.
Rest, Robert Storr, Moorfields, Goole, Yorkshire.
Biddulph. R. Myddelton, Chirk Castle, Chirk, Den-

bighshire.

Boardman, Frederick B., Manoravon, Llandilo.
Boyd-Kinnear,

J., Courtil Rozel, Guernsey.
Bridgwater, Rees W., Great Porthamel. Talgarth, Brecon.
Britten, William Edward, Stapleton, Presteign.
Bruce. T. R., Slogarry, New Galloway, Kirkcudbright,
N.B.

Rucknill, John Charles, M.D., Hillmorton Hall, Rugby.
Burke, M. R., 70, Park Street, Grosvenor Square, W.
Butler, Thomas. Dalton-in-Furness, Lancashire.
Campbell, Henry, M.P., Gennings Park, Maidstone.
Chandler, Charles T., Haysgate, Chepstow, Monmouth-

shire.

Chalcraft, James, Stroud, Petersfield.

Chittenden, Andrew. Detling. Maidstone, Kent.
Clarendon, Earl of. The Grove, Watford.
Cole, Henry, Ashbrook, Cirencester, Gloucestershire.
CoUingham, Joseph, Welham. Retford, Notts.
Corbett, John Stuart. Cogan Pill, Cardilif.

Dangan, Viscount, Draycot House, Chippenham.
Davenport, W. Bromley, M.P., Capesthorne, Congleton.
Davis, Jenkin. Englefield. Reading. Berks.
David, John. Ely, Cardiff, Glamorganshire.
Davis, W., Mardee, Llandrinio, Oswestry.
Dent, R. J., Streatham House. Darhngton.
Derry, Charles Main, Gedney, near Wisbeach.
Digby, Reginald, GeashiU Castle, Tullamore, King's

County, Ireland.

Duncan, George, Coldrey, Alton, Hants.
Dyke, William Hart, M.P.. Lullingstone Castle. Dartford.
EUison. Richard G., Boultham Hall, Lincoln.
Finch, G. H., M.P., Burley-on-the-Hill, Oakham.
Fisher, H. L., Helborough. Alcester.

Fitzwilliam, Hon. G. W. Milton, Peterborough.
Fletcher, Lionel John William, Kenward, Yalding.
Hilder, W., Coldharbour Farm, Tenterden, Kent.
Hill, George Job, White Heath, Malmesbury.
Hopkins, Dr. John, Llantrisant, Glamorganshire.
Hopton, John, Kemerton Court, near Tewkesbury.
Howell, John Richard, Noyadd-Trefawr, Llandyssil.
Hudson, C. Donaldson, Cheswardine, Market Drayton.
Huntley, Marquis of, Orton Hall, Peterborough.
Garnett, Robert, Wyreside, Lancaster.
Garrard, T. R., The Hall, Framhngham.
Godwin, Mary, Troy Farm, Deddington, Oxfordshire.
Goldsmid, Julian, M.P., Somerhill, Tunbridge, Kent.
Gould, John, Bampfylde Lodge, Poltimore, Exeter.
Greenwood, William, Dunham Massey, Altrincham.
Grosvenor, Lord Richard, M.P., 76, Brook Street, W.
Jarvis, G. K., Doddington Hall, Lincoln.

Colonel Alfred Stowell, Hafod-y-wern,

Jones, Thomas, Summerfield Park, Llandiloes.
Jones, W., Llwynygroes, Llanwnen, Carmarthen.
Jones, W. Pantrewgach, Castletown, Cardiff.

Jones, W., Blackball, Newtown.
Lake, Robert, Oakley, Rochester, Kent.
Lawton, W. F., Wyck Hill, Stow-on-the-WoId.
Lucas, John Clay, Lewes, Sussex.
Mainwaring, Salusbury K., Oteley, Shrewsbury.
Millington, Mary E., Ashgrove, Ardley, Bicester.

Morgan, G., Cleves Cross, Ferry Hill, Durham.
Newport, Viscount, M.P., Weston Shifnal.

Newton, F. H., Farrant Abbey, Rlandford.
Nicholson. Thomas, 100. Lowther Street, York.
Norton, Henry, Greenhill, Carmarthen.
Parry, William. Corbet Arms Hotel, Towyn.
Pease, Edward, Greencroft West, Darlington.
Phillips, Charles, 93, Commercial Street, Newport, Mon-
mouthshire.

Picton, Robert, Box, Chippenham, Wilts.
Piper, Edward, Hensill, Hawkhurst, Kent.
Powell, W. R. H., Marsywyome, Whitland.
Preece, Thomas, West House, Wick. Bridgend.
Price, Alfred B., The West, near Bridgend.
Reece, Edward Bernard, Cardiff. Glamorganshire.
Rebow, H, J. Gurdon, Wyvenhoe Park, Colchester.
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Rendlesham, Lord, Rendlesham Hall, Woodbridge.
Riley, John, Brearley House, Luddenden Foot, Yorkshire.

Rockett, John Humble, Goole, Yorkshire.

Roll, John. Ozleworth Park, Wotton-under-Edgc.
Rothschild, Baron Meyer, M.P., Mentmore, Leighton

Buzzard.
Riggall, Robert W., Sroeathalls, Ferrybridge, Yorkshire.

Rutherford, James, 40, Eccles Street, Dublin.

Ruxton, G. F. Symonds, The Crook Farm. Brenchley.

Staplehurst, Kent.
Sharpe, Octavius, Brampton Abbots, Ross.

Stephenson, Clement, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
Stoughton, Thomas Anthony, Owlpen, Uley, Gloucester-

shire.

Stratton, Joseph, Alton Priors, Marlborough.
Sykes, Christopher, M.P., Brantingham Thorpe, Brough.

Thomas, John, Eastfield House, Cowbridge.
Turner, James Thomas, Bidwell, Thorverton, Cullompton.
Turner, Thomas Austen, The Farm, Staunton-on-Arrow.
Vaughan, Captain Herbert, Brynog, Talsarn.

Viveash, Oriel, Berwick Bassett, Swindon.
Ward, Samuel, St. David's, Exeter.

Warde, Ambrose. West Farleigh, Maidstone,

Warren, William de Grouchy, 29, Picton Terrace, Car-

marthen.
Waters, Roberts, Sarnan, St. Clears.

Wemyss, Maynard, Pearcelands, Westhoatley, East

Grinstead.

Williams, David Propert, Penbury, St. David's.

Williams, Rees, Pencelly Castle, Brecon.

Williams, W. Watts, Hendre, St. David's.

Wright, Robert, Nocton Heath, Nocton.
Wyndham, Hon. Percy, M.P,, 44, Belgrave Square,
S.W.

Yeld, George, Twyford, Pembridge, Hereford.

TURRIFF.

Infertility of Old Arable Land.—Mr. Hutcheon,
Upperton of Gask, lately read a paper on this subject

before the Turriff Agricultural Association, and we
make the following extracts from it :

—

At the time when the majority of us began to take
an active part in the great battle of human life, the one
feeling which dominated and absorbed the mind of the

agricultural community was how best to conquer and
subdue the barren wilderness which, from time imme-
morial, had divided with the arable land in unequal
proportions the acreage of the North. To increase the
size of a farm, either by the absorption of an incon-
veniently situated neighbour, or by the reclamation
and cultivation of waste lands, has, so to speak, been
the ruling passion of our times; with what success the
development of that sentiment has been followed, let

the rent rolls, the exports of com and cattle, and the

thriving homesteads that have sprung into ex-

istence during the period referred to bear witness.

Two important elements contributed to produce the

stupendous improvements of this era in agriculture.

One was the introduction of pipe and tile draining
;

the other, the discovery and application of Peruvian
guano and chemical appliances. The one skilfully

applied dried the unhealthy morass, the sedgy meadow,
the dangerous mosspits which abounded on all hands ;

the other applied to a friable and prepared soil, in con-
junction with lime, has everywhere raised from the

minimum of land the maximum of crops. But that era,

productive of great results and unexampled in the

annals of Scotland, is now well nigh closed. As Alex-
ander the Great wept when he had no more races to

conquer, so the husbandman has reached the point

where his genius for reclamation must pause for want
of fresh fields whereon he may display his prowess,
and if my observations have not been illusory, and my
calculations the result of error, that era will not close a
day too soon, for side by side with the greatly extended
era of cultivation there has crept in a gradual and
slow but sure decay in the fertility of the old cultivated

land which 50 years ago formed the whole source of
our agricultural productions.

Deterioration of Crop-hearing Qualities.—It would
seem as if, in our efforts to increase the arable acreage
of the country, and to subdue and overcome the diffi-

culty, we had neglected or stinted that of which we
were in secure possession. Forty years ago the pro-
ducts of the *' intoon," whether in grass, Oats, or
Barley, more than doubled the products of the out-

field. Now, the balance of crops is in favour of the

outfield, and this would be a cause of rejoicing if this

reversal of old times were merely the result of superior

methods of farming, by which the fertility of the out-

fields had been so increased as to be the sole cause of
this result ; but the fact is undeniable that, while the
outfield has been brought up in its fertility, the infield

or old crop-bearing land has not been kept up to its

former degree of fertility. Is it necessary to call evi-

dence in proof of this statement? Thirty years ago
the glebe and feued lands of Turriff yielded their 8 qr.

per Scotch acre, now they will not yield an average of
6 qr. over the same measure. Five-and-thirty years
ago I cut with my own hands, on the infield of Up-
perton, a rich swathe of fresh green Clover ; on the
san\e land it now only exists in a stunted and pre-
carious condition. I have seen the same land produce
a sample of Potato Oats as much superior in plumpness
and size to the Potato Oats exhibited in our showyards
now, as the Bean is superior in size to the Pea. And
this state of things is not a solitary instance, to be
accounted for by a cause peculiar to a particular farm,
but extends over the whole area of old crop-bearing

land, as far as my observation has been able to extend.

Time was when the Garioch was designated the granary
of Aberdeenshire. Now, the old moors of Fyvie and
Monquhitter surpass it in productiveness. If we look at

the weight of Turnips yearly registered by the Garioch
Farmers' Club, we will find that many districts of

country now exceed them where many years ago the

poorest of game gleaned but a scanty subsistence.

Ji^/iat Has Caused the Infertility ?—To this inquiry

there will be, I apprehend, but little difficulty in giving

an answer. All crops take from the soil the con-

stituents of their existence, and if no portion of what
they extract were returned to the land, complete
barrenness would very soon manifest itself. This,

however, is to a great extent obviated by changes in

the description of crop, and by the return to the soil,

in the form of manure, of a proportion of the con-

stituents extracted by the crops. A part, however,
of those constituents are never returned ; but in

the form of beef, mutton, pork, eggs, and grain, are

exported, and by those who purchase them recklessly

wasted, rendered irrevocably lost to the agriculture of

the country. In 1S59, Mr. John Millar read before a

meeting of the Philosophic Society in Aberdeen a

statement, by which it appeared that a manurial value,

in the form of sewage, to the extent of ^42,000 was
annually poured into the Dee, and from thence carried

into the ocean. Now, if such a fact is correctly stated

as regards the city of Aberdeen, what an enormous
source of agricultural wealth is every year lost in the

aggregate sewage of all the cities of the empire? And,
looked at in the light of such facts, how little need we
wonder that the oft-cropped lands begin to show signs

of weariness, and to miss the healthy and life-giving

constituents that it has parted with, and which can no
longer be returned to it. Moreover, the system of

cropping in recent years has, in no small degree, con-

tributed to aggravate that weariness. The five-course

shift rotation, while it has done much to clear the

land of weeds, has certainly weakened its productive

powers, and pre-disposed to plant-life diseases. The
change from four exhaustive crops out of seven, to

three out of five, has told fatally on all light lands

more or less previously disposed to poverty and
barrenness.

Ho'.u to Remedy the Exhaustion of the Soil.—We
cannot wait until the large towns of the empire organise

a system of sewerage that shall return to our corn fields

the valuable constituents they have parted with, but
must endeavour to find other sources and means of
redress, and assist those means by such a change in the

rotation as shall best enable us to accomplish the desired

results. In this respect it seems to me that agricultural

chemistry must play a greatly more important part than
it has hitherto done. It is of very great importance
that every cultivator of the soil should have an easy

and simple means of obtaining a correct and disin-

terested analysis of the artificial manures he applies to

the soil ; but it seems to me that it is greatly more
important that he should have such analysis of the land

to which he appfies them as will enable him to apply
such manures as the state and condition of his land

requires. Let me illustrate this by an example. On
newly cultivated land, which, prior to its cultivation

never yielded its occupier zs. 6d. an acre, I have had

7 qr. of Oats per imperial acre when in crop, and the

richest of hay and pasture grass while in grass ; while

on old land, manured at the same cost, and with the

same proportions of farmyard manure, bones, lime,

and other chemicals, I have rarely exceeded 5 qr. in

Oats, and have entirely failed In obtaining a hundredth
part of the Clover yielded by the former. My inference

is that a constituent exists in the former that is absent

in the latter. What is that constituent? And without

an exhaustive analysis of both soils, how am I to obtain

the knowledge necessary to enable me to make an
intelligent application of the required manure?

Deep Cultivation—Preservation of Manure.—Not
less important, in my opinion, would be a more incisive

method of tillage. It has been said, in reference to

the method of tillage in remote times, that it was but

a mere scratching of the ground. Are we not our-

selves becoming little better than scratchers ? Does a

5 to 7-inch furrow place at our disposal all the avail-

able resources of the land ? Moreover, does not the

very instrument we plough with press upon and
harden that immediate subsoil which we do not

attempt to turn over. In reclaiming waste land, we
trench to a depth of 14 inches of solid land, and turn

up to the surface the purest of clays and gravels,

which, when exposed to the atmosphere, and treated

vigorously and generously, yield us in due time the

best of crops. Might we not fairly expect that a

similar method of treatment, applied to our exhausted
soils, would give a similar or even better return, and if

this process involves a labour and cost too great to be

readily and generally adopted, might we not at least

loosen the underlying stratum by subsoiling, and
thereafter extend our 7-inch furrow to 10 or 12 inches ?

Not the least advantage to be hoped for from the

application of steam-power to field labour, now only

a question of time, is the thorough stirring up of long

dormant soil, or the smashing and breaking up of har-

dened substratum, which, in its present form, is alike

impervious to the absorption of excessive moisture or to

the nourishment of plant life in seasons of prolonged
drought. And while we deplore the excessive waste of
town sewage, let us make sure that the sewage of the
farm is not in like manner wasted. I have long been
of opinion that, where an abundance of litter existed on
a farm, and where the dung-heap was not exposed to
rainfall nor to a flow of surface-water, it would absord
the liquid manure of the cattle sheds, but where this is

not so, and it is very rarely so, provision should be
made for absorbing the surplus liquid, which, mixed
with earth, or weeds, or road scrapings, will in most
cases yield a sufficient top-dressing for a fourth part of
the lea field about to be cropped, and will by so much
reduce the annual expenditure required for artificial

manures. It is of the last importance that an early

change be effected in the rotation of cropping generally
practised in this part of the country. Fewer crops
within a given time and more rest are absolutely neces-
sary for the restoration and reinvigoration of our old
and worn out soils, and will, in the long run, well
repay both proprietor and tenant the temporary loss

caused by so desirable a change.

Discussion.

Mr. Walker, Craig netherby : It does not agree
with my experience that the old infield land is less pro-
ductive than the newer land. I suspect Mr. Hutcheon
only touched upon the real point when he came to the end
of his paper, and said that we did not go deep enough in
cultivating. I deny that the old land, when we make the
best use of it, will not grow as much Oats, as many tons
of Turnips, or as many roots or blades of Clover. I sus-
pect the defect is in Mr. Hutcheon's farming, I happen
to farm a place where there is about as bad, thin old
infield land as there is in the world, and it does not agree
with my experience that old infield is not as productive as
outfield. I suspect the reason for the productiveness of
his outfield land is just because he has gone deep enough
with the plough, and because he will easily get to the
bottom of the other.

Mr. Leith, Millfield : I do not believe that the old
intocn land is falling back, except as it has been neg-
lected. I believe, had we done as much for it, had we
laid on as much extraneous manure on our old land as
we did on our new, the increase would perhaps have been
double what it has been upon the barren land. I believe,

with Mr. Hutcheon, that the great object of the day has
been to bring barren land into cultivation. We have
devoted our attention to that, and perhaps devoted too
much of it. I believe there has been barren land brought
under cultivation that would have paid as well to breed
laverocks on. Had we laid out as much money in im-
proving old intoon land, we would have doubled the
product in proportion to the amount of money laid out.

Another part of Mr. Hutcheon's paper had relation to
better cultivation. I am quite an advocate, so far as my
own judgment goes, for deep cultivation. I am against
deep ploughing. When I say deep cultivation, I mean
that cultivation of the soil which is either in conneciion
with subsoiling, or in connection with cultivating so far

as steam-ploughing is concerned. So interested am I

in steam-ploughing, that I put myself out of my
way to see in Forfarshire Fowler's system at work, and
was delighted to witness it cultivating a depth of 13 or
14 inches, and breaking up the pan : that is to say, an
artificial pan which had been created by 50 or 100 or

200 years' cultivation by the sole of the plough and
treading of the horses' feet. It had become a pan
requiring to be broken up to get the benefit of the
moisture from the subsoil, so that the land would neither

be so easily burned nor so easily drowned. It is well

known that where there is a pan the land is wet all winter,

and speedily dried in summer-
Mr. Scott, Glendronach : I quite agree with Mr.

Leith in his remarks upon deep cultivating and subsoiling

so as to loosen the pan. I do not quite agree that a pan
has been created during the number of years that plough-
ing has been going on, for you will find that where the
plough has never been at all, on turning up the land there

is a hard pan below the soil. But I believe if we paid as

much attention to our old thin inland as we do to our out-

land, we should get a far better return.

ctias 0f laolis.
Town Refuse the Remedy for Local Taxa-

tion. By the Rev. Henry Moule, M.A., Vicar of

Fordington, Dorset. Mr, Ridgway, 169, Picca-

dilly, W.

In place of a formal preface, Mr. Moule's pages are

here preceded by the following extracts from a letter

addressed by him to one of Her Majesty's Ministers :

—

" I. There never can be a national sanitary reform
without the active intervention of the central Government.

" 2. That active intervention can never take place

under the water sewerage system, without a Large increase

of local taxation.

"3. But let the dry earth system be enforced, with the
modifications I am ready to propose, and, with a vast

improvement in health and in comfort, local taxation may
be entirely relieved.

"4. And if the Government will take the work as they
have taken the Post Office and the Telegraph system into

their own hands, an income may be raised from royalties

and concessions equal to that of the Post Office."

This pamphlet is intended as a reply to Dr.
Voelcker s paper in the Royal Agricultural Society's

Journal, No. XXV., "On the Value of Earth Closet

Manure." The results of the chemical analysis of the

earth manure from Mr. Moule's closets do not lead to

a very high valuation of its fertilising power ; but " so

much the worse for chemical analysis," for this fertilising

^
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power is a fact proved by "numerous, varied, and
careful experiments, both on a small and on a large

scale, not only in England but in other parts of the

world (India, for instance), which have been tried with
this manure."
That is the argument, and it is unanswerable, except

by a disproval of the alleged facts on which it rests.

The following is Mr. Moule's list of facts :

—

" Before the publication of my first pamphlet on the
properties of dry earth [Xiitio/itil H^jith atidX VcjUh ) I had
myself carried out hundreds of experiments on a small
scale. One may be mentioned, which indeed was un-
wittingly made for me by an obstinate and prejudiced
gardener. And this, by the way, has to my knowledge
been repeated in several places. My servant was directed
to apply to Peas and Celery-seed some earth which had
been used five times. He chose to think it no better
than ordinary soil and determined, as he said afterwards,
to give enough of it ; he destroyed every seed. On a
dilution of this same manure with a large portion of
unused earth he obtained a good crop.

" In a garden near London, the soil of which is com-
posed mainly of the shingle of an old sea beach, and
in which (about one quarter of an acre) the owner,
although expending annually j^3 on stable manure had
never during 12 years either grown a Pea or cut a Cab-
bage

; the gardener, one of those who at his first sowing
destroyed the Peas by using too much manure, himself
told me that from the second sowing the Peas, standing
7 feet high, were covered with pods ; and for the last

four years Cabbages, with no other manure than this,

have been grown on that soil weighing from 4 to 8 lb.

"Dr. Mouat, late Inspector General of Gaols in
Bengal, who, through a paper read by me in 1863 before
the Society of .\ns, was the first to introduce the dry
earth system into India, has informed me that many cases
exist there of dry barren soil having been converted by the
use of this manure into fruitful gardens.

" In tlie >'ear after the publication of the above-named
pamphlet, a farmer applied i cwt. of earth, which had
been used five times, to one quarter acre of Swede
Turnips. This was in the midst of a field of 4 acres, to
the rest of which superphosphate had been applied at the
same rate. The testimony given by this person, sup-
ported by several who watched the experiment, was that
the Swedes on that quarter of an acre weighed one-third
more than those on the rest of the field. The following
year, sheep ha\ing fed off the Turnips, the Barley grown
on this portion was evidently much finer, and the produce
was stated to he in the proportion of 4 to 3.

" The following year another farmer substituted i cwt.
of earth, which had been used seven times, for a sack of
bones per acre. The crop here was white Turnips, and
the land the poorest he could find on his farm. In the
opinion of this gentleman and of another, an eminent
agriculturist, who also deals largely in manure, the crop
was one of the finest ever seen by them.
"The latter gentleman furnished me for the second

edition of National Health and Wtalth with the follow-
ing calculation :—' Any intehigent farmer, who under-
stands his business, will admit that one-third of the food
he gives to his cattle goes into the soil in the form of
manure. Now, apply this to the population of Dorchester,
with its 7000 or 8000 people. Estimate the average value
of the meat and corn food of that population at 2j. per
head per week, or ^5 per head per annum. Instead of
one-third take only one-fiflh of this as the value of the
manure. Then you have £1 per head, or ;^70oo or
j^Sooo per annum, which you can save ; but which now
is thrown into the river."

" The largest, however, and perhaps the most careful
experiments are those which have been tried on the estate
of the Baron Rothschild at Halton, Herts, conducted by
the Baron's agent, and by two gentlemen each farming
600 acres. One of these experiments reported to me was
of this nature. A portion of the park was divided into
five strips or patches. One of these was very highly
manured with stable dung, the other four with earth which
had passed through the closets once, twice, thrice, and
four times. The difference between them was distinctly
perceptible, and the portion manured with stable-dung
was the least productive.

land for the utilisation of the compost is in close
proximity, the earth closet system recommends itself

as a thoroughly efficient plan of disposing of human
e.xcreta and the utilisation of their fertilising constituents
at the smallest expense, and in some cases even with
economy."

Farm Memoranda.
The East Riding of Yorkshire.—On a recent

visit in Yorkshire I had occasion to pass through a
part of the county situate in both the East and West
Ridings, and adjoining the River Ouse. This district,

taking Selby as a centre, is rather overstocked with
rabbits and game in some places, but, upon the whole,
a desirable district for an enterprising tenant-farmer.
The cattle are of a very good breed, although since

Mr. Smith left Drax Abbey there are no herds of
pedigree Shorthorns. There are some flocks of fairish

sheep, and, as might be expected, some first-rate horses
are bred. Some of the land is warped, and, of course,
first-rate ; other farms are of good rather light and
sandy soil, and some of a very poor and hungry texture.

Potatos are extensively grown. A considerable acreage
is sown with Flax, and a good deal o( Mustard is

grown, besides the usual cereals and grasses.

The Wheat is generally looking tolerably well

—

much better than might have been expected from the

cold wet season. The Barleys are first-rate ; the Oats
good, but not equal to the Barleys ; and the Peas,

Flax, and Mustard also are promising. All the
Potatos are in leaf, and look well, although many of
the earlier fields have been thrown back by the frosts.

The first crop is, I fear, nearly destroyed. The
weather is now very wet and rather cold, and unless
we very soon have a change to hot and dry weather,
all the crops except the grass and Turnips must suffer

to a considerable extent. The Swedes are partly sown,
and some are brairded ; the Peas are in flower. I find

wages run from ijj-. to l6j-. or 17^. a week, and the
labourers of this part of the country are very skilful

and useful farm hands. W.
, June 5.

Miscellaneous.

We fear that it will be necessary, in order to a trust-
worthy verdict on this evidence, that the witnesses
be submitted to personal examination. There is a lack
of definiteness in their testimony, as quoted, which
might thus be made to disappear. How much of this
earth-manure per acre produced the effect, or what
was the exact quantity of the effect produced, is not
stated in any of these examples ; and in the absence of
quantitative agricultural evidence over a sufficient area,
and for a sufficient length of time, we must continue to
prefer the testimony of the chemist. We cordially
recommend, however, Mr. Moule's pamphlet to the
attention of our readers. His system is doubtless well
adapted to the circumstances of single establishments
and small villages ; and we doubt not that under such
circumstances scavenging on his plan will at least pay
its own expenses. It needs a certain quantity of liquid
sewage to be capable of fair and even distribution ; and
while we remain convinced that to wash is the only way
to be clean, and that the liquid method is the only
way of dealing with the personal waste of large com-
munities, we agree with Dr. Voelcker in the sentence
which Mr. Moule has quoted from his recent essay,
and which we reproduce once more :

—

Many persons who have used earth closets have
publicly expressed great satisfaction as regards the
efficiency of this system ; and it must be admitted that it

is of great advantage in a sanitary point of tow in the
cases of sick rooms, detached houses or tillages, or even
small country towns.

When the earth required for absorption can be
readily procured in a dried and sifted state, and the

The Wild Fowl Protection Bill.—[The above
Bill was read a second time in the House of Commons
on Wednesday evening, after an amendment by Mr.
Auberon Herbert had been withdrawn, which proposed
to provide for the protection of all birds during the
breeding season. We quote Mr. Herbert's speech :—

]

He said he was not hostile to the Bill, although he had
no very great enthusiasm for it, inasmuch as it smelt too
much of the larder. He saw no reason why all birds
should not be included under its provisions. As the
House was aware, great harm was done to plants, trees,

and fruits by insects of various descriptions. There was
a species of beetle which destroyed whole acres of forest

;

but while we had an army of destruction, we also had an
array of protection. Birds might be called the police or
soldiery of Nature, although they had, of course, many
allies, such as the bat, the mole, and the hedgehog. The
reason why the swallows came over in such numbers to
this country was to feed on the immense multitude of
insects which they found here, and which at particular
seasons they were unable to find in their own
country. The extent to which birds, he might
add, fed on insect life was hardly credible. Mr. Ware,
whose benevolent views with respect to animals
were well known, took the trouble to get up in the middle
of the night and to count how many times some birds fed
their young. He found that the thrush worked even
beyond Parliamentary hours, because he began at 2.30 in
the morning and worked till 9.30 in the evening, or 19
hours, during which time he fed his young 206 times.
The blackbird worked 17 hours and fed his young 44
times, and the female 55 times, while titmice fed their
young the marvellous number of 417 times in the day, as
Mr. Ware believed, on caterpillars. We had also such
birds as the swallow, the swift, the martin, the wagtail,
the cuckoo, and the white owl, the use of which, he was
sorry to say, was but very little appreciated, but he would
pass from them to other birds, whose characters were of
a rather more doubtful description. He would first men-
tion the sparrow, which did a great amount of good, and
about the mode of conducting whose operations a very
curious story was told. He was seen fluttering about a Rose
bush and flappingit with its wings, just as a gamekeeper
would beat a preserve, and was soon after found to be
engaged in picking up all thecaterpiUars which had dropped
from the bush. There was also an historical anecdote with
respect to the sparrow which was, he believed, perfectly
trustworthy. Frederick the Great was very fond of cherries,
and he discovered that the sparrow had a similar liking.
The consequence was, that in his desire to preserve the
cherries, he put a price on every sparrow's head

; but at the
end of two years he found it expedient not only to take
off the tax, but to import sparrows at some expense
into his dominions. Then there was the chaffinch, who was
a great favourite with Mr. Waterton, who was of opinion
that he did a great amount of good. The only bird, as far
as he knew, which did not feed its young on insects and
destroy a certain number of them in the year was the wood
pigeon

;
but even he was of value. Lady Coutts had written

to the Times a short time ago to say that she could not
keep even a nightingale in her garden, owing to the preva-
lence of netting. SwaUows were netted in the same way,
and placed in cages, in which not one-twentieth part of
them could live. A friend of his happened to be fish-

ing the other day a httle below Monkey Island, on the
Thames, and he saw floating by him the bodies of
several swallows and swifts, which had been shot by some
one. There were institutions called sparrow clubs ; but the

members of those clubs did not, he believed, really know
the effect of that which they did. Their conduct was
compared by Mr. Wood to the act of shooting our own
soldiers at the moment of invasion by an enemy. He
ventured, therefore, to plead on behalf of the constituency
which had no votes, and which could not plead for itself,
that no exception should be made in the case of the birds
to be protected by legislation. To game preservers he
would mention the fact that Mr. Waterton had in his
sanctuary iiq different sorts of birds at different times,
and that yet he had stated that nothing seemed to be
wrong in the orchard or the garden, while Mr. Ellice, who
did not allow a single shot to be fired during the previous
season in his preserves, yet had plenty of game. Would
it not, too, he would ask, give greater interest and variety
to the parks throughout the country if birds of every kind
were allowed to take refuge in them, especially those of
the rarer descriptions? But he based his advocacy of
the case of his clients on another ground, and that
was the ground of compassion. They were creatures
which were entirely in the power of man, and it would,
he thought, be a good thing for the national character if
we would consent to give up a little of that power over
the life and freedom of other parts of creation, especially
seeing that during the time these birds were bringing up
their young they displayed so constantly those qualities
of devotion and courage which we all .so much respected
when exhibited by men or women. The hon. gentleman
concluded by moving, by way of amendment, " That in
the opinion of this House it is desirable to provide for the
protection of all wild birds during the breeding season."
Mr. Mundella seconded the amendment, pointing out
that the introduction of English sparrows into the United
States had been productive of great good in the destruc-
tion of insects, and how desolate the early morning and
the twilight hours had been rendered in France by the
killing of all the small birds. It was really time to have
regard for these small birds, and he hoped that the speech of
the hon. member for Nottingham would not be thrown away.
—Mr. Henley feared that they were entering on a course
of fines and consec|uent imprisonment, of which it was not
easy to see the end. The Bill, as originally proposed,
dealt, among other birds, with plovers. The next step
would, of course, be to fine anybody who ate plovers'
eggs

;
for, with the view of preserving the birds, it would

be absurd to fine persons for shooting plovers and not fine
them for taking and eating the eggs. All these things
grew out of one another, and it would not be a pleasant
thing to see boys fined or imprisoned for bird-nesting. He
confessed that he thought they were entering upon some-
what disagreeable, if not dangerous legislation. There
was an old saying " de minimis non curat /«," and he
apprehended that legislation on such small matters would
produce more trouble than good. The amendment was
then withdrawn, and the Bill was read a second time.

The Food of the Labourer.—At the dinner
lately of the Romsey Labourers' Encouragement
Association the Hon. W. F. Cowper-Temple, M.P.,
the President, spoke on this subject. He said :

—

"There was no better drink than water, although it

might not be quite so popular as beer. Some people
could not get on without beer, but some found that water
was the most congenial and refreshing drink a man could
possibly have. Still, whether they took water by itself, or
mixed with other things, it was quite as necessary that it

should be pure and uncontaminated. Some things

—

such as Bass's pale ale—owed its good qualities to the
water, for this ale was brewed with water which was very
pure and soft. The necessity of looking after their water
in the wells and other places was, therefore, of the
utmost importance. Then, with regard to the things con-
sumed, next to water came milk, which contained all the
elements necessary for the nourishment of the body,
especially those of young children, and to them it was
absolutely necessary. It was a very great advantage to
children in a district where they could haveasupply of milk.
It had often been remarked that the children in the
rural districts did not look so well as those in provincial
towns, and he believed the reason of this was because in
the former they were a long way off from the milk, or
their parents could not aflTord to get it, while in th« towns
they were close to where it was retailed. Several of the
farmers in the neighbourhood of Romsey, and who lived
on his estate, had been kind enough to take the matter
up, and had made arrangements by which milk in small
quantities should be sold to the families of the labourers
who were working on their estates. This was an example
which would be more readily followed if people could see
the great importance of children having a proper supply
of milk. On the proper feeding of the young depended
their condition in after life. He did not care so much
about their wealth, their minerals, or the production of
their textures and fabrics and machinery

; for what was
the wealth of the country when compared with the health,
the strength, and the moral integrity of the young people ?

Therefore everything should be done to improve the
health of the children while they were young; for while
they did this they were not only benefiting them, but they
were contributing to the general welfare of the country.
He thought a great deal might be done with regard to
the health of the people. With reference to the cottagers,
he did not observe that the wives did as much with the
vegetables in the garden as they might. He did not dis-
cover that the labouring man, after his hard days labour,
went home, sat down by his fireside, and had a basin of
warm soup. He could assure them that this often sent a
man to his bed warm and comfortable, instead of his
merely having his bread, and in this respect the people in
England did not quite come up to those in foreign
countries. If they went across the Channel—to France

—

they would see that the vegetables were made into a most
agreeable soup, and which proved a very great comfort to
the whole of the family. If the wives only understood the
cooking a little more it would conduce to better health.
Then there was another thing which he noticed in cottages
in this country, and it was that great pains wer» taken to
keep out as much fresh air as they possibly could. People
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might say it was done to keep out the cold, but that might
be done without excluding the fresh air. There were
many people who really were not aware that fresh air

was necessary in order to enjoy good heallh. They
did not know that fresh air invigorated the system, set the

blood in motion, and promoted health and strength quite

as much as solid food. And then, when talking about
health, their minds naturally reverted to the great quantity

of illness and disease produced by the intemperate use of

fermented liquors. If they went to Winchester gaol they

would find that two-thirds of the people who came there

had been brought by the intempenate use of fermented
liquors. If they went to the workhouse he was afraid they
would find a large number were there from the same
cause. They found it the same in their lunatic asylums,

and, go to whichever quarter they liked, they would find

that the health of both body, mind, and soul had been
more deteriorated by the injudicious and intemperate use

of fermented liquors than anything else. In the remarks
he had made about the wives, he wished it to be under-
stood that he did not in any way find fault with those in

that district. He was only giving them a few ideas which
crossed his mind, and he must say that the wives and
mothers of the working classes round about them were
deserving of great admiration for their industry and the

self-sacrifices they made in order to rear a large family,

to send them to school, and to make their homes comfort-

able for them. But still, at the same time, it was well

that they should know how some other people did things,

and then try and see if they could not learn somethmg
from it. The President then alluded to each class of work-
men separately, pointing out the value of good shepherds,

teamsmen, ploughmen, and such like, and concluded by
saying that in the bishop's present of a Bible they had a
proof of the interest his lordship took in the society, and
they had before them men who showed no ordinary

amount of skill as farm labourers, and men whose moral
qualities and religious bearing were such as to make them
bright examples for younger ones to follow."

Dorsetshire : yinn- 5.—All hands are now busy.

Fine weather seems to have set in ; the barometer is

rising, and the early crops of grass and Clover are

coming down fast. Of the latter there are good crops,

but the former is thin, especially on heavy, cold

soils. Wheat has put on a greatly improved appear-

ance—the effect of the late warm, fine weather. Barley

and Oats are looking extremely well. Mangel sowing
is now nearly over. In many places it has gone in

badly, but the genial, growing weatlier of the past

fortnight is bringing it up nicely, and there is a pros-

pect of a good plant. Preparing land for and sowing
Swedes is becoming general. % ^' C.

Chatteris, Isle of Ely ; June 8.—A return to

cold, wet weather. Wheat requires dry and warm
weather to bring it well into ear : ears just bursting.

Threshing Oats two days; deliver Wheat one day;
scuffle Potatos and Kohl Kabi and Mangels ; horse-

hoe Oats ; hoe Oats ; weed Wheat ; plough, roll and
harrow fallows ; fork TwiLch on Potato and Man[:e'

lands, before the scuffle ; cart manure from yards.

A. S. K.
West Sussex : yune 10.—The past week has not

been very favourable to vegetation. On one night we
had a sharp frost, and ice in some places, and the

nights have all been cold, and from the middle of the

week we have had some very heavy storms. Swede
sowing does not go on very fast, and where the land is

at all foul there will not be much chance now of

getting it very clear, and a good deal of it has got into

a very bad state with grass of various kinds. Hay-
making has begun, but there is none carted, and per-

haps not much yet damaged to any great extent.

There will be a good deal cut, more than farmers wish

for, but there is such abundance of grass and Clover,

and the live stock is so very limited, that there is no help

for it. Wheat is still backward, and very little yet

shows the ear, so that we must have a rather late

harvest or a deficient crop, but there is a fair appear-

ance for straw. Barley grows very fast and rather

weakly, and unless we have dry weather it will soon

fall and get damaged. Peas look well. Our market
is now fully supplied with every kind of live stock.

Mutton is rather more plentiful and cheaper than beef,

a larger supply than we have had for a long time.

Lambs sell well. Pigs of all sizes a bad sale, but

lean cattle and sheep dearer than ever. G. S.

Ross-shire: ^iine 10.—Torrentsof rain are falling,

till burns and rivers are in flood as if in winter. The
soil is so thoroughly saturated that all field work is for

the present suspended. Hay crop unusually heavy,

and already much twisted and laid ; the cutting of it

rendered a very difficult and costly operation. Wheat
promises to have a redundance of straw, and patches

of it also are being laid. Pasture grass growing so fast

that the stock cannot keep it down.

June 3, 4, 5, 6.—Preparing ground for Turnips (common).

„ 7. —Ditto. Very wet.
,, 8.—Driving m.inurc. Still vt;ry wet.

Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire : June lo.—We
have had a large quantity of rain within the last three
or four days, which I am afraid will not benefit the
Wheat crop on heavy soils. In this district it will do
less harm, on account of its light character and natural
drainage. The mowing of upland grass is general,
and the crops very good. The Mangels and Swedes
are coming up well ; but the weather is not favourable
for hoeing the former, and they are unusually full of

weeds. All kinds of spring-sown corn looking well,

but require dry and warm weather. J. //.

Merse of Berwickshire : June 10.—Seven days'

rain, measuring an inch and a half. Little or nothing

done, unless on the lightest and driest soils. Our wet-

bottomed land, more or less efficiently drained, has

never yet got into good fettle, having been thoroughly

soused by continual wet. Nothing more can be done
without dry, airy weather. The small breadth of

Swedes is brairding freely, the flea in attendance, we
hear. Potatos are pointing through ; but in one or

two cases the entire seed has rotted away. Corn would
not look so well if" it were not for the rain, for the land

would soon get as hard as a road. The remnant of

fat cattle is bringing a good price at last. J. T.

West Gloucester: Jtiue li.—A week of much
cold rain, and very ungenial weather, which has

completely stopped the progress of Swede sowing,

and also our idea of haymaking, until we see some
prospect of fair weather. The teams have been
engaged during the week, i.e., when they could stand

out, in ploughing up a field, off which has lately been

fed a crop of Italian Rye-grass and Trifolium, and
which will be got ready as soon as possible for

Turnips. The labourers are employed mowing odd
corners, cleansmg watercourses, &c. Weaned the

lambs last week ; ewes in good condition ; stock of

all kinds still very dear. y. W.

South Northumberland: June w.— Heavy rain

on Sunday night, and thunder showers yesterday :

land again very wet. The Turnip sowing is well

forward, and the first sown ones getting into broad
leaf.

June 5.— Fine day showers. Sowing Turnips.

,, 6.—Dull forenoon, wet afternoon. Preparing land for

Turnips forenoon ; bagging manure afternoon.

,, 7.— Fine day. Ploughing headlands.

,, 8— Dull, showery. Sowing Turnips on headlands and
carting manure

,, 10.—Dull, heavy showers. Cleaning hedges, and other

odd work.

,, II.—Fine day. Same as yesterday.

Prospective : Finish Turnip sowing.

Notices to Correspondents.
Lord Redwood: C. IV. We have made inquirj'.

Sewage : G. H. N. Harrow is drained, and a portion of

its sewage is put on land, but it is badly done. We do
not know any other example near London, except

Croydon and Norwood.

Jarkts.

There was
this mornings

MARK' LANE.
Monday, June 10.

moderate supply of English Wheat to

market, which was disposed of at an

improvement of is. per qr. upon the prices of this day
se'nnight. The attendance was good, and there was a

fair demand for foreign, at an advance of fully is. per qr.,

excepting upon Dant/.ic, which, being mostly out of

condition, is neglected. Barley was a trifle easier, also

Canadian white Peas, there being several arrivals. Beans

were unchanged. Fine Oats are fully as dear, but

inferior are difficult of sale. The top price of town-made
Flour was raised 45-. per sack, and barrels were quite 6d.

dearer.

Price per imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk.. White
— fine selected runs do.

— Talavera
— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind &dist.,26j 10315. Chev.
— Foreign, .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan .... 31.J. to 33J. . . Tick— Pigeon 36^. to 50J. . -Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers
— - Maple, 345. to 36^ Grey

Maize
Flour, best marks delivered., per sack
— 2d ditto ditto

— Foreign per barrel

58—63 Red.,
62—67 1 Red.
57—67

48-71
38—40
23—28
20—23
23-27
24-26
21—24
31—33

4634-

32—39
39—41
34—36

Malting .

Malting .

Feed ...

Feed . .

.

Feed . .

.

Foreign .

Liverpool, Junen.—There was a good attendance,
with an active consumptive demand. Wheat was very
irregular, at an advance of 31/. to 4*/. for spring American
red, 2d. for winter red, and at higher prices for other
kinds. Flour 6d. per barrel and is. per sack dearer.

Beans and Peas unchanged. Oats and Oatmeal slow of

sale, and rather in buyers" favour. Indian Com opened
without change, but closed at an advance of ^d. , or at

27J. 9<f. per 480 lb.

Averages.
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£2000 in Prizes.

upwards of £2000, in Cups, Medals, and
Money, liave been awarded to Messrs.

SUTTO.XS' Customers for Field Crops

and Pulled Roots of

SUTTONS' CHAMPION SWEDE.

SUTTONS' IMPROVED CHAMPION SWEDE, is.

per ib,, cheaper by the bushel.

SUTTONS' HARDY PURPLE-TOP SWEDE, ^d,
per lb., cheaper by the bushel.

SKIRVING'S SWEDE, choice stock, i^d. per lb.,

cheaper by the bushel.

Our IMPROVED CHAMPION Is very superior to the Swede
commonlv sold as Suttons' Champion, and we beg to remind our
patrons inat we have no Agents nor are we in any way connected with
any other Firm.

Suttons' Turnip Seeds for Present Sowing.
Per lb.

WHITE GLOBE, fine stock 9^.

SUTTONS" IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE .. lorf.

GREYSTONE, or MOTTLED GLOBE .. .. \od.

SUTTONS' LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE .. \od.

Much cheaper by the cwt. or bushel.

1^^ All Goods value 20j. and upwards Carriage Free to

any Station in England.

SUTTON «& SONS,
SEEDSMEN BY APPOINTMENT TO THE QUEEN

AND THE PRINCE OF WALES,
ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

T u N
To the Trade.

I P S D
r.REHN Tt)P YKI.I.OW AHERIIEEN,
rURl'l.K-TUl' YKI.I.IHV AUERUEEN.
EARLY FIELD YELLOW,
SELECTED RED NORFOLK, *

,, GREEN NORFOLK.
LINCOLNSHIRE RED ROUND.
STRATTON GREEN GLOBE,
IMPROVED GREEN TANKARD.
WHITE STONE or STUBBLE.

H. AND F. SHARPE particularly recommend the above variclies of
Turnip Seeds, all of wnicli were crown from selected bulbs. The
prices are verj- moderate, and may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

CARTER'S
DEVONSHIRE GREY-STONE

TUENIP
Is the Best for Present Sowing.

Price lOd. per lb., cheaper in quantity.

All other kinds kept in stock.

JAMES CARTER AND CO.,

The Royal Seedsmen,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

JAMES CARTER &C?.SEED FARMERS. 2574238 HIGH HOLBORN:lONDON BiMMvJ'J

camrRs crass slips pkeparid to suirAtlsailTgSRiAC e fbec
|

ROYAL COUNTIES, HANTS AND BERKS, AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW,
WINDSOR, JUNE 26, 1872.

TOP DRESS INGS.
SULPHATE OF AMMONIA.

NITEATE OF SODA.
CAEO GUANO.

KAINIT.
IN SEALED BAGS, WITH THE GUARANTEE RECOMMENDED BY THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL

ASSOCIATION OF ENGLAND. Prices, ifc, forwarded on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO.,
CHEMICAL MANURE MANUFACTURERS, 20, BILLITER STREET, E.C.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPilATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for CORN CROPS.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for ROOTS and GREKN CROPS GENERALLY.

ODAMS'S DISSOLVED HoNES
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME
ODAMS'S NITRO-BIPHOSPHATE(or Prepared! GUANO.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL BARLEY MANURE.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL MANGEL MANURE.
ODAMS'S TOP-DRESSING MANURE.

MANUFACTURED

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE,
OR

BLOOD MANURE COMPANY (LIMITED),
Consisling of

TENANT FARMERS occupying upwards of So.ooo acres of Land.
Chief Office— 109, Fcnchurch Street, London, E.C
Western CouNTits Branch—Queen Sirect, Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
Chairvian—Robert Leeds, Castlcacre, Norfolk

Dtput^'Chairman—John Collins, 255, C.imden Road, N.W.
Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Hens.
Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon, Norlolk.
George Savill, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street. Strand, W.C.
Thomas Webb, Hildersham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.
C. J. Lacy, 60. West Smithfield, E.C.
J. C. Jonas, Cambridge.
Herbert Bird, Shortacres, Peterborough.

Managing Director,—James Odams.
Several Hundred Thousand Tons of the Manures have been supplied

to the Agricultural Public, and the increasing demand that exists for

them is the best proof of the appreciation in which they are held.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the SccreL-uy, or may
be had of the local agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.
Chief Offices, 100, Fcnchurch Street, London, E.C.

Caro Guano.

CHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO,
rich ill Soluble Phosphates and Nitrogenous Organic Matter.

See Chemical Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for

Grain and Root Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to

Peruvian.
Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD and CO . Billiter Street, London. E.C.

Tlid Cheapest and Best Znsectlclae.

POOLEY'S TOBACCO POWDER.
Of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

rpOBACCOTISSUE, for FUMIGATrNG~GREEN^
X HOUSES.—Will destroy Thrip, Red Spider, Green and Black
I'ly, and Mealy Bug, and burns without the assistance of blowing,
and is entirely free from paper or rags. Price 31. td. per lb., carriage
free. A reduction in price for large quantities.
To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS and SONS, Tobacco Manufac-

turers, 112, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, E.C,, of whom Copies of
Testimonials may be obtained ; and of all Seedsmen and Nu rser>'men.

RlTrTINGHAM'S LIQUID COMPOUND;
for the Destruction of Insects and Mildew on Plants,

will instantly exterminate
APHIS of all kinds, I RED SPIDER, I AMERICAN BLIGHT,
THRIP, GREEN FLY, WASPS,
MEALYBUG, | BROWN FLY, | ANTS, &c., &c.,
And will be found invaluable for Vines and all kinds of Fruit Trees.
Broccoli and other Greens may be thoroughly cleansed from insects

by sponging, or using the Liquid Compound by means of the Horticul-
tural Vaporiser.

SELECTED TESTIMONIALS.
From Mr. Geo. Lamb, Colston Basseti Hall, Bingham, I^'otts.

" Your Composition answers thoroughly in the total destruction of
garden insects. Applying it to Roses with the Vaporizer, I find a
very economical way of using it."

From Mr. Thos. Speed, The Gardens, Chais^vorth.
" I have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of your

Liquid Compound. Mixed as advised, it kills green-fly and thrip
readily, and is perfectly innoxious to the plants. It is a great boon to
the horticulturist."

From Wm. Barron & SON, Elvuston Nurseries, Borrowash.
"We beg to bear testimony to the efficacy of your Liquid Com-

pound, which we have used in our Nursery, both out-of-doors and
under glass^ with perfect success. We consider it the best preparation
we have tried. It thoroughly clears the plant without injuring the
foliage."

Frcivt Francis & Arthur Dickson & Sons, Upton Nurseries, Chester.
" We have very carefully tested your Liquid Compound for destroy-

ing insect life. We have tried it upon most of the pests which
prey upon vegetable life, and find it very effective in cleansing all

kinds of plants from scale, mealy bug, aphides, thrip, red spider—in

fact all kinds of insect life seem to succumb to its power most
effectually and rapidly, and that without injuring the tenderest foliage."
Price List.—One gallon bottles, 5s, 6d. ; naif-gallon bottles, 31.

each, bottles included. In casks :— 10 or 12 gallons, 4s. 6d. per gallon

;

20 gallons and upwards, 41. per gallon, casks returnable. Carriage
paid on all orders to the amount of 20J. and upwards.
Manufacturers, PARR and ATHERTON, Long Row, Nottingham

TJiE HORTICULTURAL VAPORIZER, for the
application of Freltingham's Liquid Compound, or other

preparations, for the Destruction of Insects on Plants.

By means of this apparatus, liquids may be diffused over plants in

a state of minute tfivision, or line spray, in sufficient quantity to
thoroughly moisten them, without ruflling or disturbing the most .

delicate flower or foliage.

Besides these advantages, great saving of the liquid is effected. A
tablespoonful applied by the vaporiser is equal to a pint applied by
means of a sponge, or the ordinary methods in use.

As a DISINFECTANT DISTRIBUTOR, for sick rooms, it is

invaluable ; the minuteness of the spray preventing a single particle of
the liquid falling to the ground. Thus the whole of the Disinfecting
liquid used comes into active operation at once.
For MEDICAL PURPOSES the Vaporizer will be found most

effectual in the application of lotions as spray to the throat, &c.
Price y. 6d. each.

May be obtained direct from PARR and ATHERTON,
Nottingham ; or of their Agents throughout the country.
The Apparatus will be forwarded to any address in England on

receipt of 4s. in stamps.

Horticultural and Window Glass Warenouses.JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and
13, Blosson Street, Shoreditch, London, E.

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.
Genuine White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, b'c.

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c

Prices upon application.
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THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c.. from

Decay- Manutactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 3gA, King William Street, London, E.C,

OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
The Apparatus for Delivering the Earth, whether
in Closets or Commodes, is now greatly improved
under patents obtained by Messrs. Girdlestone (the

EngineerstoMOULE'S PATENT EARTH CLOSET
COMPANY), and is at the same time offered to the

public at a considerable REDUCTION IN PRICE.—
Apply at the Offices of the Company, 5A, GarrJck
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls. &c. MAW and CO., Eenthall Works, Broseley.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County m England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, EC. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

M

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
The NEW AMERICAN CABINET COMMODE
will be found to be very convenient. Only 18 inches

square and 3 feet high. Forms a table for the bedside .

LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
The Apparatus and Commodes, as now manufactured,
are the cheapest and best ever yet produced.

LE'S PATENT EARTH
Commodes for Bed-rooms.
Apparatus for Cottage Closets.

Apparatus for House Closets.

SYSTEM.

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
There is no trouble in obtaining earth.

It is in every person's garden,
And only wants sifting.

Mou

"LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
It requires no drying.

If stored in the summer time,
For winter use.

LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Dr. Buchanan says :—" Earth Closets, used simply,
either inside or outside piivale houses, have frequently

come under my notice, and have always been found
to be free from smell."

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Gadshilt Place, Kent, July 18, 1871.—'* I am pleased

to say that the apparatus works admirably."

—

Charles
Dickens, Jun^ .^_^_ ^_________^—

M°"

M°"

LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Maltby, RoOurhani, June^iZ, 1S71.—"I am glad to say
that an Earth Closet with which you supplied me last

year has been fou nd very efficient."—C. H ._Wright.

LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
" The dry earth system has been in use at Queens'
College, Cambridge, for more than 12 months, with the

most complete success. No difficulty of any kind has
been experienced in its working"—W. M. Campion,
D.D., Tutor of Queens' College, Cambridge.

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
" I think it fair to inform you that the Earth Closet

you supplied me with some months ago is giving great

satisfaction."—W. H. HiLL, Architect, 69, South Mall,
Cork.

M°" LE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
" Be so good as to send me another commode similar

to the last one I had. It is thoroughly efficient and
satisfactory."

—

Herbert Plater, the Crammar School,

Newark-on- Trent.

LL LETTERS and COMMUNICATIONS
L to be addressed to MOULE'S PATENT EARTH

CLOSET COMPANY (Limited), 5A, Garrick Street,

Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Roslier's Garden Edging Tiles.

T HE above and many other PATTERNS are made in

materials of great durability. The plainer sorts arc especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR-
I >F'.NS, as they harbour no
^lugs or Insects, take up little

rc^om, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-

pense, as do "grown" Edg-
ings, consequently being much
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c, in Artificial Stone, very

durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-

friars, S.E : Oueen's Road West, Chelsea. S.VV. ; Kingsland Road.E,
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES." PLANT

COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from v. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths. &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of

great durability, Wall Copings. Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds.

Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c.

F.andG. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants.—See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.

Fine 14J., Coarse 17s. per Ton. In Truck Loads u. per Ton less.

Delivery by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway or

Wharf, 2s. per Ton extra. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT
PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.

F. AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberal discount to thi ""

'he Trade.

G

Red
Spider.

Magni-
fied.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Tnrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from 1 to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
ot from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in

boxes, II., 3J., and lor. 6d,

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Batteraea, London, S.W.

"A WET BARK HARVEST
A WET WHEAT HARVEST."-o/</ ^<y'/«^.

WHY lOT PEESEEYE YOUE HAY?

--^

Al'PLV AT ONCE TO

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON,
2, DUKE STREET, LONDON BRIDGE,

OF WHOM MAY DE HAD

New and Second-hand RICK CLOTHS, with Poles, Ropes and Pulleys complete.

PRICE LIST ON. APPLICATION.

PAXTGN'S STRAWBERRY CRINOLINE.—
The Strawberry Crinoline is in the form of a table, made in

halves, so as to be used ^vithout disturbing the plant. It is 16 mches
in diameter, and stands 4 inches above the ground, galvanized. Its

use is to prcser\'e Strawberries from slugs, contact with the soil,

superfluous moisture, and other nuisances. They are considered to

last 10 years at least with care.

Price per Gross, £^.
The Strawberry Crinolines are declared by all who use them to be

of the greatest use in keeping the fruit clean and assisting its growth.
For pai'ticulars see Illustrated Catalogues, and Testimonials sent to
us by our Patrons last year.

" Buntings, Uxbridgc, May 13, 1872.
" Mr. Clark Thornhill will thank Mr. Holliday to send him two gross

more of his Strawberry Crinolines. Those Mr. Clark Thornhill has
had in use for the last two years have been most efficient in helping to
ipen and pre5er\e the fruit from slugs and rain-splashes."

The contrivance is by the late Sir Joseph Paxton, who after testing
them for one season in his own gardens, " Rock Hills," gave his
approval of their usefulness. The right to Manufacture them was
transferred to R. HOLLIDAY, Practical Wire Worker, za, Portobello
Terrace, Nolting Hill Gate, W.

Every description of Wircwork for Gardens, Conservatories, &c.

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S INTRODUCTION
to BOTANY. Fourth Edition, with Corrections and Additions.

Two Vols., 8vo, with Six Copper Plates and numerous Wood
Engravings. Price 241. cloth.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN. AND CO., Paternoster Row. E.C.

This day is published, the Fourth Edition, revised and enlarged,

MR. REYNOLDS HOLE'SBOOK ABOUT R
Crown 8vo, 7s. bd.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS. Edinburgh and London.

OSES.

Second Edition, enlarged, crown 8vo, 7s. dd.,

HANDY-BOOK of the FLOWER GARDEN.
By David Thomson, Gardener to His Grace the Duke o

Buccleuch, K.G., at Drumlanrig.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS, Edinburgh and London.

Now ready, price is., free by post for 13 stamps, with q Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Eartnenwarc and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON and SONS, 6s. Paternoster Row, E.C. ; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

Imperial .{to, Copiously Illustrated, Price i2t.,

FARM BUILDINGS: a Digest of the Principles
adopted in Construction. Reprinted from the " Farm Home-

steads of England," now out of print. By J. Bailey Denton, C.E.,
and Bailey Denton, Jun.

E. and F. N. SPON, 48, Charing Cross. W.C.

New Series, enlarged to Royal Quarto,

FLORAL MAGAZINE. Coloured Plates and
Descriptions of the choicest New Flowers for the Garden.

Stove, or Conservatory. Monthly, with four beautifully coloured
Plates, 3s. 6d. Part 6 now ready.

BOTANICAL MAGAZINE. Coloured Plates and
Descriptions, by Dr. HooKER, F.R.S., of New and Rare Plants

of interest to the Botanist, and suitable for the Garden, Stove, or
Greenhouse. Monthly, with six beautifully coloured Plates, 31. dd.

S'
.STANDARD and POPULAR

BOTANY:-
BRITISH FLORA. By G.

WORKS on

Bentham. a voisiILLUSTRATED
Cuts 70J.

HANDBOOK of the BRITISH FLORA. 83. G, Bentham. i«.
BRITISH WILD FLOWERS. By T. Moore. Coloured Plate!. l6s.

DOMESTIC BOTANY. By I. Smith, Coloured IMalei 16!.

BRITISH MOSSES. By M. J. Berkeley. Coloured Plates, all.

BRITISH FUNGI. By M. J. Berkeley. Coloured Plates. 30!.

EDIBLE FUNGUSES. By Dr. Badham. Coloured Plates, tjt.

HISTORY of PLANTS. By Professor Baillon. Vol.1. Cuts. ««•
TOURIST'S FLORA. By ). Woods. 181.

onWORKS, with beautifully Coloured Plates,
BOTANY and ENTOMOLOGY:—

BRITISH FERNS. By Sir W. Hooker. 66 Plates. 42?,

EXOTIC FERNS By Sir W. Hooker. 64 Plates. J2S.

BRITISH SEAWEEDS By Prof. Harvey. 360 Plates. /C? lOI.

AUSTRALIAN SEAWEEDS. By Prof. Harvey. 300 Plates. £7 13J.

FLORAofMENTONE, By J. T. MoRgndge. <» Plates. 63«.

EXOTIC FERNS. By Sir VV. Hooker, jto, 100 Plates. £6 US.

Address — BENJAMIN EDGINGTON, a, DUKE STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.

No other Establislxment.

ty Sir VV. Hooker. 410,
ORCHIDS. Byjas. Bateman. 410, 100 Plates. .£55*.
MYCOLOGY. By Mrs. Husscy. dto, 50 Plates. £4 10

FLORA of TASMANIA. By Dr. Hooker. 410, 200 Plates. Zi? lOJ

RHODODENDRONS. By Sir W. Hooker. F'olio, 30 Plates

ODONtOGI.OSSA. By Tas. Bateman. Folio, 20 Plates. Lf is.

BRITISH ENTOMOLOGY. By J. Curtis. 770 Plates. £3t.

NATURAL HISTORY for BEGINNERS.
IlKiriSH INSECTS. By E. F. Staveley. Coloured Plates. 14!.

BRITISH BUTTERFLIES and MOTHS. By H. T. Stainton.
Ciiluured Plates. loj. 6d.

BRITISH BEETLES. By E. C. Rye. Coloured Plates. lOJ. 6rf.

BRITISH BEES. By W. E. Shuckard. Coloured Plates, to. 6,;.

BRITISH SPIDERS. By E. F. Staveley. Coloured Plates. loi. 6ii.

BRITISH FERNS iilid ALLIES. By M. Plucs. Coloured Plates.
10s. 6(.

BRITISH GRASSES. By M. Plues Coloured Pl.ates. lot. Od.
BRITISH SEAWEEDS Hy S. O. Gray. Coloured Plates, lai.iij.
OUTLINES of BOTANY. By G. Benlh.am. as. 6,<.

andPOPULAR WORKS on NATURAL
RECREATIVE SCIENCE.

YOUNG COLLECTOR. By H. P. Dunjter. Cuts. ft. 6J.
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS. By Dr. Noad. Cuts. i6j. Or separately,

Part I. Qualitative, 6j. ; Part 3. Quantitative, loj. 6.(.

METEORS, AEROLITES, and FALLING STARS. By Dr.
Phipson. Cuts. 6s.

PHOSPHORESCENCE ; or, the Emission of Light by Minerols,
Plants, and Animids. By Dr. Phipson. Cuts. ci.

SUNSHINE and SHOWERS; their Inlluencc! throughout
Creation. By A. Slcinmctz. Cuts. 7/. 6d.

REASONING POWER in ANIMALS. By I. S. Watson, ot.

BIKDS of SHERWOOD FOREST. By W J. Sterland. 7S.^.
NATURALIST in NORWAY. By Dr. Bowdcn. Coloured Plalej.

lot. 6d.

FERNY COMBES I a Ramble after Ferns in the Glens and Valleys
of Devon. By Mrs. Chanter. Coloured Plates. 5,.

L. REEVE AND CO., 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden.
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Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: OR, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Sell

Instruction and the Use Df Schools. Price is.

SCHOOL BOTANY; OK, The Rudiments of
Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price s^- 6d.

MEDICAL and CECONOMICAL BOTANY ; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic (Economy. In i vol 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price

7s. 6d,

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structural
AND Physiological. With a Glossary oi Technical Terms,

and numerous Illustrations, 12s. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by

Professor Lindlev, of which " School Botany," and " The Vegetable

Kingdom," form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising

Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Technical

Terms, arc published in one octavo volume, price jss.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for Medical
and other Students who have made themselves acquainted with the

Author's " School Botany."
N.B. The Glossary may be had separately, price 51.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; OR, Thf,
Structure, Classification, and Uses of Plants. Illustrated

upon the Natural System. In One Volume, Svo, cloth, price 36*. , v/ith

upwards of 500 Illustrations.

tXTRACT from THE AUTHORS PREFACE.
"The Vegetable Kingdom contains, among a large quantity ot

plants of no known importance to man, various useful species employed
in medicine, the arts, or in the many branches of domestic crconomy.
The principal part of those which can be brought by teachers in

Europe under the notice of students, or which, from their great

importance, dcser\-e to be among the earliest subjects of study, are

mentioned in the following pages, where they are arranged in the

manner proposed in the ' Vegetable Kingdom ' of the author^ with
the sequence of matter departed from in a few instances, when it was
believed that the convenience of younger students would be consulted

by doing so. The author trusts that this selection will be found to

have been made in such a way that all teachers who possess reasonably

extensive means of illustrating their lectures, and all Botanic
Gardens, may furnish the larger part of the species which are men-
tioned. A small selection was indispensable; firstly, bccauie a
greater work would have been beyond the reach of the majority of

purchasers; and secondly, because e.xpericnce shows us that those

who have to study a science of observation, such as Botany, reauire to

concentrate their attention, in the first instance, upon a limited

number of objects."

London : BRADBURY, EVANS, AND CO., 10. Bouverie Street, E.C.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of GARDEN
OPER.\TIONS. By the late Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chrmticle aitd Agricultural Gatette,

with Additions.
Price 'id. each, or 51. for 25 Copies for distribution amongst

Cottage Tenantrj-.
Delivered anywhere in London on receipt of a Post Office order,

payable to Wm. Richards, at the King Street Office, Covent Garden.
Published at the Office of the Gardeners' Chrvnicle and A^icuUural

Casettt, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Notice.

(By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London^ Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and PenodicaJs, without e.xtra charge
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, 59, Fleet Street, E.C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents :

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which ia incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLOR.A of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved specially for

this Journal).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generallr.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-
out the AustraHan Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Subscription in advance, £1 per annum.
Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, 5t/.

Publishing OfBce—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL.
London . . Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.C.

;

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C. ; Messrs. Gordon &
Gotch, 121, Holbom Hill, E.C.

Birmingham.. Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .. Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

Bristol , . James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh . . Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow . . W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices
for the use of Advertisers.

WANTED, a FOREMAN, for Market Growing of
Pot I'l.ims. Mu^t he tllOrou^;hly experienced. Unexception-

.ible references necessary.—JOHN REEVES, Florist, &c., Act on. W .

WANTED, an expert BUODER of ROSES and
FRUIT TREES, &c.—Apply by letter, stating terms, to

J.\MES COCKER, Sunny Park Nursery. Aberdeen.

JCNTEtsTTHREE or FOUR expert and practised
ROSE HUDDERS.—None but competent hands are requested

to apply to Mr. L. WOODTHORPE, Munro Nursery, Siblc

IledinKham, Essex^

pHARLES NOBLE WANTS a I'ROP.^G.\TOR
V^ who understands Clematis. Conifers, &c, : he wiU be expected to

be industrious, and able to produce in quantity — llacshot, June, 1873.

WANTED, a GARDENER, who thoroughly under-
stands Stoves, Vineries, Peach-house, and Conservatory.

None but a competent Man need apply. One kept under him.
—M. ASCOUGH, The Gardens. Carr Head. Crosshills. near Leeds.

WANTED, an UNDER G.-VRDENER, to take
charge of Plant and Fruit Houses, and to make himself cenc-

rally useful. Wages I2s. per week, with lodgings and vegetables.

—

Apply to the GARDENER, Elsham House, Grantham.

WANTED, a married Man, without family, as
GROOM and GARDENER; not over ^0 yearsofage. Must

thoroughly understand the Management of Vines, and Flower and
Kitchen Gardening. Comfortable cottage and garden, rent free.—
DELTA. PostOffice. Aylesbury^

East Bamet Sewerage.
WANTED, SEWAGE FARM BAILIFF, to take

charge of the East Bamet Sewage Farm, about 50 Acres.

—

Applications to be made in writing to the Clerk of the East IJarnet

Sewer Authority on or before June 27, stating qualification, salary

required, and references as to competence and respectability —Dated
June 6, 1872. By Order, FRED. T. HALL, Clerk.

Qakdene, Lyonsdown, Barnet, Herts.

Sfipd TradB
WANTED, a TRAVELLER.'for the United States

and Erilish American Provinces.—Must be well acquainted
with the Seed Trade. One who has travelled before preferred. This
is a good opening for a thoroughly energetic Man who understands

his business.—Apply, by letter, statinij amount of experience, and
where obtained, to HENRY CLARKE & SONS, y). Kinp Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.

WANTED, an INVOLCE CLEKK, in the Seed
Trade, in London.—Apply by letter, with references, and

stating wages expected, H. B., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C,

WANTED, an INVOICE CLERK, in a large
Wholesale and Retail Nurserj'.—Apply, by letter only, A H.

,

Messrs. Hurst & Son, Seed Merchants, 6, Leadenhall Street, London,

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid,

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS {or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Funher particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENDERSON AND S<:>N. Wellington Nursery. St- John's Wood. N.W.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.

—Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

G1ARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single; thoroughly
r understands Gardening in all its Branches. Good character..

W. S., Post Office, Brecon, South Wales.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, no family
,

18 years' experience in all branches of the profession. Three
years' good character.—S. J,, Sebright Cottage, Barne t, H erts.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married, two children

.

practical knowledge of the profession in all its branches, and
can Manage Land and Stock. Good reference from present employer.
— R. L., The Salmons, Catcrham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married ; thoroughly
understands Early and Late Vineries, Stove, Greenhouse, Flower

and Kitchen Gardening, and every other branch of the profession.—
C. S., 122, Crawford Street, Portman Square, London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married; thoroughly
understands Orchids, Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and

Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Two and a half years' character
from last employer.—M. G., Messrs. W. Rollisson & Son, Tooting, S.W

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, no incum-
brance ; has had 20 years' experience

;
good Grape Grower

understands the profession in all its branches. Good testimonials.—

J, D., iq, Cambridge Villas, Cambridge Road, Hammersmith, W,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 27, married ; thoroughly
understands the Management of Pines, Vines, Peaches, &c..

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Four years' excellent character from last situation.—F. BATLEY,
VVhittington Nursery, Lichfiel<L

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married; thoroughly
proficient in the Management of specimen Stove and Green-

house Plants, Orchids, Ferns, Palms, Vines, Pines, Peaches, Melons,
Landscape and Sub-Tropical Gardening, Land, Stock, &c. Successful
exhibitor at Royal, National, and other Horticultural Societies.
Twenty years" experience in the best places in England. Unexcep-
tionable references.—Address, stating terms, &c., Z., J. H. Varty,
Hawcoat, Barrow.in-Furness.

GARDENER (Head, Working).-Age 29, married
;

practically experienced in the cultivation of Fruits, Flowers,
and Vegetables ; also Laying-out, Planting, Management of Land,
&c—J- R. B., 37, Park Walk, Chelsea, S.W.

G.ARDENER (Head. Working).—Age 35, married
;

has a thorough practical knowledge of the Cultivation and
Forcing of all kinds of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables; the Manage-
ment of Land and Stock, if required. Three years' excellent character
from last situation.—A. Z., Fine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale, London.

GA R D EN E R.—Middle-aged, married, no incum-
brance, respectable ; good Flower and Kitchen Gardener. No

objection to Cows. Four years' good character.—J. L., Mr. Green-
field, Thornton Heath,

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.
—Age 23 ; understands Plant Growing, Forcing, &c. Two years'

character from last place.—J. H., Post Oftice, High Street, St. John's
Wood, N-W.

NURSERY FOREMAN (General).—Has a good
knowledge of the profession in every branch ; a first-class

Budder, Grafter, and Knifesman. Substantial references.—ALPHA,
Barboume Nurseries, Worcester.

BAILIFF and GARDENER.—Age 42 ; has Managed
a Farm of 150 acres. Arable and Pasture ; also Stock and Gar-

dens. Seven years' character.—THOMAS BENNING, Wiggen Hall,

Watford, Herts.

B AILIFF and GARDENER, or GENERAL
MANAGER on an Estate.-Age 31, English ; thoroughly expe-

jced in the duties. No objection to Ireland. Well educated.

Fourteen years' high class references.—X., Sebright Cottage, Barnet,
Herts,

To Noblemen, Landowners, and Others
STEWARD, &c.—OcTAVius Long, whose engage-

ment with Lord Fitzhardingc will terminate in August next, is

desirous of an appointment. For the last 27 years he has been one of

the Stewards on the Estates of the late Earl Fitihardinge, and the

late and present Lord Fitzhardingc, and has had very extensive

experience In Estate Management, Timber Valuing. Surveying,

Farming, &c. Unexceptionable tesUmQuials can be produced.—Ham
Villa, Berkeley, Gloucestershire

IMPROVER, in a good Garden.—Age 19. Would
pay a Premium in a really good place.—A. B,, Bramfield Lodge,

Hertford.

IMPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden, where Garden-
ing is carried on with spirit.-Age 19, respectable ; has had two

years' experience, A small Premium not oDJected to—J. C. H.

,

Post Office, Byfleet, Surrey.

Seed Trade.
MANAGER, HEAD SHOPMAN, or CORRE-

SPONDENT,—Possesses .special abilities for the last named
capacity. Well educated and experienced.—A. T., Seed Warehouse,
54, High Street, Exeter.

TO SEEDSMEN.—A young MAN wishes for an
engagement in a SEED SHOP. Has not been in one before,

but has had a great deal to do with Seeds and Bulbs during four
years' gardening experience.—A. L., 33, Guntcr Grove, Fulhani Road,
London, S.W.

Seed Trade.
SHOPMAN.—Eleven years' experience in first-class

London and Provincial Houses. Will be open to a re-engage-
ment July :.—Z., Gardeners' Chronicle Oflice, W.C.

THE GREAT WESTERN HOTEL,
(SNOW HILL STATION), BIRMINGHAM.

" One of the most elegant, comfortable, and economical hotels in

the three kingdoms."—TAf Field, July 31, 1869
" From experience gained by repeated visits, wc are happy to be

able to testify to the exceeding comfort of this hotel. We have
much pleasure in recommending it."

—

The Engineer, Oct. 14, 1870.

" An establishment remarkable for its able management, reasonable
charges, and general comfort."

—

Bell's Life, June 17, 1871.

GTJNS and RIFLES.
THOMAS TURNER. Gun and Rifle Manufac-

turer, Inventor of the "TURNER RIFLE," Contractor to
Her Majesty's War Department.

CENTRAL FIRE BREECH LOADERS from jC; to i;26.-T. T.
recommends his A7 Gun to those who desire a cheap, though service-
able, Breech Loaaer. It is guaranteed of good material, sound, and
perfect in its action, and equal to any London Gun at double the price.

Thomas Turner's PATENT SELF-LOCKING BREECH
LOADER is unsurpassed for handmess^ neatness, simplicity, and
durability. Price from ^^ii to £27. Drawings sent on application.

PIN-FIRE BREECH LOADERS from ^5 J05.

BREECH-LOADING, LARGE BORE and EXPRESS RIFLES;
SNIDER and MARTINI-HENRY RIFLES, in Sporting and
Military Patterns: ROOK RIFLES, SALOON RIFLES and
PISTOLS; REVOLVERS.
AH kinds of Implements (or Cleaning, Cartridge Filling, Re-

Capping, &c. Flasks, Pouches, Cartridge and Game Bags, and
all Sporting Requisites.

Manufactory : Fisher Street, Birmingham.

WM. YOUNGER and CO.'S ALES
Are of the HIGHEST PURITY,

Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, and
are distinguished for tneir delicacy oiflavour.

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishing.

To be had of the Principal Retailers,

Obsen'e Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.

Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belvidere
Road, S.E.

K I N A H A N'S li L WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the very

CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalled, perfectly

pure, and more wholesome than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words, " KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal, label, and cork.
New Wholesale Depot, 6a, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Strect.W.C.

Lea & Ferrlns' Sauce,

THE "WOkCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced by Connoisseurs " the only good Sauce." Improves

the appetite, and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour,

ASK FOR LEA and PERRINS" SAUCE.
Beware of Imitations,

and see the Names of LEA and PERRINS on alt Bottles and Labels.
Agents—CROSSE and BLACKWELL, London, and sold by all

Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.

ASTHMA, CHEST AFFECTIONS, and COLDS
CURED.—JOZEAU'S SYRUP and PATE of LACTUCINE

(active principle of Lettuce) possess all the soothing properties of
opium without its dangers. Highly recommended by the medical
profession.—At G. JOZEAU'S, 49, Haymarkct : and all the best Che-
mists, Paie,2s. 3d. and iJ, ijrf.; post, 2i.5iii., and ir. 3iii. Syrup,2J,9d,

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-

tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Intants.

DINNEFORD AND CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W.

;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

c OCKLES ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at w. ij^rf., 21. gt/.j^j. 6if.,and in.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILL S.—
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the

flowers ol the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious jmd liver complaints. They speedily remove the

irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the

morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the

luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioninK

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be

understood that these Pills arc not recommended as containing any

new or dangerously active ingredients; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever

merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed

upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-

liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea^

nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under

all systemsof diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with

an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes

at I*. iM--.2*- 9^1 4*- W., and iii., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

Id boxes at u. iKt'-. »• 9<'-i M* 6d.t and iii.
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GREEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
OR NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1872.

The Winner of Every Prize in all Cases of Competition.

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

THE KING OF THE BELGIANS,

V) THE LATE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH,

PATRONIZED BY

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY

THE QUEEN
ON 57 DIFFERENT OCCASIONS. ^B|^^?^^^^^^g£i^^3^ THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA,

AND MOST OF THE NOBILITY, CLERGY, AND GENTRY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Upwards of 60,000 of tJie above Machines have been Sold since the year 1856.

SINGLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut 8 inches .

.

. ^2 ro o
I

To cut 12 inches..

. 3 10 o
I

,, 14 ,, .. . s 10

DOUBLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut 16 ins., ffi 10 This can be worked by t*ne Man on an even lawTi.

,, 18 ,, 7 10 By Man and Boy. I To cut 22 ins., _^S 10 By Man and Boy.

M 20 ,, 80 ,, ,, I
,, 24 ,, 90 ,, ,,

DONKEY and PONY IdACHINES. HORSE MACHINES.
To cut 26 inches

,. 28 ,,

..^13 o o

.. 15 o o
17 o o

Leather Boots for Donkey
Ditto for Pony

L° 18 To cut 30 inches

,. 36 n

, . jJ2\ O O
. . 24 O O
.. 27 O O

To cut 48 inches

Leather Boots for Horse
••/30

Delivered Carriage Free to all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland, and Scotland.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, in Introducing their PATENT LAWN MOWERS to the Public

for the present Season, take the opportunity of acknowledging the unprecedented patronage that has been

accorded to them in past years, and can assure their future patrons that nothing will be wanting on their

part to maintain the confidence so long given to them.

Every Lawn Mower that is sent out is warranted to give entire satisfaction, otherwise it can be returned

AT ONCE FREE OF COST TO THE PURCHASER.

Our Machines have been submitted to numerous practical tests in public competition, and have in all

cases carried off every Prize that has been given.

No alterations have been made this last six years, as they have been found to meet all the requirements

for which a Lawn Mower is intended.

The following are their advantages over all others :
—

\st, Simplicity of Construction,—every part being free of access,

id, They are worked with far greater ease than any other.

2d, They are the least liable to get out of order,

ti^th. They make little or no noise in working.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—Both the Horse, Pony, Donkey, and Hand Machines possess (over all other makers) the advantage of self-sharpening ; the

cutters being steel on each side, when they become dull or blunt by running one way round, the cylinder can be reversed again and again,

bringing the bottom edge of the cutters against the bottom blade, the Machine will then cut equal to new. Arrangements are made that the

cylinder can be reversed by any inexperienced person in two or three minutes. The Handles of the Machines can be altered to suit the

person using them, by either raising or lowering them.

Parties having LAWN MOWERS to REPAIR will do well to send them either to our Leeds or London Establishments;
then they will have prompt attention, as an efficient Staff of Workmen is kept at both places.

THOMAS GREEN and SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS; 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Editorial Communications should be addrcitsed to "The Editor;*' Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellineton Street, Covent Cardcfii, London, W.C.
Pnnted by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Hhadburv, Kvans. & Co., Lombard Street. Precinct of Whilefriars, City of London, in the iJounty of Middlesex, and PuL'lishca by thfl Mid WlLLlAM'

RlCHAHDS, at the Office, No. ^i, WeUmgton Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, June 15. 187a.
Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies& Co., Edinburgh; for Ireland—Messrs. W. II. Smith & Son, Dublin.
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Pelargonluma for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of
FRENCH, FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strong Plants- CA'IWLOGHES gratis on application.

HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 varieties, seed or

plants, as per former Advcrliscmcnt.
Crown Nurser>', Reading.

WPOTTEN has still a large stock of ZONAL and
. DOUBLE GERANIUMS, and other BEDDING PLANTS,

which he can offer to the Trade and others by the 100 or 1000. Special

prices given on application.
The Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplchurst, Kent.

w.
Cheap Geraniums.

ILLIAM BAUMAN offers the following
GERANIUMS from single pots :—Mrs. Pollock, Sophie

Dumarcsque. Louisa Smiih, Sophia Cusack, 31- per dozen. 201- per 100;

Sir Kobcrt Napier (first-rate) bs. per dozen ; Jean Sislcy ss. per dozen,

30J. per 100, package included. Pcrfiis, cash.
Cemetery Nursery. Gravescnd.

New Golden Bronze Geraniums.
ATTRACTION, ANNIE KEELER, BRONZE

BEAUTY, Cupid, Decorata, Gazelle, Harrison Weir, Roi de

.Siam, W. R. Morris, Mrs. L. Lloyd, Charlemagne, Distinction. Strong

plants, the set for 165.

H. JACKSON, Eiakedown. Kidderminster.

CALENDAROFOPERA TIONS
Farming operations 840
Garden operations 838

WE,\THF:R T.\BLES 838

Notice to Subscribers.

SUBSCRIPTIONS. fayahU in advance, including
Postage to any part 0/ the United Kingdom:—

Three Months .. 5.^. ii\d.
\
Six Months ,. ii.r. iio^.

Twelve Months ,. £1 35. lod.

Post Office Orders to he made payable to WlLLIAM
Richards, at the King Street Post Office.

Publishing Office, 41, Wellington Street, W.C.

Bixmingham Show.
NOTICE.— r;;^ GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND

AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE for June 29 2viil

contain—Portrait of Mr. GiBSON, Plan of the Exhi-
bition, a Full REPORT of the SHOW, together with
Nutnerous Illustrations.

Copies may be had on Friday morning, "June 28, in the

Show Ground, at Stand 92 ; and at all Messrs. W. H.
Smith & Sons' Bookstalls.

REIGATE ROSE SHOW.—The SUMMER SHOW
oftheREIGATE ROSE ASSOCIATION will be held at the

New Public Hall, Rcigate, on SATURDAY, June 29. Admission by
Members' Tickets at i o'Clock ; and after 2 o'Ciock to the Public, on
paj-ment of is. Close at 6 o'Clock.

ETERBOROUGH HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—The FIRST SHOW will be held on THURSDAY,

July 4, in connection with the Agricultural Society's Show, Schedules,
ac, of J. G. BL'CKLE, Secretary.
Savings Bank, Peterborough.

New Tricolor Geraniums.
A CHIEVEMENT. PETER GRIE\'E, PRINCE of

l\. WALES (Carter), Eltie Bcale, Mrs. Ruttcr, Mrs. Headley,

Moonstone, Mrs. C. Wilkinson, Mrs. Rousby, Lass o' Gowrie,

C. Nilsson, Howarlh Ashton. Strong plants, in hnc colour and true

to name, 251. the set.

H. JACKSON, RIakedown. Kidder--

Cuttings of Geraniums, &c.

ONE HUNDRED GERANIUMS. '

varieties, including Tricolor, Gold and B
Zonal, Nosegay, and Ivy-leaf, lor loj. ; 50, 51. dd. ; 25, 31. 34 I-at

PELARGONlUxMS, 31. bd.\ 12, 2J. 24 CHRYSANtHEiMU^

30 choice
Gold and Bronze, Varieeaied,

'4 Fancy
MUMS,

21. M. ; 12, IS. 6d. 24 POMPONS', 2s. 6J. ;' 12, is. 6d. 24 FUCHSIAS,
2J. 6d. ; 12, II. 6d. All post free. CATALOGUES one stamp.

J. COOMBS. The Ferns. Enfield-

VERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warclirnise. 517 Si 238, Hit;h Holbnni. London.
E

Choice New Seeds, GladioU, &c.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest

quality only. Post free on applicaiic

HiEhRatc Nurseries, London, N,

niHE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
J_ 32, Maida Vale, Edpware Road, W.
JOHN BESTER, ManaRer of^ the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

To the Trade.
DOWNIE. LAIRD, and LAING'S SPECIAL LIST

of NOVELTIES for the Present Season is now published, and
will be forwarded post free on application.

Stanstead and Rutland Park Nurseries, London, S.E., and Edinburgh.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CT. BLACKITH and CO., late Betham
. BL;Blackith, Cox's and Hammond's Quays,

Street, London, S.E.
Forwarders to all parts of the World,

Lower Thames

CHE/
cho
HEAP BEDDING GERANIUMS.—The following

izen, for cash : — Lady Cullum, 31. 6rf. ;

Lucy Grieve, 61. ; Louisa Smith, 31. 6d. ; Mrs. Dix, 6s. ; Mrs. Pollock,

21. 6d.: Sophia Cusack. 3J. 6d. ; Sophie Dumaresque, 2s 6d. ; Caroline

Longfield, 3J. W. ! Mrs. John Ciutton, 6j. : Prince Silverwinfjs, 6s.
;

Beauty of Calderdale, 21. 6d. ; Duke of Edinburgh, 31. 6d ; Kentish

Hero, 2J, 6d. Package 6d. per dozen. A list of 250 varieties post free.

Remittances requested from unknown Correspondents.
ALFRED FUYER.The Nurseries. Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

Pelargonium Mrs. J. Pottle.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in offering this

• splendid PELARGONIUM for the first time. It is a distinct

variety, of the Nosegay section, very dwarf and compact in gro\vth,

and is, perhaps, the most prolific bloomer ever sent out ; as a bedding

plant it is unsurpas?;cd, as the trials it has undergone for the last three

years fully prove. The truss is dense and globular, flowers a soft pink,

shaded with cerise; its distinct colour and profuse blooming quality

will render it a general favourite. Price 5s. each.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway. London, N.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

GRAND ROSE and FRUIT SHOW, JULY 5 and 6.

Schedules, &c., may be obtained from the Undersigned.
Botanic Gardens. Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

LOUGHBOROUGH HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION and GRAND ROSE SHOW will take place on

J ULY 10. Schedules and further information may be obtained of
WM. FALLETT, Secretary.

RUGBY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. —The
' ANNUAL EXHIBITION of FLOWERS, FRUIT and

^"EGETABLES (open to all England) will take place at Rugby on
THURSDAY, JULY 11, Entries to be made on orbeforeJULY 4
next. Schedules and further particulars may be obtained on applica-

tion to J. S. SAVAGE, or W. MASuN, Hon. Sec, Rugby.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that hi.s NEW
. PLANT and GENERAL CATALOGUE is now ready, post

free to all applicants.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for si.x postage

stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE ofBRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

No Reasonable Offer Refused for Extra Strong
CUT-BACK GERANIUMS, &c.

TL. MAYOS begs to offer the undermentioned
• varieties, grown singly in 35^-inch pots :—300 Amy Hogg, 300

Flower of Spring, 300 Bijou, 200 Beauty of Oulston, 200 Attractive,

fine; 100 Vandyke. 100 Crystal Palace Gem, 300 Penlla, 200 Lady
Cullum, 150 Italia Unita, 150 Mrs. Pollock.

Also in strong planls. 250 Iresine Lmdeni, 400 Amaranthus
melancholicus, 500 Lobelia speciosa, zoo Lobelia Paxtoni var., 400

Pyreihrum aureum. Lowest price on application.

Floral Nurseries, near Hereford.

Bedding Plants, &c.

KIRK ALLEN'S CATALOGUE of the above, all at

very low prices, ready shortly, and forwarded free on application

The Nurseries, Brampton, Hu ntingdon.

Pansies, Pansies, Pansies.
THORNTON oflers to Growers of the above,

SEED saved from his splendid strain of Fancy, Mixed, and

Named varieties, vcrj' cheap. Price on application.

The Nurseries, Heathcrside, Bagshot. Surrey.

r-pnos.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery, 134, Faubourg
de Bruxellcs, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had, free,

from his Agents, Messrs. R. SILIiERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E.G.^~~'

No^ Ready,
LOUIS DE SMET'S GENERAL CATALOGUE

for 1872, containing selections of all the finest Stove, Greenhouse,
and Hardy Plants, especially Camellias, Azaleas, Agaves, Succulent

Plants, &c. It may be had post free of his Agents, Messrs. R.
SILBERRAD AND SON, 5. Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London.
LOUIS DE BMET, Nurseryman, Faubourg de Bruxclles, Ghent,

Belgium^^

Clnerflrlas

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH ANn CO. are now
prepared to execute orders for the SEED saved from their

unrivalled strain of CINERARIAS, in sealed packets, 31. 6d. and 31.

each. Special quotations to the Trade on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks. ^^^
ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting^

Peaches, Nectarines, Plums,

Pots.—
Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries. Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryma n and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette.

China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

N?.^
EW ROSES for 1872.—Strong healthy plants of

,
Nurseryman, Worcester.

TEA-SCENTED and other ROSES, in pots, by the
dozen, too, or 1000. All the New ROSES of 1872.

WM. WUOl) AND SON invite inspection to their very extensive

stock of the above.
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, Uckfield, Sussex.

NEW ENGLISH ROSE, H.-P. ANNIE LAXTON
(La.XTON}.—Deep rose flushed with cherrv-crimson. almost of

orange tint ; very distinct. The award of First-class Ccrtihcalc at the

Koya\ Botanic Society's Exhibition of Wednesday conhrmi our opinion

that this is the best new Rose of this year. Plants in pots. 5*. each.

PAUL AND SON, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

/^lEl
V^ N'

ELINE FORESTIER, and other choice TEA and
OISETTE ROSES, slronL'. in pots, 81 per dozen, £i per 100.

Remaining stock of strong GERANIUMS, CALCEULARI Ab,

LOBELIAS, and other BEDDING PLANTS, izr. per 100, £5 per 1000.

Terms, cash with order.
. „ , r-. l-

R. THORNHILL, Bowdon Nurseries. Bowdon. Cheshire.

w.
Home-saved Primula Japonica.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING have just harvested

a quantity of well-ripened SEED, saved from their own plants,

which they can supply in packets from is. to 55. each. Special offer

to the Trade.
Nurseries : Forest Hill, London ; and Edinburgh.

New Cnrysanthemiuns of 1872.

ADAM FORSYTH is now sending out strong Plants
of his SUPERB and NEW VARIETIES. They are Seedlings

of unusual merit, raised by George Rundlc, Esq., ot Devonport, and
other well known growers, and are, without doubt, superior to any
hitherto introduced. Ready for immediate delivery. See LIST, for-

warded post free,

Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

VIOLA MAGNIFICENT.—This beautiful Viola is

now tjffered for the first time; it is the most brilliant hardy
violet bedding plant in cultivation. Good plants, fit for immediate
use, 2J. 6d. eacti, 241. per dozen, £2 los. for 50, £$ pcr too. Special
price q^uoied for the looa

B. S. WILLIAMS, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper
Holloway, London, N.

New Catalogue of Plants, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, conlaining Select Descriptive and Priced Lists
of Plants suitable for bedding and decorative purooses, &c. .

—

Delphiniums, Double-flowered Pyrethrums, Hardy Aquatics, Saxi-
fragas, Scdums, Sempervivums. Sweet Violets, &c., is now published,
and will be forwarded to applicants.—Exotic Nursery, Tooting, S.W.

Queen of Primroses.
PRIMULA JAPONICA.—The Undersigned have

just received a small quantity of Seed of this magnificent hardy

plant from abroad, which they have much pleasure in offering, in

packets, at is., as. 6d., 31. 6d., and 5;., post f

BUTLER, Mcculloch, and co.
London. W.C.

Covent Garden Market,

Primula japonica Seed.

GEORGE SMITH has some splendid new home-
grown Seed to offer of this magnificent PRIMULA, believed to

be from the strongest and finest plant yet flowered. For description,

see Gardeners' Chronicle, May 18. Packets at is., 21. 6a., .V. 6d.,

and 5s. each, post free.

Wilton Road Nursery, Salisbury.
,

L ILIUM (LIHEb).— Parties having (in quantity)

Lilies of which the names are unknown to ihcm, and wishmg to

part with them, by sending a flower per sample post, could be informed,

if possible, of the names, and would oblige,

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE, Royal Nursery. Ghent, Belgium.

wANTED, large Specimen TEA ROSES, in Pots, of

Souvenir d'un Ami, P'resident, Lamarquc." State size and price.

Mr. R. BURLEY, Dorchester^ ^^
WANTED. CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA.

RAGUSINA COMPACTA, and GYMNOCARPA.-Pleasc
state price per dozen or 1

GEORGE CLARKE, Nurseryman, &c.,

Hill. S.W. _^^_^^_^^^_^
Streatham Place, Brixton

New Roses, &c., &c., Now Ready.
KNIGHT solicits orders for the following, from
several thousands of strong, clean, healthy plants, true to

name, and unsiirpaised in the Trade.
j8 varieties of NEW ROSES of 1872, the best selected, 3J, each;

421. the set-

12 finest FUCHSI.VS, extra strong, loi. 6d.

24 finest VERBENAS, for exhibition, 8s.

Descriptive Priced LIST on application.

Floral Nurseri', Hailsham, Sussex.^

ANTHURIUM SCHERZERIANUM MAJOR. —
The flower of this distinct variety frequently measures 6 inches

from point of flower to stamens, and broad in proportion, los. 6d. each.

ADIANTUM FARLEVENSE, from the original imported plant.

lOi. 6d. each. _ . „ . ,

W. MAULE AND SONS, The Nurseries, Bristol.

Pari;
1867.

SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL
SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading. Berks.

andA L GRASSES: their Names
vations; Quality, Produce. Elevation. Situation, Soil. Use,

NATUR
Deri vatic...., v^ j, , ^ -^ n c

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase. Time of Flowering, Price, He
Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant. Worcester.

H,
Fine English Sowing Rape Seed.

AND F. SH.ARPE have a fine_ saniple

above, which they can offer 1

of the
the TRADE at a ver>'

moderate figure. Sample and price on application

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech. ^
CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong Robinson's Champion

Ox Cabbage Plants, at as. per 1000. Remittance to accompany

J.'
WOOBERRY, Nurseryman, Billingshurst, Sussex.

To Camellia Growers.
WANTED, Particulars of Price, Sort and Size, say

I'A to 2'A feet ; also larger Plants, packed for exportation, lor

delivery in August. Address to Mr. HERBERT HARRlb, Nur-

ser^man, Hallux, Nova Scotia; or letters for transmission wdl be

received by C. J. BLACKITH & CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.C.

CABBAGE PL.'\NTS.—Strong, healthy, Drumhead
Cabbage (Robinson's Champion) can now be supplied in any

quantity, at 31. per 1000, by .,.,..>,
JAS. IVERY AND SON, Dorking Nursery.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong, healthy Drumhead
(Robinson's Champion), at -21. 6d. per 1000, package included.

Remittance to accompany all orders.

W. VIRGO AND SON, Woncrsh Nursery, Guildford, Surrey
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Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimena sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls. &c MAW and CO.. Benthall Works, Broscley.

The Royal Horticultural Show Grounds, Aston,
BIRMINGHAM.—WITLEY COURT BOILER.

ELEVATiaN

JONES AND ROWE solicit the inspection of Gentle-
men and Gardeners to the above BOILER, which they have no

hesitation in saying is the most powerrul and economical made for
Heating by Hot Water all kindsof Horticultural Buildings, Mansions,
Churches, &c.

J. & R. regret they were unable to try the merits of their BOILER
in competition with others, in consequence of making application
too late.

Prices and all particulars may be obtained on the ground, or of the
Sole Manufacturers, JONES AND ROWE, Worcester,

Eoyal Horticultural Show, Birmingham.
G. MESSENGER,
MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

LOUGHBOROUGH.

As it may excite some remark that T. G. Messengkr is not e.\hibit-
ing HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, cither in competition or
otherwise, at the above Exhibition, he wishes to inform his Friends
and the Public generally that it is exclusively owing to the fact that
he has such a large amount of work now carrj'ing out to order that it
has been absolutely impossible for him to manufacture in the time
given such structures as would do him credit and secure general
approval, He is, however, exhibiting (not in competition), at S TAND
No. w, his PATENT BOILER-VALVES, GARDEN ENGINE
and, for the first time, his NEW PATENT ELASTIC TOINTED'SOCKET PIPES, for HOT-WATER, &c. These Pipes arc quite
PORTABLE. /

'
'

'
-

-

minutes, and rcmovca as quiCKJy wimout injury to pipe c. j^,.,,., ,

cost fixed is no more than ordinary pipes. No other portable pipe v

A joint may be made by an intelligent labourer in four
ind removed as quickly without injury to pipe or joint: the
is nor -"-- -

-"' ' -'
-

...
compare with it.

Full particulars on application to STAND No. -lo, or to
T. G. MESSENGER, Midland Horlicultural Works, Loughborough.

THE CHAMPION HOTHOUSE WALL FRUIT PRESERVER
AND EXPANDING FEUIT HOUSE.

w M. P. AYRES begs to intimate that the above and other of his

Patented Inventions will be exhibited at the following places :

—

MAY 17 to middle of JULY.—Botanic Garden, Manchester.

JUNE 18 to 2g.—Meeting of Royal Horticultural Society, Lower Aslon, Birmingham.

JULY IS to 19.—Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, Cardiff, South Wales.

Manufactured by the

PATENT IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.

NEWARK-UPON-TRENT,

WM. P. AYRES, Patentee and Manager.

CHEAP GLASS-HOUSES,
WITH AMPLE VENTILATION.

" The rage for cheapness and the practice of scamping in workmanship and materials has run a neck and neck
race along the lines of keen competition until some good authorities have declared that it was difficult to meet with
a perfect Glass-house alike creditable to the Builder and useful to the Cultivator. . . . Mere cheapness is all very
well, but quality is of far more moment, and il is far cheaper in the long run."—Mr. D. T. Fish, in Gardeners'
Chronicle, Mav 25, 1872.

The above remarks apply very generally to the low-priced structures advertised of late years. In the Houses
invented by the late SIR JOSEPfi PAXTON the materials used are well seasoned Red Deal, clear English Sheet
Glass, best White Lead and Linseed Oil ; all of which can be inspected at the Works. The PERFECT SYSTEM
of VENTILATION adopted is one of its greatest merits, obtained by nan-ow sashes over spaces left between the
large roof lights (from eaves to ridge), and are made to open, hinged on either side—at the ridge—or parallel loith

the roof, at the option of purchaser, though the opening sideways is the most usual, being a better protection against
driving wind and rain. Their simplicity of construction allows of their being erected by the purchaser with
little assistance from local builder, full plans and instructions being sent with each House ; while their portability
enables short-leased tenants to remove them with ease, without knocking any portion of the framework to pieces, as
is the case with most other so-called portable houses.

The PAXTON ROOFS are sent out Glazed and Painted complete, all ready for putting on the walls prepared
for them ; and a House, say 21 by 14 feet outside (price about ;^28), can be taken down in sound whole pieces,

ready for removal in a few hours. They are durable and efficient, and as permanent structures are equal to others

much more expensive, and superior to most, if not all, of those at lower prices.

Illustrated Price Lists Free. A Pamphlet, with Views of Glass-houses, (Sic , Post Free 2d.

HEEEMAN & MOETON,
14, TICHBORNE STREET, REGENT QUADRANT, LONDON, W.

ROYAL VICTORIA MILITARY HOSPITAL,
NETLEY, SOUTHAMPTON.

ANOTHER GRAND TRIUMPH 11!

ly/TESSRS. J. WEEKS and CO. have the pleasure to announce that

their PATENT DUPLEX UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER, and ONE BOILER SYSTEM

of HEATING, now introduced upon a gigantic scale at the above institution, is one of the most

splendid successes on record. It is a theme of surprise ftnd interesting beyond description, adding another

practical example of the manifold advantages attending their improved: principles of heating.

J. WEEKS &, CO., It-
horticultural BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W-
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- JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE; and

2S9, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLAN'S and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c,

PRICED LISTS fonvarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c,, &c.

Otiier descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATEl;
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock.

tW TENDERS given for HEATING CHURCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

BIRMINGHAM SHOW.

HENRY ORMSON'S PATENT CONVOLUTED BOILERS

AND DRAWINGS OF HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,
\\'ill be Exiiibited at Stand No. 58 in the covered space.

//. 0/i.USON bigs to notify, that, in consequence of the arrangements for classifying,

Horticultural Buildings and testing Boilers having been delayed until so late a period,

and his having a large amount of orders in hand, he has decided not to compete in either class.

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER AND HOT-W.ITER ENGINEER,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

J
Perfection in Heating.

G. S M E A T O N AND CO..
• HORTtCULTURAL ARCHITECTS and ECILDERS, HOT-WATBR

and Steam-heating Engineers,
71, Harwood Road,

Walliam Green, Fulham,
„ London, S.W.

Consullntiong in all parta of ttic Kingdom.
PInns and Esiim.iies uralis.

EfTiacriLy in ail brandies tcuarantccd.

Hot-water ApparatusTtfie most Complete and
DURAHLE lliat tan bo EliECTEI). llic JOINTS ALWAYS

REMAINING rERI'ECT,
I'OR

CONSERVATORIES,
HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES,

I'UDLIC BUILDINGS,
PRIVATE

RESIDENCES,

_ &c.

fiikU.SS' P.VTENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and
-*• LE.\KLESS PIPE JOINT and PATENT CRACKLESS
E.\PANSIONJOINTED TUUULAll BOILERS, of a VARIETY
of FORMS, PORTABLE or for BRICKWORK SETTING. They
are the MOST POWERFUL, wliilst CONSUMING LESS FUEL
than OTHER BOILERS. PORTABLE UOILERS, to HEAT
ANY LENGTH of PIPING ; and ANY PERSON can TAKE llieje

BOILERS, as also the PIPES, APART, and SPEEDILY PUT
THEM TOGETHER AGAIN.

These Boilers cannot be equalled for Power and Durability, and

occupy much less Space than other Boilers,

The THOUSANDS of APPARATUS ERECTED REQUIRING
NO REPAIRS is tile BEST TEST of DURABILITY.

BATH and GAS 'WORK
ERECTED in

TOWN or COUNTRY.

T/ic Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates

forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS. C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulling Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water
and Steam Apparatus Manufacturer,

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.

JOHN A^^ARNER & SONS,
8, CRESCENT, CBIPPLEGATE, LONDON.

PORTABLE FIRE AND
GARDEN ENGINES.

AQUAJECTS.

PORTABLE PUMPS :

For Manure or Water. H CAST-IEON COLONIAL PUMPS. GARDEN PUMPS.
JOHN WARNER AND SON'S "HORTICULTURAL LIST" for the present season will be fonvarded

Post Free i)pon application, containing Illustrations and Prices of GARDEN ENGINES, AQUAJECTS 'WATER
BARROWS, PORTABLE FIRE and GARDEN ENGINES, CONSERVATORY PUMPS HOSE REELS
COLONIAL PUMPS, FORCE PUMPS, PORTABLE PUMPS, CHAIN PUMPS, GARDEN PUMPS
BRANCH PIPE.S, SYRINGES, FOUNTAIN JETS, FUMIGATORS, METALLIC STRING, &c., &c.

New Pump, Plumbers' Braziery and Bell Catalogues.

GARDEN ENGINES.

WATER BARROWS.

BEARD'S PATENT METALLIC NON-CONDUCTING GLASS HOUSES.
WITH PERFECT SYSTEM OF VENTILATION.

W. G. SMITH &, CO.,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS (Successors to C. Beard), SOLE PROPRIETORS and MANUFACTURERS,

VICTOEIA WORKS, BUEY ST. EDMUND'S.

jmmiv.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOTJSES, VINERIES, ORCHARD HOUSES, FERNERIES, AGXTARITJMS, PITS
PROPAGATING HOUSES, MELON and CUCUMBER FRAMES, &c.

'

Ar,.2^^^A
P^'^n' Houses possess many valuable advantages over wood houses. No putty is used in fixing the glass. They are quite portable, and can be readily taken

r^ri ="''*,,'''=-fj;<=='=d wtthout damage or breakage of glass. They are much lighter, more ornamental in appearance, and last ten times longer than wood housesconsequently they are more economical in cost.
* '

The First Prize was awarded at the Great Horticultural and Botanical Congress, South Kensington 1866A First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticultural Show, Manchester, 1867.
|
Three First-class Certificates at the Royal Horticultiiral Show, Bury St. Edmund's 1867

SPECIAL DESIGNS, CATALOGUES and ESTIMATES FURNISHED on APPLICATION. HEATING APPARATUS in all its BRANCHES.

LONDON AGENTS: MESSRS. S. OWENS and CO., ENGINEERS, WHITEFRIARS, E.C.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETYSJVIEET I NG at BIRMINGHAM.

LOOKER'S
PATENT HOLLOW BRICK VENTILATOR

WILL BE INTRODUCED AT THE ABOVE EXHIBITION.

This perfectly novel arrangement for the admission of fresh air into aU kinds of Horticultural Structures, is with

confidence recommended for its simplicity, effectiveness, ornamental appearance, and cost.

STANDS Nos. 34 and 76.

BENJAMIN LOOKEB,
INVENTOR, PATENTEE, and SOLE MANUFACTURER, KINGSTON-ON-THAMES.

READ'S PATENT
GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, and SYRINGES.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAI SOCIETY'S SHOW AT BIRMINGHAIVI, STAND 40.

These Instruments are so well known that no further description is necessary than to mention that the

materiaL and workmanship are of the same h.gh class which has always distinguished Reads Engmes and

MacWnes They are extensively employed upon the Estates of the Nobihty and Gentry of the United Kingdom

and are also patronized by most of the Horticultural Associations (including the Royal Horticultural Society of

London) and the principal nurserymen.

CAUTION.—/i// Read's Instrumetits bear his Name and Address in addition to the Royal Arms.

Mr. READ'S NEW ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE OF GARDEN MACHINERY FOR
Containing full information as to Sizes, Prices, &c.. Post Free on application.

35, REGENT CIRCUS, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

1872,

STAND No. 81 at the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW, BIRMINGHAM

The '• AhdeV Garden Engine is the only one that loill throw a steady, continuous, and fowcrful stream ofimlcr.

Perfection in Garden Engines. First-class Certiiicate of Merit, Manchester Horticultural Exhibition, 1871.

BAIEOED'S "lODEL" GAEDEI EIGIIE,
10, 14, and 20 Gallons. REGISTERED (No. 1552).

RGYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

SOCIETY.

SHOW OF ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, FUCHSIAS, &c,
JUNE 19, 1872.

AWARDS OF THE JUDGES.
Class i.—6 ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, distinct, not Variegated.

(Amateurs.)
ad Prize. Mr. J. Weston, Gr. to D. Marlineau, Esq., Clapham

Park, Iz.

Class 2.-6 ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, distinct, not varicKatcd.
(Nurserymen.)

2d, Messrs. Wright, The Nurseries, Turner Road, Lee, Kent, jfia.

Class 3.— DOUBLE-FLOWERED PELARGONIUMS, distinct.

(Open.)

ad, Messrs Wright, ;£3.

Class 4—6 VARIEGATED ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.
(AmateursJ

1st, Mr. R. Watson, Gr. to T. H. Brj-ant, Esq., Airlic Lodge,
Surbiton Hill, £3.

2d, Mr. T. Welch, Hillingdon Heath, I2.
3d, Mr. G Goddard, Gr. to H. Little, Esq., Cambridge Villa,

Twickenham, £1.

Class 5.-6 VARIEGATED ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.
(Nurserymen )

ist, Mr. T. PestridfiC, Greenway Nursery, Uxbridge, £2 lOJ.

ad, Mr. J. Stevens. 4, Ealing Terrace, Ealing, £1 lOJ.

3d, Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, £i.

Class 6.—G FUCHSIAS, distinct, in pots not exceeding 13 inches
in diameter. (Amateurs.)

ad, Mr. J. Weston, £,<^.

Class 7.—6 FUCHSIAS, distinct, in pots not exceeding 13 inches
in diameter. (Nurserymen.)

ist, Messrs, Wright, £,i.

Class 8,-12 FUCHSIAS, distinct, in Blnch pots. (Open.)
2d, Mr. J. Weston, £1.

Class g.-8 PALMS. (Open)
St, Mr. B. S. Williams, Nurseryman, Upper Holloway, £5.

This GARDEN ENGINE, which may be worked with comparative ease by a Lady,
jf

, d^='ffl^f. "P°"
J'^^

soundest principles- the use of stuffing boxes, or other objectionable arrangemenls which p.oduce fnct.on, having

been dispensed with.

The Simplicity and certainty Of action ^vhich characterises this Engine, will not fail 3° fJj.fy/.^^^J^V;'.^^^^^^

every class of Horticulturists, and a single trial is sufficient to assure the most incredulous of the great boon this handy

mfl7imp'ement must prove, when its merits become more fully known. Its adaptability for every kind of m and

outdoor work renders if the " desideratum - long looked for by Gardeners m ^^^^bhshments where a gre^^^ amount

of work must be got through in a short space of time. In those havmg but -J^^^^heeljo d fhculnes will a

passing narrow doorways or gravel walks, and in this respect are preferred to Two-Wheeled Engines, except

where a large quantity of water is required.

The Inventor can confidently assert that this Engine does really possess great advantages, "0//°
|j^ "T^^^^^

in any of the more expensive ones, both as regards strength and durability. Its consta.it and P°;f
/"f"

X'.m ?n the
the operator to get through an amount of work (more efficiently) in a fraction of time, than would be taken up m the

use of the Syringe or any other Engine.

Mr, W. Bull, Nurseryman, &c.. King's Road, Chelsea, j(|4.

3d, Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons, Nurserymen, Tooting, ^3.

Class 10.—6 PALMS. (Amateurs.)
ist, Mr. I. Hill, Gr. to R. Hanbury, Esq., The Poles, Ware, £a-
2d, Mr. W. Cole, Gr. to J. S. Budgetl, Esq., Ealing Park,

Middlesex, ^3.
3d, Mr. G. Wheeler. Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., M.P., St.

lohn's Lodge, Regent's Park, £,2.

Cl.\SS 12.—BASKET of PLANTS, arranged for effect, not to

exceed 3 feel in diameter. (Open.)
ist, Mr. J. Hepper. Gr.to C. O. Ledward, Esq , The Elms, Acton, £^.

2d, Mr. VV. Cole, £i.
\

3d, Mr. G. Wheeler, £t.

Class 13.—12 RANUNCULUSES, cut blooms, distinct. (Open
)

ist, Rev. H. H. Dombrain, Westwell Vicarage, Ashford, £t.

2d, Mr. H. Hooper, Vine Nursery, Widcombe Hill, Bath, 151.

MISCELLANEOUS—EXTRA PRIZES.
Mr. J. James, Gr. to W. F. Watson, Esq., Redlees, Isleworth, Collec-

tion ot Fuchsias,
Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons, Collections of Plants.

Mr. W. Denning, Gr. to Lord Londcsborough, Grimston Park, Tad-
caster, Collection of Orchids.

Mr. J. Catlin, Gr. to Mrs. Lermitte, Sen., East End, Finchley, Group
of Zonal I'clargoniums.

Mr, E. S. Williams, Collection of New and Rare Plants.

Mr. H. Hooper, Cut Blooms of Pinks, Ranunculuses, and Pansies.

GARDEN OR HOTHOUSE ENGINE.
With Air Vessel, capable of throwing from 30 to 50 feet

;

Galvanised Cistern, India Rubber Tube and Brass
Spreader :

—

j_ ^,

No. 10, to hold 10 Gallons, for general use . , 65 o

,, 14. .. .. M .• 77 °
,,20, ,, ,, ,. .. 85 o
,, soa, with 2 wheels, to hold 20 Gallons .. 85 o

., 25, ,, ,, 25 ,, .. 92 6

,, 30, ,, ,, 30 ,, .

.

100 o

IMPROVED WATER BARROW.
On Two Wheels, Galvanised Iron, thoroughly painted,

made same shape as 20 and 30 Gallon Engme, with

hinged cover.

No. I, to contain about 20 Gallons . . .

„ 2, „ 25 „ .. .

o ,, 30 ,,

The"LORNE" ENGINE, a New Implement

throws a continuous stream

s. d.

37 6

32 6

Conservatory Stoves, Garden Scats, Croquet Uiatrs.

HENRY BAMFORD and SONS, IRONFOUNDERS and ENGINEERS, UTTOXETER.

ONSERVATORY BASKETS.
Strained Wire Espalier

Trainers, for all kinds of

Fruit Trees, &c.; Garden
Fencing, Rabbit proof;
Trellis Wire Work, tor

Gardens and Conser-
vatories ; Wire Work
Covered Ways, for Gar-
dens, Pleasure Grounds,
&c. ; Wire Work Rose
Fences, Roseries, Ar-
bours, Summer Houses,
&c. ; Wire Work Vase
Baskets ; Suspending
Baskets for Conserva-
tories ; WireWork Flower
Stands for Conser^-a-

tories ; Aviaries for Con-
servatories, Pheasan-
iries, &c
Conservatories fitted

up with Trellis Work,
Flower Stands, Baskets,
Wires, &c

All kinds of Wire
Work made to order.

R. HOLLIDAV,
Horticultural and Floral

Wire Works, 2a, Porto-

bello Terrace, Notting
Hill Gate, London, W.
Illustrated Catalogues ot

the above on application.

Chronicle for April 6, p. 486.

PAXTON'S STRAWBERRY CRINOLINE.—
The Strawberry Crinoline i*; in the form of a table, made in

halves, so as to be used without disturbing the plant. It is 16 inches

in diameter, and stands 4 inches above the ground, galyaniied. Its

use is to preserve Strawberries from slugs, contact with the soil,

superfluous moisture, and other nuisances. They arc considered to

last 10 years at least with care.

See large Advertisement in Garde^tcy^

Price per Gross, £4.

The Strawberry Crinolines are declared by all who use them to be

of the greatest use in keeping the fruit clean and assisting its growth.

For particulars sec Illustrated Catalogues, and lestimonials sent to

us by our Patrons last year, ,, , - , ,, «" " Buntings, Uxbndgc, May 13, 1873-

" Mr, Clark Thomhill will thank Mr. Holliday to send him two gross

more of his Strawberry Crinolines, Those Mr, Clark Thornhill has

had in use for the last two yc.irs have been most cfhcicnt in helping to

ripen and preserve the fruit from slugs and rain-splashes.

The contrivance is by the late Sir Joseph Paxton, who after testing

them for one season in his own gardens, " Rock Hills,' gave hn
approval of their usefulness. The right to Manufacture Jhcm was

transferred to R, HOLLIUAV, Practical Wire Worker, aA, Portobcllo

Terrace, Netting Hill Gate, W.
Every description of Wircwork for Gardens, Conscrvatorie3,«c.
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NEW COLEUS, LADY BURRELL.
B. s. v7iLliams

Has much pleasure in offering to tlie Public this superb and strikingly beautiful Colens as being at once the

most handsome and distinct variety ever sent out. The habit is good, and foliage bold ; the basal half of the leaves

is dark maroon, whilst the upper half is of a bright golden-yellow. Its elegant and lively appearance cannot fail to

render it a universal favourite for Conservatory Decoration.

Price 5s. each.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

TROP-^^OLUMS
T. Thornton

BEGS TO OI'FEK THIS i^EASON, AT VERY KKDUCEU PRICES,

THE SET OF FIVE SUPERB BEDDING TROP^OLUMS,
Which was offered by him for the first time in 1871, and to which the public so generously responded.

The five distinct and beautiful varieties can now be had for 5s.

See Gttrdenir's Year Book for 1871, under the head of "New Flowers;" also in other Gardening Periodicals.

T. THORNTON, THE NURSERIES, HEATHERSIDE, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES
GRATIS AND POST FREE.

Dick Radclyffe & Co.,
SEEDSMEN, HORTICULTURAL DECORATORS,

Am GEIEEAL dAEDEI FUEIISHEES.
Catalogues may be procured on the Show Ground, Birmingham.

DICK RADCLYFFE and CO., 129, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
SEED GROUNDS — ERFURT, PRUSSIA.

PROPER SEASON FOR SOWING THE FOLLOWING.

E. G. Henderson & Son
Offer the Seeds in superhne strains. For winter bloom and growth, Primulaj Cineraria, and

Calceolaria, should be sown immediately j for spring bloom sow during July.

PRIMULA sinensis fimbnata, elegantly fringed, alba

,1 ,, .. rubra .. .. 2

,t I, Magnum Bonum, richest colour 2

,, ,, in mixed colours 2

„ ,, filicifolia rubra, Fem-lcavcd 2

., ,, ,, alba. Fern-leaved 2

,, ., ,, mixed colours, P'ern-leaved .. ...._.. 2
CALCEOLARIA, herbaceous, large flowered, splendid varieties 2
CINERARIA, finest quality, mixed colours . . 2
CYCLAMEN persicum, assortment in 6 fine kinds .. --4

,1 choice mixed, from 30 beautiful varieties .. 11, and 2

„ an assortment of 12, species and varieties 7CLOVE CARNATIONS, fine strain, in mixed colours .. .

.

2

CARNATIONS, in fine varieties, also jellow ground colours,
separate . . . . 2

,, perpetual flowering, for winter, mixed colours .. ..2
., m Picotee section, fine mixed colours 2

HUMEA ELEGAN3 M. and i

., ,, purpurea, new if. and 2
HOLLYHOCKS, u first-class varieties 4

.. various colours, mixed . . u. to 2
SWEET WILLIAM, Henderson's Perfection, various colours . 1

,, assortment of 5 kinds 1

Per packet.—*, d. Per packet.—j. d.

6 STOCKS, Scarlet Intermediate, London market variety. K>d. rind i o
6 ,, White, 6rf. & u. ; Blue, fid. ; and Purple Intermediate, fine o 6
6 ,, Alexandra, Princess of Wales, prolific Intermediate, white
6 bd. and i o
6 „ Albert, Prince of Wales, purplc-violct . . ,

.

bd. and i o
6 „ lilood Royal, Intermediate, fine .. .. ,. i o
fi ,, Purple Rocket, Intermediate, distinct, fine spike . . . . 10

,
Royal Scarlet, Intermediate, brilliant colour .. .,10

I
East Lothian, Intermediate, scarlet 10

o 1 „ ,, Intermediate, purple 10
6

I

,, ,, Intermediate, white .. .. ., .. ..10
6 ,, Eriliiantissima, bright scarlet, fine . . . . . . ..10
6 I ., Rose Royal, clear light rose 06

;
VIOLET, lutea perfecta, beautiful large golden bedding kind

°
I

td. and I o
WALLFLOWER, English, single dwarf, golden yellow ..06

,, English, single reddish crimson 06
,, German, mixed colours, fme quality id
E. G. HENDERSON AND SONalso offer established young seedling

plants of PRIMULA JAPONICA, the "Queen of Primroses," con-
sidered one of the finest plants ever introduced to English gardens;
stately and unique in its growth, beautiful in variety of colour, and
perfectly hardy. A selection of six varieties, ii eluding distinct colours
of red, white, mauve wich red centre, white mottled with red, rich
dark crimson, and pink. Single plants, 3s. bd.^ larger quantities
special prices.

Seed of this fine species can also be supplied in packets, 2s. 6d. each
Should be kept in cold pit or frame; but will remain nearly one year
before it germinates.

For Spring Bedding and Pot Culture.
MYOSOTIS (Forget-me-Not) dissitilora .. .. 6»i, and 1

„ sylvatica, true, fine bedding plant o
,, ,. alba, pure white, in contrast .. .. .. .. .. o

PANSIES, assortment of 8 bedding kinds, 21. 6d.; colours
separate, 6d. each.

For further descriptive notes on the above, see E. G. HENDERSON and SON'S DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE of SEEDS.

WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, N.W'

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SHOW AT BIRMINGHAM.

John Matthews,
KOYAL POTTERY, WESTON-SUPER-MARE,

CALLS ATIENTION TO HIS COLLECTION OF

TERRA COTTA VASES, STATUARY FIGURES, RUSTIC FLORAL ARBORETTES,
FERN BASKETS, GARDEN POTS, &c., &c.

STAKD No. 4.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
KXHlHlTUiN at the LOWER GROUNDS, ASTON,

Dirmingham, TUESDAY to SATURDAY inclusive, June 25 to 2g.

„„,,.^, OFFICIAL PROGRAMME.
lUESpA\.—Doors open at 11 am to Ticket-holders only; after

12 30 to the general public. Admission, loi, 6<i.
ILR.H. I'rincc Arthur will reach the Grounds at 12.30. At i o'clock

an Address from the Local Committee will be presented to H.R.H.,
afler replying to which he will declare the Exhibition open. Luncheon
at 1.30. Holders of luncheon tickets arc requested to be in theit
places before the arrival of the I'rincc at the Luncheon Tent.
The Hands will play from 11.30 to 7,30 on first day, and from 12.0 to

7, 10 on subsequent days.
A\'EDNESDAV.—E.\hibition open from to A.M. to 7.30 p.m. Admis-

sion, 2S 6d.

'I he Ilurticullural Congress will commence at n p.m. precisely, and
will be held in the Luncheon Tent.
THl'R^DAY—Great Rose Show and additional Show of Fruits.

Open from 10 a.m. lo 7.30 P.M. Admission, u.
The Horticultural Congress will be resumed at 4 p.m.
FRIDAY.—Additional Show of Bouquets and Cut Flowers. Open

from 10 A.M. to 7.30 P.M. Admission, is.

Packets of 15 Tickets, available on Thursday or Friday, prim
loi. 6.^., may be obtained up to Wednesday evening, but not after-
wards.
SATURDAY.—Supplementary SHOW of ROSES and . iher CUT

FLOWERS. Open Irom ioa.m. to 535 P.M. The E.\h.bition will
close at 6 o'Clock. Admission, 6./.

On all ihe days. Children under 12 years old, half price.
Season Tickets (non-transfcrablc) will be issued up to Saturday next,

price loj. 6d.

CHARGES for ADMISSION.
First Day, tos. &/. (or ??. 6d. if bought on or before Saturday, the

22d)
: Second Day, 3s. 6,1 ; Third and Fourth Days, 15. : Last Day,6(i

Packets of 15 i>nc Shillinp Tickets may be had for los. 6J.
Guinea Pbivileges.-Three Tickets for first day and four 'or

second or following days, may be purchased for One Guinea.
Tickets may be obtained of Mr. A, Forrest, 10, Cherry Street : Mr.

H. G. Quilter, Lower Grounds, Aston; or ^I^. T, B. Thomson,
20, High Street, Birmingham,

ARRANGEMENTS as to CARRIAGES, &c.
Carriages and Cabs must enter Trinity Road at the Aston end, and

set down at cither of the entrances, and then proceed along the road
towards Hirchtields. Cairiat^es from Handsworth may set down at
the Triumphal Arch in Trinity Road, but will not be allowed to pass
the barrier.

Private Carriages may stand in rank in the Trinity Road on the
Park side. This road will be closed for traffic, except that of the
Exhibition, during the Show Week.
Omnibuses must set down at the Witton Road Entrance.
Foot passengers will be admitted at all the Entrances.

TRAINS to ASTON and BACK
Will run from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. as often as required.

An ORDINARY and a COLD COLLATION will be provided
dailv {except on Tuesday), bv Mr. Quilter, at the Ilolte Hotel.
The Assembly Room will be used as a Coffee Room every day

during the Show Week except Tuesday.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.—The TWENTY-NINTH ANNIVERSARY

FESTIVAL will take place on TUESDAY, July 2, at the London
Tavern, JJishopsg.ite Street, The Rev. S. Reynolds Hole, of
Caunlon Manor, Notts, Chairman of the day, supported by the
Sheriffs of London and the Under-ShetilTs.

Tickets, 2xs. each. Ladies' Gallerj- Tickets, 71, 6d.
Treasuter—ROBEKT WRENCH. Esq., London Bridge, E.G.
St-cre ary— E. R. CUTLER, 14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, W.C.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.—Notice is hereby given, that the HALF-

YEARLY GENERAL MEETING of the MEMHERS of this
Institution will be held at the Bedford Hotel. Covent Garden. W.C..
on TUESDAY, July 9 next, for the purpose of ELECTING THREE
PENSIONERS. The Chair will be taken at 6 o'Clock precisely.
The Ballot will close at 3 o'Clock precisely.

EDWARD ROGER CUTLER, Secretary.
I.). Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, W.C.—June 12.

The Voting Papers have all been delivered ; any Member not having
received one is respectfully requested to make immediate application.

Notewortliy Horticulturists and Botanists.
NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of

NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS
is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already
appeared, and separate Copies {price 6if. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, viz, :

—

Dr. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S.
W. Wilson Saunders, F.R.S.

Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.

M. Decaisne.
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.

Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin.

Professor Reichenbach.

Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.
E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.
James McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.
James Bateman, F.R.S.
Berthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.
Hon. Marshall P. Wild:;r.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, W.C.

Birmingham Show.
NOTICE.— r^« GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and

AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE /or June 29 will
contain—Portrait of Mr. GiBSON, Plan of the Exhi-
bition, a Full REPORT of the SHO"^, together with
Numerous Illustrations.

Copies 77iay be had on Friday morning, June 28, in the

Shoiv Ground, at Stand 92 ; and at all Messrs. W. H.
Smith & Sons' Bookstalls.

®|e§arkners'C|r0mcIe
SATURDAY, JUNE 22, 1872.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TUESD.W, June 25 1 ^^^,^| Horticullural Society (Great Exhi-

Friday, — zg )
bition at Birmingham.)

Wcnvfc^.v- -;( Bishop Stortford and HcrtTordsliire Horti-WEDNE5DAY, - 20^ cultural Sooiety (Great Summcr Show).

WE remind those of our readers who take an
interest in the affairs of the Gardeners'

RoY.\L Benevolent Institution, that the
anniversary festival will take place on July 2, at

the London Tavern, Bishopsgate Street, on which
occasion the chair will be taken by the Rev. S.

Reynolds Hole. We have just said—those of
our readers who take an interest in the affairs of
this Institution. Surely in this category we may
include all who take any interest in gardening ; for

how could gardening go on and prosper without
gardeners? In the very nature of things, as
there must be gardeners, there must also be,

in a large body, such as the gardening coir-

munity, gardeners in distress ; for we are told

that the poor shall never cease out of the

land. No appeal for help beyond this broad
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statement of the fact, should be necessary, but
those who possess "this world's good" should
open their hearts and their purses, and become
liberal donors, or staunch annual subscribers,
in aid of so humane and benevolent a corporation.

We have so often pointed out that the object
of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution

is to relieve those aged gardeners who, through
poverty, infirmity, or other affliction, may not
have the means of helping themselves, that it is

almost a work of supererogation to repeat it.

We, however, do so, partly in the hope of

inducing gardeners themselves to do more for

their own Institution than they have hitherto

done. Apathy on the one hand, and division of

opinion on the other, have kept many aloof ; but
a moment's reflection should show that a firmly-

established and well-managed Society like this

must afford the safest investment for the gar-

dener— if he looks at the matter from this, the

lov/est point of view ; while regarded as a means
of doing good to his fellows, his bounty could
not possibly be better dispensed than by means
of such an agency. One or two facts are worth
many assertions on matters like these. Here
they are :—During the time the Gardeners'
Royal Benevolent Institution has been in exist-

ence—since 183S— it has relieved 172 persons,

at a cost of upwards of ^17,100. It has now
on its funds 60 pensioners. The funded stock

of the Society, standing in the names of the
trustees, is ^8400 Three per Cent. Consols.
Every gardener, then, who can possibly find

the annual guinea should become a subscriber
;

and then with what increased force could every
patron of horticulture be appealed to ; and how
easily could the pensions be increased in amount
as well as number.

We may just add that there is one other way
in which gardeners may aid the Institution, but
of course it should be done with the sanction of

their employers,—we mean by a contribution of

fruit to the festival. One of the most fertile

sources of income in the case of charities like

the present, is the subscription list filled up
around the festive board, and hence the signi-

ficance of gardeners themselves doing what they
can, in this professional form, towards keeping
up its importance.

The series of articles we have already pub-
lished under the heading " On the Way," and
the last of which appears in to-day's issue, will

serve to indicate much of what is best worth
seeing from the horticultural point of view in

Birmingham and its neighbourhood. We now
avail ourselves of the opportunity of giving cer-

tain further particulars which may be interesting

to visitors, and for which we are in a great degree

obliged to Mr. Badger, the indefatigable local

secretary, to whom the greater part of the

splendid success which seems now all but certain

to await the Provincial Horticultural
Show at Birmingham next week, will be due.

We learn, by the way, that the entries are very

large—at least a third more numerous than at

Nottingham.

It is not our intention in this article to attempt

anything in the nature of a " guide " to the town,

and yet we think we shall be able in a brief space

to place some of its more interesting feature

before our readers.

Birmingham occupies a very elevated
position. Its subsoil is principally new red
sandstone and gravel, which secures a natural

drainage, highly conducive to the health of the

town. It is, indeed, a naturally healthy place
;

the air is extremely dry ; and while occasionally

in the "dark drear days of November" it is

enshrouded in a real "London" fog, this is

rather the exception than the rule.

It is essentially a modern town, and while
within ite boundaries there is much that cannot
fail to interest every intelligent visitor, it has few
or no antiquities. Yet it is moderately certain
that the Romans had a station here ; and the
name of one of its streets still perpetuates the
remembrance of our ancient rulers. In Dooms-
day Book it bears the name of " Berminghea."
Long before the Norman Conquest it was a
market town. Ever since the days of Charles I.

it has been a decidedly Puritan and democratic
town. The unfortunate King passed two nights
beneath the roof of Aston Hall, on part of the
park attached to which the great show about to
take place will be held— the old hall, now the
property of the Corporation, being an interesting
object from all parts of the ground. It is a fine
old Elizabethan mansion, and with the park

surrounding it is open at all times free of charge.
There is an excellent museum in the Hall.

As the town is about to be visited by a mem-
ber of the present Royal family, it may not be
amiss to remark in passing that no royal person-
age visited the town after Charle.S, until

Edward Duke of York stayed there in 1765.
The Queen has specially visited Birmingham
twice ; first in 1830, when as Princess Victoria
she was accompanied by her mother, the Duchess
of Kent

; and again, on June 15, 1858, when she
went to inaugurate the "People's Park" at Aston.
It may not be uninteresting to note in passing
that Mr. Ouilter, the proprietor of the Lower
Grounds, was then officially connected with
Aston Hall and Park, and it is probable that to
that connection the town is indebted for the
existence of the remarkable gardens which many
of our readers will shortly see for the first time.
The late Prince Consort visited Birmingham
in 1844 and 1849 ; on the latter occasion for the
purpose of seeing an exposition of Birmingham
manufactures and art, which it has generally
been supposed suggested to him the idea of the
Great Exhibition of 1851. A third visit was
made in 1855, when he laid the stone of the
Midland Institute.

Birmingham has always been famed for what
are called " advanced " political views, and its

citizens were mainly instrumental in bringing
about the Reform Bill of 1832. THOMAS
Attwood— whose statue occupies a prominent
position in front of New Street Railway Station
—was its hero then, as John Bright is now.
On several occasions the British Association has
visited the town, and the National Association
for the Promotion of Social Science started its

career of usefulness there.

The public buildings of Birmingham are not,
as a whole, of such importance as, from the size

of the town, might be expected. It has a grand
Town Hall, situated at the top of the principal
street. New Street. It is built of Anglesey
marble, and is a reproduction of a Grecian
temple. It will comfortably seat over 4000
persons ; but on the occasion of great political

meetings it has held 10,000. The hall is open to
inspection daily (except on Sundays) on appli-
cation at the top door in Congreve Street. It

is the property of the Corporation, and cost
nearly ^50,000. It contains a magnificent organ
of great power, and it is to be hoped that during
the show week visitors will have an opportunity
of hearing it.

Near the Town Hall are the Midland Institute
and the (Queen's College, the latter of which isprin-
cipally devoted to the education of medical stu-

dents. There is an excellent museum attached,
which may be seen for a small charge. In a part of

the Midland Institute building the free library will

be found, which is abundantly supplied with news-
papers—and the public reference library, both
open to all comers without charge. In the latter

there is a valuable collection of books. In the
same building is the Shakspeare Library, the
most complete collection of editions of the
great bard's works, and of books illustrative of

his text and times, to be seen anywhere. Visitors

desirous of gaining access to this library must
apply to Mr. J. D. MULLINS, principal librarian.

The art gallery (admission free) is under the

same roof, and well deserves a visit.

Next in order we must mention the Free
Grammar School of King Edward VI., this is

in New Street. The endowment, which is

chiefly land, was in the time of Henry VIII.
of the value of ^31 2s. lod. annually, it now
exceeds ^12,000. Some fine scholars have been
educated at this school. In seven years this

school yielded five senior classics to Cam-
bridge. Sir Charles Barry was the architect

of the school building, the design for which is

Gothic. It is a beautiful structure, and cost

.£67,000.

The churches of Birmingham call for no
special remark, except that they are unworthy
of such an important town.

The street architecture of Birmingham is in a

transition state. During the past few years great

changes have taken place, and are now in pro-

gress. Old streets are being widened, and as

leases fall in handsome commodious buildings

are taking the place of very insignificant and
inferior ones.

Of the suburbs and neighbourhood of Bir-

mingham much may be said, but our limited

space warns us to be brief Sutton Park is seven
miles from Birmingham. It is one of the most
glorious spots in the midland counties, is easily

reached by railway, and fully deserves a visit.

Edgbaston is the western suburb of the town ; it

contains many fine villas and some magnificent
mansions. In this parish are the Botanical
Gardens, elsewhere commented on. Castle Brom-
wich, Solihull, and Knowle may be mentioned as
charming villages close at hand to Birmingham,
easily reached by rail. For other reasons than
picturesqueness the " Black Country " should
also be visited. We recommend the curious
to select a dark night and a late train, and
to traverse the distance between the two towns
named by the London and North-Western
Railway : if readers of Dante's Inferno,
they will certainly imagine themselves trans-

ported to the nether regions. Those who, having
spent a day at Enville (book from New Street or

Snow Hill station to Stourbridge, and there

take an omnibus to the Earl of STAMFORD'S
beautiful demesne, open free to the public on
Tuesdays and Fridays), return to Birmingham
"after dark," will see a sight they will never forget.

Dudley Castle, which is situated in this " Black
Country," will well repay a visit ; and the lime-
stone quarries of Earl DUDLEY should also be
seen.

Farther away in another direction, but still only
20 miles by rail, is the ancient city of Coventry,
from whence one of the most delightful walks in

the county is to Kenilworth Castle. A few miles
further Guy's Cliff, Warwick Castle, and the

fashionable town of Leamington, will be reached.
Another pleasant excursion for a day may be
taken to Worcester and Malvern, while the Clent
Hills, Hagley Park, and Shenstone's celebrated
" Leasowes," will find sufficient occupation for

another Midsummer day. Most of these, and
some other places of interest to horticulturists,

have been already alluded to in the articles
" On the Way," to which we refer the reader.

As to the numerous, important, and interesting

manufactures of Birmingham, we refer to the

official catalogue to be issued on Tuesday ne,xt

in the show ground ; a list of those open to visi-

tors was given in our last issue.

There are several excellent Hotels in the town,

the principal being the Great Western, which
adjoins the railway station in Snow Hill—a large,

handsome, well-conducted house, where, speaking
from personal experience, we can say the

accommodation is excellent, and the charges
very reasonable. It is, however, a little too close

to the station to be pleasant, except to the deaf.

The Queen's Hotel, which adjoins the London
and North-Western Railway Station, is another
excellent house. To these may be added the

Hen and Chickens Hotel, in New Street ; the

Stork, in Old Square ; the Swan, in New
Street ; the King's Head, Worcester Street

;

and the Acorn, Temple Street. Of smaller and
less expensive houses, we may mention Knapp's
Commercial Hotel, High Street ; BuUivant's

Hotel, Carr's Lane ; Suffield's Hotel, Union
Passage ; the ;Waverley Temperance Hotel,

New Meeting Street ; Wilkins' Temperance
Hotel, Moor Street ; and Corbett's Temperance
Hotel, Paradise Street. There are innumerable
respectable inns in the town.

There are also many excellent dining rooms,
of which it will be sufficient to specify Benson's,

Bull Street; Avery's, Bull Street ; Suffield's, Union
Passage; Nock's, Union Passage ; Wickham &
Pickmere's (formerly Spiers and Pond's), Stephen-
son Place ; and Hillman's Stores, Paradise Street.

As Mr. Quilter will provide in the show-
ground an ordinary every day during the show,
except on the first day, it will doubtless suit the

convenience of many visitors, and especially

of exhibitors, to make use of the accommodation
which he will afford.

It is perhaps as well to add that the Lower
Grounds are just outside the borough of Birming-
ham, at a distance of about 2 miles from the

centre of the town, but are easily accessible by
cabs, omnibuses, which are constantly running,

and by trains from New Street, which, during the

show week, will run to Aston Station every half

hour.

The following details will be found serviceable

to visitors :

—

r. Exhibitors and others desiring private lodginss ne.ar

to the show ground should wrile at once to Mrs. Quilter,

Lower Grounds, Aston. Birniingham, snying what accom-
modation they require, and enclose stamped directed

envelope for reply. Mrs. Quilter keeps a register of,

houses in the neighbourhood where lodgings can be had.

2. Exhibitors who require horses to convey their vans
to the show grounds should at once communicate to one
of the under-named according to the line tliey will use,

stating on which day and by what train they will travel,

and whether they will want one horse or more. If by the
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London and North-Westera Railway, to Mr. NichoUs,
London and North-Western Railway, Curzon Street,

Birmingham ; if by the Midland Railway, to Mr. Pear-
son, New Street Station, Birmingham ; if by Great
Western, to Mr. G. W. Andrewes, Snow Hill Station,

Birmingham. If vans as well as horses should be re-

quired it must be stated, and some idea of size given.

Exhibitors who neglect to write beforehand will not find

horses awaiting them. Exhibitors who take only a few
boxes with them will find it best and cheapest to hire cabs
(two-wheelers), or cars (four-wheelers), to convey them, to

the Lower Grounds. A plentiful supply of these vehicles

will be found at all the stations. The fare for the former
is 2s., for the latter 3X.

3. Exhibitors and others will have, free of charge, access
to a room in the hotel adjoining the Lower Grounds (which
will be supplied with all the leading London and Birming-
ham daily papers), for letter-writing, appointments, &:c.

They will be at liberty to have their letters addressed
there, and it is hoped they will find this arrangement a
very convenient one. The proper mode of address will

be. Mr. A B
,
Quilter's Holte Hotel, Aston, Bir-

mingham.
4. The local committee have arranged for many of the

leading manufactories in Birmingham and district to be
open for inspection, free of charge, on production of an
introduction from the local hon. sec, Mr. E. W. Badger,
who will be on the show ground all the days of the show.
A complete list of these manufactories will be issued in

the official catalogue, which will contain a list of exhi-
bitors in the horticultural and implement, &c., depart-
ments

; a complete list of horticultural buildings, heating
apparatus, garden implements, garden furniture, garden
engines, vases, and other decorative appliances, wirework,
&c., exhibited at the show.

S- The show will be opened on Tuesday next, at
I o'clock, by H.R.H. Prince Arthur. Holders of tickets
will be admitted to the gardens adjoining the show
ground at 11 a.m., but none others will be admitted
until after 12.30. As soon as the Prince has entered the
great Exhibition tent the barriers will be withdrawn, and
the visitors assembled will be allowed to enter the show
grounds, where at i o'clock precisely an address from the
local committee will be presented to H.R.H. Prince
Arthur, who, after replying, will declare the exhibition
open.

6. At half-past i a public luncheon, at which the
Prince will be present, will take place in a marquee in
the grounds. Provision will be made for 500 guests.
The luncheon will be of the best possible character, the
charge for which, including wines (which are to be of
first-class quality), will be 21s. for gentlemen, i6j-. for
ladies. Immediate application must be made for luncheon
tickets to Mr. A. P*orrest, 10, Cherry Street, Birmingham.
Prizes amounting to ^^30 have been offered for the floral
decoration of the luncheon-tables.

7. The Horticultural Congress will take place on Wed-
nesday and Thursday, 26th and 27th inst., at 4 o'clock
each day.

8. On Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday the
exhibition will open at 10 a.m., and close at half-past

7 P.M., and the ground will be cleared at 8, except on
Saturday, when it will close at 6 p.m.

9. On every day except Tuesday an ordinary will be
provided at half-past 2 o'clock. The charge wiU be
moderate, and it is to be hoped that this arrangement will
afiord more opportunity for social intercourse than the
usual gardeners' dinner. The chair will be taken each day
by some well-known horticulturist. A cold collation will
be provided for those who prefer it.

ro. Ample arrangements as to refreshments generally
have been made.

The following regulations have been issued as
to the Exhibition of Horticultural Buildings,
heating apparatus, implements, &c. , in connection
with the Royal Horticultural Society's Show, at the
Lower Grounds, Aston, June, 1S72, under the manage-
ment of the local committee :

—

1. Each boiler will be tried for a period of 24 hours as
nearly as possible.

2. Each competitor may provide his own stoker, or
may employ the one provided by the committee.

3. Fuel (including wood for lighting the fires) will be
provided by the committee ; either coal or coke, or a
mixture, as may be desired by the competitors severally.
The quantity consumed, and the value thereof, will be
taken into consideration by the judges.

4. The piping will be emptied and re-filled with cold
water every morning, and the trial of a fresh boiler will
commence each morning as near 9 o'clock as possible.

5. Each boiler will be under the control of the owner
during the day. In the evening, at any time between
6 and 10 o'clock, the fire may be raked for the night ; the
owner of the boiler deciding at what time between those
hours he will elect to have it closed for the night, when it

will be sealed up by the judges.
6. The temperature of the water in the pipes will be

taken by the judges or their servants every half-hour
during the day, and as often as possible during the night
and morning, previous to emptying the pipes for each
day's trial.

7. There will be 12 thermometers inserted in the pipes,
eight being reserved exclusively for the use of the judges,
and four being at the seiyice of the competitors, during
their respective days of trial. It is requested that these
latter instruments may be placed under the care of one
responsible person, who must immediately replace any
which may be accidentally damaged.

8. Two maximum and minimum thermometers will be
fixed for the purpose of recording the atmospheric tempe-
rature during the trials. The state of the weather, and
the direction of the wind, will also be recorded simul-
taneously with the temperature of the pipes.;

Q. Notice of the days of trial will be given as soon as
possible to the various competitors, with the view of con-
sulting their convenience in attending.

10. It is especially requested that neither any of the

competitors or their servants engage in conversation with
the judges' assistants who have to record the readings of
the ilierinometers.

There are ten exhibitors, and their principal exhibits

number culleclively about fourteen. These gentlemen
also show a variety of boilers, stoves, &c., not for

competition. For several days past men have been
engaged erecting these boilers in that part of the

ground at Aston which is set apart for the purpose
and for the show of model greenhouses. A thousand
feet of piping will l}e used for the trial of each boiler,

and the time occupied in the trial of each will be
twenty-four hours, the temperature of the water being
taken every half hour. It should be stated that the

general public will not be permitted to witness the

trials ; only such as are immediately interested will

have this privilege. The judging in the implement
department will take place on Saturday next. We
learn that the first trial of boilers commenced on
Wednesday last with one of Messrs. Dennis' (Chelms-
ford) boilers ; Mr. Cannell's boiler will be tried on the

25th. The trials have been somewhat interfered with
by the tremendous storm of the iSth, conceniing whicli

we append some notes from a Birmingham contem-
porary. The judges appointed for the boiler trials are

Mr. IL T. Hassall and Mr. Walter May, Hot-Water
Engineers, of Birmingham, and Mr. Bennett, gardener
to Lord Stamford, Enville Hall.

The following letters relating to the Storm at

Birmingham appeared in recent numbers of the

Binjiingham Morning Neivs :—
" From a vast number of small blocks and plates of ice

which fell in the storm this afternoon, about 2 o'clock, I

measured one taken at random, nearly square on sur-

face, three quarters of an inch long, by five-eighths wide,
and a quarter of an inch thick. P, Smithy F.R.A.S.,
4, Cherry Street, June 18."

" Birmingham and vicinity have been this day visited

by a thunderstorm, accompanied by the most tremendous
quantity of rain and enormous pieces of ice ever registered
within my records. The sudden heat after the low tempe-
rature in the early part of last week caused the air yester-

day and this morning to become highly surcharged with
electricity. On Monday night the heat was intense,

lowest thermometer 62\ The rapid increase of tempera-
ture will be understood by the following copy of my daily

readings from the 12th :

—

Highest Temperature i?t tfu Shndc.

June
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lurai. In the latter phrase is included not only the
j

stonework — walls, vases, arches, fountains, &c. —
but the scrollwork, and spiral and round-headed trees

'

in the garden. All these belong, as it were, to

the architect, and are feelers or cables put forth to attach

more surely the garden to the mansion—a secondary
\

and outer basement floor, having a certain correlation

to that within. It is only when thus looked at that

the form and style of furnishing of sundry front gar-

dens can be properly understood ; for instance, the

irregular green style of filling flower gardens, so much
lauded at the present day, would be out of place here.

It will be observed that all the permanent features of

each corresponding part of this garden are alike, and

the perfection of art in the summer furnishing of such

formal gardens is to attain to a similar degree

of congruity without producing monotony. There

is no better reason for planting each bed in a regular

garden different from another similar in form and cor-

responding in position, than for having each chair in a

suite of furniture distinct in form or colour from every

other. There is no doubt, however, but that Mr.

Stevens, who understands these matters well, and

holds the balance with judgment between the colour

and the greenness, has filled the flower garden with his

usual taste and ability, though it is yet too early to

note effects.

prettily laid out, and affording agreeable prospects

from which but little is seen of the forest of tall chim-

neys and their smoky outpour which form so charac-

teristic a part of Birmingham scenery. Those who are

accustomed to associate the idea of a botanic garden

with straight beds filled with forbidding looking weeds

and obtrusive tallies will be pleasantly disillusioned by

a visit to these gardens. The educational element is,

indeed, quite subordinate to the ornamental, though it

is only right to say there are ample materials here for

the successful prosecution of botanical research if the

visitor be so minded. The houses are situated on a

terrace on the uppermost portion of the ground, and at

present are an odd mixture of old and new erections,

the latter consisting of a square lanteni-roofed conser-

vatory, duly ridged and furrowed, and with an

aquarium at the back, the former represented by an

elliptical building of iron, surmounted by a dome and

flanked by two wings. At the back of these

structures is a quantity of plant-houses and pits

containing a large assemblage of interesting plants.

The new conservatory, the ridges in the roof of

which are glazed on the one side wiih frosted glass, on

the other with plain, contains a large number of orna-

mental plants in pots, including a noble pair of Tree

Ferns, a fine plant of Astrapica WalHchii, Cytoceras

reflexum, several Orchids, among which a plant of

species not usually met with. There was here to be

seen, inL-r a/ia, a fine plant of Todea superba, and
another of Aglaomorpha Meyeniana, much resembling

a Drynaria. Platyloma andromedifolium, a Californian

Fern, is also a charming species too little known.
The grounds are for the most part well laid out, pre-

senting here and there features of great beauty and inte-

rest, and replete with variety. A noble Oak stands in

one part of the garden ; elsewhere are some fine Coni-

fers, including a good specimen of Picea nobilis ; in

another place a collection of Magnolias ; here a rosery,

there beds and belts of Rhododendrons and American
plants. Spring bedding is carried on here to a con-

siderable extent. In one place a semi-circular Yew
hedge formed the distant boundary ; next to this was a

ring of common Aucubas, then a row of scarlet Poppies,

P. bracteatum, followed by a zone of Wallflowers ;

then concentric zones encircled a series of lozenge-

shaped panels, filled with Myosotis or Daisies, Pansies

or Polyanthus, &.c. The lozenges were defined by
cross lines of common Thrift. Along one of the main
walks was also a species of ribbon border, consisting of

blue Larkspurs behind, succeeded by CoUinsia bicolor,

in front of which was a line of yellow Pansies, from

their low stature rather too much concealed by the

next line, which consisted of Silene pendula, and in

front of that, next the turf, a row of Cerastium tomen-

Fjg. 191.—odontoglossum I'HAL/iiNOPsis (from a specimen exhibited by O. O. Wrigley, Esq.)

"But if any doubt Mr. Stevens' power as a skilful
j

decorator let him cross the Trent, and enter the noble
;

conservatory. A finer display of well grown plants one
|

seldom or never meets with. It is difficult to say
whether the culture or the grouping deserves the

highest praise. The two noble Tree Ferns, flanked

with the overhanging fronds of Woodwardia radi-

cans and the smaller plants of Lomaria gibba and
Dracaena, give a charming representation of the

character of the house. The bulk agrees with the

sample, if it does not excel it. The group of Hedy-
chium and other plants, to the right, and the Clematis
on the wall, are most lifelike. Close at hand are the

glass walls, vineries, Peach-houses, figeries, pineries,

Cherry-houses, and plant-houses of all sorts and sizes

by the mile, fully furnished, indeed brimful and running
over with beauty, health, and plenty. And then there
is Mr. Stevens' Trentham boiler, doing a maximum
amount of work whh a minimum of labour and of
coal, with a quiet ease—a masterly inactivity, which
can only spring from a consciousness of power."

BiRMiiNCiiAM.—My first visit on arriving in this
town was, as in duty bound, to the Botanic Garden
situate at Edgbaston, in a pleasant suburb possessing
so little of a manufacturing aspect that it might be
many miles away from the town in place of a walk or
short ride. Few botanic gardens have the advantage
of so pleasant a site, the ground being undulating,

Lycaste cruenta, with 24 flower-spikes, and good
plants of Selenipedium and La^lia purpurata attracted

attention. Climbing plants are trained on wires across

the house at right angles to the rafters, and allowed

to hang down in graceful festoons. The decorative

plants were numerous, and in good condition.

They were for the most part of the ordinary

character, and presented nothing specially worthy of

attention. Reine Hortense Pelargonium, a variety

likely to meet with scanty appreciation from rigid

florists, is nevertheless a gay variety for decorative

purposes ; its jagged petals, of a deep crimson colour,

with a darker spot at the base, and edged by a white

band, serving to lighten up such a conservatory well,

and to afford pleasant variety. In one of the houses

was an old favourite, now rarely seen, in the shape of

Brachyglottis repanda, the foliage of which is hand-
some, and whose flowers, though individually insigni-

ficant, yet from their aggregation in branching panicles

give a distinct character to the plant. It is just one

of those old-fashioned plants that one sees at the back
of crowded conservatories, drawn up and '* leggy," so

that its merits do not obtain full recognition. It would
probably make a good plant for the sub-tropical

garden.

In a houbc at the rear of the conserva-

tory Mr. Latham grows a large and varied collection

of Ferns, including many interesting and striking

tosum. More satisfactory to my notion—though,

indeed, their beauty was past at the time of my visit

—

were some oblong beds of Narcissus, edged with

varieties of Scilla campanulata, white, pink, and

blue. In one place an old pit or quarry has been

turned to account to form a Fern glen, something

after the fashion of the high rocks at Tunbridge Wells.

This is planted with Ferns andlivy, and will, when
sufficient time has elapsed, and its too regular outlines

are softened down, doubtless form an attractive

feature of the gardens. The hotch-potch planting of

incongruous and unsuitable plants around this glen,

however, is open to unfavourable comment. One does

not expect to find patches of sun-loving, succulent

plants, for instance, clumped in masses in such shady

places. This is but a slight defect in a garden

possessing many beauties, and a collection of plants

(especially Ferns) much exceeding what I had been

led to expect. Some of the fraternity to whom I

had spoken had never heard of the Botanic Garden

—

rather unjust this to the memory of Knowles,

Westcott, Cameron, and others associated with it

;

others expressed their opinion that there was not

much to be seen there. Undeterred by such com-

ments, I went to see for myself, and was propor-

tionately surprised. I recommend all who have time

to spare to follow my example. In Mr. Latham,

the curator, they will find a courteous and intelligent
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member of the brotherhood,—one who knows, loves, quiet of the courtyard of the fine old Elizabethan
and grow plants well.

I

mansion is to go back three centuries. Nothing seems
Lower Aston.—There is little necessity for me to changed. Were one to meet courtiers in slashed hose

say much of these grounds, as all visitors to the show and broad-toed velvet shoes the sight would scarcely
will be enabled to judge for themselves. Moreover,

,

create astonishment. The garden is quite in keeping
general impressions as to the place, and the admirable 1 witli the mansion ; it is of the old style—old. The
manner in which it is conducted, have already been

, terrace walks, the geometric beds, the Rose arcades, the
given in your columns, and a pretty full description of the ' clipped hedges, the dense shrubberies, all speak of a
spring gardening as here practised was given with an bygone age, and produce a feeling of melancholy,
illustrative woodcut in your volume for 1S70, p. 12S4. 1 One may wander about here as in a dream, and ignore
Some people, as I happen to know, tliought that the existence of such things as telegraphs and railways,
description exaggerated. If there be still such to be and the feverish haste of the iglh century. Gardeners
found let them go and see for themselves. Mr. of the modern school will experience a vague wonder-
Quilter's grounds at some time or other have formed a I mcnt as they traverse the terraces of this antiijue
part of the adjacent park, and while " bedding out " is ! garden ; it is so unreal, so utterly unlike what one sees
to be seen by the side of the walks in all directions, , generally now-a-days. The place must be haunted,
yet the concentration of force is in a large square inclo.

I
If ghosts wander anywhere it must be here. They would

sure, once the kitchen garden of the mansion, and
j

excite no surprise if they did, so thoroughly in keeping
which was crammed when I saw it with Cliveden would they be with the whole tone of the place that no
Pansies (blue and yellow). Daisies (pink and white).
Golden Feather and white Cerastium arranged in
symmetrical patterns, with Ivy for a background.

Let those who are sceptical say and think what
they like, I own that, though primed beforehand, I

was utterly taken aback by the magnitude and beauty
of the display. Good music, good flowers, and doubt-
less a good tap—these are the allurements provided
for the masses at Lower Aston, and liighly they
seem to be appreciated. A more orderly crowd
of holiday-makers (it was Whit-Monday when I

paid the garden a visit) it was never my fortune
to see, and I could but consider Mr. Quiller in
the light of a great

public benefactor, and
as one who provided
sound honest recrea-

tion without vulgarity
or sensationalism.

Ample provision ex-

ists for growing and
propagating the my-
ri.ads of summer bed-
ding plants required
to supply the place
of the spring flowers.

and for housing the

subtropical plants
planted out in sum-
mer. Some of the
summer houses are

constructed, so far

as their ornamental
panels are c jncerned,

of moulded paper.
No one, till their

attention was directed

to the subject, would
suspect these build-

ings to be adorned
with other than wood
carving. Enough, for

the present, as to the

Lower Grounds, as

they will form the

centre of attraction

next week.
On the opposite

side of the road is

Aston Park, the

Greenwich Park of
Birmingham, of which
mention is made in

alarm would be felt did one see them. I wandered about
here for some time and saw not a soul, save one decrepit
labourer " mooning" listlessly about. Had he been a
witness of the wars of the Cromwellian era ? ^'erily it

seemed as if he might have been. The house was
closely shut, the very stables were empty. My foot-

falls echoed noisily in the courtyard ; not a dog even,
nor a barn-door fowl was to be seen. Yes, there was
a peacock sunning itself proudly and lazily, too idle, as
it seemed to me, to scream. I am not sure, but I

believe the very clock in the bell turret was still.

Everything seemed to speak of the past, nothing of the
present. Perhaps those who read these lines will think

on other grounds, for close by is the garden of Mr.
Perry, well known in florists' circles. The first thing
that strikes one here, is the number and variety of
Wellingtonias—the "Cedars" at Castle Bromwich are
represented by Wellingtonias. Here, too, are Roses
in profusion—standards and dwarfs, on their own roots,
and worked—a large bed is devoted to Roses pegged
down

; this must be a wonderful sight in due season.
In the houses are Pelargoniums grown as only one who
loves and cares for his pets as a true florist should do,
can grow them. And here, too, isanugly squad of lanky
Verbenas, as unpromising-looking as can be imagined.
The fact is, they are exhibition seedlings pinched to a
single stem and destined to throw all their force, and
concentrate all their beauty in one single truss, to
dazzle the connoisseur in the exhibition tent. Those
who know Mr. Perry's triumphs in this way, will judge
for themselves that his snug retreat is a desirable place
for a "quiet look round."

Before bringing these "Notes on the Way" to a
close, it is necessary to add, in extenuation of their
imperfect and fragmentary character, that they are the
outcome of a rapid, restless journey of a few days only
in the neighbourhood of Birmingham, undertaken with
the view of indicating, not describing, the chief features
of interest to the class of visitors likely to be attracted
to the midland metropolis on the occasion of the forth-
coming exhibition. Much has, perforce, been left un.
seen or uncommented on ; much that was seen very
imperfectly pourtrayed. Enough, however, has probably
been said to show how very much of horticultural
interest there is within a few hoyrs ride of Birmingham

in every direction.

One other duty, a
most agreeable one,

remains—that of ten-

dering my hearty

thanks to those who
so freely, cordially,

and hospitably helped
me "on the way."

Fig. 192.—view in mr. smee's garden (see p. 837).

FRITILLARIAS.
Like the Crown

Imperial there are
other species of the
genus Fritillaria that

are most useful and
ornamental in the
hardy flower garden,
and therefore well de-

serving of cultivation.

To outward appear-
ance these flowers are

curious rather than
beautiful ; the exterior

of the pendent bell-

shaped blossoms is

alone presented to

view ; it is only when
one of them is lifted,

and the handsome
marking of its interior

scanned, that their sin-

gular beauty becomes
apparent. They pos-
sess a marked indivi-

duality of character ;

and in the bulb gar-

den or in the mixed

long unlovely suburb the visitor from Birmingham will
find himself in pleasant places.

In another suburb of Birmingham, at Gravelly
Hill, is the residence of E. Wright, Esq. (gr.
Mr Hodges), where is a very choice collection of I But what of the gard°enV?' Have'InoVsaTd enOTgh? IsOrchids, whose health and rnndiUnn .!.,»= ,!,„!„„„„:.... .°_ :-._.,,._:, ,,^, ^

Mine is border they stand alone, not so much a prescribed as

race—veritable aristocrats by reason of
Z ^he TrleT ;nbl xt t T "r ''l^"^

P].','"^'^ ^
^^'"' "°' '^'^^™ ^ ^"^ ''"^"tive picture, mine is ooraer tney s

U ,1 n , „^l ,1 r ,
' steeple of Aston Church

,

the fault if it be so. I can only record impressions, a privileged
^ also a noteworthy feature, so that at the end of a but I can promise all who have an eye for the pictur-

:
thdr thorough distinctness of character:

esque, and a feeling for the history of a past era, so It was but as a matter of course that when looking
beautifully and impressively written here, a rare treat, over the collection of Crown Imperials grown by
and, I might add, a wholesome antidote to the fret and Messrs. Barr & Sugden, at their trials grounds at

ii'.™^..u"''_r''."^''
vulgarity of nineteenth century life.

,
Tooting, I should also be interested in the Fritillarias.

it The earlierspecies ofthisgenuswereinbloomatthesame

gardener great cred
probably be exhibited

wi!l 'Sve°in°Wea °o'^r this X^^nir^^"" "'r,.V'"?'" I

'"^ "' " °."'^ ^" auctioneer could do this, in view of racter of some of the species more generallywin grve an idea of this nice collection :-Odonto- I an aDoroachinc .,1. T ,„ „„. ,„ ,„.,i„„„ .^a t About the earliest in bloom was F. tristis. This is
IS nice collection :—Odonto- I an approaching sale. I am not an auctioneer, and Iglossum Fhalajnopsis, Dendrobium Devonianum, D

tortile, several Cattleyas and Lalias, Trichopilia
crispa, Vanda suavis, V. tricolor, Phala:nopsis Ludde-
manniana, Aerides Lobbii, A. Wameri, A. Schroderi,
Chysis Limminghei, very fine; Epidendrum Itaba-
guense, and many others. There is also here a fine
collection of Rhododendrons, but the frost and wet had
sadly interfered with theu: beauty. Some noteworthy
Hollies, pruned, and some fine specimen Conifers, are
also dotted about.
A few miles further on is Castle Bromwich, the

seat of Earl Bradford (gr. Mr.Thorley), easily reached
by train or cab from Burmingham. The village is
placed on an eminence, and the approach to it is
diarmingly pictural from the number of fine trees
bordering the road-side. Among them are a great

TT^^rhMrnl! in">
Sycamores vvith variegated leaves, over me aujoining meaaows. mere is a hue Hemlock coloured spots,

style of British arrhiLnf'^i
^'"'""'^ °fl''= -^gly Spruce, noble variegated Sycamores, Roses cluster spotted with purplish'-rose ; and Purpurea angustifolia.

theless forms a ,,r«.l f , T'f ^T"^' "".T ="™°<^ *"". ^"'""'^'= porch-but I am drifting into the ' a dark-coloured form, che^uere i with brown Thereuicicsa juiuis a pretty leature in the landscape ^^" ' """t^"""— - — •-' .,.i.:-t ,— . .... . .' . ^ . . . ...

am notaware that this "noble ancestralmansion," &c.,
!
of very dwarf growth, variously represented in Cala-

is likely to fall into the market. 1 earnestly hope not. logues at from 4 to 9 inches, but here scarcely more
I would like to see it kept just as it is—a fossil of, than 3 inches. The flowers are of a pale plum 'colour
quaint and rare beauty, full of interest, and still more on the exterior, and only slightly marbled ; inside the
wonderful in its suggestiveness. But horticulturists,

I
flowers are of a brighter hue, and really very hand-

whom I am supposed to be specially addressing, will somely marked. F. latifolia, of taller growth, has
accuse me of "twaddle." They will think me a flowers of a brownish-plum colour outside, inside the
profitless bore. They will keep away from Castle ' colour is green, spotted and marbled with dark. This
Bromwich. Theirs will be the loss if they do. There , is a very interesting species, deserving a more extended
IS, indeed, not much of what the French would call ' culture. F. prrecox, by some considered to be a
etttrilteii hortkoU here, but the terraces are quaint, the species, by others as simply a white variety of F.
clipped Box hedges very remarkable, the avenues of; Meleagris, has white flowers, or rather of a whitey-
fine variegated Hollies of great age and corresponding ' brown hue, and is certainly attractive. Next came
dimensions, little short of wonderful—the clipped Yew F. Meleagris, represented by several named varieties,
hedges and their sombre enclosure characteristic to a • The most noticeable were Agathe, chequered rose and
degree. There is a fine vista extending between the trees white; Flaccus, pale ground, with brownish plum-
over the adjoining meadows. There is a fine Hemlock ' coloured spots, very dwarf ; Adam Smith, white,

greater contrast can be imagined than the quiet of
this secluded village, and the noise and smoke of the
busy town only a few miles distant. To pass into the

No auctioneer's catalogue, which my better judgment tells are many named varieties of this well-known species.
me IS so inappropriate. I will say only one word but these are quoted to give some idei of the characters
more—go and see. the flowers assume. F. pyrenaica, a distinct species
A visit to Castle Bromwich is indeed highly desirable

j
bearing puce-coloured flowers, unfortunately was not in
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bloom. F. persica also was not yet in bloom ; this is

a common form, frequently met with in gardens, and
growing to a height of 10 or more feet, and bearing

curiously marked flowers of a larger size than

F. Meleagris.

Messrs. Barr& Sugden are gradually getting together

a collection of all the known species, and in a year or

two hope to obtain as complete a collection as may be

procurable. The black sandy loam, very light and
friable, of the Tooting grounds seemed to suit the

Fritillaria exactly, though any kind of loam, if it be

not too stiff, is favourable to their development. They
should be planted in groups in a mixed border, with

gayer coloured flowers about them, serving to light up
their somewhat sombre hues. As spring flowers are

generally gay in hue and bright in appearance, they

help by contrast to bring out the peculiar characters of

the curious and even eccentric bell-shaped flowers ; but

they are too fertile of a strange beauty to be passed by
unheeded ; let the quaint bells be but closely looked

into, and they are not without a certain fascination for

those who have a regard for many-coloured flowers :

*' opal hue and purple dye " lend their attractions, and

a happy combination of the beautiful and the grotesque

go to decorate some of the most singular of the many
flowers the plenteous spring brings forth to gladden the

eyes and touch the hearts of the sons of men. y?. D.

Yew Poisoning.—In some of the letters respecting

Yew trees and cattle it lias been stated, that cattle learn

not to eat it when they grow in the pastures where the

cattle are. This, I believe, is not correct. On the

contrary, they habitually crop them as they do other

trees, and as far as I know always with perfect impunity,

and I believe that it is only when they are not accus-

tomed to do so, and accidentally get to a Yew tree, or

to branches that have been cut off one, that they are

poisoned by it. I am rather inclined to believe that

half dead Yew branches are not more dangerous than

green ones, but that the whole danger lies in their being

eaten by cattle that are not accustomed to them as part

of their ordinary diet. C. W. Strickland.

The Fruit Trees.—As might be expected, out-of-

door fruit of all kinds has been much affected by the

season. Curiously enough orchard fruits blossomed
quite up to an average, although hedgerow plants

flowered so scantily, but alas ! the nipping frosts withered

up the flowers, and, as said a friend in .Somersetshire,
** There will be no crop t'year"—crop with him mean-
ing Apples. From what I see in some parts of

Dorset the flowering of fruit trees has been very partial,

as much of the promised flower, and even foliage, was
cut down before the flower had expanded, and in these

cases the bare twigs form a striking contrast to the rich

leafiness of trees where only the flower was blighted.

Our good friends, the Gooseberry and Currant, will be

but a scanty crop, and the unheard-of price in the

country of from 4^'. to (id. a quart for green Goose-
berries in the leafy month of June is a fact never before

heard of, as from 2d. to 3^/. is the general tariff. Straw-
berries have flowered profusely, and promise well.

Wall fruit flowered very variably. Peaches and Plums
were in full flower, but the fruit is all gone. Apricots

scarcely flowered at all, in fact I have seen a large

tree without a single flower, which is not to be wondered
at, seeing the enormous crops of this fruit which were
grown last year. We see, then, from these facts, ex-

posure to the vicissitudes of season exerts a prospective

influence upon fruit trees. In some the wood was not

fairly ripened last year, and so both blossom and leaf

are injured this season. In others, the crop of the past

year was so abundant last, that the plant must needs
rest this year. I have not had an opportunity to

look over orchard-houses, but hope for the best. It

will, indeed, be a great boon if cheaper modes of manu-
facture in these structures should make us compara-
tively independent of climate for some of our best fruits.

I observe, that although our Moorpark Apricot trees

have not blossomed this year, but came out all over
in extra fine leaves, still a branch is dying as usual

but this extra foliage this season may be expected to

prepare the way for plenty of fruit next year. J. B,

Edible Fungi.—Like other crops, for we have got

quite to look at these as seasonable crop plants. Fungi
have been very variable up to this time. The warm
days of part of April brought forth some fine examples
of the Morel {Morchella esculenta), which, as usual,

supplied us with a most delicate addition to the prin-

cipal meal. The May Mushroom—Agaricus Georgii,

seu A. gambosus, seu A. prunulus—has come up true
to his rings and exact to time, making its appearance in

the first week of May. It has, however, not been so
abundant as usual, probably owing to the cold nights.
We have just enjoyed a complete feast of the Cham-
pignon, A. oreades, which has made its appearance
just as the former had retired for the season. This,
too, I find in the same rings as formerly, and as before
its first crop is ready in June, and seems both abundant
and good, the moisture of the present season being by no
means prejudicial to it. In dry weather this Fungus
becomes shrivelled and worthless, and the crop is indeed
arrested in its growth by drought. In this case I have
found that a good sprinkling from the watering-pot with

a little hot water added for two or three evenings in

the week, assists the Fungi to come up, and keeps

them in good condition. In this way the A. oreades

will furnish a good crop all the summer, and as this is

really one of the most delicious species it is well worthy

attention, indeed I think even more so than the

usually cultivated Mushroom, f. B.

Garden Edgings.—" X. Z." is quite right in his

remarks on garden edgings, and, as far as utility goes,

he cannot do better than adopt edgings similar to

those in the Temple Gardens, which he can easily make
for himself, as I shall hereinafter show. With regard

to the comparative cost of bricks and the various edging

tiles advertised for sale, "X. Z." must bear in mind
that his bricks are articles in common every-day

use, whilst the garden edgings are fancy articles,

only used by the fanciful ; and that where the brick-

maker sells £100 worth of his wares the glazed

edging manufacturer may sell ^5 of his. I have

lately done what "X. Z." proposes to do, that

is, I have enclosed a garden 60 by 70 yards with a

wall 9 feet high, exclusive of coping and founda-

tions. I have done this with concrete, at a cost

of about /180 for the walling and £\a for the

coping. My success in moulding not only the coping,

but also cornices for a house, made me determine,

some time past, to make garden edgings of concrete,

dimensions 7 inches by 2 inches, rounded at the edge.

This I shall do when I get time. I calculate that

I \ bushel of Portland cement, at a cost of y. 2,d. , and

9 feet of washed sand, at a cost of id. per foot, will

turn out in work 6 cube feet. This, with 14 inches

section for his garden edgings, will turn out 61 ^

running feet. Add the cost of labour

—

i^d. per foot—
and the total cost for 61 feet run will be—cement,

3'- 3"'-
;
gravel, gd. ; labour, gd. = 41. gd., or a little

under id, per foot run. With the above proportions

of gravel and cement I have made cornices for the top

of my house, and which, after six months, were hard

enough to resist a fall of upwards of 30 feet. I have

also made a barn floor, on which I have backed a

loaded waggon without injury. But to ensure these

results a first-class Portland cement, passed through

not less than a 40 to the inch sieve, and weighing

1 1 2 lb. to the bushel, must be used, and the gravel and

sand must both be thoroughly washed and freed from

loam. My walls are built of 36 feet gravel to 4 feet

cement. I mention this so as not to mislead in the

cost of the gaTdenwall. If " X. Z." wants to see how
I do what I have above stated, he can get a return

second-class ticket from London to the station nearest

to my diggings for 23J. I shall be happy to send for

him. I send you my address, which you are at liberty

to give to "X. Z." if he wants it. Khoda Bux.

Paraffin as an Insecticide. — While thanking

Mr. Chapman for his article at p. 803, I wish to say

that I have long known of the recipes he submits, but

my simple reason for suggesting the use of paraffin was

its excessive cheapness and its peculiar " comeatability
"

to every one. Cottagers, especially, who are troubled

with birds, would find the oil easier to get than red

lead, or if their trees are troubled with American
blight, they can get the antidote at the nearest grocer's

which is more than can be said for the Gishurst, putting

aside the question of cost. A. D,

Lawn-Mowers.—I have read with much interest

"R. D.'s" paper under the above heading which

appeared in your last issue. I write this for the pur-

pose of giving my own experience of the capability of

Green's machines to cut wet and rather long grass. I

laid down in November last one part of my suburban

garden, a plot of turf on a somewhat heavily manured
piece of kitchen garden land. That the grass should

grow strong and rank is not to be wondered at. The
machine I have in use is a 14-inch of Green's. It was
set to work on this piece of grass when heavily

saturated with dew a few mornings since, and the

execution was all that could be desired. The grass

was cut close and evenly and to my entire satisfaction.

I have no interest in, or desire to laud the merits of

any one particular machine, but as mine is frequently

set to work on wet grass, and does its work well, I am
glad to have an opportunity of stating this much
respecting it. Granville Grant, 69, Park Street,

Grosvenor Square, IV., yune 15.

Spring Bedding Plants.—Mr. Fish will not, I

trust, think me impertinent if I venture to add slightly

to his list, at p. 804 ; of spring flowering plants that

may be raised from seed. The purple and white

Honestys are amongst the hardiest and showiest of

early border biennials, and seed should be sown at

once : I always sow in April. Then Violas raised from

seed sown now will yield flower in sheltered places

nearly all the winter, and become a perfect mass of

flower in the spring. The best are the large sulphur

and yellow flowered section. White, blue, and purple

Pansies also should be sown now, as the stronger the

plants the more certain the quantity of bloom, and

when the seedlings flower in the autumn any that are

not true to colour can be pulled out. I should recom-

mend "S. J." to get plants of double red, white,

and pink Daisies, as they are very cheap and propa-

gate very fast. Seedlings are seldom worth growing.

Wallflowers, both crimson and yellow dwarf, ought to

be sown in April, to get early flower. The market

gardeners here are putting out their plants already,

6 inches in height, for early market work. Interme-

diate Stocks should be sown in August and wintered

under glass, then turned out. Silenes, especially S. ruber-

rima, should be sown early in August ; also Saponarias
and Nemophilas three weeks later, lest they should

get too leggy to stand the winter. The great secret in

securing a good show of flowers from seed-raised plants

in the spring is to know the proper times of sowing,

and that can only be leamt by constant observation.

Alex. Dean, Bedfont.

The Great Dragon Tree.—While it is impos-

sible not to be thankful for the fine figure of the Great

Dragon Tree of Teneriffe in a recent number of the

Gardeneis^ Chronicle, a protest ought to be made
against the promulgation of Professor Smyth's views

about its structural development. What this writer

terms "inosculating roots' in the stem, are the new
fibro-vascular bundles, which are developed in a cam-
bium layer immediately external to the original pri-

mary mass of bundles. If any one wishes to study an

account of the matter, written by a competent autho-

rity, reference may be made to an article by Millardet

in the Mi'm. dc la Sac. Imp. d. Sc. Nat. de Cherbourg,

2e ser. i., pp. 319—352. An abstract of the main
points is given by Sachs, Lehrbuch d. Botanik, 2d ed.

,

p. 94- W. T. D.

The Tuberose.—Notwithstanding the beauty and

fragrance of this bulbous-rooted plant, it is not, I think,

so generally grown, or even known, in this country, as

its merits deserve, if 1 may judge of the same by
a well-grown plant that I saw last autumn. Practically

my knowledge of the Tuberose is not vast, my first

acquaintance being formed last autumn by taking

charge of the plant above-mentioned with its mag-
nificent spike of flowers, which rendered the conser-

vatory delightful with its lovely perfume. I believe

the Tuberose to be a plant of rising importance in the

vicinity of New York, where it is grown very exten-

sively for market purposes. I have now some four

dozen bulbs which came direct from the above named
city in March last. I potted them in a compost of

light loam and leaf-mould, and since they commenced
to grow I have kept them in a uniform temperature

of about 65°. They have all grown, and, so far, made
ample foliage, but with few exceptions there is only a

slight tendency to produce flowering spikes. To those

who have grown the plant in this country I should feel

greatly indebted, if they would kindly impart the result

of their experience. James Beckett, Gr. to T. iVesthorp,

Esq., Hohnehurst, Loughtoii.

Re-potting Plants : A Hint to Beginners.

—

During a residence of some years near to a nursery,

with the proprietor of which I was on intimate terms,

I was surprised at the number of complaints made by
amateurs, &c. , as to the difticulty they experienced in

re-potting plants. From conversations with my friend,

I elicited the following facts, which may be useful to

raw amateurs, and my experience as above teaches me
there are many such. Professionals may smile at the

simplicity of my statements, but general public know-

ledge in the management and culture of the plant

kingdom is yet but in its infancy ; a more general dif-

fusion and application, especially amongst the artisan

class, would contribute much to their happiness, and

might also be made profitable in many instances. My
friend, the nurseryman, was in the habit of supplying

young window plants—Geraniums, Fuchsias, &c., to

his customers, many of whom brought their own pots,

and, I suppose, in the interests of economy, the pots

so brought were of the smallest kind. The plants

generally did well the first year, but when they were

attempted to be transferred to larger pots, in nine cases

out of ten they died. The chief ground of complaint

was, that in the case of plants supplied in pots by my
friend, no such casualties occurred, and it was frequently

hinted that that they were so manipulated as to cause

this result, in order that he might ahvays supply the

pots, thus conducing to a further profit. His explana-

tion to me was simple and feasible, and experience has

taught me its truth. Of the pots brought to him, great

care and attention were invariably paid to the cleanli-

ness of the outsides, but none to the insides, as it was

deemed superfluous to wash the inside of a pot into which

soil was to be put. The consequence was that when
the plants came to be re-potted, they could not, by any

fair means, be made to leave the pots, and a knife had

to be used to induce them to do so, which, in most

cases, destroyed the roots, causing decay of the plant,

and frequently death. The simple remedy for this is,

before putting the soil into a pot, to well wash and

scrub with a brush the inside of the pot with soap and

water. When this is done, a smart tap of the hand on

the bottom of the pot will, at any future time, bring

plant and soil out in one solid and compact mass, and

the difficulty experienced in re-potting is ob\'iated. K.

Foreign Correspondence.
South Amuoy, N. J. : June i.— In your issue of

May II, a correspondent comments on the hardiness of

Lilium auratum, and the varieties of L. lancifolium.

Our winter has been the most severe known for years,

the thermometer showing at times 52° of frost, and that

without a covering of snow on the ground. Not at all
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protected, thousands of bulbs, both large and small, of
Lilium auratum and L. lancifolium, stood out un-

harmed. A few bulbs, left out for trial, of the lovely

Califoniian Lily, L. Washingtonianum, proved them-
selves equally hardy. Gcvrge Such.

Forest Renovation in Dalmatia,—Allow me
to offer some remarks concerninq; the undertaking nf

our Ministry of Agriculture in laying out woodland on
the Karst in Dalmatia, of which I beg leave lo subjoin
some ground plans.

At the exhibition of agricultural and forest seeds,
held on December 12, 1871, at Vienna, much attention
w-as excited by a collection of seeds of 60 varieties of
forest trees, exhibited by the director of the Central
Nurseries. These nurseries are devoted to the raising
of trees and shrubs to restore the Karst as a forest. 1

succeeded in obtaining full information concerning
these establishments from the Minister of Agriculture,
who gave me on that occasion five pKans of the Central
Seed Schools established for this purpose.

The Karst is now almost devoid of any vegetation,
and is covered, for the most part, with larger or
smaller pieces of chalk-stones, of a cold greyish
colour, remarkably perforated, and often in a decayed
state, from the rough climate and the dreadful "bora."
Only in the funnel-shaped valleys (called Dolinen) is

any vegetation to be found. This is partly natural,
partly raised by the hand of man, who turns to use
every available spot of ground in the vicinity of his

wretched domicile.

A beginning with this plantation has now been
made, and I do not doubt but that success will crown
the effort if only continued with perseverance. As a
proof that on the rocky surface of the Knrst woodland
can exist, I may mention the deer garden of the
Princess of Hohenlohe, at Duino, the ancient and
charming castle of which crowns a picturesque rock
rising up out of the blue sea, and which may be
observed even at a distance from Trieste or Miramar.
Not a blade of grass is to be found in the whole
park, but Datura Stramonium appears in places where
the Quercus Ilex, and the Carpinus Betulus var.
duinensis (Tomasini) fail to spread their sparing shade.
The deer kept in the park are fed in an artificial

manner. The appearance of the whole park is very
peculiar, somewhat sad, and I never before saw a
similar one.

The five nurseries, laid out for the purpose of pro-
ducing plants for the Karst, are placed in different
places and at different elevations on the mountain, to
adapt them the better for their future locality.

The three first are situated on Monte Sermin, near
Capodistria, on the sea-shore. Here are produced
seedlings fit for the lower countries, to about an eleva-
tion of 500 feet above the level of the sea. The ground
in this region consists chiefly of chalk sparingly mixed
with a reddish ochrey-clay. More than 2,000,000 of
seedlings are here in readiness, amongst them 678,283
Fraxinus Omus, 83,854 Pyrus communis, 712,529
Robinia Pseudo-Acacia, 153,689 Pinus austriaca,

75,928 Hibiscus syriacus, &c.
The richest of these nurseries is that at Gorz, where

more than 5,000,000 of young plants are in cultivation.
The tree most cultivated there is Fraxinus Omus,
with 3,616,345 specimens; Tilia, 149,530; Ulmus
campeslris, 397,348; Morus alba, 9675; Castanea
vesca, 4415 ; Prunus Avium, 7S76, &c. The nursery
ground lies on a level, and its soil is of a clayey,
gravelly nature. The plants here grown are used for
planting out the rising ground of the Karst which sur-
rounds Gorz,

The nursery of Rodik is situated on a plateau of the
Karst, where tlie ground as v.-ell as the climate is of a
very rough kind. Only coniferous plants, such as
Abies excelsa, Larix europsea, Pinus sylvestris and
austriaca, are here cultivated to the number of
3,064,941. They are selected for the region from 800
to 2000 feet above the sea.

The pecuniary value of the seedlings, numbering
about 10 millions, is estimated at 18,060 florins. One
hundred Ailantus are reckoned as equal to 5 kreuzer
(about one penny), 100 Pinus austriaca (two years old)
at 40 kreuzer, &c. One of the curiosities on the
Karst consists in the imperial stud at Lipizza, where a
beautiful race of horses is reared for the use of the im-
perial court. It is an oasis in the desert, and occupies
a space of ground of 530 acres of beautiful meadows
and woods. The principal sort of trees of which the
wood consists are Fraxinus Omus and Quercus Cerris,
mixed with Acer monspessulanum.

Concerning the agricultural seed exposition, it is to
be regretted that so small a number of exhibitors par-
ticipated, at least, a small number for the Austro-
Hungarian empire. Individual exhibitors brought
seeds of a superior quality, and in sufficiently large
quantities. The Government devoted S silver medals
and 28 money prizes to the exhibition ; and for the
sake of distributing and selling the exposed seeds, the
quantity the exhibitors were enabled to offer for
sale of each was stated in the catalogue.

Josef Mayer, a nurseryman of Oedenburg (Hungary),
exhibited on '.his occasion plants of some leading
varietits of Vines, in two year old specimens. The)
were of a beautiful growth, and of a very moderate
price, viz., 100 florins {£10) for 1000 pieces. Antoine.

[According to the plans kindly forwarded by Herr

Antoine, the arrangement of these nurseries is of the
simplest and most utilitarian character. The seeds are
raised in narrow beds, parallel one to the other, and
sheltered by belts of shmbs.
The central seed-nursery at Gorz contains an area of

upvyards of 3145 square klafters (i klafter ~ 6 feet)

divided into nine quarters. The establishment at
Monte Sermin, on the Risano river, comprises 1400
square klafters ; another in the same locality contains
upwards of 2184 square klafters ; that at Rodik S31
square klafters. Eds.J

Societies.
Royal Horticultural: June 19.—James Bate-

man, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. The usual preUminary
business being concluded, Professor Thiselton Dyer
called the attention of the meeting to a pot of Gymna-
denia conopsea sent by Mr. Wilson Saunders. It was an
evident proof, although the spikes were past their prime,
that no one need despair of the horticultural capabilities
of indigenous British plants. Ophry sapifera var. Trollii

was, he believed, new to this country, though it had been
known for some time in Switzerland and France. It was
distinguished from the ordinary form, by the acute
triangular and elongated labellum. The plants, which
were also sent by Mr. Wilson Saunders, had been
obtained in the neighbourhood of Rcigate. Piissing to

another member of the family, they would not fail to
admire the Epidendrum nemorale, Lindl., from Mexico.
Tliis was figured in Bot. Mag. (t. 4606) under Lindley's
abandoned name of E. verrucosum. Mr. Smith, the
former Curator of Kew, remarked that it grew freely

in the tropical Orchid-house
; but, as he learnt

from Mr. Bateman, the plant did not thrive under
such conditions, and disappeared from collections, while
with a cooler and drier treatment it flourished. A
plant exhibited by Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing at the
last meeting under the name of Botryodendron magnifi-
cum, required a word of comment. The name for the
genus, which was adopted on grounds of priority, was
now Meryta, and the species was no doubt M. latifo'ia,

figured lately in the Bot. Mag., t. 5932. It was doubted
whether it was best fitted for greenhouse or stove cultiva-

tion. All he could say was that it was a native of Norfolk
Island, and judging from the Pine of that island it was
hkely to be adapted to a conservatory. It was said to
form a tree of 50 to 60 feet. Mr. Bell had obligingly sent
from Strathfieldsaye specimens of a tree supposed to be
Diospyros lucida, but which really belonged to the genus
Nyssa, and was probably N. multiflora. The tree,

being 61 feet in height, and the foliage changing to
very bright crimson in the autumn, Mr. Bell described it

as forming there a very striking object. According to Asa
Gray the change of colour was characteristic of the tree in

North America, where it was native, and known as the
Tupelo, or Pepperidge. It belonged to the Cornace^.
Mr. Marshall had adverted to another American tree, of
which there were specimens upon the table, the beautiful
Fringe Tree, Chionanthus virginica. He remarked the
Lilac-li-ke habit, and this was no doubt an intuitive

appreciation of its affinity, as they both belonged to the
Oleacese. A plant of Toxicophlsea, he believed, from the
smaller corolla limb, and more rigidly coriaceous leaves,

was T. Thunbergii. rather tlian T, spectabilis ; the species
were, however, undoubtedly closely allied. Finally, he
must direct their attention to an almost unknown Lily,

L. californicum, which Mr. Wilson had shown in flower,

but which neither of the recent monographers of the
genus (Baker and Duchartre) had seen. It was evidently
an ally of L. superbum, and an opportunity was now
afforded of examining it.

Scientific Committee.—Andrew Murray, Esq., in

the chair. The Chairman laid before the committee
leaves of Ivy in a diseased condition, forwarded by the
Editor of the Garden. No definite reply was given as to

the nature of the disease or its remedy.
Mr. Worthington Smith sent a woody excrescence from

the stem of a Cupressus. It was cushion-shaped,
soft in texture, and attached by a very slender pedicle.

The specimen will be further examined and reported on.
Mr. Marshall sent flowers of Gloxinia of two distinct

varieties springing from the same root. Dr. Masters
stated that he had met with similar instances of dimorph-
ism in Gloxinias. A flower of an Odonloglot in a
monstrous state was shown by the same gentleman : the
monstrosity will be examined and further reported on at a
future meeting.

Dr. Masters read the following note on some roots
which had obstructed drains. Additional specimens will

probably be reported on, on another occasioii :

—

" Some roots were recently put into my hands for deter-
mination by Mr. Grantham. They were taken from some
4-inch pipe drains, sunk to a depth of 4 feet in some
old permanent pasture. Others of a similar character
were found in an old well adjacent. As they created
great obstmction, it was very desirable to ascertain to
what plant they belonged. Mr. Grantham was able, from
his experience in draining operations and his knowledge of
the local circumstances, to say that they were not tree

roots. Various plants were suggested, such as grasses,
Docks, Nettles, Buttercups, Rushes, &c., these plants
being known to grow on the land, the soil of which was
peat, resting on clay, and beneath this gravel holding
much water. The roots not only occupied the cavity of

the pipes, but here and there escaped from them, and
turned upwards into the soil. The outward appearance
of the roots gave but little clue to their nature ; but a
microscopic examination was more successful. My first

step was to examine the roots in question, and afterward>
to compare them with those of the plants above suggested,
with none of which, however, did they correspond. The
presence, however, of a ring of well defined bright yellow
iaticiferous vessels led me to examine Dandelion, Sonchus,
and lastly various Thistle roots. I have little or no
doubt from this examination that the roots in question are

those of some Thistle. The structure is in brief as
follows :— In the centre a cylinder of vascular tissue
(pitted vessels), interspersed and surrounded by pros-
enchyma, which, in the older roots, is lignified by
secondary deposits. Outside this was ordinary paren-
chyma, traversed about midway between the centre and
the circumference by a ring of bright yellow sinuous
Iaticiferous vessels, from the cut ends of which exuded
globules of yellow fluid. Outside the parenchyma is

epidermis of the usual character. Thistle roots ob-
tained from a field presented a similar arrange-
ment of stmcture, but with the Iaticiferous

vessels less numerous, and not quite so regularly
arranged. The resemblance, however, was so close
that I have no doubt in my own mind that many of the
roots in the drains are those of some Thistle. The in-

creased quantity of latex may probably be due to
the peculiar conditions under which the plant is

growing.
Prof. Dyer alluded to havmg found the roots of a Senecio

in similar situations. Prof. Voelcker also mentioned
having seen roots of Mangels in drains at 3 feet in depth,
and in reply to a question expressed his opinion that no
chemical agent poured into the drains would be of any
use in destroying them. Mr. McLachlan mentioned that
the petals of Limnanthes Douglasii, and of Tropseolum,
were destroyed by a species of Haltica generally found on
cruciferous plants ; from which he inferred identity or
close resemblance in chemical constitution between the
plants named,—an inference borne out by the researches
of Chat in and others.

Mr. Earley sent specimens of Onions deformed by
the larva of a dipterous insect, Anthomya Ceparum,
figiired and described by Mr. Curtis in our volume
for i84r, p. 396. Mr. Curtis recommends that
the affected plants, the outer leaves of which become
yellow, should be carefully removed, and strong brme or
lime-water poured into the holes. The process may be
rendered more effective and easy by sprinkling powdered
charcoal or coal dust round the young plants, leaving
here and there one unprotected, which will then become
the resort of the flies, and thus enable the gardener to

eradicate the mischief by removing at his pleasure the
affected bulbs.

Second June Show.—This was only a small exhi-
bition, held in a tent near the Council-room, and consist-

ing for the most part of Palms. Fuchsias, and Pelargo-
niums. In the amateurs' class for 6 Zonal Pelargoniums,
distinct, not variegated, only one collection was entered
for competition, and to that, which came from Mr.
Weston, gr. to D. Martineau, Esq., Clapham Park, the
2d prize was awarded. Mr. Catlin, gr. to Mrs. Lermitte,
East End, Finchley, sent a very fine half dozen, which
would certainly have been ist had they been entered in

time ; as it was, an extra prize was voted to them. Messrs.
Wright, Turner Road, Lee, were the only exhibitors in

the nurserymen's class, taking a 2d prize with specimens
of average merit, Messrs. Wright also took a 2d prize
for 6 double-flowered Pelargoniums, the only collection

shown. Of variegated Zonals there was a better display,

but owing to the cloudy season the plants were not so
brightly coloured as usual. Mr. Watson, gr. to T. H.
Bryant, Esq., Airlie Lodge, Surbiton Hill, had the best
6 in the amateurs* class, consisting of evenly-grown
plants of Sir R. Napier, Sophia Dumaresque, Lady Cul-
lum, Italia Unita, Caroline Longfield, and Prince Silver-

wings. Mr. T. Welch, HiUingdon, was 2d with well-

grown and fairly coloured plants of Smith's Defiance,
Sophia Cusack, Lady Cullum, Sir R. Napier, Sophia
Dumaresque, and Mr. Rutter. In the nurserymen's class

Mr. Pestridge, Uxbridge, was ist with Lady Cullum,
Charming Bride, Italia Unita, Sophia Cusack, Achieve-
ment, and Mrs. Headly. Mr. Stevens, Ealing',

was 2d ; and Mr. Turner, of Slough, 3d. Fuchsias
were numerously shown, and though the plants were
well flowered, they did not show such good cultivation as
might have been expected. This flower is seldom shown
so well in London as at provincial exhibitions. In the
class for 6, no ist prize was awarded. Mr. Weston had a
2d. In the nurserymen's class Messrs. Wright were ist.

In the open class for 12 the ist prize was also withheld,

the 2d being awarded to Mr. Weston. Mr. James, gr. to
W. F. Watson, Esq., Redlees, Isleworth, sent two fine

collections, not for competition—young, vigorous plants,

capitally flowered. Baskets of plants arranged for effect

were exhibited by Mr. Hepper, gr. to C. O. Ledward,
Esq., The Elms, Acton ; Mr. Cole, Ealing Park, and Mr.
G. Wheeler, neither of them possessing any particular

merit, owing for the most part to overcrowding. Palms
were particularly well shown, the ist prize in the nursery-

men's class for 8 being won by Mr. Williams with splendid
specimens of Latania borbonica, Chamasrops For-
tune!, Sabal Blackbumiana, Thrinax elegans, Chamae-
rops humilis, and Calamus asperrimus. Mr. Bull
was 2d with handsome, comparatively young speci-

mens of Areca Verschaffeltii, Acanthophoenix crinita,

Zalacca Wagneri, Geonoma pumila, Euterpe edulis,

Calamus adspersus, Areca lutescens, and Dasmonorops
melanocha^tes. Messrs. RoUisson were 3d. In the
amateurs' class the principal exhibitors were Mr. I. Hill,

Mr. Cole, and Mr. G. Wheeler. For 12 Ranunculi, cut
blooms, distinct, the Rev. H. H. Dombrain was ist, and
Mr. Hooper, Widcombe Hill, Bath, 2d, with nice stands.

The Metropolitan Floral Society offered prizes for 24. and
these were won by the same exhibitors, Mr. Hooper
having the best. Mr. Tyso, Wallingford, sent a fine

collection, which was not entered for competition. Prizes
were also offered by the same Society for stands of 24
Pinks, and these were won by Mr. Turner, Mr. Pizzey,

gr. to Sir E. Perry, Bart., Fuimer, Slough, and Mr.
Hooper. In the miscellaneous class, Mr. B. S. Williams
exhibited a group of Orchids, Palms, &c., and Messrs.
Rollisson & Sons contributed a similar group.

Floral Committee.—W. Marshall, Esq., in the
chair. First-class Certificates were awarded at this meeting
to the Chairman, for a beautiful white Phaius named P.

Betuonae var. MarshallEe. It was bought without a name .
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at one of Mr. Stevens' sales, and was shown here last year,

receiving a Second-class Certificate. Mr. Marshall

believes it is a white vanety of Phaius Bensonse. and this

is also the opinion of Professor Reichenbach, who gave it

the name of Marshallse in compliment to the owner's wife.

To Mr. Cripps. Tunbridge 'Wells, for ajhandsome, hardy,

golden variegated variety of Cupressus Lawsoniana. dis-

tinguished by the name of lutea : to Mr. B. S. WiUiarns,

for Pteris Applebyana, a finely cut or crested form, which

it was thought would be of some value for table

decoration ; to Messrs. RoUisson & Son, for Erica

jasminiftora roseo-tmcta, a white variety, which is

"not gummy," and therefore has this advantage— it can

be syringed and kept clean, where the others when
once they become dirty from dust remain so ; to Mr.

Welch, for Tricolor Pelargonium Magdala ; to Mr. C.

Edmunds, for a variety belonging to the same class,

named Mrs. H. Little ; and to Messrs. Etownie, Laird &
Laing, for four fine new fancy Pansies, named James
Neilson, Mrs. Neilson, Lady Ross, and Miss McKen.
Mr. Denning, gr. to Lord Londesborough, sent another

choice group of Orchids, for which he received a Cultural

Commendation, and also a similar distinction for a good
specimen of Epidendrum nemorale. Mr. Denning's

group also included good flowering specimens of Lycaste

Deppei, Aerides affine, Cypripedium Veitchii, Dendro-

bium Bensona;, Sobralia macrantha. Stanhopea cornuta,

and Masdevallia Harryana. Mr. Green, gr. to VV. VV.

Saunders, Esq., sent a small group of inteiesting plants
;

and from G. V. 'Wilson, Esq.. came a handsome flowering

specimen of the rare Lilium californicum.

Fruit Committee.—G. F. 'Wilson. Esq., F.R.S., in

the chair. Messrs. Sutton & Sons exhibited growing ex-

amples of a Pea named " First of All," which they con-

sider earlier than Ringleader. The merits of the variety

will be discussed at a meeting at Chiswick on Friday. Mr.

James Stott, nurseryman, Alnwick, sent some stalks of a

seedling Rhubarb of immense size, too large and too

coarse, in fact, to receive any award ;
and Mr. J.

Douglas,

gr. to F. Whitbourn, Esq.. h,ad a fine dish of Earley's

Defiance Tomato, a very prolific variety, which the com-
mittee did not consider distinct enough to receive a

certificate.

I.eeture : y"«t' 20.— Professor Dyer's concluding lec-

ture, the subject of which was "Flowers and Fruits under

Cultivation," was given on the above date. He said, ex-

perience shows that when plants spring spontaneously

from seed in Nature, they reproduce in the vast majority

of cases the characters of the parent stock. This regular

transmission of distinctive differences, or their "coming
true from seed," is often used as a test of the claim of any

particular form to specific rank. It is however well known
amongst practical horticulturists that a plant when taken

from its natural habitat, and exposed to conditions of

nutrition and climate to which it is not accustomed,

sooner or later abandons its constancy to its ancestral

stork, and exhibits variations more or less considerable.

There is reason, therefore, lor believing that plants

exhibit a fixed form under natural circumstances, because

that fixed form is the result of an equilibrium which exists

between the structure and constitution of the plant and

its surrounding conditions of life. 'Vary the latter as you

do when you cultivate a plant, you destroy the equili-

brium, and you therefore cause the former to vary also.

For to say that any organism is in equilibrium with the

circumstances about it, is only to say, in other words,

that it is in a state of healthy existence. And that existence

should be possible at all in a state of nature, it must be

healthy ; any defect in this respect implies a feebleness in

the struggle for existence, and consequently sooner or

later a remorseless overcoming by stronger competitors.

It follows, therefore, as a certainty, that if you vary the

conditions of a plant's life, you vary correspondingly the

but they also tend to produce new forms, by simply acting

as powerful disturbing causes.

It follows from this, as Darwin remarks, that small

genera would produce fewer varieties than large ones.

It is impossible to study intelligently the facts of horticul-

ture without being profoundly sceptical as to the immuta-

bility of specific forms. They represent, in fact, nothing

in itself absolute and independent, except the essential ,

equilibrium between given phases of structure and sur-

rounding conditions.

The maintenance of this equilibrium is the principle to

which the various modifications ol plant form appear to be

subservient. In past lectures the Professor traced in detail

the advantage which arises from structural arrangements.

Fig. 193.— I'VR.'vmid rose (seep. 837).

the purpose of which is at first sight by no means obvious.

These have been acquired by the severe action of natural

competition accumulating small variations in an advan-

tageous direction. Each race with a slight increment

of advantage got the pull over all other races, and was

able as a result to produce a greater number of descend-

ants equally possessing it. And so the process has gone

on till a perfect rapport has been established between the

plant and the environment. Alter the environment, and

the constitutional disturbance in the plant, which is the

result, produces variation. Selective action now comes

into play, and the variation is fostered and developed in

the direction which ultimately restores the balance. The
end of the matter is, then, simply this, that every struc-

tural arrangement which we meet with amongst plants

exists simply because it is advantageous to the plant or

flowered, and in beautiful colour ; a large well-grown

bushy plant of Phrjinocoma prolifera var. Barnesii, just

coming into full beauty ; a fine plant of Ixora coccinea,

with immense trasses of flowers ; a first-rate plant of

Allamanda cathartica, capitally flowered all over ; a good
specimen of the seldom seen Roella ciliata, and
large highly-finished examples of Dracophyllum

gracile, var, minor, Aphelexis macrantha, Statice pro-

fusa, &c. Nearly the same subjects were included in the

group coming from Mr. Ward, and the style in which

they were turned out is deserving of all praise. Neatly

grown and well flowered specimens were staged by

Messrs. Jackson & Son in the nurserymen's class for 6,

and the same must be said of those shown by Mr. J.

Wheeler in the corresponding class for amateurs. Mr.

Baines, however, had the best here, his collection in-

cluding as fine an example of high cultivation as could be

seen anywhere in a plant of Erica ventricosa coccinea

minor, from 4 to 5 feet through, and literally covered

with flowers. Mr. W. Kemp, gr. to the Duke of

Northumberland, Albury Park, was also a creditable

exhibitor in this class. Fine foliage plants in groups

of 6 came from Mr. Baines, and Mr. W, Foreman, gr. to

E. C. Nicholson, Esq., Heme Hill; and Palms (three

each) were represented by admirable examples from the

establishments of Mr. B. S. Williams and Mr. Bull.

Roses in pots, which are nearly over, were contributed by

Messrs. Paul li Son ; and stove and greenhouse Ferns

were best shown by Mr. B. S. Williams, Mr. Baines, and
Mr. J. Hill ; a fine pair of Tree Ferns being shown by
Mr. G. Wheeler. Hardy Ferns were poorly represented,

and so also were Begoni.as. 'Very fair specimens

of Caladiums came from Mr. R. Ritchie and Messrs. G.

and J. Wheeler. Heaths were fairly shown as to numbers,

and excellently as to quality. Messrs. Jackson & Son
were the leading exhibitors amongst nurserymen, and Mr.

J. Ward amongst amateurs, Mr. J.
Wheeler and Mr. W.

Bones also sending very creditable, if small examples.

Orchids were well represented in the nurserymen's class

by Mr. B. S. Williams, Mr. Bull, and Messrs. Jackson &
Son. Twelve exotic Orchids were shown by Mr. Bull,

Mr. |. Ward, and Mr. J.
Wheeler, and 6 each by the

last-named exhibitors, Mr. J. Hill, and Mr. G.

Wheeler. Large-flowered show Pelargoniums were

admirably shown by Mr. J.
Ward, Mr. W. Bones, Mr.

Turner, and Mr. J. Weir; and in the class for fancies,

the best came from Mr. Turner, Mr. Bones, Mr. Catlin,

and Mr. J. Weir. Cut flowers, for the most part, con-

sisted of 7 boxes of Roses and 3 of Pa;onies from

Messrs. Paul & Son, Pinks from Mr. Turner, Pseonies,

Iris, Pyrethrum, Lilies, &c., from Mr. Parker; a nice

group o( similar plants from Mr. Ware ; and cut flowers

of bulbous- rooted plants from Messrs. Hooper & Co.

Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, contributed some very

fine Pansies. Messrs. E. G. Henderson Si. Son had a

very large and effectively arranged collection of miscel-

laneous plants, principally bedding stuff; and Mr. T. S.

Ware had a fine collection of cut Irises, fine seedling Del.

phiniums, several of which possessed qualities of great-

merit, Pinks, Pansies, Pyrethrums, and Dianthus. Hardy

and greenhouse herbaceous plants in flower were shown

remarkably well by Mr. Parker, Tooting, and by Mr.

Ware.
There were not many New Plants exhibited, but some

were of considerable interest. The most striking was,

perhaps, the Bertolonia superbissima, shown by Mr. W.
Bull. This novelty is a dwarf stove plant, with broadly

ovate opposite leaves of a deep green colour, and marked

by the usual melastomaceous ribs, the surface, especially

near the margin, being decorated with numerouslarge spots

of a bright rose colour, the intervening spaces being

covered with minute dots of the same bright colour. It

was aw.arded and richly deserved a First-class Certifi-

cate. A similar award was made to the following

Fins. 194 AND 195.
—"POOR man's house" {see p. S37).

plant itself. This is the key to the proceedings of florists.

A long-stereotyped form may exist, but sooner or later in

the hands of the cultivator it "breaks," and it m itters

apparently little in what direction. Once a tendency to
vary is established the first beginnings of any given
desired character will aUnost certainly be sooner or later

indicated. After this the process is simple, although pro-
tracted and tedious. It consists in repeated selection
from masses of seedlings of those plants which approach
more and more by accumulation of inherited variations to
a pre-conceived standard. At the same time the art and
practical tact of the horticulturist comes into play in order
to suit the conditions under which the plant is

grown, so as not to be uncongenial to the
form and constitution which it is desired to establish in

it. Hybridising different species, and the cross-fertilisa-

tion of distinct races, are important means of inducing
variability. They are often used for the purpose of com-
biningJn one strain the good quaUties of separate plants.

I

has been of use to some one of its more or less remote
' progenitors.

Royal Botanic : "June iq and 20.—The f.ict of the

date of this exhibition clashing with the usual fortnightly

meeting at South Kensington suflrciently accounts for the

many shortcomings at this, the poorest June show we re-

' member to have seen at Regent's Park, while italsoemphati-

I

cally reminds us of the popularity of the former re-unions.

The May show here was thin enough in all conscience, but

i
this was more meagre still, though as a rule the spe-

cimens shown were of a good, and some of a high order

of merit. Stove and greenhouse plants were not so nu-

merously contributed as on the last occasion, but taken on
the whole they were a very good lot. Mr. Baines, gr. to

H. L. Micholls, Esq., staged a splendid lot in the open
1
class for r2, and he was very closely followed by Mr.
Ward, gr. to F. G. Wilkins, Esq. The former had an

I

exceedingly nice specimen of Dipladenia amabtlis, well

subjects, also shown by Mr. Bull :—DieflTenbachia

nobilis, a bold plant, with green mottled leaf-stalks,

and obtuse oblong leaves, which are deep green, spotted

with white and creamy yellow ; Dracaena princeps,

a bold habited variety with broad spreading bronzy leaves

marked with a distinct rosy variegation ; Dracaina for-

mosa, with erect broadish bronzy leaves, red at the

margin ; and Macrozamia corallipes, a handsome South-

African Cycad, with pinnate leaves, having narrow pinna;

attached by coral-red foot-stalks. Similar awards were

made to Mr. B. S. William, for Pteris .\pplebyana, a

multifid form of the n.arrow-leaved variety of P. serrulata,

named .angusta, and having a reinark.ably elegant drool-

ing habit ;
Rhopala granatensis, a pretty species with

thin pinnate leaves having the pinnee falcate and toothed ;

Agave Roezliana, which together with the plant shown

sometimes as A. Regeli,ina are forms of .-\gave horrida,

and are remarkable for the thick flat broad variously

directed brown spines ; and to Caryota lacerata, a
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distinct pinnate Palm with elongate closely toothed

leaflets. Messrs. E. G. Henderson also obtained a

similar award for Begonia rubra superba. a fine hybrid

of the boliviensis breed, with a dwarfish habit, narrow

oblique dark green leaves, and very large, broad-petaled

crimson flowers of a remarkably handsome character;

and for Cham.tdorea graminifolia, an elegant slender

pinnate Palm. Messrs. Paul tS: Son showed a new English

hybrid perpetual Rose, named Annie Laxton. a deep, full

flower of a pleasing and distinct shade of colour, a little

like John Hopper in character, and for which a Certi-

ficate was also granted.

The show of fruit was exceedingly poor, produc-

tions in this department no doubt being kept back for a

run for the more liberal prizes at Birmingham next

week. Single dishes of Black Hamburgh were well

shown by Mr. D. Davis, Turvill Park, Henley-on-Thames;
Mr. H. Stapleton, Spring Grove, Isleworth; and Mr. J.

Burt, gr. to H. B. Mildmay, Esq., the two last named
exhibitors also sending excellent baskets of 12 lb. weight.

Mr. H. Ward, gr. to Earl Radnor. Longford Hall, and
Mr. D. Davis sent nice bunches of Black Prince. Bowood
Muscat, good in bunch and berry, but a trifle green, were
sent by Mr. Ritchie ; and Mr. A.'Reid, Passin^worth. had
three fine bunches of Buckland Sweetwater. Queen Pines

were contributed in good form by Mr. A. Grant, Mr. T.

Bailey, Mr. H. Benham. Mr. J. Jacquers,

ham, and Mr.
J.

Hepper ; and in the

class for any other vai'iety Mr. H. Ward
had a fine Providence. A fruit of Bailey's

green-fleshed Melon, from Mr. A. Reid,

was the best in that class ; and Malvern
Hall, a fine flavoured fruit, from Mr. J.

Burt, was ist in the class for scarlets.

Peaches for the most part consisted of
Royal George, with Grosse Mignonne,
Bellegarde, Noblesse, Royal Charlotte,

and \"iolette Hative— the principal exhi-

bitors being Mr. Jack, Battle Abbey,
Mr. J. Burt, Mr. J. Browne, Gopsall
Hall, and Mr. B. Godbold. Highly
coloured Brugnon and Violette Hdtive
Nectarines came from Mr. Holder

;

Elruge, and the latter from Mr. Jack ; the

same, and Hunts Tawny from Mr.
Browne ; and Murrey and Violette Hative
from Mr. Tillyard. In the miscellaneous
class Mr. Croucher, gr. to |. T. Pea-
cock, Esq., sent a handsome box of Tele-
graph Cucumbers, and very large speci-

mens of Marquis of Lome came from
Mr. G. Hall.

Mr. Bayn-

is displayed before us in one place ; a woodland glen,

with a trickling stream running through it, tempts us in

another ; a ravine studded with Ferns, and recalling a

Tasmanian Fern gully, meets our gaze elsewhere ; a

broad lake, well tenanted with lish, and margined
with aquatic plants, attracts attention in this direction

;

a shmbbery walk invites us in another. Mixed
borders, replete with fine herbaceous plants, vie in

interest with the rootcries and rockeries. At every

turn something fresh, something to atlmire, something
to examine and to be interested with. The eye is

gratified, the mind soothed, the attention aroused, the

intellect pleasurably exercised. Nor are creature-com-

forts unthought of—fruits, vegetables, all that the most
exacting cook or the most fastidious gourmet can
desire, are here to be found in their season. It is a

matter of opinion whether the garden, some of whose
features we have thus alluded to, is not too much
broken up by these varied allurements. The eye is

not led on from point to point, but startled by a series

of abrupt contrasts. Unity of treatment of such hete-

rogeneous materials is of course not to be expected or

desired, but a move gradual transition, a more natural

progress from fragment to fragment, seems to be

The Unitkd G.\KDENERji' Associa-
tion ; June 18, — The committee ap-
pointed at the preliminary meeting, held
on the loth inst., to draw up rules for

the formation of the above association,

met on Tuesday evening last at the resi-

dence of Mr. Evans, Durdham Down,
Bristol. Eleven rules were submit ted
for discussion, and the first five were
agreed to, viz., ist, name, objects, and
constitution ; 2d, qualification of mem-
bers ; 3d, entrance fee and contributions ;

4th, fines
;

5th, managing committee.
The committee, after according a vote

of thanks to Mr. Evans, adjourned till

Tuesday next for the consideration of the

remainmg rules. This organization bids
fair to become finally established. Great
interest is evidently taken in the question,

as is exemplified in the abundant corre-

spondence from many quarters, and the
great spirit of inquiry in the immediate
neighbourhood.

Notices 0f '^Q^'^,
My Garden : its Plan and Cul-

ture. Together with a General De-
scription of its Geoiogy, Botany, and
Natural History. By Alfred Smee,
F.R.S., &c., illustrated with 1250
engiavings. Bell & Daldy. Small
4to, pp. 650.

!

What Gilbert White did, in the last century, for his
,

parish at Selborne, Mr. Smee has in the splendid
'

volume before us done for his garden at Wallington in
'

the present. We have often had occasion to remark in 1

these columns upon the great advantage that gardening, I

as a pursuit, presents to its votaries, from the immense
1

variety it offers, and the ample choice it affords to men
|

of all tastes, all degrees of intelligence, and pecuniary
|

means. From the vast establishment of the wealthy, to
\

the Tulip bed of the florist, or the Potato patch of the
\

cottager, there is in gardening a perpetual source of
recreation, instruction, and practical benefit. Too
many look on gardening in the light of a sensuous
luxury only, they dwell too much on the mere gratifi-

cation they derive from it in the shape of flowers and
fruit. Our horticultural societies, and far too numerous
exhibitions, unfortunately foster this tendency, and do
not bring sufficiently to the fore the many higher
delights a garden is capable of yielding. The perusal

of such books as Mr. Smee's, or, still better, a visit to

his garden, offers the best antidote to the deadening
influences of such narrow conceptions.

In Mr. Smee's garden there is a little of everything,
except perhaps ribbon-borders and mosaic beds, which
are carefully eschewed. Here we have a fernery,
there a rosery ; an ** alpineiy " (to use Mr. Smee's ex-
pression) delighting us with its ever varying treasures,

V\r.. 196.— MR. SMCK's fern glen.

wanting. True here and there breadth and a sense of
space are secured, as is shown in the view of the
ciiurch as seen across the lake {fig. 192, p, S33). The
views obtained of the adjacent park also secure these
requisites, and adford a great relief to the eye. One of
the most successful bits of landscape gardening is the
" Pear-tree " walk, a long straight walk following the
boundary of the garden, and o'erhung with Roses and
flowering shrubs. The book before us contains numerous
beautifully executed woodcuts, illustrating the several

features we have alluded to. It is time now to turn to

its pages, and to give some idea of its contents. The
earlier chapters are devoted to the history of the
district, alike in geological and in historic ages.

Then follow a slight sketch of the principles of

gardening, an illustrated catalogue of garden tools,

descriptions of the frames and glass-houses, hints on the

various modes of propagating plants. To these succeed
very full descriptive lists of the several plants cultivated

in the garden for kitchen use, for the dessert table, or

for ornamental purposes, copiously illustrated with
small, and in many cases characteristic, woodcuts. To
this is appended an account, similarly illustrated, of all

the birds, beasts, and fishes, down to the lowest ani-

malcule, found in the neighbourhood. A chapter is

devoted to meteorological observations, and to an
account of the great May frost of 1867. This is

followed by a chapter en the gardens of various nations,

,

from the pen of Miss Smee. The book terminates with
I a calendar of operations, and, essential to such a book,
a copious index. This enumeration will suffice to show
the enormous amount of information comprised in the
volume, and, we may add, agreeably put before the
reader. We had marked numerous passages which

I

seemed to us worthy of comment, but our space compels
us only to allude to a few of them. One great point
in Mr. Smee's garden is the simplicity, economy, and

' eflkiency of his garden structures. Amateurs who are
deterred from growing their own Vines, &c., by the
cost and alarming reports given by technical writers as

I to vineries, Peach-cases, boilers, and the like, may be
re-assured by a perusal of Mr. Smee's book. 'The
illustrations (figs. 194, 195) will serve to give an idea

' of Mr. Smee's " Poor Man's House," so called because
' it is erected so cheaply and answers so efficiently.

"It is really nothing more than a large Irame, so
.
constructed that the gardener can get in and walk along.

I

To construct it a hole is sunk in the ground 2.V feet wide,
2^ feet deep, and the earth so removed is placed at the
back of the house. If the water level of the ground per-

1 mitted, and drainage could be procured, the whole interior

I

of the house might be lowered 2 feet more, by which
device the house could be well sunk in the ground. A

single glass roof is fastened over the sunk
part, and ventilation is provided by a
board hung on a hinge at the back. My
poor man's house is 48 feet long, and the
width of the glass roof is 10 feet, the
door being at one end. Perhaps in

future stnictures, where there is plenty
of earth for the back, it would be desir-

able to increase the width to 12 feet.

Vines are planted, which yield abund-
ance of the highest flavoured Grapes,
lasting from July till November, when
the Vines are cut, and the house is filled

with Geraniums, Azaleas, and Camellias.
These give lovely flowers till advancing
spring produces plenty of flowers in the
open air. The house is lighted exclus-

ively from the roof, and thus a maxi-
mum ot light is secured with a mini-

mum of cooling surface. From the

earthen walls the air is always kept in

a proper hygrometric condition, and as a
result of the whole arrangement healthy

vegetation is secured with the least pos-

sible amount of artificial heat. My
house hiis only two 3-inch pipes, and
many plants may be grown in it without
any heat."

It may readily be judged from what
we have already said, that Mr. Smee,
though tolerably catholic in his notions

as to gardening matters, has not much
love for florist's flowers or the artificial

formality in which some delight.

Speaking of standard Roses, he de-

clares them with truth to resemble a
mop, with the handle stuck in the

ground. The figure we are enabled to

give of a pyramid Rose tree from the

author's garden (fig. 193, p. S36), will,

we suspect, convert many lo his views.

The book is full of practical hints worth
attention—here is one on the label

question : "The names are set up in

type in the ordinary way, when, instead

of printing a sheet of paper, a sJicet of

lead is indented by passing it through
the press. The sheet of names is then

cut up by a pair of .scissors. The end
is turned over, and a hole punched
by the tool used by the bootmakers to

punch button-holes. When the label

is finished it is attached to the tree by
a copper wire."

A very simple apparatus is in use

for determining the amount of evapora-

tion, consisting merely of a test tube

graduated to one-tenth of an inch, and which shows

how much water evaporates per week. This is an

instrument which should find a place in every glass-

house. The mode of heating with a single pipe, which

answers in itself the purpose of flow and return, has

already been described in these columns. It is per-

fectly efficient in its action. The natural history por-

tions of the volume is very interesting reading. We
forbear to quote further, our notice having run to such

a length, but we may express our regret that the natural

history of the plants should have been much les§ satis-

factorily treated than that of some other departments,

and here and there marred by errors of nomenclature.

We cannot help thinking also that if some of the cuts,

of fruits more especially, had been larger, they would

have been more satisfactory. Many of the cuts of

common things might very well have been omitted

and greater space allotted to illustrations of a more
valuable and useful character. The book is, however,

so full of valuable hints, so complete in its scope, and

so beautifully illustrated, that we cordially commend it

to the notice of all lovers of gardens or of natural

history, as well as to all to whom an attractive well

got up volume is a source of pleasure.

In a Handbook of Sewage Utilisation^ by Ulick

Ralph Burke, Esq. (Spon), we have in short compass

a clearly drawn up, and so far as we have seen, accu-
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rate account of the methods of treating sewage, so as

to render it innocuous to health and serviceable to

agriculture. The author is no partisan, but clear and

judicial in his exposition. We know no book where

in so few pages so much information useful to the

general reader interested in such subjects is given.

Professor Hoffmann, of Giessen, continues his

useful record of the progress of Fungus lore in the shape

of his Mykologische Berichte for 1871 (Williams &
Norgate). Would that we had in English a similar

record for flowering and flowerless plants.

Under the somewhat pretentious title Nature
(Longmans), Mr. Arthur Walker, of the Royal Body
Guard, late Captain 79th Highlanders, has strung

together some chatty readable articles on various sub-

jects, of some of which, however, he seems to have a

rather imperfect acquaintance. Analogies are very

pretty, but they do demand something like correctness.

Metaphors, too, are very striking, but if they be in-

applicable the effect on the reader is very much like

that which would be produced by the Irishman's foot-

less stocking without a leg.

It is not long since we had occasion to notice

Dr. Atkinson's edition oi O^XiO'Cs EWnents de Physique.

We have now before us a work of a more elementary

character, and devoid of mathematical formulae. It is

entitled Natural Philosophy for General Readers and
Young Persons (Longmans), and is a translation (by

Dr. Atkinson) of Ganot's Cours Elimentaire de Physique.

We can cordially commend it to the notice of our

readers.

We regret to have to announce the decease, on
the 14th inst., of Mr. Joseph Saltmarsh, senior

partner in the firm of Saltmarsh & Son, of the

Moulsham Nurseries, Chelmsford.

The community of florists has just lost one of

its veterans in the person of Mr. George Lightbody,
of Falkirk, who died on the 9th inst., at the age of 77,

after severe and long-continued suffering. Mr. Light-

body, who has been a keen florist for almost the whole
of a long life-time, has of late years been more closely

identified with the cultivation and improvement of the

\uricula, the Ranunculus, and the Tulip. Of the

former flower especially some of his seedlings are of the

highest order of merit. Mr. Headly's George Light-

body, and Mr. Lightbody's Richard Headly, are two of

the finest of modern show Auriculas.

In our last issue it was our painful duty to

announce the death of the Rev. W. Ellis, of Hoddes-
don. We have now to record the decease of his

widow, who survived her husband only a few days.

Mrs. Ellis was well known in literary circles.

THE WEATHER.
STA TB OF THE
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means it will be effectually destroyed, M. Sau/,

Siourion.

Bush Fruits.

—

Currants against walls will now
require attention. Where red and white kinds have

already filled the place allotted them, and the main
branches are healthy, thinning out the shoots and

shortening the strongest is all that is required. Where
Black Currants are grown against walls or trellises of

any kind, the latter method is a good one for small

gardens, where economy of space is an object. A
quantity could be grown on north borders in this way
as well as otiier spots where other things would not do

as well. Regulate the shoots of these so as to leave

those only which will be tied in either now or after

tliose which are bearing are cut away. They should

not be bundled together, to the detriment of ripening of

the fruit. The object should be to leave as much young
wood as necessary to furnish the trellis from the bottom
to the top for next year's supply of fruit, as this kind

of Currant bears best on young wood laid or tied in ;

the first mentioned kinds bear best on spurs. Henry
Mills, Enys.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Outdoors.—^The very agreeable change in the

weather, so much wanted, has come at last, and this,

coupled with the great show at Birmingham, makes us

very busy. Let me ask vegetable growers generally to

give all the assistance they can to make this part of

the exhibition a success, so that next year we may
be able to claim a good place in the Royal, and
not merely in the local, schedule, and so stand

on a par with our more fortunate brethren. Gar-

dening operations will now consist of planting all

kinds of Wittier Greens between short-topped Potatos ;

also getting out Snow's and Walcheren, still the

best of the Cauliflower section. Celery, if not already

done, should be planted at once, except for late

uses. Sticking Peas and Scarlet Ritnncrs'^o-\x\^ also have

attention. Sow Spinach^ Broad Beans^ and Peas, and
a pinch of Endive, Lettuce, and Cole^iVort, a most useful

vegetable. If Young Carrots are liked, a small bed may
be sown for late work. Keep /Vhtj well picked, so that

the late flowers may come to perfection. French Beans
may also be sown with Scarlet Runners. Young vigor-

ous plants always bear the best and most tender beans.

Keep the ground well stirred between all growing
crops, and above all see that you have plenty of Lettuce
tied up. R. Gilbert

J
Burghley.

Miscellaneous.
Renovating Old Apple Trees.—Some years

back, when taking charge of a place in the vicinity of

London, I found numbers of old Apple trees that had
borne but few fruit for many years, and these so little

worth that my employer decided to remove them all,

and plant a new orchard. Not likmg the idea of

having no Apples for some years, I begged that they

might remain, at least the best of them, tellmg my em-

ployer that I thought I could restore them, and,

although he smiled at the idea, consented to allow

them to stand. The trees were of large size, full of

small superfluous wood, and literally covered with

Moss, I began by cutting the middle out entirely, and
pnining the sides very severely. This being done, the

trees were scraped to remove the Moss in part. Fresh

lime was then mixed up with hot water, to the consis-

tency of paint, and every part was well washed over

with it. The tops being finished, and knowing my re-

putation to be at stake, I commenced with the bottoms,

by having a trench cut round each tree 3 feet deep and
2 feet wide, within 4 feet of the bole, cutting all roots

close off to that distance. On examining the roots I

found them lo be as dry as pepper ; I therefore took

ofi the top spit, bored large holes in the mass, and gave

a good soaking of dung-water, filling in the trench with

lightish turf and road-sand, and mulching over all with

good cow-dung. The first year I was only rewarded

by a promise, but the following one I had a truly grand

crop of fine fruit, so clear and spotless that when lying

on the fruit-room shelves I was frequently asked whether

we poUshed our Apples, I may add, that my excellent

employer was delighted, and when any of his gardening

friends complained of having unfruitful Apple trees, he
would reply, " Mine were the same two years ago, but

I happened to meet with an Apple physician, who soon

cured them all." R. Gilbert^ Burghley^ Stamford^ in

Fhrist and Pomologist.

The best Method of Drying Plants so as to
Preserve their Colours.—The materials required

are common cartridge-paper, thick white blotting-

paper, cotton wadding, and millboard, all cut to the

same size. The plants should be gathered in dry

weather, and soon after the flowers open, when their

colours are brightest. Succulent plants (such as DaflTo-

dils, Orchis, or Stonecrop) should be put into scalding

water, with the exception of the flowers, for a minute
or two, then laid on a cloth to dry. Arrange the spe-

cimens and papers in the following order :—Millboard,

cartridge-paper, wadding (split open, and the glazed

side placed next to the cartridge-paper), blotting-

paper ; the specimens having small pieces of wadding
placed within and around the flowers to draw ofl" all

the moisture as quickly as possible ; blotting-paper,

wadding as before, cartridge-paper, millboard. When
the specimens, &c,, are thus arranged, heavyweights
should be put on them : about 30 lb. the first day,

60 lb. afterwards. Remove them from under pressure

in a day or two ; carefully take away all the papers,

&,c., except the blotting-papers between which the

specimens are placed ; put these in a warm air to dry,

whilst the removed papers, tS;c., are dried in the sun,

or by the fire. When dry (but not warm) place tliem in

the same order as before
; put all under the heavier pres-

sure for a few days, when (if not succulent) they will be
dry. Flowers of different colours require different treat-

ment to preserve theircolours. Blue tlowersmust bedried
with heat, either under a case of hot sand before a fire,

with a hot iron, or in a cool oven. Red flowers are

injured by heat ; they require to be washed with mu-
riatic acid, diluted in spirits of wine, to fix their colour.

One part of acid to three parts of spirit is about the

proportion. The best brush with which to apply this

mixture is the head of a Thistle when in seed, as the acid

destroys a hair pencil, and injures whatever it touches

(except glass or china) ; therefore it should be used
with great care. Many yellow flowers turn green even
after they have remained yellow some weeks ; they
must, therefore, be dried repeatedly before tlie fire, and
again after they are mounted on paper, and kept in a

dry place. Purple flowers require as much care, or

they soon turn a light brown. White flowers will turn

brown if handled or bruised before they are dried.

Daisies, Pansies, and some other flowers, must not be
removed from under pressure for two or three days, or

the petals will curl up. As all dried plants (Ferns

excepted) are liable to be infested by minute insects, a

small quantity of the poison, corrosive sublimate, dis-

solved in spirits of wine, should be added to the paste,

which it will also preserve from mould. The best

cement for fixing the specimens on to the paper or card-

board is gum paste. It is composed of thick gum-water
and flour mixed, in warm water, by adding the two
together, warm, and of a consistency that will run off

the hair pencil. G, H.y in Science Gossip.

Plants Growing upon the Site of tj

Exhibition of 1862 :

—

British Plants.

Ranunculus acris

repens
Barbarea praecox
Erysimum cheiranthoides
Sinapis nigra

arvcnsis
alba

Armoracia rusticana
Lcpidium ruderale
Senebiera Coronopus
Raphanus raphanistrum
Reseda lutea

luteola

Sllene inBata
Lychnis Flos-cuculi

vespertina

Githago
Arenaria scrpylUfblia

Stellaria graminea
Cerastium triviale

Malva sylvestris

Hypericum perforatum
hirsutum

Geranium dissectum
Ulex europseus
Sarothamnus Scoparius.
Medicago lupulina
Melilotus officinalis

arvensis
TrifoUum pratense
medium
hybridum
repens
minus

Lotu'i corniculatus
tenuis

Vicia hirsuta

angusiifolia

Rubus Idseus
rhamnifolius
leucostachys
carpinifoUus

Crat^eeus Oxyacantha
Epilobium parviflorum
telragonum

Carum Carui
Plmpinella Saxifraga
^thusa cynapium
Fceniculum vulgarc
Pastinaca sativa

Heracleum sphondylium
Daucus carota
Conium maculatum
Erigeron acris

Pulicaria dysenterica
Achillea Millefolium
Matricaria Parthenium
inodora
chamomilla

Chrysanthemum leucanthemum
Artemisia Absinthium

\'ulgaris

Gnaphalium uHginosum
Senecia J^acobxa
Arctium intermedium
CenCaurea nigra.

cyanus
Carduus lanceolatus

arvensis
Cichoriura Intybus
Hypochffiris radicata
Apargia hispida
Tragopogon pralensis

Lactuca muralis
Sonchus oleraceus

arvensis

Crepis virens

Convolvulus arvensis
Echium vulgare
Lithospermum arvense
Solanum nigrum

L inaria vulgaris
Veronica polita

Buxbaumii
Prunella vulgaris
Nepeta Elechoma
Lamium album
Slachys sylvatica
Ballota fcetida

Verbena oflicinalis

Plantago lanceolata
media

Chenopodium polyspermum
Chcnopodium album

fie ifolium
Atriplex delloidea
Rumex conglomeratus

obtusifolius

crispus

Polygonum lapathifolium
Convolvulus

Euphorbia helioscopia
platj'phylla

Mercunalis annua
Salix Smithiana
caprea

Carex muricata
hirta

Phalaris arundinacea
Phleum pratense
Alopccurus pratensis

Apera spica-venti

Agrostis vulgaris
alba

Aira csespitosa

Trisetum flavescens
Arrhenatherum avcnaceum
Dactyl is glomerata
Bromus sterilis

Serrafalcus mollis

Equisetum arvense

British Plants {but not found
in London District),

Glaucium luteum
Medicago falcata

Lathyrus aphaca
Epilobium angustifolium

var, brachycarpum
var, macrocarpum

Symphytum tuberosum
Verbascum blattaria

Exotic Plants.

Camelina saliva

Lepidium Draba
Raphanus sativus

Reseda suffruticosa

Saponaria officinalis

Kitaibelia vitifolia

Malva crispa

verticillata

Sida spiciflora

Hibiscus trionum
Medicago sativa

Melilotus sulcata

coerulea

Trifolium incarnatum
resupinatum

CEnothera biennis

Erigeron canadensis
Artemisia scoparia

Carduus arvensis

var. setosus

Centaurea Jacea
Nicandra physaloides
Nicotiana rustica

Datura Stramonium
Tatula

Melissa officinalis

Rumex alpinus

Echinochloa Crus-galU
Setaria viridis

Panicura miliaccum
Phalaris canariensis.

Hyoscyamus niger

Verbascum Thapsus

The origin of the vegetation covering the site of the

1862 Exhibition is to be found in—(i) Weeds originaUy

indigenous to the ground
; (2) plants formerly culti-

vated upon it ; (3) seeds brought in packing material
at the lime of the Exhibition : Artemisia scoparia, a
plant of Eastern Europe, which is still abundant on
the ground, was doubtless introduced in this way ; (4)
seeds similariy brought at the time of the Botanical
Congress, 1S66. W. T. D., in The Key.

Chusquea.—The Chusquea is a grass that might be
regarded almost as a climber. Its hard woody stem is

brought in bundles into Bogota, to be used in the con-
struction of the roofs and sides of cheap houses. It is

the Chusquea scandens. Ilolton's Andes.

Notices to Correspondents.
Address Wanted.—The present address of Mr. Joshua

Bowker, Landcape Gardener, lately engaged at Pen-
rith, is requested by a correspondent.

Books : E. Clay. Thomson on the yine (Blackwood).
Your bookseller will get it for you.

Diseases in Plants : J. B. M. The bladders on your
Almond leaves are caused by a minute Fungus, Asco-
myces deformans. It is quite distinct from what is

caused by aphis. M. J. B.—S. J. B. The white spots
are not uncommon on Melon plants, and are not inju-

rious unless produced very abundantly. From a close
examination it appears very probable that they
are produced by a very minute Acarus, so minute
that it is very difficult to detect, even when the leaves
are not dried. Facts have lately come under our notice
which seem to indicate that these four-footed Acaroids
are widely diffused. The only remedy is to remove and
burn the affected leaves, provided it can be done with-
out injury to the fruit. M. "J. B.

Garden Edgings.—Letters on this subject, received
from J. H., Burgess Hill ; R. B. S., Notting Hill ; and
W. D., Coventry, have been forwarded to " X. Z." If
intended for publication in their present shape, they
should be sent to the advertisement department.

Gourds, and how to Grow^ Them. —A corre-

spondent asks the name of the publisher of this book.
We know of a similar book, Squashes : How to Grow
Them," published by Orange Judd & Co., New
York : but our American friends draw a distinction

between Gourds and Squashes.
Grapes : A Subscriber. This is what is known as scald-

ing or scorching of die berries. It is caused through
sudden excesses of temperature in bright sunshine.
Lady Downe's is particularly subject to it.

Lily of the Valley R. H. Take up, divide, and re

plant in rich soil. Your plants are no doubt exhausted.
Madresiteld Court Grape : D. N. Yes. This fine

Grape succeeds very well in a late vinery. It can
scarcely be said, however, to keep so well as the other
varieties mentioned.

Names of Plants : C W. Strickland. The smaller
specinien is lonopsis utricularioides. The Epidendrum
belongs to a vast group of species, very closely related

to each other, and the name of which it would require
a day's labour to discover. The plant is not new, and
of no interest.

—

T. S. P. Melilotus officinalis.

Names of Plants : y. C, Passingioorth. You did not
send the pollen masses. Were they eight in number?
If so, the plant is an undescribcd Schomburgkia.

—

S. D. D. We cannot name your plant without a leaf.

Onion Fly : W, E. Your Onions are deformed by the

Fig. 197.—anthomva ceparum.

larva of a dipterous insect, Anthomya Ceparum, fig. 197.

See p. 835.

Pansy : J. B. R. A handsome velvety dark flower,

remarkable for the tinge of colour on the upper petals.

Pelargonium : W. Jackson. Your seedling, Miss

Pond, judging from the example sent, is inferior to other

Silver Tricolors already in cultivation. The leaves are

very small, indicating a want of vigour in the habit.

The Grimston Plant Protector. — We leam from

Mr. Rendle that he considers this article, illustrated at

p. S03, a direct infringement of his patents.

Vanilla Pods ; G. W. Vanilla pods should not be cut

until they turn a dark brown colour ; it is not absolutely

necessary they should remain on the plant until the

whole of the pod is covered, which first turns from a
green to a yellow and then to a brown, but the greater

portion of the pod must be coloured before it is cut if

required to keep any length of lime. When cut it

should be placed into a bottle tightly corked ; in this

way 1 have kept pnds good for nine years. It frequently

happens when the pods begin to colour they open into

two equal parts ; should they begin to show symptoms
of so doing, lie a small piece of matting at the extremity

of the pod to prevent it. E. Bennett.

Communications Received— A. D—R. G.—W C—J. B.—
E. C.-T. B. C-G. \V,-A, R.-R. W.-H, J. V.—J. W.
-Capt. K , R.N
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arKels.
POTATOS.—Southwark, June 17.

During the past week the arrivals have been very small,

but owing to the heavy supply of new foreign Potatos,

the demand for old ones was slow, at the following

quotations. As the old Potatos will be finished in a few

days, this will be our last quotation for the season:

—Yorkshire Flukes, per ton, 130J. to i6oj. ; Yorkshire

Regents, 1205. to 140J. ; Dunbar and East Lothian do.,

1205. to 170J. ; Perth, Forfar, and Fifeshire do.. 130^. to

7405. ; do. Rocks, 130J. to T40J. ; French and Belgian

Kidneys, 90J. to iooj.; do. Whites, 50J. to 8oj,

COVENT GARDEN.—June 21.

The supply has greatly improved, and especially of

goods received from the Continent, which has been a great

help to the trade generally, the fruit season being so much
retarded this season.

Cut Flowers.
s. d. s. d.

Anemone, p. 12 bun. 2 o to 4 o
Azaleas.p.doz.sprays I o— 16
Camations,i2flowerso 6 — 10
Cineraria, p. bunch 06 — 10
Gardenias, p.doz. . . 30 — 60
Heartsease, p. i2bun,i 6 — 30
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays — 06
Mignonette, i2;bun. 30 — 40
Myosotis, p. bun — 06
Ncmophila, p. 12 bun — 16
Pelargoniums,

French,p.i2sprays o 6 — i o
Pelargoniums, Scar-

let, p. 12 sprays. . 04 — o g

Plants in Pots.

J. d. s. d.

6 o—18 o

s. d. s. d.

Pinks, p. doz. bun. 2 o to 3 o
Ranunculus, p. bun. 20^40
Rhododendron, per
bunch .

.

•03 — 06
Rose de Moi, per

doz, bunches .. 40— 60
Roses, per doz. . . 06— 40— Moss, do. ..06 — 10
Spirea, p. bunch .. .. — 10
Stephanolis, 12 sprays-^ o — 4 o
Tropa:olums,i2bun. 10 — 20
Trumpet Lilies.doz. . . — 60
Stocks, p. bunch .. 04 — 06
Wallflowers, bunch . . — 06

Calceolaria, p. doz.
— herbaceous, do,

Fuchsia - . do.

Heath, invars, do.

Hydrangea . . do,

T^obelia . . do.

6 o—15 o
12 o—24 o
g o—18 o
4 o— 6 o

Mignonette, p. doz.

Pelargonium . . do.— Scarlet . . do.

Rhodanthe . . do.

SpiTcca,. .. do.

s. d. s. d.

4 o— 6 o

9 o—24 o
4 o— 6 o
60—..

12 o—iS o

Fruit.

s. d. s. d,
I

J. d. s. d.

Apricots, p. doz. . . 2 o to 3 o ; Melons, each . . 3 o to 8 o
Cherries, p. lb. ..10 — 301 Nectarines, p. doz. 8 o — 20 o
Cobs, per 100 lb. . .60 o —65 o

!
Oranges, per 100 ..60 —10 o

Figs, p. doz. ..80 — 12 o
;

Peaches, per doz. ..120 —24 o
Filberts, per lb. ..08 — i o I Pine-apples, per lb. 50 — 80
Grapes, per lb. ..30 — 801 Strawberries, p. lb. 10 — 60
I-emons, per 100 ..70 —10 o I

Vegetables.

s. d. s. d.

Attichokes,green,ea. o 3 to o 6
Asparagus, per 100 2 6— 6 o
— French, do — ..

Beet, per doz, . . i o— 3 o
Cabbages, per doz. . . 10— i 3
Cardoons, each . . . . — .

.

Carrots, p. bunch . . o 7— 10— French, do. . . 1 o— i 6
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 3 o— 8 o
Celery, per bundle . i o— 2 o
Cucumbers, each . . o 6— 1 o
Frencli Beans, new,
per 100 .

.

.... — 26
Herbs, per bunch .. o z— o 4
HorseRadish, p. bun.3 o— 5 o
Leeks, per bunch . . o 2— o 4

Potatos, Regents, 1205. to 1705. ; Flukes, 12&J. to igoj. ;

Shaws, 'JOS. to goj.

New Potatos—Round, 7^. to z-is. per cwt. ; Kidneys, nd. to

^d. per lb.

s. d. s. d.

Lettuces, pcrscore. . 1 oto 2 o
Mushrooms, p. pott. .. — 30
Onions, per bunch ..o 4— o 9
Parsley, p. bunch . . o 2— o 4
Peas, new, per qt. 16—30
Potatos, new frame,

per lb. .

.

. . D 4— o 6
Radishes, per bunch o 2— ..

Rhubarb, p. bund. . o 4— o g
Salsafy, per bun. . . o 9— 1 3
Scorzonera, per bun. o 9— 1 3
Shallots, per lb. .. o 8— ..

Spinach, per bushel 2 o— 3 o
Tomatos, p. doz. . . 2 o— 4 o
Turnips, new.p. bun. .. — 09

Wanted. Seeds of Choice Strains.

MR. WILLIAM BULL will REQUIRE NEW
SEEDS, when ripe, of the following:

—

Primula 1 Pink
]
Balsam, in separate colours

Fuchsia I Show Pansy Lobelia, herbaceous
Carnation | Gloxinia I Auricula, show.

And SEEDS of other choice FLORIST FLOWERS,
State quantities and prices per ouncf. Satisfactory proof must be

given that the strains of the above Seeds are all of the first quality

;

and, where possible, samples of the flowers should be sent for inspection.
Apply to WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Establishment for New and

Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W,

N
Now Ready,

EW hardy free-flowering CLEMATISES, well
adapted for coverinp verandahs, trellis-work, walls, porticoes,

pillars, festoons, &c. Each variety was awarded a First-class Certi-
iicate by the Royal Horticultural Society.

C, THOMAS MOORE, pucy-violet, white stamens. Pas si flora- 1 ike.
C. MRS.JAMES BATEMAN, pale lavender, fine,

C. VITICELLA RUBRA GRANDIFLORA,briKhtclarct-crimson.
C. ALEXANDRA, pale reddish-violet.
C. VELUTINA PLTr

each.15^.

RPUREA, rich blackish-mulberry.

T/ie Set of Five Varieties for 6oj^.

See CLEMATIS LIST for full descriptions.

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON, Wokine Nurserj-, Surrey, have
pleasure in informing the Public that the undermentioned Trade Firms
can be relied on for supplying the above true to name, having procured
them direct from us :

—

Messrs. James Booth & Sohne, Nurserymen, Hamburgh,
„ Tames Carter & Co., Nurseryman, 237, High Holbnrn, W.C.
,, Thomas Cripps & Son, Nurserymen, I'unliridge Wells.

,, F. & A. Dickson & Son, Upton Nursery, Chester.

„ Downie, Laird & Laing, Nurserymen, Edinburgh.
„ Froebel Sf Co., Nurserymen, Zurich.

„ Fisher, Holmes & Co., Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield.

,, Haage & Schmidt, Nurserymen, Erfurt.

,1 Jackson & Son, Nurserymeo, Kingston.
,, J. & C. Lee, Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith, W.

P. L, Robertson & Co., Trinity Nursery, Edinburgh.

,, Chelsea, S.W.
Gloucester.

_,.^,^^^_ S.W.
„ Louis Van Houtlc. Nurseryman, Ghent.
„ William KniRht. Nurseryman, Hailsham.
„ y Lemoine, Nurseryman, Nancy, Franre.
»• S;,^.'^^ \.?.' Sunnmgdalc Nursery, Bagshot.
„ William North, Nurseryman, Lcc, S E
„ Robert Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting SW
„ Richard Smith, St. John's Nursery, Worcester'
„ Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Sloutrh
„ Henry Walton. Nurseryman, Marsden.
•• ?V* ^'1!'*^^' Nurseryman, Upper Holloway. N.
„ John Wills, Exotic Nursery, Old Brompton. W
„ R. S. Yates, Nurserj-man, Sale.

„ Maurice Young, Milford Nursery-, Godalming.

The Royal Horticultural Society's Blrmingliam Sliow,

JUNE 23, 26, 27, 28, and 29.

^^UTTON AND SONS^ 1

'^ ^vill E

CUCUMBERS,

AND
hibit, in the Fruit Tent, I %^ASU4a& ,ft)

COLLECTION of NEW I
^.!^^^

ncluding their recent introduction. Marquis of

Lome; also MELONS, PEAS, and other HORTICULTURAL
PRODUCE, to which they invite attention.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,
having secured STANDS Nos. 71 and 72 on the Lower

Grounds, Aston, on the occasion of the Royal Horticultural Society's
Show, to be held there from June 25 to sg, will be gratified to see any
of their Clients and Friends. They intend Exhibiting CHOICE
COLLECTIONS of NEW and RARE STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, and SELECTED SPECIMENS of ORNA-
MENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, of which they respcctlully
invite inspection.
The "Old Established" Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street, and

The " Upton" Nurstrits, Chester.

WILLIAM CHATERS SUPERB DOUBLE
HOLLYHOCKS.—The simplest and safest way to raise

them from Seed is to sow them in the open ground in June, July, and
August, and transplant in September. SEED from finest strains, that
will produce flowers equal to choice named varieties.

Collection No. i. 12 named varieties, extra fine, loi.

Collection No. 2. 6 named varieties, extra fine, 55.

Collection No. 3, iz named varieties, fine, ^s. 6d.

Collection No. 4. 6 named varieties, fine, 4s.

Mixed SEED, finest quality, per packet, is., 3S. 6d., and 5s.

WILLIAM CHATEK, I lie Nurseries, Saffron Watden.

New Englisli Roses.

PAUL AND SON, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.,
have DOW ready fine plants at 5;, each of the (ollowiiig NEW

ENGLISH ROSES entrusted m them for distribution.
HYBRID PERPETUAL, ANNIE LAXTON (Thomas Laxton,

Esq }—A new colour; deep rose, flushed over with cherry-crimson,
almost of orange tint, very distinct, shape good, shell-shaped
petals, arranged most regularly, of medium size, of most hardy
free-flowering habit: fully tested here and much approved. We
feel assured a fine Rose.

NOISETTE, EARL oi ELDON (Mr. COPPIN).—Orange-buff, large,
somewhat loose flower, but very free, and of vigorous compact
f:rowth, dcliciously scented; as a coppery or orange-colour climber
or south walls it will reinforce Ophirie, &c. Figured in Floral
magazine. First-Class Certificate Royal Horticultural Society,

THE NEW FRENCH ROSES, 24J. per dozen.

NEW ENGLISH ROSES of 1871.

ClimV ing Victor Vcrdier, 3s. bd. each : a Rose promising to rival in
popul?rity our previously distributed seedlings. Lord Clvde and Duke
of Fdinburgh. H. P. Princess Louise (Laxton), y. 6a. each; _H. P.
Prirce of Wales (Laxton), 3s. 6d. each.

New Descriptive LIST on application.

JAMES BROOKE & CO.,
FAIRFIELD, MANCHESTER.

ORCHIBS and their CULTIVATION.
IVe art' in a position to offer the folloiving

DENDROBIUMS at exceediiigly Low
Prices^ aiid refer to the descriptions in the

" Fairfield Orchids " for their several

merits :—
D. CHRYSOTIS.

Assam. A plant of this very effective new species was exhibited by
us at the Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibition, Sept. 21, 1870, and
received a First-class Certificate, It is thus described :—"D. chrysotis
The stems arc slender, rod-like, 3 to 4 feet long ; ilic leaves oblong-
acute, the flowers large, deep yellow, on vcrj' slender sriikes, 8 to
9 inches long, having ligulatc sepals, narrower th.nn fimbriatum, and a
more rhomboid lip, with two spots on its disc. Ass-^ni : ]. Urooke &
Co."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle, 1870, p. 1311. August ; ten days.

From JOS. 6d. upwards.

D. DEVONIANUM.
India, on the Khasya hills, 1817. One ol the most beautiful of a

princely race, and when in perfection h.irdly rivalled. Stems wiry,
3 to 4 feet long, pendulous, and flowery for half their length, the
blossoms individually translucent white, with purple tips, and tlie

lightest possible tinge of rose ; the labellum with two bright orange-
yellow crescents, the edges of which melt away like those of a rain-
bow, and its margin delicately fringed. May, June ; two to three weeks.

From ^s. upwards.

D. FALCONERL
Mountains of Bhootan ; altitude 4000 feet. 18^7. One of the most

strikingly beautiful Orchids in cultivation. Stems long, slender,
branched and pendulous. Leaves few, linear, and inconspicuous.
Flowers abundant, targe, shining with sweet brightness ; the sepals
fiaie rose, tipped purple ; the petals while, and also purple-tipped ; the
ip again white, with a liquid mulberry-coloured and goldcn-Dordered
recess. April—June ; two to three weeks.

From zis, each.

D. HETEROCARPUM,
Cevlon, 1837. A small but very attractive plant, blooming in winter ;

the flowers fragrant, greenish or yellowish white, the large and
pendulous lip yellow, with crimson feathcrwork in the centre.

From loj. 6d. each.

D. McCARTHIv^.
Ceylon, where it is the native " May-flower," pendent from the trunks

of large trees. Stems ijj to 2 feet long; leaves few and lanceolate;
racemes two or three, each bearing four or five beautiful and airy
flowers, 3 inches across, and shaped Tike those of a Thunia, the sepals
and petals very pointed, pink or cherry-coloured ; the lip while, dark-
purple veined, and in the recess lull and solid purple. Free in flowcr-
mg; easily grown in heal and moisture, and remaining in perfect
beauty for six or eight weeks. A specimen of this plant was recently
exhibited, with more than too expanded flowers upon it.

42J. and upwards.

D. WARDIANUM.
Assam. A very scarce and beautiful species ; the strong and pendu-

lous stems 2 feet in length ; the flowers, two or three together from the
axils, 3 inches across, white, tipped with purplish-rose, the lip rich
orange with white margin, and a double crimson spot. February-
May ; two to three weeks.

From 42J. to 2S2J.

VANDACCERULEA,
India, upon the Khasya hills, at an elevation of 2500 feet, growing

upon trees of Gordonia, among Oaks in pleasant woods which remind
the traveller of England. Leaves 5 inches long. Flowers in erect
panicles of nine to eighteen, individually a foot m circumference, and
of a uniform rich and tender lilac or lavcndcr-bluc, with the texture of
a Phalarnopsis. Lip, as usual with Vandas, small, or barely three-
quarters of an inch long. This glorious plant is probably the finest of

the Indian Orchids. Sept, Oct. ; eight weeks.

From 2is. to 105J.

1^" We have received a fine lot of DENDROBIUM
WARDIANUM, in most splendid condition. This is

the only importation of Ihe year.

See our CATALOGUE, "The FAIRFIELD
ORCHIDS," from ourselves, or Messrs. Bradbury,
Evans & Co. , lo, Bouverie Street, London, E. C.

,

price 3J.

SURPLUS STOCK and SPECIAL OFFER of
BEDDING and other PLANTS.

ZONAL GERANIUMS, from my large collection of named sorts,
21. per dozen, 14s. per 100.

Unnamed GER.\NIbMS, for mixed Bedding, is. 6d. per dozen,
10s per 100.

BRONZE GERANIUMS, in 12 fine varieties, 3J. per dozen ; in mixed
varieties, 2s. per dozen.

DOUBLE GERANIUMS, 21. 6d. per dozen.
TRICOLOR GERANIU.MS, in six fine varieties, 3J. per dozen.

,, ,, in 12 finest varieties, 6s. per dozen.
CAI,CEOLARI.'\S, A,fl., fine bushy plants, is.6d. per doi..ioi. p. 100.
LOBELIA PUMILAGRANDIFLORA, fine bushy plams, the best

in the trade, 21. per dozen, 14s. per 100.
DAHLIAS, extra strong plants of the leading sorts, 2s. 6d. per dozen,

i6j. per 100.

FUCHSIAS, 24 best named sorts, all blooming plants, for 61.

Hampers charged is. 6d. each.
GEORGE POULTON, Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmon-

ton, Middlesex, N.

Choice Rower Seeds, Post i^ee.

BS. WILLIAMS. Nurseryman and Seed
• Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Holloway, London, N. Perpacket-5. d.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed,
IS. 6d., 21. 6d., v- 6d., and s o

Plants from this Seed have always been awarded First Prizes
wherever exhibited,

Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,
IS. 6d. , 21. 6d. , 35. 6d. , and 5 o

WcatheriU's extra choice strain of CINERARIA,
IS. 6d., 2s. orf., 3S. 6d., and 5 o

Wiggins' prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. 11. 6d., 2s. td., and 3 6
CARNATION, from prize flowtrs 10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, new scarlet Larkspur ..26
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties . . ..10
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest erect varieties i o
HOLLYHOCK, Chater's finest varieties .. .. is. and z 6
PANSY, finest show varieties is. and 2 6
P,\NbY, finest Belgian varieties is. and 2 6
PICOTEE, choice mixed 10
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins* prize strain .. .. is. and i 6
PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful varieties .. each 2 6

•1 ,. mixed .. .. .. .. ..26
EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..26
Dwarf Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-

mended 10
SOLANUM HYRRIDUM COMPACTUM .. 2s, M. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress 2s. &f. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA,var. Perfection is. M. and 2 6
Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER 10

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

RENDLE'S PATENT ORCHARD-HOUSES,
PATENT PLANT PROTECTORS, and GROUND

VINERIES. — Secured by Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent.
(Three separate .md distinct patents, 1869, 1870, and 1872.)
Address—Mr. WILLIAM EDGCUMBE RENDLE,3, Westminster

Chambers, Victoria Street, London, S.W.
These New Inventions will be Exhibited next week at the Meeting

of the Royal Horticultural Society at Birmingham, STANDb
No. 32 and 79.

Tlie Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips). Manufac-
turer of terra COTTA VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN

BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL ARBORETTES, STATUARY,
GARDEN POTS (from 2 to 30 inches in diameter), of superior quality,
withstand frosty and do not become green; EDGING TILES, &c.
See specimens m the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free
Book of Drawings, 6d. each.

JOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare^

/:j^ILBERTS REGISTERED RAND^rGHTS wil
VJ^ be EAhibitcd at the Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibition at
Birmingham, STAND No. 37. They arc made of iron and wood com-
bined, with glass tops, and in various sizes. The Inventor is assured,
ih.Tt when known, they will be highly appreciated.—For prices, &c,,
apply to the Manufacturer,

W . J. TILLETT, Ironmonger, Stamford.

T :

Tiie Patent Imperisliable Hotliouse.AYRES'S PATEN
GLASS, IRON, and CONCRETE.

Before building a Plant or Fruit House of any kind, send six
stamps, and obtain the Illustrated Prospectus of the

IMPERISVTABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
Newark-on-Trent, Notts.

MANAGER—W. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S.,
Imperishable Hothouse Company, Newark-on-Trent.

Plans, Specifications and Esiim.-itcs supplied upon the shortest notice.

Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.
JAMES MILKS, 6, High Street, and 12 and

13, Blosson Street, Shoredilcli, London, E.
CONSERVATORY and ORCHAKD-HOUSE GLASS.

Genuine IVhife Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, b'c.
GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBER

HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.^
Prices upon application.

Boyal Horticultural Society.
EXHIBITION at BIRMINGHAM, STAND No. 56.HARTLEY AND SUGDEN.

ATLAS WORKS. HALIFAX,
Manufacturers of WROUGHT-WELDED BOILERS for HOT-

WATER HEATING APPARATUS, GREENHOUSES, CON-
SERVATORIES, and all PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
H. & S. desire to call the attention of Hot-Water Engineers, Horti-

culturists, and others to their Show of Boilers, at Stand No. =;6, for the
above purposes, in which will be found every variety, incluuing kinds
for Brickwork setting, and others requiring no setting, Tlicv call

especial attention to their Patent "ATLAS" and "ECLIPSE"
BOILERS. H. & S will he glad to show their Boilers to Gentlemen
visiting the Show. Orders will be executed through the ordinary
Trade channels.

ATLAS WORKS, HALIFAX.
The Royal Horticultural Society's Show,

LOWER GROUNDS, ASTON, JUNE 35.

STAND iq.

CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER-TUBE
"MULTUM-IN-PARVO" EXHIBITION and TRANSMIS-

SION CASES, in which flowers can be sent hundreds of miles
without injury (pronounced by the Royal Horticultural Society the
best now in use).

The newly invented POT PLANT TRANSMISSION CASE for

Table Decorations, &c., in which plants may be sent any distance
without fear of iniury.

The EXHlBlllON PLANT PROTECTOR, the " ENVILLE,"
which will be shown in the F'ruit Tent.
The newly invented "ANTI-CLOCHE" Exhibition Rose. Dahlia,

Gladiolus, he, PKOTECTOR ; and the " MALTON " improved
Plant. Vegetable, Eariy Salad, &c, PROTECTOR and
PROPAGATOR,
The newly invented POT BLOOM PROTECTOR and TALLY

HOLDER,
The BOTANIST'S PATENT WILD FLOWER and ROOT

COLLECTING CASE; and the " MULTUM-IN-PARVO "

FLOWER-STAND. PIC-NIC TABLE, &c. will he exhibited.

All communications to be sent to the PA'rENTEE. Bristol Road,
Gloucester, A remittance from unknown Correspondents will have
attention.

WANTED, in good working order, a 12-Horse Power
DOUBLE CYLINDER TRACTION ENGINE, with Self-

moving and Reversing Gear, and other Apparatus complete for Steam
Cultivation, Applications, specifying all particulars of Apparatus
offered, to be addressed to

Messrs. RAUCLIFFE and LAYTON, la, Hackins Hey, Dale
Street, Liverpool.
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ipHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
-1- (Established 1840),

Have now ready for delivcr>', in fine dry condition—
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE, for Top-Dressing
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITROPHOSPHATE
MANGEL, HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GLfANO (as imported bv Messrs. Thomson, Bonar,

& Co.), NITR.\TE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c.

nb, Fcnchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary^

BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(rcRistercd Trade Mark, " Flyinc Albatross"), is now ready for

deliver)' in quantity and in fine concfilion. The best Fertiliser yet

produced, lis base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contains

2t percent, of Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Salts

of Potash. Sec Reports of Dr. Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor

Way, Mr. Ogston, Air. Sibson.
Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal

bearing ihc Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is cuarantced so

long as the seals remain unbroken.
BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, so, Billiter Street, E.C.

ODAMS'S NITROPHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for CORN CROPS.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for ROOTS and GREEN CROPS GENERALLY.

ODAMS'S DISSOLVED IJONES.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
ODAMS'S NITKO-BIPHOSPHATE (or Prepared) GUANO.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL BARLF.Y MANURE.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL MANGEL MANURE.
ODAMS'S TOP-DRESSING MANURE.

MANUFACTURED

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE,
OR

BLOOD MANURE COMPANY (LIMITED)
Consisting of

TENANT FARMERS occupying upwards of 80,000 acres of Land.

Chief Office—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors,
Chaimtan—Robert Leeds, Caslleacre, Norfolk

DtPHty'Ckairtnan—]oUn Collins, 2'^s. Camden Road, N.W.
Edward Bell. 48. Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Sianstead Abbot, Hens.
Robert Leeds, Wickcn House, Brandon, Norlolk.
GcorRC Savitl, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Charles Dorman, 31, Essex Street, Strand, W.C
Thomas Webb, Hildershara, Cambridseshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire,
C. J. Lacy,6o, West Smiihfield, E.C.
J. C. Jonas, Cambridge.
Herbert Bird, Shorlacrcs, Peterborough.

Managing Director.—James Odams,
Several Hundred Thousand Tons of the Manures have been supplied

to the Agricultural Public, and the increasing demand that exists for

them is the best proof of the appreciation in which they are held.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of the local agents. C, T. MACADAM, Secretary.
Chief Offices. 100. Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

Caro Guano.

CHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO,
rich in Soluble Phosphates and Nitrogenous Organic Matter,

See Clicnjical Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for

Grain ani Root Crops, for which it has been fuund to be superior to

Peruviarj.
Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCK FORD AND CO, Billiter Street, London, EC.

The Cheapest and Best Insecticide.OOLEVS TOBACCO POWDER.
Of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

TOBACCO TISSUE, for FUMIGATING GREEN-
HOUSES.—Will destroy Thrip, Red Spider, Green and Black

Fly, and Mealy Buet, and burns without the assistance of blowing,
and is entirely free from paper or rat;s. Price y. td. per lb., carriage
free. A reduction in price for laj^e quantities.

To be had of Messrs. ROBERTS and SONS, Tobacco Manufac-
turers, 112, Sl John Street, Clerkenwell, E.C., of whom Copies of
Testimonials may be obtained ; and of all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

B ROWN'S FLORAL SHADING.
Samples and prices on application to

CHARLES BR':)\\'N, Greenheys, Manchester.

WIRE NETTING, WIRE NETTING.—For SALE
(under cost price), a quantity of New Galvanized Game-prool

Netting. For further particulars, apply to
CHARLTON PAIN, Lavender Grove. Dalston, London, E.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES. SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.—TANNED NETTING lor

Protecting the above from Frosl, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,
3^. per yard, or 100 yards, 20s ; 4 yards wide, 6tf. per yard, or 50 yards,
20J. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; 4 yards
ridi, I,. ^4-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, u. 6d. per yard. Also
TIFFAN'Y. Can be had in any quantity of
EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7. Crooked Lane, London Bridge, EC.

BEDDY AND CO., Chapel Terrace, Porthleven,
• Cornwall, beg to call attention to their superior GARDEN

NETTING.
New Netting tTanned). i inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at Sd, per yard.

Repaired Netting (Tanned), 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; % inch mesh,
4 yards wide, at 8d. per yard ; ^ inch mesh, 4 yards wide, at is. per
yard. Supplied in width from i to 20 yards.
Repaired FISHING NETS, id. per square j-ard.

EDGINGTON'S GARDEN NETTING, the cheapest
and most durable, at id. per square j-ard, or in quantities of

250, 500, or 1000 yards, carriage free.

EDGINGTON'S RICK CLOTHS for 67 years have
maintained their celebrity as the best.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES for Hire are the most
elegant and capacious.

EDGINGTON'S CRICKET and GARDEN TENTS
are the prettiest.

TIFFANY, SCRIM CANVAS, and every other kind
of NETTING.

Be particular—FRED. EDGINGTON AND CO., Rick Cloth, &:a,
Manufacturer to Her Majesty, 52, Old Kent Road, London. S.E.
A quantity of good Second-hand Government TENTS for Sale, cheap.

E T. ARCHERS" " F R I G I D O M O."
• —Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kcw Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is applied.

PROTECTION AGAINST the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN,
WOOL NETTING, 3 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard.

" FRIGI DOMO CANVAS.
Two yards wide ir. iot£. per yard.
Three yards wide 31, 2<i. per yard-
Four yards -^vide 31, lod. per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long,6^irf. toSJ^rf. per yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, 7fid. and
gHd. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of " Frigi Domo," 3, Cannon
Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.

Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane,

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Asricultural County m Enpland.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO,, 71, Cornhill,

London, E.C.
; and Steam I'lough Works, Leeds. _^_^__^^_^

'T^HE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
JL Manufactured Solely
Composition and Granitic Paint Comp,iny.

Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

For Price Lists, Tcsiiinoniats, and I'attcrns ol Colours, apply to
THOMAS CHILD, Managcr,3t)A, King William Street, London, E.C,

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c.. from

Decay, Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Tesiimoni.ils apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 3gA, King William Street, London, E.C.

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock, of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and Packing. Second sized Arch-

aneel, looi. ; Petersburg, (xis. and 8oj. ; superior close Mat, 45J., $os.,

and 55s. ; packing Mats, 20J,, 30s., and 35s. per 100; and every other
description of Mats at equally low prices, at

1. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,
4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

HESSIANS and SCRIMS for COVERING.
4-4 Scrim, from 2d. to Sif. per yard, advancing %d.
54-inch Hessian and Scrim, 311., ^Hd., 4<f , 4!vii ^"d 5^d.
Ti >. ,, ,1 4!^rf.,5;^rf., 6^., o.'j'd, and upwards.

J. BLACKBURN AND SONS, Sack and Bag Makers, and Canvas
Manufacturers, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C,

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.

—

ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and
most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class ol Mat,
forwarded post free on application.
JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch. London.

Russia Mat Merchants.
MESSRS. G. D. MAKENDAZ and FISHER,

importers of ARCHANGEL and ST. PETERSBURG MATS,
dealers in TANNED GARDEN NETTING, TIFFANY, LABELS,
TARRED and other TWINES, LINES, &c.

9, James Street, Covcnt Garden, London, W.C.

MR. JAMES ERASER, Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the firm o( I. & J. Eraser, Lea Bridge Road.

Wood Engraving.

MR. W. G. SMITH. Artist and Engraver on
Wood , 12, North G rove Wes t, Mildmay Park, London, N.

RODERTCK nTcOLSON, Advert7sing~Agent
and Gener.^l Commission Agent, i, Racquet Court, Fleet

Street, E.C.

FOR SALE, in the Channel Islands, a good
NURSERYMAN and FLORIST'S BUSINESS, well situated

and doing a good Trade. Capital required, /500 to ^^looo. Long
Lease of Premises obtainable. Apply for further particulars to
A. B._C,. Post (.iflice, St. Hclier's, Jersey.

''pO^BE SO"LD,~the~BUSINESS of aTSEEDSMAN
-L and FLORIST, with Jobbing, in a position which cannot be
surpassed, and always commands a good trade.

Apply, in the fir st instance, to E. C, 227, Brixton Rnad, S.W.

'PU BE DISPOSED OF, a SMALLT'SEED "andX FLORIST BUSINESS, on the South Coast, in the centre of a
large Agricultural district, studded with Gentlemen's Seats, and
wilhin four miles of one ol the most fashionable Watering Places in
England, where a larj^e business may be done in Cut Flowers,
Furnishing, and Laymgout, Satisfactory reasons Jor present
proprietor leaving.
Z., Mr. Robert Cooper, Seed Merchant, rgs. Fleet Street, London, E.C.

FARM of about 400 Acres TO BE LET, with
Possession at Michaelmas. It consists of good useful Arabic,

and about 25 Acres of Pasture, close to whiuh is the Homestead, ana
near good Market Towns. Rent moderate.
For terms, apply to NORMAN and SON, Land Agents, Uxbridge

and Beaconsficid ; Southlands and Rush Green Farms, Denham,
Bucks

LAND TO LET, situate about 12 miles from London,
and adjoining the Twickenham Station of the Soulh-Weslern

Railway. It is suitable either for a Private Residence, a Dairy Farm,
or a Market Garden, and will be Let upon Lease for a term of 7 or
14 years. There are 84 acres in all. of which 67 acres are rich Grass
Land, at present affording valuable Pasture, but which might easily
be converted into Pleasure Grounds. Of the remainder, 7'^ acres are
now laid out as a Fruit Plantation and Market Garden, and 9J-J acres
consist of Arable Land in a verj' good state of cultivation. In the
centre of the Grass I^nd is a newly-erected Dwelling-house, contain-
ing eight rooms, each 15 feet square, as well as accommodation for
Servants, and convenient Out Offices ; there is also a Bailiff's Cottage
on the Farm.

For further particulars, apply to Messrs. RUSHWORTH,
ABBOTT, AND CO., 22, Saville Row, Regent Street, W.

Prize Berkshire Figs.

G GRIGGS, the Winner of the First Prize Oxford
• Royal. 1870; Eight Prizes and Four Commendations, Essex

Agricultural Show, Romford, 1871 ; also Seven Prizes, Halstead, 1872:
has some PRIZE BOARS and SOWS for SALE.

Oaklands, Romford, Essex.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Dracaenas, Palms, and other Plants

for TABLE DECORATION.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

on SATURDAV, Tune 22, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a Con-
signment of PLANT S from Ghent, consisting of Chamscrops, Panda-
nus, Dracaenas, Cycas. and other Plants suitable for tab'c decorarion •

also a quantity of ItEDDlNG PLANTS, GARDEN RUSTIC
WORK, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Valuable Imported Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C , on

THURSDAY, July 4, at half-past is o'Clock precisely, a Choice
Importation of ORCHIDS.

This Sale will include many beautiful and new Species.

Hammersmith.
To GENTLEMEN, NUKSEKV.MEN, BUILDERS, PROPRIE-

TORS of ORNAMENTAL GROUNDS, and OTHERS.

MR. J. A. SMITH will SELL by AUCTION, on
the Premises, Exotic Nursery. 60, King Street East, near the

Broadway. Hammersmith, W,, on WEDNESDAY and 1 HURSDAV.
^une 26 and 27, at i o'Clock each day. the ENURE NURSERY
STOCK of Stove, Greenhouse, Bedding-out, and other Plants,
including aboul-3o,ooo choice varieties and specimens, arranged in

suitable lots

May be viewed the Tuesday preceding. Descriptive Catalogues
had on application to ihe Auctioneer, Hammersmith, W.

Weeting Hall, Brandon, Norfolk.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions to
announce for SALE by AUCTION, without reserve, on

THURSDAY. July 11 next, about FORTY HEAD of PURE-BRED
SHORTHORNS, the property of William Angerstein, Esq , of
WeeMng Halt, Brandon, Norfolk, which have been purchasca and
bred from the celebrated Herds of the Marquis of Exeter, Col. Kings-
cote, Messrs. Foster, Lency, Rich, and other eminent breeders,
First-class Sires of the far-lamed Duchess, Oxford, Waterloo, and
other Kirklevington blood have been used.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had on application to Mr,

STRAFFORD, 13, Euston Square, London, N.W. ; or of Mr
WATSON, Weeting Hall, Brandon, Norfolk.

Berkswell Hall, near Coventry.
IMPORTANT SALE of FlIiST-CLASS SHORTHORNS.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on WEDNESDAY. July 3. at Chape! Mill Farm. Berkswell,

the FlRSl-LLASS HERD ol PURE-^RED SHORTHORNS,
belonging lo Thomas Walker, Esq. It has been principally selected
from the Herds of the lale Earl of Aytesford. Lord t'cnrhyn, and Mr.
M'Inlosh, and contains several fme specimens of the Knighlley,
Charmer, and Blanche tribes The celebrated Bull. Grand Duke 9th,
has been in ser\'ice, and about one-half of the Herd is by this extra-
ordinary good sire, and the other portion abounds with his highly-
fashionable blood. The Cows arc fine large, roomy animals, many
of them being capital Milkers.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,
15. Langham Place. London. W
Extensive and Very Important Sale of Flrst-Class

SHORTHORNS at DUNMORE. SITRLING, N.B.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on THURSDAY, September U (i o'Clock). at Dunmorc,

Stiriing. about SIXTY HEAD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS,
the property of I he Earl of Dunmore. This Sale will bring
before the public some of the purest and lincsl specimens of the fashion-
able Bates blood. Among the animals catalogued are three Heifers of the
favourite Oxford tribe, and 12 splendid specimens of the Kirklevington
and Wild Kyes families; whilst the remainder includes representa-
tives of the esteemed Barringlon. Surmise, Chcrrj'. Knightlcy. Cleo-
patra, Elvira, Seraphina, Musical, and other choice and well known
tribes that have been collected with great pains during several years
past from the best sources in this country and America.
The lollowing lirst-class sires have been used ;—2d Duke of Colling-

ham (23,730). of the Duchess blood, Royal Cambridge (a^.oooj. of the
Red Rose tribe, and Baron O.tford 5th (27,958) (the lirst Gull lor sale),

bred by the Duke of Devonshire by Colonel Gunler's 2d Duke of
Claro 121,576), from the celebrated cow Lady Oxford qih
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of |OHN THORNTON,

15, Langnam Place. London, W.

Roxwell, near Chelmsford, Essex.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on TUESDAY, July 0, at 2 o'Clock, at Roswcll, 4 miles from

Chelmsford, Mr. W. Tipplcr'sentire HERD of i'URE-B RED SHORT
HORNS, comprising about 30 anim.ils, among which are several very
superior animals of the Butterfly and Bates olood, crossed with the
first-class bull Cambridge Dukejd (23,503). The Sale includes sevcra
Prize-winners at the Essex and Cambridgeshire Shows.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had ol Mr, W. TIPPLER,

Roxwell, Chelmsford; or of Mr, J. THORNTON, 15, Langham
Place, Regent Street, London, W.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manuue, and Oilcakr Mkrchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, EC. ; or Basingstoke.

Samptes and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,

for Wheat: 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds,"

T u N
To tfie Trade.
I P S D

r.REEN-TOP YELLOW AliKRDEEN.
PURPLE-TOP YELLOW ABERDEEN.
EARLY FIELD YELLOW.
SELECTED RED NORFOLK.

GREEN NORFOLK.
LINCOLNSHIRE RED ROUND.
STRATTON GREEN GLOISE.
IMPROVED GREEN TANKARD.
WHITE STONE or STUBBLE.

II. AND F. SHARPE n.irticularjy recommend the above varieties of

Turnip Seeds, all of wnich were crown from selected bulbs. The
prices are very moderate, and may be had on application.

Seed tjrowing Establishment, Wisbech.

The Koyal Counties (Hants and Berks) Agricultural
MEETING.—WINDSOR, 1872.

QUTTON AND SONS|
have the honour of announcinR

t^i^i^.S. I

^^^^ ^^'^y ^^''" Ejihibit at the above

Meetinfj their extensive COLLEC- .

TION ol NATURAL GRASSES, SEEDS, ROOTS, and FORAGE
PLANTS, as supplied by them to the several Royal Farms and the

principal Agriculturists in the United Kin(;dom.

1^" Orders will be received ai the STAND /or

TURNIP and other SEEDS /or present sowing.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by appointment to the Queen and

the Prince of Wales, Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

rpHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
jL (Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION. FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &c.

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above
purposes, without investigation of title.

For Forms and further inlormation, apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No, i, Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W.

SATURDAY, JUNE 22, 1872.

'~|"'HE town of Birmingham, fairly supplied

JL with water, and well sewered—as any other

collection of 300,000 people needs must be if

they are to enjoy an average duration of

human life — has hitherto drained into the

river Tame. Indeed it cannot help drain-

ing into the Tame. We have heard the

question formally debated — whether it were

necessary to enter in a public document the

assertion that water will run down hill ; and after

elaborate discussion, it was at length decided

that it was necessary to inform the public that

the fact is so ! People seem to forget that water

must find its way into the river channels on its

way to the sea. If water be brought into a town,

it necessarily gets into the sewers after use, and
thence, whether the law forbids, or whether it

permits, it necessarily drains into the river.

Nevertheless, the town of Birmingham has

been forbidden to let its foul, used water run

into the river Tame. The Court of Chancerv,

appealed tobyalandowner who is aggrieved by the

nuisance which the sewage of the town has created

in the river channel near his house, has very
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properly directed the town to find a remedy.

The Corporation have, accordingly, built sub-

sidence tanks, and used precipitants, and
clarified the water before discharging it ; but the

effluent water, however clear it be when it leaves

the tanks, soon fouls again in the midst of the

natural stream, and the stench is as bad as ever.

Moreover, the enormous collection of fecal mud
taken out of it has created an additional exces-

sive nuisance in a new locality, and accordingly

the town is placed under a new injunction.

What is to be done? The report of the

Rivers Pollution Commission suggests a course,

and declares it to be the only eflectual remedy
for the evil of which complaint is made. Birming-

ham proposes in accordance with it, therefore,

to take a sufficient area of land on and in which

to defecate and cleanse its 20,000,000 galls, of

filthy water daily. Going down the river-side to

the poorest district within reach—to the most
scantily populated square mile within a

radius of ten—the authorities of the town

select 900 acres, the greater part of it the

property of the landowner whom they

iiad at first aggrieved, some of it the property of

Sir Robert Peel, Bart., most of whose estate,

however, lies beyond the selected land. And for

the compulsory purchase of this land they seek

parliamentary powers. Their Bill passes through

the Select Committee, but is rejected by the

House of Commons. It was unanimously sanc-

tioned by the Select Committee, but it was ulti-

mately thrown out last Tuesday by a majority of

3 in a House of nearly 300 !

What now remains for Birmingham to do ? and
what remedy do the aggrieved landowners, whose
protest in the House has brought about this

result, expect for the nuisance which the polluted

river now inflicts upon them ? Water, we must
inform them, will run down hill ! Birmingham
will continue to drain into the Ttr/m:— cannot

help itself in that particular : and we must con-

fess that the great landowners who benefit so

largely by the increased value which it confers

upon their property seem but little disposed to

help it.

If they had allowed all this filthy but fertilis-

ing matter to pour over their land, its agricultural

value would have been tripled by it—the sewage
nuisance would have been effectually abated

—

and no one would have suffered.

into the cultivation of Sugar-Beet ! According

to him, this is a ruinous crop, requiring a great

deal of humus, and e.xhausting the soil, though

considered by the French farmers of the North,

par excellence, an improving crop.

After setting forth the manufacturing advan-

tages of England, M. About proceeds to point

out that as all countries tend more and more to

become manufacturing, France ought to en-

deavour to turn to account her varied agricultural

capabilities, and to sell the excess of her natural

products to her neighbours, for agriculture is the

prominent industry of France.

Some of M. About's conclusions are true

enough, no doubt, but others are in opposition to

modern scientific teaching and to national

interests, whether in France or England, and
remind us of the fanciful division of the future

world into manufacturing and agricultural dis-

tricts, the one being thinly populated, and
destined to supply the other with food. What-
ever the effects of such a division might be on

man's fortune and on his moral character, Nature

has forbidden that it should be made. The
exhaustion of the soil of exporting countries,

hastened by the calls of the great populations

referred to, would terminate the artificial separa-

tion of producers and consumers, for the " law of

compensation" requires that the great popula-

tions should return to the soil the constituents

of plant food ; consequently, man can never be

banished to such a distance from the fields as

the arrangement of the world into manufacturing

and agricultural zones would require.

At all events, and not to anticipate the chap-

ters of the world's future history, the dearness of

food under our present town system, and the

separation of town and country, has already

become inconvenient. How little the principles

of agricultural chemistry have been popularised

and diffused at present ! It might perhaps open
the eyes of the nation if Government were to

send a commission to China to report on the

agriculture of that country, and explain the

means by which it contrives to maintain so

large a population.

that harvest will probably be a week later than was
anticipated. I expect that it will commence in Essex

about July 25, and become more general the begin-

ning of August. We hope to begin here {Tiptree

by Kelvedon) on August i. Wheat on light and
friable, and on drained and well-farmed clays, will

probably, if this fine weather continues, reach

an average ; but not on poorly-farmed or un-

drained clays. Barleys are critical, but will,

I think, greatly improve. Oats are a full plant,

and very healthy. Beans and Peas promise abun-

dantly. Clovers and winter Tares luxuriant. Young
Clovers a full plant, and healthy. Grasses a full crop.

Early Potatos frost-nipped and weak, but improving.

Mangel late ; weeds in too many instances superabun-

dant. There is a striking contrast this season between
well and ill-farmed lands. The following results are

probable :—Favourable : permanent pasture, 22,500,000

acres ; Clover and other grasses under rotation, 6.236

acres; Oats, 4,360,000 acres; Beans, 550,000 acres;

Peas, 391,000 acres— United Kingdom, 34,037,000
acres. Unfavourable: Wheat, 3,831,000 acres; Bar-

ley, 2,616,000 acres — United Kingdom, 6,447,000
acres. Uncertain, too early to judge :—Potatos,

1,693,000 acres; Turnips and Swedes, 2, 500,000 acres ;

Mangel, 593,000 acres; Carrots, 25,000 acres; Cab-

bages, Kohl Rabi, and Rape, 222,000 acres—United
Kingdom, 4,833,000 acres ; Vetches, Lucerne, and
any other green crop except Clover or gi'ass, 436,000
acres.

"

OUR LIVE STOCK.

Some time ago the Moniteur published

articles on food and drink by M. Edmond
About, the brilliant author of Maitre Pierre,

who rises to the very heights of rural economy,
and propounds, with his usual ability, the most
transcendental doctrines on economic questions.

What M. Edmond About says of English
Agriculture, in his account of the rearing

of cattle, is excellent, especially when, in his

agreeable and persuasive style, he shows the

tact of the English in not expending capital

and labour in agricultural gymnastics, and our

preferring to purchase abroad whatever we
are unable to grow at home economically. This,

he says, is in accordance with the true

principle of the division of labour. England,
an insular and maritime country, a land of

coal and iron, is really a mine and a manu-
factory. Its aim is to farm the land with

the fewest hands, and to reserve the bulk of its

population for manufacturing labour.

The whole world has co-operated in feeding

England, and England has willingly clothed and
made tools for the world in return. She has,
therefore, turned her special attention to grazing,

that is, to the production of meat, which cannot
be brought from distant countries ; and M.
About thinks that some day she will grow all

her corn abroad, and that she will become an
immense park, and cast aside the plough
entirely, and that the country houses will become
villas for the occupation of the fortunate graziers

who will survey their herds pasturing around.
Certainly this is a happy prospect ! but we

think there is something more to be said about
cattle farming, inasmuch as corn and cattle go
best together, they support one another, and, in

company, reduce the cost of production. Pasture
and arable must keep together to a considerable
extent, we think

; we cannot, therefore, agree
entirely with M. About, nor do we advise either
ploughmg up all our grass, or laying down all
our arable, as recommended last autumn by two
opposing counsellors in the Times.

iM. About disclaims any tendency to Anglo-
mania, but he vaunts the genius of our farmers
in growing forage crops, and not running

• Very little business was done in Mark Lane on
Monday, but prices must have fallen had there been

any buyers. Trade was again inactive on Wednesday,
but prices favoured purchasers. The summer weather

which we are at length enjoying affects harvest

favourably, and tells upon the corn market, In the

Metropolitan Cattle Market the hot weather has

unfavourably affected trade.

Consul Carruthers reports that in the course

of last summer the Cattle Plague broke out with a

considerable degree of malignity in the Government of

Stavropol, on the Kuban, and in Tchernamore dis-

tricts, Russia, where the ravages are said to have been

great. The contagion spread to some of the villages of

surrounding districts early in the autumn, cows having

been more generally affected, but it does not appear

that the herds of cattle at pasture on the Steppes have

suffered. Although the disease is not yet extinct in these

environs, the losses occasioned thereby are less import-

ant than was apprehended, and if proper means were

taken to effectually destroy diseased carcases the evil

might speedily disappear. It appears that separation of

the healthy from the affected beasts, and isolation of the

former from the vicinity and track of the latter, is the

only known remedy to prevent the extension of the

malady. With regard to agriculture itself, we are told

that although the breadth of land brought under tillage

is annually extending, no material change of system is

observable. The deep-furrowing plough of Ransomes
& Co., of Ipswich, is in much favour, and widely

employed. Machinery, likewise, for threshing and
preparing corn for market is extensively used, with

immense advantage to those who can afford the required

outlay. No attempts are, however, made for irriga-

tion. The plantation of trees is rarely attempted, and

even garden culture is neglected, excepting near the

residences of more wealthy proprietors. To prevent

exhaustion of the soil the use of manure would be too

laborious and costly an experiment for general practice,

although in some of the German colonies recourse

thereto is prevalent. The system more usually em-

ployed is to plough up and sow the land every alter-

nate year, although on some occasions three years'

tillage have succeeded two years of rest, without any

perceptible prejudice to the crops.

Mr. Mechi gives an early estimate of

Harvest Prospects in the Times.—On closely

examining the crops on Saturday he comes to the con-

clusion that, although in many cases the flag of the

Wheat has been frostnipped and withered (llius pre-

venting rankness, and, perhaps, somewhat lessening

the size of the ear), the stems are healthy, firmly

erect, and strongly-rooted, and there is no sign of the

once much -dreaded root-rotting or stem falling. He
adds :—" Late night frosts have delayed growth, so

cattle.

On the 7th inst. Mr. Thornton sold 40 head of pure-

bred Shorthorns, the property of Mr. J. Blundell,

of Woodside. The general average realised was

;^39 15J. \d,, and the grand total was ;^I590 4X. 6t/.

The 33 cows averaged ;^4i gj. 61/., and the seven bulls

made ;^3I y. each. Although the day w.as wet, a

good company assembled, and the stock was brought

out in good condition. Among the principal prices

given were the following :

—

Lady Augusta, a neat and
very good 9-year-old cow, by Oxford 2d (18,507),

40 gs., Mrs. Strickland ; Fairy Princess, a large cow,

by Hayman (16,245), 4° g5-> H. L. Micholls ; Azalea

by Sir Roger (16,991), 42 gs., G. Perry ; Flossy

GioyjDte, a fine, stylish, handsome cow, by I2TH DuKE
.

OK Oxford (19,633), l5o gs., W. H. Salt ; Lady Dun
by The Baron (25,278), 43 gs., H. L. Micholls;

Trijle by The Baron (25,278). 46 gs., W. Greenwell

;

Mav Bellehy Hardican ute (26,338), 46 gs., J. Ward,
for'Lady Pigot ; Appletrer^nick by Emperor of the
Isles (23,887), 52 gs., G. Perry; Dinah by The
Baron (25,278), 43 gs., A. Blundell ; Tallaru by The
Baron (25,278), 42 gs., D. M. Brown; Lady April

by Sir Roger Gwynne (27,496), 47gs., J. Single-

ton ; Willau) Twig by 3D Duke of Geneva (21,592),

51 gs., J. Singleton; Galalea by 3D Dui'tE OF
Geneva (21,592), 40 gs., D. M. Brown. In the bull

section, Polyphemus (27,079), a good bull, by 3D
Duke of Geneva (21,592), was sold for 40 gs. to

Mr. A. Blundell ; and Faultless Gwynne (28,575),

by Grand Duke of Lightburne (26,290), brought

50 gs. from Mr. C. Bramley.

On Friday, the 14th inst., Mr. John Thornton
disposed of some pure-bred Shorthorns, bred by Mr.
W. Woodward, of Northway Farm, Ashchurch. .Sixty-

two head brought an average of ^"35 z,s. 6./., and a

total sum of ^2187 y.: 51 cows made ^^35 igj-. each,

and II bulls ^32 3^-. 4</. each. No high prices

were given, and comparatively few animals made
above the 40 gs. The stock were of even, good cha-

racter, but unfortunately some o( the heifers had
slipped calf during last summer, and, consequently,

went for little money. Altogether the sale was con-

sidered satisfactory. The following were the principal

prices given :

—

Madam, a very good cow, by Marma-
duke 2D (22,287), 41 gs., Mr. Co.-ites ; Milk Bowl, a

great milker, by Superior (25,255), 41 gs., W. Cox ;

Dinah by Superior (25,255), 51 gs., E. Grey;
Serena by Marmaduke 2D (22,287), 53 gs-. Colonel

Kingscote ; Twitter by Marmaduke 2D (22,287),

52 gs., G. Perry ; Ladylike by Count O.xford

(25,848), 62 gs., E. Grey ; North Star by DuKE
OF Wellington (26,026), 41 gs., G. Whitcombe.
In the bull sale Welcome Duke by Duke of
Wellington (26,026), was purchased by W. Har'
bage for 40 gs.; and NonLE Butterfly by Peter
Piper (29,542), was bought by Captain Cookson
for 60 gs.

—— Among recent cxportations of pedigree slock

from our shores are the following, the greater number
of which have found their way to America and

Australia :—Two cows and three heifers, bred by Lord
Southampton, Colonel Kingscote, and Messrs. Wood-
ward, Goode, and Sheldon, were shipped from Liver-

pool by the Nyanza, January 16, for Mr. Agustus

Whitman, Fitchburg. Massachusetts, U.S.A. Seven
bulls, bred by Messrs. Aylnicr & Willis, were
shipped from London by the i-lanee, March 12, to

Messrs. Archer & Co., Graccinere, Kockliamplon,

Cjuccnsland. One cow, two heifers, and three hulls,

bred by the Hon. II. N. Hill, and Messrs. Oulhwaitc,

Butler, Willis, and Slye, were shipped by the Ascalon

from Grays, February 18, with a Hereford buU,

Prince of the Lilies, from the herd of the Earl of
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Southesk, for Mr. Chauval, Clarence River, N.S.W.
One lieifer, bred by Mr. Metcalfe, of Ravenstonedale,

Westmoreland, was shipped from Liverpool in March,

for Messrs. Grice & Co., Melbourne, Victoria. One
bull and two heifers, bred by Mr. Game, of Churchill

Heath, were sliipped by the Birchgrove from Biiken-

head, March 2i, for Mr. Elliott, Melbourne, Victoria.

A cow and bull, bred respectively by Rev. J. Storer

and Mr. Wortley, were shipped from Grays in

January, by the Cambrian, for Mr. Lawers, Jamaica.

Mr. Tippler's selection of Shorthorns, which

Mr. Thornton disposes of on Tuesday, July 9, com-

prises some animals of old and esteemed blood. Among
the cows are Buitenup Again and Pnmd Duchess^ botli

bred by Col. Tovvneley from the celebrated " Barmpton

Rose " tribe ; also descendants of the well-known

cows, No. 54, Chilton sale ; Mr. Sainsbury's Coiutiess

$th by 4TH Duke of Oxford {11,387), Mr. J.

Robinson's Quan Bess by 30 DuKE OF Oxford
(9047), Mr. Harrison's D:uhcsshy DuKE OF NORFOLK
(595-), ^Ir. Maynard's C^riainty by Oxford 2D

(18,507), and other well-bred animals, from Mr. Sur-

tees and Mr. Dixon's herds. Cvmbridge Duke 3D

(23,503) (ist prize bull at the Essex County Show last

year), bred by Mr. Betts, by Gr.\nd Duke 4TH from

the f.ivourite cow RfJ Rosc\ has been used, and is

included in the sale. Some of the lots have been suc-

cessfully exhibited at county shows.

Mr. Strafford will sell 40 head of Bates and

Knightley Shorthorns, on Thursday, July 11, selected

from the herd of Mr. W. Angerstein, Weeting Hall,

: Brandon, Norfolk. The catalogue comprises Dame
by Rocking Horse (16,848), and tracing back to

Innocence by Wi.vdsor (69S), together with a heifer

and a bull calf, both by Lord Wetherby (24,478) ;

Marchioness of Oxford by Marquis of Oxford, a

descendant of Turnells' Red Bull (1536), and her

heifer and bull, twin calves, both by Lord
Wetherby; Larkspur by 4TH Duke of Thorn-
dale (17,760) and of the Knightley .-i/Zw by Snow-
ball and Lilla by Caliph sort, accompanied by her

daughter and grand-daughter as well as a son, Baron
Fawsley by 9TH Duke of Geneva (28,391) ;

Goneril by Anthony (17,307) of the Violet by Hen-
wood (21 14) tribe, and out of a cow by 4TH Duke
OF York (10,167). Jnltd by Knight Errant
(iS, 145), and descended through a good line of

blood from Tragedy by Zenith (5702), stands

at the head of a group of six, all imme-
diately descended from Janette by Monarch
(13,347). Next we notice Ursula \^th, bred by Mr.

Rich, late of Didmarton, and got by the 7TH Duke
OF York (17,754); also her well-bred son, by 17TU
Duke of Oxford. Another small family group of

three, likely to attract attention in the comng sale, is

composed oi Musical 6th, by 7th Duke of York
Musical 15M, by Grand Duke 13TH, and out of

Musical ithy by 7TH DUKE of York (the only
" Musical" reserved at the Siddington sale of May,

1S69) ; and Oxford Duke, by 17TH Duke of
Oxford (25,594), dam Musical 6th, by 7TH Duke
of York. Faintail ^d, by Touchstone, and

of the well-known Flirt by Short Tail tribe, and
her grandson Oxford Earl by 17TH Duke of
Oxford, d. Faiitail $th by Royal Cambridge, con-

stitute two tempting lots. Next we notice Chaff c^th

by 2D Duke of Wetherby (21,618) and her bull calf,

Earl Ducie by 9TH Duke of Geneva (28,391),

both descended from the celebrated Chaff by DuKE OF
Cornwall (5947). The Kingscote *' Honeys" are

represented by Honey 2%th and her heifer Honeycomb
by Lord Wetherby (24,478), Kctura ith by 2d
DjUKE OF Collingham, a relic of Didmarton.

Duchess of Brailes and Duchess of Brailes id, both by

DuKE OF Brailes, once more take us back to Aline

by Snowball, Lilla by Caliph, and Wyvell's Bull.
We also notice among the heifers Florence Graham and
Viscountess Villiers, the first descended from Flourish by

Usurer, and the second representing the old **J"
tijibe, tracing back to a strong Favourite (252)

foundation. Lord Wetherby (24,478), of whom
mention has already been made as a sire, is by Grand
Duke of Wetherby, and from Johanna Southcote by

John o' Gaunt (16,322), and comes of the esteemed
** Craggs " family bred by Mr. Bates from Mr. May-
nard's stock. Lord Collingham, the last animal we
need notice, is by the Duchess bull 2D Duke of Col-
lingham, now Lord Dunmore's property, and is out

of Fidget 4/h by 4TH Duke of York (10, 167).

The following passage, extracted from an

acount of the Ashfield herd, county Cork, Ireland,

which appeared in quite a recent issue of the the Irish

Farmers' Gazette, is worthy of the attention of cattle

breeders, as indicating that our most eminent breeders

have countenanced the plan of breeding for excellence

and vigour, instead of slavishly adhering to a certain

narrow line of blood :

—

" In the spring of 1871, Mr. Downing purchased Royal
-Duke (25.014). from the late Mr. Barnes. Royal Duke
took ihe ftrst prize in the class of yearling bulls at the

show of the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland, held in

Stephen's Green, Dublin, in 1867. He was never exhibited
afterwards, being retained for service as stud bull by his

breeder. He is by Booth's Royal Sovereign, and his

dam was by British Flag. His great-grand-dam was
the well known Sylph, by Hopewell, of the Mantahni

tribe, which was the dam of Dk. McHale ; but, between
Sylph and the dam of Royal Duke there was the Bates

cross, or more correctly, the partially Bates cross, in

Grand Duchess, of GRAND DUKE 3D (16,182), a cross

which Mr. Barnes adopted in that instance for the first

and only time during hiscarecr as a breeder of Shorthorns.

It has been considered that Mr. Barnes erred when he

sent Sylph to Grand Duke 3D. but he acted as he did

after long and careful consideration, and upon the prin-

ciple that an occasional infusion of fresh blood is neces-

sary to the maintenance of constitutional vigour. In

selecting Grand Dukr 3D, Mr. Barnes selected one of

the grandest Shorthorn bulls m existence at the time, and
also one which, from his being descended from Booth
blood did not introduce, through his produce, too much
fresh blood into the otherwise pure Booth line at West-
land. We must remark that the principle upon which Mr.

Barnes acted was also recognised by the elder Mr. Booth
and by Mr. R. Booth, as will be seen by reference as to

the manner in which their bulls Leonard (4210), and
Buckingham (3219) were bred. Leonard was by Raines"

Lord Lieutenant (4260), and from Mr. R. Booth's

White Strawberry, of the Halnaby tribe ; and Bucking-
ham was by Colonel Craddocks Musselman (4525), of

the Hariforth 'Cherry' family, from Mr. John Booth's

famous Bracelet."

SETTLED ESTATES.
The foundation of the views held by Mr. Fowler

and his allies against settlement of land is, that tenants

for life are less able and less willing to spend money
on improvements than owners in fee. Let us see how
far this goes. I will first clear away a point that

produces some confusion. What is the true basis of

the relation of landlord and tenant ? Is it contract,

express or implied ? or is it a half feudal relation—

a

partial relic of lord and vassal, with undefined benefits

on the one side, and as undefined returns on the other?

It is plain in these days, whenever the question is

seriously asked, the answer must be, the relation is one

of contract only. Yet the idea that the relation is a

half feudal one constantly appears in the minds both of

landlords and tenants. It inlluences men's minds con-

tinually. In many districts (and in part in many
more) it is the true nature of the relation. Families

hold their farms for generations. Rents are fixed, not

at the true value of the farm, but with consideration of

the person. All sorts of landlord's improvements are

made on the same principle, and with little regard to

the return they yield to the landlord. This is the true

cause of undue expectations by the landlord of a

return in the matter of game, and the tenant's vote at

elections.

But when such a question as whether tenants for life

or owners in fee are the best landlords is to be con-

sidered, this semi-feudal idea must be wholly put aside.

The relation of landlord and tenant must be treated as

one of pure contract, and with all the incidents of

a contract which obtains in the case of any other

subject-matter.

When, thefefore, it is asked whether a tenant for

life or owner in fee is most likely to spend money on
improvements in the land, it must be understood to be
improvement that will make a due return for the out-

lay, such as a reasonable tenant will be willing to pay
interest upon during his term, and such as will pay
both landlord and tenant. Less than 5 per cent,

cannot be considered as a fair return for the outlay on
such improvements, which are often buildings more or

less perishable. If they will not pay that, they are

fancy improvements, which wealthy men with a taste

for land improvement, and residing on the estate, may
make, but which really proceed from motives nearly or

wholly independent of the tenure. Such an improve-
ment as cottage building may not pay 5 per cent

though even that, by economy of cost, and by adding a
larger garden than usual to the cottage, may be made
to approach it. The indirect gain from good cottages,

in securing better labourers, is, however, large. There
is much more than \s. a week difference between a
good labourer and a middling one ; a gain in this way
of is. a week, besides the usual rent, will make a
cottage pay well.

Is there any difficulty, therefore, in a tenant for life

making improvements that will pay 5 per cent, on the
outlay? I believe the difficulty is very small—so
small as to show that Mr. Fowler's views about settle-

ments hindering outlay on improvements are unsound.
The very hypothesis is, that the improvement to be made
is a valuable one, paying 5 per cent, on the outlay. It

is, therefore, clearly right that the tenant who gets the
benefit of the improvement should pay 5 per cent, on
its cost during his term. Good and intelligent tenants
will usually be glad to do so. Draining generally
pays much more than 5 per cent. Buildings ought to

pay that at least. It must be remembered, if a tenant
has taken a farm with bad buildings, it is his own
fault if he has not taken it at a lower rent than he
would have had to pay for a farm with good buildings.

All therefore that the tenant for life will have to pay if

the occupier pays 5 per cent, on the cost of the im-
provement, is the difference above that rate needful to

raise the money. Admit that he cannot afford to pay
for the improvement out of the rent, and that he
cannot borrow the money and mortgage the land for it,

he must then resort to a Land Improvement Company
for a loan at a rate to repay principal and interest.

Now, one of the best of these companies, the

General Land Drainage and Improvement Company,

who have power by Act of Parliament to lend, without
investigation of title, and in spite of incumbrances and
settlements, will lend a sum of ^2000 and upwards
for £6 OS. 4//. per cent, for 31 years. The charge,

therefore, to a tenant for life, if the occupier paid

5 per cent., would be about ;^20 a year for;^20oo,
/,ioo a year for ^^lo.ooo.

That such a charge as this will hinder any tenant for

life from making an improvement that he would have
made if he had been owner in fee, 1 do not think any
one can contend. Very ofteii the whole expense would
be recouped in the course of the term, indirectly if not
directly. No doubt there may be chance cases where
even this small expense cannot be aflorded. But
plainly they can be very few, not really influential on
the country at large.

When the question is thus brought to figures It is

plain enough that whether settlements are right or
wrong, the objections urged against them are unsound.

In truth the proof is so simple, one is half-inclined to

doubt if it can be as cogent as it really is.

I believe that ignorance on the part of both land-

lords and tenants—sometimes the one, sometimes the

other—the want of true skill and knowledge in dealing

with the land, has far more to do with neglect of

improvements tiian any question of the tenure on which
the owner holds it. The relation of landlord and
tenant is often not looked on as a matter of contract.

Often there are unreasonable expectations. Neither
landlord nor agent, nor tenant thoroughly understand
their business, or one of these does not, and past expe-

rience of improvements so managed has not shown a
profit. No doubt sometimes men who have made
money in business buy land and lay out largely in

improvements, sometimes without regard to profit,

sometimes with a keen business knowledge of what
they are doing. Such outlay is not caused by their

being owners in fee. Again, residence on the estate

has much to do with the making of improvements.

I will end by repeating again that a thorough in-

vestigation of circumstances and facts is what is

most required in every part of this subject, not

a priori arguments from what any one thinks likely.

IK Bence Jones.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL AGRICUL-
TURAL STATISTICS.

[We resume the publication of the Board of Trade Returns.
Seep. 554.]

After the returns for Great Britain will be found

in Mr. Fonblanque's report, as in previous years,

Tables of the principal results shown in the agricul-

tural returns of various British Possessions, and of the

most recent information that can be obtained respect-

ing agriculture in foreign countries. From the parti-

culars given, it appears that the cultivation of corn is

extending in Australia. The acreage under Wheat is

generally much in excess of the acreage under any
other corn crop, except in New Zealand, where Oats
are the principal crop. There was a decrease in the

acreage under Wheat in Tasmania and New Zealand

in the year ended March 31, 1871, as compared with

the previous year, but more land was used for Oats in

New Zealand. The land now under Wheat in the

Australian colonies must be about 1,240,000 acres,

which, upon an average yield of 25 bush, per acre in

New Zealand, and of 13 bu.sh. for other parts, would
produce about 17,100,000 bush., which shows a pro-

duction of 9 bush, per head of the total population of

Australia, amounting to 1,917,000 persons.

The Wheat crop in Australia is liable to serious

fluctuations. The yield of Wheat in South Australia

in the two years ended March 31, 1870 and 1871 being

estimated at 3,052,000 bush., or 5i bush, per acre and
6,961,000 bush. , or iii bush, per acre. The differ-

ence in the two years might have been even still

greater had the harvest of 1S7 1 been very good, but from

2 to 4 bush, of com per acre are stated to have been
shaken out by boisterous weather during harvest time.

The Wheat crop of South Australia in 1871 was valued

at a million and three-quarters sterling. In Victoria

also the Wheat and other com crops were very defi-

cient in quantity in the year 1870-71. The land under

Cotton in Queensland is returned at 14,674 acres for the

year 1S70, which shows but a small increase over the

return for the previous year. The acreage under the

Sugar-cane in the same colony amounted to 6341 acres

in 1870 against 5165 acres in 1869. The Sugar-caiie

is cultivated upon an area not very much smaller in

another of the Australian colonies. New South Wales,

and also at Natal. Vineyards may be taken as occupy-

ing about 16,000 acres upon the continent of Australia,

which is equal to the acreage returned as planted with

the Vine at the Cape of Good Hope in the year 1865,

the date of the last return.

The returns relating to the number of live stock in

the Australian atid other British colonies are of greater

interest in an economical and commercial point of

view in England, than those having reference to the

cultivation of the soil. The latest information, so far

as received, shows a recent increase in the number of

horses, cattle, and sheep. In the whole of Australia,

including Tasmania and New Zealand, the leturns

give a total of 797,800 horses, 4,713.000 cattle,

51,294,000 sheep, and 695,000 pigs. From South

Australia it is reported that sheep were slightly reduced

in number, owing to the large number used in meat
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preserving, and for boiling down, also by the drought
j

in the far north. The stock of sheep in Australia has, 1

however, been largely augmented during the last few

'

years, and the exports of wool to this country, for the

home and foreign markets, has now reached the large
|

quantity of 182,700,000 lb. weight, of the value of:

^10,800,000 in the English markets.

With respect to the Tables of agricultural returns!

for foreign countries, which are given after those for

the British colonies, they have upon this occasion been

made to include information for all countries, so far as
[

obtainable, irrespective of the more or less recent date

for which it can be given. I

The Table of the acreage of the various crops
|

exhibits considerable variations in the quantity of land

,

used for the several kinds of com. In round numbers,
,

of the land under com crops, about one-third is culti-

1

vated with Wheat or Rye in the United Kingdom, '

against one-half in many of the countries upon the

Continent, and considerably more than one-half in

France and Spain.

Although the acreage under bread com is so large in

many foreign countries, a reference to the Table of the

estimated average yield per acre will show that in

some of thff countries the probable limit of productive-

ness has not been reached ; such averages as 14 bush,

of Wheat per acre in Austria, of 17 bush, in France

and Prussia, and even of 23 bush, in Spain, indicate

that the agriculturists in those countries are not obtain-

ing as much produce as the soil could probably be

made to yield. This is generally admitted to be the

case also in some parts of the United Kingdom, not-

withstanding that the average yield of Wheat is

estimated at from 28 to 30 bush, per acre. A glance

at the Table of the estimated total quantities of corn

countries closes the series of returns in the present
|

volume. Russia and the United States, with their I

vast areas, possess a larger number of live stock, espe-
'

cially in horses and cattle, than other countries. With
I

this exception, it will be seen that the United King-
|

dom stands next to Austria in the number of horses ;

it follows France and Austria as regards cattle, and it

heads the list with the largest number of sheep.
|

The superiority of England as regards sheep

'

cannot, however, be determined by number alone,

but the relative weight of meat yielded by
British and foreign sheep must also be considered.

There can be little doubt of British sheep having the

advantage over the generality of foreign sheep in point

of meat weight, and therefore they must be allowed

something more than the mere advantage in point of

number.
With the numerous articles of agricultural produce

that now enter so largely into the commercial trans-

actions of all countries, it becomes daily of more im-

portance that statistical returns should be more
generally available as a guide to the probable resources

of the various centres of production. A. IV. Fojjl'iani^iie,

Stiiilsticnl Department^ Board of Trade^ Whitehall^

Fd'ruaryy 1872.

CATTLE TRANSIT.
[At a recent interview with the Right Hon. W. E. Forster,

Vice-President of the Committee of Council on Education, the

following statement on this subject was read by the Marquis
ofTweeddale, representing as President the Highland and Agri-

cultural Society.]

The very serious increase of disease among cattle in

Scotland has induced the Highland and Agricultural

Society to consider what have been the direct causes of

not only fat stock going to market, but store stock, and
lessen the value of both kinds most materially. It is

also well known that when animals are weakened by
starvation or by rough treatment, they are more suscep-

tible of disease, so that when they come into any
neighbourhood where an epidemic prevails they are

less liable to resist its influence.

The Privy Council, it is understood, fully allow the

correctness of these statements, and have passed some
excellent regulations with the view of ensuring greater

comfort to the cattle when conveyed by sea or travelling

in railway trucks. One of these regulations, enacted in

May, 1S70 (No. 300), is that railway companies shall

have the cattle trucks fitted up with spring buffers, and
means of supplying water to animals. But the Society

regret to say that the regulation referred to is not

attended to by all the railway companies ; and though
the local authorities in burghs and counties have power
to enforce the orders issued by the Privy Council, they
fear that this power is seldom acted on. It is therefore

suggested :

—

1. That a circular be sent by the Privy Council to all

local authorities informing them of the powers they pos-
sess, and drawing their attention to the necessity of their

taking the proper means to see these orders carried out.

2. That in the shipping ol cattle from Ireland they should
be protected from the elements, and that water should be
supplied at the ports of embarkation and debarkation, as
ordered by the Council on May 12, 1870 (No. 300).

3. That in addition to the spring bufters staled in Order
of Council (No. 300), the Society considers it is absolutely

necessary to provide covered waggons closed at the ends,

and 18 inches along the side from each end, to protect the

animals as well from the snow, rain, and wind in winter, as

from the heat ef the sun in summer. That many of the trucks

are not provided with cross-battens on the floor to prevent

Statement of the Population and Area, and of the Acreage under Crops and Grass for Hay, in Various British Colonies.

(The Area and Acreage are stated in English Statute Acres.)

Description of Crops, $:c.

Population (according to- latest);
returns) J

I

Total Area

Years (ended March 31 in some )

colonies) .

.

. . .

.

(

Total Acreage under Crops and )

Grass .

.

J

Corn Crops 1

—

Wheat
Barley and Btre
Oats
Rye
Eeaiis and Pca^ .

.

Buckwheat .

.

.

.

. . .

.

Maize
Other kinds of grain

Totnl under Corn Crops ..

Polalos
Cotton ,

.

Sugar-cane
Tobacco
Vineyards ..

Bare Fallow ..

Grass for Hay

New South
Wales.

503.981

206,999,680

1869-70. 1870-71

482,324 I

346,459

3.918
366 '

3.907

4,082
225

4.504

729.654

55. 57 T. 840

1869.70. 1S70-71

South Australia.

185,626

)-7o, i 1870-71.

Western
Australia.

626,111,323

1S70.

827.534
,

909,015

514 I
284,

"5
I

19,

144,791 I

4.275'

3>989t

1,080 1,014

470,764
I

459.670

41,216
I

39,026

144 :

4.938 5

49,282 I 69,

140,435 163,

850,576
I

959,006

532,135 604,761
20,114 I 22,-912

4,438 6.1"

3.352 3.719

560,539

2,856

Si823
126,922

141,899

637,580

3.376

49,089

25.830
4,687
1.634
1,203

72

162

33.5SS

6,131

153,723
140,316

,
14,241! I7,i73t

54.527

26,640

5.439
2,095
1^256

35.541

474

Queensland. Tasmania.

"5.567 100,765

433.920,000 16,777,600

I

1869. ' 1870. 1B69-70. 1870-71.

47.035
i
52,210 I

2,661

229
119

15.756
150

2,892
59t
1 22

16,039

18,915 19.785

1,814
!

2,627

14,427 14.674
5.1^5

22

2,245

6,34'
18

41S

3.671

62,379
9,030
30,061

105,692

22,05s
34,862

57-3S2

7,617

30,916

5,028

New Zealand. Natal.

256,393

68,005,760

1869-70. 1870-71.

269,362

10,332,800

1 869. 1870.

997.478 I
I
156,978

9.823

26, 124
33.612

86,163

28,572

99.475

77,843
22,866

121,830

3-547
3'2

I,t27

'588

112

105,317
33,522

96,974
26,836

145.225

2,464
312

5,937
104

!Capc of
Good Hope.

566,158

128,390,400

1805.

460,754

202,257

34.569
99.609
24.330
8,784

50, 1 26

419.675

12.84s

1.974
16,177

Inchiding Bere. t Including Millet and Sorghum. J Including "green crops.'

and other products raised in foreign countries, points to

the fact that, incltiding all descriptions of corn, the

greatest sources of the world's supply are in the East
and West, or Russia and the United States. But of
Wheat alone France is stated to have produced more
than the United States in 1869. The estimated yield

of Wheat in France in 1869 would furnish a supply of
rather more than 7^ bush, per head of the population.

As there are now considerable imports into the United
Kingdom of Barley from Germany, it may be of
interest to state that the estimated yield of that descrip-

tion of corn in Prussia in 1S70 was 76,000,000 bush. '

In France, in 1869, the estimated yield of Barley was
56,500,000 bush. The average yield of Barley per
acre is, however, estimated at only 21 bush, in France,
and at 25 bush, in Prussia. The production of Barley
in the United Kingdom, at the higher average yield

per acre of from 35 to 40 bush., must be nearly

double what it is in France upon rather a larger

acreage. The quantity of Potatos grown in Prussia is '

very large, the produce in 1870 being estimated at
'

656,000,000 bush., or 16,400,000 tons, which is nearly

twice the quantity stated to have been grown in

France in 1869, and is more than twice the yield of,

Potatos in the United Kingdom, if estimated at an ,

average of 4 tons or 160 bush, per acre. It is well
\

known, however, that the Potato is largely used in
I

Prussia for distillation. The production of Beetroot
\

for sugar is specified for several countries. As much
jas 4,360,000 tons are said to have been grown in

France in iS6g, and 1,924,000 tons in Austria in 1870.
Tobacco, according to the latest returns, is grown to the '

extent of about 7,000,000 lb. in Holland, 5,000,000 lb.
in Belgium, 55,600,000 lb. in France, 4,700,0001b. in
Auslna, 3.000,000 lb. in Greece, and 274,000.000 lb
n the United States.

A comparative Table of the number of each kind of
live stock in the United Kingdom and in foreign

this calamity, and they have come to the conclusion

that disease has been greatly promoted by the exposure,

starvation, and ill treatment which animals meet with

in transit by sea and railway. A committee of the

Society has been engaged in making inquiries on this

subject since March, 1867 ; but as it was understood

that the matter was to be brought before Parliament,

the society has not consideied it necessary to wait on

the Privy Council earlier ; but they now beg to call the

attention of your lordships to the prevalence of disease

in many parts of Scotland, and to make a few sugges-

tions with reference to the transit of cattle, which they

hope, if adopted, may have the effect of checking

disease.

It is well known that during the restrictions on cattle

traffic, whilst the rinderpest was raging, pleuro-

pneumonia and foot-and-mouth disease ceased to exist

in the kingdom, and this fact goes far to prove that the

bad system adopted in the transit of animals is the

cause of these diseases being so prevalent. It is pre-

sumed not to be necessary to advert to the enormous
quantities of cattle and sheep which are now transmitted

by sea and railway, and to the risks which the animals

incur when put into steamboats and trucks commonly
used for their reception. A very large proportion of

the cattle before being sent away have been kept in

comfortable byres, sheds, and courts, where they are

sheltered from the extremes either of heat or cold, have

constant supplies of food and water, and stand or He

down on soft straw or other bedding. A sudden transition

to a steamship or railway truck, and to remain in it for

a length of time, cannot fail to be most injurious, by the

sudden exposure to a diflerent temperature, by being

deprived of food and water, being prevented lying

down, being made to stand on hard boards to which
they are not accustomed, and by being violently knocked

about by the rolling of the ships, and in the shunting of

the trucks on railways. These causes of injury affect

the cattle from slipping; and the Society would further

strongly urge on the Privy Council to adopt a plan to give

the animals some soft substance to stand on, such as tan,

sawdust, or straw ; for when taken out of the trucks many
of them are found so "foot-sore" that they can scarcely

travel to the market, or more distant locality to which they

are consigned.

4. That though it is very important that animals
receive water on being trucked and unt rucked, and
though the Society is aware that the Privy Council have
done all in their power to have water supplied at all

stations where possible, still it is considered absolutely

necessary that animals which, from the long distance they

liave to go, as from Inverness or Aberdeen to London,
are likely to be in the trucks more than 12 hours, should be
supplied with water; and if on the journey 24 hours, with
both food and water during transit. The Society believes

that without much difficulty troughs could be filled to the
sides of the trucks, and filled by a hose. These troughs
must not be inside of the tnicks, for then they would run
the risk of being dirtied by the dung of the animals, and
occupy too much space, but they may be fastened to the

outside of the trucks, and be within reach of the cattle.

The food could be supplied in racks at the sides of the

trucks, and should consist of hay or grass, and be supplied

by the railway companies, as tliese companies should be
taken bound to supply water for all animals which have
been more than 12 hours trucked, so also they should be
taken bound to keep the racks filled with hay for all

animals to be 24 hours in the trucks.

5. That it is believed much could be done to prevent

the exposure of the poor animals to cold and starvation,

were the Privy Council to insist on the railway compa-
nies accelerating the speed at which cattle trains travel,

and compeUing the companies to discontinue the prac-

tice of delaying these trains, and, as is frequently done,
shunting trucks of cattle into sidings, and leaving them
there for hours.

The Marquis of Tweeddale then explained that Mr.
Dudgeon, of Cargen, the chairman of the Society's com-
mittee on cattle transit, was unable to attend the depu-
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talion ; but that Mr. Irvine, of Drum, a member of highly creditable to the makers, who have of late risen

that committee, would be glad to give any explanation rapidly into public favour. At the Oxford trials in

the Council might require. ; ^^70 they carried off a fair share of prizes and com

-

Mr. Forster, after thanking the Society for bringing
;

mendations. The Britannia Ironworks, Gainsbo-

theiemattersundcrthenoticeof the Council, stated that rough, being of recent erection, M., S. & Co. have

the Government were most anxious to do everything in profited by all the most modern and improved machine

their power for the comfortable transit of the animals, tools and appliances, and are thus enabled to produce

both for their own sake and the public, and that some the greatest accuracy and linish in every detail of iron

of the suggestions urged by the Society should have his and wood work ; and the fact that they are now addmi

serious consideration.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1872.

The Prime Movers employed by Her Majesty s Com-
Tniss:oners to drive the machinery in motion in the

3 acres to their works, so to speak, is the best prac-

tical evidence of the growing patronage they are

meriting.

Rusioit, Proctor 6^ Co.^s Portable 'En^i/u\— The
annexed engraving (fig. 19S) represents a 12-horse

Iiiternalional Exhibition of the current year, although portable engine employed by Her Majesty's Commis-

ouly eight in number, are a fair sample of the agricultural sioners in working paper manufacturing machinery in

engines exhibited at the summer meetings of the Royal the east machinery annexe, including a large rotating

Agricultural Society of England. With one exception spherical boiler for boiling and washing rags, hemp,

(Hughes & Kimber's vertical engine), the exhibitors straw, and other materials of this sort now being largely

here were all at Wolverhampton last year. Since used in the manufacture of paper ; also a machine for

then considerable improvements have, however, been cutting rag^, jute, hemp, cotton waste, &c. ; a hexagonal

made in most of the engines,

and in some since the Christ-

mas meeting of the Smith-
field Club in the Agricultural

Hall, Islington. We shall

give each prime mover a

separate notice, commencing
with those in the Eastern

Annexe.

Marshall^ Son <l^ Co. 's

Semt-Pi.vetl Engine. — Her
Majesty's Commissioners
have selected Marshall, Son
& Co.'s double cylinder semi-

fixed engine for driving the
" Walter Printing Press " in

the East Machinery Annexe.
It is a 12-horse power engine,

very compact, and so de-

signed as to give the greatest

stability to the working
parts, the fire-box and water-

tank forming suitable bear-

ings for both longitudinal

and lateral strain. The boiler

is of the ordinary locomotive

multitubular class, fitted with

steam-pressure gauge, safety-

valve, &c. The fixing of the

firebox forms an ashpan, fur-

nished with a regulator for

regulating the draught of the

fire. The cylinders and
valve chest are cast in one
piece, thus effectually pre-

cluding blowing at joints,

and being accurately bored
tlie pistons work truthfully

with the crank-shaft, thereby

reducing tear and wear,

vibration, and motive-power
to a minimum. Thecylinders

are steam-jacketed ; the

crank-shaft is supported on

bearings in a capacious

saddle casting, which takes

a large hold of the boiler,

thereby obviating the ob-

jection of antagonistic vibra-

tion when small independent

pedestals are used. The
piston-valve rods and slide-

bars are of the best steel and
workmanship ; and as the

engine is fitted with Hart-

nell & Guthrie's patent

variable expansion appa- ' -

ratus, which allows the ad-

mission of steam to the

cylinders to be varied from
full power down to as low as

one-fourth of the stroke, the economy of fuel

always proportioned to the power given off.

further economy of fuel is effected by a very

genious feed-water heater, which raises the water

to twice their working pressure (At'., test 100 lb., work-
ing pressure 50 lb.)- The former (the boiler) is tested

by hydraulic pressure, the latter (the engine) under
steam upon a dynamometer. Every needful security is

thus afforded as to strength and durability. The fire-

box is made of Lowmoor iron, is 2 feet S inches long,

3 feet wide by 3 feet 4 inches high ; but in countries

where wood or peat is used for fuel, these dimensions
are increased as may be agreed upon. The two
cylinders are steam-jacketed, and have each a capacity

of S| inches diameter with I2 inches stroke. The
steam is cut off up to |ths of the stroke. The flywheel is

5 feet 2 inches diameter, with 8^ inch face for driving-

btrap ; weight, lo,; cwt. The crank-shaft is 3^ inches

diameter, of the best Lowmoor iron, and in construc-

tion of the locomotive type, being made suitable

for receiving pulleys on either end or both ends,

tire pulleys having different diameters, so as to adjust

the speed to the requirements of the work without
diminishing the reserve force of the flywheel when
working up to its effective velocity. Tlie dimensions

of the connecting-rods, slides, and other working parts,

are well proportioned for

strength and efficiency,

Crossheads are of hammered
scrap-iron ; a continuous
action treble valve force-

pump with return hose and
cock ; a simple and efficient

water-heater by exhaust
steam ; superior direct-acting

governor, steam - pressure

guage, safety-valve and
spring balance locked - up
safety-valve, signal whistle,

glass water-guage and guage-
cocks, blow-off cock, cylin-

der lubricator, with the

other appurtenances of first-

class portables, are all in the
highest state of working
order and efficiency. The
total weight of the engine
is 5 tons iS cwt. The di-

mensions are favourable,

there being a large allow-

ance made in the capacity of
the boiler and cylinders, and
in the strength and effi-

ciency of the working parts

for extra duty at a minimum
consumption of fuel. The
general design is excellent,

the workmanship first-rate,

and, coupled with the suc-

cessful manner it performs
its work in the East Ma-
chinery Annexe, its high
merits are appreciated by
visitors of the practical sort,

English and foreign, inte-

rested in agriculture and the
manufacture of paper. The
name of this old firm is now
familiar in the ear of the
public. The large number
of their engines, from 2.^ up
to 30-horse power, portable,

fixed, and semi-fixed, which
are in use, is practical evi-

dence which commends itself

to public favour. IV. B.

Fig. 19 -RUSTON, TROCTOR & CO.'S STEAM ENGINE.

AGRICULTURAL
NOTES.

By Mr. Mechi.

I. Aiuakingfrom her Sleep.

—What a stir at last in agri-

culture I Beet-sugar com-
panies, steam - cultivating

companies, land improve-

ment companies, land drain-

revolving knotter ; and pumps for pumping paper stuiTs
|

age companies, irrigation companies, agricultural tram-

and bleach in paper-mills. The successful efforts now
|

way companies, and nobody knows what beside ; not

being made to grow fibre-producing plants for paper forgetting class schools, agricultural colleges, tenant-

^^...^^. .^ ,«.^. ......V.., -.. — - manufacture render Ruston, Proctor & Co.'s engine
j

right and labourers' associations. All new in my time :

to a high degree of temperature before it is pumped
1
and the machines it is driving doubly attractive to the

|

and some predicted by me in my early letters some 30

into the boiler. Thus on the top of the boiler a
|

agricultural interest visiting the Exhibition.
;

years ago. London is coming into the country to spend

waste steam or exhaust pipe runs from the cylinder
; The engine is a double cylinder one, as ordinarily its capital, either in pleasure or in profit, or both, and

to the opposite end of the boiler, where it enters I made by the Messrs. R., P. & Co., and is fitted with ' seems also inclined to cover us with bricks and mortar,

the smoke-box and proceeds down to the feed-water
|

link-motion reversing gear, not shown in the engraving, Tiptree will be worth more money as soon as the

cistern. By this means all the heat of the steam is 1 for reasons given in the next sentence. But when Great Eastern Railway and the Metropolitan

utilised in raising the temperature of the water in the not specially ordered with link-motion reversing gear. Underground shake hands at Broad Street, and

cistern. Not only is fuel thus economised but water
I
every engine is fitted with Chapman's patent variable people will be building and living in Essex,

also no small saving in some places. This feed-water
|

"expansion and reversible eccentric," by means of finding out that it is not a flat country, but possesses

cistern is furnished with a glass water-guage, which : which it (the engine) may be adjusted to give off any many beautiful and extensive views, and several nice

indicates the quantity of water it contains, and the
!
amount of power required up to its maximum. The hills, valleys, and rivers. Essex was wont to be

rate of consumption in working. The engine is exclu- consumption of fuel is thus proportioned to the power identified mentally with ague, fever, and flatness—such

sively employed in driving "the "Walter Printing ' given off, the greatest economy being thereby effected, judgments having been formed on the water abutting

Press" (No. 5S40 in the official catalogue) as already
j

This patent apparatus is of the simplest construction, not on its extensive coast line, and fostered by those

stated. This press is used in printing the Mail and : liable to derangement in use, and may be adjusted by antique farmers who insisted that the stiff clays could

second edition of the Times, and when both at work
,
an ordinary engine driver. The boiler has 38 tubes,

,
not be drained ; but we know, and I knew 30 years

they never fail to attract a large crowd of admirers, the
\

7 feet 2 inches long by ^\ inches in external diameter ; ago, that they would drain, if we put in pipes, and so

engine and printing- press being both very popular I thickness of tube-plates \ inches : all other plates
;

become healthy, instead of unhealthy, for man, beast,

favourites on the eastern side of the Exhibition. The | inches; water space 2^ inches; heating surface and plant. The ancient prejudice having fast given

design, workmanship, and finish of the engine are ' 240 square feet. The boiler and engine are tested
;

way, we may be now soon approached. Antiquarian
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^nbelief is gradually disappearing, and is being sue-
|

ceeded by intelligent considerations as to whether the

new moves pay ? Of course they do, thanks to steam-

power.

2. C<nv Farming Is going out, in fact has died out in

this neighbourhood, where once there was an abund-

ance of them. Why is this? Corn farming has come
in, and rents have increased, and Mr. Mechi's false

idea about poor grass land has proved to be a correct

one. Poor grass land and no cultivation won't pay
** improved " rents and rates and taxes, although culti-

vation, corn, roots, and artificial grasses will do so.

Farmers have gradually realised the fact (predicted by
chemistry) that cow manure is poor, and will not force

good corn and root crops like that from fattening

animals. No doubt when we breed either cows or

sheep we must "go in" for a heavy consumption of

cake and Beans that did not grow on our land,

and we must supplement our manure by guano or

superphosphate of lime. The right thing is

to breed, feed, and fatten, and thus grow plenty of

meat and corn concurrently. That is my practice with

sheep. Selling lean stock means impoverishing the

farm, unless much artificial food and manure are used.

I said to my bricklayer to-day (age 60), "Do you
remember old Mr. and Mrs. Sadler, and the old latb-

and-plaster buildings? " " Yes," he said, "for as a

boy I had to fetch skimmed milk for the brick-makers,

at a farthing a pint ; and I had to clean the halfpence

as I went down, for the old lady would not take the

coppers unless the heads and tails were distinctly

visible."

3. Walls of Wheat v. Walls of Hedges.—The con-

clusion 1 have arrived at is " for the plaintiff." For
28 years, as I approach my home by the winding back
road, formerly shut in by huge fences with trees and
ditches, but now fringed by tall Wheat crops, I ask
myself why were robber fences and useless ditches

there depriving the public of their food, and the

farmer of his profit? They are rendered unnecessary

by movable iron hurdles on wheels for enclosing

stock, thus giving up the roaming at large system.

Like Mr. Prout, I have gained a quantity of acres of

now available land—almost like a gift. Where fences

were required, my worthy friend Garrett fitted me with
a lot of strained wires, no thicker than a tobacco-pipe,

under 2s. per yard. After 28 years' wear they appear
quite juvenile, and likely to become centenarians.

They are bullock-proof, and almost invisible, obstruct-

ing no view, and having no greedy fangs. We may
make up our minds to- see a new style of landscape,

It must come, as rents become higher and human food
more in demand. In fact, we shall take a more unob
structed view of British agriculture in more than one
sense. Oh ! Mr. Mechi, but does it pay ? Yes, it

does pay.

4. Labourers^ Wages in this neighbourhood have
been raised to i3j-. (including beer money, is. or beer),

and for ploughmen and stockmen, 14J. dd. This refers

to able-bodied men. J. J. Mechi, June 17.

Jiome Comspnbence.
On the Steeping of Wheat as a Preservative

against Smut.—In your paper ofJune i Mr. Wilkins,
of Wix Vicarage, gives divers directions to Mr. C. S.

Read, M.P., in regard to growing Wheat successfully,

and I daresay the rev. gentleman benevolently in-

tended his epistle to benefit your readers generally.

Now, although farmers are expected to listen with
great deference to parsons on matters theological, I

hope you will allow me to take very decided exception
to the last paragraph in Mr. Wilkins' letter. He says :—"You have been used, I presume, to steep your
seeds, or anoint them with deleterious lotions, to pre-
vent smut ; but instead of either of these you have some
venerable pauper woman in your parish to whom half-
a-crown will be useful and acceptable : give her the
coin, and if she be far enough gone in her dotage, she
will charm for you, not only your own Wheat seed,
but that of your neighbours also, and prevent smut as
effectually as can be done by any other quack
smut preventer." Now I have great faith in the
capabilities of women, especially since their recent
oratorical exploits in Edinburgh and London, and I

have read long and wonderful accounts of the doings of
the witches in other days, well attested by Church of
England clergymen. I am also acquainted with a
lady, not a hundred miles from my own house, who
can, as the Americans euphoniously put it, beat all

creation, yet I am certain that the task your corre-
spondent says can be performed by the above-named
venerable pauper woman, is entirely beyond the reach
of the cleverest of her sex. Now for my proof. In
the autumn of 1S70 I sowed a 14-acre field with
Victoria White Wheat. The seed sown on 7 acres was
dressed m the usual way adopted in this country, viz
with quicklime

; that sown on six more acres was
sown dry, all being thoroughly well Pressed by the
winnowing-machine

; then the seed for the remaining
- acre was mixed with blue vitriol dissolved in boiling

water. This last-named acre is in the middle of the
field, and the whole was worked and manured alike.
The result was, that on the 7 acres sown with limed

seed there were scarcely any damaged ears ; on the

6 acres sown dry, fully a twentieth part of the crop was
smut ; and on the acre sown with seed dressed with

vitriol or bluestone, there was not a single trace of it.

I have no doubt that Mr. Wilkins, Mr. Mechi, and
several gentlemen I can name, will be much disgusted

when I add, that the field I allude to was sown at the

rate of 2 bush, per acre, that the crop threshed out

44 bush., with good stiff straw, a large ear, and one of

the best samples I have seen for 30 years. Anglo-
Saxon, County of Durham.

Red Rust in Colonial Wheat.—It is not often

that I seriously disagree with my friend Mr. Mechi,

but I cannot continue to advocate my principles and
to support them, without now running counter to what
he stated about red rust in Wheat, as it is entirely

opposed to what I have all my life advocated and prac-

tised, along with those who acted with me. Red rust

in Wheat is akin to smut in Wheat, as to the treatment

of them, though in other respects, very difterent. In

the Agricitllural Gazette of the week before last I gave

a prescription how to prevent the latter, and the same
will answer equally well for the former, for I presume
red rust in Canada and Australia has the same charac-

teristics, and requires the same treatment as red rust in

England. I discharge all copperas and other solutions,

steeps, soaks, fomentations, lotions, and compounds of

the nature of them, and prescribe a more simple and
elementary process ; and as that never fails to prevent

smut appearing in Wheat, no expensive noxious che-

micals are ever required to cure them after the

remedy I prescribe has been used. But before I make
public my prescription I will give a few examples
where equally wise remedies have been successfully

used in other important cases. Here are the examples

:

It is generally known that men who have the care of

horses, sometimes find one or more of them either ill

or dead in a morning, and it is also well known that

witches, for recreation or amusement, or through the

instigation of their master, do enter stables and mount
and ride the horses until they fall dead through exhaus-

tion : to remedy this sore calamity and loss, the intelli-

gent owners nail a horse-shoe over the door ; and this

has been known, as I have heard them declare, to pre-

vent horses ever being ridden by night again from tho^e

stables. And it sometimes happens that reapers in

harvest fields, whilst reaping, cut their hands or fingers

with a sickle; and the remedy for this is to dress the

sickle with a plaster of diachylon instead of dressing

the wound, and this has been known to produce a

certain and rapid cure of the cut. Dairy cows also have
sometimes sore feet, and the remedy for this is to mark
the last sod the cow treads on when she leaves the

pasture to return home, and then on the increase of the

moon to cut up the sod with a new spade, and hang it

on the hedge ; and this I have also been told has been

proved to be a certain cure for the poor suffering cow's

foot. And, again, as to the cure of a horse's foot,

made lame by a nail getting into it, the remedy is to

take out the nail, and put it into your pocket, and there

keep it, and as the nail wears bright the horse's foot

gets well, and the lameness goes off; and this, again, a

very [intelligent farmer, who was carrying a nail in

his pocket at the time to cure a poor horse who
had been lamed by it, told me, had been proved
thousands of times to have cured horses' feet so

lamed. And the employing of copperas for the

preventing or curing of smut in Wheat, or for the

preventing of red rust, is of exactly the same nature ;

and the remedy, as above, has been proved by thou-

sands of intelligent farmers to have been certain and
effective. But 1, the week before the last, gratuitously

advertised a still more certain preventative against smut
in Wheat, and which I have no doubt, though I have
never tried it, would prevent red rust, for I conclude
that what will prevent smut will also prevent red rust.

Now, the remedy my prescription points out is as simple
as it is efficacious and certain, and it is this, namely, to

arrest some aged and swarthy sybil in her wanderings,

and cross her hand with silver, and she will charm all

the Wheat you require for your farm ; and if you would
be generous to a neighbour, and would cross the sybil's

hand with silver again, she would charm his seed Wheat
also; and so you might go on philanthropically crossing

the old lady's hand until she had charmed all the seed

Wheat in your parish and neighbourhood, and I may
say also of the whole kingdom ; and yourself and your
fellow farmers will be as effectually protected from
smut and rust as if thousand of pounds had been spent

on steeps, soaks, solutions, embrocations, lotions,

&c. I make no charge, and consider my prescrip-

tion to be valuable, and that it ought to be api>re-

ciated by the farming and other communities because

I publish it gratuitously, though I consider I ought to

receive a general vote of thanks, and to be nationally

rewarded, as the remedy I publicly prescribe never fails

to be effectual if properly applied by the venerable

sybil on the fifth evening of an increasing moon ; and,

above all, it never fails to accomplish the object it is

intended to produce ; whereas the rjuack soaks, sleeps,

embrocations, &c., have never dune more benefit to

farmers than when the poisons, having been made over

poisonous, destroyed much of the vitality that was
in the seed, so that only a reasonable quantity of it

could germinate and grow. In this one respect the
quack doctoring does good, but in all others it only
proclaims to the world that, though chemical science has

benefited other businesses, it has been of no benefit to

agriculture in the producing of cereals and pulse. And
as for agriculture in general, if you, Mr. Editor, will

afford me a space now and then, I will show, or endeavour
to show, that the knowledge and practice of agriculture

have retrograded for nearly, or more than 4000 years.
" No, no, no !" I almost hear hundred of voices shouting

out at once ; but, my friends, wait and learn what I

shall bring forth, and I now inform you that I intend to

solicit biblical scholars to criticise what I shall state,

and among other things I shall show that if lands were
now cultivated, and grain as scientifically sown as it

was twice iSoo years back, England at this time, not-

withstanding its population, would be exporting com
as ancient Egypt at that time was exporting and sup-

plying all the neighbouring countries. If agricultural

knowledge had not retrograded should we find farmers

attributing smut or red rust in Wheat to their having
neglected to doctor it with solutions of poisonous drugs?

But I may be told that the ancients steeped their

Wheat. They did so, but not to prevent smut or rust,

either red or black, for most careful were they that the

germ should in no way be injured or touched, but in

their warm and dry countries they steeped their grain

in very weak solutions of salt and water, in order to

assist its germinating, and nothing more. But, my
readers, I ask any of you to bring me samples of as

smutty and rusty Wheat, or of what grew from such,

and I will undertake to produce crops from it as free

from these baneful complaints as com can be ; nor shall

I employ any Egyptian sybil to charm it for me, though
I recommend the old lady to you, as you must have a
quack cry of some sort ; you may as well cross a poor
old creature's hand with a few pieces of silver as

purchase of the chemist his quack medicines with it.

But I here stop for the present. George Wilkins, Vicar-

age, JVix, June 11.

Pigs at Dorchester.—In your paper of last Satur

day, in the Berkshire class of pigs at Dorchester, you
state that the 1st prize in the pen of two breeding sows
under nine months old, was taken by Mr. G. A.
Prevost—this is a mistake, as it was I who took the

1st prize. I will thank you to correct this in your next

impression. Arthur Steiunrt [of Saint Bridge House,

near Gloucester), Cork, June 14.

Kentish Hop Gardens.—"The rain it raineth

every day," and often all day long, so that it has been
almost impossible to do any work in the Hop-gardens,
which are just now like mud ponds—as wet as they

were in the dreary days of January and February. In
spite, however, of the excessive moisture and the low
temperature of both days and nights, the bine has
grown steadily on, and looks much better as to colour
than could have been expected. The Goldings in

Mid-Kent are generally good, and are better and more
even than the Grapes, which have been in many places

attacked by flea and slugs. There is a little fly in this

important district, but not enough at present to cause
much uneasiness. In the Weald of Kent there are
many acres where the bine is not yet 5 feet high, and
it may be said that in this large Hop-growing area it is

at least a fortnight behind the average of seasons. Fly
may be found evei7where, but not yet in great

numbers, and they do not seem to breed lice to any
great extent at present. There are plenty of fly

Goldings to counteract their influence if the warm sun,

which is indispensable to them, would only shine upon
them, and draw them from their semi-torpid state.

The bine is variable in East Kent, which produces -the

best pale ale Hops in the world. The strong Golding
bine still gro\^'S, and looks fairly green, while the weakly
bine has again become yellow, and takes short turns

round the poles. There are more fly here still than in

any other part of the Kent plantations, and as many as

seven to eleven can be found upon one leaf. The
development of lice has been checked by the cold. All
over the county there are many more fly than it is

desirable to see, and in many cases where it appears
that there are scarcely any it will be found upon
examination that they have been blown, or have
flown, or have been washed down to the lowest
shoots. The position of the plantations is very critical.

On the one hand, the wet, cold weather day by day is

diminishing the chance of a crop, as the longest day is

quickly approaching, and much of the bine is not yet
halfway up the poles. On the other hand, there is a
dangerous reserve of aphides waiting only for more
genial skies to increase and multiply and "ravage the
Hop gi-ounds. It might almost be said now that there
cannot be a large crop, looking at the dark influence at

work, but it will be safer to wait a little longer than to

run the risk of false prophecy. June 13.

The Price of Tiptree Farm.—Does Mr. Smith,
of Woolston, really believe that a first-rate land valuer
would sell a farm of his own (which he once farineil), of
12S acres, for ^^1350 less than it was worth? .Should
he not rather have concluded that the then tenant, who
was paying ;^I50 a year rent on lease, had made a
mistake, the land being in an imimproved stale? I
know that the latter is the proper conclusion.

y. J, Mechi. I

Agricultural Wages.—Farm labourers are getting
scarcer year by year, and as a consequLUCC wages are
increasing. The causes of this are emigration to the
colonies and to the United .^iates of America, &c.;
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also the continuous removal of a proportion of the

rural population into our larger towns and cities, and

the vastly increased employment atTorded by manu-
factories, fisheries, railways, and public works. The
demand for labour is greater, and the supply unmis-

takeably less than was the case some 10, 1 5, and 20

years ago. From this one farm three of tlic best

hands liave left at the recent term of Whitsun Day,

bound for the State of Illinois ; and, as a rule, those

who emigrate are just the kind of workmen you would

wish to retain. It is also becoming yearly more
difficult to obtain a sufficient number of outworkers for

hand-labour in the fields—such work as has hitherto

been performed by young women and boys. At a recent

hiring market for single servants, in a neighbouring

county, not one individual appeared to hire. The
bondage system, as it is called, used to provide a supply

of such workers ; but this system does not now uni-

versally prevail, and where it does, many even of those

householders who are bound to provide a worker have

failed to obtain them. In the neighbouring county of

East Lothian a great proportion of this kind of work i;

performed by young women from the Highlands of

Scotland, who live on the Hirms, three or four of them
together, in bothies, and these are generally industrious

and well conducted, but they also are beginning to

strike for higher wages. In this county our labour

supply is annually augmented by bands of young Irish-

men who come over for the Turnip hoeing and hay-

making, and who generally remain till harvest is

finished. But for the assistance of machlneiy, and the

improvement of field and farm implements generally,

the want of labourers would have been felt in a much
greater degree, a larger amount of work being now
overtaken in proportion to the hands employed. To
the general question, has the condition of the agricul-

tural labourer improved of late years, I would reply

that like most other classes of the community they now
enjoy more of the comforts and luxuries of life. They
live in better houses, for there has been a great

improvement in the cottage accommodation of farm
servants, most having now two apartments, and some
three, and they dress decidedly better. Their style of

living lias also altered very much of late years, more
wheaten bread and tea being used, and much less oat-

meal. Whether they are so frugal as formerly I am
disposed to doubt, and that they are more contented

with their condition I certainly cannot affirm. The
agitation which wages in most trades between capital

and labour, employer and employed, seems fast

extending to rural districts. Of course they have a

perfect right to use every fair endeavour to better their

wages, but meantime the adjustment leads to much
changing of places. And when a man gets into the

habit of moving about he is generally doing little good
for himself. It is only when he settles down in a

situation that he begins to thrive. It is an old and
true saying—"The rolling stone gathers no moss."
While this is true regarding the rolling about portion

of farm labourers, there is a very considerable portion

of the class who stick well in their places, and whose
faces you seldom see in the hiring market in search of

engagements, and these constitute the sheet anchor of

farm labour, y. S. B.

Foreign Correspondence.
DUSSELDORF: Agrkidtural Undertaking in Slavonla.

—A well-known German agricultural engineer lately

published a letter, drawing the attention of the German
public {as he did that of the English, in your
No. 9, 1S72, p. 302), to the fact of the extreme cheap-
ness of soil in Hungary. He has been, it seems, in-

structed, moreover, by one of the most powerful mag-
nates in Slavonia, to get up a company of shareholders

for factory purposes, himself at the head as director.

The sketch the engineer makes of the possessions in

question will give a good addition to the farm memo-
randa of the AgrictiUiiral Gazette, and runs as follows,

if I may venture to render it as it is.

The said possessions are situated between the rivers

Danube, Drave, and Save, near their confluence. Vou
go there by train from Vienna to Esseg, the capital of

the district, in iS hours, Esseg being only an hour and
a half distant from the place, and connected by a mac-
adam highway. Esseg is situated on the river Drave,
which is highly navigable, as it is the main connection

between Turkey and Germany. Esseg is also the

central railway station of the Alfold-Finmauer line and
its branches to Austria proper, Hungary, &c. Some
new lines, one ofwhich will touch the said possessions,

are projected, and will be soon begun.
The farm is of rather enormous size, comprising

26,000 yoke = 15,000 hectares (400,000 acres), and
fitted out with great factories and buildings, which
are insured in the Hungarian Assecuranzgesellschaft,

for 228,000 ll. (something like /26,ooo).
A yoke of soil is sold in that region for iio fl., or at

more, for iSofl., or rented at from 8 to 20 fl. per annum.
The possessions may therefore be taxed at only

3,000,000 fl., or ;^300,ooo.
The proprietor is said to be in very well-regulated

circumstances as to finances, and personally the

founder of modem agriculture in his district. He
wants to convert part of his possessions (about 7000
or 10,000 yoke) into a tenancy, rented by a com-
pany of shareholders for 20 or 30 years, in order to

create a great commercial and agricultural establish-

ment, for which, under existing circumstances, no place

could be better suited.

Hemp, Beetroot cultivation, and sugar factories,

distilleries, oil and flour mills, starch presses, &c., will

be all and each most profitable undertakings, as the

climate is mild, and the soil of unutterable richness,

equal to the very best in the broad valleys of the Elbe,

near Magdebourg, or of the Oder, near Treienwalde,
and far deeper than can be found anywhere. Steam
cultivation will be a thing of course, whilst in the

North of Germany it is hardly possible to make use of

it because of the erratic blocks and stones. The posi-

tion between the 45° and 46° N.E. is still within the

regions of warm winter rains without snow. The
mean annual temperature is 50" F. , or 9* R., so that

the harvests in Rape, Wheat, Maize, Hemp, Barley,

and Oats, are said to be enormous. Tlie most paying
is Hemp. Rape can be grown after Oats with good
success. Syrmian wine, that celebrated kind, is at

home here.

Hemp is the staple of the region, and is sent

from Belgrade to all parts of the world. The methods
of cultivating and preparing it are brought to a rare

degree of perfection.

Supposing the shareholders or their committee
would decide upon cultivating mainly grain and
Hemp, then one-tenth of the area would be sown with
Hemp, and three-tenths with Wheat, Barley, &c. They
would have at least 3000 yoke with Hemp, and would
clear 120 cwt. per yoke of green Ilemp on the average.

The hundredweight of green Hemp has a value of

one kreutzer, and deducting fully 50 per cent, for

labour and maturing, a yoke would yield 60 fl. nett

This leaves a goodly margin of 40 dols., or £^ per

yoke, which is ^^18,000 for Hemp only. Some capital

for a factory in which to prepare the Hemp would have
to be ventured, and to procure this seems to be the

main object of the proprietor.

As to the grain a good harvest is a certainty, at least

a failure in grain crops has not yet been known in this

part of Hungary. The paper concludes with the

assurance that after paying a rent of 8 fl. per yoke, the

shareholders would be sure to get at least 20 per cent,

in dividends in at most five years, and with depicting

the character of the people as good-humoured, prac-

tical, and willing. The German language is under-

stood by even the common labourers. As to the

object of the proprietor, it is stated that he finds the

land too much for his purse, which indeed must be the

case ; and that he will make use of the rent got from
the one part to enter energetically into cultivating the

other, and to gain by intense production a firm hold

upon the German market. O. Beta, Diisseldorf, Konigs
Allee 17.

btittics,
NORFOLK,

Lynn : yum iS.—The annual meeting and exhi-

bition of this Society has taken place under the most
favourable circumstances and with the utmost success

so far as this, its first day, is concerned. The weather has

been perfect up to the close of the day, when the sky
blackened and there was a downfall. A bright sky up
till 5 P.M., with a most refreshing breeze, plenty of

shade in a well timbered show ground, an excellent

show under every class—horses, cattle, sheep, pigs,

and implements—the Prince of Wales and the Prin-

cess, and all Norfolk, with many other counties, for

spectators—there has seldom been more enjoyment
within the compass of a single day. The Prince

was received about 3 p.m. with an address from the

Society, and read the following reply :

—

"Gentlemen,— I thank you sincerely for this address.
It has been a source of the greatest gratification to have
had it in my power to contribute in any degree to the
success of your Association and to promote the interests

o( agriculture in Norfolk. It is with these feelings that I

have endeavoured to make myself acquainted with some
of the operations of farming, and to acquire some know-
ledge of stock, and if I have not always been successful

in the path of competition, I have at least obtained prizes

sufficient to encourage me to persevere, and to indulge in

the hope that I shall obtain more. The Princess is

always willing to come among you—and to be present on
occasions hke the present. We both desire to take this

opportunity of expressing the deep sense we entertain of

the sympathy and interest which were manifested towards
us in our late trials by yourselves and by every class in the
county of Norfolk."

These words were received with loud cheers, and
the Royal party then walked round the well-filled imple-

ment yard, -and afterwards to their seats on the stand

beside the horse-ring, where the stock was paraded
before them.

His Royal Highness has been himself an exhibitor

in many of the classes, and by no means an unsuccess-

ful one, taking a 2d prize in Shorthorn heifers, a

2d prize in the class of ponies not above 13 hands
high, a 1st prize for the best Southdown ram, the

2d prize in Southdown ewe Iambs, a 2d prize for 10

wether lambs, and two prizes (2d and 3d) in the class

of Norfolk and Suffolk Red Polled cattle.

At 5 P.M. His Royal Highness presided at the

dinner, held under a large tent in the grounds.

The Earl of Leicester gave " The Prince and Princess

of Wales and the rest of the Roval Family," a toast
which was welcomed with the utmost cordiality. He
tendered the thanks of the Society to the Prince of Wales
for the aid which he had extended to agriculture, for his
liberal assistance to the local charities, for the interest
which he had displayed in county affairs, and, last but
not least, for his support to the foxhounds. The Society
was also still more indebted to Her Royal Highness the
Princess of Wales for her gracious presence that evening.
Ladies ought always to interest themselves in their hus-
bands' pursuits, and he believed that agriculture came
quite within their province. The Earl ne.xt alluded to the
illness of the Prince of Wales in December last, and
expressed his hope that His Royal Highness's life might
long be spared, as it would be devoted to the welfare of
tlie people of England, and the promotion of all that was
good and noble. The toast was drunk with rounds of
cheering, and
The Prince of Wales, on rising to respond, was

received with renewed applause. His Royal Highness
said that he and the Princess were deeply thankful for the
reception whicli they had experienced during the day.
He was very glad that it had been in his power to fulfil

the promise which he gave some time since that he would
preside over the meeting. It had been a success, and he
should ever esteem it a high compliment to have been
associated with it. During the ro years in which he had
lived in Norfolk he had endeavoured not to lag behind
those other county landlords who so ably fulfilled their
duties. It would always be his earnest endeavour to pro-
mote the welfare of the county, in which he was much
interested. He had to thank the meeting for the kind
reception which the Princess of Wales always experienced
whenever she appeared in public. It was most desirable
that ladies should associate themselves in their husbands'
pursuits, and when the Princess did not accompany him
he always felt that there was something wanting. With
regard to his illness, he should never forget the sympathy
which had been extended towards him. He accepted
that sympathy as a token of the feeling of this great and
enlightened country towards himself and the Princess, the
Queen, his mother, and the monarchical system which we
had adopted.
Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., proposed the health of the

Earl of Leicester, Lord-Lieutenant of Norfolk," remark-
ing that "Coke of Holkham " had always been most
honourably associated with Norfolk agriculture. In con-
clusion he alluded in highly complimentary terms to the
Holkham lease recently granted to his tenants by the
noble subject of the toast.

The Earl of Leicester expressed his acknowledg-
ments, and observed that, like his father before him, he
had had much gratification in devoting his energies to the
promotion of the cause of agricultural improvement.
The Prince of Wales next gave what he termed the

toast of the evening, "Prosperity to the Norfolk Agri-
cultural Association." His Royal Highness traced the
progress of the Society, and especially the rapid advance
which it had made since it adopted the principle of hold-
ing its shows periodically in all the towns of the county,
instead of limiting its meetings to Norwich and Swaffham
only. At the present show there were 60 more stock
entries and 100 more implements. Norfolk had always
been held up as a great agricultural county, and was the
home of the great nobleman, better known as " Coke of
Norfolk." The fame of Coke of Norfolk had not been
forgotten by his son, the present Earl of Leicester. The
county was a great cattle-breeding county, the home of
such men as Lord Sondes, Mr. Brown, Mr. Aylmer, and
Mr. Overman. One other great Norfolk breeder, the late

Lord Walsingham, had passed away, but he trusted
that the present Lord Walsingham would continue
to maintain the reputation of the Merton flock.

His Royal Highness expressed his own great per-
sonal interest in the Society and in the cause ol

agriculture generally. His late father, the Prince
Consort, always felt the greatest interest in agriculture,

and used to take his children to inspect his p'ize animals.
It might be desirable to increase the area of the Society
on the model of the Bath and West of England Society,

by bringing in Suffolk, Cambridgeshire, Essex, &c. For
his own part, he supported such an extension of the
Society. He referred further to the relations subsisting
among the various classes interested in agricultural pros-
perity. A landlord ought to feel a pride in having the
working classes properly housed on his estate. Those
who worked from morning to night should find a comfort-
able house, which would promote their moral and social

wellbeing. He had endeavoured to improve the cottages
on his own estate, and he felt pride and satisfaction in

having his workmen properly housed. In conclusion, His
Royal Highness strongly supported the idea of having a
great county school for Norfolk, and said it would give
him the greatest pleasure to support the enterprise. With
the toast which he had proposed His Royal Highness
coupled the name of Lord Sondes, who responded.

The show included 160 entries of cattle, 250 entries

of horses, 90 of sheep, and upwards of 60 of pigs. The
prize list contains names from many counties. Prob-
ably one of the greatest successes of the meeting has
been that of Mr. Game, of Churchill Heath, Chipping-
Norton, who has taken the 1st prize in both the

younger classes of Shorthorn bulls, and in all the

female classes of Shorthorns. There have been 49
Shorthorns in all exhibited, and rather more than

that number of the Norfolk and Suffolk Red Polled,

of which the prize exhibitors are Lord Sondes,
Mr. Colman, Mr. f. Hammond, Mr. T. "Brown, of

Marham, Sir W. Jones, and Mr. B. Brown, of

Thursford, in the first five classes—the other classes

had not been adjudicated when we left. Classes of

cross-bred and fat cattle call for no particular remark.
—The horse show was very good. Amtn^ weight*

carrying hunters Mr. Hammond's Birdseeker was firet,

and of the lighter hunters Mr. Beart's Brunette took

the lead. The Prince of Wales carried off prizes in the
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Hackney class. There was a very handsome show of

horses for agricultural purposes, no fewer than 140
altogether, both Norfolks and Sufifolks making a

splendid show.—The sheep included 30 pens of South-

downs—the Prince of Wales, Lord Sondes, Mr. Over-

man, and Mr. Colinan being among the prizetakers ;

as many Longwools, among which the Cotswolds of

Mr. Brown were conspicuously successful ; and several

interesting pens of sheep of any breed. The prizes for

the best pen of 10 ewes and of 20 shearling ewes brought

together a very beautiful collection of sheep ; the lu

prize ewes were— 1st, Shropshires, belonging to Mr.

Cooke, of Hornehe^ith, Cambridgeshire, and 2d,

Oxford Downs, belonging to Mr. H. Overman— the

20 best shearling ewes were, ist, Mr. Cooke's Shrop-

shires again ; 2d, Lord Sondes' Southdowns ; and 3d,

Mr. Sewell's half-bred Leicesters and Downs.—The
pig classes were very good indeed, including a

capital show of small black breeds, Suffolk and Berk-

shire, and of small white breeds. Messrs Duckering
carried off, as usual, a large number of prizes. Mr.

G. M. Sexton and Lord Rendlesham were also suc-

cessful exhibitors. The small white breeds, in parti-

cular, were uncommonly well represented.

The implement yard was contributed to by all the

leading manufacturers of agricultural implements in the

South-Eastern Counties, and several leading seedsmen

were present— Messrs. Sutton, of Reading, receiving a

silver medal for a really magnificent display of goods,

and Mr. King, of Coggeshall, as usual, showing as

handsome a set of last year's roots as can anywhere be

seen.

Farm Memoranda.
RoTiiAMSTED, St. Albans.—The following is a

report of the experiments with different manures on

permanent meadow land in the park here. The land

has probably been laid down with grass for some

Then follows the list of remedies, thereafter the

various contrivances for extracting the value of sewage
by chemical means—and then the method of destroy-

ing it by intermittent filtration, and the method of
utilising it by sewage irrigation.

Throughout the pamphlet the author is careful to

refer the reader to the authority from which he extracts

his statements either of process or result, and the

reports of the Sewage Utilisation Commission and of

the Rivers Pollution Commission, in particular, are

frequently cited. We see indications, nevertheless,

that the works thus read and quoted have not always
been carefully studied, and that the author has not

always been able to judge by the light of independent
knowledge of the accuracy of that which he may have
carefully examined.
Thus the Report of the British Association is said to

have published in 1S70 that there is only one town in

England (Carlisle) which has "experienced no diffi-

culty, present or prospective," in the treatment of its

sewage ; but the fact is, that the greater part of

Carlisle sewage is just sent into the river.

If any one wants to investigate the sewage question

at Carlisle, let him do as we have done—go to the '.

pumping station, where the sewage is mixed with
'

MacDougall's carbolate, and lifted into a surface
[

carrier ; follow it afield, and see it spead abi'oad upon
the grass ; and, after vainly searching for a drain or

|

overflow, dig a hole in land that had been thus sewaged :

yesterday, till he can get at the clean and inodorous 1

subsoil water which is to represent the Carlisle sewage
after the land had defecated it ; and then, admiring 1

the way in which all difficulties, present or prospec-

tive, are thus escaped, let him follow the riverside down
to near the end ofthe sewaged land, and there, attracted

by a suspicious-looking mound with a manhole on the

top of it, listen to the torrent underneath which is

carrying all the sewage of Carlisle, except the small
,

modicum lifted at the pumping station, right into the

example of the way in which the credit of a thing is

apt to go to the man who does a thing ; while he who
investigated and discovered, invented and recom-
mended the process, is forgotten.

Miscellaneous.
RuOKS : ARE THEY FrIEXDS OR FOES OK THE

Farmer?—It is very easy for naturalists to speak of
the ignorant prejudice of farmers, and to instance their

hostility to rooks, who really befriend them by eating
destructive insects. But a shrewd Scottish farmer has
a word to say in defence of his order, and the perusal
of his letter will persuade our field-naturalists, like Mr.
Buckland and Mr. Lord, to temper their criticisms on
the farmer :

—" In the March part of the Leisure Hour,
in a paper entitled 'The Crow Boy,' mention is made
of an examination of the stomachs of rooks by eminent
naturalists, which showed that all the year round their
food consisted of grubs, ^c, injurious to crops ; infer-

ring therefrom that rooks are more the friends than foes
of the farmer. So far as my observation goes, the rook
is at once friend and foe—a friend in so far as it subsists
chiefly on animals injurious to plant life ; and often a
very hurtful foe in the manner in which it gets at thesr
animals. For instance I have often seen a large extei t

of young Turnips uprooted, and the crop entirely de-
stroyed, by rooks in a single day if left unwatched.
The reason is this : there are often small maggots
adhering to the roots of the plants, and the rook pulls

up the plants to look for them. I have often seen a
single rook walking along a row of young Turnips, and
pulling them up almost as quick as a man could do,
giving just a momentary glance at the root brought up,
and then on the next, and getting a maggot perhaps on
every tenth plant. In the same way I have seen young
Wheat, when just coming through the soil, pulled uj

,

and the crop more than half thinned out. In some

4l:

9

A\

16

17

MaM'res, rcR Acre, per Anni'M.

( 1856-63. 8 years, 14 ton<; farmyard manure, and 200 lb. ammonia-salts > ; average produce, 49^ cwt. >

\ 1864 and since, 200 !b, ammonia-salts alone ; average produce (8 years, 1864-71), 43^ cwt. t

J i8<;6-63, 8 years, 14 tons farmyard manure ; average produce, 42I cwt. \

) 1864 and since, unmanured ; average produce 1,8 ytiars, 1864-71J, 38V cwt. I

Unmanured, continuously .. ..

3} cwt. superpho^phate of liise^ ,

,

. . . . . . • • .

.

.

.

•

.

. - .

.

• • • •

3 \ cwt. superphosphate of lime, and 400 lb. ammonia-salts .

.

. . .

.

. . . . . . .....
400 lb. ammonia-salts .

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

• - .

.

• • • •

{1856-6S. 13 years, 400 lb, ammonia-salts ; average produce, 30J cwt. .. .. .. ..>

1869 and since, 300 lb. sulphate potass, 100 lb. sulphate sod.i, 100 lb. sulphate magnesia, 3J cwt. superphosphate ; average ,

produce {3 years, 186^-71] 36^ cwt. .

.

.

.

. - • - - • •

.

.

.

•

.

- )

300 lb. sulphate* potass, 100 lb* sulphate soda, 100 lb. sulphate magnesia, and 3V cwt. superphosphate

J
1856-61, 6 yrs., 300 lb. sulph. potass, :;oo lb. sulph. soda, 100 lb, sulph. magnesia, and 3^ cwt. superph.; av. prod. .16 cwt.

)

i 1862 and since, 250 Ib.^ sulph. soda, 100 lb. sulph. magnesia, and 3V cwt. superphos. ; av. prod, [ro yrs., 1862-71) 30 cwt. J

300 lb. sulphate potass, 100 lb,* sulphate soda, 100 lb. sulphate magnesia. 3j cwt. superphos., and 400 lb. ammonia-salts.

ri856-6i, 6 years, 300 lb, sulphate poiass, 200 lb. sulphate soda, 100 ib. sulphate magnesia, 3} cwt. superphosphate, 400 lb. "i

J ammonia-salts ; average produce, 55^ cwt. . . .

. .

- •

.

. - . - .

.

- .

.

- (_

j 1862 and since, 250 Ib.^ sulphate of soda, 100 lb. sulphate of magnesia, 3^ cwt. superphosphate, 400 lb. ammonia-salts : C

\ average produce, (10 years, 1862-71) 45i cwt. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..}
I 300 lb. sulphate potass, 100 lb.* sulphate soda, 100 lb. sulphate magnesia, 3! cwt. superphosphate, 800 Ib.^ ammonia-salts

]
300 lb. sulphate potass, 100 lb.* sulphate soda, 100 lb. sulphate magnesia, 3i cwt. superphosphate, Soolb.*^ ammonia-salts,

(
'

and 400 lb. silicate soda

"

. . .

.

.

.

.

. .

- . - .

.

. - . • .

.

. • • S

Unmanured continuously .

.

,

. .

. . •

.

-

.

....
f 300 lb. sulphate potass, 100 lb.* sulphate soda, 100 Ib. sulphate magnesia, 3! cwt. superphoshpate, 400 lb, ammonia-salts,

|
\ 2000 lb. cut wheat-straw .

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

• • • • • . • J

550 lb. nitrate of soda s, 300 lb, sulphate potass, 100 lb.* sulphate soda, 100 lb. sulphate magnesia, and 3^ cwt. superph.

550 lb, nitrate of soda ..

275 lb. nitrate of soda, 300 lb. sulphate potass, 100 lb.* sulphate soda, 100 Ib, sulphate magnesia, and 3^ cwt. superphosph.

275 lb. nitrate of soda .

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . .

.

.

.

.

.

.... .

.

. . .

.

f Mixture supplying the quantity of potass, soda, lime, magnesia, phosphoric add, silica, and nitrogen, contained in i ton 7

\ of hay [commencing 1865) .

.

.

.

.

.

. • • - • - .

.

.

.

.

.

. . J

275 lb. nitrate of soda, 290 lb. sulphate of potass, and 3i cwt. superphosphate (commencing 1872)

327 lb. nitrate of pota.s.s, and 3^ cwt, superphosphate (commencing 1872) .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

Produce i'er
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yer honour." " Do you know this grass fnrm that's to

be let at the housebelow?" " I do well, yer honour."
" What kind of a farm is it, P.iddy?" "Devil a better,

sir, for a man it '11 fit." " Well, what sort of a man
would it fit?" "Well, sure, its heaUhy and genteel

to live at, and a nice place for acoorse." But what

will it produce? What will it keep, Paddy?"
" What'Uit keep—an acre, sir, do you mane?" " Ay,
what will it keep an acre?" " Faith, sir, it '11 keep

a hare, and a hogget in the summer." " In the sum-

mer, Paddy ; but what will it do in tha winter ?

"

" In the winter, sure, the hare'U run away and the

hogget '11 die." By the perpetuation and e-xtension of

a system of farming of this kind, "thousands upon
thousands of barrels of corn and tons of meat in this

country are annually buried in the grave of ignorance

and idleness." So says our author, " and so say we
all.'' Irish Farmers' GazetU.

North Wilts: y«"t' il.—What can be written

about farming? Continuous dou-npourinjj—all opera-

tions suspended—land thoroughly soaked. Spring corn

stands the abundance of rain better tlian expected.

Wheat varies—well drained and well farmed lands have
not suffered much—grass in great abundance. With
fine weather the prospect would be good, thougb the

Wheat crop mu^t be short in yield. Horses and men
employed to fill up time at all kinds of odd jobs.

Mangel a good plant. Live stock doing tolerably well.

E. AK M,
yufiei'j.— Glorious weather, for which praise

and thanksgiving were offered yesterday in church. All

hands at work ; three machines cutting the Clover and
grass, with six scythes in addition ; crops fair, rapidly

increasing ; corn also altering for the best. Mangel
Wurzel, being singled and hoed, growing fast ; Swedes
chiefly in. Live stock doing well. The bright and
genial weather gives a colouring to one's views : I do
not wish to be too sanguine, but certainly the prospect

is greatly improved. £. W. M.

Ross, Herefordshire : June 12.—Only 12 days
until Midsummer Day, yet winter clothing and good
fires are as essential as during the past Christmas.

Cold rains for a week at this season of the year, when
the fallows are in a most backward state, owing to the

late unpropitious season, is most perplexing. The
Wheats are again becoming yellow, and all kinds of

spring-planted corn is, like the work, at a complete
standstill. Carting manure upon the young Clovers
is the general work, and when that has not to be done
the horses are in the stable.

Chatteris, Isle of Ely: yitrie 15.—A sudden
change in the weather ; cold and wet, succeeded by
sunshine and heat. Thresbing Oats three days ; dress

same two days ; hoe Potatos, and scuffle after hoers
;

horse-hoe Mangels and Kabis ; harrow fallows ; wash
ewes ; began to mow seeds with machine. Wheat
breaking into the ear ; a continuance of fine weather
most desirable. A. S. Ji.

East Lothian : yiijie 17. — Since writing last

the weather has taken a change for the better—less

rain and more sunshine. On the 7th, however, we
had a tremendous shower of hail, which riddled

the Cabbage plants and destroyed a good many Beans.

Some of the furthest forward Turnips were also a good
deal destroyed. All the crops are beginning to look a
little better. Wheat, especially, is looking well. Oats
and Barley have a good deal to do yet, but with fine

weather may still be a good crop. The hay crop is to

lie very heavy in a great many places ; it is a good deal

laid already. Potatos in a great many places are

coming up very irregularly, a great many of the sets

having rotted away with the wet weather. The work
done during the last fortnight has been sowing Turnips
and preparing land for same ; hoeing Potatos, pulling

Thistles, and grubbing Potatos and Turnips. Work
likely to be done : finishing sowing Turnips, hoeing
Potatos, and singling out Turnips, and horse-hoeing
Turnips and Potatos. H. B.

Roxburghshire : June 17.—Seven days of fine,

warm, dry weather has made a great change in the

appearance of the country, and allowed the backward
labour to be pushed on. Turnips are two-thirds sown,
but in very middling condition ; they are brairding

nicely, and are not much troubled with fly. The
amount of labour required to make a fine mould is un-

precedented, and consequently a large extent of Turnips
is put in under most unfavourable circumstances for a

crop, the land being coarse, firm below, and dirty.

Grain crops still look middling ; where sown too wet
on heavy land they look very bad. Grass is abundant.
Stock doing well.

Merse of Berwickshire : yune 17.—Three days

of glorious summer to finish a respectable week, and
com in general, and Oats in particular, respond to the

stimulus. Barley, on wet poached spots, is in danger
of getting hard and burnt up. We have enough of

grass but no surplus. Ewes getting fat at the expense
of their lambs, which are healthier but far from being
up to the mark. The last of our bullocks went out of

the yard to-day, leaving above loj-. a stone. Cutting

Thistles among corn and grass. Horses rather over-

employed in preparing for Turnips. Land ploughing
up very sour. Happy they who can do with grubbers :

may they have a good end ! y. T.

Ross-shire : yi*m 17.—The weather continues

unusually wet, and labour is very much interrupted ;

clay-land, though broken up to-day, and prepared for

Turnips, is nearly certain to be as bad as ever to-

morrow, with a new fail of rain. Yesterday was dry
and beautiful ; to-day rain is falling in torrents. A
large breadth of Turnips remains to be sown, and little

or no progress can be made.

June 10.—Wut. and driving manure for next year's Wheat,
,, II.—Grubbing, soil very unsuitable.

,, 12.—Drill harrowing Potatos.

,> 13.—Sowing Turnips.
,, i+—Ditto.

,, 15.—Agaui wet, and driving manure.

West Sussex : yuuc iS.—Another sudden change
of weather, from very cold and wet to extremely dry
and warm. Now haymaking is going on everywhere,
and what was lying during the rain is not much
damaged, as we had little sunshine then, and it never
was made, and we find we have been too fast after it

was dry. Swede sowing goes on, but has got a little

behind, and the land does not work quite so well as it

did. Wheat has recovered very much, and now
promises well, though a little late. Mangels are being
horse-hoed and are ready for singling ; they are a very
regular plant, except near the hedges, where the slugs

have required a little tribute. Will our wise legis-

lators pass a little Bill for their protection. I dare say
in animated creation they have their use, and some-
thing bad will happen if they are put down. No
doubt they had their uses "when Nature first began."
What they are under "science and practice" we don't
know, and think their protecting covers might be done
away with. G. S.

Notices to Correspondents.
Names of Plants: E. H*. M. We nmst, unfortu-

nately, postpone our reply for a week.

Erratum.— In " D. T. F.'s" paper on the "Rat
Secret," p. 815, col. a, line 11 from the bottom, the
word printed " dogs" was written " doze."

arkls.
SEED MARKET.

The seed trade continues in the quiet state noted in our
last ; in fact, at the present moment there is scarcely any
business passing in any article. As stated in our previous
reports, the stocks remaining on hand are without doubt
very sriiall, so that values of all descriptions are exceed-
ingly firm. Hemp seed is advancing in price. For
Canary seed the demand is slow. Large blue Peas are
scarce. John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants,

3J, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

HA Y.—Per Load o/^fi Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, June 20.

Prime MeadowHay, 771.10 86j.
Inferior do 50 70
Rowen 40 65
Inferior do — —
Straw 3? 40

Clover, old

Inferior do. ..

Prime 2d cut do.

Inferior do. ..

.110^. to 120^,

. 36 80

Cumberland Market, Thursday, June 20.

Sup. Meadow Hay 92J. to gSj.

Inferior do 65 84
New do — —
Inferior do, .. .. — —
Superior Clover ..iiS 126

Inferior Clover .. 84i.toiiM.
Prime 2d cut do. .. — —
New do, .

.

. .
— —

Straw 42 46
Joshua Baker.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, June 17.

Although the supply of both English and foreign Beasts
IS shorter, it exceeds the demand. The sudden change of
weather has unfavourably affected the trade, and prices

are lower for all kinds. The supply of Sheep has con-
siderably increased, and the demand is very hmited,
consequently prices are lower, and several lots remain
unsold. Lambs are in demand, at late quotations. Calf
trade is heavy ; a large number remain unsold. Our foreign

supply consists of 720 Beasts, 8200 Sheep, and 475
Calves ; from Scotland there are 70 Beasts ; from
Ireland, 300 ; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 1500 ; and 610
from the Midland and Home Counties.

(Per stone of 81b.)

s. a. s. d.
I

s. d. s. d.

Best Long-wools .. to ..

5 6t05 8
I

Do. Shorn .. 5 2—5 4
5 2— 5 6 \ Ewes & 2d quality . .

— .

.

3 8—4 6 Do. Shorn . . 4 4— 5 o
Lambs . . . . 7 o—8 o

. . — . . Calves .

.

. . 4 4—5 6

5 8-5 10 Pi^s .. ..3 8—4 8

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns ..

2d quality Beasts"

Best Downs and
HaU-breds

Do. Shorn

Beasts, 3200 ; Sheep and Lambs, 21,620 ; Calves, 500 ; Pigs, 90.

Thursday, June 20.

We are but moderately supplied with Beasts ; there is

a fair demand for them, and in some few instances prices

have advanced, but there is scarcely a quotable difference

from Monday. There are not quite so many English

Sheep as last week, but there is a considerable increase

in foreign. Trade has, however, improved, and prices

have advanced on all descriptions. Lambs are dearer.

We have an unusually large supply of Calves ; it will be
difficult 10 clear out at our quotations. There are 60
Milch Cows on offer

;
prices for them are rather higher. I

Our foreign supply consists of 240 Beasts, 5200 Sheep
and 830 Calves.

(Per stone of 81b.)
d. s. d.

1

Best Scots, Here-
forJs, &c.

Best Shorthorns ..

2d qu.ility Beasts
Best Downs and
Half-breds

Do. Shorn

6tos
4—5
0—4

Best Long-wools
8 Do. Shorn

Ewes & 2d quality
Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves
Pigs

s. d. s. d.

.. to ..

5 6—5 10

4 8—5 2

7 6—8 6

4 0-5 4
3 8—4 8

Beasts, 840; Sheep and Lambs, 13,000; Calves, 995; Pigs, 15.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET, June 20.

Best Fresh Butter .

.

. . . . 14^. per dozen lb.

Second do. do. ,

.

.

.

. . 12s. ,,

Small Pork, 4^. od. to 4s. 8d. ; Large Pork, 3^. od. to

V. 8d. per 8 lb.

57—62 Red
61—66 Red
5f^-66
— .Red

48-71
38—40I Malting .

23—28 Malting .

MARK LANE.
MoNDAV, June 17.

I'here was a small supply of English Wheat to this

morning's market, for which factors would have accepted
IS. per qr. less tlian the prices of this day se'nnight,

but the weather being summerlike, millers were disinclined

to purchase, and it remained unsold at a late hour. For
foreign there was scarcely any inquiry, and the few sales

made were of St. Petersburg Wheat, at a decline of is.

perqr. In the value of Barley, Beans, or Peas there was
no change. Good Oats brought extreme prices, but
inferior were difficult to sell. There was no change in the
value of Flour.
Price per imperial Quarter.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk.. White
— fine selected runs do.— Talavera
— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barlev, grind &dist,26j to 31J. .Chev.
— Foreign.. grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

RvE
RvE-MEAL, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan....3iJ. to 335. ..Tick— Pigeon 36s. to 501. . .Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers
— - Maple, 34^. to 36^. Grey

Maize
Flour, best marks delivered. -per sack
— zd ditto ditto
— Foreign per barrel

Wednesday, June 19.

The market was thinly attended, and ruled exceedingly

quiet throughout the day. There was a small show of

English Wheat on the stands, and of foreign produce the

quantity offered was very moderate. Trade was inactive,

and prices in most instances favoured purchasers. Barley,

the supply of which was short, sold slowly, at drooping
prices. The Malt trade was quiet, and prices were with
difficulty sustained. The arrivals of Oats were good,
although chiefly in poor condition. Choice qualities

being scarce, commanded late prices ; but other descrip-

tions were decidedly easier to purchase. Maize was
dealt in cautiously, at about late rates. Beans and Peas
were dull, and somewhat easier in value. Flour was
quiet, but prices remained without quotable alteration.

20—23
23-27
24—26

-24

31—33

34—46

Feed ...

Feed . .

.

Feed ...

Foreign .

56-61
58—62

33—38
30—43

20—23
16—19

34-46

31—33

Harrow .

I.ongpod ,

_ 39 Egyptian.
39—41 1 Suffolk . .

,

34—36 Foreign ..'36—42
foreign .. '28—34

54'
I

40—42 Country . . 40—42
15—30 Per sack..

1

38 -68

Arrivals
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CARTER'S
DEVONSHIRE GEEY-STONE

TUENIP
Is the Best for Present Sowing.

Price lOd. per lb., cheaper in quantity.

All other kinds kept in stock.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,

The Roy.i! Seedsmen,

217 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

THE FORWARDEST TURNIP

SUTTONS'
EAELY SIX WEEKS.

Ho -- -

O CD ^^-

>> aft

SUTTONS' EARLY SIX WEEKS TURNIP, for

sowing at once, to feed off in time for Wheat.

Also,

SUTTONS' POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE,

LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE,

IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE,

GREYSTONE, or MOTTLED GLOBE.

STRATTON HARDY GREEN ROUND.

Lotvest price per bush, may be had on appliealioii.

.^ S^

E.sTEiiED AT stationers" HALL How to Dsstroy Mcaly Bug.
USE

TEVENSON'S ABYS-
SINIAN MIXTURE, warranted

to destroy alt Tnsects thai Infest
Plants. It is pronounced by the lead-

ing Horticulturists of this countrj; to

be the most effective and the easiest
applied Mixture ever used for the
Destruction of Mealy Bug, &c.
Sold by all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men in the United Kingdom, in

bottles, IS. (id., 3J., s,%. 6d., and Ss. 6d.

cacti, 'with directions for use.

Sole Manufacturer,
F, STEVENSON,

Lark Hill, Timpcrlcy, Cheshire

G

Parcels £1 in value carriage paid to any Railway

Station.

SUTTON & SONS,
SEEDSMEN EY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO THE QUEEN

AND THE PRINCE OF WALES,

ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

iSTTp^^

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to a ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmeti, in

boxes, IS., 3s., and loi. 6d.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Battersea, London, S,W.

COTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
COW FITTINGS.

Their nd\'ant.it,'t-s are— Portability, nut fixtures, removable at

pleasure ; no Woodwork or Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width

and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impcn'ious to

infection, being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 551.

Prospectuses tree of COTTAM and CO., Ironworks, z, Winslcy
Street (opposite the Pantheon), 0.\ford Street^ London, W-), where the

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

TRADE MARK.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GREAT SUMMER MEETING,
BIRMINGHAM, JUNE 25 TO 29, 1872;

ALSO AT THE

ROYAL COUNTIES, HANTS AND BERKS, AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW,
WINDSOR, JUNE 26 TO 28, 1872.

Orders received during the Shows for TURNIP and other FARM SEEDS, VEGETABLE and FLOWER
SEEDS, for present sowing. CATALOGUES on application.

JAMES CAETEE & CO.,
SEEDSMEN to H.M. the QUEEN, and H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, 'W.C.

EUTEREQ AT STATIONERS H*LU

CARSONS' PAINT,

Patronised by The Queen,

TOP D R E S S I N G S.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA.
NITRATE OF SODA.

CAEO GUANO.
KAINIT.

IN SEALED BAGS, WITH THE GUARANTEE RECOMMENDED BY THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION OF ENGLAND. Prices, b'c, fonvarded on applhalion.

MOCKFORD AND CO.,
CHEMICAL MANURE MANUFACTURERS, 20, BILLITER STREET, E.C.

And 7000 of the Nobility and Gentry, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK:
And is proved, after a test of upwards of 70 yearS[ to surpass any

oilier Paint. It is especially applicable to Iron Roohng, Park I'cnc-

ing, F^arm and other Buildings, Bridges, Hurdling, Farm Implements,

Carts and Waggons, Oates, &c., and all exposed Work, cflcctmg a

Saving of more than 60 per cent.

CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

It is sold in a fine powder, will keep any length of time, and requires

neither grinding nor straining, but simply to be mixed as per '' Direc-

tions for Use," thus avoiding the waste of paints sold " mixed ready

for use." _
COLOURS, Pcrcwt.

White, Stone Colours, and Buflf 3im-

Oak, Lead, Reds, Purple Brown, and Bronae Green.. . . afa.

Light Lead, 28J. Chocol.itc and Black »<».

Greens and Blues 4"'

Prepared OU Mixture for the Antl-Corroslon.

Oils, Turpentine, \'3rnisln.-s, Brushes, &c.

CARSONS' PAINT,
For Public Edifices, Mansi.^ns, Vill.is, and every kind of Brick,

Stone, Conipo, &c., is unrivalled, and is the only Paint that will

effectually resist the rays of the sun upon

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, FRAMES, &c.

3 CWT. FREE TO ALL STATIONS.
Patterns and Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA P.ELLE .SAU\'.\GIi YARD,

LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.;

And 21, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin.

NO AGENTS.

CARSONS' PAINT.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SHOW,
BIRMINGHAM, June 25, 26, 27, 28, & 29, I872.

FOLLOWS & BATE. Stand No. 5.

AS TO LAM^N MOV^ERS.
This being the most important meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society, and the first that

FOLLOWS AND BATE have attended, they think it a good opportunity to thank their numerous

Customers for their kind patronage and recommendations, and to explain to intending purchasers why
they have been enabled to attain their present leading position in competition with so many respectable

and old established firms. When they brought out their "CLIMAX" LAWN MOWER in 1869 (see

extracts from the "Times," " Engineer," and " Chamber of Agriculture Journal "), there was only one make

of Lawn Mower less than 10 inches, but the unexpected and unexampled success of the "CLIMAX"
has induced or rather compelled nearly every other manufacturer to make a smaller Machine

;
but as they

have not been able to introduce anything new, but merely to make light copies of their larger sizes,

the special advantages of the " CLIMAX " have enabled FOLLOWS and BATE to sell more small

Machines than all other makers put together. And as a proof of its lasting qualities it may be stated, that

by the time 10,000 had been sent out, wearing parts to the amount of ^^5 had not been written for, excepting

to replace occasional breakages by rail or otherwise. This is a convincing testimony that not only in first cost

is simplicity an advantage. As these facts cannot be contradicted, FOLLOWS and BATE feel justified

in claiming that they have been the means of supplying a long-felt want, and creating a revolution in the

Lawn Mower Trade which has proved a boon to thousands, whose small grass plots now vie in appearance

with the largest and most expensively kept lawns.

Two or three years since the American system of leaving the cuttings on the ground was introduced into

this country, and has been the subject of much controversy, and although English gardeners condemned its

application during wet or dull weather, many practise it when the sun is sufficiently strong to wither the grass

quickly. Without offering any opinion on the matter, FOLLOWS and BATE wish to point out that both

their "CLIMAX" and "ANGLO-AMERICAN" MACHINES, having a back delivery, are equally

adapted for collecting the grass or distributing it on the lawn at the pleasure of the gardener, and that no other

Lawn Mower is really suitable. It is true that several makers state in their circulars that, by simply removing

the Box, the same advantage is gained, but this is not the case ; as the cut grass is thrown in front on the

uncut, soon clogging the machine, or causing double labour to the user, besides scattering a portion of the

cuttings on the walks and flower beds.

In conclusion, FOLLOWS and BATE beg to state that they are prepared to send a Machine of any

size, carriage paid, for a week or fortnight's trial ; at the end of which time, if not found satisfactory, it can be

returned free of all charge to the purchaser.

" Chamber of Agriculture Journal and Farmers^ Chronicle"

August gth, i86g.

By the Editor.—Mechanical Novelties.

" Is any considerable improvement possible in the lawn-mowing
machine, all parts of which have been studied for years by many rival

manufacturers, with a view of introducing new details? We scarcely

thought there was a chance of producing anything new ;
but we found a

real novelty of construction in the " Climax " lawn-mower of Messrs.

Follows & Bate, of Manchester. The usual heavy driving-roller is

taken away, and the grass box inserted in its place, that is, behind instead

of in advance of the cutter, which thus flings the cut grass backward into

the box. By this arrangement the machine can be pushed in work into

corners, and will cut close up to a tree or shrub ; and when packed for

travelling, the machine occupies little more than half the usual space.

broad-rimmed wheels which carry the machine in place of the usual heavy

roller. The result is, that while friction and wear are reduced to a
minimum, the greatest possible simplicity of parts is secured, and the

draught is surprisingly easy. In fact, the principal objection to a lawn-

mower, that it is hard to push, and makes your arms and back and legs

ache to work it, now melts away altogether. This is by far the lightest

machine we ever took hold of ; and the same speed of the cutting-blades

as in other machines you obtain with much less labour."

The " Times," December, 1869.

" Follows & Bate, of Manchester, bring out the latest little wonder

in lawn-mowers, which is a machine cutting only six inches wide, being

propelled with surprisingly little force, and costing almost a fractional

price as compared with the large machines."

From the ^'Engineer',' December, 18

Then the driving of the cutter is accomplished without an intermediate " Messrs. FoUows & Bate also exhibit some very neat lawn-mowers

motion, and without an endless chain, by a spur pinion on the cutter axis,
,

of smaU size, perfect models of cheapness, and yet withal well made and

gearing directly with internal spur-teeth, cast within one of the two \ designed."

FOLLOWS AND BATE,
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS, BUTTON STREET WORKS, MANCHESTER.
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By Appointment to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.
~

M'S PATENT STABLE and i
^^

ROOM FITTINGS, BRACKETS, &c.

Patronised by H.H. the Viceroy of Effjpc, ihc Kinfj of the Belgians,

the King of Italy, the King of Holland, by the principal Nobility ol

the Kingdom, and adopted by the first Architects and Builders of

England and the Continent. Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt

of SIX stamps
For ALTERATION of STABLES a competent person can be sent

to any part, to inspect and give Estimates.

TAMES BARTON, Ironworks, 370, Oxford Street.W .

ARNAROr BISHOP, and BARNARD'S
PATENT NOISELESS LAWN MOWERS,

with jointed handles, suitable for Shipping.

The Miniature Lawn Mower, cuts 6 inches /2 2 o
Do. do. do. cuts 8 inches 2 10 o

Suitable for the verj' smallest grass plots or edgings ; can be
worked with ease by a child.

To cut 10 inches. This can be worked by a Lady . . . . j£l3 o
To cut 12 inches. Suitable for One Person 400

This, and all larger sizes, have the drum or roller divided into
two parts, for the convenience ol turning.

To cut 14 inches. Suitable for One Person ^£500
The i6-in , and all larger sizes, have a driving-wheel on each side

ol the NIachine, which gixcs great steadiness to the working.
To cut 16 inches. Suitable for One Person ,. .. ., /^6 o o
To cut i3 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 6 10 o
To cut 30 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 700
To cut 22 inches. Suitable for Two Men 7 10

To cut 22 inches. Suitable for Donkey 800
To cut 24 inches. Suitable for Pony 900
To cut 37 inches. Suitable for Pony ., 10 10 o
To cut 30 inches. Suitable for Pony 12 o o

THE COTTAGE LAWN MOWER,
With Adjustable Revolving Cutters.

To cut 6 inches £^ 5 o
To cut 8 inches i 15 o
To cut 10 inches 250

Prices of Horse and Pony Mowers with Illustrated Lists, free on
application. Having a very large stock of all sizes, orders can be
executed on receipt.—Packed and delivered (carnage free) to the
principal Railway Stations in England.
BARNARD, BISHOP, AND BARNARDS, Norfolk Ironworks

Norwich.

E~~
D W I N L L O Y D,
HORTICULTURAL "WORKS. GRANTHAM,

LINCOLNSHIRE.
PORTABLE WALL TREE PROTECTORS. manu'"actured with

his Patent Wood or Metal Sashes and Frames, Glazed wiihout Putty,
and the Glass Slid into position.
These Structures are a valuable Protection for Wall Fruit against

Frost in the early spring, which is understood to fall perpendicularly,
and they arc designed to supply an admitted want in the Garden.
The f'ateni Sashes are fixed together in lengths of 6 feet, each

length bemg supported by Patent Iron Brackets attached to tin.

Walls, and to project at any required distance and inclination. The
Brackets are made to receive Trough Gutters to conduct the water to

the ends of the Structure. Tubular Iron Pillars are also provided
when desired, for the purpose of tying Netting, &c.
^yhcn fixed with Tubular Iron Pillars they are ornamental, and

their portability renders them removable for other purposes, or to be
packed away when not required.
For convenience of transit the Frames and Brackets can be packed

in Bundles in a small compass, and the Glass in Boxes, and upon
arrival can be fixed and glazed by any inexperienced workman.

PORTABLE DWARF SPAN-ROOF GREENHOUSES, manu-
factured with his Patent Wood or Metal Sashes and Frames, Glazed
without Putty, and the Glass Slid into position.
These Miniature Structures are useful in Garden operations for a

variety of nurposcs, viz. :— For Wintering Auriculas, Carnations,
Primulas, Calceolarias, Potted Strawberries, Cauliflowers, Lettuce,
Crowing and Hardcning-off Bedding Plants, Raising Delicate Seeds,
Ground A'ineries, or for Cucumber Growine, &c. A Set-open is pro-
vided for the convenience of Plants, Ventilation, or Watering. They are
rnade in 6 feet lengths ; any number being placed togetherTorm a con-
tinuous row, either 2 feet, 3 feet, 4 (ect, or any width that may be desirec".

EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY'S SHOW,
LOWER GROUNDS, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM, JUNE, 1872.

HENRY DOULTON & CO.,
CALL PUBLIC ATTENTION TO TIIEIK

Imperishable

Terra-Cotta

VASES,

FLOWER

POTS,

mmMmmm,^:
PENDANTS

etc.,

Samples of
which may be

seen at the

above Show.

To be had
Wholesale and
Retail at their

Depot,

GRANVILLE WHARF, WOOD STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
CHIEF OFFICES and SHOW ROOMS— HIGH STREET, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.

MANUFACTORIES— LAMBETH, ST. HELENS, ROWLEY REGIS, and SMETHWICK.

„™ .J5
convenience of trans.l. ,hey can be packed in a small com-

£»,l'i^ "V!"
="""»'. ''"'i MKelhei- and glaied by an ine.iperiencertworkman. Prices on application. Carnage Iree to any principal Kail-way button within tso miles on orders amounting to 40J. and upwardsLdwin Llovd's Patent is applicable 10 the CoSstruclion of forlab'eUwail bpan-roof Greenhouses, and the Erection of Portable Wall

J'cc .P'otectors, Orchard Houses, Vineries, and other Horticultural
ouildlngs.

BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.
i3th MARCH, 1872. — No. 761.

PATENT CENTRIFUGAL HEATING APPARATUS,
FOR HEATING CONSERVATORIES, VLNERIES, GREENHOUSES, CHURCHES,

CHAPELS, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, BILLIARD AND SCHOOL ROOMS, &c.

The Patentee of the above feels great pleasure in presenting the same before the Public, as being the only true

Circulating Boiler in existence, and the most economical of all in point of consumption of fuel, as it reduces the

same to a minimum.

As a special feature of the present Patent, the Inventor claims, especially, its self-cleansing qualities, combined

with its true circulation, as being pre-eminent and complete.

The above is entered for Competition at the Birmingham Horticultural Show, June 24

to 29th. By all means see it in full work at STAND No, 53.

Griffiths & Browett,
BRADFORD STREET, BIRMINGHAM, and 12, MOORGATE STREET, LONDON,

Sole Mamifiuturcrs of Vose's Patent Hydropults,

BEG TO CALL THE ATTENTION OF THE PUBLIC TO AN

IMPROVED HYDROPULT,
WITH STIRRUP,

Price 35s. 6d. each.

A PORTABLE jWITH CIRCULAR STAND,

FIRE ANNIHILATOR ^
Which they have recently

introduced.

It throws a continuous stream, is

worked with the greatest ease, and is

superior in all respects to any other

Machine of the kind hitherto in use for

Watering Gardens, &c.

Sold Wholesale at their Establish-

ments in Birmin^i^ham and London, and

Retail by all Respectable Ironmongers. Price 31s. 6d. each.

n may be Seen in Operation at 119, NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W.
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EOYAL HOETICULTIJEAL SOCIETY'S SHOW, EIEIIIGHAl.

Stand No. 63. ^^^^ a ^*==^5-^ Stand No. 62.

WM. HOWITT & CO., Horticultural Builders,

And PATENTEES and SOLE MANUFACTURERS of the IRON TUBULAR RIB or ROOF PRINCIPAL.

The extreme lightness and great strength of this RIB specially adapts it for use in the construction of HORTICULTURAL HOUSES where symmetry of form

and beauty of design combined with a minimum amount of sunshade are of paramount importance.

HOT-WATER AND GAS ENGINEERS.
Office— 13A, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER. Works—ILFORD, ESSEX.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

HORTICULTURAL WIRE WORK.
A large assortment of

Rose Temples, Flower

Stands, Garden Arches,

Suspending Baskets, Wire

Netting, Croquet Border-

ings, and other Wire

Goods will be Exhi-

bited at the ROYAL

HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY'S FLOWER

SHOW at BIRMING-

HAM, Stand No. 90.

PADDINGTON WIRE WORKS,
285 & 362, EDGV/ARE ROAD, LONDON, "W.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS Post Free.
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JONES'S PATENT " DOUBLE L " SADDLE
BOILER.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Uoiler,

with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the

amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, ancl likewise the space occupied ; at the

same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made o( the follow-

ing sizes ;

—

Sizes.
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PRUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and

TALLIES, commended bv the Royal Horticultural Society.
The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale ol

CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CCf.,

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.G.
1 of the pj ' " ~Retail ( he principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
The Apparatus for Delivering the Earth, whether
in Closets or Commodes, is now greatly improved
under patents obtained bv Messrs. Girdlestone (the

Engineers to MOULE'S PATENT EARTH CLOSET
COMPANY), and is at the same time ollcred to the
public at a considerable REDUCTION IN PRICE,—
Apply at the Offices of the Company, 5A, Garrick
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
The NEW AMERICAN CABINET COMMODE
will be found to be very convenient. Only iS inches
square and 3 feet high. Forms a table for the bedside.

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
The Apparatus and Commodes, as now manufactured,
are the cheapest and best ever yet produced.

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH
Commodes for Bedrooms.
Apparatus for Cottage Closets.
Apparatus for House Closets.

SYSTEM.

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
There is no trouble in obtaining earth.
It is in cvcrj* person's garden,
And only wants sifting.

M OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
It requires no drying.
If stored in the summer time.
For winter use.

M/I OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Dr. Bi;cHAN.\N says :—" Earth Closets, used simplv.
either inside or outside pi ivate houses, have frequently
come under my notice, and have always been found
to be free from smell."

M OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Gadshill Place, Kent, July 18, i8?i.—" I am pleased
to say that the apparatus works admirably."

—

Charles
Dickens, Jun.

M OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Maltby, l^otherham, jfunesS, i87t.~"Iam glad to say
that an Earth Closet with which j'ou supplied me last

year has been found very efficient."—C. H. Wright.

M OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
"The drj- earth system has been in use at Queens'
College, Cambridge, for more than 12 months, with the
most complete success. No difficulty of any kind has
been experienced in its working."—W, M. Campion,
D-D., Tutor of Queens' College, Cambridge.

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
*' I think it fair to inform you that the Earth Closet
you supplied me with some months ago is giving great
satisfaction."—W. H. Hill, Architect, 60, i)outlt Mail,
Cork,

M OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
" Be so good as to send me another commode similar
to the last one I had. It is thoroughly efficient and
satisfactorj'-"—Herbert Plater, the Grammar Schcol,
Ncit-arkoti- Trent.

LL LETTERS and COMMUNICATIONS
to be addressed to MOULE'S PATENT EARTH
CLOSET COMPANY (Limited), s.\, Garrick Street,
Covent Garden, London, W.C.

WANTED, a FOREMAN, for Market Growing of
Pot Plants. Must be thoroughly experienced. Unexception-

able references necessary.—JOHN REEVES. Florist, &c.. Acton,W.

WANTED, a FOREMAN, for the West of Ireland.
Must be well up to his duties, particularly as to ^'ines and

Melons, which are cultivated extensively. Wages, 151. per week, a
room, tiring, and a quart of milk daily allowed.—Apply, with copies of
testimonials, to JAMES CARTER and CO., Crystal Palace Nursen-,
Forest Hill, S.E.

WANTED, a married Man, without family.—The
Man to be well acquainted with the Growth and Propagation

of Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, Pansies and Annuals for Seed.
The Wife will occasionally be wanted in the House, for which she
will be separately paid.— B. A. C, Gardeners' Chrcitiele Office, W.C.

WANTED, an active, ^TaIN WO'rkTnG GAR'-
DENER, who well understands Kitchen Garden, Fruit Trees

and Shrubs. Wife to attend to a Laundrj'. No incumbrance. Wages
j£i per week, lOJ. to the Wife. Rough vegetables and skimmed milk
allowed. Fifteen miles from London, per S.E. Railway. No one need
apply, unless with good personal character.—Answer, stating full
particulars, Z., Waterlows', Stat ioners, London Wall, E.C.

WANTED, an active industrious MAN in the
Gardens, Must be a good Workman. One who &n Sing in a

Choir preferred —W. A. GLYNN, Esq , Fairy Hill, near Ryde.WANTED, an expert BUDDER of ROSES and
FRUIT TREES, &c—Apply by letter, stating terms, to

JAMES COCKER, Sunny Park Nursery. Aberdeen.

WANTED. TWO or THREE experienced ROSE
BUDDERS. Single Men preferred—Messrs. WILLIAM

WOOD AND SON, Nurseries. Maresfield. Uckfield, Sussex.

WANTED, THREE or FOUR expert and practised
ROSE BUDDERS.—None but competent hands are requested

to apply to Mr. L. WOODTHORPE, Munro Nursery, Sible
Hedingham, Essex.

WANTED, an active steady young MAN for the
Houses (wages i8j. per week), and ONE or TWO for Kitchen

Garden Work —W. KEMP , Downshire Hou se, Roehampton, Surrey.

WANTED, an active young MAN, to "take, when
required, charge of Greenhouses, &c,

of Propagatmg and Growi
Sale.—State wages, &:c, G.
Surrey.

, . A general knowledge
Redding and Greenhouse Plants for
WOOLLETT, Nurseries, Catcrham,

WANTED, a thorough good PROPAGATOR and
GROWER of Plants for Market, with good character : none

other need apply. Also, a First-class DECORATOR and BOUQUET-MAKER : a respectable Man or Female, used to Covent Garden work,
would be verj- suitable. A comfortable cottage can be provided for any
eligible person. —FELTON and SONS, Birmingham Nursery,
S6, Harbome Road, Birmingham.

WANTED, an
This will prove

ASSISTANT PROPAGATOR.—
, r - good permanent progressive situation

to a suitable smgle young Man.—Apply in own handwriting, giving
reference of character and ability, to R. & F. ALLUM, Tamworth.

Seed Trade.XyANTED, SHOPMAN and MANAGER.—One
f V who understands the business and has a knowledge of the

Nursery Trade. This is a good opportunity to any one who will use
energy to increase the business.—Apply, stating salary, Etge. &c., to
W. R., Hurst & Son, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIEXCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

S2VVf,'??i'o'^?,""'"'J.P,?,"f,'!Hr' f!'™" °" application to Messrs. E. G.HENDERSON AND SON, WelLngton Nursery.SL John's Wood, N.W.

W^
Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

M. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save lime by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, w.^ges offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.—

H

ighgate Nurseries, London, N.

GARDENER (Head), widower.—
liberty for re-eng.igenicnt lo any Lady or

The Gardens, I'cnton Lodge, .^lukMcr, Hants.

Wm. Moore is at
Gentleman as above.

—

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30. married, no family
;

thoroughly understands Early and Late Forcing, Pines, \'ines,
Cucumbers, .Melons, &c., and Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Oooa
character.—H. C, 7, Grove Lane, Stamford Hill, N.

/:i ARDENER (Head).—Age 30 ; has a thorough
VJ practical experience in the Cultivation and Forcing of all kinds
of Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables. Good character.— F, F., Messrs.
Cutbush & Son, Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

G"[.ARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, no incum-
^ brance ; has had 20 years' experience; gooij Grape Grower;

understands ihe profession in all its branches. Good testimonials.—
J. 1). , iq. Cambridge A'illas, Cambridge Road, Hammersmith, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Married ; thoroughly under-
stands the Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fruits,

and Flower and Kitchen Gardening; also the Management of Land
and Slock, if required. Unexceptionable references.— L. W. E.,
Cole & Sons, The Nurseries, W'iihington, near Manchester.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring the scr\-ices of a tnorough practical Gardener.

—

Twenty years' experience in some of the best gardens in England and
Wales. Can be well recommended.—J. NOULE, Nurseryman and
Seedsman, Lower Clapton, London.

COLEMAN
HAND WATEK-CART and GARDElTENGINE.

AND MORTON'S

For Use in Gentlemen's G.\rden.s and ORnttN-ps.
The delivery valve can be worked at the outlet when filling awatering pot. It holds 35 gallons. The Spreader, for watering lawns.

«c., can be removed at pleasure.
Price, with .Spreader /e jq q
Price, fitted with Garden Engine /y 10 o

PRIZE WATER and LIQUID MANURE CARTS.
Prices and particulars on application at the
London Road Ironworks. Chelmsford.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28; has a good practical
knowledge of Gardening in all its branches, including Early

and Late Forcing of all kinds of Fruit and Flowers, and the General
routine of Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Fifteen months' good
character as Head Gardener, with seven years' references as Under-
Gardener.—T. G., The Gardens, Spring Grove, Bishopstoke, Hants.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, no family
;

thoroughly understands Early and Late Forcing of all kinds of
Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables; great experience in Heating and
Erecting Horticultural Buildings, Remodefling and Planting New
Grounds, also the i\Linagement of Land and Slock. Good references.
—W. RANDALL, Thames Villa, Sunbury.

GARDENER (Head).—Mr. Turner, Gardener to
Mrs, Harter, Cranlicld Court, Newport Pagnell, Bucks, can with

confidence recommend his Foreman, E. Skinnier, age 29, to any
Nobleman or Gentleman in want of a thorough good hand in the
above capacity. Is well up in the profession in all its branches, also a
f:ood Grape Grower, Twelve years* experience. Good references
rom previous situations,—Address as above.

GARDENER (Head), in a single-handed place, or
where one or more are kept.—Age 35, married; thoroughly

understands Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Eleven years' good
character.—J. H., Honingham, Norfolk,

C^ ARDENER (Head), or good Single-handed, or
A where one Man is kept.—Age 33, single ; understands the general

Management uf Fruit, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. One
year and 10 months' character.—W. S., Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
\'ale, N.W.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 29, married
;

practically experienced in the cultivation of Fruit, Flowers, and
Vegetables ; also the Laying-out, Planting, and Management of Land,
&c. Goodrefcrences.-J, R. B., 37, Park Walk. Chelsea. S. W.

GJ.ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 32, married,
' no family ; thoroughly understands Pines, Vines, Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, Early and Late Forcing, and Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Good character from present employer, and previous
testimonials.—A. B., Mr. J. Chuters, High Street, Hounslow, W.

GARDENER (Head, Working), age 30, married,
one child.—George Hur-KiRK, Gardener, Somerleyton Hall,

Suffolk, is anxious to recommend the above to any Lady or Gentleman
who may require the ser\'ices of a really good practical Man.—Address
as above.

GARDENER (Head, Working), age 31, married.
—Mr. Brown, Gardener to E. Mackenzie. Esq,, Fawley Court,

Henley-on-Thames, can with confidence recommend his Foreman,
W. Theobald, as a thorough practical, energetic Man; has been
Foreman here upwards of three years ; five years previously in a large
Establishment where every branch of Gardening is carried on.

—

Address as above.

GARDENER (Head) and BAILIFF.-Age 45,
married ; has had 24 years experience in Herts and Kent, and

has had the charge of extensive Ranges ol Hothouses, Greenhouses,
large Conservatory', and all kinds of choice Fruit, Flowers, and Vege-
tatjles, Ornamental Flower Gardens. Land and Stock, Keeping
Accounts. &c. Will shortly be disengaged. Wife can manage Dairy
and Poultrj'. Certificates and character for the last 14 years —HEAD
GARDENER. The Gardens, Wmslade Park, near E.xeter, Devon,

/"jj.ARDENER.—Age 40 ; thoroughly practical. Under-
VJ stands Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables, and Forcing. Three
and a half years' good character. — T. SMITH, Stock Lodge,
Ingatestone.

THE GREAT WESTERN HOTEL,
(SNOW HILL STATION), BIRMINGHAM.

" One of the most elegant, comfortable, and economical hotels in
the three kingdoms."— 7/ie FieU, July 31, 1869.
" From experience gained by repeated visits, we are happy to be

able to testify to the exceeding comfort of this hotel, \Ve havo
much pleasure in recommending tt."— The Eitgineer, Oct. 14, 187a.

'* An establishment remarkable for its able management, reasonable
charges, and genera l comJon."—Bel l's L ife, June 17. 1871.

GUNS and RIFLES^
THOMAS TURNER, Gun and Rifle Manufac-

TURER. Inventor of the "TURNER RIFLE," Contractor toHer Majesty's War Department.
CENTRAL FIRE BREECH LOADERS from ^£7 to i;26.-T. T.

recommends his £7 Gun to those who desire a cheap, though service-
able. Breech Loader. It is guaranteed of good material, sound, and
perfect in its action, and equal to any London Gun at double the price.
Thomas TuRNF.ti's PATENT SELF-LOCKING BREECHLOADER IS unsurpassed for handincss. neatness, simplicity, and

durability. Price from ^ti to ,£27. Drawings sent on application.
PIN-FIRE BREECH LOADERS from £s im.

BREECH-LOADING, LARGE BORE and EXPRESS RIFLES:SNIDER and MARTINI-HENRY RIFLES, in Sporting and
Military Patterns; ROOK RIFLES, SALOON RIFLES andPISTOLS; REVOLVERS.
All kinds of Implements for Cleaning, Cartridge Filling, Re-

Capping, fi;c. Flasks, Pouches, Cartridge and Game Bags, and
all Spoiling Requisites.

Manufactory : Fisher Street, Birmingham.

K I N A H A N'S L L WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the veryCREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalied, perfectly

pure, and more wholesome than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words, " KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal, label, and cork.
New Wholesale Depot. 6a, Great Titchficid Street. Oxford Street.W.C,

WM. YOUNGER and CO.'S ALES
Are of the HIGHEST PURITY,

Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, and
are distinguished for tneir delicacy oifiavour.

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishing.
To be had of the Principal Retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belvidcre

Road, S.E.

E
Pure Aerated Waters.

LLIS'S RUl'HIN WATERS,
Soda, Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Lithia, and for GOUT, Lithia

and Potass.
Corks branded "R. ELLIS and SON, Ruthin," and every label

bears their Trade Mark.
Sold every-^vhere, and Wholesale of R. ELLIS and SON, Ruthin.

North Wales. London Agents : W. BEST AND SONS, Henrietta
Street. Cavendish Square, W.

A STHMA, CHEST AFFECTIONS,
. and COLDS

CURED.—JOZEAU'S SYRUP and PATE of LACTUCINE
(active principle of Lettuce) possess all the soothing properties of
op:um without its dangers. Highly recommended by the medical
profession.—At G. JOZEAU'S, 49, Haymarket; and all the best Che-
mists. Pate.gj. 3d. and is. ijd. ; post, zs.sjd., and is. sJd. Syrup, aj.gii.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;and of all Chemists throughout the World.

GARDENER (Second), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Garden.—Age 22; good character.—Address, stating

wages, to H. P. WEST, 23, Bessborough Place, Bessborough Gardens,
Pimlico, London, W.

C
^ARDENER (Under),
-* where a general system of

reference.—A. Z

in a good estabhshment.
Gardening is carried out. Good

the Gardens. The Chaunlry, Ipswich.

FOREMAN, in a large Establishment.—Age 23; has
had seven years' practice in the profession in all branches.—

M, L., Park Gate. Worksop, Notts.

TjIOREMAN.-
JL and Late Forcir

Age 25 ; thoroughly understands Early
n.,-,,^ ,. ^ ,, '"fJ- '^00'' character.—G. D., The Gardens,
Millfield, Cobham, Surrey.

To Nurserymen.
PROPAGATOR (Hardy), in and out

FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.—Great expe........— ^. .....
Messrs. E. G. Henderson 8c Son, Wellington Nursery, St, John's
Wood, N.W.

of doors, or
jreat experience.—C. ,A Q..

PROPAGATOR and PLANT GROWER.—Age 25.
single; understands Conifera;. Clematis, Stove, Greenhouse, anc

perioral ^nf^.^lrt^l^^»H QiulT \r r" - t_i:-T u i iijeneral Soft-wooded Stuff..
followay, London, N

M. C, 7, Salisbury Road,
, and

Upper

SMALL WORMS in the HUMAN BODY are
probably caused by drinking bad water, or from eating animal or

vegetable substances only partly cooked, which contain the ova or
eggsof these microscopical animals. To prevent the development of
these nauseous inmates of the body an occasional dose of PARR'S
LIFE PILLS should be taken. These Pills have long been known
as specifics in cases of Worms of all kinds, among the rest Tapeworm,
en '•^rr^uion in this country.

ORCHID and PLANT GROWER, and GENERAL
GARDENER.—Are 27, single: has had considerable esperi-

'"S'v.??^".!!?. 'i'S'l'"'''
"^ ""de'stands Gardening in all ils branches.-GEORGE FRA.MPTON, Mr. William BuH's Es.ablishment forNew and Rare Flams, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

TMPROVER, under
J- employed in Hothouses,

. practical Foreman.—Has been
<- n.' ' - ^ -,- ;v ^''"eries, &c. Seven years' character
frjDm Margam Gardens.—JOSEPH KINCH, at the Rev. S. Nicholl's,
Llandough Reciorj-, Cowbridge.

Seed Trade.
"]\TANAGER^ HEAD SHOPMAN, or CORRE-

SPONDENT—Possesses special „,

capacity. Well educated and experienced
54. High Street, Exeter.

ities for the last named
A. T., Seed Warehouse,

To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.QHOPMAN.—Well up in all branches. References
K_7 from Wholesale London Houses.—C. F., Post Office. Wallington,
Surrey.

CARPENTER(Ge\eral).—Has had sood experience
in Fitting Hot-water Apparatus, Painting, Glazing, &c. A per-

manent situation wanted. Good references. Three years in present
employ.—F. T,, 2, Cecil Cottages, Henniker Road, Stratford, E.

pOCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.^^ THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.
In boxes, at is. il^d., 2s. gd., 41. 6d., and iij.

pOCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
^—

' These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of tho
best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious
remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action
of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several
varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,
promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the cunstitu*
tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in
the blood, must Injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, fay

removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore
the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the
luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning
no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of
acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients; on the contrary, they are
characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the sclec-
tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-
liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,
nor arc they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efficacious
aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-
haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated
family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at II. ijji, 2s. gd., 4s. 6d., and lu., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxes at it. t^d., at. ^,tV. ^. &&d tit.
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THE "ARCHIMEDEAN" LAWN MOWER.
LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

EEDUCED PBICES.

LIST OF PRICES.
10-inch, suitable for a Lady or a Boy
12-inch, „ a Lady or a Boy
14-inch, „ a Man
16-inch, „ a Man (on level Lawns).

£3
4
5
6

DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE TO ALL RAILWAY STATIONS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

No Charge for Packing Cases, which arc most convenient for storing the Machine during the winter.

THE MOWER IS WARRANTED TO GIVE SATISFACTION,
And if not approved of may be returned within a montli, and tiie amount will be refunded.

The very great success which has attended the sale of the " Archimedean " Lawn Mower during the

two seasons of its use in this country, proves that it has, after much opposition, fully established a reputation

of superiority over all others. The increasing demand enables the Manufacturers still to sell at the

reduced prices of last year, in spite of the enhanced value of materials and labour. During the recess much
care and time have been bestowed on the Machine, and a great improvement effected in the Cutters, by which

all ribbing or uneven appearance is entirely prevented. It can now with confidence be recommended as the

SIMPLEST, STRONGEST, AND LIGHTEST LAWN MOWER YET PRODUCED.

Among other advantages over the ordinary Machines, it may be mentioned that this is the

ONLY MACHINE THAT CUTS LONG OR WET GRASS.

TESTIMONIALS.
• Far superior to any of ours,"—Vide The Field.

' Remarkably easy to work."—Vide Gardeiren' Magazine,
' The quickest, most simple, and most efficient Mower ever used."—Vide

Gardeners' Chronicle.

" We feel bound to recommend it to our readers as one of the best Mowers we
have as yet made acquaintance with."—Vide Floral World,

From A. F. Barron, Esq., Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick Garden, IF.

"Gentlemen,—We have now had your 'Archimedean' Lawn Mower in use
several months, and without hesitation I can truly say it is the best and most efficient

implement of the kind we have ever used,"

From Mr. George Wyness, Royal Gardens, Buckingham Palace.
"Gentlemen,— I beg to say that we have had your Patent 'Archimedean' Lawn

Mower at work in Her Majesty's Gardens at Buckingham Palace for some time past,

and I kave much pleasure in testifying that it has given every satisfaction, as it does
its work well and quickly."

From ike Honourable D. Astley, East Barsham, Fakenham, Norfolk.

"The Hon. D. Astley is perfectly satisfied with the Lawn Mower, and will

recommend it as superior to any other he has tried."

From the Right Hon. T. F. Kennedy, M.P., Dalgaharra Castle, Maybole, Scotland.

"Gentlemen,—Your little Lawn Mower arrived perfectly safe. There is but one
opinion of it here. All my people, as well as myself, think it an admirable machine.

It does its work beautifully, and, in my opinion, leaves nothing to be wished."

From Sir Peniston Milbanke, Bart., Eartham, Chichester.
" Begs to enclose cheque for the ' Archimedean' Lawn Mower, and to state that

he is perfectly satisfied with it."

/'.^(j?;* Captain Steward, R.E., Upper Ha IIIford, Chertsey.

"The Lawn Mower works most satisfactorily. I have lately sold a 22-inch

machine of the ordinary type, which required—besides a man to work it—a pony and
a boy leading. Your * Archimedean " will perfectly replace it, and will, moreover,

save employing the boy and pony."

Selling

Agents

WILLIAMS & CO. (Limited), Manufacturers and Patentees,
I, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.G.

JOHN G. ROLLINS,
OLD SWAN WHARF, THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.G.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.; and I

21, BAGHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN. J

Selling

Agents

fLLUSTRATED CATALOGUES AND TESTIMONIALS POST FREE ON APPLICATION.
Editorial Commi
Printed

'

Richards.
K S^^.

^^ 1.'°"' should be addressed to "The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C,
»»^»K rTffi v/'^"'^''?w' ,^' the Office ol McMf). Braddurv, Evans.&Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of VVhitcrriars. Ciiy of London, in the Count/ of Middlesex, and Published by th
attncumce, No. 4', Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's. Covent Garden, in the said County —SATimoAV, June 22, 187a.

Agents (or Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh ; for Ireland—Messrs. W. H. Smith fie Son, Dublin,

tho said William
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, SOUTH
KENSINGTON, W.

NOTICE.-FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL COM-MITTEE MEETING, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, July 3. at
II o'clock. GENERAL MEETING at 3. Band of the Royal Horse
Guards from 4- Admission gj.

METORPOLITAN FLORAL SOCIETY. — The
AUTUMN SHOW will be held at the CRYSTAL PALACE

on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, August 28 and 20. when theAUTUMN FRUIT SHOW will also be revived. Entrance Fees
will have to be paid by those who are not Subscribers to the Fruit
Show, and also by those who are not Members to the Flower Show.

All communications to be addressed to the Rev. H. HONYVVOOD
DOMBRAIN, Westwell Vicarage, Ashford. Kent.

CRYSTAL PALACE.—GREAT ROSE SHOW on
S.\TURD..VY, July 13,-NOTICE : Schedules can be had on

application to the SUi^ERINTENDENT, Crystal Palace.
ENTRIES CLOSE on SATURDAY, July 6.

PETERBOROUGH HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY. -The FIRST SHOW will be held on THURSDAY,

July 4, in connection with the Agricultural Society's Show.
Schedules. &c.. of J. G. BUCKLE, Secretary.
Savings Bank, Peterborough.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

GRAND ROSE and FRUIT SHOW, JULY 5 and 6.

Schedules, &c., may be obtained from the Undersigned.
Botanic Gardens, Manchester. BRUCE FINDLAY.

WEST of ENGLAND ROSE SHOW.—
The GRAND ANNUAL EXHIBITION of ROSES for

1872 (open to the United Kingdom), is fixed to take place on
TUESDAY. July 9. in the Shire Hall, Hereford.

The ENTRIES CLOSE on FRIDAY, July 5.
Credenhill Rectory. Hereford. C H. RULMEK, Hon Sec.

LOUGHBOROUGH HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION and GRAND ROSE SHOW will take place on

JULY 10. Schedules and further information may be obtained of
^VM PALLETT, Secretar>:

JC. STEVENS* Horticultural, Scientific, and
• N.\Tt;R.\L History Sale Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, London, W.C. Established 17OO. SALES by AUCTION
nearly EVERY DAY.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse. 237 & 238, High Holboni, London.

ANTHURIUM SCHERZERIANUM MAJOR.—
The flower of this distinct variety frequently measures 6 inches

from point of flower to stamens, and broad in proportion. ios.6d. each.
ADIANTUM FARLEYENSE, from the original imported plant.

105. td. each.
W. MAULE AND SONS, The Nurseries, Bristol.

New Catalogue of Plants, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE. coniaining'Selcct Descriptive and Priced Lists
of Plants suitable for bedding and decorative purposes, &c.,

—

Delphiniums, Double-flowered Pyrcthrums, Hardy Aquatics, Saxi-
fragai, Sedums, Semper\ivums, Sweet Violets, &C-, is now published,
and will be forwarded to applicants —Exotic Nursery. Tooting, S.W.

VIOLA MAGNIFICENT.—This beautiful Viola is

now offered for the first time ; it is the most brilliant hardy
violet bedding plant in cultivation. Good plants, fit for immediate
use, 21. dd. eacn, 241. per dozen, ^£3 ica. for 50, £$ per 100, Special
price quoted for the 1000.

B. S. WILLIAMS, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper
Holloway, London, N.

HOME-SAVED SEED of PRIMULA JAPONICA,
saved from five beautiful varieties, varying in colour from

crimson to pale blush, with distinct coloured eyes. In packets, 11.

10 v. each, post free.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN, Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey,

Queen of FrlmroBes.
PRIMULA JAPONICA.—The Undersigned have

Just received a small quantity of Seed of this magnificent hardy
plant from abroad, which they have much pleasure in offering, in
packets, at ir., 2J. 6d., 31. M., and 5.'., post tree.
BUTLER, MCCULLOCH, AND CO., Covent Garden Market,

London, W.C.

Fausies, Pansies, Pansies.
fFHOS. THORNTON offers to Growers of the above.
-I- SEED saved from his splendid strain of Fancy, Mixed, and
Named varieties, very cheap. I'rice on application.

The Nurseries, Healherside. IJagshot, Surrey.

K
Bedding Plants, &c.

IRK ALLEN'S CATALOGUE of the above, all at
very low prices, ready shortly, and forwarded free on application.

The Nurseries, Brampton. Huntingdon.

w VinAs and PItisr

M, THOMSON'S Descriptive* CATALOGUE of
the above is now ready, and may be had on application to him.

I'weed Vineyard, py Galashiels.—June 24, 1872.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarine";, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

NEW ROSES for 1872.—Strong healthy plants of
the choicest and best varieties, 301. per dozen. Descriptive

LIST on application.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

TEA-SCENTED and other ROSES, in pots, by the
dozen, 100, or 1000. Alt the New ROSES of 1872.

VVM. WOOD AND SON invite inspection to their very extensive
stock of the above.

Woodlands Nursery, Marcsfield, Uckfield, Sussex.

JOHN HARRISON has the pleasure to inform his
Patrons that his C.VTALOOUE of the NEW ROSES is now

ready, and may be had Gratis on application. It is now a fine season
for planting from pots. Manyl thousands of fine plants. Prices
moderate. North of England Rose Nursery, Darlington.

British, Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for si.^ postage

stamps, Part I (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardv Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of URITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray NurserT,-. Sidcup Hill, Kent.

BRITISH FERNS.— 12 named vaneties, gj. ; 24 do.,
2or. ; 40 do., 40J.

; 50 do., 551. : 60 do., 70s. ; 100 do., iias. ; 100
unnamed, -all different. 50s. ; mixed for outdoor rustic decoration, 401.

per 100 Priced CATALOGUES on application. Plants added to
cover carriage.

EDWARD SANG and SONS, Kirkcaldy. N.E.

TWENTY THOUSAND GERANIUMS, cheap.—
Gold and Silver Tricolors, Gold and Bronze, Silver Variegated,

Doubles and Zonals, all good sorts, strong plants, in or out of single
pots, by the dozen, hundred, or thousand. A LIST, with prices, on
application to

W. POTTEN, The Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

Cheap Geraniums.
WILLIAM BADMAN offers the following

GERANIUMS from single pots :—Mrs. Pollock. Sophie
Dumaresque, Louisa Smith, Sophia Cusack, ;^s. per dozen, 20s. per 100;
Sir Robert Napier (rirst-ratc) or. per dozen ; jean Sislcy 55. per dozen,
30s. per 100, package included. Terms, cash.

Cemetery' Nursery-, Gravesend.

Pelargoniums for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of
FRENCH. FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strong Plants. CATALOGUES gratis on application.
HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 varieties, seed or

plants, as per former Advertisement.
Crown Nursery, Reading.

New Golden Bronze Geraniums.
ATTRACTION, ANNIE KEELER, BRONZE

BEAUTY, Cupid, Decorata, Gazelle, Harrison Weir, Roi de
Siam, W. R. Morris, Mrs. L. Lloyd, Cliarlemagne, Distinction. Strong
plants, the set for ibj.

H. JACKSON, Blakedown, Kidderminster.

New Tricolor Geraniums.
ACHIEVEMENT. PETER GRIEVE, PRINCE of

WALES (Carter), Ettie Bealc. Mrs, Rutlcr, Mrs. Headley,
Moonstone, Mrs. C. Wilkinson, Mrs. Rousby, Lass o' Gowric,
C. Nilsson, Howarth Ashton. Strong plants, in fine colour and true
to name, 25J. the set.

H. JACKSON, Blakedown. Kidderminster.

Cuttings Of Geraniums, &c.

ONE HUNDRED GERANIUMS, in 30 choice
varieties, including Tricolor, Gold and Bronze, Variegated,

Zonal, Nosegay, and Ivy-leaf, lor lOJ.
; 50, 5s. 6d. ; 25, ir. 24 Fancy

PELARGONIUMS, v- f>d.: 12, 21. 24 CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
2J. 6d. ; 12, IS. M. 24 POMPONS, 21. 6d. : 12. 11. 6d. 24 FUCHSIAS,
2S. 6i. ; 12, IS. 6d. Alt post free. CATALOGUES one stamp.

J C'tOMBS. The Fcnis, Enfield.

CHEAP BEDDING GERANIUMS.—The following
choice sorts at per dozen, for cash : — Lady Cullum, 31, 6J. ;

Lucy Grieve, 6s. ; Louisa Smith, 3s. 6d. ; Mrs. Dix, 6s. ; Mrs. Pollock,
us. 6d ; Sophia Cusack, 3?. td. ; Sophie Dumaresque, 2s, 6.f. ; Caroline
Longfield, w. 6d. ; Mrs. John Glutton, 6s. ; Prince Silverwings, 6s. ;

Beauty of Calderdale, 2s. &f . ; Duke of Edinburgh, 31. 6ii. ; Kentish
Hero, zj. 6d. Package 6d. per do^en. A list of 250 varieties post free.

Remittances requested from unknown Correspondcnls.
ALFRED FRYER, The Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

Pelargonium Mrs. J. Pottle.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in offering this
• splendid PELARGONIUM for the first time. It is a distinct

variety, of the Nosegay section, very dwarf and compact in growth,
and is, perhaps, the most prolific bloomer ever sent oui ; as a bedding
plant it is unsurpassed, as the trials it has undergone for the last three
years fully prove. The truss is dense and globular, (lowers a soft pink,

shaded with cerise: its distinct colour and profuse blooming quality
will render it a general favourite. Price 51. each.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

F OR SALE, Six fine large CAMELLIAS
and Two AZALEAS.

Apply at Silver Hall Nursery, Isleworth.

To Camellia Growers.
WANTED, Particulars of Price, Sort and Size, say

1^ to ili feet ; also larger Plants, packed for exportation, (or

delivery in August. Address to Mr HERBERT HARRIS, Nur-
ser\'man, Halifax, Nova Scotia; or letters for transmission will be

received by C. J. BLACKITH Sc CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.C.

PARIS,
I
SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867.
I
SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to
H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading. Berks.

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and
Derivations; Ouality, Produce, Elevation. Situation, Soil, Use,

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Tir
Free by post.

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

c of Flowering, Price, fitc

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWT REE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prirc Medals, iSCi.
for Wheat ; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

V^k'
ERBENAS, VERBENAS.-Strong plants of Purple
King and Boule de Ncige, from 48'Size pots, l6f. per loo. Post

Ollicc orders payable on Clioster.

FIELD liROTHEKS, Boughton Nurseiy, Chester.

Cinerarias.
MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO. are now

prepared to execute orders for the SEED saved from their
unrivalled strain of CINERARIAS, in sealed packets, 3*. 6d. and 5$
each. Special quotations to the Trade on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, uerks.

B S. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his NEW
• PLANT and GENERAL CATALOGUE is now ready, post

free to all applicants.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli. £cc.

WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SONS Descriptive
Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest

quality only. Post free on application.
HiKh;:;atc Nurseries, London, N.

HE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
33, Maida Vale, Edg^vare Road, VV.

JOHN DESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited^

To the Trade.
DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING'S SPECIAL LIST

of NOVELTIES for the Present Season is now published, and
will be forwarded post free on application.
Stanstead and Rutland Park Nurseries, London, S.E., and Edinburgh,

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery, 134. Faubourg
de Bruxelles, Ghent, BclRium. CATALOGUES to be had, free,

from his ARents, Messrs. R. SILIiERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE'S BULB CATALOGUE
is ready. Copies may be had from his Agents, Messrs. R.

SILBERKAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane. EC; and Mr. FRITZ
GEBHARD, 12, Wellington Road, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

Royal Nursery, 'ihent,

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &c.

PVAN WAVEREN, JuN., and CO., Nurserymen,
• Hillegom, Haarlem, Holland, beg to announce that their

CATALOGUE of DUTCH BULBS is now ready, and may be had o(
their Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

Now Ready,
LOUIS DE SMET'S GENERAL CATALOGUE

for 1872, containing selections of all the finest Stove, Greenhouse,
and Hardy Plants, especially Camellias, Azaleas, Agaves, Succulent
Plants, &c, It may be had post free of his Agents, Messrs. R.
SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London.
LOUIS DE SMET, Nurseryman, Faubourg de Bruxelles, Ghent,

Belgium.

New Coleus, Lady BurrelL

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in offering to
• the Public this superb and strikingly beautiful Coleus, as being

at once the most handsome and distinct variety ever sent out. The
habit is good, and foliage bold ; the basal half of the leaves is dark
maroon, whilst the upper half is a bright goldcn-j^ellow. Its elegant
and lively appearance cannot fail to render it a universal favourite for

conservatory decoration. Price 5^. each.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

WILLIAM CHATER'S SUPERB DOUBLE
HOLLYHOCKS.—The simplest and safest way to raise

them from Seed is to sow them in the open ground in June, July, and
August, and transplant in September. SEED from finest strains, that
will produce flowers equal to choice named vaneties.

Collection No. i. 12 named varieties, extra fine, lor.

Collection No. 2. 6 named varieties, extra fine, Sr.

Collection No. 3. 12 named varieties, fine, 71. 6d.
Collection No. 4. 6 named varieties, fine, 41.

Mixed SEED, finest quality, per packet, is., 2S. 6d., and 5s.

WILLIAM CHATER, The Nurseries, Saffron Waldcn.

New Chrysanthemums of 1872.
A DAM FORSYTH is now sending out strong Plants
rV of his SUPERB and NEW VARIETIES. They arc Seedlings
of unusual merit, raised by George Rundle, Esq., ot Dcvonport, and
other well known growers, and are, without doubt, superior to any
hitherto introduced. Ready for immediate deliverj-. See LIST, for-

warded post free.

Brunswick Nurser>', Stoke Newington, N.

TO BE SOLD, lo acres of WHITE PEAS, and
12 acres of BLUE PEAS, quite fit to pick, near the

White Hart, Springfield, Chelmsford, Essex.

/'"1ABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong, healthy, Drumhead
V-/' Cabbage (Robinson's Champion) can now be supplied in any
quantity, at 35. per 1000, by

JAS. IVERY AND SON, Dorking Nursery.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong, healthy Drumhead
(Robinson's Champion), at 25. 6d. per 1000, package included.

Remittance to accompany all orders.

W. VIRGO AND SON, Wonersh Nursery, Guildford, Surrey.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong Robinson's Champion
Ox Cabbage Plants, at as. per 1000. Remittance to accompany

all orders.

J. WOQBERRY, Nurseryman, Billjngshurst, Sussex.

Fine English Sowing Rape Seed.HAND F. SHARPE have a fine sample of the
• above, which they can offer to the TRADE at a very

moderate figure. Sample and price on application.

Seed Growing tCstablishmcnt, Wisbech.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

GREAT SHOW OF PLANTS, FRUITS, CUT-FLOWERS, AND VEGETABLES,

HELD AT THE LOWER GROUNDS, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

JUNE 25 to 29, 1872.

AWAEDS OF THE JUDGES,
PLANTS and FLOWERS.

Class i.—20 STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, distinct, in

pots not exceeding 12 inches in diaineler. (Open)
i5t Prize, Messrs. E. Coie & Sons, Withington, near Manchester, ilio.

2d, Messrs. T, Jackson & Son, Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey, £3.

Class 2.—9 STOVE or GREENHOUSE PLANTS, distinct. (Open.)

1st, Messrs. E, Cole & Sons, £<).

2d, Messrs. T. Jackson 8f Son, £7.

3d, Mr. J. E. Nlarsh, Gr. to 1- O. Bacchus, Esq., Leamington, £5.

Class 3.-6 STOVE or GREENHOUSE PLANTS, distinct.

(Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. W. Chapman, Or. to T- Spade, Esq , Ruecley, £6.

2d, Mr. T. Coysh. Gr. to E. Wood, Esq., Newbold Revel, Rugby,;CS-
3d, Mr. T. M. Shuttleworth, Esq., Lcyland, near Preston, £4.

Class 4.-9 FINE-FOLIAGED or VARIEGATED PLANTS,
distinct. (Amateurs.)

ist, Mr. lames Foster, Gr. to P. Greaves, Esq., M.P., Warwick, ^£7.

zd, Mr. "T. Coysh. £s-
3d, Mr. T. M. Shuttleworth, Esq., £3.

Cl-vss 5.-9 FINE-FOLIAGED or VARIEGATED PLANTS,
distinct. (Nurserymen.)

ist, Mr. D. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway,
London, £6.

2d, Mr. W. Krvant. The Nursery, Rugby, £.\.

3d, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, Paddock Nurseries, Stratford, London, £2.

Class 6.-6 FINE-FOLIAGED or VARIEGATED PLANTS,
distinct. (Amateurs.)

1st, II. G, Quilter, Esq., Aston, £4.
2d, Mr. I. Hodges, Gr. to E. Wright, Esq., Birmingham, £3.
3d, Mr. K. Perrj', Gr. to J. Thorpe, Esq., London Road, Leicester, £2.

4th, Mr. G. Plumblcy, Gr. to T. Charlesworth, Esq,, Leicester, £1.

Class 7.-9 EXOTIC ORCHIDS, distinct. (Open.)
ist, Mr. J. Hodges, £().

2d, Messrs. Roflisson & Sons, Nurserj'men, Tooting, Surrey, £7.
3d, Mr. E. Mitchell, Gr. to Dr, Alnsworth, Manchester, £s-

Class 8.-6 EXOTIC ORCHIDS, distinct. (Amateurs)
1,51, Mr. J. Hodges, £6. |

2d, Mr. E. Mitchell, £5.

Class 9.-6 EXOTIC ORCHIDS, distinct. (Nurserj'men.)
1st, Mr. B. S. Williams, £$.
3d, Mr. W. E. Dixon, Beverley, ^4.

Class 10.—6 PALMS, not fewer than three kinds. (Open.)
1st, Mr. B. S. Williams, £5.
2d, Messrs. VV. Rollisson & Sons, £4. \

3d, Messrs. Bell &Thorpe,pC3-

Class ii.—6 FUCHSIAS, distinct, in 13-inch pots. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. G. Harborne, Smelhwick, near Birmingham, £4.

Class 12.—6 FUCHSIAS, distinct, in 13-inch pots. (Nurserj-men.)
3d| Mr, C. Kimberley, Stoke Nursery, Coventry, £7.

Class 13,-9 SHOW PELARGONIUMS, distinct. (Open.)
*' " Perry, The Cedars, Castle Bromwich, £6.

Marsh, £4. |
3d, Mr, C. Kimberley, £3.

ASS 13,

r. C. f

.

r. J. i..

ist, Mr.
2d, M
Class 14.-6 SHOW PELARGONIUMS, distinct. (Amateurs.)

2d, Mr. J. E. Marsh, £3.

Class 16.—6 FANCY PELARGONIUMS, distinct. (Nurserymen.
1st, Mr. C. Turner, Slough, £4. \ 2d, Mr. C. Kimberley, £3.

CLASS 17.—6 ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, distinct, excluding
Variegated sorts. (Amateurs

)

1st, Mr. C. J. Perry- £4-
fld, Mr. W. Cox, The Gardens, Madresfield Court, Malvern, £2.
3d, Mr. J. E. Marsh, £2.

Class 18.—6 ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, distinct, excluding
Variegated sorts. (Nurserymen.)

1st, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, ^3.

Class 19—6 DOUBLE-FLOWERED PELARGONIUMS, distinct.

(Open.)
1st, Mr. James Parker, VictoJia Nursery, Rugby, /";.

2d, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, £4.
3d, Messrs. Carter, Dunnct & Co., High Ilolborn, London, £3,

Classso—6 VARIEGATED PELARGONIUMS, distinct. (Open.)
1st, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, £3.
2d, j^ E. Mapplebcck, Esq., Moscley, near Birmingham, £2.

Class 28—20 BRITISH FERNS, distinct. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. G. Lamb, £$. | 2d, T. M. Shuttleworth, Esq., £4-

Class 29.-12 BRITISH FERNS, distinct (Amateurs.)
1st, J. E. Mappleback, Esq., £3.
2d, Mr. R. Allen, Gr. to J. B. Finnemore, Esq., Bristol Road,

Birmingham, £2.
3d, Mr, J. Morley, Jun., BcHhall Heath, Birmingham, £t.
4th, Mr. Farrand, Whitcmorc House, near Nottingham, 151.

Class 30.—20 BRITISH FERNS, distinct. (Nurserymen.)
ist, Messrs. R. Wilson & Son, Nurserymen, Warwick, £3.
2d, Mr. James Clift, Selly Park, Birmingham, £2.

Class 31.—PAIR of TREE FERNS. (Open.)
1st, H. G. Quilter, Esq , Aston. £3.
2d, Mr. R. H. Vertegans, Chad Valley Nursery, Birmingham, £2.

Class 32.-6 LYCOPODIUMS, distinct. (Open.)
I ist, T. M. Shuttleworth, Esq

, i;3

j

2d, Mr. R. Berry, £2.
|

3d, Mr. T. Coysh, ;{;i.

Class 33.-6 AGAVES, distinct. (Open.)
ist, Mr, J. Croucher, Gr. to J. Peacock,Esq., Hammersmith, London,

2d, Mr. B. S. Williams, £2. |
3d, Mr. W. E. Di.\on, iii.

Class 34,-0 GREENHOUSE ERICAS, distinct. (Open.)
ist, Messrs, T.Jackson & Son, ilg. I

3<i, Messrs. E. Cole & Sons, ;£4

Class 35.-6 GREENHOUSE ERICAS, distinct. (Amateurs.)
ist, Mr. T. Baines, £6. \ 2d, Mr. W. Chapman, £5.

Class 36.-24 BUNCHES of CUT FLOWERS, each bunch distinct,

to be staged in the same manner as Roses. (Open.)
ist, Messrs. E, Cole & Sons, ^3,
2d, Miss M. A. Baines, Southgate, Middlesex, £2.
3d, Mr. W. Brown, £1.

\
4th, Mr. J. Parker, igs.

Class 37—12 BUNCHES of CUT FLOWERS, each bunch distinct,

to be staged in the same manner as Roses. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. W. Chapman, £3.

|
3d, Mr. G. Plumblcy, 15J.

4th, Mr, Webb, Gr. to J. Gulson, Esq., Coventry, los.

Class 3P.—6 ANTIRRHINUMS, distinct, in 8-inch pots. (Open),
ist, Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, N,, £2.

Class 39—6 PYRETHRUMS, distinct, in 8-inch pots. (Open.)
1st, Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons, £7,

Class 40,-12 PINKS, distinct, cut blooms. (Open.)
1st, Mr. C. Turner, Slough, los.

2d, Mr. G. Bcardslev, St. Ann's Well Road, Nottingham, 7s.

Equal, Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, 7s.

3d, Mr. H. Hooper, Vine Nursery, Widcombe Hill, Bath, 51.

Class 41.-12 ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, distinct, cut flowers, in

bunches of 3 trusses each. (Open )

1st, Mr. C. Turner, Slough, £t. I 3d, Mr. C. Kimberley, lOJ.

2d, Mr. C. J. Perry, 15s.
|

4th, Mr. W. Cox, 5s.

Class 42.-12 DOUBLE ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, six sorts,?
single trusses. (Open.)

1st, Thomas Laxton, Esq., Stamford, £1.
2d, Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Park Nursery, Coventry, i?s.

3d, Mr. C. Turner, Slough, los. | 4th, Mr. C. Kimberley, 55.

1st, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, £3.
2d, 1. E. Mapplebcck, Esq., Ivlo

3d, Mr. C. J. i'cTry,£i.

Class 21,-6 VARIEGATED ZONAL PELARGONIUMS,
distinct. (Open.)

1st, Mr. C. Turner, Slough, £3.
Equal, F. Ford, Gr, to W. B Davenport, Esq., MP., Coventry, £3.
2d, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, £2
Equal, Messrs. F. & A, Smith, The Nurseries, West Dulwich, £2.
3d, Mr, T. I'estridge, The Greenway Nursery, Uxbridge, £1.

Class 22.-6 HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS. (Open,)
1st, Mr. P. Coysh, £3.

Class 23,-6 CALADIUMS, distinct. (Open,)
ist, Mr. T. Coysh, £4.

|
2d, Mr. F. Winfield,/3.

Class 2j.—4 DRAC^NAS or CORDYLINES, distinct. (Open.)
1st, Mr. W, Brown, Gr, to Mrs, Alston, Birmingham, ;C3-
ad, Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons, /2.
3d, Mr. B.S. Williams, ;Ct.

»t, T. M. iii?,^e=wU! i^^il^
'^'^^^'- *''"^'^""'

.St. Me\'.rrBV&¥f,?r'Jc?£.r'^^^-^'^'="«-
(^ur^rymen.)

ni' mI' ^""w^
Cypher, Nurseryman, ChcUenliam, £1.3d, Mr. W. E. Dixon, j(;2.

' **"*

Class 27.-6 EXOTIC FERNS, distinct. (Amateurs )

ad, Mr W. Brown, £2. -.d, Mr R Herrv /.

Extra, Mr. G. Lamb, Gr. to J. Lowe, Esq., Nottingham. [ham;

Class 54.—NEW HARDY ORNAMENTAL PLANT. (Open.)
First-class Certificate, G. Man, Esq , Broseley, Salop, for Iris tingitana,

and Saxifraga Houcnta.

„ Mr. A, Fowler, Castle Kennedy, Stranraer, for Abies Douglasii
Stairii.

„ T. S. Ware, for Gymnothrix latifolia.

Class 56.—MISCELLANEOUS, for plants not contained in any ol
the above classes. (Open.)

Extra, Messrs, J, Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea,
London, Group of Plants,

Extra, Mr. B, S. Williams, Group of Plants.
Extra, Messrs. J, Carter, Dunncit & BcaJe, Collection of New Foliage

Plants.

Extra, Messrs. Paul & Son, Collection of Roses in pots.

Class 43.-48 CUT ROSES, distinct. (Open.)
1st, Mr, B, R. Cant, Nurser\'man, Colchester, £i.

2d, Messrs Paul & Son, "Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt, N., £3.
3d, Mr. C. Turner, Slough, £2.
4th, Mr. J. Walker, Nurseryman, Thame, Oxon, £1.

Class 44—24 CUT ROSES, distinct. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. S, Evans, Gr. to C. N. Newdegate, Esq,, near Nuneaton, £3.
2d, Thomas Laxton, Esq,, Stamford, £2,
3d, Mr. AV. Brown, jf,i Jos.

4th, Mr. J. W. Chard, Gr. to Sir F. Bathurst, Bart., Salisburj', £1.

Class 45—24 CUT ROSES, distinct, 3 trusses each. (Nur3er>'men.)
ist, Mr, B. R. Cant, ^^4 1

3d, Messrs. Paul & Son, £2.
2d, Mr. C. Turner, Slough, £3. \

4lh, Mr. G. Davison, WliIlc Cros3 Nurseries, Hereford, £1.

Class 46.—12 CUT ROSES, distinct. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. S. Evans, £2.
ad, Mr. J. Lakin, Chlppinc Norton, Oxon, £t 101.

3d, Rev. C. Evans, SolihuH, near Birmingham, £1.

Class 47-—6 CUT ROSES, distinct (Amateurs,)
1st, J. E, Cavcll, Esq,, Bardwell Villa, Oxford, tjs.

2d, Rlr. J. Lakin, loi.
f

3d, Mr. C. J. Perry, 5*.

Class 48,-12 HARDY DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS,
shown for the beauty of their foliage, distinct. (Open.)

1st, Messrs. W. Barron & Son, Elvaston Nurseries, Derby, £6.
2d, Mr. G. Davison, £4.

Class 49.-12 HARDY EVERGREEN TREES and SHRUBS,
distinct. (Open.)

1st, Messrs. W. Barron & Son, £6.
2d, Messrs. J. Standish & Co., Royal Nursclics, Ascot, £4.
3d, Mr G. Davison, £2.

Class 50.-20 HARDY VARIEGATED ALPINE and HER-
BACEOUS PLANTS, distinct. (Open.)

1st, Mr. T. S. Ware, £3. \ 2d, Mr. J. Clift, £2.

CLASS 51.—NEW TENDER PLANT, in flower. (Open,)
Firat-class Certificate, Mr. R. T. Veitch, New North Road Nursery,

Exeter, for Tacsonia cxoniensis.

Class 52.—NEW TENDER PLANT, not in flower. (Open,)
First-class Certificate, Messrs Carter, Dutinett St Bcale, for Anrcc-

tochilus Ortgiesii,

„ Mr, I. Guildford, Loddinglon Hall. Leicester, for Colcua TryonL
„ Mr. B. S. Williams, for Picris Applcbyana.

Class 53—NKV/ ORCHID, in flower, (Oneti.l

First-class Certificate, Mr. B. S. Williams, lor Lissochllus Krcbsii.

FRUIT.
Class 57.—COLLECTION of FRUIT, 12 dishes, 6 distinct kinds.

(Open.)
ist, Mr. G. T. Miles, Gr. to Lord Carington, Wycombe Abbey,

Bucks, £6.
2d, Mr. W. Lynn, Gr. to Lord Boston, Hedsor, Maidenhead, ^^4.

Class 58.-3 PINE-APPLES. (Open,)

1st, Mr, H. Smith, Gr, to H, Walker, Esq., Liverpool, £3.
2d, Mr. J. Barnett, Gr. to Rev. W, B. G. Botlield, Shilnall. £2.
3d, Mr. P. Middlcton, The Gardens, Wynnstay, Ruabon, £1.

Class 59.—PINE-APPLE, any variety, (Open,)

1st, Mr. R. H. Smith, £2. I 2d, Mr, J. B.irnctt, £t las.

3d, Mr. G. Ward, Gr, to T. N. Miller, Esq., Bishop Stortlord, £1.

Class 60.—BLACK GRAPES, single dish. (Open.)

ist, Mr, J. Gough, Gr. to G. Pulley, Esq., Hereford, £3.
2d, Mr. r. Rabonc, Gr. to the Earl ot Shrewsbury, Alton Towers,

Cheadle, £2.
3d, Mr. G. Silcock, Gr. to Sir C. W. Shackcrley, Bart., Congleton,^;!.

Class 61.—WHITE GRAPES, single dish. (Open.)

ist, Mr. T. Smith, Gr. to W. Blinkhorn,Esq.,St. Helen's, Lancashire.^s.
2d, Mr. Wakefield, Gr, to F. Brittain, Esq., Bladen House, £2.

Class 62.-BASKET of GRAPES, 13 lb. (Open.)

ist, Mr. J. Smith, £s.
2d, Mr. M. Henderson, Gr. to Sir G, Beaumont, Bart., Cole Orton

Hall, Ashby de la Zouch, £3.
3d, Mr. G. Sage, Gr. to Earl Brownlow, Ashridge Park, £-1.

Class 63,—PEACHES, single dish. (Open.)

1st, Mr. G, B. Tillyard, Gr, to Earl of Yarborough, Lincoln, £7.
2d, Mr. J. Day, Gr. to A, Seymour, Esq,, Norton Hall, Daventry, £1.
3d, J. Gardener, Elsham Hall Gardens, Brigg, loi.

Class 64,—NECTARINES, single dish. (Open.)

ist, Mr. J. Douglass, Babworth, Retlord, Notts, £2.
2d, Mr. VV. Lynn, /i.
3d, Mr E. Smith, Bentham Gardens, Cheltenham, los.

Class 65.—FIGS, single dish. (Open.)

ist, Mr, Wm. Coleman, Gr. to Earl Somcrs, Eastnor Castle, Lcdburj*,
2d, Mr. G. T. Miles, iw,

|
3d, Mr. J.Day, 71. USJ-

CLASS 66.—CHERRIES, single dish. (Open.)

ist, Mr. G. T. Miles, 151.
|

2d, Mr. J. Day, los.

3d, Mr. J. Turk, Tewkesbury Road, Cheltenham, 71.

Class 67,—STRAWBERRIES, 6 dishes, distinct kinds. (Open,)
ist, Mr. E. Smith, £3.
2d, Mr. J. Durbin, Englishcombe Rectory, near Bath, £3.
3d, Mr. J. Turk, is.

Class 68.-STRAWBERRIES, single dish. (Open.)
ist, Mr. G. T, Miles, ly.
2d, Mr, J. Barnwell, Oarnon, near Hereford, los.

3d, Mr. J. Turk, 7s.

Class 6g.—MELON, grcen-llcshed. (Open.)

ist, Mr. J. Read, Gr. to R. E. Egerton Warburton, Esq., HarleyHall,
Northwich, Cheshire, £1.

2d, Mr. J. W. Chard, 151. I
3d, Mr. Wm. Coleman, tot.

Class 7o.~MEL0N, scarlet-fleshed. (Open,)

1st, Mr. P. Matthews, Sheffield, ^i.
ad, Mr. J. VV. Chard, 151,

Class 71.—MISCELLANEOUS, for fruits not mentioned
in Schedule. (Open.)

ist, Messrs. H. Lane & Son, for 2 Vines in pots, £i lOJ.

3d, Mr. G. T. Miles, for dish of Plums, 15*.

VEGETABLES.
Oficrcd by Messrs, James Carter & Co., The Roynl Seedsmen,

237 and 238, High Holboni, London.

Class 72.—For a COLLECTION of VEGETABLES, 24 dishes, to

include as follows :—H Peck each of Laxlon's Al nha, Laxton's
Quality, Laxton's Supreme, Carter's First Crop, Carter's White
Gem, and Carter's Hundredfold Peas; Carter's Covcnl Garden
Garnishing Parsley, Cox's Golden Gem Melon, Nasbey M.immoth
and Managolc Onions, I'rench Breakfast Radish, and Carter's

Champion Cucumber.
ist, Mr. D. Lumsden, Bloxholm Hall Gardens, Slcaford, Lincoln,

the Carter Challenge Cup (value £p los.), and £10.

2d, Mr. W. Cross, Gr. to J. B. Lousada, Esq., Sidmouth, £3.

OlTered by Messrs. Hurst & Son, 6, LcaJcnhall Street, London.

Class 7r-For 30 PODS of Mr, LAXTON'S NEW PEA, SU-
PERLATIVE, sent out by Messrs, Hurst & Son. (Open.)

ist, Mr. R. Gilbert, Gr. to the Marquis of Exeter, Stamford, £5.
3d, Mr, W. Cox, /;4.

3d, Mr. G. Richardson, Boston, Lincolnshire, /3.
jth, Mr. J, Lumsden, £2.

Stb, Mr. J. Giirland, Gr. to Sir X. D. Acland, llart., M,P., Exeter, £1.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
AAVAEDS OF THE JTJDG^ES-Cou/inued.

LOCAL S PECIAL PRIZES.

PLANTS and FLOWERS.
Cuss 74—GROUP of 10 STOVE or GREENHOUSE and

10 FOLIAGE PLANTS. (Open.)
isl, Mr. T, Baincs, £2S I

ad, Mr. W. E. Di,von, £m.
3d. Mr. G. Cooper, Derby. £1^.
4th, Mr. J. Cyplier, Queen's Road Nursery, Cheltenham, ;£io.

Class 76.-3 PITCHER PLANTS. (Open.)
ist. Mr. T. Baincs. £3. I 3d, Mr. \V. E. Uixon, £1.
ad, Mr. B. S. Williams, £3. \

Class 77.-6 CALADIUMS. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. W. Jones. EdRbaston, Birminijham. £3.
ad, Mr. U. M. Shuttlewonh, ;<;». | 3d, Mr. J. Wasteall, ^Ci.

Class 7^—3 BEGONIAS. (Open )
"'• '- '

' Mr. T. Coysh, £t.I
ad.

ir:,£i.

1st, Mr. J. Bluck, ia.

„ ... „ "^"^^ ?9—3 ALOCASIAS. (Open.)
ist, Mr. T. Coysh, £2.

| ad, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, £t.

Cuss S0.-6 ACHIMENES. (Open.)
'5'' J!'- I- ^, '''\' fy I

El""! -I'll. Mr. W. Briant, IV.

A- Vi'-\?'\^"'^'M Equal 4th, Mr. T. Coysh, IS..
3d, Mr. \v. Cox, £\.

\

., S".f^ .^—* °L"^"<I--^S, erect /lowered. (Open.)

J3
•

K t 'in'''="/-'<^3. ^„ I
ad, Mr. J.E. Mirsh,;Ca.

3d, Mr. R. Allen, Gr to S. P. Fiiinemore. Esp., £\.
Class 8a.-« GLO.XINIAS, pcndent-llowcted. (Open.)

St, Mr. J. E. Marsh, £3.
1 f j

. ,. r. „ Class 83 -4 FUCHSIAS. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. G. Harborne. £3.
ad, Mr. W. Fould, Loughborough. £^
3d, Mr. E. Gullick, Gr. to C. H. Farmer, Esq., Tamworth, £1.

S^^i^^-* I'OTS of LILIUM AURATUM. (Open.)
iBt, iMr. C. Turner, slough. £\.
ad, Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons, £3,

... xr''"^^,,%^ '^yS, in 3-inch pots, distinct. (Open.)
ist, Messrs Rollisson & Sons, .iCj. 3d, Mr. B. S. Williams, ;Cl.ad, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, £3. \

. , \F''^f%^:~^ COLEUS, distinct, in S-inch pots. (Open.)

ad'.' Mr. R. IT.'Jl
|

'" "' "' ^^ ^oysh, jr..

4th, .Mr. W. Pears, Gr. 10 J. Mottram, Esq., Sutton Coldfield, Bir-mingham, lOJ.
'

., .. „, ,-
Class 87.-6 CLEMATIS. (Open.)

St, Mr. W. Cutbush, Jun., Barnet, i;4.
ad. Mr. J. Clift, £3.

"
CLASS 88.--P.1IR DR,\C..ENAS or CORDYLINES. (Amnleurs )
5'' ?,"-^'">."l="9"h.Esq,,i;a. I 3d. Mr. W Blown. /i.

,1; Vr ;..'<';!''" 5^1v''"°'- EquaUd. Mr. R. Berry, /:i.
4ih, Mr. F.^Vynneld, Gr. to J. Mason, Esq., Si/mingham, loi.

. , 1. ,j T,
'^'",^ Sj-TREE FERN. (Open)

;? T M^iiP";'"' ''3. I 3d. Mr.S-. Baines.^L
ad, T. M. Shuttlcworth, Esq.,.^2.

I

... T M '•cC^'' f~* ADIANTUMS, distinct. (Amateurs.)
1st, T. M. Shutlleworth, Esq.,.(;3.

|
ad. Mr. G. Lamb, £2!

ist, Mr G'la'm^^r"''''
''''°''"' '''"''" "^™'-" '

E.\tra. T. M. Shuttleworth, Esq.. £1.

. , _ ..Cuss 92.-ao BRITISH FERNS. (Open)
ist. I. E. Mapplcbcck. Esq., £s |

ad. Mr ] C 11 IT A
3d, Mr. A. II. Hollingworth, Bristol Road, Eirrainghaiii, i_.

,., r r AS"^^i?'r'i^'''7'^" FERNS. (Amateurs.)

adl' Mr S IfS'ia " '
^^^

|
^'''

*'' -' ""''>'' J""' '''

. . .. T -S-Ht^ J*—* LYCOPODIUMS. (Amateurs.)

a5;'M'rNt7o'n'S:l'.-.or. |

''• "^ -<-" Hodges, ^,.

.„ \, w n';:'''^
93—SPECIMEN ORCHID. (Open.)

a?]![;:i'.S^fel'sf^i.,o,.
I

3d. Mr. J. Hodges,^..

Extra, .Mr.^^ W
. La»Tence, Gr. to Bishop Sumner, Farnham Castle,

ist
.SH^ssf-SPECIMEN STOVE PLANT. (Amateurs.)

ist, Mr. T. Barnes, £1 los.
| ad, Mr. G. Stacey, £t.

.S'^,'iW-'i^^^")'^^ GREENHOUSE PLANT. (Amateurs.)

15;-Mr:j.lo"re",i.'.'"-
I

3d, Mr. J. Hodge',, loi.

„. S^f ?^r,^''FP"^^ FOLIAGE PLANT. (Amateurs.)

It ^A'd: Se^E'sf.; £t
I

3d. Mr. W. Jones, .or.

Class 99.-SPECIMEN EXOTIC FERN (Adiantums excluded).
,, .„ „ (Amateurs)

'S' ¥\7<S*'"f' •

'^' 1°'^ , I a". Mr. A. Foakes, 101ad, T. M. Sholtleworth,Esq.,i;t.
I i.xtra, Mr. W. Jones

,s. M,'^!''^
""-SPECIMEN ADIANTUM. (Amateurs)

ad',' mI; t. l-'o^rt'/i!

""
I

^"'' ''" '^ ^"''' ""

ist, Messrs.^^fac'k''s'™l?o?f^',"^,^«^^T"- "^'«")
ad, Messrs. E. Cole & Son, £,.

| 3d, Mr. T. Baines, loj.

,., r< T,S,""'°?—SPECIMEN CROTON. (Open.)
1st, Mr. T. Baines. .£1 lOr.

j ad Mr T Fn^r,.rVr
3d, Messrs. E & J.'perkins, Nurlen'men', Leaiingfon, '.£

'

Class 103—SPECIMEN POT of LILIUM AURATUM
(Amateurs.)

3^ mP. g: I'Zl^y^'" ''" "" « «""=W"=°n, Rugby, £..

,s, Mr r'^H
<M--SPECIMEN FUCHSIA (Amateurs.)

S; U,'.f\^.t.Z!';,-^.'-
I

3d. Mr.W.Foulds,.'„i.

....Mr.SvjoSS.lf''"'"^^
CLEMATIS. (Amateurs.)

'^'^nl'oml^.J^^^^
GOLDEN TRICOLOR PELARGONIUMS,

Ml Mr F T ' °'
JS?^. or not sent out, 3 plants of each. (Open.)

ad!' Mr T. pS'gel-^fJir^'- |
3<i, Messrs. Bell & TJio^e, ij,.

Class 107.-1 NEW GOLDEN TRICOLOR PELARGONIUM
Ijt Mr r v:~l, T^ sent out, 3 plants. (Open.)
1st, Mr. C. Kiraberley, for Empress, £1.

?d' Mr'r^T, """'Si H"'r'^ '•''"K' 'or J. B. Dowpie, 151.
3<". Mr. C. Turner, Slough, for Miss Morris, los.

'^"«o?tT„^S?,'?7,8^'"''''^
TRICOLOR PELARGONIUMS.

s:' ^i^lISS^ r °^'' ^-'-f-'^/sr
'

Class 109.-1 NEW SILVER TRICOLOR PELARGONIUM,

:':::f^4HllS^S=?ik Nurse., Fores,

?^; '^lesfrs.'^^eTll' ltte,'£'rS&if,' «'"'°'^' ^^'^

I87I

Class hi.—i KEW BRONZE PELARGONIUM, not sent out,

J plants. (Open.)
1st, Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, (or Frincc Arthur, jCt.
ad, Rlessrs, Downie, Laird & Lang, for Climax, 151.
3d, Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laiiig, for Mrs. E. U. Pollard, lo*.

Class 112.-6 NEW ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, sent oui
or iSyj, or not sent out, 3 plants oTcacli, (Open.)

2d, Mr. C. Turner, Slou^h.^i 10s.
|

3d, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, £1.

Class 113.—i NEW ZONAL PELARGONIUM, not sent out,!
3 plants. (Open.)

1st, Mr. C. Turner, Slouch, for Prince Arthur, /^t.

Class 114.-6 NEW NOSEGAY PELARGONIUMS, sent out in
1871 or 1872, 3 plants each. (Open

)

isl, Messrs. Bell and Thorpe, £2.

Cl.\ss 115.-1 NEW NOSEGAY PELARGONIUM, not sent out,
3 plants. (Open,)

ist, Mr. C. Turner, Sloufih, for PelarRoniuni Mrs. Quilter, £1.
3d, Mr. J. ICniRht, for Pelargonium Cenotaph, 151.

[Cl.\ss 116.-j new SHOW PELARGONIUMS, sent out in 1871
or i8;2, or not sent out, i plant of each. (Open.)

tst, Mr. C. Turner, Slough, £3.

Class 117.-1 NEW SHOW PELARGONIUM, not sent out.
(Open.)

ist, Mr. N. Lawrence, Nurseryman, Chatteris, Cambridge, for Pelar-
gonium Syren, £1.

2tl, Mr. N. Lawrence, Tor Pelargonium Great Mogul, 15J.
3d, Mr. N. Lawrence, for Pelargonium Conquest, loi.

Class 119.—1 NEW FANCY PELARGONIUM, not sent out.
(Open.)

ist, Mr. C. Turner, Slough, for Miss Quilter, £1.

Class 120.-3 DOUBLE-FLOWERED PELARGONIUMS.
(Amateurs.)

ist, Mr. J. E. Marsh, £1 los.

Cl.^ss i2t.—6 NEW PLANTS, Orchids excluded.
1st, Messrs. I. Vcitch & Sons. £6.
2d, Messrs. W. Rollisson Si. Sons, £^.
3d, Messrs. W. E. Dixon, £4.
-)th, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, £3.

(Open.)

Class 122— i NEW ORCHID, in flower.
1st, Mr. B. S, Williams,^! los.
2d, Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, £1 5s.
Equal 2d, Messrs. W. Rollisson & Son3, £1 51.

(Open.)

Class 123—4 NEW CROTONS,
Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, £4.
Messrs. W, Rollisson & Sons, £2-

3inch pots. (Open.)

jilable (or bedding.

Class ik
;ni,ii

...^^^£fo^?';°^"^^ PELARGONIUMS, sent out in
IS,, Mes's"r's. DoJ^Si^.TSL^iSn"'' 3^>^'^ <' "=>. '°'""'
sd. .Messrs. Sell & Thorpe, .iCi loj.'^'

* '

Class 1=4.-50 HARDY and HALF-HARDY VARIEGATED-
FOLIAGE PLANTS, suitable for bedding. (Open.)

1st, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, £<.
ad, Mr. T. S. Karc. £f.
3d, Messrs. J. Standish ii Co., £3.

Class las.—ao SUBTROPICAL PLANTS,
(Open.)

ist, Mr B. S. Williams. £s.
Equal 1st, Mr. H. G, (Quilter. £i
ad, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe. £^
3d, Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons, £3.

Cuss ia6—COLLECTION of SUCCULENTS. (Open.)
ist, Mr. J. Croucher. £3.

|
ad, Mr. T. S..Warc, iCa.

3d, Messrs. Bells Thorpe, .<;i.
. .^

Cl.«s lay.-ia HARDY PERENNIALS, distinct, in la-inch pots.
(Open.)

ist, Messrs. E. & J. Perkins, fy.
ad, Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons. VTl.

3d, Mr. T. S. Ware, £2.

Prizes in classes 129. 130. and 131. offered by Messrs. Barr & Sugden,
Seed and Plant Merchants, 12, King Street. Covcnt Garden, London.
Cuiss 129.—ALPINE PLANTS, not less than as, distinct, in or out

offlower. (Open.)
ist, Mr. J. Morley, Jun.,/;^.
ad, Messrs. E. & J. Perkins, £2 lof.
3d, Mr. T. S. Ware. £,.
Extra, Messrs. \V. Rollisson & Son.

Class 130.-24 BUNCHES HARDY HERBACEOUS PEREN-
NIAL FLOWERS, distinct. (Open.)

ist, Mr. T. S. Ware, £2. I 3d, G. Maw, Esq.. £t.
ad, Mr. J. Jennings, £1 loi.

1

Class 131.—12 BUNCHES HARDY HERBACEOUS PEREN-
N lAL FLOWERS, distinct. (Amateurs.)

';'• ^'r. J. Lakin, £t 51.
|

3d, Mr. W. H. Turner, loi.
ad, G. Maw, Esq., 15J.

|

Class 133.-6 PLANTS, suitable for the decoration of the dinner-
table, limited to 6-inch pots. (Amateurs.)

ist, T. M. Shultleworth, Esq., ;C3- I
3d, Mr. J. W. Chard, £,

3d, Mr. R. Berry, £3.
|

Class 133.—SINGLE VASE OF FLOWERS, for the Drawing-
room. (Amateurs.)

1st, Miss A. Hassard, Upper Norwood, S., £2.
ad, Mrs. Hassard, Upper Nor^vood. S,. £1 lor.
3d. Miss E, Blair. Russell Square, London, £t.
4th, Mr. J. W. Chard, 151.

Class 134.—HAND BOUQUET. (Open )
ist, Messrs. H. Pope & Son, King's Norton, near Birmingham, £2.
ad, Messrs. Felton & Sons, j£;i lor.

3d, Mr. T. Hewitt, The Nurseries, Solihull, /i.
4lh, Mr. R. S. Yates, 151.

Class 135.-GENTLEMAN'S BUTTON-HOLE FLOWER or
BOUQUET. (Open.)

ist, Messrs. E. & J. Perkins. 155. | atf. Miss E. Turner, loj.
3d, Mr. C. Turner, Liverpool, SJ.
Equal, Mr. W. Turner, ss.

Offered by Mr. Chas. Turner, The Roj-al Nurseries, Slough
.S"?.^.!?*"" P"*'^^' <:'" '''00ms, distinct. (Amateurs.)

ist, Mr. D. Piiiey.Gr. to Sir E. Perry, Fulmer, Slough, £2
3d, Mr. E. F. Kingston, £1.

Class 137.-34 PANSIES, cut blooms, distinct. (Open.)
1st, Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing,;^i
ad, Mr. H. Hooper, 151.

| 3d, Mr. C. Kimberley, loj.

Class 138-24 FANCY PANSIES, cut blooms, distinct (Open.)
1st, Messrs. Downie, I.aird & Laing, £1
ad, Mr. H. Hooper, 151.

| 3d, Mr. C. Kimberley, loi.

Class 139.—24 VERBENAS, distinct, 5 trusses in a bunch. (Open.)
ist, Mr. C. J. Perry, ,£1 los.

v i-
1

Class 140.-3 BASKETS for the Garden, not exceeding 3 feet in
diameter, filled. (Open )

ist. Messrs. Dick Radclyffe & Co., 139, High Holborn, London, £4.

Class 141.-3 HANGING BASKETS for the Conservatory, filled.
(Open.)

1st. Messrs. Dick Radclyffe & Co, 1^3.
3d, Mr. R. H. Vertegans, £2.

Class 142.-FERN CASE, filled. (Open,)
ist, T. M. Shutlleworth. Esq., £3.
3d, Messrs Dick Radclyffe & Co., ,£a.

3d, J- E. Mapplebeck, Esq., £1.

Messrs. J. C. Wheeler & Son, Seed Growers, of Gloucester and
London, contribute ;£io roi towards the priiea offered in this class

Class 143.—SWEET-SCEN lED FLOWERS-Colleclion of 30
Plants, in Pots, bearing sweet-scented flowers, ornamentally grouped.
(Open.)

1st, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, £7.

Class 144.—20 HARDY EVERGREEN TREES and SHRUBS
(Open.)

1st, Messrs, Barron & Son, jCio.

ad, Messrs. I. Standish & Co.. £;.
3d, Messrs. H. Pope & Son, £4. \ Extra, Mr. G. Davison.

Class 144a.—SPECIMEN HARDY EVERGREEN TREE. (Open.)
1st, Messrs W. Barron & Son, £2.
2d, Messrs. J. Standish & Co , /l
3d, Messrs. H. - - - •'Pope & Son, £t.

CLA.SS 145.—DINNER TABLE DECORATIONS by GAS-LIGHT
i-i Table completely laid out for ij persons, and arranged so

.V the best means of utilising Fruit and F'lowers in its
The exhibits will be judged and exhibited by gas-

—Din
as to show
adornment,
light. (Open.)

1st, Mr. J. Cypher, j^ao.

3d, Miss Annie Hassard, St. Ronan's, Church Road, Upper Norwood,
Surrey, £:$.

3d, Miss F. E. Cote. Birmingham, .^lo.
4th, Mr. MlUler, Birmingham, £7.

FBTJIT.
Class 148.-3 VARIETIES of GRAPES, 3 bunches of each. (Open)
"'. Mr. ,G. Sage, /;7. 1 3d, Mr. T. Bannerman. A.
3d, Mr. W. Broadbridge, £s. \

Class 149,-3 VARIETIES OF GRAPES, black tuid white, 3
bunches of each. (Amateurs.)

ist, Mr. G. Craddock, £4.

Class 150—BLACK GRAPES, i bunch.
. Mr. A. Meikle, Read Hall, Whallcy, £1 lor.

(Amateurs.)

Class 152.-WHITE GRAPES, i bunch. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. A. Meikle. £t loj.

ad, Mr. C. Townscnd, Stonehouse, Gloucestershire, £1.

Class 153.-

ist, Mr. G. T. Miles, £t
-QUEEN PINE. (Amateurs.)

Class 154.-

ist, Mr. W. Cox, £5.

6 DISHES of FRUIT, Pines excluded. (Amateurs.)

I
3d, Mr. C. Frisby, £2.

ad, Mr. A. Foakes, ^31. |

Class 156.—4 DISHES of
(Limited to Amateurs reside
or Staffordshire.)

1st, Mr. A. Moftat, £3.
ad, Mr. S. Evans, £2.

Class 157—3 MELONS, white.flcshed. green-fleshed, and scarlet-
fleshed. (Amateurs.)

1st, Mr. J. Read, £2. \ ad, Mr. A. Moffat, £1 to.

PEACHES and NECTARINES.
I in Warwickshire, Worcestershire,

I
3d, Mr. W. Broadbridge, £1.

I
Extra, Mr. W. Cox.

VEGETABLES.
Class 158.—COLLECTION of VEGETABLES, to consist of the
following:—2 varieties of Peas, ',. peck of each: a varieties ot
Kidney Potatos. 2 varieties ot Second Early Potatos (Kidneys
excluded), 12 of each kind

; 3 heads of Cauliflower ; brace of Cucum-
bers. 8 Turnips, 8 Carrots, 8 Onions, brace of Vegetable Marrows,
and 3 Lettuces.

ist, Mr. G. Craddock. /Ij. |
ad, Mr. F, Ford, £3.

Class 159 —COLLECTION of VEGETABLES, 15 dishes, to include
not more than 4 dishes Potatos, different varieties. la of each

ist, Mr. G. T. Miles, £7. 1 3d, Mr. R. Gilbert, fr
2d, Mr. W. Cox, ^Cs. |

Class 160.—COLLECTION of PEAS, 6 kinds, ',' peck of each sort,
to include Dr. McLean's Best of All.

1st, Mr. W. Cox, £s 51.

ad, Mr. R. Gilbert, £2 2S.

Extra, Mr. W. Cross.

Class 161.—For 3 BRACE of CUCUMBERS, three varieties,
including Marquis of Lome. (Limited to Noblemen's and Gentle-
men's Gardeners

)

ist, Mr. W. Broadbridge, jCs 5S. | ad, Mr. T. Smith, ;(;3 21.

Class 162.—peas, dish of, !a peck. (Open.)
ist, Mr. C. Frisby, £1. I 3ti, Mr. W. Cox, loi.
ad, Mr. J, Richardson, igj.

|

Class 163,— PEAS, 3 varieties, li peck each. (Open.)
2d, Mr. E. Smith, £1.

|
3d, Mr. John Turk, ist.

Class 164.—POTATOS, Kidneys, dish of 12. (Open.)
ist, Mr. H Biddies, £1. I 3d, Mr. F. Clarke. io».
2d, Mr. F. Ford, 151.

|

(Open.
Mr. G. B. Tillyard, ISI.

Class 165.-POTATOS, Kidneys, 3 varieties, 12 of a kind.
1st, Mr. F. Ford, £t lor. I 3d, "
ad, Mr. G. Craddock, £1.

\

Class 166.—POTATOS, second early (Kidneys excluded), dish of 13,
(Open )

3d,, Messrs. W. Poole& Son, tor.St, Mr. J. Richardson, £t.
3d, Mr. F. Ford, 151. |

Class 167.—POTATOS, second early (Kidneys excluded), 3 varieties,
12 of a kind. (Open.)

1st, Mr. J. Richardson. £1 lor, I 3d, Mr, Ford. iw.
ad, Mr. D. Lumsden, £t.

\

Class i63.—POTATOS, collection of 6 varieties, 13 ol a kind.
(Open.)

ist, Mr.G.Bagerlv, ila. 1 3d, Mr. T. Pickwoith, £1.
ad, Mr. F. Ford, £1 lor.

|

Class 169.—CUCUMBERS, a varieties, brace ol each. (Open.
1st, Mr. John, Turk. Rendle's Patent Protector,
ad, Mr. T. Wotton, Rendle's Patent Protector.
3d, Mr, J. Jennings, 151.

Class 170—MUSHROOMS, dish of 13. (Open.)
R, Gil"'""'*' '"'

Class i7i.-F'RENCH BEANS, dish of, 'A peck. (Open.)
'5'' W- h Turk, .ii.

I
3d, Mr. D. Lumsden; 10..

ad, Mr. £. Smith, isf.
(

Class 17a.—ONIONS, dish ol 13. (Open.)
ist, Mr. G. T. Miles, £t.

\ ad, Mr. J. Turk,W
3d, Messrs. T. & H. Hickling, tor.

Class 173.—TOMATOS, dish of la. (Open.)
5'' H'' S- J- M''""<:''

I
3d, Mr. John Turk, lOt.

ad. Mr, E. Smith, 151.
]

Class 174.—PEAS, dish of. !^ peck.
1st, Mr. G. Vernall.;Ci.

I
3d, Mr. T. Cox, 15J.

Class 175—POTATOS, Kidneys, dish of 12.
1st, Mr. J. Maiden, £1.

\
ad, Mr. T. Cox, ISJ.

Class 176.—POTATOS, second early (Kidneys excluded), dish of la.
ist, Mr. G. Vernall, £1. \ ad, Mr. T. Cox, 151.

Class 177.—COLLECTION ol VEGETABLES, 6 kinds, includine
3 varieties of Potatos, 12 of each,

ist, Mr. J. Maiden, £2. \ 3d, Mr. T. Cox, £t 10.

. ,, ., Class i77a.-NOSEGAY.
1st, Mr. I. Maiden, lor. 6d. 1 3d, Mr J. Greaves, 3f. &d.
2d, Mr. T. Cox, 71.

|

Class 218—LUNCHEON TABLE DECORATIONS
'?'.!'",*!:. ?'";,'! '^'o

. , I
3d, Messrs. Pope & Son, i;s

3d, Mr. J. Cole Birmingham, ;(;3,

4th, Mr. C. H Harrison, Birmingham, £i.
5th, Mr. R. H. Vertegans, £3.

Continued p. 860,
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HOSES.
Class 178.—?2 VARIETIES of roses, sinRle trusses. (Open.)

1st, Mr. B. E. Cant, /S.
|
3d. Mr. C. Turner, £.\- ^ .

ad, Messrs. Paul & Son, £(>? \
4th, Messrs. J. Vcitch & Sons, £3-

Class i?9.—48 VARIETIES of ROSES, 3 trusses. (Open.)

l«it, Mr. C. Turner, £6, I 3d, Messrs. Taul & Son, Cl-

2j, Mr. IJ. R. Cam, ^5. j

Class 180.—24 VARIETIES of ROSES, 3 trusses. (Open.)

ist, Mr. C. Turner, li- I 3^. ^I^- " ^S^^^^ k"" r
2d, Messrs. J. Veitch &Sons, £.1-

\

4th, Messrs. Paul & Son, £i.

Class 181—24 VARIETIES of ROSES, single trusses. (Limited.)

1st, Mr. F, I'erkins. 51, Regent's Street, Leamington, £3.

2d, Mr. James Parker, £3. |
y^, Mr. J. Jennings, £1.

Equal 3d, Mr. J. Moore, Goodhope Rose Nursery, Warwick, ^r.

Class 182.^12 VARIETIES of ROSES, 3 trusses. (Limited.)

Nos. 181 and 182 limited to Residents in the Counties of Warwick,
Worcester, or Stafford.)

ist, Mr. J. Parker, £,2. \ 2d, Mr. J. Jennings, ^i.

Class 183-36 VARIETIES of ROSES, single trusses. (Open.)

1st, Mr. R. Draycott. £6. 1
2d, T. L. Paxton Esq

, £4-

3d, Mr. J. Skinner, Gr. to Capt. Christy, Westerham HUI, Kent, ^£3.

Class 184.—24 VARIETIES of ROSES, single trusses. (Open.)

ist, Mr. S. Evans, £4. I 3d, Mr. R. Draycott, £2.

ad, Mr. J. Skinner, X3. j

Class 185—18 VARIETIES of ROSES, 3 trusses. (Open.)

(The Cup offered as the ist Prize in Class 185 is given by Mr J.
Grinscll, Birmingham.)

lit, Mr. S. Evans, Cup, value £3 31.

at. Mr. C. 1. Pero', £2.

3d, Mr. J. Uavis, Wilton, Salisbury, £[.

Class 1S6.—12 TRUSSES YELLOW or SULPHUR ROSES, all of
one varictj'. (Open )

2d, Mr. J. Lakin, {,1 \ 3(1, Mr. R. Draycott, 15J.

Class 187.—12 VARIETIES of ROSES. (Limited.) ist Prize,

Chapman's Patent Exhibition Rose Case,

1st, Mr. J. Wighlman, Exhibition Case, value £1 17J. 6i.

2d, J. E. Cavell, Esq.,y;i. . | 3d. Mr. C. Butler, 15s.

Class 188.-24 VARIETIES of ROSES, single trusses. (Limited.)

1st, Mr S. Evans, £3. I 3d, Mr. W. Brown, ifs.

2d, Rev. C. Evans, £1 105.
|

Class 189.— 12 VARIETIES of ROSES, single trusses. (Limited
to Residents in the Counties of Warwick, Worcester, or Stafford.)

ist, Mr. W, Brovi-n, £,\ 10s.
j

2d, Rev. C. Evans, £1.

3d, Rev. W. H. Benn, Churchover, near R.ugby, ioj.

Class 152.— 12 VARIETIES of ROSES, single trusses. (Limited.)

ist, Mr. C. Cooper, Gr. to Miss Anderton, Moseley Wake Green, £1.

ad, Mr. J. Hopkins, Uselcy Brook, Acock's Green, Birmingham, 155.

3d, Mr. G. Nadin, Witton, near Birmingham, \os.

Class 193.—6 VARIETIES of ROSES, single trusses. (Limited
to Residents within 4 miles ol Stephenson Place, Dfiminghani.

ist, Mr. C. Cooper, los. | 2d, Mr. T. Hopkins, js. td.

Class 194.-12 VARIETIES of ROSES, single trusses.

1st, Mr. W. Foulds, book, value ^i lu. td.

Class 195.—COLLECTION of 24 NEW ROSES sent out by English
Nurserj'men in the Spring of 1870 or 1871, single trusses. (Open.)

ist, Messrs. Paul & Son, £4 |
2d, Mr. B. R. Cant, ^^3-

Class 196.—Best NEW ROSE sent out by English Nurserymen in
the Spring of 1870 of 1871, 1 trusses. (Open )

1st, Mr. B. R. Cant, £1 10s.

Class iqS.—12 TRUSSES DARK, CRIMSON, or ROSE-
COLOURED ROSES, all of one variety. (Open.)

]st, Mr. E. R, Cant, C^ los. 1 3d, Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, \qs.

3d, Mr. C. Turner, £1.
j

Class 190.-12 TRUSSES WHITE or BLUSH ROSES, all of one
variety. (Open.)

1st, Mr. C. Turner, £,1 los. I 3d, Mcssra. J. Veitch & Sons, 10s

2d, Mr. B. R. Cant, £1."^
\

Class 200.—PREMIER ROSE (to be separately staged), single
trusses. (Open.)

1st, Mr. B. R. Cant, ;Ci is.

Class 201.—20 ROSES in POTS (not more thnn two of a kind),
(Open.)

jSt, Messrs. Paul & Son, £5.

Class 20a.—id ROSES in POTS (not more than two ol a kindl.
(Open).

ist, Messrs. Paul & Son, £3.

QUTTONS' CHOICE NEW^ FLOWERSEEDSforPRESENT
j
SOWING, saved from choicest

1
strains.

SUTTONS' SUPERB PRIMULA FIMBRIATA.—This has been
mast carefully selected from the best flowers, remarkable for their
richness of colour and fine form. Price 2J. bd. per packet.
Dobson's, Williams', and other strains can be supplied at the adver-

tised prices ; and mixed varieties at i.t. 6d. ocr nackcl
SUTTONS- SUPERB CINERARIA.-Th'is will be found un-

equalled byanym cultivation, the seed having been saved from the
finest named varieties only. Price 11, Od. and 2s. 6d. per p.ickct
Dobson s and other strains can be supplied at the advertised lirirrsSUTTONS' SUPERB CALCEoL'ARIA-Lour sS^r \^^^^^

favourite Krcenhouse flower has been saved from the hnest strains
only. Price 2i. 6d. per packet.

Dobson's, James', Thomas', and other strains can be supDlied at the
advertised prices.

'^'^

Complete particulars of other choice FLOWER SEEDS for present
sowing, with Instructions on Cultivation, gratis and post freeSUTTON and SON S\ Seedsmen by amwinimenl to the Queen and
Pnncc of \\ ales, Royal Berks faced Establishment, Reading.

St. Pancras Iron-work Company.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

OLD SAINT pancras ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

THE CHAMPION HOTHOUSE WALL FRUIT PRESERVER

AND EXPANDING FETJIT HOUSE.

w M. P. AYRES bees to intimate that the above and other of his
o

Patented Inventions will be exhibited at the following places :

—

MAY 17 to middle of JULY.—Botanic Garden, Manchester.

JUNE 18 to 29.—Meeting of Royal Hovticultural Society, Lower Aston, Birmingham.

JULY 15 to 19.—Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, Cardiff, Soutll Wales.

Manufactured by the

PATENT IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY, NEWARK-UPON-TRENT,
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.

WM. P. AYRES, PaUnlee and Manager.

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

2S9, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-W.\TER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock.

ts- TENDERS given for HEATING CHURCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

CHEAP GLASS-HOUSES,
WITH AMPLE VENTILATION.

he rage for cheapness and the practice of scamping in workmanship and materials has run a neck and neck

ig.the lines of keen competition until some good authorities have declared that it was difiicult to meet with
"The

race along.l..^ ....^j «. ..--.. , o ,, ,
,,

a perfect Glass-house alike creditable to the Builder and useful to the Cultivator. . . . Mere cheapness is all very

well, but quality is of far more moment, and it is far cheaper in the long run."—Mr. D. T. Fisii, in Gardtners

Chronicle, May 25, 1872.

The above remarks apply very generally to the low-priced structures advertised of late years. In the Houses

invented by the late SIR JOSEPH PAXTON the materials used are well seasoned Red Deal, clear English Sheet

Glass, best Wliite Lead and Linseed Oil ; all of which can be inspected at the Works. The PERFECT SYSTEM
of VENTILATION adopted is one of its greatest merits, obtained by narrow sashes over spaces left between the

large roof lights (from eaves to ridge), and are made to open, hinged on either side—al the ridge—or parallel with

the roof, at the option of purchaser, though the opening 5idew.ays is the most usual, being a better protection against

driving wind and rain. Their SIMPLICITV of construction allows of their being erected by the purchaser with

little assistance from local builder, full plans and instructions being sent with each House
;
while their PORTABILITY

enables short-leased tenants to remove them with ease, without knocking any portion of the framework to pieces, as

is the case with most other so-called portable houses.

The PAXTON ROOFS are sent out Glazed and Painted complete, all ready for putting on the walls prepared

for them ; and a House, say 21 by 1+ feet outside (price about £2%), can be taken down in sound whole pieces,

ready for removal in a few hours. They are durable and elhcient, and as permanent structures are equal to others

much more expensive, .and superior to most, if not .all, of those at lower prices.

Illustrated Price Lists Free. A Pamphlet, with Views of Glass-houses, &c., Post Free 2d.

HEEEMAN & MOETON,
14, TICIIBORNE STREET, REGENT t^UADR.A.NT, LONDON, W.
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"/ have used many of Mr. Read's Engines and Syringes, and know Ihem well, and shall never cease to

recommend them while they are as good as they always have /<•<•»,"—Shirley Hipbiskd, Esq., F.R.H.S,

READ^ PATENT
GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, and SYRINGES.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAlTsOCIETY'S'SHOW AT BIRMINGHAM, STAND 40.

These Instnnnents are so well known that no further description is necessary than to mention that the

materials and workmanship are of the same high class which has always distinguished Read's Engines and

Machines. They are extensively employed upon tlie Estates of the Nobility and Gentry of the United Kingdom,

and are also patronized by most of the Horticultural .Associations (including the Royal Ilorlicullural Society of

London) and the principal nurserymen.

CAUTION,—^// Read's Instruments bear his Name and Address in addition to the Royal Arms.

Mr. RE.VD'S NEW ILLUSTR.NTED

CATALOGUE OF GARDEN MACHINERY FOR 1872,
Containing full information as to Sizes, Prices, &c.. Post Free on application.

35, REGENT CIRCUS, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW,
LOWER GROUNDS, ASTON, BIRMINGH.'\M, JUNE, 1872.

GREENHOUSES from the FINSBURY STE.\M
JOINERY WORKS, lai, BunhiU Row, London, E.G.

W. II. LASCELLES, Proprietor. Lists sent on application.

II si red deal, and sashes 2 inches

llti. ,
, I

.
I ^, I . I

! L-;s, delivcrt^d and fixed within

30 miles I. f Lon.loii, (i.-iiiiud ti.iir cn.iis m best oil colour, includmK
locks, fruiter, down-pipe, and fcearinn for opening the venlilalors at

one lime,—heating, siaging, brickwork not incluoed -.-^

30 It. by 12 ft. 40 ft. by i6 ft. 60 ft. by 20 ft. 100 ft. by 24 ft.

£40 00 /;79 o o ;Cn2 o o jfiasS 10 o

GARDEN LIGHTS AND BOXES.
3 ft. by 4 ft. lights, a in. tliick, unglazed 3'- each

„ „ {:;lazcd, i6-oz. good sheet glass .. .. 01. „
6 ft. „ „ 3 in. thick, iinelaied .;* it

,, „ gla/eJ, ifi oz. good sheet glass .. lu. »
Portable box containing one 6 ft. by 4 ft. light, painted lour

coats, ready for use .

.

^o*. 11

Portable box containing two ditto, 6 ft. by 8 ft. . . . . 55*. >•

Estimaies L'ivpn for Conservatories or Greenhouses to any D-^-iigii

HENRY DOULTON & CO.,
C.\LL I'l'BLIC ATTENTION TO THEIR

Imperishable

Terra-Cotta

VASES,

FLOWER

POTS,

PENDANTS
etc.,

Sajnplcs of
which may be

seen at the

above Sho7c>.

To be had
M'holesale and
Rct.iil at Ihcir

Depot,

/^OTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
X^ COW FITTINGS.

l^^. r d j^t a —1 rub 1 ty not f s able at

pleasure W d k or I irt l ons to imped \ t I t r breed
Vc 11 in llaj I cl d bpenscd ^ th as unnecess^rj 1 crt-asod w dth
and depth of I ced ng Iro ghs Water C stern and late t Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging, Cleanly, durable, and impervious loGRANVILLE WHAKF, WOOD STREET, BIRMINGHAM. /"'^"".vV^aii or iron.' ft^^^^^^
Prospectuses tree of CO 1 1AM AND UO., IronworKb, 2, winsicy

CHIEF OFFICES and SMOW ROOMS— HIGH STREET, LAMBETH, LON'DON', S.E. Street (opposite the Tanlhcon), Oxronl Street, London, W), whcri; the

It 1 x.rt T' ^ ^-T-z-in 11-^- r ^Mr3T••ru CT ut-titN'c nn^\-Tr\7 rji-r-ic j c^ rr-r-i r.iir^ir above arc exhibited, together with several important Improvements
M.\NUF.-\C TORILb — LAMBETH, ST. HELENb, RO\V LEY REGIS, and SMEl HWICK. ' in stable Fittings Just secured by Patent.

Koyal Horticultural Society's Show at Birmingham, 1872.—Awarded First Prize Medal for Portable Plant Preservers and Ground Vineries ; also Silver Medal
for Garden Implements, &c.

W. S. BOULTON &: CO" NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Improved Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very Low Prices.

Oft/y the best materials used. Houses desii^ned to suit any situation. Estimates given free. Gentlemen are 7'espectfully invited to have pricefront us before ordering elsew he) e»

Ladies or Gentlemen requiring advice as to the Situation, Style, Dimensions, &c., of proposed Horticultural Buildings, waited upon in any part of England, Ireland, or Scotland.

A NEW CATALOGU£, contaming lUustiations and particulars of Conservatories and Horticultural Buildings suited for every purpose, also Prices and Estimates for upwards of 150 Houses of
various sizes, posted to any address on receipt of One Shilling in Stamps.

TJNIVERSAIi PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER.

In introducing our New Tattcrn for 1872, we wish to point out that instead of having

to remove or slide loose glass everj- time it is necessary to attend to the plants, we attach

the glazed lights with hinges to the frame of each length, thereby doing away with the con-

tinual breakage of glass and loss of time inseparable from the use of the ordinary kind sent

out by other makers. Two men can instantly remove a complete length 12 feet by 3 feet

wide, thus proving them to be really portable.

The first of this improved kind was lately sent to Christopher Turner, Esq., Stoke,

Rochford, Grantham. His Gardener, Mr. I. Dell, wrote us the following Letter,

unsolicited :—

" Messrs. W. S. Bol-lton & Co.
"Gentlemen,—I consider them the only Plant Preser\'ers worthy of that name,

Every one who has seen them is of the same opinion, 1 hope to have some more of them
Bhortly. " Believe me, yours truly, Isaac Dell."

They are made in the following sizes. One pair of ends is sufficient tor any number of

lengths, if set in a continuous row. In ordering state the number of ends required.

Carriage Paid to any Station within 200 miles of Norwich.

6 feet long by 2 feet wide
12 feet long by 2 feet wide
6 feet long by 3 feet wide
12 feet long by 3 feet wide
6 feet long by 4 feet wide
12 feet long by 4 feet wide
1 2 feet long by 6 feet wide
Two-thirds allowed for Packing Materials when returned free to our Works. ,

We cannot be held responsible for damage in transit ; everj' care being taken in packing,
|

breakages are seldom heard of.

Price.
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T URN To'tlie Trade.
I P S D S.

GREENTOP YELLOW ABERDEEN.
PURPLE-TOP YELLOW ABERDEEN.
EARLY FIELD YELLOW.
SELECTED RED NORFOLK.

„ GREEN NORFOLK.
LINCOLNSHIRE RED ROUND.
STRATTON GREEN GLOBE.
IMPROVED GREEN TANKARD.
WHITE STONE or STUBBLE.

H. AND F. SHARPE particularly recommend the above varieties of

Turnip Seeds, all of which were grown from selected bulbs. The
prices are very moderate, and may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbecb.

Grape Growing.
PULVERISED BONE, i inch, 1 tio., Dust, 6s. per

bushel, bag included. Much less by the ton. Delivered at any
Railway Station in London.
RANSLEY TANTON. F R H.S,, Seed Warehouses and Artificial

Manure Stores, Borough End, London Bridge, S.E.

LOAM for FRUIT and PLANT GROWING,
acknowledged to be the best in the country. Appiv to

RANSLEY TANTON, F.R.H.S., The Nurseries, Epsom, Surrey.

THREE HUNDRED YARDS of good LOAM, for
Melon Growing, &c. , to be Disposed of. Every information of

G. SAWYERS, 20, Edney Street, Wells Road, Sydenham, S.E.

Free to London ; Five Casks and upwards to any Station in England
or IS per Cent. Discount.

EPPS'S SELECTED PEAT.—Patronised by the
leading Horticulturists and Amateurs in the three kingdoms.

See testimonials. Packed in 4-bushcl barrels, 8s. each, inclusive;
selected for Orchids, qj, Special offers for Truck-loads for general
purposes. Terms, cash.

PEAT, SAND, and LOAM STORES, Lcwisham, S.E.

Special Offer.—New and Bare Stove and Greenhouse
PLANTS.

WILLIAM BRYANT begs to offer the following
choice selection of NEW PLANTS, which arc strong, healthy,

and well established in 54 pots :

—

Each—i. d.

.. I 6Allamanda nobilis . , ..26
- ,, Hendersonii .. ..16
Begonia Weltoniensis .. 10
Croton aucuba:folium ..36

,, cornutum . . ..36
,, interruptum . . ..26
„ maximum .. ..36
„ Veitchii 10 6

Dracaena Cooperii . . ..16
ferrea 16

Gardenia florida

,, Fortuneana . . .

.

i

Ixora coccinea .. .

.

i

,, Dixiana 3

,, javanica Horibunda .. i

Pandanus javanicus varie-

fiatus 2
Rondeletia speciosa major i

Stephanolis floribunda .

.

i

Thouarsii
A General CATALOGUE of PLANTS post free on application.

The Nursery, Rugoy.

SURPLUS STOCK and SPECIAL OFFER of
BEDDING and other PLANTS.

ZONAL GERANIUMS, from my large collection of named sorts,
2s. per dozen, 141. per 100.

Unnamed GERANIUMS, for mixed Bedding, is. 6d. per dozen,
loj per 100,

BRONZE GERANIUMS,in 12 fine varieties, 3S. per dozen; in mixed
varieties, aj. per dozen.

DOUBLE GERANIUMS, 2s. 6d. per dozen.
TRICOLOR GERANIUMS, in six fine varieties, 31, per dozen.

>, ., in 12 finest varieties, 6s. per dozen.
CALCEOLARIAS, A. fl., fine bushy plants, ij.6(i. perdoz.,ioj. p. 100.
LOBELIA PUMILAGRANDIFLORA, fine bushy p'ants, the best

in the trade, 2J. per dozen, 141. per 100.
DAHLIAS, extra strong plants of the leading sorts, 25. 6d. per dozen,

i6s. per 100.

FUCHSIAS, 24 best named sorts, all blooming plants, for fo.
Hampers charged is. 6rf. each.

GEORGE POULTON, Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmon-
ton, Middlesex, N.

TROP^EOLUMS
T. Thornton

BEGS TO OFFER THIS SEASON, AT VERY REDUCED PRICE.q,

THE SET OF FIVE SUPERB BEDDING TROP^^IOLUMS,
Which was offered by him for the first time in 1871, and to which the public so generously responded.

The five distinct and beautiful varieties can now be had for 5s.

See Gardener's Year Book for 1871, under the head of "New Flowers;" also in other Gardening Periodicals.

T. THORNTON, THE NURSERIES, HEATHERSIDE, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES pm
GRATIS AND POST FREE. S^"

Dick Radclyffe & Co.,
SEEDSMEN, HORTICULTURAL DECORATORS, and

. &EIERAL &AEDEI EUEIISHEES.
Catalogues may be procured on the Show Ground, Birmingham.

DICK RADCLYFFE and CO., 129, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
SEED GROUNDS — ERFURT, PRUSSIA.

PROPER SEASON FOR SOWING THE FOLLOWING.

E. G. Henderson & Son
Offer the Seeds in superfine strains. For winter bloom and growth, Primula, Cineraria, and

Calceolaria, should be sown immediately ; for spring bloom sow during July.

Per packet.— s. d.

PRIMULA sinensis fimbriata, elegantly fringed, alba
„ rubra 2
Magnum Bonum, richest colour .3
in mixed colours 2
filiciColia rubra, Fem-lcavcd 2

,, alba, Fern-leaved 2

,, „ ,, mixed colours, Fern-leaved 3
CALCEOLARIA, herbaceous, largre flowered, splendid varieties 2
CINERARIA, finest quality, mixed colours 2
CYCLAMEN persicum, assortment in 6 fine kinds ,, -.4

,, choice mixed, from 30 beautiful varieties . . ii, and 2

,1 an assortment of 12, species and varieties 7CLOVE CARNAT10^S, fine strain, in mixed colours .. .. a
CARNATIONS, in fine varieties, also yellow ground colours,

separate 3
fl penietual flowerinp, for winter, mixed colours .. ..2
,, m Ficotec section, fine mixed colours 2

HUMEA ELEGANS 6rf. and i

,vV!. y purpurea, new 11, and 2
HOLLYHOCKS, la first-class varieties 4
M various colours, mixed u. to 2SWEET WILLIAM, Henderson's Perfection, various colours . i
,, assortment of 5 kinds t

For Spring Bedding and Pot Culture.
MYOSOTIS(Fort;ct-me.Not)dissiiiflora .. .. 6<f and
„ sylvalica, true, fine bcddine plant

*,V»,"t»?'^*' P*""^ white, in contrast ..
PANSIES, assortment of 8 beddinR kinds, 21. 6rf • colours
separate, 6a. each.

'

For further descriptive notes on the above, see E.
CATALOGUE of SEEDS.

Per packet s. d.
STOCKS, Scarlet Intermediate, London market variety, tid. and i o
„ White, 6d. & Ii. ; Blue, td. ; and Purple Intermediate, fine o 6
„ Alexandra, Princess of Wales, prolific Intermediate, white

6d. and I o
,, Albert, Prince of Wales, purple-violet .. .. bd. and 1 o
,, Blood Royal, Intermediate, line 10
„ Purple Rocket, Intermediate, distinct, fine spike . . ..10
„ Royal Scarlet, Intermediate, brilliant colour .. ..10
,, East Lothian, Intermediate, scarlet z o
,, ,, Intermediate, purple ,. .. i o
,, .. Intermediate, while j q
,, Erilliantissima, bright scarlet, fine 10
„ Rose Royal, clear light rose o 5

VIOLET, lutea perfecta, beautiful large golden bedding kind
6d. and i o

WALLFLOWER. English, single dwarf, golden yellow ..06
„ English, single reddish crimson ., ..06
„ German, mixed colours, fine quality 10
E. G. HENDERSON and SON also ofTer established young sccdlinir

plants of PRIMULA JAPUNICA, the "(^uecn of Primroses," con-
sidered one of the finest plants ever introduced to English gardens

;

stately and unique in its growth, beautiful in v.iricly of colour, and
perfectly hardy. A selection of six varieties, including distinct colours
of red, white, mauve with red centre, white mottled with red, rich
dark crimson, and pink. Single plants, 3s. 6rf,, larger quantities
special prices.

Seed of this fine species can also be supplied in packets, 2J. (td. each.
Should be kept in cold pit or frame ; but will remain nearly one year
before it germinates.

G. HENDERSON and SON'S DESCRIPTIVE

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SECOND
SUMMER EXHIBITION, JUNE 19 and 20.

AWARDS OF PRIZES.
MEDIUM GOLD MEDAL.

Mr. Thomas Baines, Gr. to H. P. Micholls, Esq., Southgate, for
12 Stove and Greenhou-ie Plants in flower.

Mr. J. Ward, Gr. to T. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton, for 12 Exotic Orchids.
GOLD MEDAL.

Mr. J. Ward, for 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.
Mr, J. Ward, for 9 Show Pelargoniums.
Mr. J. Ward, for 9 Cape Heaths.

LARGE SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Mr. J. "Wheeler, Gr. to J. Philpot, Esq., Stamford Hill, for 12 Stove

and Greenhouse Plants in flower.
Mr. T. Wheeler, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower.
Mr. J. Wheeler, for 12 Exotic Orchids. [Orchids.
Mr. T. Hill, Gr. to R. Hanbury, Esq., The Poles, Ware, for 6 Exotic
Mr. W. Kemp, Gr. to the Duke of Northumberiand, Albury Park,

Guildford, for o Heaths.
Mr. J. Ward, for 9 Heaths.

SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Messrs. T. Jackson & Son, Nurscrjmen, Kingston, for 6 Stove and

Greenhouse Plants in flower.
Messrs. Jackson & Son, for 20 Greenhouse Plants in flower.
Mr. B. S. Williams, Nurseryman, Upper Holloway, for 6 Exotic

Orchids.
Mr. T. Baines, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Ferns.
Messrs. Paul & Son, Nurserymen, Cheshunt, for 6 Roses in pots.
Messrs. T. Jackson & Son, for 6 Heaths.
Mr. W. Bones, Gr. to D. Mcintosh, Esq., Havering Park, for 9 Show

Pelargoniums.

SMALL SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Mr. T. Baines, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. G. Wheeler, Gr. to Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart., for 9 Herbaceous

Stove Plants in flower.
Mr. W. Bull, Nurserj'man, Chelsea, for 13 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Exotic Orchids.
Mr, T. Baines, for 6 Fine Foliage Plants.
Mr. J, Wheeler, for 9 Heaths.
Mr. W. Bones, for 6 Heaths.
Mr. W. Bones, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. R. Parker, Nurseryman, Tooting, for 20 Hardy and Grecnhouie

Herbaceous Plants in flower.
Mr. R. Parker, for 6 Fine Foliage Herbaceous Plants.

LARGE SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. W. Bull, for 6 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. "W. Foreman, Gr. to E. Nicholson, Esq., Hcrne Hill, for 6 fine

Foliage Plants. [Caladiums.
Mr. R. Richie, Gr. to H. Prance, Esq , Frognal Hampstcad, for 6
Mr. W. Foreman, for6 Begonias.*
Mr. J. Hill, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Ferns.
Mr. B. S. Williams, fori Palms.
Messrs. G Paul & Son, for 48 varieties of Cut Roses.
Mr. J. Weir, Gr. to Mrs. Hobson, The Elms, Hampstcad, for g Show

Pelargoniums.
Mr. J. Catlm, Finchley, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, for 20 Pelargoniums, dis-

tinct varieties.
Mr. T. S. Ware, Nurseryman, Tottenham, for 6 Fine Foliage Herba-

ceous Plants.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for i pair of Tree Ferns.
Mr. W. Kemp, for 12 Hardy Ferns.
Mr. J. Burt, Gr. to H. Mildmay, Esq., Sevenoaks, for Grapes,

I basket, not less than iz lb.

SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. W. Kemp, for 6 Stove and Greentiouse Plants.
Messrs. T. Jackson & Son, for 6 Exotic Orchids.
Mr. R. Richie, for 6 Fine Foliage Plants.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Caladiums.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Begonias.
Mr. R. Richie, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Ferns.
M - - - -- -

M
Mr. G. Wheeler, Tor 12 Hardy Ferns.
Mr. T Weir, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. C. Turner, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
Mr. H. Stapleton, Gr. to H, Davis, Esq., Islcworth, for Grapes,

I basket, not less than 12 lb.

Mr. B. S. Willams, for Collection of Plants.

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, St. John's Wood, for Collection

of Plants.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Ferns.

LARGE BRONZE MEDAL.
Mr.
Mr.

r, J. Wheeler, for 6 Cape Heaths,
r. W. Bull, for 3 Palms.

T. Wheeler, for 6 Caladiums.
R. Parker, for 24 trusses of Hardy Herbaceous Flowers.
H. Bcnham, Gr. to H. Wood, Esq., Bishop's Wallliam, for i Pine-
apple, (Juecn.

. H. Ward, Gr. to Earl Radnor, Salisbury, for i Pine-apple any
other variety than (Jueen.

. T. Bunt, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh.
D. Davis, Turnill Park Gardens, HcnIcy-on-Thames, for i dish
of Black, any other variety.

Mr. A. Reid, Passingworlh, Ilawkhurst, for i dish of White Grapes.
Mr. J. Jack, Gr. to the Duke of Cleveland, Battle Abbey, Sussex, for

2 dishes of Peaches (distinct).

Mr. A. Grant, Conglcton, for Nectarines, 2 dishes (distinct).

Mr. J. Plepper, Gr. to C. O. Lenards, Esq., Acton, for 4 Queen Pine-
apples.

BRONZE MEDAL.
Mr. J. Brown. Gr. to Earl Howe, Gopsal Hall, for Peaches,

2 dishes (distinct).

Mr. Tillyard, Gr. to Earl of Yarborough, Ulceby, for Nectarines,
2 dishes (distinct).

Mr. Thomas Bailey, for i Pine-apple, Queen.
Mr. H. Stapleton, tor i dish Grapes, Black Hamburgh.
Mr. H. Ward, for i dish Black, any other kind.
Mr. Benham, for Grapes, i dish, VVhitc.

Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, for Collection of Cut Flowers.
CERTIFICATE.

Mr. G. Wheeler, for Collection of Foliage and Flowering Plants.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for Collection of Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. C. Turner, for Collection of Cut Pinks.
Messrs. Paul & Son, for Collection of Cut Paionies.
Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, Nurscrjmcn, Forest Hill, for Col-

lection of Ornamental Plants.
Messrs. Downie, Laird St Laing, for Boxes of Pansies.

Mr. W. Paul, Nurseryman, Waltham Cross, for Collection of
Pelargoniums,

Mr. T. S. Ware, for Collection of Delphiniums (Cut Blooms).
Mr. Ware, for Collection of Iris species.

Mr. Wealhcrill, Nurseryman, Finchley, for i basket of Cut Geranium
Flowers, Captain Raikcs.

Mr. J. Burt, for 2 dishes Peaches (distinct).

Mr. J. Jack, for Nectarines, 2 dishes (distinct).

Mr. J. Jacques, Gr. to J. CunlifTc, Esq,, Collcsdcn.for I Pinc-npplc,
Queen.

Mr. A. Reid, for i Green-fleshed Melon.
Mr. J. Burt, for i Scarlet-fleshed Melon.
Mr. W.

"
" "Kemp, for Grapes, i dish White.

Mr. T. S. Ware, for 24 trusses of Hardy Herbaceous'Flowers.
Mr. Barham, Gr. to Lord Ormathwaite, Bracknell, for I dish of

Grapes, Black Hamburgh,
Mr. T. S. Ware, for Collection of Cut Iris.

BOTANICAL CERTIFICATES OF MERIT.
Mr. W. Bull, Nurseryman, Chelsea, for DicfTcnbachia nobilis.

Mr. W. Bull, for Macrozamia corallipes.

Mr. W. Bull, for Bcrtolonia supcrbissima.
Mr. W. Bull, for Dracaena princcps.
Mr. W. Bull, for Dracaena formosa. [gramini folia.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son. St. John's Wood, for Chamicdorea
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, for Begonia rubra superba.
Mr. B. S. Williams, Upper Holloway, for Rhopala graiiaCciisls.

Mr. B. S. Williams, for Ttcris Applcbyana.
Mr. B. S. Williams, for Agave Kcgeliana.
Mr, B. S, Williams, for Carryota lacenitn.

FLORAL CERTIFICATES.
Messrs. G. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, for Rose Annie Laxton.
Mr. C, Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, for Pelargonium Cliarlcs

Dickens.
E, R. Forstcr, Esq., Clever Manor, for Pelargonium Syren.
E. B. Forster, Esq., for Pelargonium Purple tJem.

Nu
Raikcs.

Mr. Weatherill, Nurseryman, Finchley, (or Pelargonium Captain

WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, N.W.

Messrs. Dixon & Co., Moorgaie Street, for Petunia King of Crimsons.
Messrs. E.G. Henderson & Son, for Verbena Harry George Henderson.
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, for Geranium Meteor.
Messrs. £. G. Henderson & Son, for Geranium Alice Maude Marj*.
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Choice Flower Seeds, Post Free.

BS. W I L L I A M S, Nurseryman and Seed
• Mekchant. Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

HoUoway. London, N. p^r packet-j. d.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, While, or Nlixcd,

If. f>d., 31. td., -^s. 6ii., ana 5 o
Plants from thi« Seed have always been awarded i-irst Prizes

wherever exhibited,
Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,

15. f>d., 3s. 6d., 31. 6d,f and 5
Weatherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA,

I J. dd. , 2S- od., 3J. 6d. , and 5

Wipgins'priie strain of CYCLAMEN.. if. 6J., a* . 6d., and 3 6
CARN.A.TION, from prize flowers 10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, new scarlet Larkspur ..36
GLOXINI.'V, saved from the finest drooping varieties .. .. x o
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest erect varieties i o
HOLLYHOCK, Chater's finest varieties .. .. if. and 2 6
PANSY, finest show varieties 11. and a 6
PANSY, finest Belgian \'aricties if. and a 6
PICOTEE. choice mixed 10
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize strain . . .. if. and i 6
PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful \-arieties .. each 3 6

M (1 mixed 36
EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours .. 3 6
Dwarf Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-

mended ,. .. ..10
SOLANUM HYBRIDUM COMPACTUM .. a*. M. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress si. 6rf. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA. var. Perfection «. W. and a 6
Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER 10

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper Holloway, London, N.

Noteworthy Horticulturists and Botanists.
NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of

NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS
is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already
appeared, and separate Copies (price 6J. each), on tmted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, vii. :

—

Dr. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S. Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.
W. Wilson Sai'nders, F.R S. E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.

Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S. 1*"^^ McNab.

M. DECA.SNE. UM.^^'nt^^N^F ?<;_ _ ,,, „ _ JAMES DATEMAN, r.K.b.
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S. feEKTHOLD Seemans. Ph.D.
Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin. Archibald F, Barron.
Professor Reichenbach. I

Hon. MARSHALL P. Wilder.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden. W.C.

SATURDAY, JUNE 29, 1S72.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday, July

'fVESDAY, —

Wedkesdav, —

Friday,
Satlrdav,

—Entomolo;:ical 7 P.M.

2 ( Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Insli-

\ tution (Annual Dinner).
/ Rwal Horticultural (Fruit and Floral

.,1 (committees), at S. Kensington .. 11 A.M.
^

j
Ditto (Scientific Committee) .. ..1 P.M.

I Ditto (General Meeting) .. .. 3 P.M.
( Manchester Botanical and Ilorti-

5J cultural (Exhibition of Roses and
^

(. Fruit), at Manchester.

IN all but that most important element to the
success of a flower show—the weather, the

Exhibition of the Royal Horticultural Society
at Birmingham, which closes this day, may be
said to be a great success.

It would seem now that if one desire to see a
thoroughly satisfactorj' show, one must journey
into the provinces. The London exhibitions, in

fact, are too numerous and too monotonous.
Not intentionally, perhaps, but, nevertheless,

actually, the interests of the fine ladies and
gentlemen are more studied in London than
those of horticulture proper and of its devotees.
The Society must fill its coffers, and the fine

ladies and gentlemen aforesaid materially help to

do so. For the benefit of genuine horticulture,

we believe the establishment of an annual pro-
vincial show to be one of the best things the
Society has done for many years ; and if it will

be at the pains, while getting together as good an
exhibition as possible, to make it manifest that
exhibiting is not the only, or even the chief
object the gardener should aim at, the good it

will do will increase year by year.

Doubtless, as time goes on, the Society must
adapt its programme to altered circumstances

;

and it is well that it should from time to time
take counsel with the gardeners and garden
lovers of the country as to how this may best be
done. In reference to this matter we should not
be disposed to lay much stress on the after-

luncheon utterances of H.R.H. Prince Arthur,
as reported in another column, were it not that
they tally so closely with what we have heard
on other occasions, in pubUc and in private, from
the lips of acting members of the Society, that
the suspicion arises that the words in question
were not put into His Royal Highness's mouth
for nothing, but that they were intended as
foreshadowing the future programme of the
Society. If so, that programme must be narrowly
watched, and, if possible, widely extended. It

would be an immense misfortune if the Society
were to limit itself to the holding of flower shows.
Exhibitions are no doubt of very great utility,

directly and indirectly, and the more compre-
hensive they are the better, but they are not
everj'thing.

It is no doubt true that the horticultural Press
has far out-distanced the Society in the matter
of diffusing useful and interesting information
on gardening matters. So much the more

credit to the Press. It is only a sign that the

Press has understood the signs of the times, and
acted on them better than the Society. On
the other hand, there are many subjects which
cannot fairly be treated in the columns of a

weekly journal, but which should find their place

in the Trniisnc/ioiis or Joiinial of the Society,

issued with the same degree of regularity as the
gardening journals themselves. His Royal High-
ness did not say, as he might have done, that it is

to the Press that the Society itself is indebted for

much of what success it has attained, especially in

the matter of exhibitions. This was not altogether

an unimportant omission, for if there is one
person more than another to whom the Society
owes its thanks for its success at Birmingham,
that person is Mr. E. W. B.\dger, a well known
and highly esteemed member of the Birming-
ham Press. \\'e cannot with the same com-
placency exonerate the Society on the score of

the introduction of new plants. No doubt it is

true that the energy of individual nurserymen in

this matter has so far outstripped that of the

Society that of late years little or nothing has
been done by the latter body. We do not think

that this is a matter for congratulation, but very

much the reverse. The nurserymen very properly

introduce what will pay them best. Their prim-
ary object is, not the advancement of horticul-

ture, but self-interest. We look to the Society to

do something better for us than this. We do not

want certain classes of plants introduced to the

neglect of others of equal value and interest, but

which happen to be less fashionable. We want, so

far as possible, to have brought before us plants

of all or any kind likely to be of use for cultural

purposes in this country. Plants whose source of

interest is wholly and solely botanical, are not less

to be desired ; on the contrary, but their collection

is perhaps more properly the office of a botanic

garden proper. While on the one hand we note

a tendency to limit the functions of the Society

to the organisation of exhibitions, we feel much
more satisfaction on the other hand at re

marking the evidence which the proceedings at

Birmingham give that the narrow programme
implied, if not expressed in the PRINCE'S speech,

is not endorsed by all, or even by a majority of

the advisers of the Society. The gathering

together of gardeners, and garden lovers of all

grades, we look on as being to the full as import-

ant as the exhibition of horticultural products.

Gardeners have so few opportunities of meeting
together and of becoming acquainted with the

notabilities of the horticultural world, that any
occasion where this may be done is specially

valuable. A Congress affords good opportunities

for this, and the papers read at the present Con-
gress afford a guarantee that the main objects

for which the Society was founded will not

be lost sight of, even though the altered cir-

cumstances of the times may necessitate a
modification of the programme.
The Congress has afforded the first oppor-

tunity which the newly elected Professor of

Botany to the Society has had of addressing any
but a comparatively small section of his consti-

tuents, and his address, reported in another
column, shows that he has well studied the

requirements of scientific horticulture. It is per-

haps invidious to select any paper for special

comment, but we do not think the most " prac-

tical " of our friends will deny the value of such
contributions as those of Professor Dyer and
Dr. Denny.

Our excellent contemporary, the Daily Tele-

graph, has a reputation for fine writing, and, to use an
Americanism, "slops over" on occasions. Quite
lately the readers of that journal have been treated to

a lecture on the advantages to be derived from a know-
ledge of botany—the occasion being the sad fate of

two lads at Chester, who died in consequence of eating

the roots, as we suppose, of Water Hemlock—Cicuta

virosa, or perhaps of (lEnanthe crocata. Our contem-
porary, however, speaks of the poison as having been
afforded by the roots of the "common Hemlock,
Conium maculatum." "Those who have seen a Celery

bed in full seed," says the Telegraph, " will know how
difficult it is for any but a practised botanist to dis-

tinguish the deadly Conium maculatum from its harm-
less [?] sister Umbellifer, Apium graveolens." There
is a little mistake here, as the writer would find if he
indulged too freely in the "sister Umbellifer" in its

wild state. A parallel is then drawn between the case

of these poor boys and that of Socrates, the symp-
toms are agonisingly detailed, and their severity ex-

plained by the fact, that "Hemlock, with scarce an
exception, is the most deadly plant in our English

flora" [?]—an opinion backed up by a quo-

tation from Gerardes Herbal. Our contemporary

probably means Water Hemlock, though he distinctly
says Conium maculalum, which is poisonous no doubt,
hut not nearly so much so as the Cicuta or the (Enanthe.
To give further point to his remarks the leader writer
in the Telegraph goes on to tell us of ladies mistaking
wild Garlic for Lily of the Valley ! and has a hit at
" crass gardeners " for mistaking the root of "deadly
Monkshood " [.\conile] for Horse Radish, a mistake,
that has unfortunately too often been made, but not,
we venture to assert, by any "gardener," for, contrai-y
to our contemporary's assertion that it would puzzle
Gerarde himself to distinguish the two roots [I !] we
venture to think that to any one at all accustomed to
look at plants no two things can well be more dissimilar
than the root of Aconite and the root-stock of Horse
Radish. Certainly no gardener properly so called
would ever make so terrible a blunder. In the same
strain our contemporaiy descants on other poisonous
British plants, including the wood Hellebore, "Spring's
White Rose "[! !] "the sweet viscid pericarps of the Yew,
and the black deadly wild cherries of the Atropos
belladonna "

[! !], &c. A disquisition on the'origin of
evil follows, and the article ends with a passage with
the spirit of which we thoroughly sympathise :

—

"Surely, then, in addition to the sage old rule, which
warns us to let all strange plants alone, we should do
well to impress upon children, and especially upon
schoolboys, a little—a few simple truths—of the natural
history of our indigenous plants. No pursuit is more
fascinating than is botany, in spite of the hideous
phraseology with which it is encumbered. We do not
speak here of the botany which is to be learnt from books,
and the chief use of which is to enable a candidate to gain
a certain number of marks in an examination for the Indian
Civil Service, but of that botany which is acquired
face to face with Nature, and under the broad canopy of
heaven. It needs no tall talk in barbarous dog-Latin to
show a lad the umbrell.r-like structure of the Umbellifers,
and to teach him the simple and practically tme generali-
sation that all Umbellifers are deadly [?]. It was for want of
some such simple wisdom that George Dobson and
Albert Kinsev perished. How long will it be before
we recognise that a little knowledge of Nature and her
ways is worth all the idle lore with which pedants, learned
and unlearned, have encumbered the history of the Hep-
tarchy and of the early Roman Kings ?

"

We have only further to remark, for the consolation of
our contemporary, that he may safely eat Carrots and
Parsnips, Carraway, Coriander, Aniseed, Fennel, An-
gelica, Chervil, Samphire, Umbellifers though they be ;

and to express a hope that before our contemporary
parades his botanical lore again he may take the precau-
tion of studying the books he affects to despise, and so
save himself from falling into a tissue of hlun(jers, the
like of which we have rarely met with, even in
" newspaper science."

• To the courtesy of G. C. OxENDEN, Esq., we
are indebted for a specimen of Bee Orchis with very
pale flowers, somewhat resembling, but to our thinking
not the same as, Cavanilles' Ophrys lutea. The
sepals are white, with green veins, the lateral petals
linear, recurved at the edges, and green, the column
long, slender, and with a long, projecting curved beak

;

the lip scarcely exceeds the lateral sepals, and is of a
pale primrose-yellow at the base, the central lobes are
velvetty pale brown, and have the terminal appendat^e
recur\'ed. It is a very pretty variety, but not the
O. lutea figured by Moggridge in his Flara of
Mentoiie, which is of a much brighter yellow, and
whose column is destitute of that beak which is so
marked a feature of the Bee Orchis. Mr. Oxenden
has known the variety for the last six years wild in one
spot in the hills eastward of Barham Downs, Kent.

— Among newly issued publications we may
mention a new edition, edited by Du Breuil, of Risso
and PoiTEAu's well-known book on the History and
Culture of Oranges, to which we shall take an
early opportunity of alluding. The Proceedings of
the thirteenth session of the American Pomological
Society, for 1S71, under the presidency of Marshal
P. Wilder, is to hand, as also the eighth edition of
Men of the Time (Routledge). The editor of the
latter work requires some "coaching" in botany; for

instance, we find no mention of the names of
Bentham, Thomson, Carruthers, Oliver, J. J.
Bennett, and others. Among agriculturists and
men of science neither L.\wes nor Gilbert finds a
place ; ^lajor-Gen. Scott's name might also well
have found a place. Among French names we find

Figuier but not Decaisne !

A correspondent sends us the follo\ving for

publication. We ought to add that the facts are given
on the authority of the writer, as we have no personal
knowledge of the circumstances of the case on either

side !

—

" A very numerously attended meeting of Market
Gardeners was held at the Bedford Head Hotel, London,
for the purpose of considering what steps should be taken
to meet the present strike among their labourers. It was
stated by several of the Fulham employers that gangs of
men had invaded their grounds and dragged their people
away from their work, threatening to break the heads of
any who prevented them. Several of the growers pro-
tested against any further rise in the wages, asserting that

the men were worse in erery respect since the recent rise

than they had ever been before : they did less work, and
not one in six could be reckoned on until after Tuesday.
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Before the rise, in answer to the query on Saturday night,

'What's your time?' 'All the week, sir, and so niaiiy

hours over.' was the usual reply ; but now it's not one in

ten that ever makes a full week. It was ultimately agreed

that they would make no further advance of wages, nor

take any fresh hands on until that day week, and a requi-

sition was signed, calling upon the secretary to convene an

extraordinary meeting of the Market Gardeners' Society

for that day. The commitlce pledged themselves in the

meantime (in the name of the Society) to do all in their

power to assist the members, and agreed that the solicitor

to the Society should be empowered to prosecute any case

of intimidation or molestation that should occur."

Mr. Glaisher remarks as follows on the

State of the Weather during the week ending

June 22:—In the vicinity of London the reading

of the barometer at sea level at the beginning of the

week, was 30.2 inches. By noon of the i5th the

readings had slightly increased, but a decrease set in on

the evening of that day and lasted till the afternoon

of the 19th, when 29.8 inches was recorded. Generally

increasing values were then recorded till the end of the

week. The mean daily value for the 19th was slightly

in defect of the average, but those for the remainder

were all in excess. The first four days, viz., from the

l6th to the 19th, were very warm, the highest tempe-

ratures on each day being, with the exception of the

igih (79j°), all above 80°, and the lowest at night for

the snme days all in excess of 55°. The remainder of

the week was somewhat colder, both by day and night.

The daily ranges of temperature varied from 294° on

the 16th to 164° on the 20th. The mean daily tempe-

ratures and their departures from the average were as

follows :— 16th, 69°.5 -I- io°.5 ; 17th, 7i°.8 + 12°.8;

i8th, 70°.4 + ii°.3; 19th, 67°. 8 + 8°. 6; 20ih,

64°.4 + 4°.9; 21st, 62°.4 + 2°. 5 ; 22d, 59°.5 — o°.8.

The weather throughout the week was very fine, though

rain fell occasionally—heavily on the last three days.

The amount of cloud was very variable throughout,

though on the 1 6th, 18th, and 22d the sky was cloud-

less at times. The amount of rain measured was but

two-tenths of an inch, of which more than one-tenth

fell on the 19th. The highest reading of a thermo-

meter placed in the sun's rays was 150' on the 17th,

and the lowest of one placed on the grass at night w.as

46° on the 2ist. The direction of the wind was vari-

able, the pressures generally light, and the horizontal

movement of the air small throughout the week.

In England the highest temperatures by day varied

from 871° at Leicester to 764° at Bristol, the average

over the country being 823°. The lowest temperatures

at night ranged between 5 if" at Norwich and Black-

heath, and 45^° at Eccles, the average value

being 48|°. The average range of temperature in the

week was 34°, and varied from 41° at Leicester to 275°

at Bristol. The mean daily ranges of temperature

varied from 26!° at Nottingham to 154° at Liverpool

and Bristol, the general average being 204°. The
highest mean temperature was 66^° at Blackheath, and

the lowest 61° at Bristol .and Liverpool. In the South

of England the weather on the first three days of the

week was fine and warm. In the midland counties,

an 1 I n the west coast heavy thunderstorms prevailed

on the 17th, l8th, and 19th. At Birmingham on the

iS-h, large pieces of ice fell ; at Leicester more than

an inch of rain was measured in about half an hour,

anl at Bradford on the same day 1.52 inches fell

between 2.30 and 3.15 p.m. So large a rainfall

in so .short a time has not hitherto been recorded in

Bradford. Rain again fell at a later hour, making
nearly 24 inches for the day. At Birmingham also

nearly 2 inches was measured, but at Hull and Green-

wich the fall was but from one to two tenths of an inch.

The average fall over the country was nearly one inch.

In Scotland the highest temperatures by day varied

between 80!° at Leith, and 69° at Dundee, and the

lowest at night between 50° at Dundee, and 48° at

Edinburgh ; the respective averages over the country

being 75° and 49i°. The highest mean temperature

was 614* at Edinburgh and the lowest 57° at Aber-

deen, the general mean being 584. The greatest rain-

falls were 24 inches at Greenock and more than

2 inches at Glasgow, and the least half an inch at

Edinburgh, the average fall being l^ inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 774", the

lowest 461°, the mean 59^°, and the rainfall little more
than half an inch.

Gardeners and even nurserymen are so much
scattered about the country, and have so few opportunities

of direct communication except by post, that we h.ave

no doubt the establishment of Horticultural Sub-

.SCRIPTION Rooms will be found useful to many.

Such establishments, properly conducted, and in a

central position, will no doubt prove convenient to

many persons who only occasionally visit the metro-

polis. Mr. Kettelwell, we see, proposes to open sub-

scription rooms of this character in King Street,

Covent Garden, a situation which should be one of
general convenience. The intention, in establishing
these rooms, is to enable members to meet their friends
and brother horticulturists, to discuss matters apper.
taining to their favourite pursuit, and to encourage
sociality among those connected with the craft, as well
as a more extended love of flowers, by enabling a com
parison of their various productions to be made. All
the gardening journals and periodicals, as well as the
daily papers, are to be provided, and filed for future

reference. Advice and assistance will be accorded to

members ; who will also have the advantage of a room

in which to write letters, and where parcels and letters

may be received. A registry for gardeners, bailiffs,

stewards, &c., will be opened for the use of members.

With all this Mr. Kettelwell combines a horticul-

tural auction and agency office. As a centre of com-

munication amongst horticulturists, we have little doubt

such an establishment will be found useful.

We have always been strenuous advocates for

the preservation of the Open Spaces and Commons
round London, and other great towns. We have been

so, not only for sanitary reasons, such as those that

were well explained the other day by Professor Hinds
at the Birmingham Congress, and which are reported

in another column, but also because these bits of

common land afford to the students of natural history

of all degrees and grades the opportunity of pursuing

their most laudable hobbies in the most effectual and

agreeable manner. But if every botanist or entomo-

logist is to be treated as Miss Meteyard was the other

d.ay, we shall begin to repent our advocacy. This

lady, so well known in literary circles, gathered a

Fern frond on Hampstead Heath, for which offence

she was violently assaulted by the constable, in

extenuation of whose stupidity the magistrate, it seems,

pronounced the mild verdict, " excess of zeal." " Fas

di zl-le" would be a good motto for the officials of the

Metropolitan Board of Works in similar cases. In the

meantime, naturalists, beware !

The death, on the 4th inst., of Marshal

Vaillant, in his 82d year, at Paris, is recorded in

the French journals. The deceased Marshal was an

ardent horticulturist, and held for many years the

office of President of the Central Horticultural Society

of France. He was of humble origin, but raised him-

self, by his talents and perseverance, to the high

dignity of Marshal of BVance. The Rmue Horticole,

in pronouncing his eulogium, says that "the Marshal

himself valued more than all his other titles that of

Corporal of the ' Ecole Polytechnique, ' a grade he

reached in very early life."

We hear that the collection of Orchids,
formed by the Rev. W. Ellis, is to be sold by Mr.

Stevens on July ig and 20.

COTTAGE GARDENS.
Cottage gardening, like cottage life, is grossly

misrepresented by authors unacquainted with the sub-

ject, who deal in fine writing, and take one-sided

views, and give the thing a sentimental dash for the

sake of effect. When we read of the allotment gar-

dens near Nottingham being rich in the choicest kinds

of Roses, we mistake the thing altogether; for the

capital embarked in such gardens is a clear proof that

the owner is a man of some substance, with a stock in

trade—a self-taught man, no doubt, but really an

amateur in gardening. Mr. Mechi is an amateur

farmer, but a landlord as well as a capitalist, and no

ordinary tenant-farmer could be asked to imitate the

doings at Tiptree, however meritorious they may be in

Mr. Mechi's hands. Anything aimed at the sentimental

style of cottage life goes harmlessly over the heads of

working men who rent a cottage and a garden ; and, on

the other hand, it is not to be wondered at that good

practical cottage gardening is still such a mystery among
us, when on looking at the Cottager's Penny Almanac,

under the heading " Calendar of operations for

the garden for every month of the year," and taking

for example the instructions for March, we read :—
" Sow Asparagus, Seakale, and Radishes, plant out

Cauliflowers and Rhubarb, and cultivate all kinds of

pot herbs by slips or cuttings. " ! ! Now, if any yearly

tenant were foolish enough to take the first lesson, and

sow Asparagus, it might be fit for table in the course

of three or four years, and the writer might as well

have added, sow a few acorns at the same time, as Oak
timber, 100 years hence, may be useful to the land-

owner, whose property it will be. Instead of laying

down stiff rules to be applied to cottage gardens in all

cases, I would rather sketch a few fixed principles to

be kept in view, in order to make the most of a cot-

tage garden of the usual type, one of a block of cottage

property.

Few would grapple with the forlorn-looking and

hopeless patch, the long, narrow strip of earth,

with friend A.'s garden on the one side, and that of

friend C. on the other, the soil being part of an un-

drained cow pasture before the cottages were built,

at which time the greensward kept all its failings out

of sight. The hedge of this garden hath never been set

up, and the area is overrun with poultry and children at

play ; but when the cottage was rented, the tenant had a

claim to the miserable salvage of land stretching from

his house to the high road. I was born in a cottage,

reared in a cottage, and the parish school where we
were educated was a long one-roomed cottage, all on

the ground-floor, and it appears to be the normal con-

dition of the great bulk of the nation to live in low-

rented tenements. A kind of town cottage without the

semblance of a garden is the lot of thousands, and the

cottage with its small garden and pure air, in the

country, may be taken as a type of the happy homes

of England, such as the poet described when he said,

—

" O that for me a home like this might smile."

Economy of space is a principle not to be lost sight

of in cropping a garden. Crowding it is ruinous.

If we ask the farmer why he did not sow his com
more lavishly, he will tell us that dearly-bought

experience has taught him that the produce would
have been less if he had sowed double. There is

therefore a fixed distance between plant and plant,

whether in field or garden, long since settled beyond
dispute—"Thus far but no further."

Now if the cottager is pinched in the length and in

the breadth of his garden, there need not be the same
complaint about either the depth or the height of it.

Ploughing 6 inches deep, such as we see in farming,

would be a mockery in any kind of gardening for

profit , but trenching the ground I foot deep and
loosening the subsoil another foot deep, will be found

safe practice with such small holdings as cottage

gardens generally are. We see the cottager's cow
feeding in the lanes, and the gipsy's nag grazing by
the crooked hedgerow, thus converting the long grass

that would otherwise have been wasted to good use.

How m.any pecks of Potatos are left slattering in

the lanes and by the road sides, in the form of

grass sods and rank weeds, that would rot down
and manure the cottager's Potato crop? One of
the best crops of Onions I ever had was got from
a bed trenched 3 feet deep, where Couch-grass
and other plants of bad repute had been buried

;

and the largest Pumpkins I ever saw were gro\\n on a
rubbish-heap, where weeds and leaves were piled up
4 or 5 feet high.

In most instances a fence of some kind is essential

to the rearing or the safety of garden crops. A
wire or two, supported on sticks as rough as besom
handles, makes a cheap fence, and a close row of

Raspberry canes hitched to the wires completes the

hedge, and that not an unprofitable one. Again, we
have the vacant space of the pathw.ay leading up to the

cottage door bearing nothing but weeds and mud, but

a row of tall Pea sticks on each side, bearing Scarlet

Runners, Peas, or the like, would turn the path to

good account. Many years ago I stated in detail

{Card. Mag.) how a fourth more space could be got

in the planting ofan acre of kitchen garden by arranging

the trees on trellises over the walks, and this system of

mixing high and low crops adds frequently the charm
of privacy to a cottage garden, for a single row of

wrinkled marrow Peas or Jerusalem Artichokes,

rising 6 or 8 feet high, would not only help to shut out

a prying neighbour, but in due time would yield an

excellent article of food. Where means exist all kinds

of hardy fruit-bearing shrubs and trees can be grown,

forming arcades of flowers first and fruit after, for the

walks get plenty of sun and air, and these are just the

ingredients wanted to produce fruit and vegetables. A
wood may be pretty full of trees, and yet there may be

an undergrowth of grass or Heath, or Fern. After

speaking of the tall crops, 1 would fain urge the

merits of early Potatos to the cottage ; they clear the

ground early, and thus give time for Coleworts or

Turnips to come after ; and if every tenth row is left

for a tall crop, the tall one will get sufficient air and

the low crop sufficient shelter ; thus, nine rows of

Potatos and then one of Beans or Peas. The tall ones

being thus 15 feet apart, will gain space more than if

they were grown side by side.

I have begun at the lowest round of the ladder,

taking the cottager with little or no capital save

labour, and with his claim barren and poor— a mere
chip of the wilderness. The deep cultivation gives

him a fine opportunity of manuring his garden with

matter that could not be trusted near the surface ; in-

deed the natural soil of the garden has little to do with

the crops to be got out of it, for they are to be

supported principally by foreign aid. The notorious

filth of towns, which is only another name for the filth

of dwelling-houses, whether in town or country, yields

a never-failing supply of manure for the garden, and

the garden will prove itself a profitable deodoriser

;

moreover, a Gorse bush by the wayside may be ugly

to look at and horrid to handle, yet it is rich in food for

plants, and can be crushed into a trench in winter ;

and when the plants in the garden feel the force of

the summer sun, their roots will seek out the dead

vegetable matter and riot thereon underground.

The fancy cottager, who is reputed to have some
conceit about cottage gardening, will have his Potato

sets forwarded indoors until the sprouts are an inch

long ; these he plants out with as much care as a

gardener would bestow on bedding plants—a good
sized set to start with, and plenty of manure at hand

for the plant to strike into. Marl, clay, and sand, and

many other articles unlikely enough as manures, are

still very useful where the natural soil is deficient of

them. Most cottagers err in trying to grow all sorts of

crops in their little patch of garden, whereas if their

whole attention were given to a few things, especially

at first, they would succeed belter with their best and
most important crops, and feel a pride and an interest

in saying that this or that dish of vegetables is the pro-

duce of my own garden, and these native " diggings"

will eventually yield gold ; for there is a snatch of an

Irish song saying, or singing, with much truth,

that—
'

' The blessed fruit

That grows at the root

Is the real gold of Ireland."

The Cabbage gives great weight of food, and Beans

I
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are next to beef in forming flesh, but the Potato has

j

and the country of the Ganow tribes westward. In In whatever capacity Mr Gibson has served he ha<:
fed its thousands single-handed, and therefore it is not

!
this district most of tlie plants which Mr. Gibson was by his skill, taste, integrity and couitesv of manner'

without reason that poor people flyto the Totato morn-
,

the means of introducing to Europe, werefound,andthey secured the high opinion of his employers and the
ing, noon, and night. Ah-x. Forsyl/i. were regularly dispatched to Dr. Wallich at Calcutta cordial esteem of his fellows. It is lo him 'to a great

_
I ^y means of small boats. Dr. Wallich, with whom degree, that we are indebted for the highly successful
!

there was dnect postal communication, forwarded the attempt to break away from the formality and mono-
yQf-f^y GIBSOX. '< collections to Kngla"-' ^^'- '-;'-'"" •-- -1-- ; '— .r .,.-,i_.... n 1 ,

-'. ...

Amono the most deservedly popular

gardeners is the subject of this notice.

was born in Cheshire in 1S15, and commenced his tributing a con.siderable number of dried specimens, in suitable situations during the summer 'cithersTngiv
career as a gardener under his father, who was At the end of 1S36 {which period closed the collecting or in masses, plants of bold or elegant foiiaee such as
for many years in the service of Sir Ldniund An- season) Mr. Gibson returned to Calcutta, leaving that are generally retained as pot plants in conservatories or
trobus, at Laton Hall, near Congleton, Cheshire. The

j

place in March, 1S37, with his collections, andarrivin; - '- ^ •

young Gibson was apprenticed in 1S32 to Mr. Joseph
1

'

Paxton, then gardener to the (late) Duke of Devon-
shire, at Chatsworlh. Orchids were at that time be-

^
Gibson as the result of his journey, among which

ginning to attract the attention of cultivators, and
!

the -first nucleus of the celebrated Chatsworth col-

lection was put in a two-light frame on a tan-
I

Anxchtochilus setaceus, Thaius albus and Wallichii,' Ferns, Arads,' Cannas7and rho^t o7o\Ter no^^^^^^
bed, and was regarded with much curiosity. The

, \ anda teres. Ccelygyne Gardneriana and Wallichiana, plants have been rendered available for carden decora-
interest evinced by Mr. • -

^

, T- ,.
, „ ., o huddled together in back yards during the summer

in London early in July. Besides the Amherslia months. By a judicious selection of sheltered localities
numerous beautiful Orchids were introduced by Mr. and by a modiikation of what has been called geother-

journey, among which mal culture (consisting in devices for securing the ab-
we may name Dendrobium Devonianuin, Cambridge- sorption, retenlion, and subsequent radiation of heat by
-iniim. formosum, Paxtoni, densillorum and Gibsoni, the soil around the roots of the plants), Palms Tree

Gibson in these plants

induced Mr. Paxton to

send him to study their

cultivation under the

late Mr, Cooper, of

Wentwovth House, who
was a most successful

grower of Orchids. In
1S35 the Dukeof Devon-
shire, at the suggestion

of Mr. Paxton, decided
on organising a botani-

cal expedition to India,

to collect plants, and
to procure the Am-
herstia nobilis, a plant

native of Martaban,
''unequalled in the flora

of the East Indies, and
perhaps not surpassed

in magnificence and
elegance in any part of

the world." To this

duty Mr. Gibson was
appointed by the Duke,
being previously sent to

London to inspect the

principal metrnpolitan

nurseries, and especially

to notice the Orchids
and other rare plants in

the collection of Messrs.

Loddiges, of Hackney,
as well as the herbaria
of Mr. Lambert and
others. In the middle
of 1835 it was arranged
that Mr. Gibson should

go out with the ne\\ly

appointed Governor-
General, Lord Auck-
land, in charge of a
large collection of medi-
cinal plants for intro-

duction into India. He
accordingly left England
in September, calling

and staying at Madeira
a week, at Rio de
Janeiro a fortnight, and
at the Cape of Good
Hope some weeks. Mr.
Gibson arrived at Cal-
cutta in March, 1S36,
and placed Lord Auck-
land's consignment of
medicinal and other
plants in the hands of
the late Dr. Wallich,
then director of the

Botanic Garden, Cal-
cutta. Amongst these plants was a st

of Musa Cavendishi. which proved very serviceable
I purpurea, &c. Other plants were not neglected,

in India, on account of its dwarf habit and the excel-
,
for among the introductions of Mr. Gibson we note

lence 01 Its iruit.
,„ „. ,

I
-Kschynanthus ramosissimus and grandiflorus, Bal-

At the suggestion of Dr. • Wallich, Mr. Gibson samina Mastersiana, &c.
selected Chirra Poongee, in the Khasya hills, as a I On returning to Chatsworth, Mr. Gibson was
central point in a rich Orchid district, for which place,

I

appointed foreman of the exotic plant department,
however a start could only be made after the " rains " under Mr. Paxton. In 1S49 Mr. Gibson left Chats-
had hlled the tributaries of the Brahmapootra, which

I
worth, having been appointed superintendent of

tlien altorded the only means of reaching that district
|

Victoria Park, then in course of formation. In 1850

lOH.M GIBSON.

tion during the summer
months, and have pro-
duced a richness and
variety of effect most
charming to the eye.

From this cause a visit

to Battersea Park be-

came of late years a

treat of the highest order
to those interested in

plants, and delighting

to see their varied
beauties made the most
of.

Mr. Gibson topk a
very active part in the

London International

Horticultural Exhibi-
tion and Congress of

1S66, \\orl;ing with an
amount of energy, de-

termination, and skill

that contributed very
largely to the success of

that undertaking. The
plan for laying out the
interior of the tent on
that occasion was de-

signed by Mr. Gibson,
and was carried out

under his superinten-

dence with such success

that the phrase made
use of at the time,

"Cjibson's tliree acres

of Eden," is still felt to

liave been an appro-
priate one. Mr. Gib-
son was also consulted

as to the arrangement
of the tent at the pre-
sent Birmingham show,
though it has been foumi
necessary to modify con-
siderably the plan fur-

nished by him.
The Indian journey is

not the only special ser-

vice on which Mr. Gib-
son has been engaged

;

we believe that at one
lime, soon after the

establishment of the
£>ai/y jVen's, Mr. Gibson
officiated on more than
one occasion, during the
time the first Reform
Bill was before the
House of Commons, as
special messenger, and
in the course of his

rivalry with the corre-
ong specimen I Saccolabium denticulatum and calceolare, Camarotis spending functionary of the Times, succeeded by 1

„, o„„,:„.ui. »._.->., , .
...

gngrgy j„ outdistancing even the emissaries of the
"Thunderer."

TH£ BOY AT THE STREAM.
O.S'E of the most beautiful products of the sculptor's

art is that of which we this week present an illustra-

tion to our readers. The figure (fig. 200) represents

T%:^ :r.h^ter.;'L"r^"''T^^ ^

Greenwich^:P.k- w. a5d;d-to-hS-cS;;ge; "in \^{^
|
"^^^i^Z^. "^^^^^^^^^^^

.!r._:..^.!„"''.°t.'''^
°™='"'* ^°"''='° I"')'^'-. The, the formation of Battersea Park was commenced, of Mr. Foley, R. A., ivho was commissioned someyears

and while still in its rough state Mr. Gibson was since by the Royal Horticultural Society, but who has
entrusted with its direction, principally as regards only recently accomplished his task. There can be no

I

Pf"""g- ,

Three-quarters of a million cubic yards doubt that it is one of the finest productions of the
of earth had been deposited there, and the principal

|
accomplished sculptor's chisel. It is at present exhi-

roads and walks were formed, before Mr. Gibson took
1 bited in the western quadrant of the International

charge. Soon afterwards Ivennmgton Park, the grounds Exhibition, and is, we believe for sale
of Chelsea Hospital, and those of the Royal Military

,

The decoration of conservatories and garden struc-Asylum were also placed under Mr Gibson s charge.
' ture is a worthy object of interest to the Society, and

In the early part of '871 Mr. Gibson was elected to we are disposed to suggest to the Council that as there
fill the vacancy occasioned by the death of Mr. J are comparatively few wealthy enough to become the

Poongee as a centr^ Nun'pkToJ';;''thrnn;;h"p";;';i""' I h IJ" p
Superintendent of St. James s, the Green, and possessors of so fine and necessarily costly a work, that

.0 .f south. ^^^^i^S^tl:^:^!^^^. - ™^'-— ^^- - -ce ^a..s ^be^t^en oM-.^w^^ight^be ]^sed of a.

journey was a tedious and dangerous one, passing by
many villages inhabited principally by "Dacoits,"
who on rnany occasions surrounded Mr. Gibson's fleet
of boats, in canoes, and assumed a menacing aspect,
being armed with mde implements of warfare.

Pondua, situate at the foot, and on the south side of
the Khasya hills, was reached at the end of July, 1836.
The Khasya Mountains, which were to be Mr. Gibson's
collecting ground, are an extension southwards of the
Himalayas, and afford great variety of landscape at
varied elevations up to about 4000 feet ; with Chirra
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this character are now effected with such skill that

those to whom the possession of costly material is not

an object, may indulge their love of art at compara-

tively moderate cost. In any case, if the Society,

dispose of this figure, it is to be hoped that they at

least will retain a cast for the conservatory.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

THE SHOW AT BIRMINGHAM.
The Opening Day. — Nothing was wanted to

vender this exhibition a grand success except the

weather. The offtci.ils of the Society and the local

committee seem to have done all that could be

done, on the presumption that the weather would

be fine. Had not the Birmingham meteorologists

proved to demonstration, by reference to statistics,

that it must be fine ? Alas t'le fallacy of statistics !

More thoroughly wet days than the opening clay

(Tuesday) and the following one could hardly be

imagined. One continuous steady downpour filtered

through the canvas tents, as though they had been so

many strainers expressly provided for the filtration of

rain-water. The grass was as a sodden sponge ; the

gravel-less paths—gravel is not to be had near Bir-

mingham, apparently—were speedily worked up into a

paste of the colour and consistence of chocolate or cocoa.

Where so much had been done to promote success, it

may seem unkind to hint at want of foresight,

but it certainly would have been better if a few more

planks had been available to walk on. And the

ladies, who shall describe their miserable appearance ?

that is, as to their dresses, for somehow or another the

ruination of bonnets, the demolition of skirts, and the

dissolution of boots seemed to be looked on as a good

joke rather than otherwise. Some people would have

lost their tempers under such trials. The ladies of

Birmingham, to their honour be it said, didn't do any-

thing of the kind. Under such circumstances it is no

wonder that the programme of the opening ceremonial

was not very accurately carried out. It was indeed

fortunate that no worse contretemps happened than

that the Prince, after being turned from his course by a

flooded road, tried to get in at the wrong gate, and

was repulsed accordingly, that the Volunteers were

anywhere but where they ought to have been at the

right moment, that many of the feasters in the luncheon

tent were obliged to take their repast with their loins

girded with Mackintosh, or, failing waterproofs, with

their coat collars turned up, and with umbrellas over

their heads. It was a new sensation to eat lobster

salad with one hand, hold an umbrella with the other,

and watch the streams of water flow from the ribs of

the umbrella into the dry (?) champagne. Some
people might think all this rather depressing, but

somehow, from the Prince downward, the whole con-

cern was looked on from a genuine Mark Tapley point

of view. The ceremony of opening was supposed to

begin by the presentation of an address (of course) as

(oUows t—
" May it please your Royal Highness,—We, the Pre-

sident, Vice-President, and the other members of the

Birmingham local committee appointed to promote the

provincial exhibition of the Royal Horticultural Society

for the present year, join most heartily in the welcome

given to your Royal Highness on the occasion of this your

first visit to this neighbourhood.

"We gratefully acknowledge the honour and obliga-

tion conferred upon us by your Royal Highness consent-

ing to open this exhibition on behalf of the President of

the Royal Horticultural Society, and we trust that the

arrangements which have been made for the several

divisions of the exhibition will receive your approval.

The decision of the Royal Horticultural Society to hold

yearly in the provinces an exhibition on a large scale

appears to us to be especially calculated to extend the

influence of that Society, and to promote the objects which

it has in view by leading to the study and development of

horticulture generally throughout the kingdom, and by

eliciting a healthy and useful spirit of emulation between

the districts visited by the Society from time to time.

That this purpose is already largely fulfilled is proved by the

magnificent display of plants, flowers, and fruits now col-

lected at this exhibition, which may justly claim to be the

largest and most varied, as we trust it may also prove the

most successful, yet held under the auspices of the Society.

As a collateral advantage of the provincial exhibition

of the Society, we beg leave to call the attention of your

Royal Highness to the collections of implements, build-

ings, and other appliances connected with horticultural

pursuits to which particular attention has been given on

this occasion, both from the important bearing of this

department upon the general work of the Society, and

also from its interest as a branch of local and national

industry'. Though not immediately connected with the

proceedings of to-day, we may venture to refer to the

valuable assistance given by your honoured father in the

establishment in Birmingham of an exhibition for

tlie promotion of the kindred pursuit of agriculture, and
which, stimulated by the patronage and support of the

late Prince Consort, has long since taken high rank in the
annual agricultural exhibitions of the country. \\'e may
be permitted to observe that in the part your Royal High-
ness takes in the proceedings of this day we recognise a
continuance and a renewal of the obligations already
conferred upon this dist:ict by members of the Royal
Family, and, in again thanking you for your attendance,

we record with satisfaction the fact that your Royal High-
ness has invariably manifested a willing disposition to

give your personal assistance in any public undertaking

designed to promote the welfare and advantage of the

community. " Bradford, President.

"JoitN Sadler, Mayor of Birmingham,
Vice-President."

To this address the Prince replied with commendable
brevity, and in terms that were very much to the

purpose :

—

*' Gentlemen,— It affords me great pleasure to be enabled

to open this exhibition, which you have such good reason

to believe is one of the most successful that the Society

has yet held in the provinces. I have no doubt that for

this result we are indebted to the energetic and well-

directed labours of the local committee, a committee
admirably constituted, whose members, I understand,

have devoted much time and attention to working out the

many wearisome details that are necessary to insure so

satisfactory a result. 1 am likewise glad to hear that good
use is being made of the Botanical Gardens at Edgbaston.

An inspection of the buildings, implements, and other

appliances connected with horticulture will .afford me
great interest, partly because they are matters in which my
father took the deepest interest, and especially as they

form a branch of the local industry of this neighbourhood.

Pray accept my best thanks for the kind expressions con-

tained in your address, and let me .assure you I shall be

always ready to further the wishes of a society the object

of which is to encourage a pursuit which affords such

innocent enjoyment, and which engenders habits of taste

and refinement."

This business over. His Royal Highness, together

with Duke Teck and other notabilities, should have

been conducted in due state to the luncheon tent. They
had to get there as best they could, and, but for Mr.

Quilter, would probably not have succeeded in arriving

there at all. Luncheon accomplished somehow or

other, more speechifying followed of the ordinary

character, the only speeches worth noting being those

of the Prince, which we append, and on which we
have elsewhere commented.
To the toast of the Prince and Princess of Wales and

the Royal Family, Prince Arthur responded as follows :

" Your Royal Highness, my Lords, Ladies, and Gentle-

men,—Let me thank you in the name of the Prince and
Princess of Wales and the rest of the Royal Family for

the very kind manner in which this toast has been pro-

posed, and for the cordial manner in which it has been
received. The loyal and kindly feeling shown towards

the Prince and Princess of Wales during my brother's late

illness is, I think, without a parallel; And I, who know
them so wefl, and see them so often, can see how deeply

touched their hearts have been by the kind sympathy
shown, and by the kind words which have been spoken of

them.''

The only other toast of special interest was "the
Royal Horticultural Society," proposed by the Mar-
quis of Hertford, who coupled with it the name of one

of its youngest Vice-Presidents, His Royal Highness

Prince Arthur. In replying his Royal Highness spoke

as follows :

—

"Your Royal Highness, my Lords, Ladies, and Gentle-

men,— As Vice-President it affords me great pleasure to

return thanks for the Horticultural Society, which has

been so successful in its mission that it is constantly en-

larging its sphere of enterprise. A short time .ago the

introduction of any rare plant was 'one of the objects of

this Society. Now our enterprising nurserymen send out

in quest of what is beautiful in fruit or flowers. Formerly,

all that was written on the subject of horticulture ema-
nated from the Society, but now it has been outstripped

by the Press, which gives at once to the world all that is

worthy of mention. The labours of the Society, however,

have been most prosperous. It has led the way, and it

has encouraged others to follow in its path, showing them

where to go and what to avoid. So far as gardening is

concerned, I am glad that there is great progress made in

this neighbourhood. Weh,avcjust admired a most mag-
nificent show of fruit and flowers, and I am glad to see

that the gardens attached to the suburban villas here are

models of what such gardens ought to be. I am told that

many of the richer artisans have small greenhouses at-

tached to their cottages, which not onlyafford them a source

of innocent enjoyment, but add to their incomes by the sale

of plants and Ferns. I am likewise glad to be told that

the proprietor of the Lower Grounds has done much to

encourage the love of horticulture, and has shown how the

commonest flowers can be used for garden decorations.

Such progress in horticulture is most agreeable to nic,

and I am only sorry that the reply to this toast should not

hiive fallen to the lot of the excellent President of the

Society, who has ever taken the deepest interest in all that

concerns horticulture'.'

Luncheon over, there was a rush to the exhibition

tents, occupied, when we got there, by Volunteer.s,

singing as they went "marching along." This was

one of the best things of the day, but the bedraggled

public outside the tent seemed to desire the room

occupied by the Volunteers, rather than their company,

which was covetous, to say the least—but then, how
it rained !

Prince Arthur's labours were not confined to

inaugurating the show. On the day previous he

had been duly addressed by the mayor and corpora-

tion, and on the day following—Wednesday—he was

good natured enough to brave once more the inclement

weather and the mud of the Aston Lower Grounds in

order to present the medals offered by the local com-

mittee to those exhibitors of horticultural structures

and appliances who had been deemed worthy of such

honour by the judge. The Prince himself vv.as awarded

a medal by the Council, and Lady Bradford, we also

hear, accepted one as a souvenir.

The unpropitious weather was specially unfortunate

in the case of Mr. Quilter's spring garden, about which

we have heard so much. A few days before the Daisies

and Pansies were still so brilliant, that it was con-

sidered that a better display would be made by them
than by newly planted "bedding stulT," and so the

Pansies remained. How they looked maybe imagined,

but there was enough to show the extent of the display

and the general arrangement. This may be judged of

by the woodcut given in our volume for 1S70, p. 12S4,

which though not strictly accurate in all its details

—

the planting being to some extent differently arranged

from what it was when our drawing was taken— is still

in all material points correct.

The Great Tent.—The general view of the long

tent was somewhat disappointing— there was no central

point of interest, and, worse, no point from which a

good general view could be oblained. We subjoin a

plan of the tent, which will be more expressive than

many words (fig. 201, p. S6y).

The exhibition, though weak in places, is as a whole
the most successful provincial exhibition yet held by
the Society. ProcteJing to examine it in detail, we
will begin with—

The raised mound in the long tent, marked A on
the plan, on which is a magnificent lot of Palms,

shown by Mr. B. S. Williams ; this is supported by
smaller specimens contributed by Messrs. Rollisson

cS: Sons, Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, Stratford-on-.^von,

and Mr, W. Cutbush, jun., Barnet. Mr. Williams'

group, which is most strikingly situated, includes re-

markably fine examples of Phcenicophorum sechellanim,

Latania borbonica. Calamus asperimus, a truly handsome
plant, and Sabal Blackburniana, &c. Messrs. Rollisson

& Sons have smaller specimens, but very handsome onec,

of Acanthophcenix crinita, Areca lutescens, and A.

Verschaffeltii, &c. : while the contributions of Messrs.

Bell & Thorpe and Mr. Cutbush require a word of com-
mendation. The heart-shaped mound (b) is principally

filled with Agaves, Caladiums, and Dracaenas, and a

magnificent group of new plants from Messrs. Veitch &
Sons. Of Caladiums, six capitally grown plants of such

varieties as C. amabile, Triomphe de I'Exposition, and
Chantini, are staged by Mr. T. M. Shuttleworth, Ley-

land, near Preston, and a group of smaller but

nicely grown plants is sent by Mr. Plumbley, gr. to

T. Charlesworth, Esq., The Hollow, near Leicester.

Three collections of Agaves, shown in the open class for

six, are respectively exhibited by Mr. Croucher, gr. to

J. T. Pe.acock, Esq., Sudbury House, Hammersmith,
Mr. B. S. Williams, and Mr. W. E. Dixon, Norwood
Nursery, Beverley, and the prizes were won in the order

named. Mr. Croucher's plants are very even in size, and
include particularly handsome specimens of .A. filifera,

A. applanata, A. Tonelliana, A, schidigera, A. Regelii

macrodonta, and A. ensiformis. Mr. Williams' group
include a larger plant of .\. filifera, and good examples of

A. Regeliana, and A. densiflora : and similar kinds, with

an example of \. americana, are included in the group
from Mr. Dixon. Next to the Agaves come several very

handsome Dracaenas and Cordylines, shown in the open

class for four. The most noteworthy of these are the

plants shown by Messrs. Rollisson & Sons and Mr.

B. S. Williams, who take the 2d and 3d prizes

respectively, the former with large and well-furnished

specimens of D. australis, D. Guilfoylei, beautifully

coloured, and D. Regina, &c. ; Mr. Williams showing

Cordyline indivisa, D. Veitchii, D. umbr.aculifera, and

D. robusta. Other exhibitors are—Mr. Parker, \'ictoria

Nursery, Rugby, Mr. T. M. Shuttleworth, and Messrs.

Bell & Thorpe. Messrs. Veitch & Sons' group of new
plants, many of which have been figured in our columns,

include most of the handsome new Palms recently intro-

duced, several of the extremely graceful Japanese .Acers,

handsome M.arantas, Caladium Princess Teck, one of

the golden-edged class, the type of which was raised at

Chiswick some few years ago ; the handsome Drac.-ena

amabilis, a fine specimen of Leptoptcris superba. Large

plants of the new Davallia Mooreana, the equally new
and beautilul PauUinia thalictrifolia, and the r.ire

Darlingtonia californica, x Begonia Sedeni, Pandanus
Veitchii, a finely variegated form from the South Sea

Islands ; Dieftenbachia Bausei, a good specimen

of that interesting introduction of M.ajor Trevor

Clarke's, Dioscorea retusa ; several small Agaves,

and two plants of an unnamed species of Rcti-

nospora, from Japan, very dwarf, small in growth, and
having very thick stems— the trees, though only about

2 feet high, being estimated at 70 years in point of age.

On the next dais (c) are stove and greenhouse flowering

and fine foliagcd plants, shown in the classes for nine and
for a single specimen of the former. Mr. J.

E. Marsh,

gr. to J. O. Bacchus, Esq., Norwood Hall, Leamington,

stages a group of well grown and fairly flowered plants,

especially of K.alosanthes coccinea, Pimelea spectabilis

rosea, and Alla'manda Schottii. Next comes a very good
plant of .Vphelexis spectabilis, from Mr. J. Foster, gr. to

E. Greaves, Esq., Avonside, Warwick, which took the

2d prize for a single specimen ; and a well-flowered large

plant of Rhynchosperinum j.asminoides, staged by Mr.

Hodges, gr. to E. Wright, Esq., Gr.ivelly Hill. .N'e.ar to

this arc six sent by Mr. J.
M. Shuttleworlli, the most

conspicuous amongst them being a striking specimen of

Muss.T?nda frondosa, about 4 feet over, and splendidly

finished with orange-yellow flowers and white bracts.

In the same <:lass Mr. Wakefield sends a collection, and

amongst them are large well-flowered specimens of

Allamanda Hendersoni .and A. cathartica, and a

particularly well grown plant of Kalosanthes coccinea.

A capital specimen of Clematis Jackmani is shown by

Mr. Jones, Church Road, Egb.aston, followed by two

groups of six pl.ants from Mr. T. C'oysh and Mr.

Chapman, gr. to J. Spode, Esq., Il.awkesyard P.ark—

the latter contributing amongst others a splendidly

flowered plant of Ixora amboinensis, 3 feet through, and
ij

certainly one of the best grown and flowered specimens ol ^

J
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Clerodendron Balfourianum in the show

;
and near to Begonin. Mr. Shuttleworlh has another group of foliage

1 him the 2d prize in that class Mr Eaines as before
Mr. Chapman's most creditable productions is a particu- plants, which unmistakably show that thev have been mentioned, being ist. Mr. Dixon has some good sneci
larly well furnished plant of Stephanotis floribunda, in a well attended to

; and Messrs, Pell & Thorpe have nine
|

mens of Palms and well flowered examples of Piinelea
group staged by Mr. Webb, gr. to J.

Gibson, Esq., of which have come in 3d in the nurserymen's class, par- ' mirabilis, a fine object, and Aphelexis macrantha For
Stoke. Between the raised mounds. C, D, and r, are two ticularly noticeable among them being first-rate specimens I nine fine foliaged or variegated plants Mr D S williams
small fountains, and on d, the centre of the tent, is a of Pothos argyreia and Cissus porphyrophyllus, two is :st amongst nurserymen, and his plants next come
magnificent group of 20 of Mr. Baines' best specimen plants seldom seen so well done as Messrs, Bell & Thorpe under inspection. "Fine great fellows they are too

"

stove and greenhouse flowering and
foliage plants, and which gained
for hmi the 1st pri^e in the open
class for that number. Amongst
them are examples of Dipladenia
amabilis. w onderfully rich in colour

;

Yucca variegata, 4 to 5 feet high,

and remarkably handsome ; Statice

profusa, 4 feet through, and cover-
ed with its delicate blue flowers

;

Ixora coccinea, a plant superbly
grown and flowered, some of the
trusses measuring 6 inches through;
a beautifully coloured bush of Cro-
ton variegatum, and a grand speci-
men of Ccrdyline indivisa, the large
plant of Darwinia (Hedaroma) tuli-

pifera, in wonderful condition ; a
very large and handsome plant of
rha?nocoma prolifera ; and these
and others like them are towered
o\er in the background by giant
specimens of Theophr^ista imperi-
alis, Verschaffeltia splendida, and
Rhopala corcovadense, which have
a grand cflect. Mr. Baines has
also here several fine single speci-
mens, which tell their own tale in

the prize lists ; and amongst them
is one of his largest plants of
Gleichenia spelunccx, side by side
in the same class with a wee
plant of Pteris tremula in a 32-
pol, courageously shown by "a
young lady " from Wolverhamp-
ton

: and ver)' excellent specimens
of the Maidenhair. Here, too, is

a large group of Heaths, shown
by Messrs. Jackson & Son. of
Kingston, most noticeable, per-
haps, amongst them being speci-
mens of E. Candolleana, tricolor

speciosa, and Pa-xtoni, all well
flovvered and fresh ; and next to
these are specimen foliage plants,
Mr. Baines staging his wonder
ful plant of Sarracenia flava
against one of Cordyline indivisa
put up by Mr. Quilter's gardener,
and a very good specimen of Ma-
ranta zebrina from Mr. W. [ones.
At E. the same class of plants also
predominates. Messrs. Cole & Son,
of Withington, near. Manchester,
occupy a very prominent position
with 9 plants, including a most
striking specimen, some 4 feet
through, of the new and lovely
I.xora Colei. backed by a perfectly-
flowered bright rose Azalea, toge-
ther with one or two admirably
flowered large Allamandas. Messrs.
Cole lS: Son have also here 20
stove and greenhouse plants, in
i2-inch pots, neatly grown plants,
which win for them a ist prize.
though they are run very close by
Messrs. Jackson & Son. On the
mound F, Mr. B. S. \\'illiams
occupies the lion's share of the
space with a most excellent col-
lection of new. rare, and valuable
plants, the rest being filled with
tolerably good show and fancy
Pelargoniums. In Mr. Williams'
group we found in flower Laelia
purpurata, Cattleya Wameri. C.
labiata, and C>'pripedium Stonei,
amongst Orchids ; some fine new
-Amaryllis, elegant new Palms, Dra-
cainas, and Ferns, Pandanads, Ne-
penthes, and variegated Pine-
apples, many of rare merit as
novelties, and all worthy of in-

spection. -At G. are some credit-
ably grown Zonal Pelargoniums
and a few Palms.

Retracing our steps to the en-
trance of the tent at H, we find a
grand lot of dwarf Roses in pots,
contributed by Messrs. Paul & Son,
who have been wonderfully suc-
cessful this season in this branch
of horticulture. The ladies so per-
sistently held their ground opposite
the Roses, that we struggled in
vain to get a list of the names
of the Roses

; but found next to
them a 2d prize collection of nine
fine foliaged plants, from Mr. T.
Coysb, and which included a hand-
some specimen ofAgave americana.
'Then we have the ist prize group in the same class,
these coming from Mr. Foster, gr. to E. Greaves,
Esq., M.P., and including amongst them very
fine examples in all respects of the Sago Palm
Verschaffeltia splendida, and Iilaranta Veitchii, &c.

r

ym. 200.—THE BOY AT THE STREAM (see p. 865).

have them. These gentlemen also occupy the point j
with =0 foliage and flowering plants, which have been
unsuccessful, but there are some first-rate plants amongst
them

; and notably one of Cordyline Banksii, Pritchardia
Martii, and Buon_apartea filamentosa, the latter an object

ween J and K there is an entrance not
At I, Mr. Chapman has si.x very creditable Ericas, which of great beauty. Bet'

'" = -'' prize
; and ne.xt to them are three shown on the plan, a

the ornamental-leaved Begonias, quite
[

Bell & Thorpe stage six capital Zonal Pelargoniums and
iSge lm!Ltn3 F^i"^'

'"''',''"' '^ B™ ''"' "'"'^
I

5h°wn onThe plan,"a;ndat^he mlrgta orti;at7K) Me''3s'rs.'lari^e specunens ot the ornamental-leaved BeFonias. nnite I Roll .c Thn.T,o it,„o „• i.„i v_5_i r..i -..'._.. ._ j

by"Mr'"'Bluck^°fnH"J" 'w" "''"!,•. '^^f" ""? '^'"l"
' '^^ "'« "'tprize?and\"hen''comes"M;. W.^e! Dixon, withoy iHr. BiucK, and do him credit. Succeeding the 20 plants, 10 foliage and 10 flowering, which gain for

great
says an enthusiastic 'admirer of
"elephants" close by. Not the
least remarkable amongst them
Wiis one of the largest and most
perfect specimens of Encephalartos
latifrons in the country, the magni-
ficent plant of Cycas revoluta.
which we have seen before, a parti-
cularly fine Cordyline indivisa, and
some monster Palms. 'Mr. Brj'ant.

of Rugby, comes in a good 2d in

this class, and his plants will be
found a little further on at k.
The fine foliage plants are relieved
at this point with two lovely groups
of Clematis in pots, about a do.ren
plants in all, contributed by Mr.
Cutbush, Barnet, and Mr. James
Clift. From here to the end there
is little else but specimen Ferns,
some very fine ones and some quite
the reverse. Messrs. Bell & Thorpe,
Mr. J. M. Shuttleworlh, and Mr.
W. E. Dixon are the principal
exhibitors.

Again we retrace our steps, and
find the space between N and o
occupied with stove and green-
house plants. Mr. Cooper. Derby,
showing some capital plants in a
group of 20, which gained him 3d
honours in that class. Of Alla-
manda Hendersoni he has an ex-
cellent specimen, and also one of
A. Schottii. Mr. Cooper, too, has
the .Sago Palm in good condition,
and his specimen of the so-called
rhief Palm, Phisnicophorium
sechellarum, is notably a fine one.
We have next the four best
DracEsnas or Cordylines in the
show, large handsome examples of
D. Regina (finely variegated), D.
grandis, and a very nice speci-
men of the beautiful D. Guilloylei.
These are shown by Mr. W. Brown.
Still more fins fohaged plants, and
then we come upon a large and
well grown group of pyramidal
trained Ivies, contributed by
Messrs. Lane &Son, of Berkhamp-
stead. Mr. Baines again asserts
his supremacy as a plant-grower
with 6 Heaths, which, as usual,
are ist in their class. They are
large plants, well flowered, and
very fresh, as, indeed, Mr. Baines'
plants always are. ^^essrs. Cole
& Son exhibit in the same class,
and come in 3d, and after their
plants come a small group of the
ever-striking Orchids, These are
single specimens, shown in a class
devoted to them. The 2d prize
is taken by Mr. B. S. 'Williams,
with a plant of Cypripedium
superbum with 12 splendid flowers

;

Mr. Hodges is 3d, with a nice
Saccolabium guttatum ; and Mr.
Lawrence, Farnham Castle, is 4th,
with the elegant Dcndrochilum
filiforme. From o to p fine foli-

aged plants hold their own. They
principally belong to the amateurs'
class for 6, in which Mr. Drover,
gr. to the proprietor of the grounds,
Mr. Quilter, is ist, and Mr.
Hodges 2d. Fine Palms, a noble
DraCTena australis. Tree Ferns,
and -Alocasias. are the main fea-
tures of both excellent groups.
A group of Orchids next claims
attention, as they have taken a 2d
prize in the nurserymen's class for
6, and belong to Mr. W. E. Dixon.
A plant of Laelia purpurata has
seven grand spikes, and a large
tub of Cypripedium barbatum
superbum claims our admiration.
Mr. Cutbush, Barnet, comes next
with 20 foliage and flowering
plants, and amongst them will be
found one of the best specimens
yet seen of the comparatively new
Peristrophe angustifolia variegata,
a yellow variegated plant that has
been highly recommended for bcd-
ding-out. The display of Orchids
which is made between the points
p and Q is not so large as might
have been expected. Mr. B. S.
Williams has the best six amongst

nurseiymcn, and Mr.
J. Hodges is ist in the corre-

sponding class for amateurs. Mr. Williams' plants
consisted of large specimens of Anguloa Clowesii,
Cypripedium barbatum, Cattleya Mossi;e aurantiaca,
Aerides Larpentce, Laslia purpurata, and Saccola-
bium guttatum Holfordianum. Mr. Hodges has Aerides
virens Dayanum, and other good plants. The same
exhibitor is also ist in the open class for 9, Messrs.
Rollisson & Sons being ad—both charming plants, of fair

average excellence. Continuing from the Orchids to
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point R, we have a group of plants belonging to

class 74, from Mr. j. Cypher, Queen's Road N'urser)',

Cheltenham, and which contains many admirable
productions. Following these is a group of exotic

Ferns, from Mr. Berry, and three collections of Cala-

diums, the best of which will be found those from Mr.

W. Jones. Messrs. Jackson & Son have come in with

a very fine Heath, E. Vernonii, beating Messrs. Cole &
Son's wonderful old E. Cavendishiana, which, notwith-

standing its age, is still in prime condition. For the best

specimen Croton Mr. Baines shows a grand example of

C. pictum, and comes in ist, Mr. Foster being 2d with a

fine C. angustifolium. The remainder of this side is

devoted to Ferns- -Mr. Baines, Mr. W. Jones, Mr. J.
Bluck, and Mr. Lamb, gr. to E.

J.
Lowe, Esq., F.R.S.,

Highfield House, Nottingham, being the principal

exhibitors. '

Small Tent.—Passing into the long narrow tent

running at a right angle from the large tent, in a

westerly direction, there is to be seen here a very

miscellaneous collection of plants. There is a rough-

nebs about the arrangement of the various collections

almost approaching to slovenliness—probably one of the

inevitable disadvantages attending an extensive show.

The groups of Achimenes and Gloxinias are found here,

competing in class 80. The same type of specimen
plant, generally very creditably grown in large pans,

meets the eye, the varieties are those usually seen, such as

Estelle, rosy violet with white centre ; longifiora major,

Ambrose Verschaffelt, Dr. Buenzod, Margaretta, and
Mauve Perfection. Some smaller specimens, shown by
Mr. Cox, Madresfield Court Gardens, are worthy notice,

because of the novelties in the varieties staged. There is

the fine deep carmine-coloured Wrlliamsii, one of Mr.
Parsons' finest seedlings, but one seldom seen ; also

Leopard, Argus, and Eclipse, also raised by Mr. Parsons.

The Gloxinias are nice plants, fairly bloomed, and gene-
rally composed of erect-flowering varieties, some of them
finely coloured about the throat. Mr. S. Hodges has the

best plants, Mr. J.
E. Marsh staging some fine varieties.

In class 82 Mr. Marsh took the 1st prize. There are

Coleuses here also, but they are small, though well

coloured. Mr. J.
Smith, Lydney Park, has some nicely

coloured plants of the golden-edged varieties. There are

two or three classes devoted to Lycopodiums, but they

contain nothing worthy of note ; certainly the plants are

in most instances inferior to those found in small country

shows. Calceolarias are fairly represented by a collection

staged by Mr. Coysh.
Pelargoniums are much more plentiful, and with the

succulents and new plants form the main features of

the tent. Of the former, the subjects of about 15
classes were found in this tent. Mr. C. Turner, Slough,

had the best three Golden Tricolors sent out in 1871 or

1872 ; they consisted of Rainbow, Miss Morris, and
Baroness Burdett Coutts. Mr. Pestridge, of Uxbridge,
was 2d, with Acme, Salamander, and Brilliant. In each
case the plants are nicely grown and coloured. The
best new Golden Tricolor not sent out was Empress,
from Mr. C. Kimberley, Stoke, near Coventry. Messrs.
Downie, Laird & Laing come next with John B.

Downie ; and Mr. Turner is 3d with Miss Morris.

Mr. Turner is ist with the best three Silver Tricolors,

having good examples of Miss Pond, Lady B, Brydges,

and Mrs. Rousby ; Mr. Pestridge showing the last named,
Royalty, and Mrs. Marshall. The best new Silver Tri-

color is Mrs. Laing, staged by Messrs. Downie, Laird
& Laing ; Mr. Turner comes 2d with Marchioness of

Hertford ; and Messrs. Bell & Thorpe with Duchess of

Dorset. The ist, 2d, and 3d prizes in the class for the

best new Bronze Pelargoniums, are all taken by Messrs.

Downie, Laird & Laing, having Prince Arthur {very fine),

Clima.x, and E. H. Pollard. In the class for 6 new
Zonal Pelargoniums, sent out in 1871-72, Mr. Turner
stages some plants to which a 2d prize was awarded.
The best 6 new Nosegay Pelargoniums come from Messrs.

Bell & Thorpe ; they consisted of Butterfly, Master Chris-

tine, David Garrick, Wellington, Charles Dickens, and
one unnamed. The best new Nosegay Pelargonium is

Mrs. Quilter, shown by Mr. C. Turner, a soft clear pink
flowering variety. The next best is a crimson-flowered
variety named Cenotaph, from Mr. J. Knight, Lough-
borough. The best 4 new Show Pelargoniums are
staged byMr. C. Turner; they consist of Achievement,
beautifully shown ; Pompey, Sultan, and Brigand, all of

Mr. Foster's raising. The best new Show Pelargoniums
not yet sent out are Siren, the next best Grand Mogul,
and the third Conquest, all from Mr. Turner. The best

new Fancy Pelargonium not sent out is Miss Quilter, a
pretty rosy carmine coloured variety. The best 3 double
flowering Pelargoniums, shown by amateurs, are Mr.

J. E. Marsh, gr. to J. E. Bacchus, Esq.. Leammgton
;

they consist of Capitaine L'Hermite, Marie Lemoine,
and Victor Lemoine. Mr. James Parker, Victoria Nur-
sery, Rugby, is ist with a very excellent lot of 6 double
varieties, having a nice dwarf bushy habit of growth, and
extremely well flowered. The varieties are, \\'ilhelm

Pfitzer, Madame Rudolph Abett, having a deeper tint of

colour than Madame Lemoine ; Capitaine L'Hermite,
Marie Crusse, Gloire de Nancy, and Madame Lemoine.
Messrs. Bell & Thorpe had some very large plants, but
not near so well grown or flowered. The best variegated
Pelargoniums come from Messrs. Bell & Thorpe. In
class 21 Mr. Turner had the best 6 Gold and Silver Tri-
colors, staging Mrs. Headley, Mrs. Rousby, Lady
Culliim, Achievement, Prince of Wales, and Lady B.
Brydges. Messrs. Bell & Thorpe have larger plants
also in this class, but they want the finish of Mr.
Turner's.
Mr. Ford. gr. to W. B. Davenport, Esq., Coventry,

contribute some nicely-grown and flowered Verbenas in
pots ;

also of Petunias. Messrs. Rollisson & Sons have
Pyrcthrums and Antirrhinums in pots ; and Mr. Ware had
Pentstcmons, Delphiniums, Phloxes, and Pansies, but not
in any instance thorouglily well done.
A splendid collection of succulents is staged by Mr.

Croucher, gr. to
J.

T. Peacock, Esq.. Hammersmith,
most interesting, and very distinct in character, aqd in

every respect highly praiseworthy. Some of the forms
were very grotesque, and they appeared to excite much
interest among the visitors. Mr. '1'. S. Ware stands next
in the order of merit, having a nice and varied collection

;

and Messrs. Bell & Thorpe stage a group likewise.

The group of sweet-scented flowers staged by Messrs.
Bell & Thorpe in class 143, is certainly not very
encouraging, and there was about as much ornamental
grouping as one would find in a falling house. There
are Roses, Mignonette, Pinks, Musk, Heliotropes.
Lilium auratum, Aloysia citriodora. Petunias, scented-
leaved Pelargoniums, &c., rather a sorry group. There
was but one collection staged.

Collections of Palms in 8-inch pots are staged by
Messrs. Rollisson \- Sons, B. S. Williams, Cooper, Bell &
Thorpe, and others, the best coming from the two first-

named exhibitors. The best six new plants were staged
by Messrs. Veitch & Sons, they comprised Draca?na
amabilis, D. Denisonii, Croton Weismanii, Pandanus
Veitchii, Paullinia thalictrifolia, and Aralia Veitchii.

Messrs. Rollisson & Sons had Curculigo recurvata striata,

Macrozamia corallipes. Erica Denisoniana, a very chaste
and delicate variety ; Polyslichum vestitum robustum,
Dracjena lentiginosa, and a fine example of Todea inter-

media, in a glass case. The two foregoing exhibitors

each stage Masdevallia Harryana, in the class for the

best new Orchid, and were each awarded a sd prize.

Cut Flowers.—In the long fruit tent arranged next
to the collections of fruit, are the cut flowers. There is a
fine stand of 13 Pinks, shown by Mr. Turner, the varieties

consistmg of Dr. Masters, Rev. Geo. Jeans, Lord Kirk-
aldie, Shirley Hibberd. Prince Frederick William. Goliath.

Bertram, Attraction, Mr. Waite, Superb, Delicata, and
a seedling. Mr. T. S. Ware, Tottenham, and Mr. G.
Beardsley, Nottingham, were placed equal 2d, the former
staging some flowers of great size ; Mr. H. Hooper was
3d. Mr. Turner was also ist with bunches of Zonal Pelar-

goniums, three trusses of each, and Mr. C. J.
Perry, of

Castle Bromwich, ran him hard for the leading prize.

Mr. Turner has Bouquet Imperial. Victor Milo, Mrs.
Maher, Coleshill, Dr. Ricci, and Mons. Rical, shades of
crimson and scarlet ; Madam Elyse, salmon-carmine, dis-

tinct and good ; Marie Stuart and Madame A. Dureau.
salmon ; Blue Bell and Madame Hock, pink ; and Reine
des Vieses, blush. La Dame Blanche, a large white
variety with a delicate carmine centre, was very fine in

Mr. Perry's stand. There are nine competing stands,
the flowers generally good. Mr. Thomas Laxton, Stam-
ford, is 1st with trusses of double varieties, Boucharlat
ain^, Victor Lemoine, Sapeur Pompier ; Aurora, a fine

scarlet seedling raised from Madame Rose Charmeux;
Jewel, a fine new orange-crimson variety raised by Mr.
Laxton ; Victor de Lyon, rosy purple, distinct and very

fine ; King of Doubles, rose, very fine ; Crown Prince,

Madame Lemoine, Marie Lemoine, Bouquet, and Madame
Rudolph Abel, pink

;
make up a very fine stand. Messrs.

Perkins & Sons, C.Turner, and Kimberley, also exhibited.

The classes for cut Antirrhinums and also for Pyrethrums
did not fill, for some reason. The collection of 24 bunches
of cut flowers, staged by Messrs. E. Cole & Sons in

class 36, is in every respect a superb one, and they are

most tastefully and even elaborately staged. There are
glorious bunches of Allamanda nobJlis, A. cathartica,

A. Wardleana, and A. grandiflora; DipUdeniacrassinoda,
D. accuminata, and D. amabilis ; Ixorasalicifolia, I. am-
boincnsis, I. aurantiaca, I. coccinea, and I. Co'ei ; Erica
tricolor rubra, E. ventricosa rosea, E. tricolor splendens,

and E. ventricosa Bothwelliana ; Lrelia ]3urpurata,

Cattleya Mossias, Cypripedium barbatum, Franciscea
calycina, Statice Holdfordii, Lapageria rosea, and
Imantophyllum miniatum. Miss M. Baines, Southgate,
was 2d, with excellent cut examples of Odontoglossum
Bluntii, Phalasnopsis grandiflora, Sobralia macrantha,
Bougainvillea glabra, Stephanotis floribunda, &c. A
stand staj^ed by Mr. W. Brown also contains some
capital flowers. Altogether five collections were staged,
and they formed a very attractive and interesting feature.

Mr. W. Chapman, of Hawkcsyard Park, had the best

collection in class 37.

In class 43, Mr. B. R. Cant is rst with 48 superb cut

Roses, of large size and full substance. The following

were extra fine :— Mdlle. E. Verdier, Marquis de Morte-
mart, a beautiful white Rose; Horace Vernet, Baronne
de Frailly, salmon-pink, very fine ; Marie Baumann, Duke
of Wellington, Black Prince, Elie Morel, Marguerite de
St. Amand, Ferdinand de Lesseps, Antoine Ducher, Abel
Grand, Prince Camille de Rohan, Fisher Holmes. Mons.
Noman. Beauty of Waltham, and Mdlle. Thdri^se

Levet. all hybrid perpttuals. The following Tea Roses
were also good good:—Marcchal Niel, Souvenir d'Elise,

La Boule d'Or, Souvenir d'un Ami, and Rubens,
Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, were 2d, with Oliver Del-
homme, Madame Laurent, Marie Baumann, Paul Verdier,

Xavier Olibo, August Newman, Franfois Louvat, Alfred

Colomb, Beauty of Waltham, General Jacqueminot, Due
de Rohan, Dupuy Jamain, ^Iarie Rady, Souvenir d'Elise

Vardon, and Marie Van Houtte, very fine, the two last

named being Tea-scented varieties. Mr. C. Turner was
3d, and Mr. J. Walker 4th. The best 24 in class 44 were
staged by Mr. E\'ans, gr. to C. N. Newdegate, Esq.,

M.P., Arbury Hall, some very large flowers being found in

the stand. Mr. T. Laxton was 2d, with younger flowers.

Mr. Cant was also ist with 24 varieties, three trusses of

each, his stand containing fine examples of Victor Verdier,

Marquis de Castellane, Madame Therese Levet, Mons.
Noman, Madame Vidot, John Hopper, Edward Morren,
and Antoine Ducher. Mr. C. Turner was 2d, his best

examples being Souvenir de C. Montault. Louis Van
Houtte, General Jacqueminot, superbly coloured ; Duke
of Edinburgh, r>Iarquis de Castellane, Alfred Colomb,
and the Tea-scented climbing Dcvonicnsis. Messrs.

Paul & Son were placed 3d. Six collections were staged

in this class, and they made a very fine feature indeed.

Mr. S. Evans was also ist with 12 Roses, Mr. |. Lakin,

of Chipping Norton, being 2d. The oflice of judge must
have been no sinecure in this class, as no less than 19 lots

\\cre staged, and several of the stands being nearly on a

par in point of quality. As many as 18 stands competed
in class 47, for 6 varieties

; Mr.
J. E. Cavell was ist.

Class 130, for 24 bunches of hardy herbaceous
perennials, was both an interesting and an attractive one.
Mr. T. S. Ware was placed ist with an excellent contri-
bution, made up of Lilium umbellatum in varieties,
L. Thunbergianum, Gladiolus Colvillei, various showy
forms of Iris—one, named Grand Master, being a very
fine dark purple variety ; Epilobium angustifolium album,
with showy white spikes of flowers ; Crucianella stylosa,
Spircea filipeiidula flore-pleno. Brudk-ea congesta, Allium
Moly, Lupinus pentaphyllus albus. Dielytra spectabilis.
Hedysarum coronarium, c;c. Mr. J.Jennings was 2d,
his collection comprising various Pyrethrums, Dianlhus,
Iris, Lathyrus grandifiorus, Eccremocarpus scaber, Pa paver
orientale, feathered Hyacinths, &c. A nice collection of
12 bunches was staged by Mr.

J. Lakin. They consisted
of Delphinium formosum, red Valerian, Campanula
macrantha, Spiraea japonica, Dianthushybridus, D. Maria
Parre, Iris Grand Master, Dielytra spectabilis. Campanula
coronata, Viola cornuta Perfection, &c. A fine collection
from Mr. G. Maw was placed 2d. It is satisfactory to
see collections of this character coming to the fore.

Next to these are some Pinks, competing for prizes
offered for amateur growers by Mr. C. Turner. Mr. D.
Pizz'?y, of Fulmer, Bucks, has the best lots, representing
some of the leading varieties in cultivation. Messrs.
Downie, Laird & Laing are, as usual, invincible with
English show and f;incy Pansies ; the flowers of some of
the latter are superbly coloured. Mr. Henry Hooper
comes in 2d in each class with some good blooms also.
Mr. Perr>- has a good stand of 24 Verbenas in class 139.

Hardy Plants. —The hardy and half-hardy plants
are shown out-of-doors. The best collection ot alpine
plants comes from G. Maw, Esq., BenthaU Hall, Broseley :

Messrs. E. J. Perkins, Leamington, and Rollisson of
Tooting also taking prizes in this department. The
judging in the class for "50 hardy and half-hardy varie-
gated foliage plants suitable for bedding" created some
differences of opinion on account of the indefinite
wording of the schedule. Messrs. Standish & Co.
exhibit a fine collection of variegated Acers. Hollies,

Coprosmas, Osmanthus, Junipers, ike, and the ist
prize was awarded to them, extras being voted to
Mr. Ware and Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, who put
a different interpretation on the wording of the
schedule. Mr. Ware was ist in the class for 20 hardy
variegated plants, with an admirable collection. Hardy
evergreen trees and shrubs are mainly contributed by
Messrs. Barron & Son. Elvaston, and Messrs. Standish
& Co., the former being ist in alt the classes iu

which they compete, and Messrs. Standish &
Co. 2d. I'he Elvaston and Ascot nurseries are so
well known, that it needs no bush to say that
the specimens of trees shown were fine in size, and
handsome and graceful. Mr. W. E. Dixon and NIr. G.
Davis also sent their contributions to this department.
A large circular tent was devoted to British Ferns,
Fuchsias, and Caladiums, the two latter of which call for

no special comment. Hardy Ferns are shown well bv
Mr. R. Wilson, Saltisford

; J. E. Mapplebeck, Esq',
Woodfields ; and Mr. Lamb, gr. to E. G. Lowe, Esq.

Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Son, Chester, exhibit in a
tent a large collection of new plants, and outside a lot of
fine specimen Conifers, Mr. Smith, of Worcester, makes
even a more imposing display of specimen hardy stuff.

These, and a fine little exhibition made in a small tent,

by Mr. Vertegans, of Chad Valley, will complete our
report of this portion of the show.

Fruit and Vegetables.—The show of fruit and
\'egetables was decidedly the weakest point of the

exhibition, being not only limited in extent but showing a
marked want of quality. This is the more remarkible, as
Warwickshire, Worcestershire, and Staffordshire, can, as
we can testify, furnish fruit of no ordinary quality. Pines
were fair, Grapes only moderate on the whole, Peaches
and Nectarines first-rate, and and wonderfully coloured
for the season ; Melons very fair, and Strawberries poor.
Only two collections of 12 dishes of fruit were shown, and
these came from Mr. Miles, gr. . to Lord Carrington,
W'ycombe Abbey, and Mr. Lynn, gr. to Lord Boston,
Hedsor, and they took the prizes in the order named. Mr.
Miles had an excellent dish of Fosters White Seedling
Grapes, and fine bunches of Black Hamburgh, wanting
in colour but quite ripe, two fine Queen Pines, weighing
nearly 5 lb. each ; \'iolette Hative Peaches, and Murrey
and Elruge Nectarines, fine in size and beautifully coloured,

very good Strawberries and Melons, &c. Mr. Lynn also had
some capital Nectarines, two nice Queen Pines, and good
Black Hamburgh Grapes, not large in bunch certainly,

but excellent for size of berries and colour. Buckland
Sweetwater he also had very good. The best Pine apple
in the class for any variety was a fine Queen, shown by
Mr. R. H. Smith, gr. to H. W.alker, Esq., Calder-
stone, Liverpool ; the same variety well shown by Mr.
John Barrett, gr.. Decker Hill, Shifnall ; and Mr. G.
Ward, gr. to T. N. Miller, Esq., Bishop's Stortford,

respectively taking the other awards. Mr, Harris, Single-

ton, and M. A. Saurin, Es(|., Oriclton, Pembroke, also

contributed well to this class. Mr. R. H. Smith atbo

came in ist for 3 Pines, with handsome Queens, good
specimens of the same variety from Mr. Barnett and
Mr. Middelton, gr. to Sir W. W. Wynn. Bart.,

Wynstay, in merit following in the order named. The
single dishes of Black Grapes shown were below the

average of former June shows. The best came from
Mr. John Gough, gr. to G. Palley, Esq., Lower
Eaton, Hereford, being very good bunches, fine in

berr\-, but not quite finished in colour. Mr. Rabone, gr,

to tiie Earl of Shrewsbury and Talbot, Alton Tower.s,

came in 2d with c\en-sized, very well finished fruit, and
the 3d prize dish came from Mr. G. Silcock, Somerford
Park, Conglcton. The variety shown by the above
exhibitors was the Black Hamburgh, and fair dishes also

came from the veteran Mr. Henderson, of Cole Orton,

and Mr. Wakefield, gr. to F. Gretlin, Esq. ; and Mr.
Bannerman, gr. to Lord Bagot, Blithefield, sent an excel-

lent dish of Black Prince. In the class for a baaket of
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Grapes, 12 lb., the ist prize was won by as fine a sample
of tlie Muscat of Alexandria as has probably ever been
seen in June, and which came from Mr. James Smith, gr.

to W. Blinkhorn, Esq., \\'aterdale, St. Helen's. Mr.
M. Henderson was 2d, his bunches and berries of
Black Hamburgh being small, but in other respects

the sample was first-rate. Mr. G. Sage, Ashridge, came
in 3d, and other conlributors in this class were Mr.
Rabone, Mr. TAnson, gr. to

J.
Slatter, Esq., Stand

Hall, Manchester, Mr. J. Day, Norton Hall Gardens,
Daventry, and Mr. Bannerman. With three similar

bunches of Muscat of Alexandria to those above men-
tioned, Mr. James Smith h.id no diflSculty in gaining the
premier award in the class for a single dish of white
Grapes. They were in every respect as perfect as could
be desired. Three good bunches of Foster's White Seed-
ling, shown by Mr. Wakefield, were 2d, and the same
variety, shown by Mr. Coysh. was 3d in a very poor class.

In the open class for 3 varieties of Grapes, 3 bunches
of each, Mr. G. Sage had by far the best of the competition
with Mr. Broadbridge, Walton Gardens, Warwick; Mr.
Bannerman and Mr. Lynn had example; of Muscat
of Alexandria, Black Hamburgh, and Foster's White
Seedling, being first-rate. Mr. Broadbridge had a
nice sample of Golden Champion in his collection,

barely ripe, however. Peaches and Nectarines were
capitally shown for the season. A nice dish of Grosse
Mignonne, sliown by Mr. Tillyard, gr., Brocklesby
Park, near Ulceby, was rst ; Royal George, shown
in fine condition by Mr. G.Jackson, gr. to W. J. Tyrer,
Esq., Tixtall Hall, Stafford, being 2d; and Mr.

J.
Gardner, Eltham Hall Gardens, Brigg, 3d, with large
specimens of Barrington. Mr. Sage sent beautifully
coloured fruit of Royal George, and Mr. Coysh staged
nice samples of the same v.iriety. Grosse Mignonne was
well represented by Mr. C. Frisby. gr. to H. Chaplin,
Esq., M, P., and Mr. Watson, Nuneham ; and Noblesse
was represented by Mr. T. C. Clarke, Mr. Gilbert,

Burghley, and Mr. Day. The best single dish of Nec-
tarines was a remarkably handsome one of Pitmaston
Orange, contributed by Mr.

J. Douglas, Batworlh ; very
highly coloured fruit of Violette Halive, from Mr. Lynn,
being 2d

;
and Hardwicke Seedling, from Mr. E. Smith,

Benlham Gardens, Cheltenham, 3d. Fine examples of
EIruge came from Mr. M. Henderson, Mr. T. C.
Clarke, Mr. Broadbridge, Mr. Bannerman, and Mr.
Mitchell ; very nice fruit of Rivers' Orange, from
Mr. Watson ; Murrey, from Mr. Tillyard ; and
Violette Hative, from Mr. Day and Mr. Frislsy. A good
fruit of Scarlet Gem, sent by Mr. Mitchell, gr. to
T. Cross, Esq., Riddington Hall, Notts, was adjudged
the best scarlet-fleshed Melon shown, Mr. J. W. Chard,
with a small fruit of Malvern Hall, coming in 2d. Cox's
Golden Gem, and Conqueror of Europe, were also well
shown by other exhibitors. In the green-fleshed class an
improved Victory of Bath, of a very deep green colour
and excellent flavour, came from Mr.

J. Read, Arley
Hall, Northwich. and took the ist prize ; a nice fruit of
a variety called Wilson's Hybrid, shown by Mr. G. Ward,
being 2d. Excellent black Circassian Cherries were
contributed by Mr. Miles, and May Dukes by Mr.

J. Day and Mr. J. Tuck, Cheltenham
; and the prizes in

the class for a single dish were awarded in the order
named above. Brown Turkey was the only variety of
Fig exhibited, the best samples coming from Mr. W.
Coleman, Easlnor Castle Gardens, and Mr. Miles. The
last-named gentleman also had the best dish of Straw-
berries, Dr. Hogg. In the miscellaneous class Messrs.
Lane & Son had an extra prize for two fine examples of
pot Vines ; and Mr. Bennett, gr. to the Earl of Stamford
and Warrington, showed a nice collection of fruit under
one of Chapman's Multum in Parvo Fruit Protectors, and
which included two nice Pines, capital Melons, Apples,
Figs, and Cherries. Mr. Tillyard sent a fruit of the
Monstera deliciosa ; and Messrs. Osborn & Son, Fulham,
had examples of Gamboge. Xanthochymus pictorius.
Dr. Moore, Glasnevin, sent fruit of a species of Lucuma,
and Mr Miles a dish of fine Orleans Plums.
Owing to the backwardness of the season, many gar-

deners were unable to compete for the liberal prizes
offered, their productions not being quite ready, conse-
quently some of the vegetable classes were but sparingly
represented. Especially was this the case with the com-
petition for the Carter Challenge Cup, which, though pro-
mising to be interesting enough, was confined to two

—

Mr. Lumsden, gr. to Mr. Nisbet Hamilton, Bloxholm Hall,
Lincolnshire, who won the cup, and Mr. J. Cross. Peak
House, Sidmouth. The prizes were offered by Messrs.
James Carter & Co.. Holbom, for a collection of vege-
tables, 24 dishes, to include as follows : half peck each of
Laxton's Alpha, Laxton's Quality, Laxton's Supreme,
Carter's First Crop, Carter's White Gem, and Carter's
Hundredfold Peas ; Carter's Covent Garden Garnishing
Parsley, Cox's Golden Gem Melon, Nasbey Mammoth
and Marzagole Onions, French Breakfast Radish, and
Carter's Champion Cucumber. These conditions were
strictly adhered to by both exhibitors ; and Mr. Lumsden's
collection contained some remarkably well grown samples
of the kinds in demand. Our readers will be sorry to hear
that Mr. Lumsden was suddenly taken seriously ill in Bir-
mingham but a short time after the judges' awards were
made known to him. Messrs. Hurst & Son offered four
prizes for 30 pods of Mr. Laxton's new Pea "Super-
lative, ' the first of which was taken by Mr. Gilbert with
a splendid sample, the pods being more than 6 inches
in length, and of a deep green colour. Mr. G. Craddock,
Compton Vemey, Warwick, won the first of the prizes
offered by the proprietors of the Midland Counties
Herald for a collection of vegetables limited to noble-
men's and gentlemen's gardeners in Warwickshire, Wor-
cestershire, or Staffordshire. Amongst his productions
worthy of special mention were some excellent Eariy
London Cauliflowers, very good Peas, fine white Tripoli
Omons, Turnips, Vegetable Marrows, Cucumbers, and
Potatos. The prizes for a collection of vegetables
hmued to gardeners in any part of the United Kingdom
except Cornwall and Devonshire, were won by Mr G T
Miles Mr. Cox, Madresfield Court, and Mr. Gilbert,
Burghley. m the order named. Mr. Gilbert put his vege-

tables up in shallow punnets on a tray, with a garniture of
Parsley

;
andMr. Milesemployedashallowtray, thebottom

of which was covered with moss—very simple, elegant
enough for all the purposes required, and far superior
to the ordinary plan of eniploying plates and dishes.
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Fig. 201.—gkound-plam of large tent at the
birmingham show.

Mr. Miles had a splendid lot of stuff in his tray, including
some very fine Globe Artichokes, grand Asparagus, large
Early White Naples Onions, Walcheren Cauliflowers, good
Cabbage, Fulmer's Forcing Beans, excellent Broad Beans,
and very fine Tomatos. Mr. Cox's collection was also

Fig, 2oa.

—

section of large tbnt.

very good all through, and the same must certainly be
said of Mr. Gilbert's, whose Artichokes were finer than any
shown in other collections. This was a very popular
class, as, in addition to the above, Mr. J. W. Chard,
Mr. W. Brown, Mr. G. Craddock, Mr. J. Read, and Mr.
G. Jackson also sent commendable collections. Four
competitors put in an appearance for Messrs. Sutton &
Sons' prizes for 6 kinds of Peas, to include Dr. MacLean's
" Best of All," and the 1st was won by Mr. Cox.
Telegraph, Blue Gown, and Marquis of Lome were the

'

three varieties of Cucumbers that won Messrs. Suttons"
ist prize for that vegetable, and they were shown by
Mr. W. Broadbridge. These prizes brought out a largt:

competition, but many of the specimens were much too
coarse, and ought not to have been exhibited. Messrs.
Sutton were also exhibitors themselves, though only in a
small way, showing a fine new white-fruited Egg Plant,
and two plants of a very dwarf, remarkably prolific Chili,

named Tom Thumb, some specimens of the fruit of the
Loquat, and a fine example of the Chinese Cucumber,
Sooly Qua. The best half peck of peas shown was one
of Laxton's Alpha, shown by Mr. Frisby. Mr. Rendle's
ist prize for Cucumbers was won by Mr. J. Turk, and
the ist for Onions went to Mr. Miles. Mr. Tillyard sent
half a dozen sticks of Horse Radish over two feet long,

almost the size of walking sticks.

Table Decorations. —It has rarely, if ever, fallen

to our lot to see so fine a collection of tables. The
rules and regulations under which the exhibitors competed
were the same as those followed at South Kensington on
May 15 (of which we gave a detailed account at p. 672},
with the following difference :—the tables were it feet

long by 4^ feet wide, and laid for 14 persons ; and the
decorations were all arranged, judged, and exhibited to

the public by gas-light in a tent darkened by being covered
with tarpaulin, There were ten competitors, and very
hard they must have worked to have produced such highly
creditable arrangements.
The ist prize (,^20) was taken by Miss Cypher, of the

Queen's Road Nurseries, Cheltenham, for a very elabo-
rately arranged and brilliantly-coloured table. The prin-
cipal vases were three large March glasses, with a trumpet
vase at the top of each. The grouping of the grasses,
Spirasas, Scarlet Geraniums, and Crinums in the three
trumpet vases was excellent, while the lurnishing of the
six dishes of the March stands was harshly geometrical,
composed as they were of circles of Euchans, Ixoras,

crimson Rosebuds, blush Roses, Heaths, and other
flowers of decidedly bright colours, the dishes being
fringed with Maidenhair, and stuck all over with stiff

spikes of grasses in flower. When we say that, in the
hands of a skilful amateur, there were enough flowers in

the dishes of one of the centre pieces to have decorated
all three in the same light elegant style in which the tops
of the centre pieces were done, it will convey most clearly

to our readers an idea of the crowded way in which the
flowers in the dishes of the March glasses were arranged.
Nurserymen and professional table decorators have much
to learn about showing off flowers to the best advantage
and toning down glaring colours ; they are good judges
of the quality of flowers, but in the matter of quantity
they seem to think that they cannot possibly put too many
flowers into a vase, their taste in this respect being biassed
by their pocket, since the greater the number of blooms
used the greater the bill to be paid for the decoration.
The arrangements of the Grapes upon the table which
took the ist prize were exceedingly tasteful, both black and
white varieties being sparingly but judiciously decorated
with blooms of Ixoras. Of both fruit and flowers there

was enough for a table of more than twice the size. In
spite of these striking objections, the good points in the
arrangements fairly won for this table the ist prize.

The 2d prize (^^15) was taken by Miss Hassard of
Upper Norwood, London. In the centre was a very

tall trumpet-shaped vase, having three curved trumpet-
vases springing from its base ; these four vases were filled

with grasses, white Rhodanthe Manglesii, and pink Be-
gonias ; the glass stems had Lygodium japonicum climb-

ing about and around them ; at the base was a dish con-
taining Water Lilies and Kalosanthes coccinea, nicely

arranged with Fern fronds. The chief fault here was
that the flowers used in the upper part of the centre piece

were not large or effective enough for a vase of this

character. At each end of the table was a pretty Palm,
springing from a flat base of moss decorated with Ste-

phanotis, Kalosanthes, and grasses, fringed with Fern,

the flower-pots being under the table. On each side of
the centre piece, and between that and the Palms, were
placed Parian statues of female figures reclining, which
were prettily encircled by fronds of Maidenhair. The
Palms were Chamsedoreas. Had the trusses of Kalo-
santhes and Stephanotis been used in bolder masses,

instead of being pulled to pieces and dotted about, a
much better effect would have been obtained.
The 3d prize (;^io), fell to Miss F. E. Cole, whose

tabic looked somewhat dark, from the prominence of a
liberal supply of Black Grapes, and from the too free use
of some very deeply-coloured sprays of Cissus discolor,

which drooped gracefully from the upper part of the

very tall trumpet-shaped centre-piece, the top of which
contained very tall grasses. Fern fronds, Cyperus alterni-

folius, with nearly all its leaves white, and trusses of a dove-
coloured show Geranium, mounted upon long stalks, and
standing well out, all being lightly and prettily arranged.

At either end of the table was a dwarf plant ol the

variegated-leaved Vine, encircled with small plants of
Maidenhair Ferns.
The 4th prize fell to Mr. Miiller, of the Great Western

Hotel, Birmingham, on whose table we noticed a fine

Pine lying down on its dish, and consequently looking as

if it had fallen over ; Tangier Peas, prettily entwined
round the handles of the silver baskets containing mixed
fruits, and tripods of toothpicks supporting a pip of pink
Geranium in front of every other guest !

Between the tables of the 3d and 4th prizeholders and
those of the remaining six competitors there appeared to

be so much equality, each having many good pomts and
several "weak places" in their arrangements, that it

might be doubted whether it would not have been fairer

to have divided the value of the 3d and 4th prizes amongst
these eight exhibitors. Amongst them were several well

known and successful exhibitors at the metropolitan flower

shows, so that those who were not fortunate enough to see

this display may be well assured that they lost a fine

sight.

One word as to the repetition of this experiment of

exhibiting dinner-tables by gaslight. We fail to seij any
advantage in it, either to the visitors or the judges, while
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the disadvantages to the exhibitors, their flowers and
fohage, are so grave that we do not expect it will be tried

again, even if the expense of gas and fittings were of no
moment. In short, the novelty is "not worth the candle,"

as the French tritely put it.

Luncheon-table Decorations :—The booth which had
been erected for the entertainment at luncheon of Prince
Arthur contained a "high table" across one end, and
four long tables at right angles to it. Five extra prizes

were offered for the decoration of these tables, and their

arrangement was to be entnisted to the first five compe-
titors who applied for permission to decorate them. In

this we thought the local committee were not acting

wisely, and so it turned out in the result ; for owing to the
time elapsing before the information could reach some of

the most exjierienced competitors in London and else-

where, their applications were too late, notwithstanding
that they replied immediately by telegraph. It would
have been much better to have made a selection from the

list of applicants of those five who were believed by the

committee to be most competent. As it was, tjiere was
only one out of the five who really entered into the

requirements of the occasion and worked accordingly,

sacrificing the usual effects, obtainable from the use of tall

vases and high plants, to the exigencies of speech-making.
Table-decoration for a private party, where the whole of

the conversation is carried on by persons seated, admits

of lofty ornaments being used, provided that they do not

interfere with persons seeing one another from opposite

sides or ends of the table. But the decoration of several

tables for a large breakfast, luncheon, or dinner will not

admit of anything above 15 inches high being placed on
tables, except perhaps at the four coiners of the room

;

for any plant, vase, or other ornament above this height

will prevent one or more persons from seeing the speaker,

wherever he may happen to stand in the room.
On this occasion the competitors were " required to

supply only (i) flowers, (2) plants, (3) taste in their

arrangement, " the local committee undertaking to provide

the epergnes or flower-stands that might be thought
necessary. For shortcomings, therefore, in the height

and appropriateness of the receptacles for the flowers the

competitors were not responsible, but they were respon-
sible for the suitability of the plants selected ; and unfor-

tunately for those who sat at the four long tables there

was not one really suitable plant upon them, while the

flower-stands were all too high before any flowers were
put into them. As a necessary consequence, the number
of those present who could not see the speaker must have
formed the majority. As to the plants and the flowers,

the e.xhibitors had certainly complied with the require-

ments that they should supply them ; but after careful

examination of the four long tables, we failed to find any
evidence whatever of their having supplied the third

requirement.
Far otherwise was it, however, at the cross-table, where

the Prince and the most distinguished visitors were seated,

the arrangement of which table (whether by luck or selec-

tion we know not) fell to the lot of Miss E. Blair, a

London amateur, whose table decorations at the metro-
politan shows of the last three years have so often been
favourably noticed in our columns. Upon this table all

the decorations were low, but not flat ; the flowers were
few but good, well-selected, and lightly arranged in vases

that were almost too heavy for the table. The vase in

front of the chairman was undoubtedly the best example
of flower arrangement in the whole of this great exhibition.

It was a low stand of oxydised silver and gilt, of beautiful

outline, containing a flat oval glass dish in the centre, and
a small circular glass dish at each end of it. In the oval

dish were placed three blooms of white Water Lily, two
spikes of that small flowered, pure white Orchid, Calanthe
veratrifolia, and a few fronds of good Ferns—Maidenhair,
principally—with two or three spikes of grasses to lighten

it. From the edge of this dish drooped, and partially

reclined on the cloth, three racemes of the red Passion-

flower, Passiflora racemosa {P. princeps of gardens),

with one or two expanded blooms, and a succession

of flower-buds, with varying degrees of redness on each
raceme. The circular dishes at each end were similarly

decorated with a bloom of crimson Cactus, one or two
blooms of Water Lilies, and a piece of the same Passion-

flower. The success of the arrangement resulted from
suitable flowers having been chosen, and from their having
been nalunlly grouped, andlightlysetoff with Fern fronds,

without hiding the elegant proportions of the vase.

Drawing-room Vases —For the four prizes offered for a
single vase of flowers for the drawing-room there were
eight competitors, of whom one half tried to crowd
together as many gay flowers as their vases could possibly
hold, while the other half took the opposite course of
endeavouring to produce the best eftect they could with
the smallest quantity of materials, lightly and prettily

arranged. We need not say to which half the prizes fell.

Miss Hassard, of Upper Norwood, ran away with the ist

prize for a small trunipet-siiaped vase, having three other
curved trumpets rising from the same base ; this was
nicely decorated with blue Cornflowers (Centaurea cyanus),
climbing Fern (Lygodlum japonicum), and grasses. The
2d prize was taken by Mrs. Hassard, of Upper Norwood,
who decorated a dish out of which arose a trumpet vase
with two blooms of crimson Cactus and two of white
Water Lily, a few Fern fronds, and some grasses, prettily

arranged. Miss E. Blair, of Upper Bedford Place, Lon-
don, took the 3d prize with a similar form of vase to that
used by Mrs. Hassard, and with a very similar arrange-
ment, only there were no blooms of Cactus, and the lop
part was scarcely so light as that which took the 2d prize.
The 4th prize fell to Mr. Chard, gr. to Sir F. Bathurst, of
Clarendon Park, Salisbury.

Coat Flowers or Button-hole Bouquets :—Considering
that 59 entries were made for these, it must have taken
some time to pick out three that could reasonably be pro-
nounced to be better than the rest. With the awards we
have no disposition to quarrel, as we believe that, in a
matter involving so many varieties of taste, no one but
perhaps a disappointed exhibitor could fairly say that the
judges had passed over a button-hole better deserving of

an award than those selected. Messrs. Perkins & Son,
of Coventry, took isl prize, with a very pretty bouquet,

consisting of a yellow Rose bud, mounted with snia'l

sprays of Forget-me-Not, having amongst it, on one side,

one pip of Kalosanthes coccinea, and on the other side one
pip of a pure white flower, resembling Bouvardia or

Jasmine. The 2d prize fell to Miss E. Turner, of Liver-

pool, for undoubtedly the prettiest coat-flower in the

whole collection ; it consisted simply of a small spray of

red Combretum purpureum, backed with a piece of

Maidenhair. The button-hole bouquets made up by Mr.
W. Turner and by Mr. C. Turner, both also of Liverpool,

were considered so good that equal 3d prizes were
awarded to them. It really made one long to be upon
'

' button-hole " acquaintance with so talented a family.

Hand Bouquets:— Here again the judges must have
been grievously puzzled to pick out the four best from
amongst 41 unusually good specimens. To describe the
" get up " of any one of them would occupy more space
than we can afford. It must have been gratifying to

Birmingham people that the first three prizes fell to ex-

hibitors residing in or near the place, the ist prize going
to Messrs. Pope & Sons, of King's Norton ; the 2d to

Messrs. Felton 8c Sons, of Birmingham ; and the 3d to

Mr. F. Hewitt, of Solihull ; while the 4th was taken by
Mr. R. S. Yates, of Sale, Cheshire.

Plants for the Dinner-table :—There were six com-
petitors for the three prizes offered for six plants suitable

for the decoration of the dinner-table, limited to 6-inch

pots. Mr. J. M. Shuttleworth, of Golden Hill, Preston,

took ist prize with a nice little lot of evergreens, con-
sisting of young Palms, Screw Pines, &c., and the 2d

prize fell to Mr. R. Berry, gr. to J. Sharp, Esq
,

of

London Road, Leicester, for a collection of rather larger

and somewhat similar plants : in each of these collections

there were not two plants alike.

Implements.— On wading through the sea of mud
and water that has flooded the implement depart-

ment of the great show of the Royal Horticultural

Society at Birmingham during the early part of the

past week, one could not but note how busy and active

the spirit of change was among our horticultural

buildings; year after year— one might write generation

after generation —
• hothouses continued as they were.

The price of glass arrested the spirit of change, it

was pre-eminently a thing to be touched as lightly and
handled as carefully as possible

;
give it a rafter like a

roof- beam or sash-bar like the girders of a ship, putty

enough to bed a brick securely, lest by any means the

glass should slip or be taken to pieces. The primary
object was to save your glass. Use it you may, said

the whole structure arrangements of glasshouses, but pre-

serve it you must. That was the old saw, now super-

seded by the new thought of how to turn glass to best

account ; hence all sorts of contrivances, good, bad, and
indifferent, but mostly good, to turn glass to better purpose
and apply it to new uses. The Crystal Palace gave a won-
derful enlargement to our ideas concerning the capacity of

glass. Nothing could be too great for it to accomplish.

The roofing in of large areas was the one thing thought
of. Now the current has fairly set in the opposite

direction. True, we build more and larger houses than
ever, but every builder has likewise his handy contrivances

for everybody and everything. This is well illustrated

at this exhibition. Each end of the show of houses is

flanked with small sections or houses of small size, dis-

tinguished by more or less novelty. Invention is busiest

on this tack. But then these small houses grow. We
have also a capital illustration of this truth here. When
they first appeared at these provincial shows, the

houses of Mr. Thomas Bickly, of Moseley, Bir-

mingham, were small and far from perfect ; but now
they have grown into fine houses of all forms and
sizes. Possibly a similar career of usefulness awaits the

new sash-bar for house building or skylights exhibited

by Mr. Warren Sharman, of Melton Mowbray. It

is an ingenious application of zinc and glass to cover

as much of the wood as possible. At the other

end of the exhibition, Mr. Parker, of Bath, shows
his patent channeled rafter applied to the glazing

of glass walls, small houses, frames, &c. All drip

and rain finds its way into these channels, and from
thence into the water-trough. The glass is laid on
the raised side of the rafter, and kept in position by
covering bars of the same length, and the latter are kept

firm by the use of elastic steel spnngs, fastened down
with brass nuts. These springs are said to be sufficiently

elastic to prevent the two iron surfaces from breaking the

glass. This differs from Beard's patent only in the

channeled rafter, the dispensing with felt or other elastic

buffer between the iron and glass, and the employment of

the steel spring fastenings.

Messrs. Howitt, of Westminster and Ilford, show a
capital example of their socket ribbed houses, in which
each length falls into the one beneath, and thus holds

itself, as it were, in position without the aid of bolt or screw.

These houses are made in Gothic, curvilinear, or any form,

and have a strong, substantial appearance. They are

ventilated in the sides and on the apex of the roof,

which lifts up by one motion, in a similar manner
to those of Foster, of Loughborough. This house is

heated and ventilated by Taylor's vaporising pipes. The
pipes are cast with evaporating troughs about 9 or any
number of feet long. The whole of this is covered with zinc,

with the exception of 3 or 4 inches at one end. Near the

opposite end of this vapour-trough a zinc pipe is fixed,

and led down through the outside wall to communicate
with the external air. All the fresh air has thus to pass

the evapornting-trough, and take a vapour-bath before it

enters the house. Two zinc chimneys are also fixed at

one end of the house, projecting a yard or more above, to

change the internal atmosphere when the outside air is

too cold to be admitted through the uplifted ridge-venti-

lator. These seem excellent contrivances for genialising

the air before it reaches the plants. Messrs. Howitt were
awarded the Gold Medal for the best horticultural building.

Messrs. Eoulton & Co., of Norwich, have an extensive

display of garden tables, chairs, watering-pots, with im-
proved spreaders. &c. They also show a very imposing
conservatory with lantern roof ; a capital tenant's green-
house, and a Universal Plant I'reserver or ground vinery,

which gained them a Bronze Medal. The lantern affords

ample means of \entilation at the sides, but is objection-

able on several grounds. It must be expensive, catches the
wind from all quarters, makes the ventilation of the house
the most imposing feature in its structure, and seems to in-

volve a great waste of house area. The Tenant's Portable
Greenhouse is a very perfect example of what a plant-house
should be. It possesses great cultural advantages, without
any attempt at imposing structural effects. The Universal
Plant Preserver offers all the advantages of a common or
span- roofed frame, combined with most of those afforded by
Rendle, Looker, and Gilbert's portable shutters. The glass

is fixed, so that each side of the roof is not only portable
but reversible. The iron girders or stays of the frames are
converted into a hinge at the ridge ; on these the frames
are hooked, and they can be raised to any height for venti-

lation, and turned over on to the other, for convenience of
working, &c. There are very excellent wooden houses.
Messrs. Cranston & Luck, of Birmingham, have a capital
assortment of their now well-known wooden houses, sub-
stantially constructed, and adapted for all purposes ; the
chief feature of them all being that the whole roof is so
designed as to becomeonehugeventilator with the utmost
ease and despatch. A Silver Medal was awarded to them
for the best collection of houses. Mr. PeterJames Perry,

of Banbury, e.xhibits a very light, elegant, improved
fruiting house. The form is most pleasing, that of a
semicircle, with a ridge ventilator on the crown of the
arch. The mode of glazing is peculiar : the roof seems
at a distance to be all glass ; between each two rows of
squares narrow bands of lead are carried up from base
to summit, which keep the glass firmly in position.

Thus the entire surface presents a hard durable front

to the weather, which finds nothing for the tooth of
time to nibble at. It these houses can be offered at

the price of others, they are likely to have a useful future.

The imperishable houses of Mr. Ayres, so recently ad-
verted to in the Gardeners' Chronicle, are well repre-
sented by a most useful and rubstantial house, thoroughly
finished, and ready for use. and several smaller exhibits.

The name of these housesis no misnomer for iron, glass, and
hydraulic cement, which is likely to be asdurable as either

are used for the entire outside or in of these houses. The
perforated platform or stage for plants is here shown in a
very perfect, finished state, and will doubtless prove a
great boon to cultivators, who are daily becoming more
convinced of the importance of giving the roots of their

plants, that have a most provoking propensity to bore
their way to the bottom of the pot, a cool, moist, though
by no means wet bottom. From tlie thickness of the glass

used, and substantial character of the workmanship, these

houses must be somewhat dear to purchase. But their extra

power of storing heat is great, and the ultimate cheapness
or dcarness of hothouses depends much less on what they
cost to purchase than on what they cost to work. Mr.
Ayres having been a successful cultivator for many years,

it need hardly be added that the ventilation is most perfect,

and all the cultural arrangements are complete. Mr.
Richardson, of Darlington, exhibits some good useful

houses. The Messrs. Dennis, of Chelmsford, are also pre-

sent in great force, showing as many as six or more of their

well-known useful houses, and for one of which they
received a Silver Medal. Their greatest novelty is the
fine ^5 greenhouse for the million. It is 10 feet wide
and 10 high, 7^ feet high at the back, and 5 in

front, and stands upon a wall 2^ feet high—a most useful

little house, wliich ought to bring the pleasures of horti-

culture within reach of all. But there are other caterers

for the million in great force, prominent among them being
Messrs. Rendle, Looker, and Gilbert, with their brick-

tile, wood, and zinc-fitted protectors, of every name and
sort. Mr. Rendle has many rivals, but he seems resolved

to keep ahead of them all. He is strong in novelties on
this occasion, prominent among which are his rough-and-
ready protector, rustic orchard-house, espalier glass

copings, Alexandra lean-to plant-house, portable folding

protectors, the glass coping for espaliers, and economic
plant-house. It is impossible to describe these on this

occasion. The rustic orchard-house and the portable

folding protectors are perhaps the most novel. The two
sides of the first are formed of rustic or lattice-work, to be
sheltered with canvas in cold weather, and to afford venti-

lation when it is warm. The folding protectors are offered

in nests of different sizes. The glass is packed inside,

and the frame can be ac once converted into two pieces

of board, folded closely together, and carried by a handle.

The espalier protector is simply a small ridge of glass raised

over the trees to pitch the frost and the cold over their heads.

Mr. Gilbert's registered handlight consists of a small
wooden box of two lights, which are formed by laying
two squares of glass into the grooved sides ; a handle
fixed in the centre of the middle bar makes it portable.

Mr. Looker is in strong force with his various forms of

handy shutters, and Mr. Rivett holds his own in a rather

out-of-the-way place with the original ground vinery,

which has proved a fruitful parent, and still holds its own
with little or no change from its original type.

Altogether the show of hothouses is interesting and
instructive, and rather extensive, as these notes show ; but it

lias the same drawbacks as the boiler trials, that several

of the largest builders have stood aloof from it. It is to

be hoped that it will be repeated on conditions that will

meet the wishes of the trade, for hardly any feature of

such shows could prove more useful and instnictive to tlie

public, or more likely to benefit the builders themselves,

than that of a thoroughgoing competition for the best

glasshouse or houses.

In the other departments of the implement show we
were surprised to find the ornamental so thoroughly pre-

dominating over the useful in such an utilitarian town as

we had expected to find Fiirmingham. Possibly they have
iron too much here in their factories and workshops to

care much about taking it to Aston. Nevertheless, it

seemed a pity not to be able to find a single exhibit of
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garden tools proper, nor of knives, even at such a show
in such a place. Wirework, vitrified earthenware, vases,

garden tables, chairs, ornamental window boxes prevail.

There are also rollers, mowing-machines, dry-earlh closets

(two exhibitors), boilers innumerable, of which others will

tell hereafter, and a great number of other exhibits that

the official catalogue chronicles ; but spades, scythes,

hoes, rakes, edged tools, and implements of husbandry or

culture of any sort, were conspicuous by their absence.

The Messrs. Carter had their interesting display of

seeds. &c., that all visitors to the Royal Agricultural

shows are so familiar with— a most instructive and
interesting exhibition. It would be well if they woulii add
to it a branch for horticultural implements and tools.

Among the miscellaneous exhibits, the window boxes of

Messrs. Ewart, of London ; the wirework of Thonnis &
Co., also of London; and Messrs. Baker & Co., of

Birmingham, who exhibit a wire garden, as it might be

called, and who won the gold medal for the

best collection of garden wirework ; the noble
vases of Doulton and Handyside ; the vitrified

terra-cot ta flower vases, furnished and imfur-

nished, of Mr. Hudspeth, from Haltwhistle, and
an extensive assortment of mowing-machines, tables,

chairs, &c., by Messrs. Mapplebeck & Lowe, of Birming-

ham, were among the most extensive and best,

and they, too, were awarded a gold medal. A fuel-

saving fire-bar is shown by Mr. Alfred Ryland, of Bir-

mingham. It IS hollow on the top, and perforated with
openings at regular intervals. The patent claims for it

that it ^vill last longer, ensure more perfect combustion,
consume smoke, and give out more heat from less fuel

than any other ; and, as it is cheaper to begin with, bars

being sold by weight, it is well worth a trial. An interest-

ing model of hot-air heating is exhibited by a gentleman,
too modest, I find, to put his name on his summary of

advantages. Here they are in his own words, and we may
probably have more to say on this subject hereafter :

—

" The model, as arranged, represents a series of three

houses—the one nearest the hot-air chamber being a late

vinery, the one farthest from it an early vinery, and the

centre one an intermediate house. The end houses com-
municate with the centre one by sluices at the bottom of
the doors or partitions. All openings to the outer air in

the end houses are closed. In the centre house the hot-
air gratings are entirely closed, and a sufficient quantity
of passages to the outer air are opened. As much dry warm
air as may be needful being admitted through the
gatings of the first house, it circulates, and, having
no other means of exit, escapes through the sluices into
the cooler house in the centre. Here it again ascends,
and circulates, expelling a corresponding volume to the
outer air. The remaining part of the current in the warm-
air flue passes on under the closed gratings of the centre

house, absorbing moisture frdm troughs of water placed in

its course, and is discharged in the early house, there
ascending and circulating, and then passing into the centre
house, and from thence to the outer air."

Mr. Thomas Nock, of Birmingham, also shows inte-

resting models of his method of gas heating, which seems
well adapted for the heating of small houses, pits, &c.,
due care having been taken to draw the air to support
combustion from the open air, and to hinder the spent
products of the same from entering the house. Any other
exhibit of horticultural interest that may have been over-
looked or crushed out of these first impressions, will be
noted on other occasions as opportunity offers.

The trial of boilers, a most interesting feature of the
show, carried out under very unfavourable auspices, must
also be left unnoticed till the trials are complete ; mean-
while we cite from the Midland Herald the following
particulars as to the way in which the trial is con-
ducted :—The piping is arranged in four sections, con-
nected by transverse piping at one end, from which
branches are laid down. Parallel with the transverse
length are the various boilers—each one being in its

turn connected to a branch or transrerse pipe. At
the outer end of each range of piping are inserted vertical

wrought iron tubes, down which access is had to the
heated water circulating in the 4-inch piping. The boiler
to be tried having been "connected," and filled, and
a fire lighted, thermometric indications of the tempe-
rature of the water in the pipes are obtained by the
dipping of highly sensitive thermometers into it, down
the vertical pipes before mentioned. These readings are
carefully registered every half hour (each competitor being
also provided with a thermometer), and this process
is continued for twelve hours during the daytime. At
night the furnace is "banked" up, and all dampers,
water-taps, fire-doors, ashpit-doors, &c., sealed by the
judges or assistants as a security against any possible
alteration during the night. In the morning a '

' reading
"

is taken of the fall of temperature, and state of fuel in stove
noted ; the pipes are then emptied and refilled with cold
water.

THE CONGRESS.
The meetings of the Congress were held on

Wednesday and Thursday at 4 p.m., in the tent which
served for the luncheon on the opening day. On
Wednesday the meeting was presided over by Mr.
Andrew Murray, F.L.S., on Thursday by the Earl of
Bradford.

We shall be enabled, through the courtesy of the
respective authors, to lay before our readers the
majority of the papers read on this occasion, and
though our space precludes us from including more
than a certain proportion of them in this issue, we
shall continue them in our ne.xt. The proceedings
were opened by Professor Dyer, who read a paper on
some

SCIENTIFIC ASPECTS OF HORTICULTURE.
It has fallen upon me, rather as a matter of official

obligation than from any special qualifications, to open

the proceedings of this Congress with some remarks

upon the more theoretical matters connected with

horticulture which possess anything of novelty. First

of all, however, it may be well to consider in what
direction the utility of such a meeting as we are now
holding appears principally to lie. If I may express

my own conviction, it is in the advantage of having an

opportunity of discussing in an informal way matters

connected with horticulture which from time to time

come into prominence. I do not think it is necessary

that the subjects brought forward should be particularly

novel or particularly recondite, but only that they

should be such as happen to occupy our minds. Nor
do I think that the value of the Congress is to be

estimated by the success or dulness of any particular

meeting ; on the contrary, what we should keep in

view is, the usefulness of having an annually recurring

occasion for the discussion of matters which during the

preceding year have fixed our attention.

Many persons, it may be said, who pursue horti-

culture as a means of livelihood care little for any
addition to their knowledge which does not imply also

an addition to their gain ; they are not to be blamed,
nor are we likely, in a meeting like the present, to

neglect the interests of practical men. Hut there are

others A\ho desire to know, merely for the sake of

knowledge, more than those who have gone before

them have known, about the facts of plant life. I do
not think that men of practice will object to our dis-

cussing amongst other subjects some which seem to

possess no immediate practical bearing. It was
thought, however, this year, that there might be
several advantages in roughly classifying our business.

Nevertheless, it must be remembered that both science

and practice merge under the general head of know-
ledge, and that a man who finds out a better method
of growing some plant, adds to what we know, just as

another adds to it who makes out some obscure point

in vegetable structure. The real difference between
science and practice consists in this, that science takes

the whole field of Nature for its territory, while prac-

tice contents itself with a sharply restricted area.

I am convinced, however, that practical men, if they
were so disposed, could with little trouble contribute

very usefully to purely scientific knowledge. The har-

vest of facts is ready ; it only needs those who will

gather it systematically. To record carefully facts of

importance, is to confer a benefit upon science which it

is impossible to estimate too highly. It is not neces-

sary to devise at once an explanation, or to hesitate

too much if the matter does not square with precon-
ceived ideas; it is only necessary to be sure, as far as we
can be so, that we have observed correctly. Turn
over the volumes of Mr. Darwin's Animals and Plants

under Domestication. Every page is noted with
references to ephemeral and apparently trivial sources

of information, of which it was reserved for this saga-

cious writer to appreciate the value. No one need
despair of a carefully-recorded fact being without its

place and use.

How important it would be to thoroughly compre-
hend the principles of variation. Yet of the numerous
persons who raise new varieties of plants, how few
there are who record anything of their experiences.

Some, no doubt, have acquired a kind of intuitive

tact in working with plants. Still, anything like

systematised knowledge in the matter is still to a great

extent a want to be supplied, Mr. Darwin has grouped
together in a most admirable way the facts, in many
cases very scanty, which he had been able to collect

before writing his book. On many of these subjects it

would be very desirable to obtain the fruits of more
ample experience. I am glad, therefore, to say that

Dr. Denny is about to read us a paper on the relative

influence of parentage in cross-fertilizing plants,

and I think I may point to his work as a
proof of the fact that some attention to its theoretical

bearing is no obstacle to its practical success. An
accumulation of evidence on this subject is very desir-

able. A more extended study of bud variation is also

a matter which I would commend to your notice. Mr.
Darwin arrived at the conclusion that bud variations,

when they occurred at all, usually assumed at once a
decided and permanent character. At the same time
he thought that this might possibly be a delusion from
slight varieties being overlooked. The attention which
is now paid to variegated Pelargoniums seems to offer

an opportunity of seeing whether this conclusion is

really true. Again, from time to time various curious

facts have been recorded with respect to the direct

influence of the pollen, not on the seed alone, but also

on the female parent. Mr. Anderson-Henry has stated

that the flowers of a pale Calceolaria became stained

after the application to the flowers of the pollen of a
coloured kind. Maximowicz has described a change
in the shape of the capsule of a Lily in the direction of

that belonging to the pollen parent. Again, the flavour

of iMelons has, I believe, been stated to be deterio-

rated if the pollen of some other kind has got

access to the flowers producing them. None of these

cases are completely free from ambiguity, and the

whole matter might easily be tested by those who
occupy themselves much with artificial fertilisation.

The instances would certainly be rare, but if they

could be established free from all reasonable doubt it

would be a matter of very great interest. The diffi-

culty lies in the possibility of the supposed influence of

the pollen being really due to a bud-variation. If,

however, the same kind of variation were to follow in

the same jilant the application of foreign pollen more
than once it would be almost certain that this was the

cause. For example, if it could be established that

the flavour of a ^Ielon was perceptibly influenced by
setting it with pollen of a different kind the thing
would be established beyond a doubt. We know that

(? priori it is not improbable, since analogous cases

occur amongst animals.

The nomenclature of plants is a subject upon which
it is becoming more and more necessary to have some
common understanding between botanists and horticul-

turists. At the last meeting of the Floral Committee
a plant was submitted to it with the name of Lilium

bulbiferiim Thunbergianum aureum nigro- macula-

turn. As Lilies are now favourite objects of culture,

this name is quite likely to receive further distinctive

additions. Now it seems to me that for trade purposes

such a name must be almost a deterrent to purchasers.

People grumble often at a plant having two Latin

names ; they will grumble still more at its possessing

half-a-dozen. The remedy, I think, lies in adopting

De CandoUe's suggestion—that we should restrict

Latin names to species and varieties occurring spon-

taneously in Nature, and should give to forms which
develope under our eyes in gardens natncs in a modern
language. This expedient would tell us in a moment
whether any particular plant was or was not of garden
origin, and from the language the name would also

inform us whether it was raised by English, French, or

German horticulturists. Still, certain modifications of

botanical nomenclature must, I think, be tolerated

in horticulture. In the first ]»lace, reliance has

often to be placed upon distinctions which, in

a botanist's eyes, seem of little importance.

It cannot be objected very much, therefore,

if very well marked varieties or sub-species are treated

as if they were species for purposes of garden nomen-
clature. If there is some tangible character by which
they can be distinguished from their allies, it is easy to

ascertain by reference to books the rank that botanists

give them. It is often necessary, as more is known
about the plants which grow upon the earth's surface,

to change generic and specific names. There is usually

a good reason to be assigned for doing this, but it is

undoubtedly a grave source of inconvenience. Botanists

will not therefore blame horticulturists if they keep to

many of the old names of which it is generally easy to

determine the most recently recognised equivalent.

Odontoglossum crispum is the original and lawful

name of O. Alexandre!?, but it is not now likely to sup-

plant the name most in use. When plants have been
placed, however, from the first in genera which are

obviously wrong, I think an effort should be made to

give them their proper position. Having made the

concessions above mentioned, I feel that it is an abso-

lute duty to protest against plants avowedly of garden
origin, having, under any circumstances, names given

to them which are of the same form as those which are

given to species spontaneously occurring in Nature.

The case of hybrids is an exception, but the name
given to these ought always, I think, to be of such a
kind that both the hybrid origin and the parentage is

indicated by it.

There is one branch of science intimately connected
with horticulture in which we are far from reaping at

present the practical benefit of knowledge. This is

meteorology. It is too much, I am afraid, to hope
that we shall ever possess the slightest control over

the asperities of weather, but it is scarcely too much to

look forward to improved methods of foretelling what
is in store for us, as well as improved methods of

obviating its effects. The study of careful records of

daily observations will, no doubt, eventually reveal

not only some of the causes that influence weather
itself, but will also throw light upon changes in

public health with which it cannot be doubted that

weather is closely bound up. Such records the

Royal Horticultural Society kept at its Chiswick
Garden for 44 years, and the results of the obser-

vations have been lately printed by Mr. Glaisher

at the Society's expense. The practical information

which can be deduced from this volume is not, perhaps,

considerable ; it is, however, a contribution to the

accumulated stock of records which will one day find

their utilisation.

The mean temperatures at Chiswick, as deduced
from the whole observations of 44 years, starts from its

lowest point of 35°. S on Jan. 6, and rises more or less

gradually to its highest, 64^.4, on July 17. If climate

would only pursue this even course with some approach
to constancy, vegetation would follow it with a clock-

work regularity. We know, however, to our cost, that

it does not do so, and very considerable deviations take

place to one side or the other of the mean temperature.

Both are injurious. A premature development of

vegetation lays it open to subsecjuent injury, and comes
to much the same thing, as regards its effects, as a late

frost.

What the horticulturist really has to fight, then, are

the effects of cold. The precise mode in which plants

are effected by it are hardly completely known. In
many cases, no doubt, the vital properties of the proto-

plasm contained within the cells receive an injury from
the direct effect of low temperature from which there

is no recovery. In other instances death is not the in-

evitable result even from freezing ; but, as is well

known, if thawing be gradually effected, no great harm
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will be done. Some curious experiments published by

Becquerel appear to show that cold below the freez-

ing point, lil<e the temperature of boiling water or the

electric discharge, produces an alteration in the cell

walls, which render them more pervious to fluids, and

therefore no longer capable of retaining their cell

contents.

It appears to me that the pyramid fruit trees and

espaliers, which are now so much grown, are pecu-

liarly exposed to the effects of frost, as they are pruned

so that each branch overhangs, and conseiiuently pro-

tects any below it to the least possible extent. There

ought, nevertheless, to be some cheap and effective

way of protecting temporarily trees of this small size

from frost. Any means of anticipating it would, in

view of any expedients of this kind, be of the greatest

value. It may be well, therefore, to mention that in

spring a dry state of the air, indicated by any very

considerable difference in the readings of the dry and

wet bulb thermometers, is likely to be followed by

frost. The reason is simple ; the night frosts, which

injure vegetation, arise in the main from the loss of

heat from the earth's surface by radiation. If there is

much moisture present in the air this loss of heat is

impeded. The. luminous heat radiated from the sun

passes through atmospheric moisture with little impedi-

ment, but the obscure or non-luminous form in which

the earth radiates it back again is caught by it, as it

were, in a trap. On May 17, at Blackheath, near

London, the air w.as nearly saturated witli moi^sture,

the degree of humidity being represented by 94°, and

the lowest temperature of the air by 44°. Both

temperature and humidity fell, piu'i passii^ till

May 20, when the first stood at 32.6, and

the other at 69°. It would be of the more

importance to have warnings of the probable occur-

rence of low temperature, because Mr. Glaisher has

shown from the Chiswick observations that periods of

deficiency of temperature below the mean are often

prolonged to as much as a fortnight. In the 44 years

there were So such. I feel strong hopes that the tele-

graphic communication about the weather, which the

Meteorological Office now collects from stations in the

British Isles and Western Europe, will eventually lead

to warnings of probable falls of temperature being

obtained.

The apparently paradoxical fact that the temperature

often falls lower, and plants correspondingly suffer in

low grounds than in those which are adjacent and

higher, has often been observed, and is well worth

bearing in mind as a practical point in laying-out

grounds. I am informed that the explanation is to be

found in the downward gravitation of colder air, and

its consequent collection in low-lying places and

hollows.

In every department of scientific work it from time

to time happens that announcements are made which

take completely by surprise those who know what has

really been made out by legitimate investigation in the

subjects they bear upon. Nevertheless, the outside

world always takes them up with more or less of

un-critical faith. A paper published during last year

by General Pleasanton, " On the Influence of the

Blue Colour of the Sky in Developing Animal and

Vegetable Life," appears to me to have received a

great deal more attention than its utter absence of any

genuine scientific character deserves. Subsequently

presented to the French Academy, it has been the

subject of an ardcle by Duchartre in the Bull, de la

Soc. Cliit. d'llort. de France. This writer points out

.some of the mistaken scientific views held by General

Pleasanton, but though apparently inclined to reject the

whole narrative as a hoax, thinks that it is vouched for

greatest importance to the practical horticulturist, but

whicli for the want of the accumulation of data derived

from accurate experiments, at the present, is involved

in much obscurity.

If we could by the observation of results acquired

through the medium of a series of carefully performed

experiments in artificial fertilisation, obtain any reliable

evidence indicative of the relative influence the male

(or pollen) and the female (or seed) parents bear in the

production of their progeny, it would assist us im-

mensely in carrying out our own designs for the

improvement in the form and colour of our flowers, and

the quality of our fruits and vegetables.

If, for instance, we knew that either parent, and

which, was prepotent in conveying to its offspring

certain qualities, say of flavour and aroma, or of size

and form, or of quality as regards the texture of our

Iruits ; of colour, perfume, form, substance, and the

various qualities we may wish to perpetuate or modify

in our flowers, we should be able to form some proxi-

mate idea, & priori, of the result that would follow our

fertilisations.

A knowledge too of the ancestry of the varieties we

purpose employing would also be desirable, to enable

us to make allowances for the modifications likely to

ensue from the tendency to reversion towards an

ancestral type—a propensity wdiich seems to be inherent

in all plants that have been much changed from their

original state by artificial breeding.

It would also be a matter of scientific interest, as

well as of practical importance, perhaps, to know if

the proportionate influence borne by the respective

parents in crossing varieties is the same as in crossing

species ?

Whether, as the admission of fecundation is no test

of the plants employed belonging to the same species,

we have any well defined line of demarcation or

practical test by which we can distinguish between

species and varieties, so that we may know when to

employ correctly the term hybridisation, and when
cross-breeding?

Whether there exists any real difference in the

powers or quality of the pollen of the long and short

stamens from which we may expect to derive any

specific effect on the progeny by the exclusive

employment of the one or the other, or to succeed

more readily in effecting difficult crosses?

Whether certain states of the atmosphere, and, if so,

what apparent conditions of it favours fecundation f

Whether any clue can be obtained, or suggestions

offered, to account for the antipathies that are found to

exist between apparent varieties, as well as affinities

between what are considered by botanists to be distinct

species, precluding fertilisation in the former, and

rendering it easy in the latter?

These are a few of the most important points that

are constantly occurring to the practical horticulturist.

To how many of them does our knowledge admit of a

satisfactory reply being given ?

There are, doubtless, many present whose vast

practical experience in the artificial fertilisation of our

fruits, flowers, and shrubs would enable them to give

most valuable information upon most of these points ;

and as the purport of this meeting, I take it, is intended

to be for genial discussion and for the interchange of

knowledge and ideas, I trust to the generosity of those

who are able to assist me in making the subject I have

ventured to broach interesting by throwing more

general light upon it than my circumscribed experience

will afford.

From early youth I have taken much interest in

artificial fertilisation, but kept no registered account of

my crosses, or their results, until the controversy arose

by testimony too respectable not to require some respecting the tricoloured Pelargoniums, as to whether

explanation.

For my own part, having carefully read the original

paper, I do not believe, for reasons I have elsewhere

stated, that blue or violet light had anything to do with

the extraordinary growth of the Vines, supposing that

really to have taken place as described. I am slow

indeed to comprehend how such a physical condition

as exposure to blue light can be equally beneficial to

the growth of Vines, the rearing of poultry, and the

invigoration of the constitution of invalids. The
erroneousness of the facts argued from the absence of

all knowledge of modern publications in vegetable

physiology, and the wildly crotchetty theories, such as

electricity having produced the giant trees of Cali-

fornia, disincline me, I must confess, to attach any

serious weight to either General Pleasanton's views or

his results.

I must not occupy your time with longer remarks.

I will only, in conclusion, call your attention to the

Uieful summary of the history of the Phylloxera vasta-

trix, given by the President of the Linnean Society in

his annual address, and printed in Nature for June 13

last, and also to the completion, by Decaisne, with the

lOlh volume of the Jardin Fruitier du Aliuhwl^ of the
history of cultivated Pears.

[Prof. Hind's paper on the Vegetation in the neigh-
bourhood of Birmingham was then read. We shall
print this in our next issue. Dr. Denny then read the
following paper :—

]

THE RELATIVE INFLUENCE OF PARENT-
AGE IN FLOWERING PLANTS.

OXE of the chief objects of my paper is to urge the

study of a subject full of .scientific interest, and of the

their leaf markings could be reproduced by fertilisation

and seed, or whether they were sports only, and owing

to a diseased condition of the plant.

To ascertain for my own satisfaction the correct theory

upon these points, as well as with the object of obtain-

ing, if possible, some information regarding the rela-

tive powers the respective parents exert over their

progeny, I commenced a series of experiments upon

the scarlet section of the Pelargonium, employing

varieties of the most opposite and varied character,

and crossing them in every conceivable way.

I conducted these experiments, too, with the utmost

possible care and minuteness of detail, both as regards

the methods I adopted for preventing self or insect

fertilisation, for ensuring the fertilisation being effected

by the desired pollen only ; and as regards the keep-

ing an exact register of every cross, as well as a record

of their results.

By this means I soon arrived at a satisfactory con-

clusion as regards the points at issue respecting the

transmission of variegation of the foliage by fertilisa-

tion, from the fact of its being manifested to a greater

or less degree in as large a proportion as from 50 to

60 per cent, of the offspring, where the green zonal had

been fertilised by the pollen of the variegated ; I also

obtained some valuable information indicative of the

powers the respective parents exert upon various other

points in connection with the transmission and modifi-

cation of the foliage and habit of the plant, as well as

of the colour and form of the flower.

From the information thus derived, I am of opinion

that by careful and persistent fertilisation, under the

guiilance of the observation of results, it is pnssiljle to

produce almost any modification in the character and

habit of our plants, and variety of colour and form in

our flowers we might desire ; for I am satisfied that

by these means we possess a much greater power of

moulding our flowers in accordance with preconceived

design than is generally supposed ; and, moreover, I

think it possible that ultimately some insight may be

obtained into the working of the laws that govern pro-

creation in the vegetable kingdom, and that produce

variation in our fruits and flowers.

The result of my experience derived from these

experiments, as regards the relative influence of the

parents, certainly tends in the reverse direction to my
previous ideas, which were derived from books, from

which I gleaned that the form of the flower and

constitution and habit of the plant were inherited from

its mother, whilst the colour of the flower only was

supposed to be conveyed by the father. The recorded

results of my crossings indicate an immense pre-

ponderance of influence over the progeny on the part

of the father, in all respects—in colour and in form, in

the quality, in size, and substance of the flower, as

well as in the production of variegation of the foliage,

and in the habit and constitution of the plant also,

provided the plants employed are of equal strength.

I wish to be distinct upon this point of relative

strength of the parents, because it seems to me that

upon the equality or the preponderance of strength on

either side very much hinges, as regards the results we
obtain from our crossings, for power of constitution

exerts most unmistakable influence, and where it pre-

ponderates on the part of the seed parent it will modify

the otherwise prepotent influence of the pollen parent.

This modifying influence manifests itself mostas regards

the habit and foliage of the plant, and next as regards

the form and substance of the flower, and lastly as

regards the production of a blend in the colour of the

flower.

To instance what I mean (I am alluding to the

Pelargonium), if the pollen of a flower of brilliant and

decided colour, but of bad form and substance, belong-

ing to a plant of weakly constitution, be applied to the

stigma of a finely formed thick petalled flower of a

plant possessing a vigorous constitution, some few of

their progeny will be influenced tow.ards improvement

in the form and substance of the flowers and habit of

plant, with, perhaps, some blend in the colour; showing

that the preponderance of vigour in the seed parent

had exerted a certain amount of influence, but even

under these circumstances much the greater proportion

of the progeny would either resemble the father in all

respects, or show reversion towards former progenitors,

or an original type.

1 will quote a case or two in point from my note-

book. During the summer of 1S69 I raised about 140

seedlings from crossings between Lord Derby and

Leonidas. In about half of these Lord Derby was the

pollen, and Leonidas the seed parent ; and half resulted

from crosses effected the reverse way. The flower of

Lord Derby possessed the fine qualities, both as

regards form of petal and smoothness of texture, but

was wanting in depth and brilliancy of colour, and in

substance also ; and the plant was deficient in vigour of

constitution as compared with Leonidas.

The flower of Leonidas was much inferior as regards

form and quality, but of greater substance and brilliancy

of colour, as well as larger than Lord Derby ; and the

plant possessed a vigorous constitution.

These seedlings flowered during the spring and

summer of 1870 of that portion in which Lord Derby

was used as pollen parent, and Leonidas as seed parent,

about one-third resembled in all respects their father,

a few produced flowers very considerably in advance

of Lord Derby in size, in substance, and in colour of

the flower, and with a superior constitution and habit

of plant, showing the influence of the mother in com-

bination with the father's. (I would instance Sir

Charles Napier as an example, and which resulted from

this cross). Of the remaining two-thirds, a few very

nearly resembled in flower Leonidas except being

paler in colour and having 1 somewhat increased

breadth of petal, resulting from the father's influence

(for instance, lago) ; but a large proportion were

inferior, showing reversion towards an ancestral

type.
(TcbcConlinutd.)

In the discussion which followed upon the reading of

Dr. Denny's paper, Mr. Fenn made some remarks on

the variation manifested in the tubers of the Potato, as

a result of cross-breeding, and repeated the remarks he

has made on the same subject on previous occasions.

Mr. Fenn's experience leads him to condemn too close

interbreeding, a rapid degeneration being the conse-

quence of this process. With reference to the question

of sex, Mr. Fenn recommended the raiser to select as

the pollen parent a strong individual, and then a

vigorous progeny would ensue. Mr. Fenn's mode of

fertilising the Potato consists in the removal of the

anthers of a flower late in the evening, and the appli'

cation to the stigma of the pollen from some other

flower in the morning. As the Potato is protogynous

(stigma mature before the pollen of the same flower), a

strict cross is always effected by the means just alluded

to. Mr. Fenn considers it preferable to cross a round

Potato with another round one, or a kidney with a

kidney.

Mr. Grieve agreed generally with the conclusions

arrived at by Dr. Denny.
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ON A THERMOMETER FOR TARING TEM-
PERATURE AT THE ROOTS OF PLANTS.

By James Glaisher, F.R.S.

The temperature of the soil at different depths must
more or less occupy the attention of gardeners and
agriculturists, and more particularly in relation to the

temperature to which the roots of plants are exposed.

AVe possess but little information, even in experimental

horticulture, as to the temperature of roots, nor of the

luxuriance of some plants compared to others, which,

probably, may be partly attributed to the different

temperatures of their respective roots.

We know that improved culture improves plants
;

we know that temperature exercises a great influence,

and it is probable that the temperature which reaches

the roots is that which exercises the greatest influence.

Considering, therefore, that the ascertainment of the

temperature to which roots are subjected, in connection
with their more or less luxuriance of foliage, of fruits

or of flowers, opens up an unexplored field of informa-

tion necessary to the complete success of the labours of

the gardener and horticulturi:>t, I have for some
time considered how best this information could

be obtained, and have designed a thermometer witli

a tolerably sensitive bulb, which may be placed either

at I inch, 2 inches, or 3 inches below the surface of the

soil—a depth known definitely by a circular plate fixed

upon the stem of the thermometer by bayonet joints,

resting on the surface of the soil at I inch, 2 inches, or

3 inches from the centre of the bulb of the thermo-
meter. I have considered it desirable that the whole
instrument should be encased, both for its safety in

carriage from place to place, and when in use that

neither stones nor cats can injure it.

One of these is exhibited, (fig. 203 A) prepared for

observation at these depths. The price of this instru-

ment is I2J. 6t/., to be furnished by Mr. Ackland, of

Home & Thornewaite's, 123, Newgate Street, under
the condition that it has been previously examined and
certified by myself as to its accuracy, and that no error,

so much as three-tenths of a degree, shall be present at

any part of the scale.

An instrument of this form for a depth of 6 inches

would be 17^, 6./., under the same conditions of my
examination before sale. As most roots are within

6 inches of the surface, these instruments would suffice

for such observations, but other instruments for greater

depths, on the same principle, could be made as

required, under the same conditions of examination.
It is exceedingly desirable to be able to ascertain the

degree of temperature surrounding roots nourished with
different manures, particularly those which readily

accept nourishment, and to ascertain whether the same
manures in the same proportions yield the same
temperatures with different species, or whether the

temperature, however derived, which is best to bring

one species of plants to perfection is the best for other

varieties of that species.

This instrument has been submitted to the Scientific

Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, under
whose auspices, in connection with myself, it will be
made.

ON A DRY AND WET BULB THER-
MOMETER.

By James Glaisher, F.R.S.

An exact knowledge of the state of the humidity of

the air is as important as that of its temperature, in all

closed buildings used for horticultural purposes. When
plants are imported from other climates, their more or

less capability of acquiring maturity is much dependent
on the more or less approximation to the climate from
which they came, both in its degree of humidity as

well as its temperature. By the use of the dry and
wet-bulb thermometer, both these elements are known,
and the one now exhibited {fig. 203 b) is fixed on a
metal frame, so that it cannot be injured by water in the

greenhouse. I consider that instruments of this class,

for this purpose, should be good and inexpensive.

The pair of thermometers, as shown, are very nearly

without errors at every part of their scales, and could
be used for outdoor determinations of temperature and
humidity of the air if necessary. Mr. Ackland (Home
& Thornewaite, 123, Newgate Street) has agreed to

furnish these instruments thus mounted at 15J. the pair,

upon the agreement that he will send them to me for

examination before mounting, and sell those only to

horticulturists which are furnished with my certificate

of their accuracy, and that I am permitted to reject all

instruments which may have an error as large as

3-ioths of a degree at any part of their scales. These
instruments have been approved by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society.

SULPHOZONE, A SUBSTITUTE FOR
SULPHUR.

By Charles Roberts. F.R.C.S., &c.

(Communicated by Dr. Masters, F.R.S.)

Sulphur in the sublimed, precipitated, or powdered
form, is extensively employed by medical men, veteri-

nary surgeons, and horticulturists, for destroying the
animal and vegetable parasites infesting man, animals,
and plants. The substance to which I have given the
name of sulphozone (from its strong smell and powerful
chemical action), in order to distinguish it from the
sulphur of commerce, is a preparation containing free

sulphurous acid as its active and essential principle.

For many years past large quantities of sublimed
and powdered sulphur have been used in this country

and on the Continent, for the destruction of the mildew
and blight attacking Vines, Hops, Roses, fruit, and
other trees ; and it is now, I believe, almost the sole

remedy employed for that purpose, as no other has

been found so generally effectual or so convenient of

application.

From careful and often repeated series of experi-

ments, I have arrived at the conclusion that the bene-

ficial action is to be attributed to the presence of a

small but variable quantity of free sulphurous acid

(occasionally hypo<;ulphurous acid), which exists as a

constant impurity in the sulphur of commerce. Sub-
limed sulphur contains more acid than powdered crude

sulphur, antl is more certain in its action, while pre-

cipitated sulphur, being almost, or altogether, free from
acid, is quite useless. I find that when substances are

carefully purified from all traces of sulphurous acid by
repeated washing with spirit and water, they are

equally ineffectual in destroying mildew and other

vegetable and animal organisms, and that seeds germi-

nate as quickly and vigorously when sown in pure

sulphur as in fine sand, and that moulds grow on the

surface when a little organic matter, as flour, has been
mixed with the sulphur. I find also that cheese

mites are not destroyed by pure sulphur, but live

and multiply indefinitely in cheese covered with
sulphur ; though they are immediately destroyed by
commercial sublimed sulphur. On the other hand, when
pure sulphur is impregnated with sulphurous acid,

it destroys mildew, and other minute organisms

with an energy proportioned to the quantity of

Fig. 203.—A, Ground Thermometer,—the stem of the instrument
should be provided with a circular plate to rest on the soil as
stated in the text; b, Wet and Dry Bulb Thermometer.

acid it contains, and it does not appear that one form
of sulphur possesses any advantages over the others,

provided the quantity of acid is uniform. Many other

substances which contain no sulphur, when impreg-
nated with sulphurous acid in a similar manner, and to

the same extent, are equally effectual in destroying

mildew.

It has been observed that when a piece of silver leaf

is suspended over a roll of sulphur, it is slowly con-

verted into the sulphide of silver, and it has been in-

ferred therefrom that sulphur vapourises at ordinary

temperatures; and the theory has been advanced by a

well-known vegetable physiologist, that the oxygen
given off by the leaves of plants to which sulphur has

been applied, oxidises it and produces sulphurous acid,

and thus the action of sulphur in destroying vegetable

organisms may be accounted for. But this theory is not

borne out by my experiments. When silver-leaf is

suspended over pure sulphur it does not tarnish more
rapidly than when suspended in the air, and its con-

version into the sulphide by the roll sulphur may be
explained by the fact that that substance contains free

sulphurous and hyposulphurous acids, and sulphuretted

hydrogen, which are constantly escaping from it.

When pure sulphur is applied to the leaves of plants

no evidence of oxidation can be detected by either

litmus, or starch and iodine paper. If oxidation were
to take place under such circumstances, the product, if

sulphurous acid in the first instance, would be imme-
diately converted into sulphuric acid by further oxida-

tion, and it could not escape detection. Further preci-

pitated sulphur, being in a much finer state of division

than sublimed sulphur, would be more easily oxidised,

and ought to prove the more potent agent ; but prac-

tically it is found to be the least so.

Sulphur in various forms is used by medical men
and veterinary surgeons for the destruction of the itch
and other insects, and in the treatment of various
diseases (as ringworms), caused, or accompanied by
fungus growths, infesting the skin and hair of men and
animals; but sulphurous acid, in solution, is in many
instances substituted for them on account of its more
certain action. Many surgeons, indeed, believe that
the beneficial action of sulphur ointment in the treat-

ment of itch, is to be attributed to the grease of which
it is made, rather than to the sulphur it contains, and
this is probably true, as the quantity of sulphurous
acid is exceedingly small, and I find the action of the
ointment is remarkably increased when the sulphur has
been strongly impregnated with acid previous to being
made into ointment, and this is equally true of its

other applications in medicine.

In addition to its destructive action on organised
bodies, sulphurous acid possesses a powerful chemical
action on the organic and inorganic products of decom-
posing animal and vegetable substances, and the ema-
nations from persons and animals suffering from
infectious diseases; hence it is one of the most potent
and valuable disinfectants we possess, and it appears to

prevent the spread of small-pox, diphtheria, cattle

plague, &c. Its qualities as a deodoriser are also veiy
considerable. It attacks and destroys sulphuretted
hydrogen, and neutralises the strong smell of ammonia
and other alkaline bases, but without losing its anti-

septic properties, or destroying their manurial value.

j

(Crookes.)

From my experiments and observations, and from
the well-known properties of sulphurous acid, I con-
clude, therefore, that it is the acid, accidentally present

in the sulphur, which is the active agent in the destruc-

tion of mildews and blights, and that the sulphur is only

the medium for its application. This is a fact, not

only of scientific interest, but of great practical and
commercial importance, for under the mistaken im-
pression that the sulphur itself is the active agent,

great care and expense have been incurred to secure

its freedom from acidity, which is by no means
necessary.

Sulphur, like charcoal and many other substances,

possesses the power of absorbing a large quantity of

sulphurous acid, and by a modification in the refining

process the acidity may be considerably increased, and
the quantity of sulphur correspondingly diminished,

and a more certain and uniform agent produced. For
horticultural purposes, however, it is necessary to

limit the quantity of sulphurous acid, or it will prove
destructive to the plant as well as the parasite. This
limit I have established practically by experiments
made on Rose trees infested with mildew, and as the

Rose mildew is with difficulty destroyed by common
sulphur, except by repeated applications, this prepara-
tion (to which I have given the name of sulphuzone,

for reasons given above), may be considered to be of

the maximum strength, and four or five times stronger

and more potent than sublimed sulphur. In substituting

it therefore for sulphur, a great saving will be effected

in the cost of sulphur, its carriage, and the time and
labour of applying it. There will, moreover, be the

additional advantage of not loading the foliage with a
large quantity of sulphur powder, which must in some
measure impair its health by its mere mechanical
presence, and in the case of Hops, the brewers will

have less ground for objecting to the quality of the

produce. Sulphozone, being a fine dry powder like

sulphur, may be applied in a similar manner, and with
the same apparatus, care being taken to use a much
smaller quantity {/. e., about a quarter of that of

sulphur).

For medical, veterinary, and sanitary purposes, a
very strong sulphozone has been prepared to take the

place of sulphur in the officinal preparation, and
for use as a disinfecting powder. This substance

is exceedingly destructive to organic life, and is

not adapted for horticultural purposes except for

dressing the stems and branches of deciduous trees

in the winter, and for destroying insects where
it can exert no deleterious influence on surround-

ing vegetation, or for disinfecting and deodorising

manure-heaps, &c., for which purpose it is better

adapted than any other disinfecting powder, as the

sulphurous acid fixes the ammonia— the most valuable

constituent of manure—and makes it available for

gardening and farming purposes, while chlorine and
other disinfectants destroy it, and reduce the value of

the manure in proportion to the extent of their action

m deodorising it. 2, Bolton Rcrw^ May/air^ IK,
Feb. 20.

On the conclusion of Mr. Roberts' paper. Dr.

Denny said he would like to see carbolic acid tried for

the purposes mentioned.

Mr. Murray thought mildew was a consequence of

the death of the plant, and not the cause of the death.

Professor Dyer remarked that chemists doubted the

possibility of sublimed sulphur undergoing oxidation at

ordinary temperatures, and he agreed with Mr. Roberts

in attributing the utility of sulphur to the presence of

sulphurous acid,

THE ROSE SHOW.
[We have received at the moment of going to press

the following notes of this show, held on Thursday.
Certain other matters relating to the exhibition and the
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Congress must necessarily be deferred till our next

issue.]

The supplementary exhibition, termed the Birming-
ham Rose Show, made on Thursday, was quite a fine

show of Roses in itself, the season considered, and
something over 3000 blooms were staged. In the

nurserymen's class for 72 varieties, Mr. B. R. Cant, of

Colchester, was 1st, with some fine examples, the most
conspicuous being John Hopper, Marguerite de St.

Amand, Fran9ois Louvat, Antoine Ducher, Madame
C. Joigneaux, La France, Marie Baumann, Le Rhone,
Clotilde RoUand, Pauline Lanzezeur, Prmce Camille
de Rohan, Madame Crapelet, Dr. Andry, Mons.
Boncenne, Maurice Bernardin, Marquis de Castellane,

Duke of Edinburgh, Marquise de Mortemart, Madame
C. Wood, Madame Vidot, Dupuy Jamain, Madame
George Paul, Beauty of Waltham, Comtesse d'Oxford,

Henri Ledechaux, Leopold IL, Senateur Vaisse,

Charles Lefebvre, Madame Caillat, Horace Vernet,

Xavier Olibo, Baroness de Rothschild, Duke of Wel-
lington, Pitord, and Madame Noman, all H.P.'s,

;

also Tea-Scented, Madame Willermoz, Marechal Neil,

Madame Bravy, La Boule d'Or, Devoniensis, and
Souvenir d'un Ami. Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt,

were 2d, and Mr. ^C. Turner 3d, both staging some
very nice blooms. In class 179, for 48 varieties, 3
trusses of each, Mr. Turner'was placed ist with some
splendid flowers ; Mr. Cant being 2d, and Messrs.

Paul & Son, 3d. The finest in the winning collection

were Paul Verdier, Prince Camille de Rohan, very

fine; Alfred Colomb, Louisa Wood, a fine new
scarlet variety ; Abel Grand, La France, Marie
Baumann, Francois Louvat, Madame Therese Level,

General Jacqueminot, Alfred Colombe, Baroness de
Rothschild, Louis Van Houtte, very fine ; Duke of

Edinburgh, Pitord, Duke of Wellington, Madame
C. Joigneaux, Charles Lefebvre, Camille Bernardin,

Horace Vernet, and Xavier Olibo ; also Gloire de
Dijon, Marechal Niel, and Climbing Devoniensis. Mr.
Turner was also first with 24 varieties, Messrs. Veitch
& Sons, Cant, and Paul & Sons, following in the

order of their names. Here Mr. Turner had John
Hopper, Madame Adelaide Huzard, Louis Van Houtte,
perhaps the most perfectly developed three blooms in

the show ; Comtesse d'Oxford, General Jacqueminot,
Senateur Vaisse, Xavier Olibo, Victor Verdier, Marie
Baumann, La France, and Prince Camille de Rohan.
The best flowers in Messrs. Veitch & Sons'

stand [were La France, Abel
!
Grand, Comtesse

d'Oxford, Charles Lefebvre, Marie Baumann, and
Xavier Olibo. The next two classes respectively for

24 varieties, single trusses, and 12 varieties, 3 trusses

of each, were limited to residents in the counties of

Warwick, Worcester, or Stafford. With the first-

named number, Mr. F. Perkins, of Leamington, was
1st ; Mr. Parker, Rugby, 2d ; and Mr. J. Jennings,
Shipston-on-Stour, 3d ; an extra prize being awarded
to Mr. John Moore, Warwick. With 12 varieties,

Mr. Parker was 1st, and Mr. Jennings 2d. As might be
expected, the flowers staged in these classes were con-

siderably inferior to those staged in the previous ones.

In the amateur classes there was a marked falling

off in quality, and as the exhibitors were mainly
persons residing in the midland districts, it served to

show how much the untoward season had affected the

development of their Roses. With 36 varieties, Mr.
Draycott, Leicester, was 1st, having fair examples of
General Jacqueminot, Fisher Holmes, Nardy Freres,

Oliver Delhomme, Duke of Wellington, Souvenir d'un
Ami, Lord Macaulay, Prince Camille de Rohan, Beauty
of Waltham, Xavier Olibo, Senateur Vaisse, Gloire de
Dijon, and Marechal Niel. Mr. Thomas Laxton, Stam-
ford, was 2d, his best flowers being Antoine Ducher,
Senateur Vaisse, Marie Baumann, Dupuy Jamain, and
Charles Lefebvre. Mr. J. Skinner, Westerham Hall
Gardens, Kent, was 3d. With 24 varieties, Mr. S.
Evans, Arbury Hall Gardens, i,was 1st, Mr. Skinner
2d, and [M r. Draycott 3d. With 1 2 varieties

Mr. Evans was again ist, and Mr. C. J. Perry
2d. In class 186, for 12 yellow or sulphur
Roses, the competition was so poor that the
1st prize was justly withheld. Gloire de Dijon and
Marechal Niel were in the best stand. Class 187 was
for 12 varieties, limited to amateurs who do not keep a
regular gardener. Mr. Wightman, of Nottingham won
the Ist prize—one of Chapman's Patent Exhibition
Rose Cases ; Mr. J. E. Cavell being 2d. The next
two classes were severally for 24 and 12 varieties,

limited to the counties of Warwick, Worcester, and
Stafford, as before. Mr. S. Evans was 1st, and the

Rev. C. Evans, Solihull, 2d, in the case of the larger

number ; and Mr. Brown, Elmden Hall Gardens, the
only exhibitor in the other class. Classes igo, for

lU varieties, and 191, for 12 varieties of Roses, did
not fill, the leading prizes, a certain number of feet of
Rendle's Plant Protectors, not being sufficiently

attractive ; and the expediency of offering prizes
of this character is very doubtful indeed.
The competition in classes 192 and 193,
limited to persons residing within 4 miles of
Stephenson Place, Birmingham, was not of a nature to
call for any remark ; while 194 was limited to amateurs
who have never pieviously won a prize for Roses.
Mr. W. Foulds, of Loughborough, was the only
exhibitor.

Messrs. Paul & Son and B. R. Cant each staged a
collection of 24 new Roses, but, with few exceptions,
they have been given in preceding lists. The best came

from Messrs. Paul & Son. Ferdinand de Lesseps,

Louisa Wood, Comtesse d'Oxford, Auguste Neuman,
Louis Van Houtte, Marquise de Castellane, Cheshunt
Hybrid, Marquise de Ligniers, Belle Lyonnaise, Prin-

cess Louise, Madame Laurent, Baronne de Prailly,

Princess of Wales, Souvenir de General Douai, Prin-

cess Beatrice, General Miloradowitch, and Docteur de
Chalus were the most taking varieties. The best new Rose
sent r)ut,in 1S70-71 was Comtesse d'Oxford, staged by Mr.
B. R. Cant. The premier Rose was Duke of Edin-
burgh, staged by the same exhibitor ; the next best

a poor-looking John Hopper, to which no award was
made. The best 24 trusses of a yellow or sulphur
Rose was found in Gloire de Dijon. The best 12 of a

dark common Rose was Dupuy Jamain, shown by
Mr. B. R. Cant ; Mr. Turner was 2d with Duke of

Edinburgh. Charles Lefebvre, Horace Vernet, and
Ferdinand de Lesseps were also shown. The best I2

trusses of a white or blush Rose were found in

Baroness Rothschild, shown by Mr. Turner ; Mr.
Cant coming 2d with Devoniensis. La France, a new
blush variety named Bessie Johnson, and Souvenir
de Malmaison, were also shown in this class.

Messrs. Paul & Son were the only exhibitors of pot

Roses, having a nice lot of young, well-grown, and
well-flowered plants, which took a ist prize in class 201 ;

and Mr. John Cranston, Hereford, staged a fine lot of

cut Roses, not for competition, which included some
superb blooms of various Tea-scented varieties.

There were also a few supplementary prizes for fruit

awarded at the same time. There was but one exhi-

bitor of Grapes, 3 bunches of each, black and white, in

class 149, viz., Mr. G. Craddock, Compton Vemey.
They consisted of Black Hamburgh and Muscat of

Alexandria, and were somewhat unripe. A nice

bunch of Black Prince, well coloured, but unripe, was
shown in class 150 by Mr. A. Meikle, Whalley Hall.

White Frontignan, shown by Mr. Meikle, and Muscat
of Alexandria, shown by Mr. C. Townsend, were the

best single bunches of White Grapes in class 152; anice
Queen Pine was shown by Mr. Miles, Wycombe Abbey
Gardens, in class 153. In the class for 6 dishes of fruit

the best collection came from Mr. Cox, Madresfield

Court Gardens, and consisted of Black Hamburgh and
Buckland Sweetwater Grapes, Golden Gem Melon,
Grosse Mignonne Peaches, Violet Hative Nectarines, and
Brown Turkey Figs. Mr. Foakes, gr. to J. Humphries,
Esq., Kidderminster, was 2d ; and Mr. C. Frisby,

Blankney Hall Gardens, 3d. The best 4 dishes of
Peaches and Nectarines consisted of three varieties of

the former, Grosse Mignonne, Belle de la Croix, and
Teton de Venus, and EIruge Nectarines. Messrs.

Evans, Broadbiidge and Cox also received prizes in the

order of their names. Some Melons were also staged,

but they do not call for remark.

fome Correspanbente.

The Storm in South Yorkshire.—The thunder-

storm which broke over this district on the iSth com-
menced about 3 o'clock P.M., and lasted in its violence

for about an hour, during which time the thunder and
lightning were continuous and appalling, and were only
surpassed by the storm of rain and hail which fell at

the same time, drowning out in a very short time the

stokehole fires, turning the walks into torrents, and
standing in pools several feet deep in the lower levels of

the gardens. But farmers have suffered worse. In a
turnip field not far from the gardens, the ** water spate"

seems to have broke in all its force, for the torrent has
furrowed out a bed about 9 feet wide, and from 2 to 3
feet deep in the middle, and has swept topsotl and sub-
soil to that depth clean out of the field, and carried

away about 80 feet of substantial dry walling at the

bottom of the field. There the combined streams met
in a lane, and following it like a river for a short

distance, turned into a farm-steading, and, dashing
through the court-yard, swept about 20 feet of walling
at the lower end completely away, strewing the large

stones over the field beyond, and entering another
turnip field in an oblique direction, and in a broad
stream, it washed the lately sown furrows as cleanly

away, down to the subsoil, as if the ground had been
swept with a besom, and deposited the soil and manure
by hundreds of tons at the bottom of the field, and in

the grass field beyond, nearly 500 yards away. This is

only one instance of the effects about here of the

storm, which old residents say is unparalleled in their

experience. Indeed, few would credit that such effects

could be produced in the short space of one hour.

The rainfall in the gardens here was nearly 2\ inches

in 80 minutes, y. Simpson^ IVortley.

Garden Edgings. — In your last Gardeners'

Chronicle (for June 22) is 'a most interesting letter on
the above subject by " Kboda Bux." I shall feel

greatly obliged to him if he will say whether he makes
his cornices and garden edgings with sand and cement
only, and, if so, what is the size of the sand he recom-
mends ? but if he uses gravel also, what is its size ? In
his mixture for walls he only names gravel and cement,

does he use no sand for his walls? What should be

the size of the gravel? What thickness does he give

for a wall 9 feet high ? A friend of mine is building

strong and very good cottages, of two storeys high, of

furnace ashes and cement, in the proportions of (I

believe) seven of ashes to one portion of cement. With

all these strikes in the building trade, it will be a great
help to us in out-of-the-way country places, if we can
put up walls and buildings with gravel, sand, or ashes,

or cobbles, by the aid of cement and one of our ordi-

nary agricultural labourers, at a cost within the build-

ing trade. In my neighbourhood we build with sand-

stone and lime, at a great coit in cartage, whilst on my
own estate I have plenty of gravel and sand close at

hand. Solwav,

THE WEATHER.
STATS OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON^

For the Week ending Wednesday, June 26, 1872.
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Bromelia karatas.— I came to another plant

with stiff, thorny leaves, much like those of the

Century Plant. The inner leaves were red, and within

is a dense head of flowers 6 inches in diameter, which

give place to scores of fruits as large as a finger. It

bears the name of Pinuela, and is one of the best fruits

of the land, being among the sweetest in the world,

with a good supply of a very agreeable acid. The

drawbacks are that each fruit must be peeled, and the

operation covers the fingers with syrup, and that there

is rather an abundance of seeds. These are said to

have been the original carat weights, and the plant is

the Bromelia karatas. It makes a formidable hedge,

and it often costs more to cut your way with a long

machete to the centre of a vigorous plant than all the

fruits are worth. I have seen where boys have cut a

sort of dog-hole to creep in, 6 or S feet under the

leaves, and it seemed to me an operation worthy of

Baron Trenck. There is another species or variety, I

know not which, that is so acid as to blister the lips.

I have seen another species in the West Indies with

the flowers in a spike instead of down at the roots of

the leaves in a head. This is Bromelia Pinquin. Ne.\t

an O.valis carried my thoughts home again. HoUon's

Andes,

mrtjcn
(fOIi THE ENSUING FORTNIGHT.)

PLAyT HOUSES.
Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants.—It is no'

advisable to turn hard-wooded greenhouse plants out-

of-doors to ripen at any fixed time, it is much better to

be guided by the amount of growth the plant has made.

However healthy and vigorous the leaves of a plant

may be, however free from insects, they will only

remain upon the plant their allotted time ; con-

sequently if a plant makes very little growth in a

season, the leaves made in years past falling off by
reason of their age, there will be an insufficiency of

leaf to give the plant that strong, robust health and
pleasing appearance it ought to have. If a plant

whose roots are confined within a pot sulTers from

an insufiiciency of healthy foliage, it is a difficult

matter to induce it to regain its healthy condition.

The greater number of hard-wooded greenhouse plants

make comparatively little growth after they are

removed from under glass, where their growth

has been commenced, to the open air ; hence the

necessity of keeping all plants under glass until they

have made suflicient growth. The hardening, ripening

process of both leaves and current year's wood does

not occupy nearly so much time as is often supposed.

It is necessary to exercise a little judgment as to the

amount of growth that each plant ought to have made
before its removal to the open air. And when such

removal takes place, the gardener should be careful to

shade the pots in some way from the direct action of

the sun. They must on no account be plunged, as is

done with advantage to plants of soft wood and quick

growth ; but they should stand on some porous

material, such as fine coal-ashes, 6 or S inches thick, to

exclude worms. This is in every way suited to their

requirements. Pieces of canvas tied round the pots

will be found a great advantage in counteracting the ill

effect of the sun's rays directly striking the sides of the

pots. T. Baines.

Camellias.—These are now setting their bloom-
buds, and after this period care is requisite in order

to prevent a second growth, which is mainly due
to a moist, growing, close temperature, after the

first growth is made. Maintain sufficient moisture at

the root to keep the plants in a healthy state, as they

must by no means be allowed to become dry at this

stage. Any deficiency in diet, or sudden check, will

have a tendency to prematurely hasten the ripening of

the wood, and prevent that gradual development of

the flower-buds now so requisite in order to insure a

perfect display of bloom. Such free-growing varieties

as Mathoiiana, Marchioness of Exeter, &c., that have

a tendency to make strong growth, should be kept drier

at the root, in order to induce a freer tendency to bud
formation. Providing that the plants are afforded at

this period the advantage of a light, airy, well venti-

lated structure, and properly watered at the root, no
fear need be entertained as to a deficiency of buds.

When the protection of glass can be afforded them they

should by no means be placed out-of-doors, as when
this is done I have seldom observed that uniform

success which is attendant upon plants kept under

glass. Sudden checks are detrimental to the Camellia

in all its stages of growth. With the most per-

fect drainage, and every attention to watering, they are

apt to become so saturated as to drop their bloom-
buds. With the amateur cultivator it may be desirable

for convenience sake to place them out-of-doors.

When this is the case, select a sheltered situation

on the north side of a wall, or, better still, give

them the protection of a hedge where they are screened

from the mid-day sun. They must be placed upon
a bed of ashes, or upon slabs or pots, so as to prevent
the access of worms. In such a situation they will

have the full play of the air, and if carefully watered and
kept from under the drip of trees, they will do well
for some time to come. George Westland, Wttley Court.

Indoor Ferneries.

to be watered freely, and syringed night and morning,

shutting up early to retain the heat and moisture.

If the shading be not fixed on permanently, it must be

drawn down early in the morning, where Begonias are

planted out between the Ferns. Dracx-nas, Crotons,

particularly pictum, the yellow-leaved variety, unless in a

very light corner, come too green to be very effective.

Caladiums are very useful, hut they are not lasting

plants ; only the high-coloured varieties should be used.

The Alocasias, Anthuriums, and any other foliage plants

with strong leaves, if room can be found for them, will

assist to form a distinct feature in this house. When
the ground is covered with Selaginella denticulata, see

that it does not smother the delicate growing Ferns, and

such foliage plants as Fittonias Pearcei and argy-

roneura. Amongst the flowering plants that will do

well in this house, Crinum amabile must be put

down as one of the best. Ilippeastrum reticulatum

is pretty both in flower and foliage ; as also are Strelit-

zia Regina and ovata. The Trichomanes will now be

growing freely, and must have their fronds kept

continually moist, T. Luschnathianum excepted. This

will do in a lighter and drier place than the otheis.

In the finest weather, one or two slight dewings over-

head in the day will be sufficient. Do not let the

temperature go below 65°. In the cool fernery con-

tinue previous directions as to watering and shading,

keeping the stems of Tree Ferns moist, syringing over-

head in fine weather once or twice daily. J. R. Fetch.

Heaths.— All the plants that have done blooming

and have made considerable growth, should be placed

outdoors where they can be fully exposed to sun and

air ; and as others are over they should be brought out

and treated in the same way. Take care that previous

directions are attended to with regard to the plants

being placed on coal ashes or on inverted flower-pots,

to guard against worms making their way into them.

The plants will no doubt assume a brown tinge from

exposure, but this is what is required to thoroughly

harden them. Soon after housing them, in the autumn,

they will change to a fine healthy green. See well to

watering, as the plants dry very soon out-of-doors in

sunny weather ; and even when showery, Heaths of a

dense-growing habit will prevent the rain from getting

to the roots. H. Chilmcin, Somerley.

Succulents.—Those Phyllocacti that have done

flowering will be the better for exposure in the open

air and to the sun, such treatment enabling them to

flower more freely next season. Other Cacti will

require syringing twice a week during the hot season.

Look after seed, and sow the same on a slight bottom-

heat. Agaves should be syringed twice a week
heavily. Gasterias require careful watering after they

have flowered until they are seen to be growing. The
sun will have browned the Aloe tribe, and some
people will be inclined to shade them, but it is best to

keep them in the sun, which will cause the

leaves to grow shorter, and aid the production

of roots ; if left for a time, and slightly syringed

towards evening after hot days, they will soon

recover. Put in cuttings of Mesembryanthemums, and

keep them exposed to the light in a close frame, water-

ing moderately. Those who want to increase their

stock of such Sempervivums as S. tabuteforme should

cut the centre of the plant out, when it will throw

several heads. J. Croucher.

Palms.—The general treatment advised for last

month should be continued. Tropical American kinds

will be in full growth now, and any that require a shift

may have it. Where the plants are much rooted, it is

best not to disturb them by getting the crocks out. If

necessary to get them lower in the pots, they may be

set on the bottom of the new one without drainage.

Fill up firmly with strong loam ; they will drain

themselves sufficiently. Those in the open air should be

kept moist at the roots ; if they once get yellow it

spoils them for the season. J. Croucher.

Azaleas.—Continue to treat these plants as recom-

mended in last Calendar. Those that have made early

growth, and are required for forcing in the winter, may
now have their time of flowering regulated. If they are

wanted early, let them remain in the situation they

have occupied in making their growth until their buds

are as prominent as small Camellia buds ; if, on the other

hand, they appear to be further advanced than is

required, place them where they will get less heat

and sun, but on no account expose them to the open

air. Azaleas so treated never produce the same
luxuriance of bloom as those that are not so treated.

T. Baines.

HARDY FLOWER GARDEN, ifc.

The Parterre and Mixed Garder.—The beds

being perfectly filled for the summer, the utmost atten-

tion must be paid to neatness and high keeping.

Train and peg down Verbenas, Petunias, &c., and

regulate the growth of such plants as require it. The
lawn will now require constant mowing, or the grass

will soon get rank and unsightly. Straggling branches

of flowering and evergreen shrubs must be cut back,

hedges clipped, and the grass boundary of gravel

walks, borders, &c., should be kept cut close and

regular. Continue to stick and tie up all such plants

as require support, this should be attended to before

the plants are broken by the wind or heavy rain, or

bent down by their own weight. LooJc occasionally

borders, and cut down the decayed

and Kalmias of their seed-pods as soon as the bloom
begins to decay, and water the plants copiously ; this,

if attended to, will secure a good bloom for the next

season, whereas if the seed-pods are allowed to swell,

and there is a scarcity of moisture, a stunted late

growth, and but little or no bloom for next year, are

inevitable. E. Bennett^ Enville.

Alpine and Herbaceous Plants.—The pro-

tracted wet weather of the bygone month may have
induced many to defer mulching herbaceous and
alpine plants. When dry weather at length sets

in, the change will probably be sharp and severe, and
it will be prudent at least to make it as easy as possible

to all plants that are liable to suffer by drought and
sudden alternations. Continue to support all plants

that require it by the means best adapted to the style

of growth of each. Remove dead flower-stems and

leaves. Keep all surfaces clear of weeds by the dili-

gent use of the hoe, and use the rake but sparingly so

long as the weather continues moist. Propagate by

cuttings, offsets, and layers all plants of which it is

desirable to have increase. Lift old crowded clumps

o{ Narcissus^ Tulips^ Triliiutn^ Anemones, Ranunculus^

and all bulbs and tubers that stand in need of being

overhauled and improved in condition ; but let their

leaves be quite ripe before you touch them. Trillium

should be planted at once, when the necessary im-

provement of soil is effected, and as little delay as

possible should be permitted between the lifting and
replanting of most, if not every kind of hardy bulb.

Those that are scaly, like the Lilium, are more
susceptible to injury from long exposure to the air than

those constructed of concentric rings or layers, like the

Narcissus ; but generally tubers are not so easily

injured in drying as bulbs properly so called. But in

all cases, except those in which the plant is tender,

and liable to be stirred into growth at a season too

rigorous to be safe, dry storing of bulbs for a

lengthened period is objectionable, on the score that it

tends to weaken the vigour of the growth and flower.

Collect seeds and sow them, if wanted for increase ; if

not, dry and store them in that state. Seedlings of

recently sown sorts should be pushed on generously,

so as to establish them well before cessation of growth

takes place. Strong-growing kinds should be pricked

out in prepared beds of sandy loam as soon as they

are fit to handle well ; sorts of weaker growth may be

pricked out in clumps in pots or pans, and kept under

glass till well established, when they may be placed

out-of-doors, either pricking them into prepared

nursing beds, in sandy loam, or plunging the pots in

some spot where their wants may be frequently ob-

served and attended to. The treatment of alpine

plants in pots may be continued as directed in the two
preceding Calendars ; those on rockwork will require

to be well attended to in respect of watering in dry

weather. Wm. Sutherland.

HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS.
Successful cultivation is a matter of considerable

difficulty, amounting occasionally to impossibility

when the quality of the soil is much opposed to what
different plants require. For several years an annual

progressive effort may be made, but the foliage is sickly,

the grov/th feeble and stunted, and ultimately the tree

perishes. A very wholesome lesson might be learned,

were we only to observe the selection made by plants

when left to choose for themselves. That plants have

likes and dislikes is very apparent ; at no period is a

consideration of the matter of so much importance as

at present, owing to the annual importation of so

many new plants. Were cultivators from time to

time to give us their experience in this matter, we
should be relieved from many and frequently sore

disappointments. These observations are made prin-

cipally in reference to a recent statement I made about

Raphiolepis ovata having belied its character,—with us

it is a perfect failure on the limestone ; but I have since

been informed that it grows with great vigour on the

sandy soil in the nursery of the Messrs. Veitch, at

Coombe Wood. No season could possibly be more
favourable for newly planted trees. No extra care has

been required as to water and shade. Where the

stems are weak, which is frequently the case when
transplanted from the nursery, see that they are pro-

perly staked. Should the heads be too heavy, which

is often found to be the case in exposed situations, cut

back a few of the strongest branches. Give strict at-

tention to every new and deciduous plant trained

against walls so as to cover empty spaces. Those that

flower on the preceding year's wood have the

branches cut back so soon as they have done flowering

— such, for example, as Ceanothus papillosus and

rigidus, Escallonta macrantha, and Garrya elHptica.

Alexambcr Cramb, Tortworth.

er the flower

The exotic fernery requires I stalks of flowering plants. Deprive Rhododendrons

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—The natural temperature at this time will

almost be sufficient for Pines, unless the weather be

contrary to what may now be expected. Do not allow

the night temperature of fruiting plants to fall

below 70° without having recourse to fires. The
beds in which the plants are planted, if supplied by
hot-water pipes or otherwise, should also be maintained

at a temperature of 70° to So°, it being impossible to

grow and fruit Pines plants quickly without this aid.

Attend to previous instructions with respect to watering,
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syringing, and airing. If artificial heat be unnecessary

do not, in consequence of this, close the house before

tlie usual time. The closure of Pine-houses at very

high temperatures has a strong tendency to elongate

the leaves and enlarge the crowns, points to be avoided

in Pine culture : the method I pursue in this respect is

a fixed temperature for giving air and also for shutting

it off entirely, allowing the heat in the house to range

between tlie following points, according to circum-

stances-^75^ to 80° for opening, 80° for closing, and

the maximum temperature when the house is liberally

ventilated 95°. Pay every attention to young plants,

which will be in active growth ; keep the bottom-heat

at 70° to So", the niglit temperature at 70° to 75°' ^"^

ventilate as detailed above. G. T. Miles, Wycombe
Abbey Gardens.

We regret to announce the death of Mr. R. C.

Kingston, in his 26th year. Mr. Kingston took a

very high position in the examinations at the Royal
Horticultural Society and the Society of Arts. He
was for some time in the Royal Gardens, Kew, but

latterly acted as assistant in the herbarium. Mr.

Kingston had been suffering from phthisis for some
time, and had by his ability and conduct secured the

esteem of all with whom he came in contact.

Notices to Correspondents.

*^* Owing to the extraordinary demands upon our space

imposed by the Birmingham Show and Congress, we
are obliged to defer the insertion of numerous com-
munications. &c.

Diseased Limes ; J. H. We have never seen such an
affection of the petiole and midribs in the Lime before.

The only similar case which has come under our notice

is in Vaccinium Vitis Idasa, and we are quite unable to

account for it. There is no Fungus at present in the

diseased portions. M. J. B.

Diseased Peaches : P. T. Your Peach shoots are

doubly diseased. Below there is gumming, above there

is the attack of a Fungus. The condition of the roots

and external circumstances must be looked to for the

former, for the latter, the affected parts must be cut off

and burnt. M. J. B.

Gloxinia : E. G. C. A fine flower as to size, the erect

section, but not sufficiently distinct, and colouring not

equal to many.

Names of Plants: J. D., Ryde. i, locbroma grandi-

flora ; 2, Campanula, sp., without leaf, cannot be de-

termined. —7- J^^' T. Stachys sylvatica ; 2, Lysimachia
neniorum ; 3, Epipactis, cannot tell which from the

scrap sent, probably E. palustris.— W. C. T. Orobanche
major, see Hooker's Student's Flora.— T. C. Orchis

maculata and Morio.

—

C. IV. S. Caraguata splendens,

F/ore des Serres, t. 1091.

—

J. T. Medicago denticu-

laia, sometimes grown as a forage plant, but objec-

tionable as hay.—/*. T. Narthecium ossifragum. Bog
Asphodel.

—

R. S. Lathyrus pratensis.

—

E. T. Fumaria
officinalis, Fumitory.— IV, S. It was not your Epi-

dendrum, but a totally different Orchid that we pro-

posed to send to Professor Reichenbach. We cannot

see that your Bletia differs from B. Shepherdii— itself

probably nothing but a vaiiety of B. verecunda. We do
not think either of the Epidendra now sent are forms of

E, alatum, which is a far better thing.

Communications Received:—J. A. J.—Reader—J. T. F.

—

H. C.-Camjce-J. W.— Old Subscritwr—J. S.-R. H. P.—
C E. G. C—A. R. H.-W. T. D.—W. C. T.—Stonecrop-A. J.

I — S. K.-H. B.—A. M.—Wi!ly-Solway-W. E.—G. J.—
\V. S.—M.S— Boardman—J. R. J.—Scottish Pansy Society-
Very Old Subscriber—J. H.—Stanley.—C. W. S.—Max
Leichtlin—Ebor.

arhels*
COVENT GARDEN,—June 28.

Rough Strawberries are now coming in from the open
air in large quantities, but we are short of best fruit.

Cut Flowers.
s. d. s. d.

Anemone, p. la bun, 2 o to 4 o
Azaleas,p.tJo7.sprays I o — 16
Carnations.izflowerso 6 — 10

s. d. s. d.

Ranunculus, p. bun, 3 o to 4 o
Rhododendron, per
bunch .

,

..03 — 06
Rose de Moi, per

doz. bunches .. 40 — 60
Roses, per doz. . . 06— 40— Moss, do, ,.06 — 10
Spirea, p. bunch .. . . — 10
Stcphanotis,TZ5praysi o — 6 o
SweclPeas,p, 12 bun. 4 o — 60
Tropa:olums,i2bun. 10— 20

Vegetables.

s. d. s. d. \

Artichokes,green, ea, o 3 to o 6 ' Lettuces, perscore.

.

Aspara^s, per 100 2 6— 6 o ' Mushrooms, p. pott.

French, do — . . ' Onions, per bunch .

. d. s. d.

J oto 2 o
..—30
o 4— o 9

2— o 4
1 o— a o

o 3— o 6

Beet, per doz, . . i o— 3 o
Cabbages, per dor... 10— i 3
Cardoons, each .. .. — ..

Carrots, p. bunch . . o 7— lo
— French, do. , . 1 o— i 6

Cauliflowers, p. do7. 3 o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle . i o— 2 o
Cucumbers, each . . o 6— 1 o
French Beans, new,
per 100 .

.

.... — 26
Herbs, per bunch .. o 2— o 4
Horse Radish, p, bun.3 o— 5 o
Leeks, per bunch .. o 2— o 4 |

Potatos, Regents, 1205. to 1705. ; Flukes, i2ar. to 190J,

;

Shaws, 705. to qos.

New Potatos—Round, 75. to i-zs. per cwt. ; Kidneys, sd. to

40'. per lb.

Parsley, p. bunch
Peas, new, per qt.

Potatos, new frame,

per lb. .

.

Radishes, per bunch o 2

—

Rhubarb, p. bund, . o 4— o q
Salsafy, per bun. . , o 9— 1 3
Scorzonera, per bun. o 9— 1 3
Shallots, per lb, . . o 8— .

.

Spinach, per bushel 2 o— 3 o
Tomaios, p. doz. . . 3 o— 4 o
Turnips, new.p. bun. . . — 09

Now Is the time to Sow
CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, and PRIMULA.

DOBSONS' CELEBRATED PRIZE
CALCEOLARIA conliniies the best strain exlanl.

This magniliccnt strain has been exhibited by us at the various

Exhibitions of the Royal Botanic and Koyal Honicultural Societies,

and also at the Crystal Palace, during the month of May, when they

elicited the highest encomiums (rom the thousands of visitors, and
have been highly eulogised by the Press. We have no hesitation in

saying that such displays have never been equalled, and they are the

finest lot we have nad during the 20 years we have grown them.
Purchasers of Seed can rely upon their being something first-class.

The following extracts are taken from the Reports ol one or other of

the Exhibitions :

—

From Gardeners' Chronicle, May i8.

Royal Horticultural Society, May 15—" Extra Prize to Messrs.

Dobson & Sons, Isleworth, for a capital group of Calceolarias."

Crystal Palace, May 11.
—" A very fine collection of Calceolarias

came from Messrs. Dobson & Sons."
Crystal Palace,—Mr. Glenny, reporting upon this show, writes :

" Dobson, of Isleworth, produced a collection of Calceolarias, which
was so strikingly beautiful that it was difficult to get near them the

whole day,"

From the Daily Ttlegrafh, May 13.
" The Calceolarias of Messrs. Dobson & Sons, from their advan-

tageous position, made even a tiner appearance than at the Regent's
Park, and were fully deserving the Extra Prize conferred on them,"

From the Daily News, May 13.
" The Calceolarias exhibited by Messrs. Dobson & Sons were simply

marvellous in their size, velvety gloss, and beautiful colours of

the drops."
From the Standard of May 33.

"A collection of hybridised Calceolarias, by Dobson, was a perfect

dazzle of richness and harmonious tint, and its quality was deservedly

acknowledged by a Silver Medal."

PRIZES AWARDED.
Royal Horticultural Society, May 15 : Special Extra Prize.

Royal Horticultural Society, June 5, 6, 7 : Special Extra Prize.

Crystal Palace, May 11 ; Special Extra Prize.

Royal Botanic Society, May 8 : First Prize for Collection of 6.

Royal Hotanic Society, May 22, 23 : First Prize, or Silver Medal.

The NEW SEED is now ready, in scaled packets, with full

directions for sowing and growing m each packet, is. 6d., 2S. 6d.,

as. 6rf.i and 5s. each.
Our splendid Strain of CINERARIA and PRIMULA SINENSIS

FIMBRIATA ALBA, or RUBRA, in packets, at ihc same price.

DOBSON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

Now Ready,

NEW hardy free-flowering CLEMATISES, well
adapted for covering verandahs, trellis-work, walls, porticoes,

pillars, festoons, &c. Each variety was awarded a First-class Certi-

hcate by the Koyal Horticultural Society.

C. THOMAS MOORE, pucy-violct, white stamens, Passiflora-Hke.

C. MRS. JAMES BATEMAN, pate lavender, fine.

C. VITICELLA RUBRA GKANDlFLUKA.brightcIarct-crimson.
C. ALEXANDRA, pate reddish-violet,

C. VELUTINA PURPUREA, rich blackish-mulberry.

15J. eack. The Set of Five Varieties for 6oj.

See CLEMATIS LIST for full descriptions.

Gardenias, p. doz. . , 30 — 60
Heartsease, p. labun. i 6 — 30
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays — 06
Mignonette, i2'bun. 30—40
Myosotis, p. bun — 06
Ncmophila, p. 12 bun. .. — 16
Pelargoniums,

French,p.i2sprays o 6 — 1 o
Pelargoniums, Scar-

let, p. 12 sprays. . 04 — o q
Pinks, p. doz. bun. 20—30

Plants in Pots.

s. d. s. d.

Calceolaria, p doz, 6 o— 12 o— herbaceous, do. 9 o— .

.

Puchsia . do. 6 o—75 o
Heath, in vars. do. iz o—24 o
Hydrangea .. do. g o—18 o
(.obclia .. do. 4 o— 6 o

Fruit.

s. d. s. d. •

Apricots, p. doz. . . 2 o to 3 o Melons, each
Cherries, p. lb. ..06—20] Nectarines, p. d(
Cobs, per 100 lb. . .60 o —65 o I Oranges, per 100
Figs, p. doz. ..80 — 12 o Peaches, per doz
Filberts, per lb. ..08 — 1 o 1 Pinc-applcs, per lb. 50 \, „
Grapes, per lb. ..30 — 8 o

j

Strawberries, p. lb. 10 30
Lemons, per 100 ..70 —10 o I

Trumpet Lilies,doz,

Stocks, p. bunch .

.

Wallflowers, bunch

Mignonette, p. doz.

Pelargonium . . do.— Scarlet . . do.

Rhodaothe . . do.
Spiraea.. .. do.

6 o
04 — 06
.. — 06

s. d. s. d.

4 o— 6 o

9 0—24 o
4 o— 6 o
60-..
12 o— 18 o

. d. s. d.

1
o to 8 o

.12 o —24 o

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON, Woking Nursery, Surrey, have
pleasure in informing the Public that the undermentioned Trade Firms
can be relied on for supplying the above true to name, having procured
them direct from us :

—

Messrs. James Booth & Sohne, Nursery-men, Hamburgh.
„ lames Carter & Co., Nurseryman, 237, High Holborn, W.C.
„ Thomas Cripps & Son, Nurserymen, Tunbridge Wells.

„ F. & A. Dickson & Son, Upton Nursery, Chester.

„ Downie, Laird & Laing, Nurserymen, Edinburgh.
„ Froebel & Co., Nurserymen, Zurich.

„ Fisher, Holmes & Co., Handsworth Nurserj', Shcflield.

,, Haage & Schmidt, Nurserymen. Erfurt.

,, Jackson & Son. Nurserymen, Kingston.
„ I'etcr Lawson & Son, Edinburgh.

,, J. & C. Lee, Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith, W.
,, P L. Robertson & Co., Trinity Nursery, Edinburgh,

„ J. Stewart & Son, Nurserymen, Dundee.

„ James Vcitch & Son, Exotic Nursery. Chelsea, S.W.
,, I. C. Wheeler & Co., Nurserymen, Gloucester.

Mr. R. Baxindine, Nurseryman, Guildford.

„ William Bull, Nurserjman, Chelsea, S.W.
,, John Frascr, Lea Bridge Road, London,

,, Louis Van Houtte, Nurseryman, Ghent.

,, William Knight. Nurseryman, Hailsham.
„ V. Lemoine, Nurser^'man, Nancy, France.

,, Charles Noble, Sunningdale Nursery, Bagshot.

,, William North, Nurseryman, Lee, S.E.

,, Robert Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, S.W,
,, Richard Smith, St. John's Nursery, Worcester.

,, Thomas Thornton, Heatherside, Bagshot.

„ Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.

,, Henry Walton, Nurseryman, Marsden.
„ B. S. Williams, Nurseryman, Upper Hollowav, N.

John Wills, Exotic N ursery. Old Brompion, W.
„ R. S. Yates, Nurserj'man, Sale.

,, Maurice Young, Milford Nursery, Godalming,

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls, &!c. MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Brosdcy.

Arctiangel and Petersburg Mats.
JBL.\CKBURN and SONS, having just received

• a large consignment of NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERS-
BURG ^IATS at reduced prices, will forward Price List on appli-

cation. Samples to be seen at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C,

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

The Royal Horticultural Society's Show,
LOWER GROUNDS, ASTON, JUNE 25.

STAND iq.

CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATIiR-TUBE
•MULTUM-IN-PARVO" EXHIBITION and TRANSMIS-

SION CASES, in which (lowers can he sent hundreds of miles

without injury (pronounced by the Royal Horticultural Society the

best now in use).

The newly invented POT PLANT TRANSMISSION CASE for

Table Decorations, &c., in which plants may be sent any distance

without fear of injury.

The EXHIBITION PLANT PROTECTOR, the " ENVILLE,"
which will be shown in the Fruit Tent.

The newly invented "AN IT-CLOCHE" Exhibition Rose^ Dahlia,

Gladiolus, &c., PROTECTOR; and the " MALTON " improved

Plant. Veeetable, Eariy Salad, &c., PROTECTOR and
PROPAGATOR.
The newly invented POT BLOOM PROTECTOR and TALLY

The BOTANIST'S PATENT WILD FLOWER and ROOT
COLLECTING CASE; and the "MULTUM-IN-PARVO"
FLOWER-STAND, PIC-NIC TABLE, &c., will be exhibited.

All communications to be sent to the PATENTEE. Bristol Road,
Gloucester. A remittance from unknown Correspondents will have
attention.

Russia Mat Merchants.
MESSRS'. G. D. MARENDAZ AND FISHER,

importers of ARCHANGEL and ST. PETERSBURG MATS.
dealers in TANNED GARDEN N ETTING, TIFFANY, LABELS,
TARRED and other TWINES, LINES, &c.

q, James Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

TANNED NETTING, for Garden purposes,
Protecting Fruits from Birds, &c. Widths i, 2, 3, and 4 yards.

Price \d. per square yard.
HOOPER AND CO., Covenl Garden, London, W.C.

WIRE NETTING.—For SALE (under cost price), a
quantity of New Galvanized Game-prool and other Netting.

IMPRUVED BLACK. VARNISH, for Outdoor Iron and Wood-
work, IS. id. per gallon. For particulars and testimonials, apply to

CHARLTON PAIN, Lavender Grove, Dalslon, London, E.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, One Penny per
square yard, for Protecting Seed Beds, Peas, Fruit, Straw-

berries, &c., from Birds, Frost, Blight, &c., and as a I-'ence for

Fowls—in i,z, 3, and 4 yard widths. HEXAGON, TIl-FANY,
and other NETTING; GALVANISED WIRE NETTING, PEA
HURDLES, SEED PROTECTORS, &c.
C. WRIGHT AND CO. (late 376. Strand, London), Newark-on-Trent.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.—TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from P'rost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,

xd. per yard, or 100 yards, 201 ; 4 yards wide, (id. per yard, or 50 yards,

20J. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 64. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, 15. per yard ; ^i-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, \s. 6a. per yard. Also
TIFFANY. Can be had in any quantity of
EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge, E.C.

EDGINGTON'S GARDEN NETTING, the cheapest
and most durable, at id. per square yard, or in quantities of

250, 500, or 1000 yards, carriage free.

EDGINGTONS RICK CLOTHS for 67 years have
maintained their celebrity as the best.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES for Hire are the most
elegant and capacious.

EDGINGTONS CRICKET and GARDEN TENTS
are the prettiest.

TIFFANY, SCRIM CANVAS, and every other kind
of NETTING.

Be particular—FRED. EDGINGTON AND CO., Rick Cloth, &c..

Manufacturer to Her Majesty. 52, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

A quantity of good Secondhand Government TENTS for Sale, cheap.

ET. ARCHER S' "FRIGI DOM O."
• —Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is applied.

PROTECTION AGAINST the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
WOOL NETTING, 2 yurds wide, is. 6d. per yard.

" FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide ij. loif. per yard.

Three yards wide 31. 2<f
.
per yard.

Fouryards wide 3*- ^<^- per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long, efiii. toSJ^d. per yard.

HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 73 inches wide, yjia- and
g^d. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of" Frigi Domo," 3, Cannon
Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.

Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

M
Wood Engraving.

R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West. Miidmay Park, London, N.

RODERICK NICOLSON, Advkrtising Agent
and Gf.neral Commission Agent, t. Racquet Court, Fleet

Street, E.C

MR. TAMES FRASER, Horticultural and
Agbicultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Maylands Fann,

Romford, Essex ; late of the firm ot J. & J- Eraser, Lea Bridge Road.

FOR SALE, in the Channel Islands, a good
NURSERYMAN and FLORIST'S BUSINESS, well situated

and doinB a good Trade. Capital required, £500 to /;iooo. LonR
Lease of Premises obtainable. Apply for further particulars to

A B C, Post Office, St . Hel ler's, lersey.

Till f*IfS

FARM of about 400 Acres TO BE LET, with

Possession at Michaelmas. It consists of good useful Arable,

and about 2<5 Acres of Pasture, close to which is the Homestead, and

near good Market Towns. Rent moderate. ,. l -j

Fortcrms, apply to NORMAN and SON, Land Agents, Uxbndge
and Beaconsfield ; Southlands and Rush Green larms. Dcnham,
Bucks, ^

To Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Others.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, within a short distance from
Inndon, theSTOCK, LEASE, and GOODWILL of one of the

OLDEST ESTABLISHED NURSEKIES in the Counlrv. Every

requisite for carrying on a large Trade. For particulars apply to

A. Z , Gardeners' Chronicle Olhce, W.C.

riAQ BE LET, a bargain, the LEASE of a FLORIST
_L and SEEDSMAN'S BllSINESS, at Danford Inspection is

invited. R S. TADHUNTER. Pookscllcr. Danford.

To Gardeners.
A GOOD SITUATION for a JOBIUNG GARDENER.

fpO LET, a COTTAGE with more or less Garden
I Ground, within a mile of Famborouch Station, Hants. Married

man required for tenant, and respectable references.

Apply to A. S. COVE, FarnborouKh, Hants.

TO BE LET, for the Fruit Season {three months), near
.'Jonlhampion, a valuable FULLY STOCKED GARDEN, with

VINERY ORCHARD HOUSE, &x., in all 210 fret of rI.is'. There will

be about 3<;o lb. of fine Grapes and 70 dozens ol fine PEACHES and
NF.CTAKINES. Also, with it, or scpar.itcly, a most Kcnllemanly

DETACHED HOUSE, of 13 v-OoA rooms, in Rood rci)air, and well

furnished, i^iinaled in lovely nr(»unds,

F, R., Mr. iivcrton, Haker, Freemantle, Southampton.

LAND TO LET, situate about la miles from London,
and adjoining the Twickenham Station o( the South-Wesicrn

Railway. It is suitable either for a Private Residence, a Dairy Farm,
or a Atarket Garden, and will be Let upon Lease for a term of 7 or

14 years. There are 84 acres in all, of which 67 acres are rich Grass
Land, at present afforclinK valuable Pasture, but which micht easily

be convened into Pleasure Grounds. Of the remainder, 7% acres arc

now laid out as a Fruit Plantation and Market Garden, and 9M acres

consist of Arabic Land in a ver>- cood stale of culiivation. In the

cenlre of the Grass I.tind is ft newly-erected Dwcllini;-housc, conlain-

inKclKlit rooms, each 15 feet square, as well as accommodation for

Servams. and convenient Out Offices ; there is .tiso a UailifT's Cottage

For further onrticulars, apply to Messrs. RUSHWORTH,
ABBOTT, AND CO., 33, Savillc Row, Recent Street, W.
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SAL ES BY AUCT ION.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STE\'ENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Ruoms, 38. KiiiR Strcei, Covcnt Cardcn. WC.

on TUESDAY. Tuly a, at halfpast 12 o'clock precisely, a great
variety o( POUL'rRY' from well-known Fanciers, and some younR
CARRIERS from Mr. Ord, and other sorts from the Lolts ot

cclcbraied Breeders and Exhibitors.
On view the morning ol Sale, and Catalocues had.

Valuable Imported Orclilds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, KiiiK Street, Covent Garden, W.C., on

THURSDAY. July 4, at half-pa-t 12 o'Clock precisely, a large
and choice importation of OKCUIDS, just received in excellent con-
dition from UoRota, the MaRdalena, and a district in South Amcricii
where no European collector has previously been ; so that the Sale
will contain many new species. It will embrace the finest masses of

Masdcvallias. of various sorts, ever yet offered ; some of them with
from 2o to do leads ; also several new and beautiful Odontoglossums.
and a few plants of what is supposed to be the marvellous O. vexil-

larium ; a quantity of Odontoglossum gloriosum, and O. Alexandra:

;

fine masses of Filumna fragrans ; new Cattleyas, AnRuloas, Schom
burfikias, and various other Orchids.

' t aialoRues on application, and plants onview the mornine of Sale.

Berkswell Hall, near Coventry.
IMPORTANT SALE of I'IKST-CLASS SHORTHORNS,

MR.JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION.
on WEDNESDAY, July 3, at Chapel Hill Farm. Rerkswcll,

the FIRST-CI.ASS HERD ol PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS,
licloiiRinp to Thomas Walker, Esq. It has been principally selected
Irom the Herds of the late Earl ot Aylesford, I-ora Pcnrhyn, and Mr.
M'Intnsh, and contains several fine specimens of the KniRhlk-y,
Charmer, and Blanche tribes The celebrated Hull. Grand Duke 9th,
has been in service, and about one-half of the Herd is by this extra-
ordinary tood sire, and the other portion abounds with his hiRhly-
fashionable blood. The Cows are line large, roomy animals, many
of them being capital Milkers.
Catalogues, with Pcditirces, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,

15, Langnam Place, London, W.

M^,

M%h
Orchids. —Important Sale.

C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
' Great Rooms, 38. King Street. Covent Garden, W.C. on

SATURDAY, Tulv 6, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, TWO fine
established Plants of MASDEYALLI.\ SPECIES, one with 30 lead-
ing growths, the other with ig. Also some splendid New and Rare
ORCHl DS, consisting ol Cattleya gigas, Cattleyas from the Pacific
side of the Cordillera of Choco, Cattleya or La-lia from the interior of
Minas, Cattleya Wapncri, C. eldorado splendens, C. Walkeriana.
Colax jugosus, Cypnpedium Roezlii, Cycnoches chlorochilon ; an
Importation of ORCHIDS from New Grenada, consisting of fine
plants of Warrea Lindeni. Houlletia tiprina, Odontoglossum Pesca-
torea, Ada aurantiaca, &c. ; also an imporlalion from Burmah of
SACCOLABIUMS and DFNDKOBES, and an Importation from the
West Indies of ONCIDIUMS, ANGR.ECUMS. EPIDENDRUMS,
&C. On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

M Important Sale of Established Orchids.
R. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he has
received instructions from the Executors to SELL by

AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. on FRIDAY and SATURDAY. July 19 and 20, at hall-past
12 o'clock precisely each day. without reserve, the entire Collection
of valuable ORCHIDS, in the finest possible health, formed with
great care and judgment by the late Rev. William Ellis, of Hoddesdon,
consisting of fine plants, besides many others, of the following choice
varieties :—

Aeridcs Schroderi

„ Larpenta;
,1 Lobbii

I nobilc
Furlingtonia fra^rans
Calantne Veitchii
Dendrobium Falcone ri

,1 lituiflorum

„ M'Carihia:
M Wardianum

Odontoglossum Phalasnopsis

I) na:vium maju;:

M Hendersonii
Vanda Bensonii

,, ^uavis

I, Cathcartii

Onv

Vanda Andersonii
Cymbidium eburneum
Cjpripedium Lowii

„ Stonei

,, niveum
,, Ia;vigatum

Cattleya Acklandia:
Wallisii

rhaIa;nopsis amabilis

,, grandifiora

,, Schilteriana

,, I.uddemanniana
Saccolabium Reedii

,, gutlatum
,, premorsum

S:c.,&c.

^ the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Beaumont Grange, near Lancaster.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.
STRAFFORD has received instructions from

Mr. W. W. Slyc to announce for SALE by AUCTION, at
Beaumont Grange, on WEDNESDAY, August 21 next, about
THIRTY HEAD of PURE-BRED SHORPHORNS. including
some choice specimens of the famed Knightley and Kirklevington
strains. First class bircs of the latter blood have been used. Also
will be offered. SIX Valuable YOUNG BULLS from the splendid
Herd of the Right Hon. tlic Earl of Bective, Underley Hall, Kirkby
Lonsdale.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, will be issued in due time, and further

particulars given in future Advertisements.

Biddenham Annual Sale.

MR. STRAFFURU is instructed by Mr. Charles
Howard, of Biddenham, near Bedford, to announce that the

ANNUAL SALE by AUCTION will take place on FRIDAY,
July 26, and will consist of about FIFTY OXFORDSHIRE DOWN
SHEARLING RAMS and a FEW OLDER SHEEP.
London : 13, Huston Square, June 96, 1872.

pOYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY of ENGLAND.

CARDIFF MEETING.

TRIALS of PORTABLE STEAM
ENGINES, THRESHING MACHINES,

STRAW and HAY ELEVATORS,

CORN DRESSING MACHINES, &c.,

JULY 6 to 13, inclusive.

Admission—zr. 6d. each day.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
of ENGLAND.

CARDIFF MEETING.
GREAT SHOW of HORSES. CATTLE. SHEEP, PIGS, and

I M PLEM EN TS. J U LY 15 to 19 inclusive.
Admission —MONDAY, 51. each person.

„ TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, 31 6d. each person.
THURSDAY and FRIDAY, is. each person.

Ey Order of the Executrix of the Late Mr. G. H.
EUNNEY, Deceased.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT to BUILDERS, NURSERYMEN, and
OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to offer by PUBLIC AUCTION, at Garraway's.

Change Alley. Comhill. E.G.. on MONDAY, July 22, at i o'Clock, the
V aluablc LEASEHOLD Convenient Modern Detached Eight-
roomed FAMILY RESIDENCE, with SEED SHOP COTTAGE,
and about THREE ACRES of LAND, known as BUNNEY'S
NURSERY. Maryland Point. Stratford, Essex. E., having altogether
a frontage of 243 feet, or thereabouts, to the Turnpike Road, by an
average depth of 530 feet, admirably adapted/or the erection of Small
Cottage Property, now so much in demand in the neighbourhood, or
to be continued as a Nursery ; held on Lease for a term of 69 years,
from Michaelmas, 1342, at a ground rent ot £30 per annum. The
whole of the Glass Erections may be taken at a Valuation at the
purchasers option.

Also, the LEASE of the rich, productive NURSERY GROUND,
so pleasantly situated on the borders of Wanstcad Park, Wanstead,
Essex, in all about 9 Acres, with the Four-roomed Brick-built Cot-
tages and Sheds erected thereon, held for an unexpired term of
14 years, or thereabouts, at a low rental of JC36 per annum.

Particulars and Conditions of Sale (when ready) may be had at
Garraway s, as above ; on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers, Estate
Agents and \al uers, Leytonstonc, Essex, E.

Stratford. Essex.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of STOVEGREENHOUSE, and OTHER PLANTS

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION on the Premises, The Nursery, Marjiand Point.

Stratford. Esse.v, on THURSDAY, July 25, and following days, at
II tor 120 Clock precisely, each day, without reserve, by order of the
Executrix of the late Mr. G. H. Bunney. deceased, the whole of the
choice SiOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, includin- 1600 choice
Camellias, amongst which are noble specimens of Double White
10 ft. high and beautifully furnished; 2200 Azalea indica, including
many fine specimens and half specimens; 6000 choice Ericas and
Epacris. 3000 New Holland Plants of sorts. 1000 Standard and Dwarf
Roses in pots, 3COO choice Geraniums and Pelargoniums, 3ooochoice
Exotic and other Ferns and Lycopodiums, and many thousands of
others, particulars of which will shortly appear.
The wholeofthe thriving NURSERY STOCK, growing on the two

^"/^^r^',*^!.'
^'" ^^ S'^LD By AUCTION, without reserve, about theMIDDLE of OCTOBER NEXT, unless previously disposed of by

private contract.
>-

j f 3

Catalogues (ready) may be had on the Premises, and of the
Auctioneers, Leylonstone, Essex, E.

Great Sale of Specimen Plants,
In CONNECTION with the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY'S SHOW.
jV/TESSRS. LYTHALL and CLARKE will, by
jLtX request of several well-known Nurserymen and other
Exhibitors, hold an AUCTION SALE of SPECIMEN STOVEGREENHOUSE, and HAROY PLANTS and FERNS, on TUES-
DAY, July 2 next, at 12 o'Clock, in the Lower Grounds. Aston.
Gentlemen wishing to include any Plants, &:c., in this Sale, are

requested to communicate with the -Auctioneers at once.
Offices, 39, New Street, Birmingham.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
of ENGLAND.

CARDIFF MEETING.
Non -transferable Tickets, price Haifa-Guinea, admitting theHoldcr

to the Showyard and Trial-yard, and available for Re-admission on
every day of the Show and Trials of Implements, may be obtained of
Messrs. LEWIS and WILLIAMS, Duke Street. Cardiff; or of

12, Hanover Square, W. H. JL JENKINS, Secretar>-.

SATURDAY, JUNE 29, 1872.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

Wednesday, July f Royal Agricultural So'
3 I cil Meeting), at Han

ety of England (Coun-
vcr Square—Noon.

The Lark Hill Collection of Orchids,
ORNAMENTAL STOVE and GREENHOUSE I'LANTS, which

are celebrated throughout the country- ; Mr. ."-tcvenson, the Gar-
dener, having taken prizes at all the principal E.\hibitions.

C.^PES AND DUNN respectfully announce that they
have received instructions from Julius Sichel, Esq., to OFFER

ty AU(:T10N, about the latter part of JULY, at his residence.
Lark Hill, Timperley, near Manchester, without the slightest reserve,
the whole of his splendid CULLECl ION of PLANTS, comprising
large exhibition specimens of choice and valuable Orchids, splendid
Camellias, Azaleas, Heaths, magnilicent Palms and Ferns, Alia-
mandas, Dipladenias, and other choice Stove Plants, also beautiful
andrareOrnamental Foliaged Plants, along with a number of Hothouses
and Greenhouses. The plants are all in fine healthy condition, andmay be seen on applying to Mr. STEVENSON, the Gardener, any day
previous to the Sale. Catalogues are in course of preparation, and
"'J! D '^5?J='' '." ''"= ""^ Details in future Advertisements.
N.B._lhe HOUSE and beautiful GARDENS, with Ranges olGlass and porcing Houses, to be LET or SOLD.

AN article on the AGRICULTURAL Strike in

Fraser^s Mngazliie of June sums up the dis-

cussion wholly against the employers, or, rather,

wholly in favour of the employed. The agricul-

tural labourer belongs to " the most necessary
and the worst remunerated" of all classes. " It

is but equity that they who feed and clothe and
lodge the whole body of the people should have
such a share of the produce of their own labour
as to be themselves tolerably well fed, clothed,
and lodged." So said Adam Smith ; and the
reviewer is rejoiced that they have at length
found out that they possess the power of assert-
ing this right by means of combination, and
that they are everywhere preparing to try
the temper of their newly discovered weapon.
It is not the tenant-farmer who will suffer

by the higher wages which must be given
them. The profits of farming must reinain
pretty much as they have been, or capital will

be withdrawn to other more remunerative invest-
ments. It is from the agricultural rent that the
extra agricultural wage must be withdrawn ; and
supposing that of England (^60,000,000) to be
reduced 15 per cent, for this purpose, there
would be thus provided the means of paying
750,000 agricultural labourers the average 5^-. a
week of extra pay apiece which they demand,
and which the reviewer thinks is reasonable.
We fear, in the first place, that the tenant-

farmer class will not be won over to the
reviewer's side by this arrangement for the
apportionment of the burden which he considers
to be inevitable. They are now fighting " all

they know " against the present incidence of
local taxation, in the belief that it is they, and
not the owners of real property, on whom that

burden rests ! And if they do not see the truth in

a matter of that kind, what chance exists of

their assent to the proposition that it is the

owner of the land by whom even the wages paid
for its cultivation are supplied ? Independently,
however, of this, it is, we fear, a delusion to
imagine that the actual rent now paid is the
hard and bare remainder, which the reviewer
supposes it to be, after all these charges have
been paid out of produce. Rents would, pro-
b.Tbly, almost everywhere now rise if the occu-
pation of land in every locality were to be put up
to public auction—they would rise from 10 to
even, in some cases, 30 per cent. Not by any
means generally would they remain what they
are, and only in rare cases would they fall. It

is the tenant, after all, who bears all new
burdens, until the margin, often a very wide one,
which now hes between the actual and the
possible rent, has been covered by them. Nor
is the reviewer right in supposing the existing
condition of the agricultural labourer to be
generally intolerable. It is, in the first place,
better than ever hitherto it has been, at any rate,

within living memory. In the next place, the
differences which are found to exist in it, when
one district is compared with .another, cannot
be attributed to circumstances which are
common to all ; and that fact clears away a
great deal of declamatory condemnation of the
land-owning class, to whose mismanagement the
whole state of things is attributed, even when it

is worst. And in the third place the possibilities

of the English agricultural labourer are most
encouraging to any well-conditioned young man
among them who chooses to e.xert himself. Even
in the worst paid districts, where young men are
lodged and boarded by the master, there is

a possibility of saving open to them by which
they ought to commence their married life in

comfort and independence ; and in the North
of England, where mere lads can have their
IOJ-. a week upon the farm with only
clothes to pay out of it, there is no reason why
they should not begin their married life in a
furnished home of their own, which to them would
be actual wealth.

The reviewer is, we believe, unassailable, how-
ever, when he closes his discussion of the
subject with a reference to the real margin out
of which the increased wage, which will gene-
rally have to be conceded, may be easily

derived. It is " in the increased amount of pro-
duce that can be raised from the soil that the
landlords and the farmers may, if they please, find
a stock sufficient to satisfy the largest demands
which they will be called upon to meet." The
political bias of the writer is sufficiently obvious
in all that he writes on this subject ; but it is well
that owners of land, and cultivators too, should
study their position from the point of view in

which those stand who syinpathise so exclusively
with the wage-receiving class. And the article

to which we have drawn attention deserves it,

not only for the outspoken statement of the
question under discussion from the labourers'
standpoint, but for the vigorous and honest
exposition with which it concludes, of the evils

arising from th.it lack of personal security of
which.both landholders and tenant-farmers have
reason to coinplain, and which acts as such a
drag upon agricultural enterprise wherever the
land is held, in the first instance, by tenants for

life, and in the second place by tenants at their
mere will.

There is no competition so widely spread as
that which obtains at our agricultural shows,
and the spectators as well as the exhibitors
embrace every class of society. We last week
chronicled a county meeting, presided over by
His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, and
to-day we have to note another, where Queen,
Lords, and Commoners have all entered the
lists.

The United Berks and Hants Agricultural
Society has held its annual exhibition this \eir
at Windsor, and a more beautiful show-grcund
is nowhere to be seen. On the same site with
that of the National Agricultural Show of 1851,
and occupying nearly as large an area, it is

looked down upon from the long grey battle-

mented range of Windsor Castle, which rises

over the noble dark green Elm trees by which
it is surrounded. The show was visited on
Wednesday by Her Majesty, as well as by the
Prince and Princess of Wales, and the Queen
had the pleasure of inspecting her own prize

stock as well as stock by which entries from the
Royal farms had been beaten. The South Down
ram from the Sandringham flock, which took
the I St prize in its class at Lynn last week, is

again ist at Windsor, and was led out of his pen
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for Her Majesty's inspection. The Queen
drove slowly round the yard, along the very fair

show of horses, the capital show of Shorthorns
and Alderneys, and the small but good classes

of Herefords and Devons ; also by the shedding
of the very well filled implement department ;

the magnificent seed stand of Messrs. .Sutton,

who excelled all their previous efforts in the

attempt to do credit to the Home Society ; the
very fine stand, also, of Messrs. Carter. Her
Majesty also left her carriage and examined
the magnificent display of flowers in the horti-

cultural tent.

The Shorthorn classes are well filled. Colonel
Loyd Lindsay, M.P., takes the ist prize, and
Mr. Blyth, of Woolhampton, the 2d prize, in a

good class of older bulls. A fair class of 2-year-

old bulls is headed by Mr. Mumford, of Thame,
with a straight, long red bull, and Mr. C. Barnes,

of Rickmansworth, is 2d. The cow classes are

of various quality, Mr. Barnes being again ist,

and Mr. Viveash, of Swindon, 2d. The older

heifer class contained what appeared to us the
best-looking Shorthorn in the yard—the property
of Mr. C. Charlwood, of Padnorth Mill, Reading
—straight, long, deep, and as beautiful as health,

symmetry, and colour could make her, with lines

everywhere square and true, plenty of good hair

and constitution—but apparently without a
pedigree ! Mr. Walter, M.P., of Bearwood, takes
the 2d prize in this class. The yearling lieifers

are a large and good class, the ist prize going
to a very handsome, well-made heifer, shown by
Mr. W. Nicholson, of Alton.—The calves are a
poor class.—In Herefords the QuEEN is ist, with
a massive and magnificent specimen in the class

of old bulls ; and Her Majesty also receives
the prize for a large, profit-like, but somewhat
plain cow. The Queen is also ist in the older
class of Devon bulls, but is beaten by Mr.
T. L. Senior, of Aylesbury, in the younger class.

Mr. W. Taylor, of Glynley, is ist in the older
cow class, with a Devon cow, uniting excellent
quahty with unusual size. He is beaten in the
heifer class by Mr. Senior. We have never
seen the Alderney and Guernsey breeds better
illustrated.

Turning now to the pig classes—there is a
capital show of Berkshires, in which we are
glad to see Mr. Swanwick, of the Cirencester
College farm, taking so many prizes— ist in both
the boar classes, and in the class of pairs of
Berkshire sows. There are smaller classes of
other breeds, and Messrs. Duckering, of Kirton
Lindsay, who show everywhere, as usual take
most of the prizes.—The sheep rank first

in the catalogue of the Society. There is a
capital display of Hampshires, and Mr. Raw-
lence, of Bulbridge, takes the lion's share of the
prizes—three ist prizes, two 2d, and three 3d ; the
other successful competitors being Mr. Barton,
of Hackwood, Mr. Moore, of Pewsey, Mr. R.
Coles, of Warminster, and others. A small
show of Southdown sheep, contributed by a
number of Sussex breeders, is fairly led by the
old ram and shearling ewes of H.R.H. the
Prince of Wales. There is a small show of
Oxfordshire Down sheep, and a good show of
Cotswolds, the principal prize winners being
from the flock of the late Mr. T. Gillett, of
Farringdon.—The horse show includes about
50 agricultural horses, and 40 hunters and
ponies. The Clydesdale and Suffolk breeds seem
to be in the van, Messrs. J. Butler, of Basing-
stoke ; F. Battwork, of St. Ives ; G. Aker, of Old
Windsor ; F. and A. Stamford, of Steyning

;

S. Davis, of Pershore ; and the Marquis of Ayles-
bury, being the chiefprize-takers.—A capital show
of implements, contributed by upwards of 80 firms,
made as good a display as that of the National
Society itself, 20 years ago, on the same ground.
To the stands of the seedsmen we have already
referred. A tent for poultry was well filled, and
another for flowers and fruit was magnificently
equipped. The weather was variable, and not
on the whole propitious.

Wheat is still somewhat falling in Mark Lane.
On Monday there was a fall of Is. a quarter ; on Wed-
nesday prices were stationary. In the Metropolitan
Cattle Market the supply has been shorter than last
week, and prices advanced on Monday, and retained
the advance on Thursday.

We_ have referred in former numbers to Mr.Charnock s proposed visit to this country, to give us
trustworthy mformation on Canadian country life and
Canadian farming

; and it is with pleasure we now
announce his arrival to enter on his mission. We ask
the attention of our readers to his advertisement in our
present impression, and particularly that of the secre-

taries of the several Farmers' Clubs with whom Mr.
Charnock is desirous of communicating.

The first day's show of the Cambridgeshire
and Ely Agricultural Socirty, held in the exten-
sive grounds of the Leys, Trumpington Road, Cam-
bridge, on Wednesday, was very successful. The
entries were numerous, those of horses about 400, being
considerably in advance of last year. The stock was
not large, but some fine animals were exhibited. The
poultry was a good display ; the birds were in excellent
condition, and the game superior. The special prizes

offered by the town of Cambridge went to Mr. Crisp,
of Quy, to Mr. Jones, of Littleport, and to

Mr. D. Adams, of Cambridge, for mares : to Mr.
Morton, Downham, for his cow, and to Mr. Garne,
of Churchill Heath, for his Shorthorn bull. Mr. How,
of Broughton, was a successful exhibitor in the bull and
heifer classes. The fine animals that used to be exhibited
by Lady PiGOT were conspicuous by their absence, her
ladyship having left the county. The horses for farming
purposes, and also those for riding and coaching, were
much admired ; and the character Of the show altogether
was good. Upwards of jCSoo was awarded in prizes,

and about ^400 was taken at the gate. At the dinner
in the evening the Chairman alluded to the fact that

the 90 associations of this kind throughout England
distributed ^'45,000 annually in prizes.

In the following Table the numbers of entries
for the Cardiff meeting of the Royal Agricultural
Society of England in July, are compared with
those of the three previous shows :

—
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the guano contained iS per cent, of ammonia was, of

course, one of the customary exaggerations of sellers,

and it was not guaranteed. But the analysis was
guaranteed, and it purported to give a proportion of

the ammonia. It was impossible to arrive at the con-

clusion that the analysis thus guaranteed was to be

rejected ; it must be considered as a part of the contract

contained in the correspondence. The other learned

Judges concurred, and therefore the judgment of the

Court of Exchequer was reversed, and the judgment
entered in favour of the company, the defendants.

A decision of some importance to farmers as

well as millers was given by the Guisborough magis-
trates on Wednesday, with reference to the use of an
article called "Jonathan," which is manufactured at

Montrose and Newcastle, and is extensively used by
millers for mixture among Indian meal, barley meal,

and pig meal. The use of this article by some millers

is known to have gone on for a number of years, to the

detriment of the honest tradesmen, who have been
unable to produce a genuine article of so attractive an
appearance, and who have frequently lost large orders

[

in consequence. At Guisborough, in Cleveland, about
10 miles from Stockton, Jackson Hugill, miller,

was summoned by order of the Local Board of Health, ,

charged with liaving " 6^ sacks of an article, supposed ,

tained, on the ground that the allegation of the
" article supposed to be sawdust '" in the summons was
not proved by the evidence. The Bench stated this

was not a legal ingredient, and imposed the mitigated

penalty of 40^. and costs, which were very heavy,

ordering that the article should remain in charge of the

prosecutors until the Bench arranged as to its disposal.

This was the first case heard in the district ; but on
any future occasion the magistrates said that the

maximum penalty would be enforced. It is stated

that "Jonathan" has been in use for 15 years, has
been sold extensively, and that many animals have
suffered from its use.

TI/E ROYAL AGRICULTURAL BENE-
VOLENT SOCIETY,

Sir,—In your impression of 15th inst. the/nr/j of a

speech is given, which I made at the dinner of the

Royal Agricultural Benevolent Institution on 5th inst.

As the summary is calculated to convey an erroneous

impression of my views with reference to "cheese-
factors' profits," I shall be much indebted to you,

either by publication of this letter, or in such other

manner as may be convenient to you, to restate my
opinions on the subject, with the facts on which they

are based.

to 71J., whilst the average price of private sale in the
district has been about 60s. per cwt.

" One of two things then is quite certain, either the
quality of our cheese is much better, in which case cheese
had far better be made in a factory, or else—and this is

the point at issue— the farmers manufacturing their miik
into cheese in private dairies, do not get half the profit

they ought. This can, to a great extent, be connected
with what I was speaking of just now, the want of capital.

The dairy farmer who has not sufficient capital is almost
entirely dependent upon his factor for funds when he
wants money; consequently he is obliged to sell his

cheese at the factor's price. I do not think that it is out
of place to mention this as what I believe to be one cause
of ruin to many farmers who live in the dairy districts."

You will observe, that in the summary I am stated to

have said that, in their dealings with the cheese-factors

the farmers manufacturing in a private dairy only ob-

tained half the market price, whereas I really stated

that, in my opinion, they only obtained half the profit

they should do. There is no need of exaggeration on
this point.

The present system is vicious in the extreme. The
sales of cheese are conducted by a close corporation of

cheese-factors, in whose hands the dairy farmer is

powerless. He cannot obtain that fair price for his

produce which competition alone can give him, as the

factors unite in fixing the price. The servitude of

Fig. 204.—THIRD DUKE OF WHARFEDALE (21,619).

to be sawdust, for the adulteration of meal," in his

possession, contrary to the provisions of the Adultera-
tion of Food Act, 6th and 7th William IV., sections 9
and 12. At a previous bearing it was proved that

the sacks of the article in question were delivered

at the defendant's mill, and witnesses were called,

who proved the case to the satisfaction of the Bench.
It was found difficult, however, to prove what the
article "Jonathan" really was. A witness for the
prosecution stated that it was not fit for the food
of man or beast, and a witness for the defence
stated that it was meal. The case was adjourned
for a proper analysis to be made. Mr. Frederick
William Rock, analytical chemist, of London,
attended on Tuesday, and stated, after careful chemical
examination, he found the article consisted entirely of
fibre, generally resembling Oat husks which had been
calcined and ground ; he could not positively say
whether there was any wood among it. He found
nothing but a trace—one-half part in a thousand parts

—of nutriment. This article was worse than wood l

when eaten by either animal or man, because the husks
would irritate the intestines and bring on inflammation.

,

He could positively state that the article was not meal,
and that oatmeal or the kernel of any grain would be
adulterated if mixed with it. For the defence it was

1

contended that the article was not sawdust as stated in I

the summons, but the husks of Oats, and not a foreign
substance within the meaning of the Act of Parliament, i

It was also objected that a conviction could not be sus-
|

In the summary of my speech it is stated that—
I "His lordship called the attention of the meeting, in

connection with this proposal, to the question of the
profits of middlemen in agriculture, stating that the
farmers in the district where he lived had last season dis-

posed of their cheese to the factors at about half the
market price, the farmer being, from want of capital,

absolutely dependent on the latter."

The remarks which I made on this point are /;/

extenso these :

—

" There is another point, upon which it is more difficult

to touch. It is this : What amount of profit can fairly be
made by the middlemen who are connected with the
farmer in carrying on his business ? The farmer goes to
the com or wool merchant, or the cheese-factor, and the
question, which I do not think is sufficiently considered by
the farmers as a body, is, what amount of profit the

^

middleman makes in his transactions with them? lam
;

speaking with some reason to guide me in this matter. It

may not, perhaps, be known to everybody that in the
county in which I reside {Deibyshire} two cheese factories

have been started for the making of cheese, instead of in

private dairies ; and the greatest difficulty we have had to
encounter in carrying out this experiment has been the
disposal of our produce. We have found the cheese-
factors opposed to us as a body, and dodging us at every
turn. I regret to make use of so strong an expression,

but 1 do not know any word that expresses what I mean
so well. In the result we have this year sold 75V tons,

the produce of one of the two factories, for 72J. the cwt.,

which, after deducting commission on our sale, is reduced

I

dairy work is nothing to compare to that which the

I

farmers have to undergo in their money transactions with

, the cheese-factor. Their emancipation is, however, at

hand, though time will be required to bring it about

efTectually.— I am, your obedient servant,

Vernon.
34, G7-<?sz>e}wy Sireei^ London, 'June 20.

THIRD DUKE OF WHARFEDALE
(21,619).

The accompanying portrait of 30 Duke of
Wharfkdale is taken from a photograph, for which
we are indebted to the kindness of Colonel Gunter, his

breeder and owner. We would specially direct atten-

tion to the wonderful straightness of this bull, espe-

cially at that critical portion extending from hook to

rump. The observer cannot fail to notice his depth
from shoulder top to brisket, and his unrivalled

smoothness of shoulder, the knuckle exhibiting no
trace of coarseness, and the neck blending gradually

into the shoulder and bosom. His depth and square-

ness of thigh, and well let-down flank, give additional

squareness to his outline. These good points, accom-
panied as they are by a noble carriage, and remarkably
find head, render 30 Duke of Wharfedale one of
the finest bulls of his day. We cannot, however, for-

bear once more exposing the grievous errors of those
" artists" who too frequently devote their talents to

the representation of cattle. A glance at the woodcu
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shows the natural curves of the belly-line to be any-

thing but straight, and this observation will be found

true when any good bull is critically examined. The
natural strength of the limbs and size of the knees,

hocks, and feet, are also given in just proportion,

instead of being reduced until, apparently, perfectly

useless for purposes of locomotion. Still, there may
be faults even in photography, and who does not know
that even the carte de visite is not always a pleasing or

correct reminder of distant friends. The wonderful

depth of fore-quarter seen in the woodcut is no doubt

possessed by the 3D Duke, but may have been

exaggerated by the anterior portion of the animal

having been nearer the camera.

"3D Duke of Wharfedale," Colonel Gunter writes,

"is a rich roan; is by 2D DuKE OF Wharfedale, from
Duchess Zdih by GRAND Duke of Wetherbv, from

Duche's-jotk by Duke of Glo'stek, &c., and is one of

the finest, if not the finest, bull I ever saw. He was born

in April, 1864. He is the sire of many of my best and
most celebrated animals, amongst others of Duchess

97/'/^—the heifer I sold, in 1868, to Mr. Cochrane, of

Canada, for /1050; also of Duke of Tkegunter. sold

to Mr. Robarts m 1867. and many others. He serves

cows at 25 gs. each, and I now have almost more here

than I can accommodate to him."
" Duchess g^th has just produced a splendid red heifer-

calf to him. This calf is of peculiar value, as the last

calf but one from '94,' 2D Duke of Tregunter was
last week sold by public auction at Mr. Bowly's sale

to the Earl of Bective for 900 gs. ; her last bull-calf I sold

last autumn at three months old to Messrs. Graham &
Bromet for 1000 gs. The young bull-calf I am now keep-

ing Jor use in my own herd is by this bull from Duchess g2d,

the cow I refused 2000 gs. for from Mr. Cochrane, and
this cow is now again in calf to him."

The pedigree of the 3D Duke of Wharfedale
(21,619) exhibits in a marked degree the system of

breeding pursued at Wetherby. In order to elucidate

this point, we give his pedigree from the I/crd Booi;

and add a few remarks upon the breeding of the various

sires used in bringing out this particular strain. He is

by 2D Duke OF Wharfedale (19,649).

d. Duchess 86/'/: by Grand D'jke of Wetherbv 117,997).
g.d. Duchess 70/A hy Duke of Gi.o'ster (11,382)

g.g d. Duchess 6^th by 4TH Duke of York (10,167).
g.g.g.d. Duchess 55M by 4TH Duke of Northumberland

(3649)-
g.g.g.g.d. by Norfolk (2377).

g E g S-E-d. by Bel\edere (1706).

His sire was, on his mother's side, almost identical

with his son, and was bred as follows :
—

2D Duke of Wharfedale by 7TH Duke of York.
d. Duchess -j^d by 6th Di'KE of Oxford (13,765).

E d. Duchess 70M by Duke of Glo'stek, &c.

His mother's sire. Grand Duke of Wetherbv
(17,997), was by 6th Duke of Oxford (12,765).

d. Duchess 67/// by Usurer (9763^
K d. Ducheis ^glh by 2D Dt^KE of Oxford (9046).

g g d. Duchess ^bih by 20 Duke of Northumberland f3646).

g.g.g.d. Ducftess $isi by Cleveland Lad (3407).

His grand-dam's sire, Duke of Glo'ster, was by
Grand Duke (10,284).

d. Duchess sgih by 2D Duke of Oxford (9046).
g.d. Duchess ^6ih by 20 Duke of Northumberland [3646^
g.g d. Duchess sisi by Cleveland Lad (1407), &c.

Tlisg.g.d.'s sire, 4TH Duke of York (10,167), was
b ed as follows :—By 2D Duke of O.XFORD (9046),

d. Duchess ^\si by Cleveland Lad (3407),
g.d. Duchess 4isi by Belvidere (1706J,
g.g-d. Duchess yid by an Hubback (1423), &c.,

and therefore joining the pedigree of the bull last

given. Pedigrees, when thoroughly followed out, lead
to complicated results. It is, therefore, scarcely
likely that the pursuit of 3D DuKE OF Wharfedale's
antecedents further, will be of general interest. It

will, however, be seen that names of the same sires

occur in the pedigree of every bull used, and upon
examining the lineage of such of these bulls the con-
fusion becomes almost grand. Thus 6th Duke of
Oxford, one of the first bulls mentioned, was by
Duke of Glo'ster (11,382)—
d. Ojc/ord 2d hy 4TH Duke of York (10,167).
g.d. Oxford6th by 2D Duke of Northumberland [3646).
g.g d. 0.vford id by Short Tail (2621).

g g g.d. Mntchem cow by Matchem.

7TH Duke of York, also used in bringing out the
]ater Duchess bulls, was by 6th Duke OF Oxford
(12,765)—

d. Duchess 6g/h by 4TH Duke of York (to.ie?),
g.d. Duchess sgth by 2U Duke of Oxford (9046),
g.g.d. Duchess %filk by 2D DuKE of Northumberland,

and therefore connecting this pedigree with great
closeness to others already given.
Duke of Glo'ster also shows in his pedigree very

similar breeding, being by Grand Duke (10,284),

^/''/f^"''"
55'''' ^y ^" l^Lii^E OF Northumberland (3646).

g.d, Duchess sisi by Cleveland Lad (3407).

become a mere coat of dung and mud, hardened by

treading and evaporation in dry weather, and in rain, a

slimy, stinking paste. No grit can be found on its

surface, nor can fowls break through it for a supply

from the soil below, while it teems with vapours calcu-

lated to produce disease. Under these circumstances,

and in confined situations, I have often seen com lying

in quantity untouched, the fowls becoming garden

pests, their instinct leading them to those spots where

the spade, hoe, and rake bring to the surface the mat-

ters which Nature craves after. There can be no

profitable consumption of food, and no hope of healthy

produce when indigestion and consequent disease is

insured by such a mode of treatment.

My large house, in which were nests and roosts for

120 fowls, was closed in at the front by wire netting,

which allowed good ventilation. The floor was covered

with loose, dry earth, several inches thick. The dung
from the roosts, falling on this, was removed daily, an

iron rake quickly effecting such removal. Stored,

with the small quantity of earth thus adhering to it,

and deodorising it, it is preserved in full strength, and

in a fine friable condition, and is very valuable. The
quantity of manure from a large number of fowls is

also great ; for, as on this surface of dry earth my
fowls always found their evening meal of corn, their

assembling together and shutting up for the night was

a matter of course, and a regular thing.

If the dry earth so used does not contain in itself a

sufficient quantity of gravel, such supply or substitute

must be added to it. It is as essential as the corn

itself.

1 may add a few pieces of information to the sound

advice given in the article referred to. In extremely

dry summer and autumn weather, when soft-bodied

insects are scarce, and many hard seeds of weeds are

ripe, a portion of the food of young fowls should con-

sist of Indian or other corn meal wetted. If hard corn

alone be given, the grinding organs are too severely

taxed. I have recovered broods of growing fowls by

this change of food. The change was suggested by

opening the crops of some that died, and the immediate

recovery of others which were wandering about in a

listless way, with drooping wings, resulted.

More notable still has been my use of old bean-meal

in restoring health and vigour to young chickens during

the process of change from the downy to the plumed

state. If, in addition to the drain upon the constitution

which accompanies the formation of the crop of

feathers, diarrhoea sets in from cold and damp or other

cause, the passage from life to death is very speedy and

certain. The remedy above mentioned is a sure one.

I have too often proved it to have any doubts.

Fowls, especially young growing fowls, require food

which unites much nutriment with small bulk. They
are totally different in this respect from creatures which,

by devouring immense quantities, can live upon
matters which contain a small percentage of alimentary

substances. It is a great mistake, therefore, to give

large quantities of boiled rice to young chickens. The
same thing may be said of boiled Potatos, and for the

same reason ; such food is too poor, being too watery.

As an addition or alterative these things are good, but

the bulk of the food must be grain.

Adapting the supply of food to the requirements of

age and circumstance, and attending carefully to clean-

liness as regards the house, the run, the water, nests,

&c.—and which if arranged on a good system involves

but little labour—I have never found need of any kind

of medicaments ; and my strong impression is, that the

diseases of young fowls (and for profit these alone have

to be dealt with) are preventible, and that the very

names of such diseases as have become household words
may safely be forgotten, y. Af. Taylor^ Seer Green

Vicarage, near Bcacomfidd,

POULTRY.
My own experience and observation in rearing

poultry fully confirm the statements of " A Farmer's
Wife," quoted from tlie Albany Cultivator^ at p. 743
of the Agricultural Gazette. My references, however,
are confined to two points only, viz., cleanliness, and
the supply of gravel or other substitute for the- - - _ - aid of
digestion.

In how many cases does the run provided for fowls managingthe land 'according to the principles of^hus.

LEASES V. YEARLY AGREEMENTS.
[A paper on this subject was read by Mr. Clement Cidle, at the

meeting of the Institution of Surveyors, April 8, from which
wc make the following extracts.]

It may assist us in arriving at a just conclusion if we
consider for a moment the true position of landlord and
tenant, as such.

The landlord has land which he cannot or does not

wish to farm himself ; the tenant, on the other hand,

has no land, but is endowed with certain capital and

skill which he is ready to employ in its cultivation.

The requirements of both parties, therefore, induce to

the arrangement of the basis of mutual benefit ; so, I

may premise that, in modern farming, the land may
be considered a mere manufactory for the conversion

of the water and the gases of the atmosphere into corn

and meat ; and it is to these sources that the farmer

must look mainly for his profit,—having to return to

the land more mineral constituents than he takes from

it, and often, in the case of corn, at a higher price than

he sells it at.

The land, according to this view, is a machine which

it is necessary to keep oiled and in the best possible

state by draining, manuring, and—a fact of primary

importance—in such a mechanical condition as to admit

of the free penetration of the air, without which both

water and manure will fail to act.

This being so, we, as land agents, are looked up to

by landlords to protect their interests, and shall do so

most effectively by giving the tenants every facility for

bandry which modem science has proved to be the
best.

While on this branch of my subject, I may venture to

observe that the difference between a good and a bad
farmer is rarely, if ever, fully appreciated. Regard is sel-

dom had to the fact that, in the case ofa good farmer, who
uses a great deal of corn and manure every year, the

producing power of the land increases annually at some-
thing like the rate of compound interest.

Suppose, for instance, that the good tenant in ques-

tion grows the first year, by the use of manure, an
extra locwt. of straw or 10 tons of roots, the next year

he has the manure made up from these extra crops

(provided, of course, that they are not sold off the

farm) in addition to the manure he may purchase. He
has thus the means of obtaining a still larger crop the

next year, without an increased rate of outlay.

This rale of increase is maintained year by year, to

the manifest advantage, not only of the tenant, but
ultimately of the landlord also.

The bad tenant, on the contr-iry, who farms from
hand to mouth, as it were, does nothing more than
maintain his land in its then condition, whatever
that may happen to be, and not unfrequently fails in

doing even that.

I will now proceed to lay before you, as concisely as

I can, what I conceive to be the advantages and disad-

vantages of a lease to the landlord and the tenant,

adding thereto such remarks as may occur to me under
each head.

The following order of consideration will be most
convenient :

—
ist. A lease : its advantages to the landlord.

2d. ,, its advantages to the tenant.

3d. ,, its disadvantages to the landlord.

4th. ,, its disadvantages to the tenant.

The Advantages of a Lease to the Landlord— I. I

secures a good tenant for a term of years. Every one

will agree that this is a most desirable object, and that

no trifles should be suffered to stand in the way of its

attainment.

2. It generally insures an increased rental at the

commencement of a term. This fact has sometimes

been overlooked in the discussions of this question

which have taken place here and elsewhere. My ex-

perience seems to show me that leases, whether for

short or long periods, are upon renewal accompanied
by an increased rental—a circumstance explained by
the fact that the tenant is in the position of an applicant

for a continuance of the occupation.

3. It saves the investment of the landlord's capital in

improvements ; while it often happens that he resumes

possession, from some cause or other, before the end of

the lease, and reaps the benefit of the tenant's improve-

ments. Many estates are so embarrassed that leases

are granted for the express purpose of inducing tenants

with capital at their command to improve the land.

This case is met, no doubt, to some extent, by the

Land Improvement Act, as well as by several private

Acts of Parliament in the hands of companies, but it is

not of unfrequent occurrence.

4. It is a means of inducing tenants with capital to

invest their money freely. Very few men of capital

care to take a farm out of condition without security of

some kind to enable them to recover their outlay upon
improvements.

5. It saves the landlord, who does not employ an

agent, the trouble of repairs and other matters inci-

dental to yearly tenancies. I have met with many
instances where leases of detached farms were granted

with this object.

These are, as far as I am aware, the leading features

of advantage attaching to a lease, as regards the

landlord. I will now advert to

The Advantages of a Lease to the Tenant— X, It is a

sectirity that he will have an opportunity of getting

back the money he may invest in improving the land,

2. It secures him a farm for a fixed number of years

—a great consideration, if the farm be a good one, and

the rent moderate.

3. It enables him to do anything he may require in

the way of improvements—a fact of great importance

to a tenant with capital which he is willing to expend

in that way, and under a non-improving landlord.

4. Itsecures him in his farming operations from undue

interference on the part of the landlord, and affords him
more general independence.

In many cases owners, having let their farms on

lease, trouble themselves no more about them until the

expiration of the term—a circumstance of some import-

ance to a tenant who is di'^posed to try improved

methods of cultivation, which might otherwise be re-

sisted by the landlord.

Now let us turn to the reverse of the question, and

summarise, as briefly as possible, the leading objections

to a lease, as far as the landlord's interest is concerned.

The Disadvantages ofa Lease to the I andhrd.— I. It

alienates the land from his possession for a number of

years. With many landlords this is an important

consideration, especially in cases where they reside on
the estate.

2. It hampers him if he wishes to sell, effect an

exchange, or carry out improvements. This is often

an inconvenience ofa serious kind to the landlord, who
not unfrequently, having once experienced a difllicully

of the kind, becomes unreasonably adverse to all leases.

3. It prevents him from getting rid of a bad or un-
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desirable tenant. This is probably the most serious of l

all the drawbacks to a lease. Of course, in the great

majority of cases the force of the objection lies in the
\

incompetence or the poverty of the tenant ; but instances
j

are not rare in which tenants have been known to take ;

farms foi the express purpose of rendering themselves
so obnoxious to the landlord as to induce him to buy

i

them out on their own terms. Others, from some dis- i

agreement with the landlord or his agent, deliberately
|

set themselves to oppose his wishes and interests in

every possible way.

4. It lessens to a certain extent the general or local

importance which land confers upon its possessor, by
diminishing lus power and influence over his tenantry.

The social value of this influence is very fairly measured
by the low rate of interest which many persons who
purchase land are willing to make out of their money.

1 will now set forth

7'^^ Disadvantages of a Lease to the Tenant— l. It in-

variably results in an increased rent when the time comes
for its renewal. This rule is almost without exception

;

and it will be found, I believe, that in districts where
leases are customary, the rental of the land ranges higher

than where annual tenancies prevail.

2. It precludes him from getting rid of a farm which
he may find too dear, or which may prove to be uii-

suitable. I have known instances in which tenants have
actually sought a declaration of bankruptcy, and have
gone to prison, in order to get rid of a lease.

3. It often involves, in case of death, the loss to his

family of the money expended in improvements, from

the inability of the survivors to carry on the lease.

Many leases contain, as you are aware, a provision

that a tenant is not to part with possession, or that in

case of death the lease is void. In such a case a lease,

so far from being an advantage to the tenant and his

family, is often a downright misfortune.

4. It often induces a tenant to spend money upon
improvements which should more properly fall upon
tlie landlord. Instances are numerous where tenants,

with a very imperfect knowledge of the capabilities of
their farms, commence at once to spend money on im-
provements which, with a few years' experience of
their holdings, they would leave to the landlord, as

requiring a longer period than that included in the lease

to give an adequate return for the outlay.

Thus far I have summarised the advantages and dis-

advantages to both landlord and tenant arising from
ordinary leases and agreements.

I will now venture to place before you, for the pur-
pose of discussion, the question of compensation, or,

as it is ordinarily called (L think erroneously), ''tenant-

right," submitting it to your judgment to decide what
amount of advantage, or the contrary, to both parties,

the adoption of the principle would entail.

It is difficult for any one, without experience, to

realise the trouble and expense of restoring to a proper
state a farm which has been left in a foul and bad con-

dition, to say nothing of the loss in rent and profit in

the meantime. My experience teaches me that it is

far better for a tenant to take to a farm in good con-

dition, no matter what (in reason) may be the cost of

doing so, in the shape of compensation to his pre-
decessor.

It is manifest, therefore, that the better the condition
of the land at the expiration of the tenancy the better
will it be for the landlord.

For this reason {and owing to the periodical running
down of the land before alluded to), I have no hesita-
tion in saying that the landlord is more interested in a
good system of compensation than the tenant. I am
convinced that the adoption of a well-considered system
of compensating agreements would operate more bene-
ficially in all directions than the most elaborate network
of covenants and restriction clauses.

Under such a system the yearly tenant would enjoy
much of the security of a lease, and expend his money
freely in the improvement of the land ; the property of
the landlord would be maintained in continuously good
condition ; much of the spirit of scheming and evasion
which is provoked under the present system, by a not
unnatural desire on the part of the tenant to reap the
fruit of his own enterprise, would be obviated, and a
general feeling of confidence and mutual interest would
be established.

I have endeavoured to show that a system of com-
pensation is beneficial to both landlord and tenant, as
applied to yearly tenancies ; but I feel that it might
also be introduced into leases; for the same arguments
apply to the end of a lease as to the determination of a
yearly tenancy ; and my opinion is that this compen-
sation should extend not merely to barely recouping
the tenant his outlay, but to making it his interest to
farm the land best at the end of his lease.

FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.
Statement of the Popul.\tion, Area, and Acreage under Crops and Grass, in various Foreign Countries, according to Returns furnished bv

THE Statistical Departments of the respective Countries.
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one-fifth of the whole country. It may, therefore, be

assumed to give a fair representation of the extent of

"common land" at that time. In addition to the
*' common land" there is also a considerable extent of

"commonable land," that is, land held in severalty for

a portion of the year, upon which, after the summer
crops are removed, certain rights of pasturage are exer-

cised in common during the remainder of the year.

This was supposed to comprise 2,000,000 acres, but

there is no certain basis lor this estimate. It is to be
observed that these " commonable lands" are subject

to tithe rent-charge, and are also liable for land tax and
to rates for parochial and local purposes. The estimate

of 1S44 of "common" and "commonable" land
together, at somewhat over 9,000,000 acres, may, the

Commissioners think, be accepted as fairly accurate.

In the 25 years since the passing of the General In-

closure Act, 670,000 acres of these lands have been and
are in course of being enclosed, an extent equal to an
average English county. This leaves fully S,ooo,ooo
acres still to be dealt with, which is more than one-

fifth of the entire acreage of England and Wales. Of
this vast extent of country there is reason to believe that

upwards of 3,000,000 acres will be found in the lowland
counties ofEngland, and theremainder in the mountainous
andmoorland counties, and in Wales. A large proportion

of the "commonable lands," which are situated chiefly

in the lowland counties, is undoubtedly susceptible of

more profitable use and cultivation after enclosure. In
addition to the " commonable land " (which at present

is more or less under cultivation), it may be assumed
as a very moderate estimate that, out of the "com-
mons," one million acres might still be added to the

productive area of agricultural land in England. To
accomplish this, at the rate of progress hitherto made
with enclosure, many years must necessarily elapse.

Even when that is completed there would remain about
one-sixth of the area of the entire country still open,
and subject to rights of " common," an extent so great

as must show how erroneous have been the apprehen-
sions expressed of the speedy enclosure of every com-
mon in England. In estimating the value to be attached

to these figures, it will be borne in mind that they apply
to a country of limited extent, where mining and
manufacturing industry, railway extension, and urban
population are constantly pressing upon the narrow
limits of the cultivated land. The addition of one
million acres would be sensibly felt ; it is more
than has been won from the sea in three centuries

and a-half by the laborious industry of the Dutch,
and would be nearly equivalent to one-tenth of
all the land at present under crops in England, exclu-

sive of grass. This would be an outlet for labour and
enlargement of cultivable country exactly the same as an
addition of an equal extent of territory. Nor should it

be forgotten that, when enclosed and cultivated, these
lands would become a source of further revenue for all

purposes of imperial as well as local taxation, and,
being held in severalty, would add to the quantity of
land capable of being brought into the market for sale

and purchase. By the Metropolitan Commons Act no
" common " or "commonable " land within the area
of the metropolitan police district can now be enclosed
(that is, divided and alloted in severalty) under the
General Enclosure Act of 1845. And it has been pro-
posed to adopt the same policy with reference to

unenclosed lands within certain distances of towns
with large populations, and thereby preserve open land
in the immediate vicinity of such populations. Though
it is advisable in the public interests to guard against

such populations being hemmed in by injudicious

enclosures, it should also be remembered that in some
cases it will occur that the population is now hampered,
and the interests of the town are injuriously affected,

by the proximity of "common" lands, which, not
being private property, cannot be sold or dealt with
for building and other purposes. Outside the line

which may be thought necessary for preserving in per-
petuity sufficient open spaces for fresh air, exercise, and
recreation, the advantage to the country socially, eco-
nomically, and financially, that every acre of its culti-

vable soil should be rendered as productive as possible,
must be worthy of consideration. With regard to the
labouring poor, the provisions of the Enclosure Acts
are often misunderstood. The Commissioners are
empowered, as a condition of an enclosure, to set out
where necessary a specified extent of land for the
labouring poor. But that is not to be given to them
in property as to the owners of common rights. The
labouring poor's allotment is to be let to them at a
rent not lower than that of other agricultural land in

the neighbourhood. They are not allowed to build
upon it, or to exercise any rights of ownership. The
object was merely to supplement, where necessary,
garden allotments for the labouring poor. A combi-
nation of good quality of land, and proximity to the
dwellings of those for whose use they are set out,
would appear essential to render those allotments a
real advantage to the labouring poor. This combi-
nation is too seldom found in "common" land.
The adoption of the principle in the Rill, reported
from a committee last year, that in all cases some
land should be set out for this purpose, with powers
to exchange it for other land more suitable if oppor-
tunity occurs, will go far to assist in promoting this com-
bination after an enclosure has been authorised. Of all
modes of land tenure in a fully peopled country, there
is none more prejudicial to improved cultivation than

that of holding in common. The present large extent

of open "common" land cannot be needed in rural

districts for the health and recreation of the people.

And if Parliament should sanction the proposal in the

Bill of last session that a larger extent than heretofore

of the surface of future enclosures shall be reserved for

public uses, this, even in the richer counties where
enclosures will most rapidly proceed, will secure

adequate room for the exercise and enjoyment of ,the

people; while, in addition to this, in the poorer and
more mountainous districts, there will long remain
extensive wastes too poor in quality for any purposes of
agricultural improvement, though the value of some
portions might be capable of improvement by planting,

and for pasturage. In this, as in other civilised

countries it has hitherto been held meritorious to

increase the fertile area of its soil ; and the Commis-
sioners believe that still to be attainable in England to

more than the extent already named. It would seem,
therefore, they conclude, desirable in the interests of
the public, that there should be no further postpone-
ment and delay in the decision of a question affecting

so large a proportion of the improvable surface of the

country. Times.

THE GARDEN OF THE FARM.
On Fringing and Filling it with Beauty.

(Concludedfront p, 682. y

A FEW Willows thrive well in damp, shady, or wet
places—the American, common, and Kilmarnock
Weeping Willows, golden, and Salix cinerea varie-

gata, being the most striking. Among Eimes, the
Tilia argentea, T. alba pendula, T. europrea aurea, and
sanguinea, or deep red twigged. The common and
Ulmus montanus, or Wych Elm, are grand trees, but
too large for the garden of the farm ; and their roots

run to alarming distances, and eat up all the food from
other plants. The Ulmus fastigiata, U. variegata pen-
dula, U. vegeta, U. viminalis, and U. v. variegata,

mi^ht, however, be introduced with good effect. By
shortening their roots occasionally they might easily be
kept within bounds, and their forms and colours of leaf

would add much to the interest of that arboreal belt that

should alike engirdle the farm homestead with beautyand
provide it with shelter. To those unacquainted with
our wealth in trees these lists may seen needlessly full

;

on the contrary, they are scant and short,— I do not
profess to have skimmed all the cream even, only a
spoonful has been taken here and there at random.
The nurseries of the country are filled with good things

from the temperate climes of the world, and if farmers
generally, when they want trees for their gardens,
would only draw upon these instead of picking up a
few common Spruce, Scotch, Sycamores, Oaks, Elms,
from the pavement on market days, they would be
astonished at the beauty and variety that can be pur-

chased at a cheap rate. Thus good plants of almost
everything I have named may be purchased at from
is. 6d. to $s. each, and a pick of the very best, if

ordered by the dozen, would average about 2s. 6ii. or

less. The best mode of planting belts, &c , around
the farmhouse or garden is to place the choice trees at

telling spots and at wide intervals, and nurse them up
with Larch, Scotch, or Spruce Fir, or any other quick
growing trees. As soon as the more beautiful varieties

need more room the nurses to be gradually removed,
until finally the choicer sorts have the entire area to

themselves. Where belts already exist, the choicer
plants will be grateful and grow the faster for the

shelter. Only fresh soil should be provided for the
new plants.

Next to trees a few choice deciduous and evergreen
shnibs are the most important permanent furniture of
the ornamental portion of the garden of the farm, and
these are, as a rule, sadly neglected. In most farm
gardens of any pretensions we find a few common
Lilacs, and these too often exhaust their stock of

shrubs. I have no wish to displace it, but there are
many varieties of greater beauty, such as Syringa
(Lilac) persica, S. persica alba, and S. persica laciniata,

S. vulgaris alba, S. sibirica, S. siblrica alba ; and the

following, distinguished for size or colour—Charles X.,
dark blue ; double purple Duchesse de Nemours, Dr.
Lindley, and many others. The common Guelder
Rose : of this there are several varieties, such as

Viburnum dentatum, L. Lxvigatum and plicatum
;

Weigela amabilis, W. a. alba, and W. foliis variegata

;

Spiriea aria^folia, S. callosa, S. corymbosa, S. Dou-
glasii, S. Lindleyana, Reevesiana, and japonica

;

Ribes (or flowering Currant), R. sanguinea, R. speci-

osum; Rhus cotinus, R. glabra coccinea, Philadelphus
(Syringa) coronaria—the mock Orange, V. c. flore-pleno,

P. c. variegata, P. grandiflorus ; Lonicera (shrubby
Honeysuckle) odoratissima, and L. precox ; Leycesteria

formosa, Deutzia gracilis, D. scabra, D. crcnata flore-

pleno; Cotoneaster frigida, C. f. aflinis; Cornus (or Dog-
wood) mascula variegata, C. atrosanguinea. Several

of the smaller Maples have also a splendid effect,

among the most useful being the variegated variety of

the campestre and Acer rubrum, saccharum, and
fraxinifolia alba variegata. The common Moutan or

Tree Poeony must also be classed among deciduous
shrubs. The common variety, P. papavcracea, is very
effective, and to this may be added P. albidus plena,

P. carnea plena, P. picta, P. rosea-plena, ami P.

speciosa. The common garden Paeonias are herba-
ceous plants, and a few of the best will be noticed in

our list of flowers. This great family is now so
numerous that it ought to have a nook for itself.

Evergreen Shruhs.—Arbutus (or Strawberry tree)

Andrachne, A. pholinrefolia, A. Unedo, A. Unedo
rubra; Aucubajaponica, A. mascula maculata, A.longi-
folia, and many other varieties ; Berberis aquifolia, B,
Darwinii, B. dulcis, B. Bealii ; Bambusa Metaki,
B. gracilis. Box, any varieties, such as Buxus argenteus,
B. glaucus, B. rotundifolius, and B. suffruticosus

elegans. Of Laurels, the common, with variegated
variety of the same, and the Portugal, are indis-

pensable ; Cerasus Laurocerasus and C. lusitanica

;

Cistus (or Rock Rose) candidus, C. formosus, C. pur-
pureus, C. lusitanicus. There are also varieties of
almost every colour of the rocky Cistus and Helian-
themum, so useful for the front of shrubberies, rock-
work, &c. Euonymus japonicus, E. j. argenteus, and
E. j. aurea variegata ; Garrya elliptica. The varieties

of Hollies are very numerous ; the Ilex aurea marginata
latifolia, or Golden Queen, is one of the richest of the
golden variegated ; and I. argentea latifolia, or Silver
Queen, is the finest silver-leaved. The Ilex ferrox, and
I. f. foliis argentea and aurea, are curious varieties of
the so-called Hedgehog Holly. Ilex Hodginsoni,
nigrescens, and Shepherdii, have very fine glossy leaves.

Every farmer knows the common Holly, Ilex aqui-
folia, and there is a silver and plain-leaved weeping
variety of the same, that forms pretty trees, the drooping
branches of vi'hich are very charming when covered
with bright berries. Laurus nobilis, or Sweet Bay, a
beautiful shrub, and the leaves of which are so useful

for flavouring puddings, is an indispensable plant for

the garden of the farm ; the common and variegated
leaved Privets, Phillyrea latifolia, and P. buxifolla,

Rhamnus (Alalernus) angustifolia and latifolia, and
the variegated varieties of either or both ; the Spar-
tiums or Brooms make a splendid show, and are very
handsome ; S. junceum, S. j. flore-pleno, S. multiflorum

;

the double flowering Furze, Ilex europa^a flore-pleno:

Viburnum tinus (the Laurestine), V. luclda ; Vinca
major, V. m. variegata, V. elegantissima, V. aurea
variegata—charming for the front of shrubbery, beneath
the shade of trees, clambering over rocky roots, &c ;

Yucca gloriosa, and Y. filamentosa form fine single

plants, or massed on the turf by themselves, or in

shrubberies.

Add to these few or many American plants, as they
are called, such as Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Kalmias,
Daphnes, &c. Most of them do best in peat soil, and
for some it is indispensable. The Rhododendron,
however, which is by far the finest of the whole, grows
well in loam enriched with a little well rotted cowdung
two years old, or some tree leaves ; but Heaths,
Azaleas, &c., must have peat to grow in, and
this is often abundant near farm gardens, and, as

the means of transit are at hand, it could generally be
had very cheap ; a waggon-load put in at telling points

in front of the shrubbery belt, or in a bed or beds on
the lawn, would grow quite a large patch of these

choice plants. Of Ericas, among the most beautiful of

all plants, the following would form a nice collection :

—Erica australis, E. cinerea grandiflora, E. coccinea,

E. herbacea, E. herbacea carnea, E. mediterranea,

E. tetralix intermedia, E. vagans rubra, E. vulgaris

coccinea, E. vulgaris alba ; Kalmia latifolia, K. angusti- .

folia rubra ; Daphne atropurpurea, D. Cneorum, D.
indica rubra ; Andromeda florlbunda, A. polifolia,

A. formosa ; Ledum latifolium, L. buxifolium ; Men-
ziesia polifolia, M. polifolia alba, and M. atropurpurea.

Of hardy Azaleas, of which there are now some hun-
dred or more varieties, of all colours— crimson, scarlet,

red, white, pink, yellow, sulphur, orange, buff, &c.,

capital selections can be bought for from \2s. to iSj.

per dozen. I will not burden this list with their names,

as any respectable nurseryman will make a good
selection of colours and varieties at the prices named.
The same remarks are true of Rhododendrons.

The varieties are well nigh innumerable, and most of

the choicest sorts can be purchased at from zs. 6d, to

5J-. each. The best way for the farmer is to order those

of the most distinct colours and qualities, and leave the

selection to the growers. What arecalledthecatawbiense

and pontlcam hybrids are cheaper still, and some of them
almost equally beautiful ; these range in price from Is,

to 3^. 6d. each, the latter being large plants set with
flower-buds. It may be useful to name a dozen or so

of them ;—R. catawbiense, formosum, dellcatissimum,

eminens, gloriosum, grandini>rum superbum, pur-

pureum grand iflorum, rosea-elegans, rosea-pictum,

rubrum, R. c. splendens, R. ponticum album, Aucubre-

folium, guttatum, pictum, punctatum, roseum. Of
very dwarf varieties, R. ciliatum,amcenum, Daphnoldes,

ferrugineum, and f. alba. The common Rhododen-
dron ponticum, so useful for forming cover, growing
under trees, &c., and so beautiful in leaf and flower

everywhere, can be purchased from \6s, to 40J-. per

100 ; nice plants, over 2 feet high, may be had for ()tf.

each. The other peat earth or American plants

recommended for the garden of the farm are equally

cheap ; in fact, very many have been paying as much
or more for the commonest kinds as they might have
purchased the most beautiful trees antl shrubs for.

Nothing pays In planting so much as regard to quality

in our choice of material. First see to it that the

plants arc healthy, and next that the varieties are

good
The following climbers might often be employed

with the best effect to cover the bare walls of farm-t

n
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houses and otlier buildings about the farm. The best

climber in many positions is Ivy ; it thrives on north,

east, or other cold aspects, where nothing else will

live at times, and some of the newer varieties are mag-
nificent. The Iledera, Rcegneriana, canariensis, lati-

folia maculata, are very fine, as are also the following

varieties of the common Ivy—Hedera helix maculata,

foliis argenteis, chrysophylla, chrysocarpa aurea and
elegantissima, are among the best. Jasminum nudi-

florum, J. officinale, J. o. grandiflorum, o. foliis aurea

and revolutum ; Passillora cis.'rulea, andSolanumjasmin-
oides, on a warm west or south wall. Clydonia
japonica, C. j. alba, Glycine sinensis, G. s. alba,

Ampelopsishederaceaand Veitchii—Virginian creepers.

Caprifolium. climbing Honeysuckle—C. odoratissimum,
flavum, aflinis aureo - reiiculata, Periclymenum —
early Dutch, late Dutch, Scarlet Trumpet ; C. semper-
virens, floribunda, and Shepherdii. Clematises have
increased so rapidly of late years, that it is somewhat
difficult to name a few of the best :— C. cnerulea

odorata, flammula, flovida, flore-pleno, Forlunei, Jack-
manni, lanuginosa, Prince of Wales, Standishei, John
Gould Veitch ; Chimonanthus fragrans and grandi-
florus, Cotoneaster microphylla, Crataegus pyracantha,
C. crennlata, Forsythia viridissima, Magnolia grandi-
flora, Exmouth variety, M. floribimda. Tlie two
last are rather more expensive than the others,

good plants being from 5^. to loj. each ; but
they are magnificent, and one will cover the whole
side of a house. Where they do well they h.ave no
equals, and offer up rare cups of sweets for several

months every year. And then there are the Vitis

odoratissima and other varieties of Vine grown for

their sweetness or foliage alone ; and Grape Vines
such as the Royal Ascot, West's St. Peter's, Barba-
rossa and Claret, for the fiery glow of their leaves and
the chance of fruit ; and others still, such as the Mus-
cadine, Cambridge Botanic Garden, &c., that hardly
ever fail to ripen fruit in favourable positions. These,
with Roses, of which more anon, are sufficient to clothe
every bare piece of wall left unfurnished with fruit-

bearing trees. Scarcely anything adds more to the
habitable comfort and cosy home-look of our houses
than this enwreathing of them with beauty, and en-
wraping them as it were in odours sweet. This
reminds me that I ouglit to add a word or two upon
hedges, and that no hedge is so good for the farm
garden as Sweetbriar. The scent of this on a dewy
morning is divine, and will master that of the finest

muck heaps in England. Privet, Yew, Juniper,
Holly, alone or mixed w'ith Beech, green or purple,
evergreen Oak, Arbor-vita:, especially the Chinese,
red Virginian Cedar, Box, and many other trees and
shrubs make good hedges. These are often of great
use for shelter, or inner boundary lines, and where
the garden of the farm abuts on arable land Thorn
hedges, either Black or Whitethorn, are hardly need-
ful for protection. Of course Sweetbriar, Holly, and
other hedge plants mentioned here, can be grown so
as to be stock proof. But for the prejudice against
Berberries, few plants would make a more perfect
hedge than Berberis Darwinii, B. dulcis, and even the
common Berberry, with its interesting flowers, fresh-

looking leaves and delicate pendents of drooping fruit

—so exquisite as a garnishing and good as a pre-
serve. D. T. Fish.

50me C0mspnbence,
Pickling Wheat.—You have lately published in

your paper some correspondence calling in question
the benefit of steeping seed Wheat. It must be
acknowledged that farmers are usually poor experi-
mentalists ; they have neither time nor means for

lengthened induction, and are apt to jump somewhat
too rashly to conclusions

; perhaps they have done so
in adopting the above custom. Nevertheless, it seems
equally rash to condemn a custom so universally
adopted without fully investigating its principles. In
the meantime, with your permission, I will give you
some experience of my own, which you can take for

what it is worth ; not, indeed, as regards seed Wheat,
but as regards seed Barley. The Barley in this neigh-
bourhood is very apt to be affected with a pest of
black ears ; in some seasons very detrimental to the
grain, especially in colour. A neighbour of mine
some seven or eight years ago tried the experiment of
pickling (as we call it here) part of his seed Barley.
That part of the field which was sown with the pickled
seed had no black eais, the other part was affected as
usual. This difference was to be seen in the grow-
ing crop, in the stack when harvested, and, what is

most to the purpose, in the sample when threshed.
The result was so remarkable, that I was induced the
next season to try the experiment throughout the
whole of my Barley crop, using " Downes' Farmers'
Friend," and had no black ears. I have continued the
practice ever since with a like effect, at a cost of less than
3*/. an acre. This may be all mere accident ; certainly
there is no problem yet solved ; but, pace'^U. Wilkins,
I intend to continue pickling my seed Barley as long
as I am equally successful, regardless of all humourous
stories about old women and hotse-nails. The first

time the experiment fails I will take care to let you
know, and will venture to ask your advice in seeking
another remedy. G. Forester, High Ercall, Wellington, I

Salop, yune 25. I

On Dressing Wheat for Seed.—A correspond-
ent of yours, p. S46, and under the nom tie plume of

"Anglo-Saxon," and dated from the county of Dur-
ham, has replied to my answer to Mr. C. S. Read's
inquiry, how to grow Wheat with tall and stiff straw.

He had appended to his advertisement that he would
give a fortune ; of course he did not say what the
fortune would be, but it put me in mind of the well-

known gipsy sibyl's dowry to her daughter—a pretty

face, hook fingers, and a kettle. The fortune was to

be his who could and would give him the informa-
tion he required, and I concluded needed ; and assum-
ing that Mr. Read might have used some one of the
steeps, or soaks, or solutions advertised by cunning
chemists and drug-compounders, I recortimended what
I felt certain, and with all deference to the Durham
" Anglo- Sa.xon's " 30 years' practice, I still think and
believe would be as certain a specific against smut in

Wheat as were steeps and soaks—and that was for Mr.
Read to employ some venerable pauper woman of his

parish, and if she was far enough advanced in lier

dolage, she would by a charm prevent smut or red rust

entering his farm ; and further, that if it had previously
gotten into it, the charm would at once cause its

departure as effectually and completely as would the
popular quack doctor's compounds sold by the
chemist, and universally used by the farmers. Leav-
ing, however, Mr. Read, except that I add my satis-

faction and pleasure at seeing M.P. added to his name
—where I hope that it will long continue to be—

I

turn to the Durham "Anglo-Saxon." This gentleman
seems to think that the effect of the venerable lady's

charm consists in the " euphonious oratorical " powers
by which she delivers it, but in this he is most certainly

in error. I can assure "Anglo-Saxon" that eupho-
nious female oratory is no advantage in the delivering

of the charm, for it would be equally as effective and
beneficial as "Anglo-Saxon's" bluestone, even if

delivered in a wheezing whisper. But now in earnest

to " Anglo-Saxon's " bluestone. " In 1S70," he writes,
" I sowed a i4-acre field with Victoria White Wheat.
The seed sown on 7 acres was dressed in the usual way
adopted in this country, viz., with quicklime; that

sown on 6 more acres was sown dry, all being thoroughly
well dressed by the winnowing machine. Then the

seed for the remaining acre was mixed with blue vitriol

dissolved in boiling water. The whole 14 acres was
worked and manured alike," And now to the result :

"On the 7 acres sown with limed seed there were scarcely

any damaged ears ; on the 6 acres sown dry, fully a
twentieth part of the crop was smut ; and on the acre
sown with seed dressed with vitriol or bluestone, there
was not a single trace of it. " And then he adds that

—

Mr. Wilkins, Mr. Mechi, and several gentlemen he
could name would be much disgusted when he added that

the field he alluded to was sown at the rate of 2 bush, per
acre. But now I must ask "Anglo-Saxon "one serious

question— Has he himself any faith in his bluestone
specific for preventing smut in Wheat? It is perfectly

clear he has not, if this be a true account of his Wheat
growing ; or can he make me believe, or any man in

his right senses believe, that when from his experience
he knew for certain that bluestone and hot water was a
certain preservative against smut, he would not have
steeped his whole seed in the solution for the 14 acres,

and not that for one acre only ? It is as evident as that

the whole is greater than its part, or that two straight

lines cannot inclose a space, that "Anglo-Saxon" has
no more faith in his bluestone remedy than I have in a
sybil's charm, and that is nothing at all. I now
address myself to my general readers, and come to

facts. For upwards of 60 years I have been a grower
of Wheat, and never but once used more than 2 pecks
of seed an acre, and that once was by way of experi-
menting—3 pecks, or about a quarter of an acre. But I

have done acres with i peck, and some acres with
half a peck, but I have never recommended extremely
small quantities, such as a peck or half a peck, but I

would not exceed 2 pecks. I never, as I have often
advertised, used any quack-doctoring for my seed, and
I have never had smut or red rust. I have Wheat
now growing from exactly 2 pecks of seed an acre,

and I took, as was my custom, especial care that there
might be proof that the quantity was as I have stated,

but on no account would I exceed 2 pecks of seed an
acre, and I will back my present crops o( Wheat and
Barley, the latter also being from 2 pecks of seed an acre,

against any that can be brought into comparison with
them; and if "Anglo-Saxon" will contest his crop
with mine, I will undertake that my 2 pecks of seed,

put in as it came from the merchant's—against his four
times as much seed, and doctored with his bluestone
solution—shall yield at least 4 bush, of crop more
than his, and the straw shall be stiffer, taller, and
one-fifth at least heavier than his. And be it remem-
bered that my crops shall be threshed where they
grow, and dressed and measured before respectable
witnesses; and if "Anglo-Saxon" should contend
with me, I shall expect that he will do the same with
his crops ; and I will just add, that my Beans, and
Oats, and Vetches, all seeded on the same principle,

are equally as promising crops. But my Wheat and
Barley, each from 2 pecks of seed per acre, I back
against all England. George IVilkins, Wix Vicarage,

June 24.

Rabbits.—An old subscriber to the Agricultural
Gazette will feel obliged to any reader of that paper

who, speaking from experience and from authority, can
give him a few words of advice in the following
matter.—I hold a farm on lease for 21 years, six of
which are unexpired. The game is reserved to the
landlord in these words :—" All game and fish and the
right of sporting for himself and all persons authorised
by him, &c." The lease is silent on the subject of
rabbits, and hitherto I have killed them, and allowed
no one else to interfere, and my old landlord made no
remark or complaint ; he was no sportsman, and I
never saw a gun in his hand, but recently I have come
under a new landlord, and "new lords make new
laws," or try to do so, and he has given me to under-
stand that 1 have not the exclusive right I have hitherto
exercised to kill the rabbits on my farm, but only a
concurrent right with himself. Will any one kindly
say if this is so, or if they know of any case which has
l)een decided and reported in any of the law
books? P.

Agricultural Affairs.—We have had a mild winter,
the result of which has been a remnant of old hay,
which will prove useful in time to come.—Mangels
were not entirely used up during the last few months,
and the result is that these roots are now being given
to pigs and other animals to their great advantage.

—

The price of store cattle for feeding purposes has been
unusually high, and should they fatten on the grass,

which some of them no doubt will do, the profit will

be small.—Graziers say that they must have animals
to eat their grass, as there is a superabundance of it.

—

The labour question puzzles many farmers. Some of
them have advanced the wages of those whom they
employ, but it is plain that a spirit of discontent per-
vades the handworkers in every department of business
in the three kingdoms, as well as throughout Europe
and the United States. The International Trades Union
Society seems to have made an impression on those

employed by masters throughout Europe, A number
of agitators with a certain amount of intelligence have
perambulated the country and disturbed the minds of
labourers in various districts. The strikes which they
have organised, and the dissensions which they have
sown between employers and employed, will not be
healed for years to come. You need not be surprised

to hear that farmers will drive their own reaping and
mowing machines, and will invite the aid of amateurs
during haymaking and harvest, which aid will,

in many cases, be given without fee ©r reward.
—The crops on the whole look promising. The cold
spring and frosts retarded the growth of Wheats ; but
the recent brilliant weather has done much good. On
thin, undrained clay lands the crops do not look well ;

while, on the other hand, those on good land appear
to be flourishing. Seeds, i.e.. Clover and grass seeds,

as well as Vetches, are magnificent crops. Beans are

in a healthy condition, and promise well. Wheat is

in ear in many places, and will, in all probability, turn

out to be, not under, an average crop. The present
fine weather will, in all probability, increase the
yield. There is little said against the growths
of Mangels, or that of Swedes. We hear nothing
about the ravages of the fly, and we fancy that the
young roots are beginning to flourish, of which we
have had plain proofs.—The foot-and-mouth disease

has been a terrible nuisance in many counties.

Heifers, calves, sheep, and swine, have all been
attacked by it, with, in numerous cases, disastrous

results. Time alone seems to effect a cure, but in the
meanwhile many casualties have occurred, to the great
loss of the owners of animals.—The present brilliant

weather is favourable for haymaking. Mowing-
machines are hard at work. Agricultural labourers

are in some districts on strike ; but the hay will

in most cases be secured without much trouble or extra

expense. Floods and thunderstorms have done a good
deal of harm in low-lying districts ; but on the whole,
our future prospects are hopeful. Wheat, Barley, Oats,

Beans, and Peas, in all well-farmed districts, look
well. The hay crop will prove to be a fair average.

There are ample stores left from last year, and we
conclude that during the next 1 2 months there will be
in this country food for man and provender for beast.

Cor.

Sour Milk and Good Crops.—*'Ahl" said a
Yorkshireman, who was driving me one day, *'you
won't get good crops unless you have plenty of sour
milk." This rather puzzled me, and 1 asked for an
explanation. "Well," he said, "you know when there

is plenty of hot weather and thunderstorms the milk
turns sour, but they make the crops grow strong and
healthy." So I hope and believe that the late heavy
thunder showers will very much mitigate the ill efiecls

of a late and cold spring. Our crops hereabout show
signs of healthy progress, both in field and garden.

Fruit is, however, generally a failure, y. J. Alechi^

Tiptree, "June 21.

Rat Catching.—No doubt "A, W." may be right

in his plan of catching rats, but let me tell him, if

he succeeds, he must not be far off when Master Rat
gets into the trap to take him out ; if he lets him stop

in all night, and it be a run that is much frequented by
rats, he will not catch many for some time. About
22 years ago I was in a place in Northumberland
where the rats, if they had known their own strength,

could have taken possession of the place. There was
a large piece of water at the bottom of the garden,
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which was a favourite ran for them. I did as "A. W.

advises, and succeeded in catching 1 1 straight away ;

but leaving the trap all night in the run, and coming

in the morning I got one sitting in it, not looking so

very comfortable. He had tried hard to get out, as

he had nearly eaten two of his legs to get out of the

trap, but during the night his friends had been passmg

by, and found the secret out, and they would not go

that way again. If you want to succeed, you must not

let them remain more than five minutes in the traps

after they are caught in them. One thai has been a Suc-

cessful Trapper of Rats.

On the Keeping of Fowls.—I want to ask a few

questions of Mr. Mechi and other gentlemen fowl

fanciers, who may advise me under my present difficul-

ties. I myself keep fowls, but, having plenty of grass

pasture near my house, they do me no injury ; I can-

not, however, think that, beyond a limited few, they are

profitable ; but as I like to see them I keep them, and

they .supply my house with eggs and a fat chicken for

dinner now and then. But near a field I have border-

ing on the high road are some cottages, and the tenants

keep fowls, which do me very great mischief, and as

the owners are very respectable and decent people, and

would on no account do me an injury, I am unwilling

to take any legal proceedings against them, or any

rough measures with the fowls. But when my field is

sown with corn in dry weather, they scratch up and eat

the seed and bask so much in the dry land as to do me
much injury, and before harvest they are worse.

Then, again, when the field is of Clover they pick out

all the hearts of the young Clover. But to- day I have

been additionally annoyed. My field was drilled with

Mangel and the seed came up delightfully, and over all

the rest of the field the rows are perfect, with strong

and vigorous plants, but near the cottages not a plant

can be seen : all have been eaten off by the fowls,

and, consequently, to me the loss cannot be less than

from ;^io to ^15. Now what can I do? I have fre-

quently complained to the cottagers, and they have

shut the fowls up for a few days, and then I see them

all out again and scattered over my field, but chiefly near

their homes. I think Mr. Mechi can give mesomeadvice,

and some other persons who recommend cottagers to

keep fowls ; but Mr. Mechi can advise me the best,

as he writes he has a breed for the males of which

he gives a guinea each, which would not do any of the

injury from which I am suffering. I will ask him,

therefore, if he will be so kind as to publish in the

Agricultural Gazette the name of the breed that will

not trespass upon other people's lands, nor eat the

corn. Cabbages, Clover, and Mangel in his own, and,

above all, will not destroy his ripening Wheat, Barley,

and Peas, for my neighbours do me as much as £, 10

worth of damage in this way every year. If Mr.

Mechi will give me the name of his stock I will pur-

chase a score hens and a cockerel, and make a present

of them to my cottage neighbours, but on condition

that they shall first get rid of their present prowling

and thieving progeny. Thomas Shai'pe, June 1 7.

Kentish Hop Grounds.—The Hops in Kent gene-

rally have grown surprisingly since the heat set in, and

have almost made up in the past 10 days for their

backwardness, which was occasioned by the cold and

wet in the spring. The Goldings look extremely well,

and do not flag anywhere except in badly cultivated

land, and where the soil is not suited to their peculiar

growth. If the heat and dryness continue it will be

eminently a Golding year, as their bine.is so generally

good. The Grapes and Pines, particularly where they

were attacked so seriously by flea and slugs, begin to

flag where the ground is unkindly. In the Weald of

Kent, in the grounds where good and deep cultivation

was almost impossible in the spring, the bine is already

turning yellow and showing signs of flagging. If

showers do not come soon a great deal of bine in this

locality, which is now short and spindly, will be so

*' fire-blasted" as to be practically unproductive; and

in all parts of the country the Grape and Pine bine

begins to show yellow, dead and dying leaves at the

bottom. Some say that red spider is the sole cause of
*' fire-blast," or the bronze or dark yellow colour which

the leaves assume in seasons of drought ; there is no

doubt that this troublesome insect does immense mis-

chief by exhausting the juices of the leaves, but at the

same time drought lessens the quantity of sap available

for the full supply of the leaves, and causes them great

heat and to dry up. Drought also favours the deve-

lopment and increase of the red spider, which revels in

the scorching sun, and cannot endure rain. If this

weather lasts the red spider, which is now actively at

work, will be unusually destructive, as much so as in

1868, when hundreds of acres were completely stripped

of leaves by its ravages ; the more so as the plants of

the Grapes and Pines are already inclined to be un-

healthy and weakly. There is not an increase of fly at

present noticeable, but small lice may be found on
occasional hills in almost all the grounds in the
county, yune 20.

Valuation of Tiptree.—My answer to Mr. Mechi
is, that I take his figures as he placed them before us ;

and the evidence is conclusive that Tiplrec Hall Farm
was not that poor stuff when he bought it that he and
some others have believed it was. It is quite as
likely that "a first-rate land valuer" as the tenant

"made a mistake" about the rent. We have no

evidence upon either point, let Mr. Mechi "know"
what he may. Tiptree Hall Farm is not an example

farm, because it is not the poor stuff we have been told

it was, because the farmers of England cannot sell their

Wheat at lar. per qr. over an average, as Farmer
Mechi shows that he did in iS5S (see his balance-sheet,

p. 90, 1869, and my unanswered letter thereon, p. 119,

1869), because the farmers have not got land-

lords who will pay ^150 for repairs of engine,

&c., without showing it in the tenant's balance-

sheet, he being tenant as well as landlord (see

my letter explaining the matter, at p. 302, 1S72) ; and

because the tenant-farmers of England could not afford

to give 150 red-coated gentlemen "a champagne
breakfast." Landlord Mechi must have done that.

The evidence is complete that the " magic shaving

shop " in Regent Street does give a lift-up to Farmer

Mechi at Tiptree, therefore the example there set is of

no value. Now, just calculate Farmer Mechi's position

by making him pay rent at 52^. per acre, which he

does not dispute, instead of 40.1., as shown in his

balance-sheet, from 1856, when the farm was shown to

the Royal visitors coming from the Chelmsford show.

The extra I2j-. an acre, with the interest and compound
interest thereon, at Michaelmas, 1S72, comes to the

nice little sum of /'1994 us. Now, we will deduct

this from his tenant's capital, standing as it did in 1868

at i^27oS, which reduces Farmer Mechi's tenant's

capital to ^^713 9-r. Vou see Farmer Mechi is done up

at once if he is made to pay Landlord Mechi interest

for his money, with a just rent for the capital expended.

Tiptree will never do for an example farm for either

landlord or tenant. It may have been a help to the

magic shaving shop, but that is of no use to the farmers

of England. In conclusion, I will have a word about

Mr. Mechi's old "vent peg." Let him put one into that

bog land of his, or into the drain passing from it, and

thus make the water flow from it at his pleasure, as he

can "ale from a barrel ;" then he might write, "I
send down to my neighbours for many miles about

40 to 45 galls.," &c. That bog land of his illustrates

the whole case about draining. He has put the tap

into the barrel, from which the water will flow. He
cannot stop it, and air has free play down the bog to

the water level ; thus corn will grow upon it. IVilliam

Smilli, Woolston, Bletchley Station, Bucks, June 22.
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HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL.
Edinburgh: June ig.—At the general meeting of

this Society, held here to-day, Mr. Binnie, Seton Mains,

the senior director present, in the chair, 129 new
members were elected.

Mr. GiLLON of Wallhouse reported that the Kelso

Show would be held on July 31 and August I and 2.

The entries for the show, compared with the year 1863,

were as follows :

—

1872.

Cattle 280
Horses 200

Sheep 550
Swine .. .. .. .. .. .. 60
Poultry .. .. 320
Implements .. .. .. .. .. 1600

The Chemical Department.—V>t. ANDERSON said

during the first six months of the year the largest num-
ber of analyses were made for members of the Society ;

and during the last six months the number had been no

fewer than 272, includin;; examples of every kind of

analysis, with the details of which it would be un-

necessary to occupy the time of the meeting. He
thought that the amount of deliberate and flagrant

adulteration had this year been under an average.

No doubt there had been many cases in which manures

had been offered for sale which had fallen short of the

guarantee—cases in which there was no deliberate

intention to defraud, but which had their origin in the

keen competition which existed in the manure trade,

and which induced the manufacturers to put their best

foot foremost. There were several cases which were
not without interest. One case particularly merited

notice. A well-known manure manufacturer sent him
for analysis a sample of guano, which proved to be of

very inferior quality, and he accordingly reported to

that effect. The manufacturer afterwards informed

him that the result was exactly what he had antici-

pated. The facts of the case were these :—This

manure manufacturer had been very much annoyed by

customers coming to his office and telling him that they

were offered elsewhere a guano in a drier and better

condition for £\ per ton less. That occurred so

frequently that he asked for a sample, which was the

sample he (Dr. Anderson) analysed, and it was found

to be worth between £2. and £1 a ton less in value

than the article which he was selling at 20f. higher.

He asked the name of the seller, but it was declined.

Great disinclination existed to communicating the

names of dealers in these cases, so that he was unable

to put the farmers as thoroughly on their guard as he

would like to do. Some time ago attention was drawn

to the fact that very great difference was alleged to

exist as to the method in which analyses were stated by

himself and the chemists of the English and Irish

societies. When the matter was brought up, he

expressed himself as being of an opposite opinion, and
that he thought the analyses were identical. He had

since inquired into the matter, and found that the
analyses were substantially identical, although certain

verbal differences existed which appeared to create

confusion amongst farmers. He had therefore been
endeavouring to arrive at a regular system of staling

the analyses, and he hoped he would succeed in carry-

ing out this—an arrangement which seemed to be
desired by farmers generally. Several pieces of work
were going on in the laboratory ; amongst others an
investigation into scab in Potatos, on which he hoped
soon to be able to report. The Society might feel

assured that no delay would occur in communicating
the results as soon as the investigations were satis-

factorily finished.

Agricultural Education.—Professor Balfour, re-

ported that the examinations for the Society's agricul-

tural certificate and diploma took place on March 26
and 27, and that at a meeting of the Council on
Education, held on March 29, diplomas were conferred
on Mr. Colville Browne, Long Melford, Suffolk ; Mr.
A. H. Ashdown, Uppington, Wellington, Salop ; and
Mr. Adam Ogilvy Torry, St, Ann's, Coupar-Angus,
who obtained the certificate last year. A certificate

was granted to Mr. Forbes Burn, Hardacres, Cold-
stream, who was entitled to present himself for further
examination, in terms of the regulations, for the
diploma. Professor Balfour also mentioned that the
prizes given by the Society to the class of agriculture

were this year awarded to— i, Robert Gray Murray,
Lanarkshire ; 2, Matthew C. Thorburn, Dumfriesshire.
The following new bye-law was proposed for adop-
tion :

—

"That each successful candidate for the Society's agri-
cultural diploma shall thereby become eligible to be
elected a free life member of the Society."

Also the following addition to byedaw No. 3 :—
" Holders of the Society's agricultural diploma shall be

declared duly elected if one-half of the members present
at the general meeting at which they are proposed shall
have voted for them."

Mr. David Milne Home moved the adoption of
the report and of the new bye-laws. He said he had
great pleasure in doing so, and he thought that they
would see that the gentlemen who had obtained the
diploma were men who well deserved all the honour
bestowed on them. Those who succeeded in getting

the diploma had to pass an examination on subjects of
considerable difficulty. They must attain the age of

21, possess a thorough knowledge of the practice and
theory of agriculture, of mechanics and mensuration, of
the physiology and treatment of domestic animals, and
also a knowledge of chemistry and botany. They
must undergo a great amount of study to fit them for

obtaining the diploma ; and the directors thought that

these gentlemen were well entitled to some further

mark of distinction. They thought that, following the

example set by the Royal English Society, they should
bestow on them the privilege of becoming life membeis
without paying ^10 or ;i^il.

Major Hunter of Thurston seconded the motion :

which was agreed to.

Forestry Department.—Professor Balfour reported

that the examinations for the Society's certificates in

forestry took place on March 26 and 27, when a

second-class certificate was conferred on Mr. Peter

Loney, Marchmont, Dunse.

Premiums Aivarded for Reports.—The SECRETARY
reported that the following premiums had been

awarded for reports lodged in competition since the

general meeting in January :— i, ;^20 to Thomas
Ferguson, Kinnochtry, Coupar-Angus, for a report on

Potatos grown with potash manures ; 2, ;^I5 to J. T.

Scott Paterson, Plean Farm, Bannockburn, for a

report on the best modes of housing and fattening

cattle ; 3, the gold medal or ;^io to George Young
Wall, jun,, M.R.C.A., land agent. New Exchequer
Buildings, Durham, for a report on the comparative

productiveness of Turnips.—The report was adopted.

Humanity to Animals.—Mr. Campbell Swinton
said it would be in the recollection of the meeting that

Baroness Burdett Coutts had some time since offered,

through the Society, the sum of £$o for essays on the

Duty of Humanity to the Lower Animals, and the

Best Means of Inculcating it in I'^Iementary Schools.

The prizes were extensively advertised by the Society.

Sixty-four essays were lodged in competition, and a

committee was appointed to read and report on their

merits. The duty of the committee was a very

laborious one, and after considerable trouble the prizes

were recently awarded to— i, W. S. Gall, 135, Moore
Street, Glasgow, ;i^20 ; 2, W. A. Macdonald,

I, Monro Place, Canonmills, Edinburgh, £\o\ 3, A.

B. Dickie, Murdoch's School, Springburn, Glasgow,

^5 ; 4, Miss Isabella Copland, 17, South Mount

Street, Aberdeen, £$ ; 5, Miss Elizabeth Harrower,

12, Picardy Place, Edinburgh, /."s ; 6, Miss Lizzie

Daws, 14, Essex Street, Norwich, £S- After com-

municating with Baroness Burdett Coutts on the

subject of publishing the essays, the directors had

resolved to print, at the expense of the Society, nearly

the whole of the first prize essay, along with extracts

from the other five, to issue gratis copies among the

schoolmasters in Scotland, and to throw off an addi-

tional supply for sale at a cheap rate to the public.

He had no doubt that the meetuig would approve of

the mode in which the committee wished to show thg
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Society's appreciation of the liberality of the Baroness,

who was always foremost in every good work.
The business then concluded, and a vote of thanks

having been awarded to the Chairman, on the motion of

Sir Alexander Grant, the meeting separated.

Farmers' Clubs.
sroirvjn/^-ET.

Ti'u Scoin- ill Sluep.—.\t the last of the monthly dis-

cussions for the season the subject was " Diarrhcea or

scour in sheep and lambs—its varieties, causes,

symptoms, and treatment," introduced by ^Ir. C. W,
Sutton, veterinary chemist. Mr. Sri roN said :

—

Sheep belong to the class ruminants which have a

very complicated digestive apparatus, and a brief con-

sideration of it will not be out of place here. AlTec-

tions commonly known by the name diarrlnvi or scour

have their origin in the digestive organs and intestinal

canal. The food first enters into the rumen or pauncli,

next into llie reticulum or second stomach, then the

third, and lastly the true digestive stomach, the three

former being preparatory ones. The food is at first

passed into the rumen, and at each subsequent swallow-

mg caused to enter into that organ. I'he reticulum

acts as a supplier of properly masliciled and insalivated

food to the third and fourth stomachs, in order that in

them the i)rocess of digestion may be perfectly con-
ducted. From the fourth stomach it passes into the

intestinal canal, wdicre it is acted upon by certain

secretions, which have the power of separating the

nutritive from the innutritive. The nutritive parts

are precipitated upon the mucous membrane of the

intestines, and become absorbed into the system, the

imiutritive parts into the large intestines, where they
are retained for a certain length of tune, subject to the

continued absorption of any nutritive quality they may
thenpossess. Thus, then, theaffectionsweareconsidering
have their habitation mostly in the intestinal canal, and
their rise in the material which may be taken into it,

which, if of an irritating nature, will set up a faulty

action when it conies in contact with the highly sensi-

tive lining membrane of this canal, and this may also

be produced by causes not acting directly upon the
intestinal canal, as we shall see presently. It is very
important to be able to distinguish and separate one
cause of diarrhoea from another, and to discover
whether that cause is acting directly or indirectly on
the intestinal canal. I have frequently had this ques-
tion put to me: "What can be done for my flock?
They continue to scour, and do badly, in spite of all I

can do, and I am constantly losing tlieiii. " And I find

19 out of 20 believe that it always arises from some-
thing that disagrees with the digestive organs, and
treat them accordingly, changing their food, giving
corn or cake, but all has been done without good
resulting ; and what is the reason of this ? Simply be-
cause the symptoms were not understood, and thus they
have gone on treating their flock in perfect blindness.
I wish, therefore, to call your attention to the fact
that, although diaiThcea or scour may (to the casual
obsen-er) be the prominent symptom, yet it is the result
of several causes, such as the effect of simple irritants,

improper food inferior in quality, rank or wet and
sloppy grass, the action of Filaria bronchialis, commonly
known as worms in the throat ; worms in the intes-
tines, &c. Therefore, we will now go on to consider
the most common forms of this disease, with causes,
symptoms, and treatment. After weaning, a large
number of Iambs are lost yearly (by diarrhrea), when
placed upon Clover where old sheep have been pre-
viously fed, or on artificial grasses, and if the weather
has been wet and warm, and the lambs eating largely
of green, juicy vegetable matter that has not arrived
at a state of maturity, the mortality amongst them is

great, and nothing short of an alteration of manage-
ment will disperse the malady. You will remember
at our December meeting, during the discussion of the
management of an ewe flock on heavy land, it was
shown by a practical man, whose opinion we respect,
that Mangels, grown by artificial manures, when given
to ewes were productive of evil. Now, although his
practical experience led him to this opinion, he did not
give the reason why; therefore, I will endeavour to
solve the mysterj-. It is this—that the Mangels in a
wet and warm season are too quickly grown, or, in
other words, are not grown to a state of maturity, and
this is what causes all food of a like nature to disagree
when given alone, or in too large quantity, because it

consists of nine-tenths water, and lacks the element in
the form necessary to produce flesh and blood, and
consequently give strength ; but if our friend had given
his sheep a nitrogenous or flesh-forming element in the
shape of Peas, cake, corn, or food of like nature, he
would not only have given his ewes Mangels with
impunity from evil consequences, but with positively
good effect. And, again, if there had been an advanced
ripening of the Mangels, the weather having been genial,
withscarcelyany wet, hewould havefoundhis ewes would
have done remarkably well with a proper quantityandan
admixture ofdry food. The practice formerly adopted of
stuffing breeding ewes with roots is most unnatural and
unhealthy, and how often have we found a good Turnip
year followed by a bad lambing season? This has
been the case in Dorsetshire this year : the root crop
was so heavy that farmers v,-ere at a loss how to get the

ground cleared of them—one of them with a Hock of

000 had 300 ewes slip lamb, and lost 40 ewes as well.

1 have Jrequently known great losses amongst sheep
when first put upon swedes, and especially if the roots

are in a rapidly growing condition,—and why? They
arc unripe : the .starch has not been converted into

sugar, the nitrogenous matter they contained was not
in a healthy form, and so irritated the bowels and
produced scour ; and the plan I have known some
good practical men adopt, of lilting the roots, causes
part of the water to evaporate, and render them less

liable to disagree. It should be our endeavour, whilst

attempting to make the most of our flocks, to keep them
as closely as we arc able to a natural state. Unfortu-
nately, the higher land is farmed, ]iroportionately so do
we diverge from the natural to the artificial state, and
the more diflicult it becomes to rear lambs ; for keep
that may be thoroughly adapted to fatting sheep, which
may be re-folded several times upon the same land
during the year, would be highly injurious to a breeding
flock, and, in all probability, cause great loss amongst it

by the too succulent character of the root crops, or the too
luxuriant growth of grass upsetting the delicate digestive
process of the lambs, directly by the food they consume,
or the ewes' milk being too rich in quality, either of
which may produce scour. I was glad to find the
view I adopted was precisely the same as that of Mr.
Clare Sewell Read, the member for South Morfolk. In
the Tunes of February I he wrote a letter disagreeing
with a statement made in a letter in that paper by Mr.
John Dent Dent as to the reason of the diminution of
the stock of sheep kept in Great Britain. The latter

attributed it not only to the great drought of 1S6S and
1870, but also to a desire on the part of the farmer to

avoid the constant personal care which is necessary for

success in the management of a breeding flock, &c. In
replying to this Mr. Read says :

—

" I take exception to the reason Mr. Dent assigns for
farmers not keeping more ewe flocks. I believe that the
farmer's judgment is as good, and his personal attention
as assiduous as ever; but the higher land is farmed,
whether grass or arable, the greater difficulty there is in
rearing lambs. A good farmer may greatly' increase his
number of grazing sheep, but lambs require a constant
change of succulent food, and ewes never do so well as
when they are kept in what farmers term a natural state.
Fat sheep may be re-foldcd several times on the same
land in the course of the season, whereas the same treat-
ment of Iambs would kill them by scores ; and I have
known some of Mr. Dent's much neglected grass land,
which was formerly well adapted for rearing lambs, to
have been so enriched by stock fed on oilcake, that it

produced such strong grass as to be ulterlv unsuited for
that purpose.''

In diarrhcea, produced by these causes, I would
adopt the following treatment :— First, a change of
keep, substituting cut hay, straw, straw Peas, corn, or
bran for some of the diet they had been consuming.
Nature is adopting her own method of cure ; therefore,
do not be in too great a hurry to administer anything
to .arrest the discharge

; but if the diarrhcea is pro-
longed after the change in keep has been carried out,
give something to assist Nature in carrying oflf the
oflending matter, for wdiich purpose give to each sheep,
linseed oil, 2 or 3 oz. ; opium powdered, 5 grains, or a
teaspoonful of laudanum in gruel on two following
mornings, after which, should the diarrhcea continue,
it may be found necessary to give a stringent antacid
medicine, for the mucous membrane having become
relaxed and weakened by the previous irritation, a
faulty action may be set up, which continues, although
the irritation which caused it may have been removed.
Therefore, in such cases, the following will be found
valuable : Take prepared chalk, i oz.

; powdered
catechu, \ oz.

; powdered ginger, \ oz.
; powdered

opium, I drachm
; bicarbonate of potass, 4 drachms

;

peppermint water to 8 oz. Of this let two table-
spoonfuls be given twice-a-day, a proportionate dose to
very young sheep.

We now come to a disease very fatal to young sheep,
and one which, I fear, is greatly on the increase, and
from which there have been immense losses to flock-
owners

; and it seems to me somewhat strange that
they have gone on losing their flocks, not by an odd
one or two, but in some cases by scores, with a listless-
ness of effort that to me appears unaccountable. 1'lie
first we hear^of is this ."I am losing a large number of
lambs from scour, and I think there is something in
my keep that has been prejudicial, or does not suit
their digestion ;" and when asked what has been done
for them, the reply is generally, "

I have changed the
food : they were on Clover, and I changed them to old
grass;" or, " They were on bare pasture where the
ewes had been, and now I put them on Clover ; but
that makes no difference." Here, again, diarrhrea was
looked upon as the cause of the mortality ; whereas
upon inquiry, it is found that they have coughed very-
much, almost incessantly, producing evident distress.
The animal does not obtain any relief by the act of
coughing, and a great obstruction is put upon the
proper aeration of the blood. Emaciation of the frame
ensues, rapidly ending in death. The appetite is

capricious, or almost wanting, the diarrhcea becomes
aggravated, the thirst in intolerable, and the poor
sun"erer madly laps at anything of the character of a
liquid, straining with the back arched and feet drawn
together, and in this attitude voids small quantities of
very stinking matter, sometimes tinged with blood. This

trying and, it neglected, fatal disease is caused by the
presence of a parasite in the throat, and called the
F'ilaria bronchialis, a short account of wdiich may not
be uninteresting. It appears that if one or two of the
worms get into the bronchial tubes, they are quite
sulhcient to lay the foundation of extensive disease.
I'.assing as far as they can through the bronchial tubes,
they enter the air cells of the lungs, and deposit their
ova or eggs by myiiuls ; and by means of these foreign
bodies nn irritation is set up, first in the lining mem-
brane of the air cells, and then in the lung itself. It is

estimated that one of these wortns will produce
millions upon millions of egqs, and thus we can form
some idea of the amount of mischief that ensues. And
I have no doubt this is prop.igaled by the expulsion of
some of these \vorms or their ova in the act of
coughing, which are again taken up by other lambs
wliiUt feeding. This may account for the flock not all

being aflected with the same symptom at the same
time, but gradually falling as the disease makes progress
by the development of these destructive pests.

Any delay in the treatment of this disease makes the
cure more difficult ; therefore, it will be wise to have a
rigid examination of the first dead carcase to determine
the cause of death. Professor Simonds says, in making
a section of the lung, taking the smallest possible quan-
tity upon the point of a knife, just sufficient to soil a
piece of glass, you will see in the space of the size of a
drop of water, millions of eggs just hatched ; and
if you can find the worm itself, you will see eggs in all

stages of development, so that she brings forth the
young in a living form, and also in form of eggs more
or less mature. Now, the diarrhcea here is not a
di.scase primarily affecting the alimentary canal, there-
fore it can be of no use to give astringent medicine,
nor will a change of food produce any good result. But
our endeavour must be to get rid of the worm as it

exists in the bronchial tube or windpipe, and to root
out the disease » hich has been produced in the lungs.
The inhalation of sulphurous acid gas, or chlorine gas,
will be found a ready means where the flock is large

;

the sulphurous fumigation will be the safer in inexperi-
enced hands. To do this, place the sheep in an out-
house, where they can be made to inhale the fumes of
sulphur thrown from time to time upon burning tar,

so as thoroughly to impregnate the air. By this means
the parasite may either be destroyed, or caused to quit
the parts. The chlorine gas fumigation, though an
efficient agent, is, in the hands of a careless person,
very likely to kill the sheep, but, if conducted as follow.s,

can produce no ill effect : Having driven the sheep into
a convenient place, get some chlorinated lime (usually
called chloride of lime), and make it into a creamy
consistence with water in a dish ; upon this pour gently
sulphuric acid, and chlorine gas will be disengaged',
which, when suflicient has been disengaged to make it

unpleasant to the operator, he should retire, taking the
apparatus with him, and leave the animals to inhale
the me Heated air. After this give some such mixture
as the following : Take powdered nitre, \ lb. ; common
salt, 3 lb.; powdered ginger, 4 lb.; boiling water,

3 galls.; when nearly cold, add spirit of turpentine,

24 oz., and shake all well together. The dose of this

for lambs four to six months old is 2 oz., or four table-
spoonfuls. These doses may be repeated every second
or third day for a few times ; and in localities where
this disease prevails a few doses should be given in

July and August. This will often prevent the scouring
and mortality so common amongst lambs wdien first

upon Turnips. Cake, Peas, Beans, or corn should be
given unsparingly in every case of this kind, and it

should be given before the diarrhoea has rendered the
digestive oigans too weak to assimilate the food, for we
know, by our own experience, that when we suffer from
indigestion no food, however good, agrees with us or
does us good. So will food not digested in the lamb's
stomach, when weakened by disease, act as an irritant

to the stomach and bowels, and will pass through the
intestinal canal unappropriated and undigested. There
are some forms of diarrha'a dependent entirely upon
worms in the alimentary canal, wdiich cause direct irri-

tation of the mucous membrane of the intestines. It
is always difticult to discover the real cause of this

species of scour, but if the sheep are affected in large
numbers, and the dung is shining or covered with
mucus, and if all the ordinary means of arresting the
diarrhcea which I have described fail, and the sheep
have a good appetite, but still lose flesh, we may come
to the conclusion that worms are the cause. I would
then advise the daily use of salt, mixed with the
ordinary food at the rate of a quarter of an ounce to
each sheep per day, and the following boluses given
when the salt is discontinued : Take Venice turpentine,
1 drachm ; sulphate of iron, 2 scruples

; gentian,
2 scruples— for one bolus, given every second day,
until the more urgent symptoms are abated.
The next variety of scour we will consider is that

which occurs in young lambs, and is first noticed when
a lamb that has been healthy, and the ewe yielding a
suflicient quantity of milk, is evidently distressed, and
the evacuations all of a pale colour, exceedingly acrid,
causing great irritation and excoriation of the parts they
pass through. This disease is called white scour, and
mostly attacks lambs when the ewes are highly fed on
Turnips, and at the same time with Oats, Peas, oil-
cake, &c., or when turned into strong, rank grass.
The real cause of this affection I believe to be an
unhealthy condition of the milk secreted, owing to
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the luu-luxunam leedmg or higlily-nitrogenised food.

The young stomach is not equal to the digestive power

it is called upon to exercise ; the milk becomes coagu-

lated, and the stomach has been found quite filled with

curd, even to the weight of three or four pounds. For

treatment, first let the management be altered, and in

no case does chemistry come to our aid with more

decided power. A free acid (lactic) in excess has caused

the mischief; and to neutralise that acid by an alkali

will always be the most successful plan of treatment.

Take bicarbonate of potass, one scruple ;
carbonate

magnesia, half drachm ;
given in water for a dose,

and repeated freely if required ; and after a few doses

have been given, add powdered rhubarb half a scruple,

powdered ginger five grains, mi.xed with it, and the

whole given in peppermint water. And, with such

management as I have advised, I feel sure the disease

will be quickly arrested. There was a great loss of

lambs last year, arising from a diseased condition of

the broncliial tubes and lungs, followed by diarthcea.

The symptoms were a distressing cough, with great

prostration of strength, suspended rumination, loss of

appetite, and quickly followed by death, in spite of

every care adopted in nursing, and the disease assumed

quite an epidemic character. The flocks were to all

appearance perfectly healthy, but were attacked when

the weather was wet and the cold winds prevailed.

Many were lost before any medicinal treatment was

adopted, but those treated by the following means were

brought round. The medicine was as follows ;—Take

Fleming's tincture of aconite, two minims ; extract of

belladonna, 74 grains; rectified ether, one drachm;

water, half an ounce. This dose was given in a

quarter of a pint of cool gruel, and repeated as circum-

stances required ; and with good nursing, in which

stimulants were freely used, the cases so treated

recovered. Here, a,qain, we find the necessity of

watching and understanding the causes and symptoms,

for upon this the success in treatment entirely depended.

And as diarrhoea seemed to be the most prominent

symptom, it is sometimes seized upon as being the

cause rather than symptomatic of the cause. Now the

practical experience we should derive from the con-

sideration of this is, that more care should be taken to

protect young sheep during the inclement weather,

especially in exposed situations, and upon the first

appearance of the disease adopt remedial measures

without delay.

Discussion.

Mr. J.\MES Matthew said he had never had a better

supply of food for lambs. He had had a good fall of

lambs, except at the latter part of the season, and that

he attributed to buying in sheep to fill in the flock,

which brought in disease, and after that they did not

come quite so plentifully. He could quite agree with Mr.

Sutton as to scouring. The greater number of the cases

was brought on by the farmer, especially when short of

food, getting off the first crop and turning the sheep back

again to feed the second crop. If no other cause existed

that would certainly do it. It mattered not whether it

was Rye, Clover, or grass ; if after feeding off the first

crop, the sheep were put upon it for the second, they

would scour. Some years ago he bought a lot of lambs

of his respected landlord, their chairman, and turned

them on to a second crop of Clover, and scouring ensued,

and he lost seven or eight.

Mr. WooDWAlin said he thought it was rather the dry

seasons which had prevented the keeping of breeding

ewes. Previous to the dry seasons Iambs had been paying

so well that every farmer increased his number. Every

one must know that if they got a bad season they could

not keep the increased numbers, and so there had been a

great decrease, as the flockmasters were so thoroughly

beaten by the seasons. But this did not touch the point

which Mr. Sutton had brought before them—how to deal

with disease. As prevention was better than cure, he
would say that he found, when they had a large quantity

of ewes on a small space of ground, that frequently caused

disease amongst the lambs. They had to traverse the

land so frequently that the land became unhealthy for the

young lambs. As to the question, whether it was desirable

to keep all breeding ewes on heavy land farms, his answer
was, that a very large quantity was not desirable, as they

had to traverse the land so often. He would rather,

therefore, keep a portion of ewes and a portion of grazing

sheep. Mr. Sutton had thrown out a valuable hint in

recommending the use of salt. He had practised it him-
self by introducing a little salt with dry food for sheep
and lambs. He had found it an easy thing to manage,
by putting 3 or 4 cwt. of salt to a day's cutting of straw,

and a few sacks of malt combs. These were trodden

down, and they would find that the mixture would keep
sweet and good, and the ewes would devour it greedily,

and he had no doubt that it was very healthy for ihem-
His ewes fed upon it the whole year. Another point of

importance was to keep sheep and Iambs off all succulent

food while the dew was on it. The whole flock should
be folded at night, and remain in the fold till late enough
in the morning to secure that the dew was off.

Mr. GosTLlNG said he thought the question of the
effect of artificial manures on the Turnips used for sheep
ought to be canvassed. He wished Mr. Sutton had
distinctly pointed out the difference between diarrhoea and
dysentery, as shown in \\\Q. post mortem examination. .-V

f.irmer ought to know the difference. As to Mr. Wood-
ward's point about overcrowding ewes, he thought the
disorder produced from that was not dinrrhwa but was
more in the nature of a dysenteric attack. Diarrhcca was
not contagious, but dysentery was very much so.

Mr. H. Crossf, said it was now a great many years
since he was a shepherd, but he once had eight years' ex-
perience with a flock of six score, but that was more than
40 years ago, and great improvements had been made

since then ; he could not be expected to know much about

the matter, and he did not say that he did. The reason

he should assign (or diarrhoea or dysentery, would be that

the sheep or Iambs were eating food grown by their own

dung. He used to have a piece of dry pasture to put

sheep on when they were affected with this disorder, and

in some parts of Norfolk they saved a piece of heath land

for that purpose, so as to have a little bit of dry stuff when
their sheep began to scour.

Mr. Gi.'sTLiNG said that in Cumberland, when their sheep

did not go well, they were put into pasture where common
Tormentil or Septfoil (Potentilla Tormentilla) was grow-

ing, the properties of that plant being highly astringent.

The CllAIKMAN said he should like to know whether all

breeds of sheep were equally subject to the same kinds of

diseases, or whether upon a rich pasture they might graze

one breed or one kind of lambs without disease where

another breed would suffer.

Mr. Crosse said he thought the Ijincolns, of which

breed a shearling often weig;Iied 40 lb., a good
example of a breed for a particular soil. They were

reared on land which was so rich that a bullock and six

sheep was kept to the acre all the summer on the same
pasture- In the parish of Thorney they kept six sheep

and a bullock on an acre of grass, but in the summer of

1 868 they were reduced to two sheep without a bullock.

In Norfolk they had less feed, and a long-legged sheep to

run about after it. In Kent also they had a sheep which

could move about well, where the pastures were not rich
;

but in Romney Marsh, where the grass was more nutri-

tious, they had a large breed, almost as large as the

Lincolns.

Mr. Noble said the most difficult case he had experi-

enced had been in wet weather. He had lost several lambs

after feeding on Rye-grass. They were generally the best

lambs, the most greedy eaters. .-\s to roots grown with

artificial manures, he was very glad to see that Mr. Sutton's

opinion agreed with his e\perience as to lifting the roots.

Last vear he had put some hoggets upon some Beetroot,

hut he took the precaution of pulling the roots three or

four days before using them, and gave a proportion of

cotton-cake to the Iambs. He had never seen any do so

well as they did. The roots were grown with 3 cwt. of

guano, three of manure, and three of superphosphate, and

he had never lost a Iamb,—only one of them being taken

a little queer.

Mr. Peck said he agreed with Mr. Noble that in wet

times sheep and Iambs were more subject to scour than

at others. His plan had been to give a little new milk

mixed with sugar, and a little brandy. That would pre-

vent scour, which, if allowed to go on. would become

serious. llambs should not be allowed to go into the

fold in the morning till the grass was quite dry, for if they

went upon it wet they would be sure to scour. He had
given brandy on the advice of an experienced shepherd.

Mr. Sutton replied : 'With regard to the scouring being

caused bv the second crop when the first had been fed off,

he said it was caused by the manure from the sheep

causing the crop to grow too rank and crude. Let any

one eat his fill of green, forced Rhubarb early in the spring,

and see what that would do for him, and that was just

what the green second crop did for the Iambs. He agreed

with Mr. Woodward that the land being frequently tra-

versed by the ewes must have a bad effect upon the lambs.

He was also glad to have so practical a man as Mr.

Woodward with him as to the use of salt as a prevention

of loss, but he could not see wliat proportion 3 or 4 cwt.

to the day's chaff-cutting was to each animal per day.

'Votes of thanks to Mr. Sutton and the Chairman

closed the proceedings.

Itflticts of goohs,
Under Drainage , and the Steps to be Taken to

Dexelope and Maintain its Effects. By J. Bailey

Denton, Mem. Inst. C. E., F.G.S., Honorary

Member of many Continental Agricultural Societies,

&c. Spon, Charing Cross, London.

This pamphlet contains the excellent lecture delivered

by Mr. Bailey Denton on its important subject before

the Maidstone Farmers' Club on the 28th of last

March ; and we refer to it now that we may lay those

extracts from it before our readers which we had not

room to give at that time. This is probably just as

good a time as that in which to call attention to the

subject, for it is not in the spring time any more than

in the summer time that men start the work of under-

drainage ; and the extremely wet season we have
suffered since the date of this lecture has served to

impress upon the mind what a succession of dry

summers seems almost to have obliterated— the

essential need of subsoil drainage, in order to the

successful cuUivation of otherwise wet and difficult

soil. Mr. Denton has been at the work now for more

than a quarter of a century ; and it is a public-spirited

and useful thing for a man ef his experience and

authority to lay the stores of his experience at the

service of a local Farmers' Club, and, through our

columns and the press, at the f«ee and welcome service

of the country generally. The following extracts con-

vey the results of Mr. Denton's latest experience :

—

Tlic Clicclced Pn^ress of U//der-Dn7iiiai;e. — " The

check which has been experienced has not arisen wholly

from causes connected with the operation of drainage,

but from the coincidence that there has been for the last

five or six years a succession of comparatively dry seasons,

including the two years of absolute drought of t868 and

1870, and that every operation involving manual labour

has greatly increased in cost within the same period of

time. The occupiers of land consequently have been

content to leave their heavy lands undrained, on the

principle of 'letting well alone,' instead of acting upon
that better axiom of economy— applicable literally, and

with special force, to under-drainage—of * providing
against a rainy day.' I need not point out at any length
the pernicious effect upon agriculture of the ' let-well-

alone ' policy, but \\ill merely remind you of two facts,

which must go far to confute it in reasonable minds. The
first IS that in dry seasons, when there is no surplus
water to remove from the soil, land that has become
pulverised by under-drainage, in consequence of the
admission of air throughout its mass, derives great benefit

from the moisture with which the air is charged, even
when that air is believed by the uninitiated to be extremely
dry. This advantage was made manifest in the two years

of drought to which I have referred. It was then observed
that in deeply-drained and well-cultivated clay lands the
crops were carried forward from seed time to harvest

without any obstruction in growth or fructification, and
with the most abundant results. Some of the best Wheat
and Bean crops I saw in the year 1870 were growing on
drained clay land, that had been steam cultivated, and
which had been previously let at iSs. an acre, tithe free.

That drained land should generally be more productive
than undrained land in dry years, will, probably, be
doubted by those who may have noticed the quantity of

grass growing in low undrained meadows, when higher
pastures are scorched and withered. On a close examina-
tion it will be seen, however, that in nine cases out of ten

the sustenance derived by animals from the short, baked
grass of drained land is in excess of that derived from the

sedgy stuff grown on undrained lands, particularly if there

is a supply of good drinking water near at hand. My own
observations lead me to the conviction that the advantage
of admitting the air with the moisture it contains into the

soil during dry years is practically very great.

"On the question of utilising the water of under-draia-
age in dry seasons I must not now speak, though with
Romney Marsh so near at hand, where I have heard of

sheep dying from thirst in considerable numbers, at the
very time when I have been draining the high grounds
above and throwing away water in large quantities, I

could find in this single subject alone matter enough for

an evening's discussion.

" I, therefore, pass on to the second fact, which I

think should alone dispose of the ' let-well-alone ' policy,

and that is, that the cost of under-drainage is gradually

increasing, and is likely to increase even at a greater

ratio than hitherto. When I commenced draining, 25
years ago, the ordinary cost of 4 feet digging in clay soils

was id. a yard, or 5W. a rod ; it now costs ihd., or

between jd. and 8d. a rod, and the probabiHty is that

those who have comforted themselves with letting well

alone will have to pay much more when they set to work,

for we cannot shut our eyes to the fact that while

labourers engaged in agriculture are on the decrease,

owing to the more active demands of trade and commerce,
efforts at combination are being successfully made to raise

wages in rural districts, and this will necessarily extend

itself to under-drainage. This is an ugly fact, but it must
be looked in the face. The increase, too, is not confined

to the mere labour of cutting the drains, but to the

making of pipes also. I have given as little as 15J. and
165. per thousand for 2-inch pipes made as well as any
pipes I have ever seen ; now, the price at the same yards

is 20J. or 22s. From these several causes the average

cost of clay land drainage 4 feet deep, has, within my o\yn

experience, increased from ^5 to ;^6 an acre, and it will

not be long before my ' let-well-alone ' friends will have to

pay /7 per acre."

Improved Siill and Value of Labour.—"Had this

country been earlier alive to the advantages of education

—and particularly to that character of tuition known as
' technical,' which would have made the labourer's work
more valuable—the agricultural employer would not

necessarily suffer as he now will by the payment of higher

wages, for he would obtain in the improved character and
quantity of work done by the labourer so educated an

equivalent for his increased w.ages. At the present

moment it is only in exceptional cases that the agricul-

tural labourer has been benefited by technical teaching. As
I have mentioned on former occasions, when I have spoken

on the subject, I have known Dorsetshire men who had
earned with difficulty from 7^. to Qi. a week, become
expert drainers under technical teaching, and afterwards

earn from i8j. to 20J., and at the same time give a better

return for the wages they received than when receiving

only from ts. to gj. Speaking generally, there is no doubt

that the work of under-drainage is better done now than

20 years back, but it is surprising how little improvement

has been made in the actual work of digging, though

cxpertness in that, more than in any other description of

field labour, might be m.ade a means of obtaining

increased wages.

"Much of the improvement that has taken place is

due, not to the improved way in which the trenches have

been dug, but to the supervision exercised over the finish-

ing, /. e., the bottoming of the trench and the laying of

the pipes, without which the work would be of little or no

avail. In fact, a Huntingdonshire drainer would, 20 years

ago, cut a depth of 4 feet in the Oxford clay of the oolite,

with an opening of from 8V to 10 inches, t.aking pride in

showing how little earth he would thus remove. Now,
most men will open the trench at widths varying from 14

to 18 inches for the same depth, and I need not tell you

that if one man can dig a drain 4 feet deep, and move

only I i cubic yards of earth in each rod, while another

man will move 2S cubic yards, the former can earn better

wages by devoting his strength to a greater length of

cutting, while the emplover, paying no more per tod,

would be advantaged by the greater rapidity with which

the operation would be performed. There is often the

difference of a yard, worth perhaps arf. per rod, in the

earth moved by one man compared with another.

"
I hope that those who hear me, and those who may

read these observations, will accept this fact as an illustra-

tion of the advantage of technical education in all farm

work, and seeing that what we have done within the last

2i years in under-drainage is but a mere flea-bite com-

pared with what remains to be done, will help to obtain
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for the farm labourer those advantages of practical tuition

which lie pre-eminently requires.
"

Drainage and WaUr Supply.—" As, to the effect of

drainage on water supply, opinions vary, and we often

hear it stated that the scarcity of water in dry seasons such

as those of iS63 and 1870, is due to the drainage of land.

My obser\-ations. extending over upwards of 20 years,

enable me to record an opinion that the supply is increased

and not diminished by drainage. I ha\'e invariably found

that the discharge from drained lands into the oullalls

will commence betore the ditches of an undrained district

receive any overllow from its surface. This is, doubtless,

due to the fact that the whole of the interstitial spaces of

subsoil and surface-soil, which have been emptied of water

by tlie summer's evaporation, have to be refilled with rain

before any water can run oft" the surface, and the levels

ofthe drains being earlier reached than the ground surface,

they commence their discharge proportionately sooner.

Hence the rivers receive their first quota of perennial

supply from drained lands. I have also invariably ob-

served that the outfalls receiving the drainage of clay lands

will continue to flow longer in the spring than the ditches

passing through an undrained district of the same
character. This may be due to the circumstance that

saturated clay soils part very sparingly with their moisture

by soakage into open ditches (though they are more dis-

posed to do so when in contact with free soils, which are

often thereby rendered productive), for it has been found

in practice that the drainage of clay soils cannot be effec-

tually performed by any number of open conduits, though
they will part with their surplus wetness directly covered

conduits or under-drains take the place of open drains.

Let the cause of this be what it may, the facts can hardly

be doubled, that the rivers receive from drained lands a

contribution to their volume earlier and later, and there-

fore longer, than they do from undrained land, and that

during the period of discharge a large proportion of the

rainfall which would otherwise be lost by evaporation—

and which I have, on a former occasion, shown to be

equal to 100,000 galls, per acre on an average—is added
to the rivers at a time when it is not wanted, and there-

fore when the addition may be stored, and subsequently

utilised when water is scarce, and the flow of our rivers is

diminished. I have here spoken of clay lands. It will

be somewhat different with bogs and morasses at the

heads of river systems. They are, as it were, sponges,

which gradually disgorge the rain they absorb and hold,

and when drained are reduced in their capacity as reser-

voirs. But even with these it is more than probable that

the quantity of water rescued from evaporation by under-

drainage, more than balances the loss due to reduced

sponge-space."

We must add to this, however, that it is a well

known fact in mountain districts that droughts are

longer and better defined since land drainage has pre-

vailed than they were before. The marshy lands,

which used to yield their supplies gradually, are

drained, and no longer act as a supply to the river

channels in dry seasons.

We strongly advise any one intending to execute

works of drainage to procure and read this lecture, from

which we have made only an extract here and there.

Farm Memoranda.
Mr. Mechi's Farm .\t Tiptree.—The following

are two reports :

—

I. When I was quite young, I remember to

have had a desire to visit Tiptree Hall, but

never availed myself of the opportunity to do so

until the other day. Mr. Mechi having been so good
as to forward me a card for the purpose, I

paid the visit so long thought of last week. Think-
ing that some of your numerous readers may' be
interested in a short account of what I saw, I trouble

you with a communication upon the subject, just pre-

mising that, as I have never seen any edition of Mr.
Mechi's work on farming, I will not vouch that my
suppositions as to his plan are in all respects what his

plan really is.

The farm appears to contain about 170 acres, of

which 128 are his own property, and the occupation

may be regarded as divided into two unequal parts, one
of which the bailiff called " light land,'' the other "clay
land." These two parts are somewhat differently

managed in various respects, but more especially in the

fact that the heavy land is farmed on a nine-course

system, and the light land on a five-course system.

The nine-course rotation would be Clover, Wheat
(white), Wheat (bearded), roots, Wheat, Beans,
Wheat, Tares, succeeded the same season with Kohl
Rabi, Oats laid down with small seeds. The five-

course rotation would be Rye-grass with small seeds,

to lay two years ; Peas, succeeded the same season

with Turnips ; Wheat, Barley laid down with small

seeds. It will thus be apparent that Mr. Mechi is a

great Wheat grower. I forgot to ask as to the

number of acres of Wheat now growing upon the farm,

but, to guess roughly, the quantity must be from 70 to

80 acres, some of which is looking as well as can be
desired, and the poorest of which may be spoken of as

likely to become a good standing-up crop. I saw no
spot of thin plant upon the farm, nor any spot looking

sickly in any way, excepting in one field, a small
portion presenting a rusty appearance, resulting from an
experiment made with some seed Wheat from America
or elsewhere.

The system carried out on what is called the light

land is to some extent one of irrigation. Part of the
beasts fed upon the farm are housed in boxes with

1

stout-lathed bottoms, so that all the dung and urine

fall underneath, and by an occasional washing, are

conveyed to a large tank, capable of holding 120,000

galls., and, by being diluted with water, and stirred

up through air being pumped to the bottom by an air-

pump provided lor the purpose, it can be forced through

iron pipes to dilTerent parts of the light land, and

then, by means of a long leather lube, made to syringt

any particular spot that may require such an appli-

cation. This liquid manure is especially applied to the

grass lands immediately after being mown or fed by

t!\e sheep. When the foundation for this process was
first laid, the expense must have been very great. 1

quite understand the value of liquid manure, but in a

district like West Norfolk some more feasible plan

than Mr. Mechi's must be devised for its application,

or the matter is impracticable. That attention might

be profitably turned to providing liquid manure tanks

is certain. It is indeed a great waste to see tons o(

valuable manure running into some road, pond, ditch,

or rivulet, as we so often see in Norfolk, and this at

the very time when hundreds of pounds are being spent

for artificial manures.
That no mistake may be made, I wish to observe

that, although Mr. Drane, the bailiff, talked of his

light land, the light land as I saw it in Essex is quite

difiercnt to the light lands in West Norfolk. On one
part of a field I noticed the Barley to look cold, and
found I was in tlie neighbourhood of a confluence of

drains running from this very land which was called

light. Mr. Mechi's "light land" is in fact springy

land ; it may be gravel or white sand, as the case may
be, or a mixture of both ; but it also contains more or

less an admixture of loam. We should in Norfolk call

such land a gravelly or sandy loam. So far as the

Tiptree light land is concerned, I have no doubt that

at not a very great depth a loam subsoil is everywhere
to be found. The confluence of drains just referred to

amounts to a stream of water, running even in the

middle of a dry summer at the rate of 25 galls, per

minute ; and the quantity rimning when my visit was
paid was much greater. Indeed, it is suggested to me
that when Mr. Mechi re-built his farm premises, pro-

vided that the premises had been erected a little way
from the spot which they now occupy, the water from
this very source might, without very much waste of

land, have been made available to drive all the

machinery of the farm.

As another proof that there is a difference between
Tiptree and West Norfolk, I noticed that Mr. Mechi
can afford to sell his hay. I am not intimating that

there is no sale of hay in our neighbourhood, but I do
say that there is hardly a light land farm in this county
that could afford to do what Mr. Mechi appears to be
in the habit of doing in this respect.

Perhaps I may be allowed to say a word or two upon
the subject of thin sowing. I tried it on a small scale

many years since, and succeeded, I tried again on a

large scale the following year, and failed. I have
never tried since, and until I cultivate different land to

that which I now occupy I shall never try again. Mr.
Mechi might at one time be regarded as a theorist, but

whatever he may have been in the past, he must now
be regarded as a practical man. With him thin sowing
succeeds. Of this his crops are from time to time the

proof. In my opinion, he would succeed better if he
sowed sooner. But let it be remembered that Tiptree
Hall Farm is throughout in a very higli state of culti-

vation, and that I saw no hares, no rabbits, no
pheasants, not even a partridge, no rats, and no rooks

;

neither did there appear to be any ravages of the wire-

worm. To say nothing of weak, hungry land that will

hardly bring Wheat once in eight years, how would
Mr. Mechi's 2 pecks, or even a bushel, an acre do
sown in the month of November, and subject to be
preyed upon through the winter months by the
enemies I have mentioned above ? Just at the season
of the year when we sow Wheat our farm is visited by
thousands of rooks, and indeed it remains so visited

all through the winter. Were I farming at Tiptree, I

should consider myself safe in adopting the plan of
thin sowing, provided I could sow early ; but I do not
scruple to say that to adopt such a plan in West
Norfolk, amidst the vicissitudes to which we are here
subject, would be ruinous.

There are no pigs kept at Tiptree Hall Farm, and
as no cows are kept, and the price of pork quite at a
discount as compared with both beef and mutton, the
policy may be regarded as sound.

For the beasts, which are all stall-fed, the roots are

always pulped, and the dry food, including the cake,
all steamed. The stall-fed beasts are not all fed in

boxes, but loose in covered yards or sheds. The
manure is thus never washed before going on the land,

as it so often is in an open yard. The ten beasts still

remaining upon the farm looked to be thriving admir-
ably. I do not see why the system of stall-feeding

should not be pursued more than it is where dairies

are kept, provided the ventilation be good. Mr.
Mechi is dependant on the breeders for his supply of

beasts.

With sheep it is otherwise; they are bred upon the

farm, and at a time of national prosperity, when one
of the great queries of the day is to know how the pros-

perous population of an ever-increasing and great

meat-consuming nation is to be supplied with mutton,
Mr. Mechi's plan deserves consideration. Suppose we
begin at Christmas, about which time the ewes are

confined to a pasture of 51 acres. Here they go
through the lambing process, a yard being provided
fur bad weather. When the lambs are sufficiently
strong, and the season sufficiently advanced, the entire
Hock of ewes and lambs are folded from day to day,
from week to week, and I suppose from month to
month, in a fold of 46 iron hurdles, which Mr. Meclii
|)urcliased 26 years since, and which appear still to be
as useful as ever. This folding is upun the Rye-gras,
and small seeds on the part of the farm called light.
About 7 acres of land provide an abundance of grctn
food for 65 ewes and 85 lambs ; indeed, this moist sea-
son there is a surplus of green food, for the flock of
150 sheep cannot consume the produce of this 7 acres
olwhat is called light land. Although so closely confined
as I have just stated, the sheep are perfectly healthy in
all respects, and the lambs so good that they would be
a credit to any breeder of sheep. These Iambs will be
kept upon the farm till next February, when they will
be sold as fat hoggets. This year 120 were thus sold
from the 70 ewes kept last year. Suppose all picked
ewe lambs were reserved for breeding purposes, and the
remnant well fatted, by the lime they became a year
old it appears to me that the supply of mutton could be
increased almost indefinitely.

I think I have understood that Mr. Mechi is a great
advocate for breaking up pasture land. This may
apply to some extent where, as at Tiptree, the land is

adapted to be held either as pasture or arable ; but no
comparison can be made between the pasture lands at
Tiptree, and many of the pasture and heath lands in
Norfolk. I do not hesitate to say that, generally
speaking, such lands with us are unfit for any purpose
except to be held as permanent pasture.

In my visit to Tiptree Hall I saw nothing unlike
business excepting that the Mangel Wurzel might
have been drilled straight. N, ]'., JVesi Norfolk^ in
Norfolk Neivs.

2. Not being versed in controversial writing I

did not intend to write a second letter upon this
now universally known faim and the practices on
it, but Mr. Mechi, the worthy proprietor and
occupier, having confirmed nearly all I had stated
about it, and shown that it was not a barren heath
when he became proprietor of it, but that it had been
an inclosed and cultivated farm for at least 200 years
before he became the owner of it ; and I would thank
Mr. Mechi for his candour, if he had not omitted to
record the occupancy of the farm by a family, father
and son, if the information I received be correct, and I

believe it is, and if so the omission of that family is

ominous, for the admission of it would have proved
most of what I wished the public to know about Tip-
tree Hall Farm, namely, that it was not a barren
heath when Mr. Mechi became the proprietor and
occupier of it, but in a state of cultivation equal to any
farm in that neighbourhood, and that though the heath
itself might be considered somewhat barren, yet the
farm formed no part of the heath no more than do the
other farms surrounding it and near it, and I have a
letter, received this morning, which says that the ;^i50
a year for the 12S acres was more than the average of
rent of Mr. Ducane's, of Braxted Hall Farms, at that
time—some of which, the letter states, also abut upon
the heath. Now I admit I cannot myself personally
vouch for the accuracy of every syllable I may here
write, but this I say that my informant's information
may be relied upon as being trustworthy. But to come
to Mr. Mechi's letter itself. "The /arm," he says,
"when I bought it was known as Sadler's Farm,
because a very worthy farmer of that name had occu-
pied it originally for many years ; but its name in the
deeds was Bigmore's Farm." Now I do not dispute
all this—but who occupied the farm when Mr. Mechi
bought it ? Were they not a father and a son or sons
of the name of Foster? The late Mr. Fisher Hobbs,
being an Essex man, was rather fond of talking about
the Tiptree Hall Farm, and he said he well knew the
tenants of the farm before Mr. Mechi's time, and that
their names were Foster, and that they were good
farmers, and men of position as farmers ; and that the
old bailiff told him that they made as much off lie
farm as did Mr. Mechi. Now I admit that this might
have been prejudice to some or to a considerable
extent, but still, is it or is it not true that the Fosters
occupied the farm, and fanned it well, and, as Mr.
Mechi himself writes, paid/"i5o a-yearjor it ?—a rather
high rent before the commutation of tithes, and during
the time old Poor-laws were in operation. And if this

reasoning be true, and I wish to make it so, how mis-
leading was the assertion of the Rev. O. Smythies that
the farm was so poor it would not bear the scent of a
fox!—and further, that Mr. Mechi made "a capital
mistake by purchasing it." But Mr. Mechi, as he has
stated, has had the estate 28 years, the Fosters, if my
information be correct, held it 40 years, and the .Sadlers
before them, and we may conclude the same of the
Bigmores before them, because it bore their name.
But it had an ancient house upon it—whether it was
called a hall or not, and barns, and, as I can prove, a
convenient stable. It had also ;,{;'ioo worth of old
timber upon it, and 3^ miles of hedges, and the pur-
chase money was ^3150, and rent ;^ 150 a year. Now
is this the description of a poor farm ?

Biit some years back I myseU took the liberty of
visiting the farm, and it was on a Sunday, and I

became interested in it because I was received cor--
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dially and hospitably, and I feared otherwise, on

account of its being the Sabbath : but I was agree-

ably taught otherwise. In looking over a part of

the farm, my opinion was that the land was good, and

this was proved by the appearance of the shrubs and

the rapidity with which the long, healthy shoots showed

they were growing. With reference to the land being

a heath, I myself have land in Yorkshire as near to a

common as is Tiptree Farm to the heath, and which

has not been inclosed for half the lime that Tiptree

Farm has, and I do not consider it injured by being

abutting on that common. In fact it appeared to me a

reproach to the county that land such as Tiptree Heath

is, had not for many years been growing luxuriant

crops of corn. But to revert again to the price Mr.

Mechi gave for the farm. I myself bought an estate

in Cheshire at about the same time that Mr. Mechi

purchased his, and I occupied and cultivated it until

two years back last Michaelmas, when I advertised it

to be let on lease, and I had many applications for it,

and by respectable men I was offered three times the

rent that it was at when I made the purchase, and it is

now let on lease at nearly this high rent, and to a good

tenant. But I am sorry that Mr. Mechi draws atten-

tion away bom his farm to the heath, of which he

writes so contemptuously. But what has this to do

with his land ? I think I know something of land, and

I will venture my reputation and record that the part

of the heath over which I walked was of admirable

natural quality, and were I nearer, and 500 acres of it

were to be sold by auction, they should not go for less

than 2^80 an acre. And as to the land being of a cold

nature, as Mr. Mechi describes it, the grass on it and

herbage show that the soil is anything but naturally

cold. But I am afraid Mr. Mechi's pen runs riot when

it essays to write figures, and I think it is an example

of this when he writes that " 150 red coats made their

appearance one morning with a pack of hounds to

diink his health in champagne, after partaking of an, of

course, hearty breakfast." 150 red-coated men at

Tiptree Hall to feast upon the fat of other lands

and gulp down champagne !
— 150 red men at Mr.

Mechi's looking for a fox where the Rev. E.

Smythies stated a fox never went ! But were not

the 150 red-coated gentlemen a squadron of soldiers

who had in a march through the country mistaken

theirway?. . I do not insinuate that Mr. Mechi himself

intends to mislead, but his pen seems to have gotten

the mastery over him, just as a locomotive engine gels

the mastery over the guard when he has lost all power

over the break. But to sum up the whole, and as briefly

as I can, Mr. Mechi candidly states that when he bought

the estate there was one of those timber houses upon it

that were spread over the county in early days, and in

other counties also, and barns ; and I can testify that

there was a stable also, in which a fox took refuge while

the door was open. There was also ^100 -.vorth of

timber on the estate, and three and a half miles of old

fences. That originally the house and farm had been

occupied by a family of the name of Bigmore,

and on their dying or quitting they fell into the hands

of a gentleman of the name of Sadler, a worth)

farmer, who occupied it for many years. And then,

after Mr. Sadler, my informant tells me, it wa-

occupied by a respectable family, father and son, foi

40 years ; and then, 28 years back, it became Mr.

Mechi's by purchase. 7"he number of acres also was

128 acres, and the rent ;i'i50, and I can add that an

Essex gentleman, who said he knew the Fosters well,

often stated at the London Farmers' Club that the

Fosters sometimes grew as much as 5 qr. of Wheat an

acre ; but that their average crop was from 7 to

8 coombs an acre. Xow, if we to all this add that the

rent of the farm equalled the average rents of a large

landed proprietor's, whose lands are near to Mr.

Mechi's, we are compelled to conclude that the farm

had been inclosed for very many years, and had a suc-

cession of respectable occupants, proprietors and

tenants, and that it grew capital crops of corn. In

conclusion, then, I will just add that I have taken the

trouble to write all the above to prove that Mr. Mechi
did not make "a capital mistake " in purchasing the

estate, but gave an additional proof of that soundness

of judgment in commercial matters for which he has

been so long known and celebrated. X. V. X. [Mr.

Mechi is a good-natured man, and can stand a little

badinage. His farm has been a never-failing text for

many preachers—and all their discourses, whether by

Mr. Mechi or his critics, have promoted agricultural dis-

cussion and agricultural improvement ; and our thanks

are due to Mr. Mechi as the origin of it all.]

his hands ever since, and with which his name has

long been intimately associated. Succeeding as a

farmer, he subsequently acquired various holdings in

other parts of the country, including extensive sheep

farms on the Duke of Athnle's Perthshire estates.

While vigorously prosecuting his own undertakings, he

kept a watchful eye on the general interests of agri-

culture, taking an active part in the proceedings of the

Chamber of Agriculture, as also in the business of the

Highland and Agricultural Society, of which he was a

director. He also found time to act as a director of

various public companies. At an early stage in his career

Mr. Dickson came to be regarded as a high authority in

the valuation of land and farm produce. Much store was
set by his evidence in the Court of Session, where he

was frequently engaged as a witness ; and for many
years his face has been familiar in Parliamentary com-

mittee rooms. Realising a handsome fortune, Mr.

Dickson made investments in landed property, his most

recent purchase being the estate of Corstorphine, for

which he is said to have paid upwards of ^'70,000.

For some months past Mr. Dickson has shown symp-

toms of failing he.ilth. In the beginning of .^pril he

sought alleviation of his ailments in the mild climate of

Torquay, and there he died on Monday of last week,

in the 63d year of his age. Scp/siimii,

©fittuars.
We sincerely regret to announce the death of

Mk. John Dicksu.n, of Saughton Mains. For
nearly half a century Mr. Dickson's name has
been identified with the progress of agriculture, while
in his capacity of land valuator, in connection with the
development of our railway system, he came to be
« ell known over the length and breadth of the country.
The son of a Berwickshire farmer, John Dickson was
born in ICdinburgh, and received his education at our
High School. Electing to follow his father's calling,
he started early in life as tenant of the farm of Wheat-
lands, near Kirkliston. Some years afterwards he

.
became tenant of Saughton, which has remained in

Uj WuKb muxk.
North Riding of Yorkshire : yutie i8.—Week's

work : Preparing land for, and sowing white Turnips
;

horse-hoeing Mangel, and thinning out same. The
rain of the previous month was supplemented by another

fall of a quarter inch yesterday, both acting most bene-

ficially on all crops. Swedes are all up, and some fit

for the hoe—the late sown troubled with fly. lirass

crops likely to be abundant, and pasture good. Corn

crops much improved. Cattle, lean and fat, very dear.

Sheep-shearing nearly completed.

Chatteris, Isle of Ely : J/ww 22.—Another un-

settled week. Rain on the first four days, heavy

tempest on Wednesday afternoon. Mowing grass

witli machine all the week ; transplant 4 acres with

Kohl Rabi ; scuftle and mould-up Potatos all the

week ; single Mangels and Kohl Rabi with hoe ; turn

hay one day ; cart manure from yard nearly every

day ; harrow fallows
;
plough same one day. Much

corn laid with the heavy rain. A. S. /^.

Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire : y«;;^ 24.—Nearly

a fortnight's fine weather has enabled us to secure some
portion of the large hay crop in good condition ; and if

it should be favourable for as long a period, a very

large quantity will be got together of very superior

quality. It will be also most beneficial for the growing
corn crops. The early sown Wheat and Barley are

coming into bloom, and much depends on the state of

the atmosphere at this critical time as regards the yield.

The Mangels and Swedes are come up well, and

not much injured by the fly. % //.

The Vale of Gloucester: y«//t' 24.—The teams

the last week have been employed in carting manure
anil ploughing it in for white Turnips, which are now
being drilled, the rows 24 inches apart. The slugs

have been most destructive to the Mangels and

Carrots. I hope there are plants enough left of the

former to produce a crop, but the latter are quite

cleared olT, though a good plant came up. Swedes
have come up well, and are now being hoed. I cannot

agree with the reports in the newspapers of the late

weather having been so favourable for the grain crops ;

although we have had some warm, sunny days, there

has been too much dampness in the air, and mildew is

general in this neighbourhood, and increasing. I am
decidedly of opinion that the Wheat crop will be

considerably under average. Peas and Beans are very

promising.

Merse of Berwickshire : JuJte 24.—Vigorous

thunderstorm on Tuesday afiernoon ; two lambs killed.

The rain here was beyond all previous experience, I. So

(nearly 2) inches in little more than an hour. Turnip-

drills terribly battered, the finest soil and manure
washed into the hollows, and the very roads bared to

the bones. Some of the steeper furrows among corn

more like open ditches. And yet some places close

by escaped all this. Resumed operations on Fri-

day, and got Swede-sowing finished. The weather is

now cool and windy, and all our Turnips and Rape
may be sown within a fortnight. Many neighbours

will have dune before that ; but whether it be well

done, time will telL Corn is getting, perhaps, loo

luxuriant, and even the hardest patches of Barley are

much refreshed. We hope for frequent showers,

for Turnip-drills are hard caked, and the flea always

there. /'. .S'.

Mungos Wells: yu/tt: 24. —Since the 17th we
have hardly had a day without rain, but on the whole

we may say we have had fine weather, although worse

for cleaning the crops could hardly be, in fact, no

sooner is a field hoed than it just would require to he

gone over again. A good many Turnips are still

to sow yet, but another week will about see all the

Turnips in the county sown. Wheat is beginning to

come into car, and, on the whole, looks pretty well.

Early sown Barley is still stunted and pale looking,

the last sown promises to be the heaviest crop, Oats

are improving and getting a better colour. Beans are

looking, as they now are, in full bloom ; but I think

the straw will be deficient. Potatos are now looking
healthy, but sadly in want of cleaning. Work done on
this farm last week : Finishing Turnip sowing, singling

Turnips and Mangel, and hoeing Potatos. Work
likely to be done : Singling Turnips and horse-hoeing,

and earthing-up Potatos. A. B.
Ross-shire ; June 24.—Rain continues to fall in

most astonishing quantities, keeping the land so

thoroughly saturated that nothing can be done satis-

factorily, and yet the season is now so far advanced
that Turnips must be immediately sown, or the ground
fallowed. Turnip-sowing has been completed on a

few farms, but on strong clayey soil much remains to

be done. A\'heat in many fields is becoming (juite

yellow, the leaves withering away. It is now getting

into ear. On suitable days last week we were
engaged laying dcwn Turnips, which are now nearly
finished. The hoeing of Potatos and Turnips is now
pressing.

West Gloucester: Jioie 25.—The steady rising

of the barometer about the 12th prompted us to begin
haymaking. The crops of Clover and Sainfoin here-
abouts are very heavy, and badly laid. We have,
however, made capital work by meeting the down
grass. A vast quantity of good hay has been made in

this neighbourhood since the above date, for we fortu-

nately escaped the tremendous storm on the iSth.

Although the lightning was very vivid, and the thunder
terrific around us, yet we had no rain, and as the

weather had for several days been excessively hot,

there was a great deal of hay ready for ricking, which
was mostly cleared up by night. On the 19th a few
showers fell in the morning, and again on the 2lst, but
the 22d, 23d, and 24th have been very favourable, and
much hay has been secured. Meadow haymaking
will soon be begun, the crop having very much
improved with the warm weather. Wheat is in full

ear, and with this very favourable weather will very

much improve in quality. Roots are looking well, but

some farmers complain of sheep eating off the Mangel.
Ours are good, and Swedes very well brairded. Busy
horse-hoeing and hand-hoeing them. y. ]V.

Notices to Correspondents.
Hay.making : R. asks for the experience of our readers.

He says:—"Having an extra quantity of grass in a
pasture this year I am tempted to cut and make hay of
it, though 1 fear I may injure the field for pasture in

future. I shall feel greatly obliged to have advice on
the matter from some of your experienced readers." Ai
will not materially hurt your pasture field ; but you will

probably be disappointed as to the quantity of your
crop.]

Nam^s of Plants : G. F. S. We cannot, as a rule,

undertake to name plants from such fragments as you
send ; moreover, the numbers were displaced. One
was Knot-grass, Polygonum avicularc, and the otiitr

two are, probably, forms of Polygonum amphibium.

Harhtls,
SEED MAEKET.

The seed trade continues in the inactive state noted in

our last. As the weather has lately been favourable for

the growing crops, there is at the present moment a total

j

absence of speculation. Red Clover seed is at the

present moment dearer in New York than it is here.

Mustard and Rapeseed are both firm, without, however,

much business doing in them. Canary seed is in slow

request. Hemp seed continues scarce, and in conse-

quence sells freely at the recent advance. Oth.er articles

show no change in value.

John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants.

37, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

HA v.—Per Load o/ifi Trusses.

Smithfii-:i n, Thursday, June 27.

PrimeMeadowHay, Zosxagos. ' Clover, old .. . .itos.iQ lifts.

Inferior do 36 70 | Inferior do 50 qo
New do 50 70

j
New do 50 84

Inferior do — — Inferior do — —
Straw 33 40 I

Cumberland Market, Thursday, June 27.

Sup. Meadow Hay 97J. toiosj. Inferior Clover ,. 84J,toioSj.

Inferior do 65 qo Prime 2d cut do, . .
— —

New do 60 80 New do. .. .. — —
Inferior do — — Straw 4? 46
Superior Clover ..117 126

\

Joshua Baker.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
MuNDAV, June 24.

Tlie supply of Beasts Is shorter than last week, and the

demand is pretty good, consequently prices have advanced.

The number of Sheep is very small for the time of year
;

prices are higher, but the trade did not finish vt-ry

briskly. Choice Lambs are dear, making about the same
as on Thursday. t'alvcs are also much shorter and
dearer. Our foreign supply consists of 780 Beasts.

5500 Sheep, and 200 Calves ; from Scotl.and there are

20 Beasts ; from Ireland, 130 ; from Norfolk and
Suffolk, 1600; and 520 from the Midland and Home
Counties.

[Per stone of 8 lb.)

s, a. s, d. s. ii, s. d.

Best Long-wools ., to ..

6 oto6 2 ' Do. Shorn .. 58—60
5 8—5 10 Ewes & ad qnaliiy

Here-Rest Scots,

fords. &c.
Best Shqrlhorns .

71I (pinlity Beasts
Best Powns

Ilalf-breds

Do. Shorn

and
4 4-5

-6 6

Do. Shorn
Lambs
Calves
Pi(;s

8-6

Ucasts, 3050 ; Sheep and Lambs, 15,900 ; Calves, 230 ; Pigs, 106.
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Thursday, June 27.

We have a larger supply of Beasts, but the demand is

good, and prices are very little altered from Monday.
The number of English Sheep is considerably larger than

of late, with a fair supply of foreign ; trade is active, at

nearly Monday's quotations. The trade is not quite so

good for Lambs. Choice Calves are dearer. There are

60 Milch Cows on offer ; they are making ratlier lower

prices. Our foreign supply consists of 380 Beasts, 4540
Sheep and =;oo Calves.

(Per stone of 8 lb.)

s. d. s. d.
]

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn

]
Ewes & 2d quality

Do. Shorn

Best Scots, Here-
fords, A'c.

Best Shorthorns ..

ad quality Beasts
Best Downs aiid

Hall-breds
Do. Shorn

ioto6

8-5 :

4—5

d. s.d,

. to ..

8-6 o

Lambs
Calves

4 Pigs

Beasts, 1330 ; Sheep and Lambs, 14,340 ; Calves, 630 : Pigs, 3

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET, June 27.

Best Fresh Butter 14^- per dozen lb.

Second do. do. iiJ^. .,

Small Pork, 45. Zd. to 5J. od. ; Large Pork, ^s. od. to

45. 6d. per 8 lb.

MARK LANE.
Monday, June 24.

There was a very small supply of English Wheat to

this morning's market, but to effect sales it was necessary

to submit to a decline of about is. per qr. upon the prices

of this day se'nnight. The attendance was good, but

few sales were made in foreign Wheat, and there was
little change excepting in Russian, which was sold at a

similar reduction. Barley, Beans, and Peas were dull.

Oats quiet, and 6d. per qr. cheaper. Flour unaltered.

Price per imtekial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. .White
— fine selected runs do.— Talavera
— Norfolk— Foreign

Barlev, gnnd&disL,26f t03iJ-.Chev.— Foreign.. grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew
Rye
Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan.. ..31^. to 33J. ..Tick— Pigeon 36s. to 50.1, . .Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. .Boilers
— Maple, 34^. to ^6s. Grey

Maize
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack
— 2d ditto ditto— Foreign per barrel

Wednesday, June 26.

The grain trade to-day was steadier in tone, a very
moderate business was transacted, and no appreciable
change was apparent in the quotations. There were
rather limited supplies of both English and foreign

\\'heat. for which a quiet inquin,' prevailed, at Monday's
reduced currencies. Barley was dealt in slowly, and
prices were with difficulty supported. Malt sold slowly,

on former terms. The supplies of Oats were large, but
the condition of the produce was indifferent. Trade
ruled dull, but for sound corn full prices were realised.

Maize was quiet, without alteration in prices. Beans and
Peas were disposed of at about late rates. Flour was in

limited request, at pre\ious quotations.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.

56—61 Red
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F RETTINGHAM'S LIQUID COMPOUND,
for the Destruction of Insects and Mildew on Plants,

nstantly exterminate
AMERICAN BLIGHT,
WASPS,
ANTS, &c.,&c.

APHIS of all kinds, |
RED SPIDER,

THRIP, GREEN FLY.
MEALY BUG,

I
BROWN FLY,

And will be found invaluable for ^'incs and all kinds of Fruit Trees,
Broccoli and other Greens may be thorouEhly cleansed from insects

by sponging, or using the Liquid Compound by means of the Horticul-
tural Vaporiser.

SELECTED TESTIMONIALS.
From Mr. GEO. Lamb, Colsioti Basselt Hall, Bingham, Notts.

" Your Composition answers thorouKhly in the total destruction of
garden insects. Applying it to Roses with the Vaporizer, I find a

very economical way of using it."

From Mr. Thos. Speed^ The Gardens, Cha/sTKor/h.
" I have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the eflicacy of your

Liquid Compound. Mixed as advised, it kills green-fly and thrip

readily, and is perfectly innoxious to the plants. It is a Kreat boon to

the horticulturist,"

From Wm. Barron & Son, Flvastoit Nurseries, Borrowash.
"We beg to bear testimany to the efficacy of your Liquid Com-

pound, which we have used in our Nursery, both out-of-doors and
under glass, with perfect success. We consider it the best preparation
we have tried. It thoroughly clears the plant without injuring the
foliage."

Frotn Francis & Arthur Dickson & Sons, Uptcn Nurseries, Chester.
" We have very carefully tested your Liquid Compound for destroy-

ing insect life. We have tried it upon most of the pests which

Erey upon vegetable life, and find it very cflTcctive in cleansing all

inds of plants from scale, mealy bug, aphides, thrip, red spider—in
fact all kinds of insect life seem to succumb to its power most
effectually and rapidly, and that without injuring the tendcresl foliage."

Price List,—One gallon bottles, 55, od.; Tialf-gallon bottles, 3s.

each, bottles included. In casks:—10 or 12 gallons, 4J. 6rf, per gallon;

20 gallons and upwards, 41. per gallon, casks returnable. Carriage
paid on all orders to the amount ofsos, and upwards.
Manufacturers, PARR and ATHERTON, Long Row, Nottingham.

THE HORTICULTURAL VAPORIZER, for the
application of Frettingham's Liquid Compound, or other

preparations, for the Destruction of Insects on Plants.

By means of this apparatus, liquids may be diffused over plants in

a state of minute aivision, or fine spray, in sufficient quantity to

thoroughly moisten them, without ruflhng or disturbing the most
delicate flower or foliage.

Besides these advantages, Freat saving of the liquid is effected. A
tablespoonful applied by the Vaporiser is equal to a pint applied by
means of a sponge, or the ordinary methods in use.

As a DISINFECTANT DISTRIBUTOR, for sick rooms, it is

invaluable ; the minuteness of the spray preventing a single particle of

the liquid falling to the ground. Thus the whole of the Disinfecting

liquid used comes into active operation at once.

For MEDICAL PURPOSES the Vaporizer will be found most
effectual in the application of lotions as spray to the throat, &:c.

Price 3J. 6d. each.

May be obtained direct from PARR and ATHERTON,
Nottingham; or of their Agents throughout the country,
The Apparatus will be forwarded to any address in England on

receipt ol 41. in stamps,

DILUTE GAS HEATING, Hot-water Apparatus.—
Prospectus of this new, most successful, and economical

process, free by post from the Manufacturers,
The CALORIA COMPANY, Steam Works, i, High Holborn,W.C.

Saddle Boiler for Sale.

FOR SALE, a WROUGHT-IRON SADDLE
BOILER (quite new), with sj^'-inch water-way, with improved

oval water-way bridge or check flue at back (very powerful); two
4-inch flow sockets, and two 4-inch return sockets. Size 72 by 32 by
38 inches, outside measure.

A. B. C, 23, Old Blackrock Road, Cork.

Boyal Horticultural Society.
EXHIBITION at BIRMINGHAM, STAND No, 56.HARTLEY AND SUGDEN,

ATLAS WORKS, HALIFAX,
Manufacturers of WROUGHT-WELDED BOILERS for HOT-

WATER HEATING APPARATUS, GREENHOUSES, CON-
SERVATORIES, and all PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
H. & S desire to call the attention of Hot-Water Engineers, Horti-

culturists, and others to their Show of Boilers, at Stand No. 56, for the
above purposes, in which will be found every variety, including kinds
for Brickwork setting, and others requiring no setting, They call

especial attention to their Patent '' ATLAS " and ^' ECLIPSE"
BOILERS. H, & S. will be glad'to show their Boilers to Gentlemen
visiting the Show. Orders uili be executed through the ordinary
Trade channels.

ATLAS WORKS, HALIFAX.

Bosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

1 HE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
materials of great durability. The plainer sorts arc especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR-
^ DENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, take up little

room, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-
pense, as do "grown" Edg-
ings, consequently being much
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, 5. E. ; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S. W. ; Kingsland Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES." PLANT

COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from y. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAXED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths. &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of
great durabihty. Wall Copings. Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds,
Koohng Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c.
F. AND G. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants.—See addresses above.

OILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.k^ Fine 14.^ ,
Coarse 171. per Ton. In Truck Loads is. per Ton less.

Delivery by Cart wuhin tfirce miles, or to any London Railway orWharl, 2S. per Ton extra. Samples of Sand free by nost

i,jAH"'^f^"A?'*^'^I^ P^*}**^ ^°' Rockeries or'^l^cmarries. KENTFEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities
F. AndG. ROSHER.—Addresses see above. '

N.E, Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberal discount to tne Trade.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for CORN CROPS.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE,
for ROOTS and GREEN CROPS GENERALLY.

ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
ODAMS'S NITRU-BIPHOSPHATE(or Prepared) GUANO.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL BARLEY MANURE.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL MANGEL MANURE.
ODAMS'S TOP-DRESSING MANURE.

MANUFACTURED

PATENT NITR O-P HOSPHATE,
ORBLOOD MANURE COMPANY (LIMITED),

Consisting of
TENANT FARMERS occupying upwards of 80,000 acres of Land,

Chief Office—log, Fenchurch Street, London, E,C,
Western Counties Branch—Queen Sireet, Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
Chairman—Robert Leeds, Castlcacre, Norfolk

Deputy-Chairman—John Collins, 255, Camden Road, N.W.
Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Robert Leeds, Wickcn House, Brandon, Norlolk,
George Savill, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Charles Dorman, 21, Essex Street. Strand, W.C.
Thomas \\'ebb, Hildersham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.
C. J. Lacy, 60, West Smithfield, E.X;.

J. C. Jonas, Cambridge.
Herbert Bird, Shortacres, Peterborough.

Managing^ Director.—James Odams.
Several Hundred Thousand Tons of the Manures have been supplied

to the Agricultural Public, and the increasing demand that exists for
them is the best proof of the appreciation in which they are held.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or may
be had of the local agents. C. T. MACADAM, Secretary.

Chief Offices, loq, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

i^EORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,
^-^ For WARMING and VENTILATING.

Prices :
—

Coal Calorigen, £6 6s. I Gas Calorigen, ^^3 3^.
Height, 36 ins, ; diameter, 2 diameter, 14 do.

A—the interior of the Room; B—exterior of the Building; C—wall;
D—the Calorigen ; E—a Cylinder; F—pipes communicating to
supply air for combustion, and carry ofl product; G—pipe for
passage of Cold Air to Calorigen ; H—outlet for ditto after being
made warm ; I—gas burner

; J—door.

The only Gas Stove which retains the whole of the Heat given oft

by the Gas without vitiating the atmosphere.

It will be found very valuable in the Nursery or Sick Room, Damp
Buildings, Shops, Conservatories, Offices, &c. Exhibited in the
Exhibition of 1871 (Department of Scientllic Inventions). May be
inspected at the Sole Manufacturers,

J. F. EARWIG AND CO.,
36, Queen Street, Cheapside, London, E.G.

TOP D R E S S I N G S.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA.
NITRATE OF SODA.

CAEO GUANO.
I^J^INIT.

IN SEALED BAGS, WITH THE GUARANTEE RECOMMENDED BY THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION OF ENGLAND. Prices, &=€., foriaardcd on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO.,
CHEMICAL M NURE MANUFACTURERS, 20, BILLITER STREET, E.C.

HOETICULTUEAL TOOLS, &C.

DEANE & CO.,
46, KING WILLIAM ST.,

LONDON BRIDGE.

LAWN MOWERS .. from 30s.

GARDEN BARROWS.. „ 21s.

GARDEN ROLLERS .. „ 33s.

SPADES, FORKS, SCYTHES, &c.
SYRINGES and PUMPS.
GARDEN SEATS and CHAIRS.
FLOWER STANDS and VASES.
IRON HURDLES and FENCING.
WIRE NETTING, ARCHES, So.

HOT-WATER FITTINGS for
GREENHOUSES, CONSERVA-
TORIES, S:c.

LAWN MOWERS,
SHANKS', GREEN'S, RANSOME'S.GARDEN ENGINES from 63^

Dcanc's New Illustrated Horticultural Catalogue for 1872, post free.

Established a.d. 1700. Discount 5 per cent, for cash p.iyments over £2.

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.

Griffiths & Browett,
BRADFORD STREET, BIRMINGHAM, and 12, MOORGATE STREET, LONDON,

Sole Mantifachirers of Vosc's Patent Hyctropiilts,

BEG TO CALL THE ATTENTION OF THE PUBLIC TO AN

IMPROVED HYDROPULT,
WITH STIRRUP,

Price 35s. 6d. each.

A PORTABLE

FIRE ANNIHILATOR
Which they have recently

introduced.

It throws a continuous stream, is

worked with the greatest ease, and is

superior in all respects to any other

Machine of the kind hitherto in use for

Watering Gardens, &c.

Sold Whoksak at their Establish-

mcnts ift Birmin^c^/iam and London, and

Retail by all Respectable Ironmongers.

WITH CIRCULAR STAND,

Price 31s. 6d. each,

// may be Seen, in Operation at 119, NEIV BOND STREET, LONDON, IV.

I
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ROYAL VICTORIA MILITARY HOSPITAL,
NETLEY, SOUTHAMPTON.

ANOTHER GRAND TRIUMPH !!!

IWTESSRS. J. WEEKS and CO. have the pleasure to announce that

their PATENT DUPLEX UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER, and ONE BOILER SYSTEM

of HEATING, now introduced upon a gigantic scale at the above institution, is one of the most

splendid successes on record. It is a theme of surprise and interesting beyond description, addlno- another

practical example of the manifold advantages attending their imjDroved principles of heating.

J. WEEKS &, CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 12th Edition, Post Free.

J. VS^EEKS & CO.,
HOETICULTUEAL BUILDEES AND HOT-WATEE APPAEATUS

MANUFACTUEEES
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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WEST or EIGLAID HOETICULTUEAL lAIUMCTOEY, BEISTOL.

600 Boilers
erected.

VINCENT SKINNER
(Formerly Parlncr in the firm of J. Wcuks & Co. of Chelsea),

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER, STOKES CROFT, BRISTOL,

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,
Combining Strength and Durability. Iron and Wood Conservatories of the most Chaste and Elaborate

Design, Vineries, Pineries, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, Glass Cases for Wall Trees, Pits, Sec, designed

and built, combining all the latest improvements, so as to answer their intended purposes without risk of

disappointment.
p,g^g^ Specifications, and Estimates on application.

As a specimen of Jiis superior style of construction, H. Ornison begs to refer to the

fine ranges of Hothouses recently erected and heated by liiiii in the Royal Gardens, Kcw ;

also to his Conservatory and Patent Ventilating Hothouse in the Royal Horticultural

Society's Garden, South Kensington.

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF

HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

S. Owens c^ Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITl rRI\RS STREET, LONDON, E.C.

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM. J.\ irV. \

This useful Self-acling Apparatus, which works day and night without needing attention, will raise water ^-ti ''*'

to any height or distance, without cost for labour ormotive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is VI
suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

„-.-,,v--

^QF
\

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.
No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or

Steam Power.

No. 46a. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Gardens, &c.

No. 49(7. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.
No. so and w. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.
No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINE.S, of all sizes, in Oalt or Galvanized lion Tubs.

No. 54*. THE CASSIOBURV FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Kicht Hon. Ilie E.irl o( Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

No. 39*. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for
Garden use.

ii7iTir§^wu?>,A'^J'
CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and Gener,al Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,

HYDRAN-n; HOSE pfpEg l^'^i,^^^'^'^'''"^' BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WOP.KS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,
"'

*' P(^fUculars taken in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished,
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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Perfection in Heating.JG. S iM E A T O N AND C O.,
• HORTICtLTLRAL ARCHITECTS and BUILDERS, HOT-WATER

and Steam-heating Engineers.
71, Harwood Road,

Walhara Green, Fulham,
Londgii, S.W.

Consultations in all parts of ihc Kingdom.
Plans and Estimates gnilis.

Efliciency in all branches guaranteed.

The Patent Imperishable Hothouse.AYRES'S PATENT:
GLASS, IRON, and CONCRETE.

He(ore building a Pl.int or Fruit House of any kind, send six

stamps, and obt.iin tlie Illustrated Prospectus of the
IMFERISHAi;i,E HOTHOUSE COMPANY,

Newark-on-Trcnt, Notts.
MANAGER-W. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S..

ImperishaLilc Hothouse Company, Ncwark-on-Trcnt.
Flans, Spccilications and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice.

Horticultural and Window Glass Warehouses.
JAMES MILES, 6, High Street, and 12 and

13, lilosson Street, Shoreditch, London, E.

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.
Geiiuitie IVhiU Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, fir*c.

GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES. INDIA-RUBBER
HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, &c.

Prices upon application.

BEARD'S PATENT METALLIC ^^fc NON-CONDUCTING GLASS HOUSES
WITH TERFECT SYSTEM OF VENTILATION.

W. G. SMITH 8c CO.,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS (Successors to C. Beard), SOLE PROPRIETORS and MANUFACTURERS,

VICTOEIA AAa)lUvS, BUliY ST. EDAIUND'S.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, ORCHARD HOUSES, FERNERIES, AQUARIUMS, PITS,
PROPAGATING HOUSES, MELON and CUCUMBER FRAMES, &c.

These Patent Houses possess mnny valuable atlvantagcs over wood houses. No putty is used in fixing the glass. They are quite portable, and can be readily taken
down and re-erected without damage or breakage of glass. They are much lighter, more ornamental in appearance, and last ten times longer than wood houses,
consequently they are more economical in cost.

The First Prize was awarded at the Great Horticultural and Botanical Congress, South Kensington, 1866.
A First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticultural Show, Manchester, 1867.

|
Three First-class Certificates at the Royal Horticultural Show, Bury St. Edmund's, 1867.

SPECIAL DESIG.VS, CATALOGUES an I ESTIMATES FUR.VISHED on APPLICATION. irEATI.\'G APPARATUS in all Us BRANCHES.

LONDON AGENTS: MESSRS. S. OWENS and CO., ENGINEERS, WHITEFRIARS, E.G.

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SQCIETrS SHOW, BIRlIieHAI.
GOLD MEDAL Awarded to Messrs, HOWITT k CO,, at tfp Royal Horticultural Show, Birmingham, June 25, 1872.

Stand No. 62. Stand No. 62.

WM. HOWITT & CO., Horticultural Builders,
And PATENTEES and SOLE MANUFACTURERS of the IRON TUBULAR RIB or ROOF PRINCIPAL.

The extreme lightness and great strength of this RIB specially adapts it for use in the construction of HORTICULTURAL HOUSES where symmetry of form
and beauty of design combined with a minimum amount of sunshade are of paramount importance.

HOT-WATER AND GAS ENGINEERS.
Works—ILFORD, ESSEX.Office— 13A, GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER.
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Hot-water Apparatus, tlie most Complete aad
DURABLE that can be ERECTED, the JOINTS ALWAYS

REMAINING PERFECT,
FOR

CONSERVATORIES,
HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
PRIVATE

RESIDENCES,
&c

TRUSS' PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and

LEAKI.ESS PIPE JOINT and PATENT CRACKLESS
EXPANSION-JOINTED TUBULAR BOILERS, of a VARIETY

of FORMS, PORTABLE or for BRICKWORK SETTING. They

are the MOST POWERFUL, whilst CONSUMING LESS FUEL
than OTHER BOILERS. PORTABLE BOILERS, to HEAT
ANY LENGTH of PIPING ; and ANY PERSON can TAKE these

BOILERS, as also the PIPES, APART, and SPEEDILY PUT
THEM TOGETHER AGAIN.

These Boilers cannot be equalled for Power and Durability, and

occupy much less Space than other Boilers.

The THOUSANDS of APPARATUS ERECTED REQUIRING

NO REPAIRS is the BEST TEST of DURABILITY.

BATH and GAS WORK
ERECTED in

TOWN or COUNTRY.

The Trade supplied.

Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates

forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E., Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water
and Steam Apparatus Manufacturer,

Friar Street, Soutlnvark Bridge Road, London, S.E,

Tubular Boiler, -with
Water Bars.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials supplied for HEATING

GREENHOUSES,
HOTHOUSES,

CONSERVATORIES,
T,„pr„,, Cc..i..l. C"p>i?Sc^^'

BUILDINGS, &c.HOT-WATER
PIPES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and
T Pieces, Syphons, and
every other connection
kept in stock.WROUGHT and sf'
CAST-IRON CONI
CAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONI-
CAL, also ELLIPTIC
BOILERS, from 24J.

each.

£^i-

Improved and e.\tra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
with or without Water-bars, from 521. td. each.
CAST and WKOUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand

for use without brickwork, from 60J. each.

Tubular Boiler.

Elliptic Boiler.

Patent
THROTTLE
and otherVALVES,

FURNACE DOORS, BARS,
and

FURNACE WORK
of every description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS
for Pipe Joints ; Sockets re-

quire no other packing, and
are perfectly water-tight.

Goods, of the very best manufacture, delivered at Railway or

Wharf in London.
LYNCH WHITE, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

London, S.E. (Surrey side of Blackfriars Bridge).
Price List on application.

JONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L " SADDLE
BOILER.

PAXTON'S STRAWBERRY CRINOLINE.—
The Strawberry Crinoline is in the form of a table, made in

halves, so as to be used without disturbing the plant. It is 16 mches
in diameter, and stands 4 inches above the ground, galvanized. Its

use is to prcser\-e Strawberries from slugs, contact with the soil,

superfluous moisture, and other nuisances. They are considered to

last 10 years at least with care.

Price per Gross, ^4.

The Strawberry Crinolines are declared by all who use them to be

of the greatest use in keeping the fruit clean and assisting its growth.

For particulars see Illustrated Catalogues, and Testimonials sent to

us by our Patrons last year.
" Buntings. Uxbndge, May 13, 1872.

" Mr Clark Thornhill will thai.k Mr. Holliday to send him two gro9«

more of his Strawberry Crinolines. Those Mr. Clark Thornhill has

had in use for the last two years have been most efficient in helping to

ripen and preserve the Iruit from slugs and rain-splashes."

The contrivance is by the late Sir Joseph Paxton, who after testing

them for one season in his own gardens, " Rock Hills," gave his

approval ol their usefulness. The right to Manufacture them was
transferred to R. HOLLIDAY, Practical Wire Worker,aA, Portobello

Terrace, Netting Hill Gate, W.
Every description of Wirework for Gardens. Conservatories, &c.

EDWIN LLOYD,
HORTICULTURAL WORKS, GRANTHAM,

LINCOLNSHIRE.
ESPALIER and WALL-TREE GLASS ROOFING, manurac-

tured with his Patent Wood or Metal Sashes and Frames, Glazed

without Putty, and the Glass Slid into position.

These Structures are a valuable Protection for Fruit Trees against

Frost in the early spring, which is understood to fall perpendicularly,

and they are designed to supply an admitted want in the Garden.

The Patent Sashes are hxed together in lengths of 6 feet, each

length bemg supported by Patent Iron Brackets attached to Espalier

Iron Standards or to Walls, and to project at any required distance

and inclination. The Brackets are made to receive Trough Gutters to

conduct the water to the ends of the Structure. Tubular Iron Pillars

are also provided when desired, for the purpose of tying Netting. &c.

When fixed with Tubular Iron Pillars they are ornamental, and

their portability renders them removable for other purposes, or to be

packed away when not required.

For convenience of transit the Frames and Brackets can be packed
in Bundles in a small compass, and the Glass in Boxes, and upon

arrival can be fixed and glazed by any inexperienced workman.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,

with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and
over lop of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
th.nt a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the

amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at the

same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made o( the follow-

ing sizes:

—

Sizes.
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T HE IMPERIAL LAWN MOWER.
Acknowledged by

Gardeners to be ihc iJcst

and only Terfect
Lawn Slower.

Works easily, sharpen:

itself, coUecls and rolls

the Grass as it cuts

the simplest and best Machine ;

does not get out of order, and '^'.

always gives satisfaction.
-~-

Tocut Sincheswide .. £,:

To cut 10 inches wide
To cut 12 inches wide
To cut 14 inches wide .

To cut 16 inches v

Tocut iSinche;
To cut 20 inches v

To cut 34 inches v

Carriage paid to any Railway Station in the Kin^
Note —This is the only Macbine in the market that will both cut

and collect eiiher lonR. short, wet, or dry ^,'^ass.

The IMPERIAL L.WVN MOWER received the First-class Certi-

ficate olTercd by the National Horticultural Society for the best Lawn
Mower, and is specially recommended by

The Wharlcdale Horticultural Society.

The Hunslet Horticultural Society.

The Chapel-Allerton Horticultural Society,
The Crossgatcs Horticultur.il Society.

The Rothwell Horticultural Society.

And is in const.nU use at the Royal Horticultural Gardens.

W. MACDONALD, Prospect Foundr>', Leeds^

B ARNARD. BISHOP, AND BARNARD'S
PATENT NOISELESS LAWN MOWERS,

\vith jointed handles, suitable for Shippin):;.

The Miniature Lawn Mower, cuts 6 inches jfz 2 o
Do. do. do. cuts 8 inches .. .. .. 3 10 o

Suitable for the verj- smallest grass plots or edKings ; can be
worked with case by a child.

To cut 10 inches. This can be worked by a. Lady .. jC3 o **

To cut 12 inches. Suitable for One Person 400
This, and all larger sites, have the drum or roller divided into

two parts, for the convenience of lurniny.

To cut 14 inches. Suitable for One Person .. .. ••£,$00
The 16-in. , and all larger sizes, have a driving-wheel on each side

ot the Machine, which gives great steadiness to the working.
To cut 16 inches. Suitable lor One Person £,6 o o
To cut 18 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 6100
To cut 30 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 700
To cut 23 inches. Suitable for Two Men 7 10 o
To cut 23 inches. Suitable for Donkey 800
To cut 24 inches. Suitable for Pony 900
To cut 27 inches. Suitable for Pony 10 10 o
To cut 30 inches. Suitable for Pony 12 o o

THE COTTAGE LAWN MOWER,
With Adjustable Revolving Cutters,

To cut 6 inches £150
Tocut 8 inches i 15 o
To cut 10 inches 250

Prices of Horse and Pony Mowers with Illustrated Lists, free on
application. Having a very large stock of all sizes, orders can be
executed on receipt.—Packed and delivered (carnage free) to the
principal Railway Stations in England.
BARNARD, BISHOP, and BARNARDS, Norfolk Ironworks

Norwich. —

WANTED, a Married ^L\N. without family,-the
Man to assist in the Garden, the Wife to attend to the Lodge.

W.ipes, i8i. per week, with comfortable house and gas. No one need
apply unless with good personal character.—C, li., Friar's Place,
Acton, Middlesex, W.

WANTED, as PROPAGATOR, under the Foreman,
an active young Man, of good character. He must have a

knowledge of Roses, Clematises, Conifer.-t and Soft-wooded Plants in

general. This will prove a good, permanent, and progressive situa-

tion to a young M.-\n of energy —Apply, giving reference of character
and ability, &c., WM. KNIGHT, l-loral Nursery. Hailsham, Sussex.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT PROPAGATOR.—
This will prove a good permanent progressive situation

to a suitable single young Man.—Apply in own handwriting, giving
reference as to character and ability, to R. & F. ALLUM, Tamwonh.

w
w

ANTED, an active LAD, for the Nursery Work.
Age about isor i6,— .\pply to the Clapham Road Nursery, S.W.

ANTED, as IMPROVER, in the Houses, in a
good practical Gardening Establishment, a respectable young

Premium required.—H, A, L., Post Office,Man, not under iS,

Worksop, Notts,

WANTED, an experienced TRAVELLER, who has
a good knowledge of Fruits, Roses. Shrubs, and general Nur-

sery Stock. None need apply whose character will not bear the
strictest invcstis-i'ion.—Address, with |)articulars of experience and
terms, to Mr. RICHARD S.MITH. Nurseryman. Worcester.

WANTED, a WAREHOUSEMAN, with a know-
ledge of the Seed Trade—Address to WARD AND CO.,

Bristol, stating age, salary required, last employment, and references.

WANT PLACES^^tters^to be Post Paid.

Gardeners aud Under Gardeners.

WM. CU TBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualiticalions,

whose characters will btar the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, S:c., so that suitable Men may be selected.
—Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS can recommend
several excellent HEAD GARDENERS.—All particulars on

application.—" Newton " Nurseries, Chester,

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HEN DEKSON AND SON, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, N.W.

GARDENER (Head). —Middle-aged, married; under-
stands Early and Late Forcing, Flower and Kitchen Gardening,

also Cattle and Meadow Land. Five years' character.—G. C, 21, Marl
Street, York Road, Wandsworth, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married, no family;
understands Early and Late Forcing, and Fruit, Flower, and

Kitchen Gardening, Thirteen years' excellent character,—S, F.,

West End Lodge, Eshcr, Surrey,

C;;J.ARDENER (Head).—Age 37. married, no incum-
A brance; has had 20 years' experience ; good Grape Grower;

understands the profession in all its Branches. Good testimonials.

—

J. D., ig, Cambricige Villas, Cambridge Road, Hammersmith, W.

Partnership.
WANTED, a PARTNER, in a smaU but improving

Nursery' and Landscape Gardenmg Business in a first-class

neighbourhood, S.W. of London. Capital required, ^350. Apply to
Messrs. ANDERSON and SONS, Solicitors, 17, Ironmonger Lane,

London, E.C,

BY the RETIREMENT of a PARTNER, an active
WORKING GARDENER may obtain ihe HALF PARTNER-

SHIP in a small Nursery and Jobbing Business, on long Lease, in
Islington, on moderate terms.—Applyto Mr. ROE, 20, William Street,
New North Road, Islington, London, N.

wANTED, a steady, active, WORKING
FOREMAN, who thoroughly understands the Management

ol Fruit Trees. Must be a good Budder and Grafter.—EDWARD
HOLMES. Whittington Nursery, Lichlicld.

WANTED, TWO or THREE experienced ROSE
BUDDERS. Single Men preferred—Messrs, WILLIAM

WOOD AND SON, Nurseries, Maresfield, Uckfield, Sussex.

WANTED, TWO BUDDERS of ROSES and
FRl'IT TREES —None but experienced hands are requested

to apply, stating wages required, to F, PERKINS, 2, Gold Street,
Northampton.

WANTED, a ROSE GROWER,—Must be of good
experience, and well recommended. — Apply, with all

particulars, to JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries,
Chester.

WANTED, a GARDENER, who thoroughly under-
stands the Management of a Vinery, Forcing-house, and small

Flower Garden, who would make himself geneially uselut, and attend
to a Pony and Trap.—Apply personally, between 9 and 10 o'Clock, at

336, Clapham Road, SAV.

WANTED, a GARDENER, in a small Kitchen
Garden and Flower Garden, small Greenhouse and Conser-

vatory; must also understand the Management of Cows and Pi^s. A
Boy kept to assist, who does the Milking, Cottage on the premises.

—

Apply, giving references and staling wages required, to V., The
Cedars, Esher, Surrey.

WANTED, a good WORKING GARDENER,
with a thorough knowledge of the profession in all its

branches. No one accepted who has not lived in a single-handed
situation. A Boy is kept. Cottage found. Stale wages and
references.—Rev. C, Worcester.

WANTED, an active, plain, hard-working
GARDENER, who well understands Kitchen and Flower

Gardens, Fruit Trees, Shrubs, Vines, Meadow Land, and Stock.
Wife to attend to Pouitri'. Twenty miles from London, per South-
Eastem Railway. Age about 30. North countryman preferred.
Cottage on the premises with garden and skimmed milk allowed. No
one need apply unless with good personal character.—Answer, staling
wages required and full particulars. X. Y. Z,, Sir J. Causton & Sons,
Stationers. Easicheap. London, E.C.

/ ^ARDENER (Head).—Age 27, married ; thoroughly
V-T understands the management of Pines, Vines, Peaches, &c,
Slove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Four years' excellent character from last situation.— F. BATLEY,
Whittington Nu rsery, Lichfield,

ARDENERr(HEAD), to any Noblenian or Genlle'-
man requiring the services of a well qualified Gardener.

—

Age, 2Q, single till suited; well versed in the Cultivatiion and Forcing
^. i.-„..i.^^ Flowers, and Vegetables, Can Ljc ImkUIv
JAMES TRIGGER, Hugh Low& Co., Clapton

..>dca.

ir'scry, London, N.E.

/^ARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentleman,
\Ia where a good Garden is kept up.—Age 37, married ; a thoroughly
practical and trustworthy Man. Could lake charge of Pasture Land
and Stock, if required. Good character.—G. G., Scarlet's Park,
Twyford, Berks.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Married ; has had extensive
V_X exnerience in first-class places ; is a very successful Fruit and
Vegetable grower, and a good Plantsman ; is very tasty in the Laying-
out of New Grounds, and thoroughly conversant with the Erection
and Heating of Horticultural Buildings. Also understands the
management of Woods, the firm oversight of any number of Men, and
the keeping of the requisite Accounts. Has first-class testimonials,
and can be highly recommended for sobriety, honesty, and active
industry.—W. RhEVES. Shooter's Hill, Kent.

/JiARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married; thoroughly
VJ proficient in the Management of specimen Stove and Green-
house I'lants, Orchids, Ferns, Palms, Vines, Pines, Peaches, Melons,
Landscape and Sub-Tropical Gardening, Land. Stock, &c. Successful
exhibitor at Royal, National, and other Horticultural Societies.

Twenty years' experience in the best places in England. Unexcep-
tionable references.—Address, stating terms, &c., Z., J, H. Varty,
Hawcoat, Barrow-in-Furncss.

C^
ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 32, married

;

T has a good practical knowledge of Gardening in all its branches,
and is a very successful Exhibitor. Five years' good character from
present employer.—J. DENNIS, Silverlands, St. Lconard's-on-Sea.

GARDENER (Head. Working).—Age 33, married,
no family ; has a thorough practical knowledge of the profession,

and thoroughly understands ine Management of Vines and Plants in

general. Good references.—Z. Y., Post Office, Saffron Walden.

GARDENER (Head. Working).—Age 29. married,
one child {four years old)

;
practically experienced in the cultiva-

tion of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables. Firsl-class character.

—

B. B., Post Ofiice, Nailswotth, Stroud, Gloucestershire.

/^ARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Age 27;
V_T teetotaller. Two and a-half years' character. Wages required,
23J. per week.—M. T., 12, Southville , Larkhall Lane, Clapham, S.W.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-handed).-
Age 28, married, one child ; has a thorough knowledge of the

profession. Can be highly recommended.—G. W. , 2-1, Belvedere
Cottages, Church Street, Wimbledon.

GARDENER (Foreman), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Establishment.—Age 23 ; seven years' experience. Good

character.—A. B,, Mr. Knott, Bradway. Greenhill, near Sheftield.

GARDENER (age 29, married, no family).—George
Goldsmith, Gardener to Thomas D. Hudson, Esq , Frogmore

Hall, Hertford, is at liberty to engage with any Nobleman or Gentle-
man requiring the services of a trustworthy, persevering Man as
above. Nine years' excellent character from present employer. Refer-
ence is kindly permitted to Mr. Win. Paul, by whom Advertiser can
be well recommended.—Address as above.

WANTED, a married MAN, withouf family.—The
Man to be well acquainted with the Growth and Propagation

of Herbaceous and Alpine Plants. Pansies and Annuals for Seed.
The Wife will occasionally be wajited in the House, for which she
will be separately paid,—B. A. C, Gardoten' Chronicle Office, W,C.

GARDENER and BAILIFF, or GENERAL
MANAGER on an ESTATE.—."Vge ^o; 23 years' experience in

England and Scotland ; isyears' high character from the family he has
just left.—Address.'stating terms, A. T. C. , Post Office, Wilton, Wilts.

/ ~i ARDENER (Under),—Age 25, single; steady and
VjT persevering. Three years' pood character.—G, S., i, Eliza

Terrace. Twickenham Green, Middlesex, S,W

GARDENER (Under), where Plants and Fruit are
the chief objects sought after.—Apply, stating what wages, and

whether lodgings are supplied, J. R., to, Lewis Terrace, Stamford
Hill. London, N.

ORCHID and PLANT GROWER, and GENERAL
GARDENER.—Age 27, single: has had considerable experi-

ence among Orchids, and understands Gardening in all its branches
—GEORGE FRAMPTON. Mr, William Bulls Establishment for

New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

F
To Nurserymen.

OREMAN (Outdoor, or Rose).—Thoroughly under-
stands the Rose in all its branches, being most successful in the

1 ropagating of Roses on own roots, the Budding and Grafting of Fruit
Trees, likewise all outdoor stuff; the Propagating of Dahlias, Holly-
hocks, &c. Nearly seven years as Rose Foreman in one of the
largest Nurseries in England .

—

V. C, Newton Nurseries, Chester,

FOREMAN, or HAILIFF.— Scotch, age 40. married,
no family: thoroughly understands Land ancT Draining. Brccd-

in^T of Cattle and Sheep, good Slacker of Hay and Corn, can Manage
Kitchen and Flower Gardening, understands Game, can Buy and
Sell, and keep Accounts. Wife Dairy and Poultry, or Housekeeper.—
B., Dowry Castle, Delph, Saddlcworth, Manchester.

P~
" ROPAGATOR "("HARD-w0ODJ~orConifera, Rhodo-
dcndrons, Roses, Clematis, &c.—A. B., The Nurseries,

Hailsham, Sussex.

I"
"MPROVER.—Age 19"; used t'oGlass. Would be glad
to engage with a practical Gardener. Wages not so much an

object as a comfortable situation. Good reference.—T. S., J. Jones,
Gardener, Rainbow Hill, Worcester.

BAILlTT' and GARDENER, or GENERAL
AL^NAGER on an ESTATE,-Age 31, English: has Managed

successfully large Home Farm, extensive Oardcnsj Timber, Planta-
tions, Repairs, iic, of a considerable landed estate. Well educated.
Seven years' testimonial and reference.-A. , Sebright Collage, West
Barnet, Herts.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
FARM STEWARD. BAILIFF, or GENERAL

SUPERINTENDENT.—Age ao, married, no incumbrance;
has a thorough practical knowledge of Farming in all its branches, also
all kinds of Stock and Farm Produce, Woods, Draining. Farm Build-
ings and Repairs, the Measurement of Land, Timber, Book-keeping,
&c. , and a knowledge of general Gardening. References and testi-

monials will bear strictest investigation.—A. B. C, Post Office,
Wcntworth, Rotherham.

To the Seed Trade.
MANAGER, or HEAD SHOPMAN. —The

Advertiser, just terminating a Two-and-half years' engagement,
offers his services to any one requiring an energetic conlidental Man
—SENRAB, 4. Mundcslcy I\.ri,KC. Rupert Street, Norwich.

To the Trade.
TRAVELLER, SAIJCSMAN, CORRESPONDING

CLERK, or MANAGER.—An experienced, respectable, middle-
aged Man.—The highest references on application to HORTUS,
21, Peterborough Road. King's Road, Chelsea, S VV.

CARPENTER (General).—Wanted a permanent
situation. Good experience in fitting Hot-water Apparatus,

Painting and Glaiing, Bricklaying. &c. Three years' nrst-rale
reference from present employer.— F. T., a, Cecil Cottages, Henniker
Road, Stratford, London, E.

GUNS and RIFLES.
THOMAS TURNER, Gun and Rifle Manufac-

turer, Inventor of the "TURNER RIFLE," Contractor to
Her Majesty's War Department.

CENTRAL FIRE BREECH LOADERS from Cl to I26.—T. T.
recommends his /? Gun to those who desire a cheap, though service-
able. Breech Loader, It is guaranteed of good material, sound, and
perfect in its action, and equal to any London Gun at double the price,

TriOMAS TtRSFR's P.-VTENT SELF-LOCKING BREECH
LOADER is unsurpassed for handiness, neatness, simplicity-, and
durability. Price from ;£ii to £,2-}. Drawings sent on application.

PIN-FIRE BREECH LOADERS from £s los,

BREECH-LOADING. LARGE BORE and EXPRESS RIFLES;
SNIDER and MARTINI-HENRY RIFLES, in Sporting and
Military Patterns ; ROOK RIFLES, SALOON RIFLES and
PISTOLS; REVOLVERS.
All kinds of Implements for Cleaning, Cartridge Filling, Re-

Capping. &c. Flasks, Pouches, Cartridge and Game Bags, and
all Sporting Requisites,

Manufactory : Fisher Street, Birmingham.

T7"INAHAN-S . LL . W H I SKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the very

CREAM of IRISH WHISKIES, in quality unrivalied, perfectly
pure, and more wholesome than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the
words, " KINAHAN'S . L L ." on seal, label, and cork.
New VVholesale Depot, 6a, Great Titchfidd Street. Oxford Street.W.C,

H E
Lea & Perrins' Sauce,WORCESTERSHIR E,"

JL pronounced by Connoisseurs "the only good Sauce." Improves
the appetite, and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour.

ASK FOR LEA and PERRINS' SAUCE.
Beware of Imitations,

and see the Names of LEA and PERRINS on all Bottles and Labels,
Agents—CROSSE AND BLACKWELL, London, and sold by all

Dealers in Sauces throughout the World. ^
D INNEFORDS FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172. New Bond Street. London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World,

GREAT HEAT.— Persons suffering from Headache,
Loss of Appetite, and General Debility, are particularly recom-

mended to try PARK'S LIFE PILLS. They have never been known
to fail in affording immediate relief.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at i5. iJa'if., 21. 91/., 41. 6ii.,and lis.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the

flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

ol the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the

irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the

morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the

luxuriesof the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be

understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any

new or dangerously active ingredients; on the contrary, they arc

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever

merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed

upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-

liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,

nor arc they adapted to all complaints ; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion il will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under

all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with

an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes

at ij. i!;:^., 21. gJ., 4s. 6i., and iij.,a3well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonics.

O C K L E S ANTIBILIOU S PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

Id boxes at it. iytd.,2s. ^d.^ 41. 6<f.,and iif.

c
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GREEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
OR NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1872.

The Winner of Every Prize in all Cases of Competition.

PATRONIZED BY

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY

THE QUEEN
ON 57 DIFFERENT OCCASIONS.

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

THE KING OF THE BELGIANS,

THE LATE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH,

THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA,

AND MOST OF THE NOBILITY, CLERGY, AND GENTRY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Upwards of 60,000 of the above Machines have been Sohi since the year 1856.

<

SINGLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut 8 inches ^210 o
|

To cut 12 inches ^4 10 o

,, JO 3 10 o
I

,, 14 ,
51°°

DOUBLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut 16 ins., J^h 10 Tins e;Ln lie worktil liv e'liu M.in on ;\ii ev.i-n !:L\vn.

,, 18 ,, ~7 10 By Man and Hoy. I To cut 22 ins., {fi 10 By Man and Boy.

,, 20 ,, 80 ,, ,, I ,, 24 ,, 90 ,, ,,

DONKEY and PONY MACHINES.
To cut 26 inches

,, 28 ,,

,, 30 ..

IS o o
1700

Leather Boots for Donkey , , ;^o t8 o

Ditto for Pony .. .. 120 To cut 30 inches

„ 36 ..

HORSE MACHINES
,. ;^2I O O

24 o o
27 O O

To cut 48 inches

Leather Boots for Horse
•£3° o o
. 160

Ddlvercd Carriagi Free lo all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland, and Scotland.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, in introducing their PATENT LAWN MOWERS to the Publi.

for the present Season, take the opportunity of acknowledging the unprecedented patronage that has been %

accorded to them in past years, and can assure their future patrons that nothing will be wanting on their J

part to maintain the confidence so long given lO them. 1^

Every Lawn Mower that is sent out is warranted to give entire satisfaction, otherwise it can be returned

AT ONCE FREE OF COST TO THE PURCHASER.

Our Machines have been submitted to numerous practical tests in public competition, and have in all

cases carried off every Prize that has been given.

No alterations have been made this last six years, as they have been found to meet all the requirements

for which a Lawn Mower is intended.

The following are their advantages over all others :
—

\st, Simplicity of Construction,—every part being free of access.

2d, They are worked with far greater ease than any other.

3c/, They are the least liable to get out of order.

\th, They make little or no noise in working.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—Both the Horse, Pony, Donkey, and Hand Machines possess (over all other niakci'3) the advantage of self-sharpening ;
the

cutters being steel on each side, when they become dull or blunt by running one way round, the cylinder can be reversed again and again,

bringing the bottom edge of the cutters against the bottom blade, the M.achine will then cut equal to new. Arrangements are made that the

cylinder can be reversed by any inexperienced person in two or three minutes. The Handles of the Machines can be altered to suit the

person using them, by either raising or lowering them.

. Parties having LAWN MOWERS to REPAIR will do well to send them either to our Leeds Or London EstabUshments ;

then they will have prompt attention, as an efficient Staff of Workmen is kept at both places.

THOMAS GREEN and SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS; 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON,^^
v..r„^A v.. \\7.,,~,...^>

...... ^..-..v. .V, ,.,c Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " Tlic Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covcnt Garden, London, W.C. A
Fnnled by William Ricmarus, at the Oflicc ol Messrs. Ukadburv, Evans. & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitcfriars, City of London, in the County of Sliddlcaox, and Published by the said WILLIAM I
Editorial Communication? should be addressed to " The Editor ; AdvertisiPrinledbyWlU-lAM Richards, at the Omce ol Messrs. UHADDURV, Evans SI.RICHARDS, at the Olhco, No. <i, Wdhngton Street, Parish of St. Paurs. Covent Gardcn.'in the said County.-SATUaDAV, June uo/iSya.'

Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Memzies & Co., Edinburfih ; for Ireland—Messrs. W. H. Smitic & 9oM, Dublin.
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Notice to Subscribers.

SUBSCRIPTIONS, payable in advance, including
Postage to any part of the United Kingdom :—

TAree Months ,, 5^. iijrf.
[
Six Months .. iij^. inf.

Twelve Months .. £1 35. lod.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to WiLLlAM
Richards, at the King Street Post Office.

PubUshing Office, 41, Wellington Street, W.C.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY. Regent's Park.-
EXHIBITION of PLANTS, FLOWERS. FRUIT, and

FLORAL TABLE DECORATIONS, WEDNESDAY and THURS-
DAY, Jul)' 10 and It. Tickets to be obtained by Orders trom Fellows
of the Society, price 51. ; or on the days of the Exhibition, 7s. 6^. each.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, RegenVs Park.—
H.S.H. the Duke of Teck, G.C.B.. President of the Society,

having appointed the EVENING of THURSDAY, July 11. for
holdinga SPECIAL FETE in the GARDENS, the Council will feel
obliged if the Exhibitors and Owners of Plants and other objects
exhibited on July 10 and ii.will permit those not likely to be injured to
remain in the Tent, &c,, until after 12 o'clock on the night of July 11.

By Order of the Council. W. SOWERBV, Secretary.

LOUGHBOROUGH HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION and GRAND ROSE SHOW will take place on

J ULYio. Schedules and further information may be obtained of
WM. PALLETT. Secretary.

GLASGOW ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.—
GRAND ROSE SHOW, JULY 12 and 13—Liberal Priie s

Open to all Comers. For Schedules or other information, apply to
ROBERT BULLEN.

GRANTHAM and SOUTH LINCOLNSHIRE
HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, JULY 17 and iS.-

SPECIAL NOTICE to EXHIBITORS.—ENTRIES RECEIVED
up to SATURDAY, July 13. Prize Lists and Entry Forms free.

SECRETARY, Grantham.

BRIGHTON AQUARIUM WINTER GARDEN.—
The Directors of the Brighton Aquarium Company having,

through the kindness of Friends, had some Ornamental Shrubs, Tree
Ferns, and Tropical Plants placed at their disposal, beg to call the
attention of those possessing Shrubs which have outgrown the place
allotted to them, and to add that they will be glad to receive further
contributions.

Address MANAGER, Brighton Aquarium.

JC. STEVENS" HORTICULTURAL, Scientific, and
• Natl-ral History Sale Rooms. 38, King Street. Covent

Garden, London. W.C. Established 1760. SALES by AUCTION
nearly EVERY DAY.

W Cheap Geraniums.
ILLIAM BAD.NLAN ofters the following
GERANIUMS from single pots :—Mrs. Pollock, Sophie

Dumaresque, Louisa Smith, Sophia Cusack, v- per doicn. aoi. per too;

Sir Robert Napier (first-rate) 6*. per dozen
; Jean Sislcy 51. per doien,

30J. per too, packa);c included. Terms, cash.
Cemetery' Nursery, Gravcsend.

KETTLEWEL L'S Horticultural Auction.
ACENC\', and Subscription Rooms, 22, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C—Those interestid in Horticultural pursuits please send
for Prospectus.

MR. JAMES FRASER, Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneeh, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the firm of J. & j. Eraser. Lea Bridge Road.

KODERICK NICOLSON, Advertising Agent
and General Commission Agent, i. Racquet Court, Fleet

M Wood EngraTtng.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, la, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London. N.

K
Bedding Plants, ftc.

IRK ALLEN'S CATALOGUE of the above, all at
very low prices, ready shortly, and forwarded free on application.

The Nurseries, Brampton, Huntingdon.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nureery, 134, Faubourg
de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had, free,

from his Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane.
Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

New Colden Bronze Geraniums.
ATTRACTION, ANNIE KEELER, BRONZE

BEAUTY, Cupid, Decorata, G^Ielle, Harrison Weir, Roi de
Siam, W. R, Morris, Airs. L. Lloyd, CharlcmaRne, Distmction. Strong
plants, the set for lor.

H. JACKSON, Blakcdown, Kidderminster

New Tricolor Geraniums.
A CHIEVEMENT, PETER GRIEVE, PRINCE of
1\. WALES (Carter), Eltie Beale. Mrs. Rulter. Mrs. Headley,
Moonstone, Mrs. C. Wilkinson, Mrs. Rousby, Lass o' Cowrie,
C. Nilsson, Howarth Ashton. Strong plants, in hne colour and true

to name, 351. the set.

H- JACKSON. Blakedown. Kidderminster.

WILLIAM CHATER'S SUPERB DOUBLE
HOLLYHOCKS.—The simplest and safest way to raise

them from Seed is to sow them in the open ground in June, July, and
Auffust, and transplant in September. SEED from finest itrains, that
will produce flowers equal to choiee named varieties.

Collection No. i. la named varieties, extra hne, V3*.
Collection No. 2. 6 named varieties, extra fine, 5*.
Collection No. 3. 12 named varieties, fine, ?(. 6i.
Collection No. 4. 6 named rarieiies, fine, 4X.

xv¥t tS'^.IF^Pv,1""*^"^'''>'' ^J packet, i»., w. 6J., and 5*.\MLHAM CHATER, Th« Nurseries, Saffron \Valden,

Cuttings of Geraniums, &c.

ONE HUNDRED GERANIUMS, in 30 choice
varieties, including Tricolor, Gold and Bronze, Variegated,

Zonal. Nosegay, and Ivy-leaf, lor lor.
; 50, 51. 6rf. : as. li, 24 Fancy

PELARGONIUMS, y. bd.; 12, 21. 24 CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
3J. td. ; 13, I*, td. 24 POMPONS, 2r. td. ; la, is. 6d. 24 FUCHSIAS,
2J. td. ; 13, 11. dd. AM post free. CATALOGUES one stamp.

J. COOMBS. The Ferns, Enfield.

Pelargoniums for the Million.
TAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION of
<J FRENCH, FANCY, and SHOW VARIETIES, now ready, in

strong Plants. CATALOGUES gratis on application.

HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, m 24 varieties, seed or

plants, as per former Advertisement.
Crown Nursery, Reading.

wChoice Tricolor and other Geraniums Cheap.
M. POTTEN'S LIST of the above can be had

post free on application.

The Nursery, SissJnghurst, Staplehurst. Ketit,

AURICULAS (Mr. George Lightbody's).— Owing
to the Death of Mr. George Lightbody. his large and valuable

COLLECTION of AURICULAS is now to be DISPOSED OF.
CATALOGUES.Iand further particulars, may be had on application

to WM. LIGHTBODY, Falkirk.

Fansies. Fansles, Pansies.

THOS. THORNTON ofters to Growers of Ihe above,
SEED saved from his splendid strain of Fancy, Mi.\ed, and

Named varieties, very cheap. Price on application.
The Nurseries, Hcatherside, Bagshot, Surrey.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges,
RICHARD SMITH. Nurser>'man and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette.
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

NEW ROSES for 1872.—Strong healthy plants of
the choicest and best varieties, 301. per dozen. Descriptive

LIST on application.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

rilEA-SCENTED and other ROSES, in pots, by theX doEcn, 100, or 1000. All the New ROSES ofiSy?.
WM. WOOD AND SON invite inspection to their very extensive

stock of the above.
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, Uckfield, Sussex.

WILLIAM PAUL'S ROSES are NOW in BLOOM.
Amongst Novelties arc the beautiful Hybrid Pcrpetuals,

PRINCESS BEATRICE and PRINCESS CHRISTIAN, and many
unnamed Seedlings; also the best Novelties of other Growers. In-
spection respectfully invited,

Trains from Bisnopsgate Station, Great Eastern Railway, and St.

Fancras Station, Mialand Railway, to W.^ltham Station in about
half-an-hour. Entrance from the platform, Waltham Station.

PAUL'S Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Australian Seeds and Plantfi.

SEEDS of TIMBER TREES, PALMS, SHRUBS,
&c., Plants indigenous to Australia, New Zealand, and Fiji,

including ARAUCARIAS, TREE FERNS, variegated FLAX. &c.
Orders maybe left with our London Agents, Messrs. C.J. BLACK ITH
and CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C., for
transmission.
SHEPHERD AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Darling

Nurserj', Sydney, New South Wales. Established 1827.

Queen of Primroses.—Primula Japonica.
MESSRS. LITTLE and BALLANTYNE can spare

to the Trade well ripened SEED of their own saving, at 11. to

Jr. per pckt. ; alsosurplusstockol BEDDING PLANTS. atlow prices.
The Carlisle Nurseries and Seed Establishment, Carlisle.

HOME-SAVED SEED of PRIMULA JAPONICA,
saved from five beautiful varieties, varying In colour from

crimson to pale blush, with distinct coloured eyes. In packets, it.

to 5*. each, post free.

FRANCIS R- KTNGHORN, Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 ft 238, High Holborn, London.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli, ftc.

WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON'S Descriptive
Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest

quality only. Post free on application.
Highgaie Nurseries, Londoi , N.

Eome-saTed Seed of Primula Japonica.

MR. WILLIAM BULL is now offering SEED of
this, " The Queen of Primroses," carefully saved from his own

plants, price ir. (>d. and ar. W, per packet. Seeds from Mr. W. B.'s
strains of PRIMULA SI NENSIS, CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA,
CYCLAMEN. PANSIES. PELARGONIUMS, FUCHSIAS,
PETUNIA, VERBENA, COLEUS, MIMULUS, CARNATION,
PICOTEE GLOXINIA, and all other choice Seeds. Priced
CATALOGUE on application.
Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W_

To the Traae.rpURNiP SEEDS.
-*- GREEN-TOF YELLOW ABERDEEN.

PURPLE-TOP YELLOW ABERDEEN.
EARLY FIELD YELLOW.
SELECTED RED NORFOLK.

„ GREEN NORFOLK.
LINCOLNSHIRE RED ROUND.
STRATTON GREEN GLOBE.
IMPROVED GREEN TANKARD.
WHITE STONE or STUBBLE.

H. AND F. SHARPE particularly recommend the above varieties of
Turnip Secdf, all of which were grown from selected bulbs. The
prico ar« very moderate, and may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establithmtnt, Wiabccb.

1"1HE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
X 32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.
JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solJcited.

To the Trade.
DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING'S SPECIAL LIST

of NOVELTI ES for the Present Season is now published, and
will be forwarded post free on application.

Stanstead and Rutland Park Nurseries, London. S.E., and Edinburgh^

Transit Agenc7 for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO., late Betham &
• Blackith, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thamef

Street, London, S.E.
Forwarders to all parts of the Worlil^

OUTS~^AN'"HOUTTE'S BULB~~CATALOGUE
is ready. Copies may be had from his Agents, Messrs. R.

SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, EC; and Mr. FRITZ
GEBHARD, 12, Wellington Road, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

Royal Nursery, Ghent.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &c.

PVAN WAVEREN, JuN.. AND CO., Nurserymen,
• Hillcgom, Haarlem, Holland, beg to announce that their

CATALOGUE of DUTCH BULBS is now ready, and may be had ol

their Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E.G. ^^

Nov Ready,
LOUIS DE SMET'S GENERAL CATALOGUE

for 1873, containing seleciioni of all the finest Stove, Greenhouse,
and Hardy Plants, especially Camellias, Aialeas, Agaves, Succulent
Plants. &c. It may be had post free of his Ag:nts, Messrs, R.
SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane. Great Tower Street, London
LOUIS DE SMET, Nurseryman, Faubourg dc Bruxelles, Ghent

Belgium.

New Catalogue of Plants, «ec.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing Select Descriptive and Priced Lists

of Plants suitable for bedding and decorative purposes, &c.,—
Delphiniums, Double-flowered Pyrethrums, Hardy Aquatics, Saxi-

fragas, Sedums, Sempcrvivums, Sweet Violets, &c., is now published,
and will be forwarded to applicants.

—

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, S.W.

Cinerarias.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH and CO. are now
prepared to execute orders for the SEED saved from their

unrivalled strain of CINERARIAS, in sealed packets, 3*. &i. and s*-

each. Special quotations to the Trade on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

BRITISH FERNS.—12 named varieties, gj. ; 24 do.,

20J. ; 40 do., 40J. ; 50 do., 551. ; 60 do., 701. ; 100 do., 1105. ; 100

unnamed, -all different. 50J. : mixed for outdoor rustic decoration, 40s.

per 100. Priced CATALOGUES on application. Plants added to

cover carriage.
EDWARD SANG and SONS, Kirkcaldy, N.B.

British Fern Catalog:ue.

ROBERT SIM will send post free for s\k postage
stamps. Part I {British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,

including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS. No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

VIOLA MAGNIFICENT.—This beautiful Viola is

now offered for the first time; it is the most brilliant hardy
violet bedding plant in cultivation. Good plants, fit for immediate
use, at. M. eacn, 241. per dozen, ^3 101. for 50, jt5 per 100. Special

price quoted for the 1000.

B. S. WILLIAMS, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper
Holloway, London, N. ^_
RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTKEE,

DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcakb Merchakts.
Address, 26, Seed Marke', Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
for Wheat ; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and
Derivations; Quality, Produce, Elevation. Situation, Soil, Use.

Peculiarity, Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.
Free by post,

RICHARD SMITH, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

110 BE SOLD. ID acres of WHITE PEAS, and
la acres of BLUE PEAS, quite fit to pick, near the

White Hart, Springfield. Chelmsford, Essex. ^^__
/^"lABBAGE PLANTS.— Strong, healthy. Drumhead
vy Cabbage (Robinson's Champion] can now be supplied in any

. 3i. per 1000. by
JAS. IVERY AND SON, Dorking Nursery.

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong, healthy Drumhead
(Robinson's Champion), at 2*. td. per 1000, package included.

Remittance to accompany all orders.

W. VIRGO AND SON, Wonersh Nursery, Guildford. Surrey.

Fine English Sowing Rape Seed.HAND F. SHARPE have a fine sample of the
• above, which they can offer to the TRADE at a very

moderate hgurc. Sample and price on application.

Seed Growing Ectablishment, Wisbech.

Grape Growing.
PULVERISED BONE, i inch, | do,, Dust, 6/. per

bushel, bag included. Much less by the ton. Delivered at any
Railway Station in London.
RANSLEV TANTON, F R.H.S., Seed Warehou>es and Artificial

Manure Stores, Borough End, London Bridge, S.E.

LOAM for FRUIT and PLANT GROWING,
acknowledged to be the best in the country. Apply to

RANSLEV TANTON, F.R.H . S. , The Nurseries, Epsom, Surrey.

Free to London ; Five Casks and upwards to any Station iti England
or IS per Cent. Discount.

EPPS'S SELECTED PEAT.—Patronised by the
leading Horticulturists and Amateurs in the three kingdom*.

See testimonials. Packed in 4-bushel barrels, &x. each, inclusive:
selected for Orchids, or. Special offers for Truck-loads for general
purposes- Terms, cash.

PEAT, SAND, and LOAM STORES, Lewlsham, S.E
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SetdBmcntoH.R.H.

CARTER'S :"i
DEVONSHIREH.M. the Queen, j

" ^ ' ^ ' ' ^
'

' ' " ^
. the Prince of Walc^

GEEY-STONE TUENIP
IS THE BEST FOR PRESENT SOWING.

Price lOd- per lb., cheaper in quantity.

LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE, very hardy, large
size, and excellent feed, lod.

HENLEY'S LINCOLNSHIRE WHITE GLOBE, a
good large variety, very popular, lod.

POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE, a very handsome
variety, well furnished up to the neck, is.

IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE, a very heavy cropper, a
great improvement on the old Green Round, lod.

CARTER'S EARLY NIMBLE or SIX-WEEK, a very
quick-growing variety, is.

Price per bushel on application. All Seeds Carriage Free.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN AND

H,R,H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
217 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

-pi»HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840),

Have now ready for delivery, m fine dry condition—
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE.forTop-Dressine
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITRO-PHOSPHATE.
MANGEL, HOP, and POTATO MANURES. AI30
PERUVIAN GUANO (as^imported by Messrs. Thomson, Bonar.

& Co.), NITRATE o( SOda, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c.

116, Fenchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(registered Trade Mark, " FlyinR Albatross"), is now ready for

delivery in quantily and in line condition. The best Fertiliser yet
produced. Its base ia Peruvian Government Guano. It contains
21 percent, of Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, wilh Salts
of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor
Way, Mr. Ogston, Mr. Sibson.

Delivered in a cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal
bearing the Company's Irade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so
long as the seals remain unbroken,

BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, 20, Billiter Street, E.G.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATE, or BLOOD MANURE.
for CORN CROPS.

ODAMS'S NITRO-PHOSPHATK, or BLOOD MANURE.
for ROOTS and GREEN CROPS GENERALLY.

ODAMS'S DISSOLVED BONES.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
ODAMS'S NlTRO-BIPHOSPHATE(or Prepared) GUANO.ODAMS'S SPECIAL BARLEY MANURE.
ODAMS'S SPECIAL MANGEL MANURE.
ODAMS'S TOP-DRESSING MANURE.

MANUFACTURED

PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE,
ORBLOOD MANURE COMPANY (LIMITED),

Consisting of
TENANT FARMERS occupying upwards of 80,000 acres o( Land.

Chief Ofrce— 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
Ckairtnan—Tiohen Leeds, Castlcacrc, Norfolk

Deputy-Chairman—] ohn Collins, 255, Camden Road, N.W.
Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Robert Leeds, Wicken House, Brandon, Norlolk.
George Savill, Ingthorpc, near Stamford.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
IhomasWcbb, Hildcrsham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.
C. J. Lacy, 60, West Smitbfield, E.C.
J. C. Jonas, Cambridge.
"«''''<=';j Bird. Shortacrcs, Peterborough.

^anagutff Direclor.—]simca Odami.

to^th^AlSlirtS Publif^nJ?,"'
'^^'^^ ^^""^" l-ave been supplied

10 tne Agricultural t'ubiic, and the increasing demand that exi-Tis fnrthem .3 the best proof of the appreciation ?n which they are heldParticulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or maybe had of the local agents. c. T. MACADAM. Scc^ctai?^^
Chiel Offices, 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

John Fowler & Co.
EXHIBIT AT THE

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW, CARDIFF, JULY, 1872,

THEIR

STEAM PLOUGHING AND CULTIVATING MACHINERY,
adapted for all circumstances and conditions of the soil ; with their newest

PLOUGHS, CULTIVATORS, HARROWS, KNIFER, HORSE PLOUGHS, &c. j also

TRACTION ENGINES, fitted with Plain and India-rubber Tyred Wheels.

Griffiths & Browett,
BRADFORD STREET, BIRMINGHAM, and 12, MOORGATE STREET, LONDON,

SoU Manufacturers of Vase's Patent Hydropults,

BEG TO CALL THE ATTENTION OF THE PUBLIC TO AN

IMPROVED HYDROPULT,
WITH STIRRUP,

Price 35s. 6d. each,

A PORTABLE

FIRE ANNIHILATOR
Which they have recently

introduced.

It tlirows a continuous stream, is

worked with the greatest ease, and is

superior in all respects to any other

Machine of the kind hitherto in use for

Watering Gardens, &c.

Sold Wholesale at their Eitablish-

mcnts in Birmin^^ham and London, and

Retail by all Respectable Ironmongers.

WITH CIRCULAR STAND,

Price 31s. 6d. each.

// may be Seen in Operation at 119, NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, IV.

JAMKS GRAY,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HoT-WaTER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

289, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &o.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock.

^ TENDEKS given for HEATING .CHURCHES ana PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

CHEAP GLASS-HOUSES,
WITH AMPLE VENTILATION.

" The rage for cheapness and the practice of scamping in workmanship and materials has run a neck and neck
race along the Hnea of keen competition until some good authorities have declared that it was ditficult to meet with

a perfect Glass-house alike creditable to the Builder and useful to the Cultivator. . , . Mere cheapness is all very

well, but quality is of far more moment, and it is far cheaper in the long run."—Mr. D. T. Fish, in Gardeners'

Chronicle, May 25, 1873,

The above remarks apply very generally to the low-priced structures advertised of late years. In the Houses
invented by the late SIR JOSEPH PAXTON the materials used are well seasoned Red Deal, clear English Sheet
Glass, best White Lead and Linseed Oil ; all of which can be inspected at the Works. The PERFECT SYSTEM
of VENTILATION adopted is one of its greatest merits, obtained by narrow sashes over spaces left between the

large roof lights (from eaves to ridge), and are made to open, hinged on either side—at the ridge—or parallel with
the roof, at the option of purchaser, though the opening sideways is the most usual, being a better protection against

driving wind and rain. Their simplicity of construction allows of tlieir being erected by the purchaser with

little assistance from local builder, full plans and instructions being sent with each House ; while their portability
enables short-leased tenants to remove them with ease, without knocking any portion of the framework to pieces, as

is the case with most other so-called portable houses.

The PAXTON ROOFS are sent out Glazed and Painted complete, all ready for putting on tlie walls prqxired

for them ; and a House, say 21 by 14 feet outside (price about £,-2Z), can be taken down in sound whole pieces,

ready for removal in a few hours. They are durable and ethcicnt, and as permanent structures are equal to others

much more expensive, and superior to most, if not all, of those at lower prices.

Illustrated Price Lists Free. A Pam phlet, with Views of Glass-houses, &c., Post Free 2cl.

HEEEMAN & MOKTON,
14, TICHBORNE STREET, REGENT QUADRANT, LONDON, W,
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JAMES BOYD and SONS, Horticultural
Builders and Heating Engineers, Faislej*. N.B

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES. VINERIES, FORC-
ING HOUSES, PITS.andcverj'descripuon of Horticultural Huildinc.

manufactured in Wood or Iron by Steam-power Machinery-, and erected

in any part of the United Kingdom. Manufacturers of Hot-water
Apparatus for Heating Churches, Mansions, Warehouses, &c.

Plans and Estimates on application.

London Office : i, Church Court, Clement's Lane, E.C.

Perfection In Heating.

JG. S M E A T O N and CO.,
• Horticultural Architects and Builders, Hot-water

and Steam-heating Engineers.
71, Harwood Road,

Walham Green, Fulham,
London, S.W.

Consultations in all parts of the Kingdom.
Plans and Estimates Rralis,

Efficiency in all branches guaranteed.

Tbe Patent Impexlshatjle Hothouse.AYRES'S PATENT:
glass, IRON, and CONCRETE.

Before buildinp a Plant or Fruit House of any kind, send six
stamps, and obtain the Illustrated Prospectus of the

IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
Ncwark-on-Trent, Notts,

MANAGER—W. P. AVRES, C.M.R.H.S.,
Imperishable Hothouse Company, Newark-on-Trent.

Plans, Specifications and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice

BICK LEY'S PATENT HORIZONTAL SASH
EARS require neither paint nor putty, and possess greater

advantages than others for horticulturists. Drawings, &c., sent for
one stamp,

THoNlAS A. niCKl.EY, 70, Smallbrook Street, Eirinincham.

By Appointment to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.
ARTON'S PATENT STABLE and HARNESS

ROOM FITTINGS, liKACKEIS, &o.B

Patronised by H.H. the Viceroy of Egj'pt, the Kin;^ of the Bck'iani
the King of Italy, the Kinp of Holland, by the principal NobilTtv of
the KinRdom, and adopted by the first Architects and Builders of
England and the Continent. Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt
of SIX stamps
For ALi'ERATION of STABLES a competent person can be sent

to any part, to inspect and fiive Estimates.
JAMES B.VRTON, Ironworks, 370, Cxford Street, W.

BEARD'S PATENT METALLIC NON-CONDUCTING GLASS HOUSES,
WITH PERFECT SYSTEM OF VENTILATION.

W. G. SMITH 8c CO.,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS (Successors to C. Beard), SOLE PROPRIETORS and MANUFACTURERS,

VICTOEIA WOEKS, BUEY ST. EDMUND'S.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, ORCHARD HOUSES, FERNERIES, AftUARIUMS, PITS,
PROPAGATING HOUSES, MELON and CUCUMBER FRAMES, &o.

These Patent Houses possess many valuable advantages over wood houses. No putty is used in fixing the glass. They are quite portable, and can be readily taken
down and re-eiected witliout damage or breakage of glass. They are much lighter, more ornamental in appearance, and last ten times longer than wood houses,
consequently they are more economical in cost.

The First Prize was awarded at the Great Horticultural and Botanical Congress, South Kensington, 1866.
A First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticultural Show, Manchester, 1S67.

|
Three First-class Certificates at the Royal Horticultural Show, Bury St. Edmund's, 1867.

SPECIAL DESIGNS, CATALOGUES and ESTIMATES FURNISHED on APPLICATION. HEATING APPARATUS in all its BRANCHES.

LONDON AGENTS: MESSRS. S. OWENS and CO., ENGINEERS, WHITEFRIARS, E.C.

ROYAL VICTORIA MILITARY HOSPITAL,
NETLEY, SOUTHAMPTON.

ANOTHER GRAND TRIUMPH !!!

TV/TESSRS. J. WEEKS and CO. have the pleasure to announce that

their PATENT DUPLEX UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER, and ONE BOILER SYSTEM

of HEATING, now introduced upon a gigantic scale at the above institution, is one of the most

splendid successes on record. It Is a theme of surprise and interesting beyond description, adding another

practical example of the manifold advantages attending their improved principles of heating.

J. WEEKS & CO..
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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Clioice Flower Seeds, Post Free.

BS, WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
• Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Holloway, London, N. p^r packet-i. d.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed.
II. 6d., 3S. 6d.,v. 6d., ana S

Plants from this Seed have always been awarded First Prizes
wherever exhibited.

Weill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,
js. 6d.,2s.6d.,is. 6d.,sj)d 5

Weathcriirs extra choice strain of CINERARIA,
II, W.,2J. &i., 3J, M., and J o

Wiggins' prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. is. W., 21 6.^., and 3 6
CARNATION, from prize flowers 10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, new scarlet Larkspur ..26
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest droopinp varieties .. ..10
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest erect varieties 10
HOLLYHOCK, Chater's finest viirieties .. .. «. and 2 6
PANSY, finest show varieties 11. and a 6
PANSY, finest Belgian varieties u. and 2 6
PICOTEE, choice mixed 10
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize strain .. .. is. and 1 6
PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautifulvarielies .. each a

,, ,, mixed .. ..26
EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..26
Dwarf Scariet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-

mended .. .. 10
SOLANUM HYBRIDUM COMPACTUM .. ai 6rf. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress 21. 6rf. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA. van Perfection ir. W. and 2 6
Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER 10

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

SURPLUS STOCK and SPECIAL OFFER of
BEDDING and other PLANTS.

ZONAL GERANIUMS, from my large collection of named sorts,

21. per dozen, 141. per 100.

Unnamed GERANIUMS, for mixed Bedding, is. 6d. per dozen,
loi per 100.

BRONZE GERANIUMS, in 12 fine varieties, 31. per dozen : in mi.\ed
varieties, 21. per dozen.

DOUBLE GERANIUMS, 21. 6d. per dozen.
TRICOLOR GERANIUMS, in six fine varieties, 31 per dozen.

, ,, in 12 finest varieties, 61. per dozen.
CALCEOLARIAS, A. fl., fine bushy plants. is.6d. per doz.ioj. p. 100,

LOBELIA I'UMILAGRANDIFLORA, fine bushy plants, the best
in the trade, 21. per dozen, 14s. per 100.

DAHLIAS, extra strong plants of the leading sorts, 2S, 6d. per dozen,
i6s. per 100.

FUCHSIAS, 24 best named sorts, all blooming plants, for 6s.

Hampers charged 11. 6d. each.

GEORGE POULTON, Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmon
ton, Middlesex, N.

Cabbage Seed, for present Sowing.

For the GARDEN, for SOWINGat ONCE,
-Ti^Ptf^^ to come in next Spring and Summer.

*^lS-lvWv QUTTONS* IMPERIAL, the
'^ finest in cultivation, and earliest for

Spring use, 8./. per ounce.

^ .^^'^L-^^fi^^ LONDON MARKET, id. per oz.

/<.'^,<;^*'^^*^V\\ ENFIELD MARKET, ,,

7S'/^.^JXSS(W\ EARLY DWARF YORK, „KT/z-^^wv+juii^^^u NONPAREIL

i^*^>/ Jr^ll For the FARM.
>(XUS./rV/ Per lb. -I. d.

y/ II SUTTONS' IMPROVED DRUM-
HEAD, the largest in cultivation:
should be sown in July and August .. 26

f-'O-'fr ROBINSON'S CHAMPION DRUM-
"- "" HEAD 26

COMMON DRUMHEAD, or FLAT
DUTCH 20

Also GRASS SEEDS, TURNIP SEEDS, MUSTARD, RAPE,
&c., for Autumn Sowing, particulars of which may be had on
application.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by Special Appointment to H.M.
the Queen, and H.R H. the Prince of Wales. Reading. Berks.

THE FORWARDEST TURNIP
IS

SUTTONS'
EAULY SIX WEEKS.

Now Ready,
NEW hardy free-flowering CLEMATISES, well

adapted for covering verandahs, trellis-work, walls, porticoes,
pillars, festoons, &c. Eacn variety was awarded a First-class Certi-
ficate by the Roj'al Horticultural Society.

C, THOMAS MOORE, pucy-violet, white stamens, Passi flora-like.

C. MRS. JAMES BATE.MAN. pale lavender, fine.

C, VITICELLA RUBRA GRANDIFLORA.brightclaret-crimson.
C. ALEXANDRA, pale reddish-violet.

C. VELUTINA PURPUREA, rich blackish-mulberry.

15J. each. The Set of Five Varieties for 6oj.

See CLEMATIS LIST for full descriptions.

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON, Wokmg Nursery, Surrey, have
pleasure in informing the Public that the undermentioned Trade Firms
can be relied on for supplying the above true to name, having procured
them direct from us :

—

Messrs. James Booth & Stihnc, Nurserymen, Hamburgh.
„ Tames Carter & Co., Nurserj-man, 237, High Holborn, W.C.
„ Thomas Cripps & Son, Nurserymen, iunbridgc Wells.
,, F, & A. Diclison & Son, Upton Nursery, Chester.

„ Downie, Laird & Laing, Nurserymen, Edinbur;,'h,

„ Froebel & Co., Nurserymen, Zurich.
„ Fisher, Holmes & Co., Handsworth Nurserj-, Shcflield.

,, Haage & Schmidt. Nurserymen. ErfurL
,, Jackson & Son, Nurserymen, Kingston.
„ Peter Lawson & Son, Edinburgh.

,, J. & C. Lee, Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith. W.
„ P. L. Robertson & Co., Trinity Nursery, Edinburgh.
,, J. Stewart & Son, Nurserymen, Dundee.
„ }ames Veitch & Son, Exotic Nursery. Chelsea, S.W.
,, J. C. Wheeler & Co., Nurserymen, Gloucester.

Mr. R. Baxindine, Nurserjman, Guildford.

,, William Bull, Nurseryman, Chelsea, S.W.
„ lohn Eraser, Lea Bridge Road, London.
,, Louis Van Houtte, Nurseryman, Ghent.
,, William Knight, Nurseryman, Hailsham.
„ V. Lemoine, Nurseryman. Nancy, France.
„ Charles Noble, Sunningdale Nursery, Bagshot.
„ William North, Nurseryman, Lee. S.E.

„ Robert Parker, Exotic Nurser>-, Tooting. S.W.
,, Richard Smith, St. John's Nurserv, Worcester.
,, Thomas Thornton, Heatherside, Bagshot.
„ Charles Turner, Royal Nursery. Slough.
„ Henry Walton, Nurseryman, Marsden.
„ B. S. Williams, Nurseryman, Upper Holloway, N.
„ Jolm Wills, Exotic Nursery, Old Brompton, W.
,, R. S. Yates, Nurseryman, Sale.

„ Maurice Young, Milford Nursery, Godalming.

SUTTONS' EARLY SIX WEEKS TURNIP, for

sowing at once, to feed off in time for Wheat.

ALSO,

SUTTONS' POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE,

,,
LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE,

IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE,

GREYSTONE, or MOTTLED GLOBE.

STRATTON HARDY GREEN ROUND,

Lowest pf-ice per btish, may be had on application.

Pnrcch f^z. in value carriage paid to any Railway
Station.

^

SUTTON «fc SONS,
8£EDSMEN by SPECIAL APPDlNTMltNl' TO Tllli QUEEN

AND THE PRINCE OF WALES,

ROYAL BERKS SKED ESTAIJLISHMENT, READING.

Now is the time to 3ow
CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, and PRIMULA.

DOBSONS' CELEBRATED PRIZE
CALCEOLARIA continues the best strain extant.

This magnificent strain has been exhibited by us at the various
Exhibitions of the Royal Botanic and Royal Horticultural Societies,
and also at the Crj'sial Palace, during the month of May. when they
elicited the hichcst encomiums from the thousands of visitors, and
have been highly eulogised by the Press. We have no hesitation in
saying that such displays have never been equalled, and they are the
finest lot we have had during the 20 years we have grown them.
Purchasers of Seed can rely upon their being something first-class.

The following extracts are taken from the Reports of one or other of
the Exhibitions :

—

From Cardentrs' Chrcnidt, May 18.

Royal Horticultural Society, May 15.—" Extra Prize to Messrs.
Dobson & Sons. Isleworth, for a capital group of Calceolarias."

Cr>-stal Palace, May 11.—" A very fine collection of Calceolarias
came from Messrs. Dobson & Sons."
Crystal Palace.—Mr. Glenny, reporting upon this show, writes :

" Dobson, of Islcworih, produced a collection of Calceolarias, which
was so strikingly beautiful that it was difficult to get near them the
whole day."

From the Daily Tdigrapk, May 13.
" The Calceolarias of Messrs. Dobson & Sons, from their advan-

tageous position, made even a finer appearance than at the Regent's
Park, and were fully deserving the Extra Prize conferred on them."

From the Daily A'rws, May 13.
" The Calceolarias exhibited by ftlessrs. Dobson & Sons were simply

marvellous in their size, velvety gloss, and beautiful colours of
the drops."

From the Standard of May 23
"A collection of hybridised Calceolarias, by Dobson, was a perfect

dazzle of richness and harmonious tint, and its quality was deservedly
acknowledged by a Silver Medal "

PRIZES AWARDED.
Royal Horticultural Society, May 15 : Special Extra Prize.
Royal Horticultural Society, June S, 6, 7 : Special Extra Prire.
Crystal Palace. May 11 : Special Extra Prize.
Royal Botanic Society, May 8 : First Prize for Collection of 6.

Royal Hotanic Society, May 22, 23 ; First Prize, or Silver Medal.
The NEW SEED is now ready, in sealed packets, with full

directions for sowing and growing in each packet, is. 6d., 2J. 6d.,
31. 6d., and $s. each.

Our splendid Strain of CINERARIA and PRIMULA SINENSIS
FIMBKIATA ALBA, or RUURA, in packets, at the same price.

DOUSON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth'

T R O P ^E O L U M S

T. Thornton
BEGS TO OFFER THIS SEASON, AT VERY REDUCED PRICES,

THE SET OF FIVE SUPERB BEDDING TROP^OLUMS,
Which was offered by him for the first time in 1S71, and to which the public so generously responded.

The five distinct and beautiful varieties can now be had for 5s.

See Gardener's Year Book for 1871, under the head of " New Flowers ;

" also in other Gardening Periodicals.

T. THORNTON, THE NURSERIES, HEATHERSIDE, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

PROPER SEASON FOR SOWING THE FOLLOWING.

E. G. Henderson & Son
Offer the Seeds in superfine strains. For winter bloom and growth, Primula, Cineraria, and

Calceolaria, should be sown immediately; for spring bloom sow during July.

Per packet.

—

s.

PRIMULA sinensis fimbriata, elegantly fringed, alba .. ..2
„ ,, ,, rubra a

,, ,, Magnum Bonum, richest colour 2

,, ,, in mixed colours 3

„ „ tilicirolia rubra, Fem-leavcd 2

„ „ ,, alba. Fern-leaved 2

,, „ ,, mixed colours. Fern-leaved 2
CALCEOLARIA, herbaceous, large flowered, splendid varieties 3
CINERARIA, finest quality, mixed colours 2

CYCLAMEN persicum, assortment in 6 fine kinds .. -.4
,, choice mixed, from 30 beautiful varieties .. 15. and a

,, an assortment of 12, species and varieties 7
CLOVE CARNATIOiNS, fine strain, in mixed colours .. .. 2
CARNATIONS, in fine varieties, also yellow ground colours,

separate 2

,, perpetual flowering, for winter, mixed colours , . . . 2

,, in Picotee section, iine mixed colours ..2
HUMEA ELEGANS 6rf. and i

,, ,, purpurea, new if. and a
HOLLYHOCKS, 12 first-class varieties 4

,, various colours, mixed .. .. ir. to 2
SWEET WILLIAM, Henderson's Perfection, various colours, i

,, assortment of 5 kinds i

For Spring Bedding and Pot Culture.
MVOSOTIS (Fort;ct-mc-Not) dissititlora .. .. 6J. and i

„ sylvatica, true, fine bedding plant o

,, ,, alba, pure white, in contrast .. .. .. .. .. o
PANSIES, assorlment of 8 bedding kinds, ar. td.; colours

separate, 6d. each.

For further descriptive notes on the above, see E. G. HENDERSON AND SON'S DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE of SEEDS.

Per packet.

—

s. d.

STOCKS, Scarlet Intermediate, London market variety, od. and t o
„ White, 6d. Sc is. ; Blue, 6d. ; and Purple Intermediate, fine o 6
„ Alexandra, Princess of Wales, prolific Intermediate, white

6d. and t o
,, Albert, Prince of Wales, purpIc-vIolet .. .. td. and i o
„ Blood Royal, Intermediate, hne .. 10
„ Purple Rocket, Intermediate, distinct, fine i^plke .. .. i

„ Royal Scarlet, Intermediate, brilliant colour .. .. 10
,, East Lothian, Intermediate, scarlet to
„ ,, Intermediate, purple .. ..10
,, ., Iniermediaie, white 10
,, Brilliantissima, bright scarlet, fine . . . . . . ..10
,, Rose Royal, clear light rose 06

VIOLET, lutca perfecta, beautiful large golden bedding kind
6a. and i

WALLFLOWER, English, single dwarf, golden yellow ..06
,, English, single reddish crimson 06
,, German, mixed colours, fine quality 10

E. G. HENDERSON AND SONalso offer established young seedling
plants of PRIMULA JAPONICA, the "Queen of Primroses," con-
sidered one of the finest plants ever introduced to English gardens:
stately and unique in its growth, beautiful in variety of colour, ana
perfectly hardy. A selection of six varieties, including distinct colours
of red, white, mauve with red centre, white mottled with red, rich

dark crimson, and pink. Single plants, 3s. 6>^., larger quantities
special prices.

Seed of this fine species can also be supplied in packets, 2s.6d. each.
Should be kept in cold pit or frame; but will remain nearly one year
before it germinates.

WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, N.W.

TOP D R E SS I N G S.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA.
NITEATE OF SODA.

CAEO OUANO.
I^INIT.

IN SEALED BAGS, WITH THE GUARANTEE RECOMMENDED BY THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION OF ENGLAND. Prices, b-c, forwurded on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO.,
CHEMICAL MANURE MANUFACTURERS, 20, BILLITER STREET, E.C.

I
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QLTTTONS* CHOICE NEW^ FLOWEKSEEDSfor PRESENT

[
SOWING, saved from choicest

I
strains.

SUTTONS' SUTERn I'lilMUt.A ElMBRiA'iA,—This has been
most carelullv selected from the best Howers, rcmnrkabk for their
richness of colour and tine form. Price 2s. 6J. per packet.

DobsnnV, Williams', and other strains can be supplied at the adver-
tised prices ; and mixed varieties at is. 6rf. per packet.

SUTTONS' Sl'PERi; CINERARIA.—This will be found un-
equalled by any in cultivation, the seed having been saved from the
finest named varieties only. Price is. 64. and 3J. 6d. per packet.

Dobsons' and other strains can be supplied at the advertised prices.

SUTTONS' SUPERU CALCEOLARIA-Our stock of this
favourite greenhouse llower has been saved from the finest strains
only. Price 2s. 6rf, per packet,

Dobson's, James', Thomas', and other strains can be supplied at the
advertised prices.

Complete particulars of other choice FLOWER SEEDS for present
sowmg, with Instructions on Cultivation, gratis and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by appointment to the Queen and
Prince of Wales. Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Readine.

Special Offer.—New and Rare Stove and Greenliouse
PLANTS.

WILLIAM BRYANT begs to offer tlie following
choice selection of NEW PLANTS, which are strong, healthy,

and wel! established in 54 pots :—

Each—5. d.

Gardenia florida . . ..16
,, Fortuneana .. ..16

Ixora coccinea . , , . i 6
,, Dixiana . .. ..26
,, javanica floribiinda .. 16

Pandanus javanicus varic-
caius 26

RonHeletia speciosa major 1 6
Stephnnotis floribunda .. 16

,, Thouarsii . . . , 16
A General CATALOGUE of PLANTS post free on application.

The Nursery, Rugby.
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in the centre of the area had a depressing

influence, and marred the picture when viewed

as a whole. It would be well to reconsider

this arrangement in any future shows.

In its financial results the show has been

thoroughly successful, notwithstanding the un-

propitious weather. We understand that the

receipts have been appro.ximately as follows :

—

By sale of tickets, rental of implement yard, &c.

,

C
nearly 2300

By money taken at the doors '.-^

Tuesday, June 25, at 105. (id. 84
Wednesday, June 26, at 2J. 6(/. 430
Thursday, June 27, at 1 J. . . . . . . .

.

910
Friday, June 28, at i^ 730
Saturday, June 29, at 6i^. 5S4

The amount of the expenditure has not yet

been made up. Much of the success which has

attended the exhibition is attributable to the

indefatigable exertions of the Hon. Sec, Mr.

E. W. Badger, to whom we were glad to see a

Life Fellowship was unanimously voted, in

acknowledgment of his arduous services, at the

general meeting, held on Wednesday last. Mr.

Hallam's services in that very difficult imple-

ment department also deserve recognition.

The Exhibitors' dinner, though very hurriedly

got up, passed off with a heartiness and unani-

mity which was most gratifying. We give a

resume of the proceedings elsewhere, from which

it will be seen that it was well supported.

Turning to the Congress, the results were

fairly satisfactory, though the arrangements were

by no means perfect. The attendance was better

than at any previous meeting, and the interest

more sustained, but, as at Manchester, too much
was attempted, and the discussion which it was
hoped might have been elicited was nipped in

the bud from sheer want of time. As it was, the

papers were not all got through. One might
infer that the Congress was not in especial favour

either with the Council or with the Local

Committee, for while each had respectively

selected a President for the two appointed
meetings, neither of the chairmen thus announced
put in an appearance. Now, we are amongst
those who have faith in the utility of gatherings of

this sort, if only a little life and reality is infused

into them, and we have no doubt that it would
be for the interests of horticulture that some of the

governing bodies whose business it is to regulate

and control these provincial meetings, should
make all reasonable arrangements to secure their

eft'ectivcness. If the Council is too much occu-

pied, as it may be, to undertake this duty, or if

the local dignitaries are not sufficiently interested

in the matter, then let a practical horticulturist

from amongst the Fellows of the Society be ap-

pointed to preside. Above all, let the arrange-

ments be matured and the programmes sent forth

a week or two at least before the show, and
not, as in this case, at the very last moment.
One of the local organs, the Birmingliani

Daily Ca^ct/c, observes very appositely :

—

" The conference, which now forms an important and
instructive portion of the show, might be made twenty

times more advantageous under better regulations. There
was a very numerous attendance, though the audience, it

must be confessed, was for the most part of a miscel-

laneous and migratory character, and scarcely evinced as

much interest in the proceedings as the subjects dealt with,

and the way in which they were treated, deserved. This

feature of the show, giving an opportunity, as it does, of

an interchange of opinion as to horticultural arrangements
generally, and particularly as affording a platform upon
which an intelligent resuvi^ can be made of the results of

the show by men capable of expressing an opinion, can
scarcely be too highly valued. The subjects of the papers

read, and the skilful manner in which they were treated,

are a sufScient justification for the holding of such a con-

ference ; and the only regret to be expressed is, that the

papers are read under high pressure, with very insufficient

opportunity for well digesting them, and that discussion is

absolutely impossible. It may be well worthy of the

attention of the committee of management to consider

whether justice might not be better done to the gentlemen
who take the trouble to prepare papers, and whether the

desired result of improving the occasion by conveying in-

formation to the public, might not be better served, with-

out putting off so important a portion of business to the

fag-end of the day."

We gather, moreover, from past experience,

that instead of occupying two days with the
Congress or conference, which is perhaps incon-
venient to some who may wish to take part in
this portion of the Society's work, it would be
better to have one day—probably the second
day of the show— set apart for this assembly, and
to hold morning and afternoon sittings, say at
II A.M. and 4 r.M. We further suggest that a
more limited number of papers should be taken,
so as to allow time for at least the expression of
opinion on the most importnnt points thrown
out, by those present who may have opinions

to express. Concerning the clap-trap utter-

ances which have gone forth in reference to a

division of subjects, we have nothing to say

beyond this—that it is quite immaterial whether

they are divided in this or any other way, or not

at all, except in so far as it may be more agree-

able to those who respectively care most

for either the theoretical or practical element

in gardening, to have their convenience in this

matter studied, by having facilities afforded

for attending either. As to what is meant
by a practical paper as compared with a

scientific one, the veriest babe in horticulture

must understand that : the old adage here

applies—none so blind as those who will not

see. It was certainly unfortunate that the Con-

gress tent should have been pitched within

earshot of the site of a poultry show, but that

was an accident which, as it happened, could not

be avoided, and one which no one regretted more
than Mr. OuiLTER, whose arrangements were

completely "disconcerted by the unfavourable

weather of the early days of the show.

Few sites could have been found more suit-

able for a great show than the Lower Aston

grounds, and few persons could have more
thoroughly appreciated the situation, or done

more to promote the success of the gathering,

or the comfort of those who thus gathered

around him, than their genial and large-hearted

proprietor, who, we observe, offers a moiety of

his share of the proceeds to the charities of

Birmingham.

Close by the spot where, more than 20 years

ago, was realised one of the noblest projects that

ever entered into the brain of man to conceive,

there now rises, in all the bravery of marble

and gilding, a memorial shrine—the national

Memorial of the Prince Consort. It is

questionable whether any such temple made with

hands would entirely satisfy the minds of those

whose estimate of the worth of the late Prince
Consort is derived from personal experience.

Again, it can hardly be doubted that the most
real and enduring memento of this great and
good prince will be that furnished by tradition,

and the natural outcome of his deeds. Any
sculptured monument, bearing, as it must, the

date of its construction written on it, becomes
sooner or later an anachronism. To say nothing

of erecting an elaborate spire of the style of

the 14th century to commemorate a prince

of the 19th, the ten years that have elapsed

since the memorial was coinmenced have

so altered the complexion of the times, that

one at least of the principal allegorical groups

represents a startling anachronism. At the

south-western corner of the pedestal, where is a

group typifying Europe, we have France repre-

sented as a great military power, with out-

stretched sword in one hand and the Laurel of

Victory in the other, while " Germany, the great

home of literature and science, is represented in

a thoughtftil attitude with an open volume on her

knee." To be sure, had France been as good at

her book as Germany the result might have been
different. To revert to the Memorial in Hyde
Park. No sooner had the British people roused

themselves from the intense feeling of the loss

they had sustained in the death of the Prince
Consort than they set to work to see in what
way they could best perpetuate the memory of

the Prince. Subscriptions flowed in from all

quarters, a Parliamentary subsidy was added, the

total amount thus collected amounting to little

short of ^100,000. Various schemes were pro-

posed, but the one which ultimately met with

the approval of Her Majesty and her Com-
missioners, was the design of Mr. Gilbert
Scott, R.A., now completed.

The Memorial consists of a colossal statue of the

Prince, by Mr. Foley, R.A., which is not yet

in place, but which is very highly spoken of by
those competent to judge, placed on a pedestal,

and enclosed within an elaborate Gothic shrine.

The pedestal itself is raised on a square plat-

foriTi, and the shrine is surmounted by an

elegant metal spire, rising to a height of iSo

feet. At each corner of the platform are statuary

groups in white marble, representing the four

quarters of the globe. Between this platform

and the pedestal of the Memorial is a lofty, wide-

spreading pyramid of steps. The pedestal is

adorned with a series of sculptures in relief, and
portraying a selection of the most eminent

painters, sculptors, architects, poets, and
musicians of the world in all ages, 170 in

number. Each figure is about the size of life.

We can but regret that the]designer of the E.xhi-

bition Building of 1851, a man who thereby

certainly left his mark deeply writ in the archi-

tectural records of the time—Sir Joseph P.ax-

TON—should have been left without memorial in

this work. We can but look upon this under all

the circumstances of the case as a serious oinis-

sion. The shrine consists of a four-sided arch,

the openings of which are bounded by clustered

pillars of polished granite, and which supports

four gables and a central spire. The tympanum
of each gable is filled in with mosaic pictures, and
the mouldings and the spire are richly gilt. Statu-

ary groups,representing Manufactures, Commerce,
Agriculture, the various sciences and Christian

virtues, are placed in suitable situations, the

design of the whole being intended to signify the

Prince's delight in and zeal in promoting the

knowledge and practice of everything that tends

to enlighten, refine, and add to the comforts of

mankind.
The planting around the Memorial is simple

and appropriate, though both landscape gardener

and architect must have wished the Memorial
could have been placed farther from the road.

As it is, there are but few points from which it

can be seen to advantage. The best point is, no
doubt, the north-west corner.* We shall be
curious to see what provision is made for the

protection of the now unsullied marble groups
from the effects of the London atmosphere in

winter. With Westminster and St. Paul's in

vivid recollection, we tremble to think what will

be the condition of this Memorial in ten, or even
five years' time.

Her Majesty paid a private visit to the

Memorial a few days ago, and has since inti-

mated her intention of knighting the architect, in

testimony of her satisfaction at the result of his

labours.

The 29th anniversary festival of the Gar-
deners' Royal Benevolent Institution was
held on the 2d inst., at the London Tavern, the Rev.

Reynolds Hole in the chair. A goodly company
assembled. The Chairman was in his merriest vein,

and by his genial eloquence did much to coax the

guineas from the pockets of his audience. He was well

supported by Sheriff Sir John Bennett, a strong

literary contingent, including Mr. Edmund Yates,
Mr. Tom Hood, and Mr. L. L. Blanciiakd, and a
large party of horticulturists. The room was decorated

with plants and flowers supplied by Messrs. Veitch,
Williams, and others. Contributions of fruit were

furnished by the Prince of Wales, Baron Rothschild,
and others. In proposing the toast of the evening, Mr.

Hole alluded in the following terms to the peculiar

claims the Institution has on the gardening fraternity :^
" But chiefly the gardener's is a perilous life, and that

appears very strange ; but still it is a strong plea, and one
I have to bring before you to-night. Now, at first sight you
would naturally think that a man who lived in a beautiful

garden had health at his command ; but recollect, the

gardener must be up early and late, and he is, more than

any other man, subject to that rheumatism which cripples

so many of our agricultural population. The gardener

must go to the forcing house with the thermometer at yo",

with the perspiration on his forehead, whilst outside it is

10' below freezing point. Thus it is no unusual thing to

see frequently in our obituaries the deaths of gardeners

taken off in the prime of life. But then you say, ' AW this

is true, but they are well enough paid to put something by

for the time of need.' Well, how is it that when, if a man
puts aside once a-week for 12 months u. 81/., he can have

a pension of ^16, so few gardeners comparatively join this

Society ? I believe the reason so few gardeners are con-

nected with this Institution to be this—that the resources of

the Society do not admit of its giving immediate help

when it is wanted by gardeners in the time of need ;
and

you can hardly expect a soldier to subscribe to a fund for

succouring the wounded unless he is sure there will be an

ambulance and a doctor in waiting when he falls in the

fight. The remedy for this state of things is to augment

the funds of the Society, so that gardeners may be induced

to join. In the first place. I thmk the masters ought to

do more than they do. They ought to do more than tell the

man to save. Oh I what a very easy thing it is to tell the

man to save. I think the masters should do something

more than they do. They should tell their g.ardeners of

the advantages of a society like this, and the gardeners

should make it a condition that they should subscribe to

this Society, which would help them in the time of need.

Ladies and gentlemen, I have a few words to add on behalf

of this Society, which h.as relieved nearly 200 needy gar-

deners, and has now 60 pensioners on its list, at an

outlay of ^1850 a-year. You would not like me—indeed

I should not like myself—if I were to forget the calling of

my profession. I say this to you, that you never sp(?nd any

money which is safe except the money you give in tnie

charity. Be generous, as you hope for comfort in your

own time of need. 'Give, and it shall be given to you.'

'He who considers the poor, the Lord shall be with him

in the time of visitation.' Ladies and gentlemen, the toast

* An excellent little handbook to the Prince Consttrt National

Memorial has recently been published by Mr. Murray, to

whom we are indebted for the use of the illustration. Mr.
Ml'RRAVwill also publish shortly a fuller and more comprehensive

account of tlie Memorial, illustrated with chromo-lithographs,

engravings of all th« sculptures, architectural details, &c.
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I have to give you is ' Continued Success and Prosperity

to the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution,' and I

shall couple with the toast the name of HENRY HUGGINS,

Esq., the chairman of the stewards."

• The Gardens at Rochester Castle, which

have been taken on lease by the Corporation from

Lord Jersey, were opened to the publican Wednesday

last by the Mayor, Mr. William Woodhams, in the

presence of a large company. A public subscription has

been raised for laying-out the grounds, the works con-

nected with which have already cost upwards of ;f2000.

On Tuesday last the seventh annual exhibition

judge from the Royal Horticultural Society. They con-

sisted of bronze medals and small sums of money
given as general prizes, and of local prizes given

to be competed for by those who were not

successful in gainintj general prizes. In order to

prevent imposition, competitors are required by

the Society to register the plants they intend to

exhibit about six weeks before the show is held. A
piece of tape is tied round each plant when it is

registered, and the Society's seal is affixed to the tape.

The plant must bear this seal when presented for exhi-

bition. It was computed that several thousands of

persons visited the show and enjoyed the prome-

that their excellent friend Canon Conway was not
with them on this occasion, proposed a vote of thanks
to Lord Siiaftesdury for again presiding.

The wisdom of our legislators, hereditary or
elected, is not always displayed to advantage. In a
debate in the House of Commons the other night it

was gravely proposed to plant more Evergreens in

Hyde Park. Mr. Beresford Hope, however,
with more knowledge of the fitness of things, sug-

gested that a greater variety of deciduous trees might
be employed. We have from time to time given lists

of trees likely to be useful in such situations, but we

Fig. 205.

—

the prince consort memorial in hyde park.

of the Society for Promotmg Window Gardening
among the working classes in the imited parishes of

St. Margaret and St. John, Westmmster, was held, by
permission of the Dean and Chapter, in the College

garden. The flowers, which, says the Times, were

displayed in a large tent, showed by their appearance

that the exhibitors had attended to their floral pets,

and had tried as far as their means allowed, in spite of

disadvantages of situation, to promote the healthy

natural growth of the plants. The majority of the

flowers exhibited were Geraniums and Fuchsias, the

exhibitors being working men and women, or children

attending Parochial, National, Infant, Sunday, or

Ragged schools in these two parishes. The prizes

were awarded in accordance with the decision of a

nade under the shady walks in the gardens. In

the evening, the prices of admission having been

reduced to id. after 5 o'clock, the Earl of Shaftes-
BURY distributed the prizes in the presence of the Dean
of Westminster (Dr. Stanley), Lady Augusta
Stanley, and most of the clergy of the surrounding

districts. Lord Shaftesbury, at the conclusion of

the ceremony, congratulated the promoters of the

Society and the exhibitors upon the result of their

several exertions, and dwelt upon the benefits which

invariably followed when men, women, and children

could be induced to take a pleasure in the cultivation

of flowers with a desire to brighten and adorn their

homes. The Dean of Westminster, after expressing

the regret which he felt sure would be shared by all

quite echo Mr. Ayrton's tribute to the merits of the

Superintendent (Mr. Gibson), and have no doubt that

if the matter were left to him the public mterests would
be well served in this matter.

^^ All sorts of opinions have been promulgated as

to the nature of the bracts and Scales of the Cone in

1 Conifers. In Abietinere the bracts are usually very

apparent, as in Abies nobilis or A. Douglasii, and the

scales are equally apparent, and bear the seeds.
.
In

Araucarias the two parts are easily recognisable. In

CupressineK there are scales but no bracts. The
difficulty has been as to the exact nature of these two

parts respectively. Brongniart, the most recetit

writer on the subject, after citing the opinions of his
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pre lecessors, proceeds to give his own opinion, which

is this, that there is essentially and primarily but one

organ, which, in process of development, splits or

divides into two, one of which forms tlie bract, the

other the scale, jfn Cupressinea:, of course the splitting

does not take place.

M. Fr. Pfaff has recently been experiment-

ing on the amount of Evaporation that takes place

from the surface of Leaves. He examined several

times daily, from May till the end of October, a small

Oak, the number of leaves on which were by very

ingenious calculations estimated at 620,464. The
experimenter found that the evaporation varies from

day to day according to circumstances, but taking the

average of 14 days in May the quantity was nearly

884 kilogrammes ; for the whole of June 26,023 kilo-

grammes, and in October 17,023 kilogrammes. A
kilogramme, it may be added, is equal to 2 lb. 3 oz.

Mr. Glaisher remarks, on the State of the

Weather, during the week ending June 29, in the

vicinity of London :—The reading of the barometer at

the beginning of the week, at sea level, was about

30. 1 inches. Decreasing readings were recorded till

the morning of the 25th, when 29.6 inches was

reached ; a general increase then occurred to 30 inches

on the 27th, followed by a decrease to 29.8 inches

on the 28th. By the end of the week 30 inches

was again registered. The highest temperatures

by day were respectively 76* and 7S5 on the 23d and

24th, but during the remainder of the week the maximum
values were close to 70°. The lowest temperatures at

night varied between 5SJ' on the 25th and 463° on the

23d. The daily range of temperature was but 1 1
4° on the

25th. The mean daily temperatures and their departures

from average were as follows :—23d, 60".9, +o*.2;
2+th, 65°. 3, +4°.I ; 2Sth, 6i°.4, —o°.2

; 26lh, 56°.9,

—4°.8; 27th, 58°, —3°.6; 28th, 61°. 5, 0°.0 ; 29th,

57°.8, —3°.6. The weather at the commencement and

end of the week was fine and bright, and at times

cloudless, but on the 25th, 26th, and 27th the sky was

generally cloudy and rain fell occasionally. On the

evening of the 24th a thunderstorm occurred, with very

frequent and vivid flashes of lightning, but very little

rain fell. The wind was generally south-westerly and

westerly, and the pressures were generally light, though

continuous. The maximum pressure on the square foot

during the week was 10 lb. on the 26th. The amount
of rain measured was nearly half-an-inch.

In England the highest temperatures by day ranged

from 80° at Leicester to 71° at Liverpool, the general

average over the country being 75i'. The lowest

temperatures at night varied from 50° at Bradford to

444° at Portsmouth and Nottingham, with a general

average of 463°. The greatest range of temperature in

the week was 35^° at Nottingham, and the least 25° at

Bradford, the general average being nearly 29°. The
means of all the highest temperatures observed by day
varied between 73° at Nottingham and 655* at Liver-

pool, and of all the lowest observed at night between

54° at Bradford and 50° at Portsmouth. The highest

mean temperature was 6oJ° at Blackheath and Notting-

ham, and the lowest 57° at Portsmouth, the mean for

the whole country being 584°. Rain fell on two days

at Poitsmouth, and on three at Blackheath and Hull.

In the midland, western, and northern counties the

general average was four or five days. The amount
collected varied from nearly zj inches at Wolver-

hampton to five-hundreths of an inch at Portsmouth,

and the average fall over the country was little more
than I inch. At Wolverhampton nearly ij inch fell

between 4 and 5 p.m. on the 24th. Thunderstorms
occurred at Birmingham, Wolverhampton, and Brad-

ford on the 25th, and at Norwich, Bradford, and
Liverpool on the 24th.

In Scotland the highest temperature ranged from 73°

at Edinburgh to 64^° at Aberdeen, and the lowest from
49° at Greenock to 453° at Edinburgh, the respective

averages over the country being 69° and 471*. The
highest mean temperature was 55" at Dundee and
Paisley, and the lowest 54^° at Greenock, the average
for the whole county being 544". Rain fell heavily at

most places ; more than 24 inches was measured at

Glasgow and Greenock, and more than i inch at the

remainder of the stations. The average fall was

I J inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 71°, the

lowest 43°, the mean S5k°> and the rainfall nearly four,

tenths of an inch.

Grimston Park, the seat of Lord LoNDES-
BOROUGH, which covers an area within a ring fence

of nearly 2900 acres, was sold by auction, the other

day, to Mr. John Fielden, of Dobroyd Castle, Tod-
morden, for the sum of;{^265,ooo.

Mr. IBaker desires us to state that the Lily
which is being distributed in gardens at the present
time, under the name of LiLiUM Roezli, is identical
with the plant which he described last year in our
colurnns, under the name of L, cinadense, var. Hart-
wegii

; and that the former name, having been pub-
lished by Kegel, with a figure, in November, 1870
(Garlenflora, tab. 667), has the right of priority over
his, and should, therefore, be the one to be adopted.
He adds that the plant exhibited at the Royal Horti-
cultural Society a fortnight ago, under the name of
" californicum," is identical with an old favourite, the

L. carolinianum of Michaux, figured in the Botanical

Register, t. 580, and Bot. Mag. t. 2280—a native, not of

the west, but of the east side of the American continent.

New Garden Plants.
Oncidiu.m superbiens, Rchb.f. Linnaea, xxii. 843,

1848 ; Lindl. Folia Orchid. Oncidium, N. 3.

—

Onci-

ilium in/erlobum of English sales (according to

Messrs. Veitch).

Pseudobulbis ancipitibus ligulatts monophyllis ; folio longe petio-

lato atlcnuato oblongo ligulato acuminato ; folii"; futtienti-

bus pluribus, similibus vaginato articulatis : panicula vali-

dissima maxima, multiramea, vaginis ramorum bractcisque

ovaria pedicellala non arquantibus oblongis acuiis cucullalis :

sepalo dorsali unguiculato basi biauriculato supernc triangulo

cordato siibacuto transverse ; sepalis lateralibus loiigius ungui-

culatis, basi externa et interna insequaliter sen tantum basi

externa auriculata, cuncato oblongis acutis, tepalis ab unguc
lato hastato triangulis crispis, labello cuneato ovato in ligulam

longam langeolatam acutam extenso ; callo magno carinato

antice abrupto in basi, cannula extus utrinq^ne apposita :

columna trigona buccis valde angulato productis, androclinio

postice acuto, alis falcatis crectis cartilagineis.

When I described this magnificent species 24 years

ago, I did not think I should ever see it in European
gardens. The Cyrtochilum group was then, with

the exception of Oncidium microchilum, regarded

as impossible to be managed. Provided you like such

straggling twining inflorescence, it is an excellent

thing. The unguiculate oblong-acute sepals are of a

beautiful cinnamon, the wavy broadly unguiculate

petals are whitish-yellow, with many transverse

brown bars. The lip purplish-violet with a brownish-

vpjiitish callus ; while the brownish column boasts two
horn-like dark purplish wings. This grand beauty

appears to have been discovered in New Grenada by

the Lindenian collectors, Messrs. Funck and Schlim

(1433!) I have also specimens from Schlim (387) !

Bruchmiiller ! Wagener ! Braam ! Wallis I Branlio

Efiao ! Roezl ! I feel most pleased to state that this

magnificent species has lately flowered with Messrs.

Veitch. It may well attract the sympathy of Orchid

growers. H. G. Hehb. f. [The Orchid above described

is figured in the number of the Botanical Magazine for

the present month, t. 5980.]

THE BIRMINGHAM CONGRESS.
We resume the publication of the communications

read at this meeting by inserting the continuation of

Dr. Denny's paper, commenced in our last issue.

THE RELATIVE INFLUENCE OF PARENT-
AGE IN FLOWERING PLANTS.

Of that portion in which Leonidas was used as

pollen, and Lord Derby as seed parent, nearly half

resembled in all respects their father, and the rest were

much inferior ; not one showed that any appreciable

amount of influence had been exerted by the mother

towards improvement. It will be observed that in this

cross the pollen parent possessed both the inferior

flower and the most powerful constitution also. As
regards the habit of these seedlings, they were all more
robust than their mother's.

The same season I raised about 60 seedlings from a

cross between Celestial and Lord Derby. Celestial,

which was used as pollen parent, possessed a brilliant

magenta-coloured flower, but of very bad form and
substance, and possessed a weakly constitution ; from

this batch of seedlings a few produced flowers of a

colour very similar to their father's (but somewhat less

brilliant), and with a great improvement as regards the

form, quality, size, and substance of the flower, accom-
panied, too, with a fair habit and constitution of plant,

showing a marked influence on the part of the mother,

which in this cross was decidedly the stronger of the

two parents. lanthe resulted fiom this cross. The
remainder of this batch were mostly of very bad form

and quality of flower, and weakly constitutions ; but

there were some very brilliant and novel colours,

interesting examples of colour blending, amongst them
were carmine, rose-crimson, pinks, and vivid scarlets

—

some in all respects resembled CelestiaL

My large seedling nosegay Wellington was the result

of a cross between Le Grand (nosegay) and Leonidas,

Le Grand being used as pollen parent. Here the plants

were about equally vigorous. Wellington resembles in

the character of its flower its father, but with an

increased breadth of petal derived from its mother ; the

colour of the flower is nearly that of the father's also,

but it is somewhat a blend, the purple hue of Le
Grand and the deep scarlet of Leonidas having pro-

duced a very dark crimson scarlet, almost maroon.

The foliage, too, of Wellington is most distinctly of

the nosegay type ; its habit still more vigorous than

either parent.

In breeding for variegates, and using the variegates

(which, as a rule, are wanting in vigour) as pollen

parents, and the robust green zonals as seed parents,

about half the number of Iheir jirogeny showed varie-

gation, and possessed weakly constitutions, the

remainder being green zonals ; upon the order of pro-

cedure being reversed, by wliich the pollen parent

became the parent of very much the greater vigour,

the mother's influence was almost nil.

I believe that it is owing to the existence of a differ-

ence in the vigour of the respective parents that the

production of novelties and varieties in our flowers

(and probably in our fruits too) mainly depends, and
that were it not for a preponderance of power on the

mother's side, the progeny would almost invariably

resemble the father ; and hence the immutability of

our flowers and vegetables, which are annually repro-

duced from seed, the result of self-fertilization.

But I consider another source of the production of

novelties and variation exists in the tendency in all

flowers (and fruits) that have been artificially bred up

to a state far in advance of their original condition, to

revert towards former progenitors (especially under the

influence of self-fertilization), by which means new
combinations of ancestral properties are formed, and
hence new varieties.

Even under artificial fertilization I find in the Pelar-

gonium this tendency to reversion to exert very consider,

able modifying influences. Especially have X observed

it as regards the colour of the flower ; for instance, the

magenta shades that have been produced upon the

scarlet Pelargonium have resulted from the crossing of

pinks upon scarlets ; and very many of my seedlings,

the offspring resulting from the crossing of two magenta-
coloured flowers, have produced pink ones as well as

scarlets, showing reversion to both the colours of their

immediate ancestors.

It is a point worthy of observation whether the colour of

a flower or a change in the character of a plant that has

been recently obtained are conveyed to their offspring

in the same proportion as to numbers, and with the

same certainty as those of long standing. I think not,

I must also mention a remarkable instance of rever-

sion as regards foliage that has occurred in two of a

number of seedlings raised this spring from Violet Hill

Nosegay as seed parent, crossed by lanthe, with the

object of obtaining variety in the flower. Two of this

batch of seedlings have come variegates. Now Violet

Hill was bred for variegation, and was planted out

at Messrs. Henderson's establishment at St. John's

Wood in the spring of 1864, with a view to its break-

ing into variegation, but which it did not do, but was
selected, and subsequently sent out, for its flower, and

on account of its dwarf habit of growth.

My notes would furnish innumerable examples in

support of the theories I have founded upon them, did

time admit of my going further into detail. I would
observe that I have purposely quoted the results of

crossings which produced varieties that have been sent

out by Mr. W. Paul, that they might, if desired, be

referred to, and compared with their parents.

A close analogy seems to me to exist between the

vegetable and the animal kingdoms as regards the ill-

effects produced by breeding in-and-in, and the good
resulting from crossing opposites, for I find it to be

necessary for the maintenance of improvement in the

flower, and the constitution of my seedlings, to intro-

duce fresh varieties to breed from annually ; and 1 find

that crossing two flowers of the finest qualities does not

produce such satisfactory results as where one of much
inferior quality is employed. Of course it will be

inferred from my previous observations that I use the

superior quality flower as pollen parent.

I am of opinion that the decadence in many of our

old florists' flowers is owing to their having been bred

in-and-in, and from the repeated crossing of flowers of

a precisely similar strain and qualities, with the object

(and probably supposed only means) of reproducing

flowers possessing certain peculiarities in markings, or

form, in accordance with the rigid rules prescribed for

these flowers.

As regards the condition of the atmosphere that

favours the effecting of difficult crosses, it would be no

easy matter to note with any degree of certainty the

precise period of each successful attempt, nor the

precise condition of the atmosphere at the time ; we
read of special crosses having been effected under

certain conditions of it, but I have never seen it

specified what these conditions were. My experience

indicates that bright clear weather, and the hours of

sunshine, are conducive to fecundation.

I have alluded to the antipathies and affinities we
find to exist, without any explicable cause ; for instance,

I have found it impossible to fertilise three or four

varieties of the scarlet Pelargonium (viz., the Duke of

Cornwall, Dr. Muret, Beaute de Suresnes, and all

that section of the doubles which sprang from Beaute

de Suresnes), which to all appearance are mere varie-

ties of the zonal section, save with one another ; and,

showing the existence of affinity between what are

supposed to be distinct species, I have fertilised with-

out much difficulty a variety (peltatum elegans) of the

Ivy-leaved section by the pollen of the zonal.

I have also alluded to the possible difference in the

respective influence of the parents in true hybridisation.

Upon this point I have not sufficient evidence to form

a fair opinion ; but certainly in the seedlings I have

raised between the Ivy-leaved and the zonal sections,

their fohage (with the exception of some distinctive

evidence of their being hybrids) resembles almost

entirely that of their mother, which you will observe is

the reverse of my experience of the results produced

between varieties.

Much has been written and said upon the difference

in the quality and powers of tlie pollen of the short

stamens, and if the supposed diflercnce really does

exist, it is a matter of considerable practical importance,

and one wortliy of further scientific investigation ; but

my experiments have hitherto failed to satisfy me of

their possessing any difference.
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In ail admirable article upon hybridisation, written

by Isaac Auderson-IIenry, Esq. (and which at different

periods has appeared in nearly all the horticultural

journals), he says *' that, owing to the granides of the

short stamens being smaller than those of the long ones,

they can the more easily descend the tubules leading

from the stigma to the ovaries, and consequently

facilitate the crossing of a large-flowered variety, or

species, upon a smaller one."

I have not been able to delect this difference in size,

although I have many times placed the granules of the

long and short stamens side by side under a powerful

microscope ; nor, I believe, is it the opinion of physio-

logists of the present day that they do descend these

tubules at all, in fact it has been shown that they send

down filaments through them to tlie ovules.

The arrangement of the anthers upon filaments of

different lengths looks to me like a provision to ensure

all parts of the body and legs of the insect coming into

contact with the pollen as it passes down the flower to

oblain the nectar, thereby rendering the fertilisation of

the next flower it visits the more certain.

The visible effects of impregnation are frequently

manifested with a rapidity almost equalling that of an

electrical phenomenon. I have observed the petals of

the Pelargonium which, before impregnation, were
quite firm, to fall within a few seconds of the applica-

tion of the pollen to the stigma—a result due, I con-

clude, either to the immediate diversion of nourish-

ment from the then superfluous part of the flower to

the organs of generation, or to the existence in the

vegetable kingdom of a power analogous to the nervous

in the animal, but of which we are as yet in total

ignorance.

Lastly, I would remark that, to enable reliable con-

clusions to be drawn upon any of these points, we
require an accumulation of data derived from the care-

ful observation of very many unbiassed workers, whose
results have been obtained from experiments con-

ducted with scientific precision upon all our flowers

and fruits.

Such an accumulation of recorded facts (if they could
be obtained) would prove a source of the greatest in-

terest to the philosopher, by their tendency to throw
some light upon the working of Nature's laws, and
could not but afford most valuable information for the

guidance of the practical horticulturists ; and moreover
by freeing horticulture from all empiricism, place it in

its ,true atid legitimate position among the modern
sciences.

THE VEGETATION' OF THE
OF BIRMINGHAM.

VICINITY

I propose to endeavour to convey some general idea

of the district around Birmingham, and to make a few
remarks on certain conditions of the atmosphere, and
on the influence of that atmosphere on surrounding
vegetation.

For convenience sake I divide this district into four

sections, corresponding to the four points of the compass,
by an imaginary line midway between each point.

The first question to which I shall advert is, what is

the general state of the vegetation in the vicinity of Bir-

mingham "i

As I shall speak in a few moments of a well-known
district on the line between the north and west section,

having a most significant cognomen, and being the very
opposite of salubrious, or favourable to vegetation,

except as to almost forests of Horsetail and Coltsfoot,

the last of which often seems to revel in poverty,

filth, mud, and clay, let me mention that we have
some parks about us that would ornament any
locality in Britain. Almost due west we have
close to us the park of Edgbaston, where many
of our forest trees are noble specimens of their class.

In and near this park we have specimens of the two
Chestnuts, Oak, Sycamore, and others truly noble and
magnificent, and a successful general vegetation. Or
take another instance at the opposite point, nearly, or
rather almost directly, north. A very few miles—less

than four as the crow flies—will bring us to Great Barr
and Park. This park, the rather ancient domain of
the Scott family, who have held it about a century,

presents specimens also of noble trees, and a most
luxuriant flora general throughout the district. About
Barr and Perry Barr, kindred localities, and on the
road between here and the western boundary of Sutton
Park, are some of the noblest Beeches which the eye
would wish to rest on. Of Hornbeam we have in

general fewer trees, and these mainly confined to the
western and southern suburbs, and in our rather close

vicinity.

But what have we on the boundary line between
north and west ?

In this north-western neighbourhood a series of
associated localities exist, busy and prolific beyond
conception, and known by the cognomen of the Black
Country. Black indeed is this locality, and its black-
ness consists not entirely in its smoky atmosphere,
ihough there is a fair supply of this ingredient.

The ground is covered in every direction with slag

and cinders and refuse coal-dust. Hills and mounds
of sometimes incandescent residues of iron furnaces

;

and yawning chasms and mouths leading down to
Villages and communities and miles of space, buried
almost hundreds and hundreds of feet beneath the
surface, meet you on every hand. Close in the
vicinity, however, of much of this, we now and then

see fields of Wheat, which, though a little grimy, seem
to enjoy almost as sturdy a life as some of the rough

and ready, and humourous and honest, human denizens

of the district. How is it that plants can live at all in

such localities as this? The reply is that the country

around is simply denuded of its normal surface by the

mining operations, or covered over by the refuse.

There is not quite so much actual smoke as dust— dirt

and blackness, and the plant will put up with dust and
dirt, when it will die of sufiocalion in an atmosphere
loaded with smoke or soot in an impalpable state of

division.

In the district between Oldbury and Smethwick
there is more or less profuse vegetation, and though
many other trees seem to grow without difficulty,

nearly all the Oaks within a certain radius were a little

while ago either dead or dying. Indeed, they still

stand, and it is a curious sight to see these dead and
leafless trees studded here and there, blackened and
ghastly specimens of once luxuriant trees. In looking

for a cause, it would seem that certain chemical works
not far from Oldbury have the credit of the destruction

mentioned. The leaf-buds and rudimentary leaves of

the Oak are unciuestionably possessed of a most deli-

cate organisation, and a texture almost membranous.
Possibly this may account for the special liability to

which I have alluded. The injuries here indicated

belong to a different agency and different principle from
the injury produced by smoke. The injury from smoke
is purely mechanical, not chemical, and is therefore

perhaps slower in its operation.

Let us now for a few moments turn our attention

again a little to the north-east. Not far from Barr,

already mentioned, and seven miles from Birmingham,
stands Sutton Park—one of the finest and most pro-

ductive of the botanical stations of this district. It is

composed of a mixture of woodland, heathy upland,

bog, and lake. It is wild enough in some parts,

and has an area of more than 3000 acres. The lake

and the woodland are variously disposed, divided, and

distributed. Yet there are many nooks and spots

where Nature seems to revel in all the luxuriance of

the supremest solitude. Some of these solitary

nooks seem indeed hardly to have been visited

or trod by man or woman, and yet Sutton Park is

accessible to every man, woman, and child whose im-

mediate resources enable him or her to arrive at the con-

fines with a residue of \d. to pay for admission. With
all this, then, it may be that even here in some
spots

—

" Full many a flower is born to blush unseen."

Its precincts have, however, been threatened with
invasion by the restless instincts of railway speculation.

It is still intact, though our worst fears for its safety

and preservation are excited. Upwards of 400 flower-

ing plants have been reported from this station ; and
besides these Mr. James Bagnall has indicated log

species of Urn Mosses in the same area. The south-

eastern section of the locality near Birmingham is

peculiarly rich and luxuriant, and comprises Solihull

district between here and Kenilworth, and also Lap-
worth. The low-lying district to the east of Birming-

ham is a watery district, and afiUcted, too, by some-
thing in excess far less agreeable, I mean the sewage of

this great town. Within a radius of 10 miles from

Birmingham, an area which has been worked by the

Associated Naturalists of Birmingham, we have a

verified flora numbering 729 species, comprised in

So natural orders.

The confervoid alg^e in the vicinity have also been
studied, and Mr. A. W. Wills reports 138 species.

Secondly, I will make a very few remarks on the

relation a city atmosphere holds with respect to vege-

table life in its immediate vicinity. Some of these

remarks will manifestly apply to all large towns,
c<Tteris paribus.

One of the first facts we have to rnieet is that we
supply plants and trees with a positively enormous
quantity of food—that class of food from which nearly

all the solid parts of plants and trees are derived. I

do not refer, of course, to the water or to the ammonia,
but to the carbonic acid, which must be furnished in

the water. Professor Herepath estimated that about
12,7 oz. of carbon are daily converted by an adult into

carbonic acid. Professor Helmholtz estimated the

amount as on an average about 16 oz. Now 12.7 oz.

produce, when oxidised into carbonic acid, about

25 cubic feet, and 16 oz. would give more than

30 cubic feet.

The human beings in this town alone must number
400,000, if not more. This, without counting animals,

would give us 12,000,000 cubic feet per diem of car-

bonic gas for Birmingham. But this is far from the

full aggregate, for we have to add to this sum that

which is produced by every gaslight, every fire, and
every other full oxidation of carbon. From 15,000,000
to 20,000,000 cubic feet of carbonic acid must then be
produced daily in this large community.

A second fact is that this gas, which feeds the plants

and trees, is a deadly gas so far as animal life is con-

cerned, and must be got rid of effectually if we are to

live and breathe, and retain and enjoy health. Nay,
even when diluted with 80 per cent, of common air it

is fatal to animal life. A dilution to the extent of 90
per cent, with common air gives a mixture injurious to

animal life, and cannot be breathed without injury.

(Carpenter.)

What, then, becomes of this enormous sum of
15,000,000 or 20,000,000 cubic feet of carbonic acid
produced every day ? No doubt it becomes gradually
diffused, and well it is so, or we could not live a single
hour in our ordinary circumscribed atmosphere. It must
be thus partially removed from the sphere of animal
respiration, but it is not effectually done, or even half
done, under the present arrangements of society ; and
decadence of health too often from this unsuspected
cause results. But, even when diffused, it is not de-
stroyed. It still exists in the atmosphere, especially

in the neighbourhood of and in crowded communities,
and it can only be effectually got rid of by vegetation,

and vegetation on a large scale in and in close

proximity to towns.

A third fact now meets us, namely, that we in towns
arc doing all we can to kill the very agents on which
we depend for our lives and our health. Animals die

without a constant supply of oxygen ; vegetables die

without a full and free supply of carbonic acid.

Every city and every town in this kingdom is, how-
ever, engaged in the process of suffocating plants with
their smoky and intolerable atmospheres. The
moment any plant is introduced, a gradual process of

suffocation commences, and this is followed in some
cases by rapid death, or, if not, by a sickly decadence.
This is as effectually done as if animals were prevented
from exhaling the carbonic acid from their lungs,

either altogether, or else partially prevented, as human
beings are when they breathe an atmosphere previously

contaminated with 5, 10, or 20 per cent, of this deadly
excrement itious substance ; or when the larynx or

bronchial tubes are physically obstructed.

But for this one condition, we might have plants

and flowers and trees growing in every locality, or in

every corner of this crowded town, and these would
relieve the inhabilaats of the refuse and deadly acid

which is often so unsuspectingly hurtful or fatal to

health.

The breathing or respiratory mouths of the leaf, on
the average, number, we may calculate, about 60,000
on every square inch of the under surface, or 60 times

as many as the sudoriparous pores of various portions

of the human skin. A fairly large leaf of the Rhodo-
dendron would give about 10 square inches of surface

below. We should thus get in one leaf on its under
side alone about 600,000 pores, and which excrete

oxygen, and act as ordinary exhalents. These breath-

ing and exhalent orifices are very small, and therefore

much more easily obstructed by those minute particles

which constitute the subsequent pellicle of smoke

—

soot. Smoke is, of course, sooty carbon in a very

minute state of division, and the more impalpable and
finer the particles the more effectually does it cover the

breathing pores with an obstructive if not impenetrable

layer.

The rain, even when free from soot, which indeed it

seldom or never is, in towns, does not clear these

pores, because the upper side of the leaf is much less

abundantly furnished with pores than the lower. No
doubt Nature arranged that in this way dust and dirt

should not act so much as obstructions. But even dust

and dirt merely would not very materially injure a

plant exposed to light and rain freely, with the other

khown requirements. They are not like the thin

penetrating fatal film deposited by smoke. To a

certain extent the trees in all our very immediate

suburbs, which are evergreen, or retain their leaves

through the winter, may be shown to have a slight

deposit of smoke, not so much, however, in the

suburbs as to very severely injure the plant. Leaves
in the botanic garden at Edgbaston, just a mile from

the centre, will be found somewhat contaminated, and

the smoke may be wiped off or washed off. Some
plants are like delicate children, and the first decadence

is perhaps one of rapid death. Other plants are hardy

or less tender, and seem resolved apparently to die

hard. It is a question of degree and variations in the

several conditions ; and none of the facts at all subvert

those relentless conditions and laws by which the All-

wise Creator has accomplished His wonderful designs

and will. What can be done? What remedies have
we in our power ?

These are multitudinous ; but we have many ques-

tions to deal with as to sanitary laws. The dense

accumulation of people in a very large* town produces

much poverty, disease, death, squalor, filth, and other

evils. Surely it could never be intended by Nature

that human beings should collect themselves and their

habitations so closely together as to shut out life often,

and especially the means of breathing an atmosphere

consistent with life, and even seeing something of the

other works of Nature besides himself. The dense

accumulations of large towns is a fatal mistake, and a

fatal evil. Gradually this dire evil must practically

force itself upon the notice of civilized nations, and in

spite of the overbearing tendencies to concentration,

the future policy of every wise people will perhaps in-

evitably be, and certainly should be, dispersion, and
thus to further the aim of the Creator when He made
the world of life strictly relational in its departments,

and left the intelligent of His creatures to find out and
carry out His all-wise, beneficent, and sovereign will.

Mr. Glaisher's paper *' On Thermometers for Horti-

cultural Use" {see our last issue), was then read.

Professor Dyer then read the heads of a paper " On
Dracrena and Cordyline," by Mr. J. G. Baker, F. L. S.,
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assistant keeper of the Kew Herbarium, The paper
dealt with the distinctions between the two genera of

plants named, and a list of forms of Cordyline, which
during the past few years had generally been sold as

Dracaena. Mr. Roberts' paper on "Sulphozone" was
then read. This was reported in our last issue.

Professor Dyer then read a portion of a paper, by
Mr. J. Pearson, " On Canker in Fruit Trees," in which

it was argued that the disease named was caused by the

influence of water on the wood when it was young.

The second day's Congress was held on Thursday,

in the luncheon tent, at 4 o'clock. The Earl of Brad-

ford, who had been announced to take the chair, was
absent, and Professor Thiselton Dyer presided in his

place. The first paper was read by Mr. T. Moore,
F.L.S., Floral Director of the Royal Horticultural

Society, "On the recent Progress of Practical Horti-

culture."

Mr. W. Paul, F.R.H.S., then read the following

paper

—

ON FORM IN TREE SCENERY.
The bountiful Giver of all good gifts has distributed

his favours with a more equal hand than those unac-

customed to the study of Nature and Nature's laws

Chronicle, 1870, p. 1025), to wbich this'paper may be

considered the sequel, I endeavoured to show that

the absence among trees of the bright colours found in

flowers was in part compensated for by the greater

breadth and bulk of trees and shrubs. The subject

then was colour, the subject now is form ; and apart

from the utility of trees for shelter, timber, and various

domestic purposes, the almost infinite variety in the

outline, in the arrangement of the spray, and in the

sizes and forms of the leaves, place the tree world in a

higher position than it might at first sight appear to

occupy. Taken from the decorative point of view,

tree scenery may, I think, be divided into the beauti-

ful and the picturesque. As an example of the

beautiful may be instanced the avenue of Horse

Chestnuts in Bushey Park ;as an example of the pictur-

esque the groups of Scotch Pines on Hampstead
Heath. Variety is the leading characteristic of the

tree world. That this has not been recognised, or at

least not generally acted on by those to whose lot has

often fallen the disposal of our trees and shrubs in

what is called ornamental planting, has long been a

settled conviction with me. With your permission I

shall therefore endeavour to unfold my views on this

subject, in the expectation that I shall be enabled to

Now I think a very little consideration will lead to

the conclusion that with the variety shown to exist

under this one head only, very little excuse can be found
for the lameness and monotony often met with in

English plantations. I can well understand the reasons

for, and have often admired the effect of, large masses
of any one of these forms being thrown together under
special circumstances. Further, nothing can be more
correct or beautiful than a group or groups composed of
any one of these when judiciously placed, and rising

in harmony with each other, or with the natural

features of the landscape. What I find fault with, and
wish to see altered, is the unseemly jumble of trees so

often met with. No guiding principles having been
observed in planting, things beautiful in themselves are

comparatively dull and uninteresting through the want
of thought or taste in their arrangement, or even dis-

pleasing through incongruity. Now, I am quite ready
to admit that it is easier to condemn that which exists,

than to lay down any precise rules by which the

uninitiated may attain the end which seems to me £0
desirable. I seek variety and contrast, but it must be
variety and contrast with harmony. The professional

man, when engaged to put the finishing touch on a
garden or estate by planting, if properly imbued with

^?^,"N,>«rv
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Fig. 206.—IRREGULAR : SCOTCH PINE. Fig. 207.—ROUND-HEADED : ROBINIA INERMIS.

might reasonably suppose. Man, the last and crowning
act^ of creative power, wisdom, and beneficence, is

variously endowed both mentally and physically ; one
excels in action, another in counsel : to one is given
great muscular strength, to another power of endurance;
and as we descend step by step in the scale of creation,

we shall find ^he same rule obtain. Among birds,

those endowed with the richest plumage seldom possess
the highest gifts of song. We gaze in admiration on
the plumage of the peacock, and we listen in ecstacy to
the song of the nightingale.

There is more variety in the vegetable than
in the animal kingdom ; but in the latter there
is motion, which compensates, or more than
compensates, for the greater variety in the former.
Among trees, the colours of leaf and petal are less
vivid and durable than in plants of lowlier growth ;

among flowers, the most attractive in size and colour
seldom emit the most grateful odours ; the Hollyhock,
the Dahlia, the Camellia appeal irresistibly to the eye,
but the lowly Violet, the Daphne, the Mignonette,
whose flowers one might pass a thousand times un-
noticed, fill the air with sweet and delicate perfumes.
±.veii among Roses, the intermediate or pale colours,
ot which examples are found in the old Provence and
lea-scented, are usually the sweetest.
In a paper "On Colour in the Tree Scenery of

our Gardens, Parks, and Pleasure Grounds," read at
Oxford m the summer of 1870 (see Gardeneri'

establish this position, and thus lead to higher and

more artistic arrangements in the tree scenery of the

future.

I shall speak, ist, of the form or outline of the indi-

vidual tree ; 2d, of the form or arrangement of the

spray ; 3d, of the form of the leaves.

I. Of ihe Forvi or Outline of the Individual Tree.—
I have here diagrams of five of the most distinct forms

:

1. Irregular. Ex. The Scotch Pine (Fig. 206).

2. Round-headed. Ex. Robinia inermis (Fig. 207).

3. Laminate. Ex. The Silver Fir {Fig. 209^.

4. Columnar. Ex. The Lombardy Poplar (Fig. 208).

5. Weeping. Ex. The Weeping Willow {Fig. 210).

These I shall call representative trees, as a great

portion of the tree-world may be classed under one or

other of these forms. There are, however, many inter-

mediate forms in which two or more of the above are

found combined. For instance, the Oak and the

Beech partake partly of the irregular and partly of the

round-headed ; the Cedar of Lebanon, especially when
old, stands between the round-headed and the laminate.

The Hertfordshire Elm is both irregular and weeping,

and is from an early age one of the most picturesque of

large trees. Then some trees undergo modifications of

form as they pass from youth to middle and old age ;

but these are only so many additional points of variety

which the skilful planter will know how to seize and
make conformable to his plans.

the importance of his task, should master all the natural

beauties and defects of the spot to be dealt with,

including its accompaniments and surroundings, and
then study to increase the beauties and remedy the

defects.

Whether the beautiful or the picturesque predomi-

nate naturally, it should not be reduced, but heightened

by every possible effort of art, and only varied by the

introduction of other features of beauty in such manner
that they may not rival or overpower, but remain

subservient to, this dominant natural feature. Allow
me to offer a practical illustration of this remark.

1 was recently engaged to make suggestions for the

improvement of a park which had at no distant

period been increased in size by the addition

of some outlying fields, and had never, so far as I could

observe, been brought under the hands of the land-

scape gardener. The dominant feature observable

in this old park was the picturesque ; the surface

was variously undulated, and there was a broad sedgy

stream with hoary trees overhanging its banks wind-
ing through it, and quitting it near the principal

entrance. Here was a lodge lo which the picturesque

extended, but not in the fulness of beauty to be found

within. By planting groups of some of our most

beautiful and more regular trees around this building

a new feature was introduced, affording variety and
contrast without destroying or marring the efl^eci of the

natural beauties within. Again, when adding the

i
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fields to the park, the hedge-rows which had been left

greeted the sight on every hand with hard unsatis-

factory lines of trees in positions and of a character

quite out of harmony with the surroundings. These

lines were broken by removing some of the trees and

grouping around others. Again, in the immediate

vicinity of the mansion, where there was an impression

of barrenness, symmetrical trees were introduced, work-

ing those of irregular forms outwards towards the park

in such manner that the picturesque and lieaiitiful were

gradually and insensibly blended. I ofl'er tliis as a

genei-al example of the way in which trees may be used

so as to produce the best effect in the landscape.

When planting in the vicinity of a dwelling-house,

whether it be a mansion or a cott.age, we often finti

ourselves under considerable restraint, because the form

of the trees requires to be in harmony with the character

of the building. It may not be necessary to consider

every style or order of architecture as requiring a dif-

ferent assortment of trees ; for our purpose it sufirces

to divide the whole into perpendicular, of which the

Gothic may be given as an example, and the hori-

zontal, which is litly exemplified by the Italian style.

Irregular, round-headed, and weeping trees are in

character with either, but the laminate and round-

headed are most pleasing to my mind in connection

with the perpendicular, and the columnar and irregular

with the horizontal. If the building be low, tall-

growing trees should be avoided, and tlie round-

headed, the laminate, and weeping are especially

desirable, because they direct the eye horizontally and

downwards. It should ever be borne in mind that the

presence of lofty trees in proximity to a low build-

ing has the undesirable influence of still further

depressing it.

As examples of the grouping of these representative

trees, the ineguLar and colunniar and the irregular and

weeping will, I think, be most frequently available in

association. Two Scotch Pines and a Weeping Willow,

or a Scotch Pine and two Lombardy Poplars, make a

nice group, when variety of form, colour, and cha-

racter are required. There is, however, scarcely any

limit to the variety that may be obtained by the com-

bination of these representative trees, but to make the

best of them two things are necessary—a wide know-
ledge of the nature and appearance of the trees, and

a correct taste in order to combine them in such a way
that they are not only in contrast but also not out of

harmony with each other or their surroundings.

When the irregular or varied dominate in the sur-

rounding tree scenery, separate groups of the

"round-headed," the *' laminate," the "columnar,"

and the "weeping " may often be sparingly introduced

with good effect.

{Td be Continued.)

Mr. P. Grieve read the following paper :

—

to conceal objectionable objects if any such exist, and
to afford shelter and seclusion to walks, drives, lawns,

llower gardens, &c. ; and by the skilful disposal of such

belts and clumps the extent of limited ground can not

.<c^p-.

Fig. 20B.—COLUMNAR ; LOMBARDY POPLAW,

unfrequently be apparently increased, and a pleasing

diversity given to surfaces which would otherwise be
flat and uninteresting. This paper, however, will not
be so much an attempt to show how this can be done

siderate manner ; not only without due regard to the
effect likely to be produced, but also as to the
dimensions which the various varieties of plants cm-
ployed are likely to attain. And in too many instances

examples may be found in plantations of trees and
shrubs, where ornamental and valuable specimens are
growing in such close proximity to each other, that all

are more or less seriously suffering from tlie contact ;

and the natural reluctance to remove or to destroy
either one or other of the over-crowded specimens,
tends to delay, which ultimately proves falal to the

beauty and graceful outline of all.

It is quite true that by the aid of some of the many
excellent transplanting machines which liave of late

years been introduced the re-arrangement of trees and
shrubs of even large dimensions can, without great dif-

ficulty or risk, be effected. But this rearrangement,

it must be observed, can only be accomplished by a

considerable amount of labour and expense, the

necessity for which might in many instances be
obviated by the exercise of a reasonable amount of

forethought in the first instance. The portion of

ground intended for shrubberies ought always in the

first place to be efficiently drained, should this be
found to be necessary, and should likewise be trenched

or deeply dug ; and should the soil be ol infeiior

quality, it ought to be enriched by the addition of

suitable soils or manure. Very light or sandy soils

might be benefited by a liberal application of well

pulverised clay, while heavy soils would be equally

improved by the addition of lime, sand, or ashes; and
the planting of the shrubs and trees ought to be per-

formed as early as possible during the autumn.
The plants intended to ultimately form the planta-

tion ought to be selected and arranged with the greatest

possible care, taking into consideration the size,

habit, and general appearance which each individual

plant will present, when approaching or when arrived

at a fully developed condition ; and these ought to be
carefully planted at distances seldom less than 15 or

iS feet from each other, and even these distances ought
to be considerably increased when Conifers or other

trees of large growth are introduced.

The spaces between these plants, which it may be
said are intended to be grown into specimens of their

respective varieties, and to ultimately form the clump
or belt, as the case may be, can now be filled up as

closely as may be desired, by the more common varie-

ties of shrubs, with a view to produce an immediate
effect, using such sorts as the common Laurel, common
Holly, Evergreen, Privet, &c. And these can be
gradually removed without remorse, as the more valu-

able varieties are found to require the additional space.

It sometimes happens that aged forest or park trees

i

(which it may be desirable to retain) come within the

I

space to be enclosed as shrubbery, and when this is

I

the case it is unadvisable to plant valuable specimens

Fig. 209.—LAMINATE : silver KIR. Fig. 210.—weeping : weepi.vg willow.

HIXTS ON THE FORMATION AND
ARRANGEMENT OF SHRUBBERIES, Sfc.

It may possibly be admitted that the principal

objects in view in forming belts and clumps of ever-

green shrubs or dwarf trees in the immediate vicinity

of country mansions and villa residences, are those of

separating certain portions of the grounds from others,

as to offer a few suggestions as to the selection of 1 of shrubs or trees very near to them, as if this be done

material required to form such belts, &c., when their
j

there is little probability of their succeeding well. But

outline and extent has been indicated by the designer.
]
the ground in the vicinity of such trees is better planted

It must be apparent to any one who may have given ' thickly with such shrubs as the common Laurel, Holly,

attention to this subject, that the very important opera- , Box, or any other varieties of shrubs known to succeed

tions of arranging and planting shrubberies are too ' under the drip and shade of large trees,

frequently performed in a somewhat hasty and incon-
\

Coniferous trees attaining large dimensions and of
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ornamental character, are perhaps better adapted to

the purpose of forming single specimens upon the

lawn, but when shrubberies of considerable depth and

extent are being formed, they can be used with great

advantage in the more central parts, or at considerable

distances from the walks or drives, while the various

ornamental shrubs of dwarf and compact habit can be

selected for the more marginal positions.

Many of the numerous varieties of deciduous flower-

ing shrubs are exceedingly beautiful, and are well

worthy of extensive cultivation, but they ought to be

used but sparingly {if at all) in plantations intended to

act as screens or blinds. I should even be inclined to

go so far as to recommend their total exclusion from

such plantations, which ought to be composed entirely

of evergreens, of which there exists an infinite variety

to select from.

Evergreen and deciduous trees and shrubs harmonise

sufhciently well with each other during the summer
months, but such is not the case in winter, and it is

during the winter months that the warmth and shelter

of belts and clumps of evergreens are most required

and appreciated, and on that account I would strongly

recommend the grouping of deciduous flowering shrubs

by themselves.

I should likewise be inclined to recommend the

exclusion of the Rhododendron, the Kalmia, and other

American plants, from the shrubbery borders, as they

very rarely succeed well when mixed with other shrubs,

unless in localities where the natural soil happens to be

suitable to this class of plants ; and even when this is

the case, such plants succeed better, and are vastly

more effective, when grouped by themselves.

As has already been said, in forming belts of con-

siderable depth, or large clumps, of evergreen trees

and shrubs, many of the large-growing varieties of the

family of Conifer^e may be used with great advantage,

more particularly in the central parts ; and for this

purpose mention may be made of such plants as the

Wellingtonia gigantea, the Deodar Cedar, and the

Cedar of Lebanon ; the Libocedrus sinensis, Abies

Douglasii, Morinda, orientalis, and many others, in-

cluding the Piceas, or Silver Fir tribe, all of which are

exceedingly ornamental, and most of them of rapid

growth. And the same may be said of the genus

Pinus, many of which, such as the Pinus austriaca, on

account of its rapid development and density of habit,

are exceedingly valuable wherever shelter and seclusion

are desirable.

Altogether, the family of Conifers furnishes of itself

an infinite variety of dwarf-growing trees and shrubs of

suitable character, and to which can be added the

various kinds of common evergreens, such as Laurels,

Hollies of various sorts, Phillyreas, Alaternus, Arbutus,

Laurustinus, Aucubas, Buxus, Mahonias or Berberries,

Cotoneasters, and many others. While, as regards the

numerous varieties of deciduous flowering shrubs,

many of them are so exceedingly beautiful that I

would in their case strongly recommend a system of

grouping in suitable situations.

The advantages of this method, may, I think, be

readily conceived, if we contrast the pleasure and
satisfaction likely to be experienced from looking upon
a flowering group of Spirceas, Weigelas, or Deutzias,

with that of beholding single or individual plants

here and there in the mixed shrubbery, possibly suffer-

ing from the pressure of other species, or at best taking

part in a struggle for existence, affording little real

pleasure to the beholder. The genus Cratsegus may
be mentioned as capable of forming a noble, varied,

and interesting group of plants in any suitable situation

in the pleasure grounds, as would also the Syringa or

Lilacs of various kinds, the Viburnum Opulus, or

Guelder Rose, and many other species of deciduous

flowering shrubs ; and as a deciduous tree of rare

beauty, the Acer Negundo variegatum will, doubtless,

be found to be of great service in producing striking

effects, either as single specimens, or in suitable groups,

witli the advantage of a dark or sombre background.
The various species of Rhododendron and other

American plants have already been recommended as

suitable plants for the purpose of forming clumps or

groups in the pleasure grounds ; indeed, a garden
establishment can hardly be considered as complete
without a selection of these beautiful plants—although

it may be necessary to state, en passant^ that there are

some unfortunate localities, on the chalk formation,

where it is found to be quite impossible to cultivate

them successfully, even in prepared or peat soil. But
in all localities where they are found to succeed,

scarcely anything can be conceived more beautiful than

beds or groups of these lovely plants when in full

flower, and even the foliage of the evergreen species

renders them ornamental at all seasons of the year.

It may also be said with truth that there are few
objects more beautiful and interesting during the spring
or early summer months than our common cultivated

fruit trees ; and there really does not appear to be any
good reason why the fruit garden should not constitute
a necessary portion of the policy or pleasure grounds
of every country mansion. What can be more beauti-
ful than the Apple, the Pear, the Plum, and the
Cherry tree in full flower? And they are, in fact,
exceedingly interesting objects at all seasons. But it

rarely happens that they are placed in a position where
their beauty can be appreciated and enjoyed. They
are too frequently to be found in the vegetable garden,
where they are entirely out of place (unless it be in the

form of espaliers or cordons), or they may possibly be

found in a somewhat neglected and out-of-the-way loca-

lity, known as the orchard.

But as an advance or an improvement upon this state

of things, might not these useful and ornamental trees

be cultivated with more pleasure, and at least equal

profit, in a tastefully designed garden or compartment
by themselves, and forming at the same time an

essential part of the pleasure grounds? Clumps or

groups of varied forms and dimensions could be formed

of pyramidal or otherwise trained Apple, Pear, Plum
and Cherry trees, &c., which might be margined by
low single cordons of their respective kinds, while

single standard trees of various sorts might in suitable

situations be allowed to assume their natural habit and

dimensions—the whole area to be traversed by winding

and comfortable walks, to afford every facility for the

examination and enjoyment of the beauty of the various

fruits in all stages of their development.
Altogether 1 am inclined to think that by adopting

some system of grouping such as I have endeavoured to

describe, and by adhering to an arrangement which
would associate the fruit garden with the pleasure

grounds in such a manner as to constitute, as it were, a

necessary and important portion of the same, and to

some extent effect a combination of the tUile with the

duke, we could hardly fail to give additional interest

to the surroundings of a country mansion or residence

at all seasons of the year.

The Rev. C. P. Peach read a paper " On the

Bedding-out System."
Mr. J. Croucher read a paper "On the Cultivation

of Stapelias."

The Chairman next read a paper, sent by Mr. G.
Westland, "On the Future of our Fruit Crops."

Mr. W. E. Rendle read a paper "On the Use of

Glass and other Protective Materials in Horticulture."

In cold growing countries, he said, experience had
proved that modern notions of gardening could not

succeed without the help of glass. During the last two
seasons especially, the frost and snow had destroyed

great quantities of Peaches and Nectarines, and since

the heavy duties on glass had been repealed there was
no reason why it should not be extensively used for hor-

ticultural purposes. The immense value of glass had
only been discovered within the last few years, and
instances were quoted by Mr. Rendle to show its prac-

ticability for the protection of fruit as well as flowers.

Papers were also to have been read by Mr. Shirley

Hibberd "On Alpine Plants," and by Mr. Meikle
" On the Cottage Garden," but as time was pressing

they were reserved for a future Congress.

Pome Corresponkitce.

A Strawberry Strike.—Under this title a some-

what lengthy article has appeared in one of the leading

daily papers, from their special reporter. The writer

commences by surmising that a greengrocer's life must
be too exciting to be pleasant just now ; that vegetables

are daily advancing in price, and there is an unseason-

able dearth of garden produce. I must leave the green-

grocers to answer for themselves, but as a market gar-

dener, andoneofthe sufferers of the present strike, I may
perhaps be allowed to correct a few mistakes, and en-

deavour to put the matter a little more truthfully before the

public. And here I would remark that, strangely enough,

all the articles upon the great questionof strikes, with but

very few exceptions, plead the cause, no matter how
unreasonably, of those out on strike. But to return to

the "Strawberry Strike," and here is the writer's first

great mistake— it was not a Strawberry strike at all,

for there is scarcely a market gardener in Fulham that

grows Strawberries at the present time ; had it been

Hounslow, or Isleworth, it might have been a Straw-

berry strike. The first intimation of the intended

strike was given to some of the Fulham masters by
their men asking for more money on the Saturday

night, which the masters declined to give, and on the

Monday morning but few of the men came to work, and
these were driven away from it by a mob, who forcibly

entered the different gardens, dragged the contented

ones away from their work, and threatened to break

the heads of the masters if they interfered. The masters

were obliged to seek the protection of the police,

which was promptly and efficiently given, and with

such protection they were enabled to get their goods
together, although with some difficulty and danger

—

such, for instance, as being obliged to have seven

policemen to protect a few people getting a load of

Lettuce for market, the stones flying about all the

while. So passed the first week in Fulham ; but

hearing that their brethren on the other side of the

water were keeping quiet and contented at their work,

they determined to pay them a visit and compel them
to join their ranks, which they did on the following

Monday—some 200 or 300 of them going from garden

to garden and driving the men and women away from

their work. It is a pity the special reporter before

alluded to could not have changed places with one

individual I could mention, who found himself in the

midst of the mob in his own ground, ordering or

driving his people away from their work, some from

cutting Asparagus, that was spoiling from the intense

heat of Sunday ; others from binding Radishes, getting

Cauliflowers, &c., and he dared not to have a voice in

the matter, but saw his men compelled to join ihem in

a fresh charge upon another unfortunate neighbour.

In one or two instances, thanks to the presence of

a few blue-coated gentlemen, a parley was sounded, and

the demands of those on strike ascertained : some
wanted to leave off at 4 o'clock on Saturdays,

to be paid 6^/. an hour overtime, and that every

man was to receive 20^". a-week. These demands
were shown to be such as the masters could

not agree to, for on Saturday afternoon they were

always anxious to get all the work done they possibly

could to save the Sunday's loading ; that to pay all the

men the same rate of wages was unjust to the more
skilled and steady workman, and the increased sura

for overtime would act injuriously to themselves,

especially those of them that had large families, and

wanted to earn a little extra. Had the special reporter

asked to see the wages book of the master he called

upon he would have seen one of the reasons for not

giving way to the demands of the men, viz , that since

the last rise it is very often the middle of the week
before many of them come to their work, Monday
and Tuesday being usually spent in the public-house,

the effects of which do not disappear until the end of the

week. This, by the way, may account for the strong

support given in some quarters to the eight hours move-
ment. Another great mistake is the statement that vans

and carts were sent into the odorous purlieus of Seven
Dials and Drury Lane for the halt, the lame, and the

blind—the "sans adottes'^—enticed from their reek-

ing courtyards. A number of farm labourers from

Essex and the adjacent counties were brought up, but

not the scourings of Seven Dials. It is a pity that

persons who are sent specially to ascertain the facts of

movements like the present strike should content them-

selves with laying before the public just what might

be seen or heard in one little spot, which may account

for only seeing two policemen, during the long and

apparently searching investigation of the special

reporter. In all great disputes like the present strike,

all i-A/rtr/i? statements should be avoided, but it strikes me
there must be some alteration in our political economy ere

long, if it allows one class of men to say " We will

only work eight hours a day, but you must work 14 or

16 to help to keep us." Why should a poor clerk or

middle-class tradesman, working perhaps from 12 to

16 hours a day, for an income of ^120 to ;^200 a-year,

be made to pay rates, taxes, and the expenses of the

country, while another man, who can earn quite as

much by working only 10 hours a day, does not pay
anything ? There are very few market gardeners who
during the summer months work less than 16 hours a

day, to help to keep the men during the winter, who
spend half their time and money during the summer in

the public-house, while their masters' crops are being

spoiled by their neglect. M. C.

Unseasonable Flowering.—Having occasion to

make an alteration in a flower-bed in my garden, all

the plants were carefully taken up. Among them
were three large plants of Helleborus niger and one of

H. atrorubens : these were replanted in the course of a

few hours. In the early part of the year the latter

species flowered freely, but neither of the plants of

H. niger threw up a single blossom, but the foliage was
very fine. About two weeks since a number of blossom-

buds appeared, and last week they were in full bloom,

but were much damaged by the very heavy rain which

fell in a thunderstorm. I enclose two or three of the

flowers. Ht'nry DoubUday.

How to get Early Broccoli.— Many cottagers

about here allow some of their Broccoli to stand from

this time until next April or May in the seed-bed,

when they plant them out in the usual way. The
result is an early supply of Broccoli. They come in

even before Christmas, and last until the early kinds of

the following year's sowing are ready to cut. I have

practised this myself this year, and perhaps some of

your readers may be inclined to do the same, if this

should catch their eye before they throw away any

surplus plants they may yet have in their seed-beds. I

am told it is an old method in this neighbourhood.

// iV., Cornwall.

The Apple Crop. — Apples were scarcely ever

known to be so few in this neighbourhood. The
number is insufficient in most places to represent the

number of bushels of other years. In one orchard

rented by a poor couple there stands an Apple tree

called the "missionary tree," from the fact that

its yearly produce—be what it may—is given towards

the Christian missions in foreign parts. One tree

among the rest given to the cause of the Great Ruler

of weather and all other events ! What an example !

Worthy to be repeated here, and copied at the utter-

most parts of the earth. This tree has been seldom

without a crop, even in poor seasons ; but this year,

alas ! the sum from the missionary tree will be meagre
indeed. Henry Afills, Cornwall.

Primula japonica Seed.—I shall feel greatly

obliged by some of your correspondents informing

me if they have got any of the imported seed of

this plant to vegetate ; and in such case, how long

it has taken to come up. I have not myself suc-

ceeded in doing so, after waiting for upwards of four

months, with the pots plunged in a moderate hotbed,

and due attention paid in watering. It has now been

I
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communicated to me by the persou who supplied the
seed, that *' it requires two years to vegetate." Is

this really the case ? There have lately appeared, I

see, advertisements from various nurserymen offering

home-saved seed for sale. Perhaps some contributor
to your paper who has sown that sort will kindly
mention how it has turned out? If an amateur has to

remain so long before he can obtain plants from seed,
it is far belter, in my opinion, for him to purchase the
seedlings, which, by the time the former begins to
vegetate, will no doubt cost but little more, probably
even less, than the present high charge for a very small
pinch of it. A Subscriber.

Foreign Correspondence.
Carlsruhe : Juttt- 23.—/WW/dr/Vj-.—Permitme to

say that " R. D." only mentions a few of the forms
more readily to be obtained than others, although the
latter, not merely by their scarcity, but by their real

beauty, delight every true amateur. Permit me als»

to add that the mountainous districts of India, Central
Asia, and the Rocky Mountains, as well as a few spots
in Europe and Asia Minor, yield some very fine species,

remarkable for their form and colour.

Fritillaria tenella, with fine grassy foliage and very
early purple-mottled flowers ; F. pallidiflora, with
large straw-yellow and greyish purple mottled flowers,

as well as the curious F. messanensis, yellow and green,
are very interesting European and Siberian forms.
The beauty of Fritillaria aurea, which is only
4 inches in height, with a bell-shaped flower of i^ inch
diameter, is most remarkable. F. recurva, of
Bentham, from the Rocky Mountains, will soon
appear in European collections, and delight us with its

neat purple and yellow coloured flowers. A number
of hitherto undescribed species from these regions have
yet to be introduced, many of which deviate from the
ordinary form of bell-shaped flowers, and present an
open, star-like appearance. Moreover, they have a
singularly and beautifully changing colour in the
expanding foliage, besides possessing the advantage of
showing the marbled colours of the flowers to great
advantage.

As an example of this, I 'may mention the F. oxy-
petala from India, which, although well figured in the
Botanical Magazine, is not yet in European cultivation.
Max Leichtlin.

Societies.
THE BIRMINGHAM SHOW.

[The following particulars are supplementary to our
last week's report of this great meeting.]

Cerii^cates.—E.J.Lowe, Esq., gained the following
Certificates for new Ferns :—Lastrea Filix-mas magni-
fica, a remarkable broad exotic-looking plant ; L. dila-

tata Fraserias, a most delicately cut form of the alpine
race ; Athyrium Filix-fcemina Albertii, centiceps,
todeoides superbum. Lowe^ angustatum, Arthurii.
Victorias eleganf, Edwardsii ramosum ; Asplenium mari.
num imbricaium superbum, broad and finely imbricated ;

Adiantum Capillus-Veneris optandum, imbricaium, mul-
ticeps dentatum, angustatum, all grand and distinct
varieties of the Maidenhair Fern ; Osmunda regalis cris-

tata minor, remarkable for its permanent dwarfness
;

Scolopendrium vulgare cochleato-crispum, Sherbrookei,
mirum, ramo-coronatum, ramo-marginatum Elworthii,
and Albertii, the last noticeable for the breadth of its

fronds. J. E. Mapplebeck, Esq., gained the following:
Polypodium vulgare, bifido-cristatum. a very elegantly
forked form ; Scolopendrium vulgare Forsterii, remarkable
for its neatly-formed crest ; Pteris aquilina grandiceps
Mapplebeckii, as unlike a bracken as can well be
imagined ; Athyrium Filix-fcemina spicatum. pauci-
dentatum abruptum, flexile, ceratophylloides, Gillsonise
flabellatum, and achillaefoUum ; and Lastrea dilatata
cristata splendens. Other Certificates were given to
Fagus purpurea pendula nana, from Mr. Stevens of
Coventry ; to Ericas Denisoniana and effusa, the latter
one of the tricolor class, the former white, rosy at the base,
the flower not being gummy, both shown by Messrs. W.
RoUisson & Sons ; Rose, Cheshunt Hybrid, from Messrs.
Paul & Son ; the fine yellow-flowered Mexican Cypri-
pedium Irapeanum, sent by Messrs. Backhouse & Sens

;

and to several handsome Lilies from G. F. Wilson, Esq.
In the classes for new plants Certificates were awarded as
follows :—To Mr. R. T. Veitch, of Exeter, for Tacsonia
exoniensis, as a new tender plant in flower. To Anrec-
tochilus Ortgiesii, from Messrs. Carter & Co. ; to Coleus
Tryoni, from Mr. Guildford, gr.. Loddington Hall,
Leicester ; to Pteris Applebyana, from Mr. Williams,
amongst new tender plants not in flower. To Lissochilus
Krebsii, from Mr. Williams, as a new Orchid. To Iris

tingitana and Saxifraga florulenta, from G. Maw, Esq.
;

to Abies Engelmanni candidissima, and Abies Tsuga
nana, from Messrs. W. Barron & Son ; to Abies DouglasU
Staini, from Mr. A. Fowler, Castle Kennedy ; and to
Gymnoihrix latifolia, from Mr. T. S. Ware, in the class
for new hardy ornamental plants.

The Exhibitors and Gardeners' Dinner.—
The exhibitors and gardeners connected with the show
dined together on the evening of the 27th ult., in Mr.
Quilter's large assembly-room, under the presidency of
Mr. Marshall.—Mr. Councillor Lowe gave the toast of
the evening, "The Royal Horticultural Society," and
coupled with it the name of Mr. Marshall.—The Chair-
man, in responding, said he could assure them the visit

of the Horticultural Society to Birmingham was under-
taken purely and entirely with a view of promoting the
Interests of horticulture in all its branches, 50 far as that was

possible under the charter by which it was constituted. The
Society often got many liard names, which were undeserved.
He could only say it was the desire of the Society to meet
the wishes of the exhibitors ; they had indeed done their
best to please everybody, although it was impossible to
do so. The question in these days was whether a thing
would payor not. and they could hardly expect the Society
to consult one side, and not, at the same time, their own
pockets. He hoped, as the Society was now in a better
position, they would be soon able to offer the exhi-
bitors much more liberal terms, and he for one
would he the first to propose this.—The Chairman
then proposed "The Local Committee," a body of
men, he said, without whom the show certainly could
not have been successfully carried out. It would
have been impossible to carry out the arrangements
as they had been without the great aid of the local
committee. He coupled with the toast the health
of Mr. Councillor Lowe, who briefly responded.

—

The Chairman then proposed the " Exhibitors and
Gardeners " in an appropriate speech, urging them to
support the objects of the Society.—Mr. E. W. Badger
(secretary of the local committee), who was greeted with
loud cheers, proposed the " Health of Mr. Richards."
the assistant-secretary of the Royal Horticultural
Society, of whom he spoke in very high terms.

—

Mr. Richards briefly acknowledged the compliment.—
The Chairman proposed the "Health of Mr. Badger,"
whom he highly compUmented upon the part he had
taken, observing that he had gone into the details of the
show in a way he had not before witnessed. The number
of suggestions he had made had been perfectly astonishing,
and many of his suggestions were quite new ideas, and
would prove very useful to the managers of the show. He
need not say anything in praise ol the way in which he
had carried out the arrangements ; the result of his
labours had been seen in the success of the show.
—Mr. Badger, in acknowledging the toast, assured
them that his labours had been labours of love, tor he
was an ardent horticulturist, and loved everything apper-
taining to horticulture. He had endeavoured to forward
the interests of the Royal Horticultural Society, and he
looked upon it as a great honour to have been associated
in the work, which he trusted would leave its imprint upon
the neighbourhood. The time was, he hoped, coming
when some real, tangible results would accrue, and
they might have before long a great Horticultural
Society belonging to the town of Birmingham. He
regretted to say that Birmingham had not occupied
such a position with reference to horticulture as it ought
to have done. Other great centres— especially manu-
facturing towns — had established important societies
for the advancement of horticulture, but Birmingham
seemed to have gradually sunk lower and lower in the
scale, and while there had been numerous attempts
to establish horticultural shows in Birmingham,
those attempts had very nearly always proved failures.

Mr. Bragg proposed "The Press," coupled with the
name of Mr. Moore, who briefly responded. — Mr.
Scofield, in a vigorous speech, gave the " Health of Pro-
fessor Dyer," who, in replying, urged the desirability
of union and concord between professional botanists and
horticulturists.— " The Health of Mr. Quilter," "The
Judges," and several other toasts followed

Friday at the Show. — On Friday, June 28,
another series of supplemental prizes was awarded,
and this method of agreeably continuing the exhi-
bition, and constantly creating some ne\y centre of
interest, is one obviously deserving of the highest praise.
The supplementary prizes included some for bouquets
and "button-holes" also, and the exhibition in each
instance equalled, if it did not exceed, that of the
opening day. The best bouquet was staged by Mr.
R. S. Yates, of Manchester ; and the high-class quality of
the flowers employed, together with a very tasteful

arrangement, gained it the premier prize. Chaste and
dehcate Orchids, white fragrant flowers like Gardenia,
Stephanotis floribunda, Eucharis amazonica, &c., with
just enough of Rose-buds and pink double Pelargoniums
to give it sufficient life ; and sprays of Spiraea japonica
and Maidenhair Fern freely interspersed, effected a very
charming combination. Messrs. Pope & Son came
2d, and Messrs. Felton & Son 3d. There were
19 bouquets in all, and the majority were well
done. There were about 50 button-holes competing in
class 205. many of them most attractive, but there
was a general tendency to crowd too much. The best
came from Mr. F. Perkins, Leamington, and it was so
chaste and yet so attractive that it seemed to single itself

out from all the rest as of a higher order of development.
A white Rose bud, a spike or two of Lily of the Valley,
the same of Hoteia japonica, and blue Forget-me-Not.
and a bit of Fern, made it up. Mr. J. Delamere, of
Bootle, was 2d. There was a single flower of a
pink double Pelargonium, with a spike ofSpirsea at
the back, on either side the dark-coloured Myosotis
azorica, a truss of Dracophyllum gracile in front, and
Maidenhair Fern. Mr. Turner, who took 2d prize on
Tuesday, with two sprigs of Combretum purpureura and
also of Maidenhair Fern, was passed over on this occa-
sion : a new tribunal sat in judgment, and in the
matter of button-holes men's tastes differ as widely
as the cut of their features. Mr. Bryant, of Rugby,
was 3d. Twelve bunches of stove and greenhouse
flowers were grandly shown by Messrs. E. Cole Si.

Sons, and F. & J. Perkins, Leamington. The. former
staged AUamanda grandiflora, Francisceacalycina, Vanda
teres, Anguloa Clowesii, Ixora'Colei. I. araboinensis, some
Ericas, &c. The most conspicuous flowers in Messrs.
Perkins' stand were a fine Stanhopea, Oncidium flexuo-
sum, a large-flowering Diplacus, AUamanda Henderson!,
&c. Cut bloomsof Zonal and large-flowering and French
spotted Pelargoniums were also staged in bunches, and
in each instance Mr. C. J. Perry, of Castle Bromwich,
was ist. They were very fresh and highly attractive.

La Dame Blanche, a fine white Zonal variety, with a pale
carmine centre, was very fine in Mr. C. J. Perry's stand.
Cut blooms of doublfl Pelargonltims were also shown by

Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Coventry. Bell & Thorpe, and
Minchin & Son. Messrs. Perkins & Sons staged a very
fine lot—capital bunches of exceedingly well-developed
flowers

; Madame C. Marline, Madame Lemoine, Madame
Gebhardt. Sceptre de Lorraine, and W. E. Gladstone
were the leading varieties. Cut Pinks were finely staged
by Mr. C. Turner, who staged some exceedingly well-
laced flowers.

On Friday morning Mr. Robert Fenn, of Woodstock,
staged a number of samples of British wines of his own
manufacture, and at noon a committee, under the pre-
sidency of Mr. Thomas Bragg, of Birmingham, proceeded
to taste several of these samples, on the invitation of Mr,
Fenn. A Black Esperione Grape wine, 14 years made,
and 10 years in bottle, was commended as a pleasant,
cooling wine that would not inflame. It greatly re-
sembled a tawny port. A champagne made in 1869 from
Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, three parts ripened in the
open air, was commended as a wholesome, pleasant wine,
and as bearing the character of a good English Moselle.
Another white wine, made from Royal Muscadine Grapes,
and which had been 12 years in bottle, was considered a
good wine. A Royal Muscadine wine tinted with Esperi-
one, was also commended as a pleasant wine to take with
fruit. A wine made of Gooseberry and Rhubarb was
regarded as a distinct and pleasant wine. Other samples
were opened, but the foregoing found most favour with
the committee. A cordial vote of thanks was given to
Mr. Fenn for his kindness in submitting his samples of
wine to the committee, which was suitably and feelingly
acknowledged by Mr. Fenn, who stated that the wines
they had tasted cost him a fraction less than sixpence
per bottle, mcluding the cost of manufacture and bottling.

ROVAL Horticultural : July 3.—Andrew Murray,
Esq., in the chair. The usual preliminary business being
concluded, the Rev. M. J. Berkeley remarked that most
of the leading Rose growers concurred with him in the
opinion that Roses had never before been shown so
fine or so fresh as they were on this occasion ; the
show altogether was the most successful the Society had
had. Commenting on a letter received from Mr. Carson
in Australia by the chairman of the Fruit Committee,
dolefully recapitulating the ravages caused in that country
by " black spot." and more recently by the English spar-
rows which had been imported, Mr. Berkeley had thought
it a very unnecessary thing to send sparrows there, as
they must have birds of some kinds that were equal to the
work required of the sparrows. As regards the assertion
recently made that blackbirds do not attack or eat StrawT
berries, he was enabled from his experience to say that
such was the case. Mr. Berkeley next said, referring to
the "new use for cats," i. e., fastening them up to a
hutch in the garden quarters to frighten the birds, that he
had seen it tried, and with excellent results ; but the most
singular thing in connection with this was, that all the
cats in the neighbourhood took compassion on the prisoner,
and kept it so well supplied with game and such other
delicacies that it was better fed, and consequently was
fatter than those roaming about. A new. but very
simple form of collecting-box, designed by Mr. James
Atkins, of Painswick, for collecting plants in Switzer-
land, and exhibited by Mr. G. F. Wilson, then came
under notice. It was a shallow box, made in the usual
way, with the exception that at the four upper corners
small blocks of wood were nailed to the box—and on these
the Ud rested, allowmg plenty of air to circulate amongst
the contents. The box which Mr. Wilson had sent con-
tained roots of several different plants, including the
Holly Fern, collected on a high hill in Perthshire, on
June 14. They were planted in this box, and at the pre-
sent time they were in splendid condition. The subject of
the recent storms then came under notice. The storm at
Birmingham, said Mr. Berkeley, of Tuesday, June 18, con-
tinued for some four hours, during which the rainfall was
2.5 inches, at least 2.10 inches of which came down ia

45 minutes. The hail, or rather lumps of ice, fell with the
heaviest rains, many of the masses were as large as the
end of the thumb. Windows were broken facing the
north in many places ; and at Moseley, i mile distant,
Mr. Bickley had 168 panes destroyed in his greenhouse,
while a mile further on, Mr. James Lea had not a whole
pane left in his greenhouse. The damage did not extend
beyond this, while on the south it was still more limited.
Mr. Berkeley then exhibited some of the ashes gathered
after the recent eruptions at Mount Vesuvius, one sort of
which, he had been told by Mr. Piccirillo, was the finest
manure that could be obtained for Onions. As it was
quite impossible to get enough of these ashes to make it

answer commercially, the sample would be analysed, and
they might be able to get a compound of equal value.
Alluding to the fact that Mr. Laxtonhad receixed a First-

class Certificate for his seedling Strawberry "Traveller,"
he wished to state that Mr. Laxton, a solicitor, of
Stamford, was one of the most successful of amateur
gardeners. He had introduced quite a new race of Peas,
three of which he (Mr. Berkeley) believed hadreceived First-

class Certificates at Chiswick during the past week, and his
new Rose, Annie Laxton, had also received a similar award.
The new Lilies from Mr. Wilson were then commented
upon, Mr. Berkeley remarking that Mr. Wilson grew his
plants very successfully in deep pots, but he had found
that they do exceedingly well in a stiff clay soil, and that
they do better in the open ground than in pots under
glass. They must, however, be mulched in winter.

The Chairman said that the recent show at Birming-
ham was in every way a great success, and as this was for
the most part due to the untiring exertion of the local
Honorary Secretary, Mr. E. W. Badger, he had to pro-
pose that Mr. Badger be elected a honorary 40 guineas
Life Member of the Society. This proposition was then
put to the meeting, and carried unanimously.

Scientific Committee.— A. Murray, Esq., in the
chair. Mr. Berkeley made some further allusions to the
" black spot," which is making such havoc in the Vines
in Australia. Specimens of adventitious buds from the
roots of Applee were also exhibited by Mr. Berkeley, as
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also a branchlet of Oak. severed by the natural pro-

cess of "cladoptosis," or as it is called in the verna-

cular "spolching." Judge Crease, of British Columbia,

sent specimens closely resembling in outward appearance,

as also in internal markings, a peeled Willow. The sub-

stance in question consists almost entirely of carbonate of

lime, and was stated to be the core of a species of Sea

Pen (Osteocella septentrionalis). A question then arose as

to whether poUen-ealing beetles were serviceable to flowers

or not, the general impression was that the beetles in

question did as much good as harm.
Professor Dyerexhibted specimens of the ash andscorise

from : the recent eruption of Vesuvius. The ash is

known to have powerfully fertilising properties, owing to

its being rich in alkalies, and containing phosphates. The
fertility of the soil so induced affords one reason for the

return of the population to such dangerous localities alter

an eruption.

Mr. A. W. Bennett alluded to a paper of Professor

Pasquale's, in which the injury to vegetation, after the

eruption of a volcano, was stated to be the result of the

chloride of sodium deposited on the leaves. Professor

Westwood exhibited entomological specimens, and Pro-

fessor Dyer showed Rhubarb leaves from Mr. Schofield's

garden at Mosely, near Birmingham, riddled with large

holes made by hailstones in the recent storm. Mr. G.

F. Wilson showed a box useful whilst on a journey for

collecting living plants, and further alluded to at the

general meeting.

Floral Committee.— Dr. Denny in the chair.

First-class Certificates were voted at this meeting to Mr.

Wm. Bull, for Echeveria scaphylla, a fine hybrid between

E. agavoides and E. linguffifoHa ; Macrozamia corallipes,

a species from New South Wales, with long narrow pinnae,

red at the base ; and Lilium Humboldtii, a handsome
species from California, with medium-sized flowers, deep

orange, spotted brown. G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S.,

received a similar award for the same kind, and also for

Lilium Martagon dalmalicum, a plant that has never been

shown before, and having small flowers of a very dark

maroon-purple colour— quite distinct, and a grand

acquisition. Mr. Wilson also exhibited flowering plants

of a species found by Mr. Robinson on the Rocky
Mountains, with flowers which most nearly resemble

those of L. puberulum, but which is quite distinct from

that form in the foliage ; the beautiful L. canadense
flavum, and a fine variety of L. longiflorum. First-

class Certificates were also awarded to Messrs. Stacey &
Son, nurserymen, Dunmow, for Verbena Lady of Lome,
white tinged with lilac, with a lilac ring round the eye, a

fine pip and good trusser ; to Mr. G. Smith, nurseryman,

Hornsey Road, for a new Ivy-leaved Pelargonium named
Argus, flowers cerise-rose, produced in fine trusses ; to

Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing for a very robust growing,

nicely coloured silver-edged Pelargonium named Mrs.

Laing, the best of its class yet seen ; to Mr. R. Dean,
seedsman. Ealing, for pyramidal Stock Mauve Beauty,

remarkably fine in size, and valuable for its rich nutmeg
scent ; and to Mr. C. Kimberley, nurseryman. Stoke, near

Coventry, for Tricolor Pelargoniums Empress and Gem of

Tricolors, both richly coloured and of excellent form.

Cultural Commendations were awarded to Mr. T. Bur-

nett, gr. to W. Terry, Esq., Peterborough House,
Fulham, for six remarkably well grown plants of Angsc-

tochilus Lowii ; and to Mr. J. Lawxence, gr. to

Bishop Sumner, Farnham Castle, for a fine speci-

men of the New Grenadan Maxillaria venusta. a
white flowered species with orange lip. M. Alexis

Dalliere, Ghent, exhibited a large and very

interesting collection of Palms, Ferns, and Marantas
;

and Mr. C. Green, gr. to W. W. Saunders, Esq., had a

cut spike of Crinum giganteum var. ornatum, a flowering

specimen of that beautiful old Peruvian bulbous plant

Coburghia trichroma— a subject too seldom seen; a
flowering plant of the new Oncidium alcicornp, which
produces large spikes of small greenish-yellow flowers

;

and a small specimen of Cattleya labiata Warnerii, with
two most superbly coloured flowers. Messrs. Barr &
Sugden contributed cut blooms of Liliums, English Iris,

and Ixias ; Mr. Wilson, gr. to W. Marshall. Esq., ex-

hibited some seedling plants of Platycerium grande ; and
Mr. Fowler, Castle Kennedy, sent several plants of the

new silvery variegated Abies Douglasii Stairii, which
received a First-class Certificate at Birmingham

; Messrs.
Waite, Burnell & Co. exhibited cut flowers of the old

Campanula media calycanthema, blue, a fine showy
border flower; and also a white variety of the same;
these are said to have been obtained by selection, and to

come true from seed.

Fruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S.,
in the chair. A Cultural Commendation was awarded on
this occasion to Messrs. Osborn & Son. The Fulham
Nursery, for a dish of fruit of the Gamboge (Xantho-
chymus pictorius), a native of tropical India. 'Ihe fruit

were of an almost globular form, smooth, and of an Apri-
cot-yellow colour. A similar award was also made to Mr.
G. Johnson, gr. to W. C. C. Thornhil!, Esq., for dishes of

large and very highly coloured fruit of Dr. Hogg and Sir

Charles Napier Strawberries. T. Laxton, Esq., Stamford,
exhibited a seedling Strawberry named Traveller, a cross

between Sir Charles Napier and La Constante, the flavour

of which was considered so remarkably fine by the whole
of the members of the committee that it was deemed
worthy of a First-class Certificate, and such an award was
consequently made to it. Mr. R. Dean, seedsman, Eal-
ing, exhibited several varieties of Cos Lettuce, a collection
of which he has this spring grown for trial at his seed
grounds, Bedfont

; and Mr. J. Evershed, Munsted Gar-
dens, Godalming, again sent examples of his early prolific
marrow Peas. Messrs. Kelway & Son. Langport, exhi-
bited a seedling kidney Potato named Pearly White, a
handsome variety, said to be a cross between the Ashleaf
and Prince of Wales kidneys

; fine in size and perfectly
sraootii in outline.

The Rose Show.—The exhibition of Roses, take it

all in n\\, was considered by those who have had con

siderable experience in such matters to be the best the

Society has ever held. Certainly we have seen more
Roses brought together at South Kensington, but never

in such splendid condition as on this occasion. This is

the more to be wondered at, as the season, in the neigh-

bourhood of London especially, has been most adverse

to successful Rose culture. The classes for new Roses

were the weakest part of the show, nothing of very

striking merit being exhibited. New flowers were almost

at a discount, and as the varieties shown in one collection

were much the same as those contributed in another, we
shall not repeat them, but merely mention such of them
as were well represented more or less throughout, and

these were, Alfred Colomb, La Duchesse de Momy,
Beauty of Waltham, Camille Bemardin. Fisher Holmes.

Edward Morren, John Hopper. Marechal VaiUant,

Madame Cl^mence Joigneaux, Madame Boll, Louis

van Houtte, Dupuy Jamin, Felix Genero, Dr. Andry,

Francois Louvat, Antoine Ducher, Pierre Notting, Centi-

folia rosea. Due de Rohan, Marie Baumann, Marie

Rady, Madame Vidot, La France, Marquise de Castel-

lane, and Souvenir d'Elise. The class in which, perhaps,

the most interest was taken was the nurserymen's, for 72
single trusses, distinct, which brought out eight competi-

tors and a wonderful lot of flowers. The great struggle

for supremacy lay between Messrs. Paul & Son, Mr. R.

B. Cant, and Mr. Turner ; and so superior were the

collections from the two first named, that the judges were

unable to divide them, and equal ist prizes were awarded,

—

Mr. Turner being adjudged 2d, Mr. Keynes 3d, and Mr.

Cranston 4th. So good were the flowers staged, that

collections such as were contributed by the unsuccessful

here (Mr. Mitchell, Piltdown, Messrs. E. P. Francis &
Co., Hertford, and Messrs. Veitch & Sons), would have

been amply good enough to take first honours at many
Rose shows we have witnessed. The veteran grower from

Salisbury, Mr. John Keynes, turned the tables on Messrs.

Paul and Cant in the next class, which was for 48
varieties, 3 trusses of each, coming in 1st in ex-

cellent style. Messrs. Cant, Paul & Son, and Turner,

were the other prize-takers, in the order named. Mr.

B. R. Cant was the most successful of the exhibitors

in the class for 24 hybrid perpetuals, and for 24 Roses,

distinct, both classes being confined to nurserymen. Mr.
W. Ingle, gr. to Mrs. Round, Birch Hall, Colchester,

had the best 48 single trusses, in a very well competed
class; and the best 36 amongst amateurs were contributed

by
J.

HoUingsworth, Esq., Turkey Mills, Maidstone.

There were 10 exhibitors in this class, and all worthy of

honourable mention. From Mr. P. Stoddart. gr. to

H.J. G. Rebow, Esq., Colchester, and Mr. J. Wakeley,
Upchurch, Kent, came the ist prize groups respectively

for 24 and 12 single trusses. Messrs. Paul & Son sent the

best 12 Roses of 1870 and 1871, the best 12 trusses of any
Rose of the same years, and the best 6 trusses of any
Rose, under similar conditions, the former being repre-

sented by Prince of Wales, H.P., and the latter by Annie
Laxton, which also received a First-class Certificate.

Yellow Roses were capitally represented, and the various

competitions for Teas and Noisettes and for sweet-scented

Roses, excluding the two last named, were particularly

interesting and spiritedly carried out, the principal prize-

takers being Mr. John Keynes. Messrs. Paul & Son,

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Mr. Turner, and Mr. Cant. Of
miscellaneous productions the following received extra

prizes :—Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, for a very fine

collection of Golden Bronze Pelargoniums ; to Mr. C.

Turner, for excellent stands of Carnations and Picotees
;

to Messrs. Kelway & Son, for cut blooms of Pyrethrums
and Ranunculuses ; and to Mr. Alexis Dalliere, Ghent, for

a choice group of Palms. Messrs. Standish & Co. ex-

hibited several plants of Bouvardia Vrelandii, pure white,

very free, and valuable for cutting for bouquets ; and
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son had a good collection of

French and spotted Pelargoniums, one of which, named
Prince Arthur, had all the merits of a good decorative

plant.

Berks and Hants Society's Flower Show at
Windsor.—(From a Correspondent.)—The show was held

on Wednesday, June 26, under a large marquee, some 120

feet by 50 feet in length and breadth. Mr. C. Turner,

of Slough, had furnished the entrance to the tent with

a nice lot of trained Ivies and specimen ornamental
shnibs ; thus, as it were, hanging out a sign of the pro-

ducts to be seen within. A broad stage with raised

centre ran down the middle ; on either side a narrow
stage, and at each end of the tent were large ornamental
groups of plants and flowers. At one end Mr. Maurice
Young, of Godalming, had built up at considerable expense
and labour a mass of rootwork, in the midst of which were
plunged very handsome specimens of hardy Japanese
shrubs and trees, all of them choice, and many exceed-

ingly beautiful. The surface of the rootwork was
neatly dressed with Mosses, Ferns, Ivies, dwarf Acers,

and other creeping plants, and the entire arrangement was
thoroughly unique and greatly admired. At the opposite

end Mr. John Standish, of Ascot, had grouped a most
effective lot of flowering and foliage plants, having a
background of tall Junipers, Thujas, &c., with nice

standards of Euonymus elegantissimus variegatus inter

mixed. This was a charming display, highly creditable

to the well-known character of the Ascot nurseries. From
the Royal Gardens at Frogmore came a large collection of

foliage plants, which were arranged in two semicircular

groups on either side of the tent. Amongst these, and
especially selected by the judges for a Certificate of Merit,

was a very finely coloured variety of Coleus, named
Ingramii. It is one of the most showy forms of this

popular plant we have seen, Mr. Turner was a large

exhibitor of plants, takinga ist prize for a groupof 50 plants

at one end of the centre stage. He also had a large

number of well-coloured plants of golden and silver varie-

gated Zonal Pelargoniums, Liliums, cut Roses, Pinks, &c.,

Retting the best prizes in all cases. Of foliage plants. Ferns,

&:c. , very fine collections came from Mr. Godfrey, gr. to

E. B. Anderson, of Staines ; very fine Fuchsias from Great

Marlow, really grand show Pelargoniums from Mr. Nye,
gr. to Mr. Foster, of Clewer ; and a good general display

from neighbouring exhibitors. Cut Roses generally were
very good, and the collection of fruit, though small, was
most creditable. Almost immediately upon entering the
grounds, on Wednesday, Her Majesty drove straight to

the flower tent, and, accompanied by Princess Christian,

Princess Beatrice, Prince Leopold, and Lord Brldport, the
President of the Association, made a minute inspection of
the contents, under the guidance of Mr. Charles Turner,

who described to the Queen the nature of the subjects

exhibited.

Scottish Pansy Society.—(From a Correspondent. )

—

The 28th anuual exhibition of the Scottish Pansy Society,

which was held on June 22d, in the side room of the Music
Hall, Edinburgh, was one of the best there has been for

some years, in spite of the very unfavourable spring.

Fancy Pansies in particular were much finer than they

had ever been shown in any previous year ; and the com-
petition in many of the classes was very keen. Mr. James
Cocker, Aberdeen, got two First-class Certificates for

fancy Pansy James White, and bedding Viola Queen
Victoria. Mr. John Eraser, Belmont, got the same
award for yellow ground Pansy, Miss Hope. Messrs.
Dickson & Co., Edinburgh, were awarded seven First-

class Certificates, namely, two for bedding Violas, White
Perfection and Dickson's King ; two for fancies, Cairn-
gorm and W. M. Welsh ; and three for show Pansies,

namely, white ground, Helen, white ground, Ericstane,

and white self, Jane Anderson. Dicksons & Co. sent for

exhibition a very interesting collection of 36 varieties of
their hybrid bedding Violas, containing some decided
improvements on those previously in the market. They
also exhibited a number of fine seedling fancy Pansies.

Mr. William Paul, Paisley, exhibited a fine dark bed-
ding Calceolaria, Mrs. Paul, said to be a very dwarf,

free flowering variety, and was awarded a Certificate of

Merit.

How Plants Behave, &c. By Asa Gray. New
York, Ivison tS: Co. Pp. 46.

Some years since Professor Asa Gray published a little

volume entitled J/trn' Plants Grow, an admirable book,

intended "for the instruction of young people, even of

children." In the present publication Dr. Gray fur-

nishes, as it were, a supplement to his former treatise,

in the shape of a very brief but clear summary of the

movements executed by plants ; of the mechanism they

employ in the process of fertilisation, and of the way
in which that mechanism is set in action by insects,

the wind, &c. Tliis is told in very simple language,

so as to render it intelligible to the capacity of any
average juvenile of 12 years or so, and is well calculated

to excite air interest in flowers and plants of a kind

which will be novel to many. The majority of our

budding naturalists confine themselves too much to

mere collecting, or to the discrimination of tweedle-

dee from tweedledum. They are too apt to ignore the

more important matters concerning the real meaning of

the varieties of structure and conformation of the plants

they gather. They are mucli too prone to overlook

the fact that plants are living beings, and, as such,

have a history of their own, much of which may be

readily read by those who have the blessed faculty cf

using their eyes, even in a very slight degree.

Those people who complain of botany as dry and
unattractive should remember that it is to a great

extent their own fault that it is so. If they were to

enter a portrait gallery, and carefully note the features

of the individuals there rejjresented, measuring the

length of their noses, noting the colour of the hair,

describing the curves of the mouths, or comparing tlie

tints of the eyes, they would not write a very interesting

book. But if they gave a short biography of each

person represented in the gallery, if they further showed
the relation between his deeds and his physical con-

formation, if they showed the relations in which he

stood to his contemporaries, how he influenced and
was influenced by them—they must, perforce, make
an interesting book. It is just the same with

gardens. People go on year after year grow-

ing certain things— growing them well, too— but

taking only the narrowest and most limited interest in

them—cherisliing them for beauty of form and colour

and perfume, perhaps, but ignoring utterly that all

these plants have a story to tell which is worth hsten-

ing to—nay, one which often rivals in interest any
romance, or any narrative of the marvellous that was
ever published. It is usually the so-called " practicals"

who miss all these delights. They don't see at first

sight that this sort of knowledge is of any direct use to

them, so they pass it by heedlessly, and yet it is in

reality all-important to them. A knowledge of the

work a plant has to do, of the way in which it does

it, and of the mode in which its structure is made or

adapted in order to fulfil certain purposes, ought to

commend itself to the notice of all cultivators. That
it does not do so more tlioroughly is the fault in part

of rule-of-thumb routine, in part of the botanists

who, in compiling their descriptive catalogues,

have confined themselves to mere descriptions of struc-

ture and to such details as are necessary, in order to

find out the name of a plant. It is very desirable to

know the name of a plant, but it is much more so to

know something of its history, its lineage, its character,

its peculiarities as a living being, its " beliaviour," to

use Dr. Gray's words. In point of fact, to make
botany attractive, you want to excite a sympathy with

plants, an interest in their doings and fortunes. Such
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interest is very likely to be aroused by a perusal of the

work before us, as a glance at its contents will show.

The illustrations given are well selected, but neces-

sarily very briefly treated, and with comparatively little

explanation ef the ultimate causes which produce the

effects in question. These are reserved. Dr. Gray tells

us, for another work, intended for advanced students,

and wherein they will be treated "with somewhat of

scientific and historical fulness." The spirit in which

the author has carried out his task may be judged from

the following quotation. The author is speaking ol

the manifold evidences that plant structures offer of the

fact that they were expressly constructed to fulfil

certain offices :

—

*' No one has been able to describe them except in

language which assumes that they are contrivances,

adaptations for particular purposes, and the like ; and
where many of them are best described they are said to

transcend in an incomparable degree the contrivances

and adaptations which the most fertile imagination of the

most imaginative man could suggest with unlimited time

at his disposal. No matter whether or not the flowers

themselves with all these structures have been perfected

step by step through no matter how long a series of

natural stages, if these structures and their operations

which so strike the mind of the philosopher no less than
of the common observer, that he cannot avoid calling

them contrivances, do not argue intention, what stronger

evidence of intention in Nature can there possibly be?
If they do, such evidences are countless, and almost every
blossom brings distinct testimony to the existence of a
designer and ordainer, without whom, we may well

believe, not merely a sparrow, not even a grain of pollen,

can fall."

THE WEATHER.
STA TB OF THE WEA THER A T BLACKHEA TH,
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of the Peach trees, the infected parts should be dusted

with 'sulphur immediately it is perceived, or it will

spread rapidly. Some kinds, as the Royal George,

are subject lo it, but sulphur, if immediately applied,

is an effectual remedy. M. Saul, Stourton.

Hardy Fruits.—One good effect of the heavy
rains of the past month is, that they have pretty well

cleansed fruit trees of insects and filth, and obviated

the necessity of much syringing for the remainder of

the season. Fruit in general is thin. The Apple crop,

which at one time promised to be most abundant, is

very light in this neighbourhood. There was a fine

show of blossom, but the greater part of it was
destroyed by the frost of the mornings of May 19 and
20. Pears and Plums are also light crops. Continue

to go over the trees occasionally, and stop or remove
all superfluous shoots ; and attend to the training of

the young shoots on espaliers and pyramids. M. Sattl^

Stourton.

Bush Fruit.—Protect all kinds from birds ; where
the bushes are planted in squares a good plan is to fix

upright stakes all around and across, about 6 feet high,

having long sticks or cord to fasten all together at such

a distance that the net will not bag too much, covering

it all in with netting. This method gives easy access

to the fruit, and prevents pulling the net to pieces

every time the fnut is wanted ; the net will also sooner

dry thus situated after rains than it will if bundled

around the bushes. Where press of work has hitherto

hindered the cutting away of useless shoots, it should

be done before netting the bushes. H. Mills, Enys,

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Outside.—The last ten days of rainy weather has

made the weeds grow to such an extent, that hoeing

and weeding is quite the order of the day, though we
have to be thankful that the vegetables grow as fast as

the weeds. It is not as a rule good judgment to sow
Peas after July 12, but now is a good time to sow a

good batch for late work of the Ringleader section. I

am fortunate in having a stock of Laxton's William I,,

which is early, and of a beautiful green colour, so that

we shall sow it in preference to the white varieties.

Sow the main crop of Endive about the 8th of the

month ; also the old black-seeded Brown Cos Lettuce.

No other variety stands lifting for protection in frames

so well. The first sowing of Cabbage may also be got

in, which, weather permitting, gives us nice little

heads all the winter. Onions of the Tripoli section may
now be sown in small quantities, but defer sowing the

main crop until the 20th of the month. The late rains

have told their own tale on all things got out early.

Celery, Brussels Sprouts, UaleAerenBroeeoli, zreaWdomg
well. Keep the hoe constantlyat work between such sub-

jects. Continue to plant out all kinds of winter greens

as the Potatos are lifted, if not, as directed in former
Calendars, planted between Potato rows. For
Brocco/i, the firmer the land the better. We shall not

get ours out for late work for three weeks to come.
The Strawberry ground we always select for that crop ;

making the hole with a crowbar, dropping in the

plants, and well washing the soil in, is the only plant-

ing they either get or want. Now is the best time to

secure the herbs, cutting, but not tying in bunches
until they are quite dry. Turnips, Broad Beans, and
a few Horn Carrots may yet be sown, to be used when
very young. Spinac/u the prickly variety, sow largely,

for a good supply of this vegetable before Christmas is

indispensable. Plant Potatos now on shelves, for a

winter supply of young ones ; a nice warm south

border is the best place. Where the frost blackened
the tops, cover over with long dung, and dig fresh as

required. Parsley should now be planted, to get

hardy and strong for winter use. Roll gravel walks,

and keep all trim. P. Gilbert^ Burghley.

Notices to Correspondents.
Alpine Plants. We are requested to state that the ist

prize for alpine plants at the late Birmingham show was
awarded to Mr. Maw, Benthall Hall. Broseley, and not
to Mr. J. Morley, Jun., as mentioned in the lists of
awards first published.

American Blight : H. B. Try paraffin.

Bleaching Dried Ferns : J. H. Bathe them in

chloride of lime for some hours, varying the time
according to texture.

Books : Youtig Gardeners. Botanyfor Beginners (Brad-
bury, Evans & Co,).

Cucumbers : A. M. B. It is a healthy sign to see the
roots coming to the surface. In such cases give a
slight top-dressing of fresh healthy soil. Gladioli will

flower in due time if sufficiently vigorous and free from
disease. For general purposes use genuine Peruvian
guano.

Cypripedium spectabile : G. Anderson. This plant
is certainly an Orchid, and one of the handsomest
Orchids known. Whether it was admissible to your
collection depends on the wording of the schedule,
which you do not send. It is not only an Orchid, hut
an exotic Orchid, and Iheiefore admissible in collec-
tions of Orchids unless words are used which exclude
" hardy" species.

Glass : Old Subscriber. There is nothing better than
white glass for conservatories. We have no faith in
the tinting. Use good pure glass, and shade when the
sun renders it necessary.

Golden Tricolor PELARGoNruMs ; J. a. a. Keep

them close to the glass, in a well-aired frame ; this

should restore the colour, which has been lost by
keeping them in the shade.

Guano : VV. Livcsey. About half an ounce to a gallon of

water.

Mealy Bug : IV. U. Persevere with the remedies

adopted, until you get it under. Hot water, if you can
apply it, is a good remedy ; and there are other appli-

ances which are beneficial, but few of them avail with-

out close and persevering efforts lo dislodge the insect

by hand, the affected parts being carefully washed with

a sponge or brush.

Names of Plants : Reader, We cannot attempt to

determine the name of such a wretched scrap.

—

K. 6^ S.

Send a better specimen, witli foliage.

—

A71 Irish-

ina/i. 1, Rhododendron hirsutum
; 4, Pernettya mucro-

nata ; 8, Leycesteria formosa
; 9, Poterium Sanguisorba.

—L. E. I, Orchis (or Gymnadenia) conopsea
;

.2, Orchis pyramidalis
; 3. Stachys silvatica.

—

M. H. M.
Common Stonecrop, ^Sedum acre. — Sionecrop. Se-

dum Anacampseros. — W. C. T, Crepis virens of

Linnasus = C. tectorum, Sm., non Linn.— Willy, i,

Asplenium bulbiferum ; 2, Nephrodium moUe corym-
bifenim.

—

John Gibbs. Stapelia (Orbea) normalis, Haw.
~-Garyio7i. Listera ovata (Tway-blade).— Gr^^/ietf. i,

Asplenium viviparum ; 2. not recognised—not unlike a

seedling Elm
; 3, apparently a seedling Birch

; 4. neither

this nor the two foregoing can be recognised from leaves

alone.— W. D. F. Clematis Jackmanni, so far as we can

judge from a dried flower.— W. B. F. Unfertile tips of

fronds are the very worst specimens you could send.

No. I is, perhaps, Polystichum capense ; 2, Pteris

tremula
; 3, Pteris longifoha

; 5, Lastrea quinquangu-
lare.

—

J. A. J. A neat variety of Athyrium Filix-

fcemina.

—

A. R. H. i and 2, Roses cannot be named
from such specimens as these

; 3, Sedum reflexum

(fasciated)
; 4, Silene, species not determinable.

—

y. T. F. T, Spiraea aruncus ; 2, Onoclea sensibilis
;

3. Begonia Grifftthii (?) ; 4, Clematis recta
; 5, Spir?ea

filipendula ; 6, Begonia Rex (?).

—

A. W., Cheshunt.

Orchis maculata var.

—

F. T, Too imperfect.

Plants for North Wall : N. C. The many different

forms of Ivy ; two or three kinds of Ampelopsis
;

Lonicera aureo-reticulata.

Vines : W. B. The old Vines should have been grubbed
up by the roots and a fresh border made before planting

the young Vines. You can never expect them to succeed
planted in the manner you describe.

Wall-fruit Protectors : J. R. wishes for informa-
tion as to which is the best system for the protection of

wall fruit.

Communications Received :—A Looker-on.—Y. A.—W. M.,
Ely—G. C—D.-J. L.—J. T.-G. T. M.— S. H. (with

thanks).—W. C—H. T. N.—A Reader.—J. M.

arhts.
CO VENT GARDEN.—July 5.

We have experienced no change here worth recording,

with perhaps the exception that the trade in hothouse
fruit has not been quite so good as it was last week.
We have large supplies of Potatos by rail, from Channel
Islands and France, and prices are lower.

AzaIeas,p.doz.sprays i

Carnations, p.bunch 4
Gardenias, p. doz. . . 3
Heartsease, p. j2bun.i
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays .

.

. . .

Mignonette, 12 bun. 2

Myosotis, p. bun... o
Pelargoniums,

French,p.i2spray5 o
Pelargoniums, Scar-

let, p. 12 sprays., o

Cut Flowers,

d. s. d.

o — 16
o — 60
o — 60
6—30

- o 6

s. d. s. d.

Nemophila, p. 12 bun. .. — 16
Pinks, p. doz. bun. 20 — 30
Roses, per doz. ..04 — 40— Moss, do. ..06 — 10
Spiraea, p. bunch ., .. — 10
Stephanotis,i2 sprays'! o — 60
SwectPeas.p. 12 bun. 4 o — 60
Trop3eolums,i2bun. 10 — 20
Trumpet Lilies,doz. .. — 60
Stocks, p. bunch . . 04 — 06
Wallflowers, bunch . . — 06

Balsams p. doz.

Calceolaria, . . do.

— herbaceous, do.

Cockscombs . . do.

Fuchsia - . do.

Heath, invars, do.

Hydrangea . . do.

Plants in Pots.
s. d. 5. d.

3 o— 6 o
6 o— 12 o
90—..
4 o— 8 o

4 o— 12 o
12 O—24 O
g o—18 o

Lobelia p. doz,

Mignonette, do,

Pelargonium . . do,— Scarlet . . do.

Petunias .. do.

Rhodanthe . . do,

s. d. s. d.

4 o— 6 o
4 o— 6 o
6 c— 18 o
4 o— 6 o

Fruit.

Apricots, p. doz.

Cherries, p. lb.

Cobs, per 100 lb.

Figs, p. doz.

Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100

. d. s. d.

3 o to 8 o
s. d. s. d.

, . 2 o to 3 o Melons, each
.06 — 201 Nectarines, p. doz. 8 o — 20 o
.60 o —65 o Oranges, per 100 6 o —lo o
. 8 o — 12 o Peaches, per doz.. .12 o —24 o
.08 — 10 Pine-apples, per lb. 50 — 80
. 30 — 80; Strawberries, p. lb. 10 — 30
. 7 o — 10 o

I

Vegetables.

Artichokes.green, ea. o 3
Asparagus, per 100 2 6-

— French, do. .

.

Beet, per doz.

Cabbages, per doz. .

.

Cardoons, each
Carrots, p, bunch .

.

— French, do, .

.

Cauliflowers, p. doz.

Celery, per bundle .

Cucumbers, each
French Beans, new,
per 100

Herbs, per bunch ..02
Horse Radish, p. bun.3 o
Leeks, per bunch .,02

s. d. s. d.
j

s. d. s. d.

to o 6 Lettuces, perscore. . i oto 2 o
I— 60 Mushrooms, p. pott. .. — 30

Onions, per bunch . . o 4— o 9
3 o Parsley, p. bunch . . o 2— o 4
1 3 Peas, new, per qt. i o— 2 o
. . Potatos, new frame»

— 10 per lb, .

.

. . o 3— o 6
'— 16 Radishes, per bunch o a— .

.

1—60 Rhubarb, p. bund, . o 4— o q
2 o Salsafy, per bun. . . o 9— i 3

I— I o Scorzonera, per bun. o 9— i 3
Shallots, per lb. . . 08— .

.

2 6 Spinach, per bushel 2 o— 3 o
— 04 Tomatos, p. doz. . . 3 o^ 4 o

5 o Turnips, ncw.p. bun. . . — 09
o 4

7

1 o-

3 o-

1 o-

o 6

Potatos, Regents, 120J. to 170J. ; Flukes, i2or. to 190^.

;

Shaws, 7oi. to Qoj'.

New Polatog—Round, 6f. to ^s. per cwt. ; Kidneys, tif. to

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.-Prices, Printed
Patlems, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls. &c. MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

PRUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal HorticuUuraJ Society,

The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale ol
CHARLES J. ELACKITH and CO.,

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.
Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

FOR SALE, a NEW LEAN-TO GREENHOUSE,
17 feet bj' o feet 6 inches, price £16 icu.

R. VOKINS (trcm J, Weeks & Co.), Hoihousc Builder, Shipston-
on-Stour.

STEAM PLOUGH
SEEN at WORK in every

UOWLER'S PATENT
-L and CU LTIVATOK may bt
Agricultural County in Enp)an(i.
For parlicularw apply to lOHN FOWLER AND CO., 7t, Cornbill,

London, E.C. ; and bteam I'lough Works, Leeds.

Horticultural and Window Glass WareHouses.
JAMES MILES, 5, High Street, and 12 and

r3, Blosson Street, Sliorcditcfi, London, E.

CONSERVATORY and ORCHARD-HOUSE GLASS.
Genui7ie White Lead, Oils, Colours, Brushes, ^c,
GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS, SYRINGES, INDIA-RUBBEK

HOSE, TAPS, CONNECTIONS, SiC.

Prices upon applitation.

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.
JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

Russia Mat Mercliants.
MESSRS. G, D. MARENDAZ AND FISHER,

importers of ARCHANGEL and ST. PETERSBURG MATS,
dealers in TANNED GARDEN NETTING, TIFFANY, LABELS,
TARRED and other TWINES, LINES, &c.

Q, Jaiaes Stree t, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Arcliangel and Petersburg Mats.

J BLACKBURN AND SONS, having just received
• a large consignment of NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERS-

BURG MATS at reduced prices, will for\vard Price Listen appli-

cation. Samples to be seen at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES. SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.—TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,
xd. per yard, or 100 yards, 21M ; 4 yards \vide,6if. per yard, or 50 yards,
20J. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, td. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, \s. per yard

;
^^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6a. per yard. Also

TIFFAN Y. Can be had in any quanlUy of
EATON AND DELLER, fi & 7. Crooked Lane, London Bridge, F^C.

EDGINGTON'S GARDEN NETTING, the cheapest
and most durable, at td. per square yard, or in quantities of

250, 500, or 1000 yards, carriage free.

EDGINGTON'S RICK CLOTHS for 67 years have
maintained their celebrity as the best.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES for Hire are the most
elegant and capacious.

EDGINGTON'S CRICKET and GARDEN TENTS
are the prettiest.

TIFFANY, SCRIM CANVAS, and every other kind
of NETTING.

Be particular—FRED. EDGINGTON and CO., Rick Cloth, &c..
Manufacturer lo Her Majesty, 52, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

A quantity of good Second-hand t,.overnment TENTS for Sale, cheap.

The Opening of Parliament and the London Season.
NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and MEMBERS of PARLIAMENT

having their CUT FLOWERS. FRUIT, VEGETABLES, &c.,
fonvardcd to their TOWN HOUSES, should USE

/CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE TRANS-
KJ MISSION CASES, pronounced by the Royal Horticultural
Society " the best now in use,

"

These Cases are now reduced in price for cash, and can he obtained
from the Agents or Patentee, Gloucester, to whom all communications
should be addressed.

Intending Exhibitors in the Patent Cases should give their orders
at once, to msure the Paint and Varnish being thoroughly drj-.

The No. 12, The "MALTON" Plant, Flower, ire, Protector,

Varnished, packed and forwarded on the receipt of Ss., in postage
stamps, or order.—Gloucester. January 17.

Nursery Business for Sale.

AN Old-established and very compact NURSERY for
SALE, on reasonable terms. For particulars, apply to

Mr. A. B. VOX, Wctley Rocks, near Leek, Siaffordshirc.

TO BE SOLD, the BUSINESS of a SEEDSMAN
and FLORIST, with Jobbing, in a first-class position ; neigh-

bourhood very extensive, and commands a good trade.

B. A., 227, Brixton Road, S.W.

To Nurserymen.
FOR DISPOSAL, with immediate Possession, a

NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS, with good connection, in

the West of England. Established over 30 years.

A, B., Mr. Allnutt, Station Road, Wood Green, N.

TO BE SOLD, a FLORIST'S BUSINESS, four
miles from Covent Garden. Sixty-two years Lease of over an

Acre of Land, with L)wclling-housc, 14 Glasshouses, heated by Hot-
water, Piis, &c., in good condition and full work.

H. STROUD, Green Lanes Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

F OR SALE, in the Channel Islands, a good
NURSERYMAN and FLORIST'S BUSINESS, well situated

and doing a good Trade. Capital required, £500 'o £1000, Long
Lease of Premises obtainable. Apply for further particulars to

A. B. C, Post Office, St. Heller's, Jersey.

TO BE LET, for the Fruit Season (three months), near
Southampton, a valuable FULLY STOCKED G.\RDEN, with

VINERY. ORCHARD HOUSE. &c., in all 310 feet of gUs'*. There
will be about 350 lb. of fine Grapes, and 70 dozens of fuic Pe.ichec
and Nectaiincs. Also, with it. or separately, a most gentlemanly
DETACHED HOUSE, of 13 good rooms, in good repair, and well
furnished, siltiatcd in lovely grounds.

F. R., Mr. Overton, Baker, Frccmantlc, Southampton.

Bucks.
FARM of about 400 Acres TO BE LET, with

Possession at Michaelmas, It consists of good useful Arable,
and about 21; Acres of Pasture, close to which is the Homestead, ana
near good Market Towns. Rem moderate.
For terms, apply to NORMAN and SON, Land Agciils, Uxbridge

and Beaconsfield ; Southlands and Rush Green Farms, Dcnham,
B ucks. .

LAND TO LET, situate about 12 miles from London,
and adjoining the Twickenham Station o( the South-Weslem

Railway. It is suitable either for 3 Private Residence, a Dairy Farm,
or a Market Garden, and will be Let upon Lease for a term of 7 or

14 years. There are 84 acres in nil. of M-liich 67 acres are rich GrasR
Land, at present affording valuable Pasture, but which might easily

be converted into Pleasure Grounds. Of the remainder, 7'^ .icrcs arc
now laid out as a Fruit Plantation and Market Garden, and gW acres
consist of Arable Land in a vcr>- good state of cultivation. In the
centre of the Grass Land is a ncwly-crectcd Dwelling-house, contain-
ing eight rooms, each '15 feet square, as well ns accommodation for
Scr\'ants, and convenient Out Ofhcea ; there is also a BnililT's Cottage
on the Farm.

For further particulars, apply to Messrs. RUSHWORTH*
ABBOTT, AND CO., 2i, SbvUU Row, Rbkchi Street, Wi
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SAL ES BY AUCT ION.

Establislied Orchids. .,,^^,„-. ,

l\/rR. 1. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

I>± his-Great Rooms, 18. Km;,' Sirccl, Covcnt Garden. W C-. on

TUE-DAY, li.lv 0. athair-pasl 12 o-Clock precisely, a Collection of

Established ORCillDS.inthc best possible condition, many ot them

rare and valuable kinds, and amongst them exec lent \'-i"clics.

On view the mornin;: of Sale, and CaialoRUCs had.

Choice Imported Orchids.

MR T C STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,
on SATURDAY, July n. at half-past lac^Clockprcc.scI^

quantities, on native blocks, as imported, I'HAL.iNOPSIS SCHIL-
LERIANA and P. AMABILIS; also several plants of P. ROSEA,
and a new and very distinct looking '^hala;nops,s froni the Last

Indian Islands : about 200 DENDROBIUM TAL R Nl'M; various

Deiidrobiums : larpc quantities of SACCOLABIUMS, guttatum,

Harrisoni, and a new species: and various other Orchids -also

several choice DISAS, including the beautiful blue one, Uisa Her-

schclii, and the new Disa Harelli.
.

Catalogues on application, and Plants on view the mornmg 01 bale.

Important Sale of Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he has

received instructions from the Executors to SELL by

AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. ^8, King Street, Covcnt Garden,

W.C , on FRIDAY and SATURDAY, J uly ig and 20, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely each day, without reserve, the entire Collection

of valuable ORCHIDS, in the finest possible health, formed with

great care and judgment by the late Kcv. William Ellis, of Hoddesdon,

consisting of fine plants, besides many others, of the following choice

varieties :

—

Acrides Schroderi

,, Larpcnia;

„ Lcbbii

„ nobile
Kurlinrtonia fragrans
Calantne Veitchii
Dendrobium Falconcri

,, lituiflorum

„ M'Carthiic

,, Wardianum
Odontoelossum Phalarnopsis

,, njevium majus
,. Hendcrsonii

Vanaa Ecnsonii
„ suavis

Cathcarlii

Vanda Andcrsonii
Cymbidium eburncum
Cypripedium Lowii

,,
Stonei

,,
nivcum

,, laviuatum
Cattleya Acklandiaj

Wallisii

Phaiicnopsis amabilis

,,
prandiflora

,, Schilleriana

,, Luddemanniana
Saccolabium Reidii

,,
guttatum
pramorsum

Stc.&c

On view the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Silverlands. St. Leonards-on-Sea.
SALE of CHOICE STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MR. GAUSDEN has been favoured with instructions

from \V, Morris, Esq. (who is leaving the neighbourhood), to

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, as above, on FRIDA\,
July 12. at I o'clock, the whole of his VALUABLE COLLECT lON
of PLANTS, comprising large Exhibition Specimens of choice and

valuable Orchids, beautifully-furnished Camellias, splendid Alla-

mandas, Croions, Dracsnas, Marantas, Rondeletias, Ilougamvilleas,

Caladiums, Aialeas, Cvcas revoluias, I^antana borbomca, Epacns,

Katosanthes, Ericas, magnificent Ferns and Heaths, withlan exten-

sive assortment of other Omamental-foliaged Plants. The c"*'/^

collection is ii: the finest possible health, and has been formed with

great care and judgment by iMr. Dennis, the gardener, whose name is

so well known as a priie winner at all the principal exhibitions in the

neighbourhood. ^ , , .„
,

On view the day previous and on the morning of the day ot sale,

when Catalogues may be had of the Gardener, on the premises, or of

the Auctioneer, at his Land, House, and Estate Agency Offices, 48,

Marina. St. Leonards-on-Sea.

Weeting Hall, Brandon, Norfolk.
IMPORTANT SALE of SI lOR 1' IIOKNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions to

announce for SALE by AUCTION, without reserve, on

THURSDAY, luly ir next, about FORTY HEAD of PUKE-ltRED
SHORTHORNS, the property of William Angerstcin, Esq, ol

Weeting Hall, Brandon, Norfolk, which have been purchased and

bred from the celebrated Herds of the Marquis of Exeter, Col. Kings-

coie, Messrs. Foster, Lencv, Rich, and other eminent breeders.

Fiist-class Sires of tlie far-lained Duchess, 0.\ford, Waterloo, and
other Kirklevington blood have been used
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had on application to Mr,

STRAFFORD, 13, Euston Square, London, N.VV. ; or of Mr.

WATSON, Weeting Hall, Brandon, Norfolk,

Wlnterfold, near Kidderminster.
IMPORTANT SALEofFIKSl CLASS slloRTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoiucd wiih instructions to

announce for SALE by AUCIION, at Winterfold. on
WEDNESDAY, September 18 next, the ENTIRE HERDS of

FIRST-CLASS SHORTHORNS, belonging to John Harward. Esq,,

of Winterfold, near Kidderminster, and Isaac Downing, Esn ,
of

Turner's Hill, Rowley Regis, consisting of about 70 Head of Bulls,

Cows, and Heifers, of the Oxford, Waterloo, Wild Eyes, Kirklcving-

ton, Lally, Blanche, and Surmise Tribes. More than half the Slock

are directly descended from animals bred at Kirklevington, and the

others largely inherit this highly fashionable blood. The Sale includes

the magniliccnt Bull, 3d Dul;e of Claro (33,720), whose sire and dam
were both by the celebrated 7lh Duke of York (17,754)1 ^nd the superb

Bull, 8th Duke of Geneva (28,390). The Young Stock are by these

excellent Sires, and the Cows and Heifers arc served by them.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, will be issued in due time, and

announced in future Advertisements.
London : 13, Euston Square, July i, 187a.

EMIGRATION to CANADA.
THE EASTERN TOWNSHIPS.

Being now in England for the purpose of giving infonnation

respecting the EASTERN TOWNSHIPS of the PROVINCE or

QUEBEC as a desirable district for respectable people of all classes to

settle in, I shall be happy to answer all inquiries, whether in person or

by letter : and as I more especially desire to impart information to

residents in the country, I shall be glad if the leading Farmers' Clubs
will kindly allow me an opportunity of addressing inem in person on
the subject. If the Secretaries will communicate with me I will

endeavour so to arrange my movements as to attend the Meeting of

each Club at the time they may appoint.—My address is,

Loughborough, Leicestershire. JOHN H. CHA RNOCK.

By Order of the Executrix of the Late Mr. G. H,
BUNNEY. Deceased.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT to BUILDERS, NURSERYMEN, and

OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are

instructed to offer by PUBLIC AUCTION, at Garraway's,

Change Alley, Cornhill. EC, on MONDAY, July 22. at i o'Clock^ the

Valuable LEASEHOLD Convenient Modern Detached Eight-

roomed FAMILY RESIDENCE, with SEED SHOP COTTAuE,
and about THREE ACRES of LAND, known as BUNNEY &

NURSERY, Marvland Point, Stratford, Essex. E,, having altogether

je of 243 feet, or thereabouts, to the Turnpike Road, by an

average depth of 520 feet, admirably adapted for the erection of Small

1^ l;j\^CI\. I, miiiyiiiiiii ruiiu, jii<iiiuiu, i^.

a frontage of 243 feet, or thereabouts, to I

average depth oT 520 feet, admirably adaptci - -

Cottage Property, now so much in demand in the neighbourhood, or

to be continued as a Nursery; held on Lease for a term of 69 years,

from Michaelmas, 1842, at a ground rent ot £30 per annum. The
whole of the Glass Erections may be taken at a Valuation at the

purchaser's option. _ „
Also, the LEASE o( the rich, productive NURSERY GROUND,

so pleasantly situated on the borders of Wanstead Park, Wanstead,
Essex, in all about 9 Acres, with the Four-roomed Brick-built Cot-

tages and Sheds erected thereon, held for an unexpired term of

14 years, or ihereabouls. at a low rental of ^36 per annum.
Particulars and Conditions of Sale (when ready) may be had at

Garraway's, as above : on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers, Estate

Agents and Valuers, Leytonstone, Essex, E.

Stratford, Essex.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of STOVE,

GREENHOUSE, and OTHER PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION on the Premises, The Nursery, Marj'land Point,

Stratford, Essex, on THURSDAY, July 25, and two following days,
at II for 12 o'clock precisely, each day, without reserve, by order of the

Executrix of the late Mr. G. H. Bunney, deceased, the whole of the

choice STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including 1600 choice
Camellias, amongst which are noble specimens of Double White,
10 ft. high and beautifully furnished: 2200 Azalea indica, including

many fine specimens and half specimens; 6000 choice Ericas and
Epacris, 3000 New Holland Plantsof sorts, 1000 Standard and Dwarf
Roses, by name, in pots; 3C00 choice Geraniums and Pelargoniums, 3000
choice Perns and Lvcopodiums, 1000 Gardenia intermedia, and many
thousands of others ; together with a powerful Cart Horse, Pony,
Three Vans, Three Carts. Three Boiler^, &c, &c.
May be viewed three days pnor to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, Lcj-tonstonc, Essex, E.

N,B.—Thewhoteof the thriving NURSERY STOCK, growing on
the two Nurseries, will be SOLD bv AUCTION, without reser\e,

about the MIDDLE of OCTOBER NEXT, unless previously
Disposed of by Private Contract.

The Larls Hill Collection of Orchids,
ORNAMENTAL STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, which

are celebrated throughout the country ; Mr, Stevenson, the Gar-
dener, having taken Prizes at all the principal Exhibitions.

CAPES AND DUNN respectfully announce that they
have received instructions from Julius Sichel, Esq,, to OFFER

by AUCTION, about the latter part of JULY, at his residence.

Lark Hill, Timperley, near Manchester, without the slightest reserve,

the whole of his splendid COLLECTION of PLANTS, comprising
large exhibition specimens of choice and valuable Orchids, splendid

Camellias, Azaleas, Heaths, magnificent Palms and Ferns, Alla-

mandas, Dipladenias, and other cnoice Stove Plants, also beautiful

and rare Ornamema] Foliaged Plants, along with anumber of Hothouses
and Greenhouses. The plants are all in fine healthy condition, and
may be seen on applying to Mr. STEVENSON, the Gardener, any day
previous to the Sale- Catalogues are in course of preparation, and
will be issued in due time. Details in future Advertisements.
N.B.—The HOUSE and beautiful GARDENS, with Ranges of

Glass and Forcing Houses, to be LET or SOLD.

M
Roxwell, near Chelmsford, Essex.
IMPORTANT SALE ot SHORTHORNS.

R.JOHN THORNTON wiU SELL by AUCTION,
on TUESDAY NEXT, July 9 (z o'clock), at Roxwell, 4 miles

fromChclmsford.Mr.W. Tippler's ENTIRE HERD of PURE-BRED
SHORTHORNS, compriaine about Thirty Animals, bred from the
Towncley, Oxford, and Camoridge Rose blood, includin^ir two Cows
bred at Towneley, and the celebrated red prize Bull Cambridge
Duke 3d (23,503).
Catalogues, with Pcdipreeg. may be had of Mr. J. THORNTON,

15, Langham Place, London, \V.

rilHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
X (iNCOKPORATIiD BY SPECI.IL AcTS OF PARLIAMENT-)

DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION. FARM BUILDINGS.
LABOURERS' COTTAGES. RAILWAYS. SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &c.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the abOTC

purposes, without investigation of title.

For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. i. Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W.

pOYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY of ENGLAND,

CARDIFF MEETING.

TRIALS of PORTABLE STEAM

ENGINES, THRESHING MACHINES,

STRAW and HAY ELEVATORS,

CORN DRESSING MACHINES, &c.,

JULY 6 to r3, inclusive.

Admission

—

ss. 6d. each day.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
of ENGLAND.

CARDIFF MEETING.
GREAT SHOW of HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, and

IMPLEMENTS, JULY 15 to 19 inclusive.

Admission.—MOND.W, 51. each person.

„ TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, 2J 6rf. each person.

„ THURSDAY and FRIDAY, is. each person.

P>OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
t of ENGLAND.

CARDIFF MEETING.
Non-transferable Tickets, price Half-a-Guinea, admitting the Holder

to the Showyard and Trial-yard, and available for Re-admission on
every day of the Show and Trials of Implements, may be obtained of

Messrs. LEWIS and WILLIAMS, Duke Street, Cardiff; or ot

12, Hanover Square, W. H. M. JENKINS, Secretary.

SATURDAY, JULY G, 1872.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.

Monday, July 8)
to > Trial of Implements at Cardift.

Saturd.ay, — 13
'

Monday. — iS") Annual Meeting of the Royal Agricultural

FRIDAY,"' _ 19/ Society, at Card.fT.

A USEFUL LESSON may be read this

year, as, indeed, in any year, in that grand
experimental field—the field of English Agri-
culture, In some respects an ungenial season

offers an unusually good opportunity for expe-

rimental observations, and for testing the

behaviour of corn under different treatment.

Mr, Darwin gained the greatest insight into

the law of variation when he turned his attention

to the forms in which variation is most prominent.

The corn crops this year are subjected to

unusual trials, owing to the unkind condition of

the land ; and it is probable the variations of

yield will be greater than usual. In great years,

like 1863, there is less disparity than usual in the

crops on rich and poor land ; indifferent farmers

rival their better neighbours, and the Wheat
crop in particular acquires so much vigour

—

perhaps through the wider range of its roots

—

that even poor clays, which will probably do
badly this year, yield great crops. To some
extent the " first-rate farmer " is stultified in great

years, and fortune smiles on those who don't

owe much to skill.

Assuming that there will be great disparities

in the crops this year, we think it will be a good
season for tracing the causes. There ate many

moot points still in regard to management, which
keep the market table in a buz all the year
round, and do not always find satisfactory

solution even in the greater arenas of discussion.

We will refer to a few subjects upon whicli we
think the light of further observation may be
directed with advantage. Of course the new
systems introduced by modern farming confront

us first. Formerly, dung was the only manure ;

now there are a hundred, good and bad !

Farming had once only three or four courses

and rotations ; now it has endless shifts, and is

sometimes called fast—and we have heard it

called furious.

What will be the result of fast fanning this

season .' Persons who arc interested in watching

tlie conduct of the ground, as every farmer is,

will not have forgotten that Mr. Keary, in his

report of the inspection of farms in Oxford-

shire, in a dry season, doubts the propriety

of growing corn year after year on the same land

by the aid of artificial manures, and traces the

history of light and inferior crops to .an exhaust-

ing system. In the long run he thinks " the

true system is to endeavour to keep as much
stock as possible, and not to grow corn upon too

many acres,"

A light ear, no doubt, follows the frequent use

of guano and ammoniacal manures on some
soils, and on the chalks throughout Kent top-

dressings are always dangerous, and nitrate of

soda—the strong arm of the greensand farmer

below the hill—invariably causes blight ; but on
the same spot the two white straw crops are not

feared, and an Oat stubble ("gratten") is con-

sidered by high farmers almost as good a
preparation for Wheat as a Clover lea. In other

localities, however, Wheat does badly after

spring corn, though the latter may do well after

the former. It seems there are soils and soils,

and systems and systems.

We may gather from the above that the

ability, so to speak, of Oats or Barley to gather

sufficient food for a good crop after Wlieat, while

Wheat has not the same abihty to make itself at

home after Barley or Oats, must be due to differ-

ence in their root power, and not to absolute

deficiency in the soil. The ground that contains

food for 10 qr. of Oats must be capable of feed-

ing a crop of Wheat, The future of a crop

depends very much on the start it gets early in

life. Our readers are aware that half a crop of

corn at least may be grown for many years in

succession without manure on the same land,

which would not, however, produce more than
two or three crops (running) of Turnips, because

they would not get the necessary start in early

life when their delicate little feeders require

pabulum in the right place, that is, at the sur-

face, where they can reach it. The ground may
contain abundance of food, and enough for many
crops of Turnips ; but the plant, it seems,

requires concentrated nutriment to start it, and
starves in its very babyhood if it be not nursed
with fine mould and fed with proper pap.

If we contemplate the natural vegetation of

the earth we find cereals growing everyv/here,

and Turnips nowhere. The former can pick up

a living on waste or poor places ; Wheat espe-

cially, being slow of growth and having six or

seven months to establish itself before it makes
much start, has the power of assimilating nourish-

ment where food is sparingly distributed. The
short-lived Turnip does not possess this power.

The differences in natural habit are the main
reason for adopting rotations of crops. It is an

old notion among practical farmers of the old

school, that if you keep the ground clean and
manured, and get your " changes," you cannot

over-crop ; and it is an advantage to farm land

that will bear a variety of crops, because it is

then easier to change them. Within reach of

the London manure, however, these good old

rules are entirely upset by the force of dung, and
we have seen a scond crop of Cabbages pricked

out as fast as the land could be ploughed after

marketing the former crop. Market gardeners

think very little of " changes."

Fast or slow in farming is very much a

question of feeding the land, and as vegetation

in this country is not particularly spontaneous,

especially when everything is sold off, there is a

great struggle for fertilisers of all kinds, and
whatever the rotation may be, the salvage of

profit from the crops is seldom very great.

Certainly the British farmer has sufficient incite-

ments to labour, and his energy is not likely to

be reduced by that extraordinary exuberance of

vegetation Which is said to prevail in the tropica
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where the rank growth of the jungle sinks into

the earth, to spring up again like the Phoenix
from its ashes. But so long as the ashes, or

remains of the British farmer's crops do not
return to his tieldc, the struggle we have referred

to must continue, and landlords cannot be
expected to sit under their Fig trees in perfect

ease, while cross cropping is going on around
them, and all old saws are questioned.
To return to our text, we think that in this

somewhat exceptional season, when the sodden
earth, unmellowed by frost, cannot prove so kind
for crops as usual, much useful information might
be gained and distributed by systematic in-

spection of various localities, and by recording
the lessons of the year, including the effects of

manures, differences of preparation, succession

of crops, depth of draining, times of sowing,
quantities of seed, &c. The Royal Agricultural

Society might, we think, render a great service

to agriculture by instituting inquiries, and at the

same time making a personal inspection to secure

attention and interest. Farmers would willingly

open their gates and offer explanations on points

of interest, and they might be induced, perhaps,
to offer subsequent information if required. The
materials for a general report might be thus

obtained, and all that would be needed to make
it extremely valuable, would be to secure an
impartial view, and to exclude the theories of the

advocates of this or that system.
Some time since the Society announced the

failure of the guano supply ;
we observe that

guano is still used largely, notwithstanding, and
the imports last year were nearly 180,000 tons,

or within 30,000 tons of the quantity imported
two years ago. It would be interesting to know
the result of its use under present circumstances.

Incidentally, inquiries such as we have sug-
gested would strengthen, or create rather a bond
between the rank and file of agriculturists and
the Society, and would open a field of inquiry in

practical husbandry of the most trustworthy and
useful character.

The practice of agriculture offers the widest
field of experiment, and the adept who happens
to be a close observer, draws his conclusions
from observations made on a hundred farms
besides his own. His first study is the soil, and
in all that relates to its qualities, its productive
powers and behaviour under different treatment,

he possesses knowledge of great practical value.

Light gradually comes to the mind intent upon
a single subject, and continually poring into it

through long years. It comes to the agriculturist

who studies the mysteries of his art

—

" Till old experience do attain

To something like prophetic strain
;

"

and it is reflected on the dullest of his brethren,
who learn by experience to apply their knowledge
in the varying conditions of agricultural practice
with something like scientific precision. The
further light that may be shed on practical

agriculture by purely scientific investigations,

which are at present beyond its ken, may be very
great indeed ; but as agriculture is a science of
application, and must be learnt, we are persuaded
the chief Society would act wisely to descend
into the arena of every-day farming, and to draw
nearer to the great body of farmers, for the sake
both of what they might mutually teach and learn.

Nothing would be better calculated to check
any tendency to dilettantism among the patrons
of agriculture, who may be assured there is no
"royal road " to agricultural progress, but only
the old track opened by the efforts of labour and
patience.

At Mark Lane on Monday a small supply of
English Wheat sold at the prices of the previous
Monday ; there was no appreciable variation on
Wednesday, -Beasts maintained previous prices at

the Metropolitan Market on Monday, sheep ad-

vancing. Trade was slow on Thursday for beasts, at

Monday's prices, and sheep gave way a little.

At a special meeting of the directors of the

Highland and Agricultural Society, held last

week, Professor Wilson inihechair, the following copy
of a memorial was adopted and forwarded to Mr.
Milne Home, of Wedderburn, for presentation to the
Royal Commission on Scientific Instruction and the
Advancement of Science :

—

" The memorial of the Highland and Agricultural Society
of Scotland showeth.—That theSocielvrepresents upwards
of 4000 of the principal proprietors, tenant-farmers, and
scientific men of Scotland

; that one of the objects
for which the Society was founded is the advancement of
the science of agriculture, with which view the Society
has, by means of prizes and money grants, endeavoured
to encourage observations, experiments, and discoveries
in other sciences connected with agriculture, such as

chemistry, botany, geology, meteorology, and arbori-

culture ; that the Society has lately been inquiring into

the system pursued in Germany for advancing the science
of agriculture by means of experimental stations, where
trials are made of new kinds of grasses, grain, and green
crops, and also of the effect of new artificial manures on
soils of different qualities ; that these stations consist of
a few acres of ground, and suitable offices attached,

managed by a scientific superintendent, and others to

assist him ; that your memorialists much desire to see

stations of the same kind formed in Scotland, being satis-

fied that observations and conclusions can be satisfactory

only when the result of scientific care and precision ; that

the Society strongly urge on the Government the ex-

pediency of establishing one or more of these stations in

Scotland, or of advancing scientific research in any other
manner which may appear to the Commissioners to be
more conducive to the progress of agriculture ; that,

in the arrangements of any scheme the commissioners
may recommend to Her Majesty's Government, the
Society will be glad to aid by giving all the information
they have collected on the subject. And your memo-
rialists will ever pray.—Signed in the name and by
authority of the Highland and Agricultural Society of
Scotland, JAMKS E, Newton, Chairman of Directors'

Meeting. EdinbHrgh, June ig, 1872."

Messrs. Garrett & Co., of Leiston Works,
Saxmundham, in announcing their absence from the

Cardiff Show, ask :— i. Why competitive trials are

more necessary to the improvement of agricultural,

than to any other machinery? 2. Is it possible to

trace the origin of any implement, machine, or engine,

or any valuable improvement, directly, or indirectly, to

the competitive trials of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England ?
"

In a correspondence lately published between
Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., and the Foreign Office, there

is a note from the Peruvian Minister for Foreign
Affairs, in reply to the representations which Mr.
Jerningham was instructed to make as to the practice

of charging a uniform price for all qualities of guano,
in which His Excellency informs Mr. Jerningham,
H.M.'s Charge d'Affaires at Lima, that he has com-
municated with the Minister of Finance, in order that

measures be adopted in accordance with the remon-
strances on this matter. Mr. C. S. Read, in a further

letter to Lord Granville, says :

—

" I venture to trouble your lordship upon another sub-

ject which may prove beneficial to the farmers of Great
Britain. We are now annually importing upwards of

100,000 tons of Esparto grass, at a cost of about j/^i,ooo,ooo

a year. Can it be possible, through our consuls in Spain
and Africa, to obtain samples of the best seed of this grass,

which might be grown at Kew and the national farms in

Ireland, with information as to the soil best suited to its

growth, and the proper mode of its cultivation ? If the

Esparto grass could be acclimatised, like the Italian Rye-
grass, it might prove a valuable crop to grow in this

country."

Mr. Thomas Scott thus writes to the Times

of the Harvest Prospects :

—

" We may now predict with some degree of certainty

that our corn liarvest will be a late one, however favour-

able the weather may be from this time. A mild winter

and continuous spring rains ftivoured rank and premature
vegetation up to May 20, but on that day we had /"of
frost, subsequent snowstorms, hoar frosts, and very low
temperatures, which checked the growth of everything,

nipped the early Potatos, and ruined the prospect of a
fruit crop. A bulky grass crop was then insured, and
much of it has since been converted into hay and secured.

From the want of grazing stock a greater area than usual

has been mowed, and there will likely be a larger stock of

fodder on hand this year than at any former time. If

root crops are heavy, which present appearances indicate

they are likely to be, it will be utterly impossible to con-

sume this produce without the aid of a large number of

lean foreign animals. Our reduced herds and flocks are

still being decimated by various diseases, some of which
are becoming chronic, and still further reduced by
the unchecked slaughter of young animals. In

a few years the want of a full stock of cattle and
sheep and the residues they leave behind them will tell

moFt injuriously upon our feeding pastures and old arable

lands. Wheat, from its luxuriant growtli during winter,

became weak and flaggy, and before the continuous rains

ceased on June 10, much of it was laid, although not then

out in the ear. About the middle of the month it was
generally out in ear, and for ten days subsequently the

weather was most favourable for the blooming ; but since

then there have been storms of wind and rain, which,

though more severe in some districts than in others, have
knocked off much of the bloom before it was set, and will

make many defective heads. It is not, therefore, probable
that we shall have an early harvest or an average yield.

Barley, although usually sown on the lighter soils, has
suffered several checks from the excessive rains and cold

;

but as it requires a much shorter season to ripen than

either Wheat or Oats, it may yet come to be an average,

but not an early crop. Oats have stood the vicissitudes

of the weather much better, and generally look well.

Peas are certainly an extra crop, and Beans, barring

autumn frosts, promise well also."

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

We have received the "pedigrees" of two Short-

horn bulls now in the possession of the Earl of Bective,

at Underley Hall, Kirkby Lonsdale. The two
animals are Grand Duke of ICent 2D {28,759),

bred by Messrs. Leney & Son, of Wateringbury : and
Baron Oxford 30 (25,579), bred by the Duke of

Devonshire. The first is a thorough-bred " Duchess "

bull on his mother's side, and is by Lord Oxford
2D. The second is by Grand Duke of Lssex and
from La<iy Oxford ^th by 3D DuKE OF ThoRNDALE.
These bulls will serve cows at 25 gs. and 20 gs. each
respectively, on the usual conditions, on due notice

being given to Mr. F. Punchard, of Underley.

Mr. De Vitre, Wantage, Berks, is building up
a good herd, and has bought Mr. Fawcett's Royal
Cumberland.

2D Duke of Tregunter, purchased by
the Earl of Bective for goo gs. at Mr. Bowley's late

sale, has been hired for one year by Mr. Brassey, of

Kent.

Mr. Thornton has issued a neat skeleton Table
to be filled up by breeders wishing to enter news in his

Circular. Space is left for the date of the calf's birth,

name of the dam, colour of calf, sex of calf, and name
and number of the sire. Room is also left at the
bottom of the sheet for information as to private sales,

deaths of noted animals, occurrences of various sorts,

and animals for sale. All particulars for the next
Circular to be sent to 1 5, Langham Place, during the

first week of the present month.

The current number of the Royal Agricultural
Society's Journal contains the following interesting

notices of Irish breeds of cattle :

—

" The ' Kerry ' is, properly speaking, the only existing
native breed of cattle. There are two varieties of it

:

first, the true Kerry, and next, the ' Dexter.' The former
is a light, neat, active animal, with fine and rather long
limbs, narrow rump, fine small head, lively projecting

eye, full of fire and animation, with a fine, white, cocked
horn, tipped with black, and in colour either black or red.

Cattle of this description weigh, when fat, about 4 cwt.,

some even less ; they fatten readily, and their beef is fine

in the grain, and very rich in flavour. In quality of flesh

they resemble the finer classes of West Highlanders. The
cows yield rich milk, and the quantity which they give,

combined with the ease with which they are kept, renders
them great favourites as 'fancy' cows in the case of
families residing in suburban villas, and the like. The
following are the dimensions of a fat Kerry cow which
was awarded a prize at a show of the Royal Dublin
Society : —38 inches in height at the shoulders, 70 inches

in girth, and 42 inches in length from the lop of the

shoulder to the tail-head. These measurements indicate a
weight of about 30 imperial stones.

" The 'Dexter' variety is the result of a cross, intro-

duced about 50 years ago by a Mr, Dexter, but it is not

exactly known what breed that gentleman resorted to for

crossing with the Kerry. It is averred by some that the

'Dexter' variety is the result of selection, and not of a
cross with another breed. Be that as it may, the points

of the ' Dexter ' variety are materially different from those

of the tnie Kerry ; for the ' Dexter ' has a round, plump
body, square behind ; legs short and thick, with the hoofs
inclined to turn in ; the head is heavy, and wanting in

that firmness and life which the head of the true Kerry
possesses, and the horns of the ' Dexter' are inclined to

be long and straight. In the western part of Connaught
the native cattle Iiave a certain resemblance to the Kerry,

but are of a coarser description."

MULES.
It seems a pity that the Royal Agricultural Society

has refused to allow even standing room at Cardiff for

the mules and Spanish and French donkeys recently

imported into this country by Mr. C. L. Sutherland

and Mr. I'^, Pease. Only standing room was
asked, but this was denied—why, it is ex-

tremely difficult to say. Rows of hardware,

garden chairs, carriages, and various other articles

more or less remotely connected ^^'ith agriculture, dis-

tract the visitor to this great annual exhibition ; even

wooden horses are to be seen, but an important animal

of draught, appreciated wherever known, is refused

admittance. We confess to feeling very much surprised.

SHEEP.

In the Sydney Mail of April 20, just received,

there is an account of a flock sale which excels any-

thing known in the mother country. Mr. C. C. Cox's

Broombee flock was sold by auction, and the competi-

tion was so sharp that from Sooo to 10,000 .-ihecp

brought the owner somewhere near ;i^2o, 000. Mr. G.

Rouse, one of the largest buyers, gave very satisfactory

reasons for buying high-class stud sheep, lie referred

in the following terms, at the lunch after the sale, to

the secret of his own success :
—

"Some years ago he found that the C.K.C. and other

brands greatly excelled his clips, and he began to ask

himself why he was behind. Then he set to work and
invested in a 200 gs. ram. bought from Mr. N. P. Hayly,

and added to it some 20 gs. ewes. A gentleman present

(Mr. E. K. Cox), assisted at the selection, for it was con-

sidered desirable to have the best of talent to get the best

of Mr. Bayly, and the result was that his (Mr. Rouse's)

wool got up to 3J. 8lrf., and so on. At one time he was
very low, but he might say that, through the course he

had adopted, he was very near the top."

The following account of the sale is taken from the

above-named paper:

—

"Although one or two lots went retnarkably cheap,

nothing was bought In. There was a very animated com-
petition for the best animals : 355 hoggets, in lots of 10,

ranged from 54J. to 82J. each, the majority above 501.;

81 extra superior, in tens, brought ^^5 5J. to £,\o each, the
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majority above £'] ; 362 of ihe same description, two to

six years, class i, in tens, £^ 5^. to ^1^15 per head, the

majority over £12. ; 188. same description, class 2, two to

six years, £^ 10s. to £^ 15.T., the majority over j^4 :
66

pedigree ewes and hoggets, singly, £g to ^^30 each, a few

under j^io. the majority above j^iS. pedigree rams,

j^2o to ^^125. At the sale on Monday, 68 rams,

hoggets, extra quality, brought £3^. j^57. ^SL and
various smaller prices, from £7 to ^22; the majority

realised over /15 ;
700 rams, hoggets, class i. in pens of

about 10, ^os. to 61S., the majority brought over 50J.;

185 rams of various ages, in pens of 10, brought prices up

to j^2 ; 445 rams, hoggets, class 2, los. to 20s., majoriiy

over 15^.; about 3C0 mixed aged ewes, two years yeariing

wedders, 12s.; 100 each aged ewes, hoggets, i6s.; 690
slags, ss.

POULTRY.
Our ducks have this year provided us with so many

eggs that I send a short account. We have a Rouen
drake and three half-bred wild ducks. They began to

lay in February, and continued till nearly the end of

May, having laid 2S5 eggs. Then each of the three

ducks "stole a nest," and have brought out, severally,

flocks of eight, nine, and ten strong ducklings,

G. E, O.

The difficulties of your correspondent, Mr-
Thomas Sharpe (p. S84), will be completely relieved'

and, he will do a great service to his cottage neighbours'

and some service perhaps to the neighbouring farmers, i'

he will encourage and aid the cottagers to keep fowls

on the plan which I have described in my pamphlet.
The Science of Manure as the Food of Plants (\V.

Macintosh, 24, Paternoster Row, publisher). Let a

perch of the garden, in the most convenient part, be
fenced in with wire or rough paling, and 20 hens may
be kept with profit. There should be a shed against

the warmest wall that can be found. The ground
should be neither gravelled nor paved, but rather left

in such a slate that it may be turned over once a week.
The fowls are thus kept healthy, and their dung
becomes thoroughly intermixed with the earth ; and if

the sink water and the slops, and every refuse leaf and
every weed be thrown on it, a large supply of manure
will be so produced in the course of a year. In parts

of Norfolk the villagers keep the village street and the

roads for some distance in excellent order by collecting

the horse-dung and other refuse. This they do, some
of them, for their own gardens, and some for sale of
the manure. Let a cottager add material thus col-

lected to that which his own house and garden would
furnish to his henyard, and from 5 to 10 loads of
manure, which the farmer would find very valuable,
might be produced in the course of a year. Then as

to the produce of eggs and chickens which might be
expected. Within a smaller space than that which I

have mentioned, I have this year kept 15 hens and a
cock, and, with the interests of the working man con-
stantly before me, I have kept a very exact account of
produce and expense. Since December 4, 1S71, I have
had 106 dozen eggs, one brood of 1 1 chickens hatched in

March, one of 9 and another of 4 in April, and one of
14 in June. Some grass is given to all of them every
day, of which and of Cabbage leaves and of kitchen
refuse they eat so freely that comparatively little corn
and little flesh is required. The cost for all these
fowls has not exceeded 5^. (3d. per month ; while
the average value of the eggs for 9 months (to say
nothing of that of between 30 and 40 chickens) is, at
\s. per dozen, lu. ^d. Add this to the value of the
manure, and by this simple means from is, to y.
a week might be added to the cottager's income, the
public be far better supplied from itself with poultry
and eggs, a very considerable supply of manure
adapted for drilling be furnished to the farmer, and Mr.
Sharpe be entirely relieved from that which I know to
be a most trying difficulty. Henry Moide.

Fowls, like animals, and like ourselves, must
be fed at home or seek for their food elsewhere

;

if cottage poultry are not fed at home they will prey
upon the farmer's crops. My Wheat and other
crops close to the fowl-house are uninjured ; my
poultry, having picked up their grain—Peas and Barley
or tail Wheat—graze like sheep, and intermediately
search among my crops for insects. They are now
scattered over a Clover field, just cleared of hay, and
are vigorously searching and scratching for the farmer's
enemies. They have had free access to my Wheat
crop ever since it was sown (r bush, per acre), and,
although it is only 40 feet from the fowl-house, it is

luxuriantly thick. Come and see. J. J. Mechi, July i.

SETTLED ESTATES.
[See pages 816 arid 843.]

I HAVE a few last words still to say on this subject.
I wish to draw attention to Lord Salisbury's speech, on
June 21, in the House of Lords, on the Bill for giving
tenants for life further powers to charge against their
successors the value of improvements made on the
estate. Lord Salisbury asserts that, if settlements were
abolished, an increase of mortgages, not of sales,
would be the result—that owners in fee would never
sell part of their land to make improvements. If they
wished to raise money for improvements, they would
always do it by mortgage. And he asks the very
pertinent question. Whether land thus in debt would
not be as badly or worse off than land in settlement ?

Is there not good reason for saying that the idea that

owners in fee will sell part of their land in order to

improve the rest, is a pure fiction ?

Again asking for facts, Mr. Fowler and his friends

may fairly be requested to give some instances of

owners in fee who have sold part of their land in order

to improve the rest. Can they give half a dozen such

cases where draining, for instance (which pays so well

and surely), has been thus effected? Can they give

any one such case ?

If Mr. Fowler's view is sound, France ought to

furnish plenty of such cases, since there owners in fee

abound. The readiness with which owners in France
mortgage their land in order to buy more, even at undue
prices, is notorious, and so are the evil consequences

of the debts thus incurred ; but we have never heard

they were willing to sell part of their land to improve
the rest, or even to mortgage it for that purpose.

Thus everything points to the same conclusion— that

other causes, not the fact of the land being hold by
tenants for life instead of by owners in fee, produce a

reatliness or unreadiness to spend money on im-

provements.
It has been said that borrowing money from Land

Improvement Companies ends often in a heavy burden
without a corresponding return for the outlay. But
this is no fault of the mode of raising the money, the

fault is in the way in which it has been laid out. If

the money had been raised by selling part of the land

or by mortgage, and laid out in the same way, the loss

would have been just the same.
No doubt much money is badly laid out on what are

called improvements in land. The business of land-

owning is well understood by few. It is very easy to

be led into unprofitable or half-profitable improvements,
and if money is laid out on these it cannot pay, in

whatever way it may have been raised.

The half-feudal idea of the relation between landlord
and tenant tends to keep up such unprofitable outlay.

Improvements are asked for and expected by tenants

without reference to the question of whether they will

pay or not. Let the relation be one of fair contract,

in which each side shall do its part, and there will be
much fewer cases of improvements that do not pay.

But in truth recognising land-owning as a business
to be managed honestly and fairly like any other busi-

ness, but still as a business and resting on business
principles, will do more to promote all sound land
improvements, and will also be a greater money gain
to landlords and tenants alike, than most measures that

can be devised.

As a class neither landlords nor tenants are usually
good men of business, and the world has advanced
to that point when, whether they like it or not, and
whatever kindly and pleasant connections may thereby
be broken, the relations between landlord and tenant
must be more and more those of business. It will

remove many difficulties. Take, for instance, the
game question, in many places so fruitful of ill-will.

Looked at as a question of business, who will let the
produce of his estate be devoured by such profitless

vermin as a multitude of rabbits and hares?
So with this question of improvements. It is quite

right to give tenants for life every additional facility

for charging the estate with the value of real improve-
ments. There may be hindrance to a few for want of
such power. If the improvement is duly profitable,

the remainderman cannot lose by having to pay the
charge for a limited number of years.

But the great point is the clear recognition by land-
lord and steward and tenant that the whole transaction
is one of business, and must be made profitable

accordingly to all concerned. The larger the sum laid

out in profitable improvements, the better for the
landlord ; the turning point is the profit. If an im-

)

provement will not pay the interest on its cost, it is

a fancy improvement : that may be very fit for a
wealthy man, but is not of public concern. Labourers'
cottages, as I have said, are, in one sense, an excep-
tion, and the rise of wages is helping to get over even
that difficulty. Under a business system, of course,
too, there will be much fewer cases of rents 30 per cent,
below the true value of the land, and of bad farmers
injuring the estate. There is no reason why it should
be a harsh business system. Thoroughly fair and
honest dealing to all, landlords no less than tenants,
may well be its motto. W. Bence Jones.

MEADOW AND GARDEN ALLOT-
MENTS.

[The following is the capital paper on this subject read at the
Leamington Conference by Sir Baldwin Leighton, Bart.]

Before attempting to explain how in certain
places the condition of the labourer has been improved
by allowing him some small share in the land on which
he lives, by way of allotments and cowland, it may be
allowable to state two facts which, whether they be
accepted or rejected, whether they be contradicted to-

day and acquiesced in to-morrow, or otherwise, are
nevertheless the result of distinct practical experience.

Firstly. That without any very considerable or
sudden alteration in wages, any such rise, for instance,

as would upset the economy of the farm or the culti-

vation of the land, the position of the labourer can be
greatly improved, his income increased, his whole con-
dition and value ameliorated by his own exertion on
the land—which exertion at the same time, by acting

upon the quality of his labour and enhancing his value
as a workman, might increase his contentment and
attachment to the soil, and eventually exterminate his
pauperism—so that the solution of this question will
not be by a mere direct rise in wages, but by means
more fundamental, more drastic, and more human.

Secondly. That although much good may ensue
from meeting and conference, in imparting information
and correcting fallacy, yet this matter will not be
settled by speeches or congresses, or even by com-
mittees appointed thereat. It will be settled by land-
lords, farmers, labourers, and others down in their

several districts, on every estate and farm, by personal
devotion and practical experiment rather than by canvas
and talk, or what a great writer describes as

"swarmery." But whether these propositions be con-
ceded or not, it is of the last importance that at a
meeting like this practical truth and practical sug-

gestion should be heard as to the best means of
improving the standard of the worst by the example of
the better. If it be conceded, as it must, that the
position of the farm labourer in some parts is one of
comparative comfort, that is to say, compared with the
unskilled labourer in towns and elsewhere, it must also

be asserted that his position in other parts, especially

in the South of England, is capable of and does require

great amelioration.

And first by way of garden allotments. In some
parts of England it is the custom to attach to every
cottage a considerable and sufficient garden, of, say,

one-quarter or one-third of an acre. This is chiefly

the case where the cottages are scattered and not
grouped together in villages, but there are many more
districts where the garden attached to a cottage is

miserably insufficient. Now it is in the power of
every landlord and every farmer to remedy this state

of things, at no perceptible loss to himself, by letting

off in portions of, say, one-quarter of an acre, some
field or part of a field. It has practically been done
in many counties in England, and wherever judiciously
managed it has been found to work well, and the plot

of ground has come to be highly prized by the

labourers. The rent paid is considerably higher than
the farmer can afford, and experience shows that they
are willing to pay even an exorbitant rent for land at

an inconvenient distance, so greatly do they prize the
advantage. Some approach to such an arrangement
is made in many places by a grant of Potato ground,
cidtivated by and rented from the farmer ; but this is

in no wise equal to the allotment on which a labourer

can work and invest his spare time, coming by degrees
to take a permanent personal interest in it. The pro-
duce of the ground, generally Potatos and grain,

makes a considerable addition to his income, but the
human aspect of the system and the contentment pro-
duced, with the attachment and interest in the soil, are

what is most striking in the result, and the lime
snatched perhaps from the public-house, and the zeal

and care called forth in the labourer elevating him as
a man and improving him as a workman. Some little

personal direction and care are useful where many allot-

ments are made, as some few labourers will be found
unfitted to hold such ; and there should be a stringent

rule to give notice where the rent is in arrear. But in

the case of the farmer with his labourers, he would
have no difficulty in cutting off an acre or two of his

farm and subletting it at a fair or even recuperative

rent ; and it seems a very small matter, where such
advantage and contentment are found to ensue, for the

labourer to ask or for the farmer to concede so much
of interest in the soil on which he lives. It might be
worth while to mention, as it might easily be shown,
that by thus allowing large garden allotments to

labourers they would be enabled to pay a fair rent for

cottages, say a return of four or five per cent, on the

outlay, and this would solve another difficult problem
for landlords.

Then to some few select and thrifty labourers, and,

under strict precautions, a further boon can be accorded
in the grant of a few acres of grass to keep a cow. In
some parts of Northumberland it is the habit to allow

the run of a cow to some or all of the labourers ; in the

Agricultural Commissioners' Report I find one case where
a farmer had ten labourers, each of whom kept his cow
on the farm. Besides being a source of considerable

profit to the man, through the labour of his wife, it

enables him to rear strong, healthy children ; and pos-

sibly to that cause may partly be attributed that fine

type of agricultural labourer, that race of permanent
giants there found, though something also must
be due to nationality, and their superior education

and thrift ; but the elements are not so dissimilar

but that like conditions may gradually produce else-

where like consequences, for it has been observed

by competent judges, that this Northern workman,
though earning much higher wages than his Southern
neighbour, is not an expensive labourer, but rather the

contrary, as he does far more and better work.
Now, concerning this allotment of cowlands, it

has been found on an estate where many such places

exist, that by holding them out as prizes to those

labourers who had saved money, who actually had an
account at the savings' bank amassed by themselves,

very considerable inducement was afforded to thrifty

habits, and opportunities for investment with a

prospect of comparative comfort were held out which
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indirectly has had a most beneficial efiect on all the

neighbourhood. This state of things is adverted to in the

Report of the Agricultural Commission by the assistant

commissioner, Mr. Edward Stanhope, and such

steps as the following, direct and indirect, may be sum-
marised as resulting from the system, if it can so be
called. I. Selection by means of thrift of the best

labourers, reacting upon the rest in the general promo-
tion of provident habits. 2. Elevation of the indi-

vidual labourer and the whole family by increased

self-respect and carefulness. 3. Supplementation of

wages by the labourer's own exertions at no perceptible

cost to landlord or farmer. 4. Comparative content-

ment and comfort, with a strong attachment to the

place as a labourer. 5. Gradual extinction of pauper-

ism and improvidence, including drunkenness. And
from the experience acquired on this estate, it is

probable that if where such small tenements existed,

care was taken to utilise them, as prizes to the best and
most thrifty of the agricultural labourers, or even

attaching them to estates or to a farm, or carving them
out of farms, great good might follow in opening a

way and a prospect to the best men to rise. A land-

lord lately in this same county had subdivided a small

grazing farm of 2 acres that was vacant among four

agricultural labourers on his estate who had saved

money, and other such opportunities would from time

to time arise if they are sought. Then there are two
further facts bearing on the same point. A gentleman

farmer, cultivating his own land, told me he had a

bailiff or foreman, to whom he paid only iSj-. a week,
but who he said was worth half as much more, yet he

never thought of leaving him or asking for more
wages, and what was the secret of that ? Why, the man
had a small holding of 5 acres of grass land under his

employer. "That man," I said, "depend on it, will never

leave you of his own accord." In another district,

comprising coal and lead mines, as well as an agri-

cultural population, where some interest was taken in

the savings' banks' deposits, it was discovered that

whereas many miners (that is, workers at the lead

mines) put by money, there was hardly a single collier

who had a deposit. They were earning wages equally

high, and the fact seemed incomprehensible till, on
examination, it was discovered that whereas most of

the miners had a patch of land and a cow, the colliers,

owing to the smoke or some other local cause, hardly

ever had that advantage, and no doubt invested all

their earnings in the public-house.

Now, the same sort of results are found to follow in

other places by a similar system of precaution, in

allowing only thrilty families to come on the land, and
notably on the estate of Mr. Hope Johnson, in Dum-
friesshire, where, under the direction of his agent,

Mr, Charles Stewart, the effect is thus described by an
eye-witness in a report published by the Highland and
Agricultural Society :

—" What we chiefly value in the

system is its marked effect in producing and per-

petuating an orderly, respectable, and well-conditioned

peasantry. The problem which is generally looked
upon as so difficult of solution is here solved with
eminent success. It has been shown to be quite

practicable to elevate the labouring man, not only
without burdening the farmer or the landlord, but to

the manifest benefit of both, to foster small holdings
without depressing agriculture or retarding improve-
ment, and to combine permanence with progress." A
similar system, with similar results, obtains in North
Derbyshire, and is described in the Agricultural Com-
missioners* Report.

There are two other points not immediately within

the scope of this paper, but bearing on it sufficiently

perhaps to be mentioned here :—
1. The prohibitory regulations of the Enclosure

Commissioners as to cottage building prevent money
from being taken up by landlords through the com-
panies. If two or three practical men were put on the
Commission, there need be no great difficulty about
cottage accommodation,

2. The administration of Poor-law out-relief, which,
in some parts, by indirectly supplementing the wages,
is in fact degrading and lowering the wages of the un-
skilled labourer. When both employer and employed,
as donor and recipients of out-relief, look to the
rates as a legitimate fund for indirectly and sometimes
directly ekeing out wages, the effect cannot but be
pernicious and demoralising ; and if this Conference
only calls attention to this one fatuous fallacy, it will

not have met altogether in vain. For man, even the
most depressed and degraded, is not a machine or an
animal. If he have any intelligence whatever he must
have movement, progress, and objects before him ; he
must have some practical motive and reason to be
respectable, thrifty, energetic, careful, and the like. If
he is to be of any account, of any real use to an
employer or a farmer he must have some other out-
look and distraction than the beershop—some better
prospect than the workhouse. The want of sympathy
and intelligence sometimes displayed, especially about
the southern counties, in the condition of the rural
labourer, caused by the careless and pernicious—it
would not be too much to say the atrocious administra-
tion of Poor-law, as yet uncorrected by the central
iJoard—calls aloud for amendment and cure.

There is one more point, not quite belonging to the
subject of this paper, which \z ytt one of considetable
moment to the agricultural interest. It is the Rnsiver

to the question, Is it possible to introduce into farming
any industrial partnership, such as already obtains in

manufactures ? that is to say, by the farmer or em-
ployer giving, in addition to the weekly wages, other
extra payments depending on his own profits. I ven-
ture to assert, speaking from practical knowledge, that

something of the sort is possible and desirable, and
would also be for the advantage of employer as well as

employed. And I say so as one who dare not advance
one word or statement that is not founded on strict

practical experience. In most districts, I might almost
say on nearly every large farm, something of that

obtains, in the allowances made to shepherds for their

care and trouble in the lambing season ; this can be
easily extended to stockmen and some others. The
difhculties in the way of a general application of the

principle arise partly from absence of strict accounts,

and partly owing to the uncertain effect of weather and
seasons. It must be left to every farmer for himself to

work out how best to put such a plan into practice ; but

certain I am that every farmer who in these days
wishes to make farming profitable, would do well to

consider how to give to every labourer on his farm
some sort of an interest in the profits of that farming.

By some such means as those described above, it is in

the power of farmers as well as landlords to mend this

matter—gradually to improve the position of their

labourers, without any very great cost or outlay.

Let all have opportunities of rising and im-

proving their condition. Let the best men feel

that they are not dragged down to the treatment

of the worst, and let all perceive that it depends on
their own exertions whether they rise or not. But don't

suppose from anything herein contained that you can
go down into a pauperised district, where there exists

a total disregard of the real welfare of the people,
aggravated by a fatuous administration of the Poor-
law, and with this or any other plan in your pocket,
set all right in a day or in a year. You cannot. You
cannot put such a district on a par with one where the
results of a totally different policy have left their per-

manent traces. But you can commence the improve-
ment at once, and perhaps the results of a few months
will appear marvellous. Thus a farmer employing say
half-a-dozen labourers might, by apportioning I or

2 acres out of his farm, give each a quarter or a third

of an acre, which would probably be more valued by
the men than a considerable rise of wages ; and at the

same time he might hold out a prospect to any of his

men who should have saved sufficient money to give

them a run for a cow, or apportion another 2 acres for

that purpose. By such means, and by some classifi-

cation and payment by results, or industrial partner*

ships, he might gradually raise the quality of his labour
and the status of his labourers—meanwhile attaching
them to the place more surely than by any cash, how-
ever devisable ; and if his neighbours declined to follow
his example, he might come to demand the best men
in the district. And let the landlords look to it also,

and put off any inertness. Their personal direction and
sympathy is not a httle required down in these rural

districts; and the maladministration of the Poor-law is

greatly their concern. To them is still the kingdom
and the power, to them it may yet be the glory, as it is

assuredly the duty and interest, to come and help in

this matter.

FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.

Statement of the Estimated Average Yield, per Statute Acre, of the Principal Corn Crops, and of Potatos,
, , IN Imperial Bushels, in various Foreign Countries.

Sweden .

.

Norway..
Prussia ..

Wurtemburg
Hulland..
Belgium.

.

France .

.

Portugal
Spain
Austria .

.

Greece .

.

United States

Date of Wheat and
Returns. Spelt.

1865

1867
1870
1869
1866
1869
1865

1857
1870
1867

22.8

17.

1

40.0

25.7
22.8

17.

1

8.9

23-3

14-3

13.2

13-2

Barley.

28.4

25.1

23.6

41-7

34-9
20.9
in

35-8

39-3
41. z

25.6
18.6

1 8.

1

19.0

29.6

Rye.

22.3
16.7

20.1

20.6

24.6

IS-S
6.7

8.4

14.6

13 =

Beans and
Peas.

Bushels,

10.

4

ig. 6

17-5

14.1

24-4
23.2

.3.8

7-4
22.9

Bushels.

91. 2i'-

236>'

16V.7

151.1

108.5

106.3

Statement of the Number op Live Stock in the United Kingdom and in various Foreign Countries, according
TO Returns for the most Part furnished by the Statistical Departments of the respective Countries.

Countries.

Great Britain

Ireland

Total United Kingdom
(including Isle of Man
and Channel Islands)..

Russia in Europe (ex-

clusive of Poland and
Finland;

Russia in Asia
Sweden
Norway
Denmark .

.

Prussia
Wurtembcrg ., ..

Bavaria . . >

.

Saxony
Holland
Belgium
France
Portugal
Spain .. .. ..

Italy

Austria
Switzerland
Greece .. ..

United States

Date of
Returns.

1871

1871

1S71

. Average
' of 1859

1 86s
1866
1S66

1867
1863
1867
1869
1866
1866

Not stated

iS6s
1867
1869
1866
1867
1869

No.
2,110,590*

537.633

2,648,223

420,859
149,167
352,603

2,313.817
104,297

107,222

253.79'
283,163

=.3'3.33a

69.749

1,391,626
3.525.872
Not stated

98,938
8,248,800

Cattle.

No.
2.091,433
1,546,262

Other
Kinds.

Sheep
and

Lambs.
Pigs.

No.
3,246,326
2,426,840

No.
5.337.759
3,973,102

3.654.»97

1,186,909

690,777
8ii,S3t

4,863,898

465,941
1,521,113

413.755
917,429
738,732

6,694,502

5.883,627
627,116

S'.994
10,095,600

5,691,919

687,460
262,259
382,030

3,130,920

445,070
1,641,274
211,505

484,481

503,713
6,038.686

6,620,781

365.779
57.9'°

15,388,500

9,346,216

22,816,000

3,628,000

1.874.369

953.636
I,r93,86i

7,994,818
911,013

3,162,387
625,260

1,401,910

1,242.445
12,733.183

523.248
2,904.598
3,708,635

12,504,408
992.895
109,904

25,484,100

No.
27.119.569
4,228,721

5,815,000

1.539,079

. 1,705.394
1.875.052

22,262,087

655.856
2,039,983
304,087
926,907
586.097

30,386,233
2.417.049

32,054,967
1.040,339

20,103,395
445.400

2,539.538
40,853,000

No.
2,499,602
1,616,754

4,136,616

580,000

339.248
96,166
381,513

4.375.1'4
254,888
921,456
325,564
299,894
632,301

5,889,624
858,334

4,264,817
3.886,731

6.994,752
304,191
55.776

26,751,400

* Including horses subject to duty.

NARRATIVE OF A SUFFOLK LABOURER.

It may be of interest to your readers and useful to the

dissatisfied portion of agricultural labourers to learn the

experience of a working man, who emigrated to

America in the year 1855. Charles Butcher, a native

of Framlingham in Suffolk, with a son and daughter

(both grown up), quitted their native town to seek

their fortunes in the -States. Landing in New York in

the month of May, with barely sufficient money to ob-

tain the necessaries of life, they found employment at

tlie town of Palmer, Munro County, State of New
York, the father and son hiring themselves out on

farms by the month at 16 dols., including board

and lodging, the girl taking a situation as domestic

servant in a family in Ohio at 4 dols. per month.

Symptoms of home-sickness soon flppearedj which the

son was first to overcome. He teak service for two
months; whilst the father declined to be bonhd for more

than one. Harvest season arrived, and found our
emigrants possessed of insufficient means to pay ready
money for mittens, which were required in reaping the

corn, then thickly grown with Thistles. The Butchers

by steadiness and energy had already secured the

confidence of the store-keepers of the locality, and
were enabled, therefore, to procure (on credit) these

and other articles ; and from lienceforth they entered

upon tlie plodding, commendable road which we shall

find leads to honour and riches. Three years having
elapsed, our .Suffolk peasant and his son had saved
between 500 and 600 dols. , when a small farm of

64 acres, with a poor dwelling-house and buildings

thereon, was offered to them for 50 dols. the acre,

intiUlding the crops, the conditions of purch.ise being a
depBsit of nearly 500 dols., and the remainder by
instalments extending over 10 yearii4 The email
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surplus in their hands (after paying the above deposit) rains,

sufficed to purchase a (ew head of stock, and the task

of cultivating and improving their newly-acquired

property began.

The land had a sHght fall from south to north, and
was subject to an overflow of water from higher

ground ; it bore an indifferent character in the neigh-

bourhood from the ravages of the wireworm, hence it was
called the "Worm Farm." The elder Butcher, a

shrewd, skilled farm workman, directed his first efforts

to arrest the course of the water, and by a system of

ditches conducted the stream along the boundary, which
proved a success. Things prospered with our friends.

The son had found a helpmate in the person of a

hearty, active English girl, wlio travelled from the Old
Country to become his wife. She proved all they

could desire—cheering, aiding, and comforting husband
and father. Ere five years had elapsed the whole of

the purchase-money was paid, and the stock upon the

"Worms Farm " comprised four cart-horses, 13 head
of cattle, 50 sheep, and 24 swine. The system of

farming partook of the five- field course, viz. :— i,

Indian Corn, Marrow Beans, and Potatos, all planted

in May ; 2, Oats and Barley, planted in April

;

3, Wheat and seeds, the Wheat sown in August, grass

seeds at the Fall, and Clover following spring ; 4, seeds,

mown ; 5,, second year seeds.

The Apple orchard is a fruitful source of income in

American agriculture. Five acres on the farm we are

reporting upon have realised from 300 to 800 dollars per
annum ; but then the management of fruit trees, and
the land on which they grow, receives far greater

attention than is bestowed on the orchards of England.
The land is drained at a depth of 3 feet with bushes,

and liberally manured ; the grafting process is carefully

followed out, and the trees are annually and severely

pruned.

The profits of the farm arise in the first instance by
the sale of the Wheat, Barley, Marrow Beans, and
Potatos ; secondly, from the produce of the milch
cows and the sale of sheep and pigs (as much as

40 cwt. of pork fed on the home-raised Indian Corn
has been sold in one year) ; thirdly, the produce of the

orchard before alluded to. In the summer months the

live stock feed the pastures, during the long winter
horses and cattle are all housed, receiving chielly straw
as food. The sheep are secured in yards, maintaining
themselves on the bean and other straw. Roots are not

grown, as the severity ot the chmate hinders their being
kept during the cold season. Fortune is still favouring
our English family, who have all become citizens of the

United States; seven years' sojourn at the "Worm
Farm " has witnessed the birth of four stout boys, the

funds continue to accumulate, and the purchase of an
adjoining farm of 140 acres with a substantial residence
and suitable farm buildings is entered into for 95 dols.

per acre, on similar terms to the first. Within
a year of this event the "Worm Farm" is sold for

85 dols. per acre, an increase of 35 dols. an acre on
the original cost.

The elder Butcher (my informant), a fine, hale-look-

ing man, of 58 years (who can neither read nor write),

is now on a visit to his native country, a humble,
honest-spoken, independent man. Before parting with
his children in America, he had sold the farm, with the

stock thereon, to his son, for 10,000 dols., the money to

be paid in 12 years; the property being worth at this

time no dols. per acre, the father is letting his son in

under most advantageous circumstances. In the mean-
time Butcher senior is to receive interest at the rate of

7 per cent., the legal rate of America.
That two English farm labourers, by earnest labour

and integrity, should, in barely 15 years, become
possessed of nearly ;[^300o, is an event worth narrating,

and should serve as a stimulus to those who are dis-

satisfied with their condition. It is but another proof
of what may be done by patient industry, and the
success of the Butcher family may afford an example,
and give encouragement to others seeking to improve
their condition in life. y. Lynck Fletcher^ Hardwick
Hilly Chepstoitf, June 25,

The Grapes, also, throughout the county, are

looking much better. It is not even now too late for

these Hops to produce a fair average crop under favour-

ing climatic conditions. There is more fly than is

quite pleasant all over the county, and the ladybirds

(Coccinella) are not so active as they were. There are

too many lice of all sizes to be found under the leaves.

Mould has made already its appearance in the more
robust-growing Golding grounds, and growers are think-

ing of sulphuring. This parasite disease—a form of

oidium—appears first on the lower leaves of the Hop
plant in large white spots, especially when it has
experienced checks from changes in the temperature in

the spring, which render it more fit to receive, develope,

and nourish the spores of the fungus. If the progress
of the fungoid growth is not stopped by sulphur the

leaves are gradually exhausted of their juices, and
those Hops that are formed are half-eaten up by this

scourge. In some parts of Kent the heads of the

bines were much cut off, and the leaves as well in

some places, by the very heavy hail-storm which
fell on Monday, whose hailstones were larger than had
been seen for over 40 years. It is thought that this

will not much hurt those gardens where the bine is well
over the poles, as the branches will shoot out just

as well ; but where the bine is short the loss of the

head, which directs the axial twisting, must be of
serious consequence, yime 26.

Tiptree Farm.—Your correspondent, *'X. Y.Z.," is

unfortunate in his information. The Fosters held the

farm for only a few years (5 or 6), not 40. I am
pleased to find that our heath-land is so highly valued
and esteemed. It certainly looks rich with bright gold
colour (Furze blossom) in the spring, and in the autumn
is a beautiful parterre of Heather bloom. I believe

that many millions of acres of our common and com-
monable lands are capable of producing abundant food
for the people by judicious agricultural treatment and
improvement. I do not, however, believe that its market
value is (as "X. Y. Z." estimates it) ^80 per acre.

Some 20 or more acres of land adjoining mine (but un-

drained, and without farm-buildings) were sold recently

for less than £^2^ per acre. It had been under cultiva-

tion for many years. The heath I should estimate at

about £,\o per acre, perhaps rather more. J, y. Jlhchi,

July I.

Kentish Hop Gardens.—The beautiful rain which
fell on Monday has given great impetus to the growth
of the bine all over this district. The continual heat
and drought were causing yellowness and stagnation in

many places, particularly where the cultivation had
been neglected, and the ground was unkindly. It is

surprising how very dry the soil had become in the 10
or 12 days of dry weather, and even now since the

soaking rains it turns up dry and hard round the Hop
hills, so that unless good showers occur at intervals it

is feared that the plants will again stand still. The
GoldingbinegTOWs wonderfully fast, and in many places
already the lateral shoots are almost meeting in the

alleys, or "shaking hands," as it is termed, with their

opposite neighbours. In the great Golding grounds of
East Farleigh, Banning, Hunton, Wateringbury, and
the adjoining parishes, there is an unusual amount of
strong luxuriant foliage—such as, in short, has not been
seen for several years at this date. If July and August
are hot there must be a heavy crop of Goldings grown
all through the Mid-Kent district. At Canterbury and
in the whole East Kent plantations the Goldings are i

very good, and have recovered their colour since the '

Rats,—Several of your correspondents have been
asking for, and giving information about modes of

destroying rats. Perhaps my experience in that matter

may be useful to some of your readers. For many
years I suffered no small loss and annoyance from a

plague of rats, and for a time all my endeavours to get

rid of them were failures. I first tried professional

rat-catchers with their apparatus of traps, ferrets, and
dogs. This proving of no avail, I next had recourse to

poisons, of which phosphorus paste was the most
efficient; but although I succeeded again and again in

greatly reducing the number of the enemy there was
always left a breeding-stock that in a very short time
sufficed to fill my premises with fresh swarms. The
poisoning, besides, in one instance, caused me a serious

loss, for the rats in their death agony crawled from their

holes into a yard where a valuable lot of pigs were.
The pigs devoured the dying rats, and were poisoned at

second hand. At this stage I was happily advised to

establish a good stock of cats at each of my homesteads.
This was done, and speedily issued in the total dis-

comfiture of the rats. Care was taken to give the cats

access by suitable openings to every part of the farm
buildings, and also to feed them daily with a little new
milk for the double purpose of attaching them to the

place, and keeping them in health. Comparatively
few cats have courage to seize and kill a full-grown rat

;

but even where they fail in this respect, they pick up
the young rats as fast as they show themselves, and by
their constant prowling about they so disturb and
frighten the old ones that they soon decamp from a
homestead where they are thus molested. It is a
common observation that rats are now much more
frequently met with in the fields of arable farms than
used to be the case. Is this due to the all but total

extermination of weasels, stoats, and pole-cats in the
interests of game preserving ? '^ohn Wilson^ Edhigton
MainSj Chinuide^ yi*ne 25.

The Flax Crop in Ireland.—Reports have now
been received by the Belfast Flax Supply Association
which enable an approximate estimate to be formed of
this crop for the current year. The information so
obtained extends from the iSth to the 24th inst. The
fly and cutworm, so frequent in former years, has
scarcely appeared in any districts, but injury to early-

sown Flax by frost is much complained of. The
essential precaution of obtaining, during the wet
weather, a supply of water for "steeping" has not
been taken. We give the following items from the

four provinces as illustrative of the whole :—Ulster,

County Antrim, Ballymena : Crop very backward,
caused by wet and cold weather. Ballymoney : A
better yield indicated than in 1871 ; crops on heavy
soils indifferent. Ballycastle : Decrease in acreage
under Flax is nearly one-half ; crop generally looks

pretty well. Lame : Flax never looked better in this

district. Randelstown : Some injury from excessive

rains ; crop the best for some years. County Armagh,
Mountnorris : Both early and late sown uncommonly

Flax looks well, especially from Dutch seed. Rich-
hill : Crop good, but not far advanced. County
Cavan, Bailieborough : Crop grows rapidly and looks
well ; in neighbouring towns bad seed sold. Cavan :

Early sown looks very well ; late, short and sickly.

County Donegal, Ballyshannon : Decrease in acreage
30 per cent.; crop looks well. Kameltou : One-third
less Flax sown this year ; crop healthy but short ; Riga
seed doing better than Dutch ; many fields ploughed
up owing to bad seed. County Down : Ballyna-
hinch : Crop from Dutch seed looking promising

;

Riga seed, with few exceptions, will be a failure.

Bainbridge : Good prospects on light soil, on heavy
the reverse. Donaghadee : Bad seed in some
cases ; on an average the crop looks well, but
backward. Killyleagh : Much seed perished from
cold and dampness of soil. Kirkcubbin : About
half the quantity sown this year ; some good fields,

but some have been ploughed up. County Fer-
managh, Enniskillen : Appearances thin and in-

different. County Londonderry, Ballykelly : In dry
situations crop looks well ; in wet, ground not yet
covered ; on very wet land, Flax has been ploughed
up. Dungivcn : Decrease of 25 per cent, in acreage
under Flax ; crop, though late, looks extremely well;
a yield of 300 per cent, more produce expected this

year than last. County Monaghan, Ballyhay : Crop
looks sickly ; has been injured by frost and cold ; bad
seed complained of. Monaghan : Decrease in acreage
fully two-thirds ; crops healthy. County Tyrone,
Castlederg : Much Flax ploughed up, owing to bad
seed and frost ; crop late, but improving. Strabane :

Crop variable ; some ploughed up owing to bad seed.

Munster, County Clare : Very little sown. County
Cork, Bandon : Crop improving, in some fields

measuring 24 inches. Cork : On suitable land, very
good ; blossom just showing on early sown ; length,

20 to 30 inches. Roscarbery: Decrease in acreage

50 per cent. ; crop healthy, and growth vigorous.

Skibbereen : More sown than usual ; crop most
luxuriant ; from 2 feet to 3J feet long. County
Kerry, Listowel : Slight increase in acreage

;

crop looking very well ; Riga seed pre-

ferred. County Tipperary, Portland : Crop looks

remarkably well and forward; iS acres of Flax, sold

when dry, made ^310. Leinster, County Longford,
Ballymahon : Appearance bad ; frost did much injury.

Newtonforbes ; Crop beginning to look well, length

iS inches. County Louth, Castlebellingham : Decrease
in acreage one-half, and crop indifferent. Dundalk :

If favoured with dry, warm weather in July, the crop

in this district will be the best for the last seven years.

Hackballscross : Decrease in acreage of one-half ; crop
looks luxuriant. County Meath : Remarkably fine

crop. Queen's County : Good crop. Westmeath

:

Crop looks well, 24 inches long. County Wexford ;

Some looks healthy, 12 inches high, while other sow-
ings look very poor, no length, and weeds abundant.

But very little has been sown in the province of Con-
naught, and the returns generally are not favourable,

G. P.

Smut in Grain.—In the Agricultural Gazelle of

June 22, I observe communications from the Rev.
George Wilkins, and "Anglo-Saxon" on this subject.

As the matter is one of interest to agriculturists, allow
me to add to their recipes the modus operajidi followed

in the North. The district of Furness is generally

admitted to be the finest Wheat-producing one in the

county of Lancaster. Smut in Wheat is almost entirely

unknown here, and the method observed is, just imme-
diately preceding sowing, to sprinkle well the seed with

old chamber ley, and then rake up with quicklime
until the seed is all white. This is a preventive I have
never known to fail. Smut in corn, however, is fre-

quently seen in our fields, and the reason assigned is,

that owing to the small quantity grown, it is not worth
the trouble of putting it through the operation. This
is an obvious mistake on the part of our farmers, and
one they are now beginning to realise, for the smut is

making headway, and last autumn I noticed fields in

which one-third of the produce was destroyed. The
mischief does not end here, for more, much more
work is required in eliminating the smutty ears before

sending the grain to the mill than would be necessary

in steeping it, and the presence of the diseased ears

contributes much to its deterioration of quality and
maket value in the grinding. Change of seed is fre-

quently tried for its prevention, but it is invariably

found useless. R.

Arable versus Grass.—Will Mr. Smith, of Wool-
ston, be so kind as to keep and give us an account of

the permanent pasture part of his farm? (about 1 30

acres, I believe). Although he keeps no accounts, and
only looks to his bank balance, I inferred from the

expressions in a letter from him in your columns
that his permanent pasture was not satisfactory as

compared with the arable. It appeared to me that the

latter must be very greatly more profitable than th?
former. J, J. Afechi, July i.

Rooks : Are they Friends or Foes^ of the
Farmer?—Under this heading a paragraph by "A
Scottish Farmer" in the Leism-e Hour has gone the

rounds of the agricultural papers, and was inserted in

the Agricultural Gazette of June 22. With all

healthy; crop most promising. Newtownhamilton :' deference to the " Scottish Farmer," I cannot refrain
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from saying that he does the rook quite as mucli

injustice as he asserts naturalists have over-estimated

its benefits. He says that rooks are hurtful foes in the

manner they get at their food, uprooting Turnips,

Wheat plants, and Potatos indiscriminately, in their

pursuit of grubs. This simply shows that his observa-

tion of the habits of rooks has been only partial, and I

am afraid I must say prejudiced. During a term of

40 years' experience in farming I have found by careful

study that rooks never attack healthy plants ; and I

would ask '*A Scottish Farmer" and all other

farmers—for the subject is well worth careful

ventilation and solution—to notice that wherever rooks

commence operations in a field of Turnips to observe

minutely the plants pulled up, and they will find that

they are partially withered and in process of decay.

The birds know perfectly well where grubs are at work
on the young Turnip, and their appearance in any
particular part of a field is a sure indication of a weak
or diseased place. I do not, however, claim that they

are, like the Pope (?) infallible, but if *' A Scottish

Farmer " has seen a whole crop destroyed in a single

day by rooks, I pledge my reputation that such crop

was better destroyed in the interest of the farmer, and

the land applied to some other purpose. It is an old

adage in respect to weeds that for one year's seeding

three years' weeding are required, and the same argu-

ment would, I doubt not, hold good with respect to

the grubs, did not the rooks imdertake the weeding
process. In proof of my assertions, I may state that I

have on many occasions followed the rooks, and tried

to re-plant the uprooted esculents, but they never did

any good. The evidence of decay was visible in the

tops, and the rooks had perceived it, and knew full

well what a delicate tit-bit was at the root. That they

do, in their zeal, occasionally seize upon a healthy

plant, I admit, but the mistakes are exceptions to the

rule. The same deductions apply to other green and
grain crops, and I still hold, with naturalists, that

rooks are more the friends than foes of farmers. J^.

ROVAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council : IVednesday, July 3.

—

Present: Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Bart., M. P., Presi-

dent, in the chair ; the Earl of Leicestei, the Earl of
Lichfield, the Earl of Po>vi5, Lieut. -General Viscount
Bridport, Lord^Por-tman, Lord Tredegar, Lord Ver-
non, ..tfe 'IlonT Wilbraham Egerton, M.P. ; Sir

ivlassey Lopes, Bart., M.P. ; Mr. Barnett, Colonel

Challoner, Mr. Bent, M.P. ; Mr. Druce, Mr. Hoi-
land, Mr. Wren Hoskyns, M.P, ; Colonel Kings-

cote, M.P. ; Mr. Leeds, Mr. Mcintosh, Mr. Randell,

Mr. Shuttleworth, Mr. Stone, Mr. Statter, Mr.
Thompson, Mr. Torr, Mr. Webb, Mr. Welby, M.P.

;

Mr. Wells, M.P. ; Colonel Wilson, and Dr. Voelcker.

The Earl of Ilchester, Melbury, Dorchester, and the

Earl of Lonsdale, Lowther, Penrith, were elected

governors of the Society.

The following new members were elected :

—

Andrews, Charles James, Grey Friars House, Reading.
Apperley, Newton W. , Rainton Gate, Fence Houses,
Durham.

Arkell, Daniel, Dean Farm, Hatherop, Fairford,

Gloucester.

Arkell, William, Hatherop, Fairford.

Barnes, J. R., Brookside, Chirk, Ruabon.
Blenkinsop, James, Egham, Surrey.

Brewer, T. Llewelyn, Dan-y-graig, Newport, Monmouth.
Briggs, Captain C. J., Hylton Castle. Sunderland.
Brooks, William C, 5, Grosvenor Square, W.
Carillon, John Wilson, Wormhill, Buxton, Derby.
Castree, Jun., J., College Green, Gloucester.
Corrance, Fredericks., M.P., Broadwater, Framlington.
Cotton, T. E.. Knolton Hall, Ruabon.
Croker, Joseph, Shirenewton Farm, Chepstow.
Danford, William Lewis, Langley, Bromfield, Salop.
Dunbuz,

J. Claude, Killion, Truro, Cornwall.
Edwards, C. B., Minster Close, Peterborough.
Farmer, James, Llyssum, Welshpool.
France, James, Grinshiil. Shrewsbury.
Garrard, Robert, Erundish Grove, Wickham Market.
Graham, William Benjamin, Torquay Villa, Maindee,

Newport, Monmouth.
Hall. Charles E., 43, Blensham Terrace, Gateshead-on-

Tyne.
Hinckesman, Charles Henry, The Poles, Ludlow, Salop.
Jenkins, David, Flemingstone Court, Cowbridge.
Jenkins, Thomas, Pantyocallog, Dowlais.
Lane, Walter, 17, High Street, Chepstow.
Leigh, William, High Offley, Newport, Salop.
Luck, Capt. F. Hartlip, Sittingbourne, Kent,
Mahon, Viscount, M.P., 48, Chester Square. S.W.
Musgrove, Edgar, West Tower, Ormskirk.
Pate, Martin, Ely, Cambridge.
Peacock, Thomas K., Ruperra Castle, Newport, Mon-

mouthshire.
Penson, William Stayt, Baunton, Cirencester.
Perkins, Loftus, 6, Seaford Street, Regent's Square, W.C.
Perkms, William, Thorney, Peterborough
Preece, William Goodwin, Shrewsbury
Rces, W G Bryn Hedydd. Newport, Monmouthshire.
Rmger, T. F., Brancaster, Lynn

Q°^.l''',xP,-,-^''
« Wright Street. Kingston-upon-Hull.

Smith. WiUuim, Berkeley, Gloucester.
Stanley, E.J.. 14, Grosvenor Square W
Titterlon,

J. Ward, Shiffnal, Salop.
Williams, Rees D., Mannest Court, Brecon.

Williams, R. W., Windsor Villa, Cardiff.

Wilson, Charles, Shotley Park, Blockhill, Durham.
Young, Edwin, Park House, Newport, Monmouthshire.

Finances.—Lieut. -General Lord Bridport (chair-

man) presented the report, from which it appeared that

the Secretary's receipts during the past month had
been duly examined by the committee, and by Messrs.

Quilter, Ball & Co., the Society's accountants, and
found correct. The balance in the hands of the

bankers on June 30 was ;i^i8S7 141. 6d., and ^^2000
remains on deposit. The quarterly statement of sub-

scriptions and arrears to June 30, and the quarterly

cash account, were laid on the table.—This report was
adopted, with the addition of the following resolution,

moved by Mr. Webb, and seconded by Mr.
Randell :—

"That the candidates for election as members of the
Society, whose names have just been read, shall be entitled

to the privileges of membership at the Cardiff meeting on
paying their subscription for 1872, and signing the usual
conditions."

Journal.—Mr. H. S. Thompson (chairman) men
tioned the measures which had been taken to obtain a

report on the proceedings of the Cattle Plague Con-
gress recently held in Vienna, and on the veterinary

aspect of the increasing virulence and spread of foot-

and-mouth disease, and then reported the following

recommendation of the committee :

—

" That they be authorised to expend a sum not exceed-
ing ;^ioo on an investigation into the causes which seem
periodically to produce fresh outbreaks of foot-and-
mouth disease, especially amongst the cattle imported
from Ireland."

This report was adopted after a conversation, in the

course of which Mr. Randell expressed the hope that

the investigation would not be curtailed should the

amount of the grant prove insufficient to cover the

expenses, Mr. Torr mentioned some new features of

the recent outbreak of the disease, and the Earl of

Powis, the Hon. W. Egerton, M.P., Sir Massey
Lopes, M.P., and Mr. W. Wells, M.P., expressed

their opinion of the importance of the investigation, as

proved by recent experience in their several counties.

Colonel Kingscote, C.B., M.P., then moved,
"That a deputation of this Council wait upon the

Vice-President of the Privy Council to press

upon him the necessity of using every means in the

power of the Privy Council to prevent the spread of

foot-and-mouth disease, which is now increasing

throughout the kingdom to an alarming extent." This
proposition was seconded by Lord Tredegar, and
commented upon by several members of the Council,

in reference to the question of the additional restric-

tions which the Council should recommend to Mr,
Forster. Ultimately the motion was carried unani-

mously, as well as a rider, on the motion of the Earl

of Powis seconded by Mr. Thompson, naming a

committee to prepare the official statement of the views
of the Council to be laid before Mr. Forster.

Chemical.—Mr. Wells, M.P. (chairman), reported

the recommendation of the committee, that pending
the result of actions about to be tried at Leeds, the

publication of the quarterly reports of the committee
be deferred.—This report was adopted.

General, Cardiff. — Lord Vernon (chairman)

reported that in consequence of a communication from
the leading agricultural implement makers, represent-

ing that the price of manufacture has been largely

increased since the completion of their specifications,

and suggesting that the prices advertised in the

Society's catalogue should not be adhered to, the

committee recommended that the secretary be instructed

to insert a fly-leaf in the Society's catalogue to that

effect. They also recommended that Mr. Corbett be

requested to purchase 10 tons of straw in addition to

that which he has already secured, and that in cases

where exhibitors of cattle and sheep are prevented by

the existence of foot-and-mouth disease or pleuro-

pneumonia on their farms from sending them to Cardifl^,

they be relieved from the payment of the fine for non-

exhibition to which they are at present liable by the

regulations of the prize sheet.—This report was
adopted.

House.—Major-General Viscount Bridport (chair-

man) reported that the committee recommended that

the secretary be empowered to obtain an estimate for

papering and cleaning the Council-room and library,

and that the usual house cleaning be authorised.—This

report was adopted.

Showyard Contracts.—Mr. Randell (chairman)

reported that the showyard works at Cardiff were

finished and ready for use ; that the railway siding, the

approaches thereto, and the water-supply in the show-

yard had been completed by the local committee, and

were also now ready for use ; and that the contractor

was entitled to his third payment on account, which

they therefore recommended. A draft of the proposed

agreement with the local authorities of Hull was sub-

mitted to the Council, with a recommendation that it

be forwarded for approval to the Mayor and Town
Clerk of that borough ; and a plan for the Hull show-

yard was recommended, subject to such modifications

as the Honorary Director may deem necessary. The
committee also recommended that the list of queries

annually sent to the towns competing for the Society's

country meetings be revised.—This report was adopted.

The following noblemen and gentlemen were ap-
pointed a general Hull Committee :—Sir Watkin W.
Wynn, Bart., M.P. (chairman). Earl of Lichfield, Earl
of Powis, Viscount Bridport, Lord Chesham, Lord
Kesteven, Lord Tredegar, Lord Vernon, Sir Massey
Lopes, Bart., M.P. ; Sir A. K. Macdonald, Bart.;

A. Bannister, C. Barnett, T. C, Booth, Edward
Bowly, Charles S. Cantrell, D. R. Davies, J. D. Dent,
M.P.; Joseph Druce, W. J. Edmonds, B. T. Brand-
reth Gibbs, Richard I lornsby, C. Wren Hoskyns,
M.P. ; Mayor of Hull, Colonel King'^cote, M.P.;
Robert Leeds, Richard Milward, Charles Randell,
R. C. Ransome, M. W. Ridley, M.P.; foseph Shuttle-

worth, William Torr, James Webb, William Wells,
M. P.; Charles Whitehead, Jacob Wilson, the

Stewards.
A letter from the Secretary to Her Majesty's Com-

missioners for Annual International Exhibitions, in

reference to an exhibition of agricultural products used
as food in 1S73, having been read, and Lord Portman
having stated that he was not officially cognisant of the
communication, it was moved by Mr. Thompson,
seconded by Mr. Wren Hoskyns, M. P., and carried
unanimously :

—

" That the letter of the Commissioners be referred to
Lord Portman. and that the Commissioners be informed
that the further consideration of their request will be
deferred until the Commissioners have had the opportunity
of conferring with Lord Portman. the especial representa-
tive of the Council on this subject,"

A letter from the Agricultural Department of the
Argentine Republic was ordered to be acknowledged,
and was referred to the Journal Committee for further

consideration. An application for tlie loan of the
Society's plough dynamomefer was refused, not having
been made by an agricultural society.

CAMBRIDGE.
The Labourer.—At the agricultural meeting at Cam-

bridge last week. Lord George Manners, M.P.,
said :—There was one subject upon which he might wish
to enlarge. He would not trouble them with more
than one word, and that was the unfortunate want of
concert that existed between employers and employed.
He would only say that he hoped that question would
be approached with forbearance on both sides, and
that it would be ultimately settled in a way that would
be for the advantage of the country. But at the

present time he thought the less that was said about
the matter the better.

Mr. H. R, Brand, M.P., said as to the question

that was agitating the employer and the labourer, he
thought it was right and proper for any one who had
the interest of agriculture at heart to say a word when-
ever he could which might lead to the promotion of a
conciliatory spirit. There had been considerable bitter-

ness lately provoked, not merely in that county, but in

various parts of England. The question of the im-
provement of the position of the labourer was not a
new one. He had always been of opinion that the

agricultural labourer had something to complain of.

He had four years ago given utterance to sentiments

on the subject at Luton, and he had been taken to task

for it. He had stated that in his opinion the labourers

were the only class of persons who had not shared in

the prosperity of the country. Two years ago he had
also alluded to the subject, and he stated this so that

it might be seen he was not wise after the event. He
said at Hitchin some short time ago that the agricul-

tural labourer, as far as his purchasing power was con-

cerned, was not in a better position than he was loo

years ago. He did not make these remarks except

after careful consideration. He knew it was said that

if they gave increased wages to the labourers the

increase would go to the public-house, and he felt

there was some grounds for that statement, and it was
for the labourers themselves to refute the statement.

He did not believe in restrictive legislation making men
sober, but he firmly believed that clean and healthy

homes could do much to induce the labourers to keep
away from the pothouse, and there was some prospect

now of the rent being forthcoming if good cottages

were provided. He hoped that in time they might be

able to get good cottages and a piece of land to rent,

and that it might have a good effect. He hoped that

nobody in that room would think that increasing the

labourers' wages would be injurious cither to the

owners or occupiers of land. He did not believe it

would be injurious to one single owner or occupier. If

it did not increase the cost of production it could not

be injurious. The rise would fall, not upon the pro-

ducer, but upon the general public in the increase of

prices. If there was not sufficient to carry the cost of

production, the loss must fall upon the labourers them-

selves. He saw his remarks were not palatable, and

he was sorry, because it was a subject that he had very

much at heart, and felt a great deal of interest in, but if

they would not hear him he could not help it. If they

thought increasing the wages of the agricultural

labourer would be injurious to the country, they made
a very great mistake. [The remarks of the speaker on
this subject were received with constant interruption

and strong marks of disapproval.]

Mr. ToRRENS, M. P., said that both the noble lord

wlio had recently left the room, and the member for

IlertfonUhire, had referred to the same sul)ject.

He differed from the noble lord in the opinion he had '

i
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expressed, that it was expedient to avoid discussion on

the question of the recent great movement amongst
agricultural labourers. On the contrary, he held it to

be consistent with sound policy to look coming events

fairly in the face, and in due time make such provision

as might prevent inevitable changes failing injuriously

or unequally on any one class of the community. The
movement was not confined to any one trade or

business, or to any one country, but appeared to be

simultaneous throughout great portions of Europe, as

well as in this country and the United States. The
old relations which for so many centuries had subsisted

between the agricultural labourers and their employers
were doomed to change, and the question was. what
new relations were to be substituted. [The disapproval

of the meeting with the sentiments of the speaker was
very marked.] It was too much the fashion in treat-

ing of this subject to dwell exclusively on the direct

money payment received by agricultural labourers, as

thougli that were their sole reward, leaving out of sight

the perquisites which they very generally enjoyed, in

the shape of cottages, at rents which did not yield a
fair return for capital expended ; in doles of various
kinds ; in garden plots of Potato ground ; but chielly

from the poor-rates—rates, be it observed, levied on
the landowners and farmers for the exclusive benefit of
the labouring class, all which were nothing more nor
less than supplemental to wages. [Here about a
hundred or more left the meeting, shuffling their feet

and producing confusion,] It was, therefore, no more
than just that the agricultural labourer when he de-
manded to be placed in the position of an independent,
self-reliant, self-sustaining man—as he was in all new
countries—should be made fairly to understand that

this involved the cessation of his present semi-feudal
relations with his employer, which, when it implied a
dependence bordering on serfdom, was at the same
time accompanied by substantial considerations, such
as gratuitous medical aid in sickness, and provision

—

such as the workhouse or parish relief afforded—in

destitution or old age. It behoved landowners and
farmers to look out in time and see that considerable
modifications were introduced into our system of Poor-
law administration, such as should place upon the
agricultural labourer and working classes generally the
obligations which belonged to the new position of self-

reliance and self-sustentation involved in the receipt of
full money wages in payment for their labour. He was
convinced that the comingchange would be for the benefit
of both parties. [The disturbance was now so great and
continuous that scarcely anybody but those sitting close
to the hon. gentlemen heard what follows.] It was
time the agricultural labourer was raised from the
position which was his evil inheritance of dependence
since the old feudal days. To the employer this

change should bring a large reduction of poor-rates,
and he could not agree in the opinion so almost uni-
versal amongst farmers, that a high rate of wages
would be detrimental to their interest. He could
speak from experience and observation upon that
point, for he found that, although he paid 5^. per day
for labour in Australia, and but 2s. 6c/. in Devonshire,
there was scarcely any difference in the cost of a given
piece of work in the two places. The reason was, that
the man who got the $s. had plenty of beef and bread,
decent and cleanly living, and could, therefore, with-
out strain or injury, perform double as much work
as the man who, on 2s. 6d., never tasted meat, seldom
had as much food of inferior kind as he required, and
lived uncleanly and squalid. They all knew that a
well-fed horse, well groomed and stabled, could do as
much work as two horses out of condition, grass-fed,
and neglected. And the same rule was found to apply
to human beings. How else was it that farmers in the
northern counties, whilst paying iSj-. to 20j. per week,
thrive better than Dorset or Devonshire farmers who
paid but 9J-. to 12s. a-week? He felt that he was
trepassing on their patience, but was led to do so by
the interest of the subject.

Farmers' Clubs.
OVER.

On Mixed Farming.—At a recent meeting at Over,
Mr. J. AsTON, of Brassey Green, read a paper on this
subject, from which we make an extract :

—

The aspect of farming in Cheshire is different to
what it was some years ago. Under existing circum-
stances it would be very adventurous to keep a large
dairy or feeding stock, or have all the land devoted to
tillage purposes, as such great changes are continually
taking place. Mixed farming is highly to be com-
mended, and is undoubtedly the safest and most judi-
cious course for agriculturists to pursue. Though all

my land is down in grass, and I mostly keep a good
quantity of cattle for dairying, feeding, and store, still

I would not recommend others to adopt the same plan
unless occupying very stiff and thin-skinned soils. The
vast quantities of American cheese which of late years
have been pushed on the English market, lowering the
price of all descriptions, but especially the medium and
common qualities, present a new phase in Cheshire
farming, and should induce us to turn our attention to
such modes of culture as shall meet the growing neces-
sities of the times. The high price of land, increased
taxation, and rapid advance which has lately taken

place in wages, incapacitates the British farmer for com-
peting with those of other lands, and unless this state of

things is checked his prospects for the future will not
be cheering. Rents must be kept down, taxes lowered,
and improvements carried forward. There must also

be great economy exercised in the expenditure of all

public moneys, and burdens equally and equitably
borne. While it is the duty of Parliament to econo-
mise public expenditure, and landlords to provide
suitable and convenient homesteads, ridding the fences

of all cumbrous and unnecessary timbers, and keeping
down rabbits and hares, which are so very destructive
to valuable crops, causing great waste in the good
bounties of God's providence, thereby inflicting an in-

justice on the community, farmers should put forth

strenuous efforts to improve the soil. Mixed farming
appears indispensable at the present time to meet the
great lluctuations that are continually taking place in

agricultural produce. Where land is adapted for

dairying and feeding, our attention may be directed to

both, so that if cheese is dear and beef and mutton
is cheap, we shall gain by the former if loss is sustained
on the latter. And, on the other hand, where large
farms are suited for corn growing, dairying, and feed-

ing, the occupier's position is still more safe and secure.

It is not wise to make cheese and grow corn in the
immediate neighbourhoods of London, Manchester,
and Liverpool, where new milk commands high prices,

and to cart it out of districts where railways are not
contiguous is attended with great inconvenience and
considerable expense. There are some districts and
farms better adapted for one purpose than another, and
due consideration and good judgment ought to be
exercised before deciding on plans for action. Some
persons have no liking for corn growing, and it must
be a matter of necessity to induce them to engage a

tenement specially adapted for the purpose. There are
others who are not favourable to dairying, and in

order to be successful it is advisable, as much as

possible, to enter on holdings suited to our differ-

ent tastes and inclinations.

FaUo7us.—However small as may have been my ex-
perience in tillage farming, I do not hesitate to con-
demn the custom of summer fallowing, and having to

pay two years' rent, taxes, wages, wear and tear, with
one year's profit. There are hundreds and thousands
of broad acres of land in Cheshire I would not prepare
for seeding on the afore-mentioned plan if rent and
tax free, and in attempting to cultivate such soils that
have been so impoverished with the plough generation
after generation is a waste of time and a loss to the
community. Nor would I, as a rule, advocate the
improvement of them when under tillage, but renew
the constituents of the soil with manures after being
laid down to grass. Slight as may be my acquaint-
ance with tillage farming, I know too much to go
back to the old system of summer fallowing on
stiff clay soils ; for when a juvenile I have frequently
seen Roger and Juke, two steeds as stout as steel,

groan nearly every stride they made in some plough-
ings when the seasons were unpropitious, and the
result be from 10 to 12 bush, of Wheat per statute
acre, and in a few instances only 6 or 8 were secured,
which did not pay for labour, consequently nothing was
left for the landlord and tax-collector. I disapprove of
tilling the poorest land on the farm, but if convenient
would take the best for the purpose, which will give
treble the return, and be cultivated at less expense.
The exhausted fields should be laid down clean and
well seeded, and then improved with farmyard manure
and bones, after which they will be adapted either for

dairying or feeding. For upwards of 30 years it has
been our invariable custom to plough the best land and
improve the worst in the manner already stated. On
account of not growing any Turnips and Mangels, and
but few Potatos, the following method was usually
pursued : 1st, Oats on leys ; 2d, Wheat after pin-
fallow ; 3d, Oats ; 4th, Clover, which sometimes was
mowed twice, on other occasions once ; if only one
crop taken, a pinfallow was made, but in either case
sown with Wheat. After a few years of experience it

was found the Clovers were not so healthy aad strong
after three com crops as four, and by taking another
between the Clovers produced a good effect. A Bean
crop might have been grown with advantage in the
courses. The young Clovers were either manured or
dressed over with boiled bones well crushed. After
following this method for about I2 years, the land was
put down for permanent pasture, well manured and
boned, which restored it to its former fertile condition
for dairying. Free soils, as a rule, are better adapted
for tilling, and do not present so many difificulties to
the agriculturist as stiff clays, and roots with advantage
may be grown in the courses, and where i acre of the
former is in tillage there ought to be three of the latter.

Dairying.—I scarcely need say I have stronger pre-
dilections for dairying and feeding than tilling ; still, if

one branch of agriculture is fraught with greater conse-
quences than another, it must be given to the latter.

People can live in some way without cows, sheep, and
swine, but must drag out a wretched existence if

deprived of the staff of life. Wheat is the most
valuable article which Nature produces, and indis-

pensable for the sustenance of mankind, and while I

would freely give place to the cultivator of the soil,

still there are other branches in farming husbandry

that require application and good management to be
successful. To make good cheese and butter there
must be good grass, rich milk, and skilful application.
The cattle should not be too high-bred nor too low.
They ought not to be over large nor very small, but
characterised for equal proportions, and possess good
milking properties. It is not wise to purchase cattle
lean of flesh, long in the leg, and contracted in the
chest, cither for dairying or fatting, and this will apply
with equal force to horses, sheep and swine ; stock
round in the rib, thick in the body, and rather short in
the leg, are generally hardy in the constitution, will

fatten quicker, and pay best for keeping. I would not
recommend farmers occupying wet clay lands to pur-
chase large high-bred cattle, partly on account of the
additional damage they commit in some seasons, and
partly on account of the extra food they require to

keep up the condition. They are best adapted for

rich alluvial soils and dairies in towns and cities.

None of my dairy cattle are beyond a good medium
size, and only about one-third reached this standard.
Still, last season I have made upwards of 4 cwt. of
cheese, long weight, per cow, besides supplying the
house. I consider four large cows will consume
as much food as five moderate ones, but the profits will

not be so much, and the risks of keeping greater. To
farm successfully we must farm well. Land is honest,
and will repay for an outlay. Drain wherever it is

required ; manure freely j cultivate well, then stocks
will thrive and fatten, crops will be luxuriant, milk
will be rich, and cheese and butter, with proper
management, be good. It is a waste of time to enter
upon large poor farms without cash to improve. I

should prefer occupying 100 acres of good land to 300
that were exhausted. The expenses of management
would be considerably less, the profits greater, and
interest on capital not so much. Poor land is ill

adapted for either feeding, dairying, or tilling. Cattle
will neither milk nor fatten, and crops are not remu-
nerative. A landlord, destitute of means, with a large

poor estate, had better sell a portion to improve the
remainder ; |by doing so he will enrich himself and
benefit the community. Tenants with poor farms
cannot compete with agricultural produce of other
nations. Stock, rents, taxes, and wages are high, and
there must be high farming or it will soon become a
losing game.

Feeding.—To feed to advantage the herbage must
be rich, the stock healthy and of good quality, and dis-

criminately bought in and well sold out. Instances

have been known when stock were high in spring and
low in the autumn, that little or no profit was left for

a summer's keep. My feeding is chiefly done through
the spring and summer months, and at a small expense
in labour. I mostly commence buying stirks about
February, and continue to do so through March and
April, as my land will bear them, and, when there is

a fair bite of grass, fill up with barrens and pick
calvers out of my own stock, and purchased elsewhere,

with a few sheep in some years, when there is an abund-
ance of herbage. Mostly those fit for the butcher are
disposed of by the end of September, and such as are
adapted for store selected at the close of the year to fill up
the places of turn-outs inmyown dairy. Since givingup
tilling and feeding a little, I have frequently been asked if

it paid. My invariable reply up to last summerwas it did,

but not so well as cheese-making. But in consequence
of a change taking place in the cheese market last

season, feeding paid better than if I had realised Soj*.

per cwt. for my dairy, which was very improbable. I

have adopted rather an unusual mode of farming,

which would not be for the interests of all to imitate.

I neither plough nor rear, but purchase all my straw
and com and cattle for dairying and fatting. In some
seasons I am a great gainer by so doing, but in others

I lose. The profits on feeding last summer were
exceedingly large, but, according to present appear-
ances, will be very small this year, consequently I

have bought sparingly for this purpose up to the
present time. All kinds of stock fluctuate in price,

but none so much as store pigs. Sometimes they will

sell for nearly treble their real value—on other occa-
sions for about one-third what they cost in rearing, but
the average of seven or ten years will give a profit on
breeding pigs. All descriptions of stock and agricul-

tural produce are alternately high and low, and it is not
wise to depend entirely on any single branch of
farming husbandry, but make careful and proper
divisions, resting assured, as seasons revolve and
changes take place, all in due order will give a proper
return. Irrigation is carried on successfully in some
places, but instances have been known where it does
not pay for the outlay. Liquid manure diluted with
water run over the land produces abundant crops ;

still it is very questionable if the former pays for the
expense of collecting and carting on at the present high
price of labour.

General Management.—Growing early Potatos and
other vegetables where land is suitable is highly remu-
nerative, and this class of farmers appears to be
on the increase in some parts of Cheshire. Selling

milk at Zd. per gall., especially through the spring and
autumn months, is much more preferable to making
common and middle-class cheese at the present time ;

still, if first qualities can be produced, they will pay
better than deprivmg the farm of such valuable ingre-
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dients as milk, butter, and whey. Unless more success-

ful than myself, the more sparing you are in purchasing

artificial manures the better. I do not consider guano

worth the price now charged. If it could be bought

on the same terms as formerly there would be a good

return for the outlay. I never considered the best to

be worth more than ^{^9 per ton. All phosphates made
available to the soil may be generally used freely. They
are permanent improvers, and mostly answer well in

this county, Farmyard manures are invaluable on all

land, and we should continually seek to augment
their fertilising powers by purchasing plenty of

feeding stuffs. The using of feeding stuffs,

farinaceous foods, and artificial manures have to do

more or less with mixed farming. The discrepancies

so apparent in the experiments made by the more com-

petent analytical chemists of the day as to the flesh-

forming and fattening properties of various feeding stuffs

and value as manures bewilder the mind and weaken
the confidence of some in these scientific researches.

No doubt cakes are better for some purposes than

grain, and the latter has the advantage over the former

for others : all have a wise and important purpose to

serve, and, if discriminately used, will answer the end

for which they were given. Stock will shine better,

fatten quicker, and be more healthy on a change of

food ; and mixed feeding is as essential to success as

mixed farming. I have tried linseed cake for fattening

pigs, but met with small success, and Cotton-seed

cake well crushed, as it came from the hands of the

manufacturer, for manuring, but it proved a failure.

Genuine farinaceous foods are serviceable for stock out

of health and poor in condition, but there is no neces-

sity for continual use when in a healthy state. About
seven years ago, in the presence of several respectable

farmers, I separated 15 pigs, and put nine of equal

value in one stye and six in another. All were fed

alike, with the exception of nine being put on the pre-

scribed quantity of Simpson's spice. Scarcely any

difference was manifest for five or six weeks, at the

end of which period the nine did not consume
their usual quantity of food, and failed to fatten so

quick as the others, and, by the time they were ready

for market, only ate the same quantity of meat as the

six. The ultimate result was that the nine fed on spice

were at the very least two scores lighter than those

which had none, and on being killed it was found some
of the internal organs were seriously affected. I have
not noticed the breeding and management of hens,

ducks, turkeys, and geese, which are all included in

mixed farming, and at times form important items in

some annual accounts. Growing fruit, Cabbages,

Beetroot, Flax, Peas, and Vetches, and many other

things, have not come under consideration, though

properly within the denomination of mixed farming,

and yield large sums of money to producers. I have

not ventured to give an opinion on the best breeds of

stock for paying, as no doubt there are good and bad

of all kinds, and that, more or less, they are adapted

for different districts and various descriptions of soil
;

consequently, each party ought to make such selections

as are best suited for the farms they occupy, and the

purposes for which they are intended. I have said but

little on the rotation of crops, and whether the four or

five-course shift is the best, as circumstances transpire

at times which render it difficult to strictly adhere to

any prescribed mode, and every practical agriculturist

ought to be able to judge what kind of crop will be

most remunerative. These are generally matters which

I have but an imperfect knowledge of, and deem it

prudent to pass them over with this hasty allusion. I

have barely touched on butter, and onjy made some
hasty allusion to cheese, two most valuable products,

as my object in appearing before you was to chiefly

dwell on mixed farming, as it might be caiTied out in

this country in these precarious times, and urge it upon
your attention. You will undoubtedly discover plenty

of weak parts in the paper, which you will be able to

strengthen and fill up ; then the objects of this Society

will have been promoted, and its members edified and
benefited.

Discussion.

Mr, RiGBY said he had been very much interested in

listening to the paper, which touched upon so many points

that it would be difficult to take them all up, There were
two or three, however, with which he was more particu-

larly struck, and he would take them up as they occurred

to him. He understood Mr. Aston to advocate manuring
on the top. for the purpose of improving the soil, but he
(Mr. Rigl3y) thought the better plan was to manure below
the surface. All the manure of the farmyard should, he
thouglit, be plouglied in when the land was being cleaned

and cultivated ; and perhaps, if any manure were put on
the top, it would be best applied in the form of bones for

grass land. Mr. Aston's must be uncommonly good land
to get from it three green crops, then red Clover, mown
twice, then three more green crops, and Clover after that
again. He thought some word of explanation would
have been offered as to how it was helped, so as to bring
4 cwt. of cheese per cow. He (Mr. Rigby) took that
to be rather more than the average got in Cheshire,
although the Chairman said he got it, and his was a poor
clay farm, but it might be that there was some virtue
in that which produced such a heavy yield of cheese.
He was very much interested some time ago by reading
an article which was written to show that gold might
be got from clay if it were properly, mechanically,
iand chemically manipulated. If that were true, clay
farms would rise in the market, and they would if it

were possible to get on them a yield of 4 cwt. of cheese

per cow ;
certainly, if feeding stuffs were used to do it, it

must be pretty good for the millers, and he had nothing to

say against that, and it would not only benefit the millers

and the country, but the farmers also, more than if they

did not use them. Then he very cordially agreed with

Mr. Aston that it was much better to take 100 acres of

good arable soil with capital than to attempt to farm

300 acres at one-third of the rent and with but little capital.

The description of the stock to be put on the farm was
admirable. They were to have round barrels, white

bosoms, short legs, good proportioned bodies, and in

that all would agree with him, particularly too when he
said that the stock were to be well selected, well bought,

andwellsold. That would be the height of wisdom. If

they all knew how to do that they would all be successful

farmers, and make very considerable profits. Another
point in which he differed somewhat from Mr. Aston was
as to selling milk off the farm, which he (Mr. Rigby) did

not think was necessarily an impoverishment of the land.

It was true that if the milk was used on the farm for the

manufacture of cheese and the whey was given to the pigs,

a little more manure might be made in that way ; but then

if they sold the milk well they had the money to buy better

manure than they could get from pigs by feeding on whey.

He thought they had something to learn in this respect,

and they might take a lesson from the farmers in the

neighbourhood of London, who had even thought

it worth their while to lay lines of rails on to their

farms to get the manure from the city directly upon
them ; and by so doing they raised fine crops of vege-

tables and fruit to send back to the city. Then Mr.
Aston spoke of experiments, and he (Mr. Rigby) was of

opinion that if they experimented more frequently, and
on a small scale, they would learn more. This was an
age of progress, and if men would succeed they must
keep moving, not in the old beaten track of the mill-

horse, in a circle, but endeavour to strike out into some
path which would be more beneficial to themselves. But

at the same time they must keep in mind that the seasons

were not all alike, that circumstances changed with the

character of the soil ; the results of one year might be
different from those of the next ; so that in trying experi-

ments they required very great patience, a great deal of

watchfulness, constant care, with the accurate noting of

the effects of each experiment. In other branches of

industry—cotton spinning, for instance—a new idea could
be tried and reduced to its value at once ; and, to some
extent, the same was the case with cheese-making ;

but

in agriculture generally they required to watch results.

not only for one or two years, but for a course of years
;

and hence he thought it most important—and he wished
to get this idea into the minds of the farmers — that they

should be cautious about stating the results of experi-

ments, and try them carefully before making any great

change. If there was to be any extension of mixed farm-
ing they had a great deal to learn from some of their

neighbours who, living near large towns, felt more of that

stimulating influence which was always felt when among
business men. The competition with which farmers

living near Manchester or Liverpool had to contend was
very useful in making them more enterprising and de-

veloping their energies. He was pleased to see that

about there they had begun growing Potatos ; and he
thought they might go further, and, where game was
not preserved, as on the forest and about Acton and
Weaverham, grow other vegetable crops. He could

not see why they should not grow as good Cauliflowers,

or even Asparagus there, as in the South of England
The other day he was speaking to a gentleman who had
sold 10 acres of .Asparagus for ^^30 an acre. Mr. Howard,
M.P. for Bedford, had 10 acres of Onions, and they had
been sold for the almost fabulous price of ^"30 per acre.

Perhaps they might not have land so suitable, and the

climatewas notquifesofavourablethere ;
butif theirsoilwas

not too light nor too strong, but friable and loamy, he was
persuaded that much more might be done for the popula-

tion, which was taxing our energies to the most. Another
way in which that could be done, and he thought his friend

Mr. Aston would go with him, was in the greater cultiva-

tion of poultry. In poultry farming there was a source of

wealth of which they did not think enough. They did not

like the hens scratching up the soil just after seeding, and
they were too apt to throw the milking-stool at them, or

perhaps, what was still worse, to fetch out the gun and
shoot them. That was a mistake; for if they only laid them-
selves out for the cultivation of poultry they would find it a
source of profit. He would suggest it through the medium
of the newspapers that some of the farmers' wives might very

well fill up their spare moments by the feeding of poultry,

both for food and for the production of eggs, which, if

done judiciously, might be very well brought into the

market, seeing the high price of butchers' meat. Fruit

growing h.T.d also been mentioned, and a gentleman from
Weaverham told him—perhaps they would set him right

if it was not so—that the soil and climate of Acton were
particularly favourable to early bearing there ; and accord-

ingly many at that place had turned their attention to

fruit growing. Mr. Rivers' new plan of growing fruit

upon dwarf trees, and lifted every two or three years, did

what all vegetable productions would do under similar

circumstances, made an effort to continue their species.

Some farms perhaps had a sheltered nook and soil well

adapted for the growth of fruit trees, and by this new
plan orchards might be raised in a few years which would
be very productive, and nothing could be more nutritious

aud wholesome than good fruit. He had read a pamphlet,
in which it was staled that no man planted Pears because

he rarely reaped a crop himself, and the Une was
quoted

—

" If you plant Pears you plant for your heirs ;"

but by picking a suitable bush you might get a crop of

Apples and Pears very nuich sooner than by the old-

fashioned way. He was satisfied that if some of the

young farmers would turn their attention to this that they

might do better than they had ever yet done.
"The Chairman said that orchards upon stiff clayey

land would eniirely fail, nor would they succeed in pro-

ducing good crops of corn year by year upon stiff land, as

it would become too full of rubbish. He knew that he
had made mistakes in endeavouring to cultivate his as if

it had been dry land. If clayey land, the best plan
was to have a good deal in grass, but yet he acknowledged
that manures had cost him _^ioo a-year, and if he had
not gone to that expense he might as well have given up
farming. They would not get on unless the land was
moderately good, and there ought to be no poor land
except on mountains, but he had seen some in the neigh-
bourhood which was not at all creditable. When he
entered on his farm some of the land was not worth los.

an acre, but it had now become worth 301. or 40s. ; and
yet he was told by a judicious friend that if he were
offered a farm of stiff clayey land he would not have it,

as it would not pay him. It was unwise to plough clayey
land year by year, although there was a time when there
was what was called old turf; but now, even if that were
broken up, by the use of bones and other manures it

would in a very short time indeed be brought to more
than its original value.

Mr. Willis said, as to the cumbrous fences mentioned
by Mr. Aston as existing upon many farms, they were a
source of great trouble, as they harboured vermin, and
were constantly wanting repairs; and at this time, when
the price of labour was high, and men were scarce and
difticult to obtain, especially in that neighbourhood, he
thought they should do all they could to limit the number
of their fences, and have the rest of such a nature that
they would involve as little expense and yet be as sen'ice-
able as possible. He was not much in favour of cutting
all the fences close, and he thought at such a time as this

that a good fence on the north-east or north-west side of
a field would be found very useful in sheltering cattle and
sheep from storms and during the night. As to summer
fallows, they were nearly out of fashion at the present
day. He saw one a year ago, when two waggon loads of

Wheat were got from 7 acres, and there was two years'

rent and labour to pay for. That land laid down to grass
with bones or manure, used judiciously, would have paid
better. Mr. Rigby had taken exception to putting farm-
yard manures on the top of the soil, but it was his {Mr.
Willis') opinion that when a field had been very much
exhausted it was difficult to get good grass without putting
manure on the surface, and he believed his experience in

that matter would be corroborated by other farmers. If

they intended to lay a poor field down for grass, having
cleaned it thoroughly and given it an average dressing
of farmyard manure on the top. that would induce the
rootlets to send out their fibres in search of sustenance.
Mr. Aston had veryhttle sympathy with the use of a great
many of the artificial manures now in use, and he {the
speaker) hoped that the present system of buying by
analyses, under the careful supervision of such an associa-
tion as the Cheshire Farmers' and others, would lead to

the reduction of those establishments which were sending
out cheap and questionable substances as manure. As to

spice, his experience had not been large. Perhaps in the
case of sickness, or when an animal was out of condition,

it might be desirable to use spice. As to Potato-growing,
he believed he had bettn driven from that, for he had
2 acres last year, and they lost him a guinea a measure,
and he could have bought them for less than half that of
Mr. Moreton, Mr. Cross, or any other gentleman. Mr.
Aston said he made 4 cwt. of cheese per cow. He {Mr.
Willis) never could say that he did ; but, then, Mr. Aston
farmed his own land, and, if he did not buy artificial

foods largely, he bought bone-dust, and he (Mr. Willis)

believed that was the grand secret of so much being
made per cow. Then he did not say how many
cows he kept, and cows were sometimes kept thinly,

and then 4 cwt. per cow would not be a great quantity.

However, Mr. Aston stocked largely, but, whatever
his grazing cattle had, his milking cattle always had enough
and to spare. As to fruit growing, Mr, Willis was dis-

posed to think that that might be more extensively entered
into by young agriculturists as a pastime. He made a
sort of hobby of it in a small way, having adopted the
plan of dwarf stocks, growing Pears on the Quince,
Apples on the Paradise, Cherries on the Malaheb, Aloes
on the Sloe, and so on, and he believed that they might
grow fruit profitably on clayey soil if they would exercise

a judicious selection in the variety they cultivated, and
taking care what stocks they bought. It would be foolish

to attempt to grow the Ribston Pippin, for instance, on a
clayey soil, where the atmosphere was damp ; and the
great reason why Acton had been so productive in fruit

as against Weaverham was because the former lay higher
and drier than the latter. The damp upon the blossom
of the trees in early spring was very prejudicial, for how-
ever fresh and beautiful the flower might look, when the

time for setting came the bloom all fell oft* and with it the
young fruit. Personally, he was much obliged to Mr.
Aston for his paper.

gotkcs 0f g00hs,
Fourth Report of the Commissioners appointed

in 1868 to Inquire into the Best Means of
Preventing the Pollution of Rivers. Pollntiott

of Rivers of Scotland. Vol. L Report and Plans.

London : Her Majesty's Stationery Office. 1872,

The Blue Book just presented to Parliament on the

condition of Scottish rivers, and on the pollutions by
which some of them arc afi^ected, and on the remedies

also of which the nuisances thus created are susceptible,

contains but little of direct agricultural interest. It

describes pretty fully the basins of the Clyde and
Tweed, Irvine and Dighty, and some of the Lothian

streams, with their characteristic paper-making, and
paraffin oil, and distillery waste, and bleaching, and
town sewage nuisance, and the agricultural remedy for

some of these evils is referred to, but it does not allude

in aiiy detail to the subject of sewage irrigation, in

which lies the main hope of any agiicultuial benefit to
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be derived from legislation on the subject. We extract

the passages in which the operation of intermittent

filtration and sewage irrigation—virtually one and the

same thing—are named as equal to the task of abating

the sewage nuisance :

—

On Intermittent FUtratkm and Irrigation.—" Irriga-

tion and intt-rmittent filtration have been already named
as methods capable of purifying the foul liquid discharges

from town drains to a satisfactory extent. Witli regard

to tlie latter of these processes which was initiated in our

chemical laboratory, and there proved to be a most

efficient mode of purification, we have now to report that

it has been applied for 18 months to the whole of the

sewage of Merthyr Tydfil. Twenty acres of a porous soil,

drained from 5 to 7 feet deep, have been here arranged

by Mr. J.
Bailey Denton, C.E., in four series of beds,

and over each series in succession the drainage water from

a town of 50,000 inhabitants, more than one-third of

whom are connected with the sewers, is poured for six

hours at a time. The beds are laid out with a sufiicient

slope to carry the sewage (gradually sinking as it llosvs)

from one side to the other within the allotted time, being

thus irrigated from a nearly horizontal channel along the

upper edge of each ; and, each being left to drain and
become aerated during 1 8 hours of everyday, they bring

into successful operation the process of intermittent filtra-

tion on a very extensive scale. They are, moreover,

cultivated, and large crops of Cabbages have been grown
on them ; and none of that nuisance has arisen of which,

in our report (1870) on the Mersey and Ribble basins,

vol. i., p. 128, we expressed some fear, if extensive filter

beds were made for the treatment of the sewage of any
considerable town. These works have been carried out

under an order of the Court of Chancery directing the

Merthyr Board of Health to abate the nuisance which the

sewage of their town was creating in the river, and
appointing Mr. Bailey Denton to direct the necessary

works. They were designed by Mr, Denton expressly for

the purpose of realising on a large scale the results of that

process of intermittent filtration which had been devised

and investigated in the laboratory of this Commission
;

and we have twice inspected them, and on both occasions

have found the effluent water purified to an extent much
beyond that required by the standards of pollution sug-

gested by us as those below which refuse liquids should

not be permitted to enter rivers.

"Our analyses show that the effluent water entering

the Taff from the ^^erthyr intermittent filters, was of even

a more highly satisfactory degree of purity than the

samples which we examined resulting from the process

carried out on a small scale in our laboratory : but a com-
parison of the proportions of chlorine in the sewage and
effluent water shows that the whole of the latter is not

derived from the former. We find, in fact, that each
gallon of the sewage, on June 19, 1871, had become
mixed with 2.2 galls, of subsoil water; and that on
October 20, 1871, each gallon of sewage had become
mixed with 1.9 gall, of subsoil water. This result in-

volves the assumption that the subsoil water contained
the same proportion of chlorine as that present in the

water of the neighbouring Taff", which, according to our
analysis, has 1.2 part of chlorine in 100,000 parts. Never-
theless, and even assuming a very high degree of purity

for the subsoil water, the nett result of the action of the

soil of the intermittent filters upon the sewage was highly

satisfactory, especially when it is considered that the

sewage of a town of 50,000 inhabitants was thus purified

on about 20 acres of land. It must not be forgotten,

however, in taking the Merthyr Tidfil intermittent works
as a model for other localities, that the sewage of this

town is exceptionally weak as compared with that of
other towns, the local board of health being restrained

by injunction from connecting the drainage of a large

number of houses with the sewers. In order to secure
efficient purification, therefore, it may be necessary to lay

out as intermittent filters even double the area of land per
10.000 of population that is employed at Merthyr Tydfil,

where only from 2 to 5 acres per 10,000 people were being
employed at the times of our inspection.

" The experience of these filter beds at Merthyr has
made plain, what the experiments in our laboratory had
previously established, that towns can cleanse their sew-
age upon a much smaller area, or rather within a much
less quantity, of land than any experience hitherto of
sewage irrigation had led them to expect. Two processes
of sewage purification by the use of land are thus now
open to them, both of which have been sufficiently tried

upon a working scale. They will, no doubt, endeavour to

obtain a large extent, as heretofore, wherever land conve-
niently situated and of suitable contour is to be had cheap,
and they will then irrigate with such a quantity of sewage
per acre as will enable them to realise the largest possible

returns from the cultivation of irrigated crops. Where,
however, the only land available is costly, or its configura-

tion is unfavourable for irrigation, they will prepare a
smaller area by deep and thorough drainage of the subsoil

and accurate formation of the surface, for the reception of
much larger quantities of sewage per acre, and seek, by
carefully carrying out the process of intermittent filtra-

tion, to insure the perfect oxidation and defecation of

their now offensive drainage waters. It is, of course,

only where irrigation is conducted in the less intensive

manner, upon the larger area with the smaller quantity of

sewage per acre, that any hope can be entertained of an
adequate return for the money invested, although even a
mere filter, wherever the liquid cleansed by it is in itself

of a fertilising nature, is by no means necessarily without
some return, since, at Merthyr Tydfil, Mr. Bailey Denton
has shown that healthy and luxuriant crops can be grown
upon it.

"Sewage irrigation on the extensive scale in a very
rougli and imperfect manner has long been exemphfied in

Scotland ; but the object hitherto has been rather to
extract a profit from the process, than to use it as a
defecating agency. In the neighbourhood of Edinburgh
large profits are thus obtained from the distribution of the
sewage of probably as many as 120,000 people over less

than 400 acres of land. Great crops of grass, worth ^^20

to £^0 an acre, are annually cut, owing to the enormous
surplus of fertilising material which is thus poured over

them during the season of growth. The effluent water is,

however, still extremely foul (see pp. 74, 75, vol. i.,

Report on the Mersey and Ribble Basins), and in the

winter season no use whatever is made of the sewage,

which then flows unaltered into the river channel. The
Craigentinny, Lochend, D.alry, and Newington sewage
meadows, near Edinburgh, however satisfactory they may
be as proofs of tlie fertilising powers of town drainage

water, are not by any means a satisfactory illustration of

defecation by means of sewage irrigation.

" At Aberdeen, also, a farm of 50 acres, the properly
of Colonel Knight Erskine, of Pittodrie, has been laid out

for irrigation with the sewage of a portion of the town.

Grass, Turnips, Potatos, Cabbages, and Mangel Wurzel
have been grown upon this land, which is naturally a

porous and not very fertile soil, with satisfactory results

so far as grass and Turnips are concerned. A rent of

one farthing per ton is to be paid for the use of the

sewage, and the results are said to be financially satis-

factory. The effluent water pours into a brook at the

foot of the land, leaving it apparently clean, and no
longer capable of creating a nuisance. No application of

sewage was going on at the time of our visits to the land,

and we have not therefore been able to examine samples
by analysis.

" The only other case of irrigation with town sewage
known to us in Scotland is that of Wishaw, referred to on
p. 68, where, however, the drainage of a small town is

mingled with that of a large distillery. Here the water
altogether disappears within the porous subsoil of the

area to which it is applied. The Parkhouse farms, near

Glasgow, connected with the distillery of Messrs. Harvie,

of Port Dundas, are an example, not of sewage irrigation,

but of watering land by means of hose and jet with the

mixed drainage of a distillery and a cowhouse. The
power of the land to defecate the very strongest liquid

manure, which is here illustrated, is referred to in the

sequel, when considering the remedy for the nuisance
produced by distillery refuse.

" On referring to the answers given by the various

towns in vol. ii., part i, sections, ^o ^'^ inquiry on this

subject, it will be seen that only at Aberdeen and Edin-
burgh is irrigation spoken of as already adopted. At
Lanark, indeed, a portion of the sewage escapes over

some steep grass lands below the town, with a certain

benefit to the sward thus irregularly watered, but no
systematic irrigation is adopted. Except, however, in

these cases, the answers of the town authorities to our
inquiries on this subject are interesting only for the infor-

mation which they give that many Scottish towns are

already contemplating irrigation as the remedy for the

nuisance which their drainage water is creating, and that

the difficulties, even in the case of such large towns as

Glasgow, Montrose, Dundee, and Paisley, are not con-
sidered insuperable."

The following is extracted, as representing the sum-
mary of the facts which have been collected regarding

the present state of the rivers of Scotland :
—

General Summary 0/ Report.— " The rivers of Scotland,

which drain both the most sparsely and the most densely

populated districts in Great Britain, include examples of
the purest as well as of the foulest running waters in the

island. The Dee, the Tay, and other highland rivers are

hardly equalled anywhere for purity ; the Dighty, Lothian
Esk, and Almond, the Gala and Kilmarnock waters, the

Kelvin and the Cart, are hardly equalled anywhere for

filthiness ; and the Clyde is beautiful or disgusting ac-

cording as it is taken in the upper or the lower section of
its course. The polluting waters to which these dif-

ferences are due represent both the liquid waste of houses
and that of manufactories. The large towns of Scotland
are more generally furnished with waterclosets than those

of the North of England ; they are also more abundantly
supplied with water, and the personal waste of the popu-
lation is thus more directly and more perfectly washed
into the river channels. The manufactories of the country
are often congregated characteristically, so that the
specific waste of bleaching, paper-making, or paraffin oil

making, occasionally distinguishes one river from another.
This is true on the Gala and Kilmarnock waters fouled
almost exclusively by the woollen manufacture, the Esk
and Water of Leith by paper-making, the Dighty by
bleaching, and the Almond by paraffin oil making.
Paper-making is, however, also in operation on many other
rivers ; spirit distillation is another widespread industry,

and most Scottish rivers of which any complaints are
made are suffering from many scourees of pollution. In
the Clyde basin in particular the liquid refuse of all kinds
of manufacture is so mixed with the personal waste of the
immense population engaged in them that the river has
become in every way offensive. On the whole, how-
ever, except in the few extreme examples we have
named, it is plain that the evil we have been commis-
sioned to investigate is here as yet but imperfectly

developed All the larger rivers of Scotland are,

for the greater part of their course, virtually unpolluted.

Their value, both for beauty and for sport, is as yet un-
diminished, the Clyde alone being spoiled for salmon
fishing; and the anxiety connected with this subject of

most of the owners of riverside estates in Scotland is

based on the experience of others,—on such reports, for

example, of injury suffered by the riparian proprietors in

the valleys of the Dighty, Almond, Kelvin, Esk, Water
of Leith, Ir\'me, and portions of the Tweed and Clyde, as
have been collected in the second volume of this report
(parts 3 and 4).

' The general purity and beauty ofthe rivers of Scotland,

no less than their exceptional offensiveness,— the rapid

growth of river pollution wherever it exists, and its

specific character in some of its worst examples,—all

contribute to the urgency with which remedies are

demanded for the evils we have described. Such reme-
dies are of two classes ; those which act by simply
hindering the discharge of polluting materials into river

channels, and those which result in the transformation of

polluting into non-polluting substances. Considering
that water, foul or clean, will run down hill, and that
rivers arc the natural drainage system of the country, the
abatement of river pollution nmst be looked for rather
from the latter than from tlie former chxss of remedies.
Solid, however, as well as liquid matters, contribute to

the nuisance, and there is tlierefore scope for the useful
employment of both of the classes under which we have
arranged the called-for remedies.

'

' We may name, as properly one of the former class, the
enactment, much to be desired, which shall directly forbid

the discharge of all solid refuse matters into watercourses.

The provision of subsidence tanks below manufactories for

the collection of all solid matters in suspension in their

foul drainage waters before they are suffered to escape, is

another remedy of this class. The whole work of the

town scavenger also comes under this category ; and so
do all those plans by which any residual product of a
manufacture, hitherto wasted in its drainage, is extracted

for use or sale.
" Of the latter class of remedies, by which the trans-

formation of polluting into non-polluting liquids is

attempted, only those which result in the thorough
oxidation of the organic matters in solution in any
filthy drainage water can be trusted. No method
known to us professing to effect the removal of polluting

matters by means of chemical precipitants succeeds in so
defecating the sewage of towns and manufactories as to

render the efSuent water non-putrescible when it is dis-

charged into a natural watercourse. It is, in fact, only

by tlie use of a sufficient acreage and mass of soil through
and over which these filthy waters may be poured that the

desired result has hitlierto been satisfactorily attained.

Sewage irrigation— in which the quantity of land thus used
bears a large proportion to the volume of the sewage to be
cleansed—offers the great advantage of a remunerative

return for the fertilising filthy matters which it defecates.

Intermittent filtration—in which the quantity of land

employed bears a very much smaller proportion to the

volume of the sewage to be cleansed—may also now be
confidently accepted as a sufficient remedy for the sewage
nuisance. These two methods are virtually one wherever
thorough drainage accompanies, as it always should, the

extensive form of irrigation ; and they are the only

methods to which our experience and mvestigations
hitherto have led us as trustworthy remedies for the pollu-

tion occasioned by the discharge into river channels of

water containing organic matters in solution. That inter-

mittent filtration, conducted either on the extensive or

intensive scale, is perfectly trustworthy for the abatement
of the nuisance thus created, there is now ample testimony

to prove. In this way ' the present use of rivers and
running waters for the purpose of carrying off" the sewage
of towns and populous places, and the refuse arising from
industrial processes and manufactures, can be prevented
without risk to the public health or serious injury to such
processes and manufactures.'

"

The International Exhibitions' Guide for 1872.

Second of the Series. Garmeson, Sinnock & Co.,

9, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.G.

This volume is historical as well as descriptive. It con-

tains a very interesting account of the whole career of

exhibitions, from the old-fashioned local museum on-

wards. Its history of the Exhibitions of 1S51 and 1862,

with the intervening meetings at New York, Dublin,

Munich, Paris, Manchester, and the great French
International Exhibition of 1867 is very good and
pleasant reading. The first of the sectional exhibitions

—held at Kensington in i S7 1—is the subject of

elaborate description. The second of the series, that

which is now being held, occupies the greater part of

the volume, and the whole should be welcome to the

large number of people who have enjoyed, and will

enjoy, the inspection of it.

Farm Memoranda.
Banffshire, Boyne District.—The weather still

continues wet for the laying down of Turnips, and
some are despairing of getting the remainder put down
in some wet places, as the ground cannot be got

cleaned. The first sown Swedes are begun to be hoed,

and look strong and healthy, and yellows are coming
up fast, and it is as well, for the land has not been got

cleaned, and it being the same shift that was in Tur-

nips five years ago when we had a wet season, it would
be difficult to hoe. Oats and Barley appear to be a

heavy crop in this district ; indeed some of it is lodged

already, and there has not been such a crop of hay for

many years, but it will not be good to cut, as it is laid

and twisted with the rains very much. Pasture grass

is in great abundance. Potatos are looking well, but

look as if they had plenty of rain ; they are being got

hoed. Beans look thin on the land here, a good many
of them not being put in in good order. A few weeks
ago we were thinking we were free of cattle disease,

but now we are full of it, from the one end of the

county to the other, and it is carrying off a good many
victims, one farmer in this neighbourhood having lost

eight calves, another six, and a good many ones and
twos, and I believe pleuro exists on one farm in the

upper end of the county. Cattle are selling at high

prices, and horses extraordinary. Farm servants in

this district are very quiet : I have heard of no meet-

ings being held ; however, the masters gave a rise at

the term. The current wages for the six months was
;^I2, with bed and board, and farmers are now on the

outlook for harvest hands, and high wages are being

offered, especially for women, to gather. They are

also getting a rise for hoeing and thinning Turnips

;

the wages here formerly was is. a day, now they get
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IS. 6d. Last year the wages for women to gather in

harvest was ^3 3^., and this year I hear of some at

£^ los, and £i, and scarce at that. However, the

harvest marlcet is not come round yet, so if we had

dry weather to finish the Turnip seed, and hoe and

clean the first sown, things look pretty well for

employer and employed. fK J.

Miscellaneous.
The Agricultural Labourers.—Several cases,

arising out of the strike of agricultural labourers in

Warwickshire, and involving a point of great interest

and importance, were heard on Saturday at the County

Petty Sessions, at Warwick. Four labourers employed

on the Earl of Warwick's sewage farm near Leaming-

ton were summoned by Mr. David Tough, bailiff, for

having, on June 24, unlawfully absented themselves

from their work. The charge was laid under the gth

section of the Trades Unions Act of last session. The

case against the defendants was that they had left work

without having given the requisite week's notice from

any weekly pay night. They were receiving from

i8j. 6./. to 22J. per week, and had some small privileges

besides. When the strike occurred at Tachbrooke, in

which parish Lord Warwick's sewage farm is partly

situate, a notice was sent to Mr. Tough, the bailiff,

headed " Union Headquarters," and simply signed

"Tachbrooke Branch," intimating that eight days from

that date, June 14, they should require the Union terms

— i6r. a week, for from 6 A. 11. to 5 p.m., except on

Saturdays, when work should cease at 4 p.m., with

4a'. an hour for any overtime. Mr. Tough took no

notice of this, and on Monday, June 24, when about

;£'200 worth of hay was fit for carrying, the whole

of the defendants left work, because Mr. Tough
refused to accede to the terms named in the Union

circular. The defence attempted to be set up was that

the defendants, in order to be quite right, gave Mr.

Tough a verbal notice individually, in addition to the

written one from the Union. The Bench decided the

Union document was worthless, and fined each defend-

ant;^! with costs, which varied from ly. SJ. to IIS. Si/.

in each case. The Bench expressed their strong disap-

probation of the conduct of the defendants in leaving

when a valuable crop was just ready for being secured,

and was at the mercy of the weather. Another man,

George Morley, waggoner to Lord Warwick, who was

summoned for leaving his service, and Heniy Paulton,

waggoner to Mr. Rainbow, of Tachbrooke, guilty of

similar misconduct, were each fined ;£: and costs. The
Bench, in each case, allowed a fortnight for payment,

or in default a month's imprisonment. The county

magistrates for the Stratford division gave a precisely

similar judgment on Friday in cases where the same

question as to the validity of a Union notice was

involved. On Sunday great meetings of agricultural

labourers were held throughout Fifeshire, at which the

proposed rules of a Union, to be designated the Fife

and Kinross Labourers' Association, were submitted

and approved. The association sets forth as its objects

increased wages, fortnightly payments, and shorter

hours.

night, and to-day it is dry but lowering. Last week a

great deal of rain fell, and on the morning and fore-

noon of Friday there was perhaps the heaviest fall we
have yet had. Water was running in streams along our

Turnip and Potato drills. Much of the Wheat has

become quite yellow, and should this weather continue

rust cannot be avoided.

June 24,—Sowing last of Turnips.

„ 25.—Hoeing Swedes, very heavy work.

,, 26.—Ditto.
,, 27.—Hoeing Potatos,

,, 28.—Cleaning roads,

,, 29.—Hoeing Potatos.

Chatteris, Isle of Ely : yune 29.—Another week
of showery weather : the last day or two better.

Finished mowing seeds, and began carting them ; hoe
and single Mangels and Kohl Rabi

;
plough and

harrow Coleseed fallows, mould up Potatos three days,

cart manure from yards. The heavy storms have laid

the heavy crops a good deal, and have done them
serious injury. A. S. /?.

West Gloucester : jfuly 2.—The Wheat has

during the last week experienced some rather rough

winds, and we fear that the pollen has in some cases

been blown off prematurely. I see a great number of

the straws injured very much like they were last year,

and scrawled about the ground. Oats and Barley look

well. Peas are various, Beans are uncommonly good,

and free from blight at present. Foot-and-mouth
disease has again broken out amongst us, and is said to

to be of a more severe type than when it visited this

neighbourhood last fall. Began mowing meadow grass

yesterday ; crop very heavy and herbage excellent,

the machine (Wood's) making beautiful work. All

available hands and horses amongst the roots, to get

them hoed, before they are wanted in the hay-field.

7. ir.

South Northumberland : ytify 2.—Weather im-

proved, corn better colour. Barley shooting out, seeds

cutting up very heavy crops.

June 2O.—Fine clear day. Finished Turnip sowing, liorsc-

lioeing Turnips and Potatos, tliinning Swedes.

,, 27.—Fine day, sliowers at night. Horse and hand hoeing
and earthing up Potatos.

,, 28.—Wet during night, and stormy showers during day.

Work the same, and thinning Mangels.

,, 29.—Fine day. Cutting seeds, very heavy : spare hands
thinning, old men cleaning hedges.

July I.—Yesterday fine, showers during night. Worlc the

same ; shearing hill sheep.

,, 2.—Fine day. Cutting seeds and hay-making.

General : Hedge cleaning and Thistle cutting. Pros-

pective : Cutting and working hay and thinning

Turnips. A. IF. D.

Notices to Correspondents.
Books on Modern I<"areif.ry : GoJney, near Wclh.

The Farmers Caleiii/ar {Waxne & Co.), AgticiiltKral

Cyelopadia (Blackie & Co.), Book 0/ tlie Farm (B\a.di.

wood & Co.

Etkts,

North Wilts : yune 25.—Weather stormy ; able

to make but little progress with hay. Seeds are

chiefly secured in tolerable condition. Crops abun-

dant ; com improved, but wants sun. Mangel
Wurzel grows marvellously ; Swedes promising ; fly

not done much damage as yet. Live stock generally

doing well ; feeding off late Clover and Vetches with

sheep. Working fallows as opportunity allows, but

the frequent showers prevent much result in killing the

Couch, &c. A very violent hailstorm skirted this

farm on Monday, with thunder and lightning ; some
damage was done to glass and crops ; an Elm tree

struck in Coleshill Park and, two sheep killed.

E. IK M.
Jidy I.—We had very heavy rains last night.

A good deal of grass cut and discoloured, but not as

yet much injured—very trying weather for hay-making.

Crops heavy. Sunshine greatly wanted for all crops.

Odd time between showers occupied in cutting weeds,

hoeing Mangel, &c. Swedes all planted. E. W. M,
West Sussex: July i.—All farm hands are now

busy as hay-making presses, and the weather is not

very steady. Swedes are all sown, and have come up
well ; we have not seen any loss by the fly, it showed
signs at times of coming, but the occasional showers
defeated it, and there is a good plant everywhere,

where s^wn in time, and Mangel were hardly ever

more promising. Wheat has nearly done flowering,

and has had rather rough weather, such as we do not
consider very suitable. Barley is coming out in ear,

and will most likely be a good crop. It is said that
Potatos will not be a good crop. The hay crop is not
so heavy as it promised to be at one time. We do not
hear of any scarcity of hands, and there are not so
many women employed now in the field as were
formerly, and no doubt such will be the case more and
more

;
perhaps a time will come when women will do

only tlieir own work and men do theirs. G. S.
Ross-shire : July i.— Vesterday was a very fine

day, dry and sunny, but rain again fell through the

SEED MARKET.
The seed trade is now so inactive that it offers scarcely

any subject for remark. In all descriptions of Clovers

there is at present no business whatever passing, the

weather having recently been too favourable to encourage

speculation. Canary seed is without alteration. Hemp
seed continues in rather brisk demand. Mustard and
Rape seed are both firm. For blue Peas we have a
moderate demand. Other articles are perfectly quiet.

John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants,

37, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

HA v.—Per Load of 0^6 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, July 4.

Prime MeadowHay, 80j,to gar. Clover, old ..

Inferior do 36 70 Inferior do. ..

New do 50 So New do.

Inferior do — — Inferior do. ..

Slraw 34 40

CuMBEKLAND Market, Thursday, July

1101,10126^.

50 So

Sup. Meadow Hay 98J. toioBj.

Inferior do 75 go
New do. .. ..60 80
Inferior do, .. .. — —
Superior Clover ..118 126

Inferior Clover .. gos.toiios.

Prime 2d cut do. .. — —
New do 84 105
Straw 42 46

Joshua Bakkr.

foreign Beasts than last Thursday, consequently Monday's
advance is pretty well maintained throughout, although
trade is slow. The total number of Sheep and Lambs is

larger than last week ; clioice English Sheep, however,
form but a small proportion, and continue to reahse high
prices. Lambs and foreign Sheep are more plentiful, and
must be quoted lower. There is again a large supply of
Calves, chiefly foreign ; it is difficult to clear out, at our
reduced quotations. There are 70 Milch Cows on offer

;

they meet with a dull sale. Our foreign supply consists

of 70 Beasts, 6800 Sheep, and 620 Calves.

(Per stone of 81b.)

d. s.d.
Best Scots, Here-

fords, &c. "5 ioto6 2
Best Shorthorns .

.

5 8—5 10
2d quality Beasts 4 6—5 o
Best Downs and
Half-breds .. .. — ..

Do. Shorn .

.

6 4—6 8

Beasts, 830 ; Sheep and Lambs,

6 0—6

0—5
0-8
4-5
8-4

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality

Do. Shorn
Lambs . . .

.

Calves
Pigs

15,000; Calves, 703; Pigs, 30.

8

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET, July 4.

Best Fresh Butter 14^. per dozen lb.

Second do. do. . . .

.

. . loi. ,,

Small Pork, 45. od. to 4^. 8(f. ; Large Pork, 3J. 6(/. to

45. oc?. per 8 lb.

MARK LANE,

55-60
57—61

Monday, July i.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market
was very small, and was disposed of at the prices of this

day se'nnight. There was a fair attendance, and a
moderate amount of business done in foreign, at last

week's quotations. There ^\as no change in the value of

Barley, Beans, or Peas. Oats were in fair demand, and
in some instances fine quality brought rather more money.
Flour was unchanged in value.

Price per imperial Quarter. s. s.
\

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. .White 56—6r Red
— fine selected runs do. 60—65 Red
— Talavera 55—^si— Norfolk — IRcd
— Foreign 47—70'

Barlev, grind &dist.,26j to 31.1. .Chev. 3S—4oiMaltin£ ..

— Foreign.. grinding and distilling 23—28 Malting ..

Oats, Essex and Suffolk 20—23
j— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato 23 —27 1
Feed ....

— Irish Potato 24— 26] Feed ....

— Foreign Poland and Brew 21—241 Feed ....

RvE 31—33, Foreign ..

Rye-meal, Foreign
(

Beans, Mazagan.. ..31J. to 335...Tick 34—46 Harrow .

— Pigeon 36^. to 505. ..Winds — iLongpod ,

— Foreign Small 32—39 Egyptian.
Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers 39—41, Suffolk ...

— - Maple, 34J. to 36^ Grey 34—3^ Foreign . . 36—42
Maize — 1

Foreign . . 28—34
Flour, bestmarks delivered .. per sack 44—54'
— 2d ditto ditto 40—42 Country ..40—42
— Foreign per barrel I25—30 Per sack.. [38 -68

Wednesday, July 3.

The grain trade to-day was qtiiet, without appreciable

variation in prices. English Wheat was in short supply,

but from abroad a fair quantity came to hand. Sales in

both red and white produce were effected slowly, at the

rates previously current. Barley was dealt in cautiously,

on former terms. Malt was quiet, but steady in value.

There were good supplies of Oats, for which a dull inquiry

prevailed, at barely recent quotations for inferior com.
Maize realised Monday's currencies with some difficulty.

Beans and Peas were inactive, and if anything ruled in

buyers' favour. The Flour trade was slow, and on the

whole the tendency of prices was unfavourable.

Akrivals of Grain, &c., into London dv Water Carriage

20—23
16—19

34-46

31—33
41—4.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET,
Monday, July i.

The number of Beasts is about the same as last Mon-
day ; trade is scarcely as brisk, yet all are sold, and
prices on the average are not lower. We have a larger

supply of Sheep ; the demand is, however, good ; they

are readily disposed of, at a small advance in price.

Lambs are lower. Choice Calves are rather dearer. Our
foreign supply consists of 950 Beasts, 7480 Sheep,

and 400 Calves ; from Norfolk and Suffolk there are

1 100 Beasts, and loio from the Midland and Home
Counties.

(Per stone of a lb.)

s.d. *

English &
Scotch.

.

Irish .

.

Foreign .

.

Wheat.

Qrs.

9920

9970

Barley.

Qrs.
ifo

4870

OaLi.

Qrs.

Flour.

SacVs,

f 1330
\ — brls.

Liverpool, July 2.—The Wheat trade was very dull,

at a decline on the week of 3</. for red American and

ordinary, -zd. for Californian, and >,d. to 4./. per cental for

Chilian.' Flour is. lower. Beans easier. Peas is. per qr.

cheaper. Indian Com taken to a moderate extent, at a

reduction of 31/. to 6(/. perqr.

Averages.

May 25 ..

June I .•— 8 ..

— IS -•

22 ..

— 29 ..

Average

ioto6 2

8—5 10
6—5 o

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns ..

2d (piality Beasts
Best Downs and

Half-breds .. .. —
Do. Shorn .. 6 4—6

Beasts, 3060 ; Sheep and Lambs,

We have a

Best Long-wools .. to ..

Do. Shorn .. 6 0—6 4

Ewes & sd quality . .
— .

.

Do. Shorn . . 5 0—5 6
Lambs .. ..7 0—8 4

Calves .. ..5 o— *5 2

Pigs .. ..38-50
18,750 ; Cilves, 460 ; Pigs, aio.

Thursday, July 4.

much shorter supply both of English and

Wheat.

58 9

Barley.

58 II
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IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSES
AND HOTHOUSE FITTINGS

(AYEES' PATENT).

MANUFACTURED BY THE PATENT IMPERISHABLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY, NEWARK-UPON-TRENT, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.

THE Manager of this Company has to apologise to many correspondents for not being able to execute

their kind commands, but now, having completed a full series of Patterns, and having Castings in stock, is in a position to supply

Houses of the following widths and of any length, fitted in the most complete manner upon the shortest notice :

—

SPAN-ROOFED HOUSES.
12 feet wide, 30 feet long.

14
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FOLLOWS & BATE'S

PATENT LAWN MOWERS,
The "CLIMAX" and the "ANGLO-AMERICAN."

Between 5000 ami 6000 0/ these celebrated Alacliines were sold in 1S71, and this year the demand is very much larger.

" In all things, but proverbially so in Mechanics, the supreme excellenc3 is

simplicity."-JAMES WATT.

These words are very applicable to the simple Wheel and Pinion driving power of
the " Climax " and " Ancjlo-American " Lawn Mowers.

FOLLOWS & BATE'S PATENT "ANGLO-AMERICAN" LAWN MOWER
With combined Back and Front Delivery.

COLLECTING THE

GRASS.

PRICES OF THE "ANGLO-AMERICAN."
12 in. 14 ill, 16 in.

£4 4s. £4 15s. £5 10s.

18 in.

£6 lOs.

20 in. 24 in.

£7 10s. £0.

PRICES OF THE "CLIMAX."
6 in. 7 m. S in. 10 in.

25s. 35s. 45s. 55s.

Larger Sizes are in preparation.

Carriage Paid to any Railway Station in England, Wales, or
Scotland, and to the principal Irish Ports.

BOX DETACHED,

As used for Cutting

Long Wet Grass on

uneven ground, or dis-

tributing short cuttings

beiiind.

TURNED COMPLETELY OVER

For Wheeling away— out of

gear, with cylinder raised off"

the Ground.

The Grass-collecting Box can be

carried on the Top of Handle
against the Roller.

Safe on the roughest road.

This Machine has been thoroughly tested, a very large

number sold, and with results which enable the manufacturers to

recommend it with the fullest confidence to the public. It not

only docs all that a Lawn Mower is expected to do, but with about

half the usual power to propel it. Without being made specially

for one kind of work or the other, it is ever ready for mowing the

longest grass, in whatever condition, and on the most uneven
ground,—or it can be used with equal advantage for keeping the

smoothest lawn in the perfection of order.

The facility of transport, by simply turning the handle over,

which raises the, cylinder off the gi'ound, is beyond dispute, as

the Machine can be thus wheeled away in safety on the roughest

road.

The shape of the handle is also an advantage, as the Gardener
does not require to stoop when working the Machine or moving
it about.

It is provided with a Grass-collecting Box and movable plate,

so that it can be used to distribute the cuttings on the ground, or

to gather them, thus combining the English and American systems

in one Machine.

The driving power—as illustrated above—gives a very rapid

motion to the cylinder, which is fitted with the correct number
of cutters, so that the possibility of ribbing the Grass is entirely

avoided.

These Machines are fully guaranteed in every respect, and

after trial, if not satisfactory, they can be at once returned to the

makers, who will bear all the expenses of carriage, &c.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES,

Containing full particulars of the " Anglo-

American " and "Climax" Lawn Mowers, sent

Post Free by

FOLLOWS & BATE,
DUTTON STREET WORKS,

MANCHESTER.

MEETING OF THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY AT BIRMINGHAM, JUNE, 1872.

At the Great Lawn Mower Competition, the Prize (Silver Medal) was given to FOLLOWS & BATE for their Patent " Anglo-
American" Mower. The importance of this trial cannot be over-estimated, as after the Medal was awarded the Judges obtained the

services of a gentleman of great experience to see if they would be justified in giving a Prize or Commendation to the next best

machine, but after further tests they decided that the simple mechanical arrangements and superior working powers of the " Anglo-
American " placed it too far ahead of all competitors to allow of an award to any other.
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JAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders
and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

QOn <:'L'*-L'MBKR and MELON BOXES and
^\J\-' LIGHTS, all sizes, Olazcd and Painted complete, ready
for immcdiale use, packed and sent to all parts of the Kini^dom.

Strong GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, 51. each.
GLASSES, all sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the
Counties in England.

TTk 1£ENHO USES from the FINSBURY STEAM
VJ JOINERY WORKS, lai, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.
W, H. LASCELLES, Proprietor. Lists sent on application.

Prices lor Houses, as above, made ol best red deal, and sasbes 2 inches

thick, glazed with 16 oz. good sheet glass, delivered and fixed within

30 miles of London, painted four coats in best oil colour, including

locks, gutter, down-pipe, and gearing for opening the ventilators at

one time,—heating, staging, brickwork not included :

—

so It. by 12 ft. 40 ft. by 16 ft. 60 ft. by 20 It. 100 ft. by 24 ft.

£^o 00 Z79 o o i;t32 o o £sii 10

GARDEN LIGHTS AND BOXES.
3 ft. by 4 ft. lights, 2 in. thick, unglazed 3«. each

,, „ glazed, 16-01. good sheet glass .. .. w. ,,

6 [t, „ „ 2 in. thick, unglazcd .Sr. i,

, „ glared, 16 01. good sheet glass .. in. ,,

Portable box containing one 6 ft. by 4 ft. light, painted lour

coats, ready for use .. 30*. 1,

Portable box containing two ditto, 6 ft by 8 ft. .. .. SS*.. .,

Estimates given for t^onservatories or Greenhouses to any Desigtl-

Hot^ater Apparatus, tlie most Complete and
DURABLE that can be ERECTED, the JOINTS ALWAYS

REMAINING PERFECT,
FOR

CONSERVATORIES,
HOTHOUSES,
CHURCHES,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
PRIVATE

RESIDENCES,
&c.

TRUSS' PATENT UNIVERSAL FLEXIBLE and

LEAKLESS PIPE JOINT and PATENT CRACKLESS
EKPANSION-JOINTED TUBULAR BOILERS, of a VARIETY

of FORMS, PORTABLE or for BRICKWORK SETTING. They

are the MOST POWERFUL, whilst CONSUMING LESS FUEL
than OTHER BOILERS. PORTABLE BOILERS, to HEAT
ANY LENGTH of PIPING : and .\NY PERSON can TAKE these

BOILERS, as also the PIPES, APART, and SPEEDILY PUT
THEM TOGETHER AGAIN.

These Boilers cannot be equalled for Power and Durability, and

occupy much less Space than other Boilers.

The THOUSANDS of APPARATUS ERECTED REQUIRING
NO REPAIRS is the BEST TEST of DURABILITY.

BATH and GAS WORK
ERECTED in

TOWN or COUNTRY.

T^e Trade supplied,

^^f' '^I^^^^^^BS^P Price Lists, Plans, and Estimates

•^r ' ^^B^^^^^^ forwarded on application to

T. S. TRUSS, C.E.. Sole Manufacturer,

Consulting Horticultural Engineer, Iron Merchant, Hot-water
and Steam Apparatus Manufacturer,

Friar Street, Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Faint Companv-
For Frice Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, ManaRcr, 39A, Kmy William Street, London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Pre5er\-e Stone, &c., from

Decay. Manufactured Solely and L'nly by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 3qA, King William Street, London, E,C.

PATENT ' DOUBLE L" SADDLE
IIOILER.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle lioiler,

with the (ollowinn improvements, vii., the water-space at bjck and
over top oi saddle mcreases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Hoiler" will do about twice the
amount of work witli the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied ; at the
same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not hable to crack. 'I'hey are made of the follow-
ing siies:

—

Sizes.

High.
30 in.

36 .,

Lon?.
18 in.

To heat of
4- in. Pipe.

Feet.
300
400
500
700
850

1,000
I.JOO

1,800

2,600

4.50'
7,000

10,000

Price.

25

35

And are kept in Stock and sold only by the Inventors and Patentees,

J. Jones & Sons.

Price Lists of HOT-WATER PIPES and Connections, with
Boilers, of all sizes and shapes; or ESTIMAI ES for HOT-WATER
APPARATUS, erected complete, will be sent on application.

J. TONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Bankside, Southwark,
London, S.E.

Tubular Boiler, with
Water Burs.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials supplied for HEATING

GREENHOUSES,
HOTHOUSES,

CONSERVATORIES,
Imfrmcd Cmical. *"

ubl?C
^'

BUILDINGS, &c.
HOT-WATER

PIPES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and
T Pieces, Syphons, and
every other connection
kept in stock. ^WROUGHT and slSOTW^jfR']
CAST-IRON CONI- ^ftw_~aj#^'"
CAL, SADDLE, and Tl ,

I.MPRCIVEl) CONI- p,
CAL, also ELLIPTIC rafSfcr^i 1-* ' ^ /
IIOILERS, from 24s.

r|tIIB5t_l .

each.

Portable Boiler.
Saddle Boiler, with Water

Bars.

Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
with or without Water-bars, from 52^, 6rf. each
CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on

Stand, for use without brickwork, from 60s. each.

Patent
THROTTLE

and other VALVES,
FURNACE

DOORS. BARS,
and FURNACE
WORK of every

description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER
RINGS for Pipe
Joints; Sockets re-

jiuirc no other pack-
ing, and are perJectly
water-tight.

Goods, of the very best manufacture, delivered at Railway or
Wharf in London.
LYNXH WHITE, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

London, S.E. (Surrey side of Blackfiiars Bridge).
Price List on application.

Latest ImprovementB
IN

HEATING by HOT WATER.
'"THE I M P RO V E DX CONICAL BOILERS for
HEATING PINERIES. CONSER-
VATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
MANSIONS, HALLS, WARE-
HOUSES, &c.

Solely Manufactured by
POLLARD, JEPHSON, and CO.

[late Bury & Pollard, Successors to
John R. Pcill, lute Stephenson &
Peill.)

These BOILERS are adapted for
spttinir in Brickwork, or as snown in
sketch they require NO BRICKWORK.

Price Lists free by post.

Bear Garden, New Park Street,
Southwark, London, S.E,

'

FATS'KlTT'S''.

Strained VVire Espalier
Trainers, for all kinds of
Fruit Trees, &c. : Garden
Fencing, Rabbit proof;
Trellis Wire Work, lor
Gardens and Conser-
vatories ; Wire Work
Covered Ways, for Gar-
dens, Pleasure Grounds^
&c. ; Wire Work Rose
Fences, Roseries, Ar-
bours, Summer Houses,
&c. ; Wire Work Vase
Baskets ; Suspending
Baskets for Conserva-
tories; WireWork Flower
Stands for Conserva-
tories ; Aviaries for Con-
servatories, Phcasan-
tries, &c.
Conservatories fitted

up with Trellis Work,
Flower Stands, Baskets,
Wires, &c.

All kinds of Wire
Work made to order.

R. HO LL I DAY,
Horticultural and Floral
Wire Works, 2A, Porto-
bello Terrace, Notting
Hill Gate, London, W.
I II usl rated Catalogues ot
the above on application.

onicU for April 6, p. 486.

or

See large Advertisement in Gardeners' Ch:

C~"t~REEN"S~FAfENT " SILENS MESSORS
T NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-

LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

The WINNER of EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES of
COMPETITION.

N.B. Panics having Lawn Mowers to Repair will do well to send
them either to our Leeds or London Establishments, when they will
have prompt attention, as an efficient stafl of workmen arc kept at

.

both places.

/^REEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS,
VT DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and
GRAVEL PATHS,

Suitable for Hand or Horsepower.

Tllustraled Price Lists free on application.
THOMAS GREEN AND SON, Smilhfield Ironworks, Leeds;

54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.

JOHN ^VARNER & SONS,
8, CRESCENT, CEIPPLEGATE, LONDON.

PORTABLE FIRE AND
GARDEN ENGINES.

AQUAJECTS.

PORTABLE PUMPS
For Manure or Water. CAST-IRON COLONIAL PUMPS. GARDEN PUMPS.
JOHN WARNER AND SON'S "HORTICULTURAL LIST" for the present season will be forwarded

Post Free upon application, containing Illustrations and Prices of GARDEN ENGINES, AQUAJECTS, WATER
BARROWS, PORTABLE FIRE and GARDEN ENGINES, CONSERVATORY PUMPS, HOSE REELS,
COLONIAL PUMPS, FORCE PUMPS, PORTABLE PUMPS. CHAIN PUMPS, GARDEN PU.MPS
BRANCH PIPES, SYRINGES, FOUNTAIN JETS, FUMIGATORS, METALLIC STRING, &c., &c.

New Pump, Plumbers' Braziery and BeU Catalogues.

GARDEN ENGINES.

37>

WATER BARROWS.
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TO BE SOLD, a STEAM SELF-PROPELLING
FIRE ENGINE, HOIST, and MACHINERY DRIVER

'^^SfaSiVTd'at the Works of BROWN, LENOX and CO.,

Millwall, London. E.\treme dimensions, iz feet 6 inches long, 6 feet

6 inches wide. ,, - .
1

Two Vertical Steam Cylinders, 6 inches diameter^ 12 inches stroke.

Two Gun-metal Pumps, g% inches diameter, 8 inches stroke, and

air vessels. , ,, . , - 1 - c. j
Has thrown water 140 feet high from a iJs "ich jet, and is titled

with a regulator to throw any quantity from a pint to nearly 2 tons per

Runs on a level turnpike road at the rate of 18 miles an hour, and

steers with facility, turning in little more than half its length.

Has a fair inventory of hose. &c.
On the engine-shaft is a pulley or rifrger, and a wmdlass, the former

being used fcr driving machinery of almost any kind, and the latter as

a hoisl. The Engine can be applied to almost all the uses of an

ordinary portable engine, and at a trifling expense might be converted

to a Steam Float, with paddle-wheels, for dock or harbour use ; or might

be easily altered for Railway traction.

The whole is in very fair condition, and can be seen m London, by
appointment.

. t-i.toimt7cij
For further particulars and price, address ENGINfc-EK,

41, Wellington Street, Covc nt Garden. W.C.

BARNARD. BISHOP, AND BARNARD'S
PATENT NOISELESS LAWN MOWERS,

with jointed handles, suitable for Shipping.

The Miniature Lawn Mower, cuts 6 inches ^^z 3 o
Do. do. do. cuts 8 inches a 10

Suitable for the very smallest grass plots or edgings ; can be
worked with ease by a child.

To cut 10 inches. This can be worked by a Lady .. ..£300
To cut 12 inches. Suitable for One Person 400

This, and all larger sizes, have the drum or roller divided into

two parts, for the convenience of turning.

To cut 14 inches, Suitable for One Person £5 o °

The i6-in., and all larj^er sizes, have a driving-wheel on each side

o( the Machine, which gives great steadiness to the working,
To cut 16 inches. Suitable for One Person £0 o

To cut 18 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 6 10 o
To cut 20 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 700
To cut 22 inches. Suitable for Two Men 7 10 o
To cut 22 inches. Suitable for Donkey 800
To cut 24 inches. Suitable for Pony 900
To cut 27 inches. Suitable for Pony 10 10 6
To cut 30 inches. Suitable for Pony 12 o o

THE COTTAGE LAWN MOWER,
With Adjustable Revolving Cutters.

To cut 6 inches ;£» S o
To cut 8 inches i 15 o
To cut 10 inches .. .. 250

Prices of Horse and Pony Mowers with Illustrated Lists, free on
application. Having a very large stock of all sizes, orders can be
executed on receipt.—Packed and delivered (carriage free) to the

principal Railway Stations in England.
BARNARD, BISHOP, and BARNARDS, Norfolk Ironworks

Norwich.

TRADE MARK.

ET. ARCHER S' "FRIG! DOM O."
• —Patronised and used for Frogmorc and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is applied.

PROTECTION AGAINST the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, 11. 6.1 per yard.

" FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS.
Two yards wide " lod. per yard.

Three yards wide 3^- arf. per yard.

Four yards wide 3*- i**- P" V^d-
SCRIM CANVAS, 72inches wide, yoyards long, 63^^. toS)id. per yard.

HESSIAN CANVAS do., do,, 54 and 72 inches wide, yfi^i- and
g^d. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of "Frigi Domo," 3i Cannon
Street, City, E.G. ; and ofall Seedsmen in London or the Country.

Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

Agricultural Land Improvements.
DRAINAGE, SEWAGE IRRIGATION. FARM BUILDINGS,

LABOURERS' COTTAGES, &c.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

(Incorporated by Act of Parliament in 1849.)

Directors.
The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
bermcre.

T. Chapman, Esq.. F.R.S.
George Thomas Clark, Esq.

iohn C. Cobbold, Esq.
[enry William Curne, Esq.

Edward John Hutchins, Esq,
Sir William Titc, M.P., C.B.

Principal Engineer, Mr. J. BAILEY DENTON.
Agricultural Improvements of every kind are executed by the

Company, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer

carr>'ing out the works by their own agents.

Tenant Farmers may also, by agreement with their Landlords,

procure the execution of such Improvements.
The outlay, with all otiicial expenses, may be charged upon the

Estate, and paid oflf by a Rent-charge of about 6 per cent., in 31 years,

or at the option of the Landowners in a shorter term.

No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.
Special arrangements will be made with Boards of Health, Sewer

Authorities.and others, for undertaking Works of Sewage Irrigation,

together with all Works incidental thereto. The outlay in respect

thereof may be repaid either by a sum in gross, or by a terminable

yearly payment, discharging in a fixed period the principal amount
with interest thereon.

Application to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN, Esq., the

Secretary, at the Ofiices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place, S. \V.

Now ready, price is., free by post for 13 stamps, with g Illustrations^

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.

HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.C. ; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

Post 8vo, cloth, 384 pp. Price ioj. 6d., with the Plates coloured

;

yj, 6d. plain.

THE HONEY BEE ; its Natural History, Physiology,
and Management. By Ehward Bevan, M D. Third Edition,

Revised, Enlarged, and Illustrated, by W. A. MUNN, F.R H.S., &c.
JOHN VAN VOORST, 1, Paternoster Row.

THE SYDNEY MAIL

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CUTERED AT STATIONERS >4ALt.

CARSONS' PAINT,

Patronised by

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley,

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: or. The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use 3f Schools. Price is.

SCHOOL BOTANY; OR, The Rudiments of
JiOTANicAL SCIENCE, In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price 51. 6d.

MEDICAL and CECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic CEconomy. In i vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price

7s. 6d.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structural
AND Physiological. With a Glossary ol Technical Terms,

and numerous illustrations. 12^. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor Lindley, of which "School Botany," and " The Vegetable
Kingdom," form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Ele.ments of BotANV, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Technical
Terms, are published in one octavo volume, price 121.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for Medical
and other Students who have made themselves acquamted with the

Author's " School Botany."
N.B. The Glossary may be had separately, price 51.

London : BRADBURY, EVANS, and CO., 10, Bouvcric Street, E.G.

Contents :

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved specially for

this Journal).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-
out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Subscription in advance, £1 per annum.
Single Copies, 4^. ; Stamped, 5*/,

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

Imperial 4to, Copiously Illustrated, Price laj,,

FARM BUILDINGS: a Digest of the Principles
adopted in Construction. Reprinted from the " Farm Home-

steads of England," now out of print. By J. Bailev Denton, C.E.,

and Bailey Denton, Jun.
E. AND F. N. SPON, 48, Charing Cross, W.C.

Notice.

(By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, WITHOUT EXTRA charge
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, 59, Fleet Street, E.G.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL
London ,. Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.G.;

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C. ; Messrs. Gordon &
Gotch, 121, Holborn Hill, E.C.

Birmingham.. Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool ,. Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

Bristol .. James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings,

Edinburgh .. Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .. W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers.

The Queen,

And 7000 of the NobiHty and Gentry, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK:
And is proved, after a test of upwards of 70 years, to surpass any
other Paint. It is especially applicable to Iron Roofing, Park Fenc-
ing, Farm and other Huiidings, Bridges, Hurdling, Farm Implements,
Carts and Waggons, Oatcs, etc., and all exposed Work, cflccting a

Saving of more than 60 per cent.

CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

It is sold in a fine powder, will keep any length of time, and requires
neither grinding nor straining, but simply to be mixed as per " Direc-
tions for Use," thus avoiding the waste of paints sold " mixed ready
for use."

COLOURS. Per cwt.
White, Stone Colours, and Buff 30s.

Oak, Lead. Kcds, Purple Brown, and Bronze Green. . . . 2bs.

Light Lead, 28J. Chocolate and Black 341.

Greens and Blues 425.

Prepared Oil Mixture for the Anti-Corrosion.

Oils, Turpentine, Varnishes, Brushes, &c.

CARSONS' PAINT,
For Public Edificca, Mansions. Villas, and every kind of Brick,

Stone, Compo, &c., is unrivalled, and is the only Paint that will

effectually resist the rays of the sun upon

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, FRAMES, Sic.

2 CWT. FKEE TO ALL STATIONS.
Patterns and Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LTJDQATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.;
And 21, Baohelor'B Walk, Dublin.

NO AGENTS.

CARSONS' PAINT.

THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

REPRINTED from the GARDEWERS' CHROmCLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE, with ADDITIONS.

Price 3d, each, or 5s, for 25 Copies for distribution amongst Cottage Tenantry.

Delivered Free any\vhere in London on receipt of a Post Office Order, payable to WM. RICHARDS, at the

King Street Office, Covcnt Garden, W.C.

PUBLISHED at the OFFICE of the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL
GAZETTE, 41 WELLINGTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN. W.C.

Every Saturday, of any Bookseller or News Agent, price Threepence,

Each half-vciirly Volume complete in itself, with Title-page and Index,

The AthentEUM:
TOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE

FINE ARTS, MUSIC AND THE DRAMA, Contains:

REVIEWS of every Important New Hook.

RErORTS of the Lcnnicd Socictiea.

AUTHENTIC ACCOUNTS of Scientific Voyages,

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE on Subjects relating to Litera-

ture, Science and Art.

CRITICISMS on ART, MUSIC and PRAMA.
UIOtJRAI'HICAL NOTICES of distinKuishcd Men.
ORIGINAL PAPERS and POEMS.
WEEKLY GOSSIP.
MISCELLANEA, including all (hat is likely to interest the Informed*

THE ATHEN/EUM
Is so conducted that llie reader, however distant, la, In respect to Literature, Science and Art, on on equality

in point of information with the best-informed circles of iho Metropolis,

Subscription fir Twelve Montlis, 13J. / Six Months, 6s. 6d.

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON,
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The Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER KOYAL PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips), Manufac-
turer of TERRA COTTA V.\SE3, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN

BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL ARBOKETTES, STATUARY,
GARDEN POTS (from 3 to 30 inches in diameter), of superior quality,

withstand frost, and do not become green: EDGING TILES, &c.

Sec specimens in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free.

Book of Drawings, 6d. each.

lOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Potter>-, Weston-super-Mare.

orTAM S PATENT PORTABLE UN ITE!)
COW FITTINGS.

Their .idv.Tnt,i;;i,'s arc-— ''>ir[nbi lily, mH fixtures, removable at

pleasure; no XVouiIwutk or r.irtitions to impede N'cntilatioii or breed
Vermin ; Hay Kick dispensed with as unnecessary ; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and imper\'ious to

infection, being all of Iron, Price of Fittings per Cow, 555.

Prospectuses Irce of COTTAM and CO., Ironworks, 2, Winsley
Street (opposite the Panthconl, Oxford Street^ London, W.), where the

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent^

CariTGuano.

CHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO,
rich in Soluble Phosphates and Nitrogenous Organic Matter.

See Chemical Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for

Grain and Root Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to

Peruvian.
Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO., Billiter Street, London. E.C.

S^

ENTERED AT STATIONERS' HALL HOW tO DeStTOy Mealy BUg.
USE

ITEVENSON'S ABYS-
SINIAN MIXTURE, warranted

to destroy all Insects that Infest
Plants. It is pronounced by the lead-

ing Horticulturists of this country to

be the most effective and the easiest

applied Mixture ever used for the
Destruction of Mealy Bug, &c.
Sold by all Nurserj'men and Seeds-

- men in the United Kingdom, in

bottles, iJ. 6d,, 31., 4s. 6d., and 51. 6d.

, each, with directions for use.

Sole Manufacturer,
F. STEVENSON,

TR.\DE MARK, Lark Hill, Timperley, Cheshire.

Red
Spider.

Magni-
fied.

GI S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many o( the leading
Gardeners since 1S59, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Tnrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
ot from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it

Sold Retail by Seedsmeni in

boxes, ir., y., and loi. bd.

Wholesale by •

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Battersea, London, S,W.

WANTED, a PARTNER, to join Advertiser in
extending an Old-established Nursery Business, Must be

well up in Market Gardening. Capital required. — Apply to

Mr, F. THOMPSON, 12, Corporation Street, Manchester.

Partnersliip.
WANTED, a PARTNER, in a small but improving

Nursery and Landscape Gardening Business in a first-class

neighbourhood, S.W. of London. Capital required, £,2^. Apply to
Messrs, ANDERSON and SONS, Solicitors, 17, Ironmonger Lane,

London, E.C.

FRUIT FOREMAN.—Thomas S. Ware is in WANT
of a steady, industrious Man, to act in the above capacity. Must

have a good knowledge of his business. Will be required to act as
Salesman occasionally.—Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, N.

WANTED, as FOREMAN, in a Country Nursery,
where Fruits and Roses are chielly grown ; a thorough Man

—

one who can lakeChargeof Men. Must bea good Progagater. Wages
to begin, 241. per week.— F. M., Messrs. Hurst & Son, 12, Leadenhall
Street, London, E.C-

WANTED, an active young MAN, to take charge of
Greenhouses. &c. A general knowledge of Propagating and

Growing Bedding and Greenhouse Plants, &c,, for Sale.—State wages
andrcference to GEO. WOOLLETT, Nurseries, Caterham, Surrey.

WANTED, as GARDENER (married, no children),
a practical Man, who understands Vines. Highest testimonials

for honesty and efficiency required.—H. GODFREY, Esq., Karinza,
Cheltenham.

ANTED, a good GARDENER, to take entire
charge of a Gentleman's Garden and Grounds in Sussex, in

all about 7 acres. An Under Gardener kept. No one need apply who
does not thoroughly understand his business, and may be depended
upon to carry it on without the superintendence of his Master, who is

only occasionally at home. Wife as Laundress would be preferred.

Cottage and Laundrj' found.—WILLIAM HUDSON, Esq., Salisbury
Hotel, Fleet Street, London ; or to Crow's Nest, Crowborough, near
Tunbridge W^ells-

WANTED, a WORKING GARDENER, Single-
handed. Wages 201. a week, with a free house. If a married

Man, and his Wife undertakes the Laundrj', the wages will be 245.

a week.—Apply to the Rev. A. D. SHAFTO, Erancepeth Rectory,
Durham.

WANTED, TWO or THREE experienced ROSE
BUDDERS. Single Men preferred.—Messrs. WILLIAM

WOOD AND SON. Nurseries, Maresficld, Uckfield, Sussex.

WANTED, a ROSE GROWER.—Must be of good
experience, and well recommended. — Apply, with all

particulars, to JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, Newton Nurseries,
Chester.

DR A U G H T S M A N.—Wm. P. Ayues is in
IMMEDIATE WANT of a Gentleman in the above capacity,

who could also take out quantities, prepare Estimates, and Corre-
spond. One who has some experience in Horliculiurc will be preferred,
tfiouchthat is not indispensable. TWO or THREE YOUTHS as
IMPRO\'ERS may also find occupation. — Patent Imperishable
Hothouse Works, Ncwark-on-Trent, Notts,

WANTED, a WAREHOUSEMAN, with a know-
ledge of the Seed Trade.—.Address to WARD and CO.,

Bristol, stating .-tge, salary' required, last employment, and references.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN, for the Seed Department
of the Wavcrlree Nursery.—Address, staling former experi-

ence, wages expected, &c., TlIOSlAS UAVIES and CO., Wavcrtree
Nursery, near Liverpool.

Shopman.
WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a SHOPMAN, to

take the entire charge of a Retail Seed Shop. One who under-
stands Nursery Stock preferred. State age, if married, and wages
required.—Address, with references as to character and ability, to
Mr. W, H. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nursery, Southampton.

WANT PLACES -Letters to be Post Paid,

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS can recommend
several excellent HEAD GARDENERS—All particulars on

application.—" Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

EXPERIENCED^GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and B.MLIFP"), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.— Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
H EN DERSi'N and S'lN.Wcllint'tonNurstrry, St. John's Wood, N.W.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.
—Highgate Nurseries, London, N,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30; has lived in some
of the best places in England and Scotland. First-class

testimonials.—The G.VRDENER, \Vasperton House, Warwick.-

G"a'RDENER (Head).—Age 29, manned, two chil-

dren; practical knowledge of the profession in all its branches
Can Manage Land and Slock. E.xcellcnt character.—R. L,, The
Salmons, Caterham Valley, Surrey^

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, no family;
thoroughly understands Early and Late Forcing, Pines, Vines,

Cucumbers, ^lelons, &c., Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower
and Kitchen Gardening. Good character.—H. C, 7, Grove Lane,
StamlordHi 1 1,^
C:iARDENER (Head).—Middle-aged, married, no

!X incumbrance
;
perfectly understands Flower and Kitchen Gar-

dening, and Forcing in all branches. Wifeaccustomcd to take care of
Dairy, or Poultry', or Mansion in absence of family, if re^iuired.
Excellent characters for both,—J. W., Clyde Terrace, Forest Hill, S.E.

/ :i ARDENER (Head).—Age 27, married ; thoroughly
VJ understands the management of Pines, Vines, Peaches, &c.
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Four years' excellent character from last situation.—F. BATLEY,
Whittinj^ton Nursery, Lichfield.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 42, married, two chil-

dren {youngest aged 13) ; has had several years' experience in

every department. Will be disengaged July 27. Can have first-class

reference from present and former employers.—W, X., Post Office,
Westerham, Kent,

GARDENER (Head), to anv Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring the services of a thorough practical Gardener.

—

Twenty years' experience in some of the best gardens in England and
Wedes. Can be well recommended.—J. NOBLE, Nurseryman and
Seedsman, Lower Clapton, London.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married, no family;
has a thorough practical knowledge of the profession in all its

branches, including Vines, Pines, Cucumbers, Melons, &c,, also Early
and Late Forcing of Fruit and Flowers, Orchids, &c.,and Kitchen
and Pleasure Grounds. Five years' good character.—C. B., 116, High
Street, Clapham, Surrey, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), where Gardening is carried on
with spirit.—Age 28 ; thoroughly energetic. Has had great expe-

rience in Noblemen's Gardens, both North and South. Can be highly
recommended both by Gentlemen and the leading Horticulturists
of the day. Please state wages, &c.—GERALD, Mr. Trussler,

E. N. Huxton, Esq., Woodford.

/ GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married, no family;
\Ia has had thorough practical experience in the Cultivation and
Early and Late Forcmg of Vines, Peaches, and Nectarines, Straw-
berries, Cucumbers, Melons, Mushrooms, Vegetables, and Flowers,
and Flower and Kitchen Gardening ; also a successful Grape Grower.
Nearly nine years in present situation ; over six as Head Gardener.
Excellent character. Well known to Mr, Wm. Paul, to whom
reference is kindly permitted.

—

G. G-, Watton, Hertford-

/^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 32, married,
VJ^ no family ; understands the profession. Thirteen months' good
character from present employer, and live years' excellent testimonial
from last situation. Please state wages.—W., Post Office, Richmond,
Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where one or more
are kept.—Married, one child (4 years old); practically expe-

rienced in the Management of Stove, Urchard, and Greenhouses
;

Vineries, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. First class character
ar.d highest recommendations.—C. W., Post Office, Nailsworth,
Stroud, Gloucestershire.

GARDENER (Head), where two or three are kept.
—Age 30, no family; Wife could manage Dairy. Three years

good reference.—gardener, Effingham Lodge, Bickley, Kent.

GARDENER (HeadJ, where two or three are kept.

—

Age 32, married, no family; understands Gardening in all its

branches. Seven and a-half years in present situation. Wife no objec-
tion to Laundry.—C. D., Post Office, Balcombe, Hayward's Heath,
Sussex.

GARDENER (Under), in a good Gardening
establishment; under the Foreman. Good reference.—A. M. C,

Post Office, Ipswich. __^
GARDENER (Under), or ASSISTANT in the Seed

Business —A young married Man, who has been brought up in
the Trade. References given.—W. T, B., 42, White Post I^ne,
Hackney Wick, E.

RosUer's Garden Edging TUes.

HE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
-1- materials of great durabilitj. The plainer sorts are especially

suitfd for KITCHEN GAR-
DENS, as they harbour no <^^
Slugs or Insects, take up little
room, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-
pense, as do " grown " Edg-
ings, consequently being much
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c.. in Artificial Stone" very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. and G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, S.E. ; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsiand Road.E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANTCOVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also for ^OXLEY'SPATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

"^'^^^^ ^

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
llalis. Corridors, Balconies, &c., from -xs. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of
great durability. Wall Copings. Drain Pipes and Tiles uf all kinds.
Rooling Piles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c
F. andG. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants.—Sceaddrcsses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired,
^'ne I^I., Coarse i7J.perTon. In Truck Loads is. perTon less

Delivery by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway or
Wharl, 21. per Ion extra. Samples of Sand free by post.^FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENTPEAI or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities

F. AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.
N.B. Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

Aliberal discount to the Trade.

GUNS and RIFLES.
THOMAS TURNER, Gun and Rifle Manufac-

turer, Inventor of the "TURNER RIFLE," Contractor to
Her Majesty's War Department.
CENTRAL FIRE BREECH LOADERS from ;£? to I26.—T. T.

•ecommends his £; Gun to those who desire a cheap, though service-
able. Breech Loader. It is guaranteed of good material, sound, and
perfect in its action, and equal to any London Gun at double the price.

Thomas Turner's PATENT SELF-LOCKING BREECH
LOADER IS unsurpassed for handiness, neatness, simplicity, and
durability. Price from j^ii to j;;27. Drawings seat on application.
PIN-FIRE BREECH LOADERS from £s "W.
BREECH-LOADING, LARGE BORE and EXPRESS RIFLES :SNIDER and MAKTINI-HENRV RIFLES, in Snorting and

Military Patterns; ROOK RIFLES, SALOuN R FEES and
PISTOLS; REVOLVERS.

All kinds of Implements for Cleaning, Cartridge Filling, Re-
Cappmg, &c. Flasks, Pouches, Cartridge and Game Bags, and
all Spoiling Requisites.

Manufactory : Fisher Street, Birmingham.

w M. YOUNGER AND CO.'S ALES
Are of the HIGHEST PURITY.

Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, and
are distinguished for their delicacy of fiavour.

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishing.
To be had of the Principal Retailers.

Obser\'e Trade Marks, as other brands are freauentiy substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belvidere

Road, S.E.

KINAHAN'S . Lli . WHISKY,
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow Spirit is the veryCREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,

in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than the
linest Cognac Brandy. Note the words " Kinahan's L.L." on seal,
label, and cork.

Wholesale DepOt, 20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

Pure Aerated Waters.
ELLIS'S RUTHIN WATERS,

Soda, Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Lithia, and for GOUT, Lithia
and Potass.
Corks branded " R. ELLIS AND SON, Ruthin," and every label

bears their Trade Mark.
Sold everywhere, and Wholesale of R, ELLIS AND SON, Ruthin,

North Wales. London Agents : W. BEST AND SONS, Henrietta
Street, Cavendish Square, W.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at u, iHd., us. gd., 4*. 6d., and tis.

PROPAGATOR (Hard-wood) of Conifera, Rhodo-
dendrons, Roses, Clematis, &c.—A. B,, The Nurseries,

Hailsham, Sussex.

TO FLORISTS and FRUITERERS.—Wanted, to
place a strong active YOUTH, aged 14^^, with a Florist and

Fruiterer, indoors. Has had six months' experience.—X, Y. Z,, Post
Office, 368, Kingsiand Road, E.

UUB-AGENT, or MANAGER, on an Estate. —A
kJ Gentleman, aged 23, holding the Diploma of the Royal Agri-
cultural College, wishes for an engagement as above He has been
three years with the Agent of a large estate, and has assisted him in
the Management of the Home Farm of nearly 1000 Acres, and can be
highly recommended.—A. B. C-. Post Office, Wnrm bridge, Hereford.

MANAGER, TRAVELLER. CLiikK, or b^LiLb-
MAN.— F. HoRSMAM begs to inform the Nursery Trade that

he will terminate his present engagement with the Messrs. Osbom
& Sons about the end of the present month, after a service of nearly
eight years, and will be glad to negotiate with any respectable Firm for
a situation in either of the above capacit ies. Character and testimonials

xceptionable.— 15, Pomona Place, Fulham, S.W,

SHOPMAN, or CLERK.—Age 32; active, and
thoroughly experienced in both capacities.—MUSA, 12, Queen's

Gardens, Brompton, S,W,

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of tha
flowers ot the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the
luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

,
no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients; on the contrary, they arc

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed

upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-

liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,

nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under

all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with

an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes

at IS. ilid., 2s. gd., 45. W., and lu., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxes at ii. i}^,,2t, gif.. 4r, 6d.t and lu.
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THE "ARCHIMEDEAN" LAWN MOWER.
LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

BEDUCED PBICES.

LIST OF PRICES.
10-inch, suitable for a Lady or a Boy
12-inch, „ a Lady or a Boy
14-inch, „ a Man
16-inch, „ a Man (on level Lawns)..

£3
4
5
6

DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE TO ALL RAILWAY STATIONS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

No Charge for Packing Cases, which are most convenient for storing the Machine during the luinter.

THE MOWER IS WARRANTED TO GIVE SATISFACTION,
And if not approved of may be returned within a montii, and the amount will be refunded.

The very great success which has attended the sale of the " Archimedean " Lawn Mower during the

two seasons of its use in this country, proves that it has, after much opposition, fully established a reputation

of superiority over all others. The increasing demand enables the Manufacturers still to sell at the

reduced prices of last year, in spite of the enhanced value of materials and labour. During the recess much
care and time have been bestowed on the Machine, and a great improvement effected in the Cutters, by which
all ribbing or uneven appearance is entirely prevented. It can now with confidence be recommended as the

SIMPLEST, STRONGEST, AND LIGHTEST LAWN MOWER YET PRODUCED.

Among other advantages over the ordinary Machines, it may be mentioned that this is the

ONLY MACHINE THAT CUTS LONG OR WET GRASS.

TESTIMONIALS.
" Far superior to any of ours."—Vide Tkt Field,

" Remarkably easy to work."—Vide Gardeners' Magazine.

"The quickest, most simple, and most efficient Mower evef Used."—Vide
Gardeners' Chronicle.

"We feel bound to recommend it to our readers as one of the beSt Mowers We
have as yet made acquaintance with."—Vide Floral World.

From A. F. BARRON, Esq., Royal Horticultural Society, Chisiuick Gdrdcn, IV.

"Gentlemen,—We have now had your 'Archimedean' Lawn Mower in use
several months, and without hesitation I can truly say it is the best and most efficient

implement of the kind we have ever used.*'

From Mr. George Wyness, Royal Gardens, Buckingham Palace.
" Gentlemen,— I beg to say that we have had your Patent 'Archimedean' Lawn

Mower at work in Her Majesty's Gardens at Buckingham Palace for some time past,

and I have much pleasure in testifying that it has given every satisfaction, as it does
its work well and quickly."

From the Honourable D. AstLEV, East Barsham, Fahenham, Norfolk.
"The Hon. D. Astjey is perfectly satisfied with the Lawn Mower, and will

recornmend it as superior to any other he has tried."

From the Right Hon. T. F. Kennedy, M.P., Dalgaharra Castle, Maybole, Scotland.
"Gentlemen,—Your little Lawn Mower arrived perfectly safe. There is but one

opinion of it here. All my people, as well as myself, think it an admirable machine.
It does its work beautifully, and, in my opinion, leaves nothing to be wished."

From Sir Peniston Milbanke, Bart., Eartham, Chichester.
" Regs to enclose cheque for the 'Archimedean' Lawn Mower, and to state that

he is perfectly satisfied with it."

Fro/n Captain Steward, R.E., Upper Halliford, Chertsey.

"The Lawn Mower works most satisfactorily. I have lately sold a 22-incIi

machine of the ordinary type, which required—besides a man to work it^a pony and
a boy leading. Your 'Archimedean" will perfectly replace it, and will, moreover,
save employing the boy and pony."

Selling

Agents

WILLIAMS & CO. (Limited), Manufacturers and Patentees,
I, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.G.

JOHN G. ROLLINS,
OLD SWAN WHARF, THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.G.

WALTEB CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.; and

21, BAGHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

Selling

Agents

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES AND TESTIMONIALS POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

PrinS hJ^mrM;^B?r,!..^L , tu ''?,T"''' ",. ^^' Editor ;• Advertisements and Business Utters to " The Pjihlish.r," at the Cjmce. II, Wcllini-ton Street. Cogent Garden, London, W.C.
Btrulon?^ ,. tk. Affi £ w' S " "/'^"^ "'„ ".'"" Uradborv. Evans, & Cc, Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in tlie County of MiddltHi, and Publllhtd by the nid WILLIAMRICHARDS, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street. Parish ofSt. Paul's, Covem Garden, in the said Couniy, -Saturday, July 6. 1871

Agents for Scotland—Mvisrs. J. Menzjbs & Co,, Edinburgh ; for Ireland—Messrs. W. H. SMITH 8t Sow, Dublin.
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Choice Tricolor and other Geraniums Cheap.
TT/'M. POTTEN'S LIST of the above can be liad

]jost free on npplit:

Magnificent New Pelargonium, Gem of Tricolors.
CKlMl'.IU-iLlCY begs to inform his l-riends and the

• Public Kenerally, that he is now prepared to execute orders
for this line variety at 3it. each, in strong healthy plants.

Stoke Nurscrj', near Coventry.

Pelargoniums for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLEECTION of
FREN'CH, FANCY, and SH<"W VARIETIKS, now ready, in

stronp Plants, CATALtlGUES graiis on application.
HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAM, in 24 varieties, seed or

plants, as per former Advertisement.
Crown Nurseri', Reading^

W'J
Cheap Geraniums.

LLIAM BADMAN offers the following
GERANIUMS from single pots :—Mrs. Pollock, Sophie

Dumaresque, Louisa Smith, Sophia Cusack, V- per dozen, zoj. per roo

;

Sir RobtJrt Napier (first-rate) 6s. per dozen ; Jean Sisley 51. per doien,
301. per 100, package included, rernis, cash.

Cemetery Nursery, Gravesend.

Cuttings of Geraniums, &c.
NE HU.NDRED GERANIUMS, in 30 choice
varieties, including Tricolor, Gold and Hronze, Variegated,

Zonal, Nosegay, and Ivy-leal, lor loi. ; 50, 51. 6rf. ; 25, v. 24 Fancy
PELARGONIUMS, 31. bd.\ 12, 2S. 24 CHKYSANTHE.MUMS,
21. bd. ; 12, ri. 6.^. 24 I'OMPONS, zs. W. ; 12, 11. 6i. 24 FUCHSIAS,
zr. 6d. ; 12, If. 0./. All post free. CATALOGUES one stamp.

J. COOMUS, The Ferns, Enlicld.

Gros Colman, the finest Late-keeping Grape.—See

WM. THOMSON'S Descriptive CATALOGUE of
\TNES and PINES, which may be had on application.

Tweed Vineyard, by Galashiels.

Notice to Subscribers.

SUBSCRIPTIONS, payable in advance, including

Postage to any part of the United Kingdom :—
Three Months .. 5J-. ii\d.

\
Six Months .. iij. iiJ.

Twelve Months . , ^^i 3^. 10^.

Post Office Orders to he made payable to WiLLlAM
Richards, at the Kin^ Street Post Office.

Publishing Office, 41, Wellington Street, W.C.

MESSRS. JOHN S'lANDISH AND CO. are now
prepared to execute orders for the SEED saved from their

unrivalled strain of CINERARI.VS, in sealed packets, 31. 6d. and Sf.

each. Special quotations to the Trade on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, llcrks.

\ URICULAS (Mr.GEORGE LightbodY's).- dvving
- - to the Death of Mr. George Lightbody, his large and valuable
COLLECTION of AURICULAS is now to be DISPOSED OF.
CATALOGUES, and further particulars, may be had on application

to WM. LIGHTBODY, Falkirk.

PARIS, 1
SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. I
SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.ll. the Prince of Wales. RtaHinr '-rks

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli, &;c.

WILLIAM CUTHUSH and SONS Descriptive
Priced CATALOGUE contains every re<iuisite, of the hnesi

quality only. Post free on application.
IIii,'hgate Nurseries, London, N.

rflHE iprNE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
J. 32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W,
JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

A NICE COLLECTION of HEATHS,
CAMELLIAS. AZALEAS, ORANGE TREES, Dwarf and

Half Standard ROSES, in pots, at half their usual prices

K. GREEN, Bedford Conservatories, Covcnt Garden ^farket, W.C.

Royal Asricultural Society's Show at Cardiff.

THE GAKDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRI-
CULTURAL GAZETTE {frii-c S't, postfree sU.),

Jor JULY 20, will contain a FULL and ILLUS-
TRATED REPORT cf tlic above SHOW.
Copies may be had on FRIDAY, July 19, at all Messrs, \V. H.

SMITH AND SON'S Hookstalls.

Published by W._ RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street, Covent
Garxlen, London, W.C.

BOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, SOUTH
KENSINGTON, W.

NOTICE.—FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEE MEETING, on WEDNESDAY NE.\T, July 17, at

II o'clock. GENERAL MEETING at 3. Band of the Koyal Horse
Guards trom 4. Admission 3r. bd.

TAUNTON HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
GRAND FETE and EXHIBITION, THURSDAY, August 8.

Prizes value ;^250, and several Silver Cups, offered for Competition.
Schedules and torms of Entry now ready, and will be for\varded on
application. J. B. SAUNDERS, Honorary Secretary.

STAFFORDSHIRE FLORAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY—The ANNUAL SHOW of the above

Society will be held at STAFFORD—when over ONE HUNDRED
POUNDS will be Riven away in PRIZES—on THURSDAY,
September 12, the principal day of the Show of the Staffordshire
Agricultural Society, and in a tield adjacent. For further particulars
and for Schedules, apply 'o C. H. GREAVES, Hon. Sec.

MR. PEACOCK, who was honoured with a visit from
the Burmese Embassy to view his CACTI, will EXHIBIT

CACTI, on SATURDAY, at the Crystal Palace-not for Competition.

MR. JAMES FRASER, HORTICULTURAL and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the firm of J. & J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.

JC. STEVENS' HORTICULTURAL, SCIENTIFIC, and
Natural History Sale Rooms, 38, King Street, Covcnt

Garden, London, W.C. Established 1760. SALES by AUCTION
nearly EVERY DAY.

M^^
Wood EngraTlsg.

W. G. SMITH, ARTIST antj Engraver on
Wood, iz, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London, N.

w
RODERICK NICOLSON, Advertising Agent

and Gf.ner.^l Commission Agent, i, Racquet Court, Fleet
fitreet, E.C.

riLLIAM CHATER'S SUPERB DOUBLE
HOLLYHOCKS.—The simplest and safest way to raise

them from Seed is to sow them in the open eround in June, July, and
August, and transplant in September. SEED from finest strains, that
will produce flowers equal to choice named varieties.

Collection No. i. 12 named varieties, extra hne, lOi.

Collection No. 2. 6 named varieties, extra fine, 5J.

Collection No. 3. 12 named varieties, fine, ^s. bd.
Collection No. 4. 6 named varieties, fine, 41.

Mixed SEED, finest quality, per packet, 11., 2f. hd., and 55.

WILLIAM CHATER, The Nurseries, Saffron Walden.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, I'tums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Or.Tnyes.
K ICHA RD SMITH , Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

HOl'CE ROSES.—The finest Stock of tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Strong healthy plants of
s, 301. per dozen. Descriptive

LIST on application.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

NEW ROSES for 1872.-
thc choicest and best varieties, 301. per dozen.

TEA-SCENTED and other ROSES, in pots, by the
dozen, roo, or 1000. All the New ROSES of 1872.

WM. WOOD AND SON invite inspection to their very extensive
stock of the above.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, Uckfield, Sussex.

W'aT T A;

LIAM PAUL'S ROSES are NOW in BLOOM,
-nongsl Novelties are the beautiful Hybrid Perpeluats,

PRINCESS HE.A.TR1CE and PRINCESS CHRISTIAN, and many
unnamed Seedlings: also the best Novelties of other Growers.
Inspection respectfully invited.

Trains from Bishonsgate Station. Great Eastern Railway, and St.

Pancras Station, Midland Railway, to Waltham Station in about
half-an-hour. Entrance from the platform, Waltham Station.

PAUL'S Nurseries. Waltham Cross, London, N.

Choice Stove and Greenliouse Plants,
At the undermeniioned LOW PRICES.

WILLIAM BRYANT begs to offer the following
choice selection of NEW PLANTS, which are strong, healthy,

and well established in 54 pots ;-

Allamanda nobilis .

.

,, Hcndersonii
Begonia Weltoniensis
Croton aucubecfolium

,, cornutum
,, interruptum
,, maximum
,, Veitchii ..

DrBcasna Cooperii .

.

,, ferrea

Each— I. d.

Gardenia dorida .. .. i £

,, Fortuneana . . . . i £

Ixora coccinea . . ..16
„ Dixiana .... ..26
„ javanica floribunda .. i £

Pandanus javanicus varie-
gatus 2 C

Rondeletia speciosa major i t

Stephanotis floribunda .. \ t

,, Thouarsii . . . . i C

A General CATALOGUE of PLANTS post free on application.
The Nurser)', Rugby.

HOME-SAVED SEED of PRIMULA JAPONICA,
saved from five beautiful varieties, varying in colour from

crimson to pale blush, with distinct coloured eyes. In packets, \s.

to 5J. each, post free.

FRANCIS R, KINGHORN, Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

of

Post Free to all Applicants.

BS. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT and GENERAL
• CATALOGUE is now ready. It contains a Descriptive List

of beautiful New Plants offered in commerce by him this season for

the firbt time; also general Priced Lists of Orchids, Ferns, Tree
Ferns, Flowering and Ornamental-leaved Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Palms and C^cads, Azaleas. Camellias, Amaryllis, Ericas,
Epacris, Liliums, Pelargoniums, Fucnsias, and general Collections of
Soft-wooded and Hardy Plants.

Special prices for specimens auated on application.
An inspection of the Collection solicited.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

Home-saved Seed of Primula japonica.

MR. WILLIAM BULL is now offering SEED
this, " The Queen of Primroses," carefully saved from his own

plants, price ii. W. and 21. bd. per packet. Seeds from Mr. W. B.'s

strains of PRIM ULA SI NENSIS. CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA.
CYCLAMEN. PANSIES, PELARGONIUMS, FUCHSIAS,
PETUNIA, VERBENA. COLEUS, MIMULUS. CARNATION,
PICOTEE. GLOXINIA, and all other choice Seeds. Priced
CATALOGUE on application,

Establishment for New and Rare Plants. King's Road, Chelsea. W.S.

Just Harvested.
QUEEN of PRIMROSES, or PRIMULAJAPONICA,

fertilised with Chinese Primrose, Cowslips, Oxlips, and several

best sorts of Auricula, so that some fine crosses may be expected.

Per packet, it. bd. and 2». M. ; Trade packets, 5^. each. Also,

AURICULA, Scott's hybridised, with all the best named varieties,

ij. per packet.
CALCEOLARIA, Scott's hybridised, with superb white ground

varieties, 11. and zi. bd. per packet.
CINERARIA, saved from perfect flowers only, 11. and 2J. dd. per pkt.

PRIMULA SINENSIS, includmg FerTi-leaf varieties, «, and ax. bd.

per packet.
MIGNONETTE, Giant Red. &f. per packet.

PANSY and POLYANTHUS, 11. per packet.

All the above are not to be surpassed,

J. SCOTT, Seedsman, Yeovil.

Pansles, Pansles, Pansies.
'"PHOS. THORNTON ofters to Growers of the above,
JL SEED saved from his splendid strain of Fancy, Mixed, and
Named varieties, very cheap. Price on application.

The Nurseries, Ileatherside, Ilagshot, Surrey.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holborn, London.

To tlie Trade.
BULBS, comprising LILIUM, NARCISSUS,

GLADIOLI. IRIS, ALSTRQLMERIA, CYCLAMEN, DOG'S-
TOOTH VIOLETS, J0N(JUILS. OXaLIS, SCILLAS, and
numerous other Bulbs. LIS I' on application.

STEPHEN BKOVVN, Weston-super-Mare.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery. 134, Faubourg
dc Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had, free,

from his Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane»
Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

TH E ""WHOLESALE BULB CATALOGUE of
BUDDENBERG BROTHERS, of Hilltgom, Holland, can be

had on application to their London Agents. Messrs. R. SILUEKRAD
AND SON, 5. Harp Lane , Great Tower Street, London. E.C.

LOUIS VAN~HOUTTE'S BULB CATALOGUE
is ready. Copies may be had from his Agents, Messrs, R.

SILBERRAD andS'iN, s. Harp Lane. EC; and Mr. FRITZ
GERHARD, 12, Wellington Road, St, Johns Wood, London, N.W.^ Koy.-il Nursery, (;hcnt.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &;c.

PVAN WAVEKEN. JUN., and CO., NURSERYMEN,
• llillegom, Haarlem, Holland, beg to announce that their

CATALOGUE of DUTCH BULBS is now ready, and may be had o(

their Agents, Messrs R, SILBERRAD and MJN, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

Dutch Flower Roots and Bulbs.

P>
VAN TIL AND CO.'S CATALOGUE of the

\)» above, all at very low prices, is now published, and will be
forwarded free on application.

Parties with whom we arc not yet in communication, and who have
not received our Catalogue, are respectfully requested to apply for it,

and to make an experiment with our fine Bulbs, &c.
R VAN TIL AND CO,, Florists, &c., Hillegom, near Haarlem,

Holland.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps. Part I, (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUEof BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

New Catalogue of Plants, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, containing Select Descriptive and Priced Lists

of Plants suitable for bedding and decorative purposes, &c.,

—

Delphiniums, Double-flowered Pyrethrums, Hardy Aquatics, Saxi-

fragas, Sedums, Sempcr\'ivums, Sweet Violets^ &c., is now published,
and will be forwarded to applicants.—Exotic Nursery, Tooting, S.W.

VIOLA MAGNIFICENT.—This beautiful Viola is

now offered for the first time ; it is the most brilliant hardy
violet bedding plant in cultivation. Good plants, fit for immediate
use, 21. td. eacn, 241, per dozen, {^% los. for 50, £5 per 100. Special

price quoted for the 1000.

B. S. WILLIAMS, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper
HoUoway, London, N.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING and COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants,
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane. E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 185I1

for Wheat; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

CABBAGE PLANTS.—strong, healthy Drumhead
(Robinson's Champion), at is.bd. per 1000, package included.

Remittance to accompany all orders.
W, VIRGO and son, Wonersh Nursery, Guildford, Surrey

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong, healthy. Drumhead
Cabbage (Robinson's Champion) can now be supplied in any

quantity, at 3^. per 1000, by
JAS. IVERY AND SON, Dorking Nursery.

Fine English Sowing Kape Seed.

HAND F. SHARPE have a fine sample of the
• above, which they can offer to the TRADE at a very

moderate figure. Sample and price on application.

Seed Growing Establishment. Wisbech.

Grape Growing.
PULVERISED BONE, i inch, h do., Dust, 6s. per

bushel, bag included. Much less by the ton. Delivered at any
Railway Station in London.
RANSLEY TANTON. F R.H.S., Seed Warehouses and Aruficial

Manure Stores, Borough End, London Bridge, S.E.

LOAM for FRUIT and PLANT GROWING.
acknowledged to be the best in the country. Apply to

RANSLEY TANTON, F.R.H.S,, The Nurseries, Epsom, Surrey.

Free to London ; Five Casks and upwards to any Station in England
or 1^ per Cent. Discount.

EPPS'S SELECTED PEAT.—Patronised by the
leading Horticulturists and Amateurs in the three kingdoms.

See testimonials. Packed in 4-bushel barrels, Ss. each, inclusive:

selected for Orchids, o*. Special offers for Truck-loads for general

purposes. Terms, cash. _
PEAT, SAND, and LOAM STORES, Lcwisham, S.E
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JONES'S PATENT " DOUBLE L" SADDLE
FOILER.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Jioiler,

with the followiiiff improvements, viz., the water-space at back and
over lop of saddle increases the healing surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at the
same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They arc made of the follow-

ing sizes ;

—

Sizes.
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ROYAL VICTORIA MILITARY HOSPITAL,
NETLEY, SOUTHAMPTON.

ANOTHER GRAND TRIUMPH !!!

IWTESSRS. J. WEEKS and CO. have the pleasure to announce that

their PATENT DUPLEX UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER, and ONE BOILER SYSTEM

of HEATING, now Introduced upon a gigantic scale at the above institution, is one of the most

splendid successes on record. It is a theme of surprise and interesting beyond description, addin*' another

practical example of the manifold advantages attending their improved principles of heating.

J. WEEKS 8c CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Royal Hortlcultuial Society's Show at Blrmlngliam, 1872.-Awarded First Prize Medal for Portable Plant Preservers and Ground Vineries also Silver Medal
for Garden Implements, &c.

'

W. S. B0ULT0N~&rC0, NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

improved Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very Low Prices.
Ofiiy the best materials used. Nouses designed to suit any situation. Estimates given free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have pricefrom us before orderiwr elsewhere.

Ladies or Gentlemen requiring advice as to the Situation, Style, Dimensions, &c., of proposed Horticultural Buildings, waile'd upon in any part of England, Ireland, or Scotland."^
A NEW CATALOGUE, containing Illustiations and particulars of Conservatories and Horticultural Buildings suited for everj' purpose, also Prices and Estimates for upwards of 150 Houses of

various sizes, posted to any address on receipt of One Shilling in Stamps

UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER.

In introducing our New Pattern for 1872, we wish to point out that instead of having

to remove or slide loose slass every time it is necessary to attend to the plants, we attach

the glazed lights with hinges to the frame of each length, thereby doing away with the con-

tinual breakage of glass and loss of time inseparable from the use of the ordinary kind sent

out by other makers. Two men can instantly remove a complete length 12 feet by 3 feet

wide, thus proving them to be really portable.

The first of this improved kind was lately sent to Christopher Turner, Esq., Stoke,

Rochford, Grantham. His Gardener, Mr. I. Dtll, wrote us the following Letter,

unsolicited :

—

" Messrs. W. S. EouLTON & C<i.

"Gentlemen.—I consider them the only Plant Preservers worthy of that name.
Every one who has seen them is of the same opinion. I hope to have some more of them
shortly. " Believe me, yours truly, Isaac Dell."

They are made in the following sizes. One pair of ends is sufficient lor any number of

lengths, if set in a continuous row. In ordering state the number of ends required.

Carriage Paid to any Station within aoo miles of Norwich.

6 feet long by 2 feet Avidc

12 feet long by 2 feet wide
6 feet long by 3 feet wide
12 feet long by 3 feet wide
6 feet long by 4 feet wide
12 feet long by 4 feet wide
12 feet long by 6 feet wide
Two-thirds allowed for Packing Materials when returned free to our Works.

We cannot be held respoosible for damage in transit ; every care being taken in packingi
breakages are seldom heard of.

Price,
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Choice Flower Seeds, Post Free.

BS. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
• Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Holloway, London, N. Per packet—j. d.

Williams" superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed.
II. 6d., 21. ()d., V- W , and 5

Plants from this Seed have always been awarded First Prizes

wherever exhibited.

NeiU's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,
IS. &/., 21. 6<f., 31. 6a.,and 5

Weatherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA.
ij. 6ii.,3i. W., 3J. M., and S

Wiegins' prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. u. W., ai. W., and 3 6

CARNATION, from prize flowers 10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, new scarlet Larkspur ..26
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .. ..10
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest erect varieties i o

HOLLYHOCK, Chater's finest varieties .. .. ii. and a 6

PANSY, finest show varieties ". and 2 6

PANSY, finest Belgian varieties ij. and 2 6

PICOTEE, choice mixed 10
POLYANTHUS. Wiggins' prize strain .. .. u. and i 6

PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful varieties .. each 2 6

„ ,, mixed 26
EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours .,26
Dwarf Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, stronfily recom-

mended ,. .. ^ o

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM COMPACTUM .. 21, M. and 3 6

VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress 2J. W- and 3 6

VIOLA CORNUTA, var. Perfection K. M. and 2 6

Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER 10
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Now Is the time to Sow Seed of
CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, and PRIMULA.

DOBSONS' CELEBRATED PRIZE
CALCEOLARIA continues the best strain extant.

This magnificent strain has been exhibited by us most success-

fully at the Crystal Palace, Royal Horticultural and Royal Botanic

Societies, the International Exhibition, and Kingston Horticultural

Society, for some years past ; and the plants from which our seed is

now being harvested have not been approached (or size, quality, habit,

and varied and magnificent colours. The highest encomiums have

been heaped upon them this year by the thousands of visitors attend-

ing the three first-named exhibitions, and they have been highly

eulogized bv the Press. Purchasers of seed may rely upon their being

something hrst-class, being saved exclusively under our own personal

management, and all one quality.

From the Daily News, May 13, 1873.

"The Calceolarias exhibited by Messrs. Uobson & Sons were simply

marvellous in their size, velvety gloss, and beautiful colours of

the drops."
PRIZES AWARDED THIS SEASON—1872.

First Special Extra Prize : Royal Horticultural Society, May 15, 1872.

First Special Extra Prize : Royal Horticultural Society, J une 5, 6, 7,

l8/z.

First Prize : Crystal Palace, May 11, 1872.

First Prize: Royal Botanic Society, May 8, 1872.

First Prize : Royal Botanic Society, May 22, 23, 1872.

NEW SEED is now ready, 11. dd., ss. 6d., 3^. 6d.,ind 51. per packet.

Our splendid Strain of Prize CINERARIA and PRIMULA,
in sealed packets, at the same price.

DOBSON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Woodlands Nurserj-, Isleworth.

Improyement of Grass Lands.
GRASS LANDS DEFICIENT of -

BOTTOM HEKUAGE may be
GREATLY IMPROVED, and a I

fine CLOSE SWARD OB-
TAINED, by SOWING !

SUTTONS' RENOVATING MIXTURE of fine

GRASSES and CLOVERS, after the Hay is carried, at the rate

of 12 lb. per acre. The seed should be harrowed in and well rolled

afterwards. Price lod. per lb., 861. per cwt. 241b. and upwards
carriage free to any Railway Station.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by Special Appointment to the

Queen and the Prince of Wales, Royal Berks Seed Establishment,

Reading.

To the Trade.—Seeds for present Sowing.

CHARLES SHARPE AND CO., Seed Merchants,
Sleaford, have just harvested fine pure stocks of the following ;

—

LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE TURNIP
IMPROVED GREEN GLOBE TURNIP
DEVONSHIRE GREY-STONE TURNIP
POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE TURNIP
GREF.N-TOP STONE TURNIP
EARLY SIX-WEEKS TURNIP

and other varieties of TURNIP. Prices on application.

New Sowing RAPE SEED at Market prices, as per sample;
WHITE MUSTARD, WINTER TARES, RYE, &c

rn U
To the Trade.RNIP SEEDS.

GREEN-TOP YELLOW ABERDEEN.
PURPLE-TOP YELLOW ABERDEEN.
EARLY FIELD YELLOW.
SELECTED RED NORFOLK.

„ GREEN NORFOLK.
LINCOLNSHIRE RED ROUND.
STRATTON GREEN GLOBE,
IMPROVED GREEN TANKARD.
WHITE STONE or STUBBLE.

H. AND F. SHARPE particularly recommend the above varieties o(

Turnip Seeds, all of wnich were grown from selected bulbs. The
prices are very moderate, and may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

G

Red
Spider,

Magni-
fied.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Tnrips,
Green rly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
ol from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees, Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in

boxes, »., 2s., and loi. td.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

The Opening of Parliament and the London Season.
NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and MEMBERS of PARLIAMENT

having their CUT FLOWERS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES, &c.,
forwarded to their TOWN HOUSES, should USE

CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE TRANS-
.
'^^'?^'*^^N CASES, pronounced by the Royal Horticultural

Society " the best now in use."
These Cases arc now reduced in price for cash, and can be obtained

1 '"ij u
^K^"*^ or Patentee, Gloucester, to whom all communications

should be addressed.
Intending Exhibitors in the Patent Cases should give their orders

at once, to msure the Paint and Varnish bcine thorouahlv drv
The No. 12, The "MALTON" Plant, Flowcr"^&c^ l^rotector.

varnished, packed and forwarded on the receipt of 8f., in posiairc
sumps, or order.—Gloucester, January 17,

CHOICE CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, AND PRIMULA,

FOR PRESENT SOWING.

Calceolaria.

JAMES'S INTERNATIONAL PRIZE (see Illustra-

tion). 2s. 6d. per packet.

Finest Hybrid Spotted, saved with the greatest care, and from one of
the largest collections in the kingdom, is. 6d. and 2s. td. per packet.

Prizes awarded to Mr. James, for his Prize Strain of

International Calceolaria.

First Prize, May 3, Royal Horticultural Society.

Extra Prize, June 7, Royal Horticultural Society.

First Prize, May 25, Royal Botanic Society.

First Prize, June 22, Kingston Flower Show.

Cineraria.
JAMES'S PRIZE CINERARIA, 2J. ed. per packet.

Prizes awarded to Mr. James, this season, for his Prize

Strain Cineraria.

First Prize, March 22, Royal Botanic Society.

First Prize, April 12, Royal Botanic Society,

CINERARIA, choice mixed, saved from a splendid collection of
named varieties, is. 6d. and 2s. 6d. per packet.

Primula {choicest fringed).
Per packet — i. d.

PRIMULA, choicest mixed, fringed is. 6d. and 2 6

,, ,, dark carmine, fringed 26
,, ,, new scarlet .. 26
,, ,, rose, (ringed 26
„ „ white, fringed 26

Primula (Fern-leaved).
Per packet.— J. d.

PRIMULA, choicest Fern-leaved, carmine 26
" FIMBRIATA'.'Fern.leaved (New Scarlet)." This

is a decided novelty, the flowers being of a deep
scarlet colour 26

JAMES CARTER & CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN AND

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

ITIHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
JL (Established I8^o)

Have now ready for deliverj', in fine dry condition—
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE.forTop-Dressing.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE o( LIME,
NITRO PHOSPHATE
MANGEL, HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Bonar,

& Co.), NITR.ATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c
ii6, Fenchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

Caro Guano.

CHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO,
rich in Soluble Phosphates and Nitrogenous Organic Matter.

See Chemical Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for

Grain and Root Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to

Peruvian.
Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO., Billiter Street, London, E.G.

DUBLIN EXHIBITION, 1872.—GRAND INTER-
NATIONAL ROSE SHOW, to be held in the Grounds of the

Exhibition Palace, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, July 34

and 25. SCHEDULE of PRIZES.
Note,—Trusses to be shown with the leaves and buds as cut from the

tree ; any addition, even of a leaf, will disqualify.

Class Nurserymen.
I.—60 distinct varieties, one truss of each, ist Prize, £j; ad, £4 ;

3d, £7.
3.—48 distinct varieties, three trusses each, i5t,Z5 : 7d,£j; 3d. £1 los.

3.—24 distinct varieties, one truss ol each, ist, i3; 2d, £2; 3d, £1.

4.-24 Tea and Noisette, 1st, £2 10s. ; 2d, £1 101, ; 3d, £1.
5.— 12 New Roses, 1870 and 1871, ist, £2; 2d, £i los. ; 3d, £1.

Gardeners and Amateuks.
6.-36 distinct varieties, one truss of each, ist, £7; 2d, ^4: 3d, £2.
7.—24 distinct varieties, one truss of each, ist, £:i ; 2d, £2 ; 3d, £t.

8.—12 Tea and Noisette, ist, £2 los. ; 2d, £i los. ; 3d, 15J.

Q.—12 distinct varieties, one truss of each, ist. £1 los. ; 2d,£i ; -id, lor.

10.—Collection of Roses, not generally admissible in any of the above
Classes, 12 and 6 varieties, open for competition to those who
do not employ professed garacners, ist, £3 ; ^d, £2 ; 3d, £t.

II.—A Table Bouquet ol Roses, Vase or Epergnc, arranged with Fern
or other leaves at discretion, suitable lor dinner-table decora-
tion, ist, £1 101. ; 2d, £1 ; 3d, loi.

12.—A Hand Bouquet of Roses, arranged with Fern fronds, ist, £1

;

ad, i$s. ; 3d, loi.

13,—Hanging Basket for Conservatory, furnished with any varieties
of growing plants, not to exceed 2 feet in diameter, isl, £1 10s. ;

2d, £1 ; 3d, los.

14.—New Roses, first, second, and third-class Certificates.

Nurserymen wishing to exhibit Collections, not for competition or
for sale, may do so, on applying and stating the amount of space
required, four days previous to the Show.
No Flowers will be allowed to be sold or removed before the Show

closes, nor will any be admitted after 9 o'CIock on the day of the Show.
N.B.—All communications to be addressed to EDWARD LEE,

Esq., Dublin Exhibition.

QUTTONS' CHOICE NEW^ FLOWERSEEDSforPRESENT
SOWING, saved from choicest

strains.

BUTTONS' SUPERB PRIMULA FIMBRIATA-This has been
most carefully selected from the best flowers, remarkable for their
richness of colour and fine form. Price 21, 6d. per packet.

Dobson's, Williams', and other strains can be supplied at the adver-
tised prices ; and mixed varieties at is. 6d. per packet.

BUTTONS' SUPERB CINERARIA.—This will be found un-
equalled by any in cultivation, the seed having been saved from the
finest named varieties only. Price is. 6d. and 21. 6d. per packet.

Dobsons' and other strains can be supplied at the advertised prices.

SUTTONS' SUPERB CALCEOLARIA.-Our stock of this
favourite greenhouse flower has been saved from the finest strains
only. Price 2S. 6d. per packet.

Dobson's, James", Thomas', and other strains can be supplied at the
advertised prices.

Complete particulars of other choice FLOWER SEEDS for present
sowing, with Instructions on Cultivation, gratis and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by appointment to the Queen and
Prince of Wales, Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(registered Trade Mark, " Flying Albatross"), is now ready for

delivery in quantity and in fine condition. The best Fertiliser yet
produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contams
21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Salts
of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor
Way, Mr. Ogston, Mr. Sibson.
Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so
long as the seats remain unbroken.
BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, 20, Billiter Street. E.G.

TROP^EOLUMS.
T. Thornton

BEGS TO OFFER THIS SEASON, AT VERY REDUCED PRICES,

THE SET OF FIVE SUPERB BEDDING TROP^OLUMS,
Which was offered by him for the first time in 1871, and to which the public so generously responded.

The five distinct and beautiful varieties can now be had for 5s.

See Gardener's Year Boat /or 1871, under the head of " New Flowers ;
" also in other Gardening Periodicals.

T. THORNTON, THE NURSERIES, HEATHERSIDE, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

THE LARGEST AND CHEAPEST STOCK OF DUTCH BULBS
IS

G. W. F. HOOGEVEEN'S,
FLORIST, HAARLEM,

The ONLY REAL GROWER of FINE and NEW HYACINTHS.

UNRIVALLED COLLECTIONS of HYACINTHS and EARLY DOUBLE TULIPS.

WHOLESALE CATALOGUES for 1872 are forwarded Post Free on application.
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THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION. —At a Special General MeetinE of Ihe

Members of this Institution, held on Tulv 0, for the purpose of placing

THREE PENSIONERS on the funds of this Inslilulion, the

folloivinc was the RESULT of the EALLOT r—

CANDIDATES.

Name.

DANIEL DEWDNEY ..

ROBERT CAWLEY
JOSEPH ODD
FRANCIS PRITCHARD
lOHN FREESTONE ..

lANE FYFE
THOMAS KING ,.

ANDREW DICK ..

THOMAS EVLES
SARAH ROBINSON ..

ANN SPIRE

Age.
I

Yotes.

367
61
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doubtless omitted on account of the President's official pingue), which has hitherto defied all anti-fungic reme-
position as Astronomer Royal ; but it is hard to see

;

dies that have been suggested,

why the President of the Royal Horticultural Society

does not figure in the list. We presume by some
oversight his Grace was not asked.

• The daily papers, commenting on the Kew
Scandal, give a summary of the life and services of

the late Sir William Hooker and of Dr. Hooker.
The main facts in the careers of these distinguished

naturalists are well known to most readers of the

Gardeners' Chronicle. The most complete accounts

are given in our obituary notice of the late Sir Wm.
Hooker (1S65, pp. 793, SiS), and so far as Dr. Hooker
is concerned in the notice accompanying the portrait

we gave of this distinguished naturalist in 1871, p. 8.

Any one desirous of knowing what has been done for

the public and for science by these two botanists, and

how freely they have dispensed their private resources

in adding to the unrivalled resources of Kew,
herbaria, museums, and libraries,

should consult those articles,

Her Imperial Majesty

the ex-EMPRESs of the French,
and suite, paid a visit to the

Woking Nursery on Tuesday
last, for the purpose of inspect-

ing Mr. Jackman's celebrated

collection of Clematises, which
are now coming into full bloom.
These flowers are becoming so

popular and so numerous, that

we are glad to notice, as an-

nounced in our advertising

columns, that an illustrated work
on the Clematis as a garden
flower, is in preparation, and will

shortly be issued.

A week or two ago we
had occasion to comment on
the case of two poor boys who
were poisoned by eating the

roots of some Poisonous Um-
EELLIFER. As there was some
uncertainty about the plant, we
put ourselves in communication
with Mr. Brittain, of Chester,

the medical man under whose
care the unfortunate lads were.

That gentleman, with much
courtesy, sent us a specimen of

the plant in question, which
turns out, as we supposed, to

be CEnanthe crocata, the Water
Dropwort, a well known and
most poisonous heib, growing
in wet places. Again and again

fatal results have been occa-

sioned by unwary persons eating

the tuberous roots of this plant,

from some fancied resemblance
to Celery. So common, indeed,

are ill-effects produced from
eating these tempting-looking
tubers, that we requested Mr.'

Worthington Smith to make
a drawing of them as a danger-
signal. We cannot expect every

one to be botanist enough to

distinguish the plant, but a little

common sense should prevent
people from compromising their

lives by eating plants with
whose nature and properties they
are ignorant. Had these poor
children been taught in their

schools, as they might have
been, how to recognise the

poisonous weeds of their neigh-

bourhood, this accident would
not have occurred. The viru-

lence of the plant varies accord-

ing to season and locality. We think it not unlikely that,

if cooked, the poisonous matter would be eliminated.

With much pluck Mr. M. C. Cooke has
started a monthly record of Cryptogamic Botany
and its literature, under the title Grevillea, thus
doing honour to the memory of one of the greatest

masters in this department that Britain has known.
The monthly cost of this new-comer is sixpence, for

which the purcha5;er gets 16 pages of letterpress and a
coloured plate. The editor tells us that the nature of
the contents of his magazine will depend on the amount
of support it may receive. We incline to think that
outside support will not be wanting if the editor's pro-
gramme be made as wide and practically useful as the
subject will admit. The acknowledged reputation of
the editor affords the best possible guarantee that his
part will be done well. The number of readers who
care for a descriptive enumeration of species is small,
but every one is concerned with the life history of these
lower organisms. Only the other day one of our most
highly esteemed correspondents suggested the offering
a handsome prize for the best essay on the life history
of the Orange Fungus that affects Roses (Coleosporium

We are informed, by our esteemed corre-

spondent, Mr. James Webster, that a noble example
of Lilium giganteum is now flowering in the open
air at Gordon Castle, Morayshire, and which has no
less than 17 fully expanded flowers^ supported on a
stem II feet in height and nearly 9 inches in circum-
ference. Respecting the hardiness of this queen of the
Lilies Mr. Webster writes :

—

" The flowering of this plant in the open air is now
nothing uncommon, and the circumstance would not be
worth citing were it not for taking into consideration the
very long period of inclement weather through which it

has struggled to grow, and that without the aid of any

of the marrowfats. A selection of the hardiest, dwarfest,
most prolific, earliest, and best flavoured was again
made; and in 1 871 these selected seedlings were crossed
with Laxton's Alpha and Maclean's Little Gem ; and the
race of seedling Peas now growing at Ascot shows that
earliness, combined with flavour, has been obtained.
Some of the seedlings partake of the Ne Plus Ultra
type, but are much earlier, and range in height from
that of Ne Plus Ultra to Climax. There are, however,
amongst those selected last year, and now on trial,

some dwarf kinds of great promise, one in particular,
which appears to be a very fine dwarf early marrow-
fat, not exceeding 2 feet in height, a good cropper,
with large, handsome, well-filled pods, and a decided
marrow Pea. Such a Pea is a desideratum. We want

artificial assistance whatever. The stately character of!
^^""^ ^^""^V marrow Peas, as early as any early Pea we

this plant, apart from its flowers, is very interesting. .

possess, and combined with high quality, a hardiness of
Eleven feet of growth since the beginning of March is not

,

constitution that will enable it to stand our early spring
equalled by any other hardy plant under British cultiva-

j

weather. Mr. STANDtSH bids fair to give us such a Pea
its

\

tion that I am acquainted with
; its thorough hardiness is ' by-and-by, and we think we may predict some good,

useful and popular varieties from
among the seedlings now under
trial.

It is not long since we
had occasion to print some notes
on the magnificent garden estab-

lishment at Enville. We
now learn that Mr. Bennett,
who had the superintendence of
the gardens there, and who was
formerly at Osberton, is about
to leave Enville. We hope Mr.
Bennett may shortly find some
situation commensurate with his

acknowledged skill and energy.

The following Cacti
were in flower in the collection

belonging to Mr. J. T. Peacock
during the past week :—Echino-
cactus Scopa, E. Cumminghii,
E. helopterus, E. Mirbelii nigri-

spina, E. hexadrophorus, E.

Williamsii, E. subinermis, E.
myriostigma ; Mamillaria lani-

fera ; Melocactus Dnboisiana,
Echinopsis Schellassii, E. rufi-

spinus, Echinocereus Blanckii

;

Stapelia revoluta, S. europcea,

S. Massoni. The King of Bur-
mah's Envoy Extraordinary and'

Minister Plenipotentiary, the

Ministers acting as attaches to

the Embassy, and other gentle-

men forming the suite, now on
a visit to this country, accepted
for the first time a private in-

vitation, and on Sunday evening
last paid Mr. Peacock a visit

at Sudbury House, Hammer-
mith, to inspect his rare collec-

tion of Agaves and Cacti. The
party comprised the follow-

ing :

—

Mengyee Maha Sav-
THOO, Envoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary; Maha
Menlha Kyoden Paden
WooNDOUK, Minister of State,

second grade ; Menlha Zaya-
THOo, Secretary to the Embassy

;

several of the suite, and Mr,
Edmund Jones, agent to the

Embassy. His Excellency and
suite were received by Mr. Pea-
cock, and conducted first

through the grounds, and then

through the various conserva-

tories, in which are stored a

great many botanical treasures,

including several hundred of the

finest known specimens of suc-

culent plants. This unique col-

lection of plants was greatly ad-

mired by the distinguished visitors, who, after seeing

the gardens, returned to the lawn. Here they were
entertained by Mr. Peacock, whose daughters had the

honour of presenting the Ambassador and some of his

suite with handsome bouquets. A few presentations

having been made to the Ambassador, His Excellency

took his leave, after expressing the pleasure he had
derived from his visit. A large selection of Mr.

Peacock's plants will be shown at the Crystal Palace,

in conjunction with the Rose show, held this day.

Mr. Glaisher remarks on the State of the
Weather during the week ending July 6 :—In the

vicinity of London the reading of the barometer at the

beginning of the week, at sea level, was 30 inches.

Decreasing readings were experienced till the morning
of July I, but an increase then set in, and lasted tilt

noon of the 4th, when 30.2 inches was recorded.

From this time till the end of the week a steady fall

occurred, the mean daily value for the 6th being below
the average. The highest temperatures of the air by
day were about 75' during the first five days, but
during the latter portion of the week the weather
became much warmer, and the maximum values were

Fig. 211.—CENANTHE CROCATA, SHOWING THE TOISONOUS TUBERIFORM ROOTS.

now so well proven that we have strong two-year-old
plants growing from seed ripened in the open air at this

place."

There will be no lack of New Peas. Those
raised by Mr. Laxton, Dr. Maclean, and others, are

becoming pretty well known ; and now we have the
promise of a new batch from Mr. Standish. In 1869
Mr. Standish commenced hybridising Peas with the

view of obtaining dwarf early marrowfats, combining
the quality of our richly flavoured marrowfats with the

earliness of the earliest round Peas we have. Having
this object in view, he took Ne Plus Ultra, one of our
best but latest marrow Peas, as the female parent, and
hybridised it with Laxton's Supreme, an unquestionably
fine second early pea, but wanting in flavour. The
object here was to obtain an earlier race of Peas which
should possess a fine green pod, a dwarfer habit, and a

hardy constitution, and yet retain as far as possible

the qualities of Ne Plus Ultra. In 1870 the selection

from the previous year was further crossed with
Climax, an early dwarf marrowfat, not so early as the
very early round Peas, and possessing the disadvantage
of not filling the pods well, yet having the rich flavour
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in excess of So'', that for the 5th being 85|^ The
lowest temperatures at night varied from 44^* on

June 30 to $/{" on July i. The daily ranges ul tem-

perature were, with the exception of those for

July I and 2, all in excess of 25^ The mean
"daily temperatures and their departures from

average were as follows:—June 31, 6i*.3, +0^2;
July I, 6o°.5, — o°.4; 2d, 63% -I- 1°.9

;
3d, 6i°.7

4-o°.4; 4th, 66*.i, +4^6; 5tb, 70°.S, +9°-i; 6th,

68", 4- 6°. 2. The first portion of the week was cloudy

generally, and rain fell occasionally, but from June 4
to June 6, with the exception of a portion of the latter

day, the sky was comparatively cloudless, and the

weather extremely fine. A thunderstorm burst over

the metropolis about noon, on the 6th, and very heavy

rain fell for a short period ; very frequent thunder was
heard, but little lightning was seen. Rain also fell on

the first two days of the week, the total amount
measured being little more than a quarter of an inch,

of which the greater part fell on the 6th. The highest

temperature, by a thermometer placed in the sun's

rays, was 158° on June 5, and the lowest of one placed

on the grass at night, was 37]° on the 30th.

In England the highest temperatures by day varied

from S7* nearly at Nottingham to 774^ at Portsmouth,

with a general meanof S2_];^ The lowest temperatures

at night ranged between 52^* at Liverpool to 42° at

Leicester and Eccles, the general average being 45 i'*.

The greatest daily range of temperature was 444^ at

Leicester, and the least 26^°, at Liverpool. The
highest mean daily temperature was 64^"*, at Black-

heath, and tlie lowest nearly 60°, at Eccles, the average

for the whole countiy being 614*. Rain fell generally

on the first two and last days of the week at most

places, the amounts measured, however, being but

small generally for the first period, but large at some
stations on the 6lh. On this day thunderstorms were

experienced at Birmingham, Wolverhampton, and

Leicester, and at Leicester nearly an inch of rain fell

between 4 and 6 p.m. The sky was generally cloudy

during the earlier portion of the week over the whole
country, but during the last three days the clouds

cleared away, and the weather became very hot.

In Scotland, the highest temperatures by day varied

between 79° at Leith and 73° at Edinburgh, the general

average being 76^ The lowest temperatures at night

ranged from 46° at Dundee to 42° at Paisley, the ge-

neral average being 44°. The highest mean tempera-

ture was 60° at Leith, and the lowest was $6^" at

Paisley, and the general average over the country 58^.

Rain fell at all stations, but veiy sparingly, the greatest

fall was but three-tenths of an inch at Dundee, and the

least one-tenth at Aberdeen, and the average fall two-
tenths.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 81 4°, the

lowest 44*, and the mean 595 . The- amount of rain

measured was little more than two-tentlis of an inch.

As a proof of the Good Feeling existing

between employer and employed, in these days of

strikes and lock-outs, it is gratifying to learn that the

employe's of the Victoria Nursery, Upper Holloway,
have still the privilege of an annual excursion. On
Friday, the 5th inst., they dined together, according to

custom, selecting Sidcup for their drive. The appoint-

ment of vehicles was excellent, and none seemed to

more thoroughly enjoy the holiday turn out than Mr.
Williams himself, who saw all safely started,

enlivened by the music of a most excellent band.

New Garden Plants.
PHAL.Exorsis Veitchiana.

(Equcstri Schilleriana.) Radicibus planis pallide \'iridibus apice
rotundis ; foliis cuneato oblongis obtusissime acuti-s pallid-

issime et obscure tessellatis ; pedunculo teretiuscnio rubro
paiicifloro ; sepalis cuneato oblongis acutis ; tepalis mulCo latiori-

bus ; labelli tripartiti partitionibus lateraUbus cuneato oblongis

obtu5:is, partitione media oblonga apice attenuate forcipato

laciniis antrorsis : callo stipitato medio bene sulcato, dimidio
quoWs obcusangulo triangulo, angulo postico extrorso acute.

It is a highly curious fact, that there has appeared
among the numerous Phalcenopsids in the possession of

Messrs. Veitch one that it is highly probable is a natural

mule between P. equestris (rosea) and Schilleriana.

Since these two appear to flower regularly at different

periods (the first being a summer flowerer, the second
expanding its charming flowers in winter), there must
have been an exceptional flowering of one of the two,

as is so very often observed in our hothouses. The
leaves look like those of an exceedingly pale marked
P. Schilleriana; it is best to have oblique light, in order

to recognise the marking. The roots are flat, light

green, the tips lighter green, and inclined to be round,

not flat as in Schilleriana. The flower-spike is small,

round, red, much like that of P. equestris (rosea), but
longer, and flowers not so close together as in P.

equestris (rosea). The flowers are much like those of

P. Schilleriana, but smaller, purplish, with whitish
mirgins to the sepals and petals, the lip being purplish
white only with dark purplish spots at the bases of the

lateral partitions, and the callus yellow, with brownish
spots. The anterior teeth of the lip are straight, not
arched, nor tendril-like. The great difficulty is to answer
the question, how the plant differs from P. intermedia,
Lindll {Lobbii, Porteana). The flowers of that are,

indeed, larger, white, with some purplish tints on the
lip,_ whose apex bears two narrow tendrils. I much
desired to have some reliable information concerning

the leaves and roots, and Harry Veitch, Esq., was so

kind as to give me the following remarks :
— " Inter-

media you cannot tell from amabilis in habit, in shape
of leaf, or in form and colour of root, which is white
with a light green tip, and round. It has no tesselation

whatever. It may most probably be equestris aphro-
dite (rosea amabilis)." I feel happy to dedicate this

very great curiosity to Harry J. \'eitch, Esq., whose
zeal for the introduction of rare and new plants appears
to increase from year to year. //. G. Rchb. J\

PROGRESS OF PRACTICAL HORTI-
CULTURE*

I HAVE been requested to submit to you a few
remarks on the Progress recently made in Horticulture,

viewed from the practical side of the question, and I

have acceded to this request, from a desire to lend

a helping hand in the good work which the Society is

here carrying on. I can only hope, however, to deal
briefly with a few of the points which suggest them-
selves, and in order to make these the more intelligible

I propose to range my observationsunder the two heads
of Garden Materials and Garden Appliances, including
under the former the objects which the gardener has
to work upon, the plants he has to cultivate, and under
the latter the means by which he is enabled to carry

on his operations.

The fust thing which strikes one in reference to

these Garden Materials is the astonishing amount of

novelty which is continually cropping up in the form
of seedlings, hybridised or selected, or by means of

importations. The mass of new things amongst plants

and flowers thus annually brought out is literally over-

whelming, and though amongst fruits and vegetables

novelties are less profuse, yet on account of their more
permanent character there is still more difficulty in

making a satisfactory selection. In each department
the choice is so extensive that the motto, *' Only the

best," should be adopted.
Let us take Indoor plants first, and endeavouf to

ascertain wliat has been our recent progress in regard

to them. The first point that occurs to me is the more
general diffusion of the majestic family of the Palms

—

those princes of the vegetable world, which are fully

deserving of precedence on this occasion. I do not

now refer so much to the introduction of novelties

amongst Palms, as to the fact that Palms are much
more generally grown, and that the taste for them is

becoming widely extended. They have hitherto been
costly, and this has restricted their use, but as demand
produces supply, and an abundant supply brings down
prices, we may hope to see them come more and more
within the reach of all classes. Novelty is not, how-
ever, wanting amongst them, for there have been
introduced during the last few months some Palms
of the Lord Howe Islands— notably the Um-
brella Palm, Kentia Canterburj'ana—which are of

a highly ornamental character, and which have been
freely exhibited by some of our chiefnew plant growers.

These we may expect to become popular Palms,
coming as they do from a group of islands lying nearly

500 miles outside the tropics, and being, therefore,

species not likely to need a high temperature. New
stove Palms, moreover, abound.

The plants commonly called Crotons—more correctly

Codixum — have latterly received some wonderful
accessions, such as the C. Hookerii, Veitchii, multi-

color, undulatum, Johannis, and others, imported by
Messrs. Veitch ; and the C. majesticum and spirale,

imported by Mr. Bull. Draccenas, too, have been
marvellously improved, witness D. reginoe, majestica,

metallica, splendens,'^Weismanni, amabilis, and others,

which have issued from the two noted Chelsea
establishments. In Mr. Bull's Bertolonia superb-
issima, exhibited this year for the first time, we
have a real gem amongst beautiful-leaved plants,

the habit being dwarf, while the broad, ribbed, deep
green leaves are decorated with numerous large, and
innumerable small, dots of the clearest and more
brilliant rose-pink. From amongst the legion of
novelties amongst fine-foliaged plants I select one
other for special mention— the Paullinia thalictroides,

introduced by the Messrs. Veitch, a slender woody hot-
house climber, whose stems are draped with leaves re-

sembling the most exquisite of Maidenhair fronds.

Amongst recent Flowering Indoor plants one of the
most lovely, for its purity, is the Malayan Cypripedium
niveum, with its charming waxy-white slipper-formed
flowers. Then there is the Mexican C. Irapeanum, with
beautiful yellow flowers, exhibited to-day by Messrs.
Backhouse & Son, Too much cannot be said in praise

of such plants as Masdevallia Lindenii, and M. Harry-
ana, of which Messrs. Veitch and Messrs. RolHsson
show examples ; of M. ignea, and a new one recently
shown from Lord Londesborough's collection—plants
which prove to be amongst the most neat-habited and
manageable of the cool Orchid race ; and whose flowers

add to quaintness of form a surprising and almost
dazzling brilliancyof colour. Anthurium Scherzerianum,
the Flamingo plant, as it has been called, has won for

itself a place in all collections of any pretensions ; and in

fine contrast with it we now have the more recent A.
ornatum, somewhat larger in growth, with white spathes
surrounding spadices of delicate purple-tinted flowers,

and scarcely, if at all, inferior to it in beauty. Then

' A paper read at the Birmingham Congress, June 27, 1872.

we have the Bromeliaceous /Kchmea Marire-regince, of
M. Wendland, distributed by Mr. "Williams—a noble
plant of its class, the showy inflorescence of which is

set off by the grand rosy-pink bracts which surround
it

;
and M. Linden's Encholirion corallinum, another

eflective species of the same order, with yellow
flowers subtended by coral-red bracts, arranged so as
to form a close distichous or flattened spike. Among
hardier indoor flowers who would, without seeing it,

have believed in a Hyacinth with a flower-stem upwards
of a yard high, and decorated with a score of massive
jiendent pure white bells ? Such, however, is the
Hyacinthus candicans, lately introduced by Mr. "Wilson
Saunders from South Africa. In this connection, too—
that is, amongst the ornamental indoor flowering i)lanls,

I must specially mention, as resulting from the skill of
the hybridist, Dipladenia insignis, the finest of all the
forms we yet know of this beautiful genus of hothouse
climbers, the colour being of the deepest rosy-carmine,
and the size, form, and texture of the flower irreproach-
able. Ixora Colei, another gardener's triumph, is by
far the finest of the white-flowered Ixoras and a
splendid exhibition plant, and recently won a sub-
stantial prize as the finest object in the Manchester
show. Such Begonias as Messrs, Veitch's B. Sedeni,
and Messrs. E. G. Henderson's B. rubra superba, fine

hybrids of tlie boHviensis strain, may be instanced as

remarkable for their bold and freely-produced crimson
flowers, and as affording evidence how soon the dis-

tinctive features of introduced novelties are made the
stepping-stones to fresh acquisitions. From this point
of view should be noted the splendid varieties of Euco-
donia and Plectopoma, plants allied to Achimenes,
raised and distributed by M. Van Houtte, but which,
with all their beauty, are yet very little known.
Hardy Ferns have been enriched by the many fine

varieties of Scolopentlrium, and latterly of Adiantum
and Asplenium raised by Mr. E. J. Lowe ; and of
Athyrium and Pteris by Mr. J. E. Mapplebeck ; while
amongst tender Ferns the grand Adiantums peru-
vianum and speciosum, and the equally grand Davallia
Mooreana— all introduced by Messrs. Veitch—are plants
of the highest order of merit from the decorative point
of view, and such as will always maintain a position
in even the choicest collections of these charming
plants,

I must pass on to Outdoor plants and flowers, and
here the greatest novelty that occurs to me is to be
found in Mr. Jackn^an's race of sweet-scented spring-

flowering Clematises, the well-marked fragrance of
which may be compared to the combined odours of the
Violet and Primrose. As an additional feature of
merit in a flower which within the last few years has
attained great popularity, the acquisition of fragrance in

these varieties of the Clematis deserves prominent
mention. I am also reminded by one of the exhibits

on Wednesday last at South Kensington, that Mr.
Cripps has in the Clematis Excelsior a distinct double-
flowered novelty, which may be described as an Ane-
mone-flowered, deep mauve-coloured C, lanuginosa,
the outer sepals being of the usual broad expanded
character, and the place of the stamens being occu-
pied by a tuft of short petaloid bodies, arranged in

several whorls. Mr. Barron shows a handsome new
glaucous-leaved Abies, named Engelmanni candidis-

sima ; and the neat-habited Abies Tsuga ; and Mr. M.
Young shows his fine Juniperus chinensis variegata. I
ought here to mention as one of the best of all hardy:
evergreens, and only recently brought into prominent
notice, Mr. Anthony Waterer's Cupressus Lawsoniana
erecta viridis, the most elegant, effective, and refined of
all its race, and which has not only stood defiantly and
unharmed the severest winter frosts, but passed scatheless

through the terribly searching frost of last Whitsunday.
For conservatory and terrace decoration, and also,

doubtless, as a summer bedding plant, few subjects can
compare for elegance with the so-called Amaranthus
salicifolius, sent out by Messrs. Veitch, and which, in

its brilliant colours and fountain-like aspect, stands
unique amongst decorative plants.

One of the finest of hardy perennials of recent intro-

duction, the Primula japonica, for the acquisition of
which we have to thank Mr. Fortune, is un-
doubtedly a grand plant, but it seems to have been a
little overgrown this season, through being too kindly

treated. Like Messrs. \'eitch's Primula cortusoides

amrena, however, it bears the stamp of a sterling

plant. I gladly refer to the Lilies as a family fast

regaining the popularity they should never have lost,

since they are amongst the very finest of our old garden
flowers. They are too numerous to particularise, but
I cannot refrain from mentioning L. tigrinum flore-

pleno as one of the finest, while L, Washingtonianum
is one of the most novel. Several interesting Lilies, also,

from G. F. Wilson, Esq., may be seen in one of the

tents. It is scarcely possible to find a Lily which is

not worth cultivating, although by comparison some
are undoubtedly much finer than others.

Amongst Annuals a crimson Groundsel, Senecio pul-

cher, wiih flower-heads 3 inches across, introduced from
Uruguay by Mr. Tyerman, is highly promising. I must
further mention, as a recent plant, a little annual which,
as it has been flowering at Chiswick, has been highly

meritorious. I allude to Mr. Thompson's Leptosiphon
roseus, which for some time past has been a glowing
mass of rosy-tinted stars of varied shades.

This is but a very imperfect sketch of some of our

recent acquisitions, but time will not permit that I
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should treat of them at greater length. For the same
reason I must omit all but the briefest reference to
the floral triumphs of such men as the lamented
Hoyle and Foster amongst the show Pelargoniums

;

of the veteran Lightbody, still more recently lost to us,

and of Turner amongst the Auriculas ; of Downie
amongst the Phloxes and Pentstemons; of Smith, Ivery,
Vervaene, and Van Houtte, amongst the greenhouse
Azaleas ; of Downie, Dickson, Hooper, and others,
amongst the bedding, fancy, and exhibition Pansies ; of
Paul, of Denny, and of Grieve, amongst the Zonal
and Tricolor Pelargoniums ; of the Waterers amongst
the Rhododendrons and Hardy Azaleas ; of the Pauls,
Laxton, and others amongst the Roses ; of Banks and
others amongst the Fuchsias ; and of many other raisers
of choice seedlings of our many popular flowers, by
whose labours our gardens are being continually en-
riched.

In the department of Fruits we have to thank
Messrs. W. Thomson, Cox, Pearson, Paul, Standish,
and others, for varieties of Grapes of more or
less excellence or pro-
mise, the merits of
wliich, however, not
being so readily tested

as those of flowers, are
not so quickly or unani-
mously decided on. All
honour to the efforts

made in this direction
;

and when the raisers of
new Grapes do succeed
in beating a Black Ham-
burgh or a White Mus-
cat, there will be no lack
of praise, or of more
substantial rewards, in

store for them. In the
meantime, gardeners
have to find out for

what purposes the se-

veral varieties already
obtained are best
adapted, and the pecu-
liarities of treatment
each requires. Possibly
some information on
these points may be
forthcoming to-day from
some of the experienced
gardeners who are pre-

sent. I may briefly

state that, so far as my
observation goes, the
general verdict has been
in favour of the Ma-
dresfield Court Muscat,
as likely to prove the
best amongst the newer
sort-.

Figs are receiving
m ire attention than for-

merly— perhaps owing
to the excellent examples
of pot culture produced
at Chiswick, some ex-
amphs of which Mr.
Barron has shown us
at the Society's Pro-
vincial Shows of former
years. Amongst novel-
lies of real excellence in

this direction I may
note the Royal Vine-
yard of Messrs. Lee,
and the Negro Largo,
which Mr. Fleming,
who imported it, tells

me, is the finest black
Fig in cultivation.

Thanks to the veteran
Rivers, we have gained
many new Peaches and
Nectarines of ascer-

tained merit, but, as in the case of Grapes, time is

required to bring out their qualities more fully. It
would appear that Early Beatrice, Early Rivers, and
Early Louise (Peaches are specially valuable for their
earliness ; whilst of the new Nectarines, the Victoria
and the Pine-apple are proved to be valuable acquisi-
tions on the score of quality. A still more recent batch
of both Peaches and Nectarines awaits the judgment
of those upon whom it devolves, in our great garden
establishments, to keep up a constant supply of good
dessert fruit.

''

I must pass over the other fruits, just to say a word
respecting New Vegetables, of which the name is
legion. In the case of Peas, Mr. Laxton is the hero
ot the moment. It may be well to slate that the Royal
Horticultural Society has now in hand, at Chiswick,
an experimental trial of Peas, at which, so far as the
earlier sorts are concerned, the following results Iiave
already been arrived at, after due examination by the
Pruit and Vegetable Committee :- Harbinger has been
certificated as being the earliest variety

; Superlative for
Its enormous pods, the largest of all the early sorts ; and

Ini ^^?.' ^\^ """^ ^"''y W'i"'''«d ereen marrow.
All these have been raised by Mr. Laxton.

It is to be hoped that synonyms may be cut down
unsparingly by means of this trial, and inferior sorts

eliminated. Let me advise growers to help to bring
about these much needed reforms, by abstaining from
ordering inferior sorts, or from using any but the
adopted names. So long as there is a demand
under particular though antiquated names, there will

be a supply, and our lengthy lists of vegetables—not
of Peas alone— instead of being shortened, will go on
lengthening indefinitely, by the addition of new cloth
to the old rags.

I have but little space left for the second division of
my subject—Garden Appliances. I had, however,
no intention of attempting even a running com-
mentary on the contents of the adjoining implement-
yard, or of criticising the awards which may be made
either for structures, for boilers, for implements, or
for garden furniture. What I proposed to do under
this head, and that I hope to accomplish, was to draw
one lesson from the experience of the past few seasons,

which seems to have culminated in that of the spring

Fig, 212,—cyrtanthera chrysostephana.

of 1872. The practical lesson I re.ad in this expe-
rience, is to the effect that Protection afforded by
glass is necessary to enable the gardener, in these
days, to make something like sure of a crop of fruit

;

and also, it may be added, of all the earlier vegetables
and salading, which are especially prized in proportion
to their earliness.

In making this statement I do not rely wholly on
my own observation, which, however, is entirely in that
direction ; for I find it agrees also with the opinions of
our foremost gardeners. I will quote but one, that of a
well-known fruit-grower. Mr. Tillery writes:— "Of
late years the prevalence of spring frosts has made out-
door fruit-growing quite a lottery. In all large gardens,
therefore, where a supply of dessert fruit is indis-

pensable, a resort to glass-covered erections, whether
heated or unhealed, must be made." To this I would
add, that what Mr. Tillery here shadows forth as a
necessity in large gardens where a supply is to be
maintained, will prove a great source of gratification in

the case of those less extensive gardens where home
productions are thought to have the sweetest flavour.

If all this be so, and the facts are undisputed, and
the conclusions I think indisputable, then it is necessary

that employers should understand the matter, so that
the necessary means to a desired end may neither be
withheld, or begrudged, or unduly limited. What
the nature of the structure, what the kind of pro-
tection, must depend on the condition of the locality
and on the requirements, as to results, in each par-
ticular case.

The rapid increase of all kinds of low Plant Protectors
does but indicate that a want in this direction was felt.

To have clearly comprehended this, is, I take it, our
recent progress in this direction. Now that it is

admitted, what is required in all good gardens, large
or small, is, not an experimental length or two, but a
supply in proportion to the demand, sufficient to fur-

nish shelter for all tender crops, or for crops that need
to be forwarded by artificial aids. The peer or the
wealthy commoner may need to introduce his thousands
of feet of plant protectors, the villa gardener his
hundreds ; but whatever the necessary amount, it

should be ungrudgingly provided. These "Protectors "

are mainly adapted to furnish protection for low crops,

such as salading, and
the dwarfer vegetables
and fruits, but the same
arguments and facts

apply to all choice and
to all tender fruit trees.

We may not be able to

cover our orchards, and
possibly the bush fruits

must generally be left

to take care of them-
selves, but we must
have orchard-houses in

some shape or form, and
all our fruit walls should
be fitted with screens of
glass. What are called

wall - fruit preservers

offer one form of glass

protection, which seems
to be well adapted
for the purpose. In
these we have a pro-
jecting coping of glass,

supported by brackets

—an amount of shelter

which may suffice in

certain cases. Then by
adding to this coping a
series of sloping sashes,

reaching to the ground,
we provide a complete
fruit-house. In certain

situations, and for cer-

tain purposes, the corri-

dor-form ofglazed walls,

like those at Welbeck or

Trentham and Cliveden,
are particularly to be
commended, for they
are not only adapted to

preserve from injury the

trees on the walls, but
they afford space in front

for additional ^"ines,

Peaches, or other fruits,

or standing room for at

least a single row of
potted fruit-trees.

Of all Garden Ap-
pliances, then, as it ap-
pears to me, the various

forms of Plant Pro-
tectors and Wall-fruit

Preservers, from the

curate's vinery to the

glazed (not glass) wall
and orchard-house, are
those which experience
shows to be most in

accordance with the
acknowledged want of
the day ; and to adopt

them at once, and in good earnest, will he the best
means of securing future progress in this department
of Practical Horticulture. Thomas Moort.

THE FUTURE OF OUR FRUIT CROPS*
With a rapidly increasing population, and the means

of living among all the working classes rapidly aug-
menting in cost, the question of our fruit supplies be-
comes both interesting and important, while the means
by which to keep up our supplies in the future assume
the proportions of a national question. Fniit, especially
among the working classes, has too long been looked
upon as a mere matter of luxury, and because sensible
persons eat it from hygienic reasons they are rcg.irded

as luxurious, not to say extravagant. A hale and hearty
sexagenarian, who for his evening meal was eating a
slice of bread and a good sized Apple, remarked

—

"This, or fruit of some kind, has been my supper from
a child, and no man has seen less of the doctor or his

medicines than I have." Certainly no one of the age
could look better. Temperate people recommend fruit

A paper read at the Birmingham Congress, June »7. 1872.
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as an antidote to the drinking proclivities of the day,

and certainly a handful of "berries" of nny kind is a

better thirst-quencher than a glass of bitter, or any
othcrbeer. Someamongourmost learnedanduniversally

esteemed noblemen, not less known for person;il abste-

miousness than for ungrudging hospitality, eat daily, so

long as they can be had, not less than a pound of Straw-

berries, besides other fruit—and I am glad to know
that the habit of eating fruit is rapidly increasing among
the higher orders ; while our American cousins certainly

exceed us as fruit consumers, for there almost anything

that has eatable juice in it 15 pressed into the service.

They gloat over a succulent ripe Tomato : we most
likely should require time to acquire an appreciation

of this delicacy. Be that as it may, there can be no
question that properly selected fruit is not a luxury, but

a necessary of life ; and further, the more regularly we
we use it, the better will it be for us. Well, then,

regarding fruit, in its place, to be as much a necessity

as bread or meat, the question naturally presents itself,

how is the necessary supply, the quantity requisite for

the multiplying mouths, to be produced? Already all

temperate countries are shorn of their supplies, and
still we cry "More, more."
My object is to inquire how more is to be obtained ;

and looking back to the orchards of the midland
and cider <;ounties, and taking into consideration the

sackfuls. or even cartloads, of fruit which hundreds of

trees individually produce, I ask, is not the dwarfing
system, which we have been pursuing for the last

quarter of a cenlu'-y, though pretty, so far as it goes, a

blunder, as regards the supply of our markets and of the

mouths of the millions, are concerned? Fortunately

market and commercial growers have not been misled

by the pretty deception ; they have stuck to the old

standard form—guiding, but not restricting tlie trees,

and they gather Iruit accordingly. No scheme has ever
led to more disappointment than the pinching and
root-pruning systems of cultivation. Such trees make
pretty objects in a garden ; they arc especially pretty

when full of fruit, but that is such a rare occurrence as

only to be regarded as the exception, not the rule.

Such being the fact, it appears that the onlysure way to

increase our market supplies is to go back to the good
old plan of planting orchards, not by scores or hun-
dreds of trees, but by scores or hundreds of acres.

Of the propriety of planting hardy fruits to a very
large extent there can be no question, so long as the
varieties have the qualities of abundant bearing, flavour,

and, if necessary, suitability for kitchen use. Take, for

example, the Blenheim Orange, Ribston Pippin, Cox's
Orange Pippin, and many other Apples ; they are not
only fine dessert fruits, but, once used for a tart, the

question soon presents itself from the chef dc cuisine.

Can't we have more ? By the same rule, Marie Louise,
Beurre Diel, and all the finer dessert Pears, are grand
for stewing—far superior to the stewing kinds.

I therefore say, plant no inferior fruits, nor any
that are not known to be suitable to the
locality, unless it be a few odd ones for the
sake of trial. Then, even in unfavourable localities for

fruit-growing there are certain spots which might
be planted with a fair chance of success. Shelter
is, of course, a great point, but the shelter of walls is

not so good as the shelter of a belt of evergreen trees.

On the moors of Yorkshire, for example, or in ex-
posed situations of any kind, where there are no
trees to break the force of the wind, a wall is of little

more use than no screen at all, for the wind will pass
up one side and down the other almost perpendicu-
larly, and tear the plants up at the foot. But with a
screen of trees the force is broken, the wind sifted and
shorn of its force, and the plants remain comparatively
uninjured. Natural shelter should always be taken
advantage of when it can be done consistently with
other arrangements, and that which protects from the
north, north-east and north-west is the most desirable.

And whatever shelter is provided artificially should
be at sufficient distance, so as not to obscure light and
sun. Spring frosts are our greatest drawbacks in fruit

growing, and therefore the plants when frozen should
not be exposed to the morning sun.

These remarks apply more immediately to orchard
planting, but still the same rules will obtain in the
garden, and the garden will be none the worse for the
protection afforded by trees on the exposed sides,—and
this brings me to that very knotty subject, garden
walls. As things of the past, mere protection from the
predatory attacks of boys and other bipeds, they are well
enough. A good wall of Peaches, Pears, Plums, or
Cherries is a grand sight, but their management is a
game of chance, so entirely against the gardener that
the question will crop up, is the profit worth the cost?
A crop in five years is about the full average from our
wall trees, and considering the enormous amount of
attention they require, can that be satisfactory or profit-

able ? I think not, at least I confess I am not satisfied,

for I think I ought to have more for my trouble.
This, then, brings me to the subject of orchard-

houses, and what they are to be. In the formation of
a new garden, estimate the cost of walls and of the glass
placed against them, and that of building proper houses
for the reception of fruit trees of all kinds. Which will
be the most profitable investment ? I submit the question
to you, gentlemen, for an answer, and the issue will be
a step in the history of this meeting. While, however,
I am disposed to think that orchard-houses are infi-

nitely superior to walls for fruit -culture, let me add

that I have no sympathy whatever with the pot

culture of hardy fruits. Although 1 have seen some of

tlie finest crops in the country. I could never see that

they could be profitable, the small quantity and infe-

rior quality putting that out of the question. At
the same time, if we look at our old-fashioned

Peach and other fruit houses, we see plainly

enough the result of planting out, and growing
what our American cousins would call true trees.

No plant was ever yet dwarfed into what might be
called profitable cultivation. The crop may be pleasing

enough, very nice from an amateur point of view,

but test it by the gardener's call upon his supplies, or

the market grower's return for his produce, and these

pot crops sink into insignificance. Proper houses,

planted and trained in a proper manner, like our Peach-
houses or old orchard-houses, must become the most
reliable tender fruit houses of the future. The days
for experimenting have passed ; the realities of fruit culti-

vation are perhaps as well known as they ever will be,

and certainly they do not favour the toy gardening
of our pot growth system. Concentration is the order

of the day. We cannot employ two men to do the

work of one ; on the contrary, the rule is to devise

some means of labour saving, so that one machine will

do the work of 20 men, and this must be the rule in

our indoor fruit tree cultivation. We want and must
have a positive return for our outlay, and that we shall

never get until we allow our indoor fruit trees to deve-

lope their full strength, and to take such crops as that

strength will carry. If we want to check luxuriance,

take the natural remedy of a heavy crop. If we want

to augment the strength, reduce the crop below the

usual standard. This, I think, is the common sense

of fruit culture, present and future, and as such I sub-

mit it to your attention. George IVeitiatid.

CYRTANTHERA CHRYSOSTEPHANA.
This handsome Acanthaceous plant {fig. 212) is de-

scribed in the Botanical JMagaziue, tab. 5S87, b)^Dr,

Hooker, as less showy than C. catalprcfolia or C. auran-

tiaca, but of a more elegant habit than either of these,

and conspicuous for the vivid red colour of the midrib

and nerves of the leaf beneath. The flowers, instead of

being disposed in a dense thyrse, or in axillary cymes,

as in most species of the genus, are collected into a

crown-like corymb at the tips of the branches, and are

of a bright golden-yellow. C. chrysostephana is here

figured by the courtesy of Mr. Ball, of Chelsea, who
introduced the plant from Mexico. In Mr. Bull's

catalogue it is described as of easy culture, and as

being a most desirable acquisition, on account of

flowering in midwinter.

STARELIAS, THEIR CULTURE AND
PECULIARITIES, *

Natives of the Cape of Good Hope, they are green-

house subjects. Though easily grown many fail with

them, saying they grow well for a time, and then decay.

This I attribute to the climate they come from not

being understood, and the common practice of taking

it for granted that as they get a dry season, it must be

during our winter ; so they are allowed to shrivel, the

result of which, is, that when they should grow in

spring, the bottom often decays, and the plants get

over it just in time to be served in the same way again.

Now every observer of Cape plants knows well that

they have a tendency to grow freely during our winter,

and though this growth may be retarded it must not be

arrested ; therefore Ixias, Pelargoniums, and Heaths

are exposed to all the light we can get, while the

Stapelias are put on some out-of-the-way shelf.

At the time we are getting our dullest and coldest

days the Stapelias at the Cape are getting their

brightest and hottest ; therefore we ought to give them
all the light possible, and as much heat as is com-
patible with it. Like other Cape plants, they don't

like fire-heat, therefore they should be kept as far from
the pipes as convenient ; they stand the winter and
flower better, if exposed to the open air from June
until September. It is best to strike fresh stock every

season, taking the branches off at a joint to prevent

danger of decay and escape of sap. April and May
are the best seasons ; put them in close to the edge of

the pot, and keep them dry for a week, when water may
be given ; after which, give it when quite dry.

If they are well exposed to sun they will strike in

three weeks. Seed should be sown as soon as col-

lected, or its vitality will soon be gone. Sow in

shallow pans in light soil, and put on gentle bottom-

heat ; as soon as well up, put on a shelf close to the

glass, not potting off until well grown, as they often

stand still for some time, or die. Three parts loam,

and one broken brick, is the best soil, excluding sand

or manure ; in this soil, with small pots, they grow
freely, and though we have one species called S
europsa, or italica, yet I have seen it luxuriating above

its natural growth in a temperature of 100" Fahr.

Seeds for transmission should be put into sealed

bottles, or oiled paper. The plants are very difficult

to import ; the best plan is by means of a small

wooden box, using dry sand for packing material.

For diversity of structure, and development of the

flower, I think the species of Stapelia are very inte-

* A paper read at the Birmingham Congress, June 27, 1872.

resting, and though modern botanists persist in quash-
ing Ilaworth's divisions, 1 like them. If we allow
Caltlcyas and Ladias, or Oncidiums and Odonto-
glossums, to stand distinct, I think the Stapelias should
also be separated. As to aflmity, of course that is

evident ; so it is in the whole order Aroidea:, and
Orchidacex, the difference being in degree of deve-
lopment of the same organs, not in the fact of their

presence or absence.

If we would study any set of plants minutely, we
must have subdivisions. In a genus containing 70—80
species the first thing asked of any one of Lhcm is, to

what group does it belong? And to me it appears easier

to say Huernia or Orbea, than subgenus Orbea, &c.

In Stapelia grandi flora and S. hirsuta we have
pubescent stems and hairy flowers, a 5-partite reflexed

corolla, the centre plain, and the corona which pro-

tects the stigma parted in*o ten lobes, five spreading

outwards, the other five, which include the anthers,

incurved. In the section Orbea, to which S. variegata

and S. bufonia belong, the whole plant is glabrous,

the corolla is reflexed, and round the centre is a raised

part, resembling the top of a leaf, the corona is raised

in elegant tiers, like that of a crown, distinct from the

former. In Huernia we have acampanulate corolla,

cut into ten segments at top, the inside clothed with

glandular hairs, and the corona spreading like teeth ; the

arrangement of the ligules give interest to each section.

It is a well-known fact that these plants evolve a

strong carrion-like scent, and the common blowfly,

being deceived thereby, deposits its eggs amongst
the hairs of the flowers of S. hirsuta and the allied

species, in which section the scent is strongest, but

I have not noticed them in the smooth kinds. As
soon as they are hatched they begin to search for

food, and, as a matter of gravitation, go down hill.

The pollen masses being clammy, and the aperture

leading to the stigma being so small, the pollen

couldn't possibly get to the stigma unless by arti-

ficial aid ; here the maggot becomes of use : the

source of the scent being the stigma, the maggot, in

its endeavour to get down the aperture, forces the

pollen into the stigma, and thus fertilises it.

This I have watched often with much interest ; here

also we see the use of the hairs—were it not for them
the young maggots would get blown away by the

winds. It may be asked, how do those get on that

have no hair? On examining them, it will be found

that the apertures are larger. It has been said that

Stapelias are not fertilised by the pollen of the same
flower ; but I have often seen seed on a plant that had
but one flower, and the seedlings came true.

The species called S. europn?a is said to be a native of

Europe, but I have often received it from South Africa,

and I know of no plant, excepting our own Thistle,

more likely to cross the sea in a storm of wind.

J, CroHc/ier.

ON FORM IN TREE SCENERY*
(Coitclitiiedfroiii /. Q07

J

2. On theForm ofIhe Sfiravand Ramificntiiin of Trees.

—This is a matter of less importance than the form or

outline of the tree, because it is only distinguishable

wlien immediately under the eye, whereas the outline

of the tree produces an effect on the landscape from a

considerable distance. For some purposes trees are

divided into evergreen and deciduous, tlie former hold-

ing their leaves perpetually, the latter losing them
annually on the approach of winter. Although the spray

and ramification varies considerably and equally in both,

we need here only entertain the question, so far as it

appertains to deciduous trees, as, the evergreen trees

retaining their leaves perpetually, the spray and rami-

fication are almost concealed by them.

I give here e.xamples of the spray and ramification of

four trees—the Oak, the Elm, the Lime, and the Beech

(figs. 213—216), having chosen them because they are

well known, and readily accessible. It should, however,

be remarked, that there are others differing as widely

in form and character as these. To lliose who find an

interest in tracing the wonderful variety in the vegetable

kingdom, there is here an ample field for observation

and reflection. Scarcely two trees, scarcely two
branches, can be found alike.

The change of a deciduous tree from the leafy to

the leafless state is a change in form and character, and

hence a new sort of variety. A deciduous tree in leaf

is seen in outline only ; when denuded of its leaves it

shows also in section. Deciduous trees are not only

more varied in character than evergreens, but they are

also more pictorial. There is the early and late

budding of the leaves, the varied tints ol which give

colour to the tree scenery of spring ; there is the fully

developed leaves of summer ; the changing and brilliant

hues of autumn ; and lastly, the interesting variety of

the spray and ramification visible in the leafless trees in

winter.

Permit me to remark here, that in my judgment
there is no gain in rejecting either evergreen or

deciduous trees when planting. Evergreens, as a rule,

are massive and heavy ; deciduous trees are light.

Evergreens alone produce gloom, deciduous trees

alone baldness—a judicious combination of the two is

productive of higher results than can be obtained by

the exclusive use of either.

* A paper read at the Birmiagham Congress, June 36, 1872.
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3. On the Form of the Leaz'es.—The effect of the

form of the leaves, although more marked than that of

the spray and ramification, is not appreciable at any
very great distance. It is, however, a most important
feature from a near point of view. In garden scenery

it is scarcely less important than the form or outline of

the tree. Leaves are numerously divided by botanists,

RAMIFICATION OF THE OAK,

but for our purpose the following divisions seem to me
to suffice :

—

1. Needle-shaped —Pine, (Fig. 217, rt.)

2. Lanceolate—Willow, {Fig. 217, b."]

3. Round-leaved— Lime. (Fig, 218, rt.)

4. Cut-leaved—Plane. (Fig. 218,^)
5. Compound—Black Walnut. (Fig. 2iy.)

tiere, as in the outline of the tree, the intermediate
forms are innumerable. In garden and shrubbery
planting a most complete effect may be produced by
an arrangement founded on tlie forms of the leaves

alone. But so rich and various is the material at our
command here that it is by no means necessary to

restrict ourselves to this one feature, trees and shrubs
often producing beautiful summer flowers, coloured
spring and autumn leaves, or winter berries.

With regard to the arrangement of trees and shrubs
according to their leaves, violent contrasts should, I

think, be avoided. I would not place a tree with
needle-shaped leaves in juxtaposition with one bearing
large round or heart-shaped leaves. For example, a

Scotch Pine (needle-shaped), and a Willow (lanceo-

late), in association, would please me better than a
Scotch Pine and a Lime (round-leaved). Some com-
pound leaves associate well enough with the needle-

shaped, and others produce a better effect associated
with the round or cut leaved. The lanceolate is

perhaps the most useful and accommodating form, as

it stands well in contact with almost any of the others.

Any one desirous of obtaining a full and accurate
knowledge of this art would, however, gain more
correct knowledge in a single hour by vt'alking among
the objects to be dealt with, and placing them, men-
tally or otherwise, in juxtaposition, than could be
conveyed by a week's writing or talking.

I will give two or three instances where I have been
enabled to some extent to carry out the views have I

endeavoured to enunciate, and these may be inspected
by any who may be inclined to pursue the subject.

In carrying out improvements in the Temple
Gardens, London, it was required of me to hide out

FlCr. ei4.~rt, SPRAY OF OAK J /', SPRAV OF Kr.M.

from the view of the Parliament Chamber a block of
unmeaning buildings on the other side of the river.

The variety of trees was limited by the climate of
London

; and further, a huge Catalpa stood in the way
—a tree of historic fame. As this could not be
removed, the round formal head of the Catalpa was
brought in closest contact with trees of irregular form,
and its broad leaves were associated with trees bearing
compound leaves. Around it were grouped the Ailan-
tus. Horse Chestnut, and Mountain Ash, with an
undergrowth of Aucuba, Phillyrea, silver Euonymus,
and Box, parted by various deciduous flowering small
trees and shrul)S, as Lilacs, flowering Currants, double
Sloes, double flowering Peaches, and the like.

I have recently been engaged by the Metropolitan

Board of Works to carry out improvements at Hamil-
ton Place, London. Here again I was limited in my
choice of trees and shrubs by the climate of London.
Evergreens and shrubs were arranged as to form and

Fig. 215.—SPRAV of lime.

colour, so far as it was possible to do so under the cir-

cumstances. A line of trees planted by the side of the

railings bounding Park Lane were planted as follows :

—

Scarlet Horse Chestnut and Mountain Ash alternately
;

Turkey Oak, Mountain Ash, Acacia, and Thorn in

succession ; and again. Thorn, Mountain Ash, Acacia,

Laburnum, and Thorn in succession. Here the under-

gro\\1h was formed of evergreens and deciduous shrubs,

variously mixed, to make as agreeable a contrast as

possible in form and colour with the surrounding

plantations.

Fig. 2i6,—RAMrriCATroN and spkay of beech.

The most complete piece of planting which I have
recently had the opportunity of eHecting may be seen at

Hatfield Park, a seat of the Marquis of Salisbury.

This consists of a belt of shrubs and trees running by
the side of a lake. My instructions here were to make
colour rather than form the dominant feature, although
the latter was to be taken into account. The trees in

groups ran much as follows :—Scarlet Oak, white
Maple, scarlet Maple, variegated Turkey Oak, purple
Beech, golden Oak, variegated Elm, silver Poplar,

golden Willow. Tiie shrubs and evergreens in masses

Fin, 217.

—

a, NEEDLLi-SMAPED LEAF ; h, LANCEOLATE LEAF.

succeeded each other in the following order:—Mahonia
japonica, silver Holly, Cerasus Pseudocerasuscaucasica,

variegated Box, Juniperus ericoides, Thuja aurea. Ilex

balearica, Yews, Mahonia Aquifolium, Juniperus chi-

nensis, Aucubajaponica, green Holly, Berberis Darwinii,

Portugal Laurel, Cotoneaster, green Box, gold Holly,

Laurustinus, Phillyrea, Thujopsis borealis, Portugal

Laurel. Small groups of deciduous shrubs, as purple

Nut, golden Spir.-ea, purple Euonymus, Hippophae,
purple Berberis, Shepherdia, and the like, were also

introduced at intervals among the above for the sake of
colour. These are now in their second year's growth,
and require time to realise the intended object ; but

Fig. 218.

—

a, ROUND leaf; /', cut or palmate leaf.

the effect, whether viewed in close proximity or from
the opposite shore of the lake, has attracted the notice

and received the commendation of some of our best

garden artists.

Fig. 219.—COMPOUND or pinnate leaf.

I shall now give a list of a few of the most desirable

trees and shrubs, arranged under those divisions of

form which I have already submitted to you :

—

Types Selected Accorditto to the Form 0/ the Tree.

1. Irregular : the Scotch Pine,

2. Round-headed : Robinia inermis.

3. Laminate : the Silver Fir and other Piceas.

4. Columnar ; the Lombardy Poplar.

5. Weeping : the Weeping Willow.

Types Selected According to ilie Form of the Leaf.

1. Needle-shaped ; the Scotch Pine and other Pines.

2. Lanceolate; Salix babylouica and most other Willows.

3. Round-leaved : the Lime.
4. Cut-leaved : the Plane.

5. Compound ; the Black Walnut.

— William Paul, Waltham Cross.

AN ALLEGORY.
Phytophile. Good morning, M. le Chef ! \'ou seem

ruffled. What's gone wrong.

Chef. Rufiled ! ah ! What is that ?

Phyt. Why, angry.

Chef. Angry, parblcul Have I not reason?—was
ever chef treated as I have been by this beU of a

steward, M. Vandal?
Phyt. How so? What has he done?

Chef. What he has done ? I will tell you, man ami.

He has make me to use your filthy coal instead of

charcoal for my exphiences ; he has tell me— me, that

the fire in the cuisine must be lighted at this time and

at that, that it must be put out at this hour and at

that, and, mon dieu ! he has done worse.

Phyt. Worse !

Chef. Ecoutcz done! He has sent one fireman to

arrange my fire without telling me.
Phyt. What ! you, the chef not allowed to have the

control in your own department. Vou are responsible

to Sir John for the dinner, I suppose?

Chef. Ma foi ! yes, but I must not arrange my own
fire; if the chimney bum I must send seek the fire-

man to put it out ; if a stupid gdfe-snuce let burn the

bottom of a saucepan it is the fireman that must come
to get me a new one !

Phyt. But the dinner ! what of that ?

Chef. The dinner, ah ! it is that that enrages me.

Sir John must have \\\s foiage and his ;v/. My lady

dotes on my entrees, the chers enfants must have their

patisserie—and more, there are the malades to be pro-

vided for, and Sir John has friends beyond the sea who
honour my talents. Ves, everywhere—Europe, Asia,

America, Australia — everywhere ! everywhere ! I

send examples of my skill.

Phyt. You are right, Clicf. I know were it not for

you some of our friends at the antipodes would be

badly off. Only the other day I heard of your Confiture

de Quina in the Himalaya mountains.

Chef. Yes, and Sir John has friends who can

appreciate the efforts of the artist, and who ever look

for some fresh example of his skill. The Lady Scientia
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Planta: and her charming daughters all look to me
for-

Phyt. Yes, yes ! I know ; but surely you cannot

mean that the steward interferes with you in your own
department.

Chef. Have I not told you already that he does ? He
would try to make intrigue with my friends. He takes

ry\y garcons and sends them away—he sends me others

that I will not have—he—he arranges my fire—he

Phyt. Well, well ! this is all wrong ; but try to

cultivate British phlegm. Have you told Sir John?
Chef. Sir John! a qucihon to tell him the injures,

the steward, the vandal, makes me ? He is too pressed,

he cannot listen—he has a process at law with his

neiglibour, and when he is not with his notaries he is

with liis maudsicrs, who make one large cabinet and

some little balls to put in it. Ah ! he has no

time to listen to his unfortunate ch^-f.

Phyt. But why not speak to my lady and the

family ?

Chef. My lady ! "What she care ? She has her

sen'ice sehii regie. I am an artist. It shall be done,

malgre^X. Vandal.

Fhvt. But the family !

Chef, Eh bien! the family. I feed them and rv;7<}

tout. They know not the misery of the chef.

Phyt. Vou have not spoken to them.

Chef. No, I will not till I am forced. When I can-

YiOifondion I will complain. I am proud, mon ami.

Phyt. Vou have reason to be, but M. Vandal must
be stopped before mischief comes. Your reputation is

at stake—your cuisine is imperilled.

Chef. Mort di ma vie! 1 know, I know, but </uoi

faire ?

Phyt. Vou must tell Sir John, and, if he is too busy,

you must appeal to my lady and the whole family.

Once they know the cuisine is in danger—why, exit

M. ^'andal.

Chtf. Coehoji ! The sooner the better.

[The above "allegory" has found its way into our
letter-box by mistake. It bore outside the legend,

Miitalo nomine de te fibula narratur. We incline

to think it was intended for the First Commis-
sioner. Eds.]

MR. AYRTON AND DR. HOOKER.
[The following are extracts from the leading article

in the Times relating to the management of the Royal
Gardens, Kew, and the proceedings of the present

Chief Commissioner :—

]

"There is obviously only one means by which an
establishment of this character can be maintained in full

efficiency. It must be committed to the charge of a first-

rate man of science, and, within reasonable limits of

expense, he must be intrusted witli lull control over its

internal management. The gardens are, of course, under
the control of the First Commissioners of Works, but it is

evidently impossible that the changing occupants of that
office should be sufficiently acquainted with botanical

science to superintend the management of conservatories,

or to direct the prosecution of scientific inquiries and
publication?. Kew has hitherto been exceptionally for-

tunate in this particular. It is not creditable to the
Government of a wealthy country-, nor, perhaps, desirable

that its servants should be permitted to endow its scien-

tific establishments out of their private incomes ; but the
narrative of the connection of Sir William and Dr.

Joseph Hooker with Kew shows that their scientific

services have been unusually generous and valuable, and
that the country is very fortunate in possessing a director

for the gardens who is so completely identified with their

past development and present excellence.
" One of Mr. Ayrton's first acts after taking oflfice

was to send a reprimand to Dr. Hooker. It is said
the occasion was supplied entirely by the First Com-
missioner's own misconception, but, at all events, it

was the first experience of the kind during Dr. Hooker's
30 years of service. But more material acts of inter

ference followed. A previous First Commissioner had
intrusted Dr. Hooker with the task of remodelling the
heating apparatus throughout the establishment, and,
in accordance with the Director's plans and estimates, a
range of hothouses was constructed which is the com-
pletest in existence for scientific purposes. In 1871, with-
out any notice being given him or any reason assigned,
he was superseded in the control of this apparatus, and
he was left to discover his supersession accident-
ally, through one of his own subordinates . On
addressing an inquiry to the First Commissioner, he
was simply informed that he had been superseded, and
'would have to govern himself accordingly.' Dr. Hooker
seems to tiave reason in arguing that to trust a cultivator
with the care and treatment of valuable collections, and to

make him amenable to the opinions of others in respect ot
the apparatus he requires, is as wrong in principle as to
refuse a surgeon his choice of instruments and hospital
appliances. But, at all events, courtesy and justice alike

required that Dr. Hooker should have been consulted
before the change was made. It would seem, in fact, that
in 1870 a Director of Works was appointed under the
Board of Works, and that measures were taken to re-

organise the management of the gardens. It is alleged
that since then the Curator has been removed from his
duties under Dr. Hooker without any previous com-
munication, and has been empowered in various respects
to act independently. Plans and estimates were submitted
to the Treasury for extensive alterations in the Museum at
Kew without Dr. Hooker being so much as informed
of the intention. These works, it is said, would have
greatly embarrassed him as Director of the Museum,
and they were eventually abandoned on reference to
Mr. Stansfeld. It is even alleged that Mr, Ayrton

invited the Curator to accept a position which would have
involved authority over the works at Kew. requesting him,

at the same time, to keep the invitation from the know-
ledge of Dr. Hooker. In short. Dr. Hooker charges

Mr. .Ayrton with 'evasion, misrepresentation, and mis-

statements ' in his communications on the subject to Mr.
Gladstone, with ungracious and offensive conduct
towards himself, and with acts injurious to the public

service and tending to the subversion of discipline. Mr.
Gladstone, having been appealed to, referred tlie

matter at last to a committee of the Cabinet. After their

inquiry Mr. Ayrton was told that Dr. Hooker should

in all respects be treated as the head of the local esta-

blishment at Kew, of course in subordination to the First

Commissioner of Works. But Dr. Hooker, not un-

naturally, wishes to be more definitely informed respect-

ing his future duties and relations to Mr. Ayrton ; and
he has addressed distinct inquiries to the Treasury

whether he is to have restored to him the control of the

heating apparatus, whether he is to be consulted respect-

ing estimates, whether he is still to b^ entrusted with the

custody and distribution of scientific works, whether he is

to be consulted in case of proposed changes in the posi-

tion and duties ot his subordinates and in case of pro-

posed works which would affect his duties and responsi-

bilities, and whether he or the Director of Works is to

have control in matters for which they are jointly re-

sponsible.

"We can only ask, as the Government has given us

repeated occasion to ask, what is the use or need of

provoking all this animosity? It is not, after all, the money
bestowed on such establishments as Kew which burdens

the country and perplexes the Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer ; and it w ould be better, perliaps, to spare a

round now and then from a 'Woolwich Infant,' than to

deprive the greatest botanical establishment in the world

of the man who is more competent to administer it than

any other living botanist."

The Daily Navs, referring to Dr. Hooker, says :^

"Such is the man who, by a concatenation of political

influences and events over which he could have no control,

having had the misfortune to become Mr. Ayrton's

ofi^cial subordinate, suddenly found himself a butt for

contumely, insult, arbitrary insolence, and ignorance.

Intellectual eminence and moral worth appear to b^ as

obnoxious to the First Commissioner as those ' architects,

sculptors, and gardeners," whom he stigmatised with a

felicity as singular as that which determined his own
appointment. Mr. Ayrton has left nothing unsaid or

undone that could render Dr. Hooker's position at Kew
unendurable, even with the moral support of the scientific

public and of his own conscience. Without notice given

or reason assigned he superseded him in the most impor-

tant of his functions ;
surreptitiously withdrew from him

the care and treatment of his collections and the plant-

houses ; tampered clandestinely with the loyalty of his

subordinates ; virtually deprived him of authority and
responsibility ; submitted to the Treasury plans and
estimates for extensive alterations in the Museum
without consulting the Director, and involving a

large and detrimental expenditure ; and, beyond
habitual discourtesy, introduced a policy into the

management of the establishment subversive of dis-

cipline and fraught with injury to the public ser-

vice. Unable to obtain anything but insult in reply to

his respectful letters of inquiry to the First Commis-
sioner, Dr. Hooker at length turned with extreme

reluctance, but with the fullest confidence, to the First

Lord of the Treasury for redress. Mr. Gladstone com-
municated with Mr. Ayrton, and Mr. Ayrton requested

Dr. Hooker to furnish him with dates, proofs, and parti-

culars of his grievances. He furnished them in a letter,

which was never answered, or even acknowledged, by
Mr. Ayrton. Finding that the Prime Minister was so

easily satisfied with Mr. Ayrton's explanations, and un-

willing to intrude the subject upon his attention, he

begged to be put in communication with a private secre-

tary. Accordingly, he had an interview with a private

secretary at the end of October, and about Christmas

was informed that a plan was under the consideration of

the Government which would materially alter his position

towards the First Commissioner of Works, and mean-
while he was requested to take no steps likely to embarrass
the Government. So Dr. Hooker waited and waited till

the last week of February, and was then ' semi-officially

'

informed that the ' plan ' — whatever it may have
been—was abandoned. Subsequently the Prime Minister

placed the matter in the hands of the Marquis of Ripon,

and on March 13 Dr. Hooker handed in a memorandum
to a committee of the Cabinet. On April 13 Lord Ripon
conveyed a verbal message to him which was to be
regarded as a final answer to his appeal. This was to the

effect that the Director was to be at the head of the estab-

lishment at Kew, ' of course in subordination to the First

Commissioner of Works.' So that after all this weary
waiting for redress Dr. Hooker's position was not better

but worse for the delay ; his authority was gone, his

responsibilities superseded, his appeals unanswered,
and his complaints ignored, and Mr. Ayrton was
to all intents and purposes triumphant. No wonder
that Dr. Hooker was not content with a verbal

announcement, which the private secretary was
so anxious to define as ' a private and friendly

communication,' though it had previously been de-

scribed as 'official and final.' He was promised, how-
ever, a formal official answer. The answer was sent, and
it was substantially the former verbal answer reduced to

writing and signed, from Treasury Chambers, by the

principal clerk. It contained, however, one additional

and unintelligible paragraph, to the effect that the present

form of estimate for Kew Gardens could not be altered,

but would be acted upon, and would * in future be framed
in accordance with the letter.' Dr. Hooker, being natu-

rally somewhat puzzled by this Treasury logic, drew up a

memorandum, inquiring of their lordships how the power,

conferred by his original warrant of appointment, of

preparing the estimates for the different branches of the

establishment, was to be restored to him, and whether, in

short, he was to be entrusted for the future with the dis-

cretion and responsibility he had hitherto exercised."

Alluding to Mr. Ayrton, the Globe says :

—

" His career in office has been a series of outrages, the
last, and not one of the least of which is the abominable
treatment of the illustrious Director of the National
Botanic Garden at Kew. By what mysterious complica-
tion of misfortunes, it may be asked, could a Hooker,
whose whole public and private life, and the life of his

father before him, have been shining examples of all that
is devoted, self-denying, chivalrous, and exquisitely pure
and good, be subjected to such a fate as to be repri-

manded, worried, tormented, insulted, injured by an
Ayrton ? ' Hyperion to a Satyr, ' indeed ! Here is a man,
wiiom the thick breath of a turbulent suburban democracy
has blown for a moment into patronage and power,
actually placed in a position to arrest the career, under-

mine the responsibility, supplant the authority, and
destroy the labours of a public servant whom all nations

envy us, and whose loss to his country and to the interests

of universal science would be absolutely irreparable.

Ministers and their jiarasites, it is said, are the creatures

of an hour, while Science, being immortal, can securely

wait for its vindication and redress, and bear with calm,

contemptuous patience

—

"... llie whips and scorns of time,

. . the proud man's contumely,
Tlie insolence of office, and the spurns
That patient merit of the unworthy takes."

But the scientific brethren and the colleagues of Dr.

Hooker may be excused if they do not meekly surrender

him to the contumely and caprices of an Ayrton. or to the

tender mercies of a committee of the Cabinet. The First

Commissioner's conduct in this case appears to be a
curious mixture of meanness, in secretly trying to set Dr.

Hooker's subordinates at Kew against their chief ; and of

the rudest arrogance, in intimating to him that he had
been superseded in one of the most important of his

duties and would have 'to govern himself accordingly.'

It may be hoped that at the last moment the House of

Commons will step in to save a great scandal and a great

calamity."

The Morning Post says :

—

"The position taken up by the principals in this deplor

able affair, and the publicity now given to it, seems to

point to this issue, that, either Mr. Ayrton must replace

the Kew establishment upon its old footing, or that the

country must lose the services of the learned Director. If,

indeed, Mr. Ayrton were constituted like other people,

there might be another termination to the existing dead-

lock. Finding himself once again in hopeless antagonism
with public feeling, and only a source of weakness and em-
barrassment to his colleagues, he might resign the office

which no one, that we are aware of, wishes him to hold.

But Mr. Ayrton has shown himself to be quite beyond the

influence of the finer feelings, and it would be too much to

expect voluntary resignation at his hands. The only other

alternative would be to bring upon him the pressure of an
adverse vote in the House of Commons. Were such a
vote proposed, Mr. Gladstone would find it difficult to

command the obedience of his party in defending the con-

duct of his First Commissioner of Works."

pome Corresponbentc.

Fruit Crops, &c., in Cumberland.—Those who
have not before made the acquaintance of their garden
friends (the small birds) must this season surely have

seen their services. The quantities of slugs, aphis,

caterpillars, &c., has been something frightful. Gar-

deners must have been a good deal engaged, and not a

few nearly at their wits' end to know how to get rid of

those locust-like intruders, but our little helpers teach us

how to clear them by their determined and unwearied

attacks, carrying away supplies every three or five

minutes to their young broods. I would advise gar-

deners to think twice about the safety of their friends

before dusting their Gooseberry or other bushes with

any poisonous powder, such as Hellebore. The most

common articles applied for slugs and caterpillars is

lime, or lime and soot mixed, but in my opinion such

application is a useless waste of time. To keep the

enemy under, we must make a raid upon and catch

them in their early wanderings. I have always found

picking and killing to be the cheapest, readiest, and
best mode of getting rid of them. Those who have

walled-in vegetable gardens have suffered comparatively

little from slugs in comparison to those whose gardens

are edged round with a living fence, with grass lands

adjoining. Small fruits are plentiful ; Apples almost

a total failure, and sadly blighted with aphis ; Pears

about one-third a crop, mostly destroyed by frost, but

a good many after setting turned black, and dropped

off from insect causes ; Peaches, Apricots, and

Cherries are very light ; Plums a fair crop, but very

much blighted ; altogether, outdoor fruits are very dis-

couraging. In previous bad Apple seasons the Kes-

wick Codlin might be seen loaded with fruit while

most other sorts had nothing, but these last two years

it has shared the fate of others, and I fear we shall no

longer be famed in this county for the quality and size

of our ** Apple dumplings." John Taylor^ Rose hill^

BotcherbVt Carlisle.

The Evils of Injudicious Acclimatisation.—

I

see thatat themeetingof the Royal Horticultural Society

onJuly3{p. 909) the Rev. M.J. Berkeley mentioned the

ravages the English sparrows imported into Australia

are now doing to the fruit crops in that country. It

was no doubt a laudable desire of our colonists to have
some of our harmless song birds acclimatised in

I
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Australia, but to patronise such pests as the spatrow
amongst small birds, and the rabbit amongst animals

was a great mistake. Our Yankee cousins have like-

wise been importing quantities of English sparrows

into the different States, and protecting their breeding

places. It is just possible, however, that when the

sparrows have taken possession of every farmyard and
orchard in America, and damaged the crops, that the

free and enlightened farmers and gardeners there may
put in heavy indirect claims against this country for

sending them the progenitors of the aforesaid sparrows.

At the same meeting Mr. Berkeley said that from his

own experience he believes that blackbirds do not

attack or eat Strawberries ; but that is not the case in

this locality, for I find both blackbirds and thrushes

eat Strawberries, although the thrush is the worst

offender. One morning in the past week I came sud-

denly on a blackbird foraging in a Strawberry bed, and
not having time to eat tlie Strawberry it was picking,

it flew olT with a part in its bill. Within a yard

or two where the blackbird was feasting some fine,

fat, black snails were crawling about, but Mr. Black-

bird preferred some Strawberries for his breakfast to

them. The blackbird is more partial to the Cherries

and red Currants, when it can get them, than to Straw-

berries, and does not disdain to taste a nice ripe

Apricot or Plum on the walls, when other fruit are

scarce. WiHiayn Tillery.

Judging the Specimen Orchids at Birmingham.— I wish to draw your attention to tlie way in which
the judges dealt with the single specimens of Orchids
at the recent show. Unquestionably the whole affair

was a grand success, and the error in judgment to

which I wish to allude may be but as a spot on the

sun. The rule at such exhibitions, that the judges'

decision shall be final, is a wise one, and I have fre-

quently seen their decisions coirect when at the same time
many have condemned them. This, however, does
not exempt them from criticism, when, as in this case,

99 persons in 100 could see that a glaring blunder had
been committed. I assert, without fear of contradic-

tion, that my Dendrochilum should have been placed

second, many say first, but a good Phalcenopsis

among Orchids is, like a good dish of Green Gages
amongst Plums, hard to beat. At the same time my
plant would have bought the whole lot opposed to it

out and out. Had the plant been fairly beaten by
superior cultivation I should not have a grievance,

neither should I have had my confidence shaken in

the judgment of the gentlemen selected by the

Council, for no one likes to exhibit in the probability

of the judgment being wrong. J, W. Lawrtiice.

Tile and other Edgings for Garden Walks.
—One of the worst features of most of these is, that

they twist so in the burning that they cannot be made
to line true. Your correspondents insist upon hard

burning to make them weather proof ; but herein lies

the difficulty—the harder they are burnt the more they

are "thrawn,"tousea most expressive Scotticism. Even
the Chatsworth tiles, which I like much in principle,

have this drawback—that it is difficult to lay them true

enough to ensure a run of water along the bottom half.

These, again, ought to overlap or lip with each other,

else, unless on the most impervious clays, away goes

the water between each joint, instead of filling your
tanks so nicely at the end of the run. This twisting I

found to be a more serious drawback than the expense
of tiles. Brick makers are reasonable enough, if one
supplies them with a pattern and goes into a contract

for quantity ; but the firing to the requisite degree of

hardness is the crucial stage that destroys at times more
than half the tiles, and sends the other half into

the garden far from true to line. Hence I think
stone or cement preferable to tiles. The latter can be
made in moulds by any sharp bricklayer at a cheaper
rate than other permanent edging—and if Portland is

used, it is equal, if not superior, to most stones. But,

barring the cost, commend me to the iron edgings, so

temptingly set forth by pen and pencil by G. Deal, at

p. 637. These are enough to set a man in a dry
country on a craze after them for the remainder of his

life. Fancy the luxury of walking round on the eve of

a day like thi?, with the thermometer at 90° in the
hhnde as I write— the sky cloudless, and a crisp

\Vind licking up the water as with a tongue of fire,

and by merely tapping the garden edging at any or

every point—presto !—the garden crops are flooded, a

veritable river is swept over them. For fear that such
a treasure to those that live and often bake on the

chalk may not be forthcoming, surely G. Deal,

Chelsea, would further oblige us with an estimate of
the cost of the charmingly beautiful and incomparably
most useful garden edging and watering apparatus that

has yet been invented. D, T, Fish.

Bladder Plums.—The enclosed twig of a Plum
tree was brought me the other day by a neighbouring
farmer (who is also a keen amateur gardener), to see
if I could tell him the reason why all his Plums had
been transformed into Kidney Beans. He says the
tree which grows in his orchard has grown capital
crops of Plums for years, and he is very disappointed
to see his tree covered with abortions like the enclosed.
Be kmd enough to give us your opinion as to the cause
of the change. An Eight Years' Subscriber. [The
change in question is connected with the growth
of a parasitic Fungus. The annexed illustration

(fig. 220), with the following statement, which we
take from Dr. Masters' Vegetable Teratology, will

answer your question :

—

" Dr. Robb's account is as follows :

—'In the summer of
1839 I had an opportunity of watching the process of
destruction among the Plums, and it was as follows:

—

Before or soon after the segments of the coroTTa had fallen

off, the ovarium had become greenish yellow, soft, and
flabby. As the fruit continued to increase in magnitude
its colour grew darker and of a more ruddy yellow, and at

the end of a fortnight or three weeks the size of the
abortive fruit rather exceeded that of a ripe Walnut. In
fact, an observer might imagine himself to be walking
amongst trees laden with ripe Apricots, but, hke the
fabled fruit on the banks of the Dead Sea, these Plums,
though tempting to the eye, when examined were found
to be hollow, containing air, and consisting only of a
distended skin, insipid and tasteless. By-and-by a
greenish mould is developed on the surface of the blighted
fruit, then the surface becomes black and shrivelled, and
at the expiration of a month from the time of flowering
the whole are rotten and decomposed. The flower appears
about the beginning of June, and before August there is

hardly a Plum to be seen. It is curious that where two
flower-stalks arise from one point of the branch, one will

often go on to ripen in the normal way, while the other
will become abortive, as above described.' In a specimen
described by Mr. Berkeley there were two distinct ovules
of equal size close to the apex of the fruit, connected with
the base by vessels running down the walls. It should be

Fig. 220.—bladder tlum.

observed that there is a worthless variety of Plum, Kirke's

Stoneless, or Sans Noyau, in which the kernel is not
surrounded by any bony deposit." Eds.]

Marquis of Lome Cucumber.—A correspon-

dent in a weekly contemporary writes condemning
Marquis of Lome Cucumber, and states that the fruit

*' has a most objectionably long handle, which becomes
very thick as it merges into the fruit, and by the time

the latter is fit for the table the handle changes to a

yellowish hue, giving the impression that the fruit has

become too old for consumption. It attains a con-

siderable length, but it is seldom that it is of a uni-

form diameter." I fear the writer of this complaint

has not been growing the right thing, as his description

of it differs so much from the tnie variety which I saw
growing at Mr. Hamilton's, previous to its being sent

out, and of which so many samples were exhibited at

the recent show at Lower Aston. Unfortunately, all new
Cucumbers become victims to the means of obtaining

money under false pretences. I will give you two of

many instances of this. I was in the shop

of a well • known retail seedsman in London
last spring and saw on his counter a dozen

packets of the Marquis on which the name was
written. I remarked *'You have not got the true

thing there." "Oh, yes, I have," he replied, "for I

obtained them from one of the leading houses in the

trade." I got him to open a packet, and found seven

seeds in it, whilst in the original packets, had direct

from Mr. Hamilton, there where only three seeds, and
these were enclosed in small printed packets. The
other instance was this : I asked a wholesale house to
insert my "Early Prolific Cucumber" in their cata-

logue, and arranged special terms per hundred packets,
as I held the true stock, and I should have supplied
them in printed packets. The variety was named in

their wholesale list, and a friend of mine some time
after told me that he was growing my Cucumber,
and he named the firm I allude to as the
source from which he obtained his supply;
but the packet, which he showed me, was
a written one, and contained more seeds than I

was giving. The moral is this—the wholesale houses
damn the reputation of a Cucumber by doing thi?.

"Turner's Blue Gown " suffered in the same way, for

the condemnatory letters you received were chiefly due
to the substitution of other kinds. The true variety is

unquestionably a fine Cucumber. The two cases I

have instanced, and which I can substantiate, indicate
that other kinds as nearly as possible possessing, or
supposed to possess, the same characters are sub-
stituted, so that the profits may be so much greater,

and that too little regard is paid to the reputation of
those who, after much trouble and expense, raise and
introduce new and fine kinds. It is most unfair to

the raisers ; and amateurs would act wisely if tliey got
their supphes direct from the raisers or their accredited
agents. I write thus early in the season to you to
caution your readers not too hastily to condemn the
Cucumber, for I am confident there will be a gi-eat

number who will have reason to complain, simply
because the true variety has not fallen into their hands.
The true Marquis of Lome is a wonderfully fine Cucum-
ber, symmetrical in form and with little heel, and of a
dark green colour. I do not mean to recommend it as

a profitable Cucumber, but it is a fine exhibition
variety. My experience of Cucumbers has shown me,
however, that all Cucumbers will sometimes "sport,"
especially in the form of the heel, and my practice has
been to take cuttings very early from a plant with fruit

in true character, and seed from these. William Dean.

Bedding Pansies.— Last year, when we sent f r

your inspection some blooms of our new seedling

hybrid bedding Violas, we mentioned that we had
some good crosses from V. cornuta Perfection ; since

then we have tested their habits and flowering qualities

still further, and as they have grown and bloomed
freely, in spite of the very cold bleak weather we
had last spring, we think we are justified in making a

selection of some of the best. C. Perfection itself is

very fine, but as the great outcry now is to have as

much variety as possible of really good hardy free

flowering plants for the flower garden, we have selected

them as distinct as we could from the parent, and at the

same time we have discarded a great many which,

though their individual blooms are even belter than

those named, are either poor growers or are of strag-

gling habit. The habit of all we liave sent is free

and branching, so that they keep up a constant suc-

cession of bloom, and as by crossing we have got more
substance as well as size in most of them, the flowers

are not so easily aflected by changes in the weather.

These seedlings from Perfection came into flower

nearly three weeks earlier than Perfection itself, which
was growing beside them and was planted at the same
time. The most distinct crosses from Perfection that

we have sent are :—The Tory, White Perfection,

Advancer, and Dickson's King. Snowflake is a seed-

ling from V. stricta alba, and is a much' dwarfer and
more compact grower. Regince is the dwarfest white

Pansy we know, and is a very free bloomer. Scotia

we like because the colour is distinct from any we
had, and it is a very free grower and bloomer. Eye-

bright is a very telling thing, and makes a most attrac-

tive bed. Claret is a seedling from New Colour, of

better substance and colour, and stands the weather

better. The Favourite we raised from amcena mag-
nifica, and it is a capital grower, compact and free,

and shows its flowers well. Bedding Pansy " In

memoriam," we ourselves consider tlie finest we ever

saw, as it has size, colour, substance, and finish ; it is

a vigorous and compact grower, and a very free bloomer.

Canary we like because it has a peculiar trailing habit,

covers the ground well, and shows its flowers so well

above the foliage. Dicksons ^ Co.^ IVaterho Place,

Edinburgh. [A fine batch of useful bedding plants,

principally purples and whites. The cut flowers are

very effective, Canary is a yellow with striated eye.

Eds].

Coniferous Nomenclature.—When will nursery

gardeners adopt some standard of nomenclature for

Coniferre? At present we unfortunate purchasers are

utterly bewildered. Thuja Warreana, for instance, is

by some applied to T. tatarica, and by others to T.

plicata, while I am informed upon very high authority

that it is a mere gardener's name, which should be

dropped altogether. In Mr. Waterer's list I find

" Libocedrus decurrens, a fine columnar growing ever-

green, with a short droojHng spray, forming a hardy,

elegant, and free-growing tree, attaining a large size in

Chili. It is very commonly grown in gardens under

the nume of Thuja gigantea, a name which really

belongs to the plant called Thuja Lobbii." Now, with

all possible respect for the proprietor of Knap Hill,

here is an apparent jumble of three difierent trees—
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Thuja gigantea, Thuja Lobbii, and Libocedrus

chiiensis, all well known in our gardens. Has Mr.

AVaterer anv authority for applying the name of Thuja

gigantea to 'T. Lobbii? The question is really of im-

portance, for all who have read the accounts of British

Columbia by Captain Maine, Lord Milton, or Mr.

Lord, must have been struck by the descriptions of the

splendid timber of Oregon Cedar, and have felt a wish

to possess a tree which is so admirably suited to our

climate that it appears to set ill treatment at defiance.

Mr. Mongredieu's book is the best popular work that

I am acquainted with, and although it does not give a

complete list, it would be no small gain if it were made
the foundation of all future catalogues. The Gar-

lUtuTs' Chronicle oi December 23, tS6S, gave an inte-

resting account of a journey by the collector to the

British Columbian Botanical Association, tias that

Association published any work upon the ConiierDe of

those regions? It would be most valuable to the

planters of this country, who for the most part know
nothing whatever of the trees in an adult state, and I

have never myself been fortunate enough to meet with

any account of Thuja Lobbii or Menziesii. Jl. K.
[If we restrict our correspondent's remarks to that tribe

of Conifers from whicli alone he draws his instances

(the Cypresses), we quite go along with liim. We
should scarcely do so as regards the Firs and Pines,

whicli we think are now pretty well understood, and,

with a few exceptions, not very difficult of determination.

The Cypresses and Junipers, however, take so many
forms, and are in all so much alike, that a certain

amount of confusion will probably always remain

regarding them ; and we doubt if a standard of nomen-
clature such ns our correspondent desiderates would
dissipate it. No text-book can supply the empirical

knowledge of diflerences which a constant and daily

observation of similar things alone can give. But in

point of fact we have already an admirable standard of

nomenclature, but it is as if it did not exist. Our
intelligent correspondent himself, who wants such a

standard, neglects his own advice. Mdtora indti pro-

batijUi deteriora seqnitur. He recommends a popular
work, and puzzles over a nurseryman's catalogue
instead of going to a recognised authority, such
as Parlatore's Monograph of Conifers* a work
which is admirably well done, and whose syno-

nymy is rarely at fault. We have no objection to

popular works nor to nurserymen's catalogues, each in

their proper place. Both are often exceedingly well

clone, but neither aspires nor is entitled to a place as a

scientific authority, least of all in preference to those

scientific works from which their materials are taken.

If our correspondent had applied to Parlatore's mono-
graph for the information which he has been unable to

find to his satisfaction in Mongredien's book, or
Waterer's list, he would have found what he wanted. He
would there have seen that the Thuja Warreana of horti-

culturists, and Thuja tatarica are synonymous with
the White Cedar of North America {Thuja occidentalis),

and that the Thuja Warreana of Booth's catalogue is

Thuja plicata. As to the plant of Booth's catalogue
we cannot speak, but Parlatore's is unquestionably
right as to the Thuja Warreana of horticulturists.

There is, to be sure, a slight difference in look
between it and the normal Thuja occiden-
talis. It is a little more glaucous, and with
a sort of trifling crimple on the leaves, which enables
one who is accustomed to see and contrast them to
distinguish the one from the other ; but they are
no more entitled to be called different species than
would " H. K." and the editor of this journal, how-
ever multiplied either might be by propagation or
otherwise. We must never forget that a multitude of
so-called species are nothing more than single indi-

viduals multiplied by cuttings through the indefatigable
industry of our gardening population. They never
re-appear by seed. " H. K." has spotted a slip in the
Knap Hill list, where it calls the Chilian Libocedrus
L. decurrens. But some 15 years ago there was a
good deal of confusion about Libocedrus decurrens, and
it may be an old catalogue that our correspondent has
got hold of; or if a new one, an old error at one time
not uncommon, which has escaped correction. We
shall not take upon ourselves to answer for Mr.
Waterer the inquiry whether he has any authority for

applying the name of Thuja gigantea to T. Lobbii,
but if he wants an authority, he will find one in

Parlatore, who maintains that they are the same
species. We believe, However, that there may be two
plants confounded under the name of T. gigantea—the
one which is in common cultivation, and another
grown from seeds received from the British Columbia
Botanical Association, of which specimens may be seen
growing in the Botanic Gardens, Edinbxurgh, and as to
which. Mr. McNab could say something if it pleased
him to unmuzzle bis wisdom on the subject.

Of course the public is always glad to receive informa-
tion on any subject in which it is interested, and we do
not say that there is not room for a fresh work on the
Conifers of British Columbia, but we doubt if there is

much new to tell. Mr. Brown's various papers, pub-
lished in the Transactions of the Edinburgh Botatiical
Soculy, in our own columns, and in those of our con-
temporary, The Farmer ; Dr. Hector and Dr. Lyell's
observations, published in the Linnean Society's

yournal ; the more important works published by
Newberry and other American explorers and naturalists

in the Pacific Raihuay Reports, not to speak of isolated

details in more general works, have not left much to

tell, and as to our knowledge of the trees in tlie adult

state we would remind our correspondent that our

cousins in North-West America are alive to the beauties

and value of the Conifers of their country as well as

ourselves, and that magnificent photographs of the

different species have for some years been sold in San
Francisco, that these have gradually been finding their

way into this country, and are to be met with in the

portfolios of those who are interested in the subject,

and that many fine plates from these have been already

published in different works, such as Lawson's Pine-

turn SritannicHin, our contemporary, the Garden,

Vischer's Mammoth Trees, &c. Nor must we ignore

the plates of the adult trees in the Pacific Railroad

Reports which, although not of equal importance to

those taken from photographs, are still well executed

and characteristic. A. M.^

Foreign Correspondence.
St. Louis, Missouri : Yucca.—It has long been

noted that the cultivated species of Yucca scarcely ever

bear fruit. Even in the South of Europe, where the

congenial climate was thought to favour their develop-

ment, no fruit is matured except occasionally that of

Yucca aloifolia. The same, to a considerable extent,

is the case in this country, and, more than that, even

the wild plants in their south-eastern homes are very

often sterile, and still their flowers are true herma-

phrodites.

Tire Yucca flower opens wide towards sunset, and

half closes in the morning, assuming a somewhat globu-

lar shape (whence the difference in the descriptions

and figures of Yucca flowers). The anthers open a little

before the flowers, and by contracting to one-third or

one-fourth of their former size, and curling backward
expel the large globular adhesive pollen grains. These

are found during the evening and night and the follow-

ing day in cohering masses attached to the effete

anthers, the filaments, or the inside of the perianth.

What we are in the habit of designating as stigma in

Yucca are the three styles, generally more or less co-

hering and coated on the outside with spherical epi-

dermidal cells, as the filaments are with cylindrical

ones. Their inner surfaces form the stigmatic tube,

which directly connects with the ovarian cells. This

tube exudes, and is often filled with stigmatic liquor, in

which the pollen grains develope, protrude their tubes,

and finally fertilise the ovules. But the heavy, sticky

pollen can only be introduced artificially into the stig-

matic tube, and without some such aid the flower must
remain sterile. I have repeatedly accomplished this

process by hand, with the aid of a camel-hair brush, and
have always been most successful soon after the flower

opened in the evening. Nature performs this function by
the aid of insects, and, as it appears, principally (at

least in our gardens here) by a white moth of the

alliance of Tortrix, which is often found in pairs in the

flower, the copulation taking place in the flower, and
the female laying her eggs into the stigmatic tube.

With a knowledge of this process it will be easy,

henceforth, to produce fruit and seed of the different

species of this genus which are hitherto so little known,
and which furnish such important characters for the

distinction of the different sections of this genus, some
of which, it is well known, bear dry capsular, and
others fleshy indehiscent pods. George Engelmann^
M.D., June 2^.

• Published in Dc CandoUe's Prodromus, vol. xvi.. part 2,
price 16 f., 1868.

Societies.

Royal Botanic: July 10 and 11.—The last of the

summer exhibitions at the Regent's Park was held on the

above dates. Taken as a whole it was perhaps the best held

by the Royal Botanic Society this season. This was pro-

bably due more to the excellent competitions for the

prizes offered for table and other decorations, than to the

quantity or the quality of such subjects as come within

the pale of legitimate horticulture. The exhibition, as

compared with the corresponding one of last year, and
indeed those held throughout the season, excepting

perhaps one of the early spring shows, have been the

poorest that this once influential society have had for many
years. We believe in saying this that we are only

echoing the sentiments of all whose opinions on the

subject are worthy of respect, and certainly of the

majority of the exhibitors. The show of fruit was decid-

edly belter than on the last occasion, but bore no compari-

son to the grand displays made even but a few years ago

;

and as to the display of plants, whether of stove and green-

house plants, the Orchids, or the many other kinds usuaily

represented there, would not have been enough to fill the

already somewhat restricted space, had it not been for

the over-liberal prizes offered for the groups of stove

and greenhouse plants "arranged for effect," but which
are utterly useless, from an instructive point of view.

Let us hope that a wisely and a liberally constructed

schedule—such as we are certain the obliging superin-

tendent, Mr. Don, could frame, if he were backed up by
the Council—may have the effect next year of raising the

fallen glory of the Botanic shows. Stove and greenhouse

plants were but scantily shown in the classes for specified

numbers, the leading position being taken by Mr. J.
Ward (whose plants were of their usual excellence),

followed by Mr. [. Wheeler, and one or two others. The

1st prize in the class for a group "arranged for
effect" was won easily by Messrs. J. & C. Lee, of
Hammersmith, whose group certainly was very effective
in the position it occupied. The 2d and 3d prizes were
taken respectively by Mr. John Hester, manager of the
I'ine-apple Place Nursery, and Mr. Morse, of Epsom.
There were only three exhibitors of Orchids, Mr. B. S.
Williams taking a ist prize for eight amongst nurserymen,
with as fine a lot of plants as we have seen this season;
and Mr.

J.
Ward was ist in the corresponding class for

amateurs, also with a capital lot of plants. Mr. Williams
had also the best four Palms and exotic Ferns amongst
nurserymen, and Mr. J. Ward amongst amateurs ; and
British Ferns were splendidly represented by a collec-

tion from Messrs. Ivery & Son, of Dorking — very
good groups being staged by several well-known
amateurs. Tricolor Pelargoniums were exceedingly well
shown by Mr. Stevens, Ealing, Mr. T. Prestridge,

Uxbridge, Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, and Messrs.
Wright, Lee ; and a splendid group of g Phloxes in pots,

shown by Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, took the ist

award in that class. Cut Roses, in excellent condition,

came from Messrs. Paul & Son, Mr. B. R. Cant, Mr.
Ingle, Mr. Stoddart, Mr. Chard, and Mr. Webb, of Cal-
cot, near Reading, the last named sending a splendid box
of Marcchal Niel.

Amongst miscellaneous productions we noticed a large
and tastefully arranged group of bedding and other plants
suitable for garden decoration, contributed by Messrs. E,
G. Henderson & Son ; a very large and most interesting

collection of cut blooms and flowering plants of hardy herb-
aceous subjects, from Mr. Ware ; excellent boxes of Pico-
tees and Carnations from Mr. Turner, and Mr. Norman,
of Plumstead, Messrs. Jackman, of Woking, sent four
magnificently flowered specimens of Clematis, grown in

tubs ; and from Mr. James Puttick, Acton, came a well
flowered lot of Balsams. Mr. G, Wheeler sent a good
specimen Fuchsia, and this plant was moderately well

represented by several other exhibitors. Mr. Parker, of
Tooting, sent a fine group of plants, including several

very interesting subjects seldom seen at exhibitions

now-a-days.
New plants were represented by admirable groups from

Mr. B. S. Williams and Messrs. Veitch 6: Sons, and
Certificates of Merit were awarded in this department to

Mr. Williams, for Dipladeniaamoena and Gymnogranima
grandiceps ; to Messrs. Veitch & Sons, for Selaginella

japonica, Croton Youngii, Adiantum peruvianum, Flaty-

cerium alcicorne majus, Dieffenbachia brasiliensis, Tilland-

siaZahnii, LeptopterisWilkesiana, Masdevallia Harryana,
and Lasiandra macrantha floribunda ; to Messrs. Rollis-

son & Sons, for Erica splendens coronata and E. opu-
lenta ; to Mr. R. Parker, for Curcuma petiolata ; to

Messrs. Carter & Co., for Anasctochilus Ortgiesii ; to Mr.
Ware, for Lythrum floccosum. and Artemisia sp. ; and
to Colonel Cox, Fordwick, Kent, for Hymenophyllum sp.

Floral Certificates were voted to Mr. Turner, for Picotees

Princess of Wales and Mrs. AUcroft, and for Carnation
Prince Arthur ; to Mr. Norman, for seedling PicOtees

Miss Norman and Charles Williams; to Messrs. Paul &
^on, for a new Hybrid Perpetual Rose, named S. R.
Hole, and for a new Tea, named Cheshunt Hybrid.

In that division of the show in which prizes were offered

for the effective arrangement and picturesque grouping of

plants, flowers, &c., duplicate sets of prizes were offered

for almost all the subjects of competition, one set being
for ladies, being amateurs, the other set being open to all

comers. If this was arranged with the object of getting a
large display, it certainly had the desired effect ; but if it

was done in expectation that the open classes would be
competed for by persons who were not amateurs, or that

amateurs would be afraid to compete with florists and
professional decorators, the awards proved, what we
have long believed, that amateurs need have no fear of

entering into competition with professionals ;
for every

prize awarded in the open classes went to amateurs. In
the ladies' class for floral decorations for a dinner-table.

Miss E. Blair was ist, while Miss A. Hassard and Miss E.

Harris were equal 2d. In the corresponding open class,

Mr. W. L. Buster, of St. Mary's Cray, was ist. Miss E. Blair

and Miss A. Hassard were equal 2d, and Miss E. Harris

was 3d. The tables of the three ladies were so much hke
those which they have previously exhibited that we need
not describe them here, beyond just mentioning that four

out of these six had Palms or Ferns put through the

tables, and that the decoration of the bases of these

plants presented a marked improvement upon former
attempts. Of the 16 tables shown, only one calls for par-

ticular notice, and that is Mr. Buster's. His centre-piece

was a tall thin trumpet glass with a dish about S inches

from the foot. The dish was filled with water, and upon
it floated some blooms of Yucca, with the segments of the

perianth reflexed, so that it looked like a white Clematis.

At the top was a tall young spike of Humea, surrounded

by three nice pieces of blue Campanula rotundifolia, and
a few light grasses, while drooping from its edge were
three or four very delicate branches of Maarandia.
Round the base was a circle composed of small semi-

circular glass troughs, and in them were tastefully placed

Myosotis sparingly decorated with Fern fronds. It was
one of the lightest and prettiest centres for a dinner table

we ever saw. At each end of the table was a March glass,

of which the tops presented equally good arrangement

of Rhodanthe, Spirsa, and Humea, with drooping fronds

of Maidenhair; but the bases were scarcely in keeping

with the artistic skill evidenced m all the other parts of

the decoration, being a little overdone with full-blown

pink Roses, relieved by small white Campanulas and
grasses, and fringed with large hardy Ferns. The two
points in this table which would particularly strike the

close observer were— firstly, the exceedingly good effect

which was secured by lightly putting together so few

materials ; and secondly, that nearly all the materials had
been collected from the garden or the fields, and not from
stoves or greenhouses.

Prizes were also offered for the floral decoration of a
buffet, but only one out of seven competitors understood

what was required, and that was Mrs. Gardener of St.

John's Wood, who had large majolica vases supporting a
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Pandaniis in the middle, a good Adiantum on each side,

and a young Latania at each end. In the oblong vase or

tray which contained the Screw-Pine were several plants of

Gloxinia, while in front of the Latanias were glass vases

holding white Lilies (L. longiflorum) decorated with

Begonia leaves. The effect was decidedly good.
The competition amongst the ladies for a centre-table

decoration, arranged with cut flowers and fniit, was so

unsatisfactory that ist and 2d prizes were withheld, and
four of the nine exhibitors were eacli awarded a 3d prize.

In the corresponding open class, the ist and 3d prizes

were likewise withheld, while a 2d prize was given to

Messrs. Gardiner, 445, Strand, for a heavy glass stand, m
which the fruit was good and well grouped, but was
placed too high up, in order to show off a mass of richly

cut glass underneath it. There was nothing noteworthy

amongst the table bouquets and the hand bouquets, com-
peted for amongst the ladies, except the fact that in each

case the ist prize was withheld, a fact more creditable to

the judges than to the exhibitors ; and as the same thing

occurred in the open classes for bridal bouquets and for

ball-room bouquets, it will be concluded, and properly so,

that the exhibits in these classes were wanting in good
taste and arrangement. We hope to see some better

specimens of bouquets next year. There were also four

prizes offered for the decoration of a window, but only

one exhibitor entered for them.
As we have before observed, the show of fruit was better

than on the last occasion, but still very poor. The prizes

offered for 8 dishes of fruit caused the number of com-
petitors to dwindle down to two— Mr. Johnson, gr. to the

Marquis of Aylesbury, Savernake Forest, and Mr. Lynn,
gr. to Lord Boston, Hedsor, the judges making their

awards in the order named. The first named showed
good bunches of well-coloured Black Hamburgh and
Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, a good-sized and altogether

handsome Queen Pine, splendid dishes of Peaches and
Nectarines, and very large examples of the Castle

Kennedy Fig, &c. ; and in Mr. Lynn's collection

were good, nicely coloured Peaches and Nectarines, a
splendid box of Sir J. Paxton Strawberries, an excellent

dish of Biggareau NapoliJon Cherries, Black and
White Grapes, &c. The best basket of Black Grapes
{12 Ib.) came from Mr. H. Stapleton, gr. to H. B.

Davies, Esq., Spring Grove, Isleworth, the corre-

sponding prize in the class for White Grapes going to

Mr. J. Craven, of Whetstone ; excellent baskets
of Biack Grapes were also contributed by Mr. A.
Johnson ; and Mr. Ward, gr. to T. N. Miller. Esq.,
Bishop Stortford. The best single dish of Black Ham-
burghs, the bunches not very large, but nicely finished

and even in berry, were staged by Mr. M. Walker, gr.,

Gunnersbury House, Acton, only four other dishes being
shown. In the class for any other Black Grape, Mr.
Lynn sent good examples of Black Prince, and the same
variety was also shown in excellent condition by Mr.
Oliver Goldsmith, Polesden, near Dorking, three nice but
insufficiently ripened bunches of Black Alicante coming
from Mr. H. Ward, gr. to the Earl of Radnor.
Mr. J. Craven showed very fine examples of Mus-
cat of Alexandra, which only wanted a little more
colour to make them in every respect perfect speci-

mens of high cultivation. For the best 2 dishes of
Peaches there were only .seven competitors, Mr. H. Dow-
ning, gr. to T. Gresswell, Esq., Norbury Park, Dorking,
being adjudged the winner of the ist prize, with really

hmdsome dishes of Incomparable and Noblesse ; Mr.
Kemp, gr. to the Duke of Northumberland, Albury Park,
was 2d, with Royal George and the true Padley's Early,
both in capit.al condition. There were five exhibitors of

a dishes of Nectarines, remarkably fine and well coloured
fruit of Elruge and Newington, shown by Mr.

J. Davey,
Bridge Nursery, Friern Barnet, being the best. Of Pines
there was a better display than we have seen here for a long
time, 42 fruit being staged. In the class for a single Queen
ten specimens were shown, the best coming from Mr. [.

Bland, gr. to J. Whilehouse. Esq., The Gaer, Monmouth,
and Mr. J. Hepper, The Elms, Acton. Mr. Lynn was
ist for any other variety with a very large Providence
(weight 10 lb. 3 oz.), and Mr. G. Ward was next with a
handsome fruit of Charlotte Rothschild, weighing 7 lb.

The Melons were a very poor lot, but few being shown,
and those only of an inferior character. Cherries were
well represented by Mr. Lynn, and Mr. Smith, gr. to the
Earl of Gainsborough ; and Mr. W. Clarke, Beckenham.
had the best four dishes of Strawberries. Vines in pots
were fairly shown by Mr. Cole, gr. to J. S. Budgett, Esq.,
Ealing Park, and Mr. Webster, Wandsworth Common.
In the miscellaneous class five nice Queens came from
Mr. H. Harvey, Wooley Park, Wantage ; six from Mr.
W. Jones, gr. to Earl Vane

;
the same number from Mr.

H. Ward, and four from Mr. Miller, gr., Worksop
Manor ; all excellent fruit. Mr. J. Carr, gr. to F. L.
Hinds, Esq., Byfleet Lodge, sent a handsome dish of
fruit of the Water Lemon, Passiflora laurifoHa.

On Thursday night the show tents, as well as the con-
servatory, were Illuminated by gas from 9 o'clock to 12—

a

novelty introduced by the managers, with what result we
are unable to state until our next.

24 varieties, single trusses : G. Cooling, of Bath, B. R.

Cant, and J.
Cranston, of Hereford, were the competi-

tors. Amongst amateurs, Mr. T. Laxton, of Stamford,
occupied a high place, taking the ist prize in the class

for 36 varieties ; Mr. Draycott, of Leicester, being 2d,

and Mr. C.J. Perry, Castle Bromwich, 3d. A fine stand

was also sent by Mr. Craig, gr.. Levens flail, Westmore-
land. There were classes confined to exhibitors residing

witliin 20 miles of Manchester, and several of the local

growers competed—Mr. L. Palfrey, of Altrincham, occu-

pying the ist position; Mr. John Allen, Oldfield Hall,

Mr. G. Parr, Sale, and Mr. R. E. Warburton. Arley

Hall, sending creditable stands. A bridal bouquet of

Roses, made up in his best style, was e.xhibited by Mr. R.

S. Yates, of Sale ; and a basket of Roses from the same
exhibitor each received ist awards. In the classes for 24
and 12 bunches of cut flowers. Messrs. E. Cole & Sons,

of Withington, exhibited some truly grand specimens, in

excellent condition. This contribution seemed to us one
of the most attractive features in the exhibition, and
deservedly received the 1st prizes and attracted a deal of

attention. Mr. H. Hooper, of Bath, exhibited in nice

condition Pinks, Carnations. Cloves, &c. ; and Mr. C. J.
Perry, had a nice stand of Verbena^.
The fruits, with but few e.'cceptions, were all of first-class

quality, and the competition in each class very close.

There were four competitors in the class for 10 dishes, six

distinct kinds, namely, Mr. Bannerman, gr. to Lord
Bagot, Mr. Miles, gr. to Lord Carrington, Mr. Simpson,
gr. to Lord Wharncliffe, and Mr, Grant, gr. to G. B.

Glegg, Esq. ; and the prizes were awarded in the above
order. The Pines were an unusually fine exhibition, more
especially those in the collections of three which came from
the gardens of Lady Scarlett, Burnley, and Mrs. Mars-
land, Macclesfield. Captain Starkie was an exhibitor in

the class for single Pines, and occupied a good position.

Black Grapes were shown in large quantities and in

first-rate condition, the ist prize going to Mr. T. H.
Jackson, Birkenhead, 2d, J. Eccles, Southport, The
White Grapes, with one or two exceptions, were not

ripe ; those sent by Mr. Blinkhorn, of St. Helen's, and
Mr. Bannerman, who received ist and 2d awards, were
in prime condition. Peaches and Nectarines were all

of a high order of merit, and were exhibited in large

quantities. Mr. T. Chaddock, Congleton, Messrs.

R. & H, Nicholls, Bramby, Leeds, being the principal

contributors. A large number of Melons was displayed,

but, with two exceptions, they were not fit to taste, let

alone to eat ; still the judges had to taste to test, for it is

utterly impossible to judge Melons in any other way.
Many of the fruits staged had a very nice appearance, and
had a nice smell, and if the judges had stopped here the

worst Melon might have received the prize. For the

green-fleshed, Mr. Hill, of Keele Hall, was 1st ; and for

scarlet-fieshed, Mr. Upjohn, of Worsley Hall, occupied
the same position. For 4 dishes of fruits, Mr. Upjohn
was 1st. Grape Vines in pots were exhibited by Mr. John
Rylands, Longford Hall, in first-rate condition ; and
Cherries, by Mr. R. O. Leycester, Knutsford. Six Plum
trees in pots came from Mr. T. Statter, of Stand Hall,

and received an extra award. First-class Certificates

were awarded to two new Roses, exhibited by Paul &
Sons, named Rev. S. Reynolds Hole and Annie Laxton.

On the first day of the show the weather was delightfully

fine, and a large and fashionable attendance was the

result ; on the second day, one of those terrible storms
with which we are getting painfully familiar set in, and
put a stop to any further enjoyment.

crowded with flowers. There were some fine examples of
Pines, and also of Black Grapes, besides other fruits.

One-half of a long tent was devoted to arrangements of
cut flowers, under which heading there were many com-
petitors for the prizes offered for three decorations for the
dinner-table, for single vases, and for hand bouquets, all

of which excited much interest. Respecting the bouquets,
we need only express regret that people will still persist in

making such heavy masses of flowers, and in crowding
them so much togetlier, instead of using fewer flowers and
putting them further apart from each other. Too much
heaviness generally pervaded the single vases, the 1st prize

for which was won by Miss Jackson, Mayfield Place,

Orpington, whose grouping of Roses and Fern fronds at

the top of her vase was very praiseworthy.
But the most artistic exhibition in the whole of this

display of floral arrangements was hat which won for

Mrs. Watt, of Chislehurst, the ist prize for dinner-table

decorations. It consisted of three March glasses, the
centre one having at its base an oval of glass troughs, and
being made higher than the end vases by raising it on a
foot and by having a small trumpet-shaped vase at the
top. The flowers used were simple and readily procurable,
Water Lilies, scarlet Pelargoniums. Fuchsias, grasses,

and Maidenhair being the materials principally employed ;

but the light, tasteful manner in which they had been
thrown together afforded evidence of an amount of artistic

skill far beyond that of the other exhibitors, whose
arrangements in several instances impressed one with the

belief that their knowledge of harmonies and contrasts in

colour had been derived from a careful study of a
cottager's patchwork quilt.

We have omitted to mention that an excellent selection

of music was well performed during the afternoon by the
bands of the Scots Fusilier Guards and of the Royal
jMarines ; and we may conclude with the hope that this

flourishing young society may long be permitted, through
the courtesy of Mr. Wythes. to hold its annual meeting m
his beautiful park, for it would be difficult indeed to find

a more suitable and convenient locality for a flower show.

Manchester Botanical and Horticultural :

yuly 5 and 6.

—

J^osc and Fruit Show.—(From a corre-
spondent.)—This was in every respect a highly satisfactory
meeting. Both Roses and fruits excelled in magnificence
any that have been seen in competition at Manchester.
The great tide of contribution flowed from the .southern
counties, and in many classes, both in the trade and
amateur sections, the competition was very keen. In the
class for 72 varieties of Roses, single tnisses, Messrs.
Cant, of Colchester, Cranston, of Hereford, Paul &
bons, Cheshunt, and Davison, of Hereford, competed,
and the prizes were awarded in the above order. In
class 2, 48 distinct varieties, three trusses, the contribu-
tions were equally meritorious, and the competition equally
keen, Messrs. Cranston being ist. Cant ad and
Davison 3d ; whilst for 24 varieties, three trusses,' Paul
& Sons, B. R. Cant, and J. Cranston competed, and the
prizes were awarded in the order in whch theii names stand

,

West Kent Horticultural: y^/v 6.—The second
annual exhibition of this Society was held on Saturday
last, in Bickley Park, by permission of the owner. George
Wylhes. Esq. Thunder showers, lasting for about an hour,

refreshed the grounds while the judges were making their

awards, and before the time for the arrival of the company
;

so that everything looked fresh and bright in the afternoon,

when the gay dresses of the ladies of the neighbourhood,
who turned out in strong force, converted the beautifully

wooded park into a fairy-like scene. There could not have
been less than 3000 persons present, amongst whom were
the ex-Empress of the French and the Prince Imperial, who
seemed to enjoy the flower show thoroughly. The tliree

very large tents in which the plants, flowers, fruits, and
vegetables were exhibited, were pitched close to the

mansion of Mr. Wylhes. whose entertainment of the
visitors was of the most liberal character, extending even
to the acquaintances of the friends of people whom he
had once met somewhere. For the further amusement of

the company, the Bickley Cricket Club had invited a
scratch team to join them in a match, amongst whom we
recognised Incogniti, Owls, Wanderers, and others.

Some fine play was exhibited, in spite of an apparently
unlimited flow of champagne iced, and claret cup, which
had been provided for the players and their friends, not

forgetting ices for the ladies, wlio however seemed equally

to enjoy the beverages on that hot afternoon.

So much for the surroundings of one of the prettiest

and best local shows which we have lately seen. And
now. a few words about the plants. Although "elephants"
were not present in force, they were not altogether un-
represented, for a giant plant of Lihum auratum, having
several stems about 10 feet high, and carrying 72 ex-

panded flowers, commanded the entrance to one of the

booths, where it had been sunk, and the pot covered
with grass, out of which it appeared to be growing.
Messrs. ]. Veitch & Sons, and Messrs. RoUisson & Sons
both staged choice collections of rare plants, of medium
size; Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, of Forest Hill;

Mr. Morse, of Epsom; and Mr. Ley, of Croydon, also

sent interesting groups ; but, with these exceptions, the

whole of this fine show was furnished by gardeners in the

immediate neighbourhood, and for their size it would be
difficult to find more highly creditable specimens of horti-

culture. The Caladiums were exceedingly fine, and
numerous. The Ferns were remarkably well done, many
uncommon species being noticeable amongst the collec-

tions. The Fuchsias drew forth unqualified praise, short

pyramids from 3 to 4 feet through being covered and

Hereford Rose Show: July 9.—(From a corre-

spondent. )—The sixth exhibition of the West of England
Society was held, as usual, tin the Shire Hall, Here-
ford, on Tuesday last, the 9th inst. In all respects

it was a highly satisfactory meeting. The Roses were
generally in finer condition and more true to character
than we have seen them elsewhere this season. They
were very numerous, and the competition in nearly all

the classes was very severe. This was particularly the
case in the nurserymen's division, in all the classes in

which, curiously enough, Mr. J. Keynes, Mr. B. R. Cant,
Messrs. Paul & Son, and Mr, J. Cranston were respec-

tively 1st. 2d, 3d. and 4th. Mr. Keynes' Roses were
grand ; they were, individually and collectively, equal to

any we ever saw. Salisbury must have been a favoured
spot lately, for Mr. Keynes' blooms gave no sign of bad
weather—no blurred and stained petals, which was the
case with nearly every one else. Mr. Cant was next in

point of excellence ; then followed Messrs. Paul & Son,
while Mr. J. Cranston brought up the rear. Having so
recently given lists of the best Roses at Birmingham and
South Kensington, we refrain from repeating the names
in this report, simply stating that all the best kinds now
grown were well represented. Messrs. Paul lS: Son
were awarded a First-class Certificate for a seedling

Rose, which they have named S. Reynolds Hole. It is a
deep crimson-maroon, rather dull in colour as shown at

Hereford, but promising to be not unworthy its eminent
namesake. W. Wilson Saunders, another new Rose
shown by same firm, is a very noticeable variety ; so also

is Cheshunt Hybrid, a new Tea-scented variety of much
promise. It is well filled and large-petaled, and of a rich

rosy-crimson hue. Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, also

exhibited an interesting box of seedling Roses, among
which we noticed Globe, A. Wigan, Marquis of Salisbury,

and Mrs. Coleman. They were a promising lot, and were
commended by the judges.

In the amateur classes Mr. T. Laxton, the Rev. J. B.

M. Camm, Rev. Geo. Arkwright, Rev. R. O. Carter, Rev.

C. Evans, Mr. R. Baker, and Mr. J. H. Arkwright made
a very good show. In some of the classes in this division

there were over a dozen exhibitors.

Grand Yorkshire Floral Fete. — (From a corre-

spondent.)—This show was held at York on June 13, 14,

and 15, and it will rank as one of the greatest and most
successful exhibitions of the year. Some idea of its mag-
nitude may be formed when it is stated that there were
staged for competition 148 specimens, stove and green-

house plants ; 254 do.. Ferns and ornamental foliage

plants ; 128 do., fancy and show Pelargoniums ; 129 do.,

Nosegay and Zonal Pelargoniums ; 156 do., variegated
and bronzed ; and 206 do., Roses in pots ; while most
of the prizes in the classes containing such things as bed-
ding plants, dinner-table plants. Azaleas, Achiraene.s,

Calceolarias, Amaryllis. Liliums, Fuchsias. Orchids. &c.,

were well contested. In the class for 16 stove and green-
house plants. Messrs. Cole & Son took ist with a very

fine lot, including superbly bloomed plants of Aphelexis
humilis rubra and macrantha rosea ; Azaleas Chelsoni,

Extranci, Brilliant, and Juliana; Bougainvillea glabra;
Ixoras amboinensis and coccinea

;
Ericas ventricosa mag-

nifica. venosa, and Cavendishii ; Allamanda grandiflora,

Franciscea conferliflora. Epacris Princess Royal, and
l;xst, but not least, a fine plant of the pretty Gompholo-
bium polyniorphum splendens.

Mr. W. E. Dixon, Beverley, took 1st for the onamental-
foliaged plants, and divided the honours with Messrs.
Brooke & Co. for the Orchids ; while Mr. May, Bcdalc,
was ist for the 12 show and 6 fancy Pelargoniums, and
for the 15 Roses in pots. Fruit in several of the classes was
well shown. In the collection for six dishes, H. S. Thomp-
son. Esq., Lord Wharnclifife, and the Earl of Zetland
took the prizes in the order they are named. Mr.
Thompson was again ist in the collection of four dishes.

Cut Roses were not so largely shown as they usually arc

here, Messrs. Paul & Son, Cranston, and Keynes, being
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absentees. Mr. G. Edward, York, took ist for the 4S

and 24, tliree blooms c.ich ; Mr. May ist for the 36 ;

while Mr. T. La.\ton w.is ist for the 12 white and yellows,

and for the 12 blooms of a Tea-scented Rose, also for the

iS blooms, distinct varieties. Mr. Alderman Steward was

ist for the 12 Roses, and Mrs. Grimston in the class for 6.

Florists' Flowers.
I H.WE just now in fine flower a large bed of Sweet

Wii,LI.\MS,and I cannot help saying that I have never

before seen a finer lot ov in greater variety of colour.

Tlie strain is an improved form of what is known as

Hunt's variety, and is the result of very careful selec-

tion for several years past, the colours incUtding the

purest white and rich crimson, and some 50 or more
intervening shades and maiking ; indeed, out of several

hundreds of plants, there are probably no two alike.

It is, however, in size of pip and truss that the improved

character of the strain is so manifest, as many of the

individual flowers are an inch in diameter, and the

trusses as big as a dinner-plate. Hunt's strain pre-

sented an improved form upon the old border

varieties of the Sweet William, and this is still more
apparent now, when to size is added perfect roundness,

petals overlapping each other, like those of a good

Zonal Pelargonium, and a smooth even edge, although

the elimination of the serrated edge is not yet entirely

accomplished. I used to grow the Auricula-eyed strain

largely some years since, but the presence of this

serrated edge in all the flowers proved a fatal objection

at the exhibition table, although the white eye is an

undoubted desideratum. Still I think a smooth edge

to be the greatest improvement, and have therefore in

subsequent years striven to make that feature more and

more distinct.

The Sweet William gets now little encouragement

as an exhibition" flower. I suppose it would be accepted

as a sign of the near approach of the Deluge were the

Royal Horticultural Society to ofler prizes for trusses

of Sweet Williams—there is unfortunately such an

awful element of rusticity about the name ; and yet I

doubt not but that the flower is, especially with the

fair sex, as great a favourite as many more pretentious

kinds. To get the Sweet William in fine condition for

exhibition, a sowing should be made in some open
spot in the garden during the months of April or May,
and then by the middle of July, when some early crop

has been cleared, space can be found wherein the

plants can be pricked out thickly, getting an occasional

watering, until early in the winter, when they may be

removed, with good balls of earth on the roots, to their

permanent position. When the stalks show up in the

spring, the strongest only should be retained, the weaker

ones being cut away ; the stems should be then secured

to neat sticks, that no harm may result from wind ; but

if hot suns or heavy rains prevail for a week or so

before the time of the show, protection of some kind

should be given to the whole bed, or else the best

trusses must be selected and sheltered on a smaller

scale. Medium sized trusses, if of really good form

and substance, are much to be preferred to large ones,

if quality be wanting. The aim of both grower and
judge should be to promote really permanent improve
ment. A. D.

Miscellaneous.
GuACO.—Once for all let me say that I have little

confidence in snake remedies. "I'he most positive

statements in respect to them are often entirely false.

It is a general impression that the venom of serpents

of diflerent species differs more in power than in nature.

This is very doubtful. Sensibility to poison certainly

varies in dilTerent species. z\ bite of a rattlesnake

that would kill a horse w'ould only make a man deadly
sick, with fright, perhaps, and would not harm a dog.

A spontaneous recovery from a snake-bite gives repu-

tation to an inert remedy. Besides the Mitrania

Guaco, of which I have never seen the flower, and
Aristolochia anquicida, also called Guaco, there are

many other plants that have the same name and the

same reputation. All have two distinct colours in the

leaf, as has the rattlesnake-leaf of the States, Goodyera
pubescens. Many rely on the cotyledons of Simaba
Cedron, called Cedron in New Grenada. Besides ex-

traction of poison, and the immediate severing of the

bitten limb, I know of no surer way than to combat
the symptoms as they appear. HoltotCs Andes^

THE WEATHER.
STATE OP THE WEATHER AT BLACK'HEATH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, July 10, 1872.

i
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these to be removed elsewhere, as it will afford an early
opportunity to thoroughly cleanse the pit, an essential

matter in relation to the next succession of plants. The
best method adopted for pits or houses which have the
bottom-heat supplied by hot-water pipes, is to clear
the pit of everything once a year, of course except-
ing plants permanently established, and then have it

thoroughly well cleansed, and all the available surfaces,

where practicable, lime-washed over. The suckers
taken from the above-named plants, if well ripened at

the base, should be potted at once into 5 and 6-inch
pots, according to size ; drain the pots, and use the
fibrous part of turfy loam—potting them firmly,

water once over, and plunge them immediately into a
pit or frame having a fermenting-bed and possessing a
gentle bottom-heat, with or without hot-water pipes,
which will be found the best place for the suckers at

this season. Shade from the mid-day sun, and lightly
dew them over with a fine syringe every sunny day at

the time the pit is closed, which should be done at
So' to 85°. G. T. Miles, ]Vycombe AHa-)' Garden.

Figs.—In houses where the fruit is ripening main-
tain a dry and rather bracing atmosphere, so as to

obtain well flavoured fruit. If the atmosphere is kept
moist, the fruit will taste watery and insipid. When
the fruit crop is gathered, thin and regulate the shoots,
and maintain a thoroughly m'oist and warm atmosphere.
No fire-heat, excepting in extremely cold days, need
be used. Ey judicious ventilation and shutting up very
early in the afternoon, a very higli mean temperature
may be obtained. Syringe copiously at all times, even
during the brightest sunshine ; with trees in pots this

is especially required. Pinch continually and cleanly
the points of all growing shoots. Top-dress the plants
that require it, such as may be swelling off their crop
of fruit. When the fruit is ripening withhold water
from the roots somewhat, and admit as much bracing
air as can be given. B.
Peaches and Nectarines.—Where the crop is

gathered, much the same attention ought to be
bestowed upon the trees as was observed while the
fiuit was growing in regard to keeping the foliage

healthy, for it should be borne in mind that the leaves,

which have hitherto been occupied in elaborating sap
for the sustenance of the fruit, are now equally neces-
sary for the purpose of preparing and depositing in the
tissues of the wood the secretions requisite to its com-
plete formation and in maturing the fruit-buds for the
ensuing season. Consequently recourse must be had to
the free use of the engine to keep the red-spider in
check ; and if the borders are dry a thorough soaking
of manure water would greatly assist the trees, espe-
cially those of weakly growth. In regard to succession
crops, see previous directions as to exposing the fruit

as much as possible to air and light, with the view
to secure high colour and full development. IVm.
Gardhier, Eathi^on Par/;.

FO-RESTRY.
The copious rain has encouraged the growth of

coarse weeds both in young forest plantations and
nursery departments. It will therefore require great
vigilance on the part of those in charge, to prevent the
young stock from becoming injured, and no time
should be .lost in effecting a clearance. Drains may
now be opened in wet places intended to be planted
next winter ; it will give the land a chance of getting
dry by the time it is required. Drains for woodlands
are best left open, and a good batter or slope given to
the sides to prevent easy choking. If there is a sharp
fall for water to run off, it is better to make the drains
in an angular direction instead of taking them straight
down the incline, and to conduct the water into a main
leader, these catch the running channels better as the
water exudes out of the ground. Clean hedges, and
see that all fencing is in proper order. J. IVelislir.

Notices to Correspondents.
*.t* By an unfortunate accident the name of Dr. Hinds,

Prolessor of Botany in Queen's College, Birmingham,
was omitted last week, as the author of a paper on
the Vegetation of the Vicinity of Birmingham.

Books: JohnCole. Hooker'si7«(/<:«/'jiC'/Dra(Macmillan).
COLEUSES : J. C. These are far too numerous, and too

closely resembling each other to admit of their being
named from leaves alone,

FKLirT OF Stephanotes. — An Amateur. It is not
commonly seen in fruit. It ripens of a yellowish
colour, splits, and reveals silky seeds.

l-'UNGtJS : Camjee. Your Mint is attacked by a Fungus,
-Ecidium Menthos. M. J. B.—J. T. F. The Fungus is
.Stemonitis typhoides. It is not unlikely that it will
spread. M.J.B. — E. C. IV. The rose leaves are
attacked by Asteroma Rosae. .\s it is first developed
beneath the cuticle, it is very doubtful if any apphcation
will be of service. It is very common. Al. J. B.

Gkapes
; Marlow. Several causes may affect the colour-mg of vour Grapes. One common cause is that of

over-croppmg—the leaving of too much fruit for the
quantity of properly developed leaves. To colour
ijrapes well, you must have abundance of healthy
leaves, and maintain a dry, rather cool atmosphere.

INSECTS II?"'?/°^v'''
^°'^ """"S "«''' ^"d day.iNSLCTS. W. u. Vour Peas are infested with vastnumbers of spec.m«B of a minute yellow thrip (none ofwh.chare ,n the winged state at presem). Watering

the plants with hme-water repeatedly would be benencial!but they are most difficult to get rid of / o H'Malformed Foxglove : Ebor. The condition 'is not

uncommon. It results apparently from the running
together of several flowers at an early stage of their de-
velopment, so that they form ultimately one single
bell-shaped flower.

Malforhed Rose : L, C. The condition is a very
common one, and results apparently from over-luxu-
riance at a particular stage, whereby new buds are
formed instead of seed-vessels.

Names OF Plants ; W. S. It looks like a good variety
of Luisia alpina.

—

J. F. if Son, Aberdeen. Aerides
su.avissimum and Dendrobium secundum.— W. J. D.
Most of the garden Heaths are seedlings or hybrids,
and these we cannot undertake to name. — J. A.
I, Salix pentandra; 2, Euphorbia Cyparissias.—Z). //.

1, Silene pendula ; 2, Lamium maculatum
; 3, Chino-

nanthus virginicus.

—

A Reader, Cork, i, Heuchera
micrantha ; 2, Telhma grandiflora

; 3, Saxifraga
-Mzoon

; 4, S. Geum
; 5, S. ca5spitosa ; 6, S. hypnoides

var.
; 7, S. Guthrieana ; 8, S. sponhemica

; 9, S. vir-

giniensis
; ro, S. aspera ; ir, S. hypnoides var. : 12, S.

cuneifolia.

—

A. Siler, Washington, Wasliington Co.,
Uta/i, U.S. I, Eaileya multiradiata ; 2, Rumex sp.,

perhaps R. domesticus
; 3, Abronia fragrans

; 4, Mal-
vastrum Munroanum

; 5, CEnothera pinnatifida, 6,

Eschscholtzia hypeeoides
; 7, Erodium cicutarium ; 8,

Audibertia canescens.— R. IV. Thalictrum glaucum
(Desf.); Tradescantiavirginica. i, Veronica Teucrium

;

3, V. incana ; the other two both varieties of longi-
folia. Anchusa italica (?). Campanulas Nos. i and 3
seem both rapunculoides. No. 2 is probably Trachelium,
but the specimen is too indifferent to make sure.

y. M. IV., Fla.xley. The " Fire-grass " is Plantago lan-
ceolata, the other is some Hawkweed (Hieracium), we
cannot tell which from your specimen.

—

H. T. Elwes.
Spurrey (Spergula arvensis). Hoe it up before it seeds.—

J. M. So far as we can tell from a single leaf, it is

PyrusAria (White Beam).

—

P. G. 1, Pteris tremula ; 2,

Nephrolepis tuberosa
; 3, Asplenium bulbiferum.

Orchard-house Fruit Trees, &c. : Marlo-w. Yes
;

decidedly. Look over and clear out all useless shoots
at once. You can never do this too soon.

Pelargonium Disease: J. W. It is a form of the
Geranium spot, which arises we beheve from alternating
drought and over-watering. Repot and drain well,
attending to a proper but not excessive supply of water,
and it will probably vanish. M. J. B.—Stanley. This
case is precisely like the last. Both have probably been
aggravated by bright sunshine acting on the already
diseased leaves. M. J. B.— T. K. Attacked by Aste-
romaRosffi. Unfortunately there is no remedy. IM.J.B.

Rose Leaf : A. W. P. The smaller excrescence is an
old Fungus, apparently an /Ecidum

; the larger one is a
gall, the work of some species of Cynips. We will tell

you the name at another time.
Sensitive Plant : J. L. asks a question which would

require some columns to make intelligible. We refer
him to an article on the subject at p. 825 of our volume
for r866.

Catalogues Received.—Ant. Roozen & Son (Over-
veen, Haarlem), Catalogue of Dutch and Cape Bulbs.

Communications Received.— R. H. V.— I. S.—G. C. E —
W. W.—W. P. A.—W. S.-C. W.—V. Blakemore (next week).

^

M Indestructible Terra-CotU Plant Markers.AW and CO.'S PATENT.-Pnces, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application : also

Patterns of Ornamentaf I lie Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls, &c. MAW and CO., Benthall Works, Broseley

The Patent Imperishable Hothouse.AYRES'S PATENT:
GLASS, iron, and CONCRETE.

Before building a Plant or Fruit House of any kind, send six
stamps, and obtain the Illustrated Prospectus of the

1MPERISH.4BLE HOTHOUSE CO.MPANY,
Newark-on-Trent, Notts.

MANAGER—W. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S..
fmperishable Hothouse Company, Newark-on.Trent

Plans, Specifications and Estimates supplied upon the shortest notice.

J
Perfection In Heating.

G. S M E A T O N AND CO.,
• HORTICCLTURAL ARCHITECTS and EUILDERS, HOT'WATER

and Steam-heating Engineers,
71, Harwood Road,

Walham Green, Fulhara,
London, S.W.

Consultations in all ijarts of the Kingdom.
Plans and Estimates gratis.

Efficiency in all branches guaranteed.

M Russia Mat Merchants.
ESSRS. G. D. MARENDAZ and FISHER,
importers of ARCHANGEL and ST. PETERSBURG MATS,

dealers in TANNED GARDEN NETTING, TIFFANY, LABELS.TARRED and other TWINES, LINES, &c.
9. James Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Archangel and Petersburg Mats.
T BLACKBURN and SONS, having just receivedC • a large consignment of NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERS-BURG MATS at reduced prices, will forward Price List on appli-

cation. Samples to be seen at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on applic:ation.
JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7. Commercial Street, Shorcdilch, London.

TANNED NETTING, for Garden purposes,
Protecting Fruits from Birds, &:c. Widths t, 2, 3, and 4 yards.

Price id. per square yard.
HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

arhds.
COVENT GARDEN.—July 12.

We have been doing a good trade in small fruit, a great
quantity being sent to the northern markets. There is a
fair demand for rough goods, and hothouse fruit is very
plentiful.

Cut Flowers.
s. d. s. d.

Carnations, p. bunch 40 — 60
Gardenias, p. doz. . . 30— 60
Heartsease, p. labun. 1 6 — 30
Heliotropes, p. doz,

sprays — 06
Mignonette, 12 bun. 20 — 40
Myosotis, p. bun. . . 02 — 06
Pelargoniums,

French.p.ia sprays o 6 — i o
Pelargoniums, Scar-

let, p. 1 2 sprays . . 04 — o c)

s. d. s. d.
Ncmophila, p.izbun. ., — 16
Pinks, p. doz. bun, 20—30
Roses, per doz. , . 04 — 40— Moss, do. ..06 — 10
Spirsca, p. bunch .. .. — 10
Stephanotis,i2spraysi o — 6 u
S\vectPeas,p.i2 bun. 4 0—60
TropEeolums, 12 bun.
Trumpet Lilies.doz.

Stocks, p. bunch .

.

Wallflowers, bunch

10 — 20
..—60
04 — 06
.. — 06

Balsams p.

Calceolaria, .

,

Cockscombs ,

.

Double Gera-
niums

Fuchsia
Heath, in vara.

Plants in Pots.
. d. s. d.

6 o— 9 o
4 o—12 o
12 o—24 o

Hydrangea p. doz.
Lobelia
Mignonette,
Myrtles
Pelargonium
— Scarlet

Rhodantho

do.
do.

. do.
. do.
. do.
. do.

s. d. s. d.

9 o— 1 8 o
4 o— 6 o
4 o— 6 o
6 o—12 o
9 o—18 o
4 o— 6 o
60—..

Nectarines, p. doi;. 8 1

Oranges, per 100 .

.

Peaches, per doz. .

.

Pine-apples, per lb.

Strawberries, p. lb.

6 o —10 o
8 o —24 o
40 — 70
I o— 3 o

2 6-

I o— 3 o

7— 10
1 o— I 6
2 o— 6 o

. I o— 2 o
o 6— I o

Fruit.

s. d. s. d.

Apricots, p. doz. . . a o to 3 o
Cherries, p. lb. ..06 — 20
Figs, p. doz. ..40 — 10 o
Grapes, per lb. ..30 — 80
Lemons, per 100 ..70 — 10 o
Melons, each . . 3 o to 8 o

Vegetables.

s. d. s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea. o 3 to o 6
Asparagus, per 100 2 6— 6 o— French, do — .

.

Beet, per doz.

Cabbages, per doz. .

.

Cardoons, each
Carrots, p. bunch .

.

— French, do,.,
Cauliflowers, p. doz.

Celery, per bundle ,

Cucumbers, each ,.

French Beans, new,
per 100 .. .... — 26

Herbs, per bunch ., o 2— o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun.3 o— 5 o
Leeks, per bunch .. o 2— o 4

New Potatos—Round, 4^. to ys. per cwt. ; Kidneys, 9^. to

li3s. do.

d,

18 o

s. d. s. d.
Lettuces, perscore.. i oto 2 o
Mushrooms, p. pott. .. — 30
Onions, per bunch . o 4— o 9
Parsley, p. bunch , . o 2— o 4
Peas, new, per qt. 10—20
Potatos, new frame,
per lb o 3— o 6

Radishes, per bunch o 2— .

,

Rhubarb, p. bund. . o 4— o q
Salsafy, per bun — ..

Scorzonera, per bun. . , — .

.

Shallots, per lb. .. o 8— ..

Spinach, per bushel 2 o— 3 o
Toniatos, p. doz. . . 2 o— Ji, o
Turnips, ncw.p. bun. .. — 09

TANNED GARDEN NETTING, One Penny per
square yard, for rrotecting Seed Beds, Peas, Fruit, Straw-

berries, &c., from Birds, Frost, Blight, &c., and as a Fence for
Fowls—in 1,2, 2< and 4 yard widths. HEXAGON, TIFFANY,
and other NETTING; GALVANISED WIRE NETTING. PEA
HURDLES, SEED PROTECTORS, &c.
C. WRIGHT AND CO. (late 376, Strand, London), Ncwark-on-Trent.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES. SEED BEDS.
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.—TANNED NETTING for

Protecting the above from Frost, Blighty Birds, &c., 2 yards wide,
3rf. per yard, or loo yards, 20J ; 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards,
30S. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6rf. per yard; 4 yards
wide, II. per yard ; 3^^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. da. per yard. Also
TIFFANY. Can be had in any quantity of
EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge, E.C.

EDGINGTON'S GARDEN NETTING, the cheapest
and most durable, at id. per square yard, or in quantities of

250, 500, or 1000 yards, carriage free,

EDGINGTON'S RICK CLOTHS for 67 years have
maintained their celebrity as the best.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES for Hire are the most
clef;ant and capacious.

EDGINGTON'S CRICKET and GARDEN TENTS
are the prettiest.

TIFFANY, SCRIM CANVAS, and every other kind
of NETTING.

Be particular—FRED. EDGINGTON AND CO., Rick Cloth, S;c,
Manufacturer to Her Majesty, 53, Old Kent Koad, London, S.E.
A quantity of good Second-hand Government TEN TS for Sale, cheap.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI D O M O."
• —Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-condactor of Heat
or Cold where it is applied.

PROTECTION AGAINST the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN,
WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide. 11. 6d. per yard.

"FRIGI bOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide 11. lorf. pcryard.
Three yards wide 31. 2rf. per yard.
Four yards wide 3s. ictt. per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long, 6a;rf. toSlid. per yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, j^d. and
g}id. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of " Frifii Dome," 3. Cannon
Street, City, E,C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Countrj-,

Notice.—REMOVED from 7. Great Trinity Lane.

FOWLER'S PATEN.T STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in Enpland,
For particulars apply 10 lOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.G. ; and Steam f'louRh Works, Leeds,

rpO BE SOLD, a STEAM SELF-PROPELLING
X FIRK ENGINE, HOIST, and MACHINERY DRIVER
(Roberts' Patent).
Manufactured at the Works of BROWN, LENO.\ and CO..

Millwall, London. Extreme dimensions, lafcct 6 inches lonj;, 6fcct
6 inches wide.
Two Vertical Steam Cylinders, 6 inches diameter, la inches stroke.
Two Gun-metal Pumps, glj inches diameter, 8 inches stroke, and

air vessels.

Has thrown water 140 feet high from a i?^ inch jet, and is fitted

with a regulator to throw any quantity from a pint to nearly a tons per
minute.
Runs on a level turnpike road at the rate of 18 miles an hour, and

steers with facility, turning in little more than half its IcnRth,
Has a fair mvcntory of hose. &c.
On the en''ine-shait is a pulley or richer, and a windlass, the former

bein|,j used for drivint; machinery of almost any kind, and the latter as
a hoist. The Eni;ine can be applied to almost all the uses of an
ordinary portable cnRinc, and al a trilling expense niiyht be converted
to a SicamFloai, with paddle-wheels, for dock or harbour use; or might
be easily altered for Pailway traction.
The whole is in very fair condition, and can be seen in London, by

appointment.
For lurlhcr particulars and pi ice, address ENGINEER,

41, Wellington Sirect, Covent Garden, W.C.

LAND TO LET, situate about 12 miles from London,
and adjoining the Twickenham Station of the South-Westcrn

Railway. It is suilable either for a Private Residence, a Dairy Farm,
or a ^farket Garden, and will be Let upon Lease for a term of 7 or
14 years. There are 84 acres in all, of wnich 67 acres arc rich Grass
Land, at present afTordinc valuable Pasture, but which might easily
be converted into Pleasure Grounds. Of the remainder, 7^^ acres are
now laid out as a Fruit Plantation and Market Onrdcn, and gj-j acres
consist of Arable Land in a very fjood state of cultivation. In the
centre of the Grass Land is a newlycrcctcd Dwellinc-housc, contain-
ing eight rooms, cich 15 ft-ct se^uare, as well as accnmmodation for
Servants, and convenient Out Offices ; there is also a Bailiff's Collate
on the Farm,

For further particulars, apply to Messrs. RUSHWORTH,
ABBOTT, AND CO.. 32, Savillc Row, Rcgenl Street, W.
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A
Ntirsery Business for Sale.

N Old-established and very compact NURSERY for

SALE, on rcason.-ible terms. For particulars, apply to

Mr. A. B. FOX, Wetlcy Rocks, near Leek, StaffnrdbhJre.

FO R SALE, in the Channel Islands, a t^ood
NURSERYMAN and KLORIST'S BUSINESS, well situated

and doing a ROod Trade. Capital required, C^oo to £1000. Lone
Lease of Premises obtainable- Apply for further particulars to

A. E. C-, Post Oftke . St. Helier's, Jersey. _ _

To Market Gardeners.

TO BE SOLD, FRL'.LHOLD. or LET on long
LEASE, the whole or nart of about TWO HUNDRED ACRES

of very rich LAND, bounded by a River, in a Market Garden dis-

trict, near a Station, a short distance of London.
M. G., 39, Lombard Street, E.C

T'O BE Dl"SPOSED~OF~arSMALLrSEED and
FLORIST BUSINESS, on the South Coast, in the centre of a

larpe Ajjriculiural district, studded with Gentlemen's Seats, and
within four miles of one of the most fashionable Watering Places in

£n^t.ind, where a large business tnay be done in Cut Flowers,
Funiibhiny, and Laymg-out. Satisfactory reasons for present
proprie lor leaving,
/., Mr. Robert Cooper, Seed Merchant, 152, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

TO BE LET, for the Emit Season (three months), near
Southampton, a valuable FULLY STOCKED GARDEN, with

ViNERY, ORCHARD HOUSE, &c., in all 210 feet of glass. There
will be about 350 lb. of fine (.jrapcs, and 70 dozens of fine Peaches
nnd Nectaiincs. Also, with it, or separately, a most genllenianlv
DETACHED HOUSE, of 13 good rooms, in good repair, and well
furnished, situated in lovely irrounds.

F. R..Mr. Overton, Baker, Frcetnantic, Southampton.

Bucks.
CAPITAL STOCK FARM, of about 350 ACRES,

to be LET on LF.ASE. Soil chalk and gravel. There is a good
Homestead, adjoining uliich is the Pasture Land, about 25 acres, and
more would be added to a desirable tenant. The Shouting is reserved,
but the tenant is protected from damage by Game. Rent and Tithe,
aSs per Acre.
For terms, apply to NOR^L\.N AND SON, Land Agents, Uxbridgc

and Beaconstield ; Southlands and Rusti Green Farms, Denham,
Bucks.

SALES BY AUCTION.
SALE THIS DAY. AT HALF-PAST 12 O'CLOCK PRECISELY.

Cliolce Imported Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

on SATURDAY, July 13. at half-past 13 o'Clock precisely, in large
Tiuantities. on native blocks, as imported, PHAL-^ENOPSIS SCHIL-
LERIANA and P. AMABILIS ; also several plants of P. ROSEA,
and a new and very distinct lookinc Phalicnopsis from the East
Indian Islands : about 200 DF.NDROBIUM TAURINUM; various
Dcndrobiums; large quantities of SACCOLAHIUMS, guttatum,
Ilarrisoni, and a new species : and various other Orchids ; also
several choice DIS.'\Sj including the beautiful blue one, Disa Her-
schelii. and the new Disa Barelli.
Catalogues nn application, and Plants on view the morning of Sale.

Lisianthus princeps.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms. 18. King Street, Coven: Garden, W.C, on

FRIDAY. July 19. at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely. LISIANTHUS
PRINCEPS. This e.\tremelv rare and beautiful Greenhouse Shrub
was considered by Dr. Lindley to be one of the noblest plants in

existence. It forms a neat branching tufted plant, from 2 to 3 feet
high. Its brilliant, rich scarlet, tubular blossoms, melting into a
golden tint at each end, arc 6 inches in length, produced in graccfuHy
drooping racemes from each branch. Dried specimens, and a coloured
illustration will seen at the Sale. The Seeds are warranted as gathered
on March 20, in the present year. The entire stock will be oflered in
nne tot, thereby giving the purchaser a privilege of holding the entire
Slock in his possession.

Important Sale of Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he has
received instructions from the Executors to SELL by

AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent Garden,
W.C. on FRIDAY and SATURDAY, July :q and 20. at half-past
12 o'clock precisely each day. without reserve, the entire Collection
of valuable ORCHIDS, in ihe finest possible health, formed with
great care and judgment by the late Rev. William Ellis, of Hoddcsdon,
consisting of fine plants, besides many others, of the following choice
varieties :

—

Acridcs Schrodcri Vanda Andcrsonii
,, Larpentai Cymbidium eburneum
,, Lobbii Cypripedium Lowii
„ nobitc „ Stonei

Rurlinrtonia fragraus „ niveum
Calanthe Veitchii ,, laivigatum
Dcndrobium Falconer! Catlleya Acklandix

, lituiflorum ,, Wallisii

,, M'Carihiac Pbalcenopsis amabilis
,, Wardianum „ grand iflora

Odontoglossum Phalsenopsis 1 ,, Schilleriana

„ nsEvium majus „ Luddemanniana
,, Hendersonii

\
Saccolabium Reidii

Vanda Bcnsonii
,, gultatum

„ suavis
I „ pracmorsum

„ Cathcartii &c., Stc
On view the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

By Order of the Executrix of the Late Mr. G. H.
BLNNEY, Deceased.

HIGHLY' IMPORTANT to BUILDERS, NURSERYMEN, and
OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed to offer by PUBLIC AUCTION, at Garraway's,

Change Alley, Cornhill, EC, on MONDAY, July 22, at i oClock. the
\aluablc LEASEHOLD Convenient Modern Detached Eighi-
roomed FAMILY RESIDENCE, with SEED SHOP COTTAGE,
and about THREE ACRES of LAND, known as BUNNEY'S
NURSERY, Maryland Point, Stratford, Essex, E-, having altogether
^ frontage of 243 feet, or thereabouts, to the Turnpike Road, by an
average depth of 520 feet, admirably adapted for the erection of Small
Cottage Property, now so much in demand in the neighbourhood, or
to be continued as a Nursery: held on Lease for a term of 69 years,
from Michaelmas, 1842, at a ground rent of /30 per annum. The
whole of the Glass Erections may be taken at a \'aIuation at the
purchaser's option.

Also, the LEASE ol the rich, productive NURSERY GROUND,
so pleasantly situated on the borders of Wanstead Park, Wanstead,
Essex, in all about 9 Acres, with the Four-roomed Brick-built Cot-
tages and Sheds erected thereon, held for an unexpired term of
14 years, or thereabouts, at a low rental of £36 per annum.
Particulars and Conditions of Sale (when ready) may be had at

Garraway's. as above : on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers, Estate
Agents and Valueis. Leytonstone, Esse.x, E.

Stratford, Essex.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of STOVE,

GREENHOUSE, and OTHER PLANTS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL

by AUCTION on the Premises, The Nursery. Maryland Point,
Stiatfotd, Esse-x, on THURSDAY, July 25, and two following days,
at II for 12 o'clock precisely, each day, without reserve, by order of the
Executrix of the late Mr. G. H. Bunney. deceased, the whole of the
choice STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including 1600 choice
Camellias, amongst which are noble specimens of Double White,
10 ft. high and beautifully furnished; 2200 Azalea indica. including
many fine specimens and half specimens; 6000 choice Ericas and
Epacris. 3000 New Holland Plants of sorts, 1000 Standard and Dwarf
Roses, by name, in pots ; 3000 choice Geraniums and Pelargoniums. 3000
choice terns and Lvcopodiums, 1000 Gardenia intermedia, and many
thousands of others ; together with a powerful Cart Horse, Pony,
Three Vans, Three Carts, Three Boilers, &c, &&
May be viewed three days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

°",}-^ Premises, and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, Essex, E.
N.B.—Thcwholeof the thriving NURSERY STOCK, growing on

tne two Nursenes, will be SOLD by AUCTION, without rese>^e,
about the^AIippLE of OCTOBER NEXT, unless previously
Disposed of by Private Contract

The Node, between Hltchin and Welwyn, on the
GREAT NOKTHERN RAILWAY.

MR. GEORGE JACKSON has been favoured with
instructions from Mrs, Rcid, to SELL by AUCTION, on the

Premises, on WEDNESDAY, July 24, and FRIDAY, July 26, at

II for fj o'clock each day, the VALUABLE COLLECTION ol

sroVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS and ORCHIDS, including
tine Caladiums, rare specimens of Anthurium Schericrianum, Hot-
house Palms, selection of Ferns, including rare specimens of Cibolium
regale, Platycerums, Ncotioptcris nidus, and a very fine Adiantum
irapczifnrme. Iron and Wood Garden Seats, Chairs and Tables,
Rustic Baskets, Water Barrows. Garden Engines, 13 excellent 3-liKht

and other Cucumber Frames, Hand Glasses, 30-inch and i(j-inch Lawn
Mowers for horse and pony, Iron Garden Rolls, 4 tons of excellent
Fibre Peat, Hee-house, Eight Hives of Bees, and Garden Utensils;
Family Waggonette, 4-wneel Dog Cart, 4-wheel double-bodied
Phaeton, with movable seat to form Waggonette ; Light Spring Pony
Cart; Gentlemen's and Ladies' Saddles, Doulilc-rein Bridles, Chaise
Harness, Horse Clothing, and Stable Utensils; Pair of handsome
Iron-grey Carriage HORSES, quiet in Single and Double Harness;
While DONKEY and MULE; a choice Herd ot pure-bred ALDER-
NEYS, comprising 11 Cows and Heifers, a young Bull, two Wcancls

;

the LIVE and DEAD FARMING STOCK, including three Cart-
horses, 31 Head of Swine, Poultry, Iron-armed Loading Carts, Iron-
armed Road Waggon, Pony Mould Cart, two heavy Iron Park Rolls,
Chaff Machine, Turnip Cutter, <.)il-cake Breaker, Wood Park Hurdles,
Iron and Wood Pig Troughs, Hen Coops, Biddell's combined Oat and
Bean Mill, Cart IJarness, Dairj' Utensils, Nicholson's Hay-making
Machine, Iron Horse Drag, Chain Harrows; two CRICKETING
TENTS and MARQUEE, by Edgington; excellent Stack Cloth,
Ropes, Poles, and Pulleys, covered Cow Cribs, large quantity of
^L^nure, Three Stacks ol MEADOW HAY (about 130 loads), and
nunn rous Effects.
Order of Salk.—The Plants and Garden Effects will be Sold on

Wednesday; and the Farming Stock, Herd of Aldcrneys, Carriages,
Marquees, &c., will be Sold on Friday.
Maj' be viewed on the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had at the

Inns in the neichbourhood ; of Messrs lACKSON and SON,
Auctioneers and Estate Agents, Hertford. Ware, and Bishop Stort-

ford: and of Mr. GEORGE JACKSON, Auctioneer and Appraiser,
Hitcbin. Baldock,and Koyston, Herts.

The Lark Hlli Collection of Orchids,
ORNAMENTAL .sTOVK ^ind GREENHOUSE PLAiSTS, wiiich

are celebrated throughout the country ; Mr. Stevenson, the Gar-
dener, having taken Prizes at all the principal Exhibitions.

CAPES AND DUNN (of Manchester) respectfully
announce that they have received instructions from Julius Sichel,

Esq., to SELL by AUCTION, at his residence. Lark Hill, Timpcrley,
near Manchester, on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY,
August 7, 8, and 9, without the slightest reserve, the whole of his

splendid COLLECTION of PLANTS, comprising large exhibition

specimens of choice and valuable Orchids, splendid Camellias, Azaleas,

Heaths, magnificent Palms and Ferns, Allamandas, Dipladenias, and
other choice Stove Plants ; also beautiful and rare Ornamental Foliaged
Plants, along with a number of Hothouses and Greenhouses. The plants

are all in fine healthy condition, and may be seen on applying to Mr.
STEVENSON, the Gardener, any day previous to the Sale. Catalogues
may be had about three weeks prior to the Sale, on application to the
Auctioneers. 8, Clarence Street, Albert Square, Manchester, or to the

Gardener. Buyers and gardeners from a distance can be accommodated
with lodgmgs in the neighbourhood.
N.B.—The HOUSE and beautiful GARDENS, with Ranges ol

Glass and Forcing Houses, to he LET or SOLIX

Bulbridge Farm, Wilts.
Ten minutes' walk Jr.nn the Great Western and South-Western

Railway Stations at Wilton.
ANNUAL SALE and LETTING by AUCTION of RAMS and

RAM LAMBS of the IMPROVED HAMPSHIRE DOWN
BREED.

MESSRS. EWER AND WINSTANLEY will SELL
and LET by AUCTION, on the Premises, Bulbndge Farm,

Wilton, Wilts, on WEDNESDAY, July 31. at i o'Clock (Refresh-
ments will be provided at 12), about 140 RAMS and RAM LAMBS, of

the improved Hampshire Down Breed, the property of Mr. James
Ravvlcnce.
The unprecedented success which has attended the|>roprietor of this

celebrated Stock, when and wherever he has exhibited at the various
Agricultural Shows, leaves but little necessity for comment from the

Auctioneers. They would, however, direct the attention of their

Agricultural friends to the increasing popularity of this renowned
Flock. Mr. Rawlence has this year obtained at the Bath and West of
England Agricultural Meeting at Dorchester the ist prire for Yearling
Rams, and isi and 2d for Ewes ; arid at the Berks and Hants Society's
Show at Windsor has been awarded the ist and 3d prizes for Shearling
Rams, the 2d and 3d for Old Sheep, ist for Shearling Ewes, and 1st

and 2d for Ram Lambs.
The Fast Train on the South-Weslcrn Railway (leaving London at

10 50) will stop at Wilton Siaiiun on the day of Sale.

Salisbury, Wilts.
IMPORTANT SALE by AUCTION uf RAM LAMBS and RAMS

of the Improved Hampshire Down Breed.

MESSRS. EWER AND WINSTANLEY will SELL
by AUCTION, in the Market House Yard, Salisbury, on

TUESDAY, August 6. at 3 o'Clock precisely, about 100 RAM
LAMBS and RAMS, of the Improved Hampshire Down Breed, the

property of Mr. E. Dibben, of Bishopstone. The well-merited
celebrity of this Flock is lully maintained in the Stock of the present
year, and the Auctioneers desire to urge upon their Agricultural

Friends and Flockmasters generally the importance and advantage of

securing Rams for the coming season from this favourite Flock, which
possesses in an eminent degree all the kindness and quality of the

Sussex with the si?c and growth of Wool for which the Sheep of the

Hampshire Down Breed arc so deservedly noted.

Sale of the First-Class Herd of Shorthorns and
CHOICE BL.-VCK DIAMOND PIGS, at PKNCRAIG COURT,

near ROSS.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
atPencraig Court, situated on the River Wye, between Mon-

mouth and Ross, on THURSDAY NEXT, July 18 (during the week
of the Royal Agricultural Show at Cardiff), the FIRST-CLASS
HERD ol PURE-ERED SHORTHORNS, belonging to the Rev.
W. Holt Beever. It numbers about Fifty Head, ana among the speci-
mens are some of the celebrated Barmpton Rose and Silence tribes,

and descendants of Sir Charles Knightley's Eri^one, Earl Ducie's
Violet and Snowdrop, and Mr. Jobson's Frances. The animals are in

a good breeding state and very healthy, the young stock being
particularly even and promising.—Also will be SOLD, a number of
choice young BLACK DIAMOND SOWS and BOARS, from the best
Prize Strains of Messrs. Barthropp and Crisp.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees,maybehadof Mr. JOHN THORNTON,
15. Langnam Place, London, \V^

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP SALE APPOINTMENTS,
1872.

The FOURTEENTH GREAT CENTRAL .SALE, at BINGLEY'
HALL, BIRMINGHAM, THURSDAY, August i.

The FIFTH SALE, at SMITHFIELD, SHREWSBURY, TUES-
DAY, August 27.

Mr. WM. BAKER'S, Moor Barns, Atherstone, WEDNESDAY,
September 4.

Mr. H SMITH'S, Sutton Maddock.Shifnal. FRIDAY, September 13.

Mr. G. A. MAY'S, Elford Park, Tamworth, MONDAY, September 16.

Mr. C. TIMMIS'S, Brick House, Stafford, TUESDAY, September 17.

The FIFTEENTH GREAT CENTRAL SALE, at BINGLEY
II.VLL, BIRMINGHAM. THURSDAY, September 19.

The SIXTH SALE, at SMITHFIELD, SHREWSBURY, TUES-
DAY, September 24.

LYTHALL and CLARKE, Auctioneers.
39, New Street, Birmingham^

"Shropshire Sheep.—The Fourteenth Great Central"
SALE, at BINGLEY HALL, BIRMINGHAM.

MESSRS. LYTHALL AND CLARKE will SELL
by AUCTION, on THURSDAY, August i next, at 11 o'Clock

punctually, 150 PURE-BRED SHROPSHIRE RAMS, and 300 EWES
and THEA\ ES, from the noted Flocks of—
The Right Hon. Lord Willoughby

de Broke
The Right Hon. Lord Sudeley
Mrs, Beach
Mr N. Dodds
James Dugdale, Esq.
W. Lort, Esq.
Mr. Lythall

Mr. Nock
.Mr. Wm. Pickin
Mr. S. C. Pilgrim
H. J. Sheldon. Esq.
Mr. Tolfrce
Thomas Walker, Esq.
Mr. Yates,
And others.

The above will include Rams and Ewes exhibited at the R. A. S. E.
Show at Cardiff, and other important Shows.
Auctioaeers' Offices, 39, New Street, Binningham.

"P MIGRATION to CANADA.
-1-^. . THE EASTERN TOWNSHIPS.
Being now in England for the purpose of giving information

rcsnectmg the EASTERN TOWNSHIPS of the PROVINCE ol
oUEBEG as a desirable district for respectable people of all classes to
settle in, I shall be happy to answer all inquiries, wnetherin person or
by letter; and as I more especially desire to imparl information to
residents in the country, I shall be glad if the leading Farmers' Clubs
will kindly allow me an opportunity of addressing them in person on
the subject. If the Secretaries will communicate with me I will
endeavour so to arrange mv movements as to attend the Meeting of
each Club at the t

Loughborough. Leicestershire.
they may appoint.—My address is,

HJllN H, CHARNOCK.
rPHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,
JL (INCOR^ORATI^D BV SPECIAL AcTS OF PARLIAMENT.)

DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS.
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &c.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above

purposes, without investigation of title.

P'or Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.
RY[)ER, Esq., Man.iging Director, No, i, Great George Street,
Storey's Gate, Westminster. S.W.

HE R I R M I N G h7\ M HbRSE~SHOW. 1872.
SEVEN HUNDRED POUNDS in PRIZES.

The SEVENTH GREAT ANNUAL E.\HIBITION will be
held in Binglcy Hall, Birmingham, on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY and FRIDAY. August 20. 21, 22, and 23.

ENTRIES (CLOSE on TUESDAY, July 30-

For Prize Lists and all other particulars, apply to the Secretary',

39, New Street, Birmingham. J. B, LY'i'HALL, Secretary.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
of ENGLAND.

CARDIFF MEETING.
GREAT SHOW of HOUSES, CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, nnd

I.MPLEMHNTS, JULY 15 to 19 inclusive.

Admission.—MONIIAY. 5s. each person.

„ TUESDAY and\VEDNESD.\Y,»l 6i each person.

,, THURSDAY and FRIDAY, is. each person.

Royal Agricultural Society's Show at Cardiff.

rPHE G.\RDIiNliRS' CHRONICLE and AGRI-
-L CULTUI-LAL GAZETTE (/Wa- 51/,, /oj//«<; 5J11'.),

0/ JULY 20, wi// cotitaiii a FULL and ILLUS-
TRATED REPORT of the above SHOW.
Copies may be had on FRIDAY, July ig, at all Messrs. W. H.
ni'ri-i ..... tnwc 11.SMITH AND SON'S Bookstalls.

Published by W. RICHARDS,
Garden, London, W.C.

41, Wellington Street, Covent

SATURDAY, JULY 13, 1872.

.MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
/Annual Meeting and E.xhibition of the Royal

Monday, July 15 1 Agricultural Society of England, at

to < Cardiff.

Friday, — in J Glamort;anshire Agricultural Society, at
>. Cardiff.

WE this week commence our report of the

great annual meeting of the RovAL
Agricultural Society of England. The
proceedings of the past week are referred to in

another page.

Cardiff, the capital of Glamorganshire, the

chosen of the three towns of the West of Eng-
land which this year bid for the honour of

receiving the Society, stands on the River Taff,

about two miles from its efflux in the Bristol

Channel. The town has risen in the course of a

century from an insignificant trading creek of

1000 souls to an enterprising seaport of 60,000

inhabitants. It combines much that is ancient

and interesting with modern improvements and
commercial prosperity. Brunel's gigantic high-

way skirts its seaward front ; the Taff Vale and
Rhymney Railways, with their tributaries, pour

in mineral and iron from the landward side, and

the Glamorganshire Canal maintains an important

link of connection with the busy city of Merthyr.

It is worth while to consider its commercial im-

portance along with the agricultural exhibition of

which it is this week the site. Its chief trade is

coal, of which it annually exports, coastwise and
.abroad, something like 3,000,000 tons ; as much
as 200,000 tons of iron likewise are shipped

from this port. The magnificent docks, with

their sea-gates, sea locks, and quays, secure to

Cardiff' a shipping traffic which no other town
in the West of England possesses.

In the town, the chief objects of interest to the

visitor present themselves in passing from the

railway station to the show ground of the

Society. The Royal Hotel, Town Hall, West of

England Bank, and Post Office are good speci-

mens of modern buildings. St. John's Church,

the oldest ecclesiastical edifice, with its chaste

and airy pinnacles and embattlements, contrasts

signally with the lofty, massive, tasteless clock

tower recently added to the ancient castle, the

residence of the Marquis of BUTE. This noble-

man, monarch of quite two-thirds of the area

surveyed from the summit of his eccentric tower,

succeeded to his vast possessions after a long

minority, and both his trustees and himself and
family have done much towards the improvement
of their county town.

The Sophia Gardens, on the banks of the

River Taff (the gift of the late Marchioness of

Bute to the public), are a pleasant lounge, and
will be the scene of a grand fete on the night of

Wednesday, the 17th inst. The best view of the
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badly-situated castle is to be had from these

gardens.
Cathay's Park, the property of the Marquis of

Bute, kindly lent for the Royal Agricultural

Society's Show, lies most conveniently for both

town and visitors, being scarcely a stone's-throw

irom the principal street. It affords one of the

best and most enjoyable sites for an exhibition

of the kind. Almost surrounded by lofty stone

walls, it contains about 50 acres of park-like

ground, bounded on all sides by magniticent

trees, clumps and single trees being interspersed

over its surface.

The principal approach by Park Street pre-

sents the attempt at classic architecture, the

property of the Royal Agricultural Society, with

which the annual visitor to the showyard has

been long familiar. Passing this v/ooden barrier

the usual picture presents itself; parellel rows of

shedding, flanked by blocks of similar construc-

tion. The soft green turf and shade of the wide

spreading trees render the whole scene at this time

perfect. What it maybe a week hence, after crowds

and rain (should it fall), the experience of Wol-
verhampton last year will testify. A busy sight

has been already witnessed during the week
within the Park. The traction engines of

AvELiNG & Porter and of John Fowler
& Co., have been running to and fro with heavy

implements to be placed in the sheds allotted to

them ; the corner set apart for the trial of steam
threshing-machines and straw elevators has been

a scene of activity and interest, as the judges

watch the performances of the implements

entered for trial. Amongst these are those of

Clayton & Shuttleworth, Tasker, Ran-
soME, Holmes, Gilbert, Humphreys, and
others. The decisions will not be known
before the end of this week, meanwhile it is

useful to observe the masterly manner in which

the work of the threshing-machines on trial is

accomplished ; and one gathers an opinion of

the farming of the neighbourhood from the

weeds in the butts of the sheaves that are being

passed through them.
There is a second entrance to the yard by the

north road, where a branch railway has been

constructed for the convenience of exhibitors.

The return to the town may be through it, and
will enable the visitor of the day to carry away a

more perfect impression of the town of which we
are this year the welcomed guests.

As an agricultural district, Cardiff is chiefly

celebrated for its rich pastures and their manu-
facture of beef and mutton. The country is flat

for many miles around—the soil a rich, deep,

gravelly loam. Towards Llantrissant and Bridg-

end the land rises, and the horizon becomes
irregular. Small farms prevail, and they are

divided into small fields. Husbandry is not very

actively followed up, and there is room for agri-

cultural advancement. Progress to farming in

Wales must follow the exhibition presented at

Cardiff; and if the financial result be not so

satisfactory to the Royal Agricultural Society

this year, they must find consolation in the

knowledge that the real object of these meetings
IS probably being secured, viz., the advance-
ment of the science and practice of agriculture

in Great Britain.

No material change has taken place in the

prices of corn during the past week. There was a
small show of English Wheat in Mark Lane on Mon-
day, which was disposed of at last week's rates.

The Wool market is a little dull just now ; but the
reporter anticipates a decided improvement within the

next six weeks. The Cattle trade on Monday was
active, and prices rose notwithstanding a large increase

in foreign supplies. On Thursday supplies were more
abundant, and trade was dull.

On Monday, July 15, the entire Showyaud at

Cardiff will be open from S in the morning, at which
hour the judges will commence inspecting the live

stock, and making their awards, until 7 in the evening.
Admission, $s. each person. On Tuesday and Wednes-
day the admission will be 2s. dd. each person. The
general meeting of the members will be held in the
showyard at 3.30 on Tuesday. On Thursday and
Friday the admission will be \s. each person. There
will be a visit to the Merthyr Tydfil sewage farm in the
morning of Thursday. Return tickets should be taken
for Troedyrhiew Station, available by the special train
which will leave Cardiff at 10 a.m., and return from
Troedyrhiew at 1.30 p.m. Admission to the entire
showyard can be obtained on each of the days from
Monday the 15th to Friday the 19th inclusive, from S in
the mommg till 7 o'clock in the evening. Tickets
admitting to the showyard throughout the week can be
had for loj. each. Governors and members of ihe
Society who have paid their subscriptions for the

current year will be admitted free to the showyard and
trialyard during the time that they are open to the

public, by non-transferable tickets issued by the secre-

tary. The exhibition of cattle in the ring will take

place at II a.m., and of the horses at 2 p.m., each

day after Monday. Admission to the centre of the

grand stand in front of the horse and cattle ring, zs.

each person ; to the sides, is. each person ; no re-

admission without re-payment,

The Food Committee of the Society of Arts
have reported that they have not yet examined during
the year any meat which, having been once thoroughly

dried, can be recommended for general use in this

country as an article of food. The meat becomes hard,

and its juices either destroyed or permanently coagu-

lated, so that no process hitherto adopted has been
successful in restoring it to a palatable condition, or

acquiring for it a nutritive value. The committee,

anxious to obtain definite information as to the use of

tinned meats from Australia, Queensland, New Zea-

land, and Paraguay, have issued a schedule of ques-

tions to various institutes, hospitals, asylums, and
prisons, in order to obtain the result of the experience

gained in such establishments. They have received

upwards of 50 replies, and in 50 cases the meat, beef

and mutton, has been more or less used, in one case to

the extent of 20 tons ; in only three cases had its use

been discontinued. All agree in reporting that the

meat, from whatever importer received, was in good
condition as to preservation, an exceedingly small per-

centage of the tins being defective. With only three

exceptions, it is uniformly considered to be economical

as compared with the use of fresh meat ; in one case

the saving is estimated at ;^30 weekly, it being used

alternately with English meat. The general average

of economy in its use is variously estimated, ranging

between 45 and 12 per cent., with an average of 25 per

cent. In no case has it been used exclusively, or in

such a way as to afford a thoroughly trustworthy basis

to test its nutritive value, taking fresh English meat as

a standard—a point of extreme importance which the

committee much wish to see definitively settled. In
nearly every case reported on there is stated to be more
or less prejudice against the use of these meats, either

on the part of the inmates or servants of the various

institutions, but in many instances this prejudice is

said to be disappearing. As to the great importance
of this source of supply, it may be sufficient to note

that, while in 1S66 the total quantity imported into the

country amounted only to 16,0501b. ; in 1871 this had
so enormously increased as to amount to 22,000,000 lb.,

at a value of ;^550,ooo. The committee still regard
with much interest the various means proposed or

adopted for utilising cold as an agent for preservation

of food. These means may at present be stated to be
incomplete, and needing much careful inquiry and
experiment.

"A Model Agreement."—We are glad to

see it announced that the members of the Maidstone
Farmers' Club have just presented Mr. Henry Corbet
with a handsome drawing-room clock, "in acknow-
ledgment " of the paper read by him on this subject

at one of the recent Club meetings.

Probably nothing has contributed more to

increase the production of land than the Tithe Com-
mutation Act, and we are sorry to hear that this

question is again to be re-opened. A portion of the

parish of Gulval, near Penzance, Cornwall, grows
Potatos and Broccoli as field crops, and the rotation

generally being Broccoli, Potatos, Broccoli, Wheat,
seed.s for two or three years. The Broccoli and Potatos
are generally sold to dealers by the acre, and sent by
them to London and elsewhere. The vicar of the

parish has applied to the Tithe Commission to send a

Commissioner to revalue the parish, on the ground
that the growing of Potatos and Broccoli is market
gardening, and not farming, and that the tithes should
iSe raised accordingly. If the vicar succeeds in raising

his tithes, other incumbents will follow the lead, and
the tithe question will be re-opened wherever Potatos

or other vegetables are grown—that is, in almost every
parish in Great Britain.

The Agitation of the Wages Question in

Dorset has resulted in the formation of a Farmers'

Protection Society. Nearly 300 farmers met on the

subject at Dorchester last Saturday. The labourers

continue their open-air meetings, attended by delegates

of the Union from London and Warwickshire, and it

is computed that already 1000 have joined the Union.
At a meeting at Bridport on Friday evening, about 2000
persons were present, and the following resolution, on
the motion of Mr. John Phippen, seconded by Mr.
John Player, was carried :

—

" That in the opinion of this meeting the strongest en-

couragement should be given to the present movement
among the agricultural labourers of the country in favour
of Unions and an advancement of their rate of wages; and
this meeting urges all the agricultural labourers of this

district to at once form a branch of the National Agricul-

tural Union."

At Crewkerne on Saturday evening a similar demon-
stration was held. After numerous addresses, a similar

resolution to that passed at Bridport was carried, and
three cheers were given for the farmer who first raised
the wages of his men. Meetings in support of an ad-
vance in wages continue to be held in^ the eastern district

by the labourers, but the subject attracts less general
attention than formerly. About Newmarket the pre-

sent rate of wages for agricultural labourers is now \%s.

or 13^'. a week, and lor horsekeepers and stockmen
14^. a week. In the neighbourhood of Newmarket
men are stated to have been "peaceably engaged " for

the harvest.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
cattle.

The sale of the Berkwell Shorthorns, the pro-
perty of Mr. T. Walker, look place at Chapel Hill

Farm, on Wednesday, the 3d inst. The animals had
been lately selected from the herds of Lord Penrhyn,
Mr. M'lniosh, the Earl of Aylesford, and the blood of

Sir C. Knightley's twins, Albkeda and Alix, Mar-
MADUKE, Great Mogul, 4TH Duke of Thorn-
dale, Mr. Booth's Vanguard and King Arthur,
Grand Duke 9TH, and Mr. Sheldon's Birmingham
prize bull Friponnier, all occur in the pedigrees of the

cattle. The general result of the sale was that 25 cows
and heifers made an average of ^49 3j-. ; that seven
bulls made £$<^ i "js. each, and that a grand total of

;^l647 19-f. 6i/. was realised. The average price was
probably lowered by the prevalence of foot-and-mouth
disease in Warwickshire, and two or three of the

heifers were still lame irom this cause. The following

is the price list :

—

Name of Animal.

Cows and Heifers.
Rosette
Princess Koyal
Dahlia
Lady Gcn£z>a
Charmer ^d.

.

Rosette
Princess Royal
Bride Elect ..

Caroline
Victoria
Olga
Princess A iice

Dahlia
Pri)icess Ilelata
Florence
Cameo ,

,

.,

Princess Adelaide ..

Ballet Girl ..

Ruth
Catherine
Princess Louisa
Charmer ^t/t

Cordelia
Emily
Princess Maud

Bulls.
Grand Duke 9TH
Lord Chakmek ..

Lord Royal
Lord Geneva
Lord Charles
Lord John ..

Studlev Duke .

,

Age.

3

3

3
23

calf

calf

calf

calf

calf

calf

calf

Gs.

Purchaser.

Mr. R. W. Cobb.
Mr. Glutton.

Mr. Watson.
Mr. Glutton.

Mr. H. De Vitre.

Mr. Wall.
Mr. Wat5on.
Mr. Greenway.
Mr. Lloyd.
Mr. J. Ritchie.

Mr. Watson.
Mr. Watson.
Mr. Glutton.
Mr. Glutton.
Mr. G. Ashburncr.
Mr. Watson.
Mr. G. H. Cocks.
Culoiiel Lane.
Mr. Wright.
Colonel Jones.
Mr. Watson.
Colonel Lane.
Mr. Nevctt.
Mr.

J.
B. Lythall.

Mr. Ncvctt.

Mr. G. Ashburner.
Mr. Glutton.
Mr. J. B. Lythall.
Mr. Winn.
Mr. Darlingsou.
Mr. Watson.
Mr. Dodd.

The Pencraig Court catalogue announces thesale

of47 pure-bred Shorthorns by Mr. Thornton next Thurs-
day. The herd was founded about 13 years ago, from
the stock of Mr. Barthropp. The animal to which it

is mainly indebted is the cow Veslris 31/, bought at the

Towneley sale, 1864, dam of the bulls Royal But-
terfly I7TH {22,774), ^ 200 gs. purchase at the same
sale, and Etoile du Nord (21,710), both of which,

as well as their sons, have been extensively used in

the herd. This cow was dam also of the celebrated

heifer Fiddily, that was placed 1st in the 2-year-old

class of 17 animals at the Royal Agricultural Society's

meeting at Warwick. Vt'sln's ;^d herself was the 1st

prize cow at the Paris Exhibition in 1S56 (40 entries),

and 2d at the Royal at Salisbury to Colonel Towneley's
VicUviii, being described at the time in \hQ Fai mers*

Magazine as "extremely handsome, and almost

equally great and good as the winner." Vicloriaf it

will be remembered, was the cow that performed the

unparalleled feat of winning the 1st prize at Salisbury

as a cow in calf in July, in December being awarded
the 1st prizes and gold medals as the best fat beast at

Birmingham and Smithfield, and then returning home
to calve in May a live bull calf called Gold Medal
{16,174). Of ^li^ other tribes from which the herd is

directly descended, the " Barmpton Rose" family is

doubtless the most attractive, and too well known bothin

showyard and sale ring to need commen t. The *
' Silence

'*

tribe traces back directly to one of the best cows
of this favourite line. The Violets, a very level lot, of

great substance and symmetry, arc descended from
/"/()/(/, bred by Earl Ducie, by 4111 Duke of
York. The "Erigone" family is direct through Earl

Spencer's herd, from Fawsley ; and the other portion

of the herd will be found full of the fashionable Bates

and best Colling blood. The stock is in good breeding

condition ; the cows are abundant milkers, and several

of them have young calves, by their sides. The 2-ycar-

olds and yearlings are a remarkably even, good lot,

indeed the whole of the young stock are very uniform

in type, owing doubtless to the almost exclusive use of

the two Towneley bred bulls, and their male oflfspring

from the Bates bred cow Silence ^th. Since the dis-

persion of the Towneley herd in 1864, no sale has

included so many animals of the Barmpton Rose blood.
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indeed the entire herd, consisting principally of the

Towneley, Knightley, and Bates strains, atTords the

public a singular opportunity of viewing three of the

most fashionable lines of Shorthorn blood in one herd.

The contents of the catalogue may be analysed as

follows :— Fii-st on the list stands Qiuen JMary by

Royal Butterfly 17TH (22,774), which, with her

full sister, Mary Blane, stands at the head of a group

of eight, all descended directly from Molly by Marton

(13.359). and, further back, from Makmiox (4377).

Next (No. 2) comes Ladyc Uwe by Frank (17.874),

^^m Fancy by Lord Barrington ist (13,170). ^"d

tracing through Sultan Sklim (2710) and Sultan
(14S5J to Wkllington (6S3). She is the oldest

member of a group similarly bred, and comprising

eight females and one bull. No. 3. t^th Duchess of York

by Royal Butterfly 17TH (22,774) is the first

of the Tortworth Viold by 4TH Duke of York
family, and she is followed by Lady of Tortworth 2ti,

Buttirfy Duchess, Princess Louise, and the young bull

Lord 'Tortworth by Husu (28,883). The
"Silence" or " Surmise" tribe is represented by two

females and two bulls. The " Barmpton Rose"
tribe, previously mentioned as likely to be the great

attraction at the coming sale, is headed by Lady Cul-

shaiv by Royal Butterfly i7Tn, and her own
sister, L^dse of Wye ; and besides these two cows, there

are two promising heifers and two young bulls

similarly bred. The Knightley blood is well repre-

sented by four cows and heifers and a bull, all

tracing back to such well-known ancestors as Little

John (4232), Marcellus (2260), and CALirii, and

since crossed with the Towneley Butterflies. Snow-

drop by 4TH Duke of York lies well back in the

pedigree of the last group, and earlier the names of

Sir Thomas Fairfax (5196), Crusader {934), and

Sultan, lead back to the old Colling bull Boling-

BROKE (S6). The stock are in good order, the cows

capital milkers, and the 2-year-olds and all the

young stock, very promising.

The second volume of the Herd Book of Polled

Aberdeen, Angus, and Galloway cattle, prepared by
Messrs. Ramsay and Adamson, is about ready for

issue, and will contain llie pedigrees of 779 animals, of

which 635 belong to the Aberdeen or Angus sub-

division, and 144 are Galloway. Besides entries by
the Duke of Buccleuch, the Marquis of Hunlly, the

Earls of Airlie and Fife, Lord Clinton, Sir George
M*Pherson Grant, Sir James Burnett, ani Sir Thomas
Gladstone, the volume comprises numerous entries from

the herds at TtUyfour, Portlelhen, Mains of Kelly,

\Vestertown, Mulben, Easter Skene, Kinnochtry,

Mountblairy, Bognie, Rothiemay, Montbletton,

Drumin, East Tulloch, Barra, Bolshan, Brucklay,

Parcelstown, Balig, Pelutho, &,c. The book is embel-
lished v.ith photographs of the bulls Palmerston and
Jehu, and the cow Sybil, all three wimiers of ist prizes

at the Highland Society shows.

• Mr. Carr's remarks on Shorthorns are always

worthy of attention. He says :

—

"It is often difficult to convince even those farmers

who have used and experienced the benefits resulting from
the use of a high-bred sire, of the expediency of con-

tinuing in the same course. Some wretched cross-bred
cow put to the ' pedigree bull ' probably produces a bull

calf with all the characteristics of its sire—all the more
probably so, perhaps, from her being of no distinctive

character herself. This the farmer rears on something
better than blue milk, in the hope of getting a prize or
two with him from local societies, nine out of ten of which
absurdly ignore the first desideratum in a sire— pure
descent, the bull of one cross being allowed to compete
with the possessor of half a dozen crosses. The mongrel
gets the white ribbon, and immediately becomes, in his

owner's estimation, endowed with every necessary qualifi-

cation lor a sire. The farmer thenceforth uses him to
his own cattle, and perhaps those of half the neighbour-
hood. The result of this retrograde step is soon apparent
in the stock. Interesting trails of the maternal ancestry
oi Xhft parve7iu'b\x\\ reappear in his progeny. * * * But
though the farmer sees that he is rapidly losing all the
ground he had gained, and that his stock has ceased to be
sought after, he rarely admits the cause.

Speaking of close breeding, Mr. Carr tells us that

—

"Few people have any idea of the amazing extent to
which in-and-in breeding was carried on by the Brothers
Colling ; and so great was the complication it involved,
that few of those who know the outline of the circum-
stances can adequately realise all their intricacies. It is

almost impossible to describe even proximately in some of
its stronger features the system they pursued, but the
attempt ought to be made. The Messrs. Colling's sys-
tem of in-and-in breedmg is not only one of the most
remarkable and authentic cases in the history of the
reproduction of animals with which we are acquainted,
but the earher Booth bulls were amongst those most
strongly subjected to its influence.

"Mr. C. Colling's bull Bolingbroke, and his cow
PkcEfiix, were brother and sister on the sire's side, and
nearly so on the dam's. They were of the same famiiy

;

and the only difference in descent was, that Boling-
broke was a grandson of Dalton Duke, while Phxnix
was not. But this apparent difference, slight as it is, was
not all real, for Dalton Duke also contained some por-
tion of their common blood. Arithmetically stated, the
blood of the two being taken and divided into
32 parts, 29 of those parts were of blood common
to both, rather differently proportioned between
them. Pha:nixh_d,d 16 of those parts, EOLINGBROKE, 13 ;

the latter having also three fresh parts derived from

Dalton Dukk, which made up the 32. Being thus

very nearly own brother and sister, they were the joint

parents ol the bull Favourite. That bull was next put

to liis own mother Phie/iix, so nearly related to him on

his sire's side also : and the produce was young Phu'/nx,

To this heifer Favourite was once more put, she being

at once his daugliter and more than own sister too. For
their two sires. Bolinchkoke and Favourite, were not

only as nearly as possible consanguineous with each other,

but also with the cow JVuvfux, to which they were both

put. The result was— Comet. Nor was this all. The
system was carried much further. The celebrated Booth
bull Albion was not only a son of the in-and-in

FAVouRiTE-bred Comet, but his dam was a grand-

daughter of Favourite on both sides, and descended
besides from both the sire and dam of Favourite.
It is not so possible to make an exact statement with

regard to Pilot, for it is not known whether he was by
Major (398), or Wellington (680). Nor does it much
matter, lor five-eighths of Major's and three-quarters

of Wellington's blood were derived from Favourite,
by repeated inter-crossings; and Pilot's dam was not only

by Favourite but she was also the grand-daughter of

Foljambe, the sire of both the parents of Favourite.
Makshal Beresford was, like Albion, a son of

Comet, and his dam was by a grandson of Favourite
out of a daughter of Favourite.' Suwarrow was by a
son of Favourite, and bis dam was a daughter of

Favourite; and Twin Brother of Ben was from a
cow by Foljambe, the double grandsire of Favourite.
Even this docs not exhaust the subject. Many of the

above-mentioned animals were otherwise related to each
other by a common descent from Hubback, and from
other progenitors. Albion has been called 'The Alloy

Bull,' I think with very little reason. When it is remem-
bered that he is the seventh in descent from that blood,

and that therefore only one part of his blood came from
the 'Alloy,' against 127 parts which were not derived

from it, the chances against either good or evil resulting

therefrom were infinitesimally small, and so no doubt
such an acute observer as Mr. Booth well knew."

APPEARANCE OF THE CROPS.
Devonshire. — Wheat: Looking well, and pro-

mises, so far, a good yield. Barley : Fair, not equal

to Wheat. Oats very good. Hay: The heaviest

crop within the memory of ** the oldest inhabitant."

Swedes have brairded well. Mangel good and
regular. Common Turnips make no sign as yet.

Potatos good ; no disease up to this time. The fore-

going remarks apply to dry, sound land ; on wet cold

soils the crops are inferior, and without being able to

say at present, it is yet feared that the stormy winds
and heavy rains of the past four weeks have had an
injurious effect as regards the cereals. P, Coivan^

Tavistock Manor^ Barnstaple, fnly 9.

Dorsetshire.—Decidedly over an average crop of

Clover and Sainfoin ; I do not remember ever seeing it

better ; much good hay has been mide. The Wheat
is certainly not so promising as some past seasons, it

never having recovered the cold and wet weather in the

spring and early part of the summer—indeed, it is a

rare thing to see a good even field of Wheat
; good

warm weather will no doubt improve it, but my belief

is, it must be under an average crop. The spring corn

generally appears to be doing well, and if we get a

favourable time there is every prospect of our having
over an average crop. With a continuation of warm
weather, I think harvest will commence the first week
in August. John Ford, Rushion, Blandford, yuly 8.

Essex : Tiptree, — Carefully . examined the Wheat
crops to*day. On, the heavy land about one-tenth to

one-twentieth is root-fallen or stem-rotted, especially of

the white Wheat. On the light land the Wheat is a

full plant, very tall and erect. The light land Wheat
was all salted at the rate of 3 to 5 cwt. per acre ; and
on the heavy land, where salted at the rate of 2 cwt.

per acre, the Wheat stands firm. I am annually
strengthened in my practice of sowing salt on Wheat
land, whether light or heavy, provided it is drained.

I also invariably sow salt on the Barley land. It stiffens

the straw. A field of Rivett Wheat, drilled with
I bush, per acre, and following 6 qr. of white Wheat
per acre, is a fine, full, standing crop, nearly 6 feet

high, and has not suffered from wet or root-falling. A
moist season evidently suits it. Two lands in this field,

drilled with only 2 pecks per acre, are undistinguishable
from the thicker sown. AH my Wheat on the heavy
land is drilled at 9 inches from row to row, i bush,
per acre, and twice horse-hoed with Garrett's horse-hoe.
100 women and children picking blue Peas for the
London market : a very abundant crop. Carting

30 tons of Clover hay to Maldon {6 miles) for shipment
to London. It was sold in the winter for £^ per ton.

Got up our new Clover hay, grass hay, Italian Rye-
grass hay, and Tare hay, all right. Nine acres of
Klangel, 3 acres of Kohl Rabi, and some spring Cab-
bage, promising well : horse-hoed, and being hand-
hoed. First 6 acres of Pea land cleaned and ploughed
preparatory for white Turnips ; shall clean and plough
8 acres more this week; 150 sheep can't keep down
6 acres of Italian Rye-grass, so we are mowing some
of it for hay. Winter and spring Beans (iS acres)

promise to be a first-rate crop. Light land Wheats
very good ; one field (Black Sandys) that we once
condemned as greatly damaged by wireworm, is now a
splendid upstanding and thick crop ; ears 4 to

5 inches long. In fact, wherever we salted
and well CrosskUIed the land, the Wheats are
first Ta,te. Not so good on some of the rank tile earihs

on the hill. The colonial Wheat (unsteeped in

sulphate of copper) is a rank (allure, in disastrous

contrast with the adjoining Gulden Drop. We never
saw a finer sample of Wheat than that colonial Wheat
sown—rust has destroyed it. Eight acres of Oats
promising. Barley good. We drill 6 pecks of Barley
and 2 bush, of Oats per acre

;
quite enough. 1 feel

more and more convinced that heavy sowings cause
immense loss to the farmer. Every one should try

comparalivequantities. Our horses are very hard worked
just now ; they are never turned ouL Green food all

cut up fine, and corn ground. To gain time, as soon
as the Peas are gathered the haulm is removed to some
grass land to make, so that the land may be at once

cleaned and cultivated. J. y. Mechi, ynly 9.—— So far as we can see at present the pros-

pect for Wheat is fair, the plants being good, and
there is a considerable bulk of straw. It is too early

yet to say much about the filling up of ears, &c. The
Barley crop is not so promising. There are many
very light pieces, though some are good ; but alto-

gether it does not promise a heavy crop of straw or

corn, in consequence of the wet spring. Oats are

good, particularly winter. Beans and Peas promise
well, with plenty of straw, and at present are tolerably

free from blight. | IVilliain Lmpey, Broomfield Hall,

Chelmsford, Jtdy 9.

Kent : Liop Gardens.—The bine continues to grow
in almost all parts of the county, although here and
there may be found pieces of Grapes which have a
stunted sickly appearance, looking as if they will have
all their work to do to creep up the poles. Where the

picking was commenced last year, the bine is generally

the worst this year, particularly in the Grape grounds.

The vermin does not increase in any important degree,

except at Brenchley and its neighbourhood, and in

some Weald parishes. In East Kent there is still far

too much vermin, which has created honeydew
in some ground, but it does not seem to multiply.

There Is a good deal of slack bine in this district

which has not done much lately, and in many parts of

these plantations, in the Grape grounds, it seems im-

possible that more than 3 to 4 cwt. per acre can be
produced. The gardens in the very large Hop district

of Maidstone look very luxuriant, and bid fair to

yield a more than average crop. The East Farleigh

lower grounds are especially good, and the Goldings of

the large Hunton Court farm look most thriving.

Nettlestead and Yalding also show some famous
pieces of bine. The hill plantations, from Cox-
heath to Sutton, are not quite so promising.

The West Mailing grounds are very full of bine

and clear of vermin. There are some very good
pieces between Paddock Wood and Tunbrldge,

but beyond this latter place there is a disposition to

fireblast in the weaker gardens. North Kent is still

good, and free from disease. In most places the bine

is beginning to *'pin" for burr. Some of the early

Hops, such as Prollfics and Early Goldings, already

show burr itself. In ordinary seasons the best farmers

leave off deep cultivation when burr begins to put in an
appearance, for then the fibres of the plant spread

themselves from the root centres all over the

ground in search of food, and the nidget or horse-

hoe would drag them out in quantities if they were
put in too deeply. This year, however, the state of

the soil is so unsatisfactory that deep cultivation must
generally be carried on later than usual to obtain a

good bed for these fibres to run in. In seasons of drought

it is a good plan to spread well rotted farmyard manure
all over the ground, which keeps the drought out and
affords pabulum for the feeders of the Hop plant

;

and it may be said that, as a rule, it is far better

always to spread manure broadcast in a Hop ground

than to put it, as used to hold almost universally in

the spring and summer, directly round the centres.

The plant has strong roots, which go many feet, and
even yards, down into congenial soils—for instance, in

the Kentish rag district, and in the peculiar geological

formation at Spiilt, where the best Hops in the world

are produced ; and these fibres are provided that the

whole available supplies of nourishment within a

moderate distance may be obtained from an area

which would otherwise be out of the reach of

the roots themselves. The more the bine the

greater is the quantity of fibres necessary to con-

vey the enormous amount of sustenance required,

and it must stand to reason that if the fibres are rudely

torn up and disturbed, the plant must suffer propor-

tionately. But there are some growers still who require

to see their nidgets well covered with fibres, and

believe this desperate remedy to be a cure for some

diseases to which the Hop plant is liable. July 10.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1872.

In driving the *' Paper, Printing, and Stationary

Machinery " in No. 2 Room, West Galleries, Her
Majesty's Commissioners have selected a boiler, manu-

factured by the Patent Steam Boiler Company, Bir-

mingham, for supplying steam to a 12-horse horizontal

stationary engine and steam-pump, supplied by the

Messrs. Tangye Brothers & Holman, of London and
Birmingham—the three forming one prime mover—the

pump supplies water to the boiler, and the boiler steam

to work the engine and pump. The two exhibitors

have profited by their position to show oflT their respec-

tive manufactures to the J?cst advantage, by means of
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drawings, duplicates of parts,

&c. We shall notice the boiler,

engine, and pump separately,

with illastrations.

J^ooi's *' Siifd and Sure'*
Boiler.—This boiler is the in-

vention of a Mr. John Ben-
jamin Root, of New York,
United States. It is covered
by three English patents, and
has been greatly improved by
the Patent Steam Boiler Com-
pany, Birmingham, A 20-horse
power boiler was exhibited at

the Oxford meet ing of the
Eoyal Agricultural Society of
England, 1S70, and a 30-hor5e
power one at Wolverhampton
last year. It occupies a very
small space compared with a
Cornish boiler, whilst has
this to commend it, viz., ad-
ditional tubes can be added,
so as to increase the power
should such be required, as is

often the case. The heaviest
part may be carried by two
men, and as the largest will

pass through an ordinary door-
way, it may be put up almost
anywhere.

Fig. 221 is a front elevation
or end view of Root's boiler,

showing the fireplace, or fur-

nace, and the manner the tubes
are fixed at the ends by means
of castings and bolts. On the
top of the boiler, at the furthest

end is seen the safety-valve,

and on the left-hand side the
water-level and steam gauges,
and blow-off cock below. At
the opposite lower corner of
the boiler is the feed-water
pipe, not shown, and at the
right-hand corner above, the

steam-supply pipe, also not
shown. The chimney is also

left out, the better to show the

safety-valve, &c. These are
shown in the section.

Fig. 222 is a longitudinal ver-

tical section, taken between the
second and third rows of tubes,

as will readily be understood on
comparing it with the front ele-

vation. The furnace-bars and
link apparatus, with key-handle
for regulating draught, require
no explanation, and the chim-
ney at the back will also be
understood. The peculiar
novelty of the boiler con-
sists (i) in the position of the
water and steam tubes lying not
level across, but at an angle

;

{2), the construction of these
tubes, including facilities for

cleaning and repairing
; (3), the

circulation of the heated gases
and water

; (4), the quality of
the steam \ (5), economy and
safety.

(i). If we assume the water-
level to be at the upper side of
the sixth tube on the left-hand,
then the water-level line will

cut that tube and the one below

;

all below this line will contain
water, all above steam. (2).

The tubes are of wrought-iron,
made on the interchangeable
principle ; they are fixed in end
castings by means of bolts, the
castings forming vertical tubes
to permit the circulation of the
water. The joints are thus all

visible from the outside, and
none of them exposed to the
direct action of the heat from
the furnace. In case of clean-
ing, each tube, it will readily
be seen, is accessible at both
ends, and in case of accident,
repair, or unequal wear, broken
or worn-out tubes, castings,
bolts, &c., may be removed
and new ones put in, and the
tubes may be shifted as unequal
wear requires. The boiler may
thus be kept in working order
for any length of time without
interfering with the brickwork,
furnace, and general fixings.

(3). It will be seen from the
engraving that there are two
smoke diaphragms stretching

Fig. 22[.

—

root's safety boiler (front elevation).

Fig. 222.— ROOi's boiler (LO.NCITL"tiIN.\L VERTICAL SECTION).

about two-thirds across the

boiler, the lower one from the

right-hand side, immediately
above the third tube from the

bottom, and the other from the

left-hand side above the sixth

tube. This diaphragm prevents

the heated air and smoke from
rising directly from the furnace

to the chimney, by forcing them
to circulate through the tube

chamber. The arrangement of

the tubes, and their connections,

effects a similar circulation of

the water in the lower tubes and
steam in the upper ones. Thus,
when the boiler is working the

water flows to the front, and up
through the tubes to the back
of the boiler, rising upwards in

the lower, and returning down-
wards in the upper rows of

tubes. The circulation is quick,

steam is rapidly generated and
priming avoided. (4). The
steam tubes being over the water
tubes, and in the same chamber,
superheated steam of the best

quality is obtained, the value of
which is now fully appreciated.

(5). From what has been said

the reader will perceive that a
threefold economy is effected,

viz., in the tear and wear of the

boiler, and in the consumption
of fuel and steam ; thus every
tube is free to expand and con-
tract during the processes of

healing and cooling, and is not
affected by the variable ex-

pansion and contraction of

other parts, and viee versii.

Under proper management
there is a perfect consumption
of fuel and smoke, com para-

tively little heat passing up the

chimney ; and from the tubes

bting small, numerous, and
exposed to the full action of
the heat, steam is generated at

a minimum expense of fuel ;

and from the dry expansive
quality of the steam, a maxi-
mum amount of motive-power
is applied for a given quantity,

and if a tube bursts it will only
put out the fire. In the engine-

room, the distance between the

boiler and the engine and
pump is too great, but this is

due to the smallness of the

engine-room, and not to the

boiler. We may add, that the

exhibitors show duplicates of

the tubes and connections, &c.

,

so as to enable visitors and
purchasers to examine details

practically, also coloured work-
ing drawings, showing the

action of the fire, water-level,

ikz.

Fig. 224 represents the 12-

horse horizontal stationary

engine of the Messrs. Tangye
Brothers & Holman, of London
and Birmingham. It is of

recent introduction (Christmas,

1S69), is remarkably simple in

construction, and one of the

most popular engines now in

use. The workmanship and
finish merit the highest praise.

It has a steam -jacketled

cylinder, with variable expan-

sion valves. The working parts

being fewer in number as com-
pared with horizontal engines

generally, the engine is more
compact, effective, and durable.

It will be seen from the engrav-

ing that the bedplate, plumnier
block, crank -shaft bearing,

crosshead guides, and front

cover of the cylinder are all

cast in one piece, the cylinder

itself, with its valve-chest, being

bolted to the end of this casting.

By a very simple contrivance the

ends of the connecting-rod and
the crosshead slippers are ad-

justable, so that any wear can
readily be compensated, and the

centres kept in truthful working
order. The practical value of

this will readily be understood.
The governor (Tangye's patent
high speed) is worked by a strap

from the crank-shaft. It is
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exceedingly sensitive, simple, and compact, com-

bining steamand throttle valves in one casting com-

plete, which, with the variable expansion valves, secures

the greatest economy of steam with uniform working

of the engine.

Since tirst exhibited at the Christmas meeting of the

Smithfield Club in the Agricultural Hall. Islington,

1S69, there has been an increasing demand for these

engines, both at home and abroad, and at the present

time sales call for another enlargement of the manufac-

tory at Birmingham—a tangible proof of the practical

value of the engine in the estimation of the public.

The ''special" steam-pump, of which

we give an engraving (fig. 225), has

become such a favourite in the trial-

yards of the Royal Agricultural Society

of England, during its summer meet-

ings, that few of our readers will require

a lengthened description of it to detail

its merits. It has none of those work-

ing parts, as flywheel, crank-shaft, con-

necting-rod, guide, eccentric, governor,

shafting riggers or belts, which give

rise to so much tear and wear, expense,

and accident inordinary steam-pumps;
it occupies little space, involves a small

outlay of capital, and as it is adapted

for all purposes for which they (com-

mon steam-pumps) are used, its ad-

vantages are easily summed up. It

consists simply of two cylinders, one

for steam the other for water ; a piston-

rod, with two pistons ; a steam

chamber, with steam-moved valves
;

and an air-vessel. The whole is

bolted on a bedplate, and works truth-

fully at any speed and pressiu'e of steam.

The special steam-pump was introduced

in 1S67, and now there are several

thousands of them in use, with the

following dimensions, viz. :—Diameter

of steam cylinder, 12 inches; diameter

of water cylinder, 10 inches ; length of

stroke, 24 inches. Some 20,000 galls.

of river water, or sewage, per hour

may be applied in a continuous stream

for irrigating land, so that to those

who have the command of either

(sew.ige or river water) it would repay

itself in a singe season under ordinary

weather.

In the West Galleries, Engine-

house No. v., we have to report a

vertical engine, exhibited by Hughes
& Kimber, of West Harding Street,

Fetter Lane, London, E.C., already

referred to in our introduction as not

being shown at Wolverhampton. Her
Majesty'sCommissioners have done well in selecting this

exhibit, as it may justly be termed an ** honest" engine,

successfully performing the work assigned to it, the task

being a very heavy one comparatively speaking. Room
No. V. is a large one, and includes printing machines
in motion, from No. 5721, Cassell, Petter & Gilpin's

book-folding process, to No. 5744, exhibited by Harrild

it Son. Of these seven exhibits are manufactured by
Hughes & Kimber, exclusive of the prime mover itself,

the subject of our report. In addition to the firms

already mentioned (viz., Cassell, Petter & Galpin, two
machines ; Hughes & Kimber, seven machines), a fast

Fig. 223 represents Hughes & Kimber's engine, and,

as will readily be seen, it dilTers considerably from those

exhibited at the summer meeting of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society of England, and these differences we shall

now proceed to describe. It is a single cylinder engine,

as is common with verticals, and the cylinder, fly-

wheel, crank-shaft, and other motive parts work in

a frame close to but separate from the boiler, as will

readily be seen from the engraving. Tliis cast-iron

frame and boiler are both fixed to a common base, or

bed-plate, of suflicient depth to form an ash-pan, &c.

The consequence of this separation from the boiler is that

engine-room and machinery actuated may require.

So far all is simple, and will readily be understood.
The boiler is furnished witli three cross-horizontal water-
tubes, welded (not rivctlcd) into the side-plate, and
placed, not at right angles across to each other, but
oblique, so as the better to effect the rapid circulation

of the water in the boiler.

Such is a general description of Messrs. Hughes
& Kimber's vertical steam-engine, and the daily

consumption of fuel and work done prove it to be
economical in its working ; and although there is

something peculiar in its external appearance, it is

meeting with the patronage of those

capable of judging of its practical

merits. IV. B.

Fig, 223.—HITCHES and kimber's vertical steam-engine.

all the working parts " work cool," both as regards the

oil and the bearings, so that tear and wear are reduced to

a minimum and uniformefliciency upheld to a maximum,
compai'atively speaking.

Into the mechanical details of the working parts

of this engine we need not enter, as they will be

readily understood from the engraving. The stand-

point of view is nearly at the corner or cylinder angle,

showing the framing on the right hand and the boiler

on the left. The crank with its connecting-rod is

covered by the framing, but the slide-valve, eccentric,

and connecting-rod, the governor, part of the crank-

THE TIPTREE FARM.
On Friday, June 2S last, I paid a

visit to the far-famed Tiptree Farm.
I had for many years wished to see this

celebrated locality, and having a day
to spare, took the train to Kelvedon,
and thence by cab to Tiptree. The
country between Kelvcdon and Tiptree
is undulating and tolerably fertile.

Turnip, Mangel, Onion, and other

farm and gar(.ien seeds are extensively

grown for the large seedsmen, and I

saw a numerous army of women and
children gathering Peas for Covent
Garden Market.

There is a real unenclosed patch of
heath at Tiptree, about 40 acres in

extent, growing Furze and coarse

herbage. It would probably pay for

breaking up and cultivating ; but I

confess 1 would rather let it remain
as it is, for I am not such an agri-

cultural fanatic as to wish for the

disappearance of all our commons and
open spaces. This heath is close to

Mr. Mechi's farm, but the latter has
evidently not formed part of the heath
since the time "whereof the memory
of man runneth not to the contrary."

Mr. Mechi's bailiff took me over the

farm and showed me everything, not
omitting the numerous chickens and
ducklings running among his Wheat.
I confess that 1 never believed the
stories about his fowls with which
Mr. Mechi has so frequently amused
us at the Farmers' Club, but really

there were a very "strong lot" of

chickens and young ducks in the
Wheat, and the crop did not appear
to have sustained the slightest injury.

At the same time I observed that the old hens were in

coops set down along the side of the Wheat field, and
the bailiff" admitted that he kept the fowls away during

and a few weeks before harvest, and I suspect also

during and some weeks after seed-time.

The farm consists of from 120 to 130 acres of clay-

land, and about 50 acres of so-called light land ; the

latter is a sort of yellow gravel with some loam, and
by no means of a very poor quality, but capable of pro-

ducing not only fair but good crops when fairly treated.

On this light land excellent crops of Wheat, grass,

and Peas were growing, and part upon which sheep

FiC. 224.

—

TANGYE's I2-nORSE HORIZONTAL ENGINE. YlO. 225.—TAXGYE's "special" STEAM PUMP.

perfecting machine is exhibited by Thomas Middleton 6c

Co. ; woodcut printing by R. Clay, Sons & Taylor
;

improved platen printing machines, 36 inches by 214
inches, by D. Napier & Son ; coloured block printing

(chromo-xylography) machine, and the machine for

printing the Kc\', the daily report or newspaper of the

Exhibition, by G. J. M. Johnson & Sons, printers to

Her Majesty's Commissioners, &c. Altogether the
load upon the engine is perhaps the heaviest in the
International, and consequently more diversified, owing
to the frequent stoppages at the instance of visitors.

All this the engine day after day gets through perfectly,
without any difficulty, being at home in the perform-
ance of its duty, so to speak.

shaft, tlie flywheel, pump eccentric on the crank-

shaft close to the flywheel, are shown. The flywheel

answers for a driving pulley, and outside the flywheel

is a lesser driving pulley, not seen in the engraving, so

that there are two speeds. The lesser pulley, or slow

speed, is that which is employed. The governor is of

the ordinary throttle-valve description, and although

its spindle and the vertical link rising up to the

throttle-valve lever itself are nearly in a vertical line,

this will be understood. The governor is actuated by

bevel gear from the crank-shaft in the usual way. The
other parts, as the guages, indicator, safety-valve,

furnace-door, &c., may be placed as shown in the

engraving, or on any other side of the boiler as the

had been folded was being cleaned and prepared for

I

white Turnips. The stream of water, of which we
have heard so much, flows out of this field ; it was
flowing through a 6-inch pipe two-thirds of the bore,

and is conducted into a large pond in the garden. It

was cold, pure, and as clear as crystal, and evidently

is not mere drainage water but a spring fed from a con-

siderable distance. The Wheat on this light land is a
capital crop, strong, full, and even ; the only inferior

place was near some trees in the garden, which over-

shadow and rob the land for the distance of a few yards

from the fence. I understood that 6 pecks per acre of

Wheat were sown here, but that not more than three

were growing, as insects and wireworm had consider-
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ably thinned the crop. Six pecks per acre are sown on

the land where damage from wireworm and gnibs is

probable, and i bushel in other parts of the farm.

On the stronger land magnificent crops of Wheat,
winter and spring sown Beans and Vetches were grow-
ing, the Clover was mown and in cock. The winter

Beans were in pod, and more than twice as tall as the

usual crops of winter Beans which I have seen growing
in Leicestershire. The Mangels were finer than any I

have seen this year ; they were being hoed a second

time, and are drilled on the flat, much wider than

usual. In fact, the whole farm is clean, and in a high

state of cultivation ; but I do not think an excessive

amount of labour is employed.
What most struck me was the very great proportion

of Wheat grown, and the excellence of this crop. Out
of about 170 acres, I should estimate that 80 are in

Wheat. It is not Barley land, and Mr. Mechi grows
Rivett Wheat instead. The Rivett Wheat is sown
after white Wheat grown upon Clover ley, and has

2cvvt. of guano per acre applied at the time of sowing.

Mr. Mechi's Rivett Wheat is a splendid crop, and
although it does not fetch within ^s. or 5^. per qr. of

the price of ordinary red Wheat, yet the produce is so

much greater that the corn will make as much per acre

as the ordinary Wheat. Mr. Mechi's plan of growing
Rivett Wheat may be, therefore, set down as sound in

the case of this particular farm.

I observed a small patch of about 12 or 15 perches

of very bad, thin, poor Wheat. This, I was told, is

an experiment witifi some remarkably fine Wheat
grown in one of the colonies. I can readily believe

this, for I once sowed an experimental plot >vith some
of the finest-looking Wheat imaginable from South
Australia, and it was exactly like the experimental

plot at Tiptree ; no better, but quite as bad—it could

not well be worse. The contrast between this unfor-

tunate patch and the strong full crop that surrounded

it was very striking.

There are no hedges excepting the boundary fences,

and those along the roads passing through the farm.

The fields are divided partly by ditches, and partly by
wire fences. The largest field is 45 acres, and the

others from 15 to 30 acres in extent.

Altogether Tiptree is a very interesting farm, and I

enjoyed my visit thoroughly. Mr. Mechi was, as usual,

most obliging and hospital^le. He accompanied me
over part of the farm and through his garden and
shrubbery. He evidently keenly enjoys a rural life,

and his genial and happy temper enables him to bear

the ill-nafured remarks of which ho is often made the

subject with perfect equanimity, if not with positive

enjoyment.
Mr. Smythies was quite in error when he said the

Tiptree farm was naturally poor bad land. Since it

was thoroughly drained and subsoiled by Mr. Mechi,

on his purchasing the farm, it has turned out to be of

first-rate quality. The secret of its fertility is thorough
drainage, deep cultivation, and manure from animals

fed with cake. The manure being made under cover

must also be credited with part of the good crops grown.
It may be remarked, tvi passant, that Mr. Mechi's

liquid manure with which he waters his land is very

different stuff to ordinary town sewage. It is manure
from cake-fed animals fed on sparred floors, and
washed into a tank, where it is diluted with water, and
pumped from thence upon the land when required.

Mr. Mechi's plan of cultivation and rotation of

crops is well adapted to the soil, climate, and altitude

of Tiptree, but would not answer in the northern and
western parts of the island, where the rainfall is twice

as much as in Essex, the spring several weeks later,

and the winter many weeks earlier. I have tried his

thin sowing (if i bush, an acre may be termed thin

sowing), in a colder climate, at an altitude of 500 feet

above the level of the sea ; and if sown early, that

quantity is ample, and produces more than if twice
the quantity were sown. I am persuaded that much
of our winter Wheat is sown far too late in the year.

JV. II. B., Jiily I.

WOOLSTON FARM AGREEMENTS.
After nearly nine months' absence in the South

of Europe I have come back to look over a huge pile

of Agricultural Gazettes, and I growl with real delight

as I hit on the numerous tit-bits which every now and

then meet my amused eye. Woolston and Tiptree are

still hammering away at each other, while Mr. Smith's

pugnacity has produced its natural fruit in a host of

new antagonists by no means unworthy of his steel.

To one who has been out of the fray so long as I have
been it is really refreshing to read some of the nice

little assertions which your correspondents have given

utterance to. What a sweet little paragraph Mr.
Smith has made at p, 267 (Feb. 24, 1872), under
the heading " Justice to both Landlord and Tenant,"

—

what a depth of thought, what a sweet simplicity there
is in the suggestion that landlords should be obliged
by law to let their land at auction for a term not less

than 14 years ! It reminds one of the celebrated
Woolston Farm Agreement, "Bay your rent and keep
your land clean." Land let by auction and the
landlord to be obliged by law every 14 years to pay
their tenants 25 years' purchase of the increased rent !

Shall I give it in Mr. Smith's own words?—here they
are :

—

"I will tell you what we want : a law that will make

the landlords pay all the local taxes themselves, and let

their lands at a fixed payment upon a term not less than

14 years, with right of sale of the lease to the end of the

term, and at starting shall be bound to let tlieir farms by
auction. This will startle some, but it is the true way to

measure the value at the starting point. At the end of

the term, if the tenant and landlord cannot agree for

another ttirm, the farm shall be let again by auction, and
whatever it makes over and above its last rent will show
the measure of the tenant's improvements, and must be

paid for by the landlord at 25 years' purchase."

Whatever it makes over and above its last rent will

show the measure of the tenant's improvements ! Will

it indeed, Mr. Smith? Suppose I give you a fact and
then ask you to reconcile it with the profound and

logical assertion you have made, and which no doubt
is the result 01 your long experience as a farmer, viz.,

that the increased letting value of the land every

14 years is the measure of the tenant's improvements.
Listen then to my little fact. I have an outlying

farm which, when it came into my hands just 14 years

ago, was let at ;!^42 ioj. It was then, and had been

for a very long time previously, in a state of nature, that

is to say, it was covered with short, natural grass,

except about 100 acres, which were thick Gorse, that

would in a hunting country have been a fox cover.

The tenant had occupied it for many years, and his

father and grandfather had both held it before him as

a sheep-walk on an annual tenancy. Not a single inch

of it had been under the plough for a very long period,

although it was an old enclosed and not common land,

and there is no doubt whatever that not a shilling had
been expended on it in improvements within the

memory of any one then living. That farm is

still in the same state as it was in 1S58 {14 years ago),

being still a sheep-walk, uncultivated, unimproved, and
unmanured, and to my certain knowledge the tenant

has never put a single ounce of artificial manure upon
it, and never drawn a single pound of hay, or straw, or

roots, or artificial food of any sort on to it since the

year 1858 ; nevertheless the rent is no longer ;i^42 loj.,

but has risen (still on annual tenancy) to ;!^6o, and has

been ^60 for many years past. Now that is a fact

about which there can be no dispute. But you will

perhaps say that I may have spent money upon it?

Not so, for during these 14 years I have just given the

tenant two gates, which cost me gs. each, and one

gate-post, which I cut down on another part of my
property, and which, if bought, might have cost me
3J., making in all 2ij-. in 14 years, or is. 6d. per

annum.
Now, Mr. Smith, this farm has actually increased in

rent ^17 10^., although not one penny has been

expended on it by the tenant, and yet you assert that

the increase in rent "will show the measure of the

tenant's improvement," and according to your very

sensible proposal, I (the landlord) ought to pay my
tenant 25 years' purchase of ;^I7 ioj-., or ^{^437 ioj., as

the increased value of his improvements, although he
has not spent a single penny upon the land.

Nay, more, that is not all. If I were to advertise

that farm to be let as from March 25 next (which I

have full power to do, as it is let on annual tenancy,

ending at Lady Day), I have not the slightest doubt it

would, in the present state of the markets for sheep
and wool, let for £1$, instead of £60, or an increase

over the 1S5S rent of ^32 ioj., which at 25 years' pur-

chase would amount to the nice little sum of /'812 los.

that I should have to hand over to my present tenant

for having done me the honour to occupy my little

sheep-walk for the last 14 years, without his having
expended one shilling upon it, good, bad, or indifferent.

Mr. Smith, I pause for your reply. Your old

tormentor, G. A. H.

FRIENDS AND FOES.
1. Let us begin with destructive animals—Rabbits :

As far as the farm is concerned they are an unmitigated

evil, giving no compensation for the destruction they

cause. The only remedy is to destroy them. It is not

very difficult, however, to protect young trees, whether
fruit trees or otherwise, against them. I have found

a small bunch of Gorse or Whins fastened with a withe

very effective. I could point to a small plantation

exposed to rabbits where it was tried, and there was
hardly one young tree injured. The Gorse remained

round them for several years.

2. Rats and mice : Destroy them as far as you pos-

sibly can. I think it a great mistake not to send for

the rat-catcher until you are overrun with rats ; far

better to destroy them when they are few, and so save

the corn which the many would eat. In fact, it would

be a good thing to go on the Chinese plan—pay the

rat-catcher so long as there are few rats, and stop his

pay at once when there are many. Unfortunately, I

am afraid most of us would be unwilling to pay if we
had none.

3. Moles : Where there are drains the mole is cer-

tainly injurious, but I suspect it does more good than

harm where there are no drains. It destroys great

numbers of injurious creatures. No d(mbt the heaps

are unsightly, but if they were knocked about they

would often form a good top-dressing. What I have

said about the rat-catcher applies to the mole-catcher.

You should not make it his interest to keep up a stock.

4. Let us now tuin to the birds, and here we find

many friends of the farmer, although he too often looks

upon them as foes. Kestrel, or windhover : I should

wish to say a word in favour of this pretty hawk. Its

food consists almost entirely of mice and insects ; and

while it thus does great good to the farmer, I believe it

does no harm to game, and ought to be encouraged by
game-preservers as well as farmers. The fact is, it is

often confounded with the sparrow-hawk, and thus

suffers for the sparrow-hawk's misdeeds.

5. Barn owls are still greater friends of the farmer,

destroying numbers' of mice and insect foes; and as

they are out at night only, need not be suspected of

injuring game.
6. I believe that the good the rooks do to the farmer

is incalculably greater than the injury. The truth is,

we can easily see the harm they do, while we cannot

see the thousands of subterranean grubs which they

devour. For instance, you will see a flock of rooks

pulling up the grass in a pasture. What are they

doing ? They are devouring the destructive grubs which
live at the roots of the grass. Although the rook may
do harm to the corn when first sown and when ripe, it

far more than repays by destroying the insect enemies

throughout the year. Besides, it is easy to keep the

rook off the crops for a few months, and have the benefit

of its services at other times.

7. The starling is also most useful in destroying in-

sects, especially the grubs which live at the roots of

the grass. They have, I know, been accused of

sucking pigeons' eggs ; but I believe the charge to be
groundless.

8. There are three kinds of pigeons which occur with

us, the ring dove, the stock dove, and the turtle dove
;

the turtle dove is only with us in the summer, and does

little or no damage. I cannot say the same for the

other two. In this neighbourhood I believe almost

every one knows the difference between them, but in

many parts of England the differences do not seem to

be recognised. The ring dove is much larger and of

lighter colour, and builds a rude nest in branches. The
stockdove is more like our common blue rock domestic

pigeon, and generally builds in hollow trees. I am
afraid I cannot say a good word for the ring doVe, as

they are very destructive, especially to Peas and young
Clovers, while they do very little good in return. They
are almost exclusively vegetable feeders, and do not

destroy wireworms and grubs as the rooks do.

9. I know that sparrows are detested by the farmer ;

but I believe they are not an unmitigated evil. They
destroy many grubs which would increase amazingly if

they were allowed to go unchecked.

10. I cannot leave the birds without saying one word
in favour of the woodpecker. It does neither harm nor

good to the farmer, but I believe is often considered

as an enemy by timber growers. I believe it is, on the

contrary, a good friend to them. It destroys many of

the insects which injure trees, and never, I believe,

bores into sound trees—in fact, a woodpecker's hole is

a sign that the tree ought to come down.

11. As to our insect friends and foes, the cockchafer

is very destructive to the leaves of shrubs and trees ;

but the damage it does is of little consequence compared

with that done by the larva or gmb, which lives at the

root of the plant. *' Many a fair pasture land," we are

told, " is withered, and many a broad field of corn

assumes a sickly appearance" througli these destructive

creatures. You must all of you know the great white

maggot, which is the grub of the cockchafer. It takes

three years to come to the perfect state, and all that

time feeds on the roots. The click-beetles, or skip-

jacks, so called from their jumping when turned on

their backs, harmless as they are in their perfect state,

are the parents of the dreaded wireworm—that is, their

eggs, when hatched, are wireworms. The only

praciical way of getting rid of wireworms is by growing

a crop which will not furnish them with food. It is

said a wireworm haunted field may be cured for a time

by planting it with Potatos, which the wireworm
cannot eat. Some farmers, I have heard, use soda ash,

sowing it with seed, or broadcast. The rooks and

starlings are the best helps in getting rid of the wire-

worm and cockchafer grub. Were it not for these we
should be far more troubled by these grubs, and even

perhaps overrun by them.

12. The turnip-fly, as it is called, is one of the most

annoying and destructive insects we have ; it is a small

beetle which lays its eggs on the young leaves of the

Turnip ; the eggs hatch almost directly, and the

grub destroys the leaves, No praciical remedy is,

I believe, known. In a garden it may be of use to

scatter some good lime on the surface .as the seeds are

coming up.

13. The last beetle I shall mention is the ladybird,

or as it is called in the Hop districts, the fly-gilder. It

lays its eggs in the midst of the green flies, or plant-

lice, and the grub when hatched feeds solely upon
them— in fact, the ladybird is our best help in checkmg
the increase of these destructive insects. Uop-growcrs

well know their value, and I doubt not they are just as

useful to farmers in general, keeping down the green-fly

which attacks their Peas and Beans. When ladybirds

are plentiful in the spring, the Hops, T believe, seldom

suffer much from green-fly. Destructive as they are in

other countries, the locusts and grasshop])crs do very

little harm in England. The migratory locust does

now and then get blown across the Channel, but our

climate is far too cold for them to multiply here. We
often see notices in the papers that locusts have been

taken in different parts of England, but in most cases
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this is a mistake, all kinds of different creatures being

mistaken for locusts.

14. Everybody knows the green-tly or aphis. These

plant-lice, are wonderfully proiitic, and increase most

rapidly ; hence have arisen many mistakes. People

have imai^ined that they could not come in the ordinary

course of Nature. Some have supposed they are brought

by tlie east wind ; others that they have come by spon-

taneous generation ; and hence they have thouglit that

it was no use to try and stop their ravages. This, how-
ever, may often be done when care is taken in the house

and in gardens. If the first green-tly be picked off, we
can often keep tliem down ; but in the fields we must

leave them to the ladybirds and other like animals.

15. The black-jack, or nigger, so destructive to the

Turnips, is the caterpillar of a small transparent

winged-fly called the turnip saw-fly. This insect lays

its eggs on the Turnip leaf, cutting little grooves to

receive them ; they grow very quickly, and are very

voracious as you all know. No remedy is of any use

on a large scale ; rolling will spoil the Turnips as

efiectually as the grub. Trenches have been dug
between the infected and free portions of the field ; lime

and soot have been tried, but all of little use ; in a gar-

den hand-picking is the best plan.

i6. The last insect which I propose to mention is the

midge. ^Ve have, I think, of late years heard but little

about the destruction caused by this insect, but 20 years

ago it was regarded with great apprehensions. 1 find

from Mr. Goodwyn that you suffered from it three years

ago. Vou probably all of you know the damage which
is caused by it. In harvest the crop is found very de-

fective, the ears being full of shrivelled grains. If the

ears are examined before the harvest little orange-

coloured maggots, about the size of a small pin's head,

will be found—these are the larva: of the Wheat midge.

The mother insect, which is very small, lays her eggs

within the chaft' scales in June ; these are soon hatched

and destroy the grain, at least it does not swell. At
har\'est time these are carried into the barn, and when
they are numerous may be easily found in the dust.

Sometimes the damage done is very considerable. One
obsei'\*er, Mr. Kirby, a Suflblk man by the way, cal-

culated that the loss through the midge in one field he
examined was not less than i^ bush, per acre. Others
have put the destruction much higher. Probably the

best method the farmer could use where the midge is

common would be to burn the dust after threshing.

Fortunately, both in the case of the midge and of

many others of our insect scourges, there is a check
provided far more effective than any we can use. There
are small flies called ichneumon flies, which deposit their

eggs in the maggots of the midge, and thus destroy

them, and this is one of the most effective ways of
limiting their increase.

17. Our vegetable foes not only include the weeds
which cumber the ground, and take the place of better

plants, but also many ills which usually go by the

name of blights, such as mildew, smut, bunt, &c. With
respect to weeds, I will only mention two weeds by
name, the Dodder and the Clover-rape, both of which
are very destructive to Clover ; they are both parasites,

and live by sucking the juices of the Clover plant. I

cannot but think that the ravages of the Dodder might
be almost entirely stopped by sending in a man to mow
out the infected piece as soon as it begins to show itself;

or, still better, if he dug it out ; the mowed pieces must
be carried away. I know no method of preventing the

ravages of the Clover-rape, that great brown succulent

plant that appears so plentifully in Clover fields after

the first crop has been taken. It has been growing
underneath the surface and sucking the Clover long
before it shows itself. The most probable means of
diminishing its quantity is to be very particular to see
to the cleanness of the Clover seed. I think it is very
probable, however, that the seed may be some years
dormant in the ground, and in that case I do not know
how we can guard against it.

Let us now go on to those special diseases of the
com to which I just now referred, which are often called
blights.

iS. The mildew, with many other blights, as smut,
and rust, and bunt, are caused by Fungi, in fact, are
due to parasitic growths, which destroy or injure the
corn. Vou all know what mildew looks like. The
stem and leaves become discoloured, and at length the
outer skin splits and the parasite is disclosed. If you
look at the infected plant with a glass which magnifies
slightly, you will observe that the spots are dark and
rough ; put a small piece under a powerful microscope,
and you will see an appearance as is represented in this

diagram. The threads and spawn, or mycellium, is

hidden in the straw, but what we see is the fruit or seed
vessels. Each spote consists of two compartments,
which are filled with sporules. But how did the seed
enter the plant ? Perhaps through the stomata or little

openings which abound on leaves ; at any rate the
mildew shows itself generally at these apertures. How
then, does the mildew injure the com? It absorbs the
sap which should go to nourish the grain, and is as true
a parasite as the Dodder. Moist seasons, damp situa-
tions, over-manured land, and lateness of crop, all

favour mildew ; a plant on a manure heap is, in fact,

almost always mildewed. And so again, over-luxuriance
will favour mildew. Well draining the land, and
keeping the crops free from weeds, will generally pre-
vent the mildew from doing much mischief. Again,
you all know the rust, or red robin. Different as it

looks, there is good reason to believe that it is the
same plant as that which causes the mildew, taking
one form or t!ie other, according to circumstances—the

state of the weather or plant. Here it does little harm,
but on the Continent it is more dreaded than the
mildew.

19. The next parasite I would mention is the smut.
Some farmers, I have heard, like to see it in the crops,

because it is usually accompanied by a good crop. If

so, I suppose the explanation is this, that a season
which is favourable to the production of smut is also

favourable to the com. As to bunt, or bladder brand,
or stinking rust, this parasite completely fills the seeds,

and replaces the flour with a black disgusting powder,
smelling almost like putrid fish. The infected grains
are of a dark green colour, and at length become
brown. If a grain is opened it is found filled with a
black greasy powder. When the Wheat is threshed,
the infected grains are broken, and the sporules stick to

the sound grains, and ultimately inoculate them. The
object of dressing the Wheat, therefore, is to wash off

the spores, and if possible to destroy their vitality.

Some farmers dress their corn with arsenic, but I cannot
think it is likely to do much good, while there are many
great objections to it.

20. All farmers, or nearly all, know something of
the parasites which I have mentioned, but perhaps
there may be many who haver never seen the next—

I

mean ergot. The grain is completely changed, both in

form and properties. It is black, and looks like the
spur of a cock. It has long been known to be a powerful
medicine. It has not long been discovered that it causes
most dreadful diseases wlien eaten with corn. Rye is

very subject to ergot, and it was suspected that certain
dreadful diseases, formerly prevalent in some parts of
France, were due to this cause. There seems little

doubt that it was so, and it appeared probable that

ergot has been the cause of dreadful disease even in

Suffolk. It appears from the parish register of Wat-
tisham, that in the year 1762 several persons suffered

from an unusual kind of mortification of the limbs. In
this case, no doubt it was due to the ergot of Wheat.
Where lands are well drained, little or no ergot is to be
found : but doubtless at that date there was plenty of
wetundrained land to favour its growth. But although
ergot is now uncommon on Wheat and Rye in this

country, it is often common on grasses ; and it is not
unlikely that it may be the cause of some of the myste-
rious diseases of cattle. Drainage is the great cure
for it.

21. I now turn to the last disease of the grain which
I purpose mentioning—the air-cockle, or pepper-corn,
which is one of the most extraordinary di'^eases to which
Wheat is liable. The grains affected by it look just
like black peppercorns, and the whole ear is altered in

appearance. When the grain is cut in pieces, it is

found full of a cottony substance packed close together.

If the grain is fresh, and a little of this cottony sub-
stance be placed with a drop of water under the micro-
scope, it is found to be a mass of eel-shaped creatures,

which wriggle about with great vigour. If, however,
the ear cockle has become dry it must be steeped in

water for a few hours before the ear is opened, or they
will show no life or motion. Sometimes 40,000 or
50,000 of these little creatures are packed together in

one grain. Any one who has a moderately good micro-
scope can verify this for themselves. It would be a
good thing if more time were spent in searching into

the wonders of creation, w^hich the microscope reveals.

Rev. E. N. Bloomfield^ at Framlingkam.

THE EARTH-CLOSET SYSTEM,
The superiority of Mr. IMoule's earth-closet system,

in many respects, over all others, is generally acknow-
ledged. The advocates of the watercloset system claim
for it superior convenience, cleanliness, comfort, and
economy, but those who have tried both, so far as I

have seen or heard their statements, express a prefer-

ence for earth-closets in each of these respects. The
mere cost of the one system compared with the other
necessarily varies according to circumstances, but where
both have been tried I have found no difference of
opinion, that under any circumstance the earth-closet is

the cheaper. It has not, however, been tried to any
considerable extent in towns, so that we cannot in

regard to them refer to experience as to its feasibility

with the same confidence as in the case of country
places, and we have to rely to a considerable extent

upon calculation and conjecture. Eminent engineers

and chemists have at different times expressed strong

opinions that the earth system is quite impracticable for

large towns, but however great weight these opinions
may carry with them—and they are entitled to the

greatest respect—they would have to give way before

absolute proof to the contrary. It has seemed to me a
pity that an experiment has never been tried (if neces-

sary by Government) which would set the question at

rest. Such an experiment might easily be made, as I

shall endeavour to show. I have read with much
interest Mr. Monies Tmoi Refuse the Remedyfor Local
Taxation, and agree with him, that his system can be
applied in large towns, so as to save nearly all excre-

mentitious matter and slaughter-house refuse, without

causing any nuisance, and so as to pay expenses.

All doubt has been removed from my mind on the

subject by a number of experiments which I have been
trying during the last twelvemonths. There is a great

quantity of rubbish in all towns that has to be removed
in any case, and which could be used with advantage
in dealing with other refuse. Some of it is dry, to begin
with—as ashes, sawdust, the refuse from cotton, and
some other manufactures ; others would want drying,
as spent dyewood and spent bark. These substances
have no value excepting as manure. The farmers will
pay for the cotton refuse 2j. 6</. for as much as they can
put on a cart, say a ton. In addition to woody matter,
small quantities of short cotton filire, and soil, it con-
tains a considerable quantity of different sorts of seeds,
and if heaped together and damped it will heat slowly
of itself. I should not have expected thai such asubstance
would have prevented a nuisance from organic refuse,

but after nearly twelvemonths of experiments I can say
that either passed through the Moule closet (mixed
with other substances), or saturated with urine—cover-
ing the heap with a layer of dry stuff—or spread over
slaughter-house offal, it will answer this purpose, and
become itself valuable manure. The heat produced by
the fermentation causes the heap when cut into to be
of a light, friable nature, and more than half dry
without any artificial heat, turning over, or other manipu-
lation. All that is necessary is to keep everything dry
on the surface. I have tried dried peat, but not tan-

ners' bark, though there is no reason to doubt that the
latter would answer as well ; indeed, I tried these ex-
periments in consequence of some remarks in 'Johastoii's

Agricultural C/u-mistry, 9th ed., p. 215, in reference

to tanners' bark. *' Like peat it may be dried and
burned for the ash, which is light, portable, and forms
a valuable top-dressing. But the economist will prefer

to ferment it in a compost, in the way above described
for peat. An occasional watering of the compost with
the liquid manure of the farmyard will bring it into a
heat," &c. If we include street sweepings, I believe

that all towns produce as much absorbent refuse

as is required for dealing with nearly all its excremental
and putrefactive matter. I use the qualifying word
"nearly," because I do not see how we can prevent the
washings of streets and refuse-water from fulling mills,

bleach-works, [dye-works, print-works, tripedressers,

and other places m which large quantities of water are

required, from getting into the sewers. This refuse all

contains putrescible matter, but largely diluted with
water, and to some extent it carries along with it, in the

shape of various chemicals, its own antidote. If the

grosser impurities were removed it is not probable that

a nuisance would remain in the sewers which would be
dangerous tohealth, so that we might remove all stench-

traps. Every stench-trap, wherever placed, is a clear

proof in itself of a state of things which should not be
permitted. If the sewage at its outfall should not be
considered sufficiently pure to turn into the river it

would, accordmg to the universal testimony of all autho-

rities on the subject, be much more useful for sewage
irrigation than ordinary sewage. The mischief of all

schemes for dealing with sewage is that a commencement
is made with an enormous outlay. Land, buildings,

and machinery are acquired, and after all they have
never either paid expenses or answered their intended
purpose. I refer your readers, as my authority for such
a strong expression of opinion, to '*The Sewage Ques-
tion," from Dr. Letheby's Notes and Chemical Analysis

(Bailliere, Tindall & Cox, 1872). Very naturally local

boards, improvement commissioners, or corporations,

when they see scheme after scheme fail, will often do
nothing whatever (unless they are forced), because they

know not what to do. I would recommend no such

expensive experiments. I would provide an establish-

ment, complete in itself, for 100 houses, or such a

number as could be worked with one horse and cart,

and I would have it on the spot. This could be done
in any town, or any part of a town ; and in ashpit towns
the required premises would not occupy much more
room than the aggi^egate area of the pits, which would
be done away with. As to the materials, I would use

those nearest at hand, and if, as I believe, nothing need
be brought into this section for the purpose, the street

traffic would not be interfered with. I would summarise
in this way :

—

1. Remove excrementitious matters daily.

2. Let the closets be Moule's, covering each de-

jection.

3. Let the substance placed in the apparatus (so far

as possible) cost nothing to buy, or to dry.

4. Collect all materials, and conduct all manufacture
on the spot.

I believe Mr. Moule is one of the greatest benefactors

of his race of our time, and that his system will even-

tually conquer all obstacles ; but there are some of his

opinions with which I do not yet concur. I doubt
whether it would pay to put up machinery to grind

broken glass and earthenware or slag into manure. If

silica is greatly wanted, coal-ashes, according to Dr.

Way, contains about 50 per cent, of it, on an average,

and untractable ; though Mr. Moule admits glass to be,

it is not so untractable as old boots, leathern straps

and satchels, clog-irons, tin candlesticks, coffee-kettles,

and other used-up domestic utensils. There is some
refuse always to be found in our ashpits which it will

not pay to spend labour on—better tip it at once.

Again, bones are not thrown away, but are sold, and
also soot, so there is no necessity to trouble about this

refuse, for it is used as manure now in as economical a

manner as it is likely to be. Some of the substances

that I have mentioned are also sold, but the action of

the matters with which they might be brought into
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contact increases their value without expenditure in

machinery or fuel.

With reference to the cotton refuse, it would of course

only be applicable in those towns in which it is pro-

duced, but all towns have their own particular refuse.

So far as the cotton manufacturing districts are con-

cerned the consumption of cotton last year was 3, 1 35, 2 70

bales of 400 lb. each, or 559,869 tons ; the refuse would

be about 5 per cent., or 27,000 tons for the year—no

mean contribution towards the absorbent material re-

quired. I am quite aware that there is nothing new in

my remarks, so far as the details are concerned. They
may all be found in the numerous works that have been

published on the subject, but though we have abundance
of information there seems to be as great a difference of

opinion as ever. I do not think there is any possibility

of treating the whole sewage of a town with absorbent

substances. If we put down the water supply at 24
galls, per head per day, and admit that Mr. Moule
could save five-sixths of it, we have still 4 galls, per

head left. I have tried an experiment (which any one

may verify), and. find that it takes 164 lb. of fine ashes

to absorb i galL of water, and this amounts to 10^ tons

per head per annum. Still anything that a watercloset

can do an earth-closet will do much better in every

way, and without any danger or nuisance; and the same
principle can be extended so as to meet all that is neces.

sary, if not exactly all that might be desired. R. If. A,

The Narrative of a Suffolk Labourer.—In

your impression of last week I have read the " Narra-

tive of a Suffolk Labourer," the truth of which I can

fully confirm from many similar instances which I

could adduce from my own immediate neighbourhood
in the eastern townships of the province of Quebec

;

and this being the case, the question very naturally

arises, how it comes that so many respectable English

people seek to attain a position in a highly taxed

foreign country, where their presence is politically

tabooed, and where they are constantly being subjected

to petty oppressions and annoyances, rather than on
British soil, where the facilities for at least equal

success are even more certain and rapid, and where, in

a lightly taxed country they will be, as it were, at

home, with all their associations and rights as British

subjects, sympathised with and respected ? Within a

circuit of 10 miles round the market town of Sher-
brooke, the capital of the townships, I could point to

hundreds of instances where steady and industrious

labouring men, with no other aid than that of stout

arms, persevering wills, and ordinary prudence, have,

in less time than the Suffolk labourer, become the

owners of good farms, and placed themselves and their

families in independence and comfort for life. One
reason may be, that whereas your correspondent says

that the Butchers paid 50 dols. an acre for a very poor
plot of land, in the townships really good land can be
bought for less than half the money. Surely when
this is the case there is little temptation to emigrate
to the United Stales, where, as I have already said.

Englishmen occupy no social or political status, unless

they submit to what goes sadly against the grain of
most, and become citizens. There are those, no
doubt, for whom republican institutions possess certain

charms ; but the common sense of right-minded men
does not ordinarily take the shadow for the substance

;

and I do assure you that the characteristic respecta-

bility, in its best sense, of the Anglo-Saxon is quite as

noticeable in passing from the States into Canada as

in coming from France into England. Being in

England for the purpose of giving information
respecting the district I have here spoken of, I

could not, with your permission, let this story of the
Suffolk labourer pass unconfirmed, whilst at the same
time I pointed out where even better things could be
attained under far more favouring auspices-. It is the
want of correct information which sends so many
emigrants astray. They are misled by unscrupulous
or assumed agents of one sort or other, who are paid
head-money, and are perfectly indifferent as to what
becomes of their dupes when once they have got them
safe on shipboard. An instance of this came within
my knowledge some months ago from one of a party
of several hundred who were, I believe, collected
chiefly in Spitalfields, and sent off to same place in

the Far West, under the plausible pretext of finding full

employment there. When they arrived they found the
story that had been told them but partially correct,

and most of them where left to shift for themselves as
best they could. And in Canada, too, many instances
of more or less deception have been practised—mostly
by over-colouring. We have, at length, become
sensible of this, and as evidence of our anxiety that it

should not occur, I quote from a circular which has
been recently issued by the Dominion Government :

—

" The condition of success in Canada is hard work
;

and what the country wants above all things is resolute
workers. For these there is room for a practically un-
hmited supply. Canada may be said to be the paradise
of the resolute worker ; but it is no place for the drone.
I he inducements to emigrate to Canada are not simply
good wages and cheap living among kindred peoplem a naturally rich country with a pleasant and healthy
climate

;
but the confident prospect which the poorest

may have of becoming a possessor of the soil, earning

a comparative competence for himself, and comfortably

settling his children. Thousands of rich and independent

farmers all over the Dominion were poor emigrant
labourers, without means, but a few years ago."

yohii H. Ckarnock, Loughborough^ Leiastershirey

July S.

Wix, near Manningtree.—Last year, about this

time, several gentlemen, readers of the Agriadtural

Gazette^ wrote to me to say they should like to pay a

visit to Wix Vicarage, to see my crops. I was then

too unwell to receive them, but I now write merely to

inform them, or any other gentlemen, that I should be
very pleased to see them here; and, without over-

boasting I hope, I engage that they shall see such

Wheat, Barley, Oats, Peas, and Beans as they shall not

see anywhere else in this neighbourhood, but especially

the Wheat : and be it remembered that both my Wheat
and Barley were put in with my drill, which in its

present state puts in but 2 pecks of each an acre ; and
be it also remembered, that J never quack-doctor my
seed, and I dare this year promise a sovereign to any
man who shall find a bladdered ear among my Wheat,
and I almost think I might offer the same for the finding

of a smutty ear of Barley. And as C. S. Read, Esq.,

M.P., offered a fortune to any one who could show
him how to grow tall and stiff-strawed Wheat, if he
will favour me with a visit, he will see this spectacle at

Wix Vicarage, namely, straw nearly, or quite 6 feet

high, and as stiff also as he ever saw straw, and large

and plump ears upon each of them. And as Wix
Vicarage is six miles from Manningtree Station, and
three from the Bradfield Station, on the Harwich
branch of it, if Mr. Read will favour me with a visit,

and otherof those gentlemen who wrote to me last year,

and will drop me a line to say when he or they will be
at either; of these stations, I will meet, or send for

him or them to bring them here, and drive them back.

Geo. WilkinSy Wix Vicarage^ July 9.

Harvest Time.—Perhaps your readers may feel an
interest in the accompanying returns of the earing and
flowering of cereals on the Ilolbrook Grange Farm for

the last seven years, and the harvesting of the last six

years, as some criterion from which to gather the

probable time of the coming harvest :

—

has beaten us all hollow, for the simple reason that he

has been more thorough. I confess I have been afraid

to go the lengths he has j and, furthermore, I could

not do so without a fresh arrangement with my land-

lord. Judging, however, by the results, I see no reason

why either he or I should fear any longer. If Mr.
Smith can grow good crops continuously on the same
land with little or no manure, without injury to the

soil, why should not other people be able

to do the same thing ? The great yields at

Tiptree, Mr. Mechi tells us, are produced by
the dung of highly-fed animals, irrigation, and
other accessories. At Woolston hardly any stock has

been kept ; but the straw, after threshing, has been
thrown into a long heap of 100 yards or so to rot down.
This, with, latterly, a little superphosphate, has been
the only manure used, and yet each year the crops

have been apparently better than the last ; and this

time I think I may venture to say that they surpass

any that have ever gi'own upon the land since it was
created earth. It is no part of my purpose to make a
comparison between the Woolston and other tackle :

my purpose is to tell others who occupy clay lands

how they may help themselves to the treasures which
they contain. Many of these so-called poor lands are

not so naturally ; they are made poor by faulty mani-

pulation. No greater proof in point can be adduced
than the land purchased by Mr. Smith in i86g, and
which is now part of the Woolston farm. Many who
have visited the spot will doubtless remember the con-

trast which they could hardly fail to make of the crops

on one side, and those on the other. But in the short

space since it has fallen into the Woolston man's hands,

deep drainage and deep cultivation have done their

mighty work, and the change is certainly marvellous.

Some portions of the farm which I occupy are of much
the same character, but if anything a little better.

During the wet harvest of 1 866, in the course of their

inspection of the steam cultivated farms of England,

I was honoured with a visit by two of the Royal
Agricultural Society's Commissioners. On showing
them a portion of this land, which was being broken
up for Vetches, one of them said that he would rather

go to plough on his land at \2.s. a week than occupy it.

The other said he would not farm it if it was his own
freehold, and they wound up by asking me seriously if
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seems beyond the power of man to ruffle. But it is a

sorry sight to see persons exposing their ignorance, and

venting their spleen in attempts to do so. y. C Chttlcr-

bucky Livij^ lVi'h-i!/iatHy July 9.

Rats.—Your correspondent, D. T. Fish, in the

AgrkuUural Gazette of June 15, affords but cold

comfort to those who are overrun with rats and cannot

get rid of them. No doubt ferreting will help to keep

them down, but, as far as my experience goes, it

merely mitigates the evil. As to your correspondent's

objection to poison, I think he much overrates its

inconvenience and danger. No doubt it is not desirable

to poison them to die in inhabited houses ; but it is

rarely they take up their abode in them, but generally

in drains or outbuildings, where they may be destroyed

without being ofiensive. Some part of my family

objected for years against using poison, on account of

the danger, but with all the means we took we could

not destroy all, and we had plenty in the neighbour-

hood to supply the place of any killed. A few years

ago a man came into our town professing to destroy

them. His terms were so much per year, paid in

advance, according to the size of the premises to be

cleared, and he was to examine them four times a year.

\Ve, with several others, agreed with him. He laid

the poison in the runs of the rats, and also some in the

house for mice ; it effectually destroyed all the vermin,

and we had no more trouble us for months ; but,

unfortunately, we never saw him again. Now, in this

case, and another I shall presently mention, it is evi-

dent there is some ingredient which the rats, with all

their cunning and suspicion, cannot resist. In the above
case there was no previous preparation to entice them.

The other case I referred to occurred but a few weeks
ago. Our friends had again become very troublesome,

and, do what we would, their numbers increased

so that they found their way from the farm build-

ings, up a drain to the house, and into the back

kitchen, frequently occasioning not very harmonious

noises from the women by one scampering away very

near to their feet. This could not be endured, so we
determined on poison again. A man has resided in

our town for some years, who is employed by many
fanners to destroy them. We had him down, and he

put some meal down in perhaps 15 places, but without

poison. It was all eaten ; the next evening he brought
with him a can containing a paste, which he made up
into pills the size of a pea ; these he laid with a little

meal in the same places. In the morning he came,
and took up what pills were not eaten, which were not

more than a dozen. He had put about 12 in each

place. I should mention that I did not tell him about
those who were in the drain at the house until the next

evening, when he put the same meal and pills into

their holes. As in thelirst case it completely destroyed

ihem all, and I am not aware we have a single rat left,

neither have we smelt the least off'ensive odour in any
part of the premises. No doubt they died in their

holes. The poison was laid as safe as possible from
any other animal getting at it, and the fowls, &:c., were
not let out until what was left was taken up the next
morning. Need it be asked, with such a remedy, ought
these animals be left to do mischief to such an amount
as it is calculated they do ? Would it not be wise to

purchase the secret and necessary means taken to

extirpate them, either voluntarily or by compulsion ?

The country at large are interested in their destruction,

and with common care there can be but little danger,
and certainly not more than is run with compositions
sold for that purpose. IV. G.

Foreign Correspondence.
Wages Abroad.—The following return is foimded on

the Reports of Her Majesty's representatives abroad
on the Tenure of Land, and on the Condition of the

Industrial Classes in Foreign Countries, 1869-70-71.
One disadvantage in the way of the foreign workman
is, the number of holidays or village fetes, which
number in Russia from 30 to 100 during the year, in

Austria at least 76, in Turkey 48, and which are very
numerous in Belgium, Spain, and Switzerland :

—

Al'Stria.—Wages ; Galicia, 9^/. a day in summer and 6d. in
winter : at har\'est, 1^. to \s. 2d. : Silesia, men £,^ a year,
women £^, with board and lodging ; Moravia, Zd. to is. s,d. in

summer, and &/. to \od. in \vinter (Dr. Fuchs, ' 1869). In 1867
the average wages were from ^3 to £^i, for men, or C\ to ^3 for

women, with board and lodging. It has since risen (Lytton).
Purchase-power—Same as in England at Trieste ; 25 per cent.

less at Ragusa. Diet—As a general rule, well-fed {Lytton).

Belgium.—Wages average -jd. to \s. id. a day for men, and
^\d. to 6*^. for women, with extra at harvest {official, 1862). From
IS. 2d. to IS. Zd. for men, and from ?,d. to lod. for women
{Packenham). Purchase-power—Necessaries as dear, luxuries
cheaper, clothes dearer than in England {Consul Grattan). Diet
—Coffee adulterated with chicory, without milk or sugar, black or
brown bread, butter, lard, vegetables, and fresh or salted pork.
Very many have only Potatos, with grease, bread, and chicory
(Packenham)

.

Denmark.-Wages, is. -^d. to is. Sd. a day, or $d. to lod.
with food ; beer and brandy at harvest. Hours of work, 12 to

13 in summer, and dayHght in winter (Strachey). Purchase-
power—An unmarried operative can barely live on 10^. 6d. a week
(Strachey).

France.—Wages, is. yd. a day in summer, or is. ^d. in
winter : women, icx^. and jd. (M. Leconteux). A farm labourer
engaged by the year has £12 or .^14 and his board, costing about
as much (M. de Pimpin). Purchase-power—No real difference,
but OD French mode of living 25 per cent. less (Vereker), 15 per
cent, more than in England (Hamond). Diet— Soup made of
piEs' lard or beef suet, vegetables, and bread porridge
(Hamond).
Germany : Prussia Proper.—Wages, 6d. to is. a day for

men, and 51/. to yd. for women, with house rent free, Potato

land, and medical attendance, or ^3 to £4 10s. and board
for men.
PoMBKAMA.— 54J. to 75f., Of evcD 150.T. a year, and board,

with meat three or four times a week ; food worth ;£io a year.

Rhineland.— 1^. in summer and lof/. in winter, with house
rent free, or is. to is. j,d. without it. Hours uf work 12, or in

har\'cst 14. Diet— Porridge, milk, dried Peas, Potatos, vege-

tables, and herrings. Meat (m holidays. Such boarding valued
at £<j tOj£i3 (Harris-Gastrell).

Saxonv.—Wages, if. to is. jd. for 12 hours ; women, 6d. to

ad. Diet— Bread, butter, cheese, soup, vegetables, coffee, and
beer. Meat only on holidays (Burnley).
Bavaria.—Wages, is. ^fjd. a day for men. and ix^d. for

women on the average. Diet— In south, meal with butter, fat,

or milk. Cabbages, and Potatos; in north, meat two or three
tmies a week, instead of the meal and coffee (Fenton).
WuRTEMiiKRG.—Wages, is. id. to IS. Zd. a day, with food, or

^5 or ^6 with board and lodging in a farmhouse. The neccs-

saricfi of life cheaper, and the standard of living much lower.

Diet— Potatos, rj-e bread, and cider ; very little meat (Gordon).
Italy.—Wages— Lombardy, is, to i.r. yd. a day, without

board ; Bologna. \od. to is. ^d. ; Parma, td. to lorf. ; Naples,
lod. to IS. 2d. (Herries). This does not refer to the tm'tayers.

Purchase-power-At Brindisi as 14 to 10 in England ; at Naples.
as 14 to S, Diet—Very little animal food, but principally maca-
roni, bread, fruit, vegetables, and wine.
Netherlands. —Wages in Gclderland. 8^. to icd. a day for

men, and (>d. to Zd. for women, or ^5 to ^10 a year, with board,
for larm servants. Purchase-power—Necessaries about as dear,

luxuries much dearer. Diet — Tea and coffee, black and brown
bread, butter, vegetables, and fat : fish in season (Locock).

Ri'ssiA.—Wages, by the day is., by the month y\d. a day, by
the season 531/. a day ; at harvest, 25. a day ; on well-managed
estates they work froni 4 a.m. to 9 p.m., with three hours' rest

{MichcU), Purchase-power— One-half for natives, and for

Englishmen one-third cheaper than in England (Consul Steuensl.

Diet— Cabbage or Mushroom soup, baked Buckwheat eaten with
milk, oil, or butler, and rye bread (Michell).

Stain.—Wages : Galicia, men. iid. to is. id. ; women, yd. to

lod., or £i, to £,t with board, washing, .ind a suit of clothes;

Murcia, is. ^d. a day without, or 8.^, with board ; Guipuzcoa,
IS. 2\d., or 8t/. and food ; women, Sd. to lod. ; Biscay, is. Zd.

;

women, lod. to is. ; Valencia, i.f. to is. 6d. Purchase-power

—

Food far cheaper, but meat a luxury. Diet—Bread, vegetables,

and £-ns/a':/ity—co]d soup of slices of Cucumber and bread steeped
in vinegar and water (Ffrench).

Sweden.—Wages, for men, yd. to 2^, zd. in summer, and 3^.
to is. Sd. in winter, for women, 4-/. to ts. lod., and ^Id. to if.

respectively; farm servants, with board, £2 to ;^3 (Gosling).

Purchase-power—Wages bear a greater proportion to the expen-
diture than in England (Jocelyn). Diet—Potatos, Rye, Oats,
and Barley ; milk abundant ; salt herrings, but no meat ; beer
(Gosling).

Switzerland.—Wages, lod. to is. 8/., in winter, and ir. 8^.

to IS. 6d. in summer. In remote districts still less (M. Bovet).

Working day generally reckoned at 13 hours. Purchase-power
-Board for a man averages from 5^. 6^. to 7J-. jd. a week.
Diet— Milk, coffee, cheese, Potatos, vegetables, and soup ; meat
rarely ; wme and beer.

TuRKEv.—Wages, r^. 6d. a day, or £y or ^^14 a year, with
board and lodging (Consul Moore), Diet — Brown bread of
mixed grain, staved Beans, Leeks, and a little mutton.
England.—Wages for men, from zs. 6d. to 2s. gd. a day,

averaging over 2J., with extra money for harvest and piecework.
Diet—White bread, bacon, Potatos and vegetables, cheese, tea,

coffee, and beer or cider. Milk and butter scarce. In the North
a good deal more meat, especially for farm servants.

Scotland.—Wages, 12s. to 155. a week, being partly paid in

kind, or ;^i8 to £74 a year with food. Diet—Oatmeal porridge,
bread, Potatos, milk and butter, tea and coffee, a little bacon, but
other meat rarely.

Ireland.—Wages, U. to is. Sd. a day, or 6d. to is. with
food. Diet—Bread, Potatos, Oatmeal, milk, whisky, and
little bacon.

ROVAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Cardiff^ Jidy 10.—In the absence of any termina-

tion of the trials of machinery, we may anticipate our
reports in this department by a brief general notice of
this town and the showyard and its contents.

Of the town of Cardiff we may at once say that

visitors as strangers from a distance will be agreeably
disappointed with the streets, houses, and the general
atmosphere of the neighbourhood. 0\xx impression, as

conveyed by hearsay, was that Cardifif was surrounded
and intermixed with the manufactories and smoke-
belching "shafts" or chimneys which belong to the
South Wales iron and coal trades. But instead of this

being so, Cardiff, away from the docks, looks more
like an inland agricultural town, like York or Bury
St. Edmunds. Great surprise has been expressed at

this by strangers, for the opinion they had beforehand
was that it was more like Newcastle or Sunderland.
The town, indeed, is well and pleasantly built and
arranged, and the cleanly appearance of the bricks and
stone amply indicate that exposure to a smoky and
smutty atmosphere is quite an exception. Cardiff, it

is true, from its closeness to the Bristol Channel and
the excellence of its port, forms an important
feature and agent in the iron and coal trades men-
tioned. But the pits and furnaces which furnish the
materials for export now lie for the most part some dis-

tance up the adjacent valleys, or among the more distant

hills. The working of them, therefore, has no influence

upon the atmospheric condition of the town, as these
materials for exportation, or conveyance by railway to

other parts of the country, merely pass into or through
the town in the ordinary way by train.

The prospects, too, from the outskirts of the north,

east, and west of the town, are quite of an agricultural

character, while the suburbs themselves are prettily

arranged, for, intermingled with the isolated or semi-
detached villas, there is quite a profusion of trees and
shrubs, which at the present time are dressed out in

the healthiest and fullest possible foliage.

The showyard is convenient to the town, as it lies

close upon suburbs to the north-east, and is approached
by excellent streets and roads. It has a prettiness and
comfortable character about it, too, which some of the
Royal showyards have not had, for it is well sur-

'

rounded and studded with trees, that will be a grea*
convenience, as well as comfort, should the weather be
as hot as usual. There is nothing of a commanding
character about the appearance of the sheds and
machinery in motion, as there was at Leicester, Man-
chester, and some other open sites. But in every
direction in which one turns there is such a pretty view
of Nature and Art as is pleasing to the taste of a practi-

cal people like the English, who combine the love of
money-making with a taste for rural scenery and rural

affairs generally. With these advantages the Royal
Agricultural Society's showyard will on this occasion

more than ever please both the agricultural interests

and the urban and manufacturing visitors.

The surface of the show ground is quite flat, and
after the heavy rains of Saturday and Sunday last there

was great danger of difficulty in regard to mechanical
and personal locomotion. But the excellence of the

drainage, and the fine change in the weather since, up
to this time, averted this threatened difficulty. The
extent of the yard is 50 acres, and as it is mainly sur-

rounded with high stone walls the Society has saved
much apparently in the cost of hoarding. Of the

shedding there are about 11,250 feet, lineal measure,
viz., 6000 for cattle, sheep, and pigs ; 2000 for horses,

in which are included 314 horse-boxes ; 10,000 for

implements and miscellaneous stalls, and 2250 for

machinery in motion. To turn briefly to the catalogue

"of the various agricultural implements, machines,

and otlier articles for farm purposes, seeds, roots,

manures, ic, exhibited at the Society's show at Car-
diff," as the title-page of the catalogue expresses it, we
find there are 308 stands, containing 4843 articles.

Thus there is again a collection sufficient for attracting

students in agricultural mechanism fiom all parts of the

country, and indeed from all parts of the world.

The Trials.—The implements and machines set

down under this heading are this year divided into

eight classes, which are filled as follows :

—

Class I.— 16 portable steam engines.

Class 2.— ig portable threshing and finishing machines.
Class 3.— 19 ditto, with apparatus for dressing the corn

fit for market.

Class 4. —12 straw and hay elevating machines.
Class 5.— 13 ditto, with horse gearing attached.

Class 6.—3 seed-drawing machines.
Class 7.—32 corn dressing machines.
Class 8.— 18 corn screens.

By these entries for competition it will be observed

that the judges will have enough to do, to accom-
plish their work thoroughly. The names of the judges
are pretty well known to agriculturists, viz. :—

Class I.—Mr. Bramwell and Mr. Menelaus.
Classes 2, 3, 4, 5.—Major Grantham, Mr. Hemsley,

Mr. Hicken, and Mr. Kimber.
Classes 6, 7, 8.—Mr. F. Sherborne, and Mr. W. Clare.

Besides these gentlemen there are Mr. M. Savidge
and Mr. H. Cantrell for awarding 10 medals for

novelties in the yard ; and all are assisted and forti-

fied by Mr. Easton and his staff as consulting engi-

neers, and by Mr. Roberts, a gentleman who was
a pupil of the Cirencester College, as the "Official

Reporter." The stewards of the machinery depart-

ment are Mr. C. Wren Hoskyns, M.P. ; Mr. W. J.
Edmonds, of Lechlade, Gloucestershire, and Mr. T. C.
Booth, of Warlaby, North Allerton.

In taking a glance at the work done, we must state

provisionally, that the time occupied in the trials is

not conclusive evidence of the merit or demerit of the

machine tried, and that it will only be when the final

trials come on, on Friday and Saturday, and the

quality of the work is tested in the cleanness of the

straw threshed ; and the condition of the corn, as

delivered from the machines, and other matters, are

taken into consideration ; that a sound opinion as to

the comparative value of the machines tested can be
made. The present trials may be regarded as merely
preliminary. We may, however, note some of the

results of the machines which are likely to be brought

out for second and final trials. As a general remark
we may say that where brevity of time was attained,

it was mostly done at the expense of the quality of the

work performed.

The portable threshing machines which did not

finish the corn for market were taken first. The
quantity of com allotted to these machines was half a
ton of Wheat in the sheaf. Messrs. Holmes & Son,
Norwich, stood first, and their machine did the work
in 8 min. 45 sec, but it was too hurriedly done to be
commendable from a farmer's point of view. Messrs.

Barrows & Stewart, of Banbury, made middling work
in 9 min. 2 sec. ; Mr. Humphreys, Pershore,

Worcestershire, did fair work in 10 min. 20 sec.
;

Messrs. Gibbons, Wantage, Berks, illustrated the

proverb, "More haste less speed," for they did their

work in 5 min. 55 sec, and in a way that required the

threshing to be done over again. Messrs. Ransome,
Sims & Head did their work well in 6 min. 50 sec,
and their machine will no doubt be one of those selected

for a second trial. Messrs. Ashby, Jefferys & Luke, of

Stamford, broke down altogether, after a persevering

effort extending over 13 minutes. The Reading Iron-

works Company did some imperfect work in 7 min.

50 sec. ; Messrs. Marshall tS: Co., Gainsborough, did

their work cleanly as regards the straw in 9 minutes ;

Messrs. Nalder & Nalder's work was pretty well done
in 10 min. 23 sec. ; Messrs. Gilbert's work was very
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imperfectly done in 7 min. 25 sec. Messrs. Tasker &
Son threshed their portion clean in ^ min. 15 sec, but

the closeness of the drum to the concave broke both the

straw and the corn, and the power required in this case

appeared to be great. Messrs. Clayton & Shuttle-

worth did excellent work in 8 min. 5S sec, the straw

being cleanly threshed and shaken, and the chaff

well dressed. The latter is a point which may be well

tested in Wales, if the corn used here be a fair speci-

men of the foulness of the crops ;
and this is an

important point, too, for the dirt and seeds in chaff are

often not only injurious to the animals that eat them,

but the seeds of most weeds will grow freely when they

have passed through domestic animals. Messrs. Ran-

some, Smis & Mead next tried a powerful machine

with a 60-inch drum, which is "not furnished with a

screen for sorting the grain, but is intended (or thresh-

ing large quantities of grain in a very short time." This

intention was certainly realised at this trial, for they

threshed the half ton of Wheat well in the short time of

4 min. 32 sec. Messrs. Ruston & Proctor's is a neat

and compact and well arranged machine, and they did

some good work, threshing their straw particularly

clean in S min. 3 sec.

The threshing and finishing machines are being pro-

ceeded with, and some good work has been done, the

final trial being likely to be between Messrs. Ransome,

Sims & Head, and Messrs. Clayton & Shuttleworth,

the former of whom threshed and dressed their ton of

corn in I4min. 45 sec, and the latter in 17 min. 45 sec

The Messrs. Hornsby do not compete in either the

engine or the threshing-machine trials, which they

explain on the ground that they have made no altera-

tion in their engines and machines since they last

competed at the Royal.

The corn-screens and winnowing-machines will take

a long time to get through with ; and as time is but a

small consideration in connection with these articles,

we prefer to wait till we can give some tabulated parti-

culars before we express opinions on their merits.

The portable engines are running off slowly on the

breaks. Messrs. Marshall & Sons made a good run

yesterday of 4 hours and 9 minutes, and Messrs.

Clayton & Shuttleworth a still better one of 4 hours

and about 50 minutes ; but these trials need to be

tabulated, which cannot be done at present, and out of

them some critical observations will no doubt arise.

P.S.—The weather has again broken, and slight rain

is falling as the post leaves— 8. 30 P.M.

BRECONSHIRE.

Poultry.—At a late meeting of this Chamber of

Agriculture, Mr. M. Kinnard B. Edwards, of Sam
Farw, Bridgend, read a paper on " The Home Pro-

duction of Eggs and Poultry in a Commercial Point of

View," from which we make the following extracts :

—

Whatever we have to pride ourselves upon as a nation,

it certainly is not the quality or quantity of our poultry ;

and, as long as we continue to look abroad for this

stupendous supply of eggs (500 millions) the less we

say about our poultry or poultry shows the better.

Until within the last year or so the prices asked by the

breeders of the best stock for really good birds has been

so exorbitant as to preclude the farming and cottage

classes from purchasing, however much they might be

inclined to improve the stock : but now good stock

birds are to be had at •]!. bd. to loj. each, and this

cannot be considered a great price for a huge Brahma
cock weighing 9 lb. or 10 lb., and eggs from these

birds are now advertised in any number from y. to 5.;.

the sitting.

Breeds.—\ will now direct my remarks particu-

larly to several newly introduced breeds of foreign fowl,

and endeavour to point out the particular advantages

these several breeds of fowl possess in a pecuniary or

commercial point of view. I will commence with the

Brahma as being probably the most generally useful

and important of the comparatively new introductions.

The advantages that this breed possesses pre-eminently

over all other birds are its extreme kindness, docility,

great size, and being a good layer, especially through

the winter months, when eggs are most scarce and

valuable. The Brahma is a good winter layer, and

equal to the Cochin as a sitter and good mother to rear

strong and hardy chickens, and when crossed with the

Dorking produce admirable egg-layers. It is not un-

common for Brahma cocks to attain the weight of 12 lb.

and 141b., andhens lolb. and I2lb. eachbird. This is

about the weight of two couples of common barn-door

fowl. The Iloudan is the celebrated French fowl (the

Dorking of France). The advantages this breed pos-

sesses are its early maturity and great readiness to

fatten, being particularly light in the bone and delicate

in flesh ; it is also a precocious layer of large white

eggs throughout the year, never desiring to sit. It is

no exaggeration to say that the Houdan will fatten

upon the same food that will scarcely keep other fowls

in ordinary condition. The Creve Cceur is a magnifi-
cent jet black bird of very considerable size, and
possibly the most precocious fowl known to fatten.

These birds are now well establislied in this country, so

much so, indeed, that it is easier to purchase thoroughly
pure and good specimens for stock purposes here than
it is in France. Among the most celebrated of the

English breeds come first the Dorking, followed by the

game and Hamburg. The disadvantages the Dorking

possesses are the delicacy and difficulty in rearing the

chickens, and the liability of the breed to disease, save

in exceptionally warnr and dry localities. The game is

to the other breeds what the racehorse is to the more

common breed of horses. The value of the game lies

rather in its great courage, bold spirit, and great

beauty, rather than possessing any super-excellent

qualities in a commercial sense. The Hamburg
varieties have been established for centuries amongst

us, and may be looked upon as an English fowl,

although the first stock was probably brought here by a

Dutch merchant trading with this country. Such pre-

cocious and determined egg-layers are these birds that

they have earned the well-merited name of every-day

layers or everlasting layers. It is not at all uncommon
for Hamburgs to lay from 250 to 280 eggs in the year,

and occasionally 300 is obtained from a single bird.

Two hundred and forty would, I think, be a fair

average yield from this breed. For table purposes

they cannot be much considered, owing to their small

size. They are, however, plump and well flavoured,

and make excellent roast chicken. They are small

eaters and very busy caterers for themselves, and

obtain a larger proportion of their necessary food by

searching about for it. In this respect they with the

game are essentially a farmer's fowl. The black

Spanish or the white-faced Spanish cannot now be

considered other than a fancy fowl. The Spanish have

ever been noted as good summer layers of a large white

egg, and were it not for its black legs, would be highly

esteemed for table purpose from the whiteness and

delicacy of its flesh. The first thing to be considered

by those who keep fowls should be to obtain that

breed most suited to the climate of the locality as well

as the accommodation and convenience of the in-

dividual poultry keeper. To the farmer who possesses

an unlimited grass run, with farmstead well sheltered

and soil dry, the Iloudan or Brahma Dorking would

be found the most generally useful and profitable breed

to keep. As layers, considering the size of their eggs,

they are not to be surpassed, and as table birds, heavy,

large, and meaty, with readiness to fatten and quick

growth to maturity, they will always command a ready

market and the highest price. To the cottager who is

obliged to confine his fowls within a narrow space the

Brahma or Creve Cccur will probably be found the

most profitable and satisfactory, combining egg-pro-

ducing power and flesh-forming propensity in the same

bird, and less likely to suffer by confinement than any

other bird, as they are bound to thrive in a space

where Houdans, Dorkings, or Hamburgs would pine

and die. For the production of eggs in winter these

birds are not to be surpassed ; and this is a necessary

qualification for the profitable keeping of fowls in a

confined state, inasmuch as the increased price eggs

obtain in winter will compensate for the increased cost

of keeping fowls depending entirely upon hand feeding.

Profitable Management.—There are certain rules that

must be practised to make fowls pi-ofitable. The first

is to keep your stock young, and clear off your birds at

that age at which they leave the largest profit. Secondly,

to hatch your chickens as early in the spring as possible,

so as to give them advantage of the entire summer, to

hasten them to lay in maturity, and so obtain as early

a supply of eggs as possible, and at a season when they

command the highest price. Thirdly, to keep a breed

of fowl that is hardy and comes early to maturity,

easily fattened for the table, and a precocious and pro-

lific egg-layer. Fourthly, comfortable housing, to-

gether with a regular supply of sufficient food to keep

them in laying condition. Now I think that most

present will agree with me when I say that the observ-

ance of these essential rules is the exception and not

the rule among the general run of poultry- keepers.

I will now direct your attention to a simple, inexpen-

sive, and rational system of poultry management, such

as may be practised by all, and one that will not fail to

return a splendid profit from this most profitable branch

of husbandry, practised as it should be ; .and I shall

conclude by showing the national importance, in

a commercial point of view, of producing the

500 millions of eggs we now import. I will illustrate

the profitable management of a small poultry-yard by

describing that whicli I see practised at an imaginary

model farm, where fowls are kept as they should be, and

made to return a clear annual profit averaging \os. to 1 2J-.

per bird, or a total annual profit of £y] from 60 laying

hens, and an equal number of fatted chickens. I visit

this farm early in November, and I find a fine healthy

stock of Brahma Dorkings, Hondans, and silver-

spangled Hamburgs. I am taken to the hen-house,

which I find to be a simple structure, built in a

sheltered situation facing south-east. It measures

8 feet long by 4 feet wide and 7 feet high. Tlie

perches are all placed at a uniform height of 3 feet from

the ground, and the nests are arranged at one end in

two tiers, one directly over the other—one row on the

ground for the sitting hens, and the smaller nests directly

over them for the laying hens. The building is

perfectly dry and free from damp, airy, well ventilated

at the top, and rather light. The floor is asphalte, to

prevent the damp rising from the ground. At the time

I visit the yard, early in November, the pullets

hatched during the past March arc commencing to

lay, to replace the older hens hatched the year pre-

vious ; and after they have done laying, which are now
being fattened and killed off at the age of 19 months.

these pullets continue to lay off and on through the

coming winter and following summer, laying an

average of iSo eggs per bird between this time and the

following autumn, at which time they in their turn are

killed off to make room for that year's succession of

pullets then commencing to lay. These eggs, one-half

of which are produced during the winter months, and

fetch \<^d. per dozen, and in the summer 91/. per

dozen, realise a total of 15^. per bird, and each one

fatted and disposed of in autumn at the age of 19

months will realise 2s. at 41!'. per lb., their average

weight exceeding 6 lb. This gives a total of 17X.

as the return from each laying hen killed at the

age of 19 months, exclusive of the value of their manure

made during the time. Some fe»v are allowed to live

another year, and are killed twelve months later, as

these older birds make the best brood mothers, and lay

an increased number of eggs the second summer ; and

in cases where poultry keepers .are unsuccessful in rear-

ing chickens, and have not the necessary accommoda-

tion for doing this, they will find it to their advantage

to kill off their hens at the close of their second laying

season instead of the first.

The System of Feeding practised at this farm is as

follows :—The fowls leave their roost at the first rising

of the sun, and are out and about for two hours pick-

ing up the early worms, &c.; at 8 o'clock they

get their morning meal, which consists of a mess of

meal mixed to the consistency of a stiff dough, 1 4 oz.

being allowed to each bird. This meal is continually

varied, one time oatmeal, another barley meal or

Indian Corn meal, or brank or buckweat meal, aird a

small quantity of bran being mixed through it ; this is

thrown to them on some clean spot, each fowl being

allowed as much as it will peck up greedily. Mid-day

they get a small allowance of boiled Polalos, Parsnips,

Carrots, or Mangels hot, with a little bran and

chandlers' graves or other stimulating substance mixed

through it ; and at 4 o'clock, before retiring to roost,

they are supplied with whole grain at the rate of I4 oz.

to each bird, a change in the variety given being niade

twice a-week. The cost of the feeding I have described

throughout the year averages \\d. to \\id. per week

per bird, taking the price of grain at \d. per lb.—

a

lair average price—and this feeding is found to keep

the stock in the highest possible state of health and

profit. Five or six broods of chickens are hatched

every March to replace the hens killed off each

autumn, and so a succession of young and profitable

birds is being continually kept up. A little dry mould

or earth is sprinkled twice a-week over the droppings

of the fowls in the hen-house, to deodorise their excre-

ment, fix the ammonia, and keep the house sweet,

and so render the manure as valuable as possible, and

obviate the necessity of continually cleaning the house.

This manure and earth is removed every two months,

and used upon the farm or garden, and found to be

nearly equal in its fertilising power to guano.

Two or three broods of chickens are reared for

market purposes during the months of March,

April, May, and June, of either the Houdan or

Brahma Dorking "breed. The chickens are forced

on by liberal feeding and continual change of food,

so as to get them ready for market as soon as

possible. The chickens are usually fit to kill at the

age of 1 1 or 1 2 weeks. During this three months they

are estimated to consume food to the value of about

\s. 51/., besides what they gather for themselves, at

which age they weigh from i,\ lb. to 5 lb., and

realise 3^. bd. each, leaving a profit of about 2s. on

each chicken. The young chickens arc cooped for ten

days with their mother upon a grass-plot, and fed upon

a variety of nourishing dainties to give them a start in

life ; after this time they are allowed their liberty with

the hen, .and fed liberally three or four times a day.

At the age of ten weeks they are confined for a fort-

night, and led upon as large a quantity of fattening

food as they can be induced to consume—chiefly oat-

meal and milk—they are then killed and disposed of.

The profits derived from fattening for the market {con-

sidering the risk .and attention necessary), is not at all

equal to that realised by laying stock. The former

require little or no attention beyond mixing and throw-

ing them their food two or three times a day, and

daily collecting their eggs, and the manure made

during the 12 months is estimated to well cover all

cost for attendance. The casualties that arise from the

death of chickens are found to be very I rifling : suppose

one-third of each brood to die before they attain the

age of eight weeks—the cost of food consumed by a

yovmg chicken of this age will certainly not exceed 30'.

or 6,d., and what a trifle is this deducted from the io.r.

or MS. clear profit realised in 12 months by each fowl

that comes to m.aturity. Well, to sum up the total

receipts and expenditure of this lot of fowls it will be

found to be as follows. On the debtor side we have—

D>- ,
' ''

Co5l of rearing .ind fenJing 60 I.iying hens to the

.^l^c nf 19 months, .11 tlic rate of lit/, per week

for grown l»ir(ls, .-itid l.nlf llic .tmoiint tliirinjf

L-liickctitiootl ..

Well, on the credit sitlc we have

—

Cr-
, ,

15 tlnz. eggs .nt an .iveragc price of \s. per doz..

/>., 9</. in summer and ist/. in winter, will

vcilise • • •

Value of fowl wlicn killed in the autumn .it \d.

per lb.—say

eadi 6 8

17
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Now deduct the above cost for rearing and keep during

the 19 months {6s. SJ.) from the 17.1. and we have a

balance of loj. 4i/., a clear annual profit from each

laying hen, and as 1 showed before a profit of 2s. in

three months from each chicken reared for market, will

thus give

—

60 hens at lor. 4//. jCi^ o

60 chickens reared for market 60

£37 o

representing the clear profit annually realised from this

comparatively small stock of poultry. It is estimated

that a fowl will void at least I oz. of dry excrement

during the 24 hours : and allowing this manure in a

dry state to be worth 5/. percwt., which is certainly

a moderate price, we have the 19 months' manure
from each fowl to the value of i.r. 91/., or a total on all

the fowls of jC6 5^. , which allows over 2s. per week
to cover the cost of attendance. Profits such as I

have here described I think all will admit will favour-

ably compare with that realised from other farm stock,

and this is obtained at far less risk and outlay th,an that

involved in other stock.

!

Poultry as Farm Slock.—It will be asked upon what
grounds fowls can be supposed to realise a larger

profit than other animals ? The answer is a simple one.

In the first place fowls obtain at least one-half their

living, at no cost whatever to their owner, upon what
may be called waste food, such as worms, slugs, flies,

beetles, grubs, grass seeds, waste corn, and vegetable

food, all of which they gather for themselves, at no
cost to their owner ; whereas cattle, sheep, pigs, &c.,

depend wholly upon food purchased or raised specially

for their use. -Vgain, the average price realised in the
carcase for beef and mutton is only 4-!'. or 5,/. per lb.,

whereas the price of fowl meat is at least 91/. or lod.,
although produced at a much less cost ; and, again,
the profit realised by the eggs produced in proportion
to the food consumed is far greater than that realised
by producing meat. It may also be considered that an
average yield of i So eggs in the 12 months is a high

!
average, but those who keep the best and most im-

' proved breeds, properly fed and cared for, exceed this

average, 230 and 250 eggs being commonly obtained
from certain breeds. It will also be considered by
some that 3J. or y. bj. is a stiflf price for a chicken,
and no doubt it would be for the wretchedly small-
sized, half-fed birds one sees exposed in our country
markets for sale. A large, meaty, well-fed Houdan or
Brahma Dorking chicken, weighing 4,1 lb. to 5 lb.,

will as readily fetch 31. 6,/. as a small barn-door fowl
one-half its size will realise 2s. or 2s. 31/. Although
fowls are not sold by weight, a purchaser is entirely
guided by size, condition, and general appearance as
to the price he will give. It therefore comes to much
the same tiling. It is absurd to say, as some do, "Oh,
a fowl is a fowl, and you will find no one to give more
than 5^. a couple, no matter how big and good they

I

are." I have sent fowls to market that weighed from I

8^ lb. to 9 lb. of the Brahma Dorking breed ; and my
experience is that an extraordinary large and well-fed
fo«d will fetch a fancy price, really more than its I

intrinsic value.
]

Ducks.—Before concluding, I will make a few
remarks with respect to ducks. Ducks are, under
certain conditions, among the most profitable stock

of the poultry yard. Those who possess plenty
of marshy ground can keep ducks at little or no
cost, as they will, under these conditions, find their
own living ; but in places that do not afford these

!

advantages ducks are amongst the most ruinous and
unprofitable creatures connected with the farmyard,
managed as they commonly are. The Aylesbury
people, who are perhaps the most successful duck
breeders in the world, adopt a system that is almost
unknown, certainly unpractised elsewhere. It is
said that upwards of ji20,ooo is annually received
in this district alone for the ducklings sent to the
London market. The system adopted by these
breeders is to bring ducks into the London market at
a season when none are to be obtained elsewhere, and
they consequently obtain a monopoly, and realise
enormous prices. The Aylesbury breed commence to
lay a month or six weeks earlier than any other breed,
and these eggs, laid open in the depth of winter, are
at once set under hens, and, when hatched, the young
are hastened to maturity with amazing rapidity
They are kept in a warm, sheltered situation, and fed
upon the most nourishing food, and never allowed
access to water. Oatmeal and milk form their chief
diet, and sometimes more stimulating food is added.
These ducks grow, fatten, and feather with rapidity.
In less than eight weeks from the time they leave the
shell they are in perfect feather, and ready to send to
market.

In places where ducks have to depend on hand-
feeding for their living they can only be kept
profitably by bringing them rapidly to maturity and
killing them before they take to the water or begin to
lose their first feathers.

RoTHANtSTED : Ifoos Field. — We continue our
report of the experimental plots on this farm :

—

Experiments on the growth of Barley year after year

on the same land, without manure, and with different

Farm Memoranda.
kinds of manure. Previous cropping— 1S47, Swedish ' First experimental Barley crop in 1852. Barley every
Turnips, with dung and superphosphate of lime, the ,

year since ; and, unless stated to the contrary in the
roots carted off ; 1S4S, Barley; 1S49, Clover; 1S50, 1

loot-notes, the same manure has been applied year
Wheat ; 1851, Barley manured with ammonia-salts. ' after year to the same plot.

(Area under Experiment, about 3,\ Acres.)

Produce per Acre.

Average per Annum, over
20 Years, 1852-1871.

Ma.vures, per Acre, per Anni'm.
Dressed Com.

Qu.antity.

Weight

I
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luxuriant. Grass is plenty, but stock is out of the

question, y, T.

July 8.—This second day of quiet rain, now
measuring above an inch, will do a world of good to

everything except the hay that is being wrought.

Coming after two days of unusual heat (the protected

thermometer stood at 80° on Friday), it will freshen

Barley, which was just losing colour. Oats are luxu-

riant ; Beans shortish, but full of bloom. Wheat is

putting forth very many black heads. All hands will

now be engaged in Turnip singling. Looking at the

vigorous braird, people may yet sow Turnips on those

small pieces that were destined for Rape or fallow.

Those that were lucky enough to secure the services of

steam tackle finished some time ago. We never saw
horses' shoulders so cut up. J. T.
North Riding of Yorkshire: July 2.—Work for

the week : Preparing land for and sowing wilh

Turnips ; hoeing Swedes, and spudding Thistles in

pastures. Rainfall for the month ending on Sunday,

34 inches. Pastures good
;

grass crops very heavy

and want cutting. Too much wet for Turnips on

heavy lands, but on the whole prospect of crop good.

Commence cutting grass to-day ; and with two mowing-

machines, two hay-makers, rakes (horse), and stack

elevator, we hope, if favoured with fine weather, to

make short work of our 130 acres,

East of Fife : yuly 3.—During June 4 inches of

rain fell, and for the last few days we have had forcing

heat. Yesterday at noon the thermometer stood at

73° in the open, just what is wanted. The steam

plough and grubber have this year reached upland

parishes between the Firth and Tay, where they had

not before been seen, and with the prospect of higher

wages to ploughmen, their use will be extended

Clover very productive, and pasture most abundant

Wheat in places thin ; the excess of rain has been

injurious. Beans and Oats very strong. //. C.

Tiptree : July 4.—Wheat very green, slow to ripen

not a new July colour. Barley improving. Beans very

good. Capital weather just now for getting up our hay
and Tares. We want a hot, dry July to ripen the com
and then harvest cannot be very early. J. J. Mechi

Dorsetshire: July ^. — The weather during the

past three weeks has been remarkably fine, and all

hands are now busy. The Clover and early grasses

were got in without any more wetting than was caused

by an occasional thunderstorm, and the main crops of

hay are being harvested in capital condition. Most of

the breadths of Mangel and Swedes have been hoed
and thinned, and there is a good plant of both.

Wheat is in bloom, and looking better than was anti-

cipated a few weeks since. Barley, Oats, and Peas are

very promising. J . B. C.

Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire : July 8.—Another
fortnight's fine weather has enabled us to finish carting

the hay, and lor several years past there has not been

such a heavy crop, secured in so good condition ; and
should the root crop prove good, there wtU be a large

quantity left unconsumed, from the scarcity of all

kinds of stock. The Wheat has had a favourable lime

for blooming, and appears to be setting very satis-

factorily. Finishing planting last Turnips. Sheep
feeding off Vetches, which have been very abundant.

Sheep still very scarce and dear. J. //.

Mungos Wells : yuly 8.—During the last two
weeks the weather has been very changeable, but we
have had less rain than for many fortnights previous.

Yesterday and to-day a great deal of rain has fallen,

which must do a deal of harm to the hay that is cut,

of which there is a great deal now, and it will also

hurt the Wheat, as it is just in the middle of blooming,

if it continues much longer. Crops have greatly im-

proved this last fortnight; the few warm days we had
helped them a great deal, so that with a warm July

we may count upon an average crop of everything in

the shape of grain. Turnips are thriving, as also

Potatos, and as for pasture it hardly ever was so good.

The work done for this last fortnight has been thin-

ning out Turnips aid Mangels, horse-hoeing same,

and earthing up Potatos. And the same work is likely

to be done for another week. //. B.
Roxburghshire : yuiy ().—A heavy rain on Sun-

day and yesterday came just in time to set the late

sown Turnips agoing. With continued warm weather

now they will make rapid progress. Commenced
hay-making last week, it cuts up a very heavy crop.

Grass is very abundant, too much so for the lambs,

which are scouring and not improving much. Lambs
are selling very dear, fully ^s. above last year, and not

so good quality. Grain crops are beginning to shoot

into ear. Barley will be lighter than for two seasons

back. Oats are improving.

North Bucks.—Haymaking being briskly pi-ose-

culed on all sides. Crops of grass very abundant, and
during the last week vast quantities of hay have been
got together in excellent condition. Wheat is bloom-
ing, and up to the present we have escaped the storms
which have been so life about the country. At present
all crops stand beautifully erect, and are more promising
than could be expected from the wretchedly wet
winter and spring. I rather like the appearance of the
Wheat, it stands stiffly on the straw, has but little

flag, and looks generally healthy. Barley is very
variable, a great deal was got in unkindly, and the
cold and wet weather has had the effect of making it

have a very uneven and bunchy appearance, the fields

appearing all hills and hollows.

fine, but want rain, or will soon blight. Turnips very

few got in well. Our own are very good indeed ; but

where put in rough they are doing badly. Our
labourers are generally pretty well paid, and do not at

present appear at all affected by the strike malady.

F. JK B.

West Sussex : yidy 9-—The weather during the

past week has been all that we could wish for—hot

and dry, and hay-making is nearly all done. Many
finished on Saturday and yesterday, and to-day we
have a pretty heavy fall of rain, which will send the

Turnip plant along quickly, and the after-grass will

now probably be good. Some of the Wheat and

Barley is knocked down, and will, to some extent,

suffer ; but upon the whole everything looks promising.

Perhaps work is a little behind as regards Turnip

sowing. There is still a good deal of land not yet ready

for them, and some of it in a very rough, foul state, as

all hands have been at the hay, it made so fast ; but

these fine showers will make the land mellow, and the

plants will soon be up. Swedes are ready to hoe, and

it is not quite a month since they were sown ; that,

with a little Turnip sowing, weed cutting, and hedge

trimming, will keep us employed till harvest, and it

probably will be general about the first week in

August. Peas will be ready in about 10 days more,

and are filling well. G. S.

South Northumberland :

—

Cutting seeds, and getting up whatJuly 3.—Fine warm day
are cut.

,, 4.—Same as yesterday.

„ 5.—Fine day. Finished cutting seeds and getting up hay.

^^ 6.—Dull but mild. Got the last of the seed hay into coil.

,, 8.—Very wet day. Making ropes for stacks.

,, g.--Fine day. Shaking out coils and getting them dry.

General : Haymaking and Turnip thinning. Prospec-

tive : Finishing ditto.

stantly wetted, say by mixture wilh wet sand, will hea',

and I'ft ftme moulder down. If you want to get them
rapidly into condition to crush, they should be boiled

for a long time and then let dry, when they will be
found brittle, and more easily managed.

Grasses : D. The five specimens sent are as follow :

—

A, Arrhenalherum avenaceum, tall Oat-like grass ; B,

the same attacked with smut, Uredo segetum ; c,

Holcus lanatus, woolly soft grass ; D, Bromus mollis,

soft Brome or "lop" of farmers ; E, Cynosurus crista

tus, Crested Dog's-tail grass. Our correspondent should

carefully study the structure of the very seeds of the first

four forms, as they are but little, if any, better than
weeds ; and as they are met with to a greater or less

extent in most examples of grass seed, they injure the

sample to the proportion of their presence in it. Hard-
wicke, 192, Piccadilly, publishes a very useful illustrated

book on British Gnisses, and another Is just coming
out as part of the English Botany, which is expected to

contain a magnificent set of drawings and descriptions

of this useful and interesting family of plants. As a
small and inexpensive work, we would recommend the
Natural History of British Meadow and Pasture
Grasses, by Prof. Buckman, published by Hamilton,
Adams Sc Co. This contains the result of much
practical experience in connection with meadows and
their herbage.

Mk. Cadle on Leases: G. S. says:—"It would be
delightful if the Agricultural Gazette, or, indeed, any
paper whatever, could often obtain articles written with

so much intelligence, calmness, and judicial fairness, as

Mr. Cad le's article printed in pp. 88o-88r."

Oyster Shells 1 J?. M. K'nowics. They should be
calcined, and will then be very good lime ; but very

little better, if any, than ordinary caustic lime from the

kiln.

Potato : G. S. Buy it in the ordinary kainit salt of

commerce.

Miscellaneous.
Tenants' Work in Drainage.—Many tenants prefer

to pay for the labour and do the work themselves if the

landlord will find the materials, and at first blush this

appears to be a very equitable arrangement ; on examina-

tion, however, it has nothing to recommend it, either to

the landlord, who would thus pay two-fifths of the cost,

or to the tenant, who would pay the remaining three-

fifths. To the landlord it is objectionable because he

would be paying his share without any return whatever

during the occupation of the tenant paying for the labour,

though he would not fail to recoup himself upon the

retaking of the farm, or a fresh tenancy occurring. To
the tenant-farmer, who may flatter himself that he is

making a good bargain, the arrangement has even less to

recommend it. This will be seen by dissecting the figures,

as every man of business should do. The average length

of holdings in this country has, I believe, been shown to

be 14 years, taking into consideration change of occupa-

tion resulting from death and other causes. The average

cost of 4-feet clay land drainage may be taken to be at

this moment £6 an acre, of which ^^3 12s. would repre-

sent the cost of the labour (which the tenant would pay),

and £2. 8j., the value of the materials (supplied by the

landlord). If we suppose 100 acres to be drained on this

arrangement, the amount of money contributed by the

tenant would be ^^360, and that by the landlord ^^240. It

is unnecessary to point out that the tenant might employ

his ;^ 360 on the farm in the purchase of stock or manure,

and, if properly used, might gain from it a return of at

least 10 per cent., which is ^36 a year. If he had capital

enough without it. he could lend the money on good

security through his lawyer, and get 5 per cent, for it, or

^18 a year. In each case he would retain the principal

money for the benefit of his family when he should die.

Now let us suppose that he buries the ^360 in the drain-

age of his farm. To recover the outlay in the average

length of tenancies (14 years)—which he must do if he

acts justly to himself and children—with 10 per cent,

interest which I have shown he could gain by another use

of the money, he must make as profit rather over 16 per

cent. , or between £$j and ^^58 a year, which is izs. 6d.

an acre. Every accountant knows this. The principal

money would then come in by driblets, and, if not

reinvested each year of the 15 years, which would be

rather a difficult thing to do, would very probably

have vanished by the end of the 14th year. Compare
this state of things with the landlord executing the

whole of the drainage tmder, for instance, the General

Land Dramage and Improvement Company's Act, by

which the cost of the work, with interest, may be

charged on the drained lands, and repaid by instalments

at 6 per cent. You will find that a tenant being required

to discharge the whole charge would have to pay within a

fracton of _,/^36 a yearfor the 100 acres, or ys. 2\d. an acre,

which is 6 per cent, on ^^600, the cost of 100 acres of

drainage at £6 an acre. In this way the landlord would

save his contribution, while the tenant would pay only

two-thirds of what he would contribute under the other

arrangement, while he would, moreover, have his principal

money to lay out in any way he pleased, and supposing he

put it out on mortgage, he would have ^18 a year interest

coming in towards the annual payment of the ^^36. I

will ask you to consider these figures carefully, and I

think you will come to the same conclusion as myself,

that to adopt such a division of the work is about as

indiscreet an act as a tenant-farmer can do. Mr. Bailey

Denton, C.E.

arkls*
SEED MARKET.

We still have a continuance of fine weather, which, as

usual at this time of the year, retards speculation ; con-

sequently our markets are thinly attended, and very little

business doing. Red Clovers are firm. Trefoil, white

Clover, &c., no change. New English Rape seed is now
offering, at moderate prices. Mustard moves off slowly.

Canary, Hemp, and Lmseed without activity.

John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants,

37, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

llO^.tOtZ&I.

50 8o

HA v.—Per Load 0/2,6 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, July 11.

Prime MeadowHay, Sor.lo 90J. Clover, old ..

Inferior do 36 70 Inferior do. ..

New do so 80 New do.

Inferior do — — Inferior do — —
Straw 34 40

Cumberland Market, Thursday, July n.
Sup. Meadow Hay 90J. toioo5. Inferior Clover .. goj.toiooj.
' ' '

"
Prime cd cut do. .. — —
New do. . . . . 70 ICO
Straw 44 48

Joshua Baker.

Inferior do. ..
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55-60
57—6i

i6-

MARK LANE,
Monday, July S.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market

was exceedingly small, and was disposed of at about the

prices of this day sennight. There was a fair attend-

ance at market ; millers being disinclined to purchase

more than thry require for their immediate use, the

business done was limited in extent, and there was no

change in prices. Barley and Beans were unaltered in

value, while Peas were cheaper. The Oat trade was dull,

and the business done was at a decline of fully 6d. per qr.

Flour was steady, at late rates.

Price per impkrial Qi'arter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk.. \Vhite
— tine selected runs do.— Tatavera_ Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, gnnd&dist,26jto3ii..Chev.
— Foreign, .grindine and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk ...

— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato
~ Irish Potat<

— Foreign Poland and Brew
Rye
Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan. . . .311. to 33J. . .Tick
— Pigeon 36J. to 50^, ..Winds
— Foreign Sin.1,11

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. .Boilers
— - Maple, 34J. to 36^ Grey

Maize
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack— 2d ditto ditto— Foreign per barrel 125—30 Per sack

Wednesday, July 10.

Influenced by the prevailing fine weather, the grain

tnide to-day ruled dull, though no material change took
place in prices. There was a small show of English

Wheat on the stands, but from abroad the arrivals were
moderately extensive. Sales in all descriptions were
effected slowly, at the rates current on Monday last.

Barley was in limited request on former terms. The
Malt trade was quiet, without alteration in values. The
supplies of Oats on offer were large ; transactions were
restricted, and prices were with difficulty maintained.

Maize realised previous prices, without attracting much
attention. Beans and Peas changed hands quietly, al

about late rates. Flour was inactive, and prices in some
instances favoured buyers.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.

56—61 Red
60—65 Red
55—65— |Red
47—70;
33—40 Malting .

.

24—28, Malting ..

20—23
'3—27 Feed . . .

.

4—26 Feed .. .

.

I—24 Feed ....

3»—33l Foreign ..

34—46 Harrow .

.

—
I Longpod .

32—39 Egyptian.
313—41, Suffolk .

.

34—36 Foreign .

.

Foreign .

.

44-54!^
40—42 Country

34-46

36—40
28-^34

40—42
38-68

English &
.Scotch.

Irish .

Foreign .

Qrs.

550

15,080

15/30

Barley. OaL';.

Qrs.

5221

Qrs.

24,620

24,620

( 2670
\ — bris.

Liverpool, July 9.—There was a fair attendance, and
a better feeling pen'aded the market. Wheat was in a

more active demand, and prices generally were about the

same as on Tuesday last. Flour was also rather better.

Beans are firmer. Oats and Oatmeal were quiet, Indian
Com was in steady request, at 26^. 6d. per 480 lb.

Averages,
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FRETTINGHAM'S LIQUID COMPOUND,
for the Destruction of Insects and Mildew on Plants,

will instantly exterminate

APHIS of all kinds, I RED SPIDER, I AMERICAN BLIGHT,
THRIP. GREENFLY, WASPS.
MEALYBUG, | BROWN FLY, |

ANTS, &c., &c..

And will be found invaluable for Vines and all kinds of Fruit Trees.

Broccoli and other Greens may be thorouchly cleansed from insects

by sponging, or using the Liquid Compound by means of the Horticul-

turafVapor.ser.
^^^^^^^^ TESTIMONIALS.

Frvm Mr. Geo. Lamb, CoUim Bassdl Hall, Bingham, Aotts.

" Your Composition answers thorouchly in the total destruction ol

Rardeu insects. Applying it to _Roscs with the Vaporizer, I hnd a

very economical way of using it."

F)vm Mr. Thos, Speed, 7'he Gardens, Chalr.i'orih.

" I have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the elticacy of your

Liquid Compound. Mixed as advised, it kills Rreen-fly and thnp

readily, and is perfectly innoxious to the plants. It is a great boon tu

the horticulturist."

From Wm. Babron & Son, Elvaston Nurseries, Barrowaik.

"We beg to bear testimony to the eflicacy of your Liquid t-om-

pound, which we have used in our Nursery, both out-of-doors and

iinder class, with perfect success. We consider it the best preparation

we have tried. It thoroughly clears the plant without injuring the

foliage." _, .

Fnym FRANCIS & ARTHUR Dickson & Sons, Uf'lon A ursenes. Chej:idr.

•* We have very carefully tested vour Liquid Compound lor destroy-

ing insect life. We have tried it upon most of the pests which

prey upon vegetable life, and find it very effective in cleansing all

Icinds of plants from scale, mealy bug, aphides, thnp, red spidcr-in

fact all kinds of insect life seem to succumb to its power most

effectually and rapidly, and that without injuring the tendercbt foliage.

Price List.—One gallon bottles, 5^. 6d.; half-gallon bottles, 3s.

each, bottles included. In casks :-io or 12 gallons, 4s. 6rf. per gallon

;

20 gallons and upwards, 4^. per gallon, casks returnable. Larriagc

paid on all orders to the amount of 20s. and upwards.

Manufacturers. PARR and ATHERTON, Long Row, Nottingham.

THE HORTICULTURAL VAPORIZER, for the

application of Frcttin^ham's Liquid Compound, or other

preparations, for the Destruction of Insects on Plants.

r^ REENHOUSES from the FINSBURY STEAM
VT JOINERY WORKS, 121, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.

W H LASCELLES Proprietor Lists sent on application

By means of this apparatus, liquids may be diffused over plants in

a state of minute division, or fine spray, in sufficient quaniuy to

thoroughly moisten them, without ruliling or disturbing the most

delicate flower or foliage.

Besides these advantages, great saving of the liquid is effected. A
tablespoonful applied by the Vaporiser is equal to a pmt applied by

means of a sponge, or the ordinary methods in use.

As a DISINFECTANT DISTRIBUTOR, for sick rooms, it is

invaluable; the minuteness of the spray preventing a single pariicle of

the liquid falling to the ground. Thus the whole of the Disinfecting

liquid used comes into active operation at once.

For MEDICAL PURPOSES the Vaporizer will be found most

effectual in the application nf lotions as spray to the throat, &c.
Price 3^. 6d. each.

May be obtained direct from PARR and ATHERTON,
Nottingham; or of their Agents throughout the country.

The Apparatus will be forwarded to any address in England on

receipt ol 45. in stamps.

Pr ces lor Houses as above madeof best red deal and sashes 2 nches

th ck glazed w th 16 oz good iheet glass del \ercd and fixed within

30 m les of London pa nted four coats n best o 1 colour ncluding

locks, gutter, down-pipe, and gearing for opening the ventilators at

one time,—heating, staging, brickwork not included :—

20 it by 12 ft. 40 ft. by 16 ft. 60 ft. by 20 It. 100 ft. by 24 ft.

j£40 00 ;£79 o o £132. o o ^^238 la o

GARDEN LIGHTS AND BOXES.
3 ft. by 4 ft. lights, 2 in, thick, unglazcd 31. each

,, „ glazed, i6-oz. good sheet glass . . .

.

01. ,,

6fL „ „ 2 in. thick, unglazed S*- ti

,,
glazed, 16 oz. good sheet glass .

.

in. „
Portable box containing one 6 ft. by 4 ft. light, painted lour

coats, ready for use .

.

V^- ti

Portable box containing two ditto, 6 ft. by 8 ft. .. .. 55*-. .1

Estimates given for Conservatories or Greenhouses to any Design.

Works on Botany, \>y Dr. Llndley.

SCHOOL BOTANY; OR. The Rudiments of
Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price 51. 6d.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; OR, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use af Schools. Price is.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structural
AND PHYStOLOGiCAU With a Glossary ot Technical Terms,

and numerous Illustrations. 121. cloth.

This completes the scries of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor Lindlev, of which " School Botany," and " The Vegetable
Kingdom," form the other parts.

The first two Parts of THE ELEMENTS OF Botany, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Technical
Terms, arc published in one octavo volume, price I2J.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for Medical
and other Students who have made themselves acquainted with tho
Author's " School Bolany."

N.B. The Glossary may be had separately, price 5s.

London : BRADBURY, EVANS, AND CO., 10. Bouverie Street, E.C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

COTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
COW FITTINGS.

1 licr dfh ,Liit.iL;cs .ire— I'l-Ttability, not fixtures, removable at

pleasure ; no Woodwork or Tartitions to impede Ventilation or breed

Vermin ; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary ; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to

infection, being all of Iron. Price of Fillings per Cow, 55s.

Prospectuses Irec of COTTAM AND CO., Ironworks, 2, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street^ London, W.), where the

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

CONTENTS

;

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved specially for

this Journal).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation througli-

out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a

great variety of subjects.

Subscription in advance, £1 per annum.

Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, sJ.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

Latest Improvements

HEATING by HOT WATER,
rp H E I M PROVED
X CONICAL BOILERS for

HEATING PINERIES, CONSER-
VATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
MANSIONS, HALLS, WARE-
HOUSES, &c.

Solely Manufactured by
POLLARD, JEPHSON, AND CO,,

(late Bury & Pollard, Successors to

lohn R. Pcill, late Stephenson &
Peill.)

These BOILERS are adapted for

setting in Brickwork, or as shown in

sketch they require NO Brickwork.

Price Lists free by post.

Bear Garden, New Park Street,

Southwark, London, S,E.

Now ready, price is., free by post for 13 stamps, with 9 Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Eartlienware and Glass,

which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E,C. ; through all

Booksellers, and of
BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

Post 8vo, cloth, 384 pp. Price loj. 6rf., with the Plates coloured
;

js. 6d. plain.

THE HONEY BEE : its Natural History, Physiology,
and Management. By Edward Bevan, M D. Third Edition,

Revised, Enlarged, and Illustrated, by W. A. MUNN, F.R H.S., &c.

JOHN VAN VOORST, i. Paternoster Row.

Notice.

{By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London^ Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, WITHOUT extra charge
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, 59, Fleet Street, E.C.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL.

London

Birmingham,

Liverpool

Bristol

Edinburgh .

Glasgow

Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.G.
;

Mr. F. Algar, 3, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C. ; Messrs. Gordon &
Gotch, 121, Holborn Hill, E.C.

Mr, R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials supplied for HEATING

<5RKEN"OU|ES, Tuiular Scil,r. ^ilhHU 1 llOUbiLS, II .ifft Bars
CONSERVATORIES, "

Improved Conical. "^'publYc^'
BUILDINGS, &c.
11 O T -W A T K R

PIPES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and
T Pieces, Syphons, and
every other connection
:epl in stock.
W R O U (; H T and

f .\ST-IRON CONI-
( AL, aADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONI-
CAL, also ELLIPTIC Rji

BOILERS, from z^J- If
each. *-

Improved and c:ttra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
with or without Water-bars, from 521. 6./. each.

CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand
for use without brickwork, from 60*. each.

Tubular Boiler.

THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF CARDEN OPERATIONS.
EY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

REPRINTED from the GARDENERS' ClfRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE, with ADDITIONS.

Price 3d, each, or 5s. for 25 Copies for distribution amongst Cottage Tenantry,

Delivered Free any\vhere in London on receipt of a Post Office Order, payable to WM. RICHARDS, at the

King Street Office, Covent Garden, W.C.

PUBLISHED at the OFFICE of the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL
GAZETTE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Elli/,lic Bailer.

Patent
THROTTLE
and otherVALVES,

FURNACE DOORS, BARS,
and

FURNACE WORK
of every deacriplion and size.

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS
for I'lpc Joints ; Sockets re-
quire no other packing, and
are perfectly water-light.

Goods, of the ver>' best manufacture, delivered at Railway or
Wharf in London-

LYNCH WHITE, Old Bnrec Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street
London, S. E. (Surrey side of Biackfriara Bridge).

Price List on application.

NEW WORK ON THE CLEMATIS.

In a few days will be published, with numerous Illustrations,

THE CLEMATIS AS A GARDEN FLOWER;
Being Descriptions of tlie Hardy Species and Varieties of Clematis, or Virgin's Bower, with Selitct and Classified

Lists, Directions for Cultivation, and Suggestions as to the Purposes lor wlilcli tiley are adapted in Modern
Gardening. By THOMAS MOORE, F.L.S., Curiitor of the Cficlsea Botanic Garden, Floral Director of the Royal
Horticultural Society, &e. &c.; .and GEORGE JACKMAN, F.R.H.S., of the Woking Nursery, Surrey.

The increasing popularity of the Clematis as a hardy, free-flowering climber, and the great improveiuenl that

has been effected within the last few years in regard to the v.ariety and quality of its flowers, have led to the

preparation of the above work, which has been projected witli tlie special object of assisting the Amateur Gardener
in iTiaking selections of the best varieties, and in cultivating them to the greatest advantage. The ctUturstl

instructions and descriptions are based upon personal experience, and may, therefore, be relied on.

LONDON : JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET, W.
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r"PHE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
X Manufactured Solely and t)nly by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and I'allerns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, MaiiaGer,39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CUKE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c.. from

Decay. Manulacturcd Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manafjer, 39A, Kinn William Street, London. E.C.

Bosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

THE above and many other P.ATTERNS are made in
materials of great durabilitv._ The plainer sorts are pccially

GARDENER {HKAD).~Age 37, married, two children
30 years' practical experience in all branches of the

Character uncxceptionabli
Surrey, S-Ii,

- -- .- profession.
ALPHA, 100, Woodbine Grove, Pengc,

GARDENER (Head).—Eleven years' character from
I . P/*--t.ent place. Withinlivc or six miles of Clapham preferred.—
J. 11. lilKD, 10, Ualham New Koad, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 44, married ; thoroughly
understands the profession in all its branches. Twenty-six

years experience; 11 years in present situation. Highest references
can be Riven from present employer.—A. B. C, Post Uflice, Kpsom

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, no incum-
brancc

;
well understands the profession in all its branches.

l.aod tcsimionials.—J. D., 19, Cambridf;c XiUas, Cambridt-c lioad,
llamniersmitli, W.

suited for KITCHEN GAR
DENS, as they harbour no =^^
SluRs or Insects, take up little

room, and. once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-
pense, as do "grown" Ede-
niKS, consequently being much
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c. in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of desiRn,

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, S.E. ; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W. j Kingsland Road, E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANT
COVERS and PROPAGAITNG BOXES; also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c. , from v. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lininp Walls of Dairies, Larders.

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of
great durability. Wall Copings. Drain Pipes and Tiles uf all kinds,
Roofing Tiles in great variety, States. Cements, &c.
F.asdG. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants.-Sccaddressesabove.

SILVER SAND,
Fine I4i., Co;

fine or coarse grain as desired.
, .

i7J.perTon. In Truck Loads ij. per Ton less.
Delivery by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway or
Wharl, 2s. per Ton extra. Samples of Sand free by post.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT

PEAT or LoAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.
F. AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberal discount to the Trade.

C:j.AKDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentleman
-^ requiring the services of a thorough practical Gardener —

Twenty years' experience in some of the best gardens in England and
Wales. Can be well recommended.—J. NOBLE, Nurseryman and
Seedsman, Lower Clapton, London.

BARNARD, BISHOP.
PATENT NOISELESS

AND BARNARD'S
,1, - J L -y. LAWN MOWERS,

with joinled handles, suitable for Shippini;.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring a thoroughly practical Gardener.—Age 36, married

;

well versed in every branch of the profession. Can be hiifhly
rccomracndcd.—G. T. C;., Post Office, Twyford, Berks.

GARDENER (Head). — Middle-aged, married ; a
good Working Gardener ; thoroughly practical in Vines, Peaches,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also good Flower and Kitchen
Gardener. Four years' good character as above—C. P., Forest Field
Lodge, North Crawley.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 3+ ; long experience
among Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, also Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Four and a-half years'
good character from last employer.—T. A., barleycorn Cottage,
Ilaniilton Road, Norwood, S.E. ; or Messrs. -W. Rollisson & Sons,
The Nurseries, Tooting, S.W.

The Miniature Lawn Mower, cuts inches .. /- ,
°-Q

-, M°-r c
''°- cuts 8 inches .. .. .•'*|,|

Suitable for the very smallest grass plots or edgings ; can be
T .

.„>»orked with case by a child.
>•"'"-

1,0 cut 10 inches. Phis can be worked by a Lady . /, „locutiamches. Suitable for One Persin .. ..
" 4 "

Phis, and all larger sizes, have the drum or roller' divided intotwo parts, lor the convenience of turningTo cut 14 inches. Suitable for One Person /e „The l6.in., and all larger sizes, have a driving-whe'ei on Vacfi -"i-
hich - -

Tr. .\
'he ^lachme, %yhich Rives great steadiness to the workingTo cut 16 inches. Suitable Tor One Person ..

"orK.ng.

To cut 18 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy ..
'

* fi.To cut 20 inches. Suitable for Man and Bov ' " ,
table for Two M- " '• 'To cut 22 inches. Su

BY the RETIREMENT of one of the PARTNERS,
an active WORKING GARDENER may obtain a PARTNER-

SHIP in a small Nursery and Jobbing Business, on long Lease, in

Islington, on moderate terms,—Apply to Mr. ROE, 20, William Street,
New North Road, Islington, London, N.

PARTNERSHIP.—The Advertiser requires a Gentle-
man, who is able to assist with some capital, in carrj-ing on a

Business connected with Horticulture, now already established, and
which is calculated to return large interest.—T. C, Messrs. Dawson
& Sons, Advertising Agents, 121, Cannon Street, E.C.

DRAUGHTSMA N.—Wm,
IMMEDIATE WANT ofaGentlem _ __^._...^,

who could also take out quantities, prepare Estimates, and Corre-

P. Ayres
1 in the above capacity,

spond. One who has some experience in Horticulture will be preferred,
ihoughthat is not indtspcnsablc. TWO or THREE YOUTHS as
IMPROVERS may also find occupation.
Hothouse Works, Newark-on-Trent, Notts.

WANTED, as FOREMAN, in a Country Nursery,
where Fruits and Roses are chiefly grown ; a thorough Man

one who can take Charge of Men. Must beagood Progagator. Wages
to begin, 241. per week.—F, M., Messrs. Hurst & Son, 12, Leadcnhall
Street, London, E.C.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married, no family;
has had thorough practical experience in the Cultivation and

Early and Late Forcing of Vines. Peaches, and Nectarines, Straw-
berries, Cucumbers, Melons, Mushrooms, Vegetables, and Flowers,
and Mower and Kitchen Gardening

; also a successful Grape Grower.
Nearly nine years in present situation; over six as Head Gardener.
Excellent character. Well known to Mr. Wm. Paul, to whom
rcfercnce^is kindly permitted.—G. G,, Watton, Hertford.

—Age 46, married
;

, , , Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, and Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardening. Good references.—W. G. P.. Post Office, Great Shelford. Cambridge.

GARDENER (Head, Working).
understands Vines, Pines, Peaches,

GARDENER (Head, Working), age 30, married,
one child.—George HorKiitK, Gardener, Somerleyton Hall,

Suffolk, is anxious to recommend the above to any Lady or Genlic-

GARDENER {Head, Working).—Age 31, married;
well up in the Culture of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Early

and Late Forcing of Fruits and Vegetables, and Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. First-class character—HORTUS, 12, Summer Street,
Sun Street, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 36. married,
two children,— Has had great experience in Laying-out New

Grounds, and Requirements in Erecting Horticultural HuiTdings ; in
Forcing Early and Late Grapes, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Melons and Cucumbers, Kitchen and Flower Gardening, with the
Managemeut ol Land and Stock if required.-A. B,, Wcilineton
Nursery. St. John's Wood, N.W

lo cut 22 inches. Suitable for Donkey n 2To cut 24 inches. Suitable for Pony .
„ °

To cut 27 inches. Suitable for Pony ,^ ,To cut 30 inches. Suitable for Pony .. \\ \\
"

Jj
"

'^"^.^r^.'^JTAGE LAWN*\..J'v.
With Adjustable Revolving Cutters.

To cut 6 inches
To cut 8 inches ... , ^
To cut 10 inches .. .. .'; ;.*

"* 3 f J

-innfir-.'^Hnn^
^

u'''''-
^""^ ^""^ Mowers with Illustrated Lists, free on

^SuTed on riein",^ \Tl^}^'^'^ ^l""?^
°'".^" ^'^"* Orders' can bS

BARNARD, BISHOP,
Norwich.

MOWER,

ND BARNARDS, Norfolk Ironworks

GTJNS and RIFLES.
rriHOMAS TURNER, Gun and Rifle Manufac-

.E^"J?Hl^K.r.^^?..^„'^??5J^.
LOADERS from £7 ,0 L.^.-

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Age 28,
single

; has had good practical experience in Vines, Flower and
Kitchen Gardening, and Early and Late Forcing.-Address, stating
terms, F. T. B., Hare Hatch, near Twyford, Berks,

WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER, where four are
kept. Married, without incumbrance. Lodge to live in

Apply by letter, stating full particulars, to R. ASSEK, The Tower
Belvedere Park, Kent

WANTED, an active MAN, to take charge of the
Rose Department. State wages expected and reference —

GEORGE CL.\RKE, Strcatham Place Nursery, Brixton Hi ll, S.W.

ANTED, a ROSE GROWER.—Must be of good
experience, and well recommended. — Apply, with all

particulars, to JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries,
Chester.

w
WANTED, a married Man, as GARDENER. He

must be well experienced in the Culture of Vines, Peaches,
Melons and Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c. line
having a knowledge of Laying-out new Grounds preferred.—Apply,
stating age, experience, wages expected, with reference, to R. S., Post
Oflice, Langholm, N.B.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Married,
no family; thoroughly understands the profession in all its

branches. Has had 12 years' experience in Noblemen's lamilies. The
best of characters can be given.—E. T., Smith, Baker, Hodley, near
Barnet, Herts.

/ 1ARDENER (Head), where one or more are kept,VJ or good Si.s-GLE-HANDED. — Age 28, married; understands
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Early and Late Forcing, and Flower
and Kitchen Gardening. Nine years' character.—G. W,, 24, Belvedere
Cottages, Church Street, 'Wimbledon.

GJ,A R DEN ER.— Edward Bennett, 13 years
^ Gardener at Osberton and Enville, is now at liberty to engage

with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of a first-class
Gardener in every department of his profession. Testimonials and
references ol the very highest order.—Rose Cottage, Enville, Stourbridge.
N.B.—The Advertiser would have no objection to RENT a larcre

PRIVATE GARDEN, with Forcing-houses, Pits, il:c. Enville may
be seen by any interested party,

C;j.ARDENER (where one or more are kept), or
A FOREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 23, married; thoroughly

understands the
— '----

. . .
.

branches.—J. P.,

ISrw.^h f'' ^' ""?'? ">°« wiro"d'es'ire''a'cl',"a", t'hojgh seTwJelable. Breech Loader. It is guaranteed of good material sound andperfect in us action, and equal to any London Gun at double tie ,;r^e

LOAdTI Is'^y""*""'"
PATENT SELF-LOCKING HRF.ECH

d,,;^hi]^? V
H"S""-P»«;'' for handmess, neatness, simplicity, and

^^^)J;^ ^ "^ •'^" '° ^='- Drawings seut on application.PIN-MRE BItEECH LOADERS from £$ loj

eM,'VF,.'iP""^pA°'^°' LARGE BORE and EXPRESS RIFLESSNIDER and MARTINI-HENRY RIFLES, in Snorting and'

S',°5''Ls';'15EToiATs''
''"'^^'- '^''°°'> ^'^'^^^ -i

All kinds of Implements for Cleaning, Cartridge FiUin^ Re-

SSorfinflcqSl "™'=""' '^""-ft -" '^-e fe'a'J.'d

Manufactory : Fisher Street, Bir lingham.

K T„^
A H A N S

. L L . WHISKY.
.

7'^ ""^R'El?i"'S'^M,1|i?" Vv'^S^^iir^l"'"' '' •'= '"'

lm|^sSv!'1si:?',ile'^o?3^^;^J;-^^^^.;rsS
Wholesale DepOt. 20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

Lea & Perrins' Sauce,
•3^ O R C E S T E R S H I R E,"

"the only good Sauce." Improves
Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour.

understands the profession, having had eight'ycars experience in" Rural \'illas, Woolwich Road, Belvedere, S.E.

WANTED, a WORKING GARDENER, Single-
handed. Wages 20s. a week, with a free house. If a married

Man, and his Wife undertakes the Laundry, the wages will be 24s.

a week.—Apply to the Rev. A. D. SHAFTCJ, Brancepcth Rectorj',
Durham.

WANTED, in Suffolk, as GARDENER, and to
attend to a Pony and Pigs, a Man, not over 30. Must be active

and trustworthy.—Apply, first by letter, stating wages, R. A. P.
6, Mitre Court Chambers, Temple, EC. '

WANTED, a respectable young MAN, accustomed to
the Jobbing, &c. Must be of good character.—Apply to the

Clapham Road Nursery, S.W.

WANTED, as IMPROVERS, in the Houses, where
Plants and Fruits are grown extensively, TWO respectable

young MEN, about 20. Premium required.—W, H. S., General
Post Uffice, Sheffield.

WANTED, an experienced TRAVELLER, who has
a good knowledge of Fruits, Roses, Shrubs, and general Nur-

ser>' Stock- None need apply whose character will not bear the
strictest investigaiion.—Address, with particulars of experience and
terms, to Mr. RICHARD SMITH, Nurserj-man, Worcester.

WANTED, a WAREHOUSEMAN, with a know-
ledge of the Seed Trade.—Address to WARD and CO.

Bristol, stating age, salary required, last employment, and references'

Seed Trade—Wholesale.
WANTED, an UNDER SHOPMAN ; one who has

been accustomed to Sowing Samples.—Apply by letter to
MINIER, NASH, AND NASH, 60, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (SECOND, or Under), in a Nobleman's
or Gentleman's Establishment.—Age 25 ; experienced in Vines

Cucumbers, Melons, and general Gardening. Unexceptionable
character-- f. M , Princess Street, Edgware Road, N.W.

GJ.ARDENER (Under).-Age 25 ; thoroughly under-
' stands Early and Late Forcing. Good character.—G. D

71^ Harrison Sjrcetj^ Gray's Inn Road, Londo nj^ S.W.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.
—Age 25; thoroughly competent in all branches. First-class

testimonials.-A. H., 76, Humberstonc Gate, Leicester.

PROPAGATOR.—Age 24; understands Conifers.
Rhododendrons, Roses, Clematis, &c.—A. B. C, Windlesham,

TH E
pronounced by Connoisseurs

the appetite, and aids digest

'

ASK FOR LEA and PERRINS' SAUCE
, „ Beware of Imitatio.vs,

and see the ^ames of LEA and PERRINS on all Bottles and Labels
Aeenls-CROSSE AND BLACKWELL, London, and sold by allDealers in Sauces throughout the World. ^

MAGNESIA.
The best reriiedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

tjout, and IndiEcstion : and the best mild Aperient for del cate consti'

n'!'^lS'f1S!?i'f,'"'^P"';^/<" '-'"''" Children and InlantsDINNEFORD AND CO., ,72, New Bond Street, London, W. ;andol all Chemists throughout the World.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID

/^OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
^-^ THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at is.il^d.,2s.gd.,^s.6d.,and iij.

Bagshot, Surrey

PROPAGATOR and SALESMAN, and Assist in the
Shop if required, in a Seed and Florist Business. Good at

Bouquets, Button-hole Bouquets, and Dressing Epercncs Good
references.—J. S. R., Post Olhce, Bath.

WANT PLACES —Letters to be Post Paid,

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen,—Further panicultirs given on application to Alessrs. E. G,HENDERSON ANDSON,WellingtonNurser>'. St. John's Wood. N.W.

W Gaxdeners and Under Gardeners.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
makmg application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.
^Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

TO the NURSERY and SEED TRADE.—

A

well educated young Man, of seven years' experience, is open for
a re-engairemcnt. References from old-established F'irms.—J. Y
James Dickson & Sons, Chester. ' ''

OUB-TgENT, or MANAGER, on an Estate. —A
kU Gentleman, aged 23, holding the Diploma of the Royal Agri-
cultural College, wishes lor an engagement as above. He has been
three years with the Agent of a large estate, and has assisted him in
the Management of the Home Farm of nearly loco Acres, and can be
highly recommended.—A. B. C. Post Office, Wormijridg.;, Hereford

CLERK, in Nursery Business.—Has held a similar
position J knows Plants e.xtensively. Good knowledge of Scientific

Botany. Can translate the Floras of Latin, French, and German
Writers. Useful in other respects in the business.—D . 1 Vicrnria
Cottages, Royal Hill, Erith, S.E. ' '

*^'"°"^

SHOPMAN (Assistant).—A young Man, who has
had nearly seven years" experience in the Seed Trade, wishes for

an cngagemcnL—A. B., Post Office, Hexham.

To Noblemen and Nurserymen.
pARPENTER and JOINER {thorough).~Can take
\~J charge of Buildings and general Repairs on a Gentleman's
Estate, also Paint and Glaze, and make himself generally useful in
Repairing Cabinet Work, Packing, Case-making, Lights, &:c Low
wages ; constant emplo>'ment. First-cIass reference—A. B.. 6. Alfred

I
Cottages, New Eltham, Kent,

'

QOCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
J^ These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the
best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most enicacious
remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action
of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several
varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,
promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-
tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in
the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore
the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the
luxuriesof the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning
no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of
acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients; on the contrary, they are
characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-
tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-
liarity of their composition. They arc not recommended as a panacea
nor are they adapted to all complaints ; but as a mild and efficacious
aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-
haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated
family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at II. ilid.,zs.gd., 45. 6(f.,and iir.,aswcll as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

(QOCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS'^ THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.
Iq boxes at ij. 1^4. ,21. gd.,4t, 6d., and 111.
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GREEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
OR NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1872.

The Winner of Every Prize in all Cases of Competition.

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

THE KING OF THE BELGIANS,

^) THE LATE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH,

THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA,

PATRONIZED BY

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY

THE QUEEN
ON 57 DIFFERENT OCCASIONS.

AND MOST OF THE NOBILITY, CLERGY, AND GENTRY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Ui)'wards of 60,000 of the above Machines have been Sold since the year 1856.

SINGLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut 8 inches. ,^210 o
I

To lut 12 inches ,1^410

. 3 10 o
I

,, 14 5 10

DOUBLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut 16 ins., ffi 10 This can be worked by One Man on an e'.fjii ^aun.

,, 18 ,, 7 10 By Man and Boy. I To cut 22 ins., £% 10 By Man and Boy.

.. 20 „ 80 ,, ,, I ,, 24 ,, 90 ,, ,,

DONKEY and PONY lilACHINES.
To cut 26 inches

,. 28 .,

„ 30 ..

. 15 o o

. 17 o o

Leather Boots for Donkey , , ;^o 18 o
Ditto for Pony ,. ,, 120

HORSE IMACHINES.
To cut 30 inches

.. 36 „

., 42 ..

.. j^2I O O

.. 24 o o

. , 27 o o

To cut 48 inches . . . . ^30 o o
Leather Boots for Tlorae . , i 6 o

Delivered Carriage Free to all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland^ and Scotland.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, in introducing their PATENT LAWN MOWERS to the PubHc

for the present Season, take the opportunity of acknowledging the unprecedented patronage that has been

accorded to them in past years, and can assure their future patrons that nothing will be wanting on their

part to maintain the confidence so long given to them.

Every Lawn Mower that is sent out is warranted to give entire satisfaction, otherwise it can be returned

AT ONCE FREE OF COST TO THE PURCHASER.

Our Machines have been submitted to numerous practical tests in public competition, and have in all

cases carried off every Prize that has been given.

No alterations have been made this last six years, as they have been found to meet all the requirements

for which a Lawn Mower is intended.

The following are their advantages over all others ;—

\st, Simplicity of Construction,—every part being free of access.

id, They are worked with far greater ease than any other.

2,d, They are the least liable to get out of order.

\th. They make little or no noise in working.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—Both the Horse, Pony, Donkey, and Hand Machines possess (over all other makers) the advantage of self-sharpening ; the

cutters being steel on each side, when they become dull or blunt by running one way round, the cylinder can be reversed again and again,

bringing the bottom edge of the cutters against the bottom blade, the Machine will then cut equal to new. Arrangements are made that the

cylinder can be reversed by any ine.xperienced person in two or three minutes. The Handles of the Machines can be altered to suit the

person using them, by either raising or lowering them.

Parties having LAWN MOWERS to REPAIR will do well to send them either to our Leeds or London Establishments
;

then they will have prompt attention, as an efficient Staff of Workmen is kept at both places.

THOMAS GREEN and SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS; 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

P?S L^Wim^Jm li?ru.l^^ . '^u'"'fe'"'' -., ""= '^'''<»'
: AdvCTtisemtnts and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, I.ondon, W.C.

EicHABn.. « ih- riffi/;- lii, '^ S5'S ^^ ""'•=" ol Messrs. Br«duurv. Evans, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitcfriars, City of London, in the County of MiddleMJ, and Published by th^KICHABDS, at the Olticc, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.-SATt;iiDAV, July rl. 1872.
Agenli lor Scotland—Mcssr.. J. Memjies 81 Co., Edinburgh ; for Ireland-Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son, Dublin.

the said William

J
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TAUNTON HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
grand FETEand EXHIItlTION, THURSDAY, August 8.

fnies value ^^250, and several Silver Cups, offered for Competiiioti.
Schedules and Forms of Entry now ready, and will be forwarded on
application. J. B. SAUNDERS, Honorary Secretary.

SCARBOROUGH FLORAL and liORTICU'C
TIIRAL SOCIETY, 1872 —A GRAND EXHIBITION of

PLANTS. FLOWERS. FRUITS, VEGETABLES. &c., will be held
at Scarborough, AUGUS'l' 14, 15, and 16. Schedule of i'rizes will be

'°'?\'?^'' O" aPPl'^a''™- ROBERT HALL. Secretar)-.
16, Albion Street.

| ^^
HE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION. — At a Special General Meeting of the

Members of this Institution, held on luly 9, for the purpose of placing
THREE PENSIONERS on the Funds of this Institution, the
following was the RESULT of the BALLOT :—

CANDIDATES.

Narac,

DANIEL DEWDNEY ..

ROBERT CAWLEY
JOSEPH ODD
h-RANCIS PRITCHARD
JOHN FREESTONE
JANE FVFE
THOMAS KING ..

ANDREW DICK ..

THOMAS EYLES
SARAH ROBINSON ..

ANN SPIRE

Age. Votes.

78
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CHOICE CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, AND PRIMULA,

FOR PRESENT SOWING.

Calceolaria.

JAMES'S INTERNATIONAL PRIZE (see Illustra-

tion), 2J-. 6d. per packet.

Finest Hybrid Spotted, is. 6d. and 25. 6rf. per packet.

Cineraria.
JAMES'S PRIZE CINERARIA, 2s. 6d. per packet.

CINERARIA, choice mixed, saved from a splendid collection of

named varieties, 11. dd. and 2i. i>d, per packet.

Primula (Fern-leaved).
Per packet.— J. d.

PRIMULA, choicest Fern-leaved, carmine 26
„ „ „ white z 6

„ FIMBRIATA, Fern-leaved (New Scarlet). This
is a decided novelty 26
Primula (choicest fringed).

Per packet.—s. d.

PRIMULA, choicest dark carmine, fringed » 6

,, „ new scarlet 26
,, „ rose, frinfjed 26
„ ,, white, fringed ,.26
,, ,, mixed, fringed u, 6if. and 2 6

JAMES CARTER & CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN AND

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

,
QUTTONS' CHOICE NEW^ FLOVVERSEEDSforPRESENT

I

SOWING, saved from choicest

strains.

<

BUTTONS' SUPERB PRIMULA FIMBRIATA,—This has been
most carefully selected from the best flowers, remarkable for their

richness of colour and fine form. Price 2s. td. per packet.

Dobson's, Williams', and other strains can be supplied at the adver-

tised prices ; and mixed varieties at 11. 6d. per packet.

BUTTONS' SUPERB CINERARIA—This will be found un-
equalled by any in cultivation, the seed having been saved from the
finest named varieties only. Price is, (>d. and 21. (>d. per packet.

Dobsons' and other strains can be supplied at the advertised prices.

SUTTONS' SUPERB CALCEOLARIA.—Our stock of this

favourite greenhouse flower has been saved from the finest strains
only. Price is. td. per packet.

Dobson's, James", Thompson's, and other strains can be supplied at

the advertised prices.

Complete particulars of other choice FLOWER SEEDS for present
sowing, with Instructions on Cultivation, gratis and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by appointment to the Queen and
Prince of Wales, Royal Herks Seed Establiahment, Reading.

Grape Growing.
PULVERISED BONE, i inch, ^ do.. Dust. 6s. per

bushel, bag included. Much less by the ton. Delivered at any
Railway Station in London.
RANSLEY TANTON. F.R.H.S., Seed Warehouses and Artificial

Manure Stores, Borough End, London Bridge, S.E.

LOAM for FRUIT and PLANT GROWING,
acknowledged to be the best in the country. Apply to

RANSLEY TANTON, F.R.H.S., The Nurseries, Epsom, Surrey.

Caro Guano.

CHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO,
rich in Soluble Phosphates and Nitrogenous Organic Matter.

See Chemical Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for

Grain and Root Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to

Peruvian.
Samples and Circulars on application.

T
MOCKFORD AND CO.. Billiter^trcct, London, E.C,

IE LONDON MANURE
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

COMPANY
PURE DISSOLVED HONES
?SS?fR".I"B^'!.1Vu"RS?P^L,\^:J&K"E''""'^''.'--Top-Dr«slng.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME
NITRO-PH(.)SPHATE.
MANGEL, HOP and POTATO MANURES. AlsoPERUVIAN GiJaNO Jos imported by Messrs Thomson Bonar& Co.), NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMOnIa. &"'

lib, Fenchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secrelaryr

THE FORWARDEST TURNIP
IS

SUTTONS'
EAELY SIX WEEKS.

SUTTONS' EARLY SIX WEEKS TURNIP, for

sowing at once, to feed off in time for Wheat,

Also,

SUTTONS' POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE,

LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE,

IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE,

GREY-STONE, or MOTTLED GLOBE.

STRATTON HARDY GREEN ROUND.

Lowestfrice per bush, may be had on application.

Parcels £i in value carriage paid to any Railway

Station. ^^

SUTTON & SONS,
SEEDSMEN BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO THE QUEEN

AND THE PRINCE OF WALES,

ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

G

Red
Spider.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Tnrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmeot id

boxes, IS., 31., and lof. fid.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

-^.. S^

ENTERED AT STATIONERS' HALL HOW tO DCStrOy Mcaly BUg
USE

TEVENSON'S ABYS-
SINIAN MIXTURE, warranted

to destroy all Insects that Infest
Plants. It is pronounced by the lead-
ing Horticulturists of this country to
be the most effective and the easiest
applied Mixture ever used for the
Destruction of Mealy Bug, Stc
Sold by all Nurserj-men and Seeds-

men in the United Kingdom, in

bottles, IS. 6J,, 3s., 4s. 6if.,and 5s. td.
each, with directions for use-

Sole Manufacturer,
F. STEVENSON,

trade MARK- Lark Hill, Timperley, Cheshire.

CELERY COLLARS.—Immediate apphcation is

necessary to insure orders being secured in time for this season's
growing To be obtained from all N urserymen and Seedsmen.

Sole Makers, BLAKE and MACKENZIE. School Lane, Liverpool.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

ONSERVATORY BASKETS.
Strained Wire Espalier

Trainers, for all kinds of
Fruit Trees, &c, ; Garden
Fencing, Kabbit proof;
Trellis Wire Work, lor
Gardens and Conser-
vatories ; Wire Work
Covered Ways, for Gar-
dens, Pleasure Grounds,
&c. ; Wire Work Rose
Fences, Roseries, Ar-
bours, Summer Houses,
&c. : Wire Work Vase
Baskets ; Suspending
Baskets for Conserva-
tories J WireWork Flower
Stands for Conserva-
tories ; Aviaries for Con-
ser\'^atories, Pheasan-
tries, &c.
Conservatories fitted

up with Trellis Work,
Flower Stands, Baskets,
Wires, &c.

All kinds of Wire
Work made to order.

R. H OLLI DAY.
Horticultural and Floral
Wire Works, 2A, Porto-
bello Terrace, Noiting
Hill Gate. London, W.
Illustrated Catalogues of

the above on application.

See large Advertisement in Gardeners^ Chronicle for April 6, p. 486.

COTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
COW FITTINGS.

Their advantages are— Portability, not fixtures, removable at

pleasure ; no Woodwork or Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and imper\'ious to
infection, being all of I ron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 55s.

Prospectuses iree of COTTAM and CO., Ironworks, 2, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W.), where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

TROP^EOLUMS
T. Thornton

BEGS TO OFFER THIS SEASON, AT VERY REDUCED PRICES,

THE SET OF FIVE SUPERB BEDDING TROP^OLUMS,
Which was offered by him for the first time in 1871, and to which the public so generously responded.

The five distinct and beautiful varieties can now be had for 5s.

See Gardener'! Year Book for 1871, under the head of "New Flowers ;" also in other Gardening reriodicals.

T. THORNTON, THE NURSERIES, HEATHERSIDE, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

TOP D R E SS I N G S.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA.
NITRATE OF SODA.

CAEO GUANO.
KAINIT.

IN SEALED BAGS, WITH THE GUARANTEE RECOMMENDED BV THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION OF ENGLAND. Prices, Sfc, forwarded on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO.,

chemical manure manufacturers, 30, BILLITER STREET, E.C.
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Seedsmen to H.R.H.S CARTER'S

„.M.,.cQ.c„.s DEVONSHIRE

GEEY-STONE TUKNIP.
the Trincc of Wales

Price lOd. per lb., cheaper in quantity.

Per Ib.- j. d.

O 10LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE, very hardy

HEANLEVS LINCOLNSHIRE WHITE GLOBE,
a good large variety . . , . .

.

. . o 10

POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE, a very hand-
some variety, well furnished up to tlie neck . . i o

UrPERIAL GREEN GLOBE, very heavy cropper o 10

CARTER'S EARLY NIMBLE or SIX-WEEK,
a very quick-growing variety 10

Price per bushel on application. All Seeds Carriage Free.

GRASS LANDS.

NOW IS THE TIME TO SOW

CARTER'S RENOVATING MIXTURE

RENEWING and IMPROVING OLD GRASS LANDS.

This Mixture is composed of those sorts of Permanetn
Grass Seeds and Clovers that are best suited for Sowing
on Old Pastures or Meadows, and it will speedily improve
the quahty and increase the produce. During the past

dry seasons we have supplied immense quantities of this

Mixture, and continue to receive the most gratifying

reports of its value in increasing both quantity and
quality of the Grass produced.

(8 id. to 12 lb. per acre will befoundsufficient, according
to the condition of the turf)

Price, per lb., lOd. ;
percwt., 86s.

SPALDING SHOW.

J. C. & Co. will Exhibit their Magnificent Collection of

PRIZE MEDAL SEEDS,
BOOTS and GRASSES,

AT THE

Lincolnshire Agricultural Society's Show,

SPALDING, JULY 24, 25, 26, 1873.

Orders received at the Stand.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN AND

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
aS7 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C,

JAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders
and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

^S1. Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

200 CUCUMBliR MELON BOXES and
f^KJXJ LIGHTS, all sizes. Glazed and Tainted complete, ready

for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts of the KinKdom.

Stronc GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, 5*- each.

GLASSES, all sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the

Counties in England.

Latest Improvements
IN

HEATING by HOT WATER,
r-p H E IMPROVED
J- CONICAL BOILERS for

HEATING PINERIES, CONSER-
VATORIES. G R E E N H O Li S V. S,

MANSIONS, HALLS, WARE-
HOUSES, &c

Solely Manufactured by
POLLARD, JEPHSON, and CO.,

(late Bury & Pollard, Successors to

John K. Peill, late Stephenson &
Pcill.)

These BOILERS arc adapted for
setting in Brickwork, or as sKown in

sketch they require NO Brickwork.

Price Lists free by post.

Bear Garden, New Park Street,
Southwark, London, S.E.

GREENHOUSES from the FINSBURY STEAM
„JCiNERY WORKS, lar, Bunhill Row, London, E.C-

W. H. LASCELLES, Proprietor. Lists sent on application.

Prices lor Houses, asabove, made oi best red deal, and sashes 2 inches
thick, glazed with 16 oz. good sheet glass, delivered and fixed within
30 miles of London, painted four coats in best oil colour, including
locks^ gutter, down-pipe, and gearing for opening the ventilators at
one time,—heating, staging, brickwork not included :—

20 (t by 12 It. 40 ft. by 16 ft. 60 fL by 20 ft 100 ft. by 24 ft.

£io o j£79 £132 o £238 10 o
GARDEN LIGHTS AND BOXES.

3 ft. by4ft. lights, 2 in. thick, unglazed 3*. each
n n glazed, i6-oz. good sheet glass .. .. ts, „

6 ft. » II 3 in. thick, unglazed S^. m
t| II glazed, 16 oz. good sheet glass ., tis. „

Portable box containing one 6 ft. by 4 ft. light, painted lour
coats, ready for use .

.

30J. „
Portable oox containing two ditto, 6 ft by 8 ft. . . . . 55J. ,1

Estimates given for Conservatories or Greenhouses to any Design.

JONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L" SADDLE
BOILER.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Uoiler.
with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quantitj? of fuel ; the cost of setting is

aJso considerably reduced, andf likewise the space occupied ; at the
same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, Eu-e not liable to crack. They are made ol the follow-

ing sizes :— ^^^^
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BEARD'S PATENT METALLIC NON-CONDUCTING GLASS HOUSES,
WITH PERFECT SYSTEM OF VENTILATION.

W. G. SMITH &, CO.,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS (Successors to C. Beard), SOLE PROPRIETORS and MANUFACTURERS,

VICTOEIA AVOEKS, BUEY ST. EDMUND'S.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, ORCHARD HOUSES, FERNERIES, AttUARIUMS, PITS,

PROPAGATING HOUSES, MELON and CUCUMBER FRAMES, &o.

These Patent Houses possess many valuable advantages over wood houses. No putty is used in fixing the glass. They are quite portable, and can be readily taken

down and re-erected without damage or breakage of glass. They are much lighter, more ornamental in appearance, and last ten times longer than wood houses,

consequently they are more economical in cost.

The First Prize was awarded at the Great Horticultural and Botanical Congress. South Kensington, 1866.

A First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticultural Show, Manchester, 1867. |
Three First-class Certificates at the Royal Horticultural Show, Bury St. Edmunds, 1867.

SPECFAL DESIG.VS, CATALOGUES and ESTIMATES FURNISHED on APPLICATIOiV. HEATING APPARATUS in alt its BRANCHES.

LONDON AGENTS: MESSRS. S. OWENS and CO., ENGINEERS, WHITEFRIARS, E.G.

JOHN Vv^ARNER & SONS,
8, CRESCENT, CEIPPLEGATE, LONDON.

PORTABLE FIRE AND
GARDEN ENGINES.

AQUAJECTS.

PORTABLE PUMPS
For Manure or Water. \ CAST-IEON COLONIAL PUMPS. GARDEN PUMPS.

JOHN WARNER AND SON'S " HORTICULTUR.'VL LIST" for the present season will be forwarded

Post Free upon application, containing Illustrations and Prices of GARDEN ENGINES, AQUAJECTS, WATER
BARROWS, PORTABLE FIRE and GARDEN ENGINES, CONSERVATORY PUMPS, HOSE REELs,
COLONIAL PUMPS, FORCE PUMPS, PORTABLE PUMPS, CHAIN PUMPS, GARDEN PUMPs,
BRANCH PIPES, SYRINGES, FOUNTAIN JETS, FUMIGATORS, METALLIC STRING, &c., &c.

New Pump, Plumbers' Braziery and Bell .Catalogues.

GARDEN ENGINES.

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.G.

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, which works day and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained,

suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

49-

54*-

44.

4-

39*.

of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanized Iron Tubs.

EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the

GARDEN ENGINES,

THE CASSIOBURY FIRE
Right Hon. the Earl ol Essex.

WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steam I'owcr.

No. 46a. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Gardens, &c.

No. 49(7. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for G.arden use.

No. so and 5417. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. P.irlicidars taken in any fart of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD OM APPLICATION,

IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

Garden use.
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The Patent Imperisliable Hothouse.AYRES'S PATENT:
GLASS, IRON, and CONCRETE.

Before buildinc a Plant or Fruit House of any kind, send six

Btamps, and obtain ihc Illustrated Prospectus of the

IMFERISUAKLE HOTHOUSE COMPANY,
Newark-on-Trent, Notts.

MANAGKR—W. P. AYRES, C.M.R.H.S..
Imperishable Hothouse Company, Ncwark-on- I'rcnt.

Plans, Specifications and Estimates supplied upon ihe shortest notice.

Perfection in Heating^.

G. S M E A T O N AND CO.,
HoRTrcuLTURAL ARCHITECTS and El'ilders, Hot-\vati;r

and S TEAM -11EATING ENGINEERS,
71, Harwood Road,

Walham Green, Fulhrim,
London. S.W.

Consultations in all parts of the Kingdom.
Plans and Estimates Rratis,

Efficiency in all branches guaranteed.

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Ro^-al Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of alt si7es, wholesale ot
CHARLES J. BLACKITH AND CU.,

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.G.
Retail of tne principal Seedsmen. Prices on application,

J.

QIR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES
for the MILLION are Simple,

Cheap, and Portablk.

lUitsirated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, j.t. Ticlibonic Stic-l, RcgeiU

Quadrant, W,, Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
ralterns, and Snccimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls. &c. MAW AND CO., Henthall Works, Broseley^

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager,39A, King William Street, London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone. &c.. from

Decay. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

1 Manager, sgA, King William Street, London, E,C.

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE :

289, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

and

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HE.\TING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock.

tS- TENDERS given for HEATING CHURCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

Griffiths & Browett,
BRADFORD STREET, BIRMINGHAM, and 12, MOORGATE STREET, LONDON,

Sole Maiiufcicturers of Vase's Patent Hydropults,

BEG TO CALL THE ATTENTION OF TilE PUBLIC TO AN

IMPROVED HYDROPULT,
With Stirrup, A PORTABLE

FIRE ANNIHILATOR
Which they have recently

introduced.

The IMPROVED HYDROPULT
was the only Engine for throwing Water

by Hand Power that obtained a Prize

Medal at the Horticultural Show, Aston

Park, Birmingham, opened in June by

H.R.H. Prince Arthur.

It throws a continuous stream, is

worked with the greatest ease, and is

superior in all respects to any other

Machine of the kind hitherto in use for

Price 35s. 6d. each, :

watering Gardens, &c.

With Circular Stand,

Price 3Is. 6d. each.

Sold Wholesale at their Establishments in Birmingham and London, and Retail by all Respectable Ironmongers

,

and it may be seen in operation at 119, N£ IV BOND STREET, LONDON, W.

AGreenliouse for Sale.
SPAN-ROOF GREENHOUSE, 21 feet long,

i^ tcct wide, 10 feet high, with door at each end. Jron GearinR
for opening Lights all at one time. For price and further particulars
apply G. HERRV, Temple Square, Aylesbury.

TO BE SOLD, a STEAM SELF-PROPEI>LING
I-TRK ENGINE, HOIST, and MACIUNEKV 1>K1VKR

(Roberts' Patent).
M.iniifactured at the Works of RROWN, LENOX AND CO.,

Millwail, London. Extreme dimensions, iz feel 6 inches tong, 6 feet
6 inches wide.
Two Vertical Steam Cylinders. 6 inches diameter^ is inches stroke.
Two (lun-mctal Pumps, 9'j inches diameter, 8 mchcs stroke, and

air vessels.

Has thrown water 140 feet high from a 1?^ inch jet, and is fitted
with a regulator to throw any quantity from a pint to nearly 2 tons per
minute.
Runs on a level turnpike road at the rate of 18 miles an hour, and

steers with facility, turning in little more than half its length.
Has a fair inventory of hose, &c.
On the engine-shaft is a pulley or rigger, and a windlass, the former

bcin^ used for driving machinery of almost any kind, and the latter as
a hoist. The Engine can be applied to almost all the uses of an
ordinary portable engine, and at a trifling expense might he converted
to a Steam Float, with paddle wheels, for dock or harbour use ; or might
be easily altered for Railway traction.
The whole is in very fair condition, and can be seen in London, by

appointment.
For further particulars and price, address ENGINEER,

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

B
By Appointment to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.
ARTON'S PATENT STABLE and HARNESS

ROOM FITTINGS, BRACKETS. &c.

Patronised by H.H. the Vicero\- of Eg^'pt, the King of the Be'ciana.
the King of Italy, the King of Holland, by the principal Nubility o(
the Kingdom, and adopted by the first Architects and Builders of
Enffland and the Continent. Illustrated Catalogues sent on receipt
of SIX stamps
For ALTERATION of STABLES a competent person can be sent

to any part, to inspect and give Estimates.
TAMES RARTON, Ironworks, 370. Oxford Street. W.

Tlie Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL ^^S^TO^ PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C Phillips). Manufac-
turer of TERRA COTTA VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN

BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL ARBORETTES, STATUARY,
GARDEN POTS (from 2 to 30 inches in diameierKof superior quality,
withstand frost, and do not become green; EDGING TILES, &c.
See specimens in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free.
Book of Drawings, td. each.

lOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

1 HE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
materials of great durability. The plainer sorts arc especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR-
^ DENS, as they harbour no •Jt^-^---^''-^^ ..-^^-^^

Slugs or Insecty, take up little ^iiJSJC-rvfij'
room, and, once put down, A^^^'— -^^^
incur no further labour or ex- ^ t^_ir ^^
pense, as do "grown" Edg- fejf
ings, consequently being much ^^a,
cheaper. r -^

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c. in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Plack-
friars, S,E. ; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road.E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANT

COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from 7s. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining U'alls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of
-reat durability. Wall Copings. Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds,
loofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c
F. andG. ROSHER, Brick and TileMerchants,—See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.
Fine 14J,, Coarse r7i.perTon. In Truck Loads is. perTon less.

Delivery by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway or
Wh.-irl, 2S. per Ton extra. Samples of Sand free by post.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT

PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.
F. AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.

N,B. Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberal discount to the Trade.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW AT CARDIFF,
JULY 15th to 19th, 1872.

RANSOMES, SIMS & HEAD, Ipswich,
WILL EXHIBIT AT THE ABOVE MEETING THEIR

ORDINARY PORTABLE ENGINES,
EXPANSION PORTABLE ENGINES,
SINGLE and DOUBLE BLAST and FINISHING

STEAM THRESHING MACHINES,
PATENT THRESHING MACHINE with STRAW

COPPING APPARATUS and ELEVATOR
for Foreign Countries,

NEWCASTLE and LEICESTER PRIZE PLOUGHS,
SINGLE PLOUGHS with FRICTION WHEEL,
TURNWREST, RIDGING, and SUBSOIL PLOUGHS,
PATENT DOUBLE FURROW PLOUGHS,
PATENT DOUBLE PLOUGH and SUBSOILER,
PATENT RAKES and HAYMAKERS,
AUTOMATON LAWN MOWERS.

CATALOGUES AND FULL PARTICULARS FREE ON APPLICATION.

Machinery in Motion, Stand No. 220. Ordinary Shedding, Stand No, 195.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

SHOW of LILIUMS, CARNATIONS, &c., JULY 17, 1872.

AWARDS ot the JUDGES.
Class 2.-6 LILIUMS in pots. (Open.)

ist Prize* Mr. W. Bull, Nurseryman, Stc, King's Road, Chelsea, £2.

Class 3.-6 GESNERACEOUS PLANTS, distinct (Gloxinias and
Achimenes excluded). (Open.)

ist, Mr. W. Bull, £i.

Class 4.—12 CARNATIONS, cut, distinct. (Open.)

ist, Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, It.

ad, Mr. N. Norman, 98. Crescent Road, Plumslcad, igs.

3d, Mr. J. Kirtland, Albion Nursery, Stoke Newmgton, N., lOs.

Class 5.— 13 PICOTEES, cut, distinct. (Open.)

1st, Mr. C. Turner, £t. I
2d, Mr. N. Norman, 15s.

3d, Mr. D. Pizzey, Gr. to Sir E. Perrj', Fulmer, Slough, los.

Class 7.-6 PENTSTEMONS, in 8-inch pots. (Open)

igt| Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, £t 10s.

Class 8.-6 PHLOXES, in pots not larger than 10 inches in

diameter. (Open.)

ist, Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, Stanstead Park Nursery, Forest

Hill,S.E.,£i los.

3d, Mr. T. S. Ware, £1.

Class la— 12 HARDY PERENNIALS, to be grown in la-inch

pots, distinct. (Open.)

ist, Mr. R. Parker, Exotic Nurserj-, Tooting, £4.

PRIZES OFFERED by MESSRS, J. CARTER and CO.

Class n —Three Brace of CUCUMBERS, and the best four dishes

of LETTUCE, to include Carter's Giant White Cos, and All

the Year Round.
1st, Mr. n. Pizzey, £2 2S.

. . ^ , , r.

2d, Mr. C. Osman, Gr., South Metropolitan District Schools, button,

Surrey, £1 is.

' MISCELLANEOUS.- EXTRA PRIZES.
Mr. C. Turner, for Collection of Carnations and Cut Roses.

Messrs. G. Jackman & Son. Woking Nursery, Surrey, for Group of

Clematises in Flower,
.

Mr. W. Toomcr, Gr. to W. Knowles, Esq., Ribblesdale, Leigham
Court Road, Streatham, for Vines and Tomalos in pots.

Mr. R. Parker, for Miscellaneous Collection of Plants.

Mr. R. Webb, Calcot, Reading, for Cut Blooms of Rose MarOchal
Niel Rose.

DUBLIN EXHIBITION, 1S72.—GRAND INTER-
NATIONAL ROSE SHOW, to be held in the Grounds of the

Exhibition Palace, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, July 34

and 25. SCHEDULE of PRIZES.
Note.—Trusses to be shown with the leaves and buds as cut from the

tree ; any addition, even of aleaf, will disqualify.

Class Nurserymen.
I.—60 distinctvarieties.onc truss of each, )st Prize, £7:26, £4; 3d, jC^.

J.—48 distinct varieties, three trusses each, isl,£s ; 3d,ii3; 3d.^i 10s.

3.-24 distinct varieties, one truss of each, ist, £i; 2d, £3; 3d, £1.

4.-24 Tea and Noisette, ist, £2 10s. ; 2d, £i los. ; 3d, £1.

5.— 12 New Roses, 1870 and 1871, ist, i;2; zd, ;£i los. ; 3d, j£r.

Garoeners and Amateurs.
6.-36 distinct varieties, one truss of each, 1st, £7 ; 2d, £4 ; 3d, £2.

7.—24 distinct varieties, one truss of each, ist, £2 ! 2d, £2 ;
3d, £1.

8.— 12 Tea and Noisette, ist, £2 los. ; 2d, £1 los. i 3d, 15s.

g.—12 distinct varieties, one truss of each, ist, £1 los. ; 28, £1 ; 3d. los.

10.—Collection of Roses, not generally admissible in any of the above
Classes, 12 and 6 varieties, open for competition to those who
do not employ professed gardeners, ist, £2 ! 2d, £2 ;

3d, £1.

II.—A Table Bouquet of Roses, Vase or Epergne, arranged with Fern
or other leaves at discretion, suitable for dinner-table decora-
tion, 1st, £t 10s. ; 2d, £1 ; 3d, los.

12.—A Hand Bouquet of Roses, arranged with Fern fronds, 1st, £1;
2d, 15s. ; 3d, los.

13.—Hanging Basket for Conservatory, furnished with any varieties

of growing plants, not to exceed 2 feet in diameter, 1st, £1 los. ;

2d, £i ; 3a, los.

14.—New Roses, first, second, and third-class Certificates.

Nurserymen wishing to exhibit Collections, not for competition or

for sale, may do so, on applying and stating the amount of space
required, four days previous to the Show.
No Flowers will be allowed to be sold or removed before the Show

closes, nor will any be admitted after g o'Clock on the day of the Show.
N.B.—All communications to he addressed to EDWARD LEE,

Esq., Duhlin Exhibition.

Queea of Primroses.

PRIMULA JA PON I C A, at reduced prices.

Nice little plants, js. 6d. each.
Fine strong plants, los. 6d. each.

Special quotations by the dozen, hundred, or thousand.
Seed of PRIMULA JAPONICA, that will be quite sure to ger-

minate, of Mr. W. B. 's own saving, is. td. and 2s. 6d. per packet.
WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Establishment for New and Rare

Plants, King's Road, Chelsea. London, S.W.

Choice Flower Seeds, Post Free.

BS. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
• Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Holloway, London, N. Per packet—s. d.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed,
IS. 6d., 2s. 6d., 3s. 6d., and j o

Plants from this Seed have always been awarded First Pri^es
wherever exhibited.

Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,
IS. 6d., 2s. 6d., 3s. 6d., and 5 o

Weatherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA,
IS. bd. , 2J. 6d. ,

3s. 6d. , and 5 o

Wicgins' prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. is. 6d., as 6d., and 3 6
CARNATION, from prize flowers 10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, new scarlet Larkspur ..26
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .. ..10
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest erect varieties 10
HOLLYHOCK, Chatcr's finest varieties .. .. is. and 2 6
PANSY, finest show varieties is. and 2 6
PANSY, finest Belgian varieties is. and 2 6
PICOTEE, choice mixed 10
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize strain .. .. is. and i 6
PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful varieties .. each 2 6

,, ,, mixed 26
EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..26
Dwarf Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-

mended ,. ,.10
SOLANUM HYBRIDUM COMPACTUM .. 2s, 6rf. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress 2S. 6<f. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA.var. Perfection is. 6rf. and 2 6
Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER 10

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Free to London ; Five Casks and upwards to any Station in England
or It; per Cent. Discount.

EPPS'S SELECTED PEAT. —Patronised by the
leading Horticulturists and Amateurs in the three kingdoms.

See testimonials. Packed in 4-bushel barrels, Si. each, inclusive:
selected for Orchids, as. Special offers for Truck-loads for general
purposes. Terms, cash.

PEAT.jAND.and^^OAM STORES, LewJsham. S.E.

BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(registered Trade Mark, " Flying Albatross"), is now ready for

delivery in nuanhly and in fine condition. The best Fertiliser vet
produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contains
21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Salts
of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voelckcr, Dr. Anderson, Professor
Way, Mr. Ogstnn, Mr. Sibson.
Delivered in 2 cwl. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal

bearing the Company's Irade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so
long as the seals remain unbroken.
BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, 20. Billiter Street, E.C.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.

SUMMER EXHIBITION, JULY 10 and 11, 1872.

AWAED OF PRIZES.
MEDIUM GOLD MEDAL.

Mr. J. Ward, Gr, to F. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton, for 30 Greenhouse
Plants in la-in. pots.

Messrs. J, & C. Lee, Nurserymen, Hammersmith, for Group of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants arranged ior elTect.

GOLD MEDAL.

Mr. J. Besler, Nurseryman, Pine-apple Place, for Group of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants arranged for effect.

LARGE SILVER GILT MEDAL.

Mr. J. Ward, for 3 E.xotic Orchids.
Mr. A. Johnson, Savernake Forest, Marlow, Wilts, for Collection ol

Fruit, 8 dishes.

Jliss E. Blair, Bedford Square, for Floral Decorations for a Dinner
Table.

SILVER GILT MEDAL.

Mr. J. Ward, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway,
for 8 Exotic Orchids.

Mrs. Gardener, Park House, Regent's Park, for Floral Decorations
for a Buffet.

Messrs. E. G, Henderson & Son, Wellington Nursery, St. John's
Wood, for Group of Bedding Plants for effect.

Mr. W. L. Buster, St. Mary Cray, Kent, for Floral Decorations
for a Dinner Table,

SMALL SILVER GILT MEDAL.

Mr. Morse, Nurserj-man, Epsom, Surrey, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse
Plants.

Mr. J. Burley, Hereford Road Nurserj'i Bayswater, for 6 Fine Foliage
Plants.

Mr. J. Wheeler, Gr. to S. Philpot, Esq., Stamford Hill, for 8 Exotic
Orchids.

Mr. R. Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, for 12 Hardy
Perennials in flower.

Mr. W. Lynn, Gr. to Lord Boston, Maidenhead, for Collection of
Fruit, 8 dishes.

Mr. Morse, for Group of Stove and Greenhouse Plants arranged for

effect.

LARGE SILVER MEDAL.

Mr. R. Parker, for 6 Fine Foliage Herbaceous Plants,

Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, Nurserymen, Forest Hill, for 9
Phloxes in 13-in. pots.

Mr. R. Richie, Gr. to F. H. Prance, Esq., Frognal, Hampstead, for

8 Caladiums.
Mr. L Ward, for 6 Exotic Ferns.
Mr. B. S. Williams, Holloway, for 6 Exotic Ferns.

Mr. G. Wheeler, for i Pair of Tree Ferns.
Mr. B. S, Williams, for 4 Palms.
Mr, G. Wheeler, for 6 Fuchsias in 13-in, pots.

Mr. J. Call in, Finchley, for 6 Scarlet or Zonal Pelargoniums in Flower.
Mr. H. Little, Twickenham, for 6 Tricolor or Variegated Pelargoniums

in flower.
Mr. J. Stevens, Ealing, for 12 Tricolor or Variegated Pelargoniums

in flower,
Messrs, Ivery& Son, for Collection of Hardy Ferns.

Messrs. Ivcry & Son, for Collection of 12 Hardy Ferns.

Mr. R. B. Cant, Nurseryman, Colchester, for 48 varieties of Cut Roses.
Mr. W, Ingle, Gr. to Mrs. Round, Buck Hall, Colchester, for 24

varieties of Cut Roses.
Mr. R. Webb, Calcot Gardens, Reading, for 24 trusses of Yellow

Roses.
Mr. G. Ward, Bishop Stortford, for Black Grapes, basket not less

than 12 lb.

Mr. J, Craven, New Lodge, Whetstone, for White Grapes, basket not
less than 12 lb.

Miss Hassard, Upper Norwood, for Floral DcciJrations for a Dinner
Table.

Miss E. Harris, Cl.^^cndo^ Park, Salisbury, for Floral Decorations for

a Dinner Table.
MissE. Blair, Russell Square, for Floral Decorations for a Dinner

Table.
Miss Hassard, for Floral Decorations for a Dinner Table.

^Iessrs. Dick RadclifTe & Co., 129, High Holborn, for Floral Decora-
tions for a Window.

Mr. J. Wheeler, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Fine Foliage Plants.

Mr. Kemp, for Group of Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. B, S. Williams, for Collection of Plants.

Mr. Russell, for i Pair of Window Boxes.
Mr. J. Hepper, for a Rustic Standing Basket.

SILVER MEDAL.

Miss E. Harris, for Floral Decorations for a Dinner Table.

Messrs. Gardener, 455, Strand, for Epergne with I'lants, Flowers, and

Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. F. Hill, for 6 Fine Foliage Plants.

Mr. G. Wheeler, for 8 Caladiums.
Mr. J. Wheeler, for 6 Fine Foliage Herbaceous Plants,

Mr. T. S. Ware, for g Phloxes in 12-in. pots.

Mr, J. James, for 12 Hardy Ferns.

Messrs. J. & C. Lee, for 4 Palms.
Miss A. M. Williams, for Hangmg Basket with Growing I'lants.

Mr. J. Mortlock, 204, O.xford Street, for Pair of Window Boxes with
Gro\^'ing Plants.

Mr. W. Cole, Ealing Park, for Rustic Standing Basket.

^iess^s. Wright, Lee, Kent, for 6 Fuchsias.

Mr. J. Weston, 4, South Road, Clapham Park, for 6 Scarlet or Zonal
Pelargoniums.

Mr. T. Welch, for 6 Tricolor Pelargoniums.
^lr. T. Pestridge, for 12 Tricolor Pelargoniums.
Messrs. G. Paul St Son, Cheshunt, for 48 Varieties of Cut Roses
Mr. C. Chard, for 2J Varieties of Cut Roses.
Mr. R. B. Cant, Colchester, for 24 Trusses of Yellow Roses.
Mr. E. Clark, Holmbush House, near Horsliam, for Collection of

Fruit, out-door, (3 dishes.

Mr. M. Walker, for Black Grapes, 12 lb.

Mr. P. Feist, Gr. to R. J, Ashton, Esq,, Bishopsgatc House, near
Staines, for White Grapes, 12 lb.

Mr. W. Cole, for 2 Vines in pots.

Mr. G. Wheeler, for Collection of Foliage and Flowering Plants.

Messrs. Vcitch & Sons, for Collection of Plants.

Mr Richie, for 6 Exotic Ferns.
Mr. Burley, for 6 Exotic Ferns.

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.

Mr. F. Hill, for Collection ofStovcand Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. G. Jackman, Woking Nursery, Surrey, for 6 Clematis in tubs.
Mr. W. Clark, Locksbotiom, Kent, for 4 Dishes of Strawberries.
Mr. Ewart, for Large Fern Case.

LARGE BRONZE MEDAL.

Mrs. Loder, Brentwood, Essex, for Epergne with Cut Flowers, &c.
Miss Hassard, for Epergne with Flowers, &c.
Miss Williams, for Epergne with Cut Flowers, &c.
Mrs. Burley, Brentwood, for Epergne with Cut Flowers, &c.
Mr, J. Carr, Gr. to P. S. Hinds, Esq., Byfleet Lodge, Wcybridgc,

for 8 Caladiums.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Exotic Ferns.
Mr. G. Wheeler, for 6 Fine Foliage Herbaceous Plants.
Mr. W. Kemp, Guildford, for 12 Hardy Ferns.
Mr, J. Carr, for 12 Hardy Ferns.
Mr. J. Burley, Bayswater, for 4 Palms.
Mrs. Radclifie, for Large Fern Case.
Miss Williams, for Small Fern Case.
Messrs. Radcliffe, for Hanging Basket with Growing Plants.
Mr. C. Wood, 21, High Street, Marylebone, for Pair of Window Boxes

with Growing Plants.
Messrs. Radcliffe & Co., for Pair of Window Boxes with Growinf;

Plants.
Messrs. Radcliffe & Co., for Rustic Standing Basket.
Mr. J. Weston, for 5 Fuchsias in pots,
Messrs. E, G. Henderson & Son, for 12 Tricolor and Variegated

Pelargoniums.
Messrs. Wright, Lee, Kent, for 12 Tricolor and Variegated

Pelargoniums.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, for 48 Varieties of Cut Roses.
Mr. J. Skinner, Westerham Hill, for 2i Varieties of Cut Roses.
Messrs. Paul & Sons, for 24 Trusses of Yellow Roses.
Mr. W. Broadbridge, Walton Gardens, Warwick, for Collection ol

Out-door Fruit, 6 dishes.
Mr. T- Bland, The Gaer, Newport, Monmouth, for i Queen Pine-apple.

Mr. W, Lynn, Gr. to Lord Boston, Maidenhead, for i Pine-apple, any
variety.

Mr. H. Siapleton, Spring Grove House, Isleworth, for Black
Grapes, 12 lb.

Mr. M. Walker, for i Dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
Mr. H. Ward, Salisbur>', for i Dish of Black Grapes any other kind.
Mr. J. Craven, for i Dish Muscat Grapes.
Mr. W. Cole, Gr. to J. S. Budgett, Esq., Ealing Park, for i Dish of

Grapes, any other white kind.
Mr. H, Downing, Gr. to T. Gresswell, Esq., Dorking, for a Dishes

of Peaches.
Mr. J. Davey, Bridge Nurserj-, Friern Barnet, for 2 Dishes of

Nectarines.
Mr. J. Smith, Gr. to Earl of Gainsborough, Exton Park, for 4 Dishes

of Strawberries.
Mr. W. Wesker, Wandsworth Common, for 2 Vines in pots.

Mr, J, Carr, for 1 Dish of Water Lemons.
Mr. C.Turner, Nurseryman, Slough, for Collection of Picotces and

Carnations.
Mr. T. S. Ware, Nurseryman, Tottenham, for Collection of Hardy

Cut Blooms.
Mr. Norman, Plumstead, for Collection of Carnations.
Mr. Harvey, for Collection of Pines.

BRONZE MEDAL.

Mr. W. Toomer, Streatham. for 6 Tomatos in pots.

Mr. T. Hepper, The Elms, Acton, for i Queen Pine-apple.

Mr. G. Ward, for i Pine, any other variety.

Mr. H. Stapleton, for i Dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.

Mr. W. Lynn, lor i Dish of Black Grapes, any other kmd.
Mr. W. Kemp, for 2 Dishes of Peaches, distinct.

Mr, H. Holder, for 2 Dishes of Nectarines.
Mr. W. Lynn, for 2 Dishes of Cherries, distinct.

Mr, H. Ward, for 4 Dishes of Strawberries.
Mr. J. Plumridge, for 4 Dishes of Strawberries.

Mr. Harvey, Berks, for 1 Dish of Figs.

Mr. W. Jones, Gr. to Earl Vane, Wynyard Park, for Collection of
Pine-apples,

Miss AViMiams, for Table Bouquet.
Mr. Burley, for Hand Bouquet
Mr, Charcf, for Ball-room Bouquet.
Mr. Radcliffe, for Small Fern Case.
Mr. Feist, for 1 Dish of Muscat Grapes.

CERTIFICATE.

Mr. Harvey, Gr. to P. Wroughlon, Esq., Woolley Park, for t Queen
Pine-apple.

.

Mr. H. Ward, for i Pine-apple, any other kind.

Mr. Berlham, for i Pine-apple, any other kind.

Mr. Chard, for i Green-flcsliea Melon.
Mr. W. Walker, for i Scariet-lleshed Melon.

Mr. Jacques, for i Dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.

Mr. O. Goldsmith, for i Dish of Black Grapes, any other kind.

Mr. Holder, for 2 Dishes of Peaches,
M r. C. Rose, Gr. /The Oaks, Acton, for 2 Dishes of Nectarines.

Mr. Kemp, for 2 Dishes of Nectarines.
Mr. [. Smith, for 2 Dishes of Cherries.

Mr, W. Clarke, for i Dish of Raspberries.

Miss Bayspoole, lor Table Bouq^uct, not tied.

Mrs. Cole, for Hand Bouquet, tied.

Miss Bayspoole, for Ball-room Bouquet.
Mr. Chard, for Bridal Bouquet.
Mr. Hepper, for Hanging Basket with Plants.

Mr, G. Wheeler, for b>pecimcn Fuchsia,
Mr. H. Ward, for Collection of Pineapples.

BOTANICAL CERTIFICATE of MERIT.

Messrs. J. Carter & Co., High Holborn, for Anxclochilus Ortgiesii.

Mr. T. S. Ware, Nurseryman, Tottenham, for Lythrum floccosum.

Mr. T. S. Ware, Nurseryman, Tottenham, for Artemisia species.

Mr. R. Parker, Nurseryman, Tooting, fur Cucuma pctiolata.

Col. C. J. Cox, Fordwich, Kent, for Hymenophyllum species,

B. S. Williams, Upper Holloway, for Dipladenia amcena

B. b. Williams, Upper Hollow.iy, for Gymnogramma grandiccps.

Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, for Erica splcndcns cor.inata.

Messrs, Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, for Erica opulcnta.

Messrs. J. Vcitch & Sons, Chelsea, for Selaginella japonica.

,, ,, ,,
for Croton Youngii.

,, ,, ,,
for Adianium peruvianuin.

,, ,, ,, for Platyccrum alcicorne major,

J, ,, ,,
for DifTcnb-ichia bra /.i lien sis.

,, ,, ,, for Echcveria scaphyll.i,

I, ,, ,, or Tillandsia Zahnii.

„ ,, ,,
for Leptopteris Wilkesiana.

J, ,, ,, for Masdcvallia Harry.^na.

,, ,, ,,
for Lasiandra macrantha lloribunda.

FLORAL CERTIFICATE of MERIT.

Messrs. Paul & Sons, Cheshunt, for Hybrid Pcrpctu.il Rose, S. R, Hole.
Messrs. Paul & Sons, Cheshunt, for Tea Rose, Cheshunt Uybiid.

Mr. Norman, Gr., Crescent Road, Plumstead, for Secdiini; Picotees,

Miss Norman and Chas. Williams.
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Notewortliy Horticulturists and Botanists.

NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORrRAITS of

NOTEWORTHY HORTICt'LTlIRISTS and BO fANISTS
is beintr published in the "0.\RDKNERS' CHRONICLE AND
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already

appeared, and separate Copies (price &/. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application lo the Publisher, viz. :

—

Dr. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S.
W. Wilson Saunders, F.RS.
Rev. M. J. Bhrkeley, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne.
G. F, Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr, Moore, of Glasnevin.
Professor Reichenbach.
Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.

E. T. Lowe, F.R.S.
Tames McNab.
RoHERT Hogg, LL.D.
Tames Bateman, F.R.S.
Berthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.
Hon. Marshall P. Wilder-
John GlU.SON.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden. W.C.

SATURDAY, JULY zo, 1872.

WITH an unanimity which is perfectly sur-

prising, the Press, representing .ill shades
of political opinion, has pronounced a verdict in

favour of Dr. Hooker, and against his superior

ofiticer, Mr. Avrton. No less noteworthy is the

agreement amongst botanists and horticulturists.

It seems to have been admitted that a document
signed by eleven of our foremost men of science

is in itself a sufficient guarantee of the correctness

of the statements therein made. We are delighted

to find that the public is at one with the repre-

sentatives of Science. Men of science, as a
rule, rarely interfere in public affairs ; their

natural tendency is to keep themselves very much
to themselves ; they rarely claim for themselves
the consideration which men of equal eminence
in other departments take as a matter of course.

Here and there we have heard the statement,

and one which cannot be too highly respected,
" We have not heard what the other side has to

say." And we have not. We can only guess
what that will be. When it is made public, we
will tre.at it with the deference and con-
sideration that is its due. In the meantime
we need not hesitate to express our con-
viction that the main principle will be
unaftected. The point which we have endea-
voured to keep prominently before our readers is

this—that any director of a public horticultural

establishment who is responsible for the well-

being of the plants under his care, should also

have full control over the heating apparatus
necessary for the cultivation of those plants.

This is the keystone of the present controversy
as regards the management of the Royal Gar-
dens, Kew. We have not to consider whether
the present Director is, or is not, the most emi-
nent man of science in his particular line of the
day ; we have not to consider whether he and
his father before him have or have not made
Kew what it is—the foremost scientific and most
celebrated public garden of the age ; we have
not to consider whether Dr. Hooker is or is not
a good or a bad administrator ; we have not
t3 consider whether the heating and ventilating

apparatus is or is not the best that could be
devised ; we have not even to consider whether
Mr. Ayrton is or is not as renowned for his

knowledge and insight into horticulture and
botany, as he is for his courtesy and tact. All
these things are beside the question. The ques-
tion for horticulturists is as we have put it. And
we are pleased to find that, substantially, our views
are endorsed by every one who has hitherto ex-

pressed an opinion at all. The hastily summoned
meeting of botanists and horticulturists, the mem-
bers of the various committees of the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society, both in their collective and in

their individual capacities, and the Council of the
Royal Horticultural Society, have virtually given
in their adhesion to this as a matter of principle.

The Royal Botanic Society has also called a
special Council to meet on Saturday to consider
the subject. We cannot pretend of course to

predict the result of their deliberations, but we
shall be surprised if it does not confirm the
principle we have laid down.

In the columns of our contemporary. Nature,
the Memorial addressed to Mr. Gladstone by
eleven leading men of science is printed in full.

It is not necessary for us to do that. The
history of Sir W. Hooker and of Dr. Hooker,
and of their connection with Kew, is too well
known to our readers to render this necessary.
The remainder of the document consists of
reprints of official letters between the Director
and the Treasury and the First Commissioner.
These are the documents which are of so much
importance, they are official documents, which
seem to us incapable of being explained away by
the most ingenious sophist. Doubtless there

may be circumstances as yet unknown to the

outer world which may give a different com-
plexion to some of the statements made. There
m.ay be v.alid reasons assigned for a change, but

we are confident that there can be no excuse for

the conduct of a Minister, whose official ante-

cedents arc of the most unfavourable kind,

towards a man of science and a public servant

whose career, taken as a whole, reflects the

utmost credit on himself and the highest honour
on the British nation. When Mr. Ayrton has

gone to his rest, and ceases to be troublesome,

the fame of the Hookers will be every whit as

bright as it is now, and will continue to be so for

many a generation.

At a meeting of horticulturists and botanists,

held at 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, on
Tuesday, July 16, 1S72, for the purpose of taking

into consiileration the present state of affairs as regards

the MAN.\GEMiiNT of the Royal Gardens, Kew,
James Bateman, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair, the

following resolutions were proposed and carried ;

—

1. Proposed by Professor Bentley, F.L.S., Member
of the Council of the Royal Botanic Society, &c., and
seconded by Andrew Murray, Esq., F.L.S., Member
of the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society ;

—

"That an address of sympathy be forwarded to the

Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew, assuring him of the

desire of this meeting to support him in his directorate,

and begging him in the best interests of science to retain

his appointment pending the settlement of the controversy

between himself and his official superior."

2. Proposed by G. F.Wilson, Esq.. F.R.S., Memberof
the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, and seconded

by Robert Hogg, Esq., LL. D.. F.L.S.:— "That a memo-
rial to Mr. Gladstone be drawn up praymg him to take

immediate steps to place the directorate of Kew upon
such a footing that the public interests may not suffer,

and that the Director may be protected from all unneces-

sary interference in the performance of his duties."

3. Proposed by A. W. Bennett, Esq., B.Sc, seconded
by Alfred Smee, Esq., F.R.S. :

—"That copies of the

memorial be sent to the Right Hon. the Earl of Derby,
Sir JOH.N Lubbock, M.P., and other members of

Parliament."

4. Proposed by Dr. J. L. Stewart, F.L.S., seconded
by W. Paul, Esq., F.R.H.S. :— "That a memorial be

sent to the Councils of the Royal Horticultural and Royal
Botanic Societies, begging them to take such steps as may
seem to them most expedient to support the directorate of

the Royal Gardens, Kew, in the proper management of

that institution as a great scientific and horticultural

establishment.

5. Proposed by Dr. Masters, F.R.S., seconded by
Dr. Trlmen, F.L.S. , "That a committee consisting of

the following gentlemen, with power to add to their num-
bers, be appointed to carry out these resolutions :—James
Bateman, F.R.S. ; G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.

;
Andrew

Murr.ay, F.L.S.
; J. L. Stewart, M.D., F.L.S. ; M. A.

Lawson, M.A. , Professor of Botany in the University of
Oxford ; W. W. Saunders, F.R.S. ; Robert Hogg,
LL.D., F.L.S. ; Robert Bentley, F.L.S., Professor of
Botany in King's College, London ; Shirley Hibberd,
P. Barr ; W. T. T. Dyer, M.A., Professor of Botany,

Roy.al Horticultural Society ; A. W. Bennett, F.L.S.
;

W. Bull, F.L.S.; W. Paul, H. J. Veitch, F.L.S.;
T. Moore, F.L.S.; W. Carruthers, F.R.S.; Alfred

Smee, F.R.S. ; H. Trimen, M.B.
; John Lee, Maxwell

T. Masters, M.D., F.R.S., Hon. Sec.

The following address to the Director of the Royal
Gardens, Kew, was agreed to at the above-named
meeting :

—

" To Dr.']. D. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S., &=€., Director 0/
ttie Royat Gardens, Kew.

" 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W.C,
"July 16, 1872.

" Sir,—On behalf and at the express desire of a meet-
ing of botanists and horticulturists held this day for the

purpose of considering the present state of affairs as

regards the management of the Royal Gardens, Kew, we
beg leave to express to you their most cordial appreciation

of the value of your services to botanical science, and
their deep sympathy with you in your present position.

We recognise with gratitude the success of your father's

and of your own efforts to raise Kew to the pre-

eminence it now holds as a scientific estab-

lishment, the foremost of its kind in the world.

We beg to assure you that it was the unanimous desire

of the meeting to support you by all the means in their

power in the due administration of your important func-

tions, and we venture to request you on their behalf, and
in the best interests of horticultural and botanical science,

to refrain from resigning an office you have filled with so

much benefit to the country, and so much honour to

yourself.—Signed on behalf of the meeting,

"James Bateman, F.R.S., Chairman.
" Maxwell T. Masters, M.D., F.R.S., Hon. Sec."

The following communications were sent to the Right

Hon. W. E. Gladsto.ne, First Lord of the Treasury,

by direction of the committee above mentioned :

—

" TatieRig/itNon.W.E. GLADSTONE, M. P., First Lord
of the Treasury.

" 4r, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W.C,
'

' July 16, 1872.
" Sir,—I have the honour to forward you the enclosed

Memorial, agreed to this day at a meeting of horticul-

turists and botanists, convened for the purpose of con-

sidering the present condition of affairs as regards the

management of the Royal Gardens, Kew.— I have the

honour to be. Sir, your most obedient servant,

"James Bateman, F.R.S., Chairman."

" To the Riglit Hon. W. E. Gladstone, M.P., First Lord
of the Treasury.

" We, the undersigned, being personally interested in

boLany and horticulture, and conscious how intimately the
progress of those branches of knowledge and industry is

connected with the proper administration of the Royal
Gardens, Kew, and of tlie museums and herbaria thereto
belonging, venture to call your attention to the present
unsatisfactory condition of affairs as regards the manage-
ment of th.at establishment.

" We respectfully submit that the system of making
one official responsible for the cultivation of the plants,

and another responsible for the conduct of what repairs

may be requisite in the apparatus used for heating the

houses that contain them, is likely to be in the highest

degree detrimental to the public interest, while the har-

monious co-operation of the officials engaged, and which
is so essential in such a case, can hardly be looked for

under such a system.
" We beg leave respectfully to state our opinion that

the full control over all details of m.an.agement, of what-
ever kind, should be left lo the director.

"We venture to suggest that the Board of Works is not

the most appropriate body to exercise supervision over

such an establishment as Kew, where great scientific

interests are at stake, as well as the instruction and
recreation of the people.

" We would, therefore, respectfully urge upon you the

expediency of placing the directorate of Kew directly

under some other department of the Government. And,
lastly, we would express our hope that you will be pleased

to take such measures as shall in future secure that the

director of a large public establishment shall, if for no
other reason than the respect due to Iiis office, be treated

with fitting consideration.—Signed, on behalf of the

meeting,

"James Bateman, F.R.S., Chairman.
" Maxwell T. Masters, M.D., F.R.S., Hon. .Sec.

"41, Wellington Street, W.C."

At the meeting of the various committees of

the Royal Horticultural .Society on Wednesday,

July 17, 1872, the following members, comprising all

those present (with one dissentient), supported in their

individual capacity the memorial which had been
addressed to the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone by
the meeting above-mentioned ;

—
Scientific Committee.—A. Murr.ay, Esq., F.L.S. ; R.

M'Lachlan, F.L.S.; M. ]. Berkeley, F.L.S.; G. E. Blen-

kins, F.R.C.S.
; ]. H. Gilbert, Ph.D., F.R.S. ; A. Grote,

F.L.S. ; G. F. Wilson, F.R.S. ; M. A. Lawson, M.A..
Professor of Botany in the University of Oxford ; Alfred

W. Bennett, B.Sc. ; W. T. T. Dyer, M..A., Professor of

Botany, R.H.S. ; Ma,xweU T. Masters, M.D., F.R.S.

Floral Committee.—}ohn Denny, M.D., George Eyles,

T. S. Tufnell, Robert Fortune, Charles Noble, WUUam
Wilson, F. Q. Lane, Geo. Baker, And. Henderson,
William Bull, F.L.S. ; R. B. Postans, J.

R. Fernyhough,
F. R. Kinghorn, Jno. Standish, Thos. Moore, F.L.S.

;

Maxwell T. Masters, M.D., F.R.S.
; John Laing. Charles

Turner, Chas. Lee, James Cutbush, C Lidgard, W. B.

Kellock, M.D.
Fruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, F.R.S. ; Robert

Hogg, LL.D.; M. J.
Berkeley, F.L.S.; W. Paul,

Robert Fenn, C Edmonds, George Kemp, iVI.A., Thomas
Perkins, George E. Blenkins, William Earley, John Lee,

Daniel Nash, Peter Barr, George Bogue, James Douglas,

A. F. Barron, Francis N. D.ancer, Henry Webb, John B,

Haigh, Harry Veitch, F.L.S.

The following Memorial to the Premier
respecting the Royal Gardens, Kew, was forwarded

by the Council of the Royal Horticultural
Society on July 17 :

—

" Alemorial of the Council of the Royal Horticultural

Society to the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, M.P.,
First Lord of the Treasury, &'c.

" The Council of the Royal Horticultural Society,

being convinced of th- admirable manner in which the

Royal G.ardens at Kew have been conducted for so many
years by Dr. Hooker, and of the great benefits to horti-

culture and botany which have resulted from his highly

cultivated scientific attainments, venture to hope that Mr.
Gladstone may be able to take such steps as will con-

firm and uphold Dr. Hooker in his present appointment,

and enable him to continue his labours with satisfaction

to himself and advantage to the country.

"W. W. Saunders, F.R.S. (Vice-President),

Chairman."

The following Resolution, proposed by A.
Grote, Esq., F.L.S., and seconded by Dr. Gilbert,
F.R.S., was passed unanimously at a meeting of the

Scientific Committee ofithe Royal Horticultural

Society, South Kensington, W., on July 17 :

—

" That the members of the Scientific Committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society, having regard to the pre-

sent question between Dr. Hooker and Mr. Ayrton,
desire to express their sense of the importance of Dr.

Hooker's efforts to maintain unimpaired the scientific

character of Kew Gardens as an establishment indispens-

able to horticultural and botanical science ; and are

further unanimous in giving their support to the Memorial
which has already been forwarded to Mr. Gladstone.

At a meeting of the Floral Committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society, on Wednesday,

July 17, Dr. Denny in the chair, the following

Resolution was proposed by Mr. Jno. St.a.ndish,

and seconded by Mr. W. Bull, F.L.S. :—
" That the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, without entering into the merits of the question

between Mr. Ayrton and Dr. Hooker, wishes to express

a strong conviction that any person responsible for the

cultivation of plants under gLass should have complete and

undivided control of the heating apparatus.

"
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At a meeting of the Fruit Committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society, G. F. Wilson, Esq.,

F.R S., in the chair, the same resolution as that

adopted by the Floral Committee was passed unani-

mously, having been proposed by Dr. Hogg, F.L.S.,

and seconded by the Rev. G. Kemp.

The Trial of the Heating Apparatus at the

recent exhibition, held in the Aston Lower Grounds,

did not terminate until Saturday week, and it is con-

sequently only within the last few days that the judges

—Mr. H. T. Hassall, Mr. Walter May, and Mr.

Edward Bennett— have given their decisions

;

delay having been occasioned by the tedious nature of

the investigations they were called upon to make.

The task which these gentlemen kindly undertook at

the request of the local committee, was a very labori-

one. The modus operandi adopted by them may be

thus stated :— lOoo feet of 4-inch piping were ranged

in four sections, at an elevation of several feet from the

ground, and connected at one end by transverse

piping, to which branches were attached. Parallel

With this transverse piping were the various boilers,

eich of which in its turn was connected by a branch

with the transverse piping ; but in those cases where

the capacity of a boiler was set down in the certificate

of entry as being only 500 feet, one-half the entire

quantity of piping was shut off by means of a

valve. Access to the heated water was gained by the

insertion, at the outer end of each range of piping, of

vertical wrought-iron tubes, down which highly sensi-

tive ** standard" thermometers, supplied by Messrs.

Joseph Davis & Co., Polytechnic Institution, Regent
Street, London, were passed. The regulations for the

trials have been already published. The following

are the awards made by the judges :

—

The GoM Medal to Messrs. Hartley &: Sugden, of the Atlas

Works, Halifax, for their welded wrought-iron chambered saddle

boiler, with extended water-way.
A Silver Medal to Mr. Benjamin Harlow, Macclesfield,

Cheshire, for the best tubular boiler, and connections in compe-
tition.

A Silver Medal to Mr. Benjamin Harlow for his improve-
ment in joining hot-water pipes.

A Silver Medal tu Messrs. Jones & Rowe, Worcester, for

"The Witloy Court Boiler," as the best on exhibition without
trial.

A Bronze Medal to Mr. Frederick John Mee, Liverpool, for

combination of hollow wrought-iron bars, deadplate, and back,

for attachment to existing saddle boilers,

A Bron;!C Medal to Mr. S. Deard, Harlow, Essex, for his

small " Amateur's Heating Apparatus."

In the communication setting forth these decisions

the judges observe that the trials of the boilers were
conducted under great disadvantages as regards weather

—a circumstance which has rendered it very difficult

to arrive at satisfactory conclusions ; but as some of

the boilers were tried more than once, all have been

dealt justly by. They consider that in any future trials it

will be necessary to house the pipes in some manner to

obviate the difficulties caused by variations of tem-

perature and wet weather. They also recommend
that the conditions to be complied with by exhibitors

should be more precisely and fully laid down ; and
they rdd, in conclusion, that if any of the experience

thjy 1 ave gained will be of any service to the Society,

th:y will, with pleasure, place the same at its

dijpo?aI.

The fact mentioned in our last issue by Mr.
Croucher relative to the Fertilisation of the

Stai'ELIA is exceedingly interesting. The flowers, as

every one knows, stink, and the blow-flies, being

decei\ed, deposit their eggs amongst the hairs of the

flowers. The eggs in due time are hatched, and the

maggots in search of food force the pollen downwards
to the stigma, and so set the flower. Are the flies

necessarily " deceived ? " May not the young maggots
really get some of the aliment they require from the

Stapelias ?

M. Delpino proposes to divide the great

group of Composites into two, according as their

pollen is conveyed by winds or by insects ! He even
proposes new arrangements of genera, according to the

degrees of facility afforded by particular forms of

inflorescence for the dispersion of the pollen ! The adop-
tion of this wild principle would tend to separate plants

the most nearly allied by structural characters. It is

not one point or one set of characters that should be

looked to in classifying plants, but all the characters

that are available ; and these should be judiciously

used, according to a proper estimate of their relative

value. In those Composites where the pollen is dis-

persed by the agency of the wind the ray-florets are

inconspicuous, or their ligules are not formed ; and
moreover, no honey is formed at the base of the flower,

hence there is no attraction for insects to visit the

flower,

Prince Arthur is to visit Leeds about the
middle of September for the purpose of representing
the Queen at the opening of the Roundhay Tark
as a public recreation ground for that borougli.
This park is situated two mile.s and a half from
the centre of the town, and formerly was the
family demesne of a Mr. Nicholson

; but owing
to circumstances the estate was offered for sale
by order of the Court of Chancery. At the sale,
which was by public auction, the Mayor and three
other gentleman undertook to buy the property form-

ing the original park and the adjacent land which
would be indispensable to the convenience of a park or

recreation ground for a population of 270,000, Lot

19, which was nearest to Leeds, and contained 601

acres, was knocked down to them for ^"107,000, and

lot 20, which comprised 172 acres, for /^32,ooo. The
price was, therefore, something short o\ £^2O0 an acre

;

but the Corporation, who immediately after the pur-

chase by the Mayor and his colleagues agreed to apply

for Parliamentary powers to take the purcha.se out of

the hands of these four gentleman, intend to recoup

themselves to a certain extent by selling for building

purposes some of the land {374 acres), which it is cal-

culated will produce ;i^i 12,000 towards the original

cost. On the estate is a fine mansion, which can be

adapted for a museum, and there are two very fine

sheets of water, together with an imposing cascade,

an Ivy-mantled tower, luxurious gardens, and shady
retreats in abundance,

A short time since, Messrs. Milligan & Kerr,
nurserymen, of Dumfries, enclosed us two flowers of a

seedling Calceolaria, which are represented in the

accompanying cut (fig. 226). We learn that all the

flowers on the plant were similar to those figured.

There are clearly two flowers united together by their

peduncles. In the specimen sent all the organs were

perfect, and arranged in the usual way ; but the union

had been effected in such a manner that the correspond-

ing surfaces of the two flowers looked in opposite

directions, the "upper" surface of one flower being

directed upwards, as usual, while the corresponding

surface of its fellow flower was directed downwards,
Synanthy, or the union of two flowers, is common
enough, and generally arises from an arrest of develop-

ment, in consequence of which the peduncles, which

Fig. 226.—ABNORMAL FLOWER OF CALCEOLARIA.

should become separated, remain " inseparate,'* and the

union often involves manifold changes in the flowers

themselves, from pressure and unequal growth ; but we
do not see clearly at present the explanation of the

reversed position of the flowers before us. There is no
sign of twisting in the stalk to account for it. Two
flowers on one stalk may arise not only from synanthy,

but also from a splitting or forking of the growing
point at a very early stage ; but, supposing our '* two-

headed Nightingale "-like Calceolaria to have origi-

nated in that wise, we still fail to account for the

twist.

Mr, Glaisher remarks on the State of the

Weather, during the week ending July 13 :—In the

vicinity of London the reading of the barometer at the

beginning of the week at sea level was 29. 77 inches;

the readings decreased slightly till the evening of the

7th, but by the evening of the 8th the values had in-

creased to 29.89; on the 9th a slight fall occurred

followed by a rise, which continued, with sliglit oscilla-

tions, till the evening of the I2th, when 29.95 was regis-

tered ; on the 13th the values decreased to 29.82 inches.

The mean reading for the week was 29.87, and was
below the average to the mean amount of 0,32 inch

The highest temperatures by day were all above 70°,

and on the 7th and the llth were, respectively, 81
4°

and 80°. The lowest temperatures by night varied

between 49*. 5 on the loth, and 59* on the 12th, the

mean being about 56^". The mean daily temperatures

of the air were above the average throughout the week,
with the exceptions of the Sth, 9th, and 13th, the

departures in defect on those days being 1°. 2, 1°. 7, and
4°. 3. The sky was generally cloudy ; the direction of

the wind generally south-west, though occasionally

changing to east and south ; the pressures were gene-

rally light, and on the 13th the air was nearly calm.

Rain fell on the 9th, iilh, and 13th, the amount
measured being nearly three-quarters of an inch, of

which nearly half an inch fell on the llth. A heavy
thunderstorm occurred on the ilth, commencing

shortly after 8 p.m., very frequent flashes of lightning,

accompanied by almost continuous peals of thunder,

prevailed between 8.45 and 9.15 p.m. Rain com-
menced falling shortly after 9 P.M., and poured down
in torrents for some time.

In England the extreme high day temperatures
ranged between 824° at Norwich, and 66° at New-
castle-on-Tyne, the general average over the country
being 76° nearly. The extreme low night tempe-
ratures varied from 50^° at Norwich, to 43° at Not-
tingham and Eccles, with a general average of 46.^°.

The range of temperature in the week varied from
39° at Nottingham, to 195" at Liverpool. The mean
high temperatures observed by day, ranged between
75^° at Blackheath, and 64° at Newcastle-on-Tyne,
the general average being 71° nearly. The mean low
temperatures observed by night, varied from 56° at

Bradford, to 494° at Newcastle-on-Tyne, The mean
daily range of temperature in the week was as great as
22° at Blackheath, and as low as up at Liverpool.
The mean temperature for the week was 604°, the highest

being at Nottingham, 63"^ nearly, and the lowest at

Newcastle-on-Tyne, 55" nearly. Rain fell on every
day in the week at Nottingham and Liverpool, and on
five or six days at most places, the greatest fall being
at Eccles, 54 inches, and the least at Blackheath,

\ inch. Thunderstorms were again very prevalent over
the country during the week. During these storms
rain fell very heavily; at Wolverhampton, 1.2 inch
was measured on the nth ; at Leicester more than an
inch fell in half an hour ; at Nottingham, on the 12th,

in 15 minutes, more than half an inch of rain fell,

accompanied by continuous lightning ; and at Sheffield

on the nth, Liverpool on the 7th, and Leeds and
Hull on the 12th, more than an inch was measured.
But all these amounts were exceeded by the fall at

Eccles, where the amounts on the last three days were
respectively 0.91 inch, 2.2 inches, and 1.17 inch.

In Scotland, the highest temperatures by day varied

from 74° at Paisley to 66° at Aberdeen, the general

average over the country being 69^°. The lowest

temperatures at night varied between 52" at Aberdeen
and 41^° at Paisley, with a general average of 46%
nearly. The highest mean temperature was 56^°, at

Glasgow, and the least, 55° nearly, at Leilh, the

average temperature for the week being 55*. 5, Rain
fell heavily at Glasgow and Edinburgh, the amounts
measured at these places being 3.2 inches and 2. i inches

respectively. The least fall was 7-1 oths of an inch, at

Paisley, and the average fall i| inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 72°, the

lowest 43°, the mean 56^°, and the rainfall nearly

half an inch.

We have received from the Secretary of the
Birmingham Botanical and Horticultural
Society a protest against an alleged statement that

the Society in question had thrown every obstacle in

the way of the Royal Horticultural Society in the case

of the late meeting at Birmingham. Although to some
extent we sympathise with the Botanic Society, we see

little use in mooting the matter now after the event.

We therefore confine ourselves to reprinting the follow-

ing correspondence :—
(Blakemore to Richards.)

" November 20, 1871.
" This Society {Botanic of Birmingham) has been in

existence 40 years, and is supported by the subscriptions

and donations of the inhabitants of the neighbourhood,
and by periodical exhibitions of plants and fruit.

"The subscriptions yearly amount to /"1000, and re-

cently j^20oo has been receved in donations tor the erection

of additional greenhouses, &c. The Society has for some
time subscribed to the Royal Horticultural Society, and in

your publications is constantly named as being ' in union
'

with it ; will you kindly inform me why this Society has to

learn, in the first instance from the newspapers, that the

Royal Horticultural Society intends to hold a show at

Birmingham next year ; why no official communication has
been received from your Council, and why no inquiry has

been made as to whether the time of holding the Koyal
Society's show will or will not clash withthe time at which

the periodical summer exhibition of this Society is held ?
"

(Richards to Blakemore.)
" November 23, 1871.

" I am directed to acknowledge receipt of your letter of

the 20th inst., and in reply to the inquiries contained there-

in to inform you that, pending certain negotiations, it

was premature for the Council of this Society to officially

inform your Society of their intended visit to Birmingham.
Certain newspapers, it would appear, do not think it

necessary to wait for such settlements to be made, hence
their notice comes out prior to my letter to you on the

14th inst.

" I am to remark that, as in all other cases, the Society

received an invitation to visit Birmingham. The Council
were surprised that the invitation did not contain the

names of your committee amongst the numerous influential

ones appended to that document.
" The reason ' no inquiry has been made as to whether

the time of holding the Royal Horticultural Show will or

will not clash with the time at which the periodical summer
cxhibitifln of your Society is held,' is, that no time has at

present been fixed by us ; and, further, thiit, in answer to

my mquiry for your dates of meetings to guide us in our
decision, I am told that ' your committee h.ivc not as yet

instructed you to give the information.' I would suggest,

if \\\'. arc to receive (as I expressed a hope we miglit, in

my letter of the 14th) your Society's co-operation and
assistance, the sooner your committee do instruct you to

give us the dates of your meetings, the less chance there

will be of any clashing of interests."
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(Ri.aki:mi'Ki: to Richards.)
" December 7, 1871.

"
.'Xt the usual monthly meeting of the committee of

this Society, held vesterdav. I was unavoidably absent,

but copies of my letters of November 13 and 20 to you.

and vour replies of November 14 and 23, were placed

before the meeting, and were duly considered, and the

foUowmg resolution was passed :
—

" That in the opinion of this committee the Royal

(Horticultural) Society has been wanting in courtesy, m
arranging (or their provincial show, to be held at the

Aston Lower Grounds, without consulting this Society in

the matter, particularly having regard to its " union " with

the Royal (Horticultural), its long standing, its impoi;tant

position as a scientific institution, and the comparatively

unscientific character of the display generally at the Aston

Lower Grounds ; that under these circumstances, and

without a knowledge of the nature of the arrangements

between the Royal (Horticultural) Society and the pro-

prietor of the Lower Grounds, Aston, the committee of

this Society must decline to co-operate with the Royal

{HorticulturaljSociety in the arrange-

ments for the forthcoming show ; and
that a copy of this resolution be
sent to the Royal (Horticultural)

Society."

(Richards to Blak.i;moke.)
" December 9, 1871.

*' I am in receipt of your letter of
the 7th, containing the resolution of

your committee relative to this So-
ciety's visit to Birmingham."

The Knight of Kerrv
writes as follows to the/^V/t/, from
Valentia, Ireland :

—

"I live in a stormy climate on
the edge of the ocean (which, how-
ever, I do not admit to be ' melan-
choly'), and although my kitchen

garden is surrounded with a semi-
circular wall of some ri feet, I need
interior shelter, and this is altogether

provided byHedgks of the Fuchsia
RiCCARTONi, which are made by
branches cut or broken into bits of
any size j-ou please, and stuck into

the ground close together in a line.

This affords very fair shelter the
second year, and from that time
forward the only difficulty is to keep
your hedge within bounds. The
beauty of these hedges at this time
of year is extraordinary, and they
are so self-sheltering, and our
climate is so mild in winter, that

they hold the leaf for a very great
proportion of the year. As to size,

I have one tree of Riccartoni, planted

in my flower garden in the autumn
of 1854, on which no care has
been bestowed. It would have
been much larger than it is now if

it had not been for some years
cut back at one side Irom a gravel

walk. For the last five years

I have let it have its own way, and
allowed it to overrun gravel walks
and riband borders, and each year
have had its measure carefully taken
and recorded by witnesses. In 1870
its circumference, measured with a
line round the extreme tips of the
branches, was 107 feet 7 inches ; last

year it reached 115 feet, and I ven-
ture to say that this year it will con-
siderably exceed 120 feet. I do not
think it is more than 13 feet or
14 feet high. We have many much
taller growing among trees in shel-

tered situations. In a year or two it

will reach the main walk of my
garden, which cannot be allowed to

be closed ; so I propose to arch over
the walk with a trellis, over which I

expect the Fuchsia will gradually
grow, leaving a passage clear un- FlG,
derneath. After that it will meet
nothing to check it till some few
yards further on it will reach a low
cliff, which forms the shore of the
harbour, and then I must leave it

to settle its ' Alabama question ' with the ocean
aforesaid."'

I

herbarium, as well as the descriptions and summaries
j

long white hairs; sterile filament included, bearded
' given by Trof. Asa Gray, who has made a special study : on one side \vith straight hairs. Ovary glabrous,

of this genus (Troc. Amer. Acad. vi. p. 56), we are quite

unable to fix on anything like definite characters to

separate one form from another. In one situation

and under like circumstances the forms may perhaps

be const xn% so that collectors getting one or other of

them may not unnaturally believe in their respective

distinctness. It is only when one sees a suite of

authentically named specimens from various localities,

and .ompares them with the published descriptions,

that the difficulty aforesaid becomes obvious. In sup-

port of our remarks we may state tliat the plant as

exhibited by Messrs, Veitch had a quite different

" habit" from what Mr. Robinson desciibes it to have

had in the wild state. As the form in question will pro-

bably prove tolerably constant under cultivation, and

amply merits a garden name, we propose to call it

Robinson's Pentstemon, but we do not venture to de-

scribe it as a permanent natural variety of P. Menziesii.

New Garden Plants.
ar. ROBINSONI,

oblong, 2-celled ; ovules very numerous, attached to

an axile placenta ; style glabrous, as long or longer

than the stamens. From P. Menziesii, var. 3 of A.

Gray, it differs in the form of the leaf and in the size

of the corolla. P. Newberryana, gathered by Lobb
in California, is very much like our [»lant, but has

smaller flowers. P. Scouleri has linear leaves, aaJ,

larger flowers than Mr. Robinson's plant.

Mr. Kobinson has kindly furnished us with the

following particulars relating to the wild state of the

plant as seen by him :
—

" I found it on the upper parts of the Californian Sierra,

growing abundantly in low and very neat tufts or little

bushes, about 3 inches high and 4 to 6 through. These
were associated with the dwarf Phloxes, which form such

a large portion of the alpine vegetation of the Sierras,

and some of which we so much admire in our rock gardens

and borders. The plants were thickly dotted over with

the dried tlovver-stcms, proving them
very free bloomers. These alpine

Pentstemons ought to lend a very

charming feature to our rock gar-

dens. They will grow freely in sandy
or gritty soil ; they inhabit places

where there are biting frosts in

autumn, before the snow falls, and
are all the winter deeply covered

with it. They are, without doubt,

as hardy as the mountain Phloxes."

M. T. M.

Oncidium ALCICORNE, «. Sp.

Pseudobulbis oblongis subcompressis
diphyllis ; foliis cunealo-ligiilatis acutU,

panicula expansa divaricata polycladia ;

sepalis oblongis obtuse acutis, latera-

libtis angustioribiis ; tepalis ungiiicu-

lato oblongo-hastatis acutis; labello

basi utrinquc posticearea verruculosa :

laciniis basilaribus oblongis rctrorsis,

isthmo ligulalo clongato, apicc bifido ;

laciniis anguste oblongis contiguis ;

callo depresso utrinque bi sell tridac-

tylo, calio tridentato interjecto in disco

inter hos callos, dente inlermedio

nunc porrecto ; columna recurva, ali^

ligulalis apice dilatalo bifidis ; laciniis

nunc plurifidis ; roslello ornithorrhyn-

cho, tabula infrastigmatica porrecta

quadra ta.

This is the plant allied to Onci-

dium pyramidale (Ldl.), which I

alluded to when describing the

Oncidium ochthodes. It has ob-

long blunt ancipitous pseudo-

bulbs, ligulate acute leaves, and,

according to what Mr. Wilson

Saunders writes, a much branched

panicle of 29 inches. The flowers

are like those of Oncidium pyra-

midale, yellow, with very pallid

streaks on all parts. The won-
derfully bent column bears very

interesting wings, which may be

compared to the antlers of an elk.

The rostellar process forms a very

long beak. The plant comes from

inexhaustible New Grenada, where
it was discovered and sent by the

lamented Mr. Bowmann, who ap-

pears to have been an uncommonly
good collector. It has recently

flowered in the rich collection of

W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.

Odontoglossum stenochilum,
Li/id. Rchb.f.

Sepalis cuneato-lanceis aciiminatis cris-

pis, tepalis cuneato-oblongis acuminatis
crispis, labello oblongo-ligulato acuto ;

hypoehilii laleribus erecils integris.

anlice serratis apice abruptis, inter-

posito callo mediocri IlguUlo obtuso,

anterius callo tridentato ; epichilio

lineai-i-ligulato acuto ; columna clavatri

medio angulata, alula parva triangula

addita utrinque,

A curious species in the way of

O. pardinum, Lindl., with deep

yellow flowers, green outside in

the middle lobe, covered with

Our woodcut (fig. 227) was unfortunately made from i numerous beautiful dark brown spots. Lip yellow,

an imperfect specimen, and by no means does justice to I the hypochil with a few small brown dots, the long

the beauty of the plant. We subjoin a brief description, anterior part with numerous dark brown bars and

taken from the Hfe :—Plant suffruticose, erect, pyra- ' spots. Column whitish, brown at its apex, and with

midal. Branches ascending, terete, glabrous. Lower a few small brown spots under the stigmatic hollow.
" 'at

.—ROBINSON S PENTSTEMON : P. MENZIESII, VAR.

Flower laid open, twice real size; d, Longitudinal section through calyx and ovary, twice

real size ; c. Anther, further enlarged ; d. Sketch showing habit.

Probably discovered by Mi
Director Linden's in March,

Wallis ; it flowered

1S72. //. G. Kchb.f.
Pentstemon Menziesii, Hook.,

Mast. ; vide infra.

At one of the meetings of the Royal Horticultural

Society held this spring, Messrs. Veitch exhibited a

Pentstemon, which at once attracted attention from its

great beauty. The plant in question was collected by
Mr. Wm. Robinson, on the upper parts of the Cali-

fornian Sierra. On examining it with a view to

determine its botanical affinities, we found it impossible

to separate it specifically from P. Menziesii, a native of

the Rocky Mountains of British America, and extend-

ing southwards to Oregon and California, varying

exceedingly according to the height at which it grows,
and other conditions. Numerous varieties have been 1 wnin: iiairs. oLauicus luui, icnuc, cAstiucu, tii3cp*ia,Lc . -, , •»!,:„ *t,„ i^^t- -,%» .,„««. ,^„a ^,-^ r^^„ ^\rr^^^*

described sometimes as distinct species, such as P.
!
from the base of the corolla-tube for a short distance,

introduced withm the last 20 years, and «e may almost

Scouleri, P. Newberryana, P. Lyallii, &c. ; but from an , afterwards free ; anther cells ovate, divergent at the • ^ papg^ read befcrc the HoriicuUunil Congress at Bimiing-
inspection of the very numerous specimens in the Kew I base, dehiscent longitudinally, densely covered with h.im. on June 27, 1872.

leaves not seen ; upper leaves glabrous, somewhat
fleshy, some roundish, others ovate acute, subsessile,

sernilate. Cymes racemose, erect, many-flowered,

secund. Peduncles about half the length of the floral

leaves, bibracteate, bracts leafy, linear-lanceolate.

Calyx about the length of the peduncle, like the bracts

studded with stalked glandular hairs. Sepals lanceolate

acuminate, scarcely half an inch long. Corolla an

inch long, pinkish-violet, irregularly funnel-shaped ; ,

1 ' * „
tube curbed, compressed from side to side ; limb

f''^'''^ ''TT^
2-lipped- upper lip oblong, ^Hvided by a shal- ^^^^\^ f^^^^j ^^^^j^g ^eds of separate kinds of
low notch into two rounded lobes, lower lip con- 1 c . r. 9 ^

BEDDING-OUT.*
I WAS going to have begun this paper with a short

history of the bedding-out system, but the time allotted

for each paper would hardly be sufficient to give any
that would be of interest to my

hearers. Suffice it to say, that though in some few

•ex, 3-lobed, lobes oblong, entire, palate bearded with '

^°TV'^f^Tl T"'
2° years ago, yet it may

white hairs. Stamens four, fertile, exserted.inseparate
fa.rly.be stated that as a general custom .t has been
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date its advent into popular notice from the days of the

first introduction of Tom Thumb Geranium and Purple

King Verbena.
However, my object to-day is to defend the system

against its present detractors, as I think nothing in the

history of gardening has tended so much to spread the

love of rtowers and to make gardening popular amongst
so many people as this plan which so rapidly sprung

up into favour ; so that we may safely say there are

thousands of plants used now where previously they

might be counted by hundreds and tens, and hundreds

of gardens are gay now during the summer months
where previously a few untidy borders of neglected

perennials existed. Tiiis spread of the bedding-out

system—of planting out, that is to say, plants in refer-

ence to their colour, habit of growth, form, and
choosing plants that are most persistent in their bloom,

instead of merely planting mixed borders indiscrimi-

nately—has done more to create and establish

a love of plants than all the other systems which

preceded it.

Now, it is very easy to find fault with bedding-out ;

it is very easy to say it is vulgar, and that it is a mere
massing of gorgeous colours—a heap of scarlet Gera-

niums here, and a lot of yellow Calceolarias there ; it

is very easy to say that it is causing persons to neglect

the old perennials, alpine plants, flowering shrubs,

and so on. It is always, I think, more easy to find

fault than it is to give judicious praise. Take an
amateur, for instance, through a picture-gallery, who
thinks himself a good judge of painting, and how much
oftener you will find him criticising the faults than

stopping to admire the beauties. He will say, " Oh,
there is too bright a green here, too glaring a red

there, a want of half-tones in this, a deficiency in high

lights in that, and so on perhaps through every picture

in the Royal Academy, never stopping to point out the

beauties, but criticising any defect, or perhaps damning
a really fine picture with faint praise. And so I think

it is much the case with bedding-out. It is much
easier to point out defects than it is to praise what is

good; it is easier to give a sweeping condemnation
of the whole system than to show what is right and
what is wrong, and to discriminate between what is

worthy of imitation and what is to be avoided.

Now, I am not going in this paper to enter upon a

general and indiscriminate defence of the whole
system, but I want to show that there is no wisdom in

condemning it merely because in many instances it is

done without either taste or refinement. I think every

nobleman, gentleman, or amateur who cares about a

garden should not only have his garden for spring and
summer bedding plants, but also an herbaceous and
perennial border (which should have a background of

shrubs) ; a rosery, an alpine rockery, and a place for

growing Ferns ; but I would not mix them up together

where it could be avoided, as they are much better

kept separate and distinct. An herbaceous border can

never be made to look in harmony with highly

dressed ground, nor does it look well in front of the

windows of a house ; and for these reasons, if for no
other, I would not mix up the two together, but

endeavour to keep the garden near to the house for

spring and summer plants.

I also wish to point out that to carry out the bed-

ding system well, to make a garden not only gay and
rich in colouring through all the summer months, but

interesting and instructive, not only to those who grow
or own the plants, but to all who see it, is by no means
an easy thing, and requires not only taste and judg-

ment and a knowledge of the habits of plants, but also

skill in the harmony of form and colour. Nor do I,

again, think that it is wise, when we know how much
bedding-out has done to make gardening popular

:

when we see our public parks in London and other large

towns appreciated by so many of the lower orders,

and principally, I affirm, because they can now see in

grent perfection som.e of the most beautiful objects of

God's world—flowers, which they never would have
seen had it not been for the spread of the system of

planting-out the beds afresh every year ; because the

old herbaceous and perennial plants, of which there is

so much talk now, could never have lived year after

year amid the smoke and dust of our great towns

—

when, I say, we find that this system gives so much
pleasure, and that of the purest kind, to the work-
ing classes, I do not think it wise to raise this

present outcry against bedding-out, on the score of its

being vulgar and gaudy.

What I think has tended to give some persons a
distaste to bedding-out is that many people who have
not proper appliances and means to boot adopt the

system, and make the interest of their garden entirely

depend on the summer bedding, when, at the best, it

is only a makeshift with them. I will not speak now
of spring or winter bedding-out, the fu'st of which I

can highly recommend to those who have the proper
means and amount of space to give over to it, and
which, to a certain extent, can always be made to work
well with summer bedding-out, even where the whole
garden is not devoted to it. With regard to the latter,

it has never yet given me the least pleasure when I
have seen it. Winter is such a dreary time in a
garden—with snow and frost, damp grass and wet
walks, and dull and dark weather—that it is hardly
worth whileto fdlbeds with evergreens or coloured Kales,
and make patterns, as some do, with broken spar and
brick and gravel an dashes, and all that kind of—well

to use a strong word—rubbish. There is no growth
to watch, no changes to take place, no interest

to keep up. When once you have seen a winter garden

there is no variation, unless it may be a little more or

less snow, or a little more or less slush ; so that I think

one fault which is found with the bedding-out system

—that the beds are empty during the winter—is com-
paratively a trifling one, because, if the form or plan of

the beds is good, and if they are properly dug over and
kept tidy, they do not look in the least out of harmony
with the general aspect of the winter months ; more-
over, if a certain amount of hardy edging plants are

used, especially in the larger beds, in the general

planting-out in the summer, such as variegated Arabis,

Golden Feather Pyrethrum, variegated Periwinkle,

Cerastium tomentosum, Coprosma, iS:c., these beds will

always have a good deal of colour, and these edgings

can, to a great degree, be made permanent.
I will not, however, take up your time with more

observations upon winter or spring gardening—the

latter would require a paper to itself. I will confine

what few remarks I have to make to summer bedding-

out only.

I have already said that summer bedding-out has

often got into disrepute because so many undertake it

without proper appliances ; and that is not only the

case with those who have only small gardens and no

glass, but also in large places where bedding-out has,

as it were, been superadded to the existing state of

things, and gardeners to noblemen and country gentle-

men have to supply thousands of bedding-out plants

without any additional means being given them. This

is, perhaps, one of the worst features of what I call

the makeshift system. Plants have to be housed

during the winter how and where they can,

not according to the requirements of the plants,

but according to the means at a gardener's dis-

posal ; and the plants are reckoned at bedding-out

time not by their quality but by their quantity. It is

no uncommon thing to hear one garden compared
with another merely by the number of plants that

are put out. "Oh! my Lord A 's garden

must be better than Mr. B 's garden, because

his head gardener plants out 100,000 Geraniums,

while Mr. B has only a few hundreds ; whereas

Mr. B 's few hundreds, if carefully grown in houses

suited for their winter growth, not crowded together in

boxes or in cutting pans, or stuffed under the stages of

vineries, or eking out a miserable existence in cold

frames protected with mats and straw, but grown with

plenty of light and air and heat and moisture, put

into separate pots, properly pinched back, and, in

other words, looked after and tended during their

growth—these plants, few though they may be, will be

far more worthy of being called bedding plants than

the thousands belonging to Lord A or the Duke
of C , if only grown on the makeshift principle.

Another great fault, too, in many large gardens is that

there is not sufficient variety of plants used—three or

four different sorts of flowering Zonals, many thousands

of each kind being grown ; a few thousand Tricolors or

white variegated ; two kinds, perhaps, of Calceolaria
;

one kind of Lobelia, and so on. The selections may
be good, perhaps, of their kind, but when they are

grown by the thousand it becomes monotonous, and

the eye tires of seeing large beds of the same kind

repeated over and over again. There is no interest.

When once one has seen a bed of 500 Tom Thumb
Geraniums, or 500 Mrs. Pollock, one does not very

much care to see it again, unless it may be at

a certain interval of time, to see how much they have

grown.
I do not always blame the gardener, because many

employers see great masses of flowers and plants,

reckoned, perhaps, by tens of thousands, in other

gentlemen's and noblemen's gardens, and then they

expect their gardener to do the same, without giving

proper houses or additional hands, or even giving him
liberty to buy new plants ; so that they have to go on

increasing their stock every year from the old sorts
;

and perhaps every year being ambitious to bed out a

greater breadth of ground, the plants at bedding-out

time each year, instead of being better, are rather

worse. What is the result ? Why, the beds are not

properly filled at first. Plants that have been drawn
up in vineries or crammed in boxes in cold pits do

not recover till nearly half the season is over, and

instead of the garden being gay and interesting from the

first day it is planted, it is often many weeks before

there is any effect produced. It is not, however,

only in large gardens, as I have said before, that we
find this evil ; any one who attempts to rely entirely,

in small gardens, on what are usually called bedding-

out plants, without proper means at his disposal, and

neglects other plants on that account, is bringing the

bedding-out system into disrepute quite as much as the

man who beds out his thousands irrespective of their

quality. He had far better do his be^t with peren-

nials carefully attended to, such as Phloxes and Pent-

stemons and Pansies, Carnations, iScc, and then put in

a few Garaniums tender annuals, and other things

amongst his other plants, in order to add variety and
interest.

You will see, then, I am an advocate for those who
wish to carry out the system of bedding-out to the

greatest advantage, to erect suitable houses, and to

take as much piins in the winter management of them
as they would with plants which they grow to orna-

ment their conservatories or stoves ; and where this

cannot be done, it is far better to reduce the number
of plants, and to see that those which are put out are

not only good sorts but good plants, rather than to

plant out too many.
Now comes an important point, and that is the

general management of the planting itself. First of

all, let every one have a plan of his garden on paper.

Let every gardener note down from time to time during
each season the habit, and growth, and colour of each

of the different kinds of plants he grows, and then

make up his mind as early as he can how he will plant his

garden next year, so as to put in a sufficient stock of each

kind required for the diflerent beds, and avoid having

to spoil a particular combination of colouring by
falling short of some plants while they are overstocked

with others. Next, I would warn gardeners against

too great a use of primary colours, such as scarlets and
yellows. Let them try and get as great a variety in

different shades of colour as they can. If, for instance,

in a long bank, the bank be divided into a number of
beds, instead of repeating the same kind of scarlet

Geranium, or pink Geranium, as the case may be,

it is far better to use different kinds, so as to avoid
too much repetition, and to be able to compare one
kind of scarlet with another, or one kind of pink or

crimson with another. Use also a good deal of sofc

colours and neutral tints, such as Ageratum, Purple
King Verbena, Geraniums of the Amy Hogg, Violet

Hill, and Lady Kirkland stamp. Avoid the use of

large beds as much as possible, especially large beds

of primary colours ; take care not to plant the centre

beds of your garden with such things as Tom Thumb
Geranium or yellow Calceolaria, so as to attract the

eye from the outer beds ; be careful about the use of

white, though perhaps there is less need to warn
against this, as there are so few white flowers, but it is

as well not to overdo white variegation. A garden

should be much like a good carpet in a room—rich and
harmonious, pleasant for the eye to dwell on, not

going into violent contrasts or glaring colours, or

having too conspicuous a pattern ; and the effect ought

to be produced as much as possible by means of flower-

ing plants, and not mere variegated or ornamental-

foliaged plants, though these plants ought to be used

in order to give diversity and difference of form, and
some of the variegated plants, as tricolored and bi-

coloured Geraniums, are especially useful in separating

one primary colour from another. A garden, we ought

to remember, ought not only to be beautiful but it

ought to be interesting, and mixed beds of Verbenas ;

and trial beds where one kind of plant can be com-
pared with another, will always add to the interest of

a garden, and I know hardly any bed so beautiful of

itself as a well-grown bed of mixed Verbenas,

I have said nothing as yet about the plan of the

flower garden or beds themselves, but I would add a

garden for bedded-out plants ought to be rather formal

and of the geometrical order for the proper harmony of

colouring in bedding. The beds, also, should form a

good pattern of themselves, not be merely so many
forms cut out of grass or laid out on gravel, but should

be separated from each other by a nearly uniform

breadth of walk, and none of the beds ought to be too

big for the others, so as to dwarf the rest by compari-

son. Each bed should also be of a good shape of

itself, avoiding points and angles, and unnecessary

twists and curves, and avoiding all unnecessary

attempts at elaborate design, so as to make the flowers

the secondary point. A flower garden ought essen-

tially to be a flower garden ; not so much Box and
gravel, not so many yards of tile and coloured paths,

with statues, and vases, and grotesque figures, &c.,

but flowering plants should be the predominant

feature.

Time warns me to conclude. I would only add, my
object in making these remarks is to stand up in

defence of a system which has done so much for horti-

culture, and to ask gardeners to help to defend it by
being still more careful about the quality of plants they

bed out, and the manner in which they are grouped.

I do not wish to interfere with those who prefer

herbaceous borders, and an attempt to grow plants in

what they call a more natural rather than a formal

manner ; but as all dressed ground round houses must

necessarily be more or less formal, as the mere lacf of

mowing a lawn and forming walks and beds prcvcnU
the adoption of flowers au naliirel^ it seems to xm
rather hard to condemn the taste of those who prefer

to see their gardens planted with Geraniums, Verbenas,

Ageratums, Calceolarias, Lobelias, and other plants of

a like nature, which have proved elfeclive in combina-

tion, and more durable and more manageable than the

old herbaceous borders. No doubt it is my want of

taste, but I have never seen an herbaceous border that

was in the least attractive. I can admire individual

plants, but the grouping was so utterly ineffective in

old days—tall plants tied up in bundles with slicks

adjoining trailing plants and dwarf alpincs
;
plants with

dead blooms running to seed mixed with others not

yet come to perfection, so as never to make the border

look effective at any one time.

Public taste may want educiting, but I do not think

that anything which has become really popular and
adopted by those of refined taste as well as the public,

has ever been really meretricious, and it is on this

account that I maintain it is savo iring of wmt ot

courtesy to those who admire bedded-out gardens to
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cry down the present system, and to condemn those

who admire them as having no taste. C. F. Peach.

[In consequence of want of time the reading of this

paper at the meeting was not completed.]

ON ALPINE PLANTS.*
The increasing taste for the cuUivation of alpine

plants will, it is hoped, justify the presentation to this

congress of a itw remarks on their Origin, their Charac-

teristics, and their CuUivation. Current books on the

subject contain but little useful information of a general

kind, however valuable they may be to the collector as

indicating species and varieties that are especially

worthy of his attention. As I approve most heartily of

the restrictions placed upon contributors as to the time
allowed for the reading of these papers, I shall beg of
those who favour me with a hearing that I may here
conclude my preface and make the briefest possible

statement of the facts and opinions it appears necessary

to adduce in elucidation of the three divisions of the

subject selected for present consideration.

As to the first section of our theme, it appears to

be necessary first to agree that we do not seek
for the plants or for the explanation of their

origin on the Alps alone. When we speak
of alpine plants, we have in view the vegetable
products of mountains without regard to the special

flora of any particular peak or range. The alpine

garden of the British horticulturist may be as con-

sistently furnished with gatherings from the Carpa-
thians, the Pyrenees, the Rocky Mountains, and the

Scottish Highlands, as from the Alps alone. But
when we consider our collections collectively we find

that they possess many features and characters in

common, and perhaps the most universal and constant

of their peculiarities is their capabilities of resisting,

and, indeed, of prospering under exposure to long-

continued cold. Their home is amid the "thick-
ribbed ice " and everlasting snows. Except when the
snows shelter and hide them, they are subject to the
influence of intense solar light and a highly rarefied

atmosphere, more frequently and more heavily charged
with moisture than the air of the plains. When we
make an analysis of the genera comprised in a fair

selection of alpine plants, we shall find no hint

of morphological or biological relationship. We may
group them as alpine plants, and there is an end of all

attempts at classification, for they include shrubs and
herbaceous plants of families widely separated by every
recognised system of botany. But species of the same
genera often occur on widely-separated mountain
ranges, and this fact surely affords a hint of a common
origin. Now, in respect of the European mountains
and those of Northern Asia, a considerable proportion
of the plants met with in their higher altitudes, and
especially such as haunt the snow-line and the neigh-
bourhood of glaciers, are again met with on the plains
and lower slopes of the polar regions of the nonh.
Between the Alps and the Norwegian mountains there
are extensive plains, which, measured by a direct line

on the map, separate them by a distance of 800 miles.

Yet here the alpine flora is in great part repeated, and
thence through Northern Lapland and Siberia, and
further north still, the same plants occur, apparently
rejoicing, and certainly thriving, in climates so
rigorous that both their animal and vegetable pro-
ducts- are restricted to a comparatively few types,
and these adapted by constitutions and conditions least

favourable to organic development. Where earth and
sea are ice-bound for eight or nine months in the
year, and the coasts are blocked with icebergs during
the few long days ofsummer, these plants hold their own
with wonderful pertinacity, and in their short season of
continuous sunlight make the dreary landscape smile
with their fresh green herbage and their lovely flowers.

It is impossible to avoid the suggestion of the coin-
cidence that these hardy plants owe their origin to
conditions formerly subsisting between the far-removed
alpine and polar regions, but which long since ceased
to exist, ftlay we not therefore say that in all pro-
bability the alpine flora is (to use a geological phrase)
an outlier of an ancient polar flora, and a witness to-
day of the glacial era, when the northern parts of
Europe and America were covered with fields of ice?
The probable common origin of alpine and polar
plants was long ago suggested by Professor Schouw,
in his Earthy Plants^ and Man ; but it has lately been
considered in a more systematic manner by Dr. A.
Pokorny in his Origin of Alpine Plants.^ The first

cited of these writers observes that " the polar flora, or,

as we may term it, the alpine flora, is not merely met
with in the higher regions of the Alps—the highest
mountains in Europe, it is found everywhere in

Europe, and the northern parts of Asia and America,
where mountain passes present themselves high enough
to furnish a suitable climate to these plants in their
more elevated districts. Hence we find this flora in
the Pyrenees, in the Sierra Nevada, the Carpathians,
and the Caucasus ; in the Norwegian, Scotch, and
Icelandic mountains ; and traces of it are seen on the
highest peaks of the Apennines and the Grecian chains.
It is also seen in the Altai and other Asiatic moun-
tains, and on the higher chains of North America."

' A paper presented lo the Horticultural Congress at Birmirg-
ham, June 27, 1872.

t DeVOriginedes Plantes Alpines. Paris, 1871.

To find an explanation of the relation of these far-

separated floras, we must without doubt go far back in

time, and endeavour to picture the northern continents

as they must have appeared in the glacial era. Then,
indeed, the mystery appears to be solved. We find on
the Faulhorn, at an altitude of 8000 feet, 135 species

of flowering plants, of which 40 are found also in Lap-
land, and S in Spitzbergen. In Saussure's "Garden of

the Glacier," in the middle of the Mer de Glace of

Mont Blanc, at an altitude of 9000 feet, may be found
S7 species of flowering plants, of which 24 are also

found in Lapland, and 15 in Spitzbergen. The distri-

bution of land and water has undergone vast changes,

the great plains of Europe now separate districts that

were united by fields of ice, and the alpine and polar

floras are put so wide apart that, unless we had abun-

dant testimony of their former unity, the hypothesis of

a common origin would not be worthy of a moment's
attention.

When we investigate the relationship of alpine plants

among themselves, we find, as above remarked, no
distinct physiological, botanical, or morphological inti-

macies. For this reason it is, perhaps, that writers on
alpine plants have been careful to avoid the important
question of their direct relation to the peculiar condi-

tions under which they are produced. What are the

proper characteristics of alpine plants ? We shall find

no answer to the question in the books, for our friends

who teach us how to select and cultivate them, con-

found the products of different zones, and are as ready

to regard Pines, Firs, and Larches as alpine plants as

to place in that category the Soldanella, the Silene,

and the And rosace. The fact is, we have nothing to

do with trees, shrubs, or grasses in this connection.

We must ascend towards the snow-line to find those

plants of low cushion-like growth, producing compara-

tively large flowers notable for the purity of their

colours, to which alone the term "alpine" can be

properly applied. And when we find them, we are at

once struck by certain characteristics of growth and
aspect, which are the evident analogues of the cir-

cumstances governing their development. In other

words, they are related by their adaptation to their

silent homes, where winter rules nine months in the

year, where spring is characterised by frosty nights and
changing days, in which sunshine and shower are ever

contending, and where summer and autumn are un-
known.
We dismiss all trees and shrubs from our considera-

tion and ask again. What is an alpine plant? It is not

an annual. If an annual were lodged on the bleak
mountain top, it could not perpetuate its race, for it

could not have time to ripen and distribute its seeds.

All alpine plants are of necessity of perennial duration,

herbaceous or sub-shrubby, and of close stunted growth.
Their growth in height is restricted by the rigours cf

their polar clime, an4 their frequent and long-con-

tinued covering of snow favours a lateral extension and
promotes the close turf-like habit common to them all.

It is especially worthy of observation that we rarely

meet with hairy or downy plants on alpine heights, and
never with examples of spines or thorns. In Pro-

fessor Schouw's enumeration of the characters of these

plants, he remarks "that moist soils produce smooth
plants, and dry soil plants furnished with hairs and
thorns ; since, therefore, the soil in which alpine

plants grow is kept constantly moist by the flowing

down of melted snow, we see in this the reason of that

peculiarity."

It is equally consistent with their conditions of life

that they should be strangely sensitive to any increase

of temperature above the freezing-point. The first

loosening of their icy bonds is followed by an awakening
of their energies, and they burst into flower with the

earliest encouragements of the kindly sunshine that

ushers in their brief season of activity. Their early

flowering promotes the ripening of their seeds ere

winter seals them up again, and, indeed, none but
early-flowering plants are capable of permanent exist-

ence in a climate characterised by almost continuous
winter. The low temperature of the higher alpine

regions sufficiently accounts for the absence from alpine

flowers of honey and fragrance, and, it may be added,
of poisonous secretions ; yet from many of them cattle

derive subsistence, and from a few we obtain bitter

extracts that are serviceable as medicines. There
remains, indeed, but one prominent peculiarity which
appears to be inexplicable as a necessary consequence
of the circumstances by which these plants are sur-

rounded, and that is the comparatively large size of

their flowers. Their pure colours we may reasonably
associate with the intensity of solar light they enjoy in

their short season of growth ; but why their flowers

should, as a rule, exceed in size, proportionately to the

plants producing them, those of their nearest relatives

of the plains is probably at present beyond our means
of determining.

It may be said that these considerations are without
interest for the so-called "practical" man. The crea-

ture who rejoices in this designation may take his own
course, and despise everything in the nature of scientific

inquiry ; but if he will not heed these matters, he can
never make fair progress in the cultivation of Alpine

plants, and had best therefore reserve his practical

skill for the hewing of wood or the drawing of water,

or any other occupation that may be carried to a suc-

cessful issue in ignorance of the ways and works of

Nature. The cultivation of alpine plants must be

founded on a clear perception of their requirements, for

they will not alter their nature to please u?. Now, it

must be confessed that the difliculty of providing for

their requirements presents an insuperable obstacle to
their general diflfusion in English gardens. It is the
business of this paper, however, to indicate how, to a
certain extent, difliculties may be overcome, so that

those who would for their pleasure establish alpine
gardens may be encouraged in the commendable enter-
prise.

The alpine garden will include many plants thai
require no particular care, and that, indeed, have long
since been naturalised in our parterres and borders.
But it will also include a number of exquisitely beau-
tiful subjects of a most untractable nature, and for

these we must make careful provision. It is obvious
that for their especial benefit our efforts should be
directed towards the establishment of the coldest

possible local climate. The "cold shade of the aris-

tocracy" will not avail much, but an extensive
rockery, containing a great bulk of material, and
ranging generally east and west, with deep inlets on
the northern side, will afford a cuoice of aspects ; the
sunny side for the free-growing rock plants with which
we are most familiar ; and the shady side for the more
fastidious of our genuine alpine flowers, that are

usually killed out when subjected to the ordinary in-

fluences of our climate.

It is particularly worthy of notice that a constant
flow of water, however minute in quantity, exercises a
powerful influence in cooling the surfaces over which
it flows. The water should flow from the highest parts

of the rockery in the thinnest possible film over the

greatest possible extent of surface. A simple rill will

be found comparatively useless, and the same may be
said of a fountain bubbling from the rock. For pur-

poses of ornament, however, these features may be
added, and they may, indeed, be made much of by
planting near them subjects adapted to afford suitable

garniture. But for maintaining a constantly moist con-

dition of soil, and reducing the temperature of the

whole mass to the lowest degree possible, the water
should rather be spread in a sheet than accumulated in

rivulets or pools. It is by favouring evaporation that

the cooling effect is obtained ; and if the rockery is

constructed of a porous stone or any other suitable

material of a porous nature, the evaporation will be
increased, greatly to the benefit of the plants. All
cements and vitrified masses are objectionable, because
they neither absorb moisture nor promote evaporation,

and therefore should be employed as little as possible,

and it will always be better if they are not employed
at all.

On the construction of rockeries and the selection of
plants ample and trustworthy directions may be found
in the books. The object of this paper is to supple-
ment the labours of writers on alpine plants by con-
siderations that have not been entertained by them.
We may therefore pass to the consideration of another
method of growing alpines, which has not as yet
obtained the attention it deserves, and in respect of

which the writer has had ample opportunity of testing

its efficiency.

It may appear paradoxical to propose to grow these
plants under glass, and yet when this method is

properly conducted the most happy results may be
ensured. We need low-roofed unheated structures,

with substantial brick foundations and large beds of
soil, supported by brick walls in place of ordinary

stages. By means of free ventilation the plants may
always be kept as cool as the climate will allow, and
they can be protected against those destructive alter-

nations of temperature which characterise the early

months of the year, when, lacking their proper covering
of snow, they are apt to be forced into growth pre-

maturely, only to be suddenly shrunk up again by
biting east winds, or washed away by a deluge of rain

at the moment of attaining to the full display of their

beauties, as though blessed by the brief spring-time of

their native heights. As our summers are too long and
too warm for alpine plants, so our winters are too short

and too changeable, and it cannot be doubted that

the visitations of genial weather we are accustomed
to in the early months of the year are as injurious to

alpine plants in the open air as any of the many
adverse influences that assail them in our gardens. For
the structure, which we shall designate the "alpine
house," selection should be made of alpine plants

that are especially adapted for pot culture. Theii
name is not legion, perhaps, but enough may be found
to afford in the spring season a display at once attractive

and unique, and the more acceptable to the amateur
because, being flowered under glass, they may be
enjoyed on dreary days when "the winds whistle and
the rains descend." This method of providing con-
ditions suitable to alpine plants is attended with the
advantage that it enlarges the field of spring garden-
ing, for not only alpines proper, but a muliuude of

exquisitely beautiful hardy plants that are usually too
much buffeted by our unkind spring, may be cultivated

with them, and the result may be a widely-varied dis-

play, perfect in all its features, in a season when the
garden presents scarcely one green leaf or one bright
flower to mitigate the misery of drenching rain and
killing easterly winds.

Should the taste for alpine flowers continue to
extend as it has done during the past few years, the
alpine-house will become a necessary and acceptable
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iiiatiiuLion, and probably will acquire an importance
equal to that of any other of the many contrivances

adopted in connection with decorative horticulture.

Skhiey Hibberd.

SUBTROPICAL GARDENING

:

Palms in the Open Air,

In the autumn of 186S I received a box of hardy
Palms—young plants—from Algiers, where I had
purchased them the previous spring at the Garden of

Acclimatisation. They were Palms that thrive in the

open air on the Genoese Riviera, where the

temperature goes down to the freezing point, or to

within a few degrees of it, every winter, and where
the night minimum averages between 40" and 50°

Fahr. for four months : Phcenix dactylifera, Phcenix

reclinata, Corypha australis, Latania borbonica,

Chamcerops humilis, Chamccrops excelsa, Rhapis ila-

belliformis. These Palms passed the winter in a

plant-house, and were planted out in pots plunged in

my Weybridge garden—which is dry, sunny, and
sheltered—on June 10. They remained thus in

the open air for four months, until Octo-
ber 10, watered freely twice a week, and occa-

sionally with liquid manure. The two first winters

they were in a common plant-house, from which the

frost is merely excluded, and the winter before last

were accidentally exposed for a night or two to a frost

of 2* or 3°. Last winter, being very much cramped
for room—the usual complaint— I passed a metal flue

from an adjoining stove through a disused coach-house,

and put all the Palms, some 30 in number, therein, as

an experiment, relying on their extreme hardiness of
constitution. The house was seldom or never below
50°, and the Palms passed safely through the winter
(we only lost one), although they were often in the

dark for a week or ten days at a time, the doors
having to be shut in frosty weather. A beautiful

Musa Ensete, however, which had withstood the
accidental cold of the previous winter, succumbed to

this *' treatment," and damped off, to my great regret.

I intend this year to put glass in the coach-
house doors, and then I shall really have a first-rate

Palm-house, quite equal to the emergency. I learnt

this lesson from the Palm-houses in botanical gardens
on the Continent, which are generally stone or brick
built edifices, with glass merely in front. In these

structures the Palms are kept alive and vigorous,

although often crowded beyond belief, literally piled one
over the other. The Palm must indeed be an excep-
tionally vigorous plant to thrive under such conditions.

These Palms, very small when I received them by
rail from Algiers— only 4 or 5 inches high, are now,
after three years cultivation, fine vigorous plants

;

indeed they have grown as rapidly and as vigorously as

Palms purchased and pknted at the same time in my
garden at Mentone, although they have been treated

no better than Geraniums in winter, and have been
each summer four months in the open air, exposed to

all the influences, good and bad, of our English
summers. The success of this experiment clearly proves
that the hardy, subtropical Palms may be grown for

the ornamentation of the open garden by any one who
can merely protect them from the frost in winter.

My success with the metal flue from the stove passed
through the coach-house shows how much heat is lost

that might be utilised. On the Continent, where the
winter cold is very severe, if a large room, say a school-
room, has to be warmed by a stove, the flue is made to

run 10, 20, 30 feet or more inside the room before it

makes its exit through the wall, and thus an immense
amount of heat is saved. Remembering this, I passed
the flue under a pathway into the coach-house, and have
thus got a good Palm-house without any extra expense,

I would add that, always finding the strong ivory-
like roots of Palms, on repotting, curled up at the
bottom of the pot, like the roots of a Hyacinth, and
recollecting that they grow naturally in sandy soils,

where they have to strike downwards to find moisture,
I had pots made specially for them, by Mr. Bousey,
of Chertsey, 2 feet 6 inches deep, like chimney pots,
but pot shape ; this idea also appears to be a success,

for on transferring some of the Palms to larger-sized

pots of this description, we have found the roots at the
bottom. These pots present many advantages : the
Palms grow more according to their nature ; they
are stored more easily in winter, occupying less

space ; when plunged in summer they retain the
moisture better when watered, and growing Palms
require an abundance of moisture. The Arabs say,
" the Palm should have his feet in water, his head in

the fire." This axiom, however, is only true of
Palms when growing ; in winter, when dormant, they
should be kept dry ; water rots the roots and kills

them. We only water our plants two or three times
in the course of the winter,

I take this opportunity of giving a word of advice,
taken from the South of Europe, to those whose
gardens, like mine, are merely silicious sand, a bit of
reclaimed common. In Surrey and elsewhere there
are many such, for we have learnt to admire unculti-
vated Nature more than our ancestors did Thus
instead of callmg commons bleak, dismal, dreary
desolate, as most old writers did, we call them wild
picturesque, beautiful, and often pitch our tents
.thereon. Moreover we have learnt that these unpro-

pitious spots for agriculture and horticulture are the

most healthy for man, whilst the luxuriant dells and
ravines, with rich alluvial soil and plenty of water,

where the trees are magnificent, the hedges 20 feet

liigh, and clothed with wild creepers, where everything
grows without thought or care, are often nests for

rheumatism and other bodily ailments. Well, in

Sicily, at the foot of Mount Etna, where the soil is

merely a rich lava dust, and in other parts of

the Mediterranean basin, where it seldom rains

after the month of April, the soil is culti-

vated in furrows, even for cereals, the seeds being
planted at the bottom of the furrow instead of the top.

My kitchen garden, at Weybridge more especially, is a
mere siliceous sand-bed, and formerly in summer
everything was burnt up. I got my gardener a few
years ago to plant everything in farrows, as in Sicily

—

Peas, Potatos, Strawberries, &c., in miniature Celery
trenches. The result has been good crops where
before we had little or none. The manure being at the

bottom of the trenches, the plants get every atom of

it, extending their roots right and left at the bottom
of the furrow. These roots are lo or 12 inches from
the surface, and do not get burnt up in dry weather as

formerly. If watering has to be done every drop tells,

falls to the bottom of the trench, and is absorbed,
whereas before it used to scatter over the glazed sandy
surface, and do little or no good. Instead of banking
up the rows of Potatos, we merely turn the ridge into

the trench. Of course, we lose space—we can only

put two rows where otherwise we could put three,

—

but the increase of the crops makes up for the loss of

room. Moreover, we are sure of a good crop, what-
ever the weather, whereas formerly we were always
burnt up unless we had a wet summer—unless it rained

every day. Henry Beiinet^ M.D.

THE COTTAGE GARDEN^
In these days, when everything is done in the

quickest manner possible, and the whole hurried on
to completion, small affairs are very apt to be over-

looked. Yet when those affairs are looked into, though
small in themselves, they are often found capable of

giving birth to results worthy of consideration. Take,
for instance, gardening for the working classes. Proof
is not wanting of its benefits ; but often do we
find, in traversing the suburbs of the generality of

towns, this matter to be totally ignored, and our regret

is deepened on finding the neglect emanating from those

who have the power to give, perhaps, one of the greatest

incentives to those classes to acquire a taste for gardening.

Much has been done to provide the working classes

with better dwellings, and we may admire the rapidity

with which they are erected, and the competition for

their occupation may be a good sign of prosperity in

the land. Houses are erected, as it were, in a night,

and ere the walls are dry the humble bedstead may be
seen at the door, waiting to be carried into the sweating
tenement. How far this hot haste is prejudicial to the

public health is a question not admissible at this meet-
ing, but well worthy of the attention of those interested

in other branches of social science. It is of the garden
pertaining to the cottage that I would speak—an institu-

tion founded from time immemorial,—and what I would
say is a sort of an appeal in its behalf, and chiefly directed

towards builders of cottage property, in order that they,

in finishing off the dwelling fit to receive a tenant, may
do something for the garden in the shape of laying it

out. That this small affair is totally overlooked
is but too true ; indeed, in many instances, it is worse.

The utility of what would otherwise be a good garden
is too often utterly destroyed, not by the tenant, as is

imagined, but by the builder of the property, which
can be proved by watching his proceedings. If we go
to where such dwellings are being erected, we shall

soon learn what attention the builder pays to the soil

of the garden. We all know the advantage of having
good soil for vegetation, but the builder has no such

perception. Instead of preserving the good soil

attached to the cottage by laying it on one side, so that

it can be laid down again when the building is finished,

we find him suffering the good soil to be buried to a

considerable depth, and covered by that of a most
sterile nature. We should also sometimes find him, where
the soil of the garden was of a freeish nature, using it

up in the lime in lieu of sand, the garden being entirely

denuded, and left without a particle of soil fit for the

development of vegetable life. And we should find

this not only the case with the smallest of gardens, but

we should also find villa gardens receiving the same
illiberal and unhorticultural treatment at the hand of

the builder.

The garden belongs to the cottager, and I maintain
that it should receive a somewhat better attention at

the hands of the owner. It should be finished off in a

respectable manner. I do not mean to say that the

garden should be furnished with plants, but it should

be properly fenced, drained if need be, the walks laid

down substantially, and, above all, the builder should
not be allowed to rob or destroy the fertility of the

ground by burying the good soil, or using it up with

his lime in lieu of sand.

A tenant coming into a new house where the ground
for the garden is cumbered with the refuse of the build-

ing, if he has no taste for horticulture, will not be likely

A paper presented to the Horticultural Congress at Birming-
ham, June 27, 1873.

to have it awakened by seeing the remains of the
stucco pie, the scattered brickbats, and the trodden
path to the lime-heap. But only lay out the walks for

him, and leave the soil fit for the development of
vegetable life, and you will soon see the non-horti-

culturist in the garden turning over the soil and
popping in the seed, and eagerly watching for the

appearance of the plant and its future development.
A greater incentive could not be given to acquire a
taste for gardening. Again, in a garden, however
small, a lawn in front, if no larger than a drawing-
room table, if it be bat simply and neatly finished, is a
great set-off to a house, and is far more likely to attract

the attention of a better occupier than where the
ground is left to the tenant to create a garden or a
pigstye. Therefore, what I would have done for the

garden of the cottager is as much to the benefit of the

landlord as it is to the tenant.

I have rccoUeclions of a gentleman who saw the
wisdom of doing something for the cottage garden,
and who is now reaping the reward. On this gentle-

man's estate we find well regulated land societies and
club gardens, villas and cottages surrounded with taste-

fully laid out gardens, and approached by noble high-

ways, forming a most delightful suburb of a town
famed for its cutlery. This gentleman, though engrossed
with the cares of an extensive and increasing business,

found time to visit the highways as they were in pro-
gress of construction. The gardens of the numerous
villas and cottages found him their superintendent in

seeing them properly laid out, and their beauty was
enhanced by a well-arranged assortment of shrubs, and,

as a result, a better class of tenantry need not be
desired, while the suburb which he has erected is an
ornament any city might well be proud of. In fact,

horticulture has been a Bible, from which he has
preached good sound practicable doctrine to many
who might not now have been so prosperous and con-

tented without his noble efforts in giving them the

facilities of enjoying the tranquil pleasure of a garden.

Man in his most perfect state of nature dwelt in a

lodge in the midst of the garden, and depend upon it

the highest state of civilisation that can be attained

rests no little upon horticulture. Not as we see it in

gi'and parks and promenades ; these are sources of

health, and ought to be established on that account,

but, beyond this health-giving quality, they but afford

an awful contrast to the squalid homes in the city. It

is in the immediate connection with the cottager, with

the artisan, that horticulture has the greatest influence,

and can be of the greatest service in refining the rudest

natures. To bring it home to them, to place before them
the facilities and to encouraged them in the cultivation

of a few yards of land, or to make the acquantance of

some of the numerous train of Flora, is one of the

noblest ends of horticulture ; and I believe, looking at

it in a recreational point of view, to be truly ordained

by its Divine Author as one of the last as it was the

first employment of man.
Some may think that we are but treading out the

measure of ancient footsteps. It is hard to believe so

in the matter of horticulture. The hanging gardens

of Babylon may have defied the skill of a Brown or a

Repton, but the institutions of the period do not evince

that the gardener's art could be widely patronised

either as a profession or a recreation. We may prune

the Vine after the same manner as those who said,

"Never offer to the gods wine produced from a

Vine unpruned ; " but we do not sharpen the wits of

the young by teaching them to steal potherbs from

gardens, or to rob the common table. We rather

choose to teach them useful branches of industry. We
may bud and graft our trees after the fashion of ancient

knifemen, and

—

" Bid th" ill-natured Crab produce,

The gentler Apple's winey juice,"

but the fairest fruits of the earth are no longer con-

fined to the precincts of a monastery, or the palaces of

the great ; their cultivation now engages the attention

of the humblest cottager in the land, not as a profes-

sion but as a recreation ; and to be invited and en-

couraged to do so at the hand of opulence, oh ! what a

rare page in the world's history. Ivluch has been done

in this country to spread a taste for horticulture

amongst the humbler classes, and, as I have shown,

much more might be done in furtherance of the cause.

There should be no town throughout the land without

its land societies, its club gardens, and its horticultural

society ; and the latter, however high and grand,

should at least once a year hold out the hand of fellow-

ship to the cottager and to the artisan. Owners of

land near extending towns, for their own benefit, for

the benefit of the people, would do well to imitate the

horticultural actions of the gentleman to whom I have

alluded. Instead of row after row of houses being

erected, with their little back-yards containing more
foulsome and fever-breeding places, let us have

something that will give a little more breathing room

—

something that will add to the beauty of the cottage,

and to the health and morality of its occupants.

A gentleman visiting St. Paul's Square in this town

nearly 70 years ago, says on this subject :
—" In my

last epistle I endeavoured to give you some account of

the mixed ingredients that compose the Birmingham

character; and from that account, lame and imperfect

as it is, you will perceive that the lower classes are

liable to irritation, and violent when irritated, yet by
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no means savage or untractable. I have frequently

said that the liquor was rich, though tlie scum was
foul ; but, on cooler reflection, I think the last epithet

too harsh. By way of proof, permit me to mention
what I ought to have mentioned before—their uncom-
mon partiality for gardens and gardening. Like the

ancient Romans, they are all fond of cultivating their

cabbages, yet not for profit, but pleasure. In conse-

quence of this horticultural propensity, the town is in

every direction bordered bygardens, and, in the language

of poetry, invested with a zone of vegetable beauty.

Here the sons of the anvil relax their ponderous
strength. Vet, though the rural principle is trium-

phant, it cannot entirely extirpate the habits of the

town. Many of the little fabrics, dignified by the

name of summer-houses, though in general built in a

- sovereign contempt of all the orders of architecture, con-

tain a commodious repository for their favourite beverage

;

and in all of them it is accounted a luxury to smoke a

pipe. Yet still, this horticultural propensity bespeaks a

refined taste, and dispositions naturally quiescent. Is

it probable that a race of savages should erect altars to

Flora, or that people fond of riot, confusion, or plunder
should take delight in the tranquil recreations of a

garden?" Further comments are almost unnecessary,

but those of the friend* to whom this gentleman wrote
will show the high esteem he had for the cottage

garden. " I must confess I was, no less than my
estimable correspondent, delighted with the abundance
of ground thus laid into upwards of 1000 gardens.

From the point at which I took my observations they
formed a Chinese view, with little fanciful temples and
various arbourages, calculated for recreation and use.

It was refreshing even to think of so many thousands of

ingenious creatures retiring to their flowery nooks and
verdant recesses, after bending over the counter,
working at the anvjl, filing, or nailing throughout the

day. I looked at it even with something of a tender
satisfaction, as equally conducive to health, virtue, and
domestic happiness."
Thus we see the inhabitants of Birmingham, nearly

70 years ago, taking great interest in gardens and
gardening. Since that time this country has seen many
recreations of the people go to the wall, but is it

possible to imagine that this shall be the case with
horticulture? Shall the strong arm of law ever inter-

fere to banish horticulture, as it has done the
disgusting scenes of the bull-ring, of bear and badger
baiting, of dog and cock fighting, of the brutal pugilistic

encounters ? These, with many more, have all happily
disappeared ; but horticulture, and the recreation that it

afl^ords, have stood the test, and have grown and flour-

ished like " trees planted by a river." Still, the happy
medium which is ever present for gaining access to the
hearts of the people is not fully recognised. Those
who watch over the welfare of towns, and who have
sympathy for their fellow beings, would do well to
imitate the example set by the Bishop of London, and
that noble lady whose kindnesses to her fellow crea-
tures are legion, by fostering in the hearts of children,
in the hearts of men and women, dwellers in the dusky
lanes and alleys of the city, a love for flowers—a love
for window plants. Those noblemen whose wealth
might buy a world, and but for whose efforts the
science and art of gardening could never have
attained its present exalted position — but for
whose efforts our botanic gardens would have
yet to be formed, our collectors of rare exotics
would have yet to be sent on their missions

—

those conservatories and pleasure-grounds replete with
all the wonders of the vegetable world, and which
have been thrown open to the hardy sons of toil who
have come wearied and gone away refreshed, would
have yet to be brought into existence—and but for
whose efforts our nurserymen would have been still in
the swaddling clothes of enterprise—those who have
been instrumental in bringing all this about, have still

the means of doing more. Their exertions to benefit
their fellow men have left them none the poorer.
They have land lying round centres of population fast
being built upon, fast being heavily laden with
houses intersected by long, narrow lanes and alleys,
fast becoming anything but pleasant to behold.
Surely that wealth which has ripened the science
and art of gardening can do something to bring
into existence pleasant suburbs for the dwellings
of the poor. Surely that wealth can prevent
unscrupulous builders, those who think everything
too good for those who are under, from erecting
dwellings which, in a few years, become disgraceful
to communities. We may never hope, for it is impos-
sible, that all can have a "lodge in the midst of the
garden." Yet we may hope that the wealth which
creates pleasant suburbs, the wealth that strides fear-
lessly into pestiferous localities, endeavouring to create
an oasis in the deserts of humanity, will be ever ready
to do something more for the amelioration of mankind.
Andreiv Meikh, Read Hall.

NOTES ON CONIFERS.~IX.
Pkea WMiana.—Introduced in 1822 from Nepal,

and named after its discoverer. Captain W. S. Webb.
It has since been found in numerous other localities,
but always at considerable elevations. Mr. Griffith
informs us that this species is rare below 9500 feet in

Mr. Pratt, author oi Harvest Home, &c.

Bhotan, it constitutes vast woods at from 12,000 to

13,000 feet of elevation. Dr. Hooker found it in

Sikkim, measuring 30 feet in girth.

It is generally described as a tree growing So or 90 feet

in height, and from 3 to 4 feet in diameter. It is more
closely allied to P. Pindrow than to any other species,

although in several respects differing materially from
it, the leaves being shorter, broader, and closer set,

from I to lij inch in length, of a deep glossy green
above, and having two broad glaucous belts below, by
which it is easily distinguished from the P. Pindrow,
even in its young state. The side branches grow more
upright, and have a much wider spread, the tree being
broad in proportion to its height, whereas the P. Pin-
drow is the reverse. It is also more robust in habit,
and a somewhat hardier tree. In its native habitat
often just above the line of the P. Pindrow.
When seen, as was to be seen here, in the early part

of last summer, numerous plants, from 20 to 25 feet in

height, studded with their beautifully formed, pure,
violet-coloured cones, covered with a bloom equal to

the finest finished Grapes, contrasting finely with the
dark green of the old and delicate light green of the
new foliage, and as seen from below, intermixed with
dashes of silvery white on the under side of the leaves;
or later in the autumn, when the dark purple cones
were fully developed, standing two, three, four, or five

within a few inches of each other, above and towards
the ends of the branches—from the top in some cases,

more than half way down, and all round the tree, the
cones measuring from 5 to 7 inches in height, and from
24 to 35 inches in diameter, the tree forms a picture
which no description can adequately represent, and
which, to be duly appreciated, must be seen.

A very wide and well-founded impression prevails
that this tree is too tender for general cultivation ; but
seeing that it is such a beautiful tree, particularly when
seen in fruit, I cannot help thinking that it deserves
more attention than has as yet been bestowed on its

cultivation. Its principal fault is its predisposition to

start early into growth, and its consequent liability to

be damaged by late frosts. In very elevated, or un-
usually cold damp districts, its culture has been found
to be impracticable, but there are innumerable warm
districts in these islands, not only where it may be
grown but grown successfully, as has been demonstrated
by the numerous fine specimens which are to be met
with in the south and south-west of England, as well as
many parts of Ireland and Scotland. Seeing that it

does as well in the south of Scotland, and even as far

north as Hopeton House in the vicinity of Edinburgh,
where I lately saw a good specimen about 16 feet in
height, I do yet hope to see its cultivation widely
extended as an ornamental tree.

To get it up quickly, when young it should be kept
under glass for the first three or four years, afterwards
planted in a nursery within the shadow of a wall or
hedge, having a north aspect, till 3 or 4 feet in height,
when it may be planted in its permanent position,
choosing a rather elevated situation, planting in a
deep, dr)' loam, for unless there is some body in the
soil, it, like its congener the P. Pindrow, soon exhibits
symptoms of starvation. The situation should also be
shaded from the south and east, or shelter provided
for a few years during the early part of the growing
season, till the tree gets above the frost line, when it

rarely suffers from late frosts. A beautiful dye of a
lovely violet colour is extracted from the cones.

Finns iiKstriaca.—Introduced in 1835 ;
grows in its

native habitats to about 120 feet in height. This is

the now well-known Black Austrian Pine, which is

apparently as much at home in this country as its own.
Already it has been extensively planted in Great
Britain and Ireland, not only as an ornamental but also

as a forest tree. Seeds have been imported in great
quantities, and it may now be classed as one of our
common forest trees. It thrives alike in maritime as
in inland situations ; in high and exposed as in low-
lying and sheltered ones; uninjured by the severity of
our winters or late spring frosts ; suffering less from
cold cutting winds than most other trees—thriving and
pushing out against the storm its great ponderous
branches, even where the Scotch Fir is found to
succumb.
When young it has a dark, stiff", formal look ; its

outline becomes less reguUr as it increases in size.

When old, it is likely to be a very picturesque tree.

Its long stiff", dark-green, almost black foliage, numer-
ous large branches (which are remarkably so in pro-
portion to the size of the bole) and rugged outline,

cannot fail to make it important as an ornamental tree,

and likely to be much used in working up certain
classes of landscapes. Its dark colour contrasts finely

with many deciduous trees. There is an avenue of it

at Castle Kennedy, as well as numerous specimens all

over the domain, many of them from 20 to 30 feet in

height, pictures of rude health. When young, it shows
considerable variety, both in habit of growth, length
and colour of foliage, and general outline, the difference

becoming less marked as the trees increase in age.

When first introduced, much was expected of it as a
timber tree. As yet we have not had sufficient ex-

perience to speak decidedly of its merit, or the reverse,

in this respect ; still, I cannot help expressing a doubt
that there will be considerable disappointment. Al-
though quite as hardy, this species does not form tim-

ber, nor increase in height, quite as rapidly as the P.

Laricio ; it has the fault, for a timber tree, of expending

its energies in forming numerous strong rough spreading
branches, which divide with, and do not develope
the bole to the extent the P. Laricio does. Its sap
wood is extremely soft, its red wood is brittle, and its

numerous large branches will cause the wood to be
knotty and coarse ; I fear unfitting it for anything but
the rudest purposes. As a nurse tree it is invaluable,
on account of its extreme hardiness and rapidity of
growth, which will yet cause it to be used, along with
a few others, to clothe many a rugged and exposed
hill-side, where ordinary forest trees could not live.

This species does not seem to be very particular
about soil—thriving in a great variety ; requiring a
dry bottom, and preferring an open, porous, sandy,
gravelly, or rocky soil, to a heavy retentive one

;

although even in this class, when thoroughly drained,
it succeeds moderately well.

Pimts Balfonriana.—Introduced from California by
Jeffrey, where it is said to grew to the height of about
So feet, and is found at an elevation of from 5000 to
Sooo, feet. Although no very large specimens as yet
exist in this country, it has been tried in numerous
localities, and may be described as quite hardy. It is

as yet premature to pronounce on its merits as a timber
trees ; as an ornamental tree, it may not be unim-
portant.

It has rather short leaves, of light green colour on
the upper side, and very silvery on the under

;

curved inwards, which shows the under side of
the leaves, giving the tree a peculiarly pleasing silvery-
green look. The branches and branchlets are short
and stiff; but the general appearance of the tree is

" dressed-like," adapting it for planting in the best
kept parts of the pleasure grounds. Large plants of it

will have a very distinct and decided character of their

own, and it may yet prove a mote important species
than it was at first supposed to be by Conifer con-
noisseu7-s. It thrives best in a moderately sheltered situa-

tion, and prefers a good strong loam to a light soil,

assuming in the latter a rather starved appearance.
Piniis Benthamiaiia.—Indigenous to the mountains

of California. Introduced in 1847 by Mr. Hartweg,
who first met with it on the mountains of Santa Cruz,
and afterwards in the Sacramento country. Mr.
Hartweg says : "After crossing the Chuba River you
pass the prairie, and enter the mountains near Bear
Creek, where you have to pass through an interminable
wood of Pinus Sabiniana, and in ascending the gradual
acclivity of the mountain you lose the region of
Pinus Sabiniana and enter that of Pinus Benthamiana,
which seems to be characteristic of the upper region."
This mountainous tree grows, according to Mr. Hart-
weg, to a great size,—one tree which he measured
having a bole 28 feet in circumference, and 220 feet

in height.

This is one of the grand, bold, striking, free grow-
ng hardy species of Pinus—perhaps the best of its

class, which should be planted with a free hand
wherever it is found to succeed well. It appears to

prefer an inland to a maritime situation, where its

leaves almost invariably get browned at the points, and
the tree otherwise indicates that it is not at home in

such localities. In inland districts, on moderately
elevated situations {I have not seen it grown on very
elevated ones), it thrives well and grows freely. From
its comparatively recent introduction, large specimens
do not yet exist in this country ; trees from 20 to 30 feet

in height are frequently to be met with, and in most
localities have proved to be quite hardy, growing from
2 to 3 feet per annum, leading away, and forming a
bole as upright and symmetrical as a Picea. In thin,

poor soils this species is apt to have a straggling,

loose appearance. In deep rich loams, where only it is

likely to be fully developed, it is much more compact,
the foliage being longer and thicker, the branches more
numerous and stronger, and the appearance of the tree

altogether more satisfactory. Its being found in its

native habitat growing in high altitudes, far above
many of the other hardy Conifers, leads us to hope
that it may yet be found adapted for planting, if not on
our highland hill-tops, at least on upland and elevated

situations. It stands high winds moderately well.

Being very distinct and pleasing in its general

appearance, it will add a new and bold feature to our
landscapes, and is therefore entitled to stand well
amongst ornamental trees. As a timber tree it is

premature to speak decidedly, but it may yet in that

respect be important ; at all events, it is worth experi-

menting with.

Pinus Cembra.—Introduced in 1746 from Siberia,

and has since been found in many other countries, and.

sent home under numerous aliases. In its native

habitats it is found growing from 40 to 70 f^^t in

height.

Its leaves are from 2 to 3 inches long, close and
thickly set, of a silvery green or almost grey colour.

When seen in fine health and of large size it is generally

clothed to the ground with branches, and has a conical

almost fastigiate appearance, its branches being very
numerous but short in proportion to its height, the

upper ones particularly being adpressed. This is a
remarkably hardy, distinct, and interesting small Pine,

which stands high winds well, and is therefoie adapted
for planting in moderately exposed situations. Being of
slower growth than many other species, it is not much
used to plant for profit, although its timber is said to

be very fine in the grain, fragrant and resinous, although

somewhat soft. As an ornamental tree it and its
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varieties are frequently to be met with in our pleasure-

grounds, lawns, and drives, where it fits in well, and
in many situations and combinations has a very pleasing

appearance.
It thrives in moist soils, preferring always a good

strong loam to light sandy, gravelly, or peat soils,

where it generally fails to assume the robust appear-

ance it has in stronger and better soils. A» Fowler.

of the most worthy of the many worthy species of the 1 during the last 40 years, allow me to express my dis-
extensive family of Dendrobes. Plants of it sold for gust at the unmanly and unfair way in which the Director
the price of an old song at Stevens' Rooms last of these gardens has been used. I abhor underhand
Saturday. I was thinking if the audience had seen the
plant in flower which we had at Meadow Bank there

would have been a much brisker competition for it.

I think it well that its merits as an ornamental plant
should be placed upon record, so that the many who
are looking for advice about unknown plants may have
some idea of the worth of the East Indian Dendrobium
taurinum. James Anderson^ Meadmv Bank, July 16.

"Waste Lands by Road-sides.—There have been
many excellent papers written on cottage gardening,
but, alas ! so many poor cottagers have but a tliin strip

to cultivate.

Dendrobium taurinum.—As there seems to be

some doubt as to the ornamental character of Dendro-
bium taurinum, I have thought it would be worth
while to send a cut spike for the inspection of the

Floral Committee of the Royal
Horticultural. I do so all the

more readily as the plant has
been introduced of late in quan-
tities, and the public generally

saem to be under the impression
that it is not worth growing.
A glance at the spike sent will

disabuse any one who sees it of
that opinion. In the first place

I may state that the first flower
opened on April 20, and it has
kept on in a state of inflo-

rescence till now. How long
its powers of endurance would
last I am not in a position to

say, but it seems good enough
for another fortnight at least.

It has thus remained in flower,

and in a first-rate state of flower-

ing, for 12 weeks. No Dendro-
bium of my acquaintance can
endure so long, and that, too,

in an East India temperature
among the ordinary flowering

tribe, without any attempt
being made to retard it or pre-

serve its floral beauty. I have
only seen the species once before

—I think about 12 years ago

—

in London, and from all I can
gather from my friends and
correspondents, it does not seem
to have flowered from that day
to this. The white and the
purple are each so pure and
soft as to captivate the eye at

once, and the blendings of the

two are of the most exquisite

character. It differs in forma-
tion from all Dendrobes, not
so much in its sepaline seg-

ments as in its twisted petaline

segments, reminding one a little,

so far as the twist is con-
cerned, of Low's Ladies' Slipper
^Cypripedium Lowii). The
labellum is of extraordinary
slipper-like formation, taking
a little in that respect after the
beautiful D. Macarthia;, but
more frilled and abrupt in out-

line at the extremity. I need
not, however, dwell upon a
diagnosis of the flower, or
of the spike, but I cannot speak
too much upon its merits, for

it is truly a meritorious species,

which those who see it, I ven-
ture to say, will readily endorse.
As to its cultivation and flower-

ing I may be expected to say
a word. It should be grown in

an East India house near to the
glass, not altogether upon a
block, but in limited pot space.
It must be attended to in the way
of keeping both thrips and red-

spider from its growing shoots
andleaves, and endeavourshould
be made to ripen its growths
well in September and October.
It flowers from the matured growths of one year the , by the sides of lanes and roads for every cottager to
spring following, like Dendrobium nobile, and like grow enough vegetables for himself and family ; and I
D. nobile, too, I should say, will give a chance flower- would ask, why, then, should such a waste be continued ?

spike from a shoot that has flowered this year, say the
|
The Government has dealt with the waste lands,

proceedings of all kinds, and feel that it is a duty I owe
to science to enter my protest against such proceedings
as the First Commissioner of Public Works has been
guilty of. I have known Kew Gardens so long, and
can recollect all the transformations through which it

has passed, that I would ask any one to compare, in

his mind's eye, what these gardens were 40 years ago
with what they are now ; and he must feel, like me,
amazed at the great and noble improvements that have
been made in them. But I need not enter into the

subject further than to reiterate my abhorrence of the
treatment that our world-wide esteemed Director has

Now, I believe there is waste land enough ' put up with. May he long be saved to us and the world.

I am sure I only express the
general feeling on this subject,

but, after what has appeared
in the daily and weekly press,

all I could say would be weak :

nevertheless, I feel it is my duty,

with the rest of the horticultural

world, to enter my protest

against all such arbitrary pro-
ceedings. 7. Scotty Merriottf

Somerset,

Fig. 228.—VANDA SUAVIS, FROM A SPECIMEN GROWN AT CHATSWORTH

following year. The stems should be stout and vigor-
ous, clothed with leaves nearly all the way down. When
this is so, as it was with the shoot from which the exhi-
bited raceme was taken, it is immensely more attractive
than if it were proceeding from a deciduous pseudobulb.
The leaves are roundly ovate, entire, shining like the
leaf of a succulent plant. The internodes are distinct,
three-fourths of the length of the internode being, as it
were, a contmuation of the sheathing, alternate leaves,
which are glossy green in colour. The remaining
fourth IS of a brownish black hue, stopping short at the
3omt of the mternode—most singular it is in this
respect. The flower-stem proceeds from the apex of
the npened growth, or at the second joint, and stands
nearly erect, as its woody foot-stalk shows. It there-
fore requires no supports. 1 have set it down as one

far as to keep cattle from injuring the fences, but in no
other way have they attempted to beneficially utilise

them. The railway companies have taught us a lesson

by letting their servants cultivate the banks of railways,

which in many places is certainly not the best of land,

in fact, only the subsoil ; on the contrary, most culti-

vators of the soil well know tlie value of road drift,

which is not only fit to grow the finest vegetables but
even the choicest flowers, when mixed with turfy soil.

The cultivation of these waste lands would be the means
of keeping from adjoining fields thousands of weeds
which the wind carries from the road-sides. C. P.^
Derby.

Kew Gardens and their Director.—Having taken
a deep interest in the advancement of Kew Gardens

The Weather in North
Notts.—Having kept a register

of the weather here for the last

35 years I have not recorded
before such a deluge of rain in

July as fell this year on the
9th, nth, I2th, and 13th, nearly

4 inches having been registered.

On the I2th 51 parts of an inch
fell between 12 and I o'clock, in

the space of little more than ten

minutes, and flooded all the gar-

den walks and borders. When
the new kitchen garden was
made here it was drained

thoroughly 3^ feet deep, and the

red clay of the subsoil burnt and
filled into the drains to act as a
filter, and so well has it done
this that the main drain tiles,

6 inches in diameter, ran quite

full of water on the 1 2th, and
continued so nearly all the day.

Owing to the constant drench-
ing of rain in the past week
the Strawberries are rotting by
wholesale on the ground, and
they were about the best crop
of any of the small hardy fruit

this year. The Cherries likewise

on the walls were well cropped,
but they have nearly all cracked,

only the Morellos being safe,

these not being yet coloured.

Altogether this has been a most
disastrous season for gardeners,

and the farmers will not be
much better off", for the great

bulk of their hay crop is now
cut and has been exposed to all

the rains of the last week.
IViiliam TilUry,

Vanda suavis.—Everyone
knows that Chatsworth has had
a high repute for its Orchids
and other specimen plants. The
accompanying figure {228) of a

Vanda suavis, sketched during
the past season, will show that

this high reputation is not likely

to suffer in the hands of Mr.
Speed. It is indeed a glorious

example of one of our finest

Orchids.

The American Early Rose
Potato for Forcing.— Have
any of your correspondents tried

this Potato for forcing? The
other day, as I was digging up

some Myatt's Ashleaf that had been forced in a pit, I

came across a root of the Early Rose that by some means
had got mixed with the Ashleaf, probably in the store-

room. However, I had them taken up and boiled

slowly, and to my surprise they turned out white, dry,

and mealy—much whiter than the Myatt's. Last
summer I grew some of the same variety in the garden,

but they were scarcely eatable, being so very wet and
"soggy." I shall be glad of any information on this

subject from other correspondents. I shall certainly

try a few next year. W. Stevens, Gr., Stanage Park,

Empereur des Pelargoniums.—This very valu-

able forcing variety might lately have been seen in

good form in the Pelargonium-house at Chiswick. It

is not one of the least of the many attractions belong-

ing to dear old Chiswick that there are many pleasant

surprises always in store for any one visiting the

gardens ; and it appears to be a very laudable aim of

Mr. Barron's always to have something about the
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place peculiarly interesting or attractive. The Pelar-

gonium under notice is one of these surprises. I should

think it is a Continental importation. Of a very

compact branching habit, and remarkably free of

bloom, it seems to be extremely well adapted for

forcing, or for growth where a quantity of cut flowers

are required. The class of show and spotted Pelar-

goniums are well adapted for cut flowers, as the

unopened buds will be certain to expand in water.

This variety has a peculiarly greyish tinted foliage ; the

flowers are white, with dark spots and lines, of good

form, and somewhat fringed. I was also much
interested in the true form of the bright-coloured

forcing Pelargonium Gauntlet, and also of that which
is generally grown under that name for forcing pur-

poses. The flowers of the former are of a much
deeper hue, as well as of finer form, and quite as freely

produced. The true form is certainly worth getting

hold of, as it is invaluable for house decoration.

Another good Pelargonium is Beck's Snowflake,
belonging to the large-flowering show section, and very

pure in colour, the top petals being heavily blotched

with purple, and edged with white ; fairly free, and of

excellent habit. J?. D.

Viola lutea.—What is the true scientific name of

the plant lately issued by the nurserymen under this

name? I believe th-it it is not the Viola lutea (Huds.).

C C B.^ Catfibtidge^ July 2. [Send a specimen.

Eds.]

Foreign Correspondence.
State Forests of the Watts River.—Some

time ago Mr. Ferguson, Inspector of State Forests in

Australia, was instructed by the Assistant-Commis-
sioner of Lands and Survey to make an inspection of

the timbered ranges in the watershed of the Watts
River, with a view to the proclamation of a State

forest. The result of this inspection was detailed in a
most interesting letter from Mr. Ferguson to the

Assistant- Commissioner, from which we take the

following extracts :

—

" On the 15th of February last I proceeded to the Watts
River, and carefully inspected the heavily-timbered country,
extending from Mount Monda to Mount Juliet, also the
various spurs and tributaries of the Watts, extending as
high up as the crest of the dividing range and the water-
shed of the Goulbum River. A very large extent of the
above country is densely timbered with various species of
Eucalypti, consisting principally of Eucalyptus obliqua,
E. amygdalina, and E. goniocalyx. Immense numbers
of each of the above species have attained gigantic dimen-
sions, and very much surpass any other species of Eucalypti
I have ever met with in other forests.

" On penetrating into many of the secluded spots near
the source of the Watts, and on the spurs of the ranges
in the vicinity. I met with large tracts of valuable timber

;

enough to supply all ordinary demands for many years, if

carefully conserved. In many places I observed large
areas where the axe of the splitter is yet unknown, and
where the limber averages from 100 to 150 trees per acre,

with a diameter of from 2 ft. to 6 ft., and from 250 ft. to
300 ft. in height, the most of which are as straight as an
arrow, with very few branches.

" In some places, where the trees are fewer and at a
lower altitude, the timber is much larger in diameter,
averaging from 6 feet to 10 feet, and frequently trees of
15 feet in diameter are met with on alluvial flats near the
river. These trees average about 10 per acre ; their size,

sometimes, is enormous. Many of the trees that have
fallen through decay and by bush fires measure 31(0 feet
in length, and with girth in proportion. In one instance
I measured with the tape line one huge specimen that lay
prostrate across a tributary of the Watts, and found it to
be 435 feet from its roots to the top of the trunk. At
5 feet from the ground it measured 18 feet in diameter, and
at the extreme end, where it had broken in its fall, it was
3 feet in diameter. This tree had been much burnt by
fire, and I fully believe that before it fell it must have
been more than 500 feet high. As it now lies it forms a
complete bridge across a deep ravine.

" Proceeding from Fernshaw up the Black Spur, some
large specimens of Eucalyptus obliqua and amygdalina
may be seen ; but it is only by leaving the main road and
following some of the splitters' tracks for several miles
higher up the Watts that the forests of fine timber and
large trees are to be found. On some spurs of these
ranges, where the timber is extra fine in quahty, some few
trees have been felled by splitters, but the mountainous
nature of the country, and the difficulty of transport is so
great, it will be many years before much destruction can
be done in this part of the forest.

The number of splitters at present working in these
forests is very limited, and is likely to continue so. In
many places they have to carry their palings and shingles
for long distances on pack-horses. The ranges are so
steep, that it is a work ot much difficulty to convey them
to some accessible spot. However, the splitter in this
region seldom meets with a hollow tree, and he takes care
to select such trees only as will turn out from 10,000 to
20,000 palings, and frequently a much greater number.
The only destruction at present to be dreaded in these
forests is fire. The scrub is so dense, that it is difficult

to penetrate far into it, and frequently fire is used to clear
a track, and in its progress makes sad havoc.

" Many of the deep ra\ines and sides of creeks in this
locality abound with splendid specimens of native Beech
(Fagiis Cunninghamii), some of which measure upwards
of 100 feet high, with a diameter of trunk from 5 to 8 feet.
This timber is of great value, and ought to be strictly
preserved. JGreat quantities of Blackwood (Acacia me-
lanoxylon), of large dimensions and fine quality, are

everywhere interspersed throughout these forests, mixed
with Sassafras trees (.Atherosperma moschatum) and
Dogwood (Pomaderris apetala), also of large size. Lo-
matia Fraserii also forms a goodly sized tree in the Fern
tree gullies, along with Acacia decurrens, many of which
have attained the height of 150 feet, with magnificent

straight trunks of from 2 to 3 feet in diameter. The timber
of this species is well adapted for staves for wine casks
and other purposes."

Societies.
Royal Horticutural : July 17.—James Bateman,

Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. Two new Fellows having been
elected, and the awards of the Fruit and Floral Commit-
tees having been announced, the Rev, M, J. Berkeley

called attention to an interesting group of Gesneraceous
plants, shown by Mr. Bull, and which included one subject

which was well worthy the attention of all horticulturists.

This was theTapeinotes Carolinfe, figured in iheBolantcal
Magazine (tab. 5623), and described by Dr. Hooker as a
beautiful stove plant, introduced into this country by Mr.
Bull, in whose establishment it flowered in November,
1866. The plant was discovered during the Brazilian

travels of the late unfortunate Emperor of Mexico, Maxi-
mihan (whose wife's name it bears), in 1859-60, and was
introduced into the Imperial Garden of Schronbrunn
(Vienna), and published by Dr. Henrich Wawra, who
accompanied the expedition as surgeon and naturalist.

Mr. Berkeley then pointed out the botanical distinctions

between the genus Brodirea and Triteleia, and showed to

the meeting a small but very pretty plant, which had been
sent as a Myosotis (the Cape Forget-me-Not), but which
really belonged to the genus Anchusa. Its history was
detailed in a letter from Lieut. -Colonel Aston, a gentleman
residing at Bath, from which it appears that Colonel

Aston procured the seed from the Cape, and raised plants

in Bath. He says; "The flower of the Cape Forget-me-
Not is certainly more beautiful than that of any other.

The colour is a pure cobalt, much darker than the colour of

the English Forget-me-Not. It is tolerably hardy, thrives

well (best) in the open ground, in South Wales and about
Bath. Seeds of this plant have also been collected in

Capetown, Cape of Good Hope." The fine examples of

new and rare Lilies, shown by Mr. Wilson, then came
under notice, the extremely handsome variety of L. longi-

florum being specially eulogised as a subject which all

artists would use, when they became acquainted with it,

in preference to L. lancifolium album. Mr. Berkeley
proceeded to state that in the garden of Mr. W. Wilson
Saunders, at Reigate, he had lately seen most lovely

plants of Berberis Fortune! and B. stenophylla, sprays of

which he exhibited, heavily laden with berries ; and this

reminded him that a neighbour of Mr. Standish's, at

Ascot, had planted some 1500 plants, one result of which
was, that the birds would not touch anything else whilst

they could get these berries ; and this, he thought, was an
excellent merit, the value of which all would admit.

Professor Dyer said, that at a late meeting of the Horti-

cultural Society a Lily was exhibited by Mr. Wilson under
the name of L. californicum. This plant was introduced

to British horticulture by Mr. Bull. It was obviously a
near ally of L. superbum, and having been submitted to

Mr. Baker, was identified by him as L. carohnianum,
Mchx., as already stated in the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Mr. Bateman had kindly informed the speaker, by letter,

that the plant introduced through the Horticultural

Society, from 20— 25 years ago, was identical with what
is now called L. Humboldtii. This apparently clears up,

as was desirable should be done, the history of L, cali-

fornicum of gardens. The Professor further observed,

that a fine Lily, exhibited by Mr. Wilson at the last

meeting, without a name, and for which we are indebted
to Mr. Robinson, was, with little doubt, the L. parda-

linum of Kellogg ; and that an unnamed species from

Japan, exhibited on the present occasion, both by Mr.
Wilson and Mr. Barr, was apparently L. concolor van
sinicum.

The Chairman fully concurred in the awards made by
the Floral Committee to the magnificent collection of

Orchids from the gardens of Lord Londesborough, a
specimen in which of Epidendrum vitellinum majus had
produced a branched spike, whereas in dried specimens
the flowers were produced only in racemes. The subject

of the present differences between Dr. Hooker and Mr.
Ayrton was then touched upon, and the meeting adjourned
to August 7-

Scientific Committee.—Andrew Murray, Esq., in

the chair. Various specimens were brought before the

meeting, which are alluded to elsewhere. From the Foreign
Office camea copy of acommunication from Her Britannic

Majesty's Consul at Cintra, alluding to the appearance
of the new Vine disease in Portugal. One vineyard, pro-

ducing an average quantity of 70 pipes, last year only
produced i pipe, the total loss in the Douro district being
estimated at 500 pipes.

Floral Com.m^ittee.— Dr. Denny in the chair.

Cultural Commendations were awarded at this meeting to

Mr. Denning, gr. to Lord Londesborough. for an exceed-
ingly fine group of Orchids ; for a specimen with five

handsome flowers of the charming Masdevallia Harryana

;

for a large and well-flowered specimen of Anguloa
Clowesii ; and for Epidendrum vitellinum majus, a plant

with two grand branching spikes of orange-red flowers.

The collection also contained capital examples of various

Stanhopeas, Saccolabiums, and Aerides, and of Thunia
alba and Oncidium flexuosum. G. F. Wilson, Esq.,

received a First-class Certificate for Lilium Leichthnii

major, a plant which was bought as L. callosum, but
apparently a dwarf-growing and early-flowering, larger-

leaved and larger-flowered variety of L. Leichtlinii. It has

yellowdensely spotted flowers. Mr. Wilson also sent a good
specimen of L. tigrinumerectum, andadwarfdeepredform,
recently received from Japan, which was named L. con-

color var. sinicum. First-class Certificates were also

awarded to Mr. Turner, for Picotee B. J. Bryant, deep

red edged ; for Carnation Superb, vermillion-red flaked •

for Zonal Pelargonium Mrs. Quilter, pink, fine in truss-

neat in habit, and apparently a free flowerer ; to Mr. J*
King, gr. to Rev. J. S. Wiggett, Allanby Park, Bingfield-

for Zonal Pelargonium Pink Pearl, a dwarf, free-flowering
variety of the nosegay section, imcommonly rough as
shown. Mr. W. Wilson, gr. to W. Marshall, Esq., sent
a small plant of the singular Masdevallia coriacea ; and
Mr. Bull had a good example of the white bouth African
Crinum M'Kenii. Messrs. J. & C. Lee staged a large
collection of Balsams, and Mr. T. S. Ware several new
Sempervivuras and other hardy foliage plants, Mr. R.
Dean, Ealing, sent further examples of the fine new
pyramidal Stock, Mauve Beauty ; and Messrs. Barr &
Sugden showed cut blooms of several fine Liliums. Mr.
Anderson, gr. to T. Dawson, Esq., Meadow Bank, sent

a beautiful cut spike of Dendrobium taurinum, and
received a Cultural Commendation.

In a small tent, erected near to the Council-room, a
very interesting collection of plants and cut flowers was
brought together. First came Messrs. Jackman & Son
with six large and remarkably well-grown Clematis in tubs,

followed by a series of excellent specimen plants in pots
of various Phloxes, contributed by Messrs. Downie, Laird
& Laing, and which gained for them the rst pri?;e for six.

Mr. G. F. Wilson was awarded the ist prize in the

amateurs' class for 6 Lilies, but being a member of
the Council, Mr. Wilson could not take it, contenting

himself with the honour of showing a most interesting

group, and which included a remarkably fine variety

of the white L. longiflorum, named Wilsoni by Max
Leichthn ; L. tigrinum sinensis, the old Tiger Lily, grown
under glass ; L. tigrinum flore-pleno, L, tigrinum Fortunei,

L. tigrinum splendens, a grand sort as sent out by Van
Houtte ; and L. japonicum Takesima, white,-—the last

two being honoured with First-class Certificates. Mr.
Bull was the only exhibitor of six Lilies in the nursery-

men's class, and he received the ist prize, takmg also a
similar award for six Gesneraceous plants. Mr. Parker,

Tooting, was ist lor 12 well-grown hardy perennials in

12-inch pots, and he contributed a further group of an
interesting nature. Messrs. J.

Standish & Co. sent a
basket of the fine white Bouvardia Vreelandii, some fine

examples of the American Tuberose, and half-a-dozen

flowering plants of Gladiolus cruentus. Mr. Turner
staged 18 boxes of cut Roses, all in first-rate condition,

quite a show of themselves, for which he received an
extra prize. He also won the ist prize for 12 Carnations,

and the same for Picotees, winning in the last class with

a stand of first-class varieties that are not yet in com-
merce, in fact only seedlings. Carnations and Picotees

were one of the best features of the show, good flowers

being the order of the day. Next to Mr. Turner the most
successful exhibitor was Mr. N. Norman, who had some
fine stands of blooms. The Metropolitan Floral Society

offered prizes for stands of 12 Carnations and Picotees,

the successful exhibitors in both classes being Mr. D.
Pizzey and Mr. N. Norman, Mr. Webb, Calcot, sent a
fine box of Marechal Niel Roses, and Mr. Toomer, gr. to

W. Knowles. Esq., Streatham, sent two well grown pot

Vines—grown, however, in immense pots. Amongst the

Picotees and Carnations shown by Mr. Turner, the

following were selected for First-class Certificates:—
Picotees : Mrs. Fordham, Edith Dombrain, Mrs. Hornby.
Juliana, Norfolk Beauty, and Ethel. Carnations : Mrs.

F. Bumaby, Isaac Wilkinson, and Campanini.

Fruit Committee.— G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S.,

in the chair. Cultural Commendations were awarded at

this meeting to Mr. Tillery, Welbeck, for a very hand-
some dish of Violette Hative Nectarines ; and to Mr.
Miller, Worksop Manor, for a large and beautifully-

shaped Providence Pine. Mr. G. Miles, gr. to Lord
C^arrington, staged remarkably well grown examples of
White Naples and Giant White Tripoli Onions ; and from
Mr. Toomer came six very well grown Tomatos in pots.

Mr. J. Linden sent a fruit of a new Pine {Ananassa Mordi-
lona), which the committee considered of great promise

;

and Mr. J.
Douglas, gr. to. F. Whitbourn, Esq., showed

a seedling Grape, the result of a cross between the Black
Hamburgh and the White Frontignan, This also the

committee thought very highly of, but as the berries were
somewhat shrivelled, they requested to see it again before

making any award. Prizes were offered for three brace of
Cucumbers, and these were taken by Mr. Pizzey and Mr.
C. Osman, with very fair examples.

Crystal Palace : July 13.—Postponed for nearly a
month, in consequence of the unpropllious nature of the

weather early in the season, and the almost unprece-

dented severity and frequency of thunderstorms which
have still more recently swept over our island home, the

great Rose show at the Crystal Palace threatened to be
a very tame affair, a consummation certainly not wished
for, and as certainly not realised, for a better display

of Roses has seldom been made at this popular place

of amusement than that which was brought together

for the delectation of thousands on Saturday last.

For quantity, size, coloiu-, and freshness of the flowers the

show was, all things considered, a very remarkable one.

Why, there were 10 competitors in the nurserymen's class

for 72 distinct varieties ; and each of the prize stands (of

which there were 5) were good enough to have taken a
ist at any ordinary exhibition. Mr. Cant, of St. John's
Nursery, Colchester, who has been in wonderful form all

the season, took the champion prize, being closely fol-

lowed by Mr. Keynes, Mr. Turner, Mr. Cranston,

and Messrs. Paul & Son. Mr. Turner was ist in the

next class, also a heavy one—which was for 48 varieties,

three trusses of each, Mr. Keynes again coming in 2d,

and Mr. Cant 3d. In other classes, open to nurserymen,
Messrs. Paul & Son and Messrs. Veitch & Son were
amongst the successful exhibitors. Amateurs were almost
as strongly represented as their professional brethren, and
amongst their flowers we were pleased to see fewer

decidedly bad ones than are usually met with.

Amongst miscellaneous productions, themostremarkable

was a very large collection of Agaves and Cacti, contri-
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buted by J. T. Peacock, Esq., his gardener, Mr. Croucher.

being awarded an extra prize ; Messrs. Downie, Laird &
Laing contributed a fine group of plants, and a choice

coUection of young Palms came from Mr. J. H. Ley,

Croydon; Mr. Perry showed some good Verbenas; and
Mr. Turner capital stands of Picotees and Carnations.

The table decorations were numerous, and unusually

good, being generally Hght and elegant, so much so that

many persons were heard to remark upon the contrast

which they presented to those which took prizes only a few

years ago. and upon the advance in taste of the same
competitors during the last two or three years. There

were 11 exhibitors in the class for amateurs, and 12 in the

open class ; in which latter we were sorry to see so many
amateurs exhibiting who were also competing in their own
class, for it is quite enough for one morning's work to

decorate one table in really good style ; and when two

tables are attempted, the result is too often just what might

be expected—that both of them are left unfinished, or care-

lessly done. The ist prize in the open class was justly

awarded to Mr. J. Hudson, of Champion Hill, for un-

doubtedly the best arranged table in the whole exfiibition.

Through the centre was a tall and beautiful plant of Cha-
msedorea graminifotia, while at each end was a March
glass with three tiers, having dark Roses and Stephanotis

below, Bougainvillea and white Jasmine in the middle,

and the top lightly done with Humea, Dendrochilum
filiforme, and several other Orchids. Equal 2d prizes

were awarded to Mr. W. L. Buster, of St. Mary's Cray,

and to Mr. C. O. Burley, Paradise Nursery, Brentwood.

the 3d prize was given to Miss E. Harris, of Salisbury.

In the class for amateurs Mr. Buster took ist prize with

an arrangement of vases very like that which obtained the

isl prize at the Botanic Garden earlier in the same week,

but was even lighter in its character, indeed it was almost

too light for a table of that size. The liberality of the Crystal

Palace finance committee enabled the judges to award
three 2d prizes in this class, which fell to Mr. Blair, 50,

Upper Bedford Place ; to Mr. J. Hudson ; and to Mr.
Soder, gr. to O. Hanbury, Esq., Brentwood ; and also two
3d prizes, which went to Miss E. Blair and to Miss E.
Harris.

In the prizes ofiered for a vase or epergne furnished

with Roses and any kind of (olia.c^e. Miss E. Blair easily

ran away with the ist prize lor the manner in which she

had dressed a new form of three-tier vase with crimson
and blush Roses below, with blush and pale yellow Roses
in the middle, and with white Roses at the top. Equal
2d prizes were awarded to Messrs. Cutbu'-h & Son, High-
gate, and to Mr. Soder ; and a 3d prize was given to Mr.

J. E. Rose, gr. to J. Kitchen, Esq., Westerham, who did
what he could to make a heavy silvered epergne look light,

but failed.

In the miscellaneous class was a stand containing 36
buttonhole bouquets, made up by Miss Thomson, of
Penge, entirely from hardy flowers and foliage, procured
from the nurseries of Mr. R. Parker, of Tooting. One was
a half-expanded bloom of a small white Water Lily, backed
by two brown leaves of Mahonia ; another was a mixture
of the common wild Heath with small white Campanula,
and a piece of the Bird's-foot Trefoil backed by Thalic-

trum adiantifolium. These examples will suffice to show
the style In which in which these little bouquets were made
up, and as there were not two in the collection alike, and
the combinations were well selected and carefully arranged,

they attracted considerable attention.

TuNBBiDGE Wells Horticultural: Ju/y 5.— For
general excellence, and for comparative perfection in the

arrangements, the exhibitions of this Society are equal to

the best held in the provinces. Though not a very exten-

sive it is yet a select show, with superiority for its leading
characteristic. The tents containing the plants were in

the grounds in the rear of the new public hall, opposite
the South-Eastern Station ; the table decorations, cut
flowers, and fiuit in the fine new hall. As a show of fruit

it was fully equal to that seen at Birmingham. The best 3
bunches of Black Grapes were superbly finished specimens
of Black Hamburgh, from Mr. J. Douglas, Loxford Hall
Gardens, Ilford. Twelve dishes of 3 bunches were staged,

and there was not an indifferent lot among them. A
similar number of dishes was staged in the corresponding
class for White Grapes, small but nice bunches of Bowood
Muscat being ist and 2d, to the exclusion of three glorious
bunches of Buckland Sweetwater, large in bunch and
berry, and finely coloured, shown by Mr. A. Reed, gr. to
L. Huth, Esq., which showed cultural ability of a very
high order. Very fine examples of Golden Champion
were shown by Mr. J. Douglas in this class. The best

3 varieties of Grapes, single bunches, exclusive of Black
Hamburgh and Muscat, came from Mr. Douglas also,

and consisted of White Frontignan, Buckland Sweet-
water, and a seedling black. Mr. Perry came next with
Grizzly Frontignan, Sweetwater, and Golden Champion.
The best collection of fruit came from Mr. J. Rust,

Eridge Castle Gardens, and consisted of Black Hamburgh
and Royal Muscadine Grapes, Pines, Melons, Peaches,
Nectarines, Strawberries, and Cherries. Mr. Hopgood
was 2d with a good collection also. Strawberries
were numerously represented, and very fine ; large, well-
coloured, fresh, and clean. Pines, Cherries, Peaches,
Nectarines, and Melons were all good. There were
14 dishes of Peaches, all very fine. The best cut Roses
came from Mr. J. Mitchell, of Piltdown, who showed on
this occasion quite in his old form. The flowers staged
by amateur cultivators were also good. Collections of
18 varieties of cut flowers of stove and greenhouse plants
were a most excellent feature ; the flowers fresh and
bright, the stands admirably arranged. Table decora-
tions are always well done at Tunbridge Wells. A group
of 5 pieces arranged by Miss Cox. of Redleaf, Penshurst
stood out from all the rest for their exquisite simplicity of
arrangement and elegant appearance

; and the same
exhibitor was also ist with a collection of wild flowers in
an arranged group, the requirement ol the schedule being
that the groups should be judged solely with reference to
the taste displayed in their arrangement. The various
classes of plants, such as stove and greenhouse, orna-

mental-foliaged, Orchids, Ericas, Ferns, and Coleuses,

were well represented, and made a most effective display.

The best 8 stove and greenhouse plants came from Mr.

Morse, of Epsom, and consisted of a splendid example of

Dipladenia amabilis. Erica Irbyana, Eucharis amazonica,

Aphelexis macrantha purpurea, Phcenocoma prolifera

Barnesii, Erica Parmentieriana rosea, and two others. Mr.
Knight, gr. to D. L. Shadwell, Esq., Hastings, was
2d, his best plants being Statice imbricata, very finely

bloomed, AUamanda cathartica, Kalosanthes coccinea.

Erica Aitonia superba, and Aphelexis purpurea. Coleuses

are a special feature at Tunbridge Wells ; the plants 3 to

3^ feet in height, grown in the form of handsome pyra-

mids, and remarkably well coloured. All the large plants

placed round the large tent are set down on the grass, and
their fine properties are seen to much better advantage
than when set up on high benches. The weather was
gloriously fine, and a very large and fashionable company
crowded the show grounds during the after part of the

day.

llrrtms of §00ks.
Histoire et Culture des Oranges. Par A. Risse

et A. Poiteau. New edition, with an additional

chapter on the culture of the Orange in the South
of Europe, by Dubreuil. 4to, no coloured plates,

30 figures. Paris, Plon-Masson. (Williams & Nor-
gate.)

In view of the increasing culture of Oranges under
glass in this country, we think it right to call attention

to the above reprint of a well-known French work on
the culture of the Orange, Lemon, and allied fruit.

The original coloured plates, no in number, and
which are excellent, are reproduced, and a new chapter

added by M. Dubreuil.

To all desirous of information on the various kinds

of Oranges grown in the South of Europe, and their

mode of culture, this work vv^ill be found a veritable

store-house. Oranges may be cultivated in the open
air wherever the temperature does not go lower than
26° Fahr., some varieties being much hardier than

others, the Lemons and Shaddocks being the most
tender of all. Propagation is effected either by seeds

or grafts, the stock employed being an inferior kind of

Orange or the Bigarradier. They are grown in the

South as trees, or as espaliers. In either case

great care is requisite to thin the wood suf-

ficiently. M. Dubreuil's favourite plan, however,

as might have been expected, is the cordon—either the

single .oblique or the double vertical. We are

not aware that this plan has been tried in this

country, but we think that at least it might be worth
a trial in Peach cases and similar structures. We are

not particularly enamoured of the cordon system,

deeming it more of a toy than aught else ; but those

who like to amuse themselves with fruit culture might
very fairly try Oranges. The cordons should be in

full bearing the seventh year after planting, and should

be planted about 2 feet apart, the terminal bud being

encouraged, the others suppressed. In the following year

the terminal shoot must be suppressed and the laterals

encouraged, care being taken to remove fore-riglit

shoots, and to secure a perfectly clean straight stem.

The flowers originate in the axils, and at the ends of

the last season's branches. It is only on shoots of

moderate vigour that the flowers are formed. Hence,
then, to secure an abundant crop, the Orange trees

should have their branches perfectly straight, and
bearing a series of weakly shoots and buds. All other

growths absorb the sap, to the detriment of the fruit,

and the increased formation of the wood.

After the planting of the cordons in April the plants

should be allowed to grow freely the first season. The
following year the most vigorous lateral shoots should

be shortened, in order to favour the growth of the ter-

minal branch, and all shoots directed towards the wall

must be suppressed. The young stems are attached to

a wire trellis, great care being taken to keep the termi-

nal shoot trained to the wire as it developes. In the

following April this shoot is shortened to one-third of

its length, so as to make it develope lateral buds on its

lower two-thirds. It is very important that each stem
should form a perfectly straight line. After the

pruning just alluded to, a bud may be seen in

the axil of each leaf. All those which are

directed towards the wall should be removed, and
the remainder, as soon as they have attained a
length of 14 centimetres, should be stopped. As
the result of this pinching the buds arrested in their

development will give origin the following year
to fruit-bearing shoots. If, after this pinching, some
of the most vigorous shoots give rise to a new series of

buds, these also must be stopped when they have
attained a length of from 6 to 8 centimetres. Year
after year these processes must be repeated, so that the

whole of the lateral branches never exceed 15 centi-

metres in length, and that the light may have perfect

access to all parts of the tree. When the cordons
have arrived at the desired height it will be
useful to allow a tuft of leaves to be developed at

the end, in order to maintain the vigour of the trees.

Every year this tuft sliould be cut at the base, in order

to favour the growth of a new bud. All gross shoots

that may be formed should be suppressed. Attention
should be paid to thinning the trees, the number to be
left being in proportion to the vigour of the tree and
the size of the fruit. Thus, for the small fruited ^a.^•

darin Orange, 10 fruits may be left to every 3 feet, and
for the larger-fruited varieties four or five. The
Orange may also be grown in horizontal cordons.
Such is a brief abstract of M. Dubreuil's instruc-

tions. Of course he had in view the open air culture
of the Orange, but with the necessary modifications
the same principles may be followed under glass.

I VENTURE to solicit a few words of advice from
some of your readers. Until this year I have taken no
honey in either supers, glasses, or side boxes ; now I
have two supers nearly filled, but have had two
swarms from one stock and three from the other, and
here lies my great difficulty ; how can I prevent this
swarming ? 1 have always put on the supers in good
time, and they sometimes commence building in them
and then swarm. I have some wooden boxes and
some straw hives. Which are the best, and what is

the best size ? I have read several books on bee keep-
ing, but the instructions given do not enable me to
overcome my difiSculty. Apiarian.

THE WEATHER.
STATU OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

Fob the Week ending Wednesdav, Julv 17, 1873.
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supplies all our fencing, except walls of brick, rammed
earth, and, rarely, of stone, and also the wood-work of

most houses, and whatever is made of boards at the North.

It is an enormous grass, like the Bamboo of the Eastern

Tropics, growing, however, tea less height, only 30 or

40 feet. The slender foliage is of inconceivable beauty,

comparing with that of other trees as ostrich feathers do
withgoose-quills. The stemis about6inches indiameter,

with joints about 20 inches apart ; the thickness of the

wood is nearly an inch. When poles or slats are

wanted, the stem is split into four, six, or eight parts.

For boards for the top of a coarse table, bench, or bed-

stead, it is opened and flattened out, splitting almost at

every inch of width, but not coming entirely apart.

For a dish, candle-case, grease-pot, or extemporaneous
vessel for carrying drink to a company of hunters or

labourers, it is cut off just below the partitions ; such

a receptacle is called a tarro. Tarros ofdouble capacity

are made for bringing the domestic supply of water for

a family, by taking a piece two joints long, with a

septum at each end, and one in the middle. A hole is

made in the upper and middle septa, and if they be used

for carrying molasses, a bung can be put in, or an
Orange used for a stopper. Bottles of a single joint are

used for holding castor-oil, &c. ; in short, the uses of

the Guadua are innumerable. I met the lumber of it

as far down as Sabanilla, and saw some bad specimens
of the tree near Carthagena. The Guadua starts from the

ground with the full diameter, or nearly so, but the

joints are at first very short ; some trees send out

branches, and they are long, straggling, and terribly

thorny ; others grow with a diameter ot only 2 inches,

and make good poles for bringing down Oranges,

every one of which has to be torn from the tree, or it

decays without falling. The cavities of the Guadua
often contain water ; it is erroneously stated that the

quantity increases and diminishes with the phases of

the moon. Stones are said also to be found in these

joints : this might be expected, but I never found an
authentic instance, and doubt the fact : the only instance

believed to occur under my own observation was cer-

tainly false, as the stone was an ordinary one. I must
state one other thing about the Guadua which is unusual
in the vegetable kingdom here, but very common at

the North, It is apt to take entire possession of the

ground on which it grows. Now, a square mile, covered
with the same species, say a Pine, an Oak, or the

Beech, an acre covered with the same species of grass,

or Whortleberry, or other plant, is no uncommon thing
at the North, but in the Tropics it is quite differ-

ent. Plants are not gregarious here, still less

exclusive. I have seen the Guava grow in natural

orchards, where most of the trees in a considerable
space were Psidium, but even this is rare, and in general
you cannot expect, where you have found a plant you
want, to find others of the same species near it.

Helton^s Andes.

mrtrcix mm.
(FOR THE ENSUING FORTNIGHT.)

PLANT HOUSES.
The Conservatory.—This and next month is the

best time to do any painting, repairs, or alterations

with the heating apparatus or extension of water
supply. In planted-out conservatories, and more
especially where the so-called natural style is carried
out—miniature hills and valleys, with rockwork
here and waterfall there, such as is seen in many
large French gardens, notably in Madame Pescatore's,
Madame Furtado's at Rocquencourt, and the Accli-
matisation Society's Gardens, Paris—a very large
supply of water is necessary. It is only practical men
who really know what a large amount of water is

consumed by large healthy Palms^ Tree Fe^-ns^ flower-
ing creepers. Camellias, Oranges, &c. They take at
this season double the quantity that they take in
winter, as is well known ; yet for all that, in many
gardens the supply is less now than in winter, owing
to the dependence placed on a pump or rainfall supply.
It doesn't require any extra scanning to see the dif-

ference between a well-watered conservatory and a
badly watered one. Insecticides and all those nasal
abominations that are so common, are squirted out of
existence with a liberal force of fresh water, whereas
in a scantily supplied garden these offensive nostrums
have to be submitted to. Like ill-fed, dirty human
beings, plants get infected with parasites—some more
than others, of course, but the cure is identical—pure
water and soap. In painting inside it is better to give
only one coat of paint every other year, than to give
three coats of paint every five years. And so with
outsides—a coat every year is better than three coats
every three years. In this way houses of all descrip-
tions have a cleaner appearance from year to year,
while efficiency is not lessened by only using one coat
at a time. H. Knight, Floors.

Greenhouse Soft-wooded Plants.—July is one
of the most trying months in the year for soft-wooded
plants. CtJterarias and Calceolarias frequently get a
death-blow from drought and green-fly ; such plants
are best grown in a cold pit or frame, in a north aspect,
throughout the summer months, where the lights can
be taken off on cool nights. Where green-fly has
made its appearance it must be got rid of at once

fortnight. If the foliage becomes injured by any pest,

it is a long time before they grow out of it. Sow the
main batch of Calceolarias^ if not already done

;
give

the soil a thorough watering previous to sowing ; the
seed should be scattered very thinly, and then a
little finely sifted sandy soil shaken over, sufficient to

cover the seeds ; place a pane of glass on the pot, it

assists to keep in moisture, and prevents any drip from
washing the small seed up. Cinerarias must not be
allowed to become pot-bound

;
give them a light

generous soil, and keep them scrupulously clean ;

where there is convenience the pots should be placetl

on a bed of ashes, which should be kept damp. Old
plants of Cyclamen must now be shaken out and
re-potted into clean potsj the soil to consist of two
parts turfy loam to two of leaf-mould and old cow-
dung, or dung from an old Cucumber-bed ; add a little

coarse sand, the whole mixed well together. The
tuberous-rooted Trop,rolums should now be laid on
their sides in a dry place until they begin to show signs

of growth. Geo. Baker. Clapham Common.

Stove Plants.—All late flowering bulbs should
now be started, such as Gesnera cinnaharina^ and the

last batch of G. sf'lcndens. Look over the young stock
of autumn and winter-flowering plants, and anything
that is likely to be scarce may still be made up by
putting in more cuttings. There are several Begonias
very useful for winter work, such as B. fuchsioiiles,

B. Ingramiiy B. manieata, B. nitida, and B. semperfiorcns
Saundersii—cuttings of either may still be put in. Plants

in flower will now require particular attention in water-

ing. It is much better to look over them morning and
afternoon at this time of the year. Plants in small

pots will often need water twice a day ; large specimen
plants may sometimes not require water in the morn-
ing, but if the day is very warm they may be quite dry
by afternoon. I know of nothing more injurious to a
specimen plant in full flower than to allow it to get too

dry. In watering large plants be sure and give as

much water as thoroughly moistens the ball. If a

large plant gets too dry there will sometimes be found
a vacuum between the pot and the soil, which the

water will run through nearly as fast as it is put in. In
such cases take the potting-stick and ram the soil all

round the rim of the pot, till it is quite firm, then fill

it up two or three times with water. A. Ingram,
Alnioick,

FLOWER GARDEN, &'c.

Hardy Trees and Shrubs.—For the most part
plants of this class have finished their annual growth,
and the foliage, too, is full-sized, hence there is no
period more appropriate for deciding what thinnings

or removals require to be made, to give more space to

subjects of greater merit when the proper time arrives.

This is a point which I fear is too often omitted,
rendering the work to a large extent a haphazard
operation. Reference is made more particularly to

plants of a deciduous habit ; the park and pleasure
ground stand in the same relation. Here there are few
points that might not be improved by judicious plant-

ing and occasional removals, but in no case should a
tree be cast aside either through age, ugliness, or in-

significance, till the effect it possesses on the general
composition has been well studied. In working out
improvements in park scenery we have not only to fix

upon an appropriate situation, we have also to consider

the adaptability of the tree, whether it should be round-
headed, pointed, or drooping, and also the quality of
the soil, for unless it is agreeable we may as well beat
the wind. Added to which there is the colour of the

foliage to be considered, since it may possibly have a
more telling effect than even the form of the tree. In
every department change must be viewed as an im-
provement, the accomplishment of which must be
guided by a keen discriminating eye and refined taste.

No alteration should ever be attempted where there

exists only a listless desire to do something for the
mere sake of novelty. Where the soil has been
trenched or deeply dug to give free extension to the

roots of trees and shrubs, the surface ought to be fre-

quently stirred and kept clear of weeds to give ready
admission to air and warmth. This season, above
many others, points out unmistakably the presence of
stagnant water, which, if not liberated, will sicken
vegetation and ultimately kill the plants. Examine
frequently tree supports, and have the bandages pro-

perly secured to prevent chafing, which if tolerated,

will inflict dangerous wounds. Some of our Coniferous
trees occasionally produce double and sometimes treble

leaders, which, if allowed to remain, will retard pro-

gress and destroy symmetry ; all but the strongest

should be at once removed. Again, there are others

which, very frequently from accident or from some un-
accountable cause, lose the terminal shoot, and none
more so than Picea bracteata. When such happens
replace it by tying up the best placed side shoot, and
pinching out the extreme point of those immediately
below it. Alexander Crajjib, Tortworth.

Roses.—Budding should now be done, and, if suffi-

cient good sound buds can be obtained, finished as soon
as possible. I prefer to put them in without the usual

cross-cut, the advantage is that the wind and persons
passing are less likely to snap off the budded shoot.

It only requires a little practice to enable one to put in

the buds in this way almost as quickly as in the usual

close to the stock as possible, so that when it grows it

will look like a shoot springing out of the top of the
stock. Tie with coarse knitting cotton ; two twists
below the bud, and three or four above are all that are
required, only take care to have those immediately
above and below firmly pulled so as to bring the bud
close down on to the budded brancii. This must on no
account be shortened, It should not be touched until
October. R. B. P,

dip them m weak tobacco-water, and fumigate once a ' method. Take care to put the bud well home,

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—Little need be added to last fortnight's

directions regarding watering, airing, &c. Pot Vines
which have been forwarded early will now be strong
canes, becoming brown and ripe. Give them an
increase of air and a dry atmosphere, to prevent their
making any fresh lateral growths ; do not, however,
withdraw the moisture at the roots, but give them
every assistance to keep their foliage healthy as long as
possible. The same applies to young Vines planted
out this season. As soon as ever the rafters are covered
with good wood and foliage, the atmospheric moisture
may be withdrawn and the air increased. The
temperature should not be lowered, nor the moisture
withdrawn from the roots, till the wood is thoroughly
ripe. G. J., Glamis.

Melons.—If the old plants are looking ** seedy,"
and not likely to continue fruiting, a final sowing
should be made at once, in a strong bottom-heat, so
as to get them planted out as early as possible.
Melons rarely do much good planted later than this.

Give to plants in houses swelling off their fruit, plenty
of weak manure water, and, if not done previously,
mulch the surface to prevent watering at the ripening
period, or they will burst. Avoid overcrowding with
laterals, and injuiy to the large foliage especially; it

should always be borne in mind that these latter are
the flavour producers. If fruit are cut two days before
they are quite ripe, and put in a cool airy room, they
keep much longer and are better in flavour thaa if

sent to table at once. To fruit in frames approaching
the ripening stage a dry, airy atmosphere should be
maintained, and the night temperature should never
be less than 70°

; from a low moist temperature the
fruit is always worthless. \V. Wildsmith,

Cucumbers.—Examine every other day the plants
in frames to stop the shoots after each fruit, but
not to be too severe if the space requires to be filled

up. Take off" all old decayed leaves close to the joint,

and if the male flowers are numerous, rub off all that
are not required. This is a good time of the year to
make a note of what kinds seem to do the best, and to
save seed only of such sorts. Be particular to observe
the most fruitful, as some kinds only bear indifferently,

and are not worth the space allotted to them. If you
wish to prolong the time of fruiting any favourite sort,

and to make sure of the same variety, take cuttings of
the same, and when the cuttings are ready commence
to make up a frame as formerly directed, or plant them
in a spare house ; these will come in for autumn
supply, and generally are found to be more useful than
trusting to older plants that have been doing their

duty through the summer. R. H. D.
The Orchard.house.—Now that the fruits are

commencing to ripen here, a brisk and more bracing
atmosphere must be maintained. To ripen fruits well,

and to obtain good, well- flavoured fruits, air, abun-
dant fresh air, is especially necessary. Give as much
air during the day as possible wlien the weather is at

all fine, and admit a goodly portion at night as well.

In Orchard-houses the difficulty is in there being so
much variety, and all requiring different treatment.
It is impossible to give every subject the exact and
best treatment it should receive. Trees in pots can
be moved to where they can receive the treatment
most congenial to them. Those not bearing fruit, or
that have borne their crop, it is well to have placed out-
of-doors, to give them the full benefit of the sun and air :

plunge the pots halfway in some sunny position. Take
care not to over-water pot trees, where the fruits are
ripening, or the flavour will be spoiled ; those swel-
ling off, on the contrary, should have an abundant
supply, in order to obtain large fruit. Give frequent
applications of liquid manure as well. Syringe the
whole house morning and evening, to keep the trees in
health, and to keep the red spider in check. Closely
pinch all growing shoots now ; check over-luxuriant

shoots by stripping offa portion of the leaves, or,

what is better, by cutting half of the leaf away. Small
pyramid fruit trees are very difficult to keep in form if

they are not most rigorously repressed at top, and the
bottom shoots encouraged. The great objects in view
now, are the ripening of the fruit, and the ripening of
the wood for next year. B.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Wall Fruit.— Stop, thin, and regulate the summer

shoots of wall trees. Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines
should now be carefully looked over, and have every
superfluous shoot removed- If the weather be dry, they
should have a good soaking of water, and should
have a good mulching of half-rotten dung put
over the roots. Continue the summer pruning of
Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries : the fore-right
shoots which had been shortened may now be cut
close to the spur, as there is not much danger of the
buds breaking after this, and the removal of them will
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admit light and air to the buds. Give the trees a heavy
syringing occasionally. M. Saul, Stourton.
Hardy Fruit.—The summer pruning, as previously

directed, must still have the greatest attention ; not
only espaliers, pyramids, and bushes, but also standard
trees should now have all the superfluous wood removed.
With a light crop of fruit most kinds of trees will, after

the heavy rains of the past month, make vigorous
growth this season. Whenever the American blight
developes itself on any of the Apple trees, rub a little

linseed oil with a brush into the parts affected, as pre^

viously directed. M. Saul, Slotirton.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Otltdoor.—The weather in this locality has been

anything but favourable for kitchen garden opera-
tions. It has rained and rained, and again it rains.

Still the men may be profitably employed in layering,

potting, and washing pots for Strawberries, ic. Do
not by any means let them go on the ground when the
soil stickr; to their feet. The first opportunity you
have, get in the last batch of Pens of the early
varieties. The calendar given for July 6 will apply
generally now. Planting all kinds of winter stuff and
Broccoli must be attended to the first chance we get.

R. Gilbert, Bltrghley.

September. They should afterwards be set in the
shade, or at least where they get the morning sun only,
as it is well to retain some of the leaves in active con-
dition to favour the formation of new roots. Good
flowers can only be expected from well-ripened wood
and active roots. Protect from heavy rains by house or
pit from October onwards. Large full-coloured flowers
can hardly be obtained earlier than March, for which
season of flowering forcing should begin about Christ-
mas. If earlier flowers are wanted, begin in October or
November. William Paul, Wallham Cross, N.

Water Melons
: P. A. writes ' I am this year growing

some Water Melons, and have a good crop, in a Iwo-
light dung frame. Being the first time 1 have grown
them, I should be very thankful for any information as
regards treatment to ripen them, also in reference to
watering, as they require a great quantity of it."

Erratum.—Mr. W. E. Dixon, of the Norwood Nursery,
Beverley, states that the correspondent who sent us the
short account of the York Gala at p. 942, fell into an
error respecting the awards made for Orchids, and
requests us to state that he was ist for six, Mr. Steven-
son 2d, and Messrs. Brooke k Co. 3d.

Communications Received.—W. C. T—T G D—E W B —
W. P.-G. W.—R. B.-D. T. F,-J. S.— J. A.—H. R.

'
'

Notices to Correspondents.
Bracken : W. C. S. Bracken is useful as a packing

material, also as Utter for cattle, and as a protecting
material in gardens, but we are not aware that it is used
as a cattle food.

Grapes : 5. M. Your Grapes are affected by mildew.
Flowers of sulphur should have been applied earlier, so
as to have checked its progress ere it had so much
injured your Grapes.

Grasses; G. Miss Plue's British Grasses is a popular
book, and will probably suit your purpose.

Insects : A. IV. P. The small gall in the Rose leaf
seems to be an immature one of the Rhodites Centifolia
of Hartig. /. O. W.^P. H. I'ertcgans. The grub in

the branch of crimson Thorn is the caterpillar of the
leopard moth, Zeuzera assculi. The two pups from
the earth about the stem have nothing to do with it ;

they are apparently the pupa of Calliomorpha Domi-
nula. A. M.

Melons: Old iiubscriber. We can see nothing the matter
with the Melon leaves, except the scalding, which may
be accounted for by the varying extremes of weather
recently experienced.

Names of Plants : H. C. C. r, Doodia media ; 2,

Lastrea glabella
; 3, Asplenium viviparum

; 4, Leuco-
stegia immersa. — L. E. The Purple Loosestrife,
Lythrum Salicaria.—C Lamb. Stanhopea connata, a
rare species.— William Sharpe. Leptinella scariosa.

—

D. Sprekelia formosissima.

—

Cam^ce. r. Polystichum
capense; 2, Goniophlebium appendiculatum.

—

G. F.
I, Paulownia imperialis

; 3, Leycesteria formosa
; 6,

Desfontainea spinosa. The rest are too imperfect.
Peaches and Nectarines for Forcing : An Old

Subscriber. Peaches : Early York, Royal George,
Noblesse, and Bellegarde. Nectarines : Hum's Tawny,'
EIruge, Violette Hative, Pitmaston Orange, and
Victoria.

Peach Leaves Blistered : W. Wheatley. The leaves
of your Peach trees are blistered and scorched by the
sun through being so tender, by having so much wet
at the roots lately, and so little sun to harden the
tissues, so as to make them able to stand against the
sudden changes.

Peaches Wanting in Flavour : An Old Subscriber.
We cannot tell exactly why your fruits are devoid of
flavour. It may be owing to several causes, such as
the tree being out of health ; the leaves having been
destroyed by red-spider or otherwise, or by being con-
fined in too close and moist an atmosphere. They
require abundance of air whilst ripening.

Plans of Vineries: 7. S. We have examined your
drawings, with the proposed alterations, &c. The
proposition to adopt hot-water pipes instead of the flues
is perfectly correct and proper. But, having the house
built as it is, we cannot see the necessity or utility of
altering it, as you suggest. It would not grow Grapes
or Peaches a whit better, so that we consider it would
be a useless waste of money. Better, having the money
to spare, put up some additional accommodation, and
not spend it in questionable and expensive alterations.
We would recommend you to plant one set of trees in
the inside border, as proposed, which, being 18 feet
wide, is quite large enough, and then plant others in
the outside borders as well. If we had to begin at the
beginning, to erect the houses, Sc, many of your
suggestions would be quite appropriate and advisable.

Planting Strawberries : G. C. E. August is a
good time to plant Strawberries. Lay the runners now
in small pots, as if for forcing. Trench your ground
2 feet deep, giving a good coating of manure ; then,
when the plants are fairly rooted, and the ground is in
good condition, plant out in lines singly, 2 feet by
2i feel, and attend carefully, as to watering, hoeing of
the ground. &c. ; then, next season, you may look to have
an abundant crop. The following are good varieties to
grow:— I, Vicomtesse Hdricart de Thury; 2, Lucas-
3, Sir Joseph Paxton

; 4, Dr. Hogg
; 5, Elton Pine

Pruning Fruit Trees : H. C. You are quite right
The superabundant shoots on wall fruit trees and others
should be removed by the end of June, All rood
gardeners see that this is done if they can find time.Many things are neglected in gardens, not so much for
the want of skill as for time to do the work ; andfmi -trees are perhaps the most subject of all to this
neglect.

Roses for Forcing
: W. J. C.-Roses imended for

forcing should be potted not later than the middle of

arhets.
CO VENT GARDEN.—Jidv ig.

Of English and foreign fruit a fair supply is now
offered, and a ready sale is effected, at quoted prices.
Quantities of bush fruit are still required for the northern
market. We have large supplies of Potatos from the
Channel Islands, and a heavy importation of Pines from
the West Indies.

Cut Flowers.
5. d. s. d.

Carnations, p. bunch 40 — 60
Gardenias, p. doz. . . 30 — 60

A
Nursery Business for Sale.

N Old-established and very compact NURSERY for
sale, on rfasonablc Icrms, FoiFTo nurserymen.

OR DISPOSAL, with immediate Possession,

,. „?""'fg'*\ a""! seed business, with good connccllon,
the west of England. Established over 30 years.

A. B., Mr. Allnutt, Staiion Road, Wood Green, N.
rpo BE DISPOSED OF, LEASE and GOODWILL
, u,

of a SMALL ESTABLISHED NURSERY, Furnishing and
Jobbing Business attached : west of London.
PROI'HEROE AND MORRIS, Auctioneers and Valuers,

Leytonstone, Essex, N.E.

'110 BE LET. NURSERY, at Bankfoot, Cupar Fife
j:*- (about }% Acres, old established); also DWELLING-HOUSE,OAKDEN, &c., adjoinine, together or separately,—all as lately
possessed by Messrs. Laird. Entry Novcmberii,
Apply to J. M. DOUGLAS, Writer,

"
till Au^^ust 10.

, Cupar, who will receive oflffrs

T^
^^ To Market Gardeners.

O BE SOLD, FREEHOLD, or LET on long
LEASE, the whole or part ofabout TWO HUNDRED ACRES

of very rich LAND, bounded by .-i River, in a Market Garden
district, near a Staiion, a short distance of London.

M. G., 39, Lombard Street, E.G.

Heartsease, p, i2bun,i d — 30
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays — 06
Mignonette, 12 bun. 20 — 40
Myosotis, p. bun. . . 02 — 06
Pelargoniums,

French, p.i2spray5 o 6 — i o
Pelargoniums, Scar-

let, p. 12 sprays

Balsams
Calceolaria,

Cockscombs .

.

Double Gera-
niums

Fuchsia
Heath, invars.

p. doz.
.. do.

04 — o g

Plants in Pots.

s. d. s. d.

s. d. s. d.
Nemophila, p.i2bun. .. — 16
Pinks, p. doz. bun. 20— 30
Roses, per doz. . . 04— 40— Moss, do. ..06 — 10
Spiraea, p. bunch . . . . — 10
Stephanotis,i2sprays^ o — 6 o
SweetPeas,p.i2 bun.4 o — 60
Tropaioiums, labun. 10 — 20
Trumpet Lilies.doz. .. — 60
Stocks, p. bunch .. 04 — 06
Wallflowers, bunch . . — o fi

6 o-

Apricots, p. doz.

Cherries, p, lb.

Figs, p. doz.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per too
Melons, each

6 o— 9 o
4 o—12 o

12 o—24 o

Fruit.

s. d. s. d.

2 o to 3

Hydrangea
Lobelia
Mignonette,
Myrtles
Pelargonium
— Scarlet

Rhodanthe

p. doz.

.. do.

do.

.. do.

.. do.

,. do.

.. do.

4 o-

6 o—12 o
9 o—18 o
4 o— 6 o
60—..

6

4 o — 10 o
30 — 80
7 o — 10 o
3 o to 8 o

Vegetables.

%. d. s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea, o 3 to o 6
Asparagus, per 100 2 6—10 o— French, do — .

.

Beet, per doz. . . 1 o— 3 o
Cabbages, perdoz.. . 10— 1 3
Cardoons, each . . . . — ,

.

Carrots, p. bunch . . o 7— ro
French, do. . . i o— i 6

Cauliflowers, p. doz. 2 o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle . i o— 2 o
Cucumbers, each . . o 6— i o
French Beans, new,
per 100 .. .... — 26

Herbs, per bunch .. o a— o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun. 3 o— 5 o
Leeks, per bunch .. o 2— o 4
New Potatos—Round, 6s. to J2S. per cwt,

14^. do.

, p. doz. 8 (

s. d. s. d.
Nectarines,
Oranges, per 100
Peaches, per doz.
Pine -apples, per lb. 30 — 70
Strawberries, p. lb. 10 — 30

6 o —10 o
o —24 o

f. d. s. d.

I oto 2 o
..—30
o 4— o 9

2— o 4
1 o— 2 o

Lettuces, perscore.

.

Mushrooms, p. pott.

Onions, per bunch .

Parsley, p. bunch ..

Peas, new, per qt.

Potatos, new frame,
per lb 03—06

Radishes, per bunch o 2— .

.

Rhubarb, p. bund. . o 4— o q
Salsafy, per bun —

,

,

Scorzonera, per bun. . . — .

,

Shallots, per lb, .. o 8— ..

Spinach, per bushel 2 o— 3 o
Tomatos, p. doz. . . 2 o— 4 o
Turnips, new.p. bun, . . — 09

Kidneys, gs. to

SALES BY AUCTION.
By Order of the Executrix of the Late Mr. G. H.

BUNNEV, Deceased.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT to BUILDERS, NURSERYMEN, and

OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

mstructcd to offer by PUBLIC AUCTION, at Garraway-s,
Change Alley. Cornhill, E.G., on MONDAY, July 22, at i o'clock, the
Valuable LEASEHOLD Convenient Modern Detached Eieht-
roomed FAMILY RESIDENCE, with SEED SHOP, COTTAGE,
and about THREE ACRES of LAND, known as BUNNEVS
NURSERY, Maryland Point, Stratford. Essex, E., having altogether
a (rentage of 243 feet, or thereabouts, to the Turnpike Road.T>y an
average depth of 520 feet, admirably adapted for the erection of Small
Cottage Property, now so much in demand in the neighbourhood, or
to be conimued as a Nurserj- ; held on Lease for a term of 69 years,
from Michaelmas, 1842, at a ground rent of £30 per annum. The
whole of the Glass Erections may be taken at a Valuation at the
purchaser's option.
Also, the LEASE of the rich, productive NURSERY GROUND,

so pleasantly sjluated on the borders of Wanslead Park, Wanstead,
Essex, in all about g Acres, with the Four-roomed Brick-built Cot-
tages and Sheds erected thereon, held for an unexpired term of
14 years, or thereabouts, at a low rental of £36 per annum.
Particulars and Conditions of Sale (when ready) may be had at

Garraway s, as above ; on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers, Estate
Agents and Valuers, Leytonstone, Essex, E.

Stratford, Essex.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of STOVE.

GREENHOUSE, and OTHER PLANTS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE .\ND MORRIS will SELL

by AUCTION on the Premises, The Nursery, Maryland Point,
Stratford, Essex, on THURSDAY, July 25, and two following days,
at II for 12 o'clock precisely, each day, without reserve, by order of the
Executrix of the late Mr. G. H. Bunney, deceased, the whole of the
choice STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, mcludlng 1600 choice
Camellias, amongst which are noble specimens of Double White,
10 ft. high and beautifully furnished; 2200 Azalea indica, including
many line specimens and half specimens; 6000 choice Ericas and
Epacris, 3000 New Holland Plants of sorts, 1000 Standard and Dwarf
Roses, by name, in pots ; 3ooochoice Geraniums and i'clargoniums, 3000
choice terns and Lycopudiums, 1000 Gardenia intermedia, and many
thousands of others; together with a powerful Cart Horse, Pony,
Ihree Vans, Three Carls, Three Boilers, &c, &c
May be viewed three days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, Essex, E.
N.B.—The wholeof the thriving NURSERY STOCK, growing on

the two Nurseries, will be SOLD by AUCTION, without reserve,
about the MIDDLE of OCTOBER NEXT,
Disposed of by Private Contract-

unless previously

BlJou Villa, St. Jolin's Wood.
AN OFFICER, appointed to a Foreign Command,

wishes to SELL the LEASE of his HOUSE, with the Furni-
ture. Drawing-room and Dining-room, Six Bed-rooms; a charming
Garden, with Fountain in centre; a Conservatory, opening into
Drawing-room; a small Range of Hothouses. Everything in first-
rate order. T., 10, Grove End Road, N.W,

Bucks.
CAPITAL STOCK FARM, of about 350 ACRES,

to be LET on LEASE. Soil, chalk and Kravcl. Good Home-
stead, adjoining which is Pasture Land of about 25 Acres, and more
would be added to a desirable Tenant. The Shooting is preserved,
but the Tenant is protected from damage by Game. Rent and Tithe,
281. per Acre.
For terms, apply to NORMAN and SON, Land Agents, Uxbridc-e

and Bcaconsficld ; SOUTHLANDS and RUSH, Green Farms
Denham, Bucks; and of Mr. QUALLETT, 10, New Bond Street,
London, \V,

To Market Gardeners, Herb Growers, and Others.
LAND, in the Parish of Beddington, two miles from

Croydon, and within 12 of London, containiiij;, in the whole,
600 Acres, TO BE LET, in either large or small Plots to suit the con-
venience of Tenants, and with possession at Michaelmas next.
May be viewed on application to Mr. John Guv, of Beddington (the

present tenant), and any further Particulars, with Terms and Form of
Agreement, may be obtained of Messrs. NORTON, TRIST,
WATNEV. ANDCO..L3nd Agents, 6?. Old Broad Street. London, E.C

Railwa

' iO LEI, situate about 12 miles Irom London,
idjoining the Twickenham Station of the South-Western

ilway. It is suitable either for a Private Residence, a Dairy Farm.
a Market Garden, and will be Let upon Lease for a term of 7 or

14 years. There are 84 acres in all, of which 67 acres arc rich Grass
Land, at present affording valuable Pasture, but which might easily
be convened into Pleasure Grounds Of the remainder, 7?^acres arc
now laid out as a Fruit Plantation and Market Garden, and t)'/, acres
consist of Arable Land in a very good state of cultivation. In the
centre of the Grass Land is a newly-erected DwcllinR-house, contain-
in^ eiKht rooms, each 15 feet square, as well as accommodation for
Servants, and convenient Out Offices ; there is also a Bailiff's Cottage
on the Farm.
For further particulars, apply to Messrs. RUSHWORTH,

ABBOTT, AKD CO., 22, Savillc Row, Regent Street, W.

SALE on FRIDAY and SATURDAY {THIS DAY).
Important Sale of Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he has
received instructions from the Executors to SELL by

AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden,
W.C, on FRIDAY and SATURDAY, July 19 and 20, at halt-past
12 o'clock precisely each day. without reserve, the entire Collection
of valuable ORCHIDS, in the finest possible health, formed with
great care and judgment by the late Rev. William Ellis, of Hoddesdon,
consisting of fine plants, besides many others, of the following choice
varieties :—

Aerides Schroderi

,,
LarpentcB

„ Lobbii

,, nobilc
Burlingtonia fragraiis

Calanthc Veitchii

Dendrobium Falconcri

,,
lituifioruin

,,
M'Carthiae

,,
Wardianum

Odontoglossum Phalccnopsis

,,
na;vium majus

,. Hendersonii
Vanda Bensonii

,, suavis
„ Cathcartii

Vanda Andersonii
Cymbidium cburneum
Cypripcdium Lowii

,, Stonei

II niveum
,, lavigatum

Cattlcya Acklandiae
,, W'alhsii

Fhala:nopsis amabilis

,, grandiflora

,, Schilleriana

,, Luddemanniana
Saccolabium Keidii

,1 guttatum
,, prarmorsum

&c., &c
On view the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Imported Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

TUE'^DAV, July 30, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, several CON-
SIGNMENTS of IMPORTED ORCHIDS, consisting of fine masses
of rare and valuable kinds.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had^

M'^i.Jo

Importation of Tree and Other Ferns
from NEW ZEALAND.

C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
Great Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent Garden, \V,C.,

on TUESDAY, July 30, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, fine speci-
mens, in c.^pitaI condition, of TREE and other FERNS, comprising

—

100 Todca supcrba I 7 Cyathea dealbala
6 ,, pcUucida I 7 ,, Smilhii

5 Dicksonia squarrosa ] 7 Filmy Ferns
Just arrived from Otago, New /e,Ttand,

On view the morninc of Sale, and Cat.-iln^ues had.

The Lark Hill Collection of Orchids,
ORNAMENTAL STO\E .nnd <.REEN1KH'SE PLANTS, which

are celebrated throughout the country ; Mr. Stevenson, the Gar-
dener, having taken Prices at all the principal Exhibitions.

CAPES AND DUNN (of Manchester) respectfully
announce ihat they have received instructions from Julius Sichel,

Esq., to SELL by AUCTION, at his residence, L.Trk Hill, Timncrlev.
near Manchester, on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY,
August 7, 8, and q, without the slightest reserve, the whole of his
splendid COLLECflON of PLANTS, comprising large exhibition
specimens of choice and valuable Orchids, splendid CameMins, Atnleas,
]-lcaths, magnificent Palms and Ferns. Allnmandas, Dipladentas, and
other choice Stove Plants; also beautiful nnd rare tirnamenial Foliagcd
Plants, .niong with n. number nf 1 lothouses and Greenhouses. The plants
are all in hue healthy condition, and may be seen on applying to Mr,
STEVENSON, the (.ardcner, onj; day previous to the Sale. Catalogues
may be had about three wecki prior to the Sale, on application to the
Auctioneers, 8, Clarence Street, Albert Stjuare, Manchester, or to the
Gardener. Buyers and gardeners from a distance can be accommodated
with lodgings in the neighbourhood.
N.B.-Thc HOUSE and beautiful GARDENS, with Ranees o(

Glass and Forcing Houses, to be LET or SOLD.
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To Market Gardeners, Fruit Growera, Farmers, &c. i

TO BE LET. bv Tender (possession at Michaelmas
next), on l.EASK'lor 7 or 13 years. loKcihcr or separate, TWO

desirable SMALL FAKMS, pleasantly iUuaicd at (he high and
healthy locality ot Pilgrim's Hatch, on Onpar Koad. about two miles

from the first-class Station of Brentwood, Essex, and 19 from London
;

within easy distances ol' the Markers of On^ar, Komlord, and the

proposed ftiilitarj- DepOl at U'arley-
HULLErS FARM, having good BuildincSt with 62 Acres, com-

prising about ? Acres ol Fruit Trees, 30 ol hue Old Pasture, and
remainder good sound Arable Land.
GEN I'S F.\KM. of about aS Acres, adjoinlnc above, consisting of

about i}z Acre of recently planted Orchard, abutting on high road;

13 Acres of Old Pasture, and remaining Arabic. Good Water on both
Farms. Rack rent not desired, but respeciable tenants.

Mr. Clarke, i, Pilsrim's Cottages, adjoining the Farm, will show
the Land. Tender or communications by letter only to

T., 34, Somerset Street, London, W.

Prize Berkslilre Pigs.

G GRIGGS, the Winner of the First Prize Oxford
• Royal, 1870; Eight Prizes and Four Commendations, Essex

Agricultural Show, Romford, 1871 ; also Seven Prires, Halstcad, 1872;
has some PRIZE HOAKS and SOWS for SALE.

Oaklands, Romford, Essex.

SALE S BY AU CTION.
Blddenham Annual Sale.

MR. STRAFFORD is instructed by Mr. Charles
Howard, of lliddenhain, near Bedford, to announce that the

ANNUAL SALE by Al'CTION will take place on FRIDAY,
July 26. and will consist ol about FIFTY OXFORDSHIRE DOWI^
SHE-^RLING rams and a FEW OLDER SHEEP.
London: 13, Euston Square, July 18, 1S72.

Weston Park, Shlpston-on-Stour.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD has received instructions to
announce for SALE by ALTCTlLiN, without reserve, at

\Veston Park, Shipston-on-Slour, on THURSDAY, September ig ne\t
(the day after the Sale at Wintcrfold), about FIFl Y HEAD of
PURE-BRED SHORIHORNS, the property of Sir G. R. Philips,
Bart., consisting of Bulls, Cows, and Heifers of the "

1
" and " Dido "

families, with other good old tribes, that have been bred at Weslon
i'ark for nearly 40 years. Sires of the fashionable Bates and Knightley
blood have .been used; the one now in service is 3d Cherry Duke
(38,171), a 200 gs. purchase at the Wicken Park Sale.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, will be issued in due time, and
announced, with furiher particulars, in future Advertisements.
London: 13, Euston Square, July 15, 1872.

Crosswood, three miles ftom Welshpool.

MR. E. H. MORRIS is directed by Major Heyward
to SELL by AUCTION, on FRIDAY, July 36, 120 HEAD of

CATTLE, of that noble and highly profitable breed, the Smoky-faced
Montgomerj'shire ; an exccedmgly well-bred FLOCK of nearly 300
SHROPSHIRE SHEEP, unrivalled for soundness, symmetry, and
hardmess ; EIGHT powerful CART HORSES, and several LOTS of
PIGS.

Full particulars in Catalogues, to be obtained, post free, on
application to the Auctioneer, Chirburj'.

Bulbrldge Farm, Wilts.
Ten minutes' walk from the Great Western and Soulh-Wcstern

Railway Stations at Wilton.

.\NNUAL SALE and LETTING by AUCTION of RAMS and
RAM LAMBS of the IMPROVED HAMPSHIRE DOWN
BREED.

MESSRS. EWER AND WINSTANLEY will SELL
and LET by AUCTION, on the Premises, Bulbridge Farm,

Wilton. Wills, on U'EDNESDAY, July 31. at i o'Clock (Refresh-
ments will be provided at 12), about 140 RAMS and RAM LAMBS, o(
the improved Hampshire Down Breed, the property of Mr. James
Raw Ien ce.

1 he unprecedented success which has attended the proprietor of ihis
celebrated Slock, when and wherever he has exhibited at the various
Agricultural Shows, leaves but little necessity for comment from [he
Auctioneers. They would, however, direct the attention of their
agricultural friends to the increasing popularity of this renowned
tlock. Mr. Rawlence has this year obtained at the Bath and West of
England Agricultural Meeting at Dorchester the ist prize for Yearling
Kams, and ist and 2d for Ewes : and at the Berks and Hants Society's
Show at Windsor has been awarded the isi and 3d prizes for Shearling
Rams, the ad and 3d for Old Sheep, 1st for Shearling Ewes, and 1st
and :d for Ram Lambs.
The Fast Train on the Soulh-Westcrn Railway (leaving London at

0.50) will stop at Wilton Station on the day of Safe.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP SALE APPOL\TMENTS,
1872.

The FOURTEENTH GREAT CENTRAL SALE at BINGLEY
HALL, BIRMINGHAM, THURSDAY, August i.

The FIFTH SALE at SMITHFIELD, SHREWSBURY, TUES-
DAY, August 27.

Mr. WM. BAKER'S, Moor Bams, Alherstone, WEDNESDAY,
September j.

Mr. H S.MITH'S, Sutton Maddock, Shifnal. FRIDAY, Scpiembcrir
Mr. G. A. MAY'S, Elford Park, Tamworth, MONDAY, September 16
Mr. C. TIMMIS'S. Brick House, Stafford, TUESDAY.September 17.
The FIFTEENTH GREAT CENTRAL SALE at BINGLEY

HALL, BIRMINGHAM, THURSDAY, September lo.

The SIXTH SALE at SMITHFIELD, SHREWSBURY, TUES.
DAY, September 34.

LYTHALL and CLARKE, Auctioneers.
30, New Street, Birmingham.

ShropsWre Sheep.—Tlie Fourteenth Great Central
SALE, at BINGLEY HALL, BIRMINGHAM.

MESSRS. LYTHALL and CLARKE will SELL
by AUCTION, on THURSDAY, August i next, at 11 o'Clock

punctually, 150 PURE-BRED SHROPSHIRE RAMS, and 300 EWES
and THEA\ £S, from the noted Flocks of-

Thc Right Hon. Lord Willoughby
de Broke

The Right Hon. Lord Sudelcy
Mrs. Beach
Mr, N. Dodds
Tames Dugdale, Esq.
W. C. Firmstonc, Esq.
W, Lorl, Esq.
Mr. Lyihall

Mr. Nock
Mr. \Vm. Pickin
H.J. Sheldon, Esq.
Mr. Tolefrce
Mr. Tomlinson
B. Wainman, Esq.
Thomas Walker, Esq.
Mr. Yates,
And others.

The above will include Rams and Ewes exhibited at the R- A. S. E.
Show at Cardiff, and other important Shows.

Auctioneers' Offices, 39, New Street, Birmingham.

Cirencester Ram Fair, August 5, 1872.
MESSRS. ACOCK and HANKS will SELL by

AUCTION, in the above Fair. on MONDAY, August 5, about
TWENTY.PIVE COTSWOLD SHEARLING RAMS, bred by,
and the property of, Mr. Russell Swanwick, Royal Agricultural Farm,
Cirencester.

Sheep from this Flock have taken many Prizes at the Royal
and other Shows, which the Auctioneers consider a sufficient
recommendation.

Cold Aston, Northleach, and Stow-on-the-Wold.

Important Sale of 150 First-class Black Suffolk and
WHITE SUFFOLK BOARS and SOWS (small breed), Winners
of Prizes amounting to upwards of £1500 at the various Royal and
Local Shows throughout England and the Continent.

MR. HENRY GRIMWADE (Sexton & Grimwade)
IS favoured wiih instructions froin Mr. Geo. M. Sexton, of

^\herstead Hail, near Ipswich, to SELL by AUCTION, witlnoul
any reservation, on tile Farm at Wherstead, on WEDNESDAY,
Septeinber 18, as above ; aJso TWENTY Superior SUFFOLK CARL
COWp GELDI.NGS, and a DAIRY of choice SHORTHORN

Full particulars in future Advertisements, and may be had at
the Offices of the Auctioneer, Colchester, Essex.

fPHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
-L (Incorporated dy Special Acts or Parliament.)

DRAINAGE. RECLAMA rU")N, FARM HllILnl.VGS.
LABOURERS' COTTAGES. RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &o.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above

purposes, wittiout investigation of title.

For Forms and further inlormation, apply to GRANVILLE R.
RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. 1, Great George Street,
Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W.

Poultry Exhibition. In Connection with the
STAFFORDSHIRE AGRICULTL:RAL SOCIETY—

STAFFORD MEETING, SEPEMIiEK 10, 11, and li. — In
addition to the usual I'rircs for Stock Produce, and offiired for com-
petition within the limits of the Society's operations, Special Prucs
of £25 and £15 for the best and second best S rAl.LU)N for Agricul-
tural PuITjoses, also Prizes for POULTRY and IMPLEMENTS,
arc open for competition to the United Kingdom,

EN TRIES CLOSE AUGUST 10.

Prize Lists and Forms ol Entry are now ready, and may be had on
application to the Secretary, W. TOMKINSON, Newcastle, StafTs.

THE BIRMINGHAM HORSE SHOW, 1872.
SEVEN HUNDRED POUNDS in PRIZES.

The SEVENTH GREAT ANNUAL EXHIBITION will be
held in Bingley Hall. Birmingham, on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY and FRIDAY, August so. 21, 2a, and 23.

ENTRIES CLOSE on TUESDAY, July 30.
For Prize Lists and all ot'

'
'

....
39, New Street, Birmingham.
For Prize Lists and all other particulars, apply lb the Secretary,
"

J. B. LYl'HALL, Secretary.

r\^HE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE and POULTRY
J- SHOW, r872.—The TWENTY-FOURTH GREAT ANNUAL
E.KHIBITION of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP. PIGS, DOMESTIC
POULTRY, CORN, ROOTS, and IMPLEMENTS, will be held in
Bingley Hall, on SATURDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNES-
DAY, and THURSDAY, November 30, and December 2, 3, 4, and 5,
when PRIZES to the amount of TWO THOUSAND TWO
HUNDRED and FIFTY POUNDS will be awarded.

Prize Lists, Certificates of Entry, and every information may be
obtained from the Secretary.

The ENTRIES CLOSE on FRIDAY, November t.

JOHN B. LYTHALL, Secretary,
Oflices, 39, New Street, Birmingham.

SATURDAY, JULY zo, 1872.

THERE have been this year several extra-

mural interests, so to speak, connected with
the Annual Meeting of the Royal Agri-
cultural Society of England. The com-
petition for prizes offered by the Marquis
of Bute to the designer of the best labourer's

cottage may perhaps hardly come within the

list—for the plans which it elicited were all

exhibited within the limits of the showyard
—and it has not resulted in any novelty, or

indeed, according to the judges, even in any
improvement as compared with the plans shown
1 1 years ago at Leeds. On that ground, insuffi-

cient we believe it to be, we understand that the
judges have made no award. It is plain, how-
ever, that if that rule were to guide all the judges
officiating at these shows, the award of prizes
would be by no means a usual thing. The best
Shorthorn, Hereford, or horse may have been
shown years ago, and until its merits have been
excelled, no exhibitor would receive that distinc-

tion which is his due as the producer of the best
animal of the year.

Another novelty at Cardiff is the visit that was
paid to Merthyr—where the fertilising waste of
20,000 well-fed animals is all applied and
destroyed on 20 acres of porous soil. Farmers
want no lesson in the art of wasting fertilising

matter, and however good the crops upon this

well-washed and richly-manured filtering area
may be, they can hardly look with much satis-

faction on a scheme by which the manuring
power of " man " is reduced to something not
much more in agricultural value than one half-

penny a head per month. It is the other side of

the sewage nuisance in which they are interested

and until some method is more generally in

operation by which a greater area shall be fer-

tilised, and a greater produce realised, the mere
efficiency of deeply drained and porous irrigated

soil to convert a polluting into a non-polluting
fluid, and thus destroy so much as even 100,000
tons per acre of sewage in the year, has but little

agricultural significance, except in the way of
warning. Reference is made in another page to

the visit paid to Merthyr.
The award of the prizes for the best cultivated

farm within the district visited by the Society,

was by far the most interesting of the " extra-

mural " circumstances of the meeting. The
much-coveted loo-guinea goblet has been won
for Wales by Mr. W. S. Powell, of Eglysnunyd,
Taibach, Glamorganshire. The 2d prize goes to

Monmouthshire, and has been awarded to Mr.
Valentine Parson, of Slough Farm, near
Caerwent. We had the pleasure of walking over
Mr. Powell's farm on Tuesday afternoon ; and
our readers will like to know some of the parti-

culars which could be gleaned about it in the

course of a short visit. It contains about 420
acres, of which 140 are arable—a light, easily

worked soil—and the remainder are pasture, for

the most part a soniewhat rough marsh land, lying

between the wooded slopes surrounding the man-
sion of the landowner, Mr. Talbot, M.P. for
Glamorganshire, and the wide sandy shore of the
Bristol Channel. The arable land is in fields of
various size, from 10 to nearly 30 acres, and of
various shapes, surrounded by old hedges, for
whose position the tenant is not responsible, but
for whose trim and well kept condition he may
claim the credit. It is cultivated for the most part
on a live-years course of cropping, the Clover
remaining down two years, and being then broken
up for Oats. The Oats give place to Mangels,
Turnips, and Swedes ; and these are followed,
partly by Barley, but chiefly by Wheat. Of
course the yearly area of each crop varies
somewhat, owing to the irregular size of the
fields. There are this year about 25 acres of
Swedes, 4 or 5 acres of common Turnips, and
S acres of Mangel Wurzel. There are about
46 acres of first and second year's Clover,

23 acres of Oats, and 23 acres of Wheat, besides
a few acres of Potatos, Peas, &c. The Wheat

—

Ilallett's Pedigree and Red Nursery—is a very
promising crop, heavy, but all upstanding ; the
Barley — also Hallett's Pedigree — looks very
well ; the Oats—White Tartarian—promise a
very abundant crop ; the Swedes are all fairly for-

ward, now being singled out—a very even plant,
grown on ridges with a half-dressing of farmyard
manure and 5 cwt. of dissolved bones ; the Man-
gels are a capital plant, about ready for their last

horse-hoeing. The whole of the land is clean.

The seeds, partly mown for hay and part fed off,

are a fairly even plant, hardly equal to the rest of
the land.

The game is strictly preserved on the estate, but
rabbits are kept down by ferreting. Hares are
sufficiently plentiful on the grass lands ; and the
8 acres of Mangels are protected by a wire
netting placed temporarily by the tenant around
the field for the year.

The farm buildings, placed here and there in

the neighbourhood of the farmhouse, are partly
stone and slate, partly stone and thatch. They
include ample accommodation for feeding cattle,

sufficient shed room, with small yards attached,
for store stock ; stable room for the eight farm-
horses ; waggon sheds, and granary.

A portable engine is standing in one of the
sheds, and can be applied to threshing machinery,
and to chaff-cutting, turnip-pulping, and corn-
crushing machines. HORNSBV's ploughs, reaping
and mowing machines, are used on the farm.
The premises are not by any means excessive on
the score of either quantity or character. And
the prize has been won by the attention and skill

of the tenant, not by any extraordinary equip-
ment of the estate by the landlord.

The farmhouse is secluded from the imme-
diately adjoining buildings by wall, trees, and
shrubs ; and you enter from the working-yard
through a door into one of the prettiest as well

as most profit-like farm gardens anywhere to be
seen. The little greenhouse is covered at one
end with a perfect glory of large purple Clematis
and at the other end with Roses. Flower-beds,

rockery and lawn, lie between the comfortable and
sheltered home and the vegetable garden, which
is full and overflowing with abundant crops.

Within the house the sideboard is covered with
cups and trophies won in local competitions for

both stock and crops, and on the table lie books
on the science as well as the practice of farming.
Mr. Powell is a very young farmer, educated for

his business at home, as were his father and
grandfather before him on this same farm ; and
his success is one more instance of the many
which all agricultural colleges and schools may
well take to heart, that practical training is the
very essence of sound agricultural education.

A farm may very easily get out of order in four

years, and the winner of this year's great dis-

tinction has, therefore, much credit personally due
to him for its condition and fertility ; but for the

character of the stock upon the farm, no doubt,

credit is also due to those who have preceded
him. The chief feature of the farm is its admir-
able herd of Herefords. From about 40 cows,
all of them of good pedigree, calves are annu-
ally reared, and either sold as bulls—three or

four being thus disposed of annually—or taken
into the herd, or fattened. The calf sucks the

cow for four or five months, gradually learning

to take meal before it is weaned. It is fed on
sliced roots and straw chaff, or pulp and hay
chaff, during its first and second winters, being
grazed during, the summers in the pastures.

It is fed on Turnips, Mangels, and meal
during a third winter, and either sold at once, or
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grazed off on the marsh pastures. Heavy beef
and heavy prices are made—and one or two of

the best of the stock generally bring home a

trophy from some of the winter shows of

fat stock in the neighbourhood. The flock

includes 160 ewes of the Oxfordshire Down
breed ; a certain number of the ewes are fattened

off every year, and the tegs are sold fat at 12 and
13 months old. The pigs are a large white
breed, of no particular merit. There is nothing
noteworthy in the farm-horse stable. About
;£250 are annually spent on purchased food

—

5 cwt. of dissolved bones per acre are used over

some 25 to 30 acres of roots every year— and
about 70 acres of old grass and Clover are made
into hay. The fields are drained 4, and some-
times 5 feet deep, at frequent intervals, and the

mains were pouring out an enormous efflux last

Tuesday evening.

We gathered from our hurried inspection of

the farm that the prize has been won, not only

by the few years of Mr. Powell'.S own good man-
agement of it, but by a long course of industrious

and patient attention to business, during which
good judgment and sufficient enterprise have
always maintained for it a reputation for good
cultivation. Eglysnunyd is not, in any sense, a
" model farm ," but it is an " example " farm in

regard to just those particulars which a land-
owner anxious for the prosperity and welfare

of his estate, would most desire for his tenantry
and their management.

Although writing in the midst of the show
week, and while the expected crowds of its last

two days have still to come, we may yet con-
gratulate ourselves upon the success of THE
Cardiff Meeting. The detailed report of its

various departments will be found in the following

pages. The agriculturists of South Wales can-

not complain of any lack of enterprise on the

part of exhibitors, however distant, whether of

stock or implements. Into this remote corner of

the island specimens have been crowded of the

best herds and flocks and manufactories ; and it

is certain that there must be many a young
farmer among the crowds of Welshmen who have
scanned the contents of the showyard who will

date improvement and increased energy in their

own farm practice from the year 1872. It is, in

fact, in those years when the Society visits the more
backward districts that it is most usefully

engaged ; and we suppose that most of those
who have travelled down the Midland and Great
Western Railways to Cardiff during the past
week must admit that they left better crops and
cleaner fields at home, whether in the North or

East, than they saw upon their journey. It

matters little, therefore, if the Cardiff meeting
prove to be a great financial loss or not. What
is important is, that it confers that gain on the

country and the locality which it is the business
of the Society to bestow.

The inhabitants of the Principality have as
goodly a showyard for their inspection as any we
have witnessed in the whole of the Society's

experience. The machinery was never more
perfect. The whole series is on the ground, and
the master may tear up his fallows or the mistress

may thread her needle with the aids enumerated
in the Cardiff catalogue. The classes of imple-
ments which this year compete are precisely those
where scientific comparison and carefully deter-

mined award of merit is most trustworthy and
most serviceable.—That a portable non-con-
densing engine should perform its work with a
consumption of less than 3 lb. of coal per horse-
power per hour is unprecedented. This task was
accomplished by both Messrs. Clayton &
Shuttleworth and the Reading Ironworks
Company. Detailed observation is serviceable

whenever it is trustworthily possible ; and a record

of minutes of time and pounds of coal consumed in

the production of power or in the performance of

threshing, enables a more accurate comparison
of steam-engines and threshing machines than
of any other agricultural machinery. The prize list

of the Society this year is thus in all probability a
more trustworthy guide to actual merit than it has
ever been.

In the live stock yard of course general
judgnient and the impression made by mere in-
spection are the only possible test ; and awards
vary with the judges. It may be owing to this
that Lord Irwin, for example, whose portrait
we give in another page, is for the first time,
we believe, beaten by Mr. Outhwaite's hand-
some bull in the older class of Shorthorns. They
came together last year at York, and the former

was victorious ; but this year the verdict is

reversed, possibly because Lord Irwin has been
making an exciting and fatiguing tour of per-

petual success throughout the provincial meet-
ings, and the other has been biding quietly at

home ; possibly because the latter is really now,
as the judges believe him to be, the better animal
of the two. There is also a show of Hereford
cattle remarkable for both number and quality,

and there is a fair display of Devons ; but the

many blanks, 20 per cent, or more of the whole
entries, show how general and how mischievous
is the present prevalence of the foot-and-mouth
disease. The Southdown breed of sheep, far as

they are from home, have rarely been better

represented. The Cotswold breed, also, is better

shown than usual. In the Pig classes, the white

breeds are this year better than the iierkshires.

The Welsh cattle are, of course, better exhi-

bited than they have been at any previous show
of the Society.

Among other departments of the Cardiff show-
yard deserving mention here is the collection of

cottage plans competing for the prizes offered

by the Marquis of Bute for the best. We
understand the judges have pronounced that

there is no improvement perceptible since the

competition eleven years ago at Leeds ; and the

prizes are withheld.

The attendance of visitors has been very large.

1542 weekly tickets, at los. each, have been
sold ; 1 809 persons entered the yard on Monday,
paying Ss. each ; 8901 entered on Tuesday, at

2J-. 6if. each ; and up till 5 o'clock on Wednes-
day the number of visitors had been 12,085, at

2s. bd. each. These numbers are larger than
those of the Wolverhampton meeting.
The result, financially, of the Cardiff show may

be better estimated by comparing the figures

just given with those of some previous meetings,

for which we are indebted to the Journal of the

Chambers of Agiicnltnre :

—

Monday

Tuesday .

.

Wednesday .

Thursday .

.

Friday
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not pay for deep cultivation, it was a bad soil. He had
been a farmer 50 years, and he had always found that if

they kept ai the top of the ground to work they had less

soil to woik upon, and that soon became exhausted.

Why did gardeners trench their ground ? Simply because

it gave them an opportunity of growing better crops, and
so it was he contended with farmers. If a man had got

land which was worth cultivating, if he went to the depth
of a foot or 15 inches he would be sure to benefit by it.

He was quite satisfied of that from his experience."

The Thorpe Constantine flock of Leicester
Sheep is announced for sale on Thursday, July 25.

Sheep ot this flock, which belonged to the late Lieut.

-

Colonel Inge, have been successfully exhibited for

upwards of 15 years at the Royal Agricultural Society's

shows, and specimens have again won distinction at

Cardiff during the past week. Thorpe Constantine is

five miles from Tamworth station, on the Midland
and the London and North-Western Railways.

TiprLER's entire HerdMr. William
of pure-bred Shorthorns

were sold on Tuesday,
the 9th inst., by Mr.
Thornton, at Rosewell,

Chelmsford. The general

average over 32 head was

jCsS 6j. gi/. Twenty-five
cows made ^34 i6s. 4^/.,

and seven bulls ^37 4s.

each, while the total

amounted to ;^II30 ijs.

Among the principal pur-

chases were the follow-

ing :

—

Proud Duchess by
Duke of Wharfbdale,
a 7-year-old cow, and
directly descended from
Princess Poval by TmcK
Hock (6601), 65 gs., Mr.
T. Robinson ; Countess

Sandor by Sir Bartle
Edward (22,889), and
descended from Countess

by Antonio (3019),
61 gs., Mr. T. Pool

;

Duchess of Grajton by
Duke of Grafton,
45 gs., Mr. G. J. Day ;

Cinnamon by CaM n R I DGE
Duke 30 (23,503), and
descended from AIoss Rose
by Expectation (3750),

46 gs., Mr. J. R. Chaplin.

In the bull section, CAM-
BRIDGE Duke 3D (a son
of Grand Duke 3D,
from the celebrated cow
.^fi/^fJ-^byMARMADUKK
(14,897), grand-daughter
of Cambridge Rose 6M
and the dam of the Pres-

ton Hall Red Roses),

53 gs., Mr. G. J. Day ;

and Proud Cambridge
Duke, by Cambridge
Duke 30, out of Proud
Duchess (lot 5), made
40 gs. from Mr. C. Stubbs.

The prices arehardly equal

to those now common, but

the sale was on the whole
considered satisfactory.

The Weeting
Hall (Brandon) Sale
took place on Tuesday,

July 9, according to ad-

vertisement, and was con-

ducted by Mr. Straf-
ford. The result was
satisfactory on the whole,

and one lot made over the

hundred guineas. The summary ol prices gives 34
head as averaging ;^4i i5j-., and realising ^^1419 \2s. :

24 cows made ^46 i8j., and 10 bulls ^"29 4r. each.

The price list contains the following transactions :

—

Zrt/-Aj/;^/- by Duke of Thorndale (17,750), and of
the Lilla by Caliph, and Walnut by Whiteboy,
Knightley strain, 65 gs., Mr. G. Graham; Ursulahy
7TH Duke of York, and of the "Didmarton Ursula"
tribe, 72 gs., Mr. F. Sartoris ; Pantaii ^d by TovcH-
stone (20,986), and of the Bates " Flirt " or
** Fletcher" tribe, 80 gs., Mr. J. W. Larking

;

Musical 15M by GRAND Duke 13TH (21,850), and of
the Siddinglon "Musical" family, 81 gs., Mr. J. D.
A. Samuda, M.P. ; Duchess of Brailes by DUKE OF
Brailes, and of the "Smock Frock," "Lilla," or
"Wahiut" tribe, 80 gs., Mr. H. J. Gibbon; Duchess
of Brailes by DUKE OF Brailes, and similarly bred
on the female side to the last, 120 gs., Mr. H.
Sharpley; and Plojen'e Graham by 17TH Duke of
Oxford, and of the Dldmarton Florentia sort, 60 gs.,
Mr. H. J. Sheldon. In the bull sale Lord
Wetherby (24,478) was not offered; Lord Col-
lingham (29,089) was to be reserved up to 200 gs.;
but there was no bid for him. Oxford Duke by
17TH Duke of Oxford (25,994), and of the Sid-

dington "Musical " tribe, 50 gs., Mr. Musgrave ; and beyond precedent, they have attracted to their show-
Oxford Marquis by 17TH Duke of Oxford, and

|

yard crowds far greater than any that had been ex-
of the "Flourish
Johnston.

strain, made 40 gs. from Mr.

NOTEWORTHY AGRICULTURISTS,
Sir Watkin Williams Wynn, Bart., M.P.

The portrait of the President of the Royal Agri-

pected : and they have offered them, unquestionably,
as fine a collection of farm stock and implements as
any that has ever hitherto been seen in one place
together.

HORSES.
The centre of attraction at the Royal Agricultural

Society's show at Cardiff, is, as usual, the horse ring
cultural Society of England worthily occupies the ! with the occupants of the boxes around it. The ^lite of
foremost place in our publication to-day, on the eve of Glamorganshire and adjacent counties, with a fair

his retirement from the office which he has this year sprinkling of strangers, clustered around the trial

held. Sir Watkin Williams Wynn, M.P. for Denbigh- ground on Monday last, and watched with eager
shire, was born in 1820, the eldest son of the late ' interest the various animals as they came before the
Sir W. W. Wynn, M.P., the fifth baronet. His judges. These gentlemen had no easy task, as a refer-

mother was the eldest daughter of the first Earl ofence to the catalogue will show—thirty-four classes,

Powis. Trained at Westminster School, and Christ containing in the whole some 314 animals, affording
Church, Oxford, he succeeded to the baronetcy on

,
them full employment from 8 in the morning until 5 in

the decease of his father in 1840, and in July of the the evening.
following year he was returned to the House of Com-

i

The number of horses under exhibition at Cardiff is

mons, in the Conservative interest, as one of the
;
fully 60 in excess of those at Wolverhampton last year,

and the animals (ex-

cepting in a few classes)

are decidedly superior.

The judging was of the

most careful, scrutinising

character, the decisions

betokened ability, and in

but few instances caused
dissatisfaction, greater

regard to size and sub-

stance being shown than
we remember at Wolver-
hampton — the natural

consequence of the
Cardiff judges being
heavier men ; and we
flatter ourselves that a
hint we threw out in

1870 caught the eye of
the authorities, and that

the wisdom of selecting

gentlemen from both
light and heavy weights
is from henceforth
admitted.

Captain Barlow, of
world-wide celebrity as

an exhibitor and prize-

taker at our horse shows,
was ably supported by
Messrs. Mainby and
Atkinson in conferring

the ribbons on the higher
classes of horses and
ponies, whilst three gen-
tlemen (whose names we
could not catch), admi-
nistered the law in

the other half of the
horse ring set apart for

the coarser, heavier ani-

mal. The ball opened
with the class of thorough-
bred stallions suitable for

getting hunters, on one
side of the ring, and
class I, agricultural stal-

lions foaled before Jan. i,

1870 (not qualified to

compete as Clydesdales
or Suffolks), on the other.

We propose taking the
animals for remark, not
according to their classi-

fication in the catalogue,

but according to their

breeds. Commencing
with class 7, we find

9 competitors out of 10
entered as thorough-
bred hunting sires—

a

animals for such a
"Laughing Stock" is

Sir WATKIN W. WYNN, Bart., M.P.

President of the Royal Agricultural Society at Cardiff.

knights of the shire for the county of Denbigh, which
he has ever since represented.

Sir Watkin has been for many years an active

member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
having occupied for a long period a seat at its Council
Board ; and he has this year acted as President of
the Society—most appropriately so, as during his term
of office the Society has held its annual country
meeting in the Principality.

Sir Watkin W. Wynn was in early life a lieutenant

in the ist Life Guards, and is now Lieutenant-Colonel
of the Montgomeryshire Yeomanry Cavalry, and of the

1st Battalion of the Denbighshire Rifle Volunteers.

GREAT AGRICULTURAL MEETING
AT CARDIFF.

The Royal Agricultural Society of Eng-
land have this year had more than their usual good
fortune ; for, in a wet summer, with the hay every-

where almost floating, and the fields almost drowned,
they have hit upon an exceptionally fine week. Located
in a charming park, beside a hospitable town, and in a

district full of people who are at present prosperous

very fair exhibition of

purpose. Our old friend *

amongst them, holding the position we assigned
to him last season at Wolverhampton (but which
the judges there denied him). It must be a real

good animal to put this horse in the shade
; people

talk of his having done nothing, and of his flat

sides: surely such a frame and action as "Laughing
Stock's " is worth something as opposed to the leggy,

sticky movers he is so frequently associated with at our
horse exhibitions. His produce, again, is sufficient to

recommend him to the most prejudiced mind ; and
amongst the opponents at Cardiff there is not one
can hold a candle to the son of Stockwell, who
receives ist honours ; the 2d prize going to a rash,

excitable, brown, "Christmas Carol," an animal
wanting in hock action; and "Reinfrid," a slashing
bay, with not the best shoulders, receives 3d : both the
latter attained their positions evidently by reason of
their size and bone, for there were horses in the class

with better points and action. "Suffolk " (No. 44) de-
servedly was Highly Commended, and if his hocks were
only half a match for his body, and his action a bit

better, few horses could surpass him. The great horse
of the locality, "Ely," dreadfully disappointed us;
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with a remarkably good middle and pretty action

{though straight), his peacocky head and neck does

not become him any better than the long limbs of
** Nine Elms," bred by Captain Cooper, of Cobham,
and owned by Mr. Rees, of Berthlwyd, Pembroke.

Stallions for getting Hackneys made a very

poor front, and it is questionable if any good arises

from prizes being conferred in the absence of merit in

the animals. Mr. B. Balderston's " Norfolk Hero"
merited the red ribbon, which well became his head

and eye, as did "Dick Turpin " the blue; whilst No.

57, a long, underbred grey, with round legs, gets 3d

honours and does not deserve them. Messrs. W. & J.

Morgan, from Cardiganshire, committed a gi-eat error

in exhibiting their "Comet," a vulgar-grown cart-horse,

with fair action, and entirely out of his place in class 8.

Pony Stallions produced the exquisite " Sir

George," from the Queen's Head Hotel, Otley, York-
shire, so celebrated at Wolverhampton, and now again

the admired of Cardiff, deservedly bearing away the ist

prize for ponies not exceeding 14 hands, whilst the public

are made to swallow a disagreeable " Blue Pill," if Mr.

Tom Brewer is decorated with 2d honours. A chestnut

pony, with silver mane and tail, of the Marquis of

Bute, is 1st in its class of three, and there the honours

in that class should have ceased. Mares for breeding

Hunters are in great force, and may be pronounced

very good : once round the ring, and seven out of 15

competitors receive the conge, and the eight re-

maining are closely scrutinised, which results in

three others receiving the order to march ; the

contest then becomes exciting. Captain Barlow dwells

over No. 95, a chestnut mare, a fine mover,

with a colt at foot—a good one by " Saunterer;" whilst

Mr. Atkinson lingers about 98, *' Fairminster," the

property of Mr. Cartwright, "Ely's" owner: there

can be no doubt of the matter. The public whisper

their views, which appear to be those of the judges,

and speedily the 1st prize is conferred upon "Fair-
minster," the 2d on "Pink," a well-merited distinc-

tion ; and Yorkshire takes the 3d honour with "Go-a-
head," the property of Mr. Thos. Robinson, her good
colt having much to do with her good fortune. No. 96,

the property of Mr. Powell, of Maesgwyne, deserves

mention for her clever looks, notwithstanding a badly-

blemished knee. Herefordshire sent a splendid roomy
mare in " Orange Lass," all overa hunter's dam, with a

good colt at her side. What they were about at Ruferra

Castle to send such a three-cornered animal as "Alma"
to the Royal, we cannot understand.

Hackney mares were but poorly represented, and
scarcely deserve comment. It was evident that of the

11 competitors Mr. Sherratt's " Polly " had the best

of it, and that " Rosy Morn " would be next, with her

broad chest. The old grey and hollow back well

deserved 3d favour. Mr. Calverwell's "Polly" may
have virtues, which those who know her appreciate,

but we could not see them. It is incomprehensible
that essentially hackney breeding localities should fall

off so at an exhibition in their midst.

Pony mares not exceeding 14 hands, again, were but

few. " Kitty," a raking chestnut from Scarborough,
properly took the ist ; a clever-looking, corky brown
mare from Cardiff, without action, came next, though
many were in favour of " Flora," a dark chestnut, an
animal we thought deficient at the point of the
shoulders. Yorkshire was unlucky in having a well-

bred brown filly, hopping on three legs.

As was naturally supposed, the pony classes at

Cardiff numbered many very good specimens. Mr.
Allen, of that town, took a 1st prize with a most
perfect little chestnut, called "Jenny," in the class for

mares not exceeding 13 hands. Nineteen competitors
showed in the following class (iS),and caused the judges
no little amount of trouble. It was soon evident that

the honours would go in the locality of the showyard,
Mr. Thomas' "Minnie" obtaining and richly deserv-
ing tst prize, and Mr. Bowers' "Dandy " getting 2d ;

the reserve number going to a nice little chestnut of
Mr. Allen, before mentioned. The crowd began to
thicken round the ring as the animals in the hunters
classes were brought forth. Weight carriers mustered
but a few, and it was at once apparent that the fight

lay between Mr. Thomas, of The Heath, near Cardiff,

and a Mr. Jones, of Westall Court Farm, Cheltenham
;

the few voices we heard raised were in favour of the
local specimens, but we fully coincided with the judges
in giving Gloucestershire first favour. "Iris" did not
take our fancy, with his twisted forelegs and straight

shoulders. We preferred his stable companion, "Gay
Lad," a fine specimen of the old school, with most
perfect manners ; our judgment differed from the
judges with regard to the 3d prize. Major Ballard's
" Redwing" is not our idea ofa 15-stone hunter. Col.
Bourke showed a powerful 6-year-old gelding by " The
General." The powers of the judges became heavily
taxed in the classes for hunters up to not less than
12 stone, and in those of hunters, mares, or geldings,
three and four years old. South Wales is clearly a
light weight country, the best and most even specimens
of animals at Cardiff are of this description.

Class 23 produced a score of as good-looking beasts
as could be found, and it was not until numerous
mspections and trials that Shropshire received 1st com-
pliment with "General Hood," and Gloucestershire
agani came in'2d and 3d. We could not agree in placing
Mr. Howell's "Lancer" before the "The Lamb,"
the property of Mr. Mansfield ; the latter animal

possessed style, action, and great power, and should
have worn one of the badges—so everybody thought.
In the following class, too, we totally disagreed with
the judges in placing a leggy, coarse-jointed iron-grey,

deficient in bone below the knee, before a powerful,
good-looking filly, with capital action (a daughter of
"Laughing Stock"). Mr. Cook, the owner of the
iron-grey " Admiral," may thank his stars, and the
judges who have so highly flattered him.

Classes for 3-year-old hunters produced some good
specimens, and we were glad to see Yorkshire receive
a 1st with "Honeycomb," and Mr. Horrock 2d
with "Kettledrum." The 3d prize also, deservedly
we think, went to Mr. Allen, not of Cardiff, but of

London. Two-year-old hunters by thoroughbreds we
have no great feeling for, it is such an altering age

;

we rather fancied " Carbineer's Son" and so did the
judges, and preferred Mr. Swanwick's bay filly by
"Redbourn"to most of the others. The yearlings
attracted but little attention. "Carbineer's" mark
was evident in Mr. Horrock's "Victor." A sort of
wild excitement awaited the introduction of the
roadsters ; it is the fashion to suppose that Wales
swarms with this description of beast,—a fatal error

;

they ought to be found, but are not ; Norfolk or Lin-
coln can produce far more, and of a superior order too.

It was very questionable if Mr. Statter, of Whitfield,

Manchester, ought not to have been placed before Mr.
Goddard ; neither "Dandy" nor "General," which
obtained 1st and 2d, were superior to the Manchester
animal. Cobs under 14 hands and above 13, the most
valuable and difficult of all animals to procure, were
represented by 18 beasts, one-half of that number being
totally unworthy the title of cob, as the judges seemed
to think, by the peremptory orders issued for the
retirennent of that number. We selected the winner,
and did not differ much with the judges' selection for

2d place. Mr. Stacey's "Tommy Dod" is an extra-

ordinary, clever-looking animal, such a one as is not to

be seen everyday, and it is to be regretted that his like

cannot be found.

Horses for Agricultural Purposes formed not
the least interesting part of the exhibition. It was gene-
rally spoken of and considered that a better lot has
rarely been collected. Commencing with agricultural

stallions we have in class i those foaled before Jan. i,

1870—II competitors, and amongst them our old friends

of bygone times. " Honest Tom " has changed hands
since we last saw him at Wolverhampton, but here he
is again at Cardiff in his old form, bearing off ist

honours, and well he deserves them. The 2d award
goes to " Le Bon," against our ideas of merit. We
should have bestowed it upon the 3d prize horse,

"Young Champion," despite his four white legs. When
was ever better body or quarters seen than this

horse has ? Some of the animals were too leggy

—

"Young Agriculture" to wit, and No, 11 also.

The younger cart stallions deserve special mention.
Twelve real good animals they were. "Monarch,"
the 1st pri^e hor^e, is faultless as far as his body is

concerned, but his heels we do not care for, nor his

action, which is loose. "Lyon," from Norfolk, is a

grand horse, though a bit small below the knee ; and
"Wagon Shaker," from Doncaster, catches your eye

with his action and appearance. The judges, however,
preferred Mr. Summer's " Waxwork," a powerful
animal with good proportions, for 2d prize ; and Mr.
Davies, we were glad to see, won 3d with "Mont-
gomeryshire Hero."
The perfection of a cart-horse now presents itself in

the Clydesdale stallion, and what has befallen
" Young Lofty" that, in the eyes of the judges, he is

deemed inferior to animals like "Conqueror" and
" Black Prince," this deponent knoweth not. Doubts
were expressed as to the grey being pure-bred, and
his legs and hocks were not vastly appreciated.

Mr. Tomlinson, the owner of "Young Lofty," might

have borne a fine promising young horse like " The
Duke," from Sussex (winner of the 2d prize), going over

his head ; but to play second fiddle to Messrs. Statter

and Orange's beast is beyond trying. We shall still

adhere to our regard for "Young Lofty," whatever

the judges at Cardiff may think, viz., that he is a much
better and truer specimen of the Clydesdale than either

of the animals named by them. The Suffolk

Punch is conspicuous by his absence. This valu-

able, useful farm-slave seeks not the popularity of the

Far West. The familiar name of Boby is ist with
" Royal Prince," a good specimen of the class, beating

the well-known and highly-appreciated " Cupbearer,"

the property of Mr. Garrett.

Brood mares for agricultural purposes form a goodly

array ; too many, though, are without colt at foot—

a

circumstance to be deplored, and not in accordance

with the rule, which distinctly specifies that they are to

be in foal, or with foal at foot. Now, several at

Cardiff do not comply with this condition, and there-

fore the whole aim of the Society is lost. The 1st

prize fell to " Smart," a grand animal, the property

of Mr. Crowe, from Norfork. Cowbridge sent two
good animals in "Blossom" and " Burt," deserving

quite as much or more distinction as the 2d and 3d

prize mares, " Beauty," and Mr. Lamb's, without a

name. Mr. 'Adams exhibited a powerful mare from

llton Court, with a stout fool which might have
brought her distinction. Clydesdale and Suffolk

mares under the^ same conditions as the before

named brood cart-horses, only numbered four.

Agricultural fillies produced 19 competitors,
of creditable appearance, though some were deficient
in bone. The ist prize most deservedly went to Mr.
Purser, for " Honest Lass," a stout beast, with good
action. Mrs. Milhouse sent a very clever-looking filly,

" Louisa," which will be a good one some day, or we
are mistaken. Norfolk took 2d honours, and Bedford-
shire 3d, with beasts that we did not much care for.

Mares and geldings, two and three years old, for agri-

cultural purposes, were well deserving praise ; a more
promising or better lot have rarely been brought
together. Lancashire takes away the ;^io prize through
Mr. Parker's "Princess," and Shropshire the 2d, by
Mr. Parry's "Captain," for 3-year-olds; whilst Mr.
Harris, of Wotton, Northamptonshire, and Mr.
Pilgrim, of Leicestershire, take similar honours for

2-year-olds. Among the heavy horses none at-

tracted such general and well merited attention
as the pairs of geldings or mares for agricultural use.

The same error, though, that was visible last year at
Wolverhampton prevails now—most of the beasts in

this class are purely fit for dray purposes, and these
very animals carry off the prizes intended for the slaves

of the farm ; there should be a distinction between the
farmer's horse and that required by our brewers and
carriers. For example, the active pair of browns, fol-

lowing their carter at a brisk trot round the ring,

whilst the bells in their head-gear merrily tinkled,

were far more adapted for the operations of the farm
than the magnificent specimens of dray horses, the
property of Mr. C. W. Brierley, of Rhodes House,
Manchester, which carried off both 1st and 2d prizes.

One of these animals will never be forgotten by the

visitors to the Royal show who beheld the performance
of a mare named "Sensation;" she has no match in

this country, and to see her fly round the ring with
the cockyness and action of a cob is wonderful.
For the gratification of the ladies the mare was sent

round both rings several times. This, the last class, is

one which might receive general commendation ; there

is not one pair amongst the nine exhibited that is not
worthy special praise. A visit to Cardiff to see the

excellent collection of horses, cobs, and ponies would
repay any one, even if there was not the additional

attraction of the other portions of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's show ; and if visitors are not impressed
with the agriculture of the locality they will at least

admit that few towns or counties in the kingdom could
display a better exhibition than the horse classes at

Cardiff present.

The following is the award of prizes :
—

Judges.— loseph Atkinson, Brandon, Alnwick : Major Barlow,
Hasketon, Woodbridge ; H. Biddell, Playford, Ipswich ; C. M.
Mainby, Barnoldby-le-Beck. Grimsby : B, Spraggon, NafFerton,
Stocksfield-on-Tyne

; J. H, Wood, Humberstone, Great
Grimsby.

Agricultural Stallion foaled before January i, 1870 (not qualified

to compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk).— ist, ^25, the Fylde Cart-

horse Breeding Improvement Co., Singleton, Poulton-le-Fyldc,
Lancashire ; 2d, .^15, C. Sharpley, Kelstern Hall, Louth ; 3d, j^5,

T. Statter. Jun., Stand Hall. Manchester. Reserve Number
and Commended : J. How, Downham Market.

Agricultural Stallion foaled m 1870 (not qualified to compete as
Clydesdale or Suffolk).— 1st, .£20, F. T. Bryan, Humberstone,
Leicester ; 2d, ;^io, J. A. Summer, Debdale Farm, Mansfield

;

3d. i^5, W. Davies, Mardu Llandrinia, Oswestry. Reserve
Number and Commended : G. Jones, Stow, Downham Market.
Clydesdale Stallion foaled before January i, 1870.— ist, j£2S,

R. Orange. Bedlington, Morpeth ; sd, £\% E. & A. Stanford,

Eatons, Ashurst, Hurstpierpoint ; 3d, ^5, T. Statter, Jun.
Clydesdale Stallion foaled in 1870.— ist, .£20. G. & W. H

Botham, We.Kham Court, Slough : 2d, /lo, T. Statter. Jun.
Suffolk SLillion foaled before January i, 1870.— 1st, ^£25, C.

Boby, Alton Hall, Stutton, Ipswich; 2d, £.\^, W. Byford, The
Court, Gleansford, Suffolk.

Suffolk Stallion foaled in 1870—151, .£20, C. Boby, Alton HaU.
Thoroughbred Stallion suitable for getring hunters.—ist, ,£50,

J. Moffat, Kirklington Park, Carlisle ; 2d, £,-2%, J. Rees, Llan-

boidy, Carmarthenshire; 3d, ^10, Major J. S. Baltard, The Ver-

lands, Cowbridge. Reserve Number : W. T. Sharpe, Baumber
Park, Horncasde.

Stallion above 14 hands, but not exceeding 15 hands a inches,

suitable for getting hackneys.— ist, ^20, B. lialderston. Mount
Pleasant, Boston ; 2d, Zio. J- Lockhart. Culmington, Salop :

3tl. -^5. J- Langley, Shirenewton, Chepstow, Reserve Number:
W. Griffith, Cly Gommon. Cardiff.

,

Pony Stallion not exceeding 14 hands high.—1st, jfiij, H.
Roundell, Queen's Head Hotel. Otley, Yorkshire : ad, .^10, T.

L. Brewer, Danygraig, Newport.
Pony Stallion not exceeding n hands.—1st, .jfirs, the Mamuis

of Bute. Cardiff Castle; ad.i .£10. J. A. Doyle, Plas-Dulas,

Denbighshire.
Agricultural Marc in foal, or with foal at foot (not suitable to

compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk),— i^t, .^20, E, Crowe, Denver.
Downham Market ; 2d, j^io, F. Street, Harrowdcn House,
Bedford ; 3d, Xs, J. Lamb and J. Cooper Bowstead, Penrith.

Reserve Number : W, Prces, Underhill Cottage, Bridgend.

Glamorganshire.
Clydesdale Mare in foal, or with foal at foot— 1st, /ao, T.

Statter, Jun., Stand HaU; ad, /lo, R. Thomns, Upper Court

Farm, Taibach, Glamorganshire.
Suffolk Marc, in foal, or with foal at foot.— isl, .£20, R. Capon,

Dennington. Wickham Market ; 2d, .£10, J. J.Stone, Scyborwen.
Llantrissant, Newport.
Mare in foal, or with foal at foot, suitable for breeding hunters.

— ist, £25, W. S. Cartwright, Newport ; 2d, £,\$. T. Fox, Avcn-
ham Hall, Poulton-lc-P*ylde, Lancashire

; 3d, /j. J. T. Robinson,

Leckby Palace, Thirsk. Reserve Numlior and Commended ; T.

Williams, AUbrighllce, Shrewsbury. ("ommcndcd; \V. R. H.
Powell.-Macsgwynne, Whitland, Carm.irihcnshira.

Mare above ij hands, and not exceeding 15 hands i inch, in

foal, or with foal at foot, suiublc for breeding hackneys.— ist,

^20, A. Sherratt, Holdbcrry Farm, Occlcpitchard, Hereford;
2d, £,xo, A Watts, New House, Coity, Glamorganshire ; 3d, /j,
T, Tones, Cross Lane Head, BridgnorlH. Reserve Number: T.

Goddard, Greenwood, St. Fagans, CdrUiff.

Pony M.ire, not c-vcccding 14 hands — ist, /lo. W. Co.ites,

Scarborough Farm, Winchcombc ; 2d, Cl. C. S. Worthington,
Cardiff. Commended : J. William«i, Caercady, Cowbridge,
Glamorganshire ; J. B. Fowler, Ovington Down, Hants. Re-
serve Number and Highly Commanded ; W. M. Spence. Otley.

1
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Pony Mare, not exceeding ij hands. —ist, ^10, W. Allen,

Vaindre Hall, Cardiff: id. ^5. R. Travell, Mount Stuart Hotel,

Cardiff. Reserve Number and Highly Comiueiided : T. Statcer,

Jun., Stand Hall.
Welsh Pony, not exceeding 13 hands fany age or sex).— ist,

£10, J. Thomas, Church Street, Cardiff; 2d, Is, H. Bowen,

Spring Bank, Cardiff. Reserve Number and Highly Com-
mended : W. Allen. Vaindre Hall. Cirdiff. Highly Conmicuded :

W. H. Mathias, Greenwood Villa, Porth. Glamorganshire. Com-
mended : D. Howell, Red Cow Inn, C'ardiff.

Agricultural Filly, 2 years old (not qualified to compete .as

Clydesdaleor SuffolkV— ist, ;£i5. H. Purser, WiUington Manor,

Bedford; 2d, ^10, E.Crowe, Denver, Downham Market
;

3d,

j£5, G- Street, Maulden, Ampthill. Reserve Number and Highly

Commended : S. Milhouse. Sketchley Hall, Hinckley. Leicester-

shire. Commended : T. Brown, Marham Hall Farm, Downham
Market.
I- Clydesdale Filly, 2 years old.— ist, ^15, G. Hampton, North

End, Findon, Sussex.

i"

Hunter (Mare or Geldingl up to not less than 15 stone.— 1st,

10, F. B.Jones, Westall Court Farm, Cheltenham ; ad, £,10, G.
, -. . J. Jones,
G^Thomas, The Heath. Cardiff; 3d, j^S- Major J. S. BaU

-
• Reserve Number; The Hon.lard, The Verlands, Cowbridge

J. J. Bourke, Clifton,

Hunter (Mare or Lieldmci

jfiao, A. Darby, Stanley Hall,
(Mare or Geldinci up to not less than 12 stone.— 1st,

^,_, arby, Stanley Hall, Bridgnorth ; ad, .^lo, H, Howell,

Coates. Cirencester ; 3d, £s^ F. E. Stacey, Llandough Castle,

Cowbridge. Reserve Number ; C. B. Mansfield, Llysoncn,

Carma rthen shire.

Hunter [Mare or Gelding), 4 years old.—ist, .C20, C. Cook,

Taddington, Gloucestershire ; ad, j^io, J. Moffat, Kirkltngton

Park, Carlisle: 3d, ^5, D. H. Thomas, Derllys Coprt, Car-

marthen. Reserve Number : J. W. Teasdale, Poyerston, Pem

Hunter (Mare or GeMing\ 3 years old.—1st, .^20, J. M. T.

C. W. Brierlcy, Rhodes House. Middleton, Manchester; 2d,

£\o, C. W. Brierley. Reserve Number and Highly Commended :

T. Statter, Jun.
Pair of Draught Geldings or Mares, for underground purposes,

not exceeding 15 hands high (any age).— isc, £20, T. Stalter, jun

We turn now to the other classes of farm stock, and
first of the Shortliorn breed of cattle :

—

Shorthorns,—The entries of Shorthorns at tliis show
were rather less than last year at Wolverliampton

:

there were 162 animals entered at that show, whilst at

Cardiff there were 14S. This is what might be ex-

pected, taking into account the position of the places.

Wolverhampton, central and with splendid railway

accommodation, should be a better show ground, and

it certainly spoke well for the energy of the Yorkshire,

Lancashire, and Cumberland exhibitors to find so

many places taken at Cardiff by their stock. As
regards the general features of the show of Shorthorns,

we must say there is no deterioration in the quality of

the animals shown this year at Cardiff as compared
with previous Royal shows. It would be difficult to

bring together a lot of animals superior to those shown
this week ; there was a vast amount of general excel-

lence, and no case where there could be doubt on the

part of the owner of the propriety of sending forward

t* pulling off the cup at the Lincolnshire Society's

show this year." Royal Windsor was last year at

Wolverhampton and elsewhere beaten by Mr. Linton's
Lord Iravin. This year the animals exchange posi-

tions, and the never-beaten Lord Irwin has had to
" haul down his colours," perhaps in some measure
owing to a long career of travelling and show, which
do not improve an animal's appearance. At the Lincoln-
shire Society's show last year Royal Windsor carried

off the cup, which seems destined to become Mr. Outh-
waite's property thi." year, provided his bull does not
meet with a superior competitor.

The special points of this animal are his faultless

evenness, his grand loin, good shoulders and breast,

his splendid crest and "quality." In coming 2d to

Royal Windsor, Lord Irwin is not disgraced, for if

anything can compensate for defeat, it should be the

fact of being beaten in good company. Lord Irwin
has had so great a measure of success, that we have
given his portrait on this page (fig. 230) as that of

quite one of the heros of the breed. Coming now
before Flag of Britain, his position is not a bad
one ; and we must notice, too, that St. Ringan,
the successful opponent of Mr. Challoner's redoubtable

Sovereign, was placed in a position inferior to Lord
Irwin at this show. If we compare the points of the

1st and 2d prize animals, we find Mr. Outhwaite's

FIG. 230.—LORD IRWIN—2D PRIZE BULL, CARDIFF.

Musgrive, Beverley, Yorkshire ; ad, ;£io, T. H. Miller, Single-

ton, Lancashire ; 3d, £s, H. G. Allen, St. James's Stieet,

London. Reserve Number: L. Jenkins, Tynycaid, Bridgend.
Hunter (Gelding or Filly), by a thoroughbred horse, 2 years old.

—ist, j^io, T, H. Mdler, Singleton, Lancashire; 2d, ^^5. L. &
H, Thomas, Tydraw, Cowbridge, Glamorganshire. Reser\-c

Number ; R. Swanwick, R.A. College Farm, Cirencester.

Hunter (Gelding or Filly), i year old, by a thoroughbred
horse.— ist. ;^io, T. H. Miller, Singleton; ad, £1, J. Evans,
Pengam House, Cardiff. Reserve Number : E. & A. Stanford,
Eatons, Hurstpierpoint, Sussex.
Roadster (Mare or Gelding), above 14 hands high i inch, and

not exceeding 15 hands.— ist, £^%, T. Goddard, Greenwood,
Sl Fagans, Cardiff ; ad, £\o. tJ. G. D. Cooke, Colomendy,
Mold. Reserve Number ; T. Statter, Jun.
Cob {Mare or Gelding', above 13 hands, and not exceeding

14 hands i inch.— ist, £15, F. E, Stacey, Landough Castle,

Cowbridge; 2d, £lo, W. Harrys, Canton, Cardiff. Reserv:
Number and Highly Commended : W. Nicks, Grevllle House,
Gloucester. Commended ; C. Francis, Venny Vach House,
Brecon; T. George, Deri, Whitchurch, Cardiff; E. Davies,
Cowbridge, Glamorganshire ; J. H. Perry, Cardiff Arms Hotel,
Caidiff.

Agricultural Mare or Gelding. 3 years old.— xst, ^lo, T. T.
Parker, Charnock, Chorley : 2d, £<,, J. Perry, Salter's Hall,
Claverley, Bridgnorth. Reserve Number and Commended:
R. W. Bridgwater, Great Porthamal, Brecon. Commended : T.
Brown, Marham Hall Farm, Downham Market.

Agricultural Mare or Gelding, 2 years old.—ist, ^10. S. C. Pil-
CTim, The Outwoods, Hinckley; 2d, £5, T. W. D. Harris, Wootton,
Northampton. Reserve Number and Commended : J. Lewis,
Radyr Farm. Cardift. Commended : W. Lowrie, Old Mill
Farm, Cadoxton, Cardiff,

Agricultural Mare or Gelding, i year old.—ist, j^io, F. Street,
Han-owden House, Bedford ; ad, £^, E. Phdiimore. Prestbury
Park Farm, Cheltenham,

Agricultural Pair of Geldings or Mare*, of any age.—ist, £20,

his or her animal to compete in the all-England

struggle. As a proof that the judges considered there

was much merit, the classes of in-calf and yearling

heifers alone had, in addition to the usual prizes, 14
Commended and Highly Commended cards amongst
them. A noticeable feature regarding colour was that

the 1st, 2d, and 3d prizes in the aged bull classes were
awarded to white animals, and the 2d and 3d in the

aged cow class were also white. Of the representative

breeders, if we may use this term, Colonel Towneley
shows a large number, and his stock carries off a

goodly number of prizes.

The class of aged bulls numbered 20, animals of

very considerable merit. There were few of the

veterans of former exhibitions, but the class, taken as

a whole, may be pronounced to be in quality quite

above the average. Mr. Outhwaite, of Catterick,

Yorkshire, succeeded in carrying off the ist prize with

his Royal Windsor. This is a bull of very great

merit. * * I have been to Killerby, Warlaby, and
Towneley," says Mr. Outhwaite, *' but I could not

find anything to equal Royal Windsor ; " and the way
in which the animal has come out gives proof that in

selecting him Mr. Outhwaite's "eye to the future " was
trustworthy. Seldom do we see such quality as is per-

sonified in Royal Windsor. Even all over, without a

particle of coarseness, he was one of the centres of

attraction at Cardiff His owner very wisely decides to

cut short his showyard career by, as he promises,

bull superior to Mr. Linton's in his greater evenness,

and in having a better rib and being fuller behind the

shoulder. Mr. Linton's bull is becoming rather

full-bellied [So says our reporter ; but the photo-

graph, taken within the last fortnight, hardly justifies

the remark], and as this progresses his showyard
expectations will become less. Now, Mr. Outhwaite's

bull appears as if he might go on for years as a suc-

cessful competitor, as he does not show that inclina-

tion to stoutness which, in the human subject, would
be considered excusable only in a civic functionary.

Lord Irwin is a very serviceable bull, active, and full

of quality. He has great length and fulness of loin, a

noble crest, and is altogether a very attractive animal.

Mr. Bowstead, of Penrith, shows Flag of Britain
for 3d place. This bull, bred by Mr. Terr, of

Aylesby Manor, has a splendid pedigre ; and were it

not for a little plainness at tail, he would be a very
perfect animal. His loin is really good, of great

width and length ; it is covered with capital flesh.

Lord Napier, belonging to Lieut. -Col. L. Lindsay,

of Wantage, Berks, is placed 4th, This bull, bred
by Mr. G. Game, of Chipping Norton, is full of

Towneley blood. In appearance he is characteristic of

the Game style of Shorthorns, very thick, of good
frame and splendid colour. He is a useful-looking

bull. St. Ringan, bred by the PIou. Mr. Lascelles,

: Harewood, Yorks, is Highly Commended, and takes

the reserve number. St. Ringan is a veiy massive
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bull, of immense substance and good blood, almost

entirely Booth. He was placed ist at the Irish Royal

last year, and carried off the challenge cup at that

show. As he was placed before some veterans at that

show, it must be conceded his successful competitors

at Cardiff must be good indeed. Earl Cawdor and

the Rev. Walter Sneyd are Highly Commended.
In the 2-year-old class we find Ignoramus, bred

by and the property of Mr. Lamb, Penrith, placed

1st. This bull was 3d in the yearling class at Wolver-

hampton, and since that show he has improved very

considerably. He now is an animal of grand quality,

of a beautiful colour, and good hair ; his substance is

great, and his well developed thighs and fleshy loins

bespeak a useful stock getter. There may be doubt as

to the continuation of this bull's successes, as he already

shows a predisposition to undue development of belly.

Mr. Game's 2d prize bull is a very good one, and were

it not for a noticeable shortness of quarter, i. <f., from

hip-bone to tail, he might be placed before Mr. Lamb's.

Mr. Game's bull was bred by Mr. H. J. Sheldon. His

dam was by the celebrated 7TH Duke of York. He
is in proper serviceable condition, and we shall be much
disappointed if he does not prove to be a useful

animal.

Prince Charlie, bred by Mr. Meadows, and now
the property of Mr. Brierley, is advancing in age and

position. Last year he was placed 4th at Wolver-

hampton ; he takes 3d at Cardiff this week. He is a

bull of good parts, with good long quarters, good loin,

and, if we except a little plainness of shoulders and a

rather long head, we must say that Prince Charlie
is a very good, useful animal. The 4th prize goes

to Mr. Stratton, of Marlborough, Wilts, for Master
Glanville, who was unplaced at Wolverhampton.
Master Glanville has not improved very much
during the past 12 months. He is inclined to patchi-

ness. He is, however, a large useful-looking bull, of

a good, colour, and likely to be a good stock-getter.

Another bull, unplaced at Wolverhampton, is Highly

Commended here. Lord of the Manor, shown by

the Rev. W. Sneyd, is a very active looking bull, in

low condition.

On the whole the class of 2-year-old bulls was not

composed of animals of very great merit, and this

feature of the Cardiff show is noticeable at other exhi-

bitions. There is good reason why it should be so.

At no time in their lives are bulls in more "active

service" than at this stage, and one can hardly expect

breeders to sacrifice, for the chances of the showyard
honours, those procreative powers which invariably are

injured in the training for exhibition.

The class of yearling bulls was small in number of

entries, and many of the entered animals did not put

in an appearance. The quality of the animals shown
was very good, and considerable difficulty in adjudi-

cating was apparent. Several times had the animals to

"walk round" before the judges could come to a

decision. Eventually, Mr. Linton was consoled for

his disappointment in the aged bull class by finding the

red rosette and card handed to his herdsman for the

good Sergeant-MaJOR. This bull has grand quar-

ters, with good loins and splendid neck. He does not

carry much flesh ; this, however, may be very different

as age advances, as he is a bull of very good quality ;

his head is rather plain. The 2d prize was awarded to

the Duke of Aosta, a bull bred by Mr. Hutchinson,

of Catterick, and now the property of Mr. Brown, of

Acklington, Northumberland. DUKE OF Aosta is a

bull of great length and substance. He has a splendid

breast and good crest. He is, however, a litttle hollow

behind the shoulders, which is rendered more apparent

by the great width of shoulders. He is very fine in the

bone, and a beautiful colour. Two very large yearlings

of Colonel Towneley's take 3d and 4th prizes. These
have a large share of the " Butterfly" blood, and they

are certainly grand even animals ; they are not in high

condition, which may account for the positions which
they occupy. They have large frames, and seem as if

they may take a prominent place at future shows.

Both bulls are by the grand Baron Oxford, whose
stock have proved such prize-takers.

The awards in the bull-calf class are rarely satisfac-

tory to visitors of agricultural shows, and at Cardiff

there has been no alteration of this state of things.

There were those who were very much disappointed

with the decision of the judges regarding the 1st prize

calf. But all that could be said was, "Lady Pigot's

calf is too small." The fashionably bred Bythis is a

superb calf, wonderfully got up for show, of the richest

roan, full of hair and quality ; he is a gem. The almost

universal verdict, "he is too small," made us feel

sorry for him, as this seemed his only fault. Colonel

Towneley's 2d prize, HuBBACK Junior, out of the

famous Duchess of Lancaster $t/i, and tracing back to

0/U Barmpton Rose, is a very splendid bull ; he is

quite characteristic of Towneley, and we expect to hear
of his having fetched a good price if he has been offered
for sale. Mr. Fowler, of Aylesbury, with one of his

massive calves, takes 3d place in this class. Royal
Geneva, an almost pure Bates animal, is truly grand

;

he has a most splendid coat of hair, and is even all

over; he is a* triHe high in the back, but this
may not continue as he grows older. There is

little doubt that this bull will be heard of yet
in showyards. The reserve number is taken by
Mr. Williams' calf, Llantrithyd, whose pedigree
b not very high, but the quality of the bull is

good. Lord Sudeley, Colonel Towneley, and the

Hon. John Massey, Ireland, show calves which are

Highly Commended. Earl Cawdor gets Commended
for a very beautiful calf, Earl of Clarence.

In the aged cow class there were 16 entries, and the

merit of the animals was very high. For a long time

the judges were undecided as to how the awards should

be made, and the indecision gave lookers-on an

opportunity for criticising the individual merits of the

animals. Eventually Primrose, the property of Mr. A . H.
Brown, Acklington, Northumberland, was selected

for 1st place. Prim?'ose is a very even cow, and looks

like a milker; she was bred by Mr. Chrisp, of Alnwick.

If we except a slight thinness of chine and lightness of

thighs, we must say that this cow is in her right place ;

but many critics would have it that a Shorthorn cow
should not have lightness in any point, but this is

scarcely reconcilable with milking qualities, and the

strong feature of Primrose seemed to be her apparent

development of points denoting considerable milking

quality. The 2d prize cow of Mr. W. H. Hewelt, of

Norton Court, is a smallish white cow, of very good

quality ; she has a splendid rib and good crops. Her
bosom is grand, and without the slightest want of sub-

stance behind the shoulder : she looked fit to win in

any company. Mr. Game, Chipping Norton, takes

3d prize for a very large massive cow, whose breast

and shoulders were as near perfection as possible.

The largest cow in this section was Mr. Stratton's

Floiver Girl. This seemed to many a cow fit for a

place amongst the prizetakers, but the judges thought

a Highly Commended place sufficient for her. She
is a cow of immense substance, with great thighs

and splendid loins. She was very much admired.

The class for heifers in-calf or in-milk was one

of the best features of the show, and this, with

the yearling heifer class, was considered to con-

tain the largest amount of collective merit. The
1st prize animal was Mr. Statter's Lady Anne, a

splendid roan heifer, whose wonderful evenness won
for her the admiration of every one. This heifer has

grand quality and a beautiful colour. She is very good

in the flank, and her thighs are full, as is her loin.

The only drawback is that she is catalogued a wrong
name, and her breeder is unknown. A white heifer

of Mr. PI. F. Smith, Lamwath House, Hull, is

placed 2d, and this heifer has all the characteristics of

her pedigree ; she is by Booth's Kinsman, and

Sutler, Prince George, and Leo enter into the

list of her progenitors ; she is a very large heifer, with

grand back, loins, and breast ; through the heart she is

very good, and with the finest of bone—she is a perfect

picture of a female Shorthorn. The 3d prize goes to

Colonel Towneley's Baron Oxford's Diuhess, a very

fine large heifer. This animal is out of that fine 14-

year old Duchess of^ Lancaster 2d, whose stay at

Towneley has been productive of so much good to

that herd ; she is by Baron Oxford, and if she had
not been pulled down by calving she would have had a

fair chance of a higher place at this show. The animals

deserving of notice here are the heifer of Mr.

Garsed, Cowbridge, Glamorgan, whose good qualities

are depreciated by recent calving. Mr. J. J. Stone,

Newport, shows a highly bred Bates' heifer, and

Messrs. Game & Son get Commended for a fine

roan heifer. The Rev. W. Sneyd shows a most

attractive heifer, whose hair was the observed of all

observers, and for whom many predicted at least a

I
commend. At the show she was, however, left with-

out that honour, and considerable disappointment was
the result. Mr. T. Statter shows a very good roan

heifer, which is also uncommended, but considering

that more than half the class were prizetakers. Com-
mended and Highly Commended, it must be conceded

that there was a large amount of merit.

The class for yearlings was filled with a lot of very

beautiful animals ; Col. Towneley takes the Ist prize

with his Oxford Beaidv, a lovely roan heifer by Baron
Oxford out of British Beauty by British Prince;
the 2d prize goes to Mr. Joseph Stratton's Village

Rose, a very fine red heifer, with a splendid flank,

good loin, and full twist. She is a truly grand heifer.

The 3d prize is awarded to Colonel Towneley, for a

splendid red and white heifer, whose tout ensemble

reminded us very forcibly of the fine old ButterJIy.

Butterfly"s Memento 3;/ is a magnificent animal, massive

in proportion, and full of quality, she is destined to be

the foundress of a good stock.

The heifer calf class is well filled, but here we doubt

the propriety of continuing this class. There can be

little doubt that the forcing of young animals is cal-

culated to impair their usefulness in after life, and we
seldom find the prize-takers in the calf classes to be

numbered as breeders ; but whilst we find such attrac-

tive animals brought together, as was the case this

week at Cardiff, we shall find it difficult to convince

the public of the advisabihty of discontinuing this

class. A very charming heifer, bred by and the

property of Mr. Gumbleton, County Waterford,

Ireland, is placed Ist. She is a very attractive animal,

full of quality, and wonderfully got up for show.

The 2d prize goes to the Rev. W. Sneyd, for Holly-

berry by Ironmaster. This is a nice compact heifer,

but deficient in point of size. Lady Pigot's Highly

Commended Rose of Wythain is a lovely creature ; she

is, perhaps, the purest Booth animal on the ground,

and her size is very fair. Messrs. Game 6; Son, of

1 Broadmoor, take the place of reserve number for /*/«/',

a very beautiful red and white heifer, of large size and
very good quality. Another daughter of Duchess of
Lancaster 2d is Highly Commended. This is a finely

developed calf, and will be a sure prize-taker some time
hereafter. She carries all the quality of her sire, '

Baron Oxford, with the size and milking qualities of

her dam. A daughter of the redoubtable Bolivar,
shown by Mr. Brierley, is not placed. She is a very

handsome calf, of Towneley and Bates blood.

Herefords.—The number of entries at Cardiff is

slightly in excess of Wolverhampton, being as 95 to

S7. It was expected that this useful class of cattle

would have made a larger show here, the exhibition

being close to the home of the Hereford ; but what
was wanting in point of number was fully made up in

quality. Seldom has there been seen congregated

together a lot of cattle of such uniform excellence as

were on the show-ground at Cardiff this week ; and,

as a proof of this excellence, the judging of the 95
Herefords took almost as long as that of the 148 Short-

horns. The 5-year-old bull of Mr. Thomas Fenn,
Ludlow, is an immense animal, of great substance and
evenness, He is quite as fresh-looking as a yearling,

and took his walk round as nimbly as any of the young
ones. He was bred by Mr. S. Robinson, of Kingston.

The 2d prize aged bull is not quite so large, but fault-

less in shape and full of quality. He is the property of

and bred by Mr. P. Turner, Pembridge, Hereford,

by Bachelor (2941), dam Rhodia by Subaltern
{2794). Subaltern is a well-known name amongst
the whitefaces. The 2-year-olds are a very good lot,

and rarely do we find such a "top" as that of Mr.
Spencer's Von Moltke, who took ist prize in this

section. The rich red Chanter of Mr. Edward Lester

is, too, a grand bull, with that vigour so characteristic

of the Hereford. Mr. Lester's bull was very much
admired. The 1st, 2d, and 3d prizes were awarded to

bulls from Welsh counties, a fact worthy of the

notice of the midland county graziers, who depend
so much for their supply of whitefaces upon the

Welsh breeders. Amongst the yearlings and calves

Her Majesty the Queen shows two very good animals,

but the local exhibitors are fortunate in carrying off the

superior prizes. Her Majesty only coming in for a 3d
and reserve number. The female Herefords are quite

equal in point of excellence to the males, and the

judges had a difficult task in awarding the prizes. The
1st prize cow of Mr. W. Peren is a very massive

animal, with splendid wide loins, light bone, and light

belly. The heifers in-milk and in-calf area very good
lot, and the young heifers as they paraded the ring

attracted the attention of a large number of admirers of

whitefaces. A comparatively new breeder of Here-

fords, Mr. H. J. Bailey, of Tenbury, Worcestershire,

is fortunate enough to secure a commend. Let us hope

that this may be an inducement to sustained effort in

keeping up this valuable breed of cattle.

Dn'ons.— ** Look at them, are they not beautiful ! I

consider them the thoroughbreds of cattle," was the

remark of an enthusiastic admirer of Devons, and
certainly the show at Cardiff produced a class of

Devons quite suflficient to call out the enthusiasm of

any one having the slightest taste for cattle. Of the

43 animals shown there was not one that could be

classed indifferent, and the number of Highly Com-
mended and Commended animals shows that the judges

were satisfied of the excellence of the class. The never

beaten DuKE of Flitton 5TH, of Mr. Davy, North

Molton, was a perfect picture ; and although the dis-

trict in which this breed finds favour is limited, there

is no reason to find fault with the quality of the

animals found therein, as no breed preserves so fully

the old type which has been so long the characteristic

of this breed. Few of our old native breeds possess

an equal amount of meat on the same frame as the

Devon, and none can produce meat of superior quality.

The breeds of the Channel Islands were strongly

represented, and the Guernseys were of very high

quality. The cows of this variety were very fine, and,

all coming from the island, their purity must be con-

sidered genuine.

The show of Welsh cattle was small, and confined

principally to that variety which is bred in the southern

district of the Principality. It will be disappointing to

graziers from the midland counties not to find more of

the cattle of North Wales, which are sucli favourites as

late summer graziers in those districts. The animals

shown have very great merit, more especially the cows,

whose points denoting milk-producing (Qualities are

well developed.

The following is the list of awards in the cattle

classes :

—

Ji'DGES.— Shorthorns : H. Aylmer, West Dereham Abbey.
StoUe Fcrrv ; G. Drewry, Holker Grange, Lanc.ishirc. Here-

ford, Welsh, .ind Castlemtirtin breeds ; R. Bach, Kls'ich

House, Bromfield, Salop : E. Bradley. Cowbridge
; H. Hay-

wood, Blakcmere House, Hereford. Devon and other esta-

blished breeds, and Dairy Cattle : T. Pope, Horniiigsham, War-
minster ; R. Woodman, Southease, Lewes. Jersey anJ
Guernsey: H. Middlcton, Cutteslowe, Oxford; H. Tail, the

Prince Consort's Shaw Farm, Windsor.

Shorthorns.

Buil, above 3 years old.— isl, .£30, John Outhwaitc, Baincsse,

Catterick: ad, Zao W. Linton, Sheriff Hutton, York; ^^, Cn*
J. C. Bowstead, Hackthorpe Hall, Penrith; 4th. ;£io, Lieut.-

Col. L. Lindsay, V.C., M.P.. Lockingc P.irk. Wantage. Re-

serve Number and Highly Commended: J. Cooke, IJallyneal
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House. New Ross, Kilkenny. Highly Commended :
Earl

Cawdor, Stackpole Court, Pembroke; the Rev. W. Sneyd,

Kecle Hall. Newcastle-imder-Lyne.
Bull, above 2 and not exccediiiR 3 years old.— ist, A25, J.

Lamb. Burrel Green, Penrith; ad, ^15, G. Game, Churchill

Heath, Chipping Nortun ; 3J. £^-^> ^- ^^- Bri^'-'cy. Rhodes

House. Middleton, Manchester; 4th, £5. J- Strattoti, Alton

Priors, Marlborough. Reserve Number and H'gh >" Com-

mended : R. Slralion. The DuflVyn. Newport. H'ghly Com-

mended : the Rev. W. Sneyd. Keele Hall ; W. H. Hewctt.

Norton Court. Taunton.
,

Yearling Bull, above i and not exceeding 2 yenrs old.---ist,

;^25, W. Linton, Sheriff Huttoii ; 2d, /15. A. H. Browne, Bank

House, Acklington, Northumberland ; 3d. jCio, Col. C. Towne-

ley. Towneley ;
4th, ^5. Col. C. rowncley. Reserve Number

and Highly Commended: LieuL-Col. L. Lindsay. V.C, M.P.

Bull Calf, above 6 and not exceeding 12 months old.— ist, ^15,

Emily, Lady Pigot, Branches Park. Newmarket: ad. ^10,

Col. C. Towneley : 3d, jCs, J- i^- Fowler, Prebendal Farms,

Aylesbury. Reserve Number and Highly Commended : J.

Williams. Rectory Farm, Llantrilhyd. Cowbridge. Highly

Commended ; Lord Sndeley, Toddington, Winchcombe : Col. C.

Towneley ; the Hon. J. IVL-issoy. Milford House, Limerick; Earl

Cawdor, Stackpole Court. Pembroke.
Cow, above 3 ye.^rs old.— ist. ^20, A. H. Browne, Bunk

House, Acklington, Northumberland; 2d. j^io, W. H. Hcwetl.

Norton Court ; 3d. j^5. G. Game, Churchill Heath, Chipping

Norton. Reserve Numberand Highly Com mended : C. A. Barnes,

Charlcywood. Rickmansworlh. Commended : K. Siraiton. The
Duffryn, Newport ; W. Bradburn, Wednesfield, Wolverhampton ;

T. Stattcr, Jun.
Heifer, in-milk or In-calf, not exceeding 3 years old.— ist, £1$,

T. Statler, Jun : 2d, ;£io, H. F. Smith, Lamwath House,

Sutton, Hull ; 3d. £5, Col. C. Towneley. Reserve Number and

Highly Commended: J. J. Stone, Scyborwen, Llantrissanl,

Newport Commended; J. Garsed. The Moorlands, Cowbridge;

J. Stratton. Alton Priors, Marlborough ; T. Game & Son, Broad-

moor, and G. Game, Churchill Heath.
Yearling Heifer, above i and not exceeding 2 ye.irs old.— 1st,

;Ci5, Col. C. Towneley ; 2d, /lo, J. Stratton, Alton Priors ; 3d,

£5, Col. C. Towneley. Hit^hly Commended: Emily. Lady
Pigot; G. Game, Churchill Heath : W. Tennant, White House,

Barlow, Selby ; Col. C. Towneley. Reserve Number and

Highly Commended ; J. Stratton, Alton Priors. Commended :

A. Garfit, Scolhern, Lincoln ; J.
W. Wilson, Austin House,

Bro.idway, Worcestershire ; Emdy, Lady Pigot ; J. J. Stone,

Scyborwen, Newport.
Heifer Calf, above 6 and under 12 months old.—ist, ;£to, R.

J. M. Gumbleton, Glanators, Curryglass, Co. Waterford ; 2d.

£5, the Rev. W, Sneyd. Keele Hall. Reserve Number and
Highly Commended : T. Game & Son. Highly Commended :

Emily, Lady Pigot, Col. C. Towneley, T. Game & Son. Com-
mended : T. Statter, Jun.

Herefords.
Bull above 3 years old.—1st, £2$, T. Fcnn, Stonebrook

House, Ludlow, and J. Harding, Eicton House, Shrewsbury ;

2d, j£i5, P. Turner, The I.ecn, Pembridge ; 3d. £$, R. Hill,

Orleton Court, Ludlow. Reserve Number and Commended

;

Lieut.-Col. R. Fielding, Dulas Court. Hereford. Commended :

W. Badham, Arkstone Court. Hereford.

Bull, above 2 and not exceeding 3 years old.—ist, £25, J. E.

Spencer, Lancadle, Cowbridge; 2d, £15, E. Lester, Cefn Ila,

Usk : 3d, £5, R. Edwards, Trewern Hall, Welshpool. Reserve

Number and Commended ; R. Keene, Penycraig, Cacrleon,

Monmouthshire.
Yearling Bull, above i and not exceeding 2 years old.— 1st,

£25, W. Taylor, Showlc Court, Ledbury ; 2d, .£15, J. Harding.

Bicton, Shrewsbury : 3d, £$, Her Majesty the Queen. Reserve

Number and Commended : W. Tudge. Adforton, Herefordshire.

Commended : R. Tanner, Frodesley. Salop.

Bull Calf, above 6 and not exceeding 12 months old.—isl,

;tio. T. Fenn, Stonebrook House, Ludlow; 2d, ^^5, W. Tudge.
Adforton, Leintwardine, Reserve Number and Highly Com-
mended : Her Majesty the Queen. Highly Commended : W.
Taylor, Showle Court, Ledbury. Commended : T. Fenn, Lud-
low ; R. Hill, Ludlow, Salop ; W. Tudge, Adforton : T. Rogers,
Coxall, Brampton Brian : R. Tanner, Frodesley, Salop,
Cow, above 3 years old.—ist, ;£20, W. B. Peren, Compton

House, South Petherton, Somerset ; 2d, ^10, T. Rogers, Coxall,

Brampton Brian ; 3d, £$, R. Tanner. Frodesley, Dorrington.
Reserve Number : T. Fenn, Ludlow. Highly Commended : the
whole class.

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding 3 years old.—ist, j^is,

T. Thomas, St. Hilary, Cowbridge ; 2d, .;^io, P. Turner, The
Lecn, Pembridge ; 3d, £$, T. Thomas, St. Hilary. Reserve
Number and Highly Commended : T, Thomas. St. Hilary.
Commended : E. Lester, Cefn Ila, Usk ; H. J. Bailey, Rosedale,
Tenbury ; W. Evans, Llandowlais, Usk ; W. Tudge, Adfordton,
Leintwardine.

Yearling Heifer, above 1 and not exceeding 2 years old.— ist,

£1$, T. Thomas, St. Hilary, Cowbridge; 2d, ^lo, J. Morris,
Town House, Madley, Hereford; 3d, £$, T, Fenn, Ludlow.
Reserve Number and Highly Commended : W. B. Peren, Comp-
ton House, South Petherton. Commended : E. Lister, Cefn Ila,

Usk ; P. Turner, The Leen. Pembridge.
Heifer Calf, above 6 and under 12 months old.— ist, ^10, P.

Turner, The Leen ; zd, £s, H, J. Bailey, Rosedale, Tenbury.
Reserve Number and Highly Commended : T. Fenn, Stone-
brook House, Ludlow, Highly Commended ; T. Rogers, Cox-
all, Brampton Brian ; T. Rogers, Coxall. Commended : J,
Harding, Bicton ; E. Lester, Cefn Ila, Usk.

Devons.

Bull, above 3 years old.— ist, £2$. J. Davy, Flitton Barton.
North Molton ; 2d. £is, Viscount Falmouth, Tregothnan,
Probus.

Bull, above 2 and not exceeding 3 years old.—1st, £25, W.
Farthing, Stowey Court, Bridgwater; 2d, £15, Viscount Fal-
mouth ; 3d, £$, Viscount Falmouth, Reserve Number and
Highly Commended ; J, Jackman, Hexworthy, Launceston.
Yearling Bull, above i and not exceeding 2 years old.— ist,

£2$, J. Davy, Flitton Barton ; 2d, ;£i5, J, Jackman, Hexworthy,
Launceston ; 3d, .^5, Her Majesty the Queen. Reserve Number
and Highly Commended : Viscount Falmouth. Commended ; J.
H. Buller, Downes.

Bull Calf, above 6 and not exceeding 12 months old.—ist, i^io,

J. Davy, Flitton Barton ; 2d, £$, W. Farthing, Stowey Court.
Reserve Number and Highly Commended : J. A. Smith, Brad-
ford Peverell, Dorchester. Commended : J. Jackman, Hex-
worthy.
Cow, above 3 years old.— ist, £20, J. A. Smith, Bradford

Peverell ; 2d, ,£10, J. Davy, Flitton Barton. Reser\'C Number
and Highly Commended : the Rev. A. Morgan, Machen
Rectoiy. Newport.

Heifer, in-milk or in-catf, not exceeding 3 years old,—ist, ;Ci5i

J. Davy, Flitton Barton ; 2d, ^10, J. A. Smith, Bradford
Peverell. Reserve Number and Highly Commended : W.
Farthing.

Yearling Heifer, above i and not exceeding 2 years old.—1st,

£15, W. Farthing; 2d, £10, T, L. Senior, Broughlon House,
Aylesbury; 3d, £$, J. Davey. Reserve Number and Highly
Comrnended : J. A. Smith.
Heifer Calf, above 6 and under 12 months old,—1st, ;^io, J. A.

Smith
; 2d, £s, T. L. Senior, Broughton House. Reserve

Number and Highly Commended : J. H. Buller.

Jersey.
Bull, above lyear old.—ist, ;Cio, LordChesham, Latimer; ad,

^5, W. Gilbey. Hargrave Park, Sunstcad. Reserve Number :

G. Simpson, Wray Park.
Cow, above 3 years old.— ist, ;^io. W. Gilbey; 2d, ^5. G.

Simpson, Wray Park. Commended: P. Gaudin. Spring Farm,

St. ftLartin's, Jersey. Reserve Number and Commended ; G.

Simpson, Reigate ; and P. Gaudin, St. Martin's.

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding 3 yenrs old,— ist. ^10,

G. Simpson, Wray P.ark, Reigate. Surrey; 2d, .^5. W- GIlb;:y,

Hargrave Park, Reserve Number and Highly Commended :

R. Rendle, Catel Farm, Guernsey. Highly CommenJed ; T.

Tones, Cross Lane Head, Brivlgnorth : H. D. dc Vitre, Ch.idtoii

House, Wantage. Commended : R. Rendle, Catel Farm,
Gurnsey.

Guernsey.
Bull, .above I year old. —1st, jCto, C. L. Page, Les Naftiaux.

Guernsey,
Cow, above 3 years old.—^ist, ;^io, R. Rendle, Catel Farm,

Guernsey ; 2d, £$, C. Le Page, Les Naftiaux, Guernsey.

Reserve Number and Highly Commended : C. Le Page. Highly

Commended : the Rev. J. R. Watson, La Favorita, Fcrmain,

Guernsey.
Heifer, in-calf or In-milk, not exceeding 3 years old.— ist, Aio,

R. Rendle. Catel Farm ; 2d, £5. T. B. Le Page, Maison de Has.

Reserve Number ; the Rev. J, R. Watson, La Favorita. Highly
Commended ; T. B. Le Page, Maison de Bas ; C. Le Page.

Welsh Breeds

(including the Castlemartin breed).

Bull, 3 years old or more.— ist, ,£15. W. Jenkins, Glanwern,

Talsarn, Card ig.-in shire ; 2d, ^10, H. Davies. Typ'cca, Dryslwyn,

Carmarthenshire. Reserve Number and Highly Commended :

D. Lewis. Walton East, Haverfordwest,
Bull, between 2 and 3 years old. —ist, £ts,J-'^- Bowcn, Llwyn-

gwair, Newport ; ad, j^io, R. Humphreys, Royal Goat Hotel,

Bcddgelert, Carnarvonshire. Reserve Number and Commended :

T. Harries, Llandllo, Carmarthen,
S'earling Bull.— ist, £15. J. D. Morse, Glandawkc, St. Clears,

Carmarthenshire ; 2d, ^10, RLijor J. H. Heyward, Croswood,
Welshpool. Reserve Number and Highly Commended : Major

J. H. Hcy*vard. Commended; Major J. H. Heyward.
Heifer, of between 2 and 3 years old.— ist, .£15, R. Humphreys,

Beddgelert, Carnarvonshire; 2d. £10, T. Evans, Llwyngrawys.
Cardiganshire, Reserve Number and Commended ; R, Huni-

phreys, Beddgelert.

Yearling Heifer. — ist, ;Ci5. J- ^- Bowen, Llwyngwair,

Newport.
(Castlemartin Breed.)

Pair of Cows, over 3 years, in-mllk or in-calf— tst, £15, W. B.

Roberts, Loveston, Pembroke ; 2d, .£10, H. Harries, Veynor,

Narberth, Pembrokeshire. Reserve Number and Commended ;

H. Davies, Typlcca, Dryslwyn, Carmarthenshire,

Other Est.\dlished Bkeeds

{not including the Shorthorn. Here ford, D,;von, Jersey, Gu ;:rnsey,

or Welsh Breeds).

Bull, above i year old.— ist, ^10, Lird Sondes, Elmham Hall,

Norfolk : 2d, £s, J. J. Colmm, M.P., Carrow House,
Norwich.
Cow. above 3 years old.— ist, ;^io. Lord Sondes ; 2d, £s, R-

H. Chapman, Upton, Nuneaton.
Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding 3 years old.— ist, ;Cto,

Lord Sondes ; 2d, £s, Lord Sondes. Reserve Number and
Highly Commended ; R. H. Chapman, Upton, Nuneaton. Com-
mended : R. H. Chapman.

Bull. Cow, and their Offspring, of any pure bre;d.—ist, .£20,

W. Evans, Llandowlais, Monmouthshire.

Dairy Cattle.
Pair of Cows, over 3 years and 8 months old, in-milk.— ist,

£'-5> ]• Williams, Llantrlthyd, Cowbridge, Glamorganshire
;

2d, ;^iQ, J. E. Spencer Lancadle, Cowbridge; 3d, £s, W,
Bradburn, Wednesfield, Wolverhampton. Reserve Numberand
Highly Commended ; T. Statter. Jun.. St.-ind Hall.

SHEEP.
The sheep were never more select as a whole, and in

some classes they were never more numerous, nor

better. Prizes were offered for 12 breeds, and these

were divided into 27 classes. The pens altogether

numbered no fewer than 383, and as there were many
pens of five each, and a few of 10 ewes with their

lambs, the show on the ground was a very numerous as

well as otherwise interesting.

The Leicesters still retain the first position after the

views of the Society's original promoters The number
present is, however, again short, but perhaps they were
never more uniform and excellent as regards type and
character. Their want of size and substance, as regards

a due thickness of flesh in proportion to fat, U the

reason which has reduced them to such small propor-

tions, and caused them to fall into such few hands.

The value of the true Lsicesters for crossing pur-

poses is, however, well known, and the breed will

long remain in its present purity, we trust, that its

services may be bestowed upon other breeds, where
coarseness and want of capacity for early maturity pre-

vail. The Rev. George Inge has been again success-

ful with one of his shearling rams, and Mr. Borton and
Mr. Hutchinson, who are both from Yorkshire, sent

sheep, which were respectively excellent 2d and 3d
prizes. These latter gentlemen, indeed, appear to run
neck-and-neck in showing Leicester slieep at county

and local shows, and here the honours are reversed in

the ewes, Mr. Hutchinson being 2d, and Mr, Borton
3d. The ewes are only four entries, but they are very

excellent.

The Cotswolds are placed 2d in order on this

occasion, and they are the finest show that, we think,

we ever saw together. There are 70 pens altogether,

and their great size, with their fine white coats, make
them, as usual, a very striking feature of the show,

Mr. T. Brown, of Marham, Norfolk, has again

taken a fair share of prizes with sheep bred and fed in

the more rarified atmosphere of the eastern counties.

This speaks well for the character of these sheep being

suitable for various soils and climates. This is further

shown by the 1st prize ewes having been bred and fed

near Cowbridge, in Glamorganshire.

The Lincolns are few, but they are of good character,

as will hi inferred when we mention that the exhibitors

were composed of suclx well-known breeders as Dud-
ding, Marshall, Byron, Pears, and Wright.

Oxfordshire Downs were never so uniform in

character, nor so good in quality of both mutton and

wool. These have become a really good-looking
breed of sheep, and the very large weight of both food
and clothing they afford make them—now that they
are settling down to a fixity of type and quality—to be
one of the most valuable breeds in the country.
Among the Southdowns Mr. Rigden, whose flock

seems to be in especially good form, has taken
the four leading prizes for rams. Lord Walsing-
ham sends four shearlings, a 2-shear, with which
he takes 3d prize, and a pen of ewes, for which
the 1st prize is given. But these sheep are not at

present up to the past standard of the Merton flock.

Lord Sondes and Mr. Jeremiah Colman, M.P. for

Norwich, had some very creditable pens of ewes in

the yard; and such additional names and well-known
breeders as the Duke of Richmond, His Royal High-
ness the Prince of Wales, Sir William Throckmorton,
the Earl of Suffolk, Colonel Kingscote, are a sufficient

guarantee that this fine pure breed of sheep is in good
hands, and that it will not be allowed, for many years

at least, to degenerate in form and quality, nor to

decrease in numbers.
The Shropshires, as a whole, again do credit to their

enthusiastic breeders. The shearling rams are not

very much to boast of on this occasion, Lord
Chesham's Ist prize sheep being weak and small,

while Mr. Forster's, although heavy in mutton,

is coarse in quality, which is indicated by his stump
horns. This sheep, however, is of a fine character for

producing weight of meat. Mr. Foster may be con-

gratulated on fairly taking a 2d prize after an absence
of seven or eight years from the showyard. Among
this breed there were some disqualifications on the

ground that they had not been fairly shorn, or accord-

to the Society's conditions. We cannot think, how-
ever, that any farmer would be so simple as to leave

any old wool on sheep with a view to improve their

appearance, and we do not think that the sheep in

question have been fairly disqualified on this ground.

One thing, however, is clear—all of those which were
thus officially denounced have been recently washed,

which has broken up the rotund layers of wool, and
made the fleece into a general pile like a well-made
carpet. This practice is simple enough, as the sup-

posed necessity for it ought to be avoided, and in this

instance the advocates of it have been visited with a

sufficient annoyance, whether they be deserving of it or

not. The Shropshire ewes are a grand collection. The
disqualified ones, we think, are good, and Mr. Evans's

3d prize pen contains five as good and handsome dark
faced ewes as we ever saw together. These breeders

are worthy of great praise for the care, judgment, and
spirit they display.

The Hampshire?, Dorsets, and other breeds, are

more at home in the south and west, and not so numer-
ous as we expected to see them. The Welsh do not

show well at all, either in numbers and quality, on
their own ground. A fair collection of Cheviots are

present, and they beat the Welsh animals entirely. If

some of these hardy hill sheep were tried on the Welsh
hills it would be interesting to watch their progress,

and we have no doubt that a few years of experimen-

talising would establish a determination among Welsh-
men to supplant altogether, or to largely improve their

breeds by the introduction of the equally hardy and far

more thrifty Northumbrian sheep.

The following are the awards in the sheep classes :
—

Jl;dge>,—Leicester: E. Riley, Kipling Cotes Farm, Hull;
W. Farr, Ayle-iby Manor, Great Grimsby. Cotswold and Ox-
fordshire Downs ; R. J, Newton, Campsfield, Woodstock ; W.
J. Edmonds, Southrope, Lechlade. Lincoln and Longwool : C.
Clarke. Scopwick, Sleaford ; H. Macklnder, Langton Grange,
Spilsby. Southdown, Himpshire, and Dorset : H, Fookes,
Whitechurch, Blandford

; J. S. Turner, Chyngton, Seaford,

Sussex. Shropshire, Cheviot, Radnor, and Welsh Mountain :

W. Kemo Bourne, Fisherwlck, Lichfield ; W. Henderson, Fow-
berry Mains, Bedford ; R. H. Masfen, Bendeford, Wolver-
hampton.
htspectors ofSfuaring.—H. Bone, Avon, Ringwood ; J. B.

Workman, Ridon, near Pershore.

Leicesters.
Shearling Ram.— rst. £20, the Rev. G. Inge, Thorpe Constan-

tine, Tamworth ; 2d, £\o, J. Borton. Barton House, Barton-le-

Strect, Matton ; 3d. £'^, T. H. Hutchinson. Manor House,
Catterick, Reserve Number and Highly Commended : J. Borton,
Barton House. Highly Commended ; R. W. Creswell, Raven-
stone, Ashby-de-la-Zouch ; G. Turner, Brampford Speke, Exeter.
Commended : T. H, Hutchinson, Catterlck.

Ram. of any other age,—ist, £20, the Rev. G. Inge, Thorpe
Constantine; ad, j£io, J. Borton. Barton House; 3d, £$, G.
Turner, Brampford Speke. Highly Commended : R. W. Cres-
well, Ravenstone. Commended : T. H. Hutchinson. Reserve
Numberand Highly Commended; J. Borton.

Pen of 5 Shearling Ewes of the same flock. --ist, £\^, the Rev.
G- Inge ; 2d, ^10, T. H. Hutchinson. Reserve Number and
Highly Commended : J. Borton. Commended : G. Turner,
Brampford Speke.

Cotswolds.
Shearling Ram.— ist, ^20, the Executor's of the late T. Gillett,

Kilkenny Farm, Faringdon ; 2d, £\o, T. Brown, Marham Hall
Farm, Downham Market ; 3d, £$, T. Brown. Commended :

T. Brown. Reserve Number and Highly Commended : T.
Brown.
Ram of any other age.—ist, ;^2o, T. Brown ; 2d, .iio, the

Executors of the late T. Gillett : 3d, ;^5. T. B. Brown. Salpcrton
Park, Reserve Numberand Highly Commended : T. Brown,
Pen of 5 Shearling Ewes of the same same flock.— ist, ^£15,

T. Thomas, St. Hdary, Cowbridge ; 2d, j^io, C, Spencer,
Gileston ; 3d, ,^5, J. Walker, Northleach. Reserve Number
and Commended : M. Godwin, Troy Farm, Somerton, Dcd-
dington.
Pen of 5 Cotswold Ram Lambs.—ist, £\i, T. Thomas, St.

Hilary; 2d, ^to, C. Spencer, Gileston. Reserve Number: J.
Williams, Caercady, Cowbridge.

Lincolns.

Shearling Ram.—ist, ;£2o, W. & H. Dudding, Panton House
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Wragby, Lincolnshire; 2d, £zo, R. Wright, Nocton Heath,

Lincoln
;
3d, £5, J- Pears, Merc. Reserve Number and Highly

Commended : W. & H. Dudding.
Ram of any other age— ist, £20. W. F. Marshal!, Eranston,

Lincoln ; 2d, £io, R. Wright, Nocton Heath, Lincoln : 3d, £s,

J. Pears, Mere, Lincoln. Reserve Number and Highly Com-
mended : W. F. Marshall, Eranston. Commended : W. F.

Marshall.
t-' Pen of 5 Shearling Ewes of the same flock.— ist. /15, J. Pears.

Mere, Lincoln ; 2d, ;£io, J. Byron, Kirkby Green, Sleaford,

Lincolnshire. Highly Commended : T. G. Gunnel, Milton.

Cambridge. Commended : R. Wright, Nocton Heatii, Lmcoln.

LONGWOOLS.
Pen of 10 Ewes, with their Lambs, of any Long-wool breed.—

i5t,£io, J. Williams, Caercady, Cowbridge ; 2d,£s, T. W. D.

Harris, Wotton, Northampton.

Oxfordshire Downs.
Shearling Ram.—ist, ;^2o, J. Treadwell, Upper Wlnchenden,

Aylesbury : 2d, ilio. A. F. Milton Dnice, Twelve Acres,

Eynsham ; 3d, £s, C. Hobbs, Maisey Hampton, Cricklade.

Reserve Number and Highly Commended : J. Treadwell.

Commended : C. Howard, Biddenham, Bedford ; C. Hobbs,
Maisey Hampden.
Ram of any other age.— ist, ^20, G. Wallis, Old Shifford : 2d,

^10, J. Treadwell, Upper Winchenden ;
3d, £$, F. Street, Har-

rowden House. Bedford. Reserve Number and Highly Com-
mended ; C. Howard. Highly Commended: G. Wallis, Old

Shifford : J. Treadwell.

Pen of 5 Shearling Ewes, of the same flock.— 1st, ^15, C,

Howard, Eiddenham: 2d, £10, A. F. Milton Druce. Reserve

Number and Highly Commended : F. Street, Bedford.

Southdown s.

Shearling Ram.—ist, ;^2o, W. Rigden, Hove, Brighton ; 2d,

j£io, W. Rigden: 3d, £s, Col. R. N. F. Kingscote, M.P.,
Kingscote, Wotton-under-Edge, Reserve Number and Highly
Commended : H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. Highly Com-
mended : W. Rigden. Commended : Lord Walsingham, Merton
Hall, Thetford ; Col. R. N. F. Kingscote, M.P.
Ram of any other age.—ist, £20, W. Rigden; 2d, ;£io, W.

Rigden ; 3d, £$, Lord Walsingham. Reserve Number and
Highly Commended : the Duke of Richniond, K.G. Highly
Commended: H.R H. the Prince of Wales; H. S. Waller.

Farmington, Northleach. Commended : the class generally.

Pen of 5 Shearhng Ewes of the same flock,— 1st, £is. Lord
Walsingham ; 2d, £10, Lord Sondes

;
3d, £s, J. J. Colman,

M.P., Carrow House, Norwich. Reserve Number and Highly

Commended: H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. Commended: the

class generally.

Shroi'shires.

Shearling Ram.— ist, ^20. Lord Chesham, Latimer; 2d, jCio,

W. O. Foster, Apley Park, Shifnal ;
3d, £s. J- Evans, Uffing-

ton, Shrewsbury. Commended : T. Fenn, Stonebrook House,
Ludlow : T. Mansell, Adcott Hall, Baschurch, Salop ; S. Beach,

The Hattons, Brewood, Staffordshire ; C. Byrd, Liltywood,

Stafford. Reserve Number and Highly Commended : S. Beach.

Ram of any other age.— ist, ^,20, T. Mansell ; 2d, /lo,

T. Mansell ; 3d, £s. S. Beach, The Hattons. Brewood, Stafford-

shire. Reser\'e Number and Highly Commended: Lord
Chesham. Highly Commended : J. Coxon, Freeford Farm,
Lichfield.

Pen of 5 Shearling Ewes of the same flock.— ist, £is, ] H.
Bradbume, Pipe Place, Lichfield; 2d, £io, Lord Chesham; 3d,

£5, J. Evans, Uffington, Shrewsbury. Reserved Number and
Highly Commended : S. Beach. Highly Commended : W. O.
Foster, Apley Park Farm. Shifnal ; M. Williams, Dryton,
Wroxeter, Shrewsbury ; J. H. Bradburne, Pipe Place, Lichfield.

Commended : the class generally.

Hampshire and other Shortwools
(not qualified to compete as Southdowns or Shropshires).

Shearling Ram,— ist. ^20, J. Rawlence, Biilbridge, Wilton,

Sali-sbury ; 2d, ;6io, J. Rawlence ; 3d, £$, R. Coles, Middleton,
Norton Bavent, Warminster. Reserve Number and Com-
mended : R. Coles.

Ram of any other age.—ist, ^[20, A. Morrison, Fonthill House,
Tisbury ; 2d, i^io, J. Rawlence, Bulbridge ; 3d, £$, A. Morrison.
Reserve Number and Commended : T. C. Saunders, Water-
combe.
Pen of 5 Shearling Ewes of the same flock.— ist, ^15, J. Raw-

lence; 2d, £10, J. Rawlence. Reserve Numberand Commended

:

T. C. Saunders, Watercombe.

Dorset.
Shearling Ram.— 1st, ;£io, H, Mayo, Cokers Frome, Dor-

chester ; 2d, £s, H. Mayo.
Ram of any other age.— ist, £10, H. Mayo. Reserve Number

and Highly Commended : H. Mayo.
Pen of 5 Shearling Ewes.—1st, ;{[io, H. Mayo ; 2d, £5, H,

Mayo. Reserve Number and Commended : J. Culverwell,
Clavelshay, North Petherton. Commended : Lieut.-Gen. Viscount
Bridport, Cricket St. Thomas.

Cheviots.
Shearling Ram.—ist, ^10. J. Robson, Eymess, Rochester,

Northumberland : 2d, £$, J. Robson.
Ram of any other age.— ist, £1$, R. Shortreed, Attonbuth,

Kelso, N.B. ; 2d, £5, W. B. Buddicom. Penbedw Hall, Mold.
Reser\'e Number: J. Robson, Bymess, Rochester.
Pen of 5 Ewes of any age.— ist, £ 10, R. Shortreed, Attonbuth ;

2d, £5, J. Robson, Eymess, Rochester. Reserve Number : W.
B. Buddicom, Penbedw Hall, Mold.

Radnors.
Shearling Ram.—- ist, ^10, E. Farr. Pilloth, Knighton.
Ram of any other age.— ist, £10,]. R. Paramore, Prcswylfa,

Neath ; 2d, £5, E. Farr, Pilloth. Reserve Number: J. R.
Paramore.
Pen of 5 Ewes of any age.—1st, j£io, T. Dalton, Crockherb-

town, Cardiff; 2d, £5, T. Dalton. Reserve Number : E. Farr,
Pilloth.

Welsh Mountain Sheep not Qualified to Compete as
Radnors.

Ram of any age.— ist, ^10, H. Harrys, Crofta, Ystradowcn,
Cowbridge,

The swine are the best show we ever saw together.
In them there is everything that is required and
nothing superfluous. In nothing is it more difficult,

however, to preserve perfection than it is with pigs.

Thus we almost annually have well-known prize-takers
in former years dropping off almost or quite altogether,
and younger hands coming to the front and taking
prizes easily. Mr. Dudding, of Panton, shows for the
first time among these animals, and takes a 2d prize
with a very fine young white sow which has seven
splendid porkers by her side. Among the large white
breed Messrs. Howards' ist prize boar is a wonderful
animal for size and quality. In the younger class
Mr. Peter Eden is successful with an eleven months
boar of perfect form.

, Mr. Peter Eden, indeed, takes

the lion's share of prizes ; for, excepting the Berkshires,

he takes about half the ist and 2d prizes, while

Messrs. Duckering, who have hitherto been very suc-

cessful, have fallen off considerably in the precarious

fortune which belongs to pig-breeding, and particularly

to showing them in competition for prizes. The
Berkshires again appear to exhibit in great excellence-

This breed is certainly a wonderful collection, but they

are changing so much through " sporting," as bota-

nists say, that the Royal Agricultural Society will soon

have to set the example of dividing this breed, as

they do other breeds, into large and small kinds. The
following is the award of prizes in the pig classes :

—
Judges.—J. H. Clark, Lowood, Castle Hill, Maidenhead:

J. Fisher, Carhead, Cross Hills, Yorkshire.

Large White Breed.
Boar above 12 months old.—ist, ;Cio, J. & F. Howard, Bed-

ford; 2d, £3. R E. Duckering, Northorpe, Kirton-Lindsey.

Reserve Number and Commended : M. Walker, Stockley Park,

Anslow, Burton-on-TrenL
Boar above 6 months and not exceeding 12 months old.— ist,

j£to. P. Eden, Cross Lane, Salford ; 2d. £s. _^^- Walker, Stock-

ley Park, Anslow. Reserve Number and Highly Commended :

J. Wheeler, Long Compton, Shipston-on-Stour. Commended ;

J. Wheeler.
Breeding Sow,— 1st, j^io, P. Eden, Cross Lane ; ad, ;^5, J. &

F. Howard. Reserve Number and Highly Commended : M.
Walker, Stockley Park. Commended : C. R. N. Beswick-Royds,
Pyke House, Littleborough.

Pen of 3 Breeding Sow Pigs of the same litter, above 4 and
under 8 months old.— 1st, j£io, R. E. Duckering; 2d, £5, C. R
N. Beswick-Royds. Reserve Numberand Highly Commended
P. Eden. Commended : P. Eden.

S.MALL White Breed.
Boar, above 12 months old.— 1st, £10, P. Eden, Cross Lane;

2d, ^5, C. R. N. Beswick-Royds. Reserve Number and Highly
Commended ; P. Eden.

Boar above 6 months and not exceeding 12 months old.—ist.

^10. P. Eden, Salford ; 2d, £s, P. Eden. Reserve Number :

T. Nicholson, T.,owther Street, Groves, York.
Breeding Sow.— ist, £10, P. Eden ; 2d, £s, W. & H. Dud-

ding, Panton House, Wragby. Reserve Number and Highly
Commended : R. E. Duckering. Commended : C. R. N. Bes-

wick-Royds, Pyke House, Littleborough, Lancashire.
Pen of 3 Breeding Sow Pigs of the same litter, above 4 and

under 8 months old.— ist, j^ 10, Lord Rendlesham. Rendlesham
Hall, Woodbridge ; 2d, ^5, G. M. Sexton, Wherstead Hall,

Ipswich. Reserve Number : C. R. N. Beswick-Royds.

Small Black Breed.
Boar above 12 months old.— ist, ;£io, C. R. N. Beswick-Royds ;

2d, ^s, G. M. Sexton. Reserve Number and Highly Com-
mended; G. M. Sexton. Commended: the whole class.

Boar above 6 and not exceeding 12 months old.— ist,

;^io, G. M. Sexton ; 2d, £5, W. M. Ware, Newham House,
Helstone.
Breeding Sow,— 1st, ;£io, G. ^L Sexton, Wherstead Hall ; 2d,

£5, G. M. Sexton. Reserve Number and Highly Commended ;

C. R. N. Beswick-Royds. Commended : W. M. Ware.
Pen of 3 Breeding Sow Pigs of the same litter, above 4 and

under 8 months old.— 1st, Xio, G. M. Sexton ; 2d, withheld.

Berkshire Breed.
Boar above 12 months old.— ist. ;^io, H. Humfrcy, Kingstone

Farm, Shrivcnham ; 2d, £$, T. Radcliffe, Cheswell Grange,
Newport. Reserve Number and Highly Commended : H. Hum-
frey. Highly Commended: Lord Rendlesham. Commended:
the cl.iss generally.

Boar above 6 and not exceeding 12 months old.— 1st, .^10.

Executors of the late W. Hewer, Sevenhampton ; 2d,;^5, Lord
Clermont, Ravensdale Park, Newry. Reserve Number and
Highly Commended : A. Stewart, Saint Bridge Farm, Gloucester.
Highly Commended : R. Swanwick, Royal Agricultural College
Farm, Cirencester. Commended : H. Humfrey.
Breeding Sow.—ist, .i^io, R. Fowler, Broughton Farm, Ayles-

bury ; 2d, £s, A. Stewart. Reserve Number and Highly Com-
mended : N. Benjafield, Short's Green Farm, Motcombe. Highly
Commended: A. Stewart; Lord Clermont, Ravensdale Park
Commended : R. Swanwick.
Pen of 3 Breeding Sow Pigs, of the same litter, above 4 and

under 8 months old.— ist, ;£io, A. Stewart; ad. £5, J. Biggs,
Cublington, Leighton Buzzard. Reserve Number and Highly
Commended : R. Swanwick. Highly Commended : R. Swan-
wick. Commended : G. Cosby, Stradbally Hall.

Other Breeds not Eligible to Compete in anv of the
Preceding Classes.

Boar.— 1st, .£10, R. N. Beswick-Royds; 2d, £5, R. E.
Duckering. Reserve Number and Highly Commended : F. H.
Dyke, Acomb, York.

Breeding Sow. —ist, ;{|io, P. Eden ; 2d, £5, P. Eden. Reserve
Number : R. E. Duckering.
Pen of 3 Breeding Sow Pigs of the same litter, above 4 and

under 8 months old.— 1st, ;£io, P. Eden.

THE IMPLEMENT YARD.
The catalogue is bulkier than ever, and the yard is

better packed. We confine our remarks this week to

the trials of steam-engines and threshing-machines,
leaving the notes of a walk round the yard for another
occasion.

These trials were continued to the end of last week,
and, indeed, in the case of the straw elevators, till the

afternoon of Monday last. There is not much to add
to what we have said of the trials themselves : for, from
a farmer's point of view, there was not much to be seen
during the brief time that the corn was poured through
the winnowing machines and screens, and the corn in

the straw was whisked through the threshing and
finishing machinery. To return, however, to the engine-
racing.

The trials in this class were very readily and effect-

ively carried out, a tramway being made for moving
the platform which carried the break and other instru-

ments as they required shifting. Two breaks w^ere

thus in use, and each was so adjusted that the force of
the engine might be conveyed to it by means of shaft

and universal joints. There were 16 engines entered,

but only 10 were really brought to trial ; and more than
one of these made short work of it—in the sense, we
mean, of not going on.

The judges on this occasion are Mr. Bramwell and
Mr. Menelaus, assisted by Mr. Easton and a very effi-

cient staff. In recording a few results of the running

of the break, as driven by the several engines tried, we
may remark that Messrs, Clayton &: Shuttleworth

and the Reading Ironworks Company ran nearly a

dead heat as regards time, but, as will be seen by
our prize list, the judges took some other matters into

consideration, and, therefore, although the latter firm

certainly *'made more time" than the former, the 1st

prize has gone to Lincoln. About the liberty accorded

to exhibitors to elect the power at which they run their

engines there was some discussion, and it was concluded

that,,though no real difference could occur from an engi-

neer's point of view, it would be more intelligible to a

non-professional mind, if the rate of power at which

engines of a given size should run, were declared by
the authorities of the Society. As this was left open,

however, Messrs. Clayton & Shuttleworth elected to

run at the rate of 14-liorse power, and the Reading
Company at 17-horse power. This is said to make no
difference, but as there may be a difference in the

quality of coal, we apprehend that the one who takes

more or less may be placed at an advantage or a dis-

advantage. As I stone of coal per horse-power is

allowed, the Lincoln firm had 196 lb., and the Read-
ing Company, 238. The following are the results

attained by these two firms, and the catalogue number
of the engine they worked, the time quoted being

mechanical time :

—

4942, Messrs. Clayton and Shuttleworth's.—This
engine ran 4 hours, 51 min., 12 sec, and consumed
2.89 lb. of coal per horse-power per hour. The
expansion of the steam of this engine is regulated by
the governors, and the cylinder is in the fire-box.

2927, the Reading Ironworks Company's,—This

engine kept the [break up for 4 hours 51 min.,

36 sec, and burned 2.891b, of coal per horse-power

per hour.

The Lincoln firm chanced to have the first turn for

their engine on the break ; and, as this instrument was

new, and the blocks had not been worn smooth enough

to produce the greatest possible amount of friction,

Mr. Shuttleworth complained that he would be placed

at a disadvantage, and a turn with Mr. Aveling's

engine was accordingly made ; but even then it was
not worn smooth enough to prevent the Lincoln engine

from ''labouring" greatly for some time after it had
started. The result was, instead of this engine making
something over five hours, as was expected from the

trials which had been made at home, it made the

time given. With this Mr, Shuttleworth was not

satisfied ; and as he had confidence in his engine

—

which was allowed by the engineers present to be the

finest portable engine ever brought before the public

—

another trial was volunteered and allowed by the

authorities. The result was, 5 hours i min., and

7 revolutions of the break were made.

5024, Messrs. Marshall & Son's.^This engine ran

4 hours 15 min., and consumed 3.29 lb. of coals per

horse-power per hour. In its boiler there are So tubes,

and an arrangement of the plummer-blocks is made by
connecting them with the cylinder, so that any con-

traction of the boiler is counteracted.

4834, Mr. Edward Hayes'.—This engine is pro-

fessedly an ordinary commercial engine, but there must
have been something very defective in its construction,

or in the management of it during the trial, for its

power was spent in I hour 28 min., and accordingly

10 lb. of coal were consumed per horse-power pei hour.

4896, Messrs. Tuxford & Sons',—A mishap occurred

to this engine when it had been running an hour and a

half, a crack in the fly-wheel having been then dis-

covered. This was much regretted by the manufacturers

and engineers present, for the engine was running well;

and it was their opinion that, had no accident

happened, it would have attained the next position to

the Lincoln and Reading engines. Another attempt

was made on Thursday, but as a borrowed flywheel

was adapted, the judges decided that the trial was not

in accordance with their instructions and the Society's

rules, and the race was not continued.

4959, Messrs. Davey & Taxman's.—This engine is

fitted with 10 of the patent tubes which this firm use

with so much success in their vertical boilers. These

vertical tubes are placed in the fire-box, A good nm
was made with this engine, the time being 4 hours

8 min., and the coal consumed per horse per hour

3.28 lb. It is also fitted with a very peculiar expansion

gear.

4S94, Messrs. Tasker & Sons'.—This engine ran

2 hours and 50 sec, and consumed 4.96 lb. of coal

per horse-power per hour.

4S94, Messrs. Brown & May's.—The time of this

engine was 4 hours 1 5 min. 45 sec, and the coal con-

sumed per horse-power per hour 3. 28 lb.

4245, Messrs. Turner's.—After this engine had nm
for an hour the flywheel got loose, and it was therefore

stopped.

4925, Messrs. Wallis &Steevens^5— This engine came
to the trial shed, but was withdrawn from competition.

The other firms who entered an engine but did not

.compete were Messrs. Holmes & Sons, Mr. J. C.

Willsher, Mr. E. S. Hindley* Messrs. Barrows &
Stewart, and Messrs. Ashby, Jefler & Luke.

PortabU Threshing Machines.—The trials of these

machines were conducted in a very elaborate manner.

The buildings prepared for the trials at Cardiff were

a great improvement upon the Bury St. Edmund's
arrangements. A large bam, with a floor capacious
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-enough to hold two machines, was made, so that while

one machine was being tried, or its work deliberated

over, another one could be placed in position. Oyer

this floor was a stage conveniently arranged for receiving

the ton, half-ton, or any required quantity of corn to

ba experimented upon ; and it was so fitted that the

corn could be delivered to a machine on either side.

Parallel with the barn was an iron tramway for carry-

ing a stage, on one end of which was fixed one of Mr.

Aveling's portable engines, divested of its wheels, and

on the other end was a dynamometer, through which

the power of the engine was transmitted to the machine.

Tiius the force required to drive the machine was
accurately recorded, a part of the trials which will be

of great interest when the Society's engineer's report is

issued.

Class 3, for non-finishing machines, was tried first.

In this there were 19 entries. The following lime was

Class 2 was put through similar preliminary trials,

after which the selected machines made the following

time, with a ton of sheaves :—Clayton & Shuttleworth,

17 min. 38 sec. ; Marshall, 17 min. 45 sec. ; Ruston &
Proctor, 17 min. 14 sec. ; Ransomes & Sims, iS min.

30 sec, ; Humphries, 18 min. 35 sec. ; Tasker & Sons,

17 min. ^^ sec. ; Gilbert, 20 min. 21 sec. A final

trial was subsequently begun and got through with.

This consisted in threshing three quarters of a

ton of liarley and half a ton of Oats. The time

occupied was as follows : — Marshall Ov; Sons —
Bailey, 1 1 min. 42 sec. ; Oats, S min. 32 sec.

Clayton & Shuttleworth—Barley, 14 min. 46 sec. ;

(Xats, 1 1 min. 5 sec. The latter trial w.is prolonged

by an oversight in not shifting a screen suitable for the

Ctats, which caused iS minutes delay. The Messrs.

Ransomes, Sims, & Head did their work in—Barley,

14 min. 17 sec. ; Oats, 10 min. 53 sec; and Ruston

a-^ricultural screen. Messrs. Coleman & Morton's is

fitted with diagonal steel bus, on the edges of which
the corn plays. This can also be expanded and con-
tracted to suit the size and character of the produce to
be separated.

The following are the
Implements :

—

awards of the judges of

Portable Steam-Engines notcxcceding S-liorse power.— ist, jQ^o,
Messrs. Clayton & Shuttleworth ; 2d, X^o, the Keadins Iron-
works Company (Lnnitcd^ Highly Commended : Me-;srs.
n.ivey, Paxman & Co. ; Messrs. Marsh.-ill, Sons&Co. (.Limited).

Commended : Mcs^si's. Brown & May.
For the best Ccombined Portable Threshing and Finishing

M.-xchiiie, to be worked by steam, and adapted to the preparation
of corn for market.—ist, jC^o, ftlessrs. Marshall, Sons & Co.
(I.imitcdl, iiritannia Ironworks, Gainsborough, Lincolnshire ;

sd, /^20, Messrs, Ransomes, .Sims & Head, Orwell Work-;,
Ipswich, Suffolk. Highly Commended : Messrs. Clayton &
Shuttleworth, Lincoln. Commended : Messrs. Ruston, Proctor &
Co., Lincoln.

Fn:. 231.—THE ^rERTHVR SEWAGE FILTER llEDS.

taken by each first trial, and the length of the drum of

€ach machine is also given :

—

Name of Firm.
Length oi^^i^^^.f

,

'""•
' Inches.

Min.
Holmes & Sons . . .

.

. . . . S
Barrows & Stewart . . . . . . . . 9

E. Humphries .. .. .. .

.

lo

Ransomes, Sims & Head 6
Gibbons. P. & H. P 5
Ashby, JefFcry & Luke ii

Reading Ironworks Company .. .. 7

Marshals, Sons & Co. 8

Nalder & Naldcr .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

lo
Joseph Gilbert . . . , .

.

• 7

Tasker, Wm. , & Sons .

.

.

,

. . 7

Clayton & Shuttleworth 8

Ransome*;, Sims & Head .

.

.

.

. . 8

Ruston, Proctor & Co .8
Ransomes, SimS & Head (straw-cutter) ..I 10

30
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patent adjustable rotary corn-screen and dressing apparatus.—

Messrs. Lawrence & Co., 14, St. Marj- Axe, Lcadenhall Street.

London, E.C., for a patent capillary refrigerator, for cooling milk,

complete with stand and fittings : invented and improved by Mr.

W. La\\ rence. and manufactured by the exhibitors.

Around the entrance end of the showyard stand the

seedsmen and manure and food manufacturers, also

the shedding for the exhibition of cottage plans and

dairy produce. The seedsmen are in greater force

than ever. We presume it answers the purpose of

Messrs. Sutton, Carter, Gibbs, and Wheeler to travel

some hundreds of miles every year with many waggon-

loads of material to build up temples in the costly

fashion we annually witness wherein to dispose their

goods ; but their rivalry in mere architecture and dis-

play, while it is ver)- expensive, seems to serve no useful

purpose, although their competition in quality and

character of seeds and roots is most important. This

year Messrs. Sutton have an unusually fine erection,

and, in addition to their ordinary collection of roots

and seeds, they have a very tine bed of Mangels of this

year's growth transplanted for inspection. Messrs.

Carter, close by, have an equally fine show of roots and

seeds. Their Mangels of last year here shown are much

larger than those they showed the other day at Windsor.

Messrs. Gibbs, seedsmen to the Royal Agricultural

Society, have large collections of Wheat, grasses, and

roots in a stand of equal pretension with the others.

Messrs. Wheeler, too, who are satisfied with a single

line in the catalogue, have an enormous display, of first-

rate merit ; and Messrs. Dickson, of Chester, show

numerous samples of seeds in bags ; also specimen

plants, illustrative of the capacity of their nurseries.

Near these also is the stand of Mr. W. E. Rendle,

whose contrivances for the provision of cheap plant

protection are often advertised in our columns. The
simple device, by which he builds up glass walls and

roofs with a very minimum of labour and material, is,

we believe, commanding the increased attention which

it well deserves. Here also is the stand of Mr. J.

Mathews, of the Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare,

containing ornamental vases, baskets, statuary, tiles,

garden-pots of red terra-cotta, including both w'ork of

simple utility and work of very great artistic merit,

both prices and material likely to command the atten-

tion o( the plant-grower.

Consulting £n«!nceis—Messrs. Eastons and Anderson,

Grove, Southwark Street, S. E.

Sircreh!?y—Mv. H. M. Jenkins, 12, Hanover Square,

London, W.

THE MERTHVR SEWAGE FARM.

On Thursday, while we are preparing for press, a

number of visitors from Cardiff are inspecting the

Merthyr sewage hlter-beds, under the guidance of Mr.

Bailey Denton, the engineer who laid them out. The
woodcut on previous page (fig. 231) gives a plan of the

land. It is some 20 acres in extent, laid out in four levels

of about eight plots each. Over each of these areas the

sewage of Merthyr, including the drainage of, at present,

about 20,000 people, is poured for six hours each day.

The land is extremely porous, and is drained from 6 to .
. ^ ,„„,:,„

7 feet deep; and the surface, which has been carefully seen, and the position of the other will be read. ly

prepared, aid well equipped with substantial carriers understood. The two wheels operate together or

it very great cost, is cuUivated, and bears heavy crops independently. They carry he framing fake, and

of Cabbtges and other green crops. Some of the Cab- gearing, and ins.de of the platform, he outs.de of the

bage has been sold at the rate of ,,^40 an acre. The
!

platform be.ng supported by a small wheel, not seen

first area is i.i Potatos and Cabbages, Turnips and in the engrav.ng. The platform is h.nged

HOIVARD'S INTERNATIONAL
REAPER.

Me.ssrs. Howard have brought out for the current

season first-rate mowers and reapers. Both have been

improved since we last had the pleasure of reporting

them, their working details being now brought up to a

very high standard of perfection. Their reaper, of

which fig. 233 is an illustration, was fairly tried last

year, and gave universal satisfaction, and the improve-

ment made since then, of adjustable teeth to the rakes,

will add to its efficiency in the heavy crops of 1S72.

The Howard International is a strong powerful machine,

wrought_iron and steel being substituted, as far as pos-

sible for cast-iron, and for heavy crops is the best

reaper now in use, and will pay itself during the current

season. Light machines, with one driving-wheel, may

have less weight, and, what is a very attractive com-

mendation, cost less money at first, and when newly

started may go through a trial of half-an-hour with

comparative success ; but they do not stand up to their

work with the firmness of a two-wheel carriage reaper,

and as they wear and give way unequally, they work

untruthfully, and hence are of greater draught, and

for repairs cost more money in the long run.

It is a standard rule in applied mechanics that " centres

must stand true to each other, otherwise they work

each other's ruin," and in making machines for the

rough and unequal work of the harvest field in our

climate there can be no greater mistake made than to

overlook the truth of this old rule. Even in the

generally light crops of the continent of Europe a

strong two-wheeled machine is to be preferred to a

light one-wheeled one, for reasons which will be given

below in our description of the mechanisni of the

Howard International, for repairs on the Continent are

more expensive, and, it may be, with difficulty to be

had, whilst heavy crops are occasionally grown, as the

harvest of the current year, for which light machines

are not adapted, or, if used, are an endless trouble and

expense to keep them in working order, a break-down

in harvest being attended with a serious loss. In the

United States of America, where the harvest is

generally light and easily cut, and where farmers for

the most part work their own machines, experience

has taught them to prefer two travelling wheels, and

the experience of the farmers of the L'nited States must

be taken as the highest commendation in this class of

agricultural machines.

The illustration given is a left side, or near side,

and back view of the machine. This explains itself,

and shows the working gear better than an opposite

view ; but the two broad driving carriage wheels and

knife are not so well seen, but one driving wheel is

and end of the connecting rod being seen on the oppo-
site end of the crank-shaft. The crank-shaft is thus-

short, not much larger than the breadth of the upright;

wrought-iron frame to which its bearings are bolted.

The rakes are driven thus :—On the axis of the large-

spur-wheel inside is a small spur-wheel which drives a

larger one, seen above. On the opposite end of the

axis of the latter is a small bevel-wheel which gears

into a larger one, partly seen in the engraving on the

lower end of the vertical axis or shaft of the rake. The
rakes and gatherers are governed by undulating cam
surfaces, now too well known to require descrip-

tion, either as to mechanism or efiiciency of action.

The rake teeth are adjustable by being placed between

two half-heads bolted together, so that by simply

loosening the bolts the teeth can be adjusted as-

required. This is not very clearly shown in the

engraving, but it is simple, and will easily be under-

stood. Behind the driver's seat is a long lever for

throwing the working parts out of and into gear, by
means of a clutch on the axis of the small bevel-pinion,

driven by the large bevil-wheel, on the axle of the

driving-wheels ; on the pole is a small horizontal hand
wheel-screw, seen immediately in front of the driving-

wheel, for raising or lowering the platform at the

driving-wheel side, and there is a similar provision, witb
movable key, for raising or lowering the outside of the

platform at the small wheel, for adjusting the length of
the cut. At first sight the position of the driver's seat

may be thought objectionable ; but in reality, when the

machine is cutting a heavy crop, the weight of the pole

and driver is counterbalanced by the weight behind

the axis of the driving-wheels, which is the fulcrum'

on which the two opposing weights in question turn

or balance. The latter weight, it will be seen, con-

sists of the upright wrought-iron framing, rakes, rake-

standard, knife and rake gearing, and more than half

the weight of the platform and crop upon it, so that

he must be a very corpulent driver who would counter-

poise the weight of all this. In other respects the

position of the driver's seat is favourable for his guiding

the horses, controlling the machine both in cutting and

turning at the land's end, or where the state of the crop

may require.

It will be seen, that although there is some simila-

rity in principle, the Messrs. J. c<t F. Howard have

greatly improved their reaper since the Manchester

and Oxford meetings of the Royal Agricultural Society

—that since this they have been studying simplicity of

mechanism and compactness of design, and that they

have now successfully reduced to practice both

these important objects. All the working p.irts,

for example, are virtually placed within the upright

wrought-iron frame, which keeps their centres in

truthful working order. All the bearings, too, are

accessible, and easily kept perfectly lubricated.

Nothing can be more simple or eftective, as will

readily be understood by those who have a lengthened

experience in the harvest field, and we conclude that

the heavy crop of the current season will give evidence

of the value of the Howard International Reaper. IV.J!

Swedes. Potatos are rather drawn and sickly ; the

Cabbage are wonderfully strong and good ; the Tur-

nips and Swedes are very good. There are he.-e also

rows of Peas and Beans full of pod, and as productive

as possible.

The second area is in Cabbage, generally very

good, though patchy in places. The third area is in

Mangel Wurzel, generally looking late and un-

promising. The fourth area is Cabbages, looking

tolerably well. At both ends of these beds there is a

considerable area of land in Italian Rye-grass, all

looking very well indeed. There is a bed of capital

Onions, and banks and comers are everywhere utilised

and productive. The water pouring f.-om the drains

beneath the beds is perfectly bright and clear ; the

water pouring on is the sewage of Merthyr, partly

filtered in tanks, but still muddy, dirty, and stinking.

The effluent water is probably three times the bulk of

the sewage. It is a very striking illustration of the

efficiency of Dr. Frankland's method of sewage defeca-

tion, known as intermittent filtration.

And so ends for the present our account of the

successful Cardiff meeting, for the due marshalling

and direction of which, as the responsibility lies with

them, so the credit should be claimed for the gentlemen

who annually give up so much of their time as stewards

and officers of the great Society. The following are

the names upon the catalogue :
—

Hon. Dircchrof tlie Stww and General Arrangements
—Mr. B. T. Brandreth Gibbs, of Half Moon Street,

Piccadilly, W.
Stnvards ofLive Stoei-Mr. Jacob Wilson, of Wood-

liom Manor, Morpeth (acting for Sir Watkin W. Wynn,
Bart., M.P., President) ; Mr. R. Milward, of Thurgarton
Priory. Southwell ; and Mr. Robt. Leeds, of Castleacre,

Brandon.

Steioards ofhnplemcnts—Mr. C. Wren Hoskyns, M.P.,
Harewood, Ross, Herefordshire ; Mr. W. J.

Edmonds,
Soutlirope House, Lechlade. Gloucestershire ; and Mr.
T. C. Booth, Warlaby, Norlhallerton.

Stcioard Elect—Mr. C. Whitehead, Farming House.
Maidstone.

to the

framing, so that it adapts itself to an uneven surface, as

ridge and furrow. It can be removed from the framing

in passing through narrow gates, and also for housing

after harvest and for transport, and it is stayed to the

framing both in front and rear. The crank spindle is

attached tu the finger-bar, so that the connecting rod

makes an equal and direct pull and thrust to meet the

small variations of the platform on its hinge, as above

noticed. With only one driving-wheel the platform

must be rigidly fixed in the frame, so that when either

wheel runs into a furrow, but more especially the

small one, the upshot in soft land need not be told.

The weight of the crop on the platform also presses

more heavily upon the small wheel of the single

driving-wheel reaper than upon the small one of the

double driving-wheel reaper in most examples of

"self-delivery reapers." This is partly owing to the

greater obliquity of draught of the former with dis-

proportion ol the centre of gravity, and so on. The two

driving-wheels of the International, as will be seen

from the engraving, are of large diameter, with

broad tyres, so that they are well adapted for soft land ;

and here it must be borne in mind that well cultivated

land by steam-power is annually growing softer and

softer than it was under shallow horse culture when

baked in the sun. The large diameter of the driving-

wheels also gives greater leverage in driving the

working parts, each driving-wheel being an endless

lever, and the ground under them a corresponding ful-

crum. This is of more value than many imagine, for

there is not only extra leverage but bite upon the

fulcrum, and hence applied power for a given length

of fulcrage ; whereas small narrow-tyred driving-wheels

sledge along, less or more, without rotation, and hence

aoplied driving power. The difference is ve.y material

in a day's work in the harvest field, for neither knife

nor reel work steadily at their effective speeds. On
the axle of the driving-wheels is fixed a large bevel-

wheel, which drives a small bevel pinion, and on the

opposite end of the axis or shaft of this small bevel-

pinion is fixed a large spur-wheel, seen in the upright

wrought-iron frame. This large spur-wheel drives "

ABOUT HOPS AND HOP PICKING.
A SOJOVRN in Kent during the time of the Ho]v

harvest, is a pleasant and interesting mode of spending

a holiday. The air is redolent of the rich aroma of the

Hops ; it seems to carry with it an invigorating and

renovating influence as it is wafted on the b.eeze

across the country. One would think dyspepsia could

ha.dly be possible in Kent during Hop-picking ; the

air has a gencous appetite-imparting quality about it

;

and the man who has been engaged in London during

the summer, turns to the current, and inhales its

precious properties, as a veritable and certain source of

new life.

Two of the finest Hop districts of England are pro-

bably those of East Kent, or a fine tract of fertile

country round Canterbury ; and Mid-Kent, or that

portion of it stretching away from Maidstone to Hun-

ton—along the line of the fine, fertile, and picturesque

valley of the Medway. This comprehends Farleigh,

Wateringbury, Valding, Hunton, and Linton. A deep

generous soil prevails here, eminently fitted for Hop
glowing, and some of it has been used as Hop gardens

for 40 and 50 years past.

The many persons travelling along the main line

of the Soulh-Easlern Railway during last summe.-,

could not fail to have been struck with the wretched

appearance generally presented by the Hop gardens

lining the railway. This was particularly noticeable

along the Sevenoaks district ; and again between Tun-

bridge Junction and Ashford. In the valley of the

Medway a wonderful improvemei.t was seen, but here

the yield of Hops fell very much below the average;

and even where they looked best, the north-east and

westerly winds had tinged much of the crop with

brown, which had a deteriorating influence on their

quality. It w.is from the sedate-looking, and some-

what straggling town of Yalding—which is now but

very little more than a fair-si/ed village, to some
extent living in the glories of the p.ast—that I was

enabled to survey mankind in the Hop gardens. From
the top of the town one can look away over the couriic

of the Medway to Wateringbury, and beyond Water-

ingln.iy to the wood-cowned heights of Mceworth
Park, the Ke.itish seat of Lord Falmouth. Orchards

small spur-pinion on the crank-shaft, the crank itfelf and Hop ga.de.is lay along the vnlley i-ighl and Icfi
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with many groups of waving Willows coming between

them, and spreading Oaks and towering Elms (some

very fine examples of the former), looking-like huge
black bodies in contrast with the silvery-leaved Willows,

the branches of which waved as they were moved by
the passing wind. Some arable and pasture land also

appeared as details in the great natural picture, but

orchards and Hop gardens seemed to prevail.

There are four varieties of the Hop cultivated in the

Kentish Hep gardens, viz. :— Golding's, a superior

kind, growing to a height of 15 or 16 feet, and requir-

ing a good, deep, free soil. This variety is much
grown in the East Kent Hop gardens ; and I saw acres

of it at Hunton, especially in the fine gardens of the

late ** Squire " Bannerman, round Hunton Court.

Next comes the Grape, a variety of good quality,

which does best on a moderately free,

rather than a too stiff soil, and grows to a
height of 12 feet. This, and Golding's, are

invariably giown in the best Hop gardens.

Dwarfer in growth, and not so good in

quality as the Grape, is Colegate's, a
variety that may be said to grow well

almost anywhere. The last is Jones's, a
short growing one, which does well in a
stiff clay soil on a cool bottom, and is

generally grbwn to some extent by culti-

vators, as the poles that become shorter

by constant use year after year can be used
for this variety.

When it is necessary to plant a new
garden, or fill up vacancies in an esta-

blished garden, two kinds of "sets" as

they are termed, are used ; the one known
as "cut'* sets, the other as "bedded" sets.

The former are planted as cut from the roots in autumn ; !

the latter are grown for one year in a plantation, and '

then transplanted. On the outside of some Hop

'

gardens can be seen a kind, of fringe or border, where
!

the sets are planted somewhat thickly in lines ; here I

they mature their growth for the space of one year, and
|

are then transplanted ; hence the term "bedded" sets. '

When these sets are taken, women are employed to
[

clear away the soil in the form of small mounds about
the roots of the plants ; and the set is obtained by
the cutting away, by means of a sharp knife, of some
3 inches of the stem of the plant underground. The I

theory in respect of this held by the growers appears
to be— that by cutting away the top of the shoot

j

in this manner, a better growth is secured than if it were
not so removed. In doing this, the workmen find out

|

shoots are cut away, as the wiry branches are found to

bring the best Hops. The Hops are earthed up during
the summer in the shape of small mounds, the soil

being thrown up by means of the spade ; and the
surface of the soil between the lines (which, like the
hills, are about 6 feet apart) is occasionally hoed by
means of a " nidget," as it is locally termed, or, more
properly, a horse-hoe, which stirs up the soil to the
depth of from 4 to 6 inches.

The species of lly so destructive to the Hop-bine—
1

generally designated " vermin "—frequently puts in an
'

appearance early in the season, and when the bine is

'

about an inch in height. If followed by the prevalence :

of weather favourable to the healthy development of
the Hop-bine, but small injury results ; but if by

j

reason of cold, inclement weather the growth of the
\

Fig. 232. — Marshall's straw elevator.

bine is checked at the time it is struck by the vermin,
a kind of paralysis results, from which it rarely recovers.

The Hops, when nearly fit to pick, sometimes get

much beaten about by the wind, and the Hops become
very brown, which detracts from their quality.

That somewhat feloniously disposed small bird, the
green finch, is frequently a source of trouble to the
cultivator, as it endeavours to extract the seeds from the

Hops, and thereby works much mischief. A gun or

two is frequently employed to scare them away.
The poles used to support the bine are from 14 to

16 feet in height, and even taller. They are generally
obtained from Sussex, where there are extensive
plantations of underwood. Larch, Ash, and Chestnut
make the best poles ; next to these. Oak and Willow.
They are pointed, and then dipped in a tank of heated

occupy the "lodges," in many instances a kind of
intermediate habitation between a pigstye and a stable.
Perhaps the accommodation is as good as many of
them desire, or could appreciate. Generally there are
eight or ten of these cabins in a row, like a range of cow-
houses, with two rooms set apart for cooking ; a large
family, or two or three smaller ones, \W11 occupy one
room. The farmers find straw to lie on, and wood for
the fire<;, and the lodges are periodically inspected by
certified ofiicers. During the week days young and old
go to the Hop grounds, on Sunday there is a general
washing and general cooking going on ; the children
infest the highways, the elders the public-house.
Besides work, sleeping, and eating, their only other
occupations and amusements appear to be—smoking,
drinking, and fighting ; of the last there is a little, of

the first two a good deal. I have no doubt
the annual journey into Kent is after all of
immense physical importance to these

families, even though a hen-roost, an or-

chard, or a fence occasionally suffers by
contact with them. In fine weather, during
Sundays, they lounge out-of-doors, or in

the evenings sit round a huge blazing fire of
wood ; a wet Sunday must be a terrible

visitation, except to the public-house
keepers. Well intentioned men some-
times make an effort to get up special reli-

gious services on behalf of the pickers, but
there is much reason to think but few
attend them save the children, to whom
they no doubt come as a kind of novelty.
Such at least was the experience at Yald-
ing the Sunday I spent there.

A fine open, bright Sunday, during which
he can lounge under trees, have something savoury to

eat—sometimes without reference to how it was ob-
tained, and some tobacco and beer, and the emigrant
hop-picker would be happy after his fashion, like the
old northern heros in the halls of their Scandinavian
Valhalla, with their alternate bouts of feasting and
fighting, were happy after theirs. Then each village
turns out quite an army of pickers from their own resi-

dent population. A large number of the women go
into the gardens, and where there is young family, the
younger children are drawn to the gardens in a little

hand -cart or waggon, and the day's provisions are con-
tained therein as well, together with an umbrella or
two, which both serves as a screen from rain, and also,

when opened and inverted, is sometimes placed in the
midst of a circle of children for them to pick into, for

Fig. 233.—HOWARD'S international reaper.

where a plant has died, and the practice is to lay a
pole down by the side of the vacant space as a sign
that a plant is needed.
The method of culture can be expressed in a few

words. In November the soil is dug somewhat deeply
about the plants, and manure is turned in about the
roots at the same time. So long as it is strong, and
therefore capable of nourishing, it would seem to matter
but little what kind of manure is used. In January, the
sets are planted. A very wet winter is often fatal to
the Hops, and on low-lying flat districts of the country,
where the ground becomes much flooded from heavy
rains, the Hops suffer considerably. In the summer,
as soon as the bine has made some growth, the poles
are placed by the plants, and women are employed to
tie the bine to the poles with rushes. After it reaches
a certain height, the bine attaches itself to the poles,
but sometimes gets blown away by the wind. In that
case, it is again tied to the poles by men, who have to
use a ladder in order to reach it. The coarse, rank

creosote, some 2 feet in depth. The inferior poles
absorb it readily, the harder wood much more slowly.
After being dipped, they are piled in the form of cones
till required for use.

The subjects of hop-picking and hop-pickers are
well worth the attention of the social reformer. The
people of Kent are to be pitied in many respects, in

having to put up with the annual irruption of hop-
pickers that come into the county to do its necessary
work. The month of September is the great picking
time. There are certain persons who have been pickers

for many years in a certain locality, and their services

are always in request before new and untried hands.
They either communicate with the cultivator in the

habit of employing them, or the cultivator with them
as the harvest time comes on. Where they reside, and
how they exist during the remaining ten months of the
year may be set down as a social mystery. But they
are invariably at hand when required. Down they
come with their scanty effects and plentiful families, and

they are early initiated into the art of hop-picking.

Such umbrellas can perhaps be seen nowhere else ;

they seem to represent the largest and shabbiest, but at

the same time the most serviceable, of the type. When
picking commences, a Hop garden is set out into

"lands," certain men are apportioned to each land to

take down the poles for the pickers, and measure the

Hops. A number of pickers are set to a land, and
where a new garden is commenced, it is sometimes the

usage to draw lots for choice of lands. When the pole
is removed from its standing position, the bine is cut

off about iS inches from the ground. A large canvas
trough, which can be readily moved at will, and which
sometimes has one or more partitions, forms the recep-
tacle into which the picked Hops are thrown ; Ih^

pole rests against the top of this during the process oi

picking. The Hops are then measured into a
"poke," which is a large canvas bag containing about
10 bush., and in this they are carted to the oast-house

to be dried. A regular picker will pick from 14 to 20
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or more bushels a-day according to the yield. The ave-

rage price paid is i-r. for 5 bush. ; but, when theyare very

plentiful, and more can be picked in a day, as little as

dd. has been paid for the same quantity. In 1S70,

which was considered a good Hop year, for 7 bush,

the picker received i^. Many of the villagers pay their

yearly rent with the proceeds of their hop-picking.

The oast-house, with its peculiar conical shaped

shaft, must be familiar to all travellers through the

Hop districts. According to the requirements is the

number of kilns it contains. The kilns are circular in

shape, and from 12 to iSfeet in diameter ; the furnace,

or chamber for the fire, is of the same diameter, or

perhaps wider, and between the fire and the drying-

floor above there is a space of from 12 to iS feet in

height. From a little way above the drying-floor the

roof tapers upwards conically to the apex, where an

opening, 3 feet in diameter, is left for the steam to

escape. This opening is protected from rain by a cowl

moving with the wind, and every care is taken to

ensure the steam passing off quickly. The floor of the

drying-kiln is formed in the first instance "of a lattice

work of timber least likely to ignite with heat, Poplar

wood being esteemed the best." Over the lattice-work

of wood is spread a network of hair, through which the

fumes from the fire beneath can ascend to the Hops.

From 150 to I So bush, of Hops are spread on the

drying-floor at one time, in depth about a foot, though

when laid out one would scarcely imagine so large a

quantity could be placed there. The drier, as the man
who attends the kiln is termed, receives the Hops in

the "pokes," and spreads them out lightly on the

floor. He then makes up his fire with charcoal and a

smokeless Welsh coal, and at the top places a certain

quantity of brimstone, covering it thinly with coal. It

takes about half a ton of Welsh coals to dry a ton of

Hops ; a good quantity of charcoal is also used, which

is generally burnt by the Hop cultivators. The brim-

stone serves to give that bright amber tint to the Hops
so much approved. The Hops remain in the kiln from

nine to ten hours, and they are turned once during the

process of drying, about three-quarters of an hour before

being taken from the kiln. As the kiln is kept going day

and night, two lots of Hops are dried within the 24hours.

The drier snatches intervals of slumber as best he can.

The felicity of undressing is only enjoyed on a Sun-

day during the drying season. As a load of Hops is

brought to the oast-house twice daily, they are dried

off as soon as received. Kilns are found very useful

indeed to keep Apples and other fruits in during the

winter. It falls to the lot of the drier to fill the

pockets. The pocket is suspended from an opening in

the drying-floor, and as the Hops are placed in it they

are trodden in by the drier. A pocket contains i^^ cwt.,

but is invariably in excess of that by 6 or 8 lb.

The exact weight of the pocket is painted on the out-

side, generally just above that of the name of the

grower. A sample is taken out at will by means of a

pair of tongs used for the purpose. To show how
prices fluctuate, my informant, a drier of 30 years'

standing, stated that he had known Hops range in

price from 25^-. to ;^20 per cwt. It is stated that the

great brewing firm of Messrs. Bass & Co., of Burton-

on-Trent, require 30,000 pockets of Hops annually.

When picking is over, the poles are gathered

together and stacked in the field in the form of a tent,

with several openings to it, so that at digging time the

man can dig the ground within the poles. The bine is

done up in bundles and carted away, to be cut up into

short lengths by a machine, and used as litter for cattle,

or spread in the farmyard to be trodden into manure
;

and it is also used as a roofing to lodges that are put up

lo shelter cattle during the winter. R. D.

THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER IN
TURKEY,

Gathered from the Reports of H. M. Consuls.

AnatoHa. — The peasant's food is mostly vege-

table, and in great measure the produce of his own
ground. Maize bread in the littoral districts, and

brown bread, in which rye and barley are largely

mixed for the inland provinces, form nine-lentlis of a

coarse but not unwholesome diet. This is varied

occasionally with milk, curds, cheese, and eggs ; the

more so if the household happens to possess a cow and

barn-door fowls. Dried meat or fish are rare, hni

highly esteemed as a luxury. Water is the only drink.

The women of the family join freely in field labour,

and so do the children as soon as their age and strength

permit. Many villages are provided with schools
;

but the profit of the schooling is, like the cost, little or

nothing. Seed is a regular though an indirect expense,

being reserved from the last year's crop. Horse keep

costs little, tor the animal seldom gets anything except

what he picks for himself when grazing ; but his shoes

and other equipments have to be bought and renewed.
Analogous outlays occur for the oxen, buffalos, and
whatever other stock is kept.

Everything connected with field labour is yet in

its simplest and most primitive form. The wooden
plough here used is merely a crooked stick, shod with
iron at the point, such as may still lie seen in some
remote corners of Europe ; an implement, in a word,
for scratching the soil, not for ploughing. Next comes
a wooden spade, or a two-pronged fork, for turning up
the clods ; then a harrow, which is nothing but a

hurdle of wattle twigs; these, with a sickle of the

rudest description, that tears up more than it cuts, and

a clumsy iron hatchet, are the chief items on the list ;

sowing is done by hand, and broadcast ; threshing,

like that of Biblical Palestine, is the work of oxen or

horses, who partly trample out the grain, partly crush

it from the ear by dragging over it a heavy hob-nailed

board, on which a boy is seated to give it additional

weight. Winnowing here means just tossing up the

chaff and the grain together against the breeze.

Manure is seldom employed—never systematically

—

nor is it properly spread and dug into the ground. Of
subsoil draining, a process which the nature of the sur-

face strata in most places hereabouts and the conditions of

the climate would render eminently useful, no one has so

much as heard. Nor is there any established system of

rotation in the crops. The land when over-taxed is left

to lie fallow for one or more years, and then tilled exactly

as before. Lastly, the cultivation of Vines, Olives, and

fruit trees in these districts, consists almost wholly in

letting them grow just as Nature wills, without pruning,

cleaning, clipping, binding, or even so much as turn-

ing the earth about their stems. Grafting is the only

horticultural art known or practised with regard to the

cultivation of the soil by European settlers. It is said

that the coast, though pre-eminently fertile, may be at

once set aside, for the unhealthiness of its climate

would not, as matters now are, allow Europeans to

carry on any lasting agricultural enterprise within the

limits assigned by the Black Sea shore, and the first

mountain range. But beyond this range, southward

and inland, no climatic obtacle exists. There, good
farming and skill in cattle breeding woidd soon render

the food, both animal and vegetable, no less excellent

in quality than it is already abundant in quantity. The
yearly reports on Anatolia sufficiently indicate the

varied produce of the land, and suggest what kind of

cultivation, cereals, Beetroot, tobacco, silk, or Vine,

would be the most advantageously entered on, and in

which districts cattle and sheep breeding, for which
Nature here affords eveiy facility, would follow. The
fleeces of Angora are sufficient proof of what might be

reared with proper care, and although a European
colony could not, nor should, take its chief support

from the surrounding natives, the latter would soon, in

view of their own profit, aggregate themselves to the

colony, would add their labour, and, in process of

time, their capital.

Bosnia. — The vegetables are the most coarse

and common of their species. The bread, even

the best, is gritty from the bad millstones used in

grinding, and full of other seeds. Bosnia produces

fine cattle, but all the best of them are exported to

Trieste, consequently the animals killed for consump-
tion in tlie towns are those which can work no longer,

or which are likely to become useless or unsaleable

from ill health ; and the beef in general is what in

England would be considered uneatable. The mutton
is only fair during a couple of months in the autumn,
and is not killed at all during the winter months.

Lamb is very bad, and is the only meat to be procured

during the spring and summer, except the above men-
tioned beef. In fact, meat is dearer, considering its

quality, than in London, for there an equivalent is

obtained for the price paid, but here one pays for mere
skin and bone, which, when cooked, if not unwhole-

some food, is certainly neither attractive nor palatable.

Poultry is lean and tough, unless fed and kept after it

is bought. Native butter is very bad and unfit to eat,

the cheese is flavourless, and milk in the towns is poor

and usually watered. Fruit is abundant and cheap,

but, as is usual thoughout Turkey, it is gathered before

it is ripe, and therefore to an European uneatable and
unwholesome.

Epinis.—The meat is not as nutritious as English

meat ; mutton is that which is most in use ; beef

is seldom to be had, partly owing to a prejudice

against it, handed down from Paganism, which pre-

vails more or less with all races of the inhabitants,

exce])t the Jews. For the same reason cow's milk is

but little used for food, and neither cheese nor butter

is made from it, sheep and goat's milk being preferred.

The butter sold in the market is intended only for

cookery, as it is not made with a sufficient regard to

cleanliness to be put on the table. Even before going

into the kitchen it must pass through a purifying

process. It costs this year 12 piastres the oke {9!'^.

per lb.). The cheese of some districts is very good.

With a little care excellent pork might be had, for

there is a superior breed of pigs in the country, small

and finely proportioned, somewhat like the Berkshire.

The Eastern prejudice against swine's flesh is, how-
ever, almost general, so that but for the demands of

foreign markets, the animal would be driven from the

farmyard, and left to run wild. The country abounds

in excellent game, of great variety, both large and

small ; but it is not m.uch prized by the natives for

food, and the little that is brought to the market is

sold very cheap— a hare, 6//. ; a brace of wild ducks,

woodcocks, or partridges, \Qii. ; and so for other

things.

Smyrna.—The average wages of the agricultural

labourers in this neighbourhood are about \s. ^d. to

2J-. per day ; much of the light field work, such as

hoeing, weeding, and gathering cotton, &c., is done by

women and children, at 6(/. to \s. per day, the labourers

finding their own food. In large farms, cheaper

labour may, perhaps, be obtained by hiring by the

month or year, and providing food from the farm, and
clothes.

The dwellings of the peasantry in the villages

generally consists of rude huts, built of stone and mud,
with unglazed windows and mere rough wooden
shutters, the roof being formed of trunks of trees

placed across the wall, and covered with a sort of

thatch of reeds or bushes, battered down with earth

and gravel until rendered impervious to the rain.

Materials, especially wood and stone, may generally

be obtained with little trouble, and at trifling cost

;

and good cottages might be built without much ex-

pense. But, as a rule, there is very little industry

among the peasantry of Asia Minor, beyond what is

required to obtain their immediate wants, as any show
of improvement in their worldly position would
immediately cause an unproportionate rise in their

taxation. The food of the peasantry consists prin-

cipally of coarse bread, various preparations of Wheat
and Barley, Maize, Vetches, Beans, Onions, and a few
other vegetables, Olives, milk, eggs, and occasionally

Rice, also fruit and coffee and tobacco ; but meat is

a luxury of which they partake very rarely. They are,

as a class, very frugal and sober. Probably not more
than one-tenth of the arable land of Asia !Minor is now
under cultivation, and the unhealthy state of the rich

plains may chiefly be attributed to their being thus

allowed to lie waste, as cultivation, however slight,

would always induce a certain amount of surface drain-

age. Very few of the owners of the large estates live

on their property, nor do they lay out any capital in

improvements, their only object being to obtain the

best revenue they can without any expenditure. Many
of these estates' consist of very rich land, easily

irrigated, and with many other advantages, and may
be purchased at prices not exceeding 20^. to 30J,

per acre.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.
Siatentent of the Population, Area, and Acreage under Crops
mid Grass, in the United KingdoiH, according to Returns
furtdshed.

(The Area and Acreage are stated in English Statute Acres.)

Description of crops, Sic.

Population, according

)

to the latest Returns. )

Total area (in English >

statute acres) .. )

Woods and forests

Total acreage under"!

all kinds of crops, >

fallow and grass, &c. )

Corn crops :
—

Wheat and spelt

Barley or Bcrc
Oats
Rye
Beans and Peas

Total under corn crops

Green and other crops :

Potatos . .
^

Carrots, Turnips.")

Mangel, Kohl Ra-
bi, and Cabbage J

Beetroot for sugar - -"

Rape and other oil seeds

Hops
Flax
Bare fallow

Grass, under rotation

,, Meadows and

)

permanent pasture )

United Kingdom.

Great
Britain.

26,062,721

20,322,641
(exclusive of
lakes and
rivers).

30,838,567

3,571,894
2.385,783
2.715.707

71.495
930,382

9,675,261

6=7,

i,6io,

17.

54=.

4.169.

Total,
including
sleof Man

and Channel
Islands.

76.405,968
(exclusive o
lakes and
rivers).

324,285

15,711,398

246,954
222,604

1.633,960

9.647
10,914

2,124,079

1,058,287

326,019

10,622

1.16,833

23,323

1,827,733

10,068,848

31,609.510

2.499.756

46,667,178

3.831.054
2,616.965

4.362,139
81,222

941,863

1.833,243

1.693,825

3.017,256

123,907
60,035
174,269
565,886

6.236,588

22)525»76l

pcme (irffrresponkitcf.

Rooks.—I have read the paragraphs which have

recently appeared in your columns regarding the de-

predations of rooks, and am confident most of your

readers, if not eighth-tenths of the agriculturists of Gre.at

Britain, will agree with ** Scottish Farmer" in thinking

these birds do much more harm than good. Tliat they

pounce upon, uproot, and devour, or destroy, all sorts of

crops indiscriminately, at certain seasons, is a fact

beyond all question. At all events such is the case in

the neighbourliood of rookeries wliere the thieves

abound ; and I trust now that the t|Ucstion—whether

crows are friends or foes to the farmer, has been raised,

those who have suffered from their periodical visitations

will not spare them, so that the testimony of many
witnesses may convince our landed projirietors that

their " tall ancestral trees" will look quite as handsome

as they now do, and sound far better in the soughing of

the wind, minus the congregation of nests and cawing

plunderers which possess them every spring. "TuU
down the nests and the rooks will fly away," is a trite

saying, but unfortunately it is generally disregarded,

and hence the number of rooks, as well as the damage
which they inflict, is yearly increasing. Situated, as

many farmers are, in the vicinity of rookeries, crows pass

J
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over their fields in thousands ; and they will bear me
out when I say, the birds in such situations, when

hindered by stormy weather from taking more distant

flights, constantly come flop down—it may be upon

late sown Wheats, or Potatos, at any stage of growth,

and if not carefully watched will speedily make sad

havoc. My idea as to rooks, therefore, is, that they

should be kept down like wood-pigeons, or any other

destructive vermin. I would encourage plovers and

starlings, and reduce the number of rooks by one-half.

I think that farmers ought to appeal to their landlords to

destroy them in their rookeries. This would be the

readiest and surest way of getting rid of them. At

all events, I think it is obvious enough, if these raven-

nous birds are suffered to go on increasing, as they have

done during the last 20 years, they will eventually

become the farmer's worst enemy. P. R. Z.

Destructive Hail-storm.—On Thursday night,

July II, about 9.45, during a violent and prolonged

thunder-storm, a sliower of hail, or large pieces of ice,

driven by a furious gale, swept across an area probably

a mile wide, and several miles long, smashing in its route

nearly every pane of glass, and doing much damage to

the crops in field and garden, passing over part of Tiptree

Hall Farm, and thence over High Hall, Brook Hall,

Messing Heath, through Messing to Kasthorpe, Birch,

and Tay. Only the outside edge struck Tiptree Hall,

the hailstones not breaking the glass, but some \yheat,

Mangel, and Beans were partially damaged. At Tiptree

Rectory some glass was broken, and at the chapel par-

sonage nearly 100 panes were driven in. So violent was

the gale, that the hail was likened to a discharge of

musket balls ; large heaps of the pieces of ice were seen

on the following morning, and several small birds were

found dead. Some farmers' losses have been very heavy.

\Ye have since had a thunder-storm almost daily, and

the weather to-day is dull, rainy, cool, and unseason-

able—the land in a wet, uncomfortable state—crops

knocked about a good deal, especially where weak or

thick sown. J. J. Mcdii, July 15.

The Pickling of Seed Wheat.—It is a common
fault with many controversialists to misstate their oppo-

nent's case. Mr. Wilkins, in p. SS3, after quoting an

account of an experiment of mine on the prevention of

smut in Wheat, says
—" But now I must ask * Anglo-

Saxon' one serious question—Has he himself any faith

in his bluestone specific for preventing smut ? It is

perfectly clear he has not, or can he make me believe,

or any man in his right senses believe that, when from

his experience he knew for certain that bluestone and

hot water was a certain preventative against smut, he

would not have steeped his whole seed in the solution

for the 14 acres, and not that for I acre only." Now
I am not in the least anxious to make Mr. Wilkins

believe anything ; and, judging from the supercilious

tone of his last letter, he is like the parson I have read

of who said, "Orthodoxy is my doxy, and heterodoxy

is another man's doxy." I never said that from
" my experience I knew, &c.," but that my mix-

ing the seed for i acre was an experiment which
I had never tried before, but which was so satis-

factory that in the following year I mixed every bushel

I had sowed with the same decoction. My error was
in following advice so confidently given in your
columns, and elsewhere, to sow dry Wheat—a practice

which all the deductions of Mr. Wilkins, from either

ancient or modern so-called science, will never again

induce me to adopt. After Mr, Wilkins again giving

due prominence to his favourite joke about the venerable

pauper woman, and I suppose, in his own mind having
settled "Anglo-Saxon," it is rather rich to hear him
say, " Now I come to facts." Of course, my facts are

fallacies. Well, I can only say, that I mixed and sowed
the seed, and measured the whole produce with my own
hands, so particular was I that there should be no
mistake. My short account, also, is fully borne out by
the letter from Mr. J. Forester, inserted at p. 8S3. I

really did not expect Mr. Wilkins to approach so nearly

the Yankee style of boasting as appears in his concluding
sentences : he says his crops shall yield at least 4 bush,

more, and the straw shall be stiffer, taller, and one-

fifth heavier than mine. Now, I might have said all

that in reference to my crops, but being a modest man
I wisely refrain ; moreover, Mr. Wilkins may be a
priest, but I am sure he is no prophet. Anglo-Saxon.

an analysed sample of gviano, and manufacture a com-

pound of the same elements. Try these two upon
half-a-dozen plants of Onions, Cabbage, or Celery,

and see whether the natural guano does not beat the

artificial. A trial with dry human excreta instead of

guano would be still more satisfactory. G. S.

Appearance of Crops near Wisbech.—The crops

in the neighbourhood have suflered a great deal from the

continued rain of the past six weeks, and which is now
coming down in torrents, and must cause more injury.

The Wheats generally would have been more than an
average if they could have stood up against the rain,

but the heavier crops are all so storm-broken and laid

that the corn cannot fail to be very thin, and many ears

will be quite barren. Oats are thick on the land,

except in a few exceptional cases where tlie wireworm
destroyed the young plant in the spring, but on the

whole we are hopeful with regard to this crop. Barley
is not much grown. Peas are a good crop, being well

podded, and free from fly, the rain no doubt being con-

ducive to the latter. Beans generally are well corned,

but some have suffered from the rain, having been
dashed by the storms during the time of flowering.

Mustard is looking unusually well, having gone out of

flower regularly, and is very thick and strong on some
of the poorer pieces of land ; however, the stalks are not

podded to the extreme end. Potatos are looking very

well, and if we get fine weather from this time will, I

think, be a sound crop, as it is now a pretty general

opinion among growers that a wet August produces
disease in the tubers. Mangels and Kohl Rabbi
are looking well, especially the former. Coleseed is

now being drilled by those who have had plenty of

labourers to get forward with their work, but nearly

all of us are sadly behind-hand, and our crops have
never been so full of weeds as at present, and I hope
never will be again. There is still a good deal of hay
out, and some is yet uncut ; the weight of produce per
acre this year is immense, and the number of acres left

for hay is far in excess of previous years, as many pre-

ferred to mow their grass to buy stock to eat it, at

prices which were certain to result in a loss to them.

Foot-and-mouth disease is very prevalent among all

kinds of stock, and graziers are suffering much loss in

consequence. The supply of labourers is not nearly

equal to the demand, and every one is buying reapers

and other implements to save manual labour as much
as possible during the coming harvest, which will I

think be general the second week in August. Nemesis,

July 12.

Deeper Cultivation.—Many persons seem to be
unaware that my sheet anchor after drainage has been
deeper cultivation. Nearly 30 years ago I did double
or triple the depth of cultivation on this farm, using
three horses abreast in the first plough, and following
in the same track with six horses, dragging a powerful
iron plough, and shaking the ground on each side for

nearly a yard, doing this as much as possible in dry
weather. It is all very well to say "farm without
manure," but we know what the ultimate consequence
of this must inevitably be. My advice is, cultivate

very deeply and manure highly, choosing those

manures which best suit your soil. In my case, the

cheapest manure and the best is that made by highly

fed cattle and sheep. J. J, Mechi, Julv 16.

Smti\t%,

Earth Closets.—I thought some weeks ago that

Mr, Moule was somewhat put out at the low value
which chemists assigned to human excreta, and he set

against this valuation the practical results obtained
from their use. Now the difficulty will be cleared up
if we lay down the proposition that chemistry is not

all in all, but that it is quite possible that the form in

which nutritious substances are presented to plants may
be quite as important as their chemical composition,
A pound of bread consists of known proportions of
carbon, &:c., but these exact proportions may be so
combined in an artificial compound as to produce an
article which shall be either innutritious or poisonous
to the human frame. Is there anything unreasonable
in supposing that this analogy holds good in the vege-
table kingdom, and that manure presents nourishment
to plants in a more available form than salts pur-
chased from the druggist? I do not assert that it is so,

for such questions can be decided only by experiment,
and the simplest mode of experiment would be to take

CARMAR THENSHIRE.
Draining.—Mr, Brodie, of Tirdail, lately read a

paper on this subject before this Club, in which he
said :

—
Draining does not appear to be in good repute here.

It has got a bad name with many owners and occupiers,

in consequence of drains having been put in too far

apart. Several gentlemen have kindly allowed me to

refer to their experience, so I shall mention a i^vf

cases. The Earl of Cawdor some 17 years ago had
part of his park at Golden Grove drained under the
inspection and direction of one of the loan companies,
and he was assured that it would make the park dry.

The drains were 4 feet deep, well executed, but 36 feet

apart. After some 6 or S years' trial, and after the
land had been well worked, the ground was found to

be still wet, and a drain has now been put in betwixt

every two of those formerly cut, and the desired obiect

has been attained. Mr, Gwyn, of Cwrt Hir, a nursing
father of this Club, when addressing you on draining in

1S65 said, " I was obliged to re-drain a great quantity

of my land, not because the pipes failed, but because
I followed the advice of a man sent down as an in-

spector by the Land Improvement Company. I was a
young man at the time, and I foolishly took his advice,

and in every instance the result has been a complete
failure. He directed, in fact insisted on the drains

being from 33 to 36 feet apart, and consequently the

land was not more than half drained. I have since cut

intermediate drains, reducing the distance to 18 feet."

Another gentleman in this neighbourhood, some years

ago, drained a portion of his property. He says :

—

"I was tied down by the Commissioners to cut the

drain wherever possible 4 feet deep, the intervals

between them were generally 30 feet. If I had to do
it again, I should cut them 3 feet deep, with intervals

of 23 feet." Certainly it is no pleasing operation for a

nobleman to have to break up his park n second time.

It is no pleasant work for a gentleman farming his own
land to have to go over his draining a second time,

and worst of all, for a gentleman to find his tenants
dissatisfied with his draining. Such is the result of
English wisdom applied to this part of the country,

and I do not hear of any gentleman going a second
time for money to any of these public companies.
We must now consider who is to do the work. In

a country where leases are the exception and the hold-

ings generally small, there can be no question that the

owner, having the permanent interest in the land, ought
to perform the work and charge the tenant such interest

as he may judge to be just and equitable. If any one
is not willing to use his own capital, the Improvement
of Land Act, 1S64, now enables him to borrow money
at a fair rate of interest. With this facility for obtain-

ing money, any owner of wet land deserves little of his

country or his race who does not do something towards
the necessary improvement of his property.

We now come to the execution of the work. There
can be no dispute that thorough draining is the founda-

tion of all good husbandry. It is the first step to be taken

by any one wishing to improve wet land. In a country

such as this, " where it rains every day in the week and
twice on Sundays," it requires more than usual care

to make the land sul^ciently dry. First, see as to a
good outfall ; then examine the field by trial pits to

see what depth the drain should be. On this point

there will still be a great diversity of opinion. To me
it has always appeared a manifest absurdity to have a
fixed depth for all soils and circumstances. The Public
Moneys Drainage Act of 1S64 fixed a minimum of

4 feet—on the whole, this was a safe depth for good
land—and perhaps wise for the public purse ; and this

depth became popular, even fashionable. However,
the Improvement of Land Act appears to leave

this vexing question quite open. I am not here to

advocate either deep or shallow draining, but wish to

inculcate the necessity of close draining in this wet
country. Wide distances will not dry the land suf-

ficiently. If you could go 4 feet at the same cost as

3 feet, then let the mania be carried out. But I hold
that in the homogeneous clays of this district a 3 feet

drain is as safe and nearly as effective as a 4 feet drain.

On these soils, depth of drain will not compensate for

undue distance ; they disprove the theory of depth
govemmg distance ; and it is hardly possible to increase

the number of drains without seeing the advantage.

The water that we have to deal with in these cases is

water on its way from the heavens to the sea ; and
that, with all its natural tendency to descend, its

passage is stopped, and it is upheld on or near the

surface. In general it has to percolate at a very tardy

rate between the active soil and the subsoil to the

nearest outlet. To get the land dry in a reasonable

time, it should be caught by frequent drains and sent

on its journey to the sea as speedily as possible.

Drains should run straight up the slope and not across

it ; and the distances between should be uniform.

This has long been fixed upon as the proper thing,

being the most certain to cut any water-bearing strata.

Drain pipes came into use about 1844, and are now
almost exclusively used, being found on the whole to

be the best and cheapest. Nothing less than 2-inch

pipes should be used, and they ought to have collars

where the land is flat or soft. If circumstances will

allow, the pipes should be laid beginning at the top of

the drain, but this can rarely be carried out, especially

in wet weather or winter. I may here say that I much
prefer summer draining. In this wet country there is

every chance of a better job. Let not the wail of the

tenants at the loss of grass be heeded—they will gain

more before the year goes round. A good deal depends
on the pipelayer, and he should be independent of the

contractor. Workmen engaged by the piece are very

apt to bury defects. For the benefit of succeeding

owners or tenants, maps should be kept to show the

dimensions and positions of every drain on the estate.

I may now say something about subsequent

management. Let no occupier of land fold his hands,

and think that after draining the work is done.

Although the land maybe dry— if poor formerly, it is

still without natural power, and you must give it lime,

manure, and everything you can get hold of. Subsoil-

ing and deep working should be done across tlie drains.

In the case of small holdings much cannot be expected
in this way, but trenching might be done to some
extent. Tlie land will now be found in a much more
grateful temper, ready to respond to every act of kind-

ness. On pasture land, where formerly you probably

had only "a tidy bait for a donkey," you will now
have herbage of a description fitted to fatten a bullock

or keep a cow in full profit. 7'he arable land, which
you formerly could only touch between the too wet
and too dry, and were baulked in all your operations,

will now be found friable—manures will tell. Corn
will ripen earlier and more even, afford a better yield

and better quality ; and in no crop will the improve-

ment be so marked as in the green crops. I have
heard of several cases where tenants have been dis-

satisfied with the draining, and of others where drain-

ing has been declined. Where this is the case

there must be something tenibly wrong some-

where. The style of draining offered must be wrong,

or the tenants must know little about the good effects

of draining ; or, we shall hope, that they think the

land so bad that it cannot be dried at a remunerative
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rate. But this subject well deserves further investiga- I

tion. Here may be one of the evils of yearly tenancy,
j

and the bugbear rise of rent. I am informed that the

Earl Cawdor's tenants are -well satisfied with the

draining, and good reason they have to be so. The
whole work is carried on with a due regard to

economy—the pipes made on the property, no com-

mission, no expensive inspection, and no legal expenses,

The tenants are charged 5 per cent, on the outlay, com-

mencing one year after the execution of the work. I

found them draining where there was quite a porous

subsoil, nearly 4 feet deep and 20 feet apart—the other

side of the field had been drained 18 feet apart; and

for this perfect drainage the advance of rent will only
|

be about Ss. per acre. Considering the feeling of the
:

general body of the tenantry in this part, it might be
j

well to progress gradually, always taking the best land

first, and that held by tenants who are likely to follow '

up and honestly do their part of the work ; and, if at

all possible, let the advance be moderate on the poor

soils—say, to 3 per cent.

Farm Memoranda.
RoTHAMSTED : Broadhalk Field.—The following is

a report of Mr. Lawes' experiments on the growth of

Wheat year after year on the same land ; without

manure, and with different kinds of manure. Previous

cropping— 1839, Turnips, with farmyard manure
;

1S40, Barley ; 1S41, Peas ; 1S42, Wheat ; 1843,

Oats ; the last four crops unmanured. First experi-

mental Wheat crop in 1844. Wheat every year since
;

and, with some exceptions, nearly the same description

of manure on the same plots each year—especially

during the last 20 years. (Area under experiment,

about 13 acres) :
—

opposite Woolwich, this farm, like the rest of the

garden district, lies on a flat. The nearest rising

ground is at Epping, to the north, and Shooter s Hill

across the river. Technically, however, the farm is

divided into the light land called "upland," which is

from 10 to 20 feet above the water-level, and rests on

a bed of gravel, and the marsh land in Plaistow and

East Ham Levels, which is below the water-level at

high tide. Eighteen inches of dry mud forms here a

desirable locus static for many kinds of vegetables,

though not for corn. Magnificent crops of common
and red Cabbage, Parsnips, and long red Mangel, are

growing on a surface that is only just out of the water

at any period of the year. Water oozes into the

furrows, where deep ones are drawn here and there ; it

fills the intersecting ditches and the main sewers.

Water, almost stagnant, and covered at this warm
season with a thick green scum of vegetation, bounds

and protects the fields ; and during the whole period

of the growth of the crops it fills the subsoil at less

than 24 inches from the surface. But the upper layer

of this mud-bed is almost always dry, crumbling after a

few hours of sun or wind into a soft, black earth, which

may be lifted in handfuls that leave no stain of dirt.

The marsh land was converted from pasture by
ploughing 15 years ago, and, after a succession of such

crops as I have named, with Onions and Potatos, it is

still so strong as to require but little manure, which, in

the case of Parsnips, might induce canker at the crown,

and in the case of Onions might possibly bring on

an affection called "booting," a term expressing the

situation of young Onions when they slink away,

or, so to speak, "sink down into their boots."

Onions are liable to be overcome in this way when
sown too frequently in the same field, or on a cold,

stiff, unsuitable soil, or in an ungenial situation.

The more artificial the treatment the nearer the

The number of farm-horses averages about 50, vary-

ing from 47 to 52,

The yearly expenditure in manual labour is nearly

^5000, or about ;i{,9 an acre.

The quantity of manure purchased yearly is about
10,000 tons, besides bones to the value of /300. The
live stock at the present time consists of 25 bullocks,

and 220 sheep to eat the aftermath. A large portion

of the manure is brought from London by the waggons
returning after carrying goods to market.
The larm is divided into 540 acres of arable and 80

acres of grass land. About 160 acres produce two
marketable crops yearly, or, if it can be so expressed,

700 acres of crops are grown in each year on the

540 acres. The principal crops, and the customary
breadths of each, are the following:—Potatos, 200;
Onions, Carrots, and Parsnips, 130 ; Cabbages, 90

;

com, principally Wheat, and Turnip, Cabbage, and
other seeds, 50 ; Rhubarb, 20 ; Mangel, 20 ; a variety

of small crops and seed-beds, 30.

The second crops are CoUards, following Potatos,

Cabbages, or Onions ; Potatos following spring Cab-
bages ; Mangel transplanted after Cabbages up to

about July 10 ; and Savoys and Cabbages after any
other crop removed in spring.

The rules observed in cropping are to apply heavy
dressings to the gross-feeding crops ; to place some
others, such as Onions, at wide intervals in the rota-

tion ; to select the best land for crops like Cabbages
and Savoys, w^hich require strong land ; to keep the

breadth of Potatos within 200 acres ; to use corn,

which is not a paying crop, as a rest or change for the

land, and Mangel as a cleansing crop, i.e.^ one which
induces a healthy growth in the next crop.

No regular rotation is adhered to, but the following

examples may be taken as an approximation of the

system of cropping :— i, Potatos and Greens ; 2,

3

4

5 (rt and b]

6 {a and b)

7 {a and b)

S {a and b")

J"

11 (rt and i)

12 \a and o)

13 frt and b)

14 \a and b)

r

16 {a and /')

jj 17 (a and b)

\ 18 {a and b)

19

Superphosphate of lime (three times as much as on No. 5 and succeeding Plots) .

.

.

.

Sulphates of potass, soda, and magnesia (twice as much as on No. 5 and succeeding Plots)

Farmyard manure ( 14 tons every year]

Unmanured continuously - • - ,",,">
( Unmanured for crop of 1852, and since : previously superphosphate (made with muriatic acid), and sulphate

j

( ammonia .

.

.

.

• . . . . - . - - • • - • - • • - •
-. ,

'
' ^

200 lb.' sulphate polasi, 100 lb ^ sulphate soda, loo lb. sulphate magnc-sia, 3^ cwt superphosphate of lime ^ .

.

( 200 Ib.i sulphate potass, 100 Ib.^ sulphate soda, 100 lb. sulphate magnesia, 3i cwt. superphosphate, and 200 lb. 1

\ ammonia-salts* .. .. .. .. .. - • - • •• •- •• • J

J2oo lb.' sulphate potass, 100 lb. ^ sulphate soda, 100 lb. sulphate magnesia, 3} cwt. superphosphate, and 400 lb. >

( ammonia-salts .. .. •• • •• f

( 200 lb. 1 sulphate potass, 100 Ib.^ sulphate soda, 100 lb. sulphate magnesia, si cwt. superphosphate, and 600 lb. i

I ammonia-salts .

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

- - - - • • • • • • • • ,; ' !

200 Ib.i sulphate potass, 100 Ib,^ sulphate soda, 100 lb. sulphate magnesia, 3icwt. superphosphate, and 5501b. \
nitrate soda* • • •• )

550 lb. nitrate of soda .. - -• ••

400 lb. ammonia-salts alone, for 1S45, and each year since : mineral manure in 1844 .. .. . . ..

400 lb. ammonia-salts alone, for 1845, and each year since (excepting 1846 and 1850) ;
mineral manure in)

1844, '48, and '50 .

.

.

.

. . .

.

.

.

- • • • • • • •

'

400 lb. ammonia-salts, 3^ cwt. superphosphate

400 lb. ammonia-salts, 3^ cwt. superphosphate, and 366^ Ib.^ sulphate of soda

400 lb. ammonia-salts, 3I cwt. superphosphate, and 200 Ib,^ sulphate of potass
_

400 lb. ammonia-salts, 3^ cwt. superphosphate, and 280 \h.^ sulphate of magnesia .

.

200 lb.' sulphate potass," 100 lb.=' sulphate soda, 100 lb. sulphate magnesia, 3^ cwt. superphosphate,' 400 lb.
|

sulphate ammonia .

.

. . .

.

.

.

. • • • • • • - ; • J

200 lb.' sulphate potass, 100 Ib.^ sulphate soda, 100 lb. sulphate magnesia, 3I cwt. superphosphate,' 300 lb.
|

sulphate ammonia, and 500 lb. rape cake .

.

.

.

.

.

. . . • . - • • . • •

1852-64, 13 years, 200 lb. sulphate potass, 100 lb. sulphate soda, 100 lb. sulphate magnesia, 3J cwt. super-

phosphate, and 800 lb. ammonia-salts : average produce 39^ bush, corn, 46^ cwt. straw .

.

1865 and since, unmanured ; average produce (7 years, 1S65-71) igi bushels corn, i6g cwt. straw

400 lb. ammonia-salts ,

.

.

.

. . .

.

-

.

. • • - • • • • ,", "
200 lb.' sulphate potass, 100 Ib.^ sulphate soda, 100 lb. sulphate magnesia, and 3J cwt. superphosphate

3% cwt. superphosphate of lime,'^ 300 lb. sulphate of ammonia, and 500 lb. rape cake

Unmanured contmuously .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. - • - - - • • - •

1 200 lb.' sulphate potass, 100 lb. ^ sulphate soda, 100 lb. sulphate magnesia, 3^ cwt. superphosphate, and 100 lb.

\ muriate ammonia . . . . .

.

.

.

.

.

- • • - • • •

J
2CO lb.' sulphate potass, 100 Ib.^ sulphate soda, 100 lb. sulphate magnesia, 3^ cwt. superphosphate, and 100 lb. \

i sulphate ammonia J

'}
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wide rows. In a few days the price would be reduced,

and the cost of lifting a heavy crop of 10 tons ol late

Potatos would be about 4J. per ton.

The ground is harrowed at the time of lifting the

Potatos, and is immediately ploughed deeply with
three horses for the Collards, which are dunged heavily

if they are to be followed by carrots, and are not

manured if Parsnips are to be the next crop. The
plants are set one foot apart, at a cost of 20j. per acre

for labour and 40s. an acre for the plants, supposing
I acre of seed-bed to plant 14 acres of Collards. This
crop is hoed several times. Bunching for market costs

4^. 6if. per 20 dozen bunches.
The Collards having been removed during the winter,

the land is cultivated deeply early in spring, and
ploughed 14 inches deep with 4 horses for

(2.) Carrots or Parsnips.—As the cultivation of the
latter is described elsewhere, and that of the former
does not require minute description, it will be sufficient

to add that the Early Horn or James's Carrot fur

bunching is sowed broadcast immediately after the
plough. The hoeing and cleaning of this crop costs

ilcssrs. Mathews £^ an acre. Taking up and bunch-
ing, which was in full progress this early season in the
third week in June, costs %s. per 20 dozen bunches,
which is thus divided—the men taking up the roots

zs. bil.; the women washing them, \s. 8</. ; men
bunching, 3J. 4</. ; cost of rods, 61/.

(3.) Mangel.—The land remains untouched till

spring, and is then cultivated deeply and ploughed
with three horses, turning in a large dressing of dung.
On this farm it is an axiom, with regard to the applica-
tion of dung both to Cabbages and to Mangel,
followed by Onions, "the more dung the greater
profit

:

" 40 tons are sometimes put on for Mangel.
The seed is drilled in rows 2 feet apart, and the plants
are singled at 15 inches in the row. Hoeing, setting

out, and cleaning costs 25^. an acre ; raising and
clamping a crop of 40 tons 2%s.* an acre. Owing to
the expense of hauling the roots to London, Mangel
at iSj-. a ton is a less profitable crop on this site than it

might be on a farm 20 miles from London, near a
railway station. One reason for growing a few has
been suggested ; another is a commercial one, in con-
nection with the obtaining of manure from cow-keepers.

(4.) Onions.—The land having been heavily manured
for the previous crop, is ploughed deeply with three
horses, sown with 5 cwt. per acre of bone-dust mixed
with guano, and scarified ; 10 or 14 lb. of seed per
acre is sown broadcast at the end of February or early
in March. The cost of hoeing and cleaning the crop
is £^ per acre, and bunching a great crop costs 40j-.

The spring crop of Cabbages, sent to market in

April, May, and June, is sown in the last week in July
or first week in August, and planted at the end of
September or early in October. The summer crop of
Cabbages is sown in succession, commencing in open
weather in spring. The seed must not be sown too
early, as the young plants become blind when frost-
bitten.

Mangel for transplanting is sown thickly in a seed-
bed in the middle of April, or more usually it is drilled
in rows one foot apart, with about 14 lb. of seed per
acre, and the alternate rows are afterwards pulled for
transplanting, which may be ventured on until July 10,
and costs I2J-. 6</. per acre at the distance of 24 inches
by 12 inches.

Three acres of Italian Rye-grass, on the alluvial
soil, with its roots reaching the water, yielded a second
cutting 2 feet high on June 29 this year—a result equal
to what might be expected under irrigation. Mr. Ever-
shed, in the Royal A^icultural Society's Journal.

Miscellaneous.
We are informed by Mr. R. O. Pringle, in the

current number of the Royal Agricultural Society's
Journal, that—

" The Berkshire is the favourite breed in Ireland. York-
shire pigs have also their advocates, and so also has a
cross of the York and Cumberland varieties, which suc-
ceeds very well ; but Berkshire blood predominates, and
one is often surprised to find excellent pigs of that breed
in places and districts where their appearance is quite un-
expected. Irish farmers find the Berkshire a hardy,
easily kept, and generally a useful breed, and its general
diffusion throughout the country is owing to the circum-
stance that most of the resident gentry have Berkshire
breeding sows in their farmyards, the produce of which
are disposed of on moderate terms to the country people.
The Berkshire department of the shows of the Royal
Agricultural Society of England have been drawn upon for
years to supply the best blood for the use of Irish breeders,
and now Irish breeders are in a position to meet their
EngUsh friends on English ground. This was shown to
be the case at the royal show at Wolverhampton, when
Lord Clermont's very handsome young Berkshire sow,
bred m Ireland, was awarded the 2d prize in an excellent
class, and was sold on the ground at jf40 to a Canadian

" This price is at least iouble what I have been accustomed topay lor secunng 40 tons of roots of greater size. I venture to
refer to the cultivation of Mangel by Mr. Drewitt, of Guildford,wmch IS noticed in my report of the " Farming of Kent, Sussex,and burrey, m vol m., ,871, of the >„r»a/ of tim Bath and
j"L- { &"i ""^ Southtm Counties Agricultural

r=,n?n^ 1,
^- • ''^' ^'^^ *"= P="<* ™'y 8j. 6J. an acre for pulling,

Sr, I;h-
'".'^'

T'^
-covering with straw a crop of 35 tons per

lis' a, F«f h"°
''°''' '° ^"r- ^'y »'»S« »' GuU&rd were12s., at tast Ham, 15X. a week.

breeder. Lord Clermont has taken a leading part, for

many years, in breeding Berkshires, sparing no expense
in procuring the best blood that could be obtained, and
having the details of management conducted with great
skill and judgment."

The CiiARLiER I[(iRSE-SnoE.—Somc six Or sevcn
years ago an innovation on the old system of horse-
shoeing was made in Paris by M. Pierre Charlier, V.S.
This gentleman invented the new system, which is

now fully appreciated on the Continent. The princi-

ple carried out is never to touch the frog, nor bars, nor
the sole of the foot, only the lower edge of the crust is

cut away and replaced by an artificial border, more re-

sisting than horn, but of the same form, thickness and
length, flexibility and elasticity. In this system the
horse is not shod in the ordinary sense of the word, but

a ferrule or ring is placed round the natural foot in the
same manner as a ferrule is placed round the bottom of
a stick to prevent the splintering of the wood. Its

durability is such that, by the regular wear, the horn
continues to grow and the hoof remains ever at its

normal length. On the lower edge of the crust a

groove is formed by a drawing knife (made for the
purpose), with a guide, care being taken not to cut

so deep as the thickness of the sole, nor so broad as the
width of the crust. This groove is to receive a shoe
which is not placed under the sole of the foot but
rather under the wall, being generally level with
the sole and the frog as the natural foot, or after

about three months' free growth of these parts. The
frog, sole, and bars, being on the ground, preserve
all their functions. In fact, the frog when large

and thick, supple and elastic, in assisting to support,

fills a most useful purpose. It is the principal organ
of elasticity of the foot, which weakens the shock
on the tendons and joints, and by its pressure on the
ground acquires sufficient consistency to give play to

the flexible branches of the crust. Moreover, by its

structure in the hinder part of the foot a kind of
natural calkin or wedge, which strengthens the bearing
on the ground and prevents the horse from slipping.

This advantage is, above all, important on streets of
towns, on grassy slopes, and during all weathers. In
heavy clayey soils another advantage is remarkable for

hunters' and farmers' horses—there can be no suction.

It has been urged that, having removed the iron from
the sole of the foot, the latter remained wholly unpro-
tected from the sharp stones and rough ground. The
horn having been allowed to grow, becomes hard and
thick, and will be able to resist a sharp stone or any
such substance, added to which, the shoe being im-
bedded in the hoof, no small stones or dirt can lodge
between the foot and the shoe ; the sole fills also the
office of an arch, maintaining, by its solidity, the crust,

and by its yielding under the weight of the body gives
it play. The bars also serve for the firm support and
expansion of the wall. The crust of the hoof should
never be rasped, which, when thick, supple, and
strong, resists shocks and is elastic. The shoe, being
only supported by the crust, does not want bevelling ;

it cannot injure the sole or heels, and never forms corns
when it is well filled and put in exactly straight on the
crust. At first the groove should not be cut deep, but
eventually, as the foot strengthens and grows, a deeper
groove can be made. The Charlier shoe is as elastic

as the crust, which it follows in all its movements of
expansion. The contracted foot is enlarged, and
regains its suppleness and health by the restoration of
the circulation in its interior and normal functions.
The shoe owes this power to its shape, and being
curved as a spring, and to its fitting round the base of
the foot. The new shoe is very light, and the horse is

freer in his action. It is narrower than the shoes in

ordinary use, which gives it an important advantage, in

allowing the natural support of the horn on the ground.
In order to increase its durability, the lower surface
can be made broader ; thus the external surface of the
shoe follows the natural bend of the hoof. The height
of the shoe is greater than its width, without increasing
the length of the foot, being buried in the groove. The
shoes are forged from bars of iron and steel mixed
together, and can be readily made by one man at the
rate of 80 to 100 a day. Neither calkin nor toe-pieces
are required ; the frog is a natural calkin, a kind of
wedge on the slippery ground, sustaining the tendons,
instead of straining them. In case of frost, two mov-
able nail calkins are fixed towards the heels of the shoe
and can be taken off when not required. The new
shoe is suitable for all kinds of horses, and can be
adapted as well for hunters as for draught animals.
Lecture at Hamilton, by Mr. A. Gillon, of Wallhouse,
Chairman ofthe Veterinary Committee of the Highland
and Agricultural Society, reported in Glasgow Daily
Mail.

Influence of Land Drainage on Health.—At
a late meeting of the Association for the Promotion of
Social Science, Mr. Edwin Chadwick, who presided,
said :

—

*' Subsoil drainage, which removes the surplus water,
and makes soils permeable for agricultural production,
besides being a great agricultural, is, as I have demon-
strated, a primary sanitary work. I have asked farmers as
to what effect had been observed from the field drainage
on the health of the population ? They have commonly
answered, that the effect on the health of their cattle was
great indeed. The late Lord Lonsdale, who was one of
those who scoffed at the sanitary improvements of towns,
was a keen observer of the effects of subsoU drainage in

improving the health of the deer of his park. By the very
imperfect ditch drainage, as I deem it, of the Fen districts
—ague has been so much reduced that ounces of bark are
used now where pounds were used formerly. In my report
of r842, on the sanitary condition of the labouring popu-
lation, there is a chapter of testimonies, chiefly from the
reports of ministers in Scotland, on the improvement of
the health of the population that has followed subsoil land
drainage. Notwithstanding all that has been said on the
subject— I have it on the authority of Mr. liailey Denton
—for every acre of land in this country that has been sub-
soil-drained more than 12 require drainage. This is a
work—whicli public administration may, and ought,
powerfully to aid. The most common obstruction to sub-
soil drainage is the want of outfalls. These, I have
shown, may be provided for contiguous lands by an im-
proved road drainage, which is necessary to the mainten-
ance of the roads themselves."

Wage.s in South Northumberland.—About
Hexham the wages of the agricultural labourer have been
gradually rising, and for some years those of ploughmen
h.ive been equal to from i-]s. to igj. per week, with
house, garden, coals led in addition—that is, from I5j-.

to 17^. in money, and the remainder in kind. At the
late hirings wages have risen from u. to 2.S. per week,
with house, garden, &c., as before, with a tendency,
however, towards payment wholly in money; and from
igj-. to zis., with house, &c., was a common wage.
The men are engaged by the year, and the wages are
upstanding. The labourers, when engaged by the
year, have much the same wage as ploughmen, and
when by time cannot be had under 3.1. bj. per day.
The shepherds have a large portion of their wage in
sheep kept for them by the farmer. Their wage, in-
cluding money and perquisites, will amount to from
22J. to 25J. per week. The workpeople are paid some-
times weekly and sometimes fortnightly or monthly.
There is very little piecework done here, except reap-
ing, and the introduction of machines and scarcity of
Irish is fast banishing that from the district. A good
deal is said as to the deterioration of workmen, but I
do not think our farm labourers worse than they were
20 years ago ; they are certainly more handy with
machinery, and I do not think less willing to exert
themselves, and quite as cheap to the farmer as the
half-fed smockfrocked Dorset man at half the wage.
They are better off than they were then ; the wages
during that period have risen at least 4J-. per week.
The cottages are very much improved of late years, few
have less than two rooms, and all the more recently
built ones have more. Farm servants have their cot-
tages free, and the cartage of their coals. In the towns
and villages a two-roomed cottage with small garden
lets at from ^4 to ^5 per annum. South Northum-
berland.

Cultivation after Drainage.—Under-drainage has
been supposed to be a work which, when once executed,
requires no help on the part of those who are cultivating
the drained land, and that the drains themselves are not
liable to any of those casualties which attend the acts of
man, though man's best endeavours are but a minimum
of defects. These assumptions, more than anything else,

have tended to bring drainage into disrepute. Lands
laid out in ridges and furrows—the form of surface drain-
age adopted by our forefathers, when they converted our
woods and wastes into ploughed fields—are still retained,
though wholly inconsistent with subsoil drainage, and it

must be manifest to every one that so long as the shape
of the surface will allow of the rain falling upon it to run
from the ridge to the furrow, not only is the latter over-
loaded with water, and the under-drains placed at a dis-
advantage, but a system of robbery is going on at the
same time, for a large proportion of the manure put on
to the ridge is washed by the rain into the furrow, with-
out any capability of turning it to account. It is needless
to say that every pains should be taken to reduce the
surface to an even condition—not by any rash effort made
in one single year, but by degrees, and in several years,
until the only furrows that exist shall be those known as
' water furrows, ' which are positively necessary to relieve
the slacks and hollows formed by Nature, and in which
water will collect, so long as it retains its property of
running to the lowest place. No under-drainage
can wholly prevent the collection of water in these
hollows, and time must be allowed for its absorption.
In the west-midland and midland counties the high-
backed lands have been so raised that two persons
standing in different furrows are unable to see each other,
while in the eastern counties such a form of surface is

hardly known. Still, though the eastern counties have
not to contend with these aboriginal deformities, there
exists in them an indisposition with many farmers to take
advantage of the facilities at their command, and cultivate
deeply. I have often heard men say that with a poor
subsoil, shallow ploughing is better than deep plough-
ing. There cannot be a greater mistake than this,

for as long as the pan established by ploughings in
former generations is maintained by ploughings
equally shallow, the results must be unsatisfactory.
This remark is favourably illustrated by a circum-
stance within my own experience. In the years 1856-7-8
the General Land Drainage and Improvement Company
drained the Hinxworth estate in Bedfordshire, the pro-
perty of Mr. Robert Clutterbuck. As soon as the drainage
was done, Mr. Clutterbuck took one of the farms lying on
the gault of the greensand formation into his own hands,
and set to work to cultivate it deeply. Unfortunately, he
let it afterwards to a tenant inexperienced in the treat-
ment of heavy lands, who soon gave it up in disgust, pro-
claiming the drainage a failure. There were not wanting
persons in the neighbourhood to take the same view as
the retiring tenant, and it was only after considerable diffi-

culty that the farm was re-let. This time, however, the
tenant was one who did understand that drained clay land
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required appropriate treatment, and he set to work
accordingly. The result is expressed in the following

letter from Mr. Clutterbuck himself, dated Oct. 4, 1871 :

—

' I have just returned from Hinxworth, and after a pretty

close inspection I think you will like to hear the result.

The crops on my old farm have perfectly astonished me,

and our old hopes have been realised, that the cold un-

drainable land has produced crops both in quality, no less

than quantity, equal, possibly in some instances superior,

to those grown upon the free open soils on the estate. 1

assure you I was delighted with what I saw. Mr. New-
ton, who occupies the farm, is really an intelligent

person, and now that he has adopted steam ploughing, is

perfectly satisfied with his future prospects. 1 found a

double engine (Fowler) at work. Mr. Newton prefers the

direct traction to the roundabout system. On the other

farms the tenants adopt steam ploughing also, and in fact

an agricultural revolution has been effected in the parish
;

hedges are cut close after harvest, channels and outfalls

are now cleared out as a matter of course, and you would
hardly recognise the place. Mr. Baiky Denton, C.E.

Mungos Wells : ^uly 15.—Another week of very

changeable weather, which has retarded the cleaning

of the green crops very much, in fact it is almost

impossible to keep things clean—what with the wet

weather and the having to pay women, other than

those regularly employed on the farm, \%s. per week.

The weather has not had much effect on the Wheat,
very little damage having been done to it, at least

nothing compared to last year ; everything is now
growing rapidly, but with the finest weather we can

have the harvest must be a late one. Turnips will

not now, however mild a Avinter we may have, be

an average crop ; neither will the Potatos be up to an

average, as the late planting and the not getting them
cleaned in time has retarded their growth a good deal.

The work done this last week has been singling

Turnips, cutting Thistles, and using horse-hoe when-

ever weather permitted ; the work to be done is likely

lobe the same for this week. Have just had 300 sheep

brought home to eat up grass, half bred, price 57.^. ;

and 28 Dutch cattle, better bred than most foreigners,

and likely to pay for their keep. H. B.
North Wilts : July 15.—A good deal of hay

secured in fine condition—a considerable quantity,

however, is much discoloured and injured by frequent

heavy rains. Corn has improved, but a good deal laid ;

abundance of keep everywhere ; crops of roots very

promising, Mangel Wurzel looking remarkably well.

Stock generally doing well : have hitherto escaped

the foot-and-mouth, though it is pretty general.

Working fallows, but bad weather for satisfactory

results. E. IV. M.
North Riding of Yorkshire: July 15.—Week's

work : Two days at hay, the remainder hoeing Turnips,

—much too wet for the latter operation, but work so

pressing it could not be delayed without much injury

to the plant. Rainfall for the week, 2.\ inches, making
a total for the month of 4 inches. Hay is taking much
hurt, and a good deal of corn is laid by the heavy rains,

irreparably injured. Weather cold as well as wet, and
harvest likely to be late. Pastures were never before

so good.

arkts*
MARK LANE.

Monday, July 15.

The very small supply of English Wheat to this morn-
ing's market was taken at an advance of u. per qr. upon
the prices of this day se'nnight. There was a fair

attendance, and a good consumptive demand for foreign

Wheat, at the extreme prices of last week. Barley,

Beans, and Peas were steady at late rates. In the value

of Oats there was no change. Flour trade quiet, without

alteration in prices.

Price ter imtfrial (Jitarter.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk.. White— fine selected runs do.

—

Talavera •

— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind & dist.,26i to 31J. .Chev.— Foreign, .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan....3iJ. to 33J. ..Tick
— Pigeon 36.r. to 50s. . .Winds
— Foreign - Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boiler^ 39—41 [Suffolk

57—62 Red
61—66 Red
56-66;— Red
17—70
^S—40 Malting .

~ Malting .28
20—23
23—27
24—26
21—24
31—33

34—46

Feed . .

.

Feed ...

Feed . .

.

Foreign .

Harrow .,

Longpod
32—39' Egyptian.

33—38
30—42

20—23
16— 19

34—46

Foreign ,

Foreign .

Country .

,

34—36

44-54
40—42 „
25—30 Per sack..

3>— 33
41—44
36-40
28-34

\v ere disposed of with difticulty, at about late rates. The
Flour trade was quiet, but for fine qualities full prices

were realised.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage"

English &
Scotch..

Irish ..

Foreign .

.

Wheat.

Qrs.

Barley.

Qrs.

2830

Oals.

Qrs.

Flour.

( 3360
1 — brls.

Liverpool, July j5.—There was a fair attendance, but

only a moderate activity in the Wheat trade, at about

Tuesday's rates from warehouse, but at rather easier

prices ex quay. Flour nominally unchanged. Beans

steady. Oats and oatmeal quiet. A moderate business

done in Indian Corn, at about dd. advance ; mixed

American, 27J, -^d. per 480 lb.

Averages.

June 8 ..— 15 ..

— 22 ..— 29 ..

July 6 ..

— 13 .-

Aven-ige
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NEW WOR K ON THE CLEMATIS.

In a few days will be published, with numerous Illustrations,

THE CLEMATIS AS A GARDEN FLOWER;
Being Ucscriptions of the Haidy Species and Varieties of t Icmatis, or Virgin's Bower, with Select and Classified

Lists, Directions for Cultivation, and Suggestions as to the Purposes tor wliich they are adapted in Modern
Gardening. By THOMAS MOORE, F.L.S., Curator of the Chelsea Botanic Garden. Floral Director of the Royal

Horticultural Society, Sec. &c. ; and GEORGIl JACKMAN, F. R.H.S., of the Woking Nursery, Surrey.

The increasing popularity of the Clematis as a hardy, free-flowering climber, and the great improvenient that

has been effected within the last few years in regard to the variety and quality of its flowers, have led to the

preparation of the above work, which has been projected with the special object of assisting the Amateur Gardener

in making selections of the best varieties, and in cultivating them to the greatest advantage. The cultural

instructions and descriptions are based upon personal experience, and may, therefore, be relied on.

LONDON : JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET, W.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

SCHOOL BOTANY; OR, The Rudiments of
Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8s'o, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price 5s. 6>f.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, STRUCTURAL
AND rHVSiOLOGic\u \Viih a Glossary ol Technical Terms,

and numerous Illustrations. 125. cloth.

This completes the series of Klemcniary Botanical Works by
Professor Lindlev, of which "School Botany," and " The Vegetable
Kingdom," formthe other pans.
The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising

Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Technical
Terms, arc published in one octavo volume, price t2s.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for Medical
and other Students who have made themselves acquamtcd with the

Author's " School Botany,"
N.B. The Glossar>' may be had separately, price 51.

THE VEGETABLE KI NGDOM ; OR, TiiF.
Stri'ctl're. Classification, and Uses of Plants. Illustrated

upon the Natural System. In One Volume, 8vo, cloth, price 36* , with
upwards of soo llluslraiions.

ISXTRACT FROM THE AUTHORS FKEFACK.
"The Vegetable Kingdom contains, among a large quantity ol

plants of no known importance to man, various useful species employed
in medicine, the arts, or in the many branches of domestic ceconomj'.

The principal part of those which can be brought by teachers in

Europe under the notice of students, or which, from their great
importance, deserve to be among the earliest subjects of study, are
mentioned in the following; panes, where they are arranged in the
manner proposed in the ' Vegktable KINGDOM ' of the author, with
the sequence of matter departed from in a few instances, when it was
believed that the convenience of younger students would be consulted
by doing so. The author trusts that this selection will be found to

have been made in such a way that all teachers who possess reasonably
extensive means of illustrating their lectures, and all Botanic
Gardens, may furnish the larger part of the species which are men-
tioned. A small selection was indispensable ; firstly, because a
Efeaterwork would have been beyond the reach of the majority of
purchasers; and secondly, because experience shows us that those
who have to study a science of obser\'alion, such as Botany, reauire to

concentrate their attention, in the tirst instance, upon a limited
number of objects."

London : BRADBURY, EVANS, AND CO., 10. Bouvcrie Street, E.G.

BY the RETIREMENT of one of the PARTNERS,
an active WORKING GARDENER may obtain a PARTNER-

SHIP in a small Nursery and Jobbing Business, on long Lease, in

Islington, on moderate terms.—Apply to Mr. ROE, 20, William Street,

New Nonh Road, Islington, London, N.

DRAUGHTS MA N.—Wm. P. Ayres is in
IMMEDIATE WANT of a Gentleman in the above capacity,

who could also take out quantities, prepare Estimates, and Corre-
spond. One who has some experience in Horticulture will be preferred,
though that is not indispensable. TWO or THREE YOUTHS as
IMPROVERS may also find occupation. — Patent Imperishable
Hothouse Works, Newark-on-Trcnl, Notts.

WANTED, as FOREMAN, in a Country Nursery,
where Fruits and Roses are chiefly grown, a thorough Man

—

one who can take Charge of Men. Must be a good Propagator, Wages
to begin, 24*. per week.— F. M., Messrs. Hurst & Son, 12, Leadenhall
Street, London, E.C

WANTED, TWO or THREE good young MEN,
who have been accustomed to Vines and Market Plant Grow-

ing.—Apply, stating particulars, to JOSEPH MEREDITH, The
Vincyara, Garston, Liverpool.

WANTED, a ROSE GROWER.—Must be of good
experience, and well recommended. — Apply, with all

particulars, to JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries,
Chester

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING GARDENER
(married), one Man under him, near Bury Sl Edmund's.

Vines, Forcing, &C-—Apply, stating name, age, and all particulars, to

A. P., Bury Frii Press Office, Bury Sl. Edmund's^

WANTED, as GARDENER, in the neighbourhood
of Blackheath, near London, a steady, active Man, capable of

keeping in thorough order a good-sized Kitchen and P'lower Garden,
smaii Orchard, and Conservatory. A good Lawn-mower indispensable.
Wages, 22J. a week. Lodgings can be obtained within five minutes'
walk.—L. L., Messrs. CARTER AND BROMLEY, Royal Exchange,
London, £.C.

WANTED, a GARDENER (Single-handed),
middle-aged, unmarried.—Write, stating wages, &c, to E. B.,

Park-le-Bruce, near Swansea.

WANTED, by August i, by a Gentleman who has
taken a place in Yorkshire. TWO WORKING GARDENERS

and a BOY. Kitchen and FIo-ajct Gardens large, with Vineries. No
Stove or Greenhouse Plants. Married Man, whose Wife has been
Cook or Laundress, preferred. Cottages found.—Apply, stating
wages, to B. H., Post Office, Bedale, Yorkshire.

WANTED, for a permanency, an active GARDEN
LABOURER, chiefly to Work a Mowing Machine during

Summer (the Pony being led) and to perform neatly any other Garden
Work required-—W. EARLEY, Valentines, Ilford.

WANTED, an active young MAN, to Assist in
Greenhouse, &c.—A general knowledge of Propagating and

Growing Bedding and Greenhouse Plants, &c., for Sale.—State wages
and relcrence to GEORGE J. WOOLLETT, Nurseries, Caterham,
Surrey.

WANTED, an experienced TRAVELLER, who has
a good knowledge of Fruits, Roses, Shrubs, and general Nur-

seiy Stock. None need apply whose character will not bear the
strictest investigation.—Address, with particulars of e.tperience and
terms, to Mr. RICHARD SMITH, Nursery-man, Worcester.

To Corresponding Clerks.

MESSRS. JAMES VEITCH and SONS are desirous
of meeting with a thoroughly efficient CORRESPONDING

CLERK. Liberal and progressive wages will be given to a suitable
Person.—Apply, in the first instance by letter, stating full particulars,
Royal Exotic Nursery-, Chelsea, London, S.W.

To Seedsmen's Assistants.

WANTED, an active, energetic MAN, to take the
lead under the Principal in a large Retail Seed Establishment.

A steady, pushing, correct ^Ian, having a thorouiih knowledge of his

business, will find it a p)ermanent situation. One acquainted with
Nursery business preferred. Unexceptionable references required as
tocharacter and compctencv'.—Apply by letter to SEESDMAN, Messrs.
Hurst & Son, 6, LeadenhaU Street, LoudoD, EC.

WANTED, a WAREHOUSEMAN, with a know-
ledge of the Seed Trade—Address to WARD AND CO.

Bristol, stating age, salary required, last employment, and references'

WANT PLACES—Letters to be Post Paid.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTEiUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books M EN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.

—Highgate Nurseries. London, N.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualificaiions, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HEN PERSON AND SUN, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood. N.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, twocliildren
;

20 years' practical experience in all branches of the profession.

Character unexceptionable.—ALPHA, 100, Woodbine Grove, Pcngc,
Surrey, S. E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married ; a thorough
practical Gardener, of 24 years' experience in good lamilies,

Disengaged July 27.— F., Ferns, Rawdon, Leeds^

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.GARDENER (H kad). —Married ; thoroughly
practical.—C. B. A., The Nurscrj'i'i^i ^"d Florist's, Woolw'

Road, Lessness Heath, Kent, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, single; thoroiighly
understands Early and Late Forcing, Flower and Kitchen

Gardening, also Land and Slock. Three and a half years' excellent
character—The HEAD GARDENER. Tawyford Abbey, Acton, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married, one child
;

has a good practical knowledge of Gardening in all its branches

;

and is a successful Exhibitor. Good reference.—The GARDENER,
Garrick Villa, Hampton, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or Gentleman.—
Middle-aged, widower, no family : thoroughly competent in all

branches of Gardening necessary for a ("Jcntleman's Establishment.

—

HORTUS, A. Edwards, North Road, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (Head). — Middle-aged, married ; a
good Working Gardener ; thoroughly practical in Vines, Peaches,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; also good Flower and Kitchen
Gardener. Four years' good character as above.—C. P., Forest Field
Lodge, Worth, Crawley.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, with
children ; 20 years' experience. Thoroughly understands the

profession in alt its branches ; also Land and Stock. Can be well
recommended by present employer.—E. FAULKNER, F. S, Wells,
Esq., Golder's Hill, North End, Hampstead, Middlesex, N.W.

GARDENER (Head), age 36. married.—A Gentle-
man wishes to recommend his Head Gardener. He has had a

considerable range of Forcing, large Flower and Kitchen Gardens,
Plantations, &c., under his charge Tor more than two years. He is

also thoroughly honest, sober, and steady.—M. P., Post Office,

Twyford, Berks.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Age 24.
Good reference.— E. Y., Honingham, Norfolk.

GARDENER (Head), or where one or two Men are
kept.—Thoroughly understands Early and Late Forcing, Fruits,

and Flower and Kitcnen Gardening. First-class testimonials for nine
years.—B. A. B., Post-Office, High Street, Stoke Newingion, London.

GARDENER and STEWARD, or First-class HEAD
GARDENER; age 37, married.-William Hardw'ick begs to

offer his services to any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the
services of a practical Man ; thoroughly understands Growing Pines.
Grapes, Peaches, Cucumbers, &c. , also the Management of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Nearly 10
years' excellent character from the Gentleman he is now leaving.

—

W. HARDWICK, The Gardens, Pishiobury Park, near Harlow,
Essex.

Archangel and Petersburg Mats.

J BLACKBURN and SONS, having just received
• a large consignment of NEW AkCUANGKL and PETERS-

BURG MATS at redu^:cd prices, will forward Price List on appli-
cation. Samples to be seen at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

GARDENER. — Edward Bennett, 13 years
Gardener at Osberton and Enville, is now at liberty to engage

with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of a first-class

Gardener in every department of his profession. Testimonials and
refercncesoi the very highest order.—Rose Cottage, Enville, Stourbridge.
N.B,—The Advertiser would have no objection to RENT a large

PRIVATE GARDEN, with Forcing-houses, Pits, &c. Enville may
be seen by any interested party.

GARDENER, where only one is employed.—A yoimg
Man : understands Flower and Kitchen Gardening, and Pro-

pagation of all kinds ot Bedding Plants. Can be well recommended.
—J. PEARSON, Market Place, Leighton Buzzard.

G ARDENER, where two or three are kept, or
UNDER GARDENER, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's

Establishment —Age 24, single. Three years' good character from
present situation as Under-Gardencr.— B. C, Post Office, Swallowfield,

r Reading, Berks.

II ARDENER (Under).—Age 25; thoroughly under-T stands Early and Late Forcing. Good character. — G. D.,
Harrison Street, Gray's Inn Road, London, S.W.
G
PROPAGATOR (General). — Age 25.—W, B.,

Wm. Cutbush &: Son, Highgate, N.

BAILIFF and GARDENER, or GENERAL
MANAGER on an ESTATE.-Age 31, English ; has Managed

successfully large Home Farm, extensive Gardens, Timber, Repairs,
&C., of a Nobleman's landed Estate. Well educated. Seven years'
testimonial and reference.—A., Sebright Cottage, West Bamet, Herts.

wORKING BAILIFF, or UNDER STEWARD.—
Age 28, single, the Son of a Perthshire Farmer. Engagement

now or at first term. Thoroughly competent. Can be highly recom-
mended^—T\MOYES^Esqj/Iji^^ Perthshire.

M. PHILIPPS, 16 years with Minier, Nash & Nash
• as Head Clerk and Traveller, is open to TRAVEL and SELL

on COMMISSION for any respectable London House. All com-
munications will be treated as private and confidential,—6, St.

Germain's Terrace, High Road, Lee, S.E.j

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS arc the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat|
forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

Kussla Mat Mercliants.
MESSRS. G. D. MARENDAZ and FISHER,

importers of ARCHANGEL and ST. PETERSBURG MATS,
dealers in TANNED GARDEN NETTING, TIFFANY, LABELS,
TARRED and other TWINES, LINES, &c.

9, James Street, Covcnt Garden, London, W.C.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS.
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.~TANNEn NETTING (or

Protecting the above from Frost, Blighty Birds, Stc, 2 yards wide.
3(f. per yard, or 100 yards, 201 ; 4 yards wide, 6if. per yard, or 50 yards,

2or. NEW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the abovo
purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, (id. per yard

; 4 yards
wide, iJ. per yard ; ^^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6a. per j'ard. Also
TIFFANY. C.-in be had in any quantity of

EATON AND DELLER, C & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge, E,C.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI D O M O."
• —Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kcw Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is applied.

PROTECTION AGAINST the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
WOOL NETTING, 2 yard<i wide. is. 6,^ per yard.

*' FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide u. icwi. per yard.
Three yards wide 31. arf. per yard.

Four yards wide 31. lorf. per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide,7oyards long.C^irf. loS%d. per yard,
HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, 7-}id. and
g^id. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of" Frigi Domo," 3, Cannon
Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.

Notice.—REMOVED from 7. Great Trinity Lane.

GUNS and RIFLES.
THOMAS TURNER, Gun and Rifle Manufac-

Ti'KEit, Inventor of the "TURNER RIFLE," Contractor to

Her Majesty's War Department.

CENTRAL FIRE BREECH LOADERS from ;C7 to ^gae.—T. T.
recommends his £7 Gun to those who desire a cheap, though service-

able, Breech Loaacr. It is guaranteed of good material, sound, and
perfect in its action, and eqwal to any London Gun at double the price.

Thomas Turnf.r's PATENT SELF-LOCKING BREECH
LOADER is unsurpassed for handincss, neatness, simplicity, and
durability. Price from ;£ii to £27. Drawings sent on application.

PIN-FIRE BREECH LOADERS from £5 lof.

BREECH-LOADING, LARGE BORE and EXPRESS RIFLES ;

SNIDER and MARTINI-HENRY RIFLES, in Sporting and
Military Patterns; ROOK RIFLES, SALOON RIFLES and
PISTOLS; REVOLVERS.

All kinds of Implements for Cleaning, Cartridge Filling, Rc-
Capping. &c. Flasks, Pouches, Cartridge and Game Bags, and
all Sporting Requisites.

Manufactory : FJsher Street, Birmingham.

KINAHAN'S . liL . WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow Spirit is the very

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than the
finest Cognac Brandy. Note tlic words " Kinahan's L.L." on seal,

label, and cork.
Wholesale DepQt, 20. Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

WM. YOUNGER AND CO.'S ALES
Are of the HIGHEST PURITY.

Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, and
are distinguished for their delicacy of tlavour.

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishing.
To be had of the Principal Retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Bclvidere

Road, S.E.

Pure Aerated Waters.
ELLIS'S RUTHIN WATERS,

Soda, Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Lithia, and for GOUT, Lithia
and Potass,
Corks branded "R.ELLIS AND SON, Ruthin," and every label

bears their Trade Mark,
Sold everywhere, and Wholesale of R. ELLIS and SON, Ruthin,

North Wales. London Agents : W. BEST and SONS, Henrietta
Street, Cavendish Squart

A^.„,s:

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at is. il^d., 21. grf., 4*. 6d.,and 11*.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the

flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the

irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the

morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who mdulge in the

luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-

liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,
nor are they adapted to all complaints ; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at 15. il4d.s2s. gd., 45. 6>f.,and iii.,aswell as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxes at ii. i%d. , as. gd., iS. 6d., and jij.
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Postage to any part of the United Kingdom

:

—
Three Months .. 55. xx\d.

\
Six Months ., iij. \id.

Twelve Months .. £\ 35. \od.

Post Office Orders to he made payable to William
Richards, at the King Street Post Office.

Publishing Office, 41, Wellington Street, W.C.

TAUNTON HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
GRAND FETE and EXHIBITION, THURSDAY, August 8.

' - £25c
--'

- ' -' ^ ^ . , ^
IFc

Prizes value Z250, and several Silver Cups, offered for Competition.
Schedules a-" •^-- '- - r , - •- . .

application.
Schedules and Forms of Entry now ready, and will !be fopA-arded on
"" '

J. B. SAUNDERS, Honorary Secreta r>-.

SCARBOROUGH FLORAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY. 1872.—A GRAND EXHIBITION of

PLANTS, FLOWERS, FRUlTS, VEGETABLES, &c.. will be held
at Scarborough, AUGUST 14, 15, and 16. Schedule of Prizes will be
forwarded on application. unUFBT mat t c.,-«t-,.,.

16, Albion Street.
ROBERT HALL, Secretary.

WorcesterShire Agricultural Society.

A GRAND HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
in connection with the above will be held in the Show Ground,

at STOURBRIDGE, AUGUST 27, 28, and 29, when PRIZES to the
amount ofONE HUNDRED and EIGHTY FOUR POUNDS will
be awarded. ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 20. For List of Prizes
and Rules, &c-, apply to ALBERT BUCK, Secretary, Worcester; or
to T. S. HAYWoOD, Hon. Secretary to Horticultural Show,
»6, Broad Street, Worcester.

RE GEORGE YOUNG, Deceased.—All persons
having any CLAIM on the ESTATE of the late Mr. George

Young, Gardener of W. H. Stone, Esq., M.P., Leigh Park, and all
DEBTORS to the same, are requested to forward particulars
immediately to Mrs. YOUNG, Sole Executress, Leigh Part Gardens,
HavanL

JC. STEVENS Horticultural, Scientific, and
• Natural History Sale Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden. London. W.C. Established 1760. SALES by AUCTION
nearly EVERY i5aY-

M Wood Engravlnff.
R. W. G. SMITH. Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London, N.

Roses in Bloom.
PROTHEROE and MORRI^' first-class COLLEC-

TION of ROSES is NOW in BLOOAL An inspection respect-
fully solicited. The Nurseries are easily reached by Train frotn
Fcnchurch Street or Bishopsgate Street to Lcytonatone Station

:

entrance from the platform.
American Nurseries, Leytonstone, E. ^^

RODERICK NICOLSON, Advertising Agent
and Gener-AL Commission Agent, i, Racquet Court. Fleet

Street, E.C

English Saved Seed, just Harvested.
PRIMULA JAPONICA. zj. 6(f. per packet.
. PRIMULA INVOLUCRATA, var. Abyssiniensis,2i. M. do.
BARR AND SUGDEN, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

HOME-SAVED SEED of PRIMULA JAPONICA.
saved from five beautiful varieties, varying in colour from

crimson to pale blush, with distinct coloured eyes. In packets, is.

to u. each, jxssi free.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN, Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

_ Just Harvested.
r\UEEN of PRIMROSES, or PRIMULAJAPONICA,
V^ fertilised with Chinese Primrose, Cowslips, Oxiips, and several

best sorts of Auricula, so that some fine crosses may be expected.
Per packet, 11. dd. and a*. W. ; Trade packets, sj. each. Also,

AURICULA, Scott's hybridised, with all the best named varieties,
II. per packet.

CALCEOLARIA, Scott's hybridised, with superb white ground
varieties, 11. and 2r. 6J. per packet.

CINERARIA, saved from perfect flowers only, i*. and 2t. td. perpkLPRIMULA SINENSIS, including Fem-leaf varieties, if. and aj. &f.
per packet.

5^*^^?,'?"^'^'^^' Giant Red.6rf. per packet.PANSY and POLYANTHUS, ix.^er packet.
All the above are not to be surpassed.

J. SCOTT, Seedsman, YeoviL

TEA-SCENTED and other ROSES, in pots, by the
dozen, 100. or rooo. All the New ROSES of 1S72.

WM. WOOD AND SON invite inspection to their very extensive
stock of the above.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, Uckficld, Sussex,

NEW ROSES for 1872.—Strong healthy plants of
the choicest and best varieties, 301. per dozen. Descriptive

LIST on application.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, alt strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES. Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SM ITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant , Worcester.

ESSRST THONi AS" RIVERS "ANb~SbN irwite
inspection of their ORCHARD HOUSES, which are now full

of fruit. A large Collection of ROSES is in bloom.
Sawbridgcworth, Herts.

Gros Colxnan, the finest Late-keeping Grape.—See

WM. THOMSON'S Descriptive CATALOGUE of
VINES and PINES, which may be had on application.

Tweed Vineyard, by Galashiels.

Fansles, Pansies, Pansies.

THOS. THORNTON offers to Growers of the above,
SEED saved from his splendid strain of Fancy, Mixed, and

Named varieties, verj- cheap. Price on application.

The Nurseries, Heatherside. liaKshot, Surrey.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISli and CO. are now
prepared to execute orders for the SEED saved from their

unrivalled strain of CINERARIAS, in sealed packets, 35. W. and 51.

each. Special quotations to the Trade on application.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Perks.

New Catalogue of Plants, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, containing Select Descriptive and Priced Lists

of Plants suitable for bedding and decorative purposes, &c ,

—

Delphiniums, Double-flowered Pyrethrums, Hardy Aquatics, Saxi-

fragas, Sedums, Sempervivums, Sweet Violets, &c., is now published,
and will be forwarded to applicants.—Exotic Nursery, Tooting, S.W.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holboni, London.

wChoice Tricolor and other Geranltims Cheap.
~M. POTTEN'S LIST of the above can be had

post free on application.

The Nursery, SissJnghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

Magnificent New Pelargonium, Gem of Tricolors.

CKIMBERLEY begs to inform his Friends and the
• Public generally, that he is now prepared to execute orders

for this fine variety at 211. each, in strong healthy plants.

Stoke Nursery, near Coventry

Geranium, Payne's Perpetual,
New Winter Flowering, dwarf variety, of very compact habit ; flowers

moderate size ; soft scarlet hue.

J PAYNE, having a considerable stock of the above,
• be^rs to intimate to his Customers and others that he can now

supply CUTTINGS of this invaluable plant, free by post for cash, at

fii. each or 51. per dozen.
See report in GarJett^rs' Ma^aziHe, November 35, 1871.

Floral M'erld, May, 1872.

Also strong PRIMULA PLANTS, in large thumbs.
Aquantity of strong, unnamed GLOXINIA BULBS.

J. PAYNE, The Nurseries, Belvedere, KenL

WILLIAM CHATER'S SUPERB DOUBLE
HOLLYHOCKS.—The simplest and safest way to raise

them from Seed is to sow them in the open ground in June, July, and
August, and transplant in September. SEED from finest strains, that
wilFproduce flowers equal to choice named varieties.

Collection No. i. 12 named varieties, extra hne, loi.

Collection No. 2. 6 named varieties, extra fine, 5^.

Collection No. 3, 12 named varieties, fine, 71. 6J.
Collection No. 4. 6 named varieties, fine, 45.

Mixed SEED, finest quality, per packet, is., 21, (>d., and %i.

WILLIAM CHATER. The Nurseries, Saffron Waldcn^

Choice Flower Seeds, Post Free.

BS. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
• Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Holloway, London, N. p„ packet-5. d.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed.
It. 6d., 25. 6d.,2s. 6d., and S o

Plants from this Seed have always been awarded First Prizes
wherever exhibited.

Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,
ij. W., 2j. M., 3J. W.,and 5

Weatherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA,
if.6d,,3S.6d.,2s.6d.,and 5 o

Wiggins' prizestrain of CYCLAMEN.. is. 6d.,2s. 6d.,a.nd 3 6
CARNATION, from prize flowers 10
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, new scarlet Larkspur ..26
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties .. ..10
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest erect varieties 10
HOLLYHOCK, Chater's finest varieties .. .. u. and 2 6
PANSY, finest show varieties 11. and a 6
PANSY, finest Belgian varieties «. and a 6
PICOTEE, choice mixed i o
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize strain .. .. 11. and i 6
PRJMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful varieties .. each a 6

,, ,, mixed 26
EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours .. a 6

Dwarf Scariet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, Btrongly recom-
mended 10

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM COMPACTUM .. ar. W. and 3 6

VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress 21. M. and 3 6

VIOLA CORNUTA, var. Perfection tt. 6d. and a 6

Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER 10
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

WANTED, COLEUS VERSCHAFFELTII, CEN-
TAUREA, and SCARLET GERANIUMS, all strong.

Stale price to

Mr. JOHN LUFF, St. Mary's, BatUe, Sussex.

PARIS, I
SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AKD SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R-H. the Prince of Wales. Readinc. Hcrks.

jl/TR. JAMES ERASER, HORTICULTURAL and
-LYJ. Agricultural Valuer and Auctionker, Mayland's Farm,
Romford, Essex ; late of the firm of J. & J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.

To the Trade.
BULBS, comprising LILIUM, NARCISSUS,

GLADIOLI, IRIS, ALSTRCEMERIA, CYCLAMEN, DOG'S-
TOOTH VIOLETS, JONf^UILS, OXALIS, SCILLAS, and
numerous other Bulbs. LlSl on application.

STEPHEN BROWN, Westonsuper-Mare^

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road. W.

JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli, &c.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON'S Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest

quality only. Post free on application.
Ilighgate Nurseries, London, N. ^^^

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery, 134, Faubourg
de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium, CATALOGUES to be had. free,

from his Agents, Messrs. R. blLBERKAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

aVHE~WHOLESALE~T)LrLB CATALOGUE of
-L BUDDENBERG BROTHERS, of HillcEom, Holland, can bo
had on application to their London Atient5, Messrs. R, SILBERKAD
AND SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.G.

Dutcli Flower Roots and Bulbs.

RYAN TIL AND CO.'.S CATALOGUE of the
• above, all at very low prices, is now published, and will be

forwarded free on application.
Parties with whom we are not yet in communication, and who have

not received our Catalogue, are respectfully requested to apply for it,

and to make an experiment with our fire Bulbs, &c.
K. VAN TIL AND CO., Florists, &c., Hillcgom, near Haarlem,

HoUand^
,

Fuchsias for Decoration, Cheap.

TL. MAYOS offers very strong, well-grown, and
• beautiful specimens, now coming into full bloom, in 6 distinct

and most choice sorts, for Ss. per dozen.
Floral Nurseries, near Hereford.

Seeds for Present Sowing
HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAMS, 40 varieties

;

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, from 13 choice sorts. In
packets, at 11,, 21. 6d., and 5s.

JaSIES HOLUER, Crown Nursery, Reading.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps, Part I (Dritish Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic P"ems) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUEof BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill. Kent.

FERNS, Hardy and Exotic.—Channel Islands' Fernery.
CATALOGUES upon application

T. H. CUTLAN, Channel Islands' Fernery, Stopford Road, St.

Hcliers, Jersey.

VIOLA MAGNIFICENT.—This beautiful Viola is

now offered for the first time; it is the most brilliant hardy
Violet bedding plant in cultivation. Good plants, fit for immediate
use, 2s. 6^. eacn. 241. per dozen, £3 los. for 50, £s P" 100. Special

price quoted for tnc 1000.

B. S. WILLIAMS, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper
Holloway, London, N.

Post Free to all Applicants.

BS. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT and GENERAL
• CATALOGUE is now ready. It contains a Descriptive List

of beautiful New Plants offered in commerce by him this season for

the first time; also general Priced Lists of Orchids, Ferns, Tree
Ferns, Flowering and Ornamental-leaved Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Palms and Cycads, Azaleas, Camellias, Amaryllis. Ericas,

EpacriB, Liliums, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and general Collections ot

Soft-wooded and Hardy Plants.
Special prices for specimens quoted on application.

An inspection of the Collection solicited.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London. N.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT. BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

CoRV, Seed, Manuri, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, iSji*

for Wheat : 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

DRUMHEAD CABBAGE PLANTS, well rooted,

Qs. 6d. per 1000, carefully packed in crates, and delivered to the

station. Orders payable GodaJming Post Office.

S. WELLAND, Surrey Gardens, Godalming, Surrey.

New Sowing Rape Seed.

HAND F. SHARPE have fine SAMPLES of the
• above SEED, ready for immediate delivery. Price moderate,

and may be had, with sample, on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

To the Trade.—Seeds for present Sowing.

CHARLES SHARPE AND CO.. Seed Merchants,
Slcaford, have just harvested fine pure slocks of the following :—

LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE TURNIP
IMPROVED GREEN GLOBE TURNIP
DEVONSHIRE GREY-STONE TURNIP
POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE TURNIP
GREEN-TOP STONE TURNIP
EARLY SIX-WEEKS TURNIP

and other varieties of TURNIP. Prices on application.

New Sowing RAPE SEED at Marktt prices, aa per sample;
WHITE MUSTARD, WINTER TARES, RYE, &c

Grape Growing.
PULVERISED BONE, i inch, i do.. Dust. 6s. per

bushel, bag included. Much less by the ton. Delivered at any
Railway Station in London.
RANSLEY TANTON, F.R.H.S., Seed Warehouses and Artificial

Manure Stores, Borough End, London Bridge. S.E.

LOAM for FRUIT and PLANT GROWING,
acknowledged to be the best in the countrj'. Applv to

RANSLEY TANTON, F.R.H.S., The Nursenei, Epsom, Surrey,
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" Look to your Grass Lands."

NOW IS THE TIME TO SOW

CARTER'S RENOVATING MIXTURE
FOR

RENEWING and IMPROVING OLD GRASS LANDS.

This Mixture is composed of those sorts of Permanent

Grass Seeds and Clovers that are best suited for Sowing

on Old Pastures or Meadows, and it will speedily improve

the quality and increase the produce. During the past

dry seasons we have supplied immense quantities of this

Mixture, and continue to receive the most gra,tifying

reports of its value in increasing both quantity and
quality of the Grass.

After carting the Hay, the land should receive two or

three turns of the hea\7 Harrows. The Renovating

Mixture should then be sown at the rate of 81b. to 12 lb.

per acre, according to the condition of the turf.

Price, per lb., lOd. ;
percwt., 86s.

EVIDENCE of QUALITY.

P'rom R. Wheeler, Esq., J'entnor, Julv iS, 1872.
" I had some of your Renovating Mixture last year, and it lias had

a most uonderful effect on a field which never before bore hall a crop

of Grass Several of my neighbours have wondered at the enormous
feed I have had all the sprintj, and I hope they will be mduced to

adopt tlie same means ot restoring their half-bare meadows."

CARTER'S
Early Nimble Six Weeks Turnip

Is the best for present sowing.

Price Is. per lb. Cheaper in quantity.

GLOUCESTER SHOW.
J. C. & Co. will Exhibit their Magnificent Collection of

PRIZE MEDAL SEEDS, ROOTS and GRASSES, at

the GLOUCESTERSHIRE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S SHOW, GLOUCESTER, JULY 31, 1872.

Orders received at their Stand,

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN AND

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
2^7 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Latest Improvements
IN

HEATING by HOT WATER.
rpHE IMPROVED
J- CONICAL BOILERS for

HEATING PINERIES, CONSER-
VATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
MANSIONS, HALLS, WARE-
HOUSES, S:c.

Solely Manufactured by
POLLARD, JEPHSON, AND CO.,

(late Bury & Pollard, Successors to

Jotin R. Peill, late Stephenson &
Peill.)

These BOILERS are adapted for

setting in Brickwork, or as shown in

sketch they require no Brickwork.

Price Lists free by post.

Bear Garden, New Park
Southwark, London, S.E.

H OT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials supplied for HEATING

iVate*- Bars.

Improved Conical.

HOTHOUSES,
CONSERVATORIES,

CHURCHES,
PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, &c.
H OT-W A T E R

PIPES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and
T Pieces, Syphons, and
tvcry other connection
kept in stock.WROUGHT and
CAST-IRON CONI-
CAL. SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONI-
CAL, also ELLIPTIC
BOILERS, from 24J.

eacb.

Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
with or without Water-bars, Irom 521, 6d. each,
CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand

for use without brickwork, from 60s. each.

Patent

THROTTLE
and otherVALVES,

FURNACE DOORS, BARS,
and

FURNACE WORK
of every description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS
for Pipe Joints ; Sockets re-
quire no other packing, and
arc perfectly water-tight.

wSf Tn Lo-Idon.""^
**"' manufacture, delivered at Railway or

LYNCH WIUTE, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground StreetLondon, S.E. (Surrey side of Blackfrlars ItridKc).
^^°""" =>"«t

Price List on application.

Elliptic Boiler.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c., from

Decay. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
" " ~ jQ THOMAS CHILD,

E.C.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply t<

anager, 39A, King William Street, London, I

TANNED NETTING, for Garden purposes.
Protecting Fruits Jrom Birds, &a Widths i, 2, 3, and 4 j-ards.

Price id. per square yard.

HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

TO BE SOLD. THREE WROUGHT - IRON
SADDLE BOILERS, of improved make, each 3 feet, 3 feel

6 inches, and 5 feet long, quite new, and tested by Hydraulic pressure
to 100 lb. to square inch—guaranteed. To be disposed of in conse-
quence of maker resigning business. Apply, by letter, to

X, Y. Z,, 5, Broughton Street, Culvert Road, Battersea, London, S.W

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

289, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IIVIPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock.

er TENDERS given for heating churches and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

St. Pancras Iron-work Company.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS' DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

OLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

Griffiths & Browett,
BRADFORD STREET, BIRMINGHAM, and 12, MOORGATE STREET, LONDON,

Sole Manufacturers of Vose's Patmt Hydropiilts,

BEG TO CALL THE ATTENTION OF THE PtJBLIC TO AN

IMPROVED HYDROPULT,
With Stirrup,

Price 35s. 6d. each,

A PORTABLE

FIRE ANNIHILATOR
' Which Ihey have recently

introduced.

The IMPROVED HYDROPULT
was the only Engine for throwing Water

by Hand Power that obtained a Prize

Medal at the Horticultural Show, Aston

Park, Birmingham, opened in Juno by

H.R.H. Prince Arthur.

It throws a continuous stream, is

worked with the greatest ease, and is

superior in all respects to any other

Machine of the kind hitherto in use for

Watering Gardens, &c.

With Circular Stand,

Price 31s. 6d. each.

Sold Wholesale at their Establishments in Birmingham and Lo7i(ivn, and Retail by all Respectable Ironmongtrs ; ,

and it may be seen in operation at 119, NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, VV, \

I
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CELERY COLLARS.—Immediate application is

necessary to insure orders being secured in timi- for this season's
g^TOwinp To be obtained from all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
Sole Makers, BLAKE and MAC K E N

Z

1 E, School Lane, Liverpool.

USS'lA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.'^
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.
JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shorcditch, London.

Arcbangel and Petersburg Mats.

J BLACKBURN and SONS, havins: just received
• a large consiRnment of NEW AKCHANGE^L and PETERS-

BURG XLVi'S at reduced prices, will forward Price List on appli-
cation. Samples to be seen at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.G.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Couscr\'atories, Entrance
Halls. &c. MAW AND CO., licnthall Works. Brosdey.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS,
RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &C.-TANNED NETTING for

Protectrng the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, Sec, a yards wide,
2d. per yard, or 100 yards, 20J ; 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or «;o yards.
30S. NkW TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above

,purposes, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, II- per yard ; ^4-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6a. per yard. Also

^
TIFFANY, Can be had in any quantity of

i
EATON andDELLER, ft & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge, E.G.

|

J
Perfection In Heatlnff.

G. S M E A T O N AND CO.,
. Horticultural Architects antt Builders, Hot-water

and Steam-heating Engineers,
71, Harwood Road,

Walham Green, F'ulham,
_ ,....„ „ London, S.W.
Consultations in all parts of the Kingdom.

Plans and Estimates gniis.
Efficiency in all branches guaranteed,

FOWLER'S PATENT" STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in everv

Agricultural County in England. '

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,
London, E,C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

BEARD'S PATENT METALLIC
WITH PERFECT SYSTEM OF VENTILATION.

NON-CONDUCTING GLASS HOUSES,

W. G. SMITH & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS (Successors to C. Beard), SOLE PROPRIETORS and MANUFACTURERS,

VICTOEIA WORKS, BUEY ST. EDMUND'S.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOTTSES, VINERIES, ORCHARD HOUSES, FERNERIES, AaUARITTMS, PITS
PROPAGATING HOUSES, MELON and ^CUCUMBER FRAMES, &c.

'

These Patent Houses possess many valuable advantages over wood houses. No putty is used in fixing the glass. They are quite portable, and can be readily taken
down and re-erected without damage or breakage of glass. They are much lighter, more ornamental in appearance, and last ten times longer than wood houses
consequently they are more economical in cost.

'

The First Prize was awarded at the Great Horticultural and Botanical Congress, South Kensington. iS66.
A First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticultural Show, Manchester, 1867.

|
Three First-class Certificates at the Royal Horticulti'iral Show, Bury St. Edmund's, 1867.

SPECIAL DESIGNS, CATALOGUES and ESTIMATES FURNISHED on APPLICATION. HEATING APPARATUS in all Us BRANCHES.

LONDON AGENTS: MESSRS. S. OWENS and CO., ENGINEERS, WHITEFRIARS, E.G.

Royal HortlctUtural Society's Show at Binulngliam, 1872.- -Awarded First Prize Medal for Portable Plant Preservers and Ground Vineries : also Silver Medal
for Garden Implements, &c.

W. S. BOULTON & CO., NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Improved, Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very Low Prices.

Only ike best materials used. Houses designed to suit any situation. Estimates given free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have pricefrom us before ordering elsewhen.
LadicB or Gentlemen Kquiring advice as to the Situation, Style, Dimensions, &c., of proposed Horticultural Buildings, waited upon in any part of England, Ireland, or Scotland.

A NEW CATALOGUE, containing Illustrations and particulars of Conservatories and Horticultural Buildings suited for every purpose, also Prices and Kstimates for upwards of 150 Houses of
various sizes, posted to any address on receipt of One Shilling in Stamps.

UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER. MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES.
Ail sizes (glazed with 21-ounce) ready for immediate delivery.

In introducing our Kew Pattern for 1872, we wish to point out that instead of having

to remove or slide loose glass every time it is necessary to attend to the plants, we attach

the glazed lights with hinges to he frame of each length, thereby doing away with the con-

tinual breakage of glass and loss of time inseparable from the use of the ordinary kind sent

out by other makers. Two men can instjintly remove a complete length 13 feet by 3 feet

wide, thus proving them to be really portable.

The first of this Improved kind was I.-.tely sent to Christopher Turner, Esq., Stoke,

Rochford, Grantham. His Gardener, Mr. I. Dell, wrote us the following Letter,

Unsolicited ^«

" Messrs. W. S. BouLTON & CO.
" Gentlemen,—I consider them the only Plant Preservers worthy of that name-

Ever\' one who has seen them is of the same opinion. I hope to have some more of them
hortiy. "Believe me, yours truly, Isaac Dell."

They »re made in the following sizes. One pair of ends is sufficient tor any number of

lengths, if set in a continuous row. In ordering state the number of ends required.

Carnage Paid to any Station within aoa miles of Norwich.

6 feet long by 2 feet wide
\ 2 feet long by 2 feet wide
6 feet long by 3 feet wide
12 feet long by 3 feet wide
6 feet long by 4 feet wide
12 feet long by 4 feet wide
12 feet long by 6 feet wide
Two-thirds allowed for Packing Materials when returned frea to our Works.

Wo cannot be btld responsible for damage in transit ; every care being taken ia packio£i
breakages are aeldom heard eu

Price.
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ImprOTement of Grass Lands.
GRASS LANDS DEFICIENT

of BOTTOM HERBAGE may
be GREATLY IMPROVED,
and a fine CLOSE SWARD
OBTAINED, by SOWING

SUTTONS' RENOVATING MIXTURE of fine

GE.ASSES and CLO\'ERS, after the Hay is carried, at the rate

of 12 lb. per acre. The seed should be harrowed in and well rolled

afterwards. Price lod. per lb., 86j. per cwt. 241b. and upwards
carriacc free to any Railway Station,

SUTTON AKD SONS, Seedsmen by Special Appointment to the

Queen and the Prince of Wales, Royal Berks Seed Establishment,
JReadinR'-

BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(rcRistered Trade Mark, "Flying Albatross"), is now ready for

delivery in quantity and in fine condition. The best Fertiliser yet

produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contains
21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Salts

of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor
Way, Mr. Ogston, Mr. Sibson.
Delivered m 2 cwt. bags, each of which Is secured by a leaden seal

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so
long as the seals remain unbroken.

BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, m, Billiter Street, E.G.

G I S H U R S
COMPOUND.

Red
Spider.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against

Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-

sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in

boxes, iJ., 3J. , and loi. 6d.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

Magni- CANDLE COMPANY
fied. (Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

»T1HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
J. (Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, m fine dry condition—
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE.forTop-Dressing.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITRO-PHOSPHATE
MANGEL, HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Bonar,

& Co.), NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &&
lib, Fcnchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

PATENT VERMIN ASPHYXIATOR.

DISINFECTOR. VAPORISER, and UNIVERSAL FUMI-
GATOR, for Destroying Rats and all Vermin in holes. For making
Rabbits desert their Burrows and lie out. For Preserving Meat and
Game in the larder (or when packed) from tendency to putrefaction.

For Fumigating Vines and Greenhouse Plants, and destroying noxious
Insects and Parasites. For Disinfecting Hospitals, Vessels, Rooms,
Bedding, Clothes^ &c. For Deodorising Drains, Sinks, &c. For
Vaporismg Chemical Compounds; and for preventing Loss of Life
from Foul Air in Wells, Vats, Tanks, &c. Price £2 5s.

Manufacturers: JOHN WATTS and CO., 6, Broad Weir, Bristol.

London Agents (where the Machine may be seen and explained)

:

Mr, PURDEY, Gun Manufacturer, jmI^, Oxford Street, W.
Mr. SCHOLL, Engineer, 41, Berwick Street, Soho, W.

Descriptive Circular, with Price List and full instructions, post free.

TROP^EOLUMS.
T. Thornton

Begs to offer this season, at very reduced prices,

THE SET OF FIVE SUPERB BEDDING TROPv^OLUMS,
Which was offered by him for the first time in 1871, and to which the public so generously responded.

The five distinct and beautiful varieties can now be tad for 5s.

See Gardener's Year Book for 1871, under the head of "New Flowers;" also in other Gardening Periodicals.

T. THORNTON, THE NURSERIES, HEATHERSIDE, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

NEV^ CHOICE FLO^^^ER SEEDS.

DowNiE, Laird, & Laing
HAVE THE PLEASURE OF OFFERING

THE FOLLOWING CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS
FOR PRESENT SOWING:

ANTIRRHINUM,—Extra choice ; saved from our magnificent col-

lection of the newest named flowers. 6rf., i5., and is. 6d per pkt.

CALCEOLARIA.—Hjrbridised ; saved from the superb flowers that

gained the First Prize at Kensington, ai. 6rf., 31. td., and 51. pkl.

CALCEOLARIA.—Hybridised; saved from the celebrated strain at

Dalkeith Palace, is. M-, as. 6i., and 3s. 6rf. per packet.

CINERARIA,—Extra choice; saved from an unequalled assortment

of named flowers, is. td., ii. 6d., and 31. 6d. per packet.

COLEUS, Golden.—Hybridised ; saved from our First Prize Crj'stal

Palace and Kensington Collections, is., is. 6d., and 2s. 6d. p. pkt.

CYCLAMEN.—Extra choice; saved from the Amateur's collection

who was first at Kensington, is. , as., and 3s. per packet.

HOLLYHOCK —Extra superb; saved from the most distinct of our
famous assortments of Prize flowers ; 12 colours. 5s. per collection.

HOLLYHOCK.—Extra fine; saved from the finest varieties of our
magnificent collection ; mixed, is., as. 6d., and 31. 6rf. per packet.

PANSY, Show.—Extra superb : saved from the most choice of our own
unrivalled Exhibition flowers, is., is. 6d., and as. 6d. per packet.

PANSY, Fancy.—Extra fine; saved from the most beautiful of our
admirable collection, 11., is. 6d. and 2s. 6d. per packet.

PENTSTEMON.—Most superb; saved from our own collection of
the choice varieties introduced last season. is., is. 6d., and
as. 6d. per packet.

PHLOX, Perennial.—Early and Late; saved from our magnificent pot
plants which have tatcen Prizes at Oxford, Kensington, and
Regent's Park, is. 6d., 2s. 6d., and 3J. 6d. per packet.

PRIMULA.—Fringed, Red and White ; saved from the finest strain
in cultivation, as. 6d. 31. 6d., and gs. per packet.

PRIMULA.—Fern-leaved, Red and White ; saved from a most mag-
nificent strain specially for ourselves, as. 6d., 3s. 6d., and 5s. pkt.

PYRETHRUM, Golden. —Very select; saved from a very deep
E:olden-colourcd strain of this popular bedder. (td., is., and
II, 6d. per packet.

STOCK, Intermediate.—Scarlet, Purple, and White ; saved from our
celebrated strain of these flowers, which rival the East Lothian
varieties, is., if. 6d., and 21. 6d. per packet,

SWEET WILLIAM.—Extra dark ; saved from Hunt's choice strain,
carefully selected and improved, 6d., is., and is, 6d. per packet.

WALLFLOWER.—Blood Red ; saved from a very pure strain ; com-
pact in growth, and very deep in colour, 6d, ana u. per packet.

Stamps 7nay be sent in payment. Packets forwarded Free by Post.

STANSTEAD PARK, FOREST HILL, LONDON, S.E. ; and at EDINBURGH,

TOP D R E SS I N G S.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA.
NITEATE OF SODA.

CABO GUANO.
KAINIT.

IN SEALED BAGS, WITH THE GUARANTEE RECOMMENDED BY THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION OF ENGLAND. Prices, &'c., forwarded on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO.,
CHEMICAL MANURE MANUFACTURERS, 20, BILLITER STREET, E.C.

Queen of Primroses.

PRIMULA JAPONICA. at reduced prices.

Nice little plants, 3J. dd. each.

Fine strong plants, los. td. each.

Special quotations by the dozen, hundred, or thousand.

Seed of PRIMULA JAPONICA, that will be quite sure to ger-

minate, of Mr. W. B.'s own saving, is. 6^. and as. (>d. per packet.

WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea. London. S,W.

For Autumn Sowing.

GRASS SEEDS
FOR ALL SOILS.

CARRIAGE FREE.
Prices and full particulars on application.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Readinjj.

Q UTTONS' CHOICE NEW^ FLOWERSEEDSforPRESENT
SOWING, saved from choicest

strains.

SUTTONS' SUPERB PRIMULA FIMBRIATA—This has been
most carefully selected from the best flowers, remarkable for their
richness of colour and fine form. Price 2s. 6<^. per packet.
Dobson's, Williams', and other strains can be supplied at the adver-

tised prices ; and mixed varieties at is. M. per packet.
SUTTONS' SUPERB CINERARIA.—This will be found un-

equalled by any in cultivation, the seed having been saved from the
finest named varieties only. Price is. 6d. and as, 6d. per packet.
Dobsons' and other strams can be supplied at the advertised prices.

SUTTONS' SUPERB CALCEOLARIA.~Our slock of this

favourite greenhouse flower has been saved from the finest strains
only. Price as. 6d. per packet.
Dobson's, James', Thompson's, and other strains can be supplied at

the advertised prices.

Complete particulars of other choice FLOWER SEEDS for present
sowing, with Instructions on Cultivation, gratis and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by appointment to the Queen and
Prince of Wales, Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

CHOICE CALCEOLARIA,

CINERARIA, AND PRIMULA,
FOR PRESENT SOWING.

Calceolaria.

JAMES'S INTERNATIONAL PRIZE (see Illustra-

tion), 2J. 6d. per packet.

Finest Hybrid Spotted, is. W. and 2J, bd. per packet.

Cineraria.
JAMES'S PRIZE CINERARIA. 2J. 6if. per packet.

CINERARIA, choice mixed, saved from a splendid collection of

named varieties, is. W. and 2s. td. per packet.

Primula (Fern-leaved).
Per packet.—J. d.

PRIMULA, choicest Fern-leaved, carmine 26
„ „ „ white a 6

„ FIMBRIATA, Fern-leaved {New Scarlet). This
is a decided novelty .. .. .. .. ..36

Primula (choicest fringed).
Per packet.—*, rf-

PRIMULA, choicest dark carmine, fringed a 6

„ „ new scarlet a 6

,, „ rose, fringed 26
„ ,, white, fringed a ti

„ „ mixed, fringed is. W. and a 6

JAMES CARTER & CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN AND

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OK WALES,
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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Notewortliy Hortlculturista and Botanists.

NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of
NOTEWORTHY HORTICLILTURISTS and BOTANISTS

is beinj' published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The followinp have already
appeared, and separate Copies (price W. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, vii. :

—

Dr. Hooker, C.B,. F.R.S.
W.Wilson Saunders, F.RS.
Rev. ^L J. BERKEi^y, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne.
G. F. Wilson. F.R.S.
Dr. Moore, ofGlasnevin.
Professor KeichenbacH.
Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.

E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.
James McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL,D.
James Bate.man, F.R.S.
Berthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.
Hon. Marshall P. Wilder.
John Gibson.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellinirton Street,
Covent Garden, W.C.

SATURDAY, JULY 27, 1872.
*

WE need not stay to point out the benefits
which result from the encouragement of

Window Gardening, among the poorer inhabit-
ants of large towns especially. They are readily
seen and generally acknowledged. At this season
of the year, however, when exhibitions of window
gardening are being held, it may be useful to
refer to an excellent pamphlet on the subject,
from the pen of i\Ir. J. C. NiVEN, the energetic
curator of the Hull Botanic Garden, containing
instructions for the culture of window plants, and
which has been issued by the society for pro-
moting window gardening amongst the working
classes in Hull. The general distribution of trust-
worthy information of this kind would be a great
boon to the class of persons more immediately
concerned. One or two of Mr. Niven'S sugges-
tions may, however, be usefully commented on
for the general good.

In the first place it is no doubt perfectly true,
as is here pointed out, that the residents in
densely populated towns have no greater diffi-

culty to meet in connection with this matter,
than the procuring of good soil suitable for the
culture of pot plants. The sweet and genial
character of the soil is indeed a most important
element towards success, and Mr. Niven well
describes its too frequent substitute as "sour
black material," the result of a mining operation
beneath the cobble-stones of a back yard, where
it has lain for years deluged by impure water,
and unsweetened by the corrective influence of
the atmosphere. A worse material, he very truly
adds, could not be found. Mr. NiVEN's sugges-
tion for overcoming this evil is thoroughly prac-
tical and practicable, and deserves the serious
consideration of those who have the management
of societies of this kind. If, he says, there is one
thingmorethan another in connection with window
gardening which societies founded for its advance-
ment should look to, it is this of providing a
suitable compost, by " devoting a small portion
of their funds to the preparation of such com-
post," distributing the same at depots, where it

would be readily obtainable by those who possess
plants. " This would be a boon as highly appre-
ciated as the distribution of plants in the autumn,
because such plants are new acquaintances,
whereas those that are pining for lack of proper
soil have each its history." We endorse every
word of this.

Then Mr. Niven has a word to say as regards
the distribution of plants, a matter over which,
in regard to our London parks and public
gardens, a much greater fuss is generally made
than the plants are worth when distributed.
Even in Hull, where it seems the distribution
has been much more sensibly effected than, we
believe, was ever the case in the metropolis, the
result has not been encouraging. We quote
what Mr. Niven says on the subject :—

" A few years ago, and for three successive seasons, an
important part of the lands of the Window Garden
Society was devoted to the distribution of those plants
which had done duty, during the suminer and autumn, in
the flower gardens in and adjacent to Hull. These plants
were carefully potted and distributed, but as a general
rule they were not given until alter the frost had not only
tarnished their beauty but seriously affected their vitality.
Can the result be considered satisfactory when, out of
every four plants so obtained and distributed, perhaps but
one lived to present its thank-offering of flowers in return
for the care and attention bestowed on the whole four
through along winter? In many instances not even one
sunived."

And the remedy ? Here it is—plain, sensible,
and again both practical and practicable ;

—

" The suggestion that I would venture to offer is this :

that those who have facilities should ask their gardeners
to prepare a few plants ipeciailv for dhlribiitiou. and
grow them in what are known as 4-inch pots. Plants thus
grown, and well matured in the autumn by free exposure
to the sun, would be so valuable for window culture, that,

judging by my own experience, I would rather have one
plant thus prepared than half a dozen of the plants taken
up out of the flower garden. Docs your g.ardener object
to aid in this good work, on the plea that it involves for
him extra labour ! I trust not ; for were it so, I should
blush for the honour of the profession to which I belong.
No

!
the lover of plants, if he be a true lover, will rise

superior to a narrow-minded objection such as this, and
will be only loo ready to assist, by all possible means, all

those who have a love of flowers within them, and not
only that, but to call that love into active exercise, where,
from want of opportunity, it has hitherto lain torpid and
undeveloped."

The plants best adapted for window culture,
according to Mr. NlVEN'Sexperience,are:—Pelar-
goniums, scarlet and other varieties, variegated,
gold .and silver ; Petunias, Fuchsias, Cupheas,
Echeverias, Aloes, Cacti, Vallota (Scarboro'
Lily), Pteris serrulata. Hydrangeas, Plectran-
thus (Nettle-leaved Geraniums), Chinese Prim-
roses, Calceolarias, Cinerarias ; and, for suspended
baskets, Mother of Thousands, Wandering Jew,
with its prettily-marked leaves, Lobelias, some
of the trailing Campanulas or Bell-flowers,
" Rat-tailed Cactus," Ice plants, Isolepis, Gazania,
Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, and finally, Ivy itself.

The Government has hardly done wisely to
postpone the public consideration of the manage-
ment of the Royal Gardens, Kew, and the
alleged misconduct of the First Commis-
sioner of Works. For many months this matter
has been under the notice of the Cabinet, and
the main facts have been known to them, and
instead of facing the difficulty properly by
instituting rigid inquiries, they have dilly-

dallied about the matter till those who were best
acquainted w-ith the circumstances have become
thoroughly disgusted. When at length the case
does come on for discussion, the shuffling policy
of the Government will tend to embitter many
who would wish to approach the matter in the
most unprejudiced frame of mind. During all

these weary months the public interests must
have suffered from the needless prolongation of
this controversy. We are still in the dark as
to the line of defence which Mr. Ayrton
will take, but even supposing that he may be
able to put his finger on some weak point or
points in the statements of the memorialists

—

even assuming, for the sake of argument, that the
management of the garden is positively bad, the
main principle at issue will be unaffected. That
principle is, we repeat, this—that the director of
a public garden, who is responsible for the well-
being of the plants cultivated under his direction,
should also be held responsible for the heating
apparatus required for that purpose. That is

the main issue, and we do iiot see how any one
can wriggle out of it. The horticultural and
botanical world has seized this point at once, as
might have been expected ; the outside public
has, not unnaturally, contrasted the established
reputation of the Director with the obvious
ignorance and incompetence of the Minister.

No one, so far as we know, has ever ventured
to say one word against the principle that the
Director should, as a general rule, be subordi-
nate to the Minister. Every one is as fully

impressed as the Echo itself, that Ministerial
authority is a matter even of " greater conse-
quence than Dr. Hooker's rule in Kew Gar-
dens." It is precisely because Ministerial
authority is asserted to have been so grossly
travestied in this case, that we and others have
protested. We do not know all the facts of
the case doubtless, but those we do know from
the perusal of the official documents already
made

'
public, show, beyond a doubt, that the

Minister in this case is utterly incompetent to
supervise such an establishment as Kew, that he
started out, on his career with a sneer at artists,

sculptors, gardeners, and the like, and that his
course of action can only be characterised as
injurious, offensive, and mean to an extent
almost beyond belief.

No explanations, however much they may
serve to modify some details, and to put a dif-

ferent complexion upon others, cannot affect the
general statement. Let us suppose that Mr.
Ayrton was strictly in order in taking the
Curator from Kew, and employing him in Hyde
Park, that in so doing he did only what he had
a perfect right to do, we may ask any gardener
whether it was a wise or prudent step, such as
one who had a proper knowledge of what he was
about would direct to be done. Again, looking
to the underhand shuffling way in which it was
done, need we ask if such a way of doing business
is consistent with the habits of administrators,
or is in accordance with the ordinary practice

of gentlemen ? At present we have only an
ex parte statement as to these points, but it

must be remembered that Mr. A^R•l6N has had
many months in which to repudiate them had
they been false

; and if he does so now, the force
of his statements will be very materially im-
paired by his previous reticence.

It is not for us to defend the heating apparatus
at Kew, or to be the champions of the new
buildings there. Those are points on which we
do not care to enter at the present stage, but we
do think it ought to be known that the opinion
of some thirty or forty of the best gardeners of
the country was obtained as to the best form of
boiler to be adopted ; that a commission, com-
posed of Dr. Percy and Messrs. W. Ingram and
Eyles, was also consulted on this matter, and
also as to the propriety of removing a number of
old isolated houses, and substituting for them a
new range ; and that whatever action has
been taken in these matters, has been
in accordance with the information and
recommendation so obtained. It is hardly
necessary to add, by the way, that the Com-
mission just alluded to, and of which neither the
Director nor Curator were members, specially
.idvised the very point we are now contending
for—that the Director should have the complete
control over the heating apparatus. The con-
struction of the new buildings and the heating
apparatus was, we believe, tendered for in public
competition, the tender, of course, being accepted
by the Board of Works. The removal of the
old houses has, we believe, resulted in a con-
siderable saving of annual expenditure, though
we must, for our own part, regret their loss,

as in some cases the old houses, faulty as they
were, and obviously more expensive in the
working, were yet better adapted for the cul-

tivation of certain classes of plants than those
now in use.

The following extract from the Pall Mall
Gazette will show what is the true state of the
case from the economic point of view. Here,
again, we are disposed to lament, rather than
rejoice, over the curtailed expenditure, for while
we should never uphold extravagance, we should
like to see the usefulness of Kew extended by a
judicious and liberal expenditure. Quoting a
statement in the Daily Telegraph the Pall Mall
Gazette says :

—

" ' Mr. Ayrton may have felt that the Kew estimates,
swollen to a tropical luxuriance of arborescence, needed a
judicial application of the Spring Gardens [? Whitehall]
pruning knife.' In case Mr. AVRTON may be incline! to
adopt this singular line of apology, we beg leave to
draw the attention of members of the House of Com-
mons to the following statement (extracted from the
parliamentary papers) of the Kew estimates for the last

ten years :

—

Year ending
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smid, Bart., M.P. ; Colonel Piatt; G. J. Symons,

Esq. ; Lord Alfred Hervey, V.P. ; Hon. H. M. Best,

W. F. Low, Esq. ; E. H. Sheppard, Esq. ; Sir

C. Wheatstone, F.R.S. ; and the Secretary,_ W.
Sowerby, Esq.—it was moved by the Marquis of

Bristol, seconded by Colonel Platt, and unani-

mously resolved

—

' That the Council of the Royal Botanic Society of

London desire to express their deep sympathy with Dr.

Hooker in his present position as Director of ilie Royal

Gardens at Kew, and they earnestly hope that nothing

that has hitherto occurred will induce him to resign an

office which he has filled with such advantage to the

country, and with so much honour to himself.

"

The Secretary was directed to forward a copy of the

above resolution to Dr. Hooker. Moved by Sir

C. Wheatstone, seconded by Mr. E. H. Sheppard,

and unanimously resolved

—

"That the Council of the Royal Botanic Society of

London, having the fullest confidence in Dr. Hooker as

the Director of the Royal Gardens at Kew, venture to

express their hope that Mr. Gladstone will give his

personal attention to the important object of preventing

the pubhc from being deprived of Dr. Hooker's invalu-

able services. His scientific attainments and practical

knowledge, as evinced in his directorate, have been of the

highest order, and the Council of the Royal Botanic

Society would therefore learn with great regret that any

steps had been taken calculated to endanger the connec-

tion of Dr. Hooker with the Royal Gardens at Kew,
or his control in scientific matters connected with his

office."

The Secretary was directed to forward copies of the

above resolution to the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone,
M.P., and to the Earl of Derby, and Sir John Lub-
bock, Bart., M.P.

The Memorial addressed by a Cojimittee

of Botanists and Horticulturists to Mr. Glad-
stone in reference to the management of the Royal
Gardens, Kew, has, we are glad to find, been

endorsed by the Press of all shades of politics. Many
gentlemen who, from the unavoidable shortness of the

notice given, and the necessity for instant action, were

unable to be present, have written to express their

approbation of the general principle laid down, that

the Director of a public garden responsible for the

proper cultivation of plants should have full control

over the heating apparatus required for that purpose.

Among them we may mention T. Thomson, M. D.,

F.R.S. , late Superintendent of the Calcutta Botanic

Garden; J. Miers, F.R.S., Dr. Brandis, F.L.S.,

Inspector-General of Forests to the Government of

India ; Daniel Hanbury, Esq., F.R.S. ; W. G. Smith,

F.L.S. ; H. Cannell ; B. S. Williams ; Robert Bullen,

Curator, Royal Botanic Garden, Glasgow ; J. Reay
Greene, B.A., M.D., Professor of Natural History,

Queen's College, Cork ; C. C. Babington, M. A. , F. R. S.

,

Professor of Botany in the University of Cam-
bridge; F. Currey, M.A., F.R.S., Secretary to the

Linnean Society of London ; R. O. Cunningham,

M.D., Professor of Natural History, Queen's College,

Belfast; J. E. Howard, F.L.S. ; D. T. Fish. Although

the Memorial in question has been already presented,

and its receipt acknowledged, it is yet desirable, in

view of possible ulterior proceedings as regards the

management of Kew, that those botanists and horti-

culturists who have not already done so, and who agree

to the general principle above expressed—or, as a

facetious friend puts it, "shall the coachman have

the whip or only the reins?"—should communicate
•without delay with Dr. Maxwell T. Masters,

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

In addition to the memorial of the Royal
Botanic Society, above alluded to, relating to the

Management of the Royal Gardens, Kew, we
understand that similar representations have been sent

to Mr. Gladstone from the Royal Society of Edin-

burgh, signed by the venerable President, Sir Robert
Christison ; from the Meteorological Society, and
from the West India Committee, dated Billiter Square.

The latter is specially important, dealing as it does

with the question of the benefits which have accrued to

the West India colonies from the exertions of Dr.
Hooker and his predecessors in increasing the resources

of those countries.

- There is now to be seen in the great conserva-

tory of the Royal Horticultural Society at Kensington

a magnificent pair of American Aloes (Agave) in

bloom, and probably such a match has seldom or never

been seen in this country.

. We have received from Messrs. P. Lawson
& Son ilowers of the Clematis Lawsoniana, raised

by Mr. Anderson-Henry, along with one or two
others they are now sending out. These varieties were
bred between C. Fortune! and C. lanuginosa. That
now before us has much the aspect of the latter parent,
in its trifoliate leaves, with cordate leaflets, its woolly
buds, and its large llatly-expanded flowers, which are
of a deep mauve, or rather a purplish-mauve tint when
fully expanded, and darker, with a reddish or plum-
coloured tint when partly open ; they are well-formed
and of large size, an exceptional bloom having, as we
learn from Mr. Anderson-Henry, measured 94 inches
across. The original plants, growing on the back wall
ofMr. Anderson-Henry's greenhouse, we learn, came

into flower about August, continuing till late in winter

;

but Mr. Syme informs us that, now that the plants have

been made amenable to general cultivation, they are

found to flower earlier. It is a very fine Clematis.

We hear that there was a fine display of Roses
at the exhibition recently held in the Botanic Gardens
Glasgow, and in addition thereto a tasteful display

of many beautiful plants from the stoves and green-

houses of the Botanic Gardens, including some re-

markably fine Tree Ferns.

Mr. A. Johnston's Bill for the Pro-
tection of Wild Birds during the breeding

season, which has now been read a third time

in the House of Commons, it appears did not

have an entirely smooth passage through the

Select Committee to which it was referred by the

House of Commons. It was resolved to specify

the birds to be protected. On the hedge sparrow
being proposed for insertion in the list, there was a

division and a tie, and the bird got in only by the

chairman then voting. The same thing occurred

with the whinchat. The thrush was proposed for

admission upon the list by Mr. Maguire, but was
thrown out by a vote of nine against six. The plea of

the skylark has been rejected by the House itself.

However, 78 kinds of wild birds have been put in the

schedule for protection. Four members divided against

the owl, but 14 voted for placing it in the list.

The valuable collection of Orchids, formed
with great care and judgment by the late Rev. W.
Ellis, of Hoddesdon, was sold, without reserve, by
Mr. J. C. Stevens, on July 19 and 20. The total

amount realised was between ;r{^5oo ^"d ^600. Fine

plants of Aerides Schroderi and Dendrobium Falconeri

fetched the highest prices—;^I2 each. Mr. Stevens
also sold on the 19th inst. a parcel of seeds of that rare

and beautiful greenhouse shrub, Lisianthus princeps,

which fetched ^17 17^.

Mr. Glaisher remarks on the State of the

Weather during the week ending July 20 :—In the

vicinity of London the reading of the barometer, at

sea level, at the beginning of the week, was about

29. S inches. A general increase, though to a small

amount, and frequently broken by small oscillations,

was recorded till the morning of the 20th, when
the value registered was 30. i inches. By the end
of the week a slight decrease had occurred. The
highest temperatures by day varied from 84°, nearly,

on the 20th, to 634" on the 15th, and the lowest at

night from 54° on the 20th to 47° on the i8th. The
mean daily temperatures and their departure from the

average were as follows:— 14th, 6o°.8, — i°.7J 15th,

55°.9, —6°.6; i6th, 62°.6, -fo°.2; 17th, 57°.?, —4°.5;

iSth, 59°. 5,— 2°.4; 19th, 64°. 6, -1-3°; 20th, 69°, +^°.6.

On the 20th, the highest reading of a thermometer
placed in the sun's rays was 156^", and on the

1 8th the lowest of one placed on the grass was 38°.

Northerly directions of the wind predominated on the

first four days of the week, but southerly and westerly

wind prevailed during the last three. The pressures

throughout were very light, and at times the air was
almost calm, the mean daily horizontal movement in

but two days exceeding 200 miles. The sky was gene-

rally cloudy on the 15th, J7th, iSth, and 19th, but on the

remaining days the sky was cloudless at times, and the

weather very fine. Rain fell on the 14th, 15th, and

i8Lh, but to small amounts ; the amount collected

being o. 16 inch. Auroral light was observed on the

evening of the 19th, and a small magnetic disturbance

was registered. During the time of the showers of

rain on the iSth, strong electricity (principally

positive) with sparks and galvanic current, was mani-

fested, but with this exception, the absence of elec-

tricity was very remarkable throughout the week.

In England the highest temperatures observed by
day ranged between 84° at Blackheath and 70° at

Newcastle-on-Tyne, with a general average over the

country of 76!". The lowest temperatures observed

by night varied from 52^° at Manchester to 42" at

Norwich nearly, the general average being 47f°.
The range of temperature in the week varied from

38.1° at Norwich to 22° at Newcastle-on-Tyne. The
mean high day temperatures ranged from 75:^° at Ports-

mouth, to 66° at Newcastle-on-Tyne, and the mean
low night temperatures between 54° at Liverpool and
484° at Newcastle-on-Tyne. The mean temperature

for the week was 59.') °, the highest being at Portsmouth

and Blackheath, 614^ nearly, and the lowest at New-
castle-on-Tyne, 55^°. The rainfall over the country

was very small, being a contrast to the heavy falls of

last week, and no thunderstorms appear to have

occurred. The greatest fall of rain was i\ inch at

Leeds ; at Liverpool no rain fell, and at Wolverhamp-
ton and Eccles the amount was very small. The
average fall was about three-tenths of an inch.

In Scotland the highest temperatures by day varied

between 74° at Paisley and 654° at Aberdeen, and

the lowest temperatures at night from 49° at Greenock

to 42^" at Paisley, their respective averages being 71°

and 444°. The higliest mean temperature was 57:1 at

Greenock, and the lowest 53!°, the general average

being 564° nearly. The rainfall was light, the greatest

amount measured being two-tenths of an inch at Leith,

and at Paisley and Greenock no rain fell ; the average

over the country was but six-hundredths of an inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 80" nearly,

the lowest temperature 41°, the mean temperature

6oJ°. No rain fell.

. M. Alphonse De Candolle has lately

favoured us with a very interesting report of some ex-

periments made by him with reference to the possibility

of Acclimatising Plants, a subject often discussed

in our columns. With a view of putting the matter to

the test of practical experiment, M. De Candolle
procured from various widely distant localities seeds of

the same species of plant, sowed them all at the same

time, and, as nearly as could be, under the same con-

ditions. Owing to various circumstances, which need

not be here detailed, only three of the species observed

gave trustworthy results, those were the common
Groundsel, Senecio vulgaris. Sisymbrium officinale,

and the White Clover, Trifolium repens. Seeds of

these three plants were obtained in 186S from Edin-

burgh, Moscow, MontpeUier, and Palermo. It is

probable that the plants that yielded the seeds in

question were the descendants of others that had

lived in the same locality, or at least under similar

climatal conditions for many years. In May, 1869, the

Groundsel seeds from the four localities above men-

tioned were sown at Geneva. On the 27th the seedlings

were all developed, those from Edinburgh and Moscow
being slightly in arrear of the others. Tlie Edinburgh

plants began to open their flowers on July 5, those from

Moscow and MontpeUier on the Sth, the Palermo con-

tingent later. On August 4 the Edinburgh and Mos-

cow plants had numerous ripe seeds, those from

MontpeUier fewer, and those from Palermo one only.

Hence, then, the seedlings of northern origin were the

earliest, and those from Palermo the latest, in point of

development. Seeds of Sisymbrium oflicinale came up

rather irregularly at Geneva ; but a second lot sown at

Florence, October i, 1S69, gave the foUoNving results :

—The Edinburgh seeds, as also those from Palermo,

appeared above ground on the 6th day after sowing,

those from Moscow on the 9th, and those from Khar-

koB'on the nth. Counting from the period when the

seedlings were first observed above ground, the plants

from Kharkoff were 141 days before flowers were ob-

served ; those from Edinburgh and Palermo were

151 days, and those from Moscow 156 days. As
to Trifolium repens the seeds were sown at

Geneva on May 22; on the 28th the seedlings

from the Palermo plant had made their appearance,

those from Moscow being about 24 hours later. In

course of growth the Palermo seedlings became

vigorous and free-growing, while those from Moscow
were stunted in their growth. A repetition of the

experiment led to similar results, and proved the

existence of two varieties, doubtless with diflerent

physiological properties. Thus, then, the Senecio

from all localities produced the same form, but those

from the North were earlier as to flowering and matura-

tion than the rest ; the Sisymbrium showed singular

variability in the time of its flowering, &c., those from

Kharkoff even being diflerent from those derived from

Moscow. Lastly, the Clover showed variations in

vigour, and the northern plants were a little behind the

rest as to the time of flowering. The influence of

climate, therefore, varies in the case of different species.

Seeds from the Groundsel grown at Geneva as above

related, were sown at Florence in October, 1869 ; these

were therefore seeds of the second generation ; the dates

of germination and of flowering are given as follows :

—

The seedlings originally from Moscow appeared on

October 5, 1869, and flowered on February 8, 1870 ;

those from Edinburgh appeared on October 20, and

flowered on February 20 following. The correspond-

ing dates in the case of the plants from MontpeUier

were October 30 and February 14, and from Palermo,

October 22 and March 24. The period of germi-

nation in these four sets then was much less uniform in

duration than in the first generation of seedlings. The
seedlings of Moscow ancestry germinated at Florence

much more rapidly than the others, and also produced

flowers earlier. Dating from the period of sowing to

that of flowering the plants from Moscow occupied

131 days; those from MontpeUier, 137; from Edin-

burgh, 143, and from Palermo, 153 days. Datmg

from the period of germination to that of flowermg the

MontpeUier plants took 107 days ; those from Edin-

burgh, 124 ; fromMoscow, 127 ; fromPalermo, I3ldays.

Thus in the second generation, and in the winter

season, the Groundsel originally derived from Palermo

retained a tendency to grow slowly, and those from

Moscow more quickly. From these experiments—

avowedly very incomplete—M. De Candolle draws

the conclusion that species comport themselves differ-

ently with reference to temperature according as the

seeds are of northern or of southern origin. Neverthe-

less, similar variations occur among individuals of the

same species derived from the same or neighbouring

spots, and, moreover, that the diflerences are often

hereditary. It is obvious that M. De Candolle's
experiments were much too limited to afford any but

the most general of conclusions. We should have

been glad to have seen a comparison of the behaviour

of seedlings of the same species sown at Geneva or

Florence, side by side with those of foreign origin.

We suspect that, had a sufficient number of native

plants been watched under similar circumstances,

the variations in individuals would have proved

as striking as any that manifested itself among the
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plants grown from widely different localities. At least,

this is the impression derived from watching the exten-

sive series of experiments, and carried on over two
years at Chlswick. In any case, the experiments

require to be repeated over and over again to afford

safe conclusions. Our nurserymen who sow largely

might contribute some very useful information on this

point, as witness the long discussions some years back

in our columns as to the superiority or the reverse of

the seeds of home-grown Conifers as compared with

those of foreign origin. The observations of Mr.
Meehan also, on the differences in the vegetation of

American as contrasted with European species of the

same genus, are also noteworthy with reference to this

point.

A Correspondent at "Weston-super-Mare for-

wards us ripe Fruit of Garrya elliptica. We
have had specimens before from the neighbourhood of

Bath, but the occurrence is certainly rare.

• We are requested to publish the following

correspondence relating to the late Trial of Boilers
at Birmingham :

—

From Cannell to Hallam.
"Woolwich, S.E., July 18, 1S72.

" Dear Sir,— I should be extremely obliged if you would
kindly say whether any heed or redress would be taken
into consideration by the local committee of any injustice

that any of the boiler competitors have been subjected to.

If so, I should like to bring a few facts under their notice,

as I feel certain that thorough justice is anxiously desired

by all concerned.—Yours truly, H. CANNELL.
"Mr. B. A. Hallam, Sec."

From Cannell to Hallam.
" Woolwich, S.E., July 19, 1872.

" Sir.—The enclosed is a copy of letter just received

from Mr. Mee, wliich I beg, with this, you will lay before

the local committee : and although he has a medal
awarded him for merits combined in my circulator, yet he
is dissatisfied, and I must beg of you as gentlemen to

withhold this gold medal until there has been a thorough
investigation of the whole matter. I, therefore, protestin

the strongest possible terms against this medal being

awarded to Messrs. Hartley & Sugden.
"Copies of enclosed and all other communications

for\varded to the Council of Royal Horticultural Society,

and Editors of the Gardeners' Chronicle, Journal of
Horticulture, Gardeners Magazine, zxi6. the Garden-.—
I am, sir, your obedient servant,

" Mr. B. A. Hallam." " Henry Cannell.

From Mee to Cannell.
"Smithdown Road, Liverpool, July 18, 1872.

* To Mr. Cannell.
"Dear Sir,— I daresay you have heard by this who

has got the gold medal, and will be able to judge for

yourself if it has been fairly awarded. I cannot possibly

see what points Hartley & Sugden have gained to entitle

them to it, unless it is the friendship of the principal

judge. They started, as you are aware, on June 26,

agamst Dennis for soo feet, audit was, as you remember.
a dead failure. That ought to have settled them ; but no,

they are allowed to bring forward their brickwork

15 inches, to get new doors, new deadplates and flue

frames from Mr. H.a,ssall, the judge, and allowed to

go on again on July 3 for 500 feet, until Mr.
Harlow and others complained against a boiler

entered for 1000 feet being allowed to compete
for 500 feet ; they then stepped, but were allowed to

go on again next morning for 1000 feet. I consider

it very unfair all throughout. You were not allowed to go
on again, although you had such wretched days for your
trials. There is another thing, and that alone should have
disquahfied them from starting at all. Their boiler, it

appears, weighs 9 cwt. 3 qr. ; the cost of that class of

boiler is 6d. to 6hd. per pound, independent of sockets or

anything else ; that would come to ^^29—their price in

the show catalogue is £1$ 10s. I received a small

pamphlet of rules and regulations before the show, I dare-

say you got one. One rule says, ' Any exhibitor entering

an article for less than its value will not be allowed to

compete for a prize." That is clearly so in this case. I

enclose small sketch of their boiler, so that you can get

the price of it if you like. The measurements are correct.

I took them when the boiler was stripped. We ought all

to raise a protest against the award.—Yours truly,

(Signed), " F.
J.

Mee."

M. Delpino, in a recent publication, alludes

to the Fertilisation of Taxus and Cupressus. It

appears that a drop of clear mucilage is exuded from
the orifice at the top of the ovule of these plants. The
pollen grains fall into this mucilage, which is forth-

with absorbed by the ovule, together with the pollen-

tubes, and penetrates into the interior. Vaucher, as

indicated by M. A. De Candolle, long since pointed

out the phenomenon in question. It is extraordinary

how little is now known of this valuable work of

Vaucher in this country. His Hiitoire Pkysiologique

des Plaiites d^Europe contains a vast amount of informa-

tion of a most important character.

We have received from Mr. J. ScHOTT
Cousens specimens of a charmingly variegated variety

of Lamium album, the leaves of which are elegantly

striped with creamy-white, with a blotching of the

same colour here and there superadded. The variega-

tion is, we believe, constant, though, of course,

variable in different leaves. Mr. CousENS found it at

Amwell Marshes in Hertfordshire last year ; and as

the plant is again variegated this season, it would seem
that the sport has become fixed. The plant is

described as very much [resembling a Coleus in its

habit of growth. It will be quite an acquisition

amongst hardy variegated perennials.

New Garden Plants.
EuLOPHiA scripta, Lindl. Orchid.^ 182.

Pscudobulbis magnis oblongo-fusiformibus Catnsetoideis
;
pedun-

culo c.x inia basi superiie putchra paniculato ; bracteis tri-

angulis minutis ; sepalis ligulatis obtuse aculis ; lepalis oblongis
obtusis ; labelii untjue ima basi columnBe adnato, dciii trifido ;

laciiiiis lateralibus linearifalcatis acutis ; lacinia media obtongo
biloba crispula ; callo sellseformi apice emarginato in fiindo

lacinia; media: ; papulis ramentaceis pluribus antice ; calcari

cylindraceo filiformi acuto perbrevi ; columna arcuata, basi

buccata : anthera depresso conica ; poUiniis oblongis, postice

basi Bssis ; caudicula obtusangula, caudicula retusa transversa.—Limodorum scriptunt, Thouars, Afr. H. 46, 47 ; A, Rich,
Orch. lies dc France et de Bourbon, 48 (excl. synonymis !)

The numerous importations of the West African

E. lurida (Lindl.) to England have not much
gratified amateurs with the rich genus Eulophia.

It is decidedly a very interesting fact, that the old and
pretty well-known {viz., in herbaria !) Eulophia scripta,

has now reached the shore of England from Madagas-
car. I only know of its having once flowered with
M. Pescatore at La Calle de Saint Cloud. It has
bulbs like that of E. lurida, or like a Catasetum,
according to a sketch I have at hand, kindly sent by
the happy possessor. The flowers appear in a wide
panicle. They are just the size of those of Epiden-
drum odoratissimum (Lindl.), green, painted with

brown spots inside. The lip is more yellow,

with some purplish-brown spots, and a little thin

yellow spur. The plant resembles very much an

Ansellia, or a Grammatophyllum, and comes from

Madagascar and the adjacent islands, I was exceed-

ingly pleased to see this old plant the first time

alive, sent (end of May) by W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.,

from his rich collection. H. G. Rchb. f.

LiPARIS Saundersiana, n. sp.

Miniita, similis Liparidi Wendlandi ;
pseudobulbo ovato ; foliis

carnosulis geminis supra vaginam cordato oblongis acutis

;

pedunculo longiori trigono ; racemo paucifloro, bracteis tri-

angulis angustis herbaceis ovaria pedicellata iion Eequantibus
;

sepalis triangulo ligulatis, summo trinervi, laleralibus uni-

nerviis ; tepalis lineari-filiformibus uninerviis ; labello basi juxta
columnam sagittate oblongo apiculato seu obtuso, citlato seu
eciliato; columna apice ampliata.

Quite a little gem, mimicingan Australian Cyrtostylis,

with shining cordate, oblong acute, short leaves, and
a peduncle not more than 2 inches high, violaceous,

with sharp greenish edges. The flowers have greenish

sepals, and atroviolaceous petals and lip and column.

It is highly curious to see such a striking novelty coming
from the old well-known island of Jamaica ; and yet it

is such a small thing, that, if it was scarce at its place,

one would not be entitled to wonder if it had been
d iscovered somewhere in Europe, at some locality

distant from railways and highways. The plant is

quite in the shape of what I call " Saundersian," and
it was just impossible not to combine it with the highly

regarded name of the happy possessor of Saundersia

and Costiopsis, and so many other good things. H. G.

Rchb.f.

Catasetum scurra, n. sp.

" Pscudobulbis ovatis acutis uni-sesquipolUcaribus :
" racemo

deflexo paucifloro
;

perigonio patulo ; sepalis ovatis obtuse

acutis ; tepalis obtusioribus latioribus minute serrulatis ; labclU

trifidi laciniis lateralibus erectis rhombeis limbo superiori

serratis ; lacinia aniica cuneato dilatata serrulato crispulo ;

calcari conico compresso : columna mutica androclinio mar-
ginato ; anthera obtuse cum apiculo minuto.

I learn from the acute possessor, that the pseudo-

bulbs are ovate acute, i to 14 inch long, and finally

much wrinkled. "The roots very numerous, while.

Leaves petiolate, oblong-lanceolate acute. The raceme
hanging, with five flowers, as large as those of a good
Odontoglossum pulchellum, spreading, thickish. Sepals

oblong, blunt, white, with beautiful gi'een veins.

Petals broader, shorter, rounder, serrulate-denticulate,

white, with green veins. Lip trifid ; side lacinise

erect, with bent borders, rhomboid, denticulate, same
colour ; middle lacinise with very short, broad,

linear stalk, expanded into a subreniform blade,

with crisp and toothletted margin. Spur conical

compressed, with a deep introrse fovea on
each middle side. A roundish keel between the side

laciniae. Colour white, with green veins, some of

which are violaceous at the internal base of the spur,

where there is some orange hue, as at the base of

column. Column triangular, with a small border around
the androclinium. Anther blunt, with a little apiculus.

W. W. Saunders, Esq., writes, the flowers smell like

a lemon. I feel very sorry not to smell the lemon. I

smell essence of roses. Perhaps both are right, the

lemon perfume turning into that of Roses. At all events

the flowers emit a most beautiful periume. It comes
from Demerara.

As a species—if that expression be admitted in a

Catasetum—or, rather, as a type, it stands very near

Catasetum Warscewiczii, Lindl. 1 (see Paxt. Fl. Card.

i., xyl. 29). I have it from English gardens from the

late Dr. Lindley, and wild Panamese specimens from

late Warscewicz. This plant has very acute sepals

and petals, a deeply-fringed anterior lacinia of the lip,

narrower side lacinire of the same, and all the nerves

are much more numerous. The border of the andro-

clinium is much higher.

There is, however, a third "species"—Catasetum

rosetun, Rchb. f. MSS. (Clowesia rosea, Lindl. Bot,

Reg. 1843, tab. 39). It is a wonder the sagacious
Lindley did not think of it when he described Cata-
setum Warscewiczii. It has beautiful rich fringes to
the lip, little anguli at the sides of the column, and a
high bordered fringed androclinium. It is most sur-
prising it has not appeared anywhere since 1843. Let
us hope it is forthcoming at Keigate.

Cataseta are now most uncommon in England, except-
ing at Hillfield House, Reigate. I did my best to get
together several at the Hamburgh Botanic Gardens. In
former times there were rich stores of these plants in
Germany. I have, however, never and nowhere seen
such specimens as with W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.,
where they have altogether such innumerable roots,

that the bulbs appear as enthroned on birds' nests.

How may we and others obtain such nests? An answer
would oblige all scientific lovers of Orchids. //. G.
RchlKf.

ACINETA HUMBOLDTI, Lhidl.f 7/ar. straminea,
«. var.

Sepalis ochraceo stramineis, tepalis ejusdem coloris apice et intus
purpureo annulatis, callos post sellam turcicam lato.

This is a very curious variety of the old well-known
plant, with straw-colour flowers, very little dotted in

its inner parts. It was introduced from New Grenada
by Mr. William Bull.

DR. HOOKER AND MR. A YRTON.
The management of Kew Gardens, at all times a sub-

ject of great public importance, has lately furnished for

consideration what may be termed a "question of the
day." Our readers have been sufficiently informed of the
differences that have arisen between Her Majesty's First

Commissioner and the Director of the Royal Gardens to

apprehend on the slightest hint the nature of the question
to which we refer. It is, indeed, a larger question than it

has hitherto been considered, for it embraces the settled

policy of the State in the government of public establish-

ments, as well as the present divergence of opinion and
feeling between the two high officials whose powers and
prerogatives have been brought into conflict. The Right
Honourable Mr. Ayrton, Her Majesty's First Commissioner
of Public Works, has by his very unhappy administration
and his peculiar personal unsuitableness for public office,

compelled attention to the larger question more frequently

than his shallow reputation could safely endure, and he
appears to furnish the sort of evil example that was needed
to indicate the necessity of a reform. It is a part of our
system of government that accession to office under
the Crown is contingent on party interest and political

influence, and is never of necessity the result of special

fitness, either by talent or temper of the individuals ap-
pointed for the direction of state affairs. Mr. Ayrton, as
a representative of a great democratic constituency,

secured for himself a place in the present Ministry, and in

the first instance filled an office in which, as regards the
public interest, he was comparatively harmless, though of
necessity, and by nature, a meddler and a muddler, and a
blot upon the Gladstone Ministry. In an evil hour he was
translated from his original appointment to the office of
Public Works, and from that hour to this has been busy
in mischief, and a plague to the metropolis. The public
have been accustomed to see this office admirably adminis-
tered under men of talent and taste, and will not soon
forget the services of Cowper and Layard. But Mr.
Ayrton's object appears to be to cover the department
with disgrace, and institute a series of tangible proofs of
the truth of his own confession of inability when he
declared himself to be "not much of a landscape gar-
dener." We are taught to look for good as the "final
goal of ill ;" let us hope that Mr. Ayrton's vagaries will

tend to the initiation of a system of governing public

departments by men fit for the work, whose appoint-
ments will neither be made nor cancelled coincidently

with the dominance or decline ol political parties.

As to the particular case that agitates the public mind,
it appears to be simple in essence, but complicated in

detail. Dr. Hooker, the learned and laborious Director

of Kew Gardens, is subject to the direction of the Chief
Commissioner, and Mr. Ayrton is just the man to make
as many people as possible sensible of his official exist-

ence. He imagmes that certain reforms are needed in the
Royal Gardens, and he sets about effecting them in his

own way, without consulting the experienced Director,

but in such a way as to weaken his authority and cause
him the utmost possible amount of personal annoyance.
It is one of the pet ideas of the Chief Commissioner that

the heating apparatus should be managed by persons
who have nothing at all to do with the cultivation of

plants, and he has actually, by a secret and insulting mode
of procedure, rendered Dr. Hooker powerless to determine
for himself the manner in which heat shall be supplied

to the plant houses. Indeed, from the day of Mr.
Ayrton's translation to the office he holds, he has been
meddling and muddhng at Kew, and we are now informed
that Dr. Hooker's forbearance is exhausted, and his

resignation has become a painful necessity. It is

very much to be feared that the First Commissioner
would like to worry Dr. Hooker out of office, but the

public interests demand that the well-tried Director

should be supported against the tyranny and discourtesy

to which he has been so shamefully subjected. Should
Mr. Ayrton resign his office, the loss of his services

would be a gain to the public interests ; but the loss of
Dr. Hooker's direction at Kew would be a public disaster.

We shall have yet again to consider the grave question of

the apportionment of seats in the Cabinet, but meanwhile
we must contribute to the storm of indignation and
defiance Mr. Ayrton has raised by his ridiculous pro-

cedure, and increase the pressure of public opinion for the

defence of Dr. Hooker s rights and privileges.

In conclusion, we would repeat the hope expressed by
Mr. Bateman, at the meeting of the Royal Horticultural
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Society on Wednesday last, to the effect that those who
were interested in the progress of botanical and horticul-

tural science, and had sufficient influence, would bring it

to bear upon their parliamentary representatives, to

secure their attendance in the House of Commons, for

the purpose of supporting Sir John Lubbock when he
asks for tlie production of the correspondence relating to

the question, which he purposes doing on an early day
next week [Tuesday next]. The Gardeners' Magazine.

PHYLLOXERA VASTATRIX IN
PORTUGAL.

The Gardeners^ Chronicle of the 20th inst. records

a meeting of the Scientific Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society on the 17th inst. The following

communication formed part of its proceedings :

—

"From the Foreign Office came a copy of a communi-
cation from Her Britannic Majesty's Consul at Cintra,

alluding to the appearance of the new Vine disease in

Portugal; one vineyard, producing an average quantity

of 70 pipes, last year only produced one pipe, the total

loss in the Douro district being estimated at 500 pipes."

In connection with this communication, it appears

desirable to mention that a trade circular of the

I2th inst. directs attention to a pamphlet from Oporto,
published in June last (by Ernesto Chardron, Rua dos
Clerigos), which treats at length of the same insect

pest. This pamphlet, although it adds no new facts

to the natural history of Phylloxera vastatrix, as ascer-

tained by Westwood, Planchon, Lichtenstein, and
Riley, has the merit of giving the locality where the

insect first appeared in Portugal. It appeared first in

the parish of Gouvinhas, where its ravages have been
so great that one quinta, planted in 1842, producing in

ordinary years 50 pipes of wine, was reduced in 1S70
(otherwise a good year) to two pipes only.

The question arises, how did the Phylloxera first

reach Portugal? It seems to me that there are only

two likely means of conveyance in this instance. It

must have got there, either in the egg or larval state, on
canes imported from abroad. Or if such has not been
the case, I presume winged gravid females have been
carried from the infected districts of France into the

vineyards of the Alto Douro ; or perhaps the last-

named locality has served as starting place for the

French *' Vignobles," after the presumed arrival of the

insect from America.
England, France, and Portugal are now infested

;

how long Spain will remain free from the plague,

no one can say. Lately the Phylloxera has made
its first appearance in Switzerland, in the cantons of
Argovie, Schaffhousen, Zurich, and Thurgovie ; and
there can be now but little hope that the Rhine and
the Moselle districts will escape much longer.

The fact of the matter is, that even leaving Nature's
own operations out of the question, the trade and ex-

change of choice varieties of hothouse Vines and hardy
seedlings are now so extensive, that man is the real

carrier of the pest.

Is it asking too much to call for international co-

operation in the checking of the plague, universal as it

is sure to become ? One would think that the threatened

destruction of wine-growing all over Europe and
America is an evil, not only to the nations concerned,
but of universal consequence. Governments there are

which are enlightened enough to offer enormous prices

for a sure remedy to destroy the insects ; but why not
fight the enemy ab ovo, by strictly ascertaining and
confining its depredations to its present centres of
dispersal and eradicating it there ? Much might be
done by stopping the distribution of canes and seed-

lings from countries at present occupied by the Phyl-
loxera.

If some such measure were adopted on international

grounds by all countries concerned, one fruitful source

of propagation would be closed up. Local energy
might then be applied to the task, of overseeing the
districts attacked, and doing battle with unforeseen
arrivals in fresh localities.

Means have been found efi"ectually to stop the
importation of domestic animals affected by certain

diseases. Surely rules could be devised to bar the
distribution of cultivated plants when found to be
accompanied by their insect foes.

It is the plain interest of the viticulturist as well as

that of the public to agitate until protective international

measures are taken in this grave matter ; and I feel

convinced that future generations will honour the State

which takes the lead of a movement to counteract a
disease of such alarming influence over the prosperity

of a widely spread and, until lately, remunerative
culture, AlOert Muller.

SEFTON PARK, LIVERPOOL,
Ten years ago Liverpool, the second town of the

kingdom, possessed only a single park—Prince's Park,
a recreation ground of moderate area, situate at one
end of the town. Public opinion quickly asserted the
necessity for new promenades, and the Town Council
sought parliamentary powers to carry out this projectm 1863. Mr. Newland prepared numerous plans, and
ultimately sufficient land was acquired for three parks,
viz., on the east, Newsham Park ; on the north,
Stanley Park

; and on the south, the largest of all'
Sefton Park. The land for this latter park was pro-
cured from Lord Sefton and Mr. Livingstone for

upwards of ;!^275,ooo. The total area of Sefton Park
is 3S7 acres. It extends between the south-eastern

side of the Prince's Park, UUet Road, Aigburth Road,
Mossley Hill, and Smithdown Road. A small stream
traverses the ground from north to south, in a valley

which has been carefully turned to good account by the

landscape gardener. A picturesque ravine, extending
from east to west, furnished an excellent opportunity
for varying the levels of the ground, and for the

formation of cascades and waterfalls. From the
highest point of the ground, which is about lOO feet

above the level of the Mersey, a fine view is obtained
of the estuary of that river, of the Overton Hills, and
the distant Welsh mountains. After having acquired
the ground the Corporation of Liverpool, in November,
1 866, invited landscape gardeners to send in plans,

&c., in competition, and offered two prizes of 300 and
150 guineas respectively for the best designs. Several

landscape gardeners took part in the competition, and
the committee appointed for the purpose awarded on
May I, 1867, the ist prize to the joint design of

Messrs. Andre and Hornblower. The 2d prize was
adjudged to Mr. Milner of Sydenham. M. Andre
was at that time the chief gardener to the city of

Paris, and already well known as a successful land-

scape gardener j Mr. Hornblower was an architect of
Liverpool.

Messrs. Andrd and Hornblower were entrusted with

the carrying out of their designs, and a commission of

5 per cent, was allowed them. The estimate at first

amounted to ,1^85,000, but was increased to ^^100,000
after the addition of another piece of land obtained

from Mr. Livingstone for ^12,000. The original esti-

mate has also been increased by the other works agreed
to by the Improvement Committee, and by the unfore-

seen difficulties which arose in the course of carrying

out the works. The total cost, therefore, may be
estimated at ;i^i40,ooo, but, as we are informed, it is

clear that the original estimate of Messrs. Andre and
Hornblower would not have been exceeded but for

the circumstances already mentioned.
Certain portions of the land will be sold for building

purposes, and thus some of the expenses will be re-

couped. Thirty acres are reserved as a review ground
for the manoeuvres of the Volunteers, &:c. The lakes,

&c., occupy 12 acres ; a space is set apart as a cricket-

ground large enough to allow of eight or ten games
being played at the same time, and the remainder of

the space is occupied by lawns, plantations, walks, &c.
A ride for equestrians has been formed, a mile and
a half in length, on the outside of the park, and a

similar " Rotten Row " on the interior, thus doubling
the length. In order to secure variety, paths and
alleys have been made in all directions. The carriage-

roads, alone, are more than ten miles in length. They
are macamadised, and the stones having been rolled by
a steam-roller, now form a firm road. The paths have
been formed of stones, cinders, and Jersey granite

—

their width is generally lo feet, that of the carriage

roads varying from 30 to 70 feet.

One of the principal points of the park is the treat-

ment of the water. As already stated, the ground is

traversed by two valleys, one of which is intersected by
the boulevard surrounding the park. At this point a

broad slope has been made, with a large cavern, from
which proceeds the stream in a meandering course

along the valley to the lake, falling over a succession

of rocky platforms. The surface water of the park is

led to this stream from all directions. The second
valley, shorter, narrower, and more tortuous than the

first, is enclosed between steep rocky slopes. At its

extremity is a large cascade, and the whole bed of the

rivulet is beset with rocky masses, which, like those of

the great cascade and the caverns, are constructed of the

red sandstone of the district.

All this rockwork is the production of M. Combaz,
who devised the similar productions at Paris in the

cascade of Longchamps, Bois de Boulogne, the Buttes
Chaumont, and elsewhere about Paris. The lake

occupies an area of more than 10 acres, and offers space
enough for boating parties, &c. It has been hollowed
out from the rock, and its borders have been designed
so as to form a series of graceful curves and bold
eminences. The plantations in general, and those on
the borders of the lake and of the streams, have been
the objects of special attention on the part of M. Andrd,
The system followed by that gentleman in other

parts of the park has been to form plantations or

clumps of trees, so as to afford shady walks, and also

to afford protection to the choicer trees in the interior

from the violent winds frequent at Liverpool.

Besides the wooded portion towards the south which
contains plantations, some of which exceed 10 acres in

extent, and through which here and there openings are

made, for the purpose of letting in the views, the rest

of the plantations, as may be seen by the annexed plan,

are disposed with reference to landscape efifects. It

may here be said that the park had to be entirely

replanted, as it did not possess a single group of trees,

and the soil was entirely arable. If, on the one hand,
the absence of trees left the landscape gardener free to

follow his own plans, on the other hand it was neces-

sary to obviate this bareness by transplanting, by
thousands, large trees growing on the estate of Lord
Sefton, at Toxteth, An idea may be obtained as to

the amount of planting when it is stated that in the

clumps more than two hundred thousand trees have
been planted.

The success of these operations up to this time has
exceeded all expectation. On the 20th of May last,

when the park was opened by Prince Arthur, it was
seen that the effect of the plantation was already more
satisfactory than could have been expected in so short
a time. The expenses for drainage, road-making, and
earth-moving, including the admixture of loam where
the soil was too sandy for the proper growth of trees,

have been very heavy, but the success of tlie planting,
so far, has been beyond expectation. The roads are in
good condition, and the drains also in good working
order. For the enclosure of the park three kinds of
railings have been employed, supported by a foundation
of stone, the simplest forming the boundary of the
building lots. The entrance lodges for the park-
keepers, as also certain ornamental constructions, have
not yet been built, and will be gradually erected, so as
to distribute the cost of erection over some years. The
following references comprise most of the leading
features of the park :

—

H. Botanic garden, with space
for fruit garden, medical
garden, hot-houses, aquaria,
fountains, experimental gar-
den, &c.

I. Large conservatory.

J. Review ground.
K. Aviary,

, Cricket ground. '

Cavern, and source of the
river.

j

c, c Entrances.
, Lake, with cascades, islands, :

pavilions, &c.
. Deer park.

;

Band tent.

Large cascade.
j

There are, in addition, scattered about the grounds,
varioiis pavilions, summer-houses, &c., for cricketers,
musicians, &c,, restaurants, shelter for horsemen,
curator's house, museum, &c. The scale of the plan is

about I millimetre (rather less than a l6th of an inch)
to 7 metres (23 feet).

ON THE HOME CULTURE OF
WA TERCRESS

(Nasturtium officinale).

The market gardens where these are cultivated to
supply the large towns with a dish of Watercress for
the breakfast table every morning, are of very large
extent, and should rather be styled market water farms
than market gardens. The trade in my time has
increased at least an hundredfold, and yet the supply
seems limited, whereas the demand is universal and
the price good. In speaking of a bunch of Watercress
it might be difficult to get at the true value of it, but in
our Manchester market it is sold by weight as regularly
as meat is sold in the shambles, the price varying from
3</. per lb, to 4^/., and even 6(/.; thus while the Wheaten
bread per 4 lb, loaf is to be had at 6a'. or 7a'., 4 lb. of
Watercress cost at least twice as much, therefore the
profits arising from the sale of the article are by no means
to be despised.

The ordinary Watercress brought to market, and
afterwards hawked from door to door, would give no
very clear view of what Watercress is like when it has
been carefully gathered, but without being crammed
into hampers and bruised, and when all the imperfect
tops have been picked out—for the long thin stalks, of
the size of crow-quills, are unfit for use ; and when
Watercress is well grown the stalks will be as thick as
a goose-qiiill, the leaves of a lively green colour, the
flavour mild, the texture crisp, and every leaf entire,
whereas, when the beds are crowded with plants
they choke one another, and get drawn so
long and out of character, that it takes
some knowledge of plants to decide at first sight
whether the herbage is Watercress or not, as the
common Brook-lime is generally neck to neck with it

in the race for the best places in the rivulets. There is

but one botanical Watercress, Nasturtium officinale
of Loudon's Hortus Britannicus^ the Sisymbrium Nas-
turtium of Smith's Flora Britatinica; but there are two
varieties usually cultivated, one being more compact in
its growth than the other, and having the leaves more
decidedly pirmate. The Watercress is a native of
Britain, growing freely in running streams ; its stems
send forth roots, which readily attach themselves to the
earth wherever they can reach it, and, failing that, they
seem to derive the needful support, like fish, from the
running streams. Watercress, when well manured,
will grow freely in dry earth, just as Celery, which is

truly an aquatic plant, growing in its wild state in
stagnant water, will do well on dry land with plenty of
manure. When Watercress has been grown under
the shadow of a north wall it will indeed yield a supply
for the table, but neither in crispness, colour, nor
flavour will it equal tlie Watercress giown in rivulets
or in clear spring water.

There is a stream running over chalk and flint near
Woburn Green, in Buckinghamshire, used to flood
Watercress beds, and as this may be taken as a fair

sample of good culture under the best natural advan-
tage, we have only to imitate that, and success will be
certain. There is no season of the year when Water-
cress plants may not be planted, save only times of
frost and snow, when other earth work is necessarily at
a standstill. When the produce of a Watercress bed
has been harvested it is usual to clear out the roots and
weeds, and leave the ground as clean as a bed for
Onions, with the sides raised about a foot on each side,
to hold the water. The beds mu.st of course be level
and if the ground slopes the weirs or stejis must regu-
late the standing water and the overflow from one bed
to another ; but although the plants would grow if
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only put in the water, yet they must be attached to the

soil at first, otherwise they would collect in shoals, and
float towards the outfall. A person standing on a

plank plants the cuttings in rows about a foot apart,

and 4 or 5 inches from plant to plant in the row.

These cuttings are crowns, just such as would begot
for market, only with stalks a little longer, to let the

earth get hold of them ; and when the bed is planted

the water is let in, and they are literally flooded with

it, and this thick coat of water keeps them warm com-
paratively, for it is one thing to live in cold water,

but quite another affair to be in ice. In the home
culture of Watercress a shallow narrow bed can be got

ready, and instead of planting in earth lay a pebble or

a lump of chalk on each set, and then the bed will be

just as if it had been paved, and where there is waste water

from a well or spring, or even from a pump, let it be laid

on, and this truly British plant will soon show signs

that it can take care of itself, and repay you for

the pains you have taken with it. Bear in mind
that stagnant water is not the medium for Water-
cress, and therefore a supply, either intermittent

or constant, must be maintained. It is only when
we get a glimpse of a single drop of water

under the microscope, that we can understand how fish

are fed, and what ingredients are mixed up with the

food of plants under the comprehensive terra water.

The culture of a native plant like Watercress will be

an excellent article for an amateur grower of plants to

begin with. Wherever a rivulet already exists one
may turn it to account by planting it with a bunch or

two of the tops of Watercress, securing them by a few

stones to the bottom ; and where there is only a well

or spring of water, a narrow bed will have to be con-

structed ; and where a trough could be got near a

pump, a little earth and sand, and a pavement of

oyster shells to fix the sets and make a clean bottom,

will grow good Watercress, if the water be of good
quality. 1 need scarcely remark, that lime rock

yields the best water for this purpose, and red sand-

stone the worst. An awning to prevent the plants

from being browned by strong sunshine may easily be

constructed where the plantation is very small, and

the shade of a building or of a hedge or trees will

help the grower in this way, having always before

his eyes the clear spring water in a shady brook, such

as the Buckinghamshire beds already noticed. When I

was a boy, some land rented by my father had a

drain emptying itself on a common, and the water

from this drain did not freeze in the severest frost ; and
whilst it grew Watercresses that were little regarded,

it was visited by snipes and even woodcocks, who came
to feed in this fresh-water patch. I have there secured

as many as three brace a day by hair nooses,

and as they were all caught alive, and in no wise

injured by the noose, I put them into a cage that I had
for breeding canaries. One Sunday morning, having

got up sooner than usual to look at my Watercress
bed, I found three fine birds, vhich I secured in my
cage for Monday ; but my father, with due regard for

the Sabbath day, let my birds fly, because they had
caused me to break the Sabbath. May he rest in

peace ! Alex, Fojsyi/i.

THE DUKE OF BUCCLEUCH GRAPE.

Two small bunches of this new Grape were exhibited

at the show of the Royal Caledonian Horticultural

Society in Edinburgh on the loth inst., by Mr. William
Thomsom of the Tweed Vineyard, Clovenfords, which
attracted the attention of the general visitors and gar-

deners in particular. The immense size of the berries,

their beautiful colour, transparency, and delicate

bloom, along with the compact and solid character of

the bunch, were the subject of general remark and
admiration. In conversation with Mr. Thomson, I

learned that the sample exhibited was an ordinary one,

that the crop on all the Vines was heavy, and that in

regard to both bunch and berry he could have selected

many that were finer. The berries are nearly per-

fectly round, and supported on stout stalks. The
bunches are compactly branched after the manner of a

Black Hamburgh, but the great strength of the

branches gives a compactness and solidity to them which
the Hamburgh lacks when it exceeds medium size.

Desiring to know more about this grand Grape, I

visited the Tweed Vineyard the other day in order to see

it at home. My impression before entering the houses

was that I would see only a {qv4 rods of it on trial, but

instead of that I found about 170 in two houses, and
that they were intended as the permanent plants. This
fact led me to inquire how long it had been raised,

when I was informed by Mr. Thomson that it was
raised seven years ago, and had established itself so

well in his confidence at Dalkeith that he decided on
planting it largely in his own place, being confident

that no Clrape except Muscats and other highly
aromatic sorts could compete with it in point of flavour,

while in its grand appearance it eclipses all other white
Grapes in cultivation. My attention was drawn par-
ticularly to the Vines of the "Duke" in the corridor
house, which stretches along the ends of the other
principal vineries. Here they were planted on both
sides of the house in the permanent spaces, and on one
side, alternating with them, were chiefly Hamburghs,
and on the other a variety of kinds as supernumeraries.
The robust health of the "Duke" was remarkable,

even where all kinds showed extraordinary vigour.

They were planted in September, 1S70, and are now
therefore carrying an average crop of seven or eight

bunches, averaging, as near as I could guess, l% lb,

each, and all nearly ripe before they are two years old.

Several Vines I observed with nine or ten bunches

which could not collectively have been under 15 lb. or

16 lb. weight.

I observed no difference in the general size of the

berries on those excessively heavy cropped Vines and
those of others which can'ied comparatively lighter

crops, nor were the Vines in any way distressed,

for all were finishing alike well without the least

blemish to mar their splendid appearance. One berry,

taken as a fair sample of size, was weighed and

measured in my presence ; it weighed within a fraction

of three-quarters of an ounce, and measured i| inch in

diameter. None were ripe enough to give a perfect

idea of the fully matured flavour, but some that I

tasted off one of the ripest bunches satisfied me that it

was {to my taste) superior to any other white Grape
except Muscats, Frontignans, or the Duchess of

Buccleuch. One extraordinary peculiarity of this

splendid Grape remains to be noticed—it is probably

the earliest Grape known. The corridor house was
allowed to break without artificial heat ; the Duke of

Buccleuch is all but finished, while the Hamburghs are

only swelling off for colouring ; it is, therefore, I

think, the earliest coolhouse Grape in cultivation. It

will not prove a keeping or long-hanging Grape, but

for early work, and especially for cool houses, it can

scarcely, I imagine, be surpassed. Mr. Thomson
directed my attention to some bunches of Golden
Champion showing the fatal spot that so much mars

the beauty and usefulness of this otherwise splendid

Grape in some cases. Till last year it never showed
any symptoms of this disease in his hands, when to

some extent it failed even with him. W7n. Sutherland^

Miiito Gardens, Hawick, N.B.

pome Comspnknce.
Lothair's Botany.—The remarks which Mr. Mac-

pherson made at p. 769, about "Hawkins," head

gardener to Lord St. Jerome, at Vauxe, as quoted

from Disraeli's novel, Lothair, seem rather am-
biguous, as the reader might infer that such a character

as Father Colman might be at limes a mediator

between a morose gardener, like " Hawkins," and an

impetuous lady, like the helpmate of Lord St. Jerome,

and thus, by good advice and superior knowledge,

render good service to both. The good intentions of

the author maybe doubted when we read that "all

head gardeners are opinionated." As the talented

author of Lothair did not take the census of all the

head gardeners before he wrote this novel, perhaps ten

might be found free from the vice in question, whatever
that might be. As a gardener without a good character

cannot get a living, it is rather a serious matter

(coming from such a quarter) to bear false witness

against such a large body of trustworthy men. As the

scene is laid in England, and as "Hawkins" is said

to have lived always at Vauxe, it must be a great relief

to my northern countrymen in general, and to Mr.
Macpherson and myself in particular, to be thus

assured that "Hawkins" was by birth an English-

man, and home-bred. As one good turn deserves

another, let me point out to the talented author, that

as he has done the craft some honour by kindly

noticing them at all, and in such good company, he

should write on botanical subjects a little less inexact, as

our neighbours would politely put it, than he has done
in describing Belmont, as may be seen at p. 132 of the

collected edition of Disraeli's novels and tales {Long-

man, Green & Co., 1S70):—" The last saloon led into

a room of smaller dimensions opening on the garden,

and which Lothair at first thought must be a fernery,

it seemed so full of choice and expanding specimens of

that beautiful and multiform plant." I would recom-

mend the perusal of this paragraph to those interested

in the origin of species, for it clearly assumes that all

the species of Ferns that go to make up a fernery are

multiforms of one plant. The talented author no
doubt did not mean it to be in that sense, but he has

said it ; and those who know Ferns—from the tiny Filmy
Fern of Tunbridge Wells (Hymenophyllum tun-

bridgense), whicli, when grown to perfection, attains

only the height of a bronze penny piece, and weighs

when dried about a drachm, to the Tree Ferns of

Australia, which look so like Palm trees that one has

to come near before the difference is seen—well know
that these and a legion of others are verily of the

Fern family, certainly not multilorms of the same
plant. The author is very chary of botanical names.

The only one I remember to have seen in Lothair is

Stephanolus [Stephanotis]—he only gives the generic

and not the specific name; and although a proper

name, and entitled to a capital letter, it is written

stephanotus. Now, if London or Athens were

written london, athens, few readers would recognise

the capitals of the two kingdoms. Our greatest

authors of romance—Disraeli, Dickens, Scott—have

all treated horticultural subjects lightly ; and the

mere labourer unlettered is held up as a gardener.

Disraeh's " Hawkins," a nobleman's head gardener, is

represented as disobedient to his employer, a dogged
hanger on, that only kept his situation by the chaplain's

advice and assistance ; but if Father Colman is no
better informed than the author of Lothair on the sub-

ject of the Fern family, I fear that " Hawkins" will

not get rich by prizes for his skill in cultivating that

multiform tribe of plants. At p. 63 there is a struggle

to describe a pinetum—a plantation of Spruce Firs, but

planted wide apart, every tree perfect, huge, and com-
plete, full of massy giace ; wondrous groups of Jumper,
green and spiral—does any one know a spiral Juniper ?

"The Cypress and her spire," we read of in the poets ;

does our author mean spire when he writes spiral for a

flame-shaped bush? And the whole of Abies and
Picea would pass for Spruce Firs to many observers

—

" A Spruce Fir by the river's brim
Was just a Spruce Fir unto him

And nothing more." A. F.

Primula japonica Seed.— Your correspondent

who states his experience, that he is unable to make
Primula japonica seed grow, only confirms my own
experience. Being anxious to raise a few plants, I

had a shilling packet of seed from two houses ; one
packet contained seven small black seeds, which I have
every reason to believe genuine Primula seed, but not

a seed has grown ; the other packet contained some
hundreds of vei7 small brown seed, very like Celery

seed, which I believe not to be Primula seed, but not a

seed has grown ; it is quite clear if one is Primula

seed the other is not. I do not intend to give the

matter up, but intend to have other packets of seed

from known respectable houses of business, and I hope
I may eventually report my success. I notice that

another of your correspondents is in doubt about the

growth of Aucuba seed. I waited some eight months
for the growth of Aucuba seed ; at length I obtained

the finest plants I could desire. A'., Devon.

The Evils of Excessive Government in

Gardens.—The meddle to mar of the First Commis-
sioner at Kew affords a good opportunity for advert-

ing to this matter ; it is one of first importance in

horticultural management. Hundreds of gardens

gioan and pine under an excess of government. More
fair prospects are blighted by over-interference than

almost any other cause. It is a growing evil. The
set of the age is to meddle. Everybody wants to have

a finger in some—every pie. And who does not pro-

fess to understand horticulture? It is the plaything

of ladies, and tlie by-play of busy statesmen.

What a charming diversion from the cares of

ofiice to rush down to Kew, and see to the laying of

hot-water pipes, the furnishing of carpet flower-beds

with the right patterns, and the lecturing of a pure-

minded, high-spirited, learned doctor, whose accom-
plishments are the pride and admiration of Europe.

That is the excess of government, full blown. But the

same evil, in a modified form, may be found in many
gardens. Dismissing, as you have done, all personal

matters, there can be but one opinion among horticul-

turists on the merits of this dispute. Had Mr. Ayrton,

in his communication with Dr. Hooker, been as gentle

and considerate as he has been otherwise, he would
have been equally astray in his conduct. The very

first conditions for the successful management of any
garden are undivided authority, and the utmost pos-

sible freedom from vexatious interference and control

of those held responsible for results. The first is an

axiom. Divided authority in a garden means weak-

ness, failure, ruin. Plant life is a unity, and must be

treated as such from first to last, if it is to yield up its

treasures. This dispute affords a case in point. Here
is an attempt to take heat, one of the most vital of all

cultural agents, out of the hands of those who have

control of all the others, such as light, water, air, earth,

&c. Of what use are all these without the warmth that

preserves life and quickens vital forces into their use or

application ? Strike off one of the factors and the

entire sum is useless. Thus it is with divided authority

in gardens ; it is no new thing, it has been tried again

and again, and the result has ever been disappoint-

ment, failure. Hints, suggestions, counsels, are ever

welcomed by the wise, but eveiy garden worthy of the

name of great or good is managed by, and bears the

impress of, one master's mind, by whom all the powers

of Nature, and the resources of Art, are put to the

common purpose of producing a maximum of plenty or

of beauty. I am careful not to say who is to bear this

semi-despotic sway in the garden. There are employers

so highly cultured in horticulture that the most pro-

ficient practical men gladly accept and endorse their

views ; but these are exceptional cases, and, as a rule,

the practical man bears sway. Those reap the most

profit and pleasure from their gardens who select the

best men and furnish them with the fullest powers ; and

certainly in the case of Kew the light man is found in

the right place, and common prudence might liave

suggested to any one the wisdom of leaving well alone,

for here was found wisdom and authority used

to such good purpose as to raise these grand gardens

to the highest rank as schools of horticulture for the

many, and lesson-books of the useful and the beautiful

for all. Nothing can be more impohtic, as well as un-

just, than unnecessary interference with those placed in

positions of trust and responsibility. It is more than

liandicapping, it is like forcing a i-\n-se over a rough

road up hill with a vein open. At ,-v. "V step there is

a reckless, cruel waste of force, au'i a <:>- ''ess accumu-

lation of friction. It is thus that .\ '% -^ 'H. beart and
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hope give way, under a system of irritating interference.

Unfortunately it often iiappens that the best men are tlie

most sensitive, and thus the merest cliarlatan may have
the power of deeply wounding the most profound philo-

sopher, or the cleverest of men. But these are the

accidents of the position. What I would earnestly

deprecate is the fettering of the freedom of responsible

parties by external authority. Recurring once more to

this case in illustration : Here is Dr. Hooker filling

an honourable position, in virtue of his fitness for it.

Here is Mr, Ayrton made First Commissioner of

Works, from party or political considerations alone.

His duties as such are plain and simple—to see that

the nation has a fair return for the money expended.
For this he is, or ought to be, qualified. No one
expects or desires that he should turn either horti-

culturist or botanist. If he were, attention to such
duties would involve neglect of other and more import-
ant public matters. His petty interference with Dr.
Hooker has not only fettered and weakened the Doctor
in the discharge of his public duties, but also hindered
Mr. Ayrton in the performance of his own. His mis-
spent energy has been worse th.an labour lost, for which
the public have paid. By fettering Dr. Hooker's
liberty of action, Mr. Ayrton has curtailed his own
freedom likewise. Thus, the nett result of misapplied
labour is work hindered, marred, or left wholly undone.
It is ever thus. By petty interference the heart for

work is plucked out of men, and other, and mostly
worse, men have to do it instead. The remedy is

obvious. Get the best possible man for a responsible
position, and give him his head within certain limits in

regard to means, if gardens are to be well furnished and
tables abundantly supplied. A policy of weakness,
vacillation, and suspicion never did and never will

succeed in horticulture. There must be trust on the
one hand and liberty of action on the other in all

gardens, public and private ; and the more thorough
the trust and the larger the liberty, the more
satisfactory will be the results to all concerned.
And public gardens ought to be examples of this

generous confidence between the money power on the
one hand, and the executive department on the other.
And it is because the money power has become tyran-
nical and hectoring, in the person of Mr. Ayrton, that
I hasten to protest against it and him, and to express
the earnest sympathy of a practical horticulturist with
Dr. Hooker, of whom all of us, from the least to the
greatest, are so justly proud, and in whose person the
foundations of successftil management, united authority,
and freedom of action, have been most violently
outraged. D. T. Fish, F.Ji.H.S.

Mr. Ayrton and Dr. Hooker.—I differ from
you and the whole of the London press with regard
to Mr. Ayrton. I look upon him as a great bene-
factor to science, and to botanical science in parti-

cular. There can be but one opinion as to his doings
in connection with Kew—selfish, mean, unworthy of a
British Minister ; still, he has raised a mighty question
which has with many been long a cause of smothered
discontent ; notmerelya question between the First Com-
missioner of Works and Dr. Hooker—not merely the
question whether the fires at Kew are to bum more or less

brightly to keep alive the spoils of the remotest regions
of the earth, but the question whether or no men of
science occupy their legitimate position in the social

scale—whether or no they receive the honours which
are their due ? The successful tallow-chandler
knighted ; he has risen to riches by diligence
in his trade, it may be ; still, his exertions have
carried along with them their ovm reward

;

but the man of science, on the contrary, has
to carry on his investigations without immediate,
often without any prospective return, either pecuniary
or otherwise. The nation is benefited by his dis-

coveries ; the nation avails itself of them ; the nation is

enriched and strengthened by them, and—the nation
is grateful ! After expending his time and his small
fortune he may receive a little praise ; but no riches,

no honours for him ! If fortunate, perhaps, as in

Dr. Hooker's case before being appointed to the
Assistant-Directorate at Kew, he may receive the
same rate of pay that Messrs. Cubitt give one of
their first-class bricklayers. The latter, if they
think the hours too long, or if they find the cost
of living on the increase, will strike for less work
or more pay, or both ; but men of science never
strike, and they suffer. Such a course they would
never for a moment entertain, but they have the ability

to assert their just claims, and it will be their own fault

if they do not make these heard. But for the Ayrton-
Hooker affair, half the world would never have known
what the Hookers had done for the nation out of their

own private resources. What a disgraceful com-
mentary on our boasted liberality are the facts ! Many
will see the Hookers in a new light, as I, too, have
seen Mr. Ayrton. Yes, he has been a benefactor to

science by becoming the means of making these things
known, and if he only goes on improving in this way
he will prove himself to be " the right man in the right
place." A. C. .

Empereur des Pelargoniums. — Permit me to
endorse all that " R. D." says at p. 974 on the beauty
and usefulness of this charming plant. It may be said
to be all flower, and to flower perpetually. I have
heard within these few days that it is likely to prove a

capital bedder ; if so, it will furnish a new style as well
as a rare colour for the flower g.irden, ribbon or mixed
border. Old RoUisson's Unique, and, smaller and
rarer still now-o'-days, Moore's Victory, are still two of
the very best bedding Pelargoniums, and are admirable
for pot or basket purposes. Has " R. D." or any of
your readers tried the Empereur for bedding-out, and
with what results ? D. T. Fish.

Mulberry Trees.—Can any of your readers oblige
me with information respecting the art and mystery of
planting Mulberry trees ? I have planted two pairs in

my orchard, and all have died—one pair last winter,
and the other pair the winter before. Every care was
taken of the roots : they were planted with the
greatest expedition after being lifted, and the soil is

deep and good—a rich loam, 3 feet deep, over chalk.
Is there any "dodge" in planting these perishable
trees ? X. Z.

Two New Peas.

—

Laxtoii's Omega (fig. 235 B).

—

Late green wrinkled marrow. A cross between Ne
Plus Ultra and Veitch's Perfection. Pods long, nearly
straight, round, very closely filled, showing the Peas
in the pod up to both ends, of a very deep green colour

;

containing from S to 10 very large Peas of a deep green
colour, very sweet and excellent ; inside of the pods
deep green, like Ne Plus Ultra. Plant robust,
about 2.J feet high, brandling ; foliage deep dark
green, producing from 20 to 24 pods, in pairs. Dried
seed deep green, wrinkled. This comes into use a day or
two after Ne Plus Ultra, and a few days before Veitch's
Perfection, but remains green, sweet, tender and good
several days later than either. A good name for this

has taken prizes at the Bury St. Edmund's, Oxford
Commemoration, Royal Dublin, and other horticul-
tural shows, besides being the subject of high com.
ment at the horticultural exhibition lately held in
Munich, in Bavaria. Jos. Hamilton &• Son.

The Potato Disease.—The Potato disease has just
made its appearance. My Potatos are now in process
of decapitation, a process I have pursued for more
than 20 years with unfailing success. At the first

appearance of the spots on the leaves the haulms are
cut off close to the ground, and I never have a diseased
tuber. I store them away in casks, and they remain
sound and good for eating and seed till the following
se.ison. //. £>., Exeter. [The disease has also made its

appearance in Kent, Bedfordshire, Lincolnshire, and
Vorkshire. Eds.]

235.—NEW PEAS.—A, Laxton's Harbinger ;

B, Laxton's Omega.

would have been Dwarf Ne Plus Ultra. A first-class

dwarf green wrinkled Pea of the highest quality.

Laxton's Harbinger (fig. 235 A).—Early round blue.

A cross between Alpha and Ringleader. Pods smallish,

round, tightly filled, in appearance very much like

Ringleader and Invicta, containing from 6 to 8 Peas,
of fair size, and of fine colour. The plant has the
habit and character of Ringleader, and is about 3 feet

in height, producing singly from 7 to S pods on the
stem. Dried seed pale blue, like Invicta. Comes into

use three days before DiUistone's Early and Ringleader,
and six days before Invicta. Positively the very earliest

Pea in cultivation \ A. F. B.

Marquis of Lome Cucumber.—We observe that

a doubt has been raised by some correspondents as to
the excellence of the Marquis of Lome Cucumber

;

and we are not surprised at this, for we know that a
certain London tradesman has been supplying a totally

different and very inferior article for the true variety.

We have corresponded with persons who have pur-

chased packets with seven or eight seeds in them, and
have received a fruit grown from seed so sold which
bears no resemblance to the Marquis of Lome. The
true stock went out in packets of three seeds only, the

whole of which were purchased by Messrs. Sutton &
Sons, with the exception of orders previously received,

and supplied by us with their knowledge to Carter &
Co., London; Fisher, Holmes & Co., Sheflield; F. &
A. Dickson & Sons, Chester ; J. C. Wheeler & Son,
Gloucester ; T. Thornton, Bagshot ; and Little & Bal-

lantyne, Carlisle. We are certain that when the true

Marquis of Lome is grown it will give great satisfac-

tion ; and it has already come to our knowledge that it

On Hybrids of Arabis. — In the Gardeners^
Chronicle {ox May iS (p. 671), a communication to the
Scientific Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society
IS printed detailing the results of crossing the Pyrenean
.\. Soyeri with the North American A. blepharophylla./
The most important point was the extreme divergence
exhibited by the second generation of plants from both
their hybrid parent and the original species of which it

was a cross. Having carefully examined the speci-
mens which accompanied the paper I can hardly
refrain from suspecting some error. The plants of the
second generation have been submitted to three
experienced botanists, and all have pronounced them,
without a moment's hesitation, to be our indigenous A,
hirsuta. This agrees with my own opinion, and it

would be desirable to know, therefore, whether there
is any possibility of the seed of the hybrid having been
infertile, and of the indigenous Arabis having come up
accidentally in its place. W. T. Thistleton Dyer.

Palms in the Open Air : the Drainage of
Country Houses.—My gardener has just drawn
my attention to the fact that in the communication you
did me the honour to publish last week, on Palms in

the open air, I inadvertently stated that we left them
plunged out-of-doors for four months, from June 10 to

October 10. I ought to have said for three months
only, from June 10 to September 10. The latter half
of September is too wet and boisterous, owing to the
autumnal gales, and there are often frosts early in

October, which would make it imprudent to leave even
hardy Palms out-of-doors in our climate. I would add
that among the Palms named the Corypha australis

has proved the most vigorous grower, and that the
liquid manure which we give them twice a week is

used very weak. They are watered every other
day. The mention of liquid manure leads me
to remark that in a poor sandy soil, such as the one on
which my Weybridge garden is situated, liquid manure
is invaluable. It is truly liquid gold, and my gardener
and I all but fight for it : I want it for the Roses and
the lawn, he for the plant and fruit houses. Thus in
taking measures to render my country residence healthy
by securing the sewage, I have secured a most valu-
able horticultural aid. The fact is, that the drainage
of a country residence, farm, or villa, presents the
same perplexing difficulties, the same dangers, as that
of towns. What is to be done with it ? Most country
residences have percolating cesspools, that is, cesspools
or manure pits, made underneath the surface and not
cemented, in which the drainage of the house is

received. The solid contents remain, to be emptied at
long intervals, whilst the liquid sink into the earth,
and are, it is thought, most erroneously, got rid of ; in

fact, they merely descend through the soil until they
reach the water-shed, or the subterranean lake,
which everywhere exists, at a greater or less

depth below the surface. The well, which draws
its supply from this subterranean water-level, is

thus contaminated, and fevers, diarrhcea, dysentery,
sore throats, diphtheria, appear in more or less pestilen-

tial forms. When I purchased my present country
residence at Weybridge, the house had only just been
built, and a well was in process of excavation through
fine sand. Water of the purest kind was reached at a
depth of 40 feet. Within 10 feet actually of this well
a large non-cemented percolating cesspool had been
constructed in the usual way, destined to receive all the
drainage of the house. As a matter of course, in a few
weeks the sewage would have reached the well, and
the inmates of the house would have wondered that

such diseases as those I have named should manifest
themselves in an isolated residence, built on a sandy
soil on the margin of a Pine forest many miles in

circumference. I immediately had the cesspool filled

up, and established a double system of drainage. All
the roof water-shed of the premises, along with the

backwater, was conducted into two large Roman-
cemented subterranean tanks, for the use of the garden
and plant-houses. The house, kitchen, and stable

drainage, on the other hand, were conducted, in

separate earthenware pipes, to a large cemented sub-
terranean manure tank in the stable-yard, to which is

afiixed a good manure pump. To this cesspool was
affixed a most important and necessary addition, a
I -inch metal pipe, which was made to run up the stable
chimney. By this means the cesspool is constantly
ventilated, all foul air being removed into the upper
atmospheric regions as soon as generated. Thus, the
regurgitation of foul gases from the manure-tank to

the house, through the water-traps, sinks, and closets.
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is effectually prevented. Otherwise it would infallibly

take place, and prove, as it has often done, a great and

unsuspected source of danger and disease. Every

manure tank or cesspool ought to have a ventilating

shaft of this description. The manure tank has no

overflow, as I wish to oblige my people to empty it

regularly. We know the average number of gallons of

sewage that flows into it daily, and my orders are

that, the first thing every morning, or every second

momiijg, this quantity should be taken out. As stated,

the liquid-manure proves an invaluable aid to our

horticultural operations. We give it, weak or strong,

to nearly everything on the premises, and should be

thankful for ten times the quantity. Occasionally there

is a little smell, especially inside the plant -houses, when
it has been used freely, but the odour soon passes away,

before the inmates are up and moving. But it should

be well understood that a slight smell of manure

in a recently manured field, or in a plant-house

recently watered with liquid m.anure, and well

ventilated, is perfectly innocuous. The mi.xture with

the foul gases of pure atmospheric air robs them
of all deleterious character, as is shown by the good

health of those who manipulate manure. It is

when breathed all night in hevmelically-closed,

non-ventilated bedrooms that these gases breed

disease. Indeed, with the system of water-closets we
have become much too fastidious in this respect. By
this double system of drainage I believe I have accom-

plished all that can be done to render a country

residence perfectly healthy. I certainly appear to

liave succeeded in my own instance, for during 15 years

I have never had a single case of acute illness on the

premises of any kind or description. Indeed, I think

this plan solves the difficult question of isolated

house drainage. I have plenty of rain-water

stored underground for horticultural purposes, and all

the refuse of the household is consumed on the spot, not

only without annoyance or damage to any one, but as

an important agent of fertilisation. To adopt this

system, of course, tliere must be a garden and plants

on which to pour the liquid manure. There must also

be the first expense of the cemented cesspool, the

pump and the small liquid manure-cart on wheels.

Moreover, there must be a man on the premises. But
the first expense is trifling in a gentleman's country

residence, and in such establishments there is always

man labour. Even in labourers' cottages with gardens

this system might be adopted. There might be one

cesspool between two houses, and in that case no other

manure would be wanted for the gardens. Tens of

thousands of country residences in England are fester-

ing in sewage of their own creating. The water

level below the house, and, consequently, the wells,

are infected by it, and thence all kinds of

serious disease, the cause of which is unrecognised.

The physicians are constantly called to treat cases

of continued fever, diphtheria, diarrhcea, and dysentery

in apparently healthy country houses, often in baronial

palaces, which are thus occasioned, livery year or

two my liquid manure tank has to be opened and
emptied of the solid contents, for there is a slow settling

to the bottom of solid sewage. This can be done in

winter during a frost, after previous disinfection, and
the solid matter mixed with earth and thrown on the

kitchen garden, where it proves a valuable manure.
Several of my neighbours at Weybridge have adopted
the above-described plan, with the same results as

myself. Their houses are perfectly healthy, and
their horticultural resources have been greatly ex-

tended. For cottagers and small dwellings probably

Moule's earth closets are the best, but for larger estab-

lishments, with gardens or lands, the above system
appears to me the easiest worked and the best. Henry
Betuid, M.D.

A Severe Thunderstorm passed over this dis-

trict at 3 o'clock to-day. The barometer had fallen

from 29.88 to 29.78 ; soon after 12 A.M. thunder \\'as

heard, and by 3 P. M. the rain came down in torrents.

The thunder and lightning was most severe. Hail
came down with great force, in lumps about 2 inches in

diameter, causing great destruction to the hothouses.

Some are completely riddled by the force and size of

the hailstones. The amount of rain which fell during the

storm was 1.33 inch. A'. H. D. , Sunderland, Jzily 22.

Grapes on Walls.—I have not found that the

difierent modes of attracting the sun's rays have had
much effect in inducing early ripening of wall Grapes.

My success has been owing to protection from night

chills. By enveloping a bunch in a fold of old news-
paper fastened by a pin, I have greatly added to both
sweetness and flavour. W. H.

A Small Trial of Lettuces.—The enormous
number of so-called sorts of Lettuces that encumber
our seed catalogues renders necessary an occasional
testing of the merits of newly introduced kinds against
old and good varieties, lest bogus candidates for
popular favour should creep into notoriety without
having impressed upon them the stamp of novelty and
positive improvement. Last year I grew a consider-
able number of kinds, selecting the best for growing
again, and with these this year I grew also Kingsholm
Cos (Wheeler), Victoria Cos (Dimmick), Squire's
Wiltshire Cos, and Victoria Cabbage Lettuce. My
old sorts were Alexandra Cos (Waite & Co.), Crystal
Cos (Hurst 6i Co.), Acme White Cos, Sugarloaf Black-

seeded Bath Cos, and Leyden White Dutch Cabbage
Lettuce. The whole were sown in pots in a cool

house on February 9, pricked out into frames, and

transplanted to the open ground early in April. The
earliest to heart-in was Leyden White Dutch, a very

early white Cabbage variety, of great excellence.

Close upon it came Victoria Cabbage Lettuce, a sort

that much resembles the first- named kind, but has

larger outside leaves, and consequently wants rather

more space. It make a capital succession, and stands

well. Both of these are first-rate for spring sowing,

as they anticipate the Cos kinds by a fortnight.

The earliest of the Cos kinds were Alexandra, Kings-

holm, and Victoria—these three being in every respect

types of the Paris White Cos ; and from them could be

cut even samples at the same time. In general appear-

ance the Alexandra strain was the most even, the

Victoria strain producing decidedly the largest samples.

I should commend this as being the finest kind for

exhibition. Selecting the best examples, as I did, for

those shown on the 4th at South Kensington, it was

impossible for any one to detect any difference between

the kinds, that being only observable in looking over

the general lot. Last year I proved the Alexandra to

possess exceedingly good standing qualities. This

feature is observable alike in the Victoria also, and in

those of the Kingsholm that are true to character. I

find that of these three sorts I could have cut good

firm hearts for a period of three weeks, and doubtless,

in the case of a large quantity, cuttings could be had
for a week longer. Crystal Cos differs materially from

the others in having more outside leafage ; it is also

later in coming to maturity, and quicker in bolting to

seed. Acme White Cos is also a distinct Lettuce,

being dwarfer than the others, and rather later in

hearting than the earliest ones. It produces very fine

heads. It is, however, specially commended as a winter

Lettuce, as it is oneofthevery hardiest of the Cos kinds.

Sugarloaf Cos is an improved form of the black-seeded

Bath Cos, dark brown in colour, and is very hardy,

and most useful for winter work. It has a large heart,

and wants no tying. Squire's Wiltshire Cos is lighter

in colour, and not so large, is a very even sample, and

stands fairly well ; it is, however, much inferior to

the while Cos kinds for summer growth. The two
best sorts of Cabbage Lettuce for winter use are

Stanstead Park and Fearnought, the first being largest

and rather the earliest, the latter standing the longest

;

both are brown-tinted, and closely resemble each other

in a young state, but the divergence of character is

clearly observable later on. Stanstead Park should

be sown from the middle of July until the middle of

August, and Fearnought through the month of August

to the end. I have strongly commended these kinds

to market gardeners for autumn sowing because of

their great size, but it is exceedingly difficult to move
them to try anything new. Perchance this slowness

arises from the fact that they do not make themselves

sufficiently acquainted with the contents of our horti-

cultural papers, in which it is impossible for any

person to dip regularly without becoming more
liberalised in regard to horticultural knowledge.

Alexander Dean, BedfonL

The American Late Rose Potato.—You kindly

sent me, last February, a small box containing 3 lb. of

the Late Rose Potato, with a request that I would
plant them and report my success. From what I can

remember, I think your opinion of their cooking

qualities was none of the highest, but that, try them as

you would, they were as "close as wax." Remembering
this character of them, I planted them on March 28

(having first cut them into 23 sets) in a plot of poor

"stone-brash" ground, putting no manure, save a

shovelful or two of lime rubbish. They came up well,

but were cut down with that terrible frost on Whit-
sunday morning. However, they soon recovered, and
grew away rapidly. This morning, observing spots of

disease on the leaves, I determined at once to lift them.

Calling two or three of my neighbours (who have been
much interested in observing the peculiar growth of the

Potato), we were completely astonished at the wonderful

crop, for from the 3 lb. planted I have 535 lb.—nearly

3 pecks !—of large, handsome Potatos ; and as to their

quality, I have no hesitation in pronouncing them
excellent. That you may express your opinion on this

point, I herewith send you some for trial. J. B. C.

Fontmell Alagna, July 22.

On the Fruit of the Berberis Alluring Birds.
—I can still further confirm the statement made on this

subject by Mr. Berkeley at a recent meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society, and reported at p. 975. In

the pleasure-grounds here there are plantations of

Berberis Aquifolia, containing in the aggregate 20,000

plants. These have been planted four years ; the plants

were large, and most of them flowered and fruited the

first season they were planted. On the same season,

when fruit was ripe in the garden, I noticed all at once

a considerable diminution in the number of blackbirds

and thrushes. As there were very large numbers of

these birds about us, and as we had used no means to

destroy them or frighten them away, I felt curious to

know what had become of them, and why they had
deserted us. My curiosity on this point was soon satis-

fied, as, a morning or two after, when passing one of the

plantations of Berberis adjoining a mixed shrubbeiy,

the number of blackbirds and thrushes that took wing

as I advanced quite astonished me, and at once showed
their whereabouts, and the reason why they had deserted

the garden. In the early part of the fruit season these

birds still visit the garden in full force, and continue

their depredations until the Berberis fruit begins to

ripen, when they go thither, and remain until the crop

is quite exhausted, they then return to the garden, and

very soon clear up any fruit that may be left unpro-

tected. They will then even attack early Pears and

Apples, insect food seeming to be left entirely out of

their bill of fare. Beneath every tree and shrub in the

neighbourhood of the Berberis plantations, seedling

Berberis spring up as thickly as possible. No doubt

the seeds of these, after passing through the alimentary

canal, are excreted by the birds. Now, after all, I do
not think that the fruit of the Berberis is so palatable

even to blackbirds as Strawberries or Cherries. I

rather think some part of the allurement is owing to

the shelter the Berberis plants afford, and the peace in

wliich they are left to enjoy the whole crop. J. IV.,

July 23.

Coniferous Nomenclature.—Will you allow me to

try to unravel the knot about Thujas, &:c., which " PI.

K." mentions at p. 940? First, as to the Libocedras

decurrens mentioned in Mr. Waterer's catalogue : there

cannot, I think, be any doubt but it is the same as

Thuja gigantea of Nuttall, i.e., Libocedrus decurrens

of Torrey, and has no resemblance to T. gigantea of

Hooker, or to T. Lobbii—gigantea of Hooker being

the same as Craigiana of Jeftrey—three very distinct

trees, of which I send you specimens. Lot i consists

of two varieties of Thuja gigantea of Nuttall, and lot 2

contains, No. i, a branch of Thuja gigantea of Hooker,

or Craigiana of Jeffrey ; also. No. 2, a branch of T.

Lobbii (Hort). There is no mistaking Nuttall's plant,

a noble and handsome tree ; but it is not so easy at

first sight to distinguish between T. Craigiana and

Lobbii. Both are splendid trees and of rapid growth,

Craigiana being the most robust and quickest grower,

although the Lobbii is no laggard. You will easily

see by the two specimens sent the habits of the two

trees are very different, Craigiana growing flat and some-

what pendular, whilst Lobbii has a fasciculated habit.

I have trees of both that are only eight years old, and

they now stand iS feet high, and 10 feet through the

branches. I planted a Craigiana 10 years ago, it was

then 2 feet high ; it is now 30 feet, and 15 feet through

the branches—a magnificent and fine tree. The above,

I think, will put " H. K." right about the sorts

;

only I may say that T. Menziesii of Douglas is the

same as T. gigantea of Hooker. Now as to Thuja
Warreana being the same as T. tatarica, all I can say

is, that T. Warreana is a native of North America,

whilst the T. tatarica of Loddiges is from Northern

Asia ; and as to plicata (Don), so much confounded with

Warreana, it is found in California, and probably a

variety of occidentalis, as is also Warreana. Vet all

three are distinct enough when cultivated in this

country together. That they originated from one and

other I have not much doubt. I send you lot 3 :

No. I, T. Warreana, and No. 2, T. plicata. You will

see that they are very distinct in their growth—plicata

is a beautiful pendulous tree, whilst Warreana is a

robust-growing, compact, dwarf, conical bush. Lot 4
you will find contains—No. i, T. occidentalis and its

varieties, viz.. No. 2, aurea ; No. 3, Vervaeneana,

and two forms raised here from seed, which I have

called, for the sake of distinction. No. 4, gracilis, and,

No. 5, flabellatum. These names are unpublished,

excepting in my nursery catalogue. I have now done

with the Thujas, properly speaking, and will give you

my ideas and experiences of the Biota family, and to

commence with lot 6—B. orientalis (Don), No. o,

the usual type. No. i, B. o. variegata aurea of

Carriere : this is often sold as elegantissima, but is very

different. No. 2, B. o. argentea, Hort. ; and No. 3,

a seedling form, grow here. Lot 7, No. i, Biota

japonica of Siebold, a beautiful close-growing cone,

with large uncinate fruit scales, and very distinct in

habit from orientalis or tatarica ; this last it most
resembles in habit, but does not taper so regularly to a

point, and may be rather called turbinate in form. As
all the following varieties were raised here, from seeds

taken off one tree, I would call particular attention to

the sort, especially as there exists so much confusion

about its varieties. First of all we have No. 2, which
is generally classed under orientalis as B. o. aurea of

Watcrer. Now 1 have 200 plants of this same
aurea, one of which X send you— No. 2 A, that I

raised from seeds gathered from B. japonica,

and I may also say that Waterer's aurea has

cones or seed-vessels exactly like B. japonica.

This is No. 2, and 2 A is a young seedling cut ofl

at the ground, to show you that the golden colours and

habits are alike in both—for in a row here containing

400 plants, half struck from cuttings of Waterer's sort,

and the other lialf raised from seed of japonica, there

is not the slightest difference in appearance, excepting

that the seedlings are rounder in form. No. 3 is I!. (?)

glauca, Pince ; from its habit, cones, &c. , I am in-

clined to think it was a seedling of japonica. No. 4
is elegantissima, generally given as a variety of orien-

talis, but I have no doubt that it belongs to japonica.

Nos. 5, 6, and 7 are varieties raised from seeds of

japonica, and the same batch from which aurea.

No. 2 A, and A. monstrosa. No. 2 n, were obtained.

And to finish with B. pendula—I think this is also a

I
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variety ofjaponica. The seed-podsaresimilar, but every-

thing else is different ; only you will see in B. japonica,

Nos. 6 and 7, an inclination to run to pendula. I need

not speak of B. meldensis. I have doubts about its

origin, that can only be set at rest when it can be raised

from seed, as these would, either, in some instances,

run to each parent. I have yet one sort of Thuja to

mention, viz. T. dumosa, a curious dwarf-growing

bush, said to come from the Arctic regions. I think it a

form of occidentalis. It has a good deal of the sturdy

habit of Warreana. I have not a specimenof the tatarica

to send you, having lost it a few years ago. y. ScoU.

[We have to thank our correspondent for a fine and
well chosen series of the various Thujas and Biotas

spoken of in his notes. We have little to add to what he
says regarding them, concurring as we do in his deter-

minations. We would only wish to remind him that

although, generally, the habit of the different varieties

of Cypresses continues constant in different soils and
localities, it is not always so ; thus he finds the var.

T. Warreana dwarf in habit, we have seen it luxuriant

and free-growing. While such differences in habit

exist it is desirable that we should know them, and
that they should bear names to enable us to identify

them ; but neither must we forget that these close forms

are not true species, but only sports or seedling varia-

tions, perpetuated and distributed by cuttings. ^1. A/.]

Cereus grandiflora at Dalvey, Forres, N.B.

—

There is at present in the "stove" at Dalvey, Moray-
shire, a fine specimen of the above. It occupies the

centre of a stage filled with Orchids and other exotics,

and measures about 6 feet in

height and 4 feet through. It

recently showed no fewer tlian

13 tlower-buds, one of them
expanded on Monday last

week, and there were five

more, all at one time, on
Saturday last, in full inflores-

cence. The sight will be ever
memorable to those who wit-

nessed it. The flowers, which
measured from 9 to 12 inches
across, began to open at

6 o'clock in the evening ; they
were fully expanded by 12.

By 6 on the following morning
ihey had closed up, and in a
few liours were decayed and
shrivelled. Any mere verbal
description would fail to do
justice to the beauty of these

lovely flowers. They stand out
from the unsightly stem by a
stalk of some 6 inches long.

The sepals, of a deep gold
colour, V ere reflexed from their

bases, lanceolate and acute,

surrounding, like a halo of
glory, the pure white corolla.

On Sunday evening three more
buds opened, and the remain-
ing four are expected to ex-
pand by the end of this week.
The plant has flowered every
year for several years, but never
before in such profusion, y. M.

now small ; now mimicking in form a butterfly, in another
species resembling a bird (tig. 236), in a third a reptile, in

another presenting the aspect of some grotesque mask
;

flowering in winter, flowering in summer
;
growing in the

Fig. 236.—SNIPE ORCHIS.

ground, hving on trees, thriving high up on the mountain
side, flourishing in the moist hot woods of Java, abundant
on our English downs, to be found ahke in the old hemi-
sphere and in the new world, in the far north and in the

which lends interest to the Orchid family, is its cosmo-
To advanced botanists of a speculative turn
is of course a matter of great interest to

bnhs.
Botany for Beginners : an

Introduction to the Study of
Plants. By Maxwell T.
Masters, M.D., F.R.S.
Bradbury, Evans & Co.
Pp. 1S5, numerous Illustra-

tions.

As the greater portion of the
contents of this volume has al-

ready appeared in our columns,
we need now do no more thon
announce its publication in a
separate form, and append
the following extract, which
has not previously appeared in

this journal, and may suffice to

show the manner in which the

author has treated his subject :

" Everybody hkes Orchids.
They command the admiration
or attract the attention of all

classes of flower-lovers. People
dote upon Roses, and rightly so :

their beauty and their perfume
quite justify the popular alle-

giance. Admitting all this, it

may yet be said, in a general
sense, that their attractiveness
is confined to the two qualities
just mentioned

; but in the case
of Orchids there are so many
features of interest that each individual, we may almost
say, may admire them for a different reason. The
group Orchidaceas seems to include within its limits
all the attributes which make flowers attractive : beauty
of form and colour, quaintness of shape, now large,

Fig. 237.—L-ELIA AUTUMNALIS VAR.

A, Sepals ; B, B, Side petals ; c, Lip or Labellum ; d, Column ; e. Anther in situ ; F, Side view of
upper part of column showing stigma and projecting " rostellum " above which is the anther g partially
detached as by an insect, and showing the pollen masses ; ti, Shows the position of the pollen masses
in the anthers

; j, Inner surface of anther, pollen masses in situ ; k. Inner surface of anther after the
removal of the pollen masses ; l, Pollen masses with their discs ; M, Top of the column after the
removal of the anther ; n, Stigma : at o all the parts of the flower are cut away, except half the lip,

the column D, and the ovary, p
; Q, Cut across the ovary. Between o and Q is shown a cut lengthwise

through the centre of the column ; N, shows the stigmatic cavity, and above it, separated by the
rostellum, is the anther.

extreme south. In the whole globe there is scarcely a
region where a flower will grow at all, but an Orchid of
some kind may be found. We do not mean to assert that

they are to be found in equal abundance in all districts

—

far from it, we merely state that one of the circumstances

politanism.

of mind it

account for this fact, and to ascertain whelher the Orchids
of these varied forms in which we see them, were originally
formed as and where we now see them, or whether they
were formed difterently in the beginning and in a few
places only, whence in course of ages they have spread
over the globe, becoming changed by force of circum-
stances till that wonderfal variety we now see has been
attained. If this has been so, how and when did they
migrate from place to place ? what mode of con-
veyance had they ? If their appearance has been
changed, how and why has the change been brought
about ? To many, such inquiries as these have a charm
and a fascination which no mere florist, no mere
collector or no potterer over dried sticks in an herbarium
can realise. The beginner, however, for whom these
notes are penned, will be apt to say, ' Such knowledge
is too wonderful for me, I cannot attain unto it,' But in

all humility be it be spoken, he can attain to it to a cer-

tain extent, and it is that very circumstance that should
stimulate him to study God's works as fully as the means
at his disposal will allow. Let us not be misunderstood.
No amount of speculation, apart from the search for and
accumulation of facts, will avail him aught—it will be so
much waste labour and loss of time. His speculative
faculty must be turned to account, not in framing
mental figments on a baseless foundation, but in

divining the meaning and importance of the facts

before him ; this will be as fertile in good results as
the other will be sterile. New facts and new aspects of
old facts will continually arise before him, and if he never
attain to the full fruition of knowledge, which is not for

finite beings to hope for here, at least he will always be
progressing and extending his

knowledge of the marvels of
creation. We have alluded to

these matters in this place, not
witli'any view of following them
up, for that would demand far

loo much space, but simply to

indicate to the beginner what
Elysian fields of knowledge lie

before him, if he will but choose
to enter them, and to urge him
to take no contracted views of

botanical science — to look
beyond the collecting box, tlie

magnifying glass, and the herb-
arium, and the minute distinc-

tions of the text-books and
Floras, and to consider all these

as means to an end—invaluable

as aids, but not to be con-
founded with the object to be
attained. We do not know any
group of plants better calculated

to serve as illustrations of the

facts and phenomena of plant-

life than Orchids : vegetable
conformation and minute struc-

ture, physiology, or the office of
all the several parts of the plants,

singly or in unison, the pheno-
mena of geographical distribu-

tion—each and all of these
involving questions of direct

practical importance to the
plant-grower, the food producer,
the merchant—are to be studied
under favourable conditions in
the Orchids. Here we must
limit ourselves strictly to the
consideration of sundry salient

features in the construction of
these plants. Our illustration

(fig. 237) shows the flower of
one of the many Orchids which,
growing on trees, but not in

them, are called epiphytes. Un-
like the Mistleto, unlike the
Orobanches, and a host of
moulds and fungus blights,

which penetrate the tissues of the
plant on which they grow, and
feed on its juices, and which are
therefore fitly called parasites,

the Orchids simply use thebough
on which they grow as a vantage
ground for obtaining that light

and air and water on which
they feed. Once conveyed into

the laboratory, changes, only
half understood as yet, occur to

fit the absorbed matters for use
in the plant, and to provide a
store for future requirements.
This latter office is fulfilled by
the peculiar swellings of the
stem which most epiphytal
Orchids have, and which are
known as p^eudobulbs. Terres-
trial Orchids, like our English
Orchids, have similar reservoirs

in their roots, which form tubers

of various kinds. On the leaves

we need not say anything, but
pass on at once to the flower,

in which, for our present pur-
pose, the interest centres.

" Any Orchid flower likely to

be met with in our stoves or in

our fields will serve our purpose,
with the exception of Cypripedium, which presents sundry
special modifications. Let the pupil refer to what we have
said as to the Tulip or Hyacinth, and consider that he has
before him, in the case of an Orchid, a flower of essentially

similar character, but modified to an extraordinary
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degree. It so happens that this Laslia {fig. 237) is not so

much modified as many Orchids are—all the better for

our purpose, as it will be easier for the pupil, and show
him that there are many intermediate stages between an

Orchid, which is nearly as regular as a Crocus or an

Amaryllis, and those wonderfully complex - looking,

gnarled Oncidiums or Stanhopeas. In our Laelia, then,

we have an inferior ovary (fig. 237, P), more correctly an

ovary which is adherent to the base of the perianth.

Suppose the tube of the flower of the Hyacinth to be

adherent to the ovary, and you would have a condition

precisely like that of the ovary of an Orchid. The perianth

islike that of the Tulip, in two rows (fig. 237, A A A, bbc),
of three pieces each, but one of the inner pieces (fig. 237, c)

is unlike the rest in form and colour; this is what is called

the lip. In our Laslia the lip is tolerably regular, but

every one, who knows an Orchid at all, knows'how wonder-

fully varied are the forms, the knobs, the ridges, the tails,

the crests, and other appendages which the lip presents

in different cases. Some say there is an occult structural

significance in all these ; there may be, at any rate there

is physiological significance, and there is a practical end,

which is this ; in the first place to attract insects, and in

the next to make those insects travel in a particular

course, and in so doing serve a particular purpose to be

hereafter explained. In those Orchids which are provided

with a long spur it is the lip which forms it, and in the

spur is honey, and the ridges and crests of the lip are but

as finger-posts and tramways to guide the insect in the

way he should go to get at the honey. Within the

perianth stands the ' column ' (fig. 237, d). What is

this column ? By this time the pupil would of course at

once guess that it had something to do with the stamens
or the pistil, but he would hardly be prepared for

the announcement that it had to do with both. In

truth, however, the column is caused by a blending

of the stamens with the styles—one perfect stamen,

two imperfect ones, or perhaps even five, and three styles,

all blended into one mass, producing what in botany is

called a gynandrous state. Incredible I says the sceptic.

Not so, siys the botanist, who sees in the 'wings' with

which the column is often provided, in the internal struc-

ture, and specially in the comparison with other Orchids,

proof positive of 'the assertion just made, and he makes
proof doubly sure by producing flowers in various inter-

mediate conditions, and by demonstrating that in all

Orchids in their babyhood the structiu-e is, in general

terms, what we have stated it to be. We say general

terms, because there are variations in points of detail

;

but the composite nature of the column, which is the

point most essential for the beginner to recognise, is

absolutely beyond dispute. The exact number of parts,

and how and when they become united, is a matter still

open to discussion in many cases.*

"At the top of the column is the anther (fig. 237, e),

which is 2- celled, as seen when removed and looked at

from vnthin (fig. 237, j k), and which a touch with the
needle or the antennas of an insect will remove. Within
the anther is the pollen, but the pollen in Lzelia, as in

most other Orchids, is not in separate grains, but is com-
pacted into little waxy-looking packets, of which (in

Laslia) there are four, each with a thread-like prolonga-
tion, bent at one end, and terminating in a small knob or
disc (fig. 237, I,). The four knobs, when in situ

(fig- 237, j), are, unlike the rest of the pollen-masses,

only partially concealed by the anther, and they project a
little over a small thickened process which intervenes
between the anther and the stigma, serving as a floor to

the former and a roof to the latter. This is called the
' rostellum ' (fig. 237, f), and in many Orchids it is more
highly developed than in this Laelia. In our present
flower the rostellum secretes a viscid, gum-like fluid.

Beneath the rostellum is a large open cavity, the stigma
(fig. 237, n). The ovary, as already stated, is inferior and
3-celled, with an infinitude of minute ovules attached to
the parietal placentas (fig. 237, q).

" It will be seen that, unless extraneous aid be effected,

the pollen masses could hardly escape from the anther

;

but suppose a bee or other insect of sufficiently large
size to alight on the lip of this Lcelia, while engaged in
sucking the sweets he would detach the anther (see fig.

237, F, g), expose the pollen, the knobs of which would
stick to his back, glued thereto by their own exudation,
as also by the viscid matter secreted by the rostellum
before alluded to. Thus armed, the insect would fly off
to another flower, and while still intent on his own selfish

purposes would involuntarily transfer his burden to the
stigma open to receive it, and thus the fertilisation of the
flower and the ripening of the seed or of the embryo
plant within that seed would be secured. It so happens
that in our Laslia the mechanism and processes of
fertihsation are comparatively simple, but in other
Orchids more complex arrangements and more wonderful
contrivances are met with, all designed for the same
end, the removal of the pollen from one flower, and its

transfer to another. For these purposes, to say nothing
of the insects whose aid the flowers compel without
asking leave, there is an arrangement of self-acting
springs of wonderfully diverse patterns and modes of
action. Even the threads of the pollen-masses them-
selves are often endowed with a power of motion or
contraction ; and the springs are formed from various
processes of the column ; and the aim of all this is to
secure the removal of the pollen at the right time, its

transfer to another flower, and its proper direction or

position when it has been so transferred, for it must be
remembered that when coiled up in the anther, it is not
in the most advantageous position for use, and hence,
when liberated, it moves by its own inherent power of
motion into the right direction. All this is done so
perfectly that one might imagine it directed by reason.

Nay, is not the plant as reasonable as the insect which
is unconsciously made the go-between ? We can only
indicate in a very general way the processes which
take place in an Orchid flower ; but we would recom-
mend the pupil to peruse Mr. Darwin's Fertilisation of
Orchids, where he will find many details of the structure
and office of the several parts of the flower, in most of the

genera of this family in cultivation in this country. If.

after the perusal of that book, he does not find he has a
somewhat more enlarged view of plant life than he had
oefore, he had better pursue some other avocation in the
future,"

A chapter on " Classification," and another on
** Plant Life" are also appended to the volume."

Societies.

* A whole series of intermediate forms between the ordinary
Orchid with one sLimen only up to forms in which all six stamens
are developed, is eivcn in the author's Vegetable Teratolocy
PP- 383—387, and the Orchid lover will remember such cases as
Cypnpedmir. where there are two stamens, the flowers of Dendro-
bium normale. rhclymitra, Oncidium Heteranthum. and Oxv-
scpala ovahfoha fa Malaccan Orchid mentioned by Dr. Wiehtlm which the stamen is separated from the stigma, and other
instances where the ordinary irregularity of our Orchid flower is
replaced by a more or less regular conformation. Such casesfurnish valuable links in the chain of evidence, and render it at
least certain that however irregular in the form and number of
their parts Orchid flowers may be. they are readily reducible to
the regular type by the operauon of known causes.

Grantham and South Lincolnshire : July ijand
18.—(From a Correspondent.)—The first exhibition of this

Society, started under the favourable auspices noted some
months back, was held in the cricket field, Grantham, on
Wednesday, July 17, and following day. The gardens of

the President, Earl Brownlow, the Duke of Rutland, Sir

John Thorrold, Bart. ; Sir Glyn E. Welby Gregory, Bart.
;

Jno. Sherwin Gregory, of Harlaxton; J. Thorp, Esq.,

Leicester; the Homsbys, of Grantham; the Rev. S. Rey-
nolds Hole, &c. ; while Mr. B. S. Williams, of Holloway

;

Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea; Cutbush, of Bamet; Dixon, of
Beverley; Brooks & Co., of Fairfield; House, of Peter-

borough, and several others, contributed in the nurserymen's
clas-^es, andthecottagers went to thefore in good style. The
plants were staged in four spacious tents—or, rather, they
were not staged at all, for, there being plenty of room, the
collections were brought intoartistic groups standing upon
the greensward. One tent was particularly effective in

this respect, for each group was a circle, with sufficient

space between to allow the plants to be seen perfectly

;

nor had it a flat effect, for tall Palms and other foliage

plants prevented that, so that each group became a
decided centre of attraction. This was decidedly the most
attractive tent, and yet, to speak the truth, it was made
up of odds and ends culled from the collections of the
various contributors, and which could not have been used
in any other manner. The groups were for 12 and
25 flowering or foliage plants, and even where there was
no flower the light of the variegated plants made some
very recherche groups. Notable for the brilliancy of the
variegation were the Crotons and Dracaenas sent from
Belton and by Mr. Moore ; and Mr. Ridsdale, gr.

to Sir G. J. Welby Gregory, had the finest plant
of Croton irregulare we have yet met with, per-
fectly golden in its variegation, and proving it

to be one of the finest of our exhibition plants.

In these groups the ist prize went to Mr. Moore, of
Beltoii, who, in addition to the Crotons before alluded to,

had a fine plant of Adiantum Farleyense, and some
nice young Palms and Dracrenas. Mr. Dixon, Beverley,

had a fine plant of Platycerum grande, Araucaria
excelsa, and Palms and Crotons, in fine condition. Mr.
Wadds, gr. to Sir John Thorrold, sent Crotons finely

coloured, a neat plant of the elegant Chamcedorea
graminifolia, Cham^erops excelsa, and various other
plants. Mr. Cutbush had a finely-coloured Dipladenia
amabilis and well coloured plant of Dracaena Veitchii
and Mr. House Dasylirion acrotrichum, Stephanotis
floribunda, some brilliant Kalosanthes, Latania borbonica,
Seaforthia elegans, and some other Palms. In Mr.
Ridsdale's collection we noted Croton variegatum,
Dracaena indivisa, Rhopala corcovadense, Ixora crocata
rutilans, finely bloomed, and some Ferns and Palms.

In the collection of rare plants, Mr. Moore had an
admirable young Adiantum Farleyense, Sphasrogyne
speciosa, and Cycas circinalis. Mr. Vindon took the 2d
prize with some large plants. Mr. Dixon had Phormium
tenax variegata, Latania borbonica, and the usual run of
Crotons, Dracaenas, &c. The best group of Caladiums
was sent by Mr. Ingram, of Belvoir, and one decent
group of Fuchsias by Mr. McDonald, of Southwell.
The large circular tent contained the new plants. In
Mr. Williams' group, which was very effective, we
noticed the rare Cypripedium Stonei and Veitchii, Anthu-
rium Scherzerianum, Macrozamia Mackenzia, New
Palms, finely bloomed Dipladenias, Adiantum Farleyense,
Yuccas, Aerides odoratum, Dracaena Guilfoylei and
Reginre, Todea superba, Hymenophyllum densissimum,
Pandanus Veitchii, and Davallia Tyermanii. Messrs.
Veitch had a small plant of the brilhant Masdevallia
Harryana, the elegant Aralia Veitchii. Dracasna Wein-
manii and Chelsonii, Pandanus Veitchii, Platycerium
alcicorne major (a strong growing variety of this elegant
plant), and the charming Davallia Mooreana. Orchids
were shown by Mr. Dixon and Messrs. Brooke & Co., of
Fairfield. In the former group we noticed Aerides odora-
tum and nobilis, Oncidium leucochilum, and Cypripe-
dium barbatum and Veitchii. Messrs. Brooke sent On-
cidium macranthum (rarely seen), Dendrobium Devonia-
num (a crowd of bloom), D. transparens, Phaius albus,

Barkeria spectabilis, Miltonia spectabilis, and Cattleya
Mossix. Mr. Moore hadalso some Orchids. Amongflower-
ing plants Mr. Dixon sent a nicely bloomed Ixora alba and
Meaths, Cypripedium barbatum, and a spendid variety of
.Anthurium Scherzerianum, and Aerides odoratum. Among
Mr. Moore's plants were promising young specimens of
Dracophyllum gracile, Aphelexis spectabilis, and the
rarely seen Dipladenia boliviense. Mr. House's group
was brilliant with Kalosanthes, a nice Dracophyllum
gracile, Ixora aurantiaca, and a fine Stephanotis flori-

bunda. Of specimen plants, Mr. Cutbush sent Phasno-
coma prolifera, finely bloomed ; Mr. Loveridge, gr. to
James Hornsby, Esq., Stephanotis floribunda; and Mr.
Hornsby an immense plant of Vinca oculata alba. Of

Adiantums, Mr. Redsdale had a grand plant of Farley-
ense ; Mr. Wm. Hornsby, A. cuneatum. of immense
size. Ferns in collections were shown by Messrs. Moore,
Berry, and House ; and Lycopods, both rare and well-
grown, by Mr. Moore and Mr. Berry. Mr. Moore had
also some fine Gloxinias, especially Rose d'Amour,
Moorei, Mogul, Maria Vallarand. and Madame de
Smit. Small plants of Heaths were sent by Mr. Dixon
and Mr. Moore. Roses were shown in fine condition by
Messrs. Merryweather, of Southwell, and Mr. Fretting-
ham, of Beeston

; Messrs. Francis, of Hertford, also
sent ; the amateurs were Rev. C. C. Elhson, and Mr.
Bagalley. There was the usual display of bouquets and
cut flowers, but nothing very marked.

In collections of fruit Mr. Moore was ist with two dishes
of Grapes, two Peaches, two Figs, two Pines, two Straw-
berries, and two Melons. Of Black Grapes the best came
from Mr. Gilbert, of Burghley, and were finely-finished
Hamburghs. Mr. W. Hornsby and Mr. Moore showed
in the same class. In White Grapes were some perfectly
ripened Chasselas Musqu^ from Mr. Moore, and some
nice Foster's SeedUng from Mr. Wadds. Peaches, very
good, were shown by Mr. Wadds and Mr. Moore

;

Nectarines, extra good, by Mr. Ridsdale and Mr. Wadds.
The best Pine was sent by Mr. Ingram, the best Figs by
Mr. Moore, and Melons, green-fleshed, by Mr. Gilbert and
Mr. Vindon, and scarlet-fleshed by Mr. Ingram and Mr.
Vindon. Of rarities Mr. Ingram sent the lovely little

alpine Nertera scoparioides, smothered with its tiny fruit

in all stages of growth and colour ; and he had also, dead
ripe, the neat and showy Joliement Pear, of course from
indoor growth. The same exhibitor had a very fine

Citron, and we also noticed some Bananas.
Vegetables were very good, and when we say Mr.

Gilbert, of Burghley, had to play second fiddle to the
Rev. C. C. Ellison, we can scarcely pay that gentleman
and enthusiastic gardener a greater compliment. His
vegetables are simply superb, and Covent Garden, ran-
sacked any day in the weeek, would find a difficulty in
beating him.
Of garden appliances Mr. Lloyd of Grantham had a

neat stand with seats, mowers, rollers, ground vineries,

and his wall protectors. Mr. Gilbert sent his prize hand-
lights of various sizes, and the Imperishable Hothouse
Company had their wall-fruit preserver and expanding
house fitted for a Peach-house. Some very useful
carriages were shown, and Mr. Bayley, hydraulic engi-
neer, of Grantham, in addition to wind and hydraulic
rams, had the hydraulic wheel, a new invention. This
may be called an undershot wheel, but instead of the
usual buckets the water is concentrated, and strikes with
force against what would be, under the old arrangement,
the back of the bucket. The movement once obtained,
the wheel goes on, drawing from the wefl, and delivering
the water wherever it may be required. For colonial as
well as home use, we regard this as a very useful inven-
tion. While we congratulate the Grantham people upon
the success of their show, we cannot but protest against
the narrow-minded practice of attaching names to the
various productions at the time of staging. This relic

of past suspicion and exclusiveness is unworthy of the
age in which we live. It is a reflection upon the honesty
of the judges, and shows a want of confidence much to
be reprobated. But for this piece of antiquated exclu-
siveness, there were many productions not premiated
which we should have noticed.

City Flower Show : July 24.—A show of plants the
produce of the growth of the City of London must of
necessity be an interesting sight, as it presents illustrations

of plant culture under great difficulties. Such a show as
this was held in the churchyard of St. Botolph, Bishops-
gate, on this date, the plants being arranged under a tent
at the back of the church. This, probably the prettiest

of the churchyards in London, at least in the City, put on
a very smiling face. The leaves of the Plane trees, of the
Lombardy Poplar, and others, were beautifully fresh and
clean after the tremendous storm of the previous night

;

and though the flower beds looked a little the worse for
the watery visitation, they looked quite spick and span in
the clear noonday ; the fountain bubbled merrily, flags
enlivened the scene, and what with the show, the band,
flags, and bells, and the visit of the Lord Mayor and Lady
Mayoress, there was considerable stir and no small
excitement. From St. Paul's Cathedral and Sion College,
from Gresham Street and Finsbury Circus, from Farrar's
Rents, Sweet Apple. Cradle, and Sparrow Courts, came
plants of many kinds, in all sizes and conditions, shown
by many types of exhibitors. The meanest plant had a
peculiar interest of its own ; the best among them were in

some instances triumphant evidences of successful plant
culture under manifold difiliculties. Geraniums were
represented by the Zonal class mainly ; there were one
or two show varieties, and a scented type or two, the
best very creditable, and fairly flowered. Nettle plants
(Coleus fruticosum) came out strong, as they always do.
The best was from Caroline Farr, of Moorgate Street, a
huge fellow, in excellent health, tied against an amateur
trellis formed of laths an inch in width, and drawn to a
face

; the pot gorgeous with red oclire. the rim whitened
with a zone of whitewash. This had a narrow escape of
getting one of the Bronze Medals of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society. It was stated this plant had been for
several years in the possession of the exhibitor, whose lot

in life is that of a housekeeper in some city chambers.
Other plants scarcely less meritorious appeared also. The
best Fuchsia was a plant of F. fulgcns. grown in Crosby
Square, the leaves as large and finely developed as if

grown in a ducal conservatory. It was a plant of (^(Jwri

'fulc city growth ; but an immense deal of care must have
been required to bring it out—so nicely grown and well
flowered. There were many others, from the shape of
huge fans down to a tiny plant in a large 60-pot. Alto-
gether they were a much better lot than one sometimes
sees at a country cottager's show. Begonias were limited
in quantity. Mr. A. Mitchell, Finsbury Circus, had a
nice plant of B. Waltoniense, a really valuable city plant,

growing well in very crowded districts. Ferns, mostly of
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the hardy characler, were quite plentiful, and some of

them highly meritorious. Mr. H. Hammond, Sion Col-

lege, exhibited several of excellent growth ; he not only

gained the ist prize, but also one of the Bronze Medals of

the Royal Horticultural Society, ^^yrtles were fair, and
though fairly grown and covered with leaves, had a starved

appearance as if pot-bound, or in unkindly soil. Next to

Fuchsias, Musk and Creeping Jennies made the largest

display. Some chambers in New Broad Street furnished

the best plants, really very creditable examples. Creeping

Jennies were out of flower, but nicely grown. Some exhi-

bitors had boxes with two or three plants in them, which
practically disqualified them. A rather meagre specimen
of Tropxolum canariense was alone in its glory in the

class for that plant, but then it must be a plant difficult

to grow in crowded districts. Other climbers were repre-

sented by a \'irginian Creeper and some Sweet Peas in

flower. Onion Plants (Omithogalum scilloides) were a
leading feature, several of them carrymg spikes of bloom.
This appears to be a good city plant. One Orange tree,

grown in Rishopsgate Street, was present ; but in a small

pot, exhibited by some poor creature, could be seen the

struggling shoots of a seedling Orange, but over-powered
by the flourishing proportions of a plant of the common
weed. Polygonum amphibium [aviculare?], and there was
every appearance that this had been most carefully

tended, in the belief it was something of value. Stone-
crops were represented by Sedum acre, nice little boxes
and pots of it being shown ; House Leeks by the common
one—the best example was growing in a zinc gutter,

nearly a yard in length and a foot in width, a cluster of
plants. No Campanula was staged, but there were two
examples of Mint in pots. Fern cases were good on the
whole ; and the window-box shown by Mr. A. Mitchell.

Finsbury Circus, was so good, that in addition to the

ist prize, it also gained one of the Bronze Medals of the
Royal Horticultural Society. The best plant not men-
tioned in the schedule was a Date Palm, grown in a pot
for several years past by ?'. W. Gliddon. one of tlie con-
stables of Leadenliall Market, and this also received the
Silver Flora Medal of the Royal Horticultural Society as
the best plant in the show. A third Bronze Medal of the
Society was awarded to R. L. Castle, 34, Gresham Street,

for Potatos and Cabbages in boxes, and another of dwarf
Nasturtiums. A valuable collection of foliage and stove

and greenhouse plants was staged by Mr. Wilson, gr. to
Wm. Marshal], Esq., Enfield ; cut Roses by Messrs.
Paul & Son, Carnations and Picotees by Mr. T. Brigden.
and various table and floral decorations greatly helped
the effect. The Lady Mayoress distributed the prizes at

3 o'clock,

WooDBRiDGEHoRTicuLTLfRAL:y///>'i3.—This annual
floral fete has now become an established institution, and
which is looked forward to with intense interest not only
by the inhabitants of the town itself but by the dwellers in

towns and villages for a long distance round. The
exhibition was again held in the Abbey grounds, the seat

of Colonel Long, and the thanks of the committee and
the whole population should be tendered to the worthy
Colonel for his kindness in giving up his beautiful grounds
for the public enjoyment. Colonel Long's mansion is a
fine substantial building, in the Gothic style of architec-
ture, having a trim and well-kept lawn in iront, prettily

bordered with a choice selection of rare plants. On the
right of the mansion stands a fine old church, having its

sides beautifully draped with many examples of our wild
Ferns.

The flower show, I must certainly say, was by far the
best ever held under the auspices of the Society, although
they have always shown themselves a progressive body

;

this may be attributed to the great love of horticulture
which pervades the whole district, and also to the energy
and affability of the secretary, Mr. Whistock.

The principal exhibitors were as follows :—For stove
and greenhouse plants, Mr. Barham and Mr. Jones ; for

Orchids, Mr. Mill. gr. to Lord Rendlesham ; Messrs.
Gilbert & Son, and Mr. G. Berry. Exotic Ferns, Messrs.
Gilbert & Son and Mr. G. Berry ; hardy Ferns, Messrs.
Haward, Barham, and Berry ; ornamental-leaved plants,

Mr. Mills ; ditto for table decoration, Mr. Berry and Mr.
Barham. I cannot, however, detail all the prize-takers,

as space will not allow. Fruit was shown in excellent
condition, the principal prize-winners being Mr. Irving
Clarke, gr. to Mrs. Garrett ; Mr. Wallis, gr. to Colonel
TomUne ; Mr. Newsom, Sir C. R. Rowley, and Mr. A.
Spink, Mr. Rushmore, Mr. Catlin, Barlow, Mrs. Steward,
Sawyer, and Mr. D. Hayward. There were many other
exhibitors of fruits well deserving a passing notice, did
space permit.

Cut flowers were staged in abundance, and in a very
creditable manner, and the table decorations were very
tastefully set up. Vegetables were both good and well set

up, whilst the special prize offered to those taking the
greatest number of awards fell to the lot of Mr. F. Smith,
gr. to W. P. T. Phillips, Esq. In addition to these were
the cottagers* classes for fruits and vegetables, a section
requiring great attention, and always giving great anxiety,
but at the same time one that should receive more atten-
tion than it usually does ; in this instance, these classes

were well filled with good produce. It is worthy of
remark that some fine dishes of Peaches, Nectarines, and
Figs, were sent by H.R.H. the Prince of Wales ; these
were not, however, staged for competition, although
extra fine, and we hope the Prince will long continue an
exhibitor at Woodbridge, enhancing the beauties of the
display, and therefore benefiting the people, and doing
credit to himself. In conclusion, I must name the fine

Fuchsia Rose of Castile, which took ist prize as a
single specimen. It was staged by Mr. Phillips ; and
although I have seen grand plants of this graceful plant,
I have never seen this one's equal. W.

Saffron Walden Horticultural : July 16.—The
summer exhibition of this Society was held in Audley End
Park, the residence of Lord Braybrooke, and though for
two or three days previously a great deal of rain had fallen
in North Essex, the day of the show was beautifully fine.

The tents were pitched about 300 yards from the mansion,
and just without the pleasure grounds, on the south sidt?,

and visitors to tlie exhibition had the privilege of walking
about the grounds, where they could enjoy the shade of mag-
nificent trees, such as fine examples of the Western Plane,
Ailanlus glandnlosa. Beech, Elm, Oak, &c. Among
evergreens Yew predominate, there being large masses of
it. and at certain advantageous points standard plants of
Acer Negimdo variegatum, and other ornamental trees, had
been planted with gi'eat effect. The pleasure grounds are
admirably kept, and, together with the condition of the
flower garden, reflect much credit on the gardener at

.\udley End, Mr. Bryan. The park itself is of great e.Ktent,

finely wooded, and most agreeably undulated, tiome open
classes for cut Roses brought a spirited competition
among some of the leading growers, and made a good
feature of the exhibition also. Messrs. Paul & Son, B. R.
Cant, and C. P. Francis & Co., received awards in the
order of their names for 36 Roses, and also with 24 Roses,
while with i3 varieties Messrs. Francis and Cant changed
places. Messrs. Paul & Son carrying off the ist prize in

this class also. Some good flowers were staged, but the
heavy rain of the previous day had left its mark upon
them. The principal exhibitors of plants were Mr. Bryan,
gr. to Lord Braybrooke, Mr. Archer, gr. to G. Stacey
Gibson, Esq., T. D. Green, Esq., and others ; among nur-
serymen the leading exhibitor was Mr. William Chater,
who had, among other things, an excellent stand of cut
Hollyhocks ; and a really fine stand of Dahlias was shown
by Mr, Henry Glasscock, Bishop Stortford. In the
classes for foliage plants, Mr. Archer had fine examples of
Croton variegatum,tPandanus elegantissimus, and Latania
borbonica ; Mr. Bryan coming next with some remarkably
good plants. Among flowering stove plants, shown by
Mr. Archer. Dipladenia amabilis, Aphelexis macrantha
purpurea, Vinca alba, and AUamanda Wardleana, were
most conspicuous for the high-class culture they evidenced.
The same exhibitor had very fine examples of Adiantum
Farleyense and A. formosum, among exotic Ferns. Cut
flowers, especially in bunches of stove and greenhouse
and hardy plants, were well shown, and were very mter-
esting. Fruit and vegetables were fairly shown ; the
cottagers, however, came out quite strong in the latter de-
partment. A First-class Certificate was awarded to Messrs.
Stacey & Son, Dunmow, for Verbena Lady of Lome,
shown very fine on this occasion. D.

Garden Memoranda.
Ladds' Nursery, Bexley Heath.—It is not

every day that we have the leisure to examine the

sources from which the plant and cut-flower streams
of Covent Garden flow. It happens now and then,

as it did with me about a month ago, when I visited

Bexley Heath.

Mr. Ladds' enterprise as a market-grower is, I doubt
not, well known to the readers of the Gardeners^
Chnmkle^ but they can scarcely conceive, without a
personal visit, the great extent of his accommodation
in glass roofs. Fancy ten houses 200 feet long, one
iS5ft. ; six 150 ft. ; ten 100 ft. ; ten 70 ft. \ and one
50 ft., and of some 16 01 iS feet average width, and
these being constantly filled, emptied, and refilled as

fast as possible with the best varieties of Fuchsias,

Verbenas, Petunias, Calceolarias, and Geraniums of
every kind worth growing, together with stocks of all

the best soft-wood bedding plants, and then you will

quite fail to realise the e.\tent of the operations here.

Two of the large 150 feet houses have the roofs

covered with Marechal Niel Rose. These Roses are

worked as standards, and planted in the centre beds of

the house, the heads being thus brought near'the roofs,

under which they grow and blow in a style which is

probably unsurpassed in the country. Mr. Ladds
pointed out a shoot which had grown to upwards of

30 feet in length since Christmas last, and there are

probably even better examples, for so luxuriant are

these Rose roofs, and so wild are they, that it is often

impossible to see where a shoot begins and where it

ends. I cannot give a better idea of the producing
power of these Roses, than by stating that from 4000
to 5000 blooms have been sent to market in some
weeks of the season now past. Mr. Ladds hopes to

commence his season early next year, and his Roses
are now beginning their course of preparation.

Now then, for Gardenias. Whoever heard of a
house 185 feet long by 18 wide, planted out with 800
Gardenias?—fine vigorous young plants, with leaves

and shoots as strong as Sweet Bays, and showing for a
number of blooms that I should be afraid to estimate

from the results given by a single plant. Fancy 3000
or 4000 blooms from one house in a single day, and
such fancy seems very likely to be realised at no
distant date. Let the thousands who have never heard
of or seen a flower so pure and fragrant know by some
means what is being done for them.

I have no room to do justice to the Geraniums, &c.,

here. No one can easily believe the numbers that are

grown in this establishment, unless they pay a visit

to it.

Among double winter-flowering Geraniums Victor

Lemoine is regarded as the best scarlet. I measured
pips fully 2 inches across, and it is altogether regarded

as so satisfactory that it had a 150 feet house devoted

to it last winter, for "pipping " alone.

Mr. Ladds has also a single scarlet in his hands,

which he regards as a first-rate winter bloomer, a truss

commonly giving as many as 100 pips of fine colour

and substance. It will be sent out in 1S73.

Just a word about an amateur's vinery and Peach-

house which I saw in this neighbourhood. Built and

managed by the proprietor and his assistant, the vinery
half gave, from comparatively young Vines, last year,
7561b. of fine Grapes; this spring it has further given
60 lb. of Strawberries during April and May, wliich
sold from iij-. to 6,f. per lb. The Strawberries are out,
and there will probably be looo lb. or more of Grapes
in August ready for market. The Peach-house half
(So feet by 20 feel) contains 16 trees, with an average
crop of 10 dozen fruit on each. James MacPherson.

©fiituarfi.
Died on the 15th inst., aged 65, Mr. Thomas

liucKLUY, of Beeley, Derbyshire. The deceased was
employed for the last 40 years at Chatsworth, and
rendered active assistance to the late .Sir Joseph
P.v.XToN, in forming the pleasure grounds, arboretum,
rockery, &c., which have made that place famous.

We have to record the death of Mr. Ramsay,
late fruit-tree foreman to Messrs. fames Veitch & Sons,
at the age of 71. For the last few years Mr. Ramsay
has resided at Leicester, where he died only a week
after being elected a pensioner of the Gardeners' Royal
Benevolent Institution.

THE WEATHER.
STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATll, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, July 24, 1872.
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hand, overcrowding, which is certain lo produce wealc-
ness by premature decay of the leaves. Any plants
that are near completing their growth should be placed
at oneend of the house, where they can receive more air,

and water should be withheld from the stage on which
they stand, and the floor of the house at the end they
occupy. This of course applies to cases where all have
to be accommodated in one house. Where two or more
houses are available, there will be the advantage of
keeping the atmosphere drier in that which is occupied
by such as are about finishing their growth. Plants
so treated are much less likely to receive a check when
removed to the open air for completing their ripening
process. Avoid anything approaching crowding of the
plants ; it is always bad in its effects, but doubly so at

this season whilst the growth is being made, at which
time each plant should receive all the light consistent
with its requirements. T, Baines.
Heaths.—Pay attention to the directions given in

my last communication by removing any plants to the
open air that have done blooming, watering, &c. Any
shoots that may require stopping, to regulate the form
of the plants, should be attended to before the end of this
month ; any kinds that are for early autumn and winter
blooming should now be staked and tied where neces-
sary, as they will then assume a more natural appear-
ance before the blooming season arrives. H. Chilman.

FLOWER GARDEN, &'c.

The Parterre and Mixed Garden.—The late

rains have caused everything to grow most vigorously,

and numberless plants are demanding additional staking
and tying in order to prevent their breaking down.
Indeed, so much rainy weather has created abundance
of work, requiring immediate attention. Advantage
should be taken of damp weather to do many jobs in

the reserve garden, such as thinning and transplanting
young annuals, biennials, perennials, &c., which stand
too closely together in their seedling beds. Layer
CloveSy Picotees^ and Carnations^ and examine the layers
occasionally, and see that they keep securely in their

places. Prepare some ground for planting out Pink!
before they get drawn up and weak, which they will

soon do if left in the piping beds closely huddled
together ; and even if the weather be anything but
favourable for this sort of work it must be attended tn,

or weak and lank plants will be the consequence.
Hollyhocks must be thinned, and strong stakes put to
them. Their grandeur will be enhanced by giving
them liquid manure once a week. Continue to tie up
and protect Dahlias, as before recommended. Should
the weather prove wet, and attended with high wind,
great damage will accrue if the tying and staking is

neglected. All kinds of flower seeds should be gathered
in dry weather, and the stems of those that are not
intended to seed should be cut down. The dead stalks
and leaves of all plants should be cleared away, and the
borders kept neat and clean. The seeds should be
spread on mats to dry in an airy place where the sun
hxs command. When they are well hardened, beat or
rub them out, and put them in paper or canvas bags or
into boxes till the season of sowing them. The propa-
gation of half-hardy plants for next season should be
commenced, beginning with the more choice varieties.

Attend to neatness in the flower borders, shrubberies,
&c., all of which at this season should be kept in the
best possible order. Edxoard Bennett, Enville.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Peaches and Nectarines.— Persist in affording

every possible means of assisting the perfect matura-
tion of the frait in succession-houses. For this pur-
pose, not the least important part of the programme is

to expose the frait as much as possible to the direct
influence of the sun and air. In cases where some of
the fruit is situated on the under side of the trellis,

strips of wood, such as plasterer's laths, are of great
service in keeping in position fruit situated on branches
sufficiently flexible to admit of the same being raised
towards direct sunlight. The operation is easily effected
by simply allowing the fruit to lay upon the lath, and
which latter needs no further fastening than the mere
resting of the lath upon the trellis. In cases where the
fruit may press too close upon the strip of lath, thereby
rendering it liable to injury during the ripening process,
a cushion of wadding or other similar soft material may
be introduced with benefit between the fruit and the lath.
Continue to tie in and regulate the shoots in later
houses. Unremitting attention must be observed as to
the proper degree of moisture at the roots of the
trees, giving copious supplies of liquid manure when
required, the frequency of which applications may be
lessened by a mulching of decayed manure. William
Gardiner, Eatinrion Pari;.

Notices to Correspondents.
Bananas: W. F. asks "What is the weight of the

lieaviest bunch of this fruit that has been recorded ?"
A bunch weighing 129 lb. was shown at one of the
meetings of the Horticultural Society, in 1843, by Mr.

record of'
*''''''' '^ "'^ heaviest we have any

Almanac is published
; 2, Brown's Forester (Black-wood), Gngor s Arboriculture (Edmonston & Douglas)

Cucumber
; F C WUdman. Your fruit of BerkshireChaUenge was a fine specimen, and of good quality.

Eakly Grapes : Somerset. To have ripe Grapes in May
you must start your Vines in December. Your house
may not be so light as could be desired, but there is

nothing to hinder you from forcing the Grapes as you
wish and having them ripe in May. We would prefer
ordinary glass to Hartley's rough plate, especially for
Vines.

European Insurance Company : A Florist. We can-
not give you the information.

Fungus : E. H. The substance on the gravel walk is

Nostoc commune, ft dries up so much that it is not
observed till a shower of rain comes, and the gelatinous
masses are in consequence frequently a matter of
wonder, and are called in some parts of the country
fallen stars. At. J. B.— W. P. Your fungus is Spumaria
mucilago, P. The spores in all our specimens are black,
but your observation is worthy of attention. If we gain
any fresh information we will write to you privately.
M. J. B. 1 V 1

KoELREUTEEIA : A. F. S. K. paniculata, a hardy
flowering tree, growing to the height of from %o to
50 feet. There is a tree at Linden House, Turnham
Green, between 40 and t;o feet high.

Malformed PicoTEE : J. C, Shadwctl. The condition
is due to the repetition of the bracts, and the non-
development of the flower proper. The old '

' Wheat-
ear " Carnation is an instance of a similar kind.

Mealybug: A Constant Reader. It is not impossible,
but it is exceedingly difficult to get rid of mealy bug
when once established in a vinery. It wants more than
an ordinary amount of perseverance, but by continued
application it can be overcome. Perhaps some of our
correspondents who have had to do battle with this
pest will favour us with their experience.

Names of Plants : A. Sim. Orobus albus.—v4. Rcid.
Sedum reflexum, album, anglicum, Gentiana cruciata.
—Laura. Nothoscordum fragrans.— W.S.P.C. Nigri-
tella angustifolia.—J?. C. "B. Specularia speculum.— W. F. Radclvffc. Lotus corniculatus.

Nvmph/ea alba : Hu7-st &• Son. The Lindley Library
is open free to all comers under proper regulations.
Apply to the Librarian at the Royal Horticultural
Society.

Plum Trees Gumming : C. C. Plum trees are very
liable to gumming after having been severely pruned,
or having been transplanted when growing freely.
Prune away the worst affected pans in winter. Your
trees will grow all right in a short time.

Potato : H. D., Exeter. Not an unusual occurrence.
TUNBRiDGE Wells Show : Mr. Scale. The Vine
Nursery, Sevcnoaks, requests us to state, that the prize
for table decoration (five pieces) was secured by
Mrs. Scale, and not by Miss Cox, of Redleaf, as stated
in our report. The prizes obtained by Miss Cox were
for groups of wild flowers in the amateur classes.

Windsor Beans : E. .-l. O. There is the Broad Wind-
sor Bean and the Green Windsor ; the former is not
green like the latter. We should suppose the variety
you have to be the Broad Windsor, which is a generally
accepted name.

Catalogue Received.—F. deConinck (Ghent), General
Catalogue of Nursery Stock.

Communications Received.—R. H. D.—J. C. McA.—E C
Derby (thanks).—J. G.—R. C—A. M, B.—J. B.— I, L.—
E. J. H.

' '

COVENT GARDEN.—July 26.

We have a good attendance of buyers, and ordinary
goods move freely, chiefly bush fruits, at somewhat
higher rates. Hothouse produce is ample for the demand.
Pines being rather more in request, without any advance
in price, cargoes of West Indian fruit being again near at
hand, and must be sold, owing to the tropical weather we
are experiencing.

Cut Flowers.
d. s. d. 1. d. s. d.

He.-irtscase, p. labun, 16 — 30Dhic Cornflower, p.

12 bun. .

.

,.30 — 40
Carnations, p. bunch 40 — 60
Clove Carnations, p.

1 2 bun. . . ..40 — 60
Gardenias, p. doz. . . 60 — 90
Heliotropes, p. doz.
sprays

Balsams p.

Calceolaria, .

.

Cockscombs .

.

Double Gera-
niums

Fuchsia
Heath, in vars.

.. — 06
Plants in Pots,

s. d. s. d.

Mignonette, i2bun. 30 — so
Myosotis, p. bun. . . 02 — 06
Pelargoniums, Zonal,

p. 1 2 sprays ..04 — 00
Roses, per doz. . . 50 — 60
Stephanolis, 12 sprays4 o — S o
SwectPcas,p.i2 bun.4 o — 60

do.

do.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Blount's and Sweetdews Farm, Sawbrldgeworth,

HERTS.

GE. SWORDER hiis been favoured with instructions
• from lolui I'rout, Esq. .the proprietor, to SELL by AUG rit->N,

on the above premises, on WEDNESDAY, August 7, at ii o'clock,

Ihe excellent CROWING CROPS ol CORN, upon 375 Acres,
together with the whole ol the Straw, comprising 350 Acres of Wheat,
as Acres of Oats; the abundant Crop of 46 Acres of second cut Clover

;

also seven Stacks of Capital Clover and Sainfoin Hay, the product of

laoAcrcs. 'Ihe Crops may be viewed at any time previous to the Sale.

I he company is rcquciied to meet at Blount's Farm House, where
Luncheon will lie provided at loo'Clock.

Catalogues may be obtained of the Auctioneer, Bishop Stortford.

BulDrldge Farm, Wilts.
Ten minutes' walk from the Great Western and South-Western

Railway Stations at Wilton.

ANNUAL SALE and LETTING bv AUCTION of RAMS and
RAM LAMUS of the IMI'ROVED HAMPSHIRE DOWN
llRKKl).

MESSRS. EWER and WINSTANLEY will SELL
and LET by AUCTION, on the Premises, Uulbridgc Farm,

Wilton, Wilts, on WEDNESDAY, July _ii, at i ©'Clock (Refresh-
ments will be provided at 13), about 140 RAMS and RAM LAMBS, of
the improved Hampshire Down Breed, the property of Mr. James
Rawlence.
The unprecedented success which has attended the proprietor of this

celebrated Slock, when and wherever he has exhibited at the various
Agricultural Shows, leaves but little necessity for comment from the
Auctioneers, They would, however, direct the attention of their
ocricultural friends to the increasing popularity of this renowned
I'fock. Mr. Rawlence has this year obtained at tnc Bath and West of
England Agricultural Meeting at Dorchester the ist prize for Yearling
Rams, and ist and 2d for Ewes ; and at the Berks and Hants Society's
Show at Windsor has been awarded the 1st and 3d prizes for Shearling
Rams, the ad and 3d for Old Sheep, isl lor Shearling Ewes, and ist
and sd for Ram Lambs.
The Fast Train on the South-Western Railway (leaving London at

a50) will stop at Wilton Station on the day of Sale.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP SALE APPOINTMENTS.
1872.

The FOURTEENTH GREAT CENTRAL SALE at BINGLEY
HALL, BIRMINGHAM, THURSDAY, August i.

The Firm SALE at SMITHFIELD, SHREWSBURY, TUES-
L">AY, August 27.

Mr. WM, BAKER'S, Moor Bams, Athcrstonc, WEDNESDAY,
September j.

Mr. H SMITH'S, Sutton Maddock.Shifnal, FRIDAY. September 13.
Mr. G. A. MAY'S. Elford Park, Tamworth, MONDAY, September 16-

Mr. C. TIMMIS'S. Brick House, Siafford, TUESDAY, September 17.
The FIFTEENTH GREAT CENTRAL SALE at BINGLEY

HALL, BIRMINGHAM.THURSDAY. September 10.

The SIXTH SALE at SMITHFIELD, SHREWSBURY, TUES-
DAY, September 24.

LYTHALL AND CLARKE, Auctioneers.
39, New Street, Birmingham,

SliTOpsMre Sheep.—The Fourteenth Great Central
SALE, at lilNGLEY HALL, BIRMINGHAM.

MESSRS. LYTHALL and CLARKE will SELL
bv AUCTION, on THURSDAY, August i next, at 11 o'clock

punctually, 150 I'URE-BKED SHROPSHIRE RAMS, and 300 EWES
and TH EAV^ES, from the noted Flocks of-

The Right Hon. Lord Willoughby
de Broke

The Right Hon. Lord Sudeley
The Right Hon. Lord Wenlock
Mrs. Beach
Mr. N. Dodds
{ames Dugdale, Esq.
V. C. Firmstone, Esq.
W. Lort, Esq.

And others.
The above will include Rams and Ewes exhibited at the R. A. S E.

Show at Cardiff, and other important Shows.
Auctioneers' Ot^iccs. 39, New Street, Birmingham.

Mr. Lythall
Mr. Nock
Mr. Wm. Pickin
H, J. Sheldon, Esq.
Mr. Tolefree
Mr. Tomlinson
B. Wainmin, Esq.
Thomas Walker, Esq.
Mr. Yates,

Cirencester Kam Fair, August 5, 1872.
MESSRS. ACOCK and HANKS will SELL bv

AUCTION, in the above Fair, on MONDAY, August =:. abou'l
TWENTY-FIVE COTSWOLD SHEARLING RAMS, bred by,
and the property of, Mr. Russell Swanwick, Royal Agricultural Farm,
Cirencester.

Sheep from ihis Flock have taken many Prizes at the Royal
and other Shows, which the Auctioneers consider a sufficient
recommendation.

Cold Aston, Northleach, and Slow-on-the-Wold.

IMPORTANT SALES of PURE-BRED SHORT-
HORN CATTLE and SHEEP.

WEDNESD.\Y, August 14 —The FLOCK of PURE SOUTHDOWN
SHEEP, belonging to Mr. EDWARD STENNING.at Godstone,
Surrey, bred for 30 years from the Duke of Richmond, Messrs.
Rigden, Ellman, and Emery's flocks. The Sheep have been
successfully exhibited at the Kent and Surrey Shows.

TUESDAY, August 27.—The HERD of SHORTHORNS belonging
to THOS. ALLEN, Esq., at Thurmaston Hall, Leicester, com-
E
rising about 50 head of well-bred animals, crossed with Bates
lood.

THURSDAY, August 20—The ENTIRE HERD belonging toTHOMAS BRACEWELL, Esq., at Ribchester, Clitheroe, bred
from the Booth blood.

THURSDAY, September 5.—About SIXTY HEAD of COWS,
HEIFERS, and BULLS, the property of the EARL of DUN-
MORE, at Dunmore, near Stirling, including several fine
specimens of pure Bates blood.

TUESDAY, September 10.—The EXTENSIVE HERD belonging to
JAMES WEBB. Esq. (who is giving up the farm), at Fladburj-,
Pershore, Worcestershire, crossed with Bulls of the Bates and
Knighlley blood.

THURSDAY, September 26.—Mr. R BLACKWELL'S ENTIRE
HERD, at Tansley, near Matlock, Derbyshire, including several
fine specimens of the Anna and Medora tribes, crossed with
Booth blood.

WEI>NESDAY, October 9.—The larger portion of the late Mr.
CADDY'S HERD (between 50 and 60 head), at Rougholm,
Booile, Cumberland, consisting principally of animals of the
Gwynne and Roseberry tribes.

Catalogues will be issued in due time, and may be had of JOHN
THORNTON, 15, Langham Place, Regent iJireet, London, W.

Beaiunont Grange, near Lancaster.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD has received instructions from
Mr. W. W. Slyc to announce for SALE by AUCTION, at

Beaumont Grange, on WEDNESDAY. August 21 next, about
THIRTY HEAD of PURE-ERED SHORTHORNS, including
some choice specimens of the famed Knightley and Kirklevingion
strains. First class Sires of the latter blood have been used Also
will be offered, SIX Valuable YOUNG BULLS from the splendid
Herd of the Right Hon. the Earl of Bcctivc, Underiey Hall, Kirkby
Lonsdale.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had on application to Mr'
STRAFFORD, 13, Euston Square, "London, N.W ; or of Mr. SLYE,
at Beaumont Grange, Halton, near Lancaster.

Winterfold, near Kidderminster.
IMPORTANT SALE of FIRST-CLASS SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions to
announce for SALE by AUCTION, without reserve, at Winter-

fold, on WEDNESDAY, September 18 next, the ENTIRE HERDS of
FIRST-CLASS SHORTHC5rNS. belonging to John Harvard. Esq.,
of Winterfold, near Kidderminster, and Isaac Downing, Esq, of
Turner's Hill, Rowley Regis, consisting of about 70 Head of Bulls,
Cows, and Heifers, of the Oxford, Waterloo, Wild Eyes, Kirkleving-
ion, LaUy, Blanche, and Surmise Tribes. More than half the Stock
arc directly descended from animals bred at Kirklevington, and the
others largely inherit this highly fashionable blood. The Sale includes
the magnificent Bull. 3d Duke of Claro (23,729), whose sire and dam
were both by the celebrated 7th Duke of York (17,754), and the superb
Bull 8th Duke of Geneva (28,390). The Young Stock are by these
excellent Sires, and the Cows and Heifers arc served by them
cxp\i?f^*l'T^^"^ Pedigrees, may be had on application to Mr.
>tivi^-p°^^,\r'3'

Euston Square. London. N.W. j or of Mr.MINETF, at Wmterfold, near Kiddcnninsier

TriRGlNIA.-An EXCURSION and EMIGRATION
> PARTY will start from Liverpool direct on AUGUST 13, in

charge of Mr. JOSEPH NEWTON, Estate Improver, who has twice
visited this State.

Apply at 100, Palmerston Buildings, London, E.C.

H

ri^HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
-I- (Incorporated by Special Acts or Parliament.)

DRAINAGE, RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS.
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &c.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above

purposes, without investigation of title.

For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.
RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. i, Great George Street,
Storey's Gale, Westminster, S.W.

IGH LAND ' and AGRICULTURAL SOCIE'fY
of SCOTLAND.

KELSO SHOW.
WEDNESDAY, July 31.—Showyard open at g A.M. Members and

Exhibitors of Stock admitted at 5s. ; Non-Members, 101. Alter
2 p..\i,. Members and Exhibitors free. Non-Members, 2s. td.
Horse Parade at 4 p.m. Admission to Gallery, is. President's
Dinner in Corn Exchange at 645; Tickets los. 6rf., applications
for which to be made to the Secretary before July 26; or to Mr.
Rutherfurd, Square, Kelso.

THURSDAY, August i.—Showyard open at 8 A.M. Admission,
21. 6if. till 2 P.M. ; alter 2 P.M., 11. Members and Exhibitors free.
Horse Parade at 12 and 3 p.m. Admission to Gallery, is. Ball in
the Corn Exchange. Application for Tickets (Gentlemen, 151.,
Ladies, lOi.), to be made to Mr. Rutherfurd, Square, Kelso.

FRIDAY, August 2.-Showyard open from 8 A m, till 5 p.m. Admis-
sion 15. till 12 noon; after 12, 6*f. Members and Exhibitors free.
Horse Parade at 12 and 3 p.m. Admission to Gallciy, 11.

A Military Band and Pipers will perform during the Show.
Visitors requiring Lodgings will receive information on application

to Mr. Rutherlurd, Square, Kelso.
F. N. MENZIES. Secretary.

3, George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh.

Poultry Exhibition. In Connection with the
STAFFORDSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY-^

STAFFORD MEETING, SEPEMBER 10. 11. and 12.- 'in
addition to the usual Prizes for Slock Produce, and offered for com-
petition within the limits of the Society's operations. Special Prizes
01/25 and jgtg for the best and second best STALLION for Agricul-
tural Purposes, also Prizes for POULTRY and IMPLEMENTS,
are open lor competition to the United Kingdom.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 10.

Prize Lists and Forms of Entry arc now ready, and may be had on
application to the Secretary-, W. TOMKINSON, Newcastle, Staffs.

THE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE and POULTRY
SHOW, 1872—The TWENTY-FOURTH GREAT ANNUAL

EXHIBITION of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC
POULTRY. CORN, ROOTS, and IMPLEMENTS, will be held in
Bingley Hall, on SATURDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNES-
DAY, and THURSDAY, November 30, and December 2, 3,4, and 5,
when PRIZES to the amount of TWO THOUSAND TWO
HUNDRED and FIFTY POUNDS will be awarded.

Prize Lists, Certificates of Entry, and every information may be
obtained from the Secretary.

The ENTRIES CLOSE on FRIDAY. November i.

JOHN B. LYTHALL, Secretary.
Offices, 39, New Street, Birmingham.

SATURDAY, JULY 27, 1S72.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

THTsD«*\u^Eiyil Annual Meeting of the Highland and

Fr.dav
' - \ \ Agricullura! Society, at Relso.

THE most serious agricultural news of the

week is the simultaneous Attack of
Rinderpest upon several points of our eastern

shore. On Friday of last week it was stated in

the House of Commons that a case had been
detected in the Deptford Foreign Cattle Market,
where, happily, it had no chance of infecting any
English stock.

Again, on Tuesday morning of this week
we are informed that the steamship Benachie
arrived in Leith Roads from Cronstadt with

a cargo of 50 Russian cattle. A Privy Council
Order being extant prohibiting the importa-

tion of Russian cattle, the vessel was ordered
to remain at anchor in the Roads. Mr. C.

S. Romanes, Inspecting Veterinary Surgeon
at Leith, fountj, on inspection of the cattle, three

of the animals suffering from rinderpest

—

one of them in a very advanced stage of the

disease, and a large number of others showing
symptoms of having been affected by the plague.

We are further informed that Mr. Romanes,
immediately on getting ashore, telegraphed
to the Privy Council authorities in London for

instructions, and received orders to have the
cattle slaughtered on board ship, and to treat the
ship as an infected place, under the Privy Council
Orders. Principal Williams and Professor
Whalley, of the Edinburgh Veterinary College,

and Mr. Baird, veterinary surgeon, also visited

the Benachie in the course of the day, and pro-
nounced the cattle to be suffering from rinder-

pest. All those who were on board the cattle-

plague-stricken ship were disinfected on reaching
shore, in order to prevent all possibility of the
disease spreading. The local authorities in

Leith made preparations on Tuesday night to

have the cattle slaughtered on board the vessel,

and to have the carcases buried, or sent 40 miles
out to sea and thrown overboard.
The latest information we have, on applying

at the Veterinary Department of the Privy
Council Office, before going to press, is that

Professor Brown is at Hull, in consequence of
the cattle plague being there.

The following queries and suggestions,

emanating from a foreign source, may prove

interesting in comparison with our own agri-
cultural position.

In reference to their own country, French
politicians ask if it be correct that the democratic
wave of small properties and of small farming is

always rising? Is it true that it threatens to
swallow up large farming .ind large estates ?

Can it be true that, owing to the increased
scarcity of labourers and the necessary rise of
wages, large farming will have to succumb to

small farming, which requires more capital and
more labour per acre .'

It is singular that at a time when science and
capital have taken to farming, there should be
these new Jeremiahs who declare that there

must be an end of large farming, and that .agri-

culture must be left to those who labour, and till

their own plot of land, and water it with the
sweat of thcirown brows. Large fitrming, accord-
ing to them, is doomed to decay, because it

depends on paid labour, and farm work is costly,

though ill-paid, and it is difficult to superintend.
Large and small farming differ in tliis, that in

one case the work is done by those directly

interested in the result, in the other case it is

done by those who receive payment, and care
nothing for the crops. There can be no doubt,
according to some reasoners, that the system of
production by interested labour is the sound one.

.- Labour is one of the greatest of the costs of
farming, and it is obtained apparently .at a dearer
rate in large farming than in small, and the more
the latter gains ground the worse it is for the
former, especially as the rural emigration to the
towns only affects large farming with its hire-

ling day labourers and taskmasters. The large
farmers, therefore, should be deeply interested

in all questions touching the movements of the
population, such as military contingents, which
drag the best men from the fields, and extrava-
gant town works, which disturb the labour
market, and, so it is alleged, corrupt the mind of
the work-people.

Ought we, say the French democrats, to desire
the rapid division of the land, and the increase in

the number of small proprietors ? Some sanguine
people rejoice in the supposed approaching
downfall of large farming, as entailing a social
system under which " the land will be for the
labourers." But this is a shallow view, and
democracy of this sort is in direct opposition to

all progress, for a system which would degrade
agriculture below other industries which offer
latere scope for intelligence, would induce every
man of brains and enterprise to take up with other
pursuits ; and there would only remain among
farmers strong limbs and honest hearts, without
any able heads or men of ability and force
to maintain the interests of their class. The
struggle would not be equal. The rural popula-
tion, numerous as it must be, would assuredly be
eaten up by taxes and statute labour. Malthus
forcibly said that a country of small proprietors
will always be given over to military despotism.

Every kind of industry, agriculture included,

ought to offer a field for the e.xercise of the best
human faculties. Agriculture, as well as other
pursuits, ought to open a career to men of pro-

gress—to those who labour with their hands and
to those who bring into the field their science
and capital. With a fair field and no favour
every one strives to get on according to his

means and abilities, and the best men come to

the fore. Without a class of wealthy and enlight-

ened men to represent and maintain the inte-

rests of agriculture you have only a labouring
population, a prey to despotism—mere number
without discipline. What is wanted for the
general prosperity of the country is an economical
system which admits of every agricultural variety

and allows large, small, or moderate farms
to thrive without hindrance, so that each may be
developed according to its utility in reference to

population, markets, capital, soil, locality, and
the circumstances of the times.

Large farming in France has great difficulties

to contend with. On the one hand, there is a
scarcity of labour ; on the other, the burden of
taxes, and the removal of capital to commercial
enterprise. There is a great extent of land to
cultivate, and very little capital to employ per
acre. Hence the small yield of corn, not
exceeding from 9 bush, to 16 bush, per acre.

The population is not yet large enough for the
cultivation of French territory by small farming.
Large farming is an absolute necessity for the
improvement of its rural economy. The better
the large farms are cultivated the better will the
non-agricultural population be fed, and at the
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same time the wages of the agricuUural labourer
will increase.

So long as France remains a country of cen-

tralised government, it appears that her agri-

cultural institutions must remain under the

fostering care of the Government. But the

country should be taught to manage its own
rural affairs, and to regard Government organi-

sation merely as a provisional arrangement to

facihtate a transition to self-government.

Farmers must ultimately look after their own
rights and interests ; and since other industries

show their strength by union and the power
of mind, agriculture must push her way among
them, and take her own place in the ranks of

enterprise.

While, however, in France small farming is

objected to almost wholly on moral and political

grounds, we, in summing up the advantages of

large farming, should have something to say of

machinery, live stock, and the many modes of

employing capital economically' on large farms,

which cannot be applied on small ones.

A SMALL supply of English Wheat at Mark
Lane on Monday sold at previous prices. Trade on
Wednesday was dull, and only the better qualities of

English Wheat realised Monday's quotations. Late
prices could not be maintained for beasts on Mon-
day at the Metropolitan Cattle Market ; prices for

sheep were lower. On Thursday choice beasts realised

a small advance. Englishwool was in small demand.
The Hop reporter states that accounts are favour-

able for a full average crop.

We regret to find that in some districts the

Discontent of Agricultural Labourers with
THEIR Wages, and the consequent strike or threat of

striking is met by what is equivalent to a lock-out

on the part of the masters. Men have a right

to combine for any honest purpose ; and it is not

wise to make enemies even of '* Union" men. Thus
we learn from Oxfordshire, that in consequence of

many of the farmers of that county having been served

by their labourers with a notice requiring them to

conform to the rules of the Labourers' Agricultural

Union, a meeting was called on Saturday last at the

Roebuck Hotel, Oxford, to consider the question.

This was so numerously attended, that it was found
necessary to adjourn it to the Corn Exchange, where
one of the largest gatherings of the farmers of the

county that has taken place for many years was held.

Mr. John Rowland, of Woolton, was in the chair,

and the following resolutions were carried :
—

" I. That in the opinion of this meeting the rules issued

by the Warwickshire Agrirultural Labourers' Union, and
now attempted to be forced upon Oxfordshire, are inap-

plicable to farming operations generally, and most par-

ticularly so for hay-time and harvest.
'* 2. That, whereas the experience of the last few months

proves that concession leads only to increased demands,
an agricultural association be at once formed for the

purpose of meeting the present difficulty.

"3. That this meeting pledges itself to resist to the

utmost the rules sought to be enforced upon the farmers

by the Warwickshire Union,
"4. That a committee of 13. together with a secretary

and treasurer, be appointed to frame rules to be submitted
to a future meeting.

The committee appointed met afterwards, and agreed
upon the following rules :

—

" I. The Society shall be designated the " Oxfordshire
Association of Agriculturists," its object being to protect

the interests of the employers of agricultural labour,

"2. Members shall pay an annual subscription of ioj.,

due in advance.
"3. No member shall employ a labourer belonging to

a union, unless he is already a hired servant.

"4. No member shall engage a labourer without a
character from his last employer."

The farmers of Wootton have discharged all men in

their employ belonging to the Union ; at the same
time offering to take any back when they discontinue

the connection with it—on the other hand, it is quite

right that the law be strictly and justly applied, and no
man has any right to evade his duty under any contract

he has made.—The Dorsetshire magistrates of the

Wareham Petty Sessional Division had before them on
Tuesday six agricultural labourers, charged with

leaving their masters' service without giving due notice.

Mr. T. E. DowDEN, of Roke Farm, said he was
waited upon by the " Union men," who asked for 15^.

weekly and permission to leave work at 5 o'clock in

the afternoon. To the latter he could not accede.

Joseph Gudge, a lad whom he had employed for a
year, suddenly left his work on the 1st inst. without
giving due notice. He had 6s. 6d. weekly ; his father
received 8j. ; they had also Potato ground, a cottage
and garden, coals, wood and Fir faggots, and £1 each
extra for harvest work. The other cases were some-
what similar to this. The cases were not pressed, but
the defendants were ordered to pay the costs, Lieut.-
Colonel Mansel, on behalf of the Bench, expressing
the determination of the magistrates in seeing these
contracts strictly fulfilled in any case brought before
them in future.

The Sale of the Rev. W. Holt Beever's
Herd took place on the Thursday of the Royal
show week at Pencraig Court, Ross. The attendance,
numbering some 300,J|was somewhat thinner than
many expected, still it was a good company, and,
doubtless, many of the local men were taken away by
Ross Market and the Cardiff Show. The cattle were
not highly got up, but came out in good healthy con-
dition, especially the yearling heifers, which were even
and good. The blood was somewhat of a mixed cha-

racter, the " Towneley " predominating, with a few
rather outside *' Knightley's " and *' Bates." The
demand was, consequently, good for the " Towneley "

animals, which were all descended from J^osc- oj
Lancashire^ one of the handsomest of the "Towneley"
lots in 1864. Mr. De Vitre, who purchased the cream
of the late Mr. Eastwood's herd, bought all the

females of this tribe, against Mr. T. Robinson and
Mr. Garfit—five cows and heifers, at an average of

£\^z ids. The bull Broomstick, who had been
used, also of "Towneley" descent, was bought by
Mr. France, of Salop, for 100 gs., and Mr. Geo.
Game gave 26 gs. for TRiUiMPH, a promising bull calf

of the same blood. The two females of the " Silence
"

tribe were both purchased reasonably enough by Mr.
G. Barton, Norfolk, at 53 gs. and42gs. The "Molly "

tribe, a deep red family, of great substance and milk-

ing properties, bred from the "Booth" and old

"Strickland" blood, was chiefly purchased by Mr.
Homfray, of Penllyn Castle, at an average of nearly

;r;^40. Lot 3, ^th Duchess of York, bred from Earl
Ducie's "Violet" tribe (Mr. Stone, 57 gs. ), and lot 8,

Lady Tortworih 2ti (Sir E. Cockburn, 5S gs.) were
certainly the two finest looking cows in the sale.

Among the other purchasers were Mr. Woodburne,
Ulverstone ; Mr. R. M. Knowles, Mr. J. Rolt, Mr.
Crawshaw Bailey, Mr. J. Pulley, and Mr. J. Roberts,
Gloucestershire. The 36 cows averaged ^^52 iSj. , the

9 bulls ;i^38 7J-. ; the entire sale realising ;!^2250 3j-., or

an average of just ^50, which was said to be some

;^ 500 in excess of the owners anticipations. Several

choice pigs of the " Black Diamond" (Suffolk) breed,

made an average of 6 gs. each.

The Drink Difficulty, if not the greatest, is

one of the greatest the farmer has to contend with;
and though it is not so bad in places remote from cyder
districts, yet it is a great trouble everywhere, and one
which strikes are not likely to lessen. That the subject

of drink should be more perplexing in cyder districts

than elsewhere may be understood from the fact that,

there, drink comes direct from the farm, and is occasion-

ally so abundant that there is scarcely room to stow it

away. It is then supposed to cost little or nothing,

while "malt" must be a continual drain upon the

pocket. The result is that labourers in cyder counties

insist upon as much as they can guzzle whenever
there is any pressure of work. Thus at the present

time work is plentiful, and professional agitators

are going about the country telling the farm labourer

that he is a wretched, miserable, underpaid being,

as he and his family are obliged to exist on 9^.

a-week. This is just what is said to men in Dorset,

Devon, and Somerset, and yet we are told that in

no part of England is more given to the labourers as

a weekly wage, when all things are considered, nor is

piece*work usually paid for so highly, as in the county
of Dorset. Everywhere, too, is improvement going on
—cottages are better and more comfortable, and even
sensible pictures and elegant kinds of pottery are not

unfrequent in the dwellings where once tawdry
prints or a plaster cat were the prevailing ornaments

;

and altogether our country cottages are palaces

compared with the highly-rented town rooms, with-

out the strip of land that even some artizans are fain

to put up with, not to say in large cities but in our
smaller rural towns. We contend, too, and we know
that our brother farmers are with us, that men should
be paid, not by a fixed tariff, which would make all

alike, but according to the quality of the workman
and the nature of his work ; and further, that all pay-
ments should be made in current coin of the realm.

Now, then, to apply this to the matter of drink. We
are anxious, and as a rule farmers in general are anxious

to get men to take money in lieu of drink ; and Canon
GiRDLESTONE, and those who act with him, might
make the labourer's wages better by teaching him
to be independent of drink. We hope the time

is not far distant when the giving of drink to the

agricultural labourer will be forbidden by law. It

wants no heavy penal enactment to bring this about

—

only let the farmer have an excuse for getting rid of the

nuisance, and he will not be slow to avail himself of it.

The agitator talks as though we insisted upon the daily

drinking of so much bad cyder, but what is the fact ?

—

though cyder is now a costly article, it is less so than beer

;

and, sour as a Cockney may deem it, the labourer would
rather drink it than beer at double the cost. Unfortim-
ately, in the west the agitation about wages is taking

the form of an increased demand for drink. We last

week saw the, to us, sad spectacle of a set of men, if

not drunk at least not far ofl it, refusing to go on a

hay-rick, unless, as they said—" We has as much drink

as we got amind ; and if you weant gee it we'll goo to

them as wull." An increased tariff of drink for all

. sorts of piece-work is demanded under the pressure of

unionism and strikes. And, be it remembered, this drink
1 is not partaken of merely with meals, numerous as these

are in the west, but between loads and the like ; and the
mean tricks that are resorted to in order to get as much
as possible are distressing enough to a conscientious
employer, even if not done at his cost, for he knows
well enough that a man half-drunk usually finishes up at

the public-house ; and it thus happens that some of the
best paid labourers have the most wretched homes. For
if the constitution of a man be such that he can take
a lot of drink he is a sort of public-house king. Hard-
headedness is as much vaunted as in the days of
Burns. But if the countryman cannot stand it, what
then ? The sad response must be, he is on the parish

half his time, to which even the strong man will come
at last, if his strength partaketh of "pot valiance."

It is these effects of drink, seen at the Board of

Guardians as well as on the farm, which make us,

and most of the farmers with whom we are acquainted,
desirous of getting rid of any and every semblance of
paying wages in drink. Our farm of 400 acres costs as
much as p. an acre for drink, and 4i'. an acre for poor-
rates. Now, on the score of drink alone, we do not
think that farmers would err in increasing wages 10 per
cent. ; indeed, we know that this has been offered to,

and persistently refused by the men. Could this be
brought about we feel sure there would be a steady
decrease of pauperism. J. B.

The following correspondence has been for-

warded to us for publication :

—

1. Mr. ToNKS to Mr. Mechi.
" I, Bilston Road, Wolverhampton.

"Sir,— I read with great interest your practical opinions
on the prospects of our food supply, but I look in vain
for your opinion why stock is so short. I wish you could
give your practical advice to your brother farmers to

increase their stock, for I am satisfied that England can
keep and feed as much again stock has it has. I am a
working man, whose lot it is to toil and to earn my daily

bread by the sweat of my brow for my wife and six chil-

dren. We can only afford to have half the meat we
require. I am very thankful that other articles are cheap,
and when I read of fabulous prices given for celebrated
breeds of stock, it makes me sing out in despair

—

Oh the roast beef of old England, how beautiful art thou :

On the tables of the well-to do, there I behold thee now ;

But in my little pantry, and on that shelf of mine,
Thy welcome face 1 fear will never again shine.

I hope, sir, you will excuse the liberty I am taking by
addressing to you these few rough lines ; if you will kindly
send me an answer I should esteem it a great favour,

"James Tonks."

2. Mr. Mechi to Mr. Tonks.
" Tiptree Hall, Kelvedon, Essex, July 22.

"Dear Sir,—In 1868 and subsequent very dry years,

the scarcity of grass and other stock feed obliged the
breeders to sacrifice their stock at ruinous prices, thus
diminishing their capital and discouraging the breeding
of stock. It is to be hoped and expected that the present
very high prices of lean and fat stock will greatly stimu-
late increased Stock breeding. The increase of popu-
lation and industrial prosperity cause a greater demand
for animal food, and a consequent rise in price. I do not
think that meat will be cheaper for some years to come.
I have always had an opinion that we do not, as farmerF,
make meat enough, and it is evident tliat with so vast an
extent of grass land (half of the kingdom), much of it very

poor, we shall be often subject to the evils arising from
dry seasons on permanent pastures. An ample and more
certain supply of stock food can be produced on arable

land by growing winter and spring Beans, Clover, winter

Tares, Italian Rye-grass, Mangel, Turnips, and Cabbage,
and winter Oats, all available for animal consumption.
By the use of cake and foreign corn, with cut straw, &c.,

much meat may be made. All this requires a greater

acreable capital than is generally invested.— I am, dear

sir, yours obediently, J. J.
Mechi.

"Mr. James Tonks."

Our farm is yearly visited by droves of doves and
wood-pigeons. The former having perseveringly

visited our Pea fields we examined the crops of some
of these supposed depredators, which were shot by a

pupil on this presumption. The first brought was ex-

amined on June 2, 1S70; this, on examination, proved

to have in its crop as many as 450 seeds of the common
Fumitory, whilst the gizzard contained nothing but the

debris of these seeds, mixed with grit. In 1871 more
were shot, and in none was anything else found except

the Fumitory seeds, and in one upwards of 1000 of

these. This year, at the end of Jime, a dove being

caught in the Wheat, the spot was carefully examined,

and there was a large and well-seeded root of the Fu-

mitory. Now, it is worthy of remark, that only these

seeds have been here found as part of the food of the

dove, which comes long before Peas could serve as

food, indeed, this year, before this crop was in flower.

The wood-pigeon {Columba palumbus), also called

wood-dove, is perhaps mischievous in the pea field,

but the last we had shot at the end of the month of

June of this year, before the Peas were kidded, had a

crop full of the young buds of Charlock, so that even

this species is not always mischievous, j. B.

LOSS OF AMMONIA AND PHOS-
PHA TES.

I AM not an agricultural man, but I take the utmost
interest in agricultural progress. The loss of ammo-
niacal ingredients and phosphates of transition 1 have

long deplored, and very often have I intended to draw
up some observations on the subject. I have now
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done so, and describe the means by which I would

purpose to accomplish the important result of effectively

rescuing the now lost azote lime and phosphorus of

transition. Without further preface, therefore, I shall

proceed to read my essay on "The Economic and

Effective Arrest of the Lime Phosphorus and Azote of

Transition, through the Medium of a prepared Humus
or Soil, and their Application, along with that of

ordinary Excreta, to Purposes of Agriculture." Tlie

liquid phosphate of lime now sells for some ;i£^20, and

ammonia at from ^^So to ;^ioo per ton. Vast quan-

tities of these important substances are imported from

abroad, and very largely fabricated at home. But

whatever be the actual amount made vise of, the supply

of animal and mineral phosphates and preparations of

ammonia falls far short of the requirements of the soil.

Everything, speaking of alimentary substances, which
the earth is made to yield ought to be returned in some
shape to the soil. This plain and indubitable canon
is nevertheless violated continually. What the land

gives is very insufficiently and sparingly returned to

the land. Fluid and solid feculence, instead of being

deposited in tlie soil, is suffered to pollute the earth's

surface, and the interior of human dwellings as well ;

or, gathered in cesspools or trailing sewers, contami-

nates the atmosphere, violating self-respect and human
dignity, and everywhere promoting discomfort and
disease. Agriculture, properly conducted, would
enrich the earth, whereas it positively impoverishes it

so that foreign ingredients, apatite from Spain o

America, and guano from the Chincha or other

islands, are needful to prevent the land from wearing
out, a spectacle which Maryland and Virginia, as I

have witnessed, furnish on a large scale. As it is, the

yield is vastly less than are our requirements, and
much, very much, less indeed than what, with proper
management, our 40 to 50 millions of acres might be

made to afford. The better the soil is treated the

more it will return, and the worse and more grudgingly
it is treated the less it will return. Bad treatment in-

volves bad and insufficient returns, whereas good treat-

ment involves copious returns—abundant corn and
green crops, plenty of milk and butter and eggs, any
amount of legs and shoulders of mutton, ribs and
rounds of beef, flocks of poultry, flitches of bacon, and
well nourished instead of half-starved impoverished
men and women. The food supply in these islands,

though relatively less both in quantity and quality than
what it ought to be, is still absolutely very considerable.
Taking the returns made in June last there were then,

fractions omitted, some 9,000,000 of horned cattle on
hand, 31,000,000 sheep, and 4,000,000 swine, irre-

spective of imported cattle and preserved meats.
And yet of the 31,500,000 constituting the popu-
lation of the United Kingdom, very considerably
more than one-half almost never taste butchers'
meat at all, and of those who do, the meat supply
might often be most advantageously increased. With
spade labour or machine labour the equivalent of spade
labour and house feeding, the com yield and the meat
yield of our acres might be doubled, possibly trebled,

at once. Of course, stalled animals would be the

better for a little daily outing, with strict attention

to stall ventilation and stall cleanliness as well.

As at present conducted, the feeding of stock, horn
cattle and horses alike, is conducted with the

greatest possible waste—the land is not adequately
utilised, and the manure supplies, or possible manure
supplies, are in a great measure dissipated and lost.

Now, as manure is of quite as much moment as the soil

itself, and as manuring ought to be carried to as great

an extent as the soil will profitably take it in, it is of

the very greatest urgency that no available particle of

compost should be wasted. It is quite as important to

save manure as to reap grain or to feed stock. One,
in fact, is the needful correlative and complement of
the other ; and yet the collection of manure is most
imperfect, and what is actually stored past is exposed
to almost every element of waste and decay, at once
over head and under foot. In addition to the proper
storage and preservation of manure, in respect of which
the practice of the Chinese colonists in Java seems to

me deserving of special adention and consideration, I

propose that the solid and fluid excreta of man and
brutes should be commingled with a prepared humus or
soil, consisting of the following ingredients, as well
calculated to ensure the desired results :

—

Prepared Humus. lb. or parts.

Perfectly dry humu5 or soil .

.

.

.

. . loo
Calcined gypsum powder, from .

.

.

.

. . 10 to 20
Common alum, from . . .

.

.

.

. , i to 5

Copperas, from . . . . .

,

.

.

. . 1 to 5
Sulphuric acid, from .. .. .. .. i to 5

These ingredients—and the proportions hold equally
good for 1000 or 10,000 tons as for a single

hundredweight—duly comminuted and commingled,
constitute a very effective disinfectant and deodoriser and
vehicle. The cost of 1000 tons of earth or soil I need
not specify, but I may mention that common gypsum
may be had at some 30J. per ton, sulphuric acid and
sulphate of iron at -js. 6d., and alum at los. per
cwt. The humus or soil has its own great especial
merits, while the three sulphates, along with the sul-
phuric acid, combine their several utilities and consti-
tute an admixture well adapted to the objects in view,
namely, the effective and inoffensive conservation of
the products of animal waste and decay until they can
be returned to the soil. This admixture will grasp the

ammonia compounds, whether in esse or \n posse, firm

and fast : and as for the phosphates, they will likewise

be laid hold of and retained. Every farm steading,

according to its dimensions and requirements, ought, at

the outset of every year, to be provided with hundreds
or thousands of tons of this prepared humus, properly
stored, and at hand in order to be effectively utilised.

The ordinary summer soil, dried and levigated, answers
every purpose as a main ingredient, clays, however,
calcined and levigated, might be resorted to. The
waste refuse of brick and limekilns, road dust, turf,

and coal ashes, charred seaweed, and charred peat, so

far as tiie supply sufficed, might also be had recourse

to. Tlie foregoing effective and economic compound
might further be advantageously employed wherever
animal waste was liable to be deposited, as in pro-

vision stores, slaughterhouses, sheep pens, fowl houses,

catgut factories, knackers' yards, pigstyes, stables and
stable yards, pork and fish curing establishments, and
the like. The water now employed in the closet

system, leading as it does to extended cesspools, be-

neath the level of the streets, fouling the rivers and
foreshores of the sea, ought to be entirely superseded
by sanitary humus instead. The importance of common
soil as a deodoriser and disinfectant, as we find from
Roman and Israelitish records, was not unknown to

the ancients. By the moderns its utilities have been
strangely neglected. The inhabited surfaces of India
are dense with trodden-down ordures. The towns and
villages of Europe are in little better case. And yet

feculence, of whatever description, ought to be con-
signed to the soil, and never for a moment suffered to

pollute our dwelling-places, or those of the creatures

whom we associate with us. In my treatise entitled

Moral Sanitary Ecoitoniy, published some 20 years ago,

the subject was dwelt upon in the strongest terms.

The resultant admixture of sanitary humus and fecu-

lence, fluid and solid, might be preserved until needed
in suitable receptacles, slate or brick lined, or dried, as

in the sample now exhibited, by a moderate tempera-
ture, in kilns or otherwise. The sooner, however, the

procedure here described could be resorted to, the

better would it prove—at least, if we are to realise the

great objects to be accomplished. The recent bones of

a horse or ox weigh, let us say, from 80 to 100 lb. ; of
a man, from 11 to 15 lb. ; of a sheep or swine, from
10 to 15 per centum of its living weight. Now, all the

phosphorus—or, if we prefer the expression, all the

phosphates of the bones, brain, and nerve structures

generally, along with all the azotised excreta, or

possible ammonia, which, guided by the laws of tissue

metamorphosis, I calculate at one-half the amount of

the phosphates—that is to say, all the bones and all the

flesh of any given animal—find complete transit from
within to without in about 10 weeks or so, mainly
through the kidneys and allied structures, and, owing
to our present treatment of them, are almost utterly
lost and. dissipated. The proportions and the time as
above stated, though not absolutely, are approximately
true, inasmuch as tissue change is much more rapid

with some than others, but with young animals and
children at least twice as rapid. Otherwise, the calcu-

lations are founded on physiological data, and in the

main correct. Suppose we take the horse or ox in

illustration. During each and every year of its life,

then, this animal, and other animals in proportion,

sheds or expends, be the same more or less, 1000 lb.

avoirdupois of the phosphates, and about 5 cwt. of

nitrogenous compounds, both of which all-important

substances, human wants and the requirements of the

soil regarded, are now as effectively lost and dissi-

pated as if that phosphorus and that nitrogen were
actually thrown into the great deep—a destination,

indeed, which, for the most part, they positively incur,

or as if the annual tens of millions sterling which the

lost phosphates and ammonia of transition may be
supposed to amount to were squandered similarly.

By the judicious application of sanitary humus, the

nitrogenous and phosphatic compounds, the amount
furnished by the individual multiplied by the gi'and

aggregate of living beings, might, I believe, be
effectively saved and utilised, thus supplying a mine of

wealth to which all the Potosis and Golcondas in

existence were the merest trifles in comparison. In

effect, animal waste, both fluid and solid, could be
turned to full account, the general health and well-

being prodigiously enhanced, and the yield of the soil

multiplied to an extent to which I am quite incom-
petent to fix a limit. H. MacCormac, M.D., Belfast.

ON OFTHE PROFITABLE USE
WASTE LAND.

The history of the fen lands gives us an excellent

example of what skill and perseverance, aided by

capital, are able to accomplish, for we now see beeves

and corn abounding in places where but a few years

ago the salt sea rolled its waves, and this dry land

increases the area of cultivated acres just as much as if

it had been a gift of Old Ocean to our island ; and

although the deed of conveyance may have been costly

in the first instance, the estate is now repaying it with

enormous interest. Land reclaimed from the sea or from

peat bogs is usually level, rich in vegetable matter, and

easily cultivated, and consequently ranks high for all

the ordinary products of the farm, and rents high too in

the roll of the fortunate landowner ; this is really turn-

ing waste land to profitable account. Now there lies .

a zone, or belt of land, between the line of perpetual
snow and the line of profitable cultivation which cannot
be " made blithe by plough and harrow," on which the
sun shines and over which the wind blows—hundreds oi
acres of dale and down, of steep hill sides, straths, fells,

and square miles of mountain land, that yield little if

any benefit to man,—these cannot be got into harness
in the usual way.

I was at some pains years ago, through the medium
oi LouJon's Gardeners^ Magazine^ to show those who
possesseil only a small plot of land, such as a garden,
how to make the arrangement of the crops with arches
over the walks that otherwise would only have pro-
duced weeds, so that the area thus added would be
equal to that of all the walks, and when reckoned by
the produce would be equal to that of a plot a fourth
larger than the one in question ; for climbing vege-
tables, such as Peas and Scarlet Runners, will
grow by the side of a path, and follow the sticks
that support them just as easily over a pathway
as anywhere else, and the owner can get
along just as well in his garden plot with an archway
over his head as if nothing were there. I have seen
my idea carried out handsomely in gardens with fruit

trees supported on trellises over the walks, and the
beauties of such , trellises when the trees are in bloom
is a sight worth going miles to see. Raspberry canes
when well grown are particularly suited to such
trellises ; and although everybody seems to cut the
Gooseberry and Currant tribe to the pattern of a wine-
glass, these plants will runup clean-stemmed, and form
tall branching plants. I mention this matter now to
show, that even in the best managed places, where the
plot is cultivated by hand, there is a great deal of
waste space that could be turned to good account.

If we look at an Osier-bed we find that the swamp
has merits, and that even the land which is saturated
with stagnant water can be turned to good account,
not by draining only, but simply by suiting the crop to

the nature of the ground, for the Birch, the Alder,
and the Willow will all do well on swampy ground.
If any one would only take the trouble to look up the
holes and corners of a low-lying country parish, he
would be surprised to see the immense area of un-
drained swamp that might be converted into profitable

woodland by cuttings of the Willow without roots ;

but it is not only to the wet land that I would now
wish to direct attention, but rather to the dry hill

sides and the square miles of uncultivated moor, with
no depth of soil to repay the agriculturist, but with
plenty to answer the purpose of the planter. There
is, unfortunately, a prevalent idea, that the cultiva-

tion of trees will not repay the planter during
his lifetime. Now there is an easy way of meeting this

argument, by simply counting the concentric layers of
a single tree felled in any plantation, and their number
is an accurate register of the age of the trees. My
fnther showed me immpnse trees of various kinds of
hardwood that he had planted on the estate of Mel-
drum House when he was gardener there, and a whole
hill-side of Fir trees of large size on the estate of Fyvie
Castle, where he was gardener—both places in Aber-
deenshire. Mr. Hoare, when an old man, planted
Cedars of Lebanon at Dawlish, in Devonshire, and was
laughed at for so doing ; but they were magnificent

trees during his lifetime. I asked a gentleman farmer
in Aberdeenshire about some trees that he had grown
on a piece of boggy, uneven ground, as they had been
planted by my father when I was a boy, and I was told

that they had been sawed into scantling many years

ago, and had roofed the sheds for prize bullocks, and
had been an important item of profit on the farm, and
that from land that had been quite a waste during the

memory of living man.
The cheapest nursery stock of evergreen trees that I

know of is assuredly the Scotch Fir (Pinus sylvestris).

The trees above named were to be had in Aberdeen at

ij-. a thousand in my time, and for their successful

culture no ploughing, digging, or delving is needed,

much less trenching. Two cuts are made with the

spade like the letter ~r for each plant, and when the

sod is raised the one-year-old seedling Fir is inserted,

and the ground trod level again completes the work.

Allowing even 3^/. per 100 for the trees, and a few

shillings per acre for the planting, the outlay to com-
mence a forest of evergreen trees is by no means
tmreasonable for either the proprietor or the holder of

a long lease to make.
The trees should be thickly planted, especially in

exposed situations, that they may shelter one another ;

and this necessitates constant careful thinning, so that

the trees may not touch one another, for they would be

ruined at the very outset unless half of them are cut

down before they have been seven years planted, and

before another seven years 50 per cent, more will have

to be felled, and from this time forthwith the thinnings

will be valuable.

The culture of trees is quite a different order of cul-

tivation to that of grain and roots, and has seldom

been attempted by the ordinary cultivators of arable

land, for it has hitherto been a landlord's question ;

but there are very few farms, indeed, where there is

not a place for trees where no other crop would so

well meet the case.

The sewage question has made a great deal of rich

arable land in the place of what the poet called

—

" Waste sandy deserts once perplexed with Thorn,"
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and it is upon the barren sand that the sewage can best

be filtered, and the clear water returned to the water-

course and the river, whilst the filth of towns, buried in

the seed-bed, rises fair and profitable, ready to go the

round again of feeding the town population, and again

finding its way to the filter-bed as before. Samples
;nough have already been given of barren sand, when
supplied with town sewage, producing rich returns at

once. Why, then, should the square miles of land lie

idle that cannot come under the plough and harrow^
partly from having " no deepness of earth," and
partly from its hilly nature being too steep for tillage,

and only fit for woodland ?

When we look at some evergreen bush moored in

the rifted rock, such as may be seen near Buxton, we
know that the plant must have got there when very
young, and as all idea of its having been trans]ilanted

to that locality is not to be entertained for a moment,
it has assuredly got there as a seed, and for want of

crust of vegetable mould, where we find it. Its sup-
plies are drawn from the air, and the pelting storm
caters for its support the kindness which a rose plant

would enjoy : plenty of stable dung would be death to

the Fir. There is undoubtedly a mine of wealth
buried a very little way below the surface of the earth

that will one day be brought to light by the agency of
trees. There is an unimportant-looking shrub, the

Tea plant, but a certain district is suitable for its cul-

tivation, and its leaves find a ready sale. The Coffee
shrub in like manner can be profitably grown in Ceylon
and some few other localities; and when its pulpy;
berry has been bruised, and the hard nuts cleaned and
roasted, it has a flavour and a fitness which make it

almost a necessary of life within the tropics. The
Pamguay Tea plant (Ilex), the Tobacco, and the

Cotton, not to name Flax, Hemp, and the like, have
all their homes, where their fitness is acknowledged

;

find the zone or belt where a forest of Scotch Firs can

only fair to the authorities of the Salopian Society to

point out that whatever credit may belong to the
arrangement really is originally theirs.

TALVS SYSTEM OF CONCRETE
BUILDING.

The whole process of building houses of concrete is

so exceedingly simple that the employment of skilled

labour is quite unnecessary, and indeed the four

labourers who were employed in the construction of

Mr. Lumsden's cottages had never seen anything of
the kind before, and yet they performed their allotted

work without the slightest difficulty. A foundation
having been laid, a double framework of wood, or

panelling, 9 inches apart and iS inches high, is placed
above the foundations round the entire building, form-
ing a kind of box. This panelling consists of pieces of
wood, varying in breadth from 3 or 4 inches to over

Fig. 238.—front elevation. Fig. 239.—BACK ELEVATION.

earth its growth must have been slow ; but yet it is I be grown, is as much entitled to respect as the zones
remarkable what good health it is in : having been
trained to live in that locality it has never carried more
sail than ballast, and under such circumstances the
yew trees and bushes we see there would be unusually
hard and tough. From this example we might learn,
even if we did not know it aforetime, that
if the Fir plantation is made on thin poor soil when
the plants are very young, they will have abundance of
soil to begin with, and, like the Yew trees above noted,
they will go on using all the available earth within

of climate for the

Forsyth^ 9, Islingto

Olive and the Vine. Alexander
Square, Salford.

ATTHE COTTAGE COMPETITION
CARDIFF,

A GOOD deal of displeasure has arisen from the non-
award of the prizes offered by the Marquis of Bute and
Major Turberville, for the best labourer's and miner's

. _ ^ . _- cottage plans at Cardiff. There were certainly some
their reach, steadily labouring not only in summer but ' good cottage plans exhibited ; and if any were intrin-

all the year round to convert into timber all their
,

sically good and deserving of a prize, it appears to us
supplies. There is something bordering on the sublime

I
that the prize should have been awarded, whether an

in the life of an evergreen tree ; for whilst the bee, !

improvement had appeared or not since the last com-
proverbial for its industry, is idle in winter, the Fir ,

petition of the kind. The cottage designs represented
tree, be it great or small, i<: constnntly at work—its 1

in thesubjoinedengravings (figs. 238—243), for CAUUiple,
needle leaves, like Hood's "Song of
the Shirt," stitch, stitch, stitch for 30
long years at a sitting. A forest of Fir
trees when seen from an eminence is an
imposing sight, and who is there that

would not like to see such a host of
needles set to work irooks, game birds,

man, and beast, all seek the forest shel-

ter and the forest shade, abating, as it

does, the excesses of both seasons. I

do not know of any timber tree that will

live and grow to a goodly size upon such
hard fare as Pinus sylvestris. I have
seen fine specimens in the middle of a
rabbit warren in Staffordshire, and in

the valley of the Don in Aberdeenshire
a few years ago a hurricane levelled

some hundreds, perhaps thousands, of
Scotch Fir trees ; and when the earth
was torn up with the roots, I could see
what very poor sandy soil it was that
had produced such splendid trees. It is

quite a surface-rooting tree, and travels
far for its support. The leaves of the
Pinus tribe, tied up as they are in bun-
dles, like the bristles of a brush, have
their character set forth as plants able to cope
with stormy winds ; indeed, nothing hurts them
sooner than want of ventilation ; they will neither bear
leaf, branch, nor cone except in the wind ; and it

must not be forgotten that not only its profit but the
success of its growing depends almost entirely upon its

being planted out when very young. Beautiful samples
may be seen growing in the heather where the rooks
have let a seed fall when picking a Fir cone in hard
weather.

I have only named the Willow, the Alder, and the
Scotch Fir, for cultivation, not to complicate the affair
with "Latin names."* I might have named the
Gorse as preferable to Heath on poor, hilly ground, as
it can be cut and bruised for fodder in times of scarcity,
and is easily raised from seed. There is a peculiar fit-

ness of certam plants for the situations they fill, and
the Pinus sylvestris is admirably adapted to the high
and dry hills where we see it growing so freely. It is
a great mistake to imagine that this tree gels all, or
even the greater part of its nourishment, from the thii

" Their Latin names as fast lie rattles as A. B. C"—Bnr.

I foot, with a bead on the upper edge having an aper-

ture by which the pieces are slid on to an iron rod.

Being thus telescopic in construction, the pieces of wood
can be lengthened or shortened according to the

extent of the building. At intervals between the panels

are placed upright bars, called separating posts, several

feet high, through which the iron rods supporting the

panels pass and are secured. At equal distances of iS

inches, ascending upwards, there are apertures in the

posts for the insertion of the iron rods, and the panel-

ling round the entire structure can be raised with great

case as the building advances. When operations are

to be commenced, a quantity of packing, which may
consist of rough stones of any shape, the more ragged

the better, which forms the first layer of the building,

is thrown in, care being taken to keep the packing

I inch from the face of the work, so that it may not

show through it. When the iS inches

of packing are filled up, the concrete,

which is in a semi-liquid state, like mud,
is poured into the box, and percolates

down through the stones, thoroughly
filling all cavities, and binding the

stones and rubble together so lightly

that the whole forms one solid mass.

For a day the portion of wall thus made
lies encased within the panelling. By
that time it has become quite dry, and
the panelling or frame is taken ofT and
lifted up other 18 inches, the bottom of

the frame resting where the top was
before. Thus another box is formed
above the piece of finished wall, and
identically the same process which we
have described is repeated, stones and
rubble being thrown in, and the liquid

cement poured over them. In this way
iS inches of building are finished each

day, if the weather be good, so that in

the course of a week, the walls of a

cottage S or 9 feet high are strongly and
firmly built.

When the panelling is screwed togc-

have been known for many years. But they well deserve thcr to the separating posts, it is so mathematically
republication, and should, with the others, have been exact, owing to its careful structure, that the wall is

considered on their merits, whether they had been built as straight as if tested with a plumb-line. In-

known before or not. Indeed, the fact that they have deed, it cannot fail to be so, and it is interesting to

Fig. 240.— cottage plan.

Ground-plan : A, b, Living-room and scullery ; c, Bedroom; D, Oven.
Chamber-plan ; E, F, Bedrooms,

been already built in many localities ought to have
been in their favour rather than otherwise. They were
issued long ago by the Salopian Society ; and they are

interesting also as having, so it is believed, furnished

the idea on which many cottage-plans have since been
designed. The plans of this Society, cut into three or

four portions and replaced, do, as a matter of fact,

actually constitute the almost precise arrangement
which won the Denton Cottage prize.

The problem how to adapt and fit together the few ele-

ments which are essential to good cottage accommodation
is not, indeed, of a very complicated character ; and it is

of course quite possible, and therefore probable, that

there was no conscious indebtedness to the Salopian

Society's cottage plan on the part of the architect who
received Mr. Bailey Denton's prize from the Society of

Arts. The mere fact of the singular identity of the

two methods in which the problem had in this instance

l)een solved is, however, very remarkable ; and it is

note that the whole building is finished without the

aid of a plumb-line, which is quite unnecessary.

A noteworthy feature in connection with the build-

ing of these concrete houses is that the usual cumbrous
and often dangerous scaffoldings which arc used in

erecting ordinary buildings is ruperseded by a mucli

better, more secure, and much less unwieldly arrange-

ment, by which ropes are entirely dispensed with.

Little hollow iron tubes, called cores, are placed in the

walls, through which iron rods are inserted, connected

with brackets, which are securely attached to the wall,

being firmly screwed through the building with nuts.

The brackets are just similar in form to supports used

for shelving, and on the top of the brackets are laid

the planks for the scafTolding, forming altogether a

neat and strong support.

The two cottages, which are built as one, are

32 feet in length, by 22 feet, and 8 feet high. In each
cottage there are three rooms, those in the front being
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about 12 feet square, and the back rooms measuring

about 7 feet by 12. The cottages are lighted by two

windows in front, and four in the back. The flooring

is of concrete, which, being thoroughly impervious to

moisture, makes the apartments very dry and comfort-

able. It is intended to have the roof built in the

ordinary way, with rafters and slating ; but it is not

uncommon for concrete to be used as a roofing material,

for which purpose it answers very well. The outside

walls, when built, are fmislied with a coating of

concrete, about a quarter of an inch thick, a little finer

ill quality than that used for the ordinary building,

which gives a smooth finished appearance to the

As to the famous Suffolk horse used for agricultural

purposes, its history was involved in obscurity ; but the

earliest records showed that an independent breed

existed in the county, and that the Suffolk horse was
always famous for the same characteristics and points

it possesses to-day, though improved iu shape and
colour. One old writer had described the animal as

"half horse and half hog," which, in a jocular sense,

was not a bad description of the compact, ti\ick-set

shape, familiar to the eye in the Suffolk horse. The
breed of the picsent day had been greatly improvetl by
a judicious selection of the best animals, with a view to

correct those faults which had previously existed.

been introduced, it entered largely into the food o
horses. By some farmers it was ground up with
beans ; but a better plan was to soak it for about
24 hours. It swelled immensely, and the water
altered the nature of the Maize. Used in that way,
with corn, chaff, and a little bran, it was the cheapest
food that could be given to a horse.

In days long since Suffolk was famous for its cows.
The Suffolk cow was a small animal, and it was said
that in old times it had horns; but he had never
known any one who saw a horned Suffolk cow. Old

! books told them that it was of a dun colour, quite
small, but exceeded by no other biocd for its valuable

Fig. 241.—front elevation. Fig. 242.—BACK ELEVATION.

structure. No supports are requisite for the lintels of

the doors or windows, because, after the concrete is

hardened, it is stronger than any support of wood or

stone. When the building is in progress, spaces are

left for the joists, which are temporarily filled with

sand, which is easily removable at any time with a

trowel. Tiie spaces for the joists are made, alter-

nately, 3 inches and 6 inches in depth on each side of

the building, which diminishes the pressure on the

walls considerably,

Houses finished in the way we have described are

much cheaper than those built in the ordinary way, the

saving being from 35 to 40 per cent The builrlings,

at the same time, are more comfort-

able, because, being impervious to

moisture and heat, they are warm
and dry in winter, and cool during
summer. The rooms can be papered
over the bare walls, no lath or plaster

being required, though a coating of

plaster in no way affects the concrete,

if it is preferred. Aberdeen Journal.

Almost all Suffolk farmers were breeders of horses. A ' milking qualities. Now, however, the animal was
few colts were reared as the cheapest and easiest way

J

quite changed in colour, and very much improved in

of keeping up the horse stock on a farm, and, speaking form. What was now called ,the improved Suffolk

generally, that system prevailed all throughout the

county. The greater part of the farmers preferred

having a horse to sell rather than to buy. In Young's
time, six horses were used on farms of 100 acres, but the

means of cultivation had so much improved, that

now the standard throughout Suffolk was four

horses to 100 acres. The tendency of farming
was to crop as much as possible and to plough less ;

and at the present time farmers were rejoicing in the

introduction of the double-furrow plough, which he

SUFFOLK FARMING.
Mr. R. L. Everett, of Rushmere,

Ipswich, read at a recent meeting of

the Maidstone Farmers' Club a paper
on Suffolk farming.—He referred to

the Fifty Points of Agriculture, writ-

ten during the reign of Henry VIII.
by Thomas Tusser, who in those dis-

tant days represented Suffolk as one
of the best cultivated parts of Eng-
land. Another writer on Suffolk

agriculture, and much more famous
in his day than Tusser, was Arthur
Young, who wrote about a century

since. According to Young a better

system of agriculture was practised

in Suffolk than in any other part of

Great Britain. The ploughing was
then done with two horses, and the

practice was to make long fallows,

much longer than it would be pos-

sible to make now and farm successfully. Swedes
were just then being introduced by some of the

more advanced farmers j but what a change had come
over the scene since those days ! The rents of the

present day were about double what they were when
Young wrote. All the intelligent farmers were making
great havoc with their hedges (where they were per-

mitted to do so), believing that the larger their fields,

if fenced off from the roads, the more likely were they
to secure remunerative crops. The stock to be seen in

the county to-day was very much improved; Swedes,
Beetroot, and Turnips—rarities in the days of Young
—were now to be seen in abundance ; while Mustard,
Trifolium, and other plants, contributed largely to the
prosperity of the agriculturists of the present day. Im-
proved machinery, new manures, and draining had also
helped to produce the most satisfactory results.

Fig. 243.

—

cottage plan.

Ground-plan : a, b, c, Living
Chamber-plan : d, e

-room, scullery, and pantry.
F, three bedrooms.

(Mr. Everett) believed was an old instrument revived

in an improved form ; and which, when used on light

and level lands, would do as much work with three

horses as two single ploughs would do with two horses

each. But on heavy soils, taking all kinds of work
into consideration, the double-furrow plough would
never supersede the single plough, though it would
enable the Suflolk farmers to reduce the number of

horses on their farms. As to the manner of keeping
horses, the tenant was never dependent on the land-

lord for the kind of shelter he had for them. As a

rule, horses were very rarely turned out to pasture.

They were baited in stables, and then turned out for

the night into yards, some of which had sheds, while

others were simply fenced round. The ordinary

amount of food given to a horse in a week was a bushel

of beans and i cwt. of Clover hay ; but since Maize had

breed was a red animal, a good deal resembling the

Polled Scot, excepting in colour. It still retained many
of the valuable milking qualities of the old Suffolk

cow, while it was much more pleasing to the eye, and
was not a bad animal to graze. For dairy purposes

they were very useful, but beyond that there was no
trade in them in the county, nor, as a rule, were they the

animals which the farmers of Suffolk grazed. Cows for

that purpose were bought out of the county. After re-

ferring to the superiority of the North Country or York-
ahiic Kkorthoi-nc for fri-azinjj purposes,
though many Irish Shorthorns were
fast being imported into Suffolk, the
lecturer said another practice prevail,

ing in the county was to buy up the

calves from Buckinghamshire and
other counties, as soon as they could

be taken from their mothers, and to

wean them at home. When meat
was very high he thought that was a

wise plan. The manner of weaning
calves was to give them fleet-milk,

gruel, linseed and bran, with a few
pulped roots, or anything else they
could be got to eat. The practice

was one requiring some little skill

and attention on the part of the man
who had the management of the

stock, but it was carried on to a con-

siderable extent by many farmers,

who thought it was a means of spend-

ing less and bringing more in. In
addition to the Irish cattle a few
Welsh were brought over to be fed

on the marshes in summer, but no
one in Suffolk thought of buying
Welsh cattle to graze in the winter.

During the past year Dutch cattle

had been introduced to some extent

;

and his (Mr. Everett's) experience

was that a good young Dutch heifer,

properly treated, would pay for such
treatment nearly as well as English

heifers. Many thousands were introduced into the

county last year, and if the Dutchmen continued to

bring them they would find a ready sale. Three sys-

tems of grazing were pursued. In the winter the cows
were turned into a yard with a shed, to roam at

will, feeding out of troughs common to all. In that

way the beasts did as well as any. Another plan was
to tie the beasts up in stalls, keeping them changed and
cleaned out as often as possible. The advantage of
that system was that every beast got its own food. A
third system, of which there were many advocates, was
to put one or two bullocks in a place by themselves,

which, besides the advantage of each having its own
food, gave the animals some degree of lilierty. For
that system much larger premises were required, and
it was a much more expensive way of feeding cattle.

On arable farms summer grazing was being greatly
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introduced, and the system pursued was to keep the

animals in the barns, which v/eie large, dark, and cool.

The feed given was Trifolium, Tares, and similar

green stuflf cut up and mixed with corn, chafl, and

cake. With such treatment it was found that farmers

could make beef as well in July as in the winter

months.
The sheep grazed in Suffolk was a half-bred sheep

got by a whitefaced ram from a blackfaced wether.

Yorkshire stood first as supplying the largest number

of hogs, and Suffolk second ; but he did not consider

it greatly to the credit of the Suffolk men to say so.

It was far more difficult to make meat in the shape of

pork and get money by it, than it was to make meat

and get money in the shape of beef and mutton.

Great improvements had been effected in the breed of

their hogs, but if they sold at 6,1 per lb. they only just

kept their money together. It was found that pork

sold best in the harvest months. They were not, how-

ever, a orofitable investment as a rule.

Next,' speaking of the management of the soil, the

lecturer, referring to the treatment of heavy land, said

the first thing which had to be done was to drain it,

and there was much heavy land in Suffolk which would

be all the better if drained. The old system of drain-

ing was to lay the pipes 30 inches in depth, and one

yard from drain to drain ; then to fill in with bushes,

leaves or straw, or, still better, witht lies. Recently,

however, some farmers had advocated draining deeper

and wider, and now in many cases the drains were

placed 4 feet deep, and nearly twice as far one from

the other as they used to be. Judging from the charac-

ter of the men who adopted that system, he was in-

clined to think it was the best. Many of the best

farmers had done away with the "stetches," and

farmed on the level ; and that system appeared to hjm

to be by far the best. It enabled the machines to work

much better. On the heavy lands the four-course shift

was almost universally adopted throughout Suffolk ;

or perhaps it would be better described by calling it a

two-course shift, the principle being a green crop and

a corn crop alternating. The fallows generally fol-

lowed Wheat stubble, and on heavy lands it used to be

the practice to plough the land all through the year,

thus resting it and enriching it by the effect of the air,

but with the rents the farmers now had to pay, they

were not able to follow their fathers' practice in that

respect.

Having described the rotation of crops, in the course

of which he spoke of the extensive introduction of

Beetroot into the county, Mr. Everett alluded to the

mixed soil farms, on which green crops, consisting of

Rye, Trifolium, and Mustard, were extensively culti-

vated. He did not think there was any crop which

would take the place of Trifolium. It was of compara-

tively recent growth, and was not so widely cultivated

as it ought to be. It was usual on mixed soil farms to

take two crops in a year. Rye being the earliest spring

feed, that was cultivated fi>-=t, ="><1 it "'!.; fr,i.r,d th-^t

Beet grew in remarkable quantities after it. As to the

light lands, they were usually let in larger quantities

than the other descriptions of land ;
mixed soil and

heavy soil lands were let in farms varying from 50 to

300 or 400 acres, but 200-acre farms were the most

common. The light land farms ranged from 200 to

3000 acres, but the greatest part of them average about

1000. On such farms the rule was to keep the land

cropped, but on many of the light land farms some

portions of the land was so poor that it did not pay to

cultivate it on the four-course system, and on such land

the farmer would only take a crop once in two or three

years, giving it rest in the interval. The maxim with

the Suffolk farmers was, if they wished to find their

way to the workhouse, to farm high on light land. As

to manures, they used to cart it on in hills, and turn it

over twice, but that system was quite exploded, though

they were sometimes obliged to make hills when they

wished to empty their yards. But they made as few as

possible, and those they did make were only turned

over once.

With reference to wages, perhaps the less that was

said on that subject the better, for the masters thought

that if the men were quiet they should be quiet too.

The average pay of the labourer in Suffolk was I2J-.

per week ; but the horseman got from is. to 2s. per

week more, according to whether he was under or

upper horseman. He found from his osvn accounts

that the extra wages paid to tlie men for task-work, for

hay-making, and harvest-work, amounted to about

3i. per week all the year round, so tliat the average

pay of the labourers in Suffolk was from 14s. to 15^.

per week ; besides which their cottages were let at

small rents. They generally had a good piece of

garden, and got good wholesome milk for little or

nothing. Their position would, therefore, compare

favourably with that of labourers in towns earning i p.

per week. As he had before stated, the labourers in

Suffolk were quiet, and if they made a stir, they would

probably go farther and fare worse.

There was, no doubt, vast room for improvement in

the agriculture of Suffolk : the farmers could do with

less game, of which he heard bitter complaints from
some quarters. He did not wish to see partridge and
pheasant shooting done away with ; but he did think

the ground game might be very well dispensed with.

Great improvements were required in the farm build-

ings in some parts of the county, and better accommo-
dation for stock was sadly wanted. Their treatment

of manure was also capable of great improvement ; and

another thing much needed was the application of more

capital on the land. He did not think it would pay

to expend more money on the light lands ; but on the

mixed and heavy lands there was a large field for the

application of capital—in the shape of draining, deep

cultivation, and the keeping of almost an unlimited

quantity of stock. There was one thing he hoped to

see, and that was better security for the tenant's

capital ; so that while the landlord had justice done to

him, the tenant would be made secure for any money

he might lay out. While there was room for much

improvement, Suffolk could still hold its own as a

well-farmed county.

Mr. Stonham took exception to Mr. Everett's remarks

as to not spending money on the high farming of hght

lands. They all knew the disappointing character of light

lands, but they were not always to be despised. In the

year i860 there was much land of a cheap character in

some parts of Kent, which yielded far more valuable crops

than the best land in East Kent. Wherever he saw

Clover crops grown to perfection, he always looked upon

them as a sign of fertility and good management. He had

not heard so much said about that crop as he should like

to have heard. They knew that in Kent—especially in

this part of it—both on light and heavy soils, nothing

could be so emphatically called the mother of Wheat as a

good Clover ley. The attention of all farmers ought to

be directed to occasionally getting a good Clover crop,

because, if they followed with Wlieat, they were sure to

o-et a good crop of Wheat also, besides which it was the

best tilth for Barley or Oats. He could not agree with

Mr. Everett as to "catch" cropping, and he was not

aware that he ever grew a piece of Rye that was worth the

sowing. There were many causes which militated against

second cropping, and one was that it prevented the farmer

having his land in hand, so that he might deal successfully

with tlie crop that was to follow. His advice was, that

they should endeavour to secure one good crop, and have

no fear as to not being able to keep their stock all the

year round. After some observations as to the advantages

to be derived from growing Trefoil and Sainfoin on the

light lands of Kent, Mr. Stonham explained that the

Kentish mode of preserving the root crops was to put

them up in small conical clamps, about a rod apart, and

slightly cover them with earth. When they were wanted

they were distributed about the fields for the sheep to

feed off.

HODGKIN'S FLAX BREAKER.
Mr. John Eliot Hodgkin, of West Derby,

Liverpool, has of late years brought Flax ma.

chinery to a very high state of perfection. At

the Paris International Exhibition, 1867, he ob

tained the first-class gold medal of honour from the

National Academy of Agriculture of France for his

"C Breaker" with one large and six small rolls.

An illustrated notice of this machine appeared in the

Agricultural Gazette, July 23, 1S70. At the Oxford

meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society he carried

off all the prizes awarded for Flax machines in Sect.

XII I. At the Wolverhampton meeting last year he

exhibited a new machine, in which the Flax, Hemp,

or other fibre-producing material, as Jute, Aloe,

Manilla, &c., passed through between four pairs

of small rolls placed horizontally. The rolls are

fluted, but with different degrees of fineness, and have

a backward losing and forward gaining motion, as in

the Oxford machines. Machines of this kind are now

being made with eight pairs of rolls—or, rather, with

any number of pairs required, and of various modifica-

tions for different materials, green and dry.

The principles of construction and action and the

object attained in all these machines are similar, so

that a description of one will give a general idea of

that of the whole. We shall therefore (i) describe

J. E. H.'s "G Breaker," which obtained the 1st prize

at Oxford, of which fig. 244 is an illustration ; and (2)

notice the object in view and how attained.

It will be seen from the engraving that the "G Breaker "

is portable, being mounted on six small wheels, and

that it is adapted either for Flax millers or for farmers

who grow large quantities of Flax. It is driven by a

strap from a portable steam-engine, or any other motive-

power. The strap-pulley is seen outside the roll

framing. On the pulley-shaft is fixed a small spur

driving-wheel, which gears in a large one below. The

axis or shaft, of this large spur-wheel passes right

through the roll frame, and also that of the gearing,

and is cranked in the latter frame. The two frames

are strongly bolted to each other. There are four fluted

rolls, one large under and three small ones over the

large one. The large roll gives motion to the small

ones, and the Flax is fed in at the feeding bench seenin

the further side, passes through between the large and

small rolls, and is discharged at the opposite side, from

which it is removed either by hand direct for the scutch

mill, or by a traveller band, as shown in the engraving

of the " C Breaker" (see Agricultural Gazette, July 23,

1870). The axis of the large roll works in fixed bear-

ings, but the bearings or bosses of the small rolls work

each up and down independently between slides, each

being held down by a spiral spring and screw ; the

screws are for adjusting the pressure of the sm.all

rolls on the Flax. The large or driving roll has

a forward gaining motion and a backward losing

motion, i.e., the Flax is drawn in between the rolls so

far, say six teeth, by the forward motion of the large

roll, and out again by the backward motion a less

distance, say four teeth, the loss being two teeth,

consequently the next forward motion of the

large roll draws in the Flax other six teeth,

being a gain of two teeth, and so on, alter-

nately forward and backward, the Flax passes

through between the large and small rolls. In

machines with pairs of small rolls motion is given to

all the under rolls as to the large one in the engraving,

the upper or driven rolls being held down by spiral

springs in guides alike in both examples. The oppos-

ing flutes bend and break the flax as the rolls rotate,

their forward and backward rotation effecting a rub-

bing action. The flutes are planed out of the solid

metal so as to ensure not only truthfulness but an even

smooth surface, so as not to break the fibre.

It will readily be seen bythose acquainted with Flax

breaking on the old plan, that the superiority of

Hodgkin's Flax-breakers depend upon the forward and

backward motion and rubbing action of the rolls,

technically a reciprocating rotary gaining and losing

motion, effected by the gearing in the gear-frame,

which we shall now describe.

The gearing, although apparently complicated in the

engraving, is remarkably simple. The two antago-

nistic motions, so to speak, forward and backward,

rotary-reciprocating, are derived from the crank-

shaft, the one by spur gear and the other by a

connecting-rod and link gear. It would require

sectional drawings to do justice to the simplicity and

ingenuity of mechanical detail, but in the absence of

such the reader will understand that the connecting-

rod has a to-and-fro motion, while that of the spur

gear is rotary in one direction, but is alternately

thrown out of action with the forward gear of the

driving roll, by means of the connecting-rod gear, and

into action with the backward gear of the same

unequally, the spur gear having a gaining advantage ;

and so on at every rotation of the crank-shaft. The
forward gain can be increased or reduced, as the quality

of the Flax requires, by a change of spur gear.

The object attained, or improvement effected, as

compared with old Flax breakers, may be told in

few words. By the rubbing action of the rolls the

" shive " is not only effectually loosened, but from 40

to So per cent, of it removed from the fibre. At the

same time the flat fibre is divided and softened, so

that practically speaking the Flax comes from the

mill more than half scutched and hackled, unbroken

in length, and with no "hards," and hence very little

"waste " or " tow." Results were very different with

the old breakers, for they only flattened the straw,

leaving roots and branches, all " hards" (/. <?., portions

of Flax not broken at all), consequently a sufficient

velocity and force had to be given to the arms of the

scutch mill to separate the "hards," so that

almost all the root and branch Flax, with much

of the stem Flax, went with the shive to the

"waste bin," and before the hards could be broken

and the tow separated the latter (the tow) was greatly

reduced, botli in quantity and quality. In bad Flax

years, when the fibre was not very strong, the farmer

had almost no fine Flax for market, whilst the tow was

inferior and worth little. The advantages in favour of

Hodgkin's machine are very great. It will break from

20 to 25 cwt. of Flax straw per day, and can be

adjusted to suit good and bad seasons. W. B.

AGRICULTURAL PRICES.

The Prices of Agricultural Produce from the
Conquest.

Mediiwal Period.—In comparmg the present and

past prices of commodities it is necessary to bear m
mind that a pound of silver, which is now coined into

66 shillings, was coined into 20 shillings only, until the

year 1300. The reduction in the quantity of silver

contained in a shilling is shown in the following

Table :—

A Found U'eieht of Standard Silver Coined into from 201.

to 661. at Different- Periodi, as follows :—

£ s- d.

1066

1300

349

£ s. d.

1527
1543
1560
1600
1816

This Table shows the relation of the former and

present coinages, and enables us to exhibit medieval

prices in an uniform modern money notation.

In round numbers ancient prices, quoted in ancient

money, may be modernised by multiplying the figures

by three up to A.D. 1421 ; a quarter of Wheat, for

example, which averaged 5J-. 4"'- >" "'<: ^^'^V V^"- "f

the 14th century, was really worth l6.t. of our money ;

and corn, at 62s. per quarter in the year 1600, was

etiuivalent to the same at 66/. per quarter in 1816 and

subsequently, because 62 shillings contained as much

silver as 66 shillings contain now. Our ciuotations will

be in money of the period, unless when otherwise

stated. ^ .. , ,. , . -

We propose to treat first of the medu-eval prices of

corn, stock, meat, wool, &c., and then to notice

wages. The various periods of abundance and of

* For about 300 ycirs the silver cniii.-igc fi.is been neady

uniform in legal weight, but an .idjuslnient is nevertheless

reuulrcd in examining the prices of the 17th century, when the

coin was clipped and much debased.
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scarcity in English history may be detected by the

unerring index of price. For the first hundred years

after the Conquest, money payments for wages, or

corn, were rare, and the low quotations only prove the

want of money and markets.

Prices, however, varied greatly and suddenly in early

English history, from a variety of causes, of which bad

husbandry was one ; and the variation of seasons was

another cause to which we would direct special atten-

tion, because there is every reason to suppose that a

similar alternation of favourable and adverse cycles of

seasons will characterise the future.

With regard to mediaeval prices, the reader will

observe that the several authorities do not always

agree with each other. The defect of inaccuracy of

detail fortunately does not impair the value of our

statistics. Many apparent discrepancies, as regards

the prices of corn, arise from the capricious manner in

which writers have dmwn their averages. Plausible

theories have been supported by a little skill in this

respect : for example, some writers, starting with the

*'war prices" (more correctly the dearth prices) of

from 60 to So years ago, have shown the general price

of Wheat, in the present era, to be falling, instead of

rising !

Mr, Tooke declared that lOO years at least are neces-

sary to reduce to a fair average the inequalities of

the seasons. Therefore

general conclusions,

drawn from a compari-

son of the averages of

short periods, are fal-

lacious.*

We propose to trace

briefly the history of

variation—Henry III.,

1216-72. In this reign

Wheat was once sold

for ^1 a qr. ; that is,

jQ"^ of our present

money. Its price was
usually between \s. and

7j. 6d. a qr., and the

medium between the

highest and the lowest

price of Wheat was 4/.

3(/. a quarter ; that is,

I2J. gd. of our present

money. These prices

are quoted by Hume
from an assize fixed on
bread in the thirty-fifth

year of Henry's reign,

and as prices assigned

by assize were meant as

a standard for the ac-

counts of sheriffs and
escheators, they were
fixed low to allow of

profits to those officers.

The price of all,

according to the statute,

was 2 galls, for id. in

cities, and 3 or 4 galls.

for id. in the country.

Edward I.—In 1275
there was an imposi-

tion of half a mark (
=

6x. Si/.) on every sack

of wool exported, and
of a mark on 300 skins.

Hume estimates the

annual exportation of '- ' ^^' ~

wool in 1377 at 30,000
sacks (26 stones of 141b,

= 364 lb.), worth per

sack ^5, or ^15 of our

money.
From 1308 to 1322, stormy summers, with incessant

rains, prevailed, the crops were injured, and the price

of Wheat was trebled, and in some parts of England it

was increased five-fold. The most serious dearths were

in 1315 and 1316, and in 1321. From that year lintil

1348 the seasons were remarkably and continuously

abundant, as they were also in the last 20 years of the

14th century, and the first 70 years of the 15th century.

Food rose to an enormous price during the famine

in the reign of Edward II., and in 1315 Parliament

endeavoured to moderate the rates, by fixing the fol-

lowing prices in money of that period :—A stalled ox,

24?. ; other ox, l6s. ; 2-year-old fat hog, 3^. 4^/. ; fat

wether, unshorn, is. Sd. ; ditto shorn, is. id. ; fat

goose, 2^(/. ; fat capon, 2d. ; fat hen, id. ; two
chickens, id. ; four pigeons, id. ; 2 dozen eggs, id.

The price of Wheat (not fixed by law) was from 20^.

to 30J. per quarter.

In the reign of Edward III. (1327—1377), Wheat
averaged Ss. ^i. a quarter for the first 25 years, and
11^. 9(/. in the last 26 years (Tooke), with little dif-

ference in the quantity of silver contained in the same
nominal sum. In the reigns of Richard II. and
Henry IV. (1377— 1413), the price was ^s. 7</. in the

first 23 years and 6j-. \d. in the last 1 1 years, the pound
of silver having been coined into joj". at the end of the

period. In 1444 the average price of Wheat for 10

years had bren \os. Sd. ; and thence, till the end of

Henry VIII. (1547), the average price returned to about

6j., while the pound of silver, which at the first

statute of labourers (1350) had been coined into

22c. 6(/., was now coined into 37J. 6(/., so that the actual

fall in price was very decided.
During great part of the period of the civil wars

between the Houses of York and Lancaster {Wars of

the Roses, 1455— 14S5, in which So princes of the

blood and most of the ancient nobility fell), and for

some time subsequently, corn was remarkably cheap ;

and during the war between Charles I. and the Par-
liament {1642— 1649), and until 1665 it was remarkably
dear. //. £.

{To he Continued.)

Some Corrfspoitknte.

A New Implement for Making Meadow Hay.
—The great cost of labour in future will set many of

us thinking how to accomplish the greatest amount
with the least number of men. We have machinery
for almost everything in haymaking. There is the

* Arthur Young's able tract, " An Enquiry into the Progres-
sive Value of Money in England, as Marked by the Price of
Agricultural Products," was compiled in. 1811-12, when, aca very
advanced age, with the aid of an amanuensis and clerk, he
devoted himself for 10 months to the investigation of a multitude
of authorities.

Fig. 244.

—

hodgkin's flax-breaker.

mower for cutting the grass, the haymaking machine
for spreading and turning it, the horse-rake for col-

lecting it for carting, and for raking clean after carting,

and the elevator for lifting it on to the rick. There is

one most important operation in almost everyday

practice in Dorset during the hay season which is now
done by the small hand-rake : it is that of taking up
in small wales. The word ** wale" in Dorset, as used

in haymaking, signifies the raking (by means of the small

hand-rake), the hay into rows across the field about a

yard apart. For this operation we have no machine,

and I would, therefore, beg to suggest to implement
makers a form of machine which would meet with a

great sale if it was brought into the market. It

should be in the form of a horse-rake, but with three

rows or sets of teeth in place of one. To obviate

its heavy draught I would suggest that the teeth

should be no longer than that of the common drag-

rake, and as light as would be consistent with the

strength required. The form of leverage to raise and
lower it must be left to the maker. I believe it

to be possible to introduce three rows or sets of teeth.

If not, let there be two rows only ; but three would

lessen the labour of the man considerably, at the

expense of the horse, as it would not be necessary to

lift it so often. This operation of waling is most im-

portant in the process of making meadow hay. When
we have had heavy rain on the hay it is necessary

to wale it to allow the grass to dry under the hay,

after which the haymaking machine can be brought

most effectually into operation to spread it again. It

is also a most effectual operation for bringing any grass

to the surface which might not be moved by the hay-
making machine when this implement is used in turn-

ing the hay. When rain is about to fall on hay which
is nearly dry double waling is practised, to save the
hay from being washed. This could also be done with
great speed by the same machine. The operation is

performed by the men taking the small hand-rakes and
raking about a yard each in opposite directions, so

that the double wales are then about 6 feet from each
other. There is no better way than waling for drying
hay when there is a force of wind and the sun is

shining on it, or better still, when there is no sun, so

that there is a brisk movement in the atmosphere. It

would give me much pleasure to receive any commu-
nication on the subject from any of our great imple-

ment makers, should they think it worth their yotice,

when, as a practical man, I should be glad to answer
any questions as to the farmer's wants, &c. George

Suf/imtrs, Stoke fVa/ce, Blandford.

Reaping Machines.—Having ordered a Wood's
Ciiampion Reaper for use this harvest, perhaps some of

your subscribers who have had experience in the use of

them would give a few words of advice as to the best

method of employing them, as, considering the cost,

something ought to be saved besides time, either by
employing less men or

by charging so much
per acre for the use of

them. If you cut all

your corn with them,
what is a fair price for

tying, shocking, heap-

ing, carting, and stack-

ing per acte ? Or if you
let them to your men,
what is a fair charge

per acre ? A few words
of advice as to the

above or any other

way of employing them
will oblige A You7ig

Farmer.

Crops in North
Bedfordshire. —The
present season has been
very much like that of

last year, with the un-
favourable exception of

a wet May, against a
comparatively dry one
last year. The rainfall

of the midland counties

for the first six months
of the present year is

given at 234 inches, the
average being aboUt
13^ inches. During the

last ten years 19 inches
has not once bpen
reached, and the driest

seasons (which can
easily be picked out as

our best Wheat years)

have been from 10 to

1 1 inches. As far as

the Wheat crop is con-

cerned this is a sure

index to what we may
expect. Continued fine

weather mightdo much,
but the yield will un-

doubtedly be deficient,

probably very consider-

ably so. As far as

present appearances go in this immediate locality,

Wheat and Barley are somewhat below an average ;

Oats, Beans, and Peas about an average ; grass and

hay very abundant ; roots are backward, but there is

time for them to come to a fair crop. Henry A. Bottle^

Jnly 16.

Tiptree Heath and Tiptree Farm.—There are

two articles in your valuable journal on which I should

like somewhat to descant. The former is by a gentle-

man who signs himself " W. H. B.," and the latter by
an analyst of the name of J. C. Clutterbuck. Both

writers are gentlemen, and, as is evident, scholars, I

shall treat with the latter first. Mr. Clutterbuck has

been to Tiptree Hall and seen the farm, and was
hospitably entertained by the worthy host and hostess.

I will also add that I had once the honour of having

been invited to one of Mr. Mechi's annual gatherings ;

but I did not go, for a reason which I fear will

hardly be believed when I state it ; it was simply

this—I feared that Mr. Mechi was incurring large

annual expenses for no earthly benefit to agriculture.

Mr. Clutterbuck went in a cab from the semi-town of

Kelvedon, whereas I went on foot from Witham, which

I understood was a three miles longer journey. We
have the authority of the renowned Dr. Johnson that

those who travel through a country in their carriage,

as Mr. Clutterbuck travelled from Kelvedon to Tiptree

Hall, and the man who trudges on foot, as I did from

Witham to the Hall, see things in different lights.

We both arrived at the hostelry, and it appears that
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Mr. Clutterbuck, as well as myself, was received in the

most friendly manner, and entertained most hospitably,

I being an entire stranger ; whether Mr. Clutter-

buck was such or not, of course I cannot say.

What did we see ? It appears that Mr. Clutterbuck

saw everything to praise, whilst I saw several things to

blame. What were those I saw to blame? A few

of them were these : I expected to have found the land

cultivated by steam-power ; instead of that, though

Mr. Mechi possessed a steam-engine, I found he kept

it shut up in a barn. Then, as to draining, I found

this not what I expected it to have been. There were

some correct drainings ; but I saw drain-pipes empty-

ing themselves into a ditch within about two feet of the

surface, whereas I expected to have found that Mr.

Mechi never drained shallower than about five feet.

Then again as to his treatment of cattle ; they were kept

over deeply sunk caverns, on wooden gratings in shape

such as, in the primitive times ofmental darkness, human
prisoners were placed on as a punishment for crimes

they had committed, or were supposed to have com-

mitted—the difference being that the gratings the cattle

were compelled to stand and hobble about upon were

made of wood, whereas those for human beings were

of iron ; whichever they were for, the beings that

were confined on them must have been in continual

pain. It may be true that the inflammation and

suppuration of the suffering cattle's feet might have

produced more neatsfoot oil ; and I was told, as the

cattle became heavier, they, not being able to stand,

were always, even while eating and drinking, lying

down ; and this was explained as a proof of their

being comfortable and happy, and in a thriving con-

dition. The whole system is unn.atural and punish-

ing, and man has no more right to keep his cattle in

tormenting pain than he has to keep his fellow being

so. Another thing I complained of—though it was

the Sabbath, I reviewed some ploughing ; and this I

condemned as being too shallow and wide-furrowed, in

fact, a mere caricature of cultivation. Mr. Mechi

accounted for this, in some way that I could not

understand. But Mr. Mechi had denuded his farm of

every vestige of a tree or shrub, and every hedge, as he

has lately stated, to the extent of 3i miles, he had

grubbed up and levelled ; but was this right ?—was it

wise and humane? I say it was neither, as every

vestige of shelter for cattle or sheep was cleared. Mr.

Mechi stated to a " Scotch Farmer" and others that

his farm, when "he bought it, was a poor weeping

clay, in an exposed situation, and scarcely ofany value
;

"

and a clerical eulogist of his is reported to have lately

publicly stated that the soil was so poor that " it would

not bear the scent of a fox ; " and Mr. Clutterbuck,

"who had collected materials for an Essay on the

Water Supply in 1865," has analysed the soil of Tip-

tree Heath, and found that " it did not look like a very

fertile soil
;
" but suppose the sample of soil which he

took from the Heath did not look to him like a very

fertile soil, yet an anrilyst l^nown to "X. Y. Z." has

also analysed this soil, and found that it was so full of

vegetable pallida that he every year afterwards obtained

some of it, and at a considerable expense, for his choice

flowers. But what has Tiptree Heath to do with Mr.

Mechi's farm ? No more than Bagshot Heath has to

do with Kew Gardens, or Barnes Common with Rich-

mond, or Blackheath with Greenwich. Some of

the highest rented lands in England abut upon heaths

or commons. To give some examples that I am
acquainted with : the land I have in Yorkshire was a

heath long after Mr. Mechi purchased his farm in

Essex, and yet I am now letting it at a rent that would

pay a good interest if I had given ;^8o an acre for it.

The farm also that I have in Cheshire abuts upon a

small poor-soiled common, and which I purchased about

the time Mr. Mechi purchased his ; and after occupying

it myself until two years back last Michaelmas, 1 let it

at nearly three times the rent it was when I purchased

it. Some land also—a manor I am concerned for in

Cornwall—has been inclosed within the last 20 years ;

and it is now letting, and eagerly taken, at ^'4 and

^4 los. an acre ; and with these cases in view, I can-

not accept Mr. Mechi's valuation of that part of Tip-

tree Heath which I saw. With reference to " W. H.
B.'s" paper, all I need say is, that he has borne testi-

mony that Tiptree Hall Farm was no portion of the

heath when Mr. Mechi purchased it. X. Y. Z.

" Culture Deeply and Manure Highly."—At

p. 991, Mr. Mechi says, " My advice is, cultivate very

deeply and manure highly, choosing those manures

which best suit your soil." This is sound advice, but

requires judgment in carrying out ; indeed, the last

few words about the choice of manures implies as

much, and practice is conclusive upon the point. Now,
I will give you a bit of my own practice. Last year I

manured 29 acres of Wheat stubble (on land that has

been in my occupation only three years) with 7 tons of

straw and water [rotten straw], mixed with 5 tons of

London dung per acre, excepting a little over an acre,

and that in the middle, and on a worse portion of the

field. The land was then ridge-ploughed and sub-
soiled 10 inches deep by steam-power. In the February
following the Beans were set by hand, and the field

has been hoed and treated alike throughout.
Now for the result against manure and no manure.
The crop is good throughout, and there is no difference
whatever in the appearance of the crop ; indeed, it is I

utterly impossible to find the unmanured spot. This '

proves that deep and thorough culture has a lot to do

with the production of good crops. The manure, I

know, must ultimately have an effect ; most likely in

this case it will be in the Wheat crop next year.

Whatever the system of culture and manuring may be,

it must be a system that will find bread and cheese for

the farmer, without his being obliged to sell his Wheat
at los. a qr. over the general averages. Mr. Mechi's

balance-sheet in 1S6S shows that he did this. IVilliam

Smith, IVoolsloit, BUlchley Station, July 23.

The Value of Chemical Analysis as Deter-
mining the Value of Manure. — The true differ-

ence between the agricultural chemist and myself is

this : he analyses the various manures brought before

him in their crude state. I produce a manure in which

the various substances required for the nourish-

ment an 1 growth of a plant are fully prepared

for their work. By due admixture with earth, they

have been aJready "swallowed, digested, and assimi-

lated," before applied to the soil. Thus the great

principle of true manuring, which some three years ago

was first, as I believe, enunciated by me, may, by

drilling or otherwise manuring the plant instead of the

soil, be carried into action. " The nutritious substances

are in the right state, in the right place, and at the

right time." The science of the analytical chemist, so

far as it extends, is often a subject of admiration to me.

There are certain fields of investigation, however, on

which, so far as I can see, he never yet has entered,

but into which these accidental discoveries of mine

may perhaps lead him. For instance, I see it stated

in a table of analysis of manures, and of the consti-

tuent elements of various plants, that in 60 tons weight

of Mangels there will be found 1741b. of silica, and

this, with all the constituent parts of that root, is said

to be taken out of the soil. Now, on the ground of

the infinitesimal minuteness to which every substance

of this kind, before it can enter the radicles and sap-

vessels of a plants, must be reduced, 1 may safely

assert that, within the period of a few months, such an

amount of silica could not possibly be extracted from

the soil. Far the greater portion of those 174 lb.

must be generated or manufactured in the marvellous

laboratory of the plants ; and I boldly assert that the

most skilful analyst has not hitherto discovered (but I

think I may lead him to the discovery) how small a

portion of silicic acid, uniformly distributed throughout

an acre of Mangels, shall be suflicient for the produc-

tion of 174 lb. of silica within the plants. The same
remark applies to phosphorus and to nitrogen. The
earth system admits of the equal distribution of any
manurial constituents throughout a given mass ; and

then, by drilling or other application of it to the plant,

an equal distribution of the earth so charged is effected

throughout an entire field. In my remarks on Dr.

Voelcker's paper on "The Value of Earth Closet

Manure,"* I have appealed to the verdict of the plant

itcplf. T ran makp thnt appeal more confidcnlly than

ever ; and within a few weeks I shall hope to say more
on the subject. Your correspondent, " R. H. A.," in

your impression of last week (for whose letter I heartily

thank him), doubts, as some others doubt, the value of

broken glass, and he who speaks of the silex contained

in coal ashes. May I take this opportunity of replying to

this, first, that silex is not under the same conditions in

glass and in coal ashes ; and secondly, that while that

contained in coal ashes may be rendered valuable, in

the state in which it there exists it is not so. May I

add also another remark on the letter of " R. H. A. ?
"

Under the system, which I hope some day to publish,

for the removal and disposal of the entire refuse of a

town, I should consider that the bones and soot must

be purchased, as they are now, from the householders

or their servants. They are added to the mass as

valuable constituents of manure. And further, I am
very confident, after having prepared 40 tons of manure
from house and town refuse, that the liquid sewage
when freed from five-sixths of the water now required

under the water sewerage system, can be absorbed, and
removed, and utilised with I ton, if not half a ton, of

earth per head per annum. The process is exceedingly

simple. My desire is, if the public will subscribe a

fair price for it, so to publish the mode of manufac-

turing the Phospho-Silicon Manure, that all towns
and villages and every farmer shall be able, if they

choose, to manufacture it for themselves, llcitry Moule,

Fordington Vicarage, Dorset, July 15.

23.30, as near as may be.

1.20 ,, ,,

'50 ,, „

Rooks.—Your correspondent, "P. R. L.," has hit

upon a real grievance. The rook nuisance must be

seriously taken in hand. Rooks are enormously
destructive ; and I am confident in my neighbourhood,

within my own memory, they have increased cent, per

cent. I have just had a little experience of their

doings. In the spring I broke up and trenched a lot

of field land, with the intention of planting trees in the

autumn. In the meantime I tried to get a crop of

Potatos, and planted a considerable breadth with Dal-

mahoys and Flukes. Upon going over the land

to-day, after several weeks' absence, I found that

nearly three-fourths of the sets, especially of the Dal-

mahoys, had been removed with little disturbance of

the surface. At first I was puzzled, till a neighbouring

farmer explained the matter. "It's Lord B.'s rooks

that do it. I have seen them on your land day after

* T(nvn Rejuse the Remedyfor Local Taxation.
Ridgway, puiifisfier.

Price \s.

day as thick as a flock of sheep. I have sent my boy
to drive them away over and over again ; but it's no
use ; they are back again directly." Lord B.'s hares
barked most of my young trees in the winter, and now
his rooks devour my Potatos. X, Z.

Tiptree.—Mr. Clutterbuck, in remarking upon my
letter on the Tiptree Farm says:—" I paid a visit to

Tiptree Hall that I might examine the water supply; of

which, by his observation in a letter to you, Mr. Smith
shows that he does not understand the nature or

geological origin." I have never attempted to know
so much as that, for I have never visited Tiptree.

What I have said about its value is from information

that Mr. Mechi has supplied to us all. Mr. Clutterbuck

is now throwing some light upon the matter. Hear
him. "In walking over Tiptree Heath I observed

what appeared to me a dwarf specimen of the Willow
tribe. This was brought home with some of its native

soil ... I kept the soil, and on analysis it

stands thus :

—

Vegetable matter or peat
Lime
Iron
Alumina
Silex, or sand .. .. 73.50 ,, ,,

This may not in itself be " a very fertile soil," but it is

of a consistency tliat may easily be made so by the

addition of litter of that well-known stuff called muck,
which accounts for the wonderful crops that, it is

reported, Mr. Mechi has grown upon it. But then Mr.
Clutterbuck goes on thus :— "Mr. Mechi , . ,

whose temper it seems beyond the power of man to

ruffle. But it is a sorry sight to see persons exposing
their ignorance, and venting their spleen in attempts

to do so." This may be intended to apply to me ; if

so, all I have to say is that I have remarked only upon
Mr. Mechi's own statements : therefore, if there is any
"ignorance exposed," it is the exposure of that which
Mr. Mechi does not attempt to explain. "W. H. B.,"

at p. 950, supports me as to value. ]Villiam Smith,

Woohton, Bletchley Station, Bucks, July 13.

The Crops from Bury to Birmingham and other

Places.—I have recently seen several counties, and,

weather and sun permitting, my impression is we shall

have an average harvest. Wheats, notwithstanding the

wet, mostly continue to look well ; though there is a

good deal of straw it still supports the grain : the

straw seems shorter, and perhaps the ears hardly so

heavy as usual, but the plant is mostly regular, and this

tells up well in the yield. Terrific thunderstorms

have visited most parts of the country, and must have
partially laid the Wheat in the Fens ; but, as the crops

are late in many districts, possibly the grain will rise

again, and little harm be done. The earliest Wheat
I have seen was between Cambridge and Newmarket,
where some fields were on the turn, and would be fit

for the sickle in a fortnight or three weeks. .Some of

the best Wheat was near to Bury. Many other parts

grow more grass and heavier green crops, but hardly

any better Wheat and Barley than the Bury district.

Barley on light lands looked generally well ; on poor

or heavy lands it was late and patchy. Upon the

whole it promises well, with more than an average

yield of straw. Oats seemed rank and late in most
cases, though fine samples were seen. Beans tall and
strong, and Peas an extraordinary yield. All around

Bury they will soon be fit for harvesting. In one

field the reapers were busy on the nth. This is a

singular feature of some of the finest pieces of l'e.as

that I have seen this season. Though we have had

but little ripening weather, the Peas have matured

rapidly. I presume the uncommon heavy yield

exhausted the growing power of the plants, and they

hastened to ripen their load, rather than add to it by
growing more. Be that as it may, it seems certain that

we shall not only have a bountiful but, rela-

tively to other crops, an early Pea harvest.

Within the last few weeks one can actually see the

Swedes, Mangels, and Carrots grow in passing back-

wards and forwards. Three weeks ago the plant was

seen to be regular, now in many cases they almost

cover the drills. The crops have nearly run over the

hoers this season, and never has it been of more import-

ance to keep a good staff of men on the green crops.

Latterly it has been rare weather for the Turnips, and

these heavy rains will most likely make an end of the

jacks and flies, or enable the plants to outgrow them
with a rush. Potatos look well, and the early ones

continue sound and of good tjuality as yet, but the

weather has been very critical of late, and it will be

safe policy to secure the early crops, which are a capital

yield, before the tops are spotted with the murrain ;

after that there is no means of saving the crop. A
great deal of Clover hay has been injured this season ;

the crop w.as heavy and full of succulency, and the

rains have made sad havoc with it. Some of it

is still abroad, and there is hardly a field that

not deeply stained with the orange marks of

injured stubbles. Hay of all sorts is most abund-

ant, and a good deal has been got in in good
condition immediately around Bury, but veiy little

seemingly in other places, and the weather has been

ticklish for some weeks. It is to be hoped that it will

set in fine, to enable the hay to be properly made and

safely stored before harvest. I was surprised to find

the hay harvest so late tlfis season in Warwickshire,

Derbyshire, Leicestershire, and even in Essex and
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Hertfordshire. In many parts the grass seems losing

far more in quality by waiting than it was gaining in

weight, if, indeed, it was bulking at all after the last

week in June. This will be a wondrous hay year, if it

can be made and stored : while as for grass it abounds

everj'where, and seems nearly as plentiful on

the chalk as on the mud or the fens. It

is a painful thing, with meat at present prices, to see

everywhere as much again grown as there are mouths

to eat. A wet May has indeed given us plenty of hay,

but it may be hoped that, in opposition to the usual

mx\im, it may give us abundance of bread as well, so

that if meat must continue at almost prohibitive prices

to many, bread and butter and cheese and milk may at

least be plentiful and cheaper. Altogether, I repeat,

weather favouring, and permitting, as our marine

friends say—the earth is furnished abundantly with

good things for men and beast for the coming winter,

and it may be pretty confidently hoped that enough
and to spare may be found for all. D. T. Fish.

Woolston Agreements. — So my old friend,

"G. A. H.," has turned up again, after a trip in

South Europe, ** with real delight," having *Miit on
the numerous tit-bits which every now and then meets
his amused eye." Here is one. " What a sweet little

paragraph Mr. Smith has made:" "Justice to both
landlord and tenant." Then, after a remark or so, I

am told to "listen to his little fact." "I have an

outlying farm which, when it came into my hands, just

14 years ago, was let at ^42 \os. . . . That farm
is still in the same stale as it was in 1S5S (14 years ago),

being still a sheep walk, uncultivated, unimproved,
and unmanured . . . nevertheless the rent is no
longer ;i^42 loj-., but has risen (still on annual tenancy)

to ;^6o, and has been /60 for many years." This
statement gives its own answer, for we have the proof
that this farm was worth "many years past ^60,"
which shows plainly, if it had been put up to auction in

1858, that it would have let at over ;i^42 los. ; and we
are told further that if let now by auction it would
"let for j;£"75." Here is my reply. Let it be let by
auction for a term of 14 years, to find its "measure of
value;" at the end of that term let it again by auction:
we shall then know to what extent the tenant has
improved it. Whatever that may be, " G. A. H." must
be made to pay at the rate of 25 years' purchase.

"G. A. H.'s" case is of no use unless he starts off by
auction. Let ** G. A. H." come again, I am ready
for as much fun as he likes — "torment" me he
cannot. I have got my eye upon some long-belled Oats,
with which I will please him another day. IVilliam

Smiih, IVbolsfon^ Bletchley Station^ Bucks, ^idy 13.

Rooks and their Friends.—" Rook : A bird
reserabhng a crow ; it feeds not on carrion but on
grain ; a trickish, rapacious fellow." — Walker's
Dictionary. I have not the least doubt tliat if, upon
this question, whether the rooks are friends or foes of

farmers, a poll of all the agriculturists in the United
Kingdom could be taken, an altogether overwhelming
majority would be against the rook. My experience,

though over a much shorter period than that of " R.,"
is that although the rooks frequent ground in preference

where wireworm is at work, yet that they only com-
plete the work of destruction of that insect, and that

they are at best to be looked upon as a very ineffectual

and sufficiently primitive means of checking its ravages.

The little benefit the farmer derives, and owes them in

this their single sphere of utility, is altogether over-

balanced by their depredations on different crops, but
especially on Wheat sown in January or February, or
spring Wheat. As soon as the Wheat begins to point

up they pick out the softened grains, leaving the young
buds strewed about ; and near a rookery, as I am, the

destruction is difficult to guard against. W.

The Labour Question.—This question is assum-
ing dimensions of very great importance, not only in

this country but throughout the nations of the Con-
tinent. In this respect there is ground for consolation.

Had this country only been afflicted with the strike

epidemic, it would have sorely marred our future

trade and prosperity, as low wages on the Continent
would soon have led to successful competition in our
own markets, to the displacement of British labour.

We are in this way upon a like footing, i. e., com-
petition amongst the nations for a higher rate of wages
to the labouring populations. The marvel is that all

this agitation, all this movement should be carried on
so intelligently, and so quietly and peacefully. The
combinations were never stronger or more determined,
but still all appears open to reasonable conclusions.
This is the actual difficulty, the true problem to be
solved. It is immaterial as to what is the value of
labour, if all the values are in just proportion ; but it

is inconsistent with common sense that labour, which
is capital to the labourer, shall be disproportionately
high ; if so, it stops production, the commonwealth
suffers, and prosperity goes elsewhere. If in any
country the demand for its products is good, and the
supply in all respects is equitable, it cannot fail to
bring prosperity, and of this progress the labourer, be
he mechanic or otherwise, is fully entitled to his share.
No one objects to the working man being well fed,
well clothed, and well housed, provided he is pro-
vident, but it must not be at the cost and unjust
detriment or injury to his fellow-man ; too costly

labour may, and assuredly will, stultify in many ways
employers, which of course soon falls upon the employed.
To the agricultural labourer this is a question of para-

mount importance. Employers of this labour cannot
enhance the price of their products in proportion to

the additional cost of production paid in higher wages.
Their resort is, and generally has been, to curtail the

amount of labour, in fact, costly labour crops are even
now relinquished, to the extent of some 20 per cent.,

and others less costly are substituted. This is a point

for the consideration of labourers. It may, ulti-

mately, tell much against their interests. Strikes are

popular, strikes are becoming general. It is very
possible for these combinations to become as detri-

mental to progress, and as unjustly tyrannical as other
bad powers, and for hurt instead of good. Matters
cannot be fairly adjusted between employers and em-
ployed, unless by equitably and harmoniously agreeing
to terms of work by which both are equally benefitted.

Labourers must not imagine they are altogether indis-

pensable. The impetus given to agricultural mechanics
has done wonders. The inventions to economise
labour are great and good, and are continually on the

increase, and surprisingly practical too. Some anxiety

is manifested by farmers relative to labour during the

ensuing harvest. It need not be very serious—almost

every corn grower has his reaping-machine, capable of

doing the work of 10 or 12 men daily—straw elevators

are almost universal, and " stacking-machines" are

likely to be very numerous ; field stacks will be more
general as saving labour. Farmers, no doubt, will

prepare as best they can for the busy time. All farm
work may be forwarded so as to be in readiness for

what must be a rather late harvest. There is no cause

for much apprehension. O. F.

Mr. Mechi and his Opponents.—"Oh! but Mr.
Mechi, you are a good-natured man." Well, suppose I

am, what has that to do with the question, whether
certain agricultural operations are right or wrong? If I

were bad-tempered the operations, if paying ones, would
still be profitable ; and if they were non-paying they
would still be wrong. I was led to these remarks by a
conversation, or discussion, which I had yesterday with
an extensive and successful farmer of the old school

(farming looo acres of good land), who didn't believe

in steam or subsoiling, or thin sowing, or cutting up
food for his 40 horses, which are still allowed to range
on the Clover field ; but as an apology for disbeliev-

ing in my practice on these matters, and draining,

he finished by saying, "Oh! but Mr. Mechi, you are

a good-natured man." Now, I could not take this as

a compliment, because a good-natured man who con-

tinues to carry on unprofitable operations in agricul-

ture I should consider to be "a good-natured fool ;
"

so I could not accept the compliment as an apology
for differing, but said, "these matters-of-fact must be
approved or disapproved by their results as regards
profit," and an mtelligent bcotcu rurtiier wno was pre-

sent concurred in my views. He differed also entirely

with his Essex friend on one point, namely, "that under-

drainage was of no use on cold stiff tile earths ;
" so we

parted, each one holding to his own opinions, and each
one satisfied that his argument was the correct one.

y. y. Mechi, Tiptree, July 23.

Crops in Devonshire.—On light slate soil, of

which our locality chiefly consists, Wheat, Barley, and
Oats are looking well ; on much of better Wheat soil

crop not so promising. Highly manured Barley, or

after-foldings, much of crop destroyed by heavy storms.

Potatos look well as yet. Mangel Wurzel, where not
choked with weeds. Poppies and Charlock far more
destructive than usual, and must affect result at

harvest. Turnips too early to report, few being in

third leaf. Grass never more abundant, and more than
half of hay crop housed in fair condition, yohti B,
Cornish, Stancombe, Kingsbridge,

Foreign Correspondence.
Haarlem, Holland.—[The following is an extract

of a letter from Mr. Amersfoordt, of Lake Haarlem, to

W. A. Gibbs, Esq., Gillwell Park, Sewardstone, N.E.]
—You ask me an account of my gathering on July 4
last, I give it you as follows :

—

Trial of Mr. abbs' Hay Dryer, at Haarlem, Hol-
land.—It is in 1S72, a period of 18 years since I

established a farm in the then recently drained Lake
of Haarlem. During this period I collected and used
all the best agricultural implements as they were suc-

cessively proved serviceable in other countries.

Having frequently heard it said, and seeing it

repeated in the papers, that I had whole barns filled

with such implements, which were only fit for show,
and never used in the fields, I thought it would
effectually contradict such reports to invite the members
of the agricultural societies and other agricultural

celebrities to visit me, and see these various modes of

saving labour and increasing the produce of the earth,

at actual work. About 4000 of my countrymen, and
many leading agriculturists from other parts of the

world, accepted my invitation. In the morning I

showed a powerful portable engine, driving a threshing-

machine, a Dutch fan or winnowing-mill (remarkable

for its simplicity), a straw-cutter, a root-pulper, a cir-

cular saw, a corn mill and oat bruiser, and other

implements. After that I sent Fowler's 14 horse-

'

engine to the fields, where it did good work with a
four-furrow plough, a Cotgreaves' plough, cultivator,
and harrow ; to other fields I then sent horses to show
the mowing machines, haymakers, hay-rakes, and
various other ploughs, scarifiers, drills, horse-hoes, &c

Last, but not least, came your hay-drying machine,
proving the great attraction of the day. It was
arranged with a horse-gear of Crosskili, which I had
employed during 17 years, the wood having suffered
much by this long service. I repaired it during last

winter in my own carpenter's shop ; the iron parts
proved as strong and workable as the day they came
in Holland. I took great pains in adjusting this mill
according to my best notions, fixed it quite horizontally
and strongly, with so good success that although it had
to drive an intermediate action of Bentall, I was able
to drive the four horses' mill with one hand, and it

would even run some seconds after I had left the work.
I was rewarded for my trouble, because, although

you, the inventor, supposed that for driving the drying
fan 700 revolutions in a minute three horses would be
necessary, I could perform the task with one young ox,

relieved after an hour's work by one ordinary horse
(a roadster). It had been announced by the Agri-
cultural Society that grass could be made into hay by
this machine in 10 minutes. We had spared for this

purpose a beautiful crop of Timothy-grass and Clover,
in the immediate neighbourhood of the hay-dryer. It

was cut by a workman with a scythe before the eyes of
the assembled crowd. On the day before we had been
able to dry it satisfactorily in exactly six minutes ; the
people now of course hindered the men a little in their

work, but it was done in ten minutes, as aforesaid, and
I saw with satisfaction a great many farmers taking
samples of the beautiful green but perfectly dry hay, to

show it at home to their friends. After this feat was
accomplished, we showed to the public the real work
for which the hay-dryer is intended, taking hay that

was half dry and drying it in three minutes ready for

the stack, as will be necessary on wet days, when is

the real use of the hay-dryer, so as it was used fre-

quently on my farm in the autumn of 1871, which
proved itself very rainy.

After St. Margaret's Day, the saint who accomplishes
in Holland the task ascribed in England to St. Swithin,

I have no doubt that many a cart of aftermath will

have to pass through the artificial process of drying,

but I have not the slightest doubt that we will be able

by this system to save a great deal of useful grass that

would be lost without it.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
General Meeting, Cardijff.—At the formal general

meeting of the Society, held in the sliowyard on
Tuesday of last week at Cardiff, Sir Watkin Williams
Wynn, Bart, M.P., in the chair,

Mr. Jenkins, the Secretary, read the award made
for the best-managed farms in Monmouthshire and
South Wales, as follows :

—

To the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England : My Lords and Gentlemen,— The judges
appointed to award the prizes for the best-managed farms
in South Wales and Monmouthshire have inspected the

19 farms entered for competition, and beg to submit the
following decisions, viz. : The first prize of a hundred
guinea cup, presented by Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Bart.,

M.P.. President of the Society, we award to Mr. W. S.

Powell, of Eglwysmynydd, near Taibach, Glamorgan-
shire. The second prize of j^5o, given by this Society,

we award to Mr. Valentine Parsons, of Clough Farm,
Caerwent, Monmouthshire. We also highly commend
the following competitors for clean, and in other respects

creditable farming, viz., Mr. David Owen, Ash Hall,

Cowbridge ; Mr. Michael Spencer, West Aberthaw,
Cowbridge ; Mr. Rees Thomas, Saint Athan, Cow-
bridge. Commendationsforcertain special features in their

management were also awarded as follows :—To Mr.
James Culverwell, of Penrhos Farm, Abergavenny, for

varied improvements effected in the removal of dead and
useless fences and levelling of unsightly banks and
ditches, partially at his own cost, of well-arranged

additional buildings, and for his fine flock of Cotswold
sheep ; to Mr. John Jones, of Pantygoitre, near Aber-
gavenny, for the judicious selection and management of
very superior grazing beasts brought to fatten on deep
rich land ; to Mr. William Benjamin Roberts, of Love-
stone, near Pembroke, for his very creditable herd of
Pembroke cattle, and his excellent flock of Cotswold and
Leicester sheep.

We have the honour to remain, my lords and gentle-

men, your obedient servants, Thomas Bowstead,
Thomas Jenkins,
FiNLAY Dun.

Mr. Powell was called to the platform, and the Pre-

sident, in addressing him, said—I have great pleasure

in giving you this cup. From all I can hear from the

judges, they had very little trouble in selecting your

farm for the award. They are perfectly well satisfied

with the management of your farm, and with all the

improvements on it, and I again say I have much
pleasure in giving this cup to you.

The Secretary then read from the report of the judges
as to the award for the best plans for cottages for

labourers, as also cottages for miners—offered by Lord
Bute and Major Turberville

; 42 entered for the former,

and 14 for the latter, but none were considered worthy
of merit.
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Lord Cathcart proposed the thanks of the Society

to the town of Cardiff and local committee. Having
some experience, he knew not where they had had a

more compact—certainly never a better fenced-in

—

showyard than this. They must have seen, in coming
down from town, that there was room for improvement
as regarded drainage and other things. But on the

other hand, to be fair, he must say what was told him
in the train, namely, that some of the ground they had
passed through was classic ground, because a no less

celebrated horse than Eclipse was bred in one of the

meadows they had passed. The thanks of the Society

were due then to the local committee, and especially

the Mayor, who had been anxious throughout in the

matter, that everything which could be done should be

done at Cardiff.

Mr. Dent seconded the motion.

Mr. AvELiNG proposed the thanks of the Society to

the railway companies for the manner in which they

had conveyed the machinery, &c., to the yard; and this

was duly seconded.

Lord Kesteven proposed the thanks of the meeting

to the Marquis of Bute for the facilities he had afforded

to the Society's meeting at Cardiff on this occasion.

They had had to-day, and all the past week, the

advantage of ground affording greater facilities than

any he ever remembered. They had had the advan-

tage of the noble Marquis's support in every possible

way.
The proposition was duly seconded and carried.

The thanks of the Society were proposed and
seconded to Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Bart., M.P., the

President.

Sir Watkin Wynn said: They met thereunder
certain disadvantages, being away on the Welsh sea

coast, and far from the centre of England, and the

great centre of breeders. And there was another dis-

advantage which tended to a great extent in lessening

the number of cattle entered for competition, for no
less than 14S animals had not arrived. The foot-and-

mouth disease was the cause of this, and it was natur-

ally the cause of fear amongst all breeders of cattle,

and prevented them from coming. He would use

this opportunity of stating what the Council had
done within the last few days in trying to prevent the

spread of it. They went as a deputation first of all to

Mr. Forster, the Vice-President of the Privy Council,

who received them in the most courteous manner, and
after listening to what the deputation had to say, pro-

mised to give his cordial support. As to all the other

things done by the Council, he believed through the

press they had been pretty well reported. There weie
one or two actions coming on, and as they were so soon
going for trial he would not trouble them upon the

question now.
Mr. Wren Hoskyns proposed, and the Hon. W.

Egerton seconded, the election of Lord Cathcart as

President for the ensuing year.

Lord Cathcart, in acknowledging the compliment,

said he felt very strongly that his friend Sir Watkin
Wynn, if not a Prince of Wales, was certainly a Prince

in Wales. He {Lord Cathcart) had no pretension to

be a territorial magnate, nor to great possessions, but

he had lived to enjoy goodwill in his own neighbour-

hood, and he attributed that to a constant and hearty

desire to do his duty in that situation he found himself.

He endeavoured to promote good feeling, and to show
kindness and courtesy to all men, whatever their rank
or possession, and in any assembly of Englishmen or

Scotsmen these qualities— if thoroughly put forth

—

would be some qualification for public duties.

KOVAL AGRICULTURAL OF IRELAND.
At the last monthly meeting of the Council in Upper

Sackville Street, Dublin, Sir Allen Walsh, Bart., in

the chair, the half-yearly report of the chemist was sub-

mitted as follows :

—

" South Hill, Blackrock, June 26, 1872.
" Since January i of the present year down to the pre-

sent date (June 24) I have made 42 analyses for members
of the Royal Agricultural Society. Of this number 23
were superphosphates, six phospho-guanos, eight guanos,
one crushed bones, one nitrate of soda, one a cotton-
cake, and one an artificial manure. The average
amount of the phosphate of lime rendered sohible

was—for the superphosphates, 25.58, and for the

phospho-guanos, 22.7 per cent. C3ne of the eight

guanos contained 15.91 per cent, of ammonia, or nearly

the quantity yielded by the genuine Peruvian guano of the

Chincha Isles ; but the average ammonia from the re-

mainingseven specimens was only 8.97. The ammoniacal
constituent, therefore, of the guano at present in the

market is in amount only about the half of that which
they contained about a couple of years ago. This is a
matter on which I have already observed in my two last

reports, so that it is unnecessary to return to it. There is,

however, a point connected with it to which I may here
advert. As the most active fertilising constituent of guano
occurs in it at present in diminished quantity, it might be
expected that the price of guano would experience a cor-
responding reduction. Such, it should be known, is not
the case. If a farmer at present purchases a ton of guano
containing only 12 per cent, of ammonia, he will pay for
it quite as much as he would pay some time since for a ton
of Peruvian guano including 16 per cent, of ammonia. In
fact, the market price of the ammoniacal salts has, within
a comparatively short time, undergone a considerable rise

;and one of the consequences of that rise is that, while the
value of the guano of the present day is very materially dimi-
nished, the original high price is still maintained. This is

undoubtedly a result very adverse to agricultural interests

and I do not see any prospect of an altered state of things,

unless through the discovery of new guano islands, or of

some mineral deposit of an ammoniacal salt. There is

another topic to which I would wish to direct attention in

this report. The manufacturers of phosphatic manures
generally sell them with a guarantee that they contain bi-

phosphates of lime equivalent to a certain amount ol soluble
phosphate. This amount, however, is, upon analysis,

very frequently not found in the manure, and when the
vendor is apprised of the deficiency his reply generally is,

that when the superphosphate was freshly made, the sol-

uble phosphate were up to the mark ; but that, by keeping,
a portion may have returned to the insoluble condition,
and that the precipitated phosphate is of equal value with
bi-phosphate. The chemist then is required to ascertain
how much of the precipitated phosphates have formed,
and, having done so, to add the result to the soluble phos-
phates determined by the usual process. I am anxious to
take this opportunity of stating that I am quite unable to

prove the presence or estimate the amount of these so-

called precipitated phosphates. Methods for accomplish-
ing such objects have been proposed, but I have satisfied

myself by numerous experiments that they are quite falla-

cious. This, I may mention, is also the opinion of
Professor Voelcker, as will appear from the following

extracts from a letter of his, addressed to Mr. William
Little, and published in the Chemical News of May 27 :

—

' Your telegram is not quite clear ; but I presume you wish
me to ascertain what proportion of the insoluble phosphates
in the superphosphate occurs as precipitated. This I

cannot tell you ; for there is no reliable plan for determin-
ing the percentage of the precipitated phosphates. Preci-

pitated phosphates are insoluble in water, and although
more valuable than even insoluble bone phosphate, yet

these nice distinctions only serve to encourage doubtful
transactions on the part of sharp dealers, and cause con-
fusion in business transactions.' And further on :

—
' My

advice to purchasers of mineral superphosphates is, and
always has been, to buy mineral phosphates by the per-

centage of soluble phosphate at a fixed price per cent.
;

and to take no account of the insoluble phosphates in such
superphosphaaes, and to discard entirely what the maker
or dealer may say about precipitated phosphates.' I

shall, in conclusion, only say that the views so well ex-

pressed in these extracts are in perfect accordance with
those which I have long entertained," yames Apjolui.

Farmers' Clubs.
BORO UGHBRIDGE.

Agricultural Leases a7id Land Tenure.—A paper on
this subject was read by Mr. Ford before this Society,

at a recent meeting. The following are extracts :

—

That all trades should thrive and all classes benefit

under our advancing civilisation and progress, and that

but one should remain stationary, is a condition that

could hardly have long existed ; therefore, it is not sur-

prising that the agricultural labourer should desire to

move onwards with his fellows. Nevertheless, it is a

matter which must operate seriously upon the farmer,
and rcnac. It more tkciii cvcl neCe:=Siuy lllUL llC StlOUlfl

receive increased protection in his holding ; for it can
hardly be expected that the rent of land should recede.

It is not probable that such will be the case ; at the

same time it is but natural that the farmer should look

for some compensating influence as a means of meeting
his enhanced outlay ; for whether it be regarded as the

increased cost of living and of the social amenities

incidental to the age in which we live—to the enhanced
value of land, or to the increased cost of labour and of

every material required in the working of a farm—or,

again, to that extra outlay to which agriculturists must
now be stimulated in order to meet the growing wants
of the age—I say, having regard to all these disabilities

which weigh upon the British farmer, it is but the

barest justice that his interest in the soil should be pro-

tected in a manner which will afford him the best

means of overcoming them, viz., by security of tenure.

Leases,—That the time has arrived when land must
be held on fair commercial principles, no one, I think,

will be disposed to deny. That fine old flavour of

retainership appertaining to the holders of the soil,

which whilome bound together the lord and his

vassal in bonds of sentiment much closer than any-

thing which could be obtained by the most carefully

compiled "conditions" of our own day, is now, for

better or for worse, no more. The system of the

feudal ages has given way through many a change and
gradation to a condition of things more nearly allied to

the spirit of the times in which we live ; but it may be
remarked that while trade and commerce have in nearly

every quarter of the globe established themselves on a

just and equitable base, the relations existing between
the proprietor and the occupier of the soil are even
often now of the flimsiest and most uncommercial
character ; and, unfortunately, it is often the tenants

themselves who, by an unpardonable indifference,

exhibit the most carelessness, while incurring the grave

responsibility of investing their capital and making for

themselves a home. Leases are compiled and con-

ditions drawn out which are frequently never even

read by an inbinding occupier, notwithstanding he

has been careful to sign them ; and, on the other

hand, stipulations and covenants are made which
are never enforced, and penalties provided which are

never insisted upon ; and what is the consequence ? A
feeling is engendered that the holding of land can be
undertaken as it were happy-go-lucky—for better for

woi:>e. A certain looseness of idea exists in the hiring

of land unsuited to the exigencies of our day. We
want a more commercial spirit infused into the trans-

action. We will assume that a landlord has found, as

he believes, a suitable tenant, and the seeker of land

has found both a good farm and a reputably good land-

lord. And let me here remark that, under a system

such as I would advocate, great caution is required in

the selection of a suitable tenant. When the con-

ditions of a lease or agreement are under considera-

tion between them, it should be the endeavour
of the landlord, or his agent on his behalf, to

let the land on principles of the strictest equity,

bearing in mind that it is for a livelihood that the tenant

may be assumed to have become the hirer of the

land. He should impose no antiquated or trivial

stipulations or burdens, such as are sometimes handed
down in farm agreements from father to son, but
which, to an enlightened and trustworthy tenant,

become irksome and oppressive, but should leave the

tenant as free and unfettered as possible. All crop-

ping clauses should be abandoned, the only stipulation,

being that the land be kept clean and in good con-

dition. If a landlord rides over his estates, and takes

note of the crops on his various farms, it will be a

good criterion (though by no means an absolute indi-

cation) of how the land is being farmed ; or, if not able

to form a judgment for himself, there are generally

those in his employment who are quite competent to

advise a proprietor of how his land is being done to.

But in the event of a divergence of opinion as to

management, or other disputes, it should be arranged

to have it settled by arbitration, the arbitrators to be
mutually agreed upon, with an umpire if so arranged.

This is a better mode of dealing with such differences

of opinion than by leaving it to the decision of an
agent or middleman, who is frequently incapable of

coming to an impartial judgment, and, though capable,

might naturally be supposed to adopt the landlord's

views of the matter in hand. The tenant, again,

should be careful not to sign any clauses which he has

any hesitation as to his power or intention to fulfil. It

is bad management to run any such risk, or to lay him-

self open to penalties, trusting to "chance" or to its

"all coming right in the end." In the next place a

tenant must assure himself that he is, absolutely and

without reservation, politically free. But I now pass

on to another topic, which is one of very great interest

to farmers. If the proprietor of an estate is a sporting

man, I cannot conscientiously advocate the principle

that he should, under any agreement whatever, be

deprived of the right and pleasure of sporting over that

estate, although some have argued to the contrary.

But I do not conceive that this Society would give its

sanction or approbation to any such arbitrary arrange-

ment. But in such cases where a tenant has not

the right of shooting (and if the landlord does not

reserve the shooting for himself, then I must affirm

that his tpnant-i <;bniilH have priority of claim, even
though they paid a trifling acknowledgment for the

privilege, for I cannot admit the justice of preserving

game in order to let it to a stranger, for the emolument
of the landlord at the expense of the tenant)—but in

cases where the landlord reserves the shooting for him-
self, it would not only be a graceful act, but often a

conciliatory one, if at times the tenants were invited

for a day over the stubbles or in the covers. It should

not be forgotten that both winged and ground game
are maintained entirely by the cultivator of the soil.

The destruction of rabbits, by whatever means, should

be a sine quA non with a tenant, and within strict

limits.

Tenant-right.—If land must in the future be
brought to the maximum of cultivation, and the

requirements of generations yet to come are to

be satisfied, there can be no doubt that many
of the disabilities under which farmers now
suffer will have to be removed, for it may be

that in the inevitable course of events there

are some burdens whicli, as time goes on, will be

found to increase rather than diminish. It has fre-

quently occurred to me that an improved form of lease

might be adopted on the system of what is termed
renewable leases—combined with a tenant-right, or, in

other words, for a term of years, with specified breaks

or periods. We will suppose a 20 years' lease to be
agreed upon. I would propose that it be so framed as

to allow it to terminate, if necessary or expedient, at

the expiration of every five years, either at the instance

of the landlord or the tenant, the conditions of lease

not being in the meantime affected. There are many
reasons which appear to render such a course desirable;

prominently among these, the event of death. But,

from whatever reason out of many wliich will suggest

themselves, a tenant-right proportionate as to time in

permanent and other improvements, or heavy outlays

which may have increased the rental value of the land,

should be recoverable. Such a system would offer

great inducements to men of capital freely to expend it

in the cultivation of their farms, for they would have

the satisfaction of knowing, while so doing, that if

they remained upon the farm they would eventually

reap the benefit of their outlay, while if the lease

was brought to a premature conclusion, such capital as

remained unexhausted they would still have a jjropor-

tionate interest in, and which would be recoverable as

tenant-right. There is another advantage also which

might be made to work well with such a plan, viz.,
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that at the expiration of, say, 15 or 16 years, a mutual

arrangement could be arrived at between the landlord

and his tenant as to the renewal or otherwise of the

lease, and the terms, or alteration of terms, if any, to

be then and there settled. This, it will be seen, would

be very desirable, obviating, as it should, the system

of scouring or running out the land during the last

rotation. If the lease is to be renewed, then it is

obviously to the interest of the occupier to keep up the

productiveness of his land ; if otherwise, then there is the

tenant-right to fall back upon, the landlord and in-

coming tenant sharing, in such proportions as they may
arrange, such outlays as may have been incurred in

lime, bones, and linseed-cakes, buildings, drainage,

and other improvements, calculated upon such a scale

as shall recoup the outgoing tenant his unexhausted

interest in them. Our honoured friend, Mr. Alderman
Mechi, than whom few men have possessed clearer or

more intelligent notions in all matters relating to agri-

culture, has pointed out that there need be no limit in

reason to the amount of capital.expended in land ; and
I fully believe that we may some of us live to see the

old notion of ;!^8 or jCio per acre regarded as a relic

of medireval times, coeval with flails and sickles,
*' The land is a good bank," many a capitalist may
exclaim, "and show me that I have proper security

and I will freely invest in it." Thus, under the system

I have advocated, the details of wliich will readily be
understood, a stimulus would be afforded for the out-

lay of money.

AhoiuU Security to the Farm : Legislation.—Arthur
Young very long ago considered Lincolnshire the
'* Garden of England," and if his panegyric was
uttered on good grounds, then we must believe that it

had resulted in great part from that tenant-right, or,

in other words, security of capital, which must ever
be the greatest incentive—the vitality of all progress

and improvement. How can a prudent man be asked
or expected to embark large sums of money—perhaps
his all—upon a venture the issue of which depends not
so much on his own energy and ability as upon the
stability of mind of his landlord, without some definite

assurance that he may be allowed to reap tlie benefit of
it; or, if not that, that he may at least get his own
again ? And yet, under our present system,
energetic and improving tenant has no assurance, save
his landlord's word, that he may even do that. And
in this assertion it will be understood that it is far from
my intention to call in question the integrity and
honesty of purpose of landowners as a body. But it

must be remembered that life is uncertain, and there is

no security for a man that a son will walk in the same
path as his father before him. It is absolute security

that the British farmer must have before agriculture will

attain its highest development—a security that shall

be tenable against the contingencies of life and death,
or the caprices and infirmities of hum^m nature. It ic

frequently asserted in defence of the system of yearly

tenures that such and such districts or individual

estates have been held on no other principle, and that

they have exhibited an energetic and improving
tenantiy. This is not disputed ; but it may be said

give the same set of men ample security for their

outlay, and see how much more will be done. All
landlords are not good landlords, though it may with
truth be said that this country is blessed with very
many high-minded men, having the interests of their

tenantry very near to their own hearts ; but that the

capital of an improving tenant, which may be locked
in the soil, should be left to the mercy and caprice of

a bigoted and narrow-minded landlord is a state of
things which calls loudly for redress, and which must
before very long be changed. It has been thought
to be impossible to apply legislation to the relations of
landlord and tenant ; but few, I think, will doubt
that we are rapidly approaching the time when legis-

lative protection will be the stronghold of English
agriculture. Such protection should not, I trust it

never may, loosen those bonds of natural esteem and
regard which happily reign between so many landlords
and their tenantry. It should rather be the means of
creating a better feeling than that which may some-
times be found to exist ; and, looking at the question
in its broadest aspect, it almost ceases to be an indi-

vidual one, for it is a grave national question, one
upon which hinges the incentive to a more commercial,
and, in consequence, a more enlightened treatment of
the soil of this country. I am no advocate for fixity of
tenure in its full scope and bearing. By such a system
landlords would lose what it never can be expected
they will consent to abandon, viz., a control over their

properties ; and it would result in their losing all

interest in the improvement and development of them
;

or it might develope itself into such a condition of
things as exists in Ireland under the operations of the
Land Act, where landlords are pa)nng enormous sums,
amounting in one instance to about 40 years' purchase
of their properties, as compensation to ejected tenants,
and with no right of appeal. Such cases, I hear, are
not unfirequent.

In conclusion, we may congratulate ourselves upon
having seen very vast improvements in our own time,
due mainly to the energy of the tenant-farmer, and the
skill of the engineer and mechanic ; but let us also see
some of those changes which I have ventured to advo-
cate in the relations of the proprietor and cultivator of
the soil, and, great as are the resources of the country-

great as is the spirit and enterprise of the agricultural

community of this kingdom, agriculture will yet rise to

a degree of perfection hitherto unseen, when the

natural produce of the soil of the country will be very

largely increased, and when every waste place will

blossom as the rose.

l^ntitts l00hs,
Prize Poultry, their Breeding and Rearing,
whether for Pleasure, Profit, or Exhibition.

By R. Fulton. Dean &. Son, 65, Ludgate Hill, E.C.

We have here a compact descriptive catalogue of

breeds, with occasional testimony from Iireeders, and
suggestions for management. The descriptions are de-

tailed enough to teach the reader what he must exhibit

in his birds in order to meet the requirements of

the professional judge.

The "Field" Quarterly Magazine and Review.
Horace Cox, 346, Strand.

This is a quarterly collection of the more substantial

articles, and those of the most permanent worth, among
the multitude of readable and interesting things which
appear from week to week in the columns of our

excellent contemporary. We take the following extracts

from its pages :

—

On the " Charlier" Horse-shoe.— " A correspondent,

whose writing bears evidence of practical knowledge, says ;

' I have now given M. Charlier's shoe a trial for four

years with every description of horse, and I think it only

fair to the public and the system he recommends to state

that I have found it to answer beyond anything that I had
anticipated, and that in every instance where it has failed

I am satisfied that either the smith or the metal he has

used is to blame.'
'

' A second :
' I feel certain the Charlier shoe has only to

be properly tried to insure the total abolition of the pre-

sent barbarous common shoes, which cause the most
exquisite torture to the equine race, as admitted by every

one. To suspend nine-tenths of the foot in the air, and
throw the entire weight of the horse on the other tenth,

must be a plan devised by the inventor of the bastinado.

Experience shows that spavins, splints, curbs, ringbone,

and general grogginess result in nine out of ten horses

hardworked in England ; while in other countries, where
horses stand on their feet—not on pattens—such things

are unknown. Therefore some practical information how
to bed in the protecting but not supporting iron of the

Charlier, and how to prevent such accidents as above
referred to, would be an advantage to the inexperienced.'

"A third : 'About two years ago a local vet. explained

to me the principle of the Charlier system of shoeing, at

the same time requesting me to allow him to try it on my
pony. His reasons seemed so sound that I readily gave
my consent ; I have had every reason to be satisfied with
the result. Previously the pony was scarcely safe to drive,

freaiientlv stumbling— on one occasion coming down,
breaking the snaiis of the trap, ana ai.uwii.j; wui mj T,ic<^

and another lady ; but since 1 adopted the Charlier I may
say that she has never made a mistake. The only objec-

tion, I think, that can be urged to it is, that the shoe is

sometimes apt to break at the nail-holes ; but this might
be obviated—as I fancy was some time ago suggested in

your columns—by drilling instead of punching the holes,

and using smaller nails.'

"A fourth :
' I consider any horse that wants his shoes

removed has horn enough to commence with the Charlier.

And when they have been on a couple of months the

change is very satisfactory ; every part of the foot im-

proves, the frog particularly.'
" A sixth :

' When my coachman heard of the CharUer
shoe, he remarked '

' There is an end of thrushes. " He was
aware of the necessity of pressure on the sole to secure

health to the foot of the horse. He was probably aware
of the saying, that '

' an ounce of the foot is a pound at the

saddle," and he had no doubt recognised the manifest and
manifold advantages to be gained by the invention

;

among the most important of which I reckon the instruc-

tion afforded to all horse-masters to keep the knife from
the soles, and the rasp from the hoofs of their horses.

But I have not surmounted the difficulty of preventing

the shoe from spreading. It lacks the lateral strength of

the broad web, and gets hammered out by our flinty

roads and fields. I lately received a mare from Cleveland,

shod d la Charher ; she was re-shod by my blacksmith,

and came home with the three shoes spread out of four.

But for this drawback, I have used the shoe on carriage,

cart, and saddle horses with great advantage, and without

preparation of the hoof.

'

'

'A seventh :
' The principle of the Charlier shoe appears

to me to be essentially the same as the Goodenough,
which I have used for about two years and a half. Both
of these patents advocate no paring of either the sole or
the frog, and that is, in my opinion, the chief advantage
either of them offers.'

"Mr. George Fleming, X\\q BMihor o^ Horse S/wes and
Horse S/weitig, expresses thus a very decided opinion in

its favour ;
' I can honestly state that I have found fewer

evils and more benefits attend the Charlier method of

shoeing than any other method I am acquainted with,

and I fancy I have tried all. My further experience of

this shoeing has taught me that those who most loudly

condemn it are either those who have never tried it, don't

understand it, or are prejudiced against it. If it has
failed, it has always been owing to the mal-application of

the method, or to the carelessness of the farriers and the

indifference of the horse owners. Sound feet are main-
tained sound, and some diseased and deformed feet are

more quickly restored to a normal condition, than by any
other kind of farriery I am acquainted with. The flying

out or widening at the heels can be remedied by the short

rim, or by nailing nearer the heel, and the breakages at I

the nail-holes may be prevented by punching these with a
fine round-pointed punch ; in working the shoe on the
horn of the anvil these circular holes become oval. A
square punch cuts the iron and weakens it ; a round one
only bulges it. It is very rare indeed that a shoe comes
off by accident ; and I have never experienced any dif-

ficulty, when occasion required it, to replace the Charlier
by the ordinary shoe. My horses have travelled con-
stantly over all kinds of roads, and I iiave never seen a
bruised sole. If this part of the horse's foot required
protection, as some of the opponents of this method of
shoeing aver, surely it must be where the sole is naturally

thinnest ; and this is not around its margin, which is

usually covered by the ordinary shoe, but towards its

middle, where it is never covered. One fact is worth a
thousand surmises or doubts, and every fact goes to

prove that this method of shoeing is the soundest in prin-

ciple, and the best in practice, of any yet known to me.'
" ' Impecuniosus,' the contributor of a valuable paper

to Part 3, Vol. I., of The Field Quarterly Magazine and
Review, entitled 'Stable Reforms,' there discusses the

various new systems, comparing them with the old. The
following remarks from his pen sum up the chief points

under discussion: 'Experience has shown the impossi-
bility of a horse becoming footsore in the frog, sole, or

heel of his foot as a result of travelling barefoot. It is

the toe about half way round that suffers, and this is all

that demands protection in the fore feet, whatever the

work may be, and upon whatever soil. But I think the

dangers of shoeing a horse d la Charlier, and working
him at once, have been over-rated. That the sole will

scale away is indubitable
;
but I have never found any

inconvenience result from the process, as a new sole is

ready for use immediately on the loss of the old one. I

have shod now some dozens of horses in this way, and in

all cases where the frog has been sound they have been
able to go on at their usual tasks after a day or two of
" feeling their feet." Of course a thin-soled horse should

be as much as possible kept off newly macadamised roads,

but after a time he will travel over them certainly as well

as he ever did with the old shoe, and, in all probability,

better. Where the frog is unsound it is another matter,

as it has a good deal of work to do ; but there is nothing
hke pressure and heel freedom for thrushes, &c.

" ' In speaking of thin-soled horses, I must call attention

to the fact that it is only pointed stones that they object

to ; London pavement they will go over with all imagin-

able confidence. As to the difficulty of putting on a
shoe after a Charlier has been lost, I can only say what
has happened to myself, and I always prefer practice to

theory. Some time ago I lost (or rather my horse did) a
hind shoe {I have never lost a three-quarter fore shoe),

which was trodden off, as I fancy, in a gateway, being a
httle too long—such an accident, indeed, never having
been contemplated or provided against. I cannot say

how much hunting my nag did barefoot, but 16 miles of

road he certainly did perform on his way home, through

an uninhabited country and in the dark, and no forge

discoverable. He was shghtly footsore, though hardly

lame, the last two or three miles—certainly not more

—

and his foot was a great deal worn at the toe. A groove
could not safely have been made, and the Charlier shoe

without one, to some extent, is no better than another ;

so. being far from home, with onlv a village blacksmith
wno haa never neara 01 („namci' to- ippiy to, I let him
put on a light common hind shoe. In doing this there
was no sort of difficulty, and in 10 days the foot had
grown enough to admit of the usual 'chaussurp.' And
this was a flat-footed horse, but had worn Charlier shoes
for 18 months. So much for that difficulty. And it is

just as easy to carry a spare Charlier shoe and nails out
hunting as to do the same thing with a common one,

which any smith can then adjust, as no groove would
require to be made, and no alteration of the shoe would
be required either, unless to widen or narrow it a little to

fit the foot. If it were a full shoe it would be all right

for the hind foot ; while the reduction of a shoe to a tip,

if such were needful, demands but an infinitesimal

portion of time, trouble, or skill. Short shoes in front,

however, ought never to come off, nor will they do so

when properly put on ; hind shoes have still less business

to be absent without leave.'

"An adverse opinion is thus expressed by Mr. Wm.
Hunting, M.R.C.V.S. :—

" The evils of the Charlier system are many. Bearing
is confined entirely to the wall, whereas the abutments of
the sole should participate. The shoe is placed danger-
ously near the sensitive parts. The sole, according to my
experience of the Charlier shoe, is never on a level with
the shoe, and therefore does not participate in bearing.

The nail holes are necessarily too 'fine'

—

i.e., too near
the outer edge of the wall. The lightness of the shoe
allows of its "spreading," as the result of wear. This
spreading or widening at the heels injures the quarters.

I am aware that this is guarded against by placing two
additional nails extra far back. But is not this em-
ploying one evil to check another? Horses' feet can be
injured by the Charlier or any other system of shoeing

not based upon sound principles and not skilfully

carried out. The so-called " antiquated system " em-
braces every error which has been promulgated for years.

It is really no system at all, but simply the method
which each operator thinks best. Farriers are not to

blame for this ; they only adopt what has been laid down
as correct by the many amateur and professional authors.

To try and please all, they have adopted a little from

each, the result being a perfect jumble. No class of men
show greater manual dexterity ; they are equally skilful in

paring a foot d la Mr. Miles and in carrying out the

method of M. Charlier.' [With regard to the objection

here made to the Charlier shoe—viz., that by it ' bearing

is confined entirely to the wall '—our correspondent seems
to overlook the fact that, so far from this being the case,

the frog itself is allowed to come to the ground, and to a
certain extent the sole also. Ed. Field.Y

We add that the above extracts are portions only of

the letters, which are given in the pages of this publi-

cation.
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Farm Memoranda.
RoTHAMSTED, St. Albans. — We continue our

report of the several experimental fields on Mr. Lawes'
farm :

—

Geescroft Field.—Experiments on the growth of Oats
year after year on the same land ; without manure, and
with different kinds of manure. Previous cropping

—

1847 and 1848, Clover, experimental manures ; 1S49
— 1859, Beans, experimental manures; 1S60, fallow;

opposed. There was a loch called the Loch of Auchlos-
san, which was the best snipe-shooting in Scotland, and
he blew up a whin dyke, and let the water off this

loch and destroyed the snipe-shooting. I do not know
any other title to distinction that Mr. Barclay has.'

Whereupon the chairman put this question :
' Did he

grow crops after draining the water off? ' and the witness

answered. Yes, he grew very heavy crops of Oats.'
* But,' intervenes Lord Elcho, 'do you accept
his authority as a great authority in agricultural

questions in Aberdeenshire ?
' and Sir James answers

decisively, ' No, I do not ; I do not see where
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Ross-shire : Ju/y 16.—About July S and 9 we
had a heavy fall of rain that laid a great deal of our
crops ; but the weather since has been so dry and
breezy that the greater part of them has got up again.

The weather could scarcely be more suitable for the

Wheat crop than it now is, and the blooming season

having passed amidst such sunshine, our fears are,

meantime, fairly dispelled. Our work for the last fort-

night has mainly been hoeing, drill-harrowing, and
furrowing up Potatos, and singling and cleaning Tur-
nips, all which work has of late been more practic-

able, from the drier state of the soil.

West Sussex : July 16.—The weather is still very
favourable to the growing crops. All roots are

growing rapidly, and the corn is coming on for harvest
quicker than we expected ; August will not be far

advanced before harvest is general. Hay is all secured,
and nearly all in good order. We have had a few very
heavy showers, that have laid some of the com badly,
and there is not much that will cut with the machines
well. It may yet be the case that it will not be
desirable to grow the Wheat so heavy, but grow it

oftener, and so keep it within more manageable bounds.
Our wool fair came off a fortnight ago, and prices were
rather higher than we expected ; 2s. for the Goodwood
wool, and l.f. lod. and upwards for the rest, and a
good deal was sold. Turnips are coming fit for the
hoe very quickly, and all hands will be busy now till the
end of harvest. Sowing is not nearly all done, grass

is abundant, and stock are as dear as ever, and there is

still a great deal of lameness among sheep, which
often is the case when we have so much grass ; and
though we may cure it, yet it breaks out again ; and in

addition to paring the hoof and dressing it with a

caustic, we shift them from field to field as much as we
can. G. S.

y^h' 22. — We have had a week of very
dry and warm weather, and it has pushed on the
corn rapidly ; harvest will not be late, as we felt

sure it would be at one time ; we shall begin before
the month is out. Peas are now ready for cutting, and
some are cut. Roots grow well, and are being hoed

j

the greater part will be so before harvest. Though we
have had such growing weather for everything, the
second crop of Clover does not come on well, much of
it looks sickly, and it is much overrun by Dodder.
Perhaps one cause of its weakness is that it grew so
much last year in the Barley, and so has exhausted
itself, and the young Clovers in the Oats and Barley
are very strong this year. Horse labour is now well
done up \ except a few Turnips to put in after Vetches
there is not much to do, but we shall soon have the
Pea land, and it will take all our time when not
occupied with the harvest, aijd the best way with it is

to plough it shallow as soon as possible, and work it

with the drags and scarifier from time to time, so as to
kill everything, and then plough deeper fui ihc Wkcat
that follows. G. S.

Chatteris, Isle of Ely: Yzt/y 20.—A fine week,
with some warm, ripening weather at the end of it.

Manure and plough land for Turnip seed ; harrow
Coleseed fallows, and prepare to sow ; spare horses

cart manure from yards ; single Mangels and Kohl
Rabis ; weed Potatos. Heavy crops much laid, and
not kind. Standing crops ripening quick, as favour-

ably as could be expected from the weather we have
had. A. S. R.

Tiptree : yuiy 22.—A few days and nights of
tropical heat and sunshine are doing great good to the

crops, drying the soil which was muddy and super-

saturated, and changing the colour of the crops from
a dark and unseasonable green to a golden harvest

colour. There will be some useful Wheat on well
farmed lands, and especially on light land ; heavy tile

earths have the worst of it, especially where undrained.
The difference in the value of crops on drained and
undrained land is very considerable and instructive.

Beans are a capital crop ; grasses abundant. My
Mangel leaves were riddled, torn into shreds, and
knocked off by a hailstorm, but are pushing new leaves.

Oats promising. Manuring our Tare land, and then
double or trench-ploughing it for Cabbage. Horse-
hoeing Kohl Rabi and Mangel with Garrett's patent
horse-hoe, which takes 7 feet 2 inches wide, and a man
and pair of horses do from 10 to 12 acres a day. I

have used it for 25 years. We shall begin harvest, if

theis weather continues, earlier than we expected

—

perhaps July 29 or 31. Pea land cleaned, ploughed,
and drilled with Turnips. P.S.—Onaclose inspection

of the crops on my distant fields, I find that 30 acres of
Wheat have been damaged by the hailstorm to a con-
siderable extent. On other farms struck by the storm
the damage is estimated at from ;!^300 to ;i^50oon each.

The pieces of ice were many of them over an inch in

diameter. There is a growing impression among our
labourers that Potatos will be a very bad diseased crop.

J. J. Mecku

Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire: July 22.-r-The
favourable weather we have experienced the last fort-

night, refreshing showers, and an increase of sunshine,
have advanced the crops very much towards maturity.
We have begun cutting Peas and winter Oats, and if

the present warm state of the atmosphere continues we
shall be reaping Wheat the latter end of this or the
beginning of next week. I am sorry to say there is a
very considerable increase of the foot-and-mouth disease
in this neighbourhood amongst cattle, sheep, and pigs.

1025
I think it would mitigate the severity of the attack if

all kinds of stock had some cooling febiile medicine
given them before the disease showed itself, which is

only an effort of Nature to throw it out of the system.
Above all things let them have free access to rock salt.

Merse of Berwickshire : July 22.—This week of
summer comes to repair the damages caused by the
previous bleak weather. Wheat has put forth its

bloom a second time, under more favouring conditions.
Barley is veiy moderate, much of it very shabby indeed
where\er sheep stood on any but light land. Oats, all
through of a rich colour, are threatening to be short of
straw, unless rain comes soon. Beans bloomed freely,
but late. Potatos from good seed are first-rate, but
the crop in general is not so. Ifay is now being cut
and made. On free soils they say Turnips are over-
whelming, ours are waiting for rain. Here and there
you may see a field being wrought for Rape or bare
fallow. 7. T.

East Lothian : July 22.—The past week has
been more favourable for field operations and for
growing crops than any week during the year. Potatos
have wonderfully improved in colour ; Turnips have
grown more within the last few days than in any other
two preceding weeks, and grass can't be kept down.
Wheat has now passed through the blooming stage,
and has sustained very little damage. Oats and
Barley are beginning to change colour a little. All
hands have been employed in thinning Turnips, horse
and hand hoeing Mangels, cutting Thistles in the
pastures, and mending fences. Sheep and lambs are
doing remarkably well; in fact, lambs never brought
more money, and feeding sheep have paid their keep,
even although they were bought in very dear. J. H. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
Grass: M. C. C. The grass sent is Poa trivialis, Rough"

Stalked Meadow-grass. It has spread in arable cultiva-
tion to a great extent within the last few years, and is

especially prolific in moist soils.
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To Horticulturists, Viae Growers, Hop Growers,
And GARDENERS.

THE BEST REMEDY yet discovered for removing
and preventing every description of FLIES, INSECTS, &c.,

from PLANTS, FRUIT, and FLOWERS, may be obtained by
applying to W. COPE, 26, Upper Priory, Birmingham, It has been
in successful operation upwards of ten years, and will not injure the

most delicate Plant or Flower.

FRETTINGHAM'S LIQUID COMPOUND,
for the Destruclion of Insects and Mildew on Plants,

will instantly exterminate

APHIS of all kinds, [RED SPIDER, I AMERICAN BLIGHT,
THRIP, GREEN FLY. WASPS.
MEALY BUG, | BROWN FLY, |

ANTS, &c., &c.,

And will be found invaluable for Vines and all kinds of Fruit Trees.

Broccoli and other Greens may be thorouEhly cleansed from insects

by sponging, or using the Liquid Compound Dy means of the Horticul-

tural Vaporiser.
SELECTED TESTIMONIALS.

From Mr. Geo. Lamb, Colston Bassett Hall, Bingham, IVotts.

" Your Composition answers thoroughly in the total destruclion of

garden insects. Applying it to Roses with the Vaporizer, I find a
very economical way of using it."

Frovi Mr. Thos, Speed, The Gardens, Chatsworth.
" I have m uch pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of your

Liquid Compound. Mixed as advised, it kills Ereen-fly and thrip

readily, and is perfectly innoxious to the plants. It is a great boon to

the horticu Itunst,"

From Wm. Barbon & Son, Elvaston Nnrstrics, Borrowash.
"We be(j to bear testimony to the efficacy of your Liquid Com-

pound, which we have used in our Nursery, both out-of-doors and
under glass, with perfect success. We consider it the best preparation

we have tried. It thoroughly clears the plant without injuring the

foliage,"

Frvm Francis & Arthur Dickson & Sons, U/>U»i Nurseries, Chester.
" We have very carefully tested your Liquid Compound for destroy-

ing insect life. We have tried it upon most of the pests which

Erey upon vegetable life, and find it very effective in cleansing all

inds of plants from scale, mealy bug, aphides, ihrip; red spider—in
fact all kinds of insect life seem to succumb to its power most
effectually and rapidly, and that without injuring the tenderest foliage.'

Price List.—One gallon bottles, 55. 6d. ; half-gallon bottles, 35.

each, bottles included. In casks:— 10 or 12 gallons, 4s. td. per gallon;

20 gallons and upwards, 41. per gallon, casks returnable. Carriage
paid on all orders to the amount of 201. and upwards.

Manufacturers, PARR and ATHERTON, Long Row, Nottingham.

THE HORTICULTURAL VAPORIZER, for the
application of Frcttingham's Liquid Compound, or other

preparations, for the Destruction of Insects on Plants.

By means of this apparatus, liquids may be diffused over plants in

a state of minute division, or tine spray, in sufficient quantity to

thoroughly moisten them, without ruffling or disturbing the most
delicate flower or foliage.

Besides these advantages, great saving of the liquid is effected. A
tablespoonful applied by the vaporiser is equal to a pint applied by
means of a sponge, or the ordinary methods in use.

As a DISINFECTANT DISTRIBUTOR, for sick rooms, it is

invaluable ; the minuteness of the spray preventing a single particle of

the liquid falling to the ground. Thus tne whole of the Disinfecting
liquid used comes into active nnprarinn at n.ncr-

For MtUlCAL PURPOSES the Vaporizer will be found most
effectual in the application of lotions as spray to the throat, &c

Price y. 6d. each.

May be obtained direct from PARR and ATHERTON,
NoitinKham; or of their Agents throughout the country.

The Apparatus will be forwarded to any address in England on
receipt of 4,^. in stamps. _____^
HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.—Medal, 1862.

Invented by the late Sir Joseph Paxton.
Manufactured in London; Ulverstone (Lancashire); Gloucester;

Coventry; Paisley, and Aberdeen, only.

Illustrated Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and
other styles of Glasshouses, post free, 3^. Estimates given for

Conservatories, SiQ., to aJiy design in Wood; also for Heating
Apparatus.

HEREMAN and MORTON. Horticultural Builders,
14, Tichborne Street, Regent Quadrant, London, W.

G REENHOUSES from the FINSBURY STEAM
JOINERY WORKS, 121, Bunhill Row, London, EC.

\V, H. LASCELLES, Proprietor. Lists sent on application.
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THE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST for AUGUST,
price ts.. with Ci.lourcd Plate, will contain Fipurcs and Descrip-

tions of Mr. Laxton's New Certificated Peas, and the New houvardia

Vreelandii. London: 171. Fleet Street, E.C-

Now ready, price 11,, free by post for 13 stamps, with q Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND; a Practical Treatise on the

Cullivaiion of choice Fruits, Flowers and Veeetables with ihc aid

of LooKKR's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Olass,

which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.

IIOUI.STON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E. C. ; through all

Booksellers, and of

HENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

Post 8vo, cloth, 384 pp. Price lot, 6d., with the Plates coloured ;

75. 6d. plain.

THE HONEY BEE : its Natural History, Physiology,
and Management. By Edward 15ev.\n, M D. Third Edition,

Revised, Enlar;,-cd, and Illusiraied. by W. A. MUNN, F.R H,S., i:c.

JOHN V.\N VOORST, r, Paternoster Row.

Imperial ^to, Copiously Illustrated, Price 12^.,

ARM BUILDINGS: a Digest of the Principles
adopted in Construction. Reprinted from the " Farm Home-

steads of En^and," now out of print. By J. Bailey Denton, C.E.,
and Bailey Denton, Jun.

E. AND F. N. SPON

F
18, Charing Cross, W.C.

Notice.

{By Appointment to ike Royal Horticultural Society.
)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FE^ANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, M^igaiines, and Periodicals, without extra charge
to the Advertiser,
ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents. 59. Fleet Street, E. C.

WANTED, as FOREMAN, in a Country Nursery,
where Fruits and Roses arc chiefly grown, a thorough Man

—

one who can lake Charge of Men. Must be a good Propagator. Wages
to begin, 24J. per week.— F. M., Messrs, Hurst & Son, 12, Leadenhatl
Street, London, E.C.

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING GARDENER.—
The Advertiser will be much obliged to any Gentleman who

can recommend him a very good Gardener, who thoroughly under-
stands Vine and Peach Houses. Kitchen Garden, and the Manage-
ment and Laying-out of a Flower Garden. Roses, Greenhouse Plants,
&c. A married Man preferred, and a first-rate character from last

situation indispensable,—Replies to be addressed to A. A., Messrs.
Frederick May & Son. Advertising Atjents. 160, Piccadilly. W.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a young MAN to
take charge of Houses where Pines. Peaches, and Grapes are

grown, and Stove Plants, &c. Lodging, beer, and vegetables found —
Apply, stating wages expected, to N., Mr. Wakefield, The Gardens,
Bladen House, Hurton-on-Trt-nt.

To Noblemen's and Gentlemen's Gardeners.
WANTED, a GARDENER—One that has Uved as

Foreman in a well-kept Establishment, and can be recom-
mended as capable of Managing a Garden, where he would have Five
Assistants. He must be well acquainted with Vegetable supply, like-
wise the Management of Vines and other Fruits in the Houses.

—

Application. by letter only, to Mr. R. WEATHERILL.The Nurseries,
Woodsidc. Whetstone, N.

WANTED, a GARDENER.—One accustomed to
Nursery and Tiibbing Work preferred. Wages 185, perweek.

—WALTER PAW.^ON. Spike HHdge Nursery. Coventry.

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a good KITCHEN
GARDENER, who can also take the Afanagcment of Two or

Three Cows, and whose Wife, Daughter, or Sister, must be a
CERTIFICATED SCHOOL MISTRESS, (Qualified to take charge
of a mixed Village School of about Seventy Children. She will receive
the Government Grant and the School Fees, together with other
advantages. There is an excellent house, with a garden, free of rent
and taxes, situated in one of the most beautiful parts of England,

—

A. B., Messrs. Hyde, 61. Flcc:i Street, Lundu.i, c.C.

WANTED, as GARDENER (Single-handed), a
married Man, under 40 years of age. who thoroughly under-

stands the profession, with a 3 years' character from a Single-handed
place. Lawn, Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Greenhouses. Wages
255.—Apply before 10 A.M., or after 7 P.M., at Blenheim Lodge, Upper
Richmond Road, Putney.

WANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, a trust-
worthy steady Man, about ' 30 years of age, of first-class

abilities both as regards indoor and outdoor Gardening. None but
competent and trustworthy Men need appl>^. Highest references as
to ability and character required.—Apply, in the first instance, by
letter, to A. Z.. Messrs. Barr & Sugden, 12, King Street, Covent
Garden, London. W.C.

WANTED, a ROSE GROWER.—Must be of good
experience, and well recommended. — Apply, with all

particulars, to JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries,
Chester.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, in a small Nursery, an
efficient PROPAGATOR. He must have a good general

knowledge of Gardening, and if accustomed to Grow for a Market it

will be an additional recommendation. Wages to commence at {,1
per week, with lodgings.—Hall Court Nursery, Cannock.

WANTED, by a Gentleman, residing about 20 miles
south of London, a MAN and his WIFE. The Man to

Garden, and make himself useful ; the Wife to Wash. A small
cottage and fuel found. A high character for respectability required.

—

Apply by letter to E. F., Messrs. Thomson. 23. Chancery Lane, W.C.

WANTED, a GARDENER and BAILIFF, for the
South Yorkshire Lunatic Asylum. Liberal salary, house rent

free, and laundry allowances. The highest testimonials required as to
abilities, character. &c —For further particulars apply by letter to
Colonel ST. LEGER, Park Hill, Rotherham.

WANTED, a WORKING GARDENER and
BAILIFF (a Scotchman preferred); Wife as Laundress or

occasional Plain Cook. There must be no family. Both must have
an unexceptionable character. To live in Hall, taking charge of it in

absence of family, and finding themselves in food. Man must be
active and hard-working; a good Fruit and Flower Gardener (no
Glass). Must understand Grass Land, Cows, Pigs, Timber, Fences,
Roads, Drains. &c.. and be a good Manager of Labourers; will have
two or three under nim. Slate wages for the two, &c.—Rev. W. D.
Eton, near Windsor.

WANTED, a YOUTH, about 19. to reside in the
house, but whose chief employment would be under an

experienced Gardener. — Apply, witn full particulars, to Mr. J.
PHIPPS, Sunnyside, Northam pt.

Assistant Budder and Grafter.
MESSRS. OSBORN and SONS wish to ENGAGE

a young MAN to assist in the Cultivation of Fruit Trees, One
who has already acquired some knowledge of Budding and Grafting
?referred —Apply cither personally or by letter [to The Nurseries,
ulhvim. S W.

Wliolesale Seed and Manure Trade in Ireland.

MR. G. M. CAPARN, having ceased to be connected
with Mr. George 'J- Alexander of Dublin, is open to receive

COMMISSIONS for the South and West of Ireland in each branch of
the Seed Trade, viz., Clovers, Grass Seeds, Green Crops, and Garden
Seeds; and also a first-class Manure Manufacturer : or would under-
take the Irish business of one house combining all branches. Mr.
C.'s connection on the road is established for the past 15 years: and
during that time, it is well known that he has done the largest and
safest business of any representative in the Trade.—GEORGE M.
CAPARN, Cashel. County Tipperary ^^
WANTED, a JUNIOR HAND.—One who has been

accustomed to Proving Samples would be preferred.—Apply
by letter, w MINIER AND CO., 60, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, an experienced TRAVELLER, who has
a good knowledge of Fruits. Roses, Shrubs, and general Nur-

sery Stock. None need apply whose character will not bear the
strictest investigalion.—Address, with particulars of experience and
terms, to Mr. RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

WANT PLACES.—Letters^to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.— Further pctrLiiulars i:ivt-n on application to Messrs. E. G.
HEN DERSONanu St 'N.Wenm^iniiNursLTy, St, John's Wood. N.W.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTI3USH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.
— Highgate Nurseries, London, N,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, two children
;

20 years' practical experience in all branches of the profession.

Character unexceptionable.—ALPHA, loo. Woodbine Grove, Penge,
Surrey. S.E.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married, one child;
VJ thoroughly understands Early and Late Forcing, and Flower
and Kitchen Gardening, also Land and Stock, Good reference.—The
G

A

R

D

ENER, Garrick Villa, Hampton. S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, no incum-
brance ; has had 20 years' experience ; good Grape Grower ;

understands the profession in all its branches. Good testimonials.—

J. D., iq, Cambridge Villas, Cambridge Road, Hammersmith, W.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or Gentleman.—
Middle-aged, widower, no family; thoroughly practical in all

branches of Gardening necessary for a Gentleman's Establishment.

—

HORTUS, A. Edwards, North Road, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married, one child
{aged 7) ; thoroughly understands the profession in all branches,

including Early and Late Forcing, also pood Flower and Kitchen
Gardener. Seven years in present situation.—A. B., H. T. Cooke &
Son. Stationers. &c., Warwick.

GARDENER (Head).—The Advertiser is at hberty to
engage with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services

of a first-class Gardener in every department of his profession.
Testimonials and references of the highest order,—E. C, Stalionmaster,
Wallington Station, Carshallon, Surrey.

/^lARDENER (Head),—Age 30, single; has a
VJT thorough knowledge of the profession, including the Early and
Late Forcing of Pines, Vines, Peaches, Melons, &.c. \ also good
Kitchen and Flower Gardener. First-class references.—DELTA,
2, Belle Vue Road, Wandsworth Common, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).— Thoroughly understands the
Growing and Forcing of all kinds of Fruit, Flowers, and

Vegetables, and the Management 'of F"lowcr and Kitchen Gardens,
also Land and Stock. Wife good Dairy and Poultrj' Manager.

—

J. H. GARDENER, 30, Clarence Road, Lower Clapton. N.

GARDENER (Head), where a really good and
trustworthy Gardener is required —Age 39; can take charge of

and manage Land, and Stock. Woods, &c. Wife can manage IJairy

or Poultry. Une.Kceptionable characters. — HORTUS, Highgate
Nurseries, Highgate, N,

GARDENER (Head, Working).—h%Q. 30, married;
understands the profession in all branches, having had 18 years'

experience Good relerences and personal character if required,

—

W. E. . Tribe's Cottage, Lower Mitcham, Surrey,

C^ARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Age 24.
X single; understands Stove, Greenhouse, Vinery, Melons, Fruit,

Flowers, and' Kitchen Garden. Good testimonials from last

employers.— !'. THURGOOD, Sun Street. Biggleswade, Beds.

/^ARDENER (Head), where one or more are kept.

—

\ T Hait-u., married: tV>'*--'"''>'''v, understands the profession in all
Its branches. Vjdoo character.—W, b,, m.. I>a.»^^.^^, n^-n^ ngcm,
Clapham, S.W.

GARDENER, or GARDENER and BAILIFF.—
Age 30, married : good practical Man. Leaving present situa-

tion througn Estate being sold. Excellent character for abilities, &c.
—D, G. L., Mottingham, Eltham, Kent, S.E. ^
Gi ARDENER (Single-handed, or with assistance).

—

r Two and a half years' character, and the best of references as lo
character and ability from previous employers.—W. J. WOOLLEY,
Longfield Street, Southfields, Wandsworth. S.W.

C
^ARDENER (Single-Handed).—Age 23, single

;

^ thoroughly understands the profession in all its branches, also
Early and Late Forcing. &c. Good character.—J. S.,6, Milford Street,
Wandsworth Road, S.W.

GARDENER (Second) in a Gentleman's Garden.—
Age 23 ; understands Pines, Vines, Melons, and Cucumbers.

Good references.—A. S, H,, Post Office, Reigate, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under), age iq.—A Clergyman
strongly recommends the above, who has worked for him four

years.— Rev. H. HALL, Ovenden House, near Sevenoaks.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 25 ; thoroughly under-
stands Early and Late Forcing. Good character.—G. D., 71,

Harrison Street, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.
—Age 26; thoroughly competent in all branches. First-class

testimonials.—G. H., 76, Humberstone Gate, Leicester.

PROPAGATOR, or PROPAGATOR and GROWER
(Indoors).—Age 27, single. Good references.—A. H., 33,

Townshend Road, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

BAILIFF (Scotch).—Age 40, married, no family
;

thoroughly understands Farming, Cattle, Sheep, Dairy, Poultry,
and Kitchen Gardening. Can make a Farm pay, and keep Accounts.
Twenty years' character, and highly recommended by present
employer.—B. I., Liphook, Hants.

FARM BAILIFF, at Michaelmas next.—Age 44,
married: thoroughly understands the Management of Light,

Heavj', or Mixed Soils, Steam Machinery and Steam Cultivation,
Breeding. Rearing, and Feeding all kinds of Stock, Measuring Land
and Timber. Building, Draining, &c., and is a good Accountant.
Over 20 years' practical e.xperience in the most approved systems of
Farming. Excellent character. Wife can attend to Poultry and Dairy
if required.—ROBT. STEWARD, Eastwood Park, Falfield, R. S. O .

IMPROVER, in the Houses, in a Nobleman's or
(Gentleman's Garden.—Forcing department preferred. Will pay a

Premium if required. Good character.—G. D., 2, May Cottages,
Crescent Road, Croydon Common.

Nursery and Seed Trade.
MANAGER or TRAVELLER.—A Gentleman of

some years' experience is desirous of meeting with an
engagement in the above capacity.—Letters to G. C, 4, Great Queen
Street. SW.

A YOUNG FOREIGNER, age 21, Speaking and
Corresponding in French, German, and a little English, and

writing a good hand, seeks an appointment in a Seed Merchant's or
FlorisPs. Unexceptionable references.—N., Messrs. Knight & Foster,

Stationers, Eastcheap, E.C.

To the Seed Trade.
"NVOICE CLERK, in a Wholesale London Ware-
- house. Satisfactor>' references.—A. Z,, Hainault Road, Chigwell-

CLERK and CASHIER.—The Advertiser, who has
held a situation of trust in a London OfBce, seeks an engagement

in the country on account of his health. A permanency preferred.

Salary moderate.—W., Smith & Robinson, Estate Agents, Hemcl
Hempstead.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED liV THE QUEEN,

The British, Indian and Colonial Governments,

7000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Ironmasters,
&c., &c.,

Is e.xtensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK,
It is especially applicable to

"WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
C.\N EE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.
SOLD IN ALL COLOURS.

2 CWT. Free to all Stations.
Prices, Patlcrns, and Testimonials sent post free.

WALTER (3ARS0]!<r& SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

liTJDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.,
And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK. DUBLIN.

NO AGENTS.

GTJNS and RIFLES.
THOMAS TURNER, Gun and Rtfle Manufac-

turer, Inventor of the "TURNER RIFLE," Contractor to
Her Majesty's War Department.

CENTRAL FIRE BREECH LOADERS from £7 to jC^S.—T. T.
recommends his (j Gun to those who desire a cheap, though service-
able, Breech Loader. It is guaranteed of good material, sound, and
perfect in its action, and equal to any London Gun at double the price.

Thomas Turner's PATENT SELF-LOCKING BREECH
LOADER is unsurpassed for handiness, neatness, simplicity, and
durability. Price from j^ri to j^a?. Drawinjjs sent on application.

PIN.FIRE BREECH LOADERS from C=> i«-

BREECH-LOADING, LARGE BORE and EXPRESS RIFLES ;

SNIDER and MARTINLHENRY RIFLES, in Sporting and
Military Patterns; ROOK RIFLES, SALOON RIFLES and
PISTOLS; REVOLVERS.
All kinds of Implements for Cleaning, Cartridge Filling, Re-

Capping, &c. Flasks, Pouches, Cartridge and Game Bags, and
all sporting Requisites.

Manufactory : Fisher Street, Birmingham.

c,

Higli Price of Coals.

A. BOOTH AND CO.'S (B) SILKSTONE
' is the best Inland Coal as a substitute for Durham Wallsend.

32^. per ton, cash on delivery.

CHAS. A. BOOTH and CO., St. Fancras Station, N.W.

WM. YOUNGER AND CO.'S ALES
Are of the HIGHEST PURITY.

Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, and
are distinguished for their delicacy of flavour.

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishmg.
To be had of the Principal Retailers,

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.

Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belviderc
Road, S.E.

K I N A H A N'S L L WHISKY.
niaidco,

n quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than the
finest Cognac Brandy. Note tne words " Kinahan's L.L." on seal,
label, and cork.

Wholesale Depflt, so. Great TJtchfield Street, Oxford Street, VV.

Lea & Ferrins' Sauce,

THE "WORCESTERSHIR E."
pronounced hy Connoisseurs " the only good Sauce," Improves

the appetite, and ajds digestion. Unrivalled lor piquancy and flavour.

ASK FOR LEA and PERRINS' SAUCE.
Beware of Imitations,

and see the Names of LEA and PERRINS on all Bottles and Labels.

Agents—CROSSE and ELACKWELL, London, and sold by all

Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA,
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

Id boxes, at \s. ij^ii., 21. 9(j.,45. 6<f.,3nd iii.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of tha

flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the

irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the

morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the

luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any

new or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever

merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed

upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-

liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,

nor are they adapted to all complaints ; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under

all systoms of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with

an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes

at II. i!3-., 21. <^-t 4s- ^d., and in., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonics.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxes at if. iVid.^ is, gi'.jV. &i.i and xu.
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GREEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSORS,
OR NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, AND COLLECTING MACHINES FOR 1872.

The Winner of Every Prize in all Cases of Competition.

PATRONIZED BY

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY

THE QUEEN
ON 57 DIFFERENT OCCASIONS.

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

THE KING OF THE BELGIANS,

THE LATE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH,

THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA,

AND MOST OF THE NOBILITY, CLERGY, AND GENTRY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Upwards <?/" 60,000 of the above Machines have been Sold since the year 1856.

SINGLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut S inches £2.

3 10
I

To cut 12 inches .

.

. . . . _^4 10

DOUBLE-HANDED LAWN MOWER.

To cut 16 ins., ^6 10 This can be worked by One Man on an even lawn.

,, 18 ,, 7 10 By Man and Boy. I To cut 22 Ins., £% 10 By Man and Boy.

n 2Q ,, 80 ,, ,, I ,, 24 ,, 90 ,, ,,

DONKEY and PONY MACHINES
To cut 26 inches ,. -• L^Z o o

M 28 „ ., ,. 15 o o
). 30 r» .. ,. 17 o o

Leather Boots for Donkey
Ditto for Pony

^o 18

HORSE MACHINES.
To cut 30 inches To cut 48 inches

Leather Boots for Horse

Delivered Carriage Free to all the priticipal Railway Stations and Shipping Ports .

. . _;£"2I O O
. . 24 O O
. . 27 O O

England^ Ireland^ and Scotland,

•£30 o o160

THOMA.c; CREEN ^i^D SON, ir. Inti-oduv-iiig their FATKNT LAWN MOWERS to the Public

for the present Season, take the opportunity of acknowledging the unprecedented patronage that has been
accorded to them in past years, and can assure their future patrons that nothing will be wanting on their

part to maintain the confidence so long given to them.

Every Lawn Mower that is sent out is warranted to give entire satisfaction, otherwise it can be returned
AT ONCE FREE OF COST TO THE PURCHASER.

Our Machines have been submitted to numerous practical tests in public competition, and have in all

cases carried off every Prize that has been given.

No alterations have been made this last six years, as they have been found to meet all the requirements
for which a Lawn Mower is intended.

The following are their advantages over all others :

—

15/, Simplicity of Construction,—every part being free of access.

2.d, They are worked with far greater case than any other.

3d, They are the least liable to get out of order,

ifth, They make little or no noise in working.
SPECIAL NOTICE.—Both the Horse, Pony, Donkey, and Hand Machines possess (over all other makers) the advantage of self-sharpening ; the

cutters being steel on each side, when they become dull or blunt by running one way round, the cylinder can be reversed again and again,
bringing the bottom edge of the cutters against the bottom blade, the Machine will then cut equal to new. Arrangements are made that the
cyhnder can be reversed by any inexperienced person in two or three minutes. The Handles of the Machines can be altered to suit the
person using them, by either raising or lowering them.

Parties having LAWN MOWERS to REPAIR will do well to send them either to our Leeds or London Establishments;
then they will have prompt attention, as an efficient Staff of Workmen is kept at both places.

^.,,^^ ^ THOMAS GREEN and SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS; 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

EditoriaJ Communicalions should bt addressed to " Tlie Edii\f Editor
; Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publishffr," at the Office, 4(, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

01 Messrs BajDBURV Evans. & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of MiddluM, and rublilhed by the said WlLUAUt,ran5horSt. Paul s. Covent Garden, in the said County.—SaturdaV, Jolv K, 187a.
Agents lor Scotland—Messrs. J, Menzies & Co., Edinburgh ; for Ireland—Messrs. W. H. SMITH ft Son, Dublin.
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pOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, SOUTH
-1-t KENSINGTON, W.
NOTICE.—FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL COM-

MITTEE MEETING, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, August 7, at
II o'clock. GENERAL MEETING at 3. Band of the Royal Horse
Guards from 4. Admission 2s. 6d.

AUNTON HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
GRAND FETE and EXHIBITION, THURSDAY, August 8.

Prizes value ;£250, and several Silver Cups, offered for Competition.
Schedules and Forms of Entry now ready, and will 'be forwarded on
application. J. B. SAUNDERS. Honorary Secretary-.

SCARBOROUGH FLOR.'^L and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY, 1872—A GRAND EXHIBITION of

PLANTS, FLOWERS, FRUITS, VEGETABLES, &c., will be held
at Scarborough, AUGUST 14, 15, and 16. Schedule of Prizes will be
forwarded on application.

16, Albion Street. ROBERT HALL, Secretar>'.

Worcestersbire Agricultural Society.

A GRAND HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
in connection with the above will be held in the Show Ground,

at STOURBRIDGE, AUGUST 27, 28, ard 29, when PRIZES 10 the
amount of ONE HUNDRED and EIGHTY FOUR POUNDS will
be awarded. ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 20. For List of Prizes
and Rules, &c-. apply to ALBERT BUCK, Secretary, Worcester; or
to I. S. HAY^\UOD, Hoa Secretary to Horticultural Show,
a6. Broad Street, Worcester.

QEVENUAKS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'SO FIFTH ANNUAL SHOW of FLOWERS, FRUITS, VEGE-
TABLES, CUT FLOWERS, BOUQUETS, &c., in Knole Park,
Sevenoaks (by the kind permission of the Right Hon. Lord Buckhursi),
on THURSDAY, August 29. The South Eastern Railway, and the
London, Chatham and Dover Railway offer Return Tickets at single
fares from London and most other Stations to Sevenoaks, Prize Lists
{j£i30), and full particulars, ol

Mr. C. C. PETLEY, Hon. Sec, Riverhead.
Mr. C- WILLIAMS. Financial Secretary-, Sevenoaks.

STAMFORD HORTICULTUR.^L SOCIETY.—
The GREAT ANNUAL SHOW of PLANTS, FLOWERS,

FRUITS, and VEGETABLES will be held, by the kind permission of
the Marquis of E.xeter, in Eurghley Park. Stamford, on SEPTEM-
BER 4 next, when Five Silver Cups and nearly £1^0 will be offered in
Prizes. The Rules and Schedules may be had on application to
Mr. H. JOHNSON. Hon. Sec., Stamford.

1873.
1

G-RAND
July 29. 1872.

FLORAL FETE, YORK,
J UNE 18, 19, and 20, 1873.^ JNO. WILSON, Sec.

jV/TR. JAMES FRASER. Horticultural and
-LTX Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,
Romford, Essex ; late of the firm of J. & J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.

JC. STEVENS Horticultural, Scientific, and
• Natl-r.\l History Sale Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden. London, W.C. Established 1760. SALES by AUCTION
nearly EVERY DAY.

Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, ARTIST and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London, NM

pODERICK NICOLSON, Advertising Agent
c

and GF.NER.\t, Commission Agent, i, Racquet Court, Fleet
street, E.C.

F
To Florists and Gardeners.

OR SALE, FIFTY GARDENIAS, in i5-pots, good
,„ r,„-„ plants. Will be Sold cheap.
W. PIKE, Flori'it, Park Road, Acton, Sliddlescx, W.

EngUsli Saved Seed, Just Harvested.
)RIMULA JAPONICA, 2j. bd. per packet.
PRIMULA IN\'OLUCRATA, var. AbyssiniensiB.2i. &(. do.

BAKR AND SUGDEN, 12, KiiifJ Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

HOME-SAVED SEED of PRIMULA JAPONICA,
saved from five bcHUtiTul varielies, varying in colour from

crimson to pale blush, with distinct coloured eyes. In packets, ii.

to 5.(. each, post free.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN, Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

wChoice Tricolor and other Geraniums Cheap.
M. POTTEN'S LISr of the above can be had

post free on application.

The Nursery, Sissinghurst, Stapleliurst, Kent.

Magnificent New Pelargonium, Gem of Tricolors.
CKIMBERLEY begs to inform liis Friends and ihc

• I'ublic generally, that he is now prepared to execute orders
for this fine variety at 211. each, in strong healthy plants.

Stoke Nursery, near Coventry.

Fansles, Fansles, Fanaies.

THOS. THORNTON offers to Growers of the above.
SEED saved from his splendid strain of Fancy, Mixed, and

Named varieties, ver>' cheap. Price on application.
The. Nurseries, Ileatherside, uagshot, Surrey.

CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, and PRIMULA
SINENSIS, of the choicest strains, in is. 6d., as. dd., and 55.

packets. Trade prices on application.
JAMES DICKSON and SONS, " Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

Clner3.rias

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH ANn CO. are now
prepared to execute orders for the SEED saved from their

unrivalled strain of CINERARIAS, in sealed packets, 31. 6d. and 51.

each. Special quotations to the Trade on application.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

To the Trade.
BULBS, comprising LILIUM, NARCISSUS,

GLADIOLI, IRIS, ALSTRCiMERIA, CYCLAMEN, DOG'S-
TOOTH VIOLETS, JONQUILS, OXALIS, SCILLAS, and
numerous other Bulbs. LIST on application,

STEfHKN ):KO\vN, Wcstoit-^upcr-Mare.

Seeds for Present Sowing.
HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAMS, 40 varieties

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, from la choice sorts. In
packets, at is., 2s. 6d., and 51.

JAMES HOLDER, Crown Nursery, Reading.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli, &c.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SONS Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest
quality only. Post free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Ferns.—Neottopteris (Thamnopteris) australaslca.
CHARLES VERDIER FILS, Nurseryman, 12. Rue

Dum^ril, Paris, bees to announce that he has well established
plants of this beautiful FERN now ready for sending out at the
following prices :—Each, 2S. ; per do;en, 3is.

; per too, £B.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps, Part I, {British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUEof BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

Choice and Beautiful Ferns.WAND J. BIRKENHEAD, Fern Nursery. Sale,
• near Manchester, respectfully solicit an inspection of their

Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardy FERNS, which are now in fine con-
dition. CATALOGUES on application. Special offer to the Trade
of a number of good varieties, including Cheilanthes viscosa, Adian-
turns decorum, concinnum, concinnum latum, cuncatum, Capillus-
Veneris, formosum, &c.

Australian Seeds and Plants.
SEEDS of TIMBER TREES, PALMS. SHRUBS,

&'C., Plants indigenous to Australia, New Zealand, and Fiji,
including ARAUCARIAS, TREE FERNS, variegated FLAX, &c.
Orders maybe left with our London Agents, Messrs. C.J. BLACKITH
AND CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C., for
transmission.
SHEPHERD AND CO,, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Darling

Nursery. Sydney, New South Wales. Established 1827.

WILLIAM CHATER'S SUPERB DOUBLE
HOLLYHOCKS.—The simplest and safest way to raise

tncm from Seed is to sow them in the open ground in June, July, and
August, and transplant in September. SEED from finest strains, that
will produce flowers equal to choice named varieties.

Collection No. i. 12 named varieties, extra hne, 10*.
Collection No. 2. 6 named varieties, extra fine. 5s.
Collection No. 3. 12 named varieties, fine, 71. 6d.
Collection No. 4. 6 named varieties, fine, 4s.

Mixed SEED, finest quality, per packet, 11., 2s. 6d., and <s.
WILLIAM CHATER, The Nurseries, Saffron Walden.

Post Free to all Applicants.

BS. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT and GENERAL
• CATALOGUE is now ready. It contains a Descriptive List

of beautiful New Plants offered in commerce by him this season for
the first time: also general Priced Lists of Orchids, Ferns, Tree
Ferns, Flowering and Ornamental-leaved Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Palms and Cycads. Azaleas. Camellias, Amaryllis, Ericas,
Epacris, Liliums, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and general Collections ol
Soft-wooded and Hardy Plants.

Special prices for specimens quoted on application.
An inspection of the Collection solicited.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Queen of Primroses.EG. HENDERSON AND SON, Welhngton
• Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W., ofler good healthy

plants of PRI^fULA JAPONICA as one of the finest Tiardy plants
every introduced to English gardens. A selection of six plants, raised
from six distinct colours, namely, red, white, mauve with red centre,
white mottled with red. nch dark crimson and pink.
The original type is crimson, which we offer at 3s. 6d. each, 25 for

751., or iooat;Ci4. Seedling plants from the other colours %s. each, or
the set of six plants, raised from the colours above named, 21s.
Seed of the above varieties, mixed, 11. 6d. and 2s. 6d. per packet.

Cultivators are reminded that seed of this fine species is liable to lay
till next season before it germinates.
Mr, Kramer, in Japan, is the only party who introduced the above

varieties from proved plants, grown in his own garden, and from this
source the above plants have emanated.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, IIikIi Holborn, London.

Strawberry Plants.WAND J.
BAILEY beg to offer a few thousands of

. the following lirst-rate sorts, nice frcsli rooterl plants, for
autumn plantinKi-UKITISIl gUl';KN,SlR CllAKI.HS NAPIER,
ELEANOR, ECLIPSE.COMTE DE PARIS, KEENb'SEEDLING,
2f. per 100, package free. Post OITice orders payable at Bromley.
Kent. Postal address

—

Nurserymen, Crofton Road, FarnborouKh, Kent.

M ESSRS. THOMAS RIVERS and SON invite
inspection of their ORCHARD HOUSES, which arc now full

of fruit. A large Collection of ROSES is in bloom.
Sawbridgcworth, Herts.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries. Mulberries, and Oranges,

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pols. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

NEW ROSES for 1872.—Strong healthy plants of
the choicest and best varieties, 301. per dozen. Descriptive

LIST on application.
KICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

Roses la Bloom.
PROTHEROE and MORRI.V first-class COLLEC-

TION of ROSES is NOW in BLOOM. An inspection respect-
fully solicited. The Nurseries are easily reached by Train from
Fenchurch Street or Bishopsgate Street to Leytonslone Station

:

entrance from the platform.
American Nurseries, Leytonstone, E.

rilHE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
JL 32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.
JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursfty and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality,

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery. 134, Faubourg
de BruxcUes, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had, free,

from his Agents, iMessrs. K. blLBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
• begs to remind his Patrons and the Public in general, that

his CATALOGU ES may be had free on application to his Agents,
Messrs. K. SILBEKKAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Tower Street,

London, E.C.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, £cc.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO., late Betham &
• BLACKITH, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

Street, London, S.E.
Forwarders to alt parts of the World.

RAYNBIRD, caldecott, bawtree,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
for Wheat; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

PARIS, I SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL
1867. I

SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRA.SSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to
H.M. the Queen, and H.R.II. the Prince of Wales, Reading, Berks.

T
Early Sheep Feed.RIFOLIUM INCARNATUM

and I I'AHAN RYE-GRASS.
New seed at low prices. For particulars apply to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

New Sowing Rape Seed.HAND F. SHARI'E have fine SAMPLES of the
• above SEED, ready lor immediate delivery. Price moderate,

and may be had, with sample, on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

New Catalogue of Plants, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, containing Select Descriptive and Priced Lists
of Plants suitable for bedding and decorative purposes, &c.,—
Delphiniums, Double-llowered Fyrethrums, Hardy Aquatics, Saxi-
fragas, Sedums, Scmpervivums, Sweet Violets. &c., is now published,
and will be forwarded to applicants.—E.xotic Nursery, 'looting, S.W.

FUCHSIAS, fine healthy plants, coming into bloom,
in 20 choice kinds, from 2s. 6d. to 6s. per dozen ; large plants and

standards, is. to 35. 6d. each; assorted plants for decoration, 21. 6d. to
4s per dozen. FERNS—A. Capillus-Veneris and Hare's-foot, 6s. per
dozen. GENISTAS, fine and bushy, 6s, per dozen. HOVAS, 6d. to
IS. each. PLUMBAGO CAPENSiS, bs. per dozen. FUCHSIA
GOLDEN FLEECE, y. per dozen. Sweet-scented VERBENA,
3J, \'ERONICA BLUE GEM, 35. Od. per dozen. 100 choice plants,
in 50 kinds, to name, from 30s. to 40J. per 100.

WM. GROVE, Tupslcy, Hereford.

Lisianthus princeps.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in offering
• NEW SEED of this grand plant, the stock of which he has

recently secured ; and althougli not, strictly speaking, a new plant, the
fact of its having been lost to the country lor upwards of 20 years will
cause it to be so considered by the majority of plant growers of the
present day. It has been called a greenhouse plant, but there is liirle

doubt it will be found to thrive best in an intermediate house.
This superb Gentianaceous plant was considered by the late Dr.

Lindlcy to be "one of the best plants in existence." Itisacompact
branching shrub, growing about 2 feet in height ; the leaves arc oppo-
site, oblong-lanceolate, acuminate and dark green on the upper side,
paler below ; the blooms arc produced in graceful drooping r.icemes of
from three to five ; the flowers are tubular, the calyx being about half
an inch long, and the corolla about 6 inches in length, and upwards of
an inch wide ; the colour of the tube is rich scarlet, melting into golden
yellow at each end. It is found growing at elevations ol from 10,000
to 11,000 feet above the level of the sea. in the province of Pamplona,
in New Grenada, but it is a rare plant even in its native countrj-.
Price 2S. dd. and 51. per packet.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N,
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Roslier's Garden Edging Tiles.

THE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
materials of great durability. The plainer sorts are especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR-
»ENS, as they harbour no '^/--"f-'"'"."'"'^^
ilut^s or Insects, lake up little ^"^^S^-^J^
00m, and, once put down, r^^-'"^ ' ~T
incur no further labour or ex- ^ <j~-^ -^

pense, as do "crown" Edg- ^?
ings, consequently being much A^^.
cheaper. 1

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c, in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-

friars. 5.E.; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road, E.

Aeents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANT
COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also for FOXLEVS
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from y. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,
Kitchen Ranges, Baths. &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of
great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds,
Roofing Tiles in great variety, Slates, Cements, &c.

F. andG. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants.—See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.
Fine 14s., Coarse 17s. per Ton. In Truck Loads 11. per Ton less.

Delivery by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway or

Wharf, 2s. per Ton extra. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT
PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.

F AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.
N. E, Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal discount to the Trade.

orGREEN'S PATENT "SILENS MESSORS"
NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL

LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

The WINNER of EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES ot
COMPETITION.

N.B. rarliLs huMi- I 1 n M ^ rs 15 Repair \mII d - \'. II t bend
them either to our Leeds or Londm Establishments, \\ hen thty will

have prompt attention, as an eUicient slaQ of workmen are kept at

both places.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS,
DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and

GRAVEL PATHS,
Suitable for Hand or Horse-power.

Illustrated I'ricc I.i-.is Iv^.r n-.i npplication.

THOMAS GREEN and Si )N, Smuhlicld Ironworks, Leeds;
54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.

B ARNARD, BISHOP, and BARNARD'S
PATENT NOISELESS LAWN MOWERS,

with jointed handles, suitable for Shipping.

The Miniature Lawn Mower, cuts 6 inches ;£a 2 o
Do. do. do. cuts 8 inches 2 10 o

Suitable for the very smallest grass plots or edgings; can be
worked with ease by a child.

To cut 10 inches. This can be worked by a Lady .. . . ;C3 o o
Tocut 12 inches. Suitable for One Person 400

This, and all larger sizes, have the drum or roller divided into
two parts, for the convenience of turning.

To cut 14 inches. Suitable for One Person .£500
The i6-in.

, and all larger sizes, have a driving-wheel on each side
ol the Machine, which gives great steadiness to the working.

To cut 16 inches. Suitable for One Person ;C6 o o
To cut 18 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 6 10 o
To cut 20 inches. Suitable for Man and Boy 700To cut 22 inches. Suitable for Two Men 7 10 oTo cut 23 inches. Suitable for Donkey 800To cut 24 inches. Suitable for Pony o olo cut 27 inches. Suitable for Pony .. , 10 10 oTo cut 30 inches. Suitable for Pony 12 o o

^"^w^u^JJ^'^'E LAWN "mower,
T« . A

'
u

^^'J^stablc Revolving Cutters.Tocut 6 inches .. /,,.«
To cut 8 inches .. .,

/.i
5 o

To cut 10 inches .. .. 2 f n

,r,^lWn"*" ^'u"*"'
''"'' ^°"*' Mowers with "lilustratcd Lists, free onapplication. Having a very large stock of all sizes, orders can boexecuted on recc.pt.-Packcd and delivered (carriage free) to theprincipal Railway Stations in England ^ ' ""^

Noi^ic^*^^'
^^^^^^' ^"° liARNARDS. Norfolk Ironworks,

S^

ENTERED AT STATIONERS' HALL HOW tO DeStrOV McalV BUg.~- USE
TEVENSON'S ABYS-
SINIAN MIXTURE, warranted

to destroy all Insects that Infest
Plants. It is pronounced by the lead-
ing Horticulturists of this country to
be the most effective and the easiest
applied Mixture ever used for the
Destruction of Mealy Bug, &c.
Sold by all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men in the United Kingdom, in
bottles, IS. 6d., y., 4s. 6d., and 5s. td.
each, with directions for use.

Sole Manufacturer,
F. STEVENSON,

TRADE MARIC. Lark Hill, Timperley, Cheshire.

G I S H U R
COMPOUND.

S T

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Tnrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sedt it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in
boxes, IS., 3J., and 10s. 6d.

Red
Spider.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

PATENT VERMIN ASPHYXIATOR.

DISINFECTOR, VAPORISER, and UNIVERSAL FUMI-
GATOR, for Destroying Rats and all Vermin in holes. For making
Rabbits desert their Burrows and lie out. For Preserving Meat and
Game in the larder (or when packed) from tendency to putrefaction.
For Fumigating Vines and Greenhouse Plants, and destroying noxious
Insects and Parasites. For Disinfecting Hospitals, Vessels, Rooms,
Bedding, Clothes, &c. For Deodorising Drains, Sinks, &c. For
Vaporising Chemical Compounds; and for preventing Loss of Life
from Foul Air in Wells, Vats, Tanks, &c. Price £2 $;.

Manufacturers: JOHN WATTS and CO., 6, Broad Weir, Bristol.

London Agents (where the Machine may be seen and explained)

;

Mr. PURDEY, Gun Manufacturer, 514^4, Oxford Street, W.
Mr. SCROLL, Engineer, 41, Berwick Street, Soho, W.

Descriptive Circular, with Price List and full instructions, post free.

BICKLEY'S PATENT HORIZONTAL SASH
BARS require neither paint nor putty, and possess greater

advantages than others for horticulturists. Drawings, &c., sent for
one stamp,
THOMAS A. BTCKLEY, 70. Smallbrook Street, Birmingham.

_

THE CELEBRATED G^RANITIC PAINT;
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager. 30A. King William Street, London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c., from

Decay. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

JAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders
and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

200 CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and
LIGHTS, all sizes. Glazed and Painted complete, ready

for immediate ute, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom.

Strong GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, St. each.
GLASSES, all sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the
Counties in England.

Latest ImproTements
IN

HEATING by HOT WATER.
rpHE IMPROVED
-L CONICAL BOILERS for

HEATING PINERIES, CONSER-
VATORIES. GREENHOUSES.
MANSIONS, HALLS, WARE-
HOUSES, &c

Solely Manufactured by
POLLARD, JEPHSON, AND CO.,

(late Bury & Pollard, Successors to
John R. Pcill, late Stephenson &
Peill.)

These BOILERS are adapted for
setting in Brickwork, or as snown in

sketch they require NO BRICKWORK. ,

Price Lists free by post.

Eear Garden, New Park Street,
Southwark, London, S.E.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials supplied for HEATING

GKEENHOUSES, Tubular SoiUr. withHO I HOUSES, It^aUr SartCONSERVATORIES, * "^'^ ^""*

Ivtf>rovcd Cmical. ^"puBLl'c^'
BUILDINGS, &c.
H OT-W A T K R

PIPES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and
T Pieces, Syphons, and
every other connection
kt-pt in slock.WROUGHT and :

CAST-IRON CONI-
CAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONI-
CAL, also ELLIPTIC p
BOILERS, from 24J. \

each.

Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS
with or wiihout Water-bars, from 521. td. each.
CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on

Stand, for use without brickwork, from 6oj. each.

PortatU BoiUr. tHrStTLE
and other VALVES,

FURNACE
DOORS, BARS.
and FURNACE
WORK of every

description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER
,RINGS for Pipe '

^Joints; Sockets re- ,

,

I

(juirc no other pack-
]

i
.

_
-^ ing, and areperlectly
^ water-tight.

Goods, of the very best manufacture, delivered at Railway or
Wharf in London.
LYNCH WHITE, Old Barpe Iron Wh.-jrf, Upper Ground Street,

London, S.E. (Surrey side of Blackfriars Bridge).
Price List on application.

Saddle Boiler, with Water
Bars.

Griffiths & Browett,
BRADFORD STREET, BIRMINGHAM, and 12, MOORGATE STREET, LONDON,

Sole Manufacturers of Vase's Patent Hydropults,

BEG TO CALL THE ATTENTION OF THE PUBLIC TO ANIMPROVED HYDROPULT,
Witt Stirrup,

Price 35s. 6d. each.

A PORTABLE

FIRE ANNIHILATOR
Which they have recently

introduced.

The IMPROVED HYDROPULT
was the only Engine for throwing Water

by Hand Power that obtained a Prize

Medal at the Horlicnltural Show, Aston

Park, Birmingham, opened in June by

H.R.H. Prince Arthur.

It throws a continuous stream, is

worked with the greatest ease, and is

superior in all respects to any other

Machine of the kind hitherto in use for

Watering Gardens, &c.

With Circular Stand,

Price 31s. 6d. each.

Sold Wholesale at their Eitablishments iu Birmingham ajid London , and Retail by all Respectable Ironmoneers ;
and it may be seen in operation at 119, A'^ 11^ BOND STREET, LONDON, W.
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BY EOYAL LETTEES PATENT.

NEW BOILER.

THE EXCELSIOR
"EXCELS ALL."

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVKRS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

289, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock.

€S- TENDERS given for HEATING CHURCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

JONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L" SADDLE
l-.'MI.KK.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,

with the followiiiii improvements, viz., the water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quanlily of fuel ; the cost of setting is

aiso considerably reduced, anci likewise the space occupied; at the

same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, Dcine made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made of the follow-

ing siies:

—

Sizes.
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Q UTTONS'

Improvement of Grass Lands,
GRASS LANDS DEFICIENT

of BOTTOM HERBAGE may
be GREATLY IMPROVED,
and a fine CLOSE SWARD
OBTAINED, by SOWING
RENOVATING MIXTURE ofO GRASSES and CLOVERS, aflcr the Hay is carried, at the rate

of 12 lb. per acre. The seed should be harrowed in and well rolled

afterwards. Price lod. per lb., 86j. per cwt. 241b. and upwards
carriatje free to any Railway Station.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by Special Appointment to the

Queen and the Prince of Wales, Royal Berks Seed Establishment,

Reading. _^ .

Caro Guano.

CHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO.
rich in Soluble Phosphates and Nitrogenous Organic Matter.*

See Chemical Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for

Grain and Root Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to

Peruvian.
Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO., Eilliter Street, London, E.C.

Queen of Primroses.

PRIMULA JAPONICA, at reduced prices.

Nice little plants, 31. 6d. each.
Fine strong plants, los. 6d. each.

Special quotations by the dozen, hundred, or thousand.
Seed of PRIMULA JAPONICA, that will be quite sure to ger-

minate, of Mr. W. B. "s own saving, is. 6d. and 2s. 6d. per packet.
WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Establishment for New and Rare

Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

QIR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES
^ for the MILLION are Simple,

Cheap, and Portable.

Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tichborne Street, Regent

Quadrant, W., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

INTERMEDIATE STOCK, MAUVE QUEEN,
INTEBMEDIATE STOCK, PINK QUEEN.

B. S. V^^ILLIAMS
Has much pleasure in offering the above, as being new and quite distinct to any other Intermediate Stocks yet

introduced The flowers are very large and double, beautifully sweet, and produces immense trusses of bloom
;

habit very dwarf compact, and branching. The seed should be sown this month, and then they will make a grand

display this next spring. Was exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society's Show on May 17, 1871 ;
and agam at

the Royal Botanic Society's Show at Regent's Park, on May 8, 1S72, and was awarded First-class Certificates on

each occasion. Price 2s. 6d. per packet.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

T R O P ^^ O L U M S

T. Thornton
BEGS TO OFFER THIS SEASON, AT VERY REDUCED PRICES,

THE SET OF FIVE SUPERB BEDDING TROP.EOLUMS,
Which was offered by him for the first time in 1871, and to which the public so generously responded.

The five distinct and beautiful varieties can now be had for 53.

See Gardener's Year Book fir 1871, under the head of "New Flowers;" also in other Gardening Periodicals.

T. THORNTON, THE NURSERIES, HEATHERSIDE, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

NEW CHOICE FLOM^ER SEEDS.

DowNiE, Laird, & Laing
HAVE THE PLEASURE OF OFFERING

THE FOLLOWING CHOICE FLOWEE. SEEDS
FOR PRESENT SOWING:

ANTIRRHINUM.—Extra choice ; saved from our magnificent col-

lection of the newest named flowers, bd., i*,, and \s. td per pkt,

CALCEOLARIA.— H>;bridised ; saved from the superb flowers that

gained the First Prize at Kensington. 21. 6ii., 3s, 6.f., and ss. pkt.

CALCEOLARIA.—Hybridised; saved from the celebrated strain at

Dalkeith Palace. \s. 6d., 2s. 6d., and 31. 6d. per packet.

CINERARIA.—Extra choice; saved from an unequalled assortment
of named flowers. 11. 6d., ss. 6d., and 31, 6d. per packet.

COLEUS, Golden.—Hybridised : saved from our First Prize Crystal

Palace and Kensington Collections, is., is. 6d., and 2S. 6d. p. pkt.

CYCLAMEN.—Extra choice; saved from the Amateur's collection

who was first at Kensington. 11. , 2s. , and 3s. per packet

HOLLYHOCK —Extra superb ; saved from the most distinct of our
famous assortments of Prize flowers ; 12 colours. 51. per collection.

HOLLYHOCK.—Extra fine ; saved from the finest varieties of our
magnificent collection ; mixed. 11., zi. td., and 3s. 6d. per packet.

PANSY, Show.—Extra superb ; saved from the most choice of our own
unrivalled Exhibition flowers, is., is. dd., and 2s. td. per packet.

PANSY, Fancy.—Extra fine; saved from the most beautiful of our
admirable collection, u., u. bd. and zs. (d. per packet.

PENTSTEMON.—Most superb; saved from our own collection of

the choice varieties introduced last season. i*., 1*. od., and

2S. 6d. per packet.

PHLOX, Perennial.—Early and Late; saved from our magnificent pot

plants which have taken Prizes at Oxford, Kensington, and
Regent's Park. is. td., zs. 6d., and 31. dd. per packet.

PRIMULA.—Fringed. Red and White ; saved from the finest strain

in cultivation, zi. M. 3s. 6d., and 51. per packet.

PRIMULA.—Fern-leaved, Red and Whitet saved from a most mag-
nificent strain specially for ourselves, zi. td., y. 6d., and 51. pkt.

PVRETHRUM, Golden. —Very tilect ; saved from a very deep
eolden-coloured strain of thi* popular beddcr. W., ts., and
IS. 6d. per packet,

STOCK, Intermediate.—Scarlet, Purple, and White : saved from our
celebrated strain of these flowers, which rival the East Lothian
varieties, is., is. td., and zs. td. per packet

SWEET WILLIAM.—Extra dark ; saved from Hunt's choice strain,

carefully selected and improved. 6<i., is,, and is. td. per packet.

WALLFLOWER.—Blood Red; saved from a very pure strain ; com-
pact in growth, and very deep in colour, fid. ana is. per packet.

Stamps may be sent in payment. Packets forwarded Free by Post.

STANSTEAD PARK, FOREST HILL, LONDON, S.E. ; and at EDINBURGH.

TOP D R E S S I N G S.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA.
NITRATE OF SODA.

CAEO OUANO.
KAINIT.

IN SEALED BAGS, WITH THE GUARANTEE RECOMMENDED BV THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION OF ENGLAND. Prices, b-c., forwarded on appUcalhn.

MOCKFORD AND CO.,
CHEMICAL MANURE MANUFACTURERS, 20, BILLITER STREET, E.C.

CHOICE CALCEOLARIA,

CINERARIA, AND PRIMULA,
FOR PRESENT SOWING.

Calceolaria.

JAMES'S INTERNATIONAL PRIZE (see Illuslra-

tion), 2J-. ^d. per packet.

Finest Hybrid Spotted, is. M. and as. (td. per packet

Cineraria.
JAMES'S PRIZE CINERARIA, 2s. 6d. per packet.
CINERARIA, choice mixed, saved from a splendid collection of

named varieties, ii. 6d. and as. 6d. per packet.

Primula (Fern-leaved).
Per packet.—J. rf.

PRIMULA, choicest Fcrn-leavcd, carmine a 6

„ „ „ white a 6

„ FIMBRIATA, Fern-leaved (New Scarlet). This
is a decided novelty 36

Primula (choicest fringed).
Per packet.--f. <<.

PRIMULA, choicest dark carmine, fringed a 6

„ „ new suarlet 26
,, ,, rose, fringed 26
„ ,, white, fringed 26
,, ,, mixed, fringed is. 6d. a.nd 2 6

JAMES CARTER & CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN AND

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Choice Flower Seeds, Post Free.

BS. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
• Mekchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Holloway, London, N. Per packet s. d.

Williamn' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed.
IS. (>d., 31. 6^.,^;. (id., ana S o

Plants from this Seed have always been awarded First Prizes
wherever cxliibited.

Ncill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,
II. 6d., 25. 6(f., 3*. M., and 5 o

Weatherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA,
li. 6d., -25. 6d., 3s. 6d., and 5

Wiggins' prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. 11. 6d., 2s. 6d., and 3 6
CARNATION, from prize flowers i O
DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE, new scarlet Larkspur ..26
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest drooping varieties • > .. 10
GLOXINIA, saved from the finest erect varieties i o
HOLLYHOCK, Chater's finest varieties .. .. is. and 2 6
PANSY, finest show varieties ir. and 2 6
PANSY, finest Belgian varieties «. and 2 6
PICOTEE, choice mixed 10
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize strain .. .. u. and 1 6
PRIMULA JAPONICA, in six beautiful varieties .. each a 6

,, ,, mixed a G
EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS, per collection of three colours ..26
Dwarf Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-

mended * o
SOLANUM HYBRIDUM COMPACTUM .. 21. 6<f. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA, Enchantress 2*. W. and 3 6
VIOLA CORNUTA, var. Perfection u. W. and 2 6
Saunders" fine dark WALLFLOWER to

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

QUTTONS' CHOICE NEW
•^ FLOWERSEEDSforPRESENT
SOWING, saved from choicest

strains.

SUTTONS' SUPERU PRIMULA FIMItRIATA.—This has been

most carefully selected from the best flowers, remarkable for ihcir

richness of colour and line form. Price 2J. bd. per packet.

Dobson's, Williams', and other strains can be supplied at the adver-

tised prices ; and mixed varieties at is. 6d. per packet.

SUTTONS' SUPERB CINERARIA.—This will be found un-

equalled by any in cultivation, the seed h.iviiig been saved from the

finest named varieties only. Price is. W. and 3J. 6d, per packet.

Dobsons' and other strains can be supplied at the advertised prices.

SUTTONS' SUPERB CALCEOLARIA.—Our stock of thi«

favourite greenhouse flower has been saved from the finest strains

only. Price m. 6d. per packet.

Dobson's, James", Thompson's, and other strains can be supplied at

the advertised prices.

Complcteparlicularsof other choice FLOWER SEEDS for present

sowing, with Instructions on Cultivation, gratis and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by appointment to the Queen and

Prince of Wales, Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.
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NotewortHy Horticulturists and Botanists.

NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of
NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS

is being published in the "GARDENERS* CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already

appeared, and separate Copies (price 6.f. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, viz.

Dr. Hooker, C.E-, F.R.S,
W. \ViL.soN Saunders. F.R.S.
Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne.
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr. Moore, ofGlasnevin.
Professor Reichenbach.
Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.

E.J. Lowe, F.R.S.
James McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.
Tames Bateman, F.R.S.
Behthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.
Hon. Marshall P. Wilder.
John Gibson.

Published hy WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41. WeIlin£lon Street,
Covcnt Garden, W.C.

S!|e§arkncr5*C|r0mcIt
SATURDAY, AUGUST z, 1872.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
!Roj'.-il Horttcuttiiral (Fruil and Floral

eomtriillccsl, at S. Kcnsinflon .. 11 AM.
Ditlo (icientihc Committee) .. ..I P.M.
Ditto (General Mcetinf:) .. .. 3 P.M.

Saturd.w, — 10—Koyal liotanic (AnniversarjO . . .. i P.M.

AVERY interesting experiment has, we learn,

been successfully made at Manchester in

inducing Children of the lower classes, attend-
ing a Sunday school in that city, to undertake
Window Gardening. As it is an experiment
in which many of our readers will, we think, be
interested, we propose to give a short history of
how it was brought about ; and we do this with
the more pleasure because we are hopeful that it

may lead to a trial of a similar plan in many of
our large towns.

When the Royal Horticultural Society held its

provincial meeting at Manchester, there was, as
our readers will remember, a Congress, at which,
among other papers, one on Cottage Window
Gardening was read. Among the listeners was
one driven to take shelter from the rain, a
worthy citizen of Manchester, whose attention
was at once arrested by the paper in question.
Being, moreover, a Sunday school teacher,
he asked himself the question, whether Sunday
school children, many of whom, living in a back
crowded street, never saw plants or flowers,
might not be induced to take up window garden-
ing, if the means for doing so were put within
their reach. Being, however, quite unfamiliar
with horticultural processes, this worthy man
(whomVe will call Mr. Kindheart) felt his unfit-
ness to do much in the matter e.\cept to draw the
attention of his fellow teachers to the subject. The
idea had, however, fastened deeply in his mind,
and he determined to do what he could to realise
it. His first step was to find out, if possible, the
name and address of the reader of the paper at
the Congress, but not being familiar with any of
the gardening journals, he failed in his attempt to
gain hints and advice for his guidance from that
source. Meanwhile he mentioned the subject to
his fellow-labourers, and to teachers connected
with other schools. He obtained permission to
deliver addresses to the children of several
schools, in which he put his notions before them
and their teachers. For these addresses he was
cordially thanked, but he was told on all hands
that the difficulties in the way would render it

impracticable to carry out his 'idea. Mr. Kind-
heart was not a man to be daunted by diffi-

culties, so that, as a first step towards a practical
solution, he made a journey to the Potteries, and
bought a load of tree-pots, having which he felt

that somehow and somewhen his young friends
must be induced to become plant growers. So
by dint of perseverance he at last got consent to
go on with his scheme in the school to which he
was attached. He then procured a load of soil,

and bought a parcel of mixed Hyacinth bulbs.
Now, said he, " I have pots, soil, and bulbs, but
nothing for drainage. However, there were
plenty of bits of coke and chnkers lying about,
so I put some small pieces at the bottom
of each pot, then filled up with soil and
planted a bulb in each pot." This done
the children were invited to meet him in the
school-room on a given evening, and were told
the purpose of the meeting. Mr. Kindheart
had decided that it would be better for the
children to pay a nominal price for pot, soil and
bulb, so he fixed on twopence as a sum which
all who were really in earnest might easily obtain.
A goodly number of children and youths of both
sexes—ages ranging from 7 to 16—attended the
meeting, and invested their twopences. Copies
of Mr. Bosanquet's sheet of Hints on Windoiu
Gardening were also supplied to them., and a
few words of advice as to what they were to do

and what to avoid in the management of the

bulbs, were addressed to them. It w.as a source
of much encouragement to Mr. Kindheart that

the children took the matter up warmly, though
several of them did not hesitate to express the

doubts they had as to flowers growing from the

bulbs, which was something quite beyond the

range of their experience. They were kindly told

to follow the directions given them, and in due
time leaves and flowers would make their appear-
ance. Who can describe the anxiety with which
the first signs of growth were looked for by these

young gardeners ? it is equally impossible to do
justice to the pleasure experienced in many a

humble home as the leaves gradually developed,

and how it rose to the highest pitch when the

flowers began to display themselves in all their

beauty of form and colour.

From time to time Mr. KINDHEART visited

the children at their homes, and saw their pets,

giving here a word of praise, there some advice,
and everywhere encouragement to persevere.
Then when a sufficient number of the Hyacinths
were in full bloom, a day was fixed upon for

them to be exhibited. The day having arrived,

the Curator of the Manchester Botanic Gardens
undertook the office of censor, and arranged
the plants in order of merit. Then the young
exhibitors were admitted, accompanied by their

parents and friends, and the admiration of the

beautiful flowers was unbounded. Next came
the distribution of prizes, which Mr. KINDHEART
and friends whom he had interested in his work
had provided, and which consisted principally of

books. A few encouraging words were addressed
to the children, and then they returned to their

homes, carrying with them their precious
plants.

The success of the experiment was undoubted

;

and we are glad to say it is to be repeated.
Many of our young fellow-creatures have thus
had brought immediately before their notice

some of the wonders and beauties of plant life.

It is impossible to tell how many of them may
have been influenced for good by the introduction
to what must be a new world to them. It must
not be forgotten that these children belong
exclusively to the lower classes, and for the most
part live in crowded parts of a great city, where
they can, in the ordinary course of things, have
few or no opportunities of seeing anything per-

taining to the life of plants. What has been done
at Manchester may be done equally well else-

where, and we are satisfied that we are not
unduly sanguine in anticipating that flower shows
for school children may become general through-
out the country.

Now that we have had the advantage of

perusing the Blue Book laid before both Houses
of Parliament with reference to the Man.age-
ment of the Royal Gardens, Kew, and have
heard what the Duke of St. Albans [!] had to

say in reply to Lord Derby's speech on the sub-
ject in the House of Lords, we own that we are
no wiser than we were before. The documents
which Mr. Ayrton has made public do not cause
us to modify in any one particular the opinions
we have already expressed. The only important
subject at all relevant to the matters at issue is

the Treasury Minute, wrung from the Govern-
ment, as it would appear, at the last moment,
and to which we shall presently refer. Mr.
Ayrton, indeed, seems to think he has had a
weak case, for he has jumbled up in almost help-
less confusion letters and documents written at

various times, on various subjects, many of them
wholly irrelevant, while he has omitted several
of cardinal importance, thereby justifying the
accusations brought against him of evasion and
misrepresentation. It frequently happens, more-
over, that the same letter is repeated twice over
in various parts of this bulky compilation. Thirty
of the letters are thus repeated twice, and three
thrice. The avowed object seems to be to show
that the present and former Directors were law-
fully subject to the First Commissioner. Has
any one ever hinted at a doubt as to this .' But
besides this avowed object, it appears to us
that there has been all along a secret purpose

—

of course we cannot aver that it is so ; but the
impression on our mind is that there has been a

covert design to disestabhsh Kew, so far as its

scientific character is concerned, and to put it on
the same footing as other parks and gardens.

If there ever was such an intention, the recent

outburst of public feeling must have convinced
even Mr. Ayrton that he could not hope to

carry out so monstrous a proposal. That Mr
Ayrton's doings did not meet with the ap-
proval of his colleagues is repeatedly shown in

the documents now made public ; for instance, a
note from the Treasury (No. 20) conveys to Mr.
Ayrton the opinion of " My lords," that Dr.
Hooker's recommendations should not be over-
ruled, unless for " very serious reasons, such as
they do not see in this instance;" and, further,
" My lords think that this is] peculiarly the case
as regards a Director of such standing, ex-
perience, and success in managing the gardens
as Dr. Hooker. My lords think, therefore,

that you would make a wise exercise of your
discretion" in acceding to the views of Dr.
Hooker. Mr. Ayrton is not sensitive, or he
would not have felt quite comfortable under
such a reminder, or under the following
— we quote from the letter No. 27 from the
Treasury to Mr. Ayrton, wherein the latter is

told that " the Director should be allowed
much freedom of judgment in matters pertaining
to his art." In this document also " my lords

desire to state that, in their opinion, the govern-
ment of the Royal Gardens, Kew, must always
differ from that of other parks and gardens
under your Board [note this with reference to

what we have before said]. In order that the Kew
Gardens may continue to answer their scientific

object, they must be under a director of acknow-
ledged eminence in the sciences which they are
maintained to illustrate and promote ; and my
lords think that such a director must be regarded
as the head of an establishment—subject, indeed,
to the control of the First Commissioner in all

matters, and especially in those of finance, and
in those which are less directly connected with
botany and scientific horticulture, but still as an
officer who should be entrusted with a liberal

discretion, whose own views should on all

occasions be allowed to have very great
weight, and who should not, without very
strong reasons, and after fully hearing him, be
overruled."

Mr Ayrton's avowed notions as to the
management of Kew (and which are endorsed
in the Treasury Minute appended to this

article) are, that it should be divided into

four branches : — I, Department of Botany,
under the Director ; 2, Department of Horti-
culture, under the immediate cultivation of the
Curator, subject to the orders and control of
the Director as the responsible head

; 3, Police,

under the Metropolitan Police Commissioners
;

4, Works, under the direction of the Assistant
Surveyor, who reports directly to the Commis-
sioners of Works, not through the Director. Mr.
Ayrton further explains that the execution of
works should be wholly under the supervision of
the Director of Works :

—

" In hothouses, to determine the nature of the cliinale

requireci is the province of botany and horticulture ; to
provide the chmate by artificial means is the province of
the technical engineer, as is also the business of construc-
tion and repair. The science of generating and diffusing

heat and of ventilation is not botanical, nor is it confined
to hothouses, and any experience gained in one appli-

cation ought to be made available for any other under the
department."

How plausible all this is for the general
public ; how ingeniously is dust thrown into the
senatorial eyes. But what is the opinion of those
best qualified to judge, that is, of gardeners, on
this head .' If Mr. Ayrton does not know what
it is we can tell him. We have taken the trouble

to collect the opinions of hundreds of gardeners
and men of science, and we declare that there
has not been hitherto one single dissentient from
the principle, that the Director of a public

garden, responsible for the cultivation of the
plants, should have full control over the heating
apparatus. The thing is self-evident to every-
body except Mr. Ayrton. Of course it does not
follow that the Director is himself to bank his

fires, or put in new valves when old ones crack,

any more than he is to pot a Heath with his own
hands, or damp down the floors of the Orchid-
house. Mr. Ayrton (or the Director of Works
for him) practically admits the fallacy of his

interfering with the horticulturist in his instruc-

tion to the Clerk of the Works, to whom, in " case

of accident, notice is to be given, together with
a note of the temperature at which the house is

being maintained. The Clerk of the Works is

at once to undertake the duty of managing the
heating apparatus, so as to maintain the tempera-
ture as far as possible till the repairs are com-
pleted. 1/ [the italics are ours] the Clerk of

the Works should find it difficult to maintain
the required temperature, he is to give notice to
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the Curator, in order that the plants may be
removed before damage is done."

For our own part, we strongly object to Mr.
Ayrton's fourfold division at Kew. His motto
seems to be Divide and govern. Could any
arrangement be better adapted for promoting a

triangular quarrel in which the Director, the
Curator, and the Director of Works should all

take part, each against the others, and the police

arraign all three before the First Commissioner ?

The attempt to separate the botanical from the

horticultural departments in such an establish-

ment is, of course, absolutely absurd, and could
not be carried out without the gravest injury to

the utility of the garden. It must be remem-
bered that the herbaria and museums are already

practically under different management (subject

to the Director) from the garden.

To the Blue Book is appended a long
letter of Professor Owen's alluding to certain

deficiencies at Kew, especially as regards experi-

mental and physiological botany. These seem
to us to be the echo of our own oft-expressed

words ; but, whether or no, they have nothing
whatever to do with the case at issue, and
they were only made public a few days ago, long
after the memorials to iVIr. GLADSTONE were
sent in. In some particulars, as we have said,

we agree with Professor Owen, but we entirely

fail to see the reason for bringing his name into

the controversy at this stage. At any rate, if

Professor Owen's views, as to instituting physio-

logical experiments, were carried out, as we
hope they may be, Mr. Ayrton must be pre-

pared for a much larger expenditure than at

present. That new varieties of plants and fruits

should be raised at Kew is, to our thinking,

quite beyond the province of Kew as at present

constituted, and pertains rather to the Horticul-

tural Society, or to individual nurserymen. Mr.
Avrton may possibly vouchsafe some further

explanations when the matter comes on for dis-

cussion in the Commons, so that we need now
only further add to these remarks by citing the
Treasury Minute, dated, it must be added,

July 24, 1872, a few days after the memorials
were sent to Mr. Gladstone, and only a day
or two before Lord Derby was to moot the

matter in the House of Lords. We believe our

readers will concur with us that, under the cir-

cumstances, the Minute is, despite its concilia-

tory tone and evident desire to smooth matters
over, as unsatisfactory as it is tardy.

The following is the Treasukv Minute
above referred to :

—

" My Lords have under their consideration the Memo-
randum of the First Commissioner on the re-arrange-
ment of Kew Gardens by the Office of Works, and of the
changes therein. This Memorandum embraces three
subjects— I, the manner in which matters connected with
the management of Kew Gardens have been conducted,
and, in doing so, refers to instances in which complaints
have been made by the Director of Kew Gardens ; 2,

the arrangements under which this management ought to

be conducted
; 3, suggestions and questions of the First

Commissioner as to changes therein, and as to con-
necting the Kew Gardens with the Kensington Museum,
which, however, the First Commissioner does not
propose should be taken into consideration at present.

To the last part of the Memorandum, therefore, my lords

do not propose to refer in the present Minute. In dis-

cussing any arrangement for the management of the
establishment and gardens at Kew, it must be remembered
that there is a considerable space of ground beyond the
hothouses, buildings, and ground appropriated to the
cultivation of shrubs and plants for the promotion of
botanical science. Part of this ground has been
used as a nursery for young trees, and tiie

remainder has been laid out as ornamental
pleasure-grounds. The establishments at Kew have
always been under the superintendence of the Office of
Works, subject, of course, to the superior control of the
Treasury, to which department the annual estimates of
expenditure are submitted for their sanction, and this

control it is indispensable to maintain. With regard to

the local management at Kew, the First Commissioner's
Memorandum divides it, for the purposes of administra-

tration into four branches— Botany, Horticulture, Police,

and Works. It is unnecessary in the present Minute to

refer to Police. The Department of Botany the First
Commissioner states to be 'under the immediate direc-

tion and control of the Director of Kew Gardens; ' the
Department of Horticulture to be ' under the immediate
cultivation of the Curator, subject to the orders and con-
trol of tlie Director as the responsible head.' The works
are carried on by an officer of the Office of Works. My
Lords consider this statement to represent with sufficient
accuracy the proper arrangement for the establishment,
and that if fairly carried into execution, in the friendly
and conciliatory spirit which ought to prevail amongst the
different members ofall public departments, nodifhculty will
occur. It IS essential to maintain the superior authority in
all respects of the First Commission ku, but the nature
of the case makes it evident that this authority shuuld of
ourse be exercised with due regard to the feelings and
pjsition of the officers under him. The Botanical De-

partment has been formed by the exertions of Sir W.
Hooker and of his son Dr. Hooker. It stands high
in the estimation of men of science both here and abroad,
and both these eminent men are entitled to the gratitude
of the country for their services in this department oi

science. In all matters connected with this department
of the establishment, whether as regards the hot-houses,
buildmgs, or the cultivation of shnibs and plants for bota-
nical purposes, the opinion of Dr. Hooker should be
followed, subject only to the consideration of expense. It

is for him to represent to the First Commissioner what
he considers necessary for the advancement of botanical
science, and it is then for the First Commissioner and
the Treasury to determine whether the expense necessary
for the purpose shall be incurred. No alteration in exist-

ing arrangements in the scientific branch of the depart-
ment should be made without the Director's concurrence.
The actual execution of the works to be undertaken must
be under the direction of the proper officer of the Office
of Works, but the opinion of the Director of the gardens
should be taken as to the efficiency of what it is proposed
to do, and any requisition of his for work or repairs neces-
sary for the preservation of the valuable plants in the
houses should on all occasions receive prompt attention.

With regard to those parts of the grounds which are not
used for the purpose of botanical science, but as nursery
grounds or pleasure grounds, it will be the office of the
First Commissioner to give such directions as he may
think advisable. My lords, however, think it desirable that

even on these points he should communicate with the
Director of the gardens, through whom, as head of the
establishment, all orders to the curator and to other
subordinate officers should, in regular course, be con-
veyed. My lords gatlier from the memorandum of the
First Commissioner that, speaking generally, the
business connected with Kew Gardens has been con-
ducted in accordance with the views thus entertained
by their lordships. My lords do not consider that it

would be conducive either to the public advantage or to

the maintenance of that good and friendly feeling which
they are anxious to see prevailing in every public depart-
ment, if, in closing this correspondence, they were to go
in detail into the cases where any disagreement has taken
place between the First Commissioner and the Director.

But adverting to the facts contained in the memorandum
of the First Commissioner, they are not surprised that
in various cases Dr. Hooker should have thought that he
had just cause of complaint, though this may have grown
in some instances out of arrangements for which the First
Commissioner was not responsible, and in others they
learn from the memorandum of the First Commissioner
that the cause of complaint has been removed. My lords

see no reason why, under these conditions, there should be
any serious difficulty in discharging the respective duties of
he First Commissioner and of the Director of the gar-
dens in a manner satisfactory to both, whoever may be
the occupants of those offices, maintaining the proper
authority of the First Commissioner, with due regard
to the position and the character of the Director of the
gaidens."

We have received communications from
the following gentlemen, in addition to those before

made public (see pp. 967, 1002), assenting in general
terms to the Memorial sent to Mr. Gladstone
at the instigation of a Committee of Botanists

and Horticulturists, and more particularly to the

principle that the director of a public establish

ment, who is responsible for the cultivation of
plants, should have full control over the management
of the requisite heating apparatus :—Major R. T.
Clarke; Rev. Canon Kingsley ; P. Grieve (Culford) ;

A. G. More, F.L.S.; J. D. Llewelyn; W. Ingram
(Belvoir) ; PL C.Watson, F.L.S.; B. Clarke, F.L.S.;
M. C. Cooke, M.A.; S. Reynolds Hole, M.A.;
Thomas Laxton ; E. J. Lowe, F.R.S. ; Thomas
Rivers; Giles Munby, F.L.S.

;'
J. Fraser (Lea Bridge);

R. Braithwaite, M.D., F.L.S. ; Jas. Anderson (Mea-
dowbank); W. Rollisson & Sons; Robert Parker
(Tooting); Wm. Carmichael (Sandringham); Sir W.
C. Trevelyan, Bart.; Sir Chas. J. Bunbury, Bart.;

Sigismund Rucker (Wandsworth); H. G. Bull, M.D.;
L. L. Dilhvyn, M.P.; W. W. Newbould, M.A.;
Churchill Babington, B.D., F.L.S.; Bruce Findlay,

Botanic Gardens (Manchester); Jas. Backhouse &
Sons (York); Masters & Kinmont (Canterbury); Wm.
Tillery (Welbeck); Minier, Nash & Nash; T. S.

Cobbold, M.D., F.R.S. ; D. Thomson (Drumlanrig);
R. C. A. Prior, M.D., P\L.S.; C. S. P. Parish, M.A.;
A. Dickson, M.D., Professor of Botany in the Uni-
versity of Glasgow; Clement Markham; Richard Smith
(Worcester) ; W. Robinson, F.L.S. (the Garden
office) ; W. Thomson (Galashiels) ; F. & A. Dickson
(Chester). We must urge upon horticulturists and
botanists the imperative necessity of forcing on the

Government the truth of the principle that the director

of a public garden, responsible for the proper cultiva-

tion of the plants, should have full control over the

heating apparatus required for that purpose. This
principle was long ago maintained by the Commission
appointed by the Government to inquire into the

heating apparatus, &;c., at Kew (consisting of Dr.
Percv and Messrs. W. Ingram and G. Eyles), and
is as true now as then. Horticulturists must come
forward, it appears, to support what seems a self-

obvious proposition. The "minute " wrung from the

Government at the last moment (to all a])pearance in

consequence of the action taken by the men of science

and the men of practice in unison) is so unsatisfactory,

that it is still desirable that those who assent to the

l^rinciple above expressed should communicate ^vith

Dr. Maxwell T. Masters, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, W.C., with a view to its amend-
ment. I

In order to ascertain what is the practice in

the Jardin des Plantes at Paris with respect to the
control over the Heating Apparatus used in the
plant-stoves of that establishment, we applied to M.
Decaisne, the eminent French botanist, for informa-
tion, who kindly replies as follows:—"The Director
of the Museum (/.£-., the chief of the whole establish-

ment, zoological, chemical, &c.) has nothing to do with
the heating apparatus of our stoves ; that responsibility

devolves upon me as Professor of Horticulture {culture).

We have at the Museum almost as many forms of heat-

ing apparatus as of plant-houses. I know by experience
that nothing is more difficult to form a correct judgment
o{ {apprccier) than this. Of this the incessant modifica-
tions introduced by the makers furnish proof. It is I

w'ho am responsible for the good or bad cultivation of
the plants in the sight of my colleagues and of the

Minister. Our title is that of * Professeur-Admini-
strateur,' each of us in consequence administering the
affairs of the department in which he is called on to

teach in the routine of the Museum. Our Director is

chosen by ourselves, he presides over our meetings,
and acts as our representative with the superior autho-
rity. Dr. Hooker combines at Kew my functions

and those of M. Brongniart, since he superintends
alike the cultivation of the plants and the management
of the herbaria. I have learnt from the English jour-

nals the unjustifiable conduct of Mr. Avrton towards
a man who is the pride {qui fait la gloire) of England.
It is difficult to believe that a savant who has rendered
such services to his country should be subjected to the
annoyances {tracasseries) inflicted by a man without
title to public esteem. It is truly lamentable. * * "

y. Decais7u\

Messrs. Milligan & Kerr, of Dumfries,
have communicated to us a brief account of one of
those striking instances of BUD Variation, or sport-

ing, which occur from time to time. The case is one
of a standard White Moss Rose producing both
White and Red blooms ; no budding or grafting has
been practised. Similar cases have been from time to

time recorded and figured. They are supposed to be
due to a reversion to an ancestral condition, or to the

separation of previously mixed or "crossed" cha-

racters. We should be glad if Messrs. Milligan &
Kerr could forward us a specimen.

• We are requested to publish the following

letter relating to the late boiler trials at Birmingham :

—

"Halifax, July 30, 1872.
"Dear Sir,—Our attention has been drawn to a letter

from Mr. Cannell to you, enclosing onereceived by tliat

gentleman from
J. F. Mee, of Liverpool, on the subject

of the recent award of the judges of the Royal Horti-
cultural Association for hot-water apparatus. We perused
these letters with the utmost astonishment, and cannot
but believe that tlie writers have chosen to ignore the real

facts in connection with the trials, and allowed their

disappointment at the decision of the judges to overcome
their discretion. We therefore beg respectfully to request
that you will in justice to us place this communication
before the local committee, to whom it would seem Mr.
Cannell has made his complaint. While doing so we
cannot help remarking that both he and Mr. Mee would
have shown much more dignity had they taken care that

their assertions were accurate before rushing so impe-
tuously into print on the subject.

"With respect to the allegations of unfairness and
partiality on the part of the judges, and particularly of
Mr. Hassall (who is styled, with what warrant we are
at a loss to conceive, the 'principal judge'), we think
we may very well leave those gentlemen to protect their

own reputation. Their desire to give every competitor
'a fair field and no favour' will, we are sure, have com-
mended itself to the local committee, rendering anything
we might say on their behalf quite unnecessary and
superfluous ; but inasmuch as our own honour and
character are thus impugned, we beg most emphatically
and indignantly to repudiate Messrs. Cannell and
Mee's implications.

" And now for the alleged facts which our opponents *

give as reason why the award should be reversed.
" Our trial with Mr. Dennis on the 26th ult. was any-

thing and everything but a ' dead failure ;
' our boiler got

up the heat so quickly, and to sucli a satisfactory tempe-
rature, that we were prepared to rest our chances of
success upon its results. During the course of the com-
petition we learned, however, that a new trial Iiad been
granted to other competitors, and alterations in their

setting allowed ; and as we found that by increased size

of deadplate, which necessitated a new front and flue-

box, our boiler would be rendered very much more
efficient, we applied for a further trial, whicli was granted
on July 3, being the day on wliich Mr. Mi:e was proceed-
ing with his second trial (through the connections having
given way) with 500 feet of pipe, our trial being conducted
with the remaining 500 feet. The alterations thus made
in the deadplate necessitated an alteration in tlie front,

and Mr. Cannell himself also altered his deadplate to
at least a similar extent. Our alterations caused us to
have to bring out our brickwork 6 inches only, not 15, as
Mr. Mee states. As this course was also allowed to
other competitors, where was the special favour accorded
to us thereby? With respect to our having obtained these
fittings from Mr. Hassall, we have only to say that to our
knowledge four, if not more, of tlie competitors did the
same; one of whom, indeed, brought only his boiler to
Aston, obtaining not only fittings, but all connec-
tions required for working from, Messrs. Hass.vll and
Singleton.

With the result of this trial our boiler more than
justified our highest expectations, as in the space of
35 minutes from the time of lighting the fire it caused a
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perfect circuhition of heated water through the whole

500 feet of pipe, and in 2 hours and 50 minutes the heat

was so intense as to force the water out of every one of

the six air pipes, which were provided for testing, being

at or verv little under boiling point. With respect to our

boiler be'ing allowed to compete for 500 feet, although

originally entered for 1000, the circumstances are simply

these : The original entries were made by correspondence,

and not until we arrived on the ground did we find that

other competitors were trying boilers much larger, and

with considerably greater heating surface, than our own.

The further trial with 1000 feet was not made at our

request, and was, we presume, for the purpose of more

fully acquainting the judges with the merits of the respec-

tive boilers. We may stale that, with the 1000 feet of

4-inch pipe, we got a perfect circulation in i hour and

45 minutes, and in about five hours the whole of the

water was up at 185°. After being banked up for

12 hours there was a fair fire, which burnt till 2 o'clock

the following dav, when it was put out. With respect to

the weight and cost of our boiler, Mr. Mf.e is entirely and

unmistakably in error. The weight he gives—9 cwt. 3 qr.

— included furnace front with fire and ash-pit doors,

soot-box the whole width of the boiler front, and dead

plate, and one 4-inch flow and two 4-inch return

sockets. Now\ both Mr. Mee and Mr. Cannell know
these are invariably charged extra to the cost of the

boiler ; and as to the price being 6^(/. per lb., it is simply

absurd.
"This replv disposes of the whole of the complaints in

Messrs. MEEand Cannell's letters, and we think it need-

less to add, that our motives in this competition have been

from the first pure and irreproachable ; and we confidently

leave the issue in the hands of the judges, the committee

and the public, feeling sure that the justice and perlect

fairness of the award will be upheld.—We remain, dear

sir, your obedient servants, Hartley & Sugden.
"To Mr. B. A. Hallam, Birmingham."

Much satisfaction is felt amongst American

horticulturists at the recent appointment of Mr. F. L.

Olmstead as President of the Board of Central Park

(New York) Commissioners, the former President, Mr.

H. G. Sterbins, having resigned for the purpose of

visiting Europe.

Some idea of the value of Ornamental
Grasses as elements in landscape scenery may be

obtained by a visit to Messrs. Veitch's nursery at

Combe Wood, near Kingston, where, along the sides

of a small streamlet, a number of hardy Bamboos have

been planted, and also specimens of Klymus glau-

cescens. The plants at present are neither very

numerous nor very large, but they are very suggestive.

The number of grasses, sedges, rushes, and plants of

that kind which might be grown for such purposes is

infinite. In the same nursery we saw lately the Golden

Chestnut bearing flowers and fruit. Lovers of herba-

ceous plants should see Asclepias tuberosa, which we
found in full bloom in another nursery of Messrs.

Veitch at Putney Vale, concerning which vpe shall

have more to say at another time.

We hear that it is the intention of Messrs.

DowNiE, Laird & Laing, to exhibit at the meet-

ing of the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society on Wednesday next a large collection of

Phloxes in Pots, the cultivation of which they have

done so much to improve and extend within the last

few years. For conservatory decoration at this season

of the year, no plant better repays any trouble taken

with it—a statement which will be concurred in by all

who make a pilgrimage to South Kensington next

Wednesday.

At a meeting of the Royal Botanic Society
held on Saturday last, the Duke of Buckingham and
Chaxdos, V.P., in the chair, the following were
elected by ballot Fellows of the Society :—Mr. R. B.

Baxendale, Mr. T. R. Bennett, Mr. F. H. Brunker,

Mr. G. Farquhar, Mr. J. B. Maple, and Mr. E. Zim-
mermann. Among the donations reported were dried

specimens of the Gutta Percha and other valuable trees

from the Vice-Consul at Sarawak.

— Mr. Glaisher remarks as follows on the

State of the Weather during the week ending

July 27 :—In the vicinity of London the reading of the

barometer, at sea level, at the beginning of the week,

was 30. 1 inches. A general decrease to 29. 8 inches

was registered by the afternoon of the 23d ; several

small oscillations then occurred, and in the afternoon of

the 27th 30 inches was reached. The mean daily values

were below the average, with the exceptions of the 23d
and 27th. The weather was very warm throughout the

week. On the 25th the highest reading recorded

was 91°, and on each of the other days the

mEiximum values were all in excess of So°. The
nights were also very warm, the lowest tempera-

tures varying between 57^° on the 2lst and 66° on
the 26lh. The daily ranges of temperature were also

large throughout. The mean daily temperatures of the

air, and their departures from average, were as follows

:

—2ist, 72'.4, +io°.9j 22d, 68°. 7, +7°.2; 23d, 68°,

+ 6'.4; 24th, yo^.e, +S°.9; 25th, 75*.4, +13°. 6;
26th, 73°.8, +11°. 9; and 27th, 68*'.5, +6*.5. Last
week it was remarkable that there were but few elec-

trical disturbances, but in the previous week and in the

present one thunlerstonns were very frequent and
violent over the whole country. The rainfall at times
was very heavy, and notably so in a sudden storm that

passed over London about 7 p.m. on the 25th. This

storm was well observed at P.Iackheath ; it appears to

have spread over a very narrow belt of country, probably

not more than a mile or a mile and a-half wide.

About 6.30 P.M. distant thunder was heard, and a

dense black cloud was observed in the south. At

7 r.M. the wind suddenly changed from K, to S.W.,
and rain commenced falling in torrents. By 7-5 P-^'-

three-tenths of an inch had fallen, and by 7.10 r.M.

the cloud had passed over, and rain had ceased falling.

During the whole of the evening, however, frequent

and vivid flashes of lightning were observed in the

N.E. and N. Other violent disturbances in the

atmospheric electricity occurred, it being an exception

almost for a day to pass without a thunderstorm. The
amount of rain measured was I inch, this being the

total fall for the week : the amount of cloud was very

variable throughout. The direction of the wind was
also variable, but the pressures were light, with the

exception of one or two gusts during the storms.

In England the highest temperatures by day ranged

between 91* nearly, at Blackheath, and 81* at New-
castle-on-Tyne, with a general average of 86° nearly

over the country. The lowest temperatures at night

varied between 57}° at Blackheath, and 48° at Hull
and Nevvcastle-on-Tyne,*the general average being 53°

nearly. The greatest range of temperature in the week
was 38° at Hull, and the least 2S4 at Portsmouth.

The highest mean temperature was 71° at Black-

heath, and the lowest 6o|° at Newcastle-on-

Tyne, the average over the country being 67^°.

During the week several very heavy thunderstorms

occurred at various places, and the fall of rain was
exceptionally heavy at limes. At Portsmouth on the

25th, I ^ inch fell in about three hours. At Liverpool the

total fall for the week was nearly 3 inches, and at

Wolverhampton and Newcastle-on-Tyne, 2.1 and 1.3

respectively was measured. At Norwich, however,
only two-tenths of an inch fell.

In Scotland, the highest temperatures by day varied

between 76" at Greenock, and 71° at Aberdeen and
Paisley, and the lowest at night, between 54^° at

Glasgow, and 49^" at Greenock, the respective aver-

ages being 73^" and 52|°. The highest mean daily

temperature was 6o|° at Glasgow, and the lowest, 59°

nearly, at Leith, the average over the country being
60°. The greatest falls of rain were 3^ inches at Glas-

gow and 3 inches at Greenock, and the least, a quarter

of an inch, at Aberdeen, the average fall being nearly

2 inches.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 78°, the

lowest 50", the mean 62°, and the rainfall four-tenths

of an inch.

Plant lovers in search of a sensation would do
well to see Messrs. George Jackman's Clema-
tises, now in full beauty at their nursery at Woking.
Acer Negundo variegatum is grown amidst the scram-

bling bushes of the Clematis with the best effect.

Much has been said about the beauty of these plants,

but not one word too much. We foresee, however,
that we shall soon be as overdone with trifling variations

and novelties in this genus as we are with Pelargoniums
or early Peas. Equally striking in point of colour are

the Golden Queen Hollies of Messrs. Waterer, at

Knap Hill, in the same neighbourhood, and which form,

a sight which no words can fairly depict.

At Messrs. Rollisson's, Tooting, may now
be seen, among the rich collections of herbaceous

plants there to be found, the beautiful Ourisia coccinea

in full bloom. We also noticed Primula Munroi,

Cypella Herbertii, a charming Irid, Allium glome-
ratum, Zygadenus pulcherrimus, Disa grandiflora,

grown and flowered out-of-doors ; and many others,

indicating a gradual revival of a taste for these interest-

ing plants,

It is remarkable, says a correspondent of the

American Horiictdliiristy that thoughtful Dame Nature,

in the distribution of seeds, omitted to give the Pacific

slope its share of the Nut-eearing Trees of the

East. The Chestnut, Hickory, Black Walnut, and
Butternut are, it is said, not to be found west of the

Rocky Mountains.

On July 27 two men were sentenced at the

Hammersmith Police Court to two months imprison-

ment each, one for stealing and the other for receiving

an India-rubber plant, of the probable value of I2J.,

the property of Messrs. G. D. Taviner & Co.,
Florists, Bayswater Road, W,

For edgings, where variety is required, try

Lithospermum PROSTRATUM. We have seen it

lately in some Surrey gardens used with great effect.

It is interesting to note that in the old records

relating to the island of Bermuda, which go back
more or less imperfectly to 1625, the Cedar Trees
are frequently mentioned as being very jealously

guarded by the authorities. Under date 1660 a pro-

hibition is recorded against cutting down Cedar trees

for the purpose of making boxes for the exportation of

Oranges ; thus it would appear that, at that early date,

Oranges were exported from the island. At the pre-

sent time, however, there are not sufficient grown for

the use of the inhabitants, who have to pay more than

we do in London for worse Oranges. We understand

there is still existing on the island one old Cedar tree,

the longest diameter of whose trunk is 58 inches ; and
further, that it is not an uncommon thing to see in old
chests planks of Cedar 28 inches wide.

New Garden Plants.
Oncidium insculptum, ;/. sp. (Cyrtochilum).

Panicnla amplissima ; vaginis bracleisque triatigulis'n'iiiutis, his

ovaria pcdiccllata longc non xquantibns ; scpalis ovalo triangu-

lis margine valde crispatis uiigiiiciilatis, iingiiibus latcralibus

divaricatis basi connalis ; tepalis sublatioribus latins ac brcvius

ungiiiculatis, piilchcrrime crispatis ; labello unguiculato hastato

auriciilato ligulato apice subbilobo, lobis baseos inferne sub
uiiguc cuciiUato connatis! callo tiirgido vertice acuto in basi

unguis, iimbo extrorso crenulato utnnque, apice bilobo, carinis

insilit^ntibus extus utrinque gcminis ; colunina trigona basi

ampliata, tabula infrastigmatica per medium intrusa, alis

auriculatis angustis par^is.

A very interesting plant, bearing a very rich inflores-

cence of flowers two-thirds the size of those of a middle-

sized Oncidium crispum, Lodd. The dorsal sepal is

unguiculate, with an oblong blade, and very undulated,

brown, with a whitish-yellow border. The side sepals

are much alike, narrower, arched outside, connate at

their base. The petals are nearly like the dorsal

sepals, but with shorter stalks. The ligulate generally

lobed lip has basilar extrorse auricles, and the mem-
brane of these runs from both sides under the stalk,

where it is connate—a very unusual case. The colour

is cinnamon, the basilar parts are whitish-yellow ; the

column is usually pale. The brown of both sepals

and petals is olive-greenish-brown in the beginning, and
changes to cinnamon. I recently obtained this highly

curious plant from J. Day, Esq. //. G. Rchb.f,

Odontoglossum r^ngens, n. sp.

Folio ligulato acuto pcrgameneo ;
panlcula fractiflexa multiflora ;

sepalis oblongo-Iigulatis acutis ; laleralibus labello suppositis ;

tepalis oblongis acutis limbo valde crispatis ; labello pandurato

antice latiori crispo acuto ; callo obsellxformi a basi in discum
utrinque basi semiovala serrulata antice bidentato ; carJnula

antice interposita ; columna clavata, alis prope obsolctis pone
limbum fovese productis ; dentibus oblongis geminis sub fovea

deorsum versis.

This is a very curious and interesting Odontoglos-

sum, the position of the flower-parls reminding one

of Oncidium phymatochilum or ochmatochilum. The
flowers are as large as those of a good Odonto-

glossum l^eve ; but the sepals are acute, and the petals

very crisp at the borders. All the flowers are of a

uniform nankeen-sulphur colour, as in Oncidium War-
nerianum. The petals are striped with 8—9 longi-

tudinal black-purplish stripes ; a few similarly coloured

lines are to be found on the sepals ; and there are a few

purplish streaks around the callosity of the lip. The
inflorescence would appear to be a very rich one. I

obtained the species some years ago from Messrs.

Veitch. I believe it was a Peruvian discoveiy of the

late Mr. Pearce. //. G, Rclib. f.

OCTOMERIA TRICOLOR, n. Sp.

Caule ancipiti ; vaginis ancipitibus amplis ; folio cuneato oblongo

acuto apice arete tridentato, infra puVpureo livide tessellato ;

flore solitario ; sepalis oblongo triangulis ; tepalis angustioribus ;

labello a basi lata cuneata medio trifido ; laciniis laleralibus

acutangulis antrorsis, lacinia antica lata transverse biloba,

utrinque serrulata ; carinis geminis huniilibus in disco.

A small species, with the leaves beautifully tessel-

lated with livid purple underneath. Flower white,

anterior part of lip purplish, keels yellow. It has

flowered twice in the Saundersian garden, and is most

probably of Brazilian origin. H. G. Rchb. f.

THE PRE CATELAN, BOIS DE
BOULOGNE.

Of all kinds of public establishments out-of-doors

places of amusement are certainly the most transitory ;

as the London Ranelagh was replaced by Vauxhall,

which has now in its turn disappeared, so the Paris

Ranelagh, at La Muette, was succeeded—at a long

interval, however—by the Pre Catelan, which had a

short life, considerable momentary eclair and little

success.

The Pre Catelan, however, was laid out with great

taste, and presented some curious features ; and the

following description, with illustrations from M.
Alphand's Provieimdcs of Paris, will be all the more

acceptable from the fact that the Pre Catelan is reduced

to a ruinous condition, and is not very likely to be

revived.

The name of the place is derived from an old cross,

which still stands in the Bois, and to this cross is

appended a well-known legend. Arnauld Catelan or

Catalan was a celebrated minstrel, and was held in high

honour at the court of Beatrix of Savoie, wife of Rey-

mond Beranger, Count of Provence ; the fame of his

rondels and romances reached the ears of Philippe le Bel,

King of France, whose court had been cast into gloom

through domestic afflictions, and he begged the Countess

to allow Catelan to come to France, and promised the

minstrel great advantages. Catelan reached Pnris with

an attendant, and the king sent an officer and an escort

of guards to bring Catelan in safety to Passy, in the

Forest of Pouvrey, of which the Bois de Boulogne is a

small portion, and then infested with robbers. Catelan

brought with him a casket containing presents from

the Countess to the King, the cupidity of the officer

was excited, and, arranging with his men, the poor
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minstrel and his servant were murdered and buried.

When the fact was brought to light, the officer and all

his men were burnt alive, and a commemorative cross

raised on the spot where the assassination was com-
mitted.

The origin of the Pre Catelan, like that of Rosher-
ville Gardens, was a quarry, or rather a pit, from
which sand and gravel had been taken for the roads

and pathways of the Bois ; and when the place was
about to be levelled and planted, a company offered

to convert it into a fashionable place of amusement,
with theatres, concert rooms, restaurants, cafes, a

dairy, &c. The concession v/as granted for 40 years at

a yearly rental of;t;^Soo.

The accompanying engravings represent (fig. 245) the

entrance of the Pre Catelan and {fig. 246) the plan of
the grounds, which covered an area of more than
20 acres. It will be seen by reference to the

plan and the width of the main roads that car-

riages were admitted, but they were confined to a
walking pace ; the footpaths were numerous and intri-

cate, and the manner in which the accidents of the
service were taken advantage of to give relief to the
whole, showed great ability. The egg-shaped figure

marked No. i was the Theatre des Fleurs, the stage as

well as the auditorium being open to the sky, the circum-

world except at special times, when concerts took place

there by special arrangement. The plan on p. 1037
should be compared with that of Sefton Park, given last

week. Both afford good illustrations of the modern
French system of landscape-gardening.

DR. HOOKER AND MR. A YRTON,
In calling attention to this subject in the House

of Lords, on Monday last, the Earl of Derby said :

—

" My lords, in the actual state of this House, and the
thinness of the benches on this side of the House. I think
it will not be necessary for me to disclaim any intention
on my part to make the subject to which I am about to
call attention a party question, but though there is no
such intention on my part, in pursuance of notice given I

have to call attention to a controversy—unfortunate and
disagreeable—between Dr. Hooker, Director of the Royal
Gardens at Kew. on one hand, and the First Commissioner
of Works, representing Her Majesty's Government, on
the other. I regret delay ; but though to me personally
most of the facts are familiar, I could not, in fairness to
one of the parties concerned, bring them forward until the
argument on both sides—the justification, such as it is—
was before the public. And even now 1 do so under great
difticuUy, for these papers of 180 pages have not been
48 hours in my hands, and being without inde>c or lists of

And since this matter has been in my hands I have
received numerous letters from men of more or less dis-

tinction in various lines of scientific study, all expressing
the same feeling of sympathy and of indignation, though
from various reasons the writers are unwilling to mix per-
sonally in the dispute. Memorials from the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, the Meteorological Society, from the
Royal Botanic Society, from the Royal Society of Edin-
burgh, and I believe from various other similar bodies,
have been addressed to the Treasury, and I affirm con-
fidently that all these individuals and public bodies have
so bestirred themselves wuhout pressure, or canvassing,
or solicitation, and without the use of any one of those
devices by which artificial agitation can be sometimes got
up. My lords, I set no undue value on \vhat is called public
opinion ; it may be hastily formed ; it may be formed on
imperfect knowledge, or under the influence of strong pre-
judice

; but where there has been time for consideration
and reflection, where the facts are simple and generally
known, where party or sectarian feeling does not and can-
not operate, I think a Minister may reasonably suspect
that he has put himself in the wrong when not a single
independent voice is raised in his support. I will say
further, I cannot allow that this is a matter which concerns
the First Commissioner of Works personally and exclu-
sively. If it did so, as he is not a member of this House,
I should have proposed to leave, the matter to be dealt
with where he is able personally to reply. But though the
acts complained of may have been his acts in the first
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Fig. 245.—ENTRANCE TO THE PRK CATELAN, PARIS.

ference marked by masses of flowers, and the seats
being banks covered with turf. The soil of Paris is dry
compared with that of London, but the Parisians very
soon discovered the connection between damp seats
and rheumatism ; No. 2 represents a buffet ; No. 3,
the Brasserie; No. 4, a photographic establishment

;

No. 5, a small closed theatre ; No. 6, an orchestra ;

No. 7, a pavilion for games of various kinds ; No. 8,
an aquarium

; No. 9, retiring rooms ; No. 10, the
cowhouse, with a small cafe attached, where new milk
and drinks of the syllabub class were retailed ; No. 11,
a pavilion for the sale of cigars, &c. ; and No. I2, the
Croix Catelan referred to above ; the last two were
outside of the gardens.
The whole of the buildings were of brick, orna-

mental tiles, and pierced woodwork, and they were
planned with much taste and elegance ; masses of
noble trees were transplanted to the gardens, and the
flowers and shrubs were magnificent. The Theatre
des Fleurs was sufficiently lighted by means of gas
branches, cleverly masked by evergreen shrubs, the
back of the stage included a miniature landscape, with
a little lake, cascades, and grottos. The dairy was on
a grand scale : the sheds contained at one time a
hundred cows, and supplied a considerable portion of
the inhabitants on the skirts of the Bois. The total
cost of laymg out the garden, buildings, &c., was about
;^32,ooo.

The company came to an end in a few years after
the openmg of the Pre Calelan, which was tlien added
to the Bois de Boulogne, and thrown open to all the

subjects, and classified in a way which I don't profess to

understand, I am not at all sure that I may not have
omitted some circumstance material, or at least im-
portant, in its bearings on the case. They contain a
mass of very trivial and irrelevant matter, while a
good deal of what has passed between Dr. Hooker and
the Government does not ajipear. The case is one
which during the last few months has attracted an unusual
degree of attention, not only among members of various
scientific professions, but also among the general public,

which does not often interest itself in departmental con-
troversies of this kind. Indeed, I can hardly call to mind
an instance when a subject not of a political character
(using the word in its conventional sense) not appealing
to party feeling, or to class interest, or to sectarian zeal,

has created so general a sympathy with the person
attacked, or ehcited so unanimous an expression of public
opinion. Dr. Hooker's case has been taken up by the
various representatives of science, with a degree of earnest-
ness and warmth not often shown by persons occupied in

these tranquil pursuits. The substance of his complaint
is contained in a memorial addressed tu the First Lord of
thcTreasury, by eleven gentlemen eminent alike by personal
attainments and by professional position. No words of
mine are necessary to point out the weight of authority

which attaches to tliese names. Many of them arc Liberals

in politics, so far as they have any politics—practically

most are neutrals. It is impossible 10 doubt that the only
feeling that has actuated them in this matter is zeal for

justice and for the interests of science. They declare that

the resignation of Dr. Hooker, which they assume to be
inevitable as a consequence of these transactions, unless

some interference takes place, would be a calamity to

English science, and a scandal to English government. '

instance, the responsibility of them is not confined to him.
They have been made subjects of general complaint.
They have been brought under the notice of the Treasury
and Cabinet. There has been ample opportunity to dis-

avow any act which was disapproved, or to repair any
wrong admitted to be such. But no such disavowal has
taken place. No such niparation has been made, except
in one instance, where an objectionable appointment was
cancelled, and except the very slight and inadequate ex-

planation contained in a document from which I shall pre-
sently quote. And as I would not lightly charge noble
lords opposite, or their colleagues elsewhere, with tlic

childish folly of proposing to defend what they know to
be indefensible, rather than seem to give way to pressure
from political opponents. I am thrown back on the only
other alternative, and compelled to assume that, on a
deliberate investigation of the whole matter, they think
Mr. Ayrton has been right and Dr. Hooker wrong.
Now, my lords, what are the acts of which Dr. Hooker
complains ? The first he describes as * a transaction with
my subordinate of a nature so new to my long experience
of ofllcial life, and so regugnant to my principles, that I

refrain from characterising it.' The circumstai.ces appear
to be these :—The First Commissioner of Works called at

Kew in December, 1R70, Dr. Hooker being then on the
spot. He (lid not see Dr. Hooker, nor ask to sec him,
but held a conndcntial convursalion with the Curator, Dr.
Hooker's subonlinalc, in whicli he oflcrcd to the latter a
position in London as Secretary of the Parks, which, in

regard to some of the duties which it involved, would
have placed that gentleman over the head of Dr. Hooker
himself. He was said to have added a request that the
Curator would keep this proposal a secret from Dr.
Hooker. That request, very much to his credit, the
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I beg pardon for the supposition—corresponding privately
with the Secretary of Embassy at Paris or Vienna, on the
arrangements of those embassies, and adding that it was
not necessary that the Ambassador should be told of

Curator disregarded. I understand that fact is denied by
the First Commissioner in his reply, but he admits that he

told the Curator that it was unnecessary to mention the

subject, as he meant to do so himself, which he never did.

consulted as to the placing him in a position of independ-
ence of, and even ot superiority to his chief, and the olTer

is kept—whether by accident or design seems to be in dis-

pute, but it is kept—from the person who is principally

Fig. 246.—PLAN OF THE PRE CATELAN, PARIS.

My lords, to anyone accustomed to official life, it is hardly affected by it. In every branch of the public ser\ice of what was going on. I do not want to exaggerate, or use
possible to conceive a more singular violation of official which I know anything, a head of a department so treated strong words, but it is difficult to speak of such a pro-
discipline and custom, or even of the rules of fair play, would feel that in self-respect he had no alternative left ceeding otherwise than as deliberately offensive. It may
than is involved in this transaction. The subordinate is except to resign. Only imagine the Foreign Secretary

—

not have been meant so ; I hope it was not ; but, if not,
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! must say the First Commissioner has a very odd idea of
the way in which business is done among gentlemen. The
second charge is. removing the Curator from his duties
underDr. HookerwithoutcommunicationwithDr. Hooker.
What appears to have happened in this matter is that

some aherations being required in Hyde Park, with which
Dr. Hooker had nothing to do, his functions being limited

to Kew.the First Commissioner proposed to place this work
under the charge of the Curator, removing him thereby for

several weeks from the duty for which he was employed
and paid, leaving Dr. Hooker to do without him as best

he could, and this without so much as asking beforehand
whether the Curator's services could be spared or not. I

need hardly point out either the official irregularity or the

substantial injustice of this proceeding. It was, of course,

objected to, correspondence ensued, and, finally, the idea

was dropped, but not until an appeal to the Treasury or

the Prime Minister personally (I don't know which) had
been threatened. My lords, the third grievance is, that

Dr. Hooker having been charged by a former First Com-
missioner with the duty of remodelling the heating appa-
ratus used in the department, the plans and estimates

having been supplied by him, and the apparatus being,

as is stated, for scientific purposes the most perfect that

exists, he suddenly in June of last year discovered that
without notice given or reason assigned he had been
superseded in this duty. He appeals to the First Com-
missioner to know if this is so, and he is told m reply

curtly that he had been superseded and that he was ' to

govern himself accordingly.' I could hardly believe it

when I first read it. I searched through papers for

explanation, and I can find none except that he supposed
the transfer to have been notorious—not a reason for

not communicating it to the person most concerned
;

but even if that had been so, and if the ignoring of
Dr. Hooker in the first instance was a mistake or
act of omission, I venture to say that the proceed-
ing described is equally objectionable in substance
and in form. The more public it was the greater the
necessity of explaining that it was not a censure. It does
not require any argument to show that to take from the
head of a department, such as Kew, the control of the
hothouses, is to deprive him of all power over a very im-
portant part of his business, while leaving him responsible
for the results. I believe that among botanists and horti-

culturists in this country there is on that point an absolute
unanimity ; and I have seen a letter stating that jn the
]ardin des Plantes, at Paris, the practice which prevails,

and always has prevailed, is that which Dr. Hooker con-
tends for. But even if the matter in dispute were more
contestable, that could be no justification. It is one thing
to limit in the first instance the functions of a public ser-

vant, and it is quite another thing to take away from him
functions which he is actually performing, and as to his

discharge of which no complaint has arisen, without warn-
ing, without an opportunity for discussion or appeal, and
even without the common courtesy of informing him that

these powers were to be withdrawn. Done in that way
the act is an implied censure—you can make nothing else

of it—and a censure the more gratuitous, because any one
who looks at the estimates will see that there was really

no pretext for a charge of waste. Since Dr. Hooker took
charge of these gardens the cost of them has been
diminishing and not increasing, Another complaint is

that the First Commissioner, without the knowledge of Dr.
Hooker, the responsible person, did on his own account lay

before the Treasury plans and estimates for an alteration in

the Museum, which Dr. Hooker believes would have been
entirely useless, which would have involved the closing of
the Museum for months, and have led to great expendi-
ture, for which Dr. Hooker would have been held by Par-
liament and the public to be the party responsible. What
happens ? He hears of this accidentally^he remonstrates.
High powers interfere, the estimates are taken back and the
matter is reconsidered. But even then the withdrawal is

done in the most ungracious manner. Dr. Hooker, in this

as in other cases, is not consulted nor informed ; but the
Curator, his subordinate, is sent for, and through that
gentleman, without reference to his chief, the obnoxious
act is cancelled. Unwilling to go more than I can help
into details—but, as a sample of the way in which matters
have been carried on at Kew, I must refer to a matter
which occupies the first 25 pages of the Blue-book, a signal
instance of how departments contrive to make unnecessary
work for themselves. It appears that an assistant was
wanted for the Curafor to perform certain special duties.
Those duties involved the keeping of accounts, the custody
of stores, the conducting of a large correspondence, and
the direction of the foremen employed in the gardens.
The appointment is competed for, not by an open, but a
special examination, showing that special qualifications
were required, and is given, without any reference to Dr.
Hooker, to a man who had been employed in the
gardens, well known to the Director, and of whom both
the Director and the Curator had formed a very unfavour-
able opinion. Dr. Hooker's report upon him is—' Writes
indifterently, spells badly, incompetent to direct foremen
in regard to stores, no preliminary education or training
to fit him for the situation. He has never kept accounts,
he has never been in charge of stores, and cannot conduct
a correspondence creditably.* Dr. Hooker entreats that
he may be removed. The Treasury concur ; in a letter

dated May 2 of this year, the First Commissioner objects
;

and on June 26 the Treasury repeat their expression of
opinion in a letter which is too long to quote, but which
1 am bound to say, to the credit of the writer, the Lords
of the Treasury, and, I suppose, principally of the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, does very clearly show that they
thought, in this instance, the position of the First Com-
missioner to be indefensible. The man was discharged at
last, and then follows a controversy between the various
departments concerned—Treasury, Board of Works, and
Civil Service Commission—which certainly points to a very
cunous state of confusion and uncertainty as to the status
of persons holding appointments in the Civil Service.
Justice compels me to admit that in this case the Treasury
rather tardily set themselves right. But the fact remains
thai everything in the power of the First Commissioner
Wfts don« to force on Dr. Hooker a man whom he dis

approved, whom he knew to be unfit, and for whom he
could find no suitable employment. I don't wish either

to exaggerate or to overlay this case, and I shall pass by
without notice the misunderstanding which occupies many
pages of this volume, about the keeping and issuing of a
certain work called the Flora of Tropical Africa, of

which Dr. Hooker is the unpaid editor. I pass that

over, although the misunderstanding, as far as I can see,

might have been averted if Dr. Hooker had been con-
sulted frankly, in the first instance, or even kept informed
of what was doing. But it seems probable that the

whole transaction arose out of a mistake, which may show
carelessness, but shows nothing more. At any rate, that

defence is put forward, and, in case of doubt, we lean to

a merciful view, although it arose from the curious deter-

mination to do everything behind his back. But, my
lords, I fear that the list of these complaints is not fully

exhausted by what appears in these papers. I hold in

my hand a statement coming from what ought to be the

best authority, to the following effect :—That within the

last 10 days the First Commissioner has sent to Dr.

Hooker ' two letters containing vague charges of

jobbery and mismanagement.* It may admit of ex-

planation, I don't prejudge that ; but unless or

until explained, it certainly points to a con-

tinuance of the system of annoyance and persecution—
petty persecution if you will, but not on that account less

galling, to which for the last two years Dr. Hooker has
been subjected. I need trouble your lordships no further.

I have endeavoured, with some difficulty, I hope not at

some sacrifice of the interest which I am defending, to

make my statements as brief as I could. I looked into

the question first without prejudice ; my acquaintance

with Dr. Hooker is extremely slight, and towards the

First Commissioner I have no feeling, except respect for

his undoubted energy and ability, and regret that he
should so habitually destroy the effect of those abilities by
an overweening arrogance, and what seems an inherent

disregard of the ordinary courtesies of official life. I

cannot but see that his action in this case has been harsh,

peremptory, and vexatious to the last degree, and it has

not even the poor excuse of being evidence of the zeal for

economy so much boasted of. Even those who profess

contempt for artists and architects, and persons of that

kind, may understand so simple an economical pro-

position as this— that public services are paid for not

exclusively in money, and if you make any kind of public

work disagreeable and humiliating, you will have fewer

capable persons wishing to do it, and will have to pay
more for those whom you employ. It is not every day
that you will get men like Dr. Hooker to manage your
pubhc gardens, and you won't get them at all if they are

to be treated like insubordinate servants who have some-
how or another managed to secure higher wages and
better places than they are fit for. It may be argued
that these matters are small in themselves, and that

their importance has been unduly exaggerated. I deny
that proposition altogether. It is not a small matter to

any one at the head of a department to take away his

subordinates—to refuse the help he does want, to force

upon him assistants whom he does not want, to deprive

him of control over the necessary appliances of his work,
and to listen to the most frivolous and ridiculous charges

against him. But even admitting that each of these

grievances singly was small, it is their collective and cumu-
lative effect that must be looked to. It is not the thing

done, it is the animus shown that you must consider. We
have all heard of men being driven out of a regiment or

out of a public office by a series of petty vexations, each in

itself almost too slight for serious complaint, but in the

aggregate making it evident to the person attacked that

the object was to get rid of him. Whether the object has

been to get rid of Dr. Hooker and put some one in his

place I do not know, but I do know that if that had been
intended, no course of conduct could have been more suit-

able. I said in considering that Government substan-

tially endorsed the views of the First Commissioner, and,

with one exception, that view of the case is not altered by
the Minute of the Treasury within five days ago, and
published last Saturday. I readily admit that the tone

of that document is far more (it could not well be less so)

conciliatory that that of the correspondence which led to

it ; and it is not an unfair inference if I express my con-

viction that that change of tone has been mainly due—
adopted as it was at the very last hour—to the expression

of public feehng to which I have referred. For the first

time in these papers I find something like a recognition

that public gratitude and consideration is due to Dr.

Hooker. For the first time an attempt is made to

define the position which he is to hold under the Office

of Works. For the first time there is an admission
that, ' adverting to facts contained in the memo-
randum of the First Commissioner, they are not surprised

that in various cases Dr. Hooker should have thought
that he had just cause of complaint.' My lords, why has
even this scanty amount of justice been so long delayed ?

Has not the most serious part of the case been tor months
before the Treasury ? And is it not perfectly clear that

this Minute, written in the immediate expectation of

Parliamentary discussion, is only an attempt to smooth
matters over—a very little for Dr. Hooker and a great

deal for the public? But is it a reparation? Not in one
instance does the Minute admit that Dr. Hooker has had
a cause of complaint, only that the writers are not sur-

prised that he should have thought so. A very ambiguous
phrase. So far from conciliating, it may be taken as

exactly the reverse. It is open to be read as implying
' We see that you are a touchy, irritable sort of person,

always raising grievances, and, being so, it is not surpris-

ing you should have made a grievance out of this.' I

hope that is not the meaning. I do not believe it is.

But if anything in the way of reconciliation was intended,

surely one word of regret—such words cost gentlemen
little—one assurance that no discourtesy was meant on
the part of the Minister whose acts caused the offence,

and under whom Dr. Hooker continues, would have
answered the purpose, and for any such expression I

look in vain. Again the Minute declares that in future
' no alteration in existing arrangements in the scientific

branch of the department shall be made without the
Director's concurrence.* Well, that is something ; it is a
guarantee. But then you have virtually admitted that

Dr. Hooker was right in this instance. I think a few
words might have been said admitting the justice of his

protest—which never has been admitted—against the act

of interference about which he originally complained.
Again, the Minute says, 'The Treasur)' decline to go into

the details of these cases where disagreement has arisen.'

In their own interest, if they meant to support the First

Commissioner, they are undoubtedly wise ; but it seems
to me rather hard and rather strange that a servant of
Government asking redress for an injury is to be told, 'We
don't know whether you have been ill-used or not, and we
shall not care to inquire.' A very summary way of dis

posing of complaints, but more convenient to the tribune

than satisfactory to the applicants. But there is a more
substantial grievance left,—the Minute does not do what
Dr. Hooker asked ; it does not replace him in the position

in which he stood before these controversies arose. He
has hitherto had the sole and, practically, uncontrolled
direction of these gardens, within certain limits of
expense. What is proposed now is that he shall have
one-half of them left in his hands, the ' department of
botany,' as it is called in the Minute, and that the
other half shall be taken directly into the hands of the
First Commissioner, giving his orders to the Curator
through the Director, which is not practically the system
which had prevailed up to the time of the present
Ministry ; and though, of course, the power rests with the
Executive in such matters, yet I think it very doubtful
whether you will retain the services of Dr. Hooker on
those terms. The redress you give him is this, that hav-
ing taken all the power out of his hands, you now, with
various complimentary phrases, give him back half One
word more. 1 may be asked why, if you feel so strongly

on this matter, don't you take the decision of the House
upon it ? That is the course which I should have pre-

ferred but for two reasons—one the time of year, never
favourable in this House to motions of this kind ; the

other, that I understand the matter is on the point of

being discussed in the branch of the Legislature which has
financial control over the Board of Works. If the action

of the Government is there condemned, our vote is super-

fluous ; if otherwise, there is always a disadvantage in op-
posite views being taken of the same subject by the two
Houses. My wish in the matter is merely that justice

may be done. I have endeavoured to call the attention of
the House and of the country to proceedings which I

think it would be discreditable to Parliament not to

notice ; and I shall heartily rejoice if, by any interpreta-

tion that can be put upon them, those proceedings can be
made to bear a less painful character than that in which
they appear to us.

In the course of his remarks on the Government
view of [this case, the Duke of St. Albans said the

department of Botany, as stated in the memorandum
of the First Commissioner, was under the immediate
direction and control of the Director of Kew Gardens,
assisted by a special staff of officers. It comprised the

Botanical Museum and Library, the collection and
interchange of botanical specimens, whether for the

herbarium or for cultivation, and all other matters

pertaining to the pursuit of botanical science. The
department of Horticulture was under the immediate
direction of the Curator, subject to the orders and
control of the Director as the responsible head. The
Curator carried on the cultivation of the gardens, with

a large staff of gardeners and workmen. Dr. Hooker,
having for some years held the office of Assistant

Director, was appointed Director in 1S65, by a letter

from the First Commissioner, enjoining him to give his

whole time to the business of the office, and to observe

strictly such orders as he might receive from the First

Commissioner. The noble Earl had stated that Dr.

Hooker had received various slights during the adminis-

tration of the present First Commissioner of Works

;

but it would be his business now to show that it was
necessary that proper supervision should be exercised

over the management of those gardens.

A STUDY OF WOOD HYACINTHS.
As is known to many of our readers, Messrs. Barr

& Sugden, of Covent Garden, have taken a great deal

of pains for many years past to get together as com-
plete a collection as possible of the existing forms of

the group of Scillasto which our common wild English

wood Hyacinth belongs. This group or sub-genus,

which has received no less than four different names
from as many different writers—Endymion, Agraphis,

Limonanthe, and Hylomenes—differs from Scilla

proper by having the flower, even when fully ex-

panded, more or less decidedly shaped like a bell,

instead of having the divisions spread horizontally from

the top of the stalk, like the spokes of a wheel from

the axis. The group forms a connecting link between
typical Scilla and Hyacinthus, because it resembles, in

the shape of the flower, the cultivated oriental

Hyacinth. Linnaeus placed the wild wood Hyacinth o f

western Europe in the samegenus, Hyacinthus ; but later

systemalists, bearing in mind that the divisions of the

perianth are distinct from one another down to the

very base, have either placed it in Scilla, or regarded it

as a genus distinct from both Scilla and Hyacinthus.

Mr. Barr has more than once kindly supplied me with

specimens of the principal forms, but 1 never had the

opportunity of paying a visit to his nursery grounds,

and seeing them side by side, actually growing, until

recently. As his collection contains not less than 50

different plants, obtained from very various sources,

each represented by a considerable number of indi-
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viduals, it furnishes as good an opportunity as can well
be desired for studying the cliaracteristics of the forms,

and the nature and amount of the differences between
them. No doubt we are now in England at the present
time in the possession of far fuller material for the study
of the group than that to which the authors who
had treated upon it in times past had access. The
views which different authors have taken of the rela-

tionship of the forms to one another and of their

nomenclature is extremely diverse, and not only so but
the facts which their study brings out are so interesting

in their bearing upon the difficulty which there is in

naming and classifying plants in books, gardens, and
herbaria, that I am induced to send you somewhat
copious extracts from my notes on the matter.

First of all, beginning, as one should, with the plants
themselves, in order to avoid bias from the state-

ments and ideas of previous writers, I will give my notes
on the characters of some of the most striking forms.
These notes, I should explain, were all made upon
living specimens in Mr. Barr's collection, and relate to
what seemed to me the most distinct forms that were
in flower when I visited it during the last week in May,
at which date several of the early-flowering forms had
passed by, and when all the later-flowering forms had
reached their full development.

1. Bulb globose, 1} inch thick. Leaves half a foot long
above the soil, J—| inch broad, narrowed gradually to the
point, firm in texture, sub-erect, recurved at the tip, deeply
channelled all down tlie face ; scape as long as tlie leaves

;

lower pedicels ij— 2 inches long; perianth, j inch long,
the divisions 2 lines broad, deep hy.acinth-blue, with a
distinct deeper coloured keel, permanently connivent In
the lower half, widely falcate in the upper half, so that
the expanded flower is half an inch broad ; sepaline fila-

ments J inch long, free only^in the upper quarter
;
petaline

filaments J inch long, tlie upper two-thirds free.

2. Bulb globose, 1} inch thick. Leaves half a foot long
above the soil, sub-erect, J— J inch broad, narrowed to the
point ; scape rather longer than the leaves ; lower pedicels

J—J inch long
; perianth |— J inch long, pale lilac-pink,

the segments 2 lines broad, permanently connivent in the
lower half, much falcate in the upper half; sepaline fila-

ments nearly half an inch long, free at the top only
;
peta-

line filaments | inch long, more than half free.

3. Bulb globose, ij inch thick. Leaves 8— g inches long
above the soil, {— f inch broad, weak, flaccid, narrowed
to a point, not much channelled down the face ; scape
qiiite a foot high ; lower pedicels i—J inch long

; perianth
I inch deep, the divisions 2i lines broad, deep hy.acinth-
blue, sub-connivent in' the lower half but not formin.tr 5i-

width either gradually reduced through the upper third or
almost uniform to within a short distance of the tip, the
point blunt or acute ; the texture firm, so that the le.af

m.ainlains a sub-erect position till the flowering is over, or
weak, so that it falls backwards over at an early stage

;

the face deeply or scarcely at all channelled, and the
back conspicuously or hardly at all convex, and in the
sub-erect forms the tip sometimes incurved and sometimes
recurved.

Sr.r/x: varying in length from as long as the leaves to
twice as long.

Kaccmc varying much in density, and the pedicels
greatly in length and direction.

Cohur 0/ I-'towers.—'Th'cee perfectly distinct shades, the
commonest hyacinlh-blue, the other two a pale lilac- pink
and a pure white, these running through the forms clearly
without any correlation with other differences.

S/i.ipc of the F/ower.—Varying from the segments
permanently connivent in a tube in the lower two-thirds to
spreading falcately from very near the base, the length of
the flower varying from half to three-quarters of an inch.
Attachment and Length 0/ the Filaments.—The sepaline

filaments always attached distinctly higher than the
petaline three. The attachment usually correlative with
the shape of the corolla, but not invariably so, the abso-
lute length being increased, and the proportion that is

adnategreater the higher and more distinctly the segments
are permanently connivent. In the closed-flowered forms
the two threes are distinctly different in length, but it is

not so when the flower is funnel-shaped. In describing
the forms, they are arranged in series according to these
two last characters, beginning with the most closed, and
ending with the most open flowers.

sub-connivent in' the lower half, but not forming so
narrow a tube as i and 2, decidedly falcate in the upper
half ; sepaline filaments 4 lines long, nearly the upper
half free

;
petaline filaments \ inch long, free nearly to

the base.

4. Bulb depresso-globose, li inch broad. Leaves half a
foot long above the soil, ij—li inch broad, firm in tex-
ture, sub-erect, blunt ; scape robust, twice as long as the
leaves ; lower pedicels t—| inch long

;
perianth, f-f inch

deep, the divisions 2!—3 lines broad, deep hyacinth-blue,
with a deep distinct keel, permanently sub-connivent in
the lower half, broadly falcate in the upper half ; sepaline
filaments nearly half an inch long, free for the upper
quarter

;
petaline filaments, 4 lines long, free for the upper

quarter.

5. Bulb globose, above an inch thick. Leaves
9—10 inches long above the soil, firm, sub-erect, narrowed
to a point, \ inch broad, deeply channelled down the face

;

scape shorter than the leaves ; lower pedicels \—\ inch
long ; perianth half an inch long, spreading when ex-
panded like the top of a funnel from the base, falcate
towards the tip, the divisions pale lilac-pink, \ inch broad

;

sepaline filaments 4 lines long, free above the middle
;

petaline filaments about as long, free except near
the base.

6. Bulb globose, above an inch thick. Leaves 7—8
inches long above the soil, \—| inch broad, sub-erect,
narrowed to a point ; scape, a foot high ; lower pedicels,
I— li inch long

; perianth, half an inch deep, J inch
across when fully expanded, spreading like the top of a
funnel from near the base, distinctly falcate near the tip

;

the divisions pale red-lilac, 2 lines broad ; sepaloid
filaments 4 Unes long, free from a little above the middle

;

petaloid filaments as long, attached at the very base
only.

7. Bulb globose, \\ inch thick. Leaves 8—9 inches
long above the soil, J—i inch broad, firm, sub-erect,
narrowed suddenly at the tip, deeply channelled down the
face

; scape shorter than the leaves ; lower pedicels i—

f

inch long
; perianth J inch long, deep hyacinth-blue,

spreading like the top of a funnel from the base vvhen ex-
panded, J inch across, the division falcate near the tip,
2—2j Unes broad ; sepaline filaments \ inch long, the
upper third free

;
petaUne filaments \ inch long, the

upper three-quarters free.

8. Bulb ovoid, under an inch thick. Leaves 5—6 inches
long above the soil, weak, flaccid, 5—6 lines broad,
narrowed to the point, inconspicuously channelled ; scape
rather shorter than the leaves ; lower pedicels |— J inch
long

; perianth barely half an inch long, the divisions
more spreading than in 6 and 7, falcate from near the
base vihen expanded, \ inch broad, pale hyacinth-blue,
without a darker keel, the expanded flower f inch across

;

sepaline filaments \ inch long, free in the upper half;
petaline filaments about as long, attached at the base
only.

Let us now take" stock, organ by organ, of the
amount of variation which the series shows.
Bulbs precisely similar in structure, but varying in shape

from ovoid, through globose, to depresso-globose, and in
thickness from three-quarters of an inch to an inch and a
half.

Leaves varying greatly in size, shape, and texture. In
length from half a foot to a foot above the soil ; in
breadth from half an inch to an inch and a half ; the

Next, avoiding mere descriptions as ambiguous, let

us compare the published figures with the forms above
described. The history of the names used by botanical
writers is briefly as follows. Linnaeus describes two
species, Hyacinthus nonscriptus and cernuus. A few
years later Miller described Scilla hispanica ; Alton
named Scilla campanulata, in the first edition of the
Hortus Ke-i'msis. Redoute has three, Scilla nutans,
patula, and campanulata. Reichenbach and Kunth
admit four species, nutans, cernua, patula, and
campanulata.

Turning now to the figures, three are drawn in the
Botanical Magazine. Plate 127 (but letterpress acciden-
tally numbered 128), called Scilla campanulata, agrees
with our No. 4, except that the leaves are narrowed to
a point. Redoute afterwards expressly says that this is

what he means by patula. Tab. 1 102, also called S.
campanulata, is most like our No. 3, but with stronger
deeply channelled leaves ; but there are two separate
flowers drawn with it as being the same thing, one of
which is white, and the other matches our No. 5.
Bertoloni, who admits for Italy one species only, which
he calls patula, quotes this plate as representing it.

Tab. 1461, called Scilla nonscripta variety, matches
very well our No. 2.

Redout^'s plates do not look so natural, and are less

easy to pronounce upon. His t. 224, Scilla nonscripta,
has very short pedicels combined with flowers J

—

\
inch long, permanently connivent three-quarters of the
way up. His t. 225, Scilla patula, has still larger
flowers, permanently connivent half or two-thirds of
the way up, but spreading more at the tip than in the
last form. Hist. 435, Scilla campanulata, has leaves a
foot long, an inch broad, and the divisions of the
perianth spreading horizontally from three-quarters of
the way down. I strongly suspect that in all the three
the size of the flower has been exaggerated, and the
shape not carefully rendered.

In hones Florid Germanictv Reichenbach has plates

of all the four species so called—1007 called cernua
;

one specimen, leaving foliage out of account,
differs from our No. i only by its slightly longer
flower ; another specimen is the same form, but
white-flowered. 1008, called nutans, represents well
our No. 2, but a blue flower by the side of
the main figure represents fairly our No. 7. 1009,
called patula, is like our No. 4, but smaller in size,

with much narrower leaves, deeply channelled down
the face. loio, called campanulata, agrees well both
in the shape of the flower and filaments with our No. 7.

I have no doubt, judging from the descriptions in the
author's Flora £xcursoria, that the names of IO07 and
lOoS have been accidentally transposed. Willkomm
and Lange, who in their Flora ofthe Spanish Peninsula
admit three out of Kunth's four species, cite Reichen-
bach's 1007 for nutans, 1008 for cernua, and 1010 for

campanulata.
In conclusion, I do not see that it is possible to draw

any clear line of distinctness between the different

members of the series, or to regard them all as forming
more than a single species in a broad scientific sense.

Looking at flower characters solely, and disregarding
colour, there can be no difficulty in identifying i and 2

with the Hyacinth of our English woods. In 20 years'

experience of specimens living and dried, I have never
seen any Hyacinth wild in Britain that had not this

shape of flower, and unequal filaments with a long
attachment. With the same certainty, still looking at

flower-characters alone, and disregarding colour, 5, 6,

and 7 may be identified with the common wild Hyacinth
of Spain and Portugal. If we had these two forms
alone to consider, we might fairly, according to the

usual plan of deciding, admit two distinct species—one,

the Hyacinthus anglicus aut belgicus of Gerarde, non-
scriptus, nutans, cernuus of Linn^us, and his successors,

with a long flower permanently connivent in the lower
half, and unequal filaments j and the second, to be

called hispanica or campanulata, with a shorter flower,
spreading like the top of a funnel from the very base,
and equal filaments with a shorter attachment.
Probably nine out of ten of the specimens to be seen
either wild or cultivated would fall, without much
straining, under one of the two types ; but.then if we do
this we must leave leaf charnciers and an uncertain
proportion of intermediate specimens out of account.
I have entered into such full detail now because what
happens with Wood Hyacinths happens not unfre-
quently when we try to apportion out plants in the
fields and gardens amongst the species that are
described in books. A gardener who had grown these
eight forms could scarcely be considered unreasonable
if he expected to have an individual name of some kind
provided for him for each of them ; for remember in

looking at the descriptions they are not taken from
single individuals, but from forms represented in

each case by a large number of individuals, which
forms have been grown from year to year, side by side,

under identical conditions of soil and treatment. To
deal with Scilla nonscripta in the same way in which
M. Jordan has lately dealt with Scilla peruviana,
Muscari botryoides, Ornithogalum umbellatum, or
Hyacmthus amethyslinus, I have no doubt that
it would be practicable by careful study of Mr.
Barr's material alone to individualise twice eight forms
that have as good a claim to be regarded as distinct

species as the forms of the plants which I have just
named, which MM. Jordan and Fourreau have lately
described and figured most carefully in their /cones
Flone EuropCit under specific names.

Apportioning out the book names amongst our forms,
it is evident that No. i represents Hyacinthus non-
scriptus of Linna;us—Scilla nutans of Smith, slightly
changed by cultivation ; that No. 2 represents Hya-
cinthus cernuus of Linnseus, but that this is merely a
form of nonscriptus with flower changed in colour ; that
our 5, 6, and 7 are S. hispanica of Miller, which is the
same as S. campanulata of Reichenbach and Willkomm
and Lange. About S. patula there is considerable
doubt, as the name has been applied variously, and the
most authoritative figure is badly drawn ; but the
weight of evidence places it between the other two,
like our Nos. 3 and 4, and the two earlier plates of
the Botanical Magazine. This disposes of all the
published names, and leaves out only our No. 8, which
is a more extreme form than campanulata, and might
be called campanulata aperta. J. G. Baker.

Early Rose Potato.—For the information of Mr.
Stevens (p. 974) and others, let me say that I think
the Early Rose will not only be found to be a good
forcer, but it is my opinion that it will ultimately
banish the old Ashleaf, now become so uncertain as a
cropper, from cultivation. I have grown it these two
years both from home-grown and imported American
seed, and find it one of the finest earlies we have got,
white and dry as flour. Last year was not a fair test of
its quality, as nearly all our Potatos were cut off on
July 9, and the tubers never ripened for want of
leaves; hence, what Mr. Stevens calls their "soggy"
condition. I imported this season a quantity in

barrels, and a trial found them excellent. My present
crop is also fine, and, as Mr. Stevens found with his,

have turned out both white and dry ; in fact, it is the
whitest-fleshed Potato I know—and I have 20 sorts

this season under trial, and during many years in

which I have tried something over 200 sorts I have
not found another so purely white and promising. I

will, however, dissent a little from Mr. Stevens about
cooking Potatos "slowly;" for I find from long
experience, that the faster a Potato is boiled the
better, that is, boil fast until they are nearly cooked,
pour off the water, and let them steam until fully

ready, then take off the cover to let them dry, giving
them a shake or two, so as to separate them a little ;

then if there is any goodness in your Potato, it will

show it. Your lady readers will owe me their smiles
for the above recipe. J. Scott, Merriot.

Zopissa Paper.—I read some time ago in the
Standard an account of the inventions of Colonel
Szerelmey, in which it was mentioned that planks of
Zopissa paper resisted the impact of shot as well as
Oak planks, and that it was likely that £100 would be
given to any one who succeeded in setting fire to a
house built of Zopissa paper. I shall be much obliged
if any of your correspondents will kindly tell me where
I can get any information about the process of making
the paper, or concerning its capability of being adapted
for temporary sheds for cattle, lic. E. A. Williams.

Oncidium macranthum.—Some of your readers
will doubtless remember a specimen of this lovely
Oncid producing (at Ferniehurst) a spike bearing

44 blooms. It may be gratifying to those interested
in Orchid culture to hear that one has now far exceeded
that number, having produced a spike rather over
12 feet long, with 77 of its noble blooms ; this, with
two smaller spikes on other plants, make a grand total
of 1 15 blooms, which are now (July 19) fully expanded,
forming a mass that but few plant-lovers have the
opportunity to gaze on. It might be well to remark
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that the lonj^er spike would, to all probability, have
produced 90 flowers, only that in the early part of its

growth the first or main branch was damaged, and
therefore never came away, the two next carry

13 flowers each. Conspicuous also in the same hou'^e

are about 30 spikes of Disa grandiflora, many with three

and four flowers on each. I need not make any remark
as regards the health of the plants, the number of blooms
on the Oncidium, and there being only five small pans

of the Disa, will at once testify as to this point.

Suffice then to say that the main object in view to their

successful cultivation is a low temperature, abundance

of moisture, and a free circulation of air, the latter not

only by day but by night—that is, in accordance with

the clemency and inclemency of the weather—being

careful at all times to avoid cold draughts. This is

prevented by placing a layer of tiffany over the open-

ings through which the air passes. C. y. White.

Lettuces.—In your issue of July 27 I note an
article on Lettuces, by Mr. A. Dean, Bedfont. Having
had the opportunity of examining some very good trials

of all the best sorts now grown, I venture to add my
information for the benefit of your readers. Leyden
White Dutch Cabbac;e Lettuce I find to be synony-

mous with Hardy White Dutch, sent out some
years back by Beck & Co. One sample of All the

Year Round appears to be the same variety under

another name, while a sample from another house is

more like the old Tennisball. The Hardy White
Dutch is unquestionably the best variety of the Cabbage
Lettuce now in cuUivation, Victoria, Saxony, Texter,

and Union appear so similar that they are hardly worth
separate cultivation, one sample of Texter being the

largest of the four. Lee's Immense Hardy Green is

identical with an old North of England variety named
Schofield's Drumhead ; Malta, Icehead, and Capuchin
are all the same. Herniman's is an improved Drum-
head, being hardy and standing well. White Silesian

is somewhat similar, but the leaf is more curled, and
of a slightly different shape; it is a good variety.

Wheeler's Tom Thumb is a vast improvement on the

Stone Tennisball, and is the best small variety grown.
Neapolitan is one of the most distinct and useful Cab-
bage Lettuces in cultivation. A variety of Brown
Dulch, with yellow seed, is worthy of being recom-
mended both for its standing qualities and for its firm,

compact head. Ne Plus Ultra (black seed) and Black-

seeded Brown Dutch are synonymous. The white-

seeded Ne Plus Ultra is a very different and distinct

variety ; leaves brown-edged and blotched, the inside

almost pure white ; it stood longest of any last season.

Stanstead Park, as a winter Lettuce, fully deserves all

ihe praise bestowed upon it by "A. D." Two old

varieties, too well known to be described—Hammer-
smith Hardy Green and Grand Admiral—will always
find plenty of supporters, in the Liverpool and Man-
chester districts especially. I must leave the Cos
varieties until next week, when, with your permission,

I will send you a few remarks respecting them, and at

the same time offer a few reasons why so many new
varieties, or at least new names, find their way annu-

ally into the seedsman's list. S. B, D.

The First Commissioner.—My dear Mr. Editor,

a lady applies to me for a garden plan for a Gothic
house. 1 have referred her to Mr. Ayrton as the

greatest Goth I know. R. H.

Coniferous Nomenclature.—I beg to thank your
correspondent, Mr. Scott, and "A.M.," for the in-

formation they have given respecting the names of

Conifers,—my complaint, that there were two Thuja
giganteas, being justified by the statement of the

former, that there are no less than three trees to which
that name has been applied. The Knap Hill catalogue

was a recent one, and I have purchased from another
Surrey nursery plants described in the list as "Thuja,
close Siberian (Warreana)," which, it now appears,
have nothing whatever to do with Asia. I am not
inclined to be hard upon the nursery gardeners, con-
sidering that a few years since I saw an Abies Morinda
at Kew labelled "North America," but I think that

they might take more pains to distinguish varieties from
species. I look forward with great pleasure to the

perusal of Parlatore, when I can obtain it, but Lawson
is beyond the means of a small country squire. If

Mr. Brown's papers, now buried in old numbers of

your own and other periodicals, could be published
collectively, what an interesting volume we should
have. //. K.

Primula japonica Seed.—It may interest "K.,
Devon," to hear that home-saved seed of this plant is

very freely produced, that it is very small, is in colour
dark brown, that the pods are about the size of those of
a well-filled Polyanthus, and that they contain each
about 100 seeds. I have sown some in boxes in a
house where I am now raising Chinese Primulas,
sowing one lot directly it would rub out, and the
other 10 days later. I keep it moist, and covered with
glass. What would be a matter of interest during the
present year to those who have sown summer-ripened
seed will be, to learn who first gets it to grow, and
what mode of raising it has been adopted. Perchance
we want a lesson from the gardeners of Japan upon the
matter ; or does the seed prove as lax in germinating
in its native habitat ? If so, then we have only heard

one-half the truth concerning it. I hope that those

who are the earliest to germinate seed will not fail to

let us know. A. D.

Mealy Bug and its Eradication.—In reply to

"A Constant Reader," who wishes to be informed

how to get rid of mealy-bug on Vines, allow me to

give my experience in the matter, in the hope that it

will be of service to him. My son and I commenced
pruning a Royal George Peach tree in the last week of

January in the present year, and which, to my horror,

was literally covered with mealy-bug. My employer
came into the Peach-house just after we had com-
menced, and he thought it a hopeless case. However,
I commenced in earnest. The tree is trained to a wire

trellis 4 inches from the back wall of the house. I had
all the branches untied, and with two-pointed sticks

we cleared the greatest portion of the bug off. I then

made a mbiture of Gishurst Compound and clay

mixed together in a pail, the Gishurst Compound
being previously dissolved in hot water. The mixture

was laid on with old paint-brushes, and well worked
into all the previous year's cuts. The clay still adheres

to both the old and young shoots, and I am happy to

say the pest is thoroughly eradicated. My employer is

now delighted with the result, the tree being in perfect

health and vigour, carrying a good crop of fruit, and

has made an abundance of strong healthy wood for

next year's crop. John Modral, Gr. to Major H. C.

IVilkinsoti, Oswald Hoitse, Diirhayn.

Early Kidney Potatos.—I have just lifted my
stocks of Wyatt's Ashleaf, Royal Ashleaf, Harry Kid-

ney, Veitch's Improved Ashleaf, Alma, and Gels-

thorpe Seedling, all of which are true Ashleaf, and, it

must be admitted, differ only from the true old Ash-

leaf in but an infinitesimal dei^ree. Alma differs

slightly from the rest in having rather shorter haulm,

and which flattened down earUest. I think it will

prove to be a capital frame kind. Gelsthorpe Seedling

is a seedling from Myatt's, of which it is a reproduc-

tion. Of the cropping qualities of each kind I could

see no difference, neither in shape of the tuber nor in

colour. I give this opinion after one of the best and
most favourable tests of these early kinds I have ever

had. By the side of these, however, the Walnut-
leaved kinds are perfectly valueless, being most un-

reliable in growth and doubtful croppers. A new
Walnut-leaved kind, sent out last spring under a
" princelv " designation, proved entirely a blank ; not

a tuber grew. Walnut-leaved kidneys always throw
out one strong shoot, and if that gets broken off the

tubers might as well be given to the pigs. A, D.

Hybrid Arabis.— I have to thank Professor

Thiselton Dyer for his notice, and, I must add,

correction, of my communication to the Scientific

Committee of May 18 last. Having plenty of the

seedlings which he and other experienced botanists had
pronounced to be Arabis hirsuta, I have submitted a

specimen to Professor Balfour, who very kindly com-
pared it with dried specimens in his herbarium ; and he

having concurred in opinion, I cannot for a moment
believe that he and they can be in error. Neither can

I believe that I had, by the crossing operations detailed,

reproduced A. hirsuta. But as I am most careful to

avoid mistakes, and allow no gardener to interfere in

such matters, I am at a loss to account for the mistake.

I rather think, however, that it originated, not in the

second generation, as Professor Dyer supposes, but in

the first, and in that one of " the three or four " original

plants which had attained, as I stated, a height of

18 inches. But it rather increases my difficulty how to

account for a seed of Arabis hirsuta finding its way
into the hybnd seed pot, when I had not in my collec-

tion or within my grounds, so far as known to me, a

single plant of that species. But happening to have

by me still some of the seeds of the original monster

seedling, I have sown them to-day, and shall be happy
to report if anything different comes from them.

/. Anderson-Hemy^ Jf^Lv 29.

The Kew Directorate.—Although I am too late

to appear before the Prime Minister on the Kew
business, pray let me stand amongst the outsiders who
wish to join in the protest which has very properly

been addressed to the highest ofi'icer of the realm. I

found when acting on the committee of inquiry at Kew
that Dr. Hooker was liable to constant annoyance

from officials of the Board of Works, who would pull

down and put up without even consulting the director

of the gardens ; and I urged, both in the report and

privately to the Chief Commissioner (at that time Lord

John Manners), that the sole control of the healing

should be in the hands of the chief garden authority.

I know how acutely Dr. Hooker feels the indignities

which have been put upon him, and I sympathise most

earnestly with him in the matter. IV. Ingram Belvoir.

[We have many other letters to the same effect. Eds.]

Wild Roses.—Is not 40 feet a rather uncommon
height for a Dog- Rose tree to reach to? There is a

pink-flowered one here which climbs up a Spruce to

quite that height, as far as I can estimate. There is

also a white-flowered Rose tree running to fully 30 feet

up an Ivy-covered Ash. The contrast of the plentiful

flowers with the dark-green of the Spruce and Ivy was
(and in the case of the white Rose still is) most

strikingly beautiful, the bloom extending from top to

bottom. //, J.

Persistence of the Petals in the Thorn.—

I

noticed to-day what to me is new—a white Thorn with

muchof its bloom still remaining on thehalf-grownhaws.

There is blossom enough to catch the eye at some dis-

tance, and this after a nightof tremendous wind, hail, and
rain. Doubtless it was in full flower a day or two ago,

before the wind began. I gathered a specimen, but

failed to bring home an uninjured flower. However, I

send one with two petals still on the haw, in case this

peculiarity should be in any way remarkable. H. y.
Moiile. [There is a variety of Strawberry which re-

tains its petals till after the fniit is ripe ; but we never

saw such a thing in the Hawthorn before. Eds.]

The Berries of the Berberis Aquifolia. —
" F. W.'s " note concerning this fruit reminds me to

inquire of your readers whether any of them can offer

suggestions as to any profitable use to which these

berries can be put. In plantations of several year old

bushes growing close by here they are produced by
bushels, hanging upon the branches in large and highly

coloured clusters, having an extremely ornamental
effect. The only use to which they have been put,

within the range of my knowledge, is by applying

their rich purple- coloured juice as a colouring matter

to home-made wines, for which purpose it proved a

complete success. What I would ask is, has any one

ever attempted to make a preserve of the berries or

jelly from the juice, or would the juice prove valuable

as a dye if properly prepared ? I cannot but think

that in making over all the fruit of this Berberis to the

blackbirds we are allowing a lot of useful matter to

become wasted, and that it has its proper uses, if we
did but understand them. I am surprised that this

richly ornamental shrub is not much more largely

planted, as its foliage is at all times effective ; when in

flower it is grand, and when in fruit most pleasing,

and also useful as a decoy for birds. A. D.

The Duke of Buccleuch Grape.—I was pleased

to see the account of this Grape in last week's

Gardeners' Chronicle. I visited Drumlanrig Castle

Gardens about ten days ago, and here it is well known a

great many other sorts of Grapes are also grown, and
among them were some very good samples. I did not

see Mr. Thomson, as he was from home, but I saw his

son, and this Grape showed so grand among all the

others that I asked what it was. He said it was a new
Grape, called the Duke, raised at Dalkeith by his

uncle. I said, '* Well, the Duke is a noble fellow ; and

if your uncle never raised a Grape before, this one will

do him credit." However, fine it may be at the Tweed
Vineries, to my idea, after reading Mr. Sutherland's

account, it must be much better at Drumlanrig. I

thought there was far too heavy a crop on the Vines,

but if it will continue to grow such bunches, such

berries, and such a crop, year after year, there is no
Grape yet out that can come any way near to it. I

have grown Grapes for the last 15 years for Covent
Garden Market, sending often at the rate of 3 cwt. per

week (and if you do not know how to grow Grapes for

market you will soon be taught when you come to sell

them), and I fearlessly say that the Duke is the Duke
of all White Grapes. >//« Monro, Potter's Bar, N.

Begonia Weltoniensis and City Flower Shows.
—This charming Begonia evidently deserves a welcome
recognition as a most acceptable city plant. At the

City Flower Show, held on July 24, a nice bushy

specimen was staged by a resident in Finsbury Circus,

and the judges hesitated at first about giving it the ist

prize it eventually attained, fearing that the develop-

ment of the plant was not the result of bond fide city

culture. It might have been grown in a conservatory

at Hampstead, as the foliage was robust and not in the

least drawn, and there was a fair head of bloom on the

plant. It could, perhaps, have been said, and with

much show of reason, that Finsbury Circus is an open,

airy spot, notwithstanding its near proximity to the heart

ofthe City, and that the culture of that somewhat favoured

locality was scarcely an acceptable criterion of city

growth. When I left the City Flower Show I made a

call on a friend residing in Sun Street, a thoroughfare

running directly from Finsbury Square to Shoreditch,

and only just without the boundary-line of the City.

My friend resides within about three or four doors of

the North London Railway, Sun Street being the first

crossed after the line leaves Broad Street. It is a

locality not nearly so favourable to plant culture as

Finsbury Circus, not nearly so airy and open, though

not far removed from it. My fticnd is a plant

cultivator under manifold difficulties, for at the

back of his house, on some leads reached from

the first floor, he some time since constructed

what he terms a greenhouse, but which might

be likened to a glass verandah, closed in the

front half with glass, and half with wood ; confined in

space, and much darkened by the high buildings around

it. Plant culture here is indeed carried on under

manifold difljculties, and but few plants grow in any
sense of the word. Judge of my surprise and gratifica-

tion when I found my friend possessing three plants of

Begonia Weltoniensis, which he said he bought in the

street a year ago when in full bloom. These plants

died down in the ordinary way at the end of the

summer ; were wintered in the consei"vatory, that is,

warmed only by the sitting-room which opens into it

;

and though not repotted, in the spring, yet they made
excellent growth, and one of the plants was even a

i
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better specimen than that shown by Mr. MitcheU at

the City Flower Show. Here, then, is an e.>:cellent

plant for city culture, and as such it deserves to be

highly commended. The only class at the City Flower

Show that did not bring a single plant was that for

one Campanula. There are several Campanul.is so

well adapted for growth in pots m wmdoiys( I allude

to those classed with the hardy perennials), that it

must be because that they are unknown in the City

that they are not cultivated. The Royal Horticul-

tural Society, which takes a deep interest

and generously encourages the City

Show, could scarcely do better than,

its able representative in the City,

Marshall, distribute a few of

these Campanulas among the

competitors at the annual

City show. Such forms as

C. Barrelieri, the blue and
white varieties of C. carpatica,

C. fragilis, and its white

variety ; C. garganica, the

white and blue varieties of C.

pumila, C. turbinata, &c.,

would be just the things, and
I fancy nearly every one I

have named would flourish

even in the heart of " Lon-
don's rich and famous town."

I think the Society made a

gift of plants a few years

ago, and I should like to

hear of a repetition of this

act, with Campanulas sub-

stituted for what was pre-

sented before. The Lord
Mayor was right in earnestly

insisting on the social benefits

to be derived from the cul-

ture of plants in large towns
and cities, and the periodical

exhibition of them after the

fashion of the City show, and
such shows deserve to be
kept alive and extended ;

and when Mrs. Blackwell, of

7, Sweet Apple Court, took
from the hands of the Lady
Mayoress the sum of 4J. for

her Myrtle, I doubt not but
there was as much of honest

pride and real gratification

in her heart as moves that

of my Lord Londesborough,
when, incited by that great

and generous love for Orchids

he so lavishly exhibits, he
sends to London some of his

most dearly-prized and valu-

able plants, and receives

from the horticultural press

such high praises, and from
the Council of the Royal
Horticultural Society its

special vote of thanks. Rich,

Dtan, Ealing, IV.

Phylloxera vastatrix.

—

I read with great interest

the remark of your corre-

spondent, at p. 1004, on the

two hkely means of its con-

veyance from one vineyard

to another. As this destruc-

tive pest has been the source

of great perplexity and dis-

appointment for the last five

years to me, I am induced

to make a few remarks on
its habits. How it came
here, in the first instance,

is a mystery, as I am told

that all the Vines which
have from time to time been
planted here, were obtained

from the usual sources, and
there are no other diseased

Vines in this neighbourhood,

to my knowledge. I am
sorry to state that there

are here four vineries in

a diseased state, with the exception of one Vine,

and also a number of pot Vines. In more
than one instance I have proved that a healthy Vine
may be grown in the same vinery, the branches inter-

mbted one with another without becoming diseased,

provided the soils do not come into contact. Again,

there are Vines growing on outer walls, within a few
feet of the infested borders, which are perfectly healthy.

1 have also taken eyes from infested Vines and grown
healthy plants, and have procured eyes from a neigh-

bouring garden, clean, planted them in the infested

border, and they very shortly died. You will see that,

at the roots, the insect increases with much greater

rapidity than those which are kept drier and colder.

I have made a variety of experiments, especially in

pots, with a view to find a remedy, and have watched

attentively the habits of the insect under different cir-

cumstances, the results of which I hope to communi-

cate at some future time. Richard Slwrc.

Bananas.—The heaviest bunch of Bananas (Musa

Cavendishii) that was cut here last year weighed 80 lb.

This was cut in July, and one cut in February of the

Flower same year weighed 44 lb. One just ripening I judge

through !
will weigh about 100 lb., having in one's eye the

Mr. WiUiam ' heaviest of last year to judge from; 1 may be disap-

water to 80°. I have fruited the Plantain (Musa para-

disiaca) to 76 lb., but this requires more heat and more
head-room, and it is not nearly so a desirable kind as

the dwarf China Banana. Most people s.iy this fruit is

very wholesome. I know this, that children are very

fond of them, and with bread they make a capital meal.

//. Knight, Floors.

Fig. 247.—EUCALYPTUS RESINIFEKA.

pointed, however, but I will let you know the bulk

when it is cut. We generally cut Bananas just when

the fruits begin to change colour, and hang them up

by means of a strong piece of rope to the roof of any

of the vineries from which Grapes are being cut

—

They ripen gradually

Foreign Correspondence.
Sydney : A Remarkable Eucalyplm.—I enclose a

drawing and the following account of a Eucalyptus or

Gum tree of New South Wales, interesting from the

peculiarity of its growth^ as also for its magnitude. On
Archibald's 600 acre grant

on the north shore near

Sydney, Port Jackson, and

about 7 miles from the steam

ferry, there is a gigantic

specimen of the Eucalyptus

resinifera, or Red Gum, also

known to the colonists as

"Red Mahogany," Grey
Gum, and Hickory. This

tree was not only con-

spicuous for its size, both in

the height and diameter, but

for the singularity of its

growth, as may be seen in

the drawing (fig. 247) by
Mr. Nilson, Secretary to the

Sydney Botanic Gardens. It

was bottle-shaped, resem-

bling in its form one of

those remarkable Stercu-

liaceous trees, the Bottle

tree (Delabechea rupestris)

of Northern Australia, being

large and round at the base

of the trunk, and gradually

narrowing towards the sum-

mit. The trunk was also

peculiar in being columnar,

in six divisions, 'each being

more or less deeply sulcated,

and had the appearance as

if several saplings had got

united together in early

growth—a very improbable

occurrence, however. The
top of the tree had been from

some cause or other de-

stroyed, but an enormous

branch grew from the re-

maining portion of the sum-

mit, and to the extremity of

this branch it was calculated

that the tree was 130 feet

high, the elevation of the

trunk being 95 feet, and the

branch 45 feet in length.

This peculiarity of growth

had never been previously

observed in a Eucalyptus.

The circumference by actual

measurement was 56 feet at

the base, and 3 feet from the

base was 53 feet. A quan-

tity of red gum or kino was
exuding from the trunk, both

in a fluid, semi-fluid, and
brittle state. It appears, as

is usual with these trees, to

shed its bark annually. At
a cottage a short distance

from this tree there was
a neat garden attached,

bloomingwith flowers, among
which Dahlias, Roses, Pe-

tunias, several varieties of

Lilies, and masses of the

brilliant purple flowers of

Ipomcea Learii were ob-

served, in this March I,

1872. It was also well

stocked with Peach, Apple,

Pear, Orange, and Lemon
trees, with an abundance of

ripe Waterand other Melons.

At one part of this garden

the hedge was entirely formed

of the Furze, also called Whin or Corse (Ulex

europaus), at this season brilliant with a profusion of

rich golden blossoms. This cottage was beautiful

object, being solitary in the midst of an arid bush.

George Bennett, M.D., F.L.S., &'c.

hence a cool and airy place, iin-, hhv-i^ ^..^x^-—j ,, i» i„
here, and in this way fu^ish a better supply, and of BRISBANE Botanic Garden -Of all the works

better flavour, than when left in a moist growing tern- 1 that art has added to the natural beauties of the aty of

perature. The wonder is that this fine fruit is not I Brisbane there is perhaps none more worthy of notice

more common in gardens, it is so easily grown, and , than the Botanic Garden, which is situate in a bend ot

also has this character-it is a cleanly plant, red spider a picturesquely winding river. From almost every

being the only insect that annoys it, and this is easily
]

part of the city and its suburbs the nch tropical foliage

according to my' experience,'! am of opinion that it is
]
kept in check by syringing. A good compost to grow of this garden presents a pleasing picture There «e

conveyed from one place to another by the soil and Bananas in is one part old mortar and brick rubbish comparatively ew gardens around the city. Jhe gar-

root, ; and even this, I believe, must be kept moist, to I one of any good garden soil, one of river sand, aU
;

den of the Acclimatisation Society ("''^'^^ "°'^'"1. «

reuin the conditions suitable for its existence, for I
,
mixed together, and watered as the roots occupy it valuable coUection of exotics) and one «' '™ """"V

havi observed that where Vines are kept hot and wet with strong dung- water occasionally, heated with hot would certainly deserve some special mention, but one
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misses the Norfolk Island Pine, and many noble trees,

which enliven the appearance of other cities in climates

much less favourable for their growth. The Botanic

Garden occupies an area of about 50 acres of undulating

ground. It is tastefully laid out, and is palisaded and
entered by iron gates upon the sides facing the principal

streets. The visitor's attention is first arrested by a

pinetum, in which splendid specimens of the various

species of Araucaria, Taxus, Abies, Pinus, Cupressus,

Juniperus, Chamn?cyparis, Wellingtoniagigantea, Cun-
ninghamia sinensis, and others of the Pine tribe scarcely

less handsome, occur. These trees are arranged at

equal distance^ from each olher, and as you stroll along

upon the carpet of luxuriant grass, or the neat gravel

walks, charming glimpses or full views may sometimes
be had of distant Palms, Cycads, Tree-Ferns, and
Bamboos in groups, or prettily interspersed with other

foliage. Distance is scarcely anywhere defined in this

lovely garden, and one most noticeable feature in it is

that utility and beauty are made to blend with each
other. The indefatigable curator, Mr. Walter Hill,

seems to have made it a study to introduce from abroad,

and cultivate as much as possible, those plants which
are likely to be of economic value or commercial im-

portance to the colony of Queensland, as many parts of

the grounds are more especially devoted to their culture,

Large patches of Cotton, Indigo, Ginger, Arrowroot,

Bcehmeria nivea (grass-cloth plant), and the varieties of

Sugar-cane, Sec, may be seen. Groups of Coffee,

Tea, Cinnamon, Nutmeg, Clove, and Allspice plants,

&c., in round or oval beds, are picturesquely distri-

buted over a lawn in front of Mr. Hill's residence.

Several specimens of the handsome Plume Palm (Cos
plumosa) curve their feather-like fronds over a host of

interesting Cycads, Macrozamias, and Latanias—their

allies—beneath, whilst clumps of towering Bamboo
also lend a charm to many other tropical treasures in

their midst. Several ponds in this part of the garden,

filled with beautiful aquatic plants, are, at certain sea-

sons of the year, objects of great interest and delight,

especially when Nymph.xa gigantea, Nymphcea ccerulea,

and Nelumbium Leichardtianum are in bloom.
Stretching from one of the principal entrances along

the river bank to nearly the further extent of the garden,

is a growth of Bunya Bunya (Araucaria Bidwillii), which
for beauty and effect, no matter whether viewed by itself

or as background, could never be surpassed. A broad
gravel walk runs parallel with it on either side. The
specimens are 40 feet apart, and average about 30 feet

in height ; they are perfect in form, being cone-shaped,
and thickly clothed to the ground with branches. The
intense green and glossy appearance of their foliage, in

contrast with the brighter shades of the grass beneath
and various exotics around (which are rare), render this

avenue perhaps the most noble feature of the garden.
In the plantation of tropical rarities, bordering these

magnificent trees, some of the choicest fruits occur, many
ofwhich are in an advanced stage ofgrowth. Artocarpus
integrifolia (the Jack-fruit), iS feet in height, was laden
with its immense fruit ; and the Vi-apple, so much
esteemed in the South Sea Islands, had commenced to

bear. Some groups of Mangoes, among which the
celebrated Strawberry variety of Bombay has its place,

are promising plants. There are sorts of Diospyros,
Anona, and Achras, which have grown into fine speci-

mens. Lucuma obovata of Peru, and the Nepheliums
Lichee and Longan of China, also Persea gratissima (or

Avocado Pear) of the West Indies, have each yielded
fruit, yEgle Marmelos (Bael or Bengal Quince), Tama-
rindus indicus, Zizyphus jujuba, together with a number
of others, have succeeded admirably.
The thriving condition of those trees proves how in-

valuable they will be for localities further north, where
the majority of our English fruits will only barely exist.

There is perhaps no other part of the garden where so
many interesting plants occur together, and there is

something truly sublime in the idea of being able to gaze
upon the greater number of the choicest known fruits

and flowers of the earth, concentrated within the
small space of a few acres. The Brazilian Rosewood
(Jacaranda mimoscefolia), with its many spikes of rich
blue flowers and Acacia-like leaves, is often conspicuous
in this part of the grounds, as also the Gold Moa
of India, Poinceana regia, Brownea coccinea, Butea
frondosa, Dillenia speciosa, and the glorious Jonesia
Asoca. Dillenia nobilissima is another plant of ex-
treme beauty, having large glossy foliage and bright
yellow flowers. The Traveller's Tree of Madagascar,
with a stem 22 feet in height, and from which water
has exuded, is a noble specimen. This, together with
the Strelilzias, augusta, Regina, juncea.andangustifolia,
from the Cape of Good Hope, are plants that will
scarcely fail to catch the eye of the visitor. Varieties
of Magnolia, too, with their shining leaves, often show
out in bold relief, and the Coral Trees and Bauhinias,
when in bloom, must be objects always pleasing to a
lover of flowers. But some of the most gorgeous of
well-known flowering climbing plants have been trained
as shrubs, and the effects they produce, in most cases,
arc beautiful beyond description. Bougainvilleas of
sorts, glabra, splendens, speciosa, and spectabilis, fully
10 feet, and spreading in proportion to their height,
their branches bending with wealth of bloom, and
formmg brilliant arches overhead; Beaumontia grandi-
flora, with Its large white bells ; Petrea volubilis, a mass
ol nch lilac ; Poivrea coccinea, bearing 100 scarlet
tassels ; Rhynchospermum jasmmoides, hke a mound of
snow-white coral, as profusely flowered ; and the Big.

nonias and Thunbergias of various shades and hues,

produce scenes of splendour and magnificence.

Referring to the collection of Palms and Cycads

—

which, although in many instances the specimens are

small, is very extensive—it must be allowed that

there is no other class of plants which adds so much
grace and beauty to a landscape. In many parts of

these grounds they are judiciously placed in groups,

and a single specimen or two may sometimes be seen
prettily showing itself above the other foliage. Oreo-
doxa regia (Guinea Oil Palm), which has a bottle-shaped
stem, Stangeria and paradoxa, and Encephalartos
Barteri, from the south of Africa ; Sabal, or Fan
Palm, and Corypha umbraculifera, of the East Indies.

Also, Wallichia caryotoides, and several young speci-

mens of the Cocoanut (Cocos nucifera), may be seen

in the collection. But there is a group of Palms and
other plants, upon a small island of rockwork, in a

pond surrounded and overshadowed by a thicket of

lofty Bamboos, which must be of interest to the gene-
rality of visitors. The sun can seldom penetrate his

scorching rays into this delightful spot. The luxuriant

growth of the fronds of the Alsophilas and Dicksonias

—

Tree Ferns of exquisite beauty ; the spreading Phcenix,

or Date Palm, and^many-stemmed graceful Areca mada-
gascarensis ; the grand Caryota urens (Jaggery Palm).

30 feet in height— the trunks of these and others

clothed with epiphytal Ferns, such as the Stag-horn
and Elk-hom, or the Bird's-nest Aspleniums, and sin-

gular Marattia, Pandanus, and Dendrobiums, inserted

in the rocky crevices at their base ; added to the

Euphorbias, Cacti, and Yuccas assorted with them,
present a charming picture.

During his travels through the north of Queensland
Mr. Hill has been enabled to make many valuable ad-

ditions to his collection of the Cycas and Palm tribe,

amongst those are the Catakidozamia Macleayi, C.
Hopei, and beautiful Sagus Blackalli of Cape York,
also Cycas gracilis, and Macrozamia cylindrica, from
Rockingham Bay, There are handsome specimens
of Cycas circinalis, C. media, and C. revoluta, growing
near to them. A hedge of Allamanda neriifolia—one of
the prettiest shrubs when in bloom—divides a western
slope, which has been set apart for an arboretum
of Australian timber trees. And this is one more
example of the great forethought which Mr. Hill seems
to possess and utilise for the future benefit of his fellow

colonists. Only a few years ago this lovely garden
contained little more than a few specimens of Hcema-
toxylon and a clump or two of Bamboo, but by unre-

mitting zeal he has at length amassed a wealth of exotic

treasures too numerous to particularise, and by skilful

display has produced scenes of which the citizens of
Brisbane should feel proud. IK J^. Guilfovle, in Sydney
Mail,

Societies.

Luton Horticultural : July 25.—In spite of the
tempestuous weather previous to and on the morning of
the 25th ult., this, the first flower show held in the town,
proved a decided success. Great praise is due to the
committee (wholly composed of amateurs) for the admir-
able arrangements and generally tasteful disposition of
the materials at their disposal. Naturally some discrepan-
cies might be expected in the schedule, and the offer of
prizes for 24 and 12 distinct varieties of yellow Roses
denotes the absence of a professional man. The extraor-

dinary downpour of rain about 10 o'clock in the morning
was the cause of several vacancies, especially in the fruit

department, and the excessive heat that followed soon
showed its effect on the cut flowers. In fruit there was
nothing special, and, owing to the season, Roses were
rather poor. The stove and greenhouse plants staged
were of second-mte quality, though healthy and generally
correctly named. A conspicuous feature of the show was
a fine collection of stove and greenhouse plants,

presented by Mr. Leigh, of Luton Hoo Park.
These plants formed a central group in the prin-
cipal marquee, and were very effective, though a little

overcrowded. Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea ; Cutbush,
Paul & Son, Fraser, of Leyton ; Francis & Co., of
Hertford ; and several other well-known names were
represented, either as competitors in some of the classes,

or as exhibitors of rare plants. The offer of prizes for
water and hand bouquets resulted in a somewhat taste-

less display, and in no class more so than in that repre-
sented by under-gardeners. The great fault of crowding
a lot of really good flowers into a big bunch predominates.
We think that a little more of the prize-money, of pro-
vincial shows especially, might profitably be given for

simple bouquets, effective grouping of small collections of
plants, and other operations that would tend to develope
artistic skill. If higher and more prizes were offered in

this department, it would induce qualified persons to

compete, and thus contribute to the education of those
who have otherwise little chance of obtaining it. A very
good and correctly-named collection of wild flowers was
open to criticism for the slovenly manner in which they
were put up. But altogether the show, in both the agri-

cultural and horticultural departments, was quite up to the
average of such meetings. H.

Miscellaneous.
The Meeting between Dr. Livingstone and

Mr. Stanlev in Central Africa.— **I presume
it is Dr. Livingstone I am speaking to." This cele-

brated little speech recals the memory of one of the
most remarkable meetings that ever took place
between two strangers—a meeting which will be

talked of on both sides of the Atlantic for years to
come. \Ve are glad to learn that this scene will be
depicted in the Graphic of Saturday, Aug. 3, Mr.
Stanley having kindly furnished the artist with his
sketches, and given all the requisite information and
materials for executing an important engraving of the
event.

Epiphytes.—At the Medio my attention was par-
ticularly called to a large solitary tree called Guazimo,
probably Guazuma tomentosa. I was wondering
whether a full catalogue of its epiphytes would not
amount to a hundred species. It seems to me quite
probable. Here and there hang down cords of a
cactate plant, Rhipsalis, called here discipHna. There
a Bromeliate, Pitcaimia, shoots out a spike clothed
with bracts, the upper ones of which are scarlet, like

the tipping of a trooper's feather. Numerous Orchids,
of course, there are, some of which were brought down
for me by the lazo, and one or two species of Til-
landsia. Holton^s Andes.

The Yellow or St. Helena Peach is, perhaps,
on the whole, the most important economical garden
fruit of Natal. It is a great favourite with the primi-
tive settlers, the Dutch farmers, in whose company it

first came into the district. A Dutch boer's garden,
or orchard, indeed, means pretty much a fenced-in
patch of grassland densely crowded, almost to over-
growth, with these Peach trees. The tree nearly
resembles the ordinary Peach tree of England when
grown as a standard, but it is more hardy and luxuriant.

It throws out its branches all round from a central
stem, and grows up into a small bushy tree. The
fruit is larger than the ordinary Peach, and has the
soft, downy skin, but ripens into a bright golden
colour like that of the Apricot. Its great peculiarity,

however, is that it is the exact opposite of a "melting"
Peach, such as the walls of the English gardens pro-
duce. Even at its ripest and best it is so firm and
fleshy that it can be pared and sliced like an Apple
with the knife, having something of the consistency of

the unripe Plum, and this firm fleshy texture clings

tenaciously to the stone. The Dutch Boers eat it

voraciously in the raw condition. There are almost
incredible tales told as to the quantity that a South
African *' vrauw " of the true breeding and stamp can
dispose of at an afternoon's sitting as she pares and
slices away with her knife. It is also said that a
round three dozen is by no m ^ns an out of the way or

unreasonable allowance for l c "baas," or "master,"
when he takes his early stroll 1 !. rough the orchard to

whet his appetite for the indooi "ireakfast of his home-
stead. To cultivated Englisli |jalates the fruit seems
hardly worth eating in its frc^h state. But it is un-
deniable that it always forms a most welcome and
agreeable addition to the board when it is stewed, or
baked with pastry. In tiiat form it quite worthily
takes the place of the English Plum, being less rich

and luscious, and for that very reason more whole-
some and delicate, and more fitted to be made,
as it is, a very abundant and very frequent con-
stituent of the meal. It will, as a matter of course,

be inferred that it also furnishes a very delicious

and valuable preserve in the form of jam. This
yellow Peach has made itself entirely at home at

Natal. It is so hardy, and so suited to the climate,

that it grows and bears its over-abundant crops of fruit

everywhere, and in all seasons, without any cultivation

or care at all. In old deserted gardens of the more
remote and semi-wild districts it goes on producing its

luxuriant burden year after year just the same as if it

were under the gardener's eye and hand, often literally

paving the ground beneath the trees with the stones of

its successive crops of waste windfalls, the baboons
being the only gatherers of the harvest under such cir-

cumstances. The Dutch boers distil an ardent spirit,

known as Peach brandy, from the superfluity of their

Peach crop. It is a light-coloured spirit of tolerable

purity and of considerable strength, and so far imbued
with the Peach aroma and flavour as to constitute a
pleasant beverage when duly qualified with water. In
actual boerdom the pigs very commonly share the

Peaches with the "vrauw" and the "baas" and his

family. In some seasons the fruit is in such over-

abundant plenty that pigs are fed with it, to their

own entire satisfaction, for weeks at a time. The
yellow Peach is seen in its glory in the garden
of the Dutch boer of the old and genuine stamp. The
long straggling branches at the height of the season are

literally dragged down to the earth with the enormous
weight of their burden, the lengthy foUage drooping
gracefully over and among the richly coloured and
dense clusters of the golden drupes, and so conferring

upon the tree an aspect of finished beauty which it by
no means wears in its more ordinary position of erect

rigidity. R. J. Mann^ M.D.^ in the Food Journal.

Frailejon.—Here, too, I saw the characteristic

plant of the paramos—the Frailejon. Various species

of Espeletia, besides E. Frailexon, are so called. They
have yellow composite flowers, hke Elecampane, and
trunks like gigantic Mullein-stalks, in some places 6 feet

high and 4 inches in diameter, and without branches.
The Frailejon yields a stiff kind of turpentine, that is

brought to market in a sort of bottle, made by folding

the leaves of the plant. Those leaves are 8 or 10 inches

long, tomentose, and white, like those of the Mullein.

They serve sometimes to save the traveller from death

by cold, when he is caught in the paramo by night or
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storm, without any refuge from the cold, except by

burying himself in these leaves. Fire is not thought of.

There is no fuel. Holton! Amies.

The Rose.—We commend the following to the

serious attention of Mr. Reynolds Hole, in the full

assurance that he will repudiate any such proceeding

as is attributed to " P. M. J." :

—

" When ' P. M. J." looked out of window
He took the rosy view of lile :

A Rose w.TS ' looking in ' it seems,

That Rose was ' Rose ' his wife.

That he ' arose * to welcome her

Of course there's little doubt

;

But as she was always looking in,

Perhaps he'd locked her out."

THE WEATHER.
STATS OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

For thb Wzek ending Weonesoav, July 31, 1872.
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Bush Fruit.—Now is a good time to mark or

destroy such bushes as are dying, or that are of a poor
kind. If this is left until the fruit is gone and the

leaves are off, mistakes are apt to be made. Keep the

hoe going among all fruit bushes, especially those which
have been attacked by caterpillar. It is evident that

where the ground is kept clean all the year round
between the bushes, the less likelihood there is of attacks

by that pest. Indeed in some places where the ground
is so kept it has not appeared for some years past. Such
a preventive is better than all the so-called remedies.

Avoid planting anything permanent or herbaceous near

the bushes ; in fact have nothing about them but what
will allow the soil to be stirred frequently. Henry Alills.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Outdoors.—Get up all early kinds of Potaios viM^x-

out delay— the present damp weather brings on disease

fast ; lay them out thinly on shelves, &c. Sow main
crops of Winter Onions and Cabbage—the true

Fulham is the best variety for general use ; also Endive,
Brown Cos Lettuce^ and Spinach. Plant out Lettuce

and Endive for an early supply ; also sow Radishes—
the Turnip section does best at this season. Earth-up
and stake the latest Peas, and be ever mindful of the

-hoe ; keep it going among all growing plants. Earth-

up Celery on dry days ; we shall try Simpson's
** Celery Collar," it is very simple and, I think, efficient.

If Potatos for winter use are not planted, do so at once.

All Peas that have done bearing should be cleared off

the ground, subsequently hoeing and raking it, and
planting without digging all kinds of Winter Greens,

Broccoli, &c. We shall be busy clearing off old Strata-

berry plants, and planting Broccoli on this plan. Now
is about the best time to sow Turnips for winter use.

I find Snowball and Early Stone the best. Aspa-
ragics is much benefited by a liberal use of liquid

manure or sewage. Generally speaking, this delicious

vegetable is grown too thickly together. I'he proper
plan is to plant two rows in a 3-feet bed, and leaving

20 feet between to be cropped by other vegetables, so
that light and air can have full scope. R. Gilbert^

Burghley

.

MARKET GARDEN.
This is one of the most important months to the

market gardener, for he must now be putting in some
of the principal crops for next year. The main crop
oi Cabbage zx\A Cabbage Coleioort •^oxi\.^ be sown next
week. Choose a nice clean piece, rather poor, that

the plants may not draw, and above all a piece that is

not likely to club, for however moist the season may
be there are some lands on which plants will club, and
many gardeners have to hire an acre or two of their

neighbours on purpose for their Cabbage seed bed.

The seed may be sown broadcast and carefully

harrowed in with light man harrows, or in 6 feet beds
;

in the latter case the alleys are more convenient for

carrying out the plants. Lisbon Onions should be
sown in the first fortnight of this month, they follow
very well after Potatos ; mark the ground out into

5 feet beds, which are most convenient for the women
to weed ; cover the seed well, shovelling the alleys out
clean, to remove all stray seeds that may have fallen

in them ; if well covered you have the chance of
running a sharp Dutch hoe over the beds to kill the
first fry of weeds before the Onions come through, and
save a good deal of time in weeding. About the
middle of the month is a very good time to sow the
main crop oi Spinach to stand the winter, the ground
should not be freshly dunged, or the Spinach will be
apt to he rotted off, neither should it lay too wet, as
that will have the same eflect. Thin out well, with a
2-inch hoe, when the third leaf shows. Reading and
Tripoli Onions may also be sown for transplanting in

February ; follow the same plan as recommended for

Lisbon. Winter Cos, Hardy Gem Cabbage, and all other
hardy kinds of Winter Lettuce, should now be sown,
also Corn Salad, Chervil, Winter Sorrel, and Endive for

late season. Plant out early season of Endive, and
main crop of Green Colewort, for pulling November and
December. Plant out callings of Savoys for Savoy
Greens after Christmas, which are sometimes very ac-
ceptable if the weather sets in hard. A London Market
Gardener.

FORESTRY.
Clearing out of weeds from amongst young forest

plants will still require attention. Thorn Hedges^
where grown to full height, may now be pruned. This
is also the best time for pruning Furze Hedges, as it

admits of short growth being made afterwards, which
enables the hedge to endure severe winters better than
when late pruned. It is a common practice in planting
large blocks of moorland to raise a bank 3 or 3i feet

high, and sow Furze seed upon it ; this makes an ex-
cellent protection from cattle, and gives at the
same time shelter to the young trees—the fence is also
durable. When showing signs of getting thin in the
centre and going off it should be burned, and the
stumps cut close to the surface ; it will grow up as
fresh as ever in a short period. This is a good season,
when Trees are in full leaf, to look over parks and
pleasure ^^ounds, and mark any that should be taken
away m winter, also to .select and mark trees intended

^ remam for permanent ones in young plantations.
Thmnmg and loppmg afterwards can be done speedilv
and with ease. J. Webster.

'*

Notices to Correspondents.
Books; A. Parks. Plans 0/ Flower Gardens {Journal
0/ Horticulture. 171, Fleet Street, E.C.), price 5j^.

Exhibiting Vegetables : Mearns. In a prize for a
collection of vegetables where special varieties are not
specified, Rhubarb would be admissible, although it

might not add much to ihe merits of the collection.
Rhubarb, although used as a fruit, is quite as much a
vegetable as Peas, Vegetable Marrows, and which,
being strictly seeds or fruits, are used as vegetables.
The Potato shoot you sent is nothing unusual, indeed
rather common this season.

Insects : J. W. The insects on the Black Italian
Poplar are not the American blight common on
Apple trees, but they belong to the same genus, and
have similar, though less destructive habits, and must
be cleared off in the same manner with stiff soap-suds
and lime. /. O. W.

Names of Plants : J. T. Bright, Dorking. Clethra
arborea.—y. Gough. Echites sp. — C. F. CEnothera
frulicosa, Inula sp.— K. &r- S. Mimulus cardinalis.
Edw. Walker, i, Epipactis palustris ; 2, Orchis lati-

folia var. incamata
; 3, probably O. maculata. We

do not know of any work specially devoted to English
Orchids. Apply to a nurseryman to get you O. apifera.

The other is not in cultivation.

—

A. Subscriber. 1, Aco-
nitum Lycoctonum ; 2, Linaria vulgaris.

Potting Mould : A. M. B. Procure some fresh loam
from old pasture land, mix it with one-third of peat
soil or half-rotted leaves, and a little manure and sand,
and you will have a generally useful mould for potting
purposes. Do not sift it, but break it to pieces with
the spade or hands, picking out any rough stones, &c.
You could send the Pelargonium flowers in a small tin

box through the post.

Pruning Laurels, &c. : North Britain. The end of
February or the beginning of March is probably the
best time to prune common Laurels, Portugal Laurels,
and all evergreens that are liable to suffer from severe
frost in winter. Ivy may be clipped at the same time,
or almost at any time.

Size of Kitchen Garden ; E. Next week.

Communications Received.— C W. S.—T. W.—W. W.—
J. M. W.-W. C—D.—P. G.-Camjee.—J. C.-E. H. M.—
H. J.—W. M., Combe (with thanks).

arkels*
COVENT GARDEN,—Aug. 2.

The supply of soft fruit is now becoming limited, and
the prices of most sorts have somewhat advanced.
Large arrivals of West India Pines are to hand, in good
condition. Continental shipments are heavy, Gages and
Plums being the chief items.

Cut Flowers.
s. d. s. d.

Blue Cornflower, p.

12 bun. .

.

..30 — 40
Carnations, p bunch 40 — 60
Clove Carnations, p.

12 bun.
Gardenias, p. doz. .

.

Heliotropes, p, doz.

sprays

Balsams p. doz.
Calceolaria, .. do.

Cockscombs . . do.

Double Gera-
niums ., do.

Fuchsia . do.

Heath, invars, do.

40—60
60— 90

.. — 06
Plants in Pots.

. d. s. d.

s. d. s. d.

Heartsease, p. i2bun. i 6 — 30
Mignonette, 12 bun. 30 — t; o
Myosotis, p. bun. , . 02 — 06
Pelargoniums, Zonal,

p. 12 sprays . , 04 — o g
Roses, per doz. . , 50 — 60
Stephanotis, i2sprays4 0—80
SweetPeas,p.i2 bun. 4 o — 60

6 O—12 o

6 o— 9 o
4 o—12 o
12 0—24 o

Hydrangea p. doz.
Lobeli;

Mignonette,
Myrtles
Pelargonium
— Scarlet

Rhodanlhe

do.

do.

. do.
. do.
. do.

. do.

s. d.

9 o
4 o-

s.d.

6 o
6 o

6 o—12 o
g o—18 o
4 o— 6 o
60—..

Apricots, p. doz.

Cherries, p. lb.

Figs, p. doz.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100
Melons, each

s. d.

. 2 o to 3 o
10 — 30
4 o — 10 o

Fruit.

d.

Artichokes.green, ea. o 3 to o 6
tJeet, per doz. .. i o— 3 o
Cabbages, per doz. .. 10— i 3
Cardoons, each . . . . — .

.

CarroLs, p. bunch . . o 7— 10
Cauliflowers, p. do7. a o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle . i o— 2 o
Cucumbers, each .. o 6— i o
French Beans, new,
per i sieve . , , . — 30

Herbs, per bunch .. o 2— o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun.3 o— 5 o
Leeks, per bunch .. o 2— o 4

s. d. s. d.

Nectarines, p. doz. 8 0—15 o
Oranges, per 100 ..10 o — 15 o
Peaches, per doz. ..80 —18 o

6 o I
Pine-apples, per lb. 30 — 70

7 o —10 o I Strawberries, p. lb. 10 — 20
3 o to 8 o

I

Vegetables.

d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Lettuces, perscore. . i oto 2 o
Mushrooms, p. pott. .. — 30
Onions, per bunch ..o 4— o 9
Parsley, p. bunch . . o 2— o 6
Peas, new, per qt. i o— 2 o
Radishes, per hunch o 2— ..

Rhubarb, p. bund. . .. — 04
Salsafy, per bun —

.

,

Scorzonera, per bun. . . — .

.

Shallots, per lb. ., 06^ ..

Spinach, per i sieve 2 6— 3 o
Tomatos, p. doz. . . 2 o— 4 o
Turnips, p. bun — 09

New Potatos—Round, 5*. to js. per cwt. ; Kidneys, 4s. 6d.

to 6s. do.

TO BE SOLD, a STEAM SELF-PROPELLING
FIRE ENGINE, HOIST, and MACHINERY DRIVER

(Roberts' Patent).
Manufactured at the Works of BROWN, LENOX AND CO,.

Millwall, London. Extreme dimensions, 13 feet 6 inches long, 6 feel
6 inches wide.
Two Vertical Steam Cylinders, 6 inches diameter, is inches stroke.
'two Gun-metal Pumps, gj^ inches diameter, 8 inches stroke, and

air vessels.

Has thrown water 140 feet high from a 1% inch jet, and is filled
ith a regulator to throw any quantity from a pint to nearly 3 tons per

minuie.
Runs on a level turnpike road at the rate of 18 miles an hour, and

steers with facility, turning in little more than half its length.
Has a fair mvcntory of hose, &c.
On the cncinc-shau is a pulley or rigger, and a windlass, the former

being used for driving machinery of almost any kind, and the latter as
a hotsl. The Engine can be appiit^d to almost all ihc uses of an
ordinary portable engine, and at a trifling expense might be converted
to a Steam Float, with paddle-wheels, for dock or harbour use; or might
be easily altered for Railway trartion.
The whole is in very fair condition, and c»n be seen in London, by

appointment.
For lurther particulars and price, address ENGINEER,

41. Wellington Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of OrnamcnlaJ Tile Pavements for Conscrvaiories, Entrance
Halls. &c. MAW and CO., Bcnthall Works, Brosdcy

>RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of all sues, wholesale of
CHARLES J. RLACK.1TH and CU.,

Cox's Quay. Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.
Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

CELERY COLLARS.— Immediate application is
necessary to insure orders beinp secured in timt tor this season's

growing 'Jo be obiamcd from all ^u^se^ymen and Seedsmen,
Sole fllakers, BLAKE and MACKENZIE, school Lane, Liverpool.

Greenliouses, Conservatories, and Hothouses.
HFREEi\LAN AND bONS. 106. Mare Street,

• Hackney, E. Established 30 years- Good and subsianii^
made GREENHuUSES, Painted and Glazed, ready for Fixine,
43 feet long 13 feet wide, £50 ; 21 feet by 13 feet, ^^28 ; laU feet Sy

•
' CU.NSERVATURY on hand, 35^ Jeet byI feet, £15. A handsom

iSIeet, £110.

JAMES BOYD and SONS, Horticultural
Builders and Heating Engineers, Paisley, N.B

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, FORC-ING HOUSES, PITS, and every description of Horticultural Building,
manufactured in Wood or Iron by Steam-power Machinery, and erected
in any part of the United Kingdom. Alanufaciurers of Hot-water
Apparatus for Heating Churches, Mansions, Warehouses, &c.

Plans and Estimates on application.

Perfection In Heating.JG. S M E A T O N AND CO..
• Horticultural Architects and Builders, Hot-water

and Steam-heating Engineers,
71, Harwood Road,

Walbam Green, Fulham,
London, S.W,

Consultations in all parts of the Kingdom.
Plans and Estimates gratis.

Eft'iciency in all branches guaranteed.

XT ARTLEY and SUGDEN,
-*-L WROUGHT WELDED BOILER MAKERS,

ATLAS WORKS, HALIFAX,
Manufacturers of the IMPROVED WROUGHT WELDED

CHAMBERED SADDLE BOILERS, with extended waterway and
terminal end, to which the Gold Medal of the Royal Horticultural
Society has been awarded. These Boilers can be supplied in any size

up to that required to heat 6000 feel of pipe, and will be found
thoroughly efficient and economical in consumption of fuel.

Prices and particulars can be obtained from the Trade, by and to

whom only they are supplied.—j uly, 1872.

Higli Price of Coals.

C A. BOOTH AXD CO.'S (B) SILKSTONE
• is the best Inland Coal as a substitute for Durham Wallsend.

32^. per ton, cash on delivery.

CHAS. A. BOOTH and CO., St. Pancras Station, N.W.

The Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Maxe.

UNDER ROYAL 2fefiOT& PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips). Manufac-
turer of terra COTTA VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN

BASKETS, RUSTIC FLOKAL ARBUKETTES, STATUARY,
GARDEN POTS ifrom 2 to 30 inches in diameter), of superior quality,
withstand frost, and do not become green; EDGING TILES, &c.
See specimens in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free.

Book of Drawings, bd. each.
lOHN MATIHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, EC. ; and bteam flough Works, Leeds.

KU^SIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.

—

ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are (he cheapest and
most durable. Price List, which gives the size ol every class oi Mat,
forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

Archangel and Petersburg Srlats.

J BLACKBURN and SONS, having just received
• a large consignment of NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERS-

BURG MAPS at reduced prices, will forward Price List on appli-

cation. Samples to be seen at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI D O M O."
• —Patronised and used (or Frogmore and Kcw Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is applied.

PROTECTION AGAINST the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide. is. bd. per yard.

" FRlGl DOMO" CANVAS.
Twoyardswidc i». io.f. per yard.

Three yards wide 31. zJ. per yard.

Four yards wide 31. loii. per yard.

SCRIM Canvas, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long,6->i<i. toSJ^d. per yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, ifAd. and
^y^d. per yard.

ELIbHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of " Frigi Domo,'* 3, Cannon
Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country,

Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

THE BUSINESS of a SEEDSMAN and FLORIST.
with Jobbing, to be SOLD ; situate in a first-class position, and

commands a good ready money trade.
E. C.,227, Brixton Road, S.W.

To NurserymeiL
FOR DISPOSAL, with immediate Possession, a

NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS, with good connection, in
the West of England. Esiablibhcd over 30 yc.irs.

A. B., Mr. Allnuil, Siaiion Road, Wood Green, N.

£160, or at Valuation.

THE LEASE and GOODWILL of a SMALL
ESTABLISHED NURSERY, Furnishing and Jobbing Business

attached ; we^i of London,
PROTHEKOE am» MORRIS, Nurserj'mcn, fiic, Amencu

Nurseries, Leytonstonc, Essex, N.E.

I

To Market Gardeners.

TO BE SOLD. FREEHOLD, or LET on long
LEASE, the whole or part of about TWO HUNDRED

ACRES of very rich LAN D, bounded by a River, in a Market Garden
district, near a Station, a short distance of London.

M. G., 30, Lombard Street, E.C.

WANTED, for 12 months certain, a SMALL
FURNISHED COTTAGE, near London, containing not leM

than Four Bedroomi, Two Sitting-rooms, and eood Kitchen Garden
desirable. Rent not to exceed Csa, or the use of as many Rooms In a
Farm-house, with Board tor Three AduliB, and Four Children under 7,
not to exceed ^aoo per annum

X. M. Y., Mr, Hill's, Brichton Terrace, New Cross, S.E.
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T''HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

,

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition—

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
, „ r ^ ^CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE, forTop-Dressing.

PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITRO PHOSPHATE
MANGEL. HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO (as imported by Messrs. Thonison, Bonar,

& Co ), NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA. &c.

116. Fenchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER. Secreta r>-.

fpH OS PHAT E D PERUVIAN GUANO
(refiisicred Trade Mark, " Flying Albatross"), is now ready for

delivcrj' in qnaniity and in fine condition. The best Ferliliser yei

produced Its base is Peruvian Government tJuano. It contains

31 per tent, ol Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Sails

or Potash. See Reports of Dr. A'oelckcr, Dr. Anderson, Professor

Way, Mr Ogsion, ^Ir. Sibson.
Delivered m 3 cwt bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal

bearing the Company's Tr^dc Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so

long as the seats remain unbroken.
BIPHOSPHAIED GUANO COMPANY, 20, Billitcr Street. E.C.

SALES BY AU CTION.
The Lark HUi Collection of Orchids.

ORNAMENTAL STOVE and GREEN HOUSE PLANTS, which
are celebrated ihroughoiil the countrj- : Mr. Stevenson, tne Gar-
dener, having taken Prizes at all the principal Exhibitions.

CAPES AND DUNN (of Manchester) respectfully
announce that they have received instructions from lulius Sichel,

Esq., to SELL by AUCTION, at his residence, Lark Hill, Timpcrley,
near Manchester, on WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY, and FRIDAY,
August 7, 8, and 9, wi[hout the slightest reserve, the whole of his

splendid COLLEC IION of PLANTS, comprising large exhibition
specimens of choice and \-aluablc Orchids, splendid Lamcllias, Aialcas,
Heaths, magnificent Palms and Ferns, Allamandas, Dipladenias, and
other choice Stove Plants ; also beautiful and rare Ornamental Foliaged
Plants, along with a number of Hothouses and Greenhouses. The plants
are all in fine healthy condition, and may be seen on applying to Mr.
STEVENSON, the Gardener, any day previous to the Side. Catalogues
are now ready, and m.^y be had on application to the Auctioneers,
8, Clarence Street, Albert Square, Manchester, or to the Gardener.
Buyers and cardcners from a distance can be accommodated with
lodgings in ihe neighbourhood.
N.B.—The HOUSE and beautiful GARDENS, with Ranges ol

Glass and Forcing Houses, to be LET or SOLD.

Choice Imported and other Orchids and Ferns.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, iS, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.,

on THURSDAY, August 8, at half-past la o'Clock precisely, strong
hcalty plants of

—

Dendrobium chr>'soiis

,, Falconcri

,, Wardianum
M M'Carthia:

Vanda cosrulea
„ tricolor

„ suavis
Calanthe Veitchii
Cattlcya Wameri

,, Triancc

Also an importation of ORCHIDS, from the West Indies,

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Odontoglossuin Blunti

,, crocidipterum
,, Rossi superba
„ Pescatorea

„ citrosmum
12 Dicksona fibrosa
12 Davallia tenuifo'ia major
6 Lomaria gibba crispa

&c,,&c.

Leamington.
Hiphly important Sale of an attractive and substantial!v built

Detached Double-fronted FREEHOLD VILLA RESIPENCE.
of pleasing and modern elevation, known as WOODCOTE
LOhGE, Lillington Road, Leamington, containing Five eood
Bedrooms, Dressing-room. Bath-room, spacious Hall and Landing,
Three Rtcepiion-rooms (ts feet by 13 each), ample Domestic
Offices and Cellarage, also Four-roomed i-ardener's Cottage,
Three-roomed Groom's do.. Two-stall Stable and Coach-house,
newly erected Greenhouses, Vineries, with Vines admirably
arranged, and heated upon the best modern principles, covering an
area of 5400 superficial feet. I he Garden possesses a frontage of
13c; feet, and depth of about 171 feet-

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, City, on

THURSDAY. August 8, at 12 o'Clock, the above, in One Lot.

Particulars and Conditions of Sale had on the Premises; of A. S
FIELD, Esq.. Solicitor, Warwick Street, Leamington; at the Mart
and of the Auctioneers and Estate Agents, Leytonstone, E.

Weston Park, Shipston-on-Stour.

MR. STRAFFORD begs to announce ihat the SALE
by AUCTION of PURK-BRED SHORTHORNS at Westc.

Park, the property of Sir G. R. Philips, Bart., advertised for
September ig. is INDEFINITELY POSTPONED.
London, 13. Euston Square, August i, 1872.

IMPORT/^NT SALES of PURE-BRED SHORT-
HORN CATTLE and SOUTHDOWN SHEEP.

WEDNESDAY, August 14 —The FLOCK of PURE SOUTHDOWN
SHEEP, belonging to Mr. EUWARD STENNING.at Godstone,
Surrey, bred for 30 years from the Duke of Richmond, Messrs
Rigden. EUman, and Emery's flocks. The Sheep have been
successfully exhibited at the Kent and Surrey Shows.

TUESDAY, August 27.—The HERD of SHORTHORNS belonging
to THUS ALLEN, Esq., at Thurmaston Hall, Leicester, com-
prising about so head of well-bred animals, crossed with Bates
blood.

FRIDAY, August 30 —The ENTIRE HERD belonging to
THOM.4S BRACEWELL, Esq., at Ribchester, Cliiheroe, bred
from the Booth blood.

THURSD.AY. September 5.—About SIXTY HEAD of COWS,
HEIFERS, and BULLS, the property of the EARL of DUN-
MORE, at Dunmorc, near Stirling, including several fine
specimens of pure Bates blood

TUi-.SDAY, September 10.—The EXTENSIVE HERD belonging to
TAMES WEBB, Esq. (who is giving up the farm), at Fladbury.
Pershorc, Worcestershire, crossed witn Bulls of the Bates and
Knightley blood.

THUR.-iDAY, September 26.—Mr R. ELACKWELL'S ENTIRE
HERD, at Tanslcy, near Matlock, Derbyshire, including several
fine specimens of*^ the Anna and Medora tribes, crossed with
Booth blood.

WEDNESDAY, October 9.—The larger portion of the late Mr
CADDY'S HERD (between 50 and 60 head), at Rougholm,
Bootle, Cumberland, consisting principally of animals of the
Gwynneand Roseberry tribes.

The late Mr CHAS BARNARD'S HERD at Harlow, Essex, and
the HERD belonging to Mr. R. B. BROCKBANK, Burgh-by-Sands,
Carlisle, will also probably be SOLD during the ensuing AU'l UMN.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, of these Sales will be issued in due

time. Further particuUrs can, however, be had on applicaiion to
JOHN THORNTON, it;, Langham Place, Regent Street, London. W.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP SALE APPOINTMENIS,
1872,

W. O. FOSTER, Esq., Apley, at Smithfield, Shrewsbury, TUES-
DAY, August 27,

The FIFTH SALE at SMITHFIELD, SHREWSBURY, TUES-
DAY, August 27 ; 2S0 RAMS and EWES,

Mr. WM. BAKER'S. Moor Bams. Atherstonc. WEDNESDAY,
September 4: 40 RAMS and 80 EWES and TriEAVES.

Mr, H SMITH's.Sutton Maddock, Shifnal, FRIDAY, Scptembern :

30 RAMS and 100 EWES and THEAVES.
Mr. G. A. MAY'S. Elford Park, Tamworth, MONDAY, Septcmberi6:

40 RAMS, 230 EWES and THEAVES, and 140 EWE and RAM
Lambs, being his entire Ram Breeding Flock.

Mr. CTIMMIS'S, Brick House, Stafford, TUESDAY, September 17:
3oRAMSand8oEWES3ndTHE.\VES.

The FIFTEENTH GREAT CENTRAL SALE at BINGLEY
HALL, BIRMINGHAM, THURSDAY, September 10: 750RAMS and EWES,

Mr. R. M. WRIGHT'S SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE, at
Coppcnh*!! Hall, near Stafford, MONDAY, September 33.

^. ^ LVTHALL AND CLARKE. Auctioneeri.
39, New Street, Binningham.

Poultry Exhibition. In Connection with the
STAFFORDSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY—

SIAKFOKD MKEIING. SEPEMBER 10, 11, and 12, — In

addition to the usual Prizes for Stock Produce, and otTered for com-
petition within the limits of the Society's operations, Special Prices
of /lis and ,fii5 for the best and second best STAl,LION for Agricul-
tural Purposes, also Prucs lor POULTRY and IMPLEMENIS,
arc open lor competition lo the Uniied Kingdom.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 10,

Prize Lists and Forms ol Entry are now ready, and may be had on
application to the Secrctar>'

I t-niry are

y. W. TOMKINSON, Newcastle, Staffs.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 3, 1872.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tuesday, Aug. 6—Tyncsidc Aericullural Society, at Hexham.
TfESDAY, — 6

I
AKricultura! Society of Ircl.ind, and Northl:SDAY,

WtUNIiSDAY,
lliUKbDAV, —

East Aericuilural Association of Ireland^

at Belfast

... ^„„, „f Royal Afiricultural Society of Encland (Coun
WtDNCSDAY. - 7 J cil Meeting, at Hanover Square-Noon.
Wednesday, — 71 , ,

Thursday, — 8 VYorkshire Agricultural Society, at Malton,

Friday, — gj
•

CATTLE PLAGUE has appeared on our

coasts during the last three week?, off the

chief ports, from London to Leith. On July 17 a

cargo of Russian cattle landed at Deptford, and

on the following morning one of the animals

was found dead ; the post mortoii examination

revealed the characteristic symptoms of cattle

plague, and an inspection of the rest of the cargo

resulted in the detection of several infected

animals. Fortunately the arranE;ements at Dept-

ford were specially contrived with a view to such

an emergency, and there was no difficulty in

destroying the diseased carcase, and disinfecting

the skin and offal.

Following each other in quick succession,

cargoes of cattle reached Hull, Hartlepool, New-

castle, and Leith, in each instance with plague

infested animals among them. At Hull and

Leith the cattle were Russian o.\en which had
been shipped at Cronstadt, and as cattle plague

was known to be actively prevalent near St.

Petersburg, there was nothing very remarkable

in the presence of the disease among animals

brought from St. Petersburg market. The cases

of Newcastle and Hartlepool were more alarm

ing, because in no way anticipated. On the dis'

covery of cattle plague at Deptford, an Order of

Council was passed prohibiting importation of

animals from the Russian ports, but this barrier

seems to have been as nothing in the way of

enterprising cattle dealers. Animals which could

not be shipped at Cronstadt might be conven'

ently transferred to Hamburgh, and shipped

with German cattle ; this was accordingly done,

thanks to an open line via Lubeck, and almost

at the same moment Russian cattle affected

with rinderpest were landed, with German
beasts, at Newcastle and Hartlepool. Since

then two cargoes of Hamburgh cattle have

been detained at Newcastle and Hartlepool, in

consequence of some of them showing symptoms
of cattle plague.

There is very strong ground for suspecting that

infected Russian cattle have recently stood in

Hamburgh market, and an outbreak of cattle

plague in that locality is among the probabilities

of the next few days, even assuming that it

has not already occurred. German cattle

are only landed at parts of ports which
are defined for slaughter, and therefore we
do not apprehend any immediate danger from
them ; but sheep from the same country, even if

they are brought in the same vessels with cattle,

may be, and commonly are, landed out of defined

ports, and, after being detained for not less than
12 hours and passed sound, they are free to

travel inland. One saving clause, however, must
not be passed over. When a cargo is divided in

the way just referred to, each portion is detained

until the other part is passed by the veterinary

inspector ; hence the detection of any contagious

disease among the animals of one part of the

cargo dooms the rest of the cargo to slaughter.

Luckily for us just now, foot-and-mouth disease

is very severe round Hamburgh, and, as a

natural consequence, cargoes of sheep from that

country are very often detained for slaughter,

owing to the presence of foot-and-mouth disease

among the cattle of the cargo, even when the

sheep are healthy.

It is not enough to rely on such security, and
it is therefore satisfactory to be able to announce
that steps have been taken to prevent the inland

movement of any animals which may carry in-

fection : the precautions have reference first to

German sheep, next the Schleswig-Holstein

matter has been dealt -with. Animals from that

part of Germany have been allowed to travel
inland under certain conditions ; but on the
assumption that cattle plague has appeared
among cattle from Hamburgh, Schleswig-Hol-
stein is too near the dangerous ground to permit
the continuance of the privilege. The Order,
therefore, has been revoked, and in addition,
sheep and goats coming from German ports
have been included in the fourth schedule.
The effect of these Orders will be to send all

cattle, sheep, and goats from German ports into

defined parts of ports in this country, out of

which places they will not be removed alive.

Kelso has this week witnessed the annual
meeting of the Highland and Agricultural
Society of Scotland, the oldest Society,

with perhaps one exception, now existing in

the United Kingdom. The Bath and West
of England Society was founded in 1777 ; the

Highland Society was formed in 1784, and was
incorporated by Royal Charter in 1787. In
Scotland there had formerly existed an older

Society, founded in 1723, called the Society of

Improvers of Agriculture in Scotland. It

flourished till about the middle of last century,

and its Select Traiisncfions, which were published
in 1743, show at once how unskilful was the

agriculture of that time, and what efforts were
made by the Duke of HAMILTON, the Duke of
Athole, the Marquis of Tweeddale, the Earl
of Stair, and a host of others, to improve the
condition of the country. The meetings were
held fortnightly in the months of June, July,

November, December, January, and February,
at Gray's, in Hope Park, near Edinburgh, where
their energies were stimulated by a noble example
of agricultural enterprise. Mr. HOPE, of Ran-
keilor. President of the Society, had studied
agriculture in England, France, Flanders, and
Holland. He had obtained from the authori-

ties of Edinburgh a lease of some lands south of
the city, including what was then the Straiton

Loch. The morass was drained, the reclaimed
land was laid off in meadows with pleasant walks
and beautiful hedges, and part of the land was
named " Hope Park," in honour of the skilful

cultivator.

No society of its kind has ever done more
for any country than the Society of Improvers
did for Scotland. Its list of members included

noblemen and gentlemen from Tweedside to

Caithness, Edinburgh lawyers and merchants,
all of whom exerted their strength and skill

for the improvement of the country. Nor
were their exertions confined to agriculture

alone, for the manufacture of linen and
even the distillation of whisky were en-

couraged. The Duke of Hamilton proposed
and carried a resolution in the Society that none
of them should buy any foreign linen, but that all

of them should use home-made stamped linen ;

and that, to encourage distillation in Scotland,

they should all abstain from brandy or other

foreign liquors, and drink whisky alone. The
Earl of Stair set the example of Turnip,
Cabbage, and Carrot husbandry with the plough,

and his lordship had fine linen made from Flax
grown by himself and dressed at his own mill.

Lord Stair was also remarkable for his splendid

black cattle, reared on the Galloway hills. The
Earl of ISL.w was conspicuous for the reclama-
tion of moss, the planting of Oak, American Fir,

and Larix trees ; and also for encouraging
fisheries and manufactures, for which he had a
grant of public money. Trees were planted by
the Marquis of Tweeddale at Yester ; and at

Tynningham, Ormiston, and elsewhere in East
Lothian, great progress in agriculture was
attained.

The Highland Society was formed in 1784,
but for some years its operations were confined
to matters connected with the improvement of
the Highlands. Afterwards its exertions were
extended to the whole of Scotland, some of its.

earlier objects were abandoned, and the progress

of agriculture led to the adoption of other
schemes of a more general character connected
with agriculture. At first, the exhibitions of
stock were ridiculously small. Fifty years ago
the meetings were always held in Edinburgh,
and in 1822 there were only 67 entries altogether,

being 59 cattle and 8 sheep. The total amount
of premiums was £yZ. Nearly 40 years ago, on
October 4, 1832, the show was held at Kelso for

the first time, and for that period it was con-
sidered a most successful meeting. The amount
given in premiums was ;^530,which was ;£i 73 more
than had been given at any previous meeting in
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the history of the Society. The entries included

88 cattle, 18 horses, 243 sheep, 16 swine, and
22 sets of implements. It was almost the first

time that English and Scotch agriculturists had
come into competition ; and the men, whose
ancestors had carried off each other's cattle met
in friendly rivalry for the advancement of agri-

cultural pursuits. The locality was considered

a most suitable one for a great agricultural show.

In the Border counties the science of agricul-

ture had made its earliest and most successful

advances, and the district was specially famous

for Turnip husbandry, for Shorthorn cattle, and
for improved breeds of sheep. Little more than

a week previously, on September 26, the mortal

remains of Sir Walter Scott had been depo-

sited in Dryburgh Abbey, and one of the toasts

at the banquet, proposed by the Duke of

BuccLEUCH, the chairman, was " To the memory
of Sir Walter Scott."

Thirty-one years afterwards, in August, 1863,

the show was again held at Kelso, and in that

generation momentous changes had occurred
;

the premiums then amounted to ;£i3oo, and the

entries were 245 cattle, 127 horses, 532 sheep,

49 P^gs, 261 pens of poultry, and iioi stands of

implements. The show of that year was an
improvement in many respects on all its prede-

cessors, and was specially noted for the removal
of some vexatious restrictions, and the greater

encouragement given to the public and to the

representatives of the Press. This year the

premiums amount 10^1884, being about j/;284

higher than in any former year. The entries are

280 cattle, 200 horses, 550 sheep, 60 swine,

320 pens of poultry, and 1777 sets of imple-

ments.

For a great agricultural show Kelso has pecu-
liar adaptation. It has good access by railway

from the north, west, and south. It is the centre

of a rich agricultural district, conspicuous for

high farming, and specially for Shorthorn cattle,

and Leicester and Cheviot sheep. The chief

landed proprietor in the immediate neighbour-

hood is the Duke of Roxburghe, on whose
estate are some magnificent arable farms, one of

which yields ^2800 of yearly rent, and the

tenant of which keeps a steam-plough for his

special use. The rental of other farms is close

on ^2000, and the tenants are among the most
wealthy and enterprising of their class. In

the same neighbourhood are the wide domains
of the Duke of Buccleuch, spreading over hill

and dale in the three counties of Roxburgh,
Selkirk, and Dumfries, of which it has been
said—

" And rich the soil, had purple heath been grain,"

but which is now rich in excellent Cheviot sheep.

Among other noble proprietors are the Marquis
of Lothian, the Marquis of Tweeddale, the

Earl of MiNTO, Lord Polwarth, Sir John
Murray, of Philiphaugh, Sir George H. S.

Douglas, of Springwood Park, and others.

The show ground, which has been the same in

case of all the three shows at Kelso, is on the

opposite side of the Tweed from Kelso, and is

part of the policy of Sir George H, S. Douglas,
who kindly granted it for the occasion. Along
the west side flows the river Teviot, which
mingles its waters with the Tweed at the north-

west angle, after which the united waters glide

along the north side of the showyard, towards
Kelso Bridge. In the park are ornamental trees

;

and near the centre the remains of an ancient
graveyard, enclosed with a wooden railing. On
the south side is a dense forest of green leaves,

rising with a gradual slope, and on the tallest

trees are the remains of a rookery, which the

noisy tenants have now quitted for the season.

On all sides are stately and spreading trees,

through which may be seen Floors Castle, the

palatial residence of the Duke of RoXBURGHE,the
remains of old Roxburgh Castle, the site of the

ancient burgh of Roxburgh, the town of Kelso,

and the wide landscape spreading fair and beau-
tiful to the distant Cheviot mountains. Across
the river and close at hand is Kelso, its ruined
abbey, the new Episcopal chapel, Ednam House,
the dome of the Town H all, and the bridge, one of
the earliest and finest works of JOHN Rennie,
the engineer. In the background are the man-
sions of Newton Don (nestling among leafy
woods), and Stichill House, built by the late
Mr. George Baird, of Gartsherrie Ironworks

;

and in the distant north are the lofty turrets of
Home Castle, once one of the strong fortresses of
the borders. It is a district which agriculturists
from all parts of the country visit each autumn

to purchase Leicester tups ; and a visit at this

rich and blooming season of the year is fraught

with much enjoyment.
The arrangements for the showhave been excel-

lent, the gentlemen of the district co-operating
generally with the office-bearers of the Society to

make it a success. The ample dimensions of the

park enabled the committee of the showyard to

lay out their plans to the best advantage, and the

whole was very skilfully and artistically done.

A SHORT supply of English Wheat at Mark
Lane on Monday sold at last week's prices. Wednes-
day's quotations showed no alteration. At the

Metropolitan Cattle Market prices remain nearly as

last week. A slightly better feeling is reported in

the Wool Market. " The trade is of the same
retail character as for some time past," is the report

concerning Hops. In the Seed Market English

Rape (new), has advanced is. to 2s. per qr., but new
English Trifolium has given way 2s. per cwt.

On Tuesday evening, in the House of Com-
mons, Lord Elcho asked the Vice-President of the

Council with reference to three cargoes of live stock

from Russia in which Cattle Plague had been dis-

covered. Several carcases had been thrown overboard,

and were washed ashore some seven miles below
Leith. He had received a note from the convener of

his county on the subject. He understood that very

careful precautions had been taken with regard to the

cargoes ; but it was obvious that the carcases being

washed ashore fearful risks were incurred over the

whole coast. He wished to know if the Government
had taken any eteps to guard against the danger.—Mr.
W. E. Forster said the Government had done all it

was possible for them to do. They had informed the

local authorities of the danger, and called their atten-

tion to the provisions of the Act, and the responsibility

they incurred under it. They had also sent down two
of their best inspectors, Mr. Symonds and Mr.
Brown, to the north-east coast to assist the authorities

as far as possible. They had to deal with three

cargoes—one sent to Newcastle, another to Leith, and
another to Hull. In each case there was cattle plague.

In Newcastle the inspectors succeeded in persuading

the authorities to destroy the cattle at the port of land-

ing. At Leith and Hull there was greater difficulty

with reference to the burying of the carcases. The
local authority undertook to Eend them out in a lighter,

taking the precaution that the lighter should be scuttled.

The local authority was kept on the ^ui vive. He had
since been informed that a cargo came to Deptford,

and some of the animals having cattle plague were
thrown overboard at sea. There was some danger of

the carcases being washed ashore on the coast of Essex.

He had telegraphed to the local authorities in the

neighbourhood to guard against the danger. Almost
every cargo that came from Russia had cattle plague ;

and the import from Russia would be entirely stopped
in a day or two. The vessels would be dis-

infected pursuant to the provisions of the Act,

and for three months they could not be em-
ployed to bring cargoes of cattle. The follow-

ing is the history of the Hull cargo :—On
July 16, 56 head of cattle were purchased in

Russia for shipment to Hull. Two days after tlie

Privy Council issued an order respecting cattle affected

with cattle plague. On the cattle arriving at Hull
they were inspected by the meat inspector, who found

that two of them were suffering from rinderpest. Com-
munication was at once opened with the Privy Council

Office, and two officers went down. On their examin-
ing the cattle they found that 20 were affected with the

disease. An order was, therefore, procured, and the

whole consignment of 56 were slaughtered, the car-

cases being put in a lighter, which was on Saturday

night taken out to sea and sunk. The Scotsman of

Monday says:— '*The Russian cattle which were
affected with rinderpest and thrown overboard in the

Firth of the Forth (are being washed ashore on the

Haddington coast, and a correspondent who came up
the firth yesterday reports that they can be seen floating

about. In the meantime Mr. List, chief constable,

has given instructions to all the police along the coast

to bury the carcases as soon as they are discovered

ashore. It had been intended to ship another cargo of

cattle from Cronstadt to Leith, but as soon as it was
known that the importation of Russian cattle into

Great Britain was forbidden, a telegram countermanding
their embarkation was despatched."

A run from London to Lanark gives but little

opportunity of forming a judgment of the Wheat
Crop. One sees, probably, ten grass fields for every

one of ploughed land. And it is Barley and Oats

rather than Wheat that is the principal cereal crop on
the route. Barley and Oats both promise well ;

though generally much knocked about by the weather,

there is a great bulk, and apparently a very heavy crop.

Wheat, on the other hand, does not generally look of a

good colour, nor is it so heavy on the ground. For the

rest, one notes the heavy crops of grass falling before the

scythe, hay harvest being but little forwarder in Middle-

sex than in Lancashire, and everywhere the hay is very

much stained by the weather. A great deal of land

is still under water in the valley of the Trent, and

much hay has been spoiled above Stafford. One also

notes the differences in the green crop culture of the

northern and southern counties—the Turnip fields

buried in filth near the line in Staffordshire, and clean
and broad-leaved covering the ground in Westmore-
land and Cumberland. In these counties, too, and all

through North Lancashire, the beauty of the country
is enhanced by the heads of magnificent Shorthorn
cattle, which everywhere be-spread the pastures.

We have been favoured with a copy of the
prize list of the Birmingham Horse Show, which
has undergone a complete revision since last year. The
class for thoroughbred sires is now thrown open to

former wirmers, thus partaking of the nature of a cham-
pion class ; and, the restriction as to the fitness of the

candidates for hunting purposes being withdrawn, there

is every reason to believe that some of the most cele-

brated breeding studs in the neighbourhood will be
represented. An extra prize of a silver cup, value
£\o loj., is offered in addition to any other prize, for

the best hunter in any of the classes ; and silver medals,
value / 2 Zs. each, are offered throughout this section

to the breeders of the ist prize horses. Mr. Ottley,

medallist, Spencer Street, has been commissioned to

prepare the medals, and has put himself in communi-
cation with some of the leading breeders and exhi-

bitors, who have kindly supplied photographs of
celebrated prize horses at former shows, one or more
of which will be included in the group. The hacks,

roadsters, and cobs, have been divided into four classes,

viz., two for hacks with park action, over and under
15 hands, and twofor weight-carriers of similar heights.

The classes for ladies' horses, which are usually so well

filled here, are both retained, and we would suggest

that no animal should receive a prize until actually

tried in the oval as to its suitability for carrying a lady.

The tandem prizes have been much enhanced, both for

ponies and horses ; and of these and pairs we are

promised a good display. We are informed that a
private subscription for a prize for a four-in-hand of

ponies has been commenced ; and, therefore, no time

should be lost by intending exhibitors getting their

teams to run well together. Special prizes for trotting,

both in saddle and harness, are offered, which will be
competed for on the Thursday in the show week : and
those for jumping will follow, as usual, on the closing

day (Friday). The following new rule has been taken

from the London show: "The same horse may be
entered in several classes on paying a fee for each
class, but no horse can take two prizes in classes

of a similar character, viz., two prizes in riding, or

two in harness classes, except as one of a pair in

the tandem class." By the erection of the new gallery,

on the Cambridge Street side of Bingley Hall, the

Council have obtained considerable additional space,

which will be devoted to the exhibhion of saddlery,

harness, horse clothing, &c., and will no doubt make a

most interesting display. Lieut. Stubbs has again

been appointed ring master, and Miss Bryant and
Miss Taylor have been invited to act as professional

horse-women. In consequence of it being inconvenient

to many exhibitors to send men in charge of their

horses, arrangements have been made with Mr. W.
Tyler, Friday Bridge, Birmingham, who will under-

take the showing, grooming, feeding, and entire care of

any horses entrusted to him. The days of show are

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, August
20, 21, 22, and 23.

Mr. Mechi reports to the Times, that

—

" Nearly a fortnight of tropical weather, with its accom-
paniments of electrical tempests and warm downpours,
has done wonders for the crops, and has changed the

unseasonable green of our cereals to a golden harvest hue.

Pastures, green and root crops, Clovers, and artificial

grasses have greatly prospered. Potatos are of a bulky
growth, but unfortunately there are great complaints of

the bines being diseased ; and our labourers say that some
of the bulbs are already affected, and they fear there will

be much destruction. The mischief done to the cereals

by the late spring frosts and excessive rains cannot, espe-

cially on heavy, undrained land, be remedied, but the

kernels remaining are well plumped and developed by this

suitable weather. Beans are particularly well podded,
and Oats promising. Thick-sown cereal crops are much
laid and difficult to cut on well-farmed lands. Light
lands are favourably placed this moist season, which is a
rejoicing one for stock breeders, for they have abundant
food and a very high price for their lean stock. Hail-

storms have, in certain districts, caused nmch damage,
but the area is limited. Harvest wages in this neighbour-

hood have been agreed upon at £6 for four weeks, and in

addition beer, or its value in money, about ys. per head
per week. Each man has to cut, cart, and stack 10 acres

of cereals—in my case almost all Wheat. We commence
harvest here on the 29th. When we use the reaping
machine we charge the men 2j. 6it per acre, and they

find the driver."

The latest returns of rural inspectors in North-
amptonshire and Buckinghamshire show that the

Foot-and-Mouth Disease is still alarmingly preva-

lent. In Northamptonshire there has been a slight

diminution in the number of cows affected during the

past week, the figures reading 9454 beasts and sheep

affected, as compared with 10,785 in the preceding

week ; but the death list shows an increase of 47
against 22. There is also a slieht decrease in the

number of pigs affected, but the death-rate is more than

one-fourth higher,—In Buckinghamshire the disease is
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far worse, and is increasing rapidly. From the in-

spector's returns it will be seen that it has assumed

proportions before unknown. In the Aylesbury dis-

trict the disease exists on 45 farms, 1064 animals being

affected ; Linslade district, 36 farms, 1009 animals

affected ; Wendover, 3 farms, 22 animals ; Iving-

hoe, 9 farms, 4S0 animals ; Princes Risborough,

2 farms, 55 animals; Fenny Stratford, 14 farms,

2S7 animals ; Newport Pagnell, 4S farms, 1927

animals; Stony Stratford, 14 farms, 6S6 animals;

\Vinslow, 39 iarms, 6S5 animals ; Olney, 780 animals
;

Steeple Claydon, 45 iarms, 2074 animals ; Maidsmore-

ton, 21 farms, 916 animals; Brill, 42 farms, 1465

animals
;
Quainton, 26 farms, 1526 animals, High Wy-

combe, 6 Iarms, 161 animals; Great Marlow, 7 farms,

177 animals; Chesham, 6 farms, 50 animals ; Amer-
sham, 4 farms, 14 animals ; Slough, 4 farms, S5 ani-

mals ; Beaconsfield, n farms, 142 animals; Iver,

6 farms, 37 animals ; and Bumham, S farms, and

91 animals. Total, 396
farms, and 13,743 ani-

mals affected. — The
disease continues to

spread in Somerset-
shire. During the past

week there have been
12 fresh outbreaks in

the parishes of South-
stoke, Wellow, English-

combe, Weston, Cors-

ton, Kilston, and Bath-

easton. The number
of animals affected has

been 59 cows, 21

heifers, i ox, 31 calves,

and 782 sheep. There
have also been several

fresh cases in the

parishes of Clevedon,
Kingston Seymour,
AVakon - in - Gordano,
and Kenn. At Frome
Petty Sessions, on
Thursday, Mr. Super-
intendent DiGGAN re-

ported that since the

1st inst. there had been

94 fresh outbreaks of

the disease in the

Frome and Kilmersdon
divisions. The animals

affected were 19 bulls,

ii24co\vs, 3ioheifers,

112 calves, 4 oxen,

1071 sheep, and 3S7
pigs.—The disease has
slightly abated in in-

tensity in Norfolk ; in

the week ending Satur-

day upwards of 13,000
cases of the disease

were, however, offici-

ally recorded in the

county. In Dorset-

shire the returns give

11,050 cases. There
were 46 additional out-

breaks, and nearly 40
head of cattle and pigs
died of the disease last

week. In Northamp-
tonshire the following
are the official returns

of last week :—Pleuro-
pneumonia, 3 dead and
2 now affected ; foot-

and - mouth disease,

10, 7S5 beasts and sheep
affected and 22 dead ;

ditto among pigs, 90
affected and 8 dead.

There are no cases of
sheep scab. The
authorities last week
fined a farmer £10 and

jCs costs for neglecting

to report a case of cattle disease which had occurred

time to undertake anything of the kind. Since that l
On Saturday last much surprise was created by

time he had investigated the subject, and paid constant I a Dearth of Meat in the Smithfield Market. The
attention to it, and the result was he was perfectly con- ' butchers assured their customers that tons of beef had

vinced of the practicability of the scheme of mutual come up from the country unfit to be packed, and had
insurance on a national basis. The necessity of cattle

|

to be destroyed ; that meat would have to be eaten

insurance had been very much felt, and attempts had
been made to meet the necessity by cow clubs and
local associations, which had failed because they had
not a sufficient basis of average. He therefore con-

cluded that the only way of insuring cattle successfully

was to enlist the sympathy and influence of the large

landed proprietors, who were so often called upon to

make rebates from rent because their tenants had lost

nearly alive to be wholesome ; that the lightning had
tainted at least ;^ioo,ooo worth of meat consigned to

the market, and the heat of the weather had done
equally as much mischief. We fear that there is but

little chance under these circumstance for the success of

those who are striking against the high price of meat,

which is trying the temper of "the million" in

the manufacturing districts, and leading them to

I

and live stock on the mutual principle, with

I
the substitution, for subscribed capital taking

,
I

large profits, of guarantees at a low rate, which the
An mfluential meetmg was held on Thursday I large landowners cheerfully offered, because it would

last week, at the Westminster Palace Hotel, Mr. i entitle them to require tenants to insure their stock.Wren Hoskyns, M.P., in the chair, to hear Mr. Thesoundness of theprinciplewasattested by thesuccess
Tattersall, of Manchester, on the subject of of the Mutual Fire Office, which had a guarantee fund of
Mutual Cattle Insurance. Letters approving of ;^ioo,ooo, which, in two years, had paid all preli-

on his farm, and also for removing the animal.

the object of the meeting had been received from
Lords Derby, Malmesbury, Galloway, Lichfield, Sand-
wich, George HaraUton, M. P. ; and Mahon, M. P. ;

Mr. Liddell, M.P. ; Mr. John Hardy, M.P., and Mr.
Jenkins, secretary of the Royal Agricultural Society.
Mr. Tattersall stated that at the time when the
cattle plague was at its worst, being one of the principal
officers of one of the largest insurance companies, he
was asked to form a branch for the insurance of
cattle agamst disease, or to undertake the formation
and management of a distinct company. At that tune.

cattle. In respect of assurance against loss, there was such a scrambling sort of protest as the follow-

no reason why the farmer should be in a dilterent posi- ing, which we take from the mouth of a Mr.

tion from the commercial man, whose landlord would Horridge, an operative, who addressed a public

not accept less rent because the tenant's stock had been meeting held at Accrington on Monday last, which

burnt. For these reasons, he proceeded to form a was attended by 1500 persons, to protest against the

national association for the insurance of cattle present high price of fuel, &c. Mr. Horridge con-

tended that meat should

be no more than 6t/.

and 7^/. per lb. He
said that the price of

coal would banish

manufactures from this

country. He spoke
against the aristocracy

conserving the land

and raising farmers'

rents, and condemned
farmers for adulterating

their milk and butter.

If coal and meat and
provisions of all kinds

kept rising, there would
soon be only two classes

in the country — the

very rich and the very

poor. He concluded

by moving that they

abstain from butchers'

meat for one month.
An operative, in se-

conding the motion,

urged that they should

use Australian beef and
mutton. The resolu-

tion was carried unani-

mously.

Mr. Beau-
mont, land agent, thus

writes declining to take

part in a discussion on
the subject of Ten-
ants' Unexhausted
Improvements :—

"Dear Sir, — I have
decided not to take any
part in the discussion on
' unexhausted improve-
ments' at Mansfield. In
practice as an agent I

try to do justice as far as

I can, and the tenant-

right already existing in

the South Notts district

appears to me to be
generally fair and rea-

sonable. Unfortunately
in these discussions all

tenants are assumed to

be good tenants, where-
as, in practice, I find

that the good tenants
rarely quit their hold-

ings, and I have to deal

more frequently with
exhausted farms than
unexhausted improve-
ments. Any arguments
of this kind coming from
land agents at public

meetings are met with
distrust, and it is very
difficult to speak out
freely without giving
offence. I am quite

prepared to admit that

in some parts of the county grievances do exist, and
I would advise every tenant on taking a farm to insist

on a written agreement in liberal and fair covenants ;

and speaking for myself and land agents generally, I

beheve we are disposed to advise such landowners
as may rely on our judgment to enter into fair and reason-

able agreements with their tenants, and to meet any
suggestion in a fair and hberal spirit. Believe me, yours

sincerely, George Beaumont, Jun., East Bridgford,

Nottingham, July 8.

EARL CATHCART,
President of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

minary and working expenses, and all losses, without
making a call on the guarantors, and had now got a
fair surplus. Its working expenses were less than
those of the proprietary companies. The plan would
involve the appointment of the agents of landowTiers as
district agents, and of district superintendents, who
had been trained in agricultural colleges. In reply to

questions, it was shown that all statistics bearing on
the question had been most carefully digested.—Dr.
Farr, who had once advocated the insurance of cattle

by the Government, which, however.

NOTEWORTHY AGRICULTURISTS.
Earl Cathcart.

It is not always that one ought to accept a man's
account of himself as fairly descriptive ; but it seems
to us that the words in which Lord Cathcart acknow-
ledged at Cardiff his election to the Presidency of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England may be pro-

, -, —
^-t—.^»j. ..ki n.aL Liuic,

I

u^ Lii^ wuYi,i.iui^iii, vYiiivu, i^vvT^T^i, tfacy wouM not perly put on record here :

—

ravl^Ifnf th^'^^^-^^'^'^^'^
^^^ to go upon. The

!
undertake, expressed his confidence in the scheme

I
" He had no pretension to be a territorial magnate, nor

rna^f rt
. ^isease overthrew all calculations ' propounded, which would have his most hearty sup-

; to great possessions, but he had lived to enjoy goodwillmaae on oramary bases, and it was not prudent at the
|

port.—The meeting was adjourned to February next.
I in his own neighbourhood, and he attributed that to a
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constant and hearty desire to do his duty in whatever situa-

tion he found himself. He endeavoured to promote good
feeling, and to show kindness and courtesy to all men,
whatever their rank or possession, and In any assembly
of Englishmen or Scotsmen these qualities— if thoroughly
put forth—would be some qualification for public duties."

Lord Cathcart has, we believe, already acted as

President of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society, so that

he is not without experience of the duties which he has
now undertaken. But it is, perhaps, more on the hearty

sympathy thus expressed with the workers and the

work than on any length of agricultural experience that

his fitness for the office which he holds depends. This

is seen in all he has contributed in past years to the

pages of the Journal^ whether as steward of the imple-

ment yard at Bury St. Edmund's, or as "volunteer"
lecturer before the Council on the " Cattle Plague and
the Practical working of the Cattle Diseases Preven-

tion Act, 1S66." The second and third volumes of the

Society's journal (new series) are well worth consulting

for Lord Cathcart's contributions to them. Bristling

over with fitting illustrations, they leave the impression

on the mind of the reader, not only of a quaint and
even droll humour in the authorship, but of a kindly,

sympathetic, and large-hearted nature ; and we may
congratulate ourselves on the Presidency of a nobleman
who has written such sentences as the following : As to

implement trials.—"Large entries and extensive trials,

with corresponding pressure on stewards and judges,

point to the necessity of avoiding any tendency
in the implement department to become hidebound.
A characteristic and perhaps valuable feature is to be
found in the fact that there is a minimum of official

interference. In short the Society opens the door

—

personal interest walks in and about." Again : On
the relation of office-bearers within the Society.— *'

I

would add two or three sentences, not by way of empty
compliment, but to express a hearty feeling. For a

great society my wish is that it may ever be said,
* Age cannot wither her nor custom stale her infinite

variety.' Of the honorary directors need I say I

concur in the general feeling, one of unqualified

respect. To my friendly colleagues, one and all, I am
indebted for many agreeable and profitable hours

;

may I say and trust the feeling is mutual ? And ' Should
old acquaintance be forgot?'"—Lastly; On the Losses

by the Cattle Plague :—
" I should like to say a word or two on the subject of

sympathy, and speak ' a word in season to them that are

weary.' I can say for myself, as a landowner, acting i\s a
justice and living in the country, that it is absolutely

depressing to one's feelings to live in the midst of such
misery. I myself have not suffered much ; but on coming
out of church on Sunday afternoon, I have heard guns
going off in various directions, every shot representing
the death of a miserable cow. Well, then, as to the

farmers, this visitation will entirely break down many of
them. They were words of true pathos which a farmer
addressed to me—and he was a fine manly fellow, who
had done many a kindly action— ' This will take the kick

out of my gallop for many a long year.' Then as to the
labourers— I mean the flower of the agricultural labourers,

men who have saved a little money, and who, having got
a little property themselves, know how to appreciate their

masters' losses. These are the people who are suffering

most ; and they are vrell entitled to our sympathy. The
labourers to whom I allude were the owners of cows.
They have lost, perhaps in a day. the fruit of the savings
of years : they have lost that which was perhaps essential

to the future well-being of the children around them ; they
have sustained a loss from which they may never recover.

The most pathetic ballad in tlie English or in any other
language—such at least it is said to be. on good authority

—whether in ancient or in modern times, is the ballad

written by Lady Ann Lindsay, ' Auld Robin Gray.' When
she had described all the miseries that she thought could
be inflicted on poor people, she turned round to her young
sister, and asked what additional aggravation there could
be : upon which the sister called out to 'steal the cow.'
Here then we have, as we often have, a reality far more
pathetic than any tale of fiction.

"Gentlemen. I am very much obliged to you for having,

as Shakspeare says. ' lent me your ears,' for a long time ;

but, before concluding. I have a word or two to say on
the subject of divinity. It is in evidence that on one
raommg early in August last one or two hundred cattle

that were known to be diseased were sent out of the
Metropolitan Market simply because there was no one
who had the moral courage or the authority to prevent

such a state of things. Then I say that the strong man
Samson, when he caught 300 foxes, tied firebrands to

their tails, and sent them through the corn-fields, did not
adopt a more certain way than this to spread disaster.

And I believe it to be a manly, an English, and a Chris-

tian sentiment to say that, when we had each of us the

consciousness of having done our very best, or at all events
having tried to do our very best, to stop the plague, then
was the time when we might most properly approach the
heavenly throne, to ask the aid of Him who is the great
All-giver."

These are words worthy of the President of the
Royal Agricultural Society of England.

Ol/J^ LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

The Royal show generally brings forward some
Contmenlal or colonial buyers, though now-a-days our
own breeders prefer buying at the farm or sale ring
rather than the showyard. Cardiff, however, had
scarcely any foreign buyers, and we heard of few
horses exchanging hands, and almost less cattle. A

party of distinguished breeders from America were
present, also some Canadians, who bought up the prize

pens of Cotswold ewes. It is rumoured, however,
that Colonel Morris, of New York, well known
20 years ago as a buyer at Kirklevington and Tort-
worth, is about making some purchases from Colonel
Kingscote, Mr. Cheney, and others ; he also bought
the Earl of Cawdor's roan bull calf. Heir of Cla-
rence. Some of the Canadians were earlier in the
field. Mr. Simon Beattie bought Mr. J. Stratton's

two beautiful 1st prize heifers, Innocence and Village

Rose, at the Bath and West of England show at Dor-
chester ; the latter stood 2d at the Royal. These two
heifers, with Fair Napier, of Mr. Torr's "Flower"
tribe, and Ladybird, bred by Mr. Wiley, together with
four Devons, two from Her Majesty's farm and two
from Mr. James Davy, including the 1st prize bull calf

at the Royal and Bath and West of England shows,
were shipped for Mr. Cochrane, Canada, by the Vicks-
burg, sailing from Liverpool on the 28th ult. This
ship also took out 10 cart stallions, and about 50 Cots-
wold and Leicester sheep, for Mr. Simon Beattie,

Mr. Hope, and Mr. Thomson. Rose of Antiimn, one
of the plums at the late Mr. Pawlett's sale, was also

exported for Messrs. Hunter.

At the meeting of the Lincolnshire Agricul-
tural Society on Thuisday and Friday last week.
Royal Windsor and Lord Irwin again came
together in the class of Shorthorn bulls, and the

verdict of the Cardiff judges was confirmed. The
former took 1st prize here as he did at the

Royal Agricultural Show, and he carried off too the

challenge cup, value 20 gs., given by W. E. Welby,
Esq., M.P., which has now become the absolute pro-
perty of Mr. OUTHWAITE, he having won it two years
in succession. Lord Irwin has a deep-made form
and many very excellent points. The latter beat
Royal Windsor at Wolverhampton. In the class

for 3-year-old bulls, Lord Irwin secured ist prize

and Bythis obtained the 2d, YoUNG MacTurk
being 3d. In the 2-year-old class, the Ist prize was
carried off by Mr. George Garne's 3D Earl OF
Warwickshire. This animal was 2d at Cardiff.

Our Australian brethren are still importing.
Messrs. McConnel, of Queensland, sent out by the
Runnymede two good heifers from Mr, Aylmer's herd,
and one from the Marquis of Exeter, in addition to

the eight head recently shipped by the Winifred.
Mr. W. McCulloch, of Melbourne, has also a large

shipment of horses and Shorthorns going out. At the
recent show in New South Wales, the colonial bred
stock was often successfully exhibited against a few
imported animals, Dr. Jenkins, Messrs. W. and A.
Dangar, and Mr. McDougal being the successful

exhibitors. It is however curious to note that these

breeders were recent importers, and we suspect that

several of the prize winners were the immediate off-

spring of imported cattle. It is hardly to be expected
that animals having undergone a three months' tedious

voyage, and unacclimatised, could compete imme-
diately with animals born on, the soil, selected from
some thousands, and prepared for the show.

Mr. Cheney has just issued a little catalogue
of pure-bred Shorthorn cattle, imported by him to

Gaddesby Hall, Leicester. It comprises the wth
Duchess of Geneva and 9TH Duke of Geneva, that

were imported with another heifer, unfortunately since

dead, from Mr. Sheldon's herd two years ago ; also

loM and \yh Ladies of Oxford, from Messrs. Walcott
and Campbell. But the more recent importation was
made last June, and comprises a cow and two heifers,

8M, *I3M, and 14M Duchesses of Airdrie, and a red and
white bull cnlf from the %th Duchess, All these animals
are bred from Duchess ^^th, sold at Kirklevington to

Colonel Towneley, and by him sold to Mr. Alexander
about 20 years since. They are of the same strain as

the Dukes of Airdrie that were imported here and
sold in 1862, the best of which was purchased by the

late Mr. E. L. Belts, and used at Preston Hall. The
other pedigrees are all of the Princess blood, and con-
sist of six cows and heifers, bred from animals purchased
from Mr. Stephenson, of Wolviston, and exported
many years ago. Considering the great risk and outlay

requisite to introduce animals of this kind from America
into England, it is heartily to be hoped that the

venture may prove both a successful and profitable one,

and only too plainly indicates the desire on the part of

our landed proprietors to sustain and improve the

national breed of stock.

HORSES.

The extraordinary prices realised at Mr. Blenkiron's

sale of thorough-bred horses last week, and the

fact that so many of the best were retained in the

country, is another indication of the supremacy, not

only of our soil and climate, but of the skill of the

breeders in rearing every kind of live stock.

SHEEP.
A large company assembled at Broadfield, Ciren-

cester, on Thursday of last week, to witness the

finish of the CoTswoLD Ram Sales of the season.

The flock of Mr. W. Lane has always held a high

place in public estimation ; which was again justified

by the prices realised at the annual sale. Five rams

were let for the season for loi gs., and 49 rams were
sold for 122S gs., averaging £2^^ i-js. 2\d. Last year's
average price was only 2'i8 2s. dd. Sixty-two guineas
were given by Mr. R. Garne, of Aldworth, for No. 30.
This was the highest price. Five others were sold at
prices varying from 43 to 50 gs.

THE HOP CROP.
Throughout the greater part of the beautiful county

of Kent the Hop gardens, which are at this time of the
year its chief ornament, are looking unusually well,
and present masses of luxuriant foliage covered with
blossoms, or burr, to the eye of the observer. The
Prolifics and Early Goldings are already out in full

Hop, and if the bulk of the crop is anything like these
early heralds in quantity and quality, it will be a better
one than has been grown for some years. There is,

however, a good deal to be gone through before the
regular Hop harvest arrives, which will probably be
in the first week of September, and the weather in the in-
terval must have a great effect upon the coming crop.
Growers were becoming very anxious in the very scorch-
ing days of the last week, as " fireblast " was spreading
very fast, particularly upon the more stiff and unkindly
soils, and upon banks and in places where the surface
mould is shallow and the subsoil impermeable. The
dark damp days, and the thunder showers which have
prevailed during the present week, have tended to
check this, and to supply sap to the plants, but if a
week or two of very hot dry weather sets in a great
deal of the bine will be exhausted, and the red spider,
which shows a great disposition to be very destructive,
will devastate many hundreds of acres, as it did in
England and on the Continent in 186S. In all

the Mid-Kent and Weald of Kent plantations
there is now a deal of yellow bine, which
spreads even in this dull weather, and will increase
alarmingly if scorching weather prevails. It is not
urged that this yellow or half-dead state of the bine and
leaves near the ground is caused actually by red spider ;

it is suggested that it is an unhealthy condition of the
plant, aggravated by drought and heat, which condi-

tions also favour the development and extraordinary
increase of the red spider, so troublesome among
Grape vines in greenhouses and hothouses. Hop
growers are applying sulphur to stimulate the sap of the

Hop plants and to make them more vigorous—not in

the expectation of killing the insects, which do not
mind sulphur in this mild form. The Hop gardens
of Mid-Kent are very good, especially the Golding
gardens in the Maidstone district, taking a circuit of
eight miles around the town, which really look better

than ever they did. The great Colegate, Golding, and
Grape gardens from Pembridge to Nettlestead look
marvellously flourishing, and full of bine and burr.

The Weald of Kent is more patchy— Staplehurst,

Cranbrook, Marden, Biddenden, Goudhurst, Bovenden,
Smarden, and Headcorn show some very good pieces,

but taken as a whole the crop will not be anything
extraordinary. Hawkhurst also looks like growing a
fair quantity. There is a good deal of yellow
bine in the Weald here and there, which
would seem to need frequent and copious showers of

rain during the next month. There is a certain amount
of vermin in Maidstone district, and signs of mould,
but it is not expected that either of these will hurt the

Hops this season, as the lice do not seem very lively,

and the niggers are active and plentiful. The spots of

oidium are not very bright or fresh-looking, and do
not seem to increase, at all events where sulphuring

has been well done. East Kent is very good, to take

it throughout its area. The Canterbury grounds have
filled up well, and are most luxuriant in the matters of

bine, branches, and burr. At SelHnge, Boughton
Blean, Chartham, Chilham, and Littlebourne, parishes

which produce the very choicest Goldings, it is esti-

mated that from II to 12 cwt. per acre will be grown.

Some of the city grounds are '* set '" at i ton per acre.

The vermin have decreased here, and there is but

little mould. If things go on favourably, Kent bids

fair to grow from 10 to 12 cwt. an acre on its 40,000
acres, as the quantity is generally called, but it is

thought that the acreage is nearer 43,000 acres.

Mr. E. Leonard, Worcester, writes : "Nearly
all the planters in this district give a most discouraging

account of the state of their Hops, the plantations stiU

continue to swarm with all kinds of vermin. Where
washing was commenced early and thoroughly perse-

vered in, with good cultivation, tliere is every appear-

ance of growing a fair crop, and the expense will be
amply repaid this season, like it was in 1 87 1, to the

few planters who gave it a good trial. The general

opinion seems to be against one-third of an average

crop."

The reports of the Continental Hop planta-

tions are favourable, and speak generally of a crop

rather above the average. The Spalt grounds are very

good. The Bohemian gardens are good generally.

There are some few districts in Germany where fly and
lice are troublesome, but these are quite exceptional.

The Hops in Belgium are very promising upon the

whole. I'here is some blight in the Poperingho grounds

in West Flanders, but in East Flanders, Brabant,

Hainault, and Liege, which arc the chief Hop produc-

ing districts of the kingdom, the crop is expected to be
beyond the average. American accounts state that
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improvement has taken place, but that the crop will

not be beyond that of the last year. It is stated also

that the Hop acreage has been considerably lessened in

the last two years.

AGRICULTURAL PRICES.
[Continuedfrom p. 1019.)

Arthur Young's estimate of the average price of

\Vheat, per AVinchester quarter* in our money, during

six centuries is as follows :—
Average
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troughs have an angular base, with a movable division,

which may be opened-out or narrowed-in to any extent

so as to suit the requirements of each animal to be fed.

The angular indentation tends to keep the food to-

gether, prevents it from spreading-out upon the floor

and getting amongst the feet of the animals, whilst the

movable division gives lateral extension or concen-
tration to the quantity of food admitted. Upon the

tramway spoken of there runs a carriage—something
analogous to a platelayer's "bogie," if we may use a

plain illustration—and in this carriage the food to be
used is placed, whilst every convenience is given by it

for either manual or mechanical distribution. The
carriage is propelled upon the tramway by means of a

handle at the rear, which serves both to move the wheels

and crush or cut the food given out ; by an arrangement

of gradients the carriage is made to move along itself,

and thus becomes, in some respects, and over certain

lengths of rails, self-acting. The carriage runs close

in front of the feeding troughs, and when hay or

similar fodder has to be served, all that is required is

that, during the propulsion, the man shall throw down as

rapidly as possibly into each trough a certain quantity

;

whilst if cakes or roots are required they are simply
put into a grinder or cutter, and the distribution goes
on in regulated quantities, being delivered at the side

directly to the cattle as the carriage moves over the

tramway. The feeder may be so arranged as to dis-

tribute food on either one or both sides. The very

same mechanism which works for single stalls would
supply double ones if laterally fixed ; the only
additional thing required being a duplicate of the

side mills, and distribution gearing. Mr. Willacy
mainly distributes on one side ; but we noticed in the

buildings a double-sided feeder made in accordance
with his patent for a gentleman in the neighbourhood.
During our stay we saw the cattle feeder put into

operation, and it did its work most effectually and
expeditiously. Only one side of the feeder was
worked, so that in taking into account what was
achieved we must recollect that if both had been used
—and both can, on the very same principle, and by
increasing the gradient—^just double the amountof work
would have been performed. In less than three minutes
one man cut Turnips for and fed 40 head of cattle with
them. The same man afterwards crushed oilcake for

and fed the same number of cattle with it in less than a

minute. The foddering of the 40 with hay was done
with similar rapidity. During the past winter there

were as many as 137 head of cattle in the shippons at

one and the same time, and the man in charge of them
told us that he had fed this number—one pass—in

about 15 minutes! " In about half an hour," he said,

*'we could feed them entirely"—that is with every-

thing they wanted. Any one acquainted with cattle

will have some idea of the value of an apparatus which
can feed, once round, nearly 140 beasts in 15 minutes,

and complete the work throughout in about 30. The
man whose testimony we have quoted further said,
*' A person would be lazy who didn't do it in 15." The
evidence of this man, who had tested the value of the

apparatus by that best of all standards, "experience,"
seemed complete. Certainly the results we saw were
marvellous. What a difference between feeding these

animals in the slow, old-fashioned way, wasting food
in carrying it about ; wasting time in preparing it,

annoying animals in distributing it slowly (some having
finished before others have begun), and feeding them on
this new, and as we may term it simultaneous plan—a plan
which savesanimmensity of labour, preventsmuch waste,

economises a tremendous amount of time, takes from
the shoulders of shippon men and others much respon-

sibility, executing by all the regularity of mechanical
laws duties often done unevenly or fitfully, and gives

infinitely more satisfaction to the animal fed. The
labour in feeding on the principle here mentioned is

easy : the rapidity of the operation is not obtained
through the sacrifice of much physical strength ; the

labour is comparatively light. Referring to the Turnip
cutting and feeding, the man in charge of the appa-
ratus distinctly told us that no one need find fault with
the work on account of its hardness. He said he was
perfectly satisfied with it, should on no account like to

go back to the old plan of feeding, and that the
animals themselves derived far more comfort and atten-

tion from it than they could possibly obtain through
the common, slow, hand-lifting process. In some
quarters, we believe, an objection is raised to this

cattle-feeding apparatus of Mr. Willacy on the score of

its expense ; but from what we saw, no one need be
pre-eminently alarmed at this. At Hutton Grange old

buildings have been utilised, old walls have been taken

advantage of, and by the aid of old and new premises
in conjunction, the present most excellent results have
been obtained. H., Preston.

MEMORANDA ON BREEDING.
I SHALL commence my remarks by stating a few

general rules to be observed by breeders of cattle,
horses, sheep, or pigs, as I hold they are alike
applicable in a greater or less degree to each of these
classes of animals : (i.) When there is a defect in the
female, endeavour to put her to a male that is superior,
in that point where your female is defective ; for
example, if your females are deficient in size, get a
strong male ; female short in the body, a lengthy
male ; female long-legged, a short-legged male

;

female rough, male fine, and so forth. (2.) The intro-

duction of fresh blood from time to time. Though
aware that Bates, Booth, and the Collings held a different

opinion, and were, under exceptional circumstances,

successful, yet I think this by no means establishes the

system as the safest and best one for general use, and I

consider that the great preponderance of evidence ad-

duced from experience establishes the fact that breeding

from too close relationship in the long run is detri-

mental. (3.) The particular breed of animals best

suited for the farm or pasture might be judged of by
the farmer or grazier according to the district and
climate in which they are to be kept ; but in breeding
any of the animals, due weight ought to be given to

the five general rules which formed the subject of dis-

cussion at our first meeting ; i, pure blood ; 2, a high

strain of blood
; 3, a sound constitution free of here-

ditary disease
; 4, substance, symmetry, and quality

;

5, a docile temper.

As the object of the farmer desirous of improving
his stock is how to do so in the shortest possible time,

and at the least outlay of money, though diverging

perhaps from the subject proper, yet, as it is intimately

connected with it, I shall make a single remark. As
it is the general recognised maxim that the exterior

form partakes more o( the conformation of the sire than

the dam, and as one sire will to some extent improve
the whole of each year's stock, while a female gives

but one superior beast, I would say procure superior

males at whatever cost, and should they be too expen-

sive for the size of the farm, let two or three farmers

join in the purchase and keep of one animal.

Commencing with the cattle, I shall enumerate a

few of the general points of excellence in a bull,

whether black, polled, or short-horned, (i.) A neatly

formed head, clean in muzzle, broad between the eyes,

prominent placid eyes, well set on ears ; and, if

a short-horned, a thick, short, flat horn, hanging
downwards; a liver-coloured nose. {2.) The neck
clean, and tapering towards the head, and of an ordi-

nary length. (3.) The chest deep and wide, with a full

bosom, affording plenty of space for the vital organs to

discharge their duties. (4.) A broad straight back,

well arched ribs, strong in muscles above the knee,

fine in the bone below the knee, plenty of flesh evenly

laid on, a slack mellow skin with plenty of soft downy
hair, a well set-on tail, not too thick, and a good
toucher. These, I believe, form the leading charac-

teristics of an animal easily kept, and which arrives

at early maturity ; but to complete the improvement
of the stock, it is necessary to pick up superior females

as fast as possible, and in doing so, with good sires,

and with proper care and attention, the stock will soon
gain for itself a name.

Sheep.—I do not consider it necessary to discuss the

merits of the various breeds of sheep, inasmuch as

there are only two breeds, or the cross between them,

suitable for this district. I refer to the blackfaced

breed for our hills, and the Leicester for our arable

land. Of these two breeds, there are not a i^^i^ points

of resemblance. For instance, the formation of the

head I hold to be a point of first importance in either a

blackfaced or a Leicester sheep—a well-formed head,

rather long below the eyes, fine in the muzzle, neat in

the crown of the head, the ears not too far back towards

the neck ; if horned, the horns open, and flat in the

crown of the head ; the neck of an ordinary length,

deep and wide in the chest, deep in the flank ; broad,

long, and straight in the back ; broad in the thighs,

plenty of soft wool, plenty of evenly laid on flesh, a

placid eye, and a long straight tail. These are what I

consider a few of the chief points of a good sheep,

and, as to the breeding of them, the same rules are

alike applicable to them as to cattle in regard to fresh

blood.

Pigs.—I do not consider myself in the least qualified

to express an opinion in regard to these animals, as I

have had very little experience in pig-breeding ; but

the little I have had, and the experience of breeders I

have read, convince me that the disappointments which
breeders of cattle and sheep are subjected to in breed-

ing are not equal to those of breeders of pigs, (i.) It is

rarely, if ever, that a litter of pigs partake of the shapes of

the sire and dam in one and the same pig, as it will not

unfrequently be found that in one litter of pigs so many
will resemble the male in colour and shape, and so

many the female, if their shapes and colour are different,

so that there is no real amalgamation of the parents in

the progeny, the inferior points of the one not being

counteracted by the superior points of the other. {2. ) A
second difficulty, insurmountable in the pigs and in

every animal which usually breeds a number of young

at one birth, arises, and that is, if the sow has for the

first time been put to a male of a different breed from

herself, she will never breed pure stock again, or at

least stock that can be depended on as pure. I need

not speculate on the reasons of this impurity of breed ;

it is sufficient to record the fact ; and it must be ob-

vious that breeders of pigs labour under serious disad-

vantages in trying to improve their breed of pigs. I

shall, in closing this part of my subject, briefly state a

few good points in pigs : A fine head, with a pretty

short, well-tapered snout ; flat, broad forehead ; neat

ears, well set on, and not too long ; a broad neck,

reaching forward to the back of the ears ; a long,

straight, broad back ; deep, well-ribbed side ; small

bone below the knee ; and fine soft birse. These I

take as a few shapes of the easily-fattened, well
weighing pig.

Horses.—There is a greater difnculty in dealing
successfully with this branch of the subject than with
the other classes of animals I have referred to, for two
reasons : (l.) Almost every person professes to be a
judge of a horse ; in my humble opinion, very few are

{2.) It is for either of one or two purposes you wan*"
the former animals, either breeding or feeding ; wherea^
the horse is required for a variety of purposes, and th^
shape that would be his chief recommendation for on^
sort of work would be a disqualification for anothe
kind of work. What do you want to breed your horse^
for ? Farm work, or harness with a little farm work*
or is it exclusively for harness ? The question arises.

Is it for light or heavy harness, or is it for the saddle,

or the saddle and harness combined ? the worst horse
to find or breed of any. I shall, however, confine my
remarks to some general qualities in a greater or less

degree applicable to the selection and breeding of three
classes of horses : (l.) The horse for farm work proper,
distinguished from carting work. {2.) The horse
for harness, combined with some light farm work.
(3.) Ponies, or light saddle horses. Without
going into detail as to the various points, I

shall mention a few leading shapes in a horse
for each of the three kinds of work I have enumerated,
which, with more or less modification, may qualify

him for its performance. (l.) If you want speed in a
horse, select an animal that bears the nearest resemb-
lance to the shape of the greyhound in its forma-
tion. If you want strength, for slow work, select an
animal with a large amount of propelling power.
If you want a horse for long endurance, at either

fast or slow work, only an animal with a good constitu-

tion can stand out well. The farm horse should have
a comely head, but not so small as the running horse,

as it enables him to throw more weight into the collar ;

broad and flat in the forehead ; neat, well set-on ears ;

prominent placid eyes ; thin eyelids ; large nostrils ;

neck neat, and deep towards the chest ; not very high
in the withers ; upright shoulders ; broad forearm j

broad flat bone below the knee ; rather short pasterns ;

good round feet, neither too flat nor too upright ; and,

I should say, plenty of hoof, but not hairy-legged
;

the back straight ; the loins strong ; the ribs well

arched, and long on the back rib j long in the quarter,

but not too broad in hooks ; the haunch strong ; the

hip well down ; broad hock joint, free of curb or bog
or bone-spavin, splint or side bones. A horse with
plenty of well-developed muscle, and a good con-

stitution, is likely to endure a good deal of
fatigue, and is not too ill to keep. (2.) A harness

and light farm work horse. The head rather smaller

than that of the work horse ; the neck longer, and
withers higher ; the shoulders more slanted to enable

him to put out his feet further before him, as well as

to save concussion by running on the hard roads
;

chest flatter ; the back, if anything, longer ; loins

strong ; long in the hind quarters ; the tail well set on

;

strong in the haunches ; broad, and a little more bent

at the hock joint ; broad and flat below the knees ;

straight in forelegs
;
good round feet and plenty of

crust, but not stripped ; the legs well set under him ;

well ribbed home ; deep at flank and not too thick in

the hair ; nostril large, but thin
;
prominent placid

eyes ; a large low set gullet, and wide between the

shear bones, &c. {3). Pony or saddle horse. A small

well-formed head ; neat, well set on, sharp pointed

ears ; broad forehead ; prominent placid eyes, thin

eyelids ; large in the nostrils ; wide and thin in the

shear bones ; long tapering neck well set on ; withers

high, and spring far back, and shoulders well slanted
;

chest pretty flat, rather than round : short straight

back ; long in the quarter ; strong above the knees

before and behind
;
good hock joint ; hip well down

;

thin flat bone below the knee ; legs well set under, and
good feet ; strong above the kidneys ; pretty long in the

back rib; rather round than square on thetopof thehind

quarters
;
pretty long in the pastern joint ; and free of

curb, corns, bog and bone spavin, side bones or ring-

bone ; and with all, good eyesight.

In conclusion, I would, in a word, say :— i. That

the breed of horses best adapted for farm work
is the old Scotch breed, such as was to be found

in some parts of Aberdeen, Perth, and Forfar

shires some 40 years ago. 1 do not approve

of the Clydesdale breed for general farm work.

They may be good for carters, if they could be got

with good fore feet, but there is scarcely one of them
free of side bones ; besides their hairy legs produce

what is termed dry grease. No doubt they are strong,

but they are ill to keep. What a farmer requires is

a short-legged, short-backed, barrel, easily kept, active

horse, and the breed referred to, although now difficult

to get, they, more than any other that I am aware of,

combine these qualities. 2. For light farm work and
harness, I would consider the old strong cob horse, as

yet unequalled by any breed of horses in the world for

the work indicated, the best ; but as we live in the

days of fast travelling, if a fourth or eighth part of

breeding were introduced, increased speed would be

obtained. 3. For hill ponies, our old Highland

ponies, none better ; but in ponies for other purposes

a little breeding would be an improvement, Mr.
Douglas^ of Citlshf at the Donside Agricultural

Association,
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The Harvest in Suffolk may be said to be fairly

begun. In several cases the Pea harvest is already

finished, and the scarifiers are busy on the land pre-

paring for stubble Turnips or other green crops.

Wheat cutting has also begun in some neighbourhoods

—at Suddenham, Heatly, Formham, and other places

nearer Bury. Mr. Chas. Nun, of Heatly, cut a field

of Australian Wheat— a sort that promises to be

early and good—on the 2 1 st ult. Several others

purposed beginning this week. Last night we
had a tremendous rainfall, which will, I fear, lay

many heavy crops, and must delay harvest opera-

tions. The rain has come in torrents, and in

such heavy drops that it must be injurious. We
want sun and fine weather now above all things to

finish the corn crops and enable them to be safely har-

vested. The thunderstorms are also telling severely
upon the Potato crops, driving down and bruising the

stem and surcharging the tubers with water, thus invit-

ing the attacks of disease ; in fact it is already ravaging
the crops in many districts, and, although I have not
seen it, the qualitj of the tubers has undergone such a
change as proves its presence in an incipient stage.

Were the weather to settle. Wheat harvest would
be general around Bury St. Edmund's in a week
or ten days, but these floods of rain upset
all our calculations, and may wash away all our
fair prospect?;. I observed a very unusual incident in

this neighbourhood : a second crop of Rye-grass in

flower, ready for the mowers, almost equal in height
and quality to the first, which was safely stacked only
about six weeks ago. The Clovers are unprecedentedly
fine, and are rusliing up with amazing rapidity ; and
all green crops are keeping them company in a race of

growth. A month's sun, and the nation's bread-
Ijasket is pretty plentifully stored for the year, while
as for beef, all that is wanted is more beasts for the

converting of the grass we cannot eat into the meat
that we never, now-a-days, can get enough of.

£>. T. Fis/u

Harvest Wages at Tiptree.—;^6 for four weeks,
and, in addition, beer, estimated at 6s. to "Js. per week.
Each man to cut, cart, and stack 10 acres of cereals

—

in my case nine-tenths of them Wheat. This is about
the general harvest wages in this immediate neighbour-
hood. Where the reaper can be used I lend it to my
men, charging them 2s. 6d. per acre for its use, and
they have to find the driver. We commenced harvest

about mid-day to-day, having had a heavy rainfall

during the night. Root and green crops very luxuri-

ant, and grass growing rapidly. We are to give women
and lads Sj. an acre and is. beer for cutting our very
heavy crops of Beans ; the carting and stacking costs from
2fS. 6d. to4r. per acre. Harvest wages are this year is. per
acre, or 9 per cent, dearer than last year. Wheats are
a good deal twisted, and even where clean hoed there
is some weedy vegetation unfavourable to the labourer.

Our corn crops are rather bulky, and so much Wheat
is rather against the labourer, but he has the advantage
of using carts instead of waggons, and the access to the
stack-yard is open and easy. It is rather astonishing
that the waggon disease and hedgerow complaint
should be so difficult to cure, in the presence of com-
parative facts and results. 4 p.m.—A tremendous
thunderstorm has been raging within sight of us for

the last four hours, but at present we have escaped it.

Saint S within seems faithful to his legend this year.

7. y. Mechi, July 30.

Silicic Acid as Manure.—Will you allow the
following correction of an error in my letter which
appeared in your impression of the 27th inst., to
appear in your next impression ? My only excuse for
such a piece of inaccurracy is that my letter was
written at a distance from the authority quoted, and
under a press of anxious work of another kind. In
lines 23 and 24, for "60 tons weight of Mangels" pray
substitute ** 60 cwt. of Wheat;" and in hne 38, for
Mangels again substitute Wheat. The table from which
I quoted is headed a Supplement to the Agricultural
Economist^ for March, 1S71, in which the respective
proportions of silicic acid in Wheat, Barley, Oats, and
Rye, appear to me to be very fairly given, and to con-
firm the view which I have been led to take of the
vast importance of introducing silicic acid into manure,
for those cereals at least ; to say nothing of what
appears to me to be almost the equal necessity of
supplying the same material to the Vine and the
Potato. Henry Moule.

Rats.—If my memory does not mislead, I drew my
knowledge of the following plan from the Gardeners'
Chronicle. It must have been 20 years since. My
recourse was, not to kill but to drive them away. By
placing a tablespoonful of the chloride of lime powder
in the runs here and there, the rats were efTectually
driven off before I had a chance, so far as I can re-
member, of myself seeing one. IV. H.

Thick or Thin Sowing.—AU my heavy land
Wheats, drilled with I bush, per acre, are a thick,
reedy crop, on some fields too thick'; 3 pecks would
have been more suitable. On the light land 5 pecks
are a very thick crop, although in some cases greatly

thinned by wireworm. Let me try and persuade my
brother farmers to try half an acre annually on each
field, with a diminished quantity, and thus ascertain

for themselves the most suitable amount of seed. Thick
sowing in my case diminishes considerably my profit

—

2 bush, of Oats, and li bush, of Barley are ample in

my case. Tiptree^ July 31.

Foreign Correspondence.
Hamburgh : Something about Plastic Carbon. —

" The best proof of the pudding is the eating of it,"

Mr. C. Buhring, in Hamburgh, is wont to say ; and
this gentleman may be of special interest to your
readers, as he is the inventor of plastic carbon, of
porous or graphite consistency, which material the filter

balls of Messrs. Atkins &. Son are made of, described
in your pages by ** W. B." (p. 6S7). I knew the gentle-
man in London when he first brought out his patent and
lost it, in consequence of some rashness on his side ; so
that plastic carbon can now be made by everybody,
the English patent having become extinct by the French
one not being explored, which latter had been brought
out a day earlier than the English. I know the gentle-
man still, who at present has set up anew, and with
great success, in Hamburgh {Spalding Strasse, No. 23),
as a manufacturer of plastic carbon in the most different

forms, and for the most novel uses of household, agri-

cultural, and horticultural importance. I may add that

the eating of the pudding is being entered into vigor-
ously ; and I may also add that all the other patentees
have no more right to this title than anybody else,

either in England, France, Germany, or the United
States. This piece of knowledge I put some emphasis
upon, as, what with the different purposes plastic

carbon may be applied to, and the importance of the
division of labour between different manufacturers,
and the impulse given by free commerce has, from a
national and international point of view, perhaps some
enterprising man may be led by knowing this to set about
the manufacture of plastic carbon upon his own hand,
and for some of the special purposes I will dwell upon
when entering upon the mode of manufacturing this

valuable material, and the different objects the in-

ventor, Mr. C. BUhring, has turned and is at present
turning it to—the mode being a most simple and cheap
one, and the objects being important for housewives,
gardeners, and farmers, on the one hand, and perhaps
no less interesting from a general point of view on the
other.

Plastic carbon of itself, is it not a most unusual and
novel thing altogether ? For, however much is used
of clay, iron, glass, &c., being brought into different

forms by all sorts of processes for all sorts of uses, who
ever thought of making anything out of carbon ? Was
not carbon, until lately, knovi'n to be the most un-
manageable thing in the world, being an amorphous,
sooty, brittle, or in the form of the diamond,
excessively hard, substance ? Fire, indeed, did seem
to be the only element to stir it up and revive it.

There is more life in carbon than, perhaps, in any
other of the elements ; there are innate powers and
admirable parts stored up under its black and rugged
surface, and sparkling luringly from out of the
adamatine crystal. But only in the flare of the
furnace and in the glow of the homely fireside did
carbon seem to be itself. There the powers absorbed
by ages of growth and pounded into it by ages
of pressure within the very womb of the earth,
woke up again to weave a new and newer web
than the vegetable one of yore—to move machines, to

draw loads and worlds of wealth, and to be the very
same vehicle ol force and power in another sphere over
again. And at the fireside, where it spreads life and
comfort, there, too, did it seem to tell, in a thoughtful
strain, the old old story of its heyday, when carbon sat

in state in gigantic attire of Fern and Fir, decked out
by the many-coloured flowers of the Convolvulus, and
rising up to the sky as the king of earth with gorgeous
Palms in his hand. There is something supernatural
in this, that as the wife of the Indian Arya will even
in death be united to her lord, and true even to his
ashes will die on his funeral pile, so the sun sent her
rays to sleep in one grave with King Carbon, and even
the very colours that once decked him in state will now
appear again in all their beauty as aniline and its com-
pounds. Who, then, would have ever thought of this

carbon, that seemed to be but embodied power, light,

heat, electricity, and anything but body—that seemed
to be movement in a state of stupor and any-
thing but plastic—to become a material for pot-
tery ? And still such it has now by human
ingenuity been turned into. As iron is melted and
cast, as clay is moulded and baked, so also carbon is

now being enticed by pressure and fire to serve man-
kind, not in the flame of force, but in the flesh, if I may
say so, of its substance. But still, even here. Nature
seems to demand obedience to one of her most beauti-

ful laws—that of the division of labour. As amongst
men, the more they develope into nations, and states,

and societies, labour will the more and more be divided
and individualised, so also amongst the elements ;

every substance finds its well acknowledged rank
and calling. Once all was a chaos. Philosophers
say that in the beginning, if such there ever was, or in

the nebulous state of the planetary system, every ele-

ment has been everywhere, and, in consequence,

carbon among the rest, and Nature's dictate seems
to be that carbon should incorporate in a long
period of development qualities deep and secret, to
serve, even in the plastic state, in which we will now
introduce it to the reader as a regenerator, purifier,
and life-inspiring agent, with such innate and silent
actions as a good housewife only is wont to do.
This plastic carbon, such as Nature seems to have
designed it, is prepared at present in the following
manner, which of all methods has proved to be the
best, being the easiest, cheapest, and surest, and more-
over rendering the carbon in such a state as to pre-
serve or bring out its different qualities in the highest
degree, varying according to the different purposes
it is to be applied to.

Charcoal, both vegetable and animal, generally in the
proportion of five to one, and more or less powdered,
is mixed with a varying weight of sawdust, mostly
one to one ; these are mixed well and thoroughly, in a
pneumatic pan or common water bath, rubbed up with
about one-fifth of their weight of coal-tar, giving a
material scarcely to be distinguished from dry coal-

dust. After having been allowed to cool down, some
well-powdered asphalte or pilch is finely divided in the
mass, and run once or twice through a wire sieve.

You then have a slightly coherent but altogether loose
material, which, when exposed to a sudden short but
powerful pressure will completely cohere in solid blocks,
exactly adapting itself to the moulds you choose to
make use of. The pressure is, in Mr. C. Biihring's
establishment, exerted by simple lever presses, whilst
formerly, when no tar was being applied, an hydraulic
press was necessary. The moulds are made of steel,

some of brass, and some (such as are necessary for

making pipes, flower-pots, and other artificial articles)

are of most ingenious construction, each of which
would deserve to be patented, if a patent were not a
stupid thing, altogether excluding competitors, the best
friends upon the market which a manufacturer can
have. They are, however, simple enough to allow a
man to press 50 to 60 blocks in an hour, and, accord-
ing to arrangement, even more.
Under the press the carbon mixture loses about one-

fifth of its bulk, and is ripe for the oven. This, again,
is a very ingenious affair, not unlike a retort heating
itself by its own gas. The blocks are arranged into

boxes of sheet-iron, and well packed up with hydrate
of lime or sand, copiously mixed with powdered coal-

dust, such as ultimately may be collected by pounding
broken coal blocks that have lost their gas, or with
powdered coke. The packing must be carefully done,
so that the blocks may not too much touch one
another, being else in the process of heating liable to

cohere. The same was formerly the case with the
packing-sand or lime, which used to form a crust

around the blocks that had to be painfully removed,
A happy accident happened to show that coke-dust
mixed with the packing material would prevent every
coherency. The baking, too, is a careful operation.
The boxes being well arranged in the oven, so as to

leave free space at the top for the gases to escape—the
boxes have no cover—the oven is closed, and the doors
are luted up with clay, then a slow heat is applied
from a coal fire below, the heat being carried all round
the oven by a spiral flue. After a short time the tar

and pitch, as well as the sawdust of the blocks,

give up their gaseous compounds, which evolve
freely, consisting of carburetted hydrogen, car-

bonic oxide, and perhaps some aqueous vapour.
These escape through a pipe in the back and enter the
fireplace after a short time, sufficing to keep up heat
enough for baking the balls, it being necessary not to

surpass a low red heat, except with some hard-coal

wares, such as crucibles, moulds, &c. The reason of
only a low heat having to be applied is that, by too

strongly or too suddenly heating, the coal will lose that

high state of porosity desirable for filtering purposes,
and essential for many of the objects made out of it,

the coal passing into the coke, or graphite stale. This
graphite coal is good enough for electric battery plates
and cylinders, but has not the power to condense
oxygen gas in its pores, and to attract, keep back, or de-
compose bad gases, organic impurities, colouringmatters,
nitric salts, &c., from air, water, oil, spirits, vinegar,

syrup, &c. ; nor has it the gift of retaining heat and
keeping it together in cooking pots respectively out of
boxes for ice and meat-preserving purposes. It is use-

less also for flower-pots, &c., graphite, on the one
hand, being a good conductor of heat and electricity,

and the porous plastic carbon, on the other hand, being
nearly an absolute non-conductor. This is the reason

why Bunsen's coal plates, made by heating a mixture
of coal and syrup, are worthless for any other but

electric purposes, as they consist of coke merely, and
will not even do for crucibles, not nearly approaching
to the graphite consistency, as Mr. Biihring's plastic

carbon (prepared in this case from common soot)

indeed will do.

By the simple arrangement of thus using up the

gases evolved, the baking is rendered a very cheap
operation ; nor does it last longer than 24 to 30 hours,

the cooling included. According to the difference of
mixture, heat, and heating-time you apply, you may
modify the nature of your carbon in a high degree ; the
position within the oven is also of importance. Thus,
it is best to bake different objects in the same set, con-
sidering that the undermost and most exposed blocks
will bake harder and faster, whilst, on the other hand.
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if you are too low with your heat, it may easily happen

that the interior bloclcs are still pitchy, and will yield,

in the case of these being filtering blocks, a most

abominable water. A careful arrangement of the

objects within the iron boxes, and some close obser-

vance as to the nature of the oven, will be indispen-

sable ; and this part of the business may be said to be

the most difficult in the whole process of the carbo-

ceramie, as I may call this new and promising branch

of industry. O. Beta.

{To bi Continued:)

bmlws.
HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL.

The annual meeting of this flourishing and influ-

ential Society was held at Kelso this week under very

favourable auspices. The weather, which had been

somewhat threatening, gradually improved, and the

stock and implements were all placed on the ground

in excellent condition. The arrangements were made

by the Society, Fletcher Norton Menzies, Esq., along

with Sir George Douglas, Bart., of Springwood Park,

in whose field the show took place. The district is

conspicuous for its Shorthorn cattle, and for Leicester

and Cheviot sheep, and these were shown largely both

by Scotch and English breeders.

The original type of Shorthorn was found in the

valley of the Tees, but their good qualities were

much developed by the Messrs. Colling, whose cattle

were specially remarkable for their rapid and large

growth, combined with aptness to fatten, symmetry,

good temper, mellow handling, and gay colours.

They have gradually acquired a world-wide celebrity,

and have in a large manner displaced the Hereford

and other breeds, once unrivalled south of the Tweed.

To keep the breed of the Durham, Teeswater, or

short-horned breed pure is an object of great import-

ance, and at the Highland and Agricultural Society

the fust prizes are always given to bulls and cows of

this stock.

There were 16 bulls shown in the aged class, and

among them were three that had been conspicuous at

the Cardiff Show of the Royal Agricultural Society.

At Kelso Mr. Outhwaite's bull. Royal Windsor,

was placed ist as he had been at Cardiff, and Lord
Irwin was also placed 2d at Kelso, as he had been at

the Eng'ibh show. The 4th place at Kelso was

awarded to Mr. Bowstead's Flag of Britain, which

had been 3d at Cardiff. The 3d place at Kelso was

taken by an excellent bull, DuKE OF NORFOLK,
owned by Mr. Bell, Fans, Berwickshire. The awards

of the judges were generally confirmed. About the

first two there was no diversity of opinion, and all

competent judges admitted that the two animals dis-

played in perfection all the points of pure Shorthorns.

Neither was there much doubt regarding the others,

though one or two animals from the North attracted

general admiration, especially one belonging to Sir

William Forbes, of Craigievar ; the Marquis of

Exeter's Telemachus was shown, but did not attract

the attention of the judges. Of 2-year-old bulls there

were 13 entries, most of them excellent animals ; and

in this case also the prizes were taken by breeders south

of the Tweed—Mr. John Lamb, of Penrith, taking the

1st honours, and Mr. William Linton the 2d. Year-

ling bulls were 1 3 in number, and were a good stock.

Two of the prizes went to English breeders ; and the

Duke of Buccleuch, with a very pretty animal, was not

higher than commended.
In the class of aged cows there were ten animals

shown, all of good quality, and the ist prize was

taken by the Duke of Buccleuch ; the 2d and 3d going

to Northumberland. For 2-year-old heifers the Duke
of Buccleuch was again Ist ; Mr. John C. Toppin,

Musgrave Hall, Penrith, 2d ; after which came the

Marquis of Tweeddale and Lord Kinnaird. For year-

old heifers the Duke of Buccleuch again stood foremost

of 16 competitors, and this whole class of stock looks

very promising.

Polled Angus, or Aberdeen cattle, are not reared in

the district where the show was held ; and the show
was not very large, but the quality was unexception-

able. The exhibitors were all, or nearly all, from the

north of Scotland. The 1st premium, for bulls of any

age, was carried off by Sir Thomas Gladstone, of

Fasque, and this award was universally approved.

There were seven 2-year-old bulls and eight year-old';.

A couple of 2-year-olds belonged to Mr. M'Combie,

M. P., both of which were commended. For cows

of any age Mr. M'Combie carried off the 1st

premium, with a beautiful cow, Charmer, aged five

years and five monihs. Sir George McPherson

Grant, of Ballindalloch, took the 2d and 3d prizes,

and another of his animals was commended. In

2-year-old heifers there were also some excellent

beasts. Of ten year-old heifers Mr. M'Combie
showed three, one of which took the ist prize, and
another was commended.
Of Galloway cattle there was only a medium show,

but among the exhibitors were most of the well-known
breeders of that class. Prominent among the prize-

takers was the Duke of Buccleuch, whose Drumlanrig
estates are suitable for this class.

Ayrshires were numerous and of fair quality. For
the best bull, Sir Michael Shaw Stewart carried off the

prize. In the second class, the Duke of Buccleuch

came in for the 2d premium.
There was also a good representation of Highland

cattle, which have a grand appearance on their native

hills, but seem out of place in a showyard. Some
animals of great size were exhibited as extra stock.

The show of horses was good, and of Clydesdales in

particular there was a splendid show. Mr. David

Riddell, Kilbowie, Duntocher, Dumfries-shire, was the

most successful exhibitor, and in the first class showed

a noble animal, "Jrince of Wales," which has on all

occasions distanced all competitilors. It is a magnifi-

cent horse, and has splendid action. It is a brown

horse, six years old, bred by Mr. Fleming, Knockdon,

Maybole. In section 2 Mr. Riddell showed three

horses, one of which took the 3d prize ; and for 2-year-

old colts he was again 3d.

The following is the list of Awards in the several

classes :

—

CATTLE.
Shorthorns.

Bulls, calved before January i, 1870.-151, ;S2o, J. Outhwaite,

Bainesse. Catlerick, Roval Windsor (29,890) : 2d, £,i-o, \V.

Linton, Sheriff Hutton, York, Lord Irwin (29,123) : 3^, Silver

Medal, J. Bell, Kans, Earlston. Commended : J. C. Bowstcad,

HacUthoipe Hall, Penrith, Flag of Britain (23,955)-

Bulls calved after January i, 1870.-151, jL^o.J. Lamb, Burrell

Green. Penrith, Ignoramus (28.S87) ; 2d, £jo, W. Linton,

Sheriff Hutton, York, Leeman (29,031) : 3d, Silver Medal, A H.

Browne, Bank House, Ackhngton, Dike of Aosta (28,356).

Commended : R. L, Tumbull. Falnash, Hawick.
Bulls calved after Januarj' i, 1871.— ist. /lo, W. Lambert,

EIrington Hall, Haydon Bridge ; 2d, ^5, R. H. Huntley, Carham
Hall. Coldstream ; 3d, Silver Medal. R. Binnie, Seton Mams,
Longniddry, Commended : the Duke of Buccleuch and Queens-

berry, K:.G., Dalkeith.

Cows of any age.—ist, ^15, the Duke of Buccleuch and

Queensberry, K.G. ; 2d, ;^8, A. H. Browne, Bank House,

Acklingtnii ; 3d, Silver Medil, A. H. Browne. Commended :

\V. A, Mitchell, Auchnagathle, Aberdeen.

Heifers calved after January 1, 1870.— ist. £10, the Duke of

Buccleuch and Queensberry, K.G. : 2d, ^5, J- C. Toppin, Mus-
grave Hall, Skelton, Penrith ; 3d, Silver Medal, the Marquis of

Tweeddale, K.T., Yester, Haddington. Commended; Lord

Kinnaird, K.T., Rossie Priory, Inchture.

Heifers calved after January i, 1871.—ist, £8, the Duke of

Buccleuch and Queensberry. K.G. : 2d, £4. W. A. Mitchell.

Whitehouse, Aberdeen; 3d, Silver Medal, J. Beattie, Newbie

House, Annan. Commended : R. Binnie, Seton Mains, Long-

niddry.
Polled Angus or Aberdeen.

Bulls calved before January i, 1870.—is, ;Czo. SirT. Gladstone,

Bart., Fasque, Laurencekirk ; 2d, ^ro, W. J. Tayler, Rothiemay

House, Huntly :
3d, Silver Medal, G. Brown, Westerlown,

Fochabers. Commended : R. Walker, Portlethen. Aberdeen.

Bulls calved after January 1, 1870— ist, £so, T. L. M. Cart-

wripht. Melville House, Ladybank ; -zd, £zo, W. J. Tayler.

Rothiemay House. Huntly ; 3d, Silver Medal, G. Brown,

Westerton, Fochabers. Commended : \V. M'Combie, Easter

Skene. Al erdeen.

Bulls calved after January i, 1871.— ist. ;^io. Sir G. M. Grant.

Bart., Ballindalloch ; 2d, £5, W. J. Tayler, Huntly; 3d, Silver

Medal, H. D, Adamson, balqubarn, Alford, Aberdeen. Com-
mended : J. W. Barclay, Auchlossan, Aberdeen.

Cows of any age.— ist, j^iS, W. M'Combie, M.P., Tillyfour ;

2d, £S, Sir G. M. Grant, of Ballindalloch, Rart. ; 3d, Silver

Medal, Sir G. M. Grant, Bart. Commended : Sir G. M.
Grant, Bart.

Heifers calved after January i, 1870.— 1st, £10, G. Brown,

\Vestertown, Fochabers; 2d, £5, the Earl of Fife, K.T., Duff

House, Banff; 3d, Silver Medal, the Earl of Fife, K.T. Com-
mended : J. Skinner, Drumin, Ballindalloch.

Heifers calved after January i, iS7i.-ist, £S, W. M'Combie,

M P., Tillyfour, Aberdeen; 2d, ^4, W. J. Tayler, Rothiemay

House, Huntly; 3d, Silver Medal, R Walker, Portlethen,.Aber-

deen. Commended: W. M'Combie, M.P.

GALLOWAV.

Bulls calved before January 1, 1870.— ist, £20, J. Cunningham,

Tarbreoch, Dalbeattie; 2d, ^10, W. Copeland, Byrecroft, Kirk-

gunzeon; 3d, Silver Medal, Sir F. U. Graham of Netherby, Bart.,

Longtown. Commended : W. and J. Shennan, Balig, Kirkcud-

bright.

Bulls calved after January i, 1S70.— ist, £20, J. Cunningham,

Tarbreoch, Dalbeattie ; 2d, £10, W. Beaty. Briscohill, Long-

town ; 3d, Silver Medal, Mrs. Graham, Braidlee, Newcastleton.

Commended : A. Grieve, Albyrigg, Canonbie.

Bulls calved after January i, 1871.— ist, £10, the Duke of

Buccleuch and Queensberry, K.G., Drumlanrig Castle; 2d, £5,

P. Morton, Lawshall, Longtown ; 3d, Silver Medal. J. Thomson,

Blaiket, Crocketford, Dumfries. Commended ; the Duke of

Buccleuch and Queensberry, K.G.
. -rv ,

Cows of any age.— ist, ^15, J. Cunningham, Tarbreoch, Dal-

beattie ; 2d. £10, J. Cunningham ;
3d, Silver Medal, the Duke

of Buccleuch and Queensberry, K.G. Commended : T. Biggar,

Chapelton, Dalbeattie.

Heifers, calved after January 1, 1870.—ist, ^lo, J. Graham,
Parcelstown. Westlinton, Carlisle ; 2d, £5, the Duke of Buc-

cleuch and Queensberry, K,G.; 3d, Silver Medal, J. Cunnmg-
ham, Tarbreoch. Dalbeattie. Commended; the Duke of Buc-

cleuch and Queensberry, K.G.
Heifers, calved after January i, 1871 — ist, £S, J. Graham,

Parcclstown, Carlisle : 2d. £4, J. Cunningham, Tarbreoch, Dal-

beattie; 3d. Silver Medal, T. Biggar, Chapelton, Dalbeattie.

Commended ; T. Biggar.
Ayrshire.

Bulls calved before January i, 1870.-151, £:o, Sir M. R.

Shaw Stewart, of Ardgowan, Bart , Inverkip ; 2d,/io. D. C. Wil-

lison, Dalpeddar, Sanquhar. 3d. Silver Medal, J. Meikle, Se.-i-

field, Bathgate. C.immended : Sir M. R. Shaw Stewart, Bart.

Bulls calved after January i, 1870.— 1st, ^20, T. Ballantyni:.

\'elherton, East Kilbride ; sd. £to, the Duke of Buccleuch and

Queensberry, KG. ; 3d, Silver Medal. A. Gall, Benthall, East

Kilbride. Commended : W. Smith. Chanlockfoot, Dumfries

Bulls calved after January i, 1871.— 1st, .£10, J. Anderson,

Smithstown, Croy, KiUyth ; 2d. £5. T. Ballantyne, Netlicrion,

East Kilbride; 3d, Silver Medal, Sir M. R. Shaw Stewart,

Cows in-Milk, of any age.— ist, £15, J. Meikle, Seafield,

Bathgate; 2d, £S, J. Meikle; 3d. Silver Medal, G. Dunlon,

Casllefarm, Stewnrton. Commended : J. Stewart, Burnside

Cottage. Strathavcn. .„,,-, , , r

Cows in-Calf, of any age, or Heifers in-Calf, calved before

fanuary i, 1870.— ist, £15, J. M. Martin, Auchcnfroe, Card-

rnss ; 2d, £S, G. Pender, Dumbreck, Kilsyth ; 3d, Silver Medal,

G. Dunlop, Castle Farm, Stewarton. Commended : R. McKean.

Lumloch, Bishopbriggs. ^. r. j
Heifers calved after January i. i87o.~ist, £io. G. 1 cnder,

Dumbreck, Kdsyth ; 2d, £5. J- Stewart, Burnside Cottage,

Strathavcn; 3d, Silver Medal, G. Pender. Commended: Ihe

Duke of Buccleuch and Queensberry, K.G.
Heifers calved after January i, 1871.— isl, XS, J. btewarl,

Burnside Cottage. Strathavcn ; ad, £4, G. Pender, Dumbreck,
Kilsyth : 3d, Silver Medal, J. M'Call, Veterinary College, Glas-
gow. Commended : G. Pender.

Highland.
Bulls calved before January i, 1870.—ist, £^0, the Hon. Lady

Menzies, Rannoch Lodge, Piilochrie ; 2d, ;£io, the Hon. Lady
Menzies.

Bulls calved after January i, 1870.—ist, £:zo, J. Stewart,
Duntulm, Portree; 2d, £tr^, the Duke of Athole. K.T , Blair

Castle, Blair Athole ; 3d, Silver Medal, Commander D. Stewart,
R. N., Colonsay, Port-Askaig.
Cows of any age.— ist, ;^i5, J. Stewart, Duntulm, Portree.
Heifers calved after January i, 1869.— ist, ;£io, J. Stewart,

Duntulm, Portree.

Heifers calved after January i, 1870.— ist, /lo, J. Stewart,
Portree ; 2d, £5, T. L. M. Cartwright. Melville House, Lady-
bank ; id. Silver Medal, T. L. M. Cartwright.

HORSES.
For Agricltltural Purposes.

Stallions foaled before January 1. 1869.— ist. ;£30, D. Riddell,

Kilbowie, Duntocher; 2d. j^is, P. M'Robbie, Sunnyside, Aber-
deen ; 3d, Silver Medal, P. M'Robbie. Commended : R. Brew-
ster. Earnbeth, Bridge of Weir.

Entire ColLs foaled after January r, 1869.— ist, ;C3o, R. Brew-
ster, Bambeth, Bridge of Weir; 2d, £10, R. Andrew, Allans,

Paisley ; 3d, Silver Medal, D. Riddell. Kilbowie, Duntocher.
Entire Colts foaled after January i, 1870.— ist, £1$, A. Weir,

Newhousemill, East Kilbride; 2d. ^8. A. Johnston, Lochburn,
Maryhill ; 3d, Silver Medal, D. Riddell, Kilbowie. Com-
mended ; P. Crawford, Dumgoyack. Strathblane.

Entire Colts foaled after January i, 1871.— ist, £10, P. Brown,
Craigton, Bishopton ; 2d. £5, the Earl of Strathmore, Glamis
Castle, Glamis ; 3d, Silver Medal, J. Thomson, Blaiket,

Dumfries.
Mares (with Foal at foot) foaled before January i, i86g,— ist,

.^20, R. M. Buchanan, Livingston Mill, Mid-Calder ; 2d, ;£io,

R. Naismith, Westfield, Haddington
; 3d, Silver Medal, Major

Stapylton. Myton Hall, Helperby. York,
Marcs (in Foal) foaled belore January i, 1S69.— ist,;^i5, J. H.

M'Culloch, Skaith, Newton Stewart; 2d, £8, R. Stark, Sum-
merford, Camelon, Falkirk ; 3d, Silver Medal, A. Kerr, Castle

Hill, Durrisdeer. Commended : J. Cunningham, Tarbreoch,
Dalbeattie.

Fillies foaled after January 1, 1869.— ist, ;£io, R. Stark,

Summerford, Falkirk ; 2d, £5, J. Cunningham, Tarbreoch ; 3d,

Silver Medal, J. Henderson, Byres, Haddington, Commended:
'a. Smith. Stevenson Mains. Haddington.

Fillies foaled after January i, 1870.-151, £8, P. Brown, Craig-

ton, Bishopton ; 2d, £4, A. Logan, Howinan Grange, More-
battle, Kelso ; 3d, Silver Medal, H. O. Short, Waren Mills,

Eel ford.

Fillies foaled after January 1. 1871.—ist, £6, P. Brown, Cr.iig-

ton. Bishopton; 2d,j^3, R. M. Buchanan, Livingston Mill. Mid-
Calder ; 3d, Silver Medal, Earl of Strathmore, Glamis Castle,

Glamis.
Draught Geldings foaledafter January i, 1869. --1st, A. Brown,

Linthaugh, Ford, Coldstream.
Draught Geldings foaled after January i, 1870. — 1st, J. Thomp-

son, Bajlieknowe. Kelso; 2d, W. Ritchie, Middleton, Gore-
btidge ; 3d, Lady Elizabeth Pringle, Langton, Dunse.

Ponies.

Mares or Geldings bet^veen 12 and 14 hands high.— 1st,

W. Reid, Drem ; 2d. T. Barnard. Holme House, Addington ; 3d,

R. Younger, St. Ann's Brewery, Edinburgh. Commended : W.
Moor, Longridge, Berwick-on-Tweed.
Mares or Geldings, 12 hands and under.—1st, R. Shortreed,

Attonburn, Kelso; 2d, J. Mack, Pogbie, Upperkeith ; ^, R.

Hogarth, Eccles Tofts, Greenlaw. Commended : R. G. Thom-
son, Rutherford, Kelso.

Hunters and Roadsters.

Brood Mares, suitable for field, foaled before January' i, 1868.

— ist, £70, J. Usher, Stodrig, Kelso . 2d, ^10, G. A. Grey,

Milfield, Wooler ; 3d, Silver Medal, E. H. Maxwell. Teviot

Bank, Hawick. Commended: J. Clay, Kerchesters, Kelso.

Yeld Mares or Geldings, suitable for field, foaled before

January i, 1868.—ist, .£20, C. J. Cunningham. Morebattle Tofts.

Kelso ; 3d, Silver Medal, Dr. J. P' Bookless, Kelso.

SHEEP.
Leicester.

Tups, above i-shear.— 1st, ;£io, T. H. Hutchinson, Manor
House, Catterick ; 2d, ^5, T. H. Hutchinson ; 3d, Silver Medal,

A Smith, Stevenson Mains. Haddington.

Dinmont or Shearling Tups. -ist. /lo, T. H. Hutchinson:

2d £5, T. H. Hutchinson; 3d, Silver Medal, T. H. Hutchinson.

Pens of 5 Ewes, above i shear —ist, ;£8, T. H. Hutchinson,

Catterick.

Pens of 5 Shearling Ewes or Gimmers.— ist, ^S, l..\ti.

Hutchinson, Catterick.

Border Leicester.

Tups, above i-shear.— ist, ;£io, J. Nisbel, Lambden, Green-

law. Berwickshire ; 2d, £5, A. P. Hope, Fcnton Barns, Drem ;

3d, Silver Medal, G. T. Hume, Sunlaws Hill, Kelso. Crm-
mcnded : T. Forster. jun., Ellingham, Chathill.

Dinmont or Sheariing Tups.— ist, ;i;to, the Marquis of Tweed-

dale, Yester, Haddington ; 2d, £5, the Marquis of Tweeddale

;

3d, Silver Medal. J. Clark, Oldhamstocks Mains. Commended :

J. Lees, Marvingston, Haddinetou. ,„ 1

Pens of 5 Ewes above i-shear.—ist, £8. G. Lamg, Wark,

Coldstream; 2d, £4, T. Simson. jun., Blainslie, Lauder; 3d,

Silver Medal, Miss A. Stark, Mcllendean, Kelso.

Pens of 5 Sheariing Ewes or Gimmers.— 1st, £S. ths Marquis

of Tweeddale; 2d, £4, A. P. Hope. Fenton Barns. Drem : 3d,

Silver Medal. J. Lee, Marvingston, Haddington. Commended :

T. Wilson, Haymount, KeUo.

LoNG-WOOLLED other THAN LeICFSTER.

Tups above i-shear.— ist, piiio, T. Wilkin, TinwaldDown?.

Dumfries ; 2d, ^5. f. B. Irving, White Hill. Lockerbie ;
3d.

Silver Medal, J. Gibson, Woolmct, Dalkeith. Commended

:

W. Norman. Hall Bank. Aspatria. „ , . , ,

Dinmont or Sheariing Tups.— ist. i;io. J. B. Irving, Lock-

erbie ; 2d, £s, T. Wilkin, Tinwald Downs ; 3d, Silver Medal,

I B Irving. Commended : J. Gibson, Woolmct. Dalkeith.

PensofsEwes above i-shear.— ist, £8, T. Wilkin, Tinwald

Downs. Dumfries ; zd, £4, } ^- Irvin?, Lockerbie : 3d. Silver

Medal, T. Wilkin. Commended : W. Norman, Hall Bank,

Aspatri,!. ,-n t T) T

Pens of 5 Sheariing Ewes or Gimmers.— ist. ^8, J. B. Jmng,
Lockerbie ; 2d. £4, T. Wilkin, Dumfries; 3d, Sdvcr Medal.

T. Wilkin. Commended : J. B. Irving. Lockerbie.

Cheviot.

Tups above i-shcar.— ist, £10, T. Elliot. Hindhopc. Jed-

burgh ; 2d, £5, J. Brydon, Kinnelhead. Moffat : 3d, Silver

Medal, H. Brydon, Thiricstanhopc. Selkirk. Commended: J,

Brydon, jun,, Holm of Dalquhairn, D.ilry, New Galloway.

Dinmont or Sheariing Tups.— ist, Zio, J. Brydon. Kinnel-

head, Moffat : 2d, ^5, J. A. Johnstone. Archbank, Moff.ii
; 3d.

Silver M'-dal, J. A. Johnstone. Commended : Sir G. G. Mont-

gomery, Bart.. M. P., Stobo Castle. Stobo.

Pens of 5 Ewes above i-shear, with lambs.— ist, £8, I. Klliot.

Hindhopc. Jedburgh ; ad. £4. J Brydon, Kinnelhead, Moffat

;

^d. Silver Medal. W. Smith, Melkington, Cornhill, Norlhumber-

iand.
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Pens of 5 Shearling Ewes or Gimmers.—ist. £8, J. Brydon,

Kinnelhead. fttoffat : ad. ^£4. T. Elliot, Hiiidhope, Jedburgh ;

3d, Silver Medal, T. Welsh, Encstane. Moffat.

Blackfacbd.
Tups above i-shear. — ist. £jo, T. Archibald Overshids

Stow; 2d. £s. J. Archibald: 3d. Silver Medal, J. Archibald.

Commended : T. Aiiken, Listonshiels, Balenio.

Dinmont or Shcarlins Tups.— ist, ^10. J. Archibald, Ovcrsheils,

Stow; 2d, £5, J. Archibald; 3d, Silver Medal, J. Archibald.

Commended : J. Archibald.
t . 1.-

Pcns of Ewes above i-shear, *vith lambs.— 1st, £S, J. Archi-

bald. Slow; 2d, i.4, J. Brydon, Kinnelhead, Moffat: 3d, Sdver

Medal, j. Hamilton, Banker, Lesmahagow. Commended :

Lambs of the three.

Pens of 5 Shearling Ewes or Gimmers.— ist, j£8, J. Archibald,

Stow : zd. ^4, D. Tweedie, Castle Crawford, Abinglon ; 3d,

Silver Medal. A. C. Pagan. Innergeldie, Comrie, Cneff. Coni-

mcnded : J. H.imilton, Banker, Lesmahagow.

Southdown.
Tups of any age.—ist, ^do, J. J. Colman, M.P.. Carrow

House. Norwich ; 2d, £5, J. J- Colman, RLP.; 3d, Silver Mednl,

Lord Sondes. Elmham Hall, Thctford, Norfolk. Commended :

J. J. Colman, M.P.
Pens of s Ewes of any age, or Gimmers.— ist, £Z, J. J. Col-

mam, M.P., Norwich : ad, £4, Lord Sondes ;
3d, Silver Medal,

Lord Sondes. Commended : R. S. Skirving, Camptoun, Drcm.

Shropshire.

Tupsof anv age.— 1st, ^10. the Earl of Stralhmore, Glamis
Castle, Glamis : ad. £5. J. Gibson, Woolmet. Dalkeith : 3d,

Silver Medal, the Earl of Strathmore. Commended : the Earl

of Strathmore,
Pens of 5 Ewes of any age, or Gimmers.— ist, £S, the Earl

of Strathmore : ad. £4, tlie Earl of Strathmore : 3d, Silver

Medal, J. Gibson, \\'oolmet, Dalkeith. Commended ; Lord
Polwarth, Humbie, Upper Keith.-

Extra Sections.

Pens of 5 Cheviot Wethers not above i-shcar.— 1st, the Duke
of Roxburghe. K,T. , Floors Castle, Kelso.

Pens of 5 Blackfaced Wethers not above 3-shcar.— ist, the

Dnke of Roxburghe. K.T.
Pens of s half-bred Hoggs not above i-shear.—ist, R. Logan,

Birkenside, Earlston.
Pens of 5 Greyfaced Hoggs, not above i-shear. — ist, T.

Biggar, Chapelton, Dalbeattie.

SWINE.
Boars, large breed.— rst, £8, R. E. Duckering, Northorpe,

Kirton Lindsey ; ad. £4, G. Mangles, Great Givendale, York-
shire ; 3d, Silver Medal, C. R. N. Beswicke Royds, Pyke House,
Littleborough, Manchester. Commended : Colonel Hay, Dunse
Castle, Dunse.

Boars, small breed.—ist, £B, C. R. N. Beswicke Royds.
Littleborough ; ad, £4, R. E. Duckering, Northorpe ; 3d, Silver

ftfedal, G. Slangles, Great Givendale, Yorkshire. Commended :

J. Wilson, Salton filiddle Mains, Tranent.
Sows, large breed.— ist, £6, R. E. Duckering, Kirton Lind-

sey ; ad, £;i, C. R. N, Beswicke Royds, Littleborough ; 3d,

Silver Medal, J. Moir & Son, Garthdec, Aberdeen. Com-
mended : Colonel Hay, Dunse.

Sows, small breed.— ist, £6, C. R. N. Beswicke Royds, Little-

borough ; ad, £7,, R. E. Duckering
; 3d, Silver Medal, H. D.

Adamson, Balquham, Alford. Commended : J. Beattie, Newbie
House, Annan.
Pens of 3 pies, not above 8 months old, large breed.— ist, ;£4,

R. E, Duckering ; ad, £2, J. Moir & S^n, Garthdce ; 3d. Silver
Medal, G. Mangles, Great Givendale, Yorkshire. Commended;
G. Mangles.
Pens of 3 Pigs not above 8 months old, small breed.— ist, £4,

R. E. Duckering : ad, £2, C. R- N. Beswicke Royds
; 3d,

Silver Medal, G. IMangles. Commended : G. Mangles.

T/te Implements.—The show of implements took
place on Tuesday, and there were in all 1777 different

articles, which was not quite equal to the three previous
shows at Edinburgh, Dumfries, and Perth, but largely

in excess of any year prior to that, and 676 more than
at the Kelso show in 1S63. Of these, however, a
good proportion could be only by courtesy called agri-

cultural implements ; but of standard cultivators of the
soil, and primary requisites for agricultural work, there
was an excellent display, and the implements were in

general well adapted to the district.

Steam-ploughs and cultivators were not in large
force, but there was a working model of Fiskin's patent
steam cultivating tackle on view, while Messrs. John
Fowler & Co. showed their excellent steam-cultivators

;

and there was a steam-plough, price ^100, shown by
G. W. Murray & Co., Banff Foundry, Banff.

Common ploughs were shown by eminent and well-
known makers from various parts of the country.
Among the exhibitors were Messrs. Jack & Sons,
Maybole; Lewis & Co., Shrewsbury ; and some makers
of local celebrity. There was an excellent show of
double-furrow ploughs, and among the makers were
Jack & Sons, R. Homsby & Sons, Grantham

;

J. Main & Co., Glasgow ; Thomas Pirie & Co., John
Fowler & Co., and several others. Some of the
ploughs shown by makers in Aberdeenshire show good
implements.
The show of grubbers was not large, but there were

some useful articles by good makers.
Hanows were shown in considerable variety, and of

excellent make. Rollers, pressers, and clod-crushers,
were likewise well represented, and in this department
great improvements have been made of late years.

Reaping and mowing machines were very strongly
represented, exhibitors, both local and from a distance,

being mustered in full force. Mr. Walter A. Wood,
London, showed several different specimens of his

clever little implements, and the machines of Samuel-
son & Co., and of Picksley, Sims & Co., R. Homsby
& Sons, and other makers were continuously shown
both by themselves and by agents.

Horse-rakes were shown in considerable variety,

among them being an excellent implement made by
Picksley, Sims & Co., and a good many by local and
district makers.

Threshing-machines were shown by G. W. Murray
&: Co., Hornsby & Co., Roby & Co., Lincoln; and
Williamson Brothers, Kendal.

j

Traction-engines, S-horse power and 6horse power, I

were shown by John Fowler & Co., and attracted much
attention.

Rick-stands were shown by Mackay & Fairbaim, of

Edinburgh, Gibson & Tait, Edinburgh, Thomas Pear-

son & Co., and others. Rick covers for corn and hay
were exhibited by Mackay & Fairbaim, and by Mr.
John Unite, London, who likewise showed tents of

various sizes and makes, besides covering with canvas
a large extent of shedding.

Fanners for dressing corn were well represented,

among the exhibitors being Penny & Co., Lincoln,

Main & Co., Glasgow, John Richardson, Carlisle, and
Kemp, Murray & Nicholson.
Sack holders, sack hoists, sack elevators, and sack

barrows were shown, and seemed useful inventions to

facilitate the dressing, bagging, and lifting of grain.

Tumip-cutters, cake-breakers, and other articles for

preparing food for stock were shown in abundance, and
wire fencing of various kinds was exhibited.

The annual show of the Kelso Horticultural .Society

was held within the grounds, and of nursery and seed
stocks there were splendid exhibitions by Messrs.
Stuart & Mein, Kelso, and by Messrs. Little & Ballan-

tyne, Carlisle,

Farmers' Clubs.
TUNBRIDGE WELLS.

Sussex Cattle.—Mr. G. N. Roper, of Frant, said :

—

It was both safe and wise to assume that the breed of

stock generally found in a district was the best fitted

for its soil, and that was the object sought by the

farmer. Although aware that the present state of

stock farming in this neighbourhood was greatly

changed by the fact of the railways putting them into

easy communication with the great towns and the

metropolis, he must, in consideration of this subject,

take them back in thought to at least 15 years, when
Sussex stock was alone prominent with breeders, and
justly so, as they grew and thrived on their native land,

and on what he miglit not inaptly call the hard treat-

ment then customary, as no other breed could. Their
size, too, fitted them for work, and the ox teams on
many farms were very useful, especially in clearing the
woodlands, while they were kept very cheaply on poor
pastures during the grazing season. At that time
many herds of Sussex stock were found in this neigh-
bourhood, and these with care and judgment reached
great excellence, and had since contributed to the high
position the breed had attained to at the Smithfield
Club Shows. The cows were not as a rule good
milkers, but that was a secondary consideration com-
pared with the production of meat, and the effect

which resulted from paying attention to their quality,

combined with their aptitude to fatten was the produc-
tion of steers which a little over two years old were
worth from /20 and £2^ a-head—a speedy and profit-

able return all would admit. Scarcely any roots were
then grown, and the calves had a little bran and ground
Oats with chaff a short time before and after weaning,
and were wintered generally on the pastures with some
hay daily. Yearlings fared much the same the first

winter, but older beasts were yarded on hay and straw
as threshed from the barns once a day, without any
artificial food till they were stalled for fatting. He
recollected the progeny of some highly-bred Short-
horns being treated thus with Sussex stock, and they
degenerated so much that the trial was abandoned.
Compared with the present treatment of stock it

seemed to him little was done until lately to help
Nature, and he ventured to suggest, for the sake of
discussion, whether the increased cost of feeding resulted
in a better return than under the old rt^gime^ taking all

things into consideration. His practical knowledge of
the subject of breeding stock as applied to a distinct
and pure breed of stock ceased nearly 15 years ago,
when he sold the herd of Sussex stock on the Bayham
Home Farm. This herd was his only for a year, but
he had for several years previously been a witness of
its rise and progress under his father's care. As he had
before remarked, the introduction of the railway caused
farmers to turn their attention to dairy farming and the
supply of milk to the metropolis. This resulted in a
cross breed being substituted for the Sussex on the
majority of farms. He was not aware that hitherto

much attention had been paid to the breed other than
to the size and milking properties of the cows, and he
could not help thinking, therefore, that landowners and
large dairy farmers would do well, and would render
great assistance to breeders, by importing into the dis-

trict some pure-bred bulls, by which means the progeny
when reared on their own farms might possess quality
and growth enough to become profitable stock.
He would now throw out one or two suggestions, and
would remark that having determined upon the breed
best fitted for their purposes, it would be well to select

one or two cows possessing the approved qualities of

the herds, and in order that a family likeness might be
secured, which was a great feature in the rearing of
stock, it should be formed gradually by selecting

heifers from good dairies, and correcting faults and
deficiencies by the judicious selection of bulls. Having
thus disposed of the breeding, he would next refer to

the feeding of cattle. His own practice was to give

oilcake in small quantities while at grass towards the

end of the summer, which was increased generally

with the improved state of the animal. He gave roots

with chaff in addition once a day when in the yard,
with ground corn or pea meal and a little hay likewise,
as he was of opinion that the hay assisted Nature in
cudding, and, therefore, helped forward the fattening
process. Whilst fully appreciating the great value of
roots (such as Swedes) in the fattening of cattle, he was
almost induced to give up the cultivation of them, be-
cause he found it was antagonistic to the cultivation of
Hops, which was of great importance to farmers in this

neighbourhood. The root crops and the Hops required
attention generally at the same time, and there was
such an inclination on the part of labourers to work in

the Hop garden that it was impossible, except at
ruinous outlay, to get them to work in the root fields.

It had, too, become not uncommon for covered
buildings to be furnished for the accommodation of
neat stock. He, however, somewhat questioned their

utility except in the finishing off of stock for the
butcher. Young stock should be treated more natur-

ally, to secure hardihood and to resist disease. Once
shut up they should remain so to the end, as an unex-
pected change of weather might, when they were turned
out on the pastures, lay the seeds of disease fatal to their

well-doing. As regarded sheep, he had a few lambs of
the Bayham flock until last year, when he found their

keeping during winter on trough food almost if not
wholly unprofitable, and he had discontinued the
breed and substituted some Down ewes which he
had secured at Lewes Fair, and had fed them on pas-

tures with some chaff and Oats during the day, and at

night, weather permitting, on Swedes. He preferred
white Turnips before lambing, but as the soil in this

district was not altogether suitable for many roots, and
the older and more practical farmers doubted whether
roots could be grown at the same cost as artificial feed-

ing stuffs, the value of the manure on the land being in

many years neutralised by the treading, he fancied that

feeding sheep on very thin new laid-down pastures was
an improvement—although a slow one—to the herbage.
He had such a liking for the Southdowns that he was
unable to compare other breeds with them as regards

profit, though he feared they were not great rentpayers

when kept on artificial food, as there was not much
growth in them. Perhaps, however, the price they
commanded in the market compensated for this. The
growth of Rape for autumn feeding to save the pasture

would be very useful ; but in some seasons it would be
unfit in most of their fields to sow Wheat afterwards.

Discussion,

Mr. William Delves said he recollected a good many
years ago he used to be on intimate terms with the late

Mr. Roper, and also another gentleman familiar to most
of those present, but perhaps not all—Mr. John Turner,
of Somerford ; he meant the one who used to be called

old John Turner, and not the one who had left a short

time ago for Suffolk. The system of feeding adopted by
these gentlemen was widely different, and yet the success
of both of them was very great. Mr. Turner would have
his stock well fed, both at morning and night (that meant
his fat stock), "so that," to use his own expression,
"they might fill their bellies, and then lie down and chew
their cuds." Mr. Roper also fed with great success, and
upon the system of feeding which he adopted—com or
cake and ground corn once a day [Mr. Roper : Three
times], and racking up at night, so that they had got but
very little lime without they were eating—he should like

to ask his friend, Mr. Roper, whether of late years he
had tried one or both these systems, or whether he still

adhered to his late father's system of frequent feeding.

Whilst upon his legs, he would take the opportunity of

saying he very well recollected the circumstance that

brought the Sussex stock into great public notoriety, and
which had reflected such great credit on their own neigh-

bourhood, nothing being better adapted for it than a good
Sussex herd. Lord Althorp, who afterwards became Earl

Spencer, was the great introducer of the Shorthorn breed
England, and his lordship was the first to speak of

them as being superior to any other breed. Mr. Selmes
gave Lord Althorp a challenge that he would produce a
hundred Sussex beasts to show against a hundred Short-

horns. The challenge was accepted, and the show took
place. He believed, in one respect, Mr. Selmes was
easily (in the opinion of the judges) beaten, and for this

reason^to make up his hundred, he selected 20 pairs of

working oxen. Of course when he showed 20 pair of

working oxen against 40 of Lord Althorp's steers, which
were, perhaps, ready to go to Smithfield, it was not a fair

show ; still the Sussex stock was very much observed at

that time, and very much admired also. Such a number
of bullocks being seen together occasioned no small

amount of sensation, and it led to their being much more
prized and sought after than before.

Mr. Roper was still of opinion that feeding three times

a day, and giving the animals a little hay, was the best

plan. He went on the farm just the last thing at night

and saw they had a little hay given to them. They were
fed moming, noon, and at 5 o'clock, and he fancied that

by so doing he gave them a better chance in the long run

of watching their appetites, which, in his opinion, was
most desirable. He always liked to see the animals run
up to the trough when the feeding-time arrived. If he
saw his man at the trough and the animals at the other

end of the farmyard he was at once greatly concerned,

because he began to think the man had over-fed them,
and they all knew what that meant. If the animal once
got into that indifferent state, very little progress was
made ; and he thought the great object of farmers should
always be to keep the animal ready for its food, and by
feeding them three times a day there was a better oppor-
tunity afforded of watching their appetites than when fed

only once or twice a day. At feeding-times, if the men
looked after the animals well, and gave their food in small

quantities, and acted with a little judgment, it could soon
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be seen when the animal had its full, and to take care that

none was left. It was a grand thing when they could eat

a clean trough every time. As to the third, fourth, and

even second feeding, it was a mere bagatelle, and, perhaps,

with feeding four times it was beyond the mark, as it was

not wise to disturb the animal at that time of night.

Mr. George Lancridge desired to ask whether the

Susse.^ stock were likely to be returned to this neighbour-

hood? There used to be a good many bred here in the

district, and he wished to know whether they were not

capable of early raaturity—whelher it paid farmers better

to cultivate their land for Hops—and whether the Sussex

stock paid for breeding and held their own as compared

with other breeds in the country ?

The Chairman (Mr. NoAKEs) said : Some time ago,

when Sussex stock were at a low price, Irish and

•Dutch cattle were introduced. Sussex steers in the

autumn fairs in that county were then fetching from £S. to

£10 a piece. That was \ ery plain they were not paying,

and not only so, but it was a ruinous price for the breeders.

Then Irish beasts were brought over in great numbers,

and were sold as calves, although they were really year-

lings, for $os. or ;^3 a head. Then the Dutch cattle

became introduced, and were distributed over the county,

selling at a very low figure—^^3 or ^^4 a piece. The
question then naturally arose as to whether it was not

necessary to feed these beasts and do away with the Sussex

herds. Again, from various causes. Shorthorns had got

into very great notoriety, and perhaps to this day, had it

not been for the great energy of Mr. Edward Cane and

some others, there would not have been a class for Sussex

stock at Smithfield show. Those present knew very well

there was no encouragement in this respect to tenant-

farmers generally about that time. Instead of being

assisted by the landowners, they all went into this fancy

breed of Shorthorns, and in their own locality he could

not recollect but a few farmers who did not introduce

some other breed. The Goldes and Noakes, of Burwash,

were exceptions, and there were one or two others. They
were all running away to these Shorthorns. Mr. Court-

hope had had a very good herd, but he had discontinued

it, not from selfish motives of any kind, but simply because

another kind of stock answered his purpose better.

Mr. Roper in his paper and remarks had said he pre-

ferred the primitive style of building for the housing of

cattle. Now he (Mr. Noakes) should like to call attention

to the box system, and the plan he adopted in the feeding

of his cattle. He gave them cut food with a mixture of

oilcake and so on. Many plans had been tried, but had
failed, not from the systems themselves, but from bad
arrangement of them. Formerly pits were dug, but very

often the drainage was bad, so that the water got into

them, and the animals fed there were in a very wet and
uncomfortable state, which they, as practical farmers,

knew was very much against the animals' well doing.

Then other plans had been practised, and better arrange-

ments made, where the animals could lie equally as dry

and as comfortable as in pits with a little straw in the

ordinary manner, as in an open lodge. His opinion was
that a certain proportion of the building should be

arranged for the fatting of stock, to be kept in that way.

As to the habit of feeding, he quite agreed with Mr.

Roper that any stock intended for grass would be very

much better not to be under cover, but simply to have an

open lodge in the yard for their use, so that they could

get out of the rain, and be in the open in dry weather.

if he gave them a double quantity of Swedes. He did

not wish to say anything for or against artificial food, but

he might just slate that for several years he had made a

practice of using a little of Beach's food for sheep, and
particularly for beasts, and he found a very great advan-

tage from it. Whether it created an appetite or not he
could not say, but he knew the troughs were licked out

much cleaner—in fact, when the beasts got in the habit of

eating it they liked it, and seemed so anxious for their

food that they licked the wood as hard as though

they would almost eat it. He should, therefore, very

strongly recommend them to use Beach's food. He would
not pretend for a moment that with cut straw and hay
they were going to fatten their cattle without something
else- He had some large steers and good-sized beasts,

100 stones each, but he had never fancied he could

fatten them oft without giving something like 14 lb.

or 15 lb. of cake per day, with a little corn. He kept

them working on, and the sooner he got rid of them
the better. According to his experience, that was the

most economical plan of fattening beasts. There was a

point he should like to mention with regard to the build-

ing. By having beasts under cover, the washing away of

the manure as in open yards was of course avoided, and

there was this great object in view, for many of them could

not fatten a bullock were it not for the manure for the

Hops. He kept an account of the total expenses, and
found he sometimes got ^^5, sometimes ^^3, sometimes

nothing at all, and sometimes lost by the fatting of stock.

He very much feared as things were working now it would

be so this year, but fortunately he had not got to buy
things for his cattle. He was afraid, however, he could

not put them down as so much profit. As a matter of

justice he must state that, although Mr. Roper had
spoken of his buildings being of a primitive style, and

added that he had no preference for one or the other

mode of feeling, he (Mr. Noakes) gave notice that Mr.

Roper's beasts had thriven exceedingly well. "Whether it

was the four meals a day, or the extra meals of ground

com, he (Mr. Noakes) did not know, but he had always

known Mr. Roper's beasts to thrive exceedingly well. He
was a few days ago at Tunbridge, and was struck with a

pair of steers which Mr. Roper had sent there. They
were certainly beautiful beasts—beautiful specimens of the

Sussex breed, and exceedingly well fattened, and he very

much regretted to hear Mr. Roper say it was the last he

should have. "When I commenced pulping I was told the

plan was to mix it up and let it heat. I thought that

must be right. I tried it, however, and found it was
wrong—a mistake altogether. The longest time I should

recommend any one to mix it before using it is at least

three meals. In fact, my plan is to pulp the roots, and
mix one meal out of another ; that I think is the best plan,

just sufficient to moisten the cut food and ground corn,

which then adheres to the chaff, &c. , and I think that is the

proper plan. When my man goes to his breakfast he

prepares one meal, and comes back and then mixes up a

dinner ; when he has finished the dinner he mixes up the

supper meal. I think from my experience that is the best

plan.

Mr. Philip Simpson said that with regard to pulping

the difference of opinion was something extraordinary.

Last November he was down in Suffolk, and there met a

party of farmers— gentlemen who farmed 500 or 600 acres

of land, with very little grass indeed, perhaps not over 30

acres, but all arable—and they were talking about the

Bv this means they would be much sooner matured for feeding of stock, and the manner of pulping was also

being run out in grass land. He had no doubt the cattle

would improve better in that way than being in i>its and

boxes. "With regard to the feeding, whether two, three or

four times a day, his experience led him to believe that

feeding three times a day was the best. He fed them

early in the morning, and at noon, and as late at night as

he could get a man to be there—about 6 o'clock at this

time of the year. With regard to what Mr. Roper had
said about feeding with hay, he was of the same opinion

when he commenced feeding stock, but he found from

experience that it was not necessary at all, and no doubt

many would corroborate him in what he said on this

point. Since he had adopted the plan of feeding his

animals with chaff entirely he had never occasion to

have the farrier in for 10 years. He had generally

noticed that beasts had thriven to his expectation—
he did not say they paid or anything of the kind,

but at any rate they had got on and did well. A
discussion had arisen as to the cheapest mode of fattening

animals, and the best ingredients to use, and how to use

them. He found it was all-important to give a vaiiety of

food. By giving an animal cake and hay, which was
wonderfully expensive, their object was not gained at all,

because an animal bred on the farm did not want much
of that feeding. He had known good steers sold off the

farm, which did not want anything but the hay, but

with the cattle that he had spoken of—the Irish and
Dutch—he had found that they did not fatten so readily in

this way. As Mr. Roper had said, it was most important

that farmers should arrive at some plan of feeding which

would give some little profit for the outlay. His plan

was when he commenced feeding the cattle to get two-

thirds straw, with one-third hay, and a little pea meal.

He fed them with pea meal because he had found bene-

ficial results attending it, "especially in hardening the flesh

for the butchers, for if they once found out that bean

meal was used they disapproved of it. With this he put

a httle mixture of cotton cake and linseed cake, about one

and a half pounds of each a day. He must say he found

this a capital mixture. He generallygrew Swedes in as large

a proportion as he could—sometimes at an inconvenience,
for he did not like growing root crops during the cultivation

of his Hops, and he was inclined to exclaim that he would
not grow any more, but when the season came to use them
he often wished he had more. His plan was to pulp the
Swedes, as his opinion was that by pulping and mixing in
that way—he hardly knew what proportion to say—but
he thought in that manner they would economise their
Swedes, if not one-half, certainly a larger proportion ; and
in mixing them with the chaff his object was simply to
dampen it, in order that the meal might adhere to it

brought up. Four out of the party informed him that

they would not use a pulper. They had used one, how-
ever, for some time, but they would not use it again to

pulp roots, not even if it was supplied for them. That
only showed the difference of opinion in different parts.

Those Suffolk farmers were very large breeders. At the

time he was living at Bayham he had a pulper down, but

he supposed it was not large enough, or something of the

kind, as he could never get enough for his bullocks, and

so he sent it back, and had never tried it again. He had

since always used a Gardner's cutter, and that answered

his purpose remarkably well. He always had it mixed

up 24 hours before using it, and put half a bushel of

Turnips to a bullock once a day, and with this he mixed

up a certain quantity of chaff and cotton and linseed cakes.

He was convinced that by giving Turnips and dry chaff

and corn it would not go down well, but if it were mixed

up hquid with the dry stuff it would suit very much better.

As far as feeding was concerned, whether the animals

were fed three or four times a day, the great thing was to

see that they were fed regularly, and at the proper times,

and to give just the quantity they would eat. A man
would soon see, would soon find out. what they required.

As for giving them hay he thought that was a

wrong system. It was not only expensive, but in

his opinion not at all required. The more they cut it up

the better would the animals like it, and he had known
bullocks sometimes get " hoven " from it. There was

one other thing he should like to speak upon. He had

certainly never been much of a breeder of stock, and could

not, therefore, say much about it ; but when he came into

this county he did not care much for the Sussex stock.

He supposed it was owing to his not being a Sussex man ;

but one reason was because the herd were not all good

milkers, and he was rather inclined to go into dairy stock.

It was very profitable to the farmer to keep stock well,

and if they were going to feed them at all, they wanted to

do it in such a manner as to bring a speedy return. He
did not agree with Mr. Roper about the yards being in a

primitive state. If he went into fanning again he should

like to pay his landlord 5 per cent, to have his yard

covered in entirely ; he had seen it carried out to very

great advantage. The stock did not w.ant half so much
to oat. The great thing was to keep them warm, and

they then did not want so much tood. Then with regard

to manure, farmers did not think so much of that as they

should. If their yards were open one part higher and the

other part lower, the manure was washed by the rains,

and could not be of much good then. Therefore it be-

hoved all landowners, if they would look to their tenants'

terests, to make covered yards for their stock, as they

With this mixture it would do the beasts as much good as ' could be kept better that way.

Mr. W. Delves said he had had no experience in feed-

ing bullocks with pulpers because he had never tried it, but

for some time he managed a farm where a great deal of

stock was kept with little food comparatively to keep it

on. It so happened that there were a great many horses

kept on the best kind of hay, and a great many fatted

bullocks were kept on it also. A number of dairy cows
had to be kept on what they could get—the tops, bottoms,

and sides, and a certain lot of straw—yet it was important

that the dairy cows should t>e well kept, in order to pro-

duce good cream and a lot of milk. In that case he got

a pulper from London, and with that they mixed the

chaff—they cut up the hay which would othenvise have

been eaten up—and, after making a pretty good mixture

of the straw and the hay, and a sufficient quantity of root

pulped, that formed sufficient food for the day. At any

rate the cows were remarkably well. They ate it very

clean, and there was no waste. They gave good cream

and good milk. In addition to this he should mention

that they always allowed a little oilcake once a day, for he

considered that if they would have good milk and cream that

must be done. He quite agreed with Mr. Simpson that

farmers did not think enough of the manure, but at the

same time he was not such an advocate for covered yards

as some of his friends were. He thought one great point

in the buildings was that they should have shoots round

. them—good rain-water shoots all round the yards—so

that the water would run off the buildings. He would

certainly have the yards so constructed that no water

could get into them or flow through them, except what

came straight down from the sky. and he did not think that

would hurt the manure much. With regard to pulping, if

he were going to larm to-morrow, and had to keep stock

artificially (if he might so express it), he would go into

pulping and get a good supply of roots. So well did

these cattle eat to which he had referred, that he recol-

lected the man who looked after the cows used to say,

"We must find something else, and not begin our roots

yet, because they might not last, and then the cattle

would lose flesh." He, however, guarded against this by

giving them an additional allowance of cake. He did not

know whether it was the universal custom, but in the

North and in Lincolnshire and some other parts they

highly valued the cake, which he knew was used very

fairly here, and yet he could go to some farms now in this

neighbourhood in which, in the memory of man, they had

not used i cwt. of oilcake. But he was told that in the

North they so valued it that the outgoing tenant only had

to produce his bills— if he was a respectable man—to

show the quantity of oilcake he had had, and had fed on

the farm during the outgoing year, and half the amount

was always allowed by the valuer without any question.

•That showed the opinion of the farmers there as to the

benefit of the oilcake in the dung and the manure.

Mr. Batcheller knew very little as to the breeding

and rearing of stock, but he begged to differ from his

friend Mr. Roper as to the growing of roots. Mr. Roper

had said that growing of roots was antagonistic to Hop
growing. In his opinion, it was the very thing they

wanted for Hop growing. Mr. Roper had said that he

could not manage the two things together very well. His

opinion was that the two things wanted working together.

Any grower to any extent in this neighbourhood would go

in for roots, and he believed that if a farmer would grow

Hops to advantage he must grow roots also. The root-

growing paid him better than anything else, and he

believed that if Mr. Roper really tiied it he would find

it paid him. It was plain enough that the more manure

made on the farm the better would it pay. He had only

a little experience it was true, but he found the more he

could produce on his farm the better it paid, and the less

he had to put his hand in his pocket for cake and artificial

food the better. He recollected in his time fatting 20 beasts

without the aid of a single pound of oilcake or artificial

food at all, as he used nothing but Swedes, hay and

straw, but he turned out some very good beasts. The
better they farmed their corn land, and the better they

farmed their root land, the better position they were in

with regard to their Hops. The fact was, that in this

neighbourhood, in his opinion at least, they did not farm

well enough for their own advantage, and if they farmed

better, they might depend upon it that more money would

come back again into their pockets.

Mr. Williams (Wickhurst) said it was not his inten-

tion to say anything, but he might say that he found great

difticulty in growing Hops and roots together. There

might be many gentlemen in a different position to him-

self, for, unfortunately, he was badly situated for cott.ages

for his labourers, and having a largish proportion of Hops

under cultivation they required a good deal of attention,

and so did roots, and therefore they could not work both

together to advantage. When he first went to his farm

he grew a larger proportion of roots each year, but last

year he attempted it, and got his ground in really beautiful

order, and manured it well, but could not get any roots,

and from that time he determined not to sow any more

seed. He did not mean to say that he might not at some
future day. He did not know he could say much in regard

to the fatting of stock, but there was one thing he might

mention. A relative of his- Mr. Lcvett, of Glastonbury

(Kent)—had told him, and it struck him as being very

benefici.al, that he had a large stack of hay in the spring

of the year, and when his Rye-grass w.is ready he cut the

straw up with a certain proportion of this greenstuff. He
then slacked it in his barn, trod it in, and, if he (Mr.

Williams) remembered rightly, put a certain amount of

salt with il. After allowing it to remain there some time

he gave it to his cattle, and found it very useful. In fact,

so good was the provender that he had a difliculty to keep

his waggoners from it. Mr. Levctt cut with an engine,

and also steamed the chaff a good deal. He had another

farm some distance off. and there he had some very

inferior h.ay, whilst on his home farm the hay was of a

very superior quality. He, therefore, conveyed the inferior

hay Irom the outlying farm to his home farm, and the su-

perior hay from the home to the oullying farm, so that the

cattle on the latter farm were fed on the superior hay.

The inferior quality was cut up and steamed, and then

given to the cattle on the home farm, and It was^ound
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that these got on much better than those fed on the

superior hay.

Mr. C. Hammond said : Respecting young stock, he

had always found that the better they were treated the

better beasts would they become. He always liked to

give young stock some food as soon as they liked to cat it.

For instance, he would give a small quantity of oilcake,

and when they liked it, a bigger piece. He found that it

was in their young days that they required most attention.

With regard to Sussex stock he must say they were supe-

rior to any stock he ever had. He knew one or two

of his friends who advised him to part with them, and

he gave it out that he was going to do so, but no sooner

had he done this than he had four or five applications for

for them, offering good sums ; so he thought that if the

beasts were so much to the applicants they were to him,

and he declined to sell them, being glad ever since that he

had not done so.

/iOTLEV.

The Progress of A,^rkuUure.—This was the subject

of a recent lecture by Mr. Tkask, well known as an

active and energetic member of the Central Chamber
of Agriculture.

Mr. Trask said : I am sure I am very pleased

indeed to come out of my latitude and attend here, in

the hope that the few remarks I have to make will

provoke a discussion from you. I was laughed at by a

friend, who said "What a fool you must be to think

about saying anything about the progress of agriculture

since the formation of the Club in 1S44. Why, you

were only a child then, and what do you know about

the progress of agriculture since then?" However,
Mr. Warner, your President, has been kind enough to

lend me the reports of the Club since its formation, and

I have had great pleasure in reading them. I see there

is hardly any subject treating on the practice of agricul-

ture but what has been discussed by you, and it almost

always resulted in a very good and able discussion. 1

may say that there has been great and rapid progress in

every branch of farming, by which the production of

the soil has been largely increased, combined with the

necessity on the part of the farmer to employ a much
larger capital on his farm, which will, I think, be

admitted by every one ; but that the farmer realises a

larger percentage on this increased capital, I am
not prepared to admit. The repeal of the

Corn-laws followed soon after the formation of the

Club, and, although I make no comment as to the

policy or otherwise of that measure, there is, I think,

hardly one amongst us who would wish for a re-

imposition of any protective duty whatever, but we
would rather ask that freedom to do as we will with

every production on our farms should be accorded to

us. I do think the repeal of the Corn-laws induced

farmers, or rather obliged them, to turn their attention

more to the gi'owth of root-crops for the fattening, &:c.,

of stock, thereby necessitating the use of artifical

manures and feeding stuffs, and the employment of

more capital in the cultivation of their farms. We
liave now in full swing amongst us steam-ploughs and
engines, reaping, mowing, and threshing-machines,

and mechanical appliances for the performance of

nearly every operation on the farm, produced by the

intelligence and ability of so many firms of implement
manufacturers throughout the kingdom, so many of

whom have realised large fortunes through the hands of

the farmer by this branch of progress in agriculture.

There is also the increased and increasing demand for

prepared soil fertilisers, called artificial, and too often,

I fear, not wrongly so named. The influence of rail-

ways on the progress of agriculture has, of course,

been very great, but it has been reciprocal. The railways

benefit by the transit of the various classes of farmers'

goods, and the farmer benefits by the cheaper and more
expeditious way in whichhe sends and receives his articles.

I am sorry that we cannot congratulate ourselves on
the part legislation has taken during the past 25 years

for us. I do not think that we are at all better off.

We have had no remission or amelioration of the malt
duties, although so frequently pressed on the attention

of our legislators. The game abuse in many districts

of the kingdom is as rank as ever, thereby preventing

thousands of acres of land from being enabled to produce
their utmost in the shape of farm produce. The
Irremovable Poor Act, the Union Chargeability Act,

and the Remissive Highway District Act have in some
instances lessened the burdens on particular parishes,

but the benefit to the farmer has on the whole, I think,

not been very appreciable. The *

' Police Game-
keepers' Bill " has obliged the farmer to pay for the

increased care taken for the preservation of the hares

and raljbits which eat up his crops ; and Mr. Lowe has

managed so that we pay the tax in order that we may
be the better enabled to scare the rooks from our corn,

and that our shepherds may have the assistance of a

sheep-dog in managing their flocks. We narrowly
escaped paying the horse-tax when carting materials

for the repair of the highways, and we this year only

just escaped paying horse-dealers' duty. The incidence

of local taxation remains the same. The additions to

that incidence increase. The county-rates, the rates

for the police, the poor-rates, and other taxes have
increased, and almost every burden that could be has
been put upon us ; but let us hope that the agitation

now going on in the local Chambers of Agriculture
may lead to its more just and equitable revision. The
formation of Farmers' Clubs, and more recently of

Chambers of Agriculture, have been the means of

diffusing information, both important and necessary, to

the farmer, and at the same time of bringing into more
intimate contact owner and occupier ; for wc must
admit that the more wc meet and talk over matters

concerning our joint interests the greater the advantage
we obtain.

As a part of this subject of progress I think it well

to notice, and it may give rise to some little discussion,

the tendency now of many farmers to grow, by the aid

of nitrate of soda and similar manures, more frequent

corn crops, thereby necessitating a diminution in

the number of sheep kept on the farms. In this, and
the adjoining county I know several large farms which
do not now carry more than half the number of breed-

ing ewes which they did 20 years ago, or even later.

If, with the present prices stock are now paying, this

be politic, and if a similar practice prevails in other

counties, can it at all be wondered at that the price of

stock so much advances? I think that the practice

above hinted at, together with the havoc caused in our

flocks and herds by the dry summers of 186S and 1S70,

has much to do with the present high price and general

scarcity of lean stock.

The question of wages and labour has been and is

now becoming a large and important one to every
farmer. I shall notice this presently, and shall now
venture to say a few words on the present prospects, so

far as I can see of them, of the farmer. You will have
seen that I have once or twice noticed the necessity,

and I believe that necessity to be imperative, that the

farmer should now have the command of a much larger

capital than formerly, wherewith lie may be enabled to

avail himself of, in order to procure these improved
and more costly appliances, which he must have in

order that he may be enabled to hold his own amongst
his fellows in other callings of life. For this increased

outlay there is now no better security, and the man
who goes on now risks far more than his fellow did 25
years ago. By security, I do not mean fixity, or even

security of tenure, but a perfectly well understood

an-angement between owner and occupier, whereby the

latter may know to a nicety how he would stand, what
his loss and what his gain, in the event of any of the

many unforeseen occurrences which often happen to

terminate a tenancy. Whether this security is the

better met by a long lease, or by compensation for

unexhausted improvements, combined with a two years'

notice to quit, is a moot question ; but I hold a man to

be nearly akin to mad who goes into a middling-sized

farm, unless exclusively a dairy farm, subject to a six

months' notice to quit.

In many of the rural districts there has been, more
especially during the last two or three winters, a super-

abundance of labour. Pauperism has increased ; the

farmer has often had to pay rates when he could hardly

afford to pay wages, and some men have been assisted

to emigrate—and these things have happened from
causes over which the farmer could not possibly have
had control. What do we find at the present moment ?

A great and general demand for labour amongst nearly

every branch of industry, and it is with the view of

asking my brother farmers to take stock of their posi-

tion with regard to this labour question that I have
made these remarks. My advice to them is to be
prepared with every available assistance in the way of

machinery, and, now that our men are to be educated
by Act of Parliament, we must so educate ourselves

that we may be able, if possible, not to allow our labour

to rise per acre. We must get as much done by piece-

work as we can, for then the best men will be the more
easily found out ; and may we express the hope that

our landlords will continue to do, as many are now
doing—take care that the labourers with families are

as much better housed, and as near their work as

possible, as the farmer will have to take care that he is

better paid, and therefore fed.

I think no good tenant would object to pay a fair

increased amount of rent if he could have the necessary

amount of cottages in his own hands for the labourers

on his farm. There are at this moment many farms in

our conquests, the basis of real national glory must
ever be agriculture, commerce, and the arts of peace."

Mr. HoLHAWAY said : When he looked back 31
years, since he first went into business, the implements
of farming then made were nothing to be compared
with those they used at the present time, and they

went on improving every day. Mr. Trask had observed

that they ouglit to carry on agi'iculture to the highest

possible pitch with the least possible expense. How-
ever he had not told them exactly how that was to be

done, and he (elt sure they would all agree with him
the higher they farmed the greater their expenses

would be. They had been assisted to a great extent

with machinery, and they had also been aided with

manures, which were not obtainable years ago. But

when they were buying those they should know the

men with whom they were laying out their money.

Their expenses still increased, and they had a deal to

complain of in the shape of not being relieved of some
taxes, but there was one thing in which they had been

very fortunate—and that was the introduction of the

Poor-law, which had resulted in benefit. He tliought

that the most beneficial change, next to the Post Office,

we had now in working order. He believed what had

been given them in the shape of amendment in the

Poor-laws had been most beneficial to all classes.

Mr. Trask : But the rates have got heavier.

Mr. HoLDAWAY : There has been an increase in the

wealth and population.

Mr. Trask : And we are not so well off with regard

to rates as before.

Mr. HoLDA^VAY : I pay less now than I did 30

years ago.

Mr. Trask : And I pay more. There is the differ-

ence, you see.

Mr. GoDRiCH : Mr. Iloldaway is speaking of the

poor-rates before the Poor-law Bill was passed. That

makes all the difference.

Mr. HoLDAWAY concluded by saying that there was

no doubt there had been a great and general advance-

ment in agriculture, and it was their duty to advance it

in every possible way.

Mr. James Withers said that there had been a

great improvement in agriculture no one could deny,

and he fully coincided with what Mr. Trask had stated

;

but the question arose, Plad this progress been of

benefit to the tenant-farmer or the landlord? During

the past 25 years rents had risen 25 per cent., and in

some cases more than that. Then the taxes were

somewhat higher, and then labour had also increased

in price. Therefore, with these little extra outgoings,

he did not think the farmer was in a much better

position than he was 25 years ago. He must pro-

gress ; he must get to the foremost rank, and in doing

that he often got but very little profit. He did not

approve of anybody remaining at a standstill. He
wished them to bear in mind that he did not desire

to throw any slur or blame upon the landlords,

for undoubtedly they had the right to make the best

arrangements they could so as to secure the largest

return for their land. There was one matter which

ought to be alluded to, and it was the breaking up
of waste land. He contended that it should be broken

up and made more productive than it was now.

At the present time he saw that the amount of Wheat
imported into the United Kingdom from foreign parts

cost no less than three and a-half millions of money.

He believed the waste lands in England could be

brought into cultivation with benefit, especially as there

was a market for the consumption of all they could

produce. They ought to make those waste lands pro-

duce all they required, and it was a disgrace that they

did not. Mr. Mechi had made some remarks with

regard to the drainage of wet lands. That ought to be

the first step in agriculture, and cultivation would be

all in vain until that was done. Mr. Mechi said that,

to make England prosperous and happy, both pecu-

niarily and politically, there ought to be a liberal in-

vestment of capital which was now lying idle, in

agricultural improvements, which would yield a far

greater return than foreign loans. There were millions

the market. Some have been in it for some time, but I
required, which would pay 15 or 16 per cent. He

applicants are scarce ; and for what reason? Simply (Mr. Withers) should be pleased to have some of the

that the capital of the farmer has paid so low a rate of
interest for the past few years that men with the neces-

sary amount of capital are chary of risking it, and the

more so because you so rarely get offered you fair play
with your farms and security for the use of your brains.

I take the farmer to be the great middle-man of rural

social life. He finds the capital, by the use of which
he pays his rent to the individual who enjoys the large

rent-roll in hft:ury—by the use of which the village and
small town shopkeepers get their income and the

labourer gets his wage. From the few remarks I have
made it will, I think, be gathered that I look upon
the position of the farmer now as one requiring

watchfulness and great care ; command of larger

capital, and greater intelligence in the application of
that capital to his business ; a knowledge, not exactly

of science, but of those practical points connected
therewith which will enable him so to apply the

different manures to the various descriptions of soil

he may have to deal with as to get the greatest possible

benefit from the application. In fact, he must so farm

as to endeavour to obtain the greatest possible results

with the least possible loss. I will end with the remark
of Camden :

" That whatever temporary fame we may
obtain by the splendour of our army, or the extent of

money to be laid out in draining, and would be glad to

pay 6 per cent, for it, which would be a very good
return. They wanted more extensive drainage and

cultivation, and any gentleman who laid out his money
in draining, and got 6 per cent, for it, ought to be

satisfied with that percentage. If the 3i millions

which were now paid to the foreigner could be saved,

it would be a great boon to the country.

Mr. J. Blundell said he had only to cast his eyes

round Botley, and he saw since 1S44 what a wonderful

improvement there had been in the cultivation of land

in that neighbourhood, and also in the cattle. The
improvement of the latter seemed to him to be the most

important point which naturally suggested itself upon
that occasion, considering the kind of stock they had
in 1S44, the period when the Club was commenced;
and when he compared their first show with that which

was to be held that day fortnight, he found there was a
great and a beneficial difference. And this had been,

very much brought about by the improvement in the

emulation which existed between the members to wear
the blue ribbon at the cattle shows, and they all knew
that this was a thing of* which a man was proud. It

was worthy of them all to strive to endeavour to obtain

it ; and he felt proud as one of the first who formed
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the Club to find that its influence was not only acknow-
ledged, but that it had greatly enhanced agriculture in

general. But there had been a great improvement in

the growth of cereals as well as in cattle. Not only

had there been good crops grown in certain seasons,

but the general product of the country and the neigh-

bourhood had increased, for he might tell them that

where one load of Wheat was grown before ten

were grown now. As Mr. Trask had said, there was
scarcely a question connected with agriculture which
had not passed in review before the Club, and which
had been spoken to by practical and scientific men
as well. A mere reference to their reports would show
them there had been an improvement in their cereals

as well as cattle. Then there was the growth of roots,

a matter of special importance, for he very much
doubted whether there was any society in the kingdom
which had carried out with that energy and forethought

the reward for the growth of roots as they had at Botley.

The rotation of crops had had much to do with success-

ful farming, and this was a matter which had com-
manded their deep attention. He recollected that at

the formation of the Club the four-course rotation was
the only known rotation by which they could afford to

pay their rent ; but the discussions that had taken place

at that Club had given rise to a better system, and at

present they did not find there were many people who
kept to the four-course system unless they were tied to

it, or they had light land, and farmed at a moderate
rent ; but in order to pay the high and increased rents

which were now asked for, they must adopt a system
which would enable them to pay that high rent. No
man in that neighbourhood could pay a high rent if he
was tied to the four-course system. The tenor of the

discussions that had taken place in the Club showed
that the four-course system must be improved upon as

much as possible, more especially as they were now sup-

plied with artificial manures, for which they had to pay.

The introduction of these manures and cake for feed-

ing purposes was an improvement, and he should like

to know what had been the consumption of these two
articles since the formation of the Club. He was sure

it would astonish them all. Now artificial manures
could be carted very cheaply to the outlying portions

of the farm, which were previously reached with great

expense, and this added much to their success.

Horses : The Gentleman^s Guide io their Keep and
Mmiagement. By fames Mills, M.V.C.S. Dean &
Son, 65, Ludgate Hill, E.G.

This is a small handbook of 136 pages, with a good
index, and with Mr. Rarey's essay on Horse Taming
bound up in the same cover. It includes some 28 pages
of descriptive matter, 30 pages on examination of a
horse for purchase, 20 pages on stable management
and grooming, and 50 pages on the diseases of horses
and their treatment.

The work is too much mixed up with advertisements.

It is, however, well worth purchase for the essay on
the Art of Horse Taming, by J. S. Rarey, which
accompanies it.

Farm Memoranda.
Hampshire : Southampton^ J^^b' 24.—Being now

on the eve of harvest, we are enabled to form an
estimate of the crops, and looking at them as a whole
in this county, the season may be fairly called one of
general abundance. The Wheat crop, owing to the

late and cold spring, promised badly up to the time of

coming into ear, about which time a decided change
for the better took place ; the blooming time was
favourable, the temperature being high and the weather
calm and quiet, and although the ears are generally
small there is for the most part a thick plant. The
crop may therefore be estimated as an average one,
and should the weather continue fine the quality will

be good. Barley and Oats are both over an average,
the latter being especially fine ; the former is also a
bulky crop, much of it being laid on the best cultivated
lands will no doubt damage the sample for 'malting
purposes. This having been the case also in previous
seasons many farmers have adopted the plan of sow-
ing Nursery Wheat after Turnips, instead of Barley,
which is found to answer a good purpose, especially as

Wheat is fetching a good price. AH kinds of pulse
crops are a fair average ; Peas are probably rather
over the average ; Vetches and Beans are well podded.
Many fields of the latter, however, have been attacked
by the black aphis, which, no doubt, will do more or
less injury to the crop. Rye, winter Oats, and winter
Barley are now being cut, the crop being a fair aver-
age. Rye will probably yield the worst, as we had
wet and cold frosty nights at the time it came into ear.
The crops of hay are over an average, both on arable

and meadow land, and it has been secured in better
condition than the crop of last year, although the hay
harvest has been very tedious, owing to the continuous
showery weather. This county has, however, very
fortunately escaped the heavy and severe thunder and
hadstorms which have done so much damage in some
of the midland and northern counties. The crops of
second cut Clover and the aftermath in the pastures is
exceedmgly good and promising. The root crop is

again likely to be over an average, although the plant-

ing is not so universal as last year. The present high
temperature suits the Mangel crop, and it is likely to

prove a very heavy produce. The preparation of the

land for Swedes and Turnips was very much delayed

by the wet spring, and the seed has in consequence
been put in much later than usual, and a good deal of

land intended for roots will be held over for other crops,

as it cannot be prepared in proper time.

The price of meat is still very high, particularly beef
and mutton ; the value of store cattle and sheep is,

however, still higher, taking the fairs lately held in the
county, more especially that held at Overton, on the

iSth ; the prices for sheep and lambs were higher than
has been known during the past 50 years, and there

appear to be several causes operating to produce this

unusual state of the trade. First of all, we are some-
thing like five millions short of sheep on the stock of

the kingdom since 1S6S, and the produce of lambs this

year being barely an average, with an enormous loss of

ewes at the lambing time, will rather aggravate the

evil ; but the most serious of the difficulties with which
the stock farmer has to contend is the epidemic lame-
ness now so prevalent, and which is spreading with
great virulence throughout the country, and it is esti-

mated that from eight to ten thousand sheep were
absent from Overton fair from this cause. The quantity

of food for stock now on the farms also kept many
sheep from the fair. These causes combined may well

account for the present excessive price of sheep stock.

The prospect is, indeed, gloomy for the grazing

farmers ; the present price of sheep, with the epidemic
lameness looming in the distance, is a matter for

serious reflection, particularly when it is remembered
that, on visitations of a similar kind, after expending
large sums in cake-feeding of sheep, they have been
often obliged to be sold without profit when attacked

with lameness.

The foot-and-mouth disease is rapidly spreading,

but more in some counties than in Hants ; and it is

quite evident that all the enactments of the Privy

Council have entirely failed in stamping out this

epidemic disease affecting cow stock, and simply
because it is so different from a disease which is con-

tagious only ; and it is to be feared that the foot-and-

mouth disease will continue its outbreaks whenever
circumstances are favourable, in the same manner that

the lameness in sheep occurs whenever atmospheric
influence favours it ; for it is fair to infer that, having
bred our sheep stock under the influence of this com-
plaint, more or less, ever since the year 1S45, ^^^ blood
of the stock is tainted, and that it only requires a
certain state of the atmosphere to call it into active

existence. Joseph Bhindell,

Miscellaneous,
Harvest-Labour.—A correspondent of the Times

speaks of the reserve power at our command in the

event of any difficulty arising from Labour Stiikes in

Harvest-time. He says :

—

"A few years ago, before the commencement of the
harvest, you kindly inserted a letter of mine in the Times
urging the authorities of the War Office to release as
many men as could conveniently be spared from their

duties for a period of three weeks, to assist the farmers in

cutting and gathering in the harvest. This request was
generously and promptly acceded to, great numbers of

soldiers being set at liberty from all the barracks in the

United Kingdom. Corn crops, when fully ripe, will

stand very few days uncut without sustaining some
damage unless the weather be still, dry, and dull, which
very seldom happens to be the case. A high wind, a
scorching sun, and, I need scarcely say, rain, mist,

and dew, have all a tendency to reduce the quantity or
deteriorate the quality of the grain. One of your
correspondents, a day or two after my letter

appeared in the Times, stated that he knew a large

farmer in the North of England who had ;^i200 worth of

com blown out by a ' shake wind ' in a single night. A
strike among the agricultural labourers at the time of
harvest, when all able-bodied men with fair physical

ability can earn from js. to i2j. per diem, would indeed
be a national calamity, which it behoves all classes in the
community to use their best endeavours to avert. It

would be a great boon to the country if the dock labourers,

in addition to the soldiers, were given the privilege of
absenting themselves, from August 15, for three weeks,
with a promise to be set on again after the expiration of
that time. All public companies who have labourers in

their employ would not only show their patriotism, but
confer a large pecuniary benefit upon their men by releas-

ing them from their ordmary duties for the like period."

West Gloucester: July 23. — Everybody busy
amongst the hay, which, if fine a few more days, will

be pretty well cleared up. Oats ripening fast, and
Wheat very much altered for the best. Foot-and-
mouth disease raging throughout this district ; several

deaths have occurred. I cannot think that the law
ever intended to prevent a farmer taking his beasts to

the homestead when the homestead hai)pened to be on
the opposite side of the main road to the field in which
the beasts are seized with the disease, providing the

passage over which the cattle passed be swept and
disinfected. I know cases where the cattle are exposed

to the burning heat of the sun and the terrible plague
of the flies through these restrictions, which is really

worse to bear than the disease itself. F. IV.

Ross-shire : jfi^/y 23.—Last week, with the
exception of Saturday, was very fine. There was a
large amount of sunshine, which was very much
required by the Wheat. Notwithstanding, the heavier
fields of Wheat are exhibiting symptoms of rust, and
the increase of it will much depend on the weather
now to come. Last week we were engaged in cleaning
and furrowing up Potatos, hoeing Turnips, and driving
manure for Wheat. On Saturday there was a con-
tinuous downfall of rain.

Chatteris, Isle of Ely : Ju/y 27.—Another week
of storms, with an unusually high temperature. Corn
ripening fast, and Oats will be ready in many instances
during the coming week. Cut Kohl Rabi seed, hoe
root crops, sowing Coleseed two days, prepare land
for Turnip seed, cart manure from yards, spread
manure on seed lands, clean hedges, weed Potatos.
A. S. R.
North Wilts : July 29.—A splendid week of hot

weather has witnessed the closing of hay-harvest, or
nearly so, and hastened the ripening of the com.
Hardly ever was there a better crop of hay, and most
of it well secured, although through frequent storms
some portions of it was a good deal discoloured. The
Peas are now being cut, and harvest will be general in

10 days. Mangel Wurzel very promising, Swedes and
Turnips also, some exceptions as to Swedes. Stock
generally healthy, though we are under some appre-
hension as to foot-and-mouth disease. Some tegs

lame, but not clear as to what it is. E. W. M.
West Sussex: July zc^.—Harvest has now begun,

but not under the most favourable circumstances. The
weather is very changeable, and we have had rain

part of this afternoon, which stops work, and the Pea
crop lies on the damp ground in anything but good
condition ; it requires frequent turning and is likely to

be much damaged, and a good many will be left on
the ground. It is said there are few extra hands
about for the harvest, and as much of the corn is laid

there will be a good deal of difficulty in getting all cut

in anything like reasonable time. Some Wheat was
cut with the machine last year and carried to rick

loose, and now, as rick pitchers by horse-power are

coming into use, probably more of this will be done.
This does look rather untidy, but there need be but
little waste, perhaps a little in getting it loaded in the

field, but not more at the rick than in hand pitching

sheaves. Shall we get the Yankee machine to cut,

gather-up, thresh, leave the straw and carry home
the clean com only ? We may ! G. S.

East Lothian : July 29.—Another week of bad
weather. We have had several thunderstorms, which
have done a good deal of damage, and, added to that,

a thick fog every day, makes one long for a little sun-

shine. Grain crops have done little or nothing this

last week, but three weeks of fine weather would see

some of it ready for the reaper. This is just the

weather for Turnip growing, but so is it also for weeds,
which cannot be kept down by any means. If we have
much more of this weather, I am afraid the Potatos

will begin to give way ; a good many diseased Potatos

have been got in the gardens. The work done :

switching up hedges near roadsides, cleaning and horsc-

hoeing Turnips, threshing Wheat, and carting compost

to where Vetches are being carted off; work likely to

be done, the same. % H. B.
South Northumberland.—Weather warm, but

showery. Hay well got in.

ZS--

July 23.—Fine day. Leading seed hay.
2A.—Weather and work the same.

Thunder and heavy showers. Hccinff Turnips and
mucking out the boxes.

,, 26,—Fine day. Hoeing Turnips.

,, 27.—Warm, with showers. Hoeing Turnips.

„ 29.—Fine day. Women hoeing Turnips. Dressing up
the stack.

,, 30.—Fine day. Leading old land hay.

A. W, D.

arkts*
METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.

MoNDAV, July 2q.

The number of Beasts is again large, but choicest

qualities are not very plentiful, and prices are not lower.

There are considerably more foreign than English. The
supply of Sheep is very limited ; trade is, however, by no
means brisk, and prices remain unaltered. Choice Lambs
and Calves are in demand, at fully late rates, but middling

ones meet with a dull sale. Our foreign supply

consists of 3280 Beasts, 9700 Sheep, and a6o Calves ;

from Ireland there are 50 Beasts ; from Norfolk and
Suffolk, 300; and 1460 from the Midland and Home
Counties.

(Per stone of 81b.)

s. a. s. d. s. ({, s. d.

Best Scots, Here-
;
Best Long-wools 6 4to6 6

fords, &c. . . 6 oto6 4 Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

Best Shorthorns .. 5 8—6 o ' Ewes & ad quality 5 0—5 6

2d quiility Beasts 4 6—5 4
' Do, Shorn .. .. — ..

Best Downs and
[

Lambs .. ..7 4—8 4
Half-brcds .. 6 6-6 10 Calves .. .. 4 8—510

Do. Shorn .. .. — ..
i
Pifis .. ..3 8—4 8

Beasts, 4090 ; Sheep and Lambs, 18,860 ; Calves, 290 ; Pigs, 100.

Thursday, Aug. i.

We have a larger supply of Beasts than on last I'hurs-

day. but the demand is good, and Monday's quotations

are fully maintained. The number of English Sheep is
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about the same as last Thursday, of foreign not quite so

large
;

prices remain unaltered. Choicest Lambs and
Calves are sold rather dearer. There are only 45 Milch
Cows on offer ; they make high prices. Our foreign

supply consists of 250 Beasts, 5150 Sheep, and 340
Calves.

(Per stone ofSlb.)

s. ei. s. d.

Best Long-wools 6 4(06 6

Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

Ewes & 21I quality 5 o—5 ^

Do. Shorn . . . • — . •

Lambs .. .. 7 C—8 6

Calves .. .. 5 0-6 2

Pigs .

.

. . 4 »—5 o

Be.ists, 1270 ; Sheep and Lambs, 13,000 ; Calves, 480 ;
Pigs, 30.

Best Scots, HcrC'
fords, &c.

r.cit Shorthorns .

.

2d quality Beasts
Btst Downs and

Half-breds
Do. Shorn

s. d. s. d.

6 oto6 4
5 8—6 o
4 6—5 4

6 6—6 10

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET, Aug, i.

Best Fresh Butter 15^. per dozen lb.

Second do. do. \-},s. ,,

Small Pork, 4J, %d. to 5^. od. \ Large Pork, 45. ^d. to

4f. (>d. per 8 lb.

HA Y.—Per Load 0/2^ Trusses.

Smithfielp, Thursday, Aug. i.

Prime MeadowHay, Zos.Kogos.
Inferior do 36 70
New do 72 80
Inferior do 36 60
Straw .. 40 44

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Aug.

Clover, old ..
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TRADE MARK.

EUTERED &JSTA:rLONERS HALL.

CARSONS' PAINT,

Patronised by W^$W0^^ "^^^ '^"^^"

And 7000 of the Nobility and Gentry, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK:
And is proved, after a test ol upwards of 70 years, to surpass any

other Paint. It is especially applicable to Iron Roofing, Park Fenc-

ing, Farm and other Buildings, Bridges, Hurdling. Farm Implements,

Carts and Waggons, Gates, &c., and all exposed Work, eflectine a

Saving of more than 50 per cent.

CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

It is sold in a fine powder, will keep any length of time, and requires

neither grinding nor straining, but simply to be mixed as per " Direc-

tions for Use," thus avoiding the waste of paints sold " mixed ready

for use,"

COLOURS. Per cwt.

White, Stone Colours, and Buff 3<w-

Oak, Lead, Reda Purple Brown, and Bronze Green. . . . 26s.

Light Leacl, aSj. ^Chocolate and Black 24^.

Greens and Blues 42^-

Prepared Oil Mixture for the Anti-Corrosion.

Oils, Turpentine, Varnishes, Brushes, &c.

CARSONS' PAINT,
For Public Edifices, Mansion-;. Villas, and cverj- kind of Brick,

Stone, Compo, &'C., is unrivalled, and is the only Paint that will

effectually resist the rays of the sun upon

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, FRAMES, &c.

2 CWT. FREE TO ALL STATIONS.
Patterns and Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.;

And 21, Bachelor's "Walk, Dublin.

NO AGENTS.

CARSONS' PAINT.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
AND

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents :

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved specially for

this Journal).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-
out the Austrahan Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Subscription in advance, £1 per annum.
Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, ^d.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL.

London .. Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.G.;
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street. E.C. ; Messrs. Gordon &
Gotch, 121, Holborn Hill, E.C.

Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices
for the use of Advertisers,

Birmingham

.

Liverpool

Bristol

Edinburgh .

Glasgow

LONDON and COUNTY BANKING COMPANY.
Established i8.^6.

Subscribed Capital, £2,500,000, in 50,000 Shares of £s*^ each.

Paid-up Capital, £1,000,000. Reserve Fund, £500,000.

Vireciors.

Nathaniel Alexander, Esq.
Thos. Tyringham Bernard, Esq.
Thomas Stock Cowie, Esq.
Frederick Francis, Esq.
Frederick Harrison, Esq.
William Champion Jones, Esq.

Edwd. Harbord Lushington, Esq.
James Morlej', Esq.
William Nicol, Esq.
Abraham Hodgson PhilIpotts,Esq.

James Duncan Thomson, Esq,
Frederick Youle, Esq.

C-ttural Managvr-^WiWiiim McKewan, Esq.
Chu/l7tspecior—W. J. Norfolk, Esq.

Iitspectors ofBranches—H. J. Lemon, Esq., and C. Sherring, Esq.

ChiefAccountant— \3.me.s Gray, Esq.
Secretary—F. Cfappison, Esq.

Head Office—21, Lombard Street.

jV/aKumr—Whithread Tomson, Esq.
Assistant Manager—William Howard, Esq.

At the Half-yearly General Meeting of the Proprietors, held o"
Thursday, August i, 1872, at the Cily Terminus Hotel, Canno"
Street Station, the following Report for the half-year ending June 30,

1872, was read by the Secretary,—William Champion Jones, Esq., in

the Chair:—
, ,, , l ,

The Directors, in presenting to the Proprietors the Balance-sheet ol

the Bank for the half-year ending June 30 last, have the satisfaction

to report that, after paying interest to customers, and all charges,

allowing for rebate, and making provision for bad and doubtful debts,

the nett profits amount to £103,086 %s. .jd. This sum, added to

£7.548 3s. 3^., brought forward from the last account, produces a total

of £110,634 ''5- 'O"''

They have declared the usual dividend of 6 per cent., with a bonus

of 4 per cent., for the half-year, free of Income-tax, being at the rate of

20 per cent, per annum, which will absorb £100,000, and leave

£10,63.1 IIS. 10/. to be carried forward to profit and loss new account.

They have to announce the retirement of their esteemed colleague,

Philip Patton Blyth, Esq., from the Direction, and the election of

James Duncan Thomson, Esq , in his stead.

A new Branch was opened at Hammersmith on February 6 last, and

the Directors have every reason to be satisfied with its progress.

The Dividend and Bonus, together £2 per share, free of income-tax,

will be payable at the Head Office, or at any of the Branches, on or

alter Monday, the i2th instant.
, . •

In consequence of the great extension of the business of the

Company since the addition made to its capital in February, 1867, the

Directors have decided to recommend to the Propnetoij the issue of

the loooo shares remaining ot the 20.000 then authorwed. These

shares will be allotted rateably amongst the Proprietors whose name*
shall appear on the Share Register on October 22 next, at the price of

£30 each, being a premium ot £10 per share; and a resolution lo that

ctlect will be submitted at this Meeting.

E.-\ij^NCE-Sheet of the London and County B.\nking

Dr. Company, June 30, 1872.

To Capital paid up £1,000,000 o o

To Reserve Fund 500,000 o o

To amount due by the Bank for

customers' balances, &c £16,874,446 14 4
To liabilities, on acceptances, co-

vered by securities 2,453,011 04
19.327.457 14 8

To profit and loss balance brought
from last account

To gross profit for the half-year.

after making provision tor bad
and doublfuldebts, viz

7-S43 3 3

303.S07

Cr.
By cash on hand at Head Office snd
branches, and with Bank of
England

By cash placed at call and at notice,

covered by securities

Investments, viz. ;

—

By Government and guaranteed
stocks .

.

By other stocks and securities

By discounted bills and advances
to customers, in town and country

By liabilities of customers fordrafts

accepted by the Bank, as per
contra

By freehold premises in Lombard Street and Nicholas

Lane, freehold and leasehold properly at the

branches, with fixtures and fittings

By interest paid to customers
By salaries and all other expenses at Head Office and

branches, including Income-tax on profits and
salaries

Dr. Profit and Loss Account.
To interest paid to customers, as above .

.

To expenses, as above
To rebate on bills not due, carried to new account
To dividend of 6 per cent, for halfyear .

.

To bonus of 4 per cent,

To balance carried forward

£21,138,812 19 s

£2,342,490 17 1

3,017,184 18

1,503,119 10

"4.373 13 '

2>453.oii 4

£3.359.C^7S 1(3 6

1,617.493 3 10

13,727.281 4 4

258,792 I

02.738

112,831 II s

{.
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ONSERVATO BASKETS.
Strained Wire Espalier

Trainers, for all kinds of

Fruit Trees, &c. : Garden
Fencing, Rabbit proof;
Trellis Wire Work, for

Gardens and Conser-
vatories ; Wire Work
Covered Ways, for Gar-
dens, Pleasure Grounds,
Sic. i Wire Work Rose
Fences, Roseries, Ar-
bours, Summer Houses,
S:c. : Wire Work Vase
Haskets ; Suspending
Baskets for Conscr\'a-

tories; WireWork Flower
Stands for Conserva-
tories ; Aviaries for Con-
servatories, Pheasan-
Iries, &c.
Conservatories fitted

up with Trellis Work,
Flower Stands, Baskets,
Wires, S:c

All kinds of Wire
I "k

'

"'C^l \' 1 Work made to order.

6 ( \' I \ R. HOLUDAY.
1 > )(! r

' ' Horticultural and Floral
Wire Works, 2A, Porto-
bello Terrace, Netting
Hill Gate, London. W.
Illustrated Catalogues of

the above on application.

See large Advertii:ement in Ganiemn' ChronicU for April 6, p. 486.

BY the RETIREMENT of one of the PARTNERS,
an active WORKING GARDENER may obtain a PARTNER-

SHIP in a small Nurserj' and Jobbing Business, on long Lease, in

Islington, on moderate terms.—Apply to Mr. Rt lE, 20, William Street,

New North Road, Islington, London, N.wANTED, a HEAD GARDENER, where Two
Men and a Woman are employed. Must understand Vinery,

Peach Houses, and Conser\'atory, and would be required to work
himself. The Gardens, which are in North Devon, are noted for their

productiveness, and the grounds ate not extensive.—Mr. PITTS
TUCKER, Solicitor, Barnstaple. _____^_^^
WANTED, as HEAD GARDENER, where three are

kept, a XIarried Man. He must thoroughly understand his

duties.—State wages required, and lull particulars, to A, Z., Post
Office, Wadhurst, Sussex.

Orchids.
WANTED, a GARDENER, who is thoroughly

acquainted with the Growth and Management of Orchids and
Plants generally.— .\ddress, with p.articulars of experience and terras,

to F. W. MEDLEY, Esq -, St. Michael's Haml et, near Liverpool. _

W~ANTED, a G.ARDENER, used lo' Growrng~Pot
Plants, &c., for Market, Liberal wages according to ability

and e-xpericnce.—Apply to the Orchard Nursery, Mortlake. Surrey.

ANTED, a clever NURSERY WORKMAN, who
has had seven years' practice in an extensive Nursery, and can

Bud, Graft, Pack, and do Nursery Work generally in a skilful

manner. A good character indispensable. Waees 24s, a week —
Apply, in own handwriting, to ISAAC DAMES, Nurseryman,
Ormskirk,

WANTED, a ROSE GROWER.—Must be of good
experience, and well recommended. — Apply, with all

particulars, to JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries,
Chester.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a first-rate young
MAN. thoroughly upto Propagating and Growing Soft-wooded

Plants for market. None riecd apply unless brought up to the Trade.
Wages i8?. per week.—W. W.. Gardeners' ChrcuicU Ollice. W C.

WANTED, THREE young MEN, to work in the
Glass Department, where both Stove and Greenhouse Plants

are grown well for Exhibition.—Apply, with full particulars, to

GEORGE COOPER, Rose HUl Nursery, Derby.

WANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, in the Houses,
a young Man.— F. A., Post Office. Sunning Dale, Berk s.

Wanted, a Propagator.

MR. MAURICE YOUNG is in WANT of a
thoroughly good PROPAGATOR of Hardy Plants. He must

have had good experience in Coniferae, Trees. Shrubs, and Evergreens,
especially Rhododendrons. Japanese Plants, and Roses.—Apply by
letter, giving references, S:c. Milford Nurseries, near Godalming,
Surrey.

"WTANTED, a young Man as UNDER PROPA-
V V GATOR, in the Glass Department of a good Nursery.—State

wages required and where last employed, to GEORGE COOPER,
Rose Hill Nurser>', Derby.

WANTED, as IMPROVER, for the Houses, a
steady, active young Man—THOMAS EAST. The Gardens,

Wolveton. Dorchester, Dorset.

WANTED, an experienced TRAVELLER, who has
a good knowledge of Fruits. Roses. Shrubs, and general Nur-

sery Stock. None need apply whose character will not bear the
strictest investigation.—Address, with particulars of experience and
terms, to Mr. RICHARD SMITH. Nursery-man, Worcester.

WANTED, a TRAVELLER ; must have a practical
knowledge of Seed, Florist, and Nursery trade,—W. HEAN

QUICK, Seed Merchant, Barnstaple. Devon.

WANTED, in a Wliolesale London Seed Warehouse,
an energetic Man as TRAVELLER and SHOPMAN. Must

have a good knowledge of the Trade, and be able to furnish unexcep-
tionable references as fo character and ability. Preference given to

juna w-ell.—AppI
iV/« Office, W.C.

one who knows the Scotch and Irish groi

instance, TRAVELLER, Gardeners' Ch
ell.—Apply, in first

WANTED, a Man of good business abiUties and
experience in the Nursery and Seed Trades, to act as SHOP-

MAN and GENERAL SALESMAN, and to Travel occasionally.—
A. Z., Gardeners' ChroittcU Office, W.C.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN, in the
Seed Trade.—Apply, stating age, experience, references,

salary expected, &c., to S. M., Gardeners Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANT PLACESr^Letters^to be Post Paid.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.
"TTTTM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
V V have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.

—Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further paniculars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Nu rsery.St. John's Wood, N.W.

ROCKWORK BUILT, by a thorough practical Man.
Many years' experience Tropical and other Ferneries, Water-

falls. Caverns, Arches, S:c. Testimonials of the highest quality on
application.—FRANCIS BRIGGS, 8, Victoria Road, Aigburth,
Liverpool.

GARDENER (Head), age 30.—The Advertiser is

open to engage with any Nobleman or Gentleman who requires
the ser\iccs of a good practical Gardener, where three or more are
kept. Three and a naif years' first-class character.—F. W.,
22, Dra>ton Road, Croydon, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, two children
;

20 years' practical experience in ail branches of the profession.

Character unexceptionable.—ALPHA, loo, Woodbine Grove, Penge,
Surrey, S.E.

/':j,ARDENER (Head).—Age 34, single ; understands
V_^ the profession in all its various branches. Three and a half

years' good character.—S. W,, i8, Elizabeth Place, Koehampton.

^ARDENER (Head).—Thomas Record, Gardene
' to the Marquis of Salisbury, Hariietd, Herts, is open to .u

ement as above. Is well known as a good practical Gardenci
U be highly recommended by his employer.

G
;i ARDENER (Head).—Married ; thoroughly prac-Q-^ tical. Understands Early and Late Forcing, Stove and Gn

house Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Good reference.—
T. BALCOMU , Garrick Villa, Hampton . S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Married; thoroughly practici
in every department of the profession, including Early and l-.ii'

Forcing, Landscape, &c. Unexceptionable character.—W. REEN'lii
Shooter's Hill, Kent, S.E.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or Gentleman.
Middle-aged, widower, no family ; thoroughly practical in all

branches of Gardenmg necessary for a Gentleman's Establishment.

—

HORTUS, A. Edw.^rds, North Road, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married, one child
(aged 7) ; thoroughly understands the profession in all branches,

including Early and Late Forcing, also pood Flower and Kitchen
Gardener. Seven years in present situation.—A. B., II, T. Cooke &
Son. Stationers. &c,, Warwick.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married ; is at liberty
to engage at once with any Gentleman in want of a thorough

practical Gardener. Has had experience in some ol the best Gardens
in England. Four years' good personal character.—W, L,
3, Tamworth Cottages. Alitcham Common, Surrey.

GARDENER (HEAD).~Thoroughly understands the
Growing and Forcing of all kinds of Fruit, Flowers, and

^"cgeIables, and the Management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens,
also Land and Stock. Wife good Dairy and Poultry Manager.

—

J. H. GARDENER. 30. Clarence Road. Lower Clapton. N.

GARDENER (Head). — Middle-aged, married ; a
good Working Gardener ; thoroughly practical in Vines, Peaches,

Stove and Greenliouse Plants; also good Flower and Kitchen
Gardener. Four years' good character as above.—C. P., Forest Field
Lodge, Worth. Crawlev.

C^ARDENER (Head).—Age 34. married, one child;
X has a good practical knowledge ol the profession in all its branches.

Has had charge ol a large establishment over nine years. Is of
thorough conscientious principles, and an abstainer. Good testi-

monials from the Gentleman (Clerical) now leaving.—T. W.,
Gardners' Chronicle Oflice. W.C.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30 ; a native of Scotland.
Formerly Foreman to Mr. Milne. Gr. to the Right Hon. the Earl

of Seahcld. Cuilen House, Banffshire ; latterly Foreman to Mr,
Simpson, Gr. to the Right Hon. Lord Wharnclifre, Wortley Hall,
Shelfield, and other establishments of equal note, where Horticulture
is thoroughly and practically represented. Fourteen years' experience.
—T. A, T., Post Office, Wavertrce, near Liverpool.

G^ARDENER (Head)— Married, no family ; thoroughly
understands the Management ol Pines, Vines. Orchids, Stove

and Greenhouse Plants; ilarly and Late Forcing; and every
department of Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Also well up in the
Cultivation of Plants for Exhibition, and all other Decorative pur-
poses. Unexceptionable testimonials from present and previous
employers.—J. W. SILVER, Head Gardener, The Laurels. I'aunton.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed), age 28.

—

A Gentleman recommends the above.—M. T., 12, Southville,
South Lambeth, S.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Age 29.
married, two children; understands the Cultivation of Vines.

Cucumbers, Melons, and the Management of Greenhouse, and Flower
and Kitchen Gardens.—THOS. W., Mr. Plumer's, Bluelands,
Allington. Bishopstoke. Hants.

GARDENER (Head. Working), age 30, married,
one child.—Geo. Hor'KiRK, Gardener. Somerleyton Hall, Suffolk,

is anxious to recommend the above to any Lady or Gentleman who
may require the services of a really good practical Man.—Address
as above.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more are kept,
in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's family.—Age 36. Six years'

excellent character—F.S., The Grange. Melton. Woodbridge, Suffolk.

GARDENER (Head), where one or two are kept.-
Understands Early and Late Forcing, and the general routim

of Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Has been in some good places.

-

J. LEE, Mr. Ovrington, Sutton, Abinger, Dorking, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more are kept

;

age 36, married.—A GENTLEMAN wishes to recommend his
Head Gardener. He has had a considerable range of Forcing, large
Flower and Kitchen Gardens, Plantations, &c., under his charge for
more than two years ; he is also thoroughly honest and trustworthy.

—

G. T. G., s. Moffatt Street, Maidenhead, Berks.

C^ARDENER.—Age 34. married, three children; has
^ lived in some of the best kept Gardens in the country. Four

years' good character from last employer. Wife excellent Cook.

—

H. P., 5. Cambridge Terrace. King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER, or GARDENER and BAILIFF.—
Age 30, married ; good practical Man. Leaving present situa-

tion through Estate being sold. E.\cellent character ior abilities, &c.— /V. B , Mr. Todman's Nursery, Eltham. Kent, S.E

(;;j_ARDENER (Under).—Age 22 ; wishes to improve
J himself in a good establishment. Live in bothy preferred. Good

reference.—£- KNOWLDIN, Pope Street, Eltham, Kent, S.E.

TO HEAD GARDENERS.—A good strong LAD
(age 18), is seeking a situation in a good establishment, under

the Foreman.—Apply, in first instance, to Mr. T. SIMPSON, Ihe
Gardens, Broomfield Lodge, Chelmsford.

ARM BAILIFF (an O.xfordshire Man).—Age 40,
married, no family; understands the Management of Cattle,

Sheep. &c. Can be well recommended. Wife can manage a Dairy
and Poultry.—W. M., Post Office, Chirk.

FARM BAILIFF, at Michaelmas next.—Age 44,
married; thoroughly understands the Management of Li^ht,

Heavy, or Mixed Soils. Steam Machinery and Steam Cultivation,
Breeding. Rearing, and Feeding all kinds of Stock. Measuring Land
and Timber. Building. Draining, &c., and is a good Accountant.
Over 20 years' practical experience in the most approved systems of
Farming. Excellent character. Wife can attend to Poultry and Dairy
if required.-ROBT. STEWARD, Eabtwood Park, Falfield, R. S- O.

Nursery and Seed Trade.
MANAGER or TRAVELLER.—A Gentleman of

some years' experience is desirous of meeting with an
engagement in the above capacity.—Letters to G. C, s. Great Queen
Street. S W.

CiLKKR and CASHIER.— 1 he Advertiser, who has
' held a situation of trust in a London Office, seeks an engagement

in the countrj' on account of his health. A permanency preferred.
Salary moderate.—W., Smith & Robinson, Estate Agents, Hemel
Hempstead.

HOPMAN, CLERK, or BOOK-KEEPER.—Married;
thoroughly conversant with the Seed and Nursery Business,

Fourteen years' experience, the last two and a half years in New
York. References hrst-cla-s?;.—J, F., Dean Park. Edinburgh.

To the Seed Trade.
SHOPMAN or ASSISTANT.—Age 21 ; five years'
_ experience. Good references.—A. W., 11, Market Hill, Sudbury,

Suffolk.

GREENHOUSES from the FINSRURY STEAM
JOINERY WORKS, 121, ISunhill Row, London. E.C.

W, H. LASCELLES, Proprietor. Lists sent on application.

i'liLiis fur Houses, as above, m:iilc of best Red Deal, and sashes
2 inches thick, glazed with i6-oi. good sheet glass, delivered and fixed

within 30 miles of London, painled four coats in best oil colour,
including locks, gutter, down pipe, and gearing for opening the
ventilators at one time.— heating, staging, brickwork not included :

—

20 ft. by 12 ft.
I

^o ft. by 16 ft. 1 60 ft. by 20 ft. I 100 ft. by 24 ft.

;£4o o
I C7900 I

;(;i33 o o
I

£-22,^ 10 o

GARDEN LIGHTS and BOXES. Each
3 feet by 4 feet Lights, 2 inches thick, un^lazcd 31.

,, ,, glazed, i6-oz. good sheet glass .. .. os

6 feet „ II a inches thick, unglaxcd jj,

,, ., glazed, 16 oz. good sheet glass .. iir.
Portable Box containing one 6 feet by 4 feet Light, painted four

coats, ready for use 30J.

Portable Box containing two dittOj6 feet by 8 feet 55*.
F.stimates given for Conservatories or Greenhouses to any Design,

OTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
COW FITTINGS.

Their advantages arc— rurtibihty. not tixturcs. ri:-movalj)c at
pleasure ; no Woodwork or Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to
infection, being all of I ron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 551.

Prospectuses Iree of COTTAM and CO., Ironworks. 2, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W.). where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

KI N A H A N ' S . li L . WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow Spirit is the very

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than the
finest Cognac Brandy. Note the words " Kinahan's L.L." on seal,

label, and cork.
Wholesale Depflt, 20. Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

WM. YOUNGER and CO.'S ALES
Are of the HIGHEST PURITY.

Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, and
are distinguished for their delicacy of flavour.

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishing.
To be had of the Principal Retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are freauently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Bclvidere

Road, S.E.

Pure Aeratea Waters.
ELLIS'S RUTHIN WATERS,

Soda, Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Lithia, and for GOUT, Lithia
and Potass.
Corks branded " R. ELLIS AND SON, Ruthin," and every label

bears their Trade Mark.
Sold everywhere, and Wholesale of R. ELLIS AND SON, Ruthin,

North Wales. London Agents : W. BEST and SONS, Henrietta
Street. Cavendish Square. W.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street. London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at is. i^d., 2s. gd., 4s. 6if.,and lu.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the

flowers ol the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the

irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the

morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating ia

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who mdulge in the

luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioninjjp

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity oJE

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever

merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the seiec

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed

upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-

liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,

nor are they adapted to all complaints ; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at is.i%d.,as.gd.,4S.td.,and lu., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

Id boxes at it. il^d.^v, ^..^s, dd.. and lit.
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Worcestersliire Agricultural Society.

AGR/^ND HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
in connection with the above will be held in the Show Ground,

a£ STOURBRIDGE, AUGUST 27, 28, and 29, when PRIZES to the
amount of ONE HUNDRED and EIGHTY FOUR POUNDS will

be awarded. ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 20. For List of Prizes

and Rules, &c., apply to ALBERT BUCK, Secretary, Worcester; or

to J. S. HAYWOOD, Hon. Secretary to Horticultural Show,
a6. Broad Street, Worcester.

READING HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—The
AUTUMN SHOW will be held on TUESDAY, August 27 (by

permission of the Mayor), in the ABBEY RUINS, READING. The
BAND of the 103d ROYAL BOMBAY FUSILIERS (by permission
of Col. Parsons) will attend. The Show will be open to the holders of
Subscribers' Tickets at One o'Clock, and to the Public at Four
©'Clock, on payment oi One Shilling.

Tickets may be obtained of Messrs. SUTTON AND SONS, Market
Place: Mr. LOVEJOY, London Street; and of

CHARLES COLLINS, 34, Chain Street,) Hon.
BLACKALL SIMONDS, Bridge Street. J Sees.

PRESTON FLORAL and HORTICULTUFLAL
SOCIETY. — The GREAT AUTUMN EXHIBITION of

PLANTS, CUT FLOWERS, FRUITS, and VEGETABLES will

take place in the Area and other Rooms of the Com Exchange, Pres-

ton, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, August 28 and 29.

Amongst the Prizes for general competition is the Borough Purse for

IS Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Amount of Purse £30, in three

prizes. Special prizes of six g^uineas for four Orchids. 1

Rules, Schedule of Prizes, l-orm of Entry, and any other information
may be obtained from W. TROUGHTON, Hon. Sec, 4, Church
Street, near the Town Hall, Preston.

O EVENOAKS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'SO FIFTH ANNUAL SHOW of FLOWERS, FRUITS, VEGE-
TABLES, CUT FLOWERS, BOUQUETS, &c., in Knole Park,
Sevenoaks (by the kind permission of the RightHon. Lord Buckhurst),
on THURSDAY, August 29, The South Eastern Railway, and the
London, Chatham and Dover Railway offer Return Tickets at single

fares from London and most other Stations to Sevenoaks, Prize Lists

(Z130), and full particulars, ot
ivlr. C. C. PETLEY, Hon. Sec, Riverhead.
Mr. C. WILLIAMS, Financial Secretary, Sevenoaks.

DUBLIN EXHIBITION, 1872.-A GRAND
NATIONAL FLOWER and FRUIT SHOW will be held in

the Grounds of the Exhibition Palace on SEPTEMBER 11, 12, and 13,

when Cups and Money Prizes to the amount of £200 will be awarded.
All communications respecting the above to be addressed to

EDWARD LEE, Esq. (General Manager). Exhibition Palace, Dublin.

CI REAT INTERNATIONAL FRUIT and FLOWER
T SHOW will be held within the Bumbank Drill Hall and

Grounds, Great Western Road, GL.A.SGOW, on SEPTEMBER 11,

12, and 13. Ground has been reserved for special outside Exhibitions,

which will be alloted on application. Terms moderate-
Apply to GEORGE B- HOGGAN, Treasurer, 106, Ingram Street;

or FRANC. GIBB DOUGALL, Sec, 167. Canning Street, Glasgow.

JC. STEVENS' Horticultural, Scientific, and
• Natural History Sale Roo.ms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, London, W.C. Established 1760. SALES by AUCTION
nearly EVERY DAY.

M Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London, N.

RODERICK NICOLSON, Advertising Agent
and General Commission Agent, 1, Racquet Court, Fleet

Street, E.C.

TVTR. JAMES FRASER, Horticultural and
-i-TjL AGRict;LTtJRAL VALUER and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,
Romford, Essex ; late of the &nn of J. & J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.

CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, and PRIMULA
sinensis, of the choicest strains, in if. 6d., 21. W., and 51.

packets. Trade prices on application.
JAMKS DICKSON AM. SONS, "Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

EngUsH Saved Seed, Just Harvested.
PRIML'LA JAPONICA, 2J. 6</. per packet,

PRIMULA INVOLUCRATA, var. Abyssinicnsis,2i. M. do.
BARR and SUGDEN, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

HOME-SAVED SEED of PRIMULA JAPONICA.
saved from five beautiful varieties, varying in colour from

crimson to pale blush, with distinct coloured eyes. In packets, u.
to 55. each, post free.
FRANCIS R. KINGHORN, Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

Choice Tricolor and other Geraniums Cheap.
^M. POTTEN'S LIST of the above can be had

post free on application.
The Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

w
To tbe Trade.

BULBS, comprising LILIUIM, NARCISSUS,
GLADIOLI, IRIS, ALSTRCEMERIA, CYCLAMEN, DOG'S-

TOOTH VIOLETS, JONQUILS, OXALIS, SCILLAS, and
numerous other Bulbs. LIS T on application.

STEPHEN BROWN, Weston-super-Mare.

Eyaclntlis, Tulips, LlUums, Gladioli, Crocus, and a
large stock of MISCELLANEOUS DUTCH and CAPE
BULBS, ROOTS, PLANTS, direct from tlie Grower.

ANT. ROOZEN AND SONS (late ANT. RoozEN-)
CATALOGUE of the above tor 1872, will, as usual, be handed

to all Gardeners and Amateurs, free on application. For our SPECIAL
TERMS as to Free Delivery, Remitting, &c., please consult
Catalogue.—Overvcen, near Haarlem, Holland, j uly

-

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli, &c.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SONS Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest
quality only. Post free on application.

Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Gros Colman, the finest Late-keeping Grape.—See
WM. THOiVISONS Descriptive C-^TALGGUE of

VINES and PINES, which may be had on application.
Tweed Vineyard, by Galashiels.

Vines, Vines, Vines.
NOW is the BEST TIME to PLANT.

VINES planted now in full vigour, will go the length
of any ordinary roof this season. Strong Canes, fine short-

jointed stuff, 9 to 10 feet long by \% inch round, from Eyes this
spring, of all the leading kinds, may be had from
JOII'n KELLETT, Wellington Nun

The Trade -. jppfied.
Heaton Chapel, Stockport.

PiiNK FLANTb for :SALE.—A Gentleman has about
zoo clean and good sorts, Improved Queen, Black Jamaica, Stc.

Several are nearly ready to cut, and all in regular succession. To any
Gentleman about to commence Growing Pines they would be very
suitable, and would be sold at a low price, as their room is wanted.
CHARLES BERRY, Head Gardener, Burntwood House,

Wandsworth Common, S.W. (near the Station).

CHARLES TURNER is prepared to execute orders
for all the leading varieties. Plants are fine this season.

Descriptive CATALOGUE on application.
The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

Strawberry Plants.
WILLIAM BRYANT has to offer the following

kinds, in strong well-rooted plants, at 2j. per loo, for cash,
package included

Plack Prince
British Queen
Comte de Paris
Garibaldi

And many other varieties. LISTS
The Nursery, Rugby

Keens' Seedling
Premier
President

Charles Napier
1 application.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges,
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Brltisli Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUEofERITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

Ferns.—Neottopterla (Thamnopteris) australaslca.
CiHARLES VERDIER FILS, Nurseryman, 12. Rue

'' Dumfiril, Paris, begs to announce that he has well established

f>tants of this beautiful FERN now ready for sending out at the
oUowing prices ;—Each, is. ; per dozen, aii. ; per loo, £^.

New Catalogue of Plants, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, containing Select Descriptive and Priced Lists

of Plants suitable for bedding and decorative purposes, &c,

—

Delphiniums, Double-flowered Pyrethrums, Hardy Aquatics, Saxi-

fragas, Sedums, Sempervivums, Sweet Violets, &c., is now published,
and will be forwarded to applicants.—Exotic ISursery, Tooting, S.W.

Eltnam Nursery, Kent, S.E.
TWO MILES from BLACKHEATH STATION;
ONE MILE from ELTHAM, LOOP-LINE.

THIRTY ACRES of healthy, well-grown NURSERY
STOCK.ofeverydescription, comprising Specimen CONIFERS

and EVERGREENS of all sixes. Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
&c. Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to come
and select for themselves.

JAMES W. TODMAN, Eltham Nursery, Kent, S.E.

Wanted, Seeds of Choice Strains.

MR. WILLIAM BULL will REQUIRE NEW
SEEDS of the following:—

Primula I Pink I Balsam, in separate colours

Fuchsia Show Pansy Lobelia, herbaceous
Carnation | Gloxinia I

Auricula, show.

And SEEDS of other choice FLORIST FLOWERS,
State quantities and prices per ounce. Satisfactory proof must be

given that the strains of the above Seeds are all of the first quality

;

and, where possible, samples of the flowers should be sent for inspection

Apply to WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Establishment for New and
Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

PARIS,
I
SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. I SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R-H. the Prince of Wales, Reading. Herka.

T
Early Sheep Feed.RIFOLIUM INCARNATUM

and ITALIAN RYE-GRASS.
New seed at low prices. For particulars apply to

SUTTON ASIJ SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

New Sowing Rape Seed.HAND F. SHARPE have fine SAMPLES of the
• above SEED, ready for immediate delivery. Price moderate,

and may be had, with sample, on application.
Seed Growmg Establishment, Wisbech,

KEMP-WELCH'S GENUINE SEEDS
for PRESENT SOWING:—

GIANT BROWN COS LETTUCE, 6.i. per packet.
TOM THUMB CABBAGE LETTUCE, &i. per packet.
LARGE FLAT TRIPOLI ONION, is. per 02.
PRICKLY SPINACH, id. per or.

IMPERIAL CABBAGE, 6J, per o!.

Extra Choice FANCY PANSY SEED, ij. per packet.
Extra Choice ALPINE AURICULA, ij. per packet.
Extra Choice POLYANTHUS, is. per packet.

A trial respectfully solicited. Payment can be made in postage
stamps. All the above Seeds free by post.
KEMP-WELCH, Nursery, Seed, Plant, and Fruit Merchant,

Portland Street, Clifton, Bristol.

RTaynbird, caldecott, bawtree,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

CoR.N, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchant.^.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
for Wheat: 1862. for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT In STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 537 & 238, High Holbom, London.

Seeds for Present Sowing.
HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAMS, 40 varieties

;

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, from 12 choice sorts. In
packets, at is., 21. 6rf., and 5.^.

JAMES HOLDER, Crow'n Nurseri', Reading,

THE PINE-APPLE NURSERY COMPANY,
32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

JOHN BESTER, Manager of the Nursery and Seed Department.
The Company guarantee to their Customers Punctuality, Liberality^

and Genuine Articles. The favour of a visit is earnestly solicited.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery, 134, Faubourg
de Bruxellcs, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had, free,

from his Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, S, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
• begs to remind his Patrons and the Public in general, that

his catalogues may be had free on application to his Agents,
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Tower Street,

London, E.C.

Lily Of the Valley (Convallaria majalis).

WIDOW G. CLAESSENS VAN HOOREBEECK,
NuRSFRYWOMAN and Seedswoman, Termonde, Belgium,

offers 15,000 plants at £^, and 100,000 at £,-2\.

PLANTS to be SOLD, cheap.—Several fine specimens,
viz. : Palms, Allamanda neriifolia, Asplenium bulbiferum. Gar-

denias, Latania borbonica, Pandanus utilis, Platycerium alcicorne,
Dendrobium nobile, Lomaria gibba, two pair fine Dasylirions, and
many others.

For further particulars, T, HAWKINS, Oaklands Nursery,
Shepherd's Bush ; and 80, Bishop's Road, Bayswatcr, W,

Post Free to all Applicants.

BS. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT and GENERAL
• CATALOGUE is now ready. It contains a Descriptive List

of beautiful New Plants offered in commerce by him this season for

the first time ; also general Priced Lists of Orchids, Ferns, Tree
Ferns, Flowering and Ornamental-leaved Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Palms and Cycads, Azaleas, Camellias, Amaryllis, Ericas,

Epacris, Liliums, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and general Collections ot
Soft-wooded and Hardy Plants.

Special prices for specimens quoted on application.

An inspection of the Collection solicited.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

MR. WILLIAM BULL has imported from New
Grenada a large quantity of SCHOMBURGKIA UNDU-

LATA, and makes a special offer of them at the following low prices :—
Single Plants, 5*. ; 12 Plants at 3s. 6rf. ; 50 Plants at 2j. 6d. ; 100 Plants
at 11.6.^.111

Mr. W. B. has also imported a great quantity of ACINETA
HU.MBOLDTII, and also offers them at the following low prices :—
Single Plants, 51. ; 12 Plants at 31. td. ; 50 Plants at 21. w. ; 100 Plants
at ij, 6.i 111

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
Lon

d

on, S. W.

THE extraordinary Perpetual Flowering TREE
CARNATION, LA BELLE.

" The forerunner of a new race of varieties of the highest possible
value."

" The flowers, of the purest white, are very large and smooth, per-

fectly double, and delightfully fragrant, and are produced, all the year
round, in such profusion that one or more plants should be grown
wherever cut blooms are in request"—See article and woodcuts in

Gixrdtners' Magazine, July 13 last.

Large Plants, y$. 6d. each ; extra large Plants, loi. 6rf. each. The
latter will come into bloom by October.

JAMES BLACKLEV, Leyton, Essex, E.

Queen of Primroses.

EG. HENDERSON and SON, Wellington
• Nurserj', St. John's Wood, London, N.W., ofier good healthy

plants o( PRIMULA JAPONICA as one of the finest hardy plants
every introduced to English gardens. A selection of six plants, raised
from six distinct colours, namely, red, white, mauve with red centre,
white mottled with red, rich dark crimson and pink.
The original type is crimson, which we offer at 3s. 6if. each, zc for

75s. , or 100 at £, 14. Seedling plants from the other colours "51. each, or
the set of six plants, raised from the colours above named, 21J.

Seed of the above varieties, mixed, ii. td. and 21, td. per packet.
Cultivators are reminded that seed of this fine species is liable to lay
till next season before it germinates.
Mr. Kramer, in Japan, is the only party who introduced the above

varieties from proved plants, grown in his own garden, and from this

source the above plants have emanated.
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Lisiantlius princeps.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in offering

• NEW SEED of this grand plant, the stock of which he has

recently secured ; and although not, strictly speaking, a new plant, the

fact of its having been lost to the country for upwards of 20 years will

cause it to be so considered by the majority of plant growers of the

present day. It has been called a greenhouse plant, but there is litlle

doubt it will be found to thrive best in an intermediate house.

This superb Gentianaceous plant was considered by the late Dr.

Lindley to be " one of the best plants in existence." It is a compact
branching shrub, growing about 2 feet in height ; the leaves are oppo-

site, oblong-lanceolate, acuminate and dark green on the upper side,

paler below ; the blooms are produced in graceful drooping racemes of

from three to five ; the flowers are tubular, the calyx being about half

an inch long, and the corolla about 6 inches In length, and upwards of

an inch wide ; the colour of the tube is rich scarlet, melting into golden

yellow at each end. It is found growing at elevations of from 10,000

to 11,000 feet above the level of the sea, in the province of Pamplona,

in New Grenada, but it is a rare piant even in its native country.

Price 2J. Cd. and 55. per packet.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N

CHOICE CALCEOLARIA,

CINERARIA, AND PRIMULA,
FOR PRESENT SOWING.

Calceolaria.

JAMES'S INTERNATIONAL PRIZE (see Illustra-

tion), as. 6d. per packet.

Finest Hybrid Spotted, is. 6d. and 25. 6d. per packet.

Cineraria.
JAMES'S PRIZE CINERARIA, 2s. 6d. per packet.

CINERARIA, choice mixed, saved from a splendid collection of

named varieties, u, 6ii. and 2s. 6d. per packet.

Primula (Fern-leaved).
Per packet.—s. d.

PRIMULA, choicest Fern-leaved, carmine z 6

„ „ „ white 26
„ FIMBRIATA, Fern-leaved {New Scarlet). This

is a decided novelty 26

Primula (choicest fringed).
Per packet.

—

s. d.

PRIMULA, choicest dark carmine, fringed 26
,, ,, new scarlet 26
,, ,, rose, fringed 26
,, ,j white, fringed z 6

,, ,, mixed, fringed .. .. .. is. 6if. and z 6

JAMES CARTEE & CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN AND

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

For Autumn Sowing.

" Look to your Grass Lands."

NOW IS THE TIME TO SOW

CARTER'S RENOVATING MIXTURE

RENEWING and IMPROVING OLD GRASS LANDS.

This Mixture is composed of those sorts of Permanent
Grass Seeds and Clovers that are best suited for Sowing
on Old Pastures or Meadows, and it will speedily improve
the quality and increase the produce. During the past

dry seasons we have supplied immense quantities of this

Mixture, and continue to receive the most gratifying

reports of its value in increasing both quantity and
quality of the Grass.

After carting the H^y, the land should receive two or
three turns of the heavy Harrows. The Renovating
Mi,\ture should then be sown at the rate of 8 lb. to 12 lb.

per acre, according to the condition of the turf.

Price, per lb., lOd. ;
percwt., 86s.

EVIDENCE of QUALITY.
J^ram R. Wheeler, Esq., Ventnor, July 15, 1872.

" I had some of your Renovating Mixture last year, and it has had
a most wonderful effect on a field which never before bore hall a crop
of Grass. Several of my neighbours have wondered at the enormous
feed I have had all the spring, and I hope they will be induced to
adopt the same means of restoring their half-bare meadows."

CARTER'S
Early Nimble Six Weeks Turnip

Is the best for present sowing.

Price Is. per lb. Cheaper in quantity.

, sUPPt

,S«TTONS,»
GRASS SEEDS
FOR ALL SOILS.

CARRIAGE FREE.
Prices and iuU particulars on application.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

QUTTONS* CHOICE NEW^ FLOVVERSEEDSforPRESENT
SOWING, s.avcd from choicest

SUTTONS' SUPERB PRIMULA FIMBRIATA.—This has been
most carefully selected from the best flowers, remarkable for their
richness of colour and fine form. Price rs. W. per packet.

Dobson's, Williams', and other strains can be supplied at the adver-
tised prices ; and mixed varieties at is, 6ii, per packet,

SUTTONS" SUPERB CINERARIA.—This will be found un-
equalled by any in cultivation, the seed having been saved from the
finest named varieties only. Price is. 6if. and 2j, 6rf. per packet.

Dobsons' and other strains can be supplied at the advertised prices.

SUTTONS* SUPERB CALCEOLARIA.—Our stock of this
favourite greenhouse flower has been saved from the finest strains
only. Price -is. 6d. per packet,

Hobson's, James", Thompson's, and other strains can be supplied at

the advertised prices.

Complete particulars of other choice FLOWER SEEDS for present
sowing, with Instructions on Cultivation, gratis and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by appointment to the Queen and
Prince of Wales, Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN AND

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. '

G t S H U R
COMPOUND.

S T

Red
Spider.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for A'ines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedstnen, in

boxes, IS., 35., and ioj. 6d.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

Magni- CANDLE COMPANY
fied. (Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

Caro Guano.

CHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO,
rich in Soluble Phosphates and Nitrogenoug Organic Matter,

See Chemical Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for

Grain and Root Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to

Peruvian,
Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO., Billiter Street, London, E.G.

PATENT VERMIN ASPHYXIATOR.

DISINFECTOR, VAPORISER, and UNIVERSAL FUMI-
GATOR, for Destroying Rats and all Vermin in holes. For makine
Rabbits desert their Burrows and lie out. For Preserving Meat and
Game in the larder (or when packed) from tendency to putrefaction.
For Fumigating Vines and Greenhouse Plants, and destroying noxious
Insects and Parasites. For Disinfecting Hospitals, Vessels, Rooms,
Bedding, Clothes, &c. For Deodorising Drains, Sinks, &c. For
Vaporising Chemical Compounds; and for preventing Loss of Life
from Foul Air in Wells, Vats, Tanks, &c. Price £2 5J.

Manufacturers: JOHN WATTS and CO., 6, Broad Weir, Bristol.

London Agents (where the Machine may be seen and explained)

:

Mr. PUKDEV, Gun Manufacturer, ^mJ^, O-xford Street, W.
Mr. SCHOLL, Engineer, 41, Berwick Street, Soho, W.

Descriptive Circular, with Price List and full instructions, post free.

H ORTICULTURAL BU]
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

L D I N G S,

Designed, Built, and eRicienlly ^'cntilatcd and Heated, Estimates

to Architects' Plans, or to Rough Sketches, with sizes, &c.

A Pamphlet with Illustrations, Testimonials, &c., and Price Lists ol

Sir J. Paxton's Hothouses, for ^d-, post free.

HEREMAN and MORTON,
i^, Tichborne Street, Regent Quadrant, London, W.

Agents for Chapman's " Multum in Parvo " Flower and Fruit C^e

INTERMEDIATE STOCK, MAUVE QUEEN,
INTEEMEDIATE STOCK, PINK QUEEN,

Price per Packet, Ss. 6d. each variety.

B. S. ^T^ILLIAMS
Has much pleasure in offering the above, as being new and quite distinct to any other Intermediate Stocks yet

introduced. The flowers are very large and double, beautifully sweet, and produces immense trusses of bloom
;

habit very dwarf, compact, and branching. The seed should be sown this month, and then they will make a grand

display this next spring. Was exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society's Show on May 17, 1871 ; and again at

the Royal Botanic Society's Show at Regent's Park, on May 8, 187a, and was awarded First-class Certificates on

each occasion.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

IN

TOP DRESS I N G S

.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA.
NITRATE OF SODA.

CAEO GUANO.
KAINIT.

SEALED BAGS, WITH THE GUARANTEE RECOMMENDED BY THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION OF ENGLAND. Prices, b-c, forwarded on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO.,

CHEMICAL MANURE MANUFACTURERS, 20, BILLITER STREET, E.C.
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JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

2S9, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

TRICED LISTS fonv.irded on applic:ition of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS" TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock.

tW TENDERS given for HEATING CHURCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

COTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
COW FITTINGS.

Their advantages are— Portability, not hxtures, removable at
pleasure ; no Woodwork or Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin ; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent ovcr-gorgine. Cleanly, durable, and impervious 10
inrection, being all of Iron. Price of Finings per Cow, 55,(.

Prospectuses Iree ol COTTAM and CO., Ironworks, 3, Winsley
Street {opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W,), where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent,

BEARD'S PATENT METALLIC NON-CONDUCTING CLASS HOUSES,
WITH PERFECT SYSTEM OF VENTILATION.

W. G. SMITH &, CO.,
horticultural engineers (Successors to C. Beard), SOLE PROPRIETORS and MANUFACTURERS.

VICTOEIA WOEKS, BUEY ST. EDMUND'S.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, ORCHARD HOUSES, FERNERIES, AQUARIUMS, PITS,
PROPAGATING HOUSES, MELON and CUCUMBER FRAMES, &o.

These Patent Houses possess many valuable advantages over wood houses. No putty is used in fixing the glass. They are quite portable, and can be readily taken
do\vn and re-erected without damage or breakage ol glass. They are much lighter, more ornamental in appearance, and last ten times longer than wood houses,
consequently they are more economical in cost.

The First Prize was awarded at the Great Horticultural and Botanical Congress, South Kensington, 1866.

A First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticultural Show, Manchester, 1867.
|
Three First-class Certificates at the Royal Horticultural Show, Bury St. Edmund's, 1867.

SPECIAL DESIGNS, CATALOGUES and ESTIMATES FURNISHED on APPLICATION. HEATING APPARATUS in all its BRANCHES.

LONDON AGENTS: MESSRS. S. OWENS and CO., ENGINEERS, WHITEFRIARS, E.G.

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.G.

No. 37.

No. 63.

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, which works day and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying PubUc or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steam Power.

No. 46a. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Gardens, &c.

No. 49a. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. 50 and S4<7. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanized Iron Tubs.

No. 54*. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 39*. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

Garden use.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS
HYDRANTS, HOSEPIPES, &c., &c. Particulars taken in anypart of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

, ILLDSTBATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS.

James Veitch & Sons
INVITE AN INSPECTION OF THIS

SPLENDID BEDDING ANNUAL,
Sent out by them for the first time last spring, and which is now in great perfection at their Chekea Nursery.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

DUTCH FLO^A^ER ROOTS.

James Veitch & Sons
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Illustrated with upwards of 60 Woodcuts, and containing Descriptive Lists of all the finest kinds of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSI, LILIUMS, GLADIOLI, &c., including also a Select List of VEGET-

ABLE and FLOWER SEEDS for autumn sowing, is now published, and will be forwarded Post Free on

apphcation.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERIES, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

THE PIIE-APPLE ITJESEEY COIPAIY,
Maida Vale, London, JV.

ARE OPEN TO

PURCHASE
LARGE SPECIMENS OF THE FINER

KINDS OF

CONSERVATORY PLANTS
FOR THEIR

NEW WINTER GARDEN,

Now in course of construction, which will be the largest and finest ever built for the Trade.

JOHN BESTER, Manager, 32, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

NEVv^ CHOICE FLO^^^ER SEEDS.

DowNiE, Laird, & Laing
HAVE THE PLEASURE OF OFFERING THE FOLLOWING

CHOICE FLOWEE SEEDS
FOR PRESENT SOWING:—

ANTIRRHINUM.—Extra choice ; saved from our magniricent col-

lection of the newest named flowers, td., is., and is. td per pkt.

CALCEOLARIA.—Hybridised; saved from the superb flowers that
(gained the First Prize at Kensington. 21. 6d., 3s. td.^ and 51. pkt.

CALCEOLARIA.—Hybridised; saved from the celebrated strain at
Dalkeith Palace, is. td., 2s. dd., and 35. (>d. per packet.

CINERARIA.—Extra choice; saved from an unequalled assortment
of named flowers. 11. f>d. , ss. 6d. , and 3s. 6d. per packet.

COLEUS, Golden.—Hybridised; saved from our First Prize Crystal
Palace and Kensington Collections, is., is. 6d., and 2s. 6d. p. pkt.

CYCLAMEN.—Extra choice; saved from the Amateur's collection
who was first at Kensington, is. , as., and 3s. per packet,

HOLLYHOCK,—Extra superb : saved from the most distinct of our
famous assortments of Prize flowers ; 12 colours. 5s. per collection.

HOLLYHOCK.—Extra fine; saved from the finest varieties of our
magnificent collection ; mixed, is., as. 6d., and 3s. 6d. per packet.

PANSY, Show.—Extra superb ; saved from themost choice of our own
unrivalled Exhibition nowers. is., is. 6d., and 2s. 6d. per packet.

PANSY, Fancy.—Extra fine; saved from the most beautiful of our
admirable collection, is., is, W., and 21. 6d. per packet.

i'ELARGONIUM.—Golden Bronze; splendid; saved from our
unrivalled strain that gained all the Prizes offered at the Royal
Horticultural Show at Birmingham in June this year. 2s. 6d.,
3s. 6d., and 5s. per packet.

PELARGONIUM.—Golden Tricolors; extra choice; saved from the
collection from which we selected the finest Tricolor of the year,
and which took first honours at the Birmingham Meeting. 2J. 6d.,
3$. 6d., and 5s. per packet.

PELARGONIUM.—Zonal; choice; saved from our finest seedlings

sent out last season, with large flowers of brilliant colour, and
perfect shape, is. 6a., 21. 6d., and 3s. 6d. per packet,

PENTSTEMON,—Most superb; saved from our own collection of

the choice varieties introduced last season. is., is. (id., and
2s, 6d. per packet.

PHLOX, Perennial.—Early and Late; saved from ourmagnificent pot

plants which have taken Prizes at Oxford, Kensmgton, and
Regent's Park. is. 6d., 2s. 6d., and 3s. 6d. per packet.

PRIMULA.—Fringed, Red and While ; saved from the finest strain

in cultivation. 2s. Od., 3s. 6d., and 5s. per packet.

PRIMULA.—Fern-leaved,'Red and White; saved from a most mag-
nificent strain specially for ourselves, zs. 6d., 31. 6d., and 5s. pkt.

PRIMULA JAPONICA.—Extra superb; saved from our magnificent

plants; colours varying from pink to deep crimson. is.,2S.6d.,

and 3s. 6d. per packet.

PYRETHRUM, Golden, —Very select; saved from a veiy deep
golden-coloured strain of this popular beddcr. 6d., is., and
IS. 6d. per packet.

STOCK, Intermcdiate.-Scarlct, Purple, and White; saved from our
celebrated strain of these flowers, which rival the East Lothian
varieties, is., is. 6d., and 2s, 6d. per packet.

SWEET WILLIAM.—Extra dark ; saved from Hunt's choice strain,

carefully selected and improved. 6<f., it., and is. 6d. per packet.

WALLFLOWER.—DIood Red; saved from a very uure strain ; com-
pact in growth, and very deep in colour. 6d. ana is. per packet.

Stamps may be sent in payment. Packets forwarded Free by Post.

STANSTEAD PARK, FOREST HILL, and RUTLAND PARK, LONDON, S.E.

;

and at EDINBURGH, N.B.

Queen of Primroses.

reduced
^m.

prices.PRIMULA JAPONICA, at
Nice little plants, 3s. td. each.
Fine strong plants, los, 6d. each.

Special quotations by the dozen, hundred, or thousand.

Seed of PRIMULA JAPONICA, that will be quite sure to ger-
minate, of Mr. W. E.'s own saving, is. 6tf. and 2S. dd. per packet.

WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S,W.

Queen of Primroses.

PRIMULA JAPONICA (New Crimson Primrose),
at reduced pnces. Nice plants, 3s. bd. each, or 36J. per dozen.

Special quotations by the hundred or thousand.

WILLIAM BULL. F.L.S,, Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

New Varieties of Primula japonica.

MR. WILLIAM BULL begs to announce that he ii5

now ofTering, for the first time, the following beautiful and
distinct varieties of PRIMULA JAPONICA. The Florist, m re-

marking on these, says:—"One great merit of this new Japanese
Primrose is, that it yields varieties no less beautiful than itself,"

PRIMULA JAPONICA ALBA.—This variety produces white
floweis, with a golden yellow zone round the eye ; 3s. td. each, or
36s. per dozen.

PRIMULA JAPONICA CARMINATA. —Pure carmine-red, with
a maroon-crimson ring round the eye ;

3s. dd. each, or 36s. per doz.

PRIMULA JAPONICA LILACINA.—Eye surrounded by a zone of
orange-red, shading outwards to a beautiful rosy lilac, the outer
portion of the corolla lobes being white ; 3s. bd. each, or 36s. per
dozen.

PRIMULA JAPONICA ROSEA.—Very distinct, with flowers of a
lilac-rose, and having a crimson ring round the eye ;

3s. bd. eachi
or 36s. per dozen.

PRIMULA JAPONICA SPLENDIDA.—Flowers of a deep bright

magenta, the zone of a rich bright crimson colour ; 3s. td. each, or
36s. per dozen.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W.

WILLIAM CHATER'S SUPERB DOUBLE
HOLLYHOCKS.—The simplest and safest way to raise

them from Seed is to sow them in the open ground in J une, J uly, and
August, and transplant in September. SEED from finest strains, that

willproduce flowers equal to choice named varieties.

Collection No. i. 12 named varieties, extra hne, lOJ.

Collection No. 2. 6 named varieties, extra fine, 5s.

Collection No. 3. 12 named varieties, fine, 7s. 6d.

Collection No. 4. 6 named varieties, fine, 4s.

Mixed SEED, finest quality, per packet, is., as. dd., and 51.

WILLIAM CHATER, The Nurseries, Saffron Waldcn.

Horticultural Exliibitlou at Copenhagen.

THE DANISH HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
intends to hold an EXHIBITION at COPENHAGEN in the

month of OCTOBER NEXT, principally for the Garden and Field

Produce of Denmark, but to which Foreign Goods are also invited.

The Committee is particularly desirous of seeing English Horticul-

ture represented on tnis occasion by Collections of the commonly culti-

vated kinds of Fruit, Vegetables, and Roots from some of the large

establishments in this country, as well as of Gardening and Forcing
Implements of various kinds. There is frequent communication by
steamers between London and other British ports and Copenhagen,
and the Society undertakes the receotion of exhibits in the harbour of

Copenhagen, tneir transport to the Exhibition, the placing and care of
the Goods, as welt as the sale of them, free of expense to the
Exhibitors. The Committee will receive and forward orders during
the Exhibition. The Medals of the Society (Silver and Bronze) are

offered as prizes.

Intending Exhibitors may obtain further information through Mr.
C. A. GOSCH, Attache to the Danish Legation, for whom letters

may be addressed to the Bureau of the Legation, 62, Wimpolc Street*

Cavendish Square, London, W.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

SHOW of VARIEGATED PELARGONIUMS, &c., AUGUST?.
AWARDS of the JUDGES.

Class i.-CoIlection of VARIEGATED PELARGONIUMS. (Open.)

ist, Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, £-2.

2d, Mr. T. Pestridge, The Grcenway Nursery, U.'^bridge, ^i los.

Class 2.—i Golden Variegated Zonal (Tricolor) PELARGONIUM.
(Open.)

1st, Mr. T. Pestridge, for P. Sir R. Napier, 15*.

2d, Mr. C. Turner, for P. Peter Grieve, los.

Class 3.— I Silver Variegated Zonal (Tricolor) PELARGONIUM.
(Open.)

ist, Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, Stanstead Park Nursery, Forest
Hill, for P. Mrs. Laing, 15s.

2d, Mr. C. Turner, for P. Airs. Rousby, loJ.

3d, Mr. T. Pestridge, for P. Charming Bride, 51.

Class 4.— i Gold and Bronze Zonal (Bicolor) PELARGONIUM.
(Open.)

ist, Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, for P. W. E. Gumblcton, iss.

Class g.— I Gold en-leaved^ (Self) PELARGONIUM. (Open.)

ist, Mr, T. Pestridge, for P. Golden Banner, 151.
- ' -- " " "cllov

Class 6.— i Silver-edged PELARGONIUM. (Open,)

3d, Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, for P. Yellow Boy, S*.

ist, Mr. C. Turner, for P. May Queen, 15s.

2d, Mr. T. Pestridge, for P. Blushing Bride, los.

Class 8—1 Nosegay PELARGONIUM, in bloom. (Open.)

ist, Mr. C. Turner, for V. Mrs. Quilter, 151.

Class 10.—i Double-flowered Zonal PELARGONIUM, in bloom.
(Open.)

Mr. T. Pestridge, for P. Victor Lemoinc, iss.

2d, Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, for P. McLcod, los.

Class 12.—EARLY PLUMS, single dish, (Open.)
1st, Mr. J. Clark, Lower Grove House, Roehampton, 15.^. [los.

2d, Mr, J. Beach, Gr. to C. J. Herries,!Esq., St. Julians, Sevenoaks,

Class 13.—Collection of GOOSEBERRIES, 12 fruit of each variety.
(Open.)

ist, Mr. J. Beach, £1 los.

2d, Mr. W. Earlcy, The Gardens, Valentines, Ilford, E., ^t.

Class 14—6 GOOSEBERRIES, the heaviest fruit. (Open.)
isl, Mr. G. Kiriland, Ulctchington, Oxfordshire, lOS.

2d, Mr. j. Kirtland, Albion Nursery, Stoke Newinglon, 75.

3d, Mr. J. Beach, 5s.

MISCELLANEOUS.- EXTRA PRIZES.
Mr. W. Bullj Nurseryman, &c,, King's Road, Chelsea, (or Collcctioti

of Aroidcie and other plants.

Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, for Group of Phloxes.

Messrs. F. & A. Smith, The Nurseries, West Dulwich, for Group of

Balsams.
Messrs. J. Standish & Co., Royal Nurseries, Ascol, for Collection of

Bouvardia Vrcelandii and Gladioli (cut spikes),

R. A. Thompson, Esq.. The Residences, South Kensington Museum,
for Collection of Ferns.

Mr. J. Lane, Gr. to T. Bray, Esq., Pyrgo Park, Romford, for 2 dishes
of Peaches and i dish of Nectarines.
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Noteworttiy Horticulturists and Botanists.

NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of
NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTtTRISTS and IJOTANISTS

19 beine published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already

appeared, and separate Copies (price 6d. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, viz. :

—

Dr. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S,
W. W1L.S0N Saunders, F.RS.
Rev. ^L J. Brrkeley, F.L.S.
^L Decaisne.
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr. Moore, ofGlasnevin.
Frofessor KeichenbacH.
Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.
Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS,

Covcnt Garden. W.C.

E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.
James McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.
James Bateman, F.R.S.
Kerthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.
Hon. Marshall P. Wilder.
John Gibson.

Weltineton Street,

SATURDAY, AUGUST 10, 1872.
•

ABOUT three years before the breaking out

of the war which overturned the Empire,
M. DURUY, then Minister of PubHc Instruction

in France, and other sound educationalists, put

forth the theory that wliile there were high schools

or colleges for every branch of professional and
special instruction, education itself, in the general

and highest expression of the term, was neglected,

—in other words, while much attention was given

to the formation of professional adepts, there

was no institution the object of which was to

maintain and elevate the intellectual standard of

the country. The idea was at first ridiculed and
even opposed by M. DuRUV'S own colleagues,

but he persevered in his design, and, being sup-

ported by the most enlightened men of his

country, ultimately succeeded in carrying his

ideas into effect.

The scheme, in a few words, was to create the

means of giving to advanced students, and even

to those who had obtained degrees in the various

faculties, such practical teaching and means of

investigation as the university did not supply, and
which few young men were able to create for

themselves. The mode adopted was the forma-

tion of what is called the Eco/c pratique des

luiutcs etudes, which is, not a single college or

establishment, but a congregation of schools for

all departments of knowledge, and divided under
the tsvo main divisions of History and Philosphy

and the Sciences.

We have only to do here with the latter section,

which comprises all the round of scientific know-
ledge, and of course includes the natural sciences.

From the fact of each division of the section

being provided with collections of specimens and
instruments, and the means of manipulation and
experiment, the general term laboratory was
adopted for each branch establishment, and
these laboratories are ol two kinds, namely, for

instruction and research.

The occurrences of 1S70-1 not only interrupted

for a time the action of the new school, but it

deferred the reports of what had been done in

the session of 1868-9 ; and when a grant was
proposed a fewweeks since in the Assembly for the

Ecole Pratique, comparatively few persons knew
even of the existence of the school ; a faint

attempt was made to save the money proposed
to be applied to the purpose, but fortunately

without effect.

A short time since a report appeared on the first

section of the new school, and now we have before

us the first report on the section of the sciences,

from which we abstract the portion relating to

botanical study.

There are several laboratories devoted to

botany ; one of these is established at the Sor-

bonne, under the direction of M. DUCHARTRE,
Member of the Institute of France, and Pro-
fessor in the Faculty of Sciences of Paris. This
is a laboratory of instruction intended especially

for the instruction of candidates for the degree
of Licentiate in Natural Sciences. The director is

assisted by Dr. CORNU, and conferences are

held twice a week during the summer half

session on vegetable anatomy. The pupils are

also inducted practically in the observation and
careful study of the organs of plants, both during
their development and when they have attained

full development. They learn to make prepara-
tions showing the internal structure of the con-
stituent tissues, to use the microscope, to draw
with the aid of the camera lucida, and to employ
chemical agents in distinguishing the various
elementary parts of the plants.

The communal insurrection deferred the open-
ing of the laboratory last year from March till

June, and diminished the number of students ; but
1 5 followedthe courseof study with great assiduity.

M. CORNU, the assistant professor or repeti-

teiir as he is called in French colleges, passed
as Doctor in Natural Sciences with great iclat,

and published a monograph on the Saproleg-

nie;i? ; and M. Bertrand, a pupil of the school,

made observations on the genus Abies, and on
Pseudo-Tsuga, &c., which were published in the

Bulletin of the Botanical Society, and in tlie

journal entitled Vlnstitut. Another botanical

laboratory is established at the Museum of

Natural Sciences, at the Jardin des Plantcs,

under the direction of MM. Brongniart and
Decaisne, both of the Institute, assisted by
M. Grls, Doctor of Sciences. This is a school

both of instruction and research, the latter branch
being in operation throughout the year, and four

young savants have been admitted to work there
;

of these, M. Martinet, formerly demonstrator
at the Ecole de Cluny, and now Doctor in

Science and Professor of the Faculty of Medicine
at Lima, produced in the laboratory an anato-

mical work, accompanied by 14 plates, on the

organs of secretion in vegetables, which has re-

cently been published. A second, M. Perard,
has produced a remarkable tableau of the flora of

the environs of Montlueon, and is now engaged
in studying the anatomy of the group of the

Menthoidea\ A third, M. JULIEN Vesque, has

recently terminated a series of anatomical
observations on the structure of the albumen of

the Coniferje. Lastly, M. CuiSIN, formerly a

pupil in the school, has produced a series of

remarkable observations, with clever drawings,

on the general organography of vegetables.

The Laboratory of Instruction has only at

present been open during the summer quarter
;

in 1 87 1 it was unavoidably delayed till July, yet

47 names were entered on the register, and 20

are specially reported as having studied with

assiduity ; there were three seances a week,
devoted to the work of dissection under the

mounted lens. This year the laboratory was
opened in May, and the number of practical

working pupils is no less than 48.

Studies of the same nature are organised in a

laboratory attached to the Botanical Garden of

the Faculty of Medicine, under the direction of

Professor Baillon, and the following list of

admissions for research will give an idea of the

importance of the studies ;—M. Vandercolme,
researches into the organisation of Smilax, this

including the comparative study of the Sarsa-

pariUas ; M. TISON, study of dicotyledonous
plants for a new dictionary of botany ; M. Sou-
beiran, study of monocotyledonous plants for

the same object ; M. MUSSAT, study of the

organisation of the corolla and the histology

of petals ; M. DUTAILLY, studies of the deve-

lopment and structure of the liberian layers in

textile fibrous plants, and on the spermoderm of

several families of plants ; M. BocQUlLLON, re-

searches into the organisation of the Tea plant,

and the seat of their active principles in their

leaves.

More than 150 pupils, principally medical
students, have taken part in the practical labours

of the Laboratoiy of Instruction and in the

demonstrations carried on in the garden, and
the practical conferences and herborisations in

the neighbourhood of Paris.

The above extracts will give an idea of what
the Ecole Pratique is doing for the study of

botany, and it must be added, that the whole
course of study as well as the laboratories of

research are opened without any charge what-
ever, either to the pupils, the aspirants, or the
savant. Moreover the studies and memoirs pro-

duced by them when deemed worthy are inserted,

without charge, in a special publication, entitled

Bibliotheque de VEcoIe des Hautes Etudes, oj

which the fifth volume is now at press.

As regards the effect of the new school, one
fact may be quoted from the body of the report,

namely, that previous to the opening of the

Ecole Pratique, the University of Paris only con-

ferred the degree of Licentiate in N atural Science
on two or three candidates a year, while in the

scholastic year, 1868-9, 22 students obtained

that diploma, of whom 20 were pupils of the

new school. It is added, moreover, that the
examiners found a general and marked elevation

of the level of acquirement amongst the candi-

dates. Lastly, the Faculty has conferred the

diploma of Doctor in Natural Science on six

students of the Ecole Pratique.

All that has been said above applies to Paris

only, but laboratories of the new school are being
organised in several university towns in France,

and are intended to be extended over the whole
country. We should be glad if we were able to

announce that there was the least chance of
such establishments being formed here.

While these lines are passing through the
press an animated debate is going on in the
House of Commons as to the Kew Gardens
Case. It is too late for us to be able to give any
detailed account of the discussion. We must
confine ourselves to the statement that Mr.
Fawcett, Sir John LunBOCK, Mr. Bernal
Osborne, and Mr. Ayrton have spoken on the
matter, and that as we write Mr. Gladstone is

still speaking. Next week we shall have occasion
to allude more fully to this matter.

We rather regret that the debate should have
been forced at the present juncture, but whatever
may be the result in the Commons, the temperate
speech of Lord Derby in the House of Lords
has put the public in possession of the nuiin

facts of the case, and as to Mr. Ayrton, it

suffices to say that his ingeniously compiled
Blue-book bears out all the hard sayings tliat

have been uttered about him. He stands con-
demned out of his own mouth, and as muc'a by
what he has made public, as by what he has
kept back.

The Minute of the Treasury, which is the

outcome of the public pressure brought to bear
on the Government, and which we published last

week, is undoubtedly on many points a con-
cession, but it is neither so gracious nor so
complete as it ought to have been. True, it

places the Director of Kew, to all appearance,
on a somewhat better footing than he was before ;

but it still keeps up a show at least of divided
responsibility, which may remain a show under
a judicious First Commissioner, but which,
under such a one as Mr. Ayrton has shown
himself to be, may work infinite mischief.

The Minute, as it appears to us, still leaves

the " hot-water " question to be dealt with by the
Director of Workr. We have no desire to call in

question theabilities of this official, ofwhom, horti-

culturally we know nothing, but we affirm that

the responsibility for the proper management of

the hot-water apparatus at all times should rest

with the Director, and it should be for him to

demand and receive the services of a qualified

horticultural engineer when either he or his sub-

ordinate officer, who is more immediately respon-
sible for the cultivation of the plants, requires

them. The present system may work smoothly
all the time things go well, but if a breakdown
occurs, then by the present arrangement the

Director is to report the f;ict to the Director of

Works, who may be wholly unversed in the

special knowledge required. At the most
critical period the responsibility is thus shifted

from the persons who ought naturally to

bear it, on to the shoulders of an official who
may be destitute of the requisite know-
ledge and experience. The Minute, with
its evident desire to conciliate all parties, fails, as

it seems to us, in the very crux of the recent

controversy. The First Commissioner may be
changed, and let us hope soon will be, but the

Director of Works is a permanent officer, and
under the present arrangement he has the

power of embarrassing the Director and the

Curator very seriously, and thereby of damaging
the public property. We do not intend to affirm

that the present holder of the office will do so
;

that is beside the question ; we merely reiterate

our opinion that the Director of the gardens, as

responsible head, should have undivided control,

and this the Minute, to our thinking, does not

give him.

The portions of the Minute referring to the

nursery grounds and pleasure-grounds contain

some mis-statements and errors of detail arising

no doubt from the Minute having been drawn up
by some persons not fully conversant with the

ins-and-outs of the establishment. These mis-

conceptions can readily, and we hope v;ill be,

corrected. At any rate, it should be made clear

that the pleasure-grounds, so-called, form a part

of the scientific part of the garden as much as

any other, and should therefore be under the

Director's control. The "nursery for young
trees " in the Queen's private grounds we may
safely leave to the management of the First

Commissioner, if he likes that sort of work.
The apology, or y«(; (/-apology, to Dr.

Hooker is singul.irly lame. My Lords " are

not surprised that Dr. Hooker should have
thought that he had just cause of complaint."

That my Lords are familiar with the facts of

the case is, of course, obvious ; they show it in

the " snubs " which they publicly administer to
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the First Commissioner, but they ignore the

common usage among gentlemen, whereby, when
a disagreement has taken place, and one person

has been shown to be in the wrong, a frank

apology is tendered and accepted. Perhaps this

is too much to expect from my lords as a corpo-

ration, and may have been done privately and
individually ; but if this be so, it will hardly

satisfy the horticulturists and botanists who have

been publicly outraged in the person of their

representative.

To turn to another aspect of the question, we
can but feel the highest satisfaction at witnessing

the singular unanimity of opinion which has pre-

vailed among all classes of the public in this

matter. There are those who, because botanists

and horticulturists pursue the same end in dif-

ferent ways, assume that there is a necessary

antagonism between the so-called scientific and
the so-called practical men. We have always

denied this, and deprecated any attempt to make
any such artificial distinction. That it is arti-

ficial has been shown by the way in which

botanists and horticulturists have combined
together to uphold the common cause. We make
bold to say that never in any public question

which has agitated botanists or horticulturists

has such cordial co-operation between the two

classes of workers been hitherto witnessed.

We might be pardoned if we exulted a little

over this matter, but we cannot conceal the fact

that there remains much to be done.

The Committee of Botanists and Horticul-

turists, we have reason to know, feel that the

expression of sympathy with Dr. HoOKER, the

protest against the conduct of the First Com-
missioner, and the suggestions they have made
as to the Treasury Minute, do not terminate

their labours. Kew as a scientific and technical

establishment, as well as a place of public resort,

must be effectually secured from dangers such as

those that recently threatened it ; its scope

should be widened ; other departments of botany
should be cultivated, and its utility enhanced in

every possible way. In these respects we sym-
pathise with Professor Owen, however much we
may regret that his honoured name should have

been introduced into the controversy at such a

lime and in such a manner. This latter act consti-

tutes perhaps the most characteristic bit of

"Ayrtonism " in the whole affair, and we can only

sympathise profoundly with the great anatomist

for the way in which he, too, has been treated

by the First Commissioner.

the Arboretum, or named collection of trees and shrubs
and they are of opinion that to put such department under
a different management from that of the rest of the scien-

tific departments of the gardens is likely to be injurious to

the interests of horticultural and arboricultural science.
" They would also wish to remark that, the ' nursery for

young trees ' alluded to in the Minute forms no part oi

Kew Gardens, but is placed in the private grounds
belonging to HER MAJESTY, and to which the public has
no access.

"The committee regret to find that there is no direct

provision made in the Treasury Minute for securing to

the Director, in case of need, the services of an engineer
specially versed in the management of hot-water appa-
ratus as apphed to horticultural purposes.

"Andlastly, the committee venture to hope that the same
publicity may be given to any reply that the Director may
make to the First Commissioner's ' Memorandum ' as has
been accorded to the original document."

During the course of the present summer Mr.
Wilson Saunders exhibited before the Scientific

A MEETING of a committee of Horticulturists

and Botanists was called at the rooms of the Royal

Horticultural Society at South Kensington on August 7,

1872, and at which the members of the Fruit and
Floral Committees of the Royal Horticultural Society

were present, for the purpose of discussing the

recently issued Treasury Minute (see p. 1034)
relating to the management of the Royal Gar-
dens, Kew. At this meeting G. F. Wilson,
Esq., F.R.S., presided. There were also present

W. W. Saunders, F.R.S.; T. Thomson, M.D.,
F.R.S.; H. Stainton, F.R.S.; John Standish ; Andrew
Murray, F.L.S.; J. B. Haig, M.D.; Rev. M. ],

Berkeley, F.L.S.; W. Paul ; T. Moore, F.L.S. ; Prof.

Thiselton Dyer, M.A. ; Anthony Parsons, William
Earley, John Peel, F. R. Kinghom, John Lee, Robert
Parker; Robert Hogg, LL.D. ; George Smith, Charles

Green, John E. Lane, John Richards, James Douglas,

James Cutbush, Charles Lee, Thomas Perkins,

Edward Rosher, Thomas Record ; John Denny,
M.D.

; J. R. Fernyhough, J. Croucher, Henry Webb,
John Eraser, John Laing, George Blenkins ; and Maxwell
T. Masters, M.D., F.R.S., Hon. Sec. The following

resolution, proposed by W. W. Saunders, Esq.,

F.R.S., and seconded by Robert Hogg, LL.D,, was
adopted, and the secretary was requested to forward a

copy of it to the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, M.P.,
First Lord of the Treasury :

—

" That this committee gratefully acknowledge the con-

sideration which the Lords Commissioners of tier

Majesty's Treasury have paid to the subject of the future

management of the Royal Gardens, Kew, as evidenced
in the Treasury Minute of July 24, 1872,

" The committee desire to express their sense of the
important concessions made in support of the principle
that the Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew, responsible
for the good condition of the establishment committed
to his charge, should have full control (subject to the
appointed Ministerial authority) over all details of
management,
"The committee also desire respectfully to express

their grave doubts whether the fourfold division of
responsibility, laid down in the Treasury Minute, is likely
to secure to the full the harmonious co-operation of the
several officials.

"The committee wish to call attention to the fact that
the ' Pleasure Grounds" so called really form an import-
ant branch of the scientific department of the gardens, and
constUute by far the largest and most important part of

NATURAL SIZE.

Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society a por-
tion of the Root of a Brussels Sprout bearing a quantity
of Adventitious Buds (see fig. 249). The buds in

question, from their subterranean position, were
blanched. They afford a good illustration of the fact

that under certain circumstances buds may be formed
in most unusual situations, even on roots. Mr.
Saunders attributed the phenomenon partly to the
plants having been headed down too low. The matter

was alluded to in our report of the Scientific Committee
meeting on May 15 (see p. 672).

In addition to the names already published, the
following gentlemen have written either to protest

against the conduct of the First Commissioner, or in

support of the principle that the DIRECTOR of Kew
Gardens should have full control over all details of
management :— E. Morren, Professor of Botany, Liege;
T. Bell, F. R,S., ex-President of the Linnean Society;

W. Sowerby, W. B. Hemsley ; W. Barron, Swansea;
Milligan & Kerr, Dumfries; H. Cleghorn, M.D.,
Indian Forest Department ; Geo. Maw, F.L.S.,
Broseley ; Geo. Westland, Witley Court

;
James

Britten, F.L.S. , British Museum; W. & G. Birken-
head, Manchester ; W. Denning, The Gardens, Grim-
ston Park ; R. H. Draper ; Rev. H. H. Dombrain,
Westwell ; W. Prestoe ; Leo Grindon, Manchester ;

W. B. Latham, Birmingham Botanic Gardens.

We have been requested to publish the fol-

lowing Memorial relating to the Management of the

Royal Gardens, Kew :

—

"We whose names are hereunto subscribed, deeply
interested in the science of horticulture and botany in and
around Edinburgh, beg to express our cordial approval
of and concurrence in the Memorial submitted to the
Right Honourable William E. Gladstone, First Lord of
the Treasury, by a committee of botanists and horticul-

turists, agreed to at their meeting held in London on
July 16 last, and presided over by Mr. James Bateman,
F.R.S. And in regard to the question between Dr.
Hooker and Mr. Ayrton, the subject of that Memorial,
we desire to express our earnest hope that such arrange-
ments will be made by Government as may secure to the
interests of botany and horticulture the continued
inestimable services of Dr. Hooker as Director of the
Royal Gardens and Museum at Kew, and in the full,

free, and unfettered exercise of all the powers and privi-

leges which pertain to that distinguished office.

Wm. Jameson, M.D., late Professor of Botany at

Quito.
I. Anderson-Henry, F.R.S.E., F.L.S., ex-Pres.

Bot. Soc. Edin.

James McBain, M.D., R.N., F.R.S.E., Pres.

Royal Physical Soc. Edin., Vice-Pres. Bot. Soc.

Edin., Member of Imperial and Royal Zoologico-
Botanical Institute of Vienna, Her Majesty's Naval
Medical Agent at Leith.

William Gokrie, late Vice-Pres. Bot. Soc. Edin.
Charles Jenner, F.R.S.E., ex-Pres. Bot. Soc.

Edin.

John Gair, Falkirk.

John Russell, Provost of Falkirk, Member of the
Council Bot. Soc. Edin."

We have received from Messrs. Cannell &
Co. a long communication relating to the late

Trial of Boilers at Birmingham, and specially

taking exception to certain statements made in

the letter from Messrs. Hartley & Sugden which
appeared in our last issue. Several of the state-

ments in Messrs. Cannell's letter, if published,

would entail upon us a charge of libel ; and as

the matter rests entirely with the competitors in the

trial and the local committee, we must decline to

publish any further communication on the subject.

We may however mention that Messrs. Cannell &
Co. state that a meeting of the dissentient exhibitors

will be held at Mr. J. Kettlewell's auction and
subscription rooms, 22, King Street, Covent Garden,
on the 14th inst., at 11 o'clock a.m., to draw up a
protest against the award made to Messrs. Hartley
& Sugden, and at which the presence of the Council of

the Royal Horticultural Society, the local committee,

and the judges, &c., is requested. We fail to see

on what grounds the Council is to be dragged into the

dispute. The trials of boilers at Birmingham, it is well

known, were conducted by the local committee,

entirely independent of the Society ; and to say that

the medals were awarded by the Society to any boiler

is simply a misstatement. The fact that the meeting
above alluded to is to be held, is an additional reason

why the question should not be prejudged in our
columns.

Those of our readers who have a personal

acquaintance with that fine weeping tree, Soi'Hora
JAPONICA pendula, or even those who remember the
illustration of it taken from a specimen in Waterer's
nursery at Knap Hill, and which appeared in our pages,

1S71, p. 1195, will need no reminder as to its great

beauty. It seems, however, that it requires to be
planted in selected situations, else it is likely to be
injured by frost. In two gardens near Weybridge we
have seen it, in one case uninjured, in anotlier much
cut by spring frosts.

It is with much regret that we have to announce
the almost total Destruction by Fire, on Saturday
last, of Melchet Court, Romsey, the seat of Lady
AsHBUKTON. The fire was first discovered by one of
the under gardeners, about a quarter to 10 o'clock on
Saturday morning, smoke being then seen issumg from
a gable in the roof, near to an attic occupied by a maid-
servant. Every elTort was at once made to arrest the
progress of the fire, but at 2'oclock it is said to have
been at its height, and it was not until after 3 o'clock

on Sunday morning that it was finally extinguished. It

is gratifying to learn that tiie priceless works of art

with which the mansion was crowded and adorned,
consisting of paintings, sculpture, bronzes, rare and
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curious china, tapestries, and the like, together with

the Hbrary, were saved through the great energy dis-

played on the occasion Comparatively few of these

treasures were injured, though some of the pictures

had to be cut from their frames in the desire to rescue

them, and in that waysustained damage, though not such
as is irreparable. It appears that most elaborate pre-

cautions against fire had been tiken in designing and
constructing the fabric (which had hardly been com-
pleted when this accident befell it), but on this occa-

sion, as on so many others, those precautions appear to

have been to a great extent frustrated by the circum-

stance of a pump, on which they mainly depended for

effective action, being under repair. The whole stnic-

lure was overrun with fire liose, fed from a tank in a

tower capable of containing 3000 gallons, which could
only be drawn off through the fire-hose. The water
supply, therefore, as a precaution against fire, was
always kept at high pressure, and it is said that the

tank had been filled the night before the disaster by a
temporary pump, which was used in the place of the

ord nary one.

We have recently had the opportunity of seeing

in bloom, in the garden of — Woodruffe, Esq., of

Walton-on-Thames, that very beautiful plant, Poinci-
AXA GiLLiESii. The plant is trained against the walls

of the dwelling-house, and is protected by a mat in

winter time. The foliage is particularly light and
feathery, and the flowers are elegant and singular,

greenish-yellow, with very long projecting purple-
coloured stamens.

M. Priixieux has recently presented to the

French Academy of Sciences some observations on that

very common malady of the Peach Tree, known as

Blister, and which has been attributed at various

times to the attacks of aphis, or to sudden alterations

of temperature. Tulasne however discovered, some
years since, the presence of a minute Fungus on the

blistered leaves, which he called Taphrina deformans,
which is synonymous with the Ascomyces deformans of
Berkeley. The theco? containing the spores present

themselves almost exclusively on the upper surface of
the leaf, the mycelium or spawn forming a very thin

layer beneath the skin of the leaf, and consisting of
minute oval, globular, or somewhat angular cells. From
this mycelium proceed the asci or spore cases, which
are obovate, cylindrical, very obtuse or truncated at the
extremity, and each containing eight smooth spherical

sporidia of extremely minute dimensions. These spo-
ridia, when they escape from the asci, form a sort of
white dust on the leaf. Each sporidium gives off bud-
spores, which multiply in their turn till a sort of chain
is produced. If the mould does not produce spores it

simply renders the leaves blistered, but when the
sporidia are formed the leaf is thickened, as well as

altered in form. M. Prillieux, it appears from the
jfournaioi the Central Horticultural Society of France,
from which we condense these remarks, has confirmed
the observations of M. Tulasne, but has in addition
determined the existence of a true mycelium or vege-
tative portion, the slender filaments of which spread
even in the central cellular tissues of the leaf, and
thereby cause the irregular multiplication of the con-
stituent cells, the consequent thickening of tissue, and
"puffing" of the leaf. The chlorophyll of the leaf

disappears as the Fungus grows. Mr. Berkeley's
assertions are thus confirmed by the French observers,
and it is important to note this, as we know some of
our microscopists have been inclined to doubt if the
Fungus in question has any real connection with the
disease. The best method of preventing the ravages of
the disease is to pluck off the leaves and bum them.

In a letter lately received from Baron Von
MrLLER, of Melbourne, the following passage occurs—"Among all existing State gardens, none can be
compared to the grand and justly-famed establishment
at Kew. While the highest scientific administration is

there brought to bear, it is also seconded by the
enlightened and commensurate support, and the
princely endowments of a great nation.

Mr. Glaisher reports as follows on the State
OF THE Weather for the week ending August 3 :

—

In the vicinity of London, the reading of the baro-
meter at the beginning of the week, at sea level, was
about 30 inches. Decreasing values were recorded till

the morning of the 30th, when 29.6 inches was regis-

tered ; but from this time the values generally in-

creased till the evening of the 3l5t, when 30 inches
was again reached. A decrease followed, which lasted

till the 2d, when 29.6 inches was again recorded,

and the reading at the end of the week was 29.9
inches. The mean value for the week was 29.8 inches.

The mean daily temperatures of the air for the week
and their departures from average were as follows :—28th, 67%+4°.8; 29th, 67°.9, + 5°.6

; 30th, 6i%— 1''.4
;
31st, 57°.9, — 4''.5

; ist, 62^4, 0°; 2d, 58°. 3,—4^1 ; 3d, 57^6, —4°.S. The mean daily tem-
perature of the week was 61*. 7. The highest tempe-
rature during the week was 8o°.3 on the 28th, and the
lowest 5I*.S on the 3d ; the daily ranges of tempe-
rature between 24°.3 on the 28th of July, and 13". 9 on
the 2d of August. The general directions of the
wind were W. and S.W., changing to N. and X.E.,
and the pressures were light throughout. Rain fell on
four days of the week, the amount collected being
rather more than one inch Both in this and in pre-

vious weeks the amounts collected were made up by
very heavy individual falls of short duration, rather
than long periods of light rain. During some of the
thunderstorms torrents fell for a few minutes, and then
the rain would cease entirely.

In England the highest temperatures by day varied
from 82^° at Manchester to 73" at Newcastle-on-
Tyne, with a general average of 78^° ; other stations
recorded temperatures above 80°, viz., Blackheath,
Norwich, Nottingham, and Bradford. The lowest
temperatures at night ranged between 50^" at Liver-
pool and 411° at Wolverhampton, the general average
being 46". At Manchester the range of temperature
in the week was 40" nearly, and at Nottingham 37°

;

vyhile at Newcastle-on-Tyne and Liverpool it was but
little above 25° ; the average range was 32^°. The
highest mean temperatures were 61^' at Blackheath,
60" at Portsmouth, 61* nearly at Nottingham, andGo^*
at Leeds

; and the lowest, 53^°, at Newcastle-on-Tyne;
the general average being 59°. Thunderstorms were
not quite so prevalent as in the preceding week,
though on July 29 a rather heavy one passed over
Birmingham, Manchester, and Bradford, and a
second occurred at Birmingham on Aug. 2. Rain
fell heavily in the southern counties, and at some
places in the midland and north-western districts ; at

Portsmouth, Blackheath, Birmingham, and Norwich,
more than one inch was measured, and at other places
nine-tenths of an inch. At Bradford only one-tenth of
an inch was measured, and at PIull but a quarter of
an inch.

In Scotland the highest temperatures by day ranged
between 78" at Paisley and Greenoek, and 67*' at

Edinburgh, and the lowest at night between 49" at

Aberdeen and 43° at Paisley, the averages over the
country being respectively 73^" and 454°. The
highest mean temperature was 57* nearly at Paisley
and Greenock, and the lowest 547^° at Edinburgh.
The rainfall was rather light, only one station (Perth)
recording a greater fall than one inch, and Glasgow,
Dundee, and Aberdeen, but little more than one-tenth
of an inch respectively.

At Dublin the highest temperature by day was 743",
the lowest at night 45°, the mean 56}, and the rainfall

three-tenths of an inch.

It is only by slow degrees that one becomes
acquainted with the manifold Diseases to which
Plants are Subject, and where these depend either

upon very obscure or minute moulds and insects, the
progress is necessarily very slow. We have long since

been acquainted with certain small excrescences on
Peach roots, which ultimately become more or less

confluent and decay, but we have been quite at a loss

to account for them. The excrescences which are so
common on Pear leaves have at last brought to light

an extremely minute four-footed acaroid, belonging to

the same category as that which is so destructive to

Nuts and Black Currants, and one of which is well
known as inhabiting certain gall-like tubercles on Lime
leaves. This bids fair to explain a host of affections to

which the leaves of various trees are subject. We
have now before us an explanation of the Peach root

excrescences. Mr. G, F. Wilson, to whom horticul-

ture is so much indebted, has, in conjunction with
Mr. Joshua Saunders, just sent to us from the
Rev. J. Heyworth's, Westbury-on-Trym, some roots

attacked by a minute insect which is clearly very
closely allied to the Phylloxera. The way in which
the roots are affected is almost precisely that in which
the Vine roots are attacked. The insect, either alone
or in company, settles upon the roots, the tissues on
either side swell from hypertrophy, and there is thus a
little nidus for the insect which lives upon the juices.

The little nodes gradually decay, and the whole root

eventually becomes highly diseased. The insect is

yellow, like the young Phylloxera, about one thirty-

fifth ofan inch in length, and two-thirds as much in width
in the broadest part, with six legs and two three-jointed

antennse, which have two very minute bristles at the
tip. How far this may be constant it is difficult to

say, without an opportunity of examining the matter
on the spot, for the insect does not travel well, and out
of 1 1 pieces of root one only could be found bearing
the little pest after very diligent search. Apparently
the insects have just lost their activity, and are now
gradually entering upon the coccus state, like the Phyl-
loxera, for one or two specimens occur twice as large

as the rest and much stouter. Further opportunities
will doubtless occur of studying the insect, the discovery
of which, especially considering its close resemblance
to the Phylloxera, is of some importance. M. y. B.

Those who have followed the reports of the
meetings of the Metropolitan Board of Works during
the past few months will be aware that, in relation to
the Planting of the Thames Embankments, cer-

tain statements have been made public which, as they
stand, appear to reflect on the characters of some of
our leading nurserymen. It has been stated that the
plants and trees supplied for this purpose have been
excessive in price, and that they have also been deficient

numbers—to the extent of some 1500, These
statements were of so serious a character, that they

were very properly made the subject of a special

investigation, and the sub-committee of the Board to

which the duty was delegated obtained the professional

advice of Mr, Gibson, the Superintendent of Hyde
Park, to guide them in arriving at a correct conclusion.

From the statements made by the committee we think
It right to place on record the following extracts :—

' In his report. Mr. Gihson, after explaining the
measures adopted by him in conducting the investigation,
wluch mcluded visits to two out of the three nurseries,
namely those of Mr. Anthony Waterer and Mr. John
VVaterkr, in order to identify certain of the shrubs,
states his opmion that all the charges in the account of
Mr. A. Waterer are fair and reasonable

; and he
further intimates 'that the specimen trees and deciduous
slirubs supplied by Mr. A. Waterer are all very hand-
some well-grown trees and shrubs, thoroughly prepared
for removal by annual transplanting and prunings of roots
and head, and that a few of them, namely, the Planes,
scarlet and common Horse Chestnuts, Limes, and Syca-
mores, are of unsurpassed excellence, as well as reason-
able in price.' With regard to the account of Mr. John
Waterer, Mr. Gibson states that on visiting tliis

nursery, he found that Mr. J. Waterer was 'sold out'
of all the shrubs of the same kind as those which could
not be identified on the embankment, and he is therefore
unable to form a reliable opinion as to the majority of
prices. He states that the prices of the few specimen
Hollies charged in this account appears somewhat high

;

but he points out that no item appears in the account for
carriage, and that if the plants were delivered free of
expense to the Board, it is evident that the entire cost of
taking up, packing, loading, and carriage is charged upon
the plants, which opens a very wide field for discussion
with respect to prices. Under these circumstances, he
feels somewhat diffident in offering an opinion as to these
charges, and he feels that the only course which appears
to be clearly open to him in this case, is that of offering a
suggestion to the committee to accept the account as it

stands. Referring lastly to the account of Mr. Meston,
Mr. Gibson, after pointing out that the price of -js. 6d,
charged for Planes appears, on comparison as to quality with
those supplied by Mr. Anthony Waterer, to be high

;

and remarking upon certain of the plants, for which the
prices, in his opinion, are in some instances high, and in
others low, states that he thinks the account is satis-
factorily balanced, and that the charges, therefore, on
the whole, are fair and reasonable. These are the
conclusions at which Mr. Gtbson has arrived, and your
sub-committee deem it right to remark that Mr. Gik.son
appears to have instituted a thorough investigation into
the matters entrusted to him, and to have adopted all

possible means for ensuring a iuU and complete report.
Your sub-committee have now laid before you the whole
of the circumstances elicited by them in the course of this
inquiry, and it only remains for them briefly to state the
conclusions which a close and attentive consideration of
the matters involved has led them. With regard, then, to
the charges contained in the accounts, your sub-com-
mittee, after receiving the report of Mr. Gibson, are
clearly convinced that they are, upon the whole, fair and
reasonable, and they see no reason why the accounts
should not at once be paid. As regards the deficiency in
numbers, it must be borne in mind that, in order that the
grounds might be opened in good time to the public, the
planting was proceeded with in a somewhat hasty manner,
on spots that were, doubtless, in some cases but lU
defended from depredations ; and, having regard to all

the circumstances, your sub-committee are compelled to
be satisfied with the explanations given by Mr. M'Kenzie
and his assistant (W. Sinclair).
"There is one suggestion which your sub-committee

desire to submit before concluding their report, which is

that, with a view of preventing any question m future as
to the proper delivery of plants, the parties supplying them
should bs required to forward with the goods a delivery
note [which was done in all cases by Mr. A. Waterer,
but does not seem to have been carried out by the other
nurserymen], and take a receipt upon the counterfoil of
the same from the person by whom they are received ; and
that the Superintendent should enter in a book to be kept
for the purpose a copy of every delivery note, and for-

ward the original to the accountant's department,"

New Garden Plants.
Masdevallia coriacea, Lindl.

Dense csespitosa, radicibus adventitiis crassis densissimis, verru-
cosis ; foliis cuneato oblongo ligulatis apice minute tridentatis

;

limbo cartilagineo producto : pediinculo folium scquante seu
siiperantevagma in medio ; bractea cucullata ovario pedicellato
breviori ; mento obtusangulo, cupula haud longiore

; sepalo
summo a basi sublatiori attenuate ; sepalis infenoribus ad
medmm partem connatis triangulis ; ibi subito attenuatis
linearibus acutis ; tepalis ligulatis apiculatis carina una in
medio prosiliente ; labello flabellato ligulato apice trilobo, ibi

dense papilloso verrucoso ; carina una utrinque basin versus ;

androclinio minute sernilato.

—

M. coriacea, Lindl. An. Nat.
Hist. XV, 357 ! Lindl. Orch, Linden, p. 4.

When this species was published, nobody thought
of getting Masdevallias in their gardens. It was dis-

covered by Hartweg ! near Bogota, and was afterwards
found by Linden & Schlim ! (No. 1281 !) at the same
place. There are also at hand specimens from Weir and
Buchmiiller ! Dr. Lindley was very suspicious as to

Humboldt and Kunth's Masdevallia uniflora, observing
that its leaves were quite different. I suspect that
figure to have been made up with flowers of this M.
coriacea and leaves of M. Irevis. I may add, from my
own e,\:perience, a few remarks. The typical Masde-
vallia uniflora of Ruiz and Pavon is a totally different

thing, with thinner, smaller leaves than those of M.
l^vis, and with a totally different flower, that is exceed-
ingly short, and bears more abrupt tails. The M. uniflora

of Humboldt and Kunth has nothing to do with it ; I
have named this latter M. Bonplandii (Bonplandia, iii.

69). It is exceedingly near Dr. Lindley's Masdevallia
coriacea, and after having seen various specimens I
think it better to place it under that species as var. Bon-
plandii, only differing from the type by its short, dwarf
leaves, less lobed lip, and very long peduncles.
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I have now at hand the fresh MasdevalHa coriacea. It

has the flower-stalk and the partial stalk of the ovary
covered with small purplish streaks. The flower is

whitish-yellow, with many brownish-purple streaks
over the nerves, and the chin is also purplish. It is

decidedly not such a fine thing as M. Harryana, or M.
coccinea, Linden (Lindeni of M. Andre), or M. ignea,

Rchb. f., or M. Veitchiana, Rchb. f. (to my taste M.
Harryana beats all the other species in its grand and
dark-flowered varieties)

; yet it is, after all, a nice
thing, not unwelcome in any collection. I have to

thank the Messrs. Veitch, who have just flowered the

species for specimens. H. G. EcJih.f.

X Odontoglossum Coradinei, noz>. hybr. {?).

Racemo paucifloro ; bracteis triangulis parvulis ; sepalis cuneato
oblongis acuminatis; tepalis cuneato oblongis undulatis ; labello

ab ungue cuneato ligulato oblongo diialato apice acuto ; carina
ante unguem bicruri, cruribus verticillibus rhombeis tri-

serratis ; fcolumna semitereti, alis subrhombeis infra obtus-
angulis, extus denticulatis, angulo utrinque sub fovea obtuso.

A beautiful thing—probably a hybrid between
Odontoglossum triumphans and some species of the
group of O. odoratum. Its few (two) flowers nearly
equal those of the first-named species, and are of a
very beautiful dark sulphur colour, with a very few
chestnut-brown spots. The lip is whitish, with a large

brown nearly square blotch on the disc, and a few
smaller rounded blotches at the base and also near the
calli. The column is whitish, with brown blotchei^ on
the wings of the column. It would be Odontoglossum
triumphans if it had not different calli and a much
more slender growth. The plant was gathered by
Messrs. Chesterton and Coradine, and named in honour
of the second at the special wish of the first. It was
exhibited some time since at the
Royal Horticultual Society by
Messrs. Veitch, the possessors of
the beautiful rarity. H. G.Kchb.f.

Selaginella lepidophylla,
Springy Mon. Lye. ii., 72. Ly-
COPODIUM LEPTOPHYLLUM,
Hooker and Greviiie, Bot, Misc.
iii. 106 ; Hooker, Icon. Plant.
i. 162-3, Lycopodium nidi-
forme, Herb.

Caulibus numerosisdecumbentibus folios-

issimis, in spiram dispositis, 2— 3 pin-
natis ; siccitate convolvendis

; ramis
crecto patentibus cuneatis ; foliis

undique dimorphis arctissime imbri-
catis ; lateralibus late ovatis obtusis
margine subscariosis, basi ciliolatis,

dorso fusco-fasciatis ; intermediis vix
minoribus ciliolatis muticis divergenti-
bus. S/riJi^, I. c.

The remarkable hygroscopic
property of this species of Club-
moss—that of rolling up in a close

ball when dry, and opening out
flat when moistened—has gained
for it the epithet of Resurrection
Plant ; it has also been compared
to a bird's-nest, and M. Spring,
in his Monograph on these plants,

remarks that the name of L.
n<inurme, given to it in sonie
herbaria, is a remarkably charac-
teristic one. It is a very curious
and interesting species, inhabiting
Mexico, California, and Peru ; and
we are indebted for the living examples, from which
our woodcuts (figs. 252, 253) were prepared, to
M. Auguste Van Geert, of Ghent.

This plant must not be confounded with Selaginella
pilifera of Braun, the S. lepidophylla of some gardens,
which has the branches flabellately-branched, and the
lateral leaves terminating in a hair-like point. Here,
on the contrary, the branching is pinnate, and the
lateral leaves obtuse ; and they are, moreover, peculiar
in being marked on the back by a reddish-brown band,
as shown in our figure, 253 c. It is a very interesting
addition to our garden Lycopods. T, M.

genuous Minute on the case, that Dr. Hooker is entitled

to the gratitude of the country for his exertions at
Kew. But the tone assumed by Mr. Ayrton may be
understood from a single example. Dr. Hooker com-
plained that his subordinate, and in a degree his deputy,
the Curator, had been without his consent removed by
Mr. Ayrton from his ordinary avocations in Kew Gardens
to superintend the planting of certain trees in Kensington
Gardens. This caused some inconvenience to Dr. Hooker,
and, after a correspondence on the subject, the Curator
was ordered back to Kew. On these plain facts Mr.
Ayrton considers it becoming to add the remark that " he
had in the first instance supposed from Dr. Hooker's long
connection with Kew Gardens that he was perfectly able
to manage them during the Curator's slight absences in
Kensington Gardens ; but, as soon as the First Commis-
sioner was satisfied of his inability in this respect, he put
an end to the Curator's special employment." And this is

written by Mr. Ayrton of one of the most eminent scientific

men of the day, whose services have been over and over
again retained in the prosecution of undertakings of the
highest national importance, and over and over again
gratefully acknowledged by Government. Here Mr. Ayrton
shows his cards plainly enough, and renders it very hard
for any one of ordinary common-sense to believe that

' those other acts of his against which Dr. Hooker remon-
' strates were the innocent consequences of accident and
inadvertence. Dr. Hooker accuses Mr. Ayrton of clandes-
tine tampering with one of his subordinates. Mr. Ayrton

]

admits that he offered a post in which he would have
. been in some respects Dr. Hooker's superior officer

j

to the Curator of Kew Gardens, and that he cautioned
him to tell Dr. Hooker nothing about it, because he says

I

he intended to inform Dr. Hooker himself, which, how-
I ever, he never did. Dr. Hooker asserts that Mr. Ayrton

j

superseded him without previous or subsequent commu-
,

nication, in duties for the execution of which he held the

at South Kensington ; and the only objection to the

transfer of the Herbarium at Kew to the National Natural
History Museum in London will then have ceased to exist.

A saving of ^£"500 a year may be estimated to be so

gained to the nation, and nothing would be lost to

science ; on the contrary, the Director would recover the

time for the discharge of his physiological duties at Kew,
and the keeper of botany at the British Museum would be
better enabled to fulfil his nomenclative and descriptive

functions in London."
Now, seeing that the botanical collections at Kew are

wholly the result of the industry, and in great part of the

munificence, of Dr. Hooker and his father, Sir William
Hooker, it would have been difficult to have effected the

reform during the present Directors tenure of office. It

would have been still more difficult to ask him to retire

without a pension, which would have absorbed a good deal

of the ;^Soo a year to be saved by it. But there was an alter-

native—viz., to worry him into resignation. We do not, ot

course, pretend to say that such a plan of action was
deliberately adopted by Mr. Ayrton. But it is not easy to

find another explanation of what has come to be known
as the case of Kew Gardens. Pall Mall Gazette.

Fig. 251.—ODONTOGLOSSUM CORADINEI,

THE KEW GARDENS CASE.
Although at once redundant and incomplete, the Kew

Gardens Blue-book is not without its use and value. It

comprises what we are bound in courtesy to call Mr.
Ayrton's defence, and a very significant production from
the pen of Professor Owen. The first leaves little to be
desired in the way of illustrating the animus of the First
Commissioner of Works towards the Director of Kew
Gardens. The second throws considerable light upon the
motive which may have induced Mr. Ayrton to infhct
upon Dr. Hooker what Lord Derby aptly designated the
course "of persecution—petty persecution, but not on
that account the less galling," to which for the last two
years he has been subject. We have no hesitation in
saying that Mr. Ayrton's Memorandum is, from beginning
to end, a prolonged outrage upon official decency. Vir-
tually admitting the tmth of all the charges preferred
agamst him by Dr. Hooker, he simply seeks to justify the
offensive acts they allege by resorting to renewed and
exaggerated insolence. The Memorandum insinuates
throughout, although Mr. Ayrton shrinks from stating it
openly in any part of it, that Dr. Hooker is incapable ofdischarging the duties of the office he has so long held
with great credit to himself and to the immense advantage
of science. These inuendoes have, it is true, failed m
their aim, and have extorted from the Lords of the
Treasury an admission in their not too generous or in-

I Board of Works' authority, viz., the control of the heating
apparatus of the hothouses under his direction. Mr.
Ayrton acknowledges that the alteration was not commu-
nicated to Dr. Hooker, but excuses himselfon the grounds
that it was notorious, and that an endorsement on a
memorandum of his was omitted in a copy of it sent to
Dr. Hooker, through the negligence of some secretary or
clerk. Mr. Ayrton also admits that he submitted plans
and estimates for an enlargement of the museum at Kew
to the Treasury without consulting Dr. Hooker, the
responsible officer, in any way about them, and that they
were disallowed by the Treasury because—so at least Dr.
Hooker says—they were manilestly extravagant and
absurd. Under these circumstances it is not astonishing
that the Lords of the Treasury should observe that, " ad-
verting to the facts contained in the memorandum of the
First Commissioner," they "are not surprised that in
various cases Dr. Hooker should have thought he had just
cause ol complaint." We think it would have been both
more just and more dignified if they had allowed in plain
terms what they cannot deny, however much they may
attempt to disguise it, that Dr. Hooker had "just cause
of complaint," and had proceeded to remove the cause.
A reference to Professor Owen's "Statement relative to
the botanical departments respectively under the trustees
of the British Museum and the Commissioner of Works,"
printed immediately before their Minute in the Blue-book,
if submitted to them, might perhaps have induced them
to be more direct in their deliverances. Professor Owen
is the superintendent of the natural history department of
the British Museum. His devotion to science is well
known, and his single-mindedness in the pursuit of it,

without regard to popularity or hope of preferment, is

universally recognised and applauded. But Professor
Owen has come to the conclusion that it would be of
advantage to absorb the bot.anical collections at Kew into
the natural history department of the British Museum.
The existence of botanical collections at Kew, and others
elsewhere, he regards as an anomaly ; and the only
ground for its continuance which occurs to him is the
want of space to accommodate all of them together.

" This requisite space," he says, " will be provided in
the New Museum of Natural History in course of erection I

THE USE OF BOTANIC GARDENS.
The objects of a botanic garden must necessarily be

multifarious, nor need they be, in all instances, precisely

the same ; they may be essentially modified by particular

circumstances and local requirements, yet, in all cases,

the objects must be mainly scientific and predominantly
instructive. As an universal rule, it is primarily the aim
of such an institution to bring together with its available

means the greatest possible number of select plants from
all the different parts of the globe ; and this is done to

utilise them for easy public inspection, to arrange them in

their impressive living forms, for

systematic, geographic, medical,

technical, or economic information,

and to render them extensively acces-

sible for original observations and
careful records. By these means,
not only the knowledge of plants in

all its branches is to be advanced
through local independent researches,

conducted in a real spirit of science,

but also phytologic instruction is

to be diffused to the widest extent

;

while simultaneously, by the intro-

duction of novel utilitarian species,

local industries are to be extended,
or new resources to be originated ;

and, further, it is an aim to excite a
due interest in the general study and
ample utilisation of any living forms
of vegetation, or of important sub-
stances derived therefrom.

All other objects are secondary, or
the institution ceases to be a real

garden of science. But the detail

interpretation of these fundamental
rules may be more or less rigorous,

as the extent of the operations thus
designed must very largely depend
on the natural facilities and monetary
means which are at command for the

purpose.
A real botanic garden, then, ought

to display the living vegetation in its

multifarious forms as far as local

circumstances will permit. All the
plants of the globe build up together
a great harmonious system in Na-
ture ; they are all referable to distinct

specific forms, all created by design
of an Almighty power for special purposes ; they are,

moreover, all endowed with well-defined qualities, all in-

teresting and beautiful in themselves, and eligible for our
varied wants. We may accumulate collections still more
extensive for our phytologic museums than for our garden
displays ; but we still need to study, as far as we can, the

forms of the vegetable empire in their living freshness,

their natural grace and vital beauty. What can be more
instructive than to compare allied species, from often

widely distant parts of the globe, when placed in culture

side by side ? Or, what can be more impressive than to

watch, how in succession the specifically ever-unalterable

forms unfold themselves before our view or sink again
into rest ?

For geographic and for systematic cidture, both primary
objects of a botanic garden, singular facilities are offered

in Australia, and this I cannot better demonstrate than by
some exemplification. South Africa possesses (according
to Mr. Bentham's elaboration, issued by the elder De
Candolle in 1839), about 400 real Ericas, many so long
the charm of European greenhouses, and there are about
100 more of Cape Heaths, though not true Ericas.
Collateral to the Cape Heaths, and not less handsome,
are our own Epacride^, with about 200 Styphelias and
generically-allied bushes, and again 70 capsular species of
Epacris or cognate genera. Professor Harvey and Dr.
Sonder, in their great work on South .African plants,

\

describe about 50 Muraltias, 70 Hermannias, over 100
species of Oxalis, about 150 species of Aspalathus, and at
least 150 Everlastings—among the latter alone 137 verit-

able Helichrysums. The Australian Immortelles, largely
from the West Coast, are, in some instances, still more
lovely. They amount to more than roo, among them
about 50 Helichrysums and 30 Helipterums. Tliis calcu-
lation leaves Everlastings of other orders, such as Ptilotus,

Laxmannia, Calectasia, &.C., uncounted. Of all these, as
yet comparatively very few have fOnnd their way into our
own gardens, although these plants would need com-
paratively little care. Still less horticultviral attention is

essential for the wonderful variety of succulents with
which South Africa teems. Of Mesembryanthema nearly

300 species exist in South Africa, mere varieties uncounted.
But the array of succulents does not end with them
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There are also a quarter of a hundred of Cotyledons no

,

Myrtles found their first elucidation in the Rolanic Garden its nature or value, cannol be restored to its altamed sizeless than 100 Crassulas, more than 100 Slapelias. about of; th,s city. But be it well understood that I do not
,
even it replanted, before the end of this centurv160 kinds of Aloe, several Kleinias, Cactus-like Euphor-

bias, and a good many others, all highly desirable for

scientific garden collections, some quite paradoxical.
Thus, South Africa alone gives us nearly a thousand suc-
culents, many, I fear, under the progress of settlement,

doomed to absolute annihilation. When speaking of
succulents, hardy here (Melbourne), I do not include

among them the generality of Cactcaj, of which it is

assumed that about a thousand kinds occur, all, with one
exception, American -mostly, however, intra-tropical.

I may, just in passing, allude to the existence of 60
Phylicas, nearly as many Asters, Sphenogj-nes, and Athan-
asias, and three times
as many Senecios (the

latter including the
pretty S. elegans), none
of all these coming
amiss to a botanic
garden. There are over
100 Indigoferas, many
of them very handsome
plants in South Africa,

none. I believe, ever

subjected to the trial

whether pigment can
be obtained from
them.* There are
many Podalynas, and
other leguminous
bushes, which a horti-

culturist here may well
covet, when we see how
much the few species

hitherto introduced
already contribute to

the spring glory of our
gardens, and how com-
pletely they are able to

cope with the vicissi-

tudes of our climate.

As for bulbs, they aUo
attain their maximum
in South Africa ; this

a glance at the bulbous
flowers of any garden
will testify ; but we
know little yet of the

Lilies and numerous
other flowers of Cali-

fornia and Texas, in a
horticultural point of
view—many modest, it

is true. New trans-

Pacific communication
has lately brought
these, with their floral

companions also, with-

in our easy reach. The
Heath-like Diosmeas
of South Africa, all

charming bushes, num-
ber (according to Dr. Sender's enumeration) 170 ;

Agathosma alone counts 97 species, of which hardly any
are existing here. These pretty plants, which cannot
sustain themselves out-of-doors in the inclement northern
countries of Europe, we surely should like to grow here,

along with our Australian Diosmeous Rutacese, in gay
array, for pleasing contrast, or systematic and geographic
comparison. If we also add the superb Australian
Diosmese (Boronia and Zieria 6j. Eriostemon and allied

genera 66). we obtain over 300 kinds of this admirable
tribe of plants to select from.
The Proteaceas of Australia and Africa might also be

considered together, as they belong to the same climatic
regions, and might here be reared alongside of each other.

Professor Meissner admits nearly 250 South African Pro-
teacese. among them about 60 Proteas, 50 Serrurias, and
50 Leucodendrons. the latter including the Silver-tree of
the Cape. Undoubtedly this is a remarkable wealth of
Proteaceoe, an order now only occurring in fossil forms in
any part of Europe ; but, through my aid, and in sequence
of prior researches (chiefly of R. Brown and Meissner) it

has latterly been shown by Bentham that Australia is still

richer in these plants, as it can pride itself on no less than
576 Proteaceae, among which Banksia and Dryandra
united count 93 species, Petrophila and Isopogon together
64, Persoonia 59, Hakea 95, and the genus Grevillea,

which is familiar to all of you, 156 species
; 30 Grevilleas

having been added by my independent researches, insti-

tuted chiefly in the Melbourne Botanic Garden. Is it not
of far greater instructiveness and importance to secure as
many of these mostly rare and local plants for a true
botanic garden, than to spend the same amount of
exertions and outlay on numerous varieties of ordinary
florists' plants, which almost every private garden already
possesses ? Is it not far more worthy of the objects of a
botanic garden to gather, for instance, the 143 pretty
Heath Myrtles, chiefly of West Australia, which
in their simple beauty cannot be surpassed, than
to strive incessantly to add hybrid flowers to those on our
garden plots, or to acquire some probably unmeaning new
varieties, however delightful to the eye, yet, perhaps, only
slightly larger or tinged rather diffeiently to those which
we had before ? Let us, according to our means, extend
our patronage to all that is brilliant as a mere flower, but
not to the exclusion of grander aims. Of the charming
Darwinia we might secure 23, some most exquisite ; of
Verlicordia ^j. of Calycothrix 34, of Thryptomene and
other Heath Myrtles 49. This brings me to the allied
Baeckeas, with 54 species ; the splendid Calothamni and
Beaufortias, both together 45 species ; Melaleuca and
CaUistemon. 107 species ; Leptospermum, Kunzea, and
allied genera, with 57 species. Many of the Heath

wish altogether to discard the gorgeous acquistions, which
we owe to patient horticultural skill, even in a botanic
garden. Let nic, as an instance of phytologic require-
ments in this respect, adduce the genus Pelargonium.
Its hybrid forms are now uncountable, and I should be
sorry to banish these gaudy plants ; still, 160 specifically
distmguishable Pelargonia exist in South Africa, their
mam geographic area, and I should sadly regret if the
pure original, and at the same time attractive and lovely
forms of the genus, from which the garden hybrids all
gradually spmng, were to be entirely superseded in pre-
ference to the latter.

As yet we know but little of most Oaks, as far as tech-
nology is concerned. We should watch their growth in
various geologic form.ations

; we should note their adapt-
ability to certain climatic regions. About half-a-hundred
kinds have been brought together here by myself, but
there are 300 kinds in different parts of the globe to select
from. Quercus lusitanica has shown itself here one of the
most eligible for avenues, on account of its rapid growth,
its continuous verdure and complete umbragcousness.* Our
Eucalypts are as eagerly tested and watched elsewhere, as
we ought to ascertain the effect of ourcUmeon introduced
timber trees. Our Blue Giun-tree will grow from

Toulon to Nice;

Fig. 252.—selaginella lepidophylla.

First follow Nature, and your judgment frame
By her just standard, which remains the same.
Unerring Nature is divinely bright.
One clear, unchanged, and universal light

;

Life, force, and beauty, must to all impart
At once the source, the end, the test of art."—PorE.

But is it necessary to dwell on all this so long, when
the bearings of botanic gardens on industrial pur-
suits are mainly to engage our attention ? It is

;

because a great multitude of foreign plants, never yet in-
troduced, or not yet generally recognised as valuable,
might be made subservient to horticultural and other
industries.

Would it not be of great importance to our artisans to
see the 130 species of Eucalyptus, as the principal timber
trees of this continent, all represented in a State garden
here? About 50 of these were rendered known to science

* A search for dye in our native (Australian) Indigofera gave
negative results. We know, in all, about 250 Indlgoferae none
European.

Fig. 253.~selaginella lepidophvlla.

A, Upper surface of branches, enlarged three diameters ; b. One
of the leaves, enlarged slv diameters; c, Under surface of
branches, enlarged three diameters,

by Melbourne researches. Imagine the glory of some of
these trees, when— as in the instance of Eucalyptus
miniata—they are loaded with trusses of orange-coloured
blossoms ; or when, as in the instance of Eucalyptus
phoenicea, a tree of this genus produces crimson flowers
vieing with the Ratas of New Zealand, but shows an
infinitely easier growth.
We should promote the cognisance of the timber tree,

not merely from museum specimens, but also as much as
possible from the living trees. In a young country parti-
cularly, our energies should be concentrated on instilling

information in this way. But a tree planted during the
early days of settlement, if thoughtlessly sacrificed in a
moment, or allowed to perish from inacquaintance with

. at
Cannes the tender
branches are frozen.
At Golf Juan the tree
does not suffer. It

comes within our ob-
servations in a scientific

garden, why wood is

more durable when
produced on certain
spots, as compared to
that of other localities,

and in a similar man-
ner should be carried
on undisturbed utili-

tarian research in mani-
fold other directions.
One single plant of a
tree, once obtained,
can become the pro-
genitor of vast planta-
tions. It is no exag-
geration when I say,
that from a single im-
ported Asiatic Ash
15,coo young trees
were obtained by me
for Victoria, and that
from a solitary Tama-
rix plant 20.000 bushes,
now scatlered through
our colonial shrubbe-
ries, took their origin.

It should be ascer-
tained how many of
the 160 true species of
\Viliows, and of their
numerous hybrids, are
available for wicker-
work; and we should
learn whether any of
the American, the
Himalayan, or the
Japan osiers are in
some respect superior
to those in general use.
We are aware that the
Sal (Shorea robusta} is

hardier than the Asiatic
Teak (Tectona grandis), the latter naturally not
thriving beyond the tropic circle ; but we are not
aware whether the Sal will live in any sheltered forest
clearings of Victoria, and how far the Sisso (Dalbergia
Sisso), which is hardier still, and which, according to
Colonel A. Crawford, stretches to ^2" N. in the Pun-
jaub, can be adopted as a forest tree for this colony. In
solving such questions, a scientific garden may afford ma-
terial aid. We should like to see how far Californian Red-
wood trees (Sequoia gigantea), or New Zealand Totaras
may give us in Australia good timber, when merely grown
from cuttings in the open air.

Test experiments, initiated from a botanic garden,
might teach us whether the silk Mulberry tree can be
successfully reared in the Murray desert, to supplant the
Mallee scrub ; or what other utilitarian plants, such as the
Fig, various Conifers, tanner's Wattles, f grasses, &c.,
we may gradually establish there.

Numerous Pines and other industrial trees have Ocen
secured for this country, not merely in a few specimens,
but in large masses. The Nut Pine of Nepal is brought
thus at last before you. The King Pine or Dye Pine of
the Himalayas I raised by tens of thousands ; but even if

we had them by hundreds of thousands through our
moister and higher ranges, it would not be too much.
When even a bundle of firewood on some of our diggings
costs some shillings, the question of timber and fuel
becomes also to us one of constantly increasing moment,
and thus in a botanic garden we should also give to this
grave question some practical and enlightened attention.
As regards deal wood, which naturally does not occur in

our ranges, you will be cognisant that within the last few
months more was consumed by the flames raging through
many of the forests of Canada and the United States, than
would have sufficed to supply Australia for a generation.

Again, I cannot imagine anything more interesting than
a full collection of Acacias, of which Australia alone fur-
nishes (Albizzia and its sub-genus Pithecolobium included)
300 species, all hardy here. What delight is experienced
when, as the first harbingers of spring, the early Wattle
flowers burst into bloom, converting bushes or trees
almost into one mass of gold, and diffusing fragrance
widely through the air. To me 300 Acacias appear far
more valuable than 300 varieties of particular fancy
flowers, at least in a young botanic garden, where their
names, their native countries, and perhaps even the uses
of many could be learnt. From the arborescent species
of Wattles we might secure, by a judicious selection for
copious planting, successively through all seasons masses
of flowers along whole tree-lines or copses. Thus, our
Silver Wattle (Acacia dealbata) early unfolds its flower-

• A variety of this species yields the nut-galls of commerce.
t Good Wattle bark is three times as rich as Oak bark in

tanmng principles, much quicker produced, and that in localities
where no Oak will thrive.
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trusses on river banks ; then follows our Golden Wattle

(Acacia pvcnantha), to be succeeded by the spreading

Willow Wattle (Acacia saligna) from Western Australia,

and this in turn gives way to the flowers of the Black

Wattle (Acacia decurrens) on our ridges : while the

Blackwood tree (Acacia Melanoxylon), as well as Acacia

implexa. A. pinninervis, and many others bloom later in

the season, to keep up this imposing and grateful floral

display, while A. retinodes remains ever flowering all the

time. But for industrial purposes many of these Acacias

become of far more than ordinary interest. Catechu,

tanners' bark,* gum, galls, scents, and woods of various

qualities are obtained from them—others serve for hedges ;

but as regards oddness and strange diversity of foliage

there is no other genus in the wide r.inge of the vegetable

empire which is equally remarkable. The harvest of

seeds from such an array of showy plants of easy growth

is usually most copious and valuable in itself. For

scientific and yet gay aggregation, the native genera

Pultentea and Daviesia, both familiar to us here, otter

respectively 75 and 55 species ;
Hibbertia (including

Candollea) furnishes over 80; Thomasia and Lasio-

petalum together 50. I instance all these as grateful

plants, enduring hot winds, and yielding seeds in copious-

ness for easy growth. Again—Oxylobium, Chorozema,

and Gastrolobium (if considered together as emanating

from one general typic form) amount to 74, all beauti-

ful, and some, especially the West Australian species,

quite singular in foliage.

Turning to genera, numerically large in species, from

which a botanic garden can copiously select for its con-

servatories, I might adduce Begonia. Professor Alph. de

Candolle defines by his recent masterly essay in the Pro-

dromus, the characteristics, carefully elaborated, of not

less than 380 species ; how far this number will be

augmented, when once the mountain jungles of the whole

of tropical Africa shall have been explored by phyto-

graphers, or trained collectors, is quite beyond our sur-

mise.t Even the infra-alpine regions of New Guinea and

Borneo may add considerably to the number, and so

perhaps even yet Begonias may be obtained from the un-

ascended Mount Bellenden Ker, of North-east Australia,

into the jungle fortresses of which, as yet, no breach is

cut. If we once possess any of these decorative plants,

mostly well adapted for window culture, we can propa-

gate them with the utmost ease, even from a mere leaf.

Such plants, irrespective of their geographic interest, are

important also, when the functions of a botanic garden

towards horticultural industries are to be considered.

The cultivator is glad to have fixed the botanic names

and to know the respective native countries of the dif-

ferent species, particularly when, as in this case, the

genus ranges throughout the tropics of nearly the whole

globe.
The epiphytal Orchide?e, which are the glory of all

tropical jungles, from whence collectors can bring them

away bodily with the greatest ease, are numbered by

thousands. In the magnificent Belgian Sctres of Mons.

Linden are brought together already not less than 1200

species of these wonderful plants.

Such an assemblage affords at all times ample material

for original study and designing art, while its contempla-

tion raises the taste and standard of horticulture, and in-

stils an amount of information which ordinary decorative

cultivation fails to convey ; indeed, a botanic institution

should aspire to these higher aims. Again, to the pro-

prietor such a collection, by its increase in masses, can

also become commercially quite lucrative.

Perhaps it is not too much to assert that every one of

the existing Ferns is worthy of cultivation. The delicacy

and gracefulness of most is proverbial ; the rearing of the

majority is not surrounded with difficulty, even from

almost invisible spores, J while pteridologists have already

unfolded the astounding number of 2400 specific forms,

numerous varieties uncounted {vide Hook, and Bak.

Synops. Filic). Yet recent searches over the small

islands of the Samoan group have taught us how greatly

this number of known Ferns may yet be augmented, when

once Central Africa, Borneo, Sumatra, New Guinea,

Siam, and other tropic countries, widely unexplored, shall

have been fully traversed.

Of Passion-flowers, 231 of which are already on system-

atic record, far the greater number are from the tropical

regions of America. ^^ We possess, as yet, but few of

those graceful plants, and must persevere in our eftorts

to acquire more of them, as well for the open ground as

conservatories. These plants are not only quite as

gorgeous as any of those which the ephemeral tastes and

fashions of the day have brought into prominence, but

they are infinitely more remarkable and instructive,

besides far more lasting and grateful in culture. Several

species, more or less adapted to our climate, yield the

Granadilla fruits, which yet ripen in the tropics at eleva-

tions 6000 [iz.ooo] feet high. Baron. V. Mullet, Mel-

bourne.

{To le Continued^

THE BEDDING OUT SYSTEM.
It appears to have become very much the fashion

with some few writers on horticultural matters to

ridicule or sneer at what is known as the bedding-out

system, and apparently to endeavour to bring the

entire practice into contempt. It may be difficult to

arrive at a probably correct opinion as to the motives

which produce this enmity towards a popular practice
;

which, -when tastefully carried out (and this, in a

majority of instances, is the case), has during many
years given all but universal satisfaction. And it is to

be hoped that the excellent and sensible paper, read by

the Rev. Mr. Peach on this subject, at the Horticul-

tural Congress at Birmingham, may have at least some

effect in modifying the views held by these wTiters ; or

in silencing the somewhat unreasonable objections

which are taked to this universally adopted style of

embellishment.

I am inclined to assign an earlier date to the advent

of the bedding-out system than Mr. Peach appears to

do, as I believe that even 30 or more years since the

system was practised in many of the principal garden

establishments throughout the country ; but like other

systems, it must, doubtless, be considered as having

been progressive in its development, and it will, I

think, be admitted that even within the last few years

considerable improvement has been effected, not only

as regards the material employed, but also in the

manipulation of the same. And this improvement

may in some measure be ascribed to the judicious

introduction of some families of plants not hitherto

considered as eligible for the purpose of massing in the

flower garden. I allude to the various tribes of

succulents, and of sundry other species of plants, more

remarkable on account of their foliage than their

flowers, such as the Alternantheras, Sedums, Anten-

narias, Santolinas, Cerastiums, &c., and the various

sorts of ornamental Pelargoniums divested of their

flowers—all these tending in no small degree to subdue

the glitter and glare so frequently complained of, as

well as to give increased interest and variety to the

scene.

One of the most powerful arguments used against

the practisers of the massing system is that of injudi-

ciously using the bright or primary colours, and thereby

producing a scene of intense glare and vulgarity, &c.

But although the rules of good taste may be occasionally

violated in this manner, still this circumstance can

hardly be considered as forming a conclusive argument

against the entire system, which is also charged with a

tendency to drive many, if not all, of our old favourite

flowers out of cultivation. And yet it does not appear

by any means clear that the bedding-out system should

be in any degree antagonistic to the cultivation of

hardy herbaceous or perennial plants, and I think

that few, if any, of the most devoted practitioners

of the massing system will object to cultivate (when

circumstances will permit of it) even an extensive collec-

tion of our many beautiful hardy herbaceous plants.

But, as Mr. Peach so justly observes, the place for this

collection is cleariy not in front of the drawing-room

window. In most garden establishments, however, of

even moderate extent, there is generally room enough

for the purpose of carrying out a system of bedding-out

as well as of cultivating a collection, more or less exten-

sive, of hardy perennial and alpine plants, hardy annual

flowers, Ferns, cSrc.

Another objection to the bedding-out system, and

the last I will now notice, is the circumstance of the

beds being generally unoccupied during so considerable

a portion of the year ; and I am inclined to think that

there is perhaps less in this objection than may at first

sight appear to be the case. Bedding plants generally

occupy their place in the flower garden from about the

middle of May until the middle of November, a period

of six months, or nearly so, and this is very nearly as

long as the beauty and fragrance of flowers can be

enjoyed in the open air in this country. Still, by pur-

suing a system of spring bedding, this period can be

very considerably extended, and when this is attempted

the summer occupants of the beds should at a period

somewhat earlier than I have stated be replaced by spring

flowers and bulbs, of which there in an abundance of

varieties to select from. Where the more modern system

of carpet bedding is to any extent practised, many of the

plants used for this purpose, such as Pyrethrum Golden

Feather, Santolinas, Sedums, &c., being perfectly hardy,

such species can all be allowed to occupy their positions

throughout the winter and spring months, or until a

re-arrangement is considered desirable. While the

spaces which had been occupied by tender species,

such as the Alternantheras, can be filled in with any

hardy varieties of plants, fulfilling the conditions as

nearly as possible, as to colour and habit, &c., of

the tender species they are intended to replace ;
and

by this means these beds can be rendered nearly as

attractive during the winter and spring months as they

were throughout the summer.

But to successfully carry out a system of spring as

well as of summer bedding, it is of course necessary to

have a portion of ground in the form of a reserve

garden, in which the spring bedding plants can be pre-

pared during the summer months, and be in proper

condition in autumn to take the place of the summer

bedders, and to which reserve garden they may again

retire to make room for their summer successors.

P. Griez'e, Culford.

* From which a concentrated extract may be prepared.

t Dr. Hooker has since published 24 new Begonia: from
equinoctical Africa.

\ Imagine that a Fern-tree, possibly as high as the Museum
Hall, can be raised from seeds so extremely minute that millionB

of them would not weigh an ounce.

§ Dr. Masters in Traits. Lin. Soc. Lottd. 1871.

NOTES ON CONIFERS.—X.

Piims Brutia.—Introduced from Italy in 1845.

According to Professor Tenore, it is found growing in

Calabria, on the mountains of Aspiro, at an elevation

of from 2400 to 2600 feet. It is said to grow from

60 to 70 feet in height, a spreading tree with strong

This is likely to prove a useful tree, being

ornamental or economic purposes, thriring in most

soils and situations.

Finns contorta.—Synonymous with, and often grown

under the name of, P. Mclntoshii. A small hardy slow

growing tree, introduced by Douglas from North-West

America, with short, dark-coloured stiff leaves, close

and dense in habit, growing very slowly in ordinary

soils, thriving best in damp situations near the sea

coast. Interesting as a dwarf variety of Pine for plant-

ing in maritime situations.

Pinus fj-iTf/M.-Indigenous to Nepal, firom which it

was introduced in 1823. In Gordon's Finelum it is

stated that "in Bhotan it forms large and beautiful

woods on the southern slopes, at an elevation of from

6000 to 10,000 feet, but stunted at the last elevation.

In Nepal it attains an immense height, some trees

being 150 feet high near the Shatool Pass, and below

Chausoo, in Kunawur, with long horizontal branches,

for the most part clothed to near the ground, but

inclining upwards so as to form a spreading cone

rather than a large spreading head."

This is one of the fine-leaved Pines, and, where it

thrives, is really a beautiful and highly ornamental

tree. It has long glaucous blue-green pendulous

foliage, with numerous branches and branchlets, the

branches being very long and somewhat slender in pro-

portion to the height of the tree, bearing a closer re-

semblance to its congener, the P. Strobus, than any other

species, both in bark, wood, and foliage, differing in

being of a looser and much less formal habit, but, like

it, generally succeeding well only in rich deep soils,

and well sheltered but not shaded situations, and

from some cause or causes not well understood, pro-

bably from something awanting in the soil, or present

which is not wanted, not always doing well in these.

Since first introduced this Pine has been grown, or

attempted to be grown, in most places where orna-

mental planting has to any great extent been under-

taken, particularly since it found its way in quantities

into our public nurseries, and, as is well known, the

result has not always been satisfactory.

In some places it has been a great success, growing

and thriving exuberantly ; in others, and not a few,

it has thriven indifferently, and in many other places

forms a mere scrub, already indicating a premature and

early disease.

At Dropmore it has reached the height of nearly 70

feet ; at Rosie Priory, in Perthshire, about 46 feet ; at

Oxenford Castle, near Edinburgh, about 32 feet ; and it

may be seen at Hopeton in great health about 24 feet.

The fine specimen at Oxenford Castle had numerous

cones on it last autumn, hanging pendent from the

upper branches, from 7 to 9 inches in length. Like

many other coniferous trees, when seen in cone this

tree has the beauty of its appearance much enhanced.

As an ornamental tree, wherever it succeeds well it

will be much prized for its elegant foliage and beauti-

ful appearance ; as a timber tree it can have little

general value, on account of its being so fastidious as

to soil and situation. Its wood is said to be white,

soft, and remarkably compact, producing in great

abundance a highly fragrant resinous turpentine.

Puins Harlwegii.—Indigenous to the mountains of

Mexico, where it grows at an altitude of from 9000 to

10,000 feet, where it was discovered and sent home by

Mr. Hartweg in 1S39. In this country it is found to be

only moderately hardy, succeeding pretty well in warm
sheltered situations, but only where the temperature

never falls very low. At Castle Kennedy it does well,

forming a round-headed tree, the largest specimen

being now about 25 feet in height. Its long, strong,

dark green, upright growing foliage, combined with its

massive and uncommon appearance, make it an object

of no ordinary interest as an ornamental tree. As an

economic tree it is not likely to be of much importance,

although its timber is said to be very durable. It

requires a good rich loam to grow in, and should never

be planted but in well sheltered situations, as in exposed

ones it soon succumbs. Where it succeeds well it

will be worth attention, as forming a distinct and

pleasing feature in our parks and pleasure grounds.

Pinus insignis.—Introduced by Douglas from Cali-

fornia, in 1S33, where it grows from So to 100 feet in

height. Although found in various parts of California,

it grows principally on the higher parts of the coast

range of rnountains, seldom higher than 200 or 300 feet

above the level of the sea, which accounts for its not

generally being able to withstand the severity of our

winters in far inland and elevated situations.

Few trees are more beautiful or grow with more

rapidity than does this noble tree, in warm localities

or maritime situations, where it appears to thrive and

grow with a luxurianceunsurpassed in its native habitats,

in its young state, particularly, it is very attractive, and

is of very rapid growth, often making leading shoots of

from 3 to 4 feet in a season. As it increases in size it

gradually becomes opener ; where not confined its huge

branches shoot outward and upward irregularly, the

under branches push out neariy horizontally, tending

upwards to the extremity. When it reaches from 30 to

40 feet in height it begins to form its pretty cones,

which may be seen late in the autumn not larger than

Sloes on shoots of the same season, about one-third

up the stem, and encircling it, in clusters of from 3 to

5 cones, which at first are of a dark almost purple

colour. Early the following spring they may be seen

reddish green tinge, gradually changing as the

branches.
,, .

quite hardy, and growing nearly as fast as P. austriaca.

Thefoliage is alittle shorter, finer, and of a much lighter of - „ „ _

1 shade ofgreen ; altogether a promising tree, either for ' season advances to a green, and when about one year
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old to a greenish-yellow colour ; when ripe at the end

of the second year they are of a yellowish-brown, from

3 to 4i inches in length, and pointing down ; when, if

not collected, they remain on the tree for a number of

years.

This gorgeous tree is ever pleasing, whether seen in

midwinter, draped with its beautiful grass-green

foliage, decked by its clusters of cones of varied hues,

or in midsummer, when its darker old and lighter-

coloured delicate young foliage contrasts so agreeably.

This is a Pine which would prove hardy in many
localities where it is not supposed to be capable of

standing, if a little more attention was bestowed on it

for a time after being planted ; it appears to increase

in hardiness after being well established, as not a few
other Conifers are well known to do. I have frequently

observed young plants, a few feet in height, suffer

from, and in some cases be altogether killed by, cold

frosty winds, when larger and stronger plants were
altogether unscathed.

Some I S years ago a considerable extent of ground
here was laid out with nurses ; two or three years

afterwards many of the rarer coniferous trees were
planted amongst them in considerable numbers.
The ground faces north-west, and tlie situation is

altogether very much exposed. At the end of a

few years the P. insignts shot ahead of the nurses and
of all the others, and now stands far above them, as

little injured by the cold, cutting breezes as is the

P. austriaca or the P. Laricio, showing that this species

is much hardier when well established than is generally

supposed, and frequently suffers more from coddling
than exposure, as do many others of these beautiful

exotic trees.

Some of these specimens are now upwards of 36 feet

in height, measuring, 2 feet from the ground, 5 feet

6 inches round the bole.

It does not appear to be very particular about soil,

provided that it is dry and has some pa /'tilirw in it. A
tree of such rapid growth must have something in the

soil to sustain and continue its vigour.

There are many fine specimens to be met with both
in England and Ireland, and a few in Scotland. Per-
haps the finest are those at Dropmore, from 60 to

So feet in height. There is also said to be a fine one
at Boconoc, in Cornwall, 65 feet in height.

As a grand, massive, highly picturesque evergreen
park tree it has few equals, and wherever it is found to

thrive well it should be freely planted.

It forms timber faster than most other trees, and this,

when young, is white and very soft, but full of resin.

Finns Jeffrcvii.—From Northern California, where
it was discovered and whence it was introduced by
Jeffrey in 1S4S. He found it in Shasta Valley, grow-
ing on poor sandy soil, where it reached the height of

1 50 feet.

I have seen it in this country growing in a great

many different soils and situations, but always un-
healthy in poor sandy or gravelly soils, improving in

appearance with the quality of the soil, thriving best in

good, rich, warm loams, in which class of soils it is

likely to grow to be a tree of considerable magnitude.
It is generally found to be quite hardy, and

although not adapted for planting in very high or

exposed situations, it by no means likes or requires to

be much confined. As yet, there are no very large

specimens in the country. At Riccarton and Hope-
ton there are numerous fine healthy specimens, as well

as in many other places.

As an ornamental tree it is a decided acquisition ; as

a timber tree it may yet prove to be of some account.
Pbnis koraiensis.—This is one of the recently intro-

duced Pinuses from Japan, which appears to be quite

hardy. Already specimens 4 or 5 feet in height are

frequently to be met with. It has considerable affinity

to the P. Strobus, differing in having longer and
reflexed foliage, both bark and leaves being of a
lighter shade of colour. It requires a good soil and
sheltered situation, and is interesting as a small-growing
ornamental tree, particularly where variety is an object.

Pitms Lamhertiana. — Introduced in 1S27 from
North-West America, where it grows to the height of

fom 150 to 200 feet. It has since been discovered in

other localities. Although this species has been pretty

extensively experimented with since introduced, fine

specimens are still rare, it being very fastidious both as

to soil and situation, generally thriving best in glens,

or near the bottom of hillsides—where thoroughly
sheltered. In such situations the soil is generally

good, although it is said that in its native habitats it

grows to the greatest size in pure sand, its bole some-
times measuring from 20 to 60 feet in girth near the

ground. A hardy and distinct tree, with fine dark
dense foliage.

Pinus monticola.—Introduced from California in

1831, but has since been found in other habitats. A
tall tree, growing about 100 feet in height, and found
at elevations of about 7000 feet. This species belongs
to the five-leaved group of Pines, of which P. Strobus
is the prototype, and to which it bears a general

resemblance, the leaves being shorter and deeper
green ; the bark of the young wood is also darker in

colour, the young shoots being thicker and shorter,

but notwithstanding it is a tree likely to grow to a good
size, although somewhat slower in growth than its

prototype.

In its native habitats it is described as growing on
granite rocks, on poor scanty soil. In this country I

have nowhere seen it, or any of the same group, con-

tinuing long in good heath, and the situation warm
and moderately sheltered, attaining to the greatest

size, and doing best on the red sandstone formation,

always preferring the sides or bottom of well-sheltered

glens. There is a fine specimen, 30 feet in height, in

ihe rich collection at Riccarton, of which the pro-

jirietor, Sir William Gibson Craig, Bart., is justly proud.

There is also a fine one at Donibristle, which carried

a number of fine cones last year quite as large as the

Riccarton specimen, and in perfect health. Wherever
fine trees are being planted, this species should find a

place. To grow it well, the soil and situation must be
carefully and intelligently selected. A. Foivler,

THE EUCALYPTUS,
This is a plant which is rapidly rising in popular

estimation. Its remarkable properties, which the

labours of botanists and others have been bringing to

light, indicate its value not only for medical purposes

but for the improvement of marshy soils, the wooding
of lands in the South of Europe, andfor many industrial

uses.

M. Papillon in a recent paper to the Moniteur Scien-

tifiqu£-Qiu'su<roillt\ furnishes some nseful information

about the plant, and we note the following particulars

as to its history and character.

The Eucalyptus was first observed in May, 1792, in

Van Diemen's Land, by Labillardiere. That country

and Australia are covered with varieties of it. It forms

immense evergreen forests, and the tree rises to a height

of 60 to 70 metres, sometimes even 100. It casts its bark

yearly, instead of its leaves. The latter have a maxi-

mum length of 35 centimetres, and breadth of 10 centi-

metres. The tree is met with on various soils, from

the most fertile to the most arid ; it often appears on

rocky hills, exposed to the fury of tempests. In the

South of Europe, where it has been acclimatised, it

has the appearance, when young, of a pyriform mass.

Soon, however, its form alters ; in some cases robust

branches shooting out obliquely upwards from near the

bottom of the stem, and in others the stem rising

straight upwards without branches and terminating in

a tuft of leaves. The leaves of the Gum-tree give very

little shade from the sunlight, even where the foliage

is very abundant. The plant belongs to the family of

the Myrtacece.

In the South of France the tree is green at all

seasons, as in Australia. It emits an agreeable

balsamic odour, from a volatile essential oil contained

abundantly in its leaves. If the leaves are briskly agi-

tated in the evening this becomes very perceptible.

The leaves and the roots have a wonderful absorptive

power for moisture, which accounts for its very rapid

growth. M. Trotteau put a branch of Eucalyptus

weighing 800 grammes in a vessel full of water, at 6 in

the morning. By 6 o'clock p.m. the vessel had lost

2.600 kilos., and the branch weighed S25 grammes.
The temperature during the day was about 40°. On
the other hand M. Carlotti macerated 25 kilos, of

Eucalyptus leaves in 22 litres of water, and found that

the liquid increased by i^ Htre, the leaves having given

up their water.

As to the rapidity of growth in the Eucalyptus, if it

is sown in spring, a sprout several metres length will

appear in summer. The growth of the second and
third years is very rapid. Thereafter there is less

increase of height, but the trunk thickens. Eucalypti

of eight to 10 years growth have a mean height of

18 to 20 metres, and a circumference 1. 10 m. to

1. 18 m. at 50 centimetres above the ground.

M. Ramel has the credit of having first imported

Eucalyptus into Europe. Since 1S56, he has been
endeavouring to acclimatise and develope theTasmanian
Blue Gum in France. The experiments made in Paris

show that the winters there are too severe for the

plant ; but in the South of France, in Algeria, in

Corsica, in Spain, in Italy—in all the climates inter-

mediate between the hot and the temperate, in short,

the cultivation has been very successful.

For the wooding of a country, the Eucalyptus is

eminently suited. Forests of Eucalyptus will give, in

15 or 20 years, what it will take 100 to 150 years to

obtain from ordinary forests. The entire value of the

forests in France is 4,137,995,288 fr. Allowing
them (on an average) to be entirely cut down in 100

years, the Eucalyptus might during the same period be
cut five times, that is, every 20 years. The product of

the forests would thus be quintupled. M. Trottier, in

a report he made to the Algerian Society of Agricul-

ture, calculates that a hectare would readily contain

500 trees. Cut at the endof three years, whenthedimen-
sions of the wood render it suitable for the work
of wheelwrights and others, they would have a value

of 2500 fr., and in eight years more their value would
be 6,200 fr.

In marshy districts the Eucalyptus has a most salu-

brious influence, absorbing the moisture and emitting

antiseptic vapours. And it is observed that where the

tree grows largely the climate is a healthy one. This

is the case in Australia ; and, more recently, since the

plant has been introduced into Algeria the improve-

ment has made itself felt. Intermittent fever vanishes

before it.

Planted on the banks of a river, canal, or lake, it

gives solidity to earthworks, and presents an obstacle

to inundation. In a marshy district it prevents the

growth of aquatic vegetation, which often gives rise to

miasmatic effluvia. The aromatic emanations from the
leaves counteract miasma. Planted on hills, it:

strengthens the soil, and diminishes the impetuosity of
the streams, which can thus flow to the valley in their

natural channels.

In Italy, where miasma is so prevalent, one great
difficulty in clearing land is the danger to workmen
from night influences. Every evening, even before

sunset, they are obliged, in order to escape these, to go
away to neighbouring hills, or to hermetically shut

themselves up in huts, from which they must nut venture

till the morning is well advanced. Thus fatigue is

induced, the proprietor suffers loss, and the work is

slow. It is suggested that the proprietors, before

clearing any part, should plant here and there in it

compact " oases " of Eucalyptus. These would
neutralise the miasmatic efHuvia, and the workmen
could remain on the spot without danger.

"The revolution," Dr. Gimbert says, "which the

Eucalyptus will cause in the southern parts of Europe,

and in hot countries, will be necessarily followed by a

resurrection of certain races. After a few generations,

one will no longer meet with those men, those children

of pale, cadaverous hue and dull eye, who may now be
seen in so many unhealthy and thinly-populated dis-

tricts; their vulgar instincts, their intellectual incapacity,

so largely due to insufficiency of nourishment, of good
air, and of society, will undergo a marked change for

the better. Their physical constitution will be renewed,

and we shall find returning to life and civilisation races

that are now being extinguished." A. B. M.

f(rme Corresponbeitce.

The Evils of Excessive Government in

Gardens,—The trenchant remarks of Mr. Fish on the

above subject (p. 1006) will come home to many gar-

deners who are "cabined, cribbed, confined" by over-

interference in the management of their gardens.

Perhaps some landscape gardener is employed to

remodel the flower garden or terrace, and he may have
his say on the general management of the gardens, and
try to give his advice on some of the branches which he
knows little about ; a hot-water boiler bursts or is

defective, and a hothouse heater is called in to put in a

new one or repair the old one, and he likewise is often

ready to interfere in the management of the hothouses

as to heating, and the cost of fuel, and so on, and gets

the gardener into trouble with his employer. Another
galling thing to the feelings of some gardeners is their

employers giving their orders about the gardens to the

foreman ; and some of these persons, when they are

ignorant of their position, will generally make the most
of it. The most successful management of large

gardens, whether public or private, will always be

found where the gardeners or directors have undivided

authority, and the confidence of their employers, in

carrying out all the operations connected with them.

Of course gardeners should pay attention to any hints

or suggestions made by their employers, and likewise

try to please the lady portion of the family, who gene-

rally rule the roast in the flower and decorative depart-

ments; and to stand well in their favour is a great point

to be attended to. Gardeners of the " Hawkins" type,

who are said to be opinionated, morose, and
tyrants to their masters, and to the men under

them, are not well fitted for any situation,

even of the smallest grade. Mr. Fish truly

says, "those reap the most pleasure and profit

from their gardens who select the best men, and furnish

them wUh the fullest powers," and, he might have

added, pay them the highest salaries. "When this is

done, if the selected gardeners do not show their

" master minds" in making their gardens famous, and
a pleasure to their employers, they cannot feel aggrieved

should they have to make way for more energetic men.
A gardener who is paid a liberal salary, and has the

undivided authority to manage his garden, will gene-

rally be found to do it more economically with the

means supplied than another only subsisting on a

miserable pittance, and having to make the most of

everything to keep soul and body together. The vexed

question of gardeners' wages is ruled by the axiom of

supply and demand, but noblemen and gentlemen who
want to be well served must carry out the policy of

giving a good salary to the gardeners they select and
engage. The affair at Kew between Mr. Ayrton and
Dr. Hooker will do good, and open the eyes of the

public to the evils of meddling with the duties of a most

efficient director of our great national horticultural

establishment. To illustrate the evils of not having

the management of the heating apparatus, I once heard

of a case on a smaller scale than the Kew one, where
the gardener was forbidden to interfere with the heating

till some cobbling was done to the boilers. This was
in the beginning of the forcing season, and when the

supply of early Strawberries, Peaches, Nectarines, and
Grapes were wanted, there was a blank for a month
or two, and the gardener had his revenge. Thoth.

Lettuces.—"S. B. D." says, at p. 1040, that
" Herniman's Lettuce is an improved Drumhead." I

have found Herniman's Royal Albert and Crystal Cab-
bage to be synonymous (I believe the two first names
to be localised to Exeter and its neighbourhood). It

is a first-class Lettuce for summer growth, being large.
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solid, crisp, and not running to seed quickly. Its

general appearance is the same as Drumhead, but dis-

tinct in having brown edges to its leaves, and not

seeding nearly as freely. I am of opinion that it must

have other names, as neither of the above names are

o''ten found in catalogues, and this season I have been

supplied with old Drumhead for Crystal Cabbage.

IV. B. S.

Trial of Peas at Seaham, 1872.—The letters

indicate the firms that supplied the seeds, as, V.,

Veitch ; C, Carter ; S., Sutton ; L., Laxton ; S. &M.,
Stuart & Mein. The varieties were sown on Feb. 22,

1872, except those from S. & M. ; the latter are a few

days later. Seeds: R., round; W., wrinkled.

found to pass almost over the well, a very appreciable

quantity of the contents percolating through this (un-

cemented) drain. If it had gone through in sufficient

quantity to discolour the water, I should not have

been deceived. As it was, the water, though in-

vitingly clear, was bad enough to produce premonitory

symptoms soon enough, perhaps, to save my family

froni typhus fever. Cliesham in this county has lately

suffered the penalty of a system of shallow wells and
contiguous cesspools. Holy Scripture has been well

referred to on this subject lately. The principles are

manifestly those of dispersion and earth covering.

This is, in fact, dispersion and utilisation, for matters

buried just beneath tlie surface must needs become the

food of plants. "Doth not Nature itself teach" us

perhaps be stilled by the assurance that it is only the

sense of its value which will make men perseveringly

earnest in its proper dispersion ; that if it come not to

use again after travelling through its proper circuit, it

will come in a direct and dangerous manner. Dispersed

abroad, the roots of plants seek it out and build up

food of the highest quality for man. Concentrated,

buried, forgotten, it reaches the water, and makes it

the water of death rather than of life. The cesspool is

[

forgotten till it is full of solid matter ; this is removed

in the most offensive way, but for every ton removed

many tons have percolated into the foundation of the

I
dwelling, and the question of water poisoning is then

1 generally one of time only. My country vicarage is a

modern one : the cesspool is cemented, but allows of

Name
of

Firm.
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quantity, and the bulk, and quality of crop is all

that could be desired, and that on ground described

by my predecessor as worthless. I prevent all

drainage from my stable and pigstye with dry eartli,

on Mr. Moule's plan, the trouble of collecting

and sifting the earth being far less than that of the

daily removal of stable-dung in the common way.

The excellence of Mr. Moule's plan is now thoroughly

established ; but I feel that it cannot be regarded as

the one system which is to take the place of all others.

Where drying material is readily procured ; where land
within reasonable distance cannot be obtained for irriga-

tion ; where land obtainable is heavy loam or clay, and
the water is useless, or worse tlian useless ; there, it

seems, is the locality for the drying process. But
while such arid tracts as Bagshot Heath, and others

equally suitable and nearer to London, exist, and which
most certainly want all the water, as well as all the

fertilising matter, which London can supply, the water
system must have great advantages. To my garden
and orchard it is invaluable. Whatever the sewage
may be which is estimated at 2J. per ton, house
drainage is (to use Dr. Bennet's language) ''liquid

gold ;
" for it is not by any metal of lower value that

the contents of my tank can be estimated. Twopence
per ton would be a low estimate of the value of the

water alone, on the thirsty sands I speak of, for six

months in the year ; for without a much larger supply
than the rainfall of ordinary seasons, no amount of

dry manure can produce luxuriance and profit on such
soils, y. M. Taylor^ Seer Green Vicara^e^ near Bcaco)is-

field.

Odontoglossum Pescatorei.—I have two im-
ported pieces of Odontoglossum Pescatorei, which are
throwing up flower-shoots instead of leaves, though the
bulbs have already flowered. Is not this unusual ?

A'. C.

The Kew Directorate.— I am very glad of the
opportunity afforded me by your suggestions in the
Gardeners' Chrofzicle of recording my deep sense of the
injustice and impertinence of Mr. Ayrton's conduct in

the matter of Kew Gardens. It does not require that
a man should be a distinguished botanist to appreciate
the truth and propriety of the principle, "that the
director of a public garden, responsible for the proper
cultivation of the plants, should have full control over
the heating apparatus required for that purpose."
The manner in which the late Sir William Hooker
and his worthy successor have kept up and improved
the gardens under their superintendence and care,

deserve the thanks of the nation, and the grateful
consideration of scientific men, not only in England
but wherever natural science is cultivated. The inter-

ference of the Minister in this case would be ludicrous in

its absurdity, were it not so offensive and so injurious.

Thomas Bdl^ F.R.S.^ olim Pres. Lin. Soc.

Berberis Aquifolium Berries. — I have made
"jam" of them. It is very acid, but pleasant, but the
objection to it is the large size and excessive quantity
of seeds compared to the juice and fruity part. I

should think it first-rate for jelly for meats, hare or
mutton, but the quantity necessary to be picked for a
little jelly is excessive. How is it one sees so little of
the Eugenia Ugni ? It is very distinct in flavour, but
rather resinous. Somerset.

Extent of Kitchen Garden.—Will you kindly
give me your opinion on the following queries? What
quantity of kitchen garden ground should be sufficient

to supply a family of 25 with all kinds of vegetables
and wall fruit, except autumn Potatos ; and how many
men should be required to cultivate and keep it

thoroughly clean. E, [Mr. W. Ingram has favoured us
with the following reply :

—

" It must be premised that there are many considera-
tions involved in the inquiry respecting the quantity of
kitchen garden ground required for a family of 25, which
might atfect the estimate, and with which I am unac-
quainted. The quaUty of soil is one of the most important.
In illustration of this, an acre of land will carry a beast
and a sheep in the rich alluvial land of Lincolnshire ; and
in some parts of the adjoining county of Yorkshire a
sheep, minus the beast, would hardly find a living on the
same space of ground. Locality has a considerable
influence, and the range of climate between Cornwall and
the Tweed is very much more considerable than may be
supposed. Again, the habits of families vary, and the
consumption of vegetables and fruit is very much greater
in some establishments than in others. Assuming that
the land proposed to be devoted to the garden is of
medium quaUty, and that the family, numbering 25 per-
sons, require all kinds ot vegetables, and wall and bush
and hardy fruit, and that the former will be required early
in the year and late, and that the supply must be main-
tained during the summer and winter, it will be necessary to
allot a larger portion than at first sight would appear neces-
sary, regarding merely the number of persons. A cottage
allotment is generally a quarter of an acre, and labourers'
families may be estimated as averaging six persons ; an
acre in such cases suffices for 24 persons, but in the
instance of an opulent family, where vegetables are grown
in greater variety, and of a less profitable character, much
rnore than this is required. Spaces of ground must be
given up for Asparagus, both for the summer and winter
supply

;
for Seakale for the winter and spring, for Globe

Artichokes and herbs. Then a certain quantity of ground
must be allowed for Strawberries, Gooseberries, Currants,

and Raspberries. It must be taken into account that
early vegetables produce less and are more liable to failure

than those grown later in the year. Ashleaf Kidney
Potatos produce only half the crop usually obtained from
Regents. A hltle extra ground is generally taken up for
important garden crops in case of a partial failure, as a
prudent overplus is better than a short supply. Considera-
tions such as I have mentioned, to which may be added
the amount of ground taken up by walks, induce me to
recommend the allotment of 2^ acres of land to supply the
requirements of a family of 25 "persons."

Another correspondent has favoured us with
the following reply :— " This question is a diflicult one
to answer. Supply is generally regulated according to
the demand or requirements. One family of 25 persons
may consume and require just twice as much vegetables
as another. For instance, in the case of Asparagus, an
acre might be required in one case, whilst in another
one fourth part would be ample ; and again with
Celery, a family may require 500 heads or 5000. To
appro.ximate, however, for an average supply, we
should say that from six to eight acres of fair (juality

land would be required. For wall fruit you might
require 100 yards of wall facing south for Peaches,
Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, Green Gages, &c., and
200 yards of walling for Pears, Plums, &c. ; the north
aspects to be used for Cherries, Currants, &c. For the
keeping of such a garden in proper^rder, to keep up a
full and regular supply of vegetables, two men should
be allowed to each acre. If the land is light and
easily worked, less labour might do, but if what is

called heavy land more might even be required."]

Foreign Correspondence.
Florence : Italian Shrubs for the Sea-coast.—In-

quiries have been made in your columns, from time to

time, about plants suitable for the sea-shore, and much
useful information has been published on this interest-

ing topic. Having had some personal experience in

the matter, I would like to call the attention of amateurs
and others to a few shrubs indigenous to our shores
remarkable for their foliage as much as for their flowers,

and which, I believe, would prove suitable for culti-

vation on many parts of the English coast, the region
to which I allude being a few miles south of Leghorn,
at the very entrance of the Maremma, and where the
Orange and the Date Palm do not grow.
The common Myrtle (Myrtus communis) here covers

miles of country, growing in the more open places fully

exposed to the fury of the wind and the spray of the

sea. It is a plant too much known to require any
further praise, either for its elegant foliage or for its

numerous flowers. A more humble but brightly
flowered shrub is the Cistus salvia^folius, which covers
for a month or two with a brilliant purple mantle many
of the cliffs and hills immediately adjoining the sea.

It is found frequently associated with the nearly allied

Cistus incanus, L., and C. monspeliensis, L., white
flowered, but not less conspicuous. On their roots

thrives that curious parasite, Cytinus Hypocistis, L. , an
object itself of considerable beauty in places where it is

abundant. The Cineraria maritima (Senecio Cineraria,

DeC.) will succeed on the bare rocks, where it is beaten
by the wind, and almost torrefied by the scorching sun
of our summers. It has of late found its way into

gardens as a bedding plant to furnish contrasts with
Coleuses and other dark foliaged plants, but it

ought to be seen here in its natural state—its foliage

perhaps not so expanded, but putting forth its dense
tufts of bright yellow flowers fearless of the scissors of
the bedding-out gardener. A most lovely plant, too,

common here, but hardly known out of herbaria, is

the Lonicera implexa, Ait, an evergreen species of
Honeysuckle, and it may be called ever-flowering too,

as I have observed flowers all the year round. It has
a peculiar hard coriaceous foliage, well adapted for its

native habitat, dark-green above, and intensely glaucous
underneath. Its fragrant white flowers, tinged with
purple, are produced in verticils. To them succeed
oval orange-coloured berries, arranged six by six in the
elegant cups formed by the connate leaves. It is not
at all particular about soil, sometimes climbing among
the dense bushes of other plants, as well as on exposed
and naked rocks, where very few other plants could
succeed. If this plant was only a little known in

gardens it would soon become a general favourite. If

any of your correspondents would like to have seeds of

it, I should be glad in this way to help to make known
sucli a lovely plant as this.

Among climbing shrubs Clematis Flammula is also

abundant here on wooded cliffs quite close to the sea.

It is much more elegant in habit than the commonest
Clematis Vitalba, and grows in such quantities that in

several places the penetrating perfume of its pure
white flowers becomes quite intolerable in the warmer
hours of the day. Another shrub, exceedingly neat in

habit, with rather small but sweetly fragrant flowers, is

the Daphne Gnidium, Linn. It is coming in flower

now, and will continue for the whole autumn. The
entire plant, but especially the roots, partakes of the

character proper to other plants of this genus, of con-
taining a very acrid juice, employed to poison and
catch fish, and especially eels, in ponds or streams.

Where immediate shelter is required, Tamarisks {Tam-
arix gallica, L. , T. africana, L. ) are certainly invalu-

able. The easiness of their propagation {cuttings

attaining in a season two to three feet), their absolute

indifference about soil, and the peculiarity that they
will splendidly thrive if watered with sea-water (a kind
of treatment very few, if any, other plants could under-
go), make them quite precious for the sea-shore.
Their flowers are not to be despised, their foliage is

required for bouquet making, though it may be
surpassed in elegance by some new species or
varieties from Japan and China, which, however, have
still to prove that they possess equal hardiness of
constitution.

Another evergreen shrub, well suited for rocks on
the sea shore, is the common Rosemary (Rosmarinus
officinalis, L.). With its fragrant foliage, its nice blue
flowers appearing in the middle of winter, it is certainly

a very ornamental plant, and the more so if its branches
(rather straggling in sheltered situations) are clipped by
the sea wind, and come to form a compact bush of
dense verdure.

Among Ericacex the first place is taken by the
Arbutus Unedo, L.,'as much remarkable for its foliage,

flowers, and berries, which endow it with the name
of Strawberry Tree. If closely exposed to the sea
wind its tender shoots will be often withered, it is

true, but at a little distance off it soon becomes
quite a tree. So abundant here that it is commonly
used for fuel.

Of Ericas we have here two or three species, among
which the Erica arborea, L., is as much conspicuous
for its flowers as for the dimensions it attains.

Viburnum Tinus, L., the common Laurustinus of
gardens, is also to be found frequently here on the
coast, but generally in rather sheltered corners along
the margin of streams running down to the sea.

Among papilionaceous plants an exceedingly remark-
able one is the Jupiter's Beard (Anthyllis Barba-Jovis,

L.), occurring, however, rarely in places always close to

the sea, and of the hardiness of which, on the English
coast, I would not be quite sure. For its elegant
pinnated silvery foliage, and beautiful inflorescence, it

has been remarked, and introduced in gardens since

the times of ancient Rome. In our times its merits
are not prized as they deserve to be, and is unfortu-

nately the case with so many beautiful old plants.

Another papilionaceous shrub, Calycotome villosa,

Link., armed as it is with formidable thorns, is quite

an elegant plant for its bright glaucous colour, and its

profuse clear sulphur-coloured flowers appearing early

in spring. It grows quite close to the sea.

I will not prolong any more tliis already prolix list,

my object having been only to attract the attention of

persons interested in the matter to a few shrubs quite

worthy of culture, on account of their flowers, and of

the adaptability of which to grow in such unfavourable
conditions as the immediate influence of the sea, very
little or nothing is generally known. To give you even
in a condensed form a list of all the trees, shrubs, or
flowering plants growing on our shores and in some
degree worthy of notice, would require many columns,
and perhaps would be of no interest to the majority of
your readers. E. O. Fenzi^ y^h' 3"* \y^<^ should,

despite our correspondent's modest disclaimer, be very
glad to hear from him again. Eds.]

Societies.
Royal Horticultural : August 7. — W. W.

Saunders, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. The usual prelimi-

nary business, which included the election of three new
Fellows, being concluded, the Rev. M. J. Berkeley said

that the magnificent collection of Phloxes shown by
Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing. was undoubtedly the
great feature of the meeting, though to have seen them in

all their beauty they should have been seen before the

great storm of Monday last. Next in point of interest

was Mr. Bull's group of Aroids, which contained a speci-

men of Godwinia gigas, nearly 6 feet high, the growth
being made in six weeks, and Amorphophallus spinosus

and A. elegans, the latterof which he considered an elegant
plant for table decoration. The rapidity of growth in

these plants was only equalled in interest by the extraor-

dinary way in which the leaves were lapped together

before expanding. The Blacking plant of India, Hibiscus
rosa sinensis, also shown by Mr. Bull, was next com-
mented upon : and Mr. Berkeley read the following letter

from Mr. Alfred Smee, F.R.S., which was accompanied
by specimens of a Fungus that in a most marvellous way
had destroyed some fine Willows in his garden at

Wallington :—

" I send for the inspection of the Scientific Committee
of the Horticultural Society specimens of a Fungus which
has attacked and is destroying the large specimens of the

White Willow (SaUx alba) at my garden at Wallington,

in Surrey. Last summer a beautiful tree, about 60 feet

high, suddenly died without apparent cause. This spring

the adjacent tree died, and now a third tree about the

same size is also perishing. Upon examination, to my
surprise, under the bark, growing in the cambium, I found
sheets of the mycelium of some Fungus, extending from
below upwards, and as thick as a thin card. The upper
part of the mycelium ended in semicircular patches, about
the width of the tip of the finger. Wherever the myce-
lium existed the cambium was wet, as though soddened
with water. Whilst the tree is in this state it looks as if

it had only about one-third its due proportion of leaves,

but the leaves which do exist appear healthy and natural.

The dead trees exhibit a very remarkable appearance.
The bark splits off and drops, or is easily removed, much
as though the tree had been struck by lightning. The
cambium dries and splits up in all directions into little

pieces, and the whole tree looks like a dried stick. The
effect of this Fungus growth upon large hving trees is one
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of the most astonishing phenomena of Fungus develop-

ment which I have ever seen, and therefore I have ven-

tured to submit specimens for the inspection of the

Scientific Committee, that we may be led to discover the

causes which lead to the growth of so destructive a

Fungus."

Mr. Berkeley remarked that unfortunately no perfect

Fungus was developed, but Mr. Worthington Smith was
inclined to believe it was Polyporus fragrans, an opinion

which he shared. The subject of a minute insect cloiely

resembling the Phylloxera, which he had found on the

roots of a Peach tree, then came under notice. The main

facts of the case will be found in another column

(see p. 1067), and we need only say here that since that

communication was written Mr. Berkeley has received

the following letter from the Rev. J.
Hayworth, which he

read to the meeting :

—

"Your note addressed to Mr. George F. Wilson has

been kindly forwarded to me for perusal, and I now see

reason to regret that I did not forward specimens of the

insect and of the disastrous effects produced by it on the

roots of my Vines in four distinct houses. It must have

been at work for some years, seeing that I have replanted

one house four or five times successively, and have failed

to succeed in growing them. The reason why, I could not

discover, until my gardener one day brought me a portion

of the root covered with the insect. This led me to

examine the roots of the other Vines, and I then found

that all of them were more or less affected. This was the

case also with my pot Vines. Now, these Vines were

raised from eyes and planted in fresh soil, and how the

insect found its way into the pots I am still at a loss to

know. I tried several experiments with these Vines, and
will give you the result of them on another sheet of paper.

My gardener thinks that the msect is dormant during the

season of rest in the winter months, and that as soon as the

Vine begins to throw out fresh roots and rootlets they com-
mence their attacks upon them, and cause the young roots

to club, so that as the season advances the Vines begin to

succumb, and fail to ripen the fruit or perfect the wood
for another year. All my Vines are planted inside, but

many of them have pushed their roots outside, and
whether in or out the result was the same. I have this

year removed Vines and soil from one house, or at least

a part of it, and have had the walls carefully washed
and whiteUmed, and then planted Vines raised

from eyes given me by other gardeners, in maiden
soil, and these seem to be doing well and making
good canes. Time alone can prove whether we have got

rid of the pest. When the root is first examined the

insect is of a bright yellow colour, and may be seen in thick

clusters covering the root, even where no young or fresh

rootlets can be seen ; so that it is evident that they feed

upon the old as well as the fresh roots. I tried to kill

them when removed from the roots with salt and vinegar

and oil, but found that, although stupified, they generally

recovered after a time, and began to crawl about. You
will excuse this rambling description, which I should not

have ventured to send to you had you not expressed your-

self interested in the subject. I enclose a list of experi-

ments tried on the pot Vines, and regret to have to add
that in every instance where the Vine lived the insect has

again made its appearance. My gardener has called my
attention to an article in the Gardeners Chronicle which

I had not previously seen, and which confirms my suppo-

sition that it must have been brought here by Vines pur-

chased. I trust that you will be able to discover the

living insects on the roots sent."

Mr. Berkeley said it .was not necessary to read the

account of the various experiments alluded to in Mr.

Hayworth's letter, but contented himself by saying that

no satisfactory remedy was found. In the last number
of the Society's "Journal a letter on the subject of this

disease would be found, from Mr. Dunn, now gardener at

Dalkeith, but then at Powerscourt. who had found a

remedy for the pest. He, Mr. Berkeley, had not been to

Powerscourt for several years, but he hoped to be there in

October next, and would pay particular attention to the

subject.

Professor Thiselton Dyer wished to call the attention of

the meeting to a drawing of a tropical fruit from Dr.

Moore, of the Glasnevin Botanic Gardens. It was shown
at Birmingham, but amidst the innumerable attractions of

that great meeting it probably ran the risk of being over-

looked. It appeared to be Lucuma obovata, a native of

temperate Peru, and cultivated in the gardens in Chili.

It had fruited this year for the first time probably in this

country, and was apparently a plant veryhttle known. At
a former meeting of the Society it had been mentioned
that the volcanic ashes of Vesuvius were, according to

Signer Piccirillo, a valuable manure for Onions. On the

other hand, according to Professor Pasquale, from con-

taining sodium chloride (common salt), they proved very

injurious to the foliage of plants at the time of the eruption.

Dr. Flight had been so kind as to make some examination
of a portion of the ash from Vesuvius. He states that an
amount by no means to be despised was capable of being
dissolved in water, and the two chief salts in the solu-

tion appeared to be sodium chloride and calcium sulphate
(common salt and gypsum) "There is a little soluble
silicate also. There is certainly ammonia, not much—

I

suppose in the state of chloride. Of phosphoric acid the
merest trace, still a trace. Of potash, which I looked for
sharply, there is none. Of course ! have only examined
the watery extract." This threw some light on the useful-
ness of the ash as a manure. Onions contain a chemical
principle—allyl sulphide, of which sulphur is a constituent,
and to which they owe their flavour ; their tissues also
contain abundance of minute crystals of calcium oxalate.
It was obvious, therefore, that calcium sulphate would
supply both the sulphur and the calcium which the Onion
invariably contains, and it would conduce, therefore, to
its vigorous development. Ammonia, it was well known,
stimulated plant growth. The meeting would be glad to
hear that the Society had dispatched, with the liberal
assistance of Mr. Marshall, a collection of 60 species of
Orchids, to replenish the ravaged plant-houses of the

Jardin des Plantes. The South-Eastern Railway had

liberally expedited the transit of the plants, and he was

glad to say that M. Chevreul had written to acknowledge

their safe arrival.

The Chairman stated that a beautiful and interesting

work, illustrative of the winter garden at Vienna, had
been sent by Mr. F. Antoine for presentation to the

Lindley Library, and he was sure those present would
join him in offering the best thanks of the Society to the

liberal donor. Mr. Saunders also spoke about the

astonishing rapidity of growth made by Aroids. He
found that they required a season of rest, after which, if

put into a brisk heat, they made their growth in an
incredibly short time.

Floral Committee.—John Fraser, Esq., in the

chair. Messrs. Standish & Co., exhibited an interesting

collection of cut spikes of Gladiolus, most of them being

seedlings raised from a cross between G. cruentus and
some of the best of the French varieties, by which means
Mr. Standish hopes to impart a better constitution to this

fine border flower. An extra prize was awarded. Mr.

Bull staged several remarkably hapdsome plants of com-
paratively recently introduced Palms, and a most interest-

ing group of Aroids, which included the largest specimen

we have yet seen of the new Godwinia gigas. Mr.

Bull also sent a well-grown specimen of the Dove
plant (Peristeria elata), the Holy Ghost flower of the

Spaniards, peppermint-scented, and much admired.

Messrs. F. & A. Smith staged a very fine group of

Balsams, the colours being very bright, the flowers of

good size and form, and for the most part very double.

Messrs. Veitch & Son received a Cultural Commendation
for a plant of Grammatophyllum EUisii, with one magnifi-

cent spike of flowers. Mr. J. Chater, Saffron Walden,

sent capital stands of Hollyhocks, and from the Right

Rev. Lord Hawke, Willingham, came a seedling Holly-

hock named Eleanor, a flower of grand form and sub-

stance, and of a rosy pink colour, which received a First-

class Certificate ;
Medora, shown with it, was almost, if not

quite, the same. Mr. C. J. Perry, Castle Bromwich, and
Mr. Eckford, gr. to Earl Radnor, Coleshill, exhibited

stands of seedling Verbenas ; and from Mr. Boxall, gr. to

A. B. Bramley, Esq., Claybury, Woodford Bridge, came
a grand specimen of Cattleya crispa, with four spikes of

exquisitely coloured flowers : a Cultural Commendation
was awarded. Mr. Green, gr. to W. W. Saunders, Esq.,

exhibited one of the best grown plants of Bertolonia

marmorata that we ever saw, being about 2 ft. over, and
the foliage perfect. R. A. Thompson, Esq., of the

South Kensington Museum, exhibited several interesting

forms of British Ferns, one of which, a seedling named
Lastrea Filix-mas var. Festingii, received a First-class

Certificate. G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., sent a well-

grown plant of Lilium lancifolium splendidum, about

6 ft. high, and showing a grand head of flowers.

In a small tent near the Council-room were arranged a

large number of varieties of Bicolor and Tricolor

Pelargoniums, a magnificent lot of Phloxes in pots, and
other subjects. The Phloxes were contributed by
Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, of the Stanstead Park
Nursery, Forest Hill, who managed to send three van-

loads of them, notwithstanding that a violent storm on

Monday last destroyed the beauty of a number of their

best plants. Further notes on this much-admired group,

from the pen of our correspondent " R. D.," will be

found in an adjoining column. The rage for novelties

amongst Tricolour Pelargoniums is decidedly abating
;

so little improvement has been manifested in the

later introductions, one show of them so much re-

sembles another, that we shall content ourselves on this

occasion with naming the principal exhibitors in the

various classes. Mr. Turner had the best collection in the

open class, contributing 50 varieties. A nicely-coloured

plant of Sir R. Napier, shown by Mr. T. Pestridge, was
the best Tricolor shown. The best silver variegated

Zonal was Mrs. Laing, shown by Messrs. Downie, Laird

& Laing ; Mrs. Rousby, shown by Mr. Turner, being 2d
;

Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing also had the best Gold
and Bronze Zonal~W. E. Gumbleton. The golden-

leaved Selfs shown were very poor. Mr. Turner's May
Queen was the best silver-edged variety shown ; and first

in the class for Nosegays was the fine new pink, Mrs.
Quilter, also contributed by Mr. Turner. Messrs. E. G.

Henderson & Son, and Mr. T. Pestridge, also contri-

buted collections of these plants ; and R. A. Thompson,
Esq., staged here another group of British Ferns.

Fniit Oommittee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S.,

in the chair. Perhaps the subject which created most
interest at this meeting was the new White Grape, Duke
of Buccleuch, two bunches of which were shown by the

raiser, Mr. Wm. Thomson, of the Tweedside Vineyard,

Clovenfords, N.B. The bunches were of a nice uniform

size, the berries being remarkably fine and round, in the

way of Dutch Hamburgh, and differing only in this

respect from the Golden Champion, the parents of both
sorts being the same. The colour of the berries was
pale greenish amber, and as regards the flavour, we can
only say, not having tasted them, that those who did

considered it superior to the Golden Champion, which
belongs to the Hamburgh class. The Vine from which
these bunches were cut is only two years old,

and growing in the same house with Black Hamburgh,
than which it is one month earlier. The committee was
much pleased with the appearance of the Grape, and in

accordance with a suggestion made by Mr. Thomson,
the Secretary, Mr. Barron, was deputed to visit the

Vineries at Tweedside, with a view of reporting on the

general appearance and constitution of the Vine, &c.

Mr. Record, gr. to the Marquis of Sahsbury, Hatfield,

sent fine clusters of fruit of Habrothamnus elegans, which
very rarely seen bearing fruit so freely. Messrs. Lane

& Son sent a collection of Grapes, the excellence of which
gained for them a Cultural Commendation. From
Mr. Tillery, Welbeck, came examples of a highly

coloured seedling Nectarine, said to be a cross

between Balgowan and Elruge, on the first of which,
though a large, handsome fruit, it was considered no

improvement. Mr. Tillery also sent a remarkably hand-
some dish of Grosse Mignonne Peaches, and a good fruit

of the Queen Emma Melon, which had been grown in a
(

box in a Pine stove. Mr. Roberts, gr., Holwood Park, {

Kent, sent an exceedingly fine dish of Barrington Peaches,
ripened on the back wall of a house ; and a dish of highly
coloured fruit of the Violette Hative Nectarine was contri-

buted by Mr. Lane, gr. to J. Bray, Esq., Pyrgo Park,

Romford. From Mr. D. Piccirillo. Wigmore Street, came
extraordinary examples of red and Naples White early

Onions, one of the latter weighing 4 lb. 2 oz. Messrs.

J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith, exhibited a dish of a fine

lieshy-podded Beans from 7 to 8 inches long, which were
approved by the committee. A large round dark red
Gooseberry, a seedling named Hewson's, shown by Mr.

J. Hewson, gr., Newark, near Peterborough, possessed
excellent flavour. Prizes were offered for early Plums

—

Rivers' Golden Gage, shown by Mr. Clark, gr. to Major-
Gen. Claremont, Roehampton, being considered the best.

For the best collection of Gooseberries, Mr. Beach, gr. to

C. J.
Herries, St. Juhan's, Sevenoaks, was ist, and Mr.

Earley, Valentines, 2d. The six heaviest Gooseberries
came from Mr. Kirtland, of Bletchington.

Florists' Flowers.
I HAVE no doubt that considerable surprise would

have been manifested had some of the visitors to the

Royal Horticultural Society's show on Wednesday
been informed that the fine collection of beautiful

Phloxes in pots, staged by Messrs. Downie, Laird

^L Laing, represented a genus of herbaceous plants that

are sufficiently hardy to withstand our severest, winters ;

that they are easily propagated, and require but little

attention during the growing season. It was the most
successful illustration of the adaptability of the her-

baceous Phlox for pot culture that we have yet seen.

The collection comprised nearly 80 plants, varying

from 2 to 6f\ feet in height, of good branching habits,

and carrying fine heads of flower. Those who have
from time to time hinted that if the herbaceous Phlox
was subjected to pot culture it would assuredly suffer

in quality and quantity of bloom, would here have been
convinced that their fears were groundless. The
development was so fine in many instances, that the

plants might have been grown in the open ground;
and, in fact, it was thought by some the plants had
indeed been only recently lifted from the open ground,

and temporarily placed in pots to be exhibited. Per-

haps the strangest circumstance of all is, that some of

the plants shown on this occasion had been grown in

pots for the last three years.

The method of growing these Phloxes in pots is after

all a simple one ; but it is one of those instances in

which there is no doubt something of a " knack" of

doing it, and, this once possessed, the thing is "plain
as way to parish church." As soon as the plants have
done blooming, and have ripened their growth, they
are cut down, and the pots plunged in coal-ashes in

the open ground ; and when severe weather conies in,

some litter is thrown over the plants to preserve the

crowns from harm. Here they remain until the spring,

when the plants begin to break into growth ; they are

then turned out of the pots, the roots trimmed, and re-

potted in smaller pots, and as soon as these are well

filled with roots, the plants are then placed in the

blooming-pots. During the summer they are plunged
in a shady position, and kept well watered : a check
at this stage would be a serious matter. One moral at

least to be drawn from the admirable plants staged by
Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing appeared to be this,

that there is nothing like well-established plants

for the purpose ; and further, there is no doubt
a more general adaptability of certain sorts for pot cul-

ture than others, and this experience of varieties can
only be gained by those attempting to grow them in

pots.

Some fine new varieties of their own raising, not yet

distributed, were staged by Messrs. Downie, Laird &
Laing in their collection. They were as follows :

—

Ada Louisa, pure white, with distinct rosy purple eye,

very pretty, and remarkably free ; Countess of Eglinton,

clear deep lilac-rose, dashed with violet, very good,
distinct, and of fine quality ; H. M. Simons, pale

bright rose, tinted with violet, fine-shaped pip, and
enormous truss ; Lilacina, pale lilac with white
blotches, the colours having the appearance of being

distinctly quartered on the pips ; very pretty and
novel ; J. K, Lord, rosy carmine, with shaded crimson
round the eye, very fine pip and truss ; and Purple
Prince, bright rosy purple, with dark centre

—

very
distinct, and finely-formed pip.

Of flowers already distributed Messrs. Downie,
Laird & Laing have Lothair, light salmon-scarlet, a
very distinct and striking shade of colour ; and A. F.

Barron, pale bright lilac, with large crimson eye ; both
remarkably fine Phloxes. Other fine varieties were
Amabile, Do Caen, Madame la Comtesse de Turenne,
Lady Hulse, very pretty in colour ; Liervallii, Madame
Domage, Madame Conrad, a fine hue of colour ; Mar-
chioness of Lome, very distinct and pretty ; Helulse,

Czarina, pure wiiite, very dwarf growing for pots

;

and Souvenir dc Bcrrycr. Liervallii was the only

really striped variety shown on this occasion, and good
striped flowers appear to be scarce. Cultivators say

that the striped varieties of the herbaceous Phlox seed

very sparingly indeed, and this circumstance may
possibly account for the scarcity just alluded to. R. />-
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©fittuarfi.

We have, with regret, to record the death of Mr.

James Ivery, of the firm of Ivery & Son, Nursery-

men, of Dorking, Surrey, which took place on the

2d inst. Besides carrying on a considerable business

as a general nurseryman, Mr. Ivery has been fur many

years known as a raiser and an extensive culuvator

and exhibitor of Indian Azaleas ; and of late years

he has, with the assistance of Mr. Appleby, worked

up one of the most extensive and valuable trade

collections of British and other hardy Ferns to be

met with at the present day, and of which he

was a frequent exhibitor. Mr. Ivery was a remark-

ably quiet, unassuming man, and highly respected

amongst the horticultural fraternity. He had attained

his 48th year.

THE WEATHER.
STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, August 7, 1871.
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sufficient strength by the winter. There are hardy
perennials which will sow their own seed and grow
like weeds, but they are in general so easily propa-
gated by parting their roots, that those only of which
new varieties are wanted, are in general sown. How-
ever, the seed may be sown at two periods of the year,
the one directly it is ripe, the other in the spring.
The process of autumn sowing depends upon a mild
winter, that of spring sowing cannot well fail. If you
desire to sow in autumn, the seed should be thinly
sown on a spot which can be covered with a glass
frame, and plenty of air must be given on all favour-
able occasions. There is but little gained by this,

because many kinds will bloom as well after spring
sowing as after autumn. In fact, there is sometimes a
struggle between the plant and the season to bloom
just at the close of the year. Edward Bennett, Enville.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—If the condition of the roots of fruiting

Pine plants is satisfactory, the fruit, with the ad-
vantage of sun, light, and heat, which we may now
expect, and ordinary care, will be sure to finish per-
fectly. Attend regularly to watering, using weak
guano water on every occasion ; also to airing and
.syringing. At the time of closing the house well
syringe every available space, and the plants occa-
sionally overhead. The dry heat supplied by the hot-
water pipes being unnecessary at this season, will
enable you to command a state of atmospheric
moisture in the house which is unattainable at any
other period of the year : under these circumstances.
Pine plants make more rapid growth than at any other
time, and the fruit swells much more freely. The
plants from which the winter supply of fruit is ex-
pected should now be up, or starting. If any dif-

ficulty is experienced in getting them to show fruit,

cut them off, or shake them out at once and re-pot
them, and give them the treatment before advised
under such circumstances. I chiefly depend on the
suckers I obtained from last summer's fruiting plants,
which were potted about the end of July last year,
and shifted into the fruiting pots the end of September
following ; these rarely fail to show at this season
(especially Smooth Cayennes), and give the supply of
winter fruit. Let successional plants have every en-
couragment to make a sturdy growth, and the recently
potted suckers should have the treatment before advised.
G. T. miles, Wycombe Abbey Gardens.
Peaches and Nectarines.—For the conjoint pur-

poses of hardening and ripening the young wood where
the crop is gathered, and lessening the labour in the
way of syringing and watering still necessary to be
observed in early houses, the sashes may be taken off
for a few weeks. As, however, fixed roofs will not
admit of the like procedure, full admission of air, as
well as occasional thorough washings down of the
foliage, must be persisted in until the fruit parts from the
tree through maturation. In cases where the fruit is

ripening faster than it can be used, a portion of the crop
may be retarded a little by shading it from the sun.
In effecting the operation of gathering the crop, the
fruit should be gently taken in the hollow of the hand,
and allowing the softest parts of the fingers and thumb
to carefully press as much as possible behind the fruit,

when it will, if ripe, readily part from the tree without
danger of bruising. Wm. Gardiner, Eatmgton Park.

Notices to Correspondents.
.'^PPLE Trees : G. C. Your Apple trees are attacked by

what is called American blight. The best cure we
have found is to syringe the trees with clear water very
frequently with a very powerful syringe, sufficiently so to
reach all the lutle crevjces of the bark, and to wash out
the insects on to the ground ; then scrape up the
surface soil and bum it. Great perseverance is required.

Books : Broq. Grisebach's Flora of the West India
Islands (Reeve & Co.)

Diseases in Pla.nts : Laurel Leaves. The spots arise
from drops of rain which have rested for some time on
the leaves, whose chlorophyl is very imperfect. We
doubt very much whether the trees will recover. The
best chance is to examine the roots, cut off any
affected parts, and put in new soil. M. J. B.—Camjee.
Your leaves appear to be those of a Sycamore, and not
of a Plane tree. We believe, however, that the names
are often popularly confounded in Scotland. The
swellings are in all probability produced by an Acaroid
similar to that which causes like processes in Lime
leaves. M. J. B.

Gardenias : W. A. L. asks if some of our correspond-
ents will kindly afford him some information on the
best method of growing and flowering Gardenias.

Grapes Cracking : Subscriber, Co. Cork. We never
heard of a Grape called " Cassles Muscat," but if by
that you mean Chasselas Musqud, we may say that this
particular variety is subject to cracking if the roots and
the atmosphere of the house are not kept moderately
dry when the fruit is ripening. Pay attention to this
point another year, and you will not want a remedy.

Grapes Mildewed: T. W. Your Grapes are very
Ijadly affected with mildew. Dust them over imme-
diately with flowers of sulphur—leaves, berries, and all.

fnr.Th ;?
",™'''" °" ^ ''=* ''^>'=^' 'hen syringe it off

Che, kl^H l\ °'f',
''^i"-,"^'"- If the mildew is notchecked by the first application, repeat it. Treat yourVines in the ordinary way. To ripen Grapes you mustgive air and that in abundance, both by day and njh

If you had treated your Vines more liberally with re|ard
to air, mildew would not have troubled you so much.

Insects ; E. H. M. The "grubs" under the bark of a
Tulip tree are the Millepede. Julus plumbeus, which feed
on decaying vegetable matter. /. O. W.—J. C. The
large caterpillar sent is that of the common Puss moth,
Cerura Vemila. /. O. IV.

Latest Strawberry for Market : Old Sub. Elton
Pine is the best late Strawberry in cultivation for
market purposes.

Lawn : Croquet. There is more than one respectable
nurseryman in your neighbourhood who would do what
you want, and give you an estimate beforehand.

Names of Plants : W. T. C. We do not undertake
to name florists' flowers. Your Coleus is a break in the
way of C. Tryoni, of which we have seen one or two
others.— W. //., Luton. The same as sent us by the
correspondent to whom you refer.—C W. S. i,

Oncidium (seecarthaginense) ; 2, agrees with Bot. Reg.
figure of O. Lanceanum

; 3, Acineta Barkeri
; 4,

Ophiopogon spicatum (Bot. Reg. ^()-i,).—Subscriber,
Cork. 2, Euonymus japonicus

; 4, Mesembryanthe-
mum sp.

; 10. Adiantum Capillus-Veneris ; 11, Berberis
Darwinii. We cannot attempt to name the others
from such scraps.

—

T. S., Newry. i, Hydrangea; 2,

Physostegia imbricata: 3, Rhamnus sp. ; 4, Rhus
Cotinus

; 6, Spiraea hypericifolia.^-y. W. W. ^schy-
nanthus. species not matched.—y. Il',, Chester. Looks
like a Diospyros, but we cannot say for certain without
flowers.

—

Tone. Apparently Pteris nemorosa, but we
will compare further and report.

Oncidium macranthum : X. C. Yes. You may train
the spike round an oval wire or circular support.

Peach Trees : G. C. It is a very common occurrence
for old Peach trees to decay and die off in the manner
you describe. It may be due to a variety of causes

—

old worn-out constitution ; the effects of frost it may be
years ago ; neglect, in allowing the leaves to get
destroyed by green-fly, red spider, &x. ; or at any time
suddenly denuding the tree of a great part of its leaves
or branches. In short, any violent check to its consti-
tution or systematic neglect. If very bad, we would
recommend you to destroy them, trench up the border,
and replant with young trees.

RovAL Belshazzar Peas : H. IV. Porteous. Your
Pea is the old well-known Crown Pea, or Bunch Pea,
which might have been seen growing at Chiswick this
season. It is peculiar in producing all the pods in a
cluster or bunch at the top of the stem, which is much
fasciated. Beyond this peculiarity, it has no other
quality to recommend it, and is only grown as a
curiosity. As for its being the Mummy Pea, taken out
of the hands of an Egyptian mummy, we have heard
the tale scores of times, and applied to other Peas.
It 15 simply nonsense.

SiGMA's Hoe and Dibble : An Old Subscriber would
be much obliged by any of your correspondents in-
forming him where these implements (introduced some
years ago) can now be produced.

Tuberoses : G. C. We cannot say, not knowing all
the facts of the case. Consult your solicitor.

Vines : F. W. Yes. Dust them with flowers of sulphur.

Communications Received.—J. H, H.—H D — T D H C—H. A.-W. G.—S. B. D.—A. T.—H. W. W.—T. K.
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The markets generally show a great falling off in the
supplies, and there is consequently a much thinner
attendance of both growers and buyers, some of the
former having scarcely any fruit to bring up. Heavy
consignments of Plums, Gages. Pears, and Apples are to
hand from the Continent, and find a ready trade.
Supplies of Potatos are also very short.

Cut Flowere.

s. d. s. d.
Blue Cornflower, p.

12 bun. .

.

..30 — 40
Carnations, p. bunch 40 — 60
Clove Carnations, p.

12 bun. . , ..40 — 60
Gardenias, p. doz. . . 40 — 60
Heliotropes, p. doz.
sprays —06

s. d. s. d.
Heartsease, p. labun. i 6— 30
Mignonette, 12 bun. 30 — .

Myosotis, p. bun,. . 02 — 06
Pelargoniums, Zonal,

p. 12 sprays . . 04 — o g
Roses, per doz. . . 10 — 60
Stephanotis,T2Sprays4 o — 6 o
SweelPeas,p. izbun. 2 o — 40

Balsams p. doz.
Calceolaria, . . do.
Double Gera-
niums . . do.

Fuchsia - , do.

Heath, invars, do.
Hydrangea p. doz.

Lobelia . . do.

Plants in Pots.

s. d. s. d.

3 o— 6 o
60—..

4 o— 6 o
4 0—12 o

12 o—24 o
9 o— ..

4 o— 6 o

Liliumauratum do.
— lancifolium do.

Mignonette, do.
Myrtles .. do.
Pelargonium .. do.— Scarlet .. do,
Rhodanthc .. do.

s.d.

5 o
s. d.

I 6
I o— 2 o
4 o-
6 o-
g o-
4 o-
6 o-

Fruit.

Apricots, p. doz.

Cherries, p. lb.

Figs, p. doz.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100
Melons, each

J. d. s. d.

. 2 o to 5 o
. 10 — 30
. 4 o — 10 o
. 20 — 60
. 7 o — 10 o
3 o to 8 o

d. J. d.

— 10 oNectarines, p. doz. ., _

Oranges, per 100 . . 10 o —15 o
Peaches, per doz. . . 80 —180
Pears, per doz, . . 20 — 40
Pine-apples, per lb. 3 o — 70
Strawberries, p. lb. i o — 20

Vegetables.

s. d. s. d. \ s. d. s. d.
Artichokes,green, ea. o 3 to o 6

j

Lettuces, perscore. . 1 oto a o
Beet, per doz. .. i o— 3 o
Cabbages, per doz. .. 10— i 3
Cardoons, each . . . . — ,

.

Carrots, p. bunch . . o 7— 10
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 2 o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle . i o— 2 o
Cucumbers, each . . o 6— 1 o
French Beans, new,
per i sieve . . . . — 30

Herbs, per bunch . , o 2— o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun.3 o— 5 o
Leeks, per bunch . , o 2— o 4

Mushrooms, p. pott. .. — 30
Onions, per bunch ..o 4— o 9
Parsley, p. bunch . . o 2— o 6
Peas, new, per qt. i o— 2 o
Radishes, per bunch o 2— .

.

Rhubarb, p. bund. . .. — 04
Salsafy, per bun — ..

Scorzonera, per bun, .. — ..

Shallots, per lb. ., o 6— ..

Spinach, per i sieve 2 6— 3 o
Tomatos, p. doz. . . a o— 4 o
Turnips, p. bun — 09

New Potatos—Round, ^s. to 75. per cwt. ; Kidneys, 5*. od.
to -js. do.

Choice Flower Seeds, Post Free.

BS. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
• Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper

HoUoway, London, N. n . j
,

" ' Per packet—J. d.
Wilhams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Slixed,

i». M, 2j. W.,jj. 6(i.. ana S
Plants from this Seed have always been awarded First Prizes

wherever exhibited.
NeiU's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,

ij. W., 2J. W., JJ. 6<i.,and s o
LISIANTHUS PRINCEPS m. W. and 5 o
WeatheriU's extra choice strain of CINERARIA.

IS. td. , 2f. 0^. , 31. 6ii. , and 5 o
Wicdns'prizestrain of CYCLAMEN.. u. M., 2*. 6rf., and 3 6
POLYANTHUS. Wiggins' prize stram .. .. i*. and i 6
PRIMULA JAPONICA, new seed (own saving) a 6
INTERMEDIATE STOCK, Mauve Queen a 6

^^ .. „ Pink Queen 26
The above Stocks were awarded First-class Certificates by

the Royal Horticultural Society at Kensington and Royal
llotanic Society. Regent's Park. May 8, 1872.

Bw«rt Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-
mended 10

i> 1) Purple Queen, very fine i o
Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER .. .. .. .. i o

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper Holloway, London, N.

To the Trade.

L JACOB -MAKOY AND CO.. Nurserymen,
• Liege, Belgium, respectfully offer :

—

LATANIA BORBONICA, i-yr., 151. per 100; jC6 per 1000.

.. ,, 2-yr., i6j. per 100; Li per 1000.
CHAM.'EROPS FORTUNEl (cxcelsa), 1 yr., i6j. per 100.

.. I, in single pots. 6—8 leaves, £-^ i2j, per 100.
ARECA RUBRA, in single pots, 2—3 leaves. 365. per loa
CYATHEA MEDULLARIS Ivera). fine plants, li per dozen.
P.^ONIA ARBOREA, in pots, 20 varieties, ;£4 per 100.

SEEDS NEWLY IMPORTED.
LATANIA BORBONICA, isj. per 1000; la, iw. per 10,000.
ARECA MADAGASCARIENS1S,8j. per 100; jf3 per 1000.
ARAUCARIA BRA5ILIENSIS, 55. pe r 100.

rHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition—
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE.forTop-Dressing.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITRO PHOSPHATE
MANGEL, HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Bonar,

& Co.), NlTRATEof SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c
iit>. Fenchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(registered Trade Mark, " Flying Albatross"), is now ready for

delivery in quantity and in fine condition. The best Fertiliser yet
produced. Its base is Peru^-ian Government Guano. It contains
21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Salts
of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voelckcr, Dr. Anderson, Professor
Way, Mr. Ogston, Mr. Sibson.
Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so
long as the seals remain unbroken.
BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, 20, Billitcr Street, E.C.

TANNED NETTING, for Garden purposes,
Protecting Fruits from Birds, &c Widths i, 2, 3, and 4 yards.

Price id. per square yard.
HOOPER AND CO.. Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Archangel and Petersburg Mats.

J BLACKBURN and SONS, having just received
• a large consignment of NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERS-

BURG MATS at reduced prices, will forward Price Listen appli-
cation. Samples to be seen at 4 and 5. Wormwood Street. London, K,C.

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.
JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7. Commercial Street, Shoreditch. London.

Greenhouses, Conservatories, and Hothouses.

H FREEMAN and SONS. 106, Mare Street.
• Hackney. E. Established 30 years. Good and substantial

made GREENHOUSES, Painted and Glazed, ready for Fixing,
42 feet long 13 feet wide, l,so\ 21 feci by 13 fcet,;j;28; la^ feet by
lofcet, :£i5. A handsome CONSERVATORY on hand, 35K l«t by
1 8 feet, £\\o. ___^^

Perfection In Heating.JG. SMEATON and CO..
• HORTICL'LTURAL ARCHITECTS and BuiLDERS, HOT-WATER

and Steam-heating Engineers,
71, Harwood Road,

Walham Green, Fulham.
London. S.W.

Consultations in all parts of the Kingdom.
Plans and Estimates gratis.

Efficiency in all branches guaranteed.

HARTLEY AND SUGDEN,
WROUGHT WELDED BOILER MAKERS,

ATLAS WORKS, HALIFAX,
Manufacturers of the IMPROVED WROUGHT WELDED

CHAMBERED SADDLE BOILERS, with extended waterway and
terminal end, to which the Gold Medal of the Royal Horticultural

Society has been awarded. These Boilers can be supplied in any siie

up to that required to heat 6000 feet of pipe, and will be found
thoroughly efficient and economical in consumption of (uel.

Prices and particulars can be obtained from the Trade, by and to

whom only they are supplied.—July, 1872.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Tesiimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager. 39A, Kmg William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Prescr\e Stone. &c,. from

Decay. Manulactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, yr^K, King William Street. London, E.G.

T"^0~RirS0LD, a"~STEAM SELF-PROPELLING
FIRE ENGINE, HOIST, and MACHINERY DRIVER

(Roberts' Patent).
Manufactured at the Works of BROWN. LENOX and CO.,

Millwall, London. Extreme dimensions, i a feet 6 inches long, 6 feet
6 inches wide.
Two Vertical Steam Cylinders. 6 inches diameter, 13 inches stroke.
Two Gun-metal Pumps, 9M inches diameter, 8 inches stroke, and

air vessels.
Has thrown water 140 feet hifih from a i^ inch jet, and is fitted

with a regulator lo throw any quantity from a pint to nearly 2 tons per
minute.
Runs on a level turnpike road at the rate of 18 miles an hour, and

steers with facility, turning in little more than half its length,

lias a fair inventory nf hose, &c.
On the engine-shaft is a pulley or rigger, and a windlass, the former

being used for driving machinery of almost any kind, and the latter as
a hoist. The Engine can be applied to almost all the uses of an
ordinary portable engine, and at a trifling expense might be converted
to a Steam Float, with paddle-wheels, for dock or harbour use; or might
be easily altered for Kailway traction.

The whole is in very fair condition, and can be seen in London, by
appointment,

I'or iurthcr particulars and price, address ENGINEERp
41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
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FARM TO BE LET, in Essex, 20 miles from London,
of 430 Acres— 2CX3 Pasture dood Residence. &c. Three Packs

of Hounds in the vicinity —A, H . Ini^itestonc, Essex^
" BerksMrei-Farm to Let,

rpo BE LET. from Michaelmas next, a FARM.
J- situate about six miles from Reading, and containing 182 acres,

164 of which are Arabic, and i8 Pasture and Meadow Land.

Mr. SANDERSON, ii. Fall Mall East, S.W.

Corn and Slieep Farm, with Sporting.

TO BE LET. from Michaelmas next, the BURY
COURT FARM, Nether Wallop, Hants, comprisinR 851 Acres,

chiefly Arabic, with Chalk Subsoil. Two Sets of Farm liuildinRs, and
Sx Cottnfics. The Lands may be reached in four miles from Grateley,

tivc miles from Slockbridge, and three miles from Deane, all Stations

on the London and Southwestern Railway. For particulars apply to

Mr. HUGH E. RAYNlllKli. Land A),'ent, &c , Basingstoke.

£ieo, or at Valuation-

THE LEASE and GOODWILL of a SMALL
ESTABLISHED NL'RSERV, Furnishing and Jobbing Business

attached : west of London.
PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Nurscrj'men, &c., American

Nurseries, Leylonstone, Essex, N.E.

To Florists and Others.

TO BE LET, a FLORIST'S HOUSE, now being
erected at the entrance to Worcester Park, Soiilh-Westeru

Kailway, close to Station, with larf^e Conservatory, back entrance,
and Land in neighbourhood if required. Would be finished to suit
the requirements of a Tenant The House has been creeled to meet
the wants of the nci£:hbourhood.

Mr K. WATSON. 30, Cursitor Street. Chancery- Lane. E.C.

WANTED, for 12 months certain, a SMALL
FURNISHED COTTAGE, near London, containing not less

than Four Bedrooms, Two Sitting-rooms, and cood Kitchen Garden
desirable. Rent not to e.>.cced /50, or the use of as many Rooms in a
Farm-house, with Board for Three Adults, and Four Children under 7,
not to exceed j£200 per annum

X. M. Y., Mr. Hill's, Brighlon Terrace, New Cross, S.E.

SALES BY AU CTION.
Imported Orchids and Stove and Greenhouse Hants.
MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, Kin;; Street, Covent i.arden. WC., on
TUESDAY, August i^, at hair-past la o'Clock precisely, a large
importation of CYPRIPEDIUM NIVEUM, and other choice
ORCHIDS, just arrived, in good condition. Also a COLLECTION
of CAMELLIAS. AZALEAS. HE.\THS, CACTI, and Established
ORCHIDS, the properly of a Gentleman giving up their culture,

On view the morning i:il bale, and Catalogues had.

M Dutch Bulbs.
R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

SATURDAY, August 17, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a con-
signment, just arrived from Holland, of HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUSES, NARCISSUS. SNOWDROPS, IRIS, and other
BULBS, in Lots, to suit the Trade.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Annual Autumn Sale of Winter-Blooming Heaths. &c.* MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have receivedM^XtX instructions from Mr Inhn Eraser, of the Lea Brid);c Road
Nurseries, to SELL by AUCTION, early in SEPTEMBER, several
thousands of the best varieties of WINTER-FLOWERING
HEATHS, together with an assortment of AZALEAS, TEA-
SCENTED ROSES, SOLANUMS, TREE CARNATIONS, EPA-
CRIS. CYCLAMENS, and other popular GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Full particulars will be given in future .A.dveriibcmcnts.

Beaumont Grange, near Lancaster.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHUKNS.

MR. STRAFFORD has received instructions from
Mr. W, W. Slye to announce for SALE by AUCTION, at

Beaumont Grange, on WEDNESDAY, August 21 next, about
THIRTY HEAD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS, including
some choice specimens of the famed Knightley and Kirklcvington
strains. First class Sires of the latter blood have been used. Also
will be offered, SIX Valuable YOUNG BULLS from the splendid
Herd of the Right Hon. the Earl of Ecctive, Underley Hall, Kirkby
Lonsdale.
Catalogues, wiih Pedigrees, may be had on application to Mr.

STRAFFORD. 13, Eusion Square, London, N.W. ; or of Mr. SLYE,
-Dcaumont Grange, near Lan(.aster.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP SALE APPOINTMENTS,
1872.

W. O. FOSTER, Esq., Apley, at Smithfield, Shrewsburj-, TUES-
DAY. August 27.

The FIFTH SALE at SMITHFIELD. SHREWSBURY, TUES-
DAY. August 27 : 2i;o RAMS and EWES.

Mr. WM. BAKER'S, Moor Barns. Atherstone. WEDNESDAY,
September 4: 40 RAMS and So EWES and THEAVES.

Mr. H SMITH'S, Sutton Maddock, Shifnal. FRIDAY, Scptembern:
30 RAMS and 100 EWES and THEAVES.

Mr. G. A. MAY'S. Elford Park. Tamworth, MONDAY, September 16:
40 RAMS, 220 EWES and THEAVES. and 140 EWE and RAM
LAMBS, bemg his entire Ram Breeding Flock.

Mr. C. TIMMIS'S. Brick House, Stafford, TUESDAY, September 17:
30 RAMS and 80 EWES and THEAVES.

The FIFTEENTH GREAT CENTRAL SALE at BINGLEY
HALL. BIRMINGHAM, THURSDAY, September 10: 750RAMS and EWES.

Mr. R. M. WRIGHT'S SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE, at
Coppenhall Hall, near Stafford. MONDAY, September 23.

LYTHALL and CLARKE, Auctioneers.
30. New Street. Birmingham

sale of the Godstone Flock of Pure-bred Southdown
SHEEP.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
this old-established and well-known FLOCK of SOUTH-DOWNS, the property of Mr. Slcnning, at Godstone Green, Surrey,

on WEDNESDAY. August 14, at Two o'Clock. It comprises
about 300 Ewes and Lambs. 100 Ewe Tegs. 26 Rams, and 30 Ram
Lambs, bred principally and for many years from the celebrated flock
of Mr. Rigdcn. of Hove.

Catalogues, with particulars, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,
15. l^ngham Place. Regent Street. London, W.

Thurmaston Lodge, near Leicester.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on TUESDAY, August 27 (the day before the Leicestershire

Agricultural Show), at Thurmaston Lodge Farm, Leicester, theHERD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS, comprising about Fifty
Head of Bulls, Cows, and Heifers, the property of T. Allen, Esq. It
has been selected from the well-known Herds of Lord Penrj'hn, Lord
Walsingham, Messrs. Packe, Meakin, Booth, and other breeders, and
among the animals are several represenutives of good old tribes that
have been favourably known both for milking and flesh producing quali-
ties for generations. The pure Bates bull, Duke of Waterloo 128,464),
bred by Lord Penrhyr. has been and is still in use, and the stock
generally will be lound of a very useful and profitable description.
AUo will be SOLD, several well-bred a-ycar-old and yearling

HEIFERS, by Pedigree Bulls, out of Dairy Cows, and about Fifteen
PURE LEICESTER RAMS and RAM LAMBS.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,

15. Langham Place. Regent Street. London, W.
Ribchester, Preston, Lancashire.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION.
on FRIDAY, August 30. at Ribchester- between Preston,

Blackburn, and Clitheroe, the ENTIRE HERD of PURE-BRED
SHORTHORNS, belonging to Thos. Braceweil, Esq. The original
stock was selected several years ago from the Herds of the Hon. G. E.
Lasccllcs, Dr. Dickinson. Jon, Peel, Esq., and Mr. R. S. Brucre. Sir
David (35.135), by Baron Booth from a King Anhur Cow, was at first
used, and has been followed by Mr Carr's pure Booth Bull SirW indsor Broughton (27,507), who is included in the sale. Many of the
animals contain several crosses of well-known Warlaby and Killerby
sires, and the Cows are abundant milkers.
..A few pure LEICESTER SHEEP, from the noted Prize Flock of
Air. I. H. Hutchinson, will also be offered.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,

15, Langham Place, Regent Street, London, W.

'•pHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.X (Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)
DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,

LABOURERS' COTTAGES. RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-
TION, &c.

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above
purposes, without investigation of title.

For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R
RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. i, Great George Street,
Storey's Gale, Westminster, S.W.

Poultry Exhibition. In Connection with the
STAFFORDSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY-

STAFFORD MEETING. SEPEMBER 10, 11, and 13, - In
addition to the usual Prices for Stock Produce, and offered for com-
petition within the limits of the Society's operations. Special Prizes
of jfiss and £1% for the best and second best S lALLION for Agricul-
tural Purposes, also Prizes for POULTRY and IMPLEMENTS,
arc open for competition to the United Kingdom.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 10.

Prize Lists and Forms ol Entry are now ready, and may be had on
application to the Secretar>', W. TOMKINSON, Newcastle, Staffs.

CRAVEN AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.—The
ANNUAL SHOW of this SOCIETY will take place at

SKIPTON,on FRIDAY, August 30.

First Prize for Hunters, £20. \ First Prize for Lcapers, £15.
Prize Lists and Forms of Entry may be had of
Skipton, August I, 1872. GEO. KENDALL, Sec.

SATURDAY, AUGUST lo, 1872.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Thl:rsd,\y, Aug. 15 I Northumberland Agricultural Society, at15 I North

16; Ncv castle-on-Tync.

FOOT-AND-MOUTH DISEASE is well

known to stockowners in this country,

and generally has been accepted as one of the

ills which cattle are heir to. No very serious

apprehensions have been, as a rule, entertained

as to the results of its prevalence, and until the

cattle plague led to legislative interference with

the free movement of animals over the country,

and familiarised men's minds with the notion of

dealing with cattle diseases by Act of Parliament

or Order of Council, no attempt to stamp out

foot-and-mouth disease met with a favourable

reception from our breeders and feeders. Latterly,

however, the malady has in many places assumed
such a virulent form, that people are rather

inclined to complain of the laxity than the

stringency of the laws which have been made
for its suppression, and at some agricultural

meetings suggestions have been offered, which,

if carried into effect, would place foot-and-

mouth disease in the same category as cattle

plague, and suspend the whole cattle trade of

the country in order to arrest its progress. In

theory this proposition may be plausible enough,

but in practice it would infallibly break down.
The country would not accept the various restric-

tions which were rendered necessary by the pre-

sence of a fatal plague, for the purpose of getting

rid of an affection which is indigenous in this

country, and which even the cattle plague restric-

tions could only control, and not extinguish.

We should submit to all the loss and incon-

venience which a suspension of the free move-
ment of stock would entail, with a full convic-

tion that the results would be only beneficial for

a time, and that as soon as the movement of

cattle again became general the affection, in a
more or less active form, would return. It was
so in iS67,when cattle plague and foot-and-mouth
disease were apparently stamped out together,

and it would be again.

During the summer and autumn of 1867 foot-

and-mouth disease was a novelty in this country.

In the winter of the same year it reappeared, and
the first cases in the lairs of the Metropolitan

Market were among home-bred stock ; from that

time the affection continued to advance slowly,

without assuming the form of an epizootic until

1S69, when in this country and also on the Con-
tinent its spread was wide and rapid. Several

severe outbreaks of foot-and-mouth disease have
occurred in this country since its first appearance
in 1839, but the one from which we are now
suffering has been remarkably prolonged, and in

many respects more serious than its predeces-

sors. It might be said to have commenced in the

spring of 1869, and throughout 1870 and part of

1 87 1 it raged all over the country. In the latter

part of 1871 it was moderated, but again burst

out in the beginning of the present year.

A very noticeable feature of the present out-

break has been the fatality of the disease in

many districts, and a tendency to second and
third attacks.

Like most contagious diseases, foot-and-

mouth complaint gives to the system of the

animal which has recovered from an attack a

certain power of resistance to the action of the

infecting virus ; but recently the number of

animals which have suffered a second, and even

a third attack, have been so numerous, that the
former belief in the immunity enjoyed by a
recovered animal is rapidly dying out, and at

the same time the fatality which has attended
the disease has quite dissipated the feeling of
indifterence with which it was once regarded.

Calves have suffered most, not merely from the
effects of the disease in their own system, but
from sucking diseased milk from the sick cows

;

and in many cases before the affection has mani-
fested itself by outward signs in the cow, the
virus in the system has rendered the milk
poisonous to the young animals which have
taken it. Pigs have also died in considerable
numbers, and cattle in many instances have
succumbed to a low fever which has supervened,
attended with symptoms of blood poisoning

;

while in other cases ulceration of the foot struc-

tures, disease of the udder, or the formation
of extensive abscesses in various parts of the

body, have rendered animals useless even when
they have not died.

We do not desire to convey the impression
that the virulence of the present form of foot-

and-mouth disease in certain districts is unpre-
cedented ; on the contrary, we are aware of

equally serious results of the malady in previous

outbreaks. In 1841 the affection assumed a most
severe type, and attacked cattle, sheep, pigs, and
even poultry, with fatal effects ; sloughing of

hoof was during this year very common, and after

a market-day in Smithfield the dissevered hoofs

of sheep and pigs were collected and carried

away in baskets. In 1S45 another outbreak of a
malignant form occurred, and in Norfolk so

much damage was done that it was deemed
necessary to prohibit the holding of St. Faith's

Fair. Another severe outbreak happened in

1 86 1, and in 1862 the disease attacked many
valuable animals which were exhibited at the

meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society at

Battersea.

Several of the cattle were killed by the disease,

or were killed in consequence of being rendered
useless. During this year many sheep were
destroyed by the disease, or some of its sequela

particularly at Harrow, where the malady was
attended with a low kind of fever which often

proved fatal.

The year 1S65 was marked by a simultaneous

appearance of a severe form of foot-and-mouth
disease, and the more deadly cattle plague, which
masked it so completely that it failed to attract

any attention, notwithstanding that it prevailed

extensively during the greater part of the year

1866, often in so malignant a form that it might
well have been, and probably was in some
instances, confounded with cattle plague. The
disease finally yielded to the severe repressive

measures which were employed to stamp out

cattle plague, and reappeared as soon as the

cattle traffic of the country returned to its old

channels. Those who are best acquainted with

the intricate windings of the cattle trade will find

least difficulty in accounting for the continued

prevalence of foot-and-mouth disease. All over

the kingdom there is a network of channels

along which infection is cairied. Demand and
supply are familiar terms, which mean unlimited

circulation of animals, healthy and diseased ;

and unless the matter become sufficiently serious

to compel the stoppage of the traffic, we do not

see what is to stay the course of the disease until

it gets to that beneficent stage which ends
naturally by the process of " dying out."

As our brother farmers will naturally be look-

ing anxiously at the CORN CROP with a view to

predicating its probable yield,perhaps the follow-

ing remarks from " an old observer " will not be
out of place.

Wheat.—First, as regards Wheat we would
observe that, having directed attention to its

mode of growth

—

(a), as to general thickness on
the ground

; {/>), as to uniformity in the culms
or stems ;

(f), the same with respect to the ears

of corn
;

(rf), the percentage of head grain, and
how far this may be affected by attacks of insects,

blights, or irregular growth, la.) We this year

notice great differences in the amount of plant.

Some thick-sown fields are very thick but un-

even, while, as a rule, the thinner sown present

less thickness but greater uniformity and even-

ness. An even, level piece of Wheat, devoid of

patchiness—other mattersbeing equal—is usually

certain to bear the palm both for quantity and
quality, {b.) The evenness induced by thin

sowing is the result of a greater regularity in

tillering, and as Wheat that tillers is always
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more uniform than that which proceeds from a
paucity of culms to a single root, there will

usually be a greater equality of the larger sized

culms, resulting in (c) larger ears of corn, and
these so much of a size that the small undersized

ears are on thin stalks little more than half the

height of the stronger ones.

(d.) On e.\amining an ear of Wheat we shall

see that it consists of alternate bunches of

flowers (locusts) —followed by corn—arranged
on the flattened termination of the stalk or culm,

called the rachis. Now we may consider a

good-sized ear of Wheat to possess 24 locustce,

consisting mostly of 12 on one side + 11 on the

other 4- I terminal one ^^ 24.

As it happens that a variable number of

these locustae at the base of the rachis become
abortive, it will be necessary to estimate their

amount. Having, then, collected three fine ears

of each of the following sorts of Wheat we made
the following estimate, which will serve to show
the significance of this point.

Essex White Wheat

—

Rachis i, locust^e 23, abortive 3.

., =. „ 24, „ 3-

.. 3. .. 24. J. 2.

Red Conservative Wheat

—

Rachis i , locustse 24, abortive 3.

.. 2, „ 23, „ 2.

„ 3. .. =4. .. 2-

This gives in round numbers for the white
Wheat 233, and for the red Wheat 266 abortive
locustje to every 100 ears—a diminution which, if

it be increased to as many as five abortive

locusta; to each ear of corn, will mark a very
serious diminution. This is sometimes the case,

and so threatened this year in the cold and wet
that prevailed as Wheat was flowering ; but,

thanks to the hot days of the end of July and
beginning of August, Wheats this year are not
above the average of defalcation from this cause.

The ne.\t point to examine is as to the " ful-

ness " of the ear. When full, the locusta will be
broad, and spread out ; but if otherwise, it will

be thin or narrow. In a poor crop it may
happen that each locusta may average but two
grains, that will go to " head corn," while in a
full ear the average of head corn may be double
that amount. Such was the difference in yield

of the fine Wheat year of 1868, when Wheat
" cast " so well, and 1870, when its " cast " was
considerably below the general estimate ; and as

the same number of ears of corn may produce
double the quantity of grain in one season than
in another, it shows how important these observa-
tions may become. If Wheat be attacked by
different kinds of epiphytes, as smuts, the defal-

cation of grain will be to the extent of the
affected ears.

The few last years we have observed a Fungus
at the roots of Wheat, the presence of which is

indicated by premature whitening of the ears
and decay of the grain. A prevalence of these
whitened ears will take greatly from the yield.

We have this year seen some crops affected with
this blight, but by no means to the extent of

those of 1870 and 1871.

The most destructive insect blight of Wheat
this season is the Hessian fly, which lays its

eggs inside the chaff scales. These soon hatch
into a minute grub of a bright yellow colour.

These larvje feed upon the stamens, pistils,

and even the young grain, so that the best
estate of such attacked grains will be to become
tail corn ; but generally there is no corn at all,

but the locustas are empty.
Barley.—Thickly-sown Barley, like thickly-

sown Wheat, results in small culms and short

ears, so that the thickness of the crop on the
ground is by no means an evidence of the yield.

We find the sack of seed to the acre, which is a
general sowing, usually results in a mass of

weak culms, with short ears and thin grain,

whilst a seeding of 6 pecks, which is our uniform
quantity, produces this year a thicker plant
than the larger quantity of seed ; the culms are
strong, the ears long, and, as a rule, head corn
is greatly in excess over that from the too
thick sown. Still this matter of head corn is

most important as regards the estimate of the
yield. For, seed as one may, this grain will
sometimes ripen too quickly, and the result will
be thm grains. In 1870 we found in a crop of
100 acres a variable proportion of from 3 to

5 per cent, from each hundred tail corn, whilst
the next year (1871) our tail was as much as 13
per cent. It therefore becomes more difficult to
predicate the probable yield in Barley than in
Wheat, and, indeed, Barley must be ripe to

enable us to arrive at anything like exact conclu-
sions.

Oats.—Now, as regards Oats, in most seasons
a sack of seed to the acre results in an under-
growth of small culms not exceeding the size of
crowquills ; these may have from five to 25
locustee or bunches to each head. Now we have
this year the best crop of Oats we ever grew.
This was seeded to the extent of 2 bush, to the
acre, but it was subsequently ascertained that
only half the seed was capable of germination.
Well, our crop just harvesting is one uniform
mass of tall culms, averaging 5 feet high and as
large as the biggest goosequills. A farmer in an
adjoining county, having sown the same seed, is

surprised at his fine crop, seeing that " only half

came up." We hope this may induce him to

adopt thinner seeding for the future.

Our panicles of Oats afford over a hundred
locustre, few of which are double-seeded.
Now, in estimating the Oat crop it is neces-

sary to note the general evenness of good-sized

culms, the seeding of the panicles, and the

general plumpness of the seeds themselves
;

from these facts we deduce both the probable
quantity and quality of the yield. Some seasons

Oats will have for the most part two seeds to

each locusta, but then most of these will be small

and thin. This year White Canadian Oats have
a tendency to produce one seed to each locusta,

but these are very plump and well formed. We
may estimate the weight of the latter to be of

from 45 lb. to 48 lb. to the bushel, while the

former will not exceed 40 lb. to the bushel.

Barley and Oats are but little liable to disease;

the most likely affection of either is " dust

brand" (Uredo segetum), and this only injures

by lessening the crop to the extent of its

occurrence. Some years past we calculated the

loss from this cause in our Barley crop was equal

to our seeding, namely, 6 pecks to the acre, but

this year we can hardly reckon a peck of defal-

cation due to this cause.

These notes then show that in estimating the

extent of our corn crops something more is

required than an examination of its thickness on
the ground, and we feel quite sure that the more
intimately we become acquainted with all the

details involved, the more accurate will be our

judgment of a matter admitted to be one of very

great importance. J. B.

The Price of Store Stock is certainly a

serious consideration for the farmer. The letters

of Messrs. J. Dent Dent, M.P., and C. S.

Read, M.P., have lately brought this subject

prominently before consumers and producers.

The first important consideration which pre-

sents itself from a consumer's point of view, is

the question—will it be possible for producers to

overtake the demand, should the present pros-

perity of the country, which enables labourers to

earn such high wages, last for any length of

time.' But, from a producer's point of view, this

is just the question which gives confidence in the

safety of any outlay, and of any effort needed to

make the annual returns of live stock consider-

ably larger.

The supply of meat cannot be increased by
ordinary farmiiig and feeding as practised over a
large area of this kingdom ; nor can it be done
at once by relying on " artificial" manures for in-

creasing the yield of roots, Clover, and pastures.

These " artificial " fertilisers are yearly becoming
more costly, and consequently very often more
doubtful of quality. The supply of Peruvian
guano is nearly exhausted, and the produce of

bones is limited, even although bones may be
brought from parts of the globe whence a supply

of fresh meat cannot be expected. Phosphatic de-

posits are also—at any rate, so far as we yet know
—limited to an annual yield, and the price of

these materials would become excessive should

the demand be greatly increased. The attempted
use ofthese extraneous fertilisers, therefore, over the

whole country, to the extent to which " artificials"

are used by the best farmers of the kingdom,
would simply cause such a rise in the price of
them that they would be unprofitable.

But there are ways and means whereby the

supply of store and fat stock may be rapidly

increased, now that there is no doubt about
its being highly profitable to do so. Take,
first, the very large number of half grown
and half-fed animals that may be seen weekly in

any market of the kingdom. These animals,
whether cattle or sheep, could have their fiesh

and fat nearly or quite doubled in a few months.
Take, secondly, the large number of calves that

are put out of the way in our great cheese-

making districts. These ought to be bought up,

and instead of being killed at a few days old to

supply a few pounds of unwholesome meat at

once, they should be grown into store animals
for further feeding elsewhere. We have seen

that the farmers of the poor arable lands of

Norfolk, Suffolk, Hants, and other counties,

where only stores are raised, have been making
more profit on their capital, and very often more
per acre, than has been made on farms of deeper
soil and more fattening quaUties, where the rent

was at the same time double and perhaps triple.

Breeding more stock, too, will, as a natural

consequence, follow the present demand for

store animals.
The ne.xt desideratum is, of course, an in-

creased supply of food. The country does not at

present produce as much stock-food as will supply
the required demand. In addition, therefore, to

an artificially increased fertility, we must resort

to the unlimited supply there is to be had
of foreign grain, pulse, and seeds. A large

breadth of land in this country has had its

inorganic constituents carried away in the form
of corn and the bones of live stock. Nothing
is so well calculated to restore these, as

feeding stock with foreign-grown corn and
pulse. This is the way to carry out on a
large scale the favourite agricultural prejudice,

which points to corn-fed farmyard manure as the

true fertiliser of the land. Practical men all

agree upon its superior virtues. Mr. C. S. Read,
we suspect, only half stated the facts of the case

when he referred to lambs dying by the score on
highly manured pasturage. Had they been
supplied with corn, the rich grass or food they

had had to eat would not have purged them.
There are two great wants in this country at

the present time. The first, as it is the most
pressing, is an increase of live stock ; the

second is an increase of fertilisers for our fields,

in the form of manure containing the elements
of which our soils have been deprived by high
farming and close cropping. Meat production
may be largely increased by extending the use

of foreign corn, an d converting it into butcher's

meat at home. Feeding with foreign, or any
other corn, is a very expensive practice— that is,

it requires much capital, and the raw material is

too valuable to be wasted. If the manure

—

through which the ultimate profit must come

—

be not properly husbanded, a loss must ensue.

When buildings and foldyards have not been
properly looked to, this great demand for stock

may be the means of causing them to be put into

an improved condition. It is by these means
only'—by combining the production of stock with

the restoration of our fields— that we may expect

to see British farms generally brought up to

a desirable condition of fertility and productive-

ness.

Owing to the weather the grain trade was
firmer on Wednesday at Mark Lane—there was an
improvement in English Wheat. Full prices were

obtained for both beasts and sheep at Monday's Metro-

politan Cattle Market, but both fell on Thursday,

without a clearance being effected. Prices of

English Wool are reported as slightly in buyers' favour.

The Hop market is dull ; the prospects of the

coming crop would be better with less rain.

Business in the Seed market is limited.

We hope next week to give the opinions of

some hundreds of correspondents in all the counties of

England and Scotland, and many in Wales and
Ireland, regarding the PROsrECTS of the Current
H.iKVEST.

On Wednesday the joint show of the ROYAL
Agricultural Society of Ireland and the Norlh-

East Agricaltural Association opened in Belfast, in

Ormeau Park, which was kindly lent for the occasion

by Uie Town Council. The park is admirably adapted

for the purpose, containing as it does about 170 acres,

20 of which were enclosed for the sliowyard, there

being a second interior enclosure for jumping purposes.

The entries included 50 horses, 167 cattle (including 90
Shorthorns), 106 pens of sheep, 68 lots of swine, 82 lots

of poultry, and 114 stands of implements. The le.iding

features of the show were the horses and the imple-

ments. The principal prizes were awarded as follows :

—The Purdon Challenge Cup, value 60 gs. , for the

best Shorthorn bull, to Mr. Smith, farmer, Belmont,

Coleraine, co. Antrim. Mr. Smith carried off the 1st

prize with the same animal as being the best bull of his

class in the yard. The Purdon Challenge Cup,

value 60 gs., for the two best Shorthorn heifers, was
won by Joseph Meadows, ThoinviUe, Wexford.

The Cork Challenge Cup, value 50 gs., for the

best shearling ram, was won by Thomas MarRIS,
The Chase, Ulceby, Lincolnshire. A ChaUenge Cup,

value 20 gs. , for the best shortwoolled shearling
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ram, Shropshire, was awarded to Mrs. Sarah
Beach, of The Hattons, Brewood, Staffordshire.

The Croker Challenge Cup for stallions, value 50

sovs., for the best weight -carrying thoroughbred

stallion, was won by Benjamin Dickson, of Gil-

ford House, Gilford, co. Down, with " Strood,"

a descendant of " Pockahontas," the dam of the

renowned " Stockwell." The show of pigs was good ;

poultry also excellent. The supply of llax was very

small. During the day His Excellency the Lord-
Lieutenant and the Countess Spencer visited the

show. The joint exhibition promised to be a great

success in all respects.

^— A committee of six landowners and six tenant-

farmers having been appointed by the Warwickshire
Chamber of Agriculture to report on the subjects oi

Land Tenure and Tenant-right, delegated their

powers to one of each class, viz., Mr. MuNTZ (land-

lord), and Mr. T. Horley (tenant-farmer). The
latter having been unable to attend through indis-

position, a fresh sub-committee was appointed, namely,

Mr. MuNTz, Mr. Wakefield, and Mr. J. Ford
(the chairman), who have now presented a report, which

aims at an equitable adjustment of the question without

favouring' either party to the prejudice of the other.

The following is a summary of the conclusions they

have arrived at :

—

" (i.) Greater liberty of action to tenants in the cultiva-

tion of their land. (2.) The appointment of arbitrators

at the commencement of a tenancy for the settlement of

disputes. {3.} Farm tenancies to be subject to 12 months'

notice at the least. {4.) The cost of permanent improve-

ments to be specified in writing, and accepted by the

landlord and tenant, before they are begun, and interest

not to commence unlil the quarter after the completion of

the works. (5.) Buildings or other structures erected by

the tenant, wtiich the landlord declines to purchase on the

expiration of the tenancy, to be removed by the tenant,

subject to his making good all damage. (6. ) Rick staddles

and fixtures lo be taken by the landlord on the expira-

tion of the tenancy, at a valuation. {7. ) Compensation for

unexhausted improvements to be paid after the rates

specified in a schedule to be hereafter agreed upon.

(8.) No compensation to be paid for cattle food or ma-
nures, the quantity of which in any one year should

be in excess of the average of three years. (9.) Vouchers
to be provided, showing the quantity and quality of all

articles for which value is claimed. (lo.) Exhaustions to

be determined by a schedule to be hereafter filled up,

accordmg to which the tenant shall pay the landlord at

the termination of the tenancy. (11.) All amounts owing
in respect of exhaustion or improvements to be settled

between the outgoing tenant and the landlord, and all

matters relating to the new tenancy to be left to the

incoming tenant and landlord. (12.) If at any time the

arbitrators award damage against the tenant for bad
farming or other causes, amounting to the value of half a

year's rent, the tenant to be liable to quit the farm in six

months, and also to pay the landlord such damages as the

arbitrators shall determine." The committee were divided

on the question as to who ought to do repairs, and also as

to whether Michaelmas or Lady Day is the best time for

entering upon and quitting a farm. The following

clause concluded the report :
— " We have agreed to

report only generally upon the question before us at

present, but we are of opinion, after considering the many
attempts that have been made, and the little advantage
which has hitherto resulted from dealings with this very

important subject from time to time, in a general manner
{and we particularly refer to the report of the select com-
mittee of the House of Commons, July, 1848, and
reprinted July, 1S66). that, unless our labours are confined

to produce such a definite system as wilt insure protection

to landlords and incoming tenants against improper claims

and damage, in addition to provisions for giving security

to outgoing tenants, and that unless we demonstrate
clearly the practicability of carrying our recommendations
into effect with safety to all parties concerned, all our
efforts to arrive at a satisfactory solution of the question

will prove equally fruitless with every previous attempt.

We therefore suggest that we be authorised to confer with
the committees of other Chambers, now sitting upon the

subject of land tenure, and that you instruct us to prepare

a torm of lease and agreement based upon the principles

set forth in this report."

Diu-ing the discussion (which was adjourned) which
followed the reading of. this report, Mr. Smith, of

Woolston, appeared doubtful as to whether the land-

lords would agree to pay compensation. " The tenant-

farmers were like so many ' babies '—they dared not

or could not speak out upon the matter ; but it would
be otherwise if public opinion were brought to bear on

the subject. If the evil worked the other way, and
the landlord were occasionally deprived of ;^6oo or

;£'6ooo, he felt assured only one session of Parliament

would be required to rectify the matter."

- — The following Letter from the Steward to the

Duke of Marlborough was lately issued to the

tenantry of his Grace :
—

"I am desired by his Grace the Duke of Marleorough
to communicate to you his views respecting the present

agitated state of the agricultural labour market. The
Duke is sorry the labourers have been so influenced by
questionable advice as to lead them to put forward
questionable demands which must in many cases entirely

change the good fecUng that has hitherto existed

between the employer and the employed ; and, with the

view of placing matters as between farmer and farm
labourer on a better footing by bringing each in nearer
relationship to the other, his Grace considers it will be
more advisable that, for the future, he should not let

allotments to agricultural labourers, but give leave to his

tenants to make arrangements with their own labourers,

similar to those under which allotments have been hitherto

held under him for the occupation of land not exceeding

40 poles for each allotment holder, for the growth of vege-

tables ; this will in most cases have the advantage ofsaving

the labourer much extra labour in going to and from a
common allotment field. His Grace also considers that

the cottages on his property ought as far as possible to

be made available for the occupation of those who are

employed in the cultivation of the la;id ; it is therefore his

intention, as far as he can, without unnecessarily dis-

turbing existing holdings, to let any that may be in your
neighbourhood to persons whom you may wish to

nominate, on the understanding that the rent will be
demanded monthly, except in those instances where by
mutual arrangements between yourself and the cottager,

you will be answerable for the rent half-yearly. In con-
clusion, his Grace desires me to say that he cannot too

strongly urge upon you the necessity of prudence and
forbearance in a state of things which owes its origin to

none of those causes by which strikes in productive

trades are generally determined, but which has been
brought about by agitators and declaimers, who have
unhappily too easily succeeded in disturbing the friendly

feeling which used lo unite the labourer and his employer
in mutual feelings of generosity and confidence. To this

ttiere will be but one consequence, and that the know-
ledge, gained in due time and by bitter experience by the

labourer, that he has (luarrelled with his best friend, and
followed a mischievous agitation in the hopes of bettering

his condition, contrary to every principle of the laws which
regulate supply and demand."

• All of us have occasion to know that there is

butter and butter. The recent ofticial examination of

the supply of provisions to the metropolitan work-
houses sets before us " a very inferior article " generally

supplied, so inferior that the Admiralty Superintend-

ent of Contracts reports that it is difficult to get rid of

the idea that a considerable proportion of the Work-
house Butter consists of animal fat, of which large

quantities are shipped off regularly to Hamburgh, to

return made up into what is termed in the trade "bosh
butler." With encouragement persons will probably
be found willing to prepare this compound nearer

home. The Superintendent '*
is not surprised to find

that some inmates of the workhouse prefer dripping to
* butter.' " Not that all the butter which finds its way
into London workhouses is so very bad ; in more than
one union the butter supplied to the officers was found
to be good, where the butter for the "inmates" was bad.

The contracts in force in iS/r for butter for metropolitan

workhouses ranged from is. old. to is. 6d. per lb.,

but in contracts a good price does not insure a good
quality ; the butter supplied to a union at is. 6i.i.

per lb. is described as '" very bad." The workhouse
return, from which we are quoting, states that fresh

butter, " as it occurs in the market," consists of 12.5

per cent, of water, i.o per cent of salt, as little caseine,

and the rest is butter fat ; the value of butter is deter-

mined by the proportion of fat in it, and by the flavour

of the fat. The falsifications to which butter is liable

are said to be the adulteration of it with organic

substances like starch and gelatine, substances which
are not fat, adulteration with fat which is not butter-fat,

and undue moisture and saltness. In 50 specimens
of workhouse butter examined by Mr. Wanklyn no
case was noted of adulteration with starch or other

organic matter which is not fat ; but adulteration with
foreign fats, not being the fat of butter, is not ascertain-

able. In one case there was a very large amount of

undue wetness and saltness, and, in fact, only about 60
per cent, of fat, so that the proverbial phrase *'as fat

as butter " is in danger.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

As the more important agricultural meetings are

now drawing to a close, we have the autumnal sales of
Shorthorns advertised. Three take place next month,
five in September, and two are already fixed for

October. The Bates blood, however, predominates
in the majority, indeed ; two sales are fully expected
to realise some extraordinary prices, in consequence of

the scarcity and value of the pedigrees of the animals

for sale. These are the Earl of Dunmore's herd,

September 5, and Messrs. Downing & Haward's,
September 18. Mr. Slye's sale, at Beaumont Grange,
Lancaster, takes place August 2 J ; Mr. T. Allen's,

Leicester, August 27 ; and Mr. Bracewell's, at Rib-
chester, Preston, on the 30th ; but we purpose giving

more detailed accounts of these events as the time
draws nigh.

HORSES.
At the recent meeting of the Highland Society at

Kelso, there was quite an excitement among the

hitherto quiet breeders of Clydesdale horses. Several

purchasers were present from Canada and Germany,
often competing privately for the same horse, to the

no small delectation of the owner. Several stallions

were purchased at upwards of 300 gs. for Germany,
and as much as 375 gs. was paid for a prize horse to

go to Canada.

SHEEP.

The prices that are now being realised at the usual

autumn sheep sales not only evince the demand for

pure-bred rams, but go a step further, and seem to

indicate, what has for some time been assumed—that

the difficulty of the labour question will cause more
land to be laid down in pasture ; and as the present

high beef and mutton rates are likely to continue, more
live stock, especially sheep, for economy will be culti-

vated. The large companies and lively competition

that were witnessed at Mr. Lane's, Mr. Rawlence's,

Mr. Howard's, and Mr. Aylmer's sales, and also in

Shropshire, are further proof, besides the good paying
averages. These, however, were for the more fashion-

able, or, as some will have it, improved breeds.

The days of the pure, symmetrical Leicester are,

however, not yet numbered with the past. The sale

of the Rev. Geo. Inge's flock was quite a recollection

of Holmepierrepont in its palmiest time. The Hock of

232 head averaged within a trifle of ;^ii. Two of the

best rams, at 245 gs., as well as several of the best

ewes, were secured by Mr. Torr for his celebrated

flock at Aylesby, which, coming through Philip Skep-
worth, from the fountain head at Dishley, may be con-

sidered the oldest and purest flock in the kingdom. It

was rumoured Mr. Torrpurposes increasinghis flock, now
numbering about 3000, to 4000 head. Lord Feversham
gave 22 gs. a piece for a pen of gimmers, as well as a
long figure for a ram. This week will see the scatter-

ing of the late Mr. Pinnox's pure Southdowns, and
next week the well known Godstone flock, bred prin-

cipally from Mr. Rigden's sheep for over 30 years

by Mr. Edward Stenning, will come to the hammer on
the village green at Godstone, Surrey.

THE NOP CROPS.
The wet weather, and the comparatively low tem-

perature, have checked the progress of the Hops, and
the rapid development from burr into full flower, which
the previous hot weather had so much encouraged. In
many parts of the country mould has increased in con-

sequence of the change of temperature, and growers are

again dreading this, their arch enemy. In the Canter-

bury districts very much rain has fallen since the last

report ; the ground is so soaked with wet that all

cultivation has been stopped, and mould spots are

spreading upon the plants in all directions. From
Ashford, in East Kent, Gondhurst and Pembury in the

Weald of Kent, Sevenoaks and some other places in

Mid-Kent, it is stated that mould is inclined to spread,

although sulphur has been more or less applied ; and in

the very luxuriant Golding grounds around Maidstone a
careful observer will see more signs of the parasite

Fungus than he likes upon the leaves and smaller shoots.

This Fungus is of the genus Erisyphe—the Greek for

mildew—of the same species as the Vine mildew, and
is not confined to the Hop plant alone, but, according to

Mr. Cooke, the eminent mycologist, is found on many
other plants, where it flourishes with equal vigour. It is

disseminated by means of spores, which are conveyed
in the air, or by raindrops, from place to place, and not
taken up by the roots as at one time commonly supposed.
Moisture is most favourable to its reproduction, and it

is probable that unless fine hot weather comes soon it

will extend to the flower, which it quickly eats into

and destroys. It was once believed that the best

manured Hop plants were more liable to mildew,

—

for mould, according to Mr. Cooke, is a wrong
appellation for it,—but this has been proved to

be fallacious, for manure tends to keep the plants

healthy and growing, and gives them strength to

cope with the insiduous disease. There seems to

be no increase of lice anywhere in the county, and
the rain has driven away that beie ?toir^ the red spider.

It is impossible to say anything definite, with mould
so imminent, as to the probable crop of the Kentish

gardens, but at present there is no reason why a good
crop should not be grown all over the county, if the

weather is fairly fine throughout August.

Sussex Hops are good. Farnham Hops are very

good. At Worcester and Hereford much improve-
ment has taken place lately, but not half a crop can
be grown here.

Foreign accounts are favourable : the Belgian

gardens are very good. The Poperinghe district of
West Flanders is still, however, in danger of blight,

German accounts are good on the whole. From Spalt

and Weingarten, Tribenstadt, Rothenbach, Stirn and
Heideck, it is reported that good crops are expected.

l>iQ\?f Hops are looked for at Nurnberg market next

week from Tettnang and Striermark.

American accounts speak more hopefully of the

crop, as the Hops have much improved, though
there is a good deal of vermin in some districts.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1872.

Robey &^ Co.'s Semi-fixed Engine.—In one of the

steam-engine annexes on the west side Her Majesty's

Commissioners employ a 12-horse power semi-fixed

engine, exhibited by Robey & Co., of the Perseverance

Ironworks, Lincoln (London offices, 98, Cannon Street),

to drive the machinery in motion in Room No. III.,

consisting chiefly of machines for envelope manufac-
ture, paper cutting, and lithographic printing. The
engine has a single 1 1 -inch cylinder with 16-inch stroke,

the eccentric being furnished with the patent self-acting

horizonal governor expansion-gear of this firm (Robey
& Richardson's patent). The annexed engraving

(fig. 254) gives a side view of the engine and boiler.
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It is from a photograph of the engine, not at work,
with the chimney down. The fire-box end is sup-

ported on a cast-iron foundation, which serves for an
ashpan, and the smoke-box end on a cast-iron pedestal,

immediately under the crank-shaft, which serves for a
feed-water tank and heater. The pump, actuated by
an eccentric on the crank-shaft, and blow-off cock are

clearly shown in the engraving, and require no further

explanation. The end view (fig. 255) shows the

crank-shaft with flywheel partly cut off, the position

and balls of the governor between the flywheel and
eccentric, the end of the steam-chest and cylinder, also

the eccentric and pump, the indicator and guages, &c.,

the water-level of the boiler, the position of the boiler

tubes, and body of the boiler in dotted lines, also the

fire-box and furnace door—the latter in dark lines. The
space between the dotted lines below forms part of the

boiler, and is furnished with a blow-off cock. The
cast-iron base is not shown. The plan view of the
governor (fig. 256) shows that part of the crank-shaft to

which the governor is attached, the governor itself at

rest, the eccentric E, the wedges that alter the eccen-
tricity of the eccentric, and the crank c. The end view
of the governor and eccentric (fig. 257) is not very accu-
rately drawn, but the false position of parts is pur-
posely made to show the balls, the eccentric in one
position, the dotted circle showing another position

—

the difference being the range of eccentricity, section of
the crank-shaft, the crank and wedges for shifting the
eccentric from one extreme of the range to the other.

It will readily be seen that the peculiar mechanism
of this engine—that which calls for special notice, is

its self-adjustable eccentric to regulate the supply of
full boiler pressure steam to

the cylinder, according to

the load upon the engine,

so as to effect the greatest

possible economy of fuel

and water without reducing
the effective power of the

engine itself. And the

modus operandi is as com-
plete as the mechanism is

simple. We reported very
briefly the improvements
under '* Portable Engines,"
when first introduced (Christ-

mas, 1 S69— AgricitUural
Gazette, No. 50, Dec. 11,

1869, p, 1293). The gover-
nor is mounted horizontally

on the crank-shaft, be-

tween the flywheel and the

crank, and so connected
with the eccentric as toadjust

the eccentricity or length of
the stroke, thereby regu-

lating the admissionofsteam
to the cylinder as the work
of the engine requires. The
slide-valve, actuated by the

eccentric, is thus caused to

admit steam to the cylinder,

so as to maintain an ap-

proximate uniform speed,

however the load upon the

engine or piston may vary.

To effect this adjustment
a rectangular slot is cut in

the eccentric parallel with
the dotted line, shown on
the end view (fig. 255),

connecting the centre of the eccentric in the two posi-

tions of backward and forward motion, as they cross the
centre of the crank-shaft, i e., the three centres are in

the line. This slot fits on a square part of the crank -

shaft upon which the eccentric slides in the direction

of the dotted line, at right angles to the
crank. Two wedges, connected with the governor
slide, work in this slot. As the slide is drawn
along the crank-shaft by the centrifugal action
of the balls of the governor, one wedge is drawn back
and the other pushed forward through the slot in the
eccentric, by which means the centre of the eccentric

is drawn nearer to, or pushed further from, the centre

of the crank-shaft, consequently the travel of the valve
and cut-off is regulated, whilst the lead of the valve
remains constant. Upon the crank-shaft there is a
spiral spring, of sufficient strength to bring back the
governor-slide and to place the balls in position, such
as they occupy in the engraving when the crank-shaft

is at rest. The inventors (Robey & Richardson) specify

other plans of constructing governors on the same
principle, but into these we need not enter at

present.

The irregular load upon the engine, owing to the
machines in the room being frequently thrown out of
gear and stopped to show them to visitors, shows
the adjusting action of the wedges to advantage, the
range being rapid, considerable, and easily seen. It
also proves that the whole governing apparatus is very
sensitive, as it effectually controls the speed of the
engme without any waste of steam. It is otherwise
with throttle-valve governors, the waste erf steam under
a varying load being greater in them, whilst the cylinder
pressure of steam is less. The difference between the
two is great, so that the balance in favour of the former,
Robey & Co.'s governor, is highly important.

RINDERPEST AND FOOT-AND^
MOUTH DISEASE.

Mr. Forster's recent statements in the House of
Commons respecting diseases of cattle must occasion

considerable alarm, alike to the producers and to the

consumers of meat. The foot-and-mouth disease has

of late been prevailing with some virulence, and we
now learn that the cattle plague itself, the true rinder-

pest, has actually been conveyed to our shores. There
is good reason to believe that the vigilance of our autho-

rities has prevented the disease obtaining any footing

on our soil, but the appearance of the pest must none
the less occasion anxiety, and the precautions rendered
necessary are at present extremely inconvenient. So
recently as the beginning of last month Mr. Forster
was able to announce a welcome relaxation in the re-

strictions on importation. For some time past an
order of the Privy Council under the Cattle Diseases

Act has required that all cattle from Germany should

be slaughtered at the port of landing. This restriction

was rendered necessary by the proximity of Germany to

Russia, and to other countries in which the cattle plague

is permanently prevalent ; but it had always been re-

gretted that no distinction could be made in favour of

cattle from Schleswig-Holstein. Large numbers of cattle

are bred there, and they are at least as free from
disease as cattle in any other countries. Indeed,

Mr. Forster stated on Wednesday that, so far as his

department were aware, Holstein had always been free

from the cattle plague. On July 6, Mr. Forster was
able to announce that the German Government had
arranged to distinguish Holstein cattle from others by

Fig. 254.—SIDE VIEW of rouev anl> co.'s engine.

an official certificate of origin, declaring that they were
really bred in that country. Accordingly, on the same
day, an order was issued, allowing such cattle to be

imported, and to go into inland towns, or into the

cattle market at Islington. Duiing the next three

weeks the number of cattle imported from Germany
was 5''-*3» '^"'i of these 3576 came from Schleswig-

Holstein. On Wednesday, however, Mr. Forster had
to state that the order allowing this free importation

must be rescinded, that Holstein cattle must again be
slaughtered at the port of landing, and that German
sheep, as well as German cattle, must be subjected to

the same regulation. We are thus forced to restrict

the import trade at the very moment when the defi-

ciency in our home supplies is occasioning general

inconvenience.

The Privy Council, however, had no option in the

matter. The first we heard of the plague was on the

20th of last month, when Mr. Forster stated that an
animal in a cargo which had arrived from Cronstadt

had died at Deptford of cattle plague. The whole
cargo was slaughtered, the part of the market in which
the animal died was disinfected, and every care was
taken to prevent the infection being conveyed by men.
As we have heard of no subsequent outbreak of the

disease inland, it may be presumed that these precau-

tions were successful. An Order was the same day
issued prohibiting importations from Russia ; but some
cargoes were already on their way, and in the course

of a few days one arrived at Newcastle, one at Leilh,

and another at Hull, in which rinderpest had broken
out. The Hull and Leilh cargoes were from Cron-

stadt, but the Newcastle importation was from Ham-
burg, and was composed of 70 German and 8

Russian cattle. A second infected cargo seems to

have arrived at Newcastle, and on Wednesday it was

stated that some beasts suffering from cattle plague
had arrived at Hartlepool from Hamburg. These
importations from Hamburg afford conclusive proof of
the necessity of the rule requiring all German
cattle to be slaughtered at the port of landing. Mr.
Forster said the Privy Council had been strongly
urged of late to allow German cattle to be
freely imported ; but it is now evident that

if they had given way the cattle plague might by this

time have been spread throughout the kingdom. The
question, however, still remained whether the Ham-
burg cattle thus infected were of German or Russian
origin. It was hoped at first that Russian cattle had
found their way from Cronstadt to Lubeck, and thence

to Hamburg ; but before Wednesday's sitting closed

Mr. Forster had ascertained that one of the cargoes had
none but German cattle. It must be concluded, there-

fore, that cattle plague exists at Hamburg,
and Hamburg is so near Schleswig-Holstein that the

latter country must also fall under suspicion. In fact,

with the cattle plague in Germany, we cannot keep too

close a watch on all Continental importations. A new
risk, moreover, has been created in the instance of these

cargoes. The diseased cargo at Leith was sent out to

sea in a lighter, which was ordered to be scuttled. But
due precaution had not been taken to insure that the

carcases sank, and soon after some of them were washed
ashore on the Haddington coast, and others were seen

floating about in the Firth. Such an accident entails

as great a risk as the actual importation of the cattle,

since the infection might thus be landed unawares.

The captain, also, o( the vessel which brought the

diseased cargo to Deptford, admits having thrown
some of them overboard at

sea, and there was some
danger of their carcases

being washed ashore on the

Essex coast. The public

will understand from such

incidents the need which has

arisen for the utmost vigil-

ance on the part of the

Government, and any in-

convenience which may be
occasioned by a partial pro-

hibition of the traffic must
be cheerfully accepted.

Happily, no Government is

so prompt and successful in

dealing with cattle plague

as that of Germany, and we
may hope the disease will

soon be "stamped out" in

that country.

But the chief lesson to be
learnt from such alarms is

the importance of develop-

ing to the utmost our own
resources. After all, the

cattle we import from abroad
bear but a very small pro-

portion to those we breed

at home ; and if we made
the most of our own stock,

we should, at least, be able

to maintain the most rigid

restrictions on importation

without inconvenience. At
this moment the foot-and-

mouth disease is inflicting

wide-spread loss on our
herds ; and, as a veterinary

surgeon yesterday observed in our columns, it may be
doubted whether this disease does not, on the whole,

occasion even more loss than the cattle plague itself.

It does not seem so formidable, because it is much
less fatal ; but, in addition to the mortality it inflicts,

it occasions a great depreciation of stock, and it is

nearly always with us. At the present time it is

widely diffused and veiy virulent. Within the last

month we have reported it in Northamptonshire, Cum-
berland, Westmoreland, Norfolk, Somersetshire, Dor-
setshire, Cornwall, Oxfordshire, Gloucestershire, Kent,
Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Warwickshire, and Here-
fordshire ; and the statistics we yesterday quoted from
Dorsetshire will afford some idea of the virulence

with which it prevails. The total number of cases in

that county up to Saturday was 16,914, being nearly

6000 more than the number affected the previous week,
and 48 animals died during the week from the malady.
Such figures, multiplied throughout the country, must
represent a dead loss in available meat compared with

which a restriction on foreign importations is trivial.

Yet it appears extremely difficult to rouse the authorities

to any adequate vigilance against this continual drain on
our supplies. As soon as the disease becomes as preva-

lent as it is at present, the farmers and local authori-

ties call on tJie Privy Council for protection, and the

department is not backward in the matter. But what
is needed is constant vigilance while the disease is

comparatively quiescent, and this it has hitherto been
; impossible to maintain. Mr. Forster stated on the

16th of last month that he could give no statistics of

the increase of the disease, because the local authori-

I

ties had reported some time ago that they did not wish

to incur the expense of making returns and did not
consider them necessary. He said the only measures

,
the depaitmcut could take were to remind the local

J^IM3AULT
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authorities of the power they had, under the Order in

Council, to regulate the movements of animals, and to

insure disinfection. A circular to this effect has been

sent out, but only 50 per cent, of the^^county autho-

rities have issued such regulations. "Two or three

years ago the department tried to make the issue of

these orders compulsory, but the opposition which had

been met with from many counties rendered it

absolutely necessary to replace them by permissive

orders." To this short-sighted obstinacy we owe the

present spread of the disease. There

are indications that local vigilance is at

length aroused, and the disease is one

which can be very effectually controlled

by rigorous measures. Like the cattle

plague, it is entirely propagated by con-

tagion, and can be " stamped out" by
isolation and disinfection. Mr. Forster

says the local authorities have all the

powers they need ; but it is very prob-

able they will never use these powers

with adequate unity, promptitude, and
constancy, until the central control is

more effective. As our correspondent

yesterday observed, people make very

little scruple of passing the disease on

to their neighbours, and the various

districts need protection against each

other. In any case, the negligence now
exhibited is scandalously wasteful ; but

the time has come when our necessities

will compel us to make the most of our

stock. Our own cattle and their diseases

are at least within our control ; and if

half the energy with which we combated
the cattle plague were directed against

the foot-and-mouth disease and other

minor maladies, we should soon be re-

lieved of our present anxiety for our

supplies of meat. The Times.

and of course at 6 inches the plant roots and the plants

came to a standstill or miserable existence.

My first operation was to drain the boggy portion

12 feet deep, and the other portions fiom 4 to 6 feet

deep, cutting through the clay veins, and thus making
an escape for the pent up water, which now and for

30 years have discharged in the driest summer some
50 galls, of water per minute, and abundant streams in

winter. I then, with three strong horses in the first

plough, followed in the track with a powerful iron

OUR COMMON LANDS.
I COME to the conculsion, after 30

years of experience at Tiptree, that our

common lands can be cultivated profit-

ably by the investment of capital in

drainage (where required), deep and
clean cultivation, and ample supplies

of manure, natural or artificial. We
have 27,000,000 acres still in iheir pri-

mitive state. The Inclosure Commis-
sioners, in their 27th annual report,

recently issued, say that out of 9,000,000

acres of common and commonable land

in England and Wales of a convertible

character, only 670,000 acres in the

last 25 years have been enlosed. This 9,000,000 acres

is exclusive of waste lands in Scotland and Ireland,

comprising many additional millions of acres. The
question is, therefore, one of considerable magnitude,

for the cost of bringing such lands into cultivation, and
providing suitable buildings, could, scarcely be less

than ;^2o to £2^ or more per acre.

About 50 acres of Tiptree Farm are a type of the

poorest kind of common land. When fresh ploughed

up, it exhibits a map of parti-coloured soils, intersecting

Fig. 255.—END VIEW of robey and lu.'s engine.

plough drawn by six strong horses, broke up the hard
pan, and dislodged masses of pudding-stone and
ironsand.

How my predecessors could get any crops off such

land when unimproved I cannot imagine, but I do
know, from the workmen's evidence, that the crops

were too often wretched failures. On these lands I have
since often grown from 5 to 7 qr. of Wheat per acre,

and 6 to 8 qr. of Barley after Wheat.

!
I have now on the field called, and really is, "black-

by steam-power, but I have always been careful to
keep the top soil uppermost, aud only let it amalga-
mate gradually with the broken up subsoil.

A Norfolk friend (whose letter was published) found
fault with my recommendation to keep the top soil

uppermost, and endeavoured to prove I was wrong by
bringing his under soil to the top and then turning it

back again, so that the top soil was really only buried
for a short time and then brought to the surface again.
No doubt that was a commendable proceeding on light

land, for the subsoil was aerated and
broken, and then returned to its original

situation.

The late Rev. Mr. Smith's plan of
exposing the subsoil was an admirable
one. He ploughed the top soil together,

and fallowed and manured the exposed
subsoil. The curse of British agriculture

is shallow cultivation—on an average,

barely the depth of a wineglass. How
often we find a farmer ploughing his

upper soil of 5 or 6 inches five or six

times, and vet never disturbing his sub-

soil. The lear of the subsoil arose from
want of under-drainage, and even now,
according to Mr. Bailey Denton, 9 acres

out of 10 that require drainage are still

undrained !

Drainage is as important to animals
as to human beings, and I know that to

both non-drainage is the cause of ill

health or disease. I have plenty of
practical proof of this.

In fact our country is not half farmed,
either by landowner or tenant, and it

cannot be until there is a much greater

investment of both capital and intelli-

gence on the part of both landlord and
tenant, and an encouragement to invest-

ment by improved land laws and tenant-

right. The latter would not affect cer-

tain parts of Wales, for a Welsh M.P.,
an extensive landowner, said to me
the other day,— "Tenant-right would
make no difference in Wales, for Welsh
tenants make no improvements, and
therefore could have no claim. The
landlord has to do everything in that
way."

It must not be supposed that, in

finding fault with British agriculture as

a whole, I am censuring the many good
farmers who are doing the right thing ;

but they are, as compared with the

mass, like plums in a school pudding,
"few and far between." It is best, in

a great question affecting the national

welfare, to tell the truth, however un-
pleasant. Of 550,000 holdings in England, Scotland,
and Wales, we have as holders of less than 20 acres

—

England 211,465
Wales 26,534
Scotland .

.

.

.

. . .

.

. . 41,020

Total under 20 acres .. .. 281,920

and still these only occupy 6 per cent, of the whole
area.

How many well cultivated holdings are there out of

Fig. 256.—PLAN VIEW of governor. Fig. 257.—end view of governok.

each other in a variety of shapes. There you see

drabs and yellows, plum colour, black and white

;

white sand, black sand, gravel, dirty silt, conglomerate
pudding stone, bound in rocky masses by black or

protoxide of iron, sandy masses bound together by
similar protoxides, veins of yellow birdlime-like clay.

I have reason to believe that these veins are 150 feet

deep, and where they surround sandy or porous veins,

the latter become watery sand pots of unknown depths.

Of course all the porous veins were full of spring or

bottom-water, which in winter arose to the surface and
flowed over it, and at all times kept the surface chilled.

The hard ironsand and grit, a few inches from the

surface, grated or smoked as the plough went over it,

sand," as fine a crop of Wheat as could be desired.

I never cart any farmyard or shed manure on this part

of the farm, but manure it with the sheep, folded and
supplied with cake, corn, malt-culms, and bran, in

addition to the Rye-grass or Turnips ; all the straw
manure goes to the heavy land ; I irrigate the Italian

Rye-grass : 150 sheep have been thus kept on 6 acres.

Well, then, if in my case such results can be profitably

obtained, they can on other wastesof similar character,

for I have enclosed several pieces. The main cause

of my success is (after drainage) very much deeper
cultivation than is usually practised. I have perse-

veringly continued the system for nearly 30 years, and
my cultivation is deeper than three- fourths of that done

these 550,000 returns? Again, in Ireland there are

between 500,000 and 600,000 holders of land. How
many of these are perfect farmers ? We may safely

assume that there is room and profitable occupation for

many hundreds of millions sterling to be invested in

British agriculture ; but before this can take place

what a thick crust of old customs, beliefs, and pre-

judices must be broken through, and what a long and
hard job it will be ; but we must keep " pegging
away" with right good will, and in loo or 200 years

how British agriculture will be changed, and Mr.
Mechi will then be looked upon as one of the old

school of farmers.

I shall, therefore, with these convictions on my
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mind, continue to "peg away," regardless of envy,

hatred, malice, and all uncharitableness.
My present estimate of British agriculture is

—

Tenant's capital, ;CS P^"" ^^^^ > gi"oss saleable produce,

under ^4 per acre. In my case they are three times

these amounts. One-third of our population depend
upon foreign supplies for their daily bread, and meat is

becoming a scarcity. Is this creditable to the richest

country on the globe? Its land half-farmed, and its

untold millions lent to foreign nations {witness the

present French Loan), rather than more profitably

invested in food production at home.
Land will never be extensively improved until its

transfer is made quick and cheap—by identity and

possession. We can transfer ;^ioo or ;i^loo,ooo in the

funds in half an hour by a payment of 2s. dd. per

cent. Mr. Wren Hoskyns told the House of Commons
the other day that in a purchase of £^0 worth of land

his lawyer's bill was ^22, and (I think) it required two
or three months of time. In the United States of

America a man buys land, improves it, sells it, and
then takes another and improves and sells that, too ;

and thus capital, in the production of food, is a con-

stantly flowing and increasing stream. Hence the

great and growing wealth of that young, but rich and
powerful nation. There the transfer of land is imme-
diate and uncostly,—here it is a fixed barrier against

agricultural investment and improvement. J. y. Mechi,

An^^ust 5.

P.S. A week of tempests and heavy rains have
sadly interfered with harvesting, making the land so

wet that we cannot use the reaping-machine.

CHURNING BUTTER AND PUDDLING
IRON.

It would seem, perhaps, ridiculous to compare the

making of iron to the churning of butter, but the parallel

is much closer than at first appears. The oremaster

crams his furnace with ironstones, hematites, and lime-

stone ; the grazier feeds his cow with grasses, roots,

and oilcake. The furnace has to be kept alive with
blasts of hot or cold air driven by steam, and the

horned animal is no less dependent upon breathing
pure air, and upon a perfect ventilation. The roasted

ores of iron, as they pass through the furnace, are freed

from the earthy matters of the original ore, and the food
of the cow, in its intestinal progress, is similarly rid of
all earthy phosphates and siliceous excesses. The slag

or glassy cinder refuse of the one corresponds therefore

to the manure of the other. The oremaster withdraws
his sand-plugs, and the glistening primitive metal flows

to his heart's delight ; the cowmaster, with as little

labour, seeks his opaque white fluid at the udder

—

both products being the results of chemical elaboration.

When the refiner comes, he first of all melts his lately

rendered up iron, and leads it over flat cooled moulds
to free the huge ingots from their carbon and oxygen

;

the dairyman, too, straight-away agitates his milk,

similarly refrigerates it, and thus rids it of its warm
gases and its animal odours. When the ironmaster has
obtained the metal from the finery establishment, and
the dairyman his cream from the milk-setting room,
neither are always inclined to rest and be thankful.

The one could sell his white and grey castings to the

ironfounder without working them up into wrought-
iron, or converting them into fused, cast, or welded
shear steel, and the other could vend his blue and
yellow liquids to the milkman without transmuting them
either into butter, into skim-milk cheese, or into cream
cheese. These manubial proceeds are, however, often

required by both. We will suppose then, that wrought-
iron and that butter are wanted by the two capitalists.

The iron, however, as we last noticed it, is brittle, full of
carbon, which it derived from the fuel in the furnace,

and which pits it with small holes. The cream, too,

is likewise frail in consistency, unable to hold together,

is adulterated with much of the casein which rose up
with it from the milk, and which speckles it with
whitey flakes. The ironmaster, therefore, puts his once
refined metal, which has been partially freed from its

dross, into a reverberatory furnace, where he seeks to

climate the remainder of the charcoal fumes, and the
dairyman pours his milk fat, mostly rescued from its

water, into the noisy churn where he hopes to rid it of
the fragmental cheesy particles. In the ironworks the

floor puddler now comes upon the scene, wielding the
ong rake and poker of the furnace, or twisting the
longer tongs which are fastened to the incandescent
" blooms," sweating the while, and often faint from his

excessive exertions. In the milk-room, the poor
country farm drudge, unhelped too often by the newer
contrivances of science, comes also on the stage, turning
at the everlasting handle of the crank-churn, or hoisting
the rod of the dash-chum, perspiring ever and anon,
cursing betimes, and many times exhausted long before
the butter finally comes.

_

To the rescue of the iron-puddlcr has come an Ame-
rican gentleman, named Danks, who remelts the iron
in a curiously lined revolving pan, which lining is

covered over again with a coating rich in oxygen. In
this pan are squeezed the blooms of iron without any
manual labour. There is enough of soild oxygen in
the new Danks furnace to dispense with the free oxygen
that formerly rushed lo the oven-mouth, and the furnace
door is now shut and untended. It has long been hoped
that a means would have been devised of separating the
butter particles from the other particles, instantaneously

and thoroughly, without having recourse to the tedious-

ness of churning, and it has been surmised that a treat-

ment, partly chemical and partly mechanical, would
effect this. It has long been known that cream put

into a cloth bag, and buried for two or three days in

the earth, will be found when disinterred to be perfectly

free from buttermilk. It will not be very cohesive, it

is true, but puddling would complete its transformation.

For puddling in the furnace is to iron exactly what
churning is to milk ; the similitude is even closer ; for

when the iron is taken out of the puddling furnace it

has to be what is called " shingled," or beaten with
ponderous hammers, and the butter, when with-

drawn from the churn, has likewise to be well beaten
and worked up.

Will some kind Mr. Danks come to the rescue of the

poor dairy servant of the small British farm, to the aid

of the miserable dog inside the wheel whose moving
weight impels the cogs and works the heavy dasher in

Dutch dairies, or to the help of the no less woe-begone
horse compelled in America to move for hours in the

same humdrum circle ? We do not wish to speak ungra-

ciously of the Blanchard or any other improved churn,

but still we are not happy when so much remains to be
done all round—even our own little Wrekin. We
want the curse of Cain to be removed by some genius

from the dairy, just as it has been removed from the

ironworks, and is fast disappearing from the corn fields

and the meadows. We do not believe in Monsieur
Dubrunfant, or in his artificial milks, and we do not

consider that even the calves will appreciate his labours.

Neither do we put our faith upon the artificial butters

of Monsieur Fua—we could as soon expect \o thrive upon
the lumps of mineral butter which we have found deep in

the bogs of Allen. Nature intended us to get our milk
from the udder, our cream from the milk, and our

cheese from the residue. The ironmaster cannot make
an artificial iron-ore, or cheat the spectrum, no more
can the chemist concoct an emulsion of neutral fatty

matters which can fulfil all the behests of Nature. All

the cunningly devised combinations of swelling glass

retorts and finely twisted tubes in the world will never

rival the quintuple stomach of the cow, or the soft-

walled lacteals of the goat, or ewe, or mare, or camel
—the five animals which supply the five portions of the

globe. The French and German chemists are, there-

fore, in our opinion, throwing away their time, and
hunting on a false trail All the milk we want can be
got from cows enough and to spare in some country or

another under heaven, and we have ships to import it

in. It is a kind Mr. Danks that we want.

We say some kind Mr. Danks, but his travail will

have a richer reward than the gratitude of hinds. The
royalty received by the patentee from each of the new
furnaces is something immense, and he has already got

them at work in America. In England some hundreds
of them have to be completed within the next year and
a-half. Here we fancy the lines of our parallel begin
to break up, for the monetary prospect of a Danks
churn could hardly compare with that of the Danks
furnace. And yet who knows? for, in number, dairies

are to ironworks as some thousands are to a unit. And
surely every one with a cow or cows would go in for a

churn, that would not only yield up butter automati-
cally, but turn out a butter as much superior to the

varying quality of the present day as the Danks fettled-

made iron is to contract-made rails and girders. The
Milk Journal.

lame Corrcspnknte.
Sewage.—A solution of the sewage question is still

a desideratum, notwithstanding its sanitary and
pecuniary importance, and the many precipitating,

irrigating, and other utilising processes that have been
and are still being attempted. The interest you have
long taken in the question, your practical knowledge
of it, and the labours you have incurred in its elucida-

tion, induce me to think that a few remarks on its most
recent phase, namely, that at Merthyr Tydvil, maybe
interesting to your readers, and help them to leave

another milestone behind on the toilsome road to

sound conclusions. Many sanguine individuals believe

that they have got the key to unlock the storehouse
containing the boundless wealth of town sewage, but if

any settled conviction obtained in the mind of the

public in favour of any known process, 100 representa-

tive men from the Royal Agricultural Society at

Cardiff, headed by their President, Sir Watkin Williams
Wynn, would not have been so easily induced as they

were on the lyih ult. to go out of their way to view
the new filtering beds of Merthyr Tydvil. These were
originally designed about two years ago to get rid of an
injunction by freeing the sewage from pollution before

dijscharging it into the river Taff ; and now an attempt
is being made, by the cultivation of crops, to obtain

some return, if not a profit, from the filtering metlium.
But, from excess of moisture, no doubt, the various

crops—Cabbages, Mangel Wurzel, &c., looked chilled

and inferior to what they would have been under dry
land cultivation on the same soil—a deep, rich diHir'n

from the hills which flank it on each side—and not to

be compared to those of market gardens or ordinary

sewage farms. The filtering medium consists of 20 acres

of land, drained 6 feet deep, and divided into four

areas of 5 acres each. Each of these receives daily,

for six hours out of the 34, the sewage of 20,000 per-

sons, represented by 900,000 galls., or at the rate of^

73,000 tons per acre per annum. To utilise advantage-
ously, according to our present knowledge, the quantity
ofsewage thus dealt with, 200 acres of land are required,

being at the rate of i acre for every 100 persons, or for

7300 tons of this sewage. The reason for departing
from this more economic application of the Merthyr
Tydvil sewage in the first instance has already been
staled, but as the local Board of Health has now
obtained more than the necessary quantity of land,

namely, 2S0 acres, for its utilisation to the fullest

extent, the original operation may not be persevered
with. If it is, the filtering powers of the soil will have
to be renewed by alternate dry and deep cultivation for

at least two years at a time, and by the production of
gross-feeding crops, such as Cabbages, Mangel, Celery,

and Seakale. These operations must ultimately become
necessary on all sewage farms, and also the application

of mineral phosphate to the soil, to supply that removed
by the crops and not restored by the sewage. Before
Dr. Frankland, three or four years ago, had demon-
strated in the laboratory of the Rivers Pollution Com-
missioners that one acre of soil, naturally dry
or rendered so by drainage for 6 feet in depth,
was capable of cleansing the sewage of 3300
persons by alternate or intermittent filtration, Mr.
Lawes had asserted at the Society of Arts,

after elaborate investigation, that 10,000 tons of
London sewage might be annually applied to i acre,

which, at the time. Professor Way said was much too
high, and Mr. Denton characterised as monstrous.

Now, the one has lived to sanction, as a Government
Commissioner, and the other, as an engineer, to adopt
the application of seven times that quantity per acre to

the soil ! But, then, in the Merthyr Tydvil case it is

fairly alleged that as all precipitating processes had
been, and must, in all probability, for ever continue to

be commercial failures, it was merely a question with
the community concerned whether it was least injurious

to their interest to waste sewage on the land with im-

punity, or in the river with a penalty attached. The
question, I think, has been fairly solved in favour of

filtering beds by the experiment at Merthyr Tydvil,

and, as it is well carried out, it is both interesting and
useful to communities where land cannot be obtained,

or where neither Parliament nor the Rivers Pollution

Commissioners will sanction the acquisition of a suf-

ficient quantity for a legitimate sewage farm. The
waste of sewage is to be regretted, but in many cases

it is inevitable. It is a Frankenstein we have raised

and cannot lay. Mr. Lawes said, many years ago,

after investigating all known processes for its utilisa-

tion, "Away with it to the sea," and unfortunately

most of it goes there ; but many towns are not within

reach of the sea, and if they were, I believe its

discharge even there will ultimately be restrained by
legal injunctions. I have always advocated land as the

filtering medium for the purification of sewage "with a

profit if possible, without it if not," and see no reason

to change my opinion. At Lodge Farm, in Essex

—

our earliest, and perhaps best, illustration of the

utilisation of London sewage by irrigation—4000 tons,

valued at ;i^i6, are applied annually per acre, and

;^32 realised for crops. At Merthyr Tydvil, 73,000
tons, worth ;!^3oS at the same rate, or ;^4i6 at 8j. dd,

per head of the population, are applied per acre, and
the produce likely to be obtained is estimated at ;!^30.

From the great disparity in the latter case between the

means at command and the result obtained, it appears

clearly for the pecuniary interests of rate-paying town
populations, where land can be obtained, to make
filtering beds subservient to sewage farms, and not

sewage farms to filtering beds. Thos. C. Scott.

Unsteeped Colonial Wheat. — The splendid

sample of colonial Wheat has ended in complete
failure, the produce being absolutely worthless in

quantity and quality ; and yet, until attacked with
rust, it promised luxuriantly. This was Canadian
Wheat : some I had from Australia a few years ago
was also completely destroyed by smut. For the

future I shall steep a portion, and leave a portion un-

steeped. I believe, despite our friend Wilkins, that

the steeping is of the utmost importance. I trust that

some of your intelligent correspondents, who have
access to colonial Wheat, will also try some steeped

and unsteeped. In our case we use i lb. of sulphate

of copper to \\ pail of water, which is sufficient

for a sack of Wheat ; we never have either rust or

smut, but I know of an instance this year, in this

county, where heavy loss occurred in smut from non-
steeping of the seed. The bluestone (sulphate

of copper) is the most dependable preventative.

J. J. Mechi.

The Drink Difficulty and the Labour Question.
—My farm is situated in a cider district, and I can,

therefore, the more readily sympathise with the feel-

ings expressed by "J. B.," in a recent Agrkidtural
Gazette. Cider being a product of the farm gives the

labourers the impression that they are entitled to

swallow it ad lib. In fact, I have often heard them
express the opinion, and not without an oatli to give

force to it, that the farmer should never be allowed to

sell a quart of it if they " had the makin* o' the laws."

It is not the value of the cider that is to be considered

so mucli as the semi-barbarous state of their feelings

and expressions when they become lobster-eyed and
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ruddy from its effects. It is then, when their reason

is unseated, and their bodies rendered unfit for their work,

that they give vent to their worst feelings. To abate,

if not entirely to get rid of this nuisance, I offered my
labourers p. per week, or 20 per cent, on their wages,

in lieu of cider. To this they would not accede, and

had I pressed the matter there is a probability that I

should have lost many of my best men. But this

difficulty is now thrown into the shade by what has

been termed the labour question, which will, when
the union organisation is better matured, assume pro-

portions most unpalatable to employers. That they

should have izs. per week and perquisites, or 15^.

without perquisites, I do not object, well knowing how
hard must be the lines for those who have families to

sustain from lower wages. This demand is of trifling

importance when compared with the arbitrary action

of the Union men. An anecdote was told by a delegate

at a gathering of labourers in Dorset of a farmer who
had nine men. They all demanded an increase of pay
in accordance with the rules of the Union. The farmer

offered the full pay to eight of the men, remarking

that he did not require the other. This the eight men
would not accept unless the ninth man also got

employment on the farm. To this the farmer was
compelled to succumb, seeing that his crops required

immediate attention, and manual labour was scarce in

the neighbourhood. Here, said the delegate, in great

glee, you have an instance of the power and value of

Sie Union. Is this to be a solitary instance ? They
will not only govern the prices of labour in the

market, but they will try to tyrannise over the

employer of labour by cutting off the supply in summer
from those who do not hire their appointed number in

winter. This I see to be the greatest evil we shall

have to contend with. Perhaps some may pronounce

me to be an alarmist. Nothing of the sort. A farmer

is never an alarmist. We shall find that the Union is

now only introducing the thin end of the wedge, and
will drive it home when their power has attained its

wonted height. The movement has been encouraged,

and even assisted pecuniarily, by some of the large

landed proprietors in Dorset. They have helped to

set a ball rolling, and they will find that it will bring

an avalanche about their ears. That they will

endeavour to stop it at reasonable bounds I can fully

believe, but they will find themselves powerless in

the hands of such a wide-spread organisation. A
slight lifting of the curtain has enabled us to discover

the cloven foot. It will not be long before the curtain

will be withdrawn, when we shall behold the monster
which we have to encounter. M. Thiers sees in it

the work of the International. Where does the In-

ternational end and the Labourers' Union begin?
Giri>. Summers, Stoke Wake, Biandford.

The Labourers' Strike.—I enclose a letter from
Mr. Guest, M. P., which is cut from the Dorset

Cottnty Chronicle. I believe it contains the views of

the majority of the large landed proprietors of Dorset.

The allusion to improvidence on the part of the

farmers, and the letting of the land by tender do not

convey a favouraWe impression. Cor.

"Having been informed that there is a report in circu-

lation that I have largely subscribed towards the funds in

aid of the labourers' strike in Dorsetshire, 1 take the

earliest opportunity of refuting it. The cause of such a
report having obtained currency is, I conclude, to be
traced to the fact of my having had a conversation with
Messrs. AUingtonand Harris, the Warwickshire labourers,

who have come down to assist the non-contents in this

county. The facts of the case are as follow :—Happening
one day (May 31) to be returning from fishing about
8 o'clock, I by chance came upon an open-air meeting in

this village, and, being anxious to hear what they had to

say, after my dinner I invited Messrs. AUington and Harris,

who had been addressing the meeting, to come in and
lay before me their views ; and I am bound to say in all

fairness that their demands, purporting to represent the

views of the labourers in this county, appeared to me as

by no means exorbitant ; the substance, as far as I

gathered, being an increase to i2j. per week, without
perquisites ; that they were to pay for their cottages, and
that in the event of their wishing to again strike for an
increase, or change their employ, they were to give a full

month's notice. There was a time clause limiting a day's

work to, I think, 13 hours in harvest time, after which
4^. per hour extra. Further, that the Union permitted

all those who were not what might be called able-bodied

labourers to agree with their employers for a smaller rate

of wages. It is impossible, I am sure, for any one to

contend that the labourer in Dorsetshire is a well-paid man,
and, like all those who have the misfortune to earn fixed

salaries, I fear their wages have not increased in accordance
with the depreciation of the value of money which is per-

petually taking place. No steps, as far as I am aware,

have been taken of late years to ameliorate their position

with regard to their actual wages, and at last (thanks to

a cheap press and a higher state of education), following

the example of those who in other counties have so

materially bettered themselves, they have taken the

course that their neighbours have done with so much ad-

vantage. Can we blame ihem when we consider how
miserable in many cases the pittance is which has to sup-
port a large and perhaps increasing family, and \vith no
signs of an approaching increase of the rate of wages on
the part of the farmer? The crisis is come, and, I am
free to confess, not before it was needed. ' What is to

be done?' naturally is the cry of the farmer. I am
personally dead against trades' unionism and its tyranny,
and look upon the compulsion it puts in force as most
destructive to peace and happiness, more especially when

it is introduced into agricultural districts ; but if that

appears to the labourer the only method of inducing the

farmer to put him on a level with the other agricultural

labourers in the country, and he pursues such a course,

can we grumble at him? ^Ty advice to the employers
of labour in this country is to face the difficulty boldly.

If the labouring man is, as I contend he is, in many cases

inadequately paid, let the farmers confer together and
then meet the men, and make fair and concise terms once
for all, and let them abide by them. Whether they can
afford to advance the wages to 12.T. per week is, of course,

for them to decide ; and why they are unable to do so, if

they thus agree, is best known to themselves ; whether it

be the poverty of the Dorsetshire soil, or whether it be
to be ascribed to improvidence and thereby a reduction in

their producing capital, or whatever the cause, it is not
for me to point out. The difficulty is come ; let it be
met. It may be that it will be a question of the reduc-
tion of rents on the part of the landlord, or the letting of

his farms by tender to the highest bidder, who, with a
large capital, will be enabled to produce that which will

allow the present demands of the labourers to be acceded
to ; but, whatever the cause, and whatever the effect, the

wisest thing for the farmer is to remove the stumbling
block, this stone of offence, as soon as possible, knowing,
as they must do, that the longer it remains unsettled the

deeper the feud and the greater the demands are likely to

become. Let them fairly weigh the men's claims, and,
having done so, make an offer of what they consider
equitable and just, wliich, if agreed to, abide by. I am
informed that to-day the demand of the labourer has
grown to i8j. per week, to be paid alike to all, able-

bodied or otherwise. Nothing could be more unjust, and
if true and continued in will confirm those in their opinion
who think that there is truth in the old adage, ' Give him
an inch and he will take an ell.' Need I point out to the
labouring portion of the community how suicidal such a
course nust prove? It will ruin their cause, and will dis-

gust those who, like myself, think the demand for an
increase of wages not an unreasonable one. I should
further suggest to the farmers, that, having agreed with
the labourers on such concession as they will make, they
should, by all in their power, resist any further demands,
opposing, if necessary, union with union—remembering
that a bundle of faggots, unless bound together, does not
represent any very appreciable strength. Allow me, in

conclusion, to assure you that I have in no way assisted

the strike movement, and regret to see it, and that I trust

sincerely ere long to see, by a fair concession on the part

of the farmers, and a respectful and moderate attitude

amongst the men, this unhappy state of discord brought
to a satisfactory conclusion." Montague Guest, The
Retreat, Bere Regis. Biandford, July 6.

Foreign Correspondence.
Hamburgh : Something about Plastic Carbon {con-

eluded from p. 1052).—Amongst the uses of plastic

carbon I must no doubt name the filtering of water in

the first line, and I dare say there is no other means
of attaining a good, clear, and healthy drinking water,

fresh, spring-like, and crystalline, than by using

this material. There are other means of filtering, but

none equal to this ; there are other materials, but none
that comes near to this by half. This carbon has many
faults—^just as steam-engines have their faults—but they
are not on a heap, and can be remedied ; still there is

nothing, however faultless, which possesses the quali-

ties so essentially filtering and purifying, as this

plastic carbon does.

Nor is mankind, I am justified in saying, backward in

perceiving this, as carbon-filters are fastly gaining

ground upon the old systems of filtration by gravel,

sand, and loose charcoal, as in England, no less so in

Germany and France. I must, however, add, that in

these latter countries, though the want of good water
is perhaps by far more palpable than in England, the
consciousness of this want is still very little developed,
and it is owing to the enticing properties of the plastic

carbon, and to the energy of the manufacturers in pro-

pagating them, that the demand is at least on the rise.

In Hamburgh plastic carbon has even attained a public
character, the public drinking-fountains, each and all

being fitted up by order of the Board of Health with
filtering apparatus of this material ; and a water purify-

ing institution has started into life, and is daily increas-

ing, which fits up like apparatus within the houses.
These are directly connected with the supply-pipes,

and work under high pressure, the water filtering the
moment it is wanted in sufficient quantities, by merely
turning the connection-tap. No storing and other
attendance is needed, and the terms are exceedingly
cheap—the only payment consisting in a small rent,

paid in quarterly instalments, for which the company
keeps the apparatus in constant working order, carrying
also the whole expense and risk. I think a like insti-

tution might do well in London, and enterprising
gentlemen, I am sure, would do well to apply to Mr.
Blihring, Hamburgh, Spalding Strasse, No. 23.
For manufacturing purposes, too, coal filters are

more and more on the rise. Brewers especially we
would advise to make use of them. It is well known
that in order to brew good beer, hard water containing
lime is necessary. The high quality of the Bavarian
beer is chiefly owing to the hardness of the water in

those regions, and their chalky subsoils. Still we find

breweries in places where no hard water is to be had
getting on only in consequence of the ever rising con-
sumption of beer, and the never ceasing search after

the cheapest material, which make? good brew-
ng and storing nearly Impossible. Well, the good
thing is king of the market for all that, and

if brewers with soft water want to make good beer,
they ought first to filter their soft river or pond water,
so as to get out the organic substances and the iron,

and afterwards throw in some lime and gypsum,
always taking care to give their water a great surface
r>r the air to act upon it, before and after filtering.

Lime and iron or organic substances are no friends, and
throw each other out of the door, so that the latter

must be got rid of if the former is to be introduced.
Paper-mills, too, can procure a sure price if they will
employ but the purest water j and also distillers, who
have especially to beware of iron, which after a while
will precipitate an oxide, and give a nasty tinge to

their liquid. Here, again, chalk does well. Let your
water pass through a layer of chalk, which will kick
out the iron, and then filter, the plastic carbon doing
the rest, as sure as eggs.

The use of loose charcoal for refining spirits, oil,

vinegar, syrup, &c., is of old standing, and is a proof
of carbon being indispensable; it would, however, be
late in the day to expand upon the many drawbacks
which the old tedious and imperfect mode of refining

offers. How much more simple would it be to employ
solid plates or blocks of porous carbon, as procured by
the above process, and to make your liquids pass
through its pores. Would not then the refinement and
purification be at once sure and complete?

I have already pronounced that carbon acts not by
its surface, but its pores. The less surface and the
more pores the carbon and charcoal has, and the more
bulk, the better it will act. It is, therefore, highly
irrational to use loose charcoal, and the most rational

thing to use plastic balls, Carbon acts by condensing
oxygen within its pores, in the same way as the platina
does which is used in Doebarreiner's machine, where
hydrogen is ignited by passing upon platina-sponge,

and there coming in contact with the oxygen condensed
within its folds. Charcoal will even ignite itself by
lying in heaps, by reason also of the oxygen condensed.
In all other respects carbon is by far more indifferent

than even gold and platinum ; it is insoluble not only
in hydrochloric, nitric, and sulphuric acids, but also in

aqua regia, the dissolving agent of these metals. It

acts, not chemically, but merely as a condenser and
inductor of chemical action, in the same manner, by
way of illustration, as many poisons, such as strychnine
and cyanogen, act in the blood, inducing decompo-
sition by their mere presence, or in the same manner
as alcohol will precipitate albumen without any decom-
position taking place. The capillary and porous inte-

rior of the carbon permits, I should suppose, such an
intimate transfusion of the different substances passing

its channels, that, as by great heat or high pressure,

certain slumbering energies will be roused, and organic

substances, for instance, will at once unite in such a
manner as to be more at ease, so to say ; this means
they will be decomposed and arranged in more simple
compositions, such as carbonic acid, water, &c. ; many,
too, are retained within the pores of the carbon, espe-

cially carboniferous gases and colouring matter, for

which carbon has too great an attraction. As to the
porosity of carbon, I think it is beyond illustration,

being infinite as the divisibility of matter.

Such, no doubt, being the nature of the action of
carbon, it is clear that the old mode of refining by
loose charcoal is as inefficient as it is tedious, and that

the use of filter-blocks, plates, and balls made of plastic

carbon must be highly recommended, even if pressure

should have to be applied, in order to force the liquid

to pass its pores, which, however, would only be
necessary with oil, perhaps. How long a block would
last depends of course upon the nature of the liquid

;

filthy and highly deteriorated liquids would block up
your carbon sooner than comparatively pure ones ; but
I may add that Mr. Biihring's filters in the ever crowded
public fountains which are fed with that extremely
odious water of the Elbe—not better than Thames
water was (and is still !)—last for a quarter, and even
for half a year, being protected from gross impurities

by a surrounding layer of loose carbon, which kills and
keeps ofl the animalcules with which the water is

swarming. I may also notice in parenthesis that

the carbon balls retain lead, and that the filtered water
will absorb lead as readily as if it had been distilled ;

lead pipes should, therefore, not be applied below the
filter, and iron or caoutchouc be made use of.

In the same manner as carbon will purify liquids it

will tend to purify air. Plates of plastic carbon,
moistened with diluted acid, will steadily absorb all

ammoniacal impurities, sulphuretted hydrogen, all sorts

of miasma and nastiness. In sick chambers, where
draught has to be avoided, there can be nothing better

than such a plate hung up near the bed. They might
also be made available for ventilation purposes by
using them instead of the bricks to fill up some places

in the wall above and below. A steady and imper-

ceptible change of air within crowded rooms might
thus be kept up. The material is by far harder than
common brick, and as indestructible both by fire and
force. In hothouses, where draught is no less to be
eschewed, good use might be made of carbon blocks,

which, if produced on a large scale, might be perhaps
but twice as dear as common bricks. Common tobacco-
pipes, which absorb the ammonia, nicotine, and tar-oil of
tobacco, are made of carbon, and largely exported to
France. I have long used them, and could not
smoke out of any other pipe now, the taste being so
very much improved by the carbon. Of course, you
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must lenew your pipe every two weeks or so, and

either fresher the old one up by slowly baking it in the

fire, or burn it altogether. If these pipes were in

common use, of course they might be as cheap as clay

pipes, and could, without great expense, be renewed

every week. I fervently believe this will be the case

before long, as it would be a benefit for smoking man-

kind, who are largely and chronically poisoned and

dyspeptic from no other reason than from swallowing

too much nicotine and tobacco tar, which is extremely

noxious. Reptiles will die when merely touched with

it, man can stand it as a whole, but many of his good

parts are killed by it too. Use carbon pipe plugs at

I come now to the use plastic carbon in different

forms might be to gardeners and agricultunsts. I ob-

serve among the articles Mr. Buhring is manufacturing

flower-pots, grooved plates for testing seeds, blocks to

be put into the ground amongst the roots of your most

cherished flowers, and large plates to deck out your

Peach and Vine walls with.
,

The quality of carbon here made practically useful is

its non-conducting or rather heat absorbing power con-

nected with its porosity. Touch the blocks, whether

they come out of the oven or out of the winter air, and

you will hardly feel any difference of temperature, as

you would, no doubt, if you touched iron. Plants

fitted with a background of carbon, or vines upon a

carbon wall, will, of course, not be by far so exposed

to the evil consequences of inclement weather or changes

of temperature as they would be without. Besides

this, carbon has the gift of absorbing heat, so to say.

Being a non-conductor it stores up the rays of the sun

during daytime and slowly gives them up in the night,

much to the benefit of any plant near it. In this

respect, I think, there is nothing like carbon ; felt,

which is sometimes used, not being by half as porous

and much dearer.

The same is the case in the ground. If a block ol

carbon be inserted in the soil the roots of the plants

near it will apparently meet on its surface in quest of

warmth, or of moisture and air, which also will be

readily absorbed and supplied by the carbon to any

root near enough. The test-plates, for testing seeds,

are of equal excellence. They are fitted with a

number of grooves, to receive the different sorts of

seeds ; the whole is covered with earth and put into

water, when all the seeds can germinate under exactly

equal and most efficient conditions.

The carbon flower-pot I need not recommend.

What is the use of husbandry, of ploughing and fallow-

ing, but that of feeding the soil with air? Carbon will

do the same, whether it be there in the state of humus,

or distributed in little pieces surrounding your soil in

the form of a pot. Carbon is infinitely more porous

and active than clay ; besides this, Mr. Buhring gives

his flower-pots a doubly undulating form, so as to

increase the surface by a third at least ; thus the air has

free access to the roots, whilst too much moisture

readily evaporates. Mr. Biihring's flower-pots have no

hole in the bottom, as they have no bottom at all, but

only a rim loosely holding a sort of plug, which shuts

it up. This is an improvement, too, as tlie water from

the cup does not enter at one spot only, but all round

the rim. These plugs can also be used to keep fresh

and pure the water in which cut flowers, Hyacinths, &n.

,

are kept.

Then, again, we find Mr. Buhring intent upon intro-

ducing his carbon as an electrifying agent. He makes

the heavy coke or graphite quality of carbon into cylin-

ders or bricks ; these he puts into the soil about a

square yard apart from one another, and connects them

with the negative pole of a galvanic battery, or charges

Bowles, Augustus. Abergavenny.

Branmell, By., Crown East Court. Worcester.

Burrows. Chas. Acton, Lamberhurst, Hawkhurst, Kent.

flark, F. J.
P., North Ferriby, Hull.

Clark, George Thos., Dowlais House. Merlhyr Tydvil.

Clarki VVm,, Peas Hill Farm, Alfreton, Derby.

Coles,' Robert, Middleton Farm, Warminster, Wilts.

David, Charles W., Ely Rise, Cardiff.

Doridant, Chas., Aldershot Park, Aldershot, Hants.

Dyke, Thos.. Ashton Lodge, Bristol.

Filliter, Freeland, St. Martin's House, Wareham, Dorset.

Hamond, Anthony, Westacre, Brandon, Norfolk.

Horn fray, J. R., Penllyn Castle, Cowbridge.

Hurst, Thos., Tabley, Knutsford, Cheshire.

Kidd, C. W., Creeton Manor Farm, Stamford, Lincoln.

Knight, Josepth, Inworth Grange, Kelvedon.

Langdale, G. W., Leconfield Park House, Beverley.

Martin, P. Wykeham, M.P., Leeds Castle, Maidstone

Kent.
Mcllwrath, John. Dunure. Ayr, N.B.
Moir, Charles, Cardiff.

Rees, Thos. Blethyn, Tremunydd, St. David's.

Sartoris, Fredk., Rushden Hall, Higham Ferrers.

Smith, Richard V., Wotton Hill House, Gloucester.

Stacey, F. E., Llandough Castle, Cowbridge.

Stanford, Alfred, Eatons, Ashurst. Steyning, Sussex.

Stanford, Edward, Ashurst, Steyning, Sussex.

Stickney, 'Walter M., Hull.

Sullivan, John, Leopardstown. Foxrock, Dublin.

Sutton, Ambrose, Allhrey. Wrexham, Flintshire.

Tattersall, Charles, Burbage House, Buxton.

Trimmer, Edward, Gloucester.

Williams, Owen [ohn, Bodelwyddan, St. Asaph, Flint-

shire.

Finance.—Mr. Randall presented the report, from

which it appeared that the secretary's receipts during

the past month had been examined by the committee,

and by Messrs. Quilter, Ball & Co., the Society's

accountants, and were found correct. The balance in

the handsof the bankers on July 31 was ;£'84oS is. SJ.,

the sum of /,200o remaining on deposit. Cheques to

the amount of £8323 i8.t. 9</. were recommended to be

drawn.—This report was adopted.

House.—Mr. Brandreth Gibbs presented the report,

which recommended that Messrs. Bishop & Hooper's

tender for whitewashing and papering of the Council-

room, library, &c., be accepted, and that the usual

autumnal cleansing of the house be done as heretofore.

—This report was adopted.

IMI'LEMENT.—Mr. Shuttleworth presented the fol-

lowing report ;—The committee recommend the plough

classes to be expanded as follows ;
and they also

unanimously recommend that the implement trials at

Hull be confined to sections I to 6 in the provisional

prize-sheet. The following are the classes and con-

ditions recommended :
—

Ploughs.— I. Wheel Plough!. — a. For the best

plough, not exceeding 2 cwt. To be tested at 4 to 6 inches

deep, as far as practicable, on light land only. Extreme

length from point of share to end of breast not to exceed

4 feet. b. For the best plough, not exceeding 2^ cwt.

To be tested at 4 to 7 inches deep, on light and mixed soil

land as far as practicable. Extreme length from point of

share to end of breast not to exceed 4^ feet. c. For the

best plough, not exceeding 3 cwt. To be tested at 5 to

8 inches deep, on mixed soil and heavy land as far as

practicable. Extreme length from point of share to end

of breast not to exceed 4^ feet.

2. Swiit^ Ploughs.—Fox the best plough, not exceeding

2S cwt. To be tested at 4 to 7 inches deep, on light and

m'ixed soil land as far as practicable. Extreme length

from point of share to end of breast not to exceed 4J feet.

3. Double-furrow Ploughs.—Tot the best plough, not

exceeding 3* cwt. To be tested at 4 to 6 inches deep, as

far as practicable, on light land only. Extreme length

from point of share to end of breast not to exceed 4 feet

For the best plough, not exceeding s cwt. '^" ^- •—»-To be tested

witn tne negative poic oi a gaiva,.,.. ^».l^.j, v.. ..,.„.;,—
1

j ,g j„(,|,g5 ^^^„ ^n light and mixed soil land, as far

them with the electricity of a machine, thus making
practicable Extreme length from point of share to

.,. . : .„ .,« „ \^rr,o cz-tIh wtiirh SHmp nave ^ , . . . -
those experiments on a large scale which some have

taken the trouble to make on a small one in boxes and

pots. There is, whatever may be thought of our elec-

trifying philosophy, no doubt about one thing—that the

two poles have a sour and an alkaline reaction upon the

soil, and that, as you can turn oxygen into ozone by

electrifying it, you may also induce strong chemical

changes in your soil by the same means. You may, no

doubt, prevent acids from forming, and fix your

ammonia until the plants are vigorous enough to fix it

themselves. Perhaps some of your readers do not fear

the ridicule of venturing upon untrodden ground, and

will try electricity as manure. .Steam will be dethroned

by the galvanic battery some day or other, why not

guano? O. Beta.

end of breast not to exceed 4^ feet.

Sicrmlks*
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

Monthly Council : IVeJitesday, August 7.
—

Present : Earl Cathcart, President, in the chair ;
Lord

Kesteven, Lord Vernon, Mr. Cantrell, Mr. Druce,

Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Homsby, Mr. Hos-

kyns, M.P. ; Mr. Pain, Mr. Randell, Mr. Ransome,

Mr. Shuttleworth, Mr. Stone, and Mr. Wells, M.P.

Sir Francis Henry Goldsmid, Bart., of Rendcomb
Park, Cirencester, and W. Cunliffe Brooks, Esq., M.P.,

of Barlow Hall, Manchester, were elected governors of

the Society.

The following new members were elected :

—

Bailey, Crawshay, Maindiff Court, Abergavenny.
Barnett, John, Coleraine House, Stamford Hill.

Bell, Wm., Bodrhyddan, Rhuddlan, Rhyl, Flintshire.

4. Multiple-furrow Ploughs.—Fox the best plough

turning three or more furrows, not exceeding 6 cwt. To

be tested at 4 to 6 inches deep, as far as practicable, on

hght land only. Extreme length from point of share to

end of breast not to exceed 4 feet.

yVo/c—Such ploughs in classes i, 2, 3, and 4, as the

judges may select, to be tested on stubble as well as lea.

5. Subsoil Ploughs.—a. Best subsoil plough. To fol-

low an ordinary plough and work from 6 to 12 inches

below the furrow bottom. Extreme length from point of

share to end of breast not to exceed 4 feet. b. Best

arrangement of subsoiler attached to a single-furrow

plough for ploughing and subsoiling at one operation.

This plough must be able to plough 6 inches deep, and

subsoil 4 to 6 inches deeper. Extreme length from point

of share to end of breast not to exceed 4! feet. c. Best

arrangement of subsoiler attached to a double-furrow

plough (or ploughing and subsoiling at one operation.

This plough must be able to plough 6 inches deep, and

subsoil 4 to 6 inches deeper. Extreme length from point

of share to end of breast not to exceed 4J feet.

6 One-Way Ploughs.—a. For the best single-furrow

one-way plough, b. For the best double-furrow one-way

plough. All the one-way ploughs to be tested at 4 to

7 inches deep, as far as practicable, on light and mixed

soil land, and on both lea and stubble. Extreme length

from point of share to end of breast not to exceed

"*

7. Double Mouldboards or Ridging Ploughs.—For the

best plough not exceeding aj cwt. To be tested in

ridging up land from the flat, moulding up Polatos, and

opening water furrows after ploughing.

8 Pairing Plough.— Fox the best paring plough.

9 Pulverizer.— Fox the best plough for leaving the

furrow-slice pulverized. To be tested at 6 to 8 in. deep

on light and mixed soil as far as practicable.

Miscellaneous.—For the best plough not qualified to

compete in any of the foregoing classes. General conditions

as regards ploughs : The standard of excellence of work to

be the same as that laid down by the Society for the New-
castle meeting. Any plough cutting a false bottom,
i.e., an unlevel share cut, to be disqualified. Ploughs to

be tested by a dynanometer, and drawn by steam-power
during such test. Each plough to go at least one round
drawn by steam, and with the dynanometer attached, but

not registering, so that it may open its own work prior to

having its draught tested. The draught to be registered

on not less than four different furrows, and averaged to

ensure accuracy. Each competitor may use a new or

sharp share and coulter during the dynanometer trials,

but these must be of the same shape and make as those

which he has used during the rest of the trial. When
tested on the dynanometer, each plough shall have a share

cutting the same width of ground, namely :—For a 9-inch

furrow, not less than 7J inches wide ; and for a 12-incli

furrow, not less than 10 inches, measuring across the wing.

The length from the point of the share to the end of the

breast to be measured along the centre of the breast.

IL Harkows.— I, light harrows: 2, heavy rollers
; 3.

chisel harrows
; 4, chain harrows

; 5, drag harrows ; 6,

any harrow not qualified to compete in the preceding

classes.

III. Rollers and Clod-crushers.— i, light rollers ;

2, heavy rollers ; 3, clod-crushers
; 4, any roller or clod-

crusher not qualified to compete in the preceding classes.

IV. Cultivators and Scarifiers.— r, cultivating

implements for light land ; 2, cultivating implements for

heavy land
; 3, broadshares

; 4, any other implement for

cultivating or scarifying purposes not quaUfied to compete

in the preceding classes.

V. Digging Machines.
VI. Potato Ploughs and Diggers.—(a). For the

best plough for raising Potatos
;

{b), for the best machine

or digger for raising Potatos.

This report was adopted.

General, Cardiff.—Lord Kesteven reported that

the accounts connected with the show had been

examined and passed.

General, Hull.—A letter from the town clerk of

Hull was read, stating that the terms of the proposed

agreement were satisfactory; but expressing a wish that

bridging of the main drain be decided upon definitely,

instead of being left an open question ; also that the

signing be delayed until the consent of the railway

authorities to the proposed railway sidings be obtained.

The committee recommend that the bridging be done

according to Mr. Hunt's plan, and that, upon these

matters being arranged, the secretary be authorised to

sign the agreement. The committee further recom-

mend that Mr. Tiffen be requested to undertake the

duty of procuring the forage, the quantities to be about

the same as at Wolverhampton, and that iNIr. Randell

be requested to communicate with Mr. Tiffen on the

subject.—This report was adopted.

Showyard Contracts. — Mr. Randell stated

that the surveyor reports that Mr. Penny is entitled,

under his contract, to the sum of £iQOO, which will

leave a balance of .^377 14^. e)d. to be paid him in

November. The committee also recommend that the

surveyor's accounts be paid.—This report was adopted.

Chemical.—Mr. Wells, M. P., reported that the

actions of Kidd v. the Society, and Ayres v. the

Society, were being tried at Leeds.

Veterinary.—Mr. Wells, M.P., presented the fol-

lowing report :—The committee have received a report

from Professor Simonds respecting several importa-

tions of cattle from Russia and Germany which were

found to be infected with the cattle plague. The
report gives the details of each case, and ol the strin-

gent and special regulations and means that have been

adopted to prevent the spread of the disease. These

regulations appear to have been efficiently and actively

carried out, although in connection with case 5 a gross

piece of carelessness appears to have been committed

subsequent to the slaughter of the diseased animals, as

it appears that the lighters in which the slaughtered

animals were placed were not sunk at sea, as had been

provided for, but were left afloat with the carcases on

board.

The report of the Governors of the Royal Veterinary

College for the past year has been received ; this

report details the changes that have been made in the

officers, &c, , of the College

;

The Governors state, among other matters, that a

more satisfactory supply of specimens of diseases is now

furnished by the members of this Society, and the

Governors request that special attention be called to the

benefits likely to result from a still larger number of

subjects being forwarded to the College. In reference

to splenic apoplexy, the report calls attention to the

use of antiseptic agents, especially sulphate of soda,

combined with chloric and sulphuric ether, and tho-

roughly cleansing the yards.

It has been found that hremato-sepsis, or " black

leg," has been prevalent in some parts, and the fol-

lowing treatment is recommended in cases of sudden

outbreaks, viz., periodic doses of saline aperients, use of

setons, occasional blood-letting, and careful diet, so as

to avoid plethora.
.

The report further alludes to the importation and

movement of Irish cattle, and to fairs and markels

as the great centres of infection in foot-and-mouth

disease, especially in store stock.

Letters from several exhibitors of cottage plans

having been read, complaining that the prizes offered

had not been awarded, it was unanimously resolved

that they be informed that there were no plans which
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complied with the condition that the cost of erecting

cottages upon such plans should not respectively

exceed ^"220 per pair, and £go each, possessing

sufficient merit to justify the judges in awarding any

prize.

A committee, consisting of the stewards of stock,

implements, and finance, was appointed to investigate

a case of protest at the Cardiff show, and to report to

the Council in November.

Vienna Exhibition.—A communication from Her
Majesty's Commissioners for the Vienna International

Exhibition, 1S73, stating that the President of the

Royal Agricultural Society had been added to the

number of the Royal Commissioners, was read ; also a

further communication, inviting the Society to aid in

carrying out the due representation of British Agri-

culture. It was resolved that the following be consti-

tuted a committee to assist Her Majesty's Commis-
sioners, and to give advice in this matter, viz., the

Earl of Cathcart, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Rlr. Wren
Hoskyns, M.P., and Mr. R. C. Ransome. The fol-

lowing particulars were read (amongst others) in refer-

ence to the time of entry, the payment for space, iS:c.,

full details of which can be obtained on application to

the Secretary of the Royal Commission, P. C. Owen,
Esq., 41, Parliament Street, S.W.

The Exhibition will open in Vienna on May i, and
close on October 31. 1873.

Lists of the exhibitors, with detailed plan of space
required, must be sent in by August 24, to P. C. Owen,
Esq., Secretary to the Royal Commission, 41, Parliament
Street, S.W.
The motive-power for machinery will be supplied

gratis.

The Austrian regulations state that the price to be
charged to each foreign country for the entire area of

space demanded, will be, in the Industrial Palace at the

rate of 10 florins ^£1 per square metre {a square metre
contains about loi square feet), and in the Machinery
Hall at the rate of 4florins^8^. per square metre. In

others parts of the Exhibition and grounds the rent per
square metre will be— In the courtyards of the Industrial

Palace, Ss. In the park : Open air, 2s. ; in spaces
covered at ex'pense of exhibitor, 6s.

Goods for exhibition to be considered as bonded and
exempt from customs duties.

Exhibitors or their agents are responsible for the packing,
forwarding, receiving, and unpacking of their goods, both
for the opening and the close of the Exhibition, and the
owner, agent, or consignee must be present. The removal
of objects after the Exhibition must be completed before
December 31, 1873.
The objects will be submitted to the judgment of an

international jury.

Special regulations will be published respecting con-
structions, and very large objects, also for those requiring
foundations. All preparations for the exhibition of such
objects must be completed by February 15, 1873.
The chief manager reserves to himself the right to

dispose of such places as shall not be properly occupied
on April 25, 1873.
The objects exhibited will be protected against piracy

of inventions or designs. Reproductions, photographs,
&c., will only be allowed with the joint consent of the
exhibitor and the chief manager.

Insurances against fire, &c., when considered necessary
by the exhibitor, to be effected by him at his own
expense.

Exhibitors and their agents will receive tickets entitling

them to free admission to the Exhibition.

The Council then adjourned to November 6, after

granting the usual leave of absence to the secretary and
clerks.

£A TH AND WEST OF ENGLAND.
At the late monthly meeting of the Council of this

Society the chair was taken by Sir John Duckworth,
Bart., V.P.
Plymouth Meetings 1873.—The secretary brought up

the conditions for the holding the Society's meeting at

Plymouth in 1S73, duly signed by the Mayor and
Hon. Local Secretary, and reported that the prelimi-

nary money payment of i^Soo had already been trans-

ferred to the Society's credit. A letter was also read
from the secretary to the Devonshire County Agricul-
tural Association, announcing the intention of that

body not to hold its annual meeting during the

Plymouth year, and naming an influential committee,
comprising amongst others the Duke of Somerset, the
Earl ofDevon, EarlMorley, SirS. H. Northcote, Bart.,

M.P., and Sir M. Lopes, M.P., who desired a confer-

ence for the purpose of making arrangements that

would be beneficial to both societies. With this view a
committee of the Bath and West of England Society
and Southern Counties Association was appointed to

meet the deputation from the Devonshire society at

Exeter on an early day.

The Recent Dorchester Meeting.—The Finance Com-
mittee congratulated the Council that the receipts at

Dorchester quite equalled the expenditure, notwith-
standing the very unfavourable weather. It also

transpired that the sales of agricultural machinery were
unusually large, more especially in those classes having
reference to harvesting operations. The stewards re-

ported that the protest against the Hereford heifer,

Dolly Varden, was not sustained by the evidence
adduced, and that in Class 17 the first prize was taken
by Mr. Edwards, of Broadwood, Leominster, and not
by Mr. Evans, of Landowlais, as incorrectly stated in

several printed lists.

The secretary read a letter suggesting Chichester as

a desirable place for an early meeting of the Society,
and it was ordered to be duly acknowledged ; but no
further order with reference to it was made. Where
the Society will hold its meeting in 1S74, therefore, for

the present, remains an open question.

The following new members were declared to be
duly elected :—'Messrs. C. T. D. Acland, of Sprydon-
cote, Exeter ; W. Everett, Abbotts Wood ; Wm.
Kirbell, Home Farm, Latimer, Chesham ; Richard
Marker, Combe, near Honiton ; Charles Henry Mayo,
Manor Farm, Piddle Hinton, Dorchester; George
Nichols, Broad Street, Bristol.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.
The annual exhibition of live stock, agricultural

machinery and implements, plants, fruits, and flowers,

in connection with the above association, was held on
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday of last week, in llic

Park, Gloucester, with great success. On Tuesday, it

was very doubtful whether the show would come olT,

as, in consequence of the heavy rains which fell during
the previous night, the Park was converted into a lake,
the water being in some places three or four feet deep,
and those who had business in the grounds were
obliged to float themselves from place to place on
rafts.

The show itself will bear comparison with most of
its predecessors. The entries of live stock were larger

than they were last year, when the exhibition was held
at Cheltenham ; the numbers being—cattle, 84 ; sheep,

56 ; pigs, 44 ; and horses, S7. The handsome challenge
cup, value 100 gs., offered by Mr. B. St. John Ackers,
for the best Shorthorn in the yard, was carried off by
Mr. Joseph Stralton, Alton Priors, Marlborough,
whose heifer, Mabel, was a really magnificent beast.

Messrs. Fenn and Harding, of Ludlow and Shrews-
bury, were successful in winning the challenge cup,
worth 25 gs. given by Mr. S. S. Marling, M. P., for

the best Hereford in the exhibition, with a first-rate

bull, named BACHELOR. The competition for the cup
was remarkably keen, the animals shown by Mr. J.
Evans, Lancadle, near Cowbridge ; and Mr. T.
Fenn, Ludlow, being close up to the winner. Some
of the classes for sheep were thinly filled ; but the
animals on the whole were very good ; and the same
may be said of the pigs. There was a capital show of
horses, and the ring, while the judging was going on,
was surrounded by a large number of persons, who
watched the hunters, ponies, and hacks being put
through their paces with the greatest interest. Colonel
Kingscote, M.P., when he delivered in the awards of
the gentlemen who, with himself, examined the
hunters' classes, said that the hunters under five years
were all so excellent that the entire class could be com-
mended.

The sheds erected for the exhibitions of implements
were well filled. Messrs. P. and H. P. Gibbons, of
Wantage, were awarded a prize of £z for their straw
elevator ; Mr. C. F. Webb, of Stratton, a prize of ^l,
for his cart-tipping apparatus ; Mr. H. Simpson, of
Melksham, a prize of ;i^i, for his cheese press ; and .

Messrs. Lister & Priestley, of Dursley, a prize of ;[^3,

for their chaff and winnowing machines. Among the
other exhibitors were Messrs. Brown & May, North
Wilts Foundry, Devizes ; Messrs. Nalder & Nalder,
Wantage ; and Mr. G. Hathaway, Cooperage Works,
Chippenham. Messrs. Gibbons also showed one of
their threshing-machines which was commended at

Cardiff.

The judges were :—Cattle—Mr. W. Butler, Bad-
minton, Chippenham ; Mr. Thomas Duckham, Bay-
shamcourt, Ross ; Mr. George Haine, Over, Glouces-
ter. Sheep, Pigs, and Dogs—Mr. John Wigmore,
Bollitree, Ross ; Mr. W. Rigden, Hove, Brighton

;

Mr. R. H. Masfen, Pendiford, Wolverhampton.
Cart Horses—Mr. W. Richards, Dursley, Gloucester-
shire ; Mr. W. Allen, Hartpury, Gloucester. Hunters
and roadsters—Colonel Kingscote, C.B., M.P., Kings-
cote Park, Wotton-under-edge ; Major Heywood,
Ocle Court, Hereford ; J. Capel Croome, Esq. , Bagen-
don House, Cirencester. Cheese—Mr. E. Bretherton,
Gloucester ; Mr. D. Long, Whaddon, Gloucester.
Implements—Mr. Thomas Lawrence, Churchdown,
near Gloucester ; Mr. Charles Priday, Longford, near
Gloucester.

At the dinner, to which ladies were invited, between
300 and 400 sat down, and Colonel Kingscote C.B.,
M.P., took the chair. The Bishop of Gloucester spoke
on the condition of the labourer. He said : The
chairman has spoken of the bishop of the diocese, as

being one of the country gentlemen of Gloucestershire,

aud as the occupant for the time being of the honour-
able place of bishop, I will speak in that capacity.

Perhaps I have some of my own very good and estim-

able tenantry here present, and I may say that never
had landowner a better or more trustworthy tenantry

—

never doing their work more faithfully. No doubt,

my brethren, these are very trying times—these are

times in which efforts are being made—mischievous,

evil efforts—to set class against class, and especially to

set our faithful English labourers against their equally

faithful English employers. Now I rejoice—for I have
made some inquiry on the point—I rejoice to say that

in Gloucestershire we appear to have been tolerably

free. I have heard, to my regret, of certain meetings

some quarters
; but still I think I may claim for our

own sunny Gloucestershire that we do enjoy a very
great immunity up to the present time, and my belief
is that we shall continue to preserve that honourable
position, simply for this good reason, because I know
that wherever equitable demands are made, equitable
and respectful, there our employers of labour are tho-
roughly ready to respond to the application. I know,
gentlemen, many honoured names, you know them as
well as I do, who several months ago came forward
and raised the wages of the different persons they
employed on their estates, and in the culture of their
farms, and why ? Because the men were underpaid ?

By no means, but because they saw this anxious rise in
prices everywhere, and because they recognised as
good and plain Englishmen that if money would
purchase less than it did in former times, if so much
silver would now purchase less commodity, why it

must follow of course that more must be given for the
honest effort of the muscles and sinews of the labourers,^
and so, recognizing that money was generally sinking
in value, they at once came forward, and said if you
have to pay more with your money, why it is right
I should pay more for these brawny arms that till

my fields ; and so our Gloucestershire landlords—

I

may say it in the presence of many of them—they
came forward, and nobly came forward. And now
let me say a word on the behalf of the labourer.
I cannot speak in too strong terms, or denounce too
severely those who come from afar—many who never
owned an acre, who never did an honest day's
work. I do denounce men of that kind, coming here
on our quiet wolds and peaceful valleys, and seeking
the disaffected, for disaffected there are sure to be
in all places, setting our English labourers against
their English landlords. I denounce that as strongly
as one man can denounce any evil thing

;

and it is not for me, perhaps, a man of peace—but, as
a man of peace, I do strongly hope all whom it may
concern will keep the peace, and will remember that
their bishop publicly advised them under any circum-
stances to keep the peace—even if the village horse-
pond stand ever so invitingly near, not by any means
to put any one of these men into it. I have given
them counsel, and I hope it will be followed. I
sincerely hope the advice of a man of peace will be
followed. Vou must really resist the temptation.
And now a few words with regard to the labourer.
I have spoken of our landlords : I conclude by saying
that I believe our labourers do thoroughly appreciate
the honourable gentlemen who employ them. It may be
that our labourers have received too little, and it may
be that they have been paid too much in kind. But
there are two sides to a question ; and I heard the other
day a distinguished employer of labour say at a
public meeting in London, that he had paid his
different servants and those he employed half-a-crown
a day, and he had to give them something at the end
of the week ; and he said the amount of drunkenness
had increased frightfully, and that the women came
to call for the money, saying that the men carried
it every evening to the alehouse. So there

are really two sides to the question, and we are to con-
sider whether we are at once to denounce, and so very
hastily, the truck system. I think that when fair wages
are given, the value of a cottage, of those many kind
gifts that can and are given, I think it goes far to

induce a family to keep things together. We should
not be too hasty to condemn a system which, at any
rate amongst ourselves, has not worked ill. I have
never sympathised with those who endeavour to set class

against class : certain persons have thought it necessary

to adopt that course. I always thought there was
something dangerous in endeavouring to persuade agri-

cultural labourers against their employers, and in

endeavouring to deport them to other places. Let us
try to keep them among us, and let us try to cultivate

kindly relations with them. I am sure the clergy would
do their utmostin this matter. Cultivate kindly relations,

and try to live as one great family. It is to the interest

of the farmer and labourer to remain united. They are

the common sons of a noble country, and ill indeed
would the day be when the interests of the labourer

were not supposed to be identified with those of the

British farmer.

Mr. Price, M.P., spoke on the same subject. He
said :—Probably there was no one in that very large

assemblage who was brought more into contact with

that labour question than he was in one of the capaci-

ties he held, as Chairman of the Midland Railway.
There was a little misunderstanding upon that point.

The question of wages was not really a question of so

many shillings a week. There could be no doubt on
this point, a sovereign is not worth as much as a

sovereign was. Twenty shillings would not buy what
twenty shillings formerly purchased, and they might
possibly pay three or four shillings a week more for

labour than they had done three or four years ago, and
yet not give the labourer money possessing so large a
power over the commodities and necessaries of life.

YORKSHIRE.
Wcduesdayy August 7—This importantMalton

meeting commenced here to-day under most favour-

able auspices, and the attendance has been very large.

, J --0-- , a-- The showyard comprises 22 acres, and is admirably
and I have heard also of some agitation going on in I arranged. The prizes offered amount to ;i^i540, and
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the entry is a capital one, as is shown by comparison

with that for 1S55, when it was last held at Malton :

—

1855. 1872.

Cattle 126 108

Sheep 80 104

Pigs 76 91

Horses 276 447

The meeting was then a grand success, and we may
safely predict a similar result for the present occasion.

Our review of the special features of the show, and

our critical notice of the live stock, owing to the

exigencies of the press, we must defer till next week.

We may note that 126 of our leading implement

firms are represented in the yard by 1291 " exhibits ;

"

that 16 firms show machinery in motion ; and that the

show of hounds comprises entries from 1 1 packs.

The following are the awards in the horse

classes :

—

JiTDGES.—Hunters and Roadsters : Robert Arkwright, Kims-

ton HatI, Wellingborough; William T. Scarth, Keverston,

Darlington ; J. R. Kirkham, Audleby Villa, Caistor. Coaching

and Affricultural : Thomas Robinson, Nuthill, Hedon, Hull :

N. G. Barthropp, Hacheston, Wickham Market ; George Wool-

house, Wellingore, Grantham.

Horses for Breeding.

Stallions, thorough-bred, for getting weight-carrying hunters.—

1st, ^30, Sir G. Cholmeley, Bart., Boynton ; 2d, £15, R. Arm-
strong, Beverley; 3d, ;^io, R.Armstrong.

Stallions, thorough-bred, for getting coach horses.—ist, ^20,

J. Singleton, Pocklington.
Stallions for getting coach horses, not thorough-bred.—ist,

;£io, J. Laveracic, North Cave, Hull ; 2d, ^5, J-. Ward, Acomb
Grange, York.
Sullions for getting roadsters.— ist, £10. J. Smith, Shipton,

Market Weighton ; 2d, £5, G. Holmes, Beverley.

Stallions for getting agricultural horses, — ist, £20, J. Ste-

phenson, Wheldrake, York ; 2d, ;^io, J. Forshaw, Burley-in-

Wharfedale, Leeds.

Brood Mares for breeding hunters, with Foals sucking. — ist,

£25, J. F. Leighton, Osgodby, near Scarborough ; 2d, ;£io, H.
Watson, Newbegin, Filey.

Brood Mares for breeding coach horses, with Foals sucking.

—1st, ^15. R. Watson, Maltby House, near Stockton-on-Tees ;

2d, £7, W. L. Robinson, Thornianby, Easingwold.

Brood Mares, for breeding roadsters, with Foals sucking.

—

ist, £10, Major Stapylton, Myton Hall. Helperby ; 2d, ^5, F.

Cook, Thixendale, York.
Brood Mares, for breeding agricultural horses, with Foals

sucking.—ist, £2$, C. Lister, Coleby Ledge, Lincoln ; sd, Cup
value £10, R. Watson, Maltby House, near Stockton-on-Tees.

Horses for Agricultural Purposes.

Two-year-old Agricultural Geldings or Fillies. — ist, £7, T.

Statter, jun.. Stand Hall, Whitefield ; 2d, ^3, E. Crowe, Denver,
Downham Market.
Three-year-old Agricultural Gelding or Filly. — 1st, ;^io, T.

T. Parker, Charnock, Chorley, Lancashire ; 2d, ^5, G. Wood,
Hayfields, Doncaster.
Four-year-old and upwards. Agricultural Geldings or Mares.

— 1st, Cup value ;£ -'5, C. W. Brierley, Rhodes House, Middleton,

near Manchester ; 2d, ^lo, E. Crowe, Denver, Downham
Market, Norfolk.

Coach Horses.
Two-year-old Gelrllngs or Fillies.— ist, ;£io, T. Stamper,

Highfield House, Oswaldkirk : 2d, £s, G. Harrison, Newton-
oii-Derwent, Wilberfoss.

Three-year-old Coaching Geldings. — ist, £15, J. Johnson,
Brigham, Driffield ; 2d, ;£io, J. Johnson.

Three-year-old Coaching FilHes.—1st, ^10, J. Kirby, Burton
Fields, Stamford Bridge, York ; 2d, £5, T. Otterburn, Aislaby,

Pickering.
Roadsters, Hackneys, and Ponies.

Hackney or Roadster, any age or sex, equal to carry 15 stones.

—ist, ^15, T. Clarkson, Leeds ; 2d, £5. G. Bland, Coleby Hall,

Lincoln.
Hackney or Roadster, any age or sex, equal to carry 12 stones.

—1st, 2io. W. & G. Lovel, Norton, Malton ; 2d, ^5, G. Holmes,

Bar House, Beverley-

Ponies, any age or sex, not less than 12J and not exceeding

144 hands high.—ist, j^io, J- Leeman, York ; 2d, £5, C. Mason,
Dishforlh, Thirsk.

Ponies any age or sex, not exceeding 12!- hands high, suitable

for children, to be ridden in the ring by boys under 15 years of

age.— ist, J£io, J. Hornsby, Grantham, Lincolnshire; 2d, £5,
Lord Middleton, Birdsall House, Malton.

Hunters..
Two-year-old Geldings or Fillies.— ist, £15, T. & G. Knowles,

Windy Hill, Yarm ; 2d, £7, Col. Thomson, Kirkhammerton,

York.
Three-year-old Hunting Geldings.— ist, ;i^2o, J. Goodliff,

Huntingdon ; 2d, ^lo, J. ^L T. Musgrave, Beverley ; 3d, £5,

J. lies. Market Rasen.
Three-year-old Hunting Fillies.— ist, /15, J. Robson, Old

Malton ; 2d. ^^5, Sir G. Cholmeley.
Four-year-old Hunting Geldings.— 1st, ^^25, J, Fearon, White-

haven ; 2d, £^0, R. Emerson, Darlington; 3d, ;i^5, S. Pearson,

Macclesfield.
Four-year-old Hunting Mares.— ist, ;£2o, T. Darrell, West

Ayton, York ; 2d, j^io, A. Dunhill, Hesleston, York
; 3d, £$> 'i-

Hare, Easingwold.
Five-year-old Hunting Geldings, or Mares, that have never, at

any show, won a prize of the reputed value of ^10.—1st, X20, R.

Topham, Low Mowthorpe, Wharram ; 2d, iixo. G. Holmes,
Beverley.
Huntmg Geldings or Mares, 5 years old and upwards, and

qualified to carry at least 15 stones with hounds.— 1st, Cup, value

£^0, J. M. T. Musgrave, Beverley ; 2d, £20, Major Stapylton,

Myton Hall, Helperby, York.
Hunting Geldings or Mares, 5 years old and upwards, and

qualified to carry not less than 12 stones with hounds.— ist. Cup,
value £$0, H. H. Jcwison, Railhsthorpe, York ; ad, £^20,

R. Nelson, Barton Hill House, York; 3d, ^^lo, T. S. Starkcy,

Acomb Hall, York.

The following is a list of the awards in the live

stock classes :

—

Judges.—George Bland, Coleby, Lincoln ; Robert Jefferson,

Preston Hows, Whitehaven ; Edward Bowly, Siddington House,
Cirencester.

Shorthorns.
Bulls of any age above 3 years old.—1st, £25, and Cup, J.

Outhwaitc, Bainesse, Catterick, Roval Windsor (29,890) : 2d,
j£io, W. Linton, Sheriff Hution, York, Lord Irwin ; 3d, ^5,
T. Stamper, Oswaldkirk.

Bulls above 2 and not exceeding 3 years old.— 1st, .£20, S.
Wiley, Bransby, Easingwold

; zd, Zio, W. Dyson, Tinsley, near
Rotherham ; 3d. £5, C. W. Erisrley, Middleton. near Man-
chester.

Bulls above i and not exceeding 2 years old.— ist, ^£25, W.
Linton, Sheriff Hutton, York ; 2d. £10. Colonel Towneley.
Towneley ; 3d, £$, Hon. P. Dawnay, York.

Bull Calves, above 5 and not exceeding 12 months old.— ist,

^15, Lady Pigot, Branches Park, Newmarket ; 2d, .^lo. Earl of

Feversham, Duncomhe Park ; 3d, £$, Sir G. O. Wombwell,
Bart., Newburgh Park.
Cow of any age above 3 years old, in calf or milk.— ist, £2$,

J. Knowles, Wetherby House, Wethcrby ; 2d. ;Cio, W. Brad-

burn, Wednesfield, Wolverhampton ; 3d, £5, R. Stratton, The
DufFryn, Newport.

Heifers, not exceeding 3 years old, in calf or milk.— 1st, ;C2o,

C- Charlworth, Padworth Mill, Reading ; 2d, ;£io, T. Statter,

jun.. Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester; 3d, £5, Colonel

Towneley, Towneley, Burnley.
Heifers, not exceeding 2 years old.—ist, ;^3o and Cup, Col.

Towneley, Towneley, Burnley, Oxford Beauty ; 2d, ;tio. Col.

Towneley ; 3d, £^, Lady Pigot, Branches Park, Newmarket.
Heifer Calves above 5 and not exceeding 12 months old.— ist,

;£iS, Lady Pigot, Branches Park ; 2d, ^10, Sir G. O. Wombwell,
Bart., Newburgh Park, Easingwold ; 3d, £5, Earl of Feversham,
Duncomhe Park.
Cow for dairy purposes.— ist, /lo, T. H. Hutchinson. Manor

House, Catterick ; 2d, ^5, Messrs. R. & T. Smith, Whitby.

Alderney, Jersey, or Guernsey Cow or Heifer, in calf or milk.

—ist, ;^io, J. Brown, Bawtry; 2d, ;^5, J. Brown.

SHEEP.
Judges.—Thomas Marris. The Chase, Ulceby ; John Buckley,

The Cottage, Loughborough ; Francis Spencer, Alma House,

Claybrook, Lutterworth.

LEICF.STER.

Shearling Rams.— ist, ;£20, J. Borton, Barton House, Malton ;

2d, Zio, W. Kendall, East Ness, Oswaldkirk, York; 3d, .^5, R-

W. Creswell, Ravenstone, Ashby-dc-Ia-Zouch.

Rams of any other age.— ist, ^15, and Cup, J. Borton, Barton

House, Malton ; sd, £7, G. Turner, jun., Thorpelands, North-

ampton : 3d, £2, J- Borton.

Pens of 5 Shearling Gimmers.— ist, ^15, and Cup, J. Borton,

Barton House, Malton ; 2d, £7, T. H. Hutchinson. Manor
House, Catterick; 3d, ^3, E. Riley, Kipling Cotes Farm, Hull.

Lincoln.

Shearling Rams.-ist, £1^, J. Pears, Mere, Lincoln; ad, £7,

R. Wright, Nocton, Lincoln ; 3d, £3, J. Pears.

Rams of any other age.—1st, £10, R. Wright, Nocton, Lui-

coln ; 2d. £s, W. F. Marshall, Branston, Lincoln.

Pens of 5 shearling Gimmers.— ist, ;^io, J. Pears, Mere, Lin-

coln ; 2d, £5, R. N. Morley, Leadenham, Grantham.

Shropshire Down.
Shearling Rams.—ist, ;iCi.=;, Lord Wenlock, Escrick, York

;
2d,

£-j. W. Baker, Moor Barns, Atherstone : 3d, £3, W. Baker.

Rams of any other age.- 1st, ;£io, W. Baker, Moor Barns,

Atherstone ; -d, ^5, W. Baker. ,,,„,,
Pens of 5 Shearling Gimmers.— 1st, /lo, Lord Wenlock,

Escrick, York ; 2d, ^5, W. Baker, Moor Barns.

Black-i-aced Mountain Sheei-.

Rams of any age.— ist, ^10, B. Dobson. llklcy ; 2d, £s,

J. Waind, Ankness, Kirby Moorside.
Pens of 5 Breeding Ewes, with Lambs Sucking.—^5, W. Ruds-

dale, Danby End, Yarm.

PIGS.

Judges.—John Crabtree, Branch Hotel, Shipley, Leeds ; John
Fisher, Carhead, Crossbills; Jacob Wilson, Woodhorn Manor.

Morpeth.
(12 months old and upwards.)

Boars, large breed.—ist, £s, Duckering & Sons, Northorpe,

Kirton Lindsey ; 2d, £2, J. Garbutt, jun., Brough, East York-

shire.

Sows, large breed, in pig or milk. — ist, ^5. P- Eden, Cross

Lane. Salford ; 2d, £2, Duckering & Sons, Northorpe, Kirton

Lindsey.
Boars, small breed.-1st, £s, P- Eden, Cross Lane. Sslford ;

2d, £2, C. R. N. Beswicke-Royds, Pyke House, Littleborough.

Sows, small breed, in pig or milk.— ist, £s, P. Eden, Salford
;

2d. £2, C. R. N. Beswicke-Royds.
Boars, black, or Berkshire breed.—1st, £5, C. R. N. Beswicke-

Royds, Littleborough ; 2d, £2, C. R. N. Beswicke-Royds.

SoAVS, black, or Berkshire breed, in pig or milk.— ist, £$, C.

R. N. Beswicke-Royds; 2d, £2, Duckering & Sons, Northorpe,

Kirton Lindsey.
Boars of any breed, not qualified to compete in the classes for

Boars of large, smalt and Berkshire breeds.— ist, £5. C. R. N.

Beswicke-Royds, Littleborough ; 2d, £2, J. E. Fox, Great Hor-

ton, near Bradford.

Sows of any breed, in pig or milk, not qualified to compete in

the classes for Sows of large, small, and Berkshire breeds, in pig

or milk —1st, .£5, W. Parker, Leeds Road, Bradford ; 2d, ;£ 2,

P. Eden, Salford.

Boars of large breed, not exceeding 12 months old.— 1st, ^5,
Duckering & Sons, Kirton Lindsey.

Sows of large breed.—ist, £$, P. Eden, Salford; 2d, £2,

Duckering & Sons, Kirton Lindsey.
Boars of small breed.- 1st. £s. W. HatCon, Addingham, near

Leeds ; 2d, £2, P. Eden, Salford.

Sows of small breed.—isl, £5> P. Eden, Salford; 2d, £5, P.

Eden, Salford.

Boars, black, or Berkshire breed.—No award.

Sows of black, or Berkshire breed.— ist, £$, Duckering &
Sons, Kirton Lindsey ; 2d, £2, Duckering & Sons.

Pens of Store Pigs, of any breed, from 4 to 9 months old.— ist,

£5, P. Eden, Salford ; 2d, £2, Duckering & Sons.

|[0tias ai §00k«.
Cattle, Sheep, and Deer {contaiiiing also Remarks

on the Game Laws and Grouse Moors). By D. G. F.

Macdonald, LL.D., &c. Steel & Jones, Spring

Gardens, London.

Mr. Macdonald, who fills his title-page with a long

list of his distinctions and performances, has added

another to his previous publications ; and we shall

introduce it to our readers in his own words. The

following is his preface :
—

"The great favour with which my works on 'Estate

Management ' and ' Hints on Farming, '
have been re-

ceived by landowners and agriculturists generally, has

induced me to write on the important subjects of cattle,

sheep and deer, in the hope that my dissertations may
prove equally useful and attractive.

"I am gratified to learn that my other works have

met with flattering marks of approbation from various

sovereigns, many of the nobility, landowners, agents and

others ; and that they have, moreover, contributed

towards stimulating tenant-farmers to improve their con-

dition by obtainintr a more abundant return from the land.

"The success of my other publications may probably

be ascribed to the care I had bestowed on condensing my
opinions and to my having given to them a thoroughly

practical character. Whilst still endeavouring to do this

in my new work, I have to acknowledge my indebtedness
to a few eminent authorities, such as Youatt, Milburn,
Martin, Reid and Sherley ; because to write effectively on
such a variety of subjects requires more experience than
ever falls to one man's lot.

"Some readers may perhaps ask, 'Who is this Mr.
Macdonald who takes upon himself to write on cattle,

sheep and deer,—the Game Laws and grouse moors,—what
does he know about such subjects?' It therefore behoves
me to show that I am qualified by practical knowledge
and personal experience to do so, and also that I am
not a mere theorist, but one well versed in husbandry and
sport, and thus satisfy the reasonable doubts of intelligent

men.
"Well, then, my father was a clergyman, possessed of

extensive glebe lands and a farm, and I have from my
youth been occupied in the study and practice of agri-

culture—in breeding and rearing cattle and sheep ; and I

have had, too, a fair share of sport in the forest, on the
moor, and the field. I have prosecuted my calling as a
civil engineer, agricultural engineer, and estate agent,
with success. Under my immediate direction and super-
intendence upwards of a million sterling has been ex-
pended on the improvement of agricultural lands alone.

I have been taught every branch of farming, experi-

mentally, practically, and scientifically ; and I have
farmed extensively on my own account for many years,

besides superintending landed property, and keeping
estate books and accounts. I have received, in short, a
first-class agricultural education in all its branches, and it

is with these qualifications that I felt myself justified in

writing the following pages.
"I have the honour of introducing my volume to the

public under the favourable auspices of His Grace the
Duke of Sutherland, who at all times takes a lively interest

not only in the science of agriculture, but in every branch
of husbandry, and in whatever tends to the good of society

at large ; and of whom it may well be said that he is

popular more for himself than for the high station he
occupies.

I now consign my book to the tribunal of public

opinion, convinced that, whatever its shortcomings may
be, my efforts are well-intended, and that the excellence

of my performance is to be estimated by considering the

degree in which it is calculated to answer the design for

which it has been written."

The preface is itself preceded by a portrait of the

author. This extraordinary egotism, which cannot but

strike the reader, is probably an entirely unconscious

display on the part of the writer. But there is not

much of it after the first few pages of his work have

been read ; and for the most part the work— it is a

volume of Soo pages — will be read with interest.

There is a good deal of natural history, poetry,

anecdote, and compilation ; and the whole is an
agreeable and often instructive medley. The author

apparently writes most of his own knowledge and
experience on highland farming and sporting, but there

is a multiplicity of other subjects discussed in his pages ;

and then he is indebted to all the published prose and
poetry which has preceded him that can anyhow be

brought into service. The following passage on game
preserving may be extracted as a fair illustration of

Dr. Macdonald's style :

—

"Landlords, we may observe, are by far the greatest

losers by having many preserves on their estates carefully

kept and sustaining large quantities of game. The fact

soon becomes known, and persons offering for farms take

very good care to give lower rents accordingly. We know
agricultural land let for 30J. an acre, which would readily

let for 45J. but for the quantity of game. Thus then the

creatures are reared and maintamed directly at the

expense of the proprietor. This surely should give him,

with his proprietorial rights, absolute ownership in them.

"The Master of Lovat, in responding to his health at

a banquet in Scotland lately, said very properly:— "When
you come to take a farm, you look carefully at it. You
don't take it from a distance, merely because you see a
farm of so many acres

;
you come to see whether the land

is full of stones or not, whether it is good soil or bad ; and
to hear from neighbours, or to observe by the woods and
cover around, whether game does come to that farm.

Well : you make your offer accordingly. I am not speak-

ing to the tenants here, but to the general public question.

When the farmer has offered he is bound to abide by it
;

and surely when fair play is given by the landlord, fair

play should be expected from the tenant. I am quite

opposed to any practice by which a farmer takes his land

with a little stock of game, and then a great stock is

reared without compensation. That alters the case

entirely. But we see statements going round the public

press that every head of game should be destroyed because

it eats something. Suppose the landlord, when he let

his farm, were to say he intended to keep a couple of

cows on it ; would any tenant, after taking his lease, be

justified in complaining of the two cows being kept ?

Just the same way I hold with a limited quantity of game.

The tenant has made his bargain, and certainly, without

wishing to injure him in the least, I think that he cannot

complain.'
"It will be found, too, when landowners keep well-

stocked preserves, that the cultivated lands immediately

adjoining are usually kept in their own hands to produce

food for their game. Besides this, they go to very great

expense in purch.ising corn, seeds, and other alimentary

substances. Moreover, it should be remembered that

game enters largely into the list of nutritious food supplied

in this country, and that the demand is increasing.

Apart, therefore, from the question of sport, we think it is

quite idle to suppose thai it can be banished from our

woods and fields, any more than in our neighbouring

continental states, which supply us with over j^250,ooo

worth annually.
" .^s regards Scotland, we think it would be most

unwise to make our grounds no longer attractive to the

many sportsmen who spend large sums each year in the
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location to which they resort. Moreover, capital is at all

times exceedingly sensitive, and shuns investment where
perfect freedom does not prevail. Our legislators, there-

fore, cannot, we think, be too careful that they do not

interfere with the interests and pleasures of honest sport,

and shake the value of a description of property which
has made our country so inviting to the capitalist and the

sportsman.
'

' The question of the Game Laws is often discussed from
the point of view either of the landlord or tenant. There
is a third party, however, who has an interest in the

matter ; and, for the sake of novelty, we present in the
following extract the argument in his behalf :

—

" ' It has always been my opinion," says Sir R. Roberts,

Bart., 'that the man who rents shootings from the pro-
prietor of the ground desen'es all the protection which the

law can afford him ; for not only does he pay a high rent,

but he also pays heavy charges to the crown on such
account. W'ilh the proprietor of the ground it is different

;

the game costs him nothing but the looking after, and he
has a right to see that the tenants who pay him rent are
not materially injured by the game, if he chooses to pre-
serve to that extent. This is, however, not the case in

point. When I entered the room. I found my host m a
state of mental agitation which offered a striking contrast
to the placid features of the procurator-fiscal, who. seated
on a chair near the table, was paying his devotions to
the spirit case with laudable attention. Not so Mr. [ones.

" * Here's a pretty pass thmgs have come to !
' said he,

addressing himself to me ;
* the man whom Thornton

caught firing at birds in the Birch wood above his lodge
has been acquitted !*

" 'Surely not, sir,' I answered; 'there never was a
clearer case. He was caught by your keeper with a loaded
gun in his hand, in the middle of one of your woods ; he
was seen by him to fire twice ; any justice of the peace in

the world must convict."
" 'Voure vera wrang there, misterr,' answered the

fiscal ; 'ye see, the bodie Thornton could na sweere to
the sheriff that it was game he fired at ; and the sheriff

canna convict unless your keeper can swear that he shot
at game, so the stahtute savs. You'll maybe no hae seen
thestahtute?'

" I replied I certainly never had ; and wished him and
the statute both at the bottom of the sea before such a
thing should have happened.

" 'So you mean to tell me,* said I, addressing myself
to the fiscal, ' that if I rent a shooting here, any person
in the neighbourhood is allowed to walk over my ground
with a loaded gun in his hand ; and that, unless I see him
shoot at game, I cannot convict him of trespassing in the
pursuit of game?'

" ' Na, ye canna ; for ye see the puir body micht be
shootin" craws or ither sic like.'

" That such a statute should e.xist, and that the Scotch
officials most pertinaciously object to enforce the Game
Laws, such as they are, always making the punishments as
light as they conveniently can, and giving every oppor-
tunity to the poacher to escape, are facts which I am sorry
to say are patent to everybody. Only the other day, an
unfortunate keeper was shot by a poacher in the neighbour-
hood of Glasgow, because he went to pick up a pheasant
which the blackguard had shot. The man was dread-
fully injured, and, I believe, he afterwards died. The
poachers punishment for this offence was thirteen
months' imprisonment. Thirteen months' imprisonment
for deliberately and coolly putting his gun to his shoulder
and shooting another man whilst in the execution of his
duty ! Other cases I could bring to light which would
sufficiently prove that these things want looking into.

How can a man be expected to preserve game, or his
keepers to do him justice, if any one that likes is to be
permitted to range his grounds with gun and dog? The
thing is utterly ridiculous. I cannot for a moment sup-
pose that the Game Laws of Scotland were made to en-
courage the poacher ; and yet it would seem so, if such
latitude is to be given to them."
"As we have already said, the question of the Game

Laws is not one for legislation, so much as for discretion
and mutual consideration. On the one side there is a
grievance much exaggerated ; and on the other a right

—

nay, more than a right,—a national taste."

for sowing. It is therefore left fallow for 1872, and
will be subsoiled.

The general result of the experiments with Beans
has been, that mineral constituents used as manure
(more particularly potass), increased the produce very
much during the early years ; and, to a certain extent,

afterwards, whenever the season was favourable for the
crop. Ammonia-salts, on the other hand, produced
very little effect ; notwithstanding that a leguminous
crop contains two, three, or more limes as much
nitrogen as a graminaceous one grown under similar

conditions as to soil, i!\:c. Nitrate of soda has, how-
ever, produced marked effects. But leguminous crops
grown too frequently on the same land seem to be par
ticularly subject to disease, which no conditions of

manuring that we have hitherto tried seem lo obviate.

Experiments with Peas were soon abandoned, owing
to the difficulty of keeping the land free from weeds,
and an alternation of lieans and Wheat was substi-

tuted ; the Beans being manured much as in the

experiments with the same crop grown continuously as

above described.

In alternating Wiieat with Beans the remarkable
result was obtained that nearly as much Wheat, and
nearly as much nitrogen, were yielded in eight crops
of Wheat in alternation with the liighly nitrogenous
Beans, as in 16 crops of Wheat grown consecutively

without manure in another field, and also nearly as

much as were obtained in a third field in eigiit crops
alternated with hare fallow.

Experiments willi Tares, like those with Peas, were
soon abandoned, and for the same reasons. Beans
were at first substituted, with some variation in the
description of manures employed ; but this experiment
has likewise been abandoned for some years.

Farm Memoranda.
ROTHAMSTEAD, St. AlbAxN's : Experiments on the

Growth ofLeguminous Crops.—Beans, Peas, and Tares
{Geescroft Field).—(i). Experiments on the growth of
leguminous com crops (Beans, Peas, and Tares), with
different descriptions of manure, were commenced in

1847, about nine acres being devoted to the purpose.
Experiments with Beans were continued for 13 con-

secutive seasons, to 1859 inclusive ; but, during the
later years, the crop fell off very much, and the land
became very foul.

In i860 the land was fallowed.

In 1 86 1 a crop of Wheat, without manure, was
taken.

In 1S62 Beans were again sown, but with some
variation in the manuring.
In 1S63 the land was fallowed.

In 1864, '5, '6, '7, '8, and '9, Beans were grown,
with much the same manures on the same plots, each
year, as in 1S62,

In the winter of 1869-70 5000 lb. of fresh burnt
lime were applied per acre, over all the plots.

In 1870 Beans were grown with the same manures
on the respective plots as in 1S64-69.

In October, 1S70, winter Beans were sown {without
manure), but the plants were to so great an extent
destroyed by the severe weather which followed, that,
in April, 1871, the crop was ploughed up, and the
land left fallow.

Durmg the winter and early spring of 1871-72 the
land was so wet that it could not be prepared in time

{2). Experiments on Red Clover, Trifolium pratense
[Hoos Field).—Experiments on the growth of Clover,

with many different descriptions of manure, were
commenced in 1S49, and, with the occasional inter-

position of a corn crop, or fallow, have been continued
up to the present lime.

As with other leguminous crops the result was, that

mineral constituents applied as manure (particularly

potass), considerably increased the early crops; whereas
ammonia-salts had little or no beneficial effect, and
were sometimes injurious. It may be added that,

even up to the present time, the beneficial effects of
long previous applications of potass are apparent when-
ever there is any growth at all. To go a little more
into detail :—

In the first year, 1849, the crops were throughout
very heavy; especially with mineral, and without nitro-

genous manure.
In Autumn, 1S49, Wheat was sown, and in spring,

1S50, red Clover. In 185 1 small cuttings were taken;
and in 1S52, though the crops were not heavy, there was
by no means a failure. Since that time, however, all

attempts to grow Clover year after year on the same
land have failed to give anything like a full crop, or a

1 plant which would stand the usual time on the ground.
Small cuttings were obtained in the autumns of 1855
and 1859 from seed sown in the spring of those years,

and small but rather heavy cuttings in June and August,
1S65, from seed sown in 1S64.

On two occasions ( 1 85 1 and 1854), heavy dressings

of farmyard dung were applied to some of the plots;

and in 1S54 some received a dressing of 20 tons of
dung and 5000 lb. of lime per acre.

On some portions of the land Clover seed has been
sown ten times during the 23 years, and more fre-

quently alone than with a corn crop ; but in seven out
of the last eight trials the plant has died off in the
winter and spring succeeding the sowing the seed.

In view of these failures in the field it is a fact of
much interest that in 1854 red Clover was sown in a
garden, only a few hundred yards distant from the ex-

perimental field, on soil which has been under ordinary
garden cultivation for probably two or three centuries,

and it has every year since shown very luxuriant
growth; and, after re-sowing four times during the
period, namely, in i860, 1S65, 186S, and 1S71, there
is at the present time (spring, 1S72), a fairly luxuriant
plant on the ground.

In reference to the field experiments it may be added
that, in 1S64, a portion of the land was trenched
2 feet deep, and one-third of the manure was mixed
with the layer from 24 to 16 inches, one-third from
16 to 1 8 inches, and the remainder from 8 inches

upwards. Owing to the characters of the season, the
mechanical condition of the land was at first very un-
favourable after this treatment ; but, although many
years have now elapsed, and the excess of constituents

supplied was in some cases considerable, the plant has
died off as completely on these plots as elsewhere.

Again, in the winter of 1867-8 small portions of
the experimental land were dug, some to the depth of

9 inches, some to the depth of iS, some to the depth
of 27, and some to the depth of 36 inches, and sown
to the respective depths with different mixtures

;

supplying in some cases very large amounts of potass,

soda, lime, magnesia, phosphoric acid, sulphuric acid,

nitrate of soda, &:c. From other similar sized plots

the soil was removed to the depths of 9, 18, and
27 inches respectively, and replaced by soil taken
at the same depths from the garden border, on a
portion of which Clover had been grown successfully

since 1854, as above referred to. In April, 1868,

Clover was sown over the whole of these small plots,

and on some other portions of the land not so treated ;

but the plant for the most part died off during the
following winter.

In April, i86g, the same portions were re-sown,
small quantities of Clover were cut in September
of that year, but the plant again died off in the winter.

In April, 1S70, Clover was sown over the whole
of the experimental land, this time in conjunction with
Barley ; but on those portions which had also been
sown in 1S68 and 1869 the plant again died off during
the winter and early spring ; whilst from those which
had not been sown in 186S and 1S69 two small
cuttings were taken in 1S71, but the plant has since

failed, and the land is again ploughed up.

In the spring of 1S71 the small plots were again

re-sown, and those of tlie garden-soil were entirely

enclosed, both around and above, by galvanised wire

netting. At this time (May, 1872) there is a thin plant

on all the small plots.

The general result of the experiments in the field

is—that neither organic matter rich in carbon as well

as other constituents, nor ammonia-salts, nor nitrate of

soda, nor mineral constituents, nor a complex mixture,

supplied as manure, whether at the surface or at a
considerable depth, has hitherto availed to restore the

Clover-yielding capabilities of the land.

On the other hand, it is clear that the garden soil

has supplied the conditions under which Clover can be
grown year after year on the same land for many years

in succession.

The results obtained on the garden soil seem to

show that what is called " Clover sickness," cannot be
due lo the injurious influence of excreted matters upon
the immediately succeeding crop.

That Clover frequently fails coincidently with injury

from parasitic plants or insects, cannot be disputed
;

but it may be doubted whether such injury should
be reckoned as the cause, or merely the concomitant

and an aggravation of the failing condition.

The results of the experiments seem, therefore, to

exclude the supposition that the primary cause of

failure is either destruction by parasitic plants or

insects, injury from excreted matters, or the shade of a
corn crop, and to indicate that it must be looked for in

exhaustion of the soil. Still there remain several open
questions. Is it exhaustion of certain organic matters

rich in carbon, of nitrogenous food, or of mineral

constituents ? Again : is there an absolute deficiency

in the soil of some of the substances in question,

or only an unfavourable condition of combination,

or, so to speak, of soil-digestion of them, for the

requirements of leguminous plants? Or is there only
an unfavourable distribution of them within the soil,

considered in relation to the extent and character of
the root-range of the crop ?

These various suggestions cannot be further con-

sidered within the limits of this brief notice, which
may be concluded by the following quotation from
Rothamsted papers on the subject {journal of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England, vol. xxi.,

parti., p. 17S; ^Xi^ Journal of the Royal Horticultural

Society of London, vol. iii., p. 86, 1872) :

—

"When land is not what is called ' Clover sick,' the

crop of Clover may frequently be increased by top-

dressings of manure containing potass and super-

phosphate of lime ; but the high price of salts of

potass, and the uncertainty of the action of manures
upon the crop, render the application of artificial

manures for Clover a practice of doubtful economy.
" When the land is what is called ' Clover sick,'

none of the ordinary manures, whether 'artificial' or

natural, can be relied upon to secure a crop.

"So far as our present knowledge goes, the only

means of insuring a good crop of red Clover is lo

allow some years to elapse before repeating the crop

upon the same land."

Miscellaneous.
The Cardiff Catalogue of Implements.—The

following, somewhat abbreviated, is a reproduction of

the descriptive catalogue of implements at Cardiff,

which appeared in the columns of the Mark Lane
Express.

George Ball, Rugby, had some waggons and general
purpose carts, one of which obtained the ist prize at the

Warwick show last year.

Milford & Sons, Cullompton, had on their stand four of
their prize waggons and carts.

I. G. Bass, of Sheffield, had a vertical and a horizontal

engine, and some saw benches, and a new implement, a
rotary coal-cutting machine, invented by Gillott &
Copsley, of Barnsley, made for the Wharncliffe Silkstone

Colliery.

John L. Baker & Co., Kinibolton, had some of their

new improved double-furrow ploughs, and a set of
improved whiptletrees.

G. O. Gooday, of Stanstead, showed his patent thatch-
sewing machine, which has been simplified and
cheapened.

R. and J. Reeves & Son, Westbury, had on their stand
some hquid manure and seed-drills of various sizes,

water-carts, a new straw-stacking machine and elevator,

with a horse-gear for working it, which was highly com-
mended by the judges, and a patent corn-sower attached
to a general purposes plough.
W. S. Boulton & Co., of Norwich, had, among other
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articles, some good liquid-manure carts and water-

barrows.
W. Crosskill & Sons, Beverley, had a large collection

of their carts and waggons, lurries, farm-railway trucks,

clodcrushers, &.c.

John Anstee, of Cardiff, also showed waggons, carts,

and lurries.

Thomas Baker, Newberry, had oneortwocom-dressing
machines, liquid manure and water-carts, and a new
three-wheeler cattle-trough.

E. Rees, of Cardiff, had a useful agricultural waggon.
Hayes & Son, of Stamford, exhibited several useful

waggons and carts.

W. Ball & Son. of Kettering, besides a corn-dressing

machine, entered for trial, had many carts and waggons,

and some of their improved double and single ploughs

and subsoilers. By detaching the subsoiler it makes an

ordinary plough. Their combined ridge-plough, potato-

raiser, and horse-hoe, have received prizes at the New
Zealand Exhibition, and at the Warwickshire Agricultural

Society in 1871.

The Beverley Iron and Waggon Company (Limited)

made a large and fine display with clodcrushers, reapers,

farm-railway tnicks, carts, waggons, lurries, and liquid-

manure carts.

George Milford, Cullompton, had an improved plank-

side cart and a waggon for general purposes.

The Bristol Waggon Works Company (Limited) had
on their stand a varied collection of waggons and carls,

corn-drills, winnowing-machines, and American iron-

pointed horse-rakes.

Roberts & Sons, of Bridgwater, E. and H. Vezey, of

Bath, and C. Pearce, of Aylesbury, had large and hand-
some collections of carriages, landaus, dog-carts, &c., and
evidently were very successful from the sales effected.

Thomas & Taylor, Salford, besides a fine collection of

their hexagon eccentric churns, had several washing,
wringing, and mangling machines.

The next ir stands were devoted to carriages, of which
there was almost a surplus show in the yard. These
embraced the following makers :—John Fuller & Co.,

Bristol ; Edwards & Sons, Cardiff ; Howes & Sons, Nor-
wich ; M'Naught & Smith, Worcester; S. & A. Fuller,

Bath ; C. S. Windover, London ; B. Newnham & Son,
Bath;

J. T. Ward, Swansea; T. B. Ayshford, London;
T. W. Inwood, St. Alban's ; and Charles Thorn, Nor-
wich.

Musgrave, Brothers, Belfast, had a good display of

their cowhouse and manger fittings.

Robert Willacy, Preston, brings forward again his

apparatus for preparing and supplying cattle with food,

and a plan of double shedding as adapted for the cattle-

feeder in regard to economy.
The St. Pancras Ironworks Company, London, exhi-

bited, as usual, all their special improvements for loose

boxes, stalls, mangers, and fittings, in upwards of a
hundred useful articles.

Burgess & Key, London, exhibited five or six of their

far-famed reapers and mowers fitted in various ways.
B. Reid & Co., Aberdeen, had several lever corn and

seed-drills, and improved corn-dressing machines, a
patent horse-rake wilh a novel lifting arrangement, a
simple new improved 7-foot patent manure-distributor, a
set of portable drain-clearing rods, and some broadcast
sowing-machines. For this patent disc broadcast sowing-
machine the judges awarded them a silver medal.

Walter A. Wood, of London, had on his stand eight of

his popular mowers and reapers, in some of which
improvements had been made.

F. P. Milford, of Exeter, showed six out of eight carts

and waggons he had entered ; they were mostly strong
vehicles for general purposes.

Aveling & Porter, of Rochester, exhibited three of their

agricultural locomotives, of 6, 8, and 10-horse power
respectively, together with a lo-ton steam road-roller, or
engine, which is getting into general use.

Thomas Corbett, of Shrewsbury, had a good collection

of single and double ploughs, rollers, clod-crushers, win-
nowing and corn-dressing machines, an improved Excel-
sior corn-screen, which was commended by the judges,
and their Eclipse combined winnowing and dressing-
machine, which has carried off a great number of prizes

the last five years. The combination winnower, corn
elevator, and sack-lifter attracted much attention.

Coleman & Morton, of Chelmsford, had a Walker's
patent horse pitchfork or elevator, for lifting hay or grass
off carts and depositing it on stacks or in barns. Their
patent adjustable rotary corn-screen and seed-separator
was commended on trial by the judges. They also had
an Anglo-American potato-digger, on a new principle,

constructed with revolving-riddle, the fingers of which
deliver the Potatos on either side, the man guiding the
implement. Their prize cultivator, and water and manure
carts (of which they had several kinds on their stand), are
well known.
Carson & Toone, of Warminster, made a fine display

of their chaff-cutting engines, with deep-fluted feed-rollers,

which prevents choking, horse-hoes, turnip-cutters, cheese
presses, automatic lamb creeps, and other implements for

which the firm has a celebrity.

John Unite, of London, was especially prominent with
his tents and rick-cloths, and did a large amount of
business.

Barnard, Bishop & Barnards, of Norwich, had an
extensive display of wire netting, iron seats and tables,
horse-reels, sack-barrows, and such-like useful articles.

James Braggins, of Banbury, had a number of excellent
oak entrance and field-gates, self-adjusting and self-
closing.

Robinson & Richardson, of Kendal, had some different
sizes of their hand chums, with improved dashers.
Samuelson & Co., of Banbury confined themselves

chiefly to their reaping and grass-mowing machines, with
side delivery in sheaf, or manual back delivery.

John Williams, of Rhuddlan, a local manufacturer, had
a collection of chaff-cutters, root-pulpers and cutters, and
some reaping and mowing-machines of his own make,
with a new carrier for them, intended for placing the

weight of the pole on the horses' backs, thus removing it

from the neck.

Hill & Smith, of Brierley Hill, showed improved rick

stands, wrought-iron gates, hurdles and fencing, horse-
hoes, and cultivators.

Bayliss, Jones & Bayliss, of Wolverhampton, exhibited
a similar class of articles.

Joseph Evans & Sons, of Wolverhampton, had a large
collection of irrigating, force, and lift pumps.
John Whitehead, of Preston, showed a brick-pressing

machine for making patent and fire bricks, and a couple
of drain-pipe, tile, and brick-making machines for hand
power.
Henry Denton, of Wolverhampton, exhibited one of

Bell's reaping machines improved, a turnip hoe and
scuffle, horse-gear, and several chain-harrows.

S. A. & H. Kell, of Gloucester, had one or two of their

corn-dressing machines, a manure distributor, and several

corn drills of various sizes.

J. S. Stone, of Newport, had a large display of useful

agricultural carts of his own manufacture, besides a great
collection of the implements of various manufacturers.

Burney & Co., of London, had a good collection of

wrought-iron cisterns and cattle troughs, corn bins, and
drinking pans.

Lawrence & Co., of London, introduced to notice some
of their useful capillary refrigerators for cooling milk,

worts, &c., for which the judges awarded them a silver

medal, and some self-acting mashing machines.
Wilham Gardner, of Gloucester, showed runner mill-

stones and all appliances for them.
William Cullingford, of Stratford, had a collection of

cocoa-nut fibre and hemp-netting for sheepfolding, rabbit,

and garden nets.

Henry Bamford & Sons, of Uttoxeter, had several new
cheese-presses, with some farm pumps, and a new curd-
mill.

T. Fisken, of Leeds, exhibited a working model of his

system of steam cultivation, and a light set of steam
ploughing tackle.

Le Butt, of Bury St. Edmund's, showed several sizes

of his self-cleaning corn-screens, a double action hay-
making machine, and an improved pheasant and poultry
garden.

A. W. Gower & Son, of Market Drayton, confined
their attention to a varied collection of corn drills and
seed machines.
Smith & Grace, of Thrapston, had a number of various-

sized grist-mills, chaff-cutters, and root-pulpers.

David Hart & Co., of London, showed some good
samples of their excellent portable weighing-machines,
without loose weights.

E. Page & Co., of Bedford, had several of their double
and single furrow ploughs, harrows, horse-rakes, and
chaff-cutters.

Penney & Co. (Limited), Lincoln, besides their various
screens and dressing-machines, showed sack-lifters and
trucks.

J. B. &J. Sainty, ofWisbeach, had some useful field-

gates, iron hurdles, and cattle fencing.

Huxhams & Brown, of Exeter, exhibited millstones and
miller's appliances.

Thomas Hunter, of Maybole, showed some varieties of
Dickson's double-drill turnip-cleaner, adapted for light or
heavy land.

L James & Son, of Cheltenham, besides their bone-
crushers, liquid-manure distributors, a sewerage or tank
cart which cannot clog up,

John Watts & Co., of Bristol, showed one of Bateson's
fumigators, for destroying vermin, and also adapted for

disinfecting and other purposes.

Mellards' Trent Foundry (Limited), of Rugeley, besides
samples of Godfrey's revolving mouldboard plough, had
a potato-raising plough, the revolving boards being sub-
stituted for the long breasts. A number of chaff-cutters,

cheese pulpers, horse-hoes, grubbers, and miscellaneous
articles completed their display.

Timothy Thomas, of Cardigan, besides their imple-
ments in the machinery in motion section, had sets of
horse gear, chaff-cutters, land-rollers, and cheese-pulpers
of his make.
W. Affleck, of Swindon, had several water-carts

adapted for general purposes, portable pumps, a double-
action hay-stackers and various sized pig-troughs.

F. & C. Hancock, of Dudley, showed several useful
machines for washing butter, and for cooling and making
it firm in hot weather.

Wm. Waide, of Leeds, had many sizes of revolving
barrel churns.

Southwell & Co., Rugeley, had on their stand a number
of their celebrated chaff-cutters, cake mills, and pulpers,
horse-gear, horse-hoes, ploughs, and cultivators. Their
disc root-pulpers are fitted with some improvements.

C. D. Phillips, of Newport, as a local agent, showed
repetitions of many implements exhibited by the makers
themselves, his entries numbering over 123 articles.

Woods, Cocksedge & Warner, Stowmarket, exhibited
sets of their prize horse-gears, crushing and grinding
mills, root-pulpers, and Gardner's turnip-cutters, some
strong general purpose carts, and other articles.

J. & F. Howard, of Bedford, made a large and effective

display of their various ploughs, hay cutters and reapers,

harrows, and steam-cultivating apparatus. Their steam-
ploughing apparatus was worked daily during the show,
on the Crwys -Farm, the single-engine set from 10 till i,

and the double-engine set from 2 to 5. Among their new
implements were a patent steam-cultivator, with self-lifting

arrangement for relieving the tines from the soil while

turning at lands-end, and an improved double plough,
made entirely of wrought iron and steel, which, although
light, is strong.

The Reading Ironworks (Limited), besides their engines

and threshing machines exhibited some of Dut ton's

mowers and reapers, a pony-power threshing machine,

with open safety gear, and some lock-lever horse-rakes.

R. Tinkler, of Penrith, had a number of his patent

chums, of various sizes, with Napier dashers and im-
proved bungs and fasteners.

John Greenslade, of Maldon, had two patent self-acting

anchors for the roundabout system of steam cultivation,

described as new improvements.
Green & Stainsby, of Dewsbury, exhibited an improved

combined mower and reaper on very large wheels (4 feet

4 inches).

James Coultas, of Grantham, showed a new implement
constructed for planting two rows of Potatos. It opens
the ridges and drops the Potatos at equal distances, dis-

tributes any required quantity of artificial manure, and
covers them up at one operation without damaging the

sets ; also a lo-row general purpose swing-lever horse-hoe
and some general purpose drills.

James Smyth & Sons, of Peasenhall, had specimens of

their Eclipse and Suffolk corn-drills, some ol the earliest

manufactured and best known.
Priest, Woolnough & Michell, of Kingston-on-

Thames, showed corn-drills and lever horse-hoes.

Jeremiah Rouse, of Wisbeach, had two improved corn-

dressing machines.
A Canadian firm. Whiting & Cowan, of Oshawa, had

a fine collection of highly-finished cast-steel implements,
hay and manure forks, hoes, rakes, scythes, and axes.

J. Cooch, of Harlestone, besides his greatly improved
corn-dressing machine, which has gained every ist prize

of the Society for which it has competed, including this

show, had a com-elevator and a set of small-seed apparatus
applicable to the corn-dressing machines.
W. Alway & Son, of London, had a large collection ©f

metal barrel-churns and milk-pails.

W. N. Nicholson & Son, of Newark, besides win-
nowers and corn-elevating apparatus entered for trial, had
several varieties of their double-action haymaking machine
and some patent horse-rakes and useful cake-breakers,

chaff-cutters, and rollers. Their improved pulper with

perforated disc is self-feeding, and cuts the last piece ; it

has a very large hopper, and cuts the pulp admirably.

Their improved hay-rake has portable clips to the tines,

which give rigidity to the teeth, and make it useful in

working on heavy sodden grass,

G. Hathaway, of Chippenham, had several of his barrel-

churns, of various sizes, mounted on strong stands, and
revolving on antifriction rollers, some adapted for power.

Corcoran, Witt & Co., of Mark Lane, had sets of mill-

stones, wire, and samples of articles used in corn mills,

which are their specialties.

John Weet man, of Ipswich, had several sizes and varieties

of his self-acting, counterbalance, easy-lifting horse-rakes,

a set of solid-beam harrows, and a cultivator, scarifier, and
drag-harrow combined.

(To be Continued.^

North Riding of Yorkshire : July 29.—Hay-
making, and at intervals, when put off by rain,

Turnip hoeing. Haymaking a tedious process, rain

falling so suddenly and in the teeth of a rising

barometer. Fall of rain during the month, 5^ inches ;

a fall in this district for this month unprecedented.

Turnips and pastures looking well. Corn crops when

at all bulky much lodged by the heavy rains, bulk

however this year is rather the exception than the

rule. Fat cattle scarce. Foot-and-mouth disease very

prevalent.

Chatteris, Isle of Ely: Aug. 3.—Another
showery week, three wet days—bad harvest weather.

Began to cut Oats on Wednesday and Wheat on

Thursday. Carted Kohl Kabi seed the three fine

days, sowing Coleseed one day, cart manure from

yards, clean round hedges, hoe Mangels and RabL

Fine weather greatly needed. A. S. R.

Mungos Wells : Aug. 5.—We have had rather

better weather this last week, still we have more rain

than we want for the corn crops—albeit the green

crops suffer nothing from too much moisture, unless

it be Potatos, which I am afraid will be very much
diseased. All the earlier sorts are already tainted, and

the leaves of some of the later varieties look as if they

too were going to suffer. We will have no harvest

here for a fortnight yet, and very little will be ready

for cutting then. Ilay on almost all farms has been

ricked in bad condition, and at many sales it is difficult

to get more than So', per stone of 141b. Sheep are

still keeping their price, and there is still plenty of

grass (or them. Lambs, both fat and for keeping,

have been bringing enormous prices, in some case 55J.

has been obtained for them. The man that feeds

them on Turnips can surely have little plunder off

them. The work done this last week has been

cleaning green crop, and the work to be done this

week the same. Sold Wheat (Fenton) at 6u. last

market. H. B.
Merse of Berwickshire : Aug. 5.—A week of

clouds and cool northerly air, quiet rain on Friday

night, scarcely one-fifth of an inc'i. Thinning Turnips,

monstrously overgrown
; paring and scuffling earlier

lots, but no time to hoe them yet, and consequently

yellow weeds rather prominent. Hay crop advanced

a stage, looks rather sooty, but a little salt when put in

stack will make it palatable. A portion of the forces

carting lime from the station, and laying it down
in small heaps between rows of Turnips with a

covering of eaith ; besities carrying on all these jobs,

we must have in the hay stack some of these days.

Potato disease has spread to the field. Foot-and-

mouth disease among cows and calves. J. T.

Ross-shire : August 5.—The weather for a few

days has been more settled, with a good deal of sun- ^

shine, which is favourable for the Wheat crop, but a great *^

deal of rust, however, prevails, and all the heavier
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crops will thresh out badly. Potato disease has fairly

begun, and fields are rapidly blackening ; they are too

early affected, and must be almost a failure. Hay is

an extraordinary crop, and is now being secured after

much unsuitable weather. P.asture grass continues

unusually abundant. Having finished the singhng of

the Turnips, we were last week engaged in the second

hoeing, and the horses were employed in drill harrow-

ing Turnips, and driving manure for Wheat.

Ross, Herefordshire : .-Uig:ist 6.—Unprecedented

floods have swept away and otherwise spoiled thousands

of tons of hay on the banks of the rivers and their tribu-

taries, continued rains have seriously damaged the hay

crop upon the higher land, and rendered Turnip plant-

ing next to impossible. Harvest has commenced upon

some of the earlier land, and we look with increased

anxiety for that blessed change of weather to enable us

to combat with the work which we never before

remember to have seen in such a position. The Swedes,

Turnips, and Mangels are overrun with filth, for although

there has not been a lack of labour, the application of

labour has been beyond our control. The losses from

foot-and-mouth disease, with cattle, sheep, and pigs,

are quite unprecedented.
Dorsetshire : Angus! 6.—Had the weather been at

all propitious this week's work would, in many places

in the county, have included the beginning of har-

vesting. As it is we can only wait. On heavy, cold

lands the Wheat is very thin, but on light soils the crop

will for the most part be good ; and should fine weather

set in shortly all hands will be very busy. Barley

generally is looking very well, but in many places is

"down." The hoeing of Swedes and Turnips (which

are growing away very fast) is being pushed on towards

completion where possible, although, of course, there

are yet many large breadths of the latter to be sown.

Some few pieces of late grass and second shear of

Clover have to be got in, but nothing can be done until

the weather changes. % B. C.

Notices to Correspondents.
DiSE.^SE I.N Lambs: N. IV. C. writes:— "The lambs

of a farmer in my parish are suffering from sore ears.

At first the ear appears here and there blistered, pre-

sently it becomes sore, the skin comes off, and the lamb
loses flesh. The lambs are on a seed piece recently

mown : the field lies low and alongside a wood ; the

soil is sandy. The disease is not known here. Can you
kindly tell me how the farmer should treat it?" [The
disease is a variety of eczema. Apply a httle ointment

of the oxide of zinc daily, and in the worst cases keep
the animals as much as possible from exposure to wet
and dirt.]

Potato Digger: W. J. M., Eiiftdd.— Masts. Cole-

man & Morton, Chelmsford.
Steam Ct'LTiv.\Tio>r : Ayi An.xioiis higuirer writes :

—

"Will your correspondent, Mr. S. Leatham, inform us

the number of men required to plough 80 acres, and
depth, in five days and a-half ? Also quantity of coal

used, and the number of horses and men to draw the

water?"

arhds*
METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET,

Monday, Aug. 5.

The usual importation of German Beasts having been
stopped at Deptford has caused a short supply here.

Choice qualities being scarce are readily disposed of, at

full prices. The number of English Sheep is larger than
of late ; there is, however, a demand for them, and
prices are but little altered. Choice Calves are scarce and
dear. Lambs are lower. Our foreign supply consists of
680 Beasts, 2940 Sheep, and 265 Calves ; from Scot-
land there are 15 Beasts ; from Ireland, 40 ; from
Norfolk and Suffolk, 250; and 1515 from the Midland
and Home Counties.

{Per stone of 8 lb.)

a- s. d. s. d. s. d.

\ Best Long-wools 6 6to6 8
Do. Shorn

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns .

.

2d quality Beasts

Best Do%vns and
Half-breds

Do. Shorn

oto6
8—6
6-5

6 8-

o Ewes & 2d quality 5 3—5
4 Do. Shorn . . ,. —

I Lambs . . . . 7 o—

8

6 10
,
Calves . . . . s 4—6
Pi^s .. ..4 c^—

5

Beasts, 2500 ; Sheep and Lambs, 14,320 ; Calves, 295 ; Pigs, 100.

Thursday, Aug. 8.

Although the number of Beasts is smaller than last

Thursday, it exceeds the demand. Prices are lower for

all kinds, and a clearance cannot be effected. Sheep are
also shorter ; choicest qualities make nearly the same as on
Monday, and other kinds are lower and difficult of sale.

Trade is worse for Lambs, and several lots remain tmsold.
Calves are not selling so well on the average. There are
60 Milch Cows on offer ; trade is dull for them. Our
foreign supply consists of 140 Beasts, 3830 Sheep, and
320 Calves.

(Per stone of 8 lb.)

s.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns ..

2d quality Beasts
Best Downs and
Half-breds

Do. Shorn

HA Y.—Per Load 0/36 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Aug. 8.

Prime MeadowHay, 8oi.to 90J. Clover, old ., ..iiar.toiafo.

Inferior do 36 70 Inferior do 36 90
New do 73 80 New do 80 90
Inferior do 36 60 Inferior do 36 70
Straw 40 44

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Aug. S.

Sup. Meadow Hay 84^.10 95^. Inferior Clover .. SoJ.toiooj.

Inferior do 65 72 , Prime 2d cut do. .. — —
New do. .. ..50 80 New do. .. ..60 qs
Inferior do — — Straw 42 48
Superior Clover ..116 126 JosiiUA Baker.

MARK LANE.

s. d. s, d.

8to6
6-5
4—5

6 6—6

s. d. s. d.

6 2to6 6

o—5 6

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn
Ewes Si ad quality s
Do. Shorn
Lambs .. ..6 8—8 c

Calves .. ..5 0—6 c
Pigs .. ..4 0—5 c

Beasts, loio ; Sheep and Lambs, 11,170 : Calves, 460 ; Pigs, 20.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET, Aug. 8.

Best Fresh Butter i$s. per dozen lb.
Second do. do. 13^. „
Small Pork, +1. Zd. to sj. od. ; Large Pork, 4J. od. to

4^-. 4^. per 8 lb.

Wednesday, Aug. 7.

Owing to the wet weather, the grain trade was decidedly
firmer in tone, and for most descriptions of produce a
better demand prevailed. The supplies of English Wlieat
were short, while from abroad the arrivals were ratlier

limited. Sales in all qualities were effected more freely,

and an improvement of fully is. per qr. was established.

Barley was in moderate supply and request, at firm prices.

The ^lalt trade was steady, but not animated. There
was a tolerably good supply of Oats on the stands.
Trade was fairly active, and for sound corn slightly higher
rates were obtained. Maize was less cautiously dealt in,

and commanded very full prices. Beans and Peas were
rather quiet, but prices were well supported. Flour was
more inquired for, and advanced prices were generally

demanded, though only occasionally reached.

Price per imperial I^uarter,
Wheat, Esscy, Kent, Suffolk. .White
— fine selected runs do.
— Talavera
— Norfolk— Foreign

Barley, grind &dlst,26j 1031j'..Chev.— Foreign..grindmc and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk ...

— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew
Rye
R^E-MEAL, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan.. ..31J. to 33J. ..Tick— Pigeon 36J. to 50.?. ..Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers
— - Maple, 34J. to 36J Grey

Maize
Flour, best marks delivered., per sack— 2d ditto ditto— Foreign per barreli

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.

57—62 Red
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A LEAN-TO VINERY WANTED, from 35 to 40 feet

long. Must be in good condition. Replj', stating lowest price, to

Mr. STEVETON, 63, King Street, Regent Street, W.
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GREENHOUSES from the FINSBlfRY STEAM
JOINER\ \\OkKb I bunhllRo Lo don EC

\\ H LAiCELLr Prprctor L sts sent on | pi to

!' iccs for Houses, as above, m.ide of best Red Deal, and sashes
lu lifs thick, glaied with i6-oi. sijod sheet glass, delivered and fixed

within 30 miles of London, painted four coats in best oil colour,
including locks, gullcr, down pipe, and geariiiK for opcninR the
ventilators at one lime,—healing, staging, brickwork not included :

—

20 ft. by 12 ft.
I

40 ft. by iG ft. I 60 ft. by so ft. I 100 ft by 24 ft.

jC40 00 I £;•) o o
I ;Ct3' o o

I Cn^ 10 o
GARDEN LIGHTS and BOXES. Each

3 feet by 4 feet Lights, 2 inches thick, unglazed y.
If )i gla2ed, 16-01. good sheet glass . . . . oj.

6 feet „ ,, 2 inches thick, unglazcd 5j.

,% !• glazed, 16 oj:. good sheet glass .. iis.
Portable Box containing one 6 feet by 4 leet Light, p.iintcd four

coats, ready for use 30s.
Portable Box containing two ditto, 6 feet by 8 feet 551.
Kstimates given for Conservatories or Grcenhouse:> to any Design.

WANTED, as NURSERY FOREMAN, in a
Country Nurscrj-, a competent Person. He must have a good

knowledge of the Propagation, Growth, and general ^L^nagcment of
Camellias, Heaths, Exotic Ferns, Roses, &c. A single Man, Irora 25
to 30 years of age, preterred —Apply, stating terms, with references,
to J. G., Messrs. Eraser, Goad & Co., Sa, Bishopsgate Street Within,
London, E.C.

WANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN, in a small
Nursery, principally lo Propagate for Cut Blooms for Market.

Good recommendation absolutely necessary. Wages, at first, 251 per
week.—Apply, by letter, to F., Post Ullicc, East Grinstead.

WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER, where Two
Men and a Woman are employed. Must understand Vinery,

Peach Houses, and Conser\'atory, and would be required to work
himself. The Gardens, which are in North Devon, arc noted for their
productiveness, and the grounds ate not extensive.-Mr. PITTS
TUCKER. Solicitor, Barnstaple.

WANTED, a thorough practical MAN, well up in
Propagating and Growing Roses, and all good Stuff for pots

and Cut Bloom suitable for London Trade. Liberal wages given to a
competent Man.-F. B.A.KER, Plumstead Nursery, Kent.

WANTED, by a Genlleinan hving 4 miles from
I!ouIogne-sur Mcr, France,a WORKING GARDENER, who

understands the Making of a Lawn and the Keeping of Flower Beds.
The engagement would be for three months as a trial, and then made
permanent, if agreeable to both parties A married Man preferred —
Apply by letter, stating wages required, &c., to H., at Messrs.
Lucking's, 18, Pickering Terrace, \V.

wANTED, a ROSE GROWER.—Must be of good
experiencc,_^and well recommended. — Apply, with all

WANTED, as UNDER GARDENER (who can
Mow short Grass when required), a young married Man, with-

out family. Wages 151. per week, cottage and fuel and vegetables.
Good character required.-HEAD GARDENER, Hennaton House,
near Henley-on-Thames, Oxon.

WANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, an indus-
trious Man, of some experience, not under 26 years of age,

with a general knowledge of Flower and Kitchen Gardening, and
Glass. Must be sober, trustworthy, and steady, and furnish satisfac-
tory- testimonials as to these qualities and other abilities. Wages to
commence at 181 to £1 per week, according to ability.—Apply, in the
first instance, by letter, to B. Y., Messrs. Barr & Sugden, iz. King
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C,

County Asylum, Chester.
WANTED, for this Asylum, a HEAD MALE

ATTENDANT. Salarj- £,-;o per annum, with housc,'coal, gas,
and uniform. Also a married Man, without incuoibrancc preferred, to
act as FARM BAILIFF and GARDENER. Wages 30J. per week,
with house, coal, gas, and vegetables.-Applications for the above
situations must be made in own handwriting, and state age, previous
occupation, if married, number of lamily, and be accompanied with
testimonials, to be sent to the MEDICAL SUPERIN'l ENDEN P,
County Asylum, Chester, on or before August 15, from whom further
particulars may be obtained.

J- E. EDWARDS, Clerk to the Visiting Justices.
Chester, July 23, 1872.

WANTED. an active, industrious GARDEN
LABOURER (married, without incumbrance), to live in

Lodge r Wife to attend to Gate. None need apply who have not been
well accustomed to Garden Work, and can be well recommended.

—

Applications, stating age, wages, former situations, &c., to be ad-
dressed J. ANDERSON, The Gardens, Streatham Grove, Norwood, S.

WANTED, a TRAVELLER ; must have a practical
knowledge of Seed, Florist, and Nursery trade.—Apply

W. HEAN QUICK, Seed Merchant, Barnstaple, Devon.

WANTED, an experienced TRAVELLER, who has
a good knowledge of Fruits, Roses, Shrubs, and general Nur-

sery Stock- None need apply whose character will not bear the
stnctest investigation.—Address, with particulars of experience and
terms, to Mr. RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or 33 GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualiBcations, recommended to

Gentlemen,—Further particulars given on application to ^Iess^s. E GHENDERSON ANDSON.WellintTton Nursery, St. John's Wood, N.W.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of variousqualificaiions,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly staling the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.—Highgatc Nurseries, London, N.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentleman
who may require a first-class practical Man.—Thoroughly com-

petent for the discharge of every duty in connection with a Garden,
including the Forcing of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, and the
necessary requirements of the Flower Garden. Sixteen years'
unexceptionable character from last employer.-A P., Cherrv- Cottaee
Sl John's Hill, Sevenoaks, Kent.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady. Nobleman, or
11 L "^^"J'^™^ '«1"'""e '''C ser\-ices of a thorough practical Man in

all branches of the profession.—Well versed in the Early and Late
ForcinE; of Fruits and Vegetables, a thorough good Hard and Soft-
wooded Specimen Planisman for exhibition purposes or for home
decoration ; also a good Flower and Kitchen Gardener.—J. LANE,
Beau Manor Park Gardens, Loughborough, Leicestershire.

GARDENER (Head). -^Thomas Record, Gardener
to the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield, Hert.s, is open to an

Eng.-igcment as above. Is well known as a good practical Gardener,
and will be highly recommended by his employer.

C^ARDENER (Hkad).—Age 35, married, no family;

x^". 1
l""-'^'^''^''^' '" ''" branches. Six years with present employer la

NoblemanV Unexceptionable references. — B. 11., BramshotI,
Liphook, Hants.

C^ARDENER (Head).—Age 31, single; has a
V-' thorough knowledge of the Growing of all kinds of Fruit,
Mowers, and \'egetabtcs. Good references from late employers.—
G. S,. Pinc-applc Nursery, Maida Vale, London, W.

(^ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 3S. married ; 20 yea
^^ o^pertcnce in Vines, Stove, and Greenhouse Plants, and Kitcl
and Flower Gardening. Good references -
Buildings. New Cross, S.E.

A, B. C,

ears
hen

Naval School

GARDENER (HeadL—Age 25 ; thoroughly under-
stands Pines, Vines. Peaches, &c. ; Stove and Greenhouse

Plants; also Mower and Kitchen Gardening. Four years' excellent
character from last situation.—H. A.

, 7, Portland Place, Hammer-
smith Road, W.

C
1 ARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married, one child

V, (aeed 7): thoroughly understands the profession in all branches,
mcluding Early and Late Forcing, also good Flower and Kitchen
Gardener. Seven years in present situation.—A. B,, H. T. Cooke ^S;

Son, Stationers, Ac, Warwick.

GARDENER (Head).— Thoroughly understands the
Growing and Forcing of all kinds of Fruit, Flowers, and

\ cgetables, and the Management of Flower and Kitchen Gardens,
also Land and Stock. Wile good Dairy and Poultry Manager.-
J. H. GARDENER, 30. Clarence Road. Lower Clapton. N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28 ; has a good practical
knowledge of Gardening in all its branches, including Early and

Late Forcing of all kinds of Fruit and Flowers, and the general
routine of Kitchen and F'lower Gardening. Good character, with
testin^onials.-T. G., the Royal Horticultural Gardens, Chiswick, W
GARDENER (Head).

good Working Gardener ; thoroughly praciic

Middle-aged, married ; a
• . ^ n -"lughly practical in Vines, Peaches,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants: also good Flower and Kitchen
Gardener. Four years' good character as above.—C. P., Forest Field
Lodge, Worth, Crawley.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single; thoroughly
V-^ practical in every branch of the profession, including the Early
and Late Forcing of Pines, Vines, Peaches, Melons, &c., also good
Plantsman and Kitchen and Flower Gardener. First-class references— R. J., 35, Avenue Road, Regent's Park, N.W.

GARDENER (Head), age 45, married, no children.—
a Gentleman wishes to recommend his Gardener, wlio has

been in his employ six years, and is leaving through place being sold.
He IS an honest, sober, and thoroughly trustworthy man.- P S .

J, Richmond Road. Shepherd's Bush, W.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentleman.
.—A Gentli^man wishes to recommend as above, a Man of great

apes. Plants, and
irge Garden.—Dr.

practical knowledge in the culture of Pines, Grapes, Plants, and
Vegetables, and the general Management of a

' "
'

PERKINS. Hendon, N.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, one child;
has a good practical knowledge of the profession in all its branches.

Has had charge of a large establishment over nine years. Is of
thorough conscientious principles, and an abstainer. Good testi-
monials from the Gentleman (Clerical) now leavini? T \V
Gardeners' Chroitide Oflice. W.C.

GARDENER (Head).—A Gentleman, having sold
his Estate, will highly recommend the above, havmg served

him for five years as a good practical Man. Has had the cTiarge of
other good Gardens, and taken several Prizes for Grapes, Pines
Peaches &c^-The GARDENER, 3, Myrtle Cottage, George Street
Gipsy Hill, Norwood, Surrey.

j^ENERAL FOREMAN or PROPAGATOR.—
VJ C. HuRD, for several years at the Milford and late at the
Woking Nurseries, will be disentjagcd shortly. Practical experience
in the routine throughout,- Milford. i.'.od.iIming, Surrey.

To Nurserymen.
PROPAGATOR, of Stove. Greenhouse, and Soft-

wooded Plants,
;
also Hardv Outdoor Plants.—Age 17; has

had long practice in London and Provincial Nurseries.—H. W.,
48, Hesketn Street, Stockport.

1J>R0*PAGATbR (SoFT-wooDED)7~and~GR'OWERT^
- Married ; has a thorough knowledge of the profession. Can Grow

for Exhibition or Market if required. Nine years' good character
A. B.,4, Coninghrun Terr.ice, Shepherd's Bush, London, W.

To Horticultural Builders, &c.
APPOINTMENT as MAN.\GI':R WANTED, by a

thoroughly practical M.nn. with many years' experience in the
best Firms. Good Designer and Estimator in Wood onlron. with
thorough knowledge of lleating. Construction, &c.—G. V., Messrs.
Vcitch & Son, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, S,W.

To Noblemen and~Geutlemen.
STEWARD, BAILIFK, or GENERAL

RINTENDKNT.—Agcto. married, no incumbrance : has
borough knowledge of Fanning in all its branches, also all kinds oi

Stock and Farm Produce, Woods, Draining, Farm Buildings and
Repairs, the Measurement of Land, 'limber. Book-keeping, &c,, and
a knowledge of general Gardening. References and testimonials will
bear strictest investigation.—A. B. C, Post Office, Wcntworth,
Roiherham .

BAILIFF (at Michaelmas next).—Age 50, married,
three children; understands all kinds of Soils, also used to

" ' of Stock—B. RINGER, Oak Hill

FARM
SUPER

BAILIFF or LAND STEWARD, to any Nobleman
or Gentleman,—The Advertiser, who has held his present situa-

tion for nearly 20 years, and leaving solely in consequence of the death
of his employer, is desirous of rc-employment. Thoroughly under-
stands F'arming in all its branches, and is a good Accountant, Salary
£iSO, and a house.—J. DANIEL, Old Hall, Foulness, Southend,
Essex.

(COMMISSION WANTED (by a Gentleman who has
V_/ a good connection amongst the leading Seed Merchants and
Nurserymen throughout the kingdom), to Sell any really genuine and
useful articles for consumption in the above branches. Adverliscr
represents a Firm of good standing, therefore none other than first-
rate Houses will be treated with. References unexceptionable, and
security if required,—COMMISSION AGENT, Gardeners' Chroitide
Ofhce, W.C.

SHOPMANO Mr. M.
iS-c.—Age 32 ; experienced.—P. P.,

6, Tavistock Row. Covent Garden, W.C.

SHOI
yea

Country.

QHOPMAN (Assistant) or INVOICE CLERK, in a
k_? Wholesale Seed Warehouse. Six years' experience. Satislactory

HOPMAN, or SHOPMAN and CLERK.—Nine
I, in Lon

East Road. City Road, London. E.G.

Higli Price of Coals.

C A. BOOTH AND CO.'S (B) SILKSTONE
' is the best Inland Coal as a substitute for Durham Wallsend.

32J. per ton, cash on delivoy.

CHAS. A. BOOTH and CO., St Pancras Station, N.W.W
r:j.ARDENER (Head) orGARDENER and BAILIFF.
y~r —4^^J"' "lurried

; good practical man. Left through estate
bemg sold. Excellent character for ability, &c.—A. B., Mr. Todman's
Nurserj'. Eltham. Kent, S.E.

/liARDENER (Head, or good Single-handed).—VJ Age 38; five years' good character. — G. B., 3, Somerset
I_errace,_Merton Ro£d, Wandsworth, London, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), where "three or more are kept,
in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's family.—Age 36 Six years'

excellent character —F. S., Th e Grange, Melton, Woodbridgc, Suffolk.

/^ARDENER (Head), where one or two are kept.—
r-^ .Age >f 5ini;le ; thoroughly understands the profession in all
itsvarious branches. 1 hrce anda half years' good character.—S. W ,

18, Elizabeth Place, Roehampton.

/^ARDENER (Head), or where two or more are
V-^ kept.—Age 36, married; upwards of 20 years' thorough good
practice m all its branches ; Early and Late Forcing, Landscape
Gardening, &c. Unexceptionable character. —A. B., Post Office.
Wimborne, Dorset,

G^ARDENER (Head), where two or more are kept,
hich position he has held with present employer more than

ri years —Married; understands the Management of Early and Late
Vineries, Peach-house, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Forcing-Pits
&c. For further information, W. S., Messrs. Sutton's Litrar^',
rareham. "

/^ARDENER (Foreman), where several others are

ir^ r^f?'^~^^% ^5; perfectly competent,—For character, address
H. LOW AND CO., Nursery, Upper Clapton, E.

/ IJ.ARDEi\ER (married, with one boy at home).—

A

V" Gentleman will be glad to recommend the above, who has lived
with him for more than 10 years.-X. Y. Z., Hewetson's Library,
Hampstead, N.W. "

GARDENER. - Middle-aged, married, no incum-
brance

; thoroughly experienced. Six years in the place he isnow lep.ving. Wife a good Dairywoman.—H. H., Post Office,
raringdon, Berks.

/:j.ARDENER.—Age34, married, three children; hasV^ Jived in some of the best kept Gardens in the country. Four
years good character from last employer. Wife excellent Cook
H. P,, 5, Cambridge Terrace. K ing's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

M. YOUNGER AND CO.'S ALES
Are of the HIGHEST PURITY.

Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, and
are distinguished for their delicacy offlavour.

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishing.
To be had of the Principal Retailers,

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belvidcre

Road. S.E,
2!_KINAHAN'S . LL . WHISKY.

This celebrated and most delicious old mellow Spirit is the very
CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,

in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than the
finest Cognac Brandy. Note tlie words " Kinahan's L.L." on seal,
label, and cork.

Wholesale DepOt, 20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.
Lea & Perrins* Sauce,THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"

pronounced by Connoisseurs "the only good Sauce," Improves
the appetite, and aids digestion. Unrivalled lor piquancy and flavour.

ASK FOR LEA and PERRINS' SAUCE.
Beware of Imitations,

and see the Names of LEA and PERRINS on all Bottles and Labels.
Agents—CROSSE and BLACKWELL, London, and sold by all

Dealers in Sauces throughout the World,

r\iNN EFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity ot the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Intants,
DINNEFORD and CO,, 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

COCK I

TH
LE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.

SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.
In boxes, at is. l%d., 2s.gd.,4s. dd., and lit.

/^ARDENER (Second).—Age 22; understands
VJ" Forcing.—J. A., 6, Portland Terrace, Spring Grove, KinESton-
on-Thames.

GARDENER (Second, or Under), in a Gentleman's
Garden—Age 22; good 'cliaractcr.—C. F., s, Canterbury

lerrace, Maida Vale, London, W.

GARDENER (Under), in the Houses.-
Man.— F. A., Post Office, SunnJngdale, Berks,

-A young

GARDENER (Under)," age 20. — H. Kemp,
Caythorpe, Grantham, 'can with confidence recommend the

above, to any one requiring a steady industrious Man. Six years'
experience. —Address as above.

(^ARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-VJ man's Garden, where Forcing is required.—A young Man, who
has a thorough knowledge of ordinary Work in a Garden. Can be
highly recommended.—T. C, Mr. Baker, Nurseryman, Axminster,
Devon.

Tj^OREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Estab-
-L lishment,—Age 24; will give a Premium for a good place. Good
references as to character and abilities.—L. F., 110. Post Office,
Edgware Road, London, N.W.

To Nurserymen and Florists.
TjiOREMAN (in or outdoor), or to Manage a Small
J- Nursery.-Twenty years' experience. Eight and a half years'
character as Foreman in last situation.—T., Mr. L. Rcdmayne.
Farmer, Brockholes, near Preston, Lancashire. I

/COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
^-^ These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the
best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers ol the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious
remedy for derangernent ol the digestive organs, and for torpid action
of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,
promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-
tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore
the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the
luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning
no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of
acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary, they are
characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-
tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-
liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,
nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efficacious
aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-
haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated
family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at I*, i^i.,21. gd., 4j, W.,and in., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

i

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxes at it, il^d.,M. gd., 4J. 6d., and lit.
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NOTICE.

Messrs. J. WEEKS & Co.
HAVE THE HONOUR TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY ARE FAVOURED WITH THE COMMANDS OF

SAM MENDEL, ESQ., TO ERECT

A COMPLETE HOT-WATER APPARATUS,

WITH PATENT DUPLEX UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER,

And all latest improvements, for warming his New Warehouse, Chepstow Street, Manchester.

Some idea may be formed of its vast magnitude from the fact that
—

The area of its floors exceeds

The length of piping

04, acres.

li miles.

The system adopted is a repetition of that by which the celebrated Apparatus erected by

J. WEEKS AND CO. at Manley Hall, has so successfully distinguished itself as the ne plus idtra

of all Heating by Hot Water.

J. WEEKS &, CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 12th Edition, Post Free.

J. Vv^EEKS & CO.,
HOBTICULTUEAL BUILDEES AND HOT-WATEE APPAEATUS

MANUFACTUEEES,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Edicorial Communicatiani should be addrcsied lo " The Editor ; " Advcrtiaomcnls and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Omcc, 41, Wellington Strnet, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
o,.-5l!'»,;o /.I iHz™ K"^"*"?,5'3' ""^ ""''=" "' ™=""- Kl<»r)BURV, Evans, 61 Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitcrriars, Cilv of London, in the County of MiaJlcJCX, and I'ublisheJ by the said WILLIAM
RICHARDS, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said Counly—SATURDAY, Aueust 10, 187a.

Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies St Co., Edinburgh; for Ireland—Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son, Dublin.
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Condition of the Fruit Crops, 1872.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE for SA TURDA V

NEXT, August 24, will contain a FULL and
TABULAR STATEMENT 0/ the CONDITION of
the FRUIT CROPS throughout the United Kingdom.

May be had of all Booksellers. Price 5^. ; post free, =,lAd
Published by \V. RICHARDS, 41. Wellington Street. Covcnt

Garden, W.C.

READING HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—TheAUTUMN SHOW will be held on TUESDAY, August 37 {bv
permissionof the Mayor), in the ABBEY RUINS, READING TheBAND of the 103d ROYAL BOMBAY FUSILIERS (by permission
of Col. Parsons) will attend. The Show will be open to the holders of
Subscnbers' Tickets at One o'Clock, and to the Public at Four
o Clock, on payment of One Shilling.
Tickets may be obtained of Messrs. SUTTON and SONS, Market

Place; Mr. LOVEJOY, London Street: and of
CHARLES COLLINS, 34, Chain Street, 1 Hon.BLACkALL SIMONDS, Bridge Street, / Sees.

ANBURY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY —
The TWENTY-SIXTH ANNUAL SHOW will take place in

the Pleasure Grounds of Wm. Munton, Esq., on TUESDAY
August " ""rizes open to all (whether Members or not), on Davment
ofancnti:

, feeof2j. 6d.
For Sto\\. L^ recnhouse Plants, either in Flower or Ornamental, but

not I-ftsifib.as. Achimenes, Geraniums, or Annuals, six varieties
10 be grown m not less than 8-inch pots, ist prize, jCg - 2d /2

'

For the best 24 Dahlias, 24 varieties, ist, £2 ; 2d, £1,
For the best 24 Roses, not less than 12 varieties, rst, £1 loj. • 2d IM
For the best 18 Hollyhocks, 2 blooms of each, ist. £1 los. ; 2d, i« '

For the best 12 Verbenas, e; trusses in a bunch, ist, £1 ; 2d, los
The Judges may withhold any Prize if the productions e.\hibiled be

not considered worthy. Roses may be shown singly, or with such
buds and leaves as are on the same stalk. Intending Exhibitors must
five notice to the Secretary on or before Saturday, August 24. The
ociety will, if requested, convey the productions from and to the

Railways. E. JARVIS HARTLEY, Secretary.

AWorcestersbire Agricultural Society.GRAND HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
in connection with the above will be held in the Show Ground

at STOURBRIDGE. AUGUST 27. 28, and 20, when PRIZES .offi
amount of ONE HUNDRED and EIGHTY^FOUR POUNDS will
be awarded. ENTRIES .CLOSE AUGUST 20. For List of Prizes
and Rules &C., apply to ALBERT BUCK, Secretary, Worcester

; or
*? I- \IS-^^\\^P^' Hoa Secretary to Horticultural Show
20, Broad Street, u orcestcr.

JTAXIFORD HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY —
y~> The GREAT ANNUAL SHOW of PLANTS, FLOWERSFRUITS, and VEGETABLES will be held, by the kind pemission of

'iTIi.
''""

t. ""''A BuiJllley Park, Stamford, on SEPTEM-
Ps and nearly ^fico will be offered in

tne iMarquis 01 t-xeter, in liurgii
BER 4 next, when Five Silver Cuu,^^ 4 next, wnen rive silver t-ups and nearly ^.ijo will be offered in

M"fH. Johnson! iTol It^t^S. '" ""^ °" '""'"""°" '°

"TVUBLIN EXHIBITION, 1872.-A GRANDJL/ NATIONAL FLOWER AND FRUIT SHOW will be held in
the Grounds of the Exhibition Palace on SEPTEMBER 11, ij, and tiwhen Cups andjlon-.y Prizes to the amount of .{Izoo will be awarded
irnlvft'?w"S'^'i°'",J?^I""'"S "= '^'"" '<> t" addressed totUW ARD LEE, t^sq. (General Manager), Exhibition Palace, Dublin

WaxwlcksMre Agncultural Society Meeting
At WARWICK, 1872.

"R*i?J„"^"L'^'^KAL DEPARTMENT. -The
hT iT.M , w,5i?.W,i^ '" connection with the above Society willbe held at WARWICK, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY; Sen-

^iV, '1^^ L*- ,°J^i, '° *" England. Schedules of Prizes, &c
,may be obtamea of the Honorary Local Secretary as under

Brunswick School. Leaminit'^?'^
"" "^^^^^''' "°"- ^^'^^ S""

BISHOP AU.CKLAND FLOWER SHOW,
FRIDAY, August 30,—The Schedule of Priies again increased,

and may be obtained by applying to J. C. HENDY, Secretary, Bishop
Auckland.

/^REAT INTERNATIONAL FRUITand FLOWER
VJ snow will be held within the Burnbank Hall and Grounds,
Great Western Road, GLASGOW, on SEPTEMBER 11, 12, and it
EUiHT HUNDRED POUNDS will be civen as Prizes for Kruii,
Plants, Cut Flowers, &c. Ground has been reserved for special out-
side Exhibitions, which will be alloted on application. Terms moderate.
Apply to GEORGE B, HOGGAN, Treasurer, 106, Ingram Street;

or FRANC. GIBB DOITGalL, Sec, 167, Canning Street, Glasgow.

Seeds for Present Sowing.
HUNT'S superb SWEET W'lLLLAMS, 40 varieties

;

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, from 12 choice sorts. In
packets, at is., ts. Od., and 51.

JAMES HOLDER. Crown Nursery, Reading.

zVONAL and DOUBLE PELARGONIUMS for
'.J Autumn and Winter blooming. We have to offer a good stock

of .11 the best varieties. Tricolor MACBETH, 35. 6d. each.
BELL AND THORPE, Paddock Nurseries, Stratford-on-Avon.

EngllsH Saved Seed, Just Harvested.
)RIMUL.\ J A PC NIC: A, 2s. 6J. per packet.
. PRIMULA INVOLUCRATA, var. Abyssiniensis.JS. 6d. do.
BARR AND SUGDEN, r2, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

To the Trade.
BULBS, comprising LILIUM, NARCISSUS,

GL.4DI0LI, IRIS, ALSTRCEMERIA, CYCLAMEN, DOG'S-
TOOTH VIOLETS, JONQUILS, O.KALIS, SCILLAS, and
numerous other Bulbs. LIS T on application.

STEPHEN UROVVN, Weston-super-Mare.

PAUL AND SONS' ROSES.—The Roses at the
Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, are BLOOMING very finely this

autumn.—The stock of RosesJ on own roots, in pots [(10,000), may be
now picked from advantageously.

/CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
V_y China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in
pnts. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurser>'man and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

MESSRS. THOMAS RIVERS and SON invite
inspection ol their ORCHARD HOUSES, which are now full

of fruit. A large Collection of ROSES is in bloom.
Sawbridgcworth, Herts.

Vlnea, Vines, Vines.
NOW is the BEST TIME to PLANT.

VINES planted now in full vigour, will go the length
of any ordinary roof this season. Strong Canes, fine short-

jointed stuff, 9 to 10 feet long by i% inch round, from Eyes this
spring, of all the leading; kindc, may be had from
JOHN KELLETT, VVellin^ion Nurserj-, Heaton Chapel, Stockport.

_^ The Trade supplied.

Strawberries.
CHARLES TURNER is prepared to execute orders

for all the leading varieties. Plants are fine this season.
Descriptive CATALOGUE on application.

The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

Strawberry Plants.
WILLIAM BRYANT has to offer the following

kinds, in strong well-rooted plants, at 3S. per loo, for cash,
package included :

—

Plack Prince
British Queen
Comte dc Paris
Garibaldi

And many other varieties.
The Nursery, Rugby.

Keens' Seedling
Premier
President
Sir Charles Napier

LISTS on application.

New Catalogue of Plants, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, containing Select Descriptive and Priced Lists
of Plants suitable for bedding and decorative purposes, &c ,^
Delphiniums, Double-flowered Pyrethrums, Hardy Aquatics, Saxi-
fragas, Sedums, Sempervivums, Sweet Violets, Sec, is now published,

id will be fonvarded to applicants.—Exotic Nursery, Tooting, S.W.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriotive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

Eltnam Nursery, Kent, S.E.
TWO MILES from BLACKHEATH STATION;
ONE MILE from ELTHAM, LOOP-LINE

THIRTY ACRES of healthy, well-grown NURSERY
STOCK, of every description, comprising Specimen CONIFERS

and EVERGREENS of all sixes, Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
&c. Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to come
and select for themselves.

JAMES W. TODMAN, Eltham Nursery. Kent, S.E.

WANTED, CUTTINGS of GERANIUM
VESUVIUS. State price per loooto

J. SMITH, Barnsbury Nursery, Islington. N.

Hardy Herbaceous Plants.
\T/ANTED, a quantity of all kinds of HARDY
VV HERBACEOUS PLANTS. State names, size, and price, to

Mr. EDWARD LUCKHURST, The Garden^, Oldlands H3IL
Hu.xted, Uckneld.

QPECIMEN PLANTS WANTED.-Persons having
»0 large Specimens of the finer kinds of Conservatory Planes for
DISPOSAL, will oblige by sending particulars to the Pine-apple
Nurseo- Company JOHN BESTER, Manager.

32. Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

Wanted, Seeds of Choice Strains.

MR. WILLIAM BULL will REQUIRE NEW
SEEDS of the following:—

Primula
I

Pink
|
Balsam, in separate colours

Fuchsia Show Pansy Lobelia, herbaceous
Carnation | Gloxinia'

| Auricula, show,
And SEEDS of other choice FLORIST FLOWERS, also Seed ofPRIMULA JAPONICA.
State quantities and prices per ounce. Satisfactory proof must be

given that the strains ot the above Seeds are all of the first quality;
and, where possible, samples of the flowers should be sent for inspection.
Apply to WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Establishment for New and

Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W. '

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 338, High Holborn, London.

Choice New Seeds, Gladioli, &c.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SONS Descriptive

Priced CATALOGUE contains every requisite, of the finest
quality only. Post free on application.

^^ Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

/TALCEOLARIA. CINERARIA, and PRIMULA
V-^ SINENSIS, of the choicest strains, in ii. td., aj. (id., and 51.
packets. Trade prices on application.
JAMES I'lCkSi.iN .\ND SONS. " Newton" Nurseries. Chester.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, Sec.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO., late Betham &
• Blackith, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

Street, London, S.E.^ Forwarders to all parts of the World.

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
• begs to remind his Patrons and the Public in general, that

his CATALOGUES may be had free on application to his Agents,
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane, Tower Street,

London, EC.

Lily of the Valley (Convallaria majalis).WIDOW G. CLAESSENS VAN HOOREBEECK,
Ni;rsfrywo.man and Seedswoman, Tcrmonde, Belgium,

offers 15,000 plants at £.\, and 1 00,000 at ^^24.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S Nursery, 134, Faubourg
de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium. CATALOGUES to be had, free,

from his Agents, Messrs. R. SILUEKRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

Hyacinths, Tulips, LOlums, GladloU, Crocus, and a
large stock of MISCELLANEOUS DUTCH and CAPE
BULBS, ROOTS, PLANTS, direct from the Grower.

ANT. ROOZEN AND SON'S (late Ant. Roozen)
CATALOGUE of the above lor 1872, will, as usual, be handed

to all Gardeners and Amateurs, free on application. For our SPECIAL
TERMS as to Free Delivery, Remitting, &c., please consult
Catalogue.—Overveen, near Haarlem, Holland, July i.

AYNBIRD, CALDECOTT. BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane. E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
for Wheat ; r862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

PARIS,
I

SUTTONS' grass SEEDS for ALL
1867. SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GliASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to
H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading. Berks.

Early Sheep Feed.TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM
and ITALIAN RYE-GR.\SS.

New seed at low prices. For particulars apply to
SUTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

To the Traded
NEW ENGLISH SOWING RAPE SEED.

CHARLES SHARPE AND CO., Seed Growers
and Merchants, have fine samples of the above to offer.

Prices on application.

New Sowing Rape Seed.HAND F. SHARPE have fine SAMPLES of the
above SEED, ready for immediate delivery. Price moderate,

and may be had, with sample, on application.
Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

BMALLER begs to state that he has some few
• thousands of healthy, well-grown ERICA HYEMALIS,

and other Winter Flowering Plants, which will be SOLD by
AUCTION early in the autumn, unless previously disposed of,

Tne Nurseries, Lee and Lewi sham, S.E.

Post Free to all Applicants.

BS. WILLIAMS- NEW PLANT and GENERAL
• CATALOGUE is now ready. It contains a Descriptive List

of beautiful New Plants offered in commerce by him this season for
the first time ; also general Priced Lists of Orchids, Ferns. Tree
Ferns, Flowering and Ornamental-leaved Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Palms and Cycads, Azaleas. Camellias, Amaryllis, Ericas,
Epacris, Liliums, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and general Collections ot
Soft-wooded and Hardy Plants.

Special prices for specimens ouoted on application.
An inspection of the Collection solicited.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Magnificent New Winter Flowering Plant,
bouvardia vreelandii.

MESSRS. J, STANDISH AND CO. are now
prepared to execute orders for the above beautiful plant. It

has the habit and form of B, Hogarthii, but the colour is of the
Purest White. The flowers are of excellent substance and stand
well, thus rendering it invaluable for Greenhouse or Conservatory
Decoration, and also for Cutting and Bouquets. Fine plants, lit for
winter flowering, 3^. 6d. each, 36s. per dozen. Special quotations to
the Trade on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

THE extraordinary Perpetual Flowering TREE
CARNATION, LA BELLE.

" The forerunner of a new race of varieties of the highest [wssible
value,"
" The flowers, of the purest white, arc very large and smooth, per-

fectly double, and delightfully fragrant, and are produced, all the year
round, in such profusion that one or more plants should be grown
wherever cut blooms are in request."—Sec article and woodcuts in
Gardtnen' Magazine, July 13 last.

Large Plants, 71. W. each; extra large Plants, loj. (>d. each. The
latter will come into bloom bv '.'ctohcr.

JAMES BLACKLEY. Lcylon, Essex, E.

Wood Engraving.

MR. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London, N.

RODERICK NICOLSON, Advertising Agent
and Gf.ner.^1. Commission Agent, i. Racquet Court, Fleet

Street, E.C.

A/TR. JAMES ERASER, Horticultural and
-L?X Acricultuhai, Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,
Romford, Essex ; late of the firm of J. & J. Eraser. Lea Bridge Road,

JC. STEVENS' Horticultural, SciENTiFicTatid
• Natural History Sale Rooms, 38. King Street, Covcnt

Garden, London, W.C. Established 1763. SALKS by AUCTION
nearly EVERY DAY.
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For Autumn Sowing.

The out'

GRASS SEEDS
FOR ALL SOILS.

CARRIAGE FREE.
Prices and iull particulars on application,

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

For Present Sowing and t

Planting.

BUTTONS'
SUPERU STRAINS OF

CYCLAMEN PERSIGUM GRANDIFLORUM,
New Seed and fine Bulbs are now ready.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM' GRANDIFLORUM, in six distinct
varieties :—Album, roseum, delicatum, rubrum, purpureum, persicum
Bulbs, II. (>d. and 2s. each. Same varieties, mixed, i8j. per dozen.
Seed, IS. and zj. bd. per packet.

For richness in colour, form of flower, and habit of growth, these
are unequalled by any in cultivation, and are invaluable for decorating
the conservatory durmg the winter months, remaining in bloom from
November till March.
N.B.—This is the very best time to sow the secdand plant the bulbs.

SUTTONS' superb strain of CALCEOLARIA, is. 6d. per paeket,
post free.

SUTTONS' superb strain of CINERARIA, is. td. and zs. U. per
packet, post free.

BUTTONS' superb strain of PRIMULA, 25. ()d. per packet.

SUTTON & SONS,
SEEDSMEN BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO THE QUEEN

AND H.R.H THE PRINCE OF WALES,
ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

CHOICE CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, AND PRIMULA,

FOR PRESENT SOWING.

Calceolaria.

JAMES'S INTERNATIONAL PRIZE {see Illustra-

tion), 2J. 6i/. per packet.

Finest Hybrid Spotted, is. dd. and 2s. 6d. per packet

Cineraria.
JAMES'S PRIZE CINERARIA, 2s. 6d. per packet.
CINERARIA, choice mixed, saved from a splendid collection of

named varieties, is. 6d. and 2s. 6d. per packet.

Primula (Fern-leaved).
Per packet.

—

s. d.

PRIMULA, choicest Fcrn-Icaved, carmine 36
,, ,, „ white 26
„ FIMBRIATA, Fern-leaved (New Scarlet). This

is a decided novelty ..36
Primula {choicest fringed).

Per packet.—j. d.
PRIMULA, choicest dark carmine, fringed a 6

,, ,, new scarlet 26
,, ,, rose, fringed .. ..26
,, ,, white, fringed .. ..36
,, ,, mixed, fringed .

.

.. ij. 6*^. and 2 6

JAMES CARTER & CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN AND

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

GI S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thripg,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to i6 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in
boxes, IS., 3J., and iw, 6rf.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

Red K fflft Magni- CANDLE COMPANY
Spider. ^ 0/^ fied. (Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

THE PIIE-APPLE ITJESEEY COIPAIY,
Maida Vale, London, W.,

ARE OPEN TO

PURCHASE
LARGE SPECIMENS OF THE FINER

KINDS OP

CONSERVATORY PLANTS
FOR THEIR

NEW WINTER GARDEN,

Now in course of construction, which will be the largest and finest ever built for the Trade.

JOHN BESTER, Manager, 32, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

TOP D R E S8 I N G S.

SULPHATE OP AMMONIA.
NITRATE OF SODA.

CAEO GUANO.
liA^INIT.

IN SEALED BAGS, WITH THE GUARANTEE RECOMMENDED BY THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION OF ENGLAND. Prices, frc, forwarded on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO.,
CHEMICAL MANURE MANUFACTURERS, 20, BILLITER STREET, E.C.

"Mr. \Vm
enjoys for the successful
Journal of HortictUlure, li

Paul's Hyacintlis, Tulips, Ac.
well maintained the high reputation he
iltivation of this class of flowers."

—

WILLIAM PAUL begs to announce that his
Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, and other Dutch Flower Roots,

selected by him when recently in Holland, have arrived in excellent
condition, and he respectfully solicits early orders.

Priced descriptive CATALOGUE free by post.

PAUL'S N urscrics and Seed Warehouse, Waltham Cross, London, N
Queen of Primroses.

PRIMULA JAPONICA {New Crimson Primrose),
at reduced prices. Nice plants, 3s. dd. each, or 365, per dozen

Special quotations by the hundred or thousand.
WILLIAM BULL F.L.S Establishment for New and Rare

Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

New Varieties of Primula Japonlca.

MR. WILLIAM BULL begs to announce that he is

now offering, for the first time, the following beautiful and
distinct varieties of PRIMULA JAPONICA. The Flarist, in re-
marking on these, says :—" One great merit of this new Japanese
Primrose is, that it yields varieties no less beautiful than itself.

PRIMULA JAPONICA ALBA—This variety produces white
flowcis, with a golden-yellow zone round the eye ; 3J. bd. each, or
361. per dozen.

PRIMULA JAPONICA CARMINATA. — Pure carmine-red, with
a maroon-crimson ring round the eye ;

3s. 6rf, each, or i6j. per doz.
PRIMULA JAPONICA LILACINA.—Eye surrounded by a zone of

orange-red, shading outwards to a beautiful rosy lilac, the outer
portion of the corolla lobes being white ; y. 6d. each, or 361. per
dozen.

PRIMULA JAPONICA ROSEA —Very distinot, with flowers of a
lilac-rose, and having a crimson ring round the ej'c ; 3*. 6d. each,
or 361. per do^en.

PRIMULA JAPONICA SPLENDID.V—Flowers of a deep bright
magenta, the zone of a rich bright crimson colour ; 31. 6d. each, or
36J. per dozen.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
London. S.W.

" Look to your Grass Lands."

NOW IS THE TIME TO SOW

CARTER'S RENOVATING MIXTURE
FOR

RENEWING and IMPROVING OLD GRASS LANDS.

This Mixture is composed of those sorts of Permanent
Grass Seeds and Clovers that are best suited for Sowing
on Old Pastures or Meadows, and it will speedily improve
the quality and increase the produce. During the past

dry seasons we have supplied immense quantities of this

Mixture, and continue to receive the most gratifying

reports of its value in increasing both quantity and
quality of the Grass.

After carting the Hay, the land should receive two or

three turns of the heavy Harrows. The Renovating
Mixture should then be sown at the rate of 81b. to 12 lb.

per acre, according to the condition of the turf.

Price, per lb., lOd. ;
percwt., 86s.

EVIDENCE of QUALITY.

Frvm R. Wheeler, Esq., P'e7tinor', July 15, 1872.
" I had some of your Renovating Mixture last year, and it has had

a most wonderful effect on a field which never before bore hall a crop
of Grass. Several of my neighbours have wondered at the enormous
feed 1 have had all the spnn^, and 1 hope they will be induced to

adopt the same tneaos ol restormg their half-bare meadows."

CARTER'S
Early Nimble Six Weeks Turnip

Is the best for present sowing.

Price Is, per lb. Cheaper in quantity.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEED.SMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN AND

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

2J7 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

S"^

ENTERED AT STATIONERS' HALL HOW tO DCStrOy MOOly BUg.
USE

TEVENSON'S ABYS-
SINIAN mixture. warr.intfd

destroy all Insects that Infest

Plants, ll is pronounced by the lead-

ing Horticulturists of thia country to

be the most effective and the easiest

applied Mixture ever used for the
Destruction of Mealy Bug, &c-
Sold by all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men in the United Kingdom, in

bottles, IJ. 6tf., 3*., ^J. dd., and 51. 6rf.

each, with directions for use.

Sole Manufacturer.
F, STEVENSON,

TKADE MARK Lark Hill, Timpcrley, Cheshire.

Scott's Wasp Destroyer.

J SCOTT, Seedsman, Yeovil, ofters his well-known
« Preparation to Fruit Growers at \s. grf. and ai. qd. per botllc,

post free, for stamps. No one who has Fruit to preserve should be

without it. ^_^^__^_ — —
Free 10 London ; Five Casks and upwards to any Station in EnRland

or IS per Cent I>isi:ount.

EPPS'S SELECTED PEAT. —Patronised by the

leading Horticulturists and Amateurs in the three kingdoms.

See testimonials. Packed in 4-bushel barrels, 8j. each, inclusive:

selected for Orchids, at. Special offers for Truck-loads for general

purposes. Terms, cash, ., „
fEAT, SAND, and LOAM STORES. Lcwisham, S.E
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G REENHOUSES from the FINSBURY STEAM
lOINERY WORKS, isr. Uiinhill Row, London, E.C. j^f''

W. H, 1.ASCK1.1.ES, Proprieli " ' '" ^
^ists sent on application.
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WILLIAM CHATER'S SUPERB DOUBLE
IIOl.LYHOCKS—The simplest and safest way to raise

tlitm from Seed is to sow them in the open Rround in June, July, and

August, and iransplanl in September. SEED from linesi strains, that

will produce flowers equal to choice named varieties.

Collection No. i. 12 named varieties, extra hne, los.

Collection No. 2. 6 named varieties, e.xtra line, 5s.

Collection No. 3. 12 named varieties, fine, 7s. 6d.

Collection No. 4. 6 named varieties, fine, 4s.

Mixed SEED, finest quality, per packet, is., as. 6d., and gj.

WILLIAM CHATER, The Nurseries, Saffron Walden.

KEMP-WELCH'S GENUINE SEEDS
for PRESENT SOWING:—

GIANT BROWN COS LETTUCE. &f- per packet.

TOM THUMB CABBAGE LETTUCE, 6rf. per packet.

LARGE FLAT TRIPOLI ONION, is. per oz.

PRICKLY SPINACH, 2d, per oz.

IMPERIAL CABBAGE, W, per oz.

Extra Choice FANCY PANSY SEED, is. per packet.

Extra Choice ALPINE AURICULA, is. per packet.

Extra Choice POLYANTHUS, is. per packet.
' A trial respectfully solicited. Payment can be made in postage

stamps. All the above Seeds iree by post.
, ^ . ., ,KEMP-WELCH, Nursery, Seed, Plant, and Fruit Merchant,

Portland Street, Clifton, Bristol.

Queen of Primroses.

EG. HENDERSON AND SON. Wellington
• Nurserj', St, John's Wood, London, N.W., ofler good healthy

l>lants of PRI^IULA JAPONICA as one of the finest hardy plants

everi' introduced to English gardens. A selection of six plants, raised

from SIX distinct colours, namely, red, white, mauve with red centre,

white mottled with red, rich dark crimson and pink.

The original type is crimson, which we offer at 3s. 6d. each, 2^ for

75s., or 100 at £14, Seedling plants from the other colours 51. eacn, or

the set of six plants, raised from the colours above named, 211.

Seed of the above varieties, mixed, is. 6d. and 2s. 6d. per packet.

Cultivators are reminded that seed of this fine species is liable to lay

till next season before it germinates.
Mr. Kramer, in Japan, is the only party who introduced the above

varieties from proved plants, grown in his own garden, and from this

source the above plants have emanated.

Choice Rower Seeds, Post Free.

BS. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
• Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

}IolIoway, London, N. Per packet—s. d.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed.
IS. 6d., 2s. 6d., 3s. 6d , and g o

Plants from this Seed have always been awarded First Prizes
wherever exhibited.

Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,
IS. 6d., 2s. td., 3s. 6d., and 5 o

LISIANTHUS PRINCEPS 2S. 6rf. and 5 o
Weathcrill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA,

IS. 6ii. ,25. M.,3s. 6<f., and 5 o

Wiggins' prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. is. &i., 2s. 6ti., and 3 6

POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize stram .. .. is. and i 6

PRIMULA JAPONICA, new seed (own saving) 26
INTERMEDIATE STOCK, Mauve Queen 26

„ „ Pink Queen 26
The above Stocks were awarded First-class Certificates by

the Royal Horticultural Society at Kensington and Royal
Botanic Society, Regent's Park, May 8, 1872.

Dwarf Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-
mended 10

„ Purple Queen, very fine .. i o

Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER 10
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway. London, N.

Lisiantlius princeps.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in offering
• NEW SEED of this grand plant, the stock of which he has

recently secured ; and although not, strictly speaking, a new plant, the

fact ol its having been lost to the country for upwards of 20 years will

cause it to be so considered by the majority of plant growers of the

S
resent day- It has been called a greenhouse plant, but there is little

oubt it will be found to thrive best in an intermediate house
This superb Gentianaceous plant was considered by the late Dr.

Lindley to be "one of the best plants in existence." It is a compact
branching shrub, growing about 2 feet in height ; the leaves are oppo-
site, oblong-lanceolate, acuminate and dark green on the upper side,

paler below ; the blooms are produced in graceful drooping racemes of

from three to five ; the flowers are tubular, the calyx being about half

an inch long, and the corolla about 6 inches in length, and upwards of

an inch wide ; the colour of the tube is rich scarlet, melting into golden
yellow at each end. It is found growing at elevations ol from 10,000

to 11,000 feet above the level of tne sea, in the province of Pamplona,
in New Grenada, but it is a rare plant even in its native country.

Price 2s. 6d. and 5s, per packet.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.WP O T T E N solicits Orders for the

• --following:

—

12 varieties GOLDEN TRICOLOR GERANIUMS, 3s. doz., 20s. 100.

12 varieties GOLD and BRONZE, 31. per dozen, 20s. per 100.

Crown Prince (double! and King of Doubles (Canncll's), 4s. per dozen.
12 varieties good Doubles, 21. per dozen, 12s. per 100,

12 varieties good Zonals, as. per dozen, 12s. per 100.

12 newer varieties, Zonals, 31. per dozen.

Jean Sisly, 3s. per dozen.
GOLDEN TRICOLORS : — Countess of Ashburnham, Edward

Miiner, Florence, Humming Bird, Sir R. Napier, Sunray, 4s. doz.

SILVER TRICOLORS :—Charming Bride, Caroline Longfield, Miss
Burdctt Coutts, Mabel Morris, Nirs. J. Glutton, Exquisite, 6s, doz.;

Excellent, Glen Eyre Beauty, Velvet Cushion, 4s. per dozen.
SILVER VARIEGATED:—Albion Cliffs, Bright Star, Flower of

Spring, May Queen, Princess Alexandra, Snowdrop, 2s. 6d. per doz.

12 choice FUCHSIAS, 2S. 6d.

New Tricolor FUCHSIA, Sunray, 2s. each.
HELIOTROPES, IRESINES, AGERATUMS, u. 6(i. per dozen.
ECHEVERIAS and SEMPERVIVUMS, 2S. to 4s. per dozen.

The above all good plants in single pots, package free.

Special prices given (or large quantities.

The Nurseries, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

Strawberries.

JAMES CARTER and Co. have pleasure in offering
the undermentioned STRAWBERRIES, in strong runners and

well-established plants, in pots. Prices of sorts required to name
quoted in AUTUMN CATALOGUE now in press, a copy of which
will be posted as usual.
Runners, in pots, ourlselection, not less than 25 of a sort, p. 100, los. 6d.

Runners, in pots, our selection, not less than 100 of a sort, ,, 71. 6d.

Runners, out ofpots, our selection, not less than 25 of a sort, „ 51. od.

Runners, out of pots, our selection, not less than 100 of a sort, ,, 3s. 6d.

Abd-el-Kadir Goliath
Amateur Gabrielle
Amazon Gweniver
Ananas perpetuel Haquin
Alexandra Hautbois
Augusta Her Majesty
Belle Lyonaise James Carter
Belle Couchoise James Veitch
Belle de Paris Kaminsky
Black Prince Keens' Seedling
lioule dc St. Julien La Belle Bordciaise
Boule d'Or La Honne Aimtc
Bush Alpine La Chalonaisc
British Queen La Constante
Caroline supcrba La Meudonaise
Ceres La Petit Marie
Cockscomb Lecoq fine
Comte dc Paris Lucas
Crimson Queen Marguerite
Dr. Hogg May Queen
Dr. Nicaise Melius
Due dc MalakofT Mr. RadclyfTe
I^clipse Napoleon ill.
Early Prolific Ne Plus Ultra
Excellent Oscar
Filbert Pine Passe Partout
Garibaldi Pauline
General liavclock Penelope
Gcrmania Perfection
Clubc Premier
VINES.—Our stock of wcll-ripencd canes arc ihisscason very strong

and short-jointtd. For Liit and Prices, sec also Autumn Catalogue
JAMES CARTER ANU CO., 237, High Holborn, London, W.C.

;

and Crystal I'alacc Nurseries, Forest llill^ S.E.

President
President Delacour
Prince Arthur
Prince ot Wales
Princess Alice Maud
Princess of Wales
Princess Royal
Princess Dagmar
Rifleman
Royalty
Sabreur
Sir Charles Napier
Sir Harry
Sir Joseph Paxton
Souvenir de Kieff
Surprise
The Lady
Topsy
Tnomphe de Paris
Vicomtcsse Hcricart

deThury
Victoria
Victoria ovata
White I'ine apple
Vincuse de Nantos

Wonderful
Wonder

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

B. S. Williams
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,

Containing a Descriptive List of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, &c. ; also a Select

List of FRUIT TREES, ROSES, &c..

Is HOtv ready, Post Free to all applicants.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

INTERMEDIATE STOCK, MAUVE QUEEN,
INTEEMEDIATE STOCK, PINK QUEEN,

Price per Packet, 2s. 6d. each variety.

B. S. ^^^ILLIAMS
Has much pleasure in offering the above, as being new and quite distinct to any other Intermediate Stocks yet

introduced. The flowers are very large and double, beautifully sweet, and produces immense trusses of bloom
;

habit very dwarf, compact, and branching. The seed should be sown this month, and then they will make a grand

display this next'spring. Was exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society's Show on May 17, 1871 ;
and again at

the Royal Botanic Society's Show at Regent's Park, on May 8, 1872, and was awarded First-class Certificates on

each occasion. ^__^

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

TREE-FERNS,
THE LARGEST AND HANDSOMEST IN EUROPE.

William Bull, f.ls.,
RESPECTFULLY INVITES THE NOBILITY AND GENTRY ABOUT TO FURNISH CONSERVATORIES

TO AN INSPECTION OF THE ABOVE ; ALSO OF THE

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS
IN HIS

WINTER GAEDEN.

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

NEAV CHOICE FLOW^KR SEEDS.

DowNiE, Laird, & Laing
HAVE THE PLEASURE OF OFFERING THE FOLLOWING

CHOICE ELOWEE SEEDS
FOR PRESENT SO'WING ;—

ANTIRRHINUM.-Ex.ra choic. ; saved from our „aB„ific=„. col- PELARGONIUM.-Zonal; choke; fv=^„f™V\rmiaor?olo"?,'t^d
lection of the newest named flowers, td., is., and is. td per pki

CALCEOLARIA.—Hybridised ; saved from the superb flowers that

gained the First Prize at Kensinfiton, 2s. 6d., 3s. 6d., and 51. pkt.

CALCEOLARIA.—Hybridised; saved from the celebrated strain at

Dalkeith Falacc. is. td., 21. 6rf., and 35. bd. per packet.

CINERARIA —Extra choice; saved froin an unequalled assortment

of named flowers. 11. td. , 2S. td , and 31, td. per packet.

COLEUS, Golden.—Hybridised; saved from our First Priie Crystal

Palace and Kensington Collections, ii., is. td., and 2s. td. p, pkt.

CYCLAMEN.—E-\tra choice; saved from the Amateur's collection

who was first at Kensington, u., 2J.. and 3*. per packet.

HOLLYHOCK—Extra superb; saved from the most distinct of our

famous assortments of Prize flowers ; 12 colours. 51. per collection.

HOLLYHOCK.—Extra fine; saved from the finest varieties of our

magnificent collection ; mixed, is , 2s. td., and 3s. 6./. per packet.

PANSY, Show.—Extra superb ; saved from the most choice of our own
unrivalled Exhibition nowers. is., is. 6d.,and as. td. per packet.

PANSY, Fancy.—Extra fine; saved from the most beautiful of our

admirable collection, is., is. td., and as. td per packet.

PELARGONIUM—Colden Itronic; splendid; saved from our

unrivalled strain that gained all the frizes offered at the Royal

Horticultural Show at Itirmint^ham in June this year. 2S, td.,

3s. td., and ss. per packet.

PELARGONIUM,—Golden Tricolors; extra choice; saved from the

collection from which we selected the finest Tricolor of the year.

and which took lirst honours at the Birmingham Meeting, as. td.,

IS. td., and 5s. per packet.

sent out last season, with large flowers of brilliant colour, and

perfect shape, is. td., as. td., and 3s. td. per packet.

PENTSTEMON.—Most superb; saved from our own collection of

the choice varieties introduced last season. is., is. td., and

2s. td. per packet.

PHLOX Perennial —Early and Late; saved from our magnificent pot

plants which have taken Prizes at Oxford, Kensmgton, and

Regent's Park, is. td., 2s. td., and 3s. td. per packet.

PRIMULA.—Fringed, Red and While ; saved from the finest strain

in cultivation, as. td., 3s. td., and $%. per packet.

PRIMULA.—Fern-leaved, Red and White; saved from a niost mag-

nificent strain specially for ourselves. 2S. td., y. til., and 51. pkt.

PRIMULA JAPONICA.—Extra superb; saved from our magnificent

plants; colours varying from pink to deep crimson, is., as. Od.,

and 31. td. per packet.

PYRETHRUM. Golden. —Very select; saved from a very deep

golden-coloured strain of this popular bcdder. td., is., ana

IS. td. per packet.

STOCK. Imermediate.-Scarlct. Purple, and \yhite: saved from our

celebrated strain of these flowers, which rival the East Lothian

varieties, is., 11. td., and 2s. td. per packet.

SWEET WILLIAM.—Extra dark ; saved from Hunt's choice strain,

carefully selected and improved, td., is., and is, td. per packet.

WALLFLOWER.— Hlood Red; saved from a very pure strain ; com-

pact in growth, and very deep in colour, td. and ir. per packet.

Simnps may be sent in payment Packets forwarded Free by Post.

STANSTEAD PARK, FOREST HILL, and RUTLAND
and at EDINBURGH, N.B.

PARK, LONDON, S.E.

1
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Noteworthy Horticulturists and Botanists,

NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of
NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and HOTANISTS

is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICTtLtURAL GAZETTE." The followinp have already

appeared, and separate Copies (price W. each}, on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, vii.

Dr. Hooker, C.B.. F.R.S.
W. Wilson Sacnders, F.R S.

E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.
James McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.
James B.^teman, F.R.S.
Berthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.
Hon. Marshall P. Wilder.
John Gib.son.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellineton Street,

Covcnt Garden. W.C.

Rev. M. J. Berkeley. t.L.S.
M. Decaisne.
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin.
Professor Keichenbach.
Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.

Condition of the Fruit Crops, 1872.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE /cJr SATURDAY

NEXT, Ai/^ust 24, will contain a FULL and
TABULAR STATEMENT of the CONDITION of
the FRUIT CROPS throughout the United Kingdom.

May be had of all Booksellers. Price Sii. ; post free, sS^d.

Published by W. RICHARDS, 41. WcllinRlon Street, Covcnt
Garden, W.C.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 17, 1872.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
t Roj'al Horticultural (Fruit and Floral

WedneSDAV, Aug. 21S (Jommiltees), at S. Kensington .. II A.M.

t Ditto (General Meeting) .. .. 3 P.M.

WHATEVER may have been the intentions

of those who took part in the recent debate

on the Kew Controversy in the House of Com-
mons, the result was unfortunate. The debate

added nothing whatever to our knowledge of the

facts of the case. It imported into the subject

additional acrimony at a moment when an
arrangement was likely to be carried out which
would have gone far to eliminate the personal

element. Had this been done the ground would
have been left open for the discussion of those

less immediately engrossing, but vastly more
important questions relating to the efficient

management of our national Botanic Garden.

Indeed, we believe that, acting under the advice

of his friends. Dr. Hooker had been induced

to withdraw all imputations which might be
deemed personally oliCensive to Mr. Ayrton, and
that Mr. Ayrton on his side was willing to express

his assurance that he had intended nothing dero-

gatory to the honour of Dr. HOOKER. How the

matter stands now, after the violent outburst in

the House of Commons, we can hardly imagine.
It may be that when the heatetd feelings

engendered by the debate have subsided, that

the original arrangement will be carried out, and
that the personal question will be arranged. We
hope it may be so, though it is difficult to under-
stand how it can be possible for the Director to

work amicably and comfortably under such an
official superior as Mr. AYRTON has shown
himself to be.

Mr. AVRTON'S attempted defence of himself

—

first in his " Blue-book " and " Memorandum,"
and afterwards in his speech in the House—give,

to our mind, ample justification of the hard
things that have been said against him. There
is one exception, of which, in fairness, he ought
to have the benefit, viz., that some of the charges
made against him were (from excellent motives,
no doubt) concealed from him by Mr. Glad-
stone's private secretary till a late period in the
controversy. None but those who have seen the

original documents can know what Mr. Ayrton
himself has kept back in his explanation to Mr.
Gladstone, though they may be sure from the
Blue-book that the whole truth is not told, and
they may perhaps be able to form some idea
as to this from the discreditable way in which
that book is compiled.

To the great majority of persons, however, to

whom this publication will be entirely as a sealed
book, Mr. Ayrton'S speech in the House of
Commons will form the best comment. We
extract in another column some choice mor(;eaux.
It will be remembered that they are in allusion

to eleven of the foremost scientific men of the
day, men of varied opinions, but all of high
position, unblemished reputation, and superior
culture. On the one hand we have the flower
of British intellect, so far as science is con-
cerned ; on the other we have— Mr. Ayrton.
We have also appended the remarks made by

Mr. Cowper Temple, which are the more sig-

nificant as they express the views of one who
held, with much credit to himself and much
benefit to the country, the same office as that
now held by Mr. Ayrton.
By this unfortunate debate, matters seem left

pretty much as they were before, and the

Director, unshielded by Parliamentary inter-

ference, will have to bear as best he can, during

the long recess, the caprices, and perhaps the

insults, of his official superior. It is true that

the "Treasury Minute," with all its short-

comings, is a great gain, but what assurance

have we that Mr. Ayrton will " govern himself

accordingly." He has set at nought the gentle

reminders of his colleagues before ; he may
prob.ibly do so again. We are, of course,

assuming that the Director will not resign.

He has fought the battle so far with admir-

able courage and self-abnegation, and his friends

would look upon his resignation as a calamity to

the cause of botany and horticulture throughout

the world. \\'e therefore still hope that the

same sense of public duty which has intluenced

the Director's conduct so far, will continue to

operate.

The disestablishment of Kew as a scientific

institution is an eventuality we should look on
with the greatest apprehension. It is not such a

difficult matter to have our Battersea and our

Hvde Parks, our Royal Horticultural and Royal

Botanic Societies, but Kew is something dif-

ferent, and apart from all these ; and to

place it on the same level with them would

be to inflict the severest blow to the

progress of scientific horticulture and economic

botany that we can conceive possible. Instead

of dissociating science and practice in this way,

let us rather use every effort to extend the one

and improve the other. In its capacity as the

head-centre of botanical science, Kew does its

work far better than any similar institution in

this country, and on a scale of greater magnitude
than any other garden in the world. The
business (to condense the matter into one word)

transacted with foreign and colonial gardens

is greater in amount by far, and more
important in its results, than that carried

on in any other estabhshment of the kind

in the world. Its services to mankind in

this way for the last 30 years are almost

incalculable, and naturally increase in value

yearly. Millions of our fellow subjects to whom
Kew is but an empty name, will have—have

already— cause to bless the labours that have

been carried on here by the enlightened zeal of

the Directors and the earnest co-operation of

their subordinates.

Recognising all this, we need not shut our

eyes to the fact that all departments of the

garden are not conducted with the same degree

of excellence. There is no provision whatever

for carrying on those experiments and observa-

tions on physiological botany which are so

essential to the progress of that department of

science, and which are so urgently required to

make horticulture proper less an affair of rule

of thumb than it now is.

Again, it is now some years since any collector

was specially employed by the Kew authorities

to collect and bring home the treasures of

tropical and other lands. It may be said that

this is the work of commercial men—of nursery-

men, but this is to look at the matter from a

very narrow stand-point.

From the point of view of the practical culti-

vator, it is also true that some departments of
Kew do not show that high degree of cultiva-

tion which may be witnessed in private estab-

lishments. We should wonder if it were so.

With the resources at command, we doubt if

much improvement can be looked for in this

matter without sacrificing what we believe to

be more essential and important features, as far

as cultivation goes. A good general average in

all departments should be striven for, but no
attempt need be made to vie with the excellence

attained in special things in smaller establish-

ments.
Again, there is no provision made for the

instruction of the visitors. The material for the

purpose is there, but each one must use it for

himself without the aid of trained instructors.

Taking Kew as it stands, however, we are all

agreed, it is to be presumed, that its Director, who-
ever or whatever he may be, should have undivided
control over the establishment committed to

his charge. It is he who has to bear the
responsibility, it is he who should have the
power. So far from the usefulness of Kew being
curtailed in any way, it should be extended in

every possible manner, so as to render it, even
more than it now is, the pattern botanic garden
of the world. How is this to be done? By
retaining the services of Mr. Ayrton as official

chief? Rhuiii teiicalis amici ! We may, how-
ever, ask what are the best means of upholding

the Director, whoever he may be, in the due

exercise of his functions, and of maintaining and
enhancing the usefulness of Kew ? This is the

point we would now put before horticulturists

and botanists for their due consideration, so that

when a suitable time comes the requisite action

may be taken. We have our own opinion on
the subject, but we prefer to hear that of others

first.

Among recent Changes in the Gardening
World we notice that Mr. Thomas Jones has been

appointed to succeed the late Mr. Rose as gardener to

Her Majesty at Frogmoie. Mr. Jones has been for

the Last 15 years in the service of Lord Leconfield at

Petworth, and was previously at Mr. Kelk's, at Bentley

Priory, St.anmore ; Admir.al Vernon Harcourt's, of

.Swinton Castle, Yorkshire ; .and in early days at Crewe

Hall, Trentham, &c.—Mr. Bennett, late of Eiiville,

and formerly of Osberton, has taken the silu.Uion at

Hatfield (Marquis of Sai.isiiury), vacated by Mr.

Record.

We have received for publication a copy of a

Memorial relating to the Kew Controvers.', iiiid

couched in similar terms to that printed by us last

week, and signed by Charles Lawson, ex-Provo t cf

Edinburgh, F.R.S. E., of the firm of Peter Lawson
& Son, Dickson & Co., Downie, Laird & L^ing,
Gordon & Sons, David Mitchell, Robert P.

Macintosh. The name of Carter & Co., Hith
Holborn, was accidentally omitted from a previous

list.

The following resolution was passed nt a

meeting at Dumfries, on the 5th inst., of the South

of Scotland Horticultural Society :

—

" That the Committee of the South of Scotland Horti-

cultural Society desire to express their sympathy with

Dr. Hooker in his present circumstances with regard to

the Royal Gardens, Kew, and fully endorse all the

memorials and resolutions passed by tlie various societies

in London, and hope the Director may soon be restored

to that comfort in his highly responsible ofhce which he
used to enjoy previous to Mr. Avkton's appointnieiil as

First Commissioner. In name of the Committee,
(Signed) AlI!X. Forbes, Chairman.

Wm. Kerk, Secretary."

The third exhibition of the Metropolitan
Floral Society, for the encouragement of florists'

flowers, is announced to be held at the Crystal Palace

on Wednesday and Thursday, August 28 and 29, when
also the autumn fruit show will be revived. All rom-

munications should be .addressed to the Rev. II. II.

DoMBRAIN, Westwell Vicarage, Ashford, Kent.

The 33d anniversary meeting of the Royal
Botanic Society was held on Saturday last, Mr. B.

Attwood in the chair. The annual reports from the

Council, auditors, and secretary were read. F.om
these it appears that the number of new Fellows who
joined the Society since the last anniversary was IC4,

which is about the usual yearly average. The toial

receipts of the year amounted to ;{^86i9 i%s. 6d.—a
sum much in excess of the receipts of last year, and

which, added to the balance of;^io58 los. 9</., produced

a total of^9678 6s. 31/., while the payments reached to

fyl^i lis. \ld., leaving a balance of ^529 141. ^il.

The total liabilities were about ^^900 above those of

last year, in consequence of extraordinary expenditure

on account of building a new corridor to the conserva-

tory, and other special works, the total cost of which

had been included in the year's account. The evening

/t-& was considered financially successful. The
department of the Society's establishment more
especially devoted to the purposes of study and the

promotion of botanical science in its relation to medi-

cine, the arts, and manufactures, is year by year

becoming more extensively appreciated ; 239 free

orders for terms of three to six months had been given

to artists and students, and 23,594 cut specimens

distributed, being 1000 in excess of last year. Infor-

mation respecting raw vegetable products, and living

samples of economic plants—such as Esparto grass.

Currant Vine, &c.—had been forwarded to applicants

interested in special branches of agriculture. The
following were elected members of Council for the

ensuing year ;—Mr. Benjamin Attwood, the Hon,

Henry M. Best, Mr. William Brewer, M.D., M. P. ;

Sir Philip D. P. Duncombe, Sir Robert Peel, Lord

Aveland, Mr. Charles Brooke, and Sir Charles

Wheatstone, F.RS.

' We have to put ourselves straight as to the

plant we named and figured in this journal as Dra-
contium elatum, and which it appears had been
previously named, by Professor Koch, D. asperuin,

though up to this lime we have failed to find the exact

reference for this name. LEiMAIRE, in Illitstration I/or'

ticole^ vol. xii. t. 424, figured the plant as Aniorpho-
phallus nivosus, but subsequently (///. Hort. vol. xiii.

misc. p. 14) he acknowledged that the plant was a

tnie Dracontium, and adopted Koch's name.
Lemaire's figure differs from our own in one or tv.o

minor particulars, such as the shape of the anthers, and

in the production of the flower before the leaf. The
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production of leaf and flower simultaneously is, we
learn, purely accidental, and is of no value as a dis-

tinctive character. The plant has been well figured in

Mr. Wilson Saunders' Refugitun^ tab. 282, except

as to the attachment of the ovules. In the letterpress,

however, the reference should be Lemaire (not

C. Koch), in ///. Hort, xiii. misc. p. 14, and the

citation ot the Jardin Fleiirisie should be omitted as

erroneous, the work intended being the Ulustratioji

Iforticole, t. 424. One more blunder remains to be

corrected. The plant is a native of Brazil, not of

Sierra Leone, as we had stated, from erroneous

information received. The plant was shown by Mr.

Bull at the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society, and though it will not vie with the Godwinia,

it is nevertheless very handsome, and amply deserving

of cultivation.

We hear that the Rev. S. Reynolds Hole
has a new work on gardening in the press. It will be

published by Messrs. Blackwood & Sons.

At Messrs. Rollisson's interesting nursery at

Tooting may be seen, growing in a cold frame, a

quantity of Sarracenia flava and Dion.'EA Musci-
PULA, looking as well as they could possibly do,

considering their comparatively recent importation.

These are plants too often killed by kindness. Heaths
are grown here on a very large scale, and are exceed-

ingly well done. There is also a large collection of

New Holland plants, which have gone somewhat out

of fashion of late years. Large quantities of Palms
are grown, evidencing the growing taste for these

plants. Pot Vines are also well done at this establish-

ment. Messrs. Rollisson, as is evident from the

displays they make at the various shows, maintain their

well-earned reputation as Orchid growers. They use

cork largely for growing their plants on, which has

many advantages in point of lightness, cleanliness, &c.

At a recent visit we saw in bloom the following species :

—Cattleya Dowiana, Saccolabium guttatum Halfordii,

Miltonia, Acropera Loddigesii citrina, Masdevallia

Harryana, Aerides quinquevulnerum, Thunia alba,

Cattleya Aclandire, Dendrobium triadenum, D, ebur-

neum, Vanda Batemanni, and many others.

A very beautiful Asparagus may now be seen

in bloom in the temperate house at Kew. It is

Asparagus rethiopicus var. ternifolius, and has loose

clusters of small pure white flowers, with a resinous

Diosma-like smell, and foliage resembling some of the

linear-leaved Acacias. We shall shortly give a figure

of this beautiful climber, and allude to some of its

peculiarities, which render it not only beautiful but

otherwise interesting.

Mr. Glaisher remarks on the State of the
Weather during the week ending August 10 :—In

the vicinity of London the reading of the barometer at

sea level, at the beginning of the week, was about

29.9 inches. A rapid decrease, which reached its

minimum {29.5 inches) occurred by the evening of the

5th, followed by a slight increase to 29. S inches on the

6th, and then again by a decrease to 29.5 inches by

the afternoon of the 7th. Increasing values were then

recorded till 30 inches was reached on the 9th,

but from that time till the end of the week
decreasing readings were experienced. The weather

on the first two days was cold, the sky being overcast

and rain falling, and the highest temperature but little

more than 60°. During the remainder of the week
the days were much warmer ; the maximum tempe-

rature on the 7th being nearly 78", and on the other

days generally in excess of 70*. The lowest temperatures

at night were pretty uniform, and generally close

to 50°. The daily ranges of temperature varied from

Zi^ on the 4th to 26° on the 7th. The mean daily

temperatures were all in defect of the average, the

departures being respectively :—4th, 7°. 7 ;
5th, 3°. 3 ;

6th, 0°. 3 ;
7th, 2"

; 8lh, 3°.S; 9th, 2°.9 ; loth, o°.7.

The amount of cloud during the week was generally

large, more especially during the earlier portion ; rain

also fell heavily on five days, generally speaking, in

showers of short duration ; the amount collected being

little more than i^ inch. A very remarkable yellow

gloom prevailed on the morning of the 4th, and severe

thunderstorms with frequent and vivid lightning

occurred on the 7th and 8th. Meteors were also

observed on the nights of the 7th and 9th. The direc-

tion of the wind was very variable from the 4th to the

8th, but on the gth and loth southerly currents were

experienced with stronger and more continuous pres-

sures. An Aurora Borealis was observed in the early

morning of the 9th, and was accompanied by a

magnetic perturbation.

In England the highest temperatures by day varied

between 78° at Manchester and 694" at Birmingham,
with a general average of 72^. The lowest tern-

peratures at night ranged from 50'^ at Manchester to

42° at Hull, the general average over the country
being 47,']°. The greatest ranges of temperature during
the week were 29!" at Blackheath, and 27^'' at Not-
tingham, and the least 15** at Leeds, and 20,1* at
Bradford. The highest mean daily temperatures were
60" nearly at Manchester, and 59^^^ at Blackheath, and
ihe lowest 57^ at Wolverhampton, Leeds, and Hull,
the general average over the country being 58^°. At
Norwich great oscillation'i in the barometric readings
vere recorded, uu the 4th the recorded value was
29 9 inches ; on the 5th, 29.5 inches ; 6th, 29.7 inches

;

7th, 29.5 inches; 9th, 30 inches, and loth,

29.7 inches. Thunderstorms were again experienced

at Birmingham, Woverhampton, Liverpool, Man-
chester, Bradford and Hull, and the rainfall over the

country was again very heavy, the average fall being

as much as i\ inch. The individual falls were also

extremely heavy, at several places more than half an
inch being measured in one day. An Aurora Borealis

was observed at Liverpool on the evening of the 8th.

In Scotland the highest temperatures by day varied

from 65°. 7 at Glasgow, to 60°. 4 at Aberdeen ; and the

lowest temperatures at night from 50* at Greenock,
to 42°. 8 at Aberdeen ; the respective averages being

63^.5 and 46*.4. The highest mean daily temperature

was 54*. 9 at Greenock, and the lowest was 51°. 7 at

Aberdeen ; the mean temperature for the week over

the country being 53". 4. The rainfall throughout the

country was heavy, especially at Glasgow, where the

amount measured was 1.S5 inch ; the mean over the

country was 0.S8 inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 72°7. ^^
lowest 44°, the mean 57^1, and the rainfall 1.59 inch.

For planting on terraces and similar situations,

a plant sent out by Messrs. Rollisson under the

name of Juniperus excelsa stricta, may be recom-

mended. Its form is pyramidal, elegant, and the

colour of its leaves silvery. We have only seen

young plants, which are certainly very striking.

Some excellent examples of panel gardening

with succulents may now be seen in the gardens

attached to Hampton Court Palace. In some cases

succulents alone are used, in others brighter, richer

colour is given to the mosaic by the introduction of

Golden Feather and Altemanthera. It is a matter of

taste and opinion whether or no this style of garden
decoration be worthy of imitation. It affords variety,

and looks pretty, but, as it appears to us, it offends

against the canons of good taste by the employment,
for a given purpose, of unsuitable materials. These
mosaic beds, with their severe geometric regularity,

should never be placed far from buildings or architec-

tural terrace walks. They become absurd if seen in

the middle of a lawn, as we have seen some this

summer. Reverting to Hampton Court we recal the

fact that the laborious botanist, Plukenet, had,

in the time of William and Mary, the charge of

these gardens, his official title being "Queen's
Botanist." He published nearly 3000 plates, with
descriptive letterpress. Some of the Agaves and
Orange trees still to be seen at Hampton Court look as

if they might have been there in Plukenet's time,

and the gardens in general retain much of their formal

character, and which, we hope, they will be suffered to

retain. The great Vine is bearing an even crop of fair

sized bunches, but the foliage is small.

We are informed that prizes for Collections
of Economic Entomology are offered for compe-
tition in 1873, and the following rules relating thereto

have been issued by the Royal Horticultural Society :

—

^ro for a collection of British insects injurious to some
one order of plant used for food—as Cruciferse, Legumi-
nosEe, or corn. The order may be selected by the

competitor.

£2 for a miscellaneous collection of British insects

injurious to plants used as food.

£z, for a collection of British beetles injurious to timber

and fruit trees either growing or felled.

£2 for a collection of British insects injurious to some
one timber or fruit tree.

The insects are to be exhibitedin their various stages of

development, accompanied by specimens, models, or

drawings of the injuries caused by them. The collec-

tions are to be sent in addressed to James Richards,
Assistant-Secretary, Royal Horticultural Society,

South Kensington, S.W., on or before Novem-
ber I, 1873.

The following communication respecting the

Trial of Boilers at Birmingham has been for-

warded to us for publication :

—

" In consequence of some advertisements and letters

appearing in the Horticultural Press representing that the

Royal Horticutural Society gave medals and appointed
judges for the recent competition of boilers at Birming-

ham, I am directed by the Council of this Society to ask

you to be kind enough to make it known that they had
nothing to do with the awards made, nor with the appoint-

ment of the judges, neither was any medal of the Society

given to the competition.— I am, &c.
, James Richards^

Assistant-Secretary, Royal Horticultural Society, South

Kensington, August q."

• At the meeting of competitors in the late

Trial of Boilers at Birmingham, held in Mr.
Kettlewell's commodious Subscription and Auction

Rooms, 22, King Street, Covent Garden, on Wednes-
day last, there was a lengthy discussion upon the

manner in which the trial was conducted, and the

following protest, embodying the views of those

present, was drawn up and unanimously agreed to.

It was also agreed that a copy be sent to the Secretary

of the Local Committee at Birmingham.

To the Local Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society s Meeting held at Birmingham, June, iBj2.

Protest of the competitors at the late trial of boilers

at the Lower Grounds, Aston, Birmingham, against the

decision of the jvidges, by which they assigned the gold '

medal to Messrs. Hartley & Sugden, of Halifax,

against the evidence and in violation of the regulations

for the conduct of the trials ; which award, therefore,

the undersigned believe to have been improperly made,
and which should therefore, in their opinion, be with-

drawn. The undersigned base their protest upon the

following facts :

—

1. The boiler to which the medal was assigned was
entered in the catalogue as being of the value of ;^r5 lo^.,

whereas the true value was, as they, supported by the

opinion of other boiler makers, believe, double that

amount ; and thus the regulations of the committee were
violated, and the boiler ought to have been excluded from
competition ; in proof of which they refer to the Witley
Court boiler, very similar in construction, and only about
6 inches longer, and which was sold, with fittings com-
plete, for ^54. This latter boiler was awarded a silver

medal by the same judges.
2. Messrs. Hartley & Sugden's boiler was entered

for 1000 feet of piping, but was in the first instance tried

with only 500 feet, and was after this again attempted to

be tried with the same length of piping ; but upon the
remonstrance of some of the competitors the trial was
discontinued, and it was afterwards tried for 1000 feet.

The size of this boiler was excessive for the quantity of
pipe (500 feet) with which it was tested, and therefore

any result obtained by such trial was unfair.

3. The first trial of this boiler, though so large, and
set with the greatest care, under the immediate and
careful supen'ision of Mr. Sugden, of the firm ol Hartley
& Sugden, by the person in the immediate employment
of the judges for the management of the trials (which

person supplied the fuel, took the management of the fire,

and, indeed, conducted the trial throughout), was yet a
palpable failure, as it failed to preserve a fire and proper

heat during the night, and the fire was found to be out

and the pipes cold in the morning.

4. In the judgment of the competitors this failure,

after so full and complete a trial under such highly

favourable circumstances, ought to have entirely dis-

qualified the boiler in question from further competition.

5. After the above failure, the boiler was allowed

to be reset with extended masonry, new arrangement of

doors, flue frames, and deadplates, and thus made really

into a different boiler from the one originally entered for

competition
; and, contrary to custom in similar cases,

and contrary to the expectation of the other competitors,

this new, or renovated, altered, and improved boiler, was
allowed to be tried a second and a third time, and
thus secured the medal, the whole of the new fittings used
being supplied by Mr. Hassall. one of the judges.

6. Application for a second trial, made by two at least

of the competitors (Messrs. Cannell and Deards),
owing to the inclemency of the weather, and under
circumstances much more clearly justifying a concession,

if such were allowable at all after a full and complete
trial of any boiler, was refused by the judges, and there-

fore ought not to have been granted to Messrs. Hartley
& Sugden.

7. Whilst desirous of avoiding any imputation of

wrong motives or conduct, the competitors cannot divest

themselves of the conviction that there was shown to

Messrs. Hartley & Sugden a great amount of partiality

by the judges, and that those gentlemen were in their

third trial supplied with fuel of a much superior character

to that supplied to the other competitors.

8. The undersigned believe that Messrs. Hartley
& Sugden failed to show the essential qualities of a
boiler calculated to command a general sale or use,

inasmuch as it was evident to them the boiler would,

in order to keep up a regular and uniform heat in the

required quantity of pipe, demand constant and unre-

mitting attention during the day, and that it could not

with any safety or security be left for a long winter's

night without attention, or without the certainty of being

found in the morning with the fire out and the pipes

cold, as the competitors beheve was the case in most, if

not all, the trials made with this boiler.

9. The boiler is of too costly a construction to be
generally useful, and therefore does not meet the require-

ments of horticulturists, or the conditions of the trial.

10. The competitors consider that no person should be
allowed to judge an article or articles of which he is a
seller. In this instance such, however, was the case,

Mr. Hassall, one of the judges, being a dealer in the

boilers manufactured by Messrs. Hartley & Sugden ;

this alone should disquahfy them for competing for a
prize.

11. That after the three trials they, Messrs. Hartley
& Sugden. did not gain the points which are the most
essential in a good hot-water boiler, the water in the pipes

being cold, and the fire out (or nearly so) on examination

at the unsealing in the morning.
12. That no report has yet been published, although

the trials terminated six weeks ago, and repeated appli-

cations have been made by the competitors. (Signed)

Henry Cannell, Chair-

man.
Frederick John Mee.
T. H. p. Dennis & Co.

B. Harlow.
Samui-x Deards.
Thos. Green & Son.
Edwin Lumbv.

"We must go from home to hear news." Here
is a cutting from the Pacific Rural Press^ which is

certainly news to us :
—" Toads are said to be a regular

article of trade in the English markets, selling readily

at 25 cents a-piece, for service in the gardens, where

their usefulness as insect destroyers is appreciated."

A fine series of different varieties of Maize
(Zea Mays), grown in the cooler parts of the Cordilleras,

has recently been presented to and is now exhibited

in the Kew Museum. The cobs vary in colour, some

being of a light straw colour, others of the more

common yellow, and others a mixture of black and red,

a cross between black and red varieties. All these varie-

ties are described as being grown in a mean tempera-

ture of 10° to 14' Cent. (50 —58" F,); on« variety called
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' Capu" has a particularly lloury seed, and flourishes

|

existence of the whole animal creation, indeed of man
best in a cool climate. The people are said to select

|

himself, is dependent on plants. There can be no wiser

the varieties for cultivation, not so much on account of .,

measure for general education than to aftord the easiest

the fineness of the cob or grain as to its suitableness to

their ways of preparing it for food. Though Maize is

a most important article of food to the natives, "no
particular care," we are told, "is taken in its

cultivation."

New Garden Plants.
Batemania Burtii, Endr.Rchh.f.

Subcaulcscens, foliis ligulatis aciitis elongatis, basi a radicibus

impletis ; pcdunculis unifloris; floribus longissimc pcdiccllaiis :

5epiilis oblonco triangulis acutis, lateralibus divaricatis ; tcpalis

sublatioribus a basi cuncaio obtusangulo triangulis apicc

acutis ; labclli imgite erecto, basi ima calto acuminato, callo

in lamiDJc bene obtusangulo rhombco
te erecto in lacinias filiformes ble-

pharoideas plures cxcimtes columna
apice incurva, cucullis alis bilobo sub-
miadralis, carina data in dorso.

—

Batemania MeUa^'ts r hi r. B it rtii,

Rchb. f. ift litt.

A ver)' interesting and a very

difficult plant. It has many
leaves, much longer than a foot,

in the very beautiful wild spe-

cimen. The flowers resemble very

much those of Batemania Melea-
gris—so much that I suggested

to the happy discoverer, M.
Endres, they were but of a va-

riety ofB. Meleagris. They are

brownish ; the petals have a
white base, and two large black

spots, which sometimes appear all

to occur on the base of sepals,

according to a remark made by
M. Endres. The lip appears to

be white, perhaps with a more
pallid anterior part. The flowers

would appear to be constantly

longer and broader than those of

the true B. Meleagris, coming
from Rio, Bahia, and St. Paul.

Their colour is, of course very

different ; the crest on the top of

the column is quite peculiar, and
the wings of that organ are not

triangular, but square. Thus I

finally adopt M. Endres* view,

that it must be regarded a peculiar

species. It was discovered so

early as June, 1S67, in Costa Rica,

by M. Endres, who proposed to

name it in honour of one of his

acquaintances. I have only lately

had the pleasure of obtaining

fresh flowers from Messrs. Veitch,

who imported it from Costa Rica.

These gentlemen had, however,
obtained the flower from W.
Burnley Hume, Esq., who had
procured the plant from them.

H, G. Rchb.f.

opportunity of gaining, at least to some extent, a scientific

appreciation of these faithful and cheermg companions of

ours through life. Mark, when reflecting, how intimately

the knowledge of the living plants is connected with the

products which they yield so beneficently for our wants.

The artisan, who constructs the building, should be able

to recognise in our parks the Spruce Fir which fur-

nishes him the deal for flooring ; he would no less be
interested in viewing, though here perhaps under glass, the
Mahogany tree, whose wood has passed for years through
his hands. The chair on which we rest, the flooring deals

over which we daily step, the pencils with which we write,

the frames which enclose the pictures on our domestic
walls, all these and thousands of other things surrounding a-days for studies in a botanic institution manifold coUec-

wondrous living forms of vegetation, bring us nearer also
to the ever-wise Originator of the world ?

" All arc but parts of one stupcndou?; whole,
Whose body Nature is, and God the soul.
That, changed through all, is yet in all the same,
Great in the e.irth, as in the ethereal frame ;

Warms in the sun, refreshes in tlie lirccze,

Glows in the stars, and blossoms in the trees,
Lives through all life, extends through all extent,
Spreads undivided, operates unspent,"—PorE.

The large collections, then, in a botanic garden, whether
of growing plants or of museum material, are not amassed
without serving important purposes, and not accumulated
merely to satisfy transient curiosity. This may be shown
by facts of vast number ; let us note one or the other in
testimony. As indispensable auxiliaries we want now-

us, are yielded by the vegetable world, and can become tions, which,

HYACINTH US
CANDICANS.

In Mr. "Wilson Saunders' useful

publication entitled the Rejugiidm
Boianicum ssQ figured, at tab. 174
and 175 respectively, two plants,

entitled by Mr. Baker Hyacinthus
candicans and H. princeps. They
look very unlike Hyacinths, though
technically (according to Mr.
Baker) they cannot be separated
from that genus. They are both
natives of the Cape, and may be
grown in a greenhouse or frame.

AVe lately saw H. candicans thriv-

ing well in Mr. G. F. Wilson's
orchard-house at Weybridge. It

is this species which we have here
figured (fig. 25S), from a plant

exhibited by Messrs. RoUisson.
The leaves are of a pale glaucous
green colour, and the flowers are

pure white, with a greenish tinge at the base of the tube.
li. princeps has a more crowded inflorescence and
shorter flowers.

Both are handsome and interesting plants, apparently
' g^^^-^-.^o they not hourly call plants

of the easiest culture. They seed freely, and might '\^ P^'"'^' ^ landscapes, m the poet s

be grown as window plants, L substitutes for the com-
^'"^>'' ^'"^"^ '^' '°'^'^°''' ^"^ *^

monly met with Omithogalum longebracteatum.

Fig. 258.—HYACINTHUS CANDICANS.

Longitudinal section of flower natural size ; n. Transverse section ofovarj'.

r//E l^SE OF BOTANIC GARDENS.
{Coniin2ted froftt p. 1070.)

In the oldest hieroglyphics, in the sarcophagi of the
mummies, in the Huenen burials, and indeed in all relics
of the remotest antiquity, the historian has to trace plants,
and is often led on by them in his archselogic researches.
The physician must draw them hourly into use; the
artisan, whatevetmaybehis occupation, hasdailytodepend i our occupation or the enjoyments of life bring us in con-
on them or their products ; ail our aliments are derived stant contact. But shall we rest here ? Ought not our
either directly or indirectlv from vegetation; the very meditation, when leading us from lifeless material to the

the objects of intelligent reflection and industrial teach-
ing. The bloomy imitation of tapestry, or the flowery
embellishments of decorated walls or architectural ele-

to our mind? In
ideals, are they not

ways among the foremost? And where can all this find
a more vivid and a more easy interpretation than in a
botanic garden true to its purposes? Few even of
enlightened minds ever think, from how many different
zones, from how many distant parts of the globe, all

these materials of necessity and comfort have to be
gathered.

It is clearly the object of an institution, the meaning of
which we now briefly discuss, to bring the sources of all

these things before our contemplation, so that the observer
may trace—by the impressive teaching of living forms, all

mute, yet all telling a tale of their own—the origin of
those vegetable substances with which the demands of

fact, must emanate largely from the

garden itself. For the full utilisa-

tion of such collections we need
moreover to maintain a laboratory

and ateliers of other kinds, to turn

the riches of a really botanic insti-

tution to applied account. Besides,

we require to fix all observations by
lasting records, and render them,
by issued volumes or by illustra-

tions of pictorial or pl;\stic art,

accessible at all times. No sooner
does a seed-grain germinate than it

can be utilised for research. The
great De Candolle gave us in his

Alcmoircs des Legnmineuses, the

results of his observations on the
embryonic development of one large

tribe of plants. The writer com-
menced to trace the germination
and early development of Euca-
lypts and some other plants, to

gain in intricate cases of affinity

additional data for diagnosis, and
these kinds of researches admit of

the widest extension in manifold
directions. Be it remembered, for

recognising the multiplicity of ma-
terial, that our choice for culture in

this clime js from 30,000 outdoor
species alone, even if varieties be
left altogether out of consideration ;

and how much varieties represent

in number may be recognised in the
contemplation of the culture forms
of a single species of Rose, of Ver-
bena, or Dahlia.

It is not too much to affirm that,

during the many years of my
directorial administration of our
young establishment, hardly a day
has passed without some industrial

plant having been distributed, and
information on its rearing and uses
having been afforded. The total

distribution in 1861 was 51,920
packages. I have just spoken of

the thousands of native plants,

recorded in volumes of our own
;

they gained at least a share of
their contents from locally culti-

vated plants. Let me ask whether
we should not find the principal

plants of our own continent brought
before us in cultivation for system-
atic as well as other studies '( They
are, indeed, excellent indicators of

clime, of geographic features, and
geologic structure. You all have
heard, for instance, of the Polygo-
num swamps, so often referred to

1.1 the works on Australian explora-

t < n. Assuredly it is of interest

In possess in a botanic garden the

tall, wiry bush which occupies, in

intricate masses, the clayey mud-
flats of the interior, and which in-

dicated to many a traveller, when
almost perishing, the place ot^ relief.

Should we not be able to show in

culture the poisonous herbs, against
which the squatter as well as the

explorer must guard? Of the no
Salt-bushes of Australia some are
ascertained to be eligible as culi-

nary esculents ; the majority of

these plants are of high value for

sheep-pasture. These, withothersal-

solaceous plants of other countries,

I should certainly like to see well

represented in a scientific garden, as

well for instruction as for trial. Very many plants can be
best examined for characteristics when in living fresh-

ness.

The number of Australian Villarsiae known to R.

Brown was only two or three ; chiefly through my own
exertions we are now acquainted with seventeen. The
delicate and often fringed membranes of their flowers,

while they deliquesce in museum specimens, can be seen
in our tanks at a glance. You can recognise the loveli-

ness, and above all the irritability, of the Stylidia, of which
we have doubled the number since the time of R. Brown,*
only in the living state, the column of the flower snatch-

ing over at the least touch, a part which even the keen
eye of the natives seems to have overlooked. It was
largely through the exertions of our botanic department
that the 12 species of Myoporums and Eremophila,
recorded in R. Brown's Prodromus, were advanced to 60
in number ; and it was through similar scientific ejcertions

that the 70 Goodeniaceas became increased to 180, the

• Now nearly 100 Stylidia are known.
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majority highly deserving of culture, and many available

for medicinal use.

As means of education the collections of a botanic
garden, whether exhibited in their vivid freshness, or

stored for preservation and reference, may exercise a vast

influence. It is not too much when I assert that even the

study of languages and geography through scientific

garden plantations may be fostered, and this in a manner
more pleasing than in most other forms, just as numis-
matic collections are among the most lucid and impres-
sive exponents of both history and geography, irrespective

of ethnologic and linguistic researches ; so much so. that

coin cabinets, as auxiliaries for superior teaching, should

not be wanting in any leading pa^dagogic establishment.

A few plants speak often more strikingly for the nature

of a country than a mass of pages of descriptive explana-

tion ; or a handful of flowering branches, gathered on an
unknown shore, often indicate at once capabilities for

rural productiveness and settlement.

No less important is the relation of plants to geologic

structure and climatic conditions ; and we must insist on
the collateral study of all these branches of discipline in

the true spirit of the great writer of Cosmos, if we wish to

assign to the knowledge of plants its true value. Only
wiitiin the last weeks it fell to my lot to demonstrate,
from material placed at my disposal by the secretary of

th • mining department, that in perished forests, where
th ; town of Haddon now stands, deeply buried under
superincumbent strata, once lived in this very colony a
tree closely resembling that of the Satinwood of the
hottest part of India (Chlornxylon).

I have heard it often remarked by thoughtful and cir-

cumspect visitors, when they passed though our botanic
garden, that now, for the first time, they had learnt from
whence naturally came some particular plants which they
had reared for years at their dwellings ; or that they had
remained until then unaware of the name, or the native

locality, or any other knowledge concerning plants with
which they had by sight long been familiar. Perhaps
even it is not too much to contend that no observant
visitor can pass through a scientific garden, be it ever so
often, without taking with him in each instance some new
instructive information.

All this must largely bear on technology. Unquestion-
ably any intelligent mind is pervaded by the idea that the
study of plants must have important bearings ; but often

this is only a vague impression, and very few may really

have a comprehensive persuasion of that actual relation

which exists between botanic inquiry and utilitarian appli-

cation even of the current day. Much more difficult,

then, must be the recognition of all that which is only
foreshadowed in a dim future. And yet we cannot cast

our views around us without meeting in every direction

objects derived from vegetation, if not plants themselves,
drawn into applied use. From the strong beams of a
building, or the tall masts and weighty planking of a ship,

to some of the most delicate articles of turnery, we see
brought before us woods from often widely-distant

countries ; or we notice from the stout ropes of rigging to

the most tender threads, woven into wearing apparel, the
utilisation of basts from plants, which perhaps flourished

in different zones, and were reared by different races.

What can be more instructive, then, and what can more
readily lead to new local industries than a special display

of such fibre plants, or any other group of utihtarian

plants, in distinct areas of a botanic garden, where we
mi\' view them all at a glance, and from whence they

may become disseminated? The work of a botanic
in:3tiiution for such purposes should, however, not be
li^h* y disturbed, its means scattered, or its collections

imperilled. It requires mljch circumspect toil and re-

s^nrch to bring together the material for large instructive

collections, which, if even only in part sacrificed, cannot
be completed again without both laborious care and
enewed expenditure.

To exemplify yet somewhat more the duties, which
devolve on a botanic garden, for attaining the various
objecls set forth, it may be instanced that its adminis-
trator must be extensively acquainted with the known
vegetation of every part of the globe ; he is thereby
enabled, in his scientific relation to correspondents in all

civilised countries, to secure by interchange or otherwise
additional treasures for the institution entrusted to his

care, and he is thus armed with the capability of recog-
nising the real value and significance of the riches which
in his institution are already accumulated. He must
further be conversant with the nature of his new acquisi-
tions, to assign to them their scientific place in his collec-

tions, to identify them in order to ascertain their names and
properties, and to provide for them the varied requisites

for their culture which he alone can fully understand.
Only by long professional studies, which qualify for the
administration of a scientific garden, is it rendered pos-
sible to discriminate between the known and unknown, to
record new physiological facts, to circumscribe additional
genera and species, to trace out novel qualities, whether
medicinal or chemical, whether technological or rural.

Information by these means will necessarily exercise its

influence in a professional department, and the reflex of
this influence will be the diffusion of special knowledge in

a manner best adapted to the requirements of time and
place. So far the path seems clear enough, yet grave
obstacles may arise to impede or frustrate the progress

;

the means of an institution may be quite disproportionate
to the ever-increasing demands made on it, and the whole
of an establishment may suffer in the inadequate struggle.
Natural difficulties may supervene, occasional droughts or
floods may imperil or destroy the work of years. There
may not even be water from inexpensive sources to irrigate
arid declivities, or to convert rocks into spots of fertility.
Quiet, unostentatious arrangements may in many other
ways be marred, not to speak of the impossibiUty of coping
with the elements. Well-matured plans, involving years
of prelimmary action, may become suddenly overthrown
and the detnment thus sustained is then, not only one of
the mstitution itself, but one of whole communities or
perhaps even of science at large.

Unlorfunately it is not everywhere that the originator of
a horticultural institution for botanic purposes can

exercise his judgment in the choice of the area ; he finds

it, as a rule, selected beforehand, and to the advantages of
ready access of the multitude most other considerations
have to give way. In an ideally perfect botanic garden
we would seek to command the utmost diversity of soil,

from the heath-moors to sand-drifts, and from rich clays
to humus deposits ; and we would wish to have within
our reach geologic rock-formations of various ages. But
how rarely are such advantages attainable in one area !

Local climatic influence will also frustrate largely cultural
successes, without costly artificial means for imitating the
conditions, on which the growth of many a plant entirely
depends. Few botanic gardens have, in this respect, the
rare faciUties of the one of Buitenzorg, in Java, which, in

its several branch estabhshments on the slopes of a high
mountain-range, enjoys the means of bringing to perfec-
tion as well species bathed in the vapours of the hottest
tropical jungles, as also such as only prosper on alpine
heights. Baron K Mullcr, Melbourne.

(
To be Continued.

)

AYRTON versus HOOKER.
We take from the Times the following extracts from

the speeches in the House of Commons on the Sth
inst. :

—

Mr, Ayrton said : A number of philosophers or
scientific gentlemen thought proper to send a letter

to the Treasury with reference to this matter.
Those gentlemen claimed for themselves great weight
and great authority. No doubt they were gentlemen
who were eminent for their knowledge of organic
and inorganic matter. They had applied their minds
to various branches of natural science, and in con-
sequence thought they were infinitely superior to himself.

He did not wish to pride himself upon anything. He
was but a humble member of a profession which prided
itself on studying and practising a science far higher and
deserving far more consideration than the science of
organic and inorganic matter, that great science of the
law which had so often regulated the relations of man to

man and taught people to judge righteously and act justly.

Had there been among these professors but one barrister

of a year's standing, or even but one pupil of a years
standing, he would have taught them that wisdom which
would have astonished them amazingly—viz. , the cardinal
principle that before forming an opinion^on any person's con-
duct they must be assured of the possession of all the facts,

To judge by their practice these gentlemen appeared
altogether ignorant of that principle, having arrived at a
hasty conclusion on slipshod reasoning, and an imperfect
investigation of facts. People were found reasoning even
in the regions of natural science, and it had led some
philosophers to extraordinary conclusions as to whom
they had descended from. They should recollect the
principle of Nature, that if by a process of natural selec-

tion and continuous cultivation some creature could be
raised to a high condition, it invariably, if the cultiva-

tion was omitted, went b>ick to its primitive stock. If

this was applied to our own race, which in the belief of
those practising moral science had a higher origin and
end. one could never tell the exact period when cultiva-

tion stopped and when a man went back to his primitive

stock. Without troubling themselves to inform themselves
of the facts on which alone a proper conclusion could be
arrived at. these professors wrote a scurrilous and calum-
nious libel upon him. He had made some researches as
to its authorship, but there appeared great delicacy as
to the responsibility for its publication. He thought a
correct opinion had been formed that the abuse contained
in it was what any public man with duties to perform
must expect at the hands of those disappointed with the

course he pursued. * * * Such was the charge which
it was attempted to support by those frivolous details to

which he had called the attention of the House. But the
charge made against him by Dr. Hooker was that he had
been guilty of evasion and misrepresentation, and of all

those errors which were used by a slave to escape from
the anger of his master, but which a master conscious of
his power was not in the habit of exercising against a
slave. If he were a person who was. as had been repre-

sented, so overbearing and conscious of his power, he
would not have resorted to evasion and misrepresentation
and all those tricks which persons conscious of their weak-
ness found themselves compelled to adopt. But there

was, in point of fact, no foundation for the charge. It had
got into the Parliamentary papers. It had been sent by
the professors to his right hon, friend at the head of the

Government ; but the House must bear in mind that the

letter which conveyed it had never up to that day been
officially brought under his own notice, and that up to

the time it had been printed by order of the House he had
never seen it. It was true he had received a letter.

apparently written by a clerk, but he had no opportunity
whatever given of refuting the charge before it had been
made public. He thought the House, therefore, would
agree with him that he had only acted in a manner con-
sistent with his position, when he stated that circumstances
did not admit of his receiving the letter which he had first

mentioned, and that he meant no discourtesy to those
who had written it when he sent it back. * « *

As matters now stood a grave charge had been made
against him by a subordinate officer, against which it was
incumbent upon him to defend himself, and the ultimate
result of which he would not now anticipate, more
especially as it was not his intention to take any part in

its final solution. The charge had been made against

him in a communication to the First Minister of the

Crown, and his duty in the matter was performed when
he drew his attention to it, and he had no doubt th^it the

right hon. gentlemen would perform his duty also with
respect to the subject. Whatever might be the ultimate

result of this matter, he could not help thinking that the

force of that association of ideas which was the source of

the greatest pleasures and which was also the source of
the greatest errors and follies had induced gentlemen to

bring this matter forward. No doubt Dr. Hooker had
performed important duties as a botanist—he distributed

thousands of interesting plants to persons who made
botany their study, but he had done so in the discharge
of a public duty, and it would be a grave reflection upon
the botanists of this country if it were to go forth that
there was only one person competent to undertake the
office now held by Dr. Hooker. He might further add
that it would be fatal to the public service were it to be
assumed that any person occupying such a position was
entitled to censure the conduct of his official superior, and
to dictate to the Government under which he held office.

Mr. Gladstone said : From the first moment I heard of
the differences that had unfortunately arisen between my
right hon. friend and Dr. Hooker. I feit that the matter
was not one in which I was officially bound to interfere in
my personal capacity. Indeed, it would be impossible
for me personally to undertake the responsibility of sett-

ling all difficulties which might arise between Ministers
and servants of the Crown acting under their directions.
Feeling, however, that much mischief would be likely to
accrue were this matter to be allowed to run the usual
official course. I did make an effort to bring the dispute
to a satisfactory termination. In that endeavour, how-
ever. I entirely failed, and my private secretary, Mr.
West, full as he is of kindness, also failed in achie\*ing
that object. This proceeding became the subject of offi-

cial communication, and I will say here that the object of
the Government in all its endeavours has been to do what
was well described by the hon. member who last

addressed the House—namely, to secure to the public the
services of two men, each of them most able and valuable
in their several capacities, the one as an impor-
tant political officer of the Government, the other
as a permanent officer in the public service, but sub-
ordinate to that officer who holds a political position
of high trust and importance. That was our object, and
I must say that three hours ago it was attained. My hon.
friend fSir J. Lubbock] sought us and entered into

communication with us, and I. for one. very willingly and
gladly communicated with him, because it appeared that
his object was compatible with the honour of both parties.

My hope was that this object would be attained. I lay
no blame on my hon. friend the member for Brighton
[Mr. Fawcett] for the course that he has taken, for

his speech was a judicious one. I had intended
to point out the actual state of affairs. It was this

—if ever there was any ambiguity about the posi-
tion of Dr. Hooker at Kew, that ambiguity had
been removed by a clear official explanation on the
part of the Treasury. That explanation was understood
and accepted by my right hon. friend ; it was understood
and accepted by Dr. Hooker ; and no one has failed to

see that that simple explanation appears to afford a basis
for them to co-operate for the advantage of the public
in the official positions in which they stand. I had
communicated to my hon. friend that I was perfectly

convinced, and I made myself responsible for the
statement, that there never had been on the part of
the First Commissioner of Works the slightest inten-

tion to wound the feelings or disparage the character
or position of Dr. Hooker ; that his desire had been to
acquit himself firmly and vigorously of his duties as a
public servant, and if upon any occasion anything had
been said or done, as might have been the case, which to

Dr. Hooker might have conveyed an appearance different

irom the reality, it was far from the intention of my right

hon. friend. AH that was perfectly clear. There was one
other subject to which it would have been my duty to

refer, and I will just mention it, namely, the special

charge which has most unfortunately and unhappily been
brought by Dr. Hooker against my right hon. friend of
" evasions and misrepresentations." That charge is,

undoubtedly, a fact of the gravest character. But here

I will express a belief more favourable to Dr. Hooker
than that of my right, hon. friend. That charge was
conveyed in a letter which Mr. West very prudently, as I

think, treated— I will not say as waste paper—but as a

document which ought not to have become part of the

communication on this subject. Afterwards, to the great

surprise of my right hon. friend, he learnt from leading

articles in the newspapers that this charge had been
made. He brought it under my notice. I inquired

where was it found, and discovered that it was in this

private letter. It was certainly a matter of the greatest

astonishment to me that it should have become a part of

the citations in the leading articles of newspapers. It

was a letter written to Mr. West, who was communicated
with in his own personal capacity as one actuated by
a friendly feeling between man and man. I am con-

vinced—unfortunate as the publication of this letter is

—

that it is totally impossible it could have been done
by Dr. Hooker's agency or permission. I am bound also

to add that the charge having been made, the whole House
will see that it is absolutely necessary, if it cannot be
sustained, that it should be distinctly and unconditionally

withdrawn, and that regret should be expressed for

its having been made. I feel that it would be the wish of

Dr. Hooker himself, and in that hope I will say that I

think both these distinguished gentlemen may be able,

without painful feeling on either side, to continue their co-

operation in the public service. I must not refrain from
expressing what deep regret I felt when I found my
hon. friend the member tor Maidstone [Sir J. LubbockJ
thought it part of his duty, in following the judi-

cious and conciliatory remarks of my hon. friend

the member for Brighton, to enter upon matters

of controversy with respect to charges against my
right hon. friend. I know too well the conci-

liatory disposition of my hon. friend the member for

Maidstone to believe that he was actuated by any but the

best of motives. He has been accused of being counselled

by us. I don't know whether he was counselled by any-

body else, but if so 1 do not envy that counsellor his re-

flections on the result. It is most unfortunate that thi.s

controversy shoujd have been raised in this House. It

was unfair to my right hon. friend that, after seeing that

no special notice had been placed upon the paper, and
that the general notice which had been given had been
wiihdrawn, without a moment's prc-paration. without any
reference to documents, he should have been put upon his
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defence upon a matter as to which he was the butt of con-

demnatiou and abuse from various quarters. But was it

fair to Dr. Hooker ? On the contrary, it was not less un-

fortunate for his interests. There are many men in this

House wlio take the most friendly and laudable interest in

the character of Dr. Hooker, and hardly one of them
is in his place to-night. Weil, my hon. friend having

reiterated those charges, my hon. friend the member
for Waterford [Mr. B. Osborne] having, as he

says, held the balance evenly between both— I should

rather call it pnictising his surgery upon both—my right

hon. friend most naturally rose upon the moment to

make his defence, met strong accusations with strong

replies, and could not be expected to refrain from uttering

what liad been his own feelings in this course of this

painful controversy. These feelings my right hon. friend

up to 5 o'clock had been perfectly content to bury, and
when 1 went to him on this bench, he said he would
leave the matter in my hands. Now I do hope, though
affairs do not stand as weiras they did a while ago, that

the error committed will be regretted as an error, and
that we shall try to return to the point where we were.

I must say that i think scientific men. as they are called

by the exclusive appropriation of a title which I must
protest against, have a great susceptibility. It is natural

that it should be so. But independeiU of that, those who
are not accustomed to enter into our sturdy conflicts

take reproof in a much more serious manner than we
who are hardened by long use are accustomed to do.

Very possibly much allowance ought to be made for

them : but I contess I am extremely sorry, on account of

Dr. Hooker, for whose scientific attainments I have the

deepest admiration, that this subject should be treated as

it has been on the present occasion. I have heard from

my hon. friend the member for Maidstone that, owing to

the illness of Dr. Hooker, it was not possible to have a
communication from him this day which I had hoped
would put an end to this controversy. Dr. Hooker must
feel that, while this charge stands against my right hon.
friend, the existence of official communications between
them cannot be other than momentary. I do hope that

he will be inclined to take a practical view of the question.

Those who have heard my right hon. friend are 1 am sure

convinced that his desire is to do his duty, and those who
have known Dr. Hooker and his character will, I am
certain, have exactly the same conviction of him. Well,

let us say to Dr. Hooker and my right hon. friend, if

personal matters can be disposed of in the only way they

ought to be disposed of—viz., in the way I have pointed

out— let us say to them, "Bury in forgetfulness the

recollection of those differences," and if that can only

once be done there will, I am sure, be no competition

between such men except the anxiety of both to do their

duty to the public, my right hon. friend exercising his

rule with mildness, and Dr. Hooker doing his duty in

subordination to my right hon. friend.

Mr. Cowper-Temple thought it important on an
occasion like the present that the House should express an
opinion against the treatment of scientific men as execu-

tive officers, and should insist upon their being treated

as gentlemen. During the correspondence, as far as he
could see, Dr. Hooker had not been treated with the

consideration, delicacy, refinement, and courtesy he had a
right to expect, but rather as a market gardener [!] might
have been treated. The Minute at the end of the corre-

spondence promised a more satisfactory state of things in

the future, as far as Dr. Hooker was concerned, but he
did not think it promised so well for the general manage-
ment of the gardens, because it drew artificial distinctions

between different parts of the gardens in respect of the
relation of the products to botanical science.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
The annual Parliament of Philosophers was opened

at Brighton on Wednesday night, in the presence of

the Emperor Napoleon, Baroness Burdett Coutts, and
a host of scientific celebrities. The heartiest ovation

was accorded to Mr. Stanley, the discoverer of Living-

stone. Dr. Carpenter, the President of the year, dwelt
rather with psychology than with physical science ; in

other words, he alluded more to the mental processes

by which men think and reason than to those by means
of which they observe and co-relate facts. The follow-

ing passages may suflice to show the general scope of

the address :

—

It has been customary with successive occupants of this

chair, distinguished as leaders in their several divisions of

the noble army of science, to open the proceedings of the
meetings over which they respectively presided with a
discourse on some aspect of Nature in her relation to man.
But I am not aware that any one of them has taken up
the other side of the inquiry—that which concerns man as
the "Interpreter of Nature;" and I have, therefore,

thought it not inappropriate to lead you to the considera-

tion of the mental processes by which are formed those
fundamental conceptions of matter and force, of cause and
effect, of law and order, which furnish the basis of all

scientific reasoning, and constitute the philosophia prima
of Bacon. There is a great deal of what I cannot but
regard as fallacious and misleading philosophy— " opposi-
tions of science falsely so called"—abroad in the world at

the present time. And I hope to satisfy you that those
who set up their own conceptions of the orderly
sequence which they discern in the phenomena of
Nature as fixed and determinate laws, by which those
phenomena not only are within all human experi-
ence, but always have been, and always must be, in-

variably governed, are really guilty of the intellectual

arrogance ihey condemn in the systems of the ancients,
and place themselves in diametrical antagonism to those
real philosophers, by whose comprehensive grasp and
penetrating insight tliat order has been so far disclosed.
For what love of the truth as it is in Nature was ever
more conspicuous than that which Kepler displayed, in
his abandonment of each of the ingenious conceptions of
the planetary system which his fertile imagination had

successively devised, so soon as it proved to be inconsist-

ent with the facts disclosed by observation ? In that almost
admiring description of the way in which his enemy Mars,
"whom lie had left at home a despised captive," had
"burst all the chains of the equations, and broke forth
from the prisons of the tables," who does not recognise
the justice of Schiller's definition of the real philosopher,
as one who always loves truth better than his system?
And when at last he had gained the full assurance of
a success so complete that (as he says) he thought he
must be dreaming, or that he had been reasoning in a
circle, who does not feel the almost sublimity of the self-

abnegation with which, after attaining what was in his
own estimation sucli a glorious reward of his life of toil,

disappointment, and self-sacrifice, he abstains from claim-
ing the applause of his contemporaries, but leaves his
fame to after ages in these noble words :

— " The book is

written ; to be read either now or by posterity, I care
not which. It may well wait a century for a reader, as
God has waited six thousand years for an observer."
And when a yet greater than Kepler was bringing to its

final issue that grandest of all scientific conceptions,
long pondered over by his almost superhuman intellect,

—which linked together the heavens and the earth, the
planets and the sun. the primaries and their satellites,

and included even the vagrant comets, in the nexus of a
universal attraction—establishing for all time the truth
for whose utterance Galileo had been condemned, and
giving to Kepler's laws a significance of which their
author had never dreamed,—what was the meaning of
that agitation which prevented the philosopher from
completing his computation, and compelled him to

hand it over to his friend ? That it was not
he thought of his own greatness, but the glimpse of
the grand universal order thus revealed to his mental
vision, which shook the serene and massive soul of
Newton to its foundation, we have the proof in that
beautiful comparison in which he likened himself to a
child picking up shells on the shore of the vast ocean of
truth—a comparison which will be evidence to all time
at once of his true philosophy and his profound humility.
Though it is with the intellectual representation of
Nature, which we call science, that we are primarily
concerned, it will not be without its use to cast a glance
in the first instance at the other two principal characters
under which man acts as her interpreter—those, namely,
of the artist and of the poet. The artist serves as
the interpreter of Nature, not when he works as the mere
copyist, delineating that which he sees with his bodily
eyes, and which we could see as well for ourselves ; but
when he endeavours to awaken witliin us the perception
of those beauties and harmonies which his own trained
sense has recognised, and thus impart to us the pleasure
he has himself derived from their contemplation. As no
two artists agree in the original constitution and acquired
habits of their minds, all look at Nature with different
(mental) eyes ; so that to each. Nature is what he indi-
vidually sees in her. The poet, again, serves as the inter-

preter of Nature, not so much when by skilful word-
painting (whether in prose or verse) he calls up before our
mental vision the picture of some actual or ideal scene,
however beautiful, as when, by rendering into appropriate
forms those deeper impressions made by the Nature around
him on the moral and emotional part of his own nature,
he transfers these impressions to the corresponding part
of ours. For it is the attribute of the true poet to pene-
trate the secret of those mysterious influences which we all

unknowingly experience ; and having discovered this to
himself, to bring others, by the power he thus wields, into
the like sympathetic relation with Nature—evoking with
skilful touch the varied response of the soul's finest chords,
heightening its joys, assuaging its griefs, and elevating its

aspirations. Whilst, then, the artist aims to picture what
he sees in Nature, it is the object of the poet to represent
what he feels in Nature ; and to each true poet Nature is

what he individually finds in her. The philosopher's in-
terpretation of Nature seems less individual than that of
the artist or the poet, because it is based on facts which
any one may verify, and is elaborated by reasoning pro-
cesses of which all admit the validity. He looks at the
universe as a vast book lying open before him, of which
he has in the first place to learn the characters, then to
master the language, and finally to apprehend the ideas
which that language conveys. In that book there are
many chapters, treating*of different subjects ; and as life

is too short for any one man to grasp the whole, the
scientific mterpretation of this book comes to be the
work of many intellects, differing not merely in the
range but also in the character of their powers. But
whilst there are " diversities of gifts," there is "the same
spirit." While each takes his special direction, the gene-
ral method of study is the same for all. And it is a testi-

mony alike to the truth of that method and to the unity
of Nature, that there is an ever-increasing tendency
towards agreement among those who use it aright ;—tem-
porary differences of interpretation being removed, some-
times by a more complete mastery of her language,
sometimes by a better apprehension of her ideas ;

—

and lines of pursuit which had seemed entirely distinct,

or even widely divergent, being found to lead at last

to one common goal. And it is this agreement which
gives rise to the general belief—in many, to the confi-

dent assurance—that the scientific interpretation of
Nature represents her not merely as she seems, but as
she really is. When, however, we carefully examine the
foundation of that assurance, we find reason to distnist its

security ; for it can be shown to be no less true of the
scientific conception of Nature, than it is of the artistic or
the poetic, that it is a representation framed by the mind
itself out of the materials supplied by the impressions
which external objects make upon the senses ; so that to

each man of science Nature is what he individually

believes her to be. And that belief will rest on very dif-

ferent bases, and will have very unequal values, in

different departments of science. We are accustomed,
and I think most rightly, to speak of these achievements
as triumphs of the human intellect. But the very phase
implies that the work is done by mental aj^ency ; and
the coincidence of its results with the facts of observa-

tion is far from proving the intellectual process
to have been correct. In a large number of other
cases our scientific interpretations are clearly
matters of judgment ; and this is eminently a
personal act, the value of its results depending in
each case upon the qualifications of the individual for
arriving at a correct decision. The surest of such judg-
ments are those dictated by what we term "common
sense," as to matters on which there seems no room for
difference of opinion, because every sane person comes to
the same conclusion, although he may be able to give no
other reason for it than that it appears to him "self-
evident." And I think it can be shown that the trust-

worthiness ot this common sense decision arises from its

dependence, not on any one set of experiences, but
upon our unconscious co-ordination of the whole
aggregate of our experiences, — not on tlie conclu-
siveness of any one train of reasoning, but on the con-
vergence of all our lines of thought towards this one centre.
Now this "common sense." discipUned and enlarged by
appropriate culture, becomes one of our most valuable
instruments of scientific inquiry, affording in many in-

stances tlie best, and sometimes the only, basis for a
rational conclusion. Of all departments of science,
geology seems to me to be the one that most depends on
this specially-trained "common sense," which brings, as
it were, into one focus the liglit afforded by a great variety
of studies— physical and chemical, geographical and
biological ; and throws it on the pages of that great Stone
Book, on which the past history of our globe is recorded.
.'\nd whilst astronomy is, of all sciences, that which may
be considered as most nearly representing Nature as she
really is, geology is that which most completely represents
her as seen through the medium of the interpreting mind,
the meaning of the phenomena that constitute its data
being in almost every instance open to question, and the
judgments passed upon the same facts being often different

according to the qualifications of the several judges.
If all we know of matter be an " intellectual concep-

tion," how are we to distinguish this from such as we
form in our dreams?—for these, as our Laureate no less

happily than philosophically expresses it, are " true while
they last." Here our "common sense " comes to the
rescue. We " awake, and behold it was a dream." Every
healthy mind is conscious of the difference between his
waking and his dreaming experiences ; or, if he is now
and then puzzled to answer the question " Did this really
happen, or did 1 dream it ? " the perplexity arises from
the consciousness that it might have happened. And every
healthy mind, finding its own experiences of its waking
state not only self-consistent, but consistent with the expe-
riences of others, accepts them as the basis of his beliefs, in
preference to even the most vivid recollections of his dreams.
The lunatic pauper who regards himself as a king, the
asylum in which he is confined as a palace of regal splen-
dour, and his keepers as obsequious attendants, is so
" possessed " by the conception framed by his disordered
intellect, that he does project it out of himself into his
surroundings ; his refusal to admit the corrective teaching
of common sense being the very essence of his malady.
And there are not a few persons abroad in the world who
equally resist the teachings of educated common sense,

whenever they run counter to their own preconceptions
;

and who may be regarded as, m so far, affected with
what I once heard Mr. Carlyle pithily characterise as a
"diluted insanity." It has been asserted, over and over
again, of late years, by a class of men who claim to be the
only true interpreters of Nature, that we know nothing
but matter and tlie laws of matter, and that force is a
mere fiction of the imagination. May it not be affirmed,

on the other hand, that while our notion of matter is a
conception of the intellect, force is that of which we have
the most direct— perhaps even the only direct—cognisance?
It seems strange that those who make the loudest appeal
to experience as the basis of all knowledge should disre-

gard the most constant, the most fundauiental, the most
direct of all experiences ; as to which the common sense of
mankind affords a guiding light much clearer than any
that can be seen through the dust of philosophical discus-

sion. For, as Sir John Herschel most truly remarked, the
universal consciousness of mankind is as much in accord in

regard to the existence of a real and intimate connection
between cause and effect, as it is in regard to the
existence of an external world ; and that consciousness
arises to every one out of his own sense of personal exer-
tion in the origination of changes by his individual agency.
From whatever side we look at this question—whether the
common sense of mankind, the logical analysis of the rela-

tion between cause and effect, or the study of the working
of our own intellects in the interpretation of Nature—we
seem led to the same conclusion ; that the notion offeree
is one of those elementary forms of thought with which
we can no more dispense than we can with the notion of
space or of .succession. In conclusion, the President said :

1 hus from our study of the mode in which we arrive at

those conceptions of the orderly sequence observable in

the phenomena of Nature which we call "laws," we
are led to the conclusion that they are human
conceptions subject to human fallibility ; and that
they may or may not express the ideas of the Great
Author of Nature. To set up these laws as self-acting,

and as either excluding or rendering unnecessary the
power which alone can give them effect, appears to me as
arrogant as it is unphilosophical. To speak of any
law as

'

' regulating " or " governing " phenomena, is

only permissible on the assumption that the law is the ex-
pression of the modus operandi of a governing power.
And thus we are led to the culminating point of man's
intellectual interpretation of Nature— his recognition of
the unity of the power, of which her phenomena are the
diversified manifestations. Towards this point all scientific

inquiry now tends. The convertibility of the physical
forces, the correlation of these with the vital, and the
intimacy of that nexus between mental and bodily activity,

which, explain it as we may, cannot be denied, all lead
upward towards one and the same conclusion ; and the
pyramid of which that philosophical conclusion is the
apex, has its foundation in the primitive instincts of
humanity. By our own remote progenitors, as by the
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untutored savage of the present day, every change in

which human agency was not apparent was referred to

a particular animated intelUgence. And thus they

attributed not only the movements of the heavenly

bodies, but all the phenomena of Nature, each to its

own deity. These deities were invested with more than

human power ; but they were also supposed capable of

human passions, and subject to human capriciousness.

As the uniformities of Nature came to be more distinctly

recognised some of these duties were invested with a

dominant control, while others were supposed to be their

subordinate ministers. A serene majesty was attributed

to the greater gods who sit above the clouds ;
whilst their

inferiors might "comedown to earth in the likeness of

men. ' With the growth of the scientific study of Nature,

the conception of its harmony and unity gained ever-

increasing strength. And so among the most enlightened

of the Greek and Roman philosophers, we find a distinct

recognition of the idea of the unity of the directing mind

from which the order of Nature proceeds ;
for they ob-

viously believed that, as our modern poet has expressed

it—
" All are but parts of one stupendous whole.

Whose body Nature is, and God the soul."

The science of modem times, however, has taken a more

special direction. Fixing its attention exclusively on the

order of Nature, it has separated itself wholly from

theology, whose function it is to seek after its cause. In

this science is fully justified alike by the entire indepen-

dence of its objects, and by the historical fact that it has

been continualiy hampered and impeded in its search for

the truth as it is in Nature by the restraints which theo-

and a view of the proprietor himself sunning himself at

the feet of Puya cliilensis (fig. 259). How many pro-

prietors of British gardens could do the like? We
may revert to the treasures of the Scilly Isles on

another occasion, meanwliile we append the article of

our contemporary dealing with the man :^

" Many a cursory reader will have paused for a moment
in his rapid survey of the news of the day when his eye

lighted on the announcement of the death of Mr.
Augustus Smith—King Augustus, as he was facetiously

termed—the owner, or more properly lessee under the

Duchy of Cornwall, of the Scilly Islands, with no neigh-

bouring proprietor nearer than the Land's End on one
side of him and Newfoundland on the other. He was,

indeed, better known to the public a few years ago than

in more recent time, for he was for many sessions a

member of Parliament, and well known for certain legis-

lative crotchets, which had obtained possession of his

brain, and for the determined pertinacity with whicli he

[

cherished them. But after an ungrateful constituency on

the adjoining mainland had ceased to return him, he

I

withdrew quietly from public life, and attached himself

more and more to the affairs ofthe little archipelago

which he governed and loved. Those who personally

knew him will not easily forget his friendly, hospitable,

unassuming ways when visited in his seclusion ; his

pleasure in surrounding himself with friends ;
his hearty

;

greeting at landing, purchased by the sufferings of

;

40 miles' transit over the stormiest section of the Eastern

I

Atlantic, or the holiday of careless enjoyment and kindly

;
treatment which his visitors enjoyed— the longer the

he was not a man to brook resistance where satisfied that

he was in the right. It is well remembered of him how,
only a few years before his death, taking up the cause of
certain fellow-commoners of his in a Hertfordshire parish,

he quietly collected and sent down from London a gang
or two of navvies, who tore up in the most peaceful
manner imaginable the palings which a neighbouring lord

had erected in defiance of what Mr. Smith deemed the
commoners' rights. Being asked why he employed some-
thing like a small army to institute a legal claim, his only
answer was, ' Because I was afraid there might be opposi-
tion, and therefore anxious to carry the matter through
peacefully.' Such being the nature of King Augustus, it

is unnecessary to say that he by no means realised in all

respects B^ranger's Roi d'Yvetot, to whom he has been
compared ; though in good humour, in easy way of living,

in his habit of perambulating the island in which his

palace lay on a pony (the only one there), and, possibly,
in a reasonable addiction to the good things of his king-
dom, and such as could be procured there by traffic, he
might a little resemble that potentate. But it is more to
our purpose to study his political dealings with his people
than thus to make free with his character.

" If the sea were to rise 1700 feet on the coasts of
Devonshire, leaving nothing of that beautiful county
above water except the rounded granite summits of a few
pre-eminent Dartmoor hills, crowned with their rocky
covering of tors and boulders, a pretty exact repetition of
the features of the Scilly Islands would thus be produced.
Surrounded by deep seas, they are divided by shallow in-

lets and lagoons, so that fords exist at some periods of
tide from one islet to another. The surfaces are rounded,

Fig. 259.—puya chilensis in the scilly isles.

logians have attempted to impose upon its inquiries. But
when science, passing beyond its own hmits, assumes to

take the place of theology, and sets up its own conception

of the order of Nature as a sufficient account of its cause,

it is invading a province of thought to which it has no
claim, and not unreasonably provokes the hostility of

those who ought to be its best friends. For whilst the

deep-seated instincts of humanity, and the profoundest
researches of philosophy, alike point to mind as the one
and only source of power, it is the high prerogative of

science to demonstrate the unity of the power which is

operating through the limitless extent and variety of the

universe, and to trace its continuity through the vast series

of ages that have been occupied in its evolution.

THE CROWN OF SCILLY.
Under this heading appeared recently an article in

the Pall Mall Gazette which is so characteristic of the

man that wore it and of the place wherein he dwelt,

that we deem it well to reproduce the greater portion
of it. Favoured by an exceptional climate the late

Mr. Augustus Smith was enabled to cultivate in the
open air plants which, even in the genial air of Vectis
or Devon, demand shelter during the winter. Year
after year he was in the habit of sending us specimens of
*' greenhouse" plants grown by him in the open, and
sometimes calling on us for the names. Once we
offended him by giving him, as he thought, a wrong
name. He wrote us an " autocratic " note on the sub-
ject, and sent his plants elsewhere for a name, receiving
in reply the same name from the same person ! Our
illustrations showa general view of the grounds (fig. 260),

welcomer—under the shadow of Ris royalty. But these

are matters only to be touched on by journalists ; our

concern is rather with some singular points in his posi-

tion and career which made them a subject of public

interest, diminutive as his theatre of action might be.
" He had, no doubt, certain advantages for enacting

the part of a paternal landlord, so to speak, which few

could possess to the same extent with himself. He was a
wealthy man, possessing independent resources far more
ample than any which his islands could afford ; and he
was all his life a bachelor, without any extravagant pro-

pensity or reason for accumulation. He had, therefore,

no temptation to make the most of his insular domains in

a pecuniary way. We have no doubt (though speaking
without information on the point) that his receipts from
them were much more than covered by his outlay. But,

though thus exempt from all tendency to put on the

screw for his own sake, he was by no means one of those

easy-going proprietors who yield to every demand through
timidity or love of popularity. The neighbours—such at

least as had not experience of the real beneficence of his

disposition and soundness of his political economy

—

esteemed him a 'hard man.' He could make his regu-

lations obeyed, generally speaking, through the simple

process of notice to quit. The law itself—though we
have never heard of his abusing it—was to a certain

extent in his power, as the court of 12 inhabitants which
decided on small civil questions was summonable,
and its members ehgible, by himself as lessee of the

duchy. And to these regulations he exacted im-
plicit obedience, even when they involved (as they did
in one case) the dispeopling of an island, and its

conversion into a deer park. He took abundant care that

no hardship should be inflicted, and that the few dispos-
sessed cottiers should be the better for the change. But

the slopes gentle, but the ubiquitous granite protrudes
everywhere in magnificent masses ; the rocks of Peninnis

equal, or even surpass, in that style of grandeur, all that

the Land's End district of Cornwall hiis to show. But
the decomposed granite bears tolerable crops of corn,

excellent ones of vegetables, while the flowers—particu-
larly round the ancient convent ruin of Tresco, where the

lale proprietor dwelt—surpass, probably, anything which
Great Britain can furnish in comparison, and may per-

haps be rivalled on the west coast of Ireland, but cer-

tainly not exceeded anywhere on this side of the Bay of

Biscay. The natives are not of old clannish race like

those of the Hebrides ; they form rather (if this may be
said without provoking national wrath) a "scratch"
population. The islands seem to have been almost un-

tenanted—partly from fear of Barbary pirates—until

Queen Elizabeth established a fortress there. Then the

necessities of trade and pilotage gradually drew
people thither from the mainland, and they now
somewhat exceed 2000 in number. Perhaps it is

this fragmentary character of the little community
which has enabled Mr. Smith to deal with it,

for public purposes as he conceived them, mOre easily

than he could have done with a race more rooted in the

soil. They are small farmers, fishermen, pilots, with a

few traders and retired naval men established in the one
little town. Neighbours other than these his late Majesty

had none.
" When first he settled there some 40 years ago they

were an idle race ; and it cannot be said, notwithstanding

the progress since made, that they are strictly industrious

as yet, or disposed to make as much as they might of their

advantages of soil and (strange as it may sound) o

climate. At that time no superintendence had been exerf

cised, and the Uttle holdings were getting indefinitely sub-
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divided. Not only were they growing smaller, but they

became ' morcdUs,' to use a phrase well known in French

agriculture, to a most inconvenient extent. The cultivator

of a dozen acres had his tiny fields scattered from one end

to another of his island, separated from each other by

bogs and tracts of moving sand. It cost Mr. Smith infi-

nite exertion both of persuasion and authority before he

could prevail on them, by means of exchanges and other

arrangements, to bring their little holdings within their

respective ring fences, to tlie infinite saving of labour.

This accomplished, he removed the few families which

occupied some of the poorest outlying islets altogether

from their tenements, and brought them into better

neighbourhoods. On some of tJiese the scanty resident

householders—never forming connections out of their own
island—had, it is said, degenerated into a condition

approaching that of imbecility.
" It was to a population thus economically distributed,

so to speak, that Mr. Smith promulgated his land laws.

In the matter of rent he could afford to be indulgent. In

the matter of those conditions which he believed to be for

the general advantage, he was unyielding. Smuggling
and wrecking were kept under by strict process of elimi-

nation. Sub-letting, and even the taking in of lodgers,

were severely repressed ; and it was on these points that

the landlord's code naturally met with much opposition.

But one of Iiis most inexorably enforced statutes was

—

'Thou shalt send thy children to school.' He took

steady care that education should be general, and that it

should be good, And he had his reward. He used to say

himself that he personally knew 40 masters of trading

vessels, natives of this little group of islands, and that

their history was almost uniform ; a Scilly lad taken into

do is far more than overbalanced by the mischiefs which
may result from the protracted ownership of a reckless or
embarrassed 'laird,' such as Ireland and the Highlands
have had to exhibit in such abundant specimens. And,
all questions of individual character apart, the modern
world is becoming less and less adapted as a theatre for

the performances of happy tenantries and paternal land-
lords."

CROSS-BREEDING.
In Dr. Denny's very interesting paper, read at the

Birmingham Congress, " On the Relative Influence of
Parentage in Flowering Plants," I find the following
statement :

—

" If we could by observation of results, acquired through
the medium of a series of carefully performed experiments
in artificial fertilisation, obtain any reliable evidence in-

dicative of the relative influence the male and the female
parents bear in the production of their progeny, it would
assist us immensely in carrying out our designs for the
improvement in the form and colour of our flowers, &c."

This is certainly a branch of knowledge which it is

very desirable to possess, and it is probable that only
by the recorded results of carefully performed experi-

ments, anything approaching to this desired informa-

tion will be obtained. The result, however, of my
own experiments gives me but faint hopes of arriving

at anything like certainty in the matter, although

I have generally found that the progeny of two dis-

similar plants of the same genus inherit the pro-

White Perfection, and Mrs. Sach, and by fertilising

these sorts with some of the best white margined or

silver variegated kinds with red or pink flowers, such

as Bijou or Silver Chain, varieties of tolerably robust

habit of growth, with silver variegated foliage and pure

white flowers, are to be obtained in the second or third

generation ; and by using as pollen parents some of

the most robust and strong growing varieties of golden

Tricolors, with white Zonals as seed bearers, I have been

successful in obtaining golden Tricolor sorts with pure

white flowers. But this has invariably been accom-

plished at the expense of constitutional vigour, as all -

varieties so produced have been so exceedingly weak,

or what gardeners call mlfTy, that although very pretty

they can with difficulty be kept alive.

Why this debility should be the invariable accom-

paniment of white flowers and yellow margined

foliage, and not of white flowers and silver or white

margined leaves, I confess myself unable to under-

stand, and yet this I have always found to be the case.

I have said that it is vain to try to breed from two

variegated plants, as if this be done excessive weakness

in the offspring will be found to be the unvarying

result, variegation being always found to be accompa-

nied by more or less diminution of vigour. And it is

also found in the vegetable as well as in the animal

kingdom, that in cases where both parents are predis-

posed to any peculiarity, that peculiarity is almost sure

to be intensified in the case of the offspring. As an

instance of this I may mention that some few years since

Fig. 260.—TRESco, in the scilly isles.

the merchant service was certain to rise, if sober and
steady, through the usefulness which his education pro-

duced. Spiritual as well as scholastic management was
taken into his royal hands. He selected and paid a small

staff of resident clergy. But on these subjects at least he
was well contented that every one should go his own way
— only the "upper hundred " or so of his subjects went to

church ; the respectability was Wesleyan ; the poorer class,

we believe, Bryanites ; but sectarian hostilities were little

known among them.
" Such was the monarchy of Augustus I., probably the

only one of his dynasty ; for (not knowing ourselves into

what collateral hand his sceptre may fall) we can hardly
expect that another will arise so fond of banishment as to

seclude himself in that lonely chdteau at Tresco, so at-

tached to the soil and to its inhabitants as to make it his

chosen occupation to Ave among them, and superintend
their affairs, and, in addition, possessing Mr. Smith's con-
sistency ot principle and firmness of will. He will remain
the last example of a beneficent autocrat after the heart of
Mr. Carlyle—a peaceful Frederick the Great, bent on
making people happy and prosperous after his own model,
not according to their impulses ;

' all for the people,
nothing through the people.' Possibly there maybe those
who will feel the taking off of his strong hand as a kind of
emancipation. But in the long run he is very sure to be
regretted. We can only hope that the valuable features
of his management—the improved economy of labour, and.
above all, the spirit of educational progress—may long
survive him. But government such as his is out of date.
The relation of landlord and tenant is everywhere becom-
ing more and more a matter of mere pecuniary contract

;

and in the long run, sentiment apart, it is better that it

should be so. The good which an Augustus Smith can

perties, more or less, of both parents ; but this has
never been so decided and obvious as to enable any
one to predict with certainty as to which of the

parents was most likely to prove prepotent, or most
decidedly to stamp its peculiarities, as regards colour

of flower, form, or habit of growth, upon the progeny.
One circumstance, however, has been so evident as

to call for marked attention, viz., that in endeavouring
to produce Variegated or "Tricolor Pelargoniums, and
using for this purpose plants with variegated and others

with green foliage (as it is vain to hope for success by
breedingfrom two variegated varieties), andwhereagreen
leaved sort is made the mother or the seed-bearer, the

pollen being furnished by a variegated variety—the

percentage of variegated seedlings so produced, though
fewer in number, will generally be found to be in all

respects superior to those produced by a variegated

mother, both as regards constitutional vigour and
beauty of foliage. I have, however, known some few

exceptions to this rule (if I may so call it), viz., instances

where a variegated seed-bearer has produced vigorous

and well marked progeny, and instances have also

occurred where seedhngs so produced have greatly

improved in vigour after having been increased by
cuttings during several years.

I may here allude to an apparent sympathy existing

between flowers and foliage, or rather to an antipathy or

incompatibility between white flowers and yellow or

golden margined foliage. It will be recollected that the

best of the white flowered varieties of theZonalPelargo-

nium are all vigorous growers, such as Madame Vaucher,

such a thing as a double Petunia had not been heard of,

when a double or rather a semi-double variety acci-

dentally made its appearance amongst a batch of seed-

lings somewhere on the Contment, and was duly intro-

duced to this country under the name of Imperialis.

The colour of this flower was white, the plant was of

straggling habit, and as a double flower it possessed

but little merit. Previous to the introduction of this

variety, some purple-flowered sorts were in cultivation,

having exceedingly large flabby flowers; and in one of

these—its name I do not now recollect—the flower

contained a sort of inner corolla or small cup in the

centre of the flower, somewhat resembling that of the

Narcissus Poeticus, or Pheasant's-eye Narcissus. This

was evidently a slight, but only a very slight approxi-

mation to duplication. The ovary of the variety pro-

ducing white flowers being in an abnormal condition

could consequently produce no seed, but anthers fur-

nished with pollen were found among the petals of the

flowers, and with this I fertilised some few blooms of

the large purple flowered variety, and the result was a

batch of seedlings of immense size, and many of them
double as Roses, and varying in colour from pure white

to dark purple—one of which, a white variety, was
distributed under the name of Antigone, while a dark

purple sort was named General Havelock, and as

double flowered varieties they have probably not been

surpassed even up to the present time. About this time

there also existed several varieties of Petunias bearing

single striped flowers, also some purple sorts in which

the blooms were beautifully margined with a bright
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green edge, but showing no inclination whatever to

duplication. Blooms of these various varieties I also

fertilised with pollen of the double white Continental

variety ; and the result in this case was many single-

flowered sorts of various colours, and a few semi-double

striped and green-edged sorts. I selected the best of

these, and, finding the ovary to be in a perfect and

nornnl condition, during the following season fertilised

them with the pollen of such sorts as General Havelock

and Antigone, and was rewarded with many fine

varieties with large double striped and green-margined

flowers. It will be seen that, where the tendency to

become double existed only in the case of one of the

parents, it required two generations to arrive at the

same degree of duplication that had been attained in

one in the former instance, where the parents were both

more or less predisposed to that condition.

It will also be observed by the above narrated

experiments that the dark purple-flowered variety,

when fertilised by the pollen of the double white Conti-

nental sort, produced varieties with double white as well

as with double purple flowers. So that, as regards

both colour and form, the male parent was in some
instances prepotent, while the female wms so in others,

while the tendency to duplication inherent in both

pai'ents was strikingly intensified in the progeny. The
result of the foregoing experiments gives, I think, no

clue whatever to the discovery of any existing laws

regulating the matter of prepotency, &c. Still,

the acquisition of this, or of any other useful know-
ledge pertaining to the matter of hybridity, or cross-

breeding, is very much to be desired, as irrespective of

the valuable results which are continually being

secured by this agency, in the form of improvement in

the . character and quality of our fruits, flowers, and

vegetables, and cereals of all kinds,' there are pro-

bably few pursuits connected with horticultural science

more intensely interesting than that of being instru-

mental in the production of new and improved races

of useful and ornamental plants.

But there must of necessity always be considerable

uncertainty in the matter. And to altogether remove
this uncertainty (supposing this to be possible) might in

reality be undesirable, as it would as regards many
minds divest the pursuit of a gi"eat portion of its charms.

The pleasure of anticipation is said to frequently

exceed that of realisation ; and to anxiously watch the

gradual development of organisms in the shape of new
varieties of fruits and flowers, iv:c., which did not

previously exist, and which owe their existence to one's

own exertions, tends to create an absorbing degree of

interest, and affords an amount of quiet pleasure which
may be understood by even those who may not have as

yet had practical experience in the matter. P^ Grici'e,

Culford.

The Management of Kew Gardens is a question

of no small interest to tliose who love gardening or

study botany, and it is very important that it should be
discussed by persons who are able to understand tliat

gardeners, like architects, may be men of refinement

and education. The^ original dispute between Dr.
Hooker and Mr, Ayrton was, as most must know now,
on a point of detail. The larger question of the general

management of Kew cropped up afterwards, as well as

the point raised by Professor Owen—that it would be
more convenient for the botanical collection to be
removed to that edax omnittvi 7-crum^ South Kensing-
ton. As far as any charge of mismanagement went,
Mr. Ayrton failed to bring any proof of it in the

speech he made on a night when hardly any but
' official supporters of the Government were present,

and Dr. Hooker's friends nearly all gone. He cer-

tainly charged Dr. Hooker with a want of deference

and courtesy to himself— a very odd complaint
from a man who has almost reduced rudeness to a
science. One thing, however, is clear, that Dr.
Hooker has been all along treated with a systematic
inciviUty and a kind of contemptuous insolence, which,
as Mr. Ayrton explains, "a slave" had no right to

resent. It is also evident there was an attempt made
to supersede him in the control of a department
through the means of a subordinate, in a manner that

no dn-ector, who had any respect for himself, could
pass unnoticed. But there is a question which has
been lately discussed that does deserve consideration,

whether it would or would not be better to separate

the botanical and horticultural departments at Kew,
and to make gardening proper there the principal

object. I am not myself disposed to think it would
be a good arrangement. At present, Kew unites in one
establishment a variety of objects with very fair success.

It is at once a place of resort for the metropolis, a
place of study for the botanist, and a place of instruc-

tion for the gardener. It is in communication with all

parts of the world, and through its chief with the
distinguished men whom other countries have placed
at the head of similar establishments. It raises trees
for the parks and plants for the colonies, and is a
centre towards which the riches of other lands are
contmually attracted. There are few departments of
the vegetable world that are not more or less fully repre-
sented, and under Dr. Hooker's care their arrangement
is singularly advantageous to the student. It is tme
that ornamental or landscape gardening is not one of

the purposes carried out at Kew ; but with the admir-

able examples of bedding in Hyde Park, the Italian

garden {why it is not completed ?) in the Regent's,

and the tropical gardens at Battersea, it is

not necessary it should be ; while the situa-

tion of the ground is not well adapted to the

attempt. Why, then, should the Royal gardens at

Kew be degraded to a mere place of amusement for the

metropolis, or be only a nur5ei7 garden where new
plants can be raised ? Delicate experiments in

the physiology of plants, or their naturalisation, will be
always carried on better in private gardens than in a

public one. Would the British nation ever have paid

a Darwin all he has spent in his minute investigation

of the habits of animals and plants? I should like to

see a large vote in the Estimates as the price of sug-

gesting man had sprung from some humble infusoria.

But if Kew is to maintain its present character, it is

essential that the head of it should have the same quali-

fications which Dr. Hooker does undoubtedly possess.

To scientific acquirements, that are not disputed,

he has added acquaintance with foreign countries,

and a more general knowledge of plants in a living

state than most men have been able to obtain. His
travels, the editing of the Botanical Magazine, his

family connection with botany and horticulture, have
together given him singular means of collecting informa-

tion and studying the pursuit of his life under various

aspects. That he lias not been brought up as a

working gardener is an absurd charge, particularly

when under the Director is a Curator, with whom the

care of the ornamental part of the garden rests, and
who ought himself to be practically acquainted with

minute details of horticulture. Whether greater

latitude might not be given to the Curator is

a point open to consideration, but to make him
independent of the Director would be a great

mistake, and lead to constant confusion. One
of the charges of mismanagement at Kew was
that the collection of Orchids is a poor one ; but

Orchids are hardly the class of plants proper to be
grown in a public establishment to any large extent.

They have no practical use ; they are extremely
expensive, and are cultivated by only a limited number
of persons. Their commercial value and their rarity

will always ensure tliem plenty of room among nursery-

men and amateurs whose purses are long. The opinion
which Professor Owen expressed, that it would be
more advantageous to science if all tlie botanical col-

lections belonging to the nation were gathered under
one roof, deserves of course attention. He seems
however to forget that Kew is a place of instruction to

many a young man, and that it is an important
addition to his means of education if he can
learn botany and examine plants in a dried state

wdiich are not to be seen living. Besides which
it is necessary if new and hitherto unknown plants are

to be received at Kew, to be examined, and if possible

named, that there should be the means of comparing
them with specimens of the same family already in the

herbarium. The Ilortus Siccus side by side with the

living garden has a practical value, which it loses to a

great extent if it is in company only with that which
is as dead as itself. It is very likely the unfortunate

warmth of language into which Dr. Hooker in his

letter to Mr. West was betrayed, and the persistency

with which Mr. Ayrton exacts an apology, may lead to

his resignation. There may be some who can replace

him, but it will not be easy to find united in the same
man the varied qualifications which Dr. Hooker
possesses. Ifhe does resign, it is not improbable the

opportunity will be taken to make considerable altera-

tions in the Royal gardens, which will run the chance

of becoming a second-rate establishment in the neigh-

bourhood of London. Perhaps the First Commissioner
tliinks if people want plants they should grow them for

themselves, and that men of science are not much
better than impostors, who are always trying to prey

upon the public and spend its money. B. M.

The Management of Gardens, Public and
Private.—The Kew debate in the House of Commons
has somewhat disappointed horticulturists. To the

House, and many in the country, INIr. Ayrton doubtless

seemed to have the best of it. He is a clever advocate,

and the fact of having himself for client, that would
have embarrassed most men, only seems to have
stimulated and strengthened him. He succeeded, to a

great extent, in exhibiting himself as a martyr to public

duty, and in pillorying Dr. Hooker as the spoilt child

of science, with whom he might safely trifle at pleasure,

and dismiss with the stinging satire that they them-
selves have told us of their parentage. Clever,

certainly, but hardly becoming to the dignity of

a British Minister, nor respectful to the wisdom
of Parliament ; nor did it mend matters one whit.

There can be no doubt that Mr. Ayrton was guilty of a
gross breach of courtesy, and something more, in setting

aside Dr. Hooker's authority without his knowledge.
Mr. Ayrton attempted to justify this in the case of the

Albert Memorial, by the exigencies of the public ser-

vice. The grounds wanted finishing and furnishing,

and he forthwith sent for the Curator of Kew to assist

him in the urgent work. But why send to Kew upon
such business? When work is urgent, we mostly make
use of agents nearest to hand. Where was the Hyde
Park manager or superintendent at this time? [111.]

Or does Mr. Ayrton wish the public to believe that he

could find better taste or judgment at Kew than here,

within a stone's-throw of him, in the person of Mr. Gib-
son, the gardener of Hyde Park, and the talented de-
signer and furnisher of the Victoria and Battersea Parks ?

[Mr. Gibson was not appointed to Hyde Park at that

time.] Or, was Mr. Ayrton so anxious to show his hand
and his mastery over all concerned, as to overlook or
snub all the officers legitimately concerned, and snatch
the Curator from Kew without the consent or knowledge
of the Director, when he had an equally good or better

man on the spot ? The secret of good government, in

and out of gardens, is for every one to do his own part.

The Cabinet would go to pieces in a week if its mem-
bers were all intent on dabbling in the duties of each
other, instead of each filling his own niche creditably.

Suppose, for instance, Mr. Ayrton attempted to lead
the House of Commons, and discharge the other duties
of Premier, instead of so energetically going at the
duties of First Commissioner of Works, what would
become of the Government and the country? Such
results would be more serious in degree, but hardly
different in kind from those that his administration of

affairs has introduced into his special department.
Kew thrust out, Hyde Park and two superior officers

snubbed or snuffed out, surely is about the summary of

his energetic telegraphic and other efforts to

surround himself with the wrong men in the

wrong place at eight o'clock in the morning.
How would Mr. Ayrton have liked exactly,

supposing a press of work in the Home Office, and
Mr. Bruce had summoned Mr. Ayrton's chief secretary

to his aid without consulting the First Commissioner !

Talk about hard words, indeed ; why. Dr. Hooker's
hardest are smoother than butter compared to Mr.
Ayrton's thunderbolts under like provocation. Besides,

Mr. Ayrton's mode of conducting business saps the

foundation of all discipline, it destroys authority ; and,

were his example generally followed, all order, system,

work, government, would become impossible. He lias

got to learn that the higher any one is placed the more
he must depute his authority to others, and as the head
of his department his first duty is to support the officers

nearest to himself in power. Instead of tliis,he has leaped

and bounded over their heads, and busied himself with
subordinates and details, which was no part of his duty,

and rendered the duties of others irksome or impos-
sible. Hence the jarring strains that have occurred.

It is just as if, instead of the wheels of machinery
exactly cogging together, some one were to knock out

two or three of the gearing teeth. What jarring and
crashing there would be, straining the machinery,

and rendering all useful work impossible—as it is

in all estabhshments where the principals attempt

to govern and control matters through subordinates.

Mr, Ayrton is by no means alone in this matter.

Tliere are ladies and gentlemen not a few who adopt

the same tactics. From mistaken notions, or the

desire to exhibit as much authority as possible, they

are constantly interfering with details ; men are sent

from the garden to the farm, from the farm to the

plantations, and from all three to the hound kennels

and stables, backwards and forwards, like so many
shuttlecocks, until they become of little use any-

where, and orders are tossed about in all directions,

and sent through all channels—foremen, men, women,
and children—until they lose all authority and force.

It is astonishing how much trouble some people take

to rob themselves of all pleasure and profit from their

gardens. Every garden must have one, not many,
heads, for the truism about many cooks is more
true of many gardeners. This does not

mean that the gardener and I)irector is to do
all the work himself. But all must be under his

control—culture, heating, ventilation, and arrange-

ment. True, a botanist may not be a cultivator, or

hot-water engineer, or landscape gardener ; but if he
is Director of a great public garden he will surely be
acknowledged as exercising a general control over all.

But the great thing to be avoided in all oflicers, from
the First Commissioner downwards, is an excess of

government. A well-managed garden is like a well-

ordered house : all are swayed by authority, unseen,

unfelt, and therefore unquestioned. Over interference

means bad management or waste of force, and a sacri-

fice of pleasure. Gardeners of the Hawkins type are

extinct, but good gardeners are jealous of petty inter-

ference, because it is as fatal to their employers' interest

as to their own peace. D. T. Fish.

The Appointment of the late Clerk to the
Curator of Kew.—I have read with considerable

astoniehment and also with much interest that por-

tion of Lord Derby's speech relating to the appoint-

ment of the late clerk to the Curator at Kew. Dr,

Hooker's report upon him compels me, in justice

to myself and others, to ask for further information

respecting the particulars of his appointment. As the

matter now rests, I feel half ashamed to admit that I

gained only the second place in the so-called competi-

tive (?) examination. I am, therefore, most anxious to

ascertain how I and other candidates arc to rate our-

selves, and to wliich of two conclusions are we to

arrive. Are we inferior to Dr. Hooker's "illustration?"

or are we to have continued faith in ourselves, and
gather from insinuations that the selected candidate did

not honourably attain his position ? 1 will ratlier enjoy

uch poor comfort as can be found in the latter sup-

position than accept the degradation inseparable from
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the foimer. I believe Dr. Hooker's report to be true,

and that at least some of the faihng candidates

must have been infinitely superior to him in

most of the subjects complained of. Lord Derby
says that everything in the power of the First Com-
missioner was done to force this man upon Dr.

Hooker. Is it in accordance with the rules of the

Civil Service that they should be able to do this? Is it

to be credited that men ambitious to improve their

position, through the medium of a competitive examina-

tion, should be invited to what seems to have but been a

mere sham. I, for one, was at considerable expense

and inconvenience ; and to what end ? So long as I

considered myself beaten by a superior, I was satisfied ;

but Dr. Hooker's report inclines me to believe that I

am a victim to the meanness of one who certainly

merits all the censure lately passed upon liim. This
view must, of necessity, be correct, if wc are to

believe Dr. tlooker's report ; but in the loose and
unsatisfactory way in which this <|uestion is left some
explanation is most incontrovertibly due to us as can-

didates. Thomas Kem/>, /l<irchju'kt\ [This case shows
the absurdity of attempting to bring everything to one
hard and fast line. Competitive examinations are no
doubt good in some cases, but it is possible to meet
them by cramming ; and they do not always, as seems
to have happened in this case, bring the best men to the

fronL At least we believe this to be the explanation.

In the subjects comprised in the examination we have
reason to believe the selected candidate honestly won
his position ; but his unfitness for the post, after all,

shows the folly of bringing every petty appointment
under the dominion of red tape. Eds.]

Trees and Shrubs for Planting.—Having pur-

chased about half an acre of light land and intending

to lay it out this autumn, it has occurred to me that

some of your correspondents might favour me with
the names of a few trees and shrubs of a desirable

character suitable for the outside borders. Rhododen-
drons and Hollies would be largely used, and it is pro-

posed that every other tree and plant, or nearly so,

should be of variegated foliage, and as nearly as possible

(as to the shrubs especially) of similar growth, so that

one would not smother the other. Every plant must
be perfectly hardy, as the locality is perhaps 70 or

So miles north of Birmingham, where Conifers, as a
rule, don't flourish. Any advice and assistance will be
thankfully received by A Subscriber- of Many Years
Standing.

Cropping a Garden.—I have a small garden
attached to my house ; the lease will expire next June,
and I should be much obliged if you would give me a

hint as to what flowers I should put in, and when, so

as to make it, during the remamder of my tenancy, look
as neat and pretty as possible. Also, what vegetables

to plant or sow, so as to get the full benefit of the ground
before leaving. I have bedding-out plants and annuals

in my beds this summer, and the vegetable garden is

well manured. S. S. y,

Momordica Balsamina.—I send you a fruit of

the singular-looking Momordica Balsamina, with a

couple of its seeds inside, very like nodules of flesh.

It is worth growing in a comer for its striking appear-
ance ; in a Melon-house or stove it is at home in a

well-drained pot of soil. It is the brightest of all the

Cucarbitaceae with which I am acquainted. Though
we have it under the name of M. Balsamina, I am
inclined to believe it is M. Charantia. The fruit opens
up, and the seeds, adhering to each other, slip out and
hang to the fniit in odd fashion. //. Knight^ Floors.

Amaranthus salicifoHus.—'Having lately seen the

above-named plant in great beauty, I think a few
remarks bearing on its cultivation would prove accept-

able to all your readers. It is generally grown too hot

and close ; hence the frequent failures we so often

notice, and thus one of the most beautiful objects for a

flower garden is lost, or discarded as a worthless in-

cumbrance. This plant is a half tender annual, requires

to be sown about the first week in April, and treated

as a tender annual until the middle of May, after which
time it may be gradually hardened off, and by the

middle of June planted out-of-doors, where it will re-

quire no further care. It will not look very well for

about a month, but as July goes out and August comes
in, it will be the most conspicuous object in the flower

garden, and draw every one's attention to it, not only

because of its brightness of colour, which is of an intense

crimson-orange, but also because of its most graceful

habit. It grows about iS inches to 2 feet high, and
forms a fountain-like pyramid. To those who wish
to make a sensation next season in the flower garden I

would say—be sure and try it, and plant it out-of-

doors not later than the third week in June. W. Den-
ningy Grimston Park.

Berberis Aquifolium.—Last week I was talking to

a gardener here upon the merits of these berries, at

which he laughed, called them poison, and dared me
to eat them. I soon dispelled his doubts by eating a
good handful off the bush. I then gathered some, took
them home, and had a most agreeable jam made of
them, equal to Black Currant, but with a slight burnt
flavour "resembling the Elder. Jelly was tried, but
without effect, the syrup remaining of the same consist-

ence as boiled ground rice (granular). All my chil-

dren partook of it, and the only inconvenience I

experienced was insufficient supply to meet their

demands. Take equal parts of crystalised sugar and
fruit, boil half an hour, and you will have a richly

coloured and finely flavoured preserve. I am very fond

of the fruit in its raw state. J. T. Battley,

Lilium auratum —We have here a specimen of

this plant, which nurserymen and gardeners calling

here say is the largest they have seen. It was grown
on from a single bulb, and is now in a 20-inch pot. It

is 9 feet in height and carries 1S5 flowers, the largest

of which measure il inches in diameter. Tiiere are

six strong stems, two of them having 22 flowers each.

In 1S70 two stems on the same plant had 23 flowers

each. Last year every flower-bud was destroyed by
frost. Is the si/.e unusual? A. A., Hamiltony N.B.

Iriartea gigantea.—This is one of the noblest

Palms of the pinnatisect group ; ils premorsely cut

pinmu forcibly reminding one of the foliage of Caryola,

or rather Wallichia ; but the whole plant has a far

grander contour than any species of the two genera

last quoted. The leaflets, or pinn?:, look like large

oblique fans, and are of a rather light green colour.

The lowermost leaves are gracefully recurved, which
gives a more elegant appearance to its otherwise rather

formal habit of growth. The stem is supported a few

inches above the soil by thick I'oots, as is the case with

the species of some other genera — Verschafleltia

splendida, for example. It would be a fine plant for

grouping with some of the more delicate growing
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Species, but unfortunately it appears to be very rare,

the only specimen I remember to have seen being

in the unrivalled Kew collection. The great difficulty

attending the more general diffusion of Palms in our
collections is the limited means we have of propaga-

tion, unless by imported fruit or seeds. F. IV. B.

Taxes on Gardeners.—If A. employ B., a com-
mon labourer, by the day, pretty frequently through-

out the year, to come and assist in the work of his

garden, is he (A.) liable to pay tax for him just in the

same way as if he (B.) were hired to serve A. alone?

Also, should C, D., and others, employ him as well

in a similar or any other w^ay, are they each obliged to

pay the tax for so doing? In such case, I fear,

B. would have to apply to the union for his sustenance,

as his services would thus become wholly dispensed

with. I have asked my solicitor for a solution, and he
says the law is so abstruse in the case that he cannot
determine the question. As a clear understanding on
this point will prove, no doubt, of vast importance to

many of your readers besides myself, who require occa-

sional help to keep their gardens in order, will you
kindly oblige me by inserting a reply in your notice to

correspondents ? A Subscriber. [We should say No to

all the queries ; but perhaps some correspondent who
may have had personal experience of the matters at

issue, will give our readers the benefit of his experience.

Eds.]

Raising Shallots from Seed.—Mr. C. J. Perry,

Castle Bromwich, raises every year from seed a large

quantity of Shallots, and this is his method of doing so.

He sows the seed early in March in drills, as he would
Onions, but thin enough not to require thinning, as

they root so deep that the young ones are not easily

pulled out. The young plants, as they grow, soon stool

out, and, if a dry summer, good waterings should be
applied. The ground is dug and manured the same as
for Onions. A selection of the largest and most
matured roots is made for planting out in spring for
seeding, and if any of these do not throw seed they are
still valuable for the quantity of bulbs they produce.
This method of growing Shalluts is by far the best for

a large supply, and is the plan adopted in Jersey and
Guernsey for procuring the enormous quantities sent

every year to Covent Garden Market. W. Dean.
[Does Mr. Perry find no difficulty in getting seed?
Kds.]

Lettuces.—Permit me to correct an error in my
remarks on Lettuces at p. 1040. I intended to say

that Lee's Immense is identical with Schoficld's ; and
that Drumhead, Iceliead, Malta, and Capuchin, are

all the same variety, under dilTerent names. The Cos
varieties now claim a share of our attention. Duckett's
Perfection is identical with the black-seeded Bath Cos,
a good stock of which it is just now very difficult to

obtain. Holme Park is a light green variety of the
Brown Cos, and is a good standing variety. Gold-
ring's Bath Cos, a very dark leaved variety, is not to

be surpassed as a winter Lettuce. Egyptian Green
Cos, a black-seeded variety, is also a very useful

winter Lettuce, but is of no use for summer work, as it

runs to seed before hearting. Snow's Green Cos is

identical with this variety. Wellington Green CoS|
v/hite seed, is decidedly inferior to the Paris Green,
as it is looser in growth and requires tying. Dixon's
Champion, Aylen's Monstrous and Florence Cos are

all the same. Ivery's Nonsuch is a vast improvement
on the Florence Cos, hearting well and standing very

much better ; it is a good useful variety. Victoria

Cos (Dimmick) I proved in 1S67 to be an inferior

stock of Paris White Cos, the packet (a sealed one)

contained a sad mixture. Another packet from a
London house, was tried the year following, and,

although not mixed as before, was not better than the

former. On this account I have not tried it since.

Alexandra Cos (Waite & Co.) I tried three years since,

and as it was much superior to the Hardy White Cos, I

grew it instead of the latter. This year I grew Kings-

holm (Wheeler) by the side of it, and am unable to

see the slightest difference between them. I shall,

therefore, continue to grow the Alexandra. T had
some specimens of this Lettuce last July that grew to the

height of 21 inches, and were as large in circumference.

The seed was sown in September, the plants wintered

in a frame, and transplanted the end of March. It

stood longer than any other, and was fit for use to the

last. Paris Green Cos is not yet beaten by any new
aspirant for popular favour, and Paris White will still

retain a hold, although the before named varieties leave

it far in the shade. Atkinson's Imperial is a very good
stock of the white-seeded Bath Cos, and stands better.

There are a number of summer White Cos Lettuces

which are not worth notice, the variety called London
White being the best of the batch. Permit me now to

give a few reasons why so many new names find their

way into the seedsman's list. In many cases they are

attached to improvements of an existing sort, or to

some bond fide new variety. In the former case they

are generally styled "improved," and the name of the

improver is added ; in the latter case they generally

are supplied with a new name. It often happens that

the same variety is sent out by different persons under

different names. This arises from one of two causes ;

either some individual unfairly changes the name for

the purposes of deception, or different persons employ-

ing the same means to obtain new varieties arrive at

the same result. In dealing with respectable houses,

I am inclined to accept the latter as the true solution

of the matter. Persons desirous of defrauding will

not scruple to do any unfair deed ; and it seems hard

upon the gi'eat body of seedsmen—who are, I believe,

as respectable and honest in their transactions as any

body—that the crimes'of their dishonest brethren should

be charged upon them. They labour incessantly to

improve and purify their goods, so as to supply the

sometimes rather extravagant demands of the public,

and ought, therefore, to have the credit due to their

labours. If gardeners would confine their dealings to

houses of known respectability and honour, there

would be less puffing up of useless things by those

whose only claim on popular favour is the noise and

stir they create. J. B, D.

Foreign Correspondence.
Ellershouse, Nova Scotia : yi(Iy[ 29.—Since

my last communication I have been appointed superin-

tendent of the gardens and grounds of Francis Von
EUershausen, at the above address. We have here a

quality of soil not to be surpassed by many of the

most favoured districts in England. Apples, Pears,

Cherries, Plums, thrive and grow luxuriantly, and
from the present prospect will produce abundantly.

The adjacent country abounds in minerals and timber ;

on our estate we have gold, silver, black lead, mica,

and a curious looking kind of quart/, from which,

when smelted together with iron, some of the best

steel can be made. An inhabitant of this village has

lately discovered the process by which it can be done.
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and has obtained a patent for the manufacture of steel

by that process, during the present month, from the

seat of Government at Ottawa, Canada. He is quite

sanguine as to the result. I was conversing with him

the other day, and from the simplicity of the process

I should think it to be a valuable discovery, and the

substance likely to become a staple article of

commerce.
I am making experiments now with regard to the

much vexed question of the Melon and Cucumber

disease called spot. I brought some seed with me

from infected plants—plants on which I had tried every

means in my power to stay the spread of the disease

while at Nuneham Park, Oxford, but could not.

I am growing them under the conditions usually

given in general cultivation, and up to the present

time not a trace of the disease has presented itself in

any shape or form. They have now (both Cucumbers

and Melons) set their fruit, and are progressing favour-

ably. I will, if you wish, give you the result in some

future letter. John H. Hart, Gr. to Francis Von

Ellershausen.

Dr. Livingstone.—The following extract from

a dispatch from Dr. Livingstone at " Bambarre, Man-

yema country, say about 150° W. of Ujiji, Nov. 15,

1S70," and received at the Foreign Office on August i,

per Mr. Stanley, will be read with interest :—

" The country is extremely beautiful, but difficult to

travel over. The mountains of light grey granite stand

like islands in new red sandstone, and mountain and valley

are all clad in a mantle of different shades of green. The
vegetation is indescribably rank. Through the grass—if

grass it can be called which is over half an inch in diameter

in the stalk, and from 10 to 12 feet high—nothing but

elephants can walk. The leaves of this megatherium

grass are armed with minute spines, which, as we worm
our way along elephant walks, rub disagreeably on the

side of the face where the gun is held, and the hand is

made sore by fending it off the other side for hours.

The rains were fairly set in by November, and in the

mornings, or after a shower, these leaves were loaded with

moisture, which wet us to the bone. The valleys are

deeply undulating, and in each innumerable dells have to

be crossed. There may be only a thread of water at the

bottom, but the mud, mire, or [Scottici) ' glaur ' is

grievous
; 30 or 40 yards of the path on each side of the

stream are worked by the feet of passengers into an

adhesive compound. By placing a foot on each side of

the narrow way one may waddle a little distance along,

but the rank crop of grasses. Gingers, and bushes cannot

spare the few inches of soil required for the side of the

foot, and down he comes into the slough. The path often

runs along the bed of the rivulet (or 5o or more yards, as

if he who first cut it out went that distance seeking for a

part of the forest less dense for his axe. In other cases

the Muale Palm, from which here, as in Madagascar,

grass-cloth is woven, and called by the same name,

Mamba," has taken possession of the valley. The leaf-

stalks, as thick as a strong man's arm, fall off, and block

up all passage, save by a path made and mixed up by the

feet of elephants and buffalos ; the slough therein is

groan-compelling and deep.
" livery now and then the traders, with rueful faces,

stand panting ; the sweat trickles down my face, and I

suppose that I look as grim as they, though I try to cheer

them with the hope that good prices will reward them at

the coast for ivory obtained with so much toil. In some
cases the subsoil has given way beneath the elephant's

enormous weight ; the deep hole is filled with mud, and
one, taking it to be about call deep, steps in to the top of

the thigh, and flaps on to a seat soft enough but not

luxurious ; a merry laugh relaxes the facial muscles,

though I have no other reason for it than that it is better

to laugh than to cry

"Some of the numerous rivers which in this region

flow into Lualaba are covered with living vegetable

bridges—a species of dark glossy-leaved grass, with its

roots and leaves, felts itself into a mat that covers the

whole stream. When stepped upon it yields 12 or

15 inches, and that amount of water rises up on the leg.

At every step the foot has to be raised high enough to

place it on the unbent mass in front. This high stepping

fatigues like walking in deep snow. Here and there

holes appear which we could not sound with a stick 6 feet

long ; they gave the impression that anywhere one might
plump through and finish the chapter. Where the water

is shallow the Lotus, or Sacred Lily, sends its roots to the

bottom, and spreads its broad leaves over the floating

bridge, so as to make believe that the mat is its own ; but

the grass referred to is the real felting and supporting

agent, for it often performs duty as bridge where no Lilies

grow. The bridge is called by Manyema "kintefwetefwe,"

as if he who first coined it was gasping for breath after

plunging over a mile of it.

" Between each district of Manyema large belts of the

primeval forest still stand. Into these the sun, though
vertical, cannot penetrate, except by sending down at

mid-day thin pencils of rays into the gloom. The rain-

water stands for months in stagnant pools made by the

feet of elephants ; and the dead leaves decay on the damp
soil, and make the water of the numerous rivulets of the

colour of strong tea. The climbing plants, from the size

of whipcord to that of a man-of-war's hawsers, are so
numerous, the ancient path is tVie only passage. When
one of the giant trees falls across the road, it forms a
wall breast-high to be climbed over, and the mass of
tangled ropes brought down makes cutting a path round
it a work of time, which travellers never undertake.
"The shelter of the forest from the sun makes it plea-

sant, but the roots of trees high out of the soil across the
path keep the eyes, ox-Uke, on the ground. The trees are
so high, that a good shot-gun does no harm to parrots or
guinea-fowls on their tops, and they are often so closely

planted, that I have heard gorillas, here called 'sokos,'

growUng about 50 yards oflf, without getting a glimpse of

thern. His nest is a poor contrivance ; it exhibits no
more architectural skill than the nest of our Cushat dove.

Here the 'soko' sits in pelting rain, with his hands over

his head. The natives give him a good character, and
from what I have seen he deserves it, but they call his

nest his house, and laugh at him for being such a fool as

to build a house and not go beneath it for shelter."

Societies.

North of Ireland Horticultural : Aug. 9. 10.

—

A show under unusually favourable auspices was held in

tlie Royal Botanic Gardens, Belfast, on the days above
named. The time had been selected by the promoters of

the North of Ireland Horticultural Society, to fall in with

the meeting of the Royal Agricultural, as likely to bring

together a much larger number of visitors than under
ordinary circumstances can be expected, and the venture

justified the hopeful anticipations. What gave it an
additional chance of publicity, and commanded for it

highly distinguished patronage, was the selection of the

gardens for the ceremony of conferring knighthood on

two of Belfast's most distinguished citizens— the Mayor
and the Chairman of the Harbour Company, by his

Excellency the Lord Lieutenant. It is only on great

occasions that Royalty or representatives of Royalty, con-

sent to open flower shows in state, and the doing so in

the town of Belfast gave unusual 4clai to the whole of the

horticultural proceedings. Fortunately the day was
pleasant and dry, although when the time of shutting came
torrents of rain fell and continued to fall during the

first night of the show, and the greater part of the follow-

ing day. The ceremony brought together thousands of

the fair sex, who all seemed to enjoy promenading round

the enjoyable gardens and the undulating show-ground

encompassed under canvas, which had been designed

and laid out by the Curator, Mr. Johnson.
On entering the tents, the first thing that commanded

attention was the fruit, and it was really a superb display.

No one can have any idea of the notable character of some
of the Grapes exhibited by various growers, and by Mr.
Roberts, gr. to Colonel Bury, Charlemont, Queen's

County. His Muscats, both Alexandrian and Canon
Hall, were the admiration of everybody, —were so much
beyond what we see in Britain at this season, that the

judges unanimously recommended that a medal should be

awarded Mr. Roberts in addition to his ist prize.

Whether we regard size of bunch, berry, formation of

bunch, or even colour, they were really A i. That grower

took the leading position in White Grapes of all kinds,

and in the six varieties. One bunch of Canon Hall

weighed 7 lb., and was 18 inches long ; and Madresfield

Court, too, was superb in size of berry, although some
seem to condemn it as a bad keeper, and losing its

flavour after Christmas. Mr. Meredith showed an

excellent basketful of well-coloured, good-sized Ham-
burghs, which were awarded an extra prize. The
same gentleman also exhibited an example of Sooly Qua
Cucumber, measuring 5 ieet 9 inches in length, twice the

thickness of a man-of-war's hawser, and wrinkled in the

skm like the bark of an English Elm. It is a wonderful

production, certainly, but who will eat it ? Mr. Leslie's

gardener, Mr. Hood, from Glasslough, showed very fine

Grapes, especially Black Hamburgh, taking also the

"Members' Cup" for the best 12 dishes of fruit, com-
prising capital Madresfield Court Grapes, a good Queen
Pine, Royal George Peaches, Gooseberries, Melons, &c.

Mr. J. R. Houston's gardener had the best Brown Turkey
Figs we ever saw, and excellent Violette Hative Nectarines

in his lot ;
and Mr. Valentine's gardener had also a good

collection. His Grapes were in fine condition, not so well

finished as some of the others, but all were extra fine in

the Grape classes. Mrs. Pince's Muscat was shown in

grand bunch and berry, but not ripe, and so were Foster's

Seedling and Muscat ; Black Prince was unusually good in

bunch and colour of berry. Mr. Wood's gardener also

showed well in the collections of fruit. Mr. Wm. Thom-
son, Clovenfords, showed his seedling Grape, Duke of

Buccleuch—a Grape of unusual size of berry, of good
round formation, of thin skin, and of Sweetwater flavour.

It partakes much of the appearance of Golden Cham^
pion, but is at least one-half bigger in size of berry, the

berries being quite as large as medium sized Orleans

Plums. The judges unanimously voted a First-class

Certificate to it as a Grape of high promise, and as one
good for early market purposes. The Peaches, Necta-

rines, and Figs, were good, the other samples of fruit

below the average. The fruits were all ranged on a table

across the head of the enclosed space.

The space referred to was laid out in a series of undulat-

ing banks, which were raised about 15 inches above the

walk level— quite a good height for setting off banks
of plants to the best advantage. The congregation of

plants was far superior to anything of the kind ever seen

in Belfast ; and in respect of Fuchsias, of Pelargoniums,

of various kinds of ornamental foliage plants, and of

Coleuses, would be hard to match in any provincial centre.

Mr. Henry Hawkins, of Kinedor, was, as usual, at the

top of the list in successes, carrying off the Lord Lieute-

nant's Cup, and about a dozen other first prizes. His

gardener, Mr. William Magee, deserves great credit for

bringing out his plants in such an admirable state of

cultivation, as even to bring out marks of admiration

from our metropolitan champion, Mr. Baines. It is

needless enumerating many species, but we cannot

pass without paying compliments to his Crotons variega-

tum and angustifolium, the former winning the prize as

the best plant in several classes, and all but the best plant

in the show, if we do not mention the Cycas circinalis

which stood out so prominently among the lesser vegeta-

tion placed in the show ground. Ixora coccinea was good,

and so was Erica Austiniana and Pleroma elegans, and
several other specimen plants. William Bell, Esq., had
also a very fine assortment. The Fuchsias were simply

grand— not huge old plants, but fresh one and two-year-

olds, having size and substance of both leaf and flower,

and handsome is the Fuchsia, too, among all our other

pet plants. Along with Mr. Hawkins we must class David
Tayler, Esq., and Thomas Sinclair, Esq., both gentlemen
in business at Belfast, whose gardeners showed capital

plants. Many of the Fuchsias had to be passed aside

without prizing, owing to the numbers competing. The
best sorts were Blue Beauty, a fine deep violet-shaded

variety, with double corolla ; Avalanche, immense-sized

deep violet, double corolla ; the old and handsome Rose
cf Castille, whose flowers stand out better than those of

any rival ; Starlight, one of the best whites, with rose-

coloured sepals ; Tristram Shandy, fine expanded double
dark ; Sedan, dullish red, fine form and substance

;

Madame Cornelissen, deep red sepals and double

white corolla ; Striata Perfecta, white and red, very hand-
some ; Bird of Paradise, fine deep violet corolla ;

Triumphans, with a very deep dark double corolla ;
and

Queen, fine white sepals, and rich rosy corolla. Cala-

diums, too, were excellently exhibited, nothing beating

Belleymei ; Prince Albert, a decided improvement on the

old and still grand Chantini ; and argyrites, with leaves

so very large that one doubled whether it was not an
intermediate form of Belleymei ; Messrs. Hawkins and
Taylor had the best lots. The Tree Ferns are capital

plants for intermixing, and so are the Palms, giving

especial character to collections of plants under canvas,

and, moreover, looking natural-like in their majesty.

Chief among the former were Cyathea dealbata, Dick-
sonia squarrosa, Lomaria gibba, Cyathea princeps, and
Cyathea meduUaris. Among the latter we need only

name Phcenicophorium sechellarum, Hyophorbe amari-

caulis, Geonoma magnifica, Areca Baueri, and Chamae-
rops Fortunei. Mr. Smith showed well in the Tree
Ferns, along with Mr. Magee, and Mr. Brand in the

Palms, along with the premier exhibitor. Such plants as

Kalosanthes coccinea, and the variegated form of Phor-

mium tenax, were particularly well done, and so was the

Yucca aloifoliavariegata. which, by the way, was in flower,

bearing a multiple raceme of nodding white flowers, 3 feet

long. The best novelties were Begonia elegans, a very

free flowering species, with large, reddish, coral-like

flowers borne with great freeness ; and the handsome white

flowered and panicled Hydrangea paniculata, shown by A
G. Daly," Newry. G. R. Thomson, Esq., had an assort-

ment of Ferns of over a score varieties. Messrs. Dickson
& Sons, Newtownards, and Mr. Hugh Dickson, Bel-

mont, had as usual excellent trayfuls and boxfuls of

Roses, both in single blooms and in trebles, and so had
Mr. Hawkins and Mr. W. F. B. Lyons. They were fresh

and beautiful and large, calling forth many plaudits.

The Roses and the fruit commanded the greatest attention

from the greatest number of visitors. One word of advice

we have to tender to those immediately interested—the

plants were not staged to the best advantage, many of

them being set with their best faces backwards ; a little

education in that way is yet desirable. Many thanks are

due to the Hon. Sec, Professor Yonge, for his unwearied

assiduity during the day. To him belongs the credit

of getting together the articles, and forwarding the

mterests of horticulture in more than a merely local way.

Mr. Johnson, the Curator, had the gardens and grounds

and houses in excellent order.

East London Amateur Floricultural : AuguU
12. 13, iuid 14.— This exhibition, interesting from the fact

that the flowers shown were the results of cultivation on
the part of working men in East London, was opened at

the cricket field in that part of this extensive district which

lies near Old Ford. Though the Society, under whose

auspices the show is formed, is under the patronage of the

Eari of Shaftesbury, Lord Enfield. M.P. ; Sir T. F.

Buxton, M.P. ; Mr. Samuda, M.P. ; and Mr. E. H.
Currie, it depends less upon extraneous support than upon

the merit of its exhibitions, and the three days' show
which opened on Monday is said to have been the best

during the seven years' existence of the Society ;
and this

notwithstanding that the Smoke Nuisance Act is altogether

disregarded in the neighbourhood, huge chimneys being

allowed to belch forth thick smoke from morning

till night. The show was held in a large tent, which was

prettily filled and decorated with the choicest flowers, the

real " working man" of the district evidently taking the

greatest pride in this most pleasing pursuit. The
arrangement of the tent was perfect, the Victoria Park

authorities having even lent some exquisite exotic plants

to back the whole collection. The show principally con-

sisted of Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Lilies, and Balsams,

though there were not wanting plants of rarer interest,

which required the utmost care and discriminating know-

ledge to bring them to the perfection in which they were

exhibited. The judges were Mr. BuUen, of Victoria

Park ;
Mr. Ward, of Leyton ; and Mr. Donald.

Sottas 0f S00KS.
Half Hours at the Seaside ; or Recreations %0'Uh

Marine Objects. By T- E. Taylor, F.G.S. Lon-

don, Ilardwicke. Pp. 260, fig. 148.

A seasonable book ! well adapted for those who
find lounging about on the beach or the Marine Parade

somewhat of a bore, and who pine for something to

do, and something to interest them. The book con-

sists of a series of " Half Hours " with the waves,

with preparations, with sea-weeds, with sponges, with

sea-worms, with corallines, with jelly-fish, with sea

anemones, with sea mats and squirts, with sea urchins

and star fish, with molluscs, and, lastly, with crusta-

ceans. The book is satisfactorily done, so far as we
have seen, and is one we should advise seaside visitors

to procure. _^__^

A second edition has been published of Mr.

Dowie's Fool and its Covering (Ilardwicke). The
work, we are told, is intended as a "popular introduc-

tion to the study of the human foot and its covering
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from a shoemaker's point of view." The principles

laid down by Mr. Dowie are in accordance with

anatomy and physiology, but we fear neither he nor

any other of his fraternity can alTord to act up to their

own principles. Custom and fashion are too powerful,

and so we go on spoiling our feet from generation to

generation, like irrational beings .as we are, and this is

true alike of the would-be fashionable miss with her

high pivot heels and arched instep, and of the labourer

with his tightly laced boot.

A little French book, entitled Mise en Valctir

des Sols Pau-Tf! an Moyni de la Culture des Essences

Hesiueiises, by Alph. FiUou (Paris, Rothschild), may
be recommended to the notice of those who are con-

templating the planting of heaths and sandy wastes

with Conifers, The Scotch Fir, Pinus sylvestris, is

rightly called the Providence of poor soils.

Dr. Thudicum's Manual of Chemkal Physi-

ology (Longmans) is intended as a complete but concise

epitome of physiological or animal chemistry. It is

specially intended for medical students and practi-

tioners, and contains the most recent information on

the subjects on which it treats.

It will be remembered that at first the state-

ment that diamonds had been found in South Africa

was received with incredulity even by such men as the

late Sir Roderick Murchison. Facts, however, were

too strong for the doubters, and large quantities of

precious stones are now received from South Africa.

Any one interested in the discovery of diamonds in

South .\frica should read a work entitled the Diamond
Diggings of South Africa, a personal and practical

account, by Charles .\. Payton, " Sarcelle " of the Field

(Horace Cox). The work is compiled from personal

observation, and is written with evident fairness and

freedom from exaggeration. The author repeatedly

enjoins those who have a fixed income at home, how-
ever moderate it be, so that it be sufficient to live

upon, to remain at home, and not risk the vicissitudes

and hardships of a digger's life. The chapter contain-

ing the author's diary while on board ship would have

been better omitted. We believe an unsuccessful

diamond digger might profitably turn his attention to

the collection of seeds, bulbs, and plants.

A second edition of the English edition of

Dubreuil's work on 77(1- Scientific and Profitable Cul-

ture of Fruit Trees has recently been issued, edited by

Mr. George Glenny (Lockwood & Co.). The work is

too well known to need further comment.

Amongst new publications, to some of

which we may take another opportunity of alluding,

we may mention Rivers Rose Amateur s Guide, the

loth edition of which, *' enlarged, corrected, and im-

proved," has just been issued by Messrs. Longmans

—

Magnetism and Deviation of the Compass, by J. Merri-

field, F. R. A.S. (Longmans) — Handbook of British

Birds, by J. E. Harting, F.L.S., F.Z.S. (Van Voorst)
—Autumns on the Sfey, by A. E. Knox, M.A., F.L.S,

(Van Voorst)—and Parts 4 and 5 o! Bird Life, by the

same publisher.

The August number of the Popular Science

Monthly, an American journal, conducted by F. L.

Vou.MANS, contains a portrait and biographical sketch

of Professor Asa Gray, to the latest of whose works

—

a charming little volume—entitled Ho7v Plants Behave,

we had occasion to allude a short time since.

THE WEATHER.
STATS OF THE iVEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, August 14, 1872.
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August 8.—The clouds very variable till night, then nearly cloud-
less. Thunderstoims during the day, with heavy rain
at times.— 9.—.\ tine day though cloudy. Aurora Borealis in early
morning.— 10.—Fine. Large amounts of cloud generally present. Brisk
wind throughout Occasional showers.— II-—Cloudy till night : cloudless generally after lo P.M-
Meteors obsen-cd. Strong wind. Slight showers in

the morning.— 12.—Fine. Partially cloudy till night, then cloudless.
Meteors,— '3-—Fine. Cloudy and mistj' during the day ; cloudless at
night,

— 14-—Very fine, partially cloudy,
JAMES GLAISHEK.

#arb£tt operations.
(FOR THE ENSUING FORTNIGHT.)

PLANT HOUSES.
The Conservatory.—Where fruit-houses or vineries

are at a distance from the mansion, pot Vines might be
introduced here with good elTect, provided they are

grown and fruited well. Well-ripened Vines, such as

our great fruit-growers prepare in lo-inch pots, tied up
to the roof of a small light house in spring, and having
had all the necessary care and attention bestowed on
them up to now, will have six and eight bunches of

well-ripened fruit on them. These, carefully taken

down and coiled round some good-looking stakes, and
introduced amongst plants with fine foliage or flowers,

are very attractive objects for the autumn display, and
especially where a large company of visitors are to be
entertained. Pine-apples in pots just ripening, too,

look well, and one or two of these, especially tlie

smooth Cayenne, with a good-formed fruit, large or

small, grouped amongst a bed or table of plants, will

find admirers who, perhaps, never before saw a Pine-

apple but in a cut state. Pine-apples that have been
cut over and re-rooted in small pots are best for this

purpose, being more compact and portable. In this

state they may be readily introduced into vases, in the

dining-room even. The variegated Pine-apples, Ana-
nassa sativa 7>ariegata and A, Porteana are objects of

great beauty of outline for vases anywhere. Nididariiwt

fulgens, N'. IiuioceiitH, Tillandsia zehrina^ .'Kchmea

fiil^oiSy A. minia/a, and Sircliizia n-g/'/ia, one and all,

will, if brought here from hotter houses, prolong their

beauty. Bring from pits, where they have been grown
on during the summer, Co/c-iises with glowing foliage,

Afiiaranihiis salkifoliKS and tricolor^ Begonias in variety,

especially fuchsioides and xvdkmiensis ; Sctttellaria

Mocciniana—one of our finest autumn-flowering plants
— Gloxinias, AckimeneSy Ccsneras, and many other

plants of interest or beauty too numerous to name.
H, Knight, Floors.

Succulents.—The hot season of late has set these

plants in full growth ; they must be well looked after

for water, for though they will stand drought, they lose

growth if not well supplied at the roots, and many of

the Cadi will stop if kept very dry. I have seen plants

kept for years without making any growth through fear

of watering them. Some of the strongest will be the

better for a little manure water. Epiphyllinns will

flower better if exposed to the sun. Anyofthe^A?^
tribe that may be browned by the sun should not be
shaded, as they will get over it soon. I find it neces-

sary to repeat this remark, as many are frightened to

see their plants get brown, but it is their nature. If

any Agaves get shrivelled at the base of their leaves it

is a sign they have not yet made their roots ; they
should be kept moderately dry. Those that are in full

growth may be treated liberally, also Crassulas. These
will enjoy a little manure water. Mesembryanthemitms
standing on ashes or gravel should be moved often, for

if they are allowed to get rooted through they get too

gross, and often die in the winter, y. Croucher.
Palms.—Water and slight shade are still their great

desiderata. From the use of these plants for table

decorations, and the great demand there is for this kind
of thing, it is well to note that at the various shows the

species figuring amongst the prizes, and which are evi-

dently the best for this purpose, are, first, Chaintcdorea

gramini/olia ; next, Hyophorbe indica, Areca lutescens,

and then Euterpe sylvestris : these are certainly the

most elegant. Areea sapida is not a good subject for

this purpose. Many species of Calamus are very useful,

though they don't appear to be much used yet ; the

Kentias also are very good. Those who have tall plants

with bare stems will find under them very good places

to grow many of the Bilbergias, Vriesias, Tillandsias,

and that class of plants. Put a piece of peat on their

roots, and keep them moist ; they will soon establish

themselves. Those Palms that are set in pans of water
will be the better if the pans are allowed to get dry at

times, or the water emptied out, as the roots will some-
times rot if the soil gets soured. J. Croucher.

Stove Plants.—During the busy season it often

happens that some things are put on one side to wait a

more convenient time. As there will be a little more
time on hand now, anything that may have been over-

looked should be attended to. A?naryllis, if not

already potted, should all be gone over
;
pot those that

are in want of it. Some of them may not require

potting ; but it is better lo turn them all out of the

pots, to see the condition of the roots, and at the same
time put the drainage in proper order. Three parts

rough turfy loam, leaf soil, a few bones, and as much
sharp sand as will make all porous, will form a good
composition for them. After potting they should be
grown in stove-heat, so that the plants may be well

established before winter. When they have done
growing they may be kept cooler, but on no condition

should they be dried off. Theywillforce freelyduring the

winter months, and will be found useful for the conser-

vatory or for house decoration. Those that have not got

Anthurium ScJierzerianum should get it at once ; it is

one of the finest stove flowering plants. There are

several varieties of this plant in commerce. One
variety in particular is far superior to any of the others

that I have seen. It is a stronger grower ; the spathes

are larger and by far the most brilliant in colour.

This Anthurium likes plenty of moisture, and will do
well in a composition similar to what is generally used
for Cattleyas. A. Ifii^ram.

BLOIVEA' GARDEN, &-r.

Hardy Trees and Shrubs.—Whatever vacancies
require to be filled up next autumn or winter should
now receive special attention, this being the best season
for making the selection—a matter of more importance
than we are apt to imagine. There are very many
points to be thought of which cannot be introduced

into a calendar. One thing may be noted, that

the purchaser should well consider what he wants^

whether the plants are designed for individual beauty
or picturesque effect, either of which the situation will

determine. Personal visits are in the end always more
satisfactory ; written descriptions are useful, but at the

best but feeble guides. The safest course for the tyro

to pursue is to make occasional visits to places where
ornamental trees are to be seen of considerable magni-
tude, and make descriptive notes of their general

character, and pencil sketches of habit which will con-

stantly keep the form before the eye. The constituent

properties of the soil should also receive extra atten-

tion, as no cultural care can meet with success unless

the ingredients are palatable. Perhaps there is none
so destructive as an excess of iron. New plants are

only to be found in nurseries, and their character must
to a great extent be taken on credit. The selection of

flowering shrubs keeps us constantly on the move, as

the time of flowering varies greatly. Alexander Cramb^
Tort"iVor(h.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—In the meantime the principal work in the

vinery will be a proper attention to airing and the pre-

servation of the fruit. Admit abundance of fresh air,

which will both conduce to the good of the present

crops and aid to ripen the wood for that of the ensuing

year. Make slight fires during cold nights, and during
the day when the weMher is dull or damp. To preserve

ripe Grapes from wasps and other insects, hexagon
netting should be nailed over the ventilators to pre-

vent their entrance. Remove the lateral growths from
all established Vines ; give a high temperature to

Muscats and other kinds not yet ripe, so as if possible

to have them ripe by the middle of next month, and
always be on the outlook for red spider. Geo, Johnston^
Glamis.

Cucumbers.—If any appearance of thrips is found
on the leaves take off all that show any signs of the

pest, as if it once gets a lodgment it is almost useless

to continue smoking the house or using other means to

destroy it ; but after the infested leaves are removed
give the plants a syringing with strong tobacco- water,

and smoke the house every night until the pest is

destroyed. Continue to watch the progress of the

roots and see if the plants want a fresh top-dressing in

the way of fresh turfy soil and rotten manure ; do not

let the shoots get too crowded, but make it a rule to

take off all old leaves as soon as they are perceived to

be getting a little past use. This simple attention of
removing the old leaves might and does save a deal ol

trouble, as it is frequently found that almost all the

insects that prey upon the Cucumber are found on the

old leaves. The Cucumber is subject to mildew ; as

soon as seen apply flowers of sulphur, which is the

best remedy. Those who have not convenience to

grow Cucumbers in a separate house in winter, might
try a plant in the stove—say in a i2-inch pot—and if

the pot could stand on the tan or over the pipes, and
if the temperature could be kept up to 60* to 65", success

might be depended upon ; of course the plants must be
trained near the glass. I mention this now that it

may be considered before the time comes for making
arrangements for winter in the stoves. R. H. D.

Melons.—Keep fruit that are ripening well exposed

,
to light and air, and maintain a temperature of 75°,

allowing it to rise to 85° with sun-heat. The wretched
weather we have had lately, and are still having,

necessitates plenty of firing for the production of eat-

able fruit. From now, onwards. Melon-growing is

much more difi'icult than in early spring, and I find a

little increase in the bottom-heat requisite, and also a
discontinuance of all syringing. The last batch of

succession plants should be planted ere this, or there is

little hope of ripening the crop. Personally, I prefer

the continuous fruiting of the old vines, and find the

plan much more expeditious and satisfactory ; for

through this season I have been compelled to uproot

one batch of plants through mildew, I have others

now bearing their third crop. Look well to linings in

dung-frames, and maintain an equable temperature.

Water cautiously during the prevalence of damp sun-

less weather, and raise the fruit above the foliage on
pieces of wood, tile, or glass, to get the full benefit of

air, light, and sun. Cut the fruit, as previously re-

commended, a day or two before it is quite ripe. W.
Wildsmith.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Wall Fruit.—Still continue to nail or tie in the

shoots of wall trees as they advance, removing all not

absolutely wanted, and stopping all gross shoots.

Attend well to Apricots^ also Peaches and N'ectarines^

which appear likely to grow late ; the heavy rains and
the heat of the past month have made them put forth
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abundance of shoots. Go over Pears^ Apples, and
Plums ; keep all leading shoots nailed in, and all fore-

right shoots closely pinched in. Jargonelle Pears are

in general, I believe, in this part, a fair crop ; other

sorts vary. Some kinds are fair and others very thin.

Some kinds of Plums, as Victoria, Golden Drop,
Green Gage, Jefferson, &c., are a fair crop in some
places on walls. Protect ripe fruit from birds and
insects, and gather when fit, AI. Saul, Stourton.

Hardy Fruits.—If not already done no time should

now be lost in removing all superfluous shoots of hardy

fruit trees of all kinds, no matter whether they are

espalier, dwarf, pyramid, or standard trees. Not a

single shoot that will not be wanted next year should

now be retained, as there will be no danger of the buds

at the base of the shoots breaking after this time.

Attend to the tying of the leading shoots on espalier,

pyramid, and other trees. When the American blight

shows itself on Apple trees rub with a brush some linseed

oil into the parts affected, as previously recommended ;

this followed up will effectually destroy it. AI. Saul,

Stourton, -

KITCHEN GARDEN,
Mushroom House.—About the middle of the

month is a good time to begin making preparations for

Mushrooms. My mode of culture has been so

repeatedly told in your columns, that I shall only
sketch out the more particular points. Procure the

dung fresh from the stables, and to eveiy cart-load of
dung add two ban'owfuls of loam ; well mix all

together, turning three times ; make up the bed about
12 inches deep, and beat it firm ; put in heat-sticks

and spawn when the bed is as warm as new milk ;

earth up three or four days after. Keep the house
cool by admitting air, and if the spawn is good you
may expect Mushrooms in eight weeks. R. Gilbert,

BurghUy.

Notices to Correspondents.

Asparagus Culture : Qucrcus. — In Thompson's
Gardeners' Assistant yow will find the best treatise on
Asparagus that has ever been written. Glenny's
Market Gardening round London is also pretty good,
but short.

Clematis : A Youfig Gardener. These are grafted in

the same manner as the Epiphyllums, the stocks, how-
ever, being small pieces i or 2 inches long of the roots
of the common Clematis. Collect some roots in early

spring, about the thickness of a straw, and cut them
into the required lengths

; graft as stated the ripened
shoots, I inch or so in length, with a single eye of the
Clematis

;
pot into small pots, nearly covering the buds,

and place in gentle bottom-heat in a propagating frame,
when they will soon grow.

Composition for Brickwork. : Beginner.—Wash your
walls with Portland cement mixed up like ordinary
whitewash, which will not wash off. Or you may use
hme if you add a little size, say 2 lb. to the gallon.

Convolvulus, or Bind-weed : A. H. There is no
possible way of exterminating this weed but by continued
hoeing of the ground and picking out of scraps of root
in turning over the ground, and burning it. Perse-
verance in this will do it.

Epiphyllums: A Young- Gardener. These are grafted
according to the ordinary process of cleft-grafting.

Head down your Pereskia stocks to the height required—12 or 10 inches, and, making a slit in the top, insert

your graft, an ordinary shoot, it may be 2 or 3 inches in

length, and bind together with a small piece of matting.
Place the plants so worked in a close, warm frame, and
in the course of 10 or 12 days they will have united.
Now is a very good time to perform the operation.

Heath Bank : St. E. After making up the bank to
the form desired, and of proper soil, cover it with sods
of Heath, cut deep enough to secure the roots. This
may be done in autumn, or in any mild weather during
the winter. On slopes, fix the sods by driving a peg
through such as require it.

Iron Frames : //. //. will be obliged by any of our
readers informing him where it is possible to procure
iron frames (or garden lights, pits, &c. "They are
very common in France, and are found to be cheap,
useful, and durable."

Is A Gardener a Domestic Servant? A Constant
Reader asks whether or not, when a nobleman dies,

leaving a will as follows :
—"I bequeath « * * to

each one of my servants in my domestic service,"—the
gardener will come in for his legacy with the rest, there
being no special mention of the gardener. When the
Census was taken in April, 1871, gardeners had to

write after their occupation—domestic servant. [We
fear not ; the description in the Census paper has
nothing to do with the question.]

Names of Plants : T. Smith. Send another specimen,
in better condition than the last.

—

Glos'ter. i, Poa
compressa ; 2, Setaria irridis.—C, Batli. Berberis
(Mahonia) Aquifolium.

—

J. C. D. The white flower is

Tapeinotes Carolinse
;
the brown one Acropera Loddi-

gesii.

—

E. C. C. D. Lysimachia nummularia.

—

R. E. B.
CoUinsia bicolor.

—

J. €., Shadwell. 1, Lastrea Athy-
rium FiUx-fcemina var. Applebyanum ; 2, one of the
many crested forms of the same species.—./?. D. H.
Selaginella pvibescens.

Orchis : Q. Z. Give an order for the plant you require
to any respectable nurseryman. He would be almost
sure to obtain it for you.

Transplanting Newly-Budded Stock A Young
Gardener. It is not advisable to transplant these until
the buds have fairly started, /. e., they should be allowed
to grow first.

Catalogues Received.—Alfred Leghorn {5, Aldgate,
London, E.), Wholesale Catalogue of Dutch and other
Flower Roots.— B. S. Williams (Victoria and Paradise
Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, N.), General Catalogue of
Bulbous Plants, Fruit Trees, and Roses.—Wm. Cutbush
& Sons {Highgate, N.), Catalogue of Bulbs for 1872.

Communications Received.—J. R. \V.—W. T. D.—O R
—H. C.-R. G.—W. D. C.-D. T. F.-J. A.—W. D.—
A. W.

DIED.—At the Nursery, Huntingdon, on the 8th inst.,

Mrs. Wood, aged 88 years.

arhets.
COVENT GARDEN.—Aug. 16.

We have very light supplies ofhome-grown fruit, but of
foreign fruit we have large consignments, consisting of
Gages, Plums, Peaches, Nectarines, Apples and Pears,
and Filberts. The Potato disease appears to be spread-
ing, and many growers are sending their stocks to market,
causing an excess of supply, and rendering the markets
very heavy.

Cut Flowers.

d. s. d.

Blue Cornflower,
12 bun, .

.

..30 — 40
Carnations, p. bunch 40 — 60
Clove Carnations, p.

12 bun. .

.

. . 4 o — 6 o
Gardenias, p. do2. . . 30 — 60
Heliotropes, p. do2,

sprays — 06

s. d. s. d.
Heartsease, p. i2bun. i 6 — 30
Mignonette, 12 bun, 30 — ..

Myosotis, p. bun. . . 02 — 06
Pelargoniums, Zonal,

p. 12 sprays . . 04 — o q
Roses, per doz, . . 10 — 60
Stephanotis,i2 sprays4 o~ 6 o
SweetPeas.p, 12 bun. 2 o — 40

Plants in Pots.

s.d. s.d.
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BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(rCRistered Trade Mark, " Flyin^r Albatross"), is now ready for

delivery in guaiuiiy and in fine condition. The best Fertiliser jet

produced. Its bast is Peruvian Government Guano. It contains
21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Salts

of Potash. See Reuurts of Dr. Voclckcr, Dr. Anderson, Professor
Way, Mr. Ogsion, Mr. Sibson.
Delivered m 3 cwt, bags, each of -which is secured by a leaden seal

bearing the Company's I rade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so

long as the seals remain unbroken.
BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, ao, BilUtcr Street, E.G.

LAWES' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED),

ChaU
LAWES' WHEAT MAN

-ToHN Knowles, Esq.
UKE, for autumn sowing, now ready for

dcliv
LAWES' TURNIP MANURE, DISSOLVED BONES, SUPER-

PHOSPHATE of LIME, POTATO, MANGEL, BARLEY,
WHEAT, OAT and GRASS MANURES, CONCENTR.VTED
CORN and GRASS MANURES.
The Company havint; purchased the Business carried on by Mr.

Lawes lor so many years, are now prepared to receive orders for the
above Manures,
The Manures can be supplied direct from the Works at Deptford

and Barking Creeks, or through the DepOts at the Ports and Railway
Stations throughout the Kintjdoin.
The Company have rctamcd the advice and assistance of Mr,

Lawes lor a period of two years, and all their Manures will be pre-
pared under his direction. They are determined to send out
Nlanurcs of the hij;hcst quality only, and no expense or trouble
will be spared to maintain for the future the same high position which
they have occupied in the past.
Orders for Manures, and applications for Agencies in unrepresented

districts, should be sent in at once to the Company's Manacer,
H. R. CHASTON.

Head Oilices:—59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.
Branches.:—22, Eden Quay, Dublin; Market Street, Shrewsbury

;

Womanby Street, Cardiff.

SALES BY AU CTION.
SHROPSHIRE SHEEP SALE APPOINTMENTS,

1872.

W. O. FOSTER, Esq., Apley, at Sraithfield, Shrewsbury, TUES-
DAY, August 27.

The FIFIHSALE at SMITHFIELD. SHREWSBURY, TUES-
DAY. AuKust 27 : 2V> RAMS and EWES.

Mr. WM. BAKER'S. Moor Barns, Athcrstone. WEDNESDAY,
September 4 : 40 RAMS and 80 EWES and THEAVES.

Mr.H SMITH'S, Sutton Maddock, Shlfnal. THURSDAY, September
12: 30 RAMS and 100 EWES and THEAVES.

lAY.Seotembt
IAM

- Flock.
- - -UESDAY.Septemberi?:

30 RAMS and 80 EWES and THEAVES.
The FIFTEENTH GREAT CENTRAL SALE at BINGLEY

HALL, BIRMINGHAM, THURSDAY, September lo: 750RAMS and EWES. ^
Mr. R. M. WRIGHT'S SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE, at

Coppcnhall Hall, near Stafford, MONDAY, September a-t :

35 RAMS, go EWES.
LVTHALL .\ND CLARKE, Auctioneers.

39, New Street, Birmingham,

Mr. G. A. M.W'S, Elford P.^rk, Tamworth. MONDAY. September 16 :

40 RAMS, 220 EWES and THEAVES, and 140 EWE and RAM
LAMBS, bemg his entire Ram Breedinc FI

Mr. C. TIMMIS'S. Brick House, Stafford, TUl

Sbrop&hire Sheep.

MR. WM. BAKER, of Moor Barns (three miles
from Athcrs[one, five from Tamworth, and two from Poles-

worth Stations, on the London and North-Western and Midland Rail-
ways), has given instructions for his .A.NNUAL SALE 10 take place
on WEDNESD.-VY, September 4 next, at 2 o'Ciock (Luncher>n at
I o'clock), where there will be OFFERED about FORTY SHEAR-
LING and a lew older RAMS, and EIGHTY EWES and
THEAVES-

Elcven Pnzes were awarded to this Flock in 1868, 37 in 1869,38 in
iSto, and 46 in 1871 (icludirig the principal Pri^e at the R.A.S.E,,at
Wolverhampton, viz., that for 20 Ewes), at the Principal Shows of the
district, m competition with the leading Flockmasiers.
Ewes and Rams of the purest blood, possessing great size and

heavy wool-bearing properties, have been purchased from the best
Hocks extant, among which Nlessrs. Adncy, Foster, Matthews, and
Beach may mentioned, and their produce will well repay an inspection
Conveyances will meet Trains each way at Potesworth, free of

charge.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be obtained from the Auctioneers,

39, r.ew Street. EitminEham,
LYTHALL and CLARKE, Auctioneers.

Extensive and Very Important Sale of First-Class
SHORTHORNS at DUNMORE, STIRLING, N.B.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
c , °", THURSDAY, September 5 (i o'Ciock), at Dunmore,
Stirling, about SIXTY HEAD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS
the property of the Earl of Dunmore. This Sale will bring
before the public some of the purest and finest specimens ol the fashion-
able Bates blood. Among the animals catalogued are three Heifers of the
'avouritc Oxlord tribe, and 12 splendid specimens of the Kirklevington
and \\ lid Eyes tamilies ; whilst the remainder includes representa-
tives of the esteemed Barringlon. Surmise, Cherry, Knightley, Cleo-
patra, Elvira, Seraphina, Musical, and other choice and well known
tribes thai have been collected with great pains during several years
past from the best sources in this country and America.
The loUowing first-class sires have been used :—2d Duke of Colling-

ham (33,730), of the Duchess blood, Royal Cambridge (25,000), of the
Red Rose tribe, and Baron Oxford 5th (27.958) (the first buUfor sale),
bred by the Duke of Devonshire by Colonel Gunter's 2d Duke of
Claro 121,576), from the celebrated cow, Lady Oxford 5th.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of lOHN THORNTON,

15, Langham Place, London, W.

Spring Hill, Fladbury, Worcestersliire.
EXTENSIVE and I.MPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORN

CATTLE.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on TUESDAY, September 10 (i o'Ciock), at Springhill, within

a mile of Fladbury Station, Great Western Railway, the ExtensiveHERD of SHORTHORNS belonging to James Webb, Esq.. who is
^ving up the farm. The Herd comprises about 80 Head of
Bulls, Cows, and Heifers, and has been bred from the well-known
stocks of Sir G. R. Philips, Messrs. J. H. Langston, E. L. Betts,
E. Holland, Guesi, Guilding, James, Dodwell, Moore, and Wood-
ward- Bulls of the far-lamed Kirklevington and Knightley blood
have been used. Of late years Hengist (26.368), a son of the celebrated
Bull 4th Duke of Thorndale, and Barleycorn the Younger (21,309),
bred by Sir Charles Knightley, have been in service.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,

15. Langham Place, Londun, W.

"Wlnterfold, near Kidderminster.
IMPORTANT SALE of FIRST-CLASS SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions to
announce for SALE by AUCTION, at Wlnterfold onWEDNESDAY, September iS next, the ENTIRE HERDS of

FIRST-CLASS SHORTHORNS belonging to John Harward Esq
of Winterlold, near Kidderminster, and Isaac Downing. Esq., of
Turner's Hill, Rowley Regis, consisting of about 70 Head of Bulls
Cows, and Heifers, of the Oxlord, Waterloo, Wild Eyes, Kirkleving-
ton, Lally, Blanche, and Surmise tribes. More than half the stock are
directly descended Irom animats bred at Kirklevington, and the others
largely inheni this highly fashionable blood. The Sale includes the
magnificent Bull, 3d Duke of Claro (23,729), whose sire and dam were
both by the celebrated 7th Duke of York (17.754), and the superb Bull
8lh Duke ot Geneva (28.390). The Young Stock are by these excellent
Sires, and the Cows and Heifers arc served by them.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had on application to MrSTRAFFORD, 13, Euston Square, London, N.W. : or of MrMINETT, at Winterfold. near K^iddeAninster.

Postponement of Sale.

THE SALE of SHORTHORNS announced to take
place at THURMASTON, LEICESTER, on AUGUST 27

IS for the present UNAVOIDABLY POSTPONED
JOHN THORNTON, 15, Langham Place, London, W

August ro.
I

rpHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
J- (INCORPOKATKD BV SPECIAL ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.)

DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &c.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above

purposes, without investigation of title.

For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.
RYDER. Esq., Man.nging Director, No. 1, Great George Street,
Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W.

/"GRAVEN AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.—The
\y ANNUAL SHUW of this SOCIETY will take place at
SKIPTON, on FRIDAY, August 30.

First Priic for HuntcrSj ^20. \ First Prize for Leapers, £13.
Prize Lists and Forms ol Entry may be had of
Skipton, August i, 1872. GEO. KENDALL, Sec.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 17, 1S72.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tuesday, Aug. 20\Aug. 20 "i

,
— 21 [Bi!
— 22 J

rmingham Horse Show, in Bingley Hall.WeDNESDAYj
Thursday,
Wednesday, — 21 ) Royal North Lancashire Agricultural Society,
Thursday, — 22/ at Lancaster.
Thursd.\y, — 23—Kcighly Agricultural Society,

RUMOURS of Cattle Plague in different

parts of the country are not unreasonable

at the present time, particularly in the vicinity of

the ports where plague-infected animals have
been landed, either dead or alive. Already the

veterinary authorities in Edinburgh have been
called on to investigate more than one alleged

outbreak of the rinderpest ; they have found,

however, nothing more serious than a virulent

form of foot-and-mouth disease, a malady which,

in its worst aspect, presents some of the features

of the plague ; there is, for instance, the same
rise of temperature of the interior of the body,

and the condition of the mouth in the two aiiec-

tions is in some cases almost identical. Veteri-

nary pathologists can distinguish between the

two diseases, but we are safe in saying that there

is enough resemblance to excuse any mistake
which the uninitiated may commit, and it is,

after all, better to suffer a false alarm than to miss
the detection of the plague at the outset.

Referring to the risk of infection which has
lately been incurred from the introduction of

diseased animals from abroad, we may hope that

all danger has now passed, unless the disease

has indeed invaded our country, and kept secret,

a conclusion at which we should be very loth

to arrive. After all, if our precautions are worth
anything, the danger has never been imminent.

Slaughter of cattle on landing, with disinfec-

tion or destruction of diseased parts, are all the

precautions which have been suggested by those
who are most anxious to protect home stock

;

and these have been applied always, and as a
matter of course, to cattle from scheduled coun-
tries, including Russia and Germany, from which
the infected cargoes have been imported.

Sheep, it is true, constitute a weak point in

our system. These animals, even if they are

brought over in the same vessel with diseased
cattle, may be landed at an undefined part of a
port, to be passed inland if they are sound, while
the cattle of the cargo are taken to the place
which is defined for slaughter. The actual risk,

however, is veiy slight, as one part of a cargo,

even if landed at another port, is detained until

the other part has been passed by the veterinary
inspector. Further, it may be fairly assumed
that if a contagious disease is so far latent as not
to be detected either at the time of landing or at

the final inspection, after a detention of the
animals for at least 12 hours, the virus is not
sufficiently active to be communicated to other
animals in the same vessel. If a single case of
contagious disease is detected, all the animals
of the cargo, whether they have been landed at

the same or at different ports, are condemned to

be slaughtered.

In the instance of the cargoes of diseased
cattle which have been recently brought to this
country more than the ordinary precautions
have been taken. At Hull and Leith they were
not permitted to land at all. At Deptford, New-
castle, and Hartlepool, there are facilities for

slaughtering diseased animals, and destroying
the carcases ; and in neither case were any
sheep taken inland. Should all the precautionary
measures which have been adopted fail, it will

be tolerably evident that no safety is to be
secured by slaughtering animals at the landing
places.

From the Continent the accounts are, on the
whole, favourable. France and Belgium are re-

ported to be free from cattle plague. No further

extension of disease has occurred in the neigh-
bourhood of Hamburgh, and it is expected that

the severe measures which were carried out have
been successful ; at the same time the authorities
are on the alert, and are prepared for the worst.
Had it not been for timely information it is more
than probable that by this cattle plague would be
widely spread in Germany. The dealer, who
bought some of the infected Russian cattle at
Cronstadt, was most likely ignorant of the con-
sequences of the steps he took ; but if he had
designed to spread disease far and wide, he
could not have adopted a more direct course for

the purpose.

In the first instance,5between 30 and 40 of the
lot were sent by rail to Berlin. These animals
were inspected, and in fact were met by the

officers who were competent to deal with them.
When the cattle arrived at Berlin they were in-

spected, found to be diseased, and were forthwith

killed. Another portion of the lot were sent

from Lubeck to Hamburgh, and on their arrival

the person to whom they were consigned
removed them to a field at Lockstedt, about five

miles from Hamburgh. In a few days one of

the o.\en died, it is stated from catlle plague,
and the remainder of the herd were slaughtered.

The disease however had been communicated to

some German cattle in an adjoining field,

and these also have been destroyed. A
third lot, we understand, showed signs of

being attacked with plague, and these animals
also were killed. Since then, now more than
10 days ago, no other cases have occurred.
If the disease had extended, as it threatened, in

the direction of Schleswig-Holstein, it is quite

impossible to imagine what the effects of such a
calamity at this particular season would have
been.

It is hardly possible by the mere enumeration
of testimony to form a fair estimate of THIS
Year's Harvest. The weather has done more
than it generally does to make such an estimate

untrustworthy. Most of the returns tabulated

in the following pages are at least ten days old
;

and the storms of both August and July have
laid the corn excessively. So far, therefore, from
agreeing with a correspondent in another
column—that the estimate expressed is below the

honest truth—we fear that it will probably
prove too high. IMoreover, a late harvest is

rarely a satisfactory one, especially as regards

Wheat, and this year's crop is, and has been,

certainly a week to 10 days later than it gene-
rally is. Of the 262 reports of the Wheat crop
given in the following columns, 135 state it to be
an average crop, 98 put it at below, and 29 above
an average. Of the 255 Barley reports, iii pro-

nounce it to be an average, 95 below, and 49
above an average. Of the 262 returns of the Oat
crop, 129 declare it to be an average, 26 below,

and 107 above an average. Of the 186 returns

of the Bean crop, 94 put it at an average, 9 be-

low, and S3 above an average ; and of the 187
reports of the Pea crop, 100 put it at an average,

38 below, and 49 above an average. Of all these
crops, then, the Oat and Bean crop may be pro-

nounced decidedly above an average. The Pea
crop also is unusually good. Wheat, on the other

hand, must be pronounced decidedly below an
average crop on the whole, and Barley, too, is

barely an average.

If we take some of the best Wheat counties, it

will be found that the returns of the Wheat crop
are even less satisfactory. Thus, in Essex and
Kent, where we have 1 5 correspondents, 7 may
be said to state the crop at under an average,

5 say it is an average crop, and only 3 put it at

over average. Take, again, Lincoln, Cambridge,
Norfolk, and Suffolk. Of 28 reports, no less

than 17 are under average, 9 put it at an
average, and only 2 are over average. It is

plain that these returns are much more important
as regards the Wheat crop than those of Scottish,

Welsh, and Irish counties can be. We notice

that in Hertfordshire the Wheat is declared to

be a full average, by which we understand more
than an average. Mr. Lawes joins all our other
correspondents in that county in giving this

account. We presume, however, that his, like

the others, is strictly a local report, .and does
not give any estimate of the returns from his

variously treated cornfields, the annual yield

from which has hitherto corresponded very
closely in its variation to those of the general
crop of the country.

The returns need to be read with careful

regard to the quarters from which they respec-

tively come, and, notwithstanding that on the

whole, and when collected in the following

Table, they give a tolerably encouraging picture
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of the harvest, it must, we fear, be coneluded
that Wheat will not yield an average return, nor
Barley a full one : Oats and Beans and Peas,

upon the other hand, are unusually good.

The following is the tabular statement :

—

Crop Returns,
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line a true parallel. Touch slightly harsh. In Oxford

Duchess we have rare quality. She is, however, rather

rough behind. Mr. Foljambe's Fleur-de-USy the 3d at

the Lincolnshire, is a hard handler, very short of

quality. Mr. Stratton showed a fair heifer in Mabel,

and Mr. Hargreaves a sweet white heifer, Flora, bred

by Mr. James Singleton. She won first in her class

at York last year, but was much amiss here.

The Earl of Feversham's Hoiuydciv has a wonderful

neck and crops, and the Earl of Zetland's Cynthia has

general good making, but both are short of touch.

—

The yearling heifers were good. Colonel Towneley's

Oxford Beauty took ist, his Butterfly's Memento 2d,

and Lady Pigot's Victoria lictrix was placed 3d.

Oxford Beauty also won the cup, value ^"25, pre-

sented by the inhabitants of Pickering for the best cow
or heifer exhibited in any of the Shorthorn classes.

She is a compact, stylish animal, of superb quality,

with marvellous loins, breast, and crops, and as true

a Shorthorn model as one can meet with. There

is, however, a slight over-development of " fool's fat
"

on her rumps, we think, for so young an animal.

Forcing may have had something to do with this. The
2d prize is a neat heifer, but is up behind ; and the 3d

prize, Victoria Vietrix, has several plain points

—

middle, shoulders, and hindquarters, being all out of

form. She is well grown, but shelly. Mr. Hutchin-

son's heifer, Zady Louisa, we think a better heifer.

She is thick, plump, and straight, and has good touch

and quality ; fiank, crop, and breast, are well deve-

loped, and we marked her at once for notice.

She has not even a commendation, but then no com-

mendations at all have been given at this show. She
took the prize and cup at Thirsk. Mr. Danby, of

Stamford Bridge, showed a pretty calf in this class.

Lady Dt} went \ she has straight top and good form,

except a slight narrowness behind : ribs are also a very

little flat. Mr. Foljambe's Zingari is thick-fleshed

but very narrow behind ; and Mr. Stamper's Violet

has capital handling and good hair, but her hind-

quarter is plain, and her last rib is too far from

her hip. Colonel Towneley has another heifer in this

class— I iM Duchess. She is stylish in form, and has

the rare handling of her tribe.—Lady Pigot took 1st

prize in the heifer calf class, with Newmarket Rose of

Wytham, nine months old ; she is a pretty animal, of

grand quality, and has tip-top loins ; she is slightly

narrow behind, but has wonderful breast and crop,

and on the whole wins her place well. Sir G. Womb-
well's 2d prize, Selina, eleven months old, is very

handsome, and handles splendidly ; and the Earl

of Feversham's Lady of Ryedale is a good shaped
calf, of rather coarser quality than the foregoing. She
will grow into a strong useful cow. Sir J. C. Con-
stable showed a pretty 9 months old calf, Fredeiica.

Lady Pigot's Victoria Matruitia^ though two months
older than the winner, was deservedly omitted from

the prize list.—In dairy cows Mr. Hutchinson's Cot-

terick, and Mr. Smith's IVhitty shared the honours
with two capital Yorkshire cows.

The show of Shorthorns may be characterised as of

medium character on the whole—medium, in fact, in

numbers and quality.

HOP PROSPECTS.
The sun and dry and warm days are bringing the

Goldings out in most places where they are healthy.

In East Kent the change in the weather has done
wonders, and planters' spirits have risen considerably

since the last report. Some of these grounds are

in full Hops, and do not show much mould at present.

In Mid Kent the Goldings generally are fast changing
into Hops ; there are yet some pieces which are

backward and very full of bine, which appears to

be to some extent blind, but fair, forcing weather
may remedy this. Mould has certainly in-

creased within the last few days in this district,

in spite of sulphur, and in many gardens within the

Maidstone district the mould is of a dangerous type

and has attacked the largest Hops. The crop of

Golding Hops must be large all over Kent, while

their quality will be determined by the fact of mould
spreading or not. It is much dreaded by all who are

watching the Hops closely, who see how it increases

in a single night. In one particular garden it was
developed in 24 hours to a considerable extent. The
Grapes and Jones have not done so well : the Grapes
are very "platty " and slack, and do not come so fast

as the Goldings, especially in those grounds which
were excessively stimulated with artificial manure in

the late spring. The same must be said of the

Jones, which are not looking as if they would
crop anything at all like they did in 1S70. There

I is a certain percentage of this slack and backward bine

I
in every plantation throughout Kent, to the amount of

from 15 to 18 per cent, of its area, which cannot under
the most favourable circumstances produce more than

6 cwt per acre. Many of the Goldings, which have

been set at 1 7 cwt. per acre by persons driving along the

roads, will come down at 14 cwt., and the whole crop

has been generally overset. It will be a good crop, no

doubt, but not the extraordinary one which has been
prophesied by many seers and prophets. It will not be
so large as the crop of 1859, when over 13 cwt. 1 qr.

were grown upon each acre in the United Kingdom ;

or as that of 1855, when over 12 cwt. 3 qr. were ob-
tained per acre. As Sussex is not so good, nor the
Weald of Kent, nor Worcester, as these districts were
in the years above mentioned, it is thought that the
Hop crop of the United Kingdom will not exceed 10
cwt. per acre under the most favourable circumstances,
and it is likely that it will be nearer 9 cwt. per acre.

The Sussex Hop grounds have been growing small,
particularly at Rotherfield, Rye, Plagden, Northiam,
and Maresfield, and a moderate crop is expected to be
obtained all over the Hop area of the county. Worces-
ter and Hereford Hop gardens have much improved,
but they cannot do much except in the small proportion
of the grounds where washing with soft soap has been
well carried out, and their production must be much
below the average.

Foreign Hops are going on famously. Advices
from Nuremberg state that in Germany a good
average production is expected, and that, in spite

of the increasing beer consumption and beer brewing,
no such prices as have held lately for 1871 Hops
can be reckoned upon for this year's produce.
At Uehlfield a good half crop is expected, the
late Hops— spat-hopfen—are in full bloom, and
picking is expected to begin in three weeks. At
Wiirtemburg, on the border of the Black Forest, the

warm weather has much improved the plantations, and
a fair crop will be grown ; while in other parts of this

splendidly cultivated province not quite an average
yield will be made. In those parts of Bohemia where
drought had done much harm, rain has fallen and
effected so much good that a fair half crop is reckoned
upon. From 20,000 to 25,000 centners of fine quality

Hops, with the finest aroma, are expected to be grown
in the Saatz district. Here it is calculated that the abun-
dance of the crop will not much affect prices, because
the brewers' stocks are so low. There is a little com-
plaint of red rust in Bohemia. The Belgian and French
plantations are good.
American accounts continue favourable ; the

weather has been fine and suitable. The Coopersto7vn

Journal writes that more Hops will be grown than in

the last years, and the same intelligence comes from
Sussex, Wisconsin. The first bale of new American
Hops has been received by Messrs. Aiktn & Son from
Virginia, and sold to Messrs. Quinn & Nolan, of
Albany, at 75 cents per lb. ; the quality was good.

THE PRESENT APPEARANCE OF THE CROPS.
[FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS, AUGUST 5.]

SCOTLAND.
SHETLAND

CAITHNESS

ROSS

SUTHERLAND ..

INVERNESS ....

ELGIN

BANFF ....

ABERDEEN

FORFAR ..

PERTH ....

FIFE

Over average,
I

but much rusted

Average

Average, but
much fear of

rust, &c.
Average

Under average

;

quality inferior

Over average
bulk

Average
; quality

doubtful
Average

Good ; late

Over average

Full average

Average

Under average

Over average

Full average

Full average

Over average

Average

Under average

Good

Average

Under average

Under average

Under average

STIRLING.

Little or none
sown

Average, but
small extent got

I

seeded I

I

Average, but Average, barely
I uncertain I

Under average Average

Average bulk, Under average
but bad colour

Average Under average
,

Under average
j

Average

Under average ; Fair average
thin in places

I

Average Under average

Good average Scarcely average

Over average

Above average

Much over
average

Over average I

Over average

Over average

Over an average

Over average

Average on dry
land

Over average

Good

Various

Average

Fully average

Above average

Over an average

Over average

Over average

Average

Above average

Fair average

Under average

About average

Fair average

Few

Over average

Average

Under average

Average, but
late

Average ; late

Full average

Over average

Average

Over average

Average

Above average

Good

Few

Average

Average

Average

Over average

ROOT
CROPS.

Good ; small
breadth grown

here
Below average

Potatos under
average, and now

becoming
diseased

Under average

Under average

Look well,

unless on wet
ground

Turnips defi-

cient ; Potatos
showing disease

Average ;

unequal
Very unequal ;

nearly average
Very late : Pota-
tos under average

Turnips
backward

Under average

Under average

Average

Under average

Under average

Under average

Full average

Under average

Average

Promise well

Under average

Bad and late

Turnips late

average ; badly
harvested

Over average

Over average

Over average,

but spoiled

Very abuntliiut

Over average

Very heavy crop

The heaviest for

years
Abundant

Over average

Far over average

Over average

Far above
average

Over average

Over average

Crop and half

Over average

Much above
average

Over average

HARVEST NAME AND ADDRESS.

Second week in H. Evershed, Lerwick
September

September 8

September i

September 10

In three or four
weeks

I

Not for a month John Joss, Budgatc, Cawdor

.September 1 John Collie, Valuator

Geo. Brown, Watton Mains

^neas Adam, Humberston
by Dingwall

Thomas Barclay, Skelbo
Castle, Dornoch

September i

September

Second week of
September

Late

September i

Five weeks

Very late

First week of
September

Last week of
August

September i

begins
September

First week in

September
September i

A fortnight later

than usual
End of AugustAverage : well

got in

Good, and well I
August 24 to 26

saved
Good average

[
End of August

John Grigor, Nurseries, Forres

John Barclay, Braes of Enzie

William Joss, Blairshinnoch
I

J. L., Rettie

James H. Harvey, Pitgersie,

Newburgh
William M'Combie, M.P.,
Tillyfour

Andrew Robertson, Hope-
well, Indego, Tarland

Thomas Smith, West Drums,
Brechin

A. Bowie, Mains of Kelly,
Arbroath

Robert Elliot, Laighwood,
Dunkeld

James Beveridge, Crombie,
Dunfermline

John Morton, Lambieletham,
St. Andrew's

John Pitcairn, Kinnaird.
Newburgh

H. Cleghom, Stravithy, St.

Andrew's.
W. Drummond & Sons, Stir-

ling

Alex. Buchanan, Wliitehouse
Farm

Robert Glover, Shandon,
Drymen
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THE PRESENT APPEARANCE OF THE C^OVS—{Continued).

ENGLAND.
NOITS

I

LINCOLN .

SHROPSHIRE...

STAFFORD

LEICESTER

.

NORTHAMPTON .

.

HUNTINGDON .

CAMBRIDGE

Under average

Average

Average

Under average

Rather under an
average

Full average

Bulky, mil

dewed ; average

I

questionable
Average

Barely average

RUTLAND

HEREFORD

WARWICK

Under average

Average
Average

;
good

deal of spring
sown

Small in the ear,

and on cold land
thill on the
ground
Average

Autumn sown
average
Average

Good average

Under average

Average

Average

Full average

;

large acreage
plant'!d

Cold land under
average ; on
sound over
average

Under average

Average

Under average

:

but depends a
good deal on
weather
Average

Under average

Average
Average

Average on
drained and dry

soils

Below average
Under average

Various, but a
fair average
Average

Under average
Likely to yield
an average of

corn
Under average

Under average :

much laid

Quite an average

Average ; but
the heavy crops
much laid by the
thunder storms
Large bulk of

straw : much laid

Average

Average

Average

Average

Rather under an
average
Average

Various

Average

Under average

Average
Some ver>' good,

and some 1

deficient

Excepting on the
warmest land
imder average

Under average
On good land

average
Under average

Under average

Under average

Under average

Average on good
lands

Under average

Under average

Under average

Under average

Under average

average
Under average

Under average
Below average
Under average
an uneven crop

Average
Under average

Over average ;

much laid

Average

Over average
Over average

Under average

A\'erage

Average

Over average

Heavy crops on
light land, where

bystorms ; dyinglin good condition
a bad colour

Under average Under average

Full average

Over average

Heavy crops

;

damaged by
storms
Average

Generally good
much broken by

storms
Under average

Average

Average

Not average of
com

Average

Average ; much
damaged

Under average
Under average

;

milde\v, blight,

and deficient in

kernels
Below an aver-
age : tainted |

with mildew 1

Under average

Average

Average

Under average

Full crop, but
very late

Under average

Average

Average

Rather below
average
Average

Average ; not
much grown
Over average

Average

Bad crop on
clay landb

BEANS.

Aveiage

Average

Average

Average

Average

Average

Over average

Fair

Under average

Under average

Average
Average

Rather light :

under an
average

Average
Average

Under average

Average

Average

Average

Not many grown

Average

Average

Over average

Average

Average

Average

Average

Average
Above average

Average

Average
Under average

Over average

Average

Average

Average

Average ; laid

Under average

Over average

Not many grown
in this dbtrict

Few grown

Full average

Over average

Average

Average

Good where
early sown

Average

Over average

Few grown

Average

Above average

Over average

Average
Average

Over average

ROOT
CROPS.

Over average

Over average

Average

Under average

Fully an average

Average

Good

Very few grown

Over average

Over average
Not many sown

Healthy, and
average

Average
Average

Good

Average

Not many grown

Little planted
here

Average

Average

Average

Above average

Average

Over average
Average
Average

Average
Average

Over average

Over average

Over average
Average

Over average

Above average

Over average

Average

Large bulk ;

well corned

Average

Over average

Average

Average

Average

Strong, and well

corned

Over average

Over average

Average

Above average

Above average

Over average

Average
Average

Over average

Average

Over average

Under average

Average

Under average

Good

Average

Average
Good

Few are sown

Under average
Average

Very bad

Average

Some good for

nothing
Variable

Average

Average

Average

Average

Average

Average

Under average

Average

Average
Over average

Average

Average

Average
Over average

Under average

Under average

Under average

Over average

Very leavy, and
tolerably well

corned

Under average

Average

Bad : undei
average

Average

Well podded, but
injured

Over average ;

ripe

Undei* average

Average

Average

Under average

Average
Under average

Over average

Good

Average

Average

Under average

Under an
avarage

Over average

;

Potatos show
signs of disease

Good

Generally bad

Mangels good ;

Turnips late, but
growing
Average

Under average
Very late : a

good deal of land
vinsown
Very late

Over average

Over average

Great crop, and
well got

Above average

Abundant

Much over
average

Great crop,
badly got

Very good

Good

Over

Over average
Heavy crop ;

but some
damaged

Abundant ; but
injured

Under average
Average where

sown
Backward

Promising ; but
late

Healthy ; but
late

Very promising

Full plant where
well got in

Indifferent and
late

Late, but a good
plant

Turnips small,

and late

Under average

Middling as a
whole, and foul

Under average

Average

Under average
Backward

Swedes under
average ; Turnips

average
Average

Under average

Very promising

;

late

Over average

Average
Over average

Various

Under average

Ovfr average

Turnips improv-
ing ; Mangels

average

Bad season for

cleaning ; Tur-
nips good plant

Not good

Over average

Average

Very deficient

Average

Generally good

Average

Promising

Good

Average

Average

Potatos look
well

Over average
Over average

Good, but very
late

DATE OF
HARVEST.

About August 10

August 8

August 12

August 10

August 12

August 12

August 5

August 12

Now

August 20
August 20

End of August

Over average
Over average

Good crop ; not

well secured
Above average

Heavy crop,

injured

Great crop

Over average

;

some damaged
Good ; much
damaged

Heavy crop

;

half spoiled

Over average ;

much damaged
Over average :

much damaged
Over average ;

but much spoilt

Above average
one-fourth spoilt

Over average

Over average
Little good

Over average :

badly saved

Abundant
Average ; much

injured
Over average ;

injured
Over average ;

much damaged

Over average

Over average

Above average

Over average

Over average

;

got ill

Very heavy

Heavy crop
;

damaged oy
floods

Bulky ; injured

by wet
Over average

:

badly got
Heavy ;

damaged

Abundant

;

badly got
Heavy ; much

wasted

Much over an
average

Over average

;

injured

Great crop :

injured
Large crop

Above average

Immense ; badly
got

Over average
Over average

NAME AND ADDRESS.

Charles Doncaster, Ridding's
Hill. Southwell

Charles Paget, Ruddington
Grange

W. Fancourt, Aslackby

Thos. Marris, The Chase,
Ulceby

J. B. Dring, Claxby, Spilsby

Jolin Clarke, Long Sutton

Thomas Aitken, Decoy Farm,
Spalding

Isaac Sharpley, Boswell.
Louth

Francis Sowerby, Aylesbury,
Grimsby

Marshall Heanley, Cross,

Boston
Hy. Dudding, Panton House
Richard Shirley, Baucott,
Munslow

William Palin, Twyford
House, West Felton

August 14
August 10

August 9

August 20

About three
weeks

August 8

Middle ofAugust

Middle ofAugust

About August 15

End of August

About August 15

AlMJut Aug. 15

August 10

August 12

August 18 or 20
Three weeks
August 8

August 8

August 14

August 8 general

Middle of August

August 12
August 12

August 12

Third week of
August

Commenced

J. Rawlings, Stoke, Tenbury
John E. Stainer, Uppington,

Wellington
Thos. Mansell, Creall Park

Edwd. Bowen, Corfton, Brom-
ficld

W. D. Green, Market Drayton

Thos. Nock, Sutton Maddock

G. T. Forester, High Ercall

Richard Wilson, Acklcton,
Bridgenorth

R. H. Masfen, Pendeford

Fourteen days
late

August 15

Second week in

August
August 5

Mid August

August s

August 10

Wheat, Aug. 6

August 5

August 2

August 1 or 2

August I

Now

Average ; early
Now

Charles Wotton, Teddesley
Park

George Fleming, Groundslow,
Stone

G. A. May, Elford Park

C. Mounstephen, Walton,
Loughborough

Thomas Bennett, Hurst Farm,
Sheepshed, near Loughboro'

W. P., G.
R. H. Creswell, Ravenstone
Thomas Carroll, Coalville

C. Peach, Stoke Diy
Edwd. Worlley, Ridlington

T. Duckham, Baysham Court,
Ross

Henry Pride, The Cwm,
Monmouth

T. Matthews, Blakemore
Philip Turner, The Leen,
Pembridge.

J. W. Burbe ry, The Chase,
Kenilworth

James Archibald Campbell,
Rugby

John C. Adkins, Milcote,

Stratford-on-Avon
Charles M. Caldecott, Hol-
brook Grange, Rugby

John Baldwin, Luddington,
Stratford-on-Avon

Joseph Smith,
Arden

Henley-in-

J. Borlase Tibbits, Barton
Seagrave, Kettering

George Turner, jun., Thorpe-
lands

J. B. Smeeton, Cromwell
House, Naseby

John Walker Watts, Orling-

bury, Wellingborough
Jno. Rooke, Weldon Grange,
Wansford

James Bartlett, Whitfield.

near Brachley
Peter Purves, Brampton

Wm, Looker, Wyton Manor

Robert Barton, Wigan, St-

ives
Alfred S. Ruston, Aylesby
House, Chatteris

G. J. Moore, Elm, Wisbech

George Howard, Royston
Henry Webb, Streelly Hall,

Linton

Over average
got bad

About August 3 S. Wallis, Grantchester
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THE PRESENT APPEARANCE OF THE CKOFS—{Continued),

ENGLAND.
CAMBRIDGE
NORFOLK ,.

BARLEY. BEANS.

SUFFOLK

.

WORCESTER.

MONMOUTH

GLOUCESTER

, t For South Bucks.
HERTS

Under average > Average
About an aver- Variable quality

;

age ; much I
crop rather

blighted in places I coarse

Under average ' Under average

Under average ; Under average
mildewed

j

Average I
Doubtful

Under average ; Under average
mildew prevalent.

Hardly an An irregular

average crop ; crop, much laid,

iiuch blight and and no prospect
mildew within of good quality

Under average
Good crop

Average

Over average

Fi.ll average

Very good ; few
grown here

I 11 1 HUE W >VAklli41

the last few days
Under average Average Average

Under average
I
Under average

Average on light] On the whole
and mixed, well not an average
drained land
Under average Under average

Full average Short of average Very few grown

Average

Not more than
average ; much

laid

Under average

Rather under
average
Average

Good average

Average

20 per cent.

under average of
last seven years
ill this locality

Average

Average

Rather under
average

Average

Average

Autumn srown,
average ; sping
sown, deficient

Good average

Average

Thin and short

of ear ; under
average

Under average

Average
Average

Average

Under average

Average crop ;

much beaten by
storms
Average

Average
Under average

Average

Average
Rather under an

average
Average on well
farmed lands
Under average

Barely average
Average

Under average ;

much blighted
Average

Barely an
average

Under average

Under average
Average

Full average
Under average

Much improved,
and average
Average

Average ; some
blight

"

Full average

Full average
Full average '

Strong ; few
grown

Average

Over average
Very good

Average

Average

Good average

Full crop

Average

erage ; mu
mildew

j

Average ; much

Under average

Much under
average
the wholi

average

About average

Rather under
average

Under average

Good average

Average

Nearly an avc
rage in quantity,

but likely to be
inferior

Under average

Under average

Barely average

Average

Under average

Under average
;

generally late

Under average

Average

Over average

Average

Nearly average
Average

Average

Average

Average

Over average

Over average
Average crop

O ver average

Under average
Barely an aver-

age
Full average

Average

Average
Average
Average

Full average

An average crop

Full average

Under average
Under average

Average
Average

Average

Below average

Average

Average crop

Over average
Under average

Average

Light land good

;

heavy land
very bad
Average

But few grown

Good

Quite average

Average

Over average

Good average

Above average

Little grown

;

full average

Few grown

Average

Average

Average

Average

Average

Average

Average

Average

Over average
Average

Over average

Average

Average

Average
Average crop

Over average

Over average
Average

Over average

Average

Average
Average

Good average

Over average

Over average

Good

Average
Average
Average
Average

Very good

Average

Average

Above average

Average
Average

Average

Good

Average

Average

Over average
Fully an average

Over average

Good crop

Over average

About average

Above average

Over average

Over average

Full average

Above average

Full average

Over average

Over average

Above average

Average

Over average

Average

Not much
grown ; average

Good in places

Over average

Over average

Over average

Few grown

Average

Over average

Over average

Over average
Good crop

Over average

Over average

Promises well

Average
Above average
Over average

Over average

Good

Over average
Average
Average

Over average

Best crop for 5
or 6 years past
Above average

Average

Very few grown

Over average

Average

Good : over
average

Average

Over average
A fair crop

Average

Barely average

Over average

Over average

Good average

Under average

Over average
Over average

Average

Full average

Average

Not average

;

maggot eaten

Few sown

Average

Under average

Full average

Average

Late ones an
average ; early

kinds a failure

Average

Under average

About average

Bad crop

Under average

Average

Under average

Good

Average

Average

Average

Over average

Average

Average ; some
blighted

Average

Over average
Full average

Average

Over average
Average

Full average

Average

Average
Average

Good average

Over average

Over average

Fair

Average
Average

Blighted ;

average
Very good ;

well-podded
Above average

Average

Above average

Average

Under average

Good : over
average

Average

ROOT
CROPS. "•'^^'-

' HARVEST. NAME AND ADDRESS.

Average Over average
Average Abundant

Very good

Very good

Over average

Heavy

Great crop ;

fairly secured
Over average

Over averageBeetroot good ;

I Swedes variable
!

I

Mangels grand ;| Immense crop ;

iTurnips promise very badly har-
well, but full of! vested

!

rubbish

Beet good ;

Turnips injured
Good

Over average

August I

August 7

August 2

August 5

Commences
August 5
August 5

August 5

S. Linton, Longstanton
W. H. Taylor, Bank House,

I Wymondham

Walter Flatt, Barton, East-
moor, Brandon

jThos. Brown, Southry,
Downham

Henry Woods, Merton

Robt. Barham, Flordon Hall,
Long Straiton

Clare Sewcll Read, Honing-

I

ham Thorpe

Over average

Mangel over
average ; Swedes

short
Turnips a failure

from fly

Promise well

Good, but want
sun

Late, but about
an average

Over average ;

short of labour
Very good

Good

Late and vari-

able ; not likely

to be an average
crop

Mangels good ;

Turnips not so
A good plant ;

later than usual
About average

;

but weedy

Mangels good

;

Swedes bad
Under average

Full average

All good

Average

Good plant ;

looking well

Average

Promising
Over average

Growing, but
late

Average

Swedes and Tur-
nips late ; full

plant
Average

Fair
Good average

Over average

Over average
Good ; but very

weedy
Over average

Over average

Average
Promismg

Generally very
good

Very good

Very good

Very promising

Average
Average

Over average
Very good

Partial ; early
sown

Very promising

Good

Generally good

Very good
Average, but

variable

Over average

Good : over
average

Over average

Above average 'Everything ready Fred. Nunn, Rougham

Over average
Immense crop ;

suffered by rain

Over average

Over average

Over average

Heavy crop

;

great variation

Good, and pretty
well saved

Over average

Over average

Great crop

Above average

Heavy crop ;

much spoiled

Great crop ; one^

third damaged
A great bulk ;

badly harvested
Great crop, but
much spoiled by

rain

Large crop ; but
much injured
Heavy crops ;

mostly spoilt

Over average

Very heavy
crops ; much
damaged

Over average

Over average ;

pretty well got

Over average

Very heavy
Over average

Never so heavy

Over average

Great crop ;

much damaged

Over average

Good crop
Very good crop

Over average

Over average
Abundant ; not

well got

Over average

Over average

Over average
Over average
Over average,
but weathered
Over average

Over average

Abundant

Over average
Above average
Over average
Large crop

Very heavy

Above average ;

I

much spoift
' Good average

Great crop ;

damaged
Full average
Good crop

Over average

Good ; over aver-

age ; much
of it spoiled
Over average

Now
August 5

August 5

About
August II

August 9

Early in August

August 5

Angust 5, lor

Wheat
August I

July 28
General,
August 2

August 5 to 12

August 5

About August 12

About August 10

About August
10 and 12

August 5

Beginning of
August

August 14

Second week in

August
July 30

August 5

August 12

Next week

Ten days

August 10

August 14

Now

August I

First week in

August
August 10

August I to 6
Now

Began July 31

General Aug. 12

August I

August 8

August I

Late

About August 12

August 10

August 7
August 8

August 5

August 5

About August 7

Commenced
July 29
August 5

August 5
August I

July 26

August I

August 1

G. Edwards, Framlingham
D. T. Fish. Bury St.

Edmund's.

Samuel G. Stearn, Brande-
ston, Wickham Market

S. B. Goodwyn, Covehithe,
Wangford

T. C. Whiting, Barsham
House, Beccles

G. M. Sexton, Wherstead
Hall

H. Trethewy, Silsoe

Henry A. Bottle, Perteuhall,
Kimbolton

J. D. Squire, ClophiU, Ampt-
hill

Francis Fowler, Henlow,
Biggleswade

William Lavender, Bid-
denham

William Woodward, Bredon,
near Tewkesbury

C. Randell, Chadbury

Great

Savidge, Sarsden
Farm, Chipping

Joseph Matthews,
M alvern

Stiles Rich, The Cedars
Fearnall Heath

Henry Hudson, Wick, near
Pershore

Benjamin Bomford, Pitchill,

Evesham
George Prilchard, White
House, near Abergavenny

J. Lynch Fletcher, Hardwick
Hall, Chepslow

Giles Edmonds, Eastleach

John Cobban, Whitfield, Fal-
field

H. Scott Hayward, Frocesler
Court, Stonehouse

Edward Handy, Sierford
Thomas Porter, Baunton,

Cirencester
Francis Burnett, Kingscote,
Wotton-under-Edge

Anthony Bubb, Whitcombe
Court

Matthew
Lodge
Norton

Jonathan Strainge, Duckling-
ton, Witney

Samuel Druce, Eynsham
John Bryan, South Leigh,
Witney

JohnGillett, Oaklands, Charl-
bury

F. L. D., Kirtlington

R. J. Newton, Campsfield
Farm, Woodstock

Thos. Owen, Clapton, Hunger-
ford

William Chandler, Oldbounic,
Hungerford

Jas. Hulbert, Slreatley

John Adnams, Thatcham
W. Bulstrode, Maidenhead

Geo. Pocock, Bourton,
Shrivenham

J, A. Williams, Baydon

E. W. Moore, Colcshill,

Highworth
W. Smith, Woolston
W. G. Duncan, Bradwcll
Edw. Evans, Boveney Court
F. W. BigncU, Loughton,
Stony Stratford

Thomas Revis, Olney

John K. Fowler, Prebendal
Farms, Aylesbury

Chas. S. Cantrell, Piding
Court, Datchet

George Webb, Beaumont
Hall , Rcdbournc

J. B. Lawes, Rothamstcd
William Brown, Tring

Charles C. Harvey, Foulness,
Southend

E. Roberts, Bcrdcn Hall,
Bishop Slortford

Collinson Hall, Princca Gate,
Navestock
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THE PRESENT APPEARANCE OF THE CROPS—(C^////«;^6'./).

COUNTY.

ENGLAND.
ESSEX

MIDDLESEX

SUSSEX .

WILTS.

SOMERSET

,

DORSET .

DEVON

CORNWALL.

BARLEY. OATS.

Over average ;

much laid

Under avemge

A good average

Barely an aver-

age, storms have
done much
damage

About an average

Average

Light soils above
avemge ; rich

soils .iverage

Barely average

;

ery much
lodged

About two-thirds

average
Average

Under average

Rather over
average

Very full crop,

but ears short and
defective :

average
Under average,

and inferior

quality

Average

Not an average

Over average

Average as to

bulk, but heads
not set well
A^c^age

Average

Above average

Quite average

Average : if any^

thing I think
over

Over an average
on the coast
Average

Average ; a little

blighted
Average

Average

Scarcely average
Barley average

Average

All magnificent
crops

A bulky crop, rC'

duced by blight

Barely average
Under average

;

badly blighted
Average

Under average
;

spring Wheat
taking blight

Average

Rather below
average
Average

Barely an aver-

age, it being
somewhat
blighted

Under average

Average

Average

Average

About average
crop

Rather under
average
Average
Average

Average

Barely an
average
Average
Average

Under average

Average
Average

Under

Averagi

Over

Average

average

average

Average

Under average

Barley early

:

good

Not an average
in quantity or

quality

Under average

Under average

Under average

Perhaps an
average, but
much lodged
Not half an
average

Under average
Under average

Much beaten
down ; average

Average

Over average

Average

Over average

Average, but
ripened off too

fast

Average

Average

Very little grown

Over average

Winter Barley
under average

Average

Average

Good

Average

Average

Over average
Good average

Over average

Above average

Average

Abave average
Average

Above average

Average " bulk
too early to

quality

Average ; la

state

te

Full average

Over average

Heavy : terribly

knocked about

Over average

Average

Over average

good

Average

Heavy and

Over average

Over average
Average

Over

Averag

average

Over „
Over av

average
.erage

straw

average

of
w

Over average

Under ^..w..

Average

Average

Over average

Average

Over average

Average

Average

An average

Average

Over average

Over average

Above average

Good

A fair average

Average
Good ; over

average
Above average

Average, and
good

Average

Average

Average

Over average

Average

Average

Very good

Average

Average

Over average

Over an average

OV^er average

Under average

Average

Over average

Over average
Over average

Over average

Above average

Above average
Average

Above average

Over average

Over average

Above average

Over average

Above average

Over average

Over ave rage

Over average

Average

Good, except late

sown .

Average

Over average
Above average

Over average

Average

Over average
Over average

Over average

Over average
Over average

Average

Over average

Average

Over average

BEANS. PEAS.
ROOT
CROPS.

Over average

Over average

Beyond aver.-ige

Average

Over average

Under average

Average

Very few grown,
but good

Over average

Average
Good

Average

Average

Scarcely any
grown
Average

Under average

Average

Average

Average

Average

Average

Average

Average
Average

Average

Full average

Above average

Average crop
Average

Few grown

Over average

Above average

Over average

Good

Slightly over
average

V^ery few grown

Over average

Very good

Over average

Average

Not many grown

Good

Average

Average

Average

Over average

An average

Average

Aver.ige

Under average

Above average ;

very promising

A fair average

Average
Under average

Over average

Under average

Over average

Over average

Over average

Good

Under average

Very good

Average

Average

Average

Over an average

Over average

Average

Average

Average

Average
Over average

Over average

Above average

Average
Average

Above average

Average

Scarcely average

Above average

Average

Good

Slightly over
average

Under average

Good

Good

Over average

Average
Below average

Average

Good cfop ; now
cutting

Over average
Average

Average

"AY. HARVEST. ^^^^ ^^D ADDRESS.

Very good'

Over average

Turnips and
Kohl Rabi very

luxuriant

Mangels ^ood
where cultivated

properly I

Average

Over average

Average at

present

A very partial

crop
Average

Over average

Average

Much above
average

Heavy crops,
.spoilt

Abundant

;

much damaged

Over aver.ige

Never more ; '

well secured
Above aver.ige

Very heavy crop

A great crop

Over average
Over average

Under average ;'Very heavy crop
flea very

troublesome
Wurzel splendid

all average

Average

Over average

Very good

Over average

Promise well

;

Potatosnotheavy

Over average

Very good

At present under
average

Over average

Likely to be
average

Very good

Over average

Good

Average

Partial

Avei-age
Over average

Over average

Very fine

Good

Above average
Under average

Very backward

Good

Late

Above average

Over average

Good, but not
hoed

Over average

Over average

Early Turnips
failed

Good

Good

Over average

Average
Late

Very promising

Very good

Over average
Very promising

Over average

Very promising
Very good

Very good

Very good

Very good

Over average

Much over
average

Over average

Over average

Average ; well

secured
Over average

Largest crop ever
saved

Much over
average
Average

Above average

Large crop

Over average

Over average ;

well secured
Over average

Over average

Over average

Heavy crop ; got
fairly

Over average
Over average

Over average

Plenty and good

Much above
average

Above average
Above average

Large quantity
injured

Over average

Over average

Above average

Over average

Very heavy
crop

Greatly over
average

Over average

Very heavy crop,
indifferently

saved
Good crop, well

got
Large crop

Over average

Over average
Above average

Over average

Great quantity

Over average
Heavy crop, got

up badly
Over average

Great crop
Heavy crop

Heavy crop, par-
tially damaged
Very heavy crop

Abundant ; badly
got

Over average

August 10

July 30

August S

July 31 to

August 5

August I

August 1

July 27

August s

August I

August I

Now general

July 29

August I

A fortnight late

July 31

July 29

July 29

Began July 28

P. Mitchell, Rainham.

J. Mcchi, Tipiree Hall,
Kclvedon

A. Barfield, Duninow

Henry Dixon, Norlhaui

William I nipey, Brooiiifielil

Hall, Chelmsford
Wm. Manser, St. Peter's

G. W., Sittingbourne

Mark Sandford, Martin, near
Dover

Robert Matson, Wingham

-, Deal

Charles Whitehead, Barming
House, Maidstone

Thomas Hcwctt, Park Farm,
Cranford

F. Sherborn, Bedfont, Houn-
slow

Edw. Hilder, Hoe Bridge,
Woking

William P. Willis, West
Molesey

J. C. Sherrard, Klnnersley,
Manor, Reigate

James Arnot, Carshalton

First week in

August
Beginning of

August
Now in the midst

July 24

Average

July 28

General by
August 6
August 2

Wheat, July 26

August 3

August 5
Second week in

August
August 5

Now

August s

August 5
August 7

Second week in

August
July 31

August 5

August g

August 6

Began on the
5th inst.

Earlier than
average

Three to four
weeks

Last week in

August

August 5

August 5

August I

August 7
July 29

August 5

Now

August 12

August 6

August II

August 15
August 10

August 12

August 12

August 12

August 12

Charles Gay Roberts, Hasla-
mere

James Brebner, Norfolk Farm,
Sunninghill, Staines

William Rigden, Hove,
Brighton

Thos. Peters, for J. H. Nix,
Esq., Filgate, Crawley

J, E. Heasman, Angmering

James Eames, Lynch, Mid-
hurst

George Singer, Oakwood,
Chichester

William Hampton, Apple-
sham, Shoreham

H. E. Sadler, Chichester

John T, Twynam, Winchester
W. C. Spooncr, EHng House,
Southampton

Joseph Blundell, 24, Portland
Street, Southampton

William Dickinson, New Park,
in the New Forest

Hugh E. Raynbird, Basing-
stoke

William Spearing, Winchester
Edmund Ruck, Castle Hill,

Cricklade
George Brown, Avebury,
Calne

J. S. Ruddle, Whitsbury

Thomas Arkell, Pen Hill,

Swindon
Cyrus Combes, Tisbury

Joseph Stratton, Manningford
Bruce

James Rawlence, Bulbridge

Elias P. Squarrey, Oddstocki
Salisbury

, Wraxall Court, Nailsea

John E. Collyns, Dulverton

Walter Farthing, Stowej'
Court, Bridgewatcr

H. P., Hasclbury,

Thomas Richards, WincantoO

R. Damen, Dorchester
James Buckman, Bradford

Abbas, Sherborne
John Ford, Rushton, Bland-

ford
Henry Fookes, Whitechurch,
Blandford

John Pope, Symondsbury
T. H, Saunders, Watercombe
Farm, Dorchester

William J. Pope, God man-
stone

P. Cowan, Tawstock Manor
R. Huxham Watson, Dorsely,
Totnes

R. W. Pollard, Blagdon,
Paignton

John F. Cornish, Stancombe,
Kingsbridge

John Wills, Southpetherwyn,
Launceston

T. Davey Simmons, Truro
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THE PRESENT APPEARANCE OF THE CROVS—iConiinucd).

COUNTY.

WALES.
CARNARVON ..

RADNOR (NORTH) .

CARMARTHEN.

GLAMORGAN...

MERIONETH ...

IRELAND.
ARMAGH
ANTRIM

FERMANAGH.
LEITRIM

Under average

Very Httle

grown ; good
crop and over

average
Under average

Average on well-

farmed land
Average

Over average
Generally

healthy, but in

some cases

damaged by the
heavy rains;

average crop
Average

Average

GALWAY Scarcely any
I

here
CAVAN ;

Very little sown,

I

but very good
WESTMEATH Good

CARLOW ....

KILKENNY..

CL/VRE
TIPPERARY
KERRY

Over average
Average

Average
Good
Good

Average

Very good ; over
average

Under average

Average

Over average

Not a large
breadth sown ;

average yield

expected

Scarcely any
here

Excellent

Fair

Over average
Average

Average
Good
Good

Average

Very good ; great
deal of straw ;

over average

Over average

Over average

Average

Over average
Strong,

luxuriant, and
more than
average

Average

Very deficient

-Good

Very good

Average
Certainly under
the average
Average

Fair

Over average
Much under

average
Over average

Good
Good

Average

Fair average

Not grown in

quantity

Average
Good crop, but
not much sown

Average

Average

PEAS.

Average

Average

Not grown iu

quantity

Ripening
maturely

ROOT
CROPS.

Average

Very good ; fair

average

Average

Over average

Average

Over average
Turnips : early

sown, a very fine

crop

Under average

Average
Good

Very good

Very good
Remarkably

good
Late ; very
healthy

Very good

Over average
Good

Over average
Good
Good

Full average

Heavy crop

;

over average

Far above
average

Over average

Over average

Over average
One of the finest

crops on record

Over average

Very good
Good crop on
early meadows
Very good

Excellent
More than
average

Very good

Very good

Over average
Very good

Average
Good
Good

DATE OF
HARVEST.

Middle ofAugust

Twelve dayslater
than usual

Late

First week in

August.
End of August

Aug. and Sept.
End of August

NAME AND ADDRESS.

John Williams,
Llandudno

G. A. H.

J. Howell Thomn^, Starling
Park

, Taibach

L. H. Thomas, Cacrftymoon

Robt. A. Boyd, Seedsman
G. H. Page, IVhig^ Offict,

Belfast

Fortnight late

September i

Oats, Sept. 5

Oats, August 25

End of August
September 5 or 61

Beginning Sept.

August 10

September 10
September i

August 15 to 20
About August 2c

August 20

Frank Gordon, Newtown
Stewart

Andrew Mair, Brooksboro'
James Lindsay, Ballyglass,

Manorhamilton
Jas. Kelly, Ballymoe

Ths. Chambers, Bailieborough

J. Albert Weston, Fonthill,
EeUarbet

Walter Nevvburn, Gnybrook,
MuUingar

Annesby Loftus De Renzy,
Clonegal

Patrick Grace, Frcshford
D. A. Milward, Tullogher

Edward Bennett, liallycar

Wm. Ryall, Cashcl
John O'Sulliv.in, P.P. and

V.G., Kenmare

Leeds, Aug. 9.

—

Kidd v. the Royal AgrkiiUural
Society of England.—This was the first special jury case

in the Nisi Privis Court, and has occupied three days.

The trial has excited considerable interest in the county,

and is important to agriculturists and to all engaged in

or connected with the feeding and keeping of cattle.

Mr. Digby Seymour, Q.C., and Mr. Cave were for the

plaintiff; Mr. Field, Q.C., and Mr. Mellor were for

the defendants. Three other causes in the calendar

would probably depend upon the verdict in this case.

Mr. Lewers was junior counsel in two of these. The
plaintiff carries on an extensive business as a seed

crusher in Hull, and sells linseed-cake to dealers in the

trade. The libel complained of was contained in a
report of the Chemical Committee of the Royal Agri-
cultural Society of England, which was published in

t\iQ Mark Lane Express of March II, 1S72, and the

material part of it is as follows :

—

" During the last quarter very few samples of artificial

manure have been forwarded for analysis, and of those
sent to the consulting chemist he has no complaint to

make. As usual at this season, cases of so-called poison-
ing have been brought under his notice. The first to be
mentioned is from Mr, Charles O. Eaton. Another comes
from Mr. John Wells, a member of Council, the whole of
whose cattle were attacked with serious symptoms imme-
diately after eatmg from a fresh purchase of cake,

although only one case terminated fatally. This cake
very much resembled the cake sold to Mr. Eaton, con-
taining a quantity of seeds, cotton cake, rice, broken
com, and cocoa-nut, apparently made from dirty linseed

and the sweepings of corn warehouses. A small sample
of this cake had been sent before purchase to Mr. Wells
as best linseed cake, price jTio per ton, from Ayre
Brothers, Hull, the makers Messrs. Kidd, of Hull."

The defendants did not deny their responsibility for

the publication, but pleaded a justification. It

appeared that Mr. Wells, the gentleman mentioned in

the report, is an extensive cattle-breeder occupying two
farms called Booth Ferry and Armyn Pastures, near
Goole, in the East Riding of Yorkshire, and in October
of last year he had at Booth Ferry 22 beasts, five bulls,

eight cows, and three heifers, and at Armyn Pastures

22 beasts, which from that date to February 15 were fed
upon linseed cake, and up to that date had done well.

He had considerable reputation as a farmer, and pos-

sessed an excellent breed of pure Shorthorns, On
February 14 Mr. Wells had been supplied with two
tons of linseed cake, supplied by Messrs. Ayre Brothers,
of Hull, and manufactured by the plaintiffs, one
of which had gone to Booth Ferry, and the other to
Armyn Pastures. The defendants' case was that
on February 16, immediately after eating of this
cake, the whole of the animals, both at Booth
Fen-y and Armyn Pastures, were attacked by very
alarming symptoms indicating blood-poisoning, and
that one cow had died, and it was alleged that this
was caused by the improper quality of the cake.
The agreement between Messrs. Ayre and Messrs.
Kidd was that the cakes should be made of Linseerl,
sesame, and corn. Sesame is the residuum of teal after
expressing the oil, and is cheaper than Linseed, and

" TRIANGLE BEST'' CAKE.

comes from France. The cake in question was sub-

mitted to a chemical analysis, and also to a micro-

scopical investigation, by Professor Voelcker and
others, and the general effect of their evidence was
that, although there was no poisonous matter in the

cake which they could detect, yet that it contained a

great number of seeds, such as Knot-grass, Bind-weed,
Millet, Charlock, Darnel, and Dodder, as well as

broken Wheat, cotton-seed, and cocoa-nut fibre. The
cattle, about an hour after eating the cake, were
*' blown up," slavering at the mouth, shivering, moan-
ing, and apparently in great pain.

There was great contention in the case as to whether
the cattle had been properly fed before having the cake.

The defendants alleged that the cattle were fed as

usual, but the plaintiff contended that great care should

be used in changing the diet, and that if cattle were
allowed to eat too mucK cake they would become ill.

The case for the defendants having been closed, Mr.
Seymour, Q.C., called the plaintiff and other witnesses

to rebut the case set up by the defendants.

The plaintiff stated that the cake in question was
called " triangle best.'* This was known by everybody
to be a mixed cake, and the difference in the scale of

prices in the advertisements would indicate the quality.

He never sold any "triangle best" without his custo-

mers being always informed of what the cake was made.
It is made of 50 per cent, fine Linseed, 30 per cent,

sesame, and 20 per cent. bran. The Linseed, which is

imported from Russia, contains a certain quantity of

other seed, but the plaintiff, by his contracts with the

exporters, stipulated for not more than 4 per cent, of

extraneous matters in the Linseed. The seed was
examined in London, and certified to him as not con-

taining more than the stipulated percentage of foreign

matter. The sesame and the bran were both pure. Pie

had sold 10,000 tons of ** triangle best," and 275 tons

of this veiy lot, but he had not one complaint before

the present libel. He described at length the process

of the manufacture of the cake, the mixture of the

sesame and the bran, and the expression of the oil. By
a processof screening the foreign seeds were eliminated.

He never put cocoa fibre, cotton-seed, or warehouse

sweepings into the cake. In the common cake he used

nut cake, which is a sort of fig nut, and is imported

from Africa through France. This common cake is

made of 50 per cent, bran, 20 per cent, nut cake, and

30 per cent. Linseed. The foreign seeds, which are col-

lected by the process of screening, were sometimes used

by the plaintiff in executing an order for common cake

when he had nothing but pure Linseed at his mill.

" Triangle best " is never made of anything but Linseed

twice screened, bran, and sesame. "Best Linseed"
cake is screened four times.

Two dealers in linseed cake, who i)urchased from

Messrs, Eyre, stated that they were informed tiiat the

cake had been mixed with it, but they were not told

that there was sesame in it. Mr. Wells stated that

he was not informed at all that the cake was otherwise

than an unmixed cake.

Several cowkeepers were called who had fed their

cows with the same brand of cake made at or about the

same time, and their cows had not suffered.

The learned counsel having addressed the jury,

His Lordship, in his summing up, said there were
two questions for the jury—viz. (i), what was the nature

of the imputations contained in the libel—how far did

they go? and {2), had the defendants succeeded in prov-

ing the truth of all these imputations? If not, then the

plaintiff would be entitled to damages for those parts

which were not justified.

The jury, after being locked up four hours and a-half,

found a verdict for plaintiff—Damages, 10 guineas.

Times.

BALLYNAHOWN, NEAR FERMOY.
[The Iris^i Farmer's' Gazette gives the following description of

the farm management here, as an excellent illnstration of a
system which is well suited for nine-tenths of the arable land in

Ireland.]

The farm of Ballynahown belongs to, and is in the

occupation of, A. J. Campbell, Esq., St. James Place,

Fermoy. It is situated about 24 miles from Fermoy,

on the banks of the River Funshion. The farm consists

of 300 statute acres. Mr. Campbell has also in his own
hands 120 acres of grass land, situated nearer the town.

This piece ot pasture land is called the " Race-course,"

and is let to the military authorities as exercising ground

for the troops. Mr. Campbell having the right of

pasturing it, so far as its occupation by the military will

permit. Owing to the purpose to which it is devoted,

the race-course does not graze more than half the stock

it would otherwise keep, and from its exposed situation

it is not suited for winter grazing. Mr. Campbell has

been in the habit, therefore, of reckoning the 120 acres

of which the race-course consists as only equal to So

acres.

The farm of Ballynahown was formerly occupied by

a number of tenants, who, however, mostly abandoned

their holdings during "the bad years." It was thus

thrown upon Mr. Campbell's hands, and he was com-

pelled, therefore, to turn his attention to it. He com-

menced operations in 1853, since which time the farm

has been entirely in his own possession. The farm, as

maybe supposed, was in poor condition, and the surface

was encumbered by a multitude of stone fences, by

means of which it had been divided inln a number of

small fields by the former occupants. The removal of

the old and the erection of new fences, dividing the

farm into suitable fields, the construction of farm

roads, and the erection of a subslantial, compact, and

well-planned set of farm buildings, afforded abundance

of employment for some time. The improvement of

the land, and the introduction of a systematic course of

mixed farming, was carried on simultaneously with the

other improvements, and (lie result is tliat Ballynahown

has now become a notable illustration of the importance

of the nature of that system of husbandry which is car-

ried out upon it.

The course of cropping followed is tlie ordinary four-

shift, but the grass break is extended over llirce or four

years, according to circumstances. The pasture, how-
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ever, usually becomes thin in the sole about the third

year. In order to overcome this defect, Mr. Campbell

has begun to try the effect of top-dressing with farmyard

dung, when obliged to keep the land down in grass for

a longer period than usual, as in the case of a piece of

pasture which has been set apart for the accommodation

of the dairy cows. A top-dressing of dung was applied

last winter to a portion of that pasture, and the result

is that the sole is already manifestly thicker. The crops

grown on the farm are bulky and good, and the root

crops especially are always very superior. The soiling

crops, besides ordinary Clover, are Vetches and crim-

som Clover (Trifolium incarnatum). The latter is sown
after Oats in September, and is ready for cutting in

May. It produces a fair bulk of forage. When there

happens to be more of it than is required for soiling, the

balance is made into hay, in which state horses eat it

readily, but cows do not care much for it.

For some years it has been Mr. Campbell's practice

to have the manure put out in autumn on the stubble

land where the root crops ofthe next year will be grown.

He finds this a much better plan than putting the ma-
nure into the drills at the time of sowing. It also helps

to forward the labour materially when the season arrives

for sowing Mangels and Turnips. In order to start the

plant, 5 cwt. per acre of home-made superphosphate is

put in at the time of sowing. Mr. Campbell com-
menced the plan of manuring in autumn on a limited

scale at first, and extended it according as his supplies

of dung increased, until now all the land intended for

root crops, winter Vetches, &c., is manm-ed in this

manner. The manure made in the yards, where his

cattle are wintered, remains in the yards until it is

required in autumn. Having been firmly trampled

down by the cattle it becomes a solid mass, and there

is, therefore, no loss by keeping it. The manure tanks

also supply material to enrich it. The home-made
superphosphate is manufactured on the premises, a large

quantity of bones being purchased every year, and
treated with sulphuric acid. The large number of well-

fed cattle kept on the farm during winter and spring

leads, of course, to the accumulation of a large quantity

of first-rate manure, as the state of the yards testifies :

but Mr. Campbell is also enabled to supplement his

home supply of manure by getting that which is made
at the cavalry barracks in Fermoy.
The arrangement ofthe farm this year is as follows :

—

32 acres under green crop; 38 acres under Oats ; 15
acres under Barley

; 5 acres under Wheat ; 10 acres

for hay and soiling— 100 acres. The grass division

consists of 1S4 acres, namely, 20 acres of first year's

seeds, and 164 acres of pasture. There are 16 acres

under offices, farm roads, fences, and garden, and l6i
acres under plantations, rivers, and public roads ; being
altogether 3164 statute acres.

The working staff of the farm consists of four plough-
men and men employed with horses ; a field foreman,
who looks after the extra workers at the Turnips, &c.,

a shepherd, a cattleman, and three ordinary labourers,

who have field work every day. Reaping is done by
machines and scythes, consequently there are not many
extra persons required during harvest, but Turnip thin-

ning, &c., calls for additional labourers. The working
staff is the same that it was eight years ago, but such
has been the rise in wages during that period that the

total amount paid last year for labour on the farm was
nearly ;^ioo more than it was eight years ago. The
wages paid by Mr. Campbell to his ordinary staff are

equal, including the value of allowances, to loj-. and
I2S. per week. In the above staffwe have not included
Mr. Strahan, who has been steward on the farm since

Mr. Campbell took it into his own hands, and of whose
abilities and trustworthiness Mr. Campbell speaks very
highly.

The stock at present on the farm consists of 91 head
of cattle of different ages, and 615 sheep, besides the
farm horses. Since store cattle have become so high
in price as to leave very little remuneration for fatten-

ing, Mr. Campbell has adopted the plan of breeding
and rearing a sufficient number of young cattle to suit

his own purposes. By so doing he has a better class of
cattle than he could procure in fairs, and as they are

well kept from the first, they are constantly improving,
so that it becomes an easy matter to send them off fat

to the butcher when they are 2-year-olds. For some
time after Mr. Campbell took the farm into his own
hands, the cattle stock consisted of a light class of

animals, yearlings and 2-year-olds, which were sold off

as stores ; but as the farm improved, the stock im-
proved also ; consequently, from being merely a tem-
porary run for stores, it has become a complete manu-
factory of meat, where the cattle are bred, reared, and
finally fattened. The home-rearing system also pre-

vents the introduction of disease, which is so frequently

brought to farms, the stock of which is purchased at

fairs.

The sheep are bred, reared, and fattened on the farm.

They are Border Leicesters ; and Mr. Campbell usually

sells about a score of well-bred hogget rams every
autumn. The flock now on the farm is far superior to

that which Mr. Campbell had during the first years of
his occupancy.

It is necessary to state that Mr. Campbell keeps his

accounts in such a way that he can, at any time, give
the most minute details for each year of every depart-
ment of the farm. He kindly showed us these accounts

;

and although we cannot, of course, publish them, yet
there are certain particulars obtained from them of which

we may avail ourselves. At November i, 1S55, the

number of cattle on the farm and sold during the pre-

vious year was 79 : while on June 30, 1S70, the number
on hand and sold through the year was 125. In
the case of the sheeji on the farm for the years named,
it was 553 head in the first period, against S27 in the

second period. These numbers, taken in connection
with the different class of stock now on the farm from
what it was originally, may be taken as representing the
difference between the old system of management and
that which has since been carried out. This compari-
60a is made under a disadvantage, for the summer and
autumn of 1S69, being excessively dry, was an unfavour-
able season for pasture.

From another of Mr. Campbell's detailed accounts
we learned that the following is a correct statement of

the respective quantities of roots consumed by the dif-

ferent classes of stock on his farm :—Stall-fed, 7J to S
tons per head ; store cattle, 4 to 6 tons per head ; fat-

ting sheep, 15 to 17 cwt. per head j otlier sheep, 10
to 13 cwt. per head.

Mr. Mechi says that, according to the reply which a
farmer will give to the following question, his position

may be determined even without visiting his farm. The
question is

— ** How much meat do you make per acre
over the whole acreage of your farm ? " This is a
matter which very few men think of, and yet, as Mr.
Mechi says, it is really a testing point. Mr. Campbell
has ascertained that the number of pounds of meat pro-
duced and sold off his farm annually amounts to 66,402
lb., or 221 lb. per acre over the 300 acres of Ballyna-

hown, for he had not the "race-course" in his own
hands at the time he made out this statement. Now,
Mr. Thomas Dyke Acland stated in the your}ial of the

Royal AgriciiHiiral Society of England, vol. xi., p. 666,
" That the largest corn-growing farmer in Norfolk—

a

most successful man—produces 4^ score (90 lb.) of

meat on every acre of his land;" and Mr. Mechi asserts

that *' the general average of the farms of this kingdom
certainly do not produce one score pounds of meat per
acre." Referring to his own case, Mr. Mechi says that

"he seldom makes less than 10 to 13 score pounds of

meat per acre over the whole farm ; " and he adds, " it

is the key to good crops." The production of meat on
good fattening pastures in some of the best grazing

districts in Ireland is estimated at eight score, or 160 lb.

of meat per acre. The production of meat on Mr.
Campbell's farm is over 11 score pounds per acre ; but
if his farm were wholly in pasture, we doubt whether it

would produce one score of meat. Hence we have in

this fact a proof of the effects of mixed farming for the

production of meat ; and we maintain, therefore, as we
have always done, that in the majority of cases the

extension of mixed farming is the best solution of the
problem which has been so much discussed of late

—

namely, the best mode of increasing the supplies of
meat.
We have already intimated that the high prices of

store cattle have compelled Mr. Campbell of late years

to resort to breeding and rearing for his own behoof.

In the month of November, 1S67, some handsome,
good-sized in-calf cows and heifers were purchased at

the sales of dairy stock belonging respectively to Mr.
Richard Oliver and Mr. P. Chandley. Shorthorn bulls

had been used in the herds of these gentlemen for

upwards of 20 years, so that their stock had a well-bred
appearance, although the pedigrees were not kept or

registered. Some common-bred cows which, after

falling into Mr. Campbell's hands, proved in calf, and
turning out large milkers, have also been retained, but
they have not the style of the other cows. The dairy

or breeding stock has increased from 13 cows, which
reared 14 calves in 1S68, to 20 cows, which are this

year rearing 25 calves. Last year there were 18 cows
and 25 calves. The calves of the last three years were
got, with a few exceptions, by Paragon (27,038), bred
by Mr. Welsted. Those of 1869 were by Mr. Down-
ing'sLoRD Adair {24,350) ; and the bullocks by that

bull were sold in the middle of March, 1S71, when they
were 23 months old, for ;(^2i i5j-. each. They were
estimated to weigh from 50 to 52 imperial stones.

The cows calve, with a few exceptions, from
March 10 to the end of April. They are then well
fed, getting each day three feeds of Swedes and
Mangels, mixed, while the Swedes last, and then all

Mangels. Each feed of roots is from 24 to 3 stones.

They also get at 8 o'clock in the evening 2 stones of
steamed Swedes or Mangels; with a mixture of bran
and palm-nut meal, or bran and rape-cake, or, as has
been the case latterly, of dried grains of the Dublin
Company, at the rate of 3 lb. to each. The daily

allowance of hay to each cow is 10.^ lb. About the

middle of April the cows are let out on the pasture

daily for a few hours, and if the weather is suitable they

are allowed to lie out altogether at the ist of May.
They have, as a summer run, 48 statute acres of pasture,
bounded by the River Funshion. They are kept in at

night about the middle of November, getting Greystone
Turnips, and a steamed mess in the evening, same as in

spring. About Christmas they are run dry, after which
they get moderate feeds of roots, with fresh threshed

oaten straw, until they calve. When in full milk they

yield from 15 to 16 quarts each per day, and they pro-

duced of butter in 1870, 203 lb., and in 1871, 213 lb.

each. The result shows that 12 quarts of milk produce
one pound weight of butter. It should be mentioned
that the cows are let to the steward at £g each, and he
is allowed 30J. for the milk rearing of each calf. Cows

that calve before their time, and 2-year-old heifers tha
have proved in calf, are reckoned as half cows.
The calves get for the first month new milk from the

cows ; say about 2 quarts each, three times a day.
They then get sweet skimmed milk, of one setting, with
a little porridge made of Indian meal, bean meal, and
linseed meal, as will be afterwards described. The
quantity of porridge is gradually increased until they
are from six to eight weeks old, when they are allowed
a pint of the mixture for each meal, or say a quart of
porridge daily, mixed with about 5 quarts of skimmed
milk per day. The calves are kept in separate pens,
but they get a run in a paddock by day, and they also
get some cut grass, or rather green forage. They are
weaned from milk from the middle to the end of July,
but get each i^ lb. daily of a mixture of buised oats,

bean meal, and linseed cake ; and this feeding is kept
up during autumn, when they have a run on the young
grass after the Barley is cut. From about November i

they are kept in sheds with open yards attached, and
get each, daily, 4 stones of Turnips, a small feed of Cab-
bage, one-third of a stone of hay, and i^ lb. of mixed
corn and cake, till the beginning of April, when they
are put out to pasture on the "seeds," or first year's
grass.

We have mentioned that the calves get a certain de-
scription of porridge along with skimmed milk ; the
porridge is made and used as follows :—5 pints of
Indian meal, 4 pints of meal made from crushed linseed,

3 pints of bean meal ; the 12 pints of meal are mixed in
a pot with 2 quarts of water, and left on the kitchen-
range, boiling and simmering from morning to evening,
and from evening to morning, for the morning and
evening feeds respectively. On the milk being skimmed,
it is put into a large tub, and the porridge poured into

it, and well incorporated with it ; the addition of the
porridge makes the milk to become lukewarm. The
oldest calves are first fed, and when that has been done,
sufiicient milk, part of it warmed, is added to the
remainder of the mixture, so as to reduce it in strength
for the younger calves, who are considered to get at first

about half allowance of porridge with their milk.

The cattle which are put up to fatten during winter
get, according to size, from 6 stones to 7 stones of
Swedes each day in three feeds, and from 5 to 7 lb. of
mixed corn and cake in two feeds. The roots are cut

by Hornsby's cutter,^which is driven by horse-power, and
is found to be an excellent machine. The corn and
cake mixture is composed of crushed Barley, Oats, and
Beans, in the proportion of 2 lb. of com to i lb. of
cake, which is chiefly half linseed and half rape cake.

The quantity required for a day's feeding is put into a
vessel, and as much water poured over it as just

damps it : it is then allowed to lie until next day, when
it is given, as we have said, in two feeds. The
fatting house is comfortable and well ventilated, and
Mr. Campbell has matters so arranged that the stalls,

when empty, are converted into calf pens. The fatten-

ing beasts are kept comfortable, and as little disturbed

as possible, and with such treatment they thrive well,

and become soon fit for sale.

We have thus endeavoured to give a brief account of
a system of farm management which has been pursued
with much success and satisfaction. Ballynahown is in

all respects a model farm, for it exemplifies a system
which is well adapted for a large proportion of the

arable lands of Ireland, and, if more generally adopted,
would increase materially the food-producing resources

of the nation. Farming at Ballynahown has not been
pursued as a mere '* hobby " of the proprietor ; it was
begun because he could not help it, and it has been car-

ried on because Mr. Campbell finds that he has paid

a fair rent for the land, and fair interest for the capital

invested in the farm, besides affording him much agree-

able gratification.

Some Cflrrespunknce.

The Foot-and-Mouth Disease.—This disease, I

believe, has not left the Vale of Blackmoor for the last

three years or more, and now it rages with greater

virulence than ever, and it is indeed a very serious

matter for the farmer when his animals are attacked in

the summer, when they are in milk, and when the

disease assumes a much more serious form. A neigh-

bour of mine paid his dairyman ,;i^loo, two years ago,

to cover loss incurred by this disease, but this sum was
not the farmer's only loss, as animals, after having had
this disease, are peculiarly subject to abortion. Now
this state of things is brought about mostly by the

negligence or timidity of the local authorities, who will

not interfere unless they see a very decided case of

disease ; and how is it possible for a policeman, who
knows little of cows, and much less of their diseases, to

say whether animals have the foot-and-mouth disease or

whether the dropping of their saliva is brought about
by being over-driven ? In this vale we get the disease

propagated often through young stock brought from
Ireland, and which are sold in the Bristol market.
Through the whole of the past spring and present sum-
mer there has scarcely been an animal brought from this

market which has not brought the seeds of this disease,

or the disease itself, into this vale. A cattle dealer

in this immediate neighbourhood took 120 head of

stock from this market in April. These had foot-and-

mouth disease on them, and as they passed through
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the dairy and grazing lands of the vale they infected

many herds on the road, mine and my neighbour's

amongst them. The animals fell lame on the road one
after the other, and were left to form a nucleus of

disease in each locality. These animals foamed,
champed, and were lame, but the police did not inter-

fere until they had traversed the whole of the vale !

believing {as the cattle-dealer assured them) that they

were footsore and foaming at the mouth through being

driven. These Irish heifers are brought over in large

numbers every year, and taken from Bristol by dealers

to the small market towns, spreading disease wherever

they go, and all for the want of a little vigilance of the

local authorities. But possibly the latter are not to

blame. Knowing the critical state of public opinion

about any interference with trade, they are probably in

fear of irritating the sore. These animals may be free

from the disease when put on board the vessels in

Ireland. The vessels themselves are probably the

source from whence nine-tenths of the animals are

infected. The former ought to be disinfected

previous to taking in a fresh freight of cattle, and
even then the wood would be so thoroughly
impregnated with the poison emanating Irom
the foetid breath and droppings, that I question if it

would at all times be safe. Ireland is become almost
the only source from whence many farmers in this vale

get 2-year.old heifers in preference to breeding—some
from want of convenience for breeding, and others

through believing they can buy cheaper than they can
rear them. And again there are many farmers who
have a superabundance of straw to be trodden into

manure who buy from the same source. They buy in

summer and sell them the following spring with calves

by their sides. This really proves to be a paying
matter, as they buy them at about ;^ii or ;r^i2 each,

and by the aid of a little cake and some roots in

winter make them worth, in 10 or 11 months, from
^20 to £2^ each. We sadly want greater vigilance

on the part of the local authorities. My dairies have
had it twice during the last two years, but happily
only a few which had been lately introduced had it the

second time; those that suffered from it 18 months
previously being safe from the influence of the foam
and breath of the diseased animals by their sides.

Gi^o. Sttmnict'Sy Stoke Wake, Blandford.

The Crops at Tiptree.—Another week of low
temperature and frequent heavy rainfalls is showing its

evil effects, not only on Potatos, but also on Mangel.
The latter, despite a heavy hailstorm, had reformed
their leaves, and were promising to become a heavy
crop ; but during the last few days the leaves began to

droop, so, suspecting something wrong below, I souglit

for the usual abundance of white fibres, but they had
rotted and disappeared, and this, too, on well drained
and deeply cultivated, but stiff, cold clay. I hear that

some of the garden crops are suffering from the same
cause. We have harvested by snatches, and to-day

are again using the reaper, although the stiff soil is

fully wet enough. A strong gale has shelled

out some kernels. The tendency to sprouting,

rottenness, and slugs is apparent in many cases.

1 fear we shall have a regular slug season, so we must
not spare the sowing of hot lime at the proper time.

Oats and Italian Rye-grass and Beans have stood the

season better than other crops. Light lands, where
drained naturally or artificially, have the best of it this

season. The rapid growth of weeds is something
wonderful. Finding that a fine crop of Beans had
come to a too sudden conclusion, I examined the roots

and found them rotted by the continued wet weather and
low temperature, y. y. Mechi, August 12.

In and Around the Lakes.—The most difficult

task which the proprietors of an agricultural journal
can attempt is to get a true exposition of the state of
the crops. Your own tabulated record is admirably
worked, but to come to the truth you must in ninety-
nine cases out of the hundred consider statements made
to you as under estimate. Many things tend to this

end, the principal one of which is that, as the names
of your correspondents are published, they have to run
the market-day gauntlet of criticism of their brother
farmers. As I stated in my *'tour" last year, the
grass crops in 1S70 and 1S71 were excellent, and as the
portions of Westmoreland which I visited are mostly
devoted to grazing, I may briefly say of them that both
the meadows and pastures this year are better than even
the two preceding ones. Having had splendid green
and grass crops in 1870 and 1S71, we had no lack of
keep to begin last winter with. A very open, mild
winter followed, and the pastures were so full of grass
that the only want we suffered was the want of cattle

to eat it. In the spring the fruit trees were laden with
blossom, and the early garden Potatos looked remark-
ably well ; but about the middle of May one or two
nights of severe frost effected a woeful change. Tlie tops
of the Potatos were blackened, and never fullyrecovered,
the produce being light and stunted in growth, and the
fruit crops were irretrievably ruined. At the present
time there arc many large orchards out of which you
would not gather a bushel of fruit. Even in sheltered
places, where an odd tree apparently escaped, the
leaves thereafter withered, and the fruit is all but
worthless. Thus the fruit crop is nii. As a counter-
poise, however, the " oldest inhabitant " cannot
remember such an excellent crop of grass. The

meadows have been so full that they have stood like a

solid bank against the exertions of the mowing-
machines, and have tested the capabilities of the latter

to the utmost. Generally speaking the crop has been
housed in good condition, notwithstanding the pre-

valence of thunder-storms, which for a time were of
almost daily occurrence. These, with the high rate of
labour, have entailed considerable expense on the
farmer—for good men have asked and obtained during
hay time not less than ^^8 to £() per month, wet and
dry, and all found. South country labourers will open
their eyes at this, especially when I tell them that in

addition to the 45j-. a week, the "all found" includes
beer and living of the best description, and a
considerable curtailment of former hours of labour.
The large extent of iron ore mines and ironworks in the
neighbourhood has led to this result, owing to the diffi-

culty in obtaining men for farm work. The only
drawback to the hay crop is the prevalence of the Ox-
eye Daisy, which is completely overrunning the
country; and I again call upon landlords to use their

influence with their tenants to have it exterminated.
In the neighbourhood of Lake Windermere the fields

were one white mass, and it is fast making its way into

the meadows of Fumess. Of seed grass we are now
{August 6) almost ready for cutting a second and
good crop, and the pastures in many places resemble
hay meadows in a poor season, so full of grass are
they. Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, Carrots, Beans, Peas,
Vetches, &c., are the finest and healthiest crops known
for years past. Wheat, Barley, and corn are most
luxuriant, the ears full and solid, giving promise of a
large yield, whilst six feet of straw may be found in

almost any field you enter. In com, however, the
*'smut" or black ear is very prevalent, and this

prevalence adduces a good argument in favour of
steeping the seed. On this point my own obser-
vation deduces the following conclusions. Wheat and
Barley are mostly sown in this district, the proportion
of corn being considerably smaller. For this reason
the seed of the two former are regularly sprinkled with
chamber-ley, and raked up with hot lime, just prior to

sowing. After this preparation, a black ear is a rarity

seldom seen in Furness, one of the finest grain-pro-
ducing districts in the kingdom. Oats generally are

not subjected to this process, and the result is seen in the
number of ears affected with smut. This year I have
seen fields where I compute that at least 3 bush, per
acre will be destroyed by it, and the remainder of the
crop deteriorated. Is not this the height of folly when a

couple of hours' work at sowing time would obviate it ?

By careful observation I am led to the conclusion that

after a few years' steeping, the process might be
omitted for some years without the smut reappearing.
Owing to the wet spring, by which sowing operations
were retarded, the harvest in this district will be from
a fortnight to three weeks later than in favourable years.

I regret to conclude my report with a lament, but fears

are entertained that the great quantity of rain which
has fallen—last month (July) we had 5.26 inches,

being upwards of 2 inches more than the average
month's fall of the past eight years—will have made
sad havoc with the Potato crop. Already the blight

has seized upon the second early sorts ; field Potatos,

however, show no signs of disease at present, and we
can only trust that their hardier nature will preserve
them from its destroying influence. R,

Crops in Nottinghamshire.—The Wheat crop is

under average ; much of it is storm broken, and
many deal ears. Barley on good sandy soils will be an
average crop, but on loams and clays Barley will be a
bad crop ; it was sown very late, and much was put in

very badly on those soils. Beans are very good indeed

;

never saw them looking more promising. Oats on
good loams are an average crop. Root crops are good
and very promising, but in general they are very full of

weeds ; all the work amongst roots is in a very back-
ward state, owing to a scarcity of labour and the

excess of rain we have had. Hay over average ; I

never knew a heavier crop, but greater proportion is

badly got, much spoiled with rain. I don't think

harvest will be general here before August 10. Early
Potatos are diseased. Charles Doncaster, Ridiiings IFill,

near Sonthwdl.

Land and Labour.—There is something inexplic-

able, if not mysterious, in the present position of the

landed interest. Land never was dearer, rents were
never higher, competition for farms or for the pur-

chase of land was never greater, and all notwithstand-
ing the cost of farming was never so heavy, the

casualties amongst farm stock was never so high, and
the failure in farm crops quite at a maximum. In

saying this, I extend my retrospective view over the past

seven years. In 1865 we imported the rinderpest. In
1866 it spread desolation over thousands of herds,

causing immense losses to cattle owners, and no little

consternation to all their class. Then followed the

worst attaclc of Potato disease ever known ; next a

dry summer and loss of crops and the grazing season
;

next pleuro-pneumonia and foot-and-mouth disease

—

the latter equally severe to sheep and pigs, and these

are exceedingly rife at the present juncture. Added to

these farm losses and discouragement, the labour ques-

tion [is assuming a very serious position, causing not

only a considerable advance in the price of farm labour,

but upon every machine and implement required for

the farm ; and yet competition for farms or land is

greater than ever. I endeavour to account for it all ;

but with no very satisfactory result, I fear. I take it

in this way : the wealth of the kingdom is enormous

—

vast amounts require investment. Land, although
paying the lowest interest, is the safest security

—

capitalistswillhave land at some price—large landowners
are, upon the whole, more desirous to extend their

domains than decrease them—farmers failing to secure
farms, are anxious buyers at provincial sales—cottagers
are ever ready for small plots. These facts sufSce to
show good reasons why the price of land in a country
of the limited area of Great Britain is so enormously
high. The most satisfactory reason to my own mind,
however, is in the great and progressive advance of
British agriculture, and this is the safest security the
landowner can have. Modern farmers of high intelli-

gence and enterprise depend more upon the judicious
expenditure of their capital than on a mere question of
rent. What is absolutely retjuisite for high and successful
farming is in unlimited covenants, good security to the
tenant, and an equitable tenant-right. Give a tenant
these and he at once proceeds to make both a practical

and commercial business of his farm. His practice

will embrace deep and liberal culture—the application

of the most suitable manurial aids—the selection of the
most profitable corps with unlimited privilege to

grow them. In his grazing department he will select

the most suitable and best farm stock for the farm he
occupies, and the country and climate in which he
lives. These he will graze, fatten, and manage after

the most approved modem principles and practice.

His cattle are supplied with liberal rations of cake
daily, his sheep with the various approved foods now
so generally provided for them in cake, corn, Maize,
&c. ; his pigs with meal, corn, Potatos, tS:c.,— all in

addition to the natural grasses ; so that by these

supplementary means he is enabled to keep a far

greater amount of stock upon his farm, and, of course,

provide a greater supply of food for the public, hoping
and trusting by these means and expenditure to make
his farm profitable and productive. O. F.

Crops in Norfolk.—I fear I could not summarise
a report of the crops on the card by which you would
clearly understand their true position ; I therefore

deemed it right to write you a line. The sudden and
frequent change of the weather for the last few months
has had its influence on the growing crops, particularly

Wheat ; many fields are blighted, some very bad,

while other fields show signs of a splendid crop
in quantity and quality. With respect to the general

idea of the crop, I think the criterion of time is nine
times out of ten a very good one to judge by, viz., from
a bad to a good yield, according to time of harvesting

from a late to an early harvest, or an average harvest
;

and, next week being the time of commencing here,

I think the coming harvest will be about an average.

I say also an average yield of Wheat. Barley variable

in quality ; some very fine, others coarse and unkind
for malting ; yield a fair average, good bulk of straw.

Oats on the whole will be a good crop in quality and
yield. Peas a fair crop. Beans a full average.

Mangel very good. Swedes a fair crop, white ones
plenty of top. Looking forward to September

;

with showers and fine sunny weather we shall have a

good root crop, but without showers at that time a
very poor one. Hay an abundant crop ; some secured

in but moderate condition. Harvest general about
August 7. ]V. H. Taylor, IVymond/iam.

The New Agricultural Era. — What a change
from the old style, when we only required the aid of

the village blacksmith to point tlie share or do an odd
job, besides the shoeing of horses. Now we find our-

selves "nowhere" unless we know something about

modern agricultural machinery and implements. The
necessity of some mechanical knowledge for the British

farmer is becoming annually more apparent. The
rising generation will grow up in the presence of steam-

power and its accompaniments, but ancient farmers and
labourers find it hard to understand the management of

complicated machinery, requiring close and periodical

examination, with strict regard to well cleansed and
well oiled joints, brasses removed or renewed, well

cleansed and ample sized fines for the fixed steam-

engines. Take the case of reaping-machines. Every
year they should be taken to pieces and put in proper
order, especially the wearing parts, otherwise there will

be breakages, or the work will be badly done and the

horses unduly worked. The want of a little paint is

costly ; iron rusts faster than it wears. There is too

often gross and unprofitable neglect of farm implements,

as though it did not pay to keep the implements and
machines in good order as well as the land. The same
remarks liold good for fences, ditches, roads, and
drains. Landowners should consider that modern
farm machinery is costly, and requires proper additional

buildings or shelter. All blacksmiths' shops shouhl be
now semi-engineer works, with lathe, &c., and a new
race of blacksmith-engineers. Custom is second
nature, and I believe the repugnance of many farmers

to fixed engines and machinery arises from their not

having been used to them,,and their men not understand-

ing their management. But we are going ahead in the

matter of machinery, as is evident by the fact that

agricultural implement factories have now become
gigantic imdertakings, realizing large fortunes to their
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oMTiers ; and all this is owing to steam, that mighty

and cheap force or power that has enriched our manu-

facturers and greatly cheapened their productions. So

it will be with agriculture when we can all he brought

to believe in the economy and profit of steam as

a modern power. I have worked my fixed steam-

engine for more than 24 years. J. J. Mechi, August \i.

Sfltulits.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF IRELAND.

Belfast.—At the banquet of the Society last week,

Earl SrENCER as Lord-Lieutenant responded to the

toast "The Prosperity of Ireland," and made the

following reference to the agricultural statistics of the

year : I will pass on to one or two other facts which

may be interesting to you in this agricultural country.

There is nothing more import.ant than the cattle of the

countr)'. At the present time it is a matter of the

deepest interest, as we all know to what high prices

meat has risen in the sister country of Great Britain.

I am glad to say that the returns are favourable to

Ireland in two respects, both as to the stock in this

country and the exports to Great Britain. I have been

informed that .all cattle have increased in Ireland, in

lS72 0ver 1S71, to the number of 2252. The only class

of stock that has diminished are pigs, which number

234,000, but, if we take the value, we find an increase

to the amount of /276,526. That, I think, will be

gratifying to you as members of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society of Ireland. In England, on the

other hand, stock has diminished, notwithstanding

the large exports from this country. The exports from
this country are very remarkable, particularly for the

latter half of 1S71, amounting as they did to ;,f i6o,SSl

whereas, for the corresponding period of 1872, they

amounted to ;^26o, 117, an increase of .^99, 236. Now,
from these figures I think we may draw two very useful

lessons. It shows to the farmers of this country, who
have been very careful of their stock, that they have not

been tempted by a sudden rise of prices in England to

send otf the stock on which they must always depend
for increasing the produce of their herds. In England
I think, during the years when there was a very great

drought, the farmers were obliged to diminish in a most
dangerous manner the stock they had on their farms

and I think it is to this, and to the greatly increased con-

sumption of meat, is due much of the diminution of

stock in Great Britain. I think that in another season

we may draw from the larger quantity of stock

that is sent over from Ireland to Great Britain, that

the Scotch and English value very much the cattle

that they get from Ireland ; that they liave found
the Iri^h stock very useful in their farms ; and, more-
over, it shows that the restrictions that are put on
the importation of cattle have not been imposed in

vain. We have often heard that the rules and regula-

tions which have been made by the Privy Council,
in reference to the importation of cattle into Ireland,

have had a very injurious effect upon the country
;

but I think that these statistics which I have quoted
will show that these regulations have had no such effect

as that. At this moment when that dire enemy of
farmers, the rinderpest, has appeared upon the shores
of England it is worth while, acting on the wish for the

protection of their own stock, for the farmers to submit
to any regulations that might be necessary in order to

drive away the fearful calamity from our shores. We
may congratulate ourselves that the experience which
we have had in former years in England caused the
Government of the country to take exceptionally severe
measures for the prevention of the rinderpest being
imported from England, by means of these regulations.

I hope that the plague has been stayed in the various
parts of the country in which it has been discovered,
and I sincerely, as we all sincerely, hope that we shall

not be visited with this terrible disaster. I have referred

to the subject of Flax, which has always been to me a

subject of great interest. I wish I could congratulate
the Society on the success of the efforts which have
been made for the promotion of the growth of Flax
in other parts of the country. I believe that the
cultivation of Flax is one of extreme difficulty ; but it

is hardly to be expected that it would be suddenly
and rapidly introduced into the part of Ireland
where it was not hitherto known up to recent years.

Her Majesty's Government had made a grant for the
extension of this object. Although they had the ad-
vantage of the assistance of the Society, I regret that
the Government were not more successful in the exten-
sion of the cultivation of Flax in the western and
southern provinces of Ireland. It shows how ex-
tremely difficult it is for the Government by mere
grants of money to force any new branch of industry

into the country. There is, however, another mode
of Government assistance which has been more suc-

cessful than applications for public money. I refer to

the applications for loans that have been made. I

once before, in 1869, referred to the improvement in

property which resulted from the advantage that was
taken of the public loans taken from the grants by
the Board of Public Works in Ireland. It appears
that ;^84,ooo were issued in 1869 and '70 in the way
of loans by the Board of Works in this country for

the improvement of the land. I thought it would be
satisfactory to find how much was done in this way I

last year, and I find there was an increase, and I find

also that the largest sum paid by the Board of Works
was paid last year. In 1869, when the sum of

;^S2, 550 was advanced for that purpose, one-half being

for farm buildings, I think that shows that although

there may be still in some places hesitation as to the

working of the Land Act, that measure has not stopped

improvement on the part of the owners of farms—

a

statement which was often made when the Land Bill

was being discussed, and before it was passed.

Farmers' Clubs.
RANnURV.

Condition of Cottages.—At a recent meeting of this

Chamber of Agriculture, Mr. FlNLAY DuN read the

following paper ;

—

The sanitary state of rural cottages deserves the con-

sideration of all who are interested in the well-being of

the Labourer. Landlords, farm tenants, clergymen,

medical men, and sanitary authorities, are equally in-

terested in providing healthy, decent homes for the

poor. It must never be forgotten that the surroundings

make the man. The Black Country is dark, not only

in its .atmosphere, but too often in its squalid homes,

its improvident pauperism, its heavy assize lists.

Material and moral degradation go hand-in-hand
;

they mutually re-act and reproduce each other. Dila-

pidated cottages tell too often of the dilapidated

fortunes of their inmates. Dirt and disorder are incon-

sistent with self-respect and industrious, thrifty habits,

not less than with health. In tumble-down, incon-

venient, overcrowded, filthy abodes, it is obviously

hopeless to find contented, steady, robust workpeople.

I would briefly notice some of the conditions which

maybe regarded as essential in securing a decent, happy

home for the agricultural labourer. The cottage should,

if possible, be in a convenient central situation on the

farm, rather than in the village. A trudge of two or

three miles to and from work, in all weathers, is a

hardship still common in many English districts, has

resulted from the absurd law of settlement, and is a

wasteful expenditure of power that might, to say the

least of it, be more profitably employed. In lone

cottages, as they are termed, removed from the tempta-

tion of the village alehouse, men are apt to become
more steady and painstaking ; women are more
domestic, prudent, and less disposed to gossip ; children

are more healthful, better brought up, and the girls are

believed, on good authority, to make better domestic

servants. Moreover, living close to their work,

labourers can, with advantage to themselves, and with-

out injury to their employers, enjoy their meals at

home ; whilst in wet weather they have the oppor-

tunity of changing their damp clothes, and thus dimi-

nishing their risks of rheumatism—the arch-tormentor

of the English agricultural labourer. For the cottages,

which may be advantageously and economically built

in pairs, a pleasant, dry site should be selected, some-

what sheltered from the prevailing winds, and handy
to a good supply of pure water. Overtopped by other

buildings, placed in a dismal hole, there will be lack

of light and sunshine, which proved so essential to

health. Underneath the towering walls of Continental

fortified towns, shut out from exhilarating sunshine,

it has been found that an enormous percentage of idiotic,

deafand dumb, deformed, and weakly children, arebom.
Many cottages, and not a few more aspiring houses,

are set down without adequate drainage of the site, and

without provision for the effectual removal either of

surface-water or sewage. Around the foundations,

3 or 4 feet below the surface, draining pipes of 3 or

4 inches calibre should be placed, and overlaid, espe-

cially in clay soils, with a foot of broken stones to

ensure the rapid removal of top-water. Damp dwell-

ings develope rheumatism and consumption, a sluggish

circulation, favourable to the production of congestion,

ulceration, and some forms of skin disease, with that

feeling of lassitude which craves for stimulants. From
suitable gratings of iron or stone at the back and, if

need be, at the front doors, glazed stoneware pipes,

6 inches in diameter, and provided with a good fall,

should carry off the refuse-water from the house.

Drains passing underneath a cottage should be laid in

cement concrete 7 inches thick. Outside the house,

the drains particularly, if containing the outflow of a

water-closet, should have a syphon trap, with properly

filled cover, and be ventilated by a 2-inch iron or zinc

pipe, taken up to the roof. The superfluous water and
house drainage must be carried, as the Jewish law
enjoins, outside the camp, or, in other words, sufficiently

far from any dwellings ; whilst special care must be

had that it does not percolate into any wells or other

sources of water supply. In many towns, and not a

few villages, contamination of water supply, as will

be hereafter noticed, is a prolific source of chronic ill-

health, and of periodical outbreaks of fever. No cottage

should be built without provision on the ground-floor

for a kitchen at least 10 feet by 12 feet, and S feet high,

a back kitchen of nearly the same dimensions, a pantry

and cupboard ; whilst overhead there should be three

bed -rooms, in one or more of which a fireplace and a

grate should be provided, so as to secure warmth,

comfort, and ventilation in case of sickness. Windows,

always made to open well up to the top, should be of

liberal dimensions, for darkness is often a cloak for dirt. I

Casements in cottage windows are seldom more than

half the size they should be, and are not often enough
or long enough set open. Without three bed-rooms, a

family could not have suftlcient healthful accommoda-
tion and decent separation of the sexes.

No sanitary error is productive of worse efTects than
overcrowding. In some of its aggravated forms it is

tantamount to slow poisoning. Indeed, those breathing

again and again the same heated confined air, reeking

with noxious organic emanations, unless gradually

inured to its deleterious depressing effects, would
perish miserably, like the unfortunate sufferers in the

black hole of Calcutta, or the prisoners pent up in the

cabin of Londonderry. Eight or twelve persons, some
of them unmarried adults, of opposite sexes, are some-

times found, even in rural villages, huddled into one

dingy sleeping apartment, the doors and windows
religiously closed, the atmosphere charged with carbonic

acid and foul animal offscourings ;
physical, mental,

and moral health reduced to a low ebb. Living in the

open air, as agricultural labourers do during fully one-

half of the 24 hours, they do not suffer so much from

this nocturnal crowding as those pursuing indoor

occupations. In rural districts such overcrowding is

inexcusable. Despite our increasing population, there

is still throughout England and Wales an average area

of 2 acres for each huni.an being. Far otherwise, how-
ever, is it in many of our larger towns. In Glasgow,

for example, there are 94 persons to an acre ; in

Liverpool, 103 ; in London, 180, with an average of

nine persons to each house. Of 1465 families living in

the tolerably well-to-do parish of St. George's, Hanover
Square, 929 had but one room, and of these two-thirds

had only one bed. In Whitechapel and other districts

of East London matters are still worse. In some of

the low lodging-houses, in the town dwellings of the

very poor, and in the workshops of some trades, the

want of cubic space and pure air are most notable.

Instead of the 700 or 1000 cubic feet which are requi-

site for healthy existence, many a poor stifled wretch

sleeps with a tenth part of that cubic space. In conse-

sequence results a high rate of sickness and mortality,

especially amongst the infant population, with

abundance of pulmonary consumption and other forms

of scrofula, paralysis, and other nervous disorders,

with frequently occurring attacks of contagious and

epidemic disease, against which the debilitated con-

stitution makes a poor stand. Continually breathing a

contaminated atmosphere, the blood becomes vitiated,

the consequent depression is vainly endeavoured to be

relieved by the free use of stimulants. Much of the

drunkenness, recklessness, and various forms of bru-

tality, still too common both in town and country, are

ascribed by all competent authorities to the wretched

state of the dwellings of the poor, and especially to

their indecent and unhealthy overcrowding. Like

causes everywhere produce somewhat similar effects :

let us beware, then, of lowering the stamina, stature,

and usefulness of our agricultural labourers by baneful

overcrowding and foul air. Not only should every

adult have his allowance of at least 700 or 800

cubic feet of space in the sleeping rooms, but the

wholesome change and purification of such air, of

which 300 cubic feet are contaminated during six or

seven hours of slumber, must further be ensured by
free ventilation through doors, windows, and chimneys,

and, if need be, by openings in the ceiling. As is the

rule on most considerable properties, two families

should not occupy the same cottage, nor, except under

special permission, should lodgers be allowed. Sepa-

rate back premises, properly constructed, and with

well-built water-tight vaults at some distance from

every building, should be provided for every cottage.

In most villages and small towns earth-closets are

probably more convenient and healthful than the old-

fashioned privy, or the more modem water-closet,

which requires a considerable and constant supply of

water to keep it sweet. An ash-pit in a suitable situa-

tion will keep rubbish and garbage from being left

scattered in odd comers, and will, moreover, economise

the manure for garden and allotment, for dirt, as was

aptly remarked by Lord Palmerston, " is only matter

in the wrong place." Where pigs are kept great care

should be exercised in keeping them clean, and their

food, if sour and stale, as it so often must be, kept at

a considerable distance from the cottage. The acid,

noisome smell of the hog-tub, although, perhaps,

seldom directly productive of disease, cannot be

favourable to health ; in those unused to it, it certainly

often produces nausea and disordered digestion ; whilst

it may help to feed fermentation and become the nidus

on which special poisons fix themselves. In all con-

siderable towns with any pretensions to cleanliness,

pigs are now properly banished. Inhabiting a damp
and foggy climate, it is discreditable to our care and

foresight that we have to complain of "a dry and

thirsty land where no water is."

It is only comparatively recently that the sanitary

importance of a good water-supply has been sufficiently

recognised. Endowed with a wonderful power of

picking up and dissolving the gases, mineral matters and

organic substances, with which it comes in contact,

water acts an almost ubiquitous scavenger, and as the

great purveyor of plant food. But this absorbent

faculty, so advantageous for the vegetable kingdom, often

renders water unsuitable and dangerous for the use of

man, and of the domestic animals. The limpid stream,

erst in perfect purity, trickles through some manure-
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heap, perchance through some churchyard mould, or

receives from some leaking overfilled privy vaults de-

composing organic matter, or, worse still, the germs

from some case of typhoid fever, scarlet fever, or

cholera, and hence, until again purified be free expo-

sure to the air the cleansing, refreshing water becomes

the unsuspected vehicle of disease, and, may be, of

death. Thousands of cases of sickness are thus deve-

loped. In some villages the brook is at once the

source of water-supply and the common sewer. No
wonder when, after a dry summer, the stream becomes

small, and the noxious ingredients are hence in a more

concentrated form, that the water has a suspicious

flavour, smells badly when boiled, and produces in the

people that drink it diarrhcea and fevers, and induces

in cattle and sheep digestive derangements, quarter

evil, splenic apoplexy, and abortion amongst cows.

In India there is a popular notion that cholera and

other serious disorders result from malicious poisoning

of the wells. At home, as well as in India, the wells

and other sources of water-supply are too often poisoned,

not intentionally, but ignorantly or carelessly ; not

with poison from the chemist's shop, but with the

equally dangerous subtle poison of the sewers. This

form of poisoning the Legislature at last condescends

to take cognisance of. The drink of the labourer natu-

rally suggests the question of his food. In the midland

and southern counties of England it unfortunately is

often deficient in nutritive elements. There is seldom

any serious deficiency in quantity, but it is short of

those albumenous materials which impart power and

robustness. Roughly to compare the men with the

horses, they have seldom cause to complain of their

supplies of straw-chop ; but they would be better if

they could have more of what corresponds in the equine

dietary to the Oats, Beans, and hay. In the labourer's

fare, matters would be mended by adding to the bread,

vegetables, tea, an occasional quart of beer or cider,

which constitute the ordinary dietary, an increased

quantity of pork, bacon, or cheese, a daily pint ofgood

milk, and a weekly pound or two of beef or mutton,

whether home-grown or colonial. The Australian

meat will yet prove an immense boon to the English

labourer, will help to improve his bone, muscle, and

nervous force, will save him from the frequent wearing

out bad legs, and diminish his share of sickness. The

Poor-law medical relief returns show how closely sick-

ness and poverty are associated. Of our regiment of

sanitary causes account for half the sickness and mor-

tality, and for a large amount of the pauperism and

crime of this country. 2. That the Sanitary Bill now
before the House of Commons, although necessarily

stringent, and granting great powers to the central

authority, well deserves the approval of this Chamber,

as it will ensure throughout the country a uniform,

universal, and imperative administration of sanitary

law. 3. That as great expenses under the proposed

Act may be entailed on poor districts, in carrying out

drainage or other sanitary improvements, provisions

should be introduced into the Bill whereby assistance

from the national exchequer should, when required, be

granted.

MoiutB 0f I00KS.
Harvesting Hay in Wet Seasons. By W. A.

Gibbs, GiUwell Park, Sewardstone, Essex. Provost

& Co., Henrietta Street, Covent Garden.

This is a republication of Mr. Gibbs' Prize Essay,

originally given in the Tratisactions 0/ the Highland

and Agricultural Society. We refer to it again that we

may extract a letter bearing testimony to the merits of

the drying apparatus, which is thus introduced by

Mr. Gibbs ;—
'

' The following letter from a practical farmer (holding

about 2000 acres of land) will show that no skilled labour

or previous acquaintance with machinery is needed to

carry out this process. I purposely left the whole

management to Mr. Mills and his men, and at the end

of the first hour they were as well able to carry on the

work as my own men who have been used to it for the

last five years.

" The Grange, Sewardstone, March 23, 1S72.

"Dear Sir,— I have pleasure in testifying to the great

success with which damaged wet hay can be secured and

restored by your process. During last season I had large

quantities so spoilt by frequent rain, as to be reduced in

value from £6 to £2 per load. After it had been cut

and partly made for nearly a month, without a chance of

stacking it, I sent up two loads of your hay dryer, and

myself and my own men dried these in two hours
;

a

heavy rain falling on the hay, both whilst it was being

carted and carried, and also whilst it was being unloaded

and thrown into the drying shed. The quality of the hay

was so much restored by the drying that I have no hesita-

tion in saying that I could have sent it into market and

grown for ten consecutive years on the same

land (Norfolk Whites 1843-1848, and Swedes 1S49-

1S52) ; on some plots without manure, and on

others with different descriptions of manure.

Barley was then grown for three consecutive

seasons (1853-1S55) without manure, in order to

test the comparative corn-growing condition of the

different plots, and also to equalise their condition,

as far as possible, by the exhaustion of some of the

most active and immediately available constituents

supplied by the previous manuring. A new series of

experiments with Swedes was then arranged, having

regard to the character of the manures previously

applied on the different plots, and to the results pre-

viously obtained. This second series was commenced

in 1856, and continued for 15 years—namely, to 1870

inclusive.

It is impossible adequately to state the bearing of

the results in a few words, but the following are some

of the most characteristic indications :

1. Without manure of any kind, the produce of

roots was reduced in a few years to a few cwt. per

acre ; but the diminutive plants (both root and leal)

contained a very unusually high percentage of nitrogen.

2. Of "mineral" constituents, phosphoric acid (in

the form of superphosphate of lime) was by far the

most effective manure ; but, when this manure is used

alone, the immediately available nitrogen of the soil is

rapidly exhausted.

3. Really large crops of Turnips can only be obtained

when the soil supplies a liberal amount of both car-

bonaceous and nitrogenous matter (as well as mineral

constituents); and when they are already available

within the soil, or are supplied in the form of farmyard

manure, rape cake, Peruvian guano, ammonia-salts,

&c., the rapidity of growth and the amount of the crop

are greatly increased by the use of superphosphate of

lime applied near to the seed.

The land is now devoted to experiments with Sugar-

Beet, the particulars of which we will publish.

million Daupers, \<^.%A per cent, were on the obtained at least ;^6 per load for it. although before being
. .. ^ ^ , fi^_ , .,_ _..Q-—: _, I- . A^.,^ ^r it 1..TC ^iiiio Vila^Ir and i;finl,-inp'_

doctor's list on December 10, 1869 ; to this suffering

multitude the in-door paupers of England contributed

29.5, whilst the cut-door only supplied 1 2. 7 per cent.

In Berkshire and Oxfordshire the percentage of pauper

sickness was over 20, or more than double what it was

in Northumberland, Durham, Cumberland, and West-

moreland, or the Yorkshire Ridings. Sussex, Essex,

Worcester, and Suffolk, all reach 18 percent., whilst

Wilts and Dorset are about 17 per cent. The lower

wages, the insufficiently animalised dietary, the exces-

sive swilling of beer or cider, the absence of milk,

appear to account for the higher rates of sickness as

compared with 7.6 in Durham, 7. 7 in Northumberland,

and 8.6 in Cumberland. Admitting, as we have

endeavoured to show, that health and life are sense-

lessly wasted, that preventible disease still claims

its hecatombs of victims, that insanitary con-

ditions continue to develope drunkenness, pauper-

ism, lunacy, and crime, how, it may be asked,

can these evils be remedied and prevented ? The

evils are evidently somewhat complicated ; they

spring from various sources, they are inborn and bred

through many generations. To be successfully attacked

an assault must be made upon them from several dif-

ferent points of vantage. The ignorance, carelessness,

and apathy which produce and perpetuate so many

sanitory errors must be gradually got rid of, mainly by

education. The ingrained hereditary affection for dirt,

physical and moral, the corporeal and mental faults

developed during several generations, certainly cannot

at once be set aside. There is a grim philosophy in

the gouty old gentleman unwillingly obliged to be

moderate in his libations of port wine, shaking his

stick, imprecating the portrait of his great-grandfather,

and declaring, " Your drink brought down gout upon

us all." Drinking in its immediate and remote con-

sequences has brought down much sickness and misery

on all classes of the community. Although adults

may not care to learn to practise sanitary laws, the

rising generation may be taught to understand arid

respect them. They should be insisted upon in

schools, and the children instructed in self-preserva-

tion, as well as in prudence and self-respect. The

4000 medical men scattered throughout England

should form reliable sources of sanitary information,

and should enjoin the prevention as well as the cure of

disease. But until the masses of the people have learned

neither to jeopardise their own health, or that of their

neighbours, it behoves a paternal Government, by
warning injunction and statute, such as that shadowed
forth in the Bill now before the House of Commons, to

dried a great deal of it was quite black and stinking.

"The quantity of coke consumed appeared to be very

insignificant, compared with the increased value of the

hay ; and my men, although they had never seen the

machinery before, had no difficulty in making good use of

it.—Yours truly, Peter Mills.

"To Wm. A. Gibbs, Esq."

Farm Memoranda.
Belmont, Canada : Flax Growing.—A gentle-

man, writing to the Toronto Mail on this subject, says :

" Having lately visited the Flax-growing districts in

the western part of Ontario, I have much pleasure in

stating that this crop has a bountiful appearance,

which would remove the impression on the minds of

many of our farmers that Flax exhausts the land. Were

they to visit the farm of Mr. John Nugent, near the

village of Belmont, North Dorchester, some 13 miles

from London, they would see on his farm 30 acres of

as fine Flax as ever grew in any country, measuring in

length from 3 to 4 feet, and scarcely a weed to be seen

in the whole 30 acres. The seed has been sown after

Peas and Barley, and on several acres there is the

second crop of F'lax on the same land. Not a pound

of manure has been put on this land during the last

1 5 years, and about four years ago a heavy crop of

Wheat, yielding 30 bush, to the acre, was taken off a

field that had a crop of Flax the year before. In the

vicinity of Belmont there are 800 acres under Flax

crops, seed being furnished by tlie enterprising Flax

millers, Messrs. Nicol, Brothers & Co., whose success in

the manufacturing of this valuable branch of Canadian

industry is a guarantee to others to erect scutch-mills

in other sections of country where a Flax crop will be

found to be most profitable. Many of our farmers who

are suffering considerable loss this year from the injury

the fall Wheat sustained from frost and want of snow

through the winter, would have found Flax an excel-

lent substitute if put in the ground in spring, where the

Wheat had failed. There are qualities in the soil that

will produce excellent Flax after the properties for

growing Wheat have been exhausted. The expense of

hands pulling Flax having been removed by the pro.

duction of a Flax-puller, leaves no reasonable excuse

on the part of the farmers for not giving this crop, in

common with others, a fair trial. Prices were high

last year, and are likely to continue so, owing to the

great failure of the Flax crop in Ireland for several

years past. There cannot be less than from 20,000

to 30,000 acres of Flax under cultivation in Ontario

this season, and over 30 mills, all doing a successful

business."

secure for all classes of the people pure air, pure water,

sound wholesome food, and reasonable protection from
any insanitary condition connected with their calling.

Two great matters, in brief, are to be aimed at, Rothamstead, St. Alban s.—3. Experiments

namely : i. To raise the general health of the com- on the GrirwtA of Root-crops.— (Barn Field.)— 1.\-

munity. 2. To destroy special causes of disease, periments with Turnips were commenced in 1843

These good ends may be somewhat hastened by the Eight acres, divided into numerous plots, were

promulgation of the following resolutions:— I. That I set apart for the purpose; and the crop was

Miscellaneous.

The Cardiff Catalogue of Implements.—The

following is in continuation of the list published last

week from the Mark Lane Express catalogue of

implements :—
Cambridge & Parhani showed ro of their rollers and

clod-crushers, and several chain and tine harrows, scuffle

drags, horse-gear and other implements.

Harford & Perkins, of Peterborough, had on their stand

one of Campain's patent self-acting anchors for steam

cultivation, as made by them, several metal corn-grinding

mills, oilcake breakers, and water-ballast rollers.

Perkins & Co., of Hitchin, besides a few miscellaneous

implements, had many bundles of their folding shafts for

reaping and mowing machines.

John Weighell, of Pickering, exhibited five of his im-

proved corn-grinding mills, horse-gear, &c.

Wm. Sawney, of Beverley, had on trial some of his

winnowing and screening, and corn-dressing machines,

and also showed improved sack trucks or barrows.

E, H. Bentall, of Maldon, exhibited a number of his

patent chaff-cutters, the cog-wheels of which are all under

cover, and with improved tooth-rollers, suited for hand,

horsei or steam power ; a new combined turnip-cutter

and pulper, oilcake-breakers and corn and seed-crushers.

R. Boby, of Bury St. Edmund's, had a number of his

corn-screens— one of which, a self-cleaning, which turns

out 90 bush, per hour, on trial carried off the ist prize-

also other screens, haymakers, and horse-rakes.

S. & E. Ransome, of London, showed some of

Weston's patent pulleys and blocks, and a new dynamic

pulley tested to various weights.

Williamson Brothers, of Kendal, had on the ground

some of their whirlpool centrifugal pumps and blowing

1. & H. Keyworth & Co., of Liverpool, had a good col-

lection of Whiting & Cowan's Canadian hay, manure,

and other forks and hoes.

H. & G. Kearsley, of Ripon. showed three reaping and

mowing-machines.
, . j .1

Walker & Sons, of Bingham, had on their stand three

corn-drills and a lever horse-hoe.

Ashby, Jeffery & Smith, besides the implements in the

department of machinery in motion, had several hay-

makers, horse-rakes and chaff-cutters.

Richmond & Chandler, of Saltord, showed several corn-

crushers, root-washers, and sets of horse gear. In chaff-

cutters they had a varied assortment, embodying many

recent improvements. In a 13-inch cutter, which cuts

two lengths of chaff, and which has a self-acting fixed

web, the old form of lever and weight is abolished,

thereby increasing the pressure on the feed as it becomes

thicker. A simple steaming apparatus shown by this

firm, consists of a boiler fitted with supply cistern, safety-

valve, water-gauge, &c., and a 4-bushel wrought-iron pan

susoended on brackets for facility of emptying.

Picksley, Sims & Co. (Limited), of Leigh, had a large

collection of their hay-rakcs, reapers, and mowers, willi

new sets of harrows. The horse-rakes have light leverage,

which throws the teeth quickly back in work.

The Ravensthorpe Engineering Company, Mirfield, had

a complete set of Fiskin's steam-ploughing tackle for a 10

or i2-hor5e power engine, and a new set for an 8-horse

engine, which was shown at work on the farm of J. B.

Tones, Crwys.
Haughton & Thompson, of Carlisle, had several horse

hay-rakes and a combined mower and reaper.

W. Rainforth & Son, of Lincoln, received high com-

mend.ation from the judges after trial of their adjustable

rotary corn-screen, and also for their winnowing or corn-

dressing machine.
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Riches & Watts, of Norwich, had several chaff-cutters,

some disc root-pulpers, an American horse-rake and hay
gatherer, lever steerage horse-hoe, and hquid manure
cart.

Holmes & Sons, of Norwich, besides corn-dressing

macliines, had five drills of various kinds.

E. R. & F. Turner, of Ipswich, had many com grinding
and crushing mills, oilcake breakers, roller mills, and
horse-gear work.
Wm. Smith, of Kettering, exhibited five of their prize

improved horse-hoes, and several grindstones.

C. Dening & Co., of Chard, besides several chain corn-

drills and Iiorse-gears, had some apple-mills for making
cider, with granite rollers wliich crush the pips.

James Cornes & Co., of Nantwich, made a good dsplay
of chaff-cutters, a horsc-rake, and several curd-mils and
cheese-presses.

Lewis & Co., of Shrewsbury, also had a large number of
chaff-cutters, some pulpers and sheers and hand-rollers.

Hunt & Tawell, of Halstead, beside some corn and seed-
drawing machines, one of which on trial was highly com-
mended, and sets of horse-gear, had a great many samples
of Ransomes' improved implements.

R. Hornsby & Sons, of Grantham, had a fine collection
of nnplements. They have added a new finger to all their

Royal Society's first-prize reapers and mowers, one of
which was sold to the NIarquis of Bute ; a good assortment
of single and double furrow ploughs, improved in details,

was shown. They also obtained the 2d prize in competi-
tion for their rotary adjustable corn screen, although they
carried off the ist at Bur\', in 1867 ; on this occasion a
fixed flat screen was preferred by the judges.
Ransomes, Sims & Head, of Ipswich, had on their

stand a large assortment of their various ploughs, horse-
rakes, and whippletrees.

John Fowler & Co., of Leeds, had a 14-horse single-

drum and a 12-horse double-dnmi self- moving engine
for ploughing and cultivating ; a 6 and an 8-horse
traction engine with waggons attached; a 5-furrow balance-
plough ; a 7 and a g-tined turning cultivator ; and four of
Pirie's double-furrow horse-ploughs.
The machinery in motion was divided into two parts,

arranged on different'sides of the showyard, on the west
and south, and comprised about 58 stands, although several
were unoccupied. Taking these in rotation, after a careful
inspection, we noted the following specialities :

—

G. L. Scott, of West Gorton, Manchester, a wheel-
moulding machine ; a patent force pump, suction pump,
or fire-engine for agricultural purposes

; and a model of a
steam ventilator for mines, tunnels, Ac, driven by one of
Robey & Co.'s 6-horse portable engines.

Jonathan Fickering, of Stockton-on-Tees, had a collec-

tion of sack hoists and pulley blocks, and a screwjack to
lift from 2 to 10 tons.

Russ, Morris & Co., of London, exhibited a 6-horse
power portable, combined, vertical steam-engine and brick-
making machine, which, with a double and single alternate
delivery, is capable of producing from 10,000 to 15,000
bricks per day ; a portable brick-making machine, fitted

with crushing-roller, by the same inventors
; a new sliding

cylinder expansive steam-engine, with ordinary vertical

boiler, and Stafford's straw elevator, 20 feet delivery at
any angle.

J. D. Pinfold, of Rugby, had one of his improved self-

acting brick and tile-making machines at work, which
require no labour, driven by a Brown and May's 8-horse
engine, fitted with patent water-heater and straw jacketed
cyhnder ; a 3-horse boiler and engine combined, price

£S5' suited for farm use or export. This exhibitor also
showed a grinding-mill combined with flour-dressing
machine, which appeared to do its work well, and is also
adapted for grinding any kind of grain for cattle food.
Oldham & Booth, of Kingston-on-HuU, had two bone

mills in motion, driven by one of Robey & Co.'s 8-horse
engines. The 6-horse power double-roller mill had a
revolving riddle to separate the ^-inch and ^-inch bones
from the dust ; the other was for crushing i-inch bones
into dust.

Powis & Co., of London, made a very meagre display of
some of their wood-cutting machinery.

Robert Maynard, of Cambridge, had one of his portable
steam-power sifting and elevating chaff-engines at work,
driven by an 8-horse engine of Burrell's. He also exhibited
a new patent seed-drawer.
Edward Humphries, of Pershore, had four of his com-

bined threshing and finishing machines, driven by one of
Clayton & Shuttleworth's 7-horse engines.
Brown & May, of Devizes, had some of their portable

engines on the ground, one of which, an 8-horse—the
same in principle and construction as that which received
a prize at the Oxford meeting—was, after trial, commended
by the judges here. The firm had also one of Nalder's
combined threshing machines in motion.
Tuxford & Sons, of Boston, had an 8-horse engine and

combined threshing machine entered for trial. They also
exhibited several of their small-power portable engines,
their improved prize cultivating windlass, a i6-horse power
improved horizontal portable steam-engine, with two
cylinders and improved multitubular boiler, economical,
and capable of working up to a very high power, and
Appold's centrifugal pump in action.

J. C. WilLher, of Braintree, entered two new threshing
machines for trial, fitted with chaff-sacking apparatus.

S. Corbett & Son, of Wellington, entered two corn-
dressing machines for trial, worked by one of Clayton &
Shuttleworth's 6-horse engines. Among their new im-
plements shown, were a pulverising plough, a ridge
plough, a Potato-raising plough, improved disc root-
pulpers and Tumip-shcers, and two of their corn-dressing
machines. They had also a double plough with steel

breasts, an improved Turnip scuffier, and a combined
scuffler and grubber.
Ransomes, Sims & Head, of Ipswich, had four engines

working— a6-horse, an 8-horse, a lo-horse, anda 12-horse.
They had their threshing machine at work, their two
double-blast finishing machines, with 54 and 60-inch drums
respectively

; one single-blast, with 60-inch drum, and
patent wrought-iron concave. The firm carried off in the

I

trial competition the 2d or j/j2o prize for their finishing and '

single-blast machine, and also a silver medal for their

patent drum and concave.
Clayton & Shuttlewortb, of Lincoln, had four engines

on their stand, two 8-horse, one 7, and one 6-horse
power, driving two portable double-blast threshing and
finishing machines, with 54.-inch drums ; and two straw
elevators ; also a corn-grinding mill for agricutulrai and
other purposes, which has carried off a good many of the
Society's ist prizes. On this occasion the firm received
the ist prize of /40 for their 8-horse engine

; ,^40
for their portable elevator for stacking straw or corn, to be
worked by a horse, or in connection with a threshing-
machine

; £^ for another portable straw elevator ; the
silver medal for their threshing and finishing machine

;

and high commendation for one adapted for an engine of
6-horse power.

R. Hornsby & Sons, of Grantham, who did not go into

general competition, had a patent fixture combined thresh-
ing and finishing machine, driven by one of their g-horse
power portable engines ; and a patent adjusting corn
screen.

E. R. & F. Turner, of Ipswich, had an 8-horse and
a 3-horse portable engine, driving a combined double-
blast threshing and finishing machine ; and another suited
for small occupations, provided with two fans, but no
screen.

Holmes & Sons, of Norwich, had two combined port-
able threshing-machines, driven by one of their 8-horse
portable engines. One of these machines was commended
by the judges ; and they also carried off the ;^io prize

for their seed-drawer, with dressing apparatus. The ex-
hibitors claim the invention of placing the sheller and the
bottom and dressing-sieves at the top, thereby saving
much manual labour. They also showed some corn-
ressing machines.

Davey, Paxman & Co., of Colchester, had one of their

8-horse power portable engines, with jacketed cylinder,

fitted with their expansion valve for cutting off the steam
at any required power, thereby preventing wire-drawing of
the steam, and effecting a saving of fuel. This, after trial,

was highly commended by the judges. The firm also
exhibited three of their vertical engines and boiler, of 6, 4,

and 2-horse power, driving one of their patent steam corn-
drying machines, 12 feet by 25 inches. The vertical

engines have bent taper water-tubes with the exhibitors'

patent deflectors. The largest amount of heating surface
is thus obtained, a perfect circulation of the water is

effected, and priming is prevented.

Riches & Watts, of Norwich, had one of their portable
8-horse steam-engines, and two small-power vertical com-
bined engines and boilers, driving a combined threshing
and finishing machine ; and some of their Eureka grinding
and American grist mills.

Richmond & Chandler, of Salford, had several of their
improved chaff-cutters at work, driven by one of Clayton
& Shuttleworth's 4-horse engines.

Ashby, Jcffery & Luke, of Stamford, had an 8-horse
portable engine of their make, working two combined
threshing-machines

; also improved small-power vertical

engines, which are much cheaper than the ordinary hori-
zontal portables.

Barford & Perkins {late Amies, Barford&Co.), of Peter-
borough, shovyed some of their well-known steam food-pre-
paring apparatus in operation ; also one of Clayton &
Shuttleworth's 8-horse power double cylinder portable
steam-engines as improved by the exhibitors, driving corn-
grinding and other mills. The improvements made by
Messrs. Barford & Perkins are new patented traversing
arrangement, adjusting screws to fore and hind axle for
setting square with pulley of threshing or other machine,
patent cord system for driving engines, &c., with one man
only. These improvements were considered sufficient by
the judges to warrant them in awarding the exhibitors a
silver medal.

Charles Burrell, of Thetford, had an 8-horse power
double cylinder road locomotive, with Thomson's patent
indiarubber tires and Burrell's patent improved clip-shoe,
specially adapted for road traffic, fitted with fast and slow
gear ; also an 8-horse single cylinder traction engine, fitted

with double power, and mounted on springs.

W. N. Nicholson &. Son, of Newark, had three combined
vertical engines on water-tank base. They are models of
simplicity throughout. The boilers have two welded cross
tubes, and are tested to a pressure of 120 lb. to the square
inch.

Barrows & Stewart, of Banbury, exhibited two sets of
their threshing machinery, consisting of an 8 horse power
steam-engine, and a 10 feet 6 inch drum machine, with
finishing apparatus complete ; a 6-horse power portable
engine, working a 4 feet 6 inch double-blast machine,
without the finishing apparatus. The engines have steam-
jacketed cyhnders fixed on the smoke box end of the
boilers, the steam being thus used in the driest state, and
resulting in a considerable saving of fuel, avoiding the risk
of cutting through priming. The boilers are continuous
from end to end, thus securing strength and a large
amount of steam space. The threshing machines appear
to be strong, simple, and compact, and embrace several
improvements, such as spring shakers, which do away
with the wear-and-tear of the old-fashioned rockers, and an
apparatus is introduced for threshing Beans without an
extra drum.

The Reading Ironworks (Limited) had a S4-inch com-
bined portable threshing machine, vnth patent drum-
beaters, strong wrought-iron breasting, double-shaker
cranks, and all the recent improvements, driven by one of
their 8-horse power portable steam-engines. This engine,

after a close contest with Clayton & Shuttlewortb, was
awarded the 2d prize.

The Dunstone Engine Works Company, of Gateshead-
on-Tyne, had a combined Archer's stone breaker and steam
road-roller at work ; it rolls 5 feet wide, weighs about 12

tons, and will break 35 tons of granite per day. They had
also at work Mr. Thomas Archer, jun.'s, new patent stone
breaker, which will break 4 tons per hour, and elevate the
same into trucks.

{To be Continued.)

West Sussex : Aug. 5.—Harvest is now general,
but the weather is rather unsettled, seldom two days
fine together, and Peas lay in a bad state ; there are
none yet carried, and they have never been dry enough
till now, and again it rains heavily, and they will burst
and get lost on the ground. The foot-and-mouth disease
is very prevalent in this neighbourhood, and it is very
annoying to get it, as it is so often spread by careless-
ness, perhaps often from cows feeding in the lanes, and
many think they have a right to do so, but it will have
to be prohibited before long if so much disease prevails
as there is at present. We hear the Potato disease has
again appeared ; it is not very serious yet, but they are
so gross in the tops that they are likely to suffer a good
deal with such damp weather as we have. Work does
not proceed at all satisfactorily, and the harvest is likely
to be longer than usual, and there are very high prices
talked of for reaping, and no doubt some will pay much
more than usual.

August 12. — We have had a week of
very bad weather for harvesting, and till .Saturday
there was no Wheat carried, autl I'eas have lain on
tlie damp ground for about three weeks, and a great
many have come out—more tlian a sack per acre. The
Wheat perhaps is not damaged to any extent ; only
where lying on the ground is there any sprouted, and
to-day we are carrying in pretty good order. The
barometer is still rising, so we begin to think we shall
get a good deal together this week, and as all the
Wheat is nearly cut it may be fit to carry as quickly
as we can do it, but I fear the yield is not going to
be so good as we expected. There is plenty of straw,
but the ears are lighter than we lilce, and some, where
thick and late sown, is a good deal blighted. There
is hardly any spring corn cut, and we shall have a
longer harvest than usual. There has been no scarcity
of hands for cutting, but rather more than were wanted.
The Potato disease has set in very severely ; there
would be an extra crop if it were not that they are
likely to rot to a great extent. We are more and more
certain that early and not too thick sowing of Wheat
is the best guard against blight ; and we are convinced
that steeping the seed is of great use, whatever some
of your correspondents say. G, S.

Mungos Wells : August S.—A great deal of rain
has again fallen during the past week. In fact, there
has never been a dry day throughout, so that the green
crops cannot be cleaned, and as for the grain crops
they are suffering greatly and ripening slowly. Wheat
is not going to be anything like an average crop ; it

was thought at one time it would be better than last

year, but on examining it closely it is quite a common
thing to find six and eight pickles awanting in one ear,

and added to that, the rust that is now beginning
to tell on it. It cannot be an average crop,
neither can it be off average quality. Barley is

getting very much laid, and so are Oats, and they need
sunshine greatly. Potatos, I am afraid, will be but a
poor crop, so many of them were so late in being
planted, and now that the leaves are getting black the
tubers will grow very little. I should not wonder to

see more than half the crop diseased. Some sales of
early Potatos have been made, at prices ranging from
;^22 to ^34 per acre. Sheep are not doing much, the
more especially as it is impossible to give them cake in
this wet weather. //. B.

Chatteris, Isle of Ely : August 10. — A bad
harvest week until yesterday. Heavy rains the first

four days. On Wednesday a deluge. Drains and
ditches full of water and drainage engines all at work.
Land flooded that has not been so for years. Corn
standing in water ; men cutting Wheat in the water ;

corn, where near the ground, cut or uncut, sprout-
ing ; also in the shock. A good wind to-day, which
is doing much good ; cutting with three machines
Oats and Wheat. A. S. R.

Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire; August 12.—Our
harvest operations have been very much interfered with
by the large quantity of rain we have had since we
commenced, so that there is at least one-fourth part
of the Wheat uncut ; it has become affected with
mildew, which will injure the quality of all, espe-
cially of that not fully ripe. It had begun to sprout,
but the drying winds of the last day or two will

check it. The Barley crop is likely to be a good
one, but the quality will be inferior. It is too long
in the berry, which is generally the case in wet seasons.

Reapers are more numerous in this neighbourhood
than were expected. J. H.

Ross-shire : August 12.—Last week was calm and
dull, and slight showers, and consequently not suitable

for Wheat maturing. AH the heavier fields are now
very much laid, and are far from improving in appear-
ance. Harvest is approaching very slowly, and little

will be cut before .September. Last evening a
heavy rain set in, and this morning it rained heavy as
ever. The heavier fields of Oats and Barley are also
being laid. Potato disease is spreading everywhere,
and coming so early must be unusually destructive.

The earliest Turnips are making good progress, but the
late sowings are making little way. We have been
engaged last week in cleaning Turnips with hoe and
harrow, and a difficult process it is this season.
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West Gloucester: Augusl 13.—We have been in

a poor plight of late, no end of worlc to do and very

wet weather to do it in ; however, an agreeable change

has taken place, and if it continues fine we shall soon

put things right again. Harvest hereabout is general,

and a large breadth of Wheat is cut, some of which I

hear (in consequence of so much wet) has grown stand-

ing, but happily that is not the case in this neighbour-

hood ; the crop is badly scrawled and laid, but we have

been using one of Wood's " Champion " reapers, which

is certainly the best in laid crops I have yet seen. I see

no reason to complain about the quality, it handles

pretty well in sheaf : time will prove this. Peas are in

very bad condition, and an immense quantity shed in

cutting. Oats cut up very well. Potatos badly dis-

eased. Foot-and-mouth disease still raging, the poor

animals suffer so very much through lameness. J. IV.

North Riding of Yorkshire; Augustll.—Another

week of thunder and storm has prevented the completion

of the hay harvest, and much deteriorated the quality of

that left out in the fields. Grain crops have been much

laid by the heavy rains, and in consequence will suffer

much damage. Turnips grow fairly, but weather most

unfavourable for cleaning tliem. Potatos very good,

and demand for stock good. Foot-and-mouth disease

very prevalent.

South Northumberland.

—

Aug. 7.—Dull wet clay. Carting farm-yard manure.

„ 8.—Dull but dry. Do., do.

,, 9.—Dull cold day. Do., do.

,, 10.—Dull, showery. Do., do.

,, 12.— Dull close day. Do,, and sheep dipping.

,, 13.—Fine day. Do.

General : Begin harvest next week. Turnips look-

ing very well, met in the drills. Prospective : Harvest.

A. m D.
Ross, Herefordshire : August 14.—Five days of

glorious harvest weather have made a great change in

the appearance of the country, everywhere the golden

tinge of ripe corn is inviting the busy sickle or more

active reaping-machine. A large breadth of Wheat is

cut, and everything is going cheerily on ; a slight rise

in wages and price per acre has satisfied the demands

of the labourers, and there is no lack in numbers. As
we had anticipated, the Wheat cuts up a thin, weak
crop, and will certainly be below an average.

METROPOLITAN C^ITTLE MARKET.
Monday, Aug. 12.

The number of Beasts is about the same as on last

Monday, the demand Is scarcely as good ; choice

qualities are not much altered in price. The supply of

English Sheep is much shorter, of foreign it is larger, the

total number being greater than last week. Trade is

active, at fully late rates. The demand for Lambs has
greatly fallen off; the season is drawing to a close.

Calves are selhng about the same as on Thursday. Our
foreign supply consists of 740 Beasts, 7000 Sheep, and
270 Calves ; from Scotland there are 30 Beasts ; from

Ireland, 20; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 20; and 1730
from the Midland and Home Counties.
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ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOM O."
• —Patronised and used for Frofrmorc and Kcw Gardens. It is

made entirdv of iTcpared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat

or Cold where it is applicd.

PRUTECTION AGAINST the SCORCHING KAYS of the SUN.
WOOL NETTING, a yards wide, u. 6d. per yard.

" FKIGI bOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide if

, 10^. per yard.

Three yards wide 3*- 2^. per yard.

Four yards wide 31. lorf. per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, Taitiches wide,70>'ards long,65i<i. to8K''- Pfr yard.

HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, 7}id. and

g}iii. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Makerof" Frigi Domo," 3, Cannon

Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.

Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

BY the RETIREMENT of one of the PARTNERS,
an active WORKING GARDENER may obtain a PARTNER-

SHIP in a small Nursery- and Jobbing Business, on long Lease, in

Islington, on moderate terms,—Apply to Mr. ROE, 20, William Street,

New North Road, Islington, London, N,

WANTED, a FARM FOREMAN, near Wakefield,
who understands Cattle, and can Write well.—Apply by letter,

with references as 10 character and ability, to N. P., Post Office,

Wakefield. __^___
WANTED, a Single Man. as GARDENER, who

understands Flowers and a Kitchen Garden. He must be
strictly sober, steady, and honest.—Address, with references and
stating waces, F. , H'etkiy Ni-^s OOicc, Uurton-on-Trent.WANTED, a MAN, who understands Nursery Work,

can Grow Hedding Plants, and attend to Customers durinjj

the Employers' absence. Wa^cs not more than 21s. per week ; constant

work^—W^ANp J. BROWN, Stamfotd. _
^To~Farm~Bailiffs,' Working Gardeners, and Others.

ETON LOCAL BOARD of HEALTH.—The above
Board are desirous of eiigaginc; the services of a WORKING

MAN, competent to undertake and man.ige the Cultivation o( the

Sewajjc Farm at Eton Wick, Bucks. He will be required to enter

upoiihis duties at the end of this month. A house and garden, free of

rent, rates, and taxes. Wages 231. per week. Written applications

and testimonials to be sent to the Board Room, High Street, Eton, on
or before TUESD.VY, August 20 inst , addressed to the Chairman.

The Board will meet at 2 P.M. on Wednesday, the 21st inst., for the

Election, and will be ready to see any of the Applicants wlio may
wish to appear at the Board Room, No expenses will be allowed.

By Order. GEORGE HENRY LONG, Clerk to the Board.
Windsor, August 8, i8;a.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady, Nobleman, or
Gentleman requiring the services ol a thorough practical Man in

all branches of the profession.—Well versed in the Early and Late
Forcing of Fruits and Vetretablcs, a thorough good Hard and Soft-

wooded Specimen Plantsman for exhibition purposes or for home
decoration; also a good Flower and Kitchen Gardener.—J. LANE,
Beau Manor Park Gardens, Louehborom^h, Leicestershire.

/^ ARDENER (Head, Working), where three are
VJT kept.—Age 40, married ; thoroughly understands his duties,
including Fruit, Howcr and Kitchen Gardening, Four years good
character from his late employer.—C. W. CKABBETT, South Lodge,
Crawley, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 36. married,
two children; has had great experience in Laying-out new

Grounds, and reouircmcnts in Erecting Horticultural Buildings, in

Forcing Early and Late Grapes, Stove and tlrccnhousc Plants, Melons,
and Cucumbers. Kitchen and Flower Gardening, with the Manage-
ment of Land and Stock if required.—A. B,, Wellington Nursery, St.

John's Wood, N.W.

GARDENER (Head), or where two or more are
kept.—A-rc 25; well experienced in every branch. Two years'

character from last situation,—S. C, Barham Lodge, Elstrce, Herts.

GARDENER (Head), in a Gentleman's family, where
three or more arc kept.—Age 32, married, no family ; thoroughly

understands Gardening in all its branches. Four years' good character.
—A. B., Post Oflice, VVadhurst, Sussex.

WANTED, an experienced TRAVELLER, who has
a good knowledge of Fruits, Roses, Shrubs, and general Nur-

ser>' Stock. None need apply whose character will not bear the

strictest investigation.— .\ddrcss, with particulars of experience and
terms, to Mr. RiCHAKD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

WANTED, a young ^L\N, wilh a knowledge of the
Nurserj' business, to assist in the OlTice and Collect Accounts.

When not thus employed to fill up any spare time in the Nurserj'.

—

A. HENDERSON, Sion Nursery, Thornton Heath, Croydon.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT, in the Seed Trade. A
Youlh iust out of his time, and native of Scotland preferred.

—

DAVID t^OL'D McKAV, Sudbury, Suffolk.

WANTED, at the end of September, a JUNIOR
SHOPMAN, who has served several years in a good Estab-

lishment ; also a young Man, with some knowledge of the Trade, as

INVOICE CLERK, and to assist with Books.—EDMONDSON
BROTHERS, Seedsmen, 10, Dame Street. Dublin.

WANTED, an active and intelligent young Man, as
SECOND SHOPMAN.—EDMUND PHILIP DIXON, The

Yorkshire Seed Establishment, Hull,

WANTED, a MAN and his WIFE.—The Man must
thoroughly understand his business and the Management of

Cows; the Wife to take chargeof Dairy and Poultry. There is a lad or

Under Gardener kept. Tolive on the premises.—Apply, stating wages
required, to JOHN AKROYD, Bush Lane, Caimon Street, E.C,

WANTED, as COWMAN, a married Man, without
family.—J. PEEL, Cambridge House, Twickenham, S.W.

WANT PLACES.—Letters to be Post Paid.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SOt\ beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c,, so that suitable Men may be selected.

—Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HEN DERSON andSON, Wellington Nursery, St . John's Wood. N.W.

ARDENER (Head), age 25.—J. J EFFER"soNrThe
Gardens, Carlton House, Worksop, would have great pleasure

mending a young Man in the above capacity.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, single; has a
thorough knowledge of the Growing of all kinds of Fruit,

Flowers, and Vegetables. Good references from late employers.

—

G. S., Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale, London, W.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or Gentleman.—
Middle-aged, widower, no family; thoroughly practical in all

branches of Gardening necessary for a Gentleman's Establishment.

—

HORTUS, A. Edwards, North Road, Highgaie, N.

G
To Market Growers.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married, no incum-
brance ; practical knowledge of all kinds of Market Work ; also

forcing and Planting of Fruit Stock.—F. G., Mr, Libbetter, Twicken-
ham Post Oftice, Richmond Read-

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, no incum-
brance: steady, persevering; is thoroughly efficient in every

department of the profession. Character unexceptionable, and will

bear the strictest scrutiny.—BETA, Reid's Horticultural Depot,
ig, Earle Street, Crewe.

GARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly understands the
Growing and Forcing of all kinds of Fruit, Flowers, and

Vegetables, and the Management 'of Flower and Kitchen Gardens,
also Land and Stock. Wife good Dairj' and Poultry Manager.

—

J. H. GARDENER. 30, Clarence Road, Lower Clapton. N.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 28 ; has a good practical
knowledge of Gardening in all its branches, including Early and

l.ate Forcing of all kinds of Fruit and Flowers, and the general
routine of Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Good character, with
testimonials.—T. G., the Royal Horticultural Gardens, Chiswick, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, one child;
has a good practical knowledge of the profession in all its branches.

Has had charge of a large estaolishment over nine years. Is of
thorough conscientious principles, and an abstainer. Good testi-

monials from the Gentleman (Clerical) now leaving.—T. W.,
Gardeners' ChrvnicU Office, W.C.

GARDENER (Head), where one or two are kept.

—

Age 34, single ; thoroughly understands the profession in all

its various branches. Three a[ida half years' good character.— S. W.,
18, Elitabeth Place, Roehampton.

GARDENER (Head), where two or three are kept.—
Age 26, single ; understands Vines. Peaches. Melons, Cucumbers,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Over four years' good character from present employer,—A. B., Mrs.
Croucher's, Woodhatch, Rcigatc.

GARDENER.—Age 27, married, no family; e.xperienced
in the various branches of the profession. Well recommended

from last employer.—C. H., Pineapple Nursery, Maida Vale,
London, W.

GARDENER (Head), 0^636, married.—A Gentle-
man wishes to recommend his Head Gardener. He has had a

considerable range of Forcing, large Flower and Kitchen Gardens,
Plantations, Pasture Land, &c., under his charge for more than two
years. He is also thoroughly honest and trustworthy.—L. D. Y.,
5, MofTatt Street, Maidenhead, Berks.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married; has a good
practical knowledge ol the proikssion in all its branches. Early

and Late Forcing, Vines, Peaches, Strawberries, Melons, Stove and
Greenhouse plants; also good Flower and Kitchen Gardener,
Twenty-five years' experience Character of the highest order.

—

J. H. W., Messrs. Cooke & Son, Stationers, Sic, Warwick.

GARDENER.—Age 35, married, no children ; six
years' character as Head Gardener from last place, where

Pines, Vines, Orchard-house Trees, and general Gardening was
catried on successfully,—W. C, Pine-apple Nurserj', Maida Vale,
London, W.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).

—

Middle-aged, no family; experienced in all branches. Wife
Dairy or Poult n', or assist in Laundry if required. Excellent characters.
^A. B., Mr. Hancock's, Grocer, High Street, Forest Hill, Kent, S.E.

GARDENER, where two or more are kept.—Age 29,
married ; good Fruit, Plant, and Vegetable Grower, &c. Three

years' good character from last employer.—G. L., Lisburn House,
Denmark Road, Hammersmith, W.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 20 ; understands
Forcing of all kinds. Stove and Greenhouse Plants; eight

years' good practical experience under good gardeners.— Good
references,—ALPHA, Hill, R S.O., Faliicld, Gloucestershire.

/^ARDENER (Under), where he could have the
yjM advantage of improving himself.—Age zi, respectable; has had
two years" experience in a small Kitchen and Flower Garden. Can
have a good character from late employer.—GEORGE MORBY,
Eeckley, iicar O.xford. _^
NURSERY FOREMA N.—Age 35, married

;

17 years' experience in Town and Country Nurseries.
Thoroughly competent in all branches. Good references.—A. B., Mr.
Smith, Stationer, North Street, Wandsworth, S.W.

|^:i ENERAL FOREMAN or PROPAGATOR.—
VT c. HuRD, for several years at the Milford and late at the
Woking Nurseries, will be disengaged shortly. Practical experience
in the routme throughout.—Milford, Godalrning, Surrey.

FOREMAN or PROPAGATOR.—An active, indus-
trious young Man, who is thoroughly experienced in Hard and

Soft-wood Propagatmg or Plant Growing, is open to an engagement.

—

D. B., 8, Byrom Street, Bowdon, near Manchester.

FOREMXrV(first-class), in a good Establishment,
where he would have charge of the various branches under the

principal director.—Age 25 ; long experience in the above capacity ;

brought up in the prolcssion. Or as HEAD GARDENER to any
Gentleman, within an easy distance of London. Character and abilities

of the highest order.—E C, Post Office, Ascot, Berks.

To Head Gardeners.
FOREMAN (General), or to take charge of the

Houses in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.—Age 25,
single ; has had ten years' experience. Two years and a half in last

place. Can be well recommended for steadiness and knowledge of his
duties—T. O,, the Gardens, Stanmore Hall, Stanmore, Middlesex.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.
—Age 25; thoroughly understands Early and Late Forcing.

Good references as to character and abilities.—A. B., Mr. Aumonier,
Hornsey Rise, London, N.

PROPAGATOR (Hardwood).—Coniferai, Clematis,
Roses, Japanese Plants, &c.—A, B., T. Cripps & Son, Frant

Road, Tunbridge Wells.

IMPROVER, in a really good Establishment.—Age 18.

Has a fair knowledge of work.—J. DAWE, Charminsler,
Dorchester, Dorset.

TO HEAD GARDENERS.—A strong Lad, age 16,
of good education, wishes to be placed under a Gentleman's

Gardener, where he would have an opportunity of learning the pro-
fession in the various branches. A Premium will be given.—JOHN
AITKEN, The Gardens, Aldenham Abbey. Watiord, Herts.

A GENT or LAND STEWARD.—An experienced
-i~V Land Steward and Agriculturist ; can produce good testimonials
and give 16 years' fiTsl-class references.—A. Y., Mr. Pitkefhly,
Accountant, 2, Gresham Buildings, Guildhall, London, E.C.

FARM STEWARD.—Thoroughly practical ; had the
entire Management of over 800 Acres of'^^Land for 20 years. Great

experience in the Breeding and Rearing all kinds of Stock. First-class
references.—A. B. C, Post Office, Brandon, Suffolk.

FARM BAILIFF.—Advertiser will shortly be dis-
engaged, and is desirous of entering upon a charge m the above

capacity. In every branch of Farming and Management of Live
Stock he has had most extensive experience^ and can furnish first-

class references.—BAILIFF, Mr. J. Harrison, Central Branch,
Blackpool.

FARM BAILIFF (Working), or MANAGER, now
or at first term (age 28, singlet.—The Son of a Perthshire Farmer

;

thoroughly competent —Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, Seedsmen,
17, Frederick Street, Edinburgh. ^
BAILIFF, or LAND STEWARD, to a Nobleman or

Gentleman.—The Advertiser, who has held his present situation

for nearly 20 years, and is leaving solely in consequence of the death of

his Employer, is desirous of Re-engagement. He thoroughly under-
stands Farming in all its branches, and is a good Accountant. Salary,

jCiso, and a house.—Address, with full particulars, J. DANIELS, Old
Hall, Foulness, Southend, Essex.

FOR SALE, price /12, one of SHANKS' best
HORSE LAWN-MOWING MACHINES, with divided Roller.

Has been in use two months.
Apply to GEOKGE HUNT. Great Northern Railway, King's

Cross, London, where the Machine may be seen.

The Royal Pottery, "Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips), Manufac-
turer of terra COTTA vases, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN

BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL ARBORETTES, STATUARY,
GARDEN POTS (from 2 to 30 inches in diameter), of superior quality^
withstand frost, and do not become green; EDGING TILES, &c.
See specimens in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free.

Book of Drawings. 6d. each.

lOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

To Seed Merchants.
TRAVELLER or SHOPMAN.—Eight and a half

years in present employ. Satisfactory references.—E.

17, Grinshill Street, Liverpool.

OHOPMAN, or SHOPMAN and CLERK.—NineO years' experience. Wholesale and Retail, in London and Country.
—G. P., 114, East Road, City Road, London, E.

CLERK and CASHIER.—The Advertiser, who has
held a situation of trust in a London Office, seeks an engagement

in the country on account of his health. A permanency preferred

Salary moderate.—W., Smith & Robinson, Estate Agents, Hcmel
Hempstead.

/^OTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE
COW FITTINGS.

UNITED

Their advant.-^ges are— Portability, not Ij\[ui . r movable at

pleasure ; no Woodwork or Partitions to imp.-d.j \ mil iti n or breed
'ermin ; Hay Rick dispensed with as uniiectbs.iij ini.ri.ased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern and latent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to

fection, being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Low, 55J.

Prospectuses Irce of COTTAM and CO., Ironworks, 2, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W,), where the
above are exhibited, together wilh several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

c
Higli Price of Coals.

A. BOOTH AND CO.'S (B) SILKSTONE
• is the best Inland Coal as a substitute for Durham Wallsend.

32^. per to?!, cash on delivery.

CHAS. A. BOOTH and CO., St. Pancras Station, N.W.

K INAHAN'S . LL . WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow Spirit is the very

CKEAM OF IRISH WHISKIES.
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than the
finest Cognac B
label, and cork.

(lurt,

le words " Kinahan's L.L." on seal,

'lel, and cork.
Wholesale Depftt, 20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

w M. YOUNGER AND CO.'S ALES
Are of the HIGHEST PURITY,

Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, and
are distinguished for their delicacy of flavour.

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishing.

To be had of the Principal Retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are freaucntly substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. Lonaon Stores, Belvidere

Road, S.E.

Pure Aeratett Waters.
ELLIS'S RUTHIN WATERS,

Soda, Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Lithia, and for GOUT, Lithia
and Potass.
Corks branded " R. ELLIS AND SON, Ruthin," and every label

bears their Trade Mark.
Sold everywhere, and Wholesale of R. ELLIS and SON, Ruthin,

North Wales. London Agents : W. BEST AND SONS, Henrietta
Street, Cavendish Square, W.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity ol the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-

tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

THE AUTUMN MANCEUVRES will strengthen
the Army in foresight and discipline, virtues that are so essential

in promotinj^ and maintaining the prosperity of families and of nations.

A wise, pairiotic people will gain victory over many of the difficulties

in life by keeping body and mind in a pure land healthy state ; and to

insure this condition no medicine is so efficient and safe as PARR'S
LIFE PILLS, which clear from the body all hurtful impurities, pro-

mote appetite and digestion, purify the blood, and produce the state

most to be desired—a sound mind in a sound body.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

Iq boxes, at 15. i]id., 21. qd., 4s. Cuf.,and iiJ.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the

flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the

irritation and feverish stale of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the

morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who mdulge in the

luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be

Lindcrstood that these Pills arc not recommended as containing any

new or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a rcmarkablesimplicity of combination, and whatever

merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed

upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-

liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,

nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with

an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes

at IS. i^d.,2s, ^., 4J.6i^.,and lu., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxes at i(. iM'^-i 2<. 9^., 4J, (td., and ii(
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Griffiths & Browett,
BRADFORD STREET, BIRMINGHAM, and 12, MOORGATE STREET, LONDON,

Sole Manufacturers of Vose's Patent Hydropults,

BEG TO CALL THE ATTENTION OF THE PUBLIC TO AN

IMPROVED HYDROPULT,
With Stirrup, A PORTABLE

FIRE ANNIHILATOR
Which they have recently

introduced.

Price 35s. 6d. each

The IMPROVED IIYDROPULT
was the only Engine for throwing Water

by Hand Power that obtained a Prize

Medal at the Horticultural Show, Aston

Park, Birminghani, opened in June by

H.R.H. Prince Arthur.

It throws a continuous stream, is

worked with the greatest ease, and is

superior in all respects to any other

Machine of the kind hitherto in use for

Watering Gardens, &c.

With Circular Stand,

Price 3Is. 6d. each.

Sold Wholesale at their Eitahlishincnts i7i Birmingham and Lo7idon, and Retail by all Respectable Ironmongers

,

and it may be seen in operation at 119, NE IV BOND STREET. LONDON, IV.

JAMES WATTS AND CO., Hothouse Builders
and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

.^_^-; Jr.,.^

QAA CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and
/dyjyj LIGHTS, all sizes. Glazed and Painted complete, ready
for immediate use, packed ana sent to all parts of the Kingdom.
Strong GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, s». each.

GLASSES, all sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the
Counties in England.

Latest Improvements
IN

HEATING by HOT WATER.
rpHE IMPROVED
JL CONICAL BOILERS for

HEATING PINERIES, CONSER-
VATORI ES, GREENHOUSES,
MANSIONS, HALLS, WARE-
HOUSES, &c.

Solely Manufactured by
POLLARD, JEPHSON, AND CO.,

(late Bury & Pollard, Successors to
John R. Pcill, late Stephenson &
!Peill.)

These BOILERS are adapted for

setting in Brickwork, or as snown in
sketch they require NO Bbickuobk.

Price Lists free by post.

Bear Garden, New Park Street,
Southwark, London, S.E.

PORTABLE FIRE AND
GARDEN ENGINES.

JOHN V/ARNER & SONS,
8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE, LONDON.

AQUAJECTS.

PORTABLE PUMPS
For Manure or Water. CAST-IRON COLONIAL Pl^r Jg. GARDEN PUMPS.

JOHN WARNER AND SON'S "HORTICULTURAL LIST" for the present season will be forwarded

Post Free upon application, containing Illustrations aiid Prices of GARDEN ENGINES, AQUAJECTS, WATER
BARROWS PORTABLE FIRE and GARDEN ENGINES, CONSERVATORY PUMPS, HOSE REELS,
COLONIAL PUMPS, FORCE PUMPS, PORTABLE PUMPS, CHAIN PUMPS, GARDEN PUMPS,
BRANCH PIPES, SYRINGES, FOUNTAIN JETS, FUMIGATORS, METALLIC STRING, &c., &c.

New Pump, Plumbers' Braziery and Bell Catalogues.

GARDEN ENGINES.

WATER BARROWS.

BEARD'S PATENT METALLIC ^^^ NON-CONDUCTING CLASS HOUSES,
WITH PERFECT SYSTEM OF VENTILATION.

W. G. SiVIITH &, CO.,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS (Successors to C. Beard), SOLE PROPRIETORS and MANUFACTURERS,

VICTOEIA WOBKS, BUBY ST. EDMUND'S.

CONSERVATOIIIES, GREENHOTJSES, VINERIES, ORCHARD HOUSES, FERNERIES, AaUARlUiaS, i'lTS,

PROPAGATING HOUSES, MELON and CUCUMBER FRAMES, &c.
These Patent Houses possess many valuable advantages over wood houses. No putty is used in fixing the glass. They are quite portable, and can be readily taken

down and re-erected without damage or breakage of glass. They are much lighter, more ornamental in appearance, and last ten times longer than wood houses,
consequently they are more economical in cost.

The First Prize was awarded at the Great Horticultural and Botanical Congress, South Kensington, 1866.
A First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticultural Show, Manchester, 1867. |

Three First-class Certificates at the Royal Horticultural Show, Bury St. Edmund's, 1867.

SPECIAL DESIGNS, CATALOGUES and ESTIMATES FURNISHED on APPLICATION. HEATING APPARATUS in all its BRANCHES,

LONDON AGENTS: MESSRS. S. OWENS and CO., ENGINEERS, WHITEFRIARS, E.G.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ;
" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 4». Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Printed by William Richards, at the Office ot Messrs. Bradbury, Evans. & Co,, Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitcfriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the said WlLLiAM
KlCHAROS, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, August 17. 1872.

Agents lor Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh j for Ireland—Messrs. W. H. SMITH & SON, Dublin.
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Notice to Subscribers.

SUBSCRIPTIONS, payable tn advance, including
Postage to any part 0/ the United Kingdom :—

Three Months .. $s. ii\d.
\
Six Months .. xzs. iid.

Twelve Months , . _^i 3^. \od.

Post Office Orders to be made payable to WiLLlAM
Richards, at the King Street Post'Office.

Publishing Office, 41, Wellington Street, IV.C.

BISHOP AUCKLAND FLOWER SHOW.
FRIDAY, August 30.—The Schedule of Prizes again increased,

and may be obtained by applying to J. C. HENDV, Secretary, Bishop
Auckland.

STAMFORD HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The GREAT ANNUAL SHOW of PLANTS, FLOWERS,

FRUITS, and VEGETABLES, will be held, by the kind permission
of the Marquis of Exeter, in Burghley Park, Stamford, on SEPTEM-
BER 4 next, when Five Silver Cups and nearly £150 will be offered in

Prijes. ENTRIES CLOSE on the 28th inst.

Stamford, Aug . 24- H . JOHNSON, Hon. Sec,

/4.REAT INTERNATIONAL FRUIT and FLOWER
VJT SHOW will be held within the Bumbank Hall and Grounds,
Great Western Road, GLASGOW, on SEPTEMBER 11, 13. and 13.

EIGHT HUNDRED POUNDS will be given as Prizes for Fruit,

Plants, Cut Flowers, &c Ground has been reserved for special out-

side Exhibitions, whichwill be alloted on application. Terms moderate.
Subscribers of £1 is. will receive Three loi. 6d. Tickets ior the

Private View on first day of Show.
Apply to GEORGE B. HOGGAN, Treasurer. 106, Ingram Street;

or FRANC. GIBB DOUGALL, Sec. , 167, Canning Street, Glasgow .

_

Warwlckslilre Agncultuxal Society Meeting
At WARWICK. 1872.

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. — The
FLOWER SHOW in connection with the above Society will

be held at WARWICK, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, Sep-
tember 17 and i8. Open to All England. Schedules of Prizes, &c.,
may be obtained of the Honorar>- Local Secretary* as under.

JOHN H. HAWLEY, Hon. Loc. Sec.
Brunswick School, Leamington.

PAUL AND SONS' ROSES. —The Roses at the
Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, are BLOOMING very finely ihi^

autumn.—The stock of Roses on own roots, in pots (10,000), may be
now picked from advantageousl y. ^____^_ ^^

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette.
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pols. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.

KICHARD^SMITH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant^Worc«iter.

ESSRS. THOMAS RIVERS and SON invite

inspection ol their ORCHARD HOUSES, which are now full

of fruit. A large Collection of ROSES is in bloom.
Sawhridueworth, Herts.

RODERICK NICOLSON, Advertising Agent
and GsNERAL Commission Agent, i, Racquet Court, Fleet

Street. E.C.

]\TR. JAMES ERASER, Horticultural and
XtX Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,
Romford , Essex ; late of the firm of J. & J. Eraser, Lea Bridge Road.

JC. STEVENS' Horticultural, Scientific, and
• Natural History Sale Rooms, 38, King Street, Coveni

Garden, London, W.C. Established 1760. SALES by AUCTION
nearly EVERY DAY. Cataiogucs on application.

M Wood Engraylng.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London, N.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holbom, London.

Post Free to all Applicants.

BS. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT and GENERAL
• CATALOGUE is now ready. It contains a Descriptive List

of beautiful New Plants offered in commerce by him this season for

the first time ; also general Priced Lists of Orchids, Ferns, Tree
Ferns, Flowering and Ornamental -leaved Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Palms and Cycads, Azaleas. Camellias, Amaryllis, Ericas,

Epacris, Liliums, Pelargoniums, Fucnsias, and general Collections ol

Soft-wooded and Hardy Plants.
Special prices for specimens Quoted on application.

An inspection of the Collection solicited.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

PEACH, NECTARINE, and APRICOT TREES.—
Gentlemen wishing to thin out their walls (outside) this autumn

will find a PURCHASER of good siied TREES by applying to

G. GALLOWAY, Gardener, The Old Hall, Aigburlh Road, near
Liverpool.

Magnificent New Winter Flowering Plant,
bouvardia vreelandii.

MESSRS. J. STANDISH AND CO. are now
prepared to execute orders for the above beautiful plant. It

has the habit and form of B. Hogarthii, but the colour is of the
Purest White. The flowers are of excellent substance and stand
well, thus rendering it invaluable for Greenhouse or Conservatory
Decoration, and also for Cutting and Bouquets. Fine plants, fit for
winter flowering. 3^. 6d. each, 361. per dozen. Special quotations to
the Trade on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks,

Strawberries.
CHARLES TURNER is prepared to execute orders

for all the leading varieties. Plants are fine this season.

Descriptive CATALOGUE on application.

The R0y.1l Nurseries. Slough.

Tlie Amateur Strawberry.
SAMUEL BRADLEY, the raiser and original

distributor of the aforenamed very desirable acquisition, begs
respectfully to intimate that he is now prepared to supply strong, well-

rooted plants, at 10s. 6d. per 100.

Trade price on application. Descriptive CIRCULARS post free.

Liltlcdale, Halam, near Southwell, Notts.

Pines.
S. WILLIAMS has now a fine stock of splendid-
grown plants of all the best kinds, including both Suckers and

Successions, of the CHARLOTTE ROTHSCHILD. Prices on
application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

B

Vines, Vines, Vines.
NOW is the BEST TIME to PLANT.

VINES planted now in full vigour, will go the length
of any ordinary roof this season. Strong Canes, fine short-

jointed stulT, 9 to 10 feet long by 1J3 inch round, from Eyes this

spring, of all the leading kinds, may be had from
JOHN KELLETT, Wellington Nursery. Heaton Chapel, Stockport.

The Trade suppi
y.He
lied.

W, POTTEN can still supply PLANTS, as adver-
tised in the Gardrntrs' Chronicle of August 17,

Seeds for Present Sowing.
HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAMS, 40 varieties ;

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, from 12 choice sorts. In
packets, at i*., 2*. 6d., and 51.

JAMES HOLDER, Crown Nursery, Reading.

CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, and PRIMULA
SINENSIS, of the choicest strains, in 11. 6d., 21. td., and 5J.

packets. Trade prices on application.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS," Newton" Nurse ri es, Chester.

EngUsH Saved Seed, Just Harvested.
)RIMULA JAPONICA, zs. 6d, per packet.
. PRIMULA INVOLUCRATA, var. Abyssiniensis, as. 6J. do.

BARR and SUGDEN, 12. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

To the Trade.
EW and choice EXOTIC FERNS, STOVE
PLANTS, and IWLMS, at lower prices than previously offered,

in fine healthy plants, from jj. , 6s., 95, izi., to 2.^1. per dozen. Send
for Special LIST to JOHN H. LEY, Exotic Nursery, Croydon.

N
British Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage
stamps, Parti. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,

including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

MR. WILLIAM BULL has imported from New
Grenada a large quantity of SCHOMBURGKIA UNDU-

LATA, and makes a special offer of them at the following low prices :
—

Single Plants, 55, ; 12 Plants at 3s. 6rf. ; 50 Plants at 2S. 6d. ; too Plants

at iJ. W. M !

Mr. W. B. has also imported a great quantity of ACINETA
HUMBOLDTII, and also oflTcrs them at the following low prices :—
Single Plants, 51. ; 12 Plants at 3*. 6d.

;
50 Plants at 2i. bd. ; 100 Plants

a; is.6d Ml
Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,

London, S.W.

Intermediate Stock, mauve Queen,
INTERMEDIATE STOCK, PINK QUEEN,

Price per packet, 2s. 6rf. each variety.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in offering the
• above, as being new and auite distinct to any other Inter-

mediate Stocks yet introduced. The flowers are very large and
double, beautifully sweet, and produces immense trusses of bloom ;

habit very dwarf, compact, and branching. The seed should be sown
this month, and then they will make a grand display this next spring.

Was exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society's Show on May 17,

1871 ; and again at the Royal Botanic Society's Show at Regent's
Park, on May 8, 1872, and was awarded First-class Certificates on
each occasion.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

SPECIMEN PLANTS WANTED.— Persons havingO large Specimens of the finer kinds of Conservatory Plants for

DISPOSAL, will oblige by sending particulars to the Pineapple
Nursery Company. JOHN BESTER, Manager.

32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

Primula
Fuchsia
Cai

Wanted, Seeds of Choice Strains.

MR, WILLIAM BULL will REQUIRE NEW
SEEDS of the following:—

I

Pink
I

Balsam, in separate colours

Show Pansy Lobelia, herbaceous
Gloxinia

I
Auricula, sho%v,

And SEEDS of other choice FLORIST FLOWERS, also Seed of

PRIMULA JAPONICA.
State quantities and prices per ounce. Satisfactory proof must be

given thai the strains ol the above Seeds arc all of the first quality;

and, where possible, samples of the flowers should be sent for inspection.

Apply to WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Establishment for New and
Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

PARIS, I
SUTTONS* GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to

SUTTuN AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H. M. the Oueen, and H. R. H. the Prince of Wales, Reading, Berks.

T
Early Sheep Feed.RIFOLIUM INCARNATUM

and ITALIAN RYEGRASS.
New seed at low prices. For particulars apply to

I SONS, Seed Growers, Reading,SUTTON AND SON

New Sowing Rape Seed.HAND F. ^HARPE have fine SAMPLES of the
• above SEED, ready lor immediate delivery. Price moderate,

and may be had, with sample, on application.

Seed Growmg Establishment, Wisbech.

To the Trade.
NEW ENGLISH SOWING RAPE SEED.

CHARLES SHARPE AND CO., Seiod Growers
and Mi;rchants, have fine samples of the above to offer.

Prices on application.

R"
AYNBIRD. CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,

DOWLING AND COMPANY {Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
for Wheat : 1862. for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

NEW VERBENAS of 1872.—Now ready to send out,
per post or by rail, 50 varieties of NEW VERBENAS, Perry's,

Eckford's, Continental and Italian Striped, at 25. 6d. per doz., from
H. W. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Sussex.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SUNS CATALOGUE
of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other

DUTCH BULBS, is now ready, and can be had, post-free, on
application. Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

To the Trade.

BULBS, comprising LILIUM, NARCISSUS,
GLADIOLI, IRIS, ALSTRGiMERl A, CYCLAMEN, DOG'S-

TOOTH VIOLETS, JONQUILS, UXALIS, SCILLAS, and
numerous other Bulbs. LlSf on application.

STEPHEN BROWN, Weston-super-Mare.

Dutch Bulbs.
M. KEMP-WELCH'S CATALOGUE of DUTCH

v-^ • BULBS is now ready, and will be forwarded post free on
application. The Bulbs are of the linest quality, and early orders

are respectfully requested.
Nurscrj-man, Seedsman, and Florist, Portland Street, Clifton, Bristol .

Hyacluths, Tulips. LUlums, Gladioli, Crocus, and a
large stock of MISCELLANEOUS DUTCH and CAPE
BU LBS, ROOTS, PLANTS, direct from the Grower.

ANT. ROOZEN AND SON'S (late Ant. Roozen*
CATALOGUE of the above tor 1872, will, as usual, be handed

to all Gardeners and Amateurs, free on application. For our SPECIAL
TERMS as to Free Delivery, Remitting, &c., please consult
Catalogue.—Overvcen, near Haarlem, Holland, July i-

G

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
• begs to remind his Patrons and the Public in general, that

his CATALOGUES may be had free on application to his Agents,
Messrs. R, SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Tower Street,

London, E.G.

New Catalogue of Bulbs, Plants, Fruits, &c.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing Select, Descriptive, and Priced

Lists of Dutch and other Bulbs, Alpine and Herbaceous Plants,

Hardy Aquatics, Delphiniums, Grape Vines, Fruit Trees, New and
Rare Plants, Miscellaneous Plants, suitable for bedding and decora-

tive purposes, double -flowered Pyrethrums, Sweet Violets, &c, is

now published, and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W. ^^^
To Intending Purchasers of Indoor or Outdoor

NURSERY STOCK.

BMALLER respectfully solicits the favour of a visit

• at his Nurseries, Burnt Ash Lane, adjoining Lee station, con-
taining an extensive assortment of GREENHOUSE, STOVE, and
other PLANTS, in pots; also ROSES, FRUIT FREES, EVER-
GREENS, and FOREST TREES.
East Down Park, half a mile from Lewisham Station, containing

10 Acres of well grown, regularly transplanted Hardy Ornamental
Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c.

Eltham Nursery, Kent, S.E.
TWO MILES from BLACKHEATH STATION;
ONE MILE from ELTHAM, LOOP-LINE.

THIRTY ACRES of healthy, well-grown NURSERY
STOCK,of every description, comprising Specimen CONIFERS

and EVERGREENS of all si.xes, Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
&c. Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to come
and select for themselves.

JAMES W. TODMAN. Eltham Nursery', Kent, S.E.

To the Nursery and Seed Trade.
EUCALYPTUS GLOBOSUS, or GUM TREE (see Ganf««rrs'

Chronicle, August 10, p, 1071).

HURST AND SON have a limited quantity of SEED
of the above to offer, and will be glad to state price per pound

on application. They can also ofler Seed of the COK\PHA
AUSTRALIS. All of recent importation.

6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C-

Llslanthus prlnceps.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in offering
• NEW SEED of this grand plant, the stock of which he has

recently secured ; and although not, strictly speaking, a new plant, the

fact of its having been lost to the country for upwards of 20 years will

cause it to be so considered by the majority of plant growers of the

present day. It has been called a greenhouse plant, but there is little

doubt it will be found to thrive best in an intermediate house.
This superb Gentianaceous plant was considered bv the late Dr.

Lindley to be "one of the best plants in existence." It is a compact
branching shrub, growing about 2 feet in height; the leaves are oppo-
site, oblong-lanceolate, acuminate and dark green on the upper side,

faler below ; the blooms are produced in graceful drooping racemes of

rom three to five ; the flowers are tubular, the calyx being about half

an inch long, and the corolla about 6 inches in length, and upwards of
an inch wide ; the colour of the tube is rich scarlet, melting into golden
yellow at each end. It is found growing at elei-ations of from 10,000

to 11,000 feet above the level of tne sea, in the province of Pamplona,
in New Grenada, but it is a rare plant even in its native country.

Price 2*. 6d. and 5*. per packet.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N,
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BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(registered Trade Mark, " Flyine Albatross"), is now ready for

delivery in quantity and in fine condition. The best Fertiliser yet

produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contains

21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Salts

of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor

Way, Mr. Ogston, Mr. Sibson.
Delivered m 2 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so

long as the seals remain unbroken.
BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, 20. Billiter Street. E.G.

LAWES' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED).

ChainiraH—]Oiin Knowles, Esq.
XAWES' WHEAT MANURE, for autumn sowing, now ready for

^LAV?ES' TURNIP MANURE, DISSOLVED BONES, SUPER-
PHOSPHATE of LIME, POTATO, MANGEL. BARLEY,
WHEAT. OAT and GRASS MANURES, CONCENTRATED
CORN and GRASS MANURES.
The Company having purchased the Business carried on by Mr.

Lawes (or so many years, are now prepared to receive orders for the

above Manures.
The Manures can be supplied direct from the Works at Deptford

and Barking Creeks, or through the DepOts at the Ports and Railway
Stations throughout the Kingdom.
The Company have retained the advice and assistance of Mr.

Lawes for a period of two years, and all their Manures will be pre-

pared under his direction. They are determined to send out

Manures of the highest quality only, and no expense or trouble

will be spared to maintain for the future the same high position which
they have occupied in the past.

Orders for Manures, ana applications for Agencies in unrepresented
districts, should be sent in at once to H. R. CHASTON. Manager.

Head Offices:—59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.
Branches :—2z, Eden Quay, Dublin ; Market Street, Shrewsbury ;

Womanby Street, Cardiff; 63, Constitution Street, I.eilh; 34, Market
Street, Aberdeen ; Cumberland Road, Bristol.

G

Red
Spider.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against

Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to -2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for ^'ines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-

sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in

boxes, IS., 31. , and los. 6d.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

Magni- CANDLE COMPANY
fied. (Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

PATENT VERMIN ASPHYXIATQR.

DISINFECTOR, VAPORISER, and UNIVERSAL FUMI-
GATOR, for Destroying Rats and all Vermin in holes. For making
Rabbits desert their Burrows and lie out. For Preserving Meat and
Game in the larder (or when packed) from tendency to putrefaction.

For Fumigating Vines and Greenhouse Plants, and destroying noxious
Insects and Parasites. For Disinfecting Hospitals, Vessels, Rooms,
Bedding, Clothes^ &c. For Deodorising Drains, Sinks, &c. For

Vaporising Chemical Compounds; and for preventing Loss of Life

from Foul Air in Wells, Vats, Tanks, &c. Price £2 5s.

Manufacturers: JOHN WATTS and CO., 6, Broad Weir. Bristol.

London Agents (where the Machine may be seen and explained)

;

Mr. PURDEY, Gun Manufacturer, 314!^, Oxford Street, W.
Mr. SCHOLL, Engineer, 41, Berwick Street, Soho, W.

Descriptive Circular, with Price List and full instructions, post free,

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.
AW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed

Queen of Primroses.

PRIMULA JAPONICA (New Crimson Primrose),
at reduced prices, Nice plants, 31. 6d. each, or 36*. per dozen.

Special quotations by the hundred or thousand.

WILLIAM BULL, FL.S., Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, King's Road, Chel sea. London, S VV.

New Varieties of Primula Japonica.

MR. WILLIAM BULL begs to announce that he is

now otTering. for the first time, the following beautiful and
distinct varieties of PRIMULA JAPONICA. The Florist, in re-

marking on these, says:—"One great merit of this new Japanese
Primrose is, that it yields varieties no less beautiful than itself."

PRIMULA JAPONICA ALBA—This variety produces white
floweis, with a golden-yellow zone round the eye ; 3^. td. each, or

36s. per dozen.
PRIMULA JAPONICA CARMIN ATA. —Pure carmine-red, with

a maroon-crimson ring round the eye ; 31. 6d. each, or 36^, per doz.

PRIMULA JAPONICA LILACINA.—Eye surrounded by a zone of
orange-red, shading outwards to a beautiful rosy lilac, the outer

portion of the corolla lobes being white ;
3s. 6d. each, or 361. per

dozen.
PRIMULA JAPONICA ROSEA.—Very distinct, with flowers of a

lilac-rose, and having a crimson ring round the eye ; 31. 6d. each,

or 361. per dozen.
PRIMULA JAPONICA SPLENDIDA.—Flowers of a deep bright

magenia, the zone of a rich bright crimson colour ; 3^. 6d. each, or

36^. per dozen.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W.

Suttons' Fresh Imported
FLOWER ROOTS.

Autumn, 1S72.

SUTTONS" SELECT LIST of FRESH
IMPORTED BULBOUS FLOWER ROOTS, with complete

Cultural Instructions, Plants and Choice Seeds for autumn sowing,
is now ready, gratis and post free on application to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen by Special Appointment to H.M.

the Queen, and H.R,H. the Frince of Wales, Reading, Berks.

M Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patternsof Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls, &c. MAW and CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

Roster's Garden Edging Tiles.

For Autumn Sowinpr.

IHE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
materials of great durability. The plainer sorts are especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR-
I UENS, as they harbour no "^—r^

Slugs or Insects, take up little

room, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-
pense, as do "grown" Edg-
ings, consequently being much
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c, in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, S.E. ; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road,E,
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES." PLANT

COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also for FOXLEVS
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from v. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection,
WlilTE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of
Sreat durability, Wall Copings. Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds,
.oofing Files in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c,

F. AND G. ROSHER , Brick and Tile Merchants.-Sceaddrcsscs above,

CJILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired,VJ Fmci.,j^ Coarse i7J.perTon. In Truck Loads u. per Ton less.
Dchvery by Cart withm three miles or to any London Railway orWharf

,
21. per 1 on extra. Samples of Sand free bv costFLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Fcmerici KFNTPEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any auantitlM

F. AND G. ROSHER.-Addresscs sec above
N.E. Orders promptly executed by Rail or to WharrcsA liberaf discount to the Trade.

GRASS SEEDS
FOR ALL SOILS.

CARRIAGE FREE.
Prices and lull particulars on application.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading

Choice Flower Seeds, Post Free.

BS. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
• Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Holloway, London, N. p^^ packet—*, d.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Slixed,
I J. 6d., 3t. W., jj. W., and S o

Plants from this Seed have always been awarded First Priics
wherever exhibited.

Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,
15. €>d., 3j. 6^., 15. 6d., and 5 o

LISIANTHUS PRINCEPS 21. 6rf. and 5 o
Weatherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA,

IS. 6d. ,^.6d., y. 6d. , and 5 o
Wiggins' prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. ir. 6d.,2s. 6d., and 3 6
POLVANTHUS, Wiggins' prize slram .. .. ij. and i 6
PRIMULA JAPONICA. new seed (own saving) 26
INTERMEDIATE STOCK, Mauve Queen 26

,, ,, Pink Queen 26
The above Stocks were awarded First-class Certificates by

the Royal Horticultural Society at Kensington and Royal
Botanic Society, Regent's Park, May 8, 1872.

Dwarf Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-
mended ,. ..10

,, Purple Queen, verj' fine ,. i o
Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER i o

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, I^ondon, N.

The Best Grass for Sewage Farming.

/BARTER'S SUPERFINE
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS,

Specially selected for Sewage Farms, should now be sown for early

spring crops. This variety produces an immense weight of pure

Grass, is free from weeds, and very hardy.

CARTER'S SUPERFINE ITALIAN RYEGRASS

Is cultivated extensively on the principal Sewage Farms in England.

Lowest Price per Quarter on application.

All Seeds Carriage Free.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,

Seedsmen to the Queen and the Prince of Wales,

237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Dutch Flower Roots.

JAMES VEITCH and SONS beg to announce
that they have received their annual supply of HYACINTHS

and OTHER BULBOUS ROOTS from Holland, and are pleased to
say that they are in splendid condition.

J. V. AND SONS were awarded the following Prizes for Hyacinths,
&c., at the Spring Exhibitions :

—

First Prize for 18 Hyacinths, distinct sorts. Royal Horticultural
Society, March 15, 1871.

First Prize for 18 White Hyacinths, distinct sorts. Royal Horti-
cultural Society, March 15, 1871.

First Prize for 12 pots of I'ulips, in 6 varieties. Royal Horticultural
Society, March 15, 1871.

Extra Prize for group of Hyacinths and Tulips, Royal Horticultural
Society, March 15, 1871.

First Prize for 12 Hyacinths, distinct varieties. Royal Botanic Society,
March 22, 1871.

First Prize for 12 pots Tulips, distinct varieties, Royal Uotanic
Society, March 22, 1871.

' Extra Prize for Collection of Hyacinths, Royal Botanic Society,
March 22, 1871.

First Prize for 18 Hyacinths, distinct sorts, Royal Horticultural
Society, March 20, 1872.

First Prize (or 6 Hyacinths, new varieties, Royal Horticultural
Society, March 20, 1872.

First Prize for 12 pots Tulips, in 6 varieties, Royal Horticultural
Society, March 20, 1872.

Extra Prize for group of Hyacinths, Narcissus, &c., Royal Horti-
cultural Society, March 20, 1872.

First Prize for 12 Hyacinths, distinct varieties, Royal Botanic Society,
March 13, 1872,

First Prize for 6 varieties of Tulips, Royal Botanic Society, March
13, 1872.

Extra Prize for Collection of Hyacinths, Narcissi, and Tulips, Royal
Botanic Society, March 13, 1872.

Special Prize for Croup of 100 Hyacinths at the Manchester Botanic
Society's Exhibition, March 19, 1872.

JAMES VEITCH and SONS have also had the pleasure of
supplying to the Commissioners of Her Majesty's Works the
Hyacinths, Tulips, and Crocuses for the decoration of Hyde Park
during the last two seasons.

CA'TALOGUES, illustrated with upwards of 60 woodcuts, are now
ready, and will be forwarded post free on application.

Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

THE Pira-APPLE MESEEY COMPANY,
Maida Vale, London, W.,

ARE OPEN TO

PURCHASE
LARGE SPECIMENS OF THE FINER

KINDS OF

CONSERVATORY PLANTS
FOR THEIR

NEW WINTER GARDEN,

Now in course of construction, which will be tlie largest and finest ever built for the Trade.

JOHN BESTER, Manager, 32, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

TOP DRESS I N G S

.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA.
NITRATE OF SODA.

CAEO GUANO.
I^INIT.

IN SEALED BAGS, WITH THE GUARANTEE RECOMMENDED BY THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL

ASSOCIATION OF ENGLAND. Prices, ifc, /orwardid on afplication.

MOCKFORD AND CO.,
CHEMICAL MANURE MANUFACTURERS, 20, BILLITER STREET, E.C.
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DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

B. S. Williams
HI'GS TO ANNOUNCK THAT HiS

ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Containing a Descriptive List of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, &c. ;

also a Select

List of FRUIT TREES, ROSES, &c.,

U now ready. Post Free lo all applicants.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

TREE FERNS,
THE LARGEST AND HANDSOMEST IN EUROPE.

William Bull, f.l.s.,
RF.SPECTFVLI.Y INVITES THE NOBILITY AND GENTRY AROUT TO FURNISH CONSERVATORIES

TO AN INSPECTION OF THE ABOVE ; ALSO OF THE

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL PLANTS
IN HIS

WINTEE GAEDEN.
ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, SAV.

SEEDS,

The Best Catalogue."

—

Vide opinions

of the Press.

Just Published, Gratis and Post Free,

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,

Dick Radclyffe
FRUIT TREES,

SHRUBS,
ROSES,

And General Garden
Requisites.

& Co.,

Bulb Merchants, Garden Furnishers,
and Horticultural Decorators,

129, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.

Seed Grounds—Erfurt, Prussia.

NE^V CHOICE FLOW^ER SEEDS.

DowNiE, Laird, & Laing
HAVE THE PLEASURE Or OFFERING THE FOLLOWING

CHOICE FLOWEE SEEDS
FOR PRESENT SOWING:—

ANTIRRHINUM. —Extra choice; saved from our magnificent cot-
lection of the newest named flowers. 6rf., ii., and is. td per pki.

CALCEOLARIA.— Hybridised ; saved from the superb flowers that
pained the First Prize at Kensington. 21. td., ys. 6d., and 5^. pkt.

CALCEOLARIA.—Hybridised; saved from the celebrated strain at
Dallceith Palace, is. 6d., ss. 6d., and y. bd. per packet.

CINERARIA.—Extra choice; saved from an unequalled assortment
of named flowers, is. 6rf, , 21. M , and y. 6d. per packet.

COLEUS, Golden.—Hybridised; saved (rom our First Prize CrystaJ
Palace and Kensington Collections, is., is. 6d., and as. 6d. p, pkt,

CYCLAMEN.—E.xira choice; saved from the Amateur's collection
who was first at Kensington, is., 2s., and 3s. per packet.

HOLLYHOCK —Extra superb ; saved from the most distinct of our
famous assortments of Pri^e flowers ; 12 colours, 5s. per collection.

HOLLYHOCK.—Extra fine; saved from the finest varieties of our
magnificent collection ; mi,xcd. is., 21. 6d., and 3s. 6d. per packet.

PANSY, Show.—Extra superb ; saved from the most choice of our own
unrivalled Exhibition flowers, is., is. 6d., and 2s. 6d, per packeL

PANSY. Fancj-,—Extra fine ; saved from the most beautiful of our
admirable collection, is., is. 6d., and 2S. 6d. per packet.

PELARGONIUM.—Golden Bronze; splendid; saved from our
unrivalled strain that gained all the Prizes offered at the Royal
Horticulturai Show at Birmingham in June this year. ss. (id.,

3s. 6d., and 55. per packet.
PELARGONIUM,—Golden Tricolors; extra choice; saved from the

collection from which we selected the finest Tricolor of the year,
and which took first honours at the Birmingham Meeting, ss, 6d.,
3s. 6d., and 5s. per packet.

PELARGONIUM.—Zonal; choice; saved from our finest seedlings
sent out last season, with large flowers of brilKant colour, and
perfect shape, is. 6a., ss. 6d., and 3*. 6d, per packet.

PENTSTEMON,—Most superb; saved from our own collection of
the choice varieties introduced last season. is., is. 6d., and
2s. 6d. per packet.

PHLOX, Perennial.—Early and Late ; saved from our magnificent pot
plants which have taken Prizes at Oxford, Kensington, and
Regent's Park. is. 6d., zs. 6d., and 35. 6d. per packet.

PRIMULA.—Fringed, Red and White ; saved from the finest strain
in cultivation, ss. 6d., 31. 6d., and 51- per packet,

PRIMULA.—Fern-leaved, Red and White; saved from a most mag-
nificent strain specially for ourselves. 2s. 6d., 3s. 6d., and 5^. pkt.

PRIMULA JAPONIC A.—Extra superb; saved from our magnificent
plants; colours varying from pink to deep crimson. is.,2s. 6d.,
and 3s. 6d. per packet,

PYRETHRUM, Golden. —Very select; saved from a very deep
golden-coloured strain of this popular bedder. 6d., is., and
II. 6d. per packet,

STOCK, Intermediate,—Scarlet, Purple, and White ; saved from our
celebrated strain of these flowers, which rival the East I^thian
varieties, is., is. 6d., and 2s. 6d. per packet.

SWEET WILLIAM.—Extra dark ; saved from Hunt's choice strain,
carefully selected and improved. 6d., is., and is. 6d. per packet.

WALLFLOWER.—Elood Red ; saved from a very pure strain ; com
pact in growth, and very deep in colour. 6d. ana is, per packet.

Stamps may be scut in payment. Packets forwarded Free by Post.

STANSTEAD PARK, FOREST HILL, and RUTLAND PARK, LONDON, S.E.

;

- and at EDINBURGH, N.B.

SOCIETY,ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

SHOW of GLADIOLI, &c., AUGUST 21, 1872.

AWARDS of the JUDGES,
Class 1,-24 GLADIOLI, cut spikes, distinct. (Open,)

ist, Messrs. Kelway & Son, The Nurseries, Langport, /S. [/3.
2d, Mr. J. Douglas, Gr. to P. Whitbourne, Esq., Lox/onl Hall. Illord,
3d, Messrs J. Standish & Co., Koyal Nurseries, Ascot, £2, fton,,fii.
4th, Mr. J. VV. Welch, Gr. to J. Marshall, Esq., lielmonl Park, Taun-

Class 2.-12 GLADIOLI, cut spikes, distinct. (Amateurs.)
i5t, Right Hon, and Rev. Lord Hawkc, Willingham, Gainsborough,
2d, Mr. J. Douglas, £2. [.Ci-
3d, Rev. H. H. Dombrain, Westwell Vicarage, Ashford, /i loi.
4tli, Mr. J. W. Welch, 15s.

Class 3.-6 GLADIOLI, cut spikes, distinct. (Amateurs,)
ist. Rev. H. IL Dombrain, jCi.

2d, Right Hon. and Rev. Lord Hawke, 15s.

3d, Rev. J. G. Hodgson, The Vicarage, Croydon, los.

4th, Mr. J. Douglas, 7s. ^i.

Class j.-6 HOLLYHOCKS, cut spikes, distinct. (Open.)
ist. Right Hon. and Rev. Lord Hawke, iji.

Class 6.-12 HOLLYHOCKS, cut blooms, distinct. (Amatcur.s,)
ist, Right Hon. and Kev. Lord Ilawke, 101.

Class 7.— 12 PHLOXES, cut, distinct. (Open.)
1st, Mr. R. Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooling, S.W., li. [Hill, 15^.
2d, Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laing, Stanstead Park Nursery, Forest

Cla-SS 8.— 12 HARDY PERENNIALS, to be grown in
i2-inch pots, distinct, (Open,)

ist, Mr. R. Parker, £,j,.

Prizes offered by Messrs. James Carter & Co.
Class 10,-4 dishes (Ji peck each) of RUNNER and FRENCH
BEANS, to include Carter's CHAMPION RUNNERS. (Open.)

1st, Mr. C. Ross, Gr. to C. Eyre, Esq,, Wclford P.irk, Newbury, li 2s.

2d, Mr, C Frisby, Gr. to H. Chaplin, Esq., Blankncy Hall, Slea-
ford, j£i IS.

MISCELLANEOUS—EXTRA PRIZES.
Messrs. Kelway & Son, for Collection of Gladioli.
Messrs, J. Slandish & Co., for Group of Plants, and cut spikes of

Gladioli.
Mr. A. Larke, 5, Rockham Terrace, Moore Park, Fulham, for two

spfciinens of Agaprxnthus umbellatus.

Notewortliy Horticulturists and Botanists!
NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of

NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS
is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already
appeared, and separate Copies (price 6(i. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, viz. :

—

Dr. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S.
W. Wilson Saunders, F.R.S.
Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne.
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr. Moore, ofGlasnevin.
Professor Reichenbach,
Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.

E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.
Tames McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.
James Bateman, F.R.S.
Berthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.
Hon. Marshall P. Wilder.
John Gibson.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,
Covcnt Garden, W.C.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 24, 1872.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

T'H™1iDA°v"''
'^-''' !?kr>'stal Palace Flower Show.

IN presenting to our readers our annual report

on the condition of the Fruit Crops for the
present year, our first duty is to tender, on their

behalf and on our own, most hearty thanks to the
reporters who have furnished us with the re-

quired information. Would that the results were
more favourable. Never before have we had
occasion to report so complete and so general
a failure.

From Scotland, from Cornwall, from Lincoln-
shire, from Western Ireland, from high lands, from
low lands, from the seaside, from the midland
plateau, from the light sand, from the stiff clay,

from the dry limestone, from sheltered situa-

tions and favourable aspects, from bleak exposed
places, everywhere the tale is the same. When
the reports, drawn from so wide an area, and sup-
plied by so many observers, are thus uniform in

their character, it is obvious that the cause
of the failure must have been of the same nature
throughout.
We may in the present instance eliminate all

questions relating to local peculiarities of soil and
situation, all differences in treatment and culture.

Where the result has been so similar, causes
which in other seasons prove sources of disturb-

ance must have been, comparatively speaking,
inoperative. The mischief has been done this

year, as is so often the case, by spring frosts, the
only difference being that this season they have
been general over the whole country. The effect

of this is well told by Mr. Knight, of the
gardens at Floors Castle, from whose letter we
extract the following :

—

" Fruit trees of all kinds under\vent an ordeal such as
many a one never before experienced. During the whole
period of flowering, which extended from the middle of
March to the middle of June—a length of time unprece-
dented, I dare say— there was nothing but bad weather,
cold blasting north-westers, with chilling rains and
cutting frosts. We had heavy snow and frost in June,
which was the death-blow to any of the little fruit that
had survived the previous bad weather. The wonder is to
see the Apple trees in such health now, for not only were
they fruitless, but leafless, many of the trees being, to
all appearance, dead, owing to the ravages of the cater-

pillar. It is to be feared that the late autumn growth will

not ripen well, owing to the continued moist weather, and
the absence of a sweUing crop of fruit will tend to that
end."

It will be remembered that in February we
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enjoyed a temperature more befitting April or

May. For four nights only, says one corre-

spondent, during that month, did the thermo-
meter fall below freezing point, for ten nights in

that same month it did not go below 40^ Vege-
tation was thus stimulated into unnatural pre-

cocity, to meet with the rudest check in May.
The period from May 10 to 20 seems to have
been particularly disastrous, from the severity of

the frost, all over the country.

There are a few exceptions to this generally

disastrous state of things which are worth atten-

tion, and first as to Plums. In some localities

there is a fair crop of this fruit
—

" Plums abund-
ant," *' Green Gages more plentiful than for the

last 35 years"—and these favourable reports of

Plums are mostly from the eastern counties,

and specially from Lincolnshire. We have not

sufficient facts before us to give an explana-

tion of this ; we can only guess that the trees were
not so early in motion, and so escaped some of

the dangers above alluded to.

From Brocklesby Park, a low, damp situation

on a strong heavy clay. Peaches and Apricots

have been abundant and excellent in quality, as

we can testify. In this garden, on a south-east

wall, Apricots were abundant, while on a southern
wall they were a failure.

But while in some localities Plums have been
abundant, in others Damsons have been a
failure. This has been the case in North Wales
at Bryn-y-pys, which is situated in a noted
Damson neighbourhood, but where the present

deficiency is attributed to " continuous rain, a

plague of slugs and snails, swarms of birds, and
deficiencyof sunlight." Strawberries have yielded

an average crop, but the fruit was much spoilt

by rain. Small fruit have also, on the whole,
given an average yield.

Now what is the moral to be drawn from all

this ? It is the same we have had to point out

before, and the circumstances of the present year
do but add intensity to it

—
" More protection ;"

and that protection must be glass. Canvas and
scrim will not afford sufficient security in a season
like the present. Mr. Knight, to whom we
have previously referred, gives some valuable
hints on this score, which we here append :

—

" In order to secure a fair crop of fruit on walls, glass

copings must be more in vogue. I have decidedly come
to this conclusion—a light roof coping 2 or 3 feet wide,
supported on light posts, up which Raspberries or
Currants or ornamental creepers could be tied, to occupy
the posts, and tied to which the canvas or netting in

spring would find support ; the tout ensemble would be any-
thing but ugly in any garden. Where fixed to any
extent it would be best to be a fixture, but plenty of water
in summer would be required along the foot of the wall
to the width of the coping."

When there are so many untoward contin-
gencies which may happen ere the next season
arrives, it would be unwise to hazard any specu-
lation as to the crop of next year. We may,
however, say, from personal observation sup-
ported by the remarks of our correspondents,
that the growth of fruit trees generally this

year has been remarkable, and that if we should
be favoured with sunny, dry weather for the
remainder of the autumn, the wood will be well
ripened, and so furnish a good augury for the
future.

Incidentally our correspondents have re-

ported, and, we regret to say, most unfavour-
ably, on the Potato Crop. Everywhere disease
is showing itself and spreading rapidly. There
is one exception to this in districts impregnated
with arsenic (query, sulphurous vapours) from
smelting operations, and where the disease is

said to be not prevalent. We have heard a
similar statement before, and should be glad to

hear it confirmed, as obviously it might furnish

the clue to a means of stamping out the pest.

In the Biological section of the British

Association, at Brighton last week. Sir John Lubbock,
in the course of his introductory remarks, alluded to

the Kew Controversy in the following terms :

—

" During the past few months fears had been aroused
lest changes were about to be made at Kew which would
interfere with the scientific character of that great estab-
lishment, and lead to the resignation of Dr. Hooker.
He was sure he expressed the general feeling of the meet-
ing when he said that the retirementof Dr. Hooker would
be a misfortune to science, and when he expressed the
hope that Her Majesty's Government would not do any-
thing to retard or impede the valuable scientific work now
gomg on at Kew. The Committee of the Biological
Section at their meeting that morning had passed this
resolution :

—'That this Committee would view with regret
any change introduced into the scientific establishment at
Kew which would tend to interfere with its completeness
and impair its scientific character ; and they desire that
the attention of the Council of the British Association be

called to the subject, with the request that they may take

any steps which they may deem desirable."
"

"Dr. Carpenter, President of the Association, in

moving a vote of thanks to Sir John Lubbock, said that

he would have alluded to the Kew controversy in his

opening address, but that he might have been tempted to

express himself too strongly. He deeply regretted that

the higher Ministers of the Crown had not repudiated

the views that had been expressed last Thursday by the

First Commissioner. They would all deeply regret if the

difficulties that had arisen should lead to any change in

the arrangements at Kew. Kew was the centre of the

botanical study of the world, just as much as London was
the centre of the money business of the world. He would
only add that Dr. Owen, whose name had been dragged
into the discussion, had some years ago in a letter, which
he {Dr. Carpenter) saw, characterised Dr. Hooker as the

successor of Dr. BROWN

—

Facileprinceps Boianicotnm."

A very amusing and, fortunately, harmless

incident occurred at the meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society on Wednesday last. A rumour was
spread that Mr. Avrton, the Right Hon. the
First Commissioner of Works,, was in the Council-

room examining the magnificent Pitcher plant exhi-

bited by Mr. Baines. Angry horticulturists gathered

round with Hashing eyes, set lips, and clenched hands.

Some thought of Judge Lynch, others were for request-

ing the gentleman to withdraw, and had a lady not

been present with him it is possible that a breach of

the peace might have occurred, and that the fate ordi-

narily reserved for Cucumbers might have befallen the

supposed First Commissioner. Fortunately, before the

"mobbing" reached too great an extent the mistake

was discovered. It was a case of mistaken identity,

and we have happily only to record the hearty laugh

that ensued when the error was discovered.

The festivities at Wallington House, near

Carshalton, and at '* My Garden," on the occasion of

the wedding of Miss Smee, daughter of Mr. Alfred
Smee, F.R.S., with Professor Odling, the eminent
chemist, were of the most extensive and elaborate

kind, and are not readily to be forgotten by those

who took part in them. Leaving to other journalists

to descant upon the general features of the enter-

tainment, we proceed to note merely such as con-

cern our own metier more especially. Seven prizes

were offered for the best displays of the wild

flowers of the neighbourhood, the 1st prize being

a copy of Mr. Smee's My Garden^ ior a collection

accurately named, and open to every resident in the

parishes of Beddington and Wallington. Six other

prizes were offered for wild flower bouquets, two for

boys, two for girls, and two for infants under seven

years of age. The whole collection was extremely
interesting, the number of wild plants exhibited by
the boys and girls being quite amazing. We noticed

several rarities of the neighbourhood, and the popular
names were very amusing; for instance, " Gipsey
Treacle," "Beth Wine," " Wild Ascuria," Wild Ivy,"
" Wild Grass," &c. One lasssie (Alice Arnold) added
to the label of her bouquet, "age il years old;"
another was "exzibited" by Master George Smith.
One (shall we say lazy) boy, sent only a large bunch of

Lavender, whilst another lad made a curious bouquet
of Achillea ptarmica, encircling a large flower of the

wild Carrot ; the Henbane and many other interesting

plants figured in the collections. Between 5 and
6 o'clock, and after a few kind and appropriate words
from Mr. Smee, the prizes were distributed by Sir

James Alexander ; the ist falling to Miss L. C. Bur-
nand, the school mistress, who sent a good collection,

accurately named (in many instances with both the

English and Latin names attached) ; the smaller prizes

(provided by Miss Smee), falling to children ; the

infant recipient of the smallest prize being carried to

the fore in its mother's arms. The collections were,

however, so good that several duplicate prizes had to

be given.

—— We understand that at the Metropolitan
Floral Society's Show, to be held at the Crystal

Palace on Wednesday next, there will be probably one
of the finest exhibitions of Gladioli ever seen in the

metropolis. There will be, we ai'e informed, a large

number of exhibitors, and it is expected that Messrs.

Kelway & Son will exhibit a collection of no less

than 500 spikes.

We have received the annual report of the

Auckland Institute for the year ending

February 19, 1872, which affords an apt illustration of

the difficulties a young institution of this kind has to

surmount in the colonies, for surmounted they will

assuredly be. The botanical papers have been prin-

cipally contributed by Mr, F. Kirk.

Some time since we had occasion to comment
on the researches of MM. Duchartre, Prillieux,
and others, which went to show that under ordinary

circumstances the Leaves of Plants have no power
of absorbing Water or watery vapour. This seemed
so much at variance with the results of daily horticul-

tural practice that it was hardly to be expected that it

would receive assent from practical men. Renewed
experiments, however, do but confirm the statement,

which seems now to be so well established, that it must
take its place as an axiom of vegetable physiology.

Recently, however, M, Cailletet, while fully con-

firming what his predecessors have asserted, qualifies it

by stating—proving rather—that leaves do not absorb
water all the time the plants can get sufficient supplies

by the roots. Directly the soil gets too dry for the

roots to absorb moisture, the leaves absorb what they
can get to supply the deficiency. This qualification

renders M. Duch.\rtre's experiments more intel-

ligible to horticulturists.

At Mr. Bull's Nursery, Chelsea, may
now be seen in full bloom the beautiful Gladiolus
purpureo-auratus, which has novelty of form and colour

to recommend it, and which will also be valuable for

crossing, owing to the profusion with which the flowers

are produced. Other new Gladioli are coming on, and
promise well. An Astragalus with silky pinnate leaves

looks as if it would form a novel feature for edgings.
Pelargonium melananthum, which we also saw in bloom
in one of the houses, is one of the old Cape Pelar-
goniums, such as Sweet delighted in, but which are
nearly lost to the country. We hail the symptoms of
their re-introduction. The collection of Cycads at this

establishment is very remarkable. Most of these plants,

we believe, are sent abroad. It is singular that such
noble plants, and which are so easily grown, should
not be in more favour in this country. Several fine new
Crotons and Dracaenas may also be seen, but of these

there is an embarras de richesse. Of some new Arads
in this establishment we shall probably have occasion
to speak more at length at another time.— We never remember to have seen so many or
so fine examples of Glyptostrobus pendulus as

may be seen in Mr. Waterer's nursery at Knap Hill.

The plants are grafted on Taxodium distichum, of
which, indeed, according to most modern botanists,

they form but a variety. Parlatore ranks it as T.
distichum var. microphyllum. Whatever its name and
position, it forms a most elegant tree, and one far too

little known. The specimen at Kew is a very inferior

one in point of beauty as compared to those at Knap
Hill. Among other weeping trees we may allude to

the Weeping Turkey Oak and the Weeping Poplars, as

specially deserving cultivation. Another interesting

feature in the nursery to which we have just alluded is

the collection of original specimens still allowed to

remain in the nursery, such as the first Rhododendron
catawbiense, the first Kalmia, and many others now of

great size and age. It is to be hoped that Mr. Waterer
may be induced to put on record some details concern-

ing these interesting veterans.

In the course of some notes on the Paris gardens
about two years since, we had occasion to speak of the

Zamioculcas at the Jardin des Plantes, a very inte-

resting plant, having the habit of a Cycad with the

flowers of an Arad, and presenting the peculiarity,

unique among Monocotyledons we believe, of having
a truly pinnate leaf We allude to the plant now
in order to call attention to the fact of its being

figured in the August number of the Botanical Maga-
zine., tab. 59S5, from a specimen that has recently

flowered at Kew. In the same number we note a very

curious stove shrub or tree with globose heads of

flowers nearly allied to the Bread fruit, and called

Treculia africana. It was introduced to Kew by
Dr. Welwitsch from Angola. A beautiful Linaria,

L. maroccana, is also figured ; it ' is one of Dr.
Hooker's discoveries in Morocco, and flowered at

Kew during the present summer. Another splendid

plant, obtained during the same journey, is Xiphion
tingitanum, a magnificent purple Iris of the Xiphion
section.

Mr. J. E. Howard reports that the samples
of Cinchona Bark received from Jamaica, and
analysed by him, are highly satisfactory as regards the

prospect of Cinchona cultivation in that island.

C. Calisaya is the most promising, C. oflicinalis is less

so, while C. succirubra is described as exactly suited

to pharmaceutical purposes.

On the 2d inst. a party consisting of members of

the Scottish Botanists' Alpine Cluh, under the

leadership of Dr. Balfoltr, proceeded to Clova, in

Forfarshire, and took up their quarters at the Ogilvy
Arms Hotel. In the evening a meeting of the Clul^

was held, when the following oflice-bearers for 1872-73
were appointed : — President, Professor Baij^our

;

Vice-President, Professor A. Dickson ; Secretary and
Treasurer, Mr. Sadler. Dr. J. Kirk Duncanson
and Dr. John Leitch were admitted members. On
Saturday (3d) the party visited Glen Dole, and
examined particularly the rocks on the left side of the

glen, where they collected the rare Astragalus alpinus,

confined to a single rock ; Mulgedium alpinum,

Linncea borealis, Pyrola secunda, Dryas octopetala,

and many other alpine species. On Monday (Sth),

they went to Glen Fee, and explored the rocks on the

right side, where they met with Oxytropis campcstris

in considerable plenty, but confined to a single rock,

the only spot for it in Britain. Near the same place

were collected Woodsia hyperborea, Saxifraga nivalis,

&c. On Tuesday (6th), Jock's Road, White Water,

and Little Kilrannoch, were visited. Among the

plants noticed were the following:—Lychnis alpina, on
Little Kilrannoch, about 2900 feet above the level of

the sea, the only locality for the plant in Scotland ;

Alopecurus alpinus, Phleum alpinum, Cherleria
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sedoides, Carex rariflora, Splachnum vasculosum, &c.

During the excursion several specimens of diseased

grouse were observed, and from one a fine example of

the tapeworm was obtained. On Wednesday (7th), a

large corrie on the left of Glen Fee was examined.

Carex Grahami, named in honour of the late Ur.

Graham, Professor of Botany in Edinburgh, was found

in abundance in a spot about 2000 feet above

the level of the sea, according to the aneroid.

The plant has only been met with in one
other locality in the world. Carex Vahlii,

another rare sedge, was also met with abun-
dantly in the corrie. On Thursday (8th), Loch
Brandy and Loch Wharral were visited, and the

mountains which surround them. In the lochs were
found Isoetes lacustris, Subularia aquatica. and Lobelia
Dortmanni; and on the mountains Potentilla maculata,
Cerastium alpinum, Saussurea alpina, &c. At the

top of the mountain called the Snub, immediately
above Loch Brandy, there is a tremendous rent wliich

has been for some years gradually increasing in width,

so that ere long one-half of the mountain will be hurled

into the loch below. On Friday gih, the party broke
up, having collected a large number of interesting and
rare plants. The Club was instituted some years ago,

and has for its object the exploration of our Scottish

mountains. Among other qualifications each candi-

date for admission must have ascended for botanical

purposes three mountains in Scotland, whose summits
are at least 3300 feet above the level of the sea.

Mr. Glaisher reports as follows on the S fate
OF THE Weather during the week ending August 17 :

—In the vicinity of London the reading of the baro-

meter at the beginning of the week at sea level was
29,81 inches. Increasing values were then recorded

till the moming of the 14th, when 30. 2S inches was
reached, after which a decrease set in, and lasted till

about 3 P.M. on the I7lh, when the reading was 30.13
inclies. The mean value for the week was 30.14
inches. The highest temperatures by day were in

excess of 70% with the exception of the nth, the maxi-
mum for the week, Si°. 7, occurring on the 17th. The
lowest temperatures by night varied between 55!* on
the nth, and 45!" on the 13th. The mean daily tem-
peratures and their departures from average were as

follows:— Uth, 59°.2, —2°.9 ; I2th, 59°. 5. —2°.$;
13th, 57°.2, —4*'.7

; 14th, 6o*.7

—

i" ; 15th, 59*. 3,—2°.2; i6th, 62".!, +o°.S: 17th, 66*.5, + 5°.4.

Thus the weather, with the exception of the last

day, was generally cold. From the nth till

about noon of the 13th the direction of the

wind was westerly, and from that time till the end of

the week easterly and south-easterly, the pressures

being light throughout. The weather was very fine,

though somewhat cloudy, during the earlier portion of

the week ; on the 17th the sky was cloudless through-

out. Rain fell in slight showers on the nth, but the

amount measured was only one-hundredth of an inch.

Weak positive electricity was generally manifested,

and on the evening of the 14th an aurora borealis was
observed.

In England the highest temperatures by day varied

between 825° at Manchester and 69° at Leeds, with a
general average of 77*. The lowest temperatures at

night ranged from 53° at Manchester, and 52.^" at

Liverpool and Bradford to 44^° nearly at Portsmouth,
and 46° at Blackheath, the general average over the

country being 49^ The range of temperature in the

week varied from 36" at Blackheath to lS° at Bradford.

The highest mean temperature was 604" at Blackheath,
and the lowest 574° at Norwich and Leeds ; the

general mean for the country was 58|°. The fall of

rain was much less than for some previous weeks ; at

Portsmouth and Blackheath but one-hundredth of an
inch was measured, and with the exception of Brad-
ford, with seven-tenths, and Leeds with i inch nearly,

the remaining stations recorded respectively less than
half an inch. The average fall for the whole country
was little more than a quarter of an inch. The
weather, with but slight exceptions, was very fine, and
at some places the sky was nearly cloudless for some
days together.

In Scotland the highest temperatures by day varied
between 76° at Paisley and 64° at Greenock, and the
lowest temperatures at night between 52!" at Edinburgh,
and 41* at Paisley, their respective averages being 67^"
and 47i°. The highest mean temperature was 56!" at

Edinburgh, and the lowest 55° at Aberdeen, the
general average being 55|°. The rainfall in Scotland
was much heavier than in England, at most places

more than an inch being measured. The greatest fall

was i^ inch, at Greenock, and the least half an inch,

at Dundee, while the average over the country was a
little more than i inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 71^^*, the
lowest 894", the mean 58^% and the rainfall six-tenths

of an inch.

Gilbert's Thrips Wash is the title of a new
preparation for the destruction of Thrips, just intro-

duced by Mr. Gilbert, gr. to the Marquis of
Exeter, Burghley. This preparation, Mr. Gilbert
says, "is not a yesterday's thought, but has stood the
test of 20 years' practical experience. The wash is

made of the most simple ingredients, and warranted
not to harm either foliage or flowers, so that it may be
used with safety to the most tender exotics or young

Cucumbers, Melons, Peach-trees, &c. It is brought
out to destroy the Thrips, and will not go before the

public as a killer of everything."

Adverting to Horticulture iht£c/io says :

—

" A correspondent of the Record has got an idea, and,
indeed, by no means a bad one : containing, as it does, the
suggestion of a New Profession for the Sons of
Gi:ntlemen, it desei-ves a hearing since no one knows
exactly what to do with this numerous and perplexing
class. Horticulture is the profession recommended by
this writer. He remarks that the love of gardenmg is

greatly on the increase in the neighbourliood of London
and other great cities, but that there is little intelligent

knowledge of horticulture, though people would be
willing enough to pay for this knowledge if they could
get il. 'Now why,' he asks, 'should we not know to

whom to send in our horticultural dilemmas? Why
should we not have our diplomatised horticulturists, to

whom we may send to rescue our trees or flowers from
disease or death?' Sundry price lists and advertisements
remind us that there are experts in the field already, but
the Record's correspondent evidently has something much
more imposmg in his mind -a horticultural physician to

be called in when the Araucaria is out of sorts or the
nerves of the Sensitive Plant are unusually susceptible.

The visits of such an adviser would not seem as expen-
sive as those of an ordinary physician, since he could
hardly prescribe change of air and scene for his patients.

"

An advertisement in our own columns shows that

Mr. PIawley, of the Brunswick School, Leamington,
is prepared to undertake the instruction of young
gentlemen in horticultural pursuits.

The following is a list of some of the plants

growing all the year round in the grounds of the late

Mr. Augustus Smith, atTresco, in the Scilly islands,

some views of which we gave in our last issue :

—

Abiitilon Bedfordii

,, vitifolium

., venosum
Acacia lophantha

.. nelanoxylon
Adenandra uniflora

Aloe, several species
Aralia Sieboldii

,, quinquefolia

,, trifoliata

,, Crassifolia
'

,, papyrifera
Araucaria Bidwillii

,, bra^liensis

,, exceisa

Arundinaria falcata

Aster argophyllus
Brachyglottis repanda
Calothamniis sp.

Calendula japonica
Cassia cor^'inbosa

Cantua dependens
Charoairops humilis

,, excelsa
Chrysanthemum trifurcatum

,, frutescens
Cineraria arborea
Clethra japonica
Clianthus puniceus
Convolvulus Cneorum
Cordyline rubra
Cordia alba

,, ferruginea

, , rubra

,, speciosa
Crassula coccinea

,, jasminea

,, lactea

,, orbicularis

,, portulacea
Cupressus funebris

Cytisus algavensis
Dactylis csespitosa

Dammara australis

Draciena australis

,, Draco
,, indivisa

Edwardsia macrophylla
„ microphylla

Elseagnus reflexus

Escallonia floribunda

,, organensis
Eugenia australis

,. Ugni
Eurj'bia purpurea
Eucalyptus coccinea

,, robusta

A visit to Messrs. Veitch's nursery at Combe
Wood, near Kingston, is always interesting from the

beauty of the situation no less than from the interest

of the plants, and the Veitchian method and order
observable in their culture and arrangement. The
ground undulates in bold sweeps, affording fine views
of woods and breezy commons, so that it is difficult for

the visitor to believe he can be so near the great city.

There is a magnificent avenue of Araucarias and Wel-
lingtonias planted alternately, and within them a line

of golden Arbor-vit^e bounding a number of beds, each
with a Yucca in the centre, and an edging of Ivy
around it. The nursery contains well grown speci-

mens of most of the hardy trees and shrubs, together

with an unusual number of novelties. We can only
note now some of the more prominent objects which
attracted our attention at a recent visit, and in

so doing need follow no other order than that of

our note-book. Retinospora nana aureo-variegata

;

of this a large quantity is grown. Its colour is better

than that of the Golden Yew, and it is perfectly hardy,

Sciadopitys verticillata is more at home here—as it

ought to be, as it is of Veitchian introduction—than
anywhere else that we have met with it. The plants
are larger as a whole and healthier looking than we
have seen elsewhere. Abies Hookeri thrives well here.

Eucalyptus saligna

Fuchsia, numerous vars.

Genista canariensis

Griselinia littoralis

,, tucida
Gunncra scabra
Habrothamnus elegans
Hedychium flavum
Hydrangea involucrata
Lardizabala bifurcata

Laurus Camphora
Leptospermum auslrale
Lumatia aromatica
Mesembryanthemum, over

50 species
Metrosideros robusta
Myrsine undulata
Myrtus trinervis

Olea europxa
Olearia dentata
Opuntia cylindrica

,, exuviata
Oxalis lobata
Oxylobium calycinum
Pelargonium, numerous

species

Phygclius capensis
Philadelphus mexicaniis
Phormium tenax
Pitcairnia chilensis

Pittosporum Toblra
,, crassifolium

Plumbago capensis
Podocarpus asplenifolius

,, chilensis

,, ferrugineus
Polygonum Sieboldii

Prostanthera lasianthos
Quercus glaber
Sedum arboreum
„ canariense

Solantim ferox

Sparmannia africana
Statice Dickinsoni

,, Reinwardtii
Swammerdamia Antennaria
Tasmannia aromatica
Tetranthera japonica
Veronica Andersoni

,, decussata

,, Lindleyana
,, salicifolia

„ speciosa

,, variegata
Viburnum japonicum
Vitex littoralis

It is sometimes confounded with A. Pattontana, but
may be distinguished by its glaucous foliage. Raphio-
lepis ovata is grown in quantities. It forms nice
compact bushes, well adapted for smoky localities, its

thick foliage being comparatively unhurt by a sooty
atmosphere. Abies Ka^mpferi is a plant not often seen,
but worth planting from its distinct form and greenish
yellow colour. Eurybia parvifiora is a fine hardy
evergreen Composite, a native of New Zealand, It is

not as yet known in gardens, but is a decided acquisi-
tion. A Viburnum, known by the uncouth name
of Awa-furki, a ''barbarous binomial" indeed, has
very bold foliage. Grevillea rosmarinifolia is quite
hardy here. At first sight it might be taken
for some Conifer, and thus affords a good instance of
what has been styled mimetic analogy, but when its

scarlet flowers are produced there is no risk of such a
mistake being made. Azara microphylla may be recom-
mended as a neat evergreen plant for walls. A variety
of the Portugal Laurel, named myrtifolia, is noteworthy
for its neat pyramidal habit. Quercus bambusifolia is

remarkable for its " Willow-like" leaves. Dr. See-
MANN had a notion that plants growing near water-
courses were very apt to have leaves of this shape
(lanceolate), and the Salix alba and babylonica are cases
in point ; but how about Peach trees and this Quercus
bambusifolia ? In fact these sort of analogies must not be
forced too far. A mile or so nearer London, at the very
north-western verge of Wimbledon Common, at Putney
Vale, Messrs. Veitch have recently taken anollier

nursery, intended chiefly for Roses and for novelties
among Conifers, deciduous trees, and herbaceous plants.

The Roses were nearly over at the time of our visit,

but enough remained to show how brilliant the display
must have been. Very large quantities of Manetti
stocks are grown here, and looked as healthy and clean
as could be desired. Mr. Harry Veitch has also

recently introduced from Holland a new stock

—

Rosa Carolina. We do not know what special advan-
tages are claimed for this. An avenue of purple Beech
alternating with the white-leaved Acer Negundo, will

form in a few years a very striking feature of this

nursery.

Our excellent contemporary, the American
Horticitlturi^t, announces the consolidation of the
IVesterit Poniologist and Gardener with that journal.

Mark Miller, former Editor of the Poniologist, is to

be identified with the editorial management of a special

department, to be named The Western Horticul-
turist, and it is to be hoped that "the union will be
a happy and prosperous one."

—— M. Peligot, in a recent commvmication to

the Academy of Science, throws some doubt on the
question whether seaside plants really absorb chloride

of sodium or common salt by means of their roots. He
accounts for the presence of this salt in the analyses
made of seaside plants by the deposition of salt by
means of wind and sea spray on the plants. He finds

the proportion of this salt in the soil very small ; and,
while not contesting the good effects of salt as a ferti-

lising agent, he is disposed to attribute them to the

power which the chlorides in general, and chloride of
sodium in particular, have of dissolving phosphate of
lime.

At the recent annual exhibition of the Newark
Gooseberry Society, some fine specimens were
shown, but they were not equal to those of previous
years. The following was the result of the weighing :

—Premier prize, Mr. Wm. Clark, London, 24 dwt.

14 gr. Reds : 1st, Mr. W. Clark, London, 22 dwt.

13 g""- j 2d, Mr. C. Clark, London, 21 dwt. 12 gr. ; 3d,

Mr. J. E. Smith, Companion, 20 dwt. 22 gr.
;
4tb,

Mr. Wm. Asman, Companion, 19 dwt. 5gr. Yellows:
1st, Mr. W. Clark, Leveller, 22 dwt. 17 gr ; 2d, Mr.
G. Grocock, Leveller, 21 dwt. ; 3d, Mr. Swift, Great
Gun, 20 dwt. ; 4th, Mr. Swift, Hit or Miss, 19 dwt.

14 gr. Greens: 1st, Mr. Chatwin, Stockwell, 22 dwt.

19 gr. ; 2d, Mr. Chatwin, Shiner, 22 dwt. I2gr.
;
3d,

Mr. Bishop, Shiner, 22 dwt. 2 gr. ; 4th, Mr. Asman,
Stockwell, 21 dwt. 22 gr. Whites : 1st, Mr. Eggle-
stone, Antagonist, 22 dwt. 17 gr. ; 2d, Mr. Chas.

Clark, Antagonist, 19 dwt. 14 gr. ; 3d, Mr. Grocock,
Elizabeth, 19 dwt. 11 gr. ; 4th, Mr. Newton, Careless,

18 dwt. i6gr. Best pound, Mr. Egglestone, 15 berries,

Mr. William Newton was appointed President for

the ensuing year.

We invite special attention to the Negro
Largo Fig (a portrait of which may be found in the

July number of the Florist and Poniologist), as being,

in the estimation of Mr. Fleming, of Cliveden, by
whom it was introduced, the finest black Fig in culti-

vation. Mr. Fleming states that he received it, six

years ago, along with several others, from a noted
grower in the South of France, and describes it as

being robust in habit, free-growing, a wonderful bearer,

and forcing well. It is peculiar in ripening, as in some
instances six fruits were ripe at one time on the same
shoot, none of them much below 4 oz. in weight. The
Fig is one of the largest in size, oblong-obovate

or pyriform, marked with longitudinal ribs ; the skin

black ; the eye open, and generally when ripe having a

globule of syrup ; the stalk short ; the flesh pale red,

very tender, and abounding with a rich, highly-flavoured

juice. When highly ripened the flesh and skin together
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become quite melting, and form a most delicious sweet-

meat. Mr. Fleming adds that he has always grown it

in pots, but has every reason to believe, from its pro-

ductive habit, that it would produce very much larger

crops and fruit, if planted out.

CHISWICK REDIVIVUS.
Well-wishers to horticulture and to the Royal

Horticultural Society will not speedily forget the

consternation experienced when it was officially an-

nounced that Chiswick, with all its memories and

associations, was perforce to be abandoned. Fortu-

nately the decree in this case proved not irre-

organised and replanted on ground that did form part

of the Arboretum, and which was duly trenched and
prepared for the purpose. Thanks to the way in

which this has been carried out, and to the wet season,

the transplanting has been singularly successful. The
whole aspect of the place is now business-like, and
considering the short period that has elapsed great

credit is due to Mr. Barron and his subordinates for the

condition in which the garden now is. The glass-

houses have not been interfered with. The Peach-
houses and orchard-houses afiford admirable examples
of successful culture. The Vines in the great conser-

vatory are not so productive as usual, probably from
some exhaustion of the borders. The references to the

divide—there's room enough for all. Why should the

advocates of the different systems fall foul of each
other—or, rather, why should the systems be pitted

one against the other ? The more the merrier, or

rather, the more beautiful the garden will be-

come. There is no need for the spring to

decry the summer bedding, nor the hardy herbaceous

plants, nor for either to run down the bedding-out

plants proper. Each is not only useful, but probably

equally so. Let us have all possible modes of

furnishing, I heartily agreed with the Rev. C. P.

Peach's paper ; like him I also protest against the

worst examples of the worst seasons and circumstances

being chosen and exhibited as fair samples of either

Fig. 262.—PLAN OF THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDEN, AT CHISWICK.

References to Plan :

—

a, Collection of Apples ; b. Collection of Pears ; c, Trial fruit-tree

stocks, Filberts. &c. ; d, Raspberries, Rhubarb, &c. ; e, Collection of Gooseberries
;

F, Collection of Currants ; G, Herbs; h, Collection of Strawberries; 1, Herbaceous
plants ; j, Stock ground, fruit-trees ; K, Fruit-tree borders, and for trial vegetables ;

L, Flower borders ; M, Flower beds for testing bedding plants : n, Flower beds and
borders for trial of annuals, &c. ; o, Pyramidal Pear trees ; p, Collection of Plums.
The meteorological instruments are placed on a proper stand in the middle of this

plot, Q, Collection of Cherries ; K. Trial ground for vegetables: s. For raising spring

bedding plants, &c. ; t, For forcing shrubs ; u, Compost yard: v. For fruit-trees, &c.,

in pots, a. Wall for cordon Peaches and Nectarines ; b. Wall for cordon Apricots and
Cherries ; c. Wall for Morello Cherries, Currants, and Pears ; d. Wall for Pears

;

e, Wall for climbers ;_/; Wall for Figs; g. Wall for Apricots. 1, Grape conservatory;

2, Orchard-houses ; 3, Fig-houses ; 4, Houses and pits for bedding plants ; s- Prop.a-

gating pits ; 6, Vineries ; 7, Peach-house ; 8, Plant-houses ; g, Plant pits : lo, Foun-
taine's vmery ; 11, Closets: 12, Summer-houses; 13, Offices; 14, Fruit-room;

Tool-sheds; 16, Potting-sheds ; 17, Stable: 18, Coke yard: 19, Painter's shop:
Store-rooms; 21, Carpenter's shop; 22, Pot-shed; 23, Young men's lodgings;

24, Seed-room; 25, Tanks.

15;

vocable. The Society was met more than half way
by the Duke of Devonshire (the landlord), and
uUimately was allowed to retain on favour-
able terms a large portion of the garden, includ-
ing all the glass-houses, abandoning, however, the
Arboretum, the Wilderness Walk, and the district
known as "California." However much we regret
these losses, the new arrangements were so favourable
that it does not seem wise to lament over spilt milk.
We give this week a plan of the garden as at present
arranged (fig. 262). The collection of fruit trees,

for which Chiswick was so famous, has been re-

plan preclude the necessity of saying more than to ex-

press the hope that Chiswick under its new guise will be
more useful than ever as a trial ground and school of

practical horticulture.

THE BEDDING-OUT SYSTEM.
The practical paper of my friend and neighbour,

Mr. Grieve (p. 1070), reminds me of what I had
intended to say, had time permitted, at the Birming-

ham Congress. It may be summarised thus :—The
earth is wide : the claims of the different systems

system of furnishing the flower garden. As well label

a worn-out hack from a knacker's yard a prize hunter.

Two, any number of parties can also play at that game,

and I am not sure that I could not draw as unlovely

a caricature of the herbaceous garden as Messrs. Robin-

son and Hole or others could of the bedding-out

system. But, cut bono ? We need everything of beauty

we can get to fully equip the constantly widening area

of our gardens and pleasure grounds. Flowers and
shrubs for all seasons, of all types and si2es, singly and

in groups, in beds, borders, on graiiS or gravel against

the mansion, in the middle distance, and filling in.
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breaking, or shutting out our line of distance with

many formed various-coloured objects of beauty. Here
is scope for trees, shrubs, and flowers, green and gay,

giants and pigmies, perennials, biennials, annuals,

innumerable, and endlessly various in colour, form,

height, duration. It is this variability that constitutes

the rare charm of gardens. Not one thing only, how-
ever rich, quaint, or beautiful ; our gardens must wear

|

a coat of many colours, and of many shapes also. 1

What I protest against is the green, coat saying to the
'

gay one, I have no need of thee. And what I cannot

'

understand is that any should advocate furnishing a

flower garden with leaves only. A flower garden
without flowers, or with flowers subordinate to foliage,

i, a misapplication of terms. Suppose we try

a Rose show without Roses, or with their leaves

only, so green and spotless? Few things can exceed

the beauty of a Rose leaf—unless it be a Rose.
Flowers must everywhere form the eye of a truly

artistic flower garden, otherwise it is dull and lifeless,

and more—in fact, a veritable sham ; but the eye of

beauty owes much to the drapery of the eyelashes

—

yea, brows—and the ringlets vibrating with grace and
elegance overarching all. It is even so with many
flower gardens. But some can only see the eye
of scarlet, of orange, or of blue glaring
upon them with a serpent-like spell. The colour
allures, fascinates, and finally enrages them.
They see no more ; they go their way colour-struck,
and pour out the vials of their wrath against its dazzling
brightness. But the fault might be less in the garden
than themselves. We can only see what we have eyes
for. Many of our friends who are afflicted with colour-
blindness, in the sense of being unable to see aught
else, never look high enough to the eyelashes and
ringlets — dangling so gracefully in tree and shrub
—beyond the line of beds massed with colour.

Nay, they even overlook the green carpet at their

feet, and the blue arch over their head, that tones

to comparative repose the most fiery colours, and go

their way raving for Parsley, to put out the blaze as
water quenches fire. A wider survey of all the facts
and surroundings of flower gardens would oflen reveal
to colour-filled eyes green enough and to spare.

Possibly, with your permission, I may return to the
subject, which is by no means exhausted yet (nor is it

likely to be) when I may advert to the proper place in
regard to the mansion for each style of furnishing ;
meanwhile, as Mr. Grieve has adverted to (he carpet
style of bedding, and as I have broadly stated
there is room for all styles, I wish to add
that I do not think that a place ought to be found for
that most extraordinary monstrosity that has been
somehow grafted on the carpet style— I allude to the
raised mud wall, erected, I presume, to show the
thickness of the carpet, and planted with succulents
lying on their sides, shooting sharp arrows of reproach
from every eye at the barbaric taste that thrust and
kept them in that most unnatural, unmeaning, and, to

coin a word, un-beautiful, of all positions. D. T, Fish,

REPORT ON THE CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS.
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CKO?S—{ConliHiie4).

APRtCOTS. ! APPLES. PLUMS. STRAW* r^ui7T?T3t'irc
BERRIES. >^^K^*^^-

PEACHES
I

AND NEC- FIGS.
TARINES.

SMALL
FRUITS.

SOUTHERN
COUNTIES.

BUCKS

MIDDLESEX

KENT.

SUSSEX .

HANTS

DORSET.

Very scarce Fair crop on
the hills

.... A few of early Scarcely any,
' kinds and these do
' not swell

Very poor Generally very Very mode- 1

crop and small poor rate : trees

very healthy

Fair crop :

many killed

with frost

A poor crop

Fair crojD ;

MorcUos tine

Very scarce

Very thin Few of most
sorts

Good crop

Very scarce ; Good crop, but Morcllos half a
U'ees healthy small, and soon crop ; oihc

over
I

poor

Light Light

Nearly a total Generally thin

failure

throughout the
district

Good average , ....

crop
Moderate, InttjGenerally thin,

promise to be jand of inferior

of good quality quality

A very
scanty crop

A complete
failure ; trees

healthy

Not gond
generally

Very fine

About one-
tenth of a crop
in some places,

in others a
total failure

WESTERN
COUNTIES.

WORCESTER ..

Scarcely any

Half crops
here ; none in

neighbourhood
No crop :

lost by frost

Haifa crop

Very poor

Complete
failure

No crop at all

Very few
grown in

neighbourhood

Scarcely any
never «"as such
a short crop

known

A complete
failure

Very few

Mostly
moderate
Very much

below
average

Generally
scarce

A few trees in

sheltered

places with a
fair crop, but
generally a
total failure

Scarcely any

Very iow :

trees much
blighted

Only a few
common kind:

Scarce, in most
places a
failure

Very fine

A fair crop in

sheltered

places : gener-
ally under
average

Fair crop on
walls ; poor
on standards

Haifa crop,

and small

Much under
average

A good crop

Thin on walls
none on
standards
Good

Telow
average

Very
abundant

Very few in-

deed either on
walls or
standard;

Good crop,
especially on
the walls

Generally an
average on

%valls

Common kinds
middling and
poor in quality
Good both on

walls and
standards

Fair crop

Abundant and
fine

Very thin, ex-
cept King of
the Pippins

No crop ; trees No crop
infested with
caterpillar

A total failure Good on walls ;

in this district
I

thin on
standards

Not a quarter|Generaliy very
of a crop

I

light

Very poor Very good

Scarcely any A fair crop

Never saw Not an aver-
orchards so age crop

bare
Bad Bad

Very scarce

;

Indifferent
trees injured with us ; in

by spring frosts some places
fair

HEREFORD..

Very thin; hair
acrophere, but
much cracked ,

Failure

Very light' '

1
' Haifa crop,

I and much
bruised by hail

\'erj' scarce

Early kinds, a Early kinds,
fair crop : late and some sorts

kinds, ex- of Perry Pears,
tremely partial a fair crop

i Partial ; very Variable ; some
scarce early kinds

heavily laden

Almost a | Quarter crop
failure |

Very thin crop; Plentiful on
ia some places, walls; on pyra-

none
|

mids none
Very few in Early sorts

this district moderate ; late

kinds thin

All good

Heavy crop ;

very fine

A good crop
generally, but

of short

duration

A very light

crop, and the

fruit very
small

Very fine on
suitable soils

Half a crop

Good crops

generally :

fruit fine

Very partial Abundant, but

I

soon over

On standards Good on high
none; on east' grounds; on
walls a failure ;l lower much
on west walls cut by frost

a fair crop

Very light;

Morcllos un-
usually thin

Very few

On south walls

a quarter of a
crop

IModcratc

On trees not
over luxuriant

;

average crop
Peaches abun-
dant and fine

Very scarce in

many places in

this district

Light

Not much
grown in this

locality

Partial, but Scarcely any
altogether

\ some of the

much under trees dead
average

A fair average
crop, and of
good quality

A failure

except where
well protected

Very few ; trees Very few ; trees

much blighted much blighted

Moderate crop
on walls ; none
on standards

Few, except-
ing common

sorts

In places a

good crop ; ir

others none
Moderate on
walls ; heavy
on standards

Scarce

Moderate
crop

No crop

On walls good
none on
standards

Generally light

Not one-tenth
of a crop

Not half ,

crop ; on some
trees none at all

Medium

Very short
crop : trees

much blighted

About half a
crop on stand-
ards ; good on

walls

Very partial

and scarce

Very good, and
the fruit gener-

ally fine

Half a crop ;

many blind

Promised well,

but scarcely

any fruit

Plenty of
Keen.V seed-

ling : others an
average
Good

Good crop, but
of bad flavour

Most abun-
dant, and very

fine

Very good
with us

Failure in

most places

None ; Mo-
rellos about
half a crop

A fair crop on
west and north
aspects ; stand-

ards very few

Not a quarter
of a crop ex-

cept Morellos

Very bad ;

large orchards
empty

Generally poor

Partial crop
Morellos ex-

cellent on walls

Light crop

Partial crop

Half a crop

Thin crop of
all kinds

Not half a
crop

Some sorts

very good

Some varieties

very good

Very good ;

season short

Plentiful and
very good

Late crops ; a

failure, owing
to excessive

wet

An abundant
crop

Early sorts

t failure ; MO'
rellos a fair

crop
Fair on walls

Fair or
average crop

Not good

Very few
indeed

About one-
fourth of a
crop ; trees

look healthy

No Nectar-
ines ; of

Peaches about
the tenth part

Very few ;

leaves much
curled

Good under
glass, scarcely

any outside

An abundant
crop on covered

walls

Half crop

Below the

average

No crop out-

of-doors ;
good

under glass

Half a crop :

trees very
healthy

Very few ;

some places
none

Very poor

Not one on thi

trees, although
protected

Fair crops on
trees well
attended to

Bad

Complete fail-

ure ; orchard
houses below

average

Very few, and
not likely to

ripen Well

Plentiful

generally

Haifa crop ;

trees looking
well

Fair crop, but
late

Abundant, but
very late

Very few

Very scarce,

excepting
Black Currants
None to speak

of

Very partial ;

good in places

Some sorts

heavy

Average crop

Raspberries
plentiful

;

Gooseberries
and Currants

generally light

Not a tenth of

a crop of any
sort

Plentiful,

except Red
and White
Currants
Not a fair

crop

Moderate

Much below
average, ex-

cept Goose-
berries

Very few,

except Goose-
berries

Generally
about half a

crop

Quarter crop Verj' light crop

Haifa crop Good crop

A few on walls; Heavy crops;
standards, &c., but much in-

a complete jured by rain
failure

Notan average Not an average Average
| Poor

GLOUCESTER A complete A complete Culinary varie-
failure, al- failure: flowers ties plentiful :

though well destroyed by dessert very
protected frost

,
scarce

SOMERSET .... A complete A failure as I The same as
failure complete in 1 Apples

I

orchards as
1

I
gardens

,

Few on wall i Flowers de-

trees ; other- ' stroyed by
wise a failure frost and rain ;

almost a failure

Not one in our About half a
garden | crop, and not

:good in quality

Very inferior;

Morellos en-
tirely destroyed

by frost

About one-
third much
damaged by

wet
Half crop

Good crop

A Hght crop ;

much injured
by late spring '

frosts

A good show of
Morellos

I

Third of a crop
on walls; stand-

ards a failure

Good, and a
heavy crop
here, but

generally very
short

A very thin

crop generally.

A good crop

Very short

Plenty, but
not likely to

ripen
An average

crop

Very few

Thin

Haifa crop

Few, but will

not ripen

Good

;

good crops of
Raspberries

First crop very
slight

Indifferent

None lo speak
of outdoors

Light crop

Good crop

Partial ; a thin

crop ; trees
|

much injured

by weather
|

Nothing like an
average I

Almost a total

failure ; bloom
destroyed by

frost

A few May Lender glass

Dukes and an average
Morellos ; no crop, and fine

others in size

Scarce

Very thin

Very few ; no
Walnuts

Filberts are a
light crop, and

W.ilnuis
almost a failure

No Walnuts
no others

grown

A very scarce

crop

A total

failure

Moderate

Average

Very few

None ; Wal-
nuts all killed

back just

when in bloom

G.T.Miles.Wycombe
Abbey Gardens

R. D. BUckmore,
Teddington

A. F. Barron, Royal
Horticultural So-
ciety's Gardens,
Chiswick

T. Baines, Southgate
House, Southgate

R. Henderson, Ful-

ham Palace

John Powell. Royal
Gardens, Windsor

Charles Ross, Wel-
ford Park, New-
bury

Alexander Gait, Al-
dermaslon Court

William Kemp, Al-
bury Park

James Drewctt, Deu-
bies

Charles Green, Hill-

field, Reigate

William Kidd, Tan-
dridge Court, God-
stone

John Cox, Redleaf,
Penshurst

No Red and
White Cur-
rants ; Black
Currants full

crop
Very bad, ex-

cept Rasp-
berries

All poor ex-

cept Rasp-
berries

Very good cx-

cept'Rcd
Currants

Variable

Gooseberries
plentiful ; Cur-

rants poor
Haifa crop
generally

Generally good

Generally
good, except
Red Currants
Fair, except
Currants

All very bad

;

notahundredth
part of an
average

Very scarce

Good except
Currants

Below average

Very good, but
keep badly

Not many
grown, and a

very thin crop

Filberts plen-

tiful ; Walnuts

Filberts a fair

crop ;
Walnuts

a failure

Light crop

Very poor crop

Haifa crop

Full average A good average
crop

Walnuts none ;

Filberts half a

crop
Half a crop

Not an average
crop

A fair sprink

ling in the
woods

Walnuts very
scarce ; hedge
Nuts plentiful

Few Walnuts
Filberts very

poor

Wni. P. Roberts,
Holwood Park,
Beckenham

rhomas Woodford,
Eastwell Park, Ash
ford.

John Robson, Lin-
ton Park, Maid-
stone

Thomas Newman,
Torry Hill, Sitting-

bourne

Thos. Jack, Battle

Abbey
John Wilson, Arundel

Castle

Sidney Ford, Leo-
nardslee, Horsham

W. Wildsmith, The
Gardens, Heckfield
Place

George Harnett, The
Gardens, Cadland

George Jones, Mot-
tisfont Abbey

A. Johnson, Savern-
ake Forest

William Scammell,
Bowood

W. F. Radclyffe,
Okcford Fit2painc

Henry Munro, Cleve-
lands, Lyme Regis

William Cox, Madres-
field Court

Next to none Geo. Westland, Wit-
ley Court

Half crop Very few John Wyke, Kj re

i House, Tenbury
Plentiful of all Small, a thin 'Alfred Bye, Hampton

I kinds 'crop; Walnuts Court, Leominster

I

none
Plentiful, c:c-

i

....

cept Currants ,

Vei=y thin on

William Coleman,
Eastnor Castle,

Ledbury

Not an average
crop 1

Gooseberries
trees trained on'plentiful : Red
a south wall

Fair crop

Abundant

Edward Jones, Perry-
stone, Ross

Alexander Cramb,
Tortworth Court,
FalfieldCurrantsmode-

I rate ; Black
|

! a failure I

Very few 'We have been A very partial William Dodds, The
well supplied

;

crop I Gardens, Ashlon
i crop not !

!

Court, Bristol

generally good
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—know anything about the management of Peach trees,

which is palpable proof that Peach trees at many places

are but little understood, and as little cared for. Healthy
trees, skilfully manipulated, will produce good fruit in

almost any form of house. The culture, indeed—and
not the form of house—has all and everything to do with

successful results. Allow me also to add, tliat owing
to the excessive wet most extraordinary growths Iiave been

made amongst Conifers, Rhododendrons, and trees and
shrubs generally. Many trees, which, from the effects of

late dry se;\sons, assumed a yellowish, or sickly tinge

—

which certain people would call " affected by Fungus,"'

—

have this year made, and some of them are still making,
extraordinary growths. That in many things we have
suffered a good deal from excessive wet is evident, but as

regards trees and shrubs we have benefited much. IVm.
AfilUr, Combe Abdcy Gardens, August 15.

Even too, the stoning time has caused both the
fruit and the young wood to gum, so that from the fruits

themselves exude globes of gum. and hundreds of the
Peaches are dropping off in an imperfect state, showers
of foliage having previously fallen, by reason of the pro-
tracted cold, rainy nights, the temperature often falling to

43°. The year before the last I sold more than 3000
Peaches, besides supplying the table, as my salesman's
books will show ; but this year, though I had a good crop

'

22d. and the highest 45' on the 25th. We had also 4' of

j

frost on May 20. Some of the early Potatos were twice cut
I down with frost, andthe disease brokeout about three weeks
I ago. Peas, Broad and Kidney Beansaremostabundant, and
very fine quality ; also Onions, Carrots, Turnips, and root
crops generally

; but many of the Broccoli and Cabbages
hnve lost their hearts since they were planted out (called

in this neighbourhood going button-hearted. Rainfall
this year ; January, 6. II inches; February, 2.24 inches;

I

March, 2.53 inches ; April, 2.66inches ; May. 3.04 inches ;

I June, 2.49 inches
; July. 3.10 inches ; to August 15, 1.42

inches; total, 23.59 inches. Charles Ross, The Gardens,
I
Welford Park, Ncivbnry, Berks,

It will be perhaps as well to state that the best
crops and best fruit are on walls with a western aspect

;

Pears in particular on an eastern exposure are thin in crop
and poor in quality ; the same may be said of standard trees

facing the east ; the best are on trees when the row runs
I

east and west. As regards soil, I have not noticed any
marked difterence in the crop of fruit whether growing in

the deep loam of the Thames Valley, or on shallow soils

to be met with in this district. John Powell, Frogmore.

The cold and sunless summer of the present year
has been extremely unfavourable for the maturation of
outdoor fruits. There are in the orchard grounds of the
district a considerable quantity of the early kinds of

think most of our readers will agree with him, that
" it is a first-class variety for exhibition purposes, but
it requires plenty of room to grow it well." Mr.
Cooling has had similar sized houses full of his Derby-
shire Hero, Prolific, and Improved Telegraph, carry-
ing 500 good fruit at one time. "All these are
superior to the Marquis in productiveness, but for
length it is certainly unequalled." In our opinion the
flavour of this Cucumber is not equal to that of many
other varieties.

THE COMMON BRITISH IVY.
I A^[ about to speak of the common British Ivy as it

grows wild in the natural woodlands of Northern
Britain, and especially with reference to Yorkshire and
Northumberland. This native species is admirably
adapted by the unerring hand of Providence to the
general powers of growth possessed by our native tree?,

in immediate contact with which it has to exist. It

does not suddenly become too strong for them. For
several years, often for many, its effects are favourable,
by mitigating the cold produced by evaporation from
trees of thin and delicate bark, and never, except by

Fig. 263.—MR. cooling's cucumber-house (from a rnOTOGRAPH).

to begin with, I shall not pick half that amount. The
rains we had on the 6th and 7th inst. seriously tainted the
tips of all my young Peach shoots with canker. John
Pearson, Kinlet.

The only fruits at all good are Plums and Dam-
sons, and these only plentiful in certain places where the
trees are heavily laden, one of my neighbours sending up-
wards of 150 bushels of Plums to market last week.
Some of the common Pears are also plentiful, but much
cracked and spotted

; good samples scarce. Plenty of fine

orchards of many acres in extent will scarcely produce an
Apple, and the small fruit crop has been equally scarce.

Cobs and Filberts are also poor. The only compen-
sating crop for the district, and that is not gathered yet,

is the Hops, which look well. I may, however, remark,
that the general appearance of the fruit trees is good and
promising for another year. J, Robson, Linton Park,
Maidstone.

There is a great variety of soils in this neighbour-
hood, both hght and heavy ; the subsoil is generally chalk
or gravel. The gardens here slope to the N.E., with a
fall of 3 feet in 40, without shelter; height above sea,

335 feet. We had never a better prospect of fruit than
there was early in the season ; blossom on all sorts of
trees abundant and healthy, but 9" of frost on April 20
blasted all our hopes. The average minimum tempera-
ture of February was 37-2^/, while the average of April
was only 35.^5' ; on only tour nights in February did the
thermomeier^fall below 32^, and on ten nights it did not
fall below 40"

; the lowest was 27' on the morning of the

Apples and Pears, but all later kinds suffered much from
the intense frost of May 19. Strawberries were also much
injured from the same cause, and, with me, Moretlo Cher-
ries were entirely cut off. Peaches and Nectarines are
generally an indifferent crop (in some cases none), and the
trees are much injured by blight ; here we are so fortu-
nate as to have an abundant crop, and the trees are
healthy and perfectly clean. This success in a precarious
season is not owing to glass walls, as the trees were simply
covered with a double fold of common mackerel netting
during the severest weather. I place it to the timely
pruning and retarding of the trees, so as to get the foliage
well developed in time to protect the fruit in its first stage
of setting. I gathered on July 23, and am still gathering,
from the same tree, very fine fruit of Early York Peach,
and other successional kinds are fast approaching matu-
rity. William Cox, Madresfield, Malvern.

MARQUIS OF LORNE CUCUMBER.
A SHORT time ago we received from Mr. Edwin

Cooling, of the Mile Ash Nursery, Derby, a large

photograph of one of his Cucumber-houses. This
structure, of which we give an illustration {fig. 263), is

40 feet long and 10 feet wide. The variety shown is

the Marquis of Lome, which since its introduction by
the well-known growers, Messrs. Hamilton & Son, of
Botcherby, Carlisle, has attracted considerable attention

in the exhibition world. The average length of the fruit

grown by Mr. Cooling is 30 inches. He says, and we

the neglect or connivance of man, does it inflict the
injury so commonly attributed to it.

The case is different as respects the so-called Irish
Ivy—more properly the Giant Ivy—introduced into
this country from the Canary Isles, and which easily
becomes too strong and luxuriant. This is a plant of
man's introduction, and though permitted to clothe the
trunk and strong limbs of some tall Ash or towering
Poplar, is more applicable to cover unsightly walls,
and must not be allowed to overrun and suffocate by its

large luxuriant foliage the half-grown trees of our
woods and plantations. It is entirely out of place
where the British Ivy, of far slower growth, may be
thoroughly welcomed, and not merely tolerated.

The larger natural vegetation of the northern wood-
lands consists mainly of Oak, Ash, Wych Elm, and
Birch. All these are occasionally injured by aged Ivy
that has been allowed to mount up into their summits,
to intrude itself through and through the upper spray,
to stifle and suffocate the tender twigs there, and so
lead to decline and decay. But, practically, it is only
the Oak which is a sufllerer. The Ash and Birch lift

up their heads so loftily, that the winds keep the Ivy
pretty well under control, tearing it ofi during storms,
or stinting it by cold and evaporation when it ascends
too high. Wych Elm, from its great vegetative power,
rarely suffers, whilst its limbs, finely mantled by the
beautiful parasitic evergreen, aflTord secure roosting for
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pheasants, and many a snug platform on which the

cushat may place her nest and rear her young. The
Oak, however, ought always to be narrowly watched,

in order that Ivy may not be allowed to ascend higher

than the trunk. By means of a long knife the beautiful

but intrusive climber is easily severed and arrested

where the trunk of the Oak terminates and the branches

begin.

To suppose that Ivy, by clasping the trunk of a tree

laterally, can act as a series of belts, or like a straight

waistcoat, and cramp the expansion, so that the bole

cannot swell properly, is perfectly gratuitous. We
never see the stems or twigs of Ivy imbedded in the

bark of the tree that supports it, as an unyielding hoop
or thong would be, and as Woodbine is found to be
occasionally upon Hazel or young Ash, not yet strong

enough to burst such bonds. So vast is the expansive

power of vegetation, that it would rend every fibre

of the Ivy asunder did they not give way, and
yield at the proper moment, as they invariably do.

It is not in this way that harm is done. It is by
muffling and choking the upper spray. And nothing

is so easily prevented by an observant and judicious

woodman, under his master's superintending eye and
direction.

But, it will be said. Ivy may be beautiful—it may
be associated with poetry, it may relieve the dreariness

of winter, it may be useful in the preservation of

pheasants by often masking them on their perch at

night—it may, by its berries, afford food to these and
to other birds—but if we do not care for these consi-

derations, why should we tolerate Ivy ?

The reason is this—that Ivy tends very perceptibly

to ward off the greatest of all banes from one of our
principal forest trees—the Ash—that is, the bane of

canker ; a malady to which this tree is extensively

subject in a cold and variable nortliern climate. The
Ash grows with remarkable vigour under such condi-

tions, and shows a smooth, fine, and delicate bark.

In the same situations the bark of vigorous young Oaks
of 20 or 30 years growth has the sheen of silver. Such
plantations must be thinned very carefully, very regu-
larly, so that sufficient light and air may never be
wanting, and yet that nc udden xposure, involving

admission of cold evaporative blasts may be allowed.

Now these are just the misty woodlands of our
"denes," "gills," and "bankside shaws " in which
Ivy delights to carpet the ground, and affix its beautiful

scandent shoots to every stem. Let the owner beware
how he permits his woodman to interfere with Nature's
exquisite balance. We have at hand the best of all

checks to the fatal bane of canker among the Ash,
which is never seen to prevail where Ivy is present, and
allowed to do its duty under reasonable limitation and
restraint. Plants of it should be purposely introduced
into artificial plantations of hard wood, especially if

there be much Ash, and if there be none of Ivy already
existing on the gruund.

Nothing is easier than to sever the Ivy stems at any
desired height from the steps of a light and portable
ladder. Like most other things, it must be prevented
from running to excess, and doing harm instead of
good ; but nothing is easier than such preven-
tion. On the other hand we need scarcely ever
divide it lower than 6 or 7 feet from the ground,
which is easily done without any ladder at all.

He who operates in this manner will find that

Loudon has fallen into a mistake where he describes the
wood of the Ivy as soft and spongy. It is, in fact,

hard and firm in the native species, though less so in

the luxuriant Canarianone. Nor must we imagine that,

even without human intervention, efiicient checks are
not provided to curb any extreme over-prevalence of
this remarkable plant of our woodlands.

In former days it was a principal winter food of
deer and roes ; sheep are singularly fond of it, and
wherever they can gain access to it will even stand
erect upon their hind legs to reach its foliage upon
the trunks of trees. But its main enemies at the
present lime are hares and rabbits, which peel its

stems near the ground whenever a hard frost sets in.

In this way Ivy suffers heavily in every severe winter,
and if not killed outright, the growth is paralysed for
two or three years.

Its verdure is always pleasant to the popular eye;
and Christmas decorations are not complete with-
out it.

" There's the Rowan, Oak, and Ash,
And llie bonny Ivied tree

;

With the Holhn bright at home,
In the North Countrie."

The erect and stately English Elm is one of the
loftiest and largest of European trees. Its majestic
stature and noble form in our southern counties often
receive a new and peculiar charm in the winter months
from being clothed with richly mantling Ivy, which,
in general, is perfectly innocuous to trees of such
vigour and such towering stature. Even in their
old age and decline, these majestic Elms have nothing
to fear from the presence of Ivy, for such of them as
are clothed by its verdant mantle are comparatively safe
from the growth of those hideous Funguses which
bring so many aged trees to utter rottenness and
extinction. Hence the Ivy mantle upon aged Elms
and Ashes is, again, rather preservative than prejudicial,
so long as it docs not intrude seriously upon the spray
and foliage near the summits. And this the wind and

tempests go far to prevent, and, still more, the cold,

ungenial temperature so high aloft.

The flower of Ivy is rich in honey, with which it is

powerfully scented. In the months of October and
November it affords the latest supplies of food to our
stocks of bees, and with unceasing activity do they avail

themselves of eveiy sunny hour to gather it, and re-

plenish their stores before the barren winter set in.

Ivy spray laid down for sheep now and then, during
either frost or open weather, is most acceptable to
them, and, from its resinous properties and aromatic
fragrance when bruised, it probably acts on them as a
tonic. However well fed with grass or Turnips, they
will seek to get at Ivy in time of frost. This instinct
is not given for nothing, we may be sure.

According to an old proverb, the Ash will buy the
horse ere the Oak will bring the saddle. It is in the
interest of the beautiful holts of Ash and Wych Elm in

the North of England that I say—Spare the Ivy, and
sound Ash will never be wanting, y?. Carr J^ilison,

Dunston Hill, Durham.

Jame Correspanbeticf.

Kew : Cinchona in India, &c.—I have acknow-
ledged in my Quinologia " the courteous assistance
rendered me by Dr. Hooker in connection with my in-

vestigations in the extraordinarily rich herbarium of his

father at Kew," and should look upon it as a national
calamity if this excellent botanist were driven from his

post. Perhaps I may illustrate this by saying that in

some parts, through knowledge thus acquired, I have
been able to render some gratuitous service to Her
Majesty's Government in reference to the choice of the
best plants for Cinchona cultivation in India, and my
assistance has been recently sought also in reference to
those in Jamaica. The amount of success or of failure

in this and in similar national undertakings will be
directly in relation to the amount of practical and
scientific knowledge utilised in the effort, and the
barest calculations of expediency would suggest a higher
amount of consideration for those who alone can con-
tribute such assistance. I trust that the unanimous
expression of the opinion of men of science may assist

in upholding Kew under Dr. Hooker's superintendence
in its present exalted position. John Eliot Hoxaard. P.S,
I may add that I have recently offered Dr. Hooker as
many plants of Cinchona Calisaya of the best descrip-
tion as he wishes for Kew, raised from seeds received
by me not from Kew, but thus in part repaying my
obligation to this establishment.

Taxes on Gardeners.—For the information of
"A .Subscriber," and others, I send you a copy of
instructions issued by the Commissioners of Inland
Revenue with reference to the taxation of jobbing
gardeners and garden labourers :

—

"The Board do not require a license to be taken out
for an ordinary labourer who is employed in a garden to
dig, sweep, or do other rough work under a taxable
gardener.

"

"A license is not required for a jobbing gardener who
goes from house to house to do gardening work by the
day."

A Stamp Dhtribtttor.

Shallots Seeding.—For two years past Shallots
here have been affected by a disease that induced early
decay, so much so, indeed, that in the spring it was
difficult to find sound bulbs. In the spring of the pre-
sent year I procured a new stock altogether, which
were planted in February in the usual way, and almost
every cluster of bulbs has thrown up one or more
flowering spikes ; the bulbs also are larger, more
obtuse in' shape, and more prolific than the Shallots I

had previously grown, and my impression is, they are
a different variety. I think I have read somewhere
that there are two varieties of Shallots in cultivation

;

at any rate, in my experience I have never seen Shal-
lots seeding so freely. E. Hobday.

Is a Gardener a Domestic Servant ?—Refer-
ring to the question asked by a "Constant Reader " at

p. iioS, I beg to state the following case :—Some 15
years ago a very intimate friend of my own entered a
nobleman's service as head gardener ; in about two years
afterwards the nobleman died, and in his will he had
bequeathed to all his servants that had been in his ser-
vice one year and upwards one year's wages ; the
executors demurred to paying my friend his legacy, on
the plea that he was not a domestic servant. My friend
consulted a solicitor, and, fortunately, a similar case
was then under trial at the Rolls Court, where it was
decided that a gardener was clearly a domestic servant,
and my friend's legacy was consequently paid. E.
Holiday. [We should feel obliged if our correspondent
would cite chapter and verse in support of his state-
ment—not by any means that we question its accuracy,
but for the sake of others interested. Eds.]

Black Fly and Tobacco Powder : the Growth
of Trees.— I have never seen Peach trees so infested
with black (ly as they have been this season, young
trees and old ones being literally eaten up by them.
To wash them off with either syringe or engine was im-
possible, sol tried Pooley's Tobacco Powder, distributing
it, as we do flowers of sulphur, through a small piece of
tiffany, and syringing it off next morning. This

remedy has proved very effective, and the trees have
improved w'onderfully. Some of the trees which have
escaped the ravages of this pest have made shoots

3 feet long, and this leads me to mention the extra-
ordinary growth of trees and shrubs. Some of the
Raspberries have made canes 1 1 feet long, and
are still growing. Apples have shoots over 3 feet
long, and common Laurels have made equal growth,
the shoots of Portugal Laurels measuring from 15 to

30 inches. A very healthy young specimen of Abies
nobilis, which has only grown about 6 inches in height
annually for the last five or six years, has this season
thrown up a leader 24 inches, and side branches
14 inches long ; the growth of all other things has been
equally great, in fact unparalleled in the ten summers
I have been here. T. liyiiiw, Cr., Holbrook Ratorv,
SitffoU;.

Turkey Oak.—Can any of your readers oblige me
with any information respecting a market (or Turkey
Oak ? I am told it is a useful wood for furniture.
The little I have seen worked up goes in favour of that
opinion. It will stand under water, either fresh water
or salt, and seems to go harder the longer it is left

there. M.

Amaranthus salicifolius.—I would advise those
who are at all sceptical as to the good qualities of this

plant to pay a visit to Messrs. Veitch's nursery at
Chelsea, where it may now be seen growing in all its

splendour. I was particularly struck with its colour-
ing, of the richest crimson-orange, the plant being
feathered completely to the ground, about 2 feet in

height, and as sturdy as possible. As a centre plant
for round beds it is grand in the extreme. I also
noticed a bed of it planted alternately with Abutilon
Thomsonii, which was very effective. The contrast of
colour was very striking ; but I think Acer Negundo
variegatum would be even more striking than the
Abutilon. At all events, this lovely plant is sure to
become popular ; it only requires to be seen done well
to be admired. As a pot plant I cannot say much in
its favour. At present I have grown huge plants of it

in strong heat in common with my neighbours ; but I

cannot get much colour in it. Evidently it does best
out-of-doors. I have heard several of my friends pass
rather harsh remarks upon it ; but I think if they will

treat it as Mr. Denning advises, at p. 1105, they will

be amply repaid for past failiures. A. Gefkins, TyndaU
Paj'k, Favcrshavi.

Hyacinthus candicans.—This plant, figured in
the Ciz/vAv/cy-j' (r/;/'<';//V/t' of last week, was originally
distributed by the Royal Horticultural Society as an
unnamed greenhouse bulb, but for many years past it

has been growing here in the open ground without any
protection, and it appears to be perfectly hardy. The
bulbs remain in the ground during the winter, and
throw up spikes of bloom varying from 4 to 6 feet
high. J. K. H., Wallingford Castle, Berks.

Cultivation of British Orchids.—Is it possible to
propagate and cultivate successfully the various species
of British Orchids? It must be a subject of regret to all

students of Mr. Darwin's wonderful book on the
Fertilisation of Orchids, that specimens of our native
species are so rare as to be practically unattainable.
But the Gardena-s' Chronicle must number amongst its

readers some who have attempted their culture, and I

hope some who have succeeded. I would esteem any
hints on the subject, or any reference to papers on the
subject, a very great favour. I do not forget that Mr.
Darwin points out the fact, that although most or all of
the native Orchids produce immense quantities of seed,
very little of it ever germinates. But he talks also of
Orchids which grow in his garden, which is encourag-
ing. The genera I am anxious to cultivate are

—

Orchis, Aceras, Ophrys, Ilerminium, Habenaria,
Gymnadenia, Epipactis, Cephalanthera, Goodyera,
Spiranthes, Malaxis, Listera, and Neottia. Will any
of these bear ti'ansplanling and carriage ? Can any of
them be raised from seed? F. J\I. S, [See p. 605,
ante. Eds.]

Strawberry Planting.—Can any of your readers
inform me as to the best method of haying down Straw-
berry beds in fields, what kind of manure is best, and
how many tons per acre ? Whether the ground should
be trenched or not ? Also how many tons of fruit per
acre is considered an average crop in England. A/. C.

Primula japonica from Seed.—As some of your
correspondents expressed a desire to hear about tiro

germination of the Primula japonica seed, I serrd you
the following particulars :—We sowed our rrcwiy
harvested seed on July i, and the first plant made its

appearance August 5, and up to this date (August 15)
a considerable number have put irr an appearance.
This shows that fresh seeds germinate in about the
same time as fresh seeds of most of the other kiirds of
Primulas do, arrd a little sooner than the P. sinensis,

sown on the same day. Mr. Fortune's first seeds were
probably thrown away before they had time to germi-
nate, as nearly all Primula seed kept for any time is

slow in coming up. y. Scott.

Pinus insignis.— Mr. Fowler's notices of Conifers
are highly interesting and reliable. Perhaps it would
be interesting to Irim to know that there is a P. insig-

nis here, S feet in girth 2 feet from tire ground. The
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horizontal expanse of the branches is 54 feet ; they

shoot out stilT and strong from the bole ; whorls of

cones are on the main branches at least 10 years old.

There are abundance of the beautiful bright green cones

nearly full grown of this year, and those of last look

fresh and of a beautiful bright chestnut colour. The
tree is now about 50 feet high, but lias been at least

ro feet higher, having lost its top some years ago. The
strong horizontal limbs have an interesting peculiarity

which I do not remark on other old Conifers, namely
their perpendicular diameter is much greater than their

horizontal diameter, thus making them stronger to

resist the heavy weight of the foliage. They swell

most all along the under side of the limbs. I'he tree

is beautiful when in bloom in spring, the inflorescence

reminding one of the flowers of an Inga. Neither this

tree, nor any ot our many young ones, sustained any
injury from the late spring frosts, when Deodars,
Morindas, Silver Firs, and even Pinsapos, were terribly

punished. Most of our trees face the north-east, on a

dry bottom. IK Z>., Canfor{i, Dorset.

_

Seaside Shrubs.^With reference to the seaside

shrubs of the Mediterranean, may I be allowed to

mention the creeping variety of Rosemary, common on
the Riviera ? Few objects are more beautiful than this

plant drooping over a gray Lichen-covered stone. It

would be invaluable for rockwork. Can any of your
readers inform me the name of the Philadelphia or
Deutzia growing wild near Tivoli, and said to have
been brought from India by Hadrian ? H, K.

Tree Ferns.—I have had in cultivation about seven
months a large trunk of Cyathea meduliaris, 9 feel

high. It has thrown out rather large fronds, but as

yet roots have not made their appearance. Some of
the fronds look now as if they were going to decay. I

have kept it till now in a shaded greenhouse, syringing

it freely twice a day, and constantly keeping the house
in a certain degree of moisture. This treatment suc-

ceeds perfectly with bigger specimens of Dicksonia
antarctica, Alsophila australis, and Cyathea dealbata.

Would any of your English correspondents be so kind
as to suggest the proper treatment in this case ? Any
suggestion would be accepted with thankfulness.

E. O. Fenziy Florence.

Laelia Jongheana, Rchb. f,, contra Cattleya
W^alkeriana, Gardn. (bulbosa, Lindl.).—Messrs.
Editors,—Vou kindly sent me Mr. Denning's letter ask-
ing for a note of the difference between the bulbs of
L<elia Jongheana and Cattleya Walkeriana (bulbosa).

Vou give me a difficult task, I will, however, try to

give you as clear an answer as I can. My knowledge
of Laelia Jongheana is of very old date ; as early as

1S56 I saw it with M. de Jonghe, where its dis-

coverer, M. Libon, praised it as one of the best

of Orchids. I never saw a flower, though it appears
to have flowered long since both with M. de Jonghe,
and at Paris with Messrs. Thibaut &: Keteleer

and M. Liiddemann. At last I received this very

year, a flower with a single bulb. In April I saw
three plants with Messrs. Veitch. When I reached
home it struck me it would be very difficult to dis-

tinguish the plants from some big Cattleya Walkeriana
(bulbosa). Hence arose a correspondence with Mr.
Harry Veitch. He compared all the bulbs of Lslia
Jongheana, and discovered what I think a good differ-

ence between them and Cattleya Walkeriana. The
Liielia has an ovoid bulb bearing only one joint at its

base. Now that is quite conformable to what I see

in the well presen'ed young bulb in my herbarium,

a present from my highly valued correspondent,

M. Liiddemann. The whole bulb is covered for some
time with a single silvery sheath. All the numerous
bulbs of C. Walkeriana (bulbosa) in the Hamburgh
Botanic Garden, though differing exceedingly in their

shape, are jointed in the middle, and two well-

developed silvery sheaths adorn them for some time
;

and this is also the case in the old Laelia majalis.

Colour appears to ofTer a secondary mark. The
bulbs of Lrelia majalis are very light, those of
Cattleya Walkeriana are darker, those of Lpelia

Jongheana are the darkest, and have a very elegant

metallic lustre. But we aie not at the end. It is

very surprising that from various parts of good Old
England there come letters speaking of another
L. Jongheana. I even received such bulbs.

Ah, those bulbs ! What are they? They may
belong to some Cattleya, to some Laslia; there can be
no doubt that they have no affinity whatever with
Laelia Jongheana. They have five joints. I hope we
may be informed in the Gardeners' Chronicle what
flowers they eventually produce. Till we know
what it is, I propose the name of "Lselia would-be
Jongheana." Let me hope that these few remarks
may answer your purpose. H. G. Reichenbach, _/!,

August 15, 1S72. [We have received sketches of the

bulbs in question from Prof. Reichenbach, which we
shall be happy to allow any interested correspondent
to see. Eds.]

Platyceriums.—The great family of Ferns varies

considerably in external characteristics ; and the pre-
sent group is especially distinct, being naturally
epiphytal, although often cultivated as terrestrial

plants. Grown upon rough pieces of cork, or fiat

logs, they may be suspended on the walls of the
fernery or plant-stove—positions in which they show to

advantage ; but when thus treated they require

syringing often, and more moisture in the atmosphere
than is essentially requisite when cultivated in pots.

The noblest species we have in cultivation is P. grande,
a fine plant of which may be found in the Tropical
Fernery at Kew, its fertile fronds depending far below
the pot, while the barren fronds are beautifully

arranged in a double corona above. This species is

worthy of far more extended and general cultivation,

it being both beautiful and distinct in its habit. I

have seen very fine plants of P. alcicorne (Elk's Horn)
both on blocks and in pots, and in the large conser-
vatory at Chatsworth this species is freely used along
with Adiantums, Polypodiums, and Epiphyllums, in

the large lianging baskets, a position in which it

appears to advantage. P. jethiopicum is a sturdy,

robust growing plant, though not nearly so superb
as the first-named species. A plant of P. Walhchii,
may be founil in one of the Museums of Economic
Botany at Kew (No, 2), but I am not aware that

it is yet in cultivation. All the species have thick

leathery fronds, and show well grouped along with
Ferns of a more graceful habit and delicate texture.

P. grande, when grown as shown in our illustration

^ c s. =."

Fig. 264.—PLATVCERIITM GRANDE.

(fig. 294), and its fertile fronds perfectly developed, is

an object of rustic beauty and highly picturesque

contour not so very easily rivalled. F. IV. B.

Societies.
Royal Horticultural : Aug. ar.—W, Marshall,

Esq., in the chair, in the absence of tl:e chairman of the

Fruit Committee, the Rev. M. J. Berkeley announced the

awards of tliat body, and stated that only one dish of

Apricots was shown that day, and that could not be
awarded a prize from its not having been entered accord-
ing to the terms of the schedule. It could not be too
well made known that it was absolutely necessary to enter

all subjects intended to compete for prizes offered by the

Society at least three days before the day of competition.

Mr. Berkeley also announced that on October i prizes

were offered for a collection of edible and poisonous
Fungi, to be shown separate ; also for a collection

of edible Fungi solely ; and for a collection of cultivated

Fungi, distinct ; and in reference to a specimen of the

Sooly Qua Cucumber, said it was interestmg to know that

Messrs. Carter & Co. had sent out a quantity of seeds to

California, for cultivation by the Chinese.

Mr. Moore announced the awards of the Floral Com-
mittee, and stated that Mr. Baines' magnificent specimen
of Nepenthes Rafflesiana had been recommended to the

Council as a fitting subject for the award of a Lindley

Medal.
The Chairman said they would no doubt all be anxious

to know how Mr. Barnes had treated the plant, and he

(the Chairman) had learnt from that gentleman that such
fine Pitchers as those shown could oni3' be obtained on
youngplants. Mr. Baines grows them in sifted fibrous peat

;

they require plenty of water and plenty of air ; they must

he kept as near to"! the glass as possible, and as regards
the temperature, those who had a house in which Cucum-
bers were grown all the year round could in it grow the
Pitcher plant to perfection.

.Some discussion then arose as to the colouring of
Amaranthus salicifolius, Mr. Berkeley stating he had been
informed that to fully realise the rich colour of the foliage
the plants must be grown in the open air, and then taken
into a house for a week or two ; while Mr. Marshall con-
tended that though many complaints had been heard
about the plant, it did colour well in the open air, as
some specimens shown by Messrs. Veitch & Son, which
liad been out-of-doors three mouths and taken up that
morning, fully tnstified.

Floral Committee.—W. Marshall, Esq., in the
chair. This was the smallest meeting of the season so
far, but few subjects for adjudication being forthcoming.
The most remarkable feature of the day was the exhibition

by Mr. Baines, gr. to H. L. Michoils, Esq., Southgate
House, Southgate, of the finest individual specimen of
Nepenthes RafHesiana that has ever been shown. Full of
health and vigour, and carrying some 50 pitchers

of grand proportions, it was an object of wonder
and admiration to all who saw it. It seemed
Uke a joke to label such a plant with a "Cultural
Commendation," and we were much pleased to hear, sub-
sequently, that it will, in all probability, be decorated
with a Lindley Medal by the Council, Mr. Wilson, gr.

to W, Marshall, Esq., had a First-class Certificate

for a highly-coloured variety of Laelia elegans, named
Marshalli^e. T. R. Tuffnell, Esq., Belmont Park, Ux-
bridge, also had a similar award for Lilium Lishmanni, a
very handsome representative of the tigrinum type, with
large dull red flowers, very thickly spotted with maroon.
From the Society's gardens, Chiswick, came half a dozen
well-grown plants of Amaranthus salicifolius, and several

nicely flowered pots of Phlox Heynholdii cardinalis, pale
brick-red with crimson eye, andwhich also received a First-

class Certificate. Mr. J. W. Lawrence, Farnham Castle,

exhibited an Oncidium from New Grenada, with a spike
of small striped flowers, about 10 feet long, andwhich
was recognised as O. zebrina. Messrs. Veitch & Sons
contributed a small group of Orchids, including the
beautiful Oncidium macranthum, and the novel O.
Weltonii. Mr. G. Smith, Tollington Nursery, Hornsey
Road, had a First-class Certificate for Fuchsia Delight, a
variety with a large white corolla, and very striking. Mr,
'.'hater exhibited cut flowers of Lathyrus longifolius var.

Chateri, a seedling everlasting Pea, white, fa.intly striped

and blotched with rosy lilac—a very pretty addition to its

class. Mr. Keynes, Salisbury, exhibited several new
Dahlias, and received First-class Certificates for Rev.

J. M. Camm, creamy yellow, flaked with red ; Ne Plus
Ultra, pale lilac, fine form ; and James Service, deep
claret ; and Second-class awards for Lucy Fawcett and
Mr. Sinclair. The foUowmg new Gladioli, from Messrs.
Kelway & Son also gained the higher honour :—Osci,

Lycoris, Lamirus, Orcus, and Heloris ; and Mr. Douglas
received similar awards for Rosy Morn, Gwendoline
Morgan, and Day Dream.

Gladiolus Show.—This was held in a small tent

near the Council-room, and although there was not a
very large display of Gladioli, the excellence of the flowers

was all that could be desired. As usual, in the open class

for 24, distinct varieties, the ist prize was won by Messrs.
Kelway & Son, of Langport, in grand style, their spikes,

especially of Orcus, Lacipede, Helicon, Otus, Maria,
Lydus, Lycoris, Palici, Cxi, and Herdonia, being in all

respects in magnificent condition, Mr. J. Douglas, gr.

to F. Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, Ilford, was 2d,

making a very good fight with a collection which, with
the exception of about half a dozen, were ail seedhngsj
most of them remarkable for the fine shape and novel
colours of the flowers, Messrs. Standish i3: Co. were 3d
with a nice lot, including "John Standish Himself," and
Mr.

J.
W. Welch, gr. to J. Marshall, Esq., Belmont Park,

Taunton, was 4th. The Right Hon. and Rev. Lord Hawke,
of Willingham, was the winner of the ist prize in the

amateurs' class for 12, with a grand lot of spikes ; Mr. J.
Douglas, who came in 2d, following him up very closely

in quality. The Rev. H. H. Dombrain was 3d, and Mr,

J.
W. Welch 4th—the former's dozen including one of the

finest spikes of Norma, nearly pure white, which we have
ever seen. Mr, Dombrain was placed ist in the amateurs'
class for 6, the Right Hon. and Rev. Lord Hawke being
2d, the Rev. J. G. Hodgson, The Vicarage, Croydon, 3d,

and Mr. J. Douglas. 4th—all showing very good flowers.

Considerable dissension, however, was taken to the ruling

of the judges in this class, the prevalent opinion being
that the 2d and 3d prizes ought to have been reversed.

Mr. R. Parker, Tooting, and Messrs. Downie, Laird &
Laing contributed 12 cut spikes of Phloxes, distinct, and
the prizes were awarded in the order named. The last-

named exhibitor also had a rst prize for 12 well-grown
hardy perennials in 12-inch pots. In the miscellaneous

class Messrs. Kelway & Son contributed three very fine

stands of Gladioli, and Mr. J. J. Chater, Gonvitle Nur-
sery, Cambridge, sent a very excellent lot of Hollyhocks.

Messrs. Standish & Co. contributed a collection of cut

Gladioli and other plants ; and from Mr. A. Larke,

5, Rockham Terrace, Fulham, came two very well grown
plants of Agapanthus umbellatus, a grand subject for

window culture.

Fruit Com.mittee.— G. E. Blenkins, Esq., in the

chair. As the labours of the Floral Committee commence
to decline, so those of this body generally increase,

though the rise was not so perceptible at this meeting as

might have been anticipated. The following letter was
read from Dr. Hooker in reference to the recent proceed-
ings of the committee in connection with the dispute

between him and Mr. Ayrton :

—

" Royal Gardens, Kew, August 8, 1872.

"Sir,— I have to request that you will convey to the

members of the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society my most sincere thanks for the valuable

opinion they have been so good as to express on the
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subject of the responsibility, as regards heating apparatus,

which should attach to whoever is responsible for the cul-

tivation of plants under glass. Whatever may be the

issue of the difference of opinion now made public in

reference to the control of the apparatus now in use at

Kew, I feel sure that the opinion of the Fruit Committee

of the Royal Horticultural Society will carry a greater

weight than that of any other body whatever.
" Again thanking you for fortifying me with this timely

opinion, " Believe me, most faithfully yours,

"Jos. D. Hooker. Director.

"G. F. Wilson, Esq., Chairman Royal Horticultural

Society's Fruit Committee.'*

It will be remembered that at the last meeting of the

committee. Mr. Thomson, of the Tweedside Vineyard,

Clovenfords, exhibited his new seedling Grape, The Duke
of Buccleuch, with the appearance and qualities of which

the members present were favourably impressed ;
but,

before making any award to it, the Secretary was instructed

to visit Clovenfords, and report to the committee the

result of his investigations. This Mr. Barron has done,

and the following is the report which was read at the

meeting :

—

" In accordance with your instructions, I visited Cloven-

fords last week, and saw the Vines growing there. Mr.

Thomson has it planted pretty extensively— ist, 22 Vines

in one house at 6 feet apart, two rods to each Vine, the

rest of the house being filled with Black Hamburgh,
Golden Champion, and other sorts ; 2d, about 40 Vines

on either side of a span-roofed house, at 9 feet apart,

three rods to each Vine, the rest of the house being filled

with Muscats, Golden Champion, &c. The whole of

these Vines were planted in the autumn of 1870. The
greater portion of the crop (3001b.) had been cut previous

to my visit ; there were still, however, about 250 bunches

hanging, which enabled me to arrive at a pretty good idea

of its bearing qualities. There was a singular uniformity

in the appearance of the whole, both as regards the

growth of the plants, general productiveness, size, colour,

and general appearance of the bunches and berries. In

growth it somewhat resembles Canon Hall Muscat, Mill

Hill Hamburgh, and Golden Champion, the shoots being

rather gross, and in some instances not ripening tho-

roughly home. Generally, however, the wood was well

ripened, the leading shoots being very strong, and
thoroughly ripened, of about the thickness of one's

thumb. I could detect no spot or other blemish on
the berries, whereas the Golden Champion along-

side, although large and well grown, was much spotted.

As to ripening, in comparison with the Black Hamburgh
grown in the same house under the same circumstances,

it was much earlier—evidently some weeks. Few of the

Hamburghs were ripe or fit to cut, whereas the most of

the Duke had been cut and sent to market a month pre-

viously. The Hamburghs were, however, overcropped,

which tends to retard the ripening. The Muscats under
the same treatment had not begun to colour, whilst the

Duke was dead ripe ; and at Drumlanrig, the Muscats
being ripe, the Duke was quite over-ripe and spoiled.

Golden Champion, by comparison, was also quite green

and acid. At Clovenfords and Drumlanrig each Vine of

this variety seemed to have fruited as freely as a Black
Hamburgh, one bunch to each spur, the bunches being of

a fair average size, of from i to 2 lb. each, and some
larger. Grafted on to the Muscat, it did not seem to do
so well

; in one instance the fruit was much greener and
later, and in another it had not set regularly, some berries

being enormously large, and the rest small.
" The Duke of Buccleuch is a Grape which will evi-

dently not keep long after being ripe, being thin-

skinned. It is extremely pleasant to eat, the flesh tender

and juicy, with a rich sparkling acidity, somewhat of the

Hamburgh character. The berries are enormously large,

round or oblate like the Dutch Hamburgh, and have
rarely more than two seeds in each. I should describe it

as a very valuable summer Grape. A. F. B-irron."

The committee, taking into consideration the satisfac-

tory nature of Mr. Barron's report, and the fine condition of
the fruit shown at the last meeting, came to the conclu-

sion that the Duke was worthy of a First-class Certificate,

which was accordingly awarded to it. Prizes were offered

by Messrs. James Carter & Co. for four dishes of Runners
and French Beans, to' include Carter's Champion, The
1st prize was won by Mr. Ross, gr. to C. Eyre, Esq.,

Welford Bank, Newbury, who, in addition to fine crisp

samples of the stipulated variety, had also in similar con-
dition White Dutch Runners, Negro Long Pod, and Sir

J. Paxton French Beans. Mr. Frisby, Blankney Hall,

Sleaford, was awarded the 2d prize, though we think it

should have been given to Mr. Lumsden, of Bloxholm
Hall, whose examples were certainly the freshest. Mr.
James Smith, gr. to the Earl of Gainsborough, Exton
Park, Oakham, Rutland, sent several bunches of Black
Hamburgh Grapes, accompanied with the following

communication :

—

" In taking charge of the gardens here in the spring of

1869, I found the Vmes from which these Grapes were cut

in a very bad state. The Vines were bearing a large crop
of very small bunches, which, instead of ripening, shanked
so much that there was not a perfect bunch in all the
house. I managed to get a number of moderate-sized
rods up from the roots, and by encouraging young wood
I thought I would prevent the shanking ; but no, they
were quite as bad on the young wood in 1870 as they were
on the old in 1869. My employer remarked 'that they
always had shrivelled off, and nothing would prevent it,

only by destroying the old Vines and planting young
ones.' I asked permission to lift the roots, add fresh soil,
and try them another year, which was at once granted.
In September, 1870. I commenced operations by lifting
the roots and placing them in fresh soil, which consisted
of turfy loam, wood ashes, lime rubbish, and broken
bricks. After they were lifted I laid all the rods on the
floor of the vinery, and encouraged them to make young
wood by keeping the house continually syringed till

November. Last year the shanking entirely disappeared,
and this year they are bearing a good full crop of mode-

rate-sized bunches, which have all coloured well. The
bunches shown are an average sample of what the house

contains. The Vines are about 30 years old, and had
been grown on the spur plan, now they are grown on the

extension system."
Mr. Smith's Grapes, considering all the circumstances,

reflected great credit on his management of them, the

bunches being certainly not over large, but perfect in

finish and of excellent flavour. A Cultural Commenda-
tion was awarded. Mr, Hill, Keele Hall Gardens, New-
castle, sent a bunch of the Muscat Hamburgh, from a rod

grafted on the Black Hamburgh, and of excellent quality.

Mr. Hill also sent a fruit of the Keele Hall Hybrid
Melon, a seedling from the Trentham Hybrid crossed

with Scarlet Gem, scarlet-fleshed, large, and beautifully

netted but wanting in flavour. Mr, Rooker, gr, to M.
Gretton, Esq., Colon Hall, Derby, sent a fruit of Wards
scarlet-fleshed Melon, which also was found wanting in the

most essential quality, —further confirming the statement

that high-flavoured Melons are the exception, and not the

rule this season. Mr. Tillery, gr. to the Duke of Port-

land, Welbeck, exhibited a nice bunch of Golden Ham-
burgh Grapes, fine dishes of Barrington Peaches (Com-
mended), Moor Park Apricots, and Morello Cherries. An
excellent sample of the latter fruit was also contributed by

Mr. Bray, Nynehead Court Gardens, Wellington, Somer-
set. Messrs. Lucombe, Pince& Co., of Exeter, sent a dish

of Pince's Golden Nectarine, a handsome fruit, possessing,

as shown, no other merit. Messrs. Barr & Sugden
exhibited three seedling Cucumbers ; and from Mr.

Hepper, gr., the Elms, Acton, came a beautifully striped

green and white Cucumber, the foliage of which was
also said to be variegated. After the meeting broke up
a collection of Peaches and Nectarines arrived from the

Ecole d'Arboriculture of Tournai, which, however, did

not include anything so good as the ordinary varieties

grown in this country.

SocifiT^ RoyALE d'Horticulture d'Anvers. —
An exhibition of this Society took place in the ball-room

of the Harmonic Society of Antwerp on the i8th inst. and
two following days. Madame Le Grelle d'Hanis, of

Antwerp, was the principal exhibitor, this lady having one
of the finest collections of plants in Belgium. In the centre

of the magnificent ball-room was a fine group of plants,

prominent amongst which, raised some feet above the

floor, was a superb Latania borbonica, and grouped
around it a noble Areca sapida, very fine specimens of

Yucca cornuta of Texas, Beschorneria multiflora, Gonio-
phlebium subauriculatum (Reinwardti), a wonderfully fine

plant, with drooping fronds 10 feet long, and the plant

3 feet through ; a Bonapartea latifolia, 5 feet high and as

much through ; and several other fine plants. This lady

also obtained a ist prize for a collection of Marantas, all

very fine specimens, M. Van den Heckei and M. truncata

being especially striking; and likewise for a collection of

new plants, amongst which were Dieffenbachia Bausei,

D. amazonica, Croton Wisemanni, C. Hookeri, C, multi-

color, Drac^na magnifica, D. Youngii, Maranta pacifera,

M. Luciana, Pandanus Veitchii, Curculigo variegata, and
Curculigo recurvata striata. Madame Le Grelle d'Hanis
also took ist prizes for a fine collection of Ferns ; a

very fine lot of Aralias ; a grand lot of Beaucar-

neas and Dracaenas, containing some superb specimens,

especially Beschorneria multiflora, Dracaena marginata

latifolia, and D. umbraculifera, a very handsome drooping
species.

M. Louis Le Grelle, of Antwerp, was awarded a ist

prize for a collection of Orchids in which was a fine

example of Angrsecum sesquipedale ; two fine unnamed
Epidendrums from the Havanas ; a Miltonia flaves-

cens with 12 spikes of flower; a new unnamed light-

coloured Stanhopea ; and a new species of Dendrobium
from Australia, with large white flowers, having the

labellum marked with deep orange. Some groups of

Liliums in pots, varying from 5 to 8 inches in diameter,

varieties of lancifolium, auratum, and others, had a pleas-

ing effect. The whole of the plants were staged on the

floor of the hall, in central groups, with curved borders

running round the sides. Groups of Agaves, Petunias,

Gladioli, double Zonal Pelargoniums, standard Fuchsias,

Coleus, Begonias, Ferns, Melocacti, and hardy varie-

gated plants were thus tastefully arranged. The large

central group of ornamental plants was surrounded with a

border of Asters in pots, and groups of Petunias. There
was also a collection of early-blooming Chrysanthemums
in flower, and two very good groups of Bronze and
Tricolor Pelargoniums.
Two designs of an ornamental bed, made up of decora-

tive bedding foliaged plants, were exceedingly pretty,

showing how highly effective beds can be made with

these plants when taste is displayed in their planting.

M. de Beucker, nurseryman, Antwerp, was awarded the

ist prize for a bed 8 feet in diameter, in which a handsome
Yucca aloifolia variegata was placed on a raised centre

;

and Amaranthus, Coleus, Centaurea, Golden Feather,

Abutilon Thompson!, and other plants were displayed in

circles, the outer one consisting of Sedum Sieboldii varie-

gatum. M. F, Everaerts also displayed a handsome bed,

6 feet in diameter.

In fruit there was a considerable display, but nothing to

deserve especial notice here, except about six bunches of

Black Grapes ; the bunch to which the ist prize was
awarded, exhibited by M. F. de Winter Haine, was such
as is rarely Tseen at Continental exhibitions, and bore
witness that the e.xamples of Grapes exhibited in Belgium
by Mr. Meredith had left their mark behind. A lot of

vegetables were exhibited, amongst them two collections

of Potatos—one containing 90 varieties, exhibited by
Madame Van Praet van Ertboon, to which the ist prize

was awarded ; the 2d prize lot, exhibited by M. Le Grelle

d'Hanis, consisting of 44 varieties. Dr. Henri van
Heurck contributed a collection of the dried bark and
wood of the different species and varieties of Cinchona;
and M. Baggerman an interesting collection of horticul-

tural works, many of them beautifully illustrated, the cost

of production of such works being less in Belgium than in

this country.

An Exposition of Fallacies in the Hypotheses
of Mr. Darwin. By C. R. Brae, M.D., F.Z.S.
Longmans. Svo, pp. 418.

This is in some sense a clever, but on the whole a

very unsatisfactory boolc. It is a violent attack, tirade

rather, on the Darwinian hypothesis, and on those who
have learnt to look on it as a good working plan,

reconciling a greater number of observed phenomena
than the older hypotheses. Dr. Bree's chief objection

seems to be that it is unproved. Of course it is, but is

not the special creation hypothesis equally unproved,

and to our finite capacities unprovable ? As working
naturalists we have to see which of the several aids to

study is most efficient at this particular time. We are

not arrogant enough to say that any particular hypo-
thesis is absolutely true, but we ask ourselves the ques-

tion which theory most nearly represents that measure
of truth which is appreciable by us at this present time?
Tried by this test the Darwinian, or at any rate the

derivative hypothesis, to our thinking at the present

time bears the palm. While by no means explaining

all things, it does afford a plausible explanation of a

larger number of facts than any other. If one

looks to the productive power of this hypothesis,

to the way in which directly or indirectly it has

added to our knowledge — an excellent test

of the practical value of an idea—it must surely be

admitted that the Darwinian speculations have been

the direct cause of a larger increase to our knowledge
of facts within a limited time than any other scheme.

Dr. Bree seems to object to the evolution hypothesis

as necessarily antagonistic to the notion of design.

But is it so ? To our thinking a purely fortuitous

concourse of atoms is as gratuitous an assumption on

the evolution theory as it would be on the special

creation dogma. Passing from these speculative

matters, let us turn to Dr. Bree's facts. Whatever be

the fate of the hypothesis which bears Mr. Darwin's

name, the vast collection of facts which he has of

himself brought to light, or rendered available by

collating the experience of others, will remain for

future use so long as there are naturalists to use them.

What are Dr. Bree's facts? It is not often he favours

us, but when he does they are noteworthy. Here is a

sample. The author is alluding to the variations in

the shape of the bones of the various breeds of pigeons

as depicted by Darwin, and then goes on to say that

these differ "just as much from each other as the same

bones in different-sized Englishmen would do ; and

nothing more." Dr. Bree's experience in the dissect-

ing-room and museum must be something vastly

different from anything we have ever seen or heard of.

What would the College of Surgeons give for such a

series of human bones? The next paragraph is

equally astonishing, perhaps more so. Speaking

of the short-beaked tumbler pigeons, Dr. Bree

relates that a friend of his told him that if

the birds in question were allowed to fly "they would

revert to a state of Nature, and that in a few weeks the

beautiful small beaks would be as long and as coarse

as those of any other bird ;" and the author adds, "of
course they would 1" We cannot, however, afford the

space to treat on this volume at any greater length.

In style and treatment it forms in all ways a wonderful

contrast to the modest, candid, lucid work it professes

to demolish.

On Mankind, their Origin and Destiny. By an

M. A. of Balliol College, O-xford. Longmans. Svo,

PP- 779-

A very clever and a very learned book, devoted princi-

pally to showing that an exact literal interpretation of

the ipsissima verba of Holy Scripture may often lead to

erroneous conclusions, by confounding tlie symbolical

or allegorical with the actual. The subject of the

book is one which could not be treated of with pro-

priety in our columns, hence we content ourselves with

saying that, in spite of the learning and ingenuity

displayed, many of the author's arguments will be

found inconclusive.

Under the title of Essays on Astronomy

(Longmans), Mr. Proctor has collected together a

series of papers contributed to various journals on

planets, meteors, the sun, and other cognate subjects,

preceded by a well-written, discriminative, biographical

notice of the late Sir John Herschel. In this place

we can only call attention to the book and recommend

it to the notice of our readers as a very successful

attempt to bring many of the leading phenomena and

current theories in astronomical science before the

public.

Florists' Flowers.
Wf, have seen more than once this season at Mr. R.

Dean's seed grounds at Bedfont, near Hounslow, a

series of novelties in the way of Bedding Violas

and P.\NSIKS, which claim more than a mere passing

notice. These new forms are all seedlings raised

by Mr. Dean, who has established by careful and

judicious selection from a vast quantity of seedlings

what he considers three distinct types—true bedding
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Violas, true bedding Pansies, and, wliat is of much
greater moment, a race of Tom Thumb bedding
Pansies, representing an entirely new break of a

remarkably dwarf and compact habit of growth, for

which we venture to predict a successful future. Of
the first-named section (true bedding Violas), Mr. Dean
has selected four varieties, which are unquestionably
a great advance in the right direction. The first, a
chance seedling of the Viola cornuta var. Perfection
type, which came up in his garden at Ealing, he has
named Blue Bell ; its colour is violet, shaded with
blue, dark indigo lines radiating from a yellow eye.
It came into flower in the second week of March last,

and has continued to furnish a profusion of bloom up
to the present time, as it will no doubt continue
to do throughout the summer. Its habit of growth
is dwarf, very dense and compact, and it has the
merit of being very hardy. Lolhair is a seedling from
V. cornula Perfection, crossed with a Belgian or fancy
Pansy, in the colour of which indigo played a pro-
minent part. The progeny retains the habit of the first

named parent, its colour being clear indigo-blue, with
a slight darker blotch in the centre, and shaded upper
petals. The flowers are borne erect on stiflish stalks,
and are themselves of excellent form. Lothair is essen-
tially a summer-flowering variety, commencing to
bloom in May and continuing right through the season,
and, like Blue Bell, it has a dense and dwarf habit.
Another novel and distinct seedling from V. cornuta
Perfection, is Princess Teck, whose delicate mauve-
coloured flowers, thrown well up above the foliage, are
very eflcctive. It has a good habit, and is also a very
free bloomer. The last of the selection belongs to the
V. lutea grandiflora type, and has been named Cori-
sande. Its colour is pale primrose, and its flowers,
which are produced freely and continuously, are of a
greatly improved form.
The section of true bedding Pansies is represented

by Blue Gown, which has a similar habit to Hender-
son's Imperial Blue, well known as a good consecutive
bloomer, the first named being more blue in colour ; it

is pale blue shaded with violet, and the plant possesses
the same invaluable properties as to habit and flowering
propensities as the Violas, in fact these are a distin-
guishing character of the whole series, and having said
so much we need only state that Prince Bismarck is of
a rich, glowing, somewhat shaded magenta colour, and
very eflective. Snowflake has pure white well-formed
flowers, with narrow dark lines round the edge.
Primrose Queen, delicate primrose, is very distinct and
effective; and Delicata, resembling Hooper's Great
Eastern, from which it is a seedling, has pure white
finely-shaped flowers, the upper petals of which
are slightly blotched with blue early in the season.
As a summer bedding variety it is highly recom-
mended.
Of the Tom Thumb type Mr. Dean has selected

six distinct varieties for distribution, all possessing the
dwarf and compact habit of growth above alluded to,

and further producing such an abundance of small well-
formed flowers throughout the summer as must claim
for them a prominent position amongst their kind.
Blue Gem has pale violet-blue lower petals, the upper
ones being also of a shaded violet tint. Little Gem
much resembles the former, but of a brighter shade of
violet. Lily White and Painted Lady are both white
forms, the former having a few dark lines radiating
from a small yellow centre ; while the latter has the
top petals blotched with violet-purple. Vellow Boy
produces a dense mass of clear pale yellow flowers

;

and Plum-ripe, bright shaded mulberry, is the most
novel in colour of the whole. W.

THE WEATHER.
STATE OF TUB WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, August 21, 1872.

1
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venient, because it allows one to use late buds from

ihose new Roses which have been proved. I would
recommend those who have Manetti stocks still un-

budded to put on all the buds they can obtain of the

following Roses of this year :—Richard Wallace,

Lyonnaise, President Thiers, Princess Beatrice, and

Tea Madame Jules Margottin. I think they will not

disappoint. Ji. B. P.

Hardy Ferns.—In dull weather, when the soil is

not too dry, plant out seedlings, carefully shading

from the sun and watering them well every evening

till they have become established. It is belter to shift

specimen plants in the spring ; but if you are obliged

to do so in the autumn, by all means let it be done at

once, for Ferns seldom succeed well if shifted late in

the autumn after the growing season. Polypodhun

vulgare and its varieties will probably be in their glory

now, and if grown in pots will require looking after.

To cultivate them successfully be very particular in the

drainage : on no account should the soil be kept

over wet. They are easily propagated by division,

always bearing in mind that the rhizome should be

pegged on to the soil, not buried under it. Among
British Ferns this is one of the most interesting species,

and the following varieties are particularly worthy of

cultivation :—cambricum, omnilacerum, pulcherrimum,

ramosum, semilacerum-robustum, bifido - ciistatum

(new), cristatum, raultifido-cristatum, and elegantissi-

mum, which should be in every collection, yohn E.
Mapphbeck.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—The growth of Pine plants being more

rapid during the months of August and September
than at any other time in the year, it is very important

that the young plants for the ensuing season should

have the best attention, as these under prevailing in-

fluences and good management cannot fail to make
good plants. Examine them carefully and regularly,

and when necessary water them well with weak liquid

manure, of about the same temperature as the house in

which they are grown. Ventilate early in the morning,

and abundantly whenever circumstances are favourable

for so doing, and close the house at So° to 85°, well

syringing all the pathways, &c., and in bright weather

syringe the plants overhead also about twice a week. If

they are grown in fermenting beds which have only a

slight bottom-heat be content therewith, and, if possible,

avoid any interference with it until it is a matter of

necessity, as new tan or even turning at this period

generates too much heat, which entails the trouble of

lifting the plants, and the loss of some of the most
valuable time for their development. Pay also the

same attention to the suckers recently potted ; they

will not require much water until they have made
roots. Shade them effectually from the mid-day sun,

and hghtly syringe them every sunny day. The treat-

ment of fruiting plants may be continued, as advised

for the previous fortnight. G. T. Milcs^ Wycotnbe Abbey
Gardens.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Persist in affording to

successional and other crops copious supplies of water,

manurial or otherwise, according to the vigour of the

trees and the extent of the crop, bearing in mind, how-
ever, where the fruit is ripening the necessity of gradually

withholding such supplies, if hiyh flavour be considered

a desideratum. See also that crops which are approach-
ing maturity be fully exposed to the direct influence of

the sun, according to former directions, and keep the

shoots duly thinned and neatly tied in. ' Trees in pots,

from which the fruit has been gathered, may be placed

outside on a sheltered border or other protected situa-

tion, taking care to prevent the ingress of worms by
setting them upon a layer of coal ashes or on a platform
of bricks. To lessen labour, however, in watering, it is

a good plan to plunge them in the border nearly up to

their rims, bearing in mind to introduce a brick beneath
each pot to preclude the intrusion of worms ; a mulch-
ing of manure may also be advantageously adopted.
U'm. Gardiner^ Eatington Park Gardens.

Notices to Correspondents.
Begonia weltoniensis ; South Devon. We should say

this is rather a greenhouse plant than a stove plant,

though no doubt it does best in what is understood as
a warm greenhouse, or a greenhouse pit. We should
not have disqualified it.

Names of Fruit.—7. H. It is impossible to name your
Peach without foliage, and such particulars as the size

of the flowers, &c.
Names of Plants: H. H. H. Habenaria viridis.— 1-7.

S. Pit/our. Claytonia perfoliata.

—

F, G. S. Lilium
pulchellum.

—

y. Bowman, i, Funkia ovata ; 2, Astilbe
japonica.—y. A. P. Dianthus monspessulanus.

—

Mrs.
J. M. D. Ficus stipulata, and Polygonum com-
plexum.— G. L. We cannot tell from the scrap sent.

Packing Seeds eor India : C. C. Send the seeds in
packets m.iclc of dry, not absorbent paper, and let

them be kept as much as possible in an airy place
while en route. You might also put the seeds between
layers of powdered charcoal, packed in a tin box. For
plants a Ward's case is by far the best means of transport.
For dried plants attacked wiili mildew, put them in a
dry place

; brush oft' the mildew, and wash over with
carbolic acid.

Pomegranates ; Subscriber. Probably your Pome-
granates and Bottle-brush plants require to have their
young wood better matured, in order to secure their
flowering. If any of our correspondents are successful

in growing and flowering Pomegranates, particulars of

the mode of treatment would be no doubt interesting

to many readers. The leaves of Poinsettias drop, in all

probability, in consequence of sudden changes or

extreme conditions to which the plants have been
exposed.

Removing Trees ; IV. IV. S. We believe a farmer,

on leaving his farm, at the expiration of his lease, can-
not legally take away standard Roses or fruit trees that

he has planted in the garden during his tenancy.

Seedling Pelargoniums, &c. ; A. M. B. i. Send
again when they are in better condition ; at present
they are inferior to many already in cultivation. 2. We
cannot name the seed by itself. 3. We hear that

M. Boucharlat, of Lyons, has a double white Pelar-

gonium, but we have not yet had the gratification of
seeing it.

Sigmas Hoe and Dibble : An Old Subscriber can
obtain them at Messrs. Edmondson Brothers, 10, Dame
Street, Dublin.

SiNAPis AND Rapiianus : A Constant Reader. Both
plants are very common weeds in this country in corn
fields. We are not aware of any special machine for

their eradication.

Catalogues Received. — William Paul {Waltham
Cross, N.), Catalogue of Bulbs.—Milligan & Kerr
(Dumfries), Catalogue of Select Dutch Flower Roots,

Fruit Trees, and Roses, &c.—Dicksons & Co. (i,

Waterloo Place, Edinburgh), Descriptive Catalogue of

Dutch Flower Roots, New Pansies, Violas, &c. —James
Veitch & Sons (King's Road, Chelsea), Catalogue of

Hyacinths and other Bulbous Roots.—Haage & Schmidt
(Erfurt, Germany), Catalogue of Bulbs.

Erratum: For "Colonel Bury, Charlemont," at

p. 1 106, col. b, read "Col. the Hon. A. Bury, Charl-

ville Forest, King's County."

Communications Received.—A. B., South Devon.—A Sub-
scriber. -W. W. S.—J. B.-C. D.—J. M.-W. D.—A. F.—
A. L.—E. C. C. D.—J. H.—An Old Subscriber. -H. & S.-
R. G.— D. Bain.—T. P.—J. B. L.—W. C—S. S.—D. C—
P. F.—B. R. D.
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COVENT GARDEN.-^Aug. 23.

The markets are just now very slack, with prices de-
clining. We have heavy importations of Pears, Apples,
and Plums.

Cut Flowers.
s. d. s. d.

Blue Cornflower, p.

12 bun. .

.

.,30 — 40
Carnations, p. bunch 40 — 60
Clove Carnations, p.

12 bun. .

.

..40—60
Gardenias, p. doz. . . 30 — 60
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays

Balsams p. doz,

Calceolaria, ,

.

do.

Double Pelar-
goniums .

.

do.

Fuchsia -

.

do,

Heath, in vars. do,

Lobelia .

.

do

.. — 06
Plants in Pots.

s. d. s. d.

s. d. s. d.

Heartsease, p. i2bun. 1 6 — 30
Mignonette, 12 bun. 30 — ..

Myosotis, p. bun. , . 02 — 06
Pelargoniums, Zonal,

p. 12 sprays . . 04 — o q
Roses, per doz. . . 10 — 60
Stephanotis,i2Sprays4 o — 6 o
SweetPeas.p.iz bun. 2 o — 40

3 o— 6 o

4 o— 6 o

4 o— 6 o

4 o— 12 o

Lilium auratum do.
— lancifolium do.
Mignonette, do.
Myrtles . . do.
Pelargonium . . do,— Scarlet . . do,

Rhodanthe . . do,

J. d. s. d.

I 6— 5 o
1 o— 2 o
40—..
3 o— y o
9 o—18 o
4 o— 6 o

Apricots, p. doz. .

Cherries, p. lb.

Figs, p. doz.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100 .

,

Melons, each

s. d.

2 o to 5 o

Fkuit.
d.

16 — 30
20 — 60
7 o —10 o
2 o to 5 o

Vegetables.
$. d. s. d.

I

Artichokes,gTeen, ea. o 3 to o 6
Beet, per doz. .. i o— 3 o
Cabbages, per doz. .. 10— 1 3
Cardoons, each . . . . — .

.

Carrots, p. bunch .. o 7— 10
Cauliflowers, p. doz. z o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle , i o— 2 o
Cucumbers, each . , o 6— x o
French Beans, new,
per J sieve . . . . — 30

Herbs, per bunch . , o 2— o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun.3 o— 5 o
Leeks, per bunch . . o 2— o 4

New Potatos—Round, 5^. to 7,^, per cwt,

to js. do.

s. d. J. d.

Nectarines, p. doz. 30 — 80
Oranges, per 100 ..10 o —15 o
Peaches, per doz, .

,

Pears, per doz.

Pine-apples, per lb.

Strawberries, p. lb.

o o —15 o
20 — 40
30—70

s. d. s. d.
Lettuces, perscore.. i oto 2 o
Mushrooms, p. pott, .. — 30
Onions, per bunch ..o 4— o g
Parsley, p. bunch . . o 2— o 6
Peas, new, per qt, 1 o— z o
Radishes, per bunch o z— .

.

Rhubarb, p. bund. . ., — 04
Salsafy, per bun —

.

.

Scorzonera, per bun. . . — .

.

Shallots, per lb. . . o 6— .

.

Spinach, per ^ sieve 2 6— 3 o
Tomatos, p. doz, . , 2 o— 4 o
Turnips, p. bun — 09

Kidneys, $s. od.

fJlHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
X (Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition—
PURE DISSOLVED UONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE, forTop-Dressing.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITRO PHOSPHATE
MANGEL, HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GIJANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Eonar,

& Co,), NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c.
lib, Fenchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

Caro Guauo.

CHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO,
rich in Soluble Phosphates and Nitroj:;enous Organic Matter,

See Chemical Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for

Grain and Root Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to

Peruvian,
Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO., Billitcr Street, London. E.C.

To Farmers, Scavengers, and Others.
MANURE, FOREIGN CATTLE MARKET.—

NotiLt: is hereby t;ivcn 1l1.1l llie Gallic ^t.lrktls Commitlce of
the Corporation of Lonc!f>n, will meet at the Foreign Cattle Market, at
Deptford, on MON DAY, Seplembcr 2, next, at half-past 1 o'Clock, to
receive proposals from Parties desirous of PURCHASING and
TAKING AWAY about 674 YARDS of MANURE, now deposited
at the Market,
The Manure may be inspected on application to the Clerk and

Superintendent of the Market, and removed by Barge if desired
Guildhall, Aug. 20 FERP. BRAND, Comptroller.

Free to London ; Five Casks and upwards to any Station in England
or IS per Cent. Discount.

EPPS'S SELECTED PEAT.—Patronised by the
leading Horticulturists and Amateurs in the three kingdoms.

See testimonials. Packed in 4-bu5hel barrels, Zs. each, inclusive;
selected for Orchids, qj. Special offers for Truck-loads for general
purposes. Terms, cash.

PEAT. SAND, and LOAM STORES, Lewisham, S.E.

Scott's Wasp Destroyer.

J SCOTT, SkkijSMAn, Yeovil, olftirs his well-known
• Preparation to Fruit Growers at 11. Qti. and 25. gif. per bottle^

post free, for stamps. No one who has Fruit to preserve should be
without It.

Arcliangel and Fetersburg Mats.

J BLACKBURN and SONS, having just received
• a large consignment of NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERS-

BURG MAPS at reduced prices, will forward Price Listen appli-
cation. Samples to be seen at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

USSIA MATS, for ^Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.
JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

UApDLE BOILERS to be SOLD.—Two new Saddle
kl? Boilers, each 5 feet and 3 feet 6 long, with oval tubular bridge at
back, and side arch flues ; very powerful and economical in fuel.

X. v., 5, Brougham Street, Culvert Road, Battcrsea Park, S.W.

HARTLEY AND SUGDEN»
WROUGHT WELDED BOILER MAKERS,

ATLAS WORKS, HALIFAX,
Manufacturers of the IMPROVED WROUGHT WELDED

CHAMBERED SADDLE BOILERS, with extended waterway and
terminal end, to which the Gold Medal has been awarded at the
Royal Horticultural Show at Birmingham. These Boilers can be
supplied in any size up to that required to heat 6000 feel of pipe,

and will be found thoroughly efficient and economical in consumption
of fuel.

Prices and particulars can be obtained from the Trade, by and to
whom (ntly they are supplied.—July, 1872.

WANTED, for 12 months certain, a SMALL
FURNISHED COTTAGE, near London, containing not less

than Four Bedrooms, Two Sitting-rooms, and good Kitchen Garden
desirable. Rent not to exceed /50, or the use of as many Rooms in a
Farm-house, with Board for Three Adults, and Four Children under 7,
not to exceed £200 per annum.

X. M. Y,, Mr. Hill's, Brighton Terrace, New Cross, S.E.

rilO BE DISPOSED OF, an old-established NUR-X SERY BUSINESS, in the West of England, with Stock, Four
Greenhouses, Frames, &c. T remainder of Lease; about i^^ Acre of
Ground, all walled in, and Six-roomed House. For particulars, address

E. STEWARD, Tothill, Plymouth.

Cuddington Court, Cheam, Surrey.

TO BE LET, Irom Michaelmas next, this excellent
FARM, of 442 Acres, with capital House and all necessary

Agricultural Buildings.
For particulars,' apply to ROBT. W. FULLER AND MOON,

Croydon, and Market Place, Reigate.

Tj^ARM TO BE LET, to a tenant of ample capital and
J- good references, with immediate possession ; 18 mites from
London. It contains 445 acres of productive .Arable and Pasture
lands, together with cxccrtent Residence and Farm Buildings. Live
and Dead Stock by Valuation.
PARTRIDGE AND CO., Estate Agents and Surveyors, 81,

Cheapside, London, E.C,

Com and Sheep Farm, with Sporting.

TO BE LET, from Michaelmas next, the BURY
COURT FARM, Nether Wallop, Hants, comprising 851 Acres,

chiefly Arable, with Chalk Subsoil. '1 wo Sets of Farm Buildmgs, and
Six Cottages. The Lands may be reached in four miles from Gratelcj",
five miles from Stockbridge, and three miles from Deane, all Stations
on the London and South-Westem Railway. For particulars apply to

Mr. HUGH E. RAYNBIRD, Land Agent, &c., Basingstoke.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Shakleford, High Street, Woking, Surrey.

To NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.
MESSRS. DRURY AND BULLEN will SELL by

AUCTION, on FRIDAY, September 6, at 2 for 3 o'Clock in
the afternoon, by order of the Proprietor, at the sign of the White
Hart Inn, High Street, Woking, in one Lot, a valuable FREEHOLD
DWELLING-HOUSE, and about ONE ACRE of NURSERY and
HORTICULTURAL LAND, comprising a substantial Brick-and-
Tile Dwelling-house, containing square entrance to Two Front
Parlours, Two Bedrooms over, large double-bedded Back Room,
paved Kitchen fitted with Ovenand Boiler Range and brick-built Oven,
convenient Pantry, small Beer Cellar, and other Conveniences. The
Out-buildings comprise three-stall Stable, capital newly-erected Chaise
or Cart-house, Potting-shed, and a Store ditto, double Piggeries with
slated Roof, capital span-roof Greenhouse, 24 feet by 13 feet, heated
with hot-air flue, pump of excellent Water near to ditto, with Cistern.
There are several ornamental trees on the front lawn. &c, The
above are in the occupaiion of Mr. Peter Cardno, as a Horticultural
Nurseryman and Florist, at the low annual rent of j£22
The above valuable property may be viewed by permission of Mr.

Cardno, one week previous to the day of Sale ; printed conditions may
be had seven days before the Sale, and further particulars known of
Messrs. HOCKLeYandRUSSELL, Solicitors, Guildford; and of the
Auctioneers, 50, High Street, Guildford. Established upwards of 40
years. Agents to the County Fire and Life Oftice^

Stratford, Essex.
EXTENSIVE CLEARANCE SALE of GLASS ERECTIONS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by the Exccutri.\ of the late Mr. G. H. Bunncy to

SELL by AUCTION, on ihc Premises, the Nurserj', Maryland Point,
Stratford, Essex, E,, on THURSDAY, September is, at 11 for

12 o'clock precisely, without reserve (the Nursery having been sold
for building purposes), the whole of the GREEN HOUSES, comprising
about 20,000 Icct super of glass, 10,000 feet of hot-water piping, 6 large
Saddle Boilers, large qu.-inlitie5 of slate staging, bricks, \qvk. paving
tiles, &C. I'-urlhcr particulars will shortly appear.

Annual Autumn Sale of Winter-Blooming Heaths, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have received
instructions from Mr.

Nurseries, to SELL I

thousands of the b'cst varieties of WINTER-FLOWERING
HEATHS, together wilh an assortment of AZALEAS, TEA-
SCENPED RUSES, SOLANUMS, TREE CARNATIONS, EPA-
CRIS, CYCLAMENS and otherpopular GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Full particulars will dc given in future Adverrisemcnts.

from Mr. John Eraser, of the Lea Bridge Road
, by AUCTION, early in SEPTEMBER, several

SALE THIS DAY AT HALF-FAST iz O'CLOCK PRECISELY
Bulbs from Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street. Covcnt Garden, W.C., on

SATURDAY, Augus.t 2.|, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a Consign-
ment of DUTCH BULBS, consisting of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses,
Narcissus, Snowdrops, Iris, and other bulbs, in lots to suit the Trade.

On vicw^thc morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,

Orchids, Nepenthes, and Ferns.

MR. J. C. SIEVICNS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Sircct, Covcnt G.irdcn, W.C. on

TUESDAVf August a?, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, without
reserve, choice ORCHIDS, consisting of Dcndrobium Devonianiim,
chrysotis, Falconeri. Wardianum, McCarthiz, Vandas, Acrides,
Cypripcdiums, Oncidiums, Calanthcs, Stanhopeas, OdontoglotBumi,
Catlleyas, &c,in fmc condition ; also a few FERNS, NEPENTHES,
and olner plants.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Important Sale of Shorthorn Cattle.

MR. BRACEWELL'S ENTIRE HERD of PURE-
BRED SHORTHORNS will be SOLD by AUCTION, on

FRIDAY, August 30 (i o'Clock), at ihc Parsonaee, Ribchcslcr. It

comprises about Thirty Head of Hulls, Cows, and Hcilcrs, chiefly of
the renowned Booth blood Several of the animals have won Priies
at the Local Shows, and (he Cows are j,'ood Milkers.

Catalogues, wilh PediKrecs, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,
IS, Langnam Place, London, W.

Buckland. near Farlngdon.
IMPORTANT SALE of SOUTHDOWN SHEEP and

PURE BERKSHIRE PIGS.

MR. STRAFFORD 1ms received instructions to
announce that the ANNUAL SALE by AUCTION of PURE-

BRED SOUTHDOWN SHEEP, belonging; to Sir N. W. Throck-
morton, Bart,, will lake place at Buckland, near Faringdon, on
MONDAY. September 3 next, when jo full-mouthed Ewes and 40
Theaves will be offered, as well as 2^ Rams, a few of which will be
Let for the season. Also will be St.>Ll>. about 30 superior pure-bred
BERKSHIRE PIGS, consistini; of in-pip Younj; Sows, a few Voimg
Boar and Sow Pigs.
Catalogues, wuh particulars, may be had on application to Mr.

G. T. WILLIAMS, at Puckland, near Faringdon; or of Mr.
STRAFFORD, 13, Euslon Square. London, N.W.

Shropshire Sheep.

MR. \VM. BAKER, of Moor Barns (three miles
from Athersione, live from Tamworlh, and two from Poles-

worth Stations, on the London and North-Western and Midland Rail-
ways), has niven instructions for his ANNUvVL SALE to take place
on WEDNESDAY, September 4 next, at 2 o'Clock (Luncheon at

1 o'clock), whfrre there will be OFFERED about FORTY SHEAR-
LING and a lew older RAMS, and EIGHTY EWES and
THEAVES.
Eleven Prizes were awarded to this Flock in 1868, j? in 1869,38 in

1870, and 46 in 1S71 (ictudinfi the principal Prize at the R.A.S £., at
Wolverhampton, vii., that lor 20 Ewes), at the Principal Shows of the
district, in competition with the leading Flockmaslers.
Ewes and Rams of the purest blood, possessing great size and

heaw wool-bearing properties, have bean purchased from the best
Flocks extant, among which Messrs. Adney, Foster, Matthews, and
Beach may be mentioned, and iheir produce will well repay an inspec-
tion. Conveyances will meet Trains each way at Folcsworth, free
of charge.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be obtained from the Auctioneers,

39, New Street, Birmingham.
LYTHALL and CLARKE, Auctioneers.

STEAM CULTIVATION.—Persons interested in the
Cultivation of Land by Steam-power may see in operation on the

Farms of Messrs. Howard, within a mile of Bedford Station, Steam
Culliv.iiing Apparatus on the three following systems, vii, :—The
DOUBLE ENGINE, the SINGLE TRACTION ENGINE, and
the STATIONARY or PORTABLE ENGINE.

Parties will be met at the Bedford Station on giving Messrs.HOWARD two days' notice.

F OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to

London, E.G. : and Steam
JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,
Plough Works, Leeds.

Shropshire Sheep.
The FIFTEENTH GREAT CENTRAL SALE, at BINGLEY

HALL, BIRMINGHAM.
MESSRS LYTHALL AND CLARKE will SELL by

AUCTION, on THURSDAY, September 19 next, EIGHT
HUNDRED PURE-BRED SHROPSHIRE RAMS and EWES,
from the most eminent Breeders in all parts of the country, full

particulars of which will shortly be announced.
CaialoEues on application to the Auctioneers, 39, New Street,

Birmingham.
P S.—Further ENTRIES should be sent to the Auctioneers AT

ONCE.

Extensive and Important Sale of first-Clasa
SHORTHORNS at DUNMORE, STIRLING, N.B.

Tl/fR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
±1±. on THURSDAY, September 5 (i o'clock), at Dunmore,
Sliriing, about SIXTY HEAD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS,
the property of the Earl of Dunmore. This Sale will bring
before the public some of the purest and finest specimens of the fashion-
able Bales blood. Among the animals catalogued are three Heifers of the
favourite Oxford tribe, and 12 splendid specimens of the Kirklevington
and Wild Eyes lamilics; whilst the remainder includes representa-
tives of the esteemed Harrington, Surmise, Cherry, Knightley, Cleo-
patra, Elvira, Seraphina, Musical, and other choice and well known
tribes that have been collected with great pains during several years
past from the best sources in this country and America.
The following first-class sires have been used :—2d Duke of Colling-

ham (23,730), of the Duchess blood, Royal Cambridge (23,009), of the
Red Rose tribe, and Baron Oxford 5th (27.958) (the first bull for sale),

bred by the Duke of Devonshire by Colonel Gunter's 2d Duke of
Claro (21,576), from the celebrated Lady Oxford 5th.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,

15, Langham Place, Lonaon, W.

Sale of the Harlowbury Herd of Shorthorns.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on TUESDAY, September 24 (i o'Clock), at Harlowbury,

within half-a-mile ol Harlow Station, Great Eastern Railway, the
extensive and well-known HERD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS,
the propenyof the late Mr. Charles Barnard. Bred for a period of
nearly 20 years from the best stocks in the district, it contains now
upwards ol Eighty Head of Bulls, Cows, and Heifers, many of which
are extremely well descended from some of the oldest lines of Shorthorn
blood ; prominent among them is the Seraph tribe (with which Mr.
Barnard has been a successlul Exhibitor at the County Shows),
descended direct through Earl Spencer's Herd from No. 54 Chilton
Sale, and is of the same branch whence came most of the celebrated
Osberlon Prize Winners. There are also several animals descended
from No. 55 Chilton Sale through Mr. Chas. Howard's Herd at Eid-
denham. The sires used have been of the fashionable Bates blood.
Thomdale Butterfly (25,308) and Young Oxford (22,477! were both
used ; and now the pure Bates Bull, Duke of Liverpool (28,414), bred
by Mr. Oliver, of Sholebroke, is in service.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had ol JOHN THORNTON,

IS, Langham Place, London, W.

'"THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.X Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, 'testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Man.-igcr,39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE 20PISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c., from

Decay. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.

For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,
Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

ET. ARCHER'S *'FRIGI D O M O."
• —Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is applied.

PROTECTION AGAINST the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, ts. 6.i. per yard.

" FRIG! DOMO " CANVAS.
Two yards wide u, lorf. per yard.
Three yards wide 3s. arf. per yard.
Four yards wide 31. lOif. per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, 70 yards Iong,6f4ii. to8%d. per yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, yiid. and
9?4ii. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of" Frigi Domo," 3, Cannon
Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.

Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

''FHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
-L (Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

DRAINAGE, RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES. RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &c.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above

purposes, without investigation of title.

For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.
RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. i. Great George Street,
Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 24, 1872.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tuesday, Aug. 27

)

Wednesday, — 28 [Worcester Agricultural Society, al Stourbridge.
Thursday, — 207
Wednesday, — 28—W'hitby Agricultural Society.
S.VTURDAY, — 31—Halifax Agricultural Socictj-.

Tansley, near Matlock Bridge, Derbyshire.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on THU RSD.\ V, September 26(2 o'clock), at Tansley, two miles

from Matlock, the Entire HERD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS,
belonging to Mr. R. Blackwell. The Herd, comprising about Fifty
Head of Bulls. Cows, and Heifers, contains many ver>- good and well-
descended animals, from the first-class Herds of Lord Penrhyn,
Messrs. Angus, Clayden, Fawkes, Sheldon, and Stratlon, among
them being several of the old Medora or Isabella tribe. The young
animals, which are very promising, are by Mr Jon. Peel's prize bull
Knight of Knowlmere (22.05s), ol pure Booth blood, most of the Cows
ars also in calf to him, and the Heifers to Derbyshire Hero, a son of
the celebrated prize bull Bolivar (25,6^9), and Mr. Stratton's prize cow
Emerald- The stock has been very successfully exhibited at the
Derbyshire and Bakewell Shows, and is in high repute throughout the
district.

Also will be SOLD, several valuable ANIMALS, descended Irom
the celebrated Studley Anna tribe, the property of the Rev J Storer
of Hellidon.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may soon be had of lOHNTHORNTON, 15, Langham Place, London, W.

Parle Farm, 'Wberstead, Ipswlcli.

TyTESSRS. SEXTON and GRIMWADE wiU SELL
-^'-•- by AUCTION, on WEDNESDAY, September 18, without the
slightest reserve. ONE HUNDRED and FIFTY BOARS and
SOWS, of the far-faraed Wherstcad Hall Breed, winners of over
aoo Prizes, amountitig to upwards of £1270, at the various Local and
Royal Shows throughout England; TWENTY-FOUR HEAD of
SUFFOLK HORSE STOCK, among them some valuable Brood
Marcs in Foal; FORTY HEAD of SHORTHORN CATTLE, in-
cluding an excellent Dairy of Cows; TWO HUNDRED Long-
wdoUed and Elackfaced EWES; IMPLEMENTS, &c.

Full particulars in Catalogues, to be had of the Auctioneers in due
time-

Offices
. High Street, Colchester: and Whcrstead Hail, Ipswich.

'"pHE report which has recently been issued
X by the Veterinary Department of the
Privy Council refers particularly to the work
of the department, and the sanitary condition of

stock at home and abroad during the year 1871.

Prominently we have brought before us two
important considerations, introduced by two
sections of the community, which, possessing a
common interest, always seem to select dia-

metrically opposite ways of attaining their

objects. On the one side, the home producer
asks that all foreign animals shall be landed in

this country for slaughter at the ports of landing

;

while, on the other, the consumer demands the
removal of those restrictions which, it is alleged,

press hardly on the foreign trade. It is pleaded
that—

" The slaughter of German cattle at the port of landing
is no longer necessary, seeing that cattle plague is now
well understood by our veterinary inspectors ; that
extreme measures are taken by Germany to at once
isolate infected districts ; and that the cattle plague is, and
has been, for years unknown at our ports.

"

It is scarcely necessaiy now to indicate the
weak points in this argument. All the extreme
measures which are taken by Germany failed

only a few weeks ago in keeping diseased Rus-
sian cattle out of the country ; and, further,

cattle plague has very lately appeared on our
coasts. A sufficient answer to all applications
for removal of restrictions in the German trade
is to be found in the fact that Germany is a
country of transit, and that to remove the restric-

tions which at present affect German cattle

would be equivalent to throwing our seaboard
open to cattle from every part of Europe. It is

undoubtedly true that London has special advan-
tages in respect of the importation of foreign

cattle, but this is the result of position, and may
be said with equal truth in reference to many
articles of commerce unconnected with cattle.

Until Germany ceases, as Holland has done, to

be a transit country, we cannot expect that she
will be removed from the schedule, and be placed
on the same footing as non-transit countries.

Even were it, however, safe to remove all

restrictions in the foreign cattle trade, it is not
likely that the price of meat would be perma

causes diminished supply. Our importers can
regulate the supply with the greatest nicety ;

and so long as the highest prices rule in the
English markets foreign animals will be sent

;

when the prices fall, the supply falls off also, as,
for example

—

" In 1S69 the mean price of beef rose upwards of a
halfpenny in the pound, and the supply of foreign cattle in
the inarlvet rose to upwards of 51 per cent."

There are disturbing causes, of course, which
act here as well as abroad, but, other things
being equal, price regulates the supply of cattle

to our markets.
Price of meat, the topic of the day, is referred

to in the report in terms which are not hopeful.
First, the somewhat startling maxim, accepted
by every practical man, that the wholesale and
retail prices of me.at are in no way connected, is

broadly stated. People will pay a high price to
their private butcher, whose reputation for sell-

ing the best meat would be, in some districts,

roused if he were to reduce his charges in
accordance with the state of the wholesale mar-
ket. Again, the demand for prime joints, as they
arc called, is fatal to the system of regulating
profits by the wholesale price. If society insists

on sirloins and saddles, the retail butcher must
buy them at cost which, to begin with, far
exceeds the wholesale price of the whole bullock.
There are, in fact, three distinct stages in what

may be called the wholesale trade ; first the live

market, then the carcase butcher's sale of bodies
of beef and carcases of mutton, anti then the
market for prime parts— hind-quarters, that is to
say. All these transactions precede the retailing
of the meat to the consumer, and in each case a
profit is obtained. After all is said, the important
fact remains that people are ready to pay high
prices if the seller demands them, grumbling
meanwhile, of course, but continuing to pay.
With this knowledge in his possession, based on
long experience, it is too much to expect the
tradesman to lower his charges for the benefit of
the customer.
Nothing short of strong pressure will lower the

price of meat ; and even then, under no circum-
stances can we imagine, considering the in-

creasing demand, the cost of production, and the
prevailing desire among a large class for the best
rather than the cheapest food, that the retail

prices of meat will be much diminished.
On the subject of contagious diseases among

animals in 1871 the report states :

—

" Cattle plague has not appeared in this country since
September, 1867, notwithstanding that it existed in
France, Belgium, and Germany in 1870-71, and several
outbreaks in the former country occurred within 30 miles
of our shores. This is something to the credit of the
department.

" Pleuro-pneumonia appeared during the year {r37r) in
68 counties of Great Britain, on 1755 farms or premises.
Including 734 cases of this disease said to have been pro-
duced by inoculation, 5869 cattle were attacked, of which
2207 were killed, 1339 died, 2332 recovered, and at the
end of the year there remained 124 head of cattle suffering
from the disease."

The animals killed do not represent so much
meat lost, as most probably nearly all of them
came into consumption. The 734 cases produced
by inoculation we decline to accept, inasmuch as
the disease cannot be so produced.
Of outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease, 52,164

were reported to the dep.artment in 1871. The
number of animals attacked was fixed at 691,565,
and as it is quite certain that a large proportion
of the attacks were never reported at all, it is

evident that the disease was very extensively
prevalent ; equally certain is it that at the present
time the malady is still more widely spread.
Sheep scab appeared during 1871 in 65 counties
of Great Britain, and 58,089 sheep were reported
as having been attacked. We have reason to
believe that the reported cases of this disease
also fall very much below the actual number.
The report of the sanitary state of animals

abroad tends to show that we have, after all,

been rather fortunate in this country. Cattle
plague, we are told, was more extensively preva-
lent on the continent of Europe during the year
1870-71 than for many preceding years, and it

approached so near our shores that it might
have been at any moment introduced.

Pleuro-pneumonia was only reported to exist

in the Netherlands in 1871. Foot-and-mouth
disease prevailed during the year in Denmark,
Italy, Portugal, Russia, South America, Spain,
Turkey in Europe, and the United States. 581
cattle and 66 sheep affected with the disease
were slaughtered at our landing places during

nently lessened ; it is true that increased I the year
supply means reduced price, but reduced price I In the concluding part of the report reference
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is made to the fact, which will be new to some
people, that Ireland sends us more animals than
the whole of Europe beside. This point is worth
the attention of those who talk of stopping the

importation from Ireland, as if it were a very
trifling matter.

The transference of the system of port inspec-
tion, from the Customs to the Privy Council,
was arranged in 1S71 with the object of placing
a larger number of inspecting veterinary surgeons
under the authority of the Veterinary Depart-
ment, so that their service might be utilised for

purposes of general inspection in different parts

of the country when not required at the ports.

The supply of English Wheat at Mark Lane
on Monday was principally new crop—condition fair,

quality various. Prices, 54^-. to 62s. for white, 54J-. to

6o5. Jor red. Old Wheat fell Is. per qr. The busi-

ness on Wednesday was at about Monday's prices.-

Trade in beasts was bribk at the Metropolitan Cattle
Market on Monday, at last week's quotations

; price of
sheep unaltered on average. The quotations for both
were lower on Thursday, except for the choicest
qualities.

The Northumberland Agricultural So-
ciety's Show was held at Newcastle on Thursday and
Friday last. Some 30,000 persons visited the showyard,
and the receipts amounted to between ^i 500 and ;^i6oo.
The value of the prizes was ^^looo. The entries

of stock, implements, (S:c., numbered 1354, as against

1039 last year. There were 116 entries in the various
classes of cattle, of which 93 were Shorthorns. In the
class for bulls above 2 and under 7 years old, the
prizes were awarded to, 1st (together with Corporation
Cup), Royal Windsor ; 2d, Lord Irwin; and 3d,

Flag of Britain. In the class for bulls over
I and under 2 years, Mr. W. Linton carried off the

1st honours with Leeman. In the bull calves. Lady
Pigot's Rapid gained 1st place. In the cow class

the Cardiff winner was placed 3d, Mr. Bradburn's
Cora//ine taking 1st place, and Sir W. C. Trevelyan's
Lady-le-Moor "CtiQ 2d. The heifers over two years were
a fine lot, and in the calves Lady Pigot's pair were
good.—Of sheep there were 103 entries, and prominent
amongst the Border Leicesters were those of Messrs.
A. H. Browne, A. C. Pope, James Clarke, George
Simpson, Geo. Laing, A. Hope, &c. ; among Cheviots,
those from Messrs. Elliot, Shortreed, Ross, &c. ;

and in Blackfaced Mountain sheep those of Messrs.
Oliver, Armstrong, Hogarth, Hutchinson, (S:c.

—

Of horses there were 328 entries, and the show was a
good one. In the class for cart mares Mr. Dean's
l6-year-old mare took the ist prize. In the 5-year-old

hunters class the 1st prize (together with the champion
cup) was won by Mr. Jewison's "Landmark," placing
*' Newsmonger," who was ist last year at York, and
at Malton the other day, 2d. When we say that

Mr. Jobson's "Robin Hood," the winner last week
at the Tyneside show in the any-aged hunters class,

was not placed here, some idea may be formed of the
excellence of the class at Newcastle. In the class of
hackneys up to any weight, Lord Durham's cup fell to

Mr. Clarkson's chesnut mare "Flora." The ponies
were excellent.—Mr. Duckering was the winner of no
less than five prizes in the pig classes, also a high com-
mendation out of seven classes. His 1st prize boars and
sows at Kelso, Windsor, Spalding, Lynn, &c., oc-

cupied the same position here. Mr. Jonah Taylor's
prize sow took a ist prize, and Mr. Beswicke-Royds
was again successful with his small breeds. Of
machineiy, implements, &c., there was an excellent

show.

The following resolutions were adopted at a
meeting of Linseed crushers, held at Hull, on Wednes-
day, in consequence of the action of Kidd v. the
Royal Agricultural Society of England, re-

ported last week :

—

(i.) "That from and after this date no other cakes
than pure linseed cakes shall be sold or described as
'linseed cakes.' {2.) That all mixed or compound cakes
shall be described as such, and shall be known and sold
by the particular brand which the crusher thereof now has
or hereafter may adopt."

The following is the substance of an address on
The Labour Question issued by Mr. Sotheron
Estcourt to his "friends and neighbours in the

parishes of Shipton, Newnton, and Ashley." He
says :

—

" As we have lived together in these parishes hitherto,

upon the old plan of leaving the terms of contract between
master and man to be settled by mutual arrangement
between themselves, I think it my duty to point out to you
some of the consequences which are likely to arise if you
should adopt the advice of entering into this Union.

I. The mutual confidence hitherto existing between
us will come to an end

; jealousy and misunderstanding
will take the place of good-will and old attachments, from
the moment when the servant has ceased to be independent,
by enroilmg himself in the ranks of the Union.

" 2. Whether the labourer is satisfied with his employer
or not, having once become a member of the Union, he
will be bound to leave his place, when ordered to do so by
the leaders of the movement. These leaders will probably
be strangers, who will handle the contributions, and dictate
the conduct to be observed by all their followers.

" 3. Master and servant being once set against each
other, how can the friendly relations of past years subsist ?

As the servant will be required to work for a certain
amount of wages, and only for certain hours, which neither
he nor his employer are allowed to fix, the only bond
between them will be the stipulated sum of weekly wages.
How can he expect any of those other advantages to be
continued, which amongst us have been so long enjoyed?
When sick and disabled, how can he hope that his place
will be kept open for him, or his pay continued in winter,

or when work is not wanted? Why should he have his

cottage at a low rent? Why should Potato ground or an
allotment be provided, when the employer can no longer
look upon him as a friend, but rather must regard him as
a spy, who may be reporting to his leaders at a distance
the most favourable moment for distressing the farmers, in

a pre.^s of work, by ordering a wholesale strike?
"4. As matters now stand, the better workmen gain by

their superior ability, by being put to work by the piece.

But the Union will put all men on a level ; the bad will

not be the worse for their indifferent characters or inferior

powers ; the good will lose the advantage of those qua-
lities, by which they may have secured the estimation of

their neighbours, and superior pay.
"At present we who reside in these three parishes feel

that we have a tie and interest in common, and we act

accordingly ; but if any amongst us choose to place them-
selves under the dictation of strangers, in their relations

with their employers, such men must expect to be treated

as strangers, who have cut themselves off from the bond
of common interest, which hitherto, in summer or winter,

in health and sickness, in high and low prices, has united
us, as if we were in truth members of one family."

At the last half-yearly meeting of the Scottish
Chamber of Agriculture, held in Perth last Friday,

Mr. Smith, West Drums, in the chair, the following

resolutions were unanimously adopted :
—

" I. That the land tenancy laws, particularly those by
which all improvements made by the occupier of land

become the property of the owner, are detrimental to good
husbandry, injurious to the interest of both landlords and
tenants, and the welfare of the general public, and that

their immediate revision is urgently wanted, in order to

meet the requirements of modern agriculture."
"2. That, in order to promote successful farming, and

insure the fertility of the soil being kept up to the close of

the lease, the tenant, in security of the capital invested by
him, ought to have a right by law to payment on his

removal from the farm for all works executed and unex-
hausted manures applied by him which add to its letting

value, as the same sliall be ascertained by arbitration,"

"3. That a humble petition be presented to Her
Majesty, craving that she will be pleased to appoint a
Commission to inquire into the working and effects of the

whole system of the land tenancy laws, with a view to

their revision and amendment."

Mr. M'Call, an importer of Australian

mutton, thus writes to the Times on the HiOH Price
of Meat :

—

"Your correspondent, 'A Lincolnshire Grazier," has
hit the right nail on the head in attributing the present
high price of meat to the dreadful havoc which was made
in our herds by the cattle plague of 1865 and 1S66, but he
is in error in saying that the ' rage ' for .\ustralian mutton
is over. If was the conviction that permanently high
prices of butchers" meat must result from the introduction
of the Russian cattle-plague into this country in 1865
which prompted me to set on foot the tinning of meat in

Australia, with a view to supplementing our sources of
animal food. Whether or not that industry has been a
success will be answered by the following figures taken
from the Board of Trade Returns :

—

Quantiiy imported into United Kingdom.
Cwt. Vahie.

1S66 91 ., .£321
1867 6721 .. 18,820
1868 .. .. .. i6i337 • 45-746
1869 28,307 .. 80,385
1870 .. .

.

.

.

72,812 . . 203,874
1871 237,160 .. 513,186

'

' As regards the progress of the trade this year, 1 am un-
able to give exact figures, but may mention that the
deliveries from stock of the Melbourne Meat Preserving
Company alone have been, during the last three or four
weeks, four times what they averaged during the first six

months of the year. Producers of English beef and
mutton will naturally look with jealousy on the importa-
tion of meat from the antipodes ; but the only hope for

the consumer of checking the further advance m price is

in the multiplication of the sources of supply.

"

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

The entire herds so well known in connection with
Winterfold and Turner's Hill are to be offered for sale

on September 18 by Mr. Strafford at Winterfold.

Every one interested in Shorthorns must regret the

cause which' has led to this announcement, namely,
the failing health of Mr. T. Downing, who is unable to

take that active part in the management of the herds
which was his greatest delight.

It is well known that no expense has been spared by
Mr. Hayward and Mr. Turner to secure the services

of the best and most fashionable sires of the day. The
*' magnificent" 3D DuKE of Claro (23,729) is the

sire of 26 of the young animals, and 8th Duke OF
Genoa, bred by Mr. Sheldon, U.S., and imported into

this country at great expense, is the sire of several of the

lots to be offered. Most of the cows and heifers are, it is

hoped, in calf to one or other of these bulls, and their

services will no doubt greatly enhance the proceeds of

the sale. The first name on the catalogue is that of

May Fly by DuiCE or Moscow {14,447), a grand-

daughter of Blanche 2d by Norfolk (1377), and a

direct descendant of Blanche by Belaedere (1706).

There are three heifers and a bull, all by the two sires

already named, of this well-known strain. The
"Silence" or "Secret" family is represented by Sur-
mise 2,d and her two daughters, Tactta 3(/and Tacila

%th. The "Wild Eyes" constitute a very import-

ant portion of the catalogue, no fewer than 15

out of the 63 animals oflered being of this

tribe. Another large section of the combined
herds comprising ten individuals, is composed of

representatives of Cameo by Duke OF Ulster, and
Coral by Douglas (12,715). Neither should we
omit to mention the " Lallys," dating from Olive Lea/

by Belvedere (1706), the Belindas, the Oxfords, and
the Waterloos, all of whom appear in the catalogue.

Probably few animals will attract greater attention

than the three Kirklevingtons. The first of these is

Kirkla'ington 1 7///, a red 7-year-old cow, by LoRD
Lally, and from Kirklevington loth by DELHI. The
second (lot 26) is Kirklevington zist, by the well-known
sire 4TH Duke of Thorndale (17,750), dam
Kirklez-ington l6ih by Duke of Wetherby
(^7»753)j g'd. Kirklevington 12th by 4th Duke of
Oxford {(1,387), g-g.d. Kirklevington "jlh by Earl
OF Derby (10,177), g-g-gd. Kirklevington dfth by
Earl of Liverpool (9061), g p.g-g-d- Kirk'
levington \st by Grand Duke of Northumber-
land {1940), g-g-gg-gd. Nell Gwynne, by Belve-
dere (1706). This is, therefore, as Mr. Strafford re-

marks, one of the purest bred animals of the Kiik-

levington strain in the kingdom. Winterfold, where
the sale will be held, is three miles from Kidderminster

station, on the West Midland section of the Great

Western Railway, in connection with Worcester, Wol-
verhampton, and Birmingham.

Next Friday 32 head of Shorthorns, belonging

to Mr. T. Bracevvell, of The Parsonage, Ribchester,

between Preston, Blackburn, and CUtheroe, will be

sold by Mr. John Thornton. Seven well-bred Short-

horns, the property of neighbours, will also be added
to the list, making in all 39 head. The cattle are

principally descended from the stock of Mr. R. S.

Bruere, of Braithwaite Hall, crossed with some of the

best Booth strains. The specimens selected for sale

are of the "Rose" and "Flower" tribes, both of

which are in great repute for their excellent dairy

qualities. In their pedigrees the names of Baron
Warlaby (7S13), King Arthur (13,110), Prince
George (13,510), and The Sutler (23,061), occur,

well known as favourites at Killerby and Warlaby.

These bulls have been grafted on slock inheriting

largely the fine old strains of Lax and Colling. A few

other purchases have been made from the herds

belonging to the Hon. G. E. Lascelles, Mr. Jon. Ptel,

and Dr. Dickinson. From Mr. Lascelles the dam of

Maid Molly (lot 6) was obtained ; Moll was bought

from Mr. Torr, of Aylesby, and the pedigree contains

the names of the celebrated bulls Leonard,
Vanguard, and Hopewell, upon the old

"Moonbeam" tribe, bred from one of the finest

stocks in Lincolnshire. Lot I, Water Cress,

was purchased when a small calf at Knowlemerc,
and is descended from the famous "Hecate" or

"Water Witch" family, which realised such high

prices at Whitewell last year. The " Barmpton Rose"
family, originally from Towneley, and of showyard
renown, is allied to some of Colonel Towneley's recent

winners; and the "Cozy" sort from Mr. \VelherelI,

afterwards in the possession of the Duke of Devonshire,

were purchased at the Ulvei'ston sale in 1865. The
bulls Sir George Windsor (25,144), Sir David
(25,135), and Royal Booth (22,772), all bred by Mr.

Bruere, and full of Booth blood, the latter being of the

celebrated "Vesper" tribe, were at first used, but the

larger portion of the herd is by the pure Booth bull

Sir Windsor Broughton (27,507), who is included

in the sale, bred by Mr. Carr, from the fine cow
PVindsors Queen. The stock has been reared on poor

rushy land, in a bleak exposed place on the Lancashire

hills.

On Wednesday last Mr. Strafford sold a small

selection of pure-bred Shorthorns from the herd of Mr,

W. W. Slye, at Beaumont Grange, Lancaster. Mr.

Slye has a strong objection to forcing or pampering

young animals, and allows the calves to run out, even

at a tender age, and of the most fashionable blood, so

that they are not brought out in good condition ; in-

deed, many of the lots appeared to have lost their calf

flesh ; this, coupled with the prevalence of the foot-

and-mouth disease, and the near approach of two or

three high-class sales, had, doubtless, an eflcct on the

prices, which were generally low, considering the

reading of the pedigrees. Lot 2, Siveetheart 6th (a

120 gs. purchase in 1870), went to Mr. Lynn for 30 gs.

Moss Rose 2d, of Farnley blood, dam of the prize bull

Grand Duke of Farnley {26,287), (which made

49 gs., G. C. Wilson), was bought by Mr. Thompson,
in calf, for 51 gs. Lot 6, Sweetheart, of Milcote

descent, a very nice-looking in-calver, went for 92 gs.

to Mr. Brogden, who also gave 55 gs. for her own
sister, Siueetheart 2d. Mr. C. A. Barnes took Duchess

of Oxford, of the Czarina blood, at 75 gs., having

bought one of the tribe last year at 100 gs. Upon two

lots of pure Bates blood, there were reserve bids of

500 gs. for Lady Oxford Bates, and 400 gs. for .SV^'.

dington Uh ; but in neither instance were offers made.
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The first bull, Barringtox Oxford (25,607), from

Lath Sates yi, went for mere beef price, though of pure

Bates blood, and only five years old, Mr. Smith giving

35 gs. for him. Barrington Duke, out of the same

cow, two years old, was bought by Mr. Barnes for

So gs. ; and Lord Thorndale, of the same strain, a

roan, hairy calf, went to Mr. De Vitre for 180 gs. The
other bull prices ranged from 12 to 56 gs. Five young

bulls bred by the Earl of Bective were also sold, but

being low in condition no great prices were made, the

five averaging ji^35 los. The total of the sale amounted

to ;,^I4S5, the 32 head making ^46 %s. 6ii. each.

We extract the following remarks upon bring-

ing up calves from an article contributed by Professor

Wrightson to the Technical Educator

:

—
"The subject of bringing up calves is one on which

much might be written. What, then, is the method to

be adopted ? We may allow the calf to suck its dam. a

plan which has the recommendation of being natural ; we
may teach the calf to drink and bring it up by hand on

new and old milk, and such as gruel or mucilaginous sub-

stances. The writer objects to the first plan, unless in the

case of high-bred stock, or of cattle which are intended

to be forced fonvard from their birth and fattened

at a few months old. Under any other circum

stances this method is open to the following objections :—

The quantity of milk the calf receives cannot well be con-

trolled ; the diet exclusively consists of new milk, and the

thrifty farmer is debarred from introducing any other

cheaper material, such as Iceland Moss, Linseed muci-

lage, and gruel, all of which are excellent foods for young
calves. We must also remember that, where land is

poor, and where the yearlings and 2-year-olds have to do

as well as they can upon somewhat bare pastures, it is

very questionable policy to pamper calves, and thus unfit

them for the hard life which lies before them. These
considerations clearly point out the expediency of limiting

the amount of new milk, and this can only be

done bv bringing the calf up by hand. Immediately

the calf is born, it is removed to a suitable

hutch or crib, and rubbed dry with straw. It

should receive its first meal immediately after this opera-

tion, and during the first day it should be fed every four

or five hours. The meals are speedily reduced to three,

and afterwards to two per day, until weaning time. A
calf requires to be taught to drink. Its natural inclina-

tion to suck is satisfied by placing one or two fingers of

one hand in its mouth, while with the other hand the head
is lowered, by gentle pressure on the crown, into a vessel

containing milk, until the mouth of the animal is im-

mersed. 1 he sucking proceeds, and by gradually with-

drawing the fingers, the calf is soon taught to drink. A
ver)' young calf is for this reason sometimes spoken of as

a 'finger calf.' The following dietary for calves from
birth to weaning is employed upon a well-managed farm

in Northumberland with great success :

—

ist day : 1 pint of new milk every 44 hours.

2d day : 2 pints in the morning, 2 pints at noon, 3 pints at

night.

3d day: 3 pints in the morning, 3 pinLs at noon, 4 pintsatnight,

4th and 5in days : 4 pints in the morning, 2 pints at noon,

4 pints at night
6th and 7th days : 5 pints in the morning, 1 pints at noon, 5

pints at nighL
8ih and gth days : 6 pints in the morning, 6 pints at night,

loth to 30th days : 8 pints in the morning, 8 pints at night.

2d month : 8 pints of old milk in the morning, 8 pints of old

milk at night.

3d month : 8 pints of old milk in the morning, 8 pints of old

milk at night."

Mr. Oliver's celebrated cow, Gj-aiid Duchess

I'Jth, has just produced a strong, healthy red bull-calf,

by Colonel Kingscote's Duke of Hillhurst. Her
last calf was also a bull, and was sold on reaching his

twelfth month for the sum of I200gs. Mr. M'Intosh's

Grand Duchess 2.1st has also calved a roan heifer-calf,

by the 3D Duke of Geneva, and we hear there has
been quite a fall of heifer calves lately in the Havering
Park herd.

—— We learn from Towneley of the birth of four

heifer calves. July 24, one from Grand Duke's
Butterfly^ one from British Beauty^ one from Duchess

of Lancaster ^th, and one from Duchess of Lancaster

id^— the two first roans, the latter reds, all by Baron
Oxford.

HOP PROSPECTS.
Nothing can be more charming to the planter's

eye than the present appearance of the Hops, for they
grow and blow, shine and glisten in the bright sun-

shine. Hardly ever did they look better, or were
more free from disease and vermin, or came out of

burr so well. There have been many heavier crops in

the remembrance of planters of this generation, but as

the Hops appear now, bright, clear, and full of

promise of condition, which can be predicted from
their unusually strong smell, it may be said that it will

be the best grown crop which has been produced for

years. It is difficult to decide which are prettiest, the

Goldings on their long poles, 16 or 18 feet in height,

covered with yellow clusters of small-petalled
flowers from the top almost to the ground

;

or the Grapes, upon shorter supports, with masses
of foliage, and larger flowers of a paler hue, grow-
ing in smaller bunches ; or the Jones', upon stakes
barely 1 1 feet high, having their bines intertwined, and
stretching from pole to pole, forming arches and fes-

toons crowned with large greenish Hops. Then there
are the Colegates—a much larger sort—growing upon
good-sized long poles, which in good seasons are very
thickly covered with small firm flowers .: and the for-

ward Prolifics, whose bine is of a reddish colour, soon

ready for picking ; and the early-cluster Goldings,

also fast approaching maturity. All these

sorts, with their varied beauties, may be seen

in the Hop districts in the same, or perhaps in ad-

joining gardens, adding much, just at this time, to

the natural beauties of the landscape, and giving

promise of rich harvest to the planters, to the labourers,

and to the poor inhabitants of St. Giles', St. George's,

the alleys and courts of Holborn, Southwark, and Ber-

mondsey. Going Hop-picking is the one outing that

these poor persons get in the year. It is to them as a

foreign tour, or a trip to Margate or Ramsgate. They
lay in a stock of fiesh air and ozone for the year, and

at the same time carry back a good round sum in their

pockets. The exodus of so many denizens of the

slums and stews of London must afford capital oppor-

tunities for their purification and purgation.

Although the splendid weather has brought out the

Hops wonderfully, the heat and excessive drought,

caused by the fierce sun and strong east wind, are

beginning to prove rather too much for the shallow-

moulded, the pinnocky, and gravelly soils, causing

symptoms of fire-blast, which the Germans call

'* kupfer-brand," to appear again, and if rain does not

fall within a few days some of the stronger and deeper-

moulded grounds will give way, as they did in the hot

week in the last month. The red spider is actively at

work in those spots which show exhaustion of sap,

and assists in the work of drying up the juices, so that

the leaves ultimately shrivel up and fall off, the Hops
sharing the same fate. At present this is beginning, but

there is great danger of it spreading, as it did in 1868,

if the weather remain unchanged. Mould is present

almost everywhere in a greater or less degree in the

Goldings and Grapes of Kent. At present there is

great uncertainty as to whether it will spread, and
materially reduce the crop. It must be added that at

this time there is no more than there usually is in the

Hops, and that unusual precautions have been observed

to check its progress with copious doses of sulphur.

The East Kent Hops have much improved, the Can-
terbury grounds have quite recovered from the late wet
and wind, and the expected yield of the whole East

Kent district is set at S cwt. per acre, of a

quality such as has rarely been produced. The
Mid-Kent plantations are, as a rule, out in

full Hop, as are those of the Weald of Kent, where
not more than an average produce will be grown, or

at least not anything extraordinary in the way of quan-

tity. There is very little mould in the Weald, and the

vermin have vanished. The Sussex grounds have

much improved, but are in no way remarkable except

in the prospect of fine quality. Some of the grounds

in this county are noted for growing enormous crops,

up to as much as 32 cwt. per acre, especially in the

rich land near Rye ; but there are no reports of these

almost fabulous growths this year. One planter in

Mid-Kent is backed to grow 130 tons^upon no acres.

This is probably one of the Hop canards that are so

rife at this season, and this growth when picked will,

in the opinion o( sober-minded individuals, dwindle

down to about 15 cwt. per acre, in itself a first-rate

yield for Mid-Kent. Farnham can show some magni-

ficent Hop gardens, free from all disease, as it has been
all the season ; this district will grow a heavy crop.

Worcester is estimated at one-third of a crop only.

Foreign intelligence is favourable generally, though at

Danba, a large Hop growing district in Bohemia, fire-

blast is doing harm to the plants. The prospects of

the crop at Spiilt, except in some small part of the

western districts which have suffered from hailstorms,

are exceedingly hopeful. From Bischweiler, Jaatz in

Bohemia, Pettnang in Styria, an average yield is —
looked for. At Auscha, on the other hand, only a and
small half or a weak three-quarters of a crop is likely

to be obtained.

The Hops in Belgmm continue very good, and a

large crop must be grown, in anticipation of which
prices are very flat. From New York it is gathered

that the weather is good for the Hops, and that all

complaints of vermin and unkindly growth have ceased.

The Cooperstown Journal writes that the accounts from
the plantations continue favourable.

THE HORSES AT MALTON.
Show of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society.

The following is a summary of the entries and the

amounts awarded to horses :

—

Amount of
prizes.

Breeding horses
Agricultural horses
Coaching horses .

.

Roadsters .

.

Hunters

82
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There were 32 hunting geldings or mares, five years

old and upwards, and qualified to carry at least

15 stones with hounds. The winner was Mr. Tatter-

sall Musgrave's "Marmalade," a horse already dis-

tinguished in the ring. He does not go with the

bounce we like ; but he is a fine made horse, despite a

shoulder not quite perfect. "Spellahoe," the 2d prize,

Mr. Hornby has brought out with success often. He is

a handsome bay, and rides well, though he does not get

his hind legs well under him. " Alchymist " is a hard-

looking common horse, but moves and rides properly.

Mr. Parrington's" Preston, "Mr. Jewison's "Claimant,"

Mr. Newton's 7-year-old, by the "Marquis;" Sir

George's " Merlin," and several others, were deserving

of notice. The 1st prize in this class was the Hunt
Cup, value jif50. For the other Hunt Cup of ;r^50,

for geldings and mares 5-year-olds and upwards, qua-

lified to carry not less than 12 stones with hounds, the

entry was 38 ; a show of w^ell-bred hunters, exhibiting

style, pace, action, and form, never excelled in any

showyard. Public opinion had long heralded the

contest as one between Mr. H. Jewison's " Land-
mark," and Mr. Richard Nelson's "Newsmonger."
Opinions had been backed freely, and a good deal

of animus displayed on each side, from the fact of

previous rivalries having excited to some extent

personal antagonism between the two owners. To
this, then, must be ascribed the fact that, after " Land-
mark " received the rosette, as ist, he was objected to

as a roarer by Mr. Nelson, the owner of "News-
monger," who was placed 2d.

"Newsmonger" was also

objected to, and the Council
have reserved their decision

till October. The horse
"Landmark ' had been sold

to Mr. James Hall, the

master of the Holderness
hounds, and he agrees to take
him spite of the objection. It

is curious that "Landmark,"
who has been shown all over
the country, and has won his

way before him, had never
been detected to be a roarer

previously. He landed the

15 stones prize at Nottingham
in the previous week. Though
he did not ride kindly with
Mr. Arkwright on him, he is

a grand horse before you. The
2d horse, "Newsmonger," is

a game-looking horse, true

made, and has good action.

He was in trim order. The
3d prize went to Mr. Starkey's

mare, " Firefly," whose going
took all spectators by storm.

The universal opinion was,

that she would go away from
"Landmark" and "News-
monger" across country.

Next to her in merit came
"Mischief," Mr. Nesfield's

winner at ^'ork last year. Mr.
Jewison had also another use-

ful horse in chestnut gelding
by Cariboo, "Joe Bennett,"

a Cleveland, 2d to " News-
monger." Mr. Jacob Smith's

"Switcher," the Hon. G.
Lascelles' "Primrose," "Cat-
ford," and Sir George Cholm-
ley's " Dando," all competed
closely, and each had friends. The whole lot was
something to look at, and when there is such another
show we hope we may be there to see it. The
hunting brood mares made a fine class of 17.

"Snowflake," the winner, is Mr. Leighton's. She
is handsome and good, and looks well, and goes well.

The celebrated " Lady Derwent" was shown, with a
good foal at her foot by " Lozenge," and took 2d prize ;

Mr. Watson's " Lady Decanter" took 3d prize : she is

a strong useful mare, rather wanting in quality. The
character of the class may be estimated when we state

that Mr, Robinson's " Go-ahead," the winner at

Thirsk the other day, and many times at the Royal
and Yorkshire ;

" Lady Emily," the 2d at the Lincoln-
shire show; Mr. H. W. Jackson's "Browman," by
"Pompey," winner of the ;iC5o cup at Thirsk ; Mr.
Robson's "Venus," Mr. Muzeen's "Lady Audley,"
and several more first-class animals, were amongst the
defeated.

The other classes—coaching, roadster, and agricul-

tural stallions—were 13, 16, and 15 in number respec-
tively. The prize list we must refer to for the winners,
as we have no space for criticism. In agricultural
stallions, " Honest Tom," the winner at the Royal
Agricultural Society for six successive years, took ist
prize here, as also at the Lincolnshire show in the
previous week. The coaching, roadster, and agri-
cultural marc-6 were not numerous, but were very good.
The young agricultural geldiin^s and fillies twere a
small show, while the coaching and roadster classes
were well filled. The hackney and pony prizes
induced a large competition, and the winners were
splendid specimens of their class. To particularise
some, when a full inquiry into the merits of each class

cannot be given, would be invidious. The exhibition

of roadsters, hackneys, and ponies, we may state, was
one of the special features of the show, and one which
produced most satisfactory results.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1872.

Barrozvs <57^ Stewart's Prime Mover.—Her Majesty's

Commissioner's have selected a double cylinder 1 2-horse

steam-engine of the Messrs. Barrows & Stewart, of

Banbury (No. 59S1, Industrial Cataiogite), to drive the

cotton machinery in No. i room, West Galleries. It

is no got-up "racer" for mere exhibition purposes;

but a most useful and first-rate honest worker on task-

work, as the nature of the task requires—the period of

duty extending over that of the Exhibition, The
prime movers in our large cotton manufactories are

now brought to a very high state of perfection, most of

them being regulated to keep time with a common
clock ; /. e., the clock driven by the steam-engine

keeps time with that driven by weights and a pen-

dulum. The rationale of this will readily be under-

stood, uniform performance being essential to the suc-

cessful manufacture of cotton-thread and fabrics,

especially those of the finest qualities. It is certainly

interesting to see an agricultural engine driving suc-

cessfully combing and carding machines, drawing-

frame, slubbing-frame, roving or jack frame {60

spindles), self-acting mule {200 spindles), spooling, or

reeling machine, winding-machine, on to pirns and

the free end to admit a driving pulley, so as to have
two speeds without interfering with the calculated

velocity and momentum of the flywheek The fly-

wheel, too, may be placed on either end of the crank-

shaft, as the details of duty may require. The duty in

the Exhibition is very unequal at times, one, two, or

more of the cotton machines being thrown out of work
to show certain parts of the mechanism or manufacture,

&c., to visitors ; but the governor is nicely adjusted,

and has complete control over the steam, so that this

irregularity of the load does not perceptioly affect

either the flywheel or the cotton machinery that con-

tinues in motion. Although the noise of the cotton

machinery in motion is very different from that of the

threshing machine in the barn or stackyard, yet when
the more noisy parts of the former are thrown out of

motion, it reminds the writer of the latter when the

sheaves are unequal and unequally fed, and so on, and
no doubt in both cases the effect upon the balls of the

governor are somewhat similar. All the working
parts, as crank-shaft, connecting rods, ^:c., are strong,

well-proportioned, and finished in the best style of

workmanship, and so arranged that they can be
seen and got at by the person in charge, and
repaired without breakingup the boiler,—thereby saving

much trouble in working and expense when repairs

are actually needed. At the Bury St. Edmund's
meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

1867, this firm as manufacturers stood very high in

the estimation of practical judges— their commercial

portable engine of 7-horse

power, working at 50 per

cent, above its nominal power,

and consuming less than 5 lb,

of coal per hour, being at the

rate of about 3 cwt. 14 lb. of

coal in a day of 10 hours

with an actual power of seven

horses. They were equally,

if not more, successful at the

Paris International Exhibition

of the same year {1867), and

there is a marked simplicity

of design, strength, and firm-

ness of construction, and high

finish of workmanship in the

engine shown at the London
International of the current

year (1S72), which merits and
meets with the approbation of

visitors competent to form an

opinion. Such facts speaks for

themselves. In addition to

the nicely adjusted governor

already noticed, the working

parts not mentioned include

slides, self-acting lubricators,

water-guage, taps and blow-

off cock, steam-indicator,

safety-valve, and patent spring

balance, &c., all in efficient

working order.

Fig.
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265.—BARROWS AND STEWART'S PORTAULE STEAM-EN

1 bobbins, power-looms (plain and velvet), cotton fish-

I

ing-net looms, &c. ; and giving the greatest satisfaction

I
to those in attendance. Our description must, how-

I ever, be confined to the prime mover itself. It is a
' double-cylinder convertible engine, which may be used

either as a portable or semi-fixed. Here it is being

used as a semi-fixed engine, the wheels being removed,
so that the boiler rests on the fire-box behind, with an

iron base, that serves as an ash-pit, and on a block in

front under the smoke-box. The boiler is multitubular,

\
and constructed somewhat diflerently from those of the

' ordinary type, the shell being continuous from end to

: end, thus avoiding the divisions usually known as fire-

,
box, barrel, and smoke-box. This peculiarity of con-

struction will readily be understood from the annexed
engraving {fig. 265) of a single-cylinder portable.

This construction insures unusual strength, with a

maximum amount of capacity for steam, conse-

quently, although the working pressure is 50 lb., it

may with safety be increased to 80 lb. per square

incli. This is a very important practical commen-
dation for agricultural purposes, as it enables the

engine to go through extra duty that comes unforeseen
I in the way, when otherwise it would stick. The
cylinders are steam-jacketed, with ample capacity for

expansive action, the dimensions being each 8^ inches

in diameter, with 13-inch stroke. They are placed on
the smoke-box end, a position which enables them to

take the steam from the quietest part of the boiler, so

to speak, and to use it in the driest and most effective

state, thereby economising fuel and water, and to a

great extent obviating the risk of cutting through
priming. The crank-shaft is bent out of a solid bar of

the best quality of rolled iron, and is long enough on

AGRICULTURAL
STRIKES.

Strikes have been frequent

of late years. Formerly they

were confined to the artizan,

mining, and manufacturing
GINE. hand-working classes. Lat-

terly the system has found its

way into the agricultural dis-

tricts, and the consequences are likely to prove

serious in various ways. Paid lecturers have been

sent over nearly every county in England, urg-

ing the labourers to strike for higher wages.

The " Union," as it is called, has exercised a con-

siderable influence upon the labouring classes in

certain rural districts. A spirit of discontent has sprung

up among the labourers respecting their cottage accom-

modation and small pay. They demand higher wages

and shorter hours of work.
Guided by men more astute than themselves they

determined to make the harvest the testing point of the

contest ; they arranged among themselves that " if you,

the farmer, do not pay us higher wages we shall

neither mow nor reap." The question has been in

abeyance for some weeks, but has lately come to a

crisis in various counties. Labourers in many instances

have struck work. Agriculturists have been obliged

to advance wages in order to get work done, but discord

still prevails between masters and men. The grain is

laid in many places, and is beginning either to shed

out or to sprout for want of reaping. Labourers m
various parishes throughout the kingdom form them-

selves into processions, headed by bands of music,

parade the public roads, march into the neighbourmg

towns and villages, and do no work. They demand

high wages for the harvest, and in some mstanccs

stipulate for a fixed rate of pay during the winter

months. Many farmers have acctded to their de-

mands, so far as harvest operations are concerned ;

while others have threatened to let their crops perish

on the ground rather than be dictated to by their

men. In some places allotment grounds have been

annexed to the neighbouring farms, and notice given to
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cottage owners to leave at the expiration of a certain

time. Altogether the present state of things, in many

of the rural districts, is very deplorable. In others,

however, matters are not in an unsatisfactory state, and

good sense and conciliation on both sides have adjusted

malters satisfactorily. Mowing and reaping machines

have been useful during the present difliculty, but it

happens unfortunately, this season, that grain crops in

many places are flattened and tangled—hence the

machines are not so effective as they are in ordinary

seasons, when grain is either erect or only leaning. It is

painful to see 50or 60 labourers parading the roads while

the crops want iiarvesting. These men cannot exist

long on the allowance of a trades' union. The winter

is approaching, and then the pinch will come. There

is no doubt that emigration from the rural districts to

the manufacturing towns, and to foreign lands, has

rendered labour scarce, and taken away many able-

bodied men from agricultural work. Manufacturing

industries, however, are subject to fluctuations. Emi-

grants to South America and to the Brazils are not

always satisfied with their condition when they get to

their destinations. There can be no doubt whatever

that an international trades* union society has its rami-

fications throughout Kurope and the United States. It

has lately begim to operate through agents among the

agricultural labourers, and with very serious results.

The gathering in of the harvest is jeopardised, and
employers and employed are thereby at variance. This

system of strikes has a tendency to harden the hearts of

the well-to-do classes in matters of charity. Boards of

Guardians will no doubt, during the next winter, look

narrowly into the characters of applicants for relief. In

the meantime we venture to suggest to agriculturists

generally to try to secure the harvest, even if the expense

should be greater than usual. It is just possible that

good cottage accommodation, and a little bit of land,

added to a moderate increase of wages, would content

the agricultural labourer.

We put forth these suggestions in the hope that land-

owners and tenants may be good enough to take them
into their consideration.

FARMING IN THE EASY'ERN BORDER
COUNTIES.

The recent visit of the Highland and Agricultural

Society of Scotland to Kelso furnished an opportunity

of visiting a district conspicuous for its high and profit-

able farming. On the north side of the Tweed, about

a mile from the show-ground, might be seen Floors

Castle, the palatial residence of the Duke of Rox-
burghe, the principal proprietor of arable land in the

county. Situated near the banks of a noble and classic

river, the Castle overlooks one of the most highly culti-

vated straths in Scotland, conjoining the rich fertility

of England with the romantic beauty ofthe mountainous
Caledonia. It is a residence of which Sir Walter
Scott has said, " The modern mansion of Floors, with
its terrace, its woods, and its extensive lawn, form
altogether a kingdom forOberonorTitania to dwell in,

or any spirit who, before their time, might love scenery,

of which the majesty and even the beauty impress the

mind with a sense of awe mingled with pleasure."

W^ithin its walls our gracious Queen was the guest of

the Duke and Duchess of Roxburghe for three days in

the autumn of 1867, and thence her Majesty visited the

land of Scott, including Abbotsford, Melrose, Dry-
burgh, and other classic scenes. From the front windows
the eye can survey many thousands of acres of the ducal
territory, including the rich alluvial lands along the

river side, the fine garden farms west of old Roxburgh
Castle between the Tweed and the Teviot, the wooded
heights to the southward, and the undulating heights

which terminate in the grassy Cheviot range which
divides the two kingdoms. It is a land every foot of
which was familiar to the heroic barons of Cessford,

wdiom the Duke of Roxburghe now represents, and
from his renowned ancestors the Duke has inherited

some of the richest lands in the Border.
The lands of the Duke of Roxburghe extend into

about 14 parishes, and so long ago as 1643 they were
valued at £"43,000. The most fertile land is in the

parishes of Eckford, Roxburgh, and Sprouston, which
lie chiefly along the banks of the Tweed and the
Teviot. The average rent in these districts is about
45^-. an acre, and the highest rent paid for any one
farm on the estate is ;i£2Soo for Redden, in the parish

of Sprouston, and close to the English border. Some
of the fields on this farm are 60 acres in extent, per-
fectly square in form and nearly quite level, admirably
adapted for working with a steam-plough, which the
enterprising tenant purchased some years since, and
has now in constant use. Formerly there were 12

pairs of horses on the farm ; now there are about eight
pairs. About the year 1S15, when Wheat was £^
a qr., the produce of a single field has been known to
pay the rent. Like other farms in the district, Red-
den is worked on what is called the five-course rota-
tion, which includes a combination of stock and crop
husbandry. The usual arrangement is, first Oats, then
Turnips or Beans, with a small portion of Potatos

;

next Wheat, Barley, or Oats, along with which grass
is sown

; then Clover and Rye-grass, and finally a
year of pasture. A portion of the young grass is

saved for hay ; but most of it is pastured with sheep
and catlle the first year, and all of it the second.
Even the portion saved for hay is pastured till toward

the close of May, so that when dry weather sets in, as

it sometimes does at that season, the hay crop is com-

paratively light. This is not of much consequence,

however, as Oat or Bean straw is used largely as fodder

during winter, and Turnips are the principal food of

sheep and catlle. The fattening of stock largely pre-

vails, and on Redden considerably over loo cattle can

be fed annually, besides a large number of sheep.

Some of these have been grazed during summer, but

numbers are also purchased from hill farmers in

autumn.

The custom is universal in the district for every

farmer to have a lease of 19 or 21 years. In the case

of Cessford, a very large farm on the same estate, the

lease is 25 years, but this is on account of very expen-

sive improvements being required, for which the tenant

would scarcely be repaid within the usual period. It

is common when a lease expires to advertise a farm

unless the tack can be privately renewed, but this is

not the course on the Roxburgh estates. Offers are

privately invited from about half-a-dozen farmers, who
are known to be respectable, and to have sufticient

skill and capital ; and, of course, the highest bidder is

in such a case accepted. For the tenants suitable

houses are provided, and the farmers on the estate are

generally able to hold the position of gentlemen, but

think it no degradation to manage their own busi-

ness at home or in the market. The houses are

elegant, and some of them handsome, the gardens
are well laid out, and neatly kept, the hedge-

rows are trim, the steadings are commodious and
conveniently situated near the centre of the farms,

the land is rich and well cultivated, and the whole
country wears an aspect of elegance, comfort, and com-
parative opulence, unsurpassed by any other part of

Scotland. It is also universal to have the steward,

shepherds, and ploughmen, resident on the farm, so that

the cottages on a place like Redden look like a con-

siderable village. The acreage ofthe farm is 1 151 acres,

of which loSS are arable. The ordinary staff of work-
people includes about 17 men, 8 or 10 lads from about

13 years of age, and from 17 to 20 women and girls.

Two women are required in summer for every 20 acres

of Turnips, and about half the number in winter.

Men and women work ten hours a day in summer and
eight in winter, with the exception of ploughmen, who
attend to their horses besides the ten and eight hours'

work. The men are paid chiefly in kind ; and previous

to this year, when a slight advance was obtained,

they had a free house, with 100 stones of oatmeal,

21 stones of barley meal, 6 bushels of Peas, 1503
to 1800 lineal yards of Potatos planted, ;i^5 in money,
6 tons of coal at half price, the keep of a cow all the

year round, and liberty to keep a pig, of which they
sometimes kill two in the year. The total wage is

estimated at about ^40. The hinds are all hired for

the year, and the practice prevails of considering the

engagements to terminate at the close of the year, on
May 26, when it is not specially renewed by the

master. Unless he be asked to remain, a hind con-
siders himself bound to look for another situation in

March, to which he removes in May.
The supply of female labour is obtained in a peculiar

way. As a rule, every hind or married farm servant

is required to keep a woman, to whom the term
"bondager" used to be applied, and whose labour is

available when required on the farm. To a woman of

this class the hind gives her food and a money wage,
which at present ranges from £% tO;^iO for the summer
half year, and about half that amount in winter. The
woman is paid at the rate of \s. 2d. a day for the

time she works, and this is paid to the hind by
the farmer. In cases where the hind has a
daughter able to work the "bondage," all is

well, but when a woman has to be hired into

a hind's house, it is apt to produce discontent-

ment. Another mode of keeping up the supply of
labour is to let cottages to old people who have sons

or daughters able to work. The "gains" of a cottar

on a farm like Redden are a free house and garden,

4 tons of coals at half price, Soo yards of Potatos
planted, 2s. loJ. per day, with victuals during harvest,

which lasts about four weeks ; is. 2d. a day for three

quarters of the year, and is. for the remainder. The
number of houses on Redden for hinds and cottars is

25. As a rule the system works well, producing a

prosperous class of tenants, and an intelligent and com-
fortable, and tolerably contented body of peasantry.

AN AGRICULTURAL MEMOIR,
Arthur Young and his Services to Agriculture.

In the following columns we give the substance of a

very interesting agricultural memoir lately read by Mr.

W. Ravnbird, of Hengrave, before the Lavenham
Farmers' Club.

To attempt an exhaustive treatment would
be evidently absurd, as Arthur Young's writings

approximate in volumes or tracts to a century in

number, and the period of time over which his mani-

fold toils extended amounted to half a century, com-
mencing in 1767, a period of low though natural

prices, extending over the American, and then, with an
interval of peace, over the long French war, with its

paper money, its heavy taxation, and its high prices,

and concluding shortly after this war's termination. I

had a great desire to make Young illustrate himself by
copious extracts from his own writings. But I soon
found that, although it would have added greatly to
the interest of this paper, it would have made it far too
long ; for, lively and animated as our author is, he is

very diffuse when he gels astride on a favourite hobby
and in the full flow of his eloquence.
The small village of Bradficld Combust, or Burnt

Bradfield, about half-way between Bury and Laven-
ham, will ever be noted as containing the family
residence of Arthur Young ; as the place where both
his early and his principal years were spent ; the spot

from which he proceeded on his tours, and dated most
of his numerous works ; where his pupils and his

friends assembled ; and finally, where he died, at the

ripe age of 79, and was buried. The march of improve-

ment has, however, swept away some of the traces of

this eminent man. The rambling old hall—a long

white residence, with two gables projecting from one

side, and with many of its windows purposely blocked

up to avoid the detested tax—has been pulled down,
and a handsome manor house of squared and polished

blue flint, with red brick dressings, has taken its place

on the same site. But the fine row of Lime trees from

the hall to the church, the piece of water with its islands

and antique Oaks surrounding, and much of the

pleasure-ground arrangement, remain the same. Under
one Oak, for which ^,50 is reported to have been

refused, Arthur Young was accustomed to have his

ploughs or new implements placed for inspec-

tion. The hall contains many relics of its old

master, not the least important of which is a library

of 5000 volumes and a complete set of his works,

the most interesting of these being a collection of

original letters, written to him by agriculturists and
men of position, contained in lo thick volumes ; and a

vast collection of MSS., experiments original and
selected, contained in 12 very thick folios. Among
other relics in the house are miniatures of the author

and a unique Wedgewood tea service, ornamented
with drawings of agricultural implements, differing on

each article, made for Arthur Young at the order of

some foreign potentate. In the churchyard is a plain

monument to Arthur Young, bearing an inscription

which only does justice to his character ; in the lines

commencing it I am sure all must agree :

—

" Let every real patriot shed a tear,

For genius, talents, worth, lie buried here."

So Lavenham may boast of having given the first bias

to the mind of Young. I copy this from his own
MSS. :

—
" ij^S, Lavenham School.— I must have been put to

the Grammar School of Lavenham this or the year fol-

lowing. My dear mother met the master, the Rev. Jno.
Coulter, somewhere in the neighbourhood, and, admiring
the mildness and good temper of his manner and counte-

nance, persuaded my father to send me to his school."

The character of Mr. Young as a waiter is one of

lively animation, possessing a combination of great

enthusiasm in the cause of agriculture, with untiring

perseverance in its pursuits, and a clearness of percep-

tion and love of calculation, which led him to view

each matter from distinct points, and then to calculate

what these views led up to. Thus, for instance,

although a patriotic Briton, he could see all the merits

in a Frenchman or a French invention, and could

honestly praise both him and it. He was a citizen of

the world, in wishing and assisting to promote agri-

culture in every land, and in every possible manner.

His Tout's are original in their conception, mainly

agricultural, and for the benefit of agriculture. The
landscape, and the beauties of art in buildings or other

modes, were not omitted ; they adorned the country,

and he determined they should likewise adorn his

pages. Consequently, his works are not dull heavy
descriptions of practical agriculture, read but by few
farmers, and by no one else ; they were greedily pur-

chased and perused ; they set a fashion to agriculture,

and made it a favourite pursuit of gentlemen. His
Irish and French Tours can even now be read with

pleasure. In his latter days he became very serious in

his views, and as his mind must be occupied in some
useful manner, he made a compilation of the beauties

of his two favourite Puritan authors—Baxter and Owen
—calling his book Baxteriana and Oweniaiia. Perhaps

it may be said with some truth that he has buried his

fame under too great a mass of literature. It would be

a good deed to do for him as he did for Owen, and
select from his lively sparkling pages the best portions,

to form a Youngiana. It is to be wished that a good
memoir existed of him, for which there are an immense
mass of materials and valuable letters from the most

eminent men of his day.

The first of his agricultural tours

—

The Six Weeks^

Tour Through the Southern Counties—took its rise

from his viewing different estates when seeking a farm :

it excited great interest, and he had numerous applica-

tions to undertake similiar tours. In the year 176S he

performed a Tour Through the North of England^
published in four vols, octavo, which was so eagerly

purchased as to be soon out of print. In 1770 he pro-

ceeded on his Eastern Tour—the last and best of the

English tours. These tours, as an eminent author has

observed, may with much truth and justice be said to

have formed a new epoch in the agricultural history of

Europe, and to have afforded the grand basis of all the

improvements that have been made during the 50 years
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that followed. The able and candid manner in which
the defects of each practice and system are pourtrayed

laid the first solid foundation for the permanent im-

provement of the soil, while tlie comparative view
which he offers of the effects of the different modes of

cultivation, as practised in dififerent districts, conveys
instruction to the farmer without the trouble of experi-

ments, and a knowledge of profit and loss without the

labour or errors of calculation. His writings have thus

dilTused through the Empire the practices that have
been found advantageous in particular places, and local

knowledge has become general science. In the Eastern

Tour he explains the Norfolk husbandry, the Suffolk

cultivation of Carrots, and their employment for the

best breed of farm-horses in the kingdom ; notices the

best implements, and gives correct information as to

the best courses of crops ; and this and an immense
variety of facts intermingled with descriptions and
notes of his journey, so as to make the whole very

lively and entertaining. The Ledger follows the

Journal or Day Book, that is, at the end he tabulates

all his facts on wages, rent, produce, population, and a

variety of matters, so as to give a clear and concise

view under each heading.

In 1776 and 1777 Mr. Young was engaged in his

Irish Tour, published in 17S0 in one volume, quarto.

This work has been highly and deservedly praised. It

was at the recent clmnge in the Irish Land Laws re-

peatedly referred to, and the Newspaper Commissioners
quoted abundantly from its pages. Even now it could
be read with great pleasure and advantage, and in a
condensed form would be a profitable book now for an
Irishman's perusal. What strikes the readers most is

the bigotry and blunders of the Protestant Parliament
of Ireland, and Young's tolerant and wise recommenda-
tions. Had the Roman Catholics obtained that equality

and good treatment which he advised, we should hear
very little of Fenianism now, especially if that had been
combined with that security of tenure which he also

claimed for the peasant occupier. The reader may
also notice that so far from being dormant the book
proves that Ireland was in a rapid stage of agricultural

improvement. There are many descriptions of mills

and manufactures established, of land reclaimed, and
of bogs drained. Mr. Young proves also that less real

distress existed in Ireland than in England ; that there
was, in spite of bogs and mountains, a less proportion
of land really waste ; that the peasantry had a more
plentiful, if coarser, diet, and that if properly instructed

and well treated they could work as well as English-
men. The second part gives a series of essays and tables

—on religion, trade, wages, rents and money, and other
matters—amongst others a paper on the mode of cul-

tivation suitable for Ireland, in which he strongly

recommends the Turnip husbandry, and four-course

rotation, and gives plain instructions for carrying it out.

The Irish by-roads are his admiration, being so much
superior to the English, caused by the mode of con-
struction, "Grand Jury presentments," the use of one-
horse vehicles, and plenty of stone. One notable
result of his travels was that an absurd bounty given by
the Irish Government on the land carriage of corn to

Dublin was abolished, and a large sum thus saved.
The Dublin Society so highly admired the papers and
tables in the second part, that they requested leave of
Young to print this portion for cheap distribution,

which he granted, but some disputes in the committee
prevented its being carried out. I have laid a copy of
this interesting work on the table, which I think is

unique. It belonged to Young himself, and contains
a great variety of drawings of scenery, implements,
buildings, &c., and proves that his intention was to
make this an illustrated or picturesque tour. No doubt
the expense of engraving prevented this being done, as

only four of the designs have been engraved. The
volume ought to be in the library of the Dublin
Society, as illustrating an important era of agricul-
tural Irish improvement.
The French tour was published in 1792, under the

title of Travels during the years 1787, 1788, and 17S9 ;

undertaken tnore particularly linth a vie^v of ascertaining
the Cultivation, Wealth, and National Resources of the
Kingdom of France. These travels are superior in style

and interest to his Irish Tour. They consist of two
distinct parts ; the first volume contains his journal, the
second a series of essays upon the principal objects that
he had observed. His diary is written in a familiar
and easy style, and his descriptions are so agreeably
circumstantial and unreserved, and constantly enlivened
with such smart and unaffected badinage, that the
reader becomes one of the party, and cheerfully attends
him through his route with all the familiarity of an old
acquaintance, participates in all his embarrassments,
laughs with him at the follies he witnesses, and par-
takes of all the amusements and the agreeable and
instructive society to which his celebrity introduced
him.. I shall only quote a curious paragraph of this
work, which shows that what is considered the triumph
of modern science is not quite a novel idea. I allude
to the electric telegraph. At p. 79, second edition,
Mr. Young says :

—

" M. Lomond has made a remarkable discovery in
electncuy. \ou write two or three words on paper: he
takes 1 with h.m into a room, and turns a machine
inclosed m a cylmdrical case, at the top of which is an
electrometer a small fine pith ball ; a wire connects with
a similar cylinder and electrometer in a distant apart-
ment

; and his wife, by remarking the corresponding

motions of the ball, writes down the words they indicate,

from which it appears that he has formed an alphabet of

motions. As the length of the wire makes no difference

m the effect, a correspondence might be carried on at any
distance, within and without a besieged town, for instance,

or for a purpose much more worthy and a thousand times
more harmless, between two lovers."

The Annals of Agriculture, which extended to

46 vols., or from 17S4 to 1809, is one of considerable

interest to a Suffolk man, as it was for the greater part

printed in Bury (by Rackham), for A. Young, who was
publisher, editor, and own correspondent. Started

just after a peace that had cost us our most valued

possession (America), one object, as stated in the intro-

duction, was to propose a plan of home colonisation

on the wastes of England, amounting, he stated, to

8,000,000 in England, and five in Scotland, settling

on them the old discharged soldiers and sailors, giving

them there small tracts of soil as freehold, and paying
the expense of cheaply settling them on it. We should

thus, he argued, have colonies which would increase

our strength and riches without the danger of revolt,

and he quotes tlie example of Sir W. Osborne, of

Clonmel, in Ireland, who had successfully settled

poor on his mountain wastes in a similar manner.
The annals are even now capital reading ; forget that

they are old, and you will soon Jeel interested in

them. And many of the facts relative to cultivation

and stock management are as good as new, or even

better. The machines, of course, are obsolete, but it

is amusing to see how many varieties of reaping

machines, threshing-machines, and drills are named
which are now wholly superseded, but which prove

that there was a desire to invent, only the hour and the

man were not come. One special good feature in the

annals is that there are no anonymous correspondents.

The communications are genuine, and the corre-

spondents themselves are so. The list of correspondents

was super-eminently good. I add some from a few of

the first volumes. I doubt whether an agricultural

periodical of the present day could get so good a staff

of unpaid and enthusiastic contributors. First in rank
comes George III. (Farmer George), who sent com-
munications under the name of his bailiff, Ralph
Robinson. Next, a host in himself, came Arthur
Young, &c.

In 1770, Arthur Young published a Course of
Experimental Husbandry, in 2 vols., quarto, dedicated

to the Marquis of Rockingham, containing an exact

register of all the business transacted during five years,

on nearly 300 acres of various soils, the whole demon-
strated in 200 original experiments. This work was
too hastily written, though it contains much valuable

matter, and in his latter years Mr. Young made a

point of destroying every copy that he could get in his

possession : hence its scarcity. Mr. Young in this

work appears to have made every operation on liis

farm an experiment—as in fact it really is—the com-
parison of the drill and broadcast husbandry ; the ad-

vantage of sowing seed and applying manure plenti-

fully ; the time of sowing ; on fallow crops instead of

wasteful fallows, and on the advantage of hoeing Beans
and Turnips ; these experiments were carried out on a

farm at Sampford Hall, Essex, which he relinquished

shortly after. One of the best series of experiments on
a small scale, was to test the extreme produce of various

crops, and as excessive manure causes corn to fall

down, his plan was to suspend a net with wide
interstices for the straw to grow through and sup-

port itself. Mr. Young left behind him an immense
work on the Elements and Practice of Agriculture,

containing not only his own experiments and observa-

tions for the period of 50 years, but an immense col-

lection of matter classed under different heads. So
voluminous was this collection, that he himself con-

densed it once, and his amanuensis (during his blind-

ness) and surviving friend, Charles de Saint Croix,

Esq., again twice condensed it, so that it even now
remains in 12 large folio vols. Its bulk precludes all

idea of its ever being printed. A letter exists from Sir

John Sinclair, giving a strong opinion of the value of

the work, and expressing his wish that it might be

published, and offering his assistance for that purpose.

One consequence of the success of Young's Tours
and Travels was of great importance to the country,

and of considerable pecuniary benefit to himself. The
Board of Agriculture and of Internal Improvement was
established in August, 1 793, and Mr. Young was
appointed secretary, which post he held nearly to the

time of his death. In 180S he was complimented by

the Board with a gold medal, " For long and faithful

services in Agriculture." Sir John Sinclair was the

first President of the Board, and the original promoter.

He had, in 1790, with the assistance of the Scotch

parochial ministers, brought out a statistical account

of Scotland in 20 octavo vols. He was a friend of

Young's, and resembled him in industry and enthu-

siasm as an agricultural writer and improver. He con-

densed the county reports into one volume, which he

called a *' Code of Agriculture." The charter of the

Board limited the expense to ^3000 ; and the members
of Government, the two Archbishops, and many dis-

tinguished noblemen were incorporated in the Society.

Seventy-two volumes of county reports, a foreign and
national correspondence, premiums for valuable treatises,

rewards for important discoveries, and a correspon-

dence and connection with numerous local societies,

were the important results of the Board being consti-

tuted. Of the reports. Young wrote the first, that of
the county of Suffolk, and in succession those of Lin-
coln, Norfolk, Hertford, Essex, and Oxford. He also

delivered lectures before them on the Application of
Manures, the Improvement of Waste Land, &c. The
dissemination of improved methods over the whole
country, and a rapid increase in national productive-

ness, were amongst the benefits derived—stimulated, as

no doubt such improvements were, by the high price of

agricultural produce. When Young could no longer

carry on the office of secretary, the Board itself lapsed,

so that it was almost literally true that he and Sir J.
Sinclair absolutely composed it. But it had done its

work, and it is left to private enterprise to establish

societies for similar purposes.

About 1782 Prince Potemkln, the Russian Prime
Minister, sent three young Russians to be instructed

by Mr. Young in the art of husbandry ; and in the fol-

lowing year the Empress Catherine presented him,
through tlie hands of her ambassador, with a magni-
ficent gold snuff-box and two rich ermine cloaks,

designed as gifts to his wife and daughter. In 1S03,
the King of Naples sent a Neapolitan for the same
purpose, and shortly after the Russian pupils, the two
sons of the French Due de Liancourt, accompanied by
a Mons. Lazouski. The latter gentleman's name fre-

quently appears as a contributor to the Annals. In
1804, Young received the present of a snuff-box from
Count Rostopchin, the celebrated Governor of Moscow,
turned by himself out of a block of Oak, richly studded
with diamonds, and bearing a motto in Russian lan-

guage, which signifies " From a pupil to his master,"
thereby attesting the great services which he had de-

rived from the writings and practices of Mr. Young.
Over this motto three cornucopi^e appear, in burnished

gold, so disposed as to form the cypher " A. Y." The
diamonds from this box were removed by Mr. Young,
and presented to Mr. Wilberforce, to be employed in

his charitable office of emancipating the negroes. In
return Mr. Wilberforce presented Young with a
stiver cup, representing a negro supporting a sugar
hogshead. It is reported that on one occasion the

Duke of Bedford breakfasted at Bradfield, and was
met by pupils from Russia, France, America, Naples,

Poland, Sicily, and Portugal. Mr. Young had the

talent of inspiring his pupils with his own enthusiasm

for agriculture, and these must have aided in dissemi-

nating British ideas, and a desire of purchasing British

implements and stock throughout the Continent.

The reclamation and cultivation of a large tract of

waste land was a favourite idea with Arthur Young,
which, however, he never was able to realise. About
177S he in vain endeavoured to gain his mother's

approbation to a plan of emigrating to America. In
his memoir, 1790, he regrets not having purchased a

fine estate in France, of which he had the offer, or,

rather, he says he regretted it at the time, for after

events proved that France was a very insecure abode
for a landowner; and he had just completed the pur-

chase of 4000 acres of waste land in Vorkshire, when
he was appointed to the Board of Agriculture, and
therefore resigned being "the solitary lord of 4000
acres, in the keen atmosphere of lofry rocks and
mountain torrents, with a little creation rising gradually

around me, making the desert smile with cultivation,

and grouse give way to industrious population." But
what the father could not carry out his son Arthur did,

for being selected by his father (at the request of the

Russian Ambassador) to draw up a statistical and
agricultural survey of the Government of Moscow, in

1S05, he in 1810 invested the proceeds in the purchase

of an estate of 10,000 acres in the Crimea, where he

invited his countrymen (but without success) to join

him. On proceeding thither with an intention of dis-

posing of the estate and settling in England, he died of

quinsy, at Kaffa, in the Crimea, in 1827, and this estate

no longer belongs to the family.

In modern days we are accustomed to read of the

Manchester school of politics, Liberal ideas, and
Cobden and Bright, and are almost made to believe

that the commercial classes have always boasted a

monopoly of those views in which agriculturists can

bear no part. Would any one be surprised to learn

that free trade has nothing to do with Whig or Tory—
that Arthur Young, Conservative and patriot as he

was, was yet an ardent free-trader at a time when our

manufacturers upheld a thoroughly selfish policy, lead-

ing perpetually to war—a policy which lost us America,

and nearly lost us Ireland ? Had I space I could quote

sufficient to show (now that the modern commercial

treaty with France, the boast of modern free-traders,

is in jeopardy) how precisely Young ideas agree with

those of Cobden ; how he recommended a reciprocal

treaty and the exchange of our woollens and cutlery

for their wines. Again, in opposing the Wool Bill,

brought forward by the manufacturers for increasing

the penalties for smuggling English wool abroad, and

adding further restrictions to the coast-residing far-

mers, every one of whom was to be looked upon as a

possible smuggler. Young, for Suffolk, with Sir Joseph

Banks, for Lincoln, gave evidence in Parliament, and

endeavoured to obtain a free-trade for the farmer, or

at least some alleviation ; while the manufacturers

stood out for the strictest monopoly, and cared not if

wool-growers lost millions in the price, if they could

realise some profit to themselves by monopoly. And
again, when two bad seasons had caused a failure of

crops and scarcity of meat, just as at present, and
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when the London Common Council sent out circulars

asking, among others, Young's opinion how to cure

the evil, and blaming forestalling jobbing, and callinc

for no end of restrictions and licences, Young plainly

told them how all their monopolies, licences, and re-

strictions, would add to the cost—that the actual price

was what it ought to be, and that it was folly to

expect to cure high prices during a scarcity by rules

and regulations.

It will be seen from the foregoing what a wide field

the exertions of Young embraced ; not practical agri-

culture only, but all the details of political economy,

which it is the duty of statesmen to study, and errors

which may do far greater injuiy than our practical

exertions can ever compensate. Agricultural statistics

are somewhat unpopular, but Young had the talent to

draw all the benefit from them without the evil. His

statistics were not considered inquisitorial, and yet they

comprised all, and far more, than the present Govern-

ment returns. His publications were a great success in

his day, and the sale of his Afina/s, of which he com-
plained as the least successful, amounted to nearly 500
copies. His works are not obsolete even now, his

Farmers^ Calendar having reached more than 20 edi-

tions, and is still a standard work. Young's character

as a practical farmer has often been depreciated, but

with great inconsistency. The travels, the correspond-

ence, the secretaryship, the experiments, the arduous

toils of his whole life rendered it simply impossible

that he should have devoted that close attention to

minutiae and details, which every farmer whose sole

business it is finds essential ; andcarrying out his elaborate

experiments must have often thrown the routine of his

farm into confusion, and entailed much private pecuniary

loss for a public benefit ; and yet, with all his expenditure,

he left his property unimpaired to his descendants,

Pecuniary results are, however, the great criterion of

success. I allude now to public matters. And what
profit to the country must have resulted from following

his advice of the four-course rotation, then almost con-

fined to our eastern counties, or of the substitution of

fallow crops for bare fallows, or the inclosure of waste

lands. I do not say that Young's enthusiasm did not

sometimes lead him into errors—like all of us, he was
apt to look upon new inventions and new ideas

(especially if they were his own) with too partial an

eye. Thus Chicory for sheep feed never came much
into vogue, and Carrots for cart horses could not be

got to extend much further than East Suffolk. But
what we in Suffolk ought to be grateful to him for is,

that from his labours, his residence, and his constant

partiality to the county, he has aided not only in

placing its character in a high position as an agricul-

tural district, but from his estimation abroad, no doubt,

his approbation of our modes of cultivation, and of our

stock, led (through his pupils and correspondence) in

a great measure to that foreign business in farm
machinery and stock which has been so profitable to

the county. In practical points of cultivation we can

only add, that every improvement was advocated by
him as it arose, and that the germs (to say the least)

of most of our modern ideas and inventions are to be
found in his works.

Janu Cnrrespankitte.

Land Tenure and Tenant-Right in Wales.
—On reading the Agricultural Gazette of last week I

found the following assertion made, or rather quoted,

by Mr. Mechi as having been made by a Welsh mem-
ber of Parliament, viz. :—" Tenant-right would make
no difierence in Wales, for Welsh tenants make no
improvements, and therefore have no claim. The land-

lord has to do everything in that way." Allow me to

state at once that never did a grosser misstatement in

regard to a class or country appear in a public print.

As a Cymro I felt my blood boil in my veins, and my
heart ready to burst with indignation when I saw the

vile aspersion. Why, sir, Wales, pre-eminently above
every other portion of Great Britain, is the country

where the yearly tenant, not to speak of the lease-

holder, makes all the improvements on the land him-
self and without assistance from the landlord. I know
Wales intimately, north and south, and what do I

find ? Farmers have not only to fence, drain, and
reclaim, without hope of compensation, but actually to

build their own houses and homesteads. Look at

Anglesea, where I write. The island is studded
with convenient and costly buildings, of which
it is not too much to say that ten out of every
twelve have been constructed by the tenant, the

landlord in some, or perhaps most cases, kindly
bearing the expense of lime and timber ; but not
granting a lease. Oh, no ! that could not be asked for

without insult ; for it would imply such a want of faith

in the landlord, whose kindness, and that of his

ancestors, had always been so paternally exercised

towards the tenant and his family ! I say that such
improvements as these are constantly effected here
without the protection afforded by a lease or a custom
of tenant-right. The latter prevails only in a limited
portion of Wales, such as Montgomeryshire and Car-
marthenshire, I believe ; but in western Wales
generally the tenant is wholly at the mercy of the
landlord, and is fully as much in need of security of
tenure and an equitable law of tenant-right as his

brother Celt in Ireland ever was. If I had the time or

inclination to enter into details, I might furnish you
with cases illustrating very forcibly the injustice of the
present system, and where, owing to the sale of
estates, the death of owner or occupier, or some dis-

agreement between them, the greatest suflfering has
been entailed on the tenant or his family. It is a pity
Mr. Mechi did not take the trouble to ascertain the
truth of the statement—taken as a whole—of this

worthy M.P., before giving it the publicity his writings
usually obtain when treating of agricultural ([uestions.

As to the Welsh member himself, I decline further

comment. In leaving him, and my subject, I may,
however, do him this much justice. He may own
small hill tenements in Wales. As such he would
probably be compelled, like other owners of mountain
land, to build or drain himself, for the occupier
would be too poor to do so. But it is manifestly pre-

posterous to hold out the latter as a fair representative
of the Welsh tenant-farmer. Glyndwr.

Tiptree as it Was.—Mr. Mechi appears deter-

mined that he will make us know what good land in

character Tiptree Hall Farm was when he bought it.

Hear him :
—" How my predecessors could get any

crops off such land when unimproved I cannot imagine,
but I do know from the workmen's evidence that the

crops were too often wretched failures." Yet under
this "wretched" management Mr. Mechi has told us
that the tenant paid near upon 29^. an acre, including
tithes, which is conclusive evidence that the land was
good in character, which fully accounts for the won-
derful crops that it has grown under Mr. Mechi's
superior management ; and his example would have
been valuable if he could have shovi^n by his balance-
sheet a balance for the tenant to have lived upon
without showing his Wheat sold at loj-. a quarter over
the general averages. I write this neither in "envy,
hatred, malice, or uncharitableness," but purely by
way of remark upon Mr. Mechi's own statements, and
I "peg on" to show the matter clearly to the public.

William Smith, Woolstoii, Bletehley Station, Bucks,
August 13.

The Farmer's Friend, and Hay, Corn, and
Plant Protector.—Take a stick i inch in diameter
and 24 inches long. Within 3 inches from top cut a
gash downwards for about an inch, then make a hori-

zontal cut within i inch of top. Cut out the piece, so

as to make a niche in the wood to bind a handful of

straw equally all round, to shoot off rain from top of
meadow. Tare, or rowen hay when nearly made. Take
in left hand, and spread straws with right, and thrust

the stick down at top of cock, to prevent wind blowing
top off, and to shoot off rain and dew. Grow some
early Rye to bind straw on to stick. The same pro-
tector for ripe Wheat. Place three dry sheaves in

contact, then four lower down, and thrust stick into top
to keep the shock up and rain off below bands. For
Mangel Wurzel, save a portion of seed in spring sow-
ings, and sow about the 1st of eighth month (August),
in sandy burnt earth or well-drained localities. Then
take three sticks i inch in diameter ; half way down
tie a Willow, Bramble bush, or some similar spreader,

to one upright, and leave the rope yam sufficiently

long to tie the straw back to ; when the Mangel
Wurzel, just covered with dry sawdust, may be kept
cool until frost and snow have disappeared, then in

May plant out for seed. The same for Cauliflowers,

Peas, Lettuce, and choice Tea-scented Roses, and any
choice plants. Inverted Bean stalks, with Hollyhock
stems, may be intermixed with Wheat or Rye-straw or

reed to shoot off wet and frost. For plant protectors,

take four sticks 4 feet long ; tie them together at top,

and bind straws round. Thrust sticks into ground till

straw reaches surface. Eli Radley, 43 years Gr. to the

Dilivyn Familyy Sheriff Oiuden!s Lodge, Tottenham.

On the Profitable Use of Waste Land.—Mr.
Forsyth's letter on this subject is interesting as well as

valuable. I spent 17 years out of the first 20 of my
life on a small estate on the border of Bagshot Heath,
near Ascot, the soil of which could scarcely be sur-

passed in barrenness by any in the world. It was
called King's Rides, from the rides or roadways cut by
order of George III., which radiated from a central

point at Ascot, and some of which passed through the

estate. My father purchased it soon after its enclosure

from the waste, and there was one solitary tree, called

the Hag Thorn tree standing upon it when he built his

house there. He planted many acres of Scotch Firs,

many Pinasters, Larches, Birch, &c. The trees were
two years old from the date of sowing, and a neighbour
who planted trees much older had reason to repent of
doing so. I can endorse all Mr. Forsyth's instructions

as sound save one. Trenching must be resorted to

when a pan or fox bench lies near the surface ; not that

any culture is needed, it is a question of drainage. I

was bom on the estate before the house was quite

finished. I was absent at school wholly from the age
of nine to my twelfth year, and the rapid growth of

these trees may be inferred from the fact that I have no
recollection of the estate other than of a thickly wooded
one. Five or six years after my return to it, neigh-

bours, even those living on more elevated spots, used
to speak of the house as too much shut in by the trees.

This would be about 16 or 18 years from the time of
planting. I remember, too, that at that time our (good)
fires were almost wholly of wood. The estate passed

out of the hands of my family when I was 24 years old,

and long before that date I remember the sawpit and
the sawing of Pinaster boards and scantling, and the
construction of shedding entirely from home-grown
stuff. The Pinaster was the most remarkable for the
rapidity of growth. Some of the trees so cut up had
been sown (not planted). On visiting the estate im-
mediately after purchase, my father carried a pocketful
of the seeds of this tree, and set them with the point of
his walking-stick in groups on all the most conspicuous
and elevated points of the grounds. He was then
nearly 50 years of age, and he was yet a hale and
strong man when he cut boards from these trees. I

have often stood, as a boy, and watched the bowing
and swaying of these Pinasters in gales of wind, and
listened to the roaring of the wind among the pon-
derous branches. So much in confirmation of the
view that "he who plants may plant in hope."
Another anecdote will convey a lively idea of the
extreme barrenness and aridity of the soil, which yet
sufficed for this luxuriant growth. Opposite the front

of the house cultivation was commenced by breaking
up and clearing some acres of the heath land. This
new field was sown with Rye and grass seeds. The
Rye came up, turned yellow, and died. No blade of
grass was ever seen from that sowing. The water was
not " nought," for it was excellent, but the ground was
"barren" indeed. I have heard both master and
man speak of this sharp practical lesson. Chalk had
to be drawn at an expense per acre about equal to the
purchase-money of the land, in order to give it one of
the essentials to productiveness for farm produce in a
permanent form. Profit may be made then from the
most sterile soil, if the luxuriant growth of suitable

timber can secure it. One of the groups of Pinasters
stood in a cutting of one of the rides, where there
was therefore no surface soil, nothing but sand to

any depth. These were the finest trees on the
estate, but I think they were planted. I recognise in

Mr. i-orsyth's description of the proper way of plant-

ing in the mode we adopted, as described by my
mother, who set thousands of Fir trees with her own
hands, aided by "planting Betty," who carried the
spade. A few days since, at Wilton Park, I was
speaking to a nephew of the owner about a Scotch
Fir, which, self-sown, had established itself in a but-
tress of the garden (brick) wall, about 1 2 feet from the
ground, and had grown there to a height of about
8 feet in 10 or 12 years. The question was put whether
there would be food particularly suitable for the Fir in

the brick and mortar of the wall. The answer was
that clay is an unsuitable soil, and that the most luxu-

riant growth of the Fir tree is in soil which contains
scarcely a trace of lime. The remaining constituent of the
fabric, viz., sand, could not be the source of the carbon
which the wood and turpentine contains so largely,

and we were landed upon the alternative which Mr.
Forsyth confirms, that the nutriment must be extracted
chiefly from the air. The disinfecting agency of the
Pine in the fever districts of France proves the power
of the foliage of this valuable family of trees, and it

was well, perhaps, for us that the fumes of a certain

open cesspool were filtered through such a screen of
Firs which surrounded and overhung it. To what
extent do Fir trees enrich these barren wastes after

running their course of, say 20 or 30 years, and what
is the alteration in the constituents of the surface soil ?

J. M. Taylor^ Seer Green Vicarage, near Beaconsfield,

The Crops at Tiptree.—Stacks going up rapidly,

and very dry. Fields will soon be cleared in the neigh-
bourhood if this fine weather continues. I hear a
woeful account of the white Wheats (Rough Chafi)

generally, and especially in the Hundreds of Essex,

where such heavy crops are grown in a dry summer :

a corn merchant at Maldon informs me that their con-
dition is simply deplorable. He also states that, so far

as his knowledge goes, there is a difference in yield of

2 qr. to 6 qr. per acre, and 'js. difference in quality. The
red Wheats he considered generally to be a good average
crop. This corresponds with my experience here.

My red Wheats and Rivetts promise abundantly on
the light land, the white, or Rough Chaff, neither so

good in yield or quality. But it is a light land season,

for even on my well-farmed heavy land the Wheat
crop after Mangel is not good. There are some
wretched failures all around me, especially where the
ice storm ruined the corn and other crops. Potatos are

rapidly decaying after being stored. My Oats, Beans,
and Barley, are good. Luckily, my Peas were picked
for the London market, and my field of Blues—8 acres

—realised ^12 lox. after every expense was paid. I

hear of several once promising fields of Peas tied down
by weeds and rotten, owing to excess of wet. Mangel
will not be a great crop. Second crops of Clover and
grass very good. There is a disproportionate quantity

of straw to corn. y. J. Mechi, August 20.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Special Council Meeting : Wednesday, Aug. 21.

— Present : Mr. Holland, trustee, in the chair ; Sir

Massey Lopes, Bart,, M. P. ; Sir A. K. Macdonald,
Bart. ; Mr. Bowly, Mr. Cantrell, Mr. Edmonds, Mr.
Hoskyns, M. P. ; Mr. Pain, Mr. Shuttleworth, Mr.
Jabez Turner, Mr. John Wells, and Mr. Whitehead.

Mr. C. Wren Hoskyns, M.P., reported that the case
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of "Kidd V. The Royal Agricultural Society" had'
recently been tried at Leeds, that the trial had lasted

three days, and that the jury had deliberated for nearly 1

five hours, uUimalely returning a verdict against the

Society, with ten guineas damage?:. He farther re-

ported that a joint meeting of the Chemical and Journal
Committees had since been held, at which it had been
resolved to recommend that the report of the trial be
published in the forthcoming number of the Journal^
and, with that view, that the leave of the Council be

asked to delay the publication of the Journal for a

short period. It was also recommended that the

report of the subsequent meeting of Hull seed-crushers

and cake merchants, published in the Yorkshire Post,

be printed as an extract from that paper in the Society's

Journal after the report of the trial. This report was
adopted, on the motion of Mr. Wren Hoskyns, M.P.,
seconded by Sir A. K. Macdonald, Bart., after a con-

versation, in the course of which Mr. Jabez Turner
asked whether it was the intention of the Council to

abide by the verdict that had been given, and Mr.
Pain, Mr. Shuttleworth, and other members of Council
discussed the desirability of publishing the report of

the trial as a special pamphlet.

BIRMINGHAM.
The seventh annual Midland Counties show of

horses commenced in Bingley Hall on Tuesday, under
very favourable auspices. The number of entries this

year, spread through 26 classes, is 330, as compared with

283 last year, and 2S0 in 1870. Prizes are awarded to

the amount of about ;!^700, in addition to medals and
silver cups.

In the champion class, thorough-bred stallion hunters,

the " blue riband " of the show went to " Gem of the
Peak," a Tamvvorth horse, belonging to Mr. Logan

;

the 2d prize going to a brown horse named ** Thorn-
apple," exhibited by Mr. J. Jenks, Ellesmere, Salop.

In class 2, for hunters exceeding 15.^ hands Hgh,
equal to 15 stones, five years old and upwards, the
1st prize fell to *' Silversides," a bay gelding, the pro-
perty of Mr. Westley Richards, of Oakham ; and tlie

2d to "Patch," a chestnut gelding, belonging to Mr.
T. Percival, of Wansford,

In class 3, for hunters exceeding 15I hands high,
without condition as to weight, five years old and
upwards, the ist prize was awarded to " Ashwell," a
strong bay gelding, exhibited by Mr. Westley Richards,
of Oakham ; the 2d was carried off by "Windermere,"
the property of Mr. Mellor Brown, of Leamington.

In class 4, hunters not exceeding 154 hands, the 1st

honours fell to a brown gelding exhibited by Mr. F.
B. Jones, of Cheltenham. The 2d was awarded to
"Playfellow," a brown gelding belonging to Mr. T.
Percival, of Wansford.

In class 5, for 4-year-olds, the 1st prize was
awarded to a brown gelding named "Rutland,"
exhibited by Mr. Westley Richards ; and the 2d to a
bay gelding, "The Pilot," belonging to Mr. Henry
Ford, of Leamington.
The ist-prize iiorses in classes 2, 3, 4, and 5, next

competed for an extra prize, which went to Mr.
Westley Richards' brown gelding " Ashwell."
Among the 3-year-old colts and fillies for hunting

purposes, the 1st prize was awarded to " Marshal Mac-
Mahon," the property of Mr. GoodlifT, of Huntingdon

;

the 2d falling to a chestnut, "Ruby," the property of
Mr. Trueman Mills, of Clermont, Norfolk.

In the class for 2-year-old colts and fillies (stallions

only), which closed the hunters, the 1st prize fell to a
chestnut colt belonging to Messrs. Mallabey ; and the
2d to a chestnut gelding the property of Mr. Richards.

In the department for agricultural or dray horses,
"Honest Tom" took the 1st prize ; the 2d went to a
dapple grey belonging to Mr. W. Wynn, of Alcester.
In class 8, for hacks and roadsters exceeding 15 hands
high, the ist prize went to a bay gelding, " Roebuck,"
16 hands, aged seven years, and exhibited by Mr. W.
H. Harrison, of Market Harborough. A chestnut,
named " Fenian," four years old, and 15 hands 2 inches
high, belonging to Mr. G. J. Mitchell, of Burton-on-
Trent, carried off the 2d prize. In the class for park
hacks, or roadsters, not exceeding 15 hands, the ist

honours fell to Mr. R. N. Hooper, of Chipping Sod-
bury, for a brown gelding, 14 hands 3 inches high, aged
eight years. " Hilda," a grey, six years old, standing
14 hands 3^ inches high, andbelonging to Mr. T. II. D.
Bayley, of Ollerton, Notts, took the 2d prize. In the
class for weight-carrying hacks exceeding 15 hands high,
the 1st prize went to " Yellow Jack," a strong 4-year-
old chestnut, 15 hands r inch high, belonging to Mr.
G. J. Mitchell, of Burton-on-Trent ; the 2d fell to
" Navarino," the property of Mr. Wood.

In class II, weight-carrying hacks, not exceeding 15
hands high, " Filbert," a bay horse, 14 hands 3 inches
ii'gh, aged five years, exhibited by Mr. Henry Frisby,
of Buckingham Gate, London, took the ist prize, while
the 2d fell to " Liberty," a 5-year-old, 14 hands 3 inches
high, belonging to Mr. W. H. Harrison, of Market
Harborough.

In class 12, for ladies' hacks, exceeding 15 hands,
but without restriction as to weight, "Silkworm," a

bay standmg 15 hands 2 inches, ridden by the
owner. Major Quentin, of Cheltenham, took the 1st
place, and " Bantam," a 6.year-old, 15 hands 2 inches
high, took the 2d.

In class 13, for ladies' hacks, not exceeding 15 hands

high, most of the animals were ridden by lady pro-

fessional riders. The 1st prize was carried otT by
"Duchess," a lo-year-old, exhibited by Mrs. Webb,
of Salford Priors ; the 2d place going to a brown mare
14 liands 3 inches high, the property of Mr. F. C.
Matthews, of Driffield.

In harness horses there were four classes. In class

14, for horses not exceeding 15 hands high, the 1st prize

was given to a 6-year-old bay, "Pine Apple," 15
hands 2\ inches, exhibited by Mr. F. Everitt, of May-
field, Edgbaston. An S-year-old bay mare "Maggie,"
15 hands I inch, the property of Mr. C. A. Newnham,
of Wolverhampton, carried off the 2d prize. In class

15, harness horses exceeding 14 hands and not exceeding

15 hands, Mr. H. Frisby, of London, took the ist

prize with a 7-year-old bay, named " Eclipse," and
Mr. W. Chambers the 2d prize for a chestnut gelding,

named " Albert," In class 16, for pairs of horses, the

1st prize was awarded to a dark brown pair of 6-year-

olds, "Corton"and "Statesman," belonging to Mr.
E. Dyke Lee, of Aylesbury. Two 4-year-old chest-

nuts, "Fenian" and "Yellow Jack," belonging to

Mr. G. J. Mitchell, of Burton-on-Trent, took the 2d
prize. In class 17, tandem horses, 14 hands high or

upwards, the 1st prize went to Mr. G. J. Mitchell, for

the same pair ; and the 2d to Mr. G. Tharme, of Bir-

mingham, for a pair of chestnuts.

The show, we may add, promises to be very success-

ful, as it is proving attractive.

Farmers' Clubs.
HEXHAM.

FveJi^ig Cattle.—At a recent monthly meeting, Mr.
Brydon, of Seaham Harbour, agent to Earl Vane,
read the following paper :

—

1. The first point requiring settlement is whether
cattle for feeding should be reared on the farm or
bought in. Of course this, in a great measure, depends
upon circumstances, but, where these are favourable, I

should say, " Rear as many as you possibly can, and
keep them improving in condition from the first."

When dealt with in this manner they thrive better,

arrive sooner at maturity, and are worth more per stone
to the butcher than bought-in animals, which, as a rule,

have been in low condition, and thus lost their calf

flesh. Beasts of the latter description always feed
slower, and, when they do come to the shambles, have
a great deficiency of lean, compared with fat, which
reduces the value of the beef. As the number of calves
reared must, in a great measure, depend upon the quan-
tity of milk available for this purpose, it is worth con-
sideration whether the plan of putting a certain number
of heifers to the bull every year is not worthy of more
extensive adoption in this system. The calves suckle
the dams during the first grass season, after which the
latter are led oi?, and the former wintered for feeding
the following season. I know of several farms where
this plan is carried on with satisfactory results. When
cattle are bought for feeding, well-bred animals, not too
low in condition, should be selected, and, if their pre-
vious treatment can be ascertained, it is well to avoid
those that have in any way been forced by artificial

food. This is a rule of that eminent breeder and feeder,

Mr. M*Combie, of Tillyfour, and his long experience
and universal success are strong points in its favour.

2. Having obtained our supply of cattle either by
rearing, purchasing, or both, the next question is, What
are the best descriptions of buildings for fattening

animals? Discussions on this subject have generally
resulted in a verdict in favour of boxes, and justly so,

as I believe no other building is so admirably adapted
for the end in view than a properly constructed box.
The cost, however, per head of stock accommodated is

much greater than in any other description of building
for feeding cattle—a circumstance which nearly always
limits the number erected to a mere proportion of the
number required. The question then arises. What
building most nearly approaches to boxes in adaptation
to the end in view, and, at the same time, can be erected
at a moderate cost ? And here I unhesitatingly decide
in favour of covered yards. A good deal may be said

in favour of stalls, but I consider them as much inferior

to covered yards as the latter are inferior to boxes. I

am here, it must be borne in mind, speaking of the use
of stalls for feeding cattle, not for cows, the latter being
foreign to the subject of the present paper. Properly con-
structed covered yardslackfewof the advantagesof boxes,
and I know of no building in which animals will thrive

better. The manure, not being washed by the rains,

is at least one-third more valuable than that made in

open yards, or, in other words, ten loads made under
cover produce an effect equal to that produced by 15
loads from an exposed yard. For the same reason less

litter is required, and the cost of attendance per head
is less than with either boxes or stalls. Compared
with open yards, cattle in covered courts make equal
progress on less food, and more progress on a similar

amount. The saving of food is variously estimated by
different experimenters to be from one-fourth to one-
eighth. Even taking the lowest estimate as the correct

one, the adoption of covered courts would enable the

farmer to feed nine beasts instead of eight on the same
amount of provender. The explanation of the large

saving is easy. The substances that produce fat in the

food of animals are used mainly for burning in the lungs
to keep up the animal heat, and it is only what is left

after this is effected that goes to the body in the shape
of fat. Now, in covered yards the animals are kept
warm, and hence less food is required for sustaining the
animal heat, and thus more is left for the production of
food. The great desideratum in the construction of
covered yards is ensuring perfect ventilation, combined
with entire freedom from draughts. Each animal should
be allowed at least 170 square feet of surface, and if the
yards are larger they should have some internal divisions,

a limited number of animals being kept in each com-
partment ; this facilitates the assorting together of
animals alike in size, &:c.

Another point never to be neglected in the construc-
tion of buildings for fattening cattle is a constant
supply of pure water, to which the animals can at all

times have free access. While I recommend covered
yards for the bulk of the cattle, a proportion of boxes
are almost indispensable ; as, however well you may
assort the lots in their different compartments, there are
always some of the stronger animals getting more than
their due proportion of food. In boxes this is impos-
sible, and in this respect they are invaluable. The
number of boxes should be arranged so as to allow a
box for each animal during its last month of feeding,
and as soon as each lot are sold from their boxes, their

places should be supplied by the most forward of those
in the yard.

3. The next important requisite in the feeding of
cattle is obtaining the services of suitable attendants

—

no easy matter, as men of the right sort are seldom in

want of employment. A good cattle-man makes his

business his hobby, takes pleasure in his work, studies

the comfort, likes, and dislikes of each animal, and
does for them, of his own accord, what no amount of
instruction or supervision could ensure. A man of this

stamp is invaluable. As a rule, he will detect anything
amiss with an animal hours before a more ordinary
observer ; will know when to give and when to with-
hold—when the food should be increased, and when
reduced. I have often marked the difference in con-
dition of two lots of cattle which, in every respect,

have received similar treatment, but were under the
care of different cattle-men. Cattle should receive

their food with the greatest regularity and the utmost
expedition, and, as soon as they are done eating, all

unfinished food should be at once removed, the boxes
cleaned, bedding shaken up, and, if necessary,

increased ; after this, cattle generally lie down, and
should not on any account be disturbed until the
next feeding time. The litter for covered yards
and boxes should be cut into lengths by a machine
for the purpose. This would insure the manure
being in a state fit for direct application to the land
whenever it is necessary to remove it. The necessity

of keeping feeding animals warm has already been
alluded to. The best temperature, however, is not
easily defined, as it varies with different breeds and
different animals of the same breed, according to pre-

vious treatment. As a general rule, the temperature
cannot be too great, provided always it does not make
the animals perspire. Every feeder of cattle who
wants to make the most of his farm-produce should
possess three machines, viz., a grinding mill, a chaff-

cutter, and a turnip-pulper, and, assuming that they
are conveniently placed and properly used, the saving

they effect is amazing. We cannot feed cattle on con-
centrated food alone. Bulk is absolutely essential to

health, but it does not follow that the food used for

this purpose need be of a high nutritive value, as it is

easy to increase the concentrated food to bring its

feeding qualities up to any standard required. Now, by
the aid of the chaff-cutter and subsequent preparation,

straw that would be refused by the animal if given in its

natural state, can be rendered highly nutritious and is

eaten with great relish. When feeding on a mixture
of chaff, pulp, meal, &c., all waste can be prevented,

the animals are enabled to take more rest, shorter time
being occupied with eating, and choking is impossible.

Every one with whom I am acquainted who use chaff

and pulp Turnips speak unanimously in favour of the

system, but considerable difference of opinion exists as

to whether the mixture should be given fresh, or allowed
some time for fermentation. I am inclined to believe

most in the latter system, as the fermentation converts

part of the starchy elements of the food into gum and
sugar, which is a stage nearer to fat, besides imparting
a sweetness which makes it more relished Ity the

animals. Mixing the pulp roots and the chafl

together with a proportion of meal for each animal,

covering it up and allowing it to remain till the next

day, then scalding with boiling water, and given to the

animals warm, answers the purpose very well. Tlie

addition of a little salt to the mixture is also a great

improvement. Another pl:in, introduced Iiy Mr. S.

Jones, of Chrishall Grange, Safl'ron Walden, is to cut

the straw into chaff in early summer, mixing with every

ton of cut straw i cwt. of green Rye or tares and
I bush, of salt. This mixture is stored till the winter,

tlic green Rye causing it to undergo slight fermentation,

which greatly increases its value as a feeding material.

According to an analysis made by Professor Voelcker,
the flesh-forming substances are increased from 2.93 in

the straw cliaff to 4.19 in the fermented mixture, and
the fat-forming matters from 4.26 in the straw to 10. 16

in the mixture. Without placing too much reliance on
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these results, the system is, at all events, well worth a

trial, and I would advise all who have an opportunity

to test its practical value. I have not done so yet, but

purpose preparing some of the mixture for next season.

In addition to Turnip and chaft", or other food essential

for bulk, it is usual to hasten the feeding process by

the use of concentrated food, such as meals, cakes, &c.

To use these foods to most advantage I will not say

a knowledge of chemistry is indispensable, but it

certainly is a very great help—only, however, when com-

bined with the requisite practical knowledge ; without

the latter qualification the chemical knowledge is of little

use, as it cannot be applied to advantage. The food of

all animals contains the elements of flesh, fat, and bone

;

and all foods contain these elements, but in very dif-

ferent proportions. Thus, while bean meal contains

23 per cent, of nitrogenous or flesh-forming substances,

barley meal barely contains 1 1 per cent. On the

other hand, barley meal contains 6S per cent, of fat-

forming materials, while bean meal only contains 4S

per cent. All animals require in their foods the ele-

ments of flesh and fat, and, as we have seen in the case

of bean and barley meals, these elements exist in very

dilTerent proportions ; so in like manner different

animals require different proportions of these elements.

Take, for example, the horse. In this case we do not

want the animals covered with fat, the requirement

being a capability for hard work, necessitating great

wear and tear of the muscles or fleshy part of the body,

hence a food rich in nitrogenous or flesh-forming

materials is clearly the desideratum here. Now, Beans

in a wonderful degree fulfil this condition, and, what is

more to the point, they answer as well in practice as in

theor)'. Feeding cattle, on the other hand, undergo

little exertion ; hence the waste or wear and tear of the

muscles is comparatively small, and as the object in

this case is the production of fat, it follows that a food

containing a large portion of fat-forming material, such

as barley meal, is adapted to the end in view, and
practice again fully bears this out. To increase tlie

size of a muscle use, and pretty constant use, is essen-

tial Now, this being incompatible with feeding

cattle, it follows that the muscles do not increase in

size, and the extra weight is entirely due to the

production of fat ; and from this fact we can
draw two important deductions : first, the advisa-

bility of obtaining animals for feeding purpose with
well-developed muscles ; and, secondly, the ab-

surdity of giving feeding cattle large quantities of

bean meal or other food rich in nitrogenous compounds.
I do not wholly condemn the use of bean meal for

fattening animals, a small proportion mixed with

Indian Corn meal corrects the laxative tendency of the

latter and forms a very good mixture, and a mixture of

meals is at all times to be preferred to any one singly.

The market price of the different ingredients in a
mixture should in a manner regulate the proportion of

each, keeping in mind at the same time the formation

of a food suitable to the end in view. Chemical
analysis, though most useful for determining the relative

values of foods, cannot be entirely depended upon.

Some substances when analysed show a higli feeding

value, and yet are practically useless on account of

containing some prejudicial substance either poisonous

to the animal or hurtful to the flavour of the meat

;

other causes, such as physical condition, and the likes

and dislikes of the animal also operate against the

agreement of the analysis and the practical worth of

the food. In regard to cakes, I believe that made from
pure Linseed to be the best for feeding purposes, and a

capital feeding material it is ; at the same time, I have
long held an opinion that the price at which cakes

are sold is really too high to warrant us in using them
as extensively as we do. It has been computed
that 5 lb. of linseed cake make i lb. of meat, and
6 lb. of barley or maize meals do the same. Now,
taking Barley at is. per stone, about the average

price of grinding samples, and linseed cake at u. 6ci.

per stone, or ;^I2 per ton, we find from the above data

that 6 stones of barley meal, costing 6s., will make
14 lb. of meat, and 4 stones of linseed cake, also costing

6^., only make 11 lb. of meat, or a deficiency of

8 stones S lb. in every ton of the cake used ; and calcu-

lating the meat deficient at gs. a stone we find it repre-

sents a money loss of ;i^3 lys. Now I cannot guarantee

these figures to be absolutely correct, but even if the

loss is one-half or one-third less than they represent, it

is surely quite enough to caution us against the too

extensive use of a dear feeding material when we have
a cheaper substitute. It must be borne in mind, how-
ever, that the price of linseed cake does not vary so

much as the ordinary cereals, hence in some seasons it

will be comparatively cheaper than in others. Good
samples of rape cake are often very little inferior to the

best sorts of linseed cakes, and can be bought at a

much cheaper rate. Before giving it to cattle, however,
it should be ground and made into gruel, and mixed
with the chaff"

;
prepared in this way cattle are very

fond of it, which is not the case in its natural stale,

The amount of cake and meal given should be regu
lated by the appearance of the fsces, which always
show when an animal is getting more than it can pro-
perly assimilate, and if the cattle-man pays attention to

this he can regulate the quantity accordingly. Many
people contend that even if the cake and meal are not
assimilated they are not wasted, as they increase the

value of the manure. Be assured, gentlemen, this is a
great fallacy. What is not assimilated merely passes

through the animal without doing it the slightest good,

often indeed positive harm, by deranging its diges-

tive system, and the manure is only increased in value

to the extent it would have been if the extra cake and
meal had been thrown inlo it direct—a very expensive

way of increasing its value, and it may be taken as a

safe rule that if any feeding material does not pay as a

food it never will as a manure. As regards the dis-

posal of fat cattle, I think they should be sold as soon

as fat. As a rule this will pay better than keeping

them on for any particular sale or rise in market price,

and as soon as one lot of animals are removed another

should be put in their place.

4. Those who possess good buildings for feeding cattle

should never have them empty. Like expensive but

valuable machines, the more they are used the better

they will pay. There is nothing I more dislike to see

than empty cattle yards, and it is only necessary to

divest our minds of the idea that Turnips are an essen-

tial for feeding to enable us to devise some means of

feeding cattle in the yard all the year round. On many
farms the cost of the Turnip crop is enormous ; and,

assuming that both summer and winter feeding are

carried out, and the cost of each correctly estimated, I

would be greatly surprised if the balance was not in

favour of summer feeding. Those who have tried

summer feeding cattle in yards compared with grazing

them in the fields almost unanimously decide in favour

of the former, not only because the cattle improve
faster, but also because a greater number can be sup-

ported on the same area, besides other advantages to

which I need not here allude. I am so thoroughly

imbued with the truth of this, that I never would graze

a single beast fit for feeding. In young cattle it is

different, as in their case exercise is essential for deve-

loping the muscles and securing symmetry. To carry

out summer feeding to advantage a succeesion of crops

must be arranged. The following, extended or modi-

fied for particular circumstances, would generally suit.

A quantity of Mangel or cattle Potatos should be in

readiness to supply the place of the Turnips. These
finished, winter Tares and Rye, sown in a sheltered

situation, should be fit for cutting. After which,

early top-dressed seeds, and then early spring

Tares, followed by second crop of Clover.

After which, early sown Greystone or white Tur-

nips to last until the ordinary Turnip crop is ready. To
each kind of food the animals must be gradually

accustomed, getting all along a due allowance of con-

centrated food, such as meals, cake, &c. , and, above
all, it is most important, and absolutely essential to

success, that they should have an unlimited supply of

pure water. If cattle are to be grazed they should be

taken up early. Mr. M'Combie states that one week's

feeding in August and September is worth three in the

dead of winter. Whether this be so or not I cannot

say, but of one thing I am certain, cattle never improve
outside after the weather gets cold, even though they

have plenty of grass ; besides this, an extra growth of

hair takes places, which causes them to perspire

when put in to feed. I have often noticed in bad
Turnip seasons feeding beasts can be bought compara-

tively cheap, and invariably when fat sell at a good
price. This should prevent us shirking feeding, as is

sometimes done, simply because we have few or no
Turnips. It can be effected by the use of good straw

chaff", rendered savoury by a little treacle, together with

a good allowance of concentrated foods and the never-

to-be-forgotten water. I have said nothing about

feeding cattle for show purposes, as I believe it seldom,

if ever, pays. When it is done, the animals should be
kept in good condition from the time they are calves,

but never forced until within 12 months of the time

they are to be exhibited. A food containing sugar will

do much in keeping the digestive system in order. A
feeding animal refusing its food from simple derange-

ment of the digestive system is of frequent occurrence.

In such cases a drink composed as follows will be

found most useful, viz. :

—

Epsom salts .

.

.

.

. . .

.

. . .

.

14 oz.

Sulphur . . 2 ,,

Ginger .. 1 ,,

Black antimony ^ „
Aloes ^ ,,

well powdered and mixed, and given in not less than

four quarts of thin oatmeal gruel.

5. In conclusion, allow me very shortly to draw your
attention to two facts in connection with the importation

of cattle and Wheat. These matters, though not strongly

belonging to the subject of the present paper, yet have
a most important bearing, not only on feeding cattle,

but on the whole question of the food of the people.

1st. The climate of Great Britain is perhaps better

adapted than any other for the breeding and feeding of

cattle and sheep. Mutton and beef of the best possible

quality can be produced, and we have always a home
market with an increasing demand. The foreigner,

on the other hand, has to contend with a climate less

adapted for this purpose, an inferior breed of cattle, and
the risk and expense of exportation, together with the

certain deterioration in transit. Besides this, up to the

end of the year 1872, and since, for anything we know to

the contrary, more of our own valuable cattle have died

from imported diseases than all the cattle imported put

together. 2d. Many foreign countries have climates

much better adapted for the growth of Wheat than our

own. This is proved by the fact that W^heat can be
imported into this country of quality superior to our
own, and sold with a profit to the grower, at a price
barely remunerative to the British farmer. Taking
these two facts together, we draw several important
deductions. 1st. As we have all the advantages on
our side in the breeding and feeding of cattle and
sheep, we ought to develope by every means in our
power all our resources in this branch of agriculture,

and have some stringent measures for protecting our
herds from contagious diseases of foreign origin. 2d.

As we cannot on inferior soils successfully compete
with the foreigner in the growth of Wheat, it is worth
consideration whether all our worst soils used for this

purpose would not be more profitably employed in the

growth of crops more directly available as cattle food.

Such changes as we have here indicated would give an
immense impetus to the British cattle trade j and I

feel sure, were it once properly protected and de-

veloped, we should have little need of extraneous

supplies.

The Chairman (Mr. C. G. Grey) said : As to feeding
cattle from birth, that was a thing that ought to be
attended to, though it did not suit the nature of every

man's farm to breed and rear cattle ; still, where a man
did breed a beast, he did not approve of its being kept
for two or three years, and be allowed to get into low
condition, something like the system of Paddy with his

pigs— feed them one day and starve them another, in

order to make nice streaks of fat and lean. If a beast
were allowed to get out of condition, it cost more to get

it into condition again. He was sure of that, having
tried it often in different ways. He had tried buying
heifers and rearing their own calves, and feeding off the

heifers and calves together in boxes. Instead of lean

miserable yearlings, he had 10 and 11 months' old calves

selling for ^23 and £2^ ; and he was told by the butcher
that they made as good meat to put on the table as the

beef they got from any three or four-year old ox or heifer.

Some might say that he fed these animals expensively,

but then his beasts were as valuable as heifer calves as

some were at three or four years old, and they must pay
as well. In every case they should always keep on feed-

ing, in the breeding and rearing of young stock, because
if they sold them to others to fatten they would get a
good deal more for them if they kept pushing them for-

ward. They all knew that cattle were bringing high

prices, and they were told that the country was so hmited
that every acre must produce all it possibly could, and he
thought it was a waste of capital to have whole tracts of

country on which they kept large numbers of lean beasts

till they were three or four years old, and then fattened

them. He thought that from the time a beast was born it

should keep progressing as far as it could progress until

it was fit for the shambles.

The charge which the able editor of the Mark Lane
Express made against him was that he always took the

landlord's view of the subject in these discussions.

Having to see about the erection of farm buildings con-

stantly, but still more now as to the enlargement of the

present ones rather than the erection of new ones, as

there was double the accommodation required now that

there was 20 or 30 years ago, he must see what buildings

would be most useful. "The present tenant of a large

farm might say that he wanted nothing but large covered

yards, and on the estate with which he was connected an im-

mense sum ofmoney had been laid out in enormous covered

yards, in some cases there being as many as 20 bullocks

in one yard and all covered up. That farm might be let

to-morrow, and the next tenant might want it turned into

boxes, and the succeeding tenant might want it into

stalls. All this affected the landlord's pocket seriously,

and the agent had to make up his mind which was the

best. He had long made up his mind to adopt none of

the three. On a large farm, where there was a large

number of cattle fed, and heavy crops of Turnips grown,

there should be a certain quantity of covered yards.

These were of great value, and in these some 10 or 15

bullocks might be seen feeding up to the knees in straw,

none of them sticking one another in the vicious way that

had been described, and doing very well indeed. On the

same farm there should be a number of boxes, and Mr.

Wood would in that case have an opportunity of picking

out the savage bullock that over-ate himself, so that he
might be put into a box and put on prison diet for a
while, by only giving him what was good for him. The
weak bullock would also get as much as was good for

him, and they would cherish him as much as they could.

In his opinion there should be both covered yards and
boxes on such a farm. On small farms he did not think

a large extent of covered yard necessary, and for young
cattle that were not being brought forward for the market

the open yards as they were would be found tolerably

usefuJ, particularly where they had straw, though he did

not say it was an economical way of using straw—the

putting of it into open yards. On a smaller farm there

should be both boxes and stalls, for he considered that

heifers did better in stalls than in boxes. They did not

need to exercise the animals ; they did not want to develope

the muscles of the heifers during the last five or six

months in which they were feeding them for sale. They
could keep them dry and clean, and they did not need to

use so much straw. They had to carry out the manure

every day and put it in a heap, and if they could put it

in a covered place where it would not be washed by the

rain so much the better. Bullocks certainly ought to

have boxes, for they were always wet and uncomfortable

when tied up in stalls, and did not do so well. He would
have a fair proportion of stalls and boxes and covered

yards, and open yards on smaller farms with sheds for

young cattle to go into. Mr. Brydon made a remark
about burning fat. he did not mean putting it into the

fire as the Americans did to keep up the steam in a race

between steamers, but the fat of the animal which went

to keep it warm. Feeding cattle in covered yards kept

them warm, and he had observed that when cattle were
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exposed to the bitter east winds which came sometimes in

March and April, they ate twice as much oat straw as

they did before. Just as on a cold day they put on twice

as much coal on their fires to keep their rooms in proper

heat, and the consumption of fat in the animal was like

the coal on the fire. They should not have an animal
exposed to hot sunny days at one time and cold days at

another, for an animal could not thrive alternating

between heat and cold. Another matter of importance
to breeders and feeders of stock was in reference to the

attendants that waited upon the animals. Mr. Wood,
sen., always rated him if he saw half a handful of cake
left in the trough, for he would say, "Your man is giving

that beast too much to eat." They should never leave

anything over, and the man who attended upon cattle

ought to know the taste and appetite of each beast. Men
who fed cattle were apt to go about like a machme, and
give a certain quantity of food to each beast, regardless

whether it ate it all up or wanted more. As to preparing

in early summer chaif mixed with green Rye or Tares and
salt, for use in winter, he did not know how they would be

able to keep and preserve it till winter. That to him was
an insurmountable difficulty, in the way of using it. He
certainly was in favour of pulping roots and mixing it

with chaff and cut straw ; it was very useful, and he
thought that if it was done and kept a few days it would
become sufficiently moist and not require hot water to be
poured over it. If they had a sufficient quantity of pulped
root moist enough, they need not pour boiling water upon
it, and to carry boiling water about farmyards increased

the labour of attendance very much.
He had recently used dried grains that he got from

Hexham Brewery, mixing a little of them with every feed

that was given to the beasts. They ran out of it the

other day, and a lot of beasts stopped feeding, and would
hardly feed without it. He had not tried the feeding
quality of these grains, though he had no doubt himself
of their feeding quality, and for making cattle eat their

food they were most excellent. He had caUes which had
hardly got any milk, thriving well, and they licked up
anything they got. He had rape cake and cotton cake
broken and chopped, and witli these grains, all put
together, the cattle ate it up as they would the best

linseed cake. Often his man broke up a lot of rape cake,

carried it into the shed, but the cattle would not touch it,

and it used to lie there a long while before being eaten.

Sheep that got Oats with the Turnips did not do so much
good to the land as those that got cake along with the
Turnips. He had known farms laid down to grass two
or three years when cake was given to the cattle feeding
upon the land. The cattle fully paid for the cake, and
the improvement to the grass was wonderful ; they could
not have made it such if they had given it a good top-

dressing with manures for a few years running. It was
on light land, and instead of going to moss it came to be
like the best old pasture, by giving cake to the cattle on
the land. They did not go in with Mr. Brydon's prin-

ciple. Cattle could be kept improving on grass in summer
as well as in winter, but according to the up and down
system of farming, a tenant had no right to improve grass

land towards the end of his lease. If they got a tenant-
right satisfactorily arranged all these things would be
taken into calculation, and the tenant would reap the
benefit in the feeding of his cattle and get his share of the
benefit to the grass by using cake upon it. Another
point not touching upon the feeding of cattle had been
referred to, and that was protecting their cattle against
imported diseases. Many persons who were politicians

thought they wanted to return to protection, but that was
mere clap-trap. He had always been a free-trader, and
they could compete with the whole world, and he did not
believe that any of them wanted protection against com-
petition, but it was a different thing to ask for protection

against destruction of their cattle. If they brought cattle

with diseases into the country, and these diseases spread
among their own cattle, it not only ruined the farmer,
but injured the whole country ; and it was not only for

the protection of the farmer, but for the protection of the
public that diseased cattle should not be allowed to enter

the country. There ought to be fat-cattle markets at the
places of landing, where those intended for the shambles
could be at once slaughtered, and the cattle brought to

be fed in the country should be put in quarantine, the
same as a ship that brought people suffering from a con-
tagious disease. That was a reasonable request. He
would now put the vote of thanks to Mr. Brydon, and he
was sure they would all agree in thanking him for the
excellent paper he had read.

MAIDSTONE.
The Labourer and his RelatioJi to Agriculture.—Dr.

MONCKTON lately read a paper on this subject before
this Farmers' Club, from which we make the follow-

ing extracts :

—

Taking England throughout it was probably true

that the country labourer was more cleanly, moral,
healthy, and happy than his fellow in the towns

;

within his own, not very narrow experience certainly

and positively this was the case. The labourer's

dwelling, so much and often so deservedly abused,
was healthier in the country than in the towns ; was
less overcrowded and less animalized ; the cottages
themselves had been greatly multiplied and improved
during the last generation, and their situations in an
ocean of fresh air, instead of a dense dark alley, gave
them an advantage that it was not possibie to overrate,
and one that was carried still further by the muscular
and out-of-door life that the people pursued. In
estimating the condition to which any class had
attamed, it would never do to judge solely by the
number of shilhngs earned peif week. Hard and plain
observation at the hospital, among other places, had
convinced him that more outward evidence of squalor,
of unhealthy disquiet, and of general wear and tear
was to be seen among the lower town classes than

among the rustic labourers ; and if the former were
followed to their homes, those homes were not only in

many cases dirtier, darker, and closer than the country

cottage, but far more oppressively crowded with
lodgers and alien occupants

;
particularly might this be

seen in London and the very large manufacturing
towns. Neither was it correct to adopt a certain sort

of intelligence or smartness as sufficient evidence of

class superiority. Agriculture separated, while com-
merce aggregated its votaries ; the former state rendered

men taciturn and undemonstrative, the latter pro-

moted a flashy sharpness, and it could not at all be
conceded as certain that such sharpening was wholly
for the good of the individual or the community. Let
them compare for a moment the monkey and the

sheep, and it would be seen at once that restless energy
might be combined with pettiness and mischief, while
stolidity was quite compatible with peace to the indi-

vidual and benefit to the world. He was certainly

inclined to go in for the sheep. It must also be
remembered that the farm labourer was affected in the

circumstance and seeming of his life, by the fact that

everything agricultural was lightly endowed with cash.

The landlord took 2\ per cent, per annum from his

land, instead of 10 per cent, from commerce ; many a

tenant-farmer in the kingdom failed to nett 7.0s. a-week
in cash, after his lodging and some of his food had
been provided by the farm. All the sons of the soil

looked to live and enjoy, under conditions which the

soil and the country furnished, and into the measure of

which cash and luxuries only entered to a very partial

extent. How many, for instance, of the middle
classes could find a healthier, happier, brighter life in

the country on ^700 a-year than ;i^ 1400 would com-
mand in the towns? No politician, writer, or social

philosopher is justified in contrasting the two classes of

artizans without recognizing that in a certain, but not

an invidious, sense the farmers work with the

residuum.

It is perfectly natural and fitting that the higher pay
and inducements of the town should tempt away the

smarter lads from the sickle and the plough, and the

regular supply of such precious material should be
credited to the land at a high figure in the ledger of the

State ; but it is neither natural nor fitting that, having
abstracted for their own purposes the most enterprising

members of the labouring classes, the remainder should

be expected to cut an equally distinguished figure.

Neither, in a consideration of this matter, must it be
forgotten that, whatever the condition of the labourer

may be, it is not stagnant, but progressive. In educa-

tion, wages, dwelling-house, and independence he is,

by the operation of natural causes, rapidly and steadily

improving. He is, in the important matter of health

and death-rate, already far more favoured than his

brother of the towns. Take Liverpool, one of the

most important and thriving towns of Europe ; the

mortality there, something like 40 per 1000, had
become so alarming that last year the Privy Council

employed two high authorities {Drs. Parkes and San-
derson) to investigate and report upon this matter.

The British Medical journal thus speaks of the

results :

—" It is impossible to read without an almost

hopeless sinking of the heart that calm, clear, pitiful,

and sombre report in which the irresistible mass of

evidence leads to the conclusion that at the bottom of

the fearful excess of mortality in that wealthy and in

telligent city lies the one widespread curse of intern

perance. The people herd together like brutes : they
couch at night in flocks in miserable, crowded, and
fcetid rooms. They have neither food, furniture, nor
clothing ; their children are killed ofT in hecatombs by
exposure, slow starvation, and neglect, because hus-

bands and wives, fathers and mothers, regularly earning
from 20^. to T.'js. a-week, and often more, waste their

substance in drink, brutify themselves with alcohol,

and sink habitually by tens of thousands into the most
fatal disregard of the habits of life necessary to health,

morality, and public safety." Verily they that live in

glass houses must not throw stones.

Perhaps the best way of testing whether the farmer
acts justly by his workman is to seek an answer to the

question whether the latter does or does not generally

receive a full equivalent for the value of the labour he
is able to supply. Of course, this point is not so

easy and simple to solve as in the case of many manu-
facturing matters ; but reasonable conclusions might be
drawn by any one thoughtfully estimating the value of

crops and the proportion of cost which labour pre-

sented in their production. Probably little difliculty

would be found in showing that the labourer's pay,

taking all the year, came fully up to, or exceeded, a

fair valuation'of the work he did. This being so, no
rise of wages could take place under existing circum-

stances without a dead loss to the employer. How,
then, could effort be made to improve tlie*/;?^?/^ and
raise the income of the labouring man ? The answer
seems plain and inevitable—increase the value of his

work, But how, again, can this be done ? By making
him a better workman in the matter of individual tasks.

Seize systematically every method for making men
dexterous at sowing a field, ploughing a furrow, mend-
ing a harness, sharpening a hop-pole, foddering a

bullock, and managing a yard of dung. This was not

a matter of vague generality, but of hard fact. He had
seen within twelve months important tasks so badly
done that double the wages might have been paid for

good work with profit to the farmer. He had seen

Wurzel seed so unevenly drilled in point of depth that

five times the man's daily pay was thrown away,
because he had never been taught that mere holding
straight was not drilling, but that regular and shallow
deposit of the seed was even more essential. He knew
a hop-garden of favourable clays, and not of running
sand, that had been drained three times in nine years,

because of the imperfect fall secured on the earlier

occasions. He had seen last season gangs engaged in

Hop syringing ; the work accomplished by one gang
would be more cheaply paid for at ;^i a day than that

by the others at a crown. Again, why should not
every farm of reasonable extent see that some of its

hands could thatch, or stack, or build a pigsty, or

paint a waggon, or shear a sheep, or mend a fence?
It had been too much the custom for a whole parish to

depend on one thatcher and a sheep-shearer, who
often earned 30^-. in three days, and was drunk for the

rest of the week. Surely our own workpeople might
be enabled to benefit by these rather better paying
jobs. A great industry had sprung up in the country
in the use of creosote. How many of those now listen-

ing had ever so studied the matter as to know the very
best time, temperature, and method for the process?
He had himself seen professors of the art, men who let

out tanks, and took contracts for their neighbours, and
who did not even know what a thermometer was, and
yet pole-dipping could never be done to the best

advantage without its aid. Many workpeople in charge
of those tanks, now receiving 2s. 6d. a-day, would be
better worth 4.V. if rendered more observant, more
painstaking, and better instructed.

But this leads us to the second method of augment-
ing the value of the workman's toil, viz., a more skilled

and studied direction of his tasks. Of course, it was
clear, in connection with what had already been said,

that the master must instruct himself, and exercise

increasingly his own wits as well as those of his work-
men, and this feature must never be blinked. Not
only morally, but in business aptitude, the man will be

what the master makes him. Take a clutch of pointer

puppies, and give four away to four different people ;

the value of their labour in two years will depend
almost entirely upon the pains and skill with which
their respective masters have set and kept them to their

work. An army of soldiers may be of exemplary skill

and courage, and yet see their efforts nullified by un-

wise or insufficient planning and direction. In the

matter of labour a farmer must be exercising a per-

petual foresight to make his operations dovetail and
harmonise. The job of to-day must be habitually so

done as to render more cheap and effective the work of

to-morrow. Labour so directed will yield value and

show a result. Without such management men,

though industrious and well enough master of each

particular task, will inevitably muddle away time and
waste money.

Another mode of increasing the productiveness of so

many hours' toil is to call in the aid of machinery.

This applies to matters small and great, from the

turnip-cutter to the steam-plough. The man who sows

corn broadcast leaves a full task of hoeing and clean-

ing to be done another day ; he who follows the drill

may be said to perform half the operation of hoeing at

the same time. A big lad in charge of a tedding-

machine will outstrip a regiment with forks and rakes.

We need only dwell upon this to remark much has

been done, but much remains to do. Men will be

more pleasant helpmates to the farmer, and more pro-

fitable aids, if their intelligence has been evolved by
some early education. Their labour will be worth

more, and they will win, without loss to their master,

a higher wage. Education was inevitable—it was not

only coming, but had come. It was wisest to accept

the inevitable, and to profit by it. This would not be

an irksome task to those who thought with him, that

technical instruction to the man ought to be prefaced

by some mental training to the boy—that reading,

writing, and arithmetic were to the business teach-

ing of later life what draining and the subsoil ploiigh

were found to be in preparing for the future plantation

of Hops—not part of the Hop-growing itself, but a

most profitable and necessary introduction. It would

be far better for the farmer to interest himself in and

guide the education of his poorer neighbours, than to

suspect and keep aloof from the movement.
Apart from the foregoing principles of relationship,

though not apart from the very important principle of

mutual sympathy and good feeling, are little details

that come to the mind in connection with this subject.

Arc there not many commodities which the farmer

might help his men to purchase, and thereby give him

a lift ? Coals, for example—could they not be bought

for labourers at wholesale price, and the carriage be

given in? Perhaps sugar, bacon, and calico the same.

Australian meat, like education, is becoming a fact.

It might easily be looked upon as a competitor and an

enemy ; better give it a welcome, and turn it into a

friend. Might this not be procured by a large farmer

in considerable quantities, and sold to such of his men
as chose to have it at cost price ? Its arrival in this

country will be an unmixed blessing, if it be added to

the amount of meat consumed, /.t-., if the artizans eat

that at an easy price, while the wealthier classes con-

sume as much as ever of home-grown meat at the present

price. This end ought to be promoted, and its compe-

tition in the market disarmed, if the farmers with one

consent brought it up, and supplied their labourers.
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After describing a stove that he thought might be very

usefully introduced into cottages, Dr. Monckton be-

sought his hearers on several grounds to discourage

beershops, and, at least, to refrain from weakly con-

senting to sign requisitions for fresh licenses in cases

where they knew that an excessive number already

existed. He concluded by submitting for discussion by

the meeting the four following propositions :— i. That

the labourer holds a fair position in the agricultural

community, and one that is progressing in comfort and

respectability as rapidly as other sections of that com-

munity. 2. That, as a general rule, the labourer

receives a just equivalent for the value of the \^'ork he

is able to supply ; that, therefore, as a commercial

necessity, his labour must rise in value before his wages

rise in amount. 3. That no political change or

combination would be calculated to improve his

condition : such improvement must begin in himself,

and will then be rellected u]ion his circumstances.

4. That education need not be feared as tending to

disqualify the workman for his duties so long as the

teaching of the school is broad and simple, and
followed by the best possible technical instruction in

later life.

Farm Memoranda.
One Hundred Souare Miles, near Christ-

church.—Mr. G. Grove lately read a paper before

the Winfrith Farmers' Club on the varieties of farm
management in his neighbourhood, and we make the

following extracts from it :

—

It is a large parish, about 1 1 miles long by 9 wide,

and it has a variety of soils, from the land that will blow
in summer hke drifted snow, to the very deepstrong

land that requires from three or four horses to plough
it. I will first spe.ak of the light sandy soiL The best

thing to consolidate it is 10 or I2 tons of chalk per acre.

If you put 20 tons per acre you would injure the land for

several years. There is more than one advantage derived

from the application of chalk
;
you not only consolidate

your land, but you prevent club-rooting in the Turnips
grown on it after chalking, and destroy a great many
annual weeds, to which this land is very subject. It

never requires more than two horses to plough it, and
in cleaning the fallows we used the double turn-furrow

plough with three horses in it, with which we average

3 acres per day, or i ^ for each turn-furrow.

There being scarcely any Thistles or Knap-weeds,
much larger furrows are taken than on land which is

subject to these weeds. This description of land is

generally managed on the four-course system—Wheat,
Turnips, Barley, hay. Sometimes the hay-stubble is

broken up and put into Turnips, and as the land is so

kind for roots, I have seen splendid crops without
superphosphate or any other manure. It is then put
into spring Wheat or some Lent corn crop as a change.

In ploughing hay-stubble, I have found it wear out

more points [ploughshares] than any land on which I

have had any experience, which is owing to its gritty

nature. It wears out as much as one point per day.

In breaking up the ley for Wheat we never thought of
raftering [:. e*., ribbing or half ploughing], as it made
the land too porous and light. Raftering I believe to

be injurious, even in cleaning a foul piece of land (in

such land), as the short pieces of Couch will be so

mixed with the soil that no amount of fine weather
will kill it. In the cultivation of Barley, when the
land has worked so unkindly as it does this year, I

have many times nine-shared it over again after the

Barley has sprouted. I have drilled the corn and
finished it off; but finding the land too light after the

grain has sprouted, have torn it up with the nine-share,
and dressed it down again with the best result. When
my father left Avon, in 1827, the incoming tenant
ploughed the land much deeper than we did, and my
father thought that he had

" Better be asleep
Than plough so deep."

But I have lived long enough to see that what Poor
Richard wrote is correct :

—

" Plough deep while sluggards sleep,

And you shall have corn to sell and to keep."

At the present time Mr. Whicher, of Avon, ploughs
his land 7 inches deep for W^heat, the manure being
pulled out several wee^ts before to grow into the land.

The sheepfold does a great deal of harm during the
summer months, as this land grows nothing but weeds
after.

To return to the cleaning of the land : we found the

Finlayson's harrow a very good implement. It would
not do to dress it too much when it was so very loose,

as the Couch would work in instead of out of the land.

We never wanted anything to consolidate the Wheat
land, as the rain in "winter would get it firm enough.
There being a sort of crust formed over the soil in the
spring, hoeing worked wonders, but it was then an
expensive operation. There is now a great improve-
ment in horse-hoes however ; an old neighbour of mine
told me, that instead of paying 4J-. or 5^'. per acre, as he
used to do, he could now do 15 acres per day with two
old hack horses. This, we must all admit, can be done
at a very trifling expense. Where the land is hilly it

stands at a great disadvantage for hoeing, as the lower
part will go so deep and the upper barely touch, I

recollect when bones were first used in the neighbour-

hood. We had no drill, but sowed them out of a seed-

lip, sowing them on every other ridge. The result was
very marked.
Now for the strong land. The best mineral I ever

found for that was marl. It is a sort of clay dug in the

New Forest from the poorest soil I know. We used

to put it on the land in the autumn so that the frost

might slack it. When it is thus pulverised it can be

much more evenly distributed, and its action is much
more beneficial. We put on from 20 to 25 tons per

acre. The crops told of its application for more than

20 years. The cropping on the strong land was mucli

the same a-^ on the light land, only a summer fallow

instead of Turnips, I think that a good deep fallow

ploughed at least four limes in the summer will, on the

average of seasons, grow a better piece of Wheat
than after Turnips, Rape, or anything else. I

used to think it assisted the tillage of the fallow land

very much if the Wheat, instead of being hewn or

mown was reaped very high, as it would make it work
so very mello^^'. With the reaping-machine you can

leave the stubble 6 inches high, but I have found if

you go very much higher, the sheaf will not be thrown
out so evenly.

There is one thing indispensable to good tillage, and
that is to have the best and most improved implements.

No farmer should be without that effective implement
for pulverising—the grubber. There are so many other

implements that it is difficult to tell which is the best

;

but in my opinion, if you wish to move the land effectu-

ally there is nothing like the plough. I think, if you
wish to save yourself a deal of trouble and labour in

cleaning your fallows for Turnips, you must not be in

too great a hurry to dress it after it is ploughed, nor

to plough it too quickly after it is couched, as it is the

small pieces which the couch-rake will not take. Being
ploughed in again they grow and undo much which has

been done. After the chain-harrow, the common harrow
should be used, so that the sun may dry up the Couch
before it is ploughed in again. I have never used the

steam-plough, but from what I have seen of it, the

soil ought to be dressed out directly after, or it will

grow again, unless it be very dry weather. Autumn
cultivation is all very well in fine weather, but almost

useless in wet. As regards breaking of stubbles, if

your land is ever so clean, I should advise a rafter, as

it makes the land so much more mellow the following

summer, consequently better for any roots you may think

proper to put in. The Scotch system is in favour with

some in this county ; but I am of opinion that, from
6 o'clock till 2, horses, if they are properly kept at

work, will do a very good day's work ; and if you keep
them more than eight hours at work, it is the horse-

dealer who reaps the benefit, and not you.

Mr. J. A. Damen could quite understand that it was
not desirable to knock about the light lands there too
much. On the sandy land of Dorset they would find that

if they were heavy they got no Wheat. They wanted
more staple in the land, and for that purpose ought to

fold sheep and lay on as much manure as possible. So
far as the implements were concerned, he must say he
could not agree with Mr. Groves that they ought to avail

themselves of every new invention. He thought that if

they lived long enough they would find many of the old
implements brought into use again. He was now going
back to the old Dorset drag, and he believed the old
wood harrow was the best implement for working land
for all purposes. It was true the modern harrow left a
beautiful surface, but it did not do its work so well as he
wished, and he should therefore return to the old

wooden one.

Mr. Marke said, so far as his own farm was concerned,
he might say the principal part of his arable land was
very strong. If he could afford it he should like to

summer fallow all his land for Wheat and to use a fair

proportion of lime. He thought lime upon strong land
was a most valuable manure, as it pulverised the soil so
effectually. He had used some, and for six or eight years
afterwards he could find the benefit of it where he had
lived. Two years ago they had a very dry summer, and
the consequence was that the seeds were very bad. In the

spring of 1870 he limed a piece of strong land, about
26 acres, for Barley. He sowed the Barley and ploughed
in the lime. He had no grass seed worth putting a hurdle
on with the exception of that piece, and there he had a
very fair plot ; in fact so good that he was able to cut a
crop of hay last summer, and to save the seeds. He
could only attribute that result to the lime he had used.

He used about 40 sacks to an acre. As regarded the
management of the hill land, he might say that as the
harvest was so late it was a difficult matter to do much
in autumn cultivation unless they had a season on pur-
pose. In the autumn of 1S70 they could do some-
thing, but in that of 1871 they could do nothing

—

in fact wose than nothing, for those who attempted
to do anything last summer in cleaning their hill land
made the Couch grow. He quite agreed with Mr, Groves
that rafting was the best plan they could adopt in cases
where land was strong and the harvest late. The plan he
adopted when he had much Couch was to raft first of all,

and, before Christmas, if the Couch was dry enough, to

plough it in, then raft and turn it over again, leaving the
land to dry during the winter, and in the spring the land
could be worked a fortnight or three weeks later.

He thought no land would pay better for manure
than grass land. Let sheep be kept on corn land as
much as possible, giving them plenty of artificials, but
where there was a large portion of grass land he advocated
the using of good farm-yard manure. Adverting to the

piece of Barley ground which he had limed, he said per-

haps some people 'would hke to know what crop he had
of grain and stubble, as that summer was such a dry one.

People might think that lime dried the land too much,

and that he did not have much straw or corn, but he
could assure them that the straw was more than an
average crop, and the Barley was some of the best quality

on his farm.

Miscellaneous.
The CardiI'F Catalogue oi-- Implements.—The

following is the conclusion of the Mar^ Lane Express
catalogue of machinery in motion :

—

Cambridge & Parham, of Bristol, had a 6-horse and a
i-horse portable engine, driving a double and a single blast

threshing machine. The engines were fitted with the

exhibitors' patent water-heater, which, utilising the waste
heals from the exhaust steam, and that which comes from
the tubes in the smoke box, boils the water, and saves one-

third of the fuel. As the price of fuel is so high now, any
economy that can be practised is important, and this water-

heater, which has been in use now two years and a-half,

appears to give satisfaction.

Marsden & Co., of Leeds, had one of Blake's patent

stone breakers or ore-crushers, worked by one of Barrows
& Stewart's lo-horse power portable engines ; also one of
Marsden's new machines, a great improvement on the

former stone breakers. For this the judges awarded a
silver medal.
Woods, Cocksedge & Warner, of Stowmarket, had

4-horse and 2-horse vertical engines of their own make,
driving corn-grinding mills. These engines are simple and
easy to manage, witli strong boilers well adapted for farms,

factories, or any confined space.

Wallis &Steevens, of Basingstoke, only showed their

slow-motion automatic folding elevator, for which they
received the silver medal of the Worcester Agricultural

Society last year. The threshing machines and engine
entered by this firm were not sent.

Nalder & Nalder (Limited), of Wantage, had three

threshing machines and a simple and light straw elevator,

worked by one of Brown & May's 7-horse portable

engines.

li. & H. P. Gibbons, of Wantage, had three of their

combined threshing machines in action, driven by two of

their engines, a 7-horse and a 4-horse engine. One of the

machines received commendation.

W. Tasker & Sons, of Andover, had three combined
threshing machines and two patentbalance elevators, driven

by one of their 8-horse power portable engines, fitted with

patent adjustable excentric, and an efficient feed-water

heater and spark catcher. Two of the threshing machines
were highly commended by the judges.

Ruston, Proctor & Co., of Lincoln, had three combined
threshing machines, driven by their own engines. One of

these threshing machines was commended by the judges.

Marshall, Sons & Co. (Limited), of Gainsborough, had
some of their threshing machines at work, driven by their

own engines. They carried off the ist prize of^40 for

a threshing and finishing dressing machine, drum 4 feet 6

inches, fitted with Rainforth's patent adjustable corn

screen, improved barley awner and smutter, straw shakers,

and all modern appendages ; another of their threshing

and dressing machines, but without the finishing apparatus,

was also highly commended by the judges. Their portable

steam-engine, %\ inch cyhnder and 12-inch stroke, was
also highly commended.

E. S. Hindley, of Bourton, Dorset, had a 6-horse port-

able threshing machine and two portable engines at

work.
Stephen Lewin, of Poole, had a threshing machine and

several steam-engines. For his patent stacking machine,
worked by horse-gear, he received from the judges the 2d
prize of £S'

Southwell & Co., of Rugeley, had in operation some of
their grist mills and chaff-cutters, several of which are

manifest improvements, and entered as new implements.
The British grist mill has an entirely new and effectual

arrangement for passing pieces of iron, (S:c., without

injury to the grinding surfaces, and is quite within the

power of two horses or bullocks in any ordinary gear. It

seems well adapted to colonial purposes. Another mill,

half as large again, can be worked by three horses, or by
a small steam-engine, and would be useful to millers. One
of their improved chaff-cutters has an extra large fly-wheel

of immense power, an improved steel mouthpiece dove-

tailed into the castings, with reverse and stop motions :

will cut three lengths,

Hayward, Tyler & Co., of London, had a vertical steam ,

and pumping engine in operation.

Joseph Gilbert, of Evesham, had two of his combined
threshing machines, worked by one of Ruston & Proc-

ter's 7-horse power steam-engines. These machines were
fitted with a patent barley awner, drums 34 inches long,

by 20 inches diameter, and Coulson's spring hangers and
Penney & Co.'s patent rotary expanding com screen,

Timothy Thomas, of Cardigan, had a useful combined
gorse or furze-cutting and bruising machine, a combined
grinding and crushing mill, a 4-horse threshing machine,

with straw shaker combined, and other machines, driven

by one of Clayton & Shuttleworth's 17-horse portable

engines.

J. L. Norton, of London, besides some patent tube

well-driving apparatus, had a grinding and disintegrating

mill.

Head, Wright5on& Co., of Stockton-on-Tees, e.>:hibited

a number of Moore's patent pulley blocks.

Edward Hayes, of Stony Stratford, had one of his im-
proved self-acting windlasses and anchor for steam culti-

vation, intended to work with the ordinary single cylinder

portable engine of 6 or 8-horse power, thus employing
the engines already in use on the farm ; and a force-

pump, combining the ordinary portable and steam fire-

engine.

James Hall & Co., of Lincoln, had some of Tye's corn-

grinding and other milts.

Peacock & Wilson, of Goole, had one of Cambridge &
Parham's 6-hoi'se engines, driving some universal disinte-

grators for farmers and others.
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Albert Watson, of Andover, had two elevators, for ricking

by horse-power, with the necessary gear.

Wade & Cherry, of Hull, had a combined pugging,
making, and pressing patent brick and tile-making ma-
chine.

Straw Elevators at Cardiff.—There are many
ways by which straw can be elevated, and the truth of

this statement is pretty well demonstrated in the show-
yard at Cardiff. There are ordinary rickers in which

the straw is elevated by chains carrying prongs, and
worked either by steam-power or by horses ; there are

machines by which gigantic pitchforks of various forms

are carried to great heights. Tliere are generally

arrangements of poles, ropes, and pulleys. Thirdly,

there is at least one blast elevator on the ground. Of
the ordinary rickers, that by Mr. Tasker is worthy of

notice. It has a very good though simple arrangement

for elevating the end, which can be worked by one man
with ease ; it can be folded up most compactly and stowed

away in an ordinary cart-shed. Mr. W. T. Wright,

of St. Nicholas, near Cardiff, exhibits an elevator which
he calls the ** patent eclipse double-action horse pitch-

fork." This is one of the pole and rope class. A tall

pole is stuck in the ground, and stayed with ropes from

the top. A boom, can-ying pulleys at each end, can

be hauled up to any convenient position on this pole,

round which it is free to move. , A rope carrying the

fork passes over these pulleys, down the pole, round
another pulley near the ground, and is then attached to

the horse, whose business it is to walk forwards and
backwards alternately. The horse pitchfork consists of

two three-pronged forks turned towards one another,

and having their handles bent round so as to turn on
the same centre. The handles are continued a short

way beyond this centre, and are then attached to the

ends of two links, which again have their other ends
attached to opposite points of a ring. The elevating

rope passes through this ring to the point at which the two
forks are centred. The action of the machine is simple

enough. When a man has filled the fork, the horse is

started forwards, the motion of the ascending load being

regulated by a rope attached directly to the fork, and
held by the man who has j ust filled it, so that he can pull

the empty fork back to him. The load is discharged by
the ring through which the rope passes coming in con-

tact with a tappet at the end of the boom, when the

forks of course open. During the action of this elevator

tie horse is occasionally stopped rather too suddenly
by the fork coming to its highest point. It would be a

better arrangement if the middle pulley were to be
placed to some distance up the pole above the boom,
provided that the boom itself be heavy enough to effect

the release of the straw. This elevator is said to be
new in England, but it has been employed in America
for some time past. Messrs. Ransomes, Sims & Head
exhibit a blast elevator, which appears to do its work
extremely well, though I am unable to state what power
it requires for working. It is intended to accompany
the straw-cutting threshing machine sent in for trial by
the same firm, and which has heen mentioned as the

novelty to be seen among the threshers at the show.

A pulley on the threshing machine drives the fan of the

elevator, and the cut straw is driven by the blast along

a light funnel madeof wrought-iron pipes, about 25 feet

long, and 10 inches in diameter, and turned down at

the end so as to deliver the straw downwards. The
funnel can be raised or lowered by means of a common
winch. The straw is delivered in the same softened

condition as when trodden out by cattle, and has the

great advantage of being entirely free from dust, and
consequently fit for fodder. The Engineer.

Needham ALLOTiMENT Gardenixg.—In the year

1840 I was a member of the Debenham Farmers' Club,

the principal object of which was to stimulate, by the

application of its funds in prizes, a competition amongst
theallotmenttenants and theoccupiersof cottage gardens,

the result of which was very gratifying. The then

vicar, the Rev. J. Bedinfield, supplemented the objects

of the Club with much zeal by giving additional prizes in

the shape of working tools for the garden, such as wheel-
barrows, new spades, hoes, and rakes. An annual
inspection took place by a committee of the Club of the

allotments and gardens, which ended by an exhibition

of the cottagers' productions in the month of November.
In the year 1843 I hired my present occupation under
the late Sir William Middleton, and upon conference

with the then excellent rector, the late Rev. C. Shorting,

I found an identity of feeling between us upon the

subject of allotments. I soon arranged, with the con-

sent of my landlord, to give up 9 acres of my farm in

two several fields lying most suitably for the population

for allotments. It was also agreed that the clergyman
should rent the land and let it to the poor at the rate of

yi. per rod, inclusive of all outgoings. The fields

wanted draining, which I superintended for the rector,

the expense of which was apportioned over all the allot-

ments. I then set out the fields into 52 allotments,

varying from 20 to 30 rods. This being done 28 years
since, you will readily believe in the necessity for re-

draining it, and the marvel is that during the last

summer several of the tenants applied to me to use my
influence to get it drained upon the Government plan
of 4 feet tile draining. I told them I thought I could
accomplish it, but the chief difficulty was in the carting
of the necessary pipes from Needham Market to the
spot. By an appeal to the farmers this was done, and
in the month of November last the pieces were effec-
tually pipe-drained—no doubt the first in the county,

if not the first in the country, upon the plan. The
expense of this being considerable, to be recovered yearly

by a drainage-rate, is a striking commentary upon the

deep drainage, knowing, as we most of us do, the

strong prejudices that exist amongst them as a class

against any departure from the 30-inch draining. I

find a diversity of practice exists as to the nominal
landlords of the allotments. Thus, that where the

clergyman of the parish starts the system upon the glebe
land, he generally takes the management of it with a
superior set of rules to when it is otherwise managed.
[ happen to have some knowledge of the working of

the system in the parishes of Wetheringsett and
Mendlesham, both large parishes, with a considerable

number of allotments, and in the former parish the

letting and management is vested in the trustees of

the parish property, simply because the allotments are

rented of them. In the last named parish (Mendle-
sham) the property is of the same kind, but I believe the

rents are received by and accounted for by the church-
wardens ; and I find a great uniformity of practice in

all parishes in the amount charged for rent, viz., at the

rate of 40^. per acre free of tithe and parish charges.

Also, in another respect, I found upon inquiry that in

every parish there was a prevailing eagerness amongst the

labourers to possess themselves of an allotment. Upon
a late audience with my own rector, the conversation

turning upon the allotments, he showed me his memo-
randum-book, where the names of seven applicants

appeared for the first vacant allotment. My own
opinion is in favour of the minister of the parish being

recognised as landlord in preference to any one else, as

it is calculated to exercise a salutory supervision over

the daily habits of the tenants, as well as bringing the

minister oftener into contact with his poorer neighbours,

which cannot fail to be productive of mutual benefit.

There is one point which, next to the amount of rent

per rod for each allotment, demands some expression

of opinion from the Club to-night, viz., the payment of

rent in advance. This may appear requiring and sus-

picious on the part of the landlord, but it is merely
ideal, as the practice would entail no hardship on the

tenant, whilst if the land was let by the clergyman of

the parish, it would be of the greatest value to him to

be free from all risk in being brought into pecuniary

disputes with his parishioners for arrears or non-payment
of rent ; and, besides, the precedent of partial or entire

forgiveness would be fraught with ruinous consequences

to the landlord. The tenant would, also, in prospect

of an allotment, pay his first rent cheerfully in advance,

which would obviate all future difficulties and objections,

and commend itself to the good sense of the tenant, in

the consciousness that at the termination of his tenancy,

whenever or however it might happen, he would have
nothing to pay in the shape of rent. It appears to me
desirable that those members of the Club who possess

information as to the working of the system, should

to-night express a unanimous opinion as to the maxi-
mum quantity of land to be offered to candidates for

allotments, keeping in view the prime condition of con-

fining the cultivation to spade husbandry. We find,

glancing from one locality to another, that the variation

ranges from 20 rods to 2 acres. I think it will be
apparent to most practical men that any quantity above
an acre is loaded with objections, if, as I conceive, it

ought to be cultivated by the spade. Within these last

few years a society has sprung up at Needham Market,

I believe, under the presidency of the Rev. F. Steward,

for the purpose of encouraging cottagers and allotment

tenants, by a horticultural and floricultural exhibition,

at Needham, in the month of September, every year,

which is well patronised, and a keen competition is

manifested for the prizes offered. One of my own
labourers had the satisfaction (through the recommen-
dation of our rector) of receiving a prize of Sj. for a

neatly and well-kept cottage garden and allotment.

There has been, and are still, dissentients to the system.

It is alleged that unscrupulous and defiant men are to

be found in every village, who, to reach a distant allot-

ment, are habitual trespassers in making paths across

the fields and breaches in hedges, very objectionable to

the farmers. Another objection by others is that holders

of allotments are tempted to spend their early morning
hour in labour upon their allotment before presenting

themselves at six o'clock to receive their employer's

orders, from which cause they carry a partially spent

frame through the course of the day. Mr. Grimwade,
be/ore the Stoiomarket Farmeti Club.

^\t deck's Mcrh.
Chatteris, Isle of Ely: Aiig. 17.—An uninter-

ruptedly fine week, and good for harvest operations.

Cutting Wheat and Oats with three machines all the

week. Howard's " International " doing its work well,

and admirably suited to the fen country. A continu-

ance of fine weather will iielp us to secure in fine order

a bulky but not a very promising crop. A. S. /^,

Mungos Wells: Atigust 19.—The weather since

the 1 2th has been very Uttle better, the thermometer
never above 60* until to-day, when it has been 76". A
dry day we have never had, but I would fain hope we
are now going to have dry weather. Harvest along

the coast has commenced at a few farms, but very

little cutting will be done until next week, and then it

won't be far inland. Barley, now that it is about ripe, is

not the crop it was expected to be, neither has it the fine

golden look about it. I should think a sixth of the
Wheat crop is false, if not more. As for Oats, they
have not looked so well for a good many years. Grass
is still good. Old Wheat is bringing more money,
lambs and fat sheep a little less. Potatos are getting
worse with the disease, and much need of dry weather
to stay its ravages. As for Turnips, it will now be
impossible to get them as clean as one would like

before harvest. On light land a great many Turnips
are still being carried off with finger-and-toe. Work
done : Cleaning green crop, and making straw ropes.

Work to be done : the same. //. B.
The Vale of Gloucester.—The labour of the

farm the last week has been entirely cutting and
carrying Wheat, which has been in good condition for

stacking the last few days. Peas are also now being
carried, after lying on the ground for three weeks ;

and as they were in such a wet, rotten state when cut,

and much grown, about half are lost. Reaping
machines are very little used in this neighourhood this

year ; the Wheat being so much laid it is impossible to

work them to advantage. Where laid, the Wheat is

much grown, and there will be very few good samples,
and the yield certainly below the average. Potatos
have not been so generally diseased for many years.

Grass most abundant, the great difficulty being to get

stock enough to eat it.

Roxburghshire : Aug. 19.—Two dry, sunny days,

after last week's deluge of rain, has brightened up the

appearance of things wonderfully ; Barley is especially

benefited by the change—the colour is recovering from
the dirty tinge it was getting last week. The corn
fields are very much laid and twisted, and will be
difficult to cut ; a great part being beyond the reaping-

machine will require to be shorn. Turnips are now
doing well. Hay is much damaged with the rain.

Lambs have got a fall of 3j-. a head at our latest

markets, but are still fetching extremely high prices.

Notices to Correspondents.
Glycerine : I/iquirer. It is in a certain sense a refuse

of the candle manufacture, being that part of natural

fatty matters the separation of which is one of the

objects of the manufacturer. Its non-iUuminating
power renders its presence undesirable, and its uses for

other purposes makes its separation a doubly impor-

tant consideration. Among its uses is said to be its fit-

ness for pig-feeding.

Guano : Cor.— It would probably provemore immediately
efficient on a light than on a heavy soil, much of its

value being due to substances which require the free

access of air and water to bring them into the condition

of vegetable food.

arkils.
SEED MARKET.

We have a quiet business passing in our market. For
Trifolium there is a small steady demand, at late rates

;

French seed realises more money than home-grown. New
winter Tares have now begun to appear. In Rape seed

values are tending upwards. New Mustard seed comes to

hand at very moderate quotations. Bird seeds are

without alteration. French Italian is getting dearer.

John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants,

37, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
MONDAV, Aug. 19.

We have about the same number of Beasts as on
last Monday : the average quality is good ; trade is

active, at fully last week's quotations. The supply of

Sheep is rather smaller, but fully equal to the demand
;

the trade is not brisk, and prices are unaltered on the

average. A few choice Lambs and Calves are in demand,
otherwise trade is dull. Our foreign supply consists of

650 Beasts , 6790 Sheep, and 220 Calves ; from Ireland

there are 110 Beasts; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 10;

and 1790 from the Midland and Home Counties.

(Per stone of 8 lb.)

s. el. s. d, 1
s. d. s. d.

Best Scots, Here- \ Best Long-wools 6 4(06 8

fords, &c. . . 5 8to6 2 Do. Shorn . . . .
— .

.

Best Shorthorns . . 5 6—5 8 Ewes & 2d quality 5 4—5 8

ad quality Beasts 4 4—5 o Do. Shorn .. .. — ..

Best Downs and Lambs .. ..6 4—7 8

Half-brcds .. 6 B-6 10 Calves .. ..5 o—£ 4

Do. Shorn .. .. — -. Pi?s .. ..4 0—5 o

Beasts, 2580 ; Sheep and Lambs, 14,530 '• Calves, 250 : Pigs, 80.

Thursday, Aug. 22.

The supply of both foreign and English Beasts is con-

siderably larger than on last Thursday ; the demand is

limited, and prices are lower; a few choicest qualities

have reached 6j., but it is too much to quote as average

of best. There are a few more Sheep ; trade is very dull

for them, and they cannot all be disposed of. Trade is

very heavy for Lambs ; only a few of the choicest kinds

are in request. Choice Calves are dear. There are 50
Milch Cows on offer ; trade rather worse for them.

Our foreign supply consists of 500 Beasts, 3900 Sheep,

and 230 Calves.

(Per stone of 8 lb.)

Best Scots, Here-
fords, hz.

Best Shorthorns .

.

ad quality Be.osts

Best Downs and
Half-breds

Do. Shorn

s. d. s. d.

8t05 10

4-5 6
o—4 10

J. d. s. d.

6 4to6 6Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

Ewes & ad quality 5 0—5 6
Do. Shorn . . . . — ..

Lambs . . . . 6 4—7 8

Calves .. .. 50-64
Pigs .. ..4 o—5 o

Beasts, 1400; Sheep and Lambs, 10,250 ; Calves, 370 ;
Pigs, 3°'
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METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET, Aug. 27,

Best Fresh Butter ijj. per dozen lb.

Second do. do. i^s, ,,

Small Pork, 4J. Zd. to 55. od. ; Large Pork, 41. od. to

4J. 6a. per 8 lb.

HA Y. —Per Load ofofi Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Aug. 22.

Prime MeadowHay, 75J.to 85^. Clover, old .. . .ii&r.to isor.

36
80
36

^oInferior do 30 65
New do 67 75
Inferior do 30 55
Straw 40 44

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Aug. 32.

Inferior Clover ,. 9o.r,toio?.r.

Clover, old ..

Inferior do. ..

New do.

Inferior do. .

.

Sup. Meadow Hay SSj. to g$s.

Inferior do 60 So
New do 50 80
Inferior do — —
Superior clover ..117 126

Prime 2d cut do. . .
—

New do 70 10c

Straw 42 4S

Joshua Bakek.

60—62 Red
63-67 Red
58-69'
— IRed

53—72:
^9—41! Malting .

24—29 Malting .

21—24'

24-28|Feed ...

25—27 Feed . .

.

22—25 ;
Feed . .

.

31—34: Foreign .

MARK LANE.
Monday, Aug. 19.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market
was good, and consisted almost entirely of the new crop,

the condition of which was generally fair ; the quality

varied very much, mostly inferior, particularly the white ;

prices realised were from 54J. to 62s. for while, and 54^.

to 6ax. for the red. The demand for old English and
foreign was limited, and we reduce our quotations is. per
qr. Barley and Beans brought last week's rates. White
Peas were rather dearer. Oats rather easier. There was
no change in the value of Flour.

Price per imperial IJuarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. .White
— fine selected runs do.— Talavera
— Norfolk— Foreign

Barley, grind &dist,27J to 32j..Chev.— Foreign, .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Ma2agan....3ij. to 33J. ..Tick— Pigeon 36J. to 50^. ..Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Esse.\, and Kent. . Boilers— Maple, 34^. to 36J Grey
Maize
Flour, best marks deUvered. .per sack— ad ditto ditto— Foreign per barrel 1 25-

Wednesdav, Aug. 21.

The weather being fine, and rapid progress having been
made with harvest work during the last few days, the com
trade was exceedingly quiet. Millers showed no dispo-
sition to operate freely, and a very moderate amount of
business was transacted. The business done in Wheat,
both English and foreign, was at about Monday's prices.
Very little English Barley was on offer, but there was a
fair show of foreign produce ; sales progressed slowly at
late rates, but fine parcels were firmly held. Malt sold
slowly on former terms. Oats were in moderate supply,
and the trade was quiet, at Monday's decline in prices.

Beans and Peas attracted but little attention, and prices
were unaltered. The Flour trade was quiet, at late

prices.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.

46 Harrow .,

' Longpod .

32—39 Egyptian.
39—41 Suffolk .

.

34—36 Foreign ..— Foreign ..

-42 Country .

.

30 Per sack..

60-63
62—64

34—39
31—43

1—24
7—20

34-46

31—33
41—44
36-40
28-34

40—42
38-68

English &
Scotch..

Irish

Foreign .

.

Wheat

Qr^

7580

7580

Barley.

Qrs.

Oats.

Qrs.

Flour.

Sacks.

{ 1200

\ 1320 bris.

Hull, Aug. 20.—Several samples of new red Wheat
were offered, for which 61s. to 63J. was about the value.
Old Wheat was neglected, and is. to 2J. per qr. lower;
foreign was sold at a similar dechne. English white
was quoted at bos. to 62s. per qr. ; red, 585. to 6oj-. ;

Dantzic and Konigsberg white, 62s. to 64J. ; mixed
and high mixed, 57J. to 60^. ; Baltic red, 585. to 60s.;

Danish and Hamburg, 56^-. to $js.; Russian, 51J. to 52J-.

Some samples of new foreign Barley were shown, but
no business was done. For grinding Barley there was a
good demand, and the few parcels shown were taken off

at advancing prices. Oats e.xperienced an advance of
about is. per qr.

Averages.
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J.
Perfection in Heating.

G. S M E A T O N AND CO.,
Horticultural Architects and Builders, Hot-water

and Steam-heating _ENGiNfeERS,
71, Harwood Road,

Walham Green, Fulhara,
London, S.W.

Consultations in all parts of the Kingdom.
Plans and Estimates [gratis.

Efficiency in all branches guaranteed.

Saddle Boiler, with Water
Bars.

HOT-WATER APPARAT
erected complete, or the Materials supplied.

Improved and extra strong Cast-iron TUbULAR BOILERS, with
or without Water-bars.

CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,

for use without brickwork

Portahh Boiler. tHrStTLE
and other VALVES,

FURNACE
DOORS, BARS,
and FURNACE
WORK of every

description and size.

INUIA-RUBBER
1

RINGS for Pipe
Joints ; Sockets re-

quire no other pack-
ing, and are perlectly
water-tight.

Goods, of the very best manufacture, deHvered at Railway or
Wharf in London.

LYNCH WHITE, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

London, S.E, (Surrey side of Blackfriars Bridge).
Price List on application.

JONES'S PATENT " DOUBLE L " SADDLE
ROILER.

TANNED NETTING, for Garden purposes,
Protecting Fruits from Birds, &c. Widths 1, 2, 3, and 4 yards.

Price id. per square yard,
HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,

with the following improvements, viz. , the water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at the
same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made of the follow-
ing sizes;

—

Sizes.
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Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: or, The Art of
Describing Pl-^nts correctly, in ScieiUific Language, for Sell

Instruction and the Use af Schools, Price is.

MEDICAL and CECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Frincipal PLints employed in Medicine or

Domestic CEconomy. In 1 vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price

71. 6d.

SCHOOL BOTANY; OR, The Rudiments of
Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price 5*. 6d,

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; or, The
Structure. Ci_\ssification, and Uses of Plants. Illustrated

upon the Natural System. In One Volume, 8vo, cloth, price 36J , with
upwards of ^00 Illustrations.

London : BRADBURY, EVANS, and CO., 10. Bouvcrie Street, EX.

THE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST for SEPTEM-
BER will contain a fine Coloured Figure, by MacFablane, of

the G.-\LLO\VAV PIPPIN APPLE, and numerous interesting and
seasonable Papers on Gardening and Floriculture.

London ; 171, Fleet Street, E.C.

Now Ready, with 17 Plates, Price los. 6d.,

THE CLEMATIS as a GARDEN FLOWER :

being Descriptions of the Hardy Species and A'arieties ol Cle-

matis, or \'irgin's Bower, with Select and Classified Lists, Directions
for Cultivation, and Suggestions as to the purposes for which they arc

adapted in Modern Gardening. By Thomas Moore, F.L.S., and
George Jackman. F.R.H.S.

London: JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.

Now ready, price is., free by post for 13 stamps, with 9 Illustrations,

ITALY in- ENGLAND; a Practical Treatise on the
CuIti\'ation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,

which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON and SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.C. ; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of GARDEN
OPERATIONS. Fy the late Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.

Reprinted from the Garxinttrs' Chtvnicle and A£ricultnral Casctle,
with Additions.
Price id. each, or 5*. for 25 Copies for distribution amongst

Cottage I'enantrj-.

Delivered anywhere in London on receipt of a Post Oflice order,
payable to \Vm, Richards, at the King Street Office, Covent Garden.

Published at the Office of the Oanifncrs' ChronicU and Agricultural
GastlU, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Notice.

[By Appointment to the Royal Hortiailtural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, without extra charge
10 the Advertiser.

ADAMS and FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, 59, Fleet Street, E.C.

WANTED, as G.ARDENER. a steady, well-informed
Man, with thorough knowledge of Vineries, Conservatories,

and Fruit, Vegetable, and Flower Gardens. No one need apply with-
out long character for thorough efficiency and trustworthiness in all

departments.—Address by letter only, A. B. C, Farmers' Supply
Association, Limited, 69, Iving William Street, E.C.

ANTED, TWO or THREE young MEN, in the
Houses. Must be accustomed to Plants, and have been some

time in a Lcndon Nurser>-.—Application must be made personally, at

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare Plants,

King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

w ANTED, TWO young MEN, ages not under 23.
One to take charge cf the Houses; wages £\ per week, with

an advance, if suitable, of 2J. per week at the end ofTour months. The
other, for general Outside W'ork, and to assist in the Houses; wages
£x per week.—Apply, stating what capacities have ser\'ed in, and refer-

ence for characters, to THOMAS DIXON, Muncaster Hall,

Raioford, near St- Helen's, Lancashire. _^__^^__^___^^_^_^__
WANTED, within a few miles of London, a MAN,

to attend to the Garden, look after Horse and Chaise, and
make himself useful in the House.—W', M., Mr. James Roberts,
Stationer, ig,, Shoreditch, London, E.

WAN~TED, a GARDENER, who has been used to
Cows. Any steady, active Man, who is willing to make him-

self generally useful, may hear of a constant berth, at progressive
wages, beginning at i8j. weekly, by applymg to Mr. IISDALL,
Holland Park Dairy Farm, Kensington, w.

WANTED, in October, in a Gentleman's Small
Establishment, a MARRIED COUPLE, without family;

the Man as Cowman, &c., the Wife as Dairj'woman and to assist in a
small Laundrj*. Unexceptionable character is indispensable.—O. D.
Mr. Blencome, 15, Larkh all Lane, Clapham, S.W.

ANTED, an e.\-perienced TRAVELLER, who has
a good knowledge of Fruits, Roses, Shrubs, and general Nur-

sery Stock. None need apply whose character will not bear the
strictest investigation.—Address, with particulars of experience and
terms, to Mr. RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

WANTED, for a leading New York Seed Establish-
ment, an active young MAN, having a good knowledge of the

business. Salary- 12 dollars per week, ana free passage out.—Apply
by letter, stating age and full particulars of previous engagements, to
W. P. H., Post Office, zyj, Fulham Road, London. S.W.

WANTED, a thoroughly competent SHOPMAN.—
Apply, stating full particulars, to A. E., CdrL-icners' ChronicU

Office, WC.

wANTED, an ASSISTANT, in the Seed Trade.
Must be well up in the business.—Apply, in own handwriting,

to L, M. D., Gardaten' ChrouicU Office, W;C.

WANT PLACES —Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of varioug qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENDERSONANDSON,WellingtonNursery,St. John's Wood, N.W.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly slating the duties to be
Dndertakcn, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.—Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Married ; thoroughly under-
stands the profession in all its branches, including Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, Fruits, Flower and Kitchen Gttrdening, and
Pleasure Grounds ; also the Management of Land and Stock if
required. Unexceptionable references.—L. W. E,, Cole & Sons,
The Nurseries, Withington. near Manchester.

C:j_ARDENER (Head), to any Lady, Nobleman, or
-^ Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough practical Man in

all branches of the profession.—Well versed in the Early and Late
torcing of Fruits and Vegetables, a thorough good Hard and Soft-
wooded Specimen Plantsman for exhibition purposes or for home
decoration ; also a good Flower and Kitchen Gardener.—J. LANE,
Beau Manor Park Gardens, Loughborough, Lcicestersbire.

GARDENER (Head), age 25.—J. Jeffek.son, The
OardenSj Carlton House, Worksop, would have great pleasure

in recommending a young Man in the above capacity.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, one child;
thoroughly understands the profession in all its branches. Good

character.—J. 1-., Post Olfice, Gcrrard's Cross, Bucks.

GARDENER (Head), in a Gentleman's family.—
Married, no family; thoroughly understands Gardening in all

its branches. Four years' good cnaracter.—A. B., 41, King's Road,
Penge Koad. So uth Norwood, Su rrey

.

/::i ARDENER (Head), to any Lady or Gentleman.—
V.^ Midille-agcd, widower, no family; thoroughly practical in all

branches of Gardening necessary for a Gentleman's Establishment.-
HURT US, A^ Edwards, North Road, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (Head), at end of September.— Under-
stands the profession in all its branches, and a successful

exhibitor of Friiils and Flowers. Sixteen >ears' good character.

—

WILLIAM THOMAS, Gardener, Nctley Hall, Shropshire.

GARDENER (Head).—Thomas Paton, Gardener to
H. S. Lucy, Esq., Charlecote Park, Warwick, is now at liberty

to engage with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of
3 good practical Gardener, Thirteen years' first-class testimonials
from present employer.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married; thoroughly
practical, and well up in Forcing Early Fruits, Flowers, and

Vegetables ; also Growing Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower
and Kitchen Gardening in general. Good references.—H. H., Bourne
End, Wooburn, Bucks.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 36, married, no family;
thoroughly understands the profession in all its branches.

Over 20 years experience in some of the leading gardens in England.
A first-class Plant and Fruit Grower.—A. B., i, Bedford Cottage,
New Road, Barnet, Herts.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Hkad).—Nearly seven years in present

situation, where cvcrj- branch of Gardening has been thoroughly
carried out on an extensive scale. Is a well known practical Gar-
dener, and a man of trust and integrity. Character of the very highest
order.—A. A., Syndall Park, Faversham.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married; has a good
practical knowledge ol the profession in all its branches, Early

and Late Forcing, Vines, Peaches, Strawberries, Melons, Stove and
Greenhouse plants; also good Flower and Kitchen Gardener.
Twenty-live years' experience. Character of the highest order.

—

J. H. W., Messrs. Cooke & Son, Stationers, &c., Warwick.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married ; twenty
years' experience in Early and Late Forcing, and very successful

in Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Orchids, I'ropical and Aquatic
Plants ; also a lirst-class Kitchen and Flower Gardener, Unexcep-
tionable character,- H. C, B., Ridgway Nursery, Thursley,
Godalming, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single ; thorough
practical knowledge of the GrowtH of Pines, Vines, Melons,

Peaches, &c., and the care and Propagation o( Greenhouse and Exotic
Plants ; also good Kitchen and Flower Gardener. First-class re-
ferences from previous employers.—R. J., 35, Avenue Road, Regent's
Park, N.W.

C:^
ARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and

X BAILIFF.—Age 31; fourteen years' experience in the duties.
Highest references.—Please state terms, &c-, to A., Sebright Cottage,
Barnet, Herts.

GARDENER {Head, Working), age 30, married,
one child.—Geo. HorKiRK, Gardener, Somerleyton Hall, Suffolk,

is anxious to recommend the above to any Lady or Gentleman who
may require the services of a really good practical Man.—Address
as above.

GARDENER (Head, Working).-Age 33, married ;

has a thorough knowledge of Gardening in all its branches,
including Early and Late Grapes, Pines, Peaches, Strawberries,
Cucunibcrs, Melons, &c., also Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Can
be well recommended. Four years' character from present employer.
—Mr. J. WALKER, Nurser^'inan, &c., Thame, Oxon.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Middle-
aged, married, no family; understands Greenhouse, and Flower

and Kitchen Garden Management. Wife could undertake Cooking.
Good rcfercnces.—S. VINCENT, 59, Moreland Road, Bromley Hill,
Kent.

GARDENER (First-Class).—Age 40, married; a
thorough practical, active, and energetic Man, of superior quali-

fications in all the minutite of his profession, including Designing,
Laying-out, Ornamental Planting, Management of Land and Stock.
A lover of his profession, and not afraid of work ; would like to go
abroad.—The GARDENER, Geo. Stone, Esq., Fairfield, Liverpool.

ARDENER. — Age 19. Twelve months' good
character.—A. B. C, Halse, Taunton.G

GARDENER.—Age27, married, nofamily; experienced
in the various branches of the profession. Well recommended

from last employer.—C. H., Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale,
London, W.

GARDENER.—Age 35, married, no children ; si.x

years' character as Head Gardener from last place^ where
Pines, Vines, Orchard-house Trees, and general Gardening was
carried on successfully.—W. C, Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale,
London, W.

GARDENER.—Middle-aged, married, no incum-
brance ; has a practical knowledge of Flowers, Vines, Fruit and

Kitchen Gardens, and Pasture Land. Wife good Laundress. Willing
to assist in House in anyway if required. Good characters. Stale
wages,—S. R,, 28, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

GARDENER, good Single-handed, or where a Boy
is kept,— Understands Early and Late Forcing, also Flower

and Kitchen Gardening. Three years' good character.—W. S.,

6, Milford Street, Wandsworth Road, S.W.

Tf'OREMAN (or Second), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
1 If ""^"'f

Garden.-Age 33. Eight years' experience. Two and a
half years good character from present situation.—G. T., Hadzor
Gardens, Droitwich.

TDROPAGATOR (Hardwood).—ConifercK, Clematis,
X. Roses .lapiinese Plants, &c—A. B., T. Cri|)ps & Son, Frant
Road, I uiibrid ^jc.- \\ ells.

To Noblemen's Gardeners and Nurserymen.
IMPROVER.—A young Man, of high character and

respectability, is anxious to obtain employment under an cxpe-
rienccd Gardener.-—B. Y., Post Office, Oundle, Northants.

TO HEAD GARDENERS.—A strong Lad, age 16,
of good education, wishes to be placed under a Gentleman's

Gardener, where he would have an opportunity of learning the pro-
fession in the various branches. A Premium will be given.—JOHNAITKEN, The Gardens, Aldenhain Abbey, Watlord, Herts.

NOTICE to GARDENERS.—H. Cooper wishes to
place his Son, age 16, under any good Gardener, where he will

have an opportunity of learning the different branches of the profes-
sion. A Premium will be given.— II. COt>PER, Gardener to
W. McAdam Stewart, Esq., West Wickham, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed), where assistance is

given, or Second Man in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Family.—Married, one child ; understands the Management of Vines, Melons,
Cucumbers, all kinds of Early and Late Forcing, Stove and Green-
house Plants, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Nearly five years'
character.-R. W.,i,Judd Cottages, North Hill, Highgate, London, N.

mo LANDSCAPE GARDENERS.—The Advertiser,
-L having been cnpngcd some years in carrying out the Plans and
Designs ol some of the first Men in the Kingdom, is now open to an
cngagenient No objection to a Gardener's situation where Altera-
tions and Improvements are required. First-class references can be
given.—K. K,, Barr & Sugden, Seedsmen, King Street, Covent
Garden, London, W.C.

OTEWARD, or FARM BAILIFF—The Advertiser, a
VD Norfolk Man, who has had great experience in the Management
of Land, Breeding and Rearing all kinds of Stock, desires an appoint-
ment as above. Highest references given.—A. B. C, Post Office,
Brandon, Sullolk.

LAND STEWARD, or BAILIFF.—Age 38, married ;

thoroughly understands the general Management of a large Home
Farm, Steam Cultivation, and all Modern Implements; also Superin-
tending of Planting, Draining, Farm Buildiiij::;s, and Repairs of an
Estate, with the Cultivation of a large Garden if required. Open to
any part of the United Kingdom. References good.—Address, with
particulars, G. E. IL, Britannia Steam Farms, Bedford.

FARM BAILIFF. —Advertiser will shortly be dis-
engaged, and is desirous of entering upon a charge in the above

capacity: also used to all kind of Soils, and Breeding and Rearing of
Stock.— B. D. R., Oak Hill Farm, Mendham, Harleston, Norfolk.

FARM BAILIFF.—Advertiser will shortly be dis-
engaged, and is desirous of entering upon a charge in the above

capacity. In every branch of Farming and Management of Live
Stock he has had most extensive experience, and can furnish first-

class references,—BAILIP'F, Mr. J. Harrison, Central Branch,
Blackpool,

SEED AGENCY.—Wanted, Agricultural Seeds on
Commission, by a Man of energy and experience, and one who

knows the Trade well, and has a good connection in Ireland, and a
perfect knowledge of all the Men in the Trade. He has other Com-
missions at present on hand. None but firstclass Houses need apply.
References of the highest order as to competency and character,—
C, D., Gardeners' Chronicle Onice, W.C.

SHOPMAN, or WAREHOUSE FOREMAN.—
Age 35, married ; twenty years' experience. Highest testi-

monials.—A. B., 66, Bridge Road, Battersea, S.W.

WM. YOUNGER and CO.'S ALES
Are of the HIGHEST PURITY,

Possess eminently invigoralin" and refreshing properties, and
are distinguished for their delicacy orflavour.

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishing.
To be had of the Principal Retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh, Established 1749. London Stores, Belvidere

Road.S.E. _^INAHAN'S . LL . WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow Spirit is the very

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than the
finest Cognac Brandy. Note the words " Kinahan's L.L." on seal,

label, and cork.
Wholesale Dcpflt, 20, Great Tit chfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

Lea & Perrins' Sauce,

THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced by Connoisseurs " the only good Sauce." Improves

the appetite, and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour,

ASK FOR LEA and PERRINS' SAUCE.
Beware of Imitations,

and see the Names of LEA and PERRINS on all Bottles and Labels.

Agents—CROSSE and BLACKWELL, London, and sold by all

Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity ot the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at i^ i^d.^ 3S. ijd.t 4s. 6<f., and II5.

IVrURSERY FOREMAN.—Age 35,
J-^ 17 years' experience in Town and Country
Thoroughly competent in -ill branches. Good references.
Smith, Stationer, North Street, Wandsworth, S.W.
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SIR J.
PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES
FOR THE MILLION

ARE MADE OF THE BEST MATERIALS, WELL VENTILATED, AND USED FOR EVERY PURPOSE (j-,v Testimonials).

Illustrated Price Lists free on application to address below.

Works in LONDON, GLOUCESTER, COVENTRY, ABERDEEN, and PAISLEY,
to save purchasers unnecessary expense in carriage.

Flowers.

Ventilation.

Forcing

Houses.

Cheapness.

Quality.

Figs.

TESTIMONIALS
Peaches.

Peaches
and Figs.

Vines.

From the Most Hon. the Marquess of Westminster,
Grosvenor House, May 19, 1863.

"The Marquess of Westminster writes, in reply to Mr.
Hereman's note, to say that he has much pleasure in informing
him that the Glass Houses for Peaches, &c., which he constructed

for him in Dorset, i860, have fully answered their purpose, and
prove very satisfactory."

From John Ca!E, Gardener to His Grace the Duke of Argyll,

Inverary Gastle Gardens, May 21, 1863.

" I have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficiency

of the [150 feet] Lean-to Glass Houses which you erected here
for covering in Peach and Fig Trees. Although our wall is

17 feet high, the fruit sets regularly over the whole surface, and
with the command of ventilation these houses have, fruit can be
forwarded or retarded at pleasure."

i^?VM John Jeffrey, Gardener, Benham Park, Newbury,
Berks, January, 1865.

" We have a splendid crop of Muscats in one house, and
in the other house West's St. Peter's and Lady Downe's Seed-
ling, We have an extra division put in to make a Peach House

;

the trees have done wonders. I took the First Prize for Muscats,
and First Prize for Nectarines grown in your Patent Glass House,
at the Newbury September Show." [65 by 25 feet.]

From James Dickson & Sons, Newton Nurseries, Chester,

January 20, 1865.

" The Span-roofed House [100 by 24 feet] you sent us is ail

we could wish, and suits us very well. The House came to us

in perfect order, and not a pane broken, and was at once put up
and at work."

From George Breese, Gardener to Viscount Castlerosse,

Killarney, February 1, 1866.

" The Range is now 232 feet in length. In the one erected

January, 1865, I had fine Peaches and Nectarines last August.
Your Houses have many advantages ; they are easily erected

and very cheap, are light in appearance, effectually exclude wet,

and the ventilation is excellent."

From C. WiNGFIELD, Esq., Onslow Hall, Shrewsbury,
October 11, 1866.

"I have great pleasure in adding my testimony as to the

practical utility of the 72 feet of Glass Roof, and the two Span-
roofed Forcing Houses which have been supplied to me by you.

They are light and strong, and the ventilation is good."

From W. P. Price. Esq., M.P., Tihberton Court, near
Gloucester, June 13, 1868.

"Nothing can have answered better than the [180 feet]

Glass Roofs you put up for me about eight years ago. The
Peach and Nectarine trees are in full bearing ; we never fail to

have a good crop. I have some Vines in the house between the

Peach trees, and on a shelf at the top I ripen Strawberries in

pots. I should think it impossible to put up so cheap a build-

ing on any other plan which would produce as much fruit."

From Hunter Rodwell, Esq., Ampton Hall, Bury
St. Fdmi/nd's, August 5, 1868.

" Respecting the Orchard House which you sent me six

years ago, I have much pleasure in stating that it has answered
admirably ; I have always received a good crop of fruit, and the
fabric is as sound as when first put together."

From P, Grieve, Gardencf, Culford, Bury St. Edmund's,
Augusts, 1868.

"The Patent Glass Roof 'Lean-to' which we had from
you some six years since has in all respects answered the purpose
for which it was intended, viz., to convert a wall 120 feet in

length into a Fig House, which has never failed to produce
abundance of excellent fruit, greatly superior to any that we ever

had produced upon the open walls."

Stormproof.

Perfect

Ventilation.

Pines.

Vines and
Cucumbers.

Vines.

Plants and
Heating.

Flowers.

Flowers.

Simplicity

and
Cheapness.

From William Taylor, Esq., Middlesbord, Augusts, 1868.

"I have been perfectly satisfied with the result of the
Lean-to House I got from you five years ago. The House is in

perfect order, and two nights ago in a great storm of thunder
and rain, there was no leakage. The HeatingApparatus has acted
well, and not required a sixpence in repairs since it was put up."

From a Report of the Gardens at Sir W. C. Medlycott's,
Sherborne, August, 1868.

"The Hothouses erected at Ven about five years ago by
Messrs. H. & M. have fully answered the purposes to which they
are devoted. The first is planted with Muscats and Hambro's,
and the crop is second to none about these parts in any one
thing. The second is being gradually brought to late Grapes
alone ; these are also very satisfactory. In winter, Gf^'^^iums
and other bedding plants are kept in these Vineries, -and in

Spring, Strawberries and French Beans are forced with good
success With regard to the ventilation it has been found
most excellent this hot Summer. The smaller house is devoted
to the cultivation of Cucumbers and Melons, and growing a lew
stove plants and Ferns for table decoration, and answers most
admirably ; Cucumbers are cut all the year through."

From W. Shenessy, Gardener, IVoodside, Darlington,
August 19, 186S.

" After a trial of five or six years, I have pleasure in stating

that the Patent- Roof Houses put up here have answered most
admirably ; the Span-roof Range for Pines, the Lean-to for Fruit

and winter Vegetables, also for early crops of Peas, Potatos,

Salading, &c."

From]^UE?, Atty, Esq., Rugby, May 14, 1869.

"The Glass Roofs which you supplied four years ago
answer very well, and are now producing fine crops of Peaches
and Grapes, and an extraordinary crop of Cucumbers ; I think,

for this latter purpose, my small Span-roof House cannot be
surpassed."

From]on^ Hughes, Gardener. Ince Hall, Chester,

Afay 20, 1869.

" Captain Yates is perfectly satisfied with the large Vinery,

108 feet, you put up for us. The crops have been everything

that could be expected, with every prospect of their continuing

so. After five years of experience I consider the plan of ventila-

tion very excellent."

From F. FoRD, Gardener at Chorleywood Cedars, Rickmans-
wortk, February 25, 1871.

"The late Vinery you put up for us in the Autumn of

1869 fully answered all expectations. The Plant house put up
in 1 865 IS the best I have, among many built by othe * The
boiler works the three houses with le?s fuel than iite old

saddle boiler did the two, it is therefore much more economical.'

From E. A. Smith, Esq., Blandford, February -^i,, 1871.

" They have proved very satisfactory, and no damage has
been done by the frost this severe winter. I consider them par-

ticularly adapted for flowers."

From
*'
Journal of Horticulture,'* May 33, 1872, about

Duke of Leinster's Gardens, Carton, Ireland.

" The Paxton House affords room to grow a greater variety

than could be done in the crowded fruit houses. This Paxton
House is a first-rate style of useful house, and most substantially

fitted up."

From J.
SHePPARD, Wooherstone, Ipswich, in

" Gardeners' Chronicle," June 15, 1872.

" I have had some years experience with Paxton "s Houses,
and have seen many in use at other places, and always with
satisfactory resuhs ; and for simplicity, efficiency, and price, 1

consider them unequalled."

ESTIMATES given for ORNAMENTAL CONSERVATORIES to Architects' Plans and Specifications, or to rough sketches with sizes

marked on ; also WINTER GARDENS or BOUNDARIES to New Gardens instead of walls.

A Pamphlet^ wilh several Illiisiraiions^ Testimonials^ dr^e.j id.

HERE]MAN & IVTORTON,
14, TICHBORNE STBEET, REGENT QUADBANT, LONDON, V^.

AGENTS for CHAPMAN'S " MTJLTTJM in PABVO " FLOWER and FBTTIT CASES : Specimens at the Office.^ PATENT PINEOI.IT7ni BLINDS for Conservatories, Sec.

Editonal CommunicatioJH should be addressed to " The Editor ;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Omce, 41, Wellinrlon Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C,
D,™. . .'.u I^i «"*"?.',' S^ the Office ol Messrs. Bradburv, Evams.&Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlc.ex, and Published bv thKTCHARDS, at tho Office, No. «I, VVelhngton Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—SATURDAY, Aoeust M, i'?'-

Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh ; for Ireland—Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son, Dublin.
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BOYAL HORTICULTUR.AL SOCIETY. SOUTH
KENSINGTON. W.

NOTICE.—FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEE MEETING, on WEDNESDAY NEXT. September 4, at
iro'Clock. GENERAL MEETING at 3. Band of the Royal Horse
Guards from 3.3a Admission 21. bd.

BISHOP AUCKLAND FLOWER SHOW,
FRIDAY, August 30—The Schedule of Prires again increased,

and may be obtained by applying to J. C. HENDY, Secretary, Bishop
Auckland.

HE AUTUMN SHOW of the REIGATE ROSE
ASSOCIATION will be held at the New Public Hall, Reigaie.

on SATURDAY. September 7. Admission by Members' Ticket at
t o'clock, and after 2 o'Clock to the Public, on payment of One
Shilling. Close at 6 o Clock.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.- FLORAL and HORTI-CULTURAL MEETING will be held at the Gardens. Old TrafTord,

on TUESDAY. September 10. Information relating to these Meetings
may be obtained from the Uundersigned,

BRUCE FINDLAY. Secretary to the Committee.
Botanic Gardens, Manchester.

Royal Pavilion, Brighton.THE BRIGHTON and SUSSEX
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S AUTUMN EXHIBITION

will be held on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, September 11
and 12, on the same grand scale as on former jears. Prizes offered for
Plants, Ferns, Fruits, Cut Flowers, and Table Decorations, for which
liberal Pnzes are offered ; also the Railway Cup, value /lo, for the
best 10 Variegated Plants.
Schedules to be obtained on application to the Secretary', gfi,

St. James's Street ; or, E. SPARY, Jiuperintcndent of the Exhibition,
Queen's Graperies, Brighton. EDW. CARPENTER, Secretary.

TV/TR. JAMES ERASER. Horticultural andXTX Agricultural Vall-er and Auctioneer, Maytand's Farm,
Romford, Essex ; late of the firm of J. & J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.

JC. STEVENS' Horticultural, Scientific, and
• Natural History Sale Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, London, W.C. Established 1760. SALES by AUCTION
nearly EVERY DAY. Catalogues on application.

Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH. Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London, N.M

KODERICK NICOLSON. Advertising Agent
and Gener.\l Co.m.mission Agent, i, Racquet Court. Fleet

Street, E.C.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT. bawtree,
DOWLING and COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchant.s.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.G. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
for Wheat; 1862. for " Excellent Seed Com and Seeds."

A VAN GEERT. Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
^^^Ate^r^'?.Ti'5'"'' ^[^ Patrons and the Public in general, that
his CAlALUGUESmay behadfrceoo application to his Agents,

Lo^don'^E C
^^^^^^^-^^ '^^^ SON, 5, Harp Lane, Tower Street,

Dutch Bulbs and other Flower Roots.

T SCOTT has just received, direct from the best
• Growers, his usual splendid and varied assortment of the above,

all i:\TRA I'ICKED, and moderate in price. CATALOGUES gratis
and post free on apphcation to

J. SCOTT, The Seed Stores. Yeovil, Somerset.

To the Trade.
BULBS, comprising ULIUM, NARCISSUS,

GLADIOLI, IRIS, ALSTRQiMERIA, CYCLAMEN, DOG'S-
TOOTH VIOLETS. JONQUILS, OXALIS, SCILLAS, and
numerous other Bulbs. LiS'l' on application.

STEPHEN BROWN, Weston-super-Mare.

Hyaolntbs, Tulips. Crocuses, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH and SON'S CATALOGUE
of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other

DUTCH BULBS, is now ready, and can be had, post-free, on
application, Highgaic Nurseries, London, N.

Dutch Bulbs.
ri M. KEMP-WELCH'S CATALOGUE of DUTCH
V_I • BULBS is now ^e.^dy. and will be forwarded poit free on
application. The Bulbs arc of the finest quality, and early orders
are respectfully requested.

Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Portland Street, Clifton, B/istol.

New Catalogue of Bulbs, Plants, Fruits, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, coiUaining Select, Descriptive, and Priced
Lists of Dutch and other Bulbs, Alpine and Herbaceous Plants,
Hardy Aquatics, Delphiniums. Grape Vines, Fruit Trees, New and
Rare Plants, Miscellaneous Plants, suitable for bedding and decora-
tive purposes, double flowered Pvrethrums, Sweet Violets, iitc, is

now {lublished. and will be forwarucd to applicants.
Exotic Nursery, Tootint;, Surrey, S.W.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Lillums, Gladioli, Crocus, and a
large stock of MISCELLANEOUS DUTCH and CAPE
BULBS, ROOTS, PLANTS, direct from the Grower.

ANT. ROOZEN AND SON'S (late Ant. Roozen)
CATALOGUE of the above lor 1S72, will, as usual, be handed

to all Gardeners and Amateur?;, free on application, For our SPECIAL
TERMS as to Free Delivery, Remitting, 8ic., please consult
Catalogue.—Ovcrveon, near Haarlem, Holland, July i.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, Sc.

CJ. BLACKiTH and CO., late Betham &
• Blackith, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

Street, London, S.E.
Forwarders to all parts of the World.

wEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other PRIZE
COB NUTS and FILBERTS LISTS of these varieties from

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS, Florist
Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants oJ all

the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours:
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

PAUL AND SONS' ROSES.—The Roses at the
Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, are BLOOMING very finely this

autumn.—The stock of Roses on own roots, in pots (10,000). may be
now picked from advantageously.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fmiting in Pots.—
Peaches. Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries. Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

MESSRS. THOMAS RIVERS and SON invite
inspection of their ORCHARD HOUSES, which are now full

of fruit, A large Collection of ROSES is in bloom.
Sawbridgeworth, Herts,

PEACH. NECTARINE, and APRICOT TREES.—
Gentlemen wishing to thin out their walls (outside) this autumn

will find a PURCHASER of good sized TREES by applying to

G. GALLOWAY, Gardener, The Old Hall, Aigburth Road, near
Liverpool.

Fines.

BS. WILLIAMS has now a fine stock of splendid-
• grown plants of all the best kinds, including both Suckers and

Successions, of the CHARLOTTE ROTHSCHILD, Prices on
application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

Vines, Vines, Vines.
NOW is the BEST TIME to PLANT.

VINES planted now in full vigour, will go the length
of any ordinary- roof this season. Strong Canes, fine short-

jointed stuff, 9 to 10 feet long by 1% inch round, from Eyes this
spring, of all the leading kinds, may be had from
JOHN KELLErT,\Vcllinf;ton Nursery, Heaton Chapel.Stockporl.

The Trade supplied.

Strawberries.
CHARLES TURNER is prepared to execute orders

for all the leading varieties. Plants are fine this season.
Descriptive CATALOGUE on application.

The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

The Amateur Strawberry.
SAMUEL BRADLEY, the raiser and original

distributor of the afore-named ver>' desirable acquisition, begs
respectfully to intimate that he is now prepared to supply strong, well-
rooted plants, at los. 6d. per 100.

Trade price on application. Descriptive CIRCULARS post free.
Littfedale, Halam, near Southwell, Notts.

WANTED, 1000 RED CURRANT BUSHES,
3-yT, old.

JOHN MOIR AND SON, Aberdeen.

CAMELLIAS WANTED.—A few large specimen
plants. Price must be moderate.—Address, with full par-

ticulars, to TIMOTHY BRIGDEN, Seedsman, &c, 52, King
Wi 1Ham Street, City, E.C- _^_^
SPECIMEN PLANTS WANTED.— Persons having^ large Specimens of the finer kinds of Conservatory Plants for
DISPOSAL, will oblige by sending particulars to the Pine-apple
Nurscnr Company. |(^..x, ,.^^.n^.. ..

32, \Iaida Vale, Edg\vare Road, W.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse. 237 ^^38, High Holborn, London.

WPOTTEN can still supply PLANTS, as adver-
• tised in the Gardmen' CAn-M/.7c of August 17.

H^
Seeds for Present Sowing.

UNTS superb SWJCl'/r WILLIAMS, 40 varieties

;

CARNATIONS and I'lCOTEES, from 12 choice sorts. In
packets, at 11., 2s. td., and s.t.

JAMESJ^LDER, Crown Nursery, Reading.

English Saved Seed, Just Harvested]
~

PRIMULA JAPONICA, 2x. 6./. per packet.
TRIMULA IN\(iLUCKATA,var. Abyssiniensis,25.6!/ doBAKR ANU SUGllEN

, 12. King Street, Covent llarden, W.C.

British Fern Catalogue.
T_> OBERT SIM will send post free for six postage
*-\i stamps. Part I. {British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
mcluding prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced DescriptiveCATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXdTIc FERNS, No.

"'"''"'^'=

Foot's Cray N ursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.NTo the Trade!EW and choice EXOTIC FERNS, STOVE
PLANTS, and PALMS, at lower prices than previously offered,

111 fine healthy plants, from 31, 6j,. gs. i2.t
, lo 24J. per do^cn. Send

for Special LIST to lOHN 11. LEV. Exotic Nursery, Croydon.

TJPublic Parks and Gardens.
RITOMA UVARIA, true Kew variety.—About

1000 line stools for SALE this autumn, now in bloom at

______ WM. RING'S, Hanover Gardens, Kew, W.

BMALLER begs to state tliat he has some few
• thousands of healthy, wcll-grow,i ERICA HYEMALIS,

and other Winter Flowering Plants, wliich will be SOLD byAUCTION early in the autumn, unless previously disposed of.

^_^___^__ The Nurseries. Lee and Lcwisham, S.E.

FOR SALE, several tine large ALOES, in tubs ; some
smaller do. ; fine Cubas, Bays, and Garden requisites. Apply, by

letter, to A. C, 22, Tufton Street, Westminster, S.W.

JOHN BESTER, Manager.

^^O BE SOLD, Cheap, one magnificent plant ofX ARAUCARIA COOKII, about 25 feet high ; also one specimen
plant of ARAUCARIA EXCELSA, both in splendid condition. For
particulars, &c-, apply to
TIMOTHY BRIGDEN, 52, King William Street, City, EC.

PARIS,
I

SUTTONS' GR.ASS SEEDS for ALL
1867. I SOILS, The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading, Berks.

T
Early Sheep Feed,RIFOLIUM INCARNATUM

and ITALIAN RYE-GRASS.
New seed at low prices. For particulars apply to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Readine.

To the Trade.
NEW ENGLISH SOWING RAPE SEED.

/CHARLES SHARPE AND CO., Seed Growers
\j and Merchants. Sleaford, have fine samples of the above to
offer. Prices on application.

New Sowing Rape Seed.HAND F. SHARPE have fine SAMPLES of the
• above SEED, ready lor immediate delivery. Price motlerate,

and may be had, with sample, on application.
Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech,

Eltnam Nursery, Kent, S.E.
TWO MILES from BL,-\CKHEATH STATION;
ONE MILE from ELTHAM, LOOP-LINE.

THIRTY ACRES of healthy, well-grown NURSERY
STOCK, of every description, comprising Specimen CON I FERS

and EVERGREENS of all sixes. Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
&c. Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to come
and select for themselves.

JAMES VV. TODMAN. Ell ham Nursery. Kent, S.E.

Magnificent New Winter Flowering^ia^^
BOUVARDIA VREELANDIL

MESSRS. J. STANDISH and CO. are now
prepared to execute orders for the above beautiful plant. It

has the habit and form of B. Hogarthii, but the colour is of the
Pl'rkst White. The flowers are of excellent substance and stand
well, thus rendering it invaluable for Greenhouse or Cnnseri'atory
Decoration, and also for Cutting and Bouquets. Fine plants, fit for
winter flowering, 35. 6rf. each, 36s. per dozen. Special quotations to
the Trade on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Spiraaa (Hoteia) Japonica,
JEAN VERSCHAFFELT holds an e.\tensive stock of

this favourite plant for winter forcing, at the undermentioned
low prices, viz. :

—

Good strong tufts, 305. per 100 ; 250s. per icoo.

Extra strong tufts, each to produce from 8 to istlowcr-spikes.sos. p, 100.

Orders arc being booketl now, but the plants will only be sent in
October, after the full growth is completed. All orders should be senc
at once to
JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, The Nurseries, 134, Faubourg de

Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.

Fo8t Free to all Applicants.

BS. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT and GENERAL
• CATALOGUE is now ready. It contains a Descriptive List

of beautiful New Plants offered in commerce by him this season for

the first time ; also general Priced Lists of Orchids, Ferns, Tree
Ferns, Flowering and Ornamental-leaved Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Palms and Cycads. Azaleas, Camellias, Amaryllis, Ericas,
Epacris, Liliums. Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and general Collections ot
Soft-wooded and Hardy Plants.

Special prices for specimens quoted on application.
An inspection of the Collection solicited.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway. London, N.

THE e.xtraordinary Perpetual Flowering TREE
CARNATION, LA BELLE.

" The forerunner of a new race of varieties of the highest possible
value."

" The flowers, of the purest white, arc very large and smooth, per-
fectly double, and delightfully fragrant, and are produced, all the year
round, in such profusion that one or more plants should be grown
wherever cut blooms are in request,"—See article and woodcuts in
Gardentrs' Magazine, July 13 last.

I-arge Plants, 71. (id. each; extra large Plants, 105, 6rf. each. The
latter wilt come into bloom bv October.

JAMES BLACKLEY, Leyton, Essex, E.
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UnrlvaUed Collectiou of Dutcli Bulbs, at Wholesale
PRICES.

ALFRED LEGERTON, WHOLESALE Seed
Mekciiant, 5, Aldgatc, London, E., bcKS to intimate to his

numerous Patrons, and the Trade generally, he has received his

annual importation of DUTCH BULBS direct from the best growers
in Haarlem, and that the quality and size are verj- superior, and cannot
be excelled, the Bulbs being, large, weighty, and handsome.
CATALOGUES are now ready, and will be forwarded upon
application. ___^

Buttons' Fresh Imported
FLOWER ROOTS.

,

Autumn, 1872.
|

»gS^
SUTTONS' SELECT LIST of FRESH

IMPORTED BULBOUS FLOWER ROOTS, with complete
Cultural Instructions, Plants and Choice Seeds for autumn sowing,
is now ready, gratis and post free on application to

SUTTOK AND SONS, Seedsmen by Special Appointment to 11. M.
the c;)uecn. and H.R.H. the Frince of Wales, Reading. Berks.

Free to London ; Five Casks and upwards to any Station in England
or It; per Cent. Discount.

EPPS'S SELECTED PEAT.—Patronised by the
leading Horticulturists and Amateurs in the three kingdoms.

See testimonials. Packed in 4-bushel barrels, 8r each, inclusive;

selected for Orchids, OS. Special offers for Truck-loads for general
purposes. Terms, casn.

PEAT. SAND, and LOAM STORES, I.ewisham, S.E^

orGREEN'S PATENT " SILENS MESSORS
NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-

LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

The WINNER of EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES oi

COMPETITION.

For Present Sowing and
Planting.

BUTTONS'
SUPERB STRAINS OF

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM GRANDIFLORUM
New Seed and fine Bulbs are now ready.

N.B. Parties having Lawn Mowers to Repair will do well to send
them either to our Leeds or London Establishments, when they will

have prompt attention, as an efficient stafi of workmen are kept at
both places.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS,
DRIVES, HOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and

GRAVEL PATHS.
Suitable for Hand or Horse-power.

Illustrated Price Lists free on application.
THOMAS GKEEN and SON, Smithfield Ironworks, Leeds j

54 and 55, IJlackfriars Road, London, S.E.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM GRANDIFLORUM, in six distinct
varieties :—Album, roseum, delicatum, rubrum, purpureum.persicum.
liulbs, IS. 6d. and sj. each. Same vari<;tics, mixed, i8s. per do^en.
Seed, IS. and 2s. 6d. per packet.

For richness in colour, form of flower, and habit of erowth, these
are unequalled by any in cultivation, and are invaluable for decorating
the conservatory durmg the winter months, remaining in bloom from
November till March.
N.B. —This is the very best time to sow the seed and plant the bulbs.

SUTTOiMS' superb strain of CALCEOLARIA, 21. 6d. per packet,
post free,

SUTTONS* superb strain of CINERARIA, is. 6d. and 2J. 6d. per
packet, post free,

SUTTONS' superb strain of PRIMULA, 2s. 6d. per packet.

SUTTON & SONS,
SEEDSMEN BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO THE QUEEN

AND H.R.H THE PRINCE OF WALES,
ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

For Autunin Sowing.

The out

GRASS SEEDS
FOR ALL SOILS.

CARRIAGE FREE.
Prices and full particulars on application.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

THE PIIE-APPLE MESEEY COIPAIY,
Maida Vale, LoJidou, IV.,

ARE OPEN TO

PURCHASE
LARGE SPECIMENS OF THE FINER

KINDS OF

""""^^^SMU:-:^^^ CONSERVATORY PLANTS
FOE THEIR

NEW WINTER GARDEN,

Now in course of construction, which will be the largest and finest ever built for the- Tmde.

JOHN BESTER, Manager, 32, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

TOP D R E SS I N G S.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA.
NITRATE OF SODA.

CAEO GUANO.
KAINIT.

IN SEALfit) BAGS. WITH THE GUARANTEE RECOMMENDED BY THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION OF ENGLAND. Prices, b^c, fonvarded on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO.,
CHEMICAL MANURE MANUFACTURERS, 20, BILLITER STREET, E.C

Tlie Best Grass for Sewage Farming.

QARTER'S SUPERFINE
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS,

Specially selected for Sewage Farms, should now be sown /or early

spring crops. This variety produces an immense weight of pure

Grass, is free from weeds, and verj' hardy.

CARTER'S SUPERFINE ITALIAN RYEGRASS
Is cultivated extensively on the principal Sewage Farms in England.

Lowest Price per Quarter on application.

All Seeds Carriage Free.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,

Seedsmen to the Queen and ihe Prince of Wales,

337 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Camellias.—Indian Azaleas.TEAN VERSCHAFFELT has much plensure in
''-' announcing that his slock of the above is this year unusually

line and large. The prices arc fixed as follows:—
CAMELLIAS, good plants, i to i!^' foot high, with buds,/;? per 100 •

larger ditto, with buds, /[lo per 100; very strong, cj. to atw each
and upwards.

AZALEA INIJICA. fine plants, with buds, l'^ per too; stronger
dilto, £6, £8, £10, and upwards; large plants, fit for exhibition,
loi. 10 60s. each 'Ihe sorts are all first-rate, but the selection
must be entirely left to J. V. Early orders are solicited byJEAN VERSCHAFFELT, The Nurseries, 134. Fauboui

Bruxclles, Ghent, Belgmm.
ubourg de

Scott's Wasp Destroyer.
T SCOTT. Seedsman, Yeovil, offers his well-known^ • Preparation to Fruit Growers at is. gi and 21. q!j. per bottle,
post Tree, lor stamps. No one who has Fruit to preserve should be
without It.

Red
Spider.

n^ l^S H U R S T
^^ COMPOUND.
Used by many of the leading

Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, iTirips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in
solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon ot soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Ilresslng for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in
boxes, IS,, 3J., and lOi. 6d.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W<

PATENT VERMIN ASPHYXIATOR.

DISINFECTOR, VAPORISER, and UNIVERSAL FUMI-
GATOR, for Destroying Rats and all Vermin in holes. For making
Rabbits desert their Burrows and lie out. For Preserving Meat and
Game in the larder (or when packed) from tendency to putrefaction.
For Fumigating Vines and Greenhouse Plants, and destroying noxious
Insects and Parasites. For Disinfecting Hospitals, Vessels, Rooms,
Bedding, Clothes, &c. For Deodorising Drains, Sinks, &c. For
Vaporising Chemical Compounds; and for preventing Loss of Life
from Foul Air in Wells, Vats, Tanks, &c Price £2 s^.

Manufacturers: JOHN WATTS and CO., 6, Broad Weir, Bristol.

London Agents (where the Machine may be seen and explained);
Mr. PURDEY, Gun Manufacturer, 114!^, Oxford Street, W.
Mr, SCHOLL, Engineer, 41, Berwick Street, Soho, W.

Descriptive Circular, with Price List and full instructions, post free.

Bosher's Garden Edging TUes.

1 HE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
materials of great durability. The plainer sorts arc especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR-
j DENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, take up little

room, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-
pense, as do "grown" Edg-
ings, consequently being much
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c, in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. AND G. ROSIIER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, S.E. ; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road, K.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANT
COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied,

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conserv.atories.
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from 3*. per square yard

upw.'\rds. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larder.^,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of

great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds,

Roofing Tiles in great variety, Slates, Cements, &c.

F. AND G, ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants,—Sec addresses above.

ILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.

r^ Fine 14J., Coarse i7i.perTon. In Truck Loads IJ. pcrTon less.

Delivery by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway or

Wharf. 2J. per Ton extr-i. Samples of S,ind free by post,

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT
PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.

F. ANi> G. ROSHER.—Addresses sec above.

N B Orders promptly executed bv kail or to Wharves.
A liberal discount to tnc Trade.

s
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HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, &c.

James Carter & Co.
HAVE JUST COMPLETED THEIR IMPORTATIONS OF THESE CHARMING

WIITEE AM SPEIia FLOWEE EOOTS,
All of which arc selected from the best slocks of the most eminent cultivators.

CARTER'S COLLECTION OF BULBS
For Indoor and Outdoor Cultivation, from 10s. 6d. to 84s. per Collection, Package and Carriage Free.

CATALOGUES Gratis and Post Free.

JAMES CARTER .^ND CO.,

SEEDSMEN TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN. AND HIS KOYAI, HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OV WALES,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

PAUL'S HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.
" Mr. \Vi\i. Paul * • • well maintained the high reputation he enjoys for the successful

cultivation of this class of Rowers."—Joio nal of Horticulture, 1S71.

Wm. Paul
nrr.s TO announce that his

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Selected by him when recently in Holland, have arrived in excellent condition, and he

respectfully solicits early Orders.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE Free by Post.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

B. S. Williams
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Containing a Descriptive List of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, &c. ; also a Select

List of FRUIT TREES, ROSES, &c..

Is now ready. Post Free to all applicants.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

DUTCH FLOAT^^ER ROOTS.

James Veitch & Sons
EEC TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY HAVE RECEIVED THEIR ANNUAL SUPPLY OF

HYACINTHS AND OTHER BULBOUS ROOTS
From Holland, and are pleased to say that they are in splendid condition.

J. V. & SONS were awarded the

at the Spring
First Prize for i8 Hyacinths, distinct sorts, Royal Horticultural

Societj'i March 15, 1871.

First Prize for 18 While Hifacinths, distinct sorts. Royal Horti-
cultural Society, March 15, 1871.

First Prize for 12 pots of Tulips, in 6 varieties. Royal Horticultural
Society, March 15, 1871.

Extra Prize for group of H>'acinths and Tulips, Royal Horticultural
Society, March 15, 1871.

First Prize for 12 Hyacinths, distinct varieties, Royal Botanic Society,
March 22, 1871.

First Prize for 12 pots Tulips, distinct varieties. Royal Botanic
Society, March 22, 1871.

Extra Prize for Collection of Hyacinths, Royal Botanic Society,
March 22, 1871.

following Prizes for Hyacinths, &c,,

Exhibitions .

—

First Prize for 18 Hyacinths, distinct sorts, Royal Horticultural
Society, March 20, 1872.

First Prize for 6 Hyacinths, new varieties. Royal Horticultural
Society, March 20, 1872. [Society, March 20, 1872.

First Prize for 12 pots Tulips, in 6 varieties, Royal Horticultural

Extra Prize for group of Hyacinths, Narcissus, &c., Royal Horti-
cultural Society, March 20, 1872.

First Prize for 12 Hyacinths, distinct varieties. Royal Botanic Society,
March 13, 1872. [13, 1872.

First Prize for 6 varieties of Tulips, Royal Botanic Society, March
Extra Prize for Collection of Hyacinths, Narcissi, and Tulips, Royal

Botanic Society, March 13, 1872,

Special Prize for Group of 100 Hyacinths at the Manchester Botanic
Society's Exhibition, March 19, 1872.

JAMES VEITCH AND SONS have also had the pleasure of supplying to the Commissioners of Her Majesty's
Works the Hyacinths, Tulips, and Crocuses for the decoration of Hyde Park during the last two seasons.

CATALOGUES, Illustrated with upwards of 60 Woodcuts, are now ready, and will be forwarded Post Free on
application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

B
Choice Flower Seeds, Post Free.

S. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

llolloway, London, N. Per packet—I. d.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed,
\i. 6(f., 2f. 6d., -xs. bd.y ana £

Plants from this Seed have always been awarded tirst Prizes
wherever exhibited.

NeiU's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,
ij, Cii., 2j. 6ii., 31. 6ff., and S

LISIANTHUS I'RINCEPS 25, 0./. and S
VVeatherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA,

15. M., 2J. orf., 31, 6if., and 5

Wiggins' prize strain of CYCLAMEN,. 15. 6rf., is. 6rf., and 3
I'nLYANTlI US, WitiKi"^' priie strain .. .. 1*. and i

PRIMULA JAPUNICA, new seed (own saving) a
INTERMEDIATE STUCK, Mauve Queen 2

,, ,, Pink (Jueen a

The above Stocks were awarded Kirst-class Certilicates by
the Royal Horticultural Society at KensiuRton and Royal
Botanic Society, RcKcnt's Park, May 8, 1872.

Dwarf Scariet INTERMEDIATK STUCK, strongly recom-
mended I

,,
Purple Queen, very fine i

Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER 1

Victoria and I'aradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

DOUBLE PRIMROSES, &c.—White, 14J. per 100,

21. td. per doz.; Lilac, 12s. per 100, 2f. per doz.; Early

Yellow, 4.':. per doz. ; Giant Yellow, .(i. per do^.; Giantess Vcllow, 4*.

per doz.; Uuubic Polyanthus, ^s. per doir. Single, Primroses : Paper
While, I2J. per leo, 2i- 6J. per doz,; Mauve, lai. per 100, 2S. 6(i. per
doz.; Golden Hosc-in-Hosc, also Puce and Brown, each 2S. bA. per doz.

Double DAISIES, in 8 fine sorts, gj. per 100, is, dd. per doz.

SCROPHULARIA nodosa variegata, 31. per doz. Double Purple
ROCKETS and Rose White, each 2s. td. per doz. Double Red
HEPATICAS, 135, per 100, 2s. 3^. per doz.

Double WALLFLUWEKS, in 4 sorts, 2s. dd. per doz., viz.,

Itloody, Striped Bloody, Golden Drop, and Black. NARCISSUS of

sorts, per 100, viz., Incomparable llore-pleno, 3s. 3rf.; I'hcasant-eye,

21. Qti.; Hyllowcr, 31, 3^.; Double White, sweet-scented, 31.; Incom-
parable simplex, 3s. Single SNOWDROPS, 101. per 1000.

COLCHICUM Agrippina, ss, bd. per 100.

A. LAMB, Pear Tree Hill, Lisburn, Ireland.

C^REAT INTERNATIONAL FRUIT and FLOWER
X SHOW will be held within the Uurnbank Hall and Grounds,

Great Western Road, GLASGOW, on SEPTEMBER 11, 12, and 13.

EIGHT HUNDRED POUNDS will be given as Prizes for Fruit,

Plants, Cut Flowers, &c. Ground has been reserved for special out-

side Exhibitions, whichwill be ailoted on application. Terms moderate.

Subscribers of £1 u. will receive Three 105, 6rf, Tickets for the

Private View on first day of Show.
Members, Competitors and Exhibitors are entitled to visit the Show

on the first day, between half-past 9 and n o'clock, on showing a. 6d.

ticket. (See Schedule.)

SINGLE ADMISSIONS.
First D.w.— ioj. from 12 o'clock noon ; 5J. from 4 p.m. ; 15. from

6 r-.M. till 10 KM.
Second Day.—2s. 6d. from 10 o'Clock A.M. ; is. from 3 P.M. ; 6^

from 5 V.M. till 10 P.M.

Third Day.— is. from 10 o'clock a,m. ; 6d. from 3 p.m. till 10 P.M.

Apply to GEORGE B. HOGGAN, Treasurer, 106, Ingram Street;

or FRANC GIBB DOUGALL, Sec, 167. Canning Street, Glas^^ow.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 31, 1872.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

Wednesday, Sept. 4

Royal Horticultural (Fruit and Floial(•Roy

iDitl
Committees), at S. Kensington
Ito [General Meeting)

II A.M
3 P.M.

THE deplorable outbreak of the Potato
Disease throughout the length and breadth

of the land brings with it the usual crop of

nostrums and suggestions for its destruction.

Unfortunately we have lost all faith in their

utility, although we are by no means hopeless for

the future. The first stage towards a cure has
been arrived at. The life history of the fungus

is pretty well known, thanks to the labours of

Berkeley, De Bary, Caspary, and others.

A summary account of the manners and customs

of the pest, accompanied by illustrations, was
given in our columns last year. Any one who
reads that account with a view to devise a
remedy, or procure a preventative, will certainly

not be encouraged by the prospect. The fungus

has exceptionally good means of propagating

itself, and of insinuating itself into the innermost

tissues of the haulm and tuber, whence its dis-

lodgment becomes a matter of impossibility.

What then remains to be done.' Can we
stamp out the disease as the veterinary

surgeons and doctors did with the cattle plague ?

We fear not, and even if it were possible to

abandon the culture of the tuber altogether for a

year or two, and then recommence with healthy

seed from foreign sources, what security have we
that the pest would not again break out ^ Here,

then, we are arrested at once by want of know-
ledge. The naturalists have told us a great deal

;

they have told us how the fungus grows and
comports itself from infancy to adult age ; but
they have not told us what are the precise cir-

cumstances and conditions which favour the

original appearance ol the disease, nor have they
enlightened us as to where the fungus came from.

They might fairly look to the cultivators for

assistance on these points ; but though for nearly

a quarter of a century, more or less, cultivators

have had to wince under the losses inflicted by
the enemy, they have not learnt yet either the

mode of invasion or the method of destruction.

Various plans have been tried from time to time
;

and an extended series of experiments were
carried out at Chiswick several years ago by
the late Mr. Thompson. Unfortunately, of
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all the numerous experiments detailed in the

Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society

for 1S48, it cannot be said that "any
one has proved so effectual in stopping the

disease as to offer satisfactory proof that a

perseverance in it would be advantageous."
Nevertheless, as Chiswick is once more re-

established, and the Society has the services, not

only of a very able superintendent, but also of a

talented botanist, it is i;reatly to be desired that

some well-devised experiments should be again

resorted to, in the hope of discovering some
means of preventing the inroads of the disease.

From the known habit of the plant, we believe

prevention, could it be obtained, would, as usual,

be far better than cure. Climatal accidents, in

such a case, we cannot guard against, but it is

possible that we might do something by selecting

particular varieties, or by particular modes of

culture, to ward off the disease.

Now and then we hear that a particular variety

has escaped the disease, but when we come to

inquire further, we find that in other places the

variety in question is no better than any other.

As Robert Thompson said in 1849, "the
soundness of any particular variety in one season

is no sure criterion that the same variety will be
equally exempt from the disease in another
season.'* Without laying any particular stress

upon the matter, we believe the best results that

have hitherto been attained have been either

from the employment of early varieties, or from
lifting the crop early. Of course this entails a
certain loss, but this is unavoidable, and it is

better to have a small sound crop than a large

crop of rotten tubers.

Again, we fancy that good is sometimes done
by cutting off the haulm immediately the disease

is perceived. This again is a sorry remedy, but
it is, we believe, more effectual than the various
chemical applications that have been proposed.
We should gladly hear from our readers the

result of their experience, and especially of the

attack this year. The kind of information likely

to be useful includes the date of attack, the
nature of the weather at the time, the varieties

affected, the method of culture, the condition of

the soil, the physical features of the garden or

field as regards altitude, exposure, &c. Where
possible it would be very desirable to know from
what quarter the disease came, whether its appear-

ance was general at the same time over the same
area, or whether it appeared in one place and
thence spread ?

Not until we have a large body of trustworthy

evidence on these and similar matters carefully

sifted by competent observers can we hope to

arrive at any useful conclusions, meanwhile we
have other resources which every gardener and
farmer should make the best of at this season.

• Owing to some misapprehension, the reso-

lution passed by the Floral Committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society on July 17 was not for-

mally communicated to Dr. Hooker, but only the

corresponding document emanating from the Fruit

Committee. Dr. Hooker has now, we learn, for-

warded to Dr. Denny, the Chairman of the day, a

letter in acknowledgment of the resolution passed by
the Floral Committee, and which will probably be
read at the next meeting of that body.

At the late meeting of the General Committee of

the British Association at Brighton, the following

amongst other resolutions was passed :
—"That in the

event of the Council having reason to believe that any
changes affecting the acknowledged efficiency and
scientific character of the botanical establishment at

Kew are contemplated by the Government, the Coun-
cil be requested to take such steps as in their judgment
will be conducive to the interests of botanical science in

this country."

- An obhging correspondent, Mr. A. S. Kemp,
sends for our inspection flowers of Gloire de Dijon
Rose, all of which are of a rosy-pink colour. In for-

mer years the colour has been of the usual tint. The
plant was struck four years ago, and is growing on its

own roots in ordinary garden soil. A plant of the same
variety not more than a foot off is not the least changed

.

The foliage is clean and strong. We presume the
colour is that of one of the plant's progenitors, and that

this is a case of reversion.

People complain, not without reason, of
Botanical Names. Read what the Pall Mall Gazette
says about chemical names, and admit that botanists
are saints by comparison with chemists :

—

" The Btighton Daily News, after undertaking to
report the whole of the speeches and addresses at the
meeting of the British Association, and proceeding for
Some days boldly and successrully in its enterprise,
has at last taken friglit at the word ' Dinitrobrom-

benzene,' and formally declines to deal with the paper
in wliich that word and more formidable words still

are introduced. It has not shied at ' Chlornatrium,'
' Driefach chloriod,* or ' Sillcium Wasserstoff,' but
' Dinitrobrombenzetie ' was too much for it. That
alarming polysyllable is the name of a substance
concerning which Mr. J. F. Walker had some-
thing to say. ' But,' observes the Brighton Daily News,
' since the communication was full of such words as

mononitromonobronibenzene and nietamononitromono-
brombenzene, we do not imagine a full report would be
interesting to our general readers.' Our spirited contem-
porary is probably right."

The published protest of Mr. Cannell, and
the other unsuccessful competitors, against the awards
made at the Boiler Trials at the Birmingham
ExHiiiiTioN of the Royal Horticultural So-
ciety, and the reply of the latter thereto, were, we
are informed, laid before a meeting of the Local

Implement, &c., Sub-Committee on Tuesday last, Mr.
T. B. Wright in the chair. On the motion of Mr.

Councillor Lowe, seconded by Mr. QuiLTER, it was
unanimously resolved :

—

" That Mr. Hallam be requested to return the

protest to Mr. Cannell, and to explain to him that by
the conditions under which the trials were made no appeal
from the awards can be entertained ; and this sub-com-
mittee hereby expresses its implicit confidence in the

integrity and ability of the gentlemen by whom those

awards were made."

On the motion of Mr. Badger, seconded by Mr.
Vertegans, it was further resolved :

—

" That a copy of the foregoing resolution be forwarded
to each of the horticultural journals."

We are requested to publish the following letter on the

same subject :

—

"We are very reluctantly compelled to ask you to

insert the following remarks on the above question ; but

as so much has been said which we consider to our
detriment, we trust you will kindly insert them in justice

to us.

" We have the pleasure to be able to inform you that

the judges, whose impartiality has been so unwarrantably
questioned, have re-affirmed their decision, and this again

has been confirmed by the local committee of the show,
which met yesterday at Birmingham, and to whom the

protest of the disappointed competitors was addressed.

The result is, that we have this day received the Gold
Medal which was originally awarded to us.

"And now, sir, allow us a concluding word or two
relative to the only points raised by the protest, which
our reply to Mr. Mee's letter, published by you on the

3d inst., does not refute.

" r. The price given in to the judges, and on which the
award was made, was ^22 and not £1^ 10s. We are

issuing our price lists at that amount, and shall be happy
to execute orders thereon.

"2. The alterations we made in our setting and fittings

did not alter the boiler itself, and to prove that no par-

tiality was shown to us, we have only to state that one of

the competitors, whose signature is appended to the pro-

test, was actually allowed to take out the solid back of his

boiler and substitute a waterway back for it, which is an
alteration of boiler in the true sense of the word.

"3. As to the fuel we used up to and from 3 to 4 o'clock

on the day in question, the fuel supplied was exactly the

same as that supplied to others ; at that time, however,

the stock provided by the judges was exhausted without

their secretary being aware of the fact, and he was unable
to obtain any of the same quality as that previously used,

but the cost of fuel and quantities used, were, as the com-
petitors all well know, a very material consideration with

the judges in determining their award.

"Having thus shown the utter worthlessness of the

objections raised against our boiler, and its success, we
now finally leave the question in the hands of the public,

feeling assured that our conduct throughout the trial and
the subsequent correspondence will very favourably com-
pare with that of our opponents, who have evidently all

through allowed their chagrin at defeat to overcome all

other considerations. Hartley 6* Sugden, Atlas Welded
Boiler Works, Halifax^ August 2B, 1872.°'

Mr. Glaisher remarks on the State of the

Weather during the week ending August 24 :—In
the vicinity of London the reading of the barometer at

the beginning of the week at sea level was about

30.1 inches. On the morning of the iSth 30.2 inches

was recorded ; a decrease then set in, which reached

its' minimum (about 30 inches) by noon of the 21st.

From this time till the morning of the 24th an increase

was experienced, 30.3 inches being registered at that

time, but a tendency to decrease was shown by the

evening of the same day. The highest temperatures by
day were all in, excess of 75°) ^^"d the lowest tempera-

tures at night varied between 59" on the 22d, and 491"
on the 24th. The daily ranges of the temperature were
generally near to, or in excess of 20", with the

exception of the 24th, on which day the range was
271". The mean daily temperatures were all in excess

of the average, their departures being respectively as

follows :— 18th, 4°.8 ; 19th, 3°. i ; 20th, 4°. 7; 21st,

6^5 ; 22d, 4^.1 ; 23d, i°.6 ; 24th, o"*.3. The mean
teiiiperature for the week was 64^". The weather
throughout was extremely fine, the sky being entirely

cloudless on the iSth, and at other times but small

amounts of cloud, with few exceptions, were present.

About noon of the 22d a few large drops of rain fell,

but not sufficient for measurement. Tlie direction of

the wind was easterly and north-easterly throughout,

J though a tendency to change was shown during the

latter portion of the 24th. The pressures were light,

but continuous from the 19th to the 23d j but the air

was nearly calm on the iSth and 24th.

In England the highest temperatures of the air varied

from 83!" at Manchester and 834" at Eccles, to 75° at

Norwich, with a general average of 804°. The lowest

temperatures at night ranged from 53^° at Liverpool

and 52* at Portsmouth, to 47" at Sheffield, and 47!" at

Nottingham, the average lowest temperature over the

country being 49^°. The average range of tempera-

ture in the week was nearly 31 , and varied from 36°

nearly at Manchester to 234* at Norwich. The highest

mean temperature was 645" at Portsmouth and Black-

heath, and the lowest 62° at Norwich, the values for

Birmingham and Wolverhampton being but little in

excess of the latter temperature. The average over

the country was 63'^ nearly. With the exception

of Wolverhampton, the rainfall was very light ; in

fact at Portsmouth, Blackheath, Bradford, and
Leeds, no measurable quantity fell. At Wolver-
liampton heavy falls were experienced on the

evenings of the 22d and 24th, and lightning was
seen on the 21st ; the amount of rain measured was
little more than i inch. The weather throughout the

week was very fine and hot over the whole country,

the amount of cloud present being generally very

small.

In Scotland the highest temperatures by day varied

from 74" at Paisley to 66" at Aberdeen and Dundee,
and the lowest temperatures at night ranged between
52" at Greenock and 43° at Paisley, their respective

averages being 70° and 48^*. The highest mean tem-

perature was 59^° at Greenock and Perth, and the

lowest was 56° at Aberdeen, the general average being

571". The rainfall was light, the greatest amount
measured being four-tenths of an inch at Edinburgh,
and the least but four-hundredths of an inch, at

Aberdeen.

The committee have awarded the ist prize, of

;i^20, for the best plan for laying out the Highfield

Estate as a Public Park for Ashton-under-Lyne
and neighbourhood, to Mr. Alfred Lindley. The
2d prize, ;i£^lo, has been adjudged to Mr. G. GiLL,
Staleybridge. Great preparations are being made to

secure the success of the show about to be held on the

grounds. There is every prospect of an early laying

out of the grounds.

We copy the following as a good example :

—

" It has been suggested to present the Earl of Essex
with a Testimonial in consideration of his kindness in

allowing the people of Watford and the neighbourhood to

enjoy unmolested the whole range of his beautiful park.

In respect to such a proceeding his lordship writes :
—

' In
my opinion the practice so common of late years (to the
extent of becoming a positive nuisance) of getting up a
testimonial to any one simply because he has conducted
himself decently (not always the case) and done his duty,

is strongly to be deprecated, as leading to the inference

that doing one's duty 's of such rare occurrence that it

requires a reward. If a man does his duty so far as he
can to the public, and is kind and friendly to his neigh-

bours, he will assuredly possess their esteem, without
requiring a testimonial to prove it ; and if not, he has no
right to it.' Cassiobury Park is very much frequented by
the inhabitants of the parishes surrounding it, and his

lordship adds, ' Long and much may they so enjoy it, if

only they will refrain from wilful mischief.'
"

A correspondent of the J^ez'ue Horticole recom-
mends the use of Allyl, or oil of Garlic, also called

sulphide of allyl, as a remedy for the new Vine pest

Phylloxera. The substance in question has a disgust-

ing odour, and is very poisonous to aphides. The
remedy is cheap.

Among Herbaceous Plants in bloom at the

Royal Gardens, Kew, we noted a few days since

among others Echinops ruthenicus, with globular

heads of azure-blue, an improvement on the equally

old but much better known E. sphcerocephalus. E.

comigerus, with very deeply laciniated foliage, armed
with white prickles, is even less known, but should be
grown in every herbaceous border. Vittadenia triloba

is far too little grown. It combines the general aspect

of the common Daisy with a greater degree of reline-

ment and elegance. Brachycome iberidifolia, a blue-

fiowered Composite, is one which should be in every

garden. The Eryngiums again are quite worth grow-
ing from their singularity and beauty. One of the

most remarkable is the Sea Holly, E. marilimum,
common in many sea-side localities, but which does well

in any garden soil. E. planum has brilliant blue flowers.

Hydrocotyle bonariensis, an enlarged edition of our

British II. vulgaris, is a bold plant for the rootery,

margin of ponds, &c. Not only are the leaves larger

than in our plant, but the flowers are in elegant

panicles. One species of the genus has been vaunted

for the cure of leprosy. Cuphea silenoides has very

handsome flowers, but they are rarely seen in gardens.

It is singular, too. Acxna myriophylla is just the

plant for the front of borders, edgings, or low nooks of

the rootery. Cucubalus baccifer has not much to

recommend it in the way of beauty, but the singularity

of a Silene producing a berry instead of a capsule

should recommend it to the curious. It does perfectly

well in a back-yard in the heart of the most crowded
localities in London, as we have more than once seen.

It was once wild, or, at any rate, had established
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itself in the Isle of Dogs, where it was the object of

pilgrimage by London students five and twenty years

ago. Gypsophila acutifolia, when it gets established,
,

forms a great bushy panicle of feathery lightness, recall-

1

ing that of Statice latifolia. It is admirable for use in I

bouquets, whether for the button-hole or for those of I

larger size. Calandrinia nitida, a Turslane-like plant,

with glaucous, spoon-shaped leaves, and racemes of

large pinkish-violet flowers, resembling in colour those

of a Godetia, is a fine plant indeed among its race, and
,

mutilated tree. That this is so is shown by the fact

that if the foster-tree be cut down or blown over no
further growth takes place in the slump. Again, no
growth takes place in the stump of either, if two
trees whose roots inosculate are cut down at the same
time. It is not absolutely necessary that the

union should be by means of the wood,
uniou by the bark being alone necessary.

It is curious that this phenomenon is, so far as we
know, confined to Conifers, and in only a few among

leaf, but M. TRfccuL has lately found them un the
rool.stock of Pteris a(iuilina, and on Dicksonia nitidula
underground. Two prominent ridges of a pale colour
may be observed on these rhizomes, and the epidermis
over these ridges is provided with numerous stomata.
The leaf-stalks of many Ferns are marked with similar
stomatiferous prominences.

According to a report on the trade of Aleppo,
the ExroRTATioN of Galls, or, as they are commcr.

Fig, 266.—larch roots grafted together.

yet we do not think we ever saw it in gardens before,
j

Scabiosa parnass?e is a curious dwarf tufted Scabious,
!

quite worth growing in suitable situations. The great

yellow Composites are now in full beauty, but many of
^

them are too straggling to be welcomed except in I

wildernesses or the back of shrubberies, where their
[

bright colours are valuable. We are pleased to find
j

the herbaceous ground at Kew in better order than it !

was a few years since, and with a larger proportion of

labels.

When garden-lovers become more catholic in

their sympathies than the majority of them now are,

they will be looking about for greater variety among
their greenhouse plants, as they are beginning to do in

their flower gardens. To such we recommend Cam-
panula ViDALli, a low growing plant with racemes
of pure white bell-shaped flowers—a perfect gem. A
specimen plant grown for exhibition would send people
into raptures. Small plants may now be seen at Kew, in

No. 4 house.

The Growth that occasionally happens in the

Stumps of Fir Trees after Felling, is a pheno-
menon that naturally excites some astonishment when
first witnessed. Though not altogether unknown to

the ancients, as it was commented on by Theophras-
TUS, yet the rationale of the process was not fully

understood till Goeppert, the veteran botanist of

Breslau, published his paper, a French version of

which is contained in the Annates des Sciences Natu-
relies iox 1S43, ser. 2, tom. ig, p. 181. That botanist

drew attention, first of all, to the frequency with which
the roots of trees growing near together become
inosculated one with the other, and he even described

instances of the roots of trees of different species

becommg thus united. The roots of the Silver Fir,

for instance, were found united with those of the

Spruce, and in one case the roots of Spruce, Silver,

and Scotch Firs were all three found united together.

Having thus demonstrated the occurrence of this

natural root-grafting, Goeppert found in it the expla-
nation of that growth which is sometimes observed in

the stumps of felled Silver, Spruce, and Scotch Firs.

The stump in these cases continues to increase in
diameter, being fed by means of the roots of the un-

Conifers. Thus, it is common in the Silver Fir,

exceptional in the Spruce, and very rare in the Scotch
Fir. Our valued correspondent, Mr. Webster, of the
Gardens, Gordon Castle, has added the Larch to the

scanty list above given, and was good enough to for-

ward to us the specimen represented at fig. 266, and
which was exhibited at the Congress at Birmingham.
Our figure shows to the reader's right hand the felled

stump, rotten in the centre, and with the new wood surg-

ing over the edgesof the wound; to the left are shown two
roots of the foster tree, inosculating by means of various

Fig. 267.—TRANSVERSE SECTION ON LINE A, fig. 266

(^ nat. size).

branches with those of the stump. At A a section has
been made (fig. 267), which shows, above, the two cut

ends of roots derived from the nurse tree, and, below,

the section of one of the roots of the stump in organic

union with the other two. The illustration is as com-
plete a one as could be wished, and we heartily thank
Mr. Webster for the trouble he has taken to secure

it. At another time we may have something to say as

to the microscopical structure of the wood formed
under such peculiar circumstances.

Microscopists should be on the look out for

Stomata, or Breathing Pores, in unusual situa-

tions. Their headquarters is the under-surface of the

cially called. Gall-nuts, amounted during the past

year to 2340 sacks. These Galls, we are told, are

now chiefly in demand for shipment to France and
Austria. Formerly Liverpool and Marseilles were the

principal customers, but new chemical appliances in

the arts of tanning and dyeing in some degree lessened

the demand. These Galls "are gathered on the

Taurus and Duranno ranges from the dwarf Oaks.
They are brought to Aleppo for sale in the autumn,
those collected in summer being more esteemed than
the winter crop. They are of three kinds, red, white,

and blue, which have to be picked and sorted for

exportation. When the Valonia acorn crop of Asia
Minor, also used for tanning, is abundant, the trade in

Galls suffers greatly ; and it is only when there is a

comparative failure of the former produce that the sub-

stitute has a chance of success." Madder roots {Rubia
tinctoria) and yellow berries (Rhamnus infectorius) are

both valuable dye plants, and are cultivated in the

valleys of North Syria lying at the foot and in the

southern slopes of Mount Taurus.

M. Pynaert, in the Bulletiyi d'ArboricuU
lure, says that the perfume of the flower of Lilium
auratum is Obnoxious to flies, which are rendered

inert by it, and which disappear from a room some-

how in less than half an hour after the introduction of

a bloom of this noble Lily into iL Will some one try it ?

We may remind those likely to be interested

in the subject, that the Great International Fruit
and Flower Show, to be held this year at Glasgow,

will take place on .September 11, 12, and 13. The
autumn show of the Brighton and Sussex Horticultural

Society will be held in the Royal Pavilion, Brighton,

on Sept. II and 12. The Horticultural Society of

Liverpool have announced a tenth exhibition of Chry-
santhemums and fruit, to be held in St. George's Hall,

Liverpool, on November 26 and 27.

The following extract from a letter of a forest

offioer in India may afford some consolation and useful

hints to the growers of Deodars whose trees have not

fulfilled their expecla'ions :

—

" It always seemed to me that it was hopeless to expect
Deodars to come to any perfection planted, as they are

usually at home, either isolated or only two or three in a
clump. Perhaps there is nothing more astonishing in
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natural forestry than the enormous size which Deodars

will attain when growing so close together that their

trunks almost touch. In some of the Kulu forests, I

have seen 20 or 30 huge trees, from 8 feet to 12 feet in

girth, and nearly 100 feet high, growing so close together

that a man with outstretched arms could touch the trunl<s

of any two of them, and with only a few small branches

for their heads. It is the most extraordinary thing pos-

sible as to how they attain so great a height and size,

growing so close together. But an isolated Deodar is

rarely anything but squat and stunted, and never seems to

come to perfection."

THE USE OF BOTANIC GARDENS.
{Continuedfrom /. iioo.)

When an important plant has once been introduced,

or tested, a task in which a botanic garden must always

take a leading share, then rural enterprise and private

capital are expected to advance the cultivation and utilis-

ation of such a plant to commercial dimensions ;
or, in

particular cases, the state may fairly aid by affording the

necessary special means for successfully establishing such

a plant as a new source of wealth to the country. I wish

we could here [Melbourne] do for the Tea plant what the

Governments of British and Dutch India have done for

the formation of Cinchona plantations in the warm, tem-

perate regions of the Indian mountains. The officiating

director of the Rotanic Garden of Calcutta, C. B. Clarke,

Esq., M.A., gives, in his report of April of this year, the

number of Peru Bark plants in the Bengal Government

plantations as 1,741,474, irrespective of seedlings and

cuttings in the nursery plantations. The established

plants on Government ground of Cinchona succirubra

(yielding the red bark) numbered then 1,233,715 ;
those

of C. officinalis, 440,000; other species existed in

smaller number. Be it remembered that this new

culture was commenced in British India only a few years

ago. But there large sums are specially granted for this

new branch of industry, which sums, if we consider the

cheapness of Hindoo labour, would need here, for similar

purposes, to be proportionately enlarged to secure

equ.al successes. For the thousands of Cinchona plants,

kept in my brash sliades, the reservation of the

needful mild forest plots, and the special fund for the

maintenance and the multiplication of such plants in the

woods, has yet to be obtained. The yield of seeds by Cin-

chonas is abundant after a few years, and by these means

the subsequent increase of the plantation is easy, and not

involving large expenditure. To private settlers in our

own forest gullies, and in the other Australian colonies,

Cinchonas h.ave been furnished ; in open gardens near

Sydney a few scattered plants have flowered this year, they

being in that genial climatic spot not imperilled by frost.

If the Tea plant, both of China and Assam, was first

of all largely raised in Australia by myself; if I placed it

before the public in its growing state
;

if I drew re-

peatedly attention in public documents to the importance

of its culture ; if I prepared the first samples of Australian

tea in our Botanic Garden for great industrial exhibitions

here and abroad ; and if, moreover, I annually distributed

Tea plants, and even seed, to an extent not altogether in-

considerable, then I do think that I may rest satisfied of

having fairly carried out my duty ; I cannot step beyond

this. Private enterprise and commercial capital must do

the rest to advance also this culture here to industrial

dimensions. The long-continued prejudice that tea can-

not be cultivated with mercantile rcmunerativeness

beyond the boundaries of China has at last been over-

come in the Southern States of the American Union,

where a commencement has been made with the produc-

tion of tea from indigenous fields. At Assam also tea has

for some years been largely cultivated by English

planters, to one of whom, Mr. Brace, formerly of this

city, I am under obligation for his disinterested libera-

lity of providing seeds in large quantity at my solicita-

tion, while I owe the first large consignment of China

seeds to the generosity of Sir Hercules Robinson, who
sent it about a dozen years ago on my application. I

fancy that Tea plantations, even if made in the first

instance only for raising local supplies of seed, would be

profitable, the transit from China or Assam being difiicult

on account of the short vitality of the seed.

It is well known that in China and Japan hitherto, with

an unalterable obstinacy to any changes of method, the

preparation of the tea leaves is carried on by primitive

processes of unaided manual labour, without any mecha-

nical appliances of machinery. But what would be the

onward course of literary intelligence, if we had still to

adhere to the original manual operations under which

writing and printing papers were produced, or if we had

continued reluctant to adopt the mighty power of steam, to

speed and cheapen the production of print, when now-a-

days even the simple folding of printed sheets is rapidly

done by machinery. Beet-sugar, at its present price,

could not possibly be produced without the steam-engines

of factories ; and there is nothing to prevent us from calling

that great mechanical agent also to our aid for heating and

curling tea leaves. Also in this respect we must emanci-

pate ourselves from foregone conclusions.* The demand
for tea as a commercial commodity is something astound-

ing. The importation into Britain alone has been latterly

about equal in value to ten millions sterling annually
;

and the consumption is rapidly increasing. The old

wood of Tea shrabs is annually praned away to some
extent. In North America the plants are placed 6 feet

apart, each plant yields about i lb. of tea annually, or

about 4 lb. of fresh leaves ; the gathering extends over

about six months there. To foster Tea culture is to

advance the great temperance cause.i"

Foreign select Oaks, or rare and important Pines, may
have been introduced by the thousand, and legions of

ornamental or industrial plants may have found their way
from a botanic garden, directly or indirectly, into

numerous cultural spots, and may largely contribute to

grace already even many extensive parks
;
yet, after all

the extreme efforts of sedulous skill, and after an institu-

tion may have lavished its treasures, even with unbounded
generosity, it may still find itself forsaken by those on
whom it had most claims. Here is before you the noble

Dye Pine of Nepal (Pinus Webbiana). It fell to my
lot to raise it in Austraha first of all in masses, more
than 20,000 seedlings having been reared in my nurseries

two years ago. But the growth of this noble tree

is slow. It requires three or four years before a seed-

ling is strong enough to be trasted out. For all the

patient care thus bestowed, and for all the foresight thus

displayed, there can only be results after rather a long

while, especially if even the facihties for culture are

locally much impaired. Moreover, it is in the forest

lands only, where I have introduced many plants, that

they can attain to perfection. It would, for instance,

be hopeless to attempt growing the American Cran-

berries, Huckleberries, or Blaeberries, or the English

Whortleberry in the Melbourne Garden, with a

prospect of a copious yield of fmit. In our Alps

we have extensive sphagneta for many of these kinds

of plants, but scarcely an edible frait of any kind grows

naturally on our snowy mountains. In Germany and

some North European countries. Blaeberries are brought

as extensively to market as Strawberries. The Honour-

able the Commissioner of ,\griculture for the United

States, General Horace Capron, states, in his report for

the year 1869, that the culture of the American Cran-

berry (Vaccinium macrocarpum) is annually much
increasing in some of the States ; boggy sands of the

savannahs, cleared of Cedar brashes (Taxodium dis-

tichum), being chosen for this culture. In New Jersey

about 1800 acres are now in bearing,"* and about 4000

acres more were, up to 1869, planted with Cranberries.

The profit on the capital thus invested is from 25 to 50

per cent, annually. One grower realised in 18 years,

from only 10 acres Cranberry land, a fortune of ^^40, 000.

In the United States many thousand people are employed

almost exclusively in picking this and kindred fruits.

In June commences the harvest of Strawberries, a month
later follows the Raspberry ; then come the Blackberries

;

in August commences the gathering of Whortleberries
;

after that the picking of Cranberries is proceeded with,

which extends to November, t
The miners, in prospecting through the ranges, might

scatter the seeds of berries of those kinds along water-

courses, or set out plants along rivulets or springy forest

spots, from vihence, when left to themselves, they would

be sure to spread. The explorers of the interior, by

strewing a few seeds of Acacia lophantha, Casuarina quad-

rivalvis, or some Eucalypts, over their camping ground,

might yet more permanently indicate these bivouacs than

even by burning or cutting letters in many trees. In all

this, a botanic garden has a fruitful field for exertions, I

endeavoured to naturalise the medicinal Squill on our

sea-shores. Lately the American species of Sumach have

come in successful competition with the Sicilian Sumach,

the species from which gatherings are made in the United

States being chiefly Rhus glabra, R. typhina and R.

copallina ; all rich in tannic acid, all to be seen in our

botanic garden. In translocations of this kind, which,

under the sanction of usage, we are accustomed to call

acclimation, we are expected to take a leading share ; the

former is the apter term, inasmuch as the possibilities of

changing constitutional endurance to clime are restricted

to narrow bounds. I should have spoken of the uses of

a botanic garden as a horticultural school, of excursions

to emanate from it into the flower-fields of the city

environs ; of the aid which it has afforded to provide the

festive boughs and decorative flowers at thousands of

files for our charities ;
but time will scarcely permit. I

intended to have also spoken of the " marvels of vegeta-

tion " which it might display, but must reserve this theme

for a special lecture. Still, this I would say, that the

teachings should be in such a form in our own State

gardens as not to encroach on the functions of our famed

University, which has made already early and special pro

vision for phytologic instmction.

For toxicological experiments in a botanic garden the

various poison plants become of importance, irrespective

of the guardianship which the display of these plants in

a living state so instractively exercises. Investigations of

this kind require lengthened attention, the separation,

analysis, and identification of organic poisons being sur-

rounded with far more difficulty than the examination of

metallic or other inorganic substances. Besides, the de-

velopment or intensity of the deleterious principle depends

often on local causes, which are not always within ready

range of observation, or perhaps even involved in mystery,

such as physiology and chemistry have hitherto striven in

vain to clear away. The so-called Cape Weed (Crypto-

stemma calendulaceum), for the presence of which I

am not responsible, as it had irrepressively invaded

some parts of Australia as early as 1833, was recently

* On cxpl.iinin^ to Mr. G. Joachimi, C.E,, of Melbourne, all the
d<:tails of prcpariiiK tt;.'» loaves for mercantile commerce, he has
ironstruclcd. on my sUKgestioii, an apparatus to be worked and
heated by steam . this will require, according 10 his opinion, only
two men for performing the work which, according to the present
Chinese method, would occupy 25 men The mechanism, so con-
structed, provides for cutting wood for tea-chests as a bye-work.

t The imports of tea into the United States lor some of the

past years were as follows, according to Consul T. Adamson, viz.,

year ending June 30 :

—

:856-57 25,292,100 lb.

1858 =9.255.300 „
1859 30,i73.'oo „
i860 31,662,400,,

1861 28,189,300,,

1867 39.S92.658 ,,

The importation of tea into Britain for the seven months of

each year, ending July 31, was—

1869 67,648,5881b. v.due ;(;4,904,777

1870 79.384.477.. .. 5.263.836

1871 91.753.906 .. .. 0,030,556

For the whole ye.ar—in 1864, ;£9,338,76o ; 1865, X;"0,044,462 :

1866, /;ii,=o3,8is. u 1 >.
' Producing 150,000 bush, in 1809, worth izs. per busji., there-

fore X9o,ooo iTie year's crop in that small State.

t Gaylussacia frondosa et resinosa (Americai: Huckleberries).

Vaccinium vacillans, pennsylvanicum et corymbosum Blaeberry).

subjected in my laboratory to examination, with a view of

ascertaining whether any chemically separable active

principle might produce the violent purging, termi-

nating in acute and often fatal dysentery, to which flocks

occasionally become subject, but the investigation gave

negative results. The deleterious effect arises, therefore,

either merely from mechanical irritation and distensioii.

when sheep have gorged themselves with this weed, or it

m.ay be traceable to a locally-developed poison, which in

ordinary circumstances does not exist. The latter w_as

ascertained to be the case by my own experiments as far

as Swainsona Greyana, Swainsona lesserticcfolia, Lotus

australis, Gastrolobium bilobum, and, perhaps, Stypandra

glauca, are concerned. The two former cause in some

localities cerebral affections in horses and other pastural

animals, terminating in death ; but the cultivated plaltts

were found harmless. Gastrolobium, with some species

of Oxylobium and Isotropis, the bane of the he.ath

pastures of West Australia, has hitherto baffled all efforts

to detect an antidote, but one of the most dreaded

species, Gastrolobium bilobum, proved here in cultivation

inert. Desert specimens of Lotus australis produced in

my local trials deadly effects on sheep, while our garden

plant or the fresh herb from the sand shores of Port

Phillip showed themselves innocuous. Stypandra glauca

is reported to produce complete blindness of sheep in

some districts of West Austraha, the eyes, it is said,

assuming a blue tinge throughout. Unless this grass

Lily has been confused with an allied and externally

similar weed—namely, Agrostocrinum stypandroides—we
have again a plant which with capriciousness has hitherto

baffled our toxicologic experiments. Anguillaria and

Burchardia, which, early in spring, sprinkle their pretty

blossoms so universally over the pastures of the whole of

extra-tropic Austr.aUa, produce, so I have ascertained, in-

nocuous bulbs, although belonging to a tribe of plants

which includes the dreadfully deleterious Veratrums and

Sabadilla.

An ample field for observation is also open for us in

this direction, and this more particulariy in a young country

like ours. Indeed, as might be expected, the applications

for advice to a botanic department are now of daily occtir-

rence, and ever increasing with the population and its

varied enterprises. A central institution for phytologic

information requires to be maintained among us some-

where, whether in this metropoUs, or in any other city of

Australia, may perhaps not be of great moment : but to

build up such an institution for all these colonies, the

local eftbrts here have not been altogether insignificant.

The integrity of a well-constructed whole, on which so

much forethought has been spent, should, however, not

be lightly disrapted ; or a carefully organised department,

of whose meaning or obligations but few can really be

aware, should not be suffered to be impeded in its

progress.

A botanic garden which cannot afford to maintain at

least one collector in the field must be reg.Trded as a very

imperfect institution. For brisk interchanges particu-

larly such material is needed as has the charm of

novelty. Should we not also take an honourable share

in unfolding the natural productions of the globe, espe-

cially when novelties or rarities are here almost

within our grasp, and when assuredly the investigation

of such is calculated to advance as well the interests of

technology ?

In some parts of Europe the fashions of horticulture

have recently undergone some changes again, so far as to

render the growing of flowers in masses, or bands, or

decorative figures less predominant, as this extremely

artificial culture is giving way largely to the far more

natural one of picturesque or scenic grouping. I ad-

visedly do not apply to this system of planting the term

"subtropical gardening," which is yet retained in the

excellent book published this year by Mr. William

Robinson, who has contributed ,by this and other works

(such as the one on T/ie Gardens, Parks, and Promenades

of Paris) so much to ennoble horticulture to simpler

natural grandeur, and lead it to higher scientific tastes.

With still less logical propriety can the appellation of

landscape gardening be chosen for this process of scenic

ornamentation or group-planting, as we comprehend

something far more extensive by a landscape than the

ordinary limited areas of gardens or even of parks.

I hold that, in a public cultural establishment, its endow-

ments are more legitimately employed by devoting them

to reproduce works of permanence and utility ;
not, how-

ever, falling into the other extreme of shutting out

altogether ornamentation in its less expensive form.

I further hold that attractiveness in a young garden or

park should commence in providing for befitting fencings,

passable drives, reclamation of swamps, effective water-

works, security against floods, shelter .against storms, and

primary conversion of tracts of wilderness into useful

and reproductive verdure. We may gain the transient

acclamation of a few of the less thoughtful, if we provide

mainly, though only temporarily, for gaze, neglecting all

that is lasting or urgent, or all that is scientific or in-

dustrial. But incontestably a reaction of public opinion

will ere long set in ; there will be little or nothing to show

for much of the expenditure of years, and a just and

resentful censure will sooner or later overt,ake us. Do
you not think that even a private proprietor will view

after a time his collections of Palms, which from year to

year increase in value, and also in ornamental grandeur,

with far greater pride than his remnants of ordinary

flower-beds? Will he not comp.aro with infinitely more

satisfaction the imposing forms of his incxpcnsively-up-

grown pines, from which he can harvest even the seeds,

than the decayed relics of short-lived plants, which, how-

ever pleasing they may have been in their ephemeral glory,

did involve probably a far greater outlay for maintenance

than his lasting tree plantations? If means will allow it,

let all these kinds of garden treasures be simultaneously

m.aintaiiied, particularly .-us the herb.accous plants provide

a sight at once. If it must be flowers mainly, let it be

largely then Cacte.-e, Begonia-, Aroids, Scitaiiiinc:r, all

yielding flowers in the true sense of the word, for glass

accommod.ation ; and let it be the hardy diversified plants

already named in the eariier part of the lecture, which.
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while iliey are as gorgeous as any, are not ephemeral,

increase in value, convey a vast amount of instruction, and

lead liorticulture to a higher flight. Baron von Muclkr.

{To be Continued.)

LIST. INTHUS PRINCEPS.
The Gentian family certainly contains an unusual

nuniber of fine plants for ornamental purposes, though

comparatively few are known in gardens. Among the

finest of all is the subject of our illustration (fig. 268),

introduced in 1S49, and figured and described by Lindley

in that year in our own columns (1849, p. 62S), and in

the Journal oi the Horticultural Society. The plant in

question, seeds of which are now in the hands of Mr.

B. S. Williams, is described by Lindley as being "one
of the noblest plants inexistence. " It is a compact branch-

ing shrub, growing about two feet in height. The leaves

are opposite, oblong, lanceolate, acuminate, and dark

green on the upper side, paler below ; the blooms are

produced on slender stalks in gracefully drooping

racemes, of from three to five. The flowers are

tubular, the calyx being about half-an-inch long, and

the corolla about five inches in length, and upwards of

an inch wide. The colour of the tube is

rich scarlet, melting into golden-yellow at

each end.

It is found growing at elevations of from
10,000 to 11,000 feet above the level of the

sea, in the province of Pamplona, in New
Grenada ; but it is a rare plant even in its

native country.

Lily of the Valley, Violets, or Mignonette. Such

glasses I have often suflered from, in rooms where the

occupants would faint at the notion of having a light

starry Allium in their glasses ; because it is garlic which

of course they must smell, after they discover its

name. There is still too much prejudice (I incline to

call it vulgarity) against aromatic evergreens, Rose-

mary, Lavender, Thyme, Gum Cistus, &:c. ; and as for

aromatic herbs, the kitchen is considered the only

place fit for them. However, all the worse for those

who have no pleasant country associations from such

old-fashioned plants ; neither will they understand

better the garden allusions of Sir T. More (p. 706), or

Bacon, nor plants continually referred to in Shakspcare.

Scentless flowers, I am inclined to think, last longer

than sweet smelling ones, or possibly it may be that

these last must be perfectly fresh.

The shape of nosegays in glasses is of move conse-

quence than the colour, and it is a more diflicult part

of the arrangement. To satisfy the eye tall glasses

must have three tiers of hanging plants—more foliage

than flowers, and some spiky, feathery finishing-touch

plant. A low glass must have leaves of interesting

formation, serrated edges, hairy surfaces, beautiful

I have avoided naming greenhouse and stove plants

as much as possible, but a leaf of Xylophylla lati-

folia lasts very long, and is a most peculiar and
beautiful object with its fringe of little flowers around

each leaf, should the plant be too large to be brought

into the room. This interesting plant is far too little

grown. F. J. Ilope^ Wardie Lodge.

FLOWERS FOR DECORATION.
Many object to strong-smelling flowers

in the room. My study is to avoid any
individual flower that overpowers the others,

and my ideal is to obtain the fresh per-

fume of an old-fashioned greenhouse. This
perfume is quite peculiar and refreshing :

there is plenty of air in that greenhouse.
A Lonicera llexuosa outside, possibly a
certain amount of Moss on the pots, a turf

o( Lily of the Valley under the stage, a
starved pot of Mignonette seeding on a
shelf—old Davyanum and Fair Helen
Pelargoniums on the stage, and, above all,

a Lady Mary Hay up the back wall.

A few words as to this last Pelargonium,
which I never knew by any other name.
It was one of "^l distinct sweet-scented
Pelargoniums we had at one time ; but we
have Tost it for some years, although I have
sought for it from Inverness to the Isle of
Wight perseveringly, but as yet in vain.

The flower is a good large lilac, like General
liavelock, and the leaf is like Unique, only-

sweeter, softer, larger, and of a brighter

green. If any of your readers have this old

**Geranium" I would gladly exchange plants

with them, for even a cutting.

To return to the smell of plants. My
experience is that they are never oppres-
sive when the different perfumes are pro-
perly combined : then they give real enjoy-

ment to all. I do not see why the sense of
smelling should not be as thoroughly culti-

vated as that of hearing, and as the intervals

that make up the chords of perfect harmony
are at once detected by the educated ear, so

should the plants be known that will satisfy

the most fastidious nose.

Many plants I have named in this paper
are not altogether pleasant when squeezed
and bruised—such as Arbor-vitK, Tansy, all

the umbelliferous plants, lobatum, odoratis-

simum, and tanacetum among sweet-scented
Pelargoniums—but are perfectly innocuous
(as almost all leaves are) when left alone,

therefore I use them.
I have not named the Alliums we use (and they last

very long in water), for I felt there would at once be an
outcry about Onions and Garlic ; suffice it to say we use
five species,—colours dark maroon, rosy-lilac, yellow,
and white, and that by proper management we are not
annoyed by having them in the glasses, but Lilium
auratum was only once one morning in the room. We
hope to enjoy its overpowering perfume in the open
border this summer ; it is not even in the greenhouse,
and this is just the simple rule I keep to, viz., to use
any flower or leaf that does not give out its perfume
when left alone, and to use no plant, however sweet-
scented, that you single out at once on entering the

room, as if it was the only perfuming flower there. I

cannot give a stronger example of my theory and prac-

tice than the use of the Alliums and banishment of
L. auratum.

It is an endless study to investigate the varied smell-
ing portions of plants, roots, stalks, leaves, flowers,

seeds, flowers in bud, flowers expanded, flowers fading,
some only having their full perfume when wet, others
when the sun is hot and dry on them. Those that only
smell in the evening have to be considered in the flower
class arrangement, when windows must be shut and
the rooms get close with lamps. But I affirm that the
worst smelling plant in its natural healthy state of
growth, is less offensive than an ill-kept glass of forced

Fig. 268.—lisianthus rraNCErs.

shadings and vcinings seen through the light when on

a level with the eye, and either scentless or delicately

scented flowers. It is well to learn, to observe, what
plants will form roots in water, like the Tradescantias ;

or grow double their length in a week, like Myosotis

and Chcerophyllum ; which expand by lamplight, and
how many evenings they are able to continue doing

so, like Crocuses ; what flowers shut up to an hour
out-of-doors, like Gentians and Gazanias, and keep
open in the room ; to see when grasses are at the exact

flowering age at which they last longest in water.

The most diflicult point while arranging flower-

glasses is to know where to stop, because two or three

sprays are an improvement to a glass. It is human
nature, I suppose, to be ready to stick in half-a-dozen

more, and tliat is the good of having the finishing-

touch plant a wiry, smooth stalk (be it either flower

or foliage), so that it can be pulled out without dis-

arrangement. It is best to be prepared for this fault,

for it is sure to occur, and seems difficult to eradicate,

although the consequence is seen the same evening in

the drooping of the over-crowded flowers.

Pittosporum Mayii, I forgot to name as an admirable

evergieen for all the year, and common Spurge Laurel

is very useful in winter and spring, from its long stalks,

sweet-smelling flowers and berries, green and nearly

black when ripe.

NOTES ON CONIFERS.—XL
Pimis Lariclo.—There is some confusion as to the

exact period when this valuable Pine was first intro-

duced. Some put it as far back as 1759 ; Loudon, who
is generally considered a safe authority in such matters,

puts it as late as 1S14, when he says it was imported

from Corsica. In France it is now extensively planted

for its timber, and, indeed, generally over the south of

Europe. It also forms forests on the mountains of

Calabria.

It is an erect-growing tree, with dark green, shining,

twisted or curled leaves, from 4 to 7 or 8 inches in

length, compact and formal when young ; when old, it

becomes ojiener and more irregular in outline, forming

a fine straight clean bole, increasing in size perhaps

faster than any other Pinus, except P. insig-

nis. It has a robust constitution, and is

neither particular about soil, altitude, or

situation, thriving alike on the freestone,

the granite, and the wliinstone formations.

Although a mountainous tree, it thrives all

the better, and grows all the quicker, when
planted in lower elevations, whether near

the sea or in inland districts, provided

always that the ground is naturally dry or

thoroughly drained. It is certainly a

hardier tree than the Scotch Pine (Pinus

sylvestris), thriving and growing freely

where it forms only a scrub.

It does not appear to be liable to the

attacks of insects, nor suffer from any

disease, and, as is now well known, is all

but exempt from the attacks of rabbits and
hares, arising, doubtless, from the pecu-

liarly bitter flavour with which its sap is

impregnated. In this vicinity a remarkable

illustration of its adaptability to plant in

exposed situations, and where game abounds,

came under my notice a good many years

ago. It was proposed to plant a portion

of a very exposed hill ; doubts were then

expressed whether trees could be got to

grow on it at all. It was planted with a

mixture of what was thought suitable for

the situation, including a small proportion

of P. Laricio. Hares and rabbits were

pretty numerous. What with the exposed

situation and the game, although frequently

replanted, the upper part of the plantation

is still a blank, except the P. Laricio, which

at considerable distances are standing, and
growing with wonderful rapidity, as yet

receiving no shelter from each other, show-

ing in an unmistakable manner the great

value of this tree for planting in exposed

situations or where game abounds.

Being a tree of quick growth, accommo-
dating as to soil and situation, very hardy,

growing to a great size, forming valuable

timber rapidly, and coming to maturity at

from 60 to 80 years of age, it cannot fail, on
account of its commercial importance, more
and more to arrest the attention of those

engaged in planting for profit, and is sure

to be much more extensively planted than

it has hitherto been. As a screen tree and
nurse it possesses all the requisite qualities

in a very high degree.

At first, foresters complained of the great

difficulty in getting it to grow when planted

out, arising from its being, like the P.

Pinaster, a sparse-rooting species. This can

easily be remedied by transplanting in the nursery

every year, and thus increasing the quantity of roots,

and reducing the loss when permanently planted out to

a minimum.
The true Corsican Pine has twisted leaves, and as

there are numerous varieties in cultivation, depending

on the country from which the seeds have been im-

ported, planters should be careful to select the true

variety, which can be readily done in the nursery rows.

I have frequently remarked that the true Corsican Pine

has smaller branches than the straight and coarser

leaved varieties, which tend more to the character of

P. austriaca.

One of the finest specimens in Scotland is to be seen

at Riccarton ; it is now upwards of 60 feet in height, and

6 feet I inch in girth 3 feet from the ground. There is

also a very fine one at Hopetoun House, 61 feet in

height, and 5 feet 6 inches in girth 4 feet from the

ground.
Pimts Lindkyana.—Indigenous to the mountains o(

Mexico, where it grows to the height of about 50 feet.

Judging from the progress it is making in some places

in this country it is likely to equal if not exceed that

height. At Castle Kennedy it is already upwards of

25 feet in height, although growing in a slightly exposed

situation ; the exposed side, however, suffering from

the effects of the cold wind?.
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This is a Pine which should not be planted in cold

or exposed localities, being evidently unable to with-

stand low temperatures or contact with cold frosty

winds. In moderately warm and well-sheltered sites it

should be planted, and will well repay a little atten-

tion, it being, when seen in good health, one of the

most striking Pines we possess. It has an irregular,

spreading, umbrageous head, the fine warm, green,

glaucous colour of its long, pendulous leaves, from 9 to

12 inches in length, which grow in large tufts at the

ends of its branchlets, not placed so closely but that

each tuft stands distinct, makes it quite a pleasing

object to look on. Its beauty is considerably enhanced
during the summer and autumn, while the current year's

foliage grows upwards, contrasting with the pendulous
foliage of former years.

There are a few other long-leaved Mexican Pines

which do pretty well here, such as P. Montezuma,
P. Gordoniana and P. rudis, all having a general

resemblance to each other, and all preferring a good
strong loam to grow in ; and where this does not exist

a good top-dressing of any rich decayed vegetable

matter tells very favourably on the vigour of the trees.

Finns macrocarpa. — This large-coned Pine was
introduced about 1S32, and is indigenous to the moun-
tains of California. It is described as being a large

tree, with spreading branches, growing from 70 to

100 feet in height, with leaves from 10 to 12 inches in

length, of a glaucous grey colour, its extraordinary
cones measuring from 10 to 15 inches in length, and
from 4 to 8 inches in diameter at the thickest part,

and weighing from 3 to 5 lb. each. The cones when
ripe are of a pale yellowish colour, very smooth, and
very hard.

In the British Isles this tree is found to be, in most
situations, quite hardy, although a little capricious as

to soil, and not adapted for planting, except in mode-
rately sheltered situations, thriving best in deep,
warm, porous loams, with an open subsoil. In
gravelly or poor thin soils, where it refuses to thrive, it

assumes a leggy, straggling habit, and is thin and bare
of leaves. There are some fine specimens at Riccarton,
about 18 feet high, pictures of health. Mr. Buxton,
the gardener there, informed me that there is a remark-
ably fine specimen at Donibristle, in Fifeshire, 28 feet

in height, in perfect health. Wherever this fine tree is

likely to prove at home it should be planted, as when
seen in rude health it is a tree of no ordinary beauty

;

and when large enough to carry its wonderful cones,
will be an object worthy of occupying the choicest
positions in our finest parks and pleasure-grounds.

Piniis Mu^hus.—Introduced into this country about
the beginning of the century from the mountains of
Austria, where it grows from the height of from 15 to

20 feet. This is a dwarf species of Pine, closely
allied to the P. sylvestris, of no value except for

covering bare, exposed places, where taller trees

would be inadmissible, or for surrounding the margins
of exposed plantations. As an underwood it does not
thrive, evidently disliking the shade.
The P. pumila is a still dwarfer, although closely

allied species, seldom growing above 5 or 6 feet in

height, but it often spreads to a considerable distance.

Both being mountainous trees, are very hardy.
Finns muricata.—This is a very beautiful and very

distinct 2-leaved tree. Indigenous to California,

wliere it was first discovered, and sent home by Dr.
Coulter, somewhere about a quarter of a century ago,
it has since been found in different habitats by nearly
all the plant collectors who have explored these regions
and made discoveries amongst the rich arboreal stores
of California. Collectors are unanimous in reporting,
that it is seldom seen more than 40 feet in height,
oftener much less, and it grows at altitudes of from 3000
to 7500 feet. This fine Pine has some resemblance to
the P. insignis, to which it approaches nearer than
any other species, differing considerably, however, in
having stronger and darker coloured foliage, the leaves
being from 4 to 6 inches in length, and much stiffer

than the P. insignis. It makes shorter annual growths,
ripening its shoots early in the autumn, and conse-
quently it is fitted to withstand low winter temperature,
being altogether a hardier Pine. Its appearance when
young, and seen under favourable conditions, is close
and compact, of a pyramidal form, rather blunt at the
top, and where room is given it to spread is always
clothed with branches to the ground. It is not fas-

tidious either about soil or situation, suffering less

from high winds than most of the Californian Pines.
At Castle Kennedy, on a moderately deep sandy loam,
it is in perfect health ; the same at Corswall, in

Wigtonshire, the residence of John Carrick Moore,
Esq., where there is a remarkable specimen, as bold,
as pleasing, and as fine in appearance as is the P. in-

signis when seen in its best state, growing in a nice
friable loam ; and at Riccarton there is one 28 feet in
height, all that could be desired for health, growing in
a good strong loam.

Taking into consideration the progress many of these
trees have already made in this country, I think we
may justly anticipate that, ere very many years pass
away, we shall have some specimens of this tree as large
as those described as growing on the uplands of Cali-
fornia in their native homes ; another proof how well
these islands are adapted to be the future home of many
of the grand Californian Conifers, all tending to justify
us in hoping and believing that many of them will
become permanent residents amongst us, doing what

superior races seldom fail to do, elbowing out and dis-

placing not a few of those which are less worthy of
cultivation either for ornamental or economic purposes.
A. Fcnt'ler, Castle Ketmedy.

THE CHOICE OF PLANTS FOR
BEDDING-OUT.

The marvellous invention of steam as a motive
power is not mere wonderful than the many improve-
ments that have been made with its engines. Inventors
have crept step by step, at greater or lesser intervals of
time, upward till they gained the high pitch of perfec-
tion we now see everywhere exhibited, but, I repeat
it, the perfection attained has taken years of toil and
thought, and an enormous outlay of treasure.

We reckon our time now-a-days with the greatest
accuracy, for the ball drops at I o'clock at the Green-
wich Observatory without fail, and that to a fraction of
a minute ; and not only so, but we have now a similar
ball in St. Anne's Square, Manchester, which drops at

the Greenwich time. But in cloudy days, a little

before the Christian era, the warlike Romans knew
not how the day went, and the *' klepsydra," or water
clock, and the sand-glass were, in those days, great
institutions in the absence of the sun-dial.

All elegant author has remarked that people built
faultless palaces long before they could plant fine

gardens, but if they had had skill they had not the
materials, for sea and land had not then been com-
passed to get floral treasures. Wonder not then, after
such examples, if there be yet many finishing strokes
to be put to the cultivation of flowers. The gems
may yet have to be set somewhat nearer the eye, and
the gaudy flowers put back as slightly out of place,
though still respected.

A field of flesh-coloured Clover (Trifolium incama-
tum) would be only a large bed of very beautiful
flowers, well suited no doubt to the situation, and to
the views of the farmer who chose to grow such a crop,
but the plant is not thereby fitted for flower gardening
purposes. The same may be said of many other plants
that we see cultivated for ornament, such as those
whose dull, dark foliage has recommended them to
contrast violently with green or variegated leaves, or
with gay flowers, by way of toning down their colours,
as if some garish tartan had been the type from which
the planter had taken his design. Hence we see
Nettle-leaved plants as if they had been dyed a dirty
brown, Beet leaves just all but black, and nondescript
Kale plants blotched and streaked with red and grey.
Now there is a want of dignity in all these that I have
named, and even the variegated Maize requires extreme
discretion in getting it a suitable place in the flower
garden, for it is but a parti-coloured grass after all,

and cannot compare with our hardy Ribbon-grass in
the colour of its foliage, or with the variegated Cock's-
foot-grass (Dactylis), and when freely used is apt to
have a weedy look. Better things are not wanting, and
I should not cultivate these mulatto-looking subjects.

Old favourites that have stood the test of some 30
years, and still improve with age, such as the Helio-
tropium peruvianum and its varieties, should never be
lightly put aside, for, although not very neat in habit
nor gaudy in flavour, its cherry-pie scent has charms
which, like that of Mignonette, Roses, and Violets,
cannot be done without. I purposely pass over the
whole tribe of Pelargoniums, as they are, and always
have been, to the gardener what the stock-pot is to
the cook ; and I could not enter into their merits with-
out going beyond due bounds.

Planted like an avenue in length, and like an amphi-
theatre in width, or cross section, the dwarf-growing
Dahlias, the tall ones, and even the gaudy Sunflower,
backed with Hollyhocks and faced with dwarf bedding
plants, may produce the effect of vastness where such
is wanted in gardens of note, but this is not my idea of
plants suited for high-class bedding. It is true that
they are grand plants, and for distant effect they are
essential. They are regiments of the line, and their
effect is in the number of their rank and file rather than
in their individual merit. I do not touch here upon
what are styled sub-tropical plants, bedded out in excep-
tionally sheltered spots for people to wonder at. The
Pine-apple was bedded-out at Bicton in this way, and
bore the fine climate of South Devon " as well as could
be expected," but the practice did not pay, and I never
heard of its being copied elsewhere, although the rigid
prickly Pine-apple plant appears quite a model plant for
bearing wind and weather, unlike the Grape Vine and
the Melon plant.

For purposes of cultivation there are classes among
plants not the less definite and natural, though not
acknowledged in botanical works—Palms, Grasses,
Orchids, bulbs, herbaceous plants, alpines, succulents.
Ferns

; the grass low and moist, the alpine and succu-
lent high and dry ; the calm and moist atmosphere for
Ferns, and the well-known deep cylindrical pot for
bulbs, not to mention trees and shnibs, as beyond the
limit of the present subject. The garden may contain
all these, but still they must be grouped and not jumbled.
I once saw a gem of a flower-bed filled with various suc-
culents, elegantly turned out of hand, with one strong
brown nettle-leaved plant in the centre. I longed to get
it by the neck and weed it out, as it had no connection
with the rest of the bed, no link whereby it could hang on.

In Older to see bedding-out one mustadopt the costly

and laborious route of going to the noted gardens, and
seeing for one's-self, for any number of exhibitions of
plants for jirizes can give no idea either of the art of bed-
ding. out, or of the material used in so doing. Succulents
were freely used for bedding-out in Kew Gardens last

year, not to speak of other gardens ; and some kinds,
such as Echeverias, are admirably adapted for the rock-
work style, or the ruined castle style. On the flat

surface of the ground they are lost. [Query ; see
Hampton Court.] Waterton said of monkeys they
must be mounted, their home is on the tree top,
and there they best exhibit their four-handed work
(Quadrumana). Succulents are seldom found in situ

in wet earth, hence our Stonecrop, Samphire, &c., live

where the pinch of vegetable mould is often incredibly
small. Cacti, and other succulents, were cultivated in
lime rubbish in my time, but when Mr. Green brought
his splendid Epiphyllums to Chiswick, he changed our
creed as to lime rubbish; and for pot culture he was
right, for the succulents dearly like loam and dung, pro-
vided it is dry enough at certain seasons. Still succulents
are " rock " or " ruin " plants ; they always were, and,
like Waterton's monkeys, they must be mounted.
The grand central bed in Kew Gardens was an

architectural basin with a central piece, and between
that and the margin the bedding-out plants wera
grouped. Succulents were there in great force and
beauty, but they were not alone, and the presence ofnon-
succulents offended the eye and betrayed poverty, for the
intruders had the appearance of what Sir Joseph Banks
said of weeds, that they were plants out of their place.
It is this mixture of thin-leaved with thick-leaved plants,

and coarse-leaved with fine that I object to. With such
a mixture what harmony can there be in the group?—for

the brown Nettle-leaf in a bed, like the copper-leaved
Beech among trees, is always a black sheep.

The art of bedding-out is no doubt a progressive one,
and the fast man is just as likely to err as the slow man,
but still there is a line to guide the gardener—"though
not perhaps a hard and fast line." The florist knows the
rules by which to judge Tulips, Pinks, Roses, &c., and
this has been come at by slow paces, and much consul-
tation, pro and con. One seldom sees a good bed of
Crassula coccinea now-a-days, such as were to be seen

25 years ago ; and as for Mesembryanthemums they
seem to be unknown as bedding plants. I have grown
both, and mourn their loss, for I have never seen any
bedding-out plant to equal these. They are costly and
require forethought, for such plants cannot be got by
thousands like Verbenas in six or eight weeks' time ; but
that is no matter, they can be got with an extra year's

forethought quite as easily as Echeverias and other
succulents are got now ; and if I can read the signs of
the times, the day is at hand when this neglected class

will come to the front, for I see in one of the best

managed gardens in England some thousands of M.
cordifolium variegatum bedded out. Many years ago,
and before I had charge of a garden on my own account,
I looked out for my materials in case I should want
them for another day, and at that time there was a fine col-

lection of Mesembryanthemums at Syon, kept in frames
in winter and planted out on the rock in summer ; and
this work, in the hands of Mr. Bevis, the botanical

foreman, was done admirably. I name it here to show
that it is no crotchet of mine to praise this tribe of
plants, for the Duke of Northumberland was deeply
versed in plant lore, and required such and such things

to be done for him, and this was one of them. These
have been in our hands for the last 100 years ; they are

mostly natives of the Cape of Good Hope, and, like

Cape Heaths and Pelargoniums, are all of the easiest

culture, almost every leaf will make a plant in a little

sand. They are of various colours—yellow, red, pink,

and purple. They flower, as their name implies, at mid-
day, or rather when the sun shines, hence their flowers

are never open when it rains. Thus, whilst the adjoin-

ing bed of Calceolarias may have every slipper loaded
with water, to its ruin, the Fig Marigold has slept away the

storm, and, like the motto on the sun-dial, "Only
counts the hours that are serene. " Their foliage is neat

and abundant, and of various shapes—curious, gro-

tesque, and ornamental, and subject to fewer ills than
most plants. Their beauty lasts for about one-third of

the year, but they are interesting objects at all times,

on account of their elegant foliage. Small pots and
small space are all they need ; damp and careless

watering are death to most succulents. They are so
nearly hardy that they seldom want more than a cold
frame, from which frost is excluded Indeed, it may be
said of these splendid succulents, which I have named,
as the poet said of man (slightly altered) :

—

" They want but little care to grow,
Nor want that little long."

Ah'xandcr Forsyth.

NEPENTHES.
(See fig. 369. p. 1165.)

From the comparative scarcity of well-grown plants,

Nepenthes have got the character of being difficult to

grow. Such is really not the case ; the fact is, their

requirements appear to be little understood. We
generally find them stuck at the darkest end of the

stove, smothered by other plants overhead, or heavily
shaded, under the impression that they require it.

The result is they become so weakened by such treat-

ment, that the copious application of water essential to
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their existence cannot be absorbed by their roots, which

rot as fast as the plants in their struggle for existence

make them ; and they ultimately die outright, or never

form pitchers freely, the absence of which latter, from

a cultural point of view, renders them of no

interest. Instead of placing them in the situations

described, hang them up or elevate them in any
way until tl>e tops of the plants are not more than

I or 2 feet from the glass ; under the ridge is the best,

as there they will get more light as well as the necessary

air they require from the ridge ventilators. Shade
with thin materials when the sun shines, but never

when it does not. Use pots proportionately small as

compared with the requirements of most other plants,

and give liberal drainage. .Soil ; the best fibrous Orchid

peat three-fourths, with one-fourth chopped spli.ag-

num, sand, and crocks about the size of horse-beans.

Water at the root once a-day
during the growing season,

twice or three times a-week
during the season of rest.

Syringe overhead in the even-

ings whilst the plants are

making active growth, and
keep them clear from insects.

As to temperature, all they re-

quire is such as will grow
Cucumbers all the year round.

By following these simple

directions success is almost
reduced to a certainty. In
conclusion, I may say that, of

all plants introduced for culture

under glass, I know of none
possessing more general in-

terest. T. Baincs^ The Gar-
dcitSf SouthgaU House^ JV.

fruit properly so-called, although tliey form delicious
|

delicious odour, it possesses the texture of a liard
entrcmds. The question is how to make fruit itself Turnip. Now these Pines when treated witli boiling
palatable, satisfactory and wholesome. This is fairly syrup, as described above, until the flesh is tender,
answered by what is called in France nuitAioine ties form one of the most delicious entniuiis im.aginable ;
fruils. Take whatever fruit is at hand of the softer the fruit must be cut into slices of the usual thickness,
kinds—Currants (red, white, and black), Strawberries, and carefully pared.
Raspberries, Cherries, Grapes, whicliever are in season,
and in as great variety as [lossible, for it is the mixture
of flavours tliat, as in the case of the salad, makes the
macMoine , strip and pick it all carefully, and mix it

together inas.alad bowl or any other deep vessel, strew
over the whole finely powdered loaf sugar, and over
this a very small quantity of claret, sherry, or even
water. Tliis must be done an hour or two before the

There is not a restaurant in Paris, we believe,
which Pine-apple in syrup is not to be found on the
carte. G. IK Y., in the Food Journal.

ome Corresponbente.

Bedding Plant.Amaranthus salicifolius

HOW TO MAKE THE
MOST OF FRUIT.
We are now in the very

midst of the fruit season, the
shops are literally overflowing
with the attractive berries,

while Green Gages— very
green, and Apples greener still,

are making their d3ul. The
street arab eats all he is lucky
enough to get hold of—good,
bad, and indifferent—the first

in the smallest, and the second
in probably the largest propor-
tion, and perhaps is little the

worse for it, for moderate diet

and much exercise are fine

stomachics ; but careful mam-
mas dread the effect of too

much raw fruit on the health

of their darlings, and they are

oflen in the right, and
especially so after a plentiful

meal. That period is the

worst one in the day for fruit

eating ; to really enjoy fruit it

should be eaten by itself, or

with bread, as is common upon
the Continent, for breakfast or

luncheon. A French country
lad will eat a pound or two
of Grapes or any other kind
of fruit with a huge hunch of
bread, and a young Spaniard
will consume half a big water
Melon for his dinner, and
desires nothing better.

In England, however, ex-

cept in the very finest sea-

sons, fruit is scarely ever fully

ripe enough to be indulged in

freely, and powdered sugar is

almost a necessary passport,

though a very insufficient cor-

rective.

Pies and puddings, indeed,

form a very pleasant item in

the English cuisine^ but deli-

cate pastry is dear, and coarse pastry is not very
palatable except to the ploughboy and the urchin,
who, like the captain, as described by the sailor in the
old story, is an " Epicure, a fellow who can eat any-
thing !

" And we fear it must be added that no pastry,
whether delicate or heavy, is very wholesome.

Then, delicious as is a well made Raspberry and
Currant tart, cooked fruit never possesses the flavour
of fresh ripe fruit, and, moreover, it "goes to nothing
in the cooking," as a plain cook might say.
Our neighbours, the French, make their tarts and

tartlets in a very sensible manner, retaining the full
flavour of the fruit ; the crust is a mere shell, formed
of very simple paste, but always with good butter

;

this is baked by itself, and the fruit placed in it after-
wards, and over the fruit is poured hot syrup. The
tarts, thus made in Paris of small Strawberries, Grapes,
and other fruit, are simply exquisite, when eaten, as
they always are, cold.

But pies and puddings, tarts and tartlets are not

Wrt(r^;/c'/w is to be eaten ; give the fruit a careful stir so
j

—Vour correspondent, Mr. Denning (p. 1105) lias
as to disseminate the syrup equally over all, and the been more successful with this as a beddiiiij plant than
lover of fruit wdl find a new enjoyment ; the syrup

| I have. He must be in a favoured locahty, as all I

have seen bedded out have
been complete failures. As a,
greenhouse plant, however,
for autumn decoration it is

simply magnificent, and in-

stead of too much heat injur-

ing it, it rather tends to make
the better plant. I sowed a
packet of seed on April 10 in

heat. When potted off I

divided them ; sonic I kept
with my bedding plants for

the flower garden in a little

heat until May, when they
were hardened off, and planted
out on June 12. The second
lot I kept in a cool green-

house, and the third in a Pine
pit. So far from this last

batch not liking their hot
quarters, I may say that they
grew famously, soon beginning
to show their beautiful orange
tints. I moved them out of
heat into the conservatory on
August 10. The results of
the division are as follows

:

outdoor plants, poor starve-

lings, some 6 inches high ;

greenhouse one (which has had
had no fire-heat since May),
18 inches high, and mode-
rately coloured : those grow-
in the stove until August are

5 feet high, and 3 feet through
at the base, and most beauti-

fully coloured. They are grow-
ing in a mixture of loam, sand,
and old hotbed manure, in

lo-inch pots. y. Murdoch^
The GardoiSy Crank Hall^
St. Helen's.

This is the most dis-

tinct and attractive plant I
have ever bedded-out ; in-

deed, it is difficult to convey
an adequate idea of its effect,

the beautiful colour, combined
with its graceful branching
habit, ought to be sufficient

to induce those who have
failed with it this year to
give it another trial. All who
have seen it here agree that

it is a charming plant, and
must become popular. The
seed was sown the second
week in March ; as soon as

they became strong enough
they were potted into 3-inch
pots, and placed close to the
glass in the Cucumber-house ;

the soil used was equal parts

of leaf-mould and peat. At
the next potting, equal parts

of peat, loam, and old ^Iush-
room-dung was used, and they
were put in 5 and 6-inch pots ;

their quarters was then a pit,

kept close for a few days, air

was given freely, and the

plants syringed twice a day. The second week in May
the lights were drawn off during the day, for a few
days before planting out they were kept off altogether.

Small stone fruit, such as Green Gages, Apricots, ' and finally planted out the second week in June,,
and Peaches, may be added to a tnacedoine^ being first 16 inches apart (they should be 2 feet), the plants

halved and the stones taken out ; but there is another being from 8 to 12 inches high at the time of planting ;

mode of treatment for the hard-fleshed Plum tribe, they are now from 18 to 30 inches high. The soil in

whichwillbefoundvaluableinEngland, where stone fruit which they are planted is light, and it had a good
is too often dangerously crude ; this consists of pouring dressing of stable manure in early spring. Geo, Baker,
over the halved fruit boiling hot syrup, and, when the

^

Claphatn Common,
fruit is really unripe, allowing the whole to simmer

;

gently near the fire until the flesh of the fruit is arti-
j

Lettuces.—Permit me to refer your correspondent,
ficially ripe. This fruit in syrup, when cold, is "J. B. D." (p. II05), to an article on the same sub-
delicious, as all the flavour it possesses is retained, and ject on p. 1008 of your impression dated July 27, by
indeed, elaborated. In France syrup flavoured with Mr. A. Dean, of Bedfont, wherein I think he will

Raspberries is often used in the place of simple syrup. ' clearly see that he has never grown or seen the Vic-
The London shops and barrows are now getting well toria Cos at all. Mr. Dean there states, comparing

supplied with West Indian Pines, but sad is the dis- the Victoria Cos with the Alexandra, that **in general
appointment of the novice who expends a shilling on a appearance the Alexandra strain was the most even,
pretty looking Pine-apple, and finds that, with a the Victoria strain producing decidedly the largest

Fig. 269.—NEPENTHES RAFFLESIANA.

(From a photograph, by Mr. Tipping, of SouthgatCj of the plant grown by Mr. Eaines. Seep. 1137.)

will have crept into every corner of the luscious flesh.

Eaten alone the macedoine is a delicious dessert ; with a
fresh roll it makes a capital entremet.
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samples. I should commend this as being the finest

kind for exhibition." If tlie Victoria Cos is so near to

the Alexandra Cos as stated by Mr. Dean, and so

superior to it for exhibition purposes, it is very evident

that "J. B. D." has never seen or grown the

Victoria. Permit me to say that Messrs. Hurst & Son
are the sole agents for the Victoria Cos, and that the

whole is yearly sent to them, with the exception of a

small quantity reserved for our own customers. Charles

Dimntick, Ryde.

Colston Bassett Green-fleshed Melon.—This is

undoubtedly a Melon worthy of extended cultivation.

I met with a three-light frame of it the other day—

a

most beautiful sight, and, to judge from the various

reports I have rciid, its flavour surpasses its appearance.

A more beautiful-shaped Melon I never saw, and 1

would say to those who have not grown it, By all

means give it a trial next season, yohii Edlhigton.

French Beans.—For some years past I have grown
every new kind as it came out, and also all the older

varieties. In looking round the well-managed kitchen

garden at Stoke Rochford a few days ago, I met
with a superior Bean to any I had ever grown. I

asked my friend Mr. Dell its name, but he could not

tell me ; all he knew about it was that he had grown it

for 16 years. He had grown all the old and new
kinds, but had discarded them all for this. It is most
prolific, of medium growth and exquisite flavour, as

green as possible when boiled, without the least stringi-

ness. It is a first-class Bean for forcing, as well as for

outdoor cropping. Such a crop of Beans I never
beheld before as I saw in the open quarters at Stoke
Rochford. Such a valuable Bean should not be lost,

and I hope to see it distributed next season. A really

good kind of vegetable is always welcome. John
MdlingtoUy Easton Gardens^ Grantkajn.

Pinus Lambertiana has a cone for the first time
here, and, I believe, in England, and I don't think
there is a more healthy tree of the kind to be found. It

has as much as 15 feet of soil in depth to root in.

Philip Frostj Dropmore.

Summer Lettuces.—I have been interested in

your correspondent's remarks (p. 1105), but cannot
agree with him in what constitutes a good Lettuce.
For many years I have invariably adopted the plan of
planting Lettuces between the Dahlias when first

planted out. This is done for a double purpose, that
of keeping the snails to a considerable extent off the
Dahlias, and of getting something off the ground before
the Dahlias require it. The ground being heavily
manured, and about a square yard of land being avail-
able for each Lettuce, they generally grow to a large
size. During the last 20 years I have tried nearly
every sort I have had recommended to me, but none
come so near to my taste as the white Paris Cos
type. I prefer those kinds that are both crisp and
juicy without roughness. Soft or flannelly Lettuces,
as Ivery's Nonsuch, I do not consider fit for

table. The Neapolitan is a good flavoured kind, but
too dry. Many other kinds, although good growers,
are either soft, flavourless, or rough. My experience
with regard to Dimmick's Victoria is decidedly at
variance with that of your correspondent. I look upon
it as the best variety I can grow. It seems to be a
good strain of the Paris or Crystal Cos, but does not
run to seed so soon. In size and every other respect it

is identical, often with me weighing upwards of 6 lb.

If *' J. B. D." would kindly recommend me any kinds
that will supersede, in flavour and weight, the Vic-
toria, I shall be most pleased to grow them. Charles
James Perry^ The Cedars, Castle Bromwich.

Vanessa antiopa—the Camberwell Beauty— is, I
believe, one of the largest, rarest, and most beautiful of
our indigenous butterflies. May I ask, through your
columns, if any of your readers have seen it this
summer ? I saw a single specimen in a meadow here
on the 23d, but failed to capture it, owing to its strong
flight after being disturbed. I would also desire
information as to the name of the caterpillar or insect
which preys upon the Oak. My attention has recently
been directed to the ravages of this creature. In one
case a fine tree some 10 feet in girth has been riddled
almost to the heart, and fresh lime, and even boiling
water, freely applied, has failed to destroy the creature,
and the tree will, I fear, be sacrificed. There are
several more incipient cases here, but as yet I have been
unable to find "the enemy." Joh7t II. Brooks, Major,
Flitwick House, Ampthill, August 26.

Measuring Heights of Trees.—Those who
possess and understand how to use a theodolite have
unquestionably the means of obtaining in the most
accurate manner the height of any tree or other object
which cannot well be measured with a rule. But then
a theodolite has the serious objection of being a
cumbersome plaything to carry about ; and many lovers
of trees must often have wished, as I have done, that
something portable enough for pocket-use could be
invented with which one could ascertain, approximately
If not accurately, the height of trees that interest us in
our walks or travels. I lately met with a little instru-
ment small enough to go into the waistcoat pocket
which was designed by Mr. Millar, an architect in
Ireland, for the purpose of measuring inaccessible

heights and distances in buildings, and which seems to

answer every possible requirement in the matter of

trees. It is a metal case about half-an-inch thick, and
14 inch only in diameter. Upon opposite sides of the

periphery are a pin-hole, through which you look, and
a small square hole, through wliich you can see, if you
hold it properly, a mark that you should previously

have placed upon the trunk or branch of the tree at the
same height from the ground that your eyes are—say,

5;^ feet. Between and above these two holes in the

rim of the instrument is a third larger hole, through
which, by means of mirrors inside, you obtain a
reflection of the upper part of the tree, and can see it

at the same time that you are looking at the mark
before referred to. By walking backwards from the

tree you obtain reflections ofhigherand higher branches

;

and at length you find that you have reached a place
where you can see the mark, and the reflection of the

top of the tree side by side. You have then only to

measure upon the ground the distance from where you
stand to the trunk of the tree, and add to that the

height of your eyes from the ground, and you have the

height of the tree. Any intelligent person can use the

instrument after a little practice, and if he has also

acquired the knack of walking in strides of a yard long
he may be independent of rules or measures, and may
note the altitude of the tallest trees with the certainty

of being within a few inches of their true height. If

the ground should not be quite level, allowance must
be made for the difference, whatever it may be.

IV. T. P.

Shallots, Seeding and Diseased.—At p. 1136
Mr. Hobday, in speaking of Shallots seeding, says that

his stock for the past two years has been affected with
a disease which caused them to decay ; will Mr. Hob-
day oblige us by stating in what form the disease first

attacked his crops, and what (if any) conclusion he has
come to respecting its nature ? I have grown Shallots

here for some time from seed, from bulbs in the usual

way, both home-grown and from new stock, i,e.,

changed from other localities, and at times have found
a few diseased towards spring, but not sufficient to be
worth noticing, but I am afraid the case will be differ-

ent this year, as a mildew of the worst form attacked
ny crop of these, Onions, &c., early in June. It made
ts appearance first nearly at the top of the green, and
quickly extended itself downwards towards the root,

which caused the whole plant to die ofTquite prematurely,

and I have great fear it will cause sad havoc, in the shape
of rotten bulbs, in thewholecropof this class. Respecting
two varieties of Shallots, my experience of the matter
is that there is only one variety, but the bulb is consi-

derably afiected by locality and the class of soil it is

growing in, the same as is the underground or Potato
Onion ; both, like the Potato crop, axe, as a rule, very
much better if the stock is occasionally changed from
some other locality, and sometimes that change will

induce more seed-stalks to start, as in the case of Mr.
Hobday. Other gardeners in the neighbourhood com-
plain of mildew in the Onion crop the same as mine,
and it seems pretty generally distributed through
South-East Hants and South-West Sussex, yohn May,
The Gardens, Westjield, Hayling Island.

Potatos and the Disease.—I have a considerable
quantity of Potatos of the variety known as Ash-leaved
Flukes, which have been left out as diseased on the

ground in which they were grown. On looking at

them to-day I was struck by the curious fact that

about half of them have been acted on by the sunlight,

so as to turn them of a dark green, approaching black;
the remainder have undergone no change, but remain
of the same sickly paleness they had when first dug.
On careful examination of the dark-coloured ones we
find that they were rejected without cause, for we can
find no disease in any of them. The pale ones are

one and all diseased—query, deprived of all vitality,

struck dead, so that the solar rays have found no
response in their inert carcases? I reserve the one
sort for seed, the other for, as yet, I know not what.
T. H. Maw, Broseiey. [An instructive fact. Eds.]

Raising Shallots from Seed.—I find no difficulty

in raising Shallot seed. If well-matured bulbs are
selected and planted early they will seed nearly as

freely as Onions. The crop of Shallots from seed,

when harvested, is generally three times the weight of

that produced from bulbs on a similar plot of ground.
Chas. yas. Perry, The Cedars, Castle Bromwich,

The Congress.—Mr. Fish's letter in your last

issue has reminded me of what I think was a grievous
mistake in the programme of the last Congress— that

there were too many papers to allow of any discussion,

and that the papers had no connection one with
another, so as to allow of their being discussed in a
group. It is rather early for suggestions for the next

Royal Horticultural .Society's country meeting, especially

as no place has as yet been definitely decided on ; but
it seems to me that a Congress does not partake of the

nature of a Congress if no one is allowed to discuss the

subjects brought forward for want of time. I would
suggest that two definite subjects be fixed upon—one
for each sitting—and two or three papers should be
selected bearing on the subject, and that two speakers
be chosen by a committee appointed for that purpose.
Any one else who wishes to speak might be allowed
to do so by sending in his card to the President. I

should fix the time as follows :— 1st paper, 20 minutes ;

2d, 15 ; appointed speakers, 10 minutes each ; other
speakers, 5 minutes. Names of the readers of papers
and appointed speakers, as of the subjects for discus-
sion, to be advertised at least ten days previous to the
meeting, and the Congress should be held in a room
and not in a tent. C. P. Peach.

Mysterious Disappearance of Cheiries.—Have
you met with a parallel case to this? A Morello
Cherry tree, 2.\ yards broad, something less high,
against a wall, covered with a net, hanging so far out
that no bird could reach through, had on it about 1 4 lb,

of fruit, ripe and juicy, but decidedly sour. In one
night all the fruit but two, one of which was
mutilated, disappeared ; the stalks remained on the
tree, but Cherries and stones were gone without a
trace. Pray tell me if rats were ever known to carry
off a crop of sour Morellos in this manner before,
because that seems the only explanation. H. G. [We
have met with almost identical cases before. A notice
board, on which was written "Man-traps and spring
guns set near this tree," would perhaps have saved the
Cherries. Eds.]

The Fruit Crops in. Scotland.—In your impres-
sion of the 24th you do not give reports of the condition
of the fruit crops in several counties, and as I have
travelled through them lately I send you the following
extracts from my note-book :—Caithness : Apricots,
light J Apples, good on the west coast ; Pears, aver-
age ; Plums, a good crop ; Strawberries, abundant

;

Cherries, a full average ; Peaches, good under glass ;

small fruit plentiful. Sutherland : Apricots, good near
the coast ; Apples, a fair crop ; Pears, good on walls ;

Plums, an average ; Strawberries, abundant ; Cherries,

above an average; small fruit, a fair average. Ross-
shire : Apricots, an average ; Apples, poor crops
generally ; Pears, a fair average ; Plums, above an
average; Strawberries, a heavy crop, and the fruit

fine ; Cherries, a full average ; Peaches, a thin crop
;

small fruit, plentiful ; Nuts, very thin. Inverness :

Apricots, a fair crop ; Apples, poor crops generally ;

Pears, good on walls ; Plums, a fair crop ; Straw-
berries, abundant, but much destroyed by rain

;

Cherries, a full average ; Peaches, good under glass,

scarce on walls ; Figs, good under glass ; small iruit, a
medium crop ; Nuts, a fair crop, jfohn Dozonie, Edin-
burgh.

Awards at South Kensington.—If to give a
Cultural Commendation to Mr. Baines' splendid plant
of Nepenthes seemed like a joke, may I ask, was it

not much more like one in the other direction to give it

to a basket of Vallota purpurea, one of the very easiest

plants grown, and to plants which, any day in the

week, you would find hundreds as good in Covent
Garden Market? In fact, the awards on the 21st inst.

were something astounding, especially in the Gladiolus
classes. Surely it is not sufficient that judges be honest
and upright—as I am sure they were who judged these

flowers, but they ought also to be competent ; and I

submit that their decisions clearly showed that they

were lacking in this point. The opinion was all but
universal as to the wrong judging. V. T.

Lathyrus latifolius var.—In your report of the

Floral Committee in your paper of Aug. 24, p. II37,

you mention an Everlasting Pea under the name of

Lathyrus longifolius var. Chateri. This, we believe,

is known in the trade as Lathyrus latifolius var.

Turneri. Specimen of the flower we enclose, gathered

from an old plant in Mr. Parker's nursery at Tooting.

B. 6- S.

Scotch Gardeners.—I could say much in support

of your statement as to the superior school and prac-

tical education possessed by Scotch gardeners of the

last generation as compared with that of English of

the same period. I am, however, now afraid that the

Lord Advocate's School Bill will do much harm by intro-

ducing sectarianism into the parish schools, of which
there was nothing of the kind in my day. We were
all alike, and knew nothing about difference of religion.

In our classes the Dissenting minister's son took

down the parish minister's son, and the poor fisher-

man's son took down the lord's son (or vice versA) ; all

grades were upon equal footing, and all tried to emu-
late one another. And the low charge may to us here

be viewed as ridiculous ; for instance, my own educa-

tion, although five years at school, did not cost ;^5,

for which I learnt mensuration, land-surveying, trigo-

nometry, and book-keeping, and had begun Latin. In

the course of my gardening career it was my practice

to note the kind of education of the young gardeners

who came under my notice, and on an average I

found that four out of six Scotchmen had the

square and compass with them, and could measure

quantities, while it was quite the reverse with the

English young men ; sometimes only two out of six, or

even less, could do such work. I am afraid a change

is gradually working, as there seems to be a desire for

higher wages, which would be a great boon to master

gardeners; but I do not think that money, beyond what is

really needed for their maintenance, will be of benefit

to young gardeners. I for four years lived in four as

pigsty-like bothies as can be well imagined, and I had

amongst them about 20 comrades, all content, no

complaining about our living, but we were sadly

J
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deficient of books on gardening and botany. When I

came near London I had three books, namely, Aber-

crombie's Gardener's Calendar, Lee's Introduction to

Botany, Smith's Compendium of the British Flora (very

much torn by use) ; these books made me a great man
with the other young gardeners. From practical ex-

perience, I could say much more on this subject, but I

confine myself to giving a list of Scotch gardeners who
have held public appointments, within my recollection,

between the years 1S2S and 1S64 :

—

Thomas Ingram, Royal Gardens, Windsor.
A. Toward, The Garden, Osborne, Isle of Wight

CK.. 1823.)

M. Napier, Kensington Palace, since 1818.

J. Manor, Kensington Gardens and Hyde Park, 1824.

R. Begbie, foreman, Botanic Garden, Kew, 18 16.

J. Smith, foreman, Botanic Garden, Kew, 1823 ; after-

wards curator : retired 1864.

D. Macleod, assistant curator, Kew, 1858 to 1864.

A. \\'illiamson, curator of Pleasure Garden. Kew.
A. Black, curator. Herbarium, Kew ; appointed to Ban-

galore Garden, India, 1863.

J. Smith, present garden curator; appointed, 1864.

W. Christy, Horticultural Society's Garden, Kensington,
1822.

D. Munro, Horticultural Society's Garden, Chiswick,

1823.

R. Thompson, foreman, Horticultural Society's Garden,
Chiswick.

D. Douglas.
)W. Macrea,
J
Botanical collectors for Chiswick Garden.

G. Don, )

W. Anderson, Apothecaries' Garden, Chelsea ; before

and after 1820.

R. Fortune, Apothecaries' Garden, Chelsea.

R. Marnock, Botanic Garden, Regent's Park.

A. Campbell, Botanic Garden, Mancliester, 1832,

D. Cameron, Botanic Garden, Birmingliam.

J. Donn. Botanic Garden. Hull.

D. Smith, Botanic Garden, Hull.

J. Stratton, Botanic Garden, Cambridge.

J. Mackay, College Garden,' Dublin, before and after

1820.
N. Xiven, Botanic Garden, Glasnevin, Dublin.
D, Moore, Botanic Garden, Glasne\in, Dublin.

Directors.

— Bishop, Belfast Botanic Garden.

J. Campbell, Belfast Botanic Garden.
D. Fergusson. Belfast Botanic Garden.
N. Wilson, Botanic Garden, Jamaica: retired (K.,

1838.)
W. Thomson, Botanic Garden, Jamaica—the present (K.,

1S63.)

W. Purdie, Trinidad, 1856 (K.. 1852).

J. Anderson, Sydney.
W. Kidd, Sydney

—

pro tern, 1847.
C. Moore—the present.

W. Hill. Brisbane— the present (K., 1848).

J. MacGibbon, Cape Town, Cape of Good Hope (K.).

M. y. MacKen, Natal.

J. Duncan, Mauritius.

J. Home—the present (K.).

A. Moon, Peradenia. Ceylon, 1816.

G. Gardner, Peradenia, Ceylon.
W. Cameron, assistant to present director.

W. MacNicol, Cuttack Cinchona plantations, Ceylon
(K.).

^^ . Mclvor, Ootacamund.

J. Gammie, Cinchona plantations, Darjeeling (K.).

R. Cross, collector of Cinchona plants in South America
—three missions.

T. Fraser, vegetable grower to East India Company
(K., 1822).

W. Morrisson, Swan River, 1830. Collector, private
(K.).

G. Barclay, botanical collector for Kew, 1835 to 1841
(K.).

W. Milne, botanical collector for Kew.
W. Smith, curator of Royal Botanic Garden, Washing-

ton (K.).

D. Don, Chelsea Botanic Garden, 1819 ; Professor of
Botany, King's College, London.

H. Rose, succeeding Mr, Ingram, at Windsor.

J. Mcpherson, succeeding Mr. Toward, at Osborne.
W. Carmichael, gardener to Prince of Wales at Sandring-

ham.

And I think three Scotchmen have been successively

appointed at Chiswick since the death of Mr. Munroe.
I take no notice of Scotchmen having become nursery-
men, or of those that have become gardeners to noble-
men or gentlemen. A Veteran.

Heights of Trees.—It is well kno\vn that trees,

when planted thickly, attain a much greater height
than when each tree is allowed sufficient room to grow
in its normal form ; it is also well understood that soil

has a material effect upon their height, and that, in

genial, sheltered situations, they will grow much
taller than in drier and more exposed localities.

Making due allowances for such circumstances, I

cannot help feeling that the heights to which trees usually

grow are not so correctly given as they ought to be in

such books as Loudon's EncycloptMia.^ Paxton's
Dictionary^ and the Cottage Gardeners^ Dictionary.
This conclusion was arrived at from a comparisoii
of them with some notes recently taken near the river

Wandle, at Carshalton. I there met \vith a specimen
of Alnus glutinosa growing amongst other trees to the
height of 65 feet, when the books give 25 feet as the
usual height. The same figures are given for its

variety laciniata, of which I fell in with a beautiful
tree 47 feet high, growing by itself on the river bank.
Again, I found a grand specimen of Negundo fraxini-
folium 66 feet high, growing unmolested by other

trees, and covering a diameter of some 60 feet, when
the books give 20 to 40 feet as its height. If these

heights were correctly taken, as I believe they were,

either the trees were unusually lofty, or the books are

very wrong. Perhaps some of your correspondents

will give us some further information on this subject.

/K 7'. P. [We always regard the heights as given in

books either as means between the two extremes or as

averages. We lately measured the Brake Fern, Pteris

aquilina, 14 feet in height ; but it would be wrong to

set this down as the general height to which the plant

attains. Eds.]

Fruit Crops and the Fly. — Hot sewage, at a

temperature of 120°, is my unfailing panacea for all the

insect evils that trees are heir to. Insects cannot stand

the powerful ammoniacal scalding. Robert Fenn,

IVbodstock,

The Pear-leaf Sawfly. — I enclose leaves and
specimens of the larva of an insect that has attacked

all our Pear, Cherry, and Almond trees in this neigh-

bourhood (Newry). Can you suggest a remedy? Tiiey

do not seem to do any harm to the young wood, but

the leaves are all falling off, and the fruit {Jargonelle

Pear) are not the size of a good Plum. T. B. S. [The

larva is that of the Pear-leaf sawfly, which may be

destroyed by repeatedly syringing the leaves with a

mixture of lime, soot, and soft-soap water, made as

follows :—To 12 gallons of cold water add i bushel of

soot, and about half a peck of unslacked lime. Stir it
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well up, and then let it stand for 24 hours to settle.

Then add i lb. of soft-soap, previously dissolved in

warm water. Eds.]

Foreign Correspondence.
Belgian Nurseries and Gardens.—During a

recent run through the Belcpan nurseries I was intro-

duced by Mr. Jean Verschaffelt to Mr. Bloumaert, of

Gendbrugge, near Ghent. Gendbrugge is a large

district, of which Mr. Van Houtte has been the burgo-

master for many years, and Mr. Bloumaert is his next

door neighbour. This gentleman is a well-known
amateur, and his well-kept garden presents many
features of interest. Extremely fine specimens of

Araucaria Cunninghamii, 15 feet high ; A. Bidwilli, of

a similar height, and a pair of Dracaena lineata, about

iS feet high, all in tubs, are the first objects which
present themselves to notice on entering his garden.

A Musa Ensete in a tub, which is plunged out of sight

in a small bed on the lawn, is a wonderfully fine plant,

about 6 feet high, with 14 magnificent leaves, which
are fully 2S inches wide and 4 feet long. It is a young
plant, imported 14 months since, and is in luxuriant

health. It is, of course, in a sheltered position, and
a/hat a superb object it is on a lawn ! Tropical plant

decoration in our English gardens must, as a necessity,

receive more attention. It requires only a run through

the Belgian nurseries, parks, and private gardens to be

struck with the great beauty of these plants, and their

practical adaptability to outdoor garden decoration in

summer. Battersea Park and Hyde Park at home
offer us good examples of what can be done with

them ; but it is not within the reach of a great number
of amateurs to use these things on an extensive scale :

still very much can be done on a small scale, and
at a small expense. Even in villa gardens at

home, small beds, permanently filled with Ivy or some
other low-growing evergreen, not too closely planted,

in which a graceful Palm may form a centre, with

plants possessing variegated foliage, graceful foliage

plants, and plants in flower, may be plunged and
tastefully arranged, the flowering plants to be changed
as necessary,—such a bed would be a most pleasing

change to the stiff beds of Pelargoniums, &c., generally

seen. [Such may be seen at Dr. Bennet's garden at

Weybridge.] Palms and Dracaenas of the indivisa

section, and many Ferns, are especially fit for decorative

purposes, and require only cool houses for protection

in winter.

A very pleasing example of colour-blending is to be

found in Mr. Bloumaert's garden, in a moderate-sized

side-bed of purple Hazel and Acer Negundo variega-

tum. The latter is kept dwarf, and nestles amongst the

purple Hazel, and the effect is charming. On the

lawn is a very fine golden Queen Holly, and the adap-
tibility of Thuja orientalis as a hedge plant is here
clearly demonstrated, as a fine hedge of this, about
16 feet high, and bushy to the bottom, and in good
liealth, forms a telling background to the purple Hazel
and variegated Acer beds I have alUuled to. This
hedge leads to an arbour 30 feet long and 15 feet wide,

with a flat, open wood roof, covered with Virginian

Creeper, which hangs in festoons. At one end is an
Arbor-vita: hedge and at the other a pretty light sub-

stantial summer-house. It is precisely the kind of

structure many would welcome in an English garden.

Some fine young trees of Tilia macrophylla, with

foliage a foot long, and other choice trees, are to be

seen here.

A Peach and Nectarine wall, 250 feet long, and
10 feet high, is clothed with trees trained on the

cordon-oblique plan. The trees are planted 2 feet

apart, and trained obliquely ; they were planted seven

years since, and the greater portion of the trees had

fruit on, many of them quite ripe on August 14,

some of them very fine indeed, and of first-rate flavour.

This system of filling walls has this advantage, that a

wall is soon filled, a much gieater variety of sorts can

be planted, according to the cultivator's fancy, and if

a tree dies, or is not approved of, it can be soon

replaced by planting a maiden. In planting on this

system there is no necessity for expensive trees, as

young maidens, at a cost of from is. dd. to is. each,

can be used. Mr. Bloumaert, however, intends resort-

ing to the old-fashioned plan when he has occasion

to plant others, and gives as his reason, that under the

cordon-oblique system there is so much waste of wood
every year from the main stem. I fancy this objection

is more imaginary than real, and that it is easily

remedied by giving the plants more room, say 3 to

4 feet apart. In very large establishments, where there

may be an abundance of wall, there need be no depar-

ture from our present system of planting, but in small

gardens, when the amateur wishes to have his walls

covered speedily, and at the same time to enjoy the

pleasure of a variety of kinds, the cordon-oblique

system presents advantages. Judging from the examples

Mr. Bloumaert's wall affords, the perfect health of the

trees, and the thoroughly covered wall from bottom to

top, I must confess to a liking for the system, not a

newly-formed one either, as I was struck with some
examples in M. Van Houtte's nursery some years since,

when inspecting his fruit walls. Mr. Bloumaert's trees

had the protection of glass coverings in the spring,

which were removed as soon as the fruit was set.

Specimen standard Bays in tubs and other ornamental

plants, add to the decoration of this pretty garden.

Visitors to Belgium should not fail to see the new
park at Antwerp, with its fine ornamental water,

rockeries, suspension bridge, and natural planting on
the lake. Large trees from 20 to 30 feet high were

moved here about three or four years since, and are

doing well, and the planting of the whole place is per-

fection, while the graceful curves of the roads are a

treat to see. The zoological gardens at Antwerp also

should on no account be missed, not only for the wonder-

ful collection of birds and fine collection of animals,

but to see harmony in design and planting in so large

a place.

Window and indoor decoration is done with sim-

plicity and taste. Take a rustic woodstand, and a Palm,

two or three Ferns, an Aspidistra, and the trailing

Tradescantia lightly and judiciously placed—and these

are the kind of floral ornaments you see in the windows
in walking through the town. It is a treat even to see

the pleasing and simple arrangements in the hotel

decorations, especially in the Hotel Royale at Ghent,

where, whilst enjoying a delicious cup of coffee, some
practical lessons may be learnt in the indoor decora-

tions of our homes. William Dean.

Societies.
Crystal Palace : Aug. 28 and 29.—The third

exhibition of the Metropolitan Floral Society for the

Encouragement of Florists' Flowers must be regarded as

a fairly successful one. The show was, perhaps, not

quite so extensive as last year, but the principal flowers

represented—Dahlias, Gladioli, and Hollyhocks—were,
on the whole, capitally shown by professionals and
amateurs alike. Of Gladioli, quite a show in itself

was made by Messrs. Kelway & Son, of Langport,

who put up 600 good spikes upon some temporary

staging in front of the Handel Orchestra, and
svhich came in for a very large measure of praise. As on
the last occasion, the great fight in the champion class for

Dahlias lay between Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury, and Mr.
H. May, of the Hope Nurseries, Bedale. the southern

grower this time having the best of it, though Mr. May
ran him very hard. These were the only competitors in

the class for 48, distinct, and in Mr. Keynes' stands we
noticed grand blooms of Amy Creed, Criterion, Mr. Dix,

Charles Backhouse, W. P. Laird, Caroline Tetterell,

Richard Dean, Golden Drop, Alexander Cramond, Bishop

of Durham, FloraWyatt, ThomasGoodwin, Maid of Essex,

and Royalty. Mr. May's best examples were ofJohn Kirby,

Vice-President, Tom Hobbs, Sir Greville Smythe, Memo-
rial, Mrs. Weliesley, Annie Nenlle, Criterion, Leah, Mrs.

Barton, Yellow Boy, and Sam Naylor. Mr. Keynes must
have felt a peculiar satisfaction in winning this prize, as

this is the 50th year of his connection as an exhibitor with

flower shows. The same order of merit was observed in

the open class for 24 fancies, (Mr. KeynfS having
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amongst others grand flowers of Gipsey, Fanny Sturt,

Monarch, Leopardess, Mrs. Saunders, Mrs. Bennett.

Fanny Sturt, Mrs. Sainders, Norah, Queen Mab, Pros-

pero, Lucas, Mrs. Goodwin, and Attraction were par-

ticularly well shown by Mr. May. Mr. Walker. Thame.
Oxon, was 3d. The last-named also had the best

24 Dahlias, followed by Messrs. Draycott & Sons,

Leicester, and Mr. F. Barnard, Godalniing. The most

successful exhibitors amongst amateurs were Mr. R.

Petfield, gr. to G. Thornhill, Esq.. Deddington, Hants.

Mr. H. Glasscock, Rye Street, Stratford, followed by

Mr. C. |. Perry, Mr. S. Hobbs. Euston, Bristol, and

Mr. J.
Burpitt, Wandsworth Common. Gladioli were

exceedingly well represented by Messrs. Kelway & Son,

who were ist in the open class for 36 ; by Mr. J. Douglas,

gr. to F. Whitbourn. Esq., who staged the best 24 ; by

the Rev. Lord Hawke. wlio was ist for 12. and which

were as fine a dozen as could be shown by any one ; by

the Rev. H. H. Dombrain. Mr. G. Wheeler, Warmin-
ster, Rev. J. G. Hodgson, &c. Messrs. Kelway & Son

and Mr. Douglas were each awarded Certificates for new

varieties. Of Verbenas there were five exhibitors, and

amongst them prizes were awarded to Mr. C. J.

Perry. Mr. H. Minchin, and Mr. G. H. Fewkes.

Of Hollyhocks there was a good display of cut

flowers, but cut spikes were much below the average.

The Rev. Lord Hawke, whose splendid stand of

Hollyhocks exhibited at the last South Kensington

meeting were inadvertently omitted from our report,

had decidedly the best 9 spikes and 12 cut blooms

on this occasion ; and Mr. W. Chater, Saffron Walden.

the best 24 cut blooms. French Asters were very well

represented, Mr. J. Chater. Cambridge, being ist in the

class for 36 French Asters ; Mr. J.
Anderson, Bethnal

Green Road, the best 12 among amateurs ; and Mr. H.

Hooper, Bath, the best 24 German or quilled Asters.

Roses, for the time of year, were quite a feature of the

show. The best 12 in the amateurs' class were contri-

buted by Mr. French, gr. to the Rev. B. Hutchison.

Rugby. Amongst nurserymen Mr. G. Prince, Market

Street, Oxford, was ist with a stand of unusual excellence,

culled, we believe, for buds on a cultivated Briar ; and
Messrs. Paul & Son came in 2d.

The autumn fruit show, which was revived on this

occasion after a lapse of four years, proved, we are sorry

to say, a very tame affair—more due. it must, however,

be stated, to the paucity of exhibitors than to any
illiberality displayed in the schedule, as something over

^65 was offered in prizes, and this sum ought certainly

to have brought together a much greater quantity of fruit.

A fruit show has many charms for the general sightseer,

and if those who have the means of contributing would
only put their shoulders to the wheel, satisfactory

results in all respects would certainly follow. There were
no competitors at all in the class for a collection of fruit,

and only two in that for a collection of Grapes, single

bunches— Messrs. H. Lane & Son. of Berkhampstead.
and Mr. Douglas, gr. to F. Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford

Hall, Ilford—and the two ist prizes were awarded in the

order named. In Messrs. Lane's collection were a very

fine bunch of Muscat of Alexandria, and capital repre-

sentatives of Bowood Muscat, Muscat Hamburgh,
Foster's White Seedling, Duchess of Buccleuch. &c.

Mr. Douglas' best examples were of Trentham Black.

Muscat of Alexandria, Lady Downe's, Buckland Sweet-

water, and Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat. The best three

bunches of Black Hamburgh came from Mr. O. Gold-
smith, gr. to Sir W. Farquhar, Bart., Polesden Lacy.

Dorking ; Mr. Douglas, the other competitor, deservedly

getting the 2d prize. Messrs. Lane & Son put up very

fine bunches of Muscat of Alexandria in the class for

White Grapes, and these were followed by samples of the

same variety shown by Mr. Cole, of Ealing Park, but very

little inferior in size of bunch and berry, and better coloured.

Of Pines only three fruit were shown, one Queen and
two smooth-leaved Cayennes, all receiving prizes. The
best dish of Peaches out of four lots shown was contributed

by Mr. Paice, gr. to W. Main, Esq., Eldon House,
Lower Tooting— fine, nicely-coloured Bellegardes. Mr. J.
King, gr. to R. Loder, Esq., Stansham, was ist for Nec-
tarines with Violette H3.tive. Eleven Melons were con-
tributed, the best being a small green-fleshed variety,

contributed by Mr. O. Goldsmith. Mr. Jackson, gr. to

G. L. Gower, Esq., Titsey Park, Simpsfield, sent

the best 3 dishes of Plums— Jefferson's, Kirk's,

and Green Gage ; G. F. Wilson, Esq., Gishurst Cot-

tage, Weybridge, being 2d with Goliath, Transparent
Gage, and Quetsche de Dorelle, all of very fine

quality. Mr. Webb, Culham House, Reading, took the

1st prize in both classes for Apples, with first-rate

samples ; and Mr. Douglas had the best three dishes of

Pears. The heaviest single dishes of Pears were contri-

buted by Mr. O. Goldsmith and Mr. Miles, gr. to Lord
Carrington ; and the best dishes, judged for flavour, were
Williams' Bon Chretien, from Mr. Douglas, and Louise
Bonne, from G. F. Wilson, Esq. In the miscellaneous class

were two bunches of a seedling White Grape—Melville's

Golden Champion Muscat, grown and exhibited by Mr.
Allen, gr. to the Earl of Denbigh, Newnham Paddox.
The bunches were small, berries round, and uneven in

size, and the colour not fully developed.

Teoubridge Horticultural and Floral.—Trou-
bridge is famous for its Fuchsias, and has a mode of
training them peculiarly its own. The plants are from
6 to 8 feet in height, and as symmetrical in shape as
a lamp-glass, a rigid conical form being preserved. They
are well grown and flowered, but persistently tied into
shape. The natural graceful habit of the Fuchsia is

completely lost ; but they are nevertheless scarcely believed
in by the denizens of the locality. Some fine young
plants, grown on pure autumn-struck cuttings, just as Mr.
C. J. Perry grows them, would no doubt cause a sensa-
tion there, and severely peril the chances of the sugarloaf
plants taking the leading prizes. The leading grower is

Mr. James Lye, gr. to the Hon. Mrs. Hay. who has also
raised two or three varieties. In this tent the Petunias
aad Verbenas were remarkable examples of successful

cultivation. Both were tied closely to circular wire frames,

placed at a higher elevation at the back of the pot than in

front, in a sloping direction, and these were covered with

flowers, as many as 100 and 120 blooms being on each.

The size of pot generally used appeared to be 14 inch.

Not without a certain formality, these Petunias were yet

remarkably well done ; and Mr. Lye was here in force

also. Mr. James Jordan, gr. to Major Clark, being a
good 2d. The Verbenas were a little flatter in the

face, and were grown in pots nearly as large, the plants

as clean and vigorous in growth as could well be desired,

and carrying a great number of superb trusses of bloom.

The best of Oxfordshire Verbenas growing m pots would
be literally nowhere at a Troubridge show. The leading

grower here was Mr. Edward Hobbs, gr. to Samuel
Gayton. Esq. Nicely grown plants of Achimenes were
also shown, tied out in mu-h the same way to wire frames.

Groups of 18 Ferns, and also of 6 and 3 stove and green-

house plants, helped this tent much—in fact, it was a

choice exhibition in itself. In the best group of 3 plants

was an excellently grown specimen of Chironia baccifera,

covered with clear pink flowers like a Linum, very free

blooming indeed, and most effective. The wonder is this

is not more extensively grown for exhibition purposes.

In the open class tent were the groups of 9 stove and
greenhouse plants, a most creditable lot being staged by

Mr. C. Squires, gr. to H. G. Ludlow. Esq., Westbury
;

the next best being from Mr. S. Walters, Hilperton.

^T^. Walters staged an example of Rogiera gratissima,

literally a mass of corymbs of delicate pink flowers, and.

like the Chironia. a good exhibition plant. The best 36
Dahlias, as will as the best 12 fancy Dahlias, came from
Mr. Keynes, fine blooms of some of the newer varieties

being among them. The best seedUng of 1871 was Mr.
Sinclair, a stiaded rosy-pink flower of good size and
outline, which was also awarded a First-Class Certificate

of merit. Hollyhocks were well shown by Mr. G. Wheeler,

of Warminster, and Hooper, of Bath. There were some
good blooms of Pansies also. In the nurserymen's tent

the flat petaled and quilled Asters were both numerous
and fine. Cut Roses were well shown by Messrs. Keynes.

Darbin, and others. The show of vegetables by g.ardeners,

amateurs, and cottagers, was of great extent, and of fine

quality ; scarcely an exception had to be made in any one

case. All the vegetables are cleaned and staged to the

best possible advantage ; there is something like a science

about the exhibition of vegetables, and it seems to be well

understood and applied at Troubridge. Potatos were
especially fine. Space forbids any details of the fruit

tent. It was stated there was a falling off from previous

years, nevertheless the collections of 8 dishes— Peaches.

Apples, and Plums—were well represented. The practice

of testing all fruits by flavour is followed here, except in

the matter of collections and Pines.

Botkcs at S00hs.
Air and Rain: the Beginnings of a Medical

Climatology. By Robert Angus Smith. Long-

mans. 8vo, Pp. 600.

This is a truly valuable work on a subject which has

hitherto attracted but little systematic attention from

chemists. It is one of cardinal importance to the

well-being of all living creatures, whether animal or

vegetable. The book comprises a condensed record of

a vast number of experiments and observations on the

chemical characteristics of the atmosphere, and of the

rain in various localities, from a Manchester back-yard,

or a coal mine, or a railway tunnel, to the Scotch

moors or the Swiss Alps. The book is full of facts

—

too full, indeed, for the general reader, so that it is

greatly to be desired that the author should issue in a

condensed form, adapted for general use, the general

conclusions at which he has arrived, together with

an indication of the ways and means by which

he has arrived at his results. Up till lately it has

been an article of faith with chemists that the che-

mical constitution of the atmosphere was pretty

much the same as to the essential ingredients in all

localities. Such a notion, however often reiterated by

chemists, always seemed opposed to common every-day

experience. If the air of a crowded theatre or a

London slum were chemically nowise different from

that of the mountain side, it would be difticult to'

account for the different sensations experienced in pass-

ing from one atmosphere to another.

Dr. Smith, however, from an experience based on

thousands of experiments, shows that popular feeling is

in this case more correct than the statements of the

chemist, for he shows that relatively considerable

differences do exist. We say relatively considerable

because when those differences have to be expressed in

figures occupying the second or third decimal place,

they do not appear to be very great, or to have the

importance that really pertains to them. Dr. Smith,

however, explains this very well when he alludes to

the extremely minute quantities of aconitin or strych-

nine which suffice to cause the death of a man whose

bulk and weight are many thousand times greater than

that of the substance which kills him. Variations in

atmospheric condition then, which appear trifling at

first sight, may be of the very greatest consequence to

the health of the beings subjected to it. An instance or

two may suffice to show the nature of the differences

we have alluded to. Thus in the east of London the

quantity of oxygen in the air is ascertained to be

20.857 pe"" cent., while in the more open parts it rises

to 20.9500, and in the middle of Hyde Park to 2L03.

The quantity of carbonic acid in the air of open spaces

in London during the day-time varies from .0334 per

cent, in Hyde Park, to 0.428 per cent, at Smithfield ;

while in the theatres the quantity was noted at .0S17
to . 320.

The composition of rain is a question of extreme
moment as regards the food of plants, on which
account we may do well to allude to some of the prin-

cipal conclusions arrived at in this volume. Rain col-

lected near the sea contains common salt (cloride of
sodium). Inland sulphates predominate over the

chlorides, and are considered by Dr. Smith to be the

products of the decomposition of sulphuretted hydrogen
derived from organic or albuminoid compounds con-

taining sulphur, and in this way they afford a measure
of the amount of sewage gases in the air, just as the

chlorides do similar matter in the water. In towns
the sulphates are largely increased, owing to the large

proportion of sulphur in the coal used for firing.

When the air contains so much acid (sulphuric) that

two to three grains of it are found in a gallon of rain-

water, " there is no hope for vegetation."

The latter portion of Dr. Smith's work is devoted to

a consideration of the effects of acid fumes, such as are

given off by chemical factories and the like, and the

author quotes at length a report of Mr. Rothwell on
the subject, which is of such interest that we cite it in

its entirety :^
" ' Capacily of Plants to Resist Actd Fumes.—Violent

winds ruffle and break off the leaves of trees and shrubs,
and damage herbaceous plants, such as corn, &c., by
breaking the stem, and thus stopping the flow of sap,

and in the blooming season of any plant or tree lessen or

injure the crop for that year. But generally there is a
clear distinction between damage done by a storm and
that by a bad vapour. The latter shrivels and curls up
the leaves, does not break them off or make them ragged.

A storm never discolours the bark of a shrub, tree, or

makes it fast to the stem. Bad vapour does both.
" ' With a low barometer and a gentle air travelling at

the rate of a mile in the hour, the vapour sweeps gently

along near the surface of the earth, and does great damage
to plants. A storm and bad vapour together do great

damage in summer.
" 'As respects fruit trees, I am also at a loss to say

which are soonest affected ; but my idea is that Cherries,

Green Gages, and other finer sort of Plums are sooner

injured in the fruiting but not in the foliage. I think

Damsons are soonest affected in this. Fruit trees, I

think, should be in class No. i.

" ' I think I have told you that in all my 33 years'

practice of valuing damage by bad vapours, in the year

1867 I have had the greatest diflficulty in satisfying myself.

Even now, when the valuations are sent in. I do not feel

satisfied. I have known many years colder and wetter,

but in the last 30 years I do not recollect seeing such
rapid changes of temperature, which are injurious to

plants as well as animals.
" ' I send a list of trees and plants soonest affected by

noxious vapours, and in the order they are put in this list,

according to my views, but will not vouch for its correct-

ness, as I have not paid much attention to the order in

which they are affected :

—

Forest Trees.
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Rufford there is a clear sweep from the sea, without any

town or works intervening. Here there was not the least

damage to be seen, and this was the case till I got in the

line of Liverpool and Prescot, then damage was distin-

guishable to fences and root crops {there was no corn out),

but nothing like to the extent as to the east of St. Helen's

and Widnes. All right about Cronton. From Widnes to

near Warrington very bad. This showed nie that the

smoke of Liverpool and Prescot had a bad effect, but not

equal to that of St. Helen's and Widnes.
" ' The sea in that storm did no harm so far inland.

" 'Second list of plants affected by noxious vapours,

mixing the classes according to the effects produced on

each.
" ' L Fern, only in the summer ; Scotch Firs, Spruce, and

Larches, a little in winter ; Clover, white and red, receive

damage in winter to the roots ; Trefoil, white and red,

receives damage in winter to the roots ; Rye-grass, white

and red, receives damage in winter to the roots; Pop-

lars, Hawthorns, Potatos.
" ' 11. Wheat receives some damage in winter, Oats in

May ; when in the grass state they soon receive damage ;

Barley, Mangels, connnon Turnips, Rhubarb.

"'HI. Laurels, British and Portugal; Aucubas,

British and Portugal ; Yews, British and Portugal

;

Holly, British and Portugal ; Gorse, British and Portugal.

These plants receive damage in winter, but more in

summer. Old grass meadows and pasture receive much
damage in the winter.

"'IV. Ashes. Oaks, Hazels, Horse Chestnuts, Wal-

nuts, Spanish Chestnuts, Sloe Thorn.
" 'V. Swedish Turnip and Cabbages, Damson, other

fruit trees, Beech. Elm, Birch, Alder, Sycamores.
" ' Trees exposed to noxious vapours get bark-bound,

and then cannot thrive, and thus they take damage in the

winter. The sap cannot flow when spring comes. Grass

land takes as much damage in winter. 1 think, as in

summer, as it is more exposed in winter, and the bad
vapour floats more on the surface of the land. On fields

much exposed to the vapours, handfuls of dead grass can

be pulled up in the spring, smelling strongly of the

vapour. If. J*?.'

" This last observation, made by Mr. Rothwell, has

not been verified by my experience. It may also be said,

as I believe, that a storm may curl up the leaves of trees

and render them brown without causing them to bf;

ragged. A remarkable result is observed in Wheat ex-

posed to acid gases. The crop may be to appearance

full and ripe when scarcely a trace of grain is to be

found. This dies at an early stage, and withers up,

whilst the rest of the plant takes its apparently usual

course. Mosses may be seen to grow in the acid rain of

towns when trees, shrubs, and grasses disappear.

" By a few experiments, not yet published, I find that

I of acid in 50,000 of water destroyed all appearance of

chlorophyll in some water plants in less than a fortnight.

Sulphuric acid acted much more rapidly than muriatic.

This was quite against expectation and general belief.

Another experiment showed that sulphurous acid had
very much less effect than either the sulphuric or

muriatic. This was also quite unexpected. Why is

muriatic acid most feared ? 1 he reason seems to be that it

is driven off from the common salt with great violence,

and in great quantities at a time, so that it is more over-

whelming in its attacks than sulphuric acid, whilst, on the

other hand, it unites with water and does not disperse as

readily as sulphurous."

To the volume is appended a report from some
Belgian saz-ans on the injurious effects of acid vapours

from chemical factories on vegetation.

We do not find much allusion made in this volume
to the effect of coal gas on plants ; but this deficiency

is supplied, in part at least, by the report on this

subject, from the pen of Professor E. Morren, and
which is contained in the Report of the London
Botanical Congress of 1866.

Dental surgery and dental surgeons are vindi-

cating for themselves a position more nearly in accord-

ance with the importance of the one and the training

of the other than heretofore. A Alonthly Rez'ieiv 0/

Dental Surgery has lately been established (E. J.

Francis), and affords a good illustration of the facts

we have mentioned.

Amongst New Publications we have re-

ceived during the last week The Sea Weed Collector,

by Shirley Hibberd (Groombndge), and the Flora of
Liverpool, published by the Liverpool Naturalists'

Field Club. The current numbers of the following

monthlies are also to hand :

—

All the Year Round—
Old Alerry^s Alonthly^The Children's Friend— The
Family Friend.

Florists' Flowers.
Mr. Perry's Verbenas.—Verbenas at Castle

Bromwich have been made a speciality for many years,

and Mr. Perry certainly knows how to grow them, for

there are year after year the same two span-roof

houses, always filled with similar plants, indicative of

good culture, as they are free from insects, and in the

best of health. Mr. Perry's plan of growing them is

this :—The cuttings are taken from the plants in

March, or early in April, and as they very soon root,

they are potted singly into small 4S pots, and finally

into 5-inch pots. The plants are grown on in frames,

stopped only once, when in the small 48 pots, and not

pushed into rapid growth. The plants in the houses
now have each from four to seven or eight branches,
which are tied upright, and every plant is fit either for

a flower stand or the conservatory. Of course it is neces-
sary to see that they are kept thoroughly clean before

blooming. The plants are kept cool and well aired in

the greenhouses.

Mr. Perry has for a great many years been our

principle Verbena raiser. Mr. Eckford, Mr. I5anks,

Mr. G. Smith, and others, have sent out many fine

varieties, but Mr. Perry has stood pre-eminent for a

long time, and, after again seeing his collection this

year, and the superb seedlings to be sent out next

spring, there can be no question that Castle Bromwich
is the home of tlie Verbena.

Mr. Perry's first appearance as a Verbena raiser was

in 1S50, when his first good seedling, Wonderlul, a

fine bedding white variety, was sent out by Mr.

Moore of the Perry Bar Nurseries. This variety made
a sensation, and it was an undoubted acquisition as a

bedding plant. Mr. Perry did not pay much attention

to the raising of Verbenas until 1S57. In 1S59

amongst his seedlings were King of the Verbenas,

Great Eastern, Lilacina, and Odorata superba, all

wonderfully fine then, and in fact Great Eastern is

still grown, as it has a very large truss.

In 1S60, '61, and '62 Mr. William Bull sent out Mr.

Perry's Verbenas, and amongst these Annihilator,

Spark, Auricula, Brilliant, Mulberry Superb, and

Rainbow became popular favourites. For some years

up to this Mr. Charles Turner had year after year

secured the stock of seedlings raised by the late Mr.

Edmunds, and amongst the^e were a number of wonder-

fully fine flowers, which did much to make the Verbena

a popular flower for exhibition purposes. On the death

of Mr. Edmunds Mr. Perry transferred to Mr. Turner

tlie charge of sending out his seedling Verbenas, and

has continued to do so up to now. The first batch of

Perry's was sent out in

1864. the best being Blue Beard, Mauve Queen.

*Modes{v. Startler, and ^*Wonderful.

1865. Charles Turner, George Tye, *Delicata, Glow-
worm, and *Lilac King were very fine.

1866. *Champion, *Charles Perry, *Cleopatra, *Leah,

*William Dean, and *Harry Turner were the finest of a

wonderful batch.

1867. Diamond, *Harry Law, Majolica, and Mrs.

Turner were the best.

1868. •Hercules, J.C.Ward, *James Birkbeck, John
Wilson, Miss Turner. 'Mrs. Mole, and ^Samuel Morton
still hold their ground from the fine batch sent out this

year.

1869. Emma Perry, Mrs. Perry, Mrs. Reynolds Hole,

a very delicate grower, but a lovely flower ; and Richard

Dean, a fine bedding purple, were the best. The two first-

named flowers of this lot were exceedingly fine, but not of

a good constitution.

1870. *Edwin Day, Butterfly, *Joseph Sanders, *Kate
Lawdon, *Rev. Reynolds Hole, Rev. P. M. Smyth,

*Rising Sun, *R. H. Vertegans, and Thomas Lawdon,
are still very fine.

iS/r. The best are Emma Weaver, E. W. Badger,

John Laing, Mrs. Prince, Mauve King. Rev. C. Peach,

and Mrs. Boulton, a very beautiful flower, but a bad
grower. These are of course all grown in Mr. Perry's

collections.

Those marked with an asterisk are grown by Mr.

Perry, and described in the subjoined list. The Ver-

benas for next spring are very fine indeed, and will

add to the fame of Castle Bromwich. The follow-

ing eight will constitute the batch for 1873, and will

be essential to every collection :

—

Crystal Palace.—^\ch. shaded crimson with striking

white eye, truss of great size, and very fine pip, A fine

exhibition flower.

Rose Beauty.— V>ey\c;i\e shaded rose, fine pip, and very

fine well-formed truss. This will be an excellent bright-

coloured bedding variety as well as exhibition flower, as

the habit is so good.
William Xcwmaf!.—Deep blush, with an immense

rosy crimson centre, large truss and fine form. A very

effective and fine exhibition variety.

Rcfacmenf.—The finest Verbena Mr. Perry has raised
;

a wonderfully fine flower, resembling a beautiful Phlox.

It has a wax-like pip of great substance, smooth, and
well formed, and a close, symmetrical, large-sized truss.

The colour is a delicate blush-white, with a rosy lilac

centre. A superb variety.

Mrs. Hole.—As the variety sent out in 1869, under the

name of Mrs. Reynolds Hole, has been lost because it was
not of robust habit, another very charming flower, named
after that lady, will be sent out next year, and will become
a favourite. It is a very fine variety, a clear waxy
white, with small bright centre

;
pip large, and of fine

form ; and a large-sized, well-formed truss. Habit good,

and a first-class variety.

Countess ofBradford.—Delicate blush-white, with large

pink centre ; a beautiful flower and excellent habit. This
has already received a First-class Certificate.

B. A. Hallani.—Deep mauve, with distinct eye and
fine well-formed bold truss. A fine flower for exhibition.

Jupiter.—Lavender, with maroon eye, large, well-

formed pip, and large truss. A fine back-row flower.

Of varieties already sent out, the following are now
in very fine condition in Mr. Perry's collection, and are

all exhibition flowers :

—

Scarlets.

Shakspeare.—Sent out some years since by Mr. Perkins,

of Coventry. A large, handsome truss, and the finest

decided scarlet in cultivation.

Foxhunter.—Oi the same colour, but not so fine in pip.

Raised by Mr. Miller, of Upway, near Dorchester.

Bdwin Z>^^.— Bright cerise-scarlet, Foxhunter style of

flower, but of a distinct and very pleasing shade of colour.

Joseph Sanders.—Rich orange- scarlet, with a shaded

dark centre surrounding a bright yellow eye.

Champion,—Scarlet, in which there is a great deal of

crimson, and bright white eye; medium-sized truss, and a
telling exhibition flower.

Rising Sun.—Rich deep orange-scarlet, with dark
centre, fine pip, and compact fine truss.

Meteor.— Light scarlet, with dark centre, compact fine

truss.

James Bir^deci.— Carmine, a bright coloured fine

exhibition variety, and a good bedder.

Crimsons
Wonderful.— Rich crimson, shaded with purple, while

eye, fine truss and form.

Cleopatra.— Liglit rosy crimson, with light eye, fine pip,

and compact fine formed truss.

Harry Law.—Vermilion, with a darker shade around a
large bright white eye ; very fine close truss, and fine pip.

i'elocipcde.— Deep shaded maroon-crimson, very large

tniss and pip, and a very strong grower.

R. W. Badger.—IJght rosy crimson, with large white

eye, fine form, and large pip and truss.

Makoon.
William Dean.—Very rich violet-shaded maroon, with

large, clear, white eye, surrounded by a dark centre ; fine

truss. The best of all the dark Verbenas.

R. H. Vertegans.—Light velvety maroon, with large

dark centre, medium-sized truss.

Black Prince.—Sent out 15 years ago by Mr. George
Smith ; a rich deep colour, with bright white eye, small

truss, but very effective.

Mauve and Lilac.

Rrj. Reynolds //uA-.—Delicate lilac with rose shaded
centre ; beautifully formed truss, fine form, short stocky
habit, and in every respect a first-rate variety.

Lilac Ring,—Pale shaded lilac, often marbled and
striped with pale violet. Very large truss of fine form,

and a first-class exhibition flower.

Magnificens.—Sent out by ^L Boucharlat. Rosy lilac

with large dark centre ; a very large well formed truss,

and fine for exhibition.

/V(;(5///(Z.— Beautiful shaded lilac with bright small

centre, very fine truss and pip. A superb exhibition

flower.

William Keartland.—Very much like Magnificens in

colour, but with broader pip, and the centre not quite so

large. Very fine.

Mauve King.—A very pleasing blue shade of colour

with clear light eye ; a very distinct and attractive

variety.

Sir Roger.—Nebula style but darker ; fine close truss,

of large size.

Mrs. A/f/i?.—Light mauve, of fine form, medium-sized

flat truss ; of a bright and pleasing shade of colour, and
very free bloomer.

Queen of Lavenders.—A pleasing and distinct flower,

the centre of the flower having a whiter shade of colour
;

well formed truss.

Purples.

Rev. C. P. Peach.—Bright rosy purple, medium-sized
truss, of nice form, and smooth pip ; distinct, and of

good habit.

Rev. P. M. Smyth.—Mnch deeper in colour than the

last, with a dark centre, and of good habit.

/lA'rff/.— Light purple, with very large white eye and
large pip. The truss very large but long, and the plant

of straggling habit, but a wonderfully telling flower in a
stand.

Rose and Peach.

Pink Queen.—Bright cerise-pink, with lemon-coloured

eye, nice truss, and distinct, and very effective.

Delicata.—Pale pink, with light eye, medium truss ; a
very pleasing and distinct flower.

Hercules.—Bright rich rosy pink, sometimes mottled,

large pip, and very fine truss. Extra fine.

White Ground with Various Coloured Centres,

Emma Weaver.—White, with very large bright centre,

beautiful large smooth pip, and very fine truss. A superb

variety.

Kate Lawdon.—White, with light pink centre and good
truss, an exceedingly pleasing flower, but not quite smooth
enough.

Apollo.—Sent out by Mr. George Smith a few years

since. White, very much suffused with pink, and with

dark eye ; fine truss, and a good back row flower.

Surprise.—White, beautifully tinged with flesh, and
with rosy crimson centre ; smooth fine formed pip, and
good truss. Very fine.

Fancy Varieties

which do not come under either of the other sections.

C/'.rr/c-t /Av-r)'.— Although sent out in 1866 it is still

pre-eminent in this class of colour, which is a flushed light

rose, with a very bold dark centre.

John Laing.—Reddish salmon colour, with a large

scarlet centre blotch ; a very distinct and fine kind, and
very effective in a stand.

M. Stengcr.—One of the best of the Continental striped

varieties, white flaked with bright rose.

Carnation.—Raised by Mr. Perry; the best striped

variety, clear white, flaked with rosy purple; compact
truss, good habit, and free bloomer.

Singularity.—Also one of Mr. Perry's seedlings, white

flaked with lavender, compact truss and good.

Thomas Lawdon.—Rosy lilac, with deeper coloured

centre, well built truss and finely-formed pip ; a beautiful

flower.

Samuel Morton.—Salmon pink with large carmine

centre and fine pip ; a large bold flower, and first-rate for

e.xhibition.

I have described 50 varieties, which may be safely

taken for a first-class collection, and 44 of these are

Mr. Perry's seedlings.

Unfortunately a strong prejudice exists against the

Verbena, on the ground of its being a " dirty plant,

and so diflficult to keep clean." Of course it is, if

persistently kept pot-bound and in a close atmosphere

in a young state, as it too often is. If Mr. Perry's
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plan is adopted, of giving the yourg plants root room,

and plenty of air, with sufficient water, this complaint

will soon be heard of no more. It is a charming pot

plant, and I hope to see cut blooms invited at every

exhibition, from May till September, throughout the

country. William Dean.

A EUNXH of cut flowers of Bouquet Dahlias,

when it embraces some of the most exquisitely formed

and handsomely coloured and tinted of the many varie-

ties in cultivation, I have always found to be very

acceptable for table or house decoration. They have

neither the undue size, nor the aspect of coarseness

belonging to the larger-flowering show varieties. The

Dahlia has a " lumpish " appearance, as Dr. Lindley

once termed it, when mingled with other cut flowers

of a smaller size ; and when introduced to the dining

or drawing-room it certainly has an overgrown and

inelegant appearance. But the very converse of this

holds good in the case of the bouquet Dahlia ; the

flowers are not a great deal larger than double Zinnias ;

the finely-formed petals are closely arranged in a sym-

metrical series of circles, and there is a considerable

variety of self-coloured blooms, as well as combinations

of different tints. Some of the tipped flowers, for

instance, are very charming ;
quite little well-shaped

vari-coloured rosettes, and they are well adapted for

mingling with other cut flowers.

The one great hindrance to their more extended

culture has been their tall growth. We are apt to

associate the term "bouquet" with a dwarf growth,

but in the case of these Dahlias it has generally proved

a misnomer. Dwarf bouquet Dahlias have been offered,

but too frequently found wanting in that essential

requisite for deserving the title—shortness of growth.

Dwarf bouquet Dahlias, so called, have been found

to attain a height of 5 and 6 feet, and therefore belied

their character. Some growers have used the same

roots for three or four years in succession, and in that

way slightly reduced the height, but this was a charac-

teristic of the strain, whatever might be attempted in

order to attain a dwarfer growth.

But really dwarf bouquet Dahlias are now a certainty.

At the Royal Nurseries, Slough, as also at Messrs. E.

G. Henderson and Son's, can be seen a collection

of new Continental varieties, some of them not more
than 2 and 25 feet in height, of bushy habit, and flower-

ing freely. Some, reputed to be dwarf, have grown

tall, as in the case of the ordinary strain, but the majority

are unquestionably what they are represented to be.

It was noticeable that while some had flowers of a

similar size to those found on the tall-growing kind?,

in others the blossoms had increased in size, as if inter-

mediate between the bedding and bouquet varieties.

Perhaps the bedding varieties have been used as fertihs-

ing agents, with a view of producing a dwarfer growth,

and while this has resulted it is just possible an increased

size of the flower has followed also. Mr. Turner's

collection is well worth an inspection, not only because

of the dwarf bouquet varieties, but also because it con-

tains several new dwarf-growing bedding varieties, also

obtained from the Continent, together with some fancy

and show varieties, of which great things have been

predicted. R. D,

Garden Memoranda.
Castlewellan, Co. Down, Ireland. — The

residence of the Earl of Annesley is one of the most

beautiful domains in Ireland ; the castellated mansion,

with a magnificent lake fronting the terraces to the

east, surrounded with some of the grandest scenery the

imagination can depict, is not surpassed even by far-

famed Killarney. The view from the towers, embrac-

ing as it does the sea on the east, with Dundrum and

Newcastle and their respective bays, the Isle of Man
in the distance, on a fine day easily seen by the naked

eye ; on the south are the Mourne Mountains, the highest

of which, Slieve Donard, is often shrouded in mist,

but on clear days it shows itself proudly towering above

its compeers, Slieve More, Slieve Reg, Slieve Muck,
Slieve Bingian, &c. Immediately adjoining the Castle-

wellan estate is Bryansford, or Tollymore, the magnifi-

cent domain of the Earl of Roden, and beyond thi^

Donard Lodge, the residence of the Countess of

Annesley, well known for its beautiful walks and drives,

waterfalls, &c.—the whole of this beautiful panoramic

view is seen from the summit of Castlewellan. The
various well-cultivated fields, showing the glorious tints

of the ripening corn, add greatly to the interest of the

scene, and its highly-esteemed possessor may well be

proud of his " princely " residence and estates. There

is a drive around the lake, the length of which is some
three miles, and in fitting spots are planted the choicer

and well-known kinds of Conifers and evergreen

shrubs ; Wellingtonias, Piceas, Pinus, and Abies all

seem to grow with the greatest possible vigour, and the

pinetum is rich in Conifers. Protected on all sides from
violent winds, the Himalayan Picea Webbiana, P.

Pindrow, Abies Khutrow, and Deodar grow as freely

as the species from the Western hemisphere, such as
Pinus insignis, &c., although I am afraid the Deodar
will not be a long-lived tree either in Ireland or Scot-
land. Rhododendrons, LaurusUnus, Arbutus, Portugal
Laurels, and Iwcrgrcen Oaks, grow into huge bushes

;

being so near the sea (some three miles distant) frost

rarely damages the young growth. Standard Portugal

Laurels are largely planted, there being some 200 in

avenues and as single trees, all with fine symmetrical
heads.

The castle, which is built of fine granite (an inex-

haustible supply of which is found on the estate),

stands on a plateau, and in laying out the adjacent

grounds trees and shrubs have not been planted too

near the castle, so as to mar its noble appearance. On
the east front are two terraces, each 25S feet long by
86 feet wide, the uppermost being grass with a broad
gravel walk from end to end. The lower terrace has a

few beds cut in the grass, and is gay with the tints of

the well arranged colours of the various bedding plants

used in filling them. To the south is a nicely planned
croquet ground, all evidently designed by a master
hand. On the north-east side of the Castle are the

gardens. When first designed they were laid out

according to the taste at that period— vineries, forcing

grounds, kitchen garden, and pleasure grounds com-
bined. This arrangement is now being done away
with, and the lower garden has undergone extensive

alterations, the glass erections, &c., being in course of

removal, to give the splendid specimens of Conifers and
shrubs sufficient room to develope themselves and their

natural contour.

Immediately on entering the pleasure grounds, on
the left, is the gardener's residence ; from this to the

end of the garden is a conservative wall, some 400 feet

long, covered with fine specimens of Ivies, Magnolias,

Clematis, &c. ; and fronting this wall, bordering a

straight gravel walk, is a row of standard Portugal

Laurels, some 40 in number, with stems of

3 feet, and finely furnished heads ; there is also

a fine specimen of Aristolochia Sipho, covering

a pole iS feet in height, which flowers freely.

Escallonia macrantha and Fuchsia Riccartoni here grow
rampantly, and never receive any injury from frost.

At the end of the conservative wall there has been

recently erected a fine range of glass-houses, consisting

of stove, three vineries, each 35 feet by 28 feet, and a

cool conservatory ; water is laid on in all the houses

—

a great boon in large establishments. The plants in

the stove, conservatory, &c., are in the most healthy

state of cultivation, and embrace the most beautiful

and useful of old and new kinds. The vineries were
only planted this spring, and are giving ample evidence

that they will in a year or two be most likely heard of

as examples of good cultivation. In the conservatory

is one of the finest plants of Phormium tenax varie-

gatum, 9 feet across, and leaves 6 feet 6 inches long

;

also a fine example of the graceful Cordyhne
indivisa. In the other houses were fine specimens

of Dicksonia antarctica, Alsophila excelsa, Eucharis,

Imantophyllums, Gardenias, &c., for winter and
spring flowering. Achimenes are here flowered mag-
nificently, quite equal to the fine plants we used

to see at the London exhibitions, but now neglected ;

Azaleas and Camellias, out-of-doors at present, all

in the most robust health. Behind the houses

are potting-sheds, fruit-room, Mushroom-house, &c.,

and beneath these the boilers and receptacles for

coals, &c., every accommodation being afforded ne-

cessary to supply the various demands upon the

gardener's skill. Adjoining is the forcing ground, seve-

ral pits, two nice span-roofed houses for Cucumbers and
Melons, but at present filled with N^gelias, Gesneras,

Ferns, &c., for table decoration; and last, but not

least, is a nice residence for the foreman and under
gardeners. The front is due south, the house well

built, and supplied with every convenience requisite

for the health and well-being of its inhabitants ; a

capital lavatory is placed in the interior, and is a nice

addition not often thought of.

The vineries and conservatories were erected by
Gray, of Chelsea, and are well finished, and found to

work well. In front of the vineries is a terrace-walk,

and at the east end a flight of 10 steps, built of black

and white granite hewn on the estate. These steps are

10 feet long and 18 inches wide. Some of this same
kind of granite is used in the Albert Memorial. From
the topmost step is a magnificent view of the sea (with

the Isle of Man in the distance), and also the whole of

the pleasure-grounds dotted with magnificent speci-

mens. A few of them I measured, and give their

dimensions to show what a fine climate is enjoyed

during most of the year, although in spring the east

and north-east winds must be severely felt. Several

Wellingtonias were planted about 10 years since ; one

I measured was 27 feet high. Rhododendron pon-

ticum, 207 feet in circumference, and 16 to iS feet high,

one single plant. Araucaria imbrJcata, many splendid

specimens about 30 feet high ; Weeping Ash, several

32 feet high, pendulous to the ground ; Juniperus

recurva (repanda), 1 8 feet high, and 75 feet in cir-

cumference, a most beautiful specimen ; a picture of

health, generally seen full of rusty decayed shoots and
foliage.

A fine pyramidal Cotoneaster microphylla, 39 feet

in circumference and 14 feet high ; Hemlock Spnice,

huge plants, 20 feet high ; Ailantus glandulosa, more
than 35 feet high ; Cupressus Lawsoniana, a great

number of specimens 20 feet high ; Thujopsis dola-

brata, 5 feet 8 inches high, very handsome ; variegated

Wellingtonia, 6 feet
;
gold and silver Hollies, very

large, in (|uantities ; many of the Golden Queen in

splendid foliage. In the centre of these fine specimens,

but seen from nearly every part of the grounds, is a

handsome basin and fountain, the water being thrown

to the height of 35 feet. Scarlet Rhododendrons,
iS feet; Cryptomeria japonica, some of the finest

specimens I ever saw (one especially, 60 feet in circum-
ference and 24 feet high, a perfect pyramid) ; Bays,
Portugal Laurels, and Fuchsia Riccartoni ; Cu-
pressus macrocarpa in numbers, and one very large

specimen of Thuja Occident alls (American Arbor-
vitse), 84 feet in circumference and 20 feet high

;

Mulberries in fruit, very old trees ; Junipers of various

kinds ; Abies Kajmpferi ; Picea nobilis, 18 feet high,

beautifully glaucous ; Camperdown Weeping Elms,
Picea Nordmanniana, P. lasiocarpa (Lowii), P. Pin-
sapo, cum multis alHs.

A few of the old glass erections still remain, until the

new vineries, &c., commence to produce fruit ; in one
of these was a very fine, useful, well-coloured crop of
Black Hamburgh Grapes, the Vines being very old,

evidently more than 50, and probably nearer 100 years.

Peaches, too, were very fine, and a heavy crop.

Apples, Pears, and Plums were scarce, as in other
places. I could extend this notice considerably but I

have merely sent it to draw attention to this beautiful

part of the country, and which every visitor to Ireland

and lover of horticulture should visit, as the domain is

open to the public on Mondays and Thursdays. The
adjacent domains of Tollymore or Bryansford and
Donard Lodge, are also open to the public on certain

days ; but little difficulty would, I think, be found at

any time. The drives through Tollymore are especially

fine, and the thanks of the public are due to the

noble owners for allowing these privileges, although
I find in Ireland the utmost facility is given to visitors

to inspect any of the large domains and historical

places of note.

The route is from Belfast to Newcastle by Co. Down
Railway. At Newcastle well appointed cars await the

arrival of every train. There is capital hotel accom-
modation at Newcastle, and after inspecting this pictur-

esque and grand scenery, the route should be by
Maggie's Leap to Kilkeel. From Kilkeel to Rostrevor,

winding round the foot of the Mourne Mountains, and
after leaving Kilkeel, on the left skirting the beautiful

Carlingford Lough to Warrenpoint, where the rail is

again joined.

The gardens at Castlewellan are under the charge of

Mr. Hill, and it is gratifying to be able to say that

everything is in fine order, the whole well kept, the

plant and fruit houses scrupulously clean ; and any
horticultural visitor will find every attention shown
him, and would therefore thoroughly enjoy himself.

There is also, adjacent to Castlewellan, Woodlawn,
the seat of Samuel Murland, Esq., a smaller domain,
but kept in A I style ; and no one visiting Castle-

wellan should leave without making the acquaintance

of Mr. Hart, the intelligent gardener at Woodlawn.
JFi/liam Heale^ Victoria aitd Paradise Nurseries, Upper
Holloivay^ N,

©tiCtuarg.
Died, at Fountainbrae, Monifieth, on the 14th inst.,

Mr. William Pringle Laird, of the firm of W. P.

Laird & Sinclair, nurserymen and seedsmen, Dundee.
Mr. Laird was born at Balgone, in East Lothian,

where his father was then gardener and general

manager of the estate. Subsequently Mr. Laird, sen.,

became lessee of the farm of Ballindian, near Kilmany,
in Fife ; and some years afterwards he rented the

gardens of Balgay, adjoining Balgay Hill, the now
famous West-end public park of Dundee, Flower
growing, searching for rare native plants, and seed

collecting were the favourite boyhood amusements of

young Laird ; and these led to his adoption of the

nursery and seed trade, for which he underwent
initiatory training under Mr. Galloway, then of the

Bankfoot Nurseries, Cupar Fife, and Mr. Thos.

Cleghorn, of the East Nore Loch Nursery, Edinburgh,

now the East Princes Street Gardens, on a portion of

which the splendid national monument to Sir Walter

Scott has been erected, with its associated terraces,

walks, and shrubberies. In 1833 Mr. W. P. Laird

commenced business in Dundee, where his unobtrusive

open frankness of manner and careful attention to the

interests of his customers, as well as the sound
practical advice which he was always ready to impart

to all that applied for it, soon secured for him a wide
range of supporters among both horticulturists and
agriculturists. His nurseries at Blackness were long

the favourite resort of amateur as well as prac-

tical gardeners, florists, and foresters, where,

in their different departments, were always to be seen,

under the best cultural management, the really de-

serving plant novelties of the day, associated with a

rich collection of older favourites. These nurseries he

retained till 1868, but, foreseeing that they would be

built over by the rapid westward extension of the town,

he, in 1858, acquired possession of a considerable

extent of excellent nursery ground at Fountainbrae,

having a southern exposure, and overlooking the

eastern shores of Fife, the estuary of the Tay, and the

Sands of Barry, with their wide expanse of adjoining

links, or grassy downs, rich in the rarities of the

Forfarshire flora.

In 1859 Mr. Laird took Mr. Andrew Sinclair as a
partner, and upon him the principal management of

the business has of late years fallen. He also trained

several younger brothers to tlie business, one of whom
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is an original partner in the well-known Edinburgh and

London firm of Downie, Laird & Laing. Mr. Laird

always took a deep interest in the promotion of hor-

ticultural societies. In schedules of the Dundee

Florists' Society his name appears as secretary for

1S36-39, and more recently he acted for a considerable

period in a like capacity to the Dundee Floral and

Horticultural Society. His assistance as a judge was

much sought after and highly prized by the managers

of other horticultural societies, who, as well as a wide

circle of private friends, now deeply regret his loss.

. With much regret we announce the death of

Mr. George Tarsons, the eminent florist and nursery-

man, of Keymer and the Western Road, Brighton.

No tradesman stood higher in the esteem of his fellow-

workers than Mr. George Parsons, who was a man of

strict integrity and great perseverance, possessing a

large circle of friends, and much beloved by his

employes. He had a reputation second to none in

connection with the local flower shows, his fame as a

grower spreading far and wide.

THE WEATHER.
STATE OF THE IVE-iTHElt AT BLACKUBATll, LONDOy,

For the Weeic ending Wednesday, August aS, 1872.

1872,

Month
A.XD

Day.

1873.
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la '

In.
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30.01

30.10

29-94

39.64

30.01

30.10

In.
1-0.01

l-ai8

4-0.27
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'—0.21

fai6

Temperature op
THE Air.

78.059.1 18.964.8

76.852.5'24-3'62-2

76-9-197 ^7-26*1-8

79 754 8i4.9'>7-3

7(. 754. o'r/.759.9

66.350.2 16.156.5— 3.6

t- 4-iS

f 03

f 68

4- 0.34172.645.0 27,657.8 -

Hygrome-
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for winter work. Cucumbers may be grown in a pit or

frame, providing the flue is well constructed and does

not emit smoke. Let the flue run near the front wall

of the pit or frame, and return down the middle ; cover

the return flue with flags or some other material, the

object being to get the heat to circulate under the bed.

I find this better than trusting to hot dung through the

winter. Try to have the coping or cover of the flue to

hold water, as this will add considerably to the well-

being of the plants, by providing a moist bottom-heat ;

also let the front flue be dished after the same manner
for giving ofi" moisture. If convenient to fill the flue

for bottom-heat, with water at one end, so much the

better ; if not, have drainpipes of sufficient length to go

through the bed to the flue, so that water may be

passed to the flue daily, or as required. ^. H. D.

Melons.—I have for several years noted the accepta-

bility of Melons for the early autumn desserts, as at

that time there are comparatively few kinds of Apples
and Pears fit for table ; and in consequence of the

scarcity this season. Melons will be of more than usual

value, therefore, encourage young plants in growth
in every possible way. Keep up a genial growing
atmosphere with brisk bottom-heat, and plenty of air

and moisture, but no syringing after this period.

To old plants with successional fruit swelling, and
young plants swelling their first crop, give good
soakings of weak'manure-water. Fruit' ripening treat

as recommended last fortnight. W. WiUsmith, Hcck-

Jield Gardens.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Wall Fruits.—Protect ripening fruit from ingects,

and use every known means to destroy them. Ear-
wigs, woodlice, flies, and wasps, will now begin to be
very troublesome, and should be destroyed by every
possible means. Cover the trees with hexagon netting,

and hang up some wide-mouthed bottles partly filled

with some sweet liquid, as sweetened beer or treacle

and water, on various parts of the wall. Keep all

trees neatly nailed or tied-in, and continue to stop all

lateral shoots ; but if previous directions have been
attended to, very little labour of this kind will now be
necessary. Attend to the gathering of Plums as they
ripen, especially in showery weather, as they soon
crack and spoil after heavy rains. Gather early Apples
and Pears as they ripen. M. Smd, Siourion.

Hardy Fruits.—Grafts that were inserted into old
trees that were headed back should now be tied

securely to stakes, to prevent them being broken off by
the strong winds which usually prevail during the next
month. Look over all trees, and if there are any shoots
that will not be wanted next year remove them at once.
Kxamine the fruit-room, and have it well cleaned,
washed, and aired, that it may be in proper condition
to receive the fruit as it is gathered. Attend carefully

to the gathering of all fruit as it becomes fit, and place
it carefully on the shelves of the fruit room. After being
housed it should be looked over daily, and the ripest

picked out for immediate use. M. Satdj Stonrion^

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Outdoors.—Earth-up Cdcry zs. required, and plant

a late batch in level ground : I find it keeps this way
better. Plant early sowings of Endive^ Lettuce, and
Cabbage, for winter use. If not already done take up
all Potatos. Here the Potatos are more diseased than
I have ever seen them, so that a good stock of all

kinds of greens will be desirable. As we lift the
-Potatos we plant the ground with Savoys, &:c. The
main crop of early Cabbage now up should be dusted
with soot and lime to keep away the fly. Now is also

a good time to plant Parsley, a good stock of which is

always useful ; sow Spinach for last sowing, also

Lettuce, Cabbage, Tripoli Onions ; sow also Caiiliflower

for hand-lights,—the first week in September is soon
enough for those intended to winter in frames. Lastly,

keep the hoe ever on the move. K. Gilbert, Burghley.

FORESTRY.
Continue to prune and clean hedges and young

plantations as formerly advised ; those of a deciduous
character should now be gone over and carefully

inspected, marking all sickly and back-going trees,

preparatory to their removal when the leaf falls.

Larch, and some other sorts, may escape notice for

years in winter marking, which can be detected at a
glance when the leaves are on. Assist young trees,

deficient of leading shoots, by checking gross laterals.

Clear out all rough growth from rides and roads, so
that game may be easily kept under. J. iVebstei-.

Notices to Correspondents.
American Late Rose Potatos.—We have again had

an opportunity of trying these, and found them white,
floury, and of good flavour, and not so watery as on
a former trial.

Books
: y^ T., Bournemouth. The Glossary to jL/W/O''^

Elements of Botany can, we believe, be had separately
from Messrs. Bradbury, Evans & Co

.

Cloches; Amateur. We should think the hole in the
top of some cloches would let in enough frost to injure
plants, but they may be readily stopped up with a bit
of hay.

DiPLADENiA : S. B. By far the finest we have yet seen.

The colour is extremely brilliant.

Evergreens for Walls : C C. If you exclude Ivy
there is little left to choose from in the way of ever-

green climbers. You might try the following, which
will clothe the wall in question for a considerable
height :— Crataegus Pyracantha, Azara microphylla,

Berberis Darwinii, B. stenophylla, Escallonia ma-
crantha, &c.

Exchange.—Miss Hope, Wardie Lodge, Edinburgh,
would exchange plants for a cutting of Lady Mary
Hay Pelargonium.

Exhibiting Fruits : J. L. The regulated standard for

quantity comprising a dish of fruit for exhibition, as
given by the Royal Horticultural Society, is of Grapes

3 bunches, of Apples, Pears, Peaches, Nectarines, Figs,

&c., 6 fruits ; of Strawberries, Cherries, &c., generally

50 fruits.

Fungus: A. B., Sunbury. The Giant Puffball, Lyco-
perdon giganteum. It is not only edible, but very

good, though not in the condition in which you left it at

our office.

Hardy's Pedigree Windsor Beans : James Carter

fip Co. The new Bean raised by Mr. George Hardy, of

Braintree, is a decided improvement on the two varieties

sent with it, combining the length of pod of the one,

and the size of bean of the other. It appears, too, to

be much more productive than either, and must be
regarded as an acquisition.

Insects : G. H. Your Pear and Cherry leaves are attacked

by the slimy grubs of the black-winged Sawfiy, Selandria

arthiops. Dust them with powdered lime and wash
with lime and soap-sud water. /. O. \V.— S. S. Your
Narcissus bulb is attacked by the larvte of a two-winged
fly, belonging to the family Syrphidas, resembling a bee
in the winged state, Merodon Narcissi of Bouch^. We
know no remedy other than picking out the grubs from
the roots which show their presence. /. O. W.

LiLiUM aukatum : N. E. S. asks if "A. A.," who
writes about this plant in the Gardeners' Chronicle of

August 17, will tell him how old his plant is, and how
he managed it. "A. A." mentions frost ; is it always
out-of-doors?

Names of Plants ; A. F. We cannot attempt to name
Ivies by their leaves only.

—

An Old Subscriber. Ilex

latifolia.

—

E. C. C. D. Senecio JacobD5a. The other

specimen too fragmentary to identify.

—

T. O. S., IVey-

7/ny/th. Solanum jasminoides.—£. Plantago lanceo-

lata, Rib-wort. You can only fork it out, taking care

to go deep enough.

—

H. G. A, Polygonum Persicaria
;

B, P. lapathifolium ; c, P. Hydropiper ; d, Circa2a

lutetiana.

—

John Murcott. i, Sedum Telephium ; 2,

Bartsia Odontites
; 3, Lychnis vespertina. But what

wretched scraps !—they may have been fresh once, but
now are almost indistinguishable. — A/ax. Francoa,
probably F. sonchifolia, and the Paper Mulberry,
Broussonetia papyrifera.— R. IV. Hibiscus syriacus,

commonly called Althrea frutex.— ^ Cork Subscriber.

We do not pretend to name plants from leaves and
miserable scraps only, neither can we undertake to

name florists' flowers. 2, Euonymus japonicus aureo-
variegatus

; 3, Abutilon Thompsoni
; 5, Pelargonium

Zonale, semi-double ; 8, Astilbe japonica.

—

F. T.,

Bournemouth. Atriplex Halimus. The bud gall of the

Oak is caused by a species of Cynips.— J. D. We
adhere to our opinion that your plant is V. incana, of

which numerous varieties, some possibly of hybrid
origin, occur in gardens.

—

Constant Reader, i, Heli-

chrysum ericifolium ; 2, Myrtus Luma, berries edible.

—

A Dcc'onian. Bougainvillea spectabilis, young.

—

G. VV.

I, Lastrea elongata ; 2, Athyrium Filix-foemina
; 3 and

4, Polystichum falcinellum.

—

C. IV. C. Burlingtonia

Candida ; the other a Phyllanthus.

Notice to Leave : A Constant Reader. Being paid
weekly, and having no previous engagement, as to the

point in dispute, we consider that you have no claim to

more than a week's notice.

Picas : William. Culverwell. The Peas you sent (a cross

between Champion of England and Veitch's Perfection)

were very good, but too old for a fair trial.

Petunias ; M. &• A'. Green-edged flowers are not un-
common.

Pruning, &c. : St. E. and H. W. E., Usk. Yes. The
side or spur shoots may be pruned back now to about
the sixth leaf, and the terminal ones to half their length.

This will let light in into the interior of the trees, and
so serve to ripen the lower buds. Do not denude the

trees of too many leaves at one lime. Do it suc-

cessionally, the strongest first, and the remainder a
week hence.

S.W. Tenessee : Quercus. One of the southern cotton
growing States, and of course sub-tropical. The mean
temperature of June is 80°, that of lanuary 60°, and
the mean annual temperature is about 70*^. Cold
weather is occasionally experienced there in the winter
nights, and your friend had better provide himself with
the necessary clothing.

Veitch's Improved Ashleaf Potato : J. R. We
tasted your sample of this variety and found them very
good, but not better than some others.

Catalogues Received.— R. B. Matthews (Victoria

Street, Belfast), Descriptive Catalogue of Dutch Flower
Roots.—Sutton & Sons (Reading), Catalogue of Fresh
Imported Bulbous Flower Roots. —Stephen Brown
(Weston-super-Mare), Autumn Catalogue of Bulbs, &c.

ERKATtJM : In Mr. Barron's report on the new Grape,
Duke of Buccleuch, printed at p. 1138, for "3001b."
read "500 lb."

Co.MMUNICATIONS RECEIVED.—M. T.— C. W. S.—J. C. J.

—

W. T.-D. T. F.-S. E.—S. D.—R. B.—Old Reader.—R. T.

-J. S.

arhds.
CO VENT GARDEN.—Aug. 30.

The markets are very quiet indeed, and prices are
receding. Peaches and Nectarines from open walls are
scarce and not good.

Cut Flowers.
d. s. d. s. d. s, d.

Heartsease, p. i2bun.i 6 to 3 on flower.Blue Cor
12 bun 3 o to 4 o

Carnations, p. bunch 40 — 60
Clove Carnations, p.

12 bun, . . ..40 — 60
Gardanias, p. doz. . . 30 — 60
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays

Balsams p. doz.
Calceolaria,
China Asters
Cockscombs ..

Double Pelar-

goniums
Fuchsia

.. — 06
Plants in Pots.

s. d. s. d.

3 oto 6 o
4 o— 6 o
3 o— 6 o
3 o— 6 o

Mignonette, 12 bun. 16

—

30
Myosotis, p. bun. . . 02 — 06
Pelargoniums, Zonal,

p. 12 sprays .. 04 — o q
Roses, per doz. .. i o — 60
Stephanotis,i2 sprays4 o

—

6 o
SweetPeas,p. 12 bun. 2 o

—

40

Figs, p. doz.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100 ..

Melons, each
Nectarines, p. doz.

do. 4 o— 6 o
do. 4 o—12 o

Fruit.
s. d. s. d.

. . I o to 2 o
10 — 50
7 o —10 o
2 o to 5 o
30—80

Vegetables.
s. d. s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea. o 3 to o 6
Beet, per doz. .. i o— 3 o
Cabbages, per doz. .. 10— i 3
Cardoons, each .. .. — ..

Carrots, p. bunch . . o 7— 10
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 2 o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle . i o— 2 o
Cucumbers, each . . o 6— i o
French Beans, new,
per i sieve . . , . — 30

Herbs, per bunch . . o 2— o 4
HorseRadish, p. bun.3 o— 5 o
Leeks, per bunch . . o 2— o 4

s. d. s. d.

Lilium auratum, doz. i 6to 5 o
— lancifolium do. i o— 2 o

Lobelia , . do, 4 o— 6 o
Mignonette .. do. 3 o— ..

Myrtles .. do. 3 o— y o
Rhodanthe . . do. 6 o— .

.

ScarletGeranium do. 4 o— 6 o

J. d. 1. d.

Oranges, per 100 . . 10 o tois o
Peaches, per doz. . . 4 o — 12 o
Pears, per doz. . . so — 40
Pine-apples, per lb, 3 o — 70
Strawberries, p. lb. .. — ..

s. d. s. d.

Lettuces, perscore, . 1 oto 2 o
Mushrooms, p. pott. .. — 30
Onions, per bunch ..o 4— o 9
Parsley, p. bunch . . o 2— o 6
Peas, new, per qt. i o— 2 o
Radishes, per bunch o 2— .

.

Rhubarb, p. bund. . . . — 04
Salsafy, per bun — ..

Scorzonera, per bun. . . — .

.

Shallots, per lb. . . o 6— .

.

Spinach, per i sieve 2 6— 3 o
Tomatos, p. doz. . . 2 o— 4 o
Turnips, p. bun — 09

New Potatos—Round, 51. to ^s. per cwl, ; Kidneys, 5J. od.

to js. do.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices. Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls, &c MAW and CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

(RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale of
CHARLES J. BLACKITH AND CO..

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.
Retail of the principal Seedamen. Prices on application.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County m Enpland.
For particularB apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.G. : and Steam Plough Works. Leeds.HARTLEY AND SUGDEN,
WROUGHT WELDED BOILER MAKERS,

ATLAS WORKS. HALIFAX,
Manufacturers of the IMPROVED WROUGHT WELLED

CHAMBERED SADDLE BOILERS, with extended waterway and
terminal end, to which the Gold Medal has been awarded at the

Royal Horticultural Show at Birmingham. These Boilers can be
supplied in any size up to that required to heat 6000 feet of pipe,

and will be found thoroughly efficient and cconomicEil in consumption
of fuel.

Prices and particulars can be obtained from the Trade, by and to
whom only they are supplied.—July, 1872.

FOR SALE, the COTTON HOUSE, now to be seen
at the International Exhibition. Tenant's fixture; requires no

brickwork. Size 40 by 20: may be had with or without piping and
stages. Price. &c , on application to

T, G. MESSENGER, Horticultural Builder, Louchborough.

The Present Sigh Price of CoaL
COKE BREEZE v. COAL.

COKE BREEZE, used with Small Coal and Coke, or

by itself, is now being extensively used for Boilers, Furnaces,

CookinR Apparatus, Greenhouses, Engines, &c,, and is found to be
exceedingly economic, and a great saving during the present high

price of Coals and Coke. It is one-third the price, and nearly as

eff'cctive. Price, per Ten Sacks, Zs., delivered.

WOOD AND SON, Wood Green Station, Great Northern Railway.

The Royal Pottery. Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.

BIRTH,—August 28, at Stoney Deep House, Ted-
dington Grove, the wife of Edward J. Beale, F.L.S.,
of a son.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips), Manufac-
turer of TERRA COTTA VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN

BASKETS. RUSTIC FLORAL ARBORETTES, STATUARY,
GARDEN POTS (from a to 30 inches in diameter), of superior quality,

withstand frost, and do not become crecn ; EDGING TILES, &c.

See specimens in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free.

Book of Drawincs, dd. each.

JOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Potter^', Weston-super-Mare.

^U'SSLA. MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the sue of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.

,. . , .

JAS. T. ANDERSON. 7. Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

Archangel and Petersburg Mats.

J BLACKBURN and SONS, having just received

• a large consignment of NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERS-
BURG MATS at reduced prices, will forward Price List on apph-

cation. Samples to be seen at 4 and 5, Wormwood_5treet. London, E.C .

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOM O."
• —Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat

or Cold where it is applied.

PROTECTION AGAINST the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, i». M, per yard.

*' FRIGI bOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide i». lorf. per yard.

Three yards wide 3*- 3<i. per yard.

Four yards wide 3'- i«»- pe^ y^d.

SCRIM CANVAS, 7a inches wide, 70 yards lonfr,6M<'. to8Ji<i. per yard.

HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 73 inches wide, 7?id. and
9^tf, per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of " Frigi Domo" 3. Cannon
Street, City, E.G. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country,

Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.
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»pHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
-L {Established 1840]

Have now ready for dclivcn', in hnc dry condition—
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
CON'CENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE.forTop-Dressing.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITRO PHOSPHATE
MANGEL, HOP, and POTATO MANURES. Also
PERUVIAN GUANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Eonar,

& Co.), NITRATEoISODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c
116, Fenchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

Caro Guano.

CHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO,
rich in Soluble Phosphates and Nitrofjenous Orjjanic Matter.

See Chemical Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for

Grain and Root Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to

Peruvian,
Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO., Billiter Street, London, E.G.

LAWES' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED).

CA.-llW(.l«— lOHN KnoWLES, Esq.
LAWES' WHEAT M.^NURE, for autumn sowing, now ready for

delivery.
LAWES* TURNIP MANURE, DISSOLVED BONES, SUPER-

PHOSPHATE of LIME, POTATO. MANGEL, BARLEY,
WHEAT, 0.-VT and GRASS MANURES, CONCENTRATED
CORN and GRASS MANURES.
The Company having purchased the Business carried on by Mr.

Lawcs (or so many years, are now prepared to receive orders for the
above Manures.
The Manures can bc supplied direct from the Works at Deptford

and Barking Creeks, or through the DepOts at the Ports and Railway
Stations throughout the Kingdom.
The Comp.iny have retained the advice and assistance of Mr.

Lawes lor a period of two years, and all their Manures will be pre-
Dared under his direction. They are determined to send out
Manures of the highest quality only, and no expense or trouble
will be spared to maintain for the future the same high position which
they have occupied in the past.
Orders for Manures, ana applications for Agencies in unrepresented

oistricts, should bc sent in at once to H. R. CHASTON, Manager.
Head Offices:—59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Branches :—22, Eden Quay, Dublin : Alarkct Street, Shrewsbury ;

Womanbv Street, Cardiff; 63, Constitution Street, Leith
; 34, Market

Street, Aberdeen ; Cumberland Road, Bristol.

B IPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(registered Trade Mark. " Flyine Albatross"), is now ready for

delivery in quantity and in fine condition. The best Fertiliser yet
produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contains
21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Salts
of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voetckcr, Dr. Anderson, Professor
Way, Mr. Ogston, Air. Sibson.
Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so
long as the seals remain unbroken.
BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, 20, Billiter Street, E.C.

STEAM CULTIVATION.—Persons interested in the
Cultivation of Land by Steam-power may see in operation on the

Farms of Messrs. Howard, within a mile ot Bedford Station, Steam
Cultivating Apparatus on the three following systems, viz. :—The
DOUBLE ENGINE, the SINGLE TRACTION ENGINE, and
the STATIONARY or PORTABLE ENGINE.

Parties will be met at the Bedford Station on giving Messrs,
HOWARD two days' notice.

TT^HE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
-L ^Ianufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists. Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP !n WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c., from

Decay. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply lo THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

"^O BE LET. from Michaelnia.s next, a SHEEP and
- CORN FARM of 670 Acres, in the parish of Quarley, Hants.

For particulars, apply to Mr, POQRE, Amport. Andover.

To Nurserymen.

FOR DISPOSAL, with immediate Possession, a
NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS, with good connection, in

the West of England. Established over 30 years.
A. B., Mr. Allnult, Station Road, Wood Green, N.

FOR SALE, the LEASE and EFFECTS of a
FLORIST BUSINESS, wiihin eight miles of Covent Garden,

consisting of Seven Greenhouses, heated by hot water; convenient
Dwelling, Stabling, Piggeries, &c.

G. W.. Crafford's British Hotel, Agcr Street, Strand, W.C

TO BE LET, on Lease, a small but compact
NURSERY, with Dwelling House, Greenhouses, Forcing Pits,

&c. Incoming easj'. Near to a Station and Church ; 20 miles from
London. Apply, by letter, to

C. H., Robinson's Library, High Street, Reigate.

NURSERY TO BE LET, or LEASE to be SOLD, a
few miles from Town, and in the immediate neighbourhood of

three Railway Stations: 5000 or 6000 feet of glass, with Show House
in Main Road, and comfortable Dwelling House.
' Apply to KETTLEWELL'S Auction and Agency Office, 22, King
Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

To Market Gardeners, &c.

TO BE SOLD, the LEASE, for loi years, and
GOODWILL of a comfortable HOUSE, with Shippon and

Outbuildings and 16 Acres of Land, known as the Sirawbcrrj-
Gardens, Thornton Hough, Cheshire. Good Vinery and several
acres planted with selected Fruit Trees, Strawberries, Raspberries,
&c. ; IS within 6 miles of the first-class markets of Liverpool and
Birkenhead, where any quantity of good Fruit, for which the place
has secured a reputation, can be readily Sold at high prices.
Satisfactory reasons will be given for present Terjant Disposing of
I-case. J. S., 27. Newstead Road, Liverpool.

Important Notice.—For Immediate Disposal,
GREEN'S FLORAL ESTABLISHMENT and AVIARY, Crawford

Street, Br>'anston Square, W.

MR. ROBERT GREEN, being compelled to retire,
owing to continued ill-health, the above well-known and

most extensive BUSINESS is for IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL (by
Tender). One oi the largest and most lucrative Retail connections
ever known in the Floral Trade.
The Returns for the past 12 months amount tolnearly £7000.
The Bad Debts during the whole penod the Business has been

established do not amount to £$0.
The Profits are very great, as the trade done is of theVcry best

description, and all at nrst<lass prices. The several branches render
it an all -thc-year-round trade.

The Premises are very commodious, and comprise the Dwelling
house and Shop, 28, Crawford Street, held on Lease, 18 years un-
expired, at the low rental of £70 per annum ; 3, Crawford Mews, com-
prising Stabling, Coach-house, Workrooms, and back entrance, held
ycatly at £30 ; and the back part of 29, Crawford Street, at £16 per
annum, with large Cellarage, &c
The Shop, Femerj-, Aviary. Workrooms, &c., are all well and

conveniently fitted, and thej Floral Department is heated by Hot
Water.
Further particulars may be obtained on application.
Tenders for the Lease and Goodwill to be made before Septem-

ber 10 next. The Stock and Fixtures to bc taken at a Valuation.
Part of the Purchase-money may remain at 5 per cent.

SALES BY AUCTION.
SALE THIS DAY AT HALF-PAST 12 O'CLOCK PRECISELY.

Bulbs from Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, .^8, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C, on

SATURDAY. August 31, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a Consign-
ment of DUTCH BULBS, consisting of Hyacintds, Tulips, Crocuses,
Narcissus, and other Hulbs, in lots to suit the Trade.

On view the n^ll^^lill^; of Sale-, ami C.iI.ilot;ucs had.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. SI KX'KNS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

TUESDAY, September i, at h,ill past 13 o'Clock precisely, a great
variety of choice POULTRY and PIGEONS, including mnny nro-
mising young Birds from the yards and lofis of well-known Breeders
and Exhibitors; also some CANARIES and RABBITS.

On view thcnioriiint; of Sale, and Catalogues had.

M
Bulbs from HoUand.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C, on

WEDNESDAY, September 4, and SATURDAY, September 7, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely each day, Importations of First-Class
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, I RIS, and
other BULBS, just arrived from Holland, in Lots to suit large and
small Growers.

On view the mornings ol Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of Tree Ferns.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, WC,

on TUESDAY, September 10, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, the
largest and finest importation ever received from New Zealand of the
beautiful TREE FERN, DICKSONIA SQUARROSA. The plants
have good straight stems, and are of various heights; many of the
trunks being of the marvellous height of 10, 12, and r.j feet, and quite
straight. An important and novel feature in this Sale wilt be. that

the importation includes a (luantily of twins, or double trunks ol this

Tree Kern, some united to half their length, and one marvellous
specimen with four stems united.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Stratford, Essex.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of GLASS. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
favoured with instructions from the Executrix of the late Mr.

G. Bunney to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve (the Nursery
having been sold lor building purprses), on the Premises, the Nursery,
Maryland Point. Stratford, Essex. E., on THURSDAY, September 12,

at II for 12 o'clock p'cciscly. the whole of the glass ereciions, com-

frising 14 large GREENHOUSES, numerous span-roof and other
its, containing in all about 20,000 feet super of glass in capital condi-

tion, 10,000 feet of hot-water piping, 6 Saddle Boilers, nearly new,
1^00 feet super York paving, 3000 feet super slate staging, many
thousands of capital bricks, nests of seed drawers, barrows, ladders,
water cans, rollers, manure, and numerous other eftects.

Catalogues are now ready, and may be had (6d. each, returnable to

purchasers) on the Premises ; of Messrs. J. and R. GOLE, solicitors,

40, Lime Street, City; and ol the Auctioneers and Valuers, American
Nurseries, Leytonstone, Essex, E.

N.B.-The whole of the thriving NURSERY STOCK, both at
Wanstead and Stratford, extending over 15 acres, will be submitted to

unreserved SALE by AUCTION on MONDAY, October 7, and
following days.

Lea Bridge Road, E.
AUTUMN TRADE SALE of WINTER-BLOOMING

HEATHS. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. John Eraser to SELL by AUCTION,

without reserve, on the Premises, The Lea Bridge Nurseries, Lea
Bridge Road, Leyton, Essex, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,
September 17 and 18, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely ea2h day, about
25,000 WINTER-BLOOMING HEATHS, remarkably well grown,
including 10,000 hycmalis. 3020 gracilis, 1500 Wilmoreana, 1500 grand-
inosa; also large quantities of gracilis vernalis. rcgerniinans Tynd-
riana, colorans. and otht-rs ; 1000 fine EPACRIS of the choicest
kinds; 600 AZALEA INOICA byname; about 750 CYCLAMENS of
the finest strain of pcrsicum, profusely furnished with bloom buds

;

CYTISSUS, ACACIA DRUMMONDII. a large stock of TEA
ROSES in pots, SOLAN UM CAPSICASTRUM in bsrry, TREE
CARNATIONS, a pair of large variegated ALOES, in tubs;
LAPAGERIA ROSEA; likewise a few specimen and miscellaneous
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, together with about 60,000 choice seedling
CONIFER/E. pricked off in store pots, comprising Libocedrus
decurrens, Picea lasiocarpa, Wellingtonias, Abies and Pin us of
sorts, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, ana of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

Tooting. S.W.
ANNUAL SALE of EXTRA STOCK of STOVE and GREEN-

HOUSE PLANTS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Mr. R. Parker to SELI^ by

AUCTION, on the Premises, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, on MON DAY,
Sepicmber 23. many thousands of choice STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, rare ORCHIDS, EXOTIC FERNS, selected
P-A-LMS, a large assortment of SUCCULENT and HARDY
HERBACEOUS PLANTS &c.

Full particulars will appear next week.

Great Sale of Newly-imported Bulbs» at Blngley
HALL, BIRMINGHAM.

MESSRS. LYTHALL and CLARKE will SELL
by AUCTION, on TUESDAY NEXT. September 3, at

11 o'clock punctually, about 20.000 DUTCH FLOWERING BULBS,
in all the best and newest Exhibition varieties, including Double and
Single Red, Blue and White Hyacinths, Double and Single Tulips,
Crocus, Narcissus, &c. , all named varieties, and from one of ths best
firms of growers in Holland, in Lots to suit all Customers,
Catalogues on application to the Auctioneers.— Offices, 39, New

Street, Birmingham.

Sliropshlre SUeep.

MR. WM. BAKER, of Moor Bams {three miles
from Atherslone, five from Tamworth, and two from Poles-

worth Stations, on the London and North-Westcrn and Midland Rail-
ways), has given instructions for his ANNUAL SALE to take place
on WEDNESDAY, September 4 "c^t. at 2 o'Clock (Luncheon at
I o'clock), where there will be OFFERED about FORTY SHEAR-
LING and a lew older RAMS, and EIGHTY EWES and
THEAVES.

Eleven Prizes were awarded to this Flock in 1868, 37 in 1860,38 in

1870, and 46 in 1871 (icluding the principal Prize at the R.A,S.E.,at
VVolverhampton. viz., that for 20 Ewes), at the Principal Shows of the
district, in competition with the leading Flockmasters.
Ewes and Rams of the purest blnod, possessing great size and

heavy wool-bearing properties, have been purchased from the best
Flocks extant, among which Messrs. Adney, Foster, Matthews, and
Beach may be mentioned, and their produce will well repay an inspec-
tion. Conveyances will meet Trains each way at Polesworlh, free
of charge.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be obtained from the Auctioneers,

39, New Street, Birmingham.
LYTHALL AND CLARKE, Auctioneers.

Shropshire Sheep.
MESSRS. LYTHALL and CLARKE have received

instructions from Mr. G. A. May, of Elford Park, Tamworth,
to SELL by AUCTION, on MONDAY. September 16. without the
slightest reserve, the whole of his well-known RAM-BREEDING
FLOCK, comprising 40 Rams, 200 Ewes and Theavcs, and about
100 Ram and Ewe Lambs.
Auctioneers' Offices, 39, New Street, Birmingham.

Shropshire Sheep.
The FIFTEENTH GREAT CENTRAL SALE, at BINGLEY

HALL, BIRMINGHAM.
MESSRS LYTHALL and CLARKE will SELL by

AUCTION, on THURSDAY, September 19 next, EIGHT
HUNDRED PURE-BRED SHROPSHIRE RAMS and EWES,
from the most eminent Breeders in all parts of the country, full

particulars of which will shortly be announced.
Catalogues on application to the Auctioneers, 39, New Street,

Birmingham.
P S.—Further ENTRIES should bc sent to the Auctioneers AT

ONCE.

Buckland, near Farlngdon-
IMPORTANT SALE of SOUTMPOWN SHEEP and

PURE BERKSHIRE PIGS.

MR. STRAFFORD has received instructions to
announce that the ANNUAL SALE by AUCTION of PURE-

BRED SOUTHDOWN SHEEP, belonging to Sir N. W. Throck-
morton, Bart,, will take place at Buckland, near Faringdon, on
MONDAY, September 2 next, when ao full-mouthed Ewes and 40
Theaves will bc offered, as well as 23 Rams, a few of which will be
Let for the season. Also will bc SOLD, about 30 superior pure-bred
BERKSHIRE PIGS, consisting of in-pig Young Sows, a few Young
Boar and Sow Pigs.
Catalogues, with particulars, may be had on application to Mr.

G. T, WILLIAMS, at Buckland, near Faringdon; or of Mr.
STRAFFORD, 13, Fusion Square, London, N.W.

Extensive and very Important Sale of FlrBt-ClaBS
SHORTHORN CATTLE, at DUNMORE, STIRLING, N.B.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on THURSDAY NEXT, September 5 (i o'Clock), at Dunmore,

Stirling, about SIXTY HEAD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS,
ihc property of the Earl of Dunmore. This Sale will bring
before the public some of the purest and finest snecimcns ol the
fashionable Bates blood, among them being some splendid specimens
of the Oxford, Kirklevington, and Wild Eyes Jamilics, originally fron
Kirklcvlngton ; whilst the remainder includes representatives of the
esteemed Barrington, Surmise, Cherrj', Knightley, Cleopatra, Elvira,
Seraphina, Musical, and other choice and well known tribes.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,
15, Langnam Place, London, W.

Extensive Sale of Shorthorn Cattle at Spring Hill,
FLADBUKY, WORCES lEKSHIKE.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on TUESDAY, September 10(1 o'Clock), at Springhill, within

a mile of Fladburv Station, Great Western Railway, the Extensive
HERD of SHORTHORNS belonging lo James Webb, Esq.. who is

giving up the farm. The Herd comprises about 80 Head of
Bulls, Cows, and Heifers, and has been bred from the well-known
stocks of Sir G. R. Philips, Messrs. J. H. Langston, E. L. Bctts,
E. Holland, Harris, Guest, James, Dodwcll, Mnore. and Woodward.
The Bulls used have inherited the Bates and Knightlcy blood. The
stock is favourably known in the district, and being kept chiefly for
dairj' purposes, the Cows are consequently good milkers.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,
15, Langham Place, London, W.

M
Shaiaeford, High Street, Woking, Surrey.

To NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.
ESSRS. DRURY and BULLEN will SELL by
AUCTION, on FRIDAY, September 6, at a for 3 o'Clock in

the afternoon, by order of the Proprietor, at the sign of the White
Hart Inn, High Street, Woking, in one Lot, a valuable FREEHOLD
DWELLING-HOUSE, and about ONE ACRE of NURSERY and
HORTICULTURAL LAND, comprising a substantial Brick-and-
Tilc Dwelling-house, containing square entrance to Two Front
Parlours, Two Bedrooms over, large double-bedded Back Room,
paved Kitchen fitted with Oven and Boiler Range and brick-built Oven,
convenient Pantry, small Beer Cellar, and other Conveniences. The
Out-buildings comprise three-stall Stable, capital newly-erected Chaise
or Cart-house, Potlingshed, and a Store ditto, double Piggeries with
slated Roof, capital span-roof Greenhouse, 24 feet by 13 feet, heated
with hot-air flue, pump of excellent Water near to ditto, with Cistern.
There are several ornamental trees on the front lawn, &c. The
above are in the occupation of Mr. Peter Cardno. as a Horticultural
N urseryman and Florist, at the low annual rent of £22.
The above valuable property may be viewed by permission of Mr.

Cardno, one week previous to the day of Sale ; prmted Conditions may
be had seven days before the Sale, and further particulars known of
Messrs. HOCKLEY AND RUSSELL, Solicitors, Guildford ; and of the
Auctioneers, 50, High Street, Guildford. Established upwards of 40
years. Agents to the County Fire and Life Office.

rpHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
-L (iNCORrORATED BY SPECIAL ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.)

DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS.
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &c.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above

purposes, without investigation of title.

For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.
RYDER, Esq,, Managing Director, No. i. Great George Street,
Storey's Gale, Westminster, S.W,

SATURDAY, AUGUST 31, 1872.

HAVING traversed during the past few days
the Potato-growing districts of Perthshire,

Fifeshire, and the Lothians, we can quite corro-

borate the accounts which reach us from all

quarters of the unusual extent of the POTATO
Disease this year. Fields are already generally
blackening or black, all through these counties

;

and where a large proportion of the annual farm
returns is dependent on the Potato crop, very
heavy losses must befall the tenant. This will

tell heavily on some of the best cultivated districts

of Scotland, but less severely on most English
arable farms, though in some districts here also,

as in Cheshire, Yorkshire, South Lincolnshire,

and around London, the losses will be very
heavy.

The failure of a crop, occupying some 400,000
acres in England, and nearly 200,000 acres in

Scotland, is of course of great national conse-
quence ; and in Ireland, where the area in Potatos
exceeds a million acres, it would be disastrous.

Our correspondent at Belfast is, however, un-
willing yet to countenance the very gloomy
reports which have been published from that

country. He says :

—

" Up to the present time the consumer has been sup-
plied, at a moderate price, with a really good, well-

flavoured Potato : and, though disease has appeared, it

is not yet in general much in excess of ordinary years.

One cause of the increased extent of the blight is the un-
usual area under cultivation, which created in the plant-
ing season a scarcity of sound 'seed,' and in many
instances indifferent sets were planted. As to the later-

planted Potatos, the excessive and continuous rains have
had a prejudicial effect, but the fears and speculations as
to the entire loss of the crop are certainly premature. A
gentleman in the county Donegal informs me that in

some districts, which he mentions, the disease does not

appear to be nearly so virulent as last year.
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I cannot speak so favourably of county Antrim, as there

is every indication that the disease will equal that of last

year, though I do not believe it will exceed it, when
allowance is made for the increased area planted.

And the crop of last year was not by any means a bad
one."

Many expedients have been published in the

daily papers by which the crop, assuming it to

be on the road to ruin, may to some extent be

saved. Tlie starch may be extracted pure and
sound from rotting tubers, by grating thern down,

removing the fibrous pulp, and suffering the

starch to settle after washing in successive

waters. It is also recommended to steam the

tubers and trample the steamed mass into casks

or tanks, in the belief that it will remain good pig

food for a much longer time than the uncooked
tuber would continue sound. We fear there is

no possibility of saving an extensive crop if it

be struck with the disease, so as to preserve

any considerable proportion of its value, by any
of these expedients, which, however, are proper

enough for the help of cottagers, or even of

small cultivators. In the northern counties,

where Potato starch manufactories exist, no doubt

they are all busily at work making the most of the

opportunity now afforded them of effecting large

purchases of Potatos at low prices.

As regards the harvest, generally, all subse-

quent writers have endorsed the opinions given,

in these columns a fortnight ago, on the authority

of our correspondents, that the Wheat crop is

much below an average, that the Barley crop is

not good, that the Oat crop is above an average,

and that Beans and Peas are unusually pro-

ductive.

It is not reassuring that the most gloomy
picture of our prospects comes from one of our

most important and productive counties. Thus,
" A Lincolnshire Farmer," speaking of his county
in the Times of Thursday, says ;

—

'

' The bulk of the A\'heat is now stacked in good
condition. On high land it is good in quality, but it is

fully 20 per cent, below an average ; on low lands,

particularly in the marshes and fens, the crop is very

heavy : but owing to blight the yield \vill be still more
deficient, and the corn very inferior. The Barley crop is

below an average, and the quality indifferent, even if we
have fine weather to get it. Oats are a good crop, but
were laid so early that the sample will be light and
inferior ; Beans and Peas are a great crop, but the latter

suffered from wet. Potatos are hopelessly gone, which
will involve a ruinous loss to the growers. Turnips in

many instances have been sown twice and three times
over, owing to the fly : they have required an immense
amount of labour, for which we are paying 20 per cent,

more than last year; and it will require a wonderfully fine

autumn to make them an average crop."

The Processes of Life are dependent upon
two distinct conditions. There must be, firstly,

the occurrence of appropriate matter ; and,

secondly, the concurrence of appropriate force.

In animal life there is a large internal source of

force. The greater part of the food consumed
by an animal is burnt in the body ; mechanical
force and heat are thus generated, and by means
of them the processes of the system are carried

on. An animal is thus, while supphed with

food, to a great extent independent of external

force, and, as a well-known fact, can exist under
very varying conditions of light and heat. With
plants the case is different. It is true that,

throughout plant life, there is a continual com-
bustion of some of the constituents of the plant

going on, and that, consequently, the plant has
in this respect an internal source of force similar

to that of the animal. But this source of force

is quite insufficient for the support of plant life ;

it suffices only to bring about certain trans-

formations of the materials already stored up in

the plant, and does not help the plant in the

smallest degree to assimilate the food which
surrounds it. For the purposes of nutrition, a

plant is wholly dependent on the aid of external

forces ; these are supplied in Nature by the light

and heat of the sun. In accordance with these

truths, we find the growth of plants to be limited

greatly by external conditions of temperature and
of light ; certain latitudes, and certain seasons of

the year alone are suited to the development of

vegetable life. It is evident, then, that in our
study of plant life we have two distinct subjects
for investigation before us ; there is the matter
on which plants feed and of which they are built
up, and there are the external forces which
enable the plant to discharge its appointed func-
tions

; and the history of any plant is incom-
plete unless its relation to both these elements
of life has been made out.

We propose in the present paper to call atten-
tion to some recent researches by foreign

chemists on the influence of light and heat upon
the growth of plants.

All who are familiar with fresh water aqua-
riums must be acquainted with the delicate and
beautifully regular stream of bubbles which rises

from the submerged leaves of water plants under
the influence of sunshine. These bubbles are

oxygen gas. The chlorophyll cells of the plant,

under the influence of sunlight, decompose the

carbonic acid present in the water, evolve oxy-

gen, and appropriate the carbon to the formation

of organic matter, thus performing the first great

step in plant nutrition. Dr. Reinhold Hein-
RICH has made use of this visible evolution ol

oxygen by water plants to determine under what
conditions of light and heat the process of plant

nutrition is capable of being performed. He
experimented on detached leaves of the Hotto-

nia palustris ; these were placed in fresh spring

water, and exposed to the direct sunlight of a

cloudless sky. He found that under these

circumstances the temperature of the water might

be varied from 42° to 122°— 133" Fahr. without

stopping the evolution of gas, but that beyond
these limits the formation of bubbles ceased.

We have here a very wide range of temperature,

throughout the whole of which the process of

plant nutrition seems to be more or less possible.

By counting the number of bubbles evolved in

five minutes at different temperatures. Dr.

Heinrich came to the conclusion that the

maximum separation of oxygen took place at

8S° Fahr. The vitality of the leaves was not

destroyed by being kept for 10 minutes in water

of the temperature of 144' Fahr., for when
brought into cooler water, and placed in sunlight,

they presently recommenced the formation of

bubbles ; but if the temperature was increased

to 155° Fahr., the leaves when placed in cooler

water failed to recover their power of separating

oxygen.

Perhaps the most interesting of Dr. Hein-
rich'S results is his successful substitution of

artificial light for sunshine. BlOT, P. De Can-
DOLLE, and others, had tried, by concentrating

with mirrors the strongest artificial light at their

command, to obtain an evolution of gas from

water plants, but without success. Later on,

Famintzin and Borodin had succeeded in

obtaining growth in certain plants under the

influence of artificial light, but the evolution of

oxygen had never yet been observed as a fact.

Dr. Heinrich had previously noticed that water

plants kept in the ordinary diffused liglrt of a

chamber were specially sensitive to a small

increase of light, while plants growing in stronger

light, or kept in darkness, were less sensitive.

He took, therefore, for his experiment leaves that

had been kept for some time under moderate
illumination. Immediately before the trial the

leaves were placed in a dark room that all

evolution of gas might cease. The source of

light employed was magnesium wire : three

wires were taken. At first one wire was burnt

alone for three and a-half minutes : no effect

was produced. The light ot two wires was then

employed ; evolution of gas from the leaves then

commenced, and on the addition of the light of

the third wire became very marked. On extin-

guishing two of the wires the separation of gas

bubbles ceased. These experiments leave no
doubt that terrestrial sources of light, when
sufficiently brilliant, are quite capable of deter-

mining the decomposition of carbonic acid by
the chlorophyll cells of living plants. The sun-

shine which nourishes the vegetable world does

not, therefore, possess any special vitalising

power peculiar to itself ; its wonderful effects

simply result from the fact that it is an abound-

ing source of white light.

The next research we call attention to was
made by J. Bialoblocki, of the experi-

mental station at Dahme. His purpose was to

ascertain the effect of different temperatures of

the soil on the growth of plants. The plants

v/ere cultivated in glass jars, filled with sand
moistened with a weak saline solution, which
was so composed as to furnish a perfect manure.

The jars were placed in heated water-baths, or

in water cooled by ice, and by great care an
almost constant temperature was maintained. In

the first series of experiments eight jars were
taken, and six Wheat, Rye, and Barley grains

were sown together in each jar ; the soil tempe-

ratures were varied from 46° to 104° Fahr. The
Rye came up the (irst in every case ; tlie i|uickest

germination of each cereal was with the greatest

heat. A week after sowing the heights of the

plants were measured. At this time the greatest

development of Barley was at the temperature

of 77^, of Rye at 86°, and of Wheat at 104° ; the

greatest development of the collective plants was
at 77°.

The plants were all harvested three weeks
after sowing; the production of a flowering

stem had then just commenced. Rye gave the

greatest weight of produce with a soil tempera-

ture of 68', Barley with 77°, Wheat with 86°.

Rye appears here as best suited for cold climates.

In fact, however, Barley is cultivated in more
northern latitudes than Rye ; this is by reason

of the short time required for its development,
which thus meets the necessities of the exceed-

ingly brief summers of northern regions.

The next series of experiments in this investi-

gation was with Barley alone, and the trial was
prolonged until the formation of the ear. Two
Barley plants were grown in each jar, the tempe-
ratures employed being 50°, 68^, 86°, and 104°.

At 16 days after planting the Barley grown at a
temperature of 86° was much the tallest of the

series, but more slender than those enjoying a
cooler temperature. At tlie end of five weeks
the Barley at 86° was still the tallest, though
there was now much less difference in height

between it and that growing at the next lower

temperature. The most luxuriant and healthy

growth was at 68^. The Barley growing at the

highest temperature was the worst of all. The
plants which first produced ears were those at

86° and 68° ; the colder and hotter soils were
both considerably later, the highest temperature

being the latest of all ; when, however, the Barley

at 104° had produced an ear it grew with great

rapidity. The plants were harvested three months
after sowing ; the greatest height was then with

the Barley grown at the-- lowest temperature ;

this was doubtless chiefly owing to the smalltr

number of secondary stems which these plants

produced. The corn of the crop at 68° and 86°

was milk-ripe, that at 50° was less forward

;

the plants grown at the highest temperature had
not fructified.

The weight of dry tnatter contained in the

four experimental crops is shown in the following

Table in grammes :

—

Temperature
of the Soil.
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ripe. The weight of dry matter in the crops is

given below ;

—

Temperature
of the Soil.
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rust from hot sun and night fogs, lice in the

Hops ; but without the wind it is certain that it will

be the fifth largest crop of this century, in other words,
that it will come after the years 1859, 1855, 1850,

1826, and iSoS, in which year the splendid maximum
crop of 13 cwt. 2 qr. 24 lb. per acre was realised at a

time when agriculture was far behind-hand, when
there were no artificial manures, no Rape-dust, no
washing with soft-soap and tobacco-juice for aphis

blight, no sulphuring for mould. It is almost certain that

10 cwt. per acre, at the very least, will be grown this

year upon the 60,000 acres of Hop land in the United

Kingdom, representing 600,000 cwt., or, according to

general computation, about 150,000 cwt. over and

above the annual requirements of the brewing trade of

this country. All the Hop districts but Worcester

and Hereford, with something like S500 acres, are

good and above average ; Mid and East Kent
and Farnham are a good deal above average ; the

Weald of Kent and Sussex about average, so that,

after a careful analysis of each district, its acreage and
probable crop, it is calculated that at least half a ton

per acre will be the result of this year's Hop season.

Mould is almost less than ever was known in the Mid
Kent gardens, whose Geldings are, upon the whole,
better than they ever were ; and the Grapes, where
they were not eaten by
slugs and flea in the

spring, literally are masses
ofclustersofHops. There
are some beautiful Grape
gardens at Yalding,
Ditton, Sardfield, Bear-
stead, and Otham, look-

ing like 20 to 25 cwt.

per acre. The East
Farleigh Geldings are

brilliant, shining like the

silver sea ih the early

morning sunlight, and
this extraordinary Hop
farm again stands pro-

minent among many
other notable examples in

the fertile valley of the

Medway. Here are nearly

300 acres in a ring fence

devoted to Hop growing
entirely, each acre teem-
ing with the most luxu-
riant growth of Hops, and
cultivated like a flower
garden, or the market
garden lands in Middle-
sex and Surrey. By the

end of next week large

gaps will have been made
in these masses of silvery

verdure by the vast army
of Hop-pickers, who will

probably lay bare the

whole of the extent of

this farm in about 25
days. The East Kent
gardens are very good,
and will grow some of
the choicest specimens of
what are considered the
finest Hops in the world
by the genuine pale ale

brewers. There was a
time, it is whispered,
when even Bass had a
weakness for Bavarians,

and Allsops had a twang
alien to East Kent bitter,

and local brewers fell

away from their allegiance

to Kentish marks, but the

growth of 1872 will recal

them to their senses.

The reports of the foreign plantations are only fair,

and without indication of anything beyond an average
crop ; indeed it is stated at Nuremberg that the early

estimate of the crop will not be realised, but that it

will be at least from one-third to one-half more than
that of last year. New Hops from Wurtemberg,
Bohemia, Baden, and Slyria are arriving in some
abundance, and have been sold freely at from 115 to

135 florins per centner ; some single bales of well dried

new Hops from Wurtemberg have been sold at from
135 to 140 florins.

From Pleinfeld, in the celebrated Spalt district, a
good average produce is expected, and picking is

general there at this present time. At Hallertan the
crop will not exceed the average ; fire-blast is doing
much damage there, making rapid progress, and
running "like a train of gunpowder." It is expected
that one-fifth more Hops will be grown in the district

of Offenbach, in the Lower Palatinate (Rhenish
Bavaria), than in the last season. The picking of the
early Hops commenced about the 20th inst., and the
late Hops (spiit-hopfen) will be ready by September 2.
The fire-blast is spreading so very rapidly in the Aufscha
district, in Bohemia, that if the Hops are not picked in
great haste much damage will be done to the colour
and quality. New Hops have been sold here at from
100 to 120 flonns per centner. The constant wet and

the cold nights have proved prejudicial to the growth exceptional details of this kind we do not enter,
of the Hops in Galicia, and mould has made its unwel-

1
Suffice it to say that the two cylinders are placed

come appearance ; the gardens which have hitherto
|

over the fire-box, and the crank-shaft opposite, near
been most luxuriant have been injured, and the pick
ing retarded. In the Hop growing parts of Hanover
the nights have been as cold as in October, but the
Hops are doing fairly, especially the sorts obtained
originally from Saatz and Spalt, and Goldings from
Kent ; mould is spoken of as the enemy much to be
feared. From the latest German and French advices
it seems that the coming crop has been rather over-

estimated, and that the quality of a portion is likely to

suffer. 1871 Hops are very scarce at Nuremberg and
all other markets. The Belgian prospects continue re-

markably good. The Cooperstaion yournal writes that

the Hops are fast arriving at maturity, and that this

year's crop will be better in quality and as good in quan-
tity as that of last year : many gardens show red rust.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1S72.

(Prime Movers of Machinery in Motion.)

Wallis 6~" Sicez'ens' Double Cylinder Portable Steam-

Engine, "with Annular Feed-Water Heater. — Her
Majesty's Commissioners employ a double cylinder

Fig. 271.—WALLIS and steevens' single cylinder engine.

Fig. 272.

—

feed-water heater.

steam-engine, exhibited by Wallis & Steevens, to

drive the printing machinery in room No. IV. of the

International for the current year {1872). The driven

machinery in this room (No. 4) includes two machines
exhibited by H. Marinoni, Paris, viz., " a French
perfecting press, for bookwork and illustrations," and
"a rotary six-feeder perfecting press, for newspaper
printing," This latter machine is employed in printing

the Echo^ for Cassell, Petter & Galpin, and is a very

attractive exhibit ; also a woodcut letterpress printing

machine, exhibited by Cassell, Petter & Galpin, used

in throwing off Little Folks in plentiful abundance, to

suit the demand, which is great ; three machines,

exhibited by Harrild & Sons, and two others, one by
Dearden & Newsum, and the other "an improved
platen printing machine," by Samuel Cropper. It will

thus be seen that the duty of the engine is no less

honorary than important, and that it is being done on

the task-work principle. The following is a descrip-

tion of the International engine, including its "annular
feed-water heater," and variable eccentric expansion

gear, for adjusting slide steam-valve.

The general outline of the engine is that of a 10-

horse portable with double cylinder. Thus far nothing

requires special notice. Instead of the wheels being

sunk in the ground, as in the stackyard when thresh-

ing, they are firmly scotched in wood, but into

the smoke-box. The chief peculiarity is the feed-
water healer, which runs along the side of the boiler,

instead of along the top, as in Clayton & Shuttle-
worth's semi-fixed first-prize engine at Oxford, 1S70,
described in an illustrated notice {Agricultural Gazette,

No. 37, p. 1229, Sept. 10, 1S70). In special me-
chanism and action the difference between the two
feed-water heaters is considerable. In Wallis &
Steevens', for example, the exhaust steam from the
cylinders passes down from the exhaust-port to a steam
partial condensing chamber on the side of the boiler.

It is advisable to draw^ special attention to the term
partial condensation, because in a subsequent notice of
Davey & Paxman's prime mover, of which we gave
an illustrated notice in the Agricultural Gazette
at the last Christmas meeting of the Smithfield Club in

the Agricultural Hall, Islington (1871), an improve-
ment has since then been added, viz., Morton's
*' ejector condenser," which converts a non-condensing
engine into a condensing engine. The reader will

thus understand that partial condensation of the steam
is one thing, as by Wallis & Steevens' apparatus, and
complete condensation another, as by Morton's appa-

ratus, and by several

other older condenser
ejectors in extensive use.

Confining our description

to the apparatus of Wallis
&: Steevens, of Basing-

stoke, the exhausted
steam, as it leaves the

cylinders, passes dovvn

into a steam-chamler on
the side of the boiler,

extending along the side

from the fire-box to the

smoke - box. In this

chamber the steam is

confined as long as pos-

sible, and at the oppo-
site, or smoke-box end,

the non-condensed steam
passes up the chimney

—

the water of condensation

passing down in the op-

posite direction to the

water-supply tank or

cistern. The steam -

chamber has a slight in-

cline from the fire-box to

the smoke-box end, so

as to make the condensed
water flow freely to the

supply cistern below. On
the other hand, the feed

water is pumped by a
force-pump (actuated by
an eccentric on the crank-

shaft), into a water cham-
ber at the smoke-box end,

which water chamber is

connected with a corre-

sponding water-chamber
at the fire-box end by
means ofannular or "ring
water-tubes," /'. e.^ water-

tubes with a core or rod

in the centre of each tube,

so as to confine and
spread out the water in

annular spaces around,

the better to permit of its

absorbing the heat of

the steam. A certain

quantity of heat is re-

quired to produce a cer-

tain quantity of steam
from a given quantity of

water, and the object Messrs. W. & S. have in view is

to recover from their waste steam as much heat as pos-

sible to raise the temperature of their feed water, and
thus economise fuel and water, and both these important
results they obtain by the apparatus we are now de-
scribing. Thus the annexed engraving (fig. 272) repre-

sents a longitudinal vertical section of this annular feed-

water heater, and fig. 271 represents a single cylinder

engine, as exhibited by W. & S. at the Bath and
West of England meeting at Dorchester and of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England at Cardiff.

With the exception of the cylinder, connecting-rod, and
eccentric, it is a truthful representation of the Interna-

tional engine, and therefore it may be taken to illustrate

the three exhibits (Dorchester, Cardiff, and the Inter-

national). In the section (fig. 272), which is drawn to

a larger scale, A is the exhaust pipe from the cylinders,

shown in a bent form on the side of the engine, which
conveys the exhaust steam into the steam chamber or

heater, G, G, G, G. The uncondensed steam passes out

through c into the chimney. The water from the

condensed steam passes out through e into the supply

cistern or tank by the middle vulcanised india-rubber

pipe shown on the side view of the engine (fig. 271).

The cistern or tank itself is not shown. There are two
water chambers, one at each end of the steam chamber,

the interior of which is marked i i on the section.
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These two water chambers communicate by means of

the annular tubes, j, j. The cores—K, k—of the annular

tubes are simply rods of iron fitted into sockets in the

end covers, H, H. Fig. 272, is a transverse section

of G, G, G, G, showing the position of the three

annular or ring water-tubes, and the manner they

are surrounded with steam. It will readily be under-

stood that the light ground represents metal, and

the dark ground water and steam. The section is

drawn to a larger scale than the longitudinal one, and

the latter exceeds that shown on the side of the boiler.

The flat projections above represent a footway that

runs along the top of the heater, which is convenient

for standing upon in doing anything about the connect-

ing-rods and other working parts. The water is pumped
through B into the ingress water chamber, i, on

that end, and from thence it tlows very slowly to

the opposite, or egress water chamber ; and after

absorbing in its course the heat of the condensed steam

it passes out of the steam chamber o, g, g, g, at f,

through a pipe luted with an ordinary check-valve into

the boiler. The outlet, f, is shown in section, but not

the pipe leading from it to the boiler. This latter

(the water pipe to the boiler) is, however, shown in the

side view of the boiler and engine, so that the omis-

sion in the section will readily be understood. The
influx of water from the pump at o being continuous,

and generally greater than the demand of the boiler,

so as there shall be no deficiency, provision requires to

be made for the disposal of any e-xcess. This is done
by a blow-off cock, n, the water from which passes

down through the front vulcanised india-rubber pipe

into the water-tank. We had not a wet bulb ther-

mometer to test the temperature of the water discharged

at E and D into the water-tank. In the morning, when
the engine was first started, the water in the water-

tank felt cold to the hand, but by the afternoon it was
raised to about 110% consequently as the supply from
F is of a much higher temperature, as indicated by the

amount of condensed water discharged at E, we con-

clude it must enter the boiler at very nearly boiling point,

/. iT., 212" Fahr. Either of the end covers, H, H, can be
removed, the rods, K, k, taken out, and the tubes, j, j,

cleaned, either with a tube brush or spiral scraper.

This is a most important practical provision, as the

tubes are very apt to become foul from the large

amount of sediment in most waters used by agricul-

tural engines, and its accumulation in the tubes, and
more than this, for the deposit in the annular tubes of

matter held in suspension and solution in the water

tends greatly to prevent incrustation of the boiler. And
from the slowness with which the water flows through
the tubes during the steam-heating process in the

chamber, G, G, g, g, much matter is thrown down, so

that the water enters the boiler comparatively pure.

Incrustation, therefore, if not entirely obviated, is greatly

reduced in comparison with ordinary examples ; to

what extent we have not been able to ascertain with

reliable accuracy, but experience will soon determine
this. At the end, b, where the water enters the ingress

water chamber, i, the whole apparatus is firmly bolted

to the boiler— the feed pump, with its valves, &c.,

being rigidly fixed thereto ; but at the opposite or egress

water chamber end i, suitable expansion joints are pro-

vided, both in the steam supply pipe, a, and in the

pipe that conveys the heated water from f into the

boiler, so as to prevent harm from expansion and con-
traction. To-day, June 21, the pump is working as

efficiently in the afternoon as in the morning, and
equally effective as when the Exhibition was opened in

May, thus proving that it is not affected by the tempe-
rature of the water in the tank. It is otherwise with
those feed- water heaters where the hottest water enters

the pump, for in such cases the pump either works
badly when starting with cold water, or else refuses to

work, as the temperature of the water rises to its

maximum. The reader will readily understand that

these differences are due to the expansion and contrac-

tion of the working parts of the pump. The peculiar
characteristic of W. & S.'s feed-water heater in

comparison with other feed-water heaters is (i)

the slowness with which the steam and water
passes in opposite directions through G, g, g, g, and
J, J, or the length of time a given quantity of water in

the tubes is acted on by a given quantity of steam in

the steam chamber ; {2), the large surface area of the
given quantity of water exposed to absorb heat from
the steam in contact with the water-tubes. The large

amount of condensed water from E may be taken as an
approximate estimate of this, but the discharge from
E we had not the means of guaging. Were there no
cores or rods, K, K, in the tubes, the water in them, if

flowing at the same velocity, or exposed to the steam
for an equal length of time, would absorb an equal if

not a greater quantity of heat ; but if we assume for

the sake of argument that the quantity of water was
double, and the velocity equal, then the increase of
temperature would be one-half, or if the velocity is

double, the increase would be less than one-fourth.
Practically speaking, therefore, W. & S., according to

this assumption, utilise from twice to four times the
amount of heat from the steam as compared with
water-tubes in which there is no core, the water flow-
ing at an equal velocity, or at twice the velocity, and
so on. No doubt questions may be raised by increasing
the number of very small water-tubes, the radius of
each of which is less than the thickness of W. & S.'s

annular space, but into controversy of this kind we

need not go. Enough has been said to show the

modus o/'t-ranJi ixnd advantages of W. & S.'s annular
feed-water heater. The latter {its advantages) may be
summed up as follows, viz. :— (Ot simplicity of con-

struction and efficiency of action
; {2), the ease with

which the water-tubes can be kept clean, and in

working order
; (3), a reduction in the tear and wear

of the boiler and working parts ; {4), a very great

economy of fuel and water ; and (5), the little trouble

required to manage the engine, almost the whole of

the heating apparatus described being self-acting.

W. & S.'s engine is also furnished with variable

expansion eccentric gear, of peculiar mechanism. Two
feathered vertical discs are keyed on concentrically to

the crank-shaft, one for each eccentric. The eccentrics

fit loosely on the crank-shaft, and have recesses corre-

sponding to the feathers on the discs. The feathers

fit closely into the recesses, and when the eccentric is

bolted on to the disc it is in working order. By turning

round the feathers from one recess to another you
shorten or lengthen the stroke of the eccentric, and
hence vary the supply of steam to the cylinders, to suit

the load upon the engine. The engine has to be
stopped to shift the eccentrics, but in changing from
light work to heavy, and vice vt-rsd, as in threshing

and chatT-cutting, the engine has to be stopped any-
how, so that the loss of time in changing the eccen-
tricity of the eccentrics is, in nine cases out of ten,

;/// in practice, whilst the economy of steam, water,

and fuel effected by the change is considerable. IV. B.

THE SEWAGE QUESTION.
Letters to the "Times."

I. I observe in your report of the proceedings of the

British Association that the committee on the treatment
and utilisation of sewage has stated, with respect to the

works of intermittent filtration based on the suggestion

of Dr. Frankland, which were executed under my
directions at Merthyr Tidfil, that the process, though
successful as a means of purification, '*cannot be looked
upon as one of utilisation." Perhaps, as I was unable
to take part in the proceedings, you will allow me space
for a few words of explanation, without which I think
a wrong impression may rest on the minds of your
readers.

I need hardly say that when, being called upon by the

Lords Justices to devise a means of removing a
nuisance, I recommended the cleansing of from 700,000
to 1,048,000 gallons of dilute sewage by passing it

through 20 acres of drained land, intermittently, which
the Rivers Commissioners had declared would be
"entirely unremunerative," I did not think much of
making profit from vegetation. At the same time,

having confidence in the productive capabilities of
drained soil, under the alternate conditions of wetness
and moisture, I did not accept as conclusive the "draw-
backs" recognised by the Commissioners.
The facts of the case are shortly these :—The district

of Merthyr, containing a population of 50,000, dis-

charges directly into its sewers the excretal refuse of

19,000 persons only, though the slops and other liquid

sewage, exclusive of excretal matter, from 20,000 more
find their way into them. On the whole, therefore, it

may be assumed tliat the sewage which has been
cleansed by the 20 acres has been equal in strength to

"average sewage" of 25,000 persons, which, if applied

by wide irrigation, precisely in the way that would
have the best effect, would probably suffice to manure

I

250 acres or more.
Now, it should be understood that, while the

20 acres of filtering groundat Merthyr—which consists

of soil far from being the best for purification—have
performed the duties of scavenger with an effect which
has incontestably proved that, if sewage be passed
through a proper quantity of drain soil, the standard
of purity proposed by the Rivers Commission may be
easily reached, there had been produced from them
two crops between June 14, 1870, and July 18, 1872
last, when the Royal Agricultural Society visited the

ground. Those of last year realised Uom£l'j i$s. to

;^20 an acre, while those sold this year from three plots

(within the 20 acres) have realised ^^22 13J. 4^/.

an acre, £2<^ an acre, and ;i^32 \y. a^. an acre

respectively ; and every one who has watched the

proceedings believe that with increased experience
and ordinary care £,y:i an acre may be safely antici-

pated as the average return. I am utilitarian enough
to regard this as satisfactory in an economical point of
view, though it is true that the return is obtained from
20 acres only instead of 250 acres, which, as one deeply
interested in agriculture, I would rather reverse, and
can only hope that when the Merthyr Board have
completed their arrangements for wide irrigation, on
an extended area, an equal acreage return will be
secured.

If, contrary to past experience, the same profit is to

be obtained from sewage applied to a wide area as to a

small one, it will be done in the valley of the Taff,

where all circumstances favour sewage utilisation.

But, viewed from the ratepayer's side of the ques-

tion, there cannot be a doubt but that there are many,
very many, instances in which it is better to be content

with a certain profit from a few acres than run the risk

of a loss on many.
It maybe demonstrated that if by a reduction of area,

and the production of only such vegetation as will com-
mand a home sale, ;^30 an acre be reaUsed, there will

nearly in every such case be a balance in favour of
sewage application.

With the facilities of obtaining money under the Act
of last Session, we may fairly assume that the cost of
land and its preparation will be repaid by^^io an acre,

and we may also conclude that a like sum {^^lo an
acre) will sutllce to pay labour and to buy plants and
seed. There will then remain ;^io to cover interest on
capital and other incidental outgoings, and to go some
way towards the outlay in delivering the sewage to the
land.

To make the return of ;!^30 from intermittent filtra-

tion certain, however, the experience already gained
shows that there should be more than one series of
areas—say three—each capable of cleansing the sewage,
so that while one series does the duty of scavenger for

the year, the other two may be devoted to plant

growth, receiving only just as much sewage as will

produce the most abundant yield, leaving the scaveng-
ing series, in point of fact, to take the remainder
whenever it is not wanted, and whatever may be its

quantity.

The effect of thus multiplying the filtering areas

would be that while one series alone would cleanse tlie

sewage of 3300 persons, three series will effect the

same object in the proportion of 1 100 persons to the
acre, or in round figures, 1000 persons.

But, though the advantage of being able to resort

to a process allowing of the permanent cleansing of the

sewage of 1000 persons through a single acre of land,
without nuisance, and attended with a profit result

(I speak of profit on the outlay due to the land only),

will be found immense in the case of manufacturing
towns in narrow valleys, deficient in land available for

wide irrigation, the most frequent use of intermittent

filtration will be in connection with wide irrigation

itself, for such association will do more than anything
else to make a return certain.

It is, indeed, a great satisfaction to know that by a
rigid adoption of a process which it has been declared
" cannot be looked upon as one of utilisation," to the

extent of one-tenth of the land required for wide
irrigation, nine times that quantity may be added and so
treated with sewage, under propitious circumstances, as

to remove the doubts at present hanging over sewage
farming. J. Bailey Denton^ Buxton^ Aug. 23.

2. Although Mr. Bailey Denton objects to the state-

ment that the filter-bed system of disposing of town
sewage " cannot be looked upon as one of utiUsation,"

his letter to you of August 23 fully endorses it.

The Merthyr Tydfil Board are making, he says,

arrangements to acquire land for wide irrigation, and
Mr. Denton hopes when all is complete that the acre-

age return of ;ii^30 per annum will be obtained from
250 acres, instead of from 20 acres now in use.

It has been very fully demonstrated on this farm
that heavier crops and in greater number than those

grown at Merthyr can be annually produced from each
acre of land by an average application of about 4000
tons of sewage. This being so, the quantity poured
annually on each acre of filter-bed at Merthyr—namely,
73,000 tons—cannot be utilised.

Knowing what I do of sewage irrigation, I wonder
at the possibility of raising crops at all on land so con-
stantly and so thoroughly saturated as the Merthyr
beds must be in order to enable them to fulfil the
object for which they were constructed.

Mr. Thomas Scott (of King's Arms Yard), in a letter

recently addressed to the Agriculttu-at GaziUe, tells us

that every 4 acres of the 20 which constitute the filter

receives 900,000 galls, of sewage at intervals of 18
hours, six hours being occupied in its application, so

that every acre receives 100 tons of sewage in every

24 hours.

Under such circumstances the returns quoted by Mr.
Bailey Denton are certainly very large, and must arise

from the sale of a small quantity of produce at high
prices, and, although they do not compare with those

which we realised on the sewage portion of this farm
when wholesale prices corresponded with the retail

prices more favourably than they have done for the

last two or three years, yet any sewage farmer would
be content to accept ^yn per acre as an average gross

return.

Mr. Bailey Denton's proposal to have sufficient area

of land to permit a crop being supplied with only so

much sewage as would produce the most abundant
yield and pass the surplus through land allotted to

receive it is just exactly wide irrigation.

I have the greatest dislike to waste sewage, but I

have always stated that on every sewage farm where a

fixed quantity of sewage must be received daily a
certain portion of land must be used as a filter-bed

where surplus sewage may be poured where not other-

wise needed, or where its application would be
injurious, but such waste of sewage need be trifling if

a sufficiency of land is originally secured, and it must
be limited or nuisance would soon follow.
" Wide irrigation," as Mr. Bailey Denton calls it,

is, I am convinced, not only the only method of
cleansing sewage, but it carries with it other benefits.

If towns would but take a broad view of the matter,

and not expect in every instance to derive a moneyed
profit upon the outlay necessary for the purchase of
land and the distribution of their sewage, they would
soon have their reward in the opportunity of employ-
ing large numbers of people, otherwise possibly sup-
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ported by the rates, and of enormously increasing, and

therefore cheapening, the supply of food, which is

every day more needed. Henry y. Morgan^ Lodge

Farm^ Barkings August 26.

THE HARVEST.
The following letter, by Mr. James Sanderson, on

the agricultural prospects of England, was published

in the Times of Thursday last ;

—

In my report of last year, dated August 23, I alluded

to the then empty barnyards and well-nigh depleted home
granaries ; but stocks of home-grown Wheat, whether

held by farmers or millers, are considerably lighter now.

Farmers, indeed, were, from the total want of straw for

thatching purposes, forced to thresh early in the season
;

and the high prices realized, as compared with those of

recent years, made them free sellers. Millers too—partly

from the high range of prices, and partly from the doubt-

ful prospects of the crop that is being reaped and gathered

^hold unusually light stocks.

As with home Wheat, so also with foreign—stocks are

very low. At the end of last month the stocks of foreign

Wheat at the principal ports were about 700,000 qr.

short of the stocks at the same time last year ; and when
Inow write, the quantity will approximate to i, 000,000 qr.

short of that at the corresponding period in 1871.

The harvest year has been marked by a mild winter, a
low average range of temperature, an excessive rainfall

during spring and summer, and thunderstorms of un-

paralleled severity in the months of June and July. The
following amount of rainfall, taken by Dr. Burder, at

Clifton, during the first seven months of each year from
1862 to 1872, shows the excessive rainfall of this year -.-^

1862, 19.869 inches ; 1863, 15.028 inches; 1864, 11-453
inches ; 1865, 16.326 inches ; 1866, 20.192 inches ; 1867,

23.171 inches ; 1868, 15.249 inches ; 1869, 19.866 inches
;

1870, g.655 inches ; 1871, 16.699 inches ; and 1872, 25.348
inches. I'hus the rainfall during the first seven months of

this year has been 8^ inches in excess of the average rain-

fall in the same periods during the previous ten years.

It is worthy of remark that in the great Wheat years of

1863, 1864, 1868, and 1870 the rainfall was under average,

while in the inferior Wheat-producing years— 1866, 1867,

and iS6g—the rainfall was considerably in excess.

Up till the beginning of June the harvest threatened to

be unusually late, but in this, as in recent years, crops

made more rapid progress as they approached maturity

than they did in seasons before deep cultivation was
practised, and a perfect system of drainage effected.

Cutting commenced in the counties of Berks, Essex,

Surrey, Kent, and Herts in the last week of July. Corn-
wall and Devon—usually the earliest counties in England
—have been singularly late this season, and, before cut-

ting commenced there, harvest was general in the eastern

counties.

The brilliant weather during the last fortnight has
allowed harvest operations to progress with great rapidity,

and reaper, scythe, and sickle have been put to strain.

Already, in the south-eastern counties, one-half of the

cereal crops has been secured, and two- thirds are cut.

Taking England generally, about one-half of the cereals

is cut.

To treat the different crops separately. Wheat first

claims attention. From the heavy rainfall in the months
of October and November, autumn-sown Wheat got an
indifferent seed-bed and a small area. During winter

there were no frosts to decimate the infant plants, but
the blanched and seared appearance of the Wheat on
heavy soils indicated that it suffered from excess of

moisture. In spring a lai^ge area was sown, but, as with

the autumn-sown Wheat, so also did the spring-sown
Wheat get an adverse seed-bed. The weather during
the ear-forming stage was also very unfavourable, and so

soon as the heads emerged from the hoe, the short ear,

husks widely apart, and barren spikelets at the lower
part of the heads, afforded ample evidence that the

Wheat yield of 1B72 could not be large. Indeed, at none
of its earlier stages was the Wheat crop forward or pro-

mising. During the month of June the prospects of the

Wheat crop improved, but the storms of July caused
great damage, especially to crops on soft soils. Enor-
mous areas in the Fen district were so beaten down and
twisted before the grain was matured that they are of

little value. There are few districts, indeed, which have
entirely escaped, and individual losses have been great.

The most serious damage that I have seen to a limited

area was near Colchester. About 100 acres of Wheat on
one farm was so destroyed on July 11 by hail, or rather
ice balls, that part of it looked as if it had been reaped, the

heads having been cut off, and the other part, the stems
above the fourth joint, was beaten into attenuated shreds,

the ears drooping on the ground.
During the last fortnight of July the Wheat crops

appeared to ripen almost at once, but it was evident

from their sombre hue that straw blight was the cause of

the rapid change of colour. The parasitical fungus,

fostered by rains and fixing on the stems, prevents the

circulation of the sap, and hence the grain deadens, not
ripens, and the kernel is only half expanded. White
Wheats have suffered most from this blight.

Like last year, the best Wheat crops are on light or
barley soils, and the worst crops on heavy soils. On the
former the yield will be nearly average, and the samples
of moderate quality, but the area of Wheat on such soils

is very limited. Of the latter the yield will be variable,

but generally very short. In what I have seen threshed
out, the yield in every case has fallen short of the field

estimate.

Taking the Wheat crop generally, I consider that the
breadth is greatly under average, and estimate the yield
at 24 bush, per acre, or 6 bush, below average ; the
quality mferior, condition good, weight 31b. per bush,
below average.

Barley got one of the most unfavourable seed-beds
I ever knew. The soil—unreduced by winter frosts, and
converted into mortar where trodden by sheep— was

almost impossible to work into a proper tilth for the re-

ception of seed. Hence on the stronger soils the braird

was irregular, the stems uneven, and the ripening process
unequal. The season being favourable for light soils, the

Barley crop, but for the circumstances referred to, would
probably have been equal to the great crop of last year.

As it is, this crop, in the Barley-producing counties of
Norfolk and Suffolk, in Kent, and part of Berks, is

average. Taking the Barley crop generally, I estimate it

to be 10 per cent, below average.

The Oat crop is by far the best of the cereals. Thickly
planted, strong in stem, and topped with heavily-laden

ears, it is decidedly above average.
It is often said that "a good Bean crop is never got

two years in succession." This has not been verified this

year. The Bean crop in all its stages has been promis-
ing, is cutting up well, and is probably 15 per cent, above
average. Peas, too, are a very abundant crop.

The Potato crop, fill the middle of July, was singularly

luxuriant, and promised to be a large crop. In the chief

Potato-growing districts, however, disease has appeared
to an alarming extent, and threatens the destruction of

the crop. With a continuance of dry weather, it is to be
hoped that the progress of the disease will be arrested.

Root crops of every description are good. In the early

part of the season the wireworm made sad havoc of the

Turnip crops in Lincolnshire, but re-sowing, favoured by
moist weather, has been generally practised, and has
proved successful.

The hay area has this year made an inroad on the

pasture area, a large portion of the latter having been
mown, partly from the abundance of grass, but chiefly

from the short supply of stock. The hay harvest has
been very protracted, and even now, in late districts, a

large area is unsecured. The crop of artificial as well as

meadow hay has been very bulky, and, apart from, the

large quantity which has been destroyed by weather or

carried away by floods, more than an average yield of

hay has been secured.

Pastures, old and new, have rarely been so abundant,
and in many instances seemed mofe fit for the scythe than
for grazing. The abundance of white Clover especially

has been remarkable ; and fields which in ordinary sea-

sons looked bleak and barren, have been white as snow
with this nutritious plant.

Taking the crops as I have sketched them—viz., all

corn crops, with the exception of Wheat and Barley, over
average, roots abundant, pastures luxuriant, and the

quantity of hay produce never surpassed— it may be sup-
posed that 1872 will prove a singularly prosperous year to

the farmer. Moreover, in addition to the large yield, the

prices for every description of farm produce are unpre-

cedentedly high ; 64^. per qr. for Wheat, ^os. per head
for store lambs, 2,r. 3*/. per lb. for wool, and \s. per lb.

for mutton and beef, are prices which have not met this

century.

The season, however, has a shady as well as a sunny
aspect. The expenditure involved in cultivation has been
unusually high, the wet season has produced a large crop
of weeds, labour has been costly beyond precedent, and
the profits derived from the high price of stock have been
shared by only a limited number of farmers. The season
will be remembered, too, by not a few persons on account
of losses sustained from flooded lowlands, diseased sheep
and cattle, hay crops wasted by rain, and corn crops

ruined by storms.

The chief of these drawbacks to the farmer's prosperity

are the inadequate quantity of stock and costly labour.

Not a few farmers, from the scarcity ot natural stock

food in the dry seasons of 1868 and 1870. sold their entire

flocks, and dared not purchase at the high prices which
ensued. These, so far from profiting by the high prices

of wool and mutton, are left solely dependent on the

uncertain and costly returns of the barn door. The
grazier, too, forced to purchase store stock at enormous
prices, cannot expect great profits between buying and
seUing. It is the capitalist fanner who practises the

mixed system of husbandry, and through all vicissitudes

has maintained a full breeding stock, who is enjoying an
unequalled prosperity. The high prices of produce,

indeed, furnish an additional argument for the outby of

additional capital to develope the agricultural resources of

the land.

The question of labour has been to the farmer one of

great annoyance. Unlike other employers, he must
employ labourers, as his roots cannot be left unhoed, his

hay unmown, or his com uncut. On the part of the

labourers it must be admitted that in some of the Southern
counties wages have hitherto been inadequate ; but,

taking England generally, the labour movement has
proved that, taking into account the weekly wages, the

low-rented cottages with gardens attached, the extra pay
during harvest, and full pay for almost worthless labour

in wet days during summer and frosts during winter, farm
labourers are better paid than has hitherto been supposed.
In some districts the demands of labourers have been
excessive, and it is to be regretted that concessions on
the part of the employers only met with additional

demands on the part of the employed. These demands
culminated at the commencement of harvest, and since

then, from the general use of the reaping machine and
an unexpected influx of Irish reapers, the demands of the

labourer have moderated.
The labour movement will doubtless cause farmers to

give more prominence to mechanical labour, to substitute

in many cases piece for day work, and to employ only
useful, not ornamental labour.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
An Essay.

Of all the various employments of this mortal life

that which seems to have been from the earliest apes

down to the present time at once unduly extolled and
yet most unjustly depreciated, is the cultivation of the

soil. Philosophers and moralists have expatiated on
the freedom from temptations to vice and the securities

' to virtue which the condition of an agriculturist enjoys;

poets have sung the pleasures of a rural life, and histo-

rians have invested the subject with additional dignity

by pointing out to those who may be willing to profit

by the recorded experience of bygone ages, that the
safety and liberty of a country, so far as they depend
on physical force, have ever found their surest safe-

guard in the vigorous arm of the toil-hardened rustic.

Yet side by side with this stream of opinon which
pervades all literature, from Moses and Homer down
to Tennyson and Macaulay, we find somewhat more
than an under-current of contempt and obloquy
poured forth on the person, the intellect, the man-
ners, and the pursuits of the farmer, a portion of which,
truth compels us to admit, has been often pretty well

deserved. That this has been the case appears from
the researches of the etymologists, who present us with
a long list of words in various languages, denoting
rudeness, folly, or vulgarity, all of which, as it were,
by a singular and unfortunate unanimity on the part of
their framers, are derived from and connected with
roots and ideas more or less closely akin to the culture

of the earth and the means and appliances of hus-
bandry. But though the mediaeval "villanus" or

villager is now represented by "villain," and the
peaceful and industrious Saxon "ceorl" has eventually

produced the unpleasant offspring, ** churl;" though the

effeminate courtiers of Louis XIV. branded those

whom industry or talent had raised from a humble
position by the term 7'oturier or ploughman, and the

martial colonus of ancient Italy is now degraded to the

stolid and unreasoning clown f yet we must not forget

that from this despised origin has sprung that "noble
plant, the English yeomanry, whose independence has
stamped with peculiar features both our constitution

and our national characler."t And in forming our
opinion of the importance and consequent respectability

of any profession or pursuit, whether we look to its

antiquity, to the advantages derivable from its being

followed with even a moderate degree of success, or the

pleasure which the practice or even the contemplation
of it yields to every well constituted or patriotic mind,
we hesitate not to affirm that agriculture, whether
considered as a science to be studied by the scholar or

as an art to be studied by the seeker after a reasonable

competence, is justly entitled to a position in public

estimation second to none of those employments which
can fairly be deemed worthy the attention of a freeborn

Englishman.

For the antiquity of this employment we can refer to

the authority of Holy Scripture itself, for the same
Creator who, in blessing the primitive man, willed

that he should subdue the earth, that is, as we conceive,

compel it by judicious culture to supply his wants,:J:

also in placing him in the Garden of Eden, proposed
that he should dress it, or, as it may be more literally

and at the same time more perspicuously translated,

should serve ^^ it, or co-operate with the natural fructi-

fying agents in causing it to produce its fruit regularly

and plentifully, and that he should keep it, or, by
frequent attention, preserve it from relapsing into its

original unreclaimed and neglected state. We have
noticed this passage of the inspired volume because

there is a general impression abroad, traceable even in

the best literature of most civilised countries, both
ancient and modern, that prior to the Fall the soil

spontaneously brought forth in abundance all things

necessary for the support, and even for the comforts

and luxuries of man, and that agriculture first manifested

itself as an attempt to remedy the evil consequences
entailed on the human race by the lapse of their first

parents from the path of holiness and obedience. That
some, though in all probability not a very laborious

mode of cultivating the soil, was both necessary and
natural even before the Fall, can we think be fairly

inferred from the statement we have quoted, but the

facts related as occurring subsequently to this event

bring us into closer contact with this pursuit, for the

inspired historian informs us, or at least leads us to

infer, that the penalty incurred by our first parents

involved not only some species of organic change in

their physical system, by virtue of which the immortal
put on mortality, and that awful and mysterious event,

death, became the universal lot of humanity, but that,

by some analogous operation of Nature's laws, as

applied to the vegetable and mineral kingdoms, the once
teeming and prolific earth ceased to minister to his

appetite the edible fruit and herb of the field, and,

unless overcome by severe and unremitting labour, com-
menced to yield but the useless Bramble and Thistle.

As we descend with the stream of history we find

* The snme remark may be made of such words as boor, pagan,
heathen, &c., the Latin Agresiis and Rusiicus, and llie Greek
i.'Tiav^dKoi. These terms originally meant merely " a d^veller in

the country," or something similar, but subsequently assumed a
reproacliful sense. So too, the Arabic Ka/ir, which the Saracens
apply as a term of insult to Christians, meant, primarily, one who
dweh in a rustic cottage, and was, therefore, too ignorant nnd
stupid to accept the creed of Islam.

t Hall.^m's Middle Ages, chap, viii., part i, p. 03.

t Genesis i. 28.—The Hebrew verb, wliich in lliis passage
denotes the cultivation of the soil, and probably the taminc
of wild animals for the use and service of man, is found
in other passages in the sense of the forcible subiugation of a
hostile nation; and it is worthy of notice that the Latin jm^(^(?,

which ifl generally used as an equivalent for the Hebrew form in

the sense in which wc have quoted it, contains also the other ideas,

and implies resistance on the part of that which is subdued.
§ Genesis .\I. 15.—The Hebrew here translated "dress" really

denotes the most sorvile, unremitting, and laborious obedience,
and the Greek dipaTii^w also expresses the same mcanine.
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reason to conclude that the Deluge produced very im-

portant changes in the pliysical conditions of both

animate and inanimate Nature, shortening the life of

man, and probably of the entire animal creation, and

rendering the soil less productive and tractable to cul-

tivation. Some have supposed, and we are inclined to

think with much reason, that this event produced a

very great increase of moisture, both in the soil and

atmosphere, and that hence arose two great impedi-

ments to fertility, namely, in naturally rich districts a

rank and superabundant vegetation, abounding, how-

ever, more in stalk and leaf than fruit, and in elevated

and exposed localities a chill unproductiveness, or at

least a lateness of harvest, with all the attendant risks

and losses. But, however this may be, we can easily

perceive that want of the necessaries of life, so far as

their supply depended on the quality of the soil, led to

an increase of labour, while the results of experience led

to the alleviation of that labour by means of the various

appliances arising from invention and discovery. The
increase, too, of the population, which in the earlier

times advanced at a rate of which we can hardly form

an adequate idea at present, demanded a proportional

increasein labour, andullimatelyanimprovementin those

mechanical contrivances and systems of culture by which

we obtain cither a diminution in the outlay of toil and
capital, or a more bountiful return of produce. Egypt,

a covmtry possessing some very curious natural charac-

teristics, appears to have been the birthplace of

scientific agriculture ; and the inspired writers, while

enlarging strongly on the plentiful crops arising from

the inundations of the Nile, and the ingenious devices

which the inhabitants of that country had recourse to,

in order to utilise their supply of water, refer in still

higher terms to the natural fertility of Canaan, which
needed not to be "watered with the foot as a garden

of herbs," but, on the contrary, was a land which
*' drank in water of the rain of Ileaven." The entire

code of Moses, in its political aspect, appears intended

for a community of small landed proprietors, many of

its provisions are impracticable to any persons

save agriculturists ; and it is worthy of notice that

the decline of the IsraelitisH kingdom commenced
with, that monarch, who turned the attention of his

subjects from the culture of the soil to the more
ostentatious pursuit of the fine arts and of foreign

commerce. If we turn to the literature of heathen
nations we find that from the period when the infant

muse of Hellas first sang the deeds of gods and godlike

men, but a short space of time elapsed ere she changed
her note, and celebrated the humbler exploits of the

ploughman and the shepherd. But Hesiod, the father

of agricultural poetry, though a native of one of the

most fertile districts of Greece, presents us with but a

gloomy picture of the privations and hardships endured
by the rural population of his time, and contrasting

strongly with the joyous and hardy spirit in which his

imitator, Virgil, celebrates the pleasures of a farmer's

life. The writings of the former pourtray the unlettered

and unintellectual man, little if at all more elevated in

the scale of being than the "beasts that perish,"

struggling laboriouslyj and yet feebly, against the

barren soil, the inclement and capricious weather, and
various other difficulties which, if formidable beneath

the sunny skies of Greece, must have been much more
so in less favoured climes; and thus makes us acquainted

with the infancy of agriculture, where experimental

inquiry was unknown, and science had not yet been
united with practice. This change of sentiment and
language can be accounted for only by the supposition

that in the interval of time that elapsed between these

two writers many improvements in agricultural processes

had been devised, and in some cases perfected, by which
the toil of culture was diminished, the vicissitudes of the

seasons rendered lessprejudlcialin their effects, and conse-

quently the produce of the soil increased in a consider-

able degree ; and from this view of the rise and progress

of ancient husbandry we may learn not only how
respectable on the score of priority to other employ-
ments this pursuit is, but also how essential it is to its

successful development that the intellect of the farmer

should be cultivated, his mind replenished with useful

facts, and his thinking powers sharpened and matured
by constant and serious exercise. In those later times

when imperial Rome extended her sway over a subject

world, her domination bestowed some important bene-
fits on the agriculturist, and the adventures and expe-

rience of the soldier, the sailor, and the traveller

became subservient to the cause of husbandry.
Under this regime the Vine was transported from

Sicily to Burgundy and Champagne, the Flax plant

from sultry Egypt to the north of France, whence the

persevering science of after years has naturalised it on
the hills of Ulster and the skirts of Mendip and Lam-
mermoor ; while artificial grasses, though principally

natives of the warm and prolific East, having become
familiar through Europe, assured a supply of food for

cattle during the winter season, multiplied the number
of stock, and thus increased the amount of farm
produce by practically demonstrating that the digestive

organs of animals form the best means of diffusing

fertility and amelioration of soil. If a proof were
needed of the extent as well as of the permanent nature
of the advantages arising from judicious culture, not
merely to the single district which enjoys this great
blessing but sometimes to entire empires, we may use-
fully ponder on the fact that Egypt, which relieved the
famine of Syria with its plentiful harvests in the days

of Abraham was able fully 2500 years after to furnish

the citizens of Constantinople with 260,000 qr. of

Wheat annually ; for in no country was what may be

called artificial or mechanical husbandry carried to a

greater extent or perfection than in this which naturally

seems to have been but barren and uninviting. Much
of the process of husbandry appears, in early ages at

least, to have consisted in attempts at acclimation more
or less successful ; and without entering on the question

how far, if at all, efforts of this sort are practicable or

profitable, and, if they are to be encouraged, what
means are to be adopted to ensure success, we may
safely assert that he who engages in such speculations

has need, as an essential pre-requisite, of an intimate

acquaintance with the soil, climate, and atmosphere of

the region from which the plant or animal has been
imported, and with the peculiar management adopted
there, as well as of the characteristics not merely of the

country into which it is to be introduced, but of the very
farm on which he proposes to naturalise it, otherwise

his exertions must terminate in disappointment, and
perhaps serious pecuniary loss. To cite one remark-
able instance : when the attempt to render the Alpaca
a domestic animal in Britain was first made, it was
hastily assumed that this animal, being a native of the

arid and sultry mountain ranges of Peru and Chill,

would require a dry, warm, and luxuriant pasturage ;

but this mode of keeping proved abortive, and those

who wish to experimentalise on this species of stock

will henceforward seek for them the cold and wind-
swept hill-tops, the rough and prickly brushwood, and
the rugged and llinty soil to which they had been
inured on their native Andes. Again, the ass, in its

native plains of Syria and Arabia a handsome, swift,

and high-spirited creature, has in England become,
through cruelty and neglect, arising in the main from
ignorance, a wretched and ill-favoured drudge. As-
suredly, then, the successful management of this

department of husbandry demands a sound and exten-

sive education, so far, at least, as physical geography
and natural history are concerned, as well as powers of
mind well trained in sound habits of reflection, and,

therefore, fully competent to engage in the process of

induction, whether this term be used in the sense of

investigating and collecting facts, or of deducing from
these facts inferences of value in guiding the affairs of

life. For the experience of each agriculturist, being
limited in point of space by the narrow bounds of the

single district which is the scene of his industrial

operations, and in point of time by the date at which
he entered on his pursuit, it is evident that he stands

in need, not only of a love of reading and other modes
of collecting information, but also of a mind so

disciplined by thought and study as to be able to

weigh the importance of a discovery, to sift the

evidence in support of a fact alleged, and to estimate

the soundness of a theory or argument. Thus we can
understand how studious habits, aided by a knowledge
of the Latin tongue (the only form in which any really

valuable literature existed in mediceval times), enabled

the monastic orders to effect very important reforms

in the culture of their domains ; while, on the other

hand, frequent bare fallowings, a system originally

suggested by the analogy of animated creatures, which
must of necessity obtain regular intervals of rest from
their toils, prove by their univers.al adoption in early

times, and their permanence in favour for at least

nearly 2000 years, how prone the mind of the unculti-

vated man is to jump at conclusions, plausible, it is

true, but not the less unsound, unprofitable, and
injurious because accompanied with an unremunerative

outlay. Strange, too, it must appear to every

thoughtful student of agriculture that Virgil should so

positively inculcate the land being allowed to rest

every alternate year, and even to become
covered with a thick coating of weeds, when he
was so well aware of the advantages to be
derived from repeated ploughings as well as from rota-

tion of crops ; but such errors and inconsistencies

occurring in the writings of the world-famous philo-

sophers hold out to us of the present day a beacon
light, and warn us how dangerous it is to follow in the

beaten tract of the unlettered multitude, particularly to

the farmer, whose entire means of support very fre-

quently depend on a judicious union of sound know-
ledge and energetic toil, and who yet is too often

found ignorant of what it most concerns him to know,
and with which every one, save himself, is well

acquainted.
{To be Continued.)

THE LONDON ''DEAD-MEAT' TRADE.
The magnitude of the London "dead-meat" trade

can only be realised by a visit to the new Metropolitan

Meat ^larket between 2 and 5 o'clock in the morning.

Between these hours it is one of the busiest places in

the metropolis, not excepting even the more familiar

mart for fruit and vegetables in Covent Garden. The
meat trains arrive either at King's Cross, Broad Street,

or the cavernous station beneath the market itself—the

last named being equally accessible to all the lines

which have running powers over the Metropolitan rails.

As all parts of the kingdom contribute to the meat
supply of London, the underground station receives a

miscellaneous series of consignments. But the greatest

domestic feeder of London, with beef at least, is the

district round Aberdeen, and the meat traffic from that

city furnishes another instance of railway competition
resulting in compromise. The largest proportion of the
Scotch meat is, inconsequence, now brought to London
on a turn and turn-about system, in which the Great
Northern Railway alternates with the London and
North-Western, and the Caledonian with the North
British. The great carriers, too, have come to a similar

amicable arrangement, so that one week Tickford may
appear to be the presiding genius at West Smithfield,

while i the next he will have given way to Chaplin &
Home.
The meat reaches the market from the underground

station by means of an hydraulic lift ; and from what
we may term the out-stations, in the vans of the
carrier of the period. The experienced official knows
from afar off the nature of the contents of each van,

from the manner in which the meat is packed. Sheep
arrive in oblong rectangular baskets, and pigs, chiefly

from Ireland, in baskets of a similar shape, but of a
larger size. Beef comes as "sides" or hind-quarters ;

and if from Scotland, each side, or portion of one, is

neatly sewn up in a coarse cloth. The naked "sides
of beef" come mostly from the foreign cattle market
at Deptford, where the animals are slaughtered within

ten days of the time of landing. These several classes

form the bulk of the consignments to London as " dead
meat," the remainder of the home supply to London
being sent as live stock to the Metropolitan Cattle

Market at Islington.

The meat having arrived and been conveyed to the
stalls of the different salesmen who are the consignees,

the next step is its inspection, which takes place about

5 o'clock in the morning. Two inspectors are allotted

to the market for night duty, and two for the day
;

and, considering the distance that some of the meat has
travelled, the inspection must be regarded as a very
wholesome and necessary precaution, although meat
intrinsically good does not often become tainted during
the journey. We believe that all the respectable

salesmen are <[uilc as fully alive to the value of inspec-

tion as is the consumer himself; and it is but justice to

state that in a large number of cases, probably the

majority, in which the meat arrives in an unwholesome
condition, the consignee reports it without w^aiting for

the inspector to discover it. There are, of course,

exceptions to every rule ; but we have pleasure in

recording our opinion that the dead-meat trade is now,
as a whole, conducted in a manner not unworthy of

the traditional reputation of the British merchant.
That "honesty is the best policy" has consequently

received another illustration through the medium of

the "dead-meat" trade of London, for it increases

year by year—from some districts at least—at the

expense of the live cattle trade. The Metropolitan
Meat Market has not been suffrciently long in the

hands of the Corporation to enable any sound con-

clusion to be drawn from the statistics which are,

doubtless, in the possession of the authorities, because

since the opening of the New Meat Market the whole
meat question has been in an exceptional condition.

The years of drought, as we have heard over and over

again of late, compelled farmers to send to market a

large number of young or half-fed animals, for the

simple reason that they had no food for them. The
large root crops of the last two years had precisely the

opposite tendency, and induced them to make every

effort to replenish their diminished flocks and herds.

Now, when the home supply of meat ought to have
once more attained its normal condition, it is

diminished to an alarming extent by probably the most
extensive and virulent epidemic of foot-and-mouth

disease within the experience of the present generation.

The consequent high price of meat has, therefore,

become one of the most pressing questions of the day,

especially as it is coupled with an unprecedented rise

in the price of coals, and a probable recurrence of the

Potato famine.

The attempt made by the Government to increase,

in some measure, the supply of meat by slightly relax-

ing the restrictions on the importation of foreign

animals was almost immediately followed by the

importation of the cattle plague in no less than eight

instances, closely following one another. To prevent

the attempted remedy producing a still greater evil

than that which it was meant to allay, the former

restrictions were re-imposed, and the importation of

cattle from Russia was prohibited ; and we are, conse-

quently, at the present time, if anything, a little worse

off than before. A description of the "dead-meat"
trade of London with one important district may,
therefore, not only be read with intere'^t, but may also

suggest a means of overcoming the difficulties hitherto

presented by the foreign cattle trade.

For this purpose we have selected Aberdeen, because

it is well known that the district of which that city is

the outlet sends to London a larger quantity, and on
the whole a better quality of meat than any other in

Great Britain. It is computed that about 42,000 head of

cattle are annually fed in Aberdeenshire, that about 75"^
of these are required for consumption at home ; and that

another 7500 are sent to London alive, chiefly by rail

(the year before last the actual figures were 4463 by
rail, 3145 by sea—total, 760S) ; but seven years before

as many as 15,796 head of cattle left Aberdeen by rail,

9623 being for London. The remaining 27,000 beasts

are killed in Aberdeen, and forwarded to London and

other large towns as "dead meat." The computed
weight of this meat is 8500 tons, and its value, together
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with that of the cattle sent alive to London by rail and
sea, is more than ;i^8oo,ooo. To this large sum must

be added the value of the hides, tallow, and ofFal of the

27,000 beasts, which at £2 ^s. per head amounts to

more than ;(^6o,ooo. These figures show that in a

district where breeders and salesmen have the choice

of sending their meat to London, either alive or dead,

considerably more than three-fourths of the whole
number of bullocks are killed at home and sent away
as "dead meat." Moreover, the dead-meat trade is

annually increasing at the expense of the number of

live animals sent away ; and with the exception of

show beasts for the Christmas market, and a few others

sent alive during the hottest weather, the probability

is that the trade in live beasts between Aberdeen and

London will soon be still more attenuated.

These facts seem of the greatest possible significance

at the present moment, for if Aberdeenshire salesmen

prefer to kill at home, why should not imported foreign

cattle be uniformly slaughtered at the port of landing,

and the meat conveyed thence to the inland towns in

the same manner as Aberdeen beef is conveyed to

London? If such a regulation were definitely made,
the result would be to remove from the foreign cattle

trade the element of uncertainty, which, more than any

other condition, tends to depress, and even to paralyse,

every trade or industry affected by it. Under the

existing state of things, a cattle dealer, say in Schles-

wig-Holstein, may learn that the restrictions on the

importation of cattle from the Duchy into Great Britain

have been removed. In consequence of this knowledge
he may buy a number of beasts for exportation to Eng-
land, and on their arrival at the seaport he may learn

—

what, in fact, happened the other day—that the old re-

strictions have been reimposed. Now, such a fact as this

renders the business too hazardous and too uncertain to

be depended upon, and it is therefore only embarked
in now and then on the chance of making a large

profit. But if it were well understood that all foreign

animals would be slaughtered at the port of landing,

it would be to the interest of the foreign salesmen to

send beasts old enough and fat enough to fetch the top

price ; and it would be to the interest of the railway

companies to provide meat trains as they now do for

the conveyance of meat from London to Aberdeen.
The removal of all uncertainty on this side of the

water would also stimulate our salesmen to get con-

signments of foreign cattle, and the butchers—their

clients—would soon find that meat slaughtered at the

seaside, even one or two hundred miles a away, would
be taken by their customers quite as readily as Aber-
deen meat is bought by Londoners after a journey of

between five and six hundred.
No doubt in this, as in other businesses, there are

matters of detail which require practice to ensure

success. The Aberdeen butchers, however, have
shown that there are no insuperable obstacles to a large

dead-meat trade between two places situated at almost

the extreme ends of the kingdom. After their beasts

are killed the carcases are split into "sides," and left

hanging until the flesh is firm enough to travel without

injury. This generally requires about 48 hours. They
are then sown up in canvas or coarse cloth, and
packed vertically in the meat vans. In winter these

vans are generally box-vans, but in summer it is

preferred to use those with open sides, and to cover

them with a tarpaulin. In the former case the meat is

not so liable to be frozen ; and in the latter the draught
caused by the speed of the train keeps the meat cool

enough to prevent its becoming tainted. Before Austra-

lian preserved meat came so abundantly into the market
it was a common practice in Aberdeen to send only the

hind-quarters of beef to London, the fore-quarters

being for the most part sold to meat preservers, by
whom they were cut up, and the meat was cooked
and hermetically sealed in tins. The Aberdeen
butchers, who supplied the less wealthy classes

of the community, were also good customers for these

fore-quarters, and many of them never kept the primer
joints. The odd pieces not sold they "corned" or

salted, and disposed of it in that shape to the masters

of colliers and other coasting craft. But the great ques-

tion for the butchers is the offal ; and this still remains
to be discussed. If ever the proposal to establish

waterside slaughter-houses for foreign cattle be seriously

entertained, the offal will be the rock on which it

is most likely to split. But if Aberdeen can dispose

of the ofTal of 27,000 beasts annually to the satis-

faction and profit of those concerned, there seems
no reason why it should be a drug in the market at

such places as Newcastle, Leith, and other large

ports. Years ago, Mr. H. H. Dixon ("The Druid")
summed up the question as regards Aberdeen by
stating that " Dundee buys the heads and feet ;

and the tongues, livers, and hearts never go begging at

home." The explanation of the "heads and feet"

traffic is this :—The heads are boiled down, the bones
are taken out, and the meat chopped fine ; it is then
cooked with the feet, and the whole is seasoned with
spices and salt. The cooked mass is run into shallow
open tins, in which it solidifies into a jelly crusted
over with fat, and is sold in Dundee, chiefly to the
factory hands, at 4^/. per lb. Thus nothing is lost, and
the great question of the offal is disposed of.

Our remarks have been chiefly directed to the trade
in beef between London and Aberdeen, but it must not
be inferred that this trade is exceptional in any respect
but magnitude. Many large centres of population

receive "sides of beef " from Aberdeen and other

grazing and feeding districts ; alargenumber of farmers

habitually kill their sheep at home, and send them in

baskets at stated intervals to London, Liverpool,

Manchester, Wakefield, and other populous towns

;

and Ireland sends a multitude of pigs in the same
manner. The organisation which the railway com-
panies have established for this traffic could easily

be extended to meet the requirements of a foreign

dead-meat traffic, and we should thus probably
increase our supplies of meat, and at the same time
relieve the agriculturist from his fear of imported
foreign diseases. Daily News.

LORD DUNMORE ON STEAM
CULTIVATION.

Lord Dunmore, on having been applied to by a

Prussian civil engineer for information respecting steam
cultivation and the utilisation of sewage, wrote an able

and comprehensive reply j and this having been issued

as a pamphlet, we have an opportunity of quoting it for

the benefit of a public interested, perforce, in subjects

of such vital importance both to agriculture and to the

prosperity of our whole population. His lordship, as

Chairman of the Scottish Steam Cultivation Company,
speaks with a practical knowledge of every detail ; and
while uttering the conclusions of his own experience,

fortifies them with the results which have been obtained

in many parts of Great Britain and with different

systems of machinery. He observes, first, that steam

does the work at the proper time. September, when
the sun is at its hottest and the land at its driest, is the

season for effectual tillage and the destruction of

weeds, and a steam cultivator will, on a light soil,

break up 50 or more acres in a day. In the

second place, stoam executes heavy tillage more
quickly aud more cheaply than horses. "A six-

furrow plough in one bout turns up about the

same quantity of land as 12 horses; and, as the

speed is about double, it may be calculated to turn

over as much land per diem as 24 horses." The total

cost of ploughing 100 acres of medium land is stated

at £()i \y. by horses, and ;!i62 by steam; but his

lordship appears to have estimated the feeding and
maintenance of horseflesh at a higher figure than com-
monly taken by authorities on the subject. Thirdly,

fewer horses are required on a farm. The Commis-
sioners of the Royal Agricultural Society in 1S67

visited 140 farms in England under steam tillage, and
found the reduction in the number of horses kept vary-

ing from 10 to 25 per cent. Fourthly, by steam-power
only can thoroughly deep cultivation be secured. An
immense area of this country has only been scratched,

having never been ploughed beyond a depth of some
5 inches ; but let the atmosphere down into a disinte-

grated subsoil, broken, say to the depth of at least

I foot, and you largely increase the arable area of the

land. Deep culture is, moreover, a powerful auxiliary

to drainage.

Lord Dunmore gives especial prominence to the

"indirect" advantages of steam husbandry. The
waste of ground by encumbering hedges, ditches,

banks, and trees, is very great. If we throw half-a-

dozen small fields into one, say with an area of 40
acres, we may gain 3 roods of ground, " together with

the additional advantage of having abolished harbours

of refuge for vermin (rabbits) and small birds, the

former of which destroy the corn the moment it

appears above ground, while the latter destroy in the

ear what the former were unable to compass before it

came to maturity." Reckoning this gain as equivalent

to an additional rood of land, we may, by the grub-

bing-out of hedgerows, which is indispensable for the

full economy of steam-ploughing, add i acre to every

40 where little fields prevail ; on a 200-acre farm this

would be 5 acres, which, yielding, say, 4 qr.

of com per acre, at 40j-. per qr., would amount
to ^40 per annum, representing on a 21 years* lease a

gain'of ;;^S40, Another indirect advantage is in laying

the surface flat, the steam-cultivator doing away with

the ridges and furrows, which are the chief obstacles in

the path of the reaping machine. Finally, steam-

power husbandry will save to the people an immense
amount of food hitherto consumed by the horses

employed in farm labour. What is the amount of food

grown in the United Kingdom ? What increased

amount might be produced? What quantity might be

saved ? Lord Dunmore enters into an elaborate

estimate of our home-grown produce in 1S71 under the

two heads " breadstuffs" and "live stock." Wheat,
at 3 qr. per acre, and deducting seed, yielded

10,493,162 qr., worth, at 47J., ;i^24,658,930 ; Barley,

at 4 qr. per acre, and deducting seed, yielded

9,467,860 qr., worth, at 341. 6(/., ;^ 1 6, 332, 058 ; Oats,

at4 qr. per acre, and deducting seed, yielded 15,448,556
qr., which, at 23J-. were worth ^17,765,839, but taking

three-fourths as consumed by horses, there was left

/'4,44i,462 worth as food for the people. Rye, at

4 qr. per acre, and deducting seed, yielded 306,888 qr.,

worth, at 35-f-, /537.054 ; so that the total value of

the home-grown cereals directly furnishing human food

(bread, beer, &c.) was, according to this estimate,

_j^45, 969,504. From this sum must be deducted the

exports—namely, Z^i, 878,452 worth of Barley as malt

or beer, ;^543,597 worth of Wheat, ;i^ 163, 197 worth

of flour, and ^429,272 worth of other corn. Potatos,

reckoned at 6 tons per acre and £^ per ton, gave a

value of ;^40, 65 1,800. Green crops, as Mangels,
Turnips, &c., at 10 tons per acre and £1 per ton, were
worth ;^35,000,000 ; and taking half these crops as
furnishing food to the people indirectly, as milk, butter,
cheese, and meat (the other half going to maintain the
breeding stock of the country), the value of food from
root crops 1 is set down at ;!^i 7, 500,000. Adding
;^5,ooo,ooo for Peas and Beans, Lord Dunmore con-
siders that the total value of our cereal and green crops
available for consumption by the population of the
United Kingdom is ;{^io6, 106,786.

Coming now to the live stock, his lordship calcu-
lates that one-third of the total head of cattle is the
proportion annually slaughtered, worth, at ;^20 each,
^'62, 308,100. Of the whole stock of sheep, one-half
are yearly made into meat, worth, at £2 per head,
;^3i»403'500- Of pigs, two-thirds are slaughtered,
worth, at /;2 per head, ;^5. 5 15,488. From the total
of ;^99, 227,088 must be deducted ^^888,143 worth of
exports, leaving the value of the live stock annually
butchered ;r^9S, 338,945- Thus, the value of our avail-
able home-grown food, " breadstuffs " and " live
stock" together was, in 1871, ^^204,445, 731 ; and,
reckoning the value of the imports in the year at

^44,714,289, the food requirements of the nation
amounted to a value of ^249,160,020. The writer
says :

—

" The home supply, therefore, fallsshort of the require-
ments by ^^44,714,289 ; or. in plain language, we grew
at home enough for 22,000,000 people only, and yet we
have 31,000,000 to supply. Can we find a remedy for
this deficit, and thus render ourselves independent of
these foreign importations? We might surely find a
partial remedy, at any rate, if not an entire one ; and it

is to deep cultivation by steam and the utilisation of
sewage that we must look as our two most important
auxiliaries. The general introduction of steam cultiva-
tion would make a very material increase in our home
products, as we know by practical experience that steam
culture increases the produce of the land to the extent of
one-fourth, some people say to one-third. But, allowing
only for the partial introduction of steam, and allowing
that half the arable land in Great Britain which is now
\j'orked by animal power were cultivated by steam, it

would give an annual increase of ;^7,ooo,ooo of home-
grown food in cereals alone ; and as deep cultivation by
steam has a more powerful influence in increasing the
root than the cereal crop, we may estimate that if half
the land under green crop were worked by steam, it

would give us an increase of ^,^12, 900,000 worth of food,
which would come indirectly to the people through cattle,

as meat, butter, &'c."

Lord Dunmore differs from some writers who have
variously computed the food consumption per head of
the population at £^ up to £\l \t,s. 6c/., and dividing
the total requirements {as already stated) by the
number of persons, finds the quotient to be £8 per
head. Hence, augmenting the home production to

the extent of ;i 19,000,000 a year is equivalent to sup-
porting by home produce 2,375,000 more people. The
question then arises, how much can be saved of the
food now consumed by horses employed in husbandry?
Of the 1,802,108 horses used for agriculture, unbroken
horses, and mares kept for breeding, say that 1,500,000
are engaged solely in agricultural labour, their keep,
^t £3S P^r head, amounting to ;;^52, 500,000 per
annum. " There are 529,950 farms in Great Britain.

If steam cultivation became the rule, instead of the
exception, there is no doubt that there would be made
a reduction on an average of at least one horse per
farm, which would save ;,^iS,54S,25o worth of food.

But even supposing that the average reduction was one
horse to every two farms, there would be a saving of
;^9,ooo,ooo." The result would be that, in augmenta-
tion of produce and saving of horse keep, we should
increase our available home supply of human food by
a value of ;,{^28,ooo,ooo, or, perhaps, ;ri37,ooo,ooo,

and thus dispense with a large portion of the
;i^44,7i4,ooo worth of imports, which we now depend
on and have to pay for.

For practical examples. Lord Dunmore adduces his

own case, he having reduced his staff of horses to less

than two-thirds since adopting steam, and he quotes
from the yonrnal of the Royal Ag^i-iculdiral Society of
England the instance of Mr. Bomford's farms at

Pitchill, near Evesham ; the number of horses kept to
do the work on 1023 acres arable, mostly consisting of
the strongest clay land, is 30, effecting a saving of
20 horses by means of steam-cultivation.

As to the relative merits of the different systems, his

lordship, while according great praise to the ma-
chines of several other makers, says "nothing has
been hitherto brought out that can beat the double-
engine system of Messrs. John Fowler & Co., of
Leeds," and the only way to place the most effective

apparatus within reach of the majority of farmers is

by private companies being got up by landlords and
influential farmers in different districts, and letting out

steam-power implements for hire. His own experi-

ments with Thomson's road steamer in direct traction

of implements, the engine travelling over the land, led

to the conclusion that, on a light soil and in dry
weather, this system might be the cheapest. "The
impression or indentation made by the wheels of the

engine was not injurious ; one field which was partially

ploughed by direct traction, and afterwards smashed
up with a 14-tiered cultivator attached to the road
steamer (which, of course, went over the ploughed
land) yielded such a fine crop of Swedes and Whit«i
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Turnips, that I was awarded the 1st prize in both

classes by tlie judges sent out by the agricultural

society of the district." But the system is capable of

only very limited application—when some attachment

has been added to the wheels to obviate slipping on

moist land. His lordship says :

—

'
' The engine itself, as a farm traction-engine, is so

very useful lh.it it might be used almost every day of the

year for some purpose. At harvest time, when, in a

variable climate like that of Scotland, every fine day is

precious for getting the corn off the fields in .as expeditious

a manner as possible, the amount of corn carried in a day

by the road steamers and three waggons is marvellous. As
an experiment I last year attempted reaping by steam

;

but, although I found it possible, I doubt its ever being

remunerative."

On the second branch of the subject, the fertilisation

of the soil, Lord Dunmore, after describing in brief the

various proposals and examples before the public for

dealing with the sewage of towns, quotes from Mr,

Hope an estimate that the sewage of 15,000,000 persons

in various towns of the United Kingdom might be made
to produce every year 3,750,000 qr. of Wheat, or

405,000,000 quartern loaves of bread ; and he rightly

concludes that the introduction of steam cultivation

and the utilisation of sewage stand pre-eminent as the

two momentous agricultural questions of the day.

The Times.

game (JDorresponbenfe.

The Impending Potato Famine,—It is well

that on the subject of some alleviation of ihe impend-
ing Potato famine, an utterance from so high an
authority as Dr. Hooker should so soon be given, and
that on the recommendation of the Prime Minister :

for although there is little tliat is really practical

(chiefly because of the time, labour, and cost involved)
either in Professor Ilenslow's method, or in the sup-
posed mode of "desiccation ;" yet, as plainly appears
from the letters in your columns, such an utter-

ance is highly sugeestive, it will elicit much infor-

mation, and serve to enforce that attention which this

second crisis in the natural history of the cultivated

Potato so loudly demands. I could wish that, looking
a Httle beyond the more immediate necessity arising

from the failure of the Potato, the Parsnip had been
added to the list of vegetables to be cultivated as sub-
stitutes. For it would be one great good, to be educed
from this impending evil, if our fellow countrymen
could be brought back to the culture of that very
nutritious and profitable root. As to the profit to be
derived from it, I have been told of instances of
the realisation of ;^50 or ^60 from a single acre.

It would be well also that the proper cultivation of the
Cabbage, Broccoli, winter greens, &c., should be
taught and encouraged, for through it a vast amount of

most nutritious food maybe grown for man, for cattle,

and for fowls ; and especially at such a crisis as this,

the keeping of fowls by every class of society ought by
every possible means to be encouraged. In a pamphlet
entitled The Science of Manure as the Food of Plants
(to be had of Ridgway, Petter & Galpin, or Mackintosh,
London), I have shown how 15 or 20 hens, confined on
a perch of ground, can be kept most profitably. The
wife of a working man might, with ordinary care, by
this means add from is. to 4J'. a-week to the income of the
family. By the proper cultivation of Cabbages, &c., I

mean their cultivation at widedistances (24 or 3oinches),
the growth of intermediate crops, which are planted
before the removal of the former ; and the application
of the manure to the plant, instead of to the soil. In
this way I myself have (and every one who has a fair

holding of his garden may do the same), after a heavy
and healthy crop of Potatos, Cauliflowers 15 to 1 8 inches
high, from the under leaves of which my fowls have
an abundant supply of food ; and between the rows I

have a crop of Turnips, some of which are almost fit

for the table. After a crop of Wheat grown on
240 square feet of ground, of which I should like

to give your readers an account, I treated the
ground in the following manner (and again
I say that any working man with an aUot-
ment on which he can grow com may do
the same) :—I made holes with a setter 10 inches
deep. These I first filled with manure in the form of
liquid mud, and then planted Borecole and Broccoli in

them. This was done while the stubble was still in
the ground. As soon as the plants were fixed the
stubble was dug in, and a drill of Turnips sown
between the several rows of plants. There is time yet
for this, or something like this, to be done throughout
the country. Where the Potato has been planted in

wide drills let the Borecole or Cabbages be planted
before the Potatos are lifted, or let Turnips in such
a case be sown ; and though I cannot here speak from
experience, I am inclined to believe that Swede Tur-
nips sown even so late as this would produce a
very good crop of food for man, both from the
root in winter, and (if the root should not so
be used) from the Turnip greens in the spring.
So much, sir, for the present great necessity. That,
however, which most loudly calls for consideration is

the nature of this terrible Potato disease, or rather per-
haps the cause of the plant's varying susceptibility of
the virus of the poison (whatever that poison be), which
evidently acts upon the leaf, and, it may be, the stalk ; 1

and on this subject I am most thankful to be enabled,

from observations and experiments occasionally made
since the date of my letter to you (October 3, 1S71) on

the removal of the entire refuse of towns, to throw

much light ; indeed, after a few minutes' conversation

this morning with a very intelligent and scientific

friend, who for several years has experimented in vain

on many kinds of Potatos, the admission was fully

and cordially made by him— ** You are right ; I see

it. You have ascertained, I am sure, the true cause."

If, by the insertion of this letter, you intimate your

consent to accept two more, I will first give your

readers an account of a still smaller but almost more
wonderful crop of Oats, and of the produce of \\ peck

of fine Peas from a sowing of So Peas ; and in a suc-

ceeding letter my view of the cause of the susceptibility

of the disease in the Potato plant, and a remedy or a

means of prevention of this susceptibility, which, in full

accordance with physiological principles, appears from

several experiments to be likely to be most eflicacious,

and which, if the public will enable me to bring it out

without the intervention of a company, may be

universally applicable in this and in other countries

in the planting of the next year's crop. I may note

that my Potatos are without a diseased tuber, while

all around me, with one remarkable exception, are

suffering severely. During the last month, before they

were all dug, the spot occasionally appeared on the

haulm, but did not affect in the slightest degree the

health or growth of the plant. The exception of which

I speak was this :—In a garden close at hand my
schoolmaster had two rows of beautiful Potatos, the

produce of two tubers (divided). When he showed

them to me, in the midst of patches of diseased Potatos,

I asked him if there was any disease amongst these.

"None whatever," was his reply. And afterwards, as

we walked from the garden, he said, "I put in about

a gallon of your manure with those Potatos." Since

then I have heard from Hereford that, while the crop

is so bad there generally that they will scarcely save

the seed, those planted in the model gardens with what

they call my glass manure are strong and healthy. So
far as I can understand the letter of a working man,

out of 82 tubers from six plants (fine Potatos), only two

were diseased a little. Henry Moule.

The Foot-and-Mouth Disease.—The precau-

tions taken to prevent the spread of the foot-and-

mouth disease among cattle have been hitherto

ineffectual, and they are in many ways vexatious and
injurious not only to farmers, graziers, and stock-

owners, but also to the public, as they tend to make
meat scarce, and, consequently, dear. If, as I believe,

the infection is transmitted chiefly by the agency of

flies, which swarm in the pastures and near water all

through the warm months, and constantly cluster

round the running eyes and nostrils of the cattle,

following them to considerable distances, and carrying

the infection from beast to beast, and gradually from
herd to herd, what can Orders in Council or Sessions

do to guard our flocks and herds against such legions

of minute, winged, and ubiquitous enemies? Numer-
ous cases have occurred in this district which can be
accounted for in no other way, as the animals which
suffered had been most strictly guarded from contact

with, or even proximity to, any diseased cattle.

L. C, Trei'efyan, IVallington, Northumberland.

The disease here at Okeford Fitzpaine, in

the Vale of Blackmoor, is now prevalent and very

virulent. One farmer has lost three cows and another

17 pigs. I have three 3-year-old grazers which,

as yet, are very healthy, though surrounded by dis-

ease. For the last six weeks I have put a double

handful of salt into their iron water-trough every

time it is filled. I fancy it is a good preventive,

or at least preparative for this sad malady. It appears

to me to be the same disease as was formerly called

"the bladder." In the year 1835, when I was curate

of Mappowder, three of my cattle had the bladder. I

consulted Robert Simmonds, dairyman, and he bled

them about 6 quarts each, pricked the bladders under
and. over the tongue, and rubbed the tongues and
mouths with common salt. He also gave them a

drench of common salt and water. They were
kept in for two or three days with a little hay,

chilled water, and gruel, and then were turned

out completely cured. Memory is frail, but I fancy

we put a fresh sheepskin over the loins and
kidneys, which brought on a most profuse perspiration.

If my cattle are seized I shall bleed at once, as soon

as the eyes swell. If the disease is neglected till the

high fever becomes a low fever, bleeding will be
wrong. Stimulants, such as port wine, will then be

best. Dissolved alum is good for the sore mouth.

The best medicines for bovines are either Epsom salts,

sulphur, or castor oil. Try 8 oz, of Epsom salts, and
repeat with 8 02. more, if necessary. I never lost a

horse or cow in my life. I always bleed where there

is general inflammation. " Bleed early and bleed

sharp." There are 28 Irish (Bristol) heifers in this

parish ; they are very healthy. The same dealer

lately bought at Bristol 41 for Mr. Mickle, late bailiff

to the late Mr. Farquharson ; they are healthy. We
must import cattle ; the vale is full of grass, and we
have not stock to eat it. The soldiers at Blandford, I

see, are fed with nice short-legged Spanish oxen and
fine Leicester sheep. The vessels should be disinfected

after every cargo. The animals should not be

travelled immediately on disembarkation, IV. F. /Had-

clylTc, Ohcford Fitzpaine.

Welsh Farming.— I beg to assure your corre-

spondent, "Glyndwr," that I had no intention of

offending Welsh susceptibilities, because I know that

there are many agricultural improvers in Wales, some
of them being retired men of business who have accu-
mulated ample means. The M.P. who made the
remark to me has a brother, also an M.P., and an
extensive estate owner in Wales, so I considered the
authority trustworthy. Since then I have referred to Mr,
Clare Sewell Read's able prize essay on South Wales
in the Royal Agricultural Society's yournal, vol. 10,

p. 122. In its introduction he expresses "a desire to

give some account of, and to draw attention to a dis-

trict in which he lives, and in the cultivation of which
he takes the deepest interest, with the hope that Art may
be brought to bear on that fair country, which Nature
has so lavishly endowed, but which the hand of man
has hitherto comparatively neglected." A little further

on he says, " But it will not be so difficult to deal with
the ' improvements which have taken place since

1S14.' Ilere, alas ! the task is easy." Mr. Read is a
great agricultural authority, and now member for

Norfolk. I hope, however, that since 1849 great

improvements have taken place. I find the owners of

land must be held greatly responsible—as much as or

more so than the tenants ; for I hold as a principle

that landowners should take the initiative in agricul-

tural improvements. I have also referred to Mr.
Rowlandson's able prize report on the farming of North
Wales, in voh vii. of the Royal Agricultural Society's

yournal. Speaking of Anglesea he says:—"There
are a few large farms in the island with excellent

modern-built homesteads and offices, on which the course

of cropping is superior to that seen in general throughout
North Wales, even on the best farms." He speaks of

the vast quantity of waste lands, the necessity for drain-

ing, and of improved live stock. He says : "Generally
speaking the adoption of such improved breeds is

almost invariably confined to the farms of the well-meant

introducers** (noblemen and gentlemen). "North
Wales is essentially pastoral, and does not grow suf-

ficient grain for its own consumption." No doubt in

Wales, as in most parts of the United Kingdom, there

is immense scope and need for improvement by the in-

vestment of more capital and intelligence on the part of

both owner and occupier, and by security of tenure

and more liberal covenants. The Cardiff" meeting, and
all such meetings, cannot fail to have an immense
influence on agricultural opinion and practice. It is

best to believe that we have done too little, rather

than enough, in the matter of agiucultural improvement.

7. 7. Mcchi, August 26,

The Labour Question in Dorsetshire.—May I

be permitted to state that the sentence, "The move-
ment has been encouraged, and even assisted pecuni-

arily, by some of the large landed proprietors in

Dorset," which appeared in my letter on this subject

in p. 10S3, should have been written, "The move-
ment has been encouraged, and, I have been informed,

assisted pecuniarily by some of the large landed pro-

prietors in Dorset." George Summers, Stoke Wake,
Blandford^ August 16.

The Harvest in Suffolk.—The bulk of the harvest

in East Anglia is now safe. Barleys have taken

more working than usual, owing to the quantity

of Clover. But the weather, with the exception of a

few passing showers, has been glorious for the last

fortnight, and the reapers have made short work with

the crops, laying them down with a speed and regu-

larity that has put the best mowing-machine to the

blush. There are dispiriting rumours about the large

percentage of small com and light yield of the

Wheat, and doubtless there is a good deal of it defi-

cient in quality and quantity, still there have been
many fine crops, and many very promising fields The
Barleys, also, will probably turn out superior to what
was expected, and most of them have been got in in

capital condition. The Potato disease is threatening to

end in the extermination of the crop. As a per contra

to this alarming announcement, I have pleasure in

stating the Sugar-Beet crop is wider in area and more
promising in appearance this season than it has been

before. D. T. F.

Foot-and-Mouth Disease among Irish Stock.

—A correspondent in your paper of the 17th complains

of foot-and-mouth disease being brought into the Vale

of Blackmoor by Irish stock bought in Bristol market.

It is very common to see similar complaints against

Irish stock, and there is a general impression among
farmers in England that such stock are a frequent cause

of the introduction of disease. It is worth inquiring

whether (l) foot-and-mouth disease is especially preva-

lent in Irish stock as such, or whether (2) the disease

may not be produced by the treatment the stock receive

on their journey from Ireland to farms in England. I

think the facts I can state point to the latter conclusion

—that the disease is one to which all cattle are consti-

tutionally liable, as sheep are to foot-rot — that it

breaks out spontaneously when the circumstances are

favourable to it, and afterwards can be propagated by
contagion—and that the circumstances and hardships

cattle are subject to on a long journey are those most
fit to cause the disease to break out and be propagated.
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A leading fact to be observed is that few complaints of

foot-and-moulh disease come from Ireland, yet there

are great districts that depend for their supply of stock

on stores bought at some distance. I farm near 1000

acres in the West Riding, County Cork. It is a

district especially of dairies and breeding young

stock. Not a week but numbers of such stock,

of all ages, go from it to every port that has

steam communication with Cork, especially to Bristol.

The district at this moment swarms with calves, and

every fair is full of jobbers. I have very seldom

known of foot-and-mouth disease in this district. I

have frequently stock of all sorts coming on my farm

from fairs, and in 30 years I have never had a case of

foot-and-mouth disease, though no precautions are

taken. Last autumn there were some cases near me,

but mostly very slight, so that the cattle did not cease to

feed. I only heard of one or two severe cases. The police

enforced such precautions as they could, but with little

effect, because, the disease being so slight, the cattle

always had it a day or two before any one, even

their owners, knew they were ill, or guessed what was

the matter. I traced out as far as I could several

cases, and I feel no doubt in some at least the disease

broke out without contagion ; in others I traced con-

tagion. The disease died away in the winter, and this

year I have not heard of a single case. But I think

few realise what are the hardsliips of the journey to

England. Young stock, often yearlings and calves

that never before left the farm on which they were

bred, are driven some miles to a fair ; they are then

driven 30 to 50 miles to Cork, with only such food as

they gather by the roadside. If sent by train, they

are still on their feet nearly as many hours, and with

less food or water. They are then on their feet for

over 24 hours on board ship, and often some hours

more standing on the quay before and after ; thence,

after a few hours' rest, to Bristol market, and then

again the road or the rail, still on their feet for many
hours more. Can any one wonder if, after being so long

standing on their feet upon hard boards, and driven on

hard roads, instead of lying about more than half their

lime, the feet should give way, and feverish disease ofany

sort should sliow itself? Of course there is much else of

hardship, besides being on their feet, but that alone is

enough. This spring I got half a score of Alderney

heifers from near Portsmouth, five being yearlings.

They reached Bristol in iS hours. They were well

cared for there, fed and watered, and shipped the same
day, with plenty of room on board, as it was the return

voyage. They reached Cork in 24 hours, and were
again specially cared for and fed ; then trained

20 miles, and driven home seven miles. On arriving

they could hardly stand, and were long sorely crippled

in the feet, though no disease appeared. This was the

cold weather : in hot weather they would have been

worse. A jobber's stock would probably have been

near twice as long on the journey, including standing

in Bristol market. They would have been crowded on
board ship, and not so well fed, &c., if at all. Can
any one wonder if, in such circumstances, they showed
disease, even though healthy when they left home ?

And of course one diseased animal in Bristol market
may have communicated it to a score or two of others,

already from so much previous journeying predis-

posed to such a disease. I think any one who will

couple the probabilities arising from these facts with

the small prevalence of foot-and-mouth disease in

Ireland, will come to tlie same conclusion as I have—
that the hardships of the long journey as now con-

ducted, and the risks of the markets, are the true cause

of the prevalence of the disease among Irish store stock

in the hands of Knglish farmers. If this is so, the

remedy must be sought accordingly. No mere in-

spection on importation will check the disease.

jr, Bcnce yoiies.

Tiptree Farm Balance Sheet.—As certain per-

sons profess to disbelieve the correctness of Mr.
Mechi's farm balance-sheets, he thinks it right, in the

cause of agricultural improvement, to repel such
insinuations :

—

'

' I beg to state that every item in Mr. Mechi's farm
balance-sheets for the years 1865, 1866, 1867, 1868,

1869, and r870, as published in his book, ProfUablc
Farming, of sums received and paid, are bona fide and
actual transactions as recorded in the cash book. If

required, 1 am ready to make affidavit to this effect, and
to give the dates, names, and addresses of every miller

and corn-merchant who purchased and paid for the corn
sold to them during those years. J'unes Drain, Bailiff
to Mr. J. J. Mcclii, Tiptrcc Hall, August 24, 1872."

Harvest Reports,—I think no one will doubt that

the tabulated returns of the appearance of the crops
given in your paper, with your judicious remarks
thereon, give to the public tiie best criterion they can
get (before harvest) as to the probable produce of
Wheat for the year ; but will you allow me to suggest
that it might be of advantage (to the non-agricultural
public at least) if your correspondents were to tabulate
the character of the soil in their district, or were to
make a separate return for light and strong soils, for it

must be borne in mind that a crop of Wheat parched
up so as to be almost worthless on a very light soil is

a much better criterion of a good crop of Wheat
throughout the country than a luxurhint crop on the
same soil would be. And I think it would be al^o of
advantage if you could give a tabulated statement

of the rainfall for each month of the year, with the mean
temperature of the summer months (of course I mean
the rainfall as it is issued for certain districts). And I

think it might be of advantage, even to many of our
newspaper writers and correspondents (not excepting

your correspondent **R." of last week), if you were
each year authoritatively to declare that there is an
"order of Nature" even in the agricultural world

—

that "cause and effect" obtain there as elsewhere

—

that dry weather and sunshine feed the Wheat crop,

that wet and cold weather starve it. Then I think

the fact that we have this year, from January i to the

time of Wheat-cutting, had about three times the

amount of rain we have had in some of our best Wheal
years, would have moderated the favourable estimates

that have been given in many quarters of the Wheat
crop of the present year. I think that, as a rule, it

may be safely assumed that your tabulated statements

will, in a good year, be under the mark, and, in a bad
year, over it. Your correspondents very properly give

their opinion as to the appearance of the crops, rather

than their opinion as to what the result is likely to be,

taking all things into consideration. I may say that

threshing has commenced in this neighbourhood, and

the result is decidedly unfavourable, in some of our

allotment grounds the same piece of land has not

produced much more than half the return of two years

ago. Henry A. Bottee, Pateithcill, Beds.

Farmers' Clubs.
KIMGSCOTE.

Fences and Hedgerv^u Timber.—The following paper

on this subject was read some time ago by Mr. B.

Drew :

—

Insignificant as my subject may appear to be, I trust

you will agree with me, whether steam cultivation gets

into general use in this neighbourhood or we cleave to

the old system of cultivating our land, that it is desir-

able that we bestow a few thoughts on fences and

hedgerow timber. Time was, and that I am informed

not So years ago, when fences were few and far

between, and since then many of them have been put

up in a very random kind of way, for we know lots of

fields that have eight or nine corners in them when
there is no need of more than four. Many acres of

both arable and pasture land could be made in England

by putting the fences more like the lines on the chess-

board, and the present quantity more easily ploughed,

sown, reaped, and mown. There are many obstacles

in the way, I will own, to the making many fields of

the shape that we could wish, such as boundary fences,

railways, &c. ; but, where it can be done, I think we
should do well to put our shoulders to the wheels of

improvement, and push them in the direction of our

fences. With respect to the width and height of

hedges, perhaps I shall tread on very tender ground,

or, at all events, I shall tread very heavily on my own
toes, when I say that I uphold a well-trimmed, well-

kept fence—a fence that a good hunter would have to

look well to what he was about before taking it, and

land safely on the other side. I mention such a stiff

fence because, if kept cut much closer, the hedge, after

a time, in my opinion, should be kept short, rather

withered. The late Lord Ashburton's plan of cutting

hedges, when there was a double row of quick, was to

cut one row down to the ground, and after two or

three years, cut down the other row ; but I cannot say

much in its favour, never having seen good hedges

where they were so served, and his tenants did not

follow his lordship's plan. I do not know of a better

way to serve hedges when they get old than have them
staked and heathered, and have all briars and other

worthless stuff extracted from them. I cannot too

strongly condemn the cross-Thorn and the Yew bush

—the former causes the corn to blight round it, tlie

latter is injurious to cattle. I speak from experience,

not from old wives' fables, with regard to the Yew
tree being poisonous, both in its green and dry state.

But there may be some present hard of belief with

respect to the corn being more subject to blight near

the cross-Thorn ; but I have proved by experience

that it is, having seen the blighted spots near the

cross-Thorn when in no other part of the field.

The weeding of hedges, in my humble opinion,

should be carefully attended to, particularly as to

Thistle and Docks. "Ill weeds grow apace," and

should be prevented doing so wherever they are known
to grow. I have heard it remarked that Thistle-seed

will not grow when blown away, but some of us in

this room have proved it to be otherwise. My late

brother Edward grew some in pots, on which he tried

the experiment, by blowing the seed across the room.

Last summer I had so very many Thistles in my young
seeds, Ihat I thought I must have sown Thistle-seed

;

but when I came to consider that my brother William,

at Buwidown, had some seed from the same lot with-

out Thistle-seed, I began to think otherwise, and so I

do now. Mr. Peters, on Scrubbett's Farm, had a

quantity of Thistles on a piece of seeds, close by a

plantation ; and the farther from the cover the less

Thistles there were ; and in the fields that I had the

nearer the wooils the thicker Ihe Thistles. But much
as I am convinced of the Tiiistle-seed blowing and

growing, we should neverlheless be always carefid to

look well til the quality of our seeds.

Where ditches are required they should be carefully

cleaned out, but in many places on the Cotswolds I see

no use for a ditch ; and my reason for condemning
them, where I can, is, that I have had a few sheep die

on their backs in them at different times. Rough grass

should not be permitted to grow long, for it encourages
those worst of all pests to farmers, the rabbits, and
there are not many of us who wish to do that, I am
sure ; for who can keep a good hedge or grow a good
crop of corn where they are permitted to dwell ? I

cannot speak too strongly against rabbits, for I am
quite sure, if landlords as a body could see and feel as

they ought to do with respect to them, and as I am
quite sure Colonel Kingscote feels, there would be
thousands more of happy homes in England. How
can a farmer be comfortable when he has tried his best

to secure good crops and afterwards sees them eaten up
by rabbits ? I will now say a few words on stone

fences. I cannot say much against them, but I would
say something in their favour. How many comfortable
buildings are made of stone walls ! This room would
feel somewhat chilly with ever such a good hedge
round it, if it were not for these four stone walls. Our
sheds and yards, too, would be the same for our cattle,

and one would almost be led to suppose thereby that

walls must keep the wind off our fields better than

hedges. With regard to the fly, I have often observed

cattle very restless between hedges, when they have

been comfortable between walls. Stone walls, if

properly kept up, make good fences, but if neglected,

like all other fences, often cause pounds of damage,
from cattle and sheep getting into the standing corn or

grass. It is vexing at the best of times to see cattle

trample down a lot of com, but when it is through the

farmer's own carelessness it is doubly annoying.

When fences get old their cost is something like

that of old harness, that costs more to keep it in

repair than new would cost. Mr. Burnett can bear

me out with respect to the old harness, for he once

gave it up, and had new, and was in pocket by it.

I have been rather surprised to see what bad founda-

tions some walls have been built upon, when a little

extra digging would have secured a good one ; hence

the many falls after an abund.ance of rain. The walls

themselves vary in height as much as do giants and

dwarfs, and even in the same wall we see them
a height of 7 feet in one place, and a few yards farther

on a height of about 2 feet. Can it be wondered at

that our own and our neighbour's cattle occasionally

eat of the same pasture ? In these days of foot-and-

mouth disease we cannot be too careful in keeping our

fences good, and our cattle at home. Another reason

for good fences is, that if cattle get out a few times

they learn the habits of the rover, and are never

satisfied at home. We should therefore try to have

the best of fences, and I believe we cannot have a

cheaper or better one than a good stone wall about

4 feet high, or at all events one high enough to keep

the cattle in, without risking the neck of the horse and
its rider. I say the " good " rider, for a bad one risks

his life over a 2-feet wall.

To bear me out in what I say, that we cannot have

better fences than walls—where there has been one

hedge made to part fields in this neighbourhood lately,

there have been 100 walls, where stone can easily be

dug on the land. It is a cleaner fence, both as regards

the weeds and the rabbits, than the hedge. But I will

not run down either the w.all or the hedge ; both are

useful, even to us on the hills, and what must the

hedge be to those who farm in the charming vale of

Berkeley ? Although the good trees do much damage
to hedges, I am not going to speak against them ; it is

to those worthless pollards and lots of others that I

wish to apply the axe. They neither add to the

beauty of the landscape nor put a fraction into the

landlord's pocket ; but their roots often come in

contact with the plough and its tackle, causing lots of

damage in a few years. I have known scarifiers never

go so well afterwards by getting in the roots ; and

wdiere there are many such trees, it is almost impos-

sible to keep a good fence, either a hedge or wall, for

the tops kill the hedges, and the roots throw down Ihe

walls. I had leave about twelve months ago to cut

down a worthless tree. I found that its roots r.an

under a wall, and it threw down a rod, and often two,

of wall twice and thrice a year ever since I can remem-
ber. I need scarcely say that I cut it down. Several

similar cases have occurred on the farm I occupy, but

not to the extent of damage ; but two cases of greater

loss—one in which an ox got hung in the branches of a

stick, and died in it ; and the other happened a few

weeks ago, where the death of a yearling happened

by its slipping into the water under the limb of an old

tree in t1/.leworth brook. I have often seen hats fall,

and I was going to say almost heads too, by coming in

contact with the low boughs of trees, generally speak-

ing, of worthless trees, for trees of any value usually

carry their branches higher. If landlords would con-

demn the worthless trees, as wolves were condemned

in England many years ago, even by slaying the last

one of them, I do not think any one would sing the

old song over them :
—

"Woodman, spare that tree."

Now for gales. What shall I say in respect lu llicm ?

First of all I would look al Ihe posls, and sec if they

are good and firm in the ground, fur if the hanging-

post is fbose, very likely the gale drags along the

ground, and gets injured by so doing, and often left
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part of the way open, when the cattle get out and do

lots of damage ; and if the falling-posts are loose the

wind blows the gate open, and the gate itself sliould

ever be kept in good repair. Whatever the excuse be

for having bad gates and posts, such excuse will never

justify those whose duty it is to keep them up or see

that they are kept up.

The Chairman {Colonel Kingscote, M.P.) agreed

with all Mr. Drew had said. There was no doubt but

that it would be great economy to have many of our

fences put straight ; and in the vale there surely were

too many fences, and by far too much timber in the

hedgerows. To have good hedges the management
must be very different. There was a great difference in

the appearance of hedges in Leicestershire and
Gloucestershire. lie did not believe in the system of

planting hedges on a bank, and when they were cut

leaving the Thorns in the ditch or on the bank. There
could be no really good fences where there were many
rabbits. As farmers had the hedges to keep, they

ought to be placed in the position to do so properly,

and have a right to kill rabbits. On our hills walls

made the best and cheapest fence. He believed that

if they were properly put up on a good foundation,

there would not be so many shards after heavy rains.

Farm Memoranda.
ROTUAMSTEAD, St. Alban's.—Bam Fi'M.—Ex-

periments on Sugar Beet, to be grown year after year on
thesameland, without manure, and with difierent descrip-

tions of manure, commencing 1S71. Previous cropping:
•

—

lS43-'4S {six seasons), experiments on Norfolk White
Turnips, withdifferent descriptions of manure ; iS49-'52

(four seasons), experiments on Swede Turnips, with dif-

ferent descriptions of manure ; lS53-'55 (three seasons),

Barley without manure (with a view as far as possible

to equalise the condition of the plots) ; iS56-'70

tural labourer have hitherto generally been below the

true market value of his services.

On the one side, accordingly, we have men like

Bishop Ellicot and Sir Baldwyn Leighton, inveighing

against those wlio would interfere between nuisteis and
men in districts where they are now, it may be

ignorantly or listlessly, agreed ; and on the other, men
like Mr. J. A. Campbell, of Rugby, wlio welcome the

idea of the union among labourers as the greatest bless-

ing that could befall that great class of Her Majesty's

subjects, and who desire the establishment of branch
unions in every parish.

The pamphlet, whose title is given above, is written

by a man who is anxious for the welfare of the labourer,

but who evidently hates with energy "the evils of

modern unionism." We take an extract from the

tract, which describes the method by which Farmer
Newstyle managed to keep all his good labourers, and
checkmate all attempts to sow discord betweeti them
and himself :

—

" Now this Newstyle was a Yorkshire man, lately come
into the district,—an active, energetic, intelligent farmer,

who certainly had the knack of getting round him all the

best labourers in the neighbourhood, and inducing tliem

to work for him in a way they would work for no one else,

as Oldsort had said. This was Newstyle's explanation of

his system (a very simple one) which was fast making him
one of the wealtliiest and best-to-do farmers in Westshire.

"You see, when I first came here five years ago, I

found wages at its. a-week, and the men doing about
two-thirds of a day's work for it, and though cottage

rents were certainly low, the gardens were very inadequate.

The first thing I did was to pick out the best labourers I

could find, and give them an extra shilling a-week, which
afterwfirds sent up wages all round u. a-week ; but, how-
ever, that's neither here nor there. One day my men (1

employ eight on my farm) came to me and said, quite

respectfully, they wanted me to consider if I could give

them a rise in wages. Well, I said, we'll talk about it.

Manures, I'ER Acre, per Annum.

Manlres, &c. Series 1.

Series 2. Series 3.

Each plot as| Each plot a<

series i.andcross- series t, and cross-

dressed with 550 dressed with 4cx)

lb. nitrate soda. lib. ammonia-salt:

Series 4. 1

Each plot as
series I, and cross-

dressed with 2000
lb. rape-cake, and
400 lb. ammonia-
salts.

Series 5.

Each plot as

series I, apd cross-

dressed with 2000
lb. rape-cake.

Farmyard manure (14 tons! .

Farmyard manure (14 tons),

and 3^ cwt, superphos-
phate of lime * .

.

. . )

Without manure (for 30 years)

3i cwt. superphosphate,
500 lb, sulphate potass,

200 lb. chloride sodium
(common salt), and
200 lb. sulphate magnesia

^)t cwL superphosphate

3i cwt. superphosphate, and \
500 lb. sulphate potass . . J

3^ cwt. superphosphate, and \

500 lb. sulphate potass,
'

and 36J lb. ammonia- I

salts 3 J
Without manure 1853 and

"J
since: previously part un-

(_

manured, and part super- I

phosphate J

Produce per Acre (Roots trimmed as for feeding, not as for Sugar making)

;

First Season, 1871,

tn. cwt.
iS 3

5 12

5 I

tn. cwt.

3 5

2 14

2 o

tn. cwt.

27 13

25 16

22 3

20 19

21 5

Leaves, Roots.

tn. cwt.

6 ig

5 15

S 12

3 14

3 13

21 15

IS 6

15 4

17 4

tn. cwt.

S 6

4 (3

4 16

3 19

3 4

tn. cwt.

26 4

25 2

19 i8

IQ i3

23 II

Leaves.

tn. cwt.

6 14

6 7

7 o

6 3

7 12

6 11

tn. cwt
28 18

25 4

20 16

iS 19

21 o

tn. cwt.

5 14

S 5

4 13

4 5

3 "

"Superphosphate of lime"—in all cases made from 200 lb. hone-ash, 150 lb, sulphuric acid sp. gr. 1.7 (and water).

In the first season, 1871, 3^ cwt. superphosphate, 300 lb. sulphate potass, 200 lb. sulphate soda, and 100 lb. sulphate magnesia.

"Ammonia-salts "—in each case equal parts sulphate and muriate of ammonia of commerce.

(15 seasons), experiments on Swede Turnips, with
different descriptions of manure, in which the arrange-

ment of the plots was the same, and that of the

manures very similar—in fact, exactly the same during

the last 10 years as in the Sugar Beet experiments,

excepting that, during that period, the alkalies were
omitted for the Swedes. Area under experiment, about
S acres. The experiments are arranged as above, in

five series, each of which comprises eight plots.

Itolkies
The Farm Labourer in 1872. By Sir Baldwyn

Leighton, Bart. Richard Bentley and Sons, ]S^e\v

Burlington Street.

It is an extremely difficult thing for a benevolent
spectator of the contest which has always more or less

e?dsted, and may now be said in many districts to rage

between masters and men in the very harvest field, as

to the terms of their agreement, to determine what is

the right advice to give to either or to both. On
the one side it is certain that with wages which
have been stationary for many years there is in

many districts an almost domestic relationship be-

tween the two classes, of great advantage to the weaker
side, which, for all but the robust and energetic

—

and they are not the ordinary rank and file of agricul-
tural labourers—it will cause much suffering to break
through. And, on the other hand, it is a fact proved
by the actual result of such efforts as those of Canon
Girdlestone and Mr. Arch, that the wages of the agricul-

How much do you want? ' Fifteen shillings a-week, and
we think we can do more work on that than on 12.7.' Very
well ; suppose I rise you to 15^. a week, then you'll be
able to pay me a full rent for your cottages, and you'll be
able to pay for your own beer and Potato ground ; and
subscribe to clubs, so that when you are sick you'll

require no help from me. And then I shall be able to do
with one or two men less, so that the worst will be
knocked off. ' If you please, sir,' they said, ' we should
like to talk this over amongst ourselves first,' Next
Monday morning, then, we'll have another talk.

" Next Monday morning they came with a different

story. ' If you please, sir, we've thought better about the
rise in wages, but could you let us each have a bit of

ground, for our gardens are very small, so that we cannot
keep a pig, nor grow vegetables for our families.' That
I will, I said, and a good deal more I've got to say to

you now. I've been thinking of our last conversation,

and this is what I propose to do :

" I. To give you all a piece of ground, besides your
present gardens, of a quarter to one-third of an acre, as
conveniently as I can make it, for which you shall pay the

same rent as I do. I've settled it with my landlord, who
is quite agreeable.

"2. To give you as much task-work as possible, so
that you'll be able to earn 2j. or 3^^. a-week more.
Turning manure, and many other things we've hitherto

done by day work, we'll do by piece-work.

"3- To give you all an interest in my profits. You
know the shepherd already gets so much on each lamb

;

now I mean you all to be able to earn something in your
separate departments in this way. I divide you into two
gangs—the men that attend chiefly to the stock, cowmen,
shepherds, pigmen ; and the men that attend mostly to

the crops—ploughmen, waggoners, Sic. For every lamb
that is reared after the fijrst 50 I shall allow 6d. ; for every

lamb after the first 150 I shall allow is. I expect about
200 lambs this year, so that the shepherd may get about
100 sixpences .ind 50 shillings, that is £s- i^ he raises
200 lambs. Then, for every calf born I shall allow the
cowman 2s. 6<A ; for every litter of pigs reared, ^(f. a pig,
and for every pig fatted something more. Then, for the
lat stock, for every beast sold, I shall allow the man who
looks after them is. in thcji^i on the profit. If I buy ten
beasts for ^200 and sell them for^3oo, that will be exactly
100 shillings, or £^, for the man who looks after Ihom.
"Then, as to the crops, that is white crops (I don't

reckon the others), my land on an average produces
25 bush, to the acre. Now, for every extra bushel which
by good cultivation, deep ploughing, or extra carefulness

and labour it may be made to give, I shall divide one
shilling per bushel among the crop-men. Thus, if on my
100 acres of Wheat next year I get 28 bush, instead of

25, that will be 300 shillings, or j^i5 to divide among
those four men ; and, as I believe, with better cultivation

and care, it may be made to produce nearly 30 bush, to

the acre, there would be 500 shillings, or £2$, to divide

among the four men, or £6 ^s. each.
" 4. But besides these profits, which I do not consider

will come out of my pocket, but out of your increased
labour and work, I propose to allow to one or two of you
wlio have saved money {say ;^2o) the run of a cow on my
farm at 2s. 6if. a week, as they do in Northumberland.
(This was received with very strong expressions of
approval.)

" That is my scheme : I have since made one altera-

tion in giving to the pigman every year the least fat of all

my bacon pigs, instead of allowing him to keep one for

himself ; the consequence of which is that they are all so
fat it is impossible to select the leanest. The system has
been going on now for three years come next autumn,
with tlie most satisfactory results. I have only lost one
calf in that time, whereas I used formerly to think myself
lucky if I only lost two a year ; lambs and pigs in the
same proportion. My land, that before never produced
more than 28 bush, to the acre, and generally 25 or 26,

last year gave 31, and will, I beheve, average that for the
future. I believe I am making money twice as fast as any
farmer in Westshire ; and I never knew before that it was
possible for farming to make such profits. My men are
perfectly satisfied, and do double the work they did
before, getting in addition more than half their former
income. I reckon that without raising wages above what
I raised them when I first came, namely, from lis. to 12s.

a week (and leaving privileges and cottage rents as they
were), my ordinary labourers are getting from ids. "to 19J.

a week in this way :

—

Per Week.
Allotment of land equal about J^.\ of profit, or .

.

. . is. 6ci.

Task-work during half the year at 3.?., or .. ..16
Industrial profits in the farm, ^5 to j^7, say ,. .. 26
Weekly wages . . .

.

.

.

. . . . ..120
Harvest 50^., or .. .. .. .. .. ..10

"Besides this, they have beer and cheap cottages,

gleaning privileges, and carriage of coal. Sunday men
get an extra shilling, and those that keep a cow get 5^. a-

week more out of it, so that my Iiead waggoner, who
keeps a cow, must be getting over 25J. a-week, including
all allowances, and yet I have never raised his weekly
wages directly.

" The other day there was a meeting to form a Union in

the next village, and my men attended at my request.

They were hooted for refusing to join, but when they ex-
plained what they were earning they had the laugh on their

side ; and some London agitators, who had comedown to

speak, declared publicly that if all the farmers acted as I

did, their occupation would begone. I believe no Union
or agitation, or strike, would have any effect on my men.
I overheard one say to another a few days ago, ' We want
no strikers here.' As for the labourers with cows, the
offer of another 3^-. or 4J-. a-week beyond their present
earnings would not tempt them to go elsewhere. The
men seem very grateful to me for what I have done,
though, except m treating them kindly and intelligently, I

am doing nothing but consulting my own interests, and
they certainly work harder on my farm than anywhere else

this side of the Trent."
" Well, Newstyle, I hope the other farmers will soon do

the same as you, and then we shall have no more discon-

tent and agitation, I think I can do something to forward
your system by letting some of the best men about here
have a few acres of land to keep a cow. There's a small
place of 20 acres at the other side of the village, which will

fall in this next year at latest, for they tell me the old man
will never get out of bed again. If I can find four or five

labourers on the estate who have saved money I'll parcel

it out among them as cowland, instead of reletting it as a
farm."

"I'm sure," said Mr, Newstyle, "it will be a great

boon to them, and a great advantage to the estate ; if you're

careful in the selection, it will be the means of keeping our
best men in the district, and, except on my farm, we are fast

losing all our best workmen ; the old ones are getting past

their work, and the young ones go elsewhere.
"

" Do you think your men are equal to Northumberland
labourers?"

" They're fast becoming so ; my best men are quite equal
to them, and getting as high wages. I have just intro-

duced another mode of payment (consequent on the rise

of Wheat), by allowing is. per week extra when W^heat is

quoted in the county paper at -js. per bush, or over. When
Wheat is high, you see, the farmer benefits and the labourer

suffers. And yet he is the only employer of labour who is

affected by the rise and fall, so I consider such an allowance
only a fair one."

But how is it," said his landlord to Newstyle, "that
other farmers do not follow your example ?

"

"Well, they don't seem to like to alter anything; and
they can't beheve but,that the extra money comes out of

their pockets, whereas in reality it is coming in."

" Why not make known your system more widely at

some Farmers' Club, or Chamber of Agriculture ?
"

'

' Well you see, sir, it's my trade. I don't wish to make

.
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any particular secret of it, but I don't see why I should

go about telling every one how to rival me in my own
business,"

Miscellaneous.
Mr. H. Biddell on Sugar-Beet Cultivation.

—In regard to green manure, it must not be forgotten

that most of the roots were grown after a white straw

crop. At the same time, if there was an early lot of

Peas and Mustard, or some other green plant, put on

and ploughed in, that, no doubt, would be a good pre-

paration for the Sugar-Beet. His experience of green

manure was rather favourable. He remembered when
he tried it it came out very well, but, like a good many
other people, he did not follow up that which was
beneficial so closely as perhaps he ought to have done.

Allusion had been made to the soaking of the seed.

He remembered many years back making some experi-

ments with Turnip seed. He tried ordinary water by
the side of various solutions, but in that he found there

was but very little difference indeed. If, however, a

preparation was made so as to break the husky
fibre of the Sugar-Beet seed, it might possibly

have the effect of enabling them to obtain a plant

seven or eight days earlier, which must sometimes be a

benefit, so that he did not altogether despise that.

Then, as to the time of taking up Beetroot, he could

not help thinking that frequently they were a little too

fast. He often found that his roots which had been
taken up early did not weigh so well as he hoped,

and, on the contrary, those that had been taken up late

came to much more than he anticipated. Though the

leaves of the plant might by their sereness indicate the

termination of growth, yet there was no doubt but that

the roots continued to swell. With reference to the

profit of Sugar-Beet roots, it should not be forgotten

that they had been introduced so far in times when
both corn and meat were high. In regard to the

yield of the Sugar-Beet in comparison with the common
Beet, he might say that he had tried it side by side last

,

year in different places, and he was surprised at the

little difference there was. Mention had been made of
:

the great amount of labour there was connected with

Sugar-Beet ; but he (Mr. Biddell) never got money
worth mentioning without some trouble. Profit was
generally lound to be the result of well-directed effort

—

according to the old proverb, "Without pains there

are no gains"—and, therefore, if it was a troublesome
crop, it might be accordingly profitable. He was
much struck with the remark as to those gentlemen
who grew Sugar-Beet so largely. There was no doubt
that they did not do it because they found it so very
profitable to grow the root itself, but because the

profit came afterwards in the manufacture into sugar,

and, therefore, it was to be hoped that the growers of

the roots in this locality might have a larger share in

those profits. If the manufacturers gave the growers
only 10 per cent, out of their profits, there was very
little doubt but that the roots would be more exten-

sively grown.

Cfee Week's mmk
Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire : August 26.—The

last fortnight having proved all that could possibly be
desired for harvest work, we have been enabled to

carry all the Wheat in excellent condition, and some
portion of the Oats and Barley. The Wheat that has
been threshed appears to be of fair quality and weight,

but the yield will prove it to be below an average,

and, as the Potatos are very extensively diseased, the

present price will most probably be maintained, if not

enhanced before next harvest. The stock of old

Wheat was never remembered to be so low. To-day
there have been storms, but it is to be hoped the weather
will not be long unsettled, y. H.

North Wilts: August 2(i.—Great progress has been
made with the harvest since the fine weather set in.

Most of the Wheat in rick; Oats chiefly cut ; Bailey
following ; crops generally much as has been stated in

former reports. A little further continuation of such
glorious weather will settle for the present many of the

harassing subjects that have cropped up this season,

especially the labour question. Root crops are

rapidly improving, but hoeing has been unavoidably
neglected to a great extent. Foot-and-mouth generally

prevalent, and very serious. C. IV. M.
South Northumberland:

—

Aug. 22. — Slight shower in morning, but fine dry day. Cut-
ting Oats with two reapers.

,, 23.— Fine dry day. Finished cutting Oats. One reaper
cutting Barley.

„ 24.— Fine day, but threatening a change. Cutting Wheat
with two reapers, and Barley with one.

,, 25.—Very wet all day.

,, 26.-Very wet. ftlen setting up corn, and making ropes
for thatching,

,, 27.—Dull but dry. Cutting Wheat and Barley.

General: Oats better than expected ; Turnips growing
luxuriantly. Prospective : Cutting Bariey and Oats,
and carrying, if weather permit. Potatos going fast,
especially finer kinds. A. IV. D.
Ross-shire, August 27.—We have been engagedm finishing the hoeing of Turnips, and in drill-harrow-

mg them. For these purposes the weather hasbeenmuch
more favourable. We have also been doing all odds
and ends of work preparatory to harvest, the work of

which is now beginning, and will next week be general.

The heavier crops will be very costly to harvest, and
much of the Wheat will be little worth when har-

vested. Potato disease is advancing at a tremendous
rate, and in the richer fields few of them will be saved.

West Gloucester : August 27. — The weather
during the last fortnight has been all that can be desired

for the ingathering of the grain crops. Every exertion

has been made, both with machines and hooks, to get

off the corn, and in a few days the bulk will be safely

stacked. Had the stormy weather continued, the

consequences might have been serious, for hands here-

abouts are scarce, and prices for cutting high. Thresh-
ing machines are busy, and the yield per acre below
an average in most cases. F, W.
West Sussex : August 27.—Harvest is now all but

over, and all in good order. We had two weeks of

the very best weather, and were able to carry every

day ; and though perhaps now and then there has been
a little sprouted, yet there is not enough to injure the

quality, and the crop will be better than we expected.

On the low rich lands a good deal has been down, and
some a little blighted, but still it is a good crop, and
on the higher and poorer land the showery summer
has been very beneficial. The Potatos are perhaps

more universally diseased than ever. Many people are

now digging, and the crop is good, and few of the

roots yet affected ; but there is no prospect of their

keeping, and the consequence will be that the market
will be over supplied now, and prices low, and as the

season advances the reverse will be the case. Potato

Iture seems to be a great difficulty ; if we plant

early, to escape the disease, they grow out and are

spoiled before they are fit to dig, and if we plant late

they are more diseased. And it is no use for wise men
to recommend other vegetables as a substitute, for the

masses will have them or bread. The ploughs are

again at work for Rye, Trifolium, &c., and getting the

Pea stubble turned over so as to work it well and
clean it ; and there will not be much time to spare

before Wheat sowing is pressing upon us. G. S.

Tiptree : August 28.—We are threshing white
Rough Chaff Wheat direct from the field. The kernels

are, many of them, shrivelled and imperfectly formed.

It appears clearly to me that this has been caused by a

rotting of many of the fibres of the Wheat plant, owing
to the constantly saturated state of the soil, the plant

being thus unable to mature perfectly its kernels. This
and the hailstorm will reduce many crops of Wheat to

2 and 3 qr. per acre, instead of the expected 4 or 5.

We finish harvest (including Beans) on the 30th or 31st,

weather permitting. Mangel will not be a great crop

on the heavy lands, so many of its fibres having been
rotted by wet. J. J. Mcchi.

Notices to Correspondents.
Piggeries: J. C, being about to build a piggery, will

be glad if any of our readers can give him the best

style of doing so, and how the doors of sleeping houses
should be fitted up.

arh^ts*
SEED MARKET.

The seed trade continues in the quiet state which has
characterised it for many weeks past. The two articles

most in request just now are winter Tares and Trifolium

incarnatum, but the demand for these is not active ; the

small orders which come to hand are executed at late

rates. New Rye for sowing moves off" pretty freely. The
samples of new white Mustard seed which have appeared
at market are for the most part very indifferent ; values

are not yet fixed. Fine Rape seed is scarce, prices are

consequently tending upwards. As yet there is no
business passing in either Clover or I'refoil seed. Bird

seeds are unchanged. Of feeding Linseed there is a short

supply. New French Italian can be bought at a low
figure. John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants,

37, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET,
Monday, Aug. 26.

We have a larger supply of both English and foreign

Beasts ; trade is slow, and last Monday's quotations are

not realised toniay. The number of Sheep is not much
larger ; small choice qualities are in demand, at rather

higher rates, otherwise there is very little alteration m the

trade. There is very little demand for Lambs. Choice
Calves are still dear. Our foreign supply consists of

800 Beasts, 7230 Sheep, and 215 Calves ; from Ireland

there are 120 Beasts; from Norfolk and Suffolk, 10;

and 1800 from the Midland and Home Counties.

{Per stone of 81b.}

s. (t. s. d. I s, d. s. d.

Best Scots, Here- 1 Best Long-wools 6 4106 8

fords, &c. . . 5 8to5 10 Do. Shorn .. . . — .

.

Best Shorthorns .. 5 4— 5 6 Ewes & 2d quality 5 o—5 8

2d quality Beasts 4 o—4 10 Do, Shorn .. .. — ..

Best Downs and Lambs .. ..6 4—7 8

Half-breds .. 6 8—7 o, Calves .. -.5 o—6 4

Do. Shorn .. .. — .. I Pigs .. ..4 o—5 o

Beasts, 2830 ; Sheep and Lambs, 15,970 ; Calves, 220 ; Pigs, 100,

Thursday, Aug. 29.

We have a very short supply of Beasts, and, although
trade is slow, Monday's quotations for choice qualities

are rather exceeded. The number of Sheep is also very

small ; they are readily disposed of, at fully Monday's
rates. A very few choice Lambs are in demand. There
being no foreign Calves on otTer, the English are making
high prices. There are 50 Milch Cows on offer ; they

are selling dearer. Our foreign supply consists of 115
Beasts and 2780 Sheep.

(Per stone of 8 lb.)

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns ..

2d quality Beasts
Best Downs and
Half-breds

Do. Shorn

s. d. s. d.

8to6

4—5

Best Long-wools
Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality

Do, Shorn
Lambs
Calves
Pigs

Beasts, 880 ; Sheep and Lambs, 7500 ; Calves, 140

6 8-7

s. d. s. d.

6 6to6 8

4 4—5 o
Pigs, 40.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET, Aug. 2g.

Best Fresh Butter 1 5j. per dozen lb.

Second do. do. 13J. „
Small Pork, ^s. Zd. to sx. od. : Large Pork, ^s. od. to

4s. 4d. per 8 lb.

HAY,—Per Lead 0/^6 Trusses,

Smithfield, Thursday, Aug. 29.

Clover, old .

.

Inferior do. ..

Prime MeadowHay, 751.10 85^,

Inferior do 30 65
New do 67 75
Inferior do 30 55
Straw 40 44

New do.

Inferior do.

ioi-,t0
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JAMES WATTS AND CO., Hothouse Builders
and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

200 CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and
f^ \y \^ LIGHTS, all sizes. Glazed and Painted complete, ready
for immediate use, packed ana sent to all parts of the Kint^dora.

6 feet by 4 feet, 5*. each.

most of the

_...ne GREENHOUSE LIGHTS,
GLASSES, all sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gcntrj', and Trade
Counlies in England.

Latest Improvements
IN

HEATING by HOT WATER.
fPHE IMPROVED
J- CONICAL BOILERS for

HEATING PINERIES, CONSER-
V.-VrORIES, GREENHOUSES,
MANSIONS, HALLS. WARE-
HOUSES, &C

Solely Manufactured by
POLLARD, JEPHSON, and CO.,

(late Burv' & Pollard, Successors to

John R. Pcill, late Stephenson &
Peill.)

These BOILERS are adapted for
setting; in Brickwork, or as snown in

sketch they require no Brickwork.

Price Lists free by post.

Bear Garden, New Park Street,
Southwark, London, S.E.

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

2S9, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwardiid on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c.. So.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock.

^ TENDERS given for HEATING CHURCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

BY KOYAL LETTEES PATENT.

NEW BOILER.

THE EXCELLENTIA
[Title Registered]

(A'fl< "EXCELSIOR," " iefirc advertised),

"EXCELS ALL."

JOHN ^WARNER & SONS,
8, CRESCENT, CRIPPLEGATE, LONDON.

<^c^c^-
PORTABLE PUMPS

For Manure or Water. GARDEN PUMPS.

AQUAJECTS.

CAST-IRON COLONIAL PUMPS.

JOHN WARNER AND SON'S "HORTICULTURAL LIST" for the present season will be forwarded

Post Free upon application, containing Illustrations and Prices of GARDEN ENGINES, AQUAJECTS, WATER
BARROWS, PORTABLE FIRE and GARDEN ENGINES, CONSERVATORY PUMPS, HOSE REELS,
COLONIAL PUMPS, FORCE PUMPS. PORTABLE PUMPS, CHAIN PUMPS, GARDEN PUMPS,
kBR.\NCH PIPES, SYRINGES, FOUNTAIN JETS, FUMIGATORS, METALLIC STRING, &c., &c.

New Pump, Plumbers' Braziery and Bell Catalogues.

GARDEN ENGINES.

WATER BARROWS.

S. Owens & Co.,
IHYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,

WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.G.

THE IMPBO'\raD SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC BAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, which works day and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.
*~^

No. 37.

No. 63.

No.

of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanized Iron Tubs.

as designed for the

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES,

No. 543. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER,
Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
Steam Power.

463. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Gardens, &c.

No. 49a. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. so and 542. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS. WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSEPIPES, &c., &c. Particulars taken in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

No. 39*. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for
Garden use.
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Perfection In Heating.JG. S M E A T O N AND CO.,
• Horticultural Architects and Builders, Hot-water

and Steam-heating Engineers,
71, Hanvood Road,

WaJham Green, Fulham,
London, S.W,

Consultations in all parts of the Kingdom.
Plans and Estimates gratis.

Efficiency in all branches guaranteed.

p O N S E R V A T O B A S K E tT.

Strained Wire Espahcr
Trainers, for all kinds of

Fruit Trees, &c.; Garden
Fencing, Rabbit proof;

Trellis Wire Work, for

Gardens and Conser-

vatories ; Wire Work
Covered Ways, for Gar
dens, Pleasure Grounds
Sic. ; Wire Work Rose
Fences, Roseries, Ar
hours, Summer Houses
&c. ; Wire Work \ t e

Baskets ; Suspend ng
Baskets for Conserva
tories ; WireWork Flo er

Stands for Conserva
tories ; Aviaries for Con
servatories, Phea n

tries, &c.
Conservatories f

lip witli Trellis \No
I'lower Stands, Bask
Wires, &c.

All kinds of W
Work made to order

R. HOLLIDA\
Horticultural and Tl

Wire Works, 2A, fortn

bello Terrace, Notting
Hill Gate, London, W.
Illustrated CataJoguesol

>i,Ai-nu*,^w the above on application.

See large Advertisement in Gardeners' Chronicle for April 6. p . 486.

OTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
COW FITTINGS.

The
pleasu

ad\antages are—
; no Woodwork c

.P rtib I ly n t i \lurcs rcmo able at

pleasure ; no Woodwork or Partitions to impede \ cntiJation or brc I

Vermin; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width

and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop

Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to

infection, being all of Iron. Price of FittinRs per Cow, 55*- ,,„ ,

Prospectuses tree of COTTAM and CO., Ironworks, 2, Winsley

Street {opposite the Pantheon, Oxford Street, London, W.), where the

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements

in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

TRADE MARK.

£D AT STATIONEBS HALL

CARSONS' PAINT,

Patronised by The Queen

H
Greenhouses, Conservatories, and Hothouses.
FREEMAN and SONS, io6, Mare Street,

Hackney, E, Established 30 years. Good and substantial

...ade GREENHOUSES, Painted and t^.jaied, ready for Fixing,

.12 feet long 13 feet wide, Cso: 21 feet by 13 feet, ,C=8 : laj^ feet by

10 feet, £15. A handsome CONSERVATORY on hand, 35!^ Icet by
18/ect, jfiiio.

OIR J. PAXTONS HOTHOUSES
^ for the MILLION are Simple,

Cheap, and Portable.

Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tichbome Street, Regent

Quadrant, W., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

w. H. LASCELLES, Horticultural Builder,
r'nsbary Steam Jonery Works i i Bunhill Pow London

l-.,i.,.,.,.^, L....i. oil application f.ir GREENHOUSES and CON-
SEKVAXUklLla of all kinds, and to any Design.

GARDEN LIGHTS and BOXES. Each

3 feet by 4 feet Lights, 2 inches thick, unglazed 3S'

j^ ,,
glazed, 16-oz. good sheet glass .. .. oj.

6 feet „ II 2 inches thick, unglazed 5^'

,, ,,
glazed, i6 oz. good sheet glass .. iis.

Portable Box containing one 6 feet by 4 feet Light, painted four

coats, ready for use 3P^-

Portable Box containing two ditto, 6 feel by 8 feet 55^-

H
Iml>ro-ved Conical.

OT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials supplied for HEATING

GREENHOUSES, Tubular Boiler, -with
HOTHOUSES, ll'aecrBars.

CONSERVATORIES,
CHURCHES,
PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, &c.

HOT-WATER
PIPES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and
T Pieces, Syphons, and
every other connection
kept in stock. -—*"!

W R 'J U G H T and '^i
cast-iron CONI-
CAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CnNI._,
CAL, also ELLIPTIC nl
BOILERS. \.

Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
with or without Water-bars.

CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,
for use without brickwork.

Ttdmlar Boiler. Patent

THROTTLE
and otherVALVES,

FURNACE DOORS, BARS,
and

FURNACE WORK
of every description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS
for Pipe Joints ; Sockets re-

quire no other packing, and
are perfectly water-tight.

Goods, of the very best manufacture, delivered at Railway or

Wharf in London.

LYNCH WHITE, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

London, S.E. (Surrey side of Blackfriars Bridge).
Price List on application.

ROYAL SCHOOL of MINES.
DEPARTMENT of SCIENCE and ART.

During the TWENTY-SECOND SESSION, 1872-73, which will
COMMENCE on OCTOBER r, the following COURSES of
LECTURES and PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATIONS will be
given :

—

1. Chemistry. By E. Frankland, Ph.D., F.R.S.
2. Melallurgy. By John Percy, M.D., F.R.S.

3. Natural History. By T. H. Huxley, LL.D., F.R.S.
a,. Mineralogy. 1 By Warrington W. Smyth, M.A., F.R,S.,
5. Mining. ) Chainnan.
6. Geology. By A. C. Ramsay, LL.D., F.R.S.
7. Applied Mechanics. By T. M. Goodeve, ^I.A.
8. Physics. By Frederick Guthrie, Ph. D.J F.R.S.
9. Mechanical Drawing. By Rev. J. H. Edgar, M.A.

The Fee for Students desirous of becoming Associates is ;J|30 in one
sum, on entrance, or two annual payments of ;^20, exclusive of the
Laboratories.
Pupils are received in the Chemical Laboratory, under the direction

of Dr. Frankland, and in the Metallurgical Laboratory*, under the
direction of Dr. Percy. These Laboratories will be reopened on
October I.

Tickets to separate Courses of Lectures are issued at j^g and £4 each.
Officers in the Queen's Service, Her Majesty's Consuls, Acting

Mining Agents and Managers, may obtain Tickets at reduced prices.
Science Teachers are also admitted to the Lectures at reduced fees.
His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales grants Two Scholarships,

and several others have also been established by Government.
For a Prospectus and information apply to the Registrar, Royal

School of Mines, Jermyn Street, London, S.W.
TRENHAM REEKS, Registrar.

Note.—By order of the Lords of the Committee of Council on
Education, the instruction in Chemistrj', Physics, and Natural
History, &c., will be given in the New Buildings, in the Exhibition
Road, South Kensington, W.

Instruction in scientific and Practical Horticulture^
BRUNSWICK SCHOOL, Leamington, Warwickshire.

Established, 1856.
This School offers peculiar advantages to Youths destined to

Horticultural pursuits, the Principal being Proprietor of the well-
known old established Kanelagh Gardens. These contain Houses
comprising about 60.000 feet of glass, chiefly devoted to FRUIT
CULTURE, under the management of a very successful Grower, and
are within three minutes' walk of the School.

Pupils from this School have distinguished themselves at the
University Local, the Civil Service, the Preliminary Law, and
Drawing Examinations.

I'rospectus of School, with Sketch of Gardens, on application
JOHN IT HAWLEY.

MONEY.—IMMEDIATE CASH A"CC6MM0DA-
TION may be obtained for long or short periods, at the

EASTERN COUNTIES MONETARY ADVANCE and DIS-
COUNT BANK (private), 3, Kingsland Road (City end), London, E.,
without publicity, exorbitant interest, or unnecessary expense, upon
persons' own security, Freehold and Leasehold Properly, Life Policies,
Furniture without removal. Farming Stock, Crops, &c. A personal
interview preferred. If by tetter, address H. W. HAMMOND,
Secretary. Established 1840.

Elliptic Boiler.

rONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L " SADDLE
BOILER

And 7000 of the Nobility and Gentry, for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK:
And is proved, after a teit ol upwards of 70 years, to surpass .^ny

other Paint. It is especially applicable to Iron Roofing, Park l-cnc-

ingi Farm and other Buildings, Bridges, Hurdling, Farm [mplements

Carts and Waggons, tSatcs, &c., and all exposed \Vork, eflecting a

Saving of more tlian 50 per cent.

CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.

It is sold in a fine powder, will keep any length of time, and requires

neither grinding nor straining, but simply to be mi^^ed as per ' Direc-

tions for Use," thus avoiding the waste of paints sold mixed ready

^°^ ""
COLOURS. Per cwt.

White, Stone Colours, and Buff Z^^-

Oak, Lead, Reds, Purple Brown, and Bronze Green. . . . 26J.

Light Lead, 23s. Chocolate and Black 2-1*.

Greens and Blues 421.

Prepared Oil Mixture for the Antl-Corrosiou.

Oils, Turpeniine, \'arnishe3, Brushes, &c.

CARSONS' PAINT,
For Public Ediljccs, Mansions, Villas, and every kind of Brick.

Stone, Compo, &c., is unrivalled, and is tlie only Pauit that will

elTcctually resist the rays of the sun upon

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, FRAMES, &c.

2 CWT. FREE TO ALL STATIONS.
Patterns and Testimonials sent Post Free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
I.A BELI.E SAUVAGE YARD,

LTJDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.;

And 21, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin.

NO AGENTS.

CARSONS' PAINT.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,

with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and

over top of saddle increases the heating surface to suck an extent

that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the

amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at the

same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made of the follow-

ing sizes:—

Sizes.

High.

3^

48

Long.
18 in.

34 M
30 t.

24 >•

30 „
36 „

tl
..

To heat of
4-in. Pipe.

Feet.
300
400
500
700
850

1,000
I,JOO

1,800

2,600

4.500
7,000
10,000

Price.

C s.d.

=5
35

Now Ready, with 17 Plates, Price 10s. 6d.,

THE CLEMATIS as a GARDEN FLOWER :

being Descriptions of the Hardy Species and Varieties ol Cle-
matis, or Virgin's Bower, with Select and Classified Lists, Directions
for Cultivation, and Suggestions as to the purposes for which they are
adapted in Modern Cardening. By Thomas Moore, F.L.S., and
George Jackman, F.R.H.S.

London: JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.
Now ready, price is., (ree by post for 13 stamps, with q Illustrations,

TTALY in ENGLAND; a Practical Treatise on the
JL Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid
of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.G. ; through all

Booksellers, and of
BEN J. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thamca.

THE SYDNEY MATT;
AND

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents :

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIKE ill SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engr.ivc:d specially for

this Journal).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-
out the Australian Colonics, New Zealand, Polynesia.

&€. It contains a Large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Subscription in advance, £1 per annum.
Single Copies, 4rf. ; Stamped, 51/.

Pubhshing OiSce—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

And arc kept in Stoclt and sold only by the Inventors and Patentees,

J. Jones & SONS.

Price Lists ol HOT-WATER PIPES and Connections, with

Boiler?, of ali sizes and shape, ; or ES ITMATES for HtJf.WATER
APPARATUS, erected complete, will be sent on application.

J. JONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Bankside, Southward,

London, S.E.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
whicli must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL.

London ., Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.
;

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's I^ine, Lom-
bard Street, E.C. ; Messrs. Gordon &
Gotch, 121, Holbom Hill, E.C.

Birminfihani . . Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool ., Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street,

Bristol .. Janios & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
lUiildings.

Edinburgh .. Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow .. W. Porlcous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers,
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Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

DESCRIPTIVK BOTANY: OR, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Sell

Instruction and the Use Df Schools. I'rice is.

MEDICAL and CKCONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed

In 1 vol. 8vo, with r

Mcdi
rous Woodcuts, priceDemesne CEconomy.

71. (xi.

SCHOOL BOTANY; OR, The Rudiments of
Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

Jlluslnitions, price 5s. 6d.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structural
AND PHVSiOLOGiCAt. With a Glossary ol Technical Terms,

and numeious Illustrations. 121. cloth.

This completes the scries of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor LiNDLEV, of which "School Botany," and "The Vegetable

Kingdom," form the other parts.

The first two Parts of Tin: Elements of Botan\-, comprising

Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Technical

Temis, are published in one octavo volume, price 12s.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for Medical

and other Students who have made themselves aciiuaiiitcd with the

Author's " School Bot.my."
N.B. The t.;iossar\' m.iy be had separately, price 55.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM ; OR, The
Strvctube, Cl.\ssification, and Uses of Plants. lliustiTiicd

upon the Natural System, In One Volume, 8vo, cloth, price 3(is , with

upwards of "loo Illustrations.

l!.XTKACT FROM THE AUTHOR S PREFACE.
"The Vegetable Kingdom contains, among a large quantity ol

plantsof no known importance to man, various useful species employed
in medicine, the arts, or in the many branches of domestic ceconomy.

The principal part of those which can be brought by le.icliers in

Europe under the notice of students, or which, from their great

importance, deserve to be among the earliest subjects of study, are

mentioned in the following pages, where they are arranged in the

manner projioscd in the ' \ fgktable Kingdom ' of the author, with

the sequence of matter dep.irted from in a few instances, when it was
believed that the convenience of younger students would be consulted

by doing so. The author trusts that this selection will be found to

have been made in such a way that all teachers who possess rcasnnablj

extensive means of illustrating their lectures, and all Botanic

Gardens, may furnish the larger part of the species which are men-
tioned. A sm-ill selection was indispensable ; firstly, because a
greater work would have been beyond the reach of the majority of

purchasers: and secondly, because experience shows us that those

who have to study a science of observation, such as Botany, rcauire to

concentrate their attention, in the first instance, upon a limited

number of obiccts."

London : BRADBURY. E\'AN'S, and CO., 10. Bouverie Street. E.C.

Silver Medal, 1873.

JEMMETT'S farm ACCOUNT BOOK.—
" Superior to any we h.avc seen."—The Times.

" Concise and simple "^jatius SattJoscH, Esq.
" Shall do my best to recommend it wherever and whenever I have

an opportunity!"

—

John Bailey Pnilcm. Esq.

SIMPKIN, London : LOVEJOY, Reading.

WANTED, a COPY of GORDON'S PINETUM,
with SUPPLEMENT, complete. State Price, &c., to

SEN EX, Gardners' ChrviiicU Office, W.C.

Notice.

(By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society,)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE
to the Advertlser.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, 59, Fleet Street, E. C

BY the RETIREMENT of one of the PARTNERS,
an active WORKING GARDENER may obtain a PARTNER-

SHIP in a sm.-ill Nursery and Jobbing Business, on long Lease, in

Islington, on moderate terms.—Apply to Mr. ROE,20, WiUiam Street,

New North Road, Islington, London, N.

NURSERY MANAGER.—WANTED, for a Nursery
in the neighbourhood of London, a thoroughly competent Man,

ot good education and address, conversant with the general routine of

the Nurserj- business, including all kinds of indoor and outdoor cul-

tivation.—Apply, in the first instance by letter only, to Z., James
Vcitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nurser>', Chelsea, S.W.

WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER {maixied, with-

out familyl, where two others are kept. Wife to attend to

Lodge. Unexceptionable references as to honesty, sobriety, indus-

try, itc, required.—Address, slating age, qualifications, and salary

required, to X., So, Cheapside, London, E.C.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a single MAN, or if

married, without family, who has a thorough knowledge of

American Plants and Rhododendrons, also of their Propagation, to

take entire Management of about Six Acres of Ground devoted to

their cultivation. A cottage on the place. Unexceptionable references

as to general character and experience will be indispensable.—Apply

by letter only, stating wages required, to WILLIAM ROLLISSON
AND SONS, The Nurseries, Tooting, London, S.W.

WANTED, a MAN.—One who has been accustomed
to Kitchen and Flower Gardening preferred. Wages 151. per

week.—W. W. RENNIE, Gardener to H. Coore, Esq,, Scruton Hall,

Bedale.

WANTED, near Town, northern district, a MAN
who has been accustomed to grow Flowers and Fruit for

Market.—Apply, by letter only, stating age. reference, and if married,

to N J., 16, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.

WANTED, as SECOND GARDENER, a married
Man, without family. He must thoroughly understand his

duties Would live in lodge. Wages, including vegetables and milk,

15J. a week.—WILLIAM HENDERSON, Henley Park, Henley-on-

Thames,

WANTED. IMMEDIATELY, a good Second Man,
as UNDER-GARDENER. Must thoroughly understand his

work. Good character indispensable. Married preferred. Wife to

attend Poultry. Wa^es, i3s. per week, with cottage.—Apply, with

full particulars, to J. HAYNES, Kearsney Abbey, near Dover, Kent.

MARRIED LABOURER.—Messrs. Veitch & Sons
wish to MEET with a respectable MARRIED COUPLE, to

live at their Putney Vale Nursery. The Man to work principally

amongst the Roses; the Wife to provide for two or three young Men,
also employed in the Nurserj-, and who lodge in the house. A married
Couple without family preferred.—.^pply either at the Nursery, King's

Road, Chelsea ; or at the Nursery, Coombe Wood, Kingston Hill.

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.
T¥7"M. CU IBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
V T have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bc.ir tlie strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
m.Tking application would save time by clearly slating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.— Highgatc Nurseries. London, N.

ip
XPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER

-i and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to
Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENT)ERSONANnSUN,Wclling^nNurscry, St. John's Wood, N.W.
/ :» ARDKNER (IIkai:)).—Age 34, married, without
V_-^ family ; thoroughly practical. Can "be highly recommended.—
KO BERT LaING , TiUwood Lodge, Crawley Down, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30. single;
all branches of tlie profession,—R. W., liarriiij

up in

igton, Spiisby,

/^ARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, with only
V-' one child (age 15), Can be well recommended. Thoroughly
practical.—A. /.., I'l.si < Mlico, Uckficld, Sussex,

/^.-\RDEN1':H (Hkad), to any Lady" or 'Gentleman.—
^* Middle-aged, widower, no family; thoroughly practical in all

branches of Gardening necessary for a Gentleman's Establishment.

—

HDKTUS, A. Edwards, North Road, Highgatc. N.

C;^ARDENER (Head), a^e 37, married. — John J.
-' WaLLIS will shortly be disengaged, ami is at 'liberty to

treat with any Gentleman. Eight years in present siiu;itinn, and eight
years iji previous.—C. F. llutfis, Esq., Uakhurst, Tunbridge Wells.

GARDENER (Head).—J6iin~"Dennis^ neariy~slx
years at Silverlands, is now at liberty to engage with any

Nobleman or Gentleman requiring a thorough practical Gardener in
every department of the profession. Highest references as to character
and abilities.—The Gardens, Silverlands, St. Leonard's.

/^^ARDENER.—Age36, single; understands Flower,
y,-^ I-ruit, and Kitchen Gardening

; also Vines .ind Forcing, Good
:haractcr.—j.

Road, N,W.
N,, 6, Hardin; Street, Church Street, Edgware

/:j.ARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 30, married,
V-* no l.imily ; respectable. Five years' character.—A. C,
22. Llarkson Place, Carlton Grove, Peckham, S.E.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed).—
Age aG, single. Gor' ' -, - ^ - 'Age aG, single

East Moulsey, Surrey.
jood references.—T. G,, G. Bailey's Nursery,

GARDENER (Second), under any Nobleman's ^or
Gentleman's Gardener.—Accustomed to Glass. Good character,

—A. Z., Post Office, Bexley Heath, Kent, S.E.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 21 ; been 2J years in
present place. Is leaving for improvement. Wants to get into

a larger place. Excellent character.-J. S,, Upper Lodge, Orleigh
Court, Bideford. North Devon.

C;j.ARDENER (Under), where he could have the
-^ advantage of Improving himself—Age 22 • three years' experi-

ence in Outdoor Gardening. Good reference.—J. F., The Nurseries,
i'ond Lane, Clapton, E.

GARDENER, or GARDENER and BAILIFF.—
The Advertiser, who has had considerable experience in Scot-

land, England, and Ireland, is at liberty toengagc with any Gentleman
requiring the services of a first-class Gardener. Good references.
Satisfactory reason given for leaving. Six years' good character from
present employer.— VV. MILLER, Gardener, Coiley Manor, Rcigaic,
Surrey.

To Head Gardeners.
IMPROVER.—A young Man, who has been in a

Gentleman's Garden for si.t j'ears. Highest testimonials.—II. C.,
il/tVmrOriice, Salisbury

GARDENER (Head).—Thomas Paton, Gardenerto
H. S. Lucy, Esq., Charlecote Park, Warwick, is now at liberty

to engage with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of
a good practical Gardener. Thirteen years' first-class testimonials
from present employer.

GARDENER (Hkad).—Age 32, married; can, with
confidence, be recommended to any Lady, Nobleman, or Gentle-

man requiring a Gardener thoroughly practical in all departments.

—

Character and abilities will bear the strictest investigation.

—

A. HENDERSO N, Sion Nursery, Croydon.

/':t ARDENER
V^T Age 2

Head), in a good Establishment.

—

,-, 25; brought up in the profession. Well versed in Early and
Late Forcing, A'ineries, Peach and Orchard-houses, Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, also Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Six years'
good character —A. Z. , Post Office, Ascot, Berks.

GARDENER (Head).—.Age 38, married ; twenty
years' experience in Early and I.ate Forcing, and very successful

in Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Orchids, Tropical and Aquatic
Plants; also a first-class Kitchen and Flower Gardener, Unexcep-
tionable character.— H. C, B., Ridgway Nursery, Thursley,
Godalming, Surrey.

r:j.ARDENER (Head).—Married ; has a thorough
vJ practical knowledge of Gardening in all its branches. Was eight
years in last situation. Leaving on account of the estate having been
sold for a Public Park for Leeds. First-class testimonials.—HEAD
GARDENER, Roundhay Park, Leeds.

CI^.ARDENER (Head).—Age 26, single ; 12 years'
' experience in the Growth of Vines, Pines, Peaches, Melons,

Stove Plants, Ferns, Orchids, &c. No single-handed place accepted.
No objection to board in the house.—EXCELSIOR, 13, George
Street, Upper Norwood, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 27. married ; thoroughly
understands the profession in all its branches, with special

knowledge of Rose '.^rowing, either for Exhibition or otherwise.
Excellent character from last situation,—For further particulars,
address A. C, Paul & Son, "Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

G.ARDENER (Head).—Age 38. married; thoroughly
understands Vines, Peaches, Stove and Greenhouse Plants ;

also a good Flower and Kitchen Gardener. Four and a half years'

food character as a steady, sober, trustworthy, working NIan.

—

. A., The Cottage, near Crawley, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married ; 24 years'
practical experience in Specimen Plants, Vines and pot Vines.

Forcing all kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables ; also Flower and
Kitchen Gardening Good character from present and previous
employers.— F., S7, Cambridge Road, Hammersmith, W,

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head).—Nearly seven years in present

situation, where every branch of Fruit and Plant Growing has
been extensively carried out. Is a well known practical Gardener,
and a Man of trust and ability. Character of the very highest ordei
—A. A., Syndale Park, Faversham, Kent.

LAND STEWARD, or BAILIFF.—Age 36 (Scotch),
married, no incumbrance ; has a thorough practical knowledge

of Farming, the Breeding and Management of Stock, and general
Est.nle Management, also a good Accountant and Correspondent.
Highest references as to character and abilities.—A. W., Post Office,
Brecon.

SALESMAN, ORDER COLLECTOR, PROPA-
GATOR (iNnooK), or PLANT FOREMAN —Age 38; 18 years

in the Wholesale and Retail Metropolitan trade (principally Soft-wood
and Florist Flowers). Liberal wages expected.—J. S. REDMAYNE,
Royal Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith, W.

SHOPMAN. or WAREHOUSE
''^gc 35, married ; twenty years' experience.

monials.—

A

. B., 66, Bridge Road, Battcrsea, S.W.

FOREMAN.—
Highest testi-

SHOPMAN. — A young man, Scotch. Nine years'
experience. Good references.— W, G,, ig, Upper Sackville

Street, Dublin.

ir I N A H A N ' S
Xi- This celebrated and most

L L . W H IS K Y.
celebrated and most delicious old mellow Spirit is the very

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than the
finest Cognac Brandy. Note tne words "Kinahan'sL L" on seal,
label, and cork.

Wholesale DepOt, 20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

W M. YOUNGER AND CO.
Are of the HIGHEST PURITY.

S ALES
Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, and

are distinguished for their delicacy of flavour.
Sparkling, refreshing and nourishing.

To be had of the Principal Retailers.
Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belvidere

Road, S.E.

Pure Aeratea Waters.
ELLIS'S RUTHIN WATERS,

Soda, Potass, Seltzer, Lemonade, Lithia, and for GOUT, Lithia
and Potass.
Corks branded "R. ELLIS AND SON, Ruthin," and every label

bears their Trade Mark.
Sold everywhere, and Wholesale of R. ELLIS AND SON, Ruthin,

North Wales. London Agents : W. BEST AND SONS, Henrietta
Street, Cavendish Square, W.

piN NEFORD'S FLUID

GARDENER (Head), age 35. married.—.A. Gentle
MAN having sold his estate, will highly recommend his Head

Gardener—a good practical working Man, Is well up in the rotation
of Kitchen Gardening and in Pleasure Grounds. Has won several
Prizes for Pines, Grapes, &c.—The GARDENER, 3, Myrtle Cottage,
Gipsy Hill, Norwood, Surrey. ^^^
GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single ; thorough

practical knowledge of the Growth of Pines, Vines, Melons,
Peaches, &c , and the care and Propagation ol Greenhouse and Exotic
Plants; also good Kitchen and Flower Gardener. First-class re-

ferences from previous employers.— R. J., 35, Avenue Road, Regent's
Park, N.W.

GARDENER (Head), age 33, married.—William
Herne, four years Gardener to Mrs. General Dunn, Inglcwood

House, Hungerford, Berks, is at liberty to engage with any Nobleman
or Gentleman requiring the services of a thoroughly practical Man.
Can be highly recommended by present employer.—WILLIAM
HERNE, Inglewood House, Hungerford.

wANTED, for the Office of a large General Nursery,
a neat and quick WRITER, for the CORRESPONDENCE,

London, E.C.82, Bishopsgaie Street Withir

CLERIC.—Messrs. Osborn & Sons wish to ENGAGE
a thorough competent CLERK, to take charge of their Books

and to help in the Correspondence. A slight knowledge of the Seed
Business desirable.—Apply by letter only, m own handwriting, to The
Nurseries, Fulham, London, SAV.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT, in the Seed Trade.
Must be well ur

to L M. D., Gardeturt
V V Must be well up in the business.—Apply, in own handwriting," " " ^ChtvnicU Office, W.C.

WANTED, a strong L.\D, to Milk Four Cows, and
till up his time in the Garden. Must have a good character

from last place. Wages 105. to izj. per week.—A. B., Post Office,
The SquEire, Islcwonb, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head), age 32, married, three chil-
dren.—A Gentleman wishes to recammend his Gardener, who

is thoroughly practical in all branches of the profession. Nine years'
good character from present situation, where he has had the Manage-
ment of Vines, Peaches, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen and
Flower Gardening, and Pleasure Grounds.- The GARDENER,
Lecourt, near Peterstield, Hants.

GARDENER (Head).—George Ma.sters is now
open to treat with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the

services of a good practical Gardener. G. RL has lived during the
last 27 years as principal Foreman and Head Gardener in the under-
mentioned Gardens, viz. ;—Clumber Park, Worksop, Notts ; Heaton
Park, Manchester; South Ella, Hull; Bank Grove, Kingston-on-
Thames ; Sherburn Castle, Tetsworth, Oxon ; and will be well recom-
mended by his present noble employer.—Sherburn, Tetsworth.

MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity ot the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, cspecialiy adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

THE AUTUMN MANCEUVRES will strengthen
the Army in foresight and discipline, virtues that are so essential

in promoting and maintaining the prosperity of families and of nations.
A wise, patriotic people will gain victory over many of the difficulties
in life by keeping body and mind in a pure and healthy state ; and to
insure this condition no medicine is so efficient and safe as PARR'S
LIFE PILLS, which clear from the body all hurtful impurities, pro-
mote appetite and digestion, purify the blood, and produce the state
most to tie desired—a sound mind in a sound body.

GARDENER (Head), age 27, married.-F. Bati
upwards of four years Head Gardener to Sir H. Edwards, 1

ATLEY,
. Bart.,

Pye Nest, Halifax, begs to offer his services to any Nobleman or
Gentleman requiring a thoroughly practical Gardener. Hashadcon-
siderable experience in the cultivation of Pines, Vines, Peaches,
Melons, ficc, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Early and Late Forcing,
and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Excellent character from last

and previous employers.—Whittington Nurserj', Lichfield.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).—Age 27 ;

understands Early and Late Forcing, also Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Good character. — W. T. H. , 4, Clefton Terrace,
Nightingale Road, Wood Green, Middlesex, N.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more are kept.
—Age 36, no family ; an experienced working Man, with six years'

excellent character from present employer.—A., Mr. G. Booth,
Bookseller and General Advertising Agent, Woodbn'dge, Suffolk.

G1
ARDENER. — Thoroughly understands Early and

^ Late Forcing Grapes, Stoves, and Flower and Kitchen Garden-
ing; also good Propagator. Good character—J. S., 6, Milford Street,
Wandsworth Road, S.W.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at 11. i''Ad.t 2J.g<f.,45. 6(i.,and lis.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the

flowers ol the Camomile. They will be found a most efiicacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the

irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the

morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the

luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever

merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed

upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-

liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,

nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under

all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with

an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may tie had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes

at ij. i;^:i.,2i. Qii., 41. 6tf., and iis.,a3well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE

In boxes at is. t^d., is. Qd., \s. M., and lu.
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY AND H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.

John Wills
*-^ BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

CATALOGUE OF DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS
IS NOW READY, AND WILL BE FORWARDED POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

N.B.

—

J. IV.'s First Consignment has come to hand in splendid condition.

EOYAL EXOTIC NUBSBEY AND WINTEE GAEDEN,
ONSLOW CRESCENT, ONSLOW SQUARE, S.W.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S MEETING,
SEPTEMBER 4, 1872.

JUNIPERUS CHINENSIS AUREA, "YOUNC'S GOLDEN CHINESE JUNIPER.

Admitted by the most competent authorities in England and on the Continent to l^e

THE FINEST GOLDEN CONIFER KNOWN.

A Group of this really fine Hardy Evergreen will be Exhibited at the above Meeting, when the Horticultural Public

are invited to inspect and judge for themselves.

))

MAUEICE YOUNG, MILFOED NUESEELES, neak GODALMING, SUEEEl.

BEARD'S PATENT METALLIC NON-CONDUCTING CLASS HOUSES,
WITH PERFECT SYSTEM OF VENTILATION.

W. G. SMITH &, CO.,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS (Successors to C. Beard), SOLE PROPRIETORS and MANUFACTURERS,

VLCTOEIA WOEKS, BUEY ST. EDMUND'S.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, ORCHARD HOUSES, FERNERIES, AQUARIUMS, PITS,

PROPAGATING HOUSES, MELON and CUCUMBER FRAMES, &c.

These Patent Houses possess many valuable advantages over wood houses. No putty is used in fixing the glass. They are quite portable, and can be readily taken

down and re-erected without damage or brealtage of glass. They are much lighter, more ornamental in appearance, and last ten tunes longer than wood iiouses,

consequently they are more economical in cost.

The First Prize was .awarded at the Great Horticultural and Botanical Congress, South Kensington, iB65.

A First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticultural Show, Manchester, 1867. |
Three First-class Certificates at the Royal Horticultur.il Show, Bury St. lidmuna s, 1807.

SPECIAL DESIGNS, CATALOGUES and ESTIMATES FURNISHED on APPLICATION. HEATING APPARATUS in all its BRANCHES.

LONDON AGENTS: MESSRS. S. OWENS and CO., ENGINEERS, WHITEFRIARS, E.C.

Editorial Communicatic
Pr„,.H I. w., , ...;-D-

''""''' '«:/><'lf"»'!il to "The Editor ;" Advertiscmcnti and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covcnt Garden, London. W.C
viTiLLlAH

I,.™?."/ ''.'^.i^'^'-rJ*"
&'"^"*"?,^' ,^' ''"= ^^"-^ »' Missiirs. Uradourv. Evans, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of VVhitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlciex, and Published by the said WlLtlAM

KICHARDS, at the OHice, No. 41, Wellington Street. Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Satuhdav. Aubusi 31, 1873.
Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh : for Ireland—Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son, Dublin.
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"'TANCHESTER BOTANICAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.— FLORAL and HORTL

"URAL MEETING will be held at the Gardens, Old Trafford,

jii » ^ESDAY, September 10. Information relating to thcseMcctings
may be obtained from the Uundersigncd,

BRUCE FlNDLAY, Secretary to the Committee.
Botanic Gardens, Manchester.

Royal Pavilion, Brighton.
fM H E BRIGHTON and SUSSEX
_^ HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S AUTUMN EXHIBITION
will be held on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, September 11

and 12, on the same grand scale as on former years. Prizes offered for

Plants, Ferns, Fruits. Cut Flowers, and Table Decorations, for which
liberal Prizes are offered; also the Railway Cup, value ;iio, for the
best 10 Variegated Plants.

Schedules to be obtained on application to the Secretary, q6,

,
James's Street ; or, E. SPARY, Superintendent of the Exhibition,

leen's Graperies, Brighton. EDW. CARPENTER, Secretary.

and
. Pla
i libeA bes

M
DUBLIN EXHIBITION, 1872. -A GRAND

NATIONAL FLOWER and FRUIT SHOW will be held in
the Grounds of the Exhibition Palace on SEPTEMBER 11, 12, and 13,
when Cups and Money Prizes will be awarded to the value of £200.

All communications respecting the above to be addressed to the
GENERAL MANAGER, Exhibition Palace, Dublin.

B
1872.ANBURY ROOT SHOW.

PRIZES for ROOT CROPS,
offered by

Mr. P I. Perry.
ENTRIES CLOSE on THURSDAY, September 12.

No Entrance Fees.

JC. STEVENS" HORTICULTURAL, SCIENTIFIC, and
• Natural History Sale Roo.ms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, London, W.C. Established 1760. SALES by AUCTION
nearly EVERY DAY. Catalogues on application.

M Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, Nonh Grove West, Mildmay Park, London, N.

RODERICK. NICOLSON, Advertising Agent
and Gf.ner-AL Commission Agent, i. Racquet Court, Fleet

Street. E.G.

TV/TR. JAMES ERASER, Horticultural and
XtX Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,
Romford, Essex ; late of the firm of J. & J. Eraser, X^a Bridge Road.

To the Trade.
"NEW" WINTER FLOWERING PLANT.

BOUVARDIA VREELANDII, the freest blooming
white Bouvardia grown, flowers in trusses similar to B. Hogarth,

from which variety it is a root sport; a great acquisition to Bouquet
makers Strong plants, i8j per doz. ; a few extra strong, 30J per doz
BOUVARDIA ELEGANS 'the best of the Red varieties, 91. per

do2en ; extra strong, 155. per dozen.
H. POPE AND SON, King Norton Nurseries, Worcestershire.

Australian Seeds and Plants.
SEEDS of TIMBER TREES, PALMS, SHRUBS,

&c.. Plants indigenous 10 Australia, New Zealand, and Fiji,
including ARAUCARIAS, TREE FERNS, variegated FLAX. &c.
Orders may be left with our London Agents, Messrs. C.J. BLACKITH
AND CO.. Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C., for
transmission.

SHEPHERD AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Darling
^ursery, Sydney, New South Wales. Established 1827.

SUTTONS' COLLECTIONS of BULBS
fCAKKIAGE FREE)

Are now ready. Pri. cs .inri full p.-iriiuul.irs on application.

Royal Berk s SllI KstiMislim ciU, Reading.

Flowering Bulbs.

THE AUTUMN IMPOR 1 ATIONS are now to hand,
in fine condition, and the quality is this season exceptionally

good. Early orders are respectfully solicited, and CATALOGUES
will be forwarded upon application.

PETER LAVVSON and SON. Edinburgh and London.

To the Trade.
BULBS, comprising LILIUM, NARCISSUS,

GLADIOLI, IRIS. ALSTRCEMERIA, CYCLAMEN, DOG'S-
TOOTH VIOLETS. JONQUILS, OXALIS. SCILLAS, and
numerous other Bulbs. LIS'l on application,

STEPHEN BROWN, Weston-super-Mare.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S CATALOGUE
of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other

DUTCH BULBS, is now ready, and can be had, post-free, on
application. Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Dutch Bulbs and other Flower Roots.

T SCOTT has just received, direct from the best
• Growers, his usual splendid and varied assortment nf the above,

all EXTRA TICKED, atid moderate in price. CATALOGUES gratis

and post free on application to

J. SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

Early Single White Roman Hyacinths.
DOUBLE EARLY WHITE K<*MAN NARCISSUS.

DOUBLE SWEET-SCENTED JONijI'ILS.

EH. KRELAGE and SON. Nurserymen,
• Seedsmkm. and Florists. Haarlem, Holland, have secured

a superior Stock of the above-named articles, which is now ready for

sale. Prices on application.

TTnrlTalled Collection of Dutch Bulbs, at Wholesale
PRICLS.

ALFRED LEGERTON, Wholesale Seed
MFRrHANT, 5, Aldgate, London, E , begs to intimate to his

numerous Patrons, and the Trade generally, he has received his

annual importation of DUTCH BULBS direct from the best growers
in H.iarlem, and that the quality and size are very superior, and cannot
be excelled, the Bulbs being, large, weighty, and handsome.
CATALOGUES arc now ready, and will be forwarded upon
application.

New Catalogue of Bulbs, Plants, Fruits, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, containing S(_-lect, Descriptive, and Priced
Lists of Dutch and other Bulbs, Alpine and Herbaceous Plants,
Hardy Aquatics, Delphiniums, Grape Vines, Fruit Trees, New and
Kare Plants, Miscellaneous Plants, suitable for bedding and decora-
tive purposes, double-flowered Pyrethrums, Sweet Violets, &c., is

now published, and will be forwarded to applicants.
Exotic Nursery, Toolint;, Surrey, S.W,

Dutch Flower Roots.
OSBORN AND SONS beg to announce that they have

received their annual importation of HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUS. NARCISSUS, &c., and are pleased to say that the
Bulbs of all classes are exceedingly fine this season.

(_>. & S. also beg to inform their Friends and Patrons that they have
a very fine stock of VINES, both Fruiting and Planting, wetl-ripcncd
Canes ; also a fine Collection of all kinds of FRUIT TREES, true to
name,
CATALOGUES of the above will be for\varded post free to all

The Nurseries, Fulham, London, S.W.appl:

Hyacinths, Tulips, Llliiuus, Gladioli, Crocus, and a
large stock of MISCELLANEOUS DUTCH and CAPE
BULBS, ROOTS. PLANTS, direct from the Grower.

ANT. ROOZEN AND SON'S (late Ant. Roozen)
CATALOGUE of the above lor 1872, will, as usual, be handed

to all Gardeners and Amateurs, free on application, Forour SPECIAL
TERMS as to Free Delivery, Remitting-, Sec, please consult
Catalogue.—Overveen, near Haarlem, Holland, July i.

Crocus Speciosus.
TjT H. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen,
J-Li • Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland, have now ready
for sending out a very good Stock of this extra fine and rare autumnal
flowering CROCUS, at 7s. 6d. per 100, D iscou nt to the Trade.

Lilies of the Valley.
~^

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen,
• Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland, are now booking

orders for 2-yr,, 3-yr. , and4-yr. oldclumps of LILIES of the VALLEY,
and they wifl be able to supply these as usual in October in extra fine
quality. Price on applicauion.

To the Nursery and Seed Trade.
eucalyptus GLOBULUS, or GUM TREE (see Cardeiurs'

Chrtnticlir, August 10, p. 1071).

HURST AND SON have a limited quantity of SEED
of the above to offer, and will be glad to state price per pound

on application. They can also ofter Seed of the CORvPHA
AUSTRALIS. All of recent importation.

t>, Leadcnhall Street, London, E.C.

Eltham Nursery, Kent, S.E.
TWO MILES from BLACKHEATH STATION;
ONE MILE from ELTHAM, LOOP-LINE.

THIRTY ACRES of healthy, well-grown NURSERY
STOCK.of every description, comprising Specimen CONIFERS

and EVERGREENS of all sixes. Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
&c. Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to come
and select for themselves.

JAMES W. TODMAN. Eltham Nursery, Kent, S.E.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holboni, London.

WANTED, SCOTCH FIR, i^ to 2 feet, transplanted
spring 1872, Send price per 1000 for cash to

WILLIAM KNIGHT. Floral Nurseries, Hailsham, Sussex

COB-NUTS, FILBERTS, and WALNUTS
WANTED,—Forward quantities and prices to

J. POUNCE, "The Flower Mart." Villiers Street. London, W.C.

WANTED. GERANIUM and FUCHSIA CUT-
TINGS—Brome Tricolor, the variegated Gold and Silver

Geraniums ; also Fuchsias. State lowest price per 100 to

J. FARWELL, Nurseryman, Wimborne.

SPECIMEN PLANTS WANTED.—Persons having
larj[e Specimens of the finer kinds of Conser\'aiory Plants for

DISPObAL, will oblige by sending particulars to the Pine-apple
Nursery Company. JOHN BESTER, Manager.

32, ^Iaida vale, Edgware Road, W.

w, POTTEN can still supply PLANTS, as adver-
tised in the Gardeners' Chronicle of August 17.

Seeds for Present Sowing.
HUNT'S superb SWEET WILLIAMS, 40 varieties;

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, from 12 choice sorts. In
packets, at ts., 12s. ()d., and 5s.

JAMES HiiLDER, Crown Nursery-, Reading.

English Saved Seed, Just Harvested.
PRIMULA JAPONIC A, 2s. 6d. per packet.

PRIMULA INVOLUCRATA, var. Abyssiniensis.21. W. do.
BARR AND SUGDEN, 17. King Street, Covcnl Garden, W.C.

NEW VERBENAS of 1872.—Now ready to send ouf,
per post or by rad, 50 varieties of NEW VERBENAS, Perry's,

Eckford's, Continental and Italian Striped, at 21. 6d. per do/.cn, from
B. W. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle. Sussex. _^

To the Trade.

NEW and choice EXOTIC FERNS, STOVE
PLANTS, and PALMS, at lower prices than previously offered,

in fine healthy plants, from jj., 6j. , 91., 121., to 24J. per dozen. Send
for Special LIST to JOHN H. LEY, Exotic Nursery, Croydon.

BrltlslL Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUEof BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery', Sidcup Hill, Kent.

EDWARD MORSE has a very extensive Slock of the
above, principally in 48's, at very low prices, viz.

, 9*., laj. . and
i8j. per dozen. They are admirably adapted for the Table or
Conservatory. Original Nurseries, Epsom. Surrey-

Specimen Vandas.
EDWARD MORSE has a magnificent Pair of

VANDA GIGANTEA. Each plant has 15 leaves about i8 in.

long, and every leaf perfect. Price io<;i. per piir, or 631. each.
Original Nurseries, Epsom, Surrey.

'ST^L'ENIUM SEPTENTRIONALE, 14 stamps ;

A. ALTERN I FOLIUM. 30 stamps. Nice tufts, free per posi.

EDWARD SANG .\ND SONS, Nurserymen and Seed Merchant,
Kirkcaldy, N.B.

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman. Ghent, Belgium,
• begs to remind his Patrons and the Public in gcner;d. that

his CATALOtiUES may be had free on application to his Agents,
Messrs, R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane, Tower Street,

London. E.C.

WEBBS NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS, Florist
Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants ol all

the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours

;

AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort ol Early
^

" " ' '""" Calc " "Spring Flo LIST on application.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot. Reading.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other PRIZE
COB NUTS and FILBERTS LISTS of these varieties from

Mr, WEBB. Calcot, Reading.

C HARLES TURNER is prepared to execute orders
for all _the^ leading ^varieties. Plants are fine this season.

" " " ation.

Slough.

Fines.

BS. WILLIAMS has now a fine stock of splendid-
• grown plants of all the best kinds, including both Suckers and

Successions, of the CHARLOTTE ROTHSCHILD. Prices on
application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

PINE PLANTS for SALE.—A Gentleman has a good
number, clean and jjood sorts, some nearly ready to cut, and all

in regular succession. To any Gentleman about to commence they
would be very suitable, and would be Sold at a low price.

BERRY, Gardener, Burntwood House, Wandsworth Common, S.W.,
near the Station.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.^
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries. Mulberries, and Oranges,
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

C'
mOICE ROSES.—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette,
^ China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

PAUL AND SONS' ROSES.—The Roses at the
Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, are BLOOMING very finely this

autumn,—The stock of Roses on own roots, in pots (10,000), may be
now picked from advantageously.

P~A"RIS7| SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL
1867. I SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. theOueen,and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading. Berks.

T
Early Sheep Feed.RIFOLIUM INCARNATUM

and ITALIAN RYE-GRASS.
New seed at low prices. For particulars apply to

SUTTON AND bONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

New Sowing Rape Seed.

HAND F. SHARPE have fine SAMPLES of the
• above SEED, ready ior immediate delivery. Price moderate,

and may be had, with sample, on application.
Seed Growmg Establishment. Wisbech.

To the Trade.
NEW ENGLISH SOWING RAPE SEED.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers
and Merchants, Sleaford, have fine samples of the above to

offer. Prices on application.

CABBAGE PLANTS, CABBAGE PLANTS.—
Strong, healthy, autumn sown, of the following kinds, viz.;

—

Early Battersca I Early Barnes
Enfield Market

]
Nonpariel

Can now be supplied in any quantities, at 31. per 1000. Remittance
or Post Office Order to accompany all orders from unknown
correspondents.

W, VIRGO AND SON. Wonersh Nurseries. Guildford. _
RAYNBIRD. CALDECOTT. BAWTRE'E.

DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),
Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oclcake Mebciia(*ts.

Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane. E.C. ; or Basingstoke.
Samples and prices post free on application. Priie Medals, 18511

for Wheat; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."
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Brunswick Nursery, Lower Tottenham.

JOHN MALLER begs to offer, well-grown and set
with buds, nice plants of the following, for winter blooming ;

—

ERICA HVEMALIS, GRACILIS, MELANTHERA, CAFFRA,
HYBRIDAand WILMOREANA; BOUVARDIA of sorts. CYCLA-
MEN PERSICUM, EPIPHYLLUM of many sorts, POINSETTIA
PULCHERRIMA; EUPATORIA GRACILIS, ODORATA, and
REPENS; AZALEA INDICA of sorts, a fine strain of PRIMULA
SINENSIS and Double White. Price on application. A visit

respectfully invited before deciding where lu buy the winter stock.

Trains from Bishopgate (Great Eastern Railway) every half-hour.

White Hart Lane Station adjoins the Nursery.

Choice Flower Seeds, Post Free.

BS. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
• Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Holloway, London, N. Per packet s, d.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed,
IS. 6d., 2J. 6rf,, 31. 6rf., and 5 o

Plants from this Seed have always been awarded First Prizes

wherever exhibited.

Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,
II. td., IS. 6(2., 35. 6<f., and 5 o

LISIANTHUS PRINCEPS 2s. 6if. and S o
Weaiherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA,

ij. fxL, 25. bd.t 31, M., and 5
Wiggins' prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. is. 6rf., 2J. 6rf., and 3
POLYANTHUS, WieK'ns' prize strain .. .. is. and 1

PRIMULA JAPONlCA. new seed (own saving) 2
INTERMEDIATE STOCK, Mauve Queen 26

PinkQueen .. .. .. .,2
The above Stocks were awarded First-class Certificates by

the Royal Horticultural Society at Kensington and Royal
Botanic Society, Regent's Park, May 8, 1872.

Dwarf Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-
mended I

,, Purple Queen, -v^Ty fine i

Saunders' line dark WALLFLOWER i

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Flowers All the Year Round.

SUTTONS'
FRESH IMPORTED

FLOWER ROOTS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

HYACINTHS.
Named varieties for Pots
and Glasses, very choice.

100 in 100 sorts . . £^ ^s.

so in 50 „ .. £2 2s.

25 in 25 „ .. £1 IS.

2 in 12 good 6j.

For Beds and Open
Borders, various shades
of colour,

3s. per dozen, 21s. per 100.

Early Single Varieties,
named.

100 in 30 sorts ,. i8j.

100 in 10 ,, .. i^s.

50 in 10 ,, . . oj.

25 in 5 „ ,. 4S.

n 4 ,, . . 2s.

Mixed varieties is. p. do;.,

7s. dd. per 100.

Large Double Varieties,
named.

100 in 10 sorts , 17s. dd.

, 10s. od.

, 5s. od.

. 2S. 6d.

Mixed varieties is. p. doz.,
7s. 6d. per 100.

CROCUS.
Named var. 6d. per doz.,

4S. pen 00.

Mixed IS. 6d. per 100.

SLITTONS' CHOICE COLLECTIONS of BULBS.
For Spring Flowering, open ground, 5s., los. Od., sis., and 421. each.
For Summer and Autumn, open ground, los, 6d., 21s., and 42J. each,
For Winter and Spring, pots and glasses, ios.6rf., 21s., and 42s. each.

Cheques and Post-office Orders payable to Sutton & Sons.

For complete Cultural Instructions, see SUTTONS" AUTUMN
CATALOGUE for 1872, profusely illustrated, gratis and post free.

All goods value 20s. and upwards carriage free.

SUTTON AND SONS,
Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

N.B.—Messrs. Sutton have many Customers within the circulation
of this Paper to whom they can with confidence refer as to the
superior quality of their Seeds.

Post Free to all Applicants.

BS. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT and GENERAL
• CATALOGUE is now ready. It contains a Descriptive List

of beautiful New Plants offered in commerce by him this season for
the first time ; also general Priced Lists of Orchids, Ferns, Tree
Ferns, Flowering and Ornamental-leaved Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Palms and Cycads, Azaleas, Camellias, Amaryllis, Ericas,
Epacris, Liliums, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and general Collections ol
Soft-wooded and Hardy Plants.

Special prices for specimens quoted on application.
An inspection of the Collection solicited.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

THE extraordinary Perpetual Flowering TREE
CARNATION, LA BELLE.

" The forerunner of a new race of varieties of the highest possible
value."
" The flowers, of the purest white, are very large and smooth, per-

fectly double, and delightfully fragrant, and are produced, all tlie year
round, in such profusion that one or more plants should be grown
wherever cut blooms are in request."—See article and woodcuts in
Gardeners' ATag'asine, July 13 last.

Large Plants, 7s. 6d. each ; extra large Plants, 10s. 6J, each. The
latter will come into bloom by October.

JAMES BLACKLEY, Lcyton, Essex, E.

Magnificent New Winter Flowering Plant,
BOUVARDIA VREELANDII.

MESSRS. J.
STANDISH and CO. are now

prepared to execute orders for the above beautiful l^lant. It

has the habit and form of B. Hogarthii, but the colour is of the
Purest White. The flowers are of excellent substance and stand
well, thus rendering it invaluable for Greenhouse or Conservatory
Decoration, and also for Cutting and Bouquets. Fine plants, fit for
winter Howering, 3s. 6d. each, 36s. per dozen. Special quotations to

the Trade on application.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

JUST IMPORTED, LAURUS NOBILIS.—A great
quantity of these elegant-shaped Trees, in tubs, from 4 to

15 guineas a pair. Standard LAURUSTINUS, i and 2 guineas each ;

ORANGE TREES, with Fruit, 2s. 6d. to 10 guineas each ; and many
rare FERNS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, DUTCH
JtULESj finest named Double and Single HYACINTHS, 50 varieties

at 6s. per dozen. loothoicc named Single TULIPS, in 20 varieties,

name and colour on each, I2S. ; too finest named Double lULIl'S, in

10 varieties, name and colour on each, 8s ; and all other kinds
equally cheap.

R. GREEN, Bedford Conservatories, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

Specimen Azaleas and large Camellias.

THE SUBSCRIBER has instructions to SELL by
PRIVATE CONTRACT upwards of 100 fine AZALEAS,

various sizes, from 18 inches to 4 feet, some of which are very hand-
some, full of flower-buds; fine for forcing or e.\hibition. Also several
large CAMELLIAS, Double White and others, from 4 to 12 feet ; the
very plants for planting against the walls of conservatories. To be
seen, and further particulars, by applying to

Mr. EPPS, Landscape Gardener, Garden Architect, and Valuer,
Flora's Villa, Lewisham, S. E.

Spirsea (Hoteia) japonica.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen,
• Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland, have an extra-

ordinary large and fine Stock of this valuable plant fur forcing, in

strong and extra strong tufts, to be sent out in October, at very
moderate prices. Orders are now bonked. Price on application.

Iris reticulata.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen,
• Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland, have now ready

for Sale an extra large Stock of this very desirable, early flowering,
sweet-scented IRIS. Price on application. There is also a good
Stock of IRIS SUSIANA, IBERlCA, TUBEROSA. PERSICA,
&c., and nearly a complete Collection of all sorts ana varieties 01

bulbous and tuberculous Irises.

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
• begs to offer :

—

CAMELLIAS, with flower buds, all good double varieties, own
selection, plants i to ij^ foot high, ;j]6 los. per 100; ditto larger,

£& to ;£i2 per 100. Strong plants, 5s. , los, 6d. , to 21s. each.
INDIAN AZALEAS, with flower buds, nice stufl!", own selection, all

fine varieties, £$ per 100 ; ditto larger, £6, £S, to ^^lo per 100,

SPIR/EA JAPON ICA, strong plants for forcing, 30s. per 100.

LILY of the VALLEY, ditto, 63s. per 100.

PANDANUS U TILIS, fine plants, £5 per 100.

MUSA SUPERBA, stout young plants, ss. each or 48s. per dozen.

Spiraea (Hoteia) japonica.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT holds an extensive stock of
this favourite plant for winter forcing, at the undermentioned
low prices, viz. :

—

Good strong tufts, 301. per 100 ; 250s. per 1000.

Extra strong tufts, each to produce from 8 to igflower-spikes, 50s, p. 100.

Orders are being booked now, but the plants will only be sent in

October, after the full growth is completed. All orders should be sent
at once to

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, The Nurseries, 134, Faubourg de
Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.

Camellias.—Indian Azaleas.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT has much pleasure in
announcing that his stock of the above is this year unusually
fine and large. The prices are fixed aa follows :

—

CAMELLIAS, good plants, 1 to ij^ foot high, with buds, £7 per 100

;

larger ditto, with buds, £10 per 100; very strong, 5s. to 20s. each
ana upwards.

AZALEA INDICA, fine plants, with buds, £5 per roo; stronger
ditto, ;£6, ;£8, /lo, and upwards; large plants, fit for exhibition,
los. to 601. each. The sorts are all first-rate, but the selection
must be entirely left to J. V. Early orders are solicited by

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT. The Nurseries, 134, Faubourg de
Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.

Scott's Wasp Destroyer.

J SCOTT, Seedsman, Yeovil, offers his well-known
• Preparation to Fruit Growers at is, gd. and 21. c)d. per bottle,

post free^ for stamps. No one who has Fruit to preserve should be
without It.

Caro Guano.

pHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO.
^^ rich in Soluble Phosphates and Nitrogenous Organic Matter.
See Chemical Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for

Grain and Root Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to
Peruvian.

Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO., Billiter Street, London, E.G.

'flHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840}

r..,x,^ ^^^^ "°^ ready for delivery, in fine dry condition—PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
CONCENTRATED AMMONIACAL MANURE.forTop-Dressing.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE

r^Mng.

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME.
NITRO PHOSPHATE
MANGEL, HOP and POTATO MANURES. AlsoPERUVIAN GUANO (as imported by Messrs. Thomson, Bonar,

&Co.], NITRATEofSODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, &c
lib, Fenchurch Street. EDWARD PURSER, Secretary.

LAWES' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED).

C/{aiVj;(a«—John Knowles, Esq.
LAWES' WHEAT MANURE, for autumn sowing, now ready for

delivery. '

LAWES- TURNIP MANURE, DISSOLVED BONES, SUPER-
F^JiR^^-^^J^^^*" Ll^lE. POTAIO, MANGEL, BARLEY.WHEAI, 0.\T and GRASS MANURES, CONCENTRATEPjCORN and GRASS MANURES.
The Company having purchased the Business carried on by Mr.

Lawcs lor so many years, are now prepared lo receive orders for the
above Manures.
The Manures can be supplied direct from the Works at Deplford

and Barkmg Creeks, or through the DepOts at the Ports and Railway
Stations throughout the Kingdom.
The Company have retained the advice and assistance of Mr.

Lawes lor a period of two years, and all their Manures will be pre-
pared under his direction. They are determined to send out
Manures of the highest quality only, and no expense or trouble
will be spared to maintain for the future the same high posirion which
they have occupied in the past.
Orders for Manures, and applications for Agencies in unrepresented

aistricts, should be sent in at once to H. R. CHASTON, Manager.
Head Offices :—59, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

Branches :—22, Eden Quay, Dublin ; Market Street. Shrewsbury :Womanby Street, Cardiff; 63, Constitution Street, Leith : 34, Market
Street, Aberdeen ; Cumberland Road, Bristol.

Red
Spider.

^^ I S H U R S T
^-^ COMPOUND.
Used by many of the leading

Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Tlirips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in
solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 lo 16 ounces as a
\\'inier Dressing for Vines and
F'ruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in

boxes, IS., 3s., and los, 6d.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

Magni- CANDLE COMPANY
fied. (Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

rpHE PATENT VERMIN ASPHVXIATOR,

DISINFECTOR, VAPORISER, and UNIVERSAL FUMI-
GATOR, for Destroying Rats and all Vermin in holes. For making
Rabbits desert their Burrows and lie out. For Preserving Meal and
Game in the larder (or when packed) from tendency to putrefaction.
For Fumigating Vines and Greenhouse Plants, and destroying noxious
Insects and Parasites, For Disinfecting Hospitals, Vessels, Rooms.
Bedding, Clothes, &c. For Deodorising Drains, Sinks, &c. For
Vaporising Chemical Compounds; and for preventing Loss of Life
from Foul Air in Welts, Vats, Tanks, Sic. Price /2 5*-

Manufacturers : JOHN WATTS and CO., 6, Broad Weir, Bristol.

London Agents (where the Machine may be seen and explained)

:

Mr. PURDEY, Gun Manufacturer, 314!^, flxford Street, W.
Mr. SCHOLL, Engineer, 41, Berwick Street, Soho, W.

Descriptive Circular, with Price List and full instructions, post free.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S MEETING, September 10,

And GREAT INTERNATIONAL FRUIT SHOW at GLASGOW, Sept. 11, 12 and 13, 1872.

JUNIPERUS CHINENSIS AUREA, "YOUNG'S GOLDEN CHINESE JUNIPER.
))

Admitted by the most competent authorities in England and on the Continent to be

THE FINEST GOLDEN CONIFER KNOWN.

A Group of this natty fine Hardy Evirgrceii wilt be Exliibilcd at lite above Meetings, tolieit the Hoiticiittiiyal Piiblie

are invited to inspect andjudge for tliemsetves.

MAUEICE YOUNG, MILFOED NUESEEIES, near GODALMING, SUEEEY.
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DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

B. S. Williams
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Containing a Dcscriplive List of HYACINTHS, TUI.IPS, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, &c. ; also a Select

List of FRUIT TREES, ROSES, &c.,

/s lunci ready. Post Free to all applicants.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, &c.

James Carter & Co.
HAVE JUST COMPLETED THEIR IMPORTATIONS OF THESE CHARMING

WIITEE AID SPEIIG ELOWEE EOOTS^
AU of which are selected from the best stocks of the most eminent cultivators.

CARTER'S COLLECTION OF BULBS
For Indoor and Outdoor Cultivation, from lOs. 6d. to 843, per Collection, Package and Carriage I'ree.

CATALOGUES Gratis and Post Free.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,

SEEDSMEN TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, AND HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES,
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

THE PIIE-APPLE lUESEEY COIPAIY,
Maida Vale, London, W.,

ARE OPEN TO

PURCHASE
LARGE SPECIMENS OF THE FINEK

KINDS OF

CONSERVATORY PLANTS
FOR THEIR

"^ NEW WINTER GARDEN,

Now in course of construction, which will be the largest and finest ever built for the Trade,

JOHN BESTER, Manager, 32, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

Dick Radclyffe & Co.s
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Just Published, Gratis and Post Free.

inioiis" The Best Catalogue."— f'«''^ oj>.

of the Press.

SEEDS,

FRUIT TREES,

SHRUBS,

ROSES,

AND GARDEN

REQUISITES.

129, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C SEED GROUNDS-ERFURT, PRUSSIA.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

SHOW of DAHLIAS, ASTERS, VERBENAS, &c.,
SEPTEMBER 4, 1872.

AWARDS of the JUDGES.
CLA.ss I.—34 DAHLIAS, cut blooms, distinct. (Open.)

ist Vniv, Mr. J. Keynes. NiirserymRn, Sic , Salisbury, /Jr 5s.

2d, Mr. C. Turner, Royal NiiTHcrics, Sloui{)i, £1.
3d, Mr. W. Scale, Vine Nursery, Sevcnoaks, 151,

Cr.ASS 2,-12 DAHLIAS, cut blooms, distinct. (Amateurs.)
ist, Mr. C. J. Perry, The Cedars, Castle ISroniwich, near Birminf*-

ham, 15X. [loi.

3d, Mr. L Iteach, Gr. to C. T. Herrics, Esq,, St. Julians, Sevcnoaks,
3d, Mr. }. HurpiU, Gr. to C. Lambert, Esq., Wandswurih Common, 71.

Class 3.-24 ASTERS, not quilled, cut blooms. (Open.)
1st, Mr. E. Rowc, Gr, to Mrs. Lewis, The Rookery, Kochampton, £1.
2d, Mr. G. Wheeler, Nurseryman. Warminster, Wilts, 151.

3d, Mr. J. Walker, Nurseryman, Thame, ().\on, 105.

Class j.—12 ASTERS, not quilled, cut blooms, (Open.)
ist, Mr. G. Wheeler, los. J zd, Mr. J. Walker. 7*.

3d, Mr. W. Kemp, (ir. to D. B. Chapman, Esq., Downshirc House,
Rofhamplon, 51.

Class 5.—12 ASTERS, not quilled, cut blooms. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. E. Rowe, 151,

|
2d, Mr. W. Kemp. las.

3d, Mr. B. Porter, Irr. to Mrs. Benham, Sion Lodffc, Isleworth, 71.

Class 6.-6 ASTERS, not quilled, in Sinch pots. (Open,)
ist, Mr. E. Rowe, jjjr.

2d, Mr. J. George, Gr. to Miss Nicliolson, Putney Heath, iji.

3d, Mr. B. Porter, los.

Class 7.—A Tray of ASTERS, 24 blooms, Pa:ony varieties, with
incurved petals. (Open.)

ist, Mr. G. Wheeler, ^i is.

Class 8.—A TRAY of ASTERS, 24 blooms, Victoria varieties, with
reflcxed petals. (Open.)

ist, Mr. G. Wheeler, jCt u.

Class p.—24 VERBENAS, distinct, 5 trusses of each. (Open,)
I5t, Mr. C. J. Ferry, C^ 51.

|
2d, Mr. J, Burpitt, ^i.

Class 10.—6 Pots of LILIUM SPECIOSUM (I.ANCIFOLIUM),
not fewer than three varieties (Open.)

1st, Mr. Wm. Paul, Paul's Nurseries, Wallham Cross, ^^3.

MISCELLANEOUS—EXTRA PRIZES.
Mr. Wm. Paul, for Group of Lilium speciosum and Eight Boxes of

Cut Roses.
Mr, C, Turner, for Collection of Bouquet and Bedding Dahlias (cut

blooms), and Lilium auraium, in pots.
Mr. G. Prince, Seedsman, &c., ij. Market Street, Oxford, for Two

Boxts of cut Roses (from the cultivated seedling Briar).

/4RE.'\T INTERNATIONAL FRUITand FLOWER
VT SHOW will be held within the Burnbank Hall and Grounds,
Great Western Road, GLASGOW, on SEPTEMBER 11, 12, and 13,

EIGHT HUNDRED POUNDS will be given as Prizes for Fruit,
Plants, Cut Flowersj &c. Ground has been reserved for special out-
side Exhibitions, which will be alloled on application. Terms moderate.
Subscribers of {,t is. will receive Three los. Qd. Tickets for the

Private View on first day of Show.
Members, Competitors and Exhibitors are entitled to visit the Show

on the first day, between half-past g and 11 o'clock, on showing ss. 6d
ticket. (Sec Schedule.)

SINGLE ADMISSIONS.
First Dav.—loj. from 12 o'clock noon ; 5s. from 4P.M.; is. from

6 P.M. till 10 P.M.
Second Dav.—2s. 6d. from 10 o'clock A.^L ; is. from 3 P.M.; 6i

from 5 P.M. till 10 P.M.
Third Day.—is. from 10 o'Clock A.M. ; 6d. from 3 p.m. till 10 p.m.

Apply to GEORGE B. HOGGAN, Treasurer, 106, Ingram Street,
or FRANC. GIBB DOUGALL, Sec, 167, Canning Street, Glasgow.

LIST of JUDGES.
Archibald F. Barron, Royal Horticultural Society, Chiswick Gardens,

London, W.
Wm. Carmichael, Gardener to H.R.II. The Prince of Wales, Sand-

ringham, King's Lynn.
Malcolm Dunn, Gardener to the Duke of Buccleuch, Dalkeith Gar-

dens, Dalkeith.
Wm, Allan, Gardener to Lord Lurgan, Broomlow Gardens, Lurgan.
Joseph Rust, Gardener to the Earl of Abergavenny, Eridge Castlej

Tunbridge Wells.
Robert McLellan, Gardener to the Hon, Edward Ellis, M.P., Inver-

gary Gardens, Fort Augustus.
Thomas Speed, Gardener to the Duke of Devonshire, Chatsworth,

Chesterfield.
Thomas Moore, Curator of Chelsea Gardens, Chelsea.
Bruce Findlay, Curator of Botanic Gardens, Manchester.
David T. Fish, Gardener to the Hon. Lady Cullum, Hardwickc

House, Burj' St. Edmund's.
John Fraser, The Nurseries, Lea Bridge, Leyton, Essex, N.E.
Benjamin S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Hollo-

way, London, N.
Charles Turner, The Royal Nurseries, Slough.
John Downie, Edinburgh; and Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, near

London.
William Paul, Crossflat Nursery, Paisley.
David Mitchell, The Nurseries, Dean Park, Edinburgh.
David Henderson, Gardener to John Burns, Esq , Castle Wemyss.
William Campbell, Gardener to the Duke of Montrose, Buchanan

Castle, Drymcn.
Andrew TurnbuU, Gardener to the Earl of Home, Bothweli Castle,

Bothwell.

Noteworthy Horticulturists and Botanists.
NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of

NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and B()TANISTS
is being publiahed in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE," The following have already
appeared, and separate Copies (price 6if. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, vii. :

—

Dr. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S.
W. W1L.S0N Saunders, F.R.S.
Rev. M. J. BERKELEY, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne.
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin.
Professor Reichenbach.
Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.

E. J. Lowe. F.R.S.
Tames McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.
James Bateman, F.R.S.
Berthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.
Hon. Marshall P. Wilder.
JOHM Gibson.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, W.C.
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1873.

THE sensible letter of the Rev. C. Peach in

our last issue, with reference to the overload-

ing of the programme of the CoNr.RES.S at the pro-
vincial shows of the Roy.il Horticultural Society,

is one which will commend itself to most of those
who have watched the progress of these gather-
ings. It has even been suggested that the Con-
gress, as such, should be abandoned, so much is

there to be seen and done on these occasions.
While acknowledging the force of much that has
been said on this subject, we should greatly

regret such an abandonment, because we believe

a gathering of this kind, properly managed, to

be a peculiarly valuable means of bringing
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together representative men of all departments
of horticulture to hear and discuss matters of

interest to all, and of promoting cordiality and
good-feeling amongst those who have rarely the
opportunity of meeting together, and who in

many different ways are yet labouring to the
same end. One great objection to the reading
of a great number of papers is that it is per-

fectly impossible to do them justice at the time.

Take for instance the paper of Dr. DENNY on
the relative intluence of the Pollen-Parent
and of the Seed-Parent on the characters

of the offspring. This communication was one
of very great importance, not only from the

magnitude of the issues as regards the horticul-

ture of the future, but from the combination of

scientific training and practical work evinced
by the author. A paper of this character
demands careful attention, such as it is not
possible for the reader, much less for the
hearer, to give at a time when there are so
many other subjects to divert the attention.

Now the flower-show season is rapidly drawing
to a close there may be more leisure, and greater
opportunities, for considering the matter. We,
therefore, revert to the subject in the hope that
some of our hybridisers and experimenters may
be induced to communicate their observations.
The object of Dr. Denny's paper (see pp. S72,

904), is sufficiently explained by its title. In the
course of it he pertinently asks, what is the dif-

erence between species and varieties—between
hybridisation and cross-breeding ? We are most
of us agreed now-a-days that there is no hard-
and-fast line to be drawn between them, and
that such distinctions as are drawn are distinc-

tions of expediency only, good for the present
time and for certain conditions, but not in them-
selves absolute or persistent.

Dr. Denny proceeds to tell us that in his
opinion, by careful artificial fertilisation, results

can be obtained much surpassing what is now
deemed practicable, and he then goes on to state

that his book-reading has led him to expect that
the form of the flower, vigour of constitution
and habit, are derived from the seed-parent,
while the colour is inherited from the pollen-
parent. His own practical experience, on
the other hand, leads him to assign a much
greater influence to the pollen-parent, and in all

respects—form, colour, vigour, habit, substance,
and quality—provided (and this is a most impor-
tant provision)—provided the pollen-parent and
the seed-parent be of equal vigour. Reversion,
or the tendency which plants have to resume
some of the characteristics of their pro-
genitors, owing to the new combinations and
altered relative proportions of old characters
which occur in such cases, is a fertile source of
new varieties. The now numerous cases of
White Grapes borne by seedling plants, both
parents of which have black fruit, may be cited
in illustration of this tendency to reversion.
Like all other experimenters, Dr, Denny finds
the injurious effects of too close inter-breeding,
and the paramount necessity of introducing new
blood occasionally.

The author also alludes to the assumed
different functions of the long and short stamens,
and to the alleged difference in the size of the
pollen grains furnished by the two sets of organs,
and throws out a suggestion that the varying
length of the stamens is a provision for ensuring
the contact with the anthers of all parts of the
body of the insect entering the flower.

Such, in brief, are some of the main points
touched on in Dr. Denny's paper, and it must
be admitted that if we can arrive at definite
conclusions as to some of them, it wiU be a great
gain to horticulture, as the cultivator, instead of
proceeding empirically or hap-hazard, will have
certain definite rules laid down to guide him in
his operations. There are other questions which
seem destined to remain " unknowable," at least
in our time.

It is very curious to see how old controversies
are revived from time to time, and how little pro-
gress has been made towards their settlement.
Far from being dismayed by this, we think it a
reason for further effort, for even although the
main issue may not be decided, the number of
important collateral points that may be settled
is very large, and these, but for the controversies
in question, might never be brought forward.
Aristotle considered that the progeny in-

herited Its substance from the female parent, its
form from the male ; while Galen was of opinion
that the offspnng was a thoroughly mixed
product, combinrng the faculties and attri-

butes of both parents to an extent vary-
ing according to circumstances. Coming down
to recent times, and referring specially to plants,

we find Gaertner aUeging that no certain
result can be anticipated as to the influence of
one or other parent over the offspring, and this is

also the opinion of Mr. Grieve (seep. 1103).
Dean Herbert thought the hybridseedlingwould
partake more fully of the characters of the pollen-
parent than of the seed-parent. Mr. Shirley
HiBBERD*s experiments lead him to the conclu-
sion that the poUen-parent has more influence
over the colour of the flower than the seed-
parent.

Of eight cases of various hybrids related in this

journal (1855, p. 451), some between distinct genera, it is

recorded that in most cases the characteristics of the
pollen parent predominated in the seedling ; in two cases
the seedling had more of the characteristics of tlie seed-
parent ; in one the attributes of both parents were appa-
rently equally mixed.
These eight cases, then, seem to bear out Dr. Denny's

conclusions, but there is appended to them a significant

remark, that the predominance of the characteristics

derived from the pollen-parent over those inhented from
the seed-parent are due rather to the inherent vigour of
constitution of the former than to the fact of its being the
male parent.

We may add a few illustrations which have been
recorded in these columns, and some of which have
come under our own immediate observation. A
hybrid was raised by M. Gaudais, of Nice, between
Hibiscus Moscheutos, which has persistent foliage and
a dry seed-vessel, as the pollen-parent, and Achania
Malvaviscus, which has deciduous leaves and a berry-
like fruit, as the seed parent. The hybrid resulting from
this cross is reported to have partaken of the habit and
foliage of the seed-parent, like which it loses its leaves
annually. What is very remarkable is, that the flower
of the seedling was double. Nothing is recorded of the
seed-vessel

;
perhaps the doubling was so complete that

there was no seed-vessel. In another singular hybrid
between the Date Palm as the pollen-parent and Cham^e-
rops humilis as the seed-parent, the leaves and berries

were like those of the pollen-parent ; the seed, however,
was more like that of the Chamzerops.

In a hybrid plant exhibited [at the Royal Horticultural
Society a year or two since, under the name of x Libonia
Penrhosiana, which was stated to be the result of the in-

fluence of the pollen of Sericographis Ghiesbreghtii on the
ovules of Libonia floribunda, and of which we made careful
notes and drawings at the time, the characters of the two
parents were singularly blended. Of the two, the (oliage

and the flowers were more like those of the seed-parent,
although destitute of the pubescence of the leaves and of
the stamens which exists in Libonia floribunda.

In the curious hybrid production between Philesia
buxifolia and Lapageria rosea recently figured and
described in these columns {p. 358), the characteristics of
the pollen-parent (Philesia) and of the seed-parent
(Lapageria) were curiously blended. On the whole, it is

stated, it would seem as though the organs of vegetation,
including the calyx and corolla, were more like those of
the male, while the stamens and pistil were more like

those of the mother-parent (Lapageria).
Of three hybrid Passion - flowers raised by Mr.

MuNRO. of Edinburgh, and submitted to us, two had,
so far as foliage is concerned, more of the characters of
the pollen-parent than of the seed-parent, while the
flower was intermediate. The third, x P. Innesii, had, as
far as the stem, leaves, and stipules went, a greater re-
semblance to the seed-parent (P. macrocarpa), while the
flowers were intermediate. In all three, then, the cha-
racters of the flowers were more mixed than were those of
the foliage.

Very many hybrid or crossed Begonias, Rhododen-
drons, Orchids, and other flowers, have been described
in our columns and elsewhere, but, unfortunately, it is

not always that any proper record has been kept as to
which was the pollen and which the seed parent. In
X Cypripedium Harrisianum, described by Professor
Reichenbach, the characteristics of the leaves and flowers
of both parents are so curiously blended that it is hard to

say that either parent predominates.
Another instance where the pollen influence seems to

have been predominant is that of Foster's White Seed-
ling Grape, a cross between the Sweetwater, which
supplied the pollen, and the Black Marocco, which was the
seed-parent.

We shall continue our remarks on this subject
in our next issue.

One of the most interesting features of the
International Exhibition at the present time, from a
gardening point of view, is Major Clarke's collection

of hybrid Cotton plants, grown under the care of Mr.
Barron. The Cotton plant is so easily grown, and
presents so many interesting characteristics, that we
strongly recommend its culture for decorative pur-
poses, and advise all searching for novelties in this

way to make an early inspection of them.

Deptford, now one of the most squalid quar-
ters of the metropolis, is to be enriched by the dona-
tion of a certain portion of fhfi Saves Court estate
as a recreation ground by the present proprietor, Mr.
W. J. Evelyn. Sayes Court has peculiar interest to

horticulturists, as having been the seat of that most
charming and estimable man, " Sylva " Evelyn.
Evelyn was a scientific man of the best type, one of
the founders of the Royal Society, and the author of
numerous works and treatises, of which perhaps the
Sylva is the best known. He had the misfortune to

let Sayes Court to Peter the Great, Czdr of Mus-
covy, during his stay in England, and the Czar is

reported to have spoilt Mr. Evelyn's Holly hedges,
"400 feet long, 9 feet high," by being driven through
them in a -wheelbarrow, perhaps to test the truth

of the saying, "Scratch a Russian, and you
find a Tartar." Sir Christother Wren and
London, the former the King's surveyor, the latter

his gardener, went, at Evelyn's request, to '* see how
miserably the Czar had left my house," for the repairs

of which it appears they allowed ^150 in their report

to the Lords of the Treasury. Gibson, reporting
later on Evelyn's garden, says of it

—"A fine garden
for walks and hedges, and a pretty little greenhouse
with an indifferent stock in it. He has four large

round Phillyreas, smooth-clipped, raised on a single

stalk from the ground, a fashion now much used. Part
of this garden is very woody and shady for walking,
but not being walled he has little of the best fruits."

Charles IE and his Queen more than once visited

Evelyn at Sayes Court, and it is one good trait of
the Merry Monarch that he was able to recognise the

great merits of Eyelyn, who presented in so many
respects so great a contrast to himself.

We read in the Ju?oe/ founial that there have
been several cases lately on the Continent of poisoning
from eating Vanilla Ices. What the nature of the

adulteration is does not appear, but it is said not to be
confined to any one country. Our contemporary hence
warns its readers to beware of Glact d la VanilU.

It was with no common anxiety that we read
of the narrow escape from destruction by fire that

Canterbury Cathedral has lately had. Consider-
ing that, independently of its beauty and architectural

interest, Canterbury Cathedral is more intimately asso-

ciated with our national history than any other building

except Westminster Abbey, and that it may even boast

of associations more vital to our history even than that

sacred edifice can do, the mere fact that its safety has
been endangered is appalling. A workman's meltingpot,

of course, was the cause, equally of course water was
not forthcoming for more than an hour, though the

city is now admirably supplied. This deficiency can
hardly be attributed to undue conservatism on the part

of the Cathedral authorities, since it is not long since

that provision was made for warming the building

throughout by Messrs. Weeks. It seems incredible

that precautions against fire should not have been made
at the same time.

Thuja pendula is a rare as well as curious,

and by no means unornamental hardy Conifer. Good
examples of this plant are, however, rarely seen, but
we have lately met with a fine specimen—one of the

best we have ever fallen in with—in the grounds of
Messrs. Lane & Son, of Great Berkhamsted. The
plant referred to is about 1 2 feet in height, and some
5 or 6 feet in diameter, and is well furnished with its

characteristic drooping spray.

We are requested to mention, in reply to the
assertions of Messrs. Hartley & Sugden, in re-

ference to the Birmingham Trial of Boilers, that

when Messrs. Hartley & Sugden state that Mr.
Mee's connections gave way, the natural conclusion

from the wording of the sentence would be that the

connections were parts belonging to his boiler, whereas
they had nothing whatever to do with it, being simply
the hot-water pipes, which were really several feet from
his apparatus. Again, when they distinctly state that

Mr. Cannell removed the front of his boiler, they

refrain from adding that this was done solely to show
the judges one of its principal merits, and that all tliis

was done before there had ever been a fire put in

—

very different from doing it, as Messrs. Hartley &
Sugden are alleged to have done, after having had
a fair day and night's trial, and consequently an oppor-

tunity to remedy defects. The same remark, adds our

correspondent, applies to their statement, that one of

the competitors (Mr. Green) substituted a hollow
back for a solid one—this was done before the trial, not

afterwards. Messrs. Hartley & Sugden's, it is

stated, was the only boiler that was altered after it had
been tested. For our own parts we have no means of

deciding upon the points in question, and we must
decline to insert any further communications on the

subject.

What is Menispermum dioicum ? We
lately saw it, and at first sight mistook it for an Epi-

medium ; a closer inspection, however, instantly served

to dispel that notion. As it was not in flower, we
cannot tell what it is, nor do we find the name in

books. Indeed, as all the members of the genus are

dioecious, the name is probably a catalogue name only.

Several of the leading exhibitors and others

took advantage of the meeting of the Metropolitan

Floral Society, held at the Crystal Palace on August 28,

to invite Mr. John Keynes, of Salisbury, to a Com-
plimentary Dinner, it being the 50th year of his

career as an exhibitor. The Rev. H. II. Dombrain,
the secretary to the Metropolitan Floral Society, occu-

pied the chair, and among those present were the Rev.
Lord Hawke, Messrs. C. Turner, W. Paul, J. Downie,
W. Dodds, C. J. Perry, J. Laing, F. R. Kinghorn,

G, Paul, H. Glasscock, C. Edmunds, &c. In an

I
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appropriate address the Chairman proposed the health

of Mr. Keynes, touching on his long and successful

career as an exhibitor, on the great esteem in which he

is held among florists, on tiie kindness of heart which
distinguishes him, and on his capability of sustaining

defeat as well a> of achieving victory ; and on the

many valuable new flowers he had been the means of

introducing from time to time. Mr. Keynes, who
appeared to be much touched by the compliment paid

him, responded to the toast in a ch.aracteristic address.

He said that all his life long he had been a lover of

flowers, and it was this love of flowers that made him
a florist. He well remembered when a lad riding on a

stage-coacli from Salisbury to Andover, and seeing in the

coat of a fellow-passenger, sitting opposite to him, a
bloom of Butt's Lord Rodney, a purple-flake Carnation,
of some note in that day. This flower possessed a pecu-
liar fascination for him, and led him to take up the culture

of Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks, and subsetiuentlyof
the Dahlia. He was happy in being able to state that

success had attended him, both as an e,\hibitor and a
tradesman ; and he had attained that success without, he
believed, losing the good opinion or forfeiting the
friendship of any one in the profession whose good
opinion and friendship he valued.

It may be useful to record the fact, that in one
of the plant-houses at ."Vshridge the Ficus STirULATA
(repens of gardens) bore J 2° of frost with impunity.
The plant clothes the back wall of the house, and
during some alterations or repairs was exposed through
this severe frost without being any the worse for it.

Few plants are more useful than this Ficus for clothing

the walls of glass-houses, and the fact of its enduring
this exceptionally low temperature will greatly enhance
its value for similar purposes.

At a meeting of the Reading Horticultural
Society, on August 27, considerable interest was
excited, owing to a silver cup, value five guineas,
being oflered by Messrs. Sutton & Sons for the best
collection of Cucumbers and Melons, not less than
three varieties of each. This handsome prize fell to
Mr. J. C. HiGGs, gr. to Mrs. Cranvshay, Caversham
Park, Reading, who staged a fine and extensive collec-

tion, a brace of fruits of each variety of Cucumber and
a single fruit of each Melon being contributed. The
former was represented by 23 varieties, which were
capable of division into large and small types. The
first of these embraced fruits showing high-class culture,

but an inevitable coarseness characterised several of
them ; still, there are many localities in which large
Cucumbers are esteemed above small ones of the
Telegraph type, and so it is essential that these should
be cultivated. The large varieties included Marquis of
Lome, International, Caversham Champion, Invincible,
British Challenge, British Volunteer, Lancashire Witch,
Berbyshire Hero, Conqueror of the West, Improved
Ridge, Bird's King of Cucumbers, and Cremorne, a
new hybrid variety of some merit. The smaller
varieties were made up of Crystal Palace Pet, All the
Year Round, Needle Gun, Blue Gown, Telegraph,
Harris on's Prolific, Sutton's Fortyfold, and various
curious species, including a remarkably prickly form
called the Porcupine Cucumber. Of Melons there
were Queen Emma, Marchioness of Lome (new),
Beechwood, Orion, and Caversham Park Hybrid

—

large-fruiting varieties of the green-fleshed class ; and
Bailey's Green-fleshed, Golden Perfection, Sultan, and
City Feast—small forms of the same division. The
large varieties of the scarlet-fleshed class were Ward's
Scarlet-fleshed, Cirencester Favourite, Scarlet Perfec-
tion, and Bromham Hall. The smaller types were
represented by Scarlet Gem, Scarlet Rock, and Royal
Ascot. This somewhat extensive collection was laid
out on a large wooden tray covered with a white cloth,

and was arranged with considerable care and com-
mendable taste, and formed a most attractive feature of
the exhibition. A smaller collection was staged by
Mr. Johnson, the Gardens, Savemake Forest,
Devizes.

A case is recorded in a recent number of the
Brttish Medical yottrnal of two Children having
been Poisoned in consequence of having eaten the
Leaves of the Privet, Ligustrum vulgare. The
symptoms were coma, purging, vomitting, and severe
convulsions. Fortunately both children recovered.
We do not remember to have heard of a similar
instance, though the berries are reputed poisonous.

Certainly one of the foremost places amongst
golden-leaved Conifers must be accorded to Mr.
Maurice Young's Juniperus chinensis aureus.
The Chinese Juniper is well known as one of the
bardiest and handsomest of coniferous shrubs, and
when we state that the novelty just referred to is the
exact counterpart of its parent, in all but its colour,
and that that colour is equal at least in richness
of hue to any golden Conifer hitherto known,
but little further mention of it is needed. We
may, however, add, from a recent personal inspec-

of the stock, that it is thoroughly constant.tion

Not a plant amongst the entire stock shows the least
tendency to run back, but all, whether infants of
6 inches or adolescents of 3 feet high, appear in the
same aristocratic " cloth of gold " array. There is, as we
have said, nothing whatever but the colour—and that
is an important element fi:om the decorative point of
view—to distinguish this from the type form of

Juniperus chinensis. The original plant, which stands
about 12 feet high, and the upper half of which is a
mass of gleaming golden spray, is a conspicuous object
from the high road in passing the Milford Nursery.
The golden portion originated in a sport of one of the
leading shoots, and now forms the entire apex of the
plant, the lower half being of the ordinary green form.
The colouration is not variegation strictly so called

—

not a sprinkling of yellow twigs or yellow leaves over
portions of the spray, but the whole pLant is suffused
with it .as if it had been bathed in gold, and the colour
becomes the more intense the more fully and freely the
plant is exposed to the light and the sunshine. Our
notes indicate that the prop,agated plants take on a
close pyramidal habit, and have moreover the twofold
character of foliage which is seen in the parent, and
that the colour on the more prominent portions of the
plants is as bright as the tint of a golden Holly.
Taking these various points into account, and coupling
with them the free-growing hardy character of the
plant, there is no exaggeration in ]>ronouncing this

novelty to be one of the best and most desir.able of orna-
mental Conifers. All is not gold that glitters, but in

this golden Juniper Mr. Young has found what should
prove to be a treasure.

Mr. Glaisher remarks on the State of
the Weather during the week ending August 31,
in the vicinity of London :—The reading of the
barometer at sea level, at the beginning of the week,
was about 30.2 inches. During the 25th, and till the
afternoon of the 26th, decreasing values were recorded,
the lowest reading being 29.8 inches, about 3 P.M. of
the latter day

; 30.3 inches was reached by 9 A.M. of
the 28th, but from that time till the morning of the
31st a decrease was again experienced, and the mini-
mum for the week, 29. 7 inches, took place about 9 A. M.
of that day. By 9 p.m. of the 31st the mercury had
risen to 29.9 inches. The highest temperatures of the
air by day were, with the exception of the 27th, all

above 70°. The 25th was especially warm, the maxi-
mum value for this day being nearly So°. The mini-
mum temperatures at night were somewhat lower than
in previous weeks, the average being about 50°.

They ranged, however, from 55° nearly on the
25th to 45° on the 28th; and on the 31st
49^° was recorded. The average daily range of
temperature was about 22°. The mean daily tem-
peratures were, with the exceptions of the 25th
and 29th, in defect of the average, the departures
respectively being as follows:—25th, -l-6°.S; 26th,
—o°.4; 27th, —3°.6; 2Sth, —2°.i; 29th, +2°.i ;

30th, —o'.S; 31st, —o°.9. The weather, with but
slight exceptions, was very fine throughout the week,
and though at times the sky was covered with cloud,
yet the temperature in the rays of the sun was gene-
rally high ; on the 25th and 26th it was in excess of
130", and on the 29th as high as 143 J°. In the early
morning of the 2Sth the temperature, as registered by
a thermometer placed on the grass, was as low as 36°.

Rain fell heavily on the 26th, and to a smaller amount
on the 30th, the measured quantity being nearly half
an inch. South-westerly winds were generally preva-
lent, but with the exception of a turn to N. and
N.N.W., which took place on the 27th, the pres-
sures were somewhat heavier than in the preceding
week, and more continuous.

In England the extreme high day temperatures
ranged from 79!° at Blackheath and 77° at Hull to
71° at Leeds and 7i4°at Bradford, the average over
the country being 74°. The extreme low temperatures
at night varied between 50° nearly at Liverpool and
48° at Birmingham, to 42° at Hull, the general average
being 455°. The average range of temperature in the
week was 28^°, and the average daily range 173°.
The highest mean temperature was 60^", at Notting-
ham, and the lowest 56i°, at Norwich, the general
average over the country being 58!°. The weather
on the whole was not quite so fine as in the preceding
week, more especially in the North of England.
Thunder was heard at Hull on the 26th, and lightning
was seen at Wolverhampton and Liverpool on the 30th.
The average number of rainy days in the southern
counties was three, but in the northern five, the
amounts of rain measured varying from nine-tenths of
an inch at Birmingham to one-tenth at Portsmouth,
the average fall over the country being about half an
inch.

In Scotland the highest temperatures by day varied
from 69° at Paisley and Perth to 63° at Edinburgh, and
the lowest temperatures at night from 48!° at Aberdeen
to 45f° at Glasgow, their respective averages being
665° and 46!°. The highest mean daily temperature
was 55|°, at Leith and Perth, and the lowest 54°, at

Dundee and Aberdeen, the average over the country
being 54*°. The fall of rain was much heavier than in
the previous week, the amounts measured varying from
2 inches at Glasgow to nine-tenths of an inch at Leith,
while the average fall was much as 14 inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 73°, nearly,
the lowest 40^°, the mean 56^°, and the rainfall little

more than half an inch.

of propagation, is likely to be a great favourue. The
same remark applies also to a Golden Thyme, called
by Messrs. Henderson Thymus citriodorus aureus,
and which is an improvement upon the ordinary
Golden Thyme. Among low-growing shrubs fit for

edgings we may mention Coprosma Baueri, var. fol.

aureo-variegatis, as especially desirable ; the brilliant

glossy green of some portion of its leaves forms an
admirable foil for the bright golden hue of others. Of
larger size is the Golden Elder, most brilliant in

colour, and almost as free-growing as the common
Elder.

—— We lately saw, in the nursery of Messrs. E. G.
Henderson, a charming little plant called Ficus
MINIMA. It is like F. stipulata, and might be
described as a miniature edition of it, with closer set

and darker-coloured foliage. For indoor ferneries or

rockwork it would be just the plant.

We learn with much regret, from the BtiUditi

of the Botanicab .Society of France, of the death of M,
Gris, of the Botanical Department of the Jardin des
Plantes, at the early age of 42. Latterly M. Gris has
published much on systematic botany in association

with Brongniart, and has recently completed a very
valuable monograph on the pith of plants, which is

destined to take its place among the classical memoirs
on vegetable anatomy and physiology.

In answer to Major J. II. Brooks' inquiry

at p. 1 166, respecting Vanessa antiopa (the Cam-
berwell Beauty), a correspondent states that four

specimens of this rare butterfly have been taken wiihin

the last few days in the neighbourhood of Newcrstle-
on-Tyne, one of which he himself took. On the

same subject, Mr. D. Buchanan, Dyrham Park,
writes :

—

Among Yellow-leaved Plants, which
seem increasing in popularity just now, and which are
certainly serviceable, we may mention a new form of
Stellaria, S. graminifolia, var. aurea, which we have
lately seen in Messrs. E. G. IlENDERSON'snursery at St,

"Last week I saw a very beautiful specimen of the
Vanessa antiopa ; it was on the wing when I first observed
it. Standing still, it settled, not near enough to allow me
to capture it, but sufficiently so to enable me to see its

beautiful colours. After resting a short time, it darted
off with almost the rapidity of a Sphinx."

\\'e are also informed by Mr. E. P. Rogers, Stanage
Park, Brampton Brian, Herefordshire, that a younger
brother of his (G. F. V. Rogers) caught a very good
specimen close to the house on August 21. Mr.
Wallis, gr. to Colonel Tomline, M.P., Orwell
Park, Suffolk, writes to say that he saw two specimens
of the rare and beautiful Vanessa antiopa in the
kitchen garden on the 26th ult. One of the two,
finding its way into an ordinary garden hand-light

trap (baited with damaged fruit to take wasps and
flies), was captured. Mr. B. Richardson, The
Gardens, Quomdon House, Loughborough, informs
us that this most beautiful butterfly has been seen
twice in the garden there, the first time about a fort-

night ago, and again on the 30th ult., when he
endeavoured to capture it, but failed to do so.

"J. S. " says, " I have lately seen a specimen of this

beautiful butterfly, captured recently by a Rugby
scholar at Wasperton, Warwickshire."

The vacancy in the list of corresponding
members of the French Academy of Sciences, caused
by the death of M. Lecoq, has l>een filled up by the

appointment of M. J. E. Planchon, of Montpellier,

well known to English botanists as having been for

some time curator of the late Sir AV. Hooker's
herbarium. The vacancy caused by the death of Prof,

MoHL has been filled by the selection of M. H. A,
Weddell, a botanist also well known in this country.

That the " Herhaceous " Reaction is no
myth, but a real fact, may be demonstrated by a visit

to such nurseries as Ware's, of Tottenham ; Parker's
or Rollisson's, of Tooting ; or Henderson'.s, of St.

John's Wood, and others. We heartily rejoice at this,

for while we admire bedding plants in their places, we
do long for a little more variety and interest. To our
thinking, a garden should be like a picture gallery,

each picture with some striking merit and some history

of its own—not a mere " furniture " picture of mediocre
quality and no interest. So with a garden—let it be
gay, if you like ; but let not the ornamental predomi-
nate to the exclusion of everything besides. We may
illustrate our remark by advising the reader, if he be
in the locality, to pay a visit to Messrs. Hender.
son's nursery, at St. John's Wood, just now gay with
Gladioli, Pentstemons, Phloxes, Antirrhinums, the

gorgeous Tigridias, Tritomas, the splendid Delphinium
Hendersoni, and such a general collection of alpines

and herbaceous plants as is rarely seen. We may
note some that struck us on a recent visit,

without paying much heed to order :—Gaura
Lindheimeri, an old plant with pinkish white
flowers, is far too little seen in gardens. Among Cam-
panulas, X Campanula Houttei, a hybrid form, remains
one of the best ; Campanula turbinata var, pallida, a
low-growing, free-flowering form, is much to be recom-
mended ; even more so is the variety known as x C.
Hendersoni, said to be the result of a cross between
C. turbinata and C. alliarifolia. Under the name
Platycodon grandiflorum, or Wahlenbergia grandiflora,

are grown two or three forms botanically all referable

to one type, but differing in habit, time of flowering,

and size of flowers. The Gaillardias are all superb
plants, one named G. Telemachi especially so. The
species of Liatris are handsome, especially I>. ma-

John's Wood, and which, from its brilliancy and facility ' crostachya, L. graminifolia and pycnostachya. They
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recall the Serratula, common about London, but are

more elegant. We are most of us familiar with the

handsome Purple Loosestrife of our ditches and river

banks ; it is one of the handsomest of its kind, and
does as well in ordinary garden soil as in the

moister localities where alone it is found wild.

Among its near relatives are L. alatum and L.

flexuosum, both of which should find a place in

the herbaceous border. Talking of the manner in

which plants accommodate themselves to altered cir-

cumstances reminds us that in the nurseiy which fur-

nishes us with so many interesting plants, we saw, grow-
ing in the open border, the Samphire

—

Shakspeare's
Samphire—still common on Dover CUff, but thriving

quite as well at St. John's Wood, and having, as we
can say de giistu, precisely the same flavour as when
exposed to the salt sea spray. Erodium Manescavi is a

plant no garden should be without, and the same may
be said of Modiola geranioides, a low growing Malval
plant. Callirhoe verticillata, also belonging to the

Malvacere, is a taller growing plant,

with rather large puce-coloured flowers

of very great beauty. That a Melas-
tomad should be hardy in this country
seems at first hardly likely, never-
theless the old Rhexia virginica is

hardy, and a very interesting old plant
it is, though rarely met with. Like
Passiflora incarnata it is a sort of out-

lying member of the fraternity, which
is most numerously represented in

South America, liy the way, M.
Linden promises us some fine things

in the way of hardy Melastomaceous
shrubs, and as some of them grow
high up in the Andes we do not see
why they should not thrive here.

Zephyranthes rosea was in full perfec-

tion at the time of our visit ; it is one
of the loveliest of bulbous plants. Of
Saxifrages, Sempervivums, and Se-
dums, the collection is here unusually
large. We have not space to enume-
rate a tithe of the most interesting

forms ; the cojuwisseur should see
them for himself. We may, how-
ever, mention a variety of Sedum
acre with silvery-grey foliage, which
is likely to be serviceable for bed-
ding purposes.

1\^t Bulletin of the Botanical
Society of France notes the appoint-
ment, by the Minister of Public In-
struction, of M. L. Bureau as assist-

ant in the botanical department, and
of M. Deh^rain in the cultural

department of the Jardin des Plantes,

in place of MM, Tulasne and
Naudin, resigned.

—- Professor Hofmeister is to

succeed to the Chair of Botany at

Tubingen, in place of.the late Hugo
VON MoHL. Dr. Kra-us goes to
Halle in place of M. de Bary,
appointed to Strasburg.

We have on a previous
occasion alluded to Hydrangea
Otaksa as a fine ornamental plant,
but were agreeably surprised the other
day to see it at the Milford Nursery in

considerable quantity, and presenting
evidence of being even more valuable
for decorative purposes than we had
anticipated. It resembles H. Hor-
tensia in its growth and its style of in-

florescence, but it is altogether stronger
and bolder in growth. The colour of
the florets is pink, and they are pro-
duced in enormous globular heads of
from 12 inches to 20 inches across. It
would make a fine market plant, as
well as an admirable subject for greenhouse and con-
servatory decoration. Outdoors it grows freely, and
is about as hardy as II. Hortensia and japonica.

parviflora, the origin of which is above explained. We
believe the shrub is nearly or entirely unknown to

British gardens, on which account we have thought it

well to figure it (fig. 274, p. I195), and to recommend
it to the notice of connoisseurs as a very desirable shrub
for planting. At Combe Wood it is quite hardy. It

is very closely allied to Olearia myrsinoides, which we
met with recently at Mr. Jackman's nursery at Woking,
and which is equally deserving cultivation, though but
rarely seen. This latter plant is also known as
Eurybia myrsonoides. M. T. M.

AeRIDES HoULLETIANUM, 71. sp.

FoUis ligulatis apice obtuse bilobls ; racenio multifloro, grandi-
floro, carnosifloro ; mento porrecto magno ; sepalo imparl
oblongo obtuso ; sepalis inferioribus multo latioribiis; tepalis
subEequilatis sepalo imparl obtusiorlbus ; labello trlfido : lacliiils

laterallbus late sigmoidels ; lacinla media subrhombea deiiticu-
lata ; callo sulcato supra calcaris ostium, statim in lineam eva-
nescentem carnosam exeunte, calcarl conlco labello duppresso.

Here is a very fine novelty, known to me some years

oblongo ligulatis; partitione media cuneato hastata quadraU
apice bene profunde biloba ; lateribus crispulis carinis geminis a
basi in basin partitionis medise, ibi incrassata:, radiantibus
divisis

: anguio prosiliente utrinque ante partitiones laterales ;

columna; alis obtusangulis, aristula utrinque, anthera emargi-
nata,

A beautiful species, with numerous unusually large
flowers, nearly two-thirds the size of those of E, atro-
purpureum (macrochilum). Sepals and petals yellow-
ish, with a full tesselation of radiating brown veins.
Lip yellowish white, with purplish streaks in middle
line. Column green, with yellow emarginate anther.
It is of Brazilian origin, and flowered with O. O.
Wrigley, Esq., Bridge Hall, Bury, Lancashire, under
the management of Mr. Hubberstey. //. G. Rchb. f.

New Garden Plants.
Olearia Haastii, Hooker, Handbook Nm> Zealand

Floray p. 126 (1864).

"A small shrubby tree, branches stout, and corymbs hoary.
Leaves §—i ^ inch long, oblong or ovale or linear oblong obtuse,
very coriaceous, quite entire, reticulate and shining above,
bclr.w white and smooth, with close appressed white down, not
fining, flat

: veins very obscure, at right angles to the midrib.
Heads in rather loose peduncled corymbs i^ inch long,

-J inch
diameter, 10-15 flowered. Involucre cylindric, scales closely
imbricate, oblong obtuse glabrous, inner nearly as long as the
Horets; ray florets few, broad; pappus while, unequal,
achene loosely pilose.-Middlc Island, New Zealand, alt. 4000—4500 feet.

^

'I received this plant first from the late Mr. Veitch,
of bxeter who culiivated it from seeds brought from New
Zealand, bearing the MS. name of Eurybia parviflora."

Such is the description of a very distinct evergreen
shrub which we saw lately, growing at Messrs. Veitch's
nursery, at Combe Wood, under the name of Eurybia

Fic;. 273.

—

agave maculosa.

since, but the flowers came to me in such a state

that I did not dare to name the plant. It is close to

Aerides falcatum, Lindl. (Larpentie, Hort., crassi-

folium. Parish), yet that species has a technical dif-

ference—two sharp keels running at a distance from
each over the middle lacinia of the lip. Here there

are two short ones, which unite immediately. The dif-

ference in an amateur's eyes is far greater. The
flowers are larger, and would recall those of Aerides

crispum, provided the colours were not totally

different. The sepals and petals are yellow, marked
with purple. The lip is white, with various ametliyst-

coloured speckles, the anterior part wholly amethyst
colour. The spur, totally covered by the lip, is brown,
with a yellow end. For this beautiful novelty I have
to thank Mons. Liiddemann (Paris, Boulevart d'ltalie,

l8, 20), one of my oldest and most constant correspond-

ents. It is named, at his request, in honour of Mr.
Houllet, through whose advice it was obtained.

//. G. Rchb. f.

Epidendrum advena,
aff. Epidendro altissimo Bat.

sp.

Encyclium aff. Epidendro altissimo Bat. Ovariis pedicellalls

elongatls : sepalis oblongis obtusis ; tcpalis multo latioribus a
cuneata basi obtusis ; labelli tripartit! partitionibus laterallbus

AGAVE MACULOSA.
Agaves have taken a prominent place in modern

horticulture, and they truly deserve it. The hardiness
of their constitution, the bold and strange forms of their

often formidable leaves, and last, but
not least, their easy culture, have
made them great favourites in many
places where they are of ornamental
value if properly employed. Un-
luckily, their merits reside chiefly in
their foliage, and false as may be
now acknowledged the ancient story
relating to the commonest species (A.
americana) flowering once in 100
years, it seldom happens that speci-
mens in amateurs' collections show
their strange inflorescence. This
seems to be the supreme effort of a
protracted life, closing with the loss of
the specimen. Suckers, however, are
easily produced, and eventually seeds
are obtained, but the parent specimen,
the pride of its possessor, will be lost

for ever.

There will be probably many excep-
tions to this rule of the plant's death
after its flowering, which future ex-
perience will teach us. I wish, how-
ever only to draw attention to a
species of Agave endowed with the
peculiar property of flowering every
year, the plant continuing to live

and grow without suffering in the
least.

This is the Agave maculosa (fig. 273),
a dwarf amongst its brethren, as it does
not exceed i^ foot in diameter, the
floral scape attaining about 2 feet.

Its leaves, which are finely serrulate,

but completely unarmed, are flaccid,

and when fully developed look quite
withered, and have a peculiar leathery
texture, which in a less degree is also

to be found in other larger species,

as A. brachystachys, A. spicata, A.
yucccefolia, A. maculata. These
leaves are covered with small rusty-

red spots, which, what with the livid

appearance of the rest of the leaf and
the form of the same, resemble the
skin of a reptile deprived of its bright-

ness. The scape partakes of the same
indefinable livid colour. The flowers
are not numerous, and are of compa-
ratively large dimensions, the seg-

ments of the perianth being waxy
white (not a common occurrence in

Agaves), with the under side lightly

tinged with purple, reminding one in

some degree of those of the Tube-
rose, of which they also possess in a
faint degree the perfume.

It has never produced suckers, nor
have I been able to obtain any perfect

seed as yet ; but I hope to do so this

year by means of artificial fer-

tilisation.

1 inclose two photographs of the

same, one of the whole plant, and the other showing
a portion of the floral panicle al vero (fig. 273),

I have had this plant in my possession since 1S6S,

and 'had previously seen one in bloom at the Paris

Exhibition in 1S67 among the plants of M, Cels, whose
far-famed collections were afterwards dispersed and
lost, I fear, for horticulture. E. O. Eenzi, Florence,

[The Agave in question was figured in the Botanical

Magazine, tab. 5122 (1859), from a specimen sent to

Kew from the Royal Horticultural Society, who
obtained it from Texas. Sir W. Hooker considered it

nearest to A. saponaria. The dculiculations of the

margin are not represented in M. Kenzi's photograph,

owing probably to their small size. Kns.}

THE FROST AND THE FRUIT.
Your returns, probably the most discouraging you

have ever chronicled, prove beyond all controversy

that the frost had it. Frost in April and May make
bare trees in August and September. This is as obvious

as that twice two are four. A second fact, equally

obvious, and as much sinned against—for it is a sin to

run our cultural heads against walls of adamantine
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facts, that must prove harder and more than a

match for our skill is this,—that three out of four,

some will have it nine out of ten, at all events a great

majority, I am not careful to settle the exact per-

centage of our springs, are wholly antagonistic to our

superior fruits ; Peaches, Apricots, Nectarines, Plums,

Pears, Apples, and Cherries were not made to battle with

and overcome from 6° to 10° of frost, hitting them in

their most susceptible state and parts, the bitter expe-

rience of which, and ruin constantly recurring, puts

this fact beyond the range of controversy. Under the

conditions, which seem to have become the usual ones of

our springs, the marvel is, not that our fruit crops fail

so often, but that they ever succeed. For in con-

nection with these two we must notice a third

fact,—that our present means of protection are to a

great extent useless or worse. What is the use of

bunting, or boughs, or mats, and straw-bands,

and nets of all sorts of material and sizes of mesh, and

the whole host of protectors, if they end in such

general and complete failure ? The poor estate

of m,any of the trees also seems to me to prove

that many of our protective expedients are posi-

tively injurious. This statement is based chiefly upon

many years' experience and careful observation over a

made ornamental by being clothed in the manner sug-

gested by Mr. Knight. There are other advantages in

such clothing besides improved appearance. In all

glass copings or other contrivances water troughing

ought to be a vital consideration. The proximity of

water to healthy trees or borders, any amount of science

to the contrary, invites and intensifies the energy of the

frost. Experience is not only emphatic but unanimous

on this point. Hence all water that falls on glass pro-

tectors ought to be piped off. Attached to such

piping, and projecting beyond it as far as practicable,

some living plant—a Vine, a Wistaria, a Jasmine, a

Virginian creeper, a Rose, a Gooseberry cordon, an

Apple, Pear, or hardy Plum, should be trained. The
more slender twiggy shoots pushing out horizontally

from such plants the better. Each of these is moved
by the gentlest wind, and even when at rest they cut

and break the straight lines of radiation, and exert a

powerful influence in the conservation of heat, and the

warding off of cold, which is about the same thing as

far as the trees are concerned. I have noticed again and

again how delicate overhanging living sprays of plants

preserve blossoms and fruit under them from destruction

by frost ; and have a notable instance this year of

a tolerable crop on two Peach trees, overhung by some

strength of cultivators upon insurmountable obstacle

that wisdom ought to have foreseen, and capital taken
out of his way. D. T. Fish.

ON THE FUNGUS PRODUCING THE
POTATO DISEASE.

The study of the lower orders of plants is attended
with many and great difficulties. This is owing chiefly

to the minute size of the objects themselves, requiring

as they do the microscope for their investigation.

Then, again, most of our botanical text-books give only

the most superficial description of the lower groups,

and fix the whole time and attention of the student

on the higher or flowering plants. The consequence of

this is that the study of the higher plants is carried to

such a length in our lectures on botany, that little or no

time is given to the lower orders : a plan of procecdure

as philosophical as that of teaching zoology merely

from the vertebrates, and omitting all the other divisions.

In the course of lectures on botany, delivered in the

Royal Agricultural College, I attempted to fallow

a more philosophic plan, and devoted some time to the

consideration of the lower plants. Certain forms,

whose life-history had been ascertained, were selected,

^. S. 4-.

Fig. 274.—OLEARIA HAASTII.

Branch, natural size ; 2, Side view of flower-head, enlarged three diameters
disc, enlarged four diameters ; 6, Stamens, enlarged eight diameters

3, Top of flower-head, enlarged three diameters ; 4, Floret of ray, enlarged four diameters ; 5, Floret of

7, Sketch of branch, showing habit. The X indicates the size to which the parts are magnified.

wide field of culture, although the most elementary
knowledge of the conditions essential to the health of
plants, and the reckless way in which many of our
means of protection set those conditions at defiance,

would lead by a shorter route to the same con-
clusion. All opaque protectors, probably, do
as much, or more harm than good. Therefore I

heartily join with Mr. Knight, of Floors, and your-
selves in the cry for glass protectors. In fact, I have
been raising the same cry for years in the Florist

and other papers. But there is more hope that it will

be listened to now, as dessert dishes are well nigh
empty, and the time is therefore most opportune for a
united shout from fruit growers that will furnish them
with the means of winning a crop in the contest against

climate. I do not assert that glass copings or even
glass walls would always do this ; they would not
unless heated, and at times protected with other cover-
ings. But they would increase the power of the culti-

vator a hundredfold, and probably, as glass will keep
out from 5" to 10° of frost, according to-its thickness or
degree of transparency, in six seasons out of seven it

would preserve the blossoms and embryo fruit through
the danger period. Beyond that the fruit and trees
also are better without any protection, hence I have
recommended portable glass with movable and perma-
nent framework. If the latter is light there is no reason
why it should not be permanent, it could readily be

slender branches of a Virginian creeper under the

coping. I have also observed that straight hard-

and-fast lines ofglass, wood, and slate have proved less

efficient protectors than dangling boughs, straw bands,

or light and even ragged canvas. In the power of

motion of the protector is an element of safety to the

trees, and by clothing our frameworks in the modes
suggested, we may not only enwreathe them with

beauty, but add to the protective force of our glass

or other protectors. Possibly when the influence of

little matters of this kind is better understood and
appreciated, early-growing plants or evergreens will be

largely used as an outer fringing to our glass copings,

or as substitutes where these cannot be had ; and from

facts that have come under my own notice, I believe

that few protections for front walls could equal in effi-

ciency a second coping of Irish Ivy, with its massive

leaves trained on a light frame, projecting iS inches or

2 feet from the wall, placed immediately under the

coping.

I wish to remark, in conclusion, that cultivators

can hardly be held responsible for the failure of

fruits in the open air. This is mainly an affair of

climate after all, and unless we are furnished with

the means of modifying and controlling climate the

fruit must and does go, in spite of skill, energy, and

care. The fruit returns, properly read, mean this,

and more, the cruelty and improvidence of wasting the

and an attempt was thus made to give the students

broader views of the classification and life-history of

plants. Another difficulty in the way both of student

and teacher is, that as the higher and lower plants are

constructed on entirely different plans, the same terms

are not applicable to both. Hence the difficulty the

agricultural student experiences in trying to understand

what is meant by conidia, zoospores, and the

like. It may, perhaps, not be uninteresting to the

student if I try and point out the botanical position,

life-history, and construction of the Fungus producing

the Potato disease. The remarks here made were

embodied in my lecture on botany, delivered last

autumn.
The sea-weeds, funguses, and the lichens form a

group of plants all closely related, yet at first sight so

different as to be with difficuUy included under a single

set of characters. The passage from the sea-weeds to

the funguses is not abrupt, certain forms at one time

considered to be sea-weeds are now placed among the

funguses. Then the lichens and the sea-weeds are

related in manyways, one form (Lichina) having done

duty among the sea-weeds for some time : while the

relationship between the lichens and funguses are con-

sidered by some authors, as Schwendener, to be so

close as actually to warrant their being grouped together

in one division. The sea-weeds, funguses, and lichens

all agree in having a comparatively simple structure,
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and not possessing parts comparable to the stems and
leaves of the higher plants. To the more or less flat-

tened or rounded cellular expansion of these plants,

which may consist of only one or of thousands of cells,

the term thallus has been applied, and the three groups

possessing this maybe united, to form a large divi^ion'of

the vegetable kingdom, called the thallophytes. The
thallus may consist of one cell, or of many cells ; these

may be either similar or dissimilar. In some of these

thallophytes vi'e have plants consisting of one cell, which

performs the functions of nutrition during the day, and

those of reproduction during the night. In others we
have one part of the plant set aside to perform the

function of nutrition, while another part performs the

function of multiplication only. In most of the sea-

weeds the part of the thallus set apart for the purposes

of nutrition is large, while the reproductive organs

occupy only a small portion. In the funguses we have

plants which obtain most of the nutriment ready made,

and as a consequence an elaborate nutrient system is

not required. Hence that portion of the thallus in

funguses set aside for the purposes of nutrition, called

the mycelium, or spawn, is comparatively small, while

the organs for performing the functions of reproduction

predominate. This same law holds in the animal king-

dom, as in many parasites we have a low type of

nutritive system, and a largely developed reproductive

system. In most of the thallophytes we have two
modes of reproduction, one a true sexual process in

which we have parts equivalent to the stamens and
pistils of the higher plants, while the other is asexual,

and therefore to be considered as a process of budding.

These two modes of reproduction either alternate, or

else we may have budding taking place two or more
times in succession before sexual reproduction again

occurs. This fact is of the greatest importance, and
must not be lost sight of.

In many of the sea-weeds we have this alternation

of sexual generation with budding. At one period in

the life-history of the plant true sexual organs may be

produced, while at other periods we have numerous
small cells given off, each armed with two or more
hair-like appendages. As these appendages are capable

of moving they propel the whole mass, to which, on
account of its peculiar animal-like motions, the term

zo> spore has been applied. The zoospore may there-

fore be considered as a movable bud of the simplest

possible construction. The same alternation of sexual

generation with budding is to be met with in the

funguses, and the Peranospora affords a very good
example of it.

Many of our readers must have observed dead flies

floating in water in the autumn with their bodies all

covered with fine hair-like threads. This appearace is

produced by a plant which was formerly believed to be
.1 sea-weed, but is now placed among the funguses. If

we examine the threads with the microscope, we
observe a cellular mycelium or nutritive portion uf the

thallus. At the end of some of the portions of the

mycelium we may probably observe a single large cell,

the contents of which become broken up into small

portions. These small portions of the protoplasm

become liberated, and are zoospores, or rounded masses

of protoplasm, with two hair-like appendages. When
fre ', they are capable of moving about for some time,

and then growth takes place, and each one will form a

new plant ; but in another plant we may observe that

the ends of the branches of mycelium form a club-

shaped cell. This club-shaped body is the female

reproductive organ, and is called by botanists oogo-

nium. At each side of this club-shaped body two
smaller bodies can be seen, which spring from the

same portion of mycelium as the oogonium, but below
it ; they are two small branches which grow
upwards, till they come into contact with the

oogonium, being, in fact, the male reproductive

organ?, called by botanists the antheridia. Inside the

oogonium is the granular contents or protoplasm,

forming the oosphere. This oosphere is fertilised by
the contents of the small male branches, one or more
oospores being in this way produced. The oospores
are, in fact, comparable with the fertilized seed of the

higher plants. After a period of rest the oospore
germinates, and produces a new plant. The reproduc-
tive process in the fungus resembles that of many sea-

weeds, which form oogonia and oospores, the oospoi'es

being formed after fertilisation from the contents of the

oogonium. Then, in the production of the moving
buds, the zoospores, which multiply the plant asexually

these funguses closely approach the sea-weeds. The
passage from Achlya, the fungus possessing the sea-

weed like character just described, to the fungus pro-

ducing the Potato disease is but a single step. In
Peranospora infestans we have a thallus, with the

nutritive portion of it, the mycelium, ramifying
through the Potato plant. It has also two modes
of reproduction—sexual and asexual. In the asexual
form we have a branching tree-like portion of
the mycelium making its way through the stomata or
breathing pores of the leaf. This branching portion
bears rounded swellings, arranged in a somewhat
beaded manner, and called conidia, a term of which
there is no exact English equivalent. The conidia
when moistened with either rain or dew liberate their
protoplasmic contents, formingactive moving zoospores,
in some instances, in forms allied to Peranospora. Some
of the conidia do not produce zoospores, but develope
a mycelium distinctly. This is apparently figured in

Gardeners^ Chronicle^ Nov, 4, 1S71, p. 1420 (fig. 3), as

occurring in Peranospora infestans. Other observers,

however, assert that the conidia never produce a

mycelium directly, but always form several {in general

ten) zoospores. The zoospores after moving freely

about attach themselves to the cuticle of the plant, and
surround themselves by a delicate wall ; they then bore

through the outer wall of the epidermic cell, and form
a mycelium ramifying through the intercellular spaces

of the Potato plant. If the young mycelium is formed
in the tuber of the Potato it may remain dormant
during the winter, and then spread through the young
plant as it grows.
The sexual organs of Peranospora develope inside

the tissues of the host. The extremities of certain of

the threads of mycelium form rounded bodies, the

oogonia. Inside the oogonia a portion of the proto-

plasmic contents forms the oosphere. On another

branch of mycelium the antheridium is produced, which
adheres to the wall of the oogonium, the contents pass-

ing into the oosphere, which is thus fertilised and
the oospore formed. The oospore is surrounded by a

thickened skin, which is rough and dark-brown in

colour. After a period of rest, the fertilised oospore

germinates and produces mycelium. The Artotrogus

figured in the Gardcuoi Chronicle^ 1S71, p. 1420 {a)

is probably the oogonium with the oospore.

The fungus producing the Potato disease is thus inte-

resting botanically from its peculiar relations to certain

of the sea-weeds, in its mode of sexual reproduction and
in the production of moving zoospores. From the

effect of rain or dew in liberating these zoospores it is

not difficult to understand how the disease spreads

rapidly in damp weather. IV. R. McNab.

THE USE OF BOTANIC GARDENS.
(Conchuicd froJti p. I163.)

Reverting to the noble taste for scenic group planting,

let us acknowledge it as one capable of being developed
into the most picturesque magnificence, into the most
grateful yield, into the most bloomy features, and, above
all, into the most extensive instructiveness. Many horti-

culturists of eminence have shown already, that for im-

pressive groups of plants, even in colder countries, we
can dispense with sub-tropical forms, although for half the

year they may still add to the vivid and graphic effect

by bringmg Tree Ferns, Palms, Yuccas, Melianthus,

Bamboos, Agaves, Fourcroyas, Cycadeas, Papyrus, tall

Gahnias, Cordylines, Cannas, Richardia, Acanthus, and
the great Mexican Composites (Ferdinanda and Mon-
tagnsea), and other conspicuous and not absolutely

tender plants from conservatories to the open ground,

with a view of enhancing the effects of sucli groups, as

may permanently be constituted by the hardy Pines,

Ailantus. Gynerium, Heracleum, Ferula, Donax, and
even ordinary Artichokes and Helianthus ; or the sown
Ricinus, ^lorghum, and Maize ; or the nobler species of

Rheum, Polygonum, or Gunnera ; or the tall Kams-
chatka Angelica, all available even in colder zones for un-

protected garden spots.

In this respect a botanic garden can also fulfil its

duty, by introducing the nobler forms of plants, and
by educating the community to higher horticultural con-

ceptions. You need not exclude the Rose, which we all

appreciate as the queen of flowers
;
you need not banish

anything else that is brilliant, or gay, or odorous, from bulbs

and Carnations to Petunias, Pelargoniums, or Dahlias,

or any other favourite ffower, but let us allow also for

the higher decorative and utilitarian work of horticulture a

fair scope. Let us study to embrace all that is attractive

in any form, whether native or foreign, into one grand

whole of magnificence, without singling out a few transitory

plants for almost exclusive culture, and without sacrificing

to a monotony, which may become finally comparable to

the Tulip monomania of a darker age, all loftier cultural

interest, all that in this direction is elevated and great.

It is unquestionably of importance to provide, in any
scientific garden, from time to time accurate catalogues of

the contents, quite as much as an inventory as to guide

information and to regulate interchanges. But this is a

work of such magnitude and constantly-recurring ad-

ditional labour, that even the grand establishment of

Kew has shrunk from the task of issuing an index of all

its plants for a long series of years. Not only has the diffi-

culty to be encountered ofidentifying the plants with specific

accuracy, for which purpose they must be examined while

in flower and fruit ; but, moreover, such catalogues be-

come almost immediately incomplete or altered, partly

because annuals are a very uncertain possession, partly

because we cannot imitate all the conditions under which

so many plants of the Alps, the moors, the heaths, the

sahns steppes, or the tropical jungles, are naturally

thriving ; hence a number of species, capricious in their

mode of growth, are apt to perish in culture, how-
ever much care may be bestowed on them. Then,

again, daily new accessions are gained in every great

horticultural collection, while in the process of discovery

some changes will continually occur in the nomen-
clature, until all plants of the globe shall have been

fully collected and exhaustively studied. Under these

circumstances of adversity, I raised the question among
leading directorial colleagues in Europe whether by

united efforts we could provide for the publication of

an universal catalogue in annual editions, or at a regular

interval of a few years. It appeared to me that just as all

navigators jiossessed one nautical almanac, prep.ared for

them annually, so all horticultural establishments, those

formed for trading purposes included, should enjoy the

universal use of the best index which at the time can be

compiled. From such standard list local catalogues

could be re-issued whenever and wherever necessary,

while each institution may irrespectively maintain its

standard copy complete for reference to the latest day.

I revert once more to the forming of test plantations as

prominent among the obligations of a scientific garden.

What, for instance, can be more interesting than a collec-

tion of fibre plants, kept together in cultivation, to watch
their respective endurance of climate, their rate of growth,

their required nourishment, their proportion of yield, or

to ascertain the strength of their products, the adapta-

bility of the latter for various textile fabrics, their mercan-

tile value, and commercial demand ?

The subject of fibres is one so large and so momentous
that it requires special discussion.* A good many kinds

of fibre plants were grown experimentally under my
direction, and subjected to various tests, recorded in the

documents, which emanated from the successive great

exhibitions. Some of the results of my experiments on

strength were given in the descriptive catalogue of Vic-

torian contributions to the Sydney Exhibition of last year.

But such tests must be continued or extended. I should,

therefore, like to have here, under access, many of the

numerous fibre plants which are not yet even known
beyond their native countries. The administrator of the

Botanic Garden of Calcutta, in his oflicial report (of April

of this year), alludes to no less than 14 new fibre plants,

all allied to the grass-cloth, from Upper India alone. He
thoughtfully observes :

— " It is, however, not the excel-

lence in fibre that is necessary to recommend a fibrous

plant as economically valuable. The principal v.alue of

Jute (Corchorus olitorius and C. capsularis) is that itican

be easily prepared," as it must always be our endeavour

to liberate the fibre by mechanical means, but not by

chemicals or heat, from the adherent cellular tissue, Mr.

Clarke mentions as the most promising of these new

fibres that from Villeburnia integrifolia, a small tree from

Khasia, which with some of the other recommended fibre

plants will probably prove hardy here. He regards the

Villeburnia as the strongest of all the Sikkim sorts, 11

being used there for bow-strings. In its whiteness and

its fineness of texture it seems to surpass even Rhea.

This fibre can be more easily cleaned than any of the

others tried on this occasion, and the bush yielding it

is thought to grow like Osiers. Maoulia Puya seems

the second best in value ; it is marvellously strong, and

provides the I.epchas the principal matenal for their

hative cloth. t j-

Of the lute fibre there were imported from India in one

single year into England no less than 60,000 tons. I he

United States of America imported also about 50,000 tons

in a year, there realising £bo. and more, per ton, ttie

importation in 1865 having been 91,549.800 lb. Regard-

ing fibres, we can learn here, by test culture through the

year, during which months the best Flax crops can be

obtained, and what varieties of Cotton can be cultivated to

advantage in our soils and in our latitudes Cotton culture

in North America terminating with the 38 N. In short,

there ought to be, in a scientific garden, representative

plants of any important fibre hitherto drawn into indiis-

trial use. So it should be with important starch-plants

dye-pLants, oil-plants, fodder-plants ;
so it should be with

any species adopted in medicine. Remember only the

pretty Lupin plants, of which about 100 different species

are known ;
how decorative they all are, how valu-

able, and so long recognised as fodder herbs, and for

green manure : how little comparison has also yet been

instituted between the value of the species of the Andes

of British Columbia, or the Mediterranean regions ot

California. There are various kinds of Arrowroot p ants,

different in their degree of hardiness ;
there are oil-plaiits,

which ripen a crop in three months, such as the Ramtilor

Guizotia.
. , 1- .

Manures, in their varied constitution and application,

require also experimental tests. Diseases of plants, in

their increasing multiplicity, need to be carefully traced

and elucidated, for which purpose the means of a we -

sustained botanic garden ought to be available with

legitimacy. Be it so far enough. But there is also some-

thtng inexpressibly charming and recreatively instructive

in viewing a very large assemblage of plants from .all the

different parts of the globe, scientifically traced to their

names and origin.
,

.

But while devoting our energies and resources to the

primary objects of scenery, we need no d'sdain those

ornamental works which serve to embellish still more

a stately structure. We can build grottos if our means

admit of the conveyance of rocks from the distance. We
can raise islands, and convert sw.amfjs into lakes, when-

ever the resources of a young estabhslimcnt are no longer

taxed with still more important obligations. We can

have fountains playing in all directions, "henever our

botanic garden can participate in that supply and pressure

of our great waterworks which is allotted to other suburb-

an parks. We can raise statues, also, to glorify monu-

mentally what is noble and great. We can draw banded

flowers through smooth and verdant awns will the

utmost of gaiety. But while attempting all this, we should

never lose sight of the still higher objects for w uch a

botanic institution is founded ;
otherwise, while Inning

away slender means on what may be mere trivialities wc

may have failed to afford our early guidance to lasting

prosperityor progressive and enduring advancements ;
and

yet the accomplishment of this alone is an herculean task

Rest assured a garden so conducted .as to fulfil its tv le

destination will never fail to provide in large measure tlie

purest of enjoyments, and the amplest comfort also.

•' Though vvr.int i" clouds, yet still and still

The slea(lf.ist siiii th' empyrean sways ;

There still prevails a holy will-

lis not blind chance the world obeys.

The eye eternal, pure and clear.

Regards and holds all beings dear.

For thee, loo. Will the Father care.

Whose faith and soul in Him confide ;

And though the last of days it were,

He calls thee early to Hi^fside.

His eye eternal, pure and clear.

Thee, too, regards, and holds thee dear.

Gl-ADSTONK, FROM KlND.

"
111 an index published by the Commercial-Industrial Museum

of Maison de Melle, near Ghent, the scientific names of 550 kinds

of plants yielding textile fibre are given.
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Though the true destiny of a botanic garden should be

maintained then with some rigour, be it far from us to

withdraw those sources oi pure pleasure which scientific

refinement offers there to a still higher degree. Baron von

MtiUer, Melbourne.

THE AVENUE GARDENS, REGENTS
PARK.

When the Regent's Park was originally laid out

the broad straiglit walk which runs through it from

south to north was bounded by a quadruple avenue

composed of four rows of trees on either side—Horse

Chestnuts next the walk, and Limes and Elms beside

them. While the trees were young and of moderate

dimensions, these lines of trees formed delightfully

shady walks, but as they grew together, and the parks

became more resorted to, the grass perished from

shade and foot-fall, and what was before a pleasant

promenade became bared, browned, and uninviting.

Under these circumstances it was determined by the

powers that "were" that the inner rows of trees

on each side shoukl be removed, leaving the two

exterior lines, and that between these the ground

should be laid out in the form of an ornamental

garden. "Mr. Markham Ncsfield was charged with

the designing and laying out of the ground cleared

of trees, and thus what are known in the Regent's

Park as the Avenue Gardens came into being. A de-

scription of them will be found in our volumes for

1S64 (p. 8S9), and 1S65 (p. 915), written about the

time they were completed. In iS/i (p. 547) we also

gave a view of these gardens, and we now give a plan

showing their general form and character (fig. 275).

I'he two lines of larger dots on the plan represent re-

spectively the two lines of Horse Chestnuts next the

walk, and the two lines of Elm next the park. The space

was limited in width—only 75 feet—and the object was

to produce as much variety as possible within the com-

pass, and to take advantage of the peculiar oppor-

tunities ajTorded by the framing of the trees of the

avenue. This was done by forming a large central

garden in each, with vases, tazze, formal shrubs, and
geometrical llower-beds, flanked on either side by
subordinate gardens, in which subsidiary avenues of

Lombardy Poplars formed a leading feature. To
render the promenade private, and shut out the park

on the one side and tlie public road on the other, a

plantation, in character with the style of the garden,

was extended into the park, and the intervening ground

between the gardens and the road was planted as a

shrubbery. Besides these, a bar of shrubs consisting

of Aucubas, and within these Lilacs, as being spring

bloomers, deciduous, and withal thriving in a London
atmosphere, was planted. An outer hedge of trellised

Hornbeam enclosed the portion on either side of the

Poplar avenue, broken here and there by beds of

Hollyhocks, foliage plants, kerbed beds and tazze, thus

forming a continuous little belt, framing the avenue on
either side of the central parterres. Where a large

circle is seen on the plan there is a large vase, sup-

ported by griffins, which is seen with considerable efifect

towering over the other features of the garden.

The effect of this style of arrangement was brilliant

and novel, an.d it must be added that it was both pretty

and effective when newly planted, and while nicely

kept. First Commissioners, who are not "gar-
deners," have, we presume, since then cut off some of

the supplies, for the Avenue Gardens, though not

wanting in flowers, are not so well kept as formerly,

but they have added so much of interest to the

promenade in the park, that it is much to be desired they

should be continued through the northern division also,

and that the opening through Park Square connecting

them with Portland Place, once talked of, should be
carried out.

Theopeningup of the original trees has, as might be
expected, produced in them a somewhat luxurious but
irregular gi'owlh. They were pruned in the first

instance, but seem to have discarded such control, and
are now obtruding their heads over the borders
sacred to Pelargoniums, though their roots have been
kept within bounds by means of a deep wall, which
converts the whole area into a large flower-pot.

To secure the full beauty of these gardens the trees on
both sides. Elms as well as Chestnuts, should undergo
a free but judicious pruning, to reduce them to sym-
metrical proportions, and to bring them within due
bounds. The Poplars also, having overgrown their

position, should either be renewed or pruned down
to a suitable height and fitting dimensions. They
are, however, so inexpensive that the former plan

would no doubt be best, and the Vines which are

planted round some of the stems, and seem to flourish

exceedingly well, might be planted round all of them.

The plantations on the south-eastern side of

these gardens, which have been recently formed,
have made rapid progress, and seem to be growing
kindly in the soil, which was mostly obtained by Mr.
Nesfield from the excavation of the Underground Rail-

way. The supernumerary trees and shrubs already
require to be thinned out. Now, while they are fit for

being transplanted, they might thus be made available
for extending the improvements which Mr. Nesfield
has so well commenced. Might we venture to suggest
to Mr. Ayrton that he should set about extending the
Avenue Gardens through the northern division of the
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Regent's Park while the materials are available?

—

that thus, by doing something to benefit the parks,

he might do something towards making the amende
honorable to the botanical and horticultural fraternity,

whose amour propre he has lately so deeply wounded.
T. M.

Fig. 275.—THE AVENUE GARDEN.'^, BEGENT's PARf^.

THE POTATO DISEASE.
I i-'iND that I am in a position to reply at once to

certain of the queries nnent this subject propounded iti

your leader of Saturday last. The disease made its

appearance here about the first week of August, not

attacking first one particular kind, but appearing in

patches amongst various sorts, and gi-adually spreading

until, in about a fortnight, scarcely a bit of green haulm
was left, excepting the tops of some very gross-growing

kinds. The state of the weather was identical with

that which has in all seasons past heralded the disease

—marked, that is, by frequent storms of thunder and

rain, followed this year by considerable rainfall for the

period of the year. The temperature also varied con-

siderably, having great heat during the prevalence of

the thunder storms, and some coUl days and nights

afterwards. My method of culture differs not materially

from that commonly found where Potatos are largely

grown. During tlie winter I had the whole of the soil

sub-trenched, and at the same time the larger portion of

it was well dressed with fresh-drawn stable-manure,

in some parts a dressing of lime, at the rate of

4 tons to the acre, was also applied. And I may say at

once that with me the influence of the lime must count

for nothing as far as the operation of the disease was
concerned. During the months of March and April

the seed was got in, forking the soil over again and
planting about 4 inches deep in furrows drawn by line,

the rows being, with early kinds, 2 feet apart, and later

kinds being from 4 inches to 6 inches more distant.

The seed had been as usual carefully housed through

the winter, having plenty of air when mild weather

prevailed. Not a single tuber had been prematurely

sprouted, and all those planted were perfectly sound,

firm, and healthy. No one could bestow greater care

on tlie wintering of seed Potatos than myself.

]\Iy soil singularly varies in character in different

parts of my ground—in one, and the larger case, being

a stiff clayey loam ; and in the other light gravelly soil,

working at all times like an ash heap. Before the

disease appeared this year I frequently found occasion

to say that in spite of the working and dressing

the ground had received during the winter, and the

extra forking over it received in the spring, yet I never

knew soil to work tighter or run together firmer than

it had done during the past summer. So much was
this the case, that even a nice fine fibrous loam, that

last summer could be hoed up deeply and finely all the

season, was during the present yearashard as baked clay,

and, if stirred, every fresh rain would settle it down as

hard as ever. Now, I know that in this respect the

soil here was not peculiar, as the complaint was often

and frequently made to me by others to the like effect.

1 attribute this tenacity to the almost entire absence of

frost last winter, and however pleasant we may feci it

at the time to get rid of the winter without its rigours,

yet the influence exerted on the soil by severe frost is

so beneficial during the succeeding growing season that

we may well regret a mild winter. That this tightness

and tenacity has assisted the disease in the Potato I

have no doubt ; and especially do I know that the

close, cold, and wet character of the ground after

planting materially checked growth, and caused the

Potato crop to be a fortnight later than usual. That
fortnight, with me at least, might have made a

difference in the efifect of the disease that would have

resulted in a considerably less loss. The whole of my
ground here is very open and exposed, being swept by

winds all round, except due north. Although lying

on the margin of the Thames valley, the land is arti-

ficially drained, and the subsoil is far from retentive

—

in fact, it enjoys the reputation of being rather too dry

in the summer than otherwise.

I have put off to the last any reference to the sorts

diseased, because, growing over loo kinds, I have
necessarily considerable opportunities of observation

and experience in that respect. As a rule, I found all

the eariiest kinds, both of rounds and kidneys, entirely

free from disease. A spell of drought had ripened

them early, and so far, although the samples are not

large, they are perfectly clean. All other kinds have

suffered chiefly in relation to quality and breeding, and

also to character of soil. Thus, a sort that would prove

diseased on light soil would assuredly be as bad, or

worse, on stiff soils; and v'ue versi^. At present I believe

it would be risking the truth to say that any one sort

had totally escaped, but although growing side by side

yet some have suffered terribly, and others are com-

paratively unhurt. I give one remarkable instance of

this. In rows side by side were planted Paterson's

Victoria and Albert, both white round kinds, and I

believe both out of the same batch of seedlings. Albert

is rather earlier than Victoria, and has a shorter haulm ;

Albert wasdiseased at the rate of two-thirds of the whole,

and Victoria at the rate of about one-eighth. Possibly

in other places this result might be reversed, and for

this reason I would decline to give the names of any

other kinds that have failed or escaped, simply because

in other parts of the country a totally different result

,
may be found. I think it will also prove to be a
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falsehood should any one assert that such and such a

kind has escaped the disease altogether. Indeed I am

not afraid to hazird the opinion that, as far as the haulm

is concerned, there is not a sort grown this summer in

the kingdom that has not displayed its effects ;
and

wlio can honestly assert that the disease may not

be in the tuber ? There is a special point for the con-

sideration of scientific observers. How is it that whilst

the haulm of all kinds suffer alike, the tubers of some

sorts are fearfully diseased, whilst others comparatively

escape? In one thing the experience of the present

season has fully borne out that of previous years, viz.,

that just as we get high-class quality in any particular

sort, so will it be more liable to disease. By high-class

quality, I mean perfect whiteness and mealiness of

tuber when cooked, combined with high flavour, and

those qualities that make up a tuber fit for the eating

of people of taste. .Specially is this shown in the Lap-

stone section, whicli are at all times largely subject to

disease, but in rounds and kidneys alike, where

there is' the whitest and mealiest of flesh there is most

disease.

As a rule, also, the coarser kinds are least affected,

Init most of those are sorts that no one cares to eat

if they can get better, and I see little chance

of stamping out the disease as long as we

continue to grow high-bred kinds. But who would

be willing to consent to such a measure as that?

I think no one ;
possibly it ni.ay not prove requisite.

Next year may give us a most favourable season, and

others nearly as good may follow for several years; and

shoulJ such be tlie case, we shall not only have

recouped the losses of the present year, but also prove

that if the disaster of a bad season can be tided

over, the average loss will not after all prove so very

heavy.
Nostrums in the way of professed alleviation are all

nonsense ; and even the proposal to desiccate the dis-

eased tubers, and so save the starch, if carried out

by any one, which is most unlikely, is scarcely prac-

ticable this year, as I find what tubers are diseased to

be so far rotten as to render desiccation practically

impossible. A thoroughly rotten diseased Potato is

about as nasty an.l repulsive an object in the vegetable

world as possible, the results being about the same as

is at times produced on animal life by small-pox and

other contagious diseases. We want prevention,

and whoever amongst our practical or scientific

men can discover how to prevent the Potato disease

will have done more to merit the blessings of

his fellows than the discoverer of a dozen stars,

or the cleverest ethnologist that ever lived. It would

be, however, a sheer waste of time to travel over the

ground that others have trod, with the poorest results.

If we accept the principle laid down by Berkeley and

others, that the disease in its physical manifestation is

a fungus acting internally instead of externally, then

any student of the disease has a tangible starting point,

but whether the fungus growth is actually the disease

itself, both in origin and in result, or whether the

fungus is but the corollary of disease and decomposition

originating from an unknown cause, remains to be

pioved. Certain it is that the disease, whatsoever it

may be, either is absolutely produced by certain atmo-

splieric conditions, or else it lies dormant in the Potato,

and is only called into operation when certain states of

weather prevail. It is useless to talk about the

raising of new kinds from seed every year as the

imly means of wearing out the disease. Mr.

Fenn conclusively showed last year that his first

)eir seedlings were not in the slightest degree

ulfected under glass, but were so affected in the

open air ; and I have myself found this year,

ill growing hundreds of 2-year-old seedlings in

the open ground, that all were more or less affected ;

s 1 I hold that to be conclusive proof that the growth

of a continuous supply of seedlings to stamp out

disease is an absolute failure. I think these facts also

go to indicate that the disease is really not one always

lying dormant in the tuber, as also it would be

pertinent to ask, " How did it first originate ? " but

rather that it is caused by atmospheric influences, such

as electricity, or moisture, or a fall of the temperature,

or it may be a combination of all, or any two ; or it

may be, as I pointed out last year in a daily contem-

porary, a species of disease, the germs of which are

floating in the air, and are propagated and put into

active operation only when wet weather prevails.

Why the Potato should be peculiarly subject to this

disease, whilst almost all other edible vegetables go

scot-free, is also a matter for close inquiry. What-

ever amount of study may have been devoted to this

great physical problem in years past, it is evident that

there is a wide field open before earnest inquirers yet,

and one that may bring ultimate fame. Should the

expected trial of Potatos take place at Chiswick next

year, and the disease be then prevalent, it would

affurd a capital opportunity to observers to note its

effects upon each of the large number of sorts which will

doubtless be planted there. I would suggest that persons

who may send kinds for trial should specify with them
the manner in which each was affected by disease this

summer, not necessarily for publication, but that those
who have charge of the trial may have some useful

inf'irmation before them with which to compare next

year's results. These results would be looked for with
special interest from such a centre as Chiswick ; and if

the Royal Horticultural Society has ^^loo at disposal,

it could not dispose of it more worthily or more use-

fully than by devoting it to the securing of scientific

knowledge to aid Mr. Barron in his practical labours

next year. Alexamier Dmn, Bcdfont.

gome Cornsponbence.

Shallots Seeding.—The remedy I would suggest

to Mr. Hobday, to prevent the spreading of disease in

Shallots, is to break up a piece of good old meadow
ground as soon as possible, and well work it (with-

out manure) until the time of planting ; or, if this

cannot be done, to trench a piece of garden ground,

and add a plentiful supply of fresh soil, well worked,

from the meadows. I have adopted the former

plan with great success this season. Respecting the

varieties and seeding of Shallots, according to John-

son's Gardcna-s' Dictionary, there appear to be two

distinct varieties, the common and the long-keeping,

both of which I have grown ; but is there not another

variety, under the name of Jersey ? I have for years

been trying to get it true, and although it has been sent

me from various parts of England and the Continent,

I have had doubts—having somewhere, a few years

since, seen a description of it, according to which it is

perfectly round, like an Onion, firm, and not producing

so many offsets as the old variety. I fancy, however,

that last spring I successfully obtained the true variety

from Germany, but every bulb planted threw a flower-

spike as soon as the heads were formed. I picked

them off about one-third of the bed, leaving the re-

mainder for seed, which is now looking well. The

former, being thus checked, threw olf two or three

offsets, which are very fine, and very nearly or per-

fectly round. Now, not one of the English roots went

to seed, and how to account for the Jersey I cannot

tell, unless they were grown from seed. I have also

sown a bed of Jersey seed, obtained with the roots,

but what they will turn out I cannot say ; at present

there appear to be very many true, but many are

evidently common Onions of sorts. I intend continuing

the experiments by pulling up part at once, leaving the

remainder, to see if they will divide. Perhaps some

readers have carried out these experiments from seed ;

if so, I should much like to know the results, and also,

if my description of the Jersey Shallot is correct.

J). R. Davis, Yeovil.

The Fruit Crops.—It has often occurred to me
while visiting gardens, and when reading reports of

fruit crops, that cultivators too often aim at having

collections of fruits instead of selections suitable to their

locality and soil. Certain kinds of Apples, Pears, and

Plums, are seldom known to fail in any district. Of

these our collections extend to mostly every kind

worthy of cultivation, but we grow large quantities of

sorts which are hardy, useful, and never fail — for

example, among Apples, a row of King of Pippins,

one of Stirling Castle, one of Northern Greening, one

of Lord Sufiield, and one of Keswick Codlins, in all

about 100 trees, 6 teet high, and as much in diameter.

Not one of these trees has failed to bear heavy

crops each season for nine years past, while many other

kinds with the same advantages (and not exposed to some

of their disadvantages) carry at times only half a crop.

The position is not one of the best, it being 300 feet

above the level of the sea, and not sheltered from east

and south-east. Few Pears do well as standards here ;

Flemish Beauty, Autumn Colmar, Beurre d'Amanlis,

Franc Real d'Ete, and one or two others, are seldom

without fair crops. I wish that we had rows of them,

as we have of certain bearing Apples. On a Pear-wall,

about 300 feet long, each tree has been loaded (with

about three or four exceptions) six seasons running.

Victoria, Kirke's Nectarine, Prince of Wales, Jefferson,

and Rivers' Prolific Plums, on a wall facing the east,

never fail, and generally carry good crops ; while

other trees on the same wall are often thinly cropped.

This season every Plum-tree is loaded, and swelling to

a fair size. With the exception of Apricots and Morello

Cherries, we never had heavier crops of fruits of all

kinds than we have had this season. I believe, notwith-

standing all that has been said to the contrary, that the

choice of fruits suitable to the locality, and the method

of cultivating them, have as much to do with their

bearing as the weather. How often do we see trees

allowed to grow late in the season, their roots pumping

up water when the tree should be at rest, with the

foliage large and green, and the buds all ready for next

year's work? How often has the knife to be used

freely in winter, reducing the wood, when that work

should have been done between June and the end of

August. The roots should also have attention during

these months, doing the pruning a little at a time

;

not cutting the feeders off wholesale, but finding out

those which are searching for food far from the warmth

of the sun, and where the soil may be of an unsuitable

character. If roots are long and naked they should be

cut off, and all that can be easily brought near to the

surface should be carefully moved without bending them

upwards. As suckers are then produced, fresh clean

loam is added, and rammed hard round the lifted or

pruned roots. I send you branches of these trees,

which are root-lifted during summer and autumn.

M. Timpk, Balliiriii/, N.B. [Branches of Pears,

Apples, and Plums, loaded with fruit were received

with this communication. Eds.]

Amaranthus salicifolius.—Allow me to add my
testimony in praise of this beautiful annual. Mr.

Denning, at p. 1105, has given us a recipe for its suc-

cessful cultivation out-of-doors. I would add a little

thereto with regard to its usefulness for indoor pur-

poses, more especially as I perceive a subsequent

correspondent writing on the same subject at p. 1136,

and speaking unfavourably of it as a pot plant. If

large specimens are desired, sow in February or March,

grow on freely in a warm greenhouse or pit with full

exposure to the light, admitting plenty of air as the

season advances and the weather gets warmer. Give

the final shift about the middle of June, and do not

make the soil too rich. Now have patience and wait,

and in due time you will be amplyrewarded for your pains,

for as August sets in it will begin to clothe itself in the

most gorgeous apparel of crimson and gold, the colours

deepening and spreading over the whole plant in the

most remarkable manner from the top downwards. X

confess I was at first greatly disappointed with it, as

many more have been, and was inclined to discard it,

as I know others in this neighbourhood have done, but

when on a visit to Messrs. Veitch's nursery last July,

I observed a coloured plate of it on the wall of one of

the corridors, and thinking it was, to say the least of it,

rather overdone, I said to the foreman who accom-

panied me, "Do you mean to say that that is a true

figure of Amaranthus salicifolius ? Why my plants have

no more colour in them than a Perilla?" The
reply was, "that it was a perfectly true figure,

so far as it went, and that if I preserved my
my plant until autumn, I should be convinced that the

figure, instead of being overdone, did not do justice to

it." This I have now verified ; and to those who may
have been in haste to condemn it, I would say, try it

again next year, and if the simple treatment I have ad-

vised is carried out, and you will patiently wait the

result, I think you will arrive at the same conclusion

as myself, viz., that it is one of the finest pot plants for

autumn decoration we have. One thing more and I

have done ; never allow it to suffer for the want of

water, or the tips of the foliage will wither, thereby

considerably marring its beauty. James Seward,

Cvfarthfa Castle.

The Failure of the Potato Crop.—In the general

failure of the Potatos this autumn might not something

be done by those who, by constant residence among

their people and some care for their interest, have

gained their trust ? Dr. Hooker's most excellent and

proved advice would be followed with perfect con-

fidence by almost all the educated part of the com-

munity ; but those so utterly uninstructed as many of

our cottagers are need a helping hand to show them the

details of the process, and a statement from somebody

they know personally to convince them that wholesome

food can be extracted from the unsavoury and repulsive-

looking roots. Might not something be done by those

who have the means offering to buy the starch pro-

duced from their poorer neighbours' diseased Potatos?

The price might be a low one, and the food thus saved

from roots otherwise probably wasted might be stored

for future use. Having a good deal to do with the

poorer classes, I am now endeavouring to teach them

the simple plan of saving the starch by placing a sieve

in the top of a deep pan full of water, and grating the

Potatos in water in the sieve. The useless parts are

thus kept by the sieve from mixing with the starch

which flows through the bottom of the pan ;
and

whilst the rubbish can be thrown out, the starch

collects beneath ready for use, after another washing or

two in clean water, and drying on a clean cloth in a

warm place. I have offered to buy this starch,

purposing to keep it for distribution when needed at

the price given for it, or a lower one, if desirable.

Should this plan seem likely to be serviceable, I should

feel much obliged by your giving it a place in your

columns. O.

Mysterious Disappearance of Cherries.—lam
afraid attacks such as those to which your correspon-

dent, " H. G.," alludes are only too frequent, especially

to the fruit of trees trained on the outside of garden

walls, where, in a locality I am acquainted witli, some

remarkably fine White-heart Cherries and Bon Chretien

Pears were apt at one time to disappear similarly.

Fortunately, the garden border was just wide enough

for the trees to be out of arm's length of the walk, and

I found it an unfailing remedy to have it raked very

carefully in front of the tree to which it was feared the

" attack " might extend. The surface was made very

soft and fine, so that the lightest footstep would leave

an exact print of the form of the owner's shoe-sole

;

and the cure was quite perfect. E. A. O.

Marquis of Lome Cucumber.—I beg to slightly

differ from your reports of this Cucumber as regards its

flavour. I was presented with a fruit of it the other day

by a fiiend, as a trial fruit ; and I considered, as far as

my taste goes, the flavour to be equal to any Cucumber

in cultivation, and vastly superior to several kinds.

For exhibition purposes the Marquis is admirably

adapted, but for the cut and come again of the market

gardener, and the gentleman's gardener, too, the Mar-

quis would not do—notwithstanding it is a noble look-

ing Cucumber, worth growing for its fine shape and

flavour. I beg to recommend Pearson's Long Gun at

another most valuable kind which as regards size is on a

par I think with the Marquis, and also in flavour, and
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to judge from my experience far more productive, con-

sequently more suitable where Cucumbers are in

demand every day, with probably no other means than

a two or three light box. I cannot shut my eyes to the

merits of Rollisson's Telegraph. M.asters' Prolific

is a most useful kind. Has any one the true old Sion

House, or is it lost ? John Edlington, Easton Gardens,

Grantham.

White Celery.—Having been successful in pro-

ducing some fine compact sticks of Turner's Incom-
parable White Celery, I exhibited them at the

Chepstow and County of Monmouth Horticultural

Show on August 21 last, and took the 1st and 2d

prizes. Many practical gardeners were of opinion that

this is still the best while Celery grown, and I fully

endorse that opinion. ]\'m. Cox, Gr. to Hcnrv Clay,

Esq. , PUrceJidd Park, Monmouthshin.

Measuring the Heights of Trees.— If your
correspondent " W. T. P." will turn up Loudon's Gar-
deners* Magazine for April, 1S40, he will find a detailed

account of the same instniment as he described in last

week's Gardeners' Chronicle. Edward Sang &= Sons,

Kirkcaldy. [We have used Messrs. Sang's instrument
with success. Eds.]

New Peas.—We have previously referred to the

numerous new Peas sent out by Mr. Laxton, in

connection with the trial of Peas, which has taken
place this season at Chiswick, and have already given

FlC. 276.—A, WlLLI.\M I. Uniqi'e.

figures (see p. 1007) of two of the best amongst them.
The whole of the varieties have proved to possess so
much excellence in their respective classes, that the
Fruit and Vegetable Committee selected eight of them
for Certificates. Those previously figured were amongst
the certificated varieties, and we now give outline
illustrations of the remainmg six.

Laxton s William I. (fig. 276, A) is an Early Green Mar-
row, having the pods long, curved, and well-filled, deep
green, containing from 7 to 9 fair-sized deep green Peas,
which are handsome in appearance, but deficient m flavour,
like all others of this class. The plant is vigorous, from
4i to 5 feet high, having the habit of the Frame class
more than that of Prizetaker. to which it properly belongs.
The pods are generally single, but frequently in pairs. It

comes into use about six days after DiUislone's Early,
and is an excellent early Pea.

Laxton's Unique (fig. 276, b) is an Early Dwarf Green
Marrow, a cross between Laxton's Prolific and Little Gem.
The pods are long, broad, slightly curved, scimitar-
shaped, deep green, containing from 7 to 8 fair-sized
Peas. The plant has the habit of Tom Thumb, and is

robust, about 18 inches or 2 feet in height, producing
from 8 to 10 pods, in pairs. These come into use seven
days after Dillistone's Early, and about two days after
Tom Thumb. It is a very excellent early dwarf blue
Pei.

Laxton's Fillbasket (fig. 278, E) is a Second-early Blue,
a cross between Laxton's Standard and Supreme. The
pods are very long, curved, round, closely filled, of a
bright green colour, containing from 8 to 10 large
deep green Peas. The plant is robust, branching, about
3 feet in height. It is a very prolific and very handsome
Pea, and comes into use about 15 days after DiUistone's
Early.

Lixtons Dr. Hogg (fig. 278, F) is an Early Green
Wrinkled Marrow, a cross between Prolific Long-pod and
Little Gem. The pods are very handsome, long, much

curved, round, bright green, closely filled, containing in each
from 8 to 10 deep green Peas of excellent quality. The
plant is rather straggling, and grows about 4 feet in

height, producing from 10 to r2 pods, frequently in pairs,

but sometimes singly ; they come into use eight days after

Dillistone's Early. It is the earliest of the deep Green
Wrinkled Marrows, and is a very handsome Pea, prolific,

and of good qualitv.

L.ixlon's Superlative (fig. 277, c) is a Second-earlv
Marrow, a cross between Ne Pius Ultra and a hybrid of
Supreme. The pods arc very large, about 8 inches long,
slightly curved, rounded, bulging out at the sides, some-
times flattened and irregular, containing from 8 to 10
large deep green Peas, of indifferent flavour, and not
suflicienlly large to fill the enormously large pods. The
plant is very robust, from 7 feet to 8 feet liigli. This
variety comes into use 14 days after Dillistone's, and will
prove a handsome Pea for exhibition purposes, having the
largest pod of any Pea in cultivation.

Laxton'sSu/>J>lauter{f\g.zyy,T^), is a Second-early, across
between Veitch's Perfection and Little Gem. The pods
are very large and broad, somewhat curved, sickle-pointed,
deep green, containing from 7 to 9 very large Peas of
a fine green colour. The plant is robust, branching,
about 3 feet in height, with large deep green foliage. A
handsome and prolific Pea, a great improvement on

Fig, 277.— c. Superlative; d, Supplanter.

Scimitar, and coming into use about three weeks after
Dillistone's Early.

The Season and Vegetables.—Having had a
general report of the fruit crops in Great Britain, I am
sure it would prove interesting and instructive as well
if some of your correspondents in different counties
would give the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle
their experience of the vegetable crops, more especially
of the Potato, if any varieties have escaped the disease.
With me it is much worse than any year I ever remem-
ber, not excluding the first year of its appearance in
England. In Manchester it is pronounced the worst
gardening year that has been remembered—very fine in
January and February and part of March, giving pro-
mise of a very fine and early spring ; April and May
very cold, 11° of frost being registered here in the
latter month, when all the early Potatos were killed to
the ground, and great injury caused to thousands of
bedding plants. Several nights we had from 2° to 5°
of frost. May i and 2 were two of the finest days we
have had this season. June and July some very fine

days, but generally cold and wet, with an extraordi-
nary downfall of rain—very nearly 10 inches during
the two months. 5' to 7° of frost in the
former month caused great injury to the fruit crops,
also to Potatos, which before they had attained the
size of Walnuts, began to show unmistakable signs of
the disease ; and it has spread in this locality to a
tearful extent, acres hardly paying the labour for
getting. Mona's Pride, and other early sorts, have not

half the quantity per root; very small, but not many
diseased. Milky White and Lapstone are almost all
diseased. Gryffe Castle and Dalmahoys are all
gone. Peas have exceeded their usual height of
haulm by 2 feet, the early sowings were very unpro-
ductive—two to four Peas per pod where we usually
had five to seven, and very small. The summer and
late Peas all came in together, six to seven consecutive
sowings having come in during the fine weather in
August. Scarlet Runner Beans very good, dwarf
kidney Beans the same ; Turnips good. Carrots good

;

Unions, autumn-sown, very large and fine ; spring-
sown small, hurt by the wet, quantities decaying away
during June and July ; Caulifluwers, autumn-sown
very good, spring-sown very poor, all clubbed; Cab-
bage very good ; Asparagus fair, all the early heads
killed by the May frost ; Celery good, free from
maggot ; Brussels Sprouts, Savoys, Broccoli, and
Kales, are better than I have seen here for several
years. J. R. Fetch, Manhy Hall. [We shall be glad
to publish further reports on this subject. Eds.]

Disa grandiflora.—From what I have noticed of
previous reports, I think the following instance of suc-
cess in flowering the Disa grandiflora is worth record-
ing. The plant I refer to is in a 12-inch seed-pan ; it

has eight flower-spikes, bearing ,an aggregate number
of37llowers. G. Pabucr, Gr., CarcLio, Cornwall.

Fig. 278.—E, Fillbasket : f. Dr. Hogg.

Lettuces.—Two of your correspondents, C. Dim-
mick and C, J. Ferry, take exception to my remarks on
Lettuces. In answer to the first, allow me to say that
I obtained the Victoria Cos Lettuce in packets from a
highly respectable seed firm, in January, 1868, and
1S69. My remarks against them are as follows :—
1 868 : One rough green ; rest inferior stock of Paris
White Cos. 1869; A mixture; some inferior Paris
White Cos, but most a rough green variety. It was
grown alongside the Hardy White Cos, and was much
inferior to that "old" variety. I have never since
then grown it. C. J. Perry asks me to recommend
him any kinds that will supersede the Victoria. I
advise him. to procure a sealed packet of the Alexandra
or Kingsholm, which I hold to be synonymous, and I
think he will be of my opinion respecting the merits of
each. I agree with much that he says as to what
constitutes a good Lettuce, and therefore the more
strongly recommend these improvements of the Paris
White Cos. At the same time, many persons do not
like these large sorts, and would much prefer the older
varieties. But chacun a son goflt. The seedsman's
place is to provide for all. S. B. D.

The Summer.—If your readers will be good
enough to refer to your numbers for March 23 and
April 13 last, they will find the following predictions
(on pp. 395 and 50S) relating to the summer of 1872 :— I. "The coming summer must be hot. In fact,

the mean temperature of June to August inclusive must
be considerably in excess of the average of 100 years."
2. "The coming season will have a rainfall above the
average." 3. " Several periods of dry weather will
occur." 4. "Fine weather for early haymaking will

occur in the middle ofJune "("a few days after the
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9th," I stated). 5. "And whatever the weather

in the early part of Angust the last fortnight of that

month will be fine and hot for completing the harvest."

Now the following facts, chiefly taken from the records

of the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, will show how
each of these forecasts has been fulfilled:— i. In the

last 34 years we have only had five summers when the

heat of the two months, from June 15 to August 14,

has been as great or greater than in the present year,

viz., in 1S70, 1S6S, 1S59, 1S57, and 1S46. And the

mean temperature of June to August inclusive at the

Royal Observatory, Greenwich, has been 61". 7, which

is i°.6 above the average of 100 years, so the summer
has been unusually hot. It is also worthy of remark

that the very hot and wet summer of 1S52, which I

mentioned predictively as somewhat of a parallel to that

of 1S72 (see p. 50S), had a mean summer temperature

of 6i°.6, that is, it was nearly as hot as the summer of

this year. 2. The rainfall at Greenwich, from June to

August inclusive, has been 6. 7 inches, which is o. i inch

above the average of the last 30 years. At Camden
Town, according to Mr. Symons, the rainfall was

7.2 inch)—-half an inch more than at Greenwich. And
at very many stations, as most of your readers know
very well, the summer rainfall was excessively

large. 3. Between June 11 and 19 no rain at

all fell at Greenwich, and between the nth and
26th of that month the rainfall only amounted to 0.2

inch. Between June 27 and July 6 only o.i inch.

Between the nth and 26th of August no rain at all

fell at Greenwich, and between August 1 1 and Sep-
tember I tire rainfall only amounted to 0.5 inch. 4.

In the Meteorology of Eughnd for the quarter ending

June 30, 1S72, Mr. Glaisher says, "On June 13 a

warm period set in, and for some days the weather was
fine, bright, and hot. ^ * Under the influence of the

bright sunshine and hot weather about the middle of

June everything progressed satisfactorily and rapidly."

5. During the last half of August it only rained on two
days at Greenwich, and from the i6th to the 25th of

that month, inclusive, the mean daily temperature was
constantly above the average of 50 years, as deter-

mined by Mr. Ghisher. The last fortnight of August
was, therefore, on the whole, fine and hot for completing
the harvest. I believe most farmers within 50 miles of

Greenwich will have found that the latter half of

August was a splendid period for harvest, according

to my forecast. George D. Bmmha?ii, Banisbury^
Sept. 4.

Primula japonica.—I find strong plants of this

Primula, that have been turned out into the open
ground all the summer, are now throwing up strong

stems of bloom, apparently as strong as those carried

in the spring. Does this indicate that, if rightly

treated, it would prove a good winter flowering plant

for the conservatory? If so, then its proper vocation

has been found at last. Amengst all the Primula
family, not excepting the tender Chinese kinds, I find

none so susceptible of heat as this one. My plants

were turned out of pots into the full exposure to the

sun ; and on hot days the big leaves would flag down in

a remarkable degi'ee, whilst they seemed to suck up a
particularly large quantity of moisture. Perchance in

a cooler spot the autumn bloom would develope a
month later ; if so, then it would not improbably give

us some of its beautiful flowers at Christmas. I find it

preferable also to have only one crown to a plant, as,

where there is a plurality, the large leaves on the inside

are forced into an upright position, and the general
effect is somewhat detracted from. With reference to

the shy germinating qualities of its seed, I incline to

the opinion that artificial impregnation is necessary to

produce fertility. A plant from which I saved seed

for own sowing was, when in bloom, plunged into the

midst of a bed of Polyanthus in the hope that the

insects would both cross and fertilise the blooms of the

japonica. I watched them often, but they seemed to

fight shy of it, as though it did not possess the requisite

attraction for them. Whether the flowers were so

fertilised or not I cannot say, but I sowed well-ripened
seed of it, and treated it as I would Chinese Primula
on July 10, and but one plant has come iq) yet.

Apropos to this matter of artificial fertilisation, I may
say that I got a packet of seed of the Chinese Primula
from a firm who regularly use the camel's-hair brush
on all their flowers, and although the seed was of the

very smallest it grew exceedingly well. I have not
always been able to say that of much larger plump
seed. A. D.

Preserving the Potato.—Dr. Hooker has given
us a plan of securing the starch from the diseased

Potatos, and as this subject seems to be one of some
importance at the present moment, I send an extract
from Lieut. Wm. Lewis Herndon's E.xploratioii of the

Amazo)! Valley. Writing from Junin, he says, the
inhabitants find it very difficult to procure vege-
tables, Ihcy therefore resort to the following means of
preserving the Potato and its varieties—the means are
drying and freezing. There are two kinds of
" chuno ; " one (the black) is made from the common
Potato by soaking it some days in water and then ex-
pressmg the moisture and freezing it ; the white (called
" moray") is made from the large bitter Potato, by put-
ting them in water in a bag at sunset, and taking them
out before sunrise, for 15 or 20 days successively ; at
this stage if touched by the sun they turn black ; they

are then pressed and exposed to the sun for a few days.

" Chochoca" is the common Potato first cooked

and peeled, and then frozen. This and the "chuno"
are healthy and nutritive articles of diet. He says

he quotes from Rivero, who thinks such knowledge
might be of importance to European nations. Junin

has 12,947 ^^^^ of elevation. G. If.

The Crops in South Lincolnshire.— Your
correspondents who furnish you with reports from their

respective localities seem to me to be confined too

much to one side of the county, and I fancy an average

or a fair estimate would be a more reliable affair—say,

take one north, another south, and another from the

centre of the county. I find no fault at all with your

reports, but if your reporters would further give

particulars as to their positions, whether high or low,

the nature of soil, formation—whether clay, lime-

stone, or otherwise ; the aspects in which fruit have

set the best, and so on—these would indeed furnisli

us with a column of most useful and interesting

information, which might be of service to some of

us who require knowledge of this kind. The River

Witham runs through this garden, consequently we
lie low, and are subject to early and late frosts.

The Whitsuntide frosts cut us literally to atoms ;

small fruits lay like hail a few days afterwards. Our
fruit crops, from beginning to end, are under average,

and of some kinds there are scarcely any at all. The
supply is far, far short of the demand. Our soil is

shallow, resting on the limestone formation. Without

frequent showers vegetation suffers, and artificial water-

ing must be had recourse to. The Potato disease, I

am sorry to say, is most virulent, folut Edlington^

Easton Gardens, Gra^itham.

Double Antirrhinum,—A very interesting and

attractive double form of this well known border plant

was exhibited at the Reading show on August 27 by
Mr. Kneller, gr. to W. S. Portal, Esq., Basingstoke,

and awarded a First-class Certificate of Merit. The
flowers were deep crimson in colour, with orange lips,

but, by reason of the double form, the lips were broken

up into patches of crimson and orange. As a border

flower it promises to be very attractive. Though
uncommon, a double form of the Antirrhinum will

occasionally show itself in the seedling bed. I have

had them at times, and find that if any attempt is made
to perpetuate a double variety it must be propagated

by cuttings. I made some attempts at seeding them,

but always failed to get a double variety among the

progeny. I am not at all certain that the double

varieties of the Antirrhinum are more attractive than

the single ones, and I am quite sure that I cannot

always see more beauty in a double flower than in a

single one, though the popular taste runs strongly in

this direction. Double flowers are to be encouraged,

because of the invariably longer duration of their

blooms, and it is because of this I venture to commend
Mr. Kneller's double Antirrhinum. Richard Dean^
Ealing, W.

of the committee. This seems the more probable

from the difference that exists between the departments

superintended by the Government and those under the-

management of individuals ; thus, the portions carried

out under the War and Admiralty departments are

much superior to those managed by private enter-

prise. In conclusion, the Moscow Exhibition is cer-

tainly a magnificent undertaking, but it is far from
carrying out the " Polytechnic " idea, and the visitor

would form but a very poor idea from its inspection of

the productive and industrial resources of Russia. P. VV^

Foreign Correspondence.
Moscow: Ai(gust 10.—I am not able to say much

concerning the Exhibition within the compass of a

single letter, as the subject is too vast, so that I shall

here confine myself to the horticultural department.

The exhibition of plants differs but little from a second-

rate flower-show, such as one may see anywhere. This
mediocrity is the more unfortunate, as it is through the

flower-show that entrance is obtained to the general

exhibition, the first impressions of which are in conse-

quence deteriorated. The flower show is held in two
tents {pavilions), one for tender, the other for hardy
plants. Both are but poorly fiirnished. Palms, Ferns,

and Aralias, make up the principal part of the display.

Some plants, principally Conifers, are placed in the

open air ; here also are three or four parterres of in-

dififerent design filled with Perilla nankinensis. Cent-

aurea ragusina. Golden Feather, Pelargoniums, and
Cannas. The plants are generally well cultivated, and
in good health, but there are none of those specimen
plants which are conspicuous in English exhibitions.

The idea of the general exhibition is expressed in its

name—Polytechnic, but, so far as horticulture is con-

cerned, the idea is not carried out ; and this is the

more to be regretted as Moscow forms a chief centre of

horticulture in Russia. Lilacs and Viburnums are

largely grown here, and are sent all over Russia,

even to St. Petersburg and the Baltic provinces.

Forced vegetables and fruits are also largely grown
in and around Moscow, and in one little town near

Moscow the inhabitants are almost all engaged in

the cultivation of the Pine-apple. You will, how-
ever, seek in vain for any illustrations of these branches

of industry in the Exhibition.

M. Achscharoumofl, President of the Horticultural

Society of Moscow, shows a collection of plants grown
in rooms in excellent condition. These plants have

been grown in a room to my certain knowledge for a

long time, and their condition reflects great credit on
the exhibitor. The number of exhibitors is very small,

allliough Moscow has many nurseries, and the gardens

of Karp, Timofeifl, and others, might well have added
to tlie decoration of the Exhil)ition. The deficiencies

may in part be attributed to the want of precise infor-

mation in the programmes, and the inefficient exertions

Societies.
Royal Horticultural : September 4.—G. F. Wilson,

Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. But little of general interest

transpired at this meeting. The awards of the two com-
mittees were announced, and the Rev. M. J. Berkeley
called attention to one or two subjects exhibited, and
especially to Messrs. Veitch & Sons' new Dipladenia.

insignis, a great advance, from a horticultural point
of view, but, compared with coloured illustrations of

'

D. crassinode, it could only be regarded botanically as a
variety of that species.

Floral Committee.— John Fraser, Esq., in the
chair. At this meeting Messrs. Veitch & Sons received a
First-class Certificate for Dipladenia insignis, a fine acqui-
sition, the flowers being fine in size and of a bright rosy

crimson colour. Novelties in this class are most welcome,
they flower more or less for 10 months out of the 12, and
are invaluable for cutting especially, lasting well if taken
off when the flowers are young. Messrs. E. G. Hender-
son & Son received B'irst-class Certificates for Ceanothus
Gloire de Versailles, a neat growing form, producing good
spikes of greyish blue flowers ; and Cineraria cerato-

phylla, the neatest, dwarfest, and most compact habited

form we have yet seen, and which we anticipate will prove
of much decorative value. Mr. Chambers, gr. to 1.

Lawrence, Esq., Beddington, exhibited a batch of seed-

ling Ferns, and received First-class awards for Pteris fim-

briata, well described by its name ; and Pteris serrulata

cristata superba, a compact neat growing form of much
excellence. Well grown plants of this, in 48 or 32-sized

pots, every gardener would find very useful. Mr. Barron
brought up from the Society's Chiswick garden, an inte-

resting group of Tyda.'as and Ncegelias, a nice col-

leection of which he has grown at Chiswick this

season ; and from Mr. Parsons, gr, to W. J.
Blake, Esq., Danesbury, Herts, came a new Achimenes,
named Firefly, crimson-lake, with a pretty purple-shaded
centre, which received a First-class Certificate. Mr. C. -

J. Perry, Castle Bromwich, received a similar award for his

new Verbena Mrs. Reynolds Hole, described at p. 1169 ;

and Mr. Eckford, gr. to the Earl of Radnor, Coleshill.

for Verbena Fanny Purchase, lilac, purple eye, fine in

form and substance, and a good trusser ; for Verbena
Star, rosy pink, deep rosy crimson eye, and fine in

quality ; and for Dahlia Crown Prince, velvety crimson-
shaded purple. New Dahlias were also shown by Mr.
Keynes and Mr. Turner, First-class Certificates being
awarded to the former f^or Ada Tiffin, white, heavily

tipped with lilac ; Egyptian Prince, striped dull red, with

sharply-pointed petals ; Matilda Mary Purchase, delicate

pink, white centre ; and Mr. Sinclair, pale rose, heavily

tipped with a deeper shade ; and to the latter for Florence

Pontin, white, tipped with rose ; and Lordllawke, yellow,

faintly tipped with crimson. Mr. Kneller, gr. to W. S.

Portal, Esq., Malshanger Park, Basingstoke, exhibited a
very novel double Antirrhinum ; and from Mr. R. Dean,
Ealing, came cut flowers of bedding Pansies, Phlox Drum-
inondi Our Cardinal, very fine; and Victoria Asters, from
home-saved seed, and of first-rate quality, together with

a plant of a new bedding Marigold, Tagetes aurea flori-

bunda, very dwarf and compact in habit, and free-

flowering, which recei^'ed a First-class Certificate. Messrs.

Veitch & Sons exhibited a large collection of Asters in

pots, including good examples of Truffaut's Globe
PDEony-flowered and Improved Preony-flowered, French
pyramidal Preiony-flowered, French Pyramidal with flat

petals imbricated ; the new Honeycomb Victoria Aster,

a pretty quilled form of the latter, &c.

Aster and DaMia Show.—The show of Asters
'

was a very good one, but Dahlias were more select than -

numerous. The best 24 cut blooms of tlie latter came
from the veteran Mr. Keynes—a grand lot, Mr, Turner

.

being 2d, and Mr. Scale, Vine Nursery, Sevenoaks, 3d.
,

The following varieties were well shown in this class :— "'

Queen of Ruffs, John Standish, Flora Wyatt, Queen of

Beauties, Ne Plus Ultra, Vice-President, Monarch, Sir

G. Smythc, Mr. Keynes, Sam. Taylor, Mrs. Henshaw,
Flag of Truce, and Model. In the amateurs' class for

12 cut blooms the ist prize was won by Mr. C. J. Perry,

with an exceedin.e:ly good stand ; such flowers as Memorial,
Miss Roberts, Monarch, and Alexandra were superbly

'

represented. The next best were contributed by Mr.
Beach, gr. to C. J. Berries, Esq., Sevenoaks, and Mr,
Burfitt, gr. to C Lambert, Esq., Wandsworth Common.
Mr. Tmner and Mr. Keynes both exhibited a series of

new flowers, and several certificates of merit were awarded.
'

As before remarked, the display of Asters was very

good, and the most successful exhibitors were Mr.
G. Wheeler, Warminster, and Mr. Rowe, gr.

to Mrs. Lewis, Rochanipton. Mr. Wheeler had -

the best 12, not quilled, in the open class—a fine

"

lot of blooms. For 24. not quilled flowers Mr. Rowe
.,

came in ist, and Mr. (5. Wheeler 2d, both showing
Chrysanthemum-flowered forms of excellent quality. Mr.

.

Rowe was again ist in the amateurs" class for 12, with a
nice stand of Pa^ony varieties. Messrs. Parr & Sugden
offered prizes for a tray of Asters, 24 blooms, Pnsony varie-

ties, with incurved petals, and for a tray of 24 blooms of
'

Victoria varieties with reflexed petals, both ist prizes

being won by Mr. G. Wheeler. Asters in pots were very.

.

moderate. A good box of blooms was contributed by .

Mr. Vallance, Farnham Royal. Mr. C.
J.

Perry had the
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best 24 Verbenas, five trusses of each—Shakspeare, Rising

Sun, Magnificas, Mauve King, Black Prince, and some
unnamed seedlings being much admired for their pure form

and rich colours. In the miscellaneous class, Mr. G. Prince,

seedsman, Oxford, exhibited two boxes of cut Roses (from

the cultivated seedling Briar), which attracted mucli

attention, on account of their very fine colour and great

substance for this season. Mr. Prince also sent samples

of his Rose trees, to show their wonderfully vigorous

growth when budded below the ground line on the stock

which he uses with such great success. Mr. \\*ni.

Paul sent seven boxes of cut Roses, which would have

been considered first-rate had not Mr. Prince's

richer colour put them in the shade, ^^r. Paul was the

only exhibitor in the class for 6 pots of Liliuni speci-

osum (lancifolium), showing excellent examples of the

true L. speciosum and its varieties, punctatum, rubrum,

album, and roseum. Tlie ist prize was awarded,

and also an extra one for a fine group of

varieties of the same Lily—seedlings giown in Holland
and altered by the climate. Mr. Maurice Young, Milford

Nursery, near Godalming, sent a nice group of funiperus

chinensis aurea (see p. 1193). and from Messrs. Standish &
Co. came a basket of small plants of Cupressus Noot-
katensis variegata alba, and Juniperus japonica aurea,

a pretty golden form, which received a First-class Certi-

ficate. Mr. Turner contributed 20 pots of Lilium auratum
in flower," some of the flowers measuring 9 inches in

diameter ; and two stands of bedding and bouquet
Dahlias, remarkable lor their exquisite form and colours.

Fruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., in the

chair.—This was a small and comparatively uninteresting

meeting. Lady Charles Wellesley, Conhold Park, An-

dover, sent a fine seed-bearing cone of Araiicaria inibri-

cata, accompanied with a sample of ripe seeds ; and from

her gardener, Mr. Muirhead, came three handsome-
looking Melons, which, however, belied their looks when
they came to be tasted, all being found deficient in

flavour. Mr. Pearson, of the Chilwell Nurseries, near

Nottingham, brought bunches of four seedling Grapes

cut from pot Vines. No. i, a white variety, gave much pro-

mise of hanging \\ ell, and the committee requested to see

it again. No. 3, also a white Grape, with oval-shaped

berries, was much eulogised by the committee for its fine

distinct flavour, much resembling that of barley-sugar.

The others were not remarkable for any special

quahty. Mr. W. P. Roberts, gr., Hohvood Park,

Kent, sent nice bunches of Frankenthal Grapes, cut from

Vines over loo years old. Messrs. J.
Erayn & Co., High-

field, St. Saviour, Jersey, sent a specimen of the Sooly

Qua Cucumber, measuring 51 inches in length ; and from

T^fr. R. Dean, Ealing, came examples of a new hardy
frame Cucumber, named Green Gem, and said to be very

prolific. The Chairman exhibited examples of the beau-

tifully coloured Melon Apple, which he remarked was well

worthy of being grown by those who had an orchard-

house as much for its fine flavour as for its handsome
appearance, ^^r. Alexander Dean, Bedfont, sent some
jelly made from the berries of Berberis (Mahonia) Aqui-

folium, and Blackberry jam flavoured with the juice of the

Berberis, accompanied with the following statement :

—

"The jelly submitted to the judgment of the Fruit

Committee is made entirely from the juice of the berries

of the Berberis Aquifolium, which are first stewed and
bruised in a stewpan, and then expressed through a fine

sieve. The juice is then boiled with the proportion of

sugar of about i lb. of the latter to i quart of the former.

To make the jelly firm considerable boiling is necessary,

resulting in a loss of material and colour, as the firmest

sample shows, if not boiled so long, the richer colour is

retained, with less waste, but the jelly is scarcely con-

sistent enough to turn out of the receptable. The jam
submitted is made from Blackberries, having the addition

of about one-fourth of juice of the Berberis berries to im-

prove the flavour. In such a season as the present, when
garden fruit is scarce, the utilisation of our wild fruits

becomes a matter of importance, and these preserves

have been made by Mrs. Dean in the hope of promoting
that object."

Sevenoaks Horticultural and Floricultural :

A ug. 29. — (From a Correspondent. )—The fifth annual exhi-

bition of this flourishing young Society was held, by the per-

mission of the Right Hon. Lord Buckhurst, in that portion

of Knole Park called the Paddock, a grassy valley curving

from the west round to the north, and having clumps of

fine timber and single trees dotted about on its banks,

quite a model place for a flower show. The demands
upon our space will not admit of our going much into

detail, but we must call attention to the admirable plan of

labeUing the tents on the outside, so that each exhibitor on
entering the grounds sees at once where he is to deposit

his fruit, his plants, or his flowers. In the plant tent were

excellent specimens of Ferns, Caladiums, and Fuchsias.

Mr. Burt, gr. to H. B. Mildmay, Esq.. showed nice plants

of Oncidium incur\-um and Odontoglossum grande, both

well flowered ; a good plant of Strelitzia regina, and of

.(^chynanthus Roxburghi, also attracted much attention,

One side of this tent was filled with collections of plants

arranged for effect in spaces 9 feet broad by 6 feet deep,

and some were very creditable, particularly that of Mr.

Rose, gr. to
J.

Kitchen, Esq.. who honestly won the ist

prize with a small but weU grown collection of Dracaenas,

Palms, Screw Pines, Ferns, and Crotons, with a row of

Selaginellas in front, and with only one flowering plant,

Clerodendron Balfourii. This award must have read a
valuable lesson to all the other exhibitors who,_ as gar-

deners too often do, depended for effect upon crowding
together all their best flowering plants. The 2d prize was
taken by Mr. Coomber, gr. to Lord Buckhurst, whose
well coloured varieties of Coleus'were very useful to him.
The collections of fruit and vegetables were very credit-

able. The Grapes were numerous and good ; the

Peaches and Plums were much finer than we gene-
rally see this season, while other fruits were quite
up to the average. We were much pleased with the
display. made by the cottagers, whose vegetables were
very creditable productions, some of them being fully

equal to those exhibited by their more wealthy neigh-

bours. In the tent for cut flowers, there were several

well-executed model gardens. Amongst these, one exhi-

bited by Miss Tritton, of Otford Vicarage, is specially

worthy of mention, as it embraced a wider scope than any
of the others, showing flower and vegetable gardens well

stocked with miniature flowers and foliage, and having
both water and rockwork. The other exhibitors only
showed lawns and shrubberies. To the ladies the most
attractive portion of the show was the exhibition of hand-
bouquets, vases, and tabic decorations. Amongst the

hand bouquets, the most noticeable fact was the unani-

mity of the exhibitors on the question of size, all the

people about Sevenoaks apparently being of opinion that

6 inches is the only proper diameter for the floral part,

exclusive of the fringe. As to their arrangement, they
were all too crowded. The same objection applies to

most of the stands and vases for the table, of whicli there

was a pretty show. The best specimens of arrangement
in the whole collection were the bases of the group of

three decorations, which took the ist prize ; but in the

upper parts there was much to find fault with, the
arrangements there being feeble and without character.

To those who possess a taste for botany as well as

horticulture, the vases and baskets of wild flowers were
most interesting, showing the flora of the neighbourhood.
The ist prize for an "arranged group of wild flowers"
was taken by Mr. John Wood, gr. to M. Lambarde,
Esq., who decorated a small March stand very tastefully,

fringing the lower dish with fronds of Athyrium Filix-

fccmina about 6 inches long, and the upper dish with
4-inch fronds of Blechnum spicant, of a pale green colour,

while Lycopodium Sclago [?] twined round the stem. The
upper dish contained Scabiosa, Phyteuma, Calluna, Erica,

Clematis, Inula, Campanula rotundifolia. Vicia, Lonicera,

and several grasses. In the lower dish were several of the

same flowers, together witli some Umbelliferous plants.

Poppies, Golden Rod, fruiting fronds of Blechnum, and
grasses. The 2d prize fell to Mr. Beach, gr. to C. J.
Herries, Esq., who used several of the before-mentioned
flowers, with Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum, Achillea

Millefolium, and Galium palustre, and who ornamented
the stem of his glass by twisting round it a very red piece

of Geranium Robertianum.

Enfield Horticultural : September 5.—This was
a very nice little show, held in the grounds of E. Twelles,

Esq. The principal exhibitors were Atr. Cuthbert, gr. to

Mrs. Adams, and Mr. Wilson, gr. to W. Marshall, Esq.,

who sent the best stove and greenhouse plants ; amongst
fine-foliaged plants Mr. Wilson and Mr. Brockwell, the

former showing the best Verschaffellia splendida we have
ever seen, the leaves being about 3 feet across, and perfect

in health. Liliums in pots were particularly fine, as also

were Asters. Mr. W. Paul sent half a dozen boxes of

fine cut Roses. Mr. Rumsey, Wallham Cross, exhibited

some fine hybrid Dahlias, and Mr. Turner contributed

Pompon Dahlias. The fruit show was small, but very

good. The best dish of Black Grapes came from Mr.
^Iiles, gr. to — Arbuthnot, Esq., and Mr. Farrow had the

best White Grapes. Mr. Wilson showed extraordinarily

fine specimens of Barrington Peaches. A fine collection of

fruit was also shown by Mr. Shaw, gr. to — Muir, Esq.

Reading Horticultural: Aug. 27. — (From a
Correspondent.)—Good examples of plant culture is

the rule at Reading ; and this particular exhibition

was not only one of the best the Society has yet held,

but it must rank high in comparison with the average of

provincial shows. The leading class was for 3 stove and
greenhouse plants, a group from Mr.Johnson, the Gardens,
Savernake Forest, being placed rst, with capital examples
of Erica cerinthoides coronata, Allamanda Schottii, Vinca
rosea, V. alba, Dipladenia amabilis (splendidly bloomed),
Valotta purpurea, Gloriosa superba, and Stephanotis fiori-

bunda ; Mr. G. Brown, Fawley Court Gardens, Henley-
on-Thames was 2d. Groups of 4 plants were well repre-

sented. Another important class was for 10 fine-foliaged

plants ; here Mr. Brown was ist with a fine lot, consisting

of finely developed specimens of Yucca aloifolia variegata,

Pandanus utilis, Alocasia macrorhiza variegata, Theo-
phrasta imperialis, &c. ; Mr. Johnson coming in 2d best.

A good group of 4 plants was staged by Mr. J. C. Higgs,
gr. to Mrs. Crawshay, Caversham Park, Reading. Stove
and greenhouse Ferns were finely shown, as is invariably

the case at Reading ; Mr. Higgs' group, which was placed

1st, evidencing high class culture. Fuchsias were poorly

shown, as is too often the case. Bedding Geraniums and
Phloxes in pots were well done ; a group of 6 pots of the
latter, staged by Mr. W. Miles, gr. to H. A. Simmonds,
Esq., Reading, was so nicely grown as to lead one to

hope these really attractive hardy plants will soon become
a prime feature at our exhibitions ; a very creditable lot

was also staged by Mr. G. Phippen, Victoria Nursery.

Reading. A really good feature at the Reading show
(and it is pleasing to find it introduced into the schedules
of other provincial shows also), is a class for a group of

any number of plants, arranged for artistic effect, occupy-
ing a space of 12 feet by 10 feet. They serve to show
what can be done in the way of conservatory arrange-
ments, or the location of a few plants in a lobby, &c.
Mr. G. Sarham, gr. to G. May, Esq., Reading, gained
the ist prize, and Mr. Lees, the Gardens, White
Knights, Reading, the 2d. The common faults of these

groups are overcrowding, and the setting up of coarse

materials or glaring patches of colour. Cut flowers con-
sisted of Dahlias, Hollyhocks, Roses, Asters, Gladioli,

&c., and were generally nicely shown. Boxes of 24
bouquets certainly make floral display ; but the less said

about the making up of the bouquets the better. Some
were quite grotesque in their hideousness, and it would
require a courageous man to carry one of them in his

hand along Regent Street in open day. Groups of 3
vases with flowers and foliage should be better done at

Reading
; 3 vases of wild flowers were by far the most

effective. The show of fruit and vegetables was highly

creditable. The best collection of 8 dishes of the former

came from Mr, J. C. Higgs. Grapes, both white and

black, Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Figs, and Apples,
were all good, antl on the whole it was considered the
best fruit sliow held in Reading for years past. If one
were disposed to find reasonable fault with the managers
of this Society, it would be that they keep its meetings
too exclusive. The Society is, unfortunately, in debt, and
yet they appear to ignore altogether the popular element
in Reading— that which, in almost every case, makes pro-
vincial shows a financial success. The exhibition should
be kept open till 7 o'clock, and the labouring jjopulation

admitted at 5 p.m. on payment of 6*/. Were this

attempted the debt of the Society would soon be con-
siderably reduced.

Dover Horticultural: Aug. 27.—The third exhibi-

tion of this Society, held in the large hall of the Dover
College, was a great improvement on that of last year.

Flowers were generally plentiful and good ; fruit rather

scarce, but of excellent quality. Cottagers' produce was
but poorly represented. Mr. Burbridge, Victoria Nursery,

Dover, contributed some fine Fuchsias ; Mr. Clark, some
good Gladioli ; Messrs. Masters & Kinmont, of Canter-

bury, some good Hollyliocks, Dalilias, and cut Roses.

Mr. Boothroyd, gr. to Mrs. Ellis, was tlie principal prize

taker. Mr. Pettitt, of Dover, maintained his reputation

as a bee master. The 1st prize for table decoration and
bouquets fell to Mrs. Lindsay.

The Alexandra District Floral and Horticul-
tural: Aug. 31.—(From a Correspondent.)—The fourth

annual exhibition of this Society was held at Penge last

Saturday, in a field near the railway station. It is purely

a cottager's society, and the prizes are given to those who
show the best specimens of flowers, fruit, and vegetables.

The prizes were given away at 5 o'clock, by Mr. Tom
Hood, Editor oi Fun, who made a most humorous speech
on the occasion. Mr. Ingram sent from Belvoir Castle

some fine specimens of Potatos, to illustrate the success of
the " Belvoir system" of growing Potatos on what is called

the surlace system of planting. In a district where the

disease has destroyed a great portion of the crop the

adoption of this plan has saved a veiy fair proportion of

Potatos, and in some instances the result has been an
entire exemption from the disease. Among the sorts

exhibited which have not been affected by the disease are

Bresee's King of the Earlies, Conqueror, and Red Flour-

ball. Mr. Ingram sent also some beautifiil specimens of

Norwegian Lichens. The colours are so brilliant as to

render them very valuable for decorative purposes. The
exhibition was a great success, and reflected much credit

on Mr. Tom Hood, the Vice-President, and the com-
mittee. Several prizes were given by Mr. C. H. Mills,

M.P.. Mr. Wm. Edgcumbe Rendle, Mr, Haynes, and
others ; and among the vegetables there was a thoroughly
characteristic prize, presented by Mr. G. A. Sala, being a
copy of his work. Under the Sun, for the best Pumpkin,
The Pumpkin which gained the honour of the day was
certainly a splended specimen of its kind, and large enough
to serve any one consumer " twice round the clock."

BottttS 0f §00llS.
The mere mention of the fact that the J^osg

Amateur's Guide, by Thomas Rivers (Longmans), has
reached a tenth edition, precludes the necessity of our

saying more of this work than that it is what it pro-

fesses to be, an enlarged, corrected, and improved
edition. We may, liowever, furnish our readers with
Mr. Rivers' latest observations on the autumn pro-

pagation of Roses :

—

" We have recently (1872) had many methods of pro-
pagating Roses by cuttings given by our numerous
gardening periodicals, the greater portion of them oft-told

tales, but still interesting, and often useful to the tyro.
" We have had a ' Rose secret' here for many years,

and I am not aware that it has ever made its appearance
in print ; it originated here, and may be of interest to

many cultivators, for its success is certain.

"About the middle to the end of September prepare
your cuttings as follows :—Take shoots of Roses full of
life, and vigorous, with say five leaves ; remove three of
these, and leave two, cutting off the lower part of the

cutting near the bud with a sharp knife ; then take pots

4 or s inches in diameter, and fill them to one-fourth

their depth with decayed (a year old) cocoa-nut fibre, then
place five or six cuttings round the inside of the pot.

resting on it the lower ends, thrust through the fibre at

the bottom of the pot, then fill up the pot with the same
kind of fibre, and press it well down. A piece or two of

broken pot should be at the bottom of each pot for drain-

age. Their after management is of great consequence,
for on that depends success or the contrary ; nothing can
be more simple. Place the pots of cuttings out-of-doors

in full sunshine, unless the autumn is particularly hot and
dry, they can then go in the shade for a week or so.

They may stand in this exposure till the end of Novem-
ber, or even later if the autumn be mild ; and if in

October the weather be dry and sunny, they should be
sprinkled with water morning and afternoon, so as to

keep the leaves fresh and tolerably green, as those of
Pelargoniums should be under this mode of propagation.
At the end of November or middle of December, if mild
(all depending on weather), the pnts should be placed in

a frame or cool greenhouse, and have plenty of air till

they put forth their leaves and roots, when they may be
potted or planted out.

" Formerly, as is well known, the cuttings of Pelar-

goniums were struck in heat with much trouble and ofter

great loss ; they are now propagated after the methodC
have recommended for Roses with unvarying succes:,.

This is my Rose secret, to which the Rose world is most
welcome. I may mention that Climbing Roses, Hybrid
China Roses, the hardy Tea Roses, the Bourbon Roses,

the hardy Noisette Roses, and, above all, the Hybrid
Perpetuals, are all amenable to this mode of propagation."
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We have on our table the following German

publications :

—

Boianische UnUrstickungen iiber Schim-

melpilze (Botanical Observations on Moulds), by Dr;

Oscar Brefeld, a quarto pamphlet, with figures and

descriptions of the life history of various mildews, &c.

— Die Kontgliche Landesbaumschtile und Gartner-

lehranstadl zu Foisdaw, &c., by F. Juhlke, is devoted to

the history of the establishment, and to a record of the

operations of the Royal School of Agriculture and

Horticulture at Potsdam, including observations on

the influence of frost on trees, on the autumn pruning

of dwarf fruit trees, observations on Strawberry

forcing, and other practical subjects. Both of the

above publications may be had through Messrs.

Williams & Norgate.

Florists' Flowers.
It has been well said that "during the spring and

early summer months there is no tribe of plants which

will sustain a comparison with the Indian Azaleas,

for massive beauty and effect in the greenhouse and con-

servatory." This is very true. The Azalea is both

"national" and "cosmopolitan," wherever plants can

be grown, there willbe found the Azalea; the amateur's

small greenhouse is a-glow with its rich tints at the

proper time ; in the conservatories of our large desmenes

it can be seen in abundance; and in sitting-rooms it

may be frequently found a much better window plant

than is generally supposed. There is, therefore, much
need for a constant supply of new and improved

varieties of the Azalea ; and in different parts of the

country, as on the Continent, there are many pains-

taking horticulturists bent on this commendable task,

and successful in a high degree.

The past spring and early summer months saw many
new varieties of the Azalea shown at the London exhi-

bitions. Visitors to the Continent had informed us that

new varieties of high-class merit might be looked for,

and the expectations so raised were not disappointed.

M. Louis Van Houtte, of Ghent, sent over a collection,

and other exhibitors also produced Continental varie-

ties. Several First-class Certificates were awarded,

the following being the flowers that were successful in

attaining this distinction :—Beauty of Surrey (F. & A.

Smith), pure white, the purest and best formed white

Azalea yet seen, very free, and of excellent habit

;

Fanny Ivery (Ivery), a large salmon-red flower, much
spotted with crimson on the upper segments, good
in form, and very effective ; Grandis {C. Turner), bright

salmon-red, flowers of extraordinary size, and very

showy, and produced with great freedom ; Alphonse
LavalIei(H. Lane & Son), a finely-formed free blooming

type of the A. mollis section. This species represents a

showy, hardy, deciduous shrub, introduced from the

mountains of Japan, and bearing large funnel-shaped

orange-coloured flowers in terminal umbels. Messrs.

Lane & Son exhibited what appeared to be some seed-

lings, and to this one the highest award was made.
The following batch (all certificated) was shown by
M. Louis Van Houtte, of Ghent :—Madame Iris

Lefebvre, bright pale red, with fairly full double

flowers, and appearing to be free-blooming ; President

de Ghellinck de Walle, pale violet-pink, flowers fully

double, and of free habit ; Dr. David Moore, deep
lilac-pink, with very large and bold double flowers

;

Alice, violet-rose, large, bold, and very fine ; Com-
tesse de Beaufort, salmon-rose, dashed with purple, a

bright and attractive variety ; Marquis of Lome, very
bright red, a very fine and striking variety ; Sigismund
Rucker, pale rosy pink, with veins of a deeper hue,

edged with white on the sides of the petals, and stained

with deep rose at the top of the flower
; good in form and

of excellent quality
; John Gould Veitch, rather paler in

colour than the foregoing, flaked with rose, the white
edges much fringed, a bold and showy variety

;

Mdlle. Marie Van Houtte, white, flaked with pink,

and striped with pale red, flowers semi-double and
very fine ; and Comtesse Eugenie de Kercliove, wliite,

striped with pale orange-red, flowers small but of fine

shape, and semi-double ; a good free-blooming variety.

Other varieties of good properties included in the

Ghent batch were Vuirswerk, deep salmon-red, much
spotted on the upper segments, and very free ; Char!e>
Leirens, bright pale red, with large semi-double
flowers, somewhat fringed ; Hippolyte Van de Woes-
tyne, white, flaked and striped with pale violet-rose

;

Jules Van Loo, salmon-red, double, free blooming

;

Mrs. William Bull, a large double white variety,

very free ; Mrs. Waight, white, striped and flaked

with pink and pale red, a very pretty double
variety; and Superba Nova, a very bright glow of

violet-rose, with a richer tint on the lip petals,
handsome and free.

Other good flowers were Rose of Surrey (F. & A.
Smith), pale violet-rose, very pretty, and of good form

;

Madame Ambroise VerschafFelt, white, flaked with rosy
pi"^—a large showy flower, of considerable merit

;

Lord Palmerston, violet-tinted rose, large, and of good
form

; Adolphe Marquietel, salmon-red, the upper
petals suffused with rosy purple, a very promising new
variety ; La Victoire, red, paler towards the edges, and
finely spotted on the upper segments ; Ferdinand
Kegeljan, salmon-red, freely spotted with purple ;

Duchesse Adelaide de Nassau, pale soft red, a beauti-
ful variety ; Roi d'Hollande, deep scarlet, very fine
form ; La Paix, pale lilac, flowers stout, and finely

formed ; and Mons. Thibaut, bright orange-red, large

flowers, and very showy.
The variation in colour among the foregoing was

particularly noticeable ; many of them possess exquisite

hues, and the abundance of flowers they produce is so

great, that they are certain to become general

favourites. R, D.

Phlox Drummondi.—After two years' experience

of Phlox Drummondi Heynholdi in the open air, and
where it proved very poor indeed, I was somewhat
surprised to read that it had received a First-class Cer-

tificate ; however, as a pot plant it may have merits

that I have found it lacking out-of-doors. After

growing a number of kinds of this summer Phlox, I

have come to the conclusion that, for richness of

colour, size, and general effect, none can equal

Cardinal, a rich fiery crimson, which, if properly treated,

will make one of the grandest masses of colour con-

ceivable. Next to it for effect is Oeneral Grant, which
is of a purplish crimson shade of colour, and makes
also a superb mass. Roi d'Amour, bright rose, is also

a very charming variety. Heynholdi out-of-doors is

in] colour brick-red, and weak in growth. Isabellina

is a dirty pale yellow, and the striped forms of

Radowitzli are more curious than effective. To do
this summer Phlox well, the seed should be sown in

pans or boxes, in a greenhouse or cold frame, about the

middle of March, and, when the plants are high

enough, be pricked up singly into 60-sized pots, ready

for bedding out. A. D.

Garden Memoranda.
Fruit-growing in Orchard-houses at Saw-

BRIDGEWORTH. — Pcaches and Nectarines. — Our
annual visit to Messrs. Rivers & Son's far-famed estab-

lishment has been paid — this season, if possible,

with increased pleasure. We have recorded the great

scarcity of fruit almost everywhere, and the almost

total failure of the Peach crop on open walls. In one
nobleman's garden in the favoured county of Kent,

where Damsons are this season most abundant, the

whole extent of the Peach crop on the open walls on
ten large trees amounted to the number of three. Even
at Sawbridgeworth the outdoor crop of fruit on Messrs.

Rivers' pet dwarf bush and pyramid trees has been
almost nil. This season, for the first time, we believe,

Mr. Rivers has experienced a failure with his dwarf
fruit trees, and has positively no crop. Is fruit scarce,

then, at Sawbridgeworth ? By no means. It is, on the

contrary, most abundant. In the orchard-houses, with

which Mr. Rivers' name will always be associated, the

crop of fruit is more than abundant—it is magnificent

;

we have never seen the specimen trees finer, or bearing

a larger or better crop of fruit. The greater portion of

the specimen fruit-bearing trees of Peaches and Nec-
tarines are gathered together in one large span-roofed

house, which is certainly a pleasant sight ; they are all

in pots, with perhaps five or six exceptions—and noble
exceptions they are, too—aged veterans, planted in

the hard, poor, hungry-looking soil, having stems
the thickness of a man's leg, with great bushy
heads, which by the way are hacked about in a very

unmerciful—we had almost said unskilful—manner,
but which are nevertheless loaded with truly good
fruit, and they are always so, year after year, as we see

them. Of the trees in pots too much cannot be said.

Some 20 or 30 pyramids 6 to 8 and 10 feet high, were
perfect models, the trees well grown, uniform in shape,

laden with fruit of good size and quality, and having
fine healthy foliage, giving good promise for next year.

The other and smaller trees were also well cropped,
and in good condition.

Mr. Rivers has done so much in the way of improving
the Peach and Nectarine, that it seems supererogatory
to refer to the subject. The vast importance, however,
of the work he has achieved, and the great improve-
ments he has effected in these two fruits are but
beginning to be understood and appreciated. In the

Peach his greatest triumphs are in earliness, as repre-

sented by the Karly Beatrice, Early Louisa, and Early
Alfred, thereby advancing our Peach season several

weeks ; we have to thank him, too, for lateness, in the
Princess of Wales, perhaps liie best late Peach grown,
and also for considerable improvements in constitution.

For example, the Alexandra Noblesse, an exact
counterpart of the Old Noblesse, but having glands,

and consequently having a much stronger and better

constitution, without liability to mildew. There is no
more delicate fleshed or finer Peach than the Noblesse

;

but its great fault is its weakness. Now that we have
overcome that in the Alexandra Noblesse, no
col'ection should be without it. In Nectarines
however, Mr. Rivers' success has been the greatest.

The new varieties which he has given to us of this fruit

are the finest in existence, entirely superseding all the
older varieties. By his introduction into varieties

of the flavour of the Stanwick, without the bad habits

of that variety, we have received almost an entirely

new race of Nectarines ; and if Mr. Rivers had done no
more than this, he would merit the lasting thanks of
all growers and lovers of fruit. We feel that some
public acknowledgment is due to Mr. Rivers for the
great improvement he has effected in the race of Nec-
tarines and Peaches. It is no ordinary or haphazard
success that has been attained. It is the result of a

long life's study, anxious care and attention. It

is a fitting subject, we should consider, for the Royal
Horticultural Society to enter upon, to mark in some
public manner, by the bestowal of a medal, or in some
such way, their appreciation of such labours. It is far

more meritorious, surely, and far more deserving of

our appreciation and admiration, to effect lasting

improvements in a certain race of plants, than

simply to show good cultivation, yet the latter is

more honoured than the former. It should not be

so. We must have blue ribands, or something, to

decorate such men as Rivers, Laxton, Paul, Pearson,

Denning, &c.

To return, however, to the orchard-houses. We
notice first on entering two marvellously beautiful

pyramid trees, in i6-inch pots, about 10 feet high,

very heavily laden with fruit. The one is a Grosse

Mignonne Peach, which is a well-known first-class

variety, and the other, a Dr. Hogg Peach, very much
like the Grosse Mignonne in appearance. Then there

is the Albert Nectarine, a seedling from the Stanwick.

This is superseded by Albert Victor, which is a mag-
nificent late fruit of large size, and in appearance like

the Stanwick ; we have here also the Victoria, another

of the Stanwick class, but much earlier, and which does

not crack. This is perhaps the finest Nectarine in culti-

vation, and it is a remarkably free fruiter. The Prince

of Wales must also be rated as a fine late non^ cracking

Stanwick. Mr. Rivers has also another new variety

of great promise in this class, a cross between the

large and handsome Downton and the Stanwick of

another class. We tasted very excellent fruit of a variety

called Lord Napier ; this resembles the Elruge, but

is much earlier and a decided acquisition, as is likewise

the large Elnige, which, as shown by Mr. Rivers, is

much larger than the ordinary variety. Of yellow-

fleshed varieties there were fine examples of the Pine-

apple, but not quite ripe ; and of the Humboldt, a

very fine Nectarine, very much resembling the Pine

Apple, but earlier. This is a variety of great

promise. A seedling from the old late Peterborough

Nectarine had strangely produced a fruit like the Pit-

maston Orange.
Of Peaches we would most particularly notice the

Alexandra Noblesse as a sterling gain : the fruits were

really exquisite. The Princess of Wales looked ex-

tremely handsome, very large, pale, but not nearly

ripe. This is perhaps the best late Peach. Dagmar,

very handsome, rather flattish, of a deep rose colour,

was excellent ; likewise the Madelaine Blanche on

a planted-out tree. Of yellow-fleshed varieties, there

were some fine examples of the Golden Ralhripe,

which is perhaps the best variety of a class which is

not much relished in this country. As a curiosity, and

also as a very excellent fruit, we name the Honey
Peach of China. It is of medium size, pale, handsome,

of delicate texture, and tasting much like weak honey,

which we considered extremely agreeable. We have

not space to notice more of the many varieties here so

well cultivated, or to speak of their origin—how that

this early Peach was raised from yonder late Nectarine,

or vice versd ; this sweet, melting Nectarine from

yonder Pavie—we leave that pleasant duty to Mr.

Rivers himself (whoso charmingly tells their tales), and

advise all those interested in orchard-houses, in Peaches

and Nectarines, to visit Sawbridgeworth.

Of the other occupants of this great establishment, we
have only space to add that there are many thousand

young Peach and Nectarine trees in pots, all looking in

the best possible condition—fully better than we have

before seen them. Of Pears in pots there were a great

many trees, bearing very heavy crops— fine, large,

handsome fruit. These were plunged in the open air,

having been kept inside until the danger of frost was

over, and they prove very significantly the advantages

of the protection of an orchard-house in such a season

as the present.

©l)(tuar|).

The recent death at Manchester of Mr. FRANCIS

Taylor, of the extensive firm of Messrs. Potters &
Taylor, of that city, has removed from our midst one

of the most active members of the commercial body

who were instrumental in urging on the Postmaster.

General those improved postal facilities which came

into operation on the 1st of October last. As chair-

man of the Manchester Home Trade Association,

which brought a powerful influence to bear in favour of

the abandonment of the severe restrictions then con-

nected with the pattern post, and the substitution

thereof of a parcels post, Mr. Taylor worked with

great assiduity and considerable ability in the cause of

postal reform, as it affected the transmission of goods,

and had the satisfaction of seeing great concessions

made by the post-office authorities. In the autumn of

1870 a conference on Postal Reform (subsequently

supplemented by one held by the Society of Arts) took

place at the Westminster Palace Hotel, and was
presided over by Mr. Taylor ; and an influential

deputation waited on the Postmaster-General to urge

the reforms advocated at the conference. The com-

mittee of the Nursery and Seed Trade were associated

with Mr. Taylor in the work of securing greater postal

facilities ; and had the satisfaction of seeing most of

their propositions adopted by the Postmaster-GeneraL

Mr. Taylor died at the age of 57, in the height of his
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usefulness as a public man, from the effects of an

insidious disease, that appears to have baffled the

exertions of the highest medical skill.

THE WEATHER,
STA TB OF THE WEA THER A T BLACKHEA TH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, Sept. 4, 1872.

1873.
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August 29.—Very fine. The clouds large in amount till the even-
ing, then cloudless.

— 3o.—Overcast and dull till mid-day. Rain fell in the early
cvcnine- I'hc c'odds cicarcdaway, and the sky be-
came cloudless aboiu 8 p.m.

— 3'-—Ver\- fine, ivitli varyinj- amounts of cloud throuirhnut
ISnskwind.

Sept I.—Generally overcast. Frequent rain after 1 p.m.
— 3-—Very fine. The amount of cloud increased as the day

advanced, and ihc sky became overcast about 7 p.m.
A lilllc rain [ell at night.

— 3.—Cloudy, though fine throughout. Vivid flashes of
lightning at n.^^ht.

— 4-—A partial ihunderslorm in early morning with hcavj'
rain. The clouds varying in amount. Rain also fell

about noon. Fine at night.

(FOR THE ENSUING FORTNIGHT.)

PLAXT HOUSES.
Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants. — Now,

whilst the houses devoted to the culture of hard-
wooded plants are comparatively empty, through the
plants being outside, the opportunity ought to be taken
of giving the houses a thorough cleansing by scrubbing
all the paint, and well washing the glass, so that there
may be no obstruction to that most necessary element,
light. I do not mean to say that, in every instance,

Nature is the best teacher to insure high success in the
cultivation of plants under conditions necessarily

artificial ; but with respect to the light required by
plants which, in a state of nature, receive
much more than we can possibly give them,
we cannot err on the side of giving too much.
I admit that during the season, when the plants
under consideration are comparatively at rest, they
suffer less through a deficiency of hght than would be
the case during the time of active growth ; yet in our
long sunless winters, after we have done all that is

possible, even in the best modem plant-houses, the
occupants exist under much less favourable conditions
as to light than we are able to afford them in summer.
It is necessary to consider that plants which require at

all times a temperature above freezing, are never
so much at rest as the indigenous plants of coun-
tries subject to severe and long winters. Even the slowest
growing hard-wooded plants are never quite at rest,

for in the depth of winter there is a continuous
although slow development of their flowers, and these,

apart from the general health of the plants, never
possess such an amount of colour as plants under
more favourable conditions as to light during the winter
season do, hence the necessity of doing all in our
power to give all the light possible. With many it is

cusiomary to paint the outside of plant-houses more
frequently than the inside, simply as a protection to

the structure. If the health of the occupants is the
first consideration, it would appear necessary to reverse
the practice, or, at all events, to paint the inside as

often as it becomes at all dirty. It is only necessary

to note the difference as to light in a house the inside of

which has been newly painted, and reflects every ray

upon the occupants that require it so much, as com-
pared with that in the dirty interiors that obstruct the

sun's rays. Now is the best time to lay up a good
stock of potting materials, including peat of the
different descriptions, and loam.. As has been pre-
viously stated, it is not good practice to lay up more
at a time than will be used whilst the fibre is not too
far decomposed, but if the materials are got together
before the autumn rains occur, they will have the ad-
vantage of being of lighter carriage, and will be found
in the spring much more mellow and sweet than if dug
later on. If possible, the peat obtained should be
of two descriptions—a portion light and fibrous, and
some of a more close, heavy, less fibrous description

j

each kind to be used separately, or in a mixed state

as may be required. T. Battles, Soidhgait:

Azaleas.—As it is sometimes necessary in very
light houses in the early part of the growing season
to use slight shading in the shape of scrim, tiffany,

or netting, or a thin sprinkling of whitewash, it wilt

be better to remove sucli now altogtilher, by which
means the ripening process will be accelerated before

the days get short. Give more air, as well as a further

reduction in the atmospheric moisture. T. /yaitic's.

Greenhouse Soft-wooded Plants.— Dutch bulbs
cannot well be dispensed with where flowers in winter

are required. Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, Jonquils,

^z., should be selected as soon as possible. It is a
great mistake to delay purchasing until October,
especially when they are required to bloom early. Pot
them in a mixture of one-half turfy loam, one-third

leaf- mould, and one-third old cow dung and coarse

sand ; plunge them in ashes in a cool place ; cover
them over with 6 inches of cocoa fibre or old tan. The
object is to get the roots well developed before the

leaves begin to grow. Lachcnalias, Ixias, &c., should
now be potted, and placed in a cold frame. They do
Ijcst potted in equal parts of turfy loam and peat,

intermixed with sand. Some of the Tritonias are very
beautiful and valuable for conservatory decoration.

They require the same compost and treatment as the

Ixia ; 12 bulbs should be placed in a 48-size pot.

Autumn-flowering plants should not be shifted after

this. Those that have filled their pots full of roots

should have manure-water given them. Geo, Baher^
Claphani Common,
Heaths.—Continue the staking and tying as pre-

viously directed
;
pay particular attention to watering,

taking care that no plant gets too much, as, from the

decreasing power of the sun and shortening days,

and consequent less evaporation, this will sometimes
happen unless great care be taken, but at the same
time the cultivator must not be led into the opposite

extreme. If a great amount of rain should fall it will

be better that some temporary protection should be at

hand to keep off an excess of rain, otherwise the plants

will be better for the present to be fully exposed until

the last week in the month. All repairs needed should

be forthwith completed, as housing time is fast ap-

proaching. H. Chilman.
Orchids.—Lower the night temperature in all the

compartments where the heat has been kept higher

than our natural night would produce. The East

Indian house may be lowered to 70°, and Dendrobium
and Cattleya houses to 68". Lycastes and Odonto-
glossums require no fire-heat at present. Ventilate

very freely, and let the plants have all the sunshine

possible—so that they are not burnt—in order to hasten

the maturation of the bulbs and leaves. Try to finish

all growths off with a sturdy vigour. Dendrobiums

must be watered with extreme care, or the creeping

stem may get permanently injured ; these plants will

maintain a fair appearance from now until spring,

and yet be quite dead as far as making any future

growth is concerned. As this is a rather dull time as

far as Orchids in flower go, use every means to pro-

tect the flowers which do put in an appearance ; but I

would not advise putting the plants in a much cooler

temperature, but only in a drier one
;
giving the plants

a change into a drier atmosphere now and then tends

to make them root more freely, the plant having a sort

of rest. The floors of the various houses must be kept

a little drier from this season. It is better not to

moisten the floors of Cattleya, Dendrobium, and

Lycaste houses after i p.m., and north shading will not

be any further required this season. Look very

frequently over the plants, and if any are wrong at the

root, lose no time in giving them fresh material, so

that they may get rooted before winter. W. Denning,
Grimsion Park.
Palms and Succulents.—The treatment recom-

mended for these plants last month holds good to the

end of September. J. Croucher.

FLOWER GARDEN, S'c.

The Parterre and Mixed Garden.—The flower

garden just now presents a belter appearance than it

has done throughout the season ; the beds, although well

filled, were deficient of bloom for want of sunshine,

but the past fortnight of fine weather has considerably

improved their appearance, and the flower garden may
now be termed in the height of its glory, and with fine

weather and constant attention to picking off dead
leaves, flowers, &c., the maintenance of neat edgings,

and regulating the growths, it may be kept attractive

for some weeks. Considering the cold, wet, sunless

season, it is remarkable how well the Amaranthus
melancholicus rubra, Perilla, Iresines, Alternantheras,

&c., have done; indeed I have never seen the Amaran-
thus do better. No time should now be lost in propa-

gating a sufficient stock for next season. With the

exception of Calceolarias, all other bedding plants

should be finished by the middle of the month. Procure

your stock of bulbs for autumn planting, and commence
planting as soon as the places are vacant. Pay atten-

tion to Creepers, and keep them from running into

confubion ; when they have done flowering, or nearly

so, thin out the shoots a little, that the rest may have

a good opportunity of maturing themselves. Opera-

tions of routine become very essential now, to secure

neatness and good order ; many of the plants will have

past a blooming state, especially the annuals ; these
should be pulled up or cut down, according to their
nature, and the dead littery-looking stems removed.
The leaves of many deciduous trees will commence
falling, and, being scattered about by the wind,
will require to be removed from the walks and borders.
Finish clipping all such hedges as still remain un-
trimmed, and let this be done by the middle of this

month, before the shoots get too hard. Edioard Bennett.
Hatfield Park.
Alpine and Herbaceous Plants.—Mixed borders

in new sites may be made at once if tlie ground is clear

for the preliminary operation of trenching. The ground
should be trenchetl two or three spades deep, accord-
ing as it happens to be deep or shallow. Depth is of
greater consequence to a full and free development of
the majority of these plants than high quality, but if

the soil is poor, a suitable dressing of oM manure
should be incorporated with it as the work of trenching
proceeds. A plan of the arrangement should be
decided on before planting is engaged in, the leading
idea of which should be to have the flowers of liie

different seasons distributed at all points throughout
the length and breadth of the border, so that no pait

of it at any time may be destitute of attraction. The
capability of foliage to produce pleasing effects should
be borne in mind when making these arrangements.
Such plants as Mcnmathanianticum^ the various Ferulas^
Funckias^ Santolinas and silvery-leaved Artemisias,

Pampas - grass, and hardy Bamboos, I'cratrums,

and many others, with remarkable or graceful foliage,

may be introduced according to taste, so as to produce,
in conjunction with gay flowering plants, the effects of
colour and grace combined, and to compensale for the
absence of flowers both before they appear and after

they wane. Attention should also be given to pro-
perly graduating the different plants from the lowest
in the front line to the highest in the back. Old
established clumps of the various hardy bulbs which
may be at rest, such as Narcissus^ Crocus^ Lencojum^
Iris, the Vernal Squills^ &c., that may have become
overcrowded, may be lifted and reduced if not done
when previously advised. Plant only the strongest in

the blooming quarters, and the weakest in the reserve

ground to gain strength. Make an effort to bring the

propagation by cuttings of all hardy herbaceous and
alpine plants, to a close early, so as to give them a

chance of establishing themselves before growth ceases.

If the general potting of alpine plants is done in

autumn, in preference to spring, it should be attended

to without delay (refer to p. 292 for particulars as to

soils, &c.). Prick off seedlings which are sufficiently

strong to require more room, those that are weak had
better be left to winter in the seed pots, except they be
crowded, in which case they should be pricked out in

clumps. Robust seedlings of sufficient size may be
pricked out at once in beds of sandy soil, but the deli-

cate and more valuable ones will be safest if they cin
be wintered in pots, in frames, or otherwise protected

in severe or very wet weather. Continue to remove
decaying leaves, seeding stems, and seed pods, if not
required to ripen. Keep weeds in check, maintain

tidiness at all points, and see that all plants requiring

support are quite secure. IVm. Sutherland, JMinto

Gardens.

Roses.—^Judging from my own experience, I should
say that September is the best month for budding
Manetti stocks. Why this should be I cannot say, but

of the fact I feel certain. This stock as a rule best

suits strong-growing Roses, but some of the weaker
varieties do extremely well on it ; I would instance

Madlle. Bonnaire, which with me grows much better

on the Manetti than on the Briar, and Mdme. Rivers,

which on the Briar never with me produce^ a bloom
fit for exhibition, gives most beautiful and perfect

flowers on the Manetti. P. B. P.

FRUIT HOUSES.

Pines,—The autumn and winter fruit will now be

swelling rapidly, and should have every encouragement

and attention. Water the plants liberally with weak
guano water every time they require it. Keep the

atmosphere moist by sprinkling tlie pathways, &c., in

the house, and syringe the plants overhead about once

a week. Maintain a regular heat at the roots of about

85", and let the night temperature of the house be 70**

to 75", allowing it to rise 10° or 15° in the daytime.

Give a liberal supply of air on fine days, and close the

house at 85°. The best varieties for winter fruiting

are Smooth Cayenne, Black Jamaica, Montserrat, and
Charlotte Rothschild. If sufficient suckers of these

sorts are not already potted, they should be done at

once, as they will form the plants from which next

year's autumn and winter supply of fruit will be

obtained. Pot the suckers into 5 and 6-inch pots,

according to their sizes, using turfy loam only
;
plunge

them in a bed which has a moderate heat, and keep

them at about 70". Water must be sparingly applied

at this season, especially if the weather be dull and
sunless ; keep them near the glass, but avoid crowding
them in the bed, and very lightly dew them over with

a fine syringe occasionally on sunny days, when you

close the pit. Persist in encouraging an active growth

of the plants which are intended to start into fruit cariy

next year, as the time is drawing near when these pi nits

ought to have attained their full growth. Now is a

good time to have a few loads of turf cut, about an inch
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thick, for next spring and summer's use. G. T. Miles,

Wycombe Abbey Gardens.

Peaches and Nectarines.—As the young wood ot

the trees in the early house will now be on the eve of

ripeness, artificial inside border waterings should

become much less frequent, if not entirely stopped

for a time. It would however be advisable not to

allow the soil to become dust dry, especially whilst

the foliage continues to adhere firmly to the tree.

The garden engine should be occasionally employed

to check insects where necessary, so as to pre-

serve the foliage in health until it has performed

its functions and decays naturally. ^Yhere young

and vigorous trees still evince a disposition to make

rank growths, it would be advisable to check such

a tendency by retaining the sashes on the roof of

the house, to exclude heavy autumn rain from the

inside border. A similar course should likewise be

observed where the roots are growing in an outside

border, by using wooden shutters or other convenient

protection. Any gross shoots upon such trees should

be stopped, as these, when allowed to grow as long as

they will, induce a flow of sap to them, and a tendency

to grow longer than would otherwise be the case.

IVm. Gardiner.

H.4RDY FRUIT GARDEN.

Wall Fruits.—If the instructions given in preceding

Calendars have been carried out, there will not be

much that requires doing in this department at present,

beyond the preservation of ripening fruit and the

gathering of it when fit. Wasps are very troublesome

this season ;
persevere in destroying them by every

possible means. The shoots of all kinds of wall-trees

are unusually luxuriant this season, and some manage-

ment will be required to get them properly ripened.

All shoots not absolutely wanted next year should be

removed at once ; remove all foreright shoots from off

of Pears, Apples, Plums, and Cherries, and keep the

shoots on Peaches and Nectarines thin. Spare no

labour to get the wood well ripened .; as the crop of

most kinds of fruit is light this season, there is every

probability of a good crop next year, if the wood be

well ripened. Most kinds of fruit are improved by

lying a few days on the fruit-room shelves before they

are used. M. .Saul, .Stourton.

Hardy Fruits.—Get the fruit-room thoroughly

cleaned before storing any fruit, and keep it cool and

dry. Attend to the gathering of the fruit as it arrives

at maturity. Some cave and attention is necessary in

gathering frait for keeping, for, if gathered too soon, it

will shrivel, and if left to remain too long on the trees

it will not keep so well afterwards. All shoots not

wanted next year should now be removed, so that the

ripening wood and buds may have the benefit of all

the sun and air possible. Attend to the tying and

training of espalier, pyramid and other trees. M. Saul,

Stourton.

Notices to Correspondents.

Celery Leaves : D. D. In consequence of continued

wet and sunless v.eallier, the green matter (chlorophyll)

in your Celery leaves was very imperfectly developed,

so that when fine weather comes, parts of the leaves

are bleached. We have seen the same effect in Cucum-
bers and other plants. There is neither Fungus nor

insect on them. M. J. B.

Formation of Vine Borders : J. P. Fresh bones

should be used for this purpose in preference to boiled

bones. Grow the Madresfield Court Black along with

your Muscats ; also, if you please, the Muscat Ham-
burgh. We do not consider it necessary at any time to

remove the embryo Figs from Fig trees. Keep the

roots, now that the fruit is ripening, drier, which will

improve the flavour.

Fungus ; VV. P. Feziza cochleata var. M. y. B.

Giant Puff Ball : A. B. This must be eaten soon

after it is gathered, as it soon deteriorates. When
it is young, solid, and white as snow, is the proper

time to use it ;
if you find any yellow marks or

stains when cut, it is too old. Cut it up into slices,

about half-an-inch in thickness, and fry it in fresh

butter, adding a sprinkling of pepper, salt, &c., accord-

ing to taste.

Grapes for Exhibition : J. L. Two bunches of Muscat
Hamburgh Grapes should certainly not be entitled to

compete for a prize offered for two bunches of Grapes,

not Hamburgh or Muscats.

Grapes Shanking: A. B. The shanking of Grapes is

produced through various causes, which it is frequently

difficult correctly to describe. It is generally owing to

a check which has in some way injured the roots. It

may have been dryness at one time, then excessive

wet and sourness of the soil, which has caused the roots

to perish, and hence the shanking ; stripping off a

great quantity of leaves at one time would also have the

same result. We should say, in your case, it is owing
to sour, cold soil, badly drained, and in which the roots

have in a great measure perished.

Large Bunches of Grapes: O. A'., Catfotd Jiridifc.

Yes. Speechley grew a bunch of Syrian at Welbeck,
which weighed 19 lb. In September, 1867, Mr. Fow-
ler, Castle Kennedy, showed a bunch of White Nice,
weighing 17 lb. 2 o/„ ; and last year Mr. J. Dickson,
gr. lo a gentleman in Dumfriesshire, exhibited at the
Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society's exhibition in

September a bunch of the same Grape, which weighed
18 lb. 7 oz.

Names of Plants : J. C. J. Platyloma andromedi-
folium. I, the double-flowered Achillea ptarmica; 2,

some Melon, but decayed beyond recognition.— .,4 Cork

Subscriber, i and 3, Juniperus sp. ; 2 and 4, Biota

orientalis
; 5, Larix occidentalis. The small fragments

sent without any information as to flowers, fruit, habit

of tree, native locality, &c., render it impossible to

name the above with confidence ; and we cannot too

often repeat that if in such a difficult family as the

Cypresses our correspondents desire a reply that may
be depended on, they must supply us with the necessary

materials and information. .4. M.— J. M., Norlher-

wood, Lvndliurst. i, Chama:cyparis sp. Material

insufficient ; flowers and fruit necessary. 2, Abies ex-

celsa var. (Norway Spruce) ; 3, luniperus chinensis ; 4,

Picea grandis (?) : 5. Hakea sp. See remarks in reply

to "A Cork Subscriber." A. M.—J. P. Viburnum
'L,3\A3.-a3..—Harrison b' Sons. The " Cypress Vine " is

Ipomaja Quanioclit ; the "Sensitive Rose" is appa-

rently a Mimosa, but we are not certain which species.

Nepal Shrub : Devonian. Description too vague for

us to say what is meant.

PiNUS: T. B. We for\varded your note as requested to

Mr. Fowler, and have received from that gentleman

the following reply :—" The leaves sent are those of

Pinus excelsa. I do not think it would either injure the

tree or spoil its appearance, under the circumstances,

to cut away the two lower tiers of branches as you pro-

pose. I have no sympathy with those who advocate

the pruning of Conifers to improve their appearance.

Pinching is occasionally necessary to regulate the

leader, other\vise the less the knife is used the better."

POLVSINIA EDULIS : D. This is said to be a half-hardy

perennial from Bolivia, and was introduced some year

or two since. It has fleshy roots, which the natives are

said to eat in a raw state.

Provincial Meetings : G. We believe the ordinary

course is for the town to invite the Society, and offer a

guarantee of a certain amount. Apply to Mr. Richards,

at the Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensing-

ton, W.
Rose : Una. The Rose received is President (Tea-

scented). It does well out-of-doors, but better under

glass, and may be grown either in a pot, or planted out

in the border of a house.

Vine Leaves :—D. D. The leaves of your Bowood
Muscats exhibit an appearance closely resembling a

well-known disease to which Vines in the South of

France are subject. We do not, however, think the

affection identical, but merely dependent on the

marked climatic differences of the present season.

M. J. B.

Catalogues Received.—Edward Sang c& Sons (Kirk-

caldy), Catalogue of Forest and Fmit Trees, Shrubs,

&c,—John Scott (Merriott, Crewekerne), Catalogue of

Flower Roots. —R. B. Davis (Yeovil), The Flower

Garden Pocket Companion.—Henry Curtis & Co.

(Torquay), Descriptive Catalogue of Selected Roses.

—

Hooper's Co. (Covent Garden Market, W.C), De-

criptive Catalogue of Dutch, Cape, and other Flower-

ing Bulbs.—Robertson & Galloway (Glasgow and

Helensburgh>, Catalogue of Bulbs, &c.— Robert Parker

(Tooting, Surrey, S.W.), Catalogue of Hyacinths and
other Bulbous Roots, Herbaceous Plants, Fruit Trees,

&c.—Joseph N. Baumann (Nouvelle-Promenade,

Ghent), Catalogue of New Plants.—Dick Radclyffe S
Co. (129, High Holborn, W.C), Autumn Catalogue

of Dutch Bulbs, &c.

TO BE LET, from Michaelmas next, a SHEEP and
corn farm of 670 Acres, in the parish of Quarlcy, Hants.

For particulars, apply to Mr. FOOKE. Amport, Andover.

TO BE LET, for Nursery purposes, large SHOW-
HOUSES, and other GREENHOUSES and PITS, with

commanding frontage, all heated with hot water.

Mrs. WATT, i6. Maida Vale. Edsjewate Road, W.

Braintree. Essex.

TO BE LET, with possession at Michaelmas next,

TWO NURSERY GARDENS (together or separately), contain-

ing about 3 Acres each. For further particulars apply to

Mr. A. CUNNINGTUN, Braintree.

TO BE LET, o
NURSERY, with D

&c. Incoming easy. Nc;
London. Apply, by letter, to

Lease, a small but compact
clling House, Greenhouses, Forcing Pits,

a Station and Church ; 20 miles from

Robinson's Librarj'. High Street, Reigate.

rpo BE SOLD, the BUSINESS of a SEEDSMAN
d FLORIST, with Jobbing, situate in one of the finest

Suburbs of London. The position cannot be surpassed, and an
excellent opportunity for any person in want of the above.

E. C. , 327, Brixton Road, S-W.

FOR SALE, the LEASE and EFFECTS of a
FLORIST BUSINESS, wilhin eight miles of Covent Gartlcn,

consisting of Seven Greenhouses, heated by hot water; convenient

Dwelling. Stabling, Piggeries, &c.
G. \V,, CrafTord's British Hotel, Ager Street, Strand, W.C. I

Communications Received.—J. C—R. W., Raby.-
W. T.—W. E. R.-H. D.-J. S. G.-S. D.—D. R.

J. L.
.

-G. T.—
&Co.—

arkels.
COVENT GARDEN.Sept 6.

The supply of fruit is comparatively short, but rough

vegetables are plentiful. The Potato trade is heavy, and

large quantities of diseased tubers have to be returned.

Cut Flowers.

s. d. s. d.

Blue Cornflower, p.

12 bun. .

.

. . 3 o to 4 o

Carnations, p. bunch 40 — 60
Clove Carnations, p.

12 bun. . . ..40 — 60
Gardenias, p. doz. . . 30 — 60
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays . . .. - • — 06

Heartsease, p. labun. i 6 to 3 o
Mignonette, 12 bun. 16 — 30
Myosotis, p. bun. . . 02 — 06
PeIargoniums,Zonal,

p. 12 sprays . . 04 — o q
Roses, per doz. . . 10—60
Stephanotis,i2Sprays4 o — 6 o
SweetPeas,p. i2bun. 2 o — 40

M^

SALES BY AU CTION,
Stratford, Essex.

IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of GLASS, &c.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

favoured with instructions from the Executrix of the late Mr.

G. Bunney to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve (the Nursery

havine been sold tor building purposes), on the Premises, the Nurserj-,

Maryland Point. Stratford, Essex. E., on THURSDAY, September 12,

for 12 o'clock precisely, the whole of the glass erections, com-

prising 14 large GREENHOUSES, numerous span-roof and other

Pits, containing in all about 20,000 leet super of glass in capiial condi-

tion, 10,000 feet of hot-water piping, 6 Saddle Boilers, nearly new,

500 feet super York paving, 3000 feet super slate staging, many
thousands of capital bricks, nests of seed drawers, barrows, ladders,

I'ater cans, rollers, manure, and numerous other eftccts.

Catalogues arc now ready, and may be had (6^^. each, returnable to

lurchasers) on the Premises ; of Messrs. J and R. GOLE, solicitors,

Lime Street, City ; and ol the Auctioneers and Valuers, American
rseries, Leytonstone, Essex, E,

N.B.—The whole of the thriving NURSERY STOCk, both at

Wanstead and Stratford, extending over 15 acres, will be submitted to

unreserved SALE by AUCTION on MONDAY, October 7, and
following days.

Sur^

Lea Bridge Road, E.
AUTUMN TRADE SALE of WINTKR-BLOOMING

HEATHS, fi:c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr. John Eraser to SELL by AUCTION,
without reserve, on the Premises, The Lea Bridge Nurseries, Lea
Bridge Rnad, Leyton, Essex, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY.
September 17 and i3, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely ea2h day, about

25,000 WINTER-BLOOMING HEATHS, remarkably well grown,

including 10,000 hyemalis, 3030 gracilis, 1500 Witmoreana, 1500 grand-

inosa; also large quantities of gracilis vcrnalis, regerminans '1 ynd-

riana, colorans, and others; 1000 fine EPACRIS of the choicest

kinds; 600 AZALEA INDICA by name; about 750 CYCLAMENS of

the finest strain of persicum. profusely furnished with blootn buds ;

CYTISSUS, ACACIA DRUMMONDIl, a large slock of TLA
ROSES in pots, SOLANUM CAPSICASTRUM in b=rry, TREE
CARNATIONS, a pair of large variegated ALOES, in tubs;

LAPAGERIA ROSEA : likewise a few specimen and miscellaneous

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, together with about 60,000 choice seedling

CONIFER.E. pricked off in store pots, comprising Libocedrus

decurrens, Picea lasiocarpa, Wellingtonias, Abies and Pinus of

sorts, &c. L L J
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

Tooting. S.W.
ANNUAL SALE of EXTRA STOCK of STOVE and GREEN-

HOUSE PLANTS, &c.

PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have
. instructions from Mr. R. Parker to SELL by

AUCTIUN,on the Premises, Exotic N ursery, Tooling, on MON DAY,
Seoiember 21, many thousands of choice STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, rare ORCHIDS, EXOTIC FERNS, selected

PALMS, a large assortment of SUCCULENT and HARDY
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, &;c.

Full particulars will appear next week.

TUTESSRS
X»-l received

M.\k
Dutcli Bulbs for Autumn Planting.

C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

'Great Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C, every

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY during September,

at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely. Importations of Fifst-Class

HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES, and other BULBS, just

arrived from well-known Farms in Holland, in Lots to suit large and

small Growers.
, ^ , l .

On view the mornings ol Sale, and Catalogues hag.

Important Sale of Tree Ferns.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, WC.,

on TUESDAY. September 10, at half past 12 o'Clock precisely, the

largest and finest importation ever received from New Zealand o the

beautiful TREE FERN, DICKSON I A St,iUARROSA. The plants

have good straight stems, and are of various hei^htsj many^ofthc

Balsams p. doz.

Calceolaria, . . do.

China Asters do.

Cockscombs . . do.

Double Pclar-
do.

do.

Plants in Pots,

. d. s. d.

3 oto 6 o
4 o— 6 o

3 o— 6 o

3 o— 6 o

goniums
Fuchsia

4 o— 6 o
4 o—12 o

Fruit.

r. d. s. d.

1 o to 2 o
10 — so
7 o —10 o
2 o to 5 o
30 — 80

Vegetables.
s, d. s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea. o 3 to o 6

Lilium atiratum, doz.
— lancifoliuni do.

Lobelia . . do.

Mignonette .. do.

Myrtles .. do,

r. d. s. d.

I 6to 5 o
I o—• 2 o

4 o— 6 o
30—..
30—90

Rhodanthe . . do. 6 o-

ScarlelGcranium do. 2 6— 6 o

Figs, p. doz.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100

Melons, each
Nectarines, p. doz.

Oranges, per 100 .

.

Peaches, per doz. .

.

Pears, per doz.

Pine-apples, per lb.

Strawberries, p. lb.

s. d. s. d.

10 o tois o
4 O —12 D
20 — 40
30—70

3 o

3

1 O— 2 O
o 6— I o

Beet, per doz,

Cabbages, per doz. .

.

Cardoons, each
Carrots, p. bunch .

.

Cauliflowers, p. doz.

Celery, per bundle .

Cucumbers, each

.

French lieans, new,
per \ sieve . . . .

— 30
Herbs, per bunch .. o 2— o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun.3 o— 5 o
Leelcs, per bunch . . o 2— o 4

New Potitos—Round, 51. to 7^. per cwt,

to ^s. do.

Lettuces, perscore.

.

Mushrooms, p. pott.

Onions, per bunch .

Par.sley, p. bunch .

.

Peas, new, per qt.

t. d. s. d.

I oto 2 o

.. — 30
.0 4— O

2— o 6

1 O— 2 O
Radishes, per bunch o 2— .

.

Rhubarb, p. bund, . . . —04
Salsafy, per bun — ..

Scorzonera, per bun. . — .

.

Shallois, per lb. .. 06— ..

Spinach, per 4 sieve a 6— 3 o
Tomatos, p. doz. . . i o— 2 o
Turnips, p. bun. .. o 6— o 9

Kidneys, 55. od.

raight o,.v......> ..— — -- - T r 'j

runks being of tlie marvellous height of 10, la. and 14 feet, arid quite

straight. An important and novel feature i

the importation includes a quantity
.

Tree Fern, some united to half thci:

specimen with four stems united,

. this Sale will be, that

of twins, or double trunks ol this

length, and one marvellous

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of New MasdevalUas, Cattleyas, &c.,
lUST ARRlVKIi.

MR. ]. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms. 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,
on THURSDAY, September 19, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a
vcrv fine Importation of MASDEVALLIA CHIMERA (see Gar-

dnur^' ChronicU of March 14), New ODONTOGLOSSUMS,
EPIDENDRUMS, CATTLEYAS, BATEMANNIAS, S:c

Further Particulars in next Advertisement.

M':
Preliminary Notice.

ESSRS. FERGYSON and SON will shortly

conduct a very important SALE, cMcnding over many days, at

the far-famed Prospect and Heath House Nurseries, situ.ilc at

Chcddlcton, near Leek, in consequence of the declining health of the

present proprietor, Mr. \Vm. Grosvcnor.

due course.
Auclur

Leek.

D.iys ot Sale and Details Jn

"i^and Valuation Ofliccs. Market Place .and Stockwcll Street,

MESSRS
Fulham.-To Market Gardeners and Others.

SSRS. TUCKE'l T AND CO. .ire instructed liy

prescntativcs at the Utc Mr. Charles BaRlcy. lo SELJ.

bv AlicriON upon llic Mcllkiiowii M.irkct Garden premncs. at

Sands End, Fulham, on TUESDAY, Seottinbcri.,, am o'Clock, the

whole ot the LIVE and DEAD S lOCK, comprisini; Seven powerful

Draucht Horses, handsome black Filly, eapnal Dopcail, Harness,

Five Market Vans. WaK>;'>n. Five •1-ninhrils. ClialT-cutter. Gar.len

Encines. iioo Hand-lif;hls, Harrows, Haskels, Ladders, Iniplclncnts,

Tools, .and .Seeds; also 50 Fat TiRs (i.S 10 m r.tone) 100 prime Store

ditto ia Sows, well-hred white Hoar, and the tollowinf; thrivinc

young NURSERY STOCK, vir., w,cc» Gooseberries of sorts,

6000 Bl.ack Currants, and 3000 Victoria Plonis. ,,,.„,-
On view the day before. Catalogues on the Premises : at WAY S

Coffee House, and " The Unicorn," Covent Garden Market ; or at

the Auctioneers' Office,, lOA, Old Broad Street, E.C.
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FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and ClI LTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in ever)'

Agricultural County in England. _ „„ _ . ...

Tor particulars apply to lOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.C. : and Steam PlouKh Works, Lceds^

STE.-\M CULTIVATION.—Persons interested in the

Cultivation of Land by Ste.ampovver may see in operation on the

Farms ot Messrs. HowjBD, within a mile ol Bedford Station, Steam

Cullivatins Apparatus on the three followins systems, viz. :—
1 he

DOUBLE EtfhlNE, the SINGLE TR.\CTION LNC.tNL, .and

the Sl'ATIONARV or rORTABLE ENGINE.
Parlies will be met at the Bedford Station on giving Messrs.

HOWARD two days' notice.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.

For Price Lists. Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE D.\MP in WALLS, and Preser\'e Stone, &c., from

Decay. M.anulacturcd Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For ParticuLars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 39A, King Williant Street, London, E.C.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Notice.

THE SALE of Mr. ALLEN'S SHORTHORNS and
LEICESTER RA.MS is fixed to take place at Thurmastoii

Lodge, near Leicester, on THURSDAY, September 19, at i ior

2 o'Llock,
Catalogues, with Pedicrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,

IS, Langham Place, Luiidon, \V,

Extensive Sale of Shorthorn Cattle at Spring Hill,
FL.\niiURV, WXiRCESTERSHIRE.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on TUESDAY, September 10 (i o'clock), at Sprintihill, within

a mile of Vladburv Station, Great Western Railway, the Extensive
HERD of SHORTHORNS belonginEr to James Webb, Eso.. who is

civing up I he farm. The Herd comprises about 80 llead of
Bulls, Cows, and Heifers, and has been bred from the well-known
slocks of Sir G. R. Philips, Messrs. J. H. Langston, E. L. Betts,

E. Holland, Guest, Harris, Uodweli, iMoore, and Woodward.
The Bulls used have inherited the Bates and Kni^htlcy blood. The
stock is favourably known in the district, and bemg kept chiefly for

dairj' purposes, the Cows are good Milkers,
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,

15, Langham Place, London, W,

Rougholm, Bootle, Cumberland.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORN CATTLE.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on WEDr^ESD.VY, October 9 (i o'Clock). at Rougholm, near

Ravensglass and Bootle Stations. Ulverslon and Whitehaven Railway,
between FIFTY and SIXTY HEAD of BULLS, COWb, and
HEIFERS, comprising the LARGER PORTION of theVALUABLE
HERD bred for jo years by the late John Caddy, Esq., at Rougholm.
More than one-third of the animals are of the celebrated Gwynnc
tnbe, obtained from the late Mr. Troutbcck ; the others are of the
Roseberiy family, purchased at Lowiher in 184-t, and the old Giiliver

tribe, well known in the county from the earliest periods. The Bulls
used have of late years been of Booth blood. Mr. Torr's Waterloo
Cherry {27.76-^), (who is included in the Sale), and the late Mr Pawlett's

Sulian 130,088), a Manialini Bull, have lately been in ser\-ice. The
stock, having been reared on poor mountainous land in Eskdale, are

verj' hardy, great milkers, and in a healthy breeding state.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JuHN THORNTON,
15, Langham Place. London, W.

Shropshire Sheep.
MESSRS. LYTHALL and CLARKE have received

instructions from Mr. G. A. May. of ElTurd Park, Tamworth,
to SELL by AUCTION, on MONDAY, September 16. without the

slightest reserve, the whole of his well-known RAM-BREEDING
FLOCK, comprising 40 Rams, 300 Ewes and Theaves, and about
100 Ram and Ewe Lambs.
Auctioneers' Oftices.gg, New Street, Birmingham.

Shropshire Sheep.
The FIFTEENTH GREAT CENTRAL SALE, at EINGLEY

HALL, BIRMINGHAM.
MESSRS LYTHALL and CLARKE will SELL by

AUCTION, on THURSD.iY, September ig inst., at half-pait

10 o'clock, ONE THOUSAND PURE-BRED SHROPSHIRE
RAMS and EWES, from the following eminent Breeders :

—

The Right Hon. Lord Willoughby de Broke (Winner R.A.S.E.)
The Right Hon. Lord Sudelev (Winner R A.S.E.)
The Right Hon. Lord Wenlock (Winner ILA.S.E.)

Solomon Ashion, Esq.
Mrs. Beach (Winner R.A.S.E.)
Mr. BosHorth
Mr. W. H. Clare
Mr. N. Dodds
Mr. W. Endall
W. C. Firmsione, Esq. {Winner
R.A.S.E.)

Mr. E. Glover
Mr. Jenkins
"W. Lort. Ejq.
Mr. Lythalt

Mr. Nock (Winner R.A.S.E.)
Mr. S. C. Pilgrim
D. G. Round. Esq.
H, J. Sheldon, Esq. (Winner
R.A.S.E,}

C. Stubbs, Esq.
Mr. Tidy
Messrs. Tolefree
Hy Wood, Esq.
Mr T. Wood
G. Woodcock. Esq.
Mr. Yates (Winner R.A.S.E.)

The above will include Prize Rams and Ewes e-thibited at the
R.A.S.E. Show at Cardiff, Stourbridge, Market Harborough, and
other important Shows.

Auctioneers' Offices, 39, New Street, Birmingham.

Winterfold, near Kidderminster.
IMPORTANT SALE of FIRST-CLASS SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions to
announce for SALE by AUCTION, at Winterfold, on

WEDNESDAY, September 18 next, the ENTIRE HERDS of
FIRST-CLASS SHORTHORNS belonging to John Harward, Esq.,

of Winterfold, near Kidderminster, and Isaac Downing. Esq., of
Turner's Hill, Rowley Regis, consisting of about 65 Head of Bulls,

Cows, and Heifers, of the Oxiord, Waterloo, Wild Eyes, Kirkleving-
ton, Lally, Blanche, and Surmise tribes. More than half the stock are
directly descended from animals bred at Kirklevington, and the others
largely inherit this highly fashionable blood. The Sale includes the
magnificent Bull, 3d Duke of Claro (23,720), whose sire and dam were
both by the celebrated 7ih Duke of York (i7.754)i and the superb Bull,

8th Duke ol Geneva (28,390). The Young Stock are by these excellent

Sires, and the Cows and Heifers are served by them.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had on application to Mr,

STRAFFORD, 13. Euston Square, London, N.W. ; or of Mr.
M IN F.TT, at Winterfold, near Kidderminster.

Unreserved Sale.
- To MILL OWNERS, BUILDER'^ F.A.RMERS, GARDENERS,

and OTHERS.
TUTSHAM OIL and hUED CKUbHING MILLS, "WEST

FARLEIGH, near MAIDSTONE, KENT.

MR. GEORGE LANGRIDGE has received instruc-
tions from the Proprietors, to SELL by AUCTION, on the

above Premises, without reserve (the Mills being Sold), on WEDNES-
DAY, September 11, at 11 o'clock precisely, in convenient Lots, the
STOCK-IN-TRADE. MOVABLE PLANT, IMPLEMENT-^, and
EFFECTS, also 15 Tons of coarse Screened COCOA-NUT FIBRE
WASTE, in capital condition and suitable for Stufling Mattresses,
Underlaying Slates, Tiles or Flooring, Protecting Pipes, &.'c. ; and
85 Tons of fine FIBRE WASTE, excellently adapted for Forcing
Pits, Lightening Heavy Soils, &c.
N.B.—The Tutsham Mills are situated on the navigable river

Medway, and close to the South-Eastem Railway.
Samples may be inspected, and further particulars obtained at the

Mills; at the Star Hotel, Maidstone; or at the Auctioneer's Offices,
the Public Rooms, Tunbridge Wells.

rpHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
X (Incorporated by Speciai, Acts of Parliament.)

DRAINAGE, RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINUS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &c.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above

purposes, without invrstigation of title.
»riT t f »

For Forms and further inlormaiion, apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDF.R, Esq., Managing Director, No. i. Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W. ^___^^
Agricultural Land Improvements.

DRAINAGE, SEW.VilE IRKICA Ih iN, FARM BUILDINGS,
LAUOURERS' COTT.'VGF.S, &c.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

{Incorporated by Act of Parliament in 1849.)

Directors.

T. Chapman, EscL, F.R.S.
George Thomas Clark, Esq.
lohn C. Cobbold, Esq.
Henry William Curnc, Esq.

The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
bermere.

Edward John Hutchins, Esq.
Sir William Tite.M. P., C.B.

Principal Engineer, Mr. J. BAILEY DENTON.
Agricultural Improvements of every kmd arc executed by the

Comjpany, or the outlay thereon repaia to Landowners who prefer

carrying out the works by their own agents. , j, j
Tenant Farmers may also, by agreement with their Landlords,

procure the execution of such Improvements,
The outlay, with all official expenses, may be charged upon the

Estate, and paid off by a Rent-charge of about 6 per cent. , in 31 years,

or at the option of the Landowners in a shorter term.

No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.
Special arrangements will be made with Boards of Health, Sewer

Authorities, and others, for undertaking Works of Sewage Irrigation,

together with all Works incidental thereto. The outlay in respect

thereof may be repaid either by a sum in gross, or by a terminable

yearly payment, discharging in a fixed period the principal amount
with interest thereon. . „
Application to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN, Esq., the

Secretary, at the OlViccs of the Company. 22, Whitehall Place, S.W.

M"
ANCHESTER and LIVERPOOL AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY-Thc ANNUAL SHOW will be held at

BOLTON, on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY,
September 11, 12, and 13.

, , ^, . . t-

.

Admission on the Wednesday, 2S. 6d. each; Thursday and Friday,

IS. each. Members and Subscribers to the Local. Fund, of ^i and

upwards. Free. . .,,

A Covered GRAND STAND, capable of seating 2000 persons, will

be erected, adjoining the Horse Ring, from which the Leaping and

Judging of Horses will be seen. Admission, 2S. 6d. each. Mrs.

Radclin will ride some of the Horses.
.

The Leaping of Hunters and Driving of Horses in Harness will

commence each day at 2 o'Clock.

The Cattle will be paraded in their Ring at no Clock each day.

The BOLTON FLORAL SOCIETY'S SHOW will also be held

on the same ground. Admission :—First day, 2J. 6ii. ; Second day, is.

;

Third day, 6d. each.
Two Bands of Music will be in attendance.

A PUBLIC DINNER will be held in the Showyard, on Wednes-
day, the nth inst., at 5 o'Clock.

The Showyard will open each day at 9 o'Clock; and Refreshments,

Lunches, &c., will be supplied by the Contractors, Messrs. Jennison,

of Manchester, from whom Tickets for the Public Dinner may be had

at jr. each.
, ,,-, r

'Ihc Railway Companies will run Trains about every half-hour from

Liverpool, Manchester, and adjacent Towns, to Bolton, each day of

Show THOMAS RIGBV, Secretary,

Ecclesfield, near Sheffield.

THE THIRTIETH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of

HORSES. CATTLE, SHEEP, PICS, PRODUCE,
POULTRY, PIGEONS, RABBITS, and DuGS ; and the ALL
ENGLAND and other PLOUGHING MATCHES will take place

at Ecclesfield on THURSDAY, September 26, 1872.

The Classes for Entire Horses, Hunters, Champion Ploughmen,

and all the classes for Poultry, Pigeons, Rabbits, and Dogs, are open

to all England.
ENTRIES CLOSE on MONDAY, September 16. Prize-sheets

and other information may be had of the Secretary, Mr. ROBERT
LOWE, Auctioneer, Owlerton, Sheffield,

QMITHFIELD CLUB SHOW, AGRICULTURAL
iO HALL, ISLINGTON, DECEMBER 9 to 13.

IMPLEMENT DEPARTMENT.
The LAST DAY for receiving APPLICATIONS for SPACE for

IMPLEMENTS and MACHINERY, &c.,is OCTOBER i.

Printed Forms of Application, with Rules and Regulations, may be
obtained of Mr. DAVID PULLEN, Assistant Secretary, corner of

Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W. All communications

should bear outside the words " Smithfield Club.''

SMITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW.—
The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and PIGS

will be held at the AGRICULTURAL HALL. ISLINGTON, on
MONDAY afternoon, December 9, and four following days.

Intending Exhibitors are requested to apply for Certificate Forms
by the reference letters as under :

—

CATTLE.—Form A. For an OX or STEER (in any Class).

„ B. For a COW or HEIFER (in any Class).

„ C. For a BEAST in Extra Stock

SHEEP. „ D. Fora Pen of Three WETHERS.
„ E. For a Pen ol Three EWES.

F. Fora SingleWETHER SHEEPinExtraStOck
PIGS. „ G. Fora Pen of Three PIGS (in any Class).

„ H. For a Single PIG in Extra Stock.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER i.

Prize Lists, Forms of Certificates, and all information may be

obtained on application to Mr. DAVID PULLEN, Assistant Secre-

tary, at the Office of the Honorary Secretary, corner of Half-Moon
Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

, , , _,

N.B.—All communications respecting the Show must be addressed

to the Assistant Secretary as above, and should bear outside the

words " Smithfild Club Show."

C|e|^patoral§a^ette,
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1872.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tuesday, Sept. lo

^ _ . „ „ ,

Wednesday, — ii \
Staffordshire Agncultural Society, atStaflord.

*

SIR BALDWYN LEIGHTON'S pamphlet*
on the Agricultural Labourer in 1872,

to which we referred last week, is evidently the

work of a kind and conscientious man, who is

somewhat ashamed of the present, and really

anxious for the future, of the large class of whom
he writes. The ideal Farmer Newstyle, whose

plan we quoted from its pages (p. 1183), is a very

good master—perhaps even more liberal than he

need be. He takes good care, however, of him-

self, which he "has a perfect right to do, and

the farm labourer in his hands will unquestion-

ably be well paid just what he earns ; and that

is undoubtedly the only proper basis of the

• T/-^ Famz Labourer in 1872. Ey Sir Baldwyn Leighton,

Bart. Richard3entley & Sons. New Burlington Street, W.

agreement between master and man. There is

in the outset of the arrangement which is here
described sufficient evidence of good and neigh-

bourly feeling on both sides ; and in the nature of

it there is, as there ought to be, justice, and
justice only, to hold the balance between
the two. Kind and neighbourly feeling be-'

tween two men is not lost, because the one
claims from the other either full value in what
he buys or the full value of what he sells. It is

no exclusive feature of the old almost domestic
style of the arrangement between the farmer and
his labourers—from which indeed it was often

conspicuous by its absence. It belongs to well-

regulated human nature everywhere, and is in

no danger of being lost, because men insist on
that which is their due. Anyhow Farmer New-
stvle's mode of dealing with the labour difticulty,

which had arisen in his neighbourhood, proves

in our author's hands a good deal better tlian

Oldsort's plan, which is also described ; and
the kindly feeling evidently was preserved in the

former which had been lost in the latter case.

We welcome the pamphlet in which all this

is discussed, notwithstanding the obvious bias of

its tone on social and political questions. It will

probably carry the consideration of these sub-

jects to the farmer's fireside before the discussion

of them arises, as inevitably it will, on the farm
itself: and that is very much to be desired. It

will obtain that hearing for truths, more or less

unwelcome, which with infinite folly was the

other day denied to IVIessrs. BRANDandToRRENS,
M.l'., when discussing the condition of the

labouring class before the Cambridgeshire tenant-

farmers on the occasion of the meeting of the

Agricultural Society in the county town (see

p. 918). The feeling of irritation at any inter-

ference between an employer and his people,

intolerable when the act is public, may perhaps

be borne at home by the readers of a book.

Certainly the feeling is common enough, but it is

worth while considering whether it is not better

to hear the argument urged by mere outsiders,

who depend simply upon the force of reason, than

to have it presented by the labouring men them
selves, who will back their argument by the

refusal of their services if they are not attended

to. We remember listening many years ago to

a frequent speaker at meetings of the London
Farmers' Club—a benevolent and intelligent man
—who was urging consideration of the condition

of agricultural labourers upon the members, and
speaking as a professional man of the causes of

the preinature old age which he had witnessed

in them. He was met by a young farmer, who
had nothing better to say than that he " flung

all the learned doctor's arguments and insinua-

tions in his teeth!" That was not the way in

which Farmer Newstyle received the remon-

strances of his men ; and we are glad, notwith-

standing the bias of the setting, that Sir Bald-
wyn Leighton'S remarks on this subject are

Ukely, in the pamphlet form, to receive a wider

and a better hearing than Dr. Ellis, Mr. Brand,
or Mr. TORRENS could obtain.

" The " setting," however, is, we believe, a mis-

take :— " Wrongheaded Harry Brougham and
his dupes," is a phrase that grates upon the ear.

" Land industries and trade errors " is another,

—

and a very curious, bit of self-flattery on the part

of a landowner addressing tenant-farmers. The
outcry with which his pamphlet concludes against

the whole conduct, we had almost said the whole

system, of modern society is, we believe, a

blunder.—The " hideous sham" which the author

seems to see in everything that characterises

the new when contrasted with the old, can

probably be nohow better represented than

by " shoddy," which is the re-used wool

obtained by disintegrating old woollen fabrics,

and out of which a good looking cloth, with of

course much less than the former " wear " in it,

can be made. But were it not for the addition

of shoddy to the wool market of the world, the

rich man would have to pay much more than he

does for cloth, which is still made as good as any

that our ancestors ever knew, and the poor

man could not afford a decent-looking broad-

cloth coat at all. And this is only one example

of many of the untruth that lies in all

these outcries about modern inferiority.
—"Our

whole art of construction is a hideous sham and
a lie." To that, one can reply that houses better

than any that our fathers knew are still erected
;

and bad as many are, they are much better (for

the money) than used to be within the reach of

the comparatively poor. Moreover, having had

some years' experience as an inspector under the
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Lands I mprovement Acts, we know that we are in

general much safer in the hands of a builder and
contractor engaged on the large scale in meeting

the demands of modern householders, than in

the hands of the parish carpenter, or mason,

dependent almost solely on the clergyman and

the squire.—Lastly, on the policy of sending all

the worthless out, and keeping the good at

home—for that is another of the author's

aspirations in the concluding passages of

his pamphlet;—He may depend upon it that,

whatever he may desire, that will never be the

course of events so long as agricultural labourers

are generally ignorant and poorly paid. Still

less, moreover, will it be the rule when agricul-

tural labourers shall become generally educated.

And, disregarding the consideration of what is

inevitable, it is worth while considering whether

in the long run a company from the midst

of whom all the ill-conditioned get promotion
will be better than a company from whom
the well-conditioned get promotion. God's
law— " To him that hath shall be given," is

directly opposed to any such idea, as it is to

much of the ideal charity and benevolence that

is current. Truism as it seems, it is fortunate

for all that it is not the necessitous, but the pros-

perous, that get on. A premium upon prosperity,

and therefore on the ability and industry, and
spirit and intelligence on which it depends, which
is the law of God's providence, is, we may depend
upon it, a belter thing for the condition of the

people than a premium upon need and mis-

fortune, and therefore on the listlessncss, ignor-

ance, and stupidity and vice upon which it

generally depends. And the residuum of

a society from which all the best advance
is certain to be in a better plight than the

residuum of a society from which only the worst
are allowed or made to go.—We do not agree,

therefore, with the tone of Sir Baldwyn
Leighton's last pages. He would have done
better, we believe, to have sought for the good
side of human nature, where it certainly exists, in

much of what he sees around him. He ought,
we think, to believe that the events which he
deplores, but which he seems to confess must be
met as inevitable, are most probably the natural
and appropriate outcome and correction of the
past. And instead of drawing the gloomy picture

with which he concludes, it would have been
better had he simply advocated Farmer New-
STYLe's mode of meeting the difficulty in which
he found himself; and, in place of melancholy
reflection, if he had advocated energetic education
on both employer and labourer, and then cheerily

anticipated whatever results might follow perfect
freedom of contract between them.

For ourselves, we believe " the Farm La-
bourer" was never better off than he is "in
1872;" The fitful strike, and the gradually
growing Union, so much dreaded everywhere,
and so much deprecated by our author, have at

any rate had the good effect of directing public
attention more closely than ever hitherto to the
condition of the great agricultural population of
this country. But they have done more than
this. They have probably raised wages at once
one or two shillings a week over almost the
whole of Southern and Midland England. And
is not that a great and good thing done .'' If

you and I were agricultural labourers, bringing
up our families on ir or 12 shillings weekly,
should not we cordially bless the agency which
had accomplished that?—and should we not
laugh heartily and frankly in the face of any man
who should assert, as some have done, that so
much extra money would most likely only give
increased ability to squander time and means at
public-houses ?

We anticipate as one most useful result of the
present somewhat angry agitation of the labour
question, that agricultural labourers will learn,

what many of them hardly think of now— the
wholesome responsibility that attaches to self-

reliant independence. They will for the future
be treated with simply according to the value of
their services. Character and ability will be all-

important. Moreover, the whole practice of
casual or systematic perquisite in lieu of wage
will be swept away ; and that will be a good thing
for the household of the working man as well as
for himself. It will no doubt be through the
gateway of much suffering and hardship for
the weaker and less efficient members of the body
that the altered system will gradually make its
way, but that ultimately it will justify itself, and
justify those who advocate it, we cannot doubt.
And let no one imagine that the friendly relation-

ship between employer and employed will be
necessarily impaired by the growing degree of

self-assertion on the part of labourers, out of
which this change seems likely to grow. There
is in the nature of things a closer neighbourhood
between employers and employed in agriculture
than in any other occupation. And the law of
God is still imperative as ever on the labourer,
as well as on his master—and it is quite as likely

to be obeyed as much as it has ever been :

—

" Thou shalt love thy neighbour as ihyselj.^''

The moderate supply of English Wheat at

Mark Lane on Monday was generally inferior, and
was very unsaleable at a decline of \s. to. is. per qr. ;

but good samples brought an advance of \s. to zs. on
the previous Monday's prices. The trade on Wednes-
day was firm in tone, and fine old samples made higher
rates, The prices of the previous Monday, for both
beasts and sheep, were well maintained at the Metro-
politan Cattle Market on Monday last, but Wed-
nesday's trade was dull, and rates fell accordingly.

Prices for wool continue to droop, but a rise

may take place further on in the autumn. In the

Hop market there is every prospect of a large con-

sumptive demand.

— We have received the following on the Potato
Disease from *' A Cambridgeshire Farmer." Though
dated August 28, it did not reach us in time for last

week's publication :

—

" [ have been a somewhat extensive Potato grower
ever since the year 1845, when the 'Potato murrain,'
as then called, first made such havoc in the crop, and
when, unfortunately, I had planted 408 acres. About
four-fiftlis of the produce was diseased, and as so large a
quantity could not be consumed by cattle before rotting

down, an arrangement was made for cooking the whole,
as rapidly as could be done, with five sets of steaming
apparatus, similar to 'Stanley's.' The Potatos were, as
fast as cooked, replaced into the same sized pits as
before, being well beaten down with broad, smooth
shovels, to form a cake on the outside, and thus exclude
the air as much as possible. The heaps were thatched
down with straw in the usual way, and although in a short

time the mass was as sour as a lemon, a large number of

pigs^upwards of 1000—were fattened upon them ; the
usual proportion of barley meal being added, viz., \h stone

per week to each pig. Some of these Potatos were not
consumed till the end of the following April, and alihough
not so palatable, were stiil eatable. I may say that in

some parts of the heap the Potatos thus treated became
absolutely rotten and worthless, as, indeed, the whole
would have been, if left uncovered.

"Since that year I have continued to grow annually
from 200 to 3C0 acres of Potatos, and have never seen the

disease so nearly approaching that of 1845 as it does this

season. I therefore intend trying again my old plan of
cooking as I raise the crop, and 1 have thought the sug-
gestion might be worth something to my brother farmers.

" The only other way in which the diseased Potatos
could be made use of would be by converting them at

once into starch. Will not some of your correspondents
who are well acquainted with the process give some
practical details—such as would enable farmers to erect

some inexpensive machinery for the purpose ?

" The results of my examinations this day of many
varieties of Potatos grown on my driest and best soils,

and which are noted for being, as a rule, freer from
disease than any in this district, show an average of
disease of from 30 to 80 per cent,

" It is worthy of remark that the most prolific varieties

seem to be most liable to disease. There is. however, one
most striking exception to this rule, and that is Sutton's

Red-skin Klourball. This is the most abundant cropper
I ever grew, and yet I did not find amongst them one
diseased tuber. This is all the more remarUable since, as

I use it for a dividing line between all the other varieties.

It being so strong a grower, and so distinct in colour of
tuber, each root tested in every part was growing side by
side with the others showing so much disease."

The Veterinarian for September speaks of

reports from St. Petersburgh representing the cattle

plague to be exceedingly virulent in the Baltic pro-

vinces of Russia, and to have reached to within 20 miles

of the capital. From Hamburgh it is reported that

the disease has reappeared in a field about a mile from
the place in which the previous cases occurred. An ox
and two cows having died suddenly, ^ posi-mortem
examination was made, which fully confirmed the

existence of cattle plague. The remaining cattle, con-

sisting of U cows and two goats, some of which had
begun to show symptoms of the disease, were conse-

quently killed by the instruction of the authorities as

quickly as possible. The carcases were put into a

large pit, which was then filled with tar and set on
fire. It is thus evident that the cattle plague has now
existed in the neighbourhood of Hamburgh for upwards
of a month, notwithstanding the energetic measures
which have been adopted for its extirpation. Imports
of "cattle of all races" from Russia, and also of

animal products from that country, are strictly for-

bidden. Denmark has also interdicted the importation

of Russian cattle, and all substances which have been

in contact with thum, and even refused to allow any
communicaliuu between the bhorc and cattle steamers

from the Uallic. She has, besides, taken steps to

guard the Schleswig-Holstein frontier. In spite of

these precautions, reports of the existence of cattle

plague among some cattle imported from Denmark

have been published. From Pesth advices state that

the kingdom of Hungary is free from cattle plague,
although it is still very prevalent in Galicia and in two '

districts of Lower Austria. The disease also exists in

Scutari and in the Island of Leti, at the mouth of the

Danube. The following report is given of the parti-

culars of recent rein treductions of cattle plague into

our country :

—

" The first of these imported cases was into London,
the second Hartlepool, and the third Newcastle, all of
which ports had previously had diseased cattle sent to

them.
" In the case of London the cattle were all Russian,

shipped at Cronstadt. They numbered 35, and were
brought in the Viatka. The vessel left Cronstadt of
July 20, and on her way called at Copenhagen, a circum-
stance which probably has given origin to the report of
cattle plague being in Denmark. It is believed, however,
that no cattle went ashore at that port. Leaving Copen-
hagen, she made London, and landed her cattle during
the night of July 28 at Deptford. When first seen by the
inspector, three of the animals were found to give indica-
tions of ill health, the others being far more prostrated
from the voyage than is ordinarily the case. The diseased
animals were at once killed, and an examination showed
ihat the suspicion of their being infected was fully con-
firmed. All were destroyed by the steam process in use
at the market.
"It was subsequently ascertained that five beasts had

died on the passage, and, doubtless, every one of them
from cattle plague. The first died early in the morning
of the 26th, and two others during the same day. The
fourth and fifth died on the 28th, the day of landing—the
last so near our shores as to have the carcase disposed of
by throwing it overboard near the "Sunk Light," off

Harwich.
" In the Hartlepool case 26 German cattle, from Ham-

burgh, were landed from the Gipsy Queen at about

5 A.M. on July 29. The vessel arrived in dock late on the
previous night, and was boarded by the inspector, who
did not then detect any disease among the cattle, nor at

his next examination, which was made immediately after

they were landed. On his final examination, made after

12 hours' detention, symptoms of illness were detected in

one animal, and the whole were consequently detained,

that the true nature of this illness might be ascertained,

every precaution being taken to prevent mischief resulting

in the event of the disease proving to be cattle plague.

Within a few hours not only were the symptoms of cattle

plague fully established in this animal, but others of the

same cargo began to sicken with the disease. Slaughter-

ing was immediately had recourse to, but so rapidly did the

malady progress, that by 4 p.m. of the same day, when
we arrived at the dock, no less than ten out of those still

awaiting slaughter were found to be affected with the
disease. The local authority was promptly communicated
with ; the dock-house surrounded by the police, and
every means adopted by disinfection and otherwise to

prevent infecting material leaving the place. As quickly
also as arrangements could be made, the whole of the

remaining animals were killed, one of the diseased having
died in the interim, and their carcases, with the 'dressed
bodies of beef,' skins, and offal of every kind, put into a
lighter, and sent by water to a proper burial place, which
could be thus reached without any of the remains having
to be carried on the land. The rapid progress of the dis-

ease in this instance, together with the cattle being all of

German breed, were convincing proofs that the cattle

plague, which had been conveyed from Russia to Ham-
burg, had gained a footing in Holstein.

" The Newcastle case was similar to the Hartlepool in

so far as the cattle being all of the German breed, and
imported from Hamburgh. They numbered 103, and
were landed from the Brigadiei" on the morningof July 29.

At that time they all appeared perfectly healthy, and the

inspector had no suspicion of any disease until he saw the

animals a few hours after landing. One animal now
appeared slightly indisposed, sickening, in fact, for

disease, but of what kind could not yet be satisfactorily

ascertained. Acting on the impre.'^sion that the disease

might prove to be cattle plague, the mspector had the

animal at once isolated, and all the others put in charge

of the police. Within a few hours the existence of cattle

plague was fully established ; the animal was, therefore,

at once killed, and the carcase destroyed, and everything

round and about the place thoroughly cleansed and
disinfected. The slaughter of all the others was also

immediately commenced, and completed as rapidly as

possible, every means being adopted with reference to the

disposal of the skins and offal which could give security

against the diffusion of cattle plague infection."

Advantage has been taken of the re-introduction of

cattle plague to test the alleged conveyance of the

disease to animals by their partaking of water contain-

ing the t?u}tcrit-s niorln ij{ the malady. .Some exudation

matter and viscid mucus were removed from the

fauces of a diseased German cow, and mixed with a

pail of water, which was then given to a yearling heifer

to drink. .She refuseil to swallow more than a draught

or two ; but being kept from water for two
successive nights and a day, she freely partook of the

remainder. On the third day following the last drink-

ing of the water she presented appearances which, to

the practised eye, indicated that the mischief was
beginning, and an application of the thermometer test

was had recourse to, which shoued that the tempera-

ture had already risen to 1051-^. On the following day

the symptoms of cattle plague were well marked, and
from that time the disease progressed fo rapidly, that

death followed (m the fourth day of illness, and ninth

from the lime the infected water w.is first partaken of.

It may be right to add that the experiment was carried

out under circumstances which rendered it impossible

that the animal could in any other way, save by

drinking the water, have been exposed to the infecting
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material of cattle plague. Its result fully confirms the

opinion arrived at during the prevalence of the disease

in 1S66.

This week's Chamber of Agrkultiirc Journal

gives a tabulated return of the probable Yield of

Wheat in English counties, adding m all the testi-

monies it has met with, either in these our columns or

elsewhere. In only three counties, viz., Sussex, Lan-

cashire, and Westmoreland, do the returns amount to

the average of the previous four years, whilst in the

great Wheat-growing districts of the eastern counties

the falling off is very great ; for instance, in Lincoln-

shire, where the average yield is 32I imp. bush, per

acre, the supposed yield of 1S72 is only 24 bush.; in

Norfolk, the difTerence is as 25 to 31, in SutTolk as 22

to 2Sf, and in Cambridgeshire as 27 to 33. It esti-

mates on the whole of the United Kingdom, that while

the average production of Wheat for the four years

1S6S-71 was 14,309,500 qr., the yield of the present

year is only 12,397,100," showing a deficiency of

1,912,400 qr., more than fifteen million imperial

bushels.

The Inspectors' reports regarding Foot-and-

MoUTH Disease show a considerable decrease in the

number of animals aflected in Buckinghamshire. The

disease still exists on 4S5 farms, the total number of

animals affected being 8261. It is still extensively

prevalent in Cambridgeshire, and very virulent. It

continues to spread in Dorsetshire. There are now

13,127 diseased animals in the county — about a

thousand in excess of the

number previously returned ;

103 animals died from the
j^

disease last week. The pre-

vious returns from Glouces-

tershire showed the number
of animals suffering to be

16,884 ! 'h'S week 18,029

animals are suffering— 5627
cattle, 11,635 sheep, and

767 pigs. There are now
5222 head of stock suffenng

from the disease in Hunt-
^

ingdonshire ; of these, 3427
are sheep, showing an ad-

vance of more than 200 over

last week. In Kent there is no abatement of the

disease. In Norfolk there is, happily, a decrease in

the number of cases. The last return comprises

7560 cases, as compared with 12,204 '" '1'^ week end-

ing August 17, and 16,634 in the week ending

August 10. In Somersetshire the past week's returns

of the foot-and-mouth disease are very unfavourable.

Around Bridgwater there were 56 fresh attacks, 631

animals being affected, while 24 died from the malady.

The disease continues to spread with alarming rapidity

in Warwickshire.

The Right Hon. the Speaker gave his annual

treat to the labourers on the Glynde estate last Satur-

day, to celebrate the in-gathering of the harvest. The
right hon. gentleman presided at the dinner, and in the

course of his remarks congratulated those present on

the abundance of the harvest in their district, and

expressed his regret that all parts of the kingdom had

not been simdarly favoured. He then expressed his

determination to carry out the principle he had adopted

three years before, not to pay wages to boys until they

could read and write ; and continued

—

" I suppose that, in these times, when there is so much
talk about the rate of wages, you will hardly think I am
doing my duty if I do not say something in reference to

i

the agitation which is going on throughout the kingdom.

My opinion is, we shall never have a satisfactory settle-

ment of that question until the labourer receives, in some
shape or other, a share, though it may be a small one, of

the profits of the business in which he is engaged. I refer

not only to those employed upon farms but to those engaged
in mining, in manufactories, and in trades of all kinds. But,

you will say, how is the labourer to derive any share of the

profits of farming when he has no capital? Well, it is quite

true that you have no capital beyond your labour ; but

what is capital ? Capital is nothing more nor less than

labour husbanded. Now, if you could save any money,
however small the amount, and could invest it in carrying

on a farm. I think, according to the sum so invested, you
would be entitled to a share in the profits of that farm.

I will give you a practical illustration of what I mean.

Some ot you, I dare say. are fortunate enough to have a
few pounds in the savings bank, and I beUeve the savings

bank limits the interest paid on the investments to 2J per

cent. Now, I will make a proposition to you, and to all

in my employ. If you have got ^5, we will say, in the

savings bank, and you would Uke to lend that to my
farming business, I will engage to give you as the savings

bank does 2J per cent, for the money. And I will do
more than that. I will, supposing the profits of the farm
amount to more than 2^ per cent, for the money I have
invested, give you rateably precisely the same interest

upon the capital you lend me. That is to say, sup-

posing I get 10 per cent, as profit on the capital I

have invested on the farm, you shall have 10 per

cent, on your ^5 instead of 2K So you will see

you will be in this position, that you will never get less

than the 2,\ per cent, you receive at present, and if the

farm yields more you will have the benefit of it. Some
will probably say,

'

' How am I to get the ^^5 ? " Well we
know it does not rain ^^5 notes ; but I will suggest to

bring up the home production of Wheat to the level of

our wants ; but that, as we might fairly reckon on an

earlier harvest, we should probably find little more

than 10,000,000 qr. enough to bring us to the new

The actual imports for the year to August I

lay by so much a-week. The rate of pay to the boys is

3J. bil. to +r. per week, and the wages increase according

to the ability to work. Carters, shepherds, &c., for in-

stance, receive about 151. a-week, and out of this it seems

to me to be by no means impossible that some may save
I |,|.Qp_

2j. a-week, and if you pay me that sum 1 will engage at
| ^^j. i^^^^ \„tm. 10,000,000 qr. of Wheat and flour,

the end of the year to pay you the /s if you desire it,
,

«-

plus 2{ per cent., or whatever rate of interest arises from - -

the years farming operations. 1 anr quite sure of this ;

necessity for, deeper cultivation,

that we shall never come to a satisfactory settlement of
^

ojj>"^,_^^^__
^l^^_^^ ; .orresoondent ne

the relations between employer and employed, until tne

latter, according to the amount of labour and capital he

has invested, has an interest in the good conduct of llie

concern. My sole object is to give you a personal pecu-

niary interest'in the conduct of the farm, and to endeavour

to raise you a little above the position you now occupy as

labourers."

A precisely similar offer, made some years ago by a

prosperous paper-maker in the North to his working-

men, has been very generally accepted by them,

the best results to both employer and employed.
viih

Here is another testimony to the advantages
sent to us by

Mr. Mechi, from a correspondent near Leamington.

He says :

—

"
It may interest you to have an account of an acre of

poor land that I trenched three spits deep in the winter

of 1870. In 1871 1 hadsotonsof Sugar-Beet fromsroods,

and a very large crop of Potatos from the other rood ; the

land was dressed with 2 cwt. of calcined German potash,

r cwt. of superphosphate, i cwt. of s.alt, and r cwt.

ol guano, the latter because the under spit was brought

to the surface, and it was poor sandy stuff. In October,

1871, I sowed the acre with White Chidh.am Wheat, single

grains dibbled in 9 inches apart, 10 inches row to row.
_^ , ... 9 -

Though an unfavourable sejison the plant tillered out

The descrintion given at p. 1176 last week of! well, some single grains having produced 60 stems, many

the Water Heater, attached to the steam-engine of
j

ears 6 inches long, one ear of s inches _lon_g g,v_ing 77

Messrs. Wallis & Steevens, was hardly intelligible,

owing to the absence of the sectional diagram, which

we now supply. We repeat the engraving of the lon-

gitudinal section of the contrivance, and .abridge the

explanation which was given of it. In the longitudinal

section (fig. 279) A is the exhaust pipe from the

cylinders, which conveys the exhaust steam into the

steam chamber or heater, G, G, G, G. The uncondensed

steam passes out through c into the chimney. The

water from the condensed steam passes out through E

into the supply cistern. There are two water chambers,

one at each end of the steam chamber, the interior of

which is marked I I on the section. These two water
,
--^, ,

. r .v , .
- , u„„„

chambers communicate by means of the annular tubes, ,
prize. In the competition for the best one or two horse

I The cores- iv, K—of the annular tubes are simply manual delivery reapnig machines there were 15 com-

grains. There were plenty of plants 40 to 50 stems, the

average being about 20. The straw was very stout and

strong, 5 to 6 feet high, and the yield of straw 2^ to zj

tons, and n sacks of Wheat; there would have been

more but just as it was blooming there were pitiless

storms of wind and rain. It was dressed wilh i cwt.

nitrate of soda, 1 cwt. superphosphate, r cwt. salt, and a

little refuse of sugar refining. There is no doubt that

with deep subsoiling and draining 4 feet deep, combined

with thin sowing, the yield of the country might almost

be doubled. My Sugar- Beet

this year are very good plants,

9 inches apart, and 14 inches

from row to row ; the average

weight 3 to 4 lb., some, how-
ever, being 6 lb. Cattle fat

well on this root and cotton

cake."

The Carlisle Patriot

reports a trial' of reaping

machines last Thursday be-

fore very competent judges

(Messrs. J. B. A. M'Kinnell,

Dumfries
; J. P. Dods, An-

wick Grange, Hexham ;

and James Little, Fauld,

Longtown), appointed by the Brampton Agricultural

Society. Of combined mowing and reaping machines

twelve entered, Messrs. Picksley & Sims receiving the

1st, and W. Symm, of Stocksfield-on-Tyne, the 2d

rods of iron fitted into sockets in the end covers H,

Fig. 2S0 is a transverse section of G, G, showing the

position of the three annular or ring water-tubes, and

the manner they are surrounded with steam. The

cross section is drawn to a larger scale. The flat pro-

jections above represent a footway that runs along the

top of the heater, which is convenient for standing upon

in doing anything about the connecting-rods and other

working parts. The water is pumped through c into

the ingress water chamber, I, on that end, and from

thence it flows very slowly to the opposite, or egress

water chamber ; and after absorbing in its course the

heat of the condensed steam, it passes out of the steam

chamber G, G, at F, through a pipe fitted with an ordi-

nary check-valve, into the boiler. The outlet, F, is

shown in section, but not the pipe leading from it to the

boiler. The influx of water from the pump at B being

continuous, and generally greater than the demand ol

the boiler, so as there shall be no deficiency, provision

requires to be made for the disposal of any excess.

This is done by a blow-off cock, D, the water from

which passes into the water-tank. We had not a wet

bulb thermometer to test the temperature of the water

discharged at E and D into the water-tank. In the

morning, when the engine was first started, the water

in the water-tank felt cold to the hand, but by the

afternoon it was raised to about 110°, consequently as

the supply from F is of much higher temperature, as

petitors. Messrs. Burgess & Key's machine took the

1st prize, and one of Mr. Joseph Symm's machines

received 2d honours. The competition among the

self-delivery reapers took place in a field in which the

Oats stood belter. Rain fell in continuous torrents

while they were being tried, and the grain became

so heavy, and the ground so soft, that it was patent to

every one that there was no chance of a fair test. The
consequence was that the completion of the trials in

this competition was postponed for a day. On Friday

the competition was resumed with the self-delivery

machines, II of which put in an appearance. After

a severe trial the judges awarded the 1st prize to the

International Self-raker by J. and F. Howard, Bed-

ford : the 2d prize to a Kirby Reaper, exhibited by

Messrs. Whiteside & Co., Liverpool. They highly

commended the Improved Excelsior by Bngham & Co.,

Berwick, and they commended the "Excelsior Ex-

celled " by Bickerton & Son, Berwick.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

On Friday, the 30th ult., Mr. Thornton disposed of

Mr. Thomas Bracewell's herd at the Parsonage, Rib-

chester village, near Preston. A large company

assembled, competition was brisk, and the sale was
considered extraordinarily successful. Many of the lots

made long prices, and the general average was high.

The herd was principally descended from the stock of

Mr. R. S. Bruere, of Braithwaite Hall, crossed with

some of the best Booth strains. The specimens offered

were of the " Rose" and "Flower" tribes, both of

great repute for their excellent dairy qualities. In their

pedigrees occur the names of Baron Warlaby (7813),

King Arthur (13,110), Prince George (13,510),

and The Sutler (23,061), well known as favourite

KiUerby and Warlaby sires. These bulls have been

grafted on stock inheriting largely the fine old

strains of Lax and Colling. A few other pur-

chases have been made from the Hon. G. E.

Lascelles, Mr. Jonathan Peel, and Dr. Dickinson.

The cattle having been affected with the foot-and-

mouth disease, were many of them lame, and yet even

this drawback did not appear to damp the ardour of

bidders. Mr. Bruere may be congratulated upon the

In September of last year, Mr. Caird stated

«„„.. .. „„„ „.,. .. 3 „„.„ „„. . „... o,.ss-" —
I

i° * letter to the Times that, even with a late harvest,

tho'se who have not that amount'hi' hand, that they^hould I this year an import of 11,000,000 qr. would suffice to

indicated by the amount of condensed water discharged
|

high prices realised by animals directly descended from

atE, we conclude it must enter the boiler at very nearly his stock, and especially we think on this occasion,

- . . when animals of his blood appeared for the first time

in a public market. Watercress was purchased as a

small calf at Knowlmere, and is descended from the

boiling point, i.e., 212" Fahr., which is a most econo-

mical arrangement as regards expenditure of fuel.

famous "Hecate" or "Water Witch" tribe that

realised such high prices at Whitewell last year. She

was the first lot offered, and realised 90 gs. from Mr.
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J. p. Haslam. Lady Barmpton Rose, of Towneley
origin, a roan 4-year-old cow, of undoubted quality,

was bought by Mr. T. Robinson for 115 gs. Maid
Molly by Royal Booth (22,772), a very sweet
4-year-old cow, is a great milker and fine

breeder. Her dam was purchased from Mr.
Lascelles, and her grand-dam, Moll by Hope-
well (10,332), came from Aylesby. Her pedigree

contains the names of Leonard {4210), Vanguard
(10,994), ^nd other famous Booth sires, allied to the

old " Moonbeam " tribe, one of the very finest stocks in

Lincolnshire. Althoughlame, this well-bred cowwas pur-

chased at the high figure of 225 gs., by Mr. A. H. Browne.
The next high price was obtained for Water Wave by
Sir David (25,135), which, with Rose Blush (lot 16)

and Windsor's Knight (lot 27), gained the white
ribbon for the best collection of animals at the Clitheroe

show, 1872. She is a massive, well-ribbed cow, bred
from the " Hecate" tribe, and was sold for 215 gs. to

Mr. J. P. Haslam. Christmas Rose, a splendid

heifer, by Sir Windsor Broughton (27,507), and
from Rose of Clitheroe (lot 3) by The Sutler (23,061),
g.d. Rose Malvina by Prince George (13,510), was
bought by the same purchaser at 150 gs. Moss
Rose, very similarly bred, was secured by Mr.
Kennedy at 130 gs. ; and lastly, among the heifers.

Water Nymph, another of the "Hecate" sort,

became Mr, T. Rose's at no gs. In the bull

sate. Sir Windsor Broughton, already men-
tioned, a beautifully bred bull, and a good stock
getter, albeit a plain-looking animal, was bought by
Mr. Burnyeate, for the high price of 305 gs. He is by
Prince of the Realm, and from Windsor s

Queen by Windsor, g.d. WiJe-aioake by Roval
Buck, g.g.d. the celebrated Bonnet by Buckingham
(3239). No Booth bull, therefore, could be better

bred. Windsor's Knight, by the last-named sire,

and from Maid Molly (lot 6), and therefore of the
*' Moonbeam" tribe, is an extraordinarily fine, large

calf, almost faultless, and never beaten in the show-
yard. He won the 1st prize at the Accrington, Has-
lingden, Blackburn, Preston, and Clitheroe shows, and
on this, his last appearance in public, was knocked
down at 300 gs. to Mr. C. W. Wilson. Looking at

the general result of this sale, we have to record that

23 cows made an average of ^^83 \s. 9./. ; that eight

bulls sold for .^103 itjs. each, and that the total 31 head
offered made an average of ^S8 <)s. 50'., while the
total proceeds were .^2742 I2.f. A complete list of
prices and purchasers is appended ;

—

Name of Animal.

Covis and Heifers.
l^atercrcss
Rosemary
Hose o/Cltikeroe ..

Diamond Rose
Lady Barmpton Rose
Maid Molly
Sweet Picotee
Rose Bloom ..

Mary^s Rose
Water IVave
Consolation -

.

Christmas Rose
Belts Flora .

.

Moss Rose .

.

Rose of tlie Vale ..

Rose Btusk
Village Rose
Scartet Ftffiver

Sweet Briar
Lady Lilly Barmpton
Clara
Water Nymph
Rose Blossom . . ,

.

Rose of Summer .

.

Bulls.
Sir Windsor Broughton
Gardener ..

Windsor's Knight
Windsor Prince ..

Knight of the Parson-
age

Knight of the Roses ..

Knight of Windsor ..

The Knight

Age.

Years.
1865
1866
1867
1867

Purchaser.

1870
1870
1870

Mar., 1871 ^_
Mar., 1871' 40
May,

1871I 30
June, 1871 20
Nov., 1871 40
April, 1872' 45
May, 1872 no
May, 1872
June, 1872' 30

Gs.

90 Mr. Haslam.
36 Mr, Thorn.
63 Lady Pigot.

41 1 Mr. J. Thorn.
115 Mr. T. Robinson.
225 Mr. A. H. Browne.

Not offered.

Mr. J. G. Grove.
Mr. J. Thorn.
Mr. J. P. Haslam.
Mr. T. Robinson.
Mr. J. P. Haslam.
Mr. J. Thorn.
Mr. Kennedy.
Lady Pigot.
Mr. J. Thorn.
Mr. J. Robertson.
Mr. J. Thorn.
Mr. J. G. Grove
Mr. T. Rose.
Dr. Cranke.
Mr. T. Rose.
Mr. M. Kennedy.
Mr. J. Thorn.

> 305Feb., 186:

May, 187
Aug., 1871 300
April, 1872 17

May, 1872 4]
July, 1872 2T

June, 1872 80
July, 1872 8

Mr. Burnyeate.
Mr. Knowles.
Mr. C. Wilson.
Mr. T. Wame.

Mr. J. Todd.
Mr. J. Arabin.
Mr. Kennedy.
Mr. IMcNeale.

Mr. Thornton has advertised the Spring Hill,
Fladbury, Shorthorns for sale on Tuesday, the loth
inst. The herd was started about 14 years ago, from
the well known stocks of Sir G. R. Philips, Weston
Park ; Mr. J. H. Langston, of Sarsden, and Messrs.
Dodwell, Downing, Hall, Harris, James, and Wood-
ward. Among the lots are several well-descended
animals of the Sarsden Cherry tribe, the old Strawberry
family, celebrated at Powyke for its extraordinary
dairy qualities ; and the Prudences, from Mr. Bagnall,
Leopard Farm, originally from Lincolnshire. The
bulls used at Spring Hill havebeenverysuperioranimals,
inheriting Bates blood, but latterly Knightley strains
have been introduced. Count Cavour (17,631),
bred by Mr. Guest, was one of the earliest sires used

;

he was followed by Earl Beauchamp's Madresfield
(22,254), a son of 2D Duke of Airdrie, who was a
grandson of Duehess 54//,. Hengist (26,368), was
bought at the great sale at Preston Hall, and was a
son of the celebrated 4TH Duke of Thorndale :

many of the animals for sale are by this sire, who was
succeeded by Barleycorn the Younger (21 20Q)
bred by Sir Charles Knightley, from a daughter of the
favourite cow Polytint. The bulls of late used are

Saturnus (29,932), a son of Sir G. Philips' Lackey,
of Knightley blood, and Satellite (29,930), to whom
most of the cows are in calf, is by '

Mr. Oliver's
Festival, a son of Grand Duke 7th, from a cow of
the noted stock belonging to Earl Beauchamp.

SHEEP.

On Monday there was a fair show of rams in Ciren-
cester market. Many sheep commanded good prices,
others were sold at little more than mutton price,
while some remained unsold. Foot-and-mouth disease
has recently visited this district, and in a particularly
violent form, so that many ram breeders have lost

valuable sheep through it. This has no doubt seriously
interfered with the ordinary ram sales of this autumn,
and affected prices. To return to Monday's market at

Cirencester, Mr. Villar sold 32 Cotswold shearling
rams, the property of Mr. Cole, of Ashbrook, at an
average of ^12 %s. %d. The highest price obtained
was 52 gs. ; three made 22 gs, each, one made 18 gs.,

one 14 gs., and one 13 gs. The lowest price was
54 gs. Eleven Cotswold shearling rams, sold for Mr.
W. H. Fletcher, of Shipton, near Cheltenham, aver-
^iged £^ ids. 3</. Ten ditto, sold for Mr. Vasey, of
Stralton, made ^1 141-. bd. each. Thirty Oxfordshire
shearling rams, bred and offered by Mr. C. Hobbs, of
Maisey Hampton, made an average of £<) Sj. dd., the
highest price being 20 gs., and the lowest 7 gs. Stock
ewes were fully ^s. per head, and store lajnbs about
'Js. per head lower than last market.

RECENT RAM SALES.
Cotswold Ram Sales.—At the recent Cirencester

Annual Ram Fair Messrs. Moore & Hill disposed of
25 rams for Mr. C. Barton, of Coin St. Dennis, at an
average of ;^I3 i is. %},d. ; for Mr. Edward Fowler, of
Aston, 28, at an average of .^13 e^s. ^\d. ; and for Mr.
Clarke, of Frampton JIansell, 15, at an average of

£j OS. Sit/. Mr. C. Barton's highest price was
/^44 2s., for a sheep purchased by Mr. Spencer. Mr.
Fowler's highest figure was ^'40 19J., which price was
given by Mr. W. Peacey, of Chedglow. Messrs.
Acock & Hants sold for Mr. Barton, Fyfield, aver-
aging ^8 Sj-. ; Mr. Swanwick, College Farm, /8

;

Mr. T. Gillett's executors, Kilkenny, ;^I4 2s. ; Mr.
Pedley, Bibury, ;^I2 17.1. ; Mr. G. Hewer, North-
leach, £i) ids. ; Mr. Joseph Walker, Conipton Abdale,
.^il; Mr. Kerr, Signett Hill, Burford, ^9 i6j. dd.

Mr. James Villar sold for Mr. T. Porter, of Baunton,
20 shearling rams, at an average of £() 2s. dd. and
eight ditto for T. B. Browne, Esq., at an average of
;^io ids.

At Mr. Edward Handy's ram sale at Sierford,
near Cheltenham, 50 shearlings were offered, anii

made an average of £n ds. ^d. The highest price
obtained was 54 gs.

At Mr. Hugh Aylmer's annual letting and
sale, at West Dereham Farm, the highest ram lamb
fetched /12 15^., and Mr. Shacklady bought the
highest-priced shearling at 26 gs. The highest sum
paid for a 2-sheer sheep was 15 gs. The following
was the result of the day's business :

—

TOO ram Lambs aver.aged . . £7 6 o . . ;^73r o o
80 shearling rams, do. .. ii 15 6 .. 943 8 6

.. 8 10 o .. 84 10 610 2-shear mms, do.

Total . ..£1758

At the Oxford ram sales lately, Mr. W. H.
Gillett, of Southleigh, offered for sale 20 Cotswold
ram lambs. The highest price was II gs., and the
average £& ids. lod. A flock of 29 Cotswold ram
lambs, belonging to Mr. C. Gillett, of Lower Haddon,
averaged £6 l^s, lod., the prices ranging from 9 gs.

to 41 gs.

• At Mr. T. Allen's annual letting of Long-
woolled rams, at Markshall, the highest price given
for a lamb was £d !^s., and for a shearling pf 16 io.r.

The results of the sale are as follows :

—

23 ram lambs averaged . . ;f4 15 2 .. j^iog 9 o
40 shearlings 9 o ^j . . 361 10 o
S 2-shear sheep .. .. 4 11 o ., 22 15 o

Total .. .. .£493 14 o

At Oxford 21 Cotswold shearling rams from
Mr, Lord's, of Stanton Harcourt, averaged ;;^I3 8j-, dd.,
the highest price being 31 gs.

At the Penalt Cotswold ram sales a draft of 25
shearlings, from the flock of Mr. James Price, averaged
.,^13 ds., the highest price being 32 gs.

At Mr. R. Game's annual sale at Aldsworth,
52 rams were submitted to the public. The highest
price was 40 gs. The total realised was £i2^S gs.

;

the average was ^^'24 4s. 2d. Last year the average
was £ic) is. id.

At Mr. George Fletcher's annual ram sale at

Shipton, 50 shearlings were offered, and sold at an
average of jfie 6.r. c/d. each. The highest price
obtained was 36 gs.

Mr. James Walker, at Northleach, obtained an
average of /18 is. <jd. for 40 shearlings. The highest
price obtained this .season was 64 guineas. This sheep
cut 22.1 lb. of wool in May last.

Oxfordshire Do:vns.—At the Oxford ram sales, of
70 ram lambs from Mr. H. Gale, of Cuddesdon, the
highest price was 15 gs., and the average £t os. dd.
Fifty Oxfordshire Down ram lambs, belonging to Mr.

J. S. Parker, realised an average of ;^6 igs. Jid., the
highest price being 21 gs. Fifteen well-bred Oxford-
shire Down ram lambs, bred by Mr. P. Allin, of

Nuneham Courtenay, made an average of £] ijs. yd.

The highest price was 19^ gs. Eleven Oxfordshire
Down shearling rams, belonging to Mr. W. Baker, of
Combe, near Woodstock, fetched an average of £y,
the highest price being 9 gs. Forty Oxfordshire Down
ram lambs, belonging to the executors of the late Mr.
F. Pratt, of Little Haseley Farm, near Tetsworth,
realised an average of .^^8 5j-. The highest price was
15 gs.

At the Winchendon sale of Oxford rams,
62 shearlings, bred by Mr. Treadwell, realised an
average of ^18 each. This is the highest average ever
attained for Oxfordshire Down rams, and 55 gs. is

the highest price ever obtained publicly, we believe.

Thirty-five Oxfordshire Down shearling rams,
the property of Mr. James Roberts, of Caswell, fetched
from 8 gs. to 41 gs,, and averaged ^14 2s. dd.
Twenty-six Oxfordshire Down ram lambs and 22
Oxfordshire Down shearling rams were sold by Mr.
W. S. Hunt, of Fawler, The lambs realised an
average of^5 9^. dd., the highest being iij gs., and
the lowest 4 gs. ; and the latter an average of £S 12s.,

the highest price being 14 gs., and the lowest 6 gs.

Forty-three Oxfordshire Down ram lambs, belonging
to Mr. T. Blake, of Botley, realised an average of
£d gs. The highest price was 13^ gs. Jlr. C.
Gillett, of Cote, had a flock of 40 Oxfordshire Down
shearling rams. Twenty-nine of this lot were sold at
an average of £13 ds. dd. The highest price was
41 gs. and the lowest 9 gs.

Southdo-ons.—At Mr. Rigden's annual letting and
sale at Hove, Mr. Turner, as chairman, said that
/12S0 in prizes, five gold medals, iS silver medals,
and ten silver cups would better tell the company the
quality of the flock than anything he might say in
favour of the sheep. 100 ewes made close on £$
a head. The rams were all put up at 10 gs. each, except
the prize sheep, on which 20 gs. was placed. The
1st prize 2-shear ram both at Dorchester and CardiCf
went to Mr. Carew Gibson for 31 gs. ; the 2d prize
sheep made just 10 gs. more. Mr. Gibson also got
him at 41 gs. But the 1st prize shearling was evidently
the favourite sheep—the perfection of quality both in

wool and mutton. He was soon at 50 gs., and quietly
the biddings went on, until Mr. Gibson secured him
also for the season at 90 gs., amid the cheering of the
company. The 2d prize Cardiff shearling goes to the
Count de I'Orme, France, for the season, at 40 gs.

The other sheep were hired at prices ranging from
13 gs. to 22 gs. ; the ten averaging just over .^31.
There was a considerable competition for the rams on
sale, and a capital lot they were. Mr. O.xley Parker,
Essex, got one at 23 gs. ; the Duke of Bedford, one at

31 gs. ; Lord Sudeley one at 26 gs. ; Mr. Groom gave
30 gs. for a shearling. Another goes to Scotland at
26 gs., and Mr. Bushby got the last lot, a thick, good
sheep, at 20 gs. The sum total of the sale amounted
to /l 152 I4-'- ; the rams averaging ^25 4J. This is

the best sale that Mr. Rigden has had, and one of the
best that has taken place in Sussex, as an annual sale,

for very many years.

At Mr. Stenning's sale of Southdowns the
range of prices obtained was, for ewes, from 42J. to
105J. ; rams, from 54 gs. to 16 gs. ; and ram lambs,
from 5 gs. to 7 gs. The sale realised .;fi673 l$s. dd.

Shropshires.—At Mr. R. H. Masfen's sale the cata-
logue comprised 47 shearling rams, 6 stock rams,
and 50 stock ewes. Of the shearling rams three were
let only, and at high prices, as follow :—For 31 gs., to
Mr. F. Bird ; 31 gs. , to Mrs. Beach ; 40 gs. , to Mr.
Harward. The sire of many famous sons was knocked
down to Mr. Horley for 50 gs. Of the shearling rams
sold the highest figure was 35 gs. The rams all sold
averaged j^iS 12s. dd. each.

Mr. German's Shropshires—At Measham,
near Ashby-de-la-Zouch, the highest price made was
42 gs. for the season. Mr. Tebbutt hired a 2-shear
ram. Rifleman, at 35 gs. ; and Mr. ICeinpe Bourne
bought, at 20 gs., a shearling.

At Mr. Mansell's sale the aged rams were a
grand lot, including several Royal winners, and were
generally considered superior to the shearlings. No. i,

Oxford Hero, was hired by Lord Chesham, at 70 gs. ;

No. 2, True Type, sold for 105 gs. to Mr. Sheldon
;

No. 3, winner of 1st prize at Cardiff, and a very heavy
sheep, let for 51 gs. to the Earl of .Strathmore ; No. 4,
Constitution, 2d at Cardiff, sold at So gs. to Mr.
W. C. Firmstone ; No. 5, Monument, being let for

95 gs. to Mr. Sidney, who was believed to he acting
for Mr. R. H. Masfen. Mr. C. Byid hired Little

Lord, a great favourite with the owner, at 30 gs., and
bought two others at 23 and 30 gs. respectively. i\Ir.

W. Baker secured No. 7» tlie sheep hired by Mr.
Foster last year, at 45 gs, ; and the last 2-shear, a very
good-looking ram, bred by Mr, Crane, and used by
Mr, Mansell last year, was, hired by Mr. Sheldon at

17 gs. Of the shearlings, Mr. German hired the best

at 60 gs., another being bought for Mr. Allsopp at

5J gs. Others iiiaile
},},, 30, 26, 23, down lo 6 gs.,

but the average was not much under 24 gs. each.

At the Bingley Hall sales, Birmingham, Mr.
E. Lythall's rams have ranged from 8 gs. to 16 gs.,

averaging slightly over ;^io ; Mr. Yate's from 6 gs.

to 15 gs, ; Mr. Nock's from 10 gs. to 25 gs,; Lord
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Willoughby de Broke's from 6 gs. to 14 gs. ;
Mrs.

Beach's, logs, to 21 gs. ; Mr. Sheldon's, 10 gs. to

17 gs. ; Mr, Firmstone's, 6 gs. to 9 gs- J and Mr.

Picken's, 54 gs. to 10 gs.

At Mr. Coxon's i6th annual sale of rams, held

at Frceford, near Lichfield, 39 rams averaged

£i1 13J. 3'^. The highest price was 60 gs. ;
one was

secured by Mr. H. Lowe, at 24 gs. ; and a useful

ram, with a small, badly-covered head, byMr. Pilgdm,

at 31 gs.

At the annual Shrewsbuiy sale of Shropshire

rams and eues about 160 rams were disposed of,

30 from Mr. Crane ranged in price from 6 to 26 gs.

each. Fifty of Mr. John Evans' made prices varying from

60 gs., which was the highest price realised ; the others

going at from 6 to 26 gs. each. Mr. Horlon's lot of

six shearlings were sold at about 10 gs. each ; and the

Hon. Mr. Kenyon's at about S gs. each. Messrs.

Fenn & Harding's sheep ruled from 9 to 19 gs. Mr.

George Allen showed a very grand 3-shear ram, which

was let at 60 gs., to Mr. Crane. No. 2 made 26 gs.,

and the shearlings, Nos. 3 and 4, were knocked down
at 30 gs. eacli, the others making from 9^ to 19 gs.

Lord Chesham's 1 5 rams created quite ixfurore ; the first

was secured for the season by Mr. Bradburne, at

115 gs. Others made 70, 62, 61, and 56 gs., the

bidding being very spirited, and the whole lot averag-

ing nearly £Ap each. Mr. A. Mansell's sheep were

low in condition, one making 12 gs. and the others

going at 5 to 7 gs. each.

Hampshire and West County Diyivns. — At Mr.

Olding's sale the stock included 60 ram lambs,

the highest price being 17 guineas.

At the Bulbrtdge ram sale (Mr, James Raw-
lence), the fii^st 19 rams were let for various periods, at

an average of within a trille of 25 gs. each. The
highest figure given was by Mr. Morrison, of Fonthill,

who paid 76 gs. for the services of a splendid animal.

Another ram lamb was let to Mr. Budd, of Hatch-

warren, at 57 gs.; two others to Mr. E. Dibben, for

44 gs. and 40 gs. ; another to Mr. Morrison, for

32 gs.; another to Mr. Homer, of Martinstown, for

30 gs. ; another to Mr. Walter, of Bearwood, for

20 gs. ; another to Mr. J. Kirby, of Oxfordshire, for

20 gs. ; another to Mr. Cave, for 16 gs. ; and so on at

I7i gs-. 16 gs., down to 11 gs., the latter figure being

the lowest at which a single ram lamb was let. The
ram lambs sold went at equally high prices. The
highest figure given was by Mr. Taylor, of Shaldon,

who bought a remarkably fine animal for 40 gs. ; Mr.
Caldwell gave 32 gs., 28 gs., 23 gs., and 20 gs. for

four others ; Mr. H. Ferris, of Manningford, and Mr.

Saunders, of Watercombe, each 27 gs.; Mr. Hoddi-

nott, 23 gs. ; Mr. R. Brine, 23 gs. ; i\Ir. Friend, iS^

gs. ; Vlx. Coate, 16 gs. ; others at iSgs., I2gs., lOgs.,

down to S gs., which was the lowest price made. The
rams sold from 20 gs. to 9 gs. The average price of

the sale was the highest ever obtained in Wilts.

The annual sale of the Bishopstone rams, the

property of Mr. E. Dibben, took place at Salisbury

on Tuesday. The eight rams to be let averaged nearly

18 gs. a-head. Mr. Rawlence was the highest bidder at

50 gs. ; Mr. Budd, 25 gs. ; and Mr. Coles gave 16 gs.

Ram lambs for absolute sale realised from 6 to 27 gs.

The average was between 11 and 12 gs. per head.

At the sale of Mr. J. C. Fooks' Hampshire
Downs, at Cerne Abbas, Dorset, there were 2000 ewes,

lambs, rams, and ram lambs offered. Lambs made
from 54 gs. to 20 gs. each. The 2-teethed rams made
from 74 gs. to 9j gs. each.

Lincolnshire's.—At Panton, Mr. Dudding this year

brought to the ring 52 shearlings, which were sold for

^718 i4-r. 6(/., being an average of £12, (>s. $cf. each.

There were likewise eight 5 -shear sheep and upwards,

which were knocked down for ^^131 5^. The whole of

the 60 rams produced an average of £14 p. ^d. The
highest price given for a shearling was 50 gs. by Mr.
Hesseltine, a ram breeder.

Biscathorpe.—The celebrated Biscathorpe rams have
existed as a flock, as descendants of the old Hagnaby
breed of Long-wools, for above 120 years. At the

recent sale, said to be the last of the long series—Mr.

Kirkham leaving the farm— 6S shearlings sold for

1772 gs., being an average of ^27 ']s. 2.\d. each;
16 2-shear rams sold for 357 gs., being an average of

;i^23 %s. ^\d. each
; 36 3-shear and upwards fetched

7934 gs., being an average of ;^23 7.s. \o\d. each.

The total sale realised ^3068 \is. (}d., giving a general

average on the 120 sheep of £2'^ lis. 6d. No. 11 of

the shearlings was sold for 78 gs. to Mr. Kemp. Of
the 36 3-shear and upwards, No. 90 was sold to Mr.
Clark, of Ashby, for 100 gs. No. 95 was bought by
Mr. Dainton, ofFenton, Hunts, for 90 gs.

At Mr. Clark's Scopwick sales 50 shearlings were
sold at an average of £it AJs. each. Mr. Dean, of

Dowsby, bought No. 13 for 50 gs.

HOP PROSPECTS FOR 1872.

Picking has pretty generally commenced. There
are some growers of the old school who \y\\\ not begin
until the regular orthodox time, until the Hops are just

in such a condition, when they rustle or show certain

positive proofs of full ripeness. This was all well

enough 20 years ago, when the Hop-plant wa not
unnaturally stimulated by artificial aids, and the require-

ments of brewers were totally different. Good, honest

brown Hops in those days met with ready sale

;

*' brown bags " were part and parcel of the regular

trade demand, but no one uses bags at all now, and
brown Hops are not recognised as legitimately saleable

commodities if bright ones arc to be obtained by any
possibility. The character of the demand for Hups
has utterly changed, and the leading growers endeavour
to get their Hops as bright and as clear as they can,

and to this end they must secure their Hops before they

are dead ripe—before fogs, the heat of the sun, and the

natural brownish tint incidental to maturity have
arrived. In spite of early picking and striving to crowd
as many Hops as possible upon the kilns there must be

a long "tail" of brown and, it is feared, diseased Hops
this year, and it may be said that the bright, sound
samples will be those which are obtained in the first

fortnight of the picking season. In many places a

creamy tinge may be already seen upon the flowers,

betokening either red rust—a species of mildew—or

lice, or the presence of a tortoiseshell coloured beetle-

like insect which perforates the stems of the flowers,

causing them to wither and turn red. These insects

were very troublesome a few years ago, and seem to be
more numerous than ever at this time. In the Gold-
ings particularly, in the grounds which were sulphured
early for mould, lice are very abundant and in some
cases the flowers are full of their dark-coloured ex-

creta at this very early date. Very frequently this

happens about three weeks after picking has com-
menced, and it is certainly most exceptional to find the

Hops so foul as many of them now ai^e. Pickers are

abundant, London seems to have disgorged all its

costermongers and persons of that class, the roads of

fair Kent have been swarming with travellers, who
seemed to be worse off than ever in spite of the high

rates demanded and paid for labour generally in every

branch of trade and manufacture. It is gathered that

the Hops come down well as a rule, and that not much
mistake has been made in the estimate of this year's

crop, which must be heavy and of splendid quality up
to a certain date. Nothing can be brighter or more
full of condition than the Goldings now being picked,

and they take the fire unusually well for the beginning

of the season. There is not much doubt that more
than sufficient Hops for the brewing demands of this

country will be grown at home this year, and that prices

will not be very high, at least as compared with 1S71.

Foreign accounts appear to be very good from

Wurtemburg, Baden and Bohemia. A fair crop,

nearly up to the average as to quantity and very

fine as to quality, will be grown all over the Continent.

Prices at Nuremberg for new Hops have receded from

15 to 20 florins per centner, and are now bringing from
80 to 85 florins per centner. From Hagenau it is

advised that a good two-thirds crop, of first-rate quality,

will be grown there. Buyers are offering 130 to 140
francs per 50 kilogrammes, but the growers are holding

back, American prospects have steadily improved,

and it is expected that from 70,000 to 75,000 bales, or

three-fourths of the consumption of the country, will be

grown. Some single bales of new early Hops have
been sold at 60 cents per lb., and contracts have been
made for prime state Hops at 50 cents per lb.

ON SEEDING CEREAL CROPS.
I AM not now writing to the gentleman who has

assumed the sobriquet of " Anglo-Saxon ;
" but still I

am indebted to him for having caused several letters to

have been addressed to me by gentlemen, and to all

of whom I sent answers, stating that I would write one
general letter, and ask the Editor of the Agricultural

Gazette to cause it to appear in his journal ; and I

commence in reference to the steeping of seeds of corn

crops in solutions to prevent smut and rust in them. I

am pleased that most of the gentlemen who have
written acknowledge the folly of this practice. I do
not, however, object, as two gentlemen write they do,

to the steeping in very warm and dry weather of cereal

seeds in solutions of chamber ley and water, or in

weak solutions of salt and water, to assist the seeds to

germinate when the soil is very dry, as I think either

may be useful ; but to steep seed in compositions of

brimstone, or bluestone, or any other mineral or

vegetable substance, with the view of averting smut or

red or black rust from settling on the growing fields of
corn, proves that the physiological science of our age
is confined but to very few persons. My friend

Mr. Mechi has informed us that he knows an instance

this year in this country where heavy loss occurred in

smut from not steeping the seed ; but I will ask my
friend how he knows that the loss occurred from the

non-steeping of the seed? I have been into several

fields of Wheat where steeping had been used, but not

one of them was free from either rust or smut, or both,

and mostly to a depreciating extent ; indeed, I believe

there is not a sound field of Wheat in this neighbour-

hood this year, and yet the seed for the whole was
doctored with one kind of poisonous drug or another.

Though my Wheat, the seed for which, of course,

was not doctored, is the best crop of Wheat I have
seen, and until now it promised the best, yet I do not

anticipate that it will be a very good yielding crop
;

there is not an ear of smut nor an atom of rust in it,

but the few scorching days we had brought all Wheat
crops here prematurely to ripeness or dried them up.

This is the 66lh year in which I have grown Wheat,
and generally other corn crops also, yet I never used a

steep, nor ever exceeded two pecks of seed Wheat an
acre, nor three of Barley or Oats ; but I should not much
object to 4 pecks of either of these two latter kinds ;

and I anticipate that the time will come, when educa-
tion shall he more generally diffused, that even much
less seed th;m what I have slated will be the maximum
quanlities used. My friend Mr. Mechi will recollect

Mr. Piper, of Colne Engaine, who dibbled his acre
with Wheat for 20 years in succession, never using
more than half a peck, or four quarts, of seed an acre,

and yet no man had finer crops ; and, I observe, he
advertised every year when he was about to thresh and
measure his produce, and I extract from the Agricul-
tural Magazine of March, 1S56, his balance-sheet for

the produce of the previous year, the expenses, in-

cluding rent, tithes, rates, taxes, labour, &c., being
/"S 9j-., and produce. Wheat sold, £\^ 6j. ; estimated
value of straw and chaff, ;^3 3J-. ; making a total value

of produce £1% c^s.—showing, therefore, a profit on the

acre of ^^lo \s. Of course, Mr. Piper never doctored
his seed. In the year 1806 I myself assisted, and
another youth, somewhat older than I was, dibbled, an
accurately measured acre of land with a peck of seed
Wheat only an acre, and the produce was 204 pecks;
and since then I have been what may be called a thin

seeder, but my seed has been in general not always two
pecks an acre ; still I do not consider this quantity thin

seeding, and I remind my friends that 10 years back I

advertised that I was about to dibble a plot of my
glebe with 16 different kinds of wheat, and during their

growth I invited inspection of them. Two samples
came from Natal, two were brought to me by two
gentlemen from Egypt, one from the Cape, one from
Otawa, in Canada ; and a well-known London seeds-

man gave me some brought to him from Australia, and
the rest weie English. There was but little diflerence

in the crops of the several kinds, except that the

Egyptian was long eared and wide set bearded kinds
;

but they all grew and ripened about the same time,

and had neither smut nor rust, and, of course, no
steeping of seeds. A year or two afterwards I had a

measured half an acre of glebe dibbled with under two
quarts of seed. Mr. Munro, of Little Bromley Hall,

who farmed here—known to Mr. Mechi—came to see

this crop, and he brought with him two vehicles full

with his labourers and his two land and house stewards,

and these pulled up root after root, having from 56 to

60 fully developed and ripened ears to each ; and by
carefully counting they found that some ears had 70
grains in them; but suppose they averaged 55 or 60
grains in an ear, and 55 ears to a root, there would be
3025 or 3300 seeds from a root, the seed for which was
one seed only. Mr. Munro has since died, but the

stewards and men, or some of them, are now still

living, I suppose.

Though I myself and some others have been suc-

cessful in our thin seedings, I nevertheless do not
recommend complete homceopathic seeding, as I think
there are serious objections to it ; but as 2 pecks
of common sized Wheat will allow from 28 to 30 grains

for every square foot of an acre of ground, and as the

best crops I have had have been from one seed only to

a square foot, I think my friends will allow that

2 pecks an acre, or 28 or 30 seeds to a square foot,

cannot be considered thin seeding.

Several gentleman have written to me to ask me
to give them a little more information in detail, and
also to give them some account of the drill I invented
and made, and have used for my drilling practice. I

reply that I cannot enter minutely into a description,

because, if my health permits, I intend to have the

drill registered ; but the outline is this :—It is drawn
by one or two horses, and one is sufficient, but I

prefer two, because they work it rather steadier. The
machinery, which is reduced to great simplicity, is

contained in a box, which is placed on the axle-tree of
the wheels when the drill is used, but at other times the
box is taken off, and the carriage becomes a horse-

hoeing implement, or a scarifier, by merely changing
the coulters. The wheels of the drill I now use are

84 inches apart, and the drill machinery is worked by
a cogged wheel fixed on the nave of one of the carriage

wheels. It will be seen, therefore, that from S, lo, or

12 acres a day may be drilled, and, as the whole
machine is light, with no fatigue to the horses.

The gentleman who writes under the 710m de plume
of *' Anglo-Saxon " accused me of boasting " like a
Yankee," whether I deserve this censure or not the

readers of my papers will judge ; but I inform them
that in 1S06 I, assisted by a boy about from three to

four years older than myself, dibbled an accurately-

measured acre of land, in the centre of a field of

30 acres, with exactly i peck of Wheat, the produce of

which, of course threshed by hand where it grew, was
204 pecks, it having produced that fold. .Since then,

now 66 years, I have been what is called a thin-

seeder; I myself always drill my own land, with the
assistance of one man to lead the horses, and I also

scarify and horse-hoe it myself. I think, therefore,

that no gentleman who may read this account will join

with this •* Anglo-Saxon" in accusing me of boasting
" like a Yankee."

I inform my friends further that I will challenge
my crops, drilled by my own self, against any ; and
the Wheat and Barley were rather under 2 pecks of
seed an acre. And, as a Member of Parliament pub-
licly stated that he would give a fortune to any one
who would show him how to grow tall and stiff straw,
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I inform him, as I advertised before, that if he will
|

July, 1870, it stood very high m point of merit. The

come here he will see Wheat straw more than 5 feet
' novelty and efficiency of the Davey-Paxman boiler

high, and standing as stiff as the strongest reeds—an then attracted the special attention of the engineering

unusual thing with straw so high, and Oats with . world. The consequence of this was that a private

equally stiff straw, and the barley-straw of the same trial was made at the Standard Ironworks, Colchester,

excellence but of course not so high. My corre- !
in October of the same year (1S70), when it was

|

hand side— the opposite, the right-hand side, showin;^

spondents' will' perceive, 'from what I have above ' pronounced to be the best vertical boiler then in the violent ebulition above the water line a b which
-

'
•

' - —-'— •=— use, and since that time nothing has appeared to equal
j

would take place in the absence of these deflectors,

into the side of the boiler below, ana into tne crown
plate aljove. In order to moderate the violence of the

ascending current each tube is fitted at the top with a

patent " deflector valve ;
" only one of these deflector

valves is shown in the vertical section, on the left-

written, that I know something about estimatmg

the amount of yields of crops before they are cut

and measured ; and I also inform them and all the

readers of my papers that my Oats shall be 14 qr. an

acre, and Barley near or quite 74 q^"- a" ^^re, and that

,

it. It has had a very large sale, not only in thi?

. country, but also on the continents of Europe, Asia
j

I and America, and is giving universal satisfaction.
;

_ !
Its duty in the International is both onerous and

the'wheat sliall be the finest in'appearance they have
!
heavy, Room No. 26 being a large one, including

ever seen the ears the longest, the thickest set, and exhibits from No. 5759 to No. 5793, besides one or two the boiler shell, and the dark circle in the centre the

the fullest' but nevertheless, the yield will not equal not entered in the official catalogue. The principal
,

chimney, as will readily be understood. The horizontal

what the 'appearance of it indicated, though not a machinery in motion are two large machines and a
,

section f, through c d, shows the number of the tubes

the result being " wet steam," that produced
by the deflectors being *" dry steam ;" but in

the transverse, or horizontal section, E, showing
the plan of the crown plate, the tops of all the

deflectors are seen, the dark ring outside being

smutty ear is in it, nor

an atom of the dust of

rust ; but, as is the case

all over this neighbour-

hood, the Wheat crops

did not ripen maturely,

having been burnt up
prematurely by the un-

precedented heat of the

atmosphere, and hence
the grain of all the

Wheat crops, and espe-

cially those of the early

sown white Wheats,
will be shrivelled and
troughy, disappointing

in yield to the farmer

though perhaps not so

to the miller. But from

this cause— though, as

I have shown, my
Wheat crop is one of

the finest in appearance

that ever was grown

—

I do not think the yield

will be more than about

6 qr., or 4S bush, an

acre, though otherwise,

before I made this dis-

covery of the general

lightness of the grain

of the Wheat crops, I

should have estimated

my yield at not less than

8 qr., or 64 bush, an
acre, from my seed,

which, it must be re-

membered, was rather

under 2 pecks an acre

for my Wheat and Bar-

ley, as I have purposely

made the drill I use so

that it shall not drill

more than that quan-

tity, though it would
put in more or less.

My Oats, which are

an extraordinary crop,

with the tallest and
thickest straw I ever

saw, were sown but so

thinly that all who saw
them (and they are on
the roadside) said they

were too thin to stand
;

and yet I have no doubt
whatever but they are

14 qr. an acre, and I

will back them at that

quantity for the benefit

of Colchester Hospital

if any one will contend

that they are not so

much.
But I must not forget

to state that the machi-
nery of my drill drops

the seed, seed by seed,

singly into the shallow

furrows made by the

coulters, — a method
with respect to distri-

buting the seed evenly

and separately which my classical readers will recol-

lect Xenophon, the Greek philosopher, explained to

his friend Socrates was the proper one. George lyti/dns,

IVix Vicaragfj August 16. [We regret the delay of

this publication.]

,
Vertical section

;

through e /.
through c d.

Fig. 2S1.— sectional views of the davey-paxman boiler.

, h, Water line, n. Vertical section of deflector with elevation of valve, c, Section of valve and tube

, Plan of underside of valve. E, Plan of top of tube-plate, showing valves. F, Transverse section

nd their position at

that place. The other
three sections are drawn
to a larger scale, the
better to show working
details. The vertical

section e of the top of

the water-tube shows
the deflector valve in it.

The plan D of the under
side of the valve shows
how the deflector

checks by its concave
surface the ascending
current, and the trans-

verse section c of the

tube and valve through
e f shows the space
tlirough which the cur-

rent rises. The whole
mechanism is thus re-

markably simple, and
not liable to get out of

order by irregularity of

load upon the engine,

or even by long usage,

tear and wear. In
other words, the deflec-

tors will wear out the

water- tubes, and new
water-tubes can be put
in without removing
the fire-box — a very
important practical ar-

rangement. •«)

It is the joint action

of the deflectors and
bent water-tubes that

produces the favourable

effects recorded of this

boiler. When i lb. of
coal evaporates loj'lb.

of water, it shows a very
high standard of steam-
generating power. In
effecting this the de-

flectors may be the

crowning points, so to

speak, but without the

bent tubes they would
be useless ; and it is not
merely the amount of

heat-absorbing surface

which the water-tubes

present to the fire, but
the peculiar mannerthat
surface is exposed to

the heat, together with
the circulation of water
in the tubes and boiler.

All these mechanical

data have to be taken
into consideration, and
when this is done, re-

sults are easily accounted
for, the difference be-

tween the Davey-Pax-
man boiler and the com-
mon vertical boilers

being very great, and
decidedly in its favour.

The load upon the

entwine in Room 26.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.
Davey^ Paxman qj' Co.^s Veriical Sieant-Engifie.—

The Davey-Paxman vertical steam-engine has been
selected by Her Majesty's Commissioners of the Inter-
national Exhibition for the current year (1S72) to drive
the machinery in Room 26. It is a lo-horse power
single cylinder engine, similar to what this firm ex-
hibited at the Christmas meeting of the Smithfield
Club in the Agricultural Mall, Islington, of which we
then gave an illustrated notice (AgyicuHural Gazette,
December 9, 1S71). At the trials of the Oxford
meeting of the Royal Agricultural ijociety of England,

small one, exKibited by Louis Simon & Son J
One large I ia very variable, so that it is not easy to judge of the

printing-machine, by H. Marinoni ; another by Dryden
|

actual power applied, and economy of fuel consumed,

& Co. The whole list is too long to enumerate
,

but the ofiicial reports of the Chief Engineer are

individually. The engine is furnished with Morton's
" Injector condenser" for converting a non-condensing

engine into a condensing engine.

From the above outline it will be seen that the

Davey-Paxman boiler is that which calls for special

notice, and which, with the aid of the annexed sectional

illustrations {fig. 281), we shall now proceed to

describe.

The vertical section (fig. A), shows the bent taper

water-tubes and deflectors, the action of the fire on the

bent water-tubes, the outer cylindrical shell of the

boiler, the inner concentric fire-box chimney with its

'*damper,"or "baffle plate," and hand-screw adjust-

ing apparatus, and the water-tank and ash-pan in the

cast-iron base or bed-plate, on which the boiler

fixed.

highly favourable in both these respects. W, B.

FOOT-AND-MOUTH DISEASE.
[Mr. T. Baldwin, of the Glasnevin Agricultural Institution in

Dublin, has published the following letter on this subject,]

FooT-AND-MOUTil disease has spread so rapidly, and

caused such heavy losses this season, as to cause alarm

among the owners of stock. One of my objects in

writing on it is to fix attention on the circumstance that,

while it is admitted on all hands that this malady
inflicts an enormous loss on the agricultural interests of

the country, no well-directed efilbrt is made to investigate

the laws by which it is propagated.

One of the leading agricultural authorities has just

Within the fire-box the bent water-tubes open
|
propounded the notion that if foot-and-mouth disease
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were *' stamped out " it would soon break out again.

My own independent observations induce me to say

that this view of the case is not tenable. As it is

entertained by many persons, and as persistent agitation,

calculated to deceive alike the owners of stock and the

public, is based upon it, I wish briefly to state the

ground on which my opinion is founded. In the first

place, it is important to bear mmind that this is not an

indigenous disease, that it was imported from the

continent of Europe into the south of Ireland, whence
it passed into England ; and that it has never been

"stamped out." I am aware there are men who hold

the opinion that the disease is capable of being

developed in these islands spontaneously. This opinion

does not accord with careful observation. 1 know
districts in Ireland in which it has never appeared, and
these happen to be the very places where cattle received

the worst treatment, and where it would be most liable

to be produced if capable of spontaneous generation.

Now, the disease being of foreign origin, and not capable

of spontaneous generation, it is manifest that if we
could place such restrictions on our cattle trade for a

limited period as would stamp out the disease, it would
not and could not appear again unless imported afresh.

It is well known that the cattle plague restrictions

checked this disease. Had the country been compeliedto
continue those restrictions much longer, fooi-and-mouth

disease would have disappeared altogether. Reimpose
those restrictions to-morrow, and you will effectually

"stamp out" this disease.

Many persons, while agreeing with me thus far, would
add that as the re-importation of the disease is inevitable,

and as it propagates itself in a way which baffles alike

scientific skill and practical experience, it could be got

rid of after each reimportation only by the reimposilion

of those restrictions.

I must admit, in common with all persons who have
had extensive experience of this disease, that it has

often appeared in cattle under my direction in a way
which completely puzzled me. But recent observations

and experiments, undertaken specially in the hope of

throwing light on the nature of the disease, have enabled

me to understand what used to appear mysterious. I

shall cite an illustration. The notion is very generally

entertained that the disease is carried from farm to farm

through the air. I shall briefly state a few facts which
show that if carried at all in the air, the range of its

power of transmission is very small.

I have at Glasnevin, for educational purposes, three

farms—one of 54 acres, one of 25 acres, and one of

140 acres, each of which is worked independently of

the others. I have taken all possible precautions to

protect the animals on these several farms from infec-

tious diseases. For example, where a piece of pasture

adjoins the public road I have erected barricades to

prevent the cattle from coming in contact with diseased

animals which may pass along this road. Notwith-
standing those precautions, and that no new purchase
had been made for months, foot-and-mouth disease

appeared last month in one of the animals on the 140-

acre farm. It seemed to some of my neighbours and
pupils to be a case of spontaneous generation. But it was
easy to trace the outbreak to an infected lot of cattle on
the opposite side of the road. Those animals had access

to a brook which supplies water to the cattle on our
l40-acre farm. As soon as the disease broke out I took
steps for preventing intercourse between this farm and
the two smaller farms. I further directed that as soon

as an animal should show any signs of disorder it should

be withdrawn from the herd, and placed in a hospital.

On this farm there are 53 head of cattle of all ages. Of
these 22 got the disease, and it has already disap-

peared. On the 25-acre farm there are 10 milch cows
and 2 calves. These animals grazed in a field which is

within 28 yards of the field of the 140-acre farm in

which the disease broke out, and within 70 yards of the

shed used as a hospital ; yet none of these got the

disease.

Last year also I had this disease at Glasnevin. It

appeared first on the 140-acre farm, and in a cow bought
at the fair of Drogheda, where she came into contact

with diseased animals. Last year it spread to the 25-

acre farm, and on diligent inquiry I was able to trace

the transmission of the infection to the use of a bucket
taken by a thoughtless boy from the diseased to the

healthy cattle.

These facts show the value of isolation as well as the

importance of preventing the movement of cattle during
the prevalence of foot-and-mouth disease. The same
holds good with regard to that insidious plague, pleuro-

pneumonia. Many stockowners are ignorant of the

nature of infection, and do not understand the advantage
of imposing restrictions on the movement of cattle.

The best way of overcoming their prejudices, and
of arriving at a knowledge of the principles by which
legislation on these infectious diseases ought to be
governed, is by instituting a rigid inquiry into the mode
by which they are propagated. If the initiative were
taken by any central competent body, such as the Royal
Agricultural Society, I fully believe the landed gentry
and farmers would contribute funds to prosecute the
inquiry. I also feel assured that the stockowners of
Ireland, who are a wealthy class, and suffer from infec-

tious diseases an annual loss equal to the whole of the
local taxation of their country, would not be slow in

coming forward to support such an effort to serve them.
Thomas Baldwin^ Albert Model Farm^ Glasna'ht^
Dublin,

To this we add the following letter from
our old corresondent, Mr. Henry Dixon, of Dorward's
Hall, Wiihani, which appeared in the Ttmt's of

Thursday :

—

" In the Times oK August 16 I noticed a paragraph
which described the successful treatment of the cattle

disease, which is now so prevalent, by Mr. Stratton, of

Aylestone. near Dorchester. Since then I have had an
opportunity of testing its value. Mr. George Taber
occupies a farm of mine near my house. On Monday,
August 26, he purchased 20 heifers and steers, two to three

years of age. They were part of a herd of cattle fed during
the summer on marshes on the eastern part of this county,
and were then in a perfectly healthy condition, and it was
hardly possible that they could have come in contact with

any diseased animals. They were driven from the marshes
during the night— a distance of 25 miles— to this place,

avoiding the road which passes my house from Harwich to

London. They suffered but little from this night's journey,
and during the following five days they were in a very
satisfactory condition. On the Sunday following, one
of them was noticed to be unwell, and the following
morning Mr. Taber removed the whole of them into a
covered building, which he has just erected on an adjoin-
ing farm, and in the course of the day all of them were
down with the disease. Some of them were very pitiful

objects. I saw them in this state, and advised Mr. Taber
to begin without delay the plan of treatment recommended
by Mr. Stratton ; and as soon as the medicine could be
procured he set about it with a will, adding to Mr. Strat-

ton's treatment the preliminary cleansing of the mouth,
and mopping the gums, tongue, and throat witli a
sponge soaked in a solution of alum in tincture of

myrrh. The sponge was bound upon a stick for that

purpose, before giving the first dose of medicine to

every animal. For a time they could eat nothing, but
were very thirsty, and as a substitute for water, or in

addition to it, he put into a tub ground linseed and
toppings, pouring upon it boiling water, and letting it

stand for an hour or two and then filling up with
water, making altogether about 90 or 100 galls, of
nourishing gruel.

The animals drank this with great avidity in less than
24 hours ; and on the following Wednesday they fed freely

upon cut Cabbages and Lucerne, mixed with meal, malt
combs, and chaff. On the Friday their mouths were
clean, and no lameness followed which required attention.

The medicine was given for tour successive days, and
yesterday (Monday) I could trace no symptom of disease

in any one of them, and they are rapidly recovering the
loss of flesh which is common to this complaint.
"Two cows in milk were affected at the same time,

and were treated in the same manner. One of them had
a copious discharge from the mouth, and lost her milk
for two days only. Mr. Taber has in full supply for all

his cattle during the Summer months Lucerne and a
variety of Cabbages, and I strongly recommend all

breeders or keepers of cattle of all kinds to follow his

example. Clover and Tares offer no adequate substitute

for them upon light-land farms.
" The medicine recommended by Mr. Stratton is as

follows :— I oz. of chlorate of potash, dissolved in i qt.

of water, adding 8 drachms of camphorated spirits of wine
when about to administer the dose. This Is to be con-
tinued for three days, and half the quantity for sheep and
calves for the same period. Mr. Stratton further says that

he administered it with his own hands to his animals. I

will take this opportunity of admonishing farmers to follow

his example, well supported by Dr. Franklin's advice, that

if you want to do a thing well, do it yourself. The rapid

recovery of Mr. Taber's animals I attribute to the con-
stant personal attention which he gave them for four or
five days. Farmers generally have but a scanty know-
ledge of the diseases of animals, and they trust men who
largely partake of their ignorance. The schoolmaster is

on his way among them, and will find plenty of work in

his calling. Mr. Disraeli hit the nail on the head when,
in one of his phrases, he said that the practical man was
content to practise the blunders of his predecessors."

Jomc Cornsponbence.

The Potato Crop in the Wisbech District.

—

It would be impossible to give an exaggerated account

of the extent of the Potato disease in this neighbour-

hood, whole fields being completely worthless, and
the number of cases in which there are a few good
ones among the many diseased is so small that it will

hardly pay to have them ploughed out and picked up.

Many growers, who have between 40 and 60 acres

cropped with Potatos, are ofTering to take ^^i per acre

for the produce from any one who will clear the land.

There can be no doubt that if the disease obtains to the

same extent throughout the country generally that it

has in this district, not only will there be no Potatos

for public consumption, but the supply for seed next

year will be insufficient, and must be met by importing
many thousands of tons, if the same acreage is to be
devoted to the crop in 1873 as in the present year.

The loss in this neighbourhood is, however, somewhat
divided, as there are small capitalists who, unable to

obtain land themselves, contract with the farmers on
the following terms : they {the speculators) find seed

and all manual labour, and, in many cases, also arti-

ficial manure ; whilst the farmer, on his part, finds the

land and horses to work it, each taking half the produce

;

to these of course the less must be great, but not to

the extent it will be to those who stand on "their

own bottom." Already fabulous prices are offered for

sound Potatos, £\Ci per ton having been offered for

Myatt's Kidneys, which were bought last spring at

j^3 loj. ; but this cannot be anything like the price

that will be realised next spring, as it will be im-

possible to meet the demand that will take place
by importation. Besides all this the railway com-
panies will suffer to a great extent, as instead of many
thousands of tons of Potatos being sent to London
weekly from Wisbech and neighbouring stations,

there will be none to spare, and the public will thus
suffer in another way. Nemesisy Sepi. 2.

The Foot-and-Mouth Disease.—This disease

has again made its appearance on this farm, being the

third visitation during the last two years, and in neither

case did my animals come in contact with others, by
which the malady could have been communicated.
This time they were at least a mile from any diseased

stock. I have observed that a boisterous wind from

the direction of any locality in which the disease is rife

often brings this troublesome complaint. But the sug-

gestion of Mr. Trevelyan merits consideration, even if

,
there be no remedy. Flies may convey it from herd to

herd, and this may partly account for its becoming less

widespread during the winter months, when all the

flies are|dead or torpid. In my present case, it is only

an attack on my young stock, which have been intro-

duced since the last visitation, and I trust that those of

my herds which have had the disease will not be
affected by the virus which is now in such close proxi-

mity. Whilst owners of cattle have the power to take
animals which are not diseased from infected herds,

and send them to market, I fear the spread of the

disease will still extend, as it is thus propagated
amongst stock which is afterwards spread over the

country. But the treatment of animals suffering from
this disease is often worse than the malady itself.

Many owners of cattle have a great mania for giving

physic should an animal show the slightest symptom of

ailment. " Give him some medicine, it may cure him
;

but under all circumstances, when sickness appears,

give him some medicine." I am almost inclined to say,

with Macbeth

—

" Throw physic to the dogs ; I'll none of it."

Farmers generally are not good cattle doctors, and
often give their doses before they discover the nature

of the ailment, therefore they kill more than they
cure. The foot-and-mouth disease is an eruptive

disorder, and should be treated most generously.

After much experience, my advice is, never bleed,

never give physic. If the animals are not very ill,

leave them alone, giving them some cut food if

necessary. If any of them become very ill, this

generally arises from neglected constipation, and
they should have some oilcake given them, which is

both nourishing and laxative. They will gather the

small lumps into their mouths, sending them back to

their jaws as readily as they will other food. Should
the mouth be too sore for taking food, give the cake in

the form of gruel. If medicine is necessary, send for

the veterinary surgeon. I have never given any
medicine for this complaint, and have never lost an
animal by it. In 1S70 I had 72 cows down with it,

and they all did well. Two had some oil-

cake, through their being worse than the others,

and they began to recover in two or three days. Still

it is no light matter. It reduced the herd in value to

the extent of /^2 or £2 per head ; and there were
many cases of abortion which I attributed to debility

resulting from the disease. This disease need not be
mistaken for "the bladder," and must receive totally

opposite treatment ; the former being an eruptive

disorder, and the latter caused by determination of

blood to the head. "Bladder" generally makes its

appearance in the spring of the year, when animals are

improving in condition with generous keep and under
a genial sun. It has also been noted by herdsmen
that they are more liable to it at that season when
high winds are prevalent. Plethoric animals are more
subject to it than others. The premonitory symptoms
are. very few. Perhaps a little dulness may be observ-

able at first, which is followed by swelling around the

eyes. This, after a short time, often extends to the

whole body, the breathing becomes laborious, and the

body distends with gas. At this stage they must be
promptly relieved, or it ends fatally. I get one or

more every year, but have never failed to relieve

them at once and cure them in a few hours. They are

generally housed for one night and sent off with the

herd the following day. I have cured many by having
a bucket or two of cold spring water dashed over the

head during the early symptoms, but if not seen at that

time, and they are become blown, they must be bled

freely at once, and ^ lb. ofcommon salt given in 2 quarts

of tepid water. Salt, being an antiseptic, stops the

generation of gas, and it afterwards acts as an effectual

purgative, ridding the stomach of those impurities

which probably caused the attack. Unlike the foot-

and-mouth disease, this complaint kills the animal in a

few hours, if not effectually relieved. Pricking the

bladders, and rubbing the mouth and tongue with salt,

used to be thought by herdsmen to be of great import-

ance,—so much so, that the bladders were cut before

any other operation was attended to ; but it is now
known to be perfectly useless. Geo, Summers, Stoke

Wakf, Blandford.

The Harvest in Suffolk.—In my last note on
the harvest, in your last issue, the word mowers is

changed into mowing-machines ; and the word reapers

reads as if it meant men with reaping-hooks. On the
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contrary, what I wrote was, that the reapers—meaning

by that term reaping-machines—put the best mowers

—

that is, men with scythes—to the blush. The harvest

is now home, and tlireshing proceeding in various

directions. The yield is most uncertain, some samples

bulking and weighing out well, while others give a

most damaging percentage of grain so thin that it

looks as if it had been skinned, and it takes an

amazing number of these skeletons to the bushel. The
Potato disease is still running riot, and those most

intimate with the malady can but smile at the number

and variety of exploded cures that are being pre-

tentiously trotted out in the Times and the other daily

papers. The fact is, the disease is incurable, and its

course cannot be arrested by human skill or power.

It mostly runs its course of death and destruction

within the compass of six weeks, and the only

means of escape or mitigation appears to lie between

early crops, harvested and eaten before it comes, and

late crops, ripened after it is past. Potatos that form

their tubers and keep well afterwards offer some hope

of a way of escape. The experience of your readers

in regard to such, and also as to the freedom from dis-

ease and productiveness of very late crops, could not fail

to prove interesting, and might be of the highest use

in saving our most valuable root crop from destruction.

D. T. Fish.

Losses by Cattle Disease.—I have lately had

13 head of cattle (including 5 milch cows, three of

which were in milk) affected with the foot-and-mouth

disease. Since the commencement of last winter they

have been confined to two fields and a covered yard,

both the fields as well as the yard being entirely

surrounded by other fields belonging to me, so that

during all that time these cattle have not come into

contact with other cattle. The disease first attacked

a litter of young pigs, and then the sow, in a stye

in the covered yard, which contained also the cow
stalls, but which was separated from the stye by a

brick path. A cow was then attacked. I had the

cow and pigs immediately removed to a shed separated

from the yard by a wide road. But by-and-by another

cow was attacked, and soon the disease went through

them all, though not virulently, and they have since

all quite recovered. Immediately the disease broke

out I gave notice to the Inspector, and on his coming
he looked into a pen in the yard in which there were

two calves, doing uncommonly well, and not two
months old. The Inspector made the observation to

my bailiff, "At all events they are doing well;" but

in two or three days' time one was found dead in the

pen in the morning, though at ten o'clock the previous

night it was, to all appearance, perfectly healthy.

A few days afterwards the same thing happened to the

other calf—it was quite well at night, and
dead in the morning. They had both been
living upon the milk of their mothers. A cow
about to calve I had had removed to a shed about

150 yards away. It was perfectly well when it

calved, and for a week afterwards, but exactly a week
after its birth her calf sucked her milk in the morning,

and was dead at three o'clock in the afternoon, and
either on the same or the next day (but I believe the

next) the cow herself showed symptoms of the disease.

The Inspector was of opinion that the three calves

died from apoplexy. I cannot think so, but believe

that their mother's milk was fatal to them; and if so

as regards the last, it would appear that the milk is

probably in a worse condition immediately before the

disease shows itself than afterwards. From what
cause the disease arose I cannot tell. My bailiff had
only a few days before bought in a market about 40
miles away ten young heifers, and these on reaching

home were put into a field by themselves, and have
continued quite well, though it is five or six weeks
since they were bought. Perhaps some of your readers

may be able to solve the riddle, from what cause the

calves died, and where originated the disease. The
letter of your correspondent, Mr. Trevelyan, in the

last Agricultural Gazette bears upon the latter question.

Northam.

The Harvest in the Border Counties. — The
weather has been most unfavourable for the harvest

in the counties of Roxburgli, Berwick, and Northum-
berland. The month of August closed with only a

small proportion of the crop cut, and with the harvest

from a fortnight to tlircc weeks late. On Monday,
September 2, a drenching rain fell during the whole
day, so that not a sheaf could be cut on that day.
A night of thick fog followed, and the early part of

Tuesday was close and damp, but without any fall of
rain. On some farms the cutting of Oats had been re-

sumed ; but about three o'clock rain again came on
heavily, and reaping was discontinued. With the
barometer still falling, the prospect was anything but
comfortable. Harvest-workers are engaged at 25^.
and 26^. per week ; but a good many Irish labourers
have come into the district who find difficulty in
getting engagements owing to the wet weather. Where
it has been cut the grain is turning out thin, and
threatens to be only a middling crop. Wheat is not
very extensively grown in the locality, the principal
grain crops being Oats and Barley. The Potato disease
has spread rapidly, and the fields in general are quite
black. Pastures are green, and Turnips are still

growing rapidly. Tiveidside^ Sept. 3

iontli^s.
BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND.

At the annual Council meeting of this Society,

held on the 27th ult., under the presidency of the Right
lion, the Earl of Mount Edgcumbe, in reference to

the death of Mr. John Gray it was moved by Mr. G.
S. Poole, seconded by Captain T. Davy, and resolved :

—

That the Council of the Bath and West of England
Society and Southern Counties Association, at their

first meeting since the death of their late lamented friend

and colleague, John Gray, Esq., take the opportunity

of recording their deep sense of the loss which the

Society and the agricultural community in general have
sustained in his removal from among them, and their

heartfelt sympathy with his bereaved widow and family

under their present painful dispensation. To a thorough

acquaintance with the theory and practice of agriculture

in their higher stages and development, Mr. Gray
added an indomitable energy and perseverance, which
even a sickness unto death was scarcely able to quell

;

and it may be truly said of him, that in the latest hours

of his existence he manifested a remarkable interest in

the affairs of a society whose prosperity had long been
one of the most cherished objects of his earnest and
useful career.

Plyvioitth Meeting, 1873.—As the result of negotia-

tians with the newly-fonned Devon County Agricultural

Society, the Council now resolved, after much delibera-

tion, that, on terms to be mutually arranged between
the two Societies, the members of the Devonshire
Society shall have for the purposes of the Plymouth
show the same privileges as members of the Bath and
West of England Society.

Farmers' Clubs.
LAVENIIAM.

Cultivation of Sugar-Beef.— " The Cultivation of

Sugar-Beet in Relation to the Production of Sugar"
was the subject of a recent paper before the Lavenham
Farmers' Club by Mr. J. H. Porter, the manager of

Mr. Duncan's sugar factory at Lavenham.

Referring to what had been done in Lavenham
and the neighbourhood, he said :—For three or four

successive seasons several gentlemen I see present this

evening have assisted Mr. Duncan in trying out the

practical experiment, upon a scale of some magnitude,

of growing beetroot-sugar in England; for, as in each

of the last two seasons, about 2i 7500 worth of sugar

has been extracted from the roots grown here, I may
say that the experiment has been conducted upon a

scale commercially appreciable both to the farmer and
the manufacturer; and with results, let me add,

encouraging, not to say satisfactory, to both. So
encouraging, at all events, that both manufacturer and
farmer have agreed to go upon a yet larger scale,

which I hope and believe will lead them on to a yet

more confirmed success.

Experience of practical results has led to the conclu-

sion that tlie kind of soil best adapted to produce
abundant crops of good quality is a light rich loam ;

but the best authorities appear to insist rather upon
perfection in tillage, as securing a greater uniformity in

the annual yield as well as quality in the crop, rather

than upon adherence to any very marked character of

soil. This perfection of tillage, combined with a soil

of a loamy character, is to be seen in the neighbour-

hood of Magdeburg, in Germany, and it is there that

the cultivation of the Sugar-Beet is most successfully

and extensively conducted in relation to the production

of sugar. I had the advantage of accompanying Mr.
Duncan at this time last year through the sugar

districts of Northern Germany, and by him my atten-

tion was constantly directed to this superiority of

tillage. I had seen something of the same kind on a

former visit to the sugar districts of the north of France,

but I am disposed to yield the palm, as it is generally

claimed, to Germany. There is no room for difference

of opinion as to whether France or Germany produces

the richest Sugar-Beet, or obtains in the manufacture

the highest result ; there are fiscal considerations, how-
ever, whicli influence in an important degree the opera-

tions of the two countries. It was customary to give

the first ploughing immediately after the corn harvest,

in order to hasten the decomposition of the weeds and
stubble, or other organic matters, whicli contributed

to the sustenance of the succeeding crop. Towards
the end of the autumn the deep ploughing he had
mentioned commenced. Mr. Campbell, at Buscot

Park, Berkshire, with very powerful steam machinery,

penetrated and disturbed the subsoil at a depth of

3 feet from the surface. In some parts of Germany
they did not give the third ploughing in the spring ;

but that is an omission hardly to be recommended,
where, as is perhaps but too common, there were weeds
to be got rid of. He trusted the gentlemen present

that evening would accept it as established by close

observation on the part of men long practised in the

cultivation of the root, and in the manufacture of its

product, that a deep, well-wrought, clean and per-

meable soil was of vital influence in the natural deve-

lopment of the plant, and in the quality of its juice.

It could not be too forcibly impressed upon those

who embark in the cultivation of the Sugar-Beet in

connection with the production of sugar, that many
very fertile soils, and many fertilising matters, rich in
elements conducive of great development of the plant,
unfortunately imparted to its juices certain salts which
operated in preventing the crystallisation of the sugar
in the process of manufacture. The foreign matters
so inimical to the economy of the sugar manufacture,
were more abundant or more active in peaty soils, in
pasture land newly broken up, and all soils newly
manured ; hence it was customary on the Continent,
when contracting for a crop of Sugar-Beet, to insert a
clause excluding roots grown upon land newly broken
up from pasture, upon wet and marshy land, and in
gardens ; and preference is given to roots that have
come from land that had been well manured for the
preceding crop of Wheat or Rye, but that had received
none afterwards.

Commenting on the due proportion of manures and
the precise period at which to apply them, he said,
rich nitrogenous manures—such as farmyard manure,
guano, &c.—should never be applied to land intended
for the cultivation of Beet immediately before sowing,
but should either be applied with the previous crop or
during the preceding autumn, or at least should be put
on as a winter compost : cattle manure—farmyard
manure—was in all countries chiefly employed. It con-
tained nearly all the elements necessary for ordinary
crops, and which those crops withdraw from the soil.

All sugar manufacturers were unanimous that it would
be better to sow the Sugar-Beet only in the second
year of the manuring, when a first crop shall have con-
sumed 50 or 60 per cent, of the manure, and have left

in the soil a less concentrated solution of its elements.
With Beetroots more feebly manured, purer juice is

obtained, and accordingly a more complete elimination
is arrived at of those matters wliich obstruct the crystal-

lisation of the sugar, and a better yield is attained.
Practice has demonstrated that the dung of oxen and
horses is preferable to that of pigs and sheep, the last

containing a much stronger proportion of soda, which
prevents the crystallisation of sugar ; at the same time
they contain less phosphoric acid, an element favour-
able to the development of the root. Liquid excre-
ments are very rich in elements, easily assimilated, and
form excellent manures. A given weight of urine
represents in useful effect five times its weight of farm-
yard manure. Hence the manufacturers collect the
urine by means of dust in ashes from the fuel : there is

thus obtained an inodorous manure very good for

Sugar-Beet cultivation.

He showed that bones when ground up had a special

value for the production of Sugar-Beet, and he said a
great advantage was derived from mixing the bone-
dust with the ^rmyard manure or dung of the feeding-
stalls. Guano also constituted a useful manure for the
Sugar-Beet, as it could be employed with all kinds of
soil, was easy of transport, and was sure in its effect.

It was mixed in a moist state with earth, and thrown
in a coating upon the land by hand. It had so much
the more value, as it contained combinations of phos-
phates and ammonia—that was to say, had been more
or less washed by rains. Its action was particularly

marked in moist seasons, but it was very injurious to
the seed ; consequently, they should never be brought
into contact ; added to the other manures in the pro-
portion of 200 kilos, per hectare, it gave very good
crops ; employed with bone-dust it was very good in

Sugar-Beet cultivation. Rape cake was a manure of
quick action, and was easy of transport. It should be
ploughed in in the spring some days before sowing,
for, placed in a fresh state in contact with the seed,

it was prejudicial to its germination. Mixed with the

crushed bones, it gave Sugar-Beet of excellent quality

in a manufacturing sense. Ashes could hardly, properly
speaking, be considered as a complete manure, for they
consisted but of universal substances which alone could
not furnish to the Sugar-Beet the necessary nutrition.

Given in large quantities, they produced Beetroots so

charged with salts that the ulterior operations became
very difticult.

After speaking of lime, which he said often exercised

a very salutary action, he came next to the seed. He
said it is common in Germany, Belgium, and France to

soak the seed for a day or two before using it. Water
is not recommended for this purpose. The liquid

drainage of the farmyard or manure-heap, on the con-
trary, impregnates the seed with its fertilising elements,

and plants from seed thus treated are found to be remark-
ably stronger, and with a deep green foliage. The seed
is also by this preparation kept moist by saline properties

of the manure, and thus in part redeems the time that

a natural fail of the sccil from the mother plant would
have operated in preparing it for germination. Solu-
tions of guano and nitrate of potash have been
employed for the same purpose with good effect. Mr,
Porter further explained that in preparing the seed in

this way after steeping it from 24 to 48 hours it should
be kept moist for two or three days, laid on sacks or

otherwise, in thin layers of about 4 inches, so as not

to become unduly heated. Instead of steeping it, it

might be laid out in thin layers and the liquid applied

with a waterpot and rose. As to the period of sowing,

a great deal depended upon the weather. April was
the month, but whether early or late in that month
could only be determined by the after-result, as affected .

by the character of tlic .^casern. It was four"! last year

in this neighbourhood that of the seed sown early in

the month a large proportion ran to seed, unless
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repeatedly cut back ; while in fields sown a fortnight

later with the same seed very little of this was
observed.

For the secretion of sugar a long and steady growth

was considered the best, but where late frosts and a

chilling spring or cold wet summer supervene, mischief

is done that is greater with the earlier than with the

later sown. Much was sown broadcast still in many
parts of France and Germany ; in others the seed was
dropped by hand into holes or into the furrows traced

lor the purpose ; but where the cuUivator operated

upon a large surface, he now veiy generally availed

himself of such machines as we employed in England.

The sowing was best in line, and at intervals of iS to

20 inches, while the spacing of the plants longitudi-

nally should not exceed lo or ii inches. If they were
farther apart they would of course grow to a greater

size individually, and possibly yield in the aggregate a

heavier crop of roots for the farmer. But that is by
no means, continued Mr. Porter, to be assumed. For
myself I believe three plants at lo inches apart will,

other things being equal, weigh more than one that is

at a distance of 30 inches from its neighbour ; and I

think some of my hearers will acknowledge that in this

respect they were agreeably surprised in their Sugar-

Beet crops of last season. They had in most instances

a *' good plant "—in the sense of a few failures of seed

and of a close growth of apparently and comparatively

small roots ; but the Sugar-Beet, when fairly attended

to, shows but little above ground, and a crop of the

kind I refer to is likely to deceive those who are more
accustomed to the common Beet or Mangel. Numbers
tell. With rows iS inches apart and plants at intervals

of 10 inches you have 35,000 plants to the acre, and as

you may find many plants so placed exceeding 2.1 lb.

in weight, there should be a large margin for the many
accidents which go to diminish unifoniiity, without
falling short of an average of i|lb. , which would
amount to iS^ tons to the acre. One gentleman has
this past season sent in to Mr. Duncan's factory a some-
what larger average than that, over 60 acres, and in

another instance 4 acres yielded 100 tons of roots, not
averaging more than 2 lb. per root ; in the latter case I

am told it was land newly broken up from pasture ;

still 25 tons per acre were grown, and, the roots being
comparatively small, must have been thickly planted

;

and, being thickly planted, and thus comparatively
small, they would be comparatively rich in sugar,

though having been grown upon new land the density

of their juice was probably increased by salts of foreign

matters. It was usual on the Continent to pay very
special regard to the destruction of weeds, and as soon
as the young plants were fairly seen above the ground
the tirst hoeing took place. Great importance attached

to the hoeing—so much so that there was a saying that
" It is the hoe that makes the sugar." It was possible

to overdo it ; it should be well done in the earlier

growth of the plant, but the third or last hoeing should

not occur at so advanced a period as to risk injury to

the leaves, nor indeed was it desirable unduly to

stimulate and prolong the growth of these at the

expense of the root, and in that case to the diminution
of the sugar too. From the end of July or the early

days of August the plant should be allowed to repose.

The method, adopted by some gentlemen here of

moulding up to the roots with the plough is a very ex-

cellent substitute for the third hoeing by hand. I

shall hope that it will be more generally followed, for

it is of great service in the interests of the sugar manu-
facturer. I shall not be surprised to find the Sugar-
Beet take the place of Mangel as raw food for cattle,

particularly within reach of a sugar factory ; for it is

a superior food, and should the farmer experience a

season favourable for cattle food generally, he may find

a market for his Sugar-Beet at the factory. I have
said that the secretion of sugar in the juice of the plant

is not active until the foliage is matured. By researches

made in 1S59 upon Bohemian Sugar-Beet there was
f)und by Balling, in the juice of those taken up on
August 29, 9. 13 per cent, of sugar ; in others taken up
on September 15, 1 1 per cent. ; and in others taken
up on September 30, 13 per cent. ; and in 100 roots

tested by Bretschneider, in Germany, in i860 :

June 20
August g

Septemben;

4.59 per cent.

S-I5
7.81

0.17 „
H.8

October 16 ii.qo

Walkoff gives also as experience of his own the results

of experiments made in 1859 and in 1S60, from which
he shows that in the first year the roots drawn on
July 29 gave 9.41 percent, of sugar, those on August 27
11.83 F^J^ cent., others on the 12th, 14.17 per cent. ;

then abundant rains occurred, and the effect on the

juice would appear to have been serious ; for roots

taken up on Seplember 29 gave no more than those of
a month previous, viz., 11. S3 per cent., not in itself a
bad yield, but in comparison with 14.17 percent, a
falling off. In the second year of their growth while
he found II. 83 per cent, of sugar on April 28, he found
but I per cent, on June 20, when it may be assumed
that the plants were running rapidly to seed. As a
biennial plant, the Sugar Beet, except under some
peculiarities of the first season, produces its seed in the
second year of its growth, during which second growth
it would appear that the sugar it had secreted in the
first year ministers to its nourishment and to that of its

seed, for it diminishes and almost entirely disappears

during the development of this last.

From this it may be inferred that when in seasons

like that we experienced last year, the plant, under

extraordinary conditions of the varying temperature

and the moisture of the season, throws out the seed-

bearing stalk, it is at the expense of the sugar the root

may have acquired ; and as this shooting of the stalk

occurs at a comparatively early stage of its growth,

before it can have had time to secrete any considerable

store of sugar, it is not surprising that the ultimate

yield of sugar proves, under such circumstances, lo be

much below the average. Accordingly, while the

weight of the Sugar-Beet received at the factory this last

season was one-third greater than was received the year

before ; the amount of sugar extracted was but little in

excess of that derived from the crop of 1S70, and was
inferior in quality. Some of our roots were taken up
too early last season. It has been found on the Con-

tinent that the later the roots are taken up, so that it be

not delayed so long as to incur the risk of encountering

the early frosts, the better they will keep. On some
parts of the Continent the women and children lay the

newly-raised roots in a line, the heads all in one direc-

tion, and a skilful hand following with a sharp spade

cuts off the leaves and crown ; on the other hand they

are as often cut with a knife. I should like to see the

former plan tried here, particularly on roots that,

having been allowed to grow much above ground, ate

coarse and large. These require a good deal of lop-

ping, and are heavy for women and children to hold in

the one hand, and difficult to trim with the knife in the

other. They present a sufficiently solid object to de-

capitate by means of the spade. Where the roots are

more carefully grown and earthed up, the crown or

base of the leaves is much smaller, and the trimming

by means of the knife is less difficult, and there is less

waste for the grower. The roots as they are trimmed

should be placed in small heaps, and covered with the

leaves, unless they can be at once removed to the fac-

tory or the clamps. Care should be taken in removing

the soil that in heavy kind adheres to the root not lo

bruise or wound it. Injuries prevent the root keeping

well, a matter of consequence if they were for cattle

food, but of serious importance in view of the

loss of sugar resulting from the fermentation in-

duced, not in the injured roots alone, but by contagion

also to those they are stored with. The cost of culti-

vating the Sugar-Beet in this country is by this time

pretty well known to members of the Lavenham
Farmers' Club from the experience of three or four

seasons, and you are in possession of the figures of your

Vice-President, Mr. Biddell, himself a grower to the

extent of 50 or 60 acres. Mr. Biddell, putting together

interest on capital, rent, tithe, and rates, has a total,

under the head of

—

£.s. d.

Common charges, of .. ..^2 14 o

Horse tillage and driltinfi 250
Hand-hoeing and singling .. .. .. .. o 12 6

Seed, 9 lb. 046
Tsking up and topping o 11 o
Filling and carting 2 miles, at 25. per ton, on 15 tons i 10 o

Manures.
10 loads farmyard .

.

.

.

. . ^250
8 cwL phosphate .

.

. • .

.

0166
1 cwt. guano .. .. .. .. 0140

Labour to manures . . .

.

.

.

o
3 iS o

Making thus a total per acre of .

.

.

.

£,\\ is '^

For the roots delivered at the factory he receives £1
per ton, and he values the tops left on the field at 7^.

I think Mr. Biddell's charge of is. per ton per mile for

filling and carting to the factoiy is very ample, particu-

larly if he can at all choose his own time for doing it.

He is quite right lo put down loj. per ton as a normal
interest upon capital, and I only remark upon it

because in giving details of this kind it is sometimes

left out of the account. Happily, Mr. Biddell's figures

do not deter him and other gentlemen, his neighbours,

from continuing the cultivation of the Sugar-Beet upon
an undiminished scale. I have reason to hope, from
all I hear, that their example will be followed by many
others, and I trust that, on the commencement of the

next sugar season at the factory, we shall have to

congratulate them upon the abundance of their crops,

and upon their having carefully cultivated the Sugar-

Beet in relation to the production of sugar.

Mr. R. Hawkins confessed that he should much
like to see a better return than they had at the present

time for their efforts and enterprise in the growth of

Sugar-Beet. He, for one, thought it would have been

more remunerative than had been found to be the

case ; but he was determined not to give up the grow-

ing of the Beet until he was absolutely compelled,

hoping for better things in the future. As to the

question of manurial preparation of the land, he had

hoped that some special kind of manure might be

named which would increase the growth of Sugar-

Beet, or which was specially adapted to that plant.

But it was very well understood that what was wanted

at the factory was Beet with a good deal of sugar in

it, and farmers were, of course, quite ready to grow
so as to get a large quantity of sugar, if it could be

shown that they got weight as well. If, therefore, a

kind of manure could be hit upon which was calcu-

lated to produce a large amount of sugar as well as a

weighty crop, farmers would gladly apply it in the

most suitable form. As to the appHcation of guano,

it so happened that the very best crop of Sugar-Beet

he ever grew was off a piece of land which had been
manured in the autumn, and he put on 2 J cwt. of

guano per acre. The land was not ploughed deeply,

and he not only got the best crop, but he also got the

best Beet. There was no douljt, however, but that

deep cultivation and a good application of manure was
the proper treatment for Sugar-Beet. As to the cost

of cultivation his opinion was that it could not be

done under ^^lo per acre. Considering the trouble

there was with regard to the labour, the difliculty

connected with getting them singled out, cleaning them,

and sending them to the factory, he felt sure that the

cultivation could not be put down for less. He had

tried the growth of the Sugar-Beet in comparison with

the ordinary Mangel, and he must confess the results

had been marvellous. He had 20 tons per acre of

Sugar-Beet, but he had 37 tons of the common Beet.

He could grow a far greater weight of common Mangel
per acre than he could of Sugar-Beet, for the simple

reason that he could not get the roots of the latter of

any size to command a great weight per acre. In

conclusion, Mr. Hawkins expressed a hope that the

next season might be of a character which would make
the growers of Sugar-Beet a little more satisfied with

the remuneration they received for the exertions they

were obliged to make. There was no doubt but that

if they could get a good crop it was a paying crop
;

but at the present prices of com, Sugar-Beet had not

perhaps paid so well as com would have done. He
much iioped that the factory which had been established

at Lavenham might prove a success in a financial point

of view, and he for one should be exceedingly glad to

do all he could to enhance its prosperity. It was just

possible that com might not always realise the present

figure, and then they, as farmers, might have cause lo

feel grateful that they had in their midst a factory for

the manufacture of sugar.

Mr. T. P. Hitchcock said he had been at con-

siderable trouble to pick up information in reference

to the growth of Sugar-Beet, and he had watched with

interest, not only what had been done in that neigh-

bourhood, but also abroad, and he confessed for his

own part that he could not see why we could not in

this country grow as good roots as were grown abroad.

The growers in France and Germany have had the

same difficulties to contend with in regard to adverse

seasons as we had in England, but they had been able

from some cause to overcome the difficulties to a greater

extent than we had. There was surely some reason

for this. He knew of a Prussian gentleman who
bought an estate in Saxony, and he, like others,

erected a factory, and, like many others, they grew the

roots and made the sugar. Speaking one day to a

friend on the subject of the speculation, he (Mr.

Hitchcock) was reminded that there was So per cent,

profit on the sugar. The profit on the sugar was no

doubt the secret. He believed there must be some-

thing in this statement as to the profit on sugar or else

Mr. Duncan would not have gone to the expense he

had done in erecting the factory ; it was no doubt a

rich trade if a good quantity of roots were forthcoming.

It seemed to him a most extraordinary thing why we
in England could not make it answer our purpose to

grow Sugar-Beet as well as in foreign countries. He
could not understand how it was that people were so

slow in erecting factories in this country when it was
being done to such a great extent in other countries.

With regard to the operations at Buscot Park, the Beet

were grown there not only for sugar, but for distillation,

and the park was cultivated very deeply by what was
termed knifing. On the steam-plough there were three

knives which went a good depth into the soil, and he

had no doubt it was possible to get a much deeper

tillage on old grass soils than if the soil was poorer.

As to the question of manuring, he had always been told

that guano, as well as farmyard and other manures, should

be applied early, otherwise the soil was not enriched to

the necessary extent. He thought they, as farmers,

should endeavour to grow as many roost as possible. He
considered that they would be able to do more under the

new regulations than they had hitherto done. Their

being allowed to clamp the roots, and be allowed for

the clamping, was a great convenience, enabling them

to bring the roots in later in the season, when the horses

were not so much required. This salutary alteration

would no doubt tend to make a great difference in

regard to the general growth of Sugar-Beet.

Mr. R. Edgar feared he should be looked upon
rather as an obstmctive, for he did not see anything in

the admirable paper which had been read to alter him
in his first impression, and that was that the sugar manu-
facturers' interest and the growers' interest seemed to

clash. Farmers naturally wanted to grow as much
Sugar-Beet as they could, and if they applied those

manures, which were calculated to produce a large crop,

then it did not seem to suit the manufacturers, because

the large roots were deficient in sugar, or that it was
not that sort of sugar which would crystallise.

Mr. R. Hawkins said he had tried soaking the seed,

and found that it was a good thing if you were sure of

having some wet weather. The seed he wetted

moulded after it was put into the ground, because the

weather happened to turn out very dry. In regard to

the clamping of Sugar-Beet, he might say he had made
an experiment with a rod of Beet. He cleaned them
properly, laid them in a clamp, and covered them up,
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and in one week it had wasted a stone, and that was a
little more than 5 per cent.

Mr. Porter replied. Mr. Hitchcock had asked
why we should not grow Sugar-Beet as well here as

abroad. He (Mr. Porter) could go further, and say he
believed that we could grow it as well as they did in

France. In Germany the manufacturers were as a rule

also growers of their own Sugar Beet, but he must
think that the 80 per cent, profit named was, to say

the least, a little overdrawn. He did not think he was
betraying Mr. Duncan's interest greatly if he stated that

last year had he the amount of sugar he had previously

had, he would have made a handsome profit, but as it

was he (Mr, Porter) did not think that there would be

;/^ioo on the right side of the books. At the same
time Mr. Duncan had entered into the speculation, and
at present had no misgivings, and it was to be hoped
that the future would show that the speculation was a

right one. As to the question of earthing up of the

roots, he did not suppose that it had a very material

effect as it regarded the weight of the root itself. This
last year their roots were particularly well earthed up,

and he did not think they lost any weight by care in

that direction ; on the contrary, he thought that per-

haps they gained something, as otherwise there would
have been a waste in trimming. In reference to the

question of soaking, he knew that it was an operation

much thought of where Sugar-Beet was largely culti-

vated. He wished some plan could be devised by which
the Beet at Mr. Duncan's factory could be bought
according to quality, and if that were so no doubt some
would receive only i6j. per ton, whilst others would
get 25J-. It was, however, extremely difficult to know
how that was to be done.

|l0tias \aa\\^,

Treatment and Utilisation of Sewage.

—

Fourth
Annual Report 0/ ike Committee Appointed by the

British Associationfor the Advancetnent of Science to

Inquire into the Treatment and Utilization of
Sewage.

We have not room for the whole of this document*
which has not yet been published, except in newspaper
reports ; but we can pass it under review here so as to

let our readers know the substance of it.

Among the various methods of treatment of sewage
brought under notice, the process of Messrs. Weare, at

the Stoke Union Workhouse—the precipitation of the

sludge, and its conversion into cement at Ealing—and
the system of intermittent downward filtration at

Merthyr Tydfil have appeared most important, and
have accordingly been inquired into. A process

known as Whitthread's patent has also been inquired
into ; and, the committee having reported last year
upon the farms at Tunbridge Wells and Earlswood, it

was thought advisable to inspect them again. The
observations at Breton's Farm have been carried on
uninterruptedly, and have now extended over a period

of more than two years. The experience thus gained
from the continuous records of the flow and sampling
for analysis of the effluent water, the application of the

sewage to the various crops, the result of such applica-

tion upon the produce grown, and the degree of
purification effected in the sewage, will, it is hoped,
prove valuable to local authorities and others interested

in sewage farming. Being fully impressed with the

importance of these observations, the committee has
paid special attention to render them as complete as

possible ; but it is felt that, in order to perfect them,
especially as regards the important branch relating to

the effect of sewage upon the crops grown, it will be
necessary to continue them for at least some months
longer. This cannot be done unless further funds are

placed at the disposal of the committee. The large

number of analyses already made, together with the

great expense of an assistant constantly at Breton's
Farm, and the various other investigations undertaken,
have now nearly exhausted the special fund contributed

\i^ the towns. In requesting to be re-appointed, the

committee begs to submit to the Councd of the British

Association the desirableness of placing it in a position

to complete the long and anxious inquiry with which it

has been entrusted.

After this general preamble the report falls into five

sections, the first of which deals with Wear's process,

as found in operation at the workhouse of Stoke-upon-
Trent—an establishment containing about 750 inmates.

The process consists, in the first instance, of simple
filtration through coarse ashes and charcoal in a large

tank divided into two compartments, so that one may
be at work while the other is being cleared. These
compartments are each subdivided into a large and a
small chamber. The raw sewage is brought to a small
receiver, and from it turned by means of sluices into

either compartment. The samples of sewage taken by
the committee's inspector were obtained from this re-

ceiver, through which about 5000 galls, passed in

24 hours. From the large chamber of the lank the
sewage is passed through wooden screens, containing
2 feet of charcoal, into the small chamber, which con-
tains about 5 feet 6 inches of rough charcoal, through
which the sewage percolates into a smaller tank, thus
completing the first stage of filtration. The suspended
matters are partly arrested by the wooden and charcoal
screens, and there is a further deposit in the small

chamber, which is usually cleared once in six months.
From the second tank the sewage, after again passing
through a screen containing 6 inches of rough char-

coal, is conveyed by a 12-inch pipe to the "deodor-
isers," which are three in number. The first and
largest has a surface area of nearly 200 square feet, and
contains a depth of 5 feet 6 inches of rough charcoal

;

the second has an area of about 70 square feet, and
contains 2 feet 6 inches of charcoal of smaller size ; the

last is a small box containing 4 feet of fine charcoal,

supplemented by layers of flannel and filter cloth.

This completes the process, the effluent water being
discharged into a small well, from which samples were
taken for analysis. Wood charcoal was used at the

time of the inspection, but it was stated that it was
proposed to use peat charcoal. The practice is to

remove the " spent " charcoal from the last deodoriser

to the second, from the second to the first, and from
the first to the first tank.

The flow of effluent water for the period of 24 hours
amounted to only about 2000 galls., as against 5000
galls, of sewage received into the first tank during the

same period. The deposit removed from the tanks,

with the refuse of the establishment, is utilised upon a
farm belonging to the Union, and cultivated entirely

by the inmates. Complete analyses of the sewage and
effluent water are appended, and the committee observe
that the general result is to remove the suspended
matter, and much to reduce the quantity of ammonia
and organic nitrogen. No oxidation occurs, and the
effluent water is to all intents and purposes merely
diluted sewage.

The second section of the report dealt with processes

in use at Ealing, namely upward filtration, and the

method of Gen. Scott. The committee declare that

upward filtration is absolutely worthless, and with
regard to Gen. Scott's process they say that by it the

suspended matters are precipitated completely, but that

the effluent water was shown by analysis to contain

rather more than two-thirds of the chlorine and of the

dissolved nitrogen of the sewage. They remark, how-
ever, that the dissolved nitrogen appears in a different

way in the effluent water and in the sewage, the actual

ammonia is reduced to one-quarter of its original

amount, and the organic nitrogen, doubtless from solu-

tion of some of the suspended nitrogenous matters, is

nearly doubled. Some oxidation has also occurred, by
which nitrates appear in the solution. Such water

would be at once too valuable to be wasted, and too

impure to be discharged into a river. It is not pre-

tended that the process is capable of purifying the

sewage, its object being merely the separation and
deodorlsation of the sludge (which in the majority of
cases must be removed in some way before the sewage
can be applied to agricultural purposes), and its ulti-

mate employment as fuel for the manufacture of cement.
On the whole the process, when perfected, promises
well as a means of treating one of the difficulties of the

sewage question.

The third section contains an account of visits to the

Earlswood and Tunbridge Wells Farms. The Earls-

w^ood Farm was found to be in much the same state as

when reported on last year—that is to say, that the

sewage flows over it, instead of percolating through it,

from saturation of the soil for want of deep drainage.

At Tunbridge Wells the sewage was very oflensive,

but the effluent water was running away tolerably pure.

Here also, however, an evidence of the value of sub-

soil drainage in connection with sewage irrigation was
afforded by the marked contrast between the state of a
Bean crop in the drained and the undrained portion of

the same field.

The fourth section describes theresultsof an arrange-

ment first suggested and tried as a laboratory experi-

ment by the Rivers Pollution Commission, and first

carried into actual practice by the authorities of
Merthyr Tydfil at the neighbouring village of
Troedyrhiw. The method is known as that of '* inter-

mittent downward filtration," and consists essentially

in the substitution of depth of soil for area as a
purifying agent, with especial reference to conditions

Under which extent of area cannot be obtained. The
Rivers Commissioners stated that an acre of filtering

material 6 feet deep would cleanse the sewage of 3300
people; but they expressed an opinion that, while success-

ful from a remedial point of view, the system would be
very wasteful, as not utilising the valuable manurial
properties of sewage, and for this reason it was only to

be recommended on a small scale, or where circum-

stances rendered other processes difficult and expensive.

In 1S68 and 1S69 injunctions were granted by the

Court of Chancery to prevent the Local Board of

Merthyr Tydfil from discharging the sewage ol that

town into the river Taff, and in 1870 the Board pur-

chased 70 or So acres of land below the village of

Troedyrhiw, of which about 20 acres have been con-

verted into a filter on the plan suggested by the Com-
missioners. The soil consi?;ts of a deep bed of gravel

(probably the former river bed of the Taff, which is

embanked on the east side land raised above the valley)

composed ofrounded pebble of the old red sandstone and
coal measure formations interspersed with some loamand
beds of sand, forming an extremely porous subsoil with
a vegetable mould upon the surface. The land has
been pipe-drained at a deplli of about 7 feet, and the

pipes are concentrated at the lowest corner, where the

effluent water is discharged into an open drain which
leads to the river Taff, at some distance down the

valley. The area is laid out in square beds, intersected

by roads and paths, along which are constructed the

main carriers which receive the sewage from the outfall .

sewer and distribute it over the beds. The sewage '

before entering tlie farm is screened through a bed of
slag which arrests the coarser matters. The system
which is adopted in applying the sewage is called the
intermittent—that is, the land being divided into four

portions, the sewage is turned to each in succession

for six hours at a time, leaving an interval of iS hours
for rest and aeration of tiie soil. The surface of land
was cultivated to a depth of from i^ to iS inches, and
was laid up in ridges in order that the sewage might
run down the furrows, while the ridges were planted
with Cabbages and other vegetables. The sewage was
originally received from Merthyr Tydfil in a very
dilute condition ; and this dilution was increased by
percolation of water from the river, so that the
quantity of eflluent water was nearly double that of the
sewage supplied. The average quantity of the latter

was about 900,000 galls, a day.

The committee paid both a summer and a winter
visit to the farm, and completed a variety of analyses.

They declare the general result of the process to be
that suspended matters are removed, and that the
ammonia and nitrogenous organic matters held in solu-

tion are almost completely oxidised, so that they
escape in the effluent water as nitrates and nitrites.

The sewage is therefore satisfactorily purified, but the
process cannot be looked upon as one of utilisation.

In section 5 were given the results of the continued
observation of the application of sewage to Bretons
Farm, at Romford ; and during the last year tlie com-
mittee have added to the data formerly ascertained

]iarticulars of the crops grown on the farm during the

12 months from March 25, 1S71, to March 24, 1872.
To make this inquiry more complete, and of greater

practical utihty, the committee made an alteration in

the form of the analysis of the sewage and eflluent

water, so as to determine the total nitrogen. The facts

were expressed in six tables, which it would be impos-
sible here to reproduce ; but the result to be deduced
from the grand totals is that of every 100 parts of nitro-

gen distributed over the farm during the year, 10.09
parts were found in the effluent water, 39. 50 parts were
recovered in the crops, and 50.41 parts (or in round
numbers one half) were unaccounted fur. Uf this half

the greater part must have remained in the soil ; and
as the average composition of the soil previously to the

application of the sewage was determined by the com-
mittee, it is their intention to determine also the pro-

portion of this missing nitrogen which does actually

remain in the soil, at various depths. The two main
facts at present ascertained at Bretons Farm are, that

only 10 per cent, of the total nitrogen applied to the

land escaped in the effluent water {of which 10 per cent

.

only a fractional quantity is in an organic form), and
that 40 per cent, was recovered in the crops grown.

In the subsequent discussion of this report, Professor

Wanklyn examined the various processes mentioned by
the committee. He said the main results depended
upon the measurements or determination of the nitro-

gen. The Professor said that he did not believe in

any of the determinations of nitrogen made by the

committee, and he considered that the report was
valueless.

Mr. Longstaff believed that the soil of England
would bring forth thricefold what it did if the sewage
were applied generally ; but he considered that in

dealing practically with the question of the utilisation

of sewage—in the giving what the country now greatly

needed—the means whereby the sewage, now a

nuisance to our towns, might be j^rofitably employed
by the agriculturists—the committee had done nothing.

Experiment after experiment had been carried on,

but no practical results had been given such as would
be of value to the country.

Professor Williamson said that the committee had
formed conclusions different to those arrived at by
Professor Wanklyn, and, in answer to Mr. Longstaff

as to the practical value of the committee's researches,

he said that practical value was to be seen in the fact

of its having been ascertained that in the use on a farm

of 100 parts of combined nitrogen, about 40 parts were
found in the plants grown—that was nearly one-half,

and 10 per cent, went off in the effluent water, in the

form generally of nitrates, but in a small degree
differing according to the soil over which it passed.

That left 50 to be accounted for, and he believed that

these 50 parts would be found in the soil, which was to

that degree enriched. The 10 per cent, which passed

off in water was not sufficient to be noisome.

Admiral Ommanney addressed himself to the difli-

culties which the Legislature had failed to remedy,
instanced the present condition ol the Thames, the law
insisting upon its being kept free from sewage and
deleterious matter, but the Metropolitan Board of

Works still threw the whole sewage of London into it

in such a way that no small portion was carried back
into the town district by the currents. He suggested

that there should be a national protection of the rivers,

and he expressed his opinion that the question would
be found so important tliat some such a body would
have to be appointed, in order to deal without local

fear, favour, or affection with the preservation from
pollution of all riparian waters.

Mr. W. Hope, V.C., said the value of sewage in

the growing of crops could be easily estimated from a
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short statement of facts. In Cheshire the allowance

was made of 3 acres to keep each cow in grass—on

some good farms 2 acres. Now, with the use of

sewage as a manure, he would undertake to grow

sufticient Rye-grass to keep four cows to the acre,

and he could go to five cows to the acre. He could

grow So tons of Italian Rye-grass to the acre, and

could go to 100 tons an acre.

Mr. Scott referred to the difficulties which Parlia-

ment had created by refusing complete legislation

upon this subject, and pointed out that Birmingham,

by the vote on Sir Robert Peel's objection to the utili-

sation of sewage there, had been thrust out of existence

in the work that town was ready to undertake. He
also said that the Public Loans Commissioners had
refused to grant loans to other towns, whereby they

might undertake to work out the utilisation of the

sewage. He pointed, as another example of the diffi-

culties of towns in this matter, to the case of West
Ilam, which stood close to two rivers—the Lea and
the Thames—the conservators of both of which had
refused to admit the drainage to the waters under
them, and when the district proposed to have a sewage
farm, the Government inspector had refused the local

authorities the necessary permission to undertake this

means of ridding themselves of their sewage.

Professor Corfield said that the analyses made of the

effluent water must be taken as the average, and as

giving the nitrogen which would escape in the water.

The result showed, not that 60 per cent, of the nitrogen

was lost, but that only 10 per cent, went thus off; for,

40 per cent, being in the plants grown, then 50 per

cent- must be in the soil. There could be no doubt

that this was a fact, for the soil to which sewage was
applied for a time was more productive than other

soils in the neighbourhood, even though crops were
grown without the use of the sewage manure. With
regard to the statement that the committee had given

no conclusions, he said that the committee had only to

present facts. These facts they had given. To those

who could put two and two together no difficulties

were presented ; and next year the committee, if re-

appointed, would state the result of putting these two
figures together, if the public did not in the meantime
spare them the trouble.

One of the audience interposed the remark that as the

best use of sewage appeared as yet to be undiscovered,

there was an opening for another Bennett to say to

another Stanley, " Go and find how to make our town
sewage profitable."

Miscellaneous.
Milk Adulteration.—At the Borough Court,

Bolton, John Wood, cowkeeper, Derby Street, was
charged, under the 23d and 24th Vic., cap. S4, sec. i,

with selling adulterated milk. Mr. Black, barrister,

instructed by Mr. R. G. Hinnell, town clerk, prose-

cuted, and Mr. Dawson, solicitor, defended. Police-

constable Hargreaves proved purchasing a pint of new
milk from the defendant on July 24, and on telling the

defendant's servant the purpose for which he had pur-

chased it, she brought her mistress, who said she would
give him half-a-crown if he would let her have it back,

stating that there was **onlya little water in it." Mr.
Collins, borough analyst, said he found 24 per cent, of

water in it, and it only yielded 4 percent, of cream.

Mr. Dawson held that it had not been proved that the

milk was sold as pure. A fine of 20s. and costs was
imposed.—Robert Bowker, farmer, Breightmet, was
similarly charged, the constable only paying it/, for the

milk in this case. The defendant asked to have the

milk back, as it was skimmed, and said he would give

him new. The sample on being analysed showed 23
per cent, of water and 2 per cent, of cream, or, as Mr.
Collins put it, it was equal to every three quarts of milk
having within them one quart of water. Bowker was
similarly fined.

Mungos Wells : August if—Another week of very

wet weather. Yesterday it just poured. Potatos are

getting worse and worse, and unless we have dry
weather now they will all go diseased together. Not-
withstanding the amount of wet we have had I have
been able to start five reapers this morning. The corn
is going to be very difficult to cut, indeed, a great deal

of it will have to be cut \vith the hook and scythe.

There are plenty of hands to be had at present, but
they will get scarcer as the harvest becomes more
general. The work done the last week has been mostly
making straw ropes and cleaning Turnips. The work
to be done is cutting Oats and Barley, if weather per-

mits, and making roads for reapers in Wheat fields.

H. B.

Merse of Berwickshire : September 2.—Three
inches of rain last month, and still dripping away from
north-east—our wettest air north. When it fairs up,
harvest will be general, although com is comparatively
green. Wheat a standing crop, light in the head, owing
to bleak winds at blooming ; spring-sown badly mil-

dewed. Barley laid and twisted where not very light

and poor. Oats flat—a terrible job for shearers ;

machines of very little use, though not quite unwork- '

able. Beans very sulky, but Tares creeping down, as

usual in wet weather. Clay land Turnips have been
drowned, and bad roots very prevalent ; consequently,

lambs are coming nearer a reasonable price. Potatos
going fast ; shaws quite black. J. T.

East Lothian: Septembers,—Since August 26 we
have only had one dry day, so that Ixarvest operations

have been going on very slowly. We have only just

managed to cut Oats and Wheat, but as for cutting

Barley that* is sown out with grass seeds, the thing is

impossible until we get better weather. It is a bless-

ing the thermometer does not register more than 55**,

as hot weather, combined with wet, would soon make
the corn useless that is cut. To-day all work is at a

standstill, it not being possible to stay outdoors on
account of the wet. Now that the crops are being

cut, one is better able to estimate the quantity and
quality of each. Wheat will be very deficient in yield,

and neither can it be a fine sample ; Barley is not the

crop it once promised to be, indeed some of it is very

light indeed ; Oats are a great deal better than ever

they were expected to be ; and Beans will not be a

light crop, although they had an attack of blight a

month ago. Early sown Turnips are doing well, where
on light land ; but late sown are not doing much, and
will not be half a crop. Potatos are fast going to the

bad, some late planted fields are not worth lifting at

the present moment. I am sending off the Potatos as

fast I can, getting a good price for them, and they are

likely to pay well enough. Work done this last

week:—Cutting down 130 acres of Wheat and Oats
with five reapers ; hands employed, 90—wages, I2J-.

per week. Work to be done this week much the

same ; hands employed at Potatos, 50—wages, 12^.,

but likely to be higher this week. H. D.

Ross-shire ; September 2.—The early part of last

week was showery, and we were occupied in driving

manure and in preparing for Wheat sowing. On
Friday we commenced harvest, but this afternoon

were stopped with rain. The first field of Wheat we
cut was so closely laid that a scytheman could not cut

an acre per day, yet the ears were pretty well filled.

The yield of Wheat will be small—the quality inferior,

with a large quantity of dressings.

West Sussex : September 3.—Weather still fine,

and very warm ; grass and roots are growing fast, and
cattle and sheep have plenty, and are doing well,

except where the foot-and-mouth disease prevails, and
it is very general hereabout at present, and is a serious

loss to dairymen, as cows suffer so much more than
grazing or growing stock ; among a number of cows,

there is nearly always some fatal case, or at least some
injury of a lasting nature to some of them. It is

thought that a strong dose of purgative medicine as

soon as there is the least suspicion that the disease is

among or has been near them, may ward it off, or

greatly modify it, and the opinion seems well founded

;

but there are sad losses when it gets among calves.

We are now ploughing Wheat and Pea stubbles, and
the ground is very hard ; we have to break it up much
deeper than is desirable, but it will be easily cleared if

the weather keeps as it is. When the Pea stubble is

ploughed up, we shall scarify it, and so get the weeds
on the top as quickly as possible, where they will soon

die. Stock is still dear, and mutton is now about 8x.

per stone for the best, and not a very large supply.

G. S.

West Gloucester : September 3. — The fine

weather has enabled us to complete the bulk of the

com harvest in a very uncommon short space of time.

All hands are now busily engaged straw leasing and
thatching ; teams smashing up Pea stubble and pre-

paring the land for Wheat, also cultivating Wheat
stubbles ready to be raked up when the hands have
finished thatching ; horse-hoes are kept closely to work
among the roots, which, by the way, have become full

of weeds again. "J. W.

South Northumberland :

—

Aug. '^S.—Heavy dew : threatening rain all day. Carting
Wheat and Barley.

,, 29.—Fine during the day, wet at night. Cutting Wheat.
,, 30.—Showery till afternoon, when very wet. Cutting

Wheat.

,, 31.—Threatening rain, but held up till afternoon.
Finished cutting all corn.

Sept. 2.—Very wet day. Making ropes, and setting up corn,

>i 3-—Flull, thick day. Work the same.

Prospective : Carting com crops. A. IV. D.

Notices to Correspondents,
Compost : S. E. says :^A great many loads of stiff

chalky clay were thrown up in a heap where a pond was
made in the spring. I want to use it as top-dressing

for the meadow from which it was dug. I intend to

bum it ;
but when burnt what will be best to mix with

it before putting it on the land? There is also a con-

siderable quantity of stuff thrown out of a ditch on the

same kind of land, not regular clay, because that lies

deeper than the ditch ; but heavy stuff, with of course

some decayed vegetable refuse among it. Mare's-tail

has grown upon it during the summer. What should

be raised with this? [.As a mle ditch and pond stuff,

black and vegetable-like as it is, rarely proves of any
value by itself as a top-dressing. Your burnt clay may
be a good dressing without any addition to it ; or it may i

be mixed with the ditch mud and hot lime, and turned
over once or twice before being spread abroad.]

Dairy Cuws : //. J. O. We have to apologise for the
delay of the following publication. Our correspondent
writes :

— " It is about si\ weeks since the herd of dairy
cows was attacked by foot-and-mouth disease. All are
recovering except one ; she is still very bad on one leg,

the entire hoof beiug loose. Ulcers, attended by a
running discharge, have broken out on her body. She
eats very little, has a healthy-looking eye, and her
bowels act well, but she shows no symptoms of making
any progress in regaining condition. I should be
obliged for information as to any remedy which can be
tried in such a case." [The symptoms which you
describe are those of "blood poisoning." Apply a
solution of carbolic acid— i in 50 of water—to the feet

and " ulcers," and give half a drachm of carbolic acid,

with an ounce of rectified spirit and i pint of water,

daily for a week ; feed well. If there is a competent
veterinary surgeon at hand, you had better take his

advice in the matter.]
MULics ; Cor. The question asked on this subject some-

time ago, may perhaps be answered by a reference to

llic remarks of Mr. C. L. Sutherland, of Coombe,
near Croydon, on p. 369.

Mul TON : H. B. P. In a Southdown carcase of 11 stone,

the leg will weigh n lb. ; the loin 9 to 11 lb., according
as the kidney and fat are or are not left out ; the
shoulder and neck about 9 lb. each ; and the breast

about 4.\ lb.

arhtts*
SEED MARKET.

Clovers and Trefoils \\^\'c not yet begun to excite any
attention. For the moment French Trifolium is exceed-
ingly scarce ; of home-grown seed there is, however, a
fair supply. A good quantity of new white Mustard
seed has now appeared, but buyers have not yet come
forward. Winter Tares and sowing Rye can now be
bought for less money. Fine English Rape seed com-
mands full prices. For bird seeds we have a retail

demand, at late rates.

John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants,

37, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET,
Monday, Sept. 2.

We have a few more Beasts than last Monday, but they

are in demand, and that day's prices are well maintained.
There are not quite so many Sheep ; trade is brisk for

them, and some of the choicest qualities have made rather

more money, but it is difficult to realise late rates for big

fat sheep. A few choice Lambs still find purchasers.

Calves are rather lower. Our foreign supply consists of

930 Beasts, 7190 Sheep, and 190 Calves ; from Scotland
there are 15 Beasts ; from Ireland, 90 ; from Norfolk
and Suffolk, 60; and 1925 from the Midland and Home
Counties,

(Per stone of 8 lb.)

s. a. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Best Scots, Here-
I

Best Long-wools 6 4to6 8
fords, &c. . . 5 8to6 o Do. Shorn . . . .

— .

.

Best Shorthorns .. 5 6—5 8 Ewes & 2d quality 5 4—s 8

2d quality Beasts 4 o—4 10 ' Do. Shorn .. .. — ..

Best Downs and ! Lambs .. ..6 4—7 8
Half-breds .. 6 8—7 o ; Calves .. •• S

6—6 z
Do. Shorn .. .. — .. ! Pi^s .. ..4 4—5 o
Beasts, 3020 ; Sheep and Lambs, 14,180 ; Calves, 220 ; Pigs, 140,

Thursday, Sept. 5.

We have a shorter supply of English Beasts, but a
much larger of foreign than on Thursday last ; the trade

is excessively dull, and prices are lower for all descrip-

tions. The number of English Sheep is about the same
as last week, but kirger of foreign ; they cannot all be
disposed of, notwithstanding lower prices are submitted
to. Lambs are not wanted. Calves are lower. There
are only 25 Milch Cows on offer ; trade is dull for

them. Our foreign supply consists of 330 Beasts, 4330
Sheep, and 220 Calves.

(Per stone of 8 lb.)

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Best Long-wools 6 stuu 6Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c,

Rest Shorthorns ..

zd quality Beasts
Best Downs and
Hall-breds

Do. Shorn

6t05 10

4—S 6
8—4 8

6 8—6 10

Do. Shorn
Ewes & 2d quality 5 o—5 6
Do, Shorn . , . . — ..

Lambs — ..

Calves .. ..48-58
Pigs

Beasts, 1000 ; Sheep and Lambs, 9190 ; Calves, 250 ; Pigs, 70.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET, Sept. 5.

Best Fresh Butter . . . . . . 15^. per dozen lb.

Second do. do. 13J'. ,,

Small Pork, 35. 9^d. to 4^. i,d. ; Large Pork, 3^^. 8(/, to

4.r. od. per 8 lb.

HA Y.—Per Load of-^6 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Sept. 5.

Prime MeadowHay, 80s ,to 87j.

Inferior do 40 70
New do 75 So
Inferior do 36 65
Straw 40 44

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Sept,

Clover, old ,.
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was very unsaleable even at a decline of is. to 2s. per

qr.
;
good samples, however, brought an advance of u.

to 2s. per qr. upon the prices of this day sennight,

and for foreign there was a good demand, at a similar

improvement. The Barley trade was steady, at late

rates. In Beans and Peas there was no change. Oats
were 6if. per qr. dearer. The Flour trade was firm.

There was some quantity of new Essex Mustard seed at

market, the quality of which was poor, and we did not

hear of any sales being made.

Price per imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. .White
— fine selected runs do.

— Talavera
— Norfolk— Foreign

Barley, grind &dlst.,27f to 32J.Chev.— Foreign. .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye -

Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan.. ..31J. to 33J. ..Tick— Pigeon 36^. to 501. ..Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. , Boilers
— Maple, 34s. to ^Cs. Grey

Maize
Flouk, best marks delivered .. per sack
— 2d ditto ditto

— Foreign per barrel

X.
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HARTLEY AND SUGDEN,
WROUGHT WELDED BOILER MAKERS,

ATLAS WORKS, HALIFAX.

Manufacturers of the IMPROVED WROUGHT WELDED
CHAMBERED SADDLE BOILERS, with extended waterway and

terminal end, to which the Gold Medal has been awarded at the

Royal Horticultural Show at Birmingham. These Boilers can be

supplied in any siie up (O that required to heat 6000 feet of pipe,

and will be found thoroughly efficient and economical in consumption

of fuel.

Prices and particulars can be obtained from the Trade, by and to

%vhom only they are supplied.—July, 1872.

QreenliouseB, Oonservatorles, and Hothouses.

H FREEMAN AND SONS, 106, Mare Street,
Hackney, E. Established 30 years. Good and substantial

made GREENHOUSES, Painted and GlaJ^ed, ready for Fixing,
43 feet long 13 feet wide, JS50 ; 21 feet by 13 feet, C^a; 13U feet by
10 feet, Cis- A handsome CONSERVATORY on hand, 35^^ leet by
18 feet, ^110.

JAMES BOYD and SONS, HORTICULTURAL
Builders and Heating Engineers, Paisley, N.B.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, FORC-
ING HOUSES, PITS, and every description of Horticultural Building,
manufactured in Wood or Iron by Steam-power Machinery, and erected
in any part of the United Kingdom, ftlanufacturers of Hot-water
Apparatus for Heating Churches, Mansions, Warehouses, &c.

Flans and Estimates on application.

J
Perfection In Heating.

G. S M E A T O N AND CO.,
• HoRTtCL'LTUBAL ARCHITECTS and BUILDEBS, HOT-WATER

and Steam-HEATING Engineers,
71, Harwood Road,

Walham Green, Fulham,
, .

London, S.W.
Consultations In all parts of the Kingdom.

Plans and Estimates gratis.
Efficiency in all branches guaranteed.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant MarkeMMAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls, &c. MAW and CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

BEARD'S PATENT METALLIC NON-CONDUCTING CLASS HOUSES,
WITH PERFECT SYSTEM OF VENTILATION.

W. G. SMITH & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS (Successors to C. Beard), SOLE PROPRIETORS and MANUFACTURERS,

VICTOEIA WORKS, BUEY ST. EDMUND'S.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, ORCHARD HOUSES, FERNERIES, AaUARIUMS, PITS,
PROPAGATING HOUSES, MELON and CUCUMBER FRAMES, &c.

These Patent Houses possess many valuable advantages over wood houses. No putty is used in fixing the glass. They are quite portable, and can be readily taken
down and re-erected without damage or breakage of glass. They are much lighter, more ornamental in appearance, and last ten times longer than wood houses,
consequently they are more economical in cost.

The First Prize was awarded at the Great Horticultural and Botanical Congress, South Kensington, 1866.

A First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticultural Show, Manchester, 1867.
|
Three First-class Certificates at the Royal Horticultural Show, Bury St. Edmund's, 1867.

SPECIAL DES/G.VS, CATALOGUES ami ESTIAL4TES FURmSHED on APPL/CATION: HEATmO APPARATUS m all its BRANCHES.

LONDON AGENTS: MESSRS. S. OWENS and CO., ENGINEERS, WHITEFRIARS, E.G.

W. S. BOULTON &, CO., NORWICH.
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Improved Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very Low Prices.

Only the best materials used. Houses designed to suit any situation. Estimates given free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have fricefrom us before ordering elsewhere.

Ladies or Gentlemen requiring advice as to the Situation, Style, Dimensions, &c, of proposed Horticultural Buildings, waited upon in any part of England, Ireland, or Scotland.

A NEW CATALOGUE, containing Illustrations and particulars of Conservatories and Horticultural Buildings suited for every purpose, also Prices and Estimates for upwards of 150 Houses of
various sizes, posted to any address on receipt of One Shilling in Stamps.

Royal Horticultural Society's only Prize Medal.
XTNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER

AND GROUND VINERY.

In introducing our New Pattern for 1872, we wish to point out that instead of having
to remove or slide loose glass everj- time it is necessary to attend to the plants, we attach
the glazed lights {2i-oz,) with hinges to the frame of each length, thereby doing away with
the continual breakage of glass and loss of time inseparable from the use of the ordinary
kind sent out by other makers. Two men can mstanily remove a complete length
12 feet by 3 feet wide, thus proving them to be really portable.

The Judges at tlu Royal Hcrticulturat Society's great Jiuettng lately held at Birming-
ham, Pronounced these to be by far ike best and most useful articles of tlu kind they ever sa-w,
and awarded them the only Prize.

The first of this improved kind was lately sent to Christopher Turner, Esq., Stoke,
Rochford. Grantham- His Gardener, Mr. I. Dell, wrote us the following Letter
unsolicited :

—

" Messrs. W. S. Boulton & Co.
" Gentlemen,—I consider them the only Plant Preservers worthy of that name.

Every one who has seen them is of the same opinion. I hope to have some more of them
shortly. " Eelieve me, yours truly, Isaac Dell."

They are made in the following sizes. One pair of ends is sufficient lor any number of
lengths, if set in a continuous row. In ordering state the number of ends required
Carriage Paid to any Station within 200 miles of Norwich,

6 feet long by 2 feet wide
12 feet long by 2 feet wide
6 feet long by 3 feet wide

12 feet long by 3 feet wide
6 feet long by 4 feet wide
12 feet long by 4 feet wide
12 feet long by 6 feet wide
Two-thirds allowed for Packing Materials when relumed free to our Works.We Cannot be held responsible for damage in transit ; every care being taken in packine,

breakages are seldom heard of

Price.
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ON SALE, a Bargain, one AVIARY, Sexagon shape,
7 feel ; inches by lo feet 6 inches hi^h, with dome top, orna-

mental scroll pillars, swing door, and perches complete, £^-22.

To be seen at THOMAS GREEN AND SON'S Aericultural and
Horticultural Implement Dep6t, 54 and 55, Blackfriars Road,
London, S.E.

BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(registered Trade Mark, " Flyine Albatross"), is now ready for

delivery in quantity and in fine condition. The best Fertiliser yet

produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano. It contains

21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Salts

of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor

Way, Mr. Ogslon, Mr. Sibson.

Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so

long as the seals remain unbroken.

BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY. 20, Billiter Street, E.G.

I^OTICE.—ROYAL SCHOOL of MINES, Jermyn
^^ Street, London—The TWENTY-SECOND SESSION will
BEGIN on TUESDAY, October i. Prospectuses may be had on
application. TRENHAM REEKS, Registrar.

Instruction In Scientific and Practical Horticulture.
BRUNSWICK SCHOOL, Leamington, Warwickshire.

Established, 185Q.

This School offers peculiar advantages to Youths destined to
Horticultural pursuits, the Principal being Proprietor of tlie well-
known old established Ranelagh Gardens. These contain Houses
comprising about 60,000 feet of glass, chiefly devoted to FRUIT
CULTURE, under the management of a very successful Grower, and
are within three minutes' walk of the School.

Pupils from this School have distinguished themselves at the
University Local, the Civil Service, the Preliminary Law, and
Drawing Examinations.

Prospectus of School, with Sketch of Gardens, on application.

JOHN H, HAWLEY.

TOP DRESS I N G S

.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA.
NITRATE OP SODA.

CAEO GUANO.
I^INIT.

IN SEALED BAGS, WITH THE GUARANTEE RECOMMENDED BY THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL

ASSOCIATION OF ENGLAND. Prices, ifc, forwarded on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO.,
CHEMICAL MANURE MANUFACTURERS, 20, BILLITER STREET, E.C.

THE BEST BOILER.
Which is it?

This vexed question will shortly be set at rest by the appearance of

THE EXCELLENTIA
(Title Registered),

" Wh.at do you think of it ?

"

" Well, I should say it combines the best qualities of the best Hot-w.ater Boilers, with

so many excellencies peculiarly its own that it unquestionably

EXCELS ALL."

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

289, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Otlier descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always Ifept in stock.

4B- TENDERS given for HEATING CHURCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every aescription.

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION.
AWARDED A PRIZE MEDAL, 1862.

INVENTED and PATENTED by the late S IR JOSEPH PAXTON.

MANUFACTORIES:—LONDON ; COVENTRY; GLOUCESTER; near ULVERSTONE ;

PAISLEY, and ABERDEEN, only.

" Nothing c.in he more ea*iy than to bnild them, nothing more simple than to. remove them."— /?^//Vj' News, May 22, 1862.

COMBINE y'y ^•^ FULFIL

SIMPLICITY,

CHEAPNESS,

PORTABILITY,

AND

DURABILITY.

ALL THE

REQUIREMENTS

oi'

HORTICULTURE.

Sec Testimonials,

<^- Delailed PRICE LISTS Free. A PAMPHLET, with several Designs of these and other lioo/s, ifc.,

and many Testimonials, sent for two stamps. Estimates ^iven for Heating, S'c, or lo Arcliiteets Plans and
Specifications for Ornamental CONSER fATOR/ES.

HEREMAN and MORTON,
Horticultural Engineers,

14, TICHBORNE STREET, REGENT QUADRANT, LONDON,
Orders solicited at once, to ensure early delivery.

W.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: or, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price u.

MEDICAL and (ECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic CEconomy. In i vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price
71, bd.

QCHOOL BOTANY; OR, The Rudiments ofO Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400
Illustrations, price 5s. f>d.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structural
AND Physiological. W'ith a Glossary ol Technical Terras,

and numtious Illustrations. 121. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor Lindley, of which "School Botany," and " The Vegetable
KinKdom," form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elements op Botany, comprisine
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of TechnicEU
Terms, are published in one octavo volume, price 12J.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for Medical
and other Students who have made themselves acquamted with the
Author's " School Botany."

N.B. The Glossary may be had separately, price 51.

London : BRADBURY, EVANS, AND CO . , 10. Bouverie Street. E.C.

Now Ready, with 17 Plates, Price lOJ. 6d.,

THE CLEMATIS as a GARDEN FLOWER :

being Descriptions of the Hardy Species and Varieties ol Cle-
matis, or Virgin's Bower, with Select and Classified Lists, Directions
for Cultivation, and Suggestions as to the purposes for which they are
adapted in Modern Gardening. By Thomas Moore, F.L.S., and
George Jackman, F.R.H,S.

London: JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.
Now ready, price is., free by post for 13 stamps, with g Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer,
HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.C. ; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER , Kingston-on-Thames.

Silver Medal, 1872.
JEMMETT'S FARM ACCOUNT BOOK.—

"Superior to any we have seen."—The Tittles.
" Concise and simple."

—

James Sanderson, Esq.
" Shall do my best to recommend it wherever and whenever I have

an opportunity,"

—

John Bailey Denton, Esq.

SIMPKIN, London: LOVEJOY, Reading.

Imperial 410, Copiously Illustrated, Price i2j,,

FARM BUILDINGS: a Digest of the Principles
adopted in Construction. Reprinted from the " Farm Home-

steads of England," now out of print. By J. Bailey Denton, C.E.,
and Bailey Denton, Jun.

E. and F. N . SPON, 48. Charing Cross.W.C
.

WANTED, a COPY of GORDON'S PINETUM.
with SUPPLEMENT, complete. State Price, &c., to

SENEX, Gardmcrs' ChronicU Office, W,C.

Notice,

[By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Penodicals, without extra charge
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS and FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, 59, Fleet Street, E.C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
AND

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents :

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA {Drawn and Engraved specially fol

this Journal).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-

out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a

great variety of subjects.

Subscription in advance, £1 per annum.
Single Copies, 41/. ; Stamped, %d>

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New SoiUh
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL.

London

Hirminghani.

Liverpool ,

Paistol

Edinburgh .

Glasgow .

, Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhil!, E.C. ;

Mr, F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C. ; Messrs. Gordon &
Gotch, 121. Holborn Hill, E.C.

, Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Officea

for the use of Advertisers.
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aTANNED NETTING, for Garden purposes,
. Protecting Fruits from Uirds, &c. Widths i, a, 3. and 4 yards.

Price id. ptr square ynrd,
HOOPER AND CO., Covcnt Garden, London, W.C.

Archangel and Petersburg Mats,

BLACKBURN and SONS, luivintr just received
. al.irge consijrnmcnt of NEW AKCHAN(^i:l, and PETKRS-
"" '

' jcd [jriccs, will forw.iid I'riLe l.isl on aopli-

enat .[ and 5, Wormwood .Sirt-et, London, E.C.
BURG MATS at red
cation. Samples to be «

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDER.SON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwardcdpost free on application. .. . , ,

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIG I DO MO."
• —Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of l'rcp.ircd Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is apolicd.

PROTECTION AGAINST the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard.

" FKIGI boMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide is. lod. per yard.

Three yards wide 3^- ^<i- P" yard.

Four yards wide 3*. »o.f. per yard.

SCRIM C.\NV.\S, 73 inches wide, Toyards long.e^irf. toSfiii. per yard.

HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 mches wide, jn'^- and
g^rf. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of" Frigi Domo," 3, Cannon
Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Counlrj-.

Notice.—RKMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane

The Present Hlgli Price of Coal.

COKE liREEZE v. COAL.

COKE BREEZE, used with Small Coal and Coke, or

by itself, is now being extensively used for Boilers, Furnaces,

Cooking .\pparaius, Greenhouses, Engines, &c., and is found to be

exceedingly economic, and a great saving during the present high

price of Coals and Coke. It is one-third the price, and nearly as

effective. Price, per Ten Sacks, Sj., delivered.

WOOD AND SON, Wood Green Station, Great Northern Railway.

.7-^:-^-^.-^,

BICK LEY'S PATENT HORIZONTAL SASH
BARS require neither paint nor putty, and possef^s greater

advantages than others for horticulturists. Drawings, &c, sent for

one stamp.
THOMAS A. BICKLEV, 70, Smallbrook Street, Birmingham.

Roster's Garden Edging Tiles.

1 HE above and many other F.-VTTERNS are made in

eriats of great durability. The plainer SDrts arc t.s.pecially

suited for KITCHEN GAR-
_j
DENS, as they harbour no 'Ck
Slugs or Insects, take up little

room, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-

pense, as do "grown" Edg-
mgs, consequently being mucn
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c, in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. .\ND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, S.E.; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.VV. ; Kingsland Road. E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANT

COVERS and PROPAG.VTING RO.XES ; also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT ^ADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

RNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from v. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,
Kitchen Ranges, Baths. &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of
Erreat durability, Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds,
Roofing Tiles in great varietj', Slates, Cements, &c
F. AND G. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants.—See addresses above.

O

sILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.
Fine 14s., Coarse 17J. perTon. In Truck Loads u. per Ton less.

Delivery by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway or
Whari, 1$. per Ton extra. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT
PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.

F. AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.
N.B. Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal discount to the Trade.

WANTED, near London, a trustworthy HEAD
GARDENER, to take charge of a Collection of Fruit Trees,

Ferns, Alpine Plants, and general Gardening.—A. B. , Protector,

34, King Street, Cheapside, London, E.C.

WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER, who thoroughly
understands Early and Late Forcing of Pines, Grapes, Peaches,

Strawberries, Melons, Mushrooms, and is also a good Kitchen
Gardener, and understands Orchids, Flowers, &c —Apply by letter

only, stating age, if married, experience, wages required, with copies
of testimonials and when at liberty, to HENRY BENTLEY, Esq.,
Woodlesford, Lccds^ ____^

WANTED, a GARDENER, who thoroughly under-
stands his work in all its branches, especially the Cultivation

of Vines, as well as Propagation, &c., of Stove and Greenhouse
Plants. Garden very small, and contains but 80 feet of glass, though
an experienced Man is required. Must furnish first-class refer-

ences.—Apply, stating salary expected, to W. H., Post Office,
Middlesborough-on-Tees.

WANTED, a GARDENER {married, without incum-
brance), who understands Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen Garden-

ing, and will undertake two Cows and make himself useful. The
Wife to assist in House and Laundry, for which she will be paid.
Gardener's wages, 155. per week, good house and premises, rent free,
coals, milk, and spare vegetables.—T. S. C, Post Office, Wetherby,
Yorkshire.

Nursery Trade.
WANTED, for a large Nursery, an active and careful

young MAN for the department, embracing Carnations,
Finks, Pansies, Hardy Ferns and Bulbs, Alpine and Herbaceous
Plants, &c. Must have had thoroughly good experience, and be able
to rive satisfactory references both as to character and success in the
Cultivation of the Plants named.—Address, with all particulars, terms,
&c, W. W., Messrs. Hurst & Son, 6, Leadenhall Street. London, E.C.

WANTED, for Ireland, a MAN and his WIFE, both
to e English, and Protestants. The man to look after a small

Lawn, Walks, and Shrubs, and to show round Visitors who come to
the place lor the purpose of seeing the scenery. Wife to be a good
Housekeeper, and able to provide for those who require refreshments,
&c.—Full particulars can be had by applying to Messrs. VEITCH
AND SONS. Royal Exotic Nursery. Chelsea, S. W.

WANTED. MAN and WIFE, wthout incumbrance.
The Man to Milk, attend to Stock, and do general Farm

Work; the Wife to Manage the Dairy and Poultry. Wages 20i., with
cottage.—Apply between 10 and 12 on Tuesday next to Mr. SUGDEN,
13, Aldcrmanburj-, E.C.

WANTED, for the Ofiice of a large General Nursery,
a neat and quick WRITKK, for the CORRESPONDENCE,

&:c.—Address, with particulars, X. X., Messrs. Eraser, Goad & Co.,

8j, Bishopsg.ite Street Within. London, E-C.

WANTED, an active YOUTH, as Assistant in the
Seed Trade —Apply, in own handwriting, with lull particulars,

to W. TROUGHTON. Seedsman, .), Church Street, Preston.

WANT PLACES,;^Letters to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as G.VRDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualihcaiions, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further p.-irticulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENDERSON AND SON, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood. N.W.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any tientleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.
—Highgate Nurseries, London, N,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28 ; has a good practical
knowledge of Gardening in all its branches. Good chamcter,

with testimonials.—T.G., The Royal HorticulturaUiardens, Chiswick.

(^ARDENER (Head).—Middle-aged, widower, no
V.^ family; has had the Management of Vines, Peaches, Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen and Flower Gardening, and Pleasure
Grounds.—HORTUS, A. Edwards, North Road, Highgate, N.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married; thoroughly
V_J understands the Cultivation of I'incs, \'ines. Orchard-house
Trees. Stove and Greenhouse Pkints, Orchids, &c.—E. A., Wellington
Nursery, St Johii's Wood, London, N.W.

/^:i ARDENER (Head), where Forcing and Plant
VJI Growing are carried on with spirit.—Age ag, married ; has had
first class practice as Foreman in good places. Can be highly recom-
mended—J^S^^MrE. Mison, Stationer, High Street, Croydon.

C:j.ARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married; thoroughly
^ understands Vines, Peaches, Stove and Greenhouse Plants

;

also a good Flower and Kitchen Gardener. Four and a hall years'
5dod character as a steady, sober, trustworthy, working Alan.

—

. A-,The Cottage, near Crawley, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head).~John Dennis, nearly six
years at Silverlands, is novr at liberty to engage with any

Nobleman or Gentleman requiring a thorough practical Gardener in
every department of the profession. Highest references as to character
and abilities.—The Gardens, Silverlands, St. Leonard's.

GARDENER (Head).—Thomas Paton, Gardener to
H. S. Lucy, Esq., Charlecoie Park, Warwick, is now at liberty

to engage with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of
a good practical Gardener. Thirteen years' nrst-class testimonials
from present employer.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married ; 24 years'
oractical experience in Specimen Plants, Vines and pot Vines,

Forcing all kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and A'egetables ; also Flower and
Kitchen Gardening Good character from present and previous
employers.— F., 87, Cambridge Road, Hammersmith, W.

GARDENER (Head), in a Gentleman's family.—
Married, one child : has had long experience in Market Grow-

ing, Forcing of all kinds, Beddinij btufT and Plant Growing, like-
wise Laying-out Pleasure Grounds ; understands Grass-land and
Stock. Good references.—W, X., Post Office, Twickenham, Rich-
mond Road. S,W.

GARDENER (Head), age 36, married.—A Gentle-
man wishes to recommend his Head Gardener, who well under-

stands the Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, also all kinds
of Fruit, and is a thorough good Flower and Kitchen Gardener. Sober
and steady. Two years' good character.—M. S., J. Hawker, King
Street, Maidenhead.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37 ; thoroughly practical
in the Cultivation and Forcing of Pines, Vines, Peaches,

Melons, Cucumbers, Figs, Strawberries, and Cherries, Mushrooms
and other Vegetables; also the Growing of Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, including Ferns and Orchids, and the Management of Flower
and Kitchen Gardens, Plantations and Land.—j.i Gardener, 30,
Clarence Road, Lower Clapton, E.

GARDENER (Head).—George Masters is still

open to treat with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the
services of a good practical Gardener. For many years past G. M.
has been a very successful cultivator of all kinds of Fruits, Flowers,
and Vegetables, and has gained some of the highest honours at the
great horticultural meetings in London and in the Provinces. Has
lived nearly 15 years with his present noble employer, by whom he
will be highly recommended —Snirburn, Tetsworth, Oxon.

GARDENER (Head), age 32, married.—W. R.
Robinson, Hatchiands, Guildford, Surrey, is at liberty to engage

with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring tlic ser\-ices of a thorough
practical Man. Has had i6years' experience in large establishments.
Four years' good character from present employer. Reference as to
character and abilities kindly given by Wm. Street, Esq.. Manor
House, Sutton, Guildford; Mr. Kaile, Exotic Nursery, GodalmJng,
Surrey ; Mr. Kemp, Gr. to the Duke of Northumberland, AJbury Park,
near Guildford.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where two or more
are kept.—Age 41, married, no family; understands Vines,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Kitchen Gardening in all its
branches. Wife can Manage Dairy or Poultry. Good reference.

—

Y. Z., Post Office, Farnborough Station, Hants.

GARDENER (Head), where two or three are kept.—
Age 30, single ; five years in present situation.—W. E., Crouch

End Post Office, Hornsey, N.

GARDENER (Head), where two or three are
employed, or FOREMAN, in a Gentleman's Establishment,—

Can give excellent references as to character and ability.—Mr.
DALRYMPLE, Hadzor Gardens, DroJtwich.

GARDENER (married, with one Boy at home).—

A

Gentleman wishes lo find a place for his Gardener, who has
lived with him for more than 10 years,—X. Y. Z., Hewetson's Library.
Hampstead, N.W. ^'

C:|ARDENER (age 42, married).—Mr. E. Tredgett
\ can highly recommend a thorough good practical Man to any

Lady or Gentleman requiring one who understantis Foicing of Flowers,
Fruit, and Vegetables. Three years' good character.—Mr. E,
TREDGETT. Ainger Nursery, H istan Road, Cambridge.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where two or
three are kept.—Age 32, married; ten years' good character.

Satisfactory reasons for leaving.—A. B., Post Office, Abingdon.

GARDENER (Second), under any No^bleman's or
Gentleman's Gardener.-Age 23 ; accustomed to glass. Good

character.—A. Z., Post Office, Bexley Heath, Kent, S.E.

GARDENER (Second, or Third), in a good Estab-
lishmenL-A persevering young Man, with a good knowledge

of the profession
; has been brought up in a Garden. Good references.— F. F., The Lordships, Great Hadham, Herts.

/:j,ARDENER (Under).—Age 19 ; brought up in the
V^ business. Good character.-J. J., Mr. Smith's, 6s, Winslade
Road, Upper Clapton, E.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 22 ; six years in present
situation. Is leaving for improvement. Good character.

—

G W., The Gardens. Gad's Hill Place. Higham, Rochester.

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Garden.—Age 22. Good character. State wages and give

full particulars. -J. COLLINS, Yew Tree Cottage, New Street,
Hampton, Middlesex.

FORENLAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Estab-
lishment. Nine years' experience in Forcing and Plant Depart-

ments. Good character and references.—A. Z., 96, Stokc's Road,
Clement's Road, liermondsey, London, S.E.

IJ^OREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden;
eight years' experience indoors. Good references as tocharacter,

&c.— f. S' l FINER , Stnnsn-d I'ark Gardens, Emsworth, Hams.

Ij^OREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Estab-
lishment.—Age 23; has a thorough knowledge of Early and

\.M<i Forcing. Three years' good character.—A. E., Post Office,
(_Vibham, Surrey.

I'^OKEMAN PROPAGATOR and SALESMAN
(G1.NI RALl.— Middle aged ; well up in the various departments.

—

., 23. Oakfield Koad, liowilon, Cheshire.

IjTOREMAN or P R O PA G ATO R.—An active
industrous young Man, who is thoroughly experienced in Hard

and Soft-wood Propagating or Plant Growing, is open to an engage-
ment.—A. B., Nfr. E. Darlcy's, Malvern Place, Buck Street,
Egbaston, Birminghani.

PROPAGATOR (Hard-wood).—Coniferce, Clematis,
Rhododendrons, Roses, Japanese Plants, &c.—A. B., Messrs.

T. Cripps S: Son, The Nurseries, Fiant Road, Tunbridge Wells.

To Noblemen, &c.
JOURNEYMAN, in a Garden near London.—Age 22,

temperate. Good references.— C. F., Wellington Nursery,
Richmond Hill, Surrey.

E^'ARM STEWARD, at Michaelmas.—Married, with-
out incumbrance; thoroughly experienced as a Suffolk Farmer,

Unexceptionable reference.—M. H., Mrs. llayward, Bungay, SulToIIc.

FARM BAILIFF.—Age 31, married, a native of
Aberdeenshire; a steady, sober, and industrious Man, who 13

practically acquainted with all Farming pursuits. Has been four
years in England Managing a Farm of joo Acres, and wishes a similar
situation. Wife to M.inage Dairy and Poultry. Have first-class
references.—J. B., Hartfield, Witmslow, Cheshire.

SHOPMAN (Head, or Second).—Well up in the
business. Good knowledge of the London Trade.—J. K.

,

10, St. John's Road, Hoxton, N.

HOPMAN, oi^ WAREHOUSE FOREMAN.—
Age 35, married ; twenty years' experience. Highest testi-

monials^—A^B^j66^Bridge Road, Battcrsea, S.W.

SHOPMAN (Assistant).—A young Man, who has
had nearly seven years' experience in the Seed Trade, wishes for

an engagement,—J. S. , Post Office, Hexham.

w
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M. YOUNGER and CO.'S ALES
Are of the HIGHEST PURITY,

Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, and
are distinguished for tneir delicacy of flavour.

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishing.
To be had of the Principal Retailers,

Obser\'e Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 17^9. London Stores, Belvidere

R oad. S.E.

I N A H A N ' S . L L . WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow Spirit is the very

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than the
finest Cognac Brandy. Note tne words " Kinahan's L L" on seal,
label, and cork.

Wholesale DepOt, so. Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

Lea & Perrlns' Sauce,THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced by Connoisseurs "the only good Sauce." Improves

the appetite, and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour.

ASK FOR LEA and PERRINS' SAUCE.
Bewake of Imitations,

and see the Names of LEA and PERRINS on all Bottles and Labels.
Agents—CROSSE and BLACKWELL, London, and sold by all

Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.

D I NNE FORD'S FLU ID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity ol the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Iniants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

ANTED to PURCHASE, some OLD ARTI-
FICIAL TEETH. Persons having the above to Sell, can

forward them by post or otherwise, and their value will be sent per
return. Mr. E. BROWNING, s, Chilworth Street, London, W.

THE AUTUMN MANCEUVRES will strengthen
the Army in foresight and discipline, virtues that are so essential

in promoting and maintaining the prosperity of families and of nations.
A wise, patriotic people will gain victory over many of the difficulties
in life by keeping body and mind in a pure and healthy state ; and to
insure this condition no medicine is so efficient and safe as PARR'S
LIFE PILLS, which clear from the body all hurtful impurities, pro-
mote appetite and digestion, purify the blood, and produce the state
most to be desired—a sound mind in a sound body.

OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at \s. x%d.. 2s. g.f., 41. 6.2., and iis.

c

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most eflicacioua

remedy for derangement o( the digestive organs, and for torpid action

ol the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and Hver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu<
tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the
luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu<
liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,
nor are they adapted to all complaints ; but as a mild and efhcacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated
family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at IS. iMd., 2J. <jd., 4s. 6rf., and lu., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonics.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE

lo boxes at u. i%d.,2S.gd., ^s. 6d.,and lit.
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THE GREAT PALM HOUSE AT BERLIN.

ORMSON'S
IMPROVED

WROUGHMRON CONVOLUTED BOILER

HAS BEEN SELECTED, IN PREFERENCE TO ALL OTHERS, TO HEAT OVER FOUR MILES

OF HOT-WATER PIPE IN THE ABOVE GREAT STRUCTURE.

H. ORMSON, having extensive Orders on hand for his Patent Convohited Boilers, begs that those

who may intend to use tlieni will kindly give early notice.

Hot-water Apparatus of the most approved construction, and of the very best materials and work-

manship, fixed to any extent, in any part of the United Kingdom, or abroad.

Gentlemen advised as to the best method of arranging Structural Gardens on thoroughly practical

and scientific principles. Surveys made and Designs prepared.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED FOR

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,
Combining Strength and Durability. Iron and Wood Conservatories of the most Chaste and

Elaborate Design, Vineries, Pineries, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, Glass Cases for Wall Trees,

Pits, &c., designed and built, combining all the latest improvements, so as to answer their intended

purposes without risk of disappointment.

Plans, Specifications, and Estimates on application.

HENRY ORMSON,
HER MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATER APPAkATUS MANUFACTURE

, PALACES AND PUBLIC BUH^DINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HOR'

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATER APPAkATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF
HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

Printed by Wll LIAM RlCHARDq it ?!?. nffi !°u ' Editor
; Mvertiscmcnu and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Omoe, 41, Wellinpon StrccI, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Richards, at the Office No^i will^lmn s,,... p r"rj "f."".';''''^'^^'^'''' * ''-"- Lombard Street. Precinct of Whiternir^, City o! London, in the County of Middlesex, and PublisheJ by llie said William
.

v.,
,
"euingion street, ransb or St. Paul s, Covent Garden, in the said County,—Saturday. September 7, 1872.

Agents lor bcolland—IVIessrs. J. MiNIlES St Co., Edinburgh ; for Ireland—Messrs. W. H. SMITH & Son, Dublin.
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Wood Engraving.
ly/TR. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
J.T-1. Wood, 12, North Grove West. Mildmay Park, London, N.
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sTreil, EC
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Notice.
~

UTLER, Mcculloch, and CO. have completed
.T' i.°

.'I'""'""'™ "f their usual number of CATALOGUES
throuEh tht post Should any of their Customers not have received

f did."
ohliged for an early imLmation, that a Copy may be

South Row, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C

B

J°^'^. 'iX/^'^^'^'^^'^
'*'<° SONS, Bagshot, Surrey

-
off" the followmg new hardy RHODODENDRONS Thev ciiwith confidence recommend them. ^
LadyTankerviUe, I William Ewart Gladstone,

Mrs. William Afrnew.
Price 2rj. each. The usual discount to the Trade.

English Saved Seed, Just Harrested.PRIMULA JAPONICA, 2s. bd. per packetPRIMULA INVOLUCRATA,vkr. AbyssinensSL £ JoBARR AND SUGDEN. ,2, King Street, iWnt rS'd?n. W.C"" POTTEN can slill supply PLANTS, as adver-
tised in the Gardnurs' Chronicle of August 17.

w.
To the Trade and Others.

OURPLUS STOCK of ZONAL GERANIUMS,
GFORr1r"'vni?fT'AV°f™"'="-"v!"- " P" ""is?" .ooo,cash.

londSi N
'^°"'-TON, Fountain Nursery, Anfiel Koad, Edminton,

T
Spring Flowers.

HOMAS S. WARES LIST of the above is now
,. . '^Vi ^'^ *'" he sent free on application Earlv Order.; ar,.

.'S'Su'r''eTj?,;dlSS?i,;''s^p'ri„1'
^"""'^ "= P'-'^''-^ --'n'

.—.
Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, N.

Autumn Catalogue.

G??e?H°^/r°"L™^ ^S^ '° i°f°"" his numerous
an thew '"'' Cu?lo,mers thai the above is now ready, containini;„ r^ ki "'^ vaneues of GERANIU.MS. FUCHSIAS Si ai

tulip's '•fefef r"V |'»V'=^'>'"
L'ST of HYACINThI

Fountain NurMry, Aneel Road. Edmonton, London, N.

BULBS and SPRING FLOWERING PLANTS.
A selection made from HOOl'ER and CO.'S CATALOGUE

will give satisfaction. Send stamp for a Copy to
HOOFER and CO.. Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Dutch Flower Koots.
/CHARLES TURNER'S Priced CATALOGUE ofV^ the above is now ready, and can be had post free on application,
The Bulbs have arrived, and are in excellent conditiun.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, &c.—
Priced LIST, containing Descriptions and Cultural Hints to

Amateurs, tree on application to
DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Seedsmen, &c

Edinburgh.
53, George Street,

_ Dutch Bulbs.
r^ M.KEMP-WELCH'S CATALOGUE of DUTCH
VJ BULHS is now ready, and will be forwarded on application.

The Bulbs are of the linest quality.
Nurseryman. Seedsman, and Florist, I'ortland Street, Clifton, Bristol,

_ Flower Roots.
TAMES DICKSON and SONS having received their
tJ first large importation in excellent condition are in a position
to fulfil Orders in the BF.ST possible manner. Descriptive priced
LISTS post free.

" Newton " Nurseries, and io8, Eastgate Street, Chester.

B.
Sutch Flower Roots.

S. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his
ANNUAL CATALOGUE of DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,

containing a Descriptive List of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Nar.
cissus, &c : also a Select List of Fruit Trees, Roses, &c, is now
ready, post free to all applicants.

Victoria andlParadise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Flowering Bulbs.
rriHE AUTUMN IMPORTATIONS are now to hand,
J- in fine condition, and the quality is this season exceptionally
good. Early orders are respectfully solicited, and CATALOGUED
will be forwarded upon application.

PETER LAWSON AND SON, Edinburgh and London.

^^ To tlie Trade.
T>ULBS, comprising LILIUM, NARCISSUS,
-L» GLADIOLI, IRIS, ALSTROilMERIA, CYCLAMEN, DOG'S-TOOTH VIOLETS, JONQUILS, O.XALIS, SCILLAS, and
numerous other Bulbs. LIS'I' on application.

STEPHEN BROWN, Weston-super.Mare.

Hyacintiis, Tulips, Crocuses, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SONS CATALOGUE
^^,^^,of^HVACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other

rr. r. TiiTT....
eady, and can be had, post-free, onDUTCH BULBS, is now

application.
HiRhgat

Dutcli Bulbs and other Flower Roots.

T SCOTT has just received, direct from the best
• Growers, his usual splendid and varied assortment of the above,

all EXTRA PICKED, and moderate in price. CATALOGUES gratis
and post free on application to

J. SCI-'TT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

Early Single WMte Roman ByaclntliB.
DOUBLE EARLY WHITE ROMAN NARCISSUS.DOUBLE SWEET-SCENTED JONOUILSEH. KRELAGE AND SON, Nurserymen,

• SEEDSMEtJ, and Florists, Haariem, Holland, have secured
a superior Slock of the above-named articles, which is now ready for
sale. Prices on application

'pULIPS, English show, excellent named varieties,
-*- splendid for Public Parks.—Bed of 600, /8, or 301. per 100CHRYSANTHEMUMS and POMPONS.-Best new and old,
flowering plants, 3s. td. per dozen.

ROE'S Nursery, William Street, New North Road, London, N.

E VERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, qj-j & 238, High Holborii, London.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACK ITH AND CO., late Betham &
• Elackith. Cox's and Hammond's Quav3, Lower Thames

Street, London, S.E.

___^^^ Forwarders to all parts of the World.

A VAN GKERT, Nuksickyman, Ghent, Helgium,
• beRS to remind his Patrons and the Public in pcncral, that

his CATALOC.UES may be had free on application to his Aeents,
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp Lane, Tower Street,

London, E.C.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE.
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchant.s
Address, 36, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.G. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Priie Medals, i8cr,
for Wheat; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

PARIS,
I

SUrrONS' grass seeds for ALL
, „'?%„„1. SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDALMEDAL

GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, wa»for GARDEN SEEDS,
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. Reading. Berks.

Early Sheep Feed.TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM
and ITALIAN RYEGRASS.

New seed at low prices. For particulars apply toSUTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading'

To the Trade.NEW ENGLISH SOWING RAPE SEED
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers

and Merchants. Sleaford, have fine samples of the above to
offer. Prices on application.

H New Sowing Rape Seed.
AND F. SHARPE have fine SAMPLES of the

• above SEED, ready (or immediate delivery. Price moderate,
and may be had, with sample, on applicati

Seed Growing Esiablishme; , AVisbech.

Christmas Rose.
KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen,

Seedsmfn, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland, have a cood
stock of well established Plants of the favourite HELLEBORUSNIGER or CHRISTMAS ROSE, to be sent out in autumn. Orders
are now booked. Price on application.

-CJ* Seel

-The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,CCHOICE ROSES.-
'' China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and heillthy, ...

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application toRICHARD SMnTi, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE
Peaches, Nectarines,

TREES, Fruiting in Pots.

—

^ reacnes, iNcciarmes, flums. Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,
Chemes, Mulberries, and Orances.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

B
Pines.

S. WILLIAMS has now a fine stock of splendid-
• grown plants of all the best kinds, including both Suckers and

Successions, of the CHARLOTTE ROTHSCHILD Prices on
application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

Strawberries.
/^HARLES TURNER is prepared to execute orders
V_y for.all the leading varieties. Plants are fine this season
Descnptive CATALOGUE on application.

The Royal N ursecies. Slough.

Crocus specioBus.
H. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen.
Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland, have now ready

for sending out a very good Stock of this extra fine and rare autumnal
tiowering CROCUS, at 71. td. per 100. Discount to the Trade.

E,

To the Trade.
UPIR.EA (HOTEIA) JAPONICA, strong forcing
^—' clumps, 30r. per loo! extra do., equal to any advertised, 355. per
100. Orders booked now for delivery in October,
BURGESS <ND KENT, Penkhull Nurseries, Stoke-upon-Trent.

Dlelytra (Dicentra) apectabUls.
XT H. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen.
J-i .Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland, are now book-
ing orders for this favourite Plant for forcing, to be delivered in
October, in strong tufts. Price on application.

H Seeds for Present Sowing.UNTS superb SWEET WILLIAMS. 40 varieties •

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, from 12 choice sorts. In
packets, at it.,3s. fid., and v.

JAMES HOLDER, Crown N ursery, Reading.

Pansles for Spring Bedding.
nPHOMAS S. WARE begs to call attention to his
-L large Stock of the above SPRING FLOWERS. LIST, with
full description, on application.

Hale Farm Nurse ries, Tottenham, N.

TAAISIES.—The best varieties for Spring Gardening
J--' Red, White and Pink, 4t. per 100. AUCUB/EFOLIA, 6. per
100 : 13 plants. In 6 varieties, post free for 15 stamps

Select CATALOGUE of ROSES post free to any addressJOHN MOORE. Rose Nurseries, Warwick

AS the ADVERTISEMENT o7~LEE'S PROLIFIC
BLACK CURRANT will shortly be inserted, will the Trade, - L L "

" " — "' "^ ...J.,......, ..HI lilt Tradewho wish their names to appear as supplying Plants please to write
immediately to GEORGE LEE, Market Gardener, Clevedon,
Somerset? This will prevent disappointment and unpleasantness,
which was the case last season. GEORGE LEE.

To Fruiterers and Market Gardeners.
MAER FARM, E.XMOUTH, near E.\ETER, DEVONSHIRE
TfOR SALE, by tender, APPLES, the produce of
J- 7 a. 3 r. 17 p. Fruit choice, fine, and abundant.
Sealed tenders to be sent to Mrs. BASTIN, Royal Beacon Hotel,

Exmouth, on or before September 24 next.

"'OR SALE, 30 dozen BLACK CURRANT TREES,
.*- 3-yr. to 5-yr..old; 5 dozen RED, 51. per dozen; also loo oooSTRA\VBERrY RUNn'eRS, Eleanor^s, 50J: per .000 : a nlan'tui™
Empress Eugenie, 40J. per 1000: several thousand RASPBERRY
CANEo, Northumberland, 5or. per 1000

JOHN GOTT, 12 . Bishopthorpe Road, York.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other PRIZE
COB NUTS and FILBERTS LISTS of these varieties from

rpWO ACRES of CZAR VIOLETS to be SOLD
J- growing in a field at Hamplon. Middlesex, on the right hand side
of the Lower Road leading from Hampton to Sunbury. The ground
to be cleared belore March 31 next. 6 vu .u

.Mr. J. WILLMER, near the Station . Sunbury-on-Thames
AJEW VERBENAS ol 1872.—Now readrtosendliut;
J" I r 'j.' ^' °' ''> '^''^ S,o .varieties of NEW VERBENAS, Perry's,
Eckford s, Continental and Itidian Striped, at 2j. id. per dozen, from

B. W
.
KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Sussex

/^UTTINGS WANTED.-VERBENAS, Purple King
^--' and Snowflake, 500 each.GERANIUMS (Bronze).—Attraction, Beauty of Caldcrdale, Lady
Cullum, Hector, Pink Stella, 300 each-

State lowest price, W. H., Post Office, Reading.

OPECIMEN PLANTS WANTED.—Persons" having
^cT>feS^P^-,',"'^'?^°'^ ^^^ ^^" ^^^^^ °f Conservatory Plants forUlbPOSAL, will oblige by sendinE particulars to the Pine-apole

^"x7S°'?P1"*'w^ o ^ .,,
JOHN BESTER, Manager

3a, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W,

W^
Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

EBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS, Florist
Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants ol all

'.,,r,%^',',','"' f"*' Double PRIMROSES of different colours:AURICULAS, both Single and Double ; with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr WEBB, (Calco t, Reading
ASPLENIUM SEPTENTRIONALE, 14 IteiS^iFT
r\. A. ALTERNIFOLIUM, 30 stamps. Nice tufts, free per post.EDWARD SANG AND SONS, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants
Kirkcaldy, N. B.

Exotic Ferns.EDWARD MORSE has a very extensive Stock of the
above, principally in 48's, at very low prices, viz., i)r,, i2r., and

i8j. per dozen. They are admirably adapted for the Table or
Conservatory. Original Nurseries, Epsom, Surrey.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for si.t postage

stamps, Part I, (British Ferns and their varieties, ^6 Daees.ir varieties, ^6 pages,
his Price' " '

- lRNS, N,
Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

ncluding prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced 'DcscriDlfvoCATALO6UE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. J;""''"""'

To the Trade.]^EW and choice EXOTIC FERNS. STOVE
:^l

PLANETS, and PALMS, at lower prices than previously offered,
in hne healthy plants, from y.,6s.,t^.. I2i., 10241. per dozen Send
for Special LIsfjoJOHN H. i-EVriilxotic NurTei?, Croydon

GREENHOUSE FERNS.-A Gentleman ir, desirous
. ,,

ofispo'ing of a good Collection, comprising about 60 varieties,
in Specimen and Half Specimen Plants. If purchased in one lot, will
be Som for a very moderate sum. For particulars, &c., apply toJAMES DIIJKSON AND SONS, rfewlon Nurseries, thester.
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THE PLANTING SEASON FOR HOLLIES.

Anthony Waterer
Invites the special attention of intending Planters to the stock of Hollies which may be seen

growing at Knap Hill ;—

COMMON GREEN HOLLIES.—Some thousands of well furnished
,

WEEPING HOLLIES. — Some of the finest plants in existence,

plants, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 feet high. These have all been trans-

planted since August 1871.

The following varieties of GREEN HOLLIES, viz. :—

,
LAURIFOLIA, I ANGUSTIFOLIA, I YELLOW BERRIED,

SCOTTICA, I HODGIN'S, I OVATA, and others.

Thousands of splendid plants, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 feet. Trans-

'^' planted April 1871.

10 and 12 feet high, with magnificent weeping heads. Transplanted

March 1872.

PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY.— Hundreds of beautiful plants, nice

heads, with stems 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet.

THE NEW GOLD WEEPING HOLLY.— A very distinct and

beautiful tree, some scores of good plants, 4, 5, and 6 feet stems.

WATERER' S HOLLY.
From a photograph taken at Knap Hill. Height, 4 feet 6 inches ; depth of head, 4 feet ; circumference of head, 13 feet 6 inches.

THE WEEPING MILKMAID HOLLY, new. WATERER^S HOLLY.—Hundreds of the most perfect plants it is pos-

sible to conceive, 3, 4, 5, and 6 ft. high ; measuring 8 to 15 ft. round.

GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLY, as Pyramids, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high,
^

^^^^^^^^^.g ^^^^^^ ^^ Standards.- Magnificent plants with,

hundreds. compact round heads, of many years' growth.

Of the ordinary kinds of VARIEGATED HOLLIES, we possess a

stock of more than twenty thousand plants, from 3 to 4, 5, 6, 7,

8, 10, and 12 feet high. ' I
SILVER QUEEN HOLLY, Pyramids, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet, thousands.

J
The Plants are perfect in shape, wth healthy foliage, and splendid roots.

GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLIES, as Standards, with straight stems

and heads of 15 to 25 years' growth.

PRICES AND SAMPLES WILL BE FORWARDED ON APPUCATION.

fytending Purchasers nvill however do welt to come and judne fof thcHisdves. The stock of Hollies is wicipproached by anything of Us kind
in Europe. The prices will be found 'much lower than those frequently charged far inferior plants.

ANTHONY WATERER, KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY.

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT OF

London International Exhibition, 1872

SCHEDULE OF PRIZES.

On Wednesday, November 6, 1872, a

Great International Exhibition of Fruit

will be held at South Kensington, in which all

Home and Foreign Growers of Fruit are invited

to take part, and on which occasion the following

Prizes will be awarded :

—

Cla^s
1. GRAPES, the most complete collection,

2 bunches of each Gold Medal. Silver Gilt.

2. I, basket of not less than 12 lb. of

any one variety . . .

.

jCi
—£2—£1

3. I, Muscat of Alexandria, single

dish ;C2—30J-—20J.

4. ,, Black Hamburgh or Franken-

thal, single dish .. .. £2— 20s.—20J.

6. „ Elack, any other variety, single

dish £2—$'^.—20s.

6. ri Frontlgnan, or any other round
Grapes having a Muscat
flavour, single dish .

.

. . £^—30J.

—

20s.

7. 11 WTiite, any variety except those

indicated above, single dish £2—305.—20^".

8. APPLES, the most complete collection

of Dessert, 3 fruits of each

Gold Medal. Silver Gilt.

9. ,, best 12 dishes of Dessert, dis-

tinct varieties . . . . .

.

£2—jos.— 20s.

10. I, best dish of Cox's Orange Pippin £1—151.

—

10s.

11. ., best dish of Golden Pippin .. £1-^x55.— jos.

12. .. best dish of Ribston Pippin .

.

£1—15.S.—10^.

13. ,, best dish of Adams's Pearmain. ;^i

—

iss.—i&r.

14. ,, best dish of Golden Reinette .. £1—j$s.—loj.

15. ,, best dish of Nonpareil .. .. £1—iss.— 10s.

16. ,, best collection of Culinary,

3 fruits of each Gold Medal. Silver Gilt.

17. „ best dish of Dumelow's Seedling ^1

—

15s.— los.

18. „ best dish of Alfriston .. .. £z—tss.—10s.

19. ,, best dish of Emperor Alexander £i— 15J.

—

10s.

20. ., best dish of Gloria Mandi .. " £1-^1$^.—ror.

21. ,, best dish of Bedfordshire ' ' '.

Foundling £'t^j^s.—jos.

22. ,, best dish of Yorkshire Greening £1— i^s.— los.

23- ,, the 6 heaviest Fruit of any var, £1—155.—lof.

24. PEARS, collection of Dessert, 3 fruits

of each . . .

.

Gold Medal. Silver Gilt.

25. ,, bestdishofConseillerdelaCour £1—15^.—i&r.

26. *) best dish of Doyenne du Cornice £1—i^s.—lor.

27. ,, best dish of Duchesse d'Angou-
leme .. .. .. .. £1—15^.

—

10s.

28. ,, best dish of Marie Louise .

.

£1—15^.—los.

29. „ best dish of Glou Mor^eau .. £1—15^.

—

jos.

30. ,) best dish of Passe Colmar .. £1—15J.—lor.

31. „ best dish of CatiUac .. ,. £1—15^.—loy.

32. ,, best dish of Uvedale's St.

Germain £1—15^.

—

jos.

33. ,, best dish of Black Worcester . . £1—15^.—loj.

34. ,, the 6heaviestfruitof any variety £2—30J.—2oi".

36. MISCELLANEOUS FRUIT, not mentioned in any of the
above classes.

*,* A dish ofGrapes consists 0/2, hunches, and a

I
dish ofApples and Pears of 6fruits.

By order of the Council,

HENRY Y. D. SCOTT, C.E.,

Major- Geiiera i.

Secretary to the R.H.S. and to

H.M. Commissioners of the Exhibition of 1851.

N.B.—All Packages of Fruit for the Exhibition

to be addressed "The SECRETARY of Royal
Horticultural Society, South Kensington,

London."

Seedsmen to 1 TiTTT'OTT Seedsmen to H.R.H

FLOWEE
ROOTS, the Prince of Waleo

CAKRfAGE FREE.

JAMES CARTER & CO.
HAVING RECEIVED THEIR CONSIGNMENT OF

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Which have arrived in splendid condition, beg to offCj.

the following COLLECTIONS of BULBS, which will

be found to contain, in the best quality, all the sorts

required for the purposes mentioned :

—

Carter^s Collections of Bulbs for Conser-

VATORY and WINDOW DECORATION, includ-

ing Basket and Packing, and Carriage Free. Price

lOs. 6d., 21s., 42s., 63s., and 84s

Carter^s "Guinea" Collection of Bulbs for

CONSERVATORY and WINDOW DECORA-

TION, including Box and Packing, and Carriage

Free, contains

—

12 HYACINTHS, in 12 extra
1

fine named sorts

9 POLYANTHUS NARCIS-
SUS, in 9 varieties

12 JONQUILS, sweet-Scented
CO CROCUS, finest named
I DIELYTRA SPECrABILIS
I LILIUM SPECIOSUM
6 SCILLA SIEIRICA I

24 SNOWDROPS, extra large 1

selected I

;6 TULIPS, Tournesol.

Carter's Collections of Bulbs for Conser-

VATORY and OUTDOOR PLANTING, including

Basket and Packing, and Carriage Free. Price 15s.

30s., 42s., 63s., and 84s. each.

Carter's Confiplete Collection of Bulbs for

CONSERVATORY and OUTDOOR PLANTING,

including Box and Packing, and Carriage Free, price

30s., contains

—

3 TULIPS, Rex Rubrorum
3 ,t La Candeur
7 „ Roval Standard
(3 .- „ Yellow Prince

3 ,,
Rosa Mundi

6 „ Due Van Thol
I AMARYLLIS FORMOSIS
SIMUS

6 IXIAS, finest mi.xed
6 SPARAXIS, finest mixed
6 TRITELEIA UNIFLORA

CROCUS, blue, 75
,, striped, 75
,, lar^je yellow, 75
,, white 75

ANEMONES, extra fine mixed,
36

GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEY-
ENSIS, 8

IRIS, extra choice mixed Eng-
lish, 12

„ extra fine mixed Spanish, 24
JONQUILS. CAMPERNEL,
RANUNCULUS, extra fii

SNOWC PS, so

HYACINTHS. 12 in 12 extra
fine named sorts for pots or
glasses

,, 12 in 3 colours for bedding
NARCISSUS, Double, white, 12

,, Poeticus,or Pheasant-eye 12

TULIPS, extra fine mixed, 36

,, Tournesol, 6

„ Due Van Thol, 6
„ Royal Standard, 3

„ La Candeur, 3
,, Yellow Prince, 3

Rex Rubrorum, 3
Double DAFFODILS, 12

STAR of BETHLEHEM, is

SCILLA BELGICA, mixed, 12

Carter's Collections of Bulbs for Outdoor

PLANTING only, including Box 'and Packing, and

Carriage Free. Price lOs. 6d., 21s., 63s., and

84s.

Carter's "Guinea" Collection of Bulbs for

OUTDOOR PLANTING only, including Box and

Packing, and Carriage Free, price 21s., contains—

HYACINTHS. 12 in 3 colours
NARCISSUS, double white, 12

,, Poeiicus or Pheaiant-eye, 12

DOUBLE DAFFODILS, 12

TULIPS, extra fine mixed
double, 12

„ extra fine mixed single, 12

,, finest mixed, late, 12

,, Due Van Thol, 12

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS,
fine mixed. 6

CAMPERNEL JONQUILS, 6
STAR of BETHLEHEM. 12

TRITELEIA UNIFLORA,6
DOG'S-TOOTH VIOLETS, 6
CROCUS, blue, 25

CROCUS, striped, 50
,, large yellow, 50
., white, 25

ANEMONES, ext. fine mixed, 24
GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEY-
ENSIS, 6

IRIS, extra choice mixed En-
glish, 12

,, extra fine mixed Spanish, 12

LILIUM CANDIDUM, 3
„ TIGRINUM,3

RANUNCULUS, extra fine

mixed, 24
SNOWDROPS.So
WINTER ACONITES, 24

For foil particulars of the above and other Collections,

see

CARTER'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE
of DUTCH BULBS, FRUIT TREES, ROSES, &c..

Which may be had Gratis and Post Free on application.

Fiveper cent. Discount/or Cash.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN AND

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

B37 and 338, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. W.C.

Post Free to all Applicants.

BS. WILLLAMS' NEW PLANT and GENERAL
• CATALOOL'K is now ready. It contains a Descriptive List

of beautiful New Plants offered in commerce by him this season for
the first time ; also general Priced Lists of Orchids, Ferns, Tree
Ferns, FIowcrinK and Ornamental-leaved Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Palms and Cycads, Azaleas, Camellias, Amaryllis, Ericas,
Epacris, Liliums, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and general Collections ot
Soft-wooded and Hardy Plants.

Special prices for specimens Quoted on application.
An inspection of the Collection solicited.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Autumn Catalogue for 1872.

HCANNELL begs to inform the Public generally
• that the above is now ready, and will be sent post free on

application. It contains the description of all the New Soft-wooded
! lorist's Flowers let out this season, at a greatly reduced price, either
wholesale or retail, containing also all the best and choicest older
kinds in cultivation, supplied either as Cuttings, Rooted Cuttings, or
established Plants, at the very lowest price consistent with quality
and correctness. H. C.'s slock of the above this season is very large
and in fine condition.

New Florist Flower?; and Florist Flower-Seed Merchant, Woolwich.

Magnificent New Winter Flowering Plant,
BOUVARDIA VREELANDIL

MESSRS. J.
STANDISH and CO. are now

prepared to execute orders for the above beautiful plant. It

has the habit and form of B. Hogarthii, but the colour is of the
Purest White. The flowers arc of excellent substance and stand
well, thus rendering it invaluable for Greenhouse or Conservatory
Decoration, and also for Cutting and Bouquets. Fine plants, fit for

winter tlowering, 3s. 6rf. each, 36J. per doii;n. Special quotations to

the Trade on application.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

To tlie Trade.
"NEW" "WINTER FLOWERING PLANT.

BOUVARDIA VREELANDII. the freest blooming
white Bouvardia grown, flowers in trusses similar to B. Hogarth,

from which variety it is a root sport ; a great acquisition to Bouquet
makers. Strong plant!t, i8j per doz. ; a few extra strong, yis per dot.
BUUVARDIA ELEGANS, the best of the Red varieties, 91. per

dozen ; extra strong, 151. per do^en.
.. ^

"O'N.kiniH. POPE AND SON Ling Norton Nurseries, Worcestershire.

Unrivalled Collection of Dutch Bulbs, at Wholesale
PRICES.

ALFRED LEGERTON, Wholesale Seed
Merchant, s, Aldgatc, London, E., begs to intimate to his

numerous Patrons, and the Trade generally, he has received his
annual importation of DUTCH BULBS direct from the best growers
in Haarlem, and that the quality and size are very superior, and cannot
be excelled, the Bulbs being, large, weighty, and handsome.
CATALOGUES are now ready, and will be forwarded upon
application,

New Catalogue of Bulbs, Plants, Fruits, &c.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing Select, Descriptive, and Priced

Lists of Dutch and other Bulbs, Alpine and Herbaceous Plants,

Hardy Aquatics, Delphiniums. Grape Vines, Fruit Trees, New and
Rare Plants, Miscellaneous Plants, suitable for bedding and decora-

tive purposes, double -tlowered Pyrethrums, Swtfet Violets, &c., is

now published, and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooling, Surrey, S.W. ^_^__^^_
Hyacinths, Tulips, Liliums, Gladioli, Crocus, and a

large stock of MISCELLANEOUS DUTCH and CyVPE
BULBS, ROOTS, PLANTS, direct from the Grower.

ANT. ROOZEN AND SON'S (late Ant. Roozen)
CATALOGUE of the above ior 1872, will, as usual, be handed

to alt Gardeners and Amateurs, free on application. For our SPECIAL
TERMS as to Free Delivery, Remitting, &c., please consult
Catalogue.—Overseen, near Haarlem, Holland, July i.

Muscarl comosum atrocceruleum.

EH. KRELAGE and SON. Nurserymen,
• Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland, have a good

stock now ready for Sale of this fine variety, at «. per 100, or 485. per
1000. It is much darker and finer than the old sort. Discount to
the Trade.

Camellias.—Indian Azaleas.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT has much pleasure in
announcing that his stock of the above is this year unusually
fine and large. The prices are fixed as follows :

—

CAMELLIAS, good plants, i to 1% foot high, with buds, £,y per 100;
larger ditto, with buds, ;£io per 100; very strong, 5s. to 20J. each
and upwards.

AZALEA INDICA, fine plants, with buds, £,S pcr too; stronger
ditto, £6, £,9, £10, and upwards ; large plants, fit for exhibition,

105, to 60J. each. The sorts are all first-rate, but the selection

must be entirely left to J, V. Early orders are solicited by
JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, The Nurseries, 134, Faubourg de

Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.

Noteworthy Horticulturists and Botanists.
OTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of
NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND
following have already

appeared, and separate Copies (price td. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, viz,

:

N
is being published in the "GAR
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE."

Dr. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S.
W. W1L.S0N Saunders, F.R.S.
Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne.
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr. Moore, of Glasnevio.
Professor Reichenbach.
Rev, S, R. Hole, M,A.

E. J. Lowe, F.R.Si.
Tames McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL,D.
James Bateman, F.R.S.
Berthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Bakron.
Hon. Marshall P. Wilder.
John Gibson.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,

Covenl Garden. W.C.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1872.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
j" Royal Horticultural (Fruit and Floral

Wednesday, Sept. i8-( Committees), at S, Kensington ,. ii A.M
I, Ditto {General Meeting) .. .. 3 P.M

THE GREAT INTERNATIONAL FRUIT
and Flower Show, carried out this year by

the Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural

Society, has come and gone, and we may honestly

state that nothing was wanting to its complete

success but propitious weather. Unfortunately

the weather in Scotland has of late been so rainy

as to seriously damage the corn crops, and this

unfavourable character it maintained through-

out the first day of the show, with little pros-

pect of improvement. As will be seen from

the report in another column, the display of

Fruit was a remarkably fine one—good and
abundant, without being sensational, except in

regard to Grapes, of which it has produced what
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is, we believe, the largest and heaviest example
on record. The Vegetable department was also

thoroughly well represented. As might have
been expected. Plants were at this season of the

year mostly represented by the " foliage '' section,

very few flowering plants fit for exhibition remain-

ing in blossom. Of Cut Flowers, such as Dahlias,

Hollyhocks, and Gladioli, the display was quite

a satisfactory one.

One seldom leaves home without gaining know-
ledge of some kind or other, and here at this

show in Glasgow, as occasionally at other country

shows, some useful hints may be picked up. We
now particularly refer to three points, which we
shall record for the benefit of our friends in the

South.
First, as to the treatment of the judges. It

will be seen presently that it is a necessity that

the judges should assemble on the evening before

the opening day. In order to convert this neces-

sity into a source of pleasure, our Glasgow
friends (and we remember the custom was the

same at Edinburgh) provide quarters for them
at the same hotel, so that the judges and the

officials may all sup together, and either make
new or cement old friendships. Then they pay
liberal fees, as well as look after the creature

comforts of the judges during the working and
opening day, and wind up with a banquet in the

evening. Our southern societies might do worse
than imitate this liberality, at least in the case of

all the great London and the provincial shows.

Things would work none the worse for it.

Next as to the work of the judges. At Glasgow,
(as also formerly at Edinburgh) the exhibition is

got together the evening before the opening, and
is arranged during the night. This permits of

the judges commencing their labours at 6 A.M.,

or shortly after, so that their work is over by say
from 9 A.M. to 10 A.M., according to the labours

to be gone through. By completing the work at

this time an opportunity is given for the admis-
sion of the gardening community, for an hour
or two, at a cheap rate, and the whole exhi-

bition is then cleared out at the appointed hour,

noon, we believe, for the admission of subscribers

and the public.

Thus, we may in the South learn sornething
from the doings in the North ; but we may add,
that the North might also learn something in

regard to managerial arrangements from the

South, and to this subject we shall hope to revert

at some future opportunity.

Reverting to the paper of Dr. Denny on
the Influence of the Pollen-parent or of

the Seed-parent, respectively, on the seed-

ling, and on which we commented last week,
we may add that it would be easy to adduce
a large number of additional instances to

those already recorded, showing the predomi-
nant influence of one or other parent. This,

however, is hardly the place for such details
;

hence we confine ourselves to the expression

of the opinion that no definite rule can at

present be laid down as to the predominant
influence of either parent.

Turning now to the question of the relative

efficiency of the pollen derived from the long
and short stamens respectively, we have not
been able to detect any constant difference

in the pollen, such as is mentioned by Mr.
Henry. There is indeed considerable varia-

tion in the size of individual pollen grains,

but we have not been able to associate this

diversity with varying lengths of the stamens.
But we lay no stress on this matter, as our obser-
vations have been of too desultory a character.
The flowers of many Rhododendrons afford a
beautiful illustration of what we (in this case)

take to be the real purport of the varying length
of the stamens. At the back of the flower

(fig. 282) are a series of spots, which we
believe attract insects to the flower, although
they are not absolutely essential, as many Rho-
dodendrons do not possess them. At any rate,

any one who watches a Rhododendron in bloom
will speedily see that bees and flies in the vast
majority of instances make straight for the
spots, which indicate the proximity of honey in
the lower part of the tube of the flower. When
the pollen is ripe, the stamens are upturned,
and the anthers open by pores at the top.
Insects visiting the flower always, or almost
always, take the route above the stamens
m their search for the honey. The insects,
therefore, stand an excellent chance of wiping
out the pollen from the upturned anthers
euher one after the other, or, if by accident

the longest stamens happen to be passed
over by the insect, the shorter ones are still

at hand to give up their stores ; and it is hardly
likely that the insect will fail to come into con-
tact with one or the other in its course to the
nectar-stores. Having secured its supplies of
nectar, and being by this time probably well-

dusted with pollen, the insect flies off to another
flower, there to come in contact with the stigma,
which projects beyond the anthers, and hence is

likely to form a landing-place for the insect.

Something of the same kind may be seen in

Alstrcemeria, where the two upper petals have
broad stripes, the stamens are of unequal length,
and the anthers are upturned as in the Rhodo-
dendron. The varying length of the stamens,
then, is a provision for the due emptying of the
anthers, a result which would be less perfectly

realised if the stamens were all of equal length.

Incidentally we have alluded to the spots of
colour on the flowers, and have stated our
opinion that they serve as landmarks for insects

to guide them to those parts of the flower where
honey is to be found, and indirectly to facilitate

the removal of the pollen. There is nothing new
in this notion, as the peculiar spots in some
Orchids and other flowers have often attracted
the attention of observers who have drawn the
same inference from the facts. But we may now
mention two illustrations which have recently
occurred to us, and which, to our thinking, are
strongly confirmatory of the notion just expressed.
The first is in the Tulip Tree (Liriodendron), in

Fig. 282.—RHODODENDRON FLOWER.

which the orange patches of colour on the petals
are immediately opposite the anthers, which in
this case burst outwardly. In Gladiolus we have
a case which is the reverse of what happens in
Rhododendron and Alstrcemeria, for the spots
are on the two lower petals, and the stamens are
above the spots, so that any insects visiting the
flower would be attracted by the spots, and wipe
out the pollen from the anthers, the arched fila-

ments of which seem adjusted as if on purpose to
bring the anthers into contact with the insect's

back.
Before we pass from this subject of hereditary

transmission, we ought to make passing allusion
to the opinions of Mr. Francis Galton on
" Blood Relationship," as recorded in a recent
number of the Proceedings ofthe RoyalSociety, and
which, though intended to apply to the animal
kingdom, are equally applicable, with slight modi-
fications, to the vegetable world. Mr. Galton's
opinions are at first sight startling, seeing that he
attributes to the offspring a much more remote
relationship to the parent than we are usually
accustomed to do. To illustrate his meaning,
he calls attention to the fact that there are in all

living beings three stages — the primary, or
initial, simplest in actual structure, but most
complex potentially, as from it are developed all

the parts of the complete creature ; 2, the
embryonic ; and 3, the adult stage. In plants,

for instance, we have— i, the germinal vesicle,

a structureless unit as we might call it ; 2, the
embryo plant, contained in the seed ; and 3, the
perfect plant.

Every individual animal or plant may, and

does, transmit to his successor qualities which
he himself does not possess, or rather which in
him are latent, but which may become apparent
in the offspring, or which may even, by some
change in circumstances, of the nature of which
we are unaware, show themselves in the perfect
individual, as in what are called sports or rever-
sions. These are latent characters made apparent.
It must thus be admitted that every adult man,
or every perfect plant, is made up of two sets of
characteristics, the one apparent, the other
latent, of which the latter are necessarily far the
most numerous. Both of these are combined in
the primary stage, having been inherited, and
both are again combined in the progeny. The
true links in the chain of descent, then, are
not those from one adult individual to another
adult, but from one structureless unit to another.

But there are two parents, and what we
have said of the one of course applies to the
other, and so the slightest reflection will now
suffice to show that the initial stage, though
apparently so simple, is yet potentially more
complex than the adult stage, for in this initial

stage are condensed the latent and personal
characters of both parents, whereas in the adult
stage there are present merely the personal
characters of the individual plus the latent
characters. Mr. Galton's further speculations
are too complicated to be readily explained in
such an article as this, and hence we must refer
the reader to the original article. We may aptly
append to this notice the following quotation
from the writings of the celebrated William
Harvey, as cited in a recent lecture at the
College of Physicians, and wherein we are told
that the—

" Right and pious view " to be taken of all matters con-
cerning generation is to refer them all "to the same
eternal and omnipotent Deity on whose nod the universe
itself depends. Nor do I think that we are greatly
to dispute about the name by which the first agent is

to be called or worshipped, whether it be God.
Nature, or the soul of the universe. Whatever the
name employed, all still intend by it that which is the
beginning and the end of all things, which exists from
Eternity and is Almighty, which is Author or Creator, and
by means of changing generations the preserver and per-
petuator of the fleeting things of mortal life, which is

Omnipresent not less in the single and several operations
of natural things than in the universe which, by His duty
or providence, His art and mind divine, engenders all

things ; whether they arise spontaneously without any
adequate efficient, or are the issue of the sexes or of a
single sex, or whether they be definite, or are equivocally
or accidentally produced, all natural bodies are both the
work and instrument of that Supreme Good, for He also
makes use of the motions, or forces, or vital principles of
animals in some certain way to the perfection of the uni-
verse, and the perpetuation of the several kinds of
animated beings.

"

We are requested to announce, in connection
with the Horticultural Department of the London
International Exhibition, 1872, that on Wednesday,
November 6, a Great International Exhibition
OK Fruit will be held at South Kensington, in which
all home and foreign growers of fruit are invited to
take part, and for which occasion a liberal schedule of
prizes has been issued by the Council.

At a meeting of the members of the Maidstone
Gardeners' Association, held on the 4th inst., Mr. S.
Davis in the chair, a very practical discussion on the
Culture of the Peach was introduced by Mr.
LUCKHURST, gr. to the Earl of Romney, who placed
on the tables a splendid collection of that delicious

fruit, grown outdoors. Mr. LucKHURST attributes his

success to a system which he has adopted for many
years of protecting his trees by affixing to the top of
his walls a coping-board from 12 to 1 5 inches deep,
which thus affords shelter to the fruit, without inter-

fering with the circulation of the air amongst the trees,

or obstructing the genial influence of the sun. A long
experience has proved to him that this system will

secure a good crop in the most unfavourable seasons,

when the ordinary method of protecting the trees by
bushes and matting has entirely failed. In the course
of the discussion which followed, several of the speakers,

including the chairman, Mr. Chisholm, Mr. Wii.-
more, Mr. Pankhurst, and Mr. Holder, bore
testimony to the efficacy of Mr. Luckhurst's mode
of treatment, and one gentleman in particular said,

that this year, where he had used boards in the
manner above described, he had a good crop, but the

trees on the same wall not so protected had been a
total failure.

" In confirmation of what I sent you," writes

our obliging correspondent Mr. Mills, "respecting the
Absence of the Potato Disease in Situations
affected by the fumes of poison arising from Smelting,
Arsenic Works, &c., I enclose acopy of a letter

from a friend of mine, who has within these last few
days examined some Potatos near one of those places.

He says :

—

'

' I have examined four fields ol Potatos to-day (Sept. 4),
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and find no symptoms of disease, a few have leaves

which are blasted by the wind, some are ripening off, but
most of them are as green as they,were two months ago.
The air is so contaminated with poison, that toads,

adders, slugs, cannot live. Trees also are suffering. I

have seen the poison when it had rained after a con-
tinuance of fine weather, carried down the trees by it.

Mangels do very well after the Potato crop, but few other
things will do but coarse grass."

Potatos in all other places are affected badly, the
haulm being blackened and dead weeks ago.

Dr. Wallace, of Colchester, a gentleman
well known in horticultural circles, has lately written
to the Tiniis on the subject of the Potato Disease.
He considers the first stage of the disease to result
from the puncture of an insect (Eupteryx picta, E. viri-

dis, &c.). Should wet weather ensue the wounds do
not heal kindly, and the Fungus increases with extra-
ordinary rapidity :

—

"Hence," says Dr. Wallace, " I learn a practical les-

son. A\'ith a falling barometer, at first sight of the film
(of the Fungus on the haulm) adopt extreme measures,
and cut off the haulm ; with a rising barometer, trust to
fine weather to carry through with a well-ripened crop.

" I claim not for myself any merit for this discovery

;

the merit is due to the late Dr. Maclean, of Colchester,
a most skilful and observant naturalist, who first showed
me what I have now imperfectly described. He planted
two pots with Potatos, and covered the haulm with
gauze, kept in silu by means of sticks. From one pot,
A, he excluded all insects ; into the other, B, he intro-
duced in quantity the eupteryx. The pots were placed
side by side throughout their growth ; the contents were
eventually turned out, I believe, before the Horticultural
Society. In A every tuber was sound ; in B every tuber
was diseased.

"In conclusion, permit me to make a few remarks on
Potato-growing :

—

" I. Avoid long-haulmed kinds. It is true you may get
large Potatos and heavy crops ; but the larger the haulm
the greater the risk of disease, since ventilation near the
surface of the ground must be prevented, and a condition
of atmosphere after rain favourable to the development of
Fungi prevail. Large Potatos suffer most from disease. I

remember one year growing many very large ; one weighed
3 lb. II oz. and 12 others weighed 13 lb. ; but all these,
though at first apparently sound, soon showed signs of
disease, and were worthless for keeping purposes.

" 2. Avoid red-skinned sorts, since in digging them up
you cannot so well detect if they are or are not affected by
disease.

"3. Give plenty of room between the rows and plants
to encourage free ventilation.

" 4. Well-drained soil is to be preferred ; but, in my
experience, Potatos from heavy land possess a far superior
flavour to those grown on light land.

" 5. In most localities, but perhaps not in all, second
early Potatos will ripen in good time before harvest, and
escape disease

; therefore, let the bulk of your crop be
then.

"6. I have had most excellent crops from seed saved
from a crop infected the previous year by disease. I do
not, therefore, believe in any deterioration of the Potato.
If, however, Mr. Moule, or any one else, can so improve
the constitution of the Potato as to enable it to resist the
invasion of Fungi, he will be a popular benefactor, and
earn his reward. I rather look hopefully to the introduc-
tion of some insect, parasite, or bird that will keep in
check the eupteryx and other larvas, which are the pre-
disposing cause of the disease, just as the ladybird keeps
in check the aphides.

"7. If possible, dig the crop early in dry weather,
directly the skins are set, though the haulm may be green,
especially if disease be prevalent.

" 8. If this is not possible when the disease is prevalent,
at its first sign (the white film on the leaf) cut off or pull
up the stems, covering the Potatos with soil, and leave
them to ripen. Bum all the diseased haulm.

"9. When this cannot be done in time, dig up your
Potatos late

;
the diseased ones will rot, aud only the

sound ones will remain. You will then economize labour.
"10. Sets may be preserved of tainted Potatos when

only slightly affected, thus—cut out every trace of disease
till no brown discolouration of the starch remains ; the
remainder may be dried and dusted with lime, and will
keep sound if dry.

" II. No one kind can claim impunity from disease."

• The Belgiqite Horticole^ in commenting on the
Kew Controversy, expresses the fear lest Dr.
Hooker should resign, and Kew be henceforth treated
as a square or public park, instead of remaining the
most admirable botanical establishment in the world.
We entirely agree with our cotemporary, that by many
persons the aim and objects of a scientific establish-
ment are either ignored or misunderstood.

The Avocado, or Alligator Pear
(Persea gratissima), a native of tropical America and
the West India Islands, has this summer fruited for,

we believe, the first time in New South Wales. The
tree is growing in the reserve garden attached to the
Director's house in Sydney.

Few, if any, more difficult plants to name
correctly exist than Asters (not those known to florists

specially, but the herbaceous perennials which are
mostly natives of North America) ; at the same time few
plants are easier to grow than these same Asters. Many
are, from an aesthetic point of view, mere weeds with great
straggling stems, rendering them very ugly, especially
when tied up with a string to a stake. Selection, not
coUection, should be the rule here for decorative gar-
deners. There is a large coUection now coming into

bloom at Kew just now, and which have, we believe,
been named by Mr. J. G. Baker. A. cassubicus is a
low growing (comparatively) species, with large blue
flowers, and is quite one of the best. A. patens, A. sagit-
tifolius, and A. cordifolius are all worth attention. In
a week's time many more will be in bloom, and we
may take an opportunity of referring to them again.

We believe we are on the eve of a revolution in
Rose Growing, and the revolution is headed by a
Prince. We all of us know the " stocks " which the

Fig. 283.—ROOTS of the seedling briar.

enterprising dealer tears vi et armis from the hedge-
rows. We know the hockey-stick appearance such
stocks present, and the few feeding roots attached to
them. Mr. Prince's plan is different ; he sows the
seeds of the Briar, secures in this way good root deve-
lopment, buds low down on the top of the root, and
the result is splendid growth. Of that the specimens
shown by Mr. Prince at the last meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society bear witness. Our drawings were
taken from the plants exhibited. Fig. 2S3 represents
the I-year-old seedling Briar, which is budded just below

Fig. 2S4.—BUDDED ROSE ON SEEDLING BRIAR ROOT.

the groimd line in the ordinary manner. Fig. 284 repre-
sents a worked Briar of twelve months' standing, from
which it will be seen that the character of root growth
manifested by the seedling Briar is retained and
increases in intensity with age. Those roots supply
the bud at once, none of the supply is wasted in

nourishing a lanky Briar, but it is applied at once with
the least possible diminution to the Rose. It is, more-
over, claimed for this process that suckers are not
formed—certainly we have seen none. We beiieve ere

long we shall see plots of seedling Briars in all our
nurseries, and that the hideous "standard " will be all

but abolished. As to the value of Mr. Prince's pro-

cess we are confirmed in our opinion by that of the
genial author of the Book about Roses.

Mr. Glaisher remarks on the State of THE
Weather during the week ending September 7, 1S72,
as follows :—In the vicinity of London the reading of
the barometer at sea level at the beginning of the week
was about 29.9 inches. The decrease that commenced
on the afternoon of August 31 continued through Sep-
tember I and 2, and reached its minimum (about
29.6 inches) on the afternoon of the 3d, but from this

time till the end of the week an increase took place,
though broken by slight depressions. The mean daily
values were below the average throughout. The fine

weather continued throughout the week, and the maxi-
mum temperatures by day, with the exception of the
1st, were all in excess of 70°, that for the 3d being
814°. The lowest temperatures at night averaged about
55°, and varied from 48^° on the 1st 1062^° on the4th.
On the 1st the mean daily temperature was below
the average to the amount of o°.8, but with this

exception the daily values were all in excess, the
departures being as follows:—2d, 7^.9 ;

3d, 1 1*. I
;

4th, 9°. 8; 5th, 6°.3; 6th, 4°.7
;

7th, 4°.4. The
amount of cloud was generally large, especially during
the first three or four days, but in the latter portion of
the week the sky became generally cloudless tow uds
night. Rain fell on the 1st and 4th, but the amount
collected was but little more than a quarter of an inch
Frequent and vivid lightning was observed on the
nights of the 3d and 4th, and a slight thunderstorm
occurred on the early morning o( the 4th. The
general direction of the wind was southwesterly on the
1st, changing to S.S.E. generally on the 3d and 4th,
and again to S.S.W. and W.S.W. during the last two
days of the week. The pressures were generally
continuous, but not very strong.

In England the extreme high day temperatures
varied from 814° at Blackheath to 73.^° at Liverpool,
with a general average of 754°. The extreme low
temperatures at night ranged between 51 J° at Liverpool
and 514° at Bradford to 45° at Norwich and 45J° at

Eccles, the general average over the country being
48:^°. The range of temperature in the week averaged
about 27", and varied from 33° at Blackheath to 214°
at Liverpool. The average mean daily range of tempe-
rature was 153°. The highest mean temperature was
64.^° at Blackheath, and the lowest, 60°, at Sheffield,

604° and 60^° being also recorded at Eccles and Hull.
The average for the week over the country was 615°.

The fine weather of the preceding weeks continued in the
southern counties generally, but in the midland and north-

em it was generally rainy. Thunderstorms were experi-

enced on the 3d at Birmingham and Liverpool, on the
4th at Birmingham, Wolverhampton, Liverpool, Hull,
and Manchester, and on the 6th again at the last men-
tioned place. "The average number of rainy days was
about five, and the average rainfall little more than
\\ inch, varying from 2^ inches at Manchester to

three-tenths of an inch at Blackheath.
In Scotland the highest temperatures by day varied

between 68° at Paisley, and 61° at Edinburgh ; and
the lowest at night, between 47° at Leith, and 384° at

Aberdeen ; their respective averages being 65^° and
434^. The highest mean temperature was 554° at

Greenock, and the lowest 52.^° at Edinburgh ; the
general average over the country being 54°. The rain-

fall was extremely heavy, and in marked contrast to

the comparatively small falls of preceeding weeks, the
average being as great as 3 inches ; at Glasgow more
than 44 inches fell, and at Greenock nearly 4I inches,

while the least fall was nearly 14 inch at Aberdeen.
At Dublin the highest temperature was 72°, the

lowest, 434° ; the mean, 57° ; and the rainfall, i inch.

Mr. Bull, of King's Road, Chelsea, has at this

time in flower a splendid example of the rare Amor-
PHOPHALLUS campanulatus. The spathe measures

4 feet 6 inches in circumference, and is strikingly hand-
some, but the odour is atrocious. It is assuredly one
of the most extraordinary plants in existence, and no
lover of the curious should fail to see it while it lasts.

We shall shortly give an illustration of this prodigy,

Mr. Poynter, of Taunton, in the Times,

urgently commends the use of soot as a remedial
agent for the Potato Disease. It should be applied
to the haulm immediately on the appearance of the

disease.

Mr. Meehan has lately communicated to the
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, a note
on the Contraction exhibited by Seeds of
Hamamelis virginica. ^Vhile travelling through a wood
recently he was struck in the face by some seeds of
Hamamelis virginica, the common Witch Hazel, with
as much force as ifthey were spent shot from a gun. Not
aware before that these capsules possessed any pro-
jecting power, he gathered a quantity in order to

ascertain the cause of the projecting force, and the
measure of its power. Laying the capsules on the
floor, he found the seeds were thrown generally 4 or
6 feet, and in one instance as much as 12 feet away.
The cause of this immense projecting power he found
to be simply in the contraction of the homy albumen
within the seed. The seeds were oval, and in a smooth
bony envelope, and when the albumen had burst and
expanded enough to get just beyond the middle where
the seed narrowed again, the contraction of (he
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albumen caused the seed to slip out with force, just as

we should squeeze out a smooth tapering stone between

the finger and thumb.

For many years past the large open space

known as Stepney Green, situate in one of the most

crowded quarters of the east of London, had fallen into

a neglected condition. At the instance of the local

authorities, the Metropolitan Board of Works have

contributed the whole cost—about ^3000—of convert-

ing the waste fields into flower garden and public

recreation grounds. Stepney Green is the last remain-

ing remnant of the once famous Mile End Green, the

rendezvous of the rioters of Essex in the insurrection

led by Wat Tyler in 13S1, and the trysting-place of

the civic archers of the Tudors.

At a recent meeting of the Academy of Natural

Sciences of Philadelphia, Prof. Leidy remarked that

Flies were probably a Means of Communicating
Contagious Disease to a greater degree than was

generally suspected. From what he had observed in

one of the large military hospitals, in which hospital

gangrene had existed, during the late rebellion, he

thought flies should be carefully excluded from wounds.

Recently he noticed some flies greedily sipping the

diffluent matter of some fungi (Phallus impudicus).

He caught several, and found that on holding them by

the wings they would exude two or three drops ot liquid

from the proboscis, which, examined by the micro-

scope, were found to swarm with the spores of the

fungus. The stomach was likewise filled with the same
liquid, swarming with spores.

At Kew, on the lawn near the Succulent-

house, may be seen a tree of Pinus Lambertiana
bearing several cones, as it has done for some years

past.

The Public Park, designed by Mr. Milner,
at Lincoln, was, on the 26th ult., opened with much
ceremony. It covers 12 to 13 acres of the southern

escarpment of the table-land on which the upper part

of the city stands, has two entrances on the summit
and two on the lower level, one of the latter being the

lodge, which has a tea-room attached to accommodate
200 people. The chief feature, says the Builder, is a

broad terrace running from east to west, approached

by three wide flights of steps, and having trees along

its edges ; a glazed pavilion is placed in the centre,

and at each end a fountain. Drinking-fountains are

also fitted up ; two retaining walls are built—one to

support the embankment, the other forming the

northern boundary, and surmounted by a neat iron

fence. The grounds are tastefully laid out and
planted ; a maze is constructed with Briar bushes, and

a miniature serpentine lake, with two bridges ; a

number of casts of statuary are dotted about the

grounds, the most prominent being a lion mounted on

a pedestal. The work has been some two years and
a half in hand, and will cost, with the approaches,

upwards of /'8ooo~something like double the con-

templated outlay. The land belonged to the freemen,

who, in consideration of a payment on their behalf of

;^200 a year from the corporation, sanctioned the

scheme, for which an Act of Parliament was obtained.

Several acres along the summit were sold for villa

sites, and the remainder appropriated for the

arboretum.

M. Bellucci, as cited in the Pharrnacmtical

yournal, has come to the conclusion that the green

parts of Plants do not evolve Ozone under the

influence of the solar rays.

We recently noticed, in the nursery of Messrs.

Lane & Son, a distinct and handsome form of

Holly, which does not appear to be very common.
It is the Ilex Aquifolium hastata, and is one of

the small leaved forms, of a dark green colour, in this

respect, and also in the bluntish outline and paucity of

spines, resembling that called scurtica, but differing

from scurtica in the pretty constant presence of a pair

of basal ear-like lobes, standing at right angles—

a

figure which no doubt has suggested the name of

hastata. The young wood is dark-coloured, and the

leaves slightly twisted. As a well-marked and neat-

habited variety it merits extensive cultivation.

We would specially call attention to the

address of Professor Asa Gray, as President of the

American Association for the Advancement of

Science, which, through the courtesy of the author,

we are enabled to lay before our readers in

another column. It will be found of great interest

to those concerned with the history of plants in the

present and in past times, and in their geographical
distribution.

Italy is to follow suit in the matter of Inter-
national Horticultural Exhibitions and
Botanical Congresses. We learn that the Tuscan
Horticultural Society is about to organise such an
exhibition at Florence in 1S74, after the pattern
of those of Brussels, Amsterdam, London, Paris, and
St. Petersburgh.

Her Majesty's Commissioners for the Exhibi-
tion of 185 1 announce the third of the series of
Annual International Exhibitions of selected

works of fine art (including music), industrial art, and
recent scientific inventions and discoveries. It will be

opened at South Kensington, in April, 1873, and
closed in October, 1873. The exhibition will take

place in the permanent buildings erected for the pur-

pose, adjoining the Royal Horticultural Gardens. It

wiU consist of three divisions—Fine Arts, Manufac-
tures, and the Recent Scientific Inventions and New
Discoveries of all kinds. The productions of all

nations will be admitted, subject to the decision of

competent judges as to their being worthy of exhibi-

tion, and provided they have not been exhibited in the

previous International Exhibitions of this series.

The Hampshire Advertiser informs its readers

that on Wednesday, September 4, two gentlemen were
out shooting at Braishfield, and just as they were about

to finish, having made a good bag, two birds were
noticed overhead, and their whistling being somewhat
remarkable, it attracted the attention of the two sports-

men, who each fired at and succeeded in bringing them
down, when, to their great astonishment, they found

they had killed a brace of paroquets.

The Conservatory of the Royal Horticultural

Society, alike elegant in form and graceful as to its

contents, has during the latter part of this season pre-

sented additional attraction in the shape of the fine

group of plants represented in our woodcut opposite.

The centre is occupied by a plant of the noble Musa
Ensete, whose fine glossy green leaves are traversed

by a prominent central nerve of deep red colour. This

Musa differs from its congeners in having a dry capsule

instead of a succulent fruit. On either side is a flower-

ing plant of the Agave americana, the pair, which are

well matched, having been presented to the Society by
Colonel Jervis. The old story of these plants flowering

but once in a hundred years is mythical. The fact is

that they flower once after a flowerless period varying

in duration according to circumstances—often several

years—and then perish, not before provision is made
for new growth in the shape of numerous offshoots.

From the juice plant the Mexicans procure an alcoholic

beverage, called pulque, while the fibre is rendered

available for cordage, &c. The very beautiful photo-

graph from which our engraving was executed was
taken by Colour Sergeant SrACKMAN, R.E.

The Araucaria imericata seems to be
seeding freely this year. A fine example was shown
at the last meeting at South Kensington, from Conholt
Park, the seat of Lady C. Wellesley ; and we now
learn that one of the trees at Dropmore is ripening

seed. In this case the female tree is 80 yards from the

male, so that the wind must have carried the pollen.

The latter was a cutting plant, taken from that at Kew,
and bought from Mr. Right for 10 gs. We shall

shortly figure this and other fine trees in the Dropmore
collection.

GENEALOGY OF THE WELLING-
TONIAS.

At the meeting of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, held at Dubuque (Iowa) on
August 21, Professor Asa Gray, the retiring president,

delivered an address mainly devoted to the history

during historic and pre-historic times of the "big
trees" (Sequoia gigantea and S. sempervirens) and to

the important inferences to be drawn therefrom as to

the origin and succession of living beings on the globe.

After some preliminary notice of the physical features

of the country traversed in passing from the eastern to

the western shores of the United States, Dr. Asa Gray
proceeded as follows :

—

To gratify a natural interest, and to gain some title for

addressing a body of practical naturalists and explorers,

I have made a pilgrimage across the continent ; I have
sought and vievt'ed in their native haunts many a plant

and flower which, for me, had long bloomed unseen, or

only in the hortus siccus. I have been able to see for

myself what species and what forms constitute the main
features of the vegetation of each successive region, and
record—as the vegetation unerringly does—the permanent
characteristics of its climate.

Although no account and no photographic representa-

tion of either species of the far-famed Sequoia trees gives

any adequate impression of their singular majesty— still

less of their beauty—yet my interest in them did not cul-

minate merely nor mainly in consideration of their size

and age. Other trees in other parts of the world may
claim to be older. Certain Australian Gum trees

(Eucalypti) are said to be taller. Some, we are told, rise

so high that they might even cast a flicker of shadow
upon the summit of the pyramid of Cheops. Yet the

oldest of them doubtless grew from seed which was shed
long after the names of the pyramid builders had been

forgotten. So far as we can judge from the actual

counting of the layers of several trees, no Sequoia now
alive can much over-date the Christian era.

That the more remarkable of these trees should bear

distinguishing appellations seems proper enough. But

the tablets of personal names which are affixed to many of

them in the most visited groves—as if the memory of more
or less notable people of our day might be made more en-

during by the juxtaposition,—does suggest some incon-

gruity. When we consider that a hand's breadth at the

circumference of any one of the venerable trunks so

placarded has recorded in annual lines the hfetime of the

individual thus associated with it, one may question

whether the next hand's breadth may not measure the

fame of some of the names thus ticketed for adventitious

immortality. Whether it be the man or the tree that is

honoured in the connection, probably either would live as
long, in fact and in memory, without it.

One notable thing about these Sequoia trees is their

isolation. Most of the trees associated wth them are of
peculiar species, and some of them are nearly as local.

Yet every Pine, Fir, and Cypress in California is in some
sort familiar, because it has near relations in other parts
of the world ; but the Redwoods have none. The Red-
wood—including in that name the two species of' "big
trees "—belongs to the general Cypress family, but is sui
generis. Thus isolated systematically, and extremely
isolated geographically, and so wonderful in size and port,

they more than other trees suggest questions.

Were they created thus local and lonely, denizens of
California only ; one in limited numbers in a few choice
spots on the Sierra Nevada, the other only along the
coast-range from the Bay of Monterey to the frontiers of
Oregon ? Are they veritable Melchisedeks, without pedi-
gree or early relationship, and possibly fated to be without
descent ? Or are they now coming upon the stage (or,

rather, were they coming but for man's interference), to
play a part in the future? Or are they remnants—sole

and scanty survivors of a race that has played a grander
part in the past, but is now verging to extinction ? Have
they had a career, and can that career be ascertained or
surmised, so that we may at least guess whence they
came, and how, and when ?

Time was, and not long ago, when such questions as
these were regarded as useless and vain—when students
of natural history, unmindful of what the name denotes,

were content with a knowledge of things as they now are,

but gave little heed as to how they came to be so. Now,
such questions are held to be legitimate, and perhaps not
wholly unanswerable. It cannot now be said that these

trees inhabit their present restricted areas simply because
they are there placed in the climate and soil of all the
world most congenial to them, These must indeed be
congenial or they would not sur\'ive. But when we see
how Australian Eucalyptus trees thrive upon the Califor-

nian coast, and how these very redwoods flourish upon
another continent ; how the so-called wild Oat (Avena
steriiis of the Old World) has taken full possession of
CaUfomia ; how that cattle and horses, introduced by the
Spaniards, have spread as widely and made themselves as

much at home on the plains of the La Plata as on those

of Tartary, and that the Cardoon Thistle seeds, and
others they brought with them, have multiplied there

into numbers probably much exceeding those e.xtant

in their native lands ; indeed, when we con-
template our own race, and our own particular stock,

taking such recent but dominating possession of this New
World ; when we consider how the indigenous flora of
islands generally succumbs to the foreigners which come
in the train of man ; and that most weeds (/. e, the pre-

potent plants in open soil), of all temperate climates are
not "to the manor born," but are self-invited intruders;

—we must needs abandon the notion of any primordial

and absolute adaptation of plants and animals to their

habitat, which may bland in lieu of explanation, and so
preclude our inquiring any further. The harmony of
nature and its admirable perfection need not be regarded
as inflexible and changeless. Nor need nature be likened
to a statue, or a cast in rigid bronze, but rather to an
organism, with play and adaptability of parts, and life and
even soul informing the whole. Under the former view.

Nature would be " The faultless monster which the world
ne'er saw," but inscrutable as the Sphinx, whom it were
vain, or worse, to question of the whence and whither.

Under the other, the perfection of Nature, if relative, is

multifarious and ever renewed ; and much that is enig-

matical now may find explanation in some record of

the past.

That the two species of Redwood we are contemplating
originated as they are, and for the part they are now
playing, is, to say the least, not a scientific supposition,

nor in any sense a probable one. Nor is it more likely

that they are destined to play a conspicuous part in the

future, or that they would have done so even if the

Indian's fires and the white man's axe had spared them.
The Redwood of the coast, Sequoia sempervirens, had the

stronger hold upon existence, forming, as it did, large

forests throughout a narrow belt about 300 miles in length

andbeingsotenaciousof life that everylarge stump sprouts

into a copse. But it does not pass the Bay of Monterey,

nor cross the line of Oregon, although so grandly deve-

loped not far below it. The more remarkable Sequoia
gigantea (Wellingtonia) of the Sierra exists in numbers so

limited that the separate groves may be reckoned on the

fingers, and the trees of most of them have been counted,

except near their southern limit, where they are said to be
more copious. A species limited in individuals holds its

existence by a precarious tenure ; and this has a foothold

only in a few sheltered spots, of a happy mean in tempera-
ture and locally favoured with moisture in summer. Even
then, for some reason or other, the Pines with which they

are associated (Pinus Lambertiana and P. ponderosa), the

firs (Abies grandis and A. amabilis), and even the incense

Cedar (Libocedrus decurrens). possess a great advantage,
and though they strive in vain to emulate their size, wholly

overpower the Sequoia in numbers. "To him that hath
shall be given." The force of numbers eventually wins.

At least, in the commonly visited groves. Sequoia gigan-
tea is invested in its last stronghold, can neither advance
into more exposed positions above, nor fall back into

drier and barer ground below, nor hold its own in the

long run where it is. under present conditions ; and a
little further drying of the climate, which must once have
been mucli moister than now, would precipitate its doom.
Whatever the individual longevity, certain, i! not speedy,

is the dechne of a race in which a high death-rate afflicts

the young. Seedlings ot the big trees occur not rarely,

indeed, but in small proportion to those of associated

trees ; and small indeed is the chance that any of these

will attain to "the days of the years of their fathers."
" Few and evil " are the days of all the forest likely to be,

whilcman, both barbarian and civilised, torments them with
fires, fatal at once to seedlings, and at length to the aged
also. The forests of California, proud as the State may
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be of them, are already too scanty and insufficient for her

uses. Two lines, such as may be drawn with one sweep
of a small brush over the map, would cover them all.

The Coast Redwood—the most important tree in Cali-

fornia—although a million times more numerous than its

relative of the Sierra, is too good to live long. Such is

its value for lumber, and its accessibility, that, judging

the future by the past, it is not likely, in its primeval

growth, to out-last its rarer fellow species.

Happily man preserves and disseminates as well as

destroys. The species will probably be indefinitely pre-

served to science, and for ornamental and other uses in its

own and other lands, and the more remarkable individuals

are likely to be sedulously cared for, all the more so as

they become scarce.

Our third question remains to be answered : Have these

famous Sequoias played in former times and upon a
larger stage a more imposing part, of which the present

is but the epilogue ? We cannot gaze high up the huge
and venerable trunks without wishing that these patriarchs

of the grove were able, like the long-lived antediluvians

of scripture, to hand down to us, through a few genera-

tions, the traditions of centuries, and so tell us some-
what of the history of their race. Fifteen hundred
annual layers have been counted or satisfactorily made out
up.n one or two fallen trunks. It is probable that close

to ihe heart of some of the living trees may be found
the circle that records the year of our Saviour's nativity.

A few generations of such trees might carry the history

a long way back. But the ground they stand upon, and
the marks of very recent geological change and vicissi-

tude in the region around, testify that not very many
such generations canhave flourished just there, 'at least in an
unbroken series. When their site was covered by glaciers

these Sequoias must have occupied other stations, if, as
there is reason to believe, they then existed in the land.

I have said that the Redwoods have no near relatives

in the country of their abode, and none of their genus
anywhere else. Perhaps something may be learned of
their genealogy by inquiring of such relatives as they have.

There are only two of any particular nearness of kin, and
they are far away. One is the bald Cypress, our Southern
Cypress, Taxodium distichum, inhabiting swamps of the
Atlantic coast from Maryland to Texas, thence extending
into Mexico. It is well known as one of the largest trees of
our Atlantic forest district ; and although it never (except

perhaps in Mexico and in rare instances) attains the port-

liness of its western relatives, yet it may equal them in

longevity. The other relative is Glyptostrobus, a sort of
modified Taxodium, being about as much like our bald
Cypress as one species of Redwood is like the other.

Now species of the same type, especially when few and
the type peculiar, are in a general way associated geogra-
phically, i.e., inhabit the same country or (in a large

sense) the same region. Where it is not so, where near
relatives are separated, there is usually something to be
explained.

Here is an instance. These four trees, sole representa-
tives of their tribe, dwell almost in three separate quarters
of the world ; the two Redwoods in California, the Bald
Cypress in Atlantic North America, its near relative,

Glyptostrobus, in China. It was not always so. In the

tertiary period, the geological botanists assure us, our
own Taxodium or Bald Cypress, and a Glyptostrobus
exceedingly like the present Chinese tree, and more than
one Sequoia, co-existed in a fourth quarter of the globe,
vu., in Europe. This brings up the question : Is it pos-
sible to bridge over these four wide intervals of space
(amounting to three-quarters of the earth's circumference,

)

and the much vaster interval of time, so as to bting these
extraordinarily separated relatives into connection ? The
evidence which may be brought to bear upon this ques-
tion is various and widely scattered.

Some interesting facts may come out by comparing
generally the botany of the three remote regions, each of
which is the sole home of one of these three genera, i.e.,

Sequoia in California, Taxodium in the Atlantic United
Statpp, and Glyptostrobus in China, which compose the
whole of the peculiar tribe I am speaking of.

Note, then, first, that there is another set of three or
four peculiar trees ; in this case of the Yew family, which
has just the same peculiar distribution, and which there-
fore may have the same explanation, whatever that
explanation be. The genus Torreya, which commemo-
rates our botanical Nestor, and a former president of
this Association, Dr. Torrey, was founded upon a tree
rather lately discovered (that is, about 35 years ago), in

Northern Florida. It is a noble, Yew-like tree, and very
local, being known only for a few miles along the shores
of a single river. It seems as if it had somehow been
crowded down out of the Alleghaniesinto its present limited
southern quarters, for in cultivation it evinces a northern
hardiness. Now, another species of Torreya is a charac-
teristic tree of japan, and the same, or one very like it

indeed, inhabits the Himalayas, belongs therefore to the
Eastern Asiatic temperate region, of which China is a
part, and Japan, as we shall see, the portion most in-

teresting to us. There is only one more species of
Torreya, and that is a companion of the Redwoods in
California. It is the tree locally known under the name
of the Californian Nutmeg. In this case the three are
near brethren, species of the same genus, known nowhere
else than in these habitats.

Moreover, the Torreya of Florida has growing with it a
Yew tree, and the trees of that grove are the only Yew
trees of Eastern America, for the Yew of our northern
woods is a decumbent shrub. The only other Yew trees
in America grow with the Red-woods and the other
Torreya in California, and more plentifully further north,
in Oregon. A Yew tree equally accompanies the Torreya
of Japan and the Himalayas, and this is apparently the
same as the common Yew of Europe.
So we have three groups of trees of the great coniferous

fi^rf' Ti, dT^^'".
this peculiar geographical distribu-

tion- the Red-woods and their relatives, which differ
widely enough to be termed a different genus in each
region

;
the Forreyas, more nearly akin, merely a different

species m each region
; tlie Yews, perhaps all of the

same species, perhaps not quite that, for opinions differ,

and can hardly be brought to any decisive test. The
Yews of the Old World, from Japan to Western Europe,
are considered the same ; the very local one in Florida is

slightly different ; that of California and Oregon differs a
very little more ; but all of them are within the limits of
variation of many a species. However that may be, it

appears to me that these several instances all raise the
same question, only with a different degree of emphasis,
and' if to be explained at all, will have the same kind of
explanation. But the value of the explanation will be in

proportion to the number of facts it will explain.

Continuing the comparison between the three regions
we are concerned with, we note that each has its own
species of Pines, Firs, Larches, &c., and of a few
deciduous-leaved trees, such as Oaks and Maples ; all of
which have no peculiar significance for the present
purpose, because they are of genera which are common
all round the northern hemisphere. Leaving this out of
view, the noticeable point is that the vegetation of
California is most strikingly unlike that of the Atlantic

United States. The two possess some plants, and
some peculiarly American plants in common—enough to

show, as 1 imagine, that the difficulty was not in the
getting from the one district to the other, or into both
from a common source, but in abiding there. The
primordially unbroken forest of Atlantic North America,
nourished by rainfall distributed throughout the year, is

widely separated from the western region of sparse and
discontinuous tree-belts of the same latitudeon the western
side of the continent, where summer rain is wanting or

nearly so, by immense treeless plains and plateaus of

more or less aridity, traversed by longitudinal mountain
ranges of a similar character. Their nearest approach is

at the north, in the latitude of Lake Superior, where on a
more rainy line, trees of the Atlantic forest and that of

Oregon may be said to interchange. The change of

species and of the aspect of vegetation in crossing, say on
the 47th parallel, is slight in comparison with that of the

37th, or near it. Confining our attention to the lower
latitude, and under the exceptions already specially noted,

we may say that almost every characteristic form in the

vegetation of the Atlantic States is wanting in California,

and the characteristic plants and trees of Cahfornia are
wanting here,

California has no Magnolia or Tulip Trees, nor Star
Anise tree ; no so-called Papaw (Asimina) ; no Barberry
of the common single-leaved sort ; no Podophyllum, or
other of the peculiar associated genera ; no Nelumbo or
whiteWater Lily ; noPrickly Ash nor Sumach ; no Loblolly
Bay nor Stuartia ; no Basswood or Linden trees ; neither
Locust, Honey Locust, Coffee trees (Gymnocladus), nor
Yellow-wood (Cladrastis) ; nothing answering to Hydran-
gea or Witch Hazel, to Gum trees, Nyssa to Liquid-
ambar. Viburnum or Diervilla ; it has few Asters and
Golden Rods ; no Lobelias ; no Huckleberries, and
hardly any Blueberries ; no Epigcea, charm of our earliest

eastern spring, tempering an icy April wind with a deU-
cious wild fragrance ; no Kalmianor Clethra, nor Holly,

nor Persimmon ; nor Catalpa Tree, nor Trumpet Creeper
(Tecoraa) ; nothing answering to Sassafras, nor Benzoin
Tree, nor Hickory ; neither Mulberry nor Elm ; no
Beech, nor Chestnut, Hornbeams or Iron-wood, nor a
proper Birch tree ; and the enumeration might be con-
tinued very much farther, by naming herbaceous plants
and others familiar only to botanists.

In their place California is filled with plants of other
types, trees, shrubs, and herbs, of which I will only remark
that they are, with one or two exceptions, as different from
the plants of the eastern Asiatic region we are concerned
with (Japan, China, and Manchuria) as they are from
those of Atlantic North America. Their near relatives,

when they have any in other lands, are mostly southward,
on the Mexican plateau, many as far south as Chili. The
same may be said of the plants of the intervening great
plains, except that northward and in the subsaline vegeta-
tion there are some close alliances with the flora of the
Steppes of Siberia. And along the crest of high mountain
ranges the arctic alpine flora has sent southward more or
less numerous representatives through the whole length of
the country.

{To be Continued.)

NOTES ON HARDY BAMBOOS,
These giants amongst grasses are widely distributed in

th.e warmer regions of the globe, the larger species reign-

ing unequalled in the torrid zone. Humbler, but still

remarkable representatives of the tribe are, however,
pushed like advanced sentries to the northern parts of

Japan and China, and to the south as far as the more
southern parts of Chili, many plants from which regions

are known to be quite hardy in England, as well as in

continental Europe. I shall be obliged to leave aside

the species belonging to tlie southern hemisphere, as

little information respecting them can be gleaned from
books, and none are yet found in gardens—a circum-
stance much to be regretted by English amateurs, as

there is no doubt but that the Chilian BambusaccEe
would thrive much better in England along the shores
of the Atlantic, than in the warmer but drier coasts of
the Mediterranean. Some forms of Bambusace?e are
said to be found in the elevated regions of Mexico, and
in the great valley of the Mississippi, but none of them
have been as yet introduced into Europe. For the
present, therefore, our attention must be confined to

the species indigenous to the Asiatic part of the
northern hemisphere, or, in other words, to those
introduced from Himalaya, China, and Japan.

Many years have elapsed (half a century, I believe)

since Arundinaria falcata was introduced into England
from the Himalayas, and yet this elegant plant is not
grown so much in gardens as it well deserves to be.

In Italy, too, Arundinaria falcata is very little known.
1 remember having seen some beautiful specimens on

the Lombard lakes, though often erroneously named.
In the botanical garden at Pisa there are also two large
masses of this plant, which, however, seems not to be
so easily propagated as other members of the true
genus Bambusa. From personal experience, I may
add, that plants of Arundinaria falcata, which I had
every reason to believe were correctly named, have
constantly failed with me, their foliage having proved
as tender in our burning summers as in the generally
temperate winters. Other species of Arundinaria are
to be found, mostly in Continental botanic gardens,
such as A. macrosperma, A. tecta, A. glaucescens,
and some others. There is a great diversity of
opinion, however, respecting them, both as to their

specific name and as to their native habitat. I

possess one under the name of A. spathiflora, which
has fully proved to be a very desirable plant, its

foliage being of a deeper green than many other Bam-
busace^e, and its culms tinged with black, much like

Bambusa nigra. It is a very hardy kind, and appears
to be of vigorous growth ; its culms or stems do not,
however, attain any great thickness.

Coming to the true Bamboos, the hardy kinds intro-

duced into modern gardens are natives (with a single

exception, perhaps) of Japan and Northern China, and
for their introduction and distribution we are chiefly

indebted to French horticulturists. The so-called sub-
tropical gardening, which originated in Paris, and which
has subsequently extended all over Europe, has indeed
been the principal cause of researches having been
made for plants of this tribe, many of which were first

introduced into the Jardin du Museum or the Jardin
d'AccIimatation of Paris. Tender plants from more
tropical regions, like Palms, Musas, Aroids, Cannas,
&c., are undoubtedly at the disposal of modern gar-
deners, but none amongst them are thoroughly hardy
in the true sense of the word, their delicate foliage

being frequently spoilt even in summer by the uncon-
genial climate of France or England. Such plants as
Bamboos are specially to be prized, as they retain in

an eminent degree the luxuriant gracefulness of tropical

vegetation, even in the middle of winter, when their

ioliage shines as bright and green as ever, under the
very snow. One can hardly imagine the beautiful

sight which these plants offer when mixed with such
evergreen shrubs as are commonly planted in parks
and gardens, as Sweet Bays, Portugal Laurels, Laurus-
tinuses, &:c. All these shrubs or trees assume in winter

a dark and dull tinge of green, and it is a matter of con-
stant observation that the more intense the cold the

darker these plants appear ; the Bamboos, on the con-
trary, look quite as bright and fresh as in the middle of
summer. It may be useless to descant upon the wide
difference between the stiff, dense, bushy habit of many
of our evergreens, and the incomparable gracefulness

of the drooping boughs of the Bamboos. If planted
on a large scale they would create quite a revolution in

gardens. The usefulness of many species for making
riding and umbrella-canes, and fishing-rods, and for

many other purposes, may be imagined when we
remember the innumerable domestic and fancy objects

which the industrious Chinese and Japanese know so

well how to make with them. Their propagation is

quite easy ; sometimes the growth they make is

astonishing from its vigour and quickness. I have had
myself shoots of Bambusa growing 24 centimetres in

one day (say I centimetre to the hour).

I will now try to enumerate the species at present

grown in continental Europe, the greater part of which
I have myself tested. I must, however, mention that

this essay is only written from a horticultural point of
view, because, as far as botany is concerned, my powers
would be quite inadequate to the task, the more so, as

of many species no scientific descriptions exist, their

inflorescence not having as yet been observed. It is

said that in China alone not less than 63 species or

forms of Bamboos are enumerated by Chinese botanists.

It is certain that the following list is far from complete,
but I hope it will be found of some use, considering the

present imperfect state of our knowledge of such plants,

and that your readers will at least not find in it, so far

as it goes, other than exact information.

I. Bambusa mitis or edit Iis is undoubtedly worthy the
honour of being placed first, as it is the largest among the
hardy kinds, the stems even of young plants easily attaining

a thickness of 3 centimetres and a height of 5 metres (about

15 feet). It has a more compact habit of growth than
many other kinds, its subterranean rhizomes not expand-
ing so much, and the shoots being inserted at a very
small angle on the principal stem. According to Mr.
Robert Fortune, the well-known traveller and introducer

of so many beautiful plants from Japan and China, this

kind, to which he gives the Chinese name of Maw-chack
(chack, or chauw being the generic Chinese name for

Bamboo), would attain in the northern districts of that

Empire the wonderful height of 60 feet and a propor-

tionate thickness. It is too much to hope that in our
gardens it will ever reach such astonishing dimensions. In

the botanic garden of Palermo a plant of this kind, grow-
ing close to B. arundinacea and B. Thouarsii, fully 50 feet

high, has not gone much beyond 15 feet. Is this the

real species alluded to by Mr. Fortune? Has the true

species ever been tried in England? These questions it

would be desirable in the interest of horticulture that

some of your English correspondents, or Mr. Fortune
himself, should answer. As to the eatableness of the
tender shoots of this plant, I can state that they are an
excellent vegetable, fully justifying the Chinese taste in

this matter. The young shoots of other species, as

B.aurea, B. viridi-glaucescens, are also very good; those of
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B. nigra are a little more bitter. B. mitis is a late grower,
new shoots appearing only in the month of June, and tliis

peculiarity alone would confirm its comparatively northern
origin. I very much doubt whether this is the true
B. mitis of Poiret, to which Cochin China is assigned as
its native habitat.

2. /?. Mcfake or Mat,ikai.—This must not be confused
with the preceding, as I have found to be the case in several
catalogues and books. It is a plant of more humble
growth, looking rather like a coarse kind of Panicum. It

IS very hardy, and grows in dense bushes, but it is

generally affected by a peculiar disease, so that its

culms are incessantly going into flower, producing, too,
some seeds, but depriving the plant of any ornamental
value. There were once two large bushes of this kind on
the island in the Bois de Boulogne lake at Paris, but I

think they have now been removed on account of their
unsightliness. It is not a plant to be recommended for
cultivation, except to those wlio desire to see the flowers
and seeds of a Bamboo, such a rare occurrence in other
species.

3. B. mirea.—This species is easily distinguished by
the stems assuming with age a clear golden colour, and
its foliage also possesses a general golden hue, from which
it has derived its appropriate name of Golden Bamboo.
In general appe.arance it looks like a diminutive form of
B. mitis in all its parts, the leaves being smaller, and the
stems thinner, differing, however, from it in having a
rather straggling habit of growth, new shoots appearing
often several yards from the parent plant. It is perfectly
hardy here (as much so as in France), and it appears to
be wild both in Japan and in China.

4. B. viridi-glaiiccscens.—'Ihis kind, introduced only a
few years ago "from China, will very soon become widely
diffused in gardens. It is not a variety of B. aurea. as I

remember to have seen stated somewhere. In its habit it

is widely different from the other kinds in cultivation.
Its slender culms, with rather long internodes, have
their shoots inserted nearly at riglit angles, so that
every one assumes a graceful, drooping appearance,
which is still more embellished by the hue ot the rather
large leaves, bright green above, and glaucous below.
The young stems are of a darkish green, changing
gradually to a beautiful golden colour. Among the
kinds as yet introduced this is certainly the most vigourous
in growth. I purchased a few years ago quite' a small
plant

: it h.as rapidly covered an area of more than
200 square feet, notwithstanding the soil is far from good,
and although I have taken away more than 100 plants
in the course of three years. Clumps of this Bamboo
(say 8 to 10 stems together), carefully taken up and
potted, are of immense decorative value, the more so if

seen by artificial light. They will look then like a group
of fine y-cut Chamaedoreas, their foliage being more
elegant and feathery than that of any Palm. If properly
managed, they will continue to live perfectly in pots for
an undetermined period, but new vigorous shoots must not
be expected.

5- B. nigni.—Among the Japanese jpecies this must
have been, I think, the first introduced, and it well
deserved the attention of early botanical travellers and
collectors for its elegant stems and fine shoots, all of a
shining jet black colour. The young stems when first

developing from their spathes are greenish, changing
gradually to a brownish-yellow, which towards the end of
the second year changes again into the beautiful dark
colour characteristic of this species, and which makes it

so well adapted for umbrella handles, riding whips, &c.
These stems are never as large as those of Nos. i, 3, 4,
and I think that even in good soil they will not attain
much beyond 10 feel. The foliage is very dense, and of
a deep green colour, the leaves being also more narrow
than those of the above-described species.

6. B. violascins (Cam ).— Under this name a new species
has been recently introduced, which in the mode of growth
and general appearance looks like an intermediate form be-
tween B. aurea and B. viridi-glaucescens, The young
stems and shoots are beautifully tinged with a bright
violaceous hue. and it seems to attain at least the size
of the two mentioned species, and even to be not less
hardy than them. It was first introduced from China
into the Jardin d'Acclimatation du Bois de Boulogne,
Paris, and afterwards described and named by M. Car-
riere, editor of the Re-jiie Horlicole.

7. B. Duguilioi (Carr.).—Introduced with the pre-
ceding, and dedicated by Carriere to an officer of the
French navy. I possess a specimen of it, which, though
not much developed as yet, appears to be a distinct kind,
connected, however, with the preceding Nos. 3 and 4,
and equally hardy. Further experience will put its merits
in a more evident light.

8. B. SimoniiorMaximawiczii.—This kind, introduced
recently, and, I think, at the same time into France by
M. Eugene Simon, and into St. Petersburg by Professor
Maximowicz, appears to be a very hardy one, having been
found in Mandchuria. I possess only small specimens of
it, but it seems as if it will attain at least the dimensions of
B. aurea.

g. B, Fortutieifol. var.—This is a dwarf kind of Bamboo,
so small indeed that at first appearance it would be taken
for some humbler grass. It was introduced. I believe, some
12 years ago, being then figured in several horticultural
papers, and much recommended on account of its pre-
sumed hardiness and elegant foliage. It is really a little

gem, never attaining under the most favourable condi-
tions much more than i foot in height. The compara-
tively large leaves are richly striped with the purest white,
and remain so all the year round, whilst Arundo Calama-
grostis fol. var. , and other variegated grasses, generally
lose their variegation in summer. It is of an exceedingly
spreaditig nattire, and once established it is very difficult
to eradicate it, its numerous rhizomes running freely
through the soil at the depth of 2 feet and more. Thus it

can defy the strongest cold, which will, at most, only
slightly injure its elegant foliage. This Bamboo is well
adapted for rockworks, and for borders before shrub-
beries, where it may be allowed to run at its pleasure. Its
vanegation is persistent, and I think that the original un-
vanegated form has not been introduced in Europe. It

would be, however, a plant of very small interest for
horticulture.

10. B, offuinalis.—I possess under this name a rather
dwarf species with large bright green foliage, growing in

dense bushes with erect culms not more than 2 to 3 feet
high. It is not a very ornamental plant, unless used for
planting along the margins of streams or lakes where a
neat dwarf green cover is required. It is a compact
grower and tolerably hardy, though in a minor degree
than all the preceding species.

11. B. verticdlnta.—Native as it is of the northern
parts of India, this species is still hardy enough at Florence,
though it must be said that it does not show here the
vigour of growth it possesses in its native country, wheie
it has been stated to grow to the height of 60 and more
feet. Its foliage, disposed in rather distant verticils on
the shining orange-coloured stems, is rather liable to be
spoilt in our winters. It deserves to be much recommended
for conservatories, and the more so as it has a very com-
pact habit of growth.

12. B. g-r,i<ri/is. — When first introduced this beautiful
species was considered as thoroughly hardy, and if it had
proved so it would easily have become the queen among
all the other species for the unparalleled elegance of its

drooping culms gracefully reclining under the weight of
their feathery foliage. Unluckily this species is hardy
only in favourable situations, owing mostly to the peculi-
arity that it puts out new shoots in autumn, which are of
course too tender when the first cold appears. If treated
like a perennial plant it will put out early in spring
new shoots full of vigour, which become quickly covered
with their rich foliage, and form such a beautiful
ornament as to well repay the slight additional trouble
of covering it in winter. Magnificent specimens of this
Bamboo are to be seen on the shores of the Lake Mag-
giore and of that of Como. The B. graminea of many
catalogues must. I think, be referred to this species.

13. B.falcata gracilis.—Under this evidently horticul-
tural name. I received some years ago. from Leroy. of
.Angers, a kind of Bamboo looking much like a variety of
the preceding. It is indeed in alt parts a diminutive form
of it ; having thinner stems, smaller leaves, but perhaps a
still more elegant appearance. It has proved to bealittle
more hardy, and Irom that may be perhaps deduced
that this IS only a northern or mountain form of the
preceding.

14. B. scriptoria.—About this species, with whatever
classical interest it may be invested, I can only say that
having tried it for several years I have never seen it grow
with any vigour. Its minute foliage is liable to be spoilt
not less by the rays of the sun than by frost in winter.
Altogether it is not a kind to be recommended for orna-
mental purposes.

15. B. argcnteo striata : i6. B. viridi striata ; 17. B.
reticulata.—These three variegated forms (I really do not
know to what species they should be referred), have been
lately introduced from Japan. I think, by the lamented
Von Siebold. They seem to be tolerably hardy, but as
yet I have not observed vigorous shoots of them, and
know nothing about the size they can attain to. Their
variegation is not so constant as that of B. Fortunei
fol. var.

18. B. glaucescens ; 19. B. distorta ; 20. B. stricia.—
Of all these kinds or varieties, of very doubtful origin, I

can only state that, having tried them, I have found them
all worthless, owing perhaps to the weakness and b.ad
constitution of the specimens I have been able to procure.

21. B. aritndirtacea ; 22. B, T/iouarsii ; 23. B. spinosa ;

24. B. anreo variegata.—These four species are certainly
not more hardy at Florence than they would be in England.
At Naples and Palermo they attain gigantic dimensions

;

and I mention them here on account of their usefulness
for conservatories, &c. , as, after all, they do not require a
very high temperature to live in. B. arundinacea of
gardens, the biggest species in cultivation, seems, however,
not to be the true B. arundinacea of Wiidenow, which
is described as armed with thorns. B. Thouarsii, Kunth,
is really related to the preceding ; but I have found it a
little more hardy, that is, able to withstand temperatures
of —i°and — 2^ Centigr. B. spinosa, Roxburg, generally
armed with ternate re-curved thorns, is of exceedingly
vigorous growth, and would be precious for making hedges
and fences were it only a little more hardy. It can endure,
however, a lower temperature than the preceding. It has
been of late largely planted in Algeria. B. aureo
variegata, a form of doubtful affinity, will attain wonder-
ful dimensions, as may be seen in the Botanic Garden of
Palermo, where stems 30 to 40 feet high, fully 5 inches
in diameter, attract the attention of the visitors with their
dazzling golden colour, relieved by irregular stripes of
a dark green. For large conservatories this would be
certainly the most striking sort of Bamboo.

Phyllostacliys bambusoides, Sieb. and Zucc., is the only
representative of a new genus of Bambusaceae introduced
from Japan, and which has proved quite hardy even at
Berlin. It is of a rather humble size, and in general
appearance looks something like B. Metake, with which,
however, it is not to be confused.

In conclusion, I will only add a few observations
relating to the culture of these plants, and to the
hardinesswith which they are endowed. As regards their

culture, it must be generally observed that Bamboos do
not require so much moisture as one would imagine
from their analogy to our indigenous weeds. They do
not occur only along streams or in valleys, but clothe
with their gay verdure many of the hills and mountains
of Japan, their rhizomes creeping generally at a little

depth under the ground. Thus, a rather rich and
light soil will certainly increase their vigour of growth ;

but they will also thrive in stiff clayey soil, and even
among stones. To avoid disappointment, it is im-
portant to remember that, for the first or second year
after being planted, the Bamboos will only put forth

feeble and thin shoots, as it is only when their rhizomes
have grown strong that vigorous and tall stems may be
expected. These stems acquire in a few days their

definite height, nor do they increase in diameter, no
matter how many years they may be left in the ground.
Their small shoots are liable to subdivide year after
year, and to put forth new leaves. The stems become
harder and harder with time, and assume different
colours according to the species, the average period of
their ripeness for economical purposes being from iS
to 24 months. It must also be remarked that, in
order to obtain profit from these plants, as well as for
ornamental purposes, it will be useful to suppress the
inferior shoots when quite tender at the moment they
are coming out of their spathes. In this way the
wound intlicted to the knot will disappear with
maturity, the superior shoots will of course gain in
vigour, and a not unwelcome addition to vegetable
diet will be acquired.

With reference to the hardiness of Bamboos, without
recording that the climate of the northern parts of
Japan and China is certainly not milder than
that of England, I will only relate a fact from personal
experience. In a very unfavourable situation, exposed
to the east, quite in a low place, close to a pond of
water, I have a thicket of Sweet B.iys (Laurus nobilis),
near which a plant of B. aurea was placed three or
four years ago ; the shoots of the Bamboo soon pene-
trating between the Bays as far as 12 to 15 feet from
the parent plant. Last winter (which, by the way,
was extraordinarily severe in our country) all the Bays
perished, many of them to the very roots, the Bamboo
remaining untouched, and undisputed master of the
place, its bright green foliage forming a strange con-
trast with the dead bushes of the Bays. At a little

distance, in a small islet, a dense grove of B. aurea,
together with B. viridi glaucescens, was surrounded
by ice l\ foot thick for 15 to 20 days, without
suffering in the least, some of the drooping boughs
having even remained in the ice itself, and, after
disengaged from it, looking as fresh as ever. These
plants, like many others in my garden belonging to
the species described as hardy, have thus withstood
completely unhurt the extraordinary cold of at least— 12° Centigr. (104° Fahr.). In Paris, Bamboos have
endured, these last two winters, still greater degrees of
cold. These examples will, I am sure, encourage
many English amateurs to give a good trial to such
elegant plants as Bamboos. They want only to be a
little more known to become general favourites. E. O.
Fenzi, Florence, Aug. 29.

POTATOS.
I AM sorry to hear so bad an account of the

"king'* of vegetables. As long as people will
plant long-haulmed, deep-eyed, late-ripening Potatos,
you will hear of great disaster when disease sets in
early. As I stated in the Cardaters' Chronicle, I
began planting almost all my Potatos October 24, and
ended November 15. They were planted with furze
or clean wheat-straw, or else the ground had a light
coat of straw placed over it. Though the pre-
Christmas weather was Siberian here it had no destruc-
tive effect on the tubers. The Late Rose sent me by Dr.
Masters, and Veitch's Ashleaf, given me by Mr. Beck,
Mr. Sturt's head gardener, were spring-planted ; of
them I will give an account presently. The reasons
which induced me to plant at the fall were two ;

namely, the tubers were not exhausted by growing
out, and I thought that if disease lingered about them
the frosts and cold winter rains would destroy the
mycelium. I have had noble crops of all sorts and
comparatively little disease.

I began digging August 7. The Royal Ashleaf, Lap-
stones (the best of all Potatos), Pebble White, and
Gryffe Castle seedling, had hardly any bad Potatos ;

Taylor's Yorkshire Hybrid was most affected, and
Yorkshire Hero was the next most affected. These two
usually come out much better. This shows that, whilst
it is folly to keep a great many sorts, it is not wise to
depend upon less than six sorts. The Royal Ashleaf,
Lapstones (six plantations). Pebble White, and Gryffe
Castle seedling— a short-haulmed, early-ripening
Regent, and excellent—were noble crops ; and though
the Hero and Taylor's Hybrid were more affected than
usual, still I am satisfied with the residue. I repeat
again what I have so often said before—you must plant
Kidney Potatos chiefly, at any rate "early ripeners
and late keepers

;

" the two things are not incom-
patible, for the Lapstones, Pebble White, Yorkshire
Hero, and Taylor's Hybrid, are early ripeners and
late keepers ; Gryffe Castle seedling is not a late

keeper, but is good till Christmas. I have to thank
Mr. Fenn for the Lapstones, Pebble White, and Gryffe
Castle. I dug new Potatos June 7 this year, and
had a lot of Taylor's Hybrids still left in store.

There seems to be 3.furore for large Potatos ; I prefer
mid-sized ones. A very large Lapstone is never so
good as a mid-sized one. The same may be said of all
Potatos. I never know what it is to sit down to dinner
with a bad Potato. I have them steamed and sent up
with their jackets on ; it is a barbarism to cook them
or send them up in any other form. After they are
taken from the steamer, put a napkin on the dish, and
fold the four corners inward. The napkin will absorb
the steam, keep the Potatos warm, and cause the
Potato to be dry and nutty.

One word about Veitch's Ashleaf and the Late Rose.
The former is a heavy-cropping excellent Potato.
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With regard to the Late Rose, it was kindly

sent here by the Editors for me to try and report

on. Twenty-six tubers came in the spring. I did

not plant them for some time, but exposed them

to the atmosphere. Eleven tubers threw out the

disease very badly, and some of them, besides disease,

threw out a salmon-coloured mycelium. The 15

remaining tubers afforded me 34 sets. I dug them

Saturday, September 7. They were planted in the

worst place I have got, on the northern side of my
Peach wall, which is exposed to northern blasts for

20 miles, and is sunless. I dug 260 good Potatos,

136 fit for pigs, and only 20 diseased ones ; total, 416

tubers from 15 whole Potatos. The colour of the skin

and shape are much the same as the Early Rose, but

the tubers are longer. It is a noble cropper, and I

shall replant in a better place. The flesh is exceed-

ingly white, as indeed is the case with all the American

Potatos sent here by Mr. Bliss, of New York. I had

two cooked for dinner ; one was very good, the other

was not ripe. The American Potatos will get drier, I

think, in due time. I recommend to poor people the

King of the Earlies, the Early Rose, and the Late

Rose. "Steevie" is charmed with the first and last.

fK F. Raddyjfe.

Seaside Shrubs.—In reply to your correspondent
*' H. K.," I can only say that I have never ob-served

the creeping variety of Rosmarinus alluded to by him.

I think, however, that this must be simply a form,

and as for the qualification of creeping, it ought to be

understood in the sense of prostrate or decumbent. I

have seen plants of Rosemary on the crest of a wall

assuming a prostrate habit, and covering the wall under-

neath with their drooping verdure. The Philadel-

phacea found wild at Tivoli, according to " H. K.,"

and reported as having been introduced by Hadrian

from India, is (I suppose) Philadelphus coronarius, L.,

which is found wild in some other points of the Apen-
nines, for instance, in the mountains near Lucca. It

was generally believed to be indigenous in Italy. Prof.

Koch, in his recent Dendrologie, asserts that it must
have been introduced from Caucasus, or Asia Minor,

at all events in a very remote age, probably anterior

to Hadrian. This is merely an hypothesis, founded,

however, on the fact that no other Philadelphacea (as

far as I know), is wild in Italy. E. O. Fenzi, Florence.

Change of Colour in the Gloire de Dijon
Rose.— It is not unusual for this Rose to be suffused

with pink. It seems probable that Mr. Kemp's rosy

pink may prove to be but an exaggeration of this

tendency. This may be a case of reversion, as you
suggest, but more probably it is an affair of local

peculiarity of soil or constitution. In saying this, I

remember that Mr. Kemp says another within a foot

of it is not the least changed. I have even observed

marked differences of shade in the same plant in dif-

ferent branches. Again, this Rose on its own roots,

or on the Manetti, and rooted over and above the

graft, is more apt to show a pinky tint than

over the Briar, and these alterations of colour are more
common towards the autumn than later in the season.

Again, few things are more inconstant than the colours

of Roses ; they are fickle as a spoilt maiden, and play

with sunbeams as a flirt with a dozen or more lovers.

Look, for instance, at that grand Rose, Souvenir de la

Malmaison, now pink as a blushing bride, and anon
pale as a weeping widow ; and most of our lovely

Roses are uncertain and changeful as to colour. Are
they all reverting back to their remote progenitors?

and what were the colours and shapes of these, and
why should they hie back in colour, and spurn the

forms of the Roses of long, long ago ? D. T. Fish.

The Salway Peach : An Invitation.—Many
fruit growers are much prejudiced against the Salway
Peach ; and I write to say that any gentleman con-
nected with the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, who has any doubt in his mind about
it, would do well to take a run to Mr. lilyth's gardens
at Wolverhampton any time during next week. He
can then judge for himself what may be done with the
Salway Peach under glass. I think I may say that at

this season of the year the tree in question cannot be
matched in England, and perhaps not in Europe.
Woolhampton Station is on the Newbury and Hun-
gerford branch of the Great Western Railway. A.
Colboiirn.

Mysterious Disappearance of Cherries.—

A

couple of rats, or a few mice, may quite as hkely as
any biped, have made the clearance. They are quite
capable of removing as much or more as i^ lb. of
Cherries in a single night, for these vermin store
their fruit, that they may eat it at leisure. Rats will
move amazing quantities of either fruit or nuts in the
shortest possible time, by some express method un-
known to the parcel delivery companies. I have had
bushels of fruit thus disposed of, and once recovered
over a sack of nuts that were moved bodily under the
floormg of a fruit room by rats. Mice are almost as
bad. They wdl nibble off and store up in heaps pro-
digious quantities of Cherries, Raspberries, and other
small fruits in a few hours. Rats don't confine them-

selves to such matters—Apples, Pears, Figs, Grapes,

in fact, all is fish that comes to their net.

and such a net ! I have known a single rat strew a

vinery with a perfect wreck of mutilated bunches in a

single night. There is one very curious fact about the

stores of these pests. From want of more sense or

some curious aberration of rat and mouse intellect, they

seem to lack the faculty of taking care of their stores,

they not only eat and leave their chips amid their

food, but, more and more disastrous still, their excreta

also, so that the whole heap becomes most offensive in

the shortest time, and becomes a mere mass of rotten-

ness. Serves them right ! I fancy I hear " R. C." and
others exclaim. Yes, doubtless, but we are the chief suf-

ferers from their filthy habits or reckless extravagance,

for they only prey upon our fruits for more ; and the

quantity of fruit, nuts, or corn stuff that rats and
mice will eat and destroy is beyond calculation. I

have found a lioard of a peck of Apples with not more
than two or three eaten, and the chips and excreta con-

verting the others into a seething mass of decompo-
sition. Such a sight, or the mere description of it, and
such reports as your correspondent's ought to raise anew
in every garden the old cry of " No quarter to rats or

mice." They work for us evil, and only evil, and that

continually. Qiiei'cits.

Alnus cordata.—This tree is not often met with.

It is well worth growing, its dark green foliage and
cordate leaves being a useful and pleasing contrast to

the forms and shades of colour exhibited by other trees.

There is a beautiful specimen of it in the St. Peter's

Nursery of Messrs. Masters & Kinmont, at Canterbury,

which has a bole 4 feet 7 inches round, and is 54 feet

high, the top branch curving gracefully over. IV. T. P.

The Lindley Medal,—After the magnificent dis-

plays at Kensington and other of the horticultural

societies' meetings during the past season, and for which
the Society and the public generally are considerably

indebted to the floral contributions of Mr. T. Baines,

gardener to H, L. MichoUs, Esq., Southgate House,

Southgate, there are, I am sure, none who on reading

your notes of thp awards made by the Floral Committee,

who may be in any way interested in fioricultural pur-

suits, but will join in congratulating Mr. Baines on
being the probable possessor of one of the highest and
most distinguished awards in the gift of the Society,

viz., the Lindley Medal, as having been exhibitor of the

finest specimen of Nepenthes Rafflesiana ever brought

before the public. The award in itself is of such rare

occurrence that since its institution only a favoured few
can boast of its having been granted them ; hence, no
doubt, Mr. Baines will look forward witli a feeling of

no little pride and satisfaction to the much coveted

and well merited prize that it would appear is

in store for him, and doubtless many will be

the applications of his friends to obtain a view of

so distinctive an award. But to prevent undue dis-

appointment it would perhaps not be out of place to

state my experience with regard to the medal in ques-

tion. In doing so I may remark that as long ago as

August, 1869, I had the honour to exhibit a remark-

able specimen of the beautiful Lilium auratum (with

150 flowers proceeding from a single plant). I had
been at much trouble and personal expense in ex-

hibiting the specimen, but felt myself fully repaid in

receiving the award of the Lindley Medal, due notifi-

cation of which appeared in your columns and those of

other horticultural publications ; but your readers will

be som.ewhat surprised to hear that up to this time I

have never been able to obtain the medal, although I

have from time to time made written applications for

it to the Assistant Secretary of the Horticultural

Society, Neither can I, althougli I have made re-

peated inquiries, hear of its having been received by
any person to whom it has been awarded. I may
state, however, that I have in reply to my applications

received the assurance that the medal would be forth-

coming when a satisfactory medallion portrait could be

obtained of the late Dr. Lindley, attempts at which had
hitherto failed, although upwards of three years have
actually elapsed since the decoration was awarded me.

I would ask your readers why it is that a faithful

die cannot be cast of the late Doctor, when others

are being turned out so frequently of other eminent
personages. Certainly in three years the Society have

had sufficient time allowed them to produce some-
thing that would be satisfactory. For my own part, I

begin to look on the decoration of the medal as a mere
myth, and can only wonder at the unlimited generosity

of the Royal Horticultural Society in meditating its

award to one who (were it actually a thing of substance)

would be so meritorious a recipient as Mr. Baines,

before it has fulfilled its engagements to deliver the

medal to those to wliom it has been awarded during

the many years that have elapsed since the first institu-

tion of the prize. I would, therefore, though I have
not the pleasure of Mr. Baines' personal acquaint-

ance, counsel him not to look with too sanguine an
anticipation on the fulfilment of the Society's awards,

or, like myself, after a lapse of three years, he may be

able to exclaim, in the language of Macbeth to the

dagger, " I have thee not, and yet I see thee still ! "

—

May I conclude by saying "In my mind's eye,

Horatio !
"
J, G.

Ivy.—To what size will the stem of an old plant of

Ivy grow ? 1 was much struck with the appearance of

one which climbs up an Oak tree in Knole Park. The
tree is about 50 feet high, and nearly dead, apparently

suffocated by the Ivy, which envelops the whole tree,

all but the extreme ends of the branches, which bear a
few green leaves. The Ivy trunk runs straight up the
stem of the Oak for 9 feet, and is 7 inches through ; at

that height it forks into two branches, each nearly as

large and thick as the main trunk, and about 3 feet

higher it assumes the fruiting form of the plant, and is

now (August 29) covered all over the tree with flower-

buds. W. T. P.

Amaranthus salicifolius.— I have been some-
what disappointed with this plant as a bedder, but
shall try again, as I don't think the season has been
favourable, and our soil is somewhat stiff and cold

;

but my object in writing now is to point out that there

is a golden variety of it which I have recently seen at

several places. It is nearly all golden, and is likely to

prove as useful as the other, there being little differ-

ence in the strength and mode of growth. D. T, F.

Lilium auratum.—Very lately I had a great treat,

in seeing in the garden of a lady friend, not many miles
distant from Colchester, a magnificent plant in flower

of the red-banded variety of Lilium auratum, called

rubro-vittatum. The bulb was imported in 1S70, by
Messrs. Kramer, of Yokohama, Japan, as an ordinary
auratum, and was obtained as such by the lady. It

had two blooms last year, this year it has six fine

flowers, in which the broad-red stripes from base to tip,

with large, deep crimson-red spots, have a most striking

effect. The stem—it has but one—stands 4 feet high.

It is grown in a border out-of-doors, has been undis-

turbed since first put in. The soil is a light loam. In
the course of a year or two, when the stems are mul-
tiplied and the flowers are more numerous, this plant

will be worth a journey to see, the rich contrast of

colour, white and deep crimson, being so effective. At
the base of each petal is the usual green streak, faintly

edged by yellow. My experience of both L. auratum
and the tigrinum section is that they do best in a cool

ricli loam ; worst in light soils, unless well supplied

with liquid manure ; whereas the umbellatum section,

with the speciosum set, and especially the Thun-
bergianum race, do exceedingly well in a light soil. I

trust next year to grow all these species in both soils,

and then I shall be the better able to judge. AlcxaJider

Wallace.

The **CamberwelI Beauty."—I may mention
that I have been among the fortunate ones to catch a

fine specnnen of the rare Camberwell Beauty butterfly,

Vanessa Antiopa. * I first saw it hovering over a sugar

and beer bottle, set for wasps. It is in fine condition.

In 1S69 I took from a sugar aud beer bottle V, Antiopa
and the large tortoise-shell butterfly, Vanessa poly-

chloros ; they were both spoilt with the sugar. They
had no doubt journeyed northward in company of each
other, and so ended their days in the beer bottle. I

have not seen it recorded that V. Antiopa has been
taken so far north as this in England, although they
have been taken in some few places in Scotland. I

have been very lucky in taking some good and rare

insects at this place. Some few years since I took
upwards of 150 larvK and pupre of the Death's-head
Moth, Acherontia atropos. Since then I took upwards
of a dozen of the Convolvulus Hawk Moth, Sphinx con-
volvuli ; four of Deiliphila galii, and one good speci-

men of Chcerocampa Celerii. IV. Culvenoclly Thorpe
Pcrro2Vf Bedaie, Yorkshire.

Major Brooks wishes to know if the "Cam-
berwell Beauty," V, Antiopa, has been taken this

season. Last week I took two magnificent speci-

mens here, both at one time, and both on the same
Birch-tree trunk. The insects were drinking the sap
running from a wound caused by the ravages of
Cossus ligniperda, or Goat-moth. It is doubtless this

said Cossus larva that is destroying Major Brooks'

Oak. If he forces into the tree, with a plumber's
force-pump, some weak carbolic acid, he would pro-

bably destroy the pest without injuring the tree.

Dnine Tuathachy Farres^ Alorayshire.

Dendrobium chrysotis. — There are not many
Orchid-growers who have had the opportvmity of

seeing this Dendrobe in flower, and it may be interest-

ing for them to hear that a splendidly grown plant

is now flowering profusely in the Mendelian collec-

tion at Manley Ilall, near Manchester, under the care

of Mr. Petch. It has giowths 3—5 feet long, and
bears over 20 glorious spikes of rich golden yellow

crimson-blotched flowers. Its large lip is most beauti-

fully fringed round its margin, quite as much as that of

D. Devonianum, and this gives a splendid finish to the

otherwise attractive blossoms. This species has several

times been offered for sale at Stevens' and elsewhere,

and has a very robust constitution, growing freely in

any ordinary plant-stove or intermediate house. It is

destined to become a favourite as one of the best of the

golden-flowered Dendrobes, as well as one of the most

profuse flowering Orchids in cultivation, if we except

its congener, D. nobile. It bears 3—10 slender

drooping spikes on each well developed bulb, each
spike bearing 5—7 flowers, which are fully 2 inches

across. The imported pseudo-bulbs bear numerous
seed-vessels—a tolerably certain proof that it is visited

and fertilised by insect agency in its native habitats.

Flowering in the autumn, it lasts eight to ten days.
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The spikes being produced amongst the fresh groen

leaves add materially to its beauty, either as an exhi-

bition or a decorative plant. I beg to forward^ a

7-flo\vered spike for your inspection. F. W. B. [The

specimen sent justifies your encomium. Eds.J

Pelargonium Lady Mary Hay.—Having had my
attention recently drawn to Miss Hope's request

respecting the above old-fashioned, but still desirable

acquaintance (see p. 1163}, I hasten to say I shall

have much pleasure in sending Miss Hope a few

cuttings of the same should she still require them.

There is a young and flourishing pillar-plant of it

growing in a box in one of the greenhouses here, and
which was raised from a cutting I procured from a

grand old plant, growing in a greenhouse belonging to

a neighbouring nobleman, and where, I believe, it

still exists. I have a vivid and pleasing recollection

of Lady Mary Hay, Fair Helen, quercifolium, and
other kindred varieties, doing duty upwards of a

quarter of a century ago, in one of the principal beds

of the flower garden where first I tried my *' 'prentice

hand" at "bedding out" at the period indicated.

For the benefit of the uninitiated I may add that the

more rampant and robust kinds were planted in the

beds in their pots, to induce a more uniform gi'owth.

Subjected, however, to the caprices of fashion they

have long since been "disestablished" in favour of

their gayer though not more interesting compeers, "the
'bedders' of the period." It may not be chimerical

to predict that ere long these "scented foliaged " old

subjects will again be afforded a position in the flower

garden, to afford relief to redundancy of color. U'/n.

Gardiiur, Tke Gardcm, Ltr^vcr Eatiiigion Park,
Sept. 9.

Osborn's Early Forcing French Bean.—This
bean, like that mentioned by your correspondent, Mr.
Ediington, at p. 1166, may with every confidence be
recommended as an excellent variety, being, as its

name implies, particularly well adapted for early

forcing. It is of very dwarf and compact habit of

growth, requires no stakes, is extraordinarily prolific,

and of excellent quality; and is equally well suited for

open-air culture. It was, I believe, introduced by the

late and much regretted Messrs. William & Thomas
Osborn, of Fulham, a short time previous to their

decease. Like your correspondent above named, I

feel always very willing to give a fair trial to any
variety of either fruit, flowers, or vegetables, where
there are reasons to believe them likely to prove to be an
improvement on existing sorts. And although novelties

do not always realise the expectations which are some-
times formed respecting them, still those of your
readers who may have the advantage or the disad-

vantage (in whichever light this may be considered) of

being able^ to recollect the varieties of vegetables,

fruits, &c., cultivated some 30 or more years since,

cannot fail to perceive the great improvement which
has in many instances been effected upon them ; so
that I feel little disposed to quarrel with those restless

spirits who are seldom content to let well alone, but
are stimulated b) every new success to attempt still

further improvements. P. Gritfc, Culjord.

Campanula Vidalii.— Allow me to add to your
recommendation of Campanula Vidalii (p. II61),
that it does well planted out-of-doors in the summer.
Mine has this summer been over 2 feet high, and was
very beautiful, and is now ripening seed. Its geogi-a-
phical history adds to its interest. And to lovers of
hardy herbaceous plants let me recommend the Jalap,
or Exogonium purga as figured in the Bot. Reg., vol.

33. It is now in beautiful flower here, in the open
border, merely climbing up a stick about 10 feet high
(it would cover one of 20 feet), and not against a wall.
Its beautiful rich purple flowers, with their flat-limbed
corolla and the delicate foliage, are very striking. It
dies to the ground at the first frost, but it does not
send up its shoots till the spring frosts are well over.
H, N. EUacombe, Bitton Vicarage.

Bedding Pelargonium Forbury Seedling.—
This very effective nosegay variety is now one of the
most attractive features in the well-kept and trim
Forbury Gardens, close to the Abbey, Reading. These
gardens are the property of the Corporation of Reading,
and are maintained as a place of public recreation and
resort. In front of a shrubbery plantation there is a
most attractive broad ribbon border, and at the back of
it is quite a wide band of the above nosegay Pelar-
gonium. I think I am right in stating it was raised at
these gardens as a seedling by Mr. Davis, a former
superintendent j certain it is that it is much appreciated
by the present manager, Mr. George Phippen. Even
during a season like the present one, so calcu-
lated to induce a free growth among bedding Pelar-
goniums, this variety is quite close and compact in
growth, and blooms very freely, throwing up numbers
of large bold trusses of blood crimson flowers, which
do not readily bum under the influence of the sun. Of
several of the leading bedding Pelargoniums bedded
out there, nothing could touch this for effectiveness.
I believe it is confined to these gardens, but it well
deserves a more extended culture if there is nothin-r to
hinder Us distribution. Creed's Seedling, the best of

the golden-leaved varieties, was very effective also

;

and some beds of succulents, interspersed with beds of

flowering plants, had a pleasant effect. R. D.

Measuring the Heights of Trees (see p. 1166).
•—Tliere are two simple metliods of ascertaining the

heights of trees or other objects :— i. Place a rod per-

pendicularly in the ground, so that there shall be say

5 feet above ground, and measure the length of its

shadow ; then measure the shadow of the tree whose
height is required to be known, and it can be readily

arrived at by a rule-of-three sum : thus, supposing the

shadow from the 5-foot rod to measure 7 feet, and the

shadow of the tree to measure 120 feet, it will stand

thus

—

As 7 ft. : 5 ft. : : 120 ft. : Ss^ft.,

the height of the tree. 2. In the absence of a Gunter's

quadrant, get a piece of soft wood, a quarter ofan inch

thick, and in shape exactly a quarter of a circle : let

the straight edges be true and smooth, and where they

meet, /. c'., at what would be the centre of the circle, let

a thread be fastened, and to the end of it a button or

small weight should be attached. Screw in two small

brass eyes on the straight edge, so that they may be
exactly level with it, and make a mark just half way
on the circumference of the wood. Take this instru-

ment vertically, with the corner uppermost, and look

through the brass holes to tlie top of the tree, approach-

ing or receding from the trunk until the top of the tree is

visible through both of the holes, the thread at the

same time should hang over the mark ; the distance

from the observer to the tree will then, from the neces-

sities of trigonometry, be equal to the height of the

tree, but allowance should be made for the height of

the observer's eye from the ground. This experiment

INSTRUMENT FOR MEASURING TREES.

supposes the ground to be level towards the tree, so
that it makes a right angle with the ground-line, T.

W. Marsh, Dorking.

The Potato Disease.—Now that the Potato fungus
has done its worst, if cultivators would give descriptions
of the sorts which have succumbed to it the soonest or
latest after the pest appeared, the facts might be of some
use in future years. Owing to the wet winter and spring
there was a great difficulty in planting Potatos very early on
strongsoils, and then the frosts in the middle of May injured
the stems, and blackened the crop very much. On a long
east border here I had Myatt's Prolific, Burlington early
Kidney, Lee's new Hammersmith Kidney, and Mona's
Pride, planted very early in March. Up till May 19 and
20 they escaped being injured by the slight frosts in April,

and on the above mornings in May some laurel branches
placed in the rows saved them from being blackened on
the haulm, like those in the open ground. They were
lifted for consumption in the first week in July, and no
diseased tubers appeared amongst them, a quantity being
likewise placed in boxes for seed, and they have kept quite
sound. Good breadths of early and second early kinds,
such as Handsworth and Coldstream early rounds, Hol-
berry and other Ash-leaved kidneys, Mona's Pride, Tay-
lor's Fortyfold, and the American varieties, Early Rose,
Climax, and Prolific, were planted in the open ground in

April. They were, however, much injured and blackened
by the frosts in the middle of May, but when lifted for use
in the middle of July the tubers were nearly all sound.
From July 9 to 14 we had a succession of thunder storms,
with heavy rains and a high temperature. The disease,
therefore, rapidly developed itself in the midland counties,
and by the first week in August the haulm was covered with
the black spots, and the air tainted with the peculiar smell
arising from them. In other years, when the disease has
been rife, it has generally appeared much later in August,
but the atmospheric conditions have been the same, namely,
high moist temperature during thunder storms. From the
disease appearing so early this year, and from the crops
of the early and second early being more backward than
usual, it might have been expected that they would have
been injured by it. The result, however, has been a very
small percentage of losses, and this must convince growers
that it is safer to raise a smaller crop of sound early or
second early Potatos for the main crop, than in risking a
larger one of late rotten ones. There may be a chance of
escaping the disease by planting the sets very late, so as to
have the crop ripening in the end of September or October,
when the weatlier is too cold for the Fungus to attack
them, but early autumn frosts might occur and destroy
the stems before the tubers were ripe. At the present

time the only late varieties with me, that are yet green in

the stems and foliage, are Sutton's Red-skinned Flourball,

Wood's Scarlet Prolific, and a very strong-growing red-
skinued Potato, named Mellet's Manifold. AU these varieties

have very strong woody ?lenis, and seem to set the disease
at defiance, for none of their tubers are yet diseased. It is

distressmg to see the quantity of ground some of the cot-
tagers have skimmed over in their little garden-plots to find

a few specimens of sound good-shaped Potatos for the local

horticultural shows lately held in this locality. William
Tillery.

Allow me, so far as my experience goes, to
make a few remarks on Mr. A. Dean's article in your
issue of the 7tli inst. I first observed the disease here
about July 10 to 17, varying and increasing in its

effects according to the temperature during three

weeks, the alternate cold and hot muggy weather pro-

ducing it just as similar conditions produce mildew
among plants under glass. About ten days in the

middle of August were mostly dry, and hopes were
entertained that the disease would not be so bad as was
anticipated. However, a recurrence of bad weather
about tlie 25th of August has, in most cases, totally

destroyed the haulms, and made them as bad as can pos-
sibly be. Mr. Dean's mode of culture, &c., I consider
most perfect, especially his care of the seed Potato
—a most important point always advised by me.
I further agree with him as to the quality, state, and com-
parative action of such soils as his, but I am sorry I

cannot coincide in opinion with him as to tlie earliest

being most free from disease, for with me in a similar
soil they are just the contrary, especially the true old
Ashleaf, from which, although an excellent crop, I do
not expect to save the seed. They were lifred imme-
diately the disease took them, and sun-ripened. They
continue to rot after picking up and spreading. I

share in the belief that no one sort has more than
another an immunity from the disease, the haulm of
all sorts, in all parts of the country, being affected

(as nearly as one can judge from the reports) alike
;

but the commoner kinds being, as a rule, stronger in

growth, withstand its attacks better, tlie virus being much
less speedy in its action on them, although, in my belief, it

is none the less fatal when once it has hold on them. So the
ultimate result of an attack of disease would be about
equal in all (/. c, that is if it cannot be arrested, which I

would fain hope may in good time be possible), for

instance, the Bovinia, the Red-skin Flourball. \Vliat are
stronger in growth ? what sorts are worse after an attack
of disease? From what I grew of both last year, I could
only preserve until seed-time one-tenth the crop of Flour-
ball and about half the Bovinias, and even then, when we
got a large tuber, on cutting it for seed, we found they
would havebeen useless for culinary purposes, being hollow
at the core, and in a state of dry rot. However, we limed
the cut sets, and spread them for a time, and could then
pick out the pieces not likely to grow. I am very sorry to

find the finest tubers of Paterson's Victoria liable to this

defect when grown on strong loam, and specially so in

wet, electrical seasons. Now, I come to the probability

of an alleviation of this pest, fully impressed witli the
knowledge how earnestly and with what care and anxiety
the question has been studied, and how apparently hope-
less it is after these years to look for the remedy when the
most learned of the world's sons have as yet failed to
alleviate our mislortune ; therefore, my excuse for pre-
suming to launch forth a suggestion (don't call it nostrum
until proved such ; the word may deter many from so
simple a trial), which I am vain enough to believe has been
already tested, though in a very humble way ; it is simply
the use of sulphur. I applied it, as I supposed, through the
agency of soot dusted over the haulm immediately on an
attack of the disease, and I truly hope with the very best
results, far beyond my expectation. 'Tis so simple, so
cheap, so easy of application, that my friends to whom I

may mention it, and I fear me the world, being so near akin,

will also treat the idea as a "nostrum " before proving it

to be such. Tliey say, "Pooh! pooh! nonsense! it

must have been tried before," &c. But has it been tried

the same way? there's the rub. So far I cannot help but
believe in its efficacy, and I would here give my reasons,

but that I want others to come and see, prove, and bear
witness on the spot of trial ground, in order to give weight
and importance, and the more emphatically to confirm it

as an idea and experiment worthy the most anxiously-

repeated trials, or condemn it as one of the many
" nostrums" unworthy to be thought of more. I would
further add—Secure the strongest growth possible in your
Potato crops without manure, which is only to be done as

"A. D."says. Take care of the seed, and do not injure the
first and strongest growths. 'Tis far better to plant a little

later well grown sets than to put them in the ground
at any time, trusting to the manure to produce fine tubers
from a small weakly stem. Allow me to append to this

long letter my humble mite of approval of Dr. Hooker's
suggestion, for these reasons—our crops though, to all

appearance, hopelessly smitten with disease, are fortu-

nately not so until they have nearly attained maturity,

neither do they all at once and suddenly become
stinking masses of putridity ; this is rather the effect

of some time, varying under different circumstances, and
uhich would give us, if we commenced immediately on
an attack of the disease, ample opportunity to take up
the crops, wash, and grate them down, doubtless with
machinery for the purpose (why not with a Tumip-
pulptT?), although I for one should not think it so
eminently ridiculous, even in these days, did I see men,
their wives, and families, at a pinch, around the tubs,

grating Potatos in the ancient way, snatching, as it were,
the last brand from the burning embers. Further, it

must not be forgotten, that thus taken in time, the most
valuable portion of the entire crop could be secured, and
not even the tiniest, much less the large tubers, allowed
to become a rotten useless mass. Robert H. Poynier,
Nurseryman and Seedsman, Taunlon, Sept. 7.

[We have several other communications on this

engrossing subject, which must be deferred till next
week.]
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Societies.
Glasgow and West of Scotland : Set>f. n, 12

UTid 13 {International Fruit and Flower Shoiv.—The
grand International show of this active and prosperous

Society, which was held in the Burnbank Hall and

grounds, opened on Wednesday last, and continued

open till yesterday. It had been intended to hold

the show in the great conservatory now being erected

in the Royal Botanic Garden, but the unfinished

state of the building prevented this intention from

being carried out. and the Drill Hall at Burnbank

had to be utilized, the surrounding grounds being tem-

porarily decorated with an avenue and groups of ever-

green shrubs. The Hall is a spacious building, some

250 feet long and 100 feet or upwards in width, in two

broad spans, two-thirds of the roof being opaque. In

this were fitted up a central circular table, with two longi-

tudinal ones extending in each direction nearly to the

ends, and other benches were provided against the sides

and end of the building, altogether affording a large

amount of tabling which was chiefly occupied by the

different groups of stove and greenhouse plants and the

fruit.

The end table, half one of the side tables, and one of

the central ones were occupied by three extensive groups

competing for the prizes offered under the head of " finest

collection of plants arranged for effect." The prizes were

good^;^20, £1$, and ^^lo, but, as often happens in the

case of unlimited collections, there was some difference of

opinion respecting the awards. That to which the ist

prize was given, shown by Messrs. J. & R. Thyne, of

Glasgow, seemed to fulfil best the conditions of the

schedule, consisting of moderate-sized plants of Palms,

Tree and other Ferns, Dracsenas, Caladiums, Alocasias,

Crotons, Cycads, Pandanads, Theophrastas, &c., inter-

spersed with a few flowering plants, as Vallota purpurea,

Odontoglossum grande. Ixora, Cattleya, and Amaryllis.

These were ranged across the end of the hall, and were

set up so as to produce a thoroughly pleasing effect from

the tasteful disposal of the different forms and hues of

foliage and flowers. Some highly-coloured though not

large plants of the narrow-leaved Croton had a remark-

ably fine effect in lighting up the entire group, contrasting

admirably with such deep green subjects of moss-like

richness as Todea superba, which occupied prominent

front positions. The 2d prize was given to a group of

very large and magnificent plants occupying one of the

centre tables, but which were less effectively arranged,

tall plants being placed on the ground along each side of

the table, and the line made out by smaller ones placed

between them, while the table itself was filled with mode-
rate-sized subjects set in rather open order, with double

ones filled in between. The result, as it seemed to us.

and apparently also to the judges, was a sort of confused

formality, which gained for them the second place,

though had the materials been otherwise arranged they

might probably have carried all before them. SO high waS
the quality of the majority of the plants. The group con-

tained a fine Vallota ; the exterior lines of tall plants con-

sisted chiefly of DracDena australis and Tree Ferns, with

one or two Palms, the stems being some 10 or 12 feet

high, which naturally gave a squared or solid outline to

the mass. A third group came from Mr. P. Mackenzie,

of Glasgow.
Extensive collections of plants were shown by Mr.

Williams, of HoUoway, and Messrs. Smith & Simons,

of Glasgow. The latter occupied a side table nearly half

the length of the building, and consisted of miscellaneous

plants presenting no remarkable feature for comment.
Mr. Williams' group, which filled some 40 feet run of

the side tabling, included many choice and valuable sub-

jects, foremost amongst them being perhaps one of the

finest examples of Lapageria rosea ever exhibited ;
this

huge specimen covered a balloon-shaped trellis of not less

than 4 ft. in diameter, and was literally covered with its

rosy bells. We shall shortly give a figure of this.

We noted specially, besides this, a good plant of

the rare Encephalartos Mackenii, a South African

species, remarkable for its long, dark green linear leaflets,

which have a conspicuous ivory-like swelling at the base

where they join the rachis ; Rhopala elegantissima, a truly

elegant plant, whose leaves have somewhat the appearance

of the pinnae in slender forms of Asplenium falcatum
;

Davallia Mooreana, one of the grandest of stove Ferns

;

Sphterogyne latifolia, with the broad, velvety foliage fresh

and beautiful ; Miltonia Candida grandiflora, a small

plant, with four spikes of very showy flowers in which the

lip is large, white, and rolled in, and the sepals brightly

tinted with yellow and brown ; Nerine corusca major, the

recurved fiery-crimson blossoms of which are very attrac-

tive ; Solanum hybridum, one of the most useful of

plants for autumn and winter decoration ; Epidendrum
prismatocarpum, with six fine flower spikes ; a group of

the sweet-scented Bouvardia jasminiflora ; Coffea arabica

variegata, a variety with the leaves showily variegated with

creamy-white ; the almost inevitable Adiantum Farleyense,

a Fern well deserving its immense popularity ; a healthy

panful of Sarracenia purpurea, bearmg one of its curious

blossoms ; and several good examples of Pitcher-plants.

A large group of interesting and ornamental plants, filling

up the central circular table, was contributed by Mr.
Bullen, from the collection at the Royal Botanic Garden.

In the smaller competitive groups of stove and green-

house plants, some very excellent examples were pro-

duced, but, as often happens, the contents of some of
the collections were very uneven. The ist prize lot con-
tained a grand Cyathea dealbata, with a stem 3 feet high,
and a head 12 or 14 feet through ; it also contained a
choice specimen of the rare Astrocaryum mexicanum,
some 8 or 10 feet over, showing its variously-cut and
handsome foliage. The 2d prize group, from Mr. A. Camp-
bell, gr. to J. Goldie. Esq., ofLangside, contained a plant
of Calamus dealbatus

; Cycas revoluta. with a stout trunk
about 2 feet high ; and an exceedingly well-coloured
example of Croton pictum. In one of the commended
groups competing in this class of 6 plants, A. B,

imperialis. and a good example of Phcenicophorium

sechellarum ; while in another commended group from

Mr. T. Fraser. gr. to J. Tweedie, Esq., were well-grown

and highly-coloured specimens of Croton variegatum

and Croton pictum. A few admirable single specimens

of this class of plants were staged, the best being a

splendid Maranta Veitchii, 4 feet through and as much in

height, from Mr. J.
Ollerhead, gr. to S. Higginbotham,

Esq., of Killermont ; the next best, a fine healthy

densely-grown Latania borbonica, from Mr. J. Jame3, gr.

to J. Findlay, Esq., of Langside ; and another, scarcely

inferior, a narrow pyramidal plant of Croton variega-

tum, 7 to 8 feet high, from Mr. J.
Fleming, Kilmahan

Castle. Very few Orchids were shown in the special

classes, and these of indifferent quality.

One of the classes in the schedule was for a "collection

of new and rare plants, in commerce, arranged for effect,

to cover a space 12 feet by 6 feet." Messrs. Veitch &
Sons, of Chelsea, were the only exhibitors, but the ist

prize was nevertheless most worthily won by them. They
had, as a leading feature of their group, a set of

seven distinct well-grown but small specimens of Pitcher

plants, suspended on a neat trellis. The remainder of the

group consisted of most of the choice novelties sent out

within the last few years from the Chelsea Royal Exotic

Nursery — amongst them Begonia Sedeni, Davallia

Mooreana, Amaranthus salicifolius ; the charming little

Tree Filmy Fern, Todea Wilkesiana ; PauUinia thalic

troides, a slender shrubby stove climber, with foliage

emulating the fronds of a small Adiantum ;
Masdevallia

Veitchii, with its quaint orange-purple-dashed flower

;

Actiniopteris radiata, the dwarf Fan-palm-hke Fern

;

Cocos Weddelliana, the most graceful of all Palms

;

Croton Hookeri, with its broad leaves of deep green

marked with a solid centre of deep golden yellow ;
and

Croton Weismanni, with its long leaves, elegantly marked

with golden-yellow veins ; together with a fine panful of

the rare Venus' Fly-trap, Dionoea muscipula. The ist

prize for a group of 6 new and rare plants also fell to the

Messrs. Veitch & Sons without competition, but was, as

m the former case, most deservedly awarded. The set

consisted of Drac^na amabilis, one of the white

and pink-tinted kinds, of considerable beauty ;
Begonia

Brilliant, a sub-shrubby hybrid, with large deep

crimson flowers ; x Cypripedium Dominianum ;
Aralia

Veitchii, with its narrow crispy-margined leaflets
;

Adiantum speciosum, a most distinct plant with conspicu-

ously lobate pinnules ; and Amaryllis Leopold). In other

groups, not competing, they had also the while Lapageria,

nicelv bloomed on a small plant ;
Dieffenbachia brasili-

ensis", which has the leaves beautifully mottled with small-

ish blotches of greenish yellow and white on a dark green

ground ; Maranta olivaris, a dwarf species, some 8 or 10

inches high, the leaves of which have slender stalks and
blunt unequal-sided oblong leaves, which are ornamented

from the midrib nearly to the margin by clear oblong

patches of dark green on a grayish-creamy ground, this

latter colour being the result of closely pencilled lines,

appearing as if the surface were minutely striate. Mr.
Bullen also showed a group of new plants from the

Botanic Garden, amongst which Dracaena Goldieana is

one of much promise ; it has erect stems and stalked

leaves with ovate-lanceolate blades 6 inches long, trans-

versely marked in alternate wavy bands of dark green

and pale grayish-green ; the marking on the foliage is

remarkably clear and well-defined. In the same group

was a West Indian Lygodium named Ecclesianum, the

broadish elongated segments of which are pubescent, and
laciniate at the margin.

A few groups of Hardy Conifers were shown, and were

so placed outside the Hall as to add to the embellish-

ment of the ground. They consisted chiefly of Retino-

sporas, Cupressi, and Piceas. Mr. Young, of Milford,

exhibited a group of his new Juniperus chmensis aureus,

to which we recently made some allusion, and which was

awarded a First-class Certificate on this occasion.

Though, as we have stated at p. 1193, this is a sport, in

colour merelv, from the common Chinese Juniper, and

may be seen 'growing as such at Milford, we learn that

there are those who assert it to be the same as Juniperus

japonicus aureus, which is, however, a totally different

plant.

In the way of table decorations a very creditable

example was shown by Mr. Methven, gr. to Colonel

Campbell, of Blythswood. The decorations consisted of a

red Dracaena, about 2\ feet high, and right and left of it

two neat plants of Adiantum cuneatum, about a foot

through, and set into a neat low square vase. To these

were added a few small flower-glasses. The fruit con-

sisted of Queen Pine-apple, of dishes of White and of

Black Grapes, of Peach and of Nectarines, of Melons, of

Plums, of Passiflora (? edulis) and of a very effective dish

of the pretty striped Queen Anne's Pocket Melon. Prizes

were offered for groups of six dinner-table plants, and

several collections were staged, but they call for no further

remark than that, as frequently happens in these matters

of taste, there was not complete unanimity respecting the

awards.
Some very good Ferns were shown. The ist prize for

6 Exotic species fell to Mr. R. Fleming, gr. to J. C.

Wakefield, Esq., Eastwood Park, the group containing a

grand Adiantum Farieyense, probably as much as 4 feet

through ; and a particularly well-grown plant of Davallia

tenuifolia ; the whole six being ^even-sized well-balanced

plants— a great desideratum in class showing. The next

best came from Mr. A. Chapman, gr. to J. Goldie, Esq.,

who had a very fine Todea superba ; while the third lot

came from Mr. J. Fleming, gr. to J. W. Burns, Esq.,

Kilmahan Castle, and included some grand Gynino-

grammas, and probably the finest mass of Polypodium
vulgare cambricum ever exhibited. Several other groups

were shown, as well as examples of Tree Ferns ; and
groups of British Ferns, the 1st prize for the latter going to

Mr. A. Chapman.
The display of Fuchsias, of Liliums, and of Phloxes

was poor, and calls for no further remark. Several lots of

Cockscombs, some of them fair examples of cultivation,

I

were shown; while in the tents were found large assort-

Dahlias were very abundant and fine in quality ; the

Gladioli also fine, and profusely shown ; the Roses mode-
rate in quantity and poor in quality ; the Hollyhocks tole-

rably plentiful, and of fair average quality ; the Asters and
the Phloxes also fair ; and the Marigolds, of both classes,

somewhat numerous, and attractive from their brilliant

colours. In this section of the show we noticed a very

promising seedling Verbena, from Mr. Lees, ofTynning-
hame, to which a First-class Certificate was given ; it is

called Lady Haddington, and is of the close bushy habit

of Purple King Verbena, producing trusses and flowers of

moderate size, which hold on well against heavy rains ;

the colour is a light crimson, with a darker shade around
the small yellowish eye ; it is the result of a cross between
Crimson King and G^ant des Batailles, and is, we are

assured by Mr. Lees, more telling and effective in the

garden than the former useful variety.

Fruit.—The show of fruit formed one of the most attrac-

tive features of this great exhibition, filling, as it did, three

of the largest tables in the centre of the hall, which were,

after all, much overcrowded, so that double the space
might have been covered, and the fruit shown off to

much greater advantage. As it was, much difficulty was
experienced in distmguishing the various classes ; and in

a show like this, where there were no fewer than 24
classes for Grapes, the utmost attention ought to have
been paid to make it thoroughly comprehensible to all.

Of the fruit shown we must, as a whole, speak in the

highest terms of praise. The display of Grapes was
wonderfiiUy fine in most respects ; in some instances,

perhaps, they were a trifle coarse and unripe, but these

were the exceptions. It must be confessed, however, that

the general tendency seemed to be for large examples
rather than for perfection in finish. Of outdoor fruits,

the season, which has been one of the wettest on record,

produced a fine display.

For the premier prize, for a " collection of 20 sorts of

fruits—not more than six of Grapes, two sorts of Pine-

apples, and two sorts of Melon." for which prizes o{ £-20,

£1$, and _^io were offered, there were three competitors.

Mr. Johnstone, gr. to the Earl of Strathmere, Glamis
Castle, Forfar, far outdistancing the others. In his

collection were magnificent examples of Golden Cham-
pion, Muscat of Alexandria, Black Hambro', Black

Prince, Duchess of Buccleuch, and Buckland Sweetwater
Grapes, the first named being especially fine ; there were

also a large and fine bunch of Banana, a small Queen
Pine-apple, very excellent dishes of Pitmaston Orange.

Due du Telliers and Elruge Nectarines ; Stirling Castle,

Royal George, and Holbein Peaches'; Jefferson, Victoria,

and Greengage Plums ; and very fine Golden Perfection

and Lord Strathnairn Melons. Mr. A. Ingram, gr. to

His Grace the Duke of Northumberland. Alnwick Castle,

who followed 2d, had two fine Pine-apples, Cayenne and
Queen, six dishes of Grapes, Melons, Apricots, e.^cellent

Peaches, Plums, Pears, &c. This is a class much to be

commended, as it allows scope to the exhibitor to make a

fine display. For the collection of 16 sorts of fruits (Pines

being excluded) prizes of ^^12, ^^8, and £^. were offered

respectively. For this there was a good competition, the

Tst prize going to Mr. James Bain, gr. to Sir C. R.

Boughton, Bart.. Downton Hall, Ludlow, who staged very

large examples of Muscat of Alexandria, Black Hambro'
very red, Buckland Sweetwater, and excellent Madresfield

Court Grapes ; on the whole, however, these Grapes
were rather coarse ; there were also very splendid Victoria

Nectarmes, good Greengage and other Plums, Peaches,

&c. The 2d prize was awarded to Mr. Temple, gr. to

John Balfour, Esq., Balbirnie, for a very creditable display.

For the collection of eight varieties of Grapes, one
bunch of each, there were three very excellent exhibitions,

and it required some discrimination to decide as to their

respective merits. Mr. J.
Hunter, gr. to theEarlof Durham,

Lambton Castle, Durham, who staged the largest bunches,

although not superior in finish to the- others, was awarded
the ist prize. His collection consisted of Black Alicante,

Aramon or Burchardt's Prince, Raisin de Calabre, Black

Hamburgh, a large and fine bunch of Muscat of Alex-

andria, Golden Champion, splendid ex.amples of Muscat
Troveren, and Barbarossa (Gros Guillaume). Mr. Fowler,

of Castle Kennedy, was 2d with a small but splendidly

finished bunch of Muscat of Alexandria, good Muscat
Hamburgh, Golden Champion, Black Hamburgh. Lady
Downe's, very fine Trebbiano. Alicante, and Bar-

barossa; Mr. Johnston, of Glamis. taking the 3d place

with perhaps the best examples of Golden Champion that

have ever been seen, splendid Muscat of Alexandria, and
Buckland Sweetwater, ripened to such a degree that it

had assumed almost a white hue. which did not improve

its appearance. For four varieties of Grapes there were
exhibited nice examples, but rather small in berry, of

Muscat Hamburgh. Black Hamburgh, Black Prince, and
Muscat of Alexandria, the prize going to Mr. James
Louden, gr. to Thomas Barnes, Esq., The Quinta, Salop.

The other exhibits in this class were somewhat
coarse in character. The ist prize for four varieties

of the Muscat Grape was worthily won by Mr.

Fowler, of Castle Kennedy, who also obtained the

same honours for the single bunch of Muscat, and very

worthily. The bunch, although not equal in size to the

2d and 3d sets, [was well finished. In the general classes

for Black Grapes, Mr. Fowler was again ist for the two

bunches of Black Hamburgh, Mr. Johnston being ad

with larger bunches, but not so good in colour. Good
examples of Muscat Hamburgh were shown, the ist prize

going to Mr. Fowler, who was also ist for Lady Downes',

his samples being very large in berry for that variety.

For the best single bunch of Black Hamburgh the ist

prize was awarded to Mr. T, Boyd, Oaklea, Galashiels.

A superior-looking example was staged as a Bhck Ham-
burgh, but proved to be Barbarossa. The prize for the

best flavoured Grapes was awarded to an example of the

Muscat of Alexandria, in opposition to Duchess of Buc-

cleuch and others. The prize for the Grape possessing

the best bloom was awarded to an example of Barbarossa

(Gros Guillaume), shown under the name of Pennington

Hall Hambro ; tlie bloom on this was very perfect. For

the heaviest bunch of a White Grape there were two

Stewart. Esq., of Langside, had a fine Theophrasta I ments of Cut flowers, of which it may suffice to say that the I extraordinary exhibits. Mr. Fowler, of Castle Kennedy,
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staged one of White Syrian weighing 141b. 11 oz., but

this was far outweighted by the example of the same
variety from Mr. Dickson, gr. toj. Jardine, Esq., Arkle-

ton, Langholm, who exhibited the largest bunch by
several ounces that has ever been recorded, namely,

19 lb. 5 oz., measuring over 2 feet in length and diameter.

[It may here be menrioned that Speechley, of Welbeck,
exhibited a bunch of this Grape weighing over 19 lb., and
that Mr. Dickson himself showed last year one weighing

18 lb. 7 oz.] For the best new (.irape the ist award was
made to Mr. Thomson, of the Tweedside Vineyards, Gala-

shiels, for splendid e.xamples of the Duke of Buccleuch,

which, now that they have become more ripe, were of a
pretty amber hue ; this is a great and valuable acquisition.

Pine-apples were but poorly exhibited, with one noble
exception, from Mr. Methven, gr. to Col. Campbell,
Blythswood, who had one Queen over 7 lb. in weight in

his dinner table decoration. Peaches were fairly repre-

sented, and Nectarines in some instances particularly so,

as the Victoria from Mr. Dickson, gr. to J. White Mel-
ville, Esq., Melville, Fife, and the examples of Due du
Telliers, Elruge, and Pitmaston Orange from Mr. John-
Stone. For two sorts of Pears ripe and fit for table there

were few examples ripe. The 1st prize was awarded to

Mr. Carmichael, gr. to His Royal Highness the Prince
of Wales, Sandringham, for Williams' Bon Chretien and
Augusle Benoit. Jargonelle Pears were well displayed,

but in most cases unripe. This is the autumn Pear of

Scotland ; nowhtre is it found so good. Collection of

dessert and kitchen Apples were well sliown by Mr. R.
Webb, of Calcot, Reading, who won the ist prize in eacli

class. Apricots were wonderfully fine for so late in the

season ; those from Mr. Cumming, gr. to the EarlofWemyss,
particularly so. The show of Plums was particularly

fine and well-contested, likewise the Gooseberries, which
in Scotland take rank above the Strawberries. Warring-
ton was the variety chiefly shown. Red Currants were
very fine. Of Kitchen Apples there were some splendid
examples, the best being Gloria Mundi, M^re de Menage,
&c. We cannot omit to notice one of the most meri-
torious fruit exhibitions which has ever received an award,
namely, a selection of about 12 varieties of splendid
Filberts and Nuts from Mr. Webb of Calcot, of which we
purpose giving illustrations at another lime.

Of the Vegetables, we have only space to add a few
words. Much encouragement seemed to be given to this

special department, and very deservedly so. The display
was large, and very excellent. Splendid examples of
Cauliflowers came from Mr. Wallace, Lincoln Villa,

Rothsay, and the ist prize for the collection of 8 sorts
was awarded to Mr. Irwin, gr., Heron Hill, Hawick, for

splendid Leeks. Tomatos, Turnips, Potatos, Sec. Leeks
were particularly fine and large, likewise Savoys, Drum-

,

head Cabbages, &c. It is curious to observe the preference
given to the yellow Turnip over the white ; nearly all the
examples, which were excellent, being of that variety.

Carrots, Parsnips, Onions, and Potatos, were likewise all

well shown, and were highly creditable to Glasgow and
her gardeners.

Brighton and Sussex Horticultural; Sept. n
a/u/ 12.—The 20th autumn show of this Society, held in

the Royal Pavilion on the above dates, proved one of the
best ever held here, notwithstanding that its predecessors
have generally been of a high order. There are few
more suitable places for an exhibition of this kind in Great
Britain than the Royal Pavilion at Brighton, and there is^

perhaps no county society in a more flourishing condi-
tion, a matter of fact which is highly creditable to its

managers. The show was remarkably good in almost every

department, the plants and cut flowers being much above
the average of those usually seen at provincial exhibitions.

The foliage plants in the Pavilion were arranged by Mr.
Spary, of the Queen's Graperies, with much taste, such
objects being selected for the different apartments as

would form the most agreeable contrast with the per-

manently coloured surroundings, and in doing this Mr.
Spary succeeded admirably. In the banqueting-room
we found several groups of noble " variegated (or orna-
mental) plants " shown in competition for the cup, value
j^io, given by the London and Brighton Railway Com-
pany, and which was well won by Mr. J. Hudson, gr. to

J. C. Imthurn, Esq., Cambenvell. He had a splendid
young plant of Stevensonia grandiflora, a very fine

Chamasrops humilis, Cyathea dealbata, with a magni-
ficent crown of fronds

; Jacaranda filicifolia, a beautiful

specimen of a beautiful plant ; a large and well-coloured

example of Croton pictum, a nicely-coloured Alocasia
macrorhiza variegata, and a good Yucca quadricolor, ike.

This award seemed to give universal satisfaction, Mr.
Hudson being a son of one of the oldest and most suc-
cessful exhibitors at the Society's meetings. If we mis-
take not, he was a pupil of the late Mr. Whit-
ing, at the Deepdene, and has come well out
of one or two of the Royal Horticultural Society's
examinations. The 2d prize in this class was won by
Mr. T. Gilbert, Nurseryman, Hastings, with, in all respects,

a first-rate collection. The south drawing-room con-
tained a great variety of flowering Begonias, the best four
of which came from Mr. E. Meacham, gr. to C. Arm-
strong, Esq., Withdean ; and also a large collection of
cut Roses from various exhibitors, amongst whom we
noticed Mr. Mitchell, Piltdown ; Mr. G. Prince, Oxford

;

Mrs. Woolard, Cooksbridge ; and Mr. H. Coppin,
Shirley. Very good stands of Hollyhocks were also con-
tributed to this department by Mr. H. Minchin, Hook
Norton, and Mr. Pannett, Chailey. The reception-
room contained four nice stands of Gladiolus, shown by
the executors of the late Mr. G. Parsons, of Brighton

;

a half-circular group of Orchids, contributed by Mr.
Rutland, gr. to the Duke of Richmond, Goodwood

;

Mr. S. Hudson, Mr. E. Meacham, and others ; and
opposite to these were a similar-shaped group of arti-

ficial flowers showing wonderful fideUty to Nature ; and
exhibited by Miss Weeks, Market Street, Brighton. In
the north drawing-room the principal subjects were speci-
men fine-foliaged plants and cut flowers of Asters, Ver-
benas, and Zinnias, the former being particularly well

represented. Amongst the foliaged plants the most
remarkable was a very fine Sanchezia nobilis, perfect in

foliage and just coming into flower. In a class for 24 dis-

tinct bunches of cut flowers there were ten competitors,

and a most interesting display they made. The winner of

the ist prize was Mr. Rutland. The centre of attraction

in the music room was a large table on which were
arranged the highly meritorious contributions of several

exhibitors in the class for three stands suitable for table

decoration. The best came from Mr. J. Cypher, nursery-

man, Cheltenham, followed by Mr.
J.

fludson and Mr. J.
Edwards, Ditchling, the latter showing all hardy flowers.

Nearly all the exhibitors employed the March stands.

Down the centre of this table I^Ir. J. Hudson staged six of

the most elegant species of Palms selected for their adapt-
ability to this sort of work, and received an extra prize.

Very effective also in this room were several groups of
Exotic Ferns, amongst which we noticed excellent speci-

mens of Adiantum cunealum and A. curvatum, Lomaria
gibba, and several Cibotiums, Gymnogrammas, and
Gleichenias. The peculiar shade of light in these rooms
gives a depth of colour to this class of plants quite

unattainable under canvas.
The flowering plants were collected under canvas on

the lawn, and a very effective lot they formed. Stove
and greenhouse plants were particularly good, and we
noticed amongst them several very fine examples of
Vinca alba, V. rosea, and V. ocellata. Erica mammosa
major, remarkably well-flowered ; Witsenia corymbosa,
a striking plant, seldom or never seen now at metropolitan
exhibitions ; Vallota purpurea, very well done in one or
two instances ; Rondeletia speciosa, one excellent speci-

men ; Allamandas Hendersonii and cathartica, very

good in most collections, as also were Ixoras and Eucha-
ns amazonica, Echites splendens, and Dipladenia splen-

dens. The most successful exhibitors of these were Mr.
Knight, gr. to W. D. Lucas-Shadwell, Esq.. Fairlight

;

Mr. Hudson, gr. to F. Burchard, Esq. , Hopsted Place ; and
the executors of the late Mr. G. Parsons. Fuchsias were
very numerously shown, and mostly exceedingly well-

bloomed ; nearly all, however, were old plants, uneven in

size, and either faulty at the bottom or on one side, and
lacking the smart, youthful appearance seen in those
grown round Bury St. Edmund's, for instance.

Pelargoniums, both double and zonale, were very good,
especially the plants in all the classes shown by the
Executor of the late Mr. G. Parsons, who took three ist

prizes. Mr. Robinson, gr. to the Rev. Dr. Mozley, Old
Shoreham, had 4 very creditable Zonales, and won a ist

prize. Balsams were tolerably numerous, but of no special

merit ; and the Achimenes, as a class, were only moderate,
with perhaps the exception of 6 pans shown by Mr.
Tribe, gr. to — Hilder, Esq., Willenden ; Mr.

J.
H. Ley,

Exotic Nursery, Lansdowne Road, Croydon, contributed
a particularly fine group of young Palms, and other valu-

able plants for decorative purposes ; and Mr. Cripps. Tun-
bridge Wells, sent some beautiful cut blooms of his new
hardy Clematises. Dahlias were a good feature, being
both plentiful and of first-rate quality. Mr. Keynes,
Salisbury, and Mr. Seale, Sevenoaks, were to the fore
timongai nurserymen ; and Mr. .AUtrey, gr. to the Misses
Melvil, Henfield, and Mr. J. Burpitt amongst amateurs.
Rustic adornments, in the way of aquariums and Fern cases,

were represented by Messrs. Dick Radclyfte and Co.,
High Holborn ; a local firm also contributed a lot of the
most gingerbread discription. Mr. Voice, horticultural

builder, Horley, exhibited one or tuo novelties, which we
shall take another opportunity of alluding to.

The show of fruit was the best provincial one we have
seen for some time, though we understand there was not
so much competition in the various classes as there has
been in former years. This department was arranged for

Mr. Spary by Mr. Sydney Ford, gr. to W. E. Hubbard,
Esq., Leonards Lee, who was also a considerable
exhibitor. The ist prizes for Morello Cherries and Figs
respectively were taken by Mr. G. King. gr. to R. Loder,
Esq., Slaugham ; and Mr. J. Smith, gr. to J. Swift, Esq.,
Eastbourne

; and the best dish of Plums was one of Coe's
Golden Drop, shown by Mr. A. Kenward, of Lewes.
Victoria, Kirke's, Reine Claude de Bavay, Due de Cazes,

and Green Gage were also well shown. Mr. Rutland
staged, but not for competition, a splendid dish of

Crosse Calabasse Pears ; and the best of eight dishes of
culinary Pears was one of King Edward's shown by Mr.
King, gr. to R. H. Hunt, Esq., M.P., Horsham. Out
of ten dishes of culinary Apples a remarkably fine one of
Reinette du Canada, from Mr. A. Wadey, Hurst, took
the ist position, followed by a fine dish of Sheplierd's
Seedling (Alfriston), exhibited, by Mr. Nash, gr. to Mrs.
Walker, Hove Villa. In the corresponding class for

dessert kinds there were 10 competitors, Mr.
J.

Smith
coming in ist with a highly coloured di<:h of Ribston
Pippins. Marie Louise was the best flavoured dessert
Pear shown, the ist prize dish coming from Mr. McLeod,
gr. to the Right Hon. H. Brand, M.P., Glynde;
Williams" Bon Chretien being the next best. Thirteen
dishes of Peaches were staged, a fine one of Walburton
Admirable, shown by Mr. Johnson, gr. to C. Coote,
Esq., Tortington, being adjudged the best. Mr. G.
Ward, gr. to T. W. Miller, Esq., Bishop's Stortford,

sent the best baskets {12 lb.) of Muscats and Black Ham-
burghs, the former especially being all that could be
desired. Mr. Ward was also ist in the classes for single
dishes of Black and White Grapes. Of Pines there were
only three, the best Queen, which weighed 5^ lb., being
sent by Mr. Rochford, Page Green, Tottenham. There
were 14 Melons, representing each class, a small green-
fleshed variety shown by Mr. Eastman being placed ist.

All the above were shown in classes open to all England,
a separate set of pnzes being confined to gardeners
resident in the county of Sussex. Mr. Sydney Ford sent

the best dishes of Red and White Currants, and Mr.
Rutland the best dish of Figs. The ist prize for White
Grapes was taken by Mr. Dowing, gr. to A. AUison,
Esq., Tilgate Forest Lodge, with fair bunches of Muscat
of Alexandria ; and Mr. Swindon, gr. to Mrs. Varden,
Worth, sent the best Black Hamburghs. Barrington
Peaches, a nice dish of which came from Mr. G, King, were
placed ist in that class. Nectarines were poor. The

best 6 distinct dishesof Apples were staged by Mr. Rutland.
The varieties represented were Alfriston, Lord Suftield,

Cellini, Blenheim Orange, Court-Pendu-Plat, and Rib-
ston Pippin, all of most excellent quality. Mr. Robinson
was 2d, and Mr. Sydney Ford 3d, eight collections being
shown altogether. F. Eggles, Esq., Barconibe, had the
best dish of dessert Apples, a very good one of King of
the Pippins

; and the finest dessert Pears were a dish of
Marie Louise from Mr. MacLeod.

IsLK OF Thanet Floral and Horticultural
Association: Sepf. 4. —(From a correspondent.)—
The second annual exhibition of this Society was
held at Bromstone, St. Peter's, in the grounds of the
President, G. E. Hannam, Esq. , under tents erected
amongst the trees of that pretty place. It is not to

be e.xpected, in a corner of England where gentle-
men's seats are few and widely scattered, that stove
and greenhouse plants would appear in any force ;

never-
theless there were some nicely grown plants of fair size,

the best collection coming from Mrs. Ellis, of Dover.
Amongst these were handsome specimens of Phcenix
sylvestris and Latania borbonica, and a beautiful plant
of Sanchezia nobilis, with several spikes of bloom just

opening. Owing to the show assuming, at the last

moment, much larger proportions than the committee
had reason to anticipate, the names of the exhibitors did
not appear upon the cards until it was too late to note
who were the successful competitors ; we must, there-
fore, content ourselves with a notice of the objects exhi-
bited without reference to their growers. Exotic Ferns
were well shown, and there was also an extensive display
of Coleus, which, however, might have been better
coloured. Amongst things not commonly seen at shows
may be mentioned a good plant of Cryptomeria elegan?,
about 4 feet high — a nice specimen of Acalypha
tricolor, fully 3 feet high, and of pyramidal form,
whose bronzy leaves, dashed with scarlet markings
and stripes, looked well amongst the green foliage plants
that surrounded it ; and a g-inch pot fall of Tricyrlis

hirta in flower, upon stems 30 inches long. Besides
these there was a good specimen of Clerodendron Bal-
fourianum on an oval wire frame 6 feet high by 2k feet

through, noticeable for the great quantity of flowers and
the paucity of leaves upon it. The cut flowers came ott
in great force, as far as numbers are concerned, though
there was nothing very remarkable in quality. Roses,
Verbenas, Pansies, and Hollyhocks were decidedly poor.
Asters, orange and lemon African Marigolds, French
Marigolds, Dahlias, and double Zinnias were good. A
very effective addition to the display was made by stands
containing 6 and 12 varieties of Zonal Pelargoniums, five

trusses of each being shown in a bunch ; also by stands con-
taining single trusses of 6 kinds of double Pelargoniums.
In the stands for 24 cut blooms of hardy flowers were
fine pieces of the broad-leaved Myrtle. The bouquets for

the hand and for the table were very remarkable^remark-
able for the absence of every good quality that a bouquet
should possess. The only one that liad any good
points in it was the one for the hand, which
took the ist prize. Almost all tlie rest were
crowded collections of the most glaring colours without
the ghost of a leaf or a frond to tone them down or to
break the smoothness of the bee-hive or the sugar-loaf,
which seemed to be the favourite forms. The fruit

formed a creditable display. Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines,
Apples, and Pears being well and numerously repre-
sented, while Figs and Piums were remarkably fine. As
far as numbers go, the exhibits of vegetables exceeded
that of any other portion of the show ; and in the matter
of quality the growers of vegetables deserved, and appeared
to be receiving from the numerous company, more praise
than the plant, flower, or fruit growers. Their productions
were clean, handsome, and altogether highly creditable.

Carrots, Parsnips, Celery, Onions, Turnips, and Beets
were all good, though none that we noticed were of
unusual size. Cucumbers and Tomatos were very fine.

Pumpkins. Gourds, Squashes, and Vegetable Marrows
appeared in numberless forms, colours, and sizes, and,

formed a fine feature in the exhibition. There were also

dishes of black, red, and white Haricot Beans ; but the
products shown in the greatest profusion and of the most
praiseworthy description were the Potatos. Of these we
have not for a long time seen so fine a display. As a
contrast to some of the largest specimens, there appeared
a plateful of Potatos of the size of a finger, varying from
3 to 7 inches long, some single, some branched, well

furnished with eyes, which were in deep depressions

[Fir-cone Potatos]. These attracted a good deal of
attention, as did also some Turnip-shaped Beets, with
smooth, thin, rootless skins, and flesh of a beautifully rich

crimson colour. Both these vegetables were grown and
exhibited by Mr. C. D. Smith, of Margate.

Amongst the exhibits not for competition, which were
considered deserving of honourable mention, were collec-

tions of plants and cut flowers from Messrs. Bunyard &
Sons, of Ashford, and Messrs. Masters & Kinmont, of
Canterbury. From the latter firm came a fine plant of
Cycas revoluta, and nice specimens of Croton irregulare,

C. aucubsefolium. and C. Veitchii, with several other

good things, while their stands of 24 Dahlias, 12

Hollyhocks, and 12 Asters were finer than any at the

show.

Dundee Horticultural: Sept. $,6, and j.— {¥iQTCi

a correspondenL )—At this show there were 137 prizes

offered for pot plants, and for these 165 competitors came
forward with 1123 entries. In cut flowers 124 prices were
offered, and there were 313 competitors and 919 entries.

There were 97 prizes offered for fruit—there being 202
competitors and 1170 entries. In vegetables there were
72 prizes offered to gardeners ; 203 competitors registered

1480 entries. Amateurs were offered 66 prizes for vege-
tables, and 179 competitors effected 1138 entries.

Foremost in point of interest were the collections

for the prizes of a silver challenge cup, presented by
Mr. Joseph Grimond, with £$ from the Society, and

^3 and £2, for nine stove or greenhouse plants. The
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i5t prize fell to Mr. James Wilson, gr. to Mr. George

A. Cox, at Beechwood. Conspicuous among the col-

lection were the fine specimens of Croton variegatum.

irregulare, pictum, and longifolium. The 2d prize was
awarded to Mr. Andrew Thomson, gr. to Miss Thomson,
Seafield Lodge. The most prominent of this collection was
the specimen of Yucca aloifolia, the best ever seen at any

of the Society's exhibitions ; also Latania borbonica,

Maranta zebrina, and Chamaerops Fortunei. The 3d

prize was carried offbyMr. R. M'Millan, gr. to Mr. Joseph

Grimond, Corbet Castle. Among this collection was a

plant of most striking appearance, the Phormium Veitchii,

wiih fan-shape, like a trophy of swords of about 20 rays.

each standing about i^ yard high. The Screw Pine in this

collection was very good. The most conspicuous group

of plants in the hall, and commanding no small de-

gree of amusing interest, consisted of the 36 speci-

mens of the tobacco plant, exhibited by nine competitors

for the prize of a meerschaum pipe offered by Mr.

James Smart, tobacconist, Crichton Street, who claims,

per agreement, to be the owner of the prize plants. We
understand that he is to give i lb. of the manufactured

weed for the 2d prize, and half a pound for the 3d. The
gainers are—ist, David Robb, gardener, Craigie House

;

2d, James Murphy, gardener, KImslea ; and 3d, David

Roger, gardener, Pinegrove. The second four were all in

bloom. Conspicuous by their peculiar and diminutive

appearance were the 120 pots of Alpines, entered by four

competitors for the three prizes for best 30 plants in pots.

It cannot be concealed, and no wonder need be ex-

pressed, that the cut blooms this year were very deficient.

Asters and Carnations were also out of order by the rains.

Messrs. John Stewart & Sons, nurserymen, Dundee and
Droughty Ferry, took the ist prize for a collection of 20

stove and greenhouse plants, the most striking of which

we have already noticed. They also gained the ist prize

for 12 Exotic Ferns, the best among which were two
noble Tree Ferns possessing a truly graceful appearance.

They stood well in Hollyhocks, taking the rst prizes for

24 blooms and 12 spikes. However, they were not in their

usual form for Dahlias, only coming in 3d, although we
noticed some capital blooms in their stand. There was
nothing to equal their stand of 24 Gladioli spikes, staged

by the same firm, which took the well-merited 1st prize.

Among their Japanese plants we observed Retinospora

plumosa aurea. Messrs. Laird & Sinclair, nurserymen,

Dundee, entered as competitors in several classes, and
gained ist prizes for Japan plants, of recent intro-

duction. They also gained, after a very keen compe-
tition, the Ramsay prize, consisting of an elegant silver

and crystal flower-stand, for the best table bouquet. We
observed that this firm took prizes for 20 stove and green-

house plants ; 12 Exotic Ferns ; 12 Hollyhock spikes ; 24
spikes of Gladiolus ; hand bouquets ; dinner table decora-

tion. This entry appeared to us to deserve special notice,

the design being novel, and the selection of flowers used
being particularly well chosen and arranged.

Worksop Floral and Horticultural : Sep/. 5.

— (From a correspondent).—The 15th annual exhibition

of the above Society took place on Thursday, Sep-

tember 5. The large tent was filled to overflowing

with a magnificent display of plants, fruits, and
vegetables. As usual, the ist prize for foliage plants

went to Osberton (Mr. Woodfield, gr. ) ; the 2d, for the

next 6, came to Mr. Miller, Worksop Manor ; the 3d
went to Carlton House (Mr. Jefferson, gr.) Six stove

and greenhouse plants in flower : ist, Mr. Woodfield
;

2d. Mr. Miller. Ferns: ist, Mr. Miller ; 2d, Mr. Jeffer-

son. Messrs. Fisher, Holmes & Co. exhibited (not for

competition) a choice lot of new and rare plants, which
were much admired. Among the prizes open to all

England were a collection of fruit, 8 dishes, 6 varieties

—

ist, Mr. Miller; 2d, Mr. Jefferson. Collection of Grapes
— ist, W. Newton, Esq,, Newark; 2d, Lord Wharncliffe

(Mr. Simpson, gr.). Peaches and Nectarines— ist, Mr.
Miller; 2d, Mr. Newton. Pines— ist, Lord Wharncliff;

2d. Mr. Jefferson. Two Melons— ist, Mr. Miller; 2d,

J. Garside, Esq., Carlton House. Greengage Plums— ist,

Col. Eyre. Dark Plums— ist, Mr. Miller ; 2d, Mr. Newton.
Vines with their "roots in pots"— ist, F. J. S. Fol-

jambe, Esq. ; 2d, Mr. Miller. Fig tree in pot— ist, Mr.
Miller. Black Grapes— ist. Mr. Miller ; 2d, Col. Eyre.

White Grapes— ist, Col. Eyre ; 2d, Mr. Miller. Figs

—

ist, J. Garside, Esq. Morello Cherries— ist, F. J. S.

Foljambe, Esq. ; 2d, Mr. Garside. Yellow Plums— ist,

F. J. S. Foljambe, Esq. ; 2d, Mr. Ramsden. A tray of

vegetables— 1st, Colonel Eyre; 2d, Mr. Miller. Cucumbers
— ist, J. Garside, Esq. ; 2d, F. J. S. Foljambe, Esq. Tray
of Potatos— ist, F. J. S. Foljambe, Esq. ; 2d, Col. Eyre.

The amateurs and cottagers were well represented with

fine fruit and vegetables. The judges were, for flowers

and fruit, Mr. Moore, gr. to Earl l:5rownlow, Belton

Park, and Mr. Hill, Botanic Gardens, Manchester ; and
for vegetables, Mr. Colly, Gateford Hill, and Mr. Mal-
lender, Hodsock Priory.

Reigate Horticultural: Sept 9.—This is an exhi-

bition which improves year by year. Roses are a special

feature, and this year the amateurs made a display that

even professionals might envy. Dahlias and Asters were
also good. One special feature of this exhibition is that

few money prizes are given, the rewards consisting of

articles oiverlu or of utility. All things considered, few
shows are more creditable than that which the little town
of Reigate makes up.

Market Gardeners', Nurserymen's, and Farmers"
Association. —The following passages occur in the
recently issued report of the annual meeting of this
Association :

—

"No pains have been spared in endeavouring to obtain
the construction of a roof over Covent Garden Market.
After due consideration, it was finally decided to makf
further application to his Grace the late Duke of Bedford
by a petition, which was prepared, and after being signed
by upwards of 220 market gardeners, farmers, nursery-

men, and salesmen, was forwarded to His Grace in

January last.

" A courteous reply has since been received from the

gentleman who acts as agent to His Grace, and further

steps are now being taken in order to obtain an appoint-

ment for a deputation from this Association to meet the

present Duke of Bedford, and explain the requirements

of the trade to His Grace personally.
" Numerous interviews have also been had with the

Markets' Committee of the Corporation of London, with

reference to the proposed reconstruction of Farringdon

Market ; and at one period the Association felt sanguine

that their efforts in this quarter would be rewarded with

success, as the Markets' Committee appeared anxious to

improve their market, so as to meet the increasing

demands of growers and the public generally. However,
notwithstanding the attention given to the matter by the

gentlemen representing the corporation, it is feared that

the projected improvement wiU remain in abeyance for

the present.
" It will doubtless be remembered that in the month of

February, 1868, a number of posting bills were first

issued, offering ' a reward of two guineas to any person

who might give such information as would lead to the

detection and conviction of any person or persons stealing

or receiving the horse fodder or other property belonging to

members of this Association in transit to or from the Lon-
don markets ;

' and the result has been, that several mem-
bers have been greatly benefited by the vigilance of the

police, who have, from time to time, acted so as to fully

entitle them to the said reward.
'

' There remained, however, the difficulty of being able

to distinguish the waggon of a non-member from that of

a member of this Association, and this has induced most

subscribers to consent to adopt a distinctive label, which

is screwed on the cart or waggon, and thus assists a

stranger in at once being able to identify the property of

a member ; and. although at present only a limited

number of such labels have been issued, yet the system is

very favourably reported upon, and those gentlemen who
have not purchased such labels are particularly requested

to make their applications without delay.

"In consequence of a statement having been made to

the committee that a member's carman had been sum-
moned by the police ' for bringing a waggon loaded with

manure into Covent Garden Market,' an extraordinary

meeting of committee was held on January 16, 1872, at

the Bedford Head Hotel, Maiden Lane, Covent Garden,

W.C., 'to consider the steps adopted by the police with

regard to those carters who are compelled to take wag-

gons loaded with manure either near or into Covent

Garden Market prior to the removal of their employers'

empty baskets.' As is well known, it is a general practice

for waggons loaded with manure to return to Covent

Garden for the purpose of collecting empty baskets, and
the committee felt that the question raised by the police

was one of the greatest importance to the trade gene-

rally ; they therefore solicited and obtained an interview

with the Commissioner of Police, who very kindly gave

the deputation a most patient hearing, and since this

interview, and the explana-lion then given, no further

complaints have reached your committee.

"With reference to the serious 'strike' of market

garden labourers which recently arose in the Metropolitan

districts, it is gratifying to hear more favourable accounts

from many members who at first experienced considerable

loss, inconvenience, and annoyance ; at the same time it

is but right and fair you should be reminded that there is

little doubt the disturbance would have assumed greater

proportions, and also extended over a far greater period

of time, if it had not been for the prompt measures taken

by the Market Gardeners, Nurserymen, and Farmers'

Association, in at once attending at Scotland Yard, &c.,

and securing the valuable assistance of the police, also in

offering certain rewards with a view of preventing either

intimidation or violence being used towards those market

garden labourers who continued their daily work.
" Upwards of 20 new members were elected last year,

but when it is considered the great number of persons

who are cultivators of the soil, and thereby interested in

the success of tliis Society, and also partakers of the

benefits, directly or indirectly, of the many important

cases taken up by the Association, it is felt the numbers
ought to have amounted to some hundreds instead of the

present limited number.
"The financial statement continues to show an in-

crease, both of the reserve capital and annual income of

the Market Gardeners, Nurserymen and Farmers' Asso-

ciation."

The Sea-weed Collector, &c. By Shirley Hib-
berd. Groombridge, 8vo. Pp. 152. Eight coloured

plates.

This is a ** handy " little volume which will be found

useful by many of those on the look-out for "common
objects on tlte sea shore." It contains a capital account

of the mode of seeking and preserving these plants, a

sketch of their uses, a chapter devoted to the explanation

of theivstructure (themost unsatisfactory part ofthe book),

and a systematic account ©f the principal species met with

on our coasts. The microscopic structure is so com-
plex, and in some details so obscure, that we are not

surprised that Mr. Hibberd has found it difficult to

give a correct explanation of them in terms sufficiently

clear for a beginner's comprehension. We allude

especially to the account of the reproductive organs,

given at p. 25 et seq.y which will require revision

when a second edition is called for, as we expect will

in no long time be the case.

The style in which the book is written is pleasing,

and the illustrations are numerous, and, for the most

part, characteristic. Appended to the volume is a chapter

on British sponges, one of the best in the work.

Sponges have attained additional interest of late since

the discovery at the bottom of the Atlantic of a bouA

fide ventriculite, such as is so often met with in a fossil

state in chalk flints, and which is one of the points

adduced by its discoverer, Dr. Carpenter, in support

of his notion that a deposit or stratum analogous to

that of the chalk is going on at this very time, so that

in a sense we may be said to be still living in the

cretaceous epoch !

The last part of the Transactions of the

Linnean Society of London contains an elaborate

memoir on the Spermogones and Pycnides of Crustace-

ous Lichens, by Dr. Lauder Lindsay, and a memoir
on the Hippocrateacece of South America, by Mr.
Miers. The floral organisation is remarkable, chiefly

on account of the great development of the disc and the

curious nature of the fruit. The plants are remarkable
for the profusion of spiral vessels throughout their

tissues.

The Field Quarterly Magazine and Revieiu for

August (Cox) contains inter alia an interesting article

on Greenland, by Mr. R. Brown. In lat. 69' N. the

author "found the interstices between the stones filled

with a deep layer of Mosses and of Empetrum nigrum,

together with a rich luxuriance of Lichens, Mosses, and
flowering plants, including Lychnis apetala, Epilobium
latifolium, the universal dwarf Birch, Betula nana,

which is everywhere a component of the turf in Green-

land." Hierochloe alpina, the Holy grass of Iceland,

is used in that island to scent rooms, but by the Green-

landers as stuffing for their boots, the grass forming an

excellent non-conductor. It seems probable that the

great wedge-shaped mass which is supposed to repre-

sent Greenland on the maps, should more conectly be
shown as a cluster of islets bound together by ice and
glaciers.

Magnetis/n, and the Dezdation of the Cotnfiass

(Longmans), is the title of a small manual embracing

the necessary information on magnetism and deviation

of the compass, for the use of those preparing for the

examination of the Board of Trade, or studying in

navigation and science schools. The author is Dr.

Merrifield, a sufficient guarantee that the information

given is as accurate as it is clearly expressed.

—~ The Liverpool Naturalists' Field Club have
done good service by publishing a Flora of Liverpool

and 15 Miles Round, more complete than that of

Dickinson or Hall. The arrangement followed is that

of Syme in the 3d edition of English Botany. We
should have been glad to have seen some fuller account

of the relationship between the plants and the soils

they grow on.

Florists' Flowers.
I LOOKED in some time since at Mrs. Benham's,

Brentford End, Isleworth, where Mr. Porter, the raiser

of so many good Trop^olums, is gardener, just to

take stock of his seedlings of the present year. I find

he grows them largely in all sorts of places, and
especially in and around shrubberies, where they make
a brave show. Mr. Porter has a true, and in his best

seedlings a really refined Lobbianum strain, with small

rounded and well-bearded flowers thrown well up from
the foliage. He is also securing in them much more
substance than is commonly found in the Tropceolum,
and consequently they are not so liable to be suddenly
frizzled up when a warm sun prevails. Of colours I

find the principal ones to be yellow, crimson, and
scarlet, with variations of each, some of the scarlets

being intensely deep and rich, whilst others are pale.

Yellows vary both in shade of colour and in colour of

blotches, which are red maroon and crimson, and vary

also in density. It is a singular thing that the golden

King of Tom Thumbs, the most indifferent form of a

yellow Tropreolum sent out, is the only yellow kind

without a blotch. Mr. Porter and other raisers have

yet something to do to give us first-class yellow

Trop.Tolums that are pure selfs. The crimson shades

are very effective, some being nearly black. The whole
collection includes a capital variety.

The best uses to which to put the Lobbianums, I

take to be, 1st, greenhouse decoration in pots, and 2d,

as climbers in the open ground in the summer. Mr.

Porter uses them with great effect trained over dense

growing shrubs, such as the Holly, Portugal Laurel,

Rhododendron, &c., and shrubberies or beds com-
posed of these are greatly enlivened and beautified in

the summer, after their own bloom has fallen, by these

trailers being carried over them. After one or two
years' growth in this way self-sown seedlings will keep

the shrubberies gay. For pot-work a constant supply

of easily struck cuttings is best, and well established

plants often flower very profusely if kept in a little

warmth through the winter, and are most acceptable

to cut from. A. D.

The honey season of 1S72 is now at an end, and the

increase of the season, both as regards the produce of

the hives and their number, is below the average. It

maybestated with certainty that there are at least 10,000

less stock of bees in England now than there were at
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this period last year, and as many of the June swarms

are exceptionably heavy, it follows that a larger number
of hives than usual will fall victims to the brimstone

match.

It may interest some of your readers to learn how
they can become bee-keepers at this season of the year

without much trouble or outlay. Let the tyro bee-

keeper, having first found out when a neighbour intends

to take his bees with the brimstone match, get an

empty hive (Boscawen's bar-and-frame bee-hive is by

far the best), and after having stupefied the stock with

the fumes of burning fungus instead of killing them

with brimstone, let him very carefully collect all the

stupefied bees, shaking them out of their late abode

upon a cloth, and then at once transfer them to the

empty Boscawcn hive. It will not be difficult, with

a little care, to save nearly every bee. All that

remains to be done is to feed the deprived bees in the

Boscawen hive copiously with syrup made by boiling

slowly I pint of ale with 2 pints of brown sugar, until

the sugar is perfectly dissolved. Whilst boiling the

syrup should be skimmed, and a pinch of salt added.

By the outlay of Jj. the bee-keeper is set up, and will

possess a hive of bees that will next May be worth at

least £1, and, if properly kept, will yield him a great

many pounds sterling without further labour or outlay.

Benjamin y, Boyes Fffivler, 3, Esplanade^ Plymouth^
Sept. 6.

THE WEATHER.
STATS OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesdav, Sept. ii, 1872.
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Rose Leaves : E, H. Your Rose leaves are attacked by
a Fungus, Asteroma Rosse, which is developed at first

beneath the cuticle. There is no remedy, M. J , B.—
B. C. Aregma mucronatum, Fr. and Coleosporium
pingue are attacking your Rose leaves. These parasites

seem universal this year. M. J. B.

Sallow Leaves : E. C. Your Sallow leaves in the first

instance were infested with Lecythea Capra?arum ; this

is, in its turn, attacked by Darluca filum, which occurs
on many other Uredines. M. J. B.

ToMATOS : Loch S/oy. Certainly. A collection of vege-

tables would hardly be complete without a dish of

Toraatos.

Vine Leaves : T. W. M. The leaves of your Vines,

measuring 12 inches across, are very fine. We have
seen many like them on young canes, and some nearly

as large on old ones.

Catalogues Received.—E. H. Krelage & Son (Haar-
lem), Wholesale Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs, Flower
Roots, &c.—Butler. McCulloch & Co. (Covent Garden
Market), Autumn Catalogue of Choice Dutch and
Cape Bulbs.—J. M. Thorburn & Co. (15, John Street,

New York), Preliminary Trade Price List of Californian
and other American Tree Seeds.— Sutton & Sons
(Reading), Catalogue of Fresh-imported Bulbous
Flower Roots.

Communications Received.—M. J. B.—H. M.—G. C, New-
bury.— F. P. Cameron.—An Old Sub.—T. B.—R. 0.—
G. N. H.— C. T. G.—J. F.—A. W.—C. B. S., Jsrsey.—P. G.
-J. C.-G. W. Y.-P. C- E. H.-E. J. C.-Shem.-E, J. C.—S. R. H.—H. H. D.-W. M. K.—Barr& Sugden.-R. D.
— G. M.—Moore Gwynne.

arkds.
COVENT GARDEN.—Sept. 13.

Rough goods are tolerably well supplied, and of good
quality. Fruit is generally short and deficient in flavour,
having neither keeping qualities nor much to recommend
it in appearance. The markets are very thinly attended.

Cut Flowers.
s. d. s. d.

Blue Cornflower, p.
12 bun 3 o to 4 o

Carnations, p. bunch 40 — 60
Clove Carnations, p.

12 bun.
Gardenias, p. doz. .

.

Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays

Balsams p. doz.
Calceolaria, . . do.

China Asters do.

Cockscombs . . do.
Double Pelar-
goniums .. do.

Fuchsia . . do.

40—60
30 — 60

s. d. s. d.

Heartsease, p. i2bun. i 6 to 3 o
Mignonette, 12 bun. 16 — 30
Myosotis, p. bun, . . 02 — 06
PelargoniumSjZonal,

p. 12 sprays .. 04 — o q
Roses, per doz. . . 1 o — 60
Stephanotis,i2sprays4 o — 6 o
SweetPeas.p. 12 bun. 2 o — 40

Plants in Pots.

. d. s. d.

3 oto 6 o
4 o— 6 o
30—60
30—60

Figs, p, doz.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per loo .

.

Melons, each
Oranges, per 100 ,

4 o— 6 o
4 0—12 o

Fruit.
s. d. s. d.

I o to 2 o
10 — 50
7 o — 10 o
30 — so

.10 o — 15 o

VeGEI ABLES.
s. d. s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea. o 3 to o 6
Heet, per doz. .. i o— 3 o
Cabbages, per doz. .. 10— 1 3
Cardoons, each . . . . — .

.

Carrots, p. bunch . . o 7— 10
Caulifiowers, p. do/. 2 o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle . i o— 2 o
Cucumbers, each .. o 6— i o
Frencli Beans, new,

per \ sieve . . , . — 30
Herbs, per bunch .. o 2— o 4
HorseRadish, p. bun,3 o— 5 o
Leeks, per bunch . . o 2— o 4

New Potatos-Round, is. to 7^. per cwt.

to -^s. do.

s. d. s. d.

Liliura auratum, doz. i 6to 5 o— lancifolium do. 1 o— 2 o
Lobelia . . do.
Mignonette .. do.
Myrtles .. do.
Rhodanthe . . do.
ScarlctGeraniuni do.

6 o

y o

6 o

Peaches, per doz.
Pears, per doz.
Pine-apples, per lb. 3 o
Strawberries, p. lb.

r. d. s. d.

4 o tOI2 o
20 — 40

7 o

d. s. d.

oto Z oLettuces, per score .

.

Mushrooms, p. pott. .. — 30
Onions, per bunch . o 4— o 9
Parsley, p. bunch . . o 2— o 6
Peas, new, per qt. i o— 2 o
Radishes, per bunch o 2— .

.

Rhubarb, p. bund. . . . — 04
Salsafy, per bun — ..

Scorzonera, per bun. .. — ..

Shallots, per lb. .. o 6— ..

Spinach, per i sieve 2 6— 3 o
Tomatos, p. doz. .. i o— 2 o
Turnips, p. bun. . . o 6— o 9

Kidneys, 5^. od.

Brunswick Nursery, Lower Tottenliam.
JOHN MALLER begs to offer, well-grown and set

with buds, nice pUnls of the foltowinj:;, for winter bloomine :

—

ERICA HVEMAl.IS. GRACILIS, MELANTHERA, CAFFRA.
HVBRIDA and WIEMOREANA; BOUVARDIAof sorts. CYCLA-
MEN PERSICUM.EPIPHYLLUM of many sorts, POINSETTIA
PULCHERRIMA; EUPATORIA GRACILIS, ODORATA, and
REPENS; AZALEA INDICA of sorts, a fine strain of PRIMULA
SINENSIS and Double While. Price on application. A visit
respectfully invited before decidinc where to buy tlic winter stock.
Trains from BishopBate (Great Eastern Railway) every half-hour.
White Hart Lane Station adjoins the Nursery.

CABBAGE PLANTS, CABBAGE PLANTS.—
Strong, healthy, autumn sown, of the following kinds, vie.:—
Early Baltcrsca I Early Barnes
Enfield Market

| Nonpareil
Can now be supplied in any quantities, at 31. per looo. Remittance
or Post Office Order to accompany all orders from unknown
correspondents.

W. VIRGO AND SON, Woncrsh Nurseries, Guildford.

The Best Grass for Sewage Farming.

C A R T E R 'S SUPERFINE
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS,

Specially selected for Sewage Farms, should now be sown for early

spring crops. This variety produces an immense weight of pure

Grass, is free from weeds, and very hardy.

CARTER'S SUPERFINE ITALIAN RYE-GRASS
Is cultivated extensively on the principal Sewage Farms in England.

Lowest Price per Quarter on application.

All Seeds Carriage Free.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
Seedsmen to the Queen and the Prince of Wales,

237 and 2j8, High Holbom, London. W.C.

Eltiiam Nursery, Kent, S.E.
TWO MILES from BLACK.HEATH STATION:
ONE MILE from ELTHAM, LOOP-LINE.

THIRTY ACRES of healthy, well-grown NURSERY
STOCK, of every description, comprising Specimen CONIFERS

and EVERGREENS of all sizes. Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
&C. Gentlemen who intend planting this season arc invited to come
and select for themselves.

JAMES W. TODMAN. Eltham Nursery'. Kent, S.E.

To the Trade and Others!
SPECIAL OFFER of TRICOLOR GERANIUMS.

—Louisa Smith, 21, 6d. per doz., 20J. per 100; Sophia Dumaresque,
21. dd. per doz., qos. per 100; Lady Galium, 21. td. per doz., 20J. per
100; Airs. Pollock, 3s. 3^. per doz., i8j. per 100; Prince Silvcrwings,
3s, 6d. perdoz, aSi, per 100; Sophia Cusack, 35. 6d. per doz., 281. per
100. CMher choice varieties, my own selecLion, 4s. per doz.
GEORGE POULTON, Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmonton,

London, N.

FECIAL OFFER of FERNS and GERANIUMS at
low prices.

FERNS,—Dicksonia antarctica, in .jB-pots, ts. 6d. each, 12s. perdoz.;
Lygodium scandcns, m 48-pots, grf. each, 6s. per doi.; Neottopteris
australasica, ai. 6d. each; Pieris serrulata, strong, Jn 48-pots, 6d. each,
^i. per doz,; Adlantum Capillus-veneris, strong, in 48-pots, 91^. each,
6j. per doz.

GERANIUM MASTER CHRISTINE (Cannell's), strong plants,
well established in 60 pots, is. 6d. each, 121, per doz,, 80s. per 100.

All packets free lor cash with order. Post Orders payable a
Huntin[;don.

KIRK ALLEN, The Nurseries, Brampton, Huntingdon.

Splrssa (Hoteia) japonica.
JEAN VERSCHAFFELT holds an extensive stock of

this favourite plant for winter forcing, at the undermentioned
low prices, viz. ;

—

Good strong tufts, 30J. per 100 ; 250J. per looo.
Extra strong tufts, each to produce from 8 to 15 flower-spikes, 50J. p. 100.
Orders are being booked now, but the plants will only be sent in

October, after the full growth is completed. All orders should be sent
at once to

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, The Nurseries, 134, Faubourg de
Ttru.xclles, Ghent. Belgium.

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
• begs to offer ;

—

CAMELLIAS, with flower ouds, all good double varieties, own
selection, plants i to ij^ foot high, £6 10s. per loo; ditto larger,
£S to ;£i2 per 100. Strong plants, 51., 105. 6d. , to 211. each.

INDIAN AZALEAS, with flower buds, nice stufT, own selection, all
fine varieties. £z per 100 ; ditto larger. /6, £9, to ;£io per 100.

SPIR.'EA JAPONICA, strong plants lor iorcinK,30J. per 100.
LILY of the VALLEY, ditto, 631. per 100.

PANDANUS UTILIS, fine plants, £s per 100.
MUSA SUPERBA, stout young plants. 5J. each or 48J. per dozen.

Choice newer Seeds, Post Free.

BS. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
• Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Holloway, London. N. p^, packet-i. d.
Williams" superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed.

II. 6d., 33. 6d.,v. 6d., ana j o
Plants from this Seed have always been awarded First Prizes

wherever exhibited.
Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,

IS. 6d.,2s.6d.,y. 6d.,aad 5 o
LISIANTHUS PRINCEPS is. 6d. and 5
Wcatherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA,

IS. dd., 2s. od., 35. 6d., and 5
Wiggins' prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. is. 6d., zs. 6d., and ? 6
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize strain .. .. 11. and i 6
PRIMULA JAPONICA, new seed (own saving) a 6
INTERMEDIATE STOCK, Mauve Queen 36

• • ,, Pink Queen ,. .. .. .,26
The above Stocks were awarded First-class Certificates by

the Royal Horticultural Society at Kensington, and Royal
Botanic Society. Regent's Park, May 8, 1872.

Dwarl Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-
mended 10

„ Purple Queen, very fine .to
Saundcra* fine doi h. WA 1-Lf LVJ)WE, B. ^

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Braintree, Essex.

TO BE LET, with possession at Michaelmas next,
TWO N URSERY GARDENS (together or separately), contain-

ing about 3 Acres each. For further particulars apply to
Mr. A. CUNNINGTON, Erainiree.

To Nurserymen and Florists.

TO BE LET, the DELL NURSERY, containing good
House and Cottage, and about Five Acres of Land in full work-

ing order, situated in a very improving neighbourhood, within a short
distance of Liverpool and Birkenhead.

ROBERT DOESON, Estate Agent, Rock Ferri', Birkenhead.

To Nurserymen.
FOR DISPOSAL, with immediate Possession, a

NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS, with good connection, in
the West of England. Established over 30 years.

A. B., Mr. AlJnutt, Slaiion Road, Wood Green, N.

rriO BE DISPOSED OF, an old-established NUR-X SERY BUSINESS, in the West of England, with Stock, Four
Greenhouses, Frames, &c. : remainder of Lease; about i|i Acre of
Ground, all walled in, and Six-roomed House. For particulars, address

E. STEWARD, Toihill, Ply ^"x:
South Coast.

FOR S.\LE, by Private Treaty, a beautifully situate
FREEHOLD RESIDENTIAL ESTATE, known as ROSE

BANK, ntar to the delightful village ol Waterloo, three miles from
Havaiit, three from Cosham, seven from Portsmouth, and within two
hours by rail from London to Havant Station. Acharming Residence,
Eight Acres of Land, Entrance Lodge, Seven Cottages, Gas Works,
Water Tower, with Steam-engine ana Pumps ; Elegant Conservatory,
42 feet long by 22 feet wide; Range of Vineries, Stove, Plant, and
Greenhouses; Fig House; Magnificent Stabling; Twelve Loose
Boxes; Eleven Stables, Carriage Houses, and other extensive Out-
buildings. The House contains Entrance Hall, Corridor ; Morning,
Dining, and Drawing Rooms ; Library; Fifteen Bedrooms (including
Servants'); Two handsomely fitted Baih Rooms, with Hot and Cold
Water supplies. The whole suitable for the immediate reception of a
Family of distinction. Printed Particulars of

Mr. GARNETT, Estate Agent, Portsea and Waterloo, Hants.

SALES BY AU CTION.
Important Sale of Plants.

MR. KERRISON has received instructions from
Mr. B Whitham, Proprietor of the Reddish Nurseries, near

Stockport. Cheshire, who has arranged to give up the whole o( his
Land adjoining the river Tame, in consequence of the imminent
danger to a large portion of his Stock by the late floods, to SELL by
AUCTION, on SEP 1 EMBER 26, 27, 28, and 30, at 11 lor 13 o'clock
each day, at ihe above Grounds, an extensive assortment of FOREST,
FRUIT, and ORNAMENTAL TREES, EVERGREENS, DECI-
DUOUS SHRUBS, &c. The Fruit Trees compfise Apples. Pears,
Plums, Cherries, Currants, &c., of the best sorts. The Forest Trees
consist of nearly every known kind, British and Foreign. The
Rhododendrons, which are of the best named sorts, range from 2-yr.

Seedlings to 4 feet hieh. There are about three million oltransplanted
Quicks, and the whole will be Sold without reserve.

Catalogues are now ready, and may be had at the Nurseries, or
frnm the Auctioneer, 290, Stamford Street, Ashton-under-Lyne.

Dutch Bulbs for Autumn Planting.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms. -^S, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, evcr>'

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY during September,
at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely. Importations of First-Class
HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES, and other BULBS, just
arrived from well-known Farms in Holland, in Lots to suit large and
small Growers.

On view the mornings oi Sale, and Catalogues had.

Valuable Imported Orclilds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38, Kmg Street, Covent Garden. W.C.,

on THURSDAY, September 19, at half past 12 o'Clock precisely, fine
imported ORCHIDS, including Odontoglossum vexillarium, the
gigantic variety ; the marvellous Masdevaliia Chimtcra, some magnifi-
cent new Cattleyas,—Batemania, Pescatorea ; splendid new distichous
Epidendrum, some very tine new Odontoglossum, Polycycnis,
Rcstrepia, &c. Also established plants of Cattlcya Chocoensis,
Eldorado, gigas, and Wagneri, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Planting Season.
IMPORTANTlo NOBLEMEN. t;ENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN,

BUILDERS, and OTHERS EXTENSIVELY ENGAGED in
PLANTING.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE of FORTHCOMING
SALES of NURSERY STOCK by MESSRS. PROTHERO£

AND MORRIS:—
OCTOBER 7 to II.—On the Premises, the NURSERY. Stratford. and

the N U RSERY, Wanstead Flats, by order of the Executrix of the
late Mr. G. H. Bunney.

OCTOBER 14 and 15.—On the Premises. The OSBORNE NUR-
SERY, Potters Bar, by order of Mr. J . Butterfieid.

OCTOBER 16 and 17.—On the Premises, The NURSERY, Reigate
by order of Messrs, Iver^' & Son, the lease having expired.

OCTOBER 18—On the Premises. The NURSERY. Witlesden, by
order of the Proprietor.

OCTOBER 21 and ^2 —On the Premises, The NURSERY, Islcworlh,
by order of Mr. C. S. Waring, who is relinquishing the business.

OCTOBER 2^ to 26—On the Premises, The AMERICAN NUR-
SERY, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, by order of Messrs.
Baker & Son.

OCTOBER 28 and sg—Un the Premises, EXOTIC NURSERY,
Tooting, by order of Mr R. Parker.

OCTOBER 30 and 31—On the Premises, The NURSERY, New
Wandsworth, by order of Mr W. Hooper.

NOVEMBER ^ to 7.—On the Premises, The SALE NURSERY,
Loughton, Essex, by order of the Proprietor, a portion of the Land
being required for building purposes.

NOT FIXED.-On the PremTses, The NURSERY, Chigwell, Essex,
by order of the Proprietor.

Lea Bridge Road, E.
AUTUMN TRADE SALE of WINTER-BLOOMING

HEATHS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. John Eraser to SELL by AUCTION,

without reserve, on the Premises, The Lea Bridge Nurseries. Lea
Bridge Road, Leyton, Essex, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,
September 17 and 18, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely each day, about
25,000 WINTER-BLOOMING HEATHS, remarkably well grown,
including 10,000 hyemalis, 3000 gracilis, 1500 Wilmorcana, 1500 grand-
inosa; also large quantities of gracilis vcmalis, regerminans lynd-
riana, colorans, and others; 1000 fine EPACRIS of the choicest
kmds: 600 AZALEA INDICA by name; about 750 CYCLAMENS of
the finest strain of persicum, profusely furnished with bloom buds

;

CYTISUS, ACACIA DRUMMONDII, a large stock of TEA
ROSES in pots, SOLANUM CAPSICASTRUM in b:rry, TREE
CARNATIONS, a pair of large variegated ALOES, in tubs;
LAPAGERIA ROSEA ; likewise a few specimen and miscellaneous
GREEN HOUSE PLANTS, together with about 60,000 choice seedling
CONIFERjIl, pricked oflf in store pots, comprising Liboccdrus
decurrens, Picea lasiocarpa, Wellingtonias, Abies and Piiius of
sorts, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale- Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and ^'aluers, Leytonstonc, E.

Tooting, S.W.
ANNUAL SALE of EXTRA STOCK of STOVE and GREEN-

HOUSE PLANTS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have
received instructions from Mr. R. Parker to SELL ly

AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, Exotic Nursciy,
Tooting, on MONDAY, Scpicmber 23, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precise^',

many tliousands of choice STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
the whole of which are very healthy, comprising quantities of
Ananassa, Embothrium coccineum, Anthurium, Dracsnas, Phor-
miums of sorts. Gardenias, Epiphyllum, Rhododendron Countess of

Haddington, Cossignea borbonica, choice double Camellias, Azalea
indicji, and others: a quantity of choice Orchids, including Vandas,
Acrides of sorts, Cymbidium cburneum, Angrarcum sesquipcdalc,
Cypripedium, Thunia Bensoniae, La^lia prestans, true, and nundreds
of E.\otic Ferns, Adiantum Farleyense and others; fine greenhouse
and stove Palms, an assortment of Succulent Plants, hardy Herbaceous
Plants, Yuccas, choice Tulips, &c.
Mav be viewed the Saturday prior and morning of Sale. Catalogues

may be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and \'aiucrb,
Leytonslone, E.

Netting Hill, W.
CLEARANCE SALE of CHOICE GREENHOUSE PLANTS,

HORSE, VAN, &c

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION on the Premises, the Silchester Koad Nursery,

Notting Hill, W., on TUESDAY, September 24, at 12 for 1 o'Clock pre-
cisely, by order of Mr. Robert Smith, who is relinquishing the
business, the whole of the GREENHOUSE and STOVE PLANTS,
comprising 800 Isolepis gracilis, Stephanolis, Begonias, choice Fcrnf,
Lycopodiums; also 250 Azalea indica, well set with flower-buds, 1500
Geraniums of sorts. Camellias, &c., together with Horse, Van,
Harness, Garden Pots, 100 feet Hot-water Piping, Manure, Compost, &c.
On view the day prior to Sale. CATALOGUES had on the

Premises, and ot the Auctioneers, Lcytonstone, E.

Calderstone, near Liverpool.
The MAGNIFICENT COLLECTInN of ( iKClIIDS, EXOTIC,

and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, PALMS, IRUITING PINES,
FIGS. FERNS, &c.

MR. BRANCH will SELL by AUCTION, on
WEDNESDAY, September 18, at la o*Clock. in the Gardens of

Calderstone, Allerton, the remarkably choice COLLECTION of
STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, CAMELLIAS, AZALE.\S,
and other Plants, the Property of Henry Walker, Esq.
The Orchids include large and verj' beautiful Specimens of many of

the most rare and valuable species. The Stove Plants arc of the best
descriptions, and amongst them will be found many exceptionally fine.

The Palms form a most important feature, consisting of select Plants

of imposing growth. The Greenhouse Plants comprise the most
esteemed kinos in general cultivation ; the more ordinarj' descriptions
grown in great numbers. The Pines arc in Fruit, in succession, and
suckers embracing the best varieties.

This Collection contains for the major partj Specimen and Exhibi-
tion Plants of the choicest description in their respective classes, in

the highest state of health and cultivation.

To be viewed two days prior to the day of Sale- Catalogues may
be obtained from Mr. SMITH, Head Gardener, at Calderstone, or
from Mr. BRANCH, at his Offices, Hanover Street, Liverpool.

To tlie Nobility, Gentry, and Others.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT and EXTENSITE SALE .it the far-

famed PROSPECT and HEATH HOUSE NURSERIES,
situate at CHEDDLETON, near LEEK.

MESSRS. FERGYSON and SON beg to intimate
that, in consequence of the declining health of the present pro-

prietor, Mr. William Grosvcnor, they have received peremptory
instructions to submit for unreserved PUBLIC COMPETITION,
on MONDAY, September 30. and on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY. FRIDAY, and SATURDAY, October i, 2. 3, .(, and 5,
at I o'clock each day prompt {refreshments at 12), all the very
judiciously selected and costly STOCK IN -TRADE of choice
FRUIT TREES, in immense variety; noble FOREST TREES,
Standard and Dwarf ROSES, fine specimens of EVERGREENS, rare

and costly AMERICAN PLANTS, magnificent ORNAMENTAL
TREES, flowering and other SHRUBS, &c., pertaining to the
aforesaia Nurseries, which occupy an area of upwards of 30 Acres.

This Sale will doubtless prove a great attraction to those interested

in planting, as the Nurseries have long obtained an enviable noloriciy

for the hardy nature of the plants grown there, and the discrlmin.iting

judgment exercised by the present proprietor, who is entirely declining
business, consequently the whole of the very valuable Lots will be
Sold without the slightest reservation.

Conveyances will meet all Trains slopping at Chcddlcton St.itioii on
the days of SaJe, and every facility will be afforded to purchasers in

the interim.
Catalogues will be ready eight days previous to the Sale, and can be

had (gratis) on application at the place of Sale, or at the Auction and
Valuation Oflices, Market Place and Stockwell Street, Leek.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Shropshire Sheep.—Elford Park, Tamworth.

MESSRS. LYTHALL anp CLARKE are honoured
«ith instructions from Mr. G. A. May to SELL by AUCTION,

without llic slightest reserve, on MONDAY, September i6 at

3 o'clock prompt (Luncheon at is), at Elford Park, the whole of his

well-known RAM-BREEDING FLOCK, comprismg about ^oo

Kams, Shearling and Stock Ewes, and Ram and Ewe Lambs.

After an intimate knowledge of the flock for 12 years past, anti per-

sonal inspection oJ the Sheep for Sale, the Auctioneers can conhdently

recommend the Stock as possessing all the attributes of a true rent

paying class of Sheep.
, ,, „ , . ^ r >

The Ramsare principally by that splendid sire, Mrs. Beach s Oxford

Priie Ram (included in the Sale), and not being under cover, but ranp-

ing in ihe pastures, will be found full of muscle, ready for use, and in

an active improving state.

1 he Em es are a particularly good lot, large in sue, true in colour,

and very prolific. Although not forced for Sale, many Sheep have

been produced on the ground from 40 to 65 lb. per quarter, and the

usual clip of the Ram Tees has been from 10 to 15 lb. each, with

occasional lleeccs of 16 lb.

The Lambs are of lari^e size, well wooUed and bossed, and very pro-

mising, being principally by Mr. ManscH's noted R. A. S. prize sheep,

Consiitution. lately sold at 80 gs.

EHord Park is one mile from the Haselour and Croxall Stations on
the Midland, and two miles from Alrewas Station on the South

Staffordshire Railway,
Conveyances will meet the 11.5s and 12 31 A.M. down, and 13 10 and

12 20 up trains at Tamworth.
Auctioneers' Offices, 39, New Street, Birmingham.

Shropshire Sheep.
The FIFTEENTH GRE.VP CENTRAL SALE, at BINGLEY

HALL, BIRMINGHAM.
MESSRS. LYTHALL and CLARKE will SELL by

AUCTION, on THURSDAY, September iq inst.. at half-past

10 o'clock, ONE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED PURE-BRED
SHROPSHIRE RAMS and EWES, from the following eminent
Breeders :

—

1 he Right Hon. Lord Willoughby de Broke (Winner R.A.S.E.)

The Right Hon. Lord Sudelcy (Winner K A.S E,)

The Riiiht Hon. Lord Wcnlock (Winner RASE.)
Solomon Ashton, Esq.

^[^s. Beach (Winner R.A.S.E.)
Mr. BoSMorth
Mr. W. H. Clare
Mr. N. Dodds
Mr. \V. Endall
\V. C. Firmslone, Esq. (Winner
R.A.S.E)

Mr. E. Glover
Mr. Jenkins
W. Lort, Ebo,"

. Lylhall

Mr. Nock (\Vinncr R.A.S.E.)
Mr. S. C. Pilgrim
IX G. Round. Esq.
H. J. Sheldon, Esq. (Winner
R.A.S.E.)

C. Stubbs, Esq.
Mr. Tidy
Messrs. Tolefree
Hy- Wood, Esq.
Mr. T. Wood
G. Woodcock, Esq.
Mr. Yates (Winner R A.S.E.)

The above will include Prire Rams and Ewes exhibited at the
R.A.S.E. Show at CardifT, Stourbridge, Market Harborough, and
other important Shows.

Auctioneers' Offices, 39, New Street, Birmingham.

Norfolk Fed Polled Cattle, from the Elmham Herd.

MR. J.\MES BACON is honoured with instructions

from the Right Hon, Lord Sondes, to submit to PUBLIC
COMPETITION, without resene, at the Auction Mart, East

Dereham. Norfolk, on FRIDAY, September 20, at half-past 1 o Clock

•;harp laller arrival of Trains from London, Norwich, and Lynn),

a choice selection of TWENTY HEAD, consisting of in-calf and

yearling Heifers, Cows, and young Hulls, including some Priie

Animals at the Royal Agricultural and other Shows.
Catalogues may be had of the Auctioneer, Aitleborough, and ol

Mr. FULCHER, Elmham.

T

Winterfold, near Kidderminster.
IMPORTANT SALE of FIRST-CLASS SHORTHORNS.

MR. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions to
announce for SALE by AUCTION, at Winterfold. on

WEDNESDAY, September 18 next, the ENTIRE HERDS of
FIRST-CLASS SHORTHORNS belonging to John Harward, Esq .

of Winterfold, near Kidderminster, and Isaac Downing, Esq., of
Turner's Hill, Rowley Regis, consisting of about 65 Head of Bulls,

Cows, and Heifers, of the Oxford, Waterloo, Wild Eyes, Kirkleving-
lon, Lally, Blanche, and Surmise tribes. More than half the stock are
directly descended from animals bred at Kirklevington. and the others
largely inherit this highly lashionable blood. The Sale includes the
magnificent Bull, 3d Duke of Claro (23,729), whose sire and dam were
both by the celebrated 7th Duke of York (17.754), and the superb Bull,

Sih Duke of Geneva (28,300). The Young Stock arc by these excellent
Sires, and the Cows and Heifers are served by them.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had on anpHraiion to Mr.
STRAFFORD, 13, Euston Square. London, N.W. ; or of Mr.
MI-' - '• ' ' ' " -

RAFi-ORD, 13, Euston Sguarc. London
NETT, at Winterfold, near Kidderminster.

Thurmaston Lodge, near Leicester.
IMPORTANT SALE of SHORTHORN CATTLE and

LEICESTER RAMS.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION.
on THURSDAY. September 19, at Thurmaston Lodge Farm,

Leicester, the HERD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS, comprising

about Fifty Head of Bulls. Cows, and Heifers, the property of Thos.
Allen. Esq. It has been selected from the well-known herds of Lord
Fcnrhyn, Lord Walsingham. Messrs. Packe, Meakin, Booth, and
other breeders. The pure Bates Bull. Duke of Waterloo (28,464). bred
by Lord Penrhyn, has been and is still in use, and the slock generally

will be found of a verj- useful an^l profitable description.

AI^o will be SOLD several well-bred 2-year-oId and yearling
HEIFERS, by Pedigree Bulls, out of Dairy Cows, and a number of
PURE LEICESTER RAMS and RAM LAMBS, from Mr. Allen's

well-known fleck.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,
15, Langnam Place, London, W.

Extensive Sale of Shorthorn Cattle.

THE HARLOWBURY HERD of PURE SHORT-
HORNS, bred by the late Mr. Chas. Barnard, fornearly20 years,

will be SOLD by AUCTION, on TUESDAY, September 2^. at

Harlowbury. near Harlow Station, Essex. It comprises about Eighty
Head oi Bulls. Cows, and Heifers, which are extremely well descended
from some of the soundest lines of old Shorthorn blood. The Bulls

used have been first-class Animals of the fashionable Bates strains,

and in the Herd will be found Mr. Barnard's late County Prize

Winners, and many promising Young Animals of each sex by the pure
Kates Sire, Duke of^ Liverpool (28.414), who is included in the Sale,

The Herd has been kept for Dairy purposes, consequently the Cows
are capitiial Milkers, The whole Slock is of a very superior
description.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,

15, Langnam Place, London, W.

Important Sale of Pure-bred Shorthorns, at Tansley,
Near MATLOCK BRIDGE, DERBYSHIRE.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on THURSDAY, September 26 (2 o'CIock), at Tanslev. near

Matlock, the ENTIRE HERD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS,
belonging to Mr. R. Blackwell. The Herd, comprising about Fifty

Head of Bulls, Cows, and Heifers, has been selected and bred from
several of the best Herds in the country, and contains many choice
Animals of the Booth, Fawkcs. and Stratton blood. First-class Priie

Bulls have always been used, and now, Knight of Knowlmere. of
pure Booth blood, the Winner of upwards of Twentj; Priies, is in

service. The stock has been ver\- successfully exhibited at the
Derbyshire and BakeweU Shows, and is in high repute throughout the
district.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,
IS, Langham Place, London, W,

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition—
WHEAT MANURE, for autumn sowing.
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, Genuine

PERUVIAN GUANO, &c
116, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER. Secretary.

BIPHOSPHATED PERUVIAN GUANO
(registered Trade Mark, " Flying Albatross"), is now ready for

delivery in quantity and in fine condition. The best Fertiliser yet

produced. Its base is Peruvian Government Guano, It contains

21 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, 6 per cent, of Ammonia, with Salts

of Potash. See Reports of Dr. Voelcker, Dr. Anderson, Professor

Way, Mr. Ogston, Mr. Sibson.
Delivered in 2 cwt. bags, each of which is secured by a leaden seal

bearing the Company's Trade Mark. The analysis is guaranteed so

long as the seals remain unbroken.
BIPHOSPHATED GUANO COMPANY, 20. Billiter Street. E.G.

LAWES' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED).

Ckairtna7t—]oHN Knowles, Esq.

LAWES' WHEAT MANURE, for autumn sowing, now ready for

delivery.

LAWES' TURNIP MANURE. DISSOLVED BONES, SUPER-
PHOSPHATE of LIME, POTATO, MANGEL. BARLEY,
WHEAT. OAT and GRASS MANURES, CONCENTRATED
CORN and GRASS MANURES.
The Company having purchased the Business carried on by Mr.

Lawes for so many years, are now prepared lo receive orders for the

above Manures. t^ , .

The Manures can be supplied direct from the Works at Deptford

and Barking Creeks, or through the Depflts at the Ports and Railway
Stations throughout the Kingdom.
The Company have retained the advice and assistance of Mr.

Lawes for a period of two years, and all their Manures will be prc-

Kared under his direction. They are determined to send out

lanures of the highest quality only, and no expense or trouble

will be spared to maintain for the future the same high position which
they have occupied in the past.

Orders for Manures, and applications for Agencies in unrepresented

districts, should be sent in at once to H. R. CHASTON, Manager.
Head Offices:—59. Mark Lane, London, E.G.

Branches :—22, Eden Quay, Dublin; Market Street. Shrewsbury ;

Womanby Street, Cardiff; 63, Constitution Street, Leith; 34, Market
Street, Aberdeen ; Cumberland Road, Bristol.

rriHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
X (Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, RAILWAYS. SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &c.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above

purposes, without investigation of title.
,,riT t c n

For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. i, Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster. S.W.

Smithfield Club. 1872.
ri'^HE EARL of POWIS' PRIZE for SLAUGHTER-
I INfl AM IMA 1,3. — A SrECIAL I' ItIKE uf TWCMTT
POUNDS is offered (for the second time) b> the Right Hon, the

Earl of Powis, one of the Vice-Presidents of the Club, for the BEST
INSTRUMENT that shall be an eflicient substitute for the Pole Axe
for slaughtering animals, by separating the spinal marrow—commonly
called Pething, The competing instruments must be delivered at the

office of the Hon. Sec. on or before October i.

All information can be obtained of Mr. DAVID PULLEN,
Assistant Secretary, Corner of Half Moon Street, Piccadilly,

London. W.

SMITHFIELD CLUB SHOW, AGRICULTURAL
HALL, ISLINGTON, DECEMBER 9 to 13.

IMPLEMENT DEPARTMENT.
The LAST DAY for receiving APPLICATIONS for SPACE for

IMPLEMENTS and MACHINERY, &c., is OCTOBER i

Printed Forms of Application, with Rules and Regulations, may be
obtained of Mr. DA\TD PULLEN, Assistant Secretary, corner of

Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W, All communications
sliouid bear outside the words " Smilhtield Club."

s MITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW,
The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE. SHEEP, and PIGS

will be held at the AGRICULTURAL HALL. ISLINGTON,
MONDAY afternoon, December 9. and four following days.

Intending Exhibitors are requested to apply for Certificate Forms
by the reference letters as under ;

—

CATTLE.—Form A. For an OX or STEER (in any Class).

B. For a Cf )W or HEI FER (in any Class).

,, C. For a BEAST in Extra Stock

SHEEP. ,, D. For a Fen of Three WETHERS.
„ E. For a Pen ol Three EWES.
„ F For a Single WETHER SHEEP in ExtraStock

PIGS. „ G. Fora Penof Three PIGS (in any Class).

„ H. For a Single PIG in E.xtra Stock.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER i.

Prize Lists, Forms of Certificate-;, and all information may be
obtained on application to Mr. DAVID PULLEN, Assistant Secre-

tary, at the Oflice of the Honorary Secretary, corner of Half-Moon
Street. Piccadilly, London, W.
N.B.—All communications respecting the Show must be addressed

to the Assistant Secretary as above, and should bear outside the

words " Smithfield Club Show."

Fulliam.
To MARKET GARDENERS, PIG BUYERS, and OTHERS.
MESSRS. TUCKETT and CO. are instructed by

the Representatives of the late Mr. Charles Bagley, to SELL
by AUCTION upon the well-known Market Garden premises, at
Sands End, Fulham, on TUESDAY, September 24, and following
day, at II o'clock, the whole of the LIVE and DEAD STOCK,
comprising Seven powerful Draught Horses, handsome black Filly,

capital Dogcait, Harness, Five Market Vans, Waggon, Five Tum-
brils, Chan-cutter, Fire and Garden Engines, iioo Hand-lights,
Barrows, Baskets, Ladders, Implements. Tools, and Seeds; also
50 FAT PIGS (15 to 20 stone). 100 PRI.ME STORE DITTO.
20 SOWS. WELL-BRED WHITE BOAR, and the following thriving
young NURSERY STUCK, viz., 3o,coo Gooseberries of sorts,
6000 Black Currants, and 3000 Victoria Plums.
On view the day before. Catalogues on the Premises; at WAY'S

Coffee House, and " The Unicom," Covent Garden Market ; or at
the Auctioneers' Offices, lOA, Old Broad Street, E.C.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1872.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

S

Northamptonshire Agricultural Society, at

Wecoon
Wednesday, — 18 i Warwickshire Agricultural Society, at

' Warwick.

THE news of Rinderpest in Yorkshire
reached London last week when our publi-

cation was already at press. No doubt the

attack will inflict heavy individual losses ; but

we may hope that arising though it does in a

county full of cattle and full of cattle movement,
the energetic action of the authorities, now fully

organised for the work, will keep it within hmits.

All are fully aware of the tremendous risks which

accompany any lack of vigilance ; and all are so

heartily at work, that it seems a pity the occasion

should be seized for that scolding criticism of
everything connected with this subject under
Privy Council order, which is apparently the
fashion. Presuming that there is no law for-

bidding the throwing overboard of cattle dying
on their passage, or presuming that if such a
law exist, it will be broken as it is sure to be

—

then we presume not even Mr. Waller himself
could hinder the stranding of a carcase on our
shores, or the possibility of infection being thus
brought us ; and that seems to have been the
origin of this attack—of which the following
appears to be the history :

—

Mr. BerrimaN, the owner of the cattle, near
Pocklington, which have exhibited the disease,

bought them at Huninanby market on August 19
or 20, and took them by road to his farm at

Yapham, near Pocklington, where they arrived on
Wednesday, August 28. Soon after their arrival

some of the herd were found to have the foot-

and-mouth disease, and were treated accord-

ingly. On Wednesday, August 28, one of these
animals was found to be dying, and others were
seriously ill, but cattle plague does not appear to

have been detected till Tuesday, September 3 ;

therefore, although the local authority took all

the necessary steps for slaughter and isolation

immediately upon the discovery of the disease,

there is every reason to believe that it existed for

at least a week without any steps being taken to

prevent the infection spreading. It appears that

one of the dead animals was found lying in a
running stream—a fact which, without doubt,
increases the danger of the further spread of the

disease.

From other information which has been pub-
lished, it appears that these cattle were part of a
herd grazed by Mr. Wise, of Sowerby Grange,
Bridlington, and that since their purchase at

Hunmanby they have travelled 30 miles across

the country. Two other gentlemen purchased
part of the same herd ; and, as might have been
expected, we have information now that the

disease has shown itself in fields of Mr. Walter
Gibson and Lieut.-Colonel Prickett, both
near Bridlington.

The following is Mr. Hannam'S account of

the first attack ;

—

*

' The infected farm is situate at Yapham, near Pock-
lington, and is occupied by Mr. Berkyman. Pncklinc-
ton ia oituQtc at iTje souttiem poInt of the Wolds, and is

the centre of a splendid agricultural district. Yapham is

an outlying township in the parish of Pocklington, and
contains some capital grazing land. Mr. Bekrvman is

an extensive cattle dealer and occupies several farms.

The farm at Yapham is his own property. A week ago a
beast in a herd of 22 was taken ill and died. Subse-
quently another fell ill, and on Monday evening last Mr.
Jephson, veterinary surgeon, cattle inspector for the dis-

trict, was called in, when he declared the case suspicious.

He met Mr. Berryman in the pasture on Tuesday morn-
ing. Mr. Jephson then declared the case to be rinder-

pest, and ordered the infected animals to be killed. A
post mortem examination, conducted by himself and Mr.
DouTHWAlTE, inspector of cattle for the East Riding,

confirmed the fact of the rinderpest being in the herd,

and the Privy Council was immediately communicated
with. On Wednesday their inspector, Mr. Wilkinson,
arrived, and declared the disease to be rinderpest.

.Another of the herd died yesterday morning, and several

more are ill. The whole of the remaining cattle are

being shot, and will be buried in quicklime at once.

The magistrates have declared the district infected for a

mile round, and have established a cordon of police round
the locality."

The prompt local police notice, declaring that

a certain field in the township of Yapham being

infected with the cattle plague, a circle of one
mile from the said field is proscribed, and no
cattle or other animals are to be taken out or

brought within the said district ; that no person

is to pass within the said radius ; that the foot-

path across the field is stopped for the present

;

and all dogs will be destroyed— is followed by an
Order in Council forbidding the holding of all

markets, fairs, exhibitions, or sales of cattle

within the City of York and within the East

Riding of Yorkshire, and all the boroughs

therein, except under licence of the Privy

Council—forbidding also all movement of cattle

within the same district, except by licence, and
in accordance with certain specified provisions,

and conferring all necessary powers on the
" local authority."—Up till Thursday evening no
further extension of the disease has been
observed.

There can be no doubt that the outbreak of

Agricultural Strikes just at harvest time,

and the growth of the Union by which labouring

men give up their individual opinion and liberty

to the guidance of a council whose interests

more or less depend on the continuance of the
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quarrel, have created great ill-will on the part of

agricultural employers. Unionists will receive

no more than the barest market value of their

work, and that means that they will be turned off

whenever any how their work can be cheaper
done. They may depend upon that as their lot

during the coming winter ; and tenant-farmers

will generally make shift with the minimum of

labour on their farms. We believe, however, that

there is many a district where the barest market
value of his labour is all that the labourer on the

farm has hitherto received ; and employers are

not likely for very long to injure themselves in their

determination to reward their working men as

they deserve. In fact, a quarrel of this threatened

sort is folly. If a man has misbehaved, he is

not hkely to regain employment with his former

master, who will, however, employ another in

his place ; and since wages for the future are to

be the bare market value of work done, he will

be paid according to his performance. And if

there is not employment here for men thrown
out of work, there is plenty of employment there.

The remedy for the men is migration, and the

remedy for the masters is payment by the piece.

We are glad to lend a hand to both, and
accordingly we shall be glad both to publish the

rate of wages in different localities, so that

labouring men may know where they are wanted,
and also to give the ordinary piece-work prices

at which various kinds of farm work are now-

being done in different parts of the country, so

that employers may know what is the real value
of work elsewhere. In the interests of humanity,
however, it may be urged, we think, with reason,

wherever there is any danger of unusual lack of

employment during the coming winter months,
that landowners should do what in them lies to

help labourers by starting drainage and other

works of permanent improvement. The past

season will certainly reawaken the interest which
used to be taken in the great improvement
effected by land drainage. Potato disease and
late and unequal ripening of corn are both to

some extent the consequences of a water-
logged condition of the land. It is im-
possible to doubt that the interest which
is charged upon an estate for the repay-
ment of a draining loan is more than borne by
the improved condition of the land. There is

not a. burden nnywherp inflicted by the drainage
of wet lands. Money can be borrowed by the
landowner, and it will be gladly repaid by the
tenant ; and to the labourer, as well as to all

the others interested, it will be an unmixed
benefit.

Let us now add what we hear to be the
present rate of wages in Scotland, north and
south, east and west, and Midland England.

In East Lothian the average wage of an
ordinary ploughman may be set down at ^38
per annum, or about I4J-. 6d. per week. The
following may be taken as an example out of
many :

—

One cow's grass, £jo ; 1000 yards of a drill of
Polatos,^2 los.: 2 qr. Barley, £,^ . . £,\2 10 o

\ qr. Beans, £,i ; 65 stones oatmeal, £,6 105 ;

house rent, £,1 ; coals, driven, £,\ . . .. 10 10 o
Five weeks' food in harvest time, £,\ ;

money, ^14 15 o o

Some are paid a little more than this, very few
any less. Mostly all are allowed to keep pigs
to fatten ; about one-half, perhaps, or hardly
that, are allowed to keep cows. It may be to

the farmer's profit to pay them £fi in lieu of a
cow's grass and fodder in winter time, but where
a ploughman has a large family, it is not to his

profit to be without a cow. The men buy their

own cows, and insure them to the amount
of ^10 in a mutual insurance company.
Common labouring men receive here i^j". to 13^.

a week, with free house, coals driven, and
perhaps a izw Potatos ; women receive from ij-. 2d.

to li-. dd. a day.

Take now Devonshire : Married men near
Barnstaple, with cottage and garden rent free, and
coals driven, receive lis. per week; unmarried
men in the farmhouse get £f^ to ^10 a year, with
meat, drink, and washing and lodging ; women
receive u. per day often working hours. Compare
this, and especially the middle item, with the
rates at which young men are hired in North
Yorkshire. They there receive £2^ to /28 a
year, with board and lodging, washine and
mending !

Go back now to Northumberland :—On a
larm near llcxham the ploughman receives iSj.
a week, house and garden free and coals carted,
8 bush, of Wheat, 4 bush, of light Barley,

80 stone of Potatos, and land enough on which
to plant 10 stone of Potatos. His wages amoupt
to at least ^58 per annum. The woman has
IS. 2d, and \s. ^d. per day in summer, is. in

winter, and 3^-. to 3^. 6d. a day in harvest.

Would not good be done to masters as well as

men by recommending some of the Devonshire
hands to leave for Northumberland and
Yorkshire?
In Hampshire wages to ablebodied plough-

men vary from 12s. to 14^. per week, with double
pay during a month at harvest ; some leading

men whose services are more important get a

cottage and garden in addition. W^ages to

women in field work vary from lod. to is. per
day ; in harvest from is. 6d. to 2^-. per day.

In Norfolk we hear on the best authority that

team-men are receiving is. 6d. to 2s. weekly
more than the common labourer, who is having
13J. and 14s. a week, besides £y to /8 for

harvest work. Women get gd. and lOt?'. a day
in general, with double wage at harvest time.

In Herefordshire a waggoner receives 12s. and

5 galls, of cider weekly, an extra is. on every

journey from the farm, a cottage and garden
free, 35^-. extra wages at harvest, and coals

driven—equal, so our informant thinks, to 19J. a
week.

In Bucks, ploughmen get 14-r. a week gene-

rally, with a quart of hot milk or pint of beer
daily, 17^-. a week in hay harvest, and 20s. a
week in corn harvest, and about 6 pints of beer

daily ; common labourers about 2s. less, but with

much employment at piece-work.

On the whole, there is certainly diversity

enough here to justify migration—to call for it

in the interests of the masters as well as of the

men—and to produce it.

Of piece-work payments we shall speak
another day.

Again there was a moderate supply of English

Wheat at Mark Lane on Monday, the finest qualities

being taken at an advance of is. per quarter. The
trade on Wednesday was firm, a better demand exist-

ing for finer qualities. The trade in beasts and
sheep on Monday at the Metropolitan Cattle Market
was dull. There is a good demand for the best

description of Hops, and the seed trade continues very

quiet.

We have received from Mr. C. S. Read,
M.V., a copy 01 a letter received ny him fiwm tko

Foreign Office, in answer to an application for informa-

tion on the subject of Esparto cultivation for the pro-

duction of the "grass," which is now used as the raw
material of so large a proportion of the paper manu-
facture in this country :

—

"Foreign Office, August 28, 1872.
'

' Sir,—With reference to your letter of the 30th ultimo,

I am directed by Earl Granville to transmit to you an
extract of a despatch from Her Majesty's Consul at

Alicante, accompanying a specimen of the 'Esparto'
grass, and I am at the same time to refer you to a report

on this subject by Mr. Mark, Her Majesty's Consul at

Malaga, which was printed in Part II. of Cominercial
Reports from Her Majesty's Consuls for the year 1865
(Harrison & Sons).

" Lord Granville, however, regrets that he is unable
to supply you witli a copy of this report, as there is no
spare copy of the volume in question in this office.

"As regards your request for information respecting

the cultivation of ' Esparto ' grass in the North of Africa,

I am to acquaint you that instructions will be addressed
to Her Majesty's Consular officers at Tangier and Tunis
to furnish Lord Granville with reports thereupon, the

substance of which, when received, will be duly communi-
cated to you.— I am, sir, your most obedient humble
servant, " G. Hammond.

"C. S. Read, Esq., M.P., Honingham, Norwich."

Extract.
" I yesterday received a sample of the best Esparto

grass seen, which I have now the honour to forward.
" In order to furnish your lordship with a report as to

the soil best suited for its growth, I have made verbal in-

quiries among the farmers of this district, but 1 have only

met with one proprietor who has taken the trouble to

make the experiment of sowing the seed. This he did

four years ago by slightly ploughing an acre of waste
ground in the month of February, then sowing the seed

and tabling or leveUing it with a plank, as is customary in

this country; the result was, that at the end ofthetirst

year only two small blades appeared to issue from each
seed to the height of about an inch. On the second year

some more were added, and now this fourth year the

ground is beginning to be covered with the atocha or

bunches of Esparto, affording a fair prospect of the possi-

bility of its being raised by cultivation, though the long
term of nine years, which it is supposed to require to

bring them to maturity, will, I fear, prevent the system
being generally adopted.

" With the object of making the trial myself, I bought
two years ago some waste lands on the eastern slope of the

Aptana range of mountains, between this and Valencia,

and having with difficulty procured some seed, I repeated

the experiment, but without obtaining a single blade of

Esparto. I at the same time adopted another method,
by dividing into 10 or 12 pieces the Esparto atochas or

bunches, and transplanting them with their roots ; but

though the failure was not so complete, I found that the

expense of carriage from where it grows spontaneously

would be more than the value of the produce which this

year has diminished considerably, owing to the rapacity

of the gatherers during the high prices ot previous years,

who instead of plucking the wiry fibres with care, often

uprooted the whole atocha or buncli, thus lessening the

produce to a considerable extent and for a long period.

J^rhe price has now fallen about one-third, in consequence
of the abundance of Esparto brought from Africa.

" The nature of the soil apparently most congenial is

calcareous and argillaceous, and it is seldom found in wet
or marshy ground. The seed ripens in the month of

'une or July, but it is so very slight that in a day or two
it is scattered by the wind."

Earl Cathcart, as President of the Royal
Agricultural Society of England, has sent the follow-

ing letter to the Times:—
' It is very usual for the President of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society of England to offer some special prize.

It seems to me now that I cannot do better than offer a
prize for the best Essay on the Potato Plague and its

Prevention—namely, a prize of j^ioo ; the conditions of

the competition to be the usual conditions of the Society,

and which, I hope, will be made public when the Council
meets m November next. I am most unwilling thus to

appear personally, and my unwillingness gives way only
to a strong feeling that, the crop being still on the ground,

those who would co-operate should not lose a single day.
" In England difficulties exist only to be overcome.

If we are to overcome disaster such as that now in

question, I would incline to rely not so much on an
individual essay, as, much more, on a determined effort

on the part of men of science—each one making an
independent investigation, and. on his own particular line,

converging towards a common centre. I would earnestly

invite such co-operation. Communications addressed to

12, Hanover Square, will be gratefully received and dili-

gently and professionally studied, and, where possible and
desirable, such communications shall be harmonised,
arranged, and published.

" Let us face the facts, and look at this visitation in its

actual and relative proportions. Say we have in the

United Kingdom (garden ground included) 2,000,000

acres of Potatos, at ^^20 an acre, representing in pounds
sterling no less a sum than ^^40,000,000 ; this produce is

a considerable portion of the necessary and usually whole-

some food of the people—food which money cannot
replace. The time for ingathering is drawing^ near, and
what do we see in our fields ? Unexpectedly and mys-
teriously much of this usually invaluable food has already

become, or is fast becoming, a mass of corruption.

"It is with confidence, sir, that I take upon myself to

say that the Royal Agricultural Society must be anxiously

concerned in any investigation which may possibly lead to

the future prevention of a general calamity which specially

affects the striving multitudes who live by honest labour."

We have received from the authorities most
elaborate programmes and catalogues of the various

sections of the Gre.\t International Exhibition
which is to be held at Vienna next year. It will

suffice for the present that we enumerate among the
subjects having an agricultural interest which the exhi-

bition will include—that Group 2 embraces Agriculture,

Horticulture, and Forestry—that a special programme
has been issued regarding the exhibition of waste
materials and their products—that an International

cattle show, including horses, oxen, sheep, pigs, goats,

asses, and mules, will be held between May 31 and
June 9, 1S73—and that any information will be given

to intending exhibitors on application to the chief

manager of the exhibition, Baron de Schwarz-Sen-
BORN, 42, Prater Strasse, Vienna.

The Registrar-General for Ireland has issued

the "Abstracts," showing the acreage under the

several crops, and the number of live stock in

each county and province in Ireland in the current

year. It appears that the acreage under Wheat has

steadily decreased since 186S, and that in 1S72 the

acreage {228,189 acres) under Wheat is fully one- fifth

less than it was in 1S6S. Oats also show a steady and
continuous reduction during the same quinquennial

period, and the extent in 1872 is 1,621,813 acres. The
acreage under Barley had increased from 186,318 acres

in 1868 to 218,894 i'^ 1872. Potatos during the

first four years of the quinquennial period kept

close to one figure—viz., about 1,040,000—but
this year the acreage has (fortunately, perhaps) de-

creased to 991,802. Turnips this year show an increase

of 19,429 acres. The acreage under Mangel and Beet-

root lias increased each year, the extent now being

34,920, as against only 19,109 in 186S. Cabbages,

Carrots, and other green crops show also a consitler-

able, though not such a marked, increase. The acreage

of Flax, on the other hand, was, during the five years

commencing 186S, as follows :—206,483, 229,252,

194,190, 156,670, and (in 1872) 122,003. The acreage

under meadow and Clover this year was 1,799-930,

being in excess of the amount in any of the preceding

four years, except 1S71, when the acreage was

1,829,044. The total extent under crops in 1872 was

5,486,522 acres, the entire area of Ireland being (exclu-

sive of the larger rivers, lakes, and tideways) 20,325,693

acres. The (in round numbers) 1 5 million acres not

under crops are divided as follows :—Grass, 10,241,513

acres ; fallow, 18,512 ; woods and plantations, 325, 173;
hog and waste, unoccupied, 4.253.973. The extent

under grass has increased by upwards of 170,000 acres

within the yeai-, while the bog and waste unoccupied
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have been reduced by upwards of 33,000 acres. The
returns of live stock for 1S72, when compared with

1S71, show an increase in the number of horses of

2650; of cattle, 80,781 ; and of sheep, 28,682 : and a

decrease of pigs amounting to 236,037. Cattle have

shown, almost uniformly, an increase during the

II years, the number in 1S62 being 3,254,890, while

in 1S72 it was 4,057,153—the largest number during

the wliole period. Sheep now number about 600,000

less than in 1867 and 186S, but they are still much in

excess of the number in 1S62, which was 3,456,132,

while in 1S72 the number was 4,262,117. Pigs,

which number 1,385,386, although much fewer than

last year, are considerably in excess of the average of

the 1 1 years.

The Sheffield correspondent of the £"t-//tT men-
tions that an amusing instance of the prevalent

Tendency to Advance Prices will take place at

Sheffield on Monday next, when the price of milk will

be advanced to 41/. per quart, owing, as the milkmen
ingeniously e.xplain, to the new Act forbidding the

adulteration of food.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

Just a year ago we recorded the sale of 43 Short-

liorns at Holker, for an average of ^^240 13^. I0(/.,

and remarked that this result far eclipsed anything of

the sort for years past. The Duke of Devonshire has,

however, been beaten, so far as high prices go, by
Lord Dunmore, of Dunmore, Stirling, who, at his sale

on Thursday the 5th inst., sold 54 head for the unpre-

cedented average of ^^242 i8j. 9^/., and a total of

;^i3,iiS 14J. A large company assembled to witness

the dispersion of this celebrated herd, and the arrange-

ments for their reception were perfect. The high

prices given for some of the animals caused great

interest and even excitement among the lookers on, and
at the conclusion of the proceedings there were loud

and long continued cheers. Among the most remark-
able events of the sale were the sales oi Marchioness of
Oxford^ a cow w-ith capital ribs and back, for loio gs.,

and of Oxford Duchess, a good but plainish cow, to

Mr. Pavin Davies, of Gloucestershire. A full list of

prices and purchasers is given below, and we must
reserve any remarks we may have to offer on the

breeding of tlie lots to a future occasion.

Name of Animal.
When
Calved.

Cotvs and Heifers.
Princess
Cleopatra ..

Ldiiy Thorndi'Jf .

.

Lady Elvira ..

SidiJifiglott isi

Faivsley 41/1.

.

Fleda's Farcv.<ell .

.

Lady Geneva
Bright Eyes 2d

Princess A Icxatidra
Musical ^fh .

.

Faivsley Rose
Royal Dora ..

Lady Bright Eyes \s(

Baroftcss Oxford ..

Ursula yith
Liddington -jih

Viscountess T/iorndale , .

Lady IVittifred

Severn Lass
Violet srh
Lady Thorndale Bates zd.

Princess Cleopatra
Ladybird €)tk

Lady Emma
Lady yocelyn . . .

.

inid Eyes Duchess -zd . .

Melody
Cherry Princess .

.

Henrietta lyth
Lady Bright Eyes 2d
Sunshine
Grand Duchess ofA tltole .

Marchioness '^d

Marchioness ^d
Marchioness ofOxford ..

Sunheam
Lady Bright Eyes -^d

Selina 6th .

.

Oxford Duchess .

.

1863
1863

1865
1865
1865

1866
1866

1867
1867

1868
1868

1869
1869
1869
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870
1870

Jan., 1S71

Mar., 1871
May, 187

1

May, 187

1

July, 1 871

Purchaser.

Marchioness <,th

Guinevere
Cygnet
Minstrel .. .. . . |Jan.

Marchioness ofOxford -zd
|

Feb.

Lady fulia
Lady Constance .,

Lady Anne
Lady Mary
Lady Margaret .

.

Lady Mildred

Bulls.
Baron Oxford sth
Marquis 2D
Marquis 30
Knightlev

(28,991) .

General Troc

June, 1871
Aug., 18 7

1

Nov., 1871
1872
1872

.iMar, . 1872
,'Mar., 1872

. . 'April, 1872
. .'April, 1872
..;May, 1872
..jMay, 1872

Prince of Perth

.i 1870

.May, 1871

..'July. 1S71
Honour

1870
.;Feb., 1871
.'Nov., 1871

Gs.
115 Mr. F. Sartoris.

40 Mr. E. J. Coleman.
100 Lord Chesham,
50 Lord Chesham.

260 Mr. J. W. Larkmg.
175 Sir W. S. Maxwell.
62 Mr. H. Thompson,

I

Not offered.

530 Mr. H. Brassey.
M.P.

100 Mr. G. Morris.
2oo|Lard Fitzhardingc.

53 Mr. H. Thompson.
105 Mr. H. Fawcett,

I Leeds.
360, Mr. H. Brassey,

M.P., Kent.
61 Mr. E. J. Coleman.
105'Mr. T. Gow
500 Earl of Eective.
5oiMr. J. Singleton.
71'Mr. J. Singleton,
7o|Earl of Cawdor.
61 1

Mr, E, Jf. Coleman,
805 1

Earl of Bective.

gojMr. A. Whitman.
i50;Mr, T. Gow.
. , Not offered.

90 Mr, J. Singleton.

265 Lord Fitzhardingc.

65 Mr, J. W. Philips.

805 Earl of Bective.

58 Mr. E. J. Coleman.
275|r'Ord Feversham.
SiJMr. J. Drummond.

2551 Major Stapylton.
Earl of Bective.
Earl of Bective.
Mr, R, Pavin Da-

vies, Gloucester-
shire,

Not offered.

Duke ofDevonshire.
Lord Chesham.
Mr. R. Pavin Da-

vies.

Rev, G. Graham.
60: Lord Chesham,
50: Rev. R. B. Kennard.
62 Mr. E. J. Coleman,
860 Mr. W. Angtrstein.

51 Lord Chesham.
100 Mr, W. Angerstein.

40 Rev. R, B. Kennard.
iioMr. T. Gow,
170 Mr. E- J. Coleman.
51 Mr. E. J. Coleman.

400 DukcofDevoDshire.
80 Mr. T. Gow.

255 Mr. E. J. Coleman.

61 Lord Rosl^Ti,

63 Col, H. Buce.

92 Mr. W, Thompson,

375

1200

270

The herd ofdairying Shorthorns that Mr. Webb
had bred at Spring Hill, Worcestershire, during the

last fourteen years, were sold by auction on Tuesday
last in consequence of the farm being given up. With-

out going into " fancy prices," Mr. Webb bought up

good useful cows showing milking properties ; crossing

them with Knightly and Bates* bulls, he brought out a

large herd, numbering but one short of So head. The
condition was not all that could be desired ; for what
with the foot and mouth last autumn, an indifferent hay

crop injured by Hoods and water covered meadows
during this spring and summer, the cattle looked thin,

especially the heifers. For the cows, however, there

was a ready, quick sale, at satisfactory prices ; several

made 38 and 40 gs. each, Mr. B. H. Allen, Mr. J. W.
Wilson, and Mr. Bomford being the larger purchasers.

Mr. Allen bought the pair of prize dairy cows at Stour-

bridge for 74 gs., and Bella., the prize heifer, unfortu-

nately not in a breeding state, wenL.to Mr. Humphries
at62gs. The stock of Barleycorn the Younger
(Sir G. R. Philips) sold well, but not so those of

Hengist (26,368), about which there seemed a want
of thrift and substance. The calves sold remarkably
well, a very promising bull fetching 35 gs., and the 23
calves of this year made nearly /"ig each. Taking
into consideration the condition of the animals, the

character of the more recent sires, as well as the short

pedigree of many of the lots, an average of ^27 5s.

for 79 head leaves a good margin of profit, and, we
understand, exceeded the anticipations of the owner
and auctioneer.

We abstract the following paragi'ajjli from the

columns oi Belts Weekly Messenge}-:

"The heifer exhibited at Cardiff by Mr. Thomas
Statter, junior, of Stand Hall, near Manchester, as

Lady Dodona, has been stripped of her royal honours, and
the ist prize passes to Mr. H. F. Srr\\ih'sLaf?iwatk Violet;

the 2d instead of the 3d goes to the Towneley heifer

Baron Oxford's Dt/ehess ; and the 3d, we conclude, falls to

Mr. Stone's Stuart Duchess ^d, who had the reserve

number—a daughter of 2D Duke of Wetherby and of

A/a rj> St/iiirl by ]Ai>ON, a bull of the almost ubiquitous

Medora tribe. Our analysis, therefore, of the breeding
of Lady Dodona, given on the faith of Mr. Stalter's certi-

ficate of entry, which ascribes her origin to Mr. Turn-
bull's A/a/d of Aln family, with Lord Raglan, Har-
lequin, and Mr. Sharpe's Lord Oxford, in succession

upon that line, must be cancelled. * * Three years ago
we publicly cautioned Mr. Statter against the practice of

making inaccurate and mysterious entries in show-cata-
logues, and invited him to explain certain anomalies which
were much canvassed by visitors at certain shows, and were
obviously to the serious disadvantage of his position

among the owners of superior Shorthorns. His bull

Marquis was at that time figuring at the Royal, the

Yorkshire, and the North Lancashire Shows, in coats of

different colour, with astounding rapidity of metamor-
phosis. At one place he was a red bull, at another white,

and so forth. We do not for one moment suppose that
Mr. Suiuci means miscnier ; out sucu v<ign.ii^j, ii..vv,niit:-

less, are dangerous to both the reputation of an e-xhibitor

and the interests of the Shorthorn cause. Destruction of

faith in the usual genuineness of recorded pedigree would
substitute hap-hazard use of unknown blood for that

deliberate choice which many enlightened farmers now
exercise in the purchase of their bulls, and thus greatly

increase the difficulty of general improvement. The
subject is one of much practical importance. We hope
to see it receive the due attention of all respectable agri-

cultural societies. The evil, happily, is not wide-spread,

but if neglected it may become so. To the honour of

breeders (and thanks to the vigilance exercised in the

compilation of the Herd Book) false Shorthorn pedigrees

are hitherto extremely rare, and cannot easily be made
available for purposes of trade."

SHEEP AND SWINE.

On Monday, September 2, Mr. Strafford held the

annual public sale of Southdown sheep and Berkshire

pigs, the property of Sir N. W. Throckmorton, of

Buckland. The sale opened with ewes, when the

following prices were given : 5 full mouthed ewes,

;!^i6 5j., Baly ; 5 do. ;^20, Colman
j 5 do.,

;^iS 2s. 6d., Lord Sondes; 5 do., £l(^ ys. 6d., Col-

man; 10 do., ;^40, Lord Sondes; 10 do., ^37 ws.,

Baly; 5 2-tooth ewes, ;i^20, Druce ; 5 do., ^16 ^s.j

Biel ; 5 do., ;,^2i 5j-., Lord Sondes
; 5 do., £ig "js. 6t/.,

Lord Radnor; lo do., ;^40, Baly; 10 do., £^l $s.j

Biel: total ;^299 7^-. 6d., and average of ewes,

74J. lod. Southdown rams : 6-tooth ram, hired at

j(^2i, Heasman ; do., hired at ;i^i5 15^-., Lord Sondes;
do,, hired at ;i^73 lo^., Colman; 4-tooth ram, sold

3-t;^3i los., Heasman; do., hired at ;i^io loj-., Fo.x
;

do., sold at ^17 lys.. Fox; do., hired at £iy lys.,

Lord Sondes; do., sold at ^10 los., Heasman;
shearling ram, sold at j^io loj., Fox ; do., sold at

;^ii 1 1 J., Lord Bathurst ; do,, passed; do., passed;
do., sold at ^34 13J., Fox; do., sold at ;^2S "js..

Lord Bathurst; do., passed; do., passed; do,, hired

at £S Ss., Emary ; do., passed; do., sold at ^j ys.,

Biel ; do., sold at ;i^li iij-.. Lord Bathurst ; do,, sold

at jCj 17s. 6d., Biel : total of rams, ;^3i8 13X. 6d., and
average of rams let, ;i^24 6s. 6d., and sold, £iy ^s. ^d.

The highest price paid for swine was £li os. 6d.,

given for a young boar by Mr. Campbell ; and the

prices for pigs ranged from £1 ^s. to £j each.

The following prices were given for Shropshire

ewes and rams at Moor Bams, Atherstone, Warwick-
shire, on Wednesday, September 4. The sheep were

bred by, and the property of, Mr. William Baker,

and the sale was entrusted to Messrs. Lythall & Clarke

jC^i ioj.; do., ;^34 13J.; do.,;^i2 12s.; one shearling
ram, ^36 15^.; do., ^21 ; do., ;^2i ; do., /15 15J.;

do., ;^2i ; do., not sold ; do., hired at ^17 17J-. ; do.,

hired at ^26 5^. ; do., hired at ;^15 15^.; do., hired at

^^15 I5J-. ; do., sold at £1^ 14s. ; do,, £2$ 4s.; do.,

£g gs.; do., not sold ; do., /8 Ss.; do., £•/ js.; do.,

not sold ; do., £i$ ; do., £7 ys. ; do., £•/ 17s. 6d. ;

do., ;i^io IOJ-.; do., ;^io IOJ-.; do,, ^^19 I9j-. 6d.; do.»

;^8 iSj-. 6(/.; do., £y 7s.; do., j^io ioj,; do., ^9 gs.;

do., ;i^il lis. ; do., ;^S iSs. 6d.; do,, £cf igs. 6d. ;

do., a 2-shear sheep, ;^l6 i6j-. Ewes and theaves :

Four young stock ewes, Sis. 6d. each ; do., 77.f, 6d.

each; do., iSoj. ; five theaves, at 105^'. ; five do.,

iioj".; five do., 105J. : five do., I20j'.; five do,, Soj".;

five do., 87^. 6d.; five do., Szs. 6d.; five do., 70j-.

Mr. W. J. Browne, of Torridge House,
Westward Ho, North Devon, Australia, has succeeded
in raising a new breed of sheep, named by him the
" Nunah Lincolns." Mr. Browne writes as follows to

Mr. James T. Taylor, of Bradford, dated August 14,

1S72:—
"The origin of the flock is from putting imported

Lincoln rams to Merino ewes, and crossing again the
female increase with imported English Lincoln rams ; but
now having I consider secured all the qualities of the
Lincoln ram, I do not ever expect to require to put any
more imported Lincoln rams with this my stud flock. I

have lately sent out Lincoln rams with strict orders not to

use them with my stud ewes, as to do so would again
render the wool too coarse, but to use the Lincoln rams
with inferior ewes, that is, lower down in the scale, more
Merino than Lincoln, so as to raise them to the character

of my stud flock and admit them to it. So this bale of
wool is from 2-tooth or i-year-old rams out of my stud
ewes, their sires and dams having Merino and Lincoln
blood in them."

In a letter dated July 22, to the Secretary of the

Wool Supply Committee, Bradford Chamber of Com-
merce, Mr. Browne thus speaks of the relative value of

Lincolns and Leicesters in Australia, and being him-
self one of the largest ram breeders there, his opinion

is entitled to great consideration :—
" I notice in your printed report you recommend the

use of the Leicester ram four separate times to the Wal-
lachian, Canadian, Californian, and Natal growers ; and
you only advise the use of the Lincoln, and then not

alone, but with the Leicester, to the wool growers of

Kaffraria ; so that one would infer you approve of the

Leicester ram and cross more than any other long-woolled

sheep. I should like your opinion on this point, because
it is entirely opposed to my own experience in Australia,

my present opinion (not knowing your reasons for this

neglect of the Lincoln) being that 1 would not accept of a
Leicester ram as a present as long as I could buy a Lin-

coln to breed from, and I seek the old original Lincolns

with the long glossy fleece, without a particle of the im-

I find the Lincoln cross (we presume the cross between
the old Lincoln and Merino) has that gloss which the

Leicester (we presume the cross between Leicesters and
Merinos) has not, and it has the peculiar property of
retaining its fleece whole until extreme old age. Now,
the Leicester cross (Leicester-Merino), after the third,

shearling, begins to lose the wool down the back ; and
the Cotswold cross (Cotswold-merino), at that period, is

nearly bald all down the backbone, the width of a man's
hand. The Leicester cross-bred wool has a glistening

appearance, but not the gloss like the Lincoln cross
;

and the Lincoln cross cuts much more wool."

The chairman of the Wool Supply Committee, in

answer to Mr. Browne, and in reporting upon a sample

of Nunah Lincoln wool, writes :

—

"With reference to the wool, the committee desire me
to say that it is decidedly of the Lincoln description, well

adapted for lustre purposes, and would command a good
price and ready market in this country. Its present

value, irrespective of the damage, is about is. lod. to

IS. lid. The committee are extremely glad to hear that

you hope to be able to grow similar wool in increasing

quantity ; and, if you can do this by continuing to cross

with the Lincoln in preference to the Leicester breed of

sheep, you would certainly be unwise in making any

change from your present practice."

HOP PROSPECTS,
Every Hop growing village is now deserted, and the

houses are less desolate in the day time. Old men and

young men, old women and young women, and

children of all sizes live in the Hop gardens in a

fine Hop picking season. Even the confirmed invalids

seem to revive miraculously at the time, and crawl

to pick a few hops whose aroma is said to be

peculiarly health restoring. At night the scene is

totally different. The streets are thronged with noisy

strangers ; the tap rooms of the public houses are

full to crowding with bacchanals of both sexes, carolling

forth songs of revelry at the top of discordant voices.

In the usually quiet homes of the denizens of the

place more light, more bustle, and more cheerfulness

prevail than in any other period. " Hopping " is in

short the Kentish Carnival, at which good humour for

the most part holds, and it must be said to the

credit of the strangers that, beyond a few occasional

skirmishes, they generally behave fairly well. In such

favourable weather as this, with such a splendid crop,

employes and employed ought indeed to be good-

humoured. The weather is perfect, not too hot nor

too cold, and withal much sun, so that the Hops

One 2-shear ram, ^^36 15^. ; do., ,;^63 3^, ; do., ' are not gomg off so fast as was expected, except where
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there are many lice in the flowers. They are coming
down in most cases, up to the estimates in quantity,

but the pickers complain that they cannot get them
well this year as the plants are "housey," that is

that there is too much bine, and growers com-
plain that they do not get so many Hops per day
as they anticipated. The weight of hops is there, but it

requires more labour to gather them than usual. In

spite of the contrary reports, written by those interested

in the trade, there is no doubt that the hops every-

where have gone off, and are going off—that is losing

their colour and quality— in an unprecedented manner.
In most seasons those hops which have been picked in

the last few days of the season have been brown
outside and black inside from lice ; but even at this

early date black hops can be found, and it can hardly

be imagined what the end will be like. East Kent
is turning out well throughout ; as many as 17 cwt.

per acre have been obtained from some of the famous
gardens, almost under the shadow line of Canterbury
Cathedral. Mid Kent is coming down lemarkably
well, quite up to the estimates made by the growers,

and the quality, up to this date, is good ; but there

are many complaints of rapid deterioration in this

district. The Weald of Kent grounds are keeping
better in some places than those in East and Mid Kent,
and their yield is good—not an extraordinary crop
such as this prolific district has grown in good years

previously, and in many districts not even equal lo the

crop of 1870. In North Kent mould has done some
harm, and it is thought that the crop here will not
exceed that of 1870. The Sussex plantations are
not up to the high standard of some former
years in quality—not being in such branches or
clusters, as is usually the case ; still, they were
very good, and of super-excellent quality. The
Farnham gardens are turning out remarkably well, and
those of Worcester and Hereford have wonderfully
improved lately, so that in most places a third of a crop
will be gathered. It is thought that the 60,000 acres

of Hop land in the United Kingdom will produce
somewhere about 600,000 cwt. of Hops—equal to

^300,000, old duty—which is, according to statements
made as to the annual consumption of Hops, more by
about 80,000 cwt. than will be wanted for the require-
ments of the brewers this year. Germany and Belgium
and France will send their surplus here, which will be
somewhat important. On the other hand, America,
with a diminished acreage, and a short crop, hardly
equal to, certainly not better than, that of the last year,

will require Hops from England, as the stock of 1S71
is quite exhausted ; and although there are plenty of
olds and old olds in the warehouses, the brewers will

not use them, if they can get good 1S72 Hops at
roaconabU figiirp^ It will hp rpmcmbcred that in
former years when England has grown heavy crops,
prices of home produce have been forced down by
enormous importations of American Hops. This is

changed now, and America must be to some extent a
customer for English Hops this year. Sussex Hops
are being somewhat thrust upon the market just now,
and are fetching only from 7oj'. to 90J. per cwt.
These Hops rank lowest in the scale, and their growers
are fearful lest in the supposed embarras de richesses

they should be left out in the cold. If they were
better aware of the actual position of things they would
probably not be so over anxious to sell at any price.

Foreign accounts still come, very good from Germany,
France and Belgium

; prices are giving way every-
where on the continent, and range from 50 to 70 florins,

equal to about ^4 3J. to £^ \os. per cwt. American
reports from New York state that the Hops are going
on well in most parts ; from some places complaints
are made of red rust : a crop equal to that of last year
is expected, and it was said that picking would be
general by the end of the first week of this month.
New Hops have been contracted for at New York at

55 cents per lb. for good sorts. 1S71 Hops are all

but exhausted.

THE HARVEST.
[We condense a letter on this subject which has been published
by Mr. T. C. Scott, of 19, King's Arms Yard, MoorBate
Street, E.G.]

=* *. . s

In farming operations a good seed-bed is usually
considered half the battle towards insuring a good
crop, but: last autumn this was denied in the case of
Wheat ; the winter continued wet and unnaturally
mild, converting the soil into a dull, deaf mass, in
which state it remained until spring, when for want of
frosts to heave it up and open its pores, it became
hide-bound, with few opportunities to relieve it from
that condition by the application of the horse or hand-
hoc. The finest weather could not then altogether
compensate for such a bad beginning as I ventured to
predict in your columns on May 13, and again on
July I, and unfortunately the result now proves the
correctness of the predictions. On drained and steam-
tilled land these conditions were perceptibly modified,
and I have seen many instances of Wheat crops which
will yield from 30 to 36 bush, an acre, alongside of
o hers on smiilar soils — undrained and shallow-
^ nfr i7 °"5 "^^'^^ '''^'"^y ^^^f these Quantities
will be obtauied. On a heavy land farm in Bedford-
shire about 300 acres of which were drained three years
ago, the tenant informs me that he housed his crop
this year, as he did last, a week earlier, has threshed

out 6 bush, an acre more corn, from 3 lb. to 4 lb. a bush,

heavier than from the undrained portion of his farm.

Wet lands thus appear to contrast unfavourably in wet
seasons with those artificially drained or naturally dry.

For some years past what may at one time have been
called the drainage mania has been in abeyance, and
the drainage navvy in danger of becoming extinct j but
as the pecuniary inducement evidently remains, and
there is still much work to do, an early and general

resumption of the operation is not an unlikely event.

Barley was equally unfortunate in not obtaining a

good seed-bed, and although the soils congenial to its

growth are less liable to injury from wet than those best

adapted for Wheat, the crop is generally deficient, and
devoid of that bright colour so essential to its principal

use, the production of pale ale.

Oats being a plant adapted to high altitudes and low
temperature has stood the vicissitudes of the season

without injury, and appears everywhere our only extra

cereal or pulse crop.
Peas immediately before and during reaping time were

unquestionably a well-podded and luxuriant crop, but
before it could be gathered it was subjected to such

frequent rains, alternating with sunshine and drying
winds, that the pods first swelled and then opened, and
in many cases half the produce was left on the ground ;

the outcome, therefore, will be very much under an
average yield.

Beans throughout have been strong and promising,

and although they are not yet all secured, they escaped
the injury from frosts, to which they are so liable when
growing, and are likely to turn out an average crop.

Coming now to the Potato crop, the state of which
overshadows all the good features of the season, I can
report its condition from personal inspection up to within

two days of the present time in all the Potato distrlcLs

in Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, Essex, Herts, Cambridge,
Suffolk, and parts of Huntingdonshire. In several of

these districts, especially around Chatteris and Wisbeach
in Cambridgeshire, there are many small growers to

whom, likehay to the Middlesex farmer, the Potato crop

is their all ; and, as in numerous instances they will not

this year realise £z an acre from land which usually

yields £20, their ruin is complete. On the larger farms
where the Potato breaks only form a fractional part of

the areas occupied, the loss will be less felt by the

growers. On an average I think three-fourths of the

crops are gone, and the insidious Fungus is rapidly

increasing its inroads upon the tubers still in the

ground. Many of these will be allowed to remain
where they are, as to dig an acre of ground for a ton of

tainted ware, to be sold at a depreciated price, would
not pay for the cost of labour.

In an experiment which I made last year with

13 different kinds of Potatos and manures I found— I,
that excessive manuring produced haulm reet long
and literally no tubers j 2, that artificial manures

—

namely, guano, superphosphate of lime, nitrate of soda,
rape dust, soot, and salt—made the plants more
sensitive to the influence of the weather, and conse-
quently to disease, than farmyard manure ; and as

there is now about ;^I5, 000,000 worth of these arti-

ficials used annually in England, they may possibly
have aggravated the present calamity

; 3, that without
any dressing the produce was small, but comparatively
sound. I also tried the effect of mowing the haulm in

the month of July, and found in September that it had
not protected the tubers from taint, and had lessened

the produce to such an extent that the diggers, who
were paid by the ton, made a claim for an extra rate

for getting it up. I also tried the experiment of pulling

up the stems and pressing down the soil by walking
along the rows, and as the crop was then nearly ripe,

I found it stopped the taint by cutting off" the atmo-
spheric conductor to the roots, and did not materially

lessen the crop. By subsequently digging the Potatos
and strewing them on the surface of the ground they
will be very much hardened by the exposure, and if

gathered and sorted before frost sets in, more ware,
seed, and pigs' food will be obtained than would
otherwise be saved from the wreck. I have practised

this with success, and can therefore recommend it. In
Cheshire the practice is universal to harden seed for

early planting, and if hot lime was scattered over the

ground at the same time, it would help the operation

and benefit the land.

Farina mills were erected in many districts, espe-

cially in Scotland, during the former great Potato
blight, and on an average a ton of farina worth £20
was obtained from 6 tons of Potatos ; but these have
fallen into disuse, and it would take more time to re-

erect them than present circumstances will allow.

Pulping and storing the material in underground pits

from which the air was excluded might preserve it for

a time, or boiling and storing the produce, as has

already been suggested by a correspondent in your
columns, might be profitably resorted to.

Assuming the crop in the United Kingdom to occupy
300,000 acres less than last year, we would have in

round numbers 3,500,000 acres under Wheat, and
estimating the yield at 7 bush, in quantity below aver-

age, which is taken to be 30 bush, an acre, and
I bush., or 60 lb. in quality, we have a residue of

22 bush., or 9,655,000 qr. Valuing the deficiency

at 60J. per qr. shows a loss between an average
crop and the present of ^^ 10,500, 000. Adding
the Potato loss to this as under :—On 400,000 acres

in England, 200,000 in Scotland, and 1,070,000 in

Ireland—making 1,670,000 acres ; taking half this as
gone, or 835,000 acres, and the value of the crop at

/20 an acre, we have ^16,700,000, which, added to
the Wheat deficiency, makes us nationally ^27,200,000
poorer than if we had had an average crop of Wheat
and a sound crop of Potatos
Animal food has gone up in price, and continues to
ascend, and as there are strong indications of discontent
among consumers that all that could have been done
has not been done, I would again urge, as has already
been done in your columns, that the slaughter of
animals under 12 months old be interdicted. Surely
the country has a more serious interest in propagating
cattle and sheep than hares and partridges, and yet
these are protected by law half the year round ! The
consumption of animal food is now double what it was
100 years ago, and as the ability of the working popu-
lation to obtain it increases, it is being allowed to
recede from their grasp. At present we are paying to
the foreigner between ;^6o,ooo,ooo and ;i^7o,ooo,ooo
a-year for meat and bread stuffs, much of which could
be produced at home, if the land was made to produce
and maintain all that it was capable of doing. I men-
tioned the other day in your columns, in a letter you did
me the honour to insert, that there was now sewage enough
at command to irrigate 150,000 acres, and that probably
only 5000 acres were under the operation. I have since

obtained a return of the land actually under sewage irri-

gation, and find it comprises 20 farms and an area of

2375 acres. If we had, as we ought to have, a
national experimental and example farm, the unsolved
question of sewage irrigation and many others would
soon be settled. Labour and the foot-and-mouth
disease have been the great disturbing elements among
agriculturists this year. I have repeatedly proved
that foot-and-mouth disease may be cured in three

days by the application of a blue-stone wash to the
mouths and feet of the animals afl'ected ; and if the
movement of stock where transition is necessary was
more strictly regulated and carefully watched, and
disinfectants used in every cattle-shed and at gateways,
I am satisfied the disease could not be propagated, and
would soon disappear. The labour dii^culty is not so

easily solved, because the transition from natural

guidance and the dissolution of old attachments appear
complete, and farmers, unlike others, have not the

option of discontinuing their operations. Like
American necessities, it will no doubt stimulate the

invention and necessitate the adoption of more ma-
chinery, combined with piecework and specific

engagements ; and it is to be hoped that, at the same
time, it will cause an improvement—for which there is

ample room— in the housing and habits of the

labourers themselves. Only the most worthless among
them will use the lever we have put into their hands,
and threaten employers with increased poor-rates and
the workhouse, and, perhaps, better education will

gradually weed even these from the industrial com-
munity.

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT.
A COKRESPONDENCE.

Mr. Mechi sends the following correspondence,
with the hope that the important subjects referred to

may be ventilated in our columns.

A peer and owner of large estates writes to Mr.
Mechi as follows ;

—

" September 4, 1872.
" I always read your letters in the with much

pleasure, and with deep interest, and now trouble you
with a few remarks, premising that with nearly all you
recommend I strongly agree.

" With regard to over 8,000,000 acres in England and
Wales of waste land, what would be the probable cost of
bringing it to the state of culture you desire? Next,
when this is ascertained, would it pay the cost? Thirdly,
how many years' lease ought to be given to a tenant, or
to a company, willing to undertake it ? Landlords pos-
sessing such propel ty will surely be anxious to have
accomplished that which they are unable or unwilling to

attempt.
" A facility for transfer of land would be a boon to all

England, when it becomes necessary to sell. I most
strongly object to tenant-right in any sense. All contracts
should be free. At this moment I am, with all other
Irish landowners, a great sufferer by that most unwise and
unjust measure, called the Irish Land Bill. Tenants
there ride rough-shod over the owners of property.
They object to an increase of rent when leases fall

in, they decline to purchase at anything like value,

and they threaten to murder any man who
dared to take a farm at a higher rent than they are
willing to give ; this is the position described by our
English liberal members of Parliament, as being proof of
the Bill working well. In case of going before the

barrister appointed to decide between the parties, the

tenants produce any number of witnesses to prove what
they have done, at least three-fourths of which is posi-

tively untrue ; these barristers, who are a respectable, and
often a clever set of men, are bewildered but consider that

they are bound to carry cut the Act, although some are

ready to admit its injustice. My Irish property is let on
20 years leases, at moderate rents, wllh the full under-
standing that at the expiration of the term a fresh valua-

tion would be made. Some open lands at zs. per acre,

which now, fenced and drained, are well worth 18s. or
20s. ;

men there, commencing with their own labour, now
rich and comfortable, but ready to ask for compensation,
although they have been repaid five times over. The
Welsh M.P. would find his mistake if tenant-right were
to be established in Wales.
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" Here good tenants require £1^ per acre to take a

farm; it used to be ^10. Small bad farmers have

neither the money nor ability, as a rule, to farm tolerably

well ; and they will graduilly be obliged to retire, which

I consider a misfortune. My great diffieulty is to impress

on them the absolute necessity of education for their

children."

Mr. MECHt's Reply.
" There can be no doubt that the proper conversion of

our common lands is a paying operation, and no better

evidence need be adduced than that which your lordship

gives of the success and wealth of your Irish tenants, who
have done so. I presume that our Land Improvement
Companies would make the necessary advances on the

security of the land. It appears to me that the reclama-

tion of our waste lands presents to these companies a vast

field for the investment of the capital which awaits their

demand for it, could they find opportunities for its

utilisation, which has not hitherto been the case. It

certainly does appear anomalous that while we are con-

stantly deploring the want of capital in agriculture, we,

as landowners, omit to apply for it, although abundantly
available. The value of such unreclaimed land could be
e isily ascertained. Hereabout it would readily command
from ^5 to j^io per acre. Most of our heath in this

neighbourhood has been reclaimed and converted into

corn land, and although the cost has been considerable, I

hear no complaints as to its not having been a profitable

operation. In fact there is always a ready sale for unre-

claimed land. The landowner's outlay would probably vary

from ;^ 5 to £1$ per acre for fencing, roads, farm-build-

ings, and draining, where the latter is required. Such
land, when put into fit condition for the investment of a

large tenant capital, would readily command from 20s. to

30j^. per acre rent. How little of our land is really in a

fit condition for the profitable investment of tenant

capital ? Where are the good roads and fences, the

covered yards, good labourers' cottages, the suitable resi-

dence for a well capitalled tenant ? Is not draining still

to be done on n-i2ihs of our land requiring it?—so says

a great authority, Mr. Bailey Denton—therefore I feel

justified in saying that on well-conditioned reclaimable

land a considerable rent might be obtained from a de-

pendable tenant.

"There need be no outlay on the part of the land-

owner, for the interest charged by the Company, which
finds money for the improvements at 6V per cent, interest,

would cover ordinary principal and interest in, I believe,

26 years, so that, at the termination of this period, there

would be no longer any charge upon the land. How
much of the 6| per cent, is to be paid annually, in fair

proportion, between the landowner and tenant is an affair

of agreement. In one matter, draining, if the tenant paid
it all, he would still be a considerable gainer, although
that would be hardly equitable, because I look upon drain-

ing at 4 feet deep in strong clays as an almost permanent
improvement, provided that the work is well done, and the

outfalls carefully watched, which is too often not the case,

and for which the tenant should be made responsible.

My experience teaches me that the drains in strong soils

should be nearer to each other in a pluvial than in a dry
climate, 30 feet being the maximum, and 14 feet the
minimum distance. As to the period of lease to a tenant

who effected all these conversions and improvements at

his own cost, I consider that 30 years would not be more
than, on such conditions, he would be entitled to, paying
of course only a waste-land rent during that period.

" All these matters could be well calculated by some of

our well known able and equitable land valuers. I cannot
agree with your lordships opinion about tenant-right,

because I look upon it as the basis of improved agricul-

ture. No one, I think, can doubt it who has rsad the

digest of the evidence on this subject, taken before the

lite Mr. Pusey's House of Commons committee in 1849.
This digest was prepared by Messrs. Shaw & Corbet, of

the London Farmers" Club, and being reprinted may,
I believe, still be obtained at Mr. Tuxford's, 265, Strand,

price 3J. 6d. It contains the evidence of 50 eminent
landowners, land valuers, and farmers.

" In the case of your Irish tenantry, it appears from
your letter that they alone have effected the conversion
and improvement of your waste lands, and are therefore
justly entitled to their fair share of the resulting advan-
tages. In strict equity your lordship could only claim the
enhanced rent which the land, still unimproved, would
have now commanded by the efflux of time and change of

circumstances.
" My experience, as regards the veracity of the lower

orders of Irish, corresponds with yours, for as a magistrate
of London, in numerous cases of assault, battery, &c.,
from the Irish colonies within the City, I have often been
puzzled and amused by their easy conscience in the matter
of oaths, for which, however, due allowance should be
made.
"We have unmistakable and satisfactory proof in

Lincolnshire of the national importance of tenant-right
by its great encouragement of ample and increased pro-
duction. The custom of the country there renders the
question of leases quite secondary, because a tenant can
safely farm well up to the last moment of his occupation,
and then enter upon another holding also well farmed
and unexhausted. This is a matter of great advantage to
the nation, for the full production of food by good farm-
ing is continuous, while under the ordinary system several
years are occupied in exhausting the land, and as many
more in endeavouring to restore the lost fertility.

" Even with the Scotch 19 years' lease, which has caused
so much impro%'ement, this ' taking-out * system prevails,
because there is no compensation to the tenant for any
portion of his unexhausted improvements.

" It is to be hoped that in the course of time something
like a systematic and uniform practice of valuation at
outgoing may take place, where the conditions are
similar. If the Legislature once enacted a general prin-
ciple of valuations for tenants' unexhausted improvements,
our able land valuers would soon show themselves capable
of estimating at their fair value the proper allowances.
In many parts of Ireland the tenant has dug and reclaimed

the land, built his own hut, house, or sheds, the land-
owner having only provided the bare waste. Is it not
natural, under such circumstances, that the tenant should
look upon his own improvements as his own property,
and that the feelings of irritation and injury upon eviction

or greatly increased rent, should, in the absence of a legal

valuation of unexhausted improvements, and in the case
of a vivacious and excitable people, find vent in illegal

proceedings? For in Ireland it is almost to the land
alone that the population look for subsistence and employ-
ment. We all know that in towns and cities no tenant
would be so unwise as to eflect improvements without a
lease long enough to recoup himself for his outlay,
or a valuation of such improvements. I can readily
perceive why your lordship's feelings about tenant-right
are adverse. Your lordship, in your own county, is known
and esteemed as a clear-headed man of business, with
perfectly equitable feelings, and a right sense of a land-
lord's duties and responsibilities. Your tenants, if

worthy men, may be said to have an almost certainty of
the renewal of their leases on equitable terms

;
you assist

them in their improvements, and are anxious to adapt
your property to modern requirements. Many other
noble owners do the same, but in too many instances all

this is wanting ; and as, in business matters, people are
not saved by faith, but by the want of it, we must lay
down as a general rule and undeniable proposition that
security for improvements will induce and encourage
tliem, while the very reverse will take place in the case of
doubt and insecurity.

" I entirely agree with your lordship as to the question
of education. It can hardly be expected that uneducated
men should appreciate the necessity for educating their

children ; but it will not be so with the rising generation,
under our new laws. The love of education in Scotland
began when John Knox, 300 years ago, compelled the
heritors, or landowners, to erect a school in every parish

;

and it is owing to this general education that we find,

everywhere out of Scotland, Scotch bailiffs, stewards,
gardeners, and managers, and successful men in other
pursuits.

" I think that we ought not to regret the great increase
of size either in our farms, factories, ships, or commercial
and trading concerns. It affords evidence of our greatly
increased wealth, caused by the mtelhgent appreciation
and use of steam ; and it is to this cheap and effective

power that farmers must look for greater profits, land-
owners for higher rents, and the country at large for more
abundant and cheaper supplies of food.

" I hope that our enormous and rapid increase of wealth
produced by steam will not render us too luxurious or too
idle. There is a danger of this, judging from past history.

The time will come when the tenant farmer's capital on
arable land will be ^20 to ^25 per acre in order to get
the largest per centum of profit, and tliat the piece-work
done by the well-paid, well-fed, well-housed, and well-

educated labourers of the future will be as cheap or
cheaper than it is now under different circumstances."

OCrj^ WASTE LANDS.
Mr. Taylor's letter on the improvement, or " pro-

fitable use of waste lands," is very encouraging to

those who are fond of planting, but had he favoured
us with some details, and his experience from an agri-

cultural point of view, I presume Mr. Mechi (the great

enemy to waste lands) and many others, would have
felt more interested ; but this I hope he will yet favour
your readers with ere long.

As Mr. Taylor's letter recalls many things to my
mind, with your permission I will relate a little of my
own experience, hoping it may, at least, interest some
of your numerous readers who may possess such land,

and in some measure encourage Mr. Mechi to "peg
away " at our common and waste lands.

In 1840 a common allotment of 70 acres (at an
elevation of from 500 to 800 feet) was purchased,
about one half of which was covered with rocks and
Furze^ and the other half with poor herbage. Ten
acres of it were immediately planted with two-thirds
Larch, and one-third Oak, except in some moist
places, which were planted with a portion of Scotch
Fir, Birch, and Alder. In 1841 another 10 acres
were planted ; and in 1856 about 10 acres more, the

temporary railing removed, and the whole walled ofif

from the pasture.

In 1844 a small, dilapidated estate of 113 acres

adjoining the above common allotment was purchased,
three-fourths of which is bounded by common lands.

The dry or arable land is a light, thin, hazel soil on
gravel or gravel rock, divided by stonewalls into small
fields where room or depth could be found for the
plough, and the remainder with rough, rocky pas-

tures ; 24 acres was a common allotment, and the
remainder, about 30 acres, chiefly peat-mos^, one-half
of which had been mown as meadow, the produce
being poor in quality and miserable in quantity, the
other half covered with Heath, and useless except for

turf for fuel.

In 1845 the allotment of 24 acres was planted as
above, and since then about 5 acres more in several

pieces, with a view of covering up rocks, and affording

shelter to stock, or because the land was considered
useless for other purposes.

Draining and levelling the meadow and moss land ;

dressing Furze and rubbish off the pastures and liming
them ; cleaning and preparing to sow down the land
under the plough ; fencing, straightening watercourses,

making roads, covering the moss ground intended for

meadow with gravel, old fences or any soil from road-

sides, &c., &c., was carried on freely for some years,

as labourers were to be had, or hands could be spared
from the home farm.

It is unnecessary to go further into details, except
to say that the arable land, being useless under the
plough, was sown down to permanent pasture, and the
peat-moss ground converted into meadow as soon as
possible.

Now briefly for the result, and first for the planta-
tions. If figures mean anything, I think I can prove
that the thinnings have already more than paid for the
land on which they were grown, and all expenses ; and
I consider the wood" now growing worth fully as much
as the first cost of the two purchases. So much for

the prophecy of an old farmer who had spent 60 years
in the neighbourhood, who, passing at the time, said,
" You may plant, but you will never be troubled with
cutting."

While on the subject of planting I may state, in

reply to Mr. Taylor's inquiry, that for the first few
years the young trees had to be assisted in battling

against the Furze and Fern ; the former being ulti-

mately smothered and totally destroyed, was succeeded
by grass affording an early bite ; but as the plantations
have not been pastured, I now find where the trees

are standing thinnest that Brambles are usurping the
ground very much. That the annual fall from the trees

enriches and adds considerably to the soil I think
there is no doubt, for many stones that were bare first

became covered with moss and then with grass, ani
had there been nothing but Firs planted, 1 am quite
sure that the older plantations would for many years
past have been worth more for pasture than the ground
was previous to being planted. The result from the
grass land I doubt I cannot show quite so clearly, it

having been kept in connection with the home farm ;

still I hope I may be able to show that elevated and
exposed farm^, although too bare and rocky to pay
under the plough, will nevertheless pay for improving.

In 1S44, the first year of possession, all the meadow
ground (about 15 acres) was gone over with the scythe
where anything in the shape of hay could be found,
producing 33 cartloads, the other 15 acres producing
nothing but heather. In 1859 the 30 acres produced

73 cartloads of hay ; in 1S66, 8 acres of the best
meadow were pastured, and 105 cartloads of hay were
got off the remaining 22 acres, and for the last few
years the same ground has produced from 130 to 140
cartloads annually ; so that we are now able to winter
more than four times the stock we could in 1S44,
besides pasturing 8 acres of what was then considered
the best meadow ground.

In passing, I may remark, what astonishes me most
is the tenacity with which the Clovers (sown 24 or 25
years ago) hold on to the peat-moss ground, which I

attribute chiefly to the heavy dressing of sandy gravel.

It is dititicult for me to describe the imorovempnt nn
tne pasture land further than to say that I think it

quite capable of carrying three times the stock it could
in 1844.

Our greatest enemy is the dwarf or English Furze,

which is determined to hold its ground, despite mow-
ing, grubbing, manuring, &c. ; and if any of your
correspondents will kindly tell me how to eradicate it,

I will feel much obliged.

That such land will pay for improving is quite

certain, and that there is sadly too much yet requiring

it is to be seen on all sides. Besides the solid satisfac-

tion of knowing that it will pay sooner or later, there can
be no pleasanter occupation and, I think, no pleasanter

feeling than that derived from seeing barren hills

gradually clothed with trees, grass springing up where
none had been seen before, scanty pastures converted

into luxuriant ones, your stock trebled ; and to hear the

pheasant and wood-pigeon take possession of planta-

tions of your own planting, and the corn crake in

happy enjoyment where the moorcock used to call,

and all within little more than 20 years. It is to me
at least a pleasant reminiscence.

Had I not trespassed so much on your valuable

space, I might have advocated the breaking up and
cultivation of thin moory soils or sands, producing as a

proof the best pasture of Clover, kc, in the parish on
one side of the fence, versus Furze and heather on the

other. Cumbriaft.

THE LAMB DISEASE OF 1871 ,'

Its Partial Revival during the presemt seasojj.

Among the reminiscences of the year 1S71, the least

pleasant to a large proportion of farmers throughout
the kingdom will be those associated with their lamb
flock. Seldom have these done so badly ; seldom has

it been necessary to record such serious losses among
them. Ten, 20, and up to 70 per cent, in bad cases

were lost, and most fortunate indeed was the farmer

w!io had no losses to regret. The subject has engrossed

the attention of individual observers, of the different

farmers' clubs, and is now under the consideration of

the veterinary inspection of the Royal Agricultural

Society ; and justly may such a source of individual

and national loss command the most anxious investiga-

tion. It would be difficult to estimate the total loss to

the country entailed by this disease, but where indi-

vidual flocks have lost 100 and over of their number

—

and such losses have been general throughout nearly

the whole of England—it becomes evident that such
total loss must have been enormous, and that the

importance of a thorough investigation of its causes can
scarcely be exaggerated, inasmuch as upon a knowledge
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of these alone depends the flock-master's ability to

protect himself from a repetition of such losses in

future.

It appears, therefore, most desirable that each of us

should record any observations he may have made on
the subject during the existence of the epidemic, as out

of a mass ot observations some deductions of value may
be made.
The neighbourhood in which I live was visited

heavily during the spring and summer of 1871. One
gentleman lost over loo lambs out of one of the best

flocks in the county ; another neighbour lost 70, others

20 to 30. My next neighbour, on 230 acres, lost over

30. Early in the season it was supposed the lambs were

simply scouring ba.dly, and they were treated for that ;

later on, however, attention was called to the presence

of the bronchial parasites, and they were credited with

the whole mischief. Treatment in all cases appeared

unsuccessful. In the midst, liowever, of so much
fatality, I was struck by the fact that there were some
flocks which continued perfectly healthy, and these,

perhaps, only separated by a low fence or narrow lane

from the diseased ones ; the farms, moreover, on which
such a difference existed were closely intermixed one
with another. Of my own small flock of 56 Iambs
(which, for convenience sake, I will call No. i) I lost

through the summer not one. My adjoining neigh-

bour, No. 2, lost 30, and the remainder, some 100 in

number, were reduced to skeletons. His adjoining

neighbour in a line. No. 3, had his flock strong and
healthy, not losing more than the ordinary average

from casual causes. Neighbour No. 4, who adjoined

the two last, lost 70, while No. 5, who adjoined him
along a line of half a mile, lost, I believe, none.

No. 6, who adjoined 4 and 5 over a considerable

frontage, lost over 100. These were instances that

occurred in the small sphere of my own observation.

How was this to be accounted for? On a number
of farms so intermixed it was clear that it was
no atmospheric corfdition that produced so marked
a difference in the health of the flocks ; the same
atmosphere extended over all, the same amount of sun,

cloud, rain, the same variations of temperature. The
cause evidently was to be looked for in the flock, on
the farm, in the management. The land, a light but

rich loam, was of the same character or so, with one
exception, viz,. No. 3, whose farm contains a con-

siderable quantity of cold and stiff land. On making
inquiries respecting the condition, management, &c.,

in each case, there was little or nothing to be ascer-

tained from the history of the unhealthy flocks ; they

had been treated much as usual, with one exception

—

in tlip r^<if nf No. 6—to which I shall presently allude.
From the healthy flocks, however, I got one imporranr

point of information. They had all been kept on old

meadows and off the Clovers ; some had had a little

dry food, others none ; they had witli a few excep-

tions been free from scouring. While looking through

No. 2's flock with him, he pointed out four or Ave
that were palpably ill—emaciated—coughing con-

stantly, while every cough caused a jet of scour to

shoot from them,—so weak they could scarcely walk.

I picked out one of the worst, and was assured by the

owner that I might safely take that as a type of all the

others that were ill or had died, with one or two
exceptions, and in those the lambs had been rapidly

prostrated, and died off quickly. I requested to have
the lamb pointed out sent to me for inspection on its

death. This request was complied with in a day or

two after, when I opened it. The carcase was pale-

coloured, and much emaciated. In the bronchial

tubes and their ultimate ramifications were consider-

able numbers of the Filaria ; the mucous membrane
was much congested and discoloured, and a large

amount of muco-purulent exudation bore testimony to

the irritative bronchitis set up in them ; in no instance,

however, had the parasite pierced the mucous mem-
brane ; and although on cutting through the lung
substance they were to be seen apparently in the

tissue, it proved always that they were in the course of

a fine ramification of a bronchus. The mucous surface

alone was their habitat. Some portions of the lungs

were much degenerated, being congested and infil-

trated to the extent that we see in the pleuro-pneu-
monia of cattle. There were extensive pleural

adhesions, and at the base of one lung the liver had
become involved in the inflammatory process, and all

were glued in a mass to the ribs. The liver was
thoroughly degenerated, ofapaledrabcolour, of thecon-

sistence of a stiff poultice, and would breakup between
the finger and thumb like that of a thoroughly rotted

sheep. Of the intestinal tube the part known, I

believe, as the third stomach, was congested and dark-
coloured in patches ; so were the other and lower in-

testines at intervals, the whole containing a thin and
absolutely watery fx-cula. Five or six other lambs
were afterwards examined on the same farm, and in
all the same conditiuns existed in a greater or less
degree. There was not a healthy hver among them ;

lungs all unhealthy, and intestines the same. These
were certainly diseases enough to kill ; and it is

mteresting to conjecture which was the cause of death,
or what proportion or share had each in bringing it

about? Were they all associated as symptoms
and consequences of some general ill-health? or were
they separate diseases coincidentally occurring in the
same subject? or were they diseases of the different
organs occurring in a sort of sequence and consequence

one of another ? The last is the most reasonable, and it

would not, I think, be difficult to trace the sequence.

Diarrhcea existed from first to last. Some farmers

with whom I have spoken on the subject, are in doubt
whether they noticed diarrhcea or cough first, but in

the greater number of cases the former undoubtedly

existed, and was treated long before cough to any

extent appeared ; indeed, the old shepherds for a long

time failed to notice anything else, and wisely laid

claim to recognise the ailment as an old one, viz.,

'•'the black scour." Allow this state of things to

continue for a time, and then next in order, partly

cause and partly result of the constant enfeebling

scouring, would come a gradual disorder and after-

wards disease of the liver, "which becoming pale,

flabby, and disorganised, the legitimate result of long-

continued mal-nutrition and mal-assimilation, would,

after a time, by the failure of its proper secretion,

thus tend to keep up and perpetuate the intestinal

mischief. The same irritation which produced the

purgation, would after a time produce the dark dis-

coloured patches in the intestines.

A continuous growth of rich, rank, succulent Clover

{and under the impression that they were falling away,

and that tlie best possible keep was necessary, the

lambs would be systematically put on the best keep),

which instead of being retained, digested, and assimi-

lated, was simply washed through the irritated intes-

tines ; the earth constantly saturated and damp, the

backs and bellies often wet for days together with the

constant showers—the diarrhoea and diseased liver, and

pleural adhesions, are thus easily accounted for, and the

poor diseased and enfeebled creature would be an easy

prey to infesting parasites ; without vitality to resist

them, or strength to cough them up, they would main-

tain their position in the bronchi, and add to the in-

creasing debility by the fruitless and exhausting efforts

of constant cough, ending with purulent pneumonia.

I am aware that the impression exists in many
neighbourhoods that the bronchial Filaria were the

/ons ct origo maii, but in adhering to my belief that it

is not so, and that they are to be looked upon rather

as accessories in the last stage, I find much support.

At p. 1341 of your Journal, Air. Tucker, at Plymouth,

states that "with every autumn came the disease,"

/. e., that it is an annual condition ; but surely such

fatality as that of the past summer (rather than

autumn) is not annual, therefore we must look for

other conditions superadded to constitute the cause of

so much mortality. It has been believed that the

parasites destroy the animal by wearing it out and
gradually exhausting it ; this could only occur through

the means of irritative bronchitis and its consequences,
bUL ill fuui cii live iiiMaiiucs which t-amc undav my
notice indirectly, strong and well-fieshed lambs were
reduced to death in a day or two, and it is important

to notice that numbers of the worms were found in their

bronchi. There could have been no exhaustive bron-

chitis here—these lambs were killed by some more active

disease. They had the worm disease, and yet it is

reasonable to believe that it was not that which killed

them. It is not perhaps generally known that the

animal system in a condition of health and plenty of

vitality is extremely tolerant of parasites, so long as

they confine themselves to the surfaces of the body,

and do not penetrate its tissues. It either resists them,

and so apparently keeps them from doing much harm,
or seems not to derive much injury from them. The
human subject is most nervously organised, and yet

how often does the ruddy healthy child carry about

within it a small colony or two of worms, or how
frequently does the healthy-looking and well-nourished

adult void a basinful of tapeworm, to the existence of

which attention was only called by mere accident. By
one of the constant laws of Nature, the power and
vitality of parasites increases in direct proportion to the

diminution of the strength and vital power opposed to

them. Some years ago a man died in one of the

London hospitals with his bronchi full of filaria.

Was this a death from parasitic lung disease ? On the

contrary, it would be safe to assert that the worms had
nothing to do with the death, the real cause of which
was pulmonary consumption. Many instances of the

same thing have been at different times recorded ; but

though such worms are occasionally found in the

bronchi of diseased individuals, I never heard of an
instance in which they attacked a healthy one.

Theoretically, then, one would argue that the system
must be in a very reduced condition before parasites

could have maintained such a hold, and worked so

much mischief on it. Consider now the condition of

the lamb as to the effect of the scouring ; and it is

important to observe that this is possibly the only

outward indication of a most grievous indigestion—the

only sign that the food they are taking fails to nourish

and support them, and, indeed, actually disagrees with

them and is doing them harm. Dumb aiiimals cannot

complain of sickness or pain, &c. , and it is only when
perhaps the want of healthy digestion has reached its

climax and done its worst, that the irritated intestines

try to relieve themselves by scouring. Most pernicious

is the effect of this in the young animal, lamb or calf;

let them scour badly for 12 hours, and see the residt
;

then let us reflect that the majority of the sufferers from
the late epidemic scoured more or less for weeks
consecutively. Doubtless many must have suffered in

a less degree that did not die ; if, as is asserted, the

disease is an annual one, it must be so. Here I would

revert to the exceptional case in farm No. 6 before
alluded to. Out of this flock the proprietor had
selected about 80 before the disease appeared (I pre-

sume on weaning them) for exhibition purposes ; not so
much for great size and robust constitution altogether,

as for some other considerations of points, &c.,

by which an exhibitor would naturally be influenced.

These So without one exception remained healthy, and
the only cause for the exemption he (I think rightly)

considered was that they had been "better done" than
the rest of the flock, i.e., they had had a liberal allow-
ance of dry food, com, &;c. ; these were not noticed to

have scoured at all. Now these So were in the midst
of a diseased flock ; they must either not have been
attacked by the parasite^, or, if they were, they must
have withstood the attack ; in either case to what was
the privilege of immunity due ? Doubtless to their

better general health and condition and the vitality

which they had to oppose to any attacking or weaken-
ing influences. The fact that those flocks which were
kept entirely on old turf remained healthy is, I think,

to be accounted for by the circumstance of the growth
of permanent grasses not being so rank and luxuriant

as that of the Clovers and artificial grasses, and, again,

a not unimportant fact, the close-cropped hedges of the

tillage fields afford but little of the astringent leaves of

which sheep are so instinctively fond, such as Black-
berry and Brier leaves and shoots, while these abound
in the wilder and larger fences of permanent meadows.
It is well-known that sheep do well in a parched and
dried up vegetation, hence the saying that "roast
meat suits them best," and from this we may deduce
that they do not require a too succulent food for their

well-doing {milking ewes, of course, excepted).

Farmers are often most anxious on the occurrence of

rain after a long drought, the rapid growths resulting

from it proving injurious to the sheep flock. Now the

summer of 1S71, with its constant showers, caused a

continuous flush of growth, hence it is not to be won-
dered that the lambs should scour, and given the scour-

ing for any length of time, the other train of symptoms
would follow as a not improbable result. I would not

wish, of course, to be understood as including the

existence of the filaria among the consequences of
.scouring.

My object is not to investigate the cause and
origin of the worms, but the cause of the mortality.

That is the farmers* question. I am somewhat sur-

prised to find my own experience so much at variance

with the opinions of most speakers and writers on the

subject of permanent pasture in connection with the

disease, but facts are more valuable than opinions, even

though old and generally received. According to these

if any man in England could make sure of having the
disease in his flock 1 ought, for I had only 30 acres of
old turf, on which 30 ewes have run for years, and off"

which they hardly ever go. Their produce spring 1S71
was 56 lambs. During the spring and summer ewes
and lambs all ran on the same 30 acres. Surely all the
conditions necessary for the development of the disease

were here—old turf, stained by the constant grazing of

old sheep, overcrowded with them, in a wet summer
following a dry one, &c. The fact is I only lost one,

and that quite early ; six went fat to the butcher, and
the remaining 49 went on to Turnips, not large but
strong, healthy lambs, their only protection during the

summer having been a bare pasture and a little bran,

malt dust, and hay chaff, and this not constantly.

Before weaning, the natural supply of milk appears

to keep them healthy, as in no instance that I have
heard of lias any symptom of the disease manifested

itself before the lambs left the ewes. It appears clear

that the older and stronger sheep are not affected in a
similar way to the lambs. With a constitution more
matured and digestive apparatus better able to accom-
modate itself to extremes, they apparently keep in good
health, and from this the important lesson may be
deduced : that old and young cannot be treated alike

with impunity, and that a greater exercise of judgment
is necessary in the management of the flock, making
more allowance for difference of seasons, and not
always running in one established groove. In a dry
and slow-growing season giving the delicate young
stock the best and most nourishing keep, while in a

wet one we withhold the too succulent Clovers, giving

them a scantier older pasture, with some dry food to

counteract the laxative effect of watery grasses. Cheap
mixtures may be made of bran, malt-dust, desiccated

grains, Indian corn or cake, according to the owner's

preference, and here the great advantage is apparent

of the plan which some flockmasters adopt of teaching

all their lambs to eat artificial food before leaving the

ewes. With .such precautions we should probably find

them grow and flourish in defiance of such parasites as

filaria.

The wet season of last year seems to have been

repeated to a certain extent in the present summer, and

arguing upon such views as are here expressed, it may
be conjectured that a similarly unhealthy condition

would manifest itself again. This appears to be so in

some flocks. I have already seen a considerable

number of lambs that have died out of tlie flock desig-

nated as No. 2 in the commencement of this jiaper,

and in every instance the same unhealthy disorganised

liver, emaciation and liquid contents of intestines, in-

tense thirst, have been present. Filaria have, however,
not been noticed, though the lungs have not been
healthy in several, yo/i/i //'. ryoctc>\ ShiffuaL
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
An Essay.

(Coiiiinueti/rcHi /•'ii-jc,.)

We have spoken thus largely of the antiquity of this

pursuit because we are well aware that a feeling exists

in the minds of many who, from their intellect, cha-

racter, and social position, are well entitled to exert an

influence on the minds of their fellow countrymen, that

agricultural pursuits are not only laborious in practice

and precarious in their results, but low, vulgar, and
unintellectual ; while some, who profess a high regard

for the interests of the farmer, hesitate not to maintain
that he can only hope for even a modicum of success

by eschewing book-learning, abstaining from inquiry,

and moving rigidly in the same beaten path in wliich

his grandsire painfully plodded a century ago, and
would consider any attempt on his part to cultivate the

understandings of liis children by an education at all

extensive or profound, as a measure at once unsafe and
presumptuous, as ill-suited to his station, calculated to

impair the future prospects of his family, and fraught

with danger to the community. To quote the language
of some of this school, '* If you teach the youth of the

rural population to read and write you must expect

that the lads will read treasonable or irreligious publi-

cations, and write threatening notices or anonymous
letters, while the lasses will study sensation novels

and the composition of love-letters, or worse." To
those who advance such extreme views we would
suggest that the education of the very lowest of the

population has for several years obtained a large share

of attention from the Legislature, has had much of the

public wealth applied to its support, and may, there-

fore, be now looked on as an accomplished fact ; that

to conduct the educational institutions of our country
in such a manner as that the labourer or working
tradesman shall be enabled to have his intellect culti-

vated at the expense, or, at least, under the supervision

of the Government, with its numerous and able staff of
officials and instructors, while the tenant-farmers or
small proprietors are excluded from even a share of
these advantages, would be once inconsistent, irrational,

and pregnant with the most disastrous consequences to
the peace and good order of the community ; that as, in

the present generation at least, our aristocracy, whether
titled or untitled, owe the large amount of influence

they possess to the intellectual ascendancy, natural as
well as acquired, which they evince in the management
of public affairs, far more than to their ancient race or
extensive domains, so it is but just, and indeed essential
to the preservation of the different orders of society, in

their proper relations to each other, as well balanced
parts of one harmonious whole, that the miHHlp dace, of

which agriculturists certainly form an important portion,

should, by sound, extensive, and judicious mental culti-

vation, be qualified to exercise a corresponding amount
of influence over those whom they employ and support,

and who ought, therefore, naturally to look up to them
for advice and guidance. But, again, it is necessary

that the teeming population of Britain should be fed,

and however much of nutriment may be imported from
foreign lands, yet some kind or portion of the food of
the Briton must be raised in Britain, unless the national

character is to be degraded to the level of that of the

Roman in the darkest days of Imperial despotism, when
all care of public affairs was abandoned, and the once
haughty citizens trembled lest the caprice of Sicily,

Libya, or Egypt should deny them bread, lest the corn-

bearing fleets should be wrecked, or even detained by
adverse gales, and they should be cast for support on
the petty doles of a worthless despot, or a corrupt
patriciate.

If, then, the existence of any species of agriculture

by which food is raised in our own land for our
own support, be admitted as necessary, the question
then arises, whether this pursuit is to be carried on in a
scientific or unscientific manner, and whether the farmer,

as such, is to acquire the education and display the
intellectual powers of an average Englishman of the
middle class ? or, so far from keeping pace with the
advanced tone of intellect and feeling manifested in the
present generation, still remain immersed in the stolid

ignorance and torpidity of bygone ages, when the very
title of "English farmer" conveyed to the minds, not
merely of foreigners, but even of many residents in the
British Isles, the idea of everything sordid, clownish,
and unreflecting. To acquiesce in such a state of
things when so much care has been taken for the
civilisation and advancement of the lowest operatives,
when we have ragged schools for our city arabs, and
reformatories for criminals and prostitutes, would be
to disobey that important precept of the Greek philo-
sopher, which warns us so to guide our care for the entire
body of the community, as not, while providing for the
welfare of one part, to neglect that of the others, and
thus give admission and valid gromids for feelings of
sedition and discord.

But some will be found who, while admitting the
propriety and even necessity of an improved system
of middle-class education, yet hold that the instruc-
tion imparted should be general, not special, or, in
other words, that as the alumni of our great Univer-
sities receive such an education as is calculated to fit

them, not for any particular profession, but for acting
a creditable part in those scenes of life in which the
presence and participation of the English nobleman

and gentleman is expected, and, indeed, required, so

the youth intended for agricultural pursuits should

receive the same sort of education as those who
design to enter any department of commercial or

manufacturing life. This analogy we deem but par-

tially correct, for, in the first place, there is ample pro-

vision made in our Universities by which those who have
attained to a degree in arts may continue in residence

in order, by more special studies, to qualify themselves
for the professions of their choice, and, besides, agri-

tural education may, with at least equal propriety, be
conducted on the model of those purely theological

colleges, such as St. Aidan's or St. Bee's, which, dis-

pensing with the preparatory or general curriculum^

profess solely to prepare candidates for holy orders, or

of the medical schools which, after students have
shown their acquaintance with a certain preliminary
course of study, conduct them through the various

branches of knowledge requisite for the full and satis-

factory practice of the healing art. Now, as far as our
experience has gone, such of the clergy as have been
prepared for Oieir sacred calling in these latter institu-

tions have been found fully adequate to the discharge

of their spiritual duties, and able to hold that position

in good society which has been alvvajs assigned to the

English parish minister, while the exclusively profes-

sional nature of his studies has certainly not prevented
the British physician from acting the part of an
educated and accomplished gentleman. Strictly speak-
ing, however, there can be no objection from the

nature of the case to the intending agriculturist re-

ceiving, in the first place, an extensive course of
instruction in literature and theoretic science, were it

not that the time thus occupied must necessarily be
deducted from that very important portion of his life

when he should properly be engaged in procuring in-

formation regarding his future pursuits by a legitimate

process of observation and experiment, and, besides, it

is questionable whether the generality of parents would
be willing to incur the necessary outlay, or would
entertain a proper sense of the great benefits likely to

accrue from a general and enlarged system of educa-

tion. It must not be forgotten that as the proper end
of a University education is not to make great men in

science or literature, arts or arms, but rather useful men
in the ordinary professions, and in the discharge of

those duties which fall to the lot of almost every
English gentleman, so the design of the species of
mental culture we are now discussing is not to enable
any individual farmer to acquire a large store of

scientific knowledge or a thorough mastery over the

literature of his country—not to enrich his intellect

with the researches of a Loudon or a Young, or his

style with the life-like description and playful graces
of a L-tiandos Wren Hoskyns, but rattier to lurnish

him with the means of holding that position among
reasoning men which his circumstances and the services

he renders to his country entitle him to claim, and
also, by bringing before his notice the modes of culture

adopted in other lands, and the inventions which have
been wrought out by thoughtful men, to bestow on
him that flexibility of character and teachableness of

spirit in which agriculturists generally, and the English

farmers but too frequently, are found deficient, and the

want of which has proved a powerful barrier to im-

provement, and often led to much pecuniaiy loss. By
bearing this caution steadily in view, we shall avoid

being intimidated by the danger of a too enlarged and
expensive system of education, a phantom which
seems to have exercised an unpleasant influence on the

views of a truly able and zealous writer on this subject,

who has arrayed before our eyes a fearful muster-
roll of subjects—interesting in a high degree, it is

true— yet dry, difficult, extensive, and requiring

for their acquisition much time and money, to say

nothing of an excellent preliminary training, all of

which he deems essential to a purely agricultural

education. This view is, we admit, but the legitipiate

expression of Mr. Gladstone's brilliant portraiture of a
large number of sciences which act as handmaids to

Agriculture, but the utterances of this gifted statesman,

resembling the oracular responses of old in beauty and
sublimity of language, partake occasionally of their

mystery and ambiguity. No doubt a long list of

subjects might be easily drawn up, all apparently con-

nected with agriculture, and a knowledge of any or all

of which will most probably, in some contingency or

other, prove highly beneficial to the farmer, but this is

no more than may with equal truth be said of any other
science whatever.

To select as an example a science to which no
allusion has as yet been made by any writer on
this subject, there can be no doubt that every British

citizen, in a tolerably decent position of life, should
know somewhat of the laws by which his conduct is

governed, his dealings guided, and his property pre-

served ; and also that some of our legislative enactments
have a particular reference to the interests of agricul-

ture ; but is it, therefore, necessary that the young
farmer should puzzle for weeks over Blackstone,

or Feame on Contingent Remainders? The mistake
we have noticed appears to have originated in declaring

certain branches of knowledge essential to the successful

learning of scientific agriculture when they are merely

convenient, and in omitting to define the degr-ee in

which this latter quality can tnily be predicated of any
individual science. Again, the British farmer has

always had something to do with live stock, and of late

years more than ever, but is it, therefore, necessary or
even prudent that he should be competent to adjudicate
on the merits of the Linneanand Cuvierian classification,

or become an adept in the modes of life of mollusks
or saurians ? So far from this a sound and accurals
knowledge of the breeds, habits, and proper manage-
ment of cattle and other farming stock, with a moderate
acquaintance with their diseases, and with the mode
of detecting unsoundness when making his pur-
chases, and some skill in exterminating, or at least

keeping within bounds, the " pests of the farm," is, we
think, ample for the ordinary requirements of the
young agriculturist, and a judicious teacher of natural

history, or any similar science, will take earnest care

not to occupy unduly the time of his class with a
favourite topic, as he would avoid tastelessly to obtrude
on them a fascinating but unsubstantiated theory. In
Botany, too, a prudent lecturer, who takes a real interest

in the future welfare of his pupils, will direct their

attention chiefly, perhaps totally, to the history and
peculiarities of such plants as are raised on British soil

for the food of man and animals, and to the nature of
those weeds which the good of the farm demands
should be eradicated ; but this course of procedure by
no means implies a profitless study of Cacti or Mimosie.
Now, the amount of information we have sketched out
in these few instances will not, if a similar arrangement
be adopted in the case of other sciences, take up a very
large space of time, or entail a very heavy expense on
the student or his friends ; indeed, we will venture to

say that a respectable course of mathematics, taught
with a reference to practical utility, a course of instruc-

tion in the language and literature of England, and a
general and accurate, though brief, view of the sciences

which are most intimately connected wilh agriculture,

may be well imparted in a period of two years, with a
reasonable time granted for vacations and festival

periods.

Before, however, this course of study can be entered
on, we must first attempt to answer the following
questions :— i. What state of preliminary education, or
we should rather say, of intellectual preparation, must
a youth be required to possess ere he can be deemed
qualified to profit by the instruction imparted in an
agricultural college ? 2. What particular branches of
knowledge should be imparted in such an institution,

specifying such as should be deemed strictly indispens-

able, and such as may be termed voluntary ? 3. In
what localities should these seminaries be established,

under what form of government, and by what funds ?

4. How far should residence be insisted on? And to

these practical queries we now proceed to offer, not
decisive and dogmatical replies, but opinions which,
however, we trust will be found fn f^nntoin tu* g*-™* «.f

truth.

First, then, we think it but fair to the interests of
agricultural education that the same principle should be
recognised in a college of this sort which obtains in

universities generally, namely, that no student should
be allowed to enter or matriculate without having satis-

factorily proved that he is in point of intellect and pre-

liminary acquirements able to profit by a course of
lectures on agriculture and its ancillary sciences. This
proof is in some universities very injudiciously dispensed
with, and the class-rooms are open to all comers who
pay certain fees, and submit to academic discipline, while
in others, we believe, admission isgranted to the holders

of proper certificates. We are, however, decidedly in

favour of examination in a course previously made
public by advertisement, this course to consist of
reading in some plain English book, and evidencing an
acquaintance with the meaning of such important words
as may occur in the passage selected. Writing from
dictation, in such a manner as may prove the possession

of a knowledge of spelling, and of a legible style of
handwriting ; arithmetic, as far as the first four rules,

reduction, and, perhaps, simple proportion ; and a

general knowledge of the most important facts of
English history. It would also be advisable that a
selection should be made from the students presenting

themselves for matriculation, according to the merit
displayed, of one-fifth or one-sixth, and that these

should be re-examined for classification in the order

they may be found to deserve, while the other less

meritorious entrants should have their names arranged
in alphabetical sequence. We proceed, it will be seen,

on the not certainly gratuitous assumption, that there

are but few districts in Britain which do not possess

seminaries in which this amount of knowledge can be
easily and cheaply acquired, and the practice of re-

examination, or as it is in technical language termed,

''examination for places," with the publication of the

names of the most distinguished entrants, will be found

to impart a stimulus to the exertions of pupils and
teachers too often, we fear, much needed, more particu-

larly if, as in Scotland, the place of education be affixed

to the name of each successful competitor. It may also

be serviceable if some reward in money or books,
according to tlie choice of the recipient, were bestowed
on the deserving; in the former alternative, a certificate

being also given, which may serve through life as a
proof of youthful talent or industry. In the Iri^h pro-
vincial colleges these pecuniary rewards are continued
in the form of an annual income during the time spent
in these institutions, on the student proving by exami-
nation, at the end of each session, that he has laboured
in his vocation so energetically as to be worthy of this

boon. In these establishments the amount of encou-
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ragement bestowed on agriculture is, if we remember

rightly, two prizes awarded at entrance of ji'ia each, to

be held for two years, which is the period deemed suffi-

cient for obtaining the amount of knowledge worthy of

an agricultural diploma ; and in the event of any insti-

tution for the cultivation of this science being attempted

in England, we doubt not that the " sinews of war " for

this and other useful purposes will be abundantly forth-

coming. But we cannot think that the title of Scholar-

ships, which has been imposed on this class of

distinction, is by any means well chosen, or even

consistent with common honesty, for certainly there is

a wide difference between prizes of this sort, granted to

new schoolboys for a scanty modicum of information,

and the position won by a scholar of one of our univer-

sities after nearly three years spent in the study of a

most extensive course of classical literature, and the

leading students of our humble seminary may be con-

tented with the designation of " prizemen" or "exhi-

bitioners."
{To he Continued.)

pome Ccrrtsponbente.

-ThisImpurities in Milk, and How Caused.

subject, alike important to the maker of cheese or

butter, is dealt with in a lengthy article (in the

Journal oi i\\e Royal Agricultural Society of England)

by X. A. WiUard, of Herkimer, New York, U.S.,

upon the milk condensing processes. I have taken the

trouble to select what I consider the most striking por-

tions relating to the impurities in milk, which I think

may be read with profit by all keepers of cows. Mr.

Willard observes :
— " In Mr. Borden's early experi-

ments, and indeed up to within a few years past, the

nature and cause of a peculiarly bad behaviour of

milk from time to time were imperfectly understood.

Under certain circumstances and conditions the milk

could be readily handled, and gave no trouble in its

manipulation. When in this state, comparatively in-

experienced operators—men who simply followed a

set of rules, with little or no knowledge of principles-

were enabled to turn out a good product, whether it

was condensed milk, or butter, or cheese. Sometimes

these conditions would continue for days, for weeks,

and for months." Then we are told there would be a

sudden and unaccountable change, and this at first was

attributed to want of cleanliness, which indeed is

sometimes the cause ; but experiments and facts

proved that besides cleanliness (which is most im-

perative in dealing with milk at every stage) there

were other causes at work, and one of these was

the presence of Fungi in the milk. Mr. Willard
. (^uotoc from Prnr=>scnr r^lHwplt as foUoWS : " It

is one of the most commonly observed facts of

nature that milk is especially susceptible to the in-

fluence of emanations from putrid matter. The germs

of fungi that are continually thrown off from foul or

putrifying matter find in the milk a place where

they can go on and multiply ; and so insidious are these

influences^ so readily can these minute germs make their

•way an%ni'here and everywhere, that if the air containing

them in unusual quantity is inhaled by the cows, the

milk will lie infected before it leaves the con's bag,'' The
last sentence, which I have put in italics, should be

indelibly fixed on the memory of the reader, as well as

the following :
—" From the moment the milk leaves

the cow the work of the fungi commences ; they begin

toincrease, and simultaneously the milk begins to change,

both operations going on with a rapidity that varies

according to the circumstances of temperature and

exposure." As a specimen of the rapidity with which

fungi can increase and multiply—and of course in-

juriously affect the milk—we are told that one spore of

the " Penicillium crustaceum will in the course of an

hour, at a moderately elevated temperature, produce

20 to 100 Micrococcus cells ; each one of these cells

will sub-divide into two in another hour, and so on.

At this rate of increase we should have, at a low

estimate of 50 cells to one spore, to start with,

400,000,000 Micrococcus cells from this one spore

in 24 hours." After this, need any one wonder

that milk thus affected should make bad cheese or bad

butter ? The fact of the presence of Fungi in milk is

made indisputable by numerous well authenticated

cases. In one instance the Fungi were introduced

from minute particles of mud which had got upon the

cow's udder wlien it had crossed a mud pond. And
how often, in a hot day, do we see cows when being

driven up for milking plunged into mud ponds or foul

ditches? Another instance given is where the cows
inhaled the foul odours proceeding from a dead

animal. The following case I quote at length, and
commend to the careful reading and thoughtful con-

sideration of all interested ;

—

" Another case in point occurred during the past

summer— 1871. Professor Law, of Cornell University,

gets his supply of milk from a ' milkman.' One day,
durinj; the hot- weather, he observed a peculiar ropy
appearance in the cream which had risen from the milk.
He examined it under a powerful microscope, and foimd
it filled with living organisms of a character quite foreign
to good milk. He immediately called upon his milkman,
to inquire concerning his management of stock and general
treatment of milk, with a view of accounting for the
trouble. There was no fault discovered at the dairy-
house, in the milking, or in the treatment of the milk

;

but on looking through the pastures he found that the

cows, for lack of clean running water, were compelled to

slake their thirst for the most part from a stagnant pool.

This water he examined under the microscope, and dis-

covered thesame class of organisms as those in the cream.

He then took some of the blood from the cows, and
examined under the glass, when the same organisms made
their appearance. He next obtained a specimen of good
milk—milk which, on examination, was free from impuri-

ties, and mto this he put a drop of water from the stag-

nant pool. In a short space of time the milk developed

an infinite number of these organisms, and became similar

in character to the milk obtained from his milkman."

I will not quote more instances, but merely add a case

which came under my own observation. It was at a

farmhouse where the place of the window in the dairy

was of open lattice work (as is often the case for

ventilation and coolness), and outside this lattice

opening was a rubbish heap. While that remained

bad cheeses were made ; after it was removed the

cheeses produced were of first-class character. Milk is

so very sensitive to foul odours, whether as above, or

from badly laid milk-house floors, rendering the air

sour or impure, or from whatever cause, it is imperative

and indispensable to prevent the milk from being in

any way exposed to injurious influences. IV. Livesey,

The Brcch, Poullon-le-Fylde.

Slugs, Kohl Rabi, and Mangel.—A pest of

slugs during the tropical rains devoured some acres of

strong Kohl Rabis, planted after spring Tares. They

also greatly injured a couple of acres of strong Kohl

Rabis, early sown, and although Long Red and Yellow

Globe Mangel adjoined the Kohl Rabi on both sides,

not a Mangel would the slugs touch. It was lucky

that 9 acres of the field were Mangel instead of Rabi
;

a Wheat stubble after Beans abounded in slugs. Per-

haps the scarifying and drying of the soil may destroy

them. J. J. Mechi, September 10.

Foot-and-Mouth Disease. — Your correspon-

dent, Mr. Summers, in his letter which I have read in

your last number, says "Never bleed ; " " Never give

medicine." He is quite right not to bleed, and until

lately I was of his opinion as to giving medicine, but

I have found the chlorate of potash and camphorated

spirits recommended by Mr. Stratton so extremely

efficacious, that I advise every one to try it. The

great thing is, to give it immediately the animal is

attacked. I have not found it fail in a single instance,

and unfortunately I have very extensive experience of

the disease, which is most capricious ; for in-

stance, I had 14 steers or heifers in one field,

II fell with the disease, and three have remained

perfectly free from it. This was the beginning of July.

Again, I have a cow with two calves sucking her

;

one calf has had the disease severely, and though seven

weekb hiivc cUtpscd, me cow ana oiner calf aic vjuitc

healthy. In extreme cases some of my beasts have

been unable to rise when down, or to eat anything

;

these have had oilcake gruel four times during the

day, without which I feel sure they would have died.

This was before I tried the chlorate of potash, since

using which I have never had any animal nearly so bad.

Bleeding would, in my opinion, be in many cases fatal.

It is better to keep up the strength by every rational

means that can be adopted, and I have not at present

lost a single animal from the disease. J. Borlase Tib-

bitts. Barton Seagrare, Kettering, Sept. 9.

Crops in Northannptonshire.—Since I sent you

my opinion as to the appearance of the crops in this

district, several of my neighbours have threshed, and

the Wheat has everywhere yielded very badly, 2^ to

3J qr. per acre being the result. Instead of our

Wheat being over an average, it will prove very con-

siderably under. Harvest operations are much hindered

by the showery weather ; there are still several fields

of Wheat out, and very little Barley has been

carried. Neither Turnips nor Mangels will prove as

good crops as anticipated, and Potatos are rotting fast.

The pastures, however, have never been so full of keep

at this time of year, and the hay crop (though badly

got) was a very heavy one. J. Borlase Tibbits, Barton

Seagrave, Kettering, September 9.

The Potato Disease is at present a most import-

ant topic, and I was pleased to read in your last the

remarks from a " Cambridgeshire Farmer." I would

wish to add a few remarks on a similar system I

adopted in Ireland for some few years, where the entire

loss of the tuber would be felt more severely than in

any country in the world. They, in general, only grow

in quantity the later kind, the scarcely ever failing

Rock, but in wet seasons about half of the crop is lost,

and for early they use the Flounder, a very early old

kind, and prolific, dug, in general, previous to the

setting in of disease. 1 used, when packing away the

steamed diseased potatos, for later use, to add a little

salt, which helped to flavour and pickle them, but I

cannot say I kept them so long as the following April,

but I have no doubt they could be well kept to Christ-

mas—say three months, or even much longer—by
adding more salt. I hope Sutton's Red-skinned Flour-

ball will remain an exception ; and it would be well to

know the experience of others, or of any kind that has

this year withstood the virulent disease. 0. E. H.

whole of our produce was thatched before the heavy
rains. Our stackyard is well filled, but I fear that the

corn will bear no due proportion to the straw, for I

have threshed three fields with the following results :

—

8 acres (chapel land), White Rough Chaff, after Beans,

barely 2^ qr. per acre ; 7 acres (chapel land), red

Wheat, after Mangel, not quite 2,J qr. per acre. Both
these fields in good seasons have several times under
similar treatment yielded 7 qr. of Wheat per acre.

(i\ acres of Rivett Wheat (opposite stable), after 6 qr.

of white Wheat per acre, yieldsnearly 5qr. peracre. We
believe the first two fields to be the worst we have in

yield. The quality of the white Wheat, after being

well dressed, was inferior, and sold for only 51J. per

qr. The Rivetts were of good quality, and realised

53r. per qr. In ordinary seasons, the white Wheat is

'is. to 9r. per qr. dearer than Rivetts. The general

threshings of white Wheat, so far as I can learn, in

this neighbourhood correspond with my results on the

strong tile earths, but even on some light lands the

Wheats are not so good as they should be. Seven de-

grees of frost on May 20, hailstorms, an unfavourable

blooming time, and, on heavy lands, the rotting of

the root fibres, prevented the perfect development of

the kernels. Many of the good kernels have sprouted,

so that merchants decline to purchase, and prefer

French Wheat, which this year is very abundant and
perfect. I am no alarmist, but I believe that we shall

have to pay for foreign corn, in quantity and price,

15 to 20 millions sterling more than in a good Wheat
season. Your correspondent, Mr. Scott, was right

when he said that a superabundant hay crop and a

good Wheat crop could never be concurrent in this

country. Threshing-machine owners, who thresh for

hire, are desponding ; for while, in a good Wheat
season, 80 qr. have been threshed in one day, from 15

to 45 are now the usual quantities. We may reason-

ably infer that there will be less employment for the

labourer, and that railway companies will suffer much
loss of income from the diminished conveyance of corn.

J. J. Mechi, Tiptree Hall, near Kelvedon, Essex,

Sept. 5.

Potato Starch.—You are doubtless aware of the

forebodings that are expressed as to the Potato crop,

and that it has been suggested to convert them without

delay into starch, as Dr. Hooker has expressed an

opinion that the starch is not injured in diseased Potatos.

I am sorry to be obliged to differ from that high autho-

rity. Having had great experience with my late father,

at his Lavender grounds, near Henley-on-Thames, in

preparing the starch which we called English arrow-

root, many years ago, both before and after the break-

ing out of the disease, I think your readers will feel

interested to know the result of my experience. One
uf the moEt esGential things in the extraction of the

starch is that it should settle firmly at the bottom of

the vessels in which it is washed. If it does not settle

properly, it is impossible to cleanse it from the fibrous

part of the Potato, which we called pulp. The starch

must be repeatedly stirred up and washed, until the

water comes off quite pure. Before the disease the

starch would settle quite hard at the bottom of the tubs,

and you could turn them up each time and drain off all

the fine pulp that was left on the surface of the starch—
in fact, the starch was dug out with a spade. But

after the disease the specific gravity of the starch

was so changed that you could do little or nothing with

it. It would not settle by itself, but carried down
with it the finer particles of the pulp which had passed

through the sieve, and was thus full of brown specs of

fibrous matter. I repeat, do what we would it would

not settle as before, but be like a quagmire, all shaky

and liquid. My father tried various methods by
running the starch (with water) through finer sieves,

made of miller's bolting cloth— a most tedious opera-

tion—but nothing would do, and we were compelled

to abandon the business. In what way and to what

extent the starch is injured by the disease I cannot say,

but it could no longer be obtained pure and unmixed

with very minute fibrous particles. If these particles

were not injurious (which I doubt), still the appearance

of the article was so indifferent, especially when made

up for use, that the sale fell off. It is possible tliat if

the Potatos are ground up at once, before the disease

overspreads them, that the result will be more favour-

able than I have stated, and perhaps others may devise

some plan of separating the finer pulp from the starch.

Before the disease the one separated from the other

without the slightest trouble. I should add, that the

article was retailed at 6d., per lb., and was not used as

starch, but for food as English arrowroot. Henry

Allnult, 200, Fleet Street, London, September 7.

The Harvest.—On August 31 we finished harvest

including Beans and rakings. Un September 2 a good

second crop of Clover was stacked, and on the 3d the

CORNWALL CHAMBER OF AGRICULTURR.

The I-amb Disease.—hi a recent meeting of this

Chamber held at St. Austell, Dr. Cmsi', of Chelsea,

delivered a lecture on the lamb disease :

—

Dr. Crisp said his attention was first directed to the

so-called lamb disease 20 years ago. His late brother,

in Suffolk, had lost a great number of lambs from a

disease that had not before been seen in that neigh-

bourhood, and the symptoms were emaciation, great

debility, cough, scour, and excessive thirst, many of
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the animals dying whilst in the act of drinking. A
dead lamb was sent to him, and he discovered that the

windpipe and bronchial tubes contained large quanti-

ties of white thread-like worms. The others were

examined, and all evidently died from the same cause,

lie had since had many opportunities of investigating

the nature of the disease, and lo years ago he obtained

a prize of £s^, which a committee of Cornish agricul-

turists offered through the medium of the Bath and

West of England Society for the best essay upon the

disease. He had greatly added since to his stock of

information, and he desired to pay a well-merited com-

pliment to the gentlemen of Cornwall who commenced
this inquiry ; so far as he knew, the first of the

kind in relation to sheep or cattle disease in

England. During the last 40 years rapid strides

had been made in Cornwall in the management
of stock of all kinds. The size of the holdings

had some effect on the lamb disease, as small holders

could take more care of their lambs. According to

the last return which he saw, there were 82,220

occupiers in ComwaU, 460S of whom employed
labourers, and 3612 cultivated their own land. The
small holder, however, had not the same opportunity

of changing the pasture as the larger holder had. Small
holders, by being able to look more after their lambs,

observed their habits more closely, and could generally

give the best information concerning theTr diseases.

Since 1866 stock had increased in Cornwall from

30,000 to 48,769, the number to the 100 acres being 60.

This is a high average. In Devonshire it was 34, in

Somersetshire 46, but in Rutland it was 79 ; in Kent
and Berkshire it was 72. If the Government had done
its duty, a commission would have been appointed long

since to investigate this formidable disease, and the

money would not be ill-spent if a few hundreds were
devoted to the investigation of such an all-important

question. The lecturer then explained, by means of dia-

grams, the various metamorphoses through which para-

sites passed ; he also produced a large number which
he had from time to time taken from different animals,

and expressed as his opinion that they were taken in by
lambs whilst pasturing. The question might be asked
how were they to get rid of the enormous mortality

which arose from this disease ? He had recently com-
municated with a vast number of sheep growers in

England, Ireland, and Scotland, being anxious to

ascertain whether during the last ten years, within
which time he had carefully considered the subject, any
light had been thrown upon it, and he had in his pos-
session a vast amount of correspondence in answer to

his communications. One gentleman sent him a lamb,
which he had killed after having administered turpen-
tine to it with a view to destroy worms. It became
healthy and fat, and he had it killed, and he and his

family partook of a portion of h, but It was so im-
pregnated with turpentine that they were unable to eat

it. Now this was important, because it showed that

though no medicine which they gave by mouth would
reach the worms directly, indirectly if the system was
impregnated with this vapour it might render the

habitat of those worms so unpleasant, that some of

them, at any rate, were god rid of. As to the locality,

he had found that the counties in which the

disease was most rife, and where the worms were
most prevalent, were Suffolk, Norfolk, Lincolnshire,

Cambridgeshire, Cornwall, Devonshire, and some
parts of Somersetshire, but he could not find up to the

present time that it prevailed to any extent either in

Scotland or Ireland. Several gentlemen, singularly

enough, had never seen worm in lamb, but had seen it

in calf, and some of them might naturally ask—and it

was a fair inference—how it was that the calves had
these worms and that the sheep did not get them, and
so far as he could make out the explanation was this,

that the lambs and the calves had seldom or ever been
on the same ground at the same time. It was true that

they were often together on the same ground during
the winter months, but he believed that the worm was
not taken in the winter months, but after the lamb had
ceased to take its mother's milk, and it had begun to

take vegetable food. As to the question of treatment,

farmers generally laboured under the impression that

medical treatment was of little or no value, but he
believed that it would be to their interest in this dis-

ease to call in intelligent and practical veterinary practi-

tioners more frequently than they did at present. It

was true that they had not the power, directly, of
expelling these parasites from the lungs, but they
might, by means of noxious gases, such as chlorine,

tarry, and sulphurous vapours render their habitat so

untenable that a great many of them might be ex-

pelled. And it should be remembered especially that

the parasites, like many others, were destined to remain
in the body for a limited period only. In addition to

this there were internal medicines, if carefully given
and repeated at certain intervals, which would so affect

the blood as to produce the same effecL The ** leave-

alone do nothing " system he utterly protested against,

and he believed, from answers which he had received
from numerous correspondents, that much might be
done by judicious and active treatment Drenching the
lambs once or twice a-week with linseed oil and spirits

of turpentine soon after they were weaned was also a
good practice, and he would strongly advise all farmers
in districts where the disease prevailed to adopt this

practice, more especially as these living worms were
not the sole destroyers, for not unfrequently there was

another species of strongylus, which at the same time

occupied the digestive stomach. He likewise had faith

in the use of a little chloride of lime made into a paste,

put into a plate, and vitriol poured upon it, in properly

regulated quantities, so as to get the chlorine gases,

and further believed that a dessert spoonful of salts

given twice a week, and dried, chopped wormwood
given in the animal's food, would be very beneficial.

He protested against the inactive system. Very much
good might be done by feeding and keeping the lambs
well, and if they were then diseased, let their locality

be changed. These were two most important points,

and he also wished to impress upon them that pulling

lambs where old sheep had been was positively

destructive.

Mr. Atkins, surgeon, believed if lambs were sepa-

rated and not kept too close it would be found that the

disease would not occur. They should also be

thoroughly well kept, and where there was any disease,

or suspicion of disease, they should be drenched with

turpentine. He believed it was thoroughly practicable

to get rid of the disease, and that the noxious gases to

which Dr. Crisp had referred would cure it.

Dr. Crisp said he believed there was no pasture or

soil that specially favoured the production of the para-

sites, for he had found that they prevailed in strata of

various kinds. As to the statement that they were
only found in young animals, all he had to say was,

that he seldom examined an old bull or cow without

finding some of these strongyli in the lungs. He quite

agreed, however, that it was in young animals they

were so fatal.

Mr. Tucker said he believed in feeding lambs on
artificial food as much as possible, and keeping them
off pasture lands. They would then hear very little of

the lamb disease.

Mr. T. Oliver believed that it was only in pre

viously diseased animals that the worms were fatal, and
that healthy ones threw them off. He generally gave

his lambs turpentine and salt this time of year, and
thereby saved a great many. The disease was 20 years

old in the North of Cornwall. He believed there was
more to be done by prevention than cure. The disease

prevailed more in rich land, where it was necessary to

keep a heavy stock. Farmers who stocked lightly

scarcely ever suffered from the disease.

The Romance of Peasant Life in the West of
England. By Francis George Heath. Cassell,

Fetter, & Galpin.

This is a Collertinn <-»f lof-f/n-c rtj-iginnlly rnntrihiit'S'^ to

the Morning Advet'tiser by a roving correspondent.

They are written in a rather florid and occasionally

somewhat sensational style. No doubt they often

describe a miserable state of things, and we have no

reason to doubt their truthfulness, although *' I was

told," "I was assured," "I was informed," come in

rather too often for the story of an eye-witness. But

the writer often looks upon the conditions which he

describes from what we believe to be an unjustifiable

stand-point. Whether those who consider that a

farmer's labourer ought to be cared for by his employer

more than the pigs and cattle which he keeps, or those

who think that the employer treats his people more
like men, when he leaves them to take care of them-

selves, are the more wrong in their views of men and

things, is a point on which difference of opinion may
be defended. We believe, however, that in the better

time coming, when men and masters will both be better

educated, the latter is the system likely to prevail.

The following passage no doubt describes a lament-

able state of things, but it also illustrates those faults

of the author to which we have alluded :

—

" The great want in this district, a want which is very

severely felt by the poor labourers, is for more cottages.

The cottages on the estate generally are bad ; the drain-

age, I was told, is also bad. Overcrowding is the natural

consequence of the absence of proper accommodation for

the labouring population. But the Duke or his agent will

not build, although 1 was informed that there were 1000
acres of land belonging to his grace, used as a common,
but admirably adapted for sites for cottages. I was
assured that the labourers had great difficulty in getting

milk from the farms, the greater portion of the butter-

milk being given to the farmer's pigs. This is a very

important matter, because medical men consider milk to

be such an excellent article of diet ; and there is no doubt
that milk, used with the bread of the labourer, consti-

tutes an important item in his food; and considering his

wretched fare, he ought to have an abundance of it. In

fact, too often, i am sorry to observe, the rearing of

horses, sheep, and cows, the housing of dogs, and the

fattening of pigs, appear to be of far more importance to

the farmer than the care of his labourers."

©tiftuarg.
We regret to announce the death of Mr. R. G. Wel-

FORD, Judge of the County Courts in the Birmingham
district. He was the son of a soUcitor at Marlborough,

bom in 1804, educated at Harrow, and called to the

bar in 1839. Mr. Welford was for many years writer

on agricultural subjects in the Economist. He also at

one time gave a course of lectures at the Royal Agri-

cultural College.

Miscellaneous.
Agricultural Co-operation.— Whatever dis-

asters the active development of "good intentions"

may occasionally lead to, their enunciation by those

who have the power to carry them out entitles them to

the respect of others for the goodness of heart thus

displayed, even when that may turn out to be at the

expense of the head. Curiously enough, during a tour

in the Eastern Counties, I last week spent several days

on farms belonging to Lord Dacre, in Cambridgeshire

and Suffolk, and which will ultimately, I understand,

devolve upon his brother, the Right Hon. II. B. W.
Brand, M.P., the present .Speaker of the House of

Commons. On these estates I saw a tenantry

evidently prosperous and loyal towards their landlord ;

land in keen demand, and good rents punctually paid ;

labourers well housed and fully employed ; and I

asked myself what more a landowner could desire,

either present or prospective. These conditions ap-

peared by no means suggestive of the necessity of

radical changes. I had hardly, however, got off

the estate when I found the following remarks re-

ported in a local paper as having been addressed by
Mr. Brand to his labourers :

—" We shall never have a

satisfactory settlement of the relations between the

farmer and labourer until the labourer receives a share

of the profits of the business in which he is engaged."

To be cared for in various ways by those in high
places is nothing new to agricultural labourers ; but to

be cared for in such a way by a natural guardian of

their welfare must, indeed, have set them thinking, as

it has not a few others. The ordinary mode of a labourer

improving his position is by zeal for his employer's

interest ; it engenders a healthy emulation ; and during

20 years' experience in the cultivation of several

thousand acres of land and the supervision of many, I

never knew it fail of success. Then they improve
their cottages or secure better ; clothe their

family and school their children, and gradually

rise themselves to foremen, bailiffs, and, perhaps,

ultimately to independent occupiers. Co-opera-

tive farms would trammel such men, stop them at

the threshold in taking a step in advance of their

fellows, keep all down to a dead level of mediocrity,

and be an eleemosynary subsidy to the veriest dolt at

the expense of others. If land produced everything

spontaneously, and there was no battle to be fought in

the field and the market, no blight among crops, and
pestilence among stocks, then co-operative farming

might bring about that millennium which all past

experience makes it appear presumption even to hope
for. Farming is not always successful, and who will

takf- th« rociM>Bo;biUtj uf v>k-v.ajiuiiuny nivoivmg mou-
sands of hand to mouth labourers in ruin and bank-

ruptcy ? At present there are upwards of 500 abso-

lutely ruined farmers on the pension roll and
candidates' list of the Royal Agricultural Bene-

volent Institution, and I dare say if the truth

was known there are ten times that number who
have been saved from a similar predicament by the

assistance of their friends or the indulgence of their

landlords. It is, therefore, only under the most un-

favourable circumstances that even labourers will be

found willing to dissolve the ancient ties that at present

exist between them and their employers, for the

purpose of beginning a new social experiment. Agri-

culture, hitherto, has been indebted for every step of

its progress to individuals of capital and enterprise

;

and who but they in future are to enter on experi-

ments and wait patiently for results in the cultivation

of the soil, the improvement of implements, the

development of live stock, and the propagation of new
plants? Not certainly collective bodies of needy

operatives or co-operatives. Agricultural co-operation,

then, appears to mean the flight of capital from the

soil, the cessation of improvements, the reduction of

employment, and the ultimate demand upon land-

owners not only for the fixed capital in the land as at

present, but also for the floating capital to work it.

A71 Agriculturist in the Times, September 5.

How IS THE Cultivation of Great Britain to
BE carried on ?—The present state of the cattle ques-

tion involves a greater subject than the price of meat-—

the question is, How is the cultivation of Great Britain

to be carried on? Your correspondent, " A Lincoln-

shire Grazier," is quite right so far as his view, affecting

only the price of meat, extends ; and your correspond-

ent Mr. M'Call may also be right in saying that the

only hope for the consumer of checking the further

advance in price is in the multiplication of the sources

of supply. If this view of the matter only were the

limit of the discussion, your own remarks as to the

increase of Irish cattle are quite to the point, and per-

fectly unexceptionable ; but the question beyond this,

which is not met, is—how is the cultivation of Great

Britain to be carried on ? This question will have to

be solved with the cattle question. No doubt cultiva-

tion will be carried on in some fashion as long as it can

be ; but unless the cattle question shall be speedily put

on a satisfactory footing, it will not be long before the

high price of meat will be accompanied by a chronic

and more serious difficulty—viz., a permanently h igh

price of flour. Agriculturists of very considerable expe-

rience will admit that quite independently of the meat-

price question, the most solid and lasting improvements

which can be effected in cereal cultivation, on all except
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the heaviest soils, can only be permanently carried out

in proportion to the number of live stock kept upon

the area to be improved. If these decrease to any ap-

preciable extent, to that extent is improvement in cereal

cultivation put a stop to. For a time artificial manure

may be substituted, but in the long run the want of

cattle will surely be felt. I have nothing to say against

artificial manures—they are good auxiliaries, and, as

stimulating root crops and bringing them up to the hoe,

they are admirable. They are, however, or ought to

be, only auxiliaries, and as the following facts are sorne-

what remarkable I give them for consideration, leaving

others to draw their own conclusions :— 1st. On my own
cultivated area no artificial manure is used. 2d. There

has never been on that area either pleuro-pneumonia,

foot-and-mouth disease, or rinderpest. 3d. Sheep coming

there with the old lameness only have speedily become

quite sound. No doubt the area in question is excep-

tionally circumstanced, and obtains an extra and very

unusual supply of farmyard and cattle manure, though

if there were still more of it I should be better satisfied.

The general consequence of this method of cultivation

is, that the further it is carried the better is the result,

as well for cattle of all kinds as also for every kind of

cereal crop and artificial giass, e.xcept Italian Rye-grass,

which latter, being poisonous to a succeeding Wheat
crop, I do not permit. Allowing, then, for varieties of

seasons, upon which we are all dependent, my experience

leads to the conclusion that the cultivation of cereal

crops in Great Britain is very much dependent upon

the numbers of live stock maintained upon the land

;

and if this be so, the cattle question and the bread

question will not long be far separate ; for, depend

upon it, a decreasing English Wheat crop will not

always be met by cheap foreign supplies. The way out

of the difficulty seems plain enough, but both questions

would have to be dealt with as very intimately con.

nected ; and when so dealt with might not, until the

result became apparent, be very palatable to any but

men born to face difficulties and achieve results—a very

small minority of the people concerned. The result,

however, to be accomplished is the great increase of all

kinds of British cattle ; and, consistently therewith, the

great improvement of probably three-fourths of the soil

of Great Britain. Surely this is worth attempting.

Albirt Williams, East Ilsley Hall.

North Wilts: liept. 7.—Thisweekwillseetheharvest

well nigh ended. Beans have proved very variable, in

some cases very good, in others thin and choked with
Sveeas; inaeca tiic 3iuUi>icoto^os*B.a-^fl-iiyf.nt n hnd fiirure.

The scarifier is at work, rather against the grain, pre-

paring for Wheat. Late Turnips are being hoed ; but

many fields will produce but little food, having been so

long neglected. On the other hand there are some
good crops already begun to be consumed. Swedes

vary, and Mangel Wurzel also—the latter a good plant,

but not much bulb. Lots of sheep keep, but little

stock comparatively. Never saw the pastures so

loaded with food.

Dorsetshire: Sept. 9.—The weather of the past

week has been very " catching," necessitating great

activity in every branch of farm work. In this part of

the county the Southern Army has proved such an

attraction, that many farmers are glad the "manoeuvres"

have drawn them off into Wiltshire. As it is, we
have Wheat harvested, and in prime condition ; Oats

ditto, and every moment of fine weather is now seized

in getting Barley into rick. The Bean crop is excel-

lent, and most of it is now cut. Pasturage is abundant,

and all root crops are looking well. J. B. C.

East Lothian: SepL 9.—Since writing last we
have only had one dry day ; no cutting has been done,

and now that the grain is ripe a high wind coming
would cause a deal of shake. Without exception this

promises to be the worst harvest for the last 30 years ;

there is not a single sheaf out hardly but what is sprout-

ing, in fact some of the Wheat that is not cut is begin-

ning to sprout, and it can hardly be otherwise as the

wet is never off it. There is not a stack or rick to be

seen in the county, and very early cut stuff will

soon be rotten with the wet. Potatos are getting

worse and worse ; some farmers think they will not

require to lift some of their fields, they are so small

and so bad with disease. As for work, the only thing

to be done is to keep the sheaves standing and to cut

the grain whenever we get dry weather. Sheep are

dreadfully lame, on account of the long wet weather,

but both these and cattle are keeping very free of all

diseases. We had one of the most terrific thunder-

storms in the memory of man last week ; at 6 p.m. it

was almost as dark as it now is at lo p.m. //. B.

"West Sussex: Sept. 9.—We have had another
week of very dry, warm weather, and the land works
very hard, but weeds die rapidly, and we shall be able
to get work well forward. There has been a good deal
of Wheat threshed, and the yield is very various, some
on good land getting seven instead of ten sacks, and
others on rather inferior land (cold clay) getting ten
and even twelve sacks per acre, but where the crop is

good it was put in early, and has not suffered from
bUght. The present dry weather is favourable to the
Potato crop, [as it is not likely [to get worse by the
disease, and not so likely to grow out, which is nearly

as bad with us as disease. Carrots, that have for some
years been a good crop, are not so good this year,

though they are perhaps nearly an average. Roots are

still healthy, and grass is plentiful. Work is chiefly

hedge trimming, ditch clearing, hoeing, and late Tur-

nips. Foot-and-mouth disease is falling off, and it has

not done very serious damage. There is a great scarcity

of cows, and they are dearer than perhaps they ever

were,—'but all dairy produce is so high. G. S.

North Riding of Yorkshire : Sept. 10.—Week's
work : three days reaping, the remainder, weather
wet, jobbing work. Our Wheats are very much
sprouted ; some rough chaff which we had uncut

badly sprouted as it stood. The loss in this district by
sprouting is unprecedented ; very little grain yet

secured, and much yet to cut. Foot-and-moulh illness

continues its ravages, several deaths occurring from it.

Potatos have not been'so badly diseased since 1S46, and
are scarce worth taking up. Very nearly 3 inches of

rainfall since beginning of September.

Tiptree : Sept. 10.—Broadsharing Wheat stubble

with Bentall's broadshare. Ploughing five acres of

Wheat stubble for winter fare. Forking twitch out of

stubbles. Hoeing six acres of White Turnips after Green
Peas ; promise to be a good crop, and will be followed

by Wheat. Ploughing Wheat stubble for Barley.

Our Barley after Wheat on the light land appears to be

a fair crop, and will probably yield 5 qr. per acre.

Ewes and lambs doing well on stubbles j folded at

night.

Merse of Berwickshire : Sept. 10.—Rain more or

less every day this month, now above 2 inches ; and at

it again to-night, after a grey breezy day. Our second
good day this season. Another day's cutting, amid
drizzling showers, sums up our harvest work done.

Much of what is cut was put together wet, and stooks

soaked on Saturday night are threatening to sprout, the

temperature being unreasonably high. Nothing can be

done with Barley just now, as the Clover is getting

over it. Oats take a deal of pulling out to the shed-

ding of corns. Wages 2']s. a week, with board and
lodging, y. T.

Notices to Correspondents.

Emigration to Canada.—Will Mr. J. H. Charnock
kindly give his present address ?

arKets,
- - SEED MARKET.

The seed trade continues very quiet. Our markets are

now thinly attended, and the business passing is small in

extent. For Trifohum there is a limited demand, at late

rates ; of French seed there is now very little remaining
in London. Sowing Rye is firm. The large quantity of

new English white Mustard seed which has been on offer

has not yet been placed, the high prices asked preventing

business : the quality of most of the parcels is very poor.

Brown Mustard seed must be noted 6d. to gd. per bushel

dearer. Fine black Rape seed is becoming scarce,

quotations have consequently advanced from is. to 2s.

per qr. Winter Tares move oft" slowly, at the very low
currencies now prevailing. For large blue Peas we have
an active inquiry. Bird seeds are without alteration.

John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants,

37, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET,
Monday, Sept. g.

There are not quite so many Beasts as on last Monday
trade is, however, very dull, and it is difficult to obtain
that day's quotations. There are a few more Sheep, and
trade is slow ;

choicest qualities are not much lower, but
there is a reduction in ewes and very fat sheep. Calves
are seUing about the same as on Tiiursday. Our foreign

supply consists of 840 Beasts, 8420 Sheep, and 1 80
Calves ; from Scotland there are 15 Beasts ; from Ire-

land, 90 ; and 1955 from the Midland and Home
Counties.

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns .

.

2d quality Beasts
Best Downs and

Haif-breds
Do. Shorn

{Per stone of 8 lb.)

s. U. s. d.
I

s. d. s. d.

Best Long-wools 6 4106 8

5 8to6 o Do. Shorn . . . . — .

.

5 4—5 8
I
Ewes & 2d quality 5 0—5 4

4 4—4 8
j

Do. Shorn . . , . — .

.

Lambs — .

.

6 8—6 10 I Calves .. ..4 8—5 8

Pigs .. ..4 4—5
Beasts, 2900 ; Sheep and Lambs, 16,320 ; Calves, 220 ; Pigs, 150.

Thuhsdav, Sept. 12,

We have exactly the same number of Beasts on offer

as on last Thursday. There is a better demand for them
than on that day, and Monday's quotations are well sup-
ported. The supply of both English and foreign Sheep
is shorter ; trade is good for choice qualities. There is a
fair supply of Calves, trade is not brisk

;
prices are

unaltered. There are 50 Milch Cows on offer ; they
are making high prices. Our foreign supply consists of
280 Beasts, 2900 Sheep, and 200 Calves.

(Per stone ofSIb.)

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns ..

2d quality Beasts
Best Downs and

Half-breds
Do. Shorn

8to6
6-5
&-5

d. s.d.
4to6 8Best Long-wools

Do. Shorn . . . . — ,

Ewfes & 2d quality 5 4—

5

Do. Shorn , . . .
—

Lambs .. .. .. —

.

Calves .. .. 4 8-5
Pigs .

.

. - 4 4—5

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET, Sept. 12.

Best Fresh Butter 15^. per dozen lb.

Second do. do. I'^s. „
Small Pork, 4J. td. to 55. od. ; Large Pork, i,i. od. to

4s. 6d. per 8 lb.

HAY.—Per Load o/s6 Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Sept iz.

Prime MeadowHay, Soi.to 87J.

Inferior do 40 70
New do 70 So
Inferior do 36 60
S traw 40 44

Clover, old ..

Inferior do. ..

New do.

Inferior do. ..

.IlOS.t0l26Sm

. 36 80

. 80 97
• 36 70

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Sept.

Sup. Meadow Hay 8oj. to 90s.

Inferior do 50 70
New do. . . .. — —
Inferior do, .. .. —

—

Superior Clover ..118 126

50J.toioor.Inferior Clover
Prime zd cut do.
New do. . . . .

— —
Straw 40 46

TosHUA Baker.

MARK LANE,
Monday, Sept. 9.

There was a moderate supply of English Wheat to this

morning's market ;
finest qualities were taken at an

advance of is. per qr., but inferior sorts were neglected.
There was a good attendance, including some country
buyers, ar>d a fair amount of business transacted in

foreign, at a like improvement. Barley, Beans, and
Peas brought the extreme prices of Monday last. The
Oat trade was firm, and fine quahties were 6d. per qr.

dearer. Flour was very firm. There were about 2500 qrs.

of Mustard seed at market, and some few sales of the

finest quality were made, at loj. per bushel.

Price per imperial Qliarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. .White
— fine selected runs do.

—

Talavera
— Norfolk
— Foreign

Baelev, grind &dist, 27.1 to 32j..Chev.
— Foreign.. grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan....—j. to —5. ..Tick
— Pigeon 45^. to 50J. ..Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers
— Maple, 345. to ^6s Grey

Maize
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack
— zdditto ditto

— Foreign per barrel

Wednesday, Sept. 11.

At Mark Lane to-day there was a very firm trade for

both English and foreign Wheat, and for fine quaUties a
better demand existed. The arrivals, however, con-
sisted chieny 01 mrerloi produre, which was disposed of
with considerable difhculty. Barley was in fair supply
and request, at fully the rates previously current. The
Malt trade was firm, but by no means animated. The
show of Oats on the stands was large. Sales were
effected more freely, and for sound corn a slight improve-
ment was occasionally realised. Maize was purchased
steadily, at extreme quotations. Beans and Peas were
dealt in to a moderate extent, on former terms. Flour
was inquired after, and values were well supported.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.

48-«2
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BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

CANNELL'S
COMPLETE HOT-WATER CIRCULATOR,

OR THE

WASTELESS PERMANENT AND SAFETY BOILER.

INTERIOR of CIRCULATOR.

^

* §

'^ K ^

VJ -^i

Prices from £8 and upwards.

No. 3.

No. I.

^s-

§;

1-1

'•»-i^ :>&.^"i

r^ ^ ;?
^

Ci »^ '^ < :s. <^

? R S g a &;

5-^ 15

\y<j'
55: a.

AMATEUR'S CONNECTIVE FLTTEB SADDLE BOILER,
Both convertible and portable.

No. 4.

-I

§1'^

A little mechanical labour required. Any professional Gardener can
superintend the setting.

<J)

:'^

THE COMPLETE CIRCULATOR.

H. CANNELL AND CO. beg to draw the attention of all interested and discreet persons to the above Apparatus, which possesses merits totally unheard of in, and more to

the purpose than, any other Boiler ; and any one whose aim vs, perfection and economy, is solicited to send for E.\planatory Illustrated Prospectus (sent Post Free). H. C. & Co.
would simply state that this Hot-water Circulator is now rapidly forcing its way throughout the country, and only requires to be seen and understood to be considered of the

greatest value, its combined merits at once showing efficiency and ditrjbiUty, effecting an immense saving of fuel and labour to the purchaser, and thoroughly meeting the

e.\igences of the present alarming price of such, also conferring a lasting benefit on Horticulture. It is simple in construction, and is the only Apparatus provided with a
proper Sediment Bo.\, whereby the interior and all Pipes are kept thoroughly cleansed. Composed of the best Cast-iron, which is the chief secret of its durability and retaining

heat, and formed in sections so that every part can e.xpand and contract according to the heat it is subjected to, therefore no fractures or sudden breakdowns can occur. No
hints exposed to thefire, the whole outer surface of the Apparatus is protected from rust, consequently there is every probabihty of its lasting double the length of time of the

old Saddle Back (to which it bears a similarity), which in some instances is known to have been in work for nearly 30 years.

The following are now in course of erection-
Miss CHILDS, The Green, Ashbourne, Derby, for Imperishable Hothouse Company.

J.
P. HORNING, Esq., Marton Road, Middlesborough, for Messrs. Richardson &
Co., Horticultural Builders, Darhngton.

Rev. J. E. PRYOR, Bennington Rectory, Stevenage.

Jlessrs. ROY and SONS, Horticultural Establishment, Burnham, Norfolk.

THE PRIORY. Bathwick Hill, Bath, for Messrs. Davis & Sons, Engineers, Bath.

A. DASHWOOD, Esq., The Sycamores, Famham.
And Sixteen more ordered, wiiic/l "WiU be duly advertised.

Mr, D. T, Fish, F.R.H.S., who is undoubtedly one of our greatest authorities on
testing. The following is an e-ttract of the report in Gardeners Chronicle, September 30,

" In fact, I have no hesitation in placing Cannell's Hot-water Circulator in the
very first rank as a hot-water boiler, distinguished by economy of fuel, time, and
labour, and by great emciency."—Hardwieie House, Bury St. Edmunds.

" Norwood Lodge, Crown Lane, Streatham Common, Nov. 24, 1871.

" Dear Sir,—Now a word or two in reference to the question you ask respecting

my experience in Boilers. I can safely say it, your Circulator is the best, and
certainly the most economical that I have ever tried or seen. I am not going to tell

you it heats the water without any fire, but the smallest fire I can keep in will circulate

the whole. It is impossible yet for me to say what the Boiler is capable of doing if

put to the test, our piping not being sufficiently extensive ; I think I may look upon it

with the greatest satisfaction. I have no doubt you will meet with great success.

—

Yours truly, (Signed) " G. Walker, Gardener.

"Mr. Caimell. " S. W. Silver, Esq."

Connective Flued Saddle Boiler.
" Bielside House, Dunbar, N.B., March 12,

"Sir,—Your Circulator is now working 300 feet of Piping easily and well,

less fuel than the ordinary boiler.—I am. Sir, your obedient Servant,

"Mr. H. Cannell. (Signed) ' "Alexander Annandale, Jun.

1872.

It uses

Boilers and Heating, came expressly to Woolwich to give this Boiler a night's severe

1871, after describing its merits (see Prospectus), he lastly speaks of it thus :—

The Complete Circulator, Heating 2000 feet of 4-inch piping.
.

" Ashgrove, Sevenoaks, February 16, 1872.

"Dear Sir,— I sent your bill to Mr. Hodgson, as he is in London. 1 hope by
this time you have received a cheque for the amount. I am pleased to say your

Circulator answers admirably.—Yom% truly, " F. Thorn e. Gardener.

"J. Hodgson, Esq., M.P."

" Mr. Hodgson encloses Mr. Cannell a cheque for ^^56 15^. 7^/., the amount of his

account for the Boiler, &c,
"8, Bishopsgate Street Within, February 17, 1872."

"Ashgrove, Sevenoaks, May 5, 1872.
" Dear Sir,—Your Circulator still gives me good satisfaction.

"Mr. Cannell. (Signed) " F. Thorne, Gardener."

" Welbeck, February 27, 1872.
" Dear Sir,— I received the Prospectus of your New Boiler, and believe, when its

principle is better understood, that it will be the Boiler of the future. Scarcely any
brickwork being required, nor deep holes in setting, makes it the most desirable of

any Boiler yet before the Public. I hope your great outlay and ingenuity may be
rewarded with plenty of ordera— I remam, dear Sir, yours very truly,

" William Tilleky."

H. C. has now completed the Heating of the last addition to his Nursery on a new and novel system, by placing the whole on a far more natural principle than any yet

hitherto attempted, which is a theme of surprise to and the admiration of all practical men. Inspection of the same is respectfully solicited.

All Apparatuses fixed by H. C. & Co., of 48 and 49, King Street, Woolwich, S.E.,

ARE WARRANTED FOR TEN YEARS.
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Flowers All the Year Round.
VERY EASY OF CULTURE.

SUTTONS'
CHOICE COLLECTIONS OF

FLOWER ROOTS.
For SPRING FLOWERING, Open Ground,

5J., \os. 6rf., 21s., and 421. each.

For SUMMER and AUTUMN, Open Ground,
loJ. 6if., 21S., and ^2%. each.

For WINTER and SPRING, Pots and Glasses.
10s. 6cf-, zis., and 42J. each.

Any of the above will be forwarded on receipt of Cheque or Post-

office Order. 21s. Colleciions and upwards Carriage Free.

SUTTONS'
£1 Is. Collection
Of Choice Flower

Roots for pots and
glasses, contains :

—

18 best named Hyacinths
36 best Tulips
50 named Crocus
6 named Narcissus
6 Iris

6 Scillas

6 Jonquils, sweet scent-
6 Ixias [ed

3 Sparaxis
3 Oxalis
2 Cyclamen Persicum
I Tropacolum.

The Best Twelve
EyacintliB for 12s.

For Pots or Glasses.

SUTTONS'
£1 Is. Collection
Of Choice Flower

Roots for open ground
contains :

—

25 fine mixed Hyacinths
36 Narcissus, of sorts
12 double Daffodils

50 Anemones, db. & sin.

100 Ranunculus, ditto
200 Crocus, 4 sorts

50 Snowdrops
50 Aconites
60 Tulips, 6 sorts
2 Crown Imperials
6 Campemellc Jonquils

For complete cultural
instructions and detailed
list of other Flower
Roots. see" SUTTONS'
AUTUMN CATA.
LOGUE for 1872," firalis

and post Iree.

SUTTON AND SONS,
"RfYval JBerlvs Seed Establishment, Reading

Caro Guano.

CHEAPEST ANIMAL GUANO.
rich in Soluble Phosphates and Nitrogenous Organic Matter.

See Chemical Reports and Testimonials of Results, especially for

Grain and Root Crops, for which it has been found to be superior to

Peruvian.
Samples and Circulars on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO., BilHter Street, London. EC.

G

Red
Spider.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Snider. Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in

boxes, If., 35.. and toj. bd.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

Magni- CANDLE COMPANY
fied. (Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

PATENT VERMIN ASPHYXIATOR.

r-Pi^^^^^*^'^'^*^' VAPORISER, and UNIVERSAL FUMI-
» Ki,- i

Destroying Rats and all Vermin in holes. For making
Kabbits desert their Burrows and lie out. For Preserving Meat and
i.ame in the .larder {or when packed) from tendency to putrefaction,
l-or Fumigating Vines and Greenhouse Plants, and destroying noxious

^^aa\1 *"^ P^'-asites. For Disinfecting Hospitals. Vessels. Rooms,

Vnn^rV.^ni^Ph^^"' ^% ^°' ^^oAuxi^^nv, Drains, Sinks, &c. Fo^
i;^Pf';i^'"fJ.V''Vniij;al Compounds: and for

,
preventing Loss of Lifefrom Foul Air in Wells, Vats, Tanks, &c. Price /;2 51

^^^ihTT" \ ^?^^ ^^F^.^'^^ ^^^ 6- I^i-oad Weir. Bristol.

^^ x.^^T^t-ij^^r^^" ^^^ Machine may be seen and explained)

:

M Q^unA^V^"" Manufacturer. 1,4^. Oxford Street. W.
Mr. SCHOLL, Engineer, 41, Berwick Street. Soho, W.

Descriptive Circular, with Price List and full instructions, post free.

POT ROSES FOR FORCING AND SPECIMENS.

Paul & Son, The "Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt,
HAVE NOW IN GOOD CONDITION FOR SELECTION

A STOCK OF 2,000 POT ROSES,
These include the much admired Collections exhibited by them at the large tent at Birmins^ham Royal

Horticultural Society's E.xhibition ; and the ist Prize Group at the Royal Horticultural Society's Rose Show, which
were taken from and returned to the saleable stock.

PRICED LISTS ON APPLICATION.
It is a good opportunity jor intejtding exhibitors to purchase.

DUTCH FLOVv^ER ROOTS.

OsBORN & Sons
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY HAVE RECEIVED THEIR ANNUAL IMPORTATION OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, &C.,
And are pleased to say that the Bulbs of all classes are exceedingly fine this season.

O. AND S. also beg to inform their Friends and Patrons that they have a very fine stock of VINES, both
Fruiting and Planting, well-ripened Canes ; also a fine Collection of all kinds of FRUIT TREES, true to name.

Catalogues of the above luill be forwarded Post Free to all applicants,

THE NURSERIES, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

THE PIM-APPLE lUESEEY COlPAlfY,
Maida Vale, London, IV.,

ARE OPEN TO

PURCHASE
LARGE SPECIMENS OF THE FINER

KINDS OF

CONSERVATORY PLANTS
FOR THEIR

NEW WINTER GARDEN,

Now in course of construction, which will be the largest and finest ever built for the Trade.

JOHN BESTER, Manager, 32, MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

PAUL'S HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.
" Mr. Wm. Paul * * * well maintained the high reputation he enjoys for the successful

cultivation of this class of flowers."—7o«r;;rt/ of Horticulture, 1871.

Wm. Paul
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Selected by him when recently in Holland, have arrived in excellent condition, and he

respectfully solicits early Orders.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE Free by Post.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

IN

TOP D R E S S I N G S.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA.
NITBATE OF SODA.

CAEO GUANO.
KAINIT.

SEALED BAGS, WITH THE GUARANTEE RECOMMENDED BY THE ROYAL AGRICULTUR.\L

ASSOCIATION OF ENGLAND. Prices, &'c., forwarded on application.

MOCKFORD AND CO.,
ICHEMICAL MANURE MANUFACTURERS, 20, BILLITER STREET, E.G.
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OIR J. PAXTOiN'S HOTHOUSES
for the MILLION are Simple,

Cheap, and Portable.

Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14. Tichbonie Street, Regent

Quadrant, W., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

rONESS PATENT "DOUBLE li" SADDLE
BOILER

These Boilers possess all the advantaKCS of the old Saddle Boiler,
with ihe following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at the
same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, oein^ made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made of the follow-
ing sizes :

—

Siiei.
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PRUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale of

CHARLES J. BLACKITH AND CO.,
Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.G.

Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Pricea on application.

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,

forwarded post free on application. ,. . t j
JAS. T. ANDERSO>f, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

Archajigel and Petersburg Mats.

J BLACKBURN and SONS, having just received

• a large consignment of NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERS-
BURG MATS at reduced prices, will forward Price Listen appii-

cation. Samples to be seen at 4 and 5, Wormwood S treet, London, !..«,. .

Russia Mat Merchants.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, q, James Street, Covent

Garden, W.C. Importers of ARCHANGEL and ST, PETERS-
BURG MATS, KAFIA FIBRE, &c ; Dealers in GARDEN
NETTING, LABELS, TIFFANY, TARRED TWINES, &a

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI D O M O."
• —Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat

or Cold where it is apolied.

PROTECTION AGAINST the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard,

" FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS.
Two yards wide is. lorf. per yard.

Three yards wide 3J. arf. per yard.

Four yards wide 31. laf. per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, 70 yards ^ong,6Ud. toS%d. per yard.

HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, vH^. and

g%d. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of "Frigi Domo," 3, Cannon
Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.

Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

STEAM CULTIVATION.— Persons interested in the
Cultivation of Land by Steam-power may see in operation on the

Farms of Messrs. Howard, within a mile of Bedford Station, Steam
Cultivating Apparatus on the three following systems, vtz. :—The
DOUBLE ENGINE, the SINGLE TRACTION ENGINE, and
the STATIONARY or PORTABLE ENGINE.

Parties will be met at the Bedford Station on giving Messrs,

HOWARD two days' notice^

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

The British, Indian and Colonial Governments,

7000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Ironmasters,

&C., &iC.,

t,
.'.'•''

- Is extensively used for all kinds of

© UTDOOR WORK.
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON 1)Y UNSKILLED LABOUR.

SOLD IN ALL COLOURS.
2 CWT. Free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent post free.

WALTER CARSON^& SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LTTDGATE HILL, LONDON", E.G.,
And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK. DUBLIN,

NO AGENTS.

COTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
COW FITTINGS.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 3QA, King William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c.. from

Decay. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

OH
Their advantages are—Portability, not hxturcs, removable at

pleasure ; no Woodwork or Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanlyj durable, and impervious to

infection, being all of Iron. Price of Fiinngs per Cow, 551.

Prospectuses Irce ot COTTAM and CO., Ironworks, 2, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon, O.xford Street, London, W.), where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

GREEN'S PATENT " SILENS MESSORS" or
NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-

LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

The WINNER of EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES of

COMPETITION.

N.B. Parties having Lawn Mowers to Repair will do well to send
them either lo our Leeds or London Establishments, when they will

have prompt attention, as an efficient staff of workmen are kept at

both places.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS,
DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and

GRAVEL PATHS,
Suitable for Hand or Horse-power.

Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

THOMAS GREEN AND SON, Smithfield Ironworks, Leeds;
54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S. E.

GALVANISED WROUGHT-IRON FITTINGS
FOR

WIRING WALLS
For the PURPOSE of TRATNTNO FRUIT TREES

On the French system, and as recommended Dy Mi.
W. Robinson, F.L.S., in his new work, "The Parks,

Promenades, and Gardens of Paris."

By this system nails and shreds are entirely dispensed with, the
walls are not injured, and no harbour is afforded to small insects.

The tying of the Fruit Trees is eff^ecled in one-fifth of the time
required by the old system. The arrangement is so simple, that it

can easily be applied to any walls by inexperienced hands.

Prices of Materials :—
GALVANISED RAIDISSEURS, for tightening the

Wires—one of these required for each line of Wire.

No. 900, 4J. per dozen.

GALVANISED WALL EYES, 6d. per dozen.
GALVANISED TERMINATING HOLDFASTS,

2!. per dozen.

GALVANISED WIRE, 2j. 6c/. and 3.1. per 100 yards.

Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of the above, and
of Fittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical
principles, free on application to

BARNARD, BISHOP AND BARNARDS,
Norfolk Ironworks, Norwich.

ROYAL SCHOOL of MINES.
DEPARTMENT of SCIENCE and ART.

DurinK the TWENTY-SECOND SESSION, 1872-73. which will

COMMENCE on OCTOBER r, the following COURSES of

LECTURES and PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATIONS will be
given :

—

1. Chemistry. By E. Frankland, Ph.D., F.R.S.

2. MelalluriO'. By John Percy, M.D., F.R.S.

Natural History. By T. H. Huxley, LL.D., F.R.S,

Thii

THE BEST BOILER.
Which is it?

vexed question will shortly be set at rest by the appearance of

THE EXCELLENTIA
««rt ,

(Title Registered). „„, „„..;, .,,„,„ ^.„ ..,.,,"What do you think of it?" '

" Well, I should say it combines the best qualities of the best Mof-Wafef SbllefS, 'WitW
so many excellencies peculiarly its own that it unquestionably

EXCELS ALL."

ral History. By I. H. Huxley, LL.U., i'.K.S.

4. Mineralogy'. \ By Warrington W. Smyth, M.A., F.R,S.,

5. Mining. $ Chaimutn.
6. Geology. By A. C. Ramsay, LL.D., F.R.S.

7. Applied Mechanics. By T. M. Goodeve, M.A
8. Physics. By Frederick Giuhric, Fh.D., F.R.S.

g. Mechanical Drawing. By Rev. J. H. Edgar, M.A.
The Fee for Students desirous of becoming Associates is jCso in one

sum, on entrance, or two annual payments of ^Jao, exclusive of the

Laboratories.
Pupils are received in the Chemical Laboratory, under the direction

of Dr. Frankland, and in the Metallurgical Laboratory, under the
direction of Dr. Percy. These Laboratories will be reopened on
October i.

Tickets to separate Courses of Lectures are issued at j£3 and £4 each.

Officers in the Queen's Service, Her Majesty's Consuls, Acting
Mining Agents and Managers, may obtain Tickets at reduced prices.

Science Teachers are also admitted to the Lectures at reduced fees.

His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales grants Two Scholarships,

and several others have also been establishea by Government.
For a Prospectus and information apply to the Registrar, Royal

School of Mines, Jermyn Street, London, S.W.
TRENHAM REEKS, Registrar.

NoTK.—By order of the Lords of the Committee of Council on
Education, the instruction in Chemistry, Physics, and Natural
History, will be given in the New Buildings, in the Exhibition Road,
Soulh tvensington. W,

Instruction in scientific and Practical Horticulture.
BRUNSWICK SCHOOL, Leamington, Warwickshire.

Established 1856,

This School offers peculiar advantages to Youths destined to

Horticultural pursuits, the Principal being Proprietor of the well-

known old established Ranelagh Gardens. These contain Houses
comprising about 60,000 feet of glass, chiefly devoted to FRUIT
CULTURE, under the management of a very successful Grower, and
are within three minutes' walk of the School.

Pupils from this School have distinguished themselves at the
University Local, the Civil Service, the Preliminary Law, and
Drawing Examinations.

Prospectus of School, with Sketch of Gardens, on application.

JOHN H- HAWLEY.
The Second Edition of

THE ORGHARD 1ST. By J. Scott, Merriott,

Somerset, will be ready in a short time, in Fortnightly Numbers
at 6<f.,and Monthly Parts at is each.

Intending Subscribers" Addresses arc solicited; to such the work
will be forwarded post paid.

Parties ordering the First Number will be considered liable to take

the whole work.
It will be the most complete work upon Fruit Trees in the English

language, and offered at a price to bring it within the reach of all. The
work will contain Descriptions, with Cultural Directions, of about
1800 sorts of Pear, izoo of Apple, and other kinds of Fruit Trees in

proportion, amounting to about 5000 varieties, forming J. Scott's
Collection, with a List of about 8000 to 10,000 Synonyms, and a
Supplemeniarj' Enumeration of nearly all known Hardy Fruits.

WANTED, a COPY of GORDON'S PINETUM,
with SUPPLEMENT, complete. State Price, &c, to

SEN EX, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C
Notice.

{By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY*
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the l.ondon, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Penodicals, WITHOUT extra charge
to the Advertiser.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, S9. Fleet Street, E.C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents :

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved specially for

this Journal).

AGRICULTURE, TASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING cenerally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a witle circulation through-

out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a

great variety of subjects.

Subscription in advance, £1 per annum.
Single Copies, 4*/. ; Stamped, sd.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
wliich must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL.

London

Birmingham

,

Liverpool ,

Bristol

Edinburgh ,

Gl.tsgow

, Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C. ;

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C. ; Messrs. Gordon &
Gotch, 121, Holbom Hill, E.C.

, Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

, Lee & Nightingale, 15, Nortlijohn Street.

,
James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance

Buildings.

. Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

, W. Porteous & Co., 13, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers,
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Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: OR, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use af Schools. Trice it.

MEDICAL and (ECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine ot

Domestic OEconomy. In i vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price

75. (xi.

SCHOOL BOTANY; OR. The Rudiments of
Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price 51. 6.^.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structural
AND Physiological. With a Glossary ol Technical Terms,

and numerous Illustrations. 125. cloth.

This completes the scries of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor Lindley, of which " School Botany," and " The Vegetable

Kingdom," form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising

Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Technical

Terms, are published in one octavo volume, price 121.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for Medical
and other Stutfents who have made themselves acquainted with the

Author's " School Botany."
N. B. The Glossary may be had separately, price S*.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM ; or. The
Structure, Cu'vssification, and Uses of Plants. Illustrated

upon the Natural System. In One Volume, 8vo, cloth, price 36* , with

upwards of <;oo Illustrations.

London : BRADBURY. EVANS, and CO., 10. Bouverie Street, E.G.

Now ready, pnce u., free by post lor 13 stamps, with g Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vecetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,

which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON and SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.C. ; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

Miss Braddon's New NoveL

The New Novel, by the Author of " Lady Audlcy's Secret," &c.

In Three Vols., at all Libraries,

T THE BITTER END.

Now Rcadj'. Uniform with Cheap Edition of Miss Braddon's Novels.

Price 2J. ; cloth gilt, 21. 6d.OBERT AINSLEIGH.R
' No one can be dull who has a novel by Miss Braddon in hand. The

most tiresome journey is beguiled, and the most wearisome illness is

brightened by any of her books."

London : WARD, LOCK and TYLER, Paternoster Row, E.C.

Scott's Wasp Destroyer.

J SCOTT, SEEDSNtAN, Yeovil, offers his well-known
• Preparation to Fruit Growers at ii. gd. and as. i>i. per bottle,

post free, for stamps. No one who has Fruit to preserve should be

without it.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Marlcers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls. &c MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

Perfection In Heating.JG. SMEATON AND CO.,
• Horticultural Architects and Builders, Hot-water

and Steam-heating Engineers.
71, Harwood Road,

Walham Green, Fulham,
x.a..auu. a.vir.

Consultations in all parts of the Kingdom.
Plans and Estimates gratis.

Efficiency in all branches guaranteed^

The Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS late C. Phillips), Manufac-
turer of terra COTTA VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN

BASKETS RUSTIC FLORAL AR^ORETTES, STATUARY,
GARDEN POTS (from 2 to 30 inches in diameter), of supenor quality,

withstand frost, and do not become green; EDGING TlLEb,&c
See specimens in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free.

Book of Drawings, M. each.

JOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

To Seedsmen and Horlsts.

TO BE SOLD, a NEST of 191 DRAWERS,
MAHOGANY TOP COUNTER, four DRAWERS^

MEASURES, SCALES, and WEIGHTS. SHOP DESKS, &c., with

remaining Stock of Seed. Must be sold at once. Premises about to

be used toT another business.
88, Brixton Road.

WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER, where an under
Gardener is kept.—He must be able and willing to work jn the

Garden as well as in the Houses. A married man without children

preferred ; honest, sober, industrious, and thoroughly acquainted with

nis profession. Wages 235. per week, and the lodge to live in. His
Wife must attend to the Entrance Gale, No perquisites. Locality

3o miles from London.—AJdrcbs, by letter only, A. B., Mr. Bain,

Bookseller, 1, llaymaxlcel, London, W.

WANTED, a FRUIT FOREMAN.—Apply, with
full particulars, to THOMAS S. WARE, Hale Farm Nursery-,

Tottenham, N.

Nursery Trade.
WANTED, for a large Nursery, an active and careful

young MAN for the department, embracing Carnations,
Pinks, Pansies, Hardy Ferns and Bulbs, Alpine and Herbaceous
Plants, &c. Must have had thoroughly good experience, and be able

to give satisfactory references both as to character and success in the

CuTiivaiion ol the Plants named.—Address, with all particulars, terms,

&&, W. W., Messrs. Hurst & Son, 6, Leadcnhall Street, London. E.C.

Nursery Trade.
WANTED, a thoroughly experienced MAN, for the

Glass Department, which is extensive, of a large Nursery.—
Address, with full particulars as to age. escperience, salary expected,

&c. P. L., Gardeturi' Chronicle Office, W.C.

ANTED, a GARDENER (married), who under-
stands Flower and Kitchen Gardening, and the Management

of Cows.—Apply, stating age, wages required, references, See, to

Dr. LATHAM, 17, Trumpington Street, Cambridge.

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR and PLANT
GROWER.—Only those need apply whose character will bear

strict investigation. Liberal wages will he given to a competent man.
—Penge Nursery, Fenge, S.E.

WANTED, a FARM BAILIFF (married, without
family preferred), to undertake the Management of a Farm of

about 600 Acres, chiefly Arable. Must be an experienced and prac-
tical Man, thoroughly acquainted with the details of Farm Work, a
POod Manager of Labour, and competent to take the entire charge in

the absence ol the Owner. Wife to look after Poultry.—Appij; by
letter, stating salary and other particulars, and enclosing testimonials,
addressed A. Y., Mr. W. D. Jenkins, Printing Office, Walhngford,
Berks.

WANTED, a YARD MAN, who understands the
Feeding of Stock, and who will make himself generally useful

about the Homestead. Married, without lamily. Wife to take
charge of Poultry. Good wages to a trustworthy and experienced
Man.—

M

r . W. U. JENKINS, Wallingford, Berks.

WANTED, as HEAD CARTER, a steady married
Man. Must bring good testimonials as , to character. Good

wages, with cottage and garden, to an active and thoroughly respon-
sible Man.—Mr. \V. D. JENKINS, Printing Ofticc, Wallingford,
Berks.

CLERK.—Messrs. Osborn & Sons wish to ENGAGE
a thorough competent CLERK, to take charge of their Books

and to help in the Correspondence. A slif^ht knowledge of the Seed
Business desirable.—Apply by letter only, in own handwriting, to The
Nurseries. Fulham, London, S.W.

Seed Trade.
WANTED, a thoroughly efficient HEAD SHOP-

MAN.—Address, with full particulars, to D. W., Gardeners'
C/iWHiV/g Office, W.C. ^

Seed Trade.
WANTED, as SHOPMAN and TRAVELLER, a

Man of experience. One acquainted with the London Seed
Trade preferred.—Address, in own handwriting, staling experience,
where previously employed, and salary required, to C. D.. Gardeners'
Chronicle Oifice, W.C.

Shopman.
WANTED, an active Young Man, of good address,

as COUNTERMAN. Must have had experience in the
Garden and Flower Seed Departments ; neat and correct in the execu-
tion of orders. References must be unexceptionable State where
last employed, and wages required.—T. B. D., care of Messrs. Eraser,
Goad & Co., 82, Hishopsgaie Street Within, London, E.C.

WANTED, an APPRENTICE, in a Seed Establish-
ment in the Midland Counties, to live with employer on the

premises. Premium required. — For further particulars, address
T. B. T., Mr. Cooper, 152, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

WANTED, an active Youth, as ASSISTANT in a
London Seed Shop.—Apply, in own handwriting, with

particulars, to E. R., 36, Spring Street, Hyde Park, London, W.

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected,
—Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifi cations ^ recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.
HENDERSON ANDSON.WellingtonNursery.St. John's Wood. N.W.

TO SEEDSMEN.—A Gentleman who has been in the
Seed Trade for a number of years is open to BUY on

COMMISSION Ayrshire Perennial Rye-grass Seed.—SEEDSMAN,
Post Office, Ayr, N.B.

GARDENER (Head).—Single ; thoroughly practical ;

has lived many years in Noblemen's and Gentlemen's Families.
R. r. S., It. Canterbury Terrace. Maida Vale, W
GARDENER (Head), age 27.—T. Jack, The

Gardens, Battle Abbey, Battle, would have great pleasure in

recommending a young Man in the above capacity.

GARDENER (Head), where Forcing and Plant
Growing are carried on with spirit.—Age zg, married ; has had

GARDENER (Head).—Middle-aged, widower, no
family ; has had the Management of Vines, Peaches, Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen and Flower Gardening, and Pleasure
Grounds.—HORTUS, A. Edwards, North Road, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (Head), to live in lodge or otherwise.—
Age 28, married, one child ; has a good knowledge and taste for

the profession in all its branches, also Management of Men, &c.
Excellent character.—The GARDENER, 7, Raydon Street, Highgate
New Town, London, N. ___^ _^_

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married ; thoroughly
understands Vines, Peaches, Stove and Greenhouse Plants ;

also a good Flower and Kitchen Gardener. Four and a half years'

good character as a steady, sober, trustworthy, working Man.

—

J. A. , The Cottage, near Crawley, Sussex^

GARDENER (Head), age 29, single.—J. Ellam,
Gardener to O. F. Meyrick, Esq., can confidently recommend

the above, who has been his Foreman upwards of four years, as a
thoroughly competent and energetic Man. Has had 13 years' prac-

tical experience in Forcing, and Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Garden-
ing.—The Gardens, Badorgan, Llangefni, Anglesey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37 ; thoroughly practical
in the Cultivation and Forcing of Pines, Vines, Peaches,

Melons, Cucumbers, Figs, Strawberries, and Cherries. Mushrooms
and other Vegetables; also the Growing of Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, including Ferns and Orchids, and the Management of Flower
and Kitchen Gardens, Plantations and Land.—J., Gardener, 30,

Clarence Road, Lower Clapton, E.

GARDENER (Head), age 32, married.—W. R.
Robinson, Hatchlands, Guildford, Surrey, is at liberty to engage

with any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough
Practical Slan. Has had 16 years' experience in large establishments,
our years' good character from present employer. Reference as to

character and abilities kindly given by Wm. Street, Esq., Manor
House, Sutton, Guildford; Mr. Kaile, Exotic Nursery, Godalming,
Surrey; Mr. Kemp, Gr. to the Duke of Northumberland, Albury Park,
near Guildford.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head), where three or more are

kept, age 36, married.—A Gentleman wishes to recommend the

above ; he has liad a considerable range of Houses, large Flower
and Kitchen Garden, Pasture Land, Plantations, &c., under his care
for more than two years, and is thoroughly sober and steady.—W. W.

,

J. Hawker, King Street, Maidenhead.

GARDENER (Head, Single-handed, or where
two or three are kept).—Age 32, married. Five years' good

character. Satisfactory reasons lor leaving.—C. C-, Post Office,

Abingdon, Berks.

GARDENER.—Age 25, single ; well experienced in

every branch. Two years' character from last employer.—S. C,
Barham Lodge, Elstree, Herts, N.W.

GARDENER.—Age 27, single; thoroughly under-
stands Gardening in all its branches, including Kitchen Garden,

Pruning Fruit Trees, Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, Greenhouse, Stove
Pines, also Flower Garden Pleasure Grounds. No objection to a
single-handed place.—D. P., 2, Sylvester Road, Walthamstow, Essex.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where one or two
are kept.—Well understands Flower and Kitchen Gardening.

Can have six years' good character from last employer.—J. H., Post
Office, Bennington, Stevenage, Herts.

GARDENER (Second), in a Gentleman's Family.—
Has a good knowledge of Early and Late Forcing.—R. B.,D.

Thrower's, Blofield, Norwich.

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Family.—Age 22; three years' first^Jass reference.

—

F. W., The Nurseries, Pond Lane, Clapton.

FOREMAN.—Married
;
good practical knowledge of

Forcing Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables. First-class testimonials.
Twelve years' experience.—W^ O., 8, Elgin Terrace, Maida Vale, W.

URSERY MANAGER,' or ge~ner7r FOREMAN.—
A Man who perfectly understands the business in all its depart-

nts. A good Salesman, has a thorough knowledge of the Buddmg,
, and Growing of Fruit Trees, Roi - -

N
Grafting, Trees, Roses, Conifera;, &c., also
well up in Growing all Indoor StulT. Good references to be had.-
J. C, Post^ffice^Worcester.

N U RSERY MANAGER. — Many years leading
London experience. Liberal wages expected.—A. B., Mr. H.

Richardson. Ashford. Staines, Middlesex.

PROPAGATOR (Hard-wood).—Coniferce, Clematis,
Rhododendrons, Roses, Japanese Plants, &c.—A. B., Messrs.

T. Cripps & Son, The Nurseries, Frant Road, Tunbridge Wells.

PLANT GROWER. -In a first-class Nursery, near
London, preferred. Has been for the last two years in Scotland.

Can be well recommended.—T. C, Messrs, J, Gilbert & Son, St.
Margaret's Nursery, Ipswich.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
FARM STEWARD, BAILIFF, or GENERAL

MANAGER,—A^c 40, married, no family; has a thoroughly
practical knowledge ol his profession in all its branches, including
Farming, all kinds of Live Stock, Marketing, Farm Produce, Woods,
Draining Land. Measurement of Land, Timber. Book Keeping, &c.
Oualified, if required, to buy in Horse, Corn, and Provender for a
large establishment. Unexceptionable Pesiimonials and references.
—Address, with nature of situation and wages offered, to J. P., W.
HoUis, Chemist, 60. l'ori;g:itc, Sheffield.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
STEWARD, or BAILIFF.—Has had many years'

experience in the Cultivation ol both Light and Heavy Soils in
England and Scotland, and thoroughly understands the Managementof
all kinds of Stock.—For further particulars and testimonials, address
H. B., at Messrs. J. F. Reid & Nephew's Advertisement Office,

14, George Street, Mansion House, EC.

F"
~ A"Rlvr~BATLTFF^Advertiser will shortly be dis-

engaged, and is desirous o( entering upon a charge in the above
capacity ; also used to all kinds of Soils, and Breeding and Rearing of
Stock.— B. D. R , Oak HJIl Farm. Mendham, Harlcston, Norfolk.

To the Seed Trade.
MANAGER, or MANAGER and SHOPMAN.—Will

shortly be open for a re-engagcmcnt. Has had 20 years'
experience in London and Provincial Houses of first-class standing
Highest references can be given.—V. J., Gardeners' Chttmicle
Office, W.C.

SHOPMAN (Junior).—A young man. Over seven
years' experience.— II. XI., 31, Nethergate, Dundee.

SHOPMAN (Second), in a first-class house, or
ASSISTANT SHOPMAN in a London Wholesale House-

Age 24. Seven years' experience.—X. Y. Z., i, Celbridge Place*
Westboume Grove, W.

WAREHOUSEM.\N, or UNDER SHOPMAN, in
an extensive place.—A young Man who has had nine years'

experience in first-class houses. References, &c., of the highest
order —W. G

.
, 19, Upper Sackville Street, Dublin.

SSISTANTTinaTCity Seed Establishment.—Age 21.
—B. Y., Gardeners' ChrotiicL- Ofticc, W.O

Tfi TVTgrollants
ASSISTANT, &c., in a Seed Warehouse.—Ten years

in the Trade.—J. C, Mr. Twelvetrees, Lower Elden Street,

Sneinton, Nottingham.

K INAHAN'S . LL . WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow Spirit is the very

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than the

teU^.?PP^.^""''" '""'' ^ "
"

' " " ""
^'"*

Wholesale DepOt, 20, Great Titchficld Street, Oxford Street, W.

WM. YOUNGER AND CO.'S ALES
are of the HIGHEST PURITY.

Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, and
are distinguished for their delicacy ofllavour.

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishing.

To be had of the Principal Retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.

Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belvidere
Road, S.E.

INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA,D
The best remedy for Acidity ol the Stomach, Hearthumj Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-

tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Inlants.

DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

EMIGRANTS and PERSONS GOING ABROAD
are recommended to take with them a good supply of PARR'S

LIFE PILLS, and by their judicious use prevent and cure the

disorders incident to change of climate. They possess the most
astonishing and invigorating properties, and are an excellent

preventive against Dysentery, Lethargy, Faintings, Fevers,

Cholera, &c.
^

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at u. ij^i., 2s.9<f.,43. W.,and u*.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the

flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

ol the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the

irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the

morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by

removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the

luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be

understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any

new or dangerously active ingredients; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever

merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed

upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-

liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,

nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under

all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with

an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes

at IS. i%i-\ 2s. ()d., 41. 6d., and iti., as well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE

In boxes at i*. xK^, ai. ^d-t 41, Qd., and ii<.

Mty,t.<' ^o'iLAiiiiy^c Ji . ijd,..!..; ,.«.. 1:- iuii:i;ixi.. .l--i»:'^1'-
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GUARANTEED FOR TEN YEARS.

J. Weeks & Co.s
PATENT

DUPLEX UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER.
Selected List from upwards of TWO THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED in operation.

* Canterbury Cathedral.
Length of piping, nearly 3 miles.
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MR. JAMES FRASER, Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the firm of J, & J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.

JC. STEVENS' Horticultural, Scientific, and
• Natural History Sale Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, London, W.C. Established 1760. SALES by AUCTION
nearly EVERY DAY. Catalogues on application.

M
Wood Engravlug.

R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London, N.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette.
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Applei, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Fines.
S. WILLIAMS has now a fine stock of splendid-

' grown plants of all the best kinds, including both Suckers and
Successions, of the CHARLOTTE ROTHSCHILD. Prices on
application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

B

PINES for SALE, CHEAP.—About loo strong
fruiting Plants; 120 Succession, and a quantilv of Suckers,

principally Queens ; afew smooth-leaved Cayennes, and Black Tamaicas.
GEORGE ROY AND SON, Horticultural Establishment, Sumham,

Norfolk.

CHARLES TURNER is prepared to execute orders
for all the leading varieties. Plants are fine this season.

Descriptive CATALOGUE on application.
The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

To Fruiterers and Market Gardeners.
MAER FARM, EXMOUTH, near EXETER, DEVONSHIRE,
FOR SALE, by Tender, APPLES, the produce of

7 a. 3 r. 17 p. Fruit choice, fine, and abundant.
Sealed tenders to be sent to Mrs. BASTIN, Royal Beacon Hotel,

Exmouth, on or before September 34 next.

JOHN WATERER and SONS. Bagshot, Surrey,
offer the following new hardy RHODODENDRONS. They can

with confidence recommend them.
Lady Tankervillc, I William Ewart Gladstone,

Mrs. William Agnew.
Price 2is. each. The usual discount to the Trade.

Post Free to all Applicants.

BS. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT and GENERAL
• CATALOGUE is now ready. It contains a Descriptive Li«t

of beautiful New Plants offered in commerce by him this season for
yie fir^it time; also general Priced Lists of CSrchids, Ferns. Tree
Ferns, Flowering and Ornamental-leaved Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Palms and Cycads, Azaleas, Camellias, Amaryllis, Ericas,
Epacns, Liliums, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and general Collections ol
Soft-wooded and Hardy Plants.

Special prices for specimens ouoted on application.
An inspection of the Collection solicited.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Dutcli Flower Roots.
CHARLES TURNER'S Priced CATALOGUE of

the above is now ready, and can be had post free on application.
The Bulbs have arrived, and are in e.xcellcnt condition.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough,

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, &c.—
Priced LIST, containing Descriptions and Cultural Hints to

Amateurs. Iree on application to

DKtlMMOND BROTHERS, Seedsmen, Sic, 52, George Street,
Edinburgh.

Sutcb Bulbs.

GM. KEMP-WELCH'S CATALOGUE of DUTCH
• BULHS is now ready, and will be forwarded on application.

The Bulbs arc of the finest quality.
Nurserj-man, Seedsman, and Florist, Portland Street, Clifton, Bristol.

Flower Roots,
JAMES DICKSON and SONS having received their

first large importation in excellent condition are in a position
to fulfil Orders in the best possible manner. Descriptive priced
LISTS post free.

" Newton " Nurseries, and iq8, Eastgate Street, Chester.

Flowering Biilbs^

THE AUTUMN IMPORTATIONS are now to hand,
in fine condition, and the quality is this season exceptionally

good. Early orders are respectfully solicited, and CATALOGUES
will be forwarded upon application.

PETER LAVVSON and SON, Edinburgh and London.

To tlie Trade.
BULBS, comprising LILIUM, NARCISSUS,

GLADIOLI, IRIS, ALSTRCEMERIA, CYCLAMEN, DOG'S-
TOOTH VIOLETS, JONT^UILS, OXALIS, SCILLAS, and
numerous other Bulbs. I.IS'l on application.

STKrilKN HKDVVN, Weslon-super-Mare.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &o.

WM. CUT3USII AND SON'S CATALOGUE
of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other

DUTCH BULBS, is now ready, and can be had, post-free, on
application. Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Dutch Biilbs and other Flower Roots.

T SCOTT has just received, direct from the best
• Growers, his usual splendid and varied assortment of the above,

all EXTRA PICKED, and moderate in price. CATALOGUES gratis
and post free on application to

J. SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

Dutch Flower Boots.

BS. WILLI.'^MS begs to announce that his
• ANNUAL CATALOGUE of DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,

containing a Descriptive List of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Nar-
cissus, &c, ; also a Select List of Fruit Trees, Roses, &c, is now
ready, post free to all applicants.

Victoria and 1 Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

BULBS and SPRING FLOWERING PLANTS.—
A selection made from HOOPER and CO.'S CATALOGUE

will give satisfaction. Send stamp for a Copy to
HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden. London, W.C.

New Catalogue of Bulbs, Plants, Fruits, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, containing Select, Descriptive, and Priced
Lists of Dutch and other Bulbs, Alpine and Herbaceous Plants,
Hardy Aquatics, Delphiniums, Grape Vines, Fruit Trees, New and
Rare Plants, Miscellaneous Plants, suitable for bedding and decora-
tive purposes, double-flowered Pyrethrums, Sweet Violets, &c., is
now published, and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W,

Unrivalled Collection of Dutch Bulbs, at Wholesale
PRICES.

ALFRED LEGERTON, Wholesale Seed
Merchant, 5, Aldgate, London, E,, begs to intimate to his

numerous Patrons, and the Trade generally, he has received his
annual importation of DUTCH BULBS direct from the best growers
in Haarlem, and that the quality and size are very superior, ana cannot
be excelled, the Bulbs being large, weighty, and handsome.
CATALOGUES are now ready, and will be forwarded upon
application.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Lilimns, Gladioli, Crocus, and a
large stock of MISCELLANEOUS DUTCH and CAPE
BULBS, ROOTS, PLANTS, direct from the Growrr.

ANT. ROOZEN AND SON'S (late Ant. Roozen)
CATALOGUE of the above lor i8;a, will, as usual, be handed

to all Gardeners and Amateurs, free on application. For our SPECIAL
TERMS as to Free Delivery, Remitting, &c., please consult
Catalogue-—Overveen, near Haarlem, Holland, July i.

Double Early White Roman Narcissus.
DOUBLE SWEET-SCENTED JONQUILS.

EH. KRELAGE AND SON, Nurserymen,
• SEEDSMEN, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland, have secured

a superior Stock of the above-named articles, which is now ready for
sale. Prices on application

Lilies of the Valley.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen,
• Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem. Holland, are now booking

orders fora-yr., 3-yr., and 4-yr, old clumps of LI LIES of the VALLEV,
and they will be able to supply these as usual in October in extra fine
quality. Price on application.

w. POTTEN can still supply PLANTS, as adver-
tised in the Gardnttn' Chrcmictt of August 17.

To tlie Trade and Others.
SURPLUS STOCK of ZONAL GERANIUMS,

best named sorts, in 20 varieties, loj. 6d. per 100, £$ per 1000, cash.
GEORGE POULTON, Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmonton,

London, N.

Spring Flowers.

THOMAS S. WARE'S LIST of the above is now
ready, and will be sent free on application. Early Orders are

solicited, it being essential that they should be planted during autumn
to insure a good effect in the spring.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, N.

Cloves, Cloves, Cloves.

MR. SALTER, 21, Cornwall Street, Moore Park,
Fulham, S.W., has a quantity of the old original DARK

CLOVES, at a*, per dozen ; well rooted stocky plants, 41. per dozen.
Carriage free to any Railway Station.

Post Office orders payable at Walham Green, S.W.

SPECIMEN PLANTS WANTED.—Persons having
larpe Specimens of the finer kinds of Conservatory Plants for

DISPOSAL, will oblige by sending particulars to the Pine-apple
Nursery Comoany. JOHN BESTER, Manager.

33, Alaida VaJe, Edgware Road, W.

PARIS, I
BUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. I
SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. Reading, Kerks.

H
New Sowing Rape Seed.

AND F. SHARPE have fine SAMPLES of the
above SEED, ready for immediate delivery. Price moderate,

and may be had, with sample, on applicatic

Seed Growmg Establishment, Wisbech.

To the Trade.
NEW ENGLISH SOWING RAPE SEED,

CHARLES SHARPE AND CO., Seed Growers
and Merchants, Sleaford, have fine samples of the above to

offer. Prices on application.

To the Trade.
SEED POTATOS.-For SALE, a few tons of Myatt's

Prolific Ashleaf and Rivers' Royal Kidney. For price, &c.,
apply to J. AND P. MYA IT, StansLead, Essex.

TR. SKINNER AND SONS, Fruit, Potato, and
• Vegetable Salesmen, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.

Offices and Warehouse, 32, James Street, W.C. SEED POTATOS
and FRUIT TREES supplied at Wholesale Prices. Established over
40 years.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchant.s.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E,C. ; or Basingstoke^

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
for Wheat: 1862. for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds,"

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holborn, London.

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
• begs to remind his Patrons and the Public in general, that

his CATALOGUES may be had free on application to his Agents,
Messrs. K. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Tower Street,

London, E.C.

NEW VERBENAS ol 1872.—Now ready to send out,
per post or by rail, 50 varieties of NEW VERBENAS, Perry's,

Eckford's, Continental and Italian Striped, at 2S. 6d. per dozen, from
B. W. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle. Sussex.

DAISIES.—The best varieties for Spring Gardening,
Red, White, and Pink, 4s. per loo. AUCUB.-EFOLIA, 6s. per

100 ; la plants, in 6 varieties, post free for 15 stamps.
Select CATALOGUE of ROSES post free lo any address.

JOHN MOORE, Rose Nurseries, Warwick,

Pansiea for Spring Bedding.
THOMAS S. V^ARE begs to call attention to his

large Stock of the above SPRING FLOWERS. LIST, with
full description, on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham. N.

EnglisH Saved Seed, just Harvested.
)RIMULA JAPONICA, 2s. 6d. per packet.
. PRIMULA INVOLUCRATA, var, Abyssiniensis.aj. 6d. do.
BARR and SUGDEN, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

To the Trade.
UPIR.^A (HOTEIA) JAPONICA, strong forcing
C7 clumps, 30J. per 100 ; extra do., equal to any advertised, 355, per
100, Orders booked now for delivery in October.
BURGESS AND K E N

T

, Penkhull Nurseries, Stoke-upon-Trent.

Spirsaa (Hoteia) Japonica.

EH. KRELAGE and SON. Nurserymen,
• Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland, have an extra-

ordinary large and fine Stock of this valuable plant for forcing, in
strong and extra strong tufts, to be sent out in October, at very
moderate prices. Orders are now booked. Price on applicati

To the Trade.—Euonymus, Euonymus, Euonymua.

J NOBLE begs to offer several thousands of the
• above, bushy well grown stuff, at 40J., 505., and 751. per loa

The Nurseries, Pond Lane, Clapton, E.

¥bB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other PRIZE
COB NUTSand FILBERTS LISTS of thcsevarielies from

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS, Florist
Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants of all

the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort ol Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr. WEB B, Calcot, Reading.

HARLES B. SAUNDERS. Nukseryman, &c.,
Jersey, begs to offer, in fine healthy strong stuff—

EVERGREEN OAKS. 2 to 3 feet, in small pots, at 50s. per 100.
CAMELLIA STOCK, fit for working, in 60-pots, at 30^. per 100.
OXALIS VERSICOLOR. charming little flower, roots at 8s. p. 100.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

To the Trade.
EW and choice EXOTIC FE RNS, STOVE
PLANTS, and PALMS, at lower prices than previously offered.

I fine healthy plants, from 31., 6s., gs., 12s , to 24s. per dozen. Sena
' 'ST to JOHN H. LEY, Exotic Nursery, Croydon.

N
for Special LIS'l

GREENHOUSE FERNS.—A Gentleman is desirous
of Disposing of a good Collection, comprising about 60 varieties.

in Specimen and Half Specimen Plants. If purchased in one lot, will
'ery it

fICK:JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chestet:

Exotic Ferns.
EDWARD MORSE has a very extensive Stock of the

above, principally in 48's, at very low prices, viz., ^., 121.. and
181. per dozen. They are admirably 3da[3ted for the Table or
'^

aiory. Original Nurseries, Epsom, Surrey.

Bninswlck Nursery, Lower Tottenham.
JOHN MALLER begs to offer, welt-grown and set

with buds, nice plants of the following, for winter blooming:

—

ERICA HYEMALIS, GRACILIS, MELANTHERA, CAFFRA.
HYBRIDA and WILMOREANA; BOUVARDIA of sorts, CYCLA-
MEN PERSICUM, EPIPHYLLUM of many sorts, POINSETTIA
PULCHERRIMA; EUPATORIA GRACILIS, ODORATA, and
REPENS; AZALEA INDICA of sorts, a fine strain of PRIMULA
SINENSIS and Double White. Price on application. A visit
respectfully invited before deciding where to buy the winter stock.
'1 rains from Bishopgate {Great Eastern Railway) every half-hour
White Hart Lane Station adjoins the Nursery,
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY.

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT OF

London International Exhibition,1872

SCHEDULE OF PRIZES.

On Wednesday, November 6, 1872, a

Great International Exhibition of Fruit

will be held at South Kensington, in which all

Home and Foreign Growers of Fruit are invited

to take part, and on which occasion the following

Prizes will be awarded :^

Cla<

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

GRAFBS, the mo'^t complete collection,

2 bunches of each Gold Medal. Sliver Gilt.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

16.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

,, basket of" not less than 12 Ih. of

any one variety .. .. £,z
—i>-—^J^'

„ Muscat of Alexandria, single

dish ;^a—30J.—20S.

„ lilack Hamburgh or Franken-

thal, single dish .. .. ^2—30^.— 2as',

,, Black, any other variety, single

dish ^^-~%os,—-2os.

„ Frontignan, or any other round

Grapes having a Muscat
flavour, single dish .. .. £2—30^.-20^.

,, White, any variety except those

indicated above, single dish £2—30J.—20^

APPLES, the most complete collection

of Dessert, 3 fruits of each

Gold Medal. Silver GHt.

„ best 12 dishes of Dessert, dis-

tinct varieties £2—30?.— 20^.

,, best dish of Cox's Orange Pippin £i—iss.— lo^.

„ best dish of Golden Pippin .. £1—t^s.~ios.

,, best dish of Ribston Pippin .. £1— 155.— tos.

,, best dish of Adams' Pearmain . £i— 15^.— 10s.

,, best dish of Golden Reinette .. £1—151'.

—

10s.

„ best dish of Nonpareil .

.

.

.

£t—tss.—ios.

„ best collection of Culinary,

3 fruits of each Gold Medal. Silver Gilt.

,, best dish of Dumelow's Seedling ^^i— is^-.— lor.

,, best dish of Alfriston .. .. £1— \ss.—los.

„ best dish of Emperor Alexander £1— 15^'.

—

10s.

,, best dish of Gloria Mundi .

.

£1— 15s.—105.

,, best dish of Bedfordshire

Foundling .. ,. .. £1—15^.

—

10s.

,, best dish of Yorkshire Greening £1— 15.J,

—

los.

,, the 6 heaviest Fruit of any var. ;^i— 15J.—lar.

FEARS, collection of Dessert, 3 fruits

of each . . . . Gold Medal. Silver Gilt.

„ best dishof Conseiller delaCour £t— 15J.— 10^,

,, best dishof Doyenne du Cornice £t—15.?.—loj.

„ best dish of Duchesse d'Angou-
leme .. ,. ,. .. £1— 155.

—

10s.

„ best dish of Marie Louise , . ;^i—15^.—lOJ".

„ best dish of Glou Mor^eau .. £j~i5s.—jos.

„ best dish of Passe Colmar . . £j—ISJ.

—

10s.

,, best dish of Catillac .. .. £i— 15s.—loj.

,, best dish of Uvedale's St.

Germain . . . . . . £t— 15.1.

—

los.

,, best dish of Black Worcester , . £1—isj.

—

10s.

,, the Ghcnvicst fruit of any variety £2—30s.—20s.

MISCELLANEOUS FRUIT, not mentioned in any of the

above classes,

* A dish of Grapes consists of-^ bunches^ and a

disk of Apples afid Pears of 6fruits*

Choice Flower Seeds, Post Free.

BS. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
• Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Holloway, London, N. p^^ packet-s. d.

Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Slixed,
IS. W., -zs. 6d.,v. 6d., ana 5 o

Plants from this Seed have always been awarded First Prizes
wherever exhibited.

Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,
IS. 6d., zj. M., 31. 6rf., and < o

LISIANTHUS PRINCEPS ^s. 6d. and 5 o
Weatherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA.

15. 6rf. , 21. 6d.
, 31. 6d. , and g o

Wiggins' prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. 11. 6d., 2*. 6d., and 3 6
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize strain .. .. 11. and i 6
PRIMULA JAPONICA, new seed (own saving) 36
INTERMEDIATE STOCK, Mauve Queen 26

,, ,, Pink Queen 26
The above Stocks were awarded First-class Certificates by

the Royal Horticultural Society at Kensington, and Royal
Botanic Society, Regent's Park, May 8, 1872.

Dwarf Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-
mended 10

„ Purple Queen, very fine ,10
Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER 10

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

To the Trade and Others.
SPECIAL OFFER of TRICOLOR GERANIUMS.

—Louisa Smith, 2s. 6d. per doz. , 201. per 100 ; Sophia Dumaresque,
2s. 6d. per doz., zos. per 100; Lady Cullum, 2s. 6d. per doz., 203. per
100; Mrs, Pollock, 2S. 2^- per doz., i8j. per 100; Prince Silvcrwings,
3J. 6d- per doz., 285. per 100; Sophia Cusack, 3s. td. per doz., aSi. per
100. Other choice varieties, my own selection, 4s. per doz.
GEORtJE POULTON, Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmonton,

London, N.

Autumn Catalog^ue.

GEORGE POULTON begs to inform his numerous
Friends and Customers that the above is now ready, containing

all the best new varieties of GERANIUMS, FUCHSIAS, &c., at
considerably reduced prices; also a choice LIST of HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUS, &c, of the best quality and at remarkably low
prices. Catalogues sent post free on application.

Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmonton, London, N.

Iris reticulata.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen,
• Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland, h.tvc now ready

for Sale an extra large Stock of this very desirable, early flowering,
sweet-scented IRIS. Price on application. There is also a good
Stock of IRIS SUSIANA, IRERICA, TUBEROS.A., PERSICA,
&c., and nearly a complete Collection of alt sorts and varieties of
bulbous and tuberculous Irises.

QUEEN of PRIMROSES, PRIMULA JAPONICA.
The greatest acquisition of the day as a New Hardy Decorative Plant,

OF IMMENSE VALUE TO THE COUNTRY.

H. CANNELJL
Begs to Inform his Friends and Customers that he has purchased Two Thousand of the above, in consequence

of the Seed requiring twelve months to germinate ; and to prevent disappointment to those who may have purchased
such, H. C, has determined to send out fine strong Plants, that will bloom profusely ne.xt spring, at the lowest
possible price, hoping to command a large Sale. Any quantity sent Post Free for 3s. 6d. each.

NEW FLORIST FLOWERS and FLORIST FLOWER SEED MERCHANT,
WOOLWICH, S.E.

DUTCH FLOVv^ER ROOTS.

OsBORN & Sons
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY HAVE RECEIVED THEIR ANNUAL IMPORTATION OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, &0.,
And are pleased to say that the Bulbs of all classes are exceedingly fine this season.

O. AND S. also beg to inform their Friends and Patrons that they have a very fine stock of VINES, both
Fruiting and Planting, well-ripened Canes ; also a fine Collection of all kinds of FRUIT TREES, true to name.

Catalogues of the above will be forwarded Post Free to all applicants,

THE NURSERIES, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

NEW DOUBLE-FLOWERING WHITE ZONAL PELARGONIUM.

Mr. William Bull
Has much pleasure in announcing that he has purchased the entire stock, for distribution in Great Britain and

Ireland, of the NEW DOUBLE-FLOWERING WHITE ZONAL PEL.ARGONIUM, raised by that eminent

French Amateur, Mons. Jean Sisley.

Mr. W. B. will send out this desirable Novelty next Spring.

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

Dick Radclyffe & Co.s
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

By order of the Council,

HENRY Y. D. SCOTT, C.B.,

Majof-General,

Secretary to the R.H.S. and to

H.M, Commifi«ionei's of ihc Exhibition of 1851.

N.B.—All Package3 of Fruit for the Exhibition

to be addressed " The Secretary of Royal
Horticultural Society, South Kensington,

London."

OF

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS
Just Published, Gratis and Post Free,

" The Best Catalogue."— r-''"''' opinions

of Ihe Press.

) k=^

SEEDS,

FRUIT TREES,

SHRUBS,

ROSES,

AND GARDEN

REQUISITES.

129, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C. SEED GROUNDS-ERFURT, PRUSSIA.
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THE TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER
is bv far the cheapest and best,

Winter and Spring Flowers.
rERV EASY OF CULTURE.

SUTTONS'
CHOICE COLLECTIONS OF

FLOWER ROOTS.
For SPRING FLOWERING, Open Ground,

gr, , lOJ. t»i,, 21S. , and 421. each.

For SUMMER and AUTUMN, Open Ground,
10s. 6</., 2if.. and 42s. each.

For WINTER and SPRING, Pots and Glasses,
los. 6*/., 21s., and 42^, each.

Any of the above will be forwarded on receipt of Cheque or Post-
office Order. 211. Collections and upwards Carriage Free.

SUTTONS'
£1 Is. Collection
Of Choice Flower

Roots for pots and
glasses, contains:—

18 best named Hyacinths
36 best Tulips
50 named Crocus
6 named Narcissus
6 Iris

6 Sciilas

6 Jonquils, sweet scent
6 Ixias

3 Spara.\is

3 Oxalis
2 Cyclamen perslcum
I Tropxolum.

fed

The Best Twelve
Hyaclntlis for 12s.
For Pots or Glasses,

SUTTONS'
£1 is. Collection
Of Choice Flower

Roots for open ground
contains :

—

25 fine mixed Hyacinths
36 Narcissus, of sorts
12 double Daffodils
50 Anemones, db, & sin.
100 Ranunculus, ditto
200 Crocus, 4 sorts
50 Snowdrops
50 Aconites
60 Tulips, 6 sorts
2 Crown Imperials
6 Campernellejonquils

For complete cultural
instructions and detailed
Lists of other Flower
Roots, see "SUTTONS'AUTUMN CATA-
LOGUUE for I1872,"
gratis and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS,
Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

The Oxford Rose Secret,
Or WHENCE COME the FINEST
ROSES? (Vide Gardtntrz' ChrmiicU,
September 14, p. 1226).

GEORGE PRINCE begs to
announce that he is prepared this

autumn to supply ROSES, in line dwarf
plants, exhibition varieties, on the

Cultivated Seedling Briar,
in extra strong plants, at i8j. per dozen.

A Select Priced LIST on application.

14, Market Street, Oxford.

All orders will be executed in strict rotation, commencing last week
inOctober. Remittances are requested from unknown correspondents.

A VAN GEERT, Nurservman, Ghent, Belgium,
• begs to offer :

—

CAMELLIAS, with flower buds, ail ;food double varieties, own
selection, plants i to i!^ foot high, ;£6 loj. per 100; ditto larger,

jC8 to j£i2 per 100. Strong plants, 5*., loi. 6d., to 21s. each.
INDIAN AZALEAS, with flower buds, nice stuff, own selection, all

fine varieties, ^^s per 100 ; ditto larger, ffi, £Z, to £10 per 100.

SPIR,^A JAPONICA, strong plants lor forcing, 30J. per 100.

LILY of the VALLEY, ditto, 63J. per 100.

PANDANUS UTILIS, fine plants, £s per lOO.

MUSA SUPERBA, stout young plants, 55. each or 48*. per dozen.

ALEXIS DALLTERE, Nurseryman, Faubourg de
Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium, is now offering the following healthy

and well-grown Ornamental Plants :

—

12 PTERIS CRETICA VARIEGATA, strong, 55.

12 CYATHEA MEDULLARIS, strong, loi.

12 BAMBUSA FORPUNEI var., «.
12 CYPERUS ALTERNIFOLIUS VARIEGATA, lis. 6d.
12 „ PAPYRUS, strong, 10s.

6 FICUS COOPERI. strong. «
12 CHAM.tROPS FORTUNEI, strong, 205.
13 OREODOXA SANCHONA {Euterpe edulia), strong, iGj.
12 PHCENIX TENUIS, ver;- fine plants, 16s.
12 ., DACTVLIFERA, 8j.

12 ARECA SAPIDA. zoi.

12 CORYPHA AUSTRALIS, very elegant plants, 20s.
12 LATANIA BORBONICA, fine and strong plants, 20f.
12 ECHEVERIA RETUSA, strong, los.

12 ABIES NORDMANNIANA, very strong, 8s.
100 SPIR.-EA (Hoteia) JAPONICA, very strong tufts, 24J.
too >i I, strong, 201.

100 AZALEA INDICA, with buds, extra fine and strong, £$.

G

Red
Spider.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildev^r, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from 1 to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in
boxes. If., y., and toi. 6d,

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

Magni- CANDLE COMPANY
tied. (Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND Cq.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavement?! for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls, &c. MAW and CO., Benthall Works, Broselcy^

HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.—Medal, 1862.
Invented bv the late Sir Ioseph Paxton.

Manufactured in London; Ulverstone (Lancashire); Gloucester ;

Coventry; Paisley, and Aberdeen, only.

Illustrated Price Lists free. A Pamphlet, with Views of these and
other styles of Glasshouses, post free, 3d. Estimates given for
Conservatories, &c., to any design in Wood; also for Heating
Apparatus.
HERE MAN AND MORTON, Horticultural Builders,

14, Tichborne Street, Regent Quadrant, London, W.

w H. LASCELLES, Horticultural Builder,
• Finsbury Steam Joinery Works, i2i, Bunhill Row, London.

Estimates given on application for GREENHOUSES and CON-
SERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any Design.

GARDEN LIGHTS and BOXES. Each
3 feet by 4 feet Lights, 2 inches thick, unglazed 3s.

,, „ glazed, i6-oz. good sheet glass .. .. w.
6 feet ,, „ 2 inches thick, unglazed ,. ., ..5s.

,, ,, glazed, 16 oz. good sheet glass .. iis.

Portable Box containing one 6 feet by 4 feet Light, painted four
coats, ready for use .. .. ,. .. .. ,, . . 30J.

Portable Box containing two ditto, 6 feet by 8 feet 55^.

G EORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,
For WARMING and VENTILATING.

Prices :
—

Coal Calorigen, £6 6s. I Gas Calorigen, £s 3^-
Height, 36 ins ; diameter, 2i do. | Height, 28 ins. ; diameter, 14 do.

A—the interior of the Room; B—exterior of the Building; C—wall;
D—the Calorigen; E—a Cylinder; F—pipes communicating to
supply air for combustion, and carry off product; G—pipe for
passage of Cold Air to Calorigen ; H—outlet for ditto after being
made warm ; I—gas burner ; J—door.

The only Gas Stove which retains the whole of the Heat given oft

by the Gas without vitiating the atmosphere.

It will be found very valuable in the Nursery or Sick Room, Damp
Buildings, Shops, Conservatories, Offices, &c. Exhibited in the
Exhibition of 1871 (Department of Scientific Inventions). May be
inspected at the Sole Manufacturers,

J. F. FARWIG AND CO.,
36, Queen Street, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Bosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

THE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
materials of great durability. The plainer sorts are especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR-
DENS, as they harbour no
Slugs or Insects, take up little

room, ajid, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-
pense, as do " grown " Edg-
ings, consequently being much
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c, in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, S.E.; Queen's Road West. Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road E
Agents for LOOKERS PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANT

COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also for ^OXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c, from y. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, fitc. Grooved and other Stable Paving of
great durability, Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds,
Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c,
F.andG. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants.—See addresses above

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.
Fine i+ij Coarse 171. per Ton. In Truck Loads is. per Ton less.

Delivery by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway or
Wharl, 21. per Ton extra. Samples of Sand free by post.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT

PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.
F. AND G. ROSHER,—Addresses see above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Rciil or to Wharveo.
A liberal discount to the Trade.

See Illustrated Circulars, post free.

THOMAS JONES, David Street, Manchester.

•
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THE APPROACHING PLANTING SEASON.

Anthony Waterer
Invites the special attention of intending Planters to the stock of Hollies which may be seen

growing at Knap Hill :—
COMMON GREEN HOLLIES.—

Some thousands of well furnished

plants, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 feet

high. These have all heen trans-

planted since August, 1871.

The following varieties of

GREEN HOLLIES, viz. :
—

laurifolia.

scottica,

angusti folia,

HODGIN'S,

YELLOW BERRIED,

OVATA, and others.

Thousands of splendid plants, 4, 5,

C, 7. S, and 10 feet. Tran?;planted

April, 1871,

WEEPING HOLLIES.—Some of

the finest plants in existence, 10

and 12 feet high, with magnificent

weeping heads. Transplanted

March, 1S72.

PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY.—

Hundreds of beautiful plants,

nice heads, with stems 4, 5, 6, 7,

and 8 feet.

THE NEW GOLD WEEPING

HOLLY. — A very distinct and

beautiful tree, some scores of good

plants, 4, 5, and 6 feet stems.

THE WEEPING

HOLLY, new.

MILKMAID

GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLY, as

Pyramids, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet high,

hundreds.

GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLIES, as

Standards, with straight stems and

heads of is to 25 years' growth.

SILVER QUEEN HOLLY,

Pyramids, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet,

thousands.

Pyramidal Golden Queen Holly.
From a photograph taken at Knap Hill. Height of tree, 6 feet 6 Inches

;

height of head, 5 feet ; circumfer>;nce of head, 10 feet 6 inches.

WATERER'S HOLLY.—Hundreds
of the most perfect plants it is

possible to conceive, 3, 4, 5. and

6 feet high ; measuring 8 to 15 feet

round.

WATERER'S HOLLY, as

Standards. —Magnificent plants with

compact round heads, of many

years' growth.

Of the ordinary kinds of

VARIEGATED HOLLIES, we
possess a stock of more than

twenty thousand plants, from 3 to

4t 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, and 12 feet high.

l^* The Plants are perfect in
shape, with healthy foliage, and
splendid roots.

TREES FOR AVENUES.

Anthony Waterer has also

a very fine stock of the following

Trees, which may be seen growing

at Knap Hill :—

LIMES, 12, 14, to 16 feet high,

with straight stems, nice heads,

and finely rooted, having all been

replanted since January, 1871. The

stems of these Limes girt from

4 to 7 inches 4 feet frem the ground.

There are some thousands to select

from, and I believe them to be

altogether the best trees I have

ever seen in a nursery.

PLANES, true. Occidental, 12 to

14 feet. The Planes on the Thames

Embankment were supplied by

Anthony Waterer.

SYCAMORES, 12 to 15 feet.

NORWAY MAPLE, 12 to 15 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 ft.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, scarlet,

10 to 12 feel.

ELMS, 12 to 15 feet.

t^^ All these Trees and many
others may be seen growing in the

Nursery. They are straight, stout in
the stem, and finely rooted, all
having been transplanted within
two years.

PRICES AND SAMPLES WILL BE FORWARDED ON APPLICATION.

Imending Purchasers will t^o wdl lo conic and jitili^c for themselves. The slock of Hollies is nnapproacked by anything of its kind in Europe,
The prices will be found much lower than those frequently chargedfor inferior plants.

ANTHONY WATERER, KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.
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I DUTCH
'flowee

HM.hcQu„„.
! ROOTS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

Seedsmen to H.R.H.

the Prince of Walei.

JAMES CARTER & CO.
HAVING RECEIVED THEIR CONSIGNMENT OF

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Which have arrived in splendid condition, beg to ofter

the following COLLECTIONS of BULBS, which will

be found to contain, in the best quality, all the sorts

required for the purposes mentioned :

—

Carter's Collections of Bulbs for Conser-

VATORY and WINDOW DECORATION, includ-

ing Basket and Packing, and Carriage Free. Price

lOs. 6d., 21s., 43s., 63s., and 84s.

Carter's "Guinea" Collection of Bulbs for

CONSERVATORY and WINDOW DECORA-

TION, including Box and Packing, and Carriage

Free, contains

—

12 HYACINTHS, in I3 extra
fine named sorts

9 POLYANTHUS NARCIS-
SUS, in g varieties

13 JONQUILS, sweet-Scenled
CO CROCUS, finest named
I DIELYTRA SPECFABILIS
1 LILIUM SPECIOSUM
6 SCILLA SIBIRICA
24 SNOWDROPS, extra large

selected
6 TULIPS, Tournesol.

3 TULIPS, Rex Rubrorum
3 „ La Candeur
% ,, Koyal Standard
6 „ Yellow Prince

3 ,, Rosa Mundi
8 ,, Due Van Thol
I AMARYLLIS FORMOSIS-
SIMUS

6 IXIAS, finest mixed
6 SPARAXIS, finest mixed
6 TRITELEIA UNIFLORA

Carter's Collections of Bulbs for Conser-

VATORY and OUTDOOR PLANTING, including

Basket and Packing, and Carriage Free. Price 15s.,

30s., 42s., 63s., and 84s. each.

Carter's Complete Collection of Bulbs for

CONSERVATORY and OUTDOOR PLANTING,

including Box and Packing, and Carriage Free, price

30s., contains

—

HYACINTHS. 12 in 12 extra
fine named sorts for pots or
glasses

,, 12 in 3 colours for bedding
NARCISSUS, Double, white, 12

,, Poeticus, or Pheasant-eye, 12

TULIPS, extra fine mixed, 36
,, Toumcsol,6
„ Due Van Thol, 6

„ Royal Standard, 3
„ La Candeur, 3
,, Yellow Prince, 3
,, Rex Rubrorum, 3

Double DAFFODILS. 12

STAR of BE rHLEHEM. 12

SCILLA BELGICA, mixed, la

CROCUS, blue, 73
,, striped, 75
„ large yellow, 73
., while 75

ANEMONES, extra fine mixed,

GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEY-
ENSIS, 8

IRIS, extra choice mixed Eng-
lish, 12

,, extra fine mixed Spanish, 24
lONQUILS, CAMPERNEL. 12

RANUNCULUS, extra fine
mixed, 36

SNOWDROPS, so

Carter's Collections of Bulbs for Outdoor

PLANTING only, including Box and Packing, and

Carriage Free. Price lOs. 6d., 21s., 63s., and

84s.

Carter's "Guinea" Collection of Bulbs for

OUTDOOR PLANTING only, including Box and

Packing, and Carriage Free, price 21s., contains—

HYACINTHS, 12 in 3 colours
NARCISSUS, double white, 12

„ Poeticus or Pheasant-eye, 12

DOUBLE DAFFODILS, 12

TULIPS, extra fine mixed
double, 12

I, extra fine mixed single, 12

„ finest mixed, late. 12

„ Due Van Thol, 12
POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS,

fine mixed. 6
CAMPERNEL JONQUILS, 6
STAR of BETHLEHEM. 12

TRITELEIA UNIFLORA,

6

DOG'S-TOOTH VIOLETS, 6
CROCUS, blue, 25

CROCUS, striped, 50
,, large yellow, 50
., white, 25

ANEMONES,ext. fine, mixed, 24
GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEY-
ENSIS, 6

IRIS, extra choice mixed En-
glish, 12

,, extra fine mixed Spanish, 12
, LILIUM CANDIDUM,3

„ TIGRINUM,3
RANUNCULUS, extra fine

mixed, 24
SNOWDROPS. 50
WINTER ACONITES, 24

For full particulars of the above and other Collections,

CARTER'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE
of DUTCH BULBS, FRUIT TREES. ROSES, &c.,

Which may be had Gratis and Post Free on application.

Fiveper cent. Discountfor Cash.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN AND

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

SOCIETY,ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

SHOW of ZINNIAS. PENTSTEMONS, &c., September 18, 1872.

AWARDS of the JUDGES.
Class i.— 12 Double ZINNIAS, cut blooms, 6 colours. (Open )

1st, Mr. B. Porter, Gr. to Mrs. Bcnham, Sion Lodge, Isleworth, lOJ.

=d, Mr. A. Donaldson, Gr. to W. E. Barry, Esq., The Cedars, Nor-
wood Green, Southall, 71.

Class s.—6 STOCKS, cut spikes. (Open)
1st, Mr. E, Rowe, Gr. to Mrs. Lewis, 'i'he Rookcrj-, Roehampton, 10s.

Class 3.—12 PENTSTEMONS, distinct, in bunches cf 3 spikes.
(Open

)

ist, Mr. B, Porter, 15s.

Class 3.-3 CELOSIAS, feathered, in 8 inch pots. (Open.)
3d, Mr. B. Porter, 71.

Class 7.-6 BEGONIAS, for foliage, distinct. {Open.)
tst, Mr. M. Walker, Gr. to H.J. Atkinson, Esq., Gunnersbury House,

Acton, £1 5.T.

2d, Mr. T. Farrow, Gr. to G. Batters, Esq., Brigadier Hill House,
Enfield, Ci.

Class 8—Early DESSERT APPLES, single dish. (Open)
ist, Mr. E, Clarke. Gr. to J. K. Hall, Est^., The Grange. Sutton, 151.
2d, Mr. W. Earley, The Gardens, Valcntmes, Ilford, E,, loj.

Class q—Early DESSERT PEARS, single dish. (Open.)
ist, Mr. A. Donaldson, \<,s. [10s.

2d, Mr. J. Stephenson, Gr. to F. C. Barker, Esq., Leigh Hall, Essex,

Class 10,—Collection of TOMATOS. (Open.)
ist, Mr. AV. G. Pragncll, Castle Gardens, Sherborne, Dorset, 15s.

2d, Mr. B. Porter, 10s.

• • Prizes offered by Messrs. James Carter & Co.
Class ii.—3 dishes of BEET, to include Carter's " Perfection of

Beets," and 6 dishes of ONIONS, to include the " New Giant
Rocca." " New Giant White Tripoli," and " New Red Italian
Tripoli." (Open.)

ist, Mr. W. G. Pr.ienell, £2 2J. [£[ is.

ad, Mr. W. Cross, Gr. to J. B. Lousada, Esq., Peak House, Sidmoulh,

Prizes offered by Messrs. Barr & Sucden.
Class ha.—Assortment of the most distinct and typical forms of

Garden BEET, not less than 10 varieties, 2 of each kind,
ist, Mr. W. G. Pragnell, Cl-

MISCELLANEOUS.- EXTRA PRIZES.
Mr. C. Turner. Royal Nurseries, Slough, for cut blooms of Show.

Fancy, and Bouquet Dahli.is.

Mr. W, King, Gr. to J. Baum, Esq., Royal Cremornc Gardens,
Chelsea, for i dozen Black Hamburgh Vines, in pots.

Messrs, T- Standish & Co., Royal Nurseries, Ascot, for Group of Plants.
Mr. W. G. Pragncll, for Collection of Onions.
Mr. W. Walker, fur Specimen Eucharis amazonica.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1S72.

FEW things nre more disheartening in the
case of the Potato Disease than to read

the confident effusions of those who write in the
TiDics and other papers. \Ve are not, of course,

alluding to all the letters that appear, but we may
say that the majority of them are written with an
imperfect knowledge of the facts, in utter
ignorance that what is now advanced has been
said over and over again, and in entire
oblivion that the causes so confidently assigned
for the plague must have been as potent
before the disease was known in this country
as they are now. The literature of the sub-
ject is very extensive, but no one seems to
look at what his predecessors have done, and so
spare himself some pains. The mass of writers
and observers to whom we refer advance nothing.
They record their own crude impressions, and evi-
dently think they are doing the state a service.
We repeat that the natural history of the disease—the first essential stage towards a remedy—is

fairly well known. There are still gaps to be filled,

but the main features are settled. This know-
ledge has been gained for us by one set of
\yorkers. We now want the same kind of inves-
tigation to be taken up by another set of workers
having special facilities for doing what their fel-

lows cannot do. As an example of the kind of in-
vestigation likely to be of service, we may refer to
the letter of Mr. A. Dean in our columns, p. 1 197,
which, although it does not add much to what
we already knew, is yet valuable as the bojul fide
experience of a cultivator, taking stock, not of a
limited but of a large number of facts. The in-
ferences to be drawn are the same as those we
mentioned in a former article. The early Potatos
escape for the most part, though not without ex-
ception ; of the later ones no one variety can at
all times and in all places claim exemption.
Too long a persistence in the practice of in-and-
in breeding, as we have so often insisted, is most
pernicious ; the highest bred Potato is almost
certain to fare the worst. Here, then, are facts
which may now be said to be established beyond
dispute, and their teaching is obvious.

One of the most promising suggestions we
have heard made, as to the best mode of battling
with the disease, is to grow early varieties on])-,

and to grow two crops annually. A crop of
some good early variety may be got off the
ground before the period when the disease be-
comes so destructive, and as the plant is little

liable to attack in the early stages of growth,
there will be time, at least in good seasons, to

secure a second crop in the autumn, during
which season the tubers do not appear to suffer.

All that we know at present tends to the belief

that it is to prevention, not cure, that we must look

for safety,

—

vcnicnti occurrite morbo. It is to
cultivators on a large scale that we must look for
the best means of accomplishing this, whether
the prevention is to be obtained by removing
the haulms, by covering them over, by dusting
them over with sulphur or soot, by planting in
fresh soil or with fresh tubers, by planting, as
Messrs. Sutton advise, " in well drained land,
free from obstruction by trees, hedge-rows or
buildings, such new seedling Potatos only as
have hitherto resisted the attacks of disease, and
which might be termed murrain-proof," by grow-
ing Potatos from the seed, or berry, or by any
other means that have been or may be suggested.
In any case accurate and exact knowledge is a
sine t/iid non, not such "nescience" as is evi-

denced in the following passage, taken from a
recent leading article in the Times

:

—
"We believe we are right in saying that the culinary

Potato is entirely a creature of cultivation. It has been
described as an accident, a sort of sac or wen on the root,

r.ather than a legitimate part of the plant or a fruit. If

this be the case, we must certainly expect it to be a very
sensitive and delicate thing. If the plant is labouritjg
under a sort of disease to begin with, and compelled lo
feed a large adventitious mass from a very inad : jiiate

system, no wonder that it feels atmospheric shock? and
disturbances even more than we do. The soil itself, too,

partakes of these shocks and disturbances quite as much
as the atmosphere."

We might well despair of any preventative for

the disease ever being discovered if nothing
more accurate were known than the nonsense
which is published as " right" in the columns of
the leading journal.

A CORRESPONDENT Sends us the following
" Catalogue " of Welsh Ferns. For the sake of
plant lovers and botanists, who dread the gradual
extirpation of these rarities, it is to be hoped that the

advertiser's catalogue will prove unintelligible :

—

"This Catalogue contains the names of all the rare

and choice Ferns and Alpinrs to be found in the
Districts of Llandudno, Penmaenmawr, Llanrwst, and
Bettwsycoed. Orders punctually attended to, and for-

warded to any distance.

FERNS.
ASFLEN'IUM MARINAM.*

DITTO, ACUTUM,*
DITTO, LANCEALATUM,

SEPTENT RENALIA.
ADIANTUM NIGRAM.

ASPLENIUM RUTAMURAEIA.
ALLOSARUS CRISPUS (PARSLEV".

LASTRIA EMULA.*
DITTO, RECURVA.

SETERACH OFFISENARIUM.
SCOLLOPENDRIUM CRISPUM.*

DITTO, MULTIFERDUM.
HVMINOPHILLUM TUNBRIDCENSIS. *"

DITTO, WILSONIA.
POLVPODIUM CAWHRICUM.

DITTO, DRYOPTRI'S.
DITTO, CALCARIA.

LASTRIA PHILLIPTRUS (marSH FERN).
DITTO, MONTANA.*

TRICHOMINIAS REDICANS (kILLARNEV FERN).*
DITTO, HANDRUCEI.

ALPINE PLANTS.
COTONVASTER VULGARIS.*
DITTO, MARCUSPHILIA.

LVCHOPODIUM CLAVATUM.
DITTO, SELAGA.*

ARENARIA CESPETOSA.
SEEDAM REFLEXA TOSHAM."

DITTO, CARMINATUM.
ANNATINAM SPESIOSA.
ORCHIDI VARIGATA.

COMPANALIA PISAMODIA.
JENCHINELLA GRANDISEPS.
SAFFENARIA PLUMOSAM.

MISEMDRIANTHUM QUILTI.*
SAXIFRACE LINGULOSA.
PICTINATUM ORASLESS.

Ferns and Alpines marked * are the rarest,"

A very striking case of Luminosity in

Fungi has lately occurred in Northamptonshire. It

is well known that certain species of Agaricus in dif-

ferent countries are luminous. We have, for instance,

a luminous species, A. Gardner!, gathered by the

late Dr. Gardner, in Brazil. Australia produces

one or more species, lately recorded in the Journal
of the Linnean Society. Another is mentioned by
RuMPF as occurring in Amboyna ; and Agaricus

olearius is sometimes wonderfully luminous in the

south of Europe, though it has been doubted, with

but little reason however, whether the Agaric, or a

parasite on it, were the real luminary. A few isolated

instances have been observed in this country, but we
believe never in the case of perfect Fungi. Indeed

decaying leaves have occasionally been seen to emit

light, when no fungous spawn could be observed on a

superficial examination, and this was the case with the

luminous sticks mentioned by Dr. Hooker in his

account of Sikkim and the neighbouring countries.

The case before us is so extraordinary that scientific

persons who had an opportunity of witnessing the

phenomenon, at once declared that they should not

have received the fact without the testimony of their

own eyes. A quantity of wood had been purchased in

a neighbouring parish, which was dragged up a very

steep hill to its destination. Amongst them was a
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log of Larch or Spruce, it is not quite certain

which, 24 feet long and a foot in diameter.

Some young friends happened to pass up the hill

at night, and were surprised to find the road

scattered with luminous patches, which, when more

closely examined, proved to be portions of bark, or

httle fragments of wood. Following the track, they

came to a blaze of white light which was perfectly sur-

prising. On examination it appeared that the whole

of the inside of the bark of the log was covered with a

white byssoid mycelium of a peculiarly strong smell,

but unfortunately in such a state that the perfect form

could not be ascertained. This was luminous, but the

light was by no means so bright as in those parts of the

wood where the spawn had penetrated more deeply,

and where it was so intense that the roughest treatment

scarcely seemed to check it. If any attempt was made

to rub off the luminous matter it only shone the more

highly, and when wrapped up in five folds of paper the

light penetrated through all the folds on either side as

brightly as if the specimen was exposed ; when again

the specimens were placed in the pocket, the pocket

when opened was a mass of light. The luminosity had

now been going on for three days. Unfortunately we
did not see it ourselves till the third day, when it had,

possibly from a change in the state of electricity, been

somewhat impaired, but it was
still most interesting, and we
have merely recorded what we
observed ourselves. The Rev.

\V. Law, of Marston Trussell,

who has made electricity an
especial study, kindly sent up
to us the moment the bright

log was observed, but unfor-

tunately we were absent at

the time. It was almost pos-

sible to read the time on the

face of a walch even in its less

luminous condition. We do
not for a moment suppose that

the mycelium is essentially

luminous, but are rather in-

clined to believe that a peculiar

concurrence of climatic condi-

tions is necessary for the pro-

duction of the phenomenon,
which is certainly one of great

rarity. Observers as we have

been of Fungi in their native

haunts for 50 years, it has

never fallen to our lot to wit-

ness a similar case before,

though Mr. Churchill Bab-
INGTON once sent us speci-

mens of luminous wood, which
had, however, lost their lumi-

nosity before they arrived. It

should be observed that the

parts of the wood which were

most luminous were not only

deeply penetrated by the more
delicate parts of the mycelium,

but were those which were

most decomposed. It is pro-

bable, therefore, that this fact

is an element in the case as

well as the presence of fungous

matter. It is also worthy of

record that a particularly bril-

liant lulus was picked up the

same evening, and that the

light was so exactly like that

of a glowworm that one of

these insects was taken in

hand, supposing it to be a

particle of the wood. M. y, B.

other Nectarines, on which I hope shortly to send you
further information."

The fruit sent was exceedingly good, rich and luscious,

and of a fine delicate transparent appearance ; quite

distinct.

Mr. Barr, in sending us some fine flowers

of Tigridia conchiflora, remarks that it is sur-

prising that this is not more generally cultivated. The
beauty of the flower is great, and though but of one
day's duration, the quantity of flowers from a single

root is very considerable, and the succession continues
for months. The roots prefer a little shade. "When
the flowers are used for furnishing vases, they should be
cut in the evening, and by the following morning they are

in full beauty, and will continue so throughout the day.

One of the most beautiful and long-flowering

of herbaceous plants is the Campanula lactiflora,
now very seldom seen. Lobelia Tupa is also a fine

old plant, deserving to be much more grown than
it is.

The Germans and the French, during the siege

and the Commune, ate up nearly the whole of the

four-footed game in Fontainebleau, Saint Germain,

Fig, 287.—corynostylis hybanthus albiflora (see p. 1259).

In addition to the

numerous cases already recorded we may mention that

a good specimen of the rare Vanessa Antiopa {or

Camberwell Beauty) was on September 15 seen hover-

ing around some bee-hives at Brantinghamthorpe, near

Hull, and captured. In 1S5S, our correspondent informs

us, a specimen was seen on the wing in the same locality.

For Covering Walls the number of Ever-
green plants (excluding Ivies and Cotoneasters) is

somewhat limited. We may recommend Cerasus

ilicifolius for the purpose. Forsythia suspensa, though

not quite evergreen, is nearly so, and has the advantage

of growing rapidly.

In illustration of the power which the hybrid-

iser can now wield, and on which we recently com-
mented, Mr. T. F. Rivers sends us the following :

—

" I have sent you by rail to-day a specimen of a Seed-
ling Nectarine, the result of a Cross between the
DowNTON Nectarine and the Honey Peach. The
latter is a variety received some years since from China

;

it is a small, oval pointed fruit, which, when ripe, is

almost transparent, and is quite honey-like in its cloying
sweetness ; in fact it is loo luscious. You will perceive
that the Nectarine possesses also this peculiarity in its

flavour, and when ripe it is also clear and transparent.
This result has demonstrated that the object at which I

have Jon? been aiming, i.e., the power of producing fruits
at pleasure by selecting the parents, is perfectly attainable.
I have succeeded m crossmg the Stanwick with many

HiBEiNS, Stamford. Mr. Laxton showed capital

examples of New Hawthornden, Catshead, Dutch Cod-
lin, Emperor Alexander, Normanton Wonder, Old
King of Pippins (?), Warner's King, Cellini Pippin,
Stamford Pippin, Winter Pearmain, Golden Noble,
Bedfordshire Foundling, Beauty of Kent, Marigold
Pippin, and others. This collection was imperfectly

named, but it is almost inevitable that an imperfect

nomenclature should be apparent, seeing what amount
of confusion exists in many districts among Apples.
The best collection of Pears came from Mr. Willl^m
Ingram, The Gardens, Belvoir Castle, Grantham, and
formed a most interesting feature of the exhibition.

From a statement furnished by Mr. Ingram, who
stated that he had a good crop of Pears on walls,

though, owing to the season, they were not so

large as usual, it appeared that the whole of
the 24 varieties staged on this occasion were grown in

the kitchen garden at Belvoir against east, south, and
west walls, the trees trained generally on the radiating fan

fashion, and all, with the exception of Doyenne Boussocb,
worked on the Pear stock, the last named variety being
on the Quince. The position of the kitchen garden at

Belvoir is 237 feet above the sea level, the natural soU,

lower lias clay ; and the trees are prone to send their

roots into the clayey subsoil, consequently they

suffer from stagnant root action

during a wet season. This col-

lection included good examples

of Flemish Beauty, Bon Chre-

tien, Louise Bonne of Jersey,

Beurre Ranee, Easter Beurr^,

Beurr^d'Amanlis,Marie Louise,

Beurr^ Clairgeau , Beurre S terck-

mans, Poire Peche, a nice early

Pear from the east wall, that

ripens immediately after the

Jargonelle ; Duchesse d'An-

gouleme, Urbaniste, Seton's

Seedling, from a south wall,

a nice early Pear, sent to Mr.
Ingram by Mr. Powell, Frog-

more ; Van Mons Leon le Clerc,

and Doyenne Boussoch, a fine

early handsome melting Pear,

which succeeds well and bears

profusely on the Quince.

Among hardy peren-

nials, various species of Eu-
phorbia are worth attention.

E. aleppica is really a noble

plant when in bloom. The
old E, Lathyris, the Caper
Spurge, is very distinct-look-

ing, and its regularly 4-ranked

leaves very instructive botani-

cally. E. Cyparissias is a good
rock plant, but wants keeping

within bounds, or it creeps about

too much. E. myrsinites is so

like Sedum Rhodiola that it

may at first sight readily be
mistaken for it. The milky
juice which exudes when the

stem is pierced, however, im-

mediately settles the question.

When ordinary fruit is

scarce, we begin to look about
for available substitutes. One
may be found in the berries of

theRuBUs LACiNiATUs, which

not only has handsome slashed

foliage, but large well-flavoured

fruit. As the shrub will grow
in any neglected corner, it

should be secured for the
*

' wild

garden" at once. The true

Rubus leucodermis, with its opaque white stems, is

very ornamental, and so is a tricolor-leaved variety,

the colours of which emulate those of many a varie-

gated Zonal Pelargonium, but because it is a bramble

no one cares to grow it. Very singular, too, is the

Rubus austrahs, in which the leaves are commonly
reduced to a minimum, and only the framework

w.a.o.eo^

and other forests. A stag, a hind, or a kid is a rara
avis now, indeed, in either of these sylvan retreats.

The Acclimatisation Society is now occupied in

repairing the losses sustained, and is, or has been,

purchasing deer of various kinds, including the wapiti,

cerf d'Ariostote, cerf cochon, and cerf des mollusques,

all of which thrive well in France. These animals

will be retained for some time in the gardens, and will

finally be divided amongst the forests of the State.

Considerable interest centred round the com-
petition invited for certain Special Prizes given by
the committee of the Stamford Horticultural Society at

theil: recent exhibition ; in the one instance the

speciality was a collection of not less than 30 varieties

of Apples, grown within 25 miles of Stamford, cor-

rectly named and described, so as to show where and ' shire. Well grown, very healthy, and beautifully

on what kind of soil, and under what circumstances ' coloured, this specimen must have measured nearly

Probably one of the finest examples in the

United Kingdom of the beautifid exotic Fern,

Adiantum farleyense, "The Queen of the

Maiden-hair Ferns," was shown at the exhibition

of the Stamford Horticultural Society, September 4.

It was staged by Mr. Allsop, gr. to C. T. S.

Birch Reynardson, Esq., Holywell Hall, Lincoln-

they had been grown ; also for not less than 20
varieties of Pears, grown and shown under the same
conditions. This proviso was also included in the

conditions—"The fruit to be retained and presented

by the Stamford Society to the Royal Horticultural

Society for the Fruit Committee." A collection of

40 varieties of Apples of an extremely interesting

character was staged by Mr. Thomas Laxton, which
won the leading prize, all the varieties having been

grown on the oolite within three miles of Stamford ; and
a good collection of 30 varieties was staged by Mr. V.

or quite three feet in diameter ; and the boldly-

arched elegant fronds gave it a fine symmetrical

appearance, which did not fail to excite the admiration

of all who saw it. A single frond of this superb Fern
is a sight to be thankful for ; but it is when a large

and well-grown example of it meets the eye, that one
seems to fully appreciate and delight in its exquisite

beauty and almost unrivalled elegance.

The Potato Disease seems to be assuming
serious proportions IN France as well as in England.
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The Academy of Sciences has instituted an inquiry into

the subject, and has arrived at the conclusion that the

germ of the malady is due to the presence of two in-

sects, the Aphis vastator and the Eupteryx picta. The
report says that the presence of one of these insects is

sufficient to ruin a field of Potatos in two days.

The following are Mr. Glaisher's remarks on
the State of the Weather during the week ending

September 14, 1S72 :—In the vicinity of London the

reading of the barometer at the beginning of the week
at sea level was about 29. 98 inches ; a slight decrease

to 29. S inches then occurred by the evening of the 9th,

followed by an increase which reached its maximum
(about 30.3 inches) by the evening of the 13th. The
value at the end of the week was about 30. i inches,

the mean reading for the week being of nearly the

same value. The highest temperatures by day varied

between Si" nearly on the 13th, and 6S° on the 9th.

The low night temperatures were all between 50®

and 60°, with the exception of the 12th, the minimum
on that day being 61". The mean daily temperatures
of the air were all above the average, the values

on the nth and 13th being respectively 8". 3,

and 9". 2 in excess. The weather was generally warm
and cloudy throughout the week. The direction of

the wind was westerly, changing at times to S.S.W.
and N., the pressures being light. Rain fell on the 9th
and loth, but only to a very small amount. The
highest temperature recorded by a thermometer in the

sun's rays was 142° on the 13th, and the lowest of one
placed on the grass at night was 40" on the Sth. The
sky during the three or four last days of the week was
generally cloudy by day, but about night the clouds

generally cleared away and the weather became very
fine.

In England the extreme high day temperatures
ranged between Sl° nearly at Blackheath and 70° at

Newcastle-on-Tyne, the general average being 75°.

The minimum temperatures at night varied from 53^°
at Liverpool to 46I** at Wolverhampton, the general

average being 49^°. The average range of temperature
in the week was 25^'', varying from 30.^'' at Blackheath
and 294° at Portsmouth, to 19" at Newcastle-on-Tyne
and 19^° at Liverpool. The mean daily range of
temperature over the country was 14° ; the mean
temperature of the air for the week was 61 i°, the
highest being 621* at Blackheath and 624° at Sheffield

and Bradford, and the lowest 59!" at Newcastle-on-
Tyne and 591" at Hull. The rainfall over the country
was less than in the preceding week, and was heavier

in the northern and midland than in the southern
counties, the average number of rainy days in the south
being about three, and in the other parts of England
from four to five, days. The amount measured varied

from nearly one inch at Manchester and Eccles to one-
tenth of an inch at Portsmouth and Blackheath, the

general average over the country being four-tenths of
an inch. The weather during the first few days of the

week was very fine all over the country with but
slight exceptions, but towards the end the sky became
overcast, and at some places the wind began to rise.

A thunderstorm, with lightning, was experienced at

Manchester on the 9th, accompanied by heavy rain.

In Scotland the highest temperatures by day varied
from 73* at Paisley to 62° at Greenock, and the lowest
temperatures at night from 50° at Greenock to 45|° at

Aberdeen, their respective averages being 661" and
475"' The highest mean daily temperature was 57",

nearly, at Perth, and the lowest S4V> ^t Aberdeen,
the general average being 56", nearly. Rain to the
amount of nearly 3I inches was measured at Greenock,
and falls of i inch or more were also recorded at

Glasgow, Edinburgh, Paisley, and Leith, the average
over the country being nearly i4 inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature by day was 775*,
the lowest at night 48", the mean 614*, and the rain-

fall 9-ioths of an inch.

In a recent number of the Illitstraiion Horti-
cole M. Andre mentions having seen at a horticul-

tural exhibition at Orleans a specimen of a Purple
Birch. It originated as a chance seedling, was
grafted on to the common Birch, and was thus exhi-

bited. It has a weeping habit, and deep violet-purple
leaves. M. Van Volxem, who communicated the
intelligence of this novelty to us, spoke of it in terms
as eulogistic as those of M. Andr^.

We lately saw in the collection of Mr. W. W.
Saunders some beautiful examples of the White-
flowered Belladonna Lily. The tint was in

some instances quite white, in others of the lightest

possible blush. It is difficult to conceive anything
more lovely in the way of colour.

Many plants, it is clear, have too much cod-
dling. Disa grandiflora is one of these. Twice
this season we have seen it in flower out-of-doors, once
at Messrs. Rollisson's, and on another occasion, in
finer condition, in the very interesting garden of Mr.
W. W. Saunders, at Reigate. The plant, we under-
stood, was put out in February. Tacsonia Van Volx-
emii, and Rhodochiton volubile, were also blooming
freely in the latter garden, and with a richness of tint

not observable in the same plant grown indoors.

Some of the new Hydrangeas, as we have
before had occasion to remark, are very showy. One

of the most so is one we lately saw under the name of
H. rosalba, the outer flowers of which were of the

deepest rose colour.

We shall shortly be on the look-out for the
Autumnal Tints on the foliage of our trees and
shrubs. Among the foremost in this particular may
be mentioned the Liquidambar, bright scarlet, the

Virgilia lutea, bright yellow, some of the American
Oaks, the Vines, especially the one known as

*' Morisca preta," the leaves of which die off of the
richest crimson. Comptonia asplenifolia has Fern-like
leaves which die off of a ruddy bronze hue.

Nev^ Garden Plants.
Cattleya velutina, Rihb, /,

There appeared to be only one specimen of this

rarity sparedl It is therefore a most agreeable circum-

-CATTLEVA VELUTINA, FLOWER, AND SIDE VIEW
OF LIl".

stance to know that there is a second plant. I*

flowered recently at Broad Oaks, Bury, Lancashire,
in the garden of E. G. Wrigley, Esq., under the
management of Mr. C. Kemmery. The dark green
leaves are little larger than those of Catlleya Aclandix.

FlC. 289.—CATTLEVA VELUTINA, EXI-ANDED LIP.

The imported bulbs were a foot long. The flower is

the same as that of the original variety, not like that

of the late Consul Schiller's collection.

It is a very fortunate occurrence that no ckei'alicr

(Tindustrie has sent plants to the sales under this

name. It would be, if not a very honest, yet decidedly
a very lucrative speculation to have a few dozens of a
common small-leaved Cattleya Forbesii paid for as
velutina, at ten guineas each. We give a view of
the flower, a side view of lip concealing the column
(fig. 2S8), and an expanded lip (fig. 289). H. G.
Rchb. f.

Corynostylis Hybanthus, Mart, et Zucc. N. Ge?t.

et Sp. I, 26, t. 17—18.
" Caule fruticoso scandente, foliis aUernis elliptico v. ovato-
oblongis acuminatis integerrimis serratisvc ; floribus solitariis

raceniosis v. corymbosis gracile pedicellatis, sepalis ovatis ob-
tusis summo minore, calcare compresso semitorto obtuso." Bot.
Mag. t. 5g6o.—Var. albiflora [Corynostylis nlbiflord], Moore,
Florist, 1872, p. 9.

Dr. Hooker, in speaking of this plant at the above
cited reference, describes it as " a stove plant, im-
ported by M. Linden from Para—very attractive from

its climbing habit, abundance of snow-white sweet-
smelling blossoms, and bright glossy foliage. Though
belonging to the same natural order as the Violet, and
closely connected with that genus, its habit and the
form of its flowers more resemble those of the racemose
Indian Balsams. The curious twist of the spur has
been observed by Martins alone in his careful descrip-
tion of the plant. It is a most variable species, and I
believe that all the so-called species the genus contains,
and which have been hitherto described, are referable
to one which ascends from the Amazon to Venezuela,
Columbia, Guatemala, and St. Vincent, but which,
curiously enough, has not been detected in Trinidad."

Mr. Moore, who figured a variety of the plant under
the name of C. albiflora, in the Florist for the present
year (from which publication we borrow our illustration

—fig. 2S7) speaks of it as requiring the temperature of

a stove, and recommends it to be grown in well-drained
sandy and rather peaty soil. Any one who compares
our figure with that given in the Magazine, will at first

be inclined to doubt if they represent the same species ;

nevertheless, from an inspection of the materials in the

herbarium at Kew, we cannot doubt but that for

botanical purposes C. albiflora is a mere variety of the
plant originally named C. Hybanthus. In this opinion
we are confirmed, not only by the statement of Dr.
Hooker, but also by that of Prof. Eichler, in his ex-
haustive account of the Violacece of Brazil in the Flora
Brasilicnsis, and who speaks of the plant as "ex-
tremely variable, especially in the form and size of the
leaf, the length of the peduncle and of the flower, in

the spur being sometimes cylindric, sometimes dilated,

in the appendages to the stamens, &:c." Moreover, Dr.
Eichler says that the forms pass one into the other so
completely that he has been quite unable to assign

any limitations to the varieties. On these accounts we
have here preferred to consider Mr. Moore's plant as a
variety rather than as a distinct species. The plant
flowered in Mr. Bull's nursery in January last, and was
deservedly admired. M. T. M.

VIOLETS FOR WINTER BLOOMING.
If the stock of Violets for winter blooming is not

placed under protection, no time should be lost in

getting it done. No better place can be afforded them
than an ordinary frame, which should be placed in a
position somewhat sheltered, yet exposed to every
possible gleam of sunshine. That this is an important
matter is exemplified by the plants grown in the natural

state, as witness the early development of the Violet in

the snug dingle on the river's bank, or peeping from
under the shelter of the hedgerow. It is essentially an
under-growth plant, and in all its stages of development
this natural condition should not be lost sight of. Be
careful that the position chosen to winter them upon is

one that will not afford a lodgment for water, and to

secure perfect drainage place the frame upon a layer of
ashes. The most suitable compost is a rich friable

loam enriched by an admixture of thoroughly decom-
posed dung and leaf-mould. Having these ingredients

mixed together, proceed with the lifting of the plants
from the borders upon which they have been prepared
during the summer, lifting with them as much of the
soil as completely adheres to the roots, and in planting
avoid overcrowding, as nothing is gained by so doing.
Plant firmly, as they bloom best in a rather compact
soil, which in the frame should be from S to lo inches
in depth. Give a thorough watering from a rose to

settle the soil ; and should the weather be at all bright,

the screen of a bough or two will be beneficial for a
day or two. Keep them thoroughly exposed, and
do not cover with glass until such time as they are
required for blooming, or when it is necessary to ward
off the severity of the weather.

It will be found expedient, when vei-y early flowers

are required, to devote a light or two to this purpose,
so as not in any way to interfere with the general stock
by covering too early. During the flowering period
they will be benefited by having liberal applications of
liquid manure, and be it remembered that whatever
watering is required should be done on bright morn-
ings, so that the lights may be removed to dry the
foliage. Inattention to this matter is one of the prim-
ary causes of failure, for when they are shut up close

with wet hanging upon the leaves they are sure to

mildew and damp off. I have known Violets that

were shut up with a dry, healthy state of atmosphere
and protected from frost, when opened out at the
month's end, notwithstanding the severity of the

weather, to be in the finest possible health and covered
with bloom. Promote upon every favourable occasion

a fresh circulation of air, and remove decayed flowers

and leaves, affording protection from frost ; and to keep
in check mildew and red-spider dust with sulphur.

A portion of the plants should always be grown in

pots, as they are altogether indispensable foi decorative

purposes, such as mixing with bulbs in trays ; they are

charming additions, and valuable for all purposes of
adornment, and for handy use a good many
should be potted in small pots and wintered in a
cold frame, the pots being plunged in coal ashes,

from which they may be brought as required, and
placed upon an airy shelf in the greenhouse, or other
similar structure, where they will soon unfold their

bloom. Perhaps the most satisfactory Violet foe

general cultivation, taking all things into consideration,

is still the Neapolitan. Nothing can surpass the sweet-
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ness and delicacy of its flowers ; true, it is somewhat
tender, but if carefully prepared during the summer
months, and cared for in winter, it is one of the most
charming early spring flowers we possess, and one that

is eagerly sought after by all classes. Then we have the

Russian, so free and hardy, for winter decoration.

They are doubly valuable on account of their early

blooming properties. The Czar may be accepted as the

best type of this class ; it is sweet-scented, with bold
flowers and long flower-stalks ; and is a most desirable

variety. Equally servicable for indoor or outdoor embel-
lishment is King of Violets. And Reine des Violettes, a

large double blush white, very sweet and late, is well

deserving of a place ; while for purity of colour, the

arborea albo-plena may be grown ; it flowers best in

pots. G. IVestland, Witlev Court.

GENEALOGY OF THE WELLING-
TONIAS, &-C.

(Concludedfrom p. 122S.J

If we now compare, as to their flora generally, the
Atlantic United States with Japan, Manchuria, and
Northern China, i. e., Eastern North America with
Eastern North Asia—half the earth's circumference apart
—we find an astonishing similarity. The larger part of the

genera of our own region, which I have enumerated as

wanting in California, are present in Japan or Manchuria,
along with many other peculiar plants divided between the

two. There are plants enough of the one region which
have no representatives in the other. There are types
which appear to have reached the Atlantic States from the
south, and there is a larger infusion of subtropical Asiatic

types into temperate China and Japan ; among these there

is no relationship between the two countries to speak of
There are also, as I have already said, no small number of
genera and some species which, being common all round,
or partially round, the northern temperate zone, have no
special significance, because of their occurrence in these

two antipodal floras, although they have testimony to bear
upon the general question of geographical distribution.

The point to be remarked is, that a very large proportion
of the genera and species which are peculiar to North
America as compared with Europe, and largely peculiar
to Atlantic North America as compared with the Califor-

nian region, are also represented in Japan and Manchuria,
either by identical or by closely similar forms. The same
rule holds on a more northward line, although not so
strikingly. If we compare the plants, say of New England
and Pennsylvania (lat. 40*^, 47") with those of Oregon,
and then with those of N.E. Asia, we shall find many of
our own curiously represented in the latter, while only a
small number of them can be traced along the route even
so far as the western slope of the Rocky Mountains. And
these repetitions of North American types in Japan and
neighbouring districts are in all degrees of likeness. Some-
times the one is undistinguishable from the other ; some-
times there is a difference of aspect, but hardly of tangible
character; sometimes the two would be marked varieties if

they grew naturally in the same forest or in the same
region

; sometimes they are what the botanists calls repre-
sentative species, the one answering closely to the other,

but with some differences regarded as specific
; sometimes

the two are merely of the same genus, or not quite that,

but of a single or very few species in each country ; when
the point which interests us is, that this peculiar limited

type should occur in two antipodal places, and nowhere
else.

Our Rhus Toxicodendron, or Poison Ivy, is quite exactly
repeated in Japan, but is found in no other part of the
woild, although aspecies much like itabounds in California.

Our other poisonous Rhus (R. venenata), commonly called
Poison Dogwood, is in no way represented in Western
America, but has so close an alliance in Japan that the
two were taken for the same by Thunberg and Linneeus,
who called them both R. verni.K.

Our northern Fox Grape (Vitis Labrusca) is wholly con-
fined to the Atlantic States, except that it reappears in

Jap^n, and that region.

Wistaria was named for a woody Leguminous climber,
with showy blossoms, a native of the middle Atlantic
States ; the other species which we so prize in cultivation,

W. sinensis, is from China, as its name denotes, or per-
haps only from Japan, where it is certainly indigenous.
Our Yellow-wood (Cladrastis) inhabits a very limited dis-

trict on the western slope of the Alleghanies. Its only and
very near relative (Maackaia) is in Manchuria.
The Hydrangeas have some species in our Alleghany

regions : all the rest belong to the China-Japanese region
and its continuation westward. The same may be said
of the Syringas (Philadelphus), e.xcept that there are one or
two, nearly the same, in California and Oregon.
Our Blue Cohosh (Caulophyllum) is confined to the

woods of the Atlantic States, but has lately been dis-
covered in Japan. A peculiar relative of it, Diphylleia,
confined to the higher Alleghanies, is also repeated in

Japan, with a slight difference, so that it may barely be
distinguished as another species. Another relative is our
Twin Leaf (Jeffersonia) in the Alleghany region alone

;

a second species has turned up in Manchuria. A relative
of this is Podophyllum, our Mandrake, a common inha-
bitant of the Atlantic States, but found nowhere else.
There is one other species of it, and that is in the Hima-
layas. Here are four most peculiar genera of one family,
each of a single species, in the Atlantic United States,
which are duplicated on the other side of the world, eitherm identical, or almost identical species, or in an analogous
species, while nothing else of the kind is known in any
other part of the worid.

I ought not to omit Ginseng, the root so prized by theChmese, and which they obtained from their northern
provinces and Manchuria. We have it also from Coreaand N. Japan 1 he Jesmt fathers identified the plant inCanada and the Atlantic States, brought here the Chinesename by which we know it, and established the tradem It, which was for many years most profitable. The

exportation of Ginseng to China probably has not yet
entirely ceased. Whether the N.E. Asiatic and the
Atlantic American Ginsengs are exactly of the same
species or not is somewhat uncertain, but they are hardly,
if at all, distinguishable.

There is a shrub, EUiottia, which is so rare and local,

that it is known only at two stations on the Savannah
River in Georgia. It is of peculiar structure, and was
without near relatives, until one was lately discovered in

Japan (in Tripetalea) so like it as hardly to be distinguish-
able except by having the parts of the blossom in threes
instead of fours, a difference which is not uncommon in
the same genus, or even in the same species. Suppose
EUiottia had happened to be collected only once, a good
while ago, and all knowledge of its limited and secluded
locality were lost, and meanwhile the Japanese form came
to be known,—such a case would be parallel with an actual
one. A specimen of a peculiar plant was detected in the
herbarium of the elder Michaux, who collected it (as his
autograph ticket shows) somewhere in the high Alleghany
Mountains, more than 80 years ago. No one has seen
the living plant since, or knows where to find it, if happy
it still flourishes in some secluded spot. At length it is

found in Japan, and I had the satisfaction of making the
identification. One other relative is also known in Japan,
and another has just been detected in Thibet.

Whether the Japanese and the Alleghanian plants are ex-
actly the same or not, it needs complete specimens of the
two to settle. So far as we know they are just alike. And
even if some difference came to be known between them,
it would not appreciably alter the question as to how such
a result came to pass. Each and every one of the analo-
gous cases I have been detailing—and of which I could
adduce very many more—raises the same question, and
would be satisfied with the same answer.

These singular relations attracted my curiosity early in
the course of my botanical studies, when comparatively
few of them were known, and my serious attention in later

years, when I had numerous and new Japanese plants to
study.

This was before Heer had developed the rich fossil

botany of the arctic zone, before the immense antiquity of
existing species of plants was recognised, and before the
publication of Darwin's now famous volume on the Origin
of Species had introduced and familiarised the scientific

world with those now current ideas respecting the history
and vicissitudes of species, with which I attempted to deal
in a moderate and feeble way.

My speculation was based upon the former glaciation
of the northern temperate zone, and the inference of a
warmer period preceding (and perhaps following). I con-
sidered that our own present vegetation, or its proximate
ancestry, must have occupied the arctic and sub-arctic
regions in pliocene times, and that it had been gradually
pushed southward as the temperature lowered and the
glaciation advanced, even beyond its present habitation

;

that plants of the same stock and kindred, probably rang-
ing round the arctic zone as the present arctic species do,
made their forced migration southward upon widely
different longitudes, and receded more or less as the
climate grew warmer ; that the general difference of
climate which marks the eastern and western sides of the
continents—the one extreme, the other mean—was doubt-
less even then established, so that the same species and
the same sorts of species would be likely to secure and
retain foothold in the similar climates of Japan and the
Atlantic United States, but not in intermediate regions of
different distribution of heat and moisture ; so that
different species of the same genus, as in Torreya. or
different genera of the same group, as Redwood, Taxo-
dium and Glyptostrobus, or different associations of forest

trees, might establish themselves each in the region best
suited to their particular requirements, while they would
fail to do so in any other. 1 hese views implied that the
sources of our actual vegetation, and the explanation of
these peculiarities, were to be sought in, and pre-sup-
posed, an ancestry in pliocene or still earlier times occu-
pying the high northern regions.
And it was thought that the occurrence of peculiarly

North American genera in Europe in the tertiary period
{such as Taxodium, Carya, Liquidambar, Sassafras,
Negundo, &c.). might best be explained on the assump-
tion of early interchange and diff"usion through North
Asia, rather than by that of the fabled Atlantis.

The hypothesis supposed a gradual modification of
species in different directions under altering conditions, at
least to the extent of producing varieties, sub-species, and
representative species, as they may be variously regarded

;

likewise the single and local origination of each type,
which is now almost universally taken for granted.

The remarkable facts in regard to the North-East
American and North-East Asiatic floras, which these
speculations were to explain, have since increased in

number, more especially through the admirable collec-

tions of Dr. Maximowicz, in Japan and adjacent countries,
and the critical comparisons he has made and is still

engaged upon.
I am bound to state that, in a recent general work by

a distinguished botanist, Prof. Grisebach, of Gottingen,
these facts have been emptied of all special significance,

and the relations between the Japanese and the Atlantic
United States floras is said to be no more intimate than
might be expected from the situation, climate, and
present opportunity of interchange. This extraordinary
conclusion is reached by regarding as distinct species all

the plants common to both countries between which any
differences have been discerned, although such differ-

ences would probably count for little if the two grew in

the same country, thus transferring many of my list of
identical to that of representative species ; and then by
simply eliminating from consideration the whole array
of representative species, i.e., all cases in which the

Japanese and the American plants are not exactly alike.

As if by pronouncing the cabalistic word "species" the
question was settled, or, rather, the greater part of it

remanded out of the domain of science ; as if, while
complete identity of forms implied community of origin,

anything short of it carried no presumption of the kind

—

so leaving all these singular duplicates to be wondered at,
indeed, but wholly beyond the reach of inquiry !

Now, the only known cause of such likeness is inherit-
ance, and as all transmission of likeness is with some
difference in individuals, and as changed conditions have
resulted, as is well known, in very considerable differences,
it seems to me that, if the high antiquity of our actual
vegetation could be rendered probable, not to say certain,
and the former habitation of any of our species, or of very
near relatives of them, in high northern regions could be
ascertained, my whole case would be made out.
The needful facts, of which I was ignorant when my

essay was published, have now been for some years made
known, thanks mainly to the researches of Heer upou
ample collections of arctic fossil plants. These are con-
firmed and extended by new investigations of Heer and
Lesquereux, the results of which have been indicated to
me by the latter. The Taxodium, which everywhere
abounds in the miocene formations in Europe, has been,
specifically identified—first by Goeppert, then by Heer

—

with our common Cypress of the Southern States. It has
been found, fossil, in Spitzbergen, Greenland, and Alaska
—in the latter country along with the remains of another
form, distinguishable, but very like the common species

;

and this has been identified by Lesquereux in the miocene
of the Rocky Mountains. So there is one species of tree
which has come down essentially unchanged from the
tertiary period, which for a long while inhabited both
Europe and North America, and also, at some part of the
period, the region which geographically connects the two
(once doubtless much more closely than now), but sur-
vives only in the Atlantic United States and Mexico.
The same Sequoia which abounds in the same miocene

formations in North Europe has been now abundantly
found in those of Iceland, Spitzbergen, Greenland,
Mackenzie River, and Alaska. It is named S.Langsdorffii,
but is pronounced to be very much like S. sempervirens

—

our living Redwood of the Californian coast—to be the
ancient representative of it. Fossil specimens of a
similar if not the same species have recently been detected
in the Rocky Mountains, by Hayden, and determined by
our eminent paleontologies botanist, Lesquereux ; and
he assures me that he has the common Redwood itself,

from Oregon, in a deposit of the tertiary age. Another
Sequoia (S. Sternbergii), discovered in the miocene
deposits in Greenland, is pronounced to be the repre-
sentative of S. gigantea, the big tree of the California
Sierra. If the Taxodium of tertiary time in Europe and
throughout the arctic regions is the ancestor of our
present Bald Cypress, which is assumed in regarding
them as specifically identical, then I think we may, with
our present light, fairiy assume that the two Redwoods of
California are the probable descendants of the two ancient
species which so closely resemble them.
The forests of the arctic zone in tertiary times con-

tained at least three other species of Sequoia, as deter-
mined by their remains, one of which, from Spitzbergen,
also much resembles the common Redwood of California.
Another, "which appears to have been the commonest
coniferous tree on Disco," was common in England and
some other parts of Europe. So the Sequoias, now
remarkable for their restricted station and numbers, as
well as for their extraordinary size, are of an ancient
stock

; their ancestors and kindred formed a large part of
the forests which flourished throughout the polar regions,
now desolate and ice-clad, and which extended into low
latitudes in Europe. On this continent one species, at
least, had reached to the vicinity of its present habitat
before the glaciation of the region. Among the fossil

specimens already found in California, and which our
trustworthy paleontological botanist has not yet had time
to examine, we may expect to find evidence of the early
arrival of these two Redwoods upon the ground which
they now, after much vicissitude, scantily occupy.

Differences of climate, or circumstances of migration,
or both, must have determined the arrival of Seq uoia upon
the Pacific ; and of Taxodium upon the Atlantic coast.
And still the Redwoods will not stand in the east, nor could
our Taxodium find a congenial station in California.

As to the remaining near relative of Sequoia, the
Chinese Glyptostrobus, a species of it, and its veritable
representative, was contemporaneous with Sequoia and
Ta.xodium, not only in temperate Europe, but throughout
the arctic regions, from Greenland to Alaska. Very
similar would seem to have been the fate of a more
familiar Gymnosperous tree, the Ginkgo or Salisburia. It

is now indigenous to Japan only. Its ancestor, as we may
fairly call it, since according to Heer " it corresponds so
entirely with the living species that it can scarcely be
separated from it,"' once inhabited Northern Europe and
the whole Arctic region round to Alaska, and had even a
representative further south in our Rocky Mountain dis-

trict. For some reason, this and Glyptostrobus survived
only on the shores of Eastern Asia.

Libocedrus, on the other hand, appears to have cast
in its lot with the Sequoias. Two species, according to
Heer, were with the ancient ones in Spitzbergen. Of the
two now living, one, L. decurrens, the incense Cedar, is

one of the noblest associates of both the present Red-
woods ; the other is far south in the Andes of Chili.

The genealogy of the Torreyas is more obscure, yet it

is not unlikely that the Yew-like trees, named Taxites,
which flourished with the Sequoias in the tertiary arctic

forests, are the remote ancestors of the three species of
Torreya, now severally in Florida, in California, and in

Japan.
As to the Pines and Firs, these were more numerously

associated with the ancient Sequoias of the polar forests

than with their present representatives, but in different

species, apparently more like those of Eastern than of
Western North America. They must have encircled the
whole polar zone then as they encircle the present tem-
perate zone now.

I must refrain from all enumeration 'of the Angio-
spermous or ordinary deciduous trees and shrubs, which
are now-known by their fossil remains to have flourished
throughout the polar regions when Greenland better
deserved its name, and enjoyed the present climate of
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New England and New Jersey. Then Greenland and

the rest of the north abounded with Oaks, representing

the several groups of species which now inhabit both our

eastern and western forest districts ;
several Poplars, very

like our Balsam Poplar, or Balm of Gitead tree
;
more

Beeches than there are now, a Hornbeam and a Hop
Hornbeam, some Birches, a Persimmon, and a Plane

tree, near representatives of those of the Old World, at

least of Asia, as well as of Atlantic North America, but all

wanting in California; onejuglans, like the Walnut of

the Old World, another like our Black Walnut ; two

or three Grape Vines, one near our southern Fox Grape

or Muscadine, the other near our northern Frost Grape
;

a Tilia, very like our Basswood of the Atlantic States

only ; a Liquidanibar, a Magnolia, which recalls our M.

gigantea of the famous groves, associated with Pines of

the same character as those that accompany the present

tree ; has furnished to Heer. from Greenland, two more
Sequoias, one of them identical with a Tertiary species,

and one nearly allied. Sequoia Langsdorffii, which in turn

is a probable ancestor of the cotnmon California Red-
wood; has furnished to Lesquereux in North America the

remains of another ancient Sequoia, a Glyptostrobus ; a
Liquidambar which well represents our Sweet Gum tree

;

Oaks analogous to living ones; leaves of a Plane tree,

which are also in the tertiary, and are scarcely distin-

guishable from our Platanus occidentalis ; of a Magnolia
and Tulip Tree, and of "a Sassafras undistinguishable

from our living species." I need not continue the

enumeration. The facts will justify the conclusion which

oscillations from a fixed level to which it is ever returning,

but rather to a river, so vast that we can neither discern
its shores nor reach its sources, whose onward flow is not
less actual because too slow to be observed by the
ephemerae which hover over its surface or are borne upon
its bosom.
Such ideas as these, though still repugnant to some,

and not long since to many, have so possessed the minds
of the naturalists of the present day, that hardly a dis-

course can be pronounced, or an investigation prosecuted,
without reference to them. I suppose that the views here
taken are little, if at all, in advance of the average scien-

tific mind of the day. I cannot regard them as less noble
than those which they are succeeding.

An able philosophical writer, Miss Frances Power

Fig. 290.—berkheya (stobcea) purpurea.

A, Ray floret, twice magnified ; B, Disc floret [pappus incorrectly drawn) ; c, Style ; D, Anther ; E.'Portion of the receptacle seen in section. (See p 1262.)

grandiflora ; a Liriodendron, sole representative of our
Tulip Tree ; and a Sassafras, very like the living tree.

Most of these, it will be noticed, have their nearest

or their only living representatives in the Atlantic States,

and when elsewhere, mainly in eastern Asia. Several of

them, or of species like them, have been detected in our
tertiary deposits west of the Mississippi by Newberry and
Lesquereux.
Herbaceous plants, as it happens, are rarely preserved

in a fossil state, else they would probably supply
additional testimony to the antiquity of our existing

vegetation, its wide diffusion over the northern and more
frigid zone, and its enforced migrations under changes of
climate.

Supposing, then, that our existing vegetation, as a
whole, is a continuation of that of the tertiary period,

may we conclude it absolutely originated then ? Evidently
not. The preceding cretaceous period has furnished to

Camithers in Europe a fossil fruit like that of the Sequoia

Lesquereux—a very scrupulous investigator—has already

announced, " That the essential types of our actual flora

are marked in the cretaceous period, and have come to

us after passing, without notable changes, through the

tertiary formations of our continent."

According to these views, as regards the plants at least,

the adaptation to successive times and changed conditions

has been maintained, not by absolute renewals, but by
gradual modifications. I, for one, cannot doubt that the

present existmg species are the lineal successors of those

that garnished the earth in the old time before them, and
that they were as well adapted to their surroundings then

as those which flourish and bloom around us are to their

conditions now. Order and exquisite adaptation did not

wait for man's coming, nor were they ever stereotyped.

Organic nature—by which I mean the system and totality

of living things and their adaptation to each other and to

the world—with all its apparent and indeed real stability,

should be likened, not to the ocean, which varies by tidal

Cobbe, has recently and truthfully said:— "It is a sin-

gular fact that when we can find out how anything
is done, our first conclusion seems to be that God
did not do it. No matter how wonderful, how beauti-

ful, how intimately complex and delicate has been the ma-
chinery which has worked, perhaps for centuries, perhaps
for millions of ages, to bring about some beneficent

result, if we can but catch a glimpse of the wheels, its

divine character disappears."—[Darwinism in Morals, in

Theological Review, April, 1871.]

I agree with the writer, that this first conclusion is

premature and unworthy ; I will add, deplorable. Through
what faults or infirmities of dogmatism on the one hand
and scepticism on the other it came to be so thought, we
need not here consider. Let us hope, and confidently

expect, that it is not to last ; that the religious failh

which survived without a shock the notion of the fixity of

the earth itself, may equally outlast the notion of the

absolute fixity of the species which inhabit it ; that in the
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future, even more than in the past, faith in an order,

which is the basis of science, will not (as it cannot reason-
ably) be dissevered from faith in an Ordainer, which is the
basis of religion.

BERKHEYA {STOBCEA) PURPUREA.
One of the most beautiful herbaceous plants we ever

saw we met with lately in the garden of Mr. Wilson
Saunders, at Reigate, who kindly furnished us with the

specimen from whence our illustration was taken (fig.

290), p. 1261. Let no one despise it because it is only

a Thistle ; Thistles are, many of them, very hand-
some, and this one is specially so. The plant in

question was described in De CandoUe's Prodromus^
vol. vi. {1837), p. 518, as Stobcea purpurea, and under

the same name in Harvey and Sonder's Flora Capen-

sis, vol. iii. (1864), p. 494 ; but as, in the forthcoming

part of the Genera Plantarttm the genus Stobcea is

reduced to Berkheya, our plant will have to be called

Berkheya purpurea. The plant is thistle-like in

aspect as to stem and leaves, but the flowers, which
measured fully 3 inches across, are more like

those of a single Dahlia, and indeed reminded us of

those of D, imperialis, the colour being pale lilac. The
plant is a native of the Winterberg district of the Cape
Colony, and it appears to vary in stature and in the

colour of the flowers, from a deep violet or purple to

pure white.

Mrs. Barker, to whom our English, gardens are in

debted for many treasures, speaks of the plant as

growing "in the valley of the Winterberg in patches,

many thousand close together, as if they had been
planted in beds." We believe Mr. Saunders obtained

his plant from seeds forwarded by that enet-getic bota-

nist, Mr. McOwan, of Graham's Town. We presume
it is to be ranked as a biennial, and no doubt it would
be better to raise the seed in a little heat and plant

out afterwards.

As this is unquestionably one of the very finest

herbaceous plants grown, and as it may and probably
will vary from seed, we append a full description of
the plant as we saw it a few days since.

A thistle-like herbaceous plant, 2—3 feet high, erect,

branching
; pubescence consisting of scattered weak

viscid hairs, denser and more cottony on the under surface
of the leaves. Lower leaves 15—18 inches long, 2

—

2.%

inches broad, dark green, viscid above, paler and cottony
beneath, linear-oblong acute, irregularly pinnately lobed,
lobes roundish undulate, beset with whitish spines at the
margins ; midrib and secondary veins depressed on the
upper surface, very prominent on the lower surface.

Cauline leaves alternate, linear-oblong, 3—4 inches long,

\ inch broad, inseparale from the stem for about two-
thirds of their length (decurrent), margin lobed, lobes

undulate, roundish spiny. Flower-heads numerous,
pedunculate, corymbose, circular, 3 inches across, dimor-
phous, surrounded by an involucre of three rows of spread-
ing or reflexed linear oblong 5-nerved bracts, each about
\ inch long, 3 hnes wide, spine pointed, and densely
spiny at the margins

;
the outer series somewhat smaller

than the inner. Receptacle cushion-shaped, about \ inch
in diameter, deeply pitted, pits hexagonal. Paleas about
3 lines long, membranous spiny and serrulate on the
upper edge, coherent at the sides one with another, thus
forming a tube encircling or concealing the ovary.
Florets of the ray in one row, neuter, pale lilac, nearly
•l\ inch long by 5 lines in width, tubular, and sparingly
hispid below, expanding above into a broad, elliptic,

many-nerved strap, 3—5 toothed at the apex ; nerves im-
pressed on the upper surface, prominent below ; abortive
stamens, 5 free, anthers effete. Florets of the disc numerous

;

pappus m two rows of membranous oblong spathulate
scales, serrulate at the upper edge. Corolla about 4 lines

long, tubular, campanulate regular, slightly hairy ; tube
cylindric, narrow below, expanding above into a bell-

shaped cup which ends in a 5-parted limb ; segments of
the limb oblong acute, purplish ^t the edge. Stamens
arising from the tube of the corolla ; filaments glabrous.
Anthers linear glabrous, deep purple, with a short
lancet-shaped membranous connective, and with the two
lobes prolonged at the base into short acuminate pro-
cesses. Pollen polygonal, spinulose. Ovary ob-pyramidal,
about one hne or less in length, truncate, surmounted by
the persistent pappus scales, and clothed with silky hairs.

Style exserted, cylindric. purplish, scarcely if at all thick-

ened at the division into two diverging curved linear-

obtuse stigmatic branches. M. T. M.

EARLY RIVERS PEACH.
Four years of trial under many forms of training

and exposition have convinced me that this Peach is the
best for orchard-houses as a very early fruit. It is

quite as early here as any other of Mr. Rivers' seed-
lings, and has the great merit, especially in the case of
early Peaches, of being always of a good size, colour,
and flavour. It is of somewhat delicate constitution,
however, and apt to be assailed by earwigs and wood-
lice near the base, its tender skin and tempting juice,
joined to a certain weakness of stone, making it a
desirable prey. But this clearly indicates the value
our insect friends set upon it, and the danger is easily
met by setting traps for the depredators, or allowing
a few frogs to roam about the borders, while such very
valuable fruit naturally suggests the advisability of a
constant watch so as to gather it in time. The Peach
should never be grown in any gloomy corner of the
house, as it requires every ray of the oblique spring
sun, and well deserves such exposition. This season
in my orchard-house, which is an unheated lean-to'

Early Rivers Peach actually ripened on June 10, being

the earliest Peach I have ever, in 17 years' experience,

had to record.

Some half-a-dozen years ago we used to watch the

growth of that fine fruit. Early York, as the real staple

of early Peaches. Now Early Rivers, Early Beatrice,

and Early Louise are about three weeks in advance.

This constitutes an appreciable gain to the orchard-

house owner, for it is rather to these very early Peaches
than to mid-season and less delicate kinds that our
ideas at present are turned. The loth of June is a date
which Algiers cannot touch by numerous days, and it

is not certain that English seedlings will ripen in the

climate of Africa as well as in the equable and regu-

lated orchard-house climate. At any rate it has yet to

be tried, and, for the present, we may afford to triumph
easily. Houses filled with very early Peaches would
produce crops not to be despised in the Paris markets.

It is true we have our own, but a healthy competition
would be to the grower's advantage. At any rate no
one will deny that the dealers have by far the best in

the contest for profit, and that even this lamentable
Peach year has not produced any appreciable alteration

in the scale of gains. Still even in this case very early

Peaches are by far the most valuable for sale. Good
Peaches in June or July must be in demand ; the great

point is to grow such as really command ready sales,

and of these and of other very early sorts I will write

shortly again. T. C. Brehaiit, Gjierusey.

AcuifoUum v. Aquifolium,—May I be pennitted

to take exception to your orthography in a short but

leading notice in last week's Gardeners^ Chronicle of

Messrs. Lane & Sons* new Holly, which you state to

be "Ilex Aquifolium hastata." Surely Aquifolium
should be written AcuifoUum = needle-leaf? I have
often wondered what affinity my old and valued friend

Berberis Aquifolium could have for water, but having
only seen its surname so spelled in nurserymen's cata-

logues, I did not feel called upon to remonstrate.

Now, however, that I find the same peculiarity repro-

duced in a leading column of the Gardeners^ Chronicle^

I hope I may be excused for drawing attention to it.

VV. F. H. [No doubt our correspondent is etymolo-
gically correct ; the root is ac, but c and qii were inter-

changed by the Roman writers themselves ; and as

Pliny, Cato, and Virgil, all wrote Aquifolium, and as

all botanists from the earliest to the most recent times

have followed suit, we do not think it desirable to

change now. Eds.]

French Beans.^I recommend Mr. Edlington and
Mr. Grieve to make a trial of a French Bean called

Canadian Wonder. I found it the best French Bean I

ever tried. It is a kind that does well on this north-

east coast, being strong in constitution, long-podded,

and prolific. I have exhibited this Bean four times.

The first time I had it in a collection, and the prize

was given in my favour, owing to the superiority of its

size ; the three other times I won two ist and one 2d
prize. This Bean is much like the variety called

Mohawk. R. H. D.

Measuring the Height of Trees.—In the figure

which accompanies the remarks of your cor-

respondent Mr. Marsh {p. 1231), the eye appears to

be looking through some side branches, and also

through some of the topmost branches at what it takes
for the highest point of the tree. Now, as many trees

are much flatter at the top than the one depicted here,

I should be interested in learning how Mr. Marsh and
others determine correctly the height of such trees.

His quadrant-instrument, if held in the hand, seems to

me to require one eye to watch the plumb-line, across

the line of sight of the other eye, which is fixed on the

tree-top—a problem in squinting of which I do not at

the moment see the solution. W. T. P.

Atriplex Halimus, or the Shrubby Orache.

—

Few plants can be more strongly recommended than
this Chenopod for seaside planting. It grows in great

luxuriance at St. Brelade's Bay, in the Island of Jersey.

Its beautiful silvery foliage shows in pretty contrast

with the vegetation surrounding it, and its rapid growth
recommends it for forming hedges where other plants

which require stiffer soil will not grow. Neither
poorness of soil, violence of wind, nor the scorching rays

of the sun seem to aflect it. It grows like **a thing
born to contend against difficulties." Salt.

Treatment of Judges.—Thanks for your remarks
on this subject. It is a matter worthy of more con-

sideration at the hands of committees and managers of

flower shows. Now that it is customary for clergy-

men, and others in the same position in society, to act

as judges, something better than a dirty table-cloth

and a greasy waiter should be provided. I care not

what the refreshment be, so long as it be good of its

kind, and served as if in a dairy. If the bread, and
the Dutch cheese, and the bitter beer are only good,
they are to me quite as enjoyable {and to the late diner

are quite as satisfying) as one of those many-coursed
and well-served dinners which the Crystal Palace
Company used to provide for their judges. Not long
ago I was induced to volunteer my services at a local

show, and, when the judging was about half done, a

policeman put in an"appearance with a basket contain-
ing some wine-glasses, some pale sherry, and a paper
bag of biscuits. Attentions of this kind cost but little,

while they greatly relieve the weariness which a long
morning's work at judging is apt to induce. W. T. P.

Poisoning by Fungi. — There has been another
shocking case of " Mushroom" poisoning in this neigh-
bourhood, two children being already dead, and the
mother and child still very ill, also the servant

—

all, in fact, who partook of the supposed Mushrooms
are dead or very ill. I have this morning had brought
to me the kind of fungus which they say they ate of.

I will forward the best specimen I can get for your
examination. You will see that the snails have de-
voured most of it, and seem fond of it. It was grow-
ing under Beech trees. I believe I am correct in my
opinion of what it is, but would rather that you gave
the name. Do not the frequency of such lamentable
deaths as those above referred to through eating sup-
posed Mushrooms suggest the desirability of using
some correct drawings and descriptions of edible and
poisonous fungi in our national schools? Children
know nothing about them. They grow up and
become parents ; still they know nothing about them.
The book and sheets of drawings, prepared by Mr.
W. G. Smith, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park,
London, N., would, if used in schools, teach what is

necessary for all to know about this curious family of
the vegetable kingdom. Had the parent in this case
possessed the knowledge which such a book furnishes,

the trouble in which her family is now involved would
not have befallen it. Henry Mills, Enys. [Unfortunately,
the specimen sent was not recognisable when it reached
us. It was probably a Russula or a Lactarius. Eds.]

Awards at South Kensington.—If all the sins of
"commission" and omission laid to the charge of the
Royal Horticultural Society were correct, they would
have an awful reckoning some day or other. Their
last display of incompetency would appear to be the
appointment of judges incapable of pleasing every one,

including the habitual fault-finders. Allow me to

point out a means by which the exigency of this case

may be met. Here it is : That the Society in arrang-
ing the schedule for their several exhibitions make a
number of separate classes wherein nothing shall be
awarded but 1st prizes — each exhibitor to be
allowed to judge his own productions. I do not
mean to insinuate that horticultural exhibitors collect-

ively are more addicted to unreasonable grumbling
than other people, yet there are a certain class

of individuals to be met with everywhere who, if

they cannot find some imaginary grievance of their

own, will stretch their imagination to the utmost to

discover one for other people. Your correspondent,
"V. T.," p. 1166, would appear to be suffering under
this malady. He makes a string of charges against the
judges on the 21st ult., " especially in the Gladiolus
classes," which, when reduced to actual facts, relates

simply to the 2d and 3d prizes in the class of six.

Those placed 2d by the judges had scarcely a sufficient

number of expanded flowers, but were fine varieties,

and the flowers that were open were very fine ; those

placed 3d had more open flowers, but little better in size

than those of the old G. cardinalis, and three out of the
six had from three to five dead flowers on the bottom
of the spike so far gone as to be curled completely
up until they were no thicker than an ordinary pencil.

The 3d six were staged in the ordinary way in tubes of
water ; those placed 2d were in small pots containing

half dry soil, and, as a natural consequence, flagged,

not looking nearly so well later in the afternoon as at the

time the awards were made. The judges, in their

decision, were governed by what in florists' flowers is

the first essential—quality, which must always be
placed before mere quantity. As to the Cultural Com-
mendation awarded to a basket of Vallota, I beg to

inform "V. T." that the judges have nothing to do
with awarding these commendations, which emanate
from the Floral Committee. One of ilie yud^cs. What
would the grumblers, the mischief-makers, the dis-

satisfied, and the professional fault-finders have to do if

there were no flower shows ! Eds.]

The Congress.—As one who took part in the last

gathering at Birmingham, and as one whose paper has

lately come under your editorial comment, I would first

observe that I quite agree with Mr. Peach that discus-

sion ought to be the principal feature of such a meeting.

Without it, in fact, it cannot be said to fulfil its objects
;

its utility, I maintain, depends entirely upon its being

the medium for social and free discussion. These were
my sentiments when I was induced to introduce a sub-

ject at the Birmingham Congress, as the nth paragraph

of my paper testifies. (Seep. 872.) Every one who has

attempted to write a paper is fully aware of the difficulty

of condensing the subject matter (be the theme of ever

so simple a nature) into a space sufficiently brief

to admit of the reading, and of fairly discussing,

several such papers in a very limited period of time.

Bearing these facts in mind, I would even go further

than Mr. Peach, and suggest that the reading of papers

be dispensed with altogether, that, in lieu thereof,

three subjects should be chosen, one by the Scientific,

one by the Fruit, and one by the Floral Committee,
and announced for discussion in the advertisement of

the show. I would have meetings held for the discus-
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sion of these subjects (in an appropriate room) on the

evenings of the three first days of the show, each
subject being introckiced by the chairman of the even-

ing, who should briefly enumerate the points deemed
capable and worthy of elucidation. I would remark
that the appointed chairman should consider it a point

of honour to be at his post, and punctual to the time

appointed, to fulfil the duties he undertakes. Tersons

desirous of taking part in the discussion of any or

all of the subjects, should be required to send in a

written notice of their intention, particularising the

subject or subjects they propose to speak upon, to the

Secretary of the Congress, at least seven days prior to

the opening day of the e-xhibition. These gentlemen
should be called upon by the chairman of the evening
to speak, in the order in which their notices were
received, some limit being fixed for each speaker.
Means should also be taken to insure a correct report
of the proceedings being forwarded to the editors of the
horticultural journals. By some such arrangement
I think genial and instructive discussion might be
obtained, and the possibility of wounding any one's
susceptibilities avoided. This latter seems to be some-
what difticuU, owing, I suppose, to the thin-skinned-

ness which it seems the pursuit of horticulture engenders.

John Denuy^ Stoke Newitigtoti.

Hybridisation.—I fully anticipated being wel'
criticised ; it is the lot of all to be so who boldly assert

opinions which run counter to those generally received-

Moreover, I am fully aware that my opinions differ from
those of men of high scientific standing ; although I

am proud to say that they have met with the approval
of Mr. Darwin. I would request all who feel disposed
to take up the cudgels against me, to bear in mind
two or three facts ; first, that my paper speaks
positively in reference to the influence of parentage
as applied to varieties of one family only. Secondly,
that my paper most distinctly points out several
counterbalancing powers that may be brought to
bear against the predominance of the male parent,
and which influences must be carefully taken into ac-

count in forming an opinion on the results produced.
Thirdly, it does not, if carefully considered as a
whole, admit of the construction which I find has
been given to it by some, that I could uniformly pro-
duce results in accordance with my wishes. On the
contrary, in my Birmingham paper, as well as in my
other writings upon the subject, I most distinctly
speak of the number of seedlings that must be raised
to obtain a few in accordance with the object aimed at.

All I pretend to say is, that a small percentage of a
given number of seedlings may, by careful crossing,
aided by sufficient observation and study of the subject,
and of the family of plants employed, be produced
which approximate to the preconceived design of the
raiser, and that by steady perseverance we may
obtain, step by step, a flower in accordance with
our ideal model. [Every one admits so much. Eds.]
With regard to the predominant influence of the pollen
parent in the Pelargonium genus (subject to the
modifying influences I have pointed out), I most un-
hesitatingly maintain and re-assert all I have written,

and I would remark that I am daily receiving corro-
borative evidence of this fact, as my seedlings of this
year (numbering several thousands) become developed.
Therefore until I can be shown unmistakeable evi-
dence to the contrary, as the result of very many
thousands of experiments, and which have been in all

respects both recorded and conducted with an equal
amount of care as my own, I shall continue my work
of fertilisation under the guidance of my present con-
victions, which, after all, is the greatest proof I can
give of the sincerity of my convictions. 1 look upon
isolated experiments, or upon a few results derived
from different sources, as worthless, as I consider it

requires an average of results obtained from very many
thousands of experiments, conducted under the superin-
tendence and guidance of one mind, to obtain evidence
that can be relied upon. Lastly, I wish it to be borne
in mind that in my paper I solicited information as
regards the influence of parentage in other families of
plants, besides that in which I myself have had most
experience, as well as in crosses effected between
distinct species, and I urged the recording and publish-
ing of all information bearing upon the point that was
derived from practical experience as the only means by
which we can ever hope to obtain an insight into the
laws that govern hereditary transmission in the vege-
table kingdom

; for although in your leader at p. 1224
you inform us "that no definite rule can at present be
laid down as to the predominant influence of either
parent," I see no reason why we should not arrive at
some proximate knowledge of the subject [nor we
either], nor can I see the desirableness of trusting
blindly to Nature, either for an improvement in
our fruits or flowers (which I fancy would be rather
a slow process), or for information, which I take it is

the doctrine inculcated in the last paragraph of the
leader alluded to. fohn Dcimv, Stoke Neudiioton.
[Our correspondent, as a disciple of Harvey, should
certainly not attribute such a notion to the discoverer
of the circulation of the blood. Eds.]

does not appear to be widely known, and an inferior

variety, supposed to be what is popularly known as

Trentham Blue, is invariably sent for it. Fleming's
Cliveden Blue has a very erect free-branching habit, is

one of the earliest to bloom, the flowers being of a rich,

bright, deep blue colour. It is very rarely indeed, if ever,

that it matures a pod of seed. Bragg's Cliveden Blue
Improved originated as a sport from Trentham Blue,
the flowers being of a much greater depth of colour.

R. D.

The Pear Leech.—To exterminate this pest I have
for years past been employing every kind of nostrum
that I could think or hear of, although none of them
are exactly like what is prescribed at p. 1 167 ; indeed 1

question whether that would be thoroughly successful.

At any rate I send you, for the benefit of those who
may not be aware of it, the following simple and sure
remedy, which is merely to dust the leeches with fresh

quick-lime, which may be applied with a common
dredger or sulphurator. The glutinous coating of the
leeches absorbs the lime, which causes them to curl up
and drop from the leaf almost instantly. I do not
mean to say this is a preventative as well as a cure, as

no doubt the trees may be visited by the fly during the
season, but the lime cure is infallible whenever applied;
R. Westcott, Rahy Castle.

The Vermin Asphyxiator.—A number of noble-
men and gentlemen interested in farming and gardening
met on July 1 1 in the waste ground behind the west
wing of the International Exhibition, and near to Mr.
Frank Buckland's interesting museum of fish culture,

to witness some experiments with the Patent Vermin
Asphyxiator, a machine of ingenious but simple con-
struction, invented by a well-known sportsman, Mr.
Samuel Bateson, and which, says the Times, "com-
mends itself at once by its name to the notice of
farmers, gardeners, and others who suffer from the
depredations of the dangerous classes of the animal
and insect world. The machine, which can also, as
we shall presently explain, fumigate a hospital, cool a
drawing-room, and be put to a variety of sanitary and
other uses even more important than the destruction of

Fig. 291.—THE VERMIN ASPHYXIATOR.

Bedding Pansies.—Just at a time when bedding
Pansies are being much sought after for garden decora-
tion. It IS worthy notice that the true variety of
Cliveden Blue, as grown by Mr. Fleming at Cliveden,

rats and moles, is easily carried in the hai)d, and
consists merely of a small iron furnace or crucible,

connected by a pipe with a circular chamber in which
a fan revolves. The lower part of this chamber is

shaped into an aperture or nozzle, to which india-
rubber tubing of any required length can be fixed, and
the machine is put in action by turning a handle ; this

sets the fan in motion, and expels through the tubing
with great velocity and regularity, and in a condensed
volume, the vapour, be it sweet or foul, health-giving
or life-destroying, of the compound burning in the
crucible. The expulsion of vapour by means of a fan
is of course an old and well-known method, already
employed in a great variety of processes ; and the
novelty of the Asphyxiator consists, firstly, in several con-
trivances rendering its action and construction simple
and durable, and the whole machine handyand portable;
and, secondly, in the idea of utilising for so many
purposes from one machine a forcibly-propelled stream
of vapour, which may be poisonous or sweet-scented,
sulphurous or merely smoky, according as it is required
to stifle a snake in its hole, to perfume a lady's
boudoir, to disinfect a sewer and exterminate its rats,

or to give the sportsman a fair shot at a rabbit scuttling
from its burrow. Mr. Buckland, having explained the
details and action of the Asphyxiator, reminded his

hearers of the ravages of snakes in India, of rabbits in
Australia, of a dozen different noxious animals and
insects at home, and of vermin generally all over the
world, and justly observed that a machine which could
check these would be a boon to mankind. The
Asphyxiator, he also pointed out, was most valuable
as a fumigator for sanitary purposes, and, indeed, we
almost think that this will turn out to be its chief use.
It is infinitely more handy than the old system of
fumigating by means of burning sulphur pots, since it

can be used from without, the nozzle of the tube being
inserted through a hole in the door or hatchway of the
infected ward or vessel. Mr. Buckland's first experi-
ment was upon two plants covered with aphides.
These were placed in a glass case, to which was fixed
the nozzle of the tube leading from the fan chamber
of the Asphyxiator, the furnace being filled with a
specially-prepared ' insect-destroying paper.' The

glass case was soon clouded with impenetrable fumes,
and when, after a few minutes, the reeking plants were
removed, it was shown that the aphides were no more,
while the plants, Mr. Buckland assured his hearers,
were no worse for their vapour hath. For the next
experiment the furnace was filled with a deadly
'snake and reptile destroying compound,' and Mr.
Buckland put into the glass case two non-venomous
snakes, which coiled themselves lovingly round his
hand as he took them from the moss. A veil of fumes
soon hid them from sight, but the deadly vapour had
to be maintained at its blackest intensity for a full

quarter of an hour, for snakes die hard. When at last
the glass case was lifted, and the noisome gas, making
the bystanders sneeze and cough, had floated away,
the poor snakes were dead enough, but, strange to
say, were different in their deaths, for the larger lay,

like the Indian in Bret Harte's ballad, 'quite loose
on the sand,' while the muscles of the smaller were
unrelaxed, and its body in a stiff semi-spiral. The
next experiment was tried upon a glass jar of very
weeviled Wheat. The little beetle-like insects took a
great amount of sulphurous acid gas to kill them, and
there were still some of them alive after a very severe
fumigation ; but they were in such a state that they
fell from the grain with their dead brothers and sisters

when it was shaken in a sieve, leaving it perfectly
clean, and this is all that is wanted. The corn was in-

spected, and then Mr. Buckland took a piece of meat,
so evil-smelling that it needed not to be passed round,
and well smoked it with sulphurous acid gas, when
the taint was found to have passed away. Of course,
it is nothing new to know that sulphur is an excellent
deodoriser, the novelty is in the ready application of its

fumes by a cheap and handy machine. This piece of
housewifery was to have been immediately succeedtd
by a destruction of rais in an extempore drain of tile-

pipes, but the rats provided for the occasion had, after

a variety of adventures, met their deaths too soon
;

they had, in fact, been asphyxiated without the
Asphyxiator in an air-tight glass case, in which they
were placed for security on recapture after a most
exciting hunt, for they had squeezed themselves through
the bars of the birdcage in which they were brought on
to the ground. A new batch of rats had no sooner
arrived than they also began with one accord to escape,
occasioning some very lively hunts. At last, however,
some were placed in the tile gutter, where, deadly as
' a whiff of grapeshot,' a puff or two of sulphurous
smoke very expeditiously suffocated them. Other
experiments with rats followed, and the tendency of
them all, as well as of the positive testimony of Mr.
Buckland and persons who had themselves used the
Asphyxiator, was that it would prove invaluable
for the destroying of vermin, and for every purpose of
disinfection and fumigation. In these days, when
people are beginning to think what reason there is for

them to die of foul smells and impure air, such an
engine as this is likely to be appreciated, and our own
opinion is that it is not only cheap and handy, but a
very effectual application of mechanical power for
driving with great force a stream of vapour into any
enclosed space."

Foreign Correspondence.
The Jardin des Plantes and Paris Flower

Markets.—During the whole time of the Empire
great complaints were made of the poverty in which
the Jardin des Plantes was kept, but better days seem
to have arrived for the Parisian botanists. Large
buildings have recently been erected on the skirts of
the garden in the Rue Buffon, for the purposes of
botany, experimental culture and chemistry ; the con-
struction is three storeys high, and has a large court in

front and a garden at the back ; the heating apparatus,
the water supply, the wood-work, and the presses are
all in place, and everything will be ready for the re-

opening of the courses of study in December. It has
been decided, in principle, that three other laboratories

shall be erected ; one for zoology, a second for the pre-
paration of mammifers, birds, and insects, and the
third for the preparation of mollusks. A great gallery
is also to be erected parallel with that which already
exists, to contain the vast collections of the natural
history museum, a considerable portion of which can-
not at present be exhibited for want of space.

The glasshouses suffered seriously during the siege,

the largest being utterly destroyed ; these are to be
reinstated on an area double that which they at present
occupy. It is under consideration to increase the
salaries of the 70 persons employed in the gardens and
menageries, who are at present miserably remunerated.

I'here has been a talk of the establishment of a per-

manent flower garden on the broad space adjoining the
Madeleine, but this seems to have had no foundation.
The present flower ma ket of the Madeleine, which is

held three limes a week, is the best in Paris, and
makes a magnificent show all the year round. There
are in the market 250 places, covered by canvas awn-
ings raised on iron standards, which can all be set up
or removed in a short time, and the dealers pay for
these places monthly and in advance at the rate of 6J.
per day. The business of the flower market is said to
amount to nearly ^24,000 a-year. There are five or
six other flower markets in Paris, all of which present
a very brilliant and busy appearance on market d,iys
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so that the mere ordinary public trade in flowers and
plants is an important item in the industry of the city,

while the special consumption for table and decorative

purposes is, during the Paris season, prodigious.

Societies.
Royal Horticultural : Sept. 18.—W. W. Saunders,

Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. On the completion of the

usual preliminary business of the meeting, Professor

Thiselton Dyer said that he had hoped he would have
been able to call attention to the Amorphophallus cam-
panulatus which had flowered recently with Mr. Bull, and
vi'hich would have been shown had it been still present-
able. It was certainly one of the most extraordinary
things in the vegetable kingdom. In India people were
more familiar with it, as in Coromandel it was cultivated

for the starch which, like many other Aroids, it contained
in its curious tuberous root-stock. There, as here, the
first unfolding of the spadi.x was accompanied by an
intolerable fetor, which attracted flies as if to carrion. No
doubt their visits subserved the processes of fertilisation, at

any rate, after the first day the fetor disappeared. The
so-called " Asmah Vegetable Marrows" were the Club
Gourd, one of the forms of Lagenaria vulgaris. They
were, of course, distinguishable from the true Vegetable
Marrow, since the flowers, besides being white, had
distinct petals. In the young state the Lagenaria
was said to be edible in tropical countries, but
the more mature condition, as Mr. Berkeley had pointed
out last year, should be regarded with suspicion.
Another edible fruit, about which there could be no
doubt, was Passiflora macrocarpa, Mast. [Gardeners'
Chronicle, 1869, p. 1012). This was different from
P. quadrangularis, under which name it was exhibited,
and which had a much smaller fruit. An Araliaceous
plant fiom Japan—a species of Acanthopanax—was
shown by Mr. Standish. Like so many of our garden
importations from that country, it had variegated
foliage.

It only remained, said Prof. Dyer, to say a few words
wilh respect to matters which it was to be regretted Mr.
Berkeley was not present to speak upon. The T'/w^-j-news-
p.iper had been for some time past the receptacle for the
C'udest statements about the Potato disease, and though
there was nothing new to be said on the subject, it

seemed desirable to state how our knowledge really

stood. There was, he thought, a good deal of
confusion about the notion of disease in plants
and the lower animals. Our own complex organisms
were, as we all knew, subject to functional disorders not
to be attributed readily to any specific cause. We were
apt to think that the same might be true of plants, but it

was exceedingly doubtful if this were really so. At any
rate, with regard to the Potato disease, he could assure
them that it was simply waste of time to speculate as to the
influence of electrical conditions of the atmosphere, and so
forth, when in the presence of a mould, parasitic on the living

plant, we had a cause quite adequate to produce the
lamentable effects with which we were at the present time
so familiar. The resting spores of the Peronospora
infestans were probably present in some of the
"sets" when planted, but that was not quite cer-
tain. At any rate, whether from within or without,
branching filaments composed ot cells attacked and per-
meated the growing parts of the Potato plant. Ulti-
mately, they found their way to the surface of the foliage,
protruding themselves through the stomata, and the
branching filaments then terminated in httle capsule-like
cells, the contents of which underwent division, and were
finally set free, each separate portion being provided with
two delicate lash-like filaments, which by their motion to
and fro would propel it through any fluid with
which it came in contact. This was the serious part
of the business, because, on account of these loco-
motive spores, a diseased plant could contaminate a
continually widening area, and this would e.xplain
what had often been commented on — the rapid
development of the fungus in thundery weather

;

such weather was commonly showery as well, and the
contact of one wet leaf surface with another afforded the
most easy means of transit for the locomotive spores. It

had in fact been found that Potatos protected from the
rain did not %\x^t.x {Gardeners' Chronicle, 1868, p. 1114).
The spores soon germinated, to penetrate the plant again,
and so the process went on. Time would not permit of
more than mention being made of the production of
spores of a second kind—the resting spores—originally
discovered by Dr. Rayer, and described by Montagne under
the name of Artotrogus. Well, persons accustomed to
microscopical investigation had revealed the whole history
of the Potato disease. It still remained to discover some-
thing in the way of a remedy, and that was as much in

the power of practical men as of any others. Another
plant most important to man— the Vine—was also, asthey
knew, now seriously menaced. This time the enemy was an
insect (Phylloxera vastatrix), and it attacked the plant in
the quarter where it was most keenly susceptible to injury
— its roots ; its attacks were consequently exceedingly
insidious, and difficult to meet. In fact, nothing except
the winter inundation of the vineyards had been found of
the smallest use, and this was in many cases impracti-
Cible. The valley of the Rhone, in the South of France,
had suffered frightfully, and was likely to suffer more. In
the neighbourhood of Bordeaux the Phylloxera was
undoubtedly present, but made less rapid progress. It
appeared now to have got a footing in Portugal. From a
recent communication in the Comptes Rendiis it appeared
that the insects came up to the surface of the ground to
migrate more easily from one Vine to another, and the
wind, which carried them wilh the dust, faciUtated their
dispersion. Certainly the material advantages of civilisa-
tion were not without their counterbalancing Nemesis.
Modern facilities of locomotion left little hope that any
portion of the world would finally be free from this terrible
pest.

The Chairman observed, with reference to the Amorpho-

phallus, that as soon as the flowers have thrown out their

most objectionable odour, the temperature of the spathe
ribes some 4' or 5" ; and, as to the Potato disease, he
thought all our energies should be directed towards dis-

covering a cure rather than speculating on the cause,

which was perfectly well known. Concerning the Phyl-

loxera, he remarked that Dr. Sharpe, a most competent
entomologist, had informed him that it was spreading
rapidly at Thofnhill in Scotland, and there could be no
doubt that it would spread over the country, and there-

fore every precaution should be taken to guard against it.

Floral Committee.— Dr. Denny in the chair. Prizes
were offered at this meeting for Slocks, Pentstemons,
Helichrysums, and Celosias, but in consequence of the late-

ness of the date selected for them, there was a miserably
poor display. In the class for 6 fine foliaged Begonias,
distinct, two exhibitors put in an appearance,—Mr. M.
Walker, gr. to H. J. Atkinson, Esq., Gunnersbury House,
Acton, and Mr. Farrow, gr. to G. Butler, Esq., Enfield,

and very creditable collections were staged by tjoth. Mr.
Wilson, gr. to W. Marshall, Esq., showed a magnificent
plant of Platycerium grande, and fine specimens of the P.

Stemmaria from Guinea, with seedlings of both, and well

deserved the Cultural Commendation which was awarded
to him. Messrs. Veitch & Sons sent a small group of
plants which included x Cattleya devoniensis, x Cypri-
pedium Dominii, and C. Maulei ; Hippeaslrum pardi-
num and its deeper coloured variety superbum. Mr.
T. Cripps, Tunbridge Wells, exhibited a flowering plant
of Clematis Duke of Edinburgh, flowers rather small, of
the Standishii type, and in colour of a rich glowing purple.

From Culford Mr. Grieve sent a plant of his new hybrid
Ivy-leaf Pelargonium Dolly Varden, golden bronze foliage

and flowers of bright rose, the upper petals being shot
with purple. Mr. M. Walker had a Cultural Commenda-
tion for a good specimen of Eucharis amazonica, and Mr.
Croucher, gr. to J.

T. Peacock, Esq., Sudbury House,
Hammersmith, had First-class Certificates for two very
distinct Agaves from New Grenada, under the provisional

names of A. Gilbeyi and A. striata var. Richardsii, the

former being a thick, fleshy leaved form, with a distinct

band of gold up the centre, and the latter a narrow
glaucous-leaved form of great beauty. Messrs. J. & C.
Lee, Hammersmith, received a similar award for

Cornus mascula aurea elegantissima, shoots of which
were shown, and cut from a seedling tree three years
old, which has never borne a green leaf. The
colours of the leaves are various,—green, gold, and
rose predominating ; a remarkably pretty thing.

Mr. Turner exhibited several fine stands of Dahlias, and
received First-class awards for Laura Haslam, Prince
Arthur, Nelly, white tipped with ro?y purple, and Arbi-
trator, cinnamon-red, a flower of good form. Mr. Turner
also staged two fine boxes of Bouquet Dahlias, selected
from which we can recommend Patti, white shaded wilh
rose ; Graf Bismarck, rosy pink

; Emotion, crimson,
tipped with white ; Little Beauty, crimson-red ; Vesta,

white, and White Aster, which has lacerated petals; Dr.
Schwebes, rich scarlet ; Bird of Paradise, scarlet ; Little

Arthur, orange-scarlet ; Crimson Beauty, maroon-crim-
son ; Little Dorrit, lilac ; and Little Fireball, orange-
red. Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son also sent a nice
collection of unnamed varieties, and a specimen of an
Asplenium in the way of A. bulbiferum, which gained a
First-class Certificate. Mr. Wilson showed a yellow-
leaved form of Amaranthus salicifolius, about 5 feet high,

and very striking ; and Mr. Stevens, gr. to C. J.
Boyd, Esq., Cheshunt, received a First-class award
for Verbena Prince of Wales, deep scarlet, and which was
thought by the committee likely to make a good bedder.
Mr. Eckford, gr. to the Earl of Radnor, also received
similar awards for Verbenas—Mrs. Lewington, magenta,
crimson eye, very fine ; and Star, pink, with light crimson
eye, both large in pip, and good trussers; and also for

Dahlias—Waller Reid, rich deep crimson
;

Queen's
Messenger, rich purple ; and Cremorne, yellow ground,
petals heavily tipped with reddish crimson. The Rev.
H. N. Ellacombe, Bitton, sent flowers of Exogonium
Purga (Jalap), which, he remarked, in a letter accompany-
ing them, not only flowered out-of-doors, but has now
lived out-of-doors for five years without any protection
—not even that of a wall. He says:— "The flowers

are short-lived, but there is a constant succession
of them. The plant dies down at the first frost, and does
not come up again until the late spring frosts are past."
Mr. Noble, Sunningdale, sent cut flowers of various
Clematis, to show their valuable autumn-blooming quali-

ties ; and from the Society's Garden, Chiswick, came
a handsome specimen of Coleus Baroness Roths-
child, 3 feet through, and grown in a 48-pot, the
roots never being allowed to grow through its

Messrs. Standish & Co. exhibited a series of specimen,
showing the effect of the poUen-parent in hybridising.
The subjects were— i. Rhododendron Griffithii as the
seed-bearing plant, crossed by R. Leviathan (a hardy
white hybrid) ; 2, the same plant crossed by R. cinnamo-
meum Cunninghami (a hybrid from cinnamomeum).
Although the seed was taken from the same seed-bearing
plant, it was curious to see two distinct races of mules

;

the race of cinnamomeums is totally distinct from the
race derived from Leviathan, the male plant in each case
shows greater potency than the seed parent. Mr. Standish
also exhibited Rhododendron Brilliant, which is a
hybrid from K. Blandyanum?, crossed by R. ThomsoniJ,
showing that the seedling differs little from the true K.
Thomsoni. These specimens support Dr. Denny's view
that, cateris paribus, the influence of the pollen parent is

predominant in the offspring. Mr. Geo. Paul showed
specimens of Roses budded in the same manner as those
of Mr. Prince, alluded to last week. The specimens in

question showed that the growth on the Manetti stock, so
treated, was even more remarkable than on the Briar.

Fruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in

the chair. This was an interesting and well attended
meeting, at which Messrs. James Carter & Co. offered
prizes tor three dishes of Beets, to include their Perfection
of Beet, and six dishes of Onions, to include the new

Giant Rocca, new Giant While Tripoli, and the new Red
Italian Tripoli ; and Messrs. Barr & Sugden gave prizes

for the best collection of typical forms of Beet, not less

than ten named sorts, and for an assortment (not less than
10 distinct kinds) of the most distinct and typical forms of
Cabbage. We did not learn on what conditions this last

prize was offered, as we saw no award made to a very
good collection (23 sorts) which came from Mr. Farndell,

manager of the Corporation Sewage Farm at Birmingham.
In the Beet class the ist prize was won by Mr. W. G. Prag-
nell.gr. toG. D. W.Digby, Esq., Sherborne Castle, Dorset,
with a large and very well-grown collection. Messrs. Veitch
& Sons, and Mr. A. Donaldson, The Cedars, Norwood
Green, Southall, also competed. Mr. Pragnell also won
Messrs. Carter & Co.'s ist prize, for which there was a
very strong competition. His examples of Onions and
Beet were remarkably fine, clean, and well-grown. The
2d prize was won by Mr. Cross, gr. to J. D. Lousada,
Esq., Peak House, Sidmouth, Devon; and collections of
more than average excellence were shown by Mr. Bailey,

Shardiloes, Mr. Cox, Madresfield Court, Mr. Lumsden,
Bloxholm, Mr. Frisby, Blankney, and Mr. Burnett,
Deepdene. An extra prize was also voted to Mr.
Pragnell for a very fine collection of Onions.
Mr. Peasgood, Stamford, sent fruit of a new culinary
Apple, named Peasgood's Nonsuch. The tree is a seed-
ling, the pip having been planted in a pot 18 or 19 years
ago at Grantham ; it was afterwards planted out, and
subsequently removed to Stamford. It first fruited last

year, and this season bears n fruit, equal in size to

those exhibited, which were of the Blenheim Orange type,

and very fine. Foliage of the tree, which is a standard,
was also sent, and the committee unanimously awarded
it a First-class Certificate. Mr. Reid, gr. to the Earl of
Crawford, Haigh Hall, Wigan. sent two fine fruit, leaves,

and flowers of the Passiflora macrocarpa, and received a
Cultural Commendation. New hybrid Melons were sent

by Mr. J. C. Mundell, Beechwood ; Mr.
J. Gardiner,

Elsham Hall Gardens, Brigg ; Mr. Rowe, Roehampton
;

and Mr. Allan, Gunton Hall Gardens, Norwich, but all

were found wanting in flavour. Thomas Lax ton,

Esq., Stamford, sent, by direction of the com-
mittee of the Stamford Horticultural Society, about
80 varieties of Apples and 30 of Pears, which had
been grown and collected in the neighbourhood of

Stamford, and which were exhibited at the recent show
in that town. The Apples were from Mr. T. L. Laxton,
Mr. Hibbins. fruiterer, Stamford ; and Mr. Clarke, gr. to

the Earl of Lonsdale, Barleytliorpe, Oakham, and were
grown principally on oolite and black fen land. The
Pears came from Mr. Ingram, gr. to the Duke of Rutland,

Belvoir, and Mr. Clarke. A letter of thanks was directed

to be sent to Mr. Laxton. Mr. Drewitl, Denbies, sent

two Apples, the names of which did not transpire. Mr.
King, gr. toj. Baum, Esq., Cremorne, exhibited 18 pot

Vines, very fair specimens, which received a Cultural Com-
mendation. Prizes were offered for the best collection of

Tomatos, for which there were five competitors. The
best came from Mr. W. G. Pragnell, gr. to G. D. W.
Digby, Esq., Castle Gardens, Sherborne, Dorset, con-

sisting of nice, cleanly-grown examples of Orange-
field, Earley's Defiance Prolific, Sim's Mammoth,
Keye's Early Prolific, Trophy, and others. Mr.
Porter, gr. to Mrs. Benham, Isleworth, was 2d.

Mr. Ge«rge, Putney Heath ; Mr. Earley, Valentines ; and
Mr. Roberts, Holwood, also competed. From the

Society's Garden, Chiswick, came a new Tomato, named
Hathaway's Excelsior, an introduction from America. It

is certainly the finest type of a Tomato ever seen in

England, as round as a ball, of good size, perfectly

smooth, fine in colour, excellent in flavour, a good
bearer and early. The Committee requested that it should

be grown at Chiswick again next year with others, though

they had plenty before them to warrant a First-class

Certificate, which it well deserved, being granted to it on

this occasion. The best types of Tomatos are undoubtedly

to be found in Hathaway's Excelsior, Earley's Defiance,

and Orangefield, and the ribbed, deeply corrugated forms

should now be discarded. Mr. Noble, Sunningdale, sent

two fruits, resembling great clubs, of Asmah Vegetable

Marrow, which proved to be the Club Gourd, Lagenaria

vulgaris. Prizes were also offered for dessert Apples and
Pears, the best dish of the former, one of Ribston Pippins,

coming from Mr. E. Clarke, gr. to J. R. Hall, Esq.,

Sutton, Mr. Eariey being 2d with the same variety.

Marie Louise was the best flavoured Pear shown, Mr. A.

Donaldson, with a fine dish of that variety, taking the ist

prize. Nine dishes of Apples and 14 of Pears were con-

tributed.

Glasgow and West of Scotland {International

Fruit and Flower Show).—To the remarks printed at

p. 1232 we have to make one or two additions, and we
may take the opportunity to correct one or two mis-

prints which occur in our report. In the first place there

were three lines of tables, instead of
'

' two, " occupying the

open area of the hall, the central one for its entire

length, and a portion of one of the others, being occupied

by the display of fruit. Next, in reference to Mr. Russell's

group, our report should read that smaller not "double"
plants were filled in between the larger and more pro-

minent ones arranged on the table. It is to be regretted

that these noble specimens were not told off for a grand

central group.

We have to add a note of some few Certificates distri-

buted to seedlings and novelties besides those already

referred to. Amongst Dahlias, First-class Certificates

were awarded to Prince Arthur, a neat yellow ; Herbert

Turner, white ; and Laura Haslam, yellow, tinted with

blush at the circumference ; and a Second-class Certificate

Florence Pontin, a pretty blush ground flower, tipped

th purple ; all exhibited by Mr. Turner, of Slough.

Amongst Gladioli, a very fine stand of seedlings was
shown by Mr. Kelway, of Langport, out of which the

following were selected for First-class Certificates :—Igene,

white, with a feathered edge of rosy-lake stripes, and a

purple flame and shading on the lower segment ;
Parsonii,

light salmon, deeper towards the tips, with a purple
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feather on the lower petaline, and a stripe on each of the

two lower sepaline segments ; Pecs, a large and hand-

some flower, a great improvement on Madame Dombrain

and Thomas Methven, white feathered and veined with

bright rosy lake, and a slight feather on the two lower

petaline segments ; Lucy, light salmon-red. with white

throat on the lower sepaline, and two lower petaline

segments, which have a slight bar of crimson : the pure

centre is very effective ;
Variegata, an improvement on

Roi Leopold, salmon with a pale centre, the marginal

portions tlaked and blotched with carmine crimson
;

Julis. scarlet, with broad white centre, the bold perianth

segments marked with a white bar, a seedling from and

improvement on Legovie. In the fruit department, the

Alnwick Castle Black Muscat, shown by Mr. Ingram,

was Commended. It is said to be an early sort, the

bunches exhibited having been ripe in June ;
they were of

moderate size and slightly shouldered, the berries being

rather below medium size, oblong, and somewhat pointed

in outUne, and of a black colour.

In the outdoor department, Mr. A. Waterer, of Knap
Hill, exhibited some pretty moderate-sized examples of

his now well-known but matchless Cupressus Lawsoniana

erecta viridis— a plant which has the good quality of in-

creasing in beauty as it advances in size and in age. We
may also mention that besides the competing collections

of Hardy Conifers there was a considerable and tastefully

distributed group from Messrs. Dickson & Turnbull, of

Perth, amongst which were comprised many handsome
specimens of choice varieties. The ist prize in the com-

peting lots was awardtd lo Messrs. Barron & Son, of Bor-

rowash, for a very choice and attractive set in which the

golden Relinospora plumosa were conspicuous. A con-

siderable space in one of the tents was occupied by those

childish playthings called Floral Devices, a class of exhibits

which we had hoped had by this time been banished from

horticultural shows. We ought to add that the show was
particularly indebted to Mr. Anderson, of Meadow Bank,

forjiis successful efforts to bring something like order out

of the chaotic crowd of exhibits which had to be arranged
;

and to Mr. F. Gibb Dougall, the indefatigable secretary,

whose many and important duties were most efficiently

carried out. The show was continued open on Saturday,

and we are glad to learn under more favourable condi-

tions as regarded the weather.

Joseph Broome, for collections of miscellaneous stove

plants ; to Mr. j. B. Glegg. for a collection of fruits
;

and to Mr. John Rylands, for a collection of plants and

fruits ; and First-class Cultural Certificates were awarded
to Dr. Ainsworth. for Odontoglossum grande superbum ;

to Mr. Joseph Broome, for Nepenthes Rafflesiana ;
to

Mrs. Cole & Sons, for a general collection of ornamental

plants
; to Mr. J. B. Glegg, for Peaches ; and to Mr. R.

S. Yates, for Grapes grown without fire-heat.

Manchester Botanical and Horticultural:
Sept. 10.— (From aCorrespondent.)— It will be remembered
that in the spring of the present year arrangements were

made by this Society for a series of monthly shows of new
and choice plants and flowers, the idea being taken from

the practice of the Royal Horticultural Society at South
Kensington. The first three of these shows were held in

the Town Hall, as announced in your columns, but the

present exhibition it was thought better to hold in the

Gardens at Old Trafford. The display was not exten-

sive, but very meritorious. Prominently successful among
the exhibitors were Mr. John Shaw, of Bowdon ; and
Messrs. Stansfield, of Todmorden. Mr. Shaw sent a
remarkably nice lot of ornamental stove and greenhouse

plants, especially of the kinds adapted for table decora-

tion. The gems of Mr. Shaw's collection were Reidia

glaucescens, a charming little shrub with leaves like those

of the Robinia, and flowers consisting of tiny pendulous

bells, a bell to every leaflet when all are open, the bells

individually buff and purple, and fringed along the edges.

and which had never before been shown in Manchester

;

and Brunia superba, a little shrub, like the Reidia, but

looking like a combination of Heath and Cypress.

Messrs. Stansfield's collection consisted almost exclusively

of Ferns, the specialities being a plant of the well-known

Woodwardia radicans, wiih the tipsof the Irondsand leaf-

lets fingered in a very remarkable manner, quite different

from the cresting ordinarily seen in shield Ferns, &c.

;

and, more remarkable still, a specimen of the common
golden-dotted Polypody of the hedgebank, fashioned like

the Killarney Fern, and so utterly changed in form and
feature that it would be difficult to declare its class or rela-

tionship, were it not for a few yellow spots here and there.

The original of this charming plant was found wild in North
Devon. First-class Certificates were awarded to both.

The greatest curiosity, however, in Messrs. Stansfield's

contribution was a little cavern, constructed of cork, and
kept wet, so as to serve as an abode for a quantity of the

minute shining Cavern Moss, certainly never before exhi-

bited at any show in Manchester or elsewhere. Properly

located, this little gem covers the surface with a luminous
green and golden velvet, visible only at particular angles,

so that a certain magical brightness comes and goes,

according to the point from which we look. The cavern
Moss exhibited came from Portsmouth, near Todmorden,
but there is plenty by the waterfall at Alderley, and in

certain caverns on the Mersey bank, near Offerton. Of
Orchids Dr. Ainsworth sent a very good Odontoglossum
grande superbum. There was also a nice basketful of the

typical form of the plant, containing some 25 flowers. A
beautiful Miltonia Moreliana, with purple flowers, came
from Mr. Broome ; also a Caltleya Aclandias, remarkable
for the great size of the purple labellum and the intense

purple spotting of the amber petals. Among the Palms
the most noticeable was a Geonoma from Mr. Shaw,
apparently a form of lacerala, the leaves having the

remarkable rows of oblong apertures which mark that

species, and which received a First-class Certificate ; and
a Calamus ciliaris, exquisitely beautiful in its present

youthful condition. Perhaps the most attractive plants

in the show were splendid examples sent by Messrs.

Veitch, of Chelsea, of their new ornamental foliage plant,

Amaranthus salicifolius, and which also received a First-

class Certificate. Equally beautiful in its way was the
grand Juniperus chinensis aurea, sent by Mr. Maurice
Young, of Godalming, perfectly new, and exhibited here
for the first time, andwhich received a First-class Certificate.

A First-class Certificate was also awarded to Sir Philip

de M. G. Egerton, Bart., for a new seedling Black
Grape. First-class Commendations were voted to Mr.
John Shaw, for a group of miscellaneous plants ; to

Messrs. Stansfield, for a collection of Ferns ; to Mr.

Stamford Horticultural : Sept. 4.—(From a Cor-

respondent.)—Apart from the show of this Society, which
is always an attractive and fashionable one. Burghley

Park, the place in which it was held, is a show in itself

—

a finely wooded demesne, with huge green waves of Elm
and Oak trees rising here and there, and a considerable

expanse of green sward. It is close to the picturesque

town of Stamford—a place where town and country seem
to have got mixed up together in inextricable confusion,

and no one is desirous of divorcing the happy union.

In an excellent position on the south side of the mansion
and lake the tents of the Society were pitched

;
plants in

one, cut flowers in another ; in a third, fruit and vege-

tables ; in the fourth, table decorations and bouquets.

Exactly at 2 p.m. on the show day. this tent was the great

centre of attraction, for a gallant Stamfordian had offered

as a special prize an elaborate sewing-machine, competed
for by ladies of Stamford, for bouquets, the flowers not

necessarily their own growth. The time for taking entries

had been extended to the hour named above, and at its close

31 bouquets were staged, nearly all the exhibitors and
their friends being gathered in front of the tent to witness

the awards. The prize fell to the lot of Miss L. Bland,

of Obthorpe, her contribution being much superior to the

rest staged. It was composed of white Roses and pink

Bouvardia, with sprays of Hoteia japonica, and relieved

by Maidenhair Fern. Table decorations were fairly

done ; overcrowding and ponderous elaboration, the

common faults, being a ruling characteristic. The class

for a basket or stand of sweet-scented flowers, shown in

bunches, provided a novel and interesting feature, the

best being furnished by Mr. Thomas Laxton ; this was
set up with great taste, the bunches of flowers being placed

in a circular basket, which was skilfully decorated with

creepers, variegated foliage, &c. The best bouquet, a
remarkably good one, was furnished by Mr. F. Perkins,

Leamington. Plants, as might be expected, were indif-

ferently represented at this season of the year. In the

best group of 12 stove and greenhouse plants Mr. John
House, Peterborough, had a capitally grown and flowered

Lapageria rosea, a very nice specimen indeed ; and Mr.

Allsop, Holywell Hall Gardens, staged a superb plant of

Adiantum Farleyense.

The show of cut flowers was both extensive and good.

Stands of fine DahHas, Roses, numerously shown ;
Asters,

Hollyhocks, Zinnias, stove and greenhouse, as well as

hardy and half hardy flowers, filled a large tent. Some
remarkably good Roses, shown by Mr. Thomas Laxton,

were particularly noticeable ; while the double Zinnias,

shown by Mr. J.
Walker. Thame, were much finer than is

usually seen, and generally of bright showy colours.

A capital collection of fruit, also one of vegetables,

contributed by Mr. Gilbert, Burghley Park Gardens, and
set up in that tasteful style peculiar to this exhibitor, well

deserved the 1st prizes they obtained. Grapes were poorly

shown, but Apples, Pears, Peaches, and Plums were

represented by some remarkably fine fruit. All kinds of

vegetables were numerous and of good quality. A great

quantity of Potatos were staged, size rather than quality

being the prevailing feature. Mr. W. Ingram had an
interesting collection, grown at Belvoir Castle Gardens on

the ridge and furrow system, a plan that, in the belief of

Mr. Ingram, secures a certain degree of immunity from

disease. It may here be slated that the disease appears

to have severely aff'ected the Stamford district of country.

Special collections of Apples, shown by Mr. Laxton, and
Pears by Mr. Wm. Ingram (noticed elsewhere) greatly

helped a good show, which we are happy to know proved

a decided financial success.

A Cottagers" Show in Dorset: Sct>t. 17.—The
annual exhibition of the Cottage Gardeners' Society for

several parishes in the county of Dorset, was held at

Fontmell Magna, on Tuesday last. The objects of this

Society cannot be too highly praised ; and, judging from

the quantity and quality of the articles exhibited, I think

its promoters are to be congratulated upon infusing a

healthy spirit of emulation among the labourers of this

district, promptmg them to make the most of their allot-

ments and gardens, and to produce the best kinds of

vegetables and fruit. Numerous prizes were dis-

tributed by Lady Glyn to the successful competitors ; and,

besides the prizes of the Society (which amounted to nearly

100) her ladyship distributed ten extra prizes, given by Sir

Richard Glyn, for Potatos ; another from Lord Wolverton
to the oldest parishioner of Fontmell, and her lady-

ship's own prize for the best hive of honey. A word or

two must be said of the Potatos exhibited. They were
certainly of the most splendid description, and won the

admiration of all. Looking at them as they lay in every

variety of shape and colour, and many of them weighing
over I lb. each, one could not but think that surely the
" Potato famine" must be a myth. Sir R. Glyn was so

struck with the admirable collection, that he at once gave
ten extra prizes for Potatos. Amongst the most con-

spicuous kinds were Paterson's Victoria (a great

favourite), the Torquay Kidney, Fluke, Early Rose, Early

Emperor, and King of Potatos. Several gentlemen in

the neighbourhood sent collections of flowers, vegetables,

and fruit, which were exhibited in a separate tent, not for

competition. Amongst these must be mentioned the

splendid flowers and fruit of the Rev. H. T. Bower, of

Fontmell Parva ; and also a wonderfully good collection

of vegetables belonging to Sir R. Glyn. The Rev. H.
G. Jebb contributed a fine collection of vegetables, and
Mr. J.

B. Chick was highly commended for a fine collec-

tion of Potatos and a dish of Apples. Fontmell.

Garden Memoranda.
TiiK Royal Horticultural Society's Garden,

Chiswick.—Having been for three or four years in

the service of the Royal Horticultural Society, at dear

old Chiswick, previous to the recent alterations, and

fully appreciating, as I do, all the benefits which

accrued to me during my sojourn there, I have natu-

rally taken much interest in all that has been said in

your columns respecting the recent alterations, or in a

word the rejuvenescence of the place which to me has

so many pleasant memories. The publication of the

plan which you gave at p. 1130, induced me to revisit

Chiswick a few days ago, and I send you the following

notes, in the hope that you will not think the lucu-

brations of an old Chiswickian unworthy a corner in

the Cardejters* Chronicle. My first inquiry on arriving

at Chiswick was naturally for Mr. Barron, the superin-

tendent. I do not take the liberty of using the stereo-

typed adjective *' able, "for your readers will take it for

granted he is all that, or he would not be at Chiswick.

Mr. Barron I found was not at home, but doing his

duty to horticulture as a judge at the Glasgow show.

I met, however, with an old friend in his fore-

man, Mr. Spinks, and under his guidance I spent a

few most agreeable hours.

The garden has indeed undergone a great change,

—

half the arboretum gone, and the fine old trees cleared

away, the old orchard, with its large collection of fruit

trees, and generally with a more than fur share of

weeds, cut off, the Wilderness gone, and the American

garden levelled down. But the change is undoubtedly

for the better, and I am in hopes of seeing the old

garden doing the work required of it more vigorously

and more satisfactorily than ever it has done before.

Mr. Barron never had half enough money allowed him

to keep the old place in a presentable condition,

indeed how it was done so well as it was, is a mystery

to all who do not know the man, and who have not

seen the determined way in which he overcomes

obstacles that would prove sore thorns in the sides of

men of less energy. He certainly deserves more praise

than I am afraid he will ever get, for sticking

to the old ship so faithfully through all Us

days of trial, to say nothing of thoroughly overhauling

it, and launching it out again bravely on the ever

flowing river. Progress. The good ship is now, how-

ever, well under command, and with a fairly liberal

expenditure its days may yet be of the brightest

character. I could say a good deal about Chiswick in

this strain, but you, Messrs. Editors, are terrible men
for hard facts

;
you have no sympathy for that little

weakness in " budding " correspondents, verbosity, and

use your editorial shears accordingly.

Well, the first improvement I noticed was the trial

ground for bedding plants, which struck me as being

very complete, fairly exposed to the sun, wind, and

rain, giving a fair field and no favour to all. The
trials that have been conducted here this season have

been with herbaceous Phloxes and Pelargoniums. The
former, of course, were considerably past their best,

but, with the exception of cuttings having been taken

from a few of the latter, they were in first-rate condi-

tion for making comparisons. They did not flower for

a long time after being put out, but the late fine

weather has brought out a blaze of bloom. I heard

that the number of varieties planted out was 399—

^

pretty conclusive trial, I should think. Amongst the

scarlet Zonals the following struck me as being the

best :—Wellington I put first, as being, in my opinion,

the best new one of the season. This is one of Dr.

Denny's seedlings, and it will add lustre to his name
as a raiser. It is a dwarf free grower, with robust

foliage, producing immense trusses of finely-shaped

blood-red flowers, A i as a bedder. Princess of Wales,

raised at Chiswick House by Mr. Edmond's foreman,

Mr. Mews, is in the way of Lucius, has soft rosy

carmine flowers, produced freely in very good trusses ;

it was also recommended to me for pot culture.

George Peabody has a nice compact habit of growth,

flowers freely, and is of a fine bright scarlet colour,

which stands the weather well ; Rev. J. Dix is one

of the older ones, very dvvaif and free, and I can

well recommend it for early work ; Mrs. A. Pirie

(new) is the brightest scarlet I have seen, much
brighter than Jean SIsley, but it has not the white

eye peculiar to that fine sort ; it has green self

foliage, and flowers very freely. H. M. Stanley

is one of Mr. George's seedlings, a fine crimson-

scarlet, fine trusser, and a neat habited variety ; Payne's

Perpetual is a remarkably dwarf close-habited kind,

with rather small scarlet flowers, produced, how-

ever, with wonderful freedom ; for ribbon borders it

is just the thing, on account of its neat habit. Jean

SIsley was very fine ; it is a good thing, and invaluable

for pot work, where it can be used without much
moving, but it won't stand travelling at all, the pips

dropping off wholesale. Its near neighbour here, the

old Lucius, is, on the contrary, the best variety ever

raised for travelling, as it undoubtedly has proved for

bedding out.

In the pink section I give the place of honour to

Pink May Queen, one of Messrs. Downie, Laird &
Laing's fine Nosegays. It is quite new, has a vigorous

but compact habit of growth, produces large trusses

of deep rosy pink flowers ; and is A I as a bedder.

Florence Durand is, I think, one of Mr. Pearson's
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introductions. It is a hybrid Nosegay, with flowers of

a much darker shade of pink than Blue Bell, produces

plenty of large trusses, and has a good habit. Cleopatra

is agreen-leaved self of excellent habit, the flowers arc

soft rosy pink, very free. It is a gond bedder.

Maia is quite a novelty in colour, deep bluish pink,

one of the darkest ever sent out, not a very large

trusser, but a free bloomer, and has self-coloured

foliage.

The Nosegays were a particularly showy lot, the

best being Lady Kirkland, in the way of Lord
Palmerston, deep rose, a fine trusser ; Lady Constance

Grosvenor, still first-rate ; Murillo, a slender growing

variety, but a most profuse bloomer, truss close and

compact, and of a very deep scarlet shade : it will

require planting rather thickly, but will well pay for it ;

Mr. Mellor is a hybrid Nosegay, of a dark shade of

scarlet, has good broad petals, and is a fine trusser
;

Grand Duke is also one of the latter class, brilliant

orange-scarlet, nice broad petals, a good trusser and
strong grower ; William Thomson, scarlet, produces

a profusion of grand trusses : the flowers stand the

weather well, and I think it will make a fine bedder

;

Robert Bowley, crimson-scarlet, has immense trusses,

but in other points is not so good as the last named
;

Mr. Gladstone and David Garrick are alike except in

the shape of their leaves, both large trussers, and very

good in their way ; Masterpiece is an older variety,

orange-scarlet, shaded with magenta, and a very good
one ; Soleil, however, is the gem of the season in this

class,—it is one of Mr. George's seedlings, quite

new, bright vermilion, and good both in truss

and habit ; Amaranth is also a novelty, bright

magenta in colour, perfectly distinct, and a great

acquisition ; Mrs. Vincent is a good scarlet of the

hybrid Nosegay type, has fine-shaped petals, and is a

good trusser and free bloomer ; Corsair is a fine scarlet,

good trusser, and a fine grower—it will prove, I think, a

good sort for pot culture, possessing that peculiar

glossy foliage which is such a good indication of the

quality I claim for it. Th6 three last named are intro-

ductions of Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell, and he seldom if

ever sends out a bad thing. In the same trial-ground

I found a bed of an unnamed hybrid Pelargonium, one of

Major Trevor Clarke's seedlings, which is quite a gem
in its way. It has orange-scarlet flowers, with a deep
maroon blotch on the upper petals. It has flowered

most profusely all the season. Any gardener would
find a bed of this most valuable for cutting for bouquets
and vase decoration.

The west wall on the side facing the Council-room
has also undergone a change, the ribbon border that

used to be there having been partly laid down with
grass, and the Apricot trees that grew against the wall

having been removed to make way for the collection

of hardy climbers that used to occupy the barrack

wall, which, facing south, I always used to think

too good for them in such a garden as Chisvvick,

where hardy fruit culture played such a prominent
part. The barrack wall is now for the most part

planted with a collection of Peaches and Nectarines,

intended to be trained in the oblique cordon style,

which is certainly the best under the circumstances,

but which is not by any means the best, for

covering the walls quickly. The fan-shaped tree,

systematically trained on the Seymour system, skil-

fully handled and liberally treated, as may be seen

at Combe Abbey, and elsewhere, is the style par
excellence for English gardens. On the new wall

which has been built across the arboretum {facing

west) is a collection of maiden Apricot trees, another

o ae of Plums, and a third of Tomatos. The
Plums will be trained as vertical cordons, a

style which, when well done, is both pretty and
profitable; and of the Tomatos I wish to

siy more than a passing word. In training these,

or, rather, in pruning them, Mr. Spinks has made a
few experiments, one of which has turned out very
satisfactorily. They are all Irainel to single stems
(cordon oblique), and in pruning them in different ways
he wished to ascertain which would prove the most
conducive to the high development of the fruit, the

most satisfactory results being apparent on those plants

from which all the side shoots have been cut close back,

and the first and main leaves on the stem left intact.

The foliage is thus developed to its fullest extent, and
the crop of fruit is, as a consequence, superb. This, I

take it, is a serviceable hint for those who have to

grow a quantity, and have any regard for high quality

too. The border in front of this wall is, I believe,

being prepared for a collection of Strawberries, which
it is to be hoped raisers will help to make as complete
as possible.

The herbaceous borders on either side of the large

vinery I pass over, merely remarking that they are
not so complete or well named as they ought to be, and
that they want re-atranging, which will probably be
done before long.

In the large vinery Mr. Barron has effected some
really great improvements. Many of your readers will
remember that half the Vines in this house (the finest
vinery in Europe) were planted inside and half out, the
borders in both cases being narrow and too shallow to
last long. It was no doubt a mistake in the first
instance planting any at all inside, and Mr. Barron has
done well by clearing these Vines and borders away
wholesale. When this was done he had the walk
which ran round the house taken up, and the outside

border very considerably widened, the additions

to the borders being made of the best loam pro-

curable in the neighbourhood, which at any time is

not very good, con'^equently there will soon be required

a liberal application of manure. The crop in the

house is not so fine as I have seen it before, but then

we must take into consideration the number of large

bearing canes that have been removed, their place being

occupied with rods of one or two seasons' growth
only. I was glad to see that all the really worth-
less varieties have been discarded, for it is labour in vain

to grow rubbish of any kind, and almost sacrilege

to give room to such things in a house like this. The
wood of this season's growth is of excellent quality,

and ripening off well. The pruning, training, and
thinning of these Vines, up to within the last two
years, was always done by means of ordinary ladders,

a process as irksome and dangerous to the men
engaged in it as it certainly was costly to the Society

;

and the latter, in erecting a new iron span travelling

ladder, followed a sound commercial principle which
it would do well to extend to one or two other

much needed improvements—the water supply, for

instance.

Leaving the conservaory, as it is still called—in which
I, like a good many more gardeners in the country,

have had many a "stewing "—I turned to the left for

the fruit room, which is the best I have ever seen, and
was glad to find it had not been cut off" from the

garden ; but I inwardly rejoiced that I could not see

the other side, which was generally a sad sight, solely

from the want of funds to keep it in proper order.

Shade of good old Robert Thompson ! it would
have done the dear old Nestor's heart good
to have seen the brand new set of meteorological

instruments, and the imposing new stand for them in

his favourite observatoi7 in the kitchen garden—an im-

provement long, very long wanted, and come at last,

thank the Fates. Mentioning the name of Robert
Thompson, I gratefully recall that many a youngster,

who, like myself, came frequently into conversa-

tion with him, has kindly recollections of him,
reserved and uncommunicative though he was, if you
put questions to him that he did not think worth
answering. If the contrary was the case, no man took
more pains to put one on the right track, and it was
always most interesting and instructive to listen to

him, even when he was discoursing on that very dry
subject—meteorological records.

But I am rambling again, so I will pass on to

that portion of the ground on which the houses and
frames stand, and stay a minute or two to clear,

or rather cool my eyes on an imposing array of
Chrysanthemums, marshalled out in good order,

on what, in my time, was a littery waste, known
as "under the edge." These will help to make the

large conservatory at Kensington gay during the dull

months that are coming on. I saw near them a large

batch of clean well-grown plants of Geranium
canariense, a valuable plant where decorative stuff" is

wanted in quantity. The pits and frames were filled

and being filled with a great variety of plants, small,

clean, and thriving, and coming on for various pur-

poses. The Fig-house, which exhibits one of the best

bits of cultivation in the country, wa*;, as usual, in fine

order. If Mr. Barron had done nothing else for hor-

ticulture, his practical demonstration of the pot system
of cultivating this delicious fruit ought to gain for him
the lasting gratitude of a generous horticultural com-
munity. The Muscat-house, I found, was just getting

into a satisfactory condition again, a new border
having been made in it a few years ago. The new
Madresfield Court Grape grafted on the Troveren
Muscat was doing very well ; and so also was Mrs.
Pince's Black Muscat on the Frankenthal. In the

west division of the glass wall is a collection of

seedling Grapes, of which great expectations are

formed, and which I hope to see realised next
year.

The crop in the orchard-house was gathered,
but the trees nevertheless looked well, as was
also the case in the long Peach-house. Leaving
this house, I passed a fine batch of Abutilon Thomp-
son! in 48 pots, grown on single stems from 2 to 2^
feet high, and clothed to the pots with its beautifully

variegated foliage. It is a valuable plant done
this way for winter decoration. Near these were
also a large quantity of Sedum spectabile, or as it is

still known in some gardens, S. fabaria. This I have
1
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danger from two opposite causes. If the weather

is bright and fine in the days, there is

all the more danger from frosty nights, a very few

degrees of which would disfigure the foliage, and

destroy all bloom for the coming season ; if, on the

other hand, the weather is wet, they will be apt to

suffer from having too much moisture at the roots.

Keep the internal atmosphere of the house as dry and

as cool as possible. Tlace the plants so as to receive

ail the light, sun, and air possible, keeping the roof

ventilators and side lights open night and day. What-

ever watering has to be done, do it early in the day, so

that it may be dried up before night, taking care also

to spill no more about than can be avoided. It is

always necessary at this season to carry out these direc-

tions, but more especially in the present autumn,

when there is, and has been during the summer, a

greater amount of mildew upon all plants subject

to it than ever I recollect. Nothing less than a

war of extermination must be waged against this most

insidious enemy as soon as discovered. Look diligently

over all plants that are subject to it, and more particu-

larly such as have been individually attacked during

the season. Sulphur, applied in the manner directed

in former Calendars, is the most effectual as well as the

safest cure, if care is taken to keep it out of the soil.

As the plants are now fast approaching the season when
they rest as much as they ever do, there is no better

time to go over any that may be affected with scale.

No plant can long exist in a healthy condition that is

affected with this pest—either the brown or white. The
sponge and a small brush, in size like a small camel's-

hair one, but stiffer, will be found the best. Any plants

that require more pot room should be at once potted.

The present time for this operation is not so desirable as

the early spring, but it is to be preferred before letting

the plants remain longer cramped for root space and
deficient of food. All that is necessary is to be very

particular that the soil is just right as to moisture when
used, and to be equally careful not to get it too wet for

some time after potting, as the roots at this season are

not so active as in the spring. The advantages are, that

when at this season the roots get hold of fresh soil, they

have something to feed upon at once in the spring,

before leaf-growth commences, and are consequently in

a condition to assist its development without any check.

The flowering in spring is also less likely to be affected

by potting now, but, as I have said before, the

operation must not be delayed, but done at once. As
the plants are taken indoors, they will not at this

season require either shading or any additional moisture

about them, but simply placing at one end of the

house, avoiding giving air at the side on which the

wind happens to be blowing. Now, as in spring potting,

it is necessary to see that the plants it is intended to pot

are in a proper condition as to water, having the ball

as moist as the health of the roots will bear, so that as

long a time as possible may intervene after the opera-

tion before it is necessary to give water. It may
appear monotonous to repeat the imperative necessity of

this, yet it is of vital importance to all delicate-

rooted plants, in order to give them time to heal their

roots, which must of necessity receive, even with the

greatest care, more or less injury in the transfer from
one pot to another. One of the advantages of

potting at this season is, that with decreasing sun-

heat and more humidity in the atmosphere, the

plants remain longer before they require water after

potting. Continue to push on tying as time can

be afforded for such. Where a large collection of

hard-wooded plants is grown and other work is

continually pressing, unless the tying is pushed
on during the autumn it frequently happens that the

spring with its still busier season arrives before the

work is complete. The largest plants should always
be done first, as the sticks that come away from them
will be long enough to answer for plants a size smaller,

and so on until the smallest plants are finished. T.

Baines^ Southgate.

Camellias,—No time should now be lost in placing

under protection such plants as may have been placed

out-of-doors. A thorough examination of the whole
stock should now be made, although I do not recom-
mend the season of their rest as being the best time for

repotting general stock. If any of the plants are found
to be in a sodden condition at the root and
the soil soured, which is not unfrequently the case,

they should be examined, picking out as much of the

pasty soil as possible. If the roots are found to be
much decayed, wash them clear of the soil, pruning off

such as are decayed, repotting into pots that are of a
size proportionate to the reduced state, thoroughly

draining the pots ; and provided that a fibry loam
rich in vegetable decomposition is not procurable,

add a rich fibry peat mixed in the proportion of two
parts of the loam to one part of peat, and sharp sand

;

pack the soil carefully and firmly amongst the roots,

and water to settle the soil. Subsequently use no
more than is necessary to maintain the soil in a healthy
state of moisture until such time as vegetation exhibits

itself, when they will be found to have obtained root
action, and in all probability will push vigorously.

To the general stock give as much air as possible

both night and day, and avoid subjecting them
at any lime to sudden checks, which may sensibly
affect the swelling of the buds, for although the
plants are in a comparatively dormant state, it must be

remembered that the roots are so far active, and that

the maturation of the buds considerably taxes the

energies of the plant. Although the supply of water

ought now to be diminished—and but little com-

paratively is required—the soil should never be

allowed to become dry, but kept in a healthy stale,

so that the process of swelling may go on gradually, and

without check, till finally the flowers expand, as any

disarrangement of the system will often cause the buds

to drop. Such as have been forced early for years,

and acquired habits of early flowering, will soon be in

bloom, without forcing, but should such assistance be

necessary, place them in a structure where they can be

syringed and shut up early in the afternoon, giving

weak manure water. Keep the foliage perfectly clean,

and sponge the leaves on both sides if necessary.

G. Wesiland, IVitley Court.

Heaths.—By the end of the month all plants should

be removed to their winter quarters ; a free admission

of air through the house should be given night and day
until there is danger of frost, when the sashes must be

closed at night to prevent injury therefrom, but admit

all the air possible during the day, and at night as

much as can be admitted with safety when there is

no appearance of frost. Let all pots be washed before

housing, and any plants that may have become green

on the surface of the soil from vegetation should have

it removed. See that mildew does not damage the

plants, but apply flowers of sulphur immediately it

is seen to arrest its progress. H. Chilman,

FLOWER GARDEN, b'c.

Hardy Trees and Shrubs.—In cases where new
plantations are to be made, whether for single trees or

clumps, the ground should be prepared as soon as time

will permit. It need cause no surprise to see so many
actual deaths and lingering lives, judging by the way
in which the ground is prepared—indeed, it can hardly

be called preparation—a mere attempt at accommoda-
tion. As a rule, admitting of few exceptions, the

soil should be broken up at least to the depth of 2 feet,

and as far beyond the extremity of the roots. It should

for a while be exposed as much as possible to atmo-

spheric action to get it thoroughly pulverised, which is

of essential importance when the soil is of an adhesive

character. This disintegrating process not only provides

a suitable bed for the small and tender fibres, but allows

for the escape of injurious ingredients. Root prun-

ing has long been regarded, not only as a means
of inducing fructification among over luxuriant

fruit trees, but also as a certain means of enabling

us to remove large and difficult trees with

safety. The rationale of the matter is simply this :

by amputating the roots we keep them within pre-

scribed limits, causing them to multiply, not alone

at the extremities, but throughout the entire ball of

earth, which consolidates the mass ; hence removal
may be carried out with greater security. Root-
pruning may be begun as soon as, or even before, the

leaves begin to drop, and may be carried on till the

sap begins to rise. But with all this freedom there can

be no doubt that September and October are the most
legitimate periods, while the ground retains a consider-

able amount of heat, the presence of which redresses

any injuries the roots may have sustained, by causing

the amputations to cicatrise and emit young spongelets

before excitability has become completely exhausted.

Examine trees and shrubs, and remove or shorten any
gross shoots that may injure or overlap the more
delicate or tardy-growing kinds. I would strongly

recommend to the lovers of autumn-flowering shrubs

the different varieties of the Hibiscus syriacus, or what
was formerly called Althsea frutex, both the double and
single kinds, all of various colours. This is a very

accommodating plant, as it will grow in almost any
kind of soil or situation. As a lawn plant of medium
height, and possessing a tropical appearance, flowering

at the present time, we must not omit Aralia spinosa.

Independently of a profusion of cream-coloured
flowers, the foliage throughout the summer months
forms an object of considerable interest. Whether as a

shrubbery plant or for planting singly on the grass, we
have few flowering herbaceous perennials which surpass

Spirtsa AruHCUS, and particularly at this season. It

is somewhat surprising that we see it so seldom. The
height averages from 6 to 8 feet, the branches of a

pendent habit, and the racemes of flowers are produced
from the axil of each leaf, in colour somewhat
resembling Aralia spinosa. Alexander Cramby Tort-

worth.

The Parterre and Mixed Garden.—The propa-
gation of a full supply of half-hardy plants must be
carried out with energy, for on the preparation made
now, so far as materials are concerned, will depend
much of the variety and beauty of the flower garden
next summer. The plan of planting the cuttings pretty

thickly in moderate-sized pots or boxes, should now
be adopted ; it is essential to success, that while the

cuttings are not so far exposed to an arid atmosphere
as to cause them to shrivel, they should not be kept

too damp and close, for in the latter case they will

decay rapidly. All cuttings at this season of the year

should be frequently looked over, and all dead leaves

removed. Tender plants and succulents should,

towards the latter end of the month, be taken in-

doors, otherwise they might sustain injury, as the

nights get cold, and frost or cold dew now begins

to fall. A few of the best hardy annuals should now
be sown thinly out-of-doors, to stand through the

winter ; if for borders they may be sown in patches

where they are to flower, but if required for beds it is

rarely the beds can be occupied so early in the season

:

in this case they must be sown in some sheltered

spot, and transplanted in spring. Beds may now be
cleared of their occupants wherever these are getting

untidy in their appearance, and spring-flowering bulbs

should be planted as the ground becomes vacant, pre-

viously preparing the ground, which should be light

and rich. Plant out in beds the early-rooted Pansy
cuttings ; continue to take off and plant the rooted

layers of Carnations^ Cloves, Picotces, &c. Trees and
shrubs may now be laid down for propagation, they will

make good roots in the course of next season. Cuttings

of Laurels, Aucndas, Honeysuckles, &.C., may now be
made. If short, moderate, hardened shoots of ILydrid

Perpetual and Bourbon Roses are now taken off at

their junction with the preceding growth, and placed

in a slight bottom-heat, they will root freely, and
make good plants for flowering next season. Hoe
and rake flower borders, and tie up any plants that

present an untidy appearance, or are liable to be broken
by the wind. Gather seeds as they ripen. Mow con-

stantly, and as close as possible, so as to have a good
regular bottom against winter. Weed and roll gravel

walks, and keep them free from leaves and litter.

Frequently look over the flower-beds, and remove the

decayed leaves and flowers ; by so doing the season of

gaiety may be considerably prolonged. Edit). Bennett,

The Gardens, Hatfield.
,

Roses.—The budded stocks should be periodically

examined, and the tying material may be removed
from those that were budded early. It should be
loosened where necessary on the later budded ones.

Buds not unfrequently grow out at once after they

have fairly taken. Of course, where this is the case,

they must be tied to supports, as recommended in

March, or the equinoctial gales when they come will

certainly blow them out of the stock ia exposed posi-

tions. I regret to say that red rust is extremely

virulent in this neighbourhood this season. It came
on much later than last year, but it is more malignant

than I ever before saw it. Some seedlings and plants

in Manetti have suffered most. This pest is certainly

becoming a very serious question for rosarians.

R. B. P.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—Continue the treatment of fruiting plants

as directed for last fortnight, excepting on cold nights,

when the temperature may be allowed to fall to 65°.

Strong suckers potted last March should now be fine

plants, and ought to have filled their pots with roots.

If the earliest of these can be brought together about
the beginning of next month, it will be found an
advantage, especially if they are intended to start into

fruit at the commencement of the year. They will now
want careful management ; water must be sparingly

and judiciously applied—no more given than sufficient to

prevent them from suffering from over-drynessofthesoil.

Discontinue syringing the plants overhead altogether for

the present ; maintain a drier state of atmosphere in the

house, afid give a liberal supply of air on every favour-

able occasion; also reduce the heat at the roots to 75°,

and the night temperature to 58", or even lower, on
cold nights, with a proportionate reduction during the

day. Later successional plants may be encouraged to

grow freely another month. Suckers which were
potted about the end of last July will now be ready
for shifting, those in 7-inch pots, if well-rooted, should
now be removed into 12-inch pots, and the smaller

ones be repotted before they are put into the fruiting

pots; these, having to make growth through the winter

months, must have a good place near the glass, with
plenty of light and room, avoiding as much as possible

a forcing heat, and also syringing overhead. The soil

for potting should consist of the fibrous parts of good
loam, and be used in moderate sized lumps. G. T»

AlileSj Wycombe Abbey Ga7-dens.

Peaches and Nectarines.—To assist the ripening

of the wood in late houses where the fruit is gathered,
it is a good plan to go over the trees and remove the
shoots where they are overcrowded, more particularly

those that have borne fruit, cutting them out to the

successional shoot at the base. With late crops now-
ripening their fruit a free circulation of air should be
constantly maintained, taking precautions, however, to

prevent the admission of rains or cold dews from
settling on the fruit. This can be effected by keeping
the top sashes closed and the front lights open.
Wfn. Gardiner. '

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Wall Fruit.—Look over Peaches, Nectarines, and

Apricots, and stop or nail in any shoot that may
require it ; and remove any leaves that shade the fruit.

Attend daily to the gathering of the fruit as it ripens.

Fruit trees should always, if possible, be planted early

in the autumn, and to secure good plants go at once
to the nurseries and select all you may want. At this

season of the year there are generally in most nurseries

a great many to choose from, but later in the season

the choice is not so good, as all the best plants are in

general "sold out" first Soil for borders should be
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collected this month, whilst it is dry, and laid in a
heap in as convenient a place as possible. M. Saul,

Stourton.

Hardy Fruit.—Gather in all fruit that is fit before

the equinoctial gales set in. Go frequently over the

trees, and gather the ripest fruit only at first, the size

of the others will increase as the quantity lessens. Do
not lay the fruit in heaps. Pears should be laid singly

on the fruit-room shelves, and Apples should not be
laid more than two or three deep. Keep the fruit-

room cool and dry. Commence preparations for the

planting of fruit trees next month. The nature of the

soil, subsoil, and situation will determine what these

preparations should be—draining to carry off super-

fluous water from soils, and mixture and pulverisation

for improving their texture, in order to admit more
readily the moisture and the heat of the atmosphere

—

are operations of great importance, to be attended to in

improving all soils of a retentive nature. M. Smd,
Stourton.

FORESTRY.
Hollies and targe Evey-greens may now be safely

transplanted ; the soil being high in temperature fresh

roots are made quickly ; water copiously after-

wards, whether the weather is dry or not, as it fixes

the soil closely round the roots. Line off roads for

new plantations, and open ditches on each side wherever
the ground is inclined to be wet. Drain ground intended

to be planted. Pits to receive young plants in winter

may now be opened. The soil is much improved by
being exposed a few months to sun and air. Collect

seeds of forest trees as they ripen ; Birch and some of

the varieties of Maple are now ready. Look over

newly giafted trees, and tie up those requiring it, to pre-

vent the shoots from being broken off by high winds.

Proceed with cleaning operations as formerly directed,

and continue to prune hedges. J. W.

Notices to Correspondents.
Bones for Vine Border : G. S. Yes; if bioken small,

as you propose.
Cottage Gardens : P. The Cottager's Garden Guide,

by W. Earley {Valentinps, Ilford), which maybe had
for a few pence, will suit your purpose.

Ergot of Rye : R. G. We did not see any in the

specimen you sent us, neither was there anything that

was likely to be injurious to pigs.

Everlastings : A Covsiant Reader. Cut them about
noon on a fine day, before the flowers become too old.

Hang them up, heads downwards, in medium-sized
bunches in a light, airy room, and keep the dust from
them as much as possible. Some, if not all, of the

flowers will close in again, but they will soon open, if

required in the winter time, if put in front of a fire.

Fibre : W. VV. S. i, Musatextilis ; 2, Boehmeria nivea
;

3, we do not know
; 4, Sabal sp.

; 5, Corchorus cap-
sular! s.

Fuchsia Culture : G. W., Dover. See an article on
this subject in our last year's volume, p. 312.

Millet ; G. M. There are several varieties of this : we
cannot teil which yours is. None of the varieties can be
grown to any advantage in this country, as they will not
bear even slight frost, and rarely get sun-heat enough
to ripen.

Names of Fruit : F, P. C, Bedford. Blenheim
Oiange.

Names of Plants,— It is particularly requested that

correspondents sending us plants to name will forward
us good specimens, including, wherever possible, leaves,

flower, and fruit, together with an indication of the habit

of the plant and of its native country. As a rule we
cannot tmdertake to name plants from imperfect speci-

mens, such as detached leaves, without other evidence.
Florists' flowers and garden varieties we must also

decline to name. We are at all times anxious to

oblige our correspondents in this matter, but we
trust they will bear in mind that to send us for

identification a heap of wretched scraps of plants,

often crushed in the post, is to impose on us an
outlay of time, labour, money, and patience, which
is eminently unsatisfactory to all parties con-
cerned. The specimens should be forwarded, post-
paid, in a tin box with a little damp moss, or
wrapped in oil-silk or gutta percha membrane.

—

y. H., Melts. I, not distinguishable in condition
received from G. blandus. 2, the only figure of G.
ramosus is in Paxton's Magazine of Botany, Your
specimen was not in a fit state to compare, and may or
may not be the same. We doubt if G. ramosus is a
genuine species of Gladiolus, more probably it is only a
garden variety, 3 appears to be G. psittacinus, Bat.
Reg. 1448, Bot. Mag, 3032,

—

J. T. Impatlens fulva.

— W, C\ T, Rosa sericea.—i?. b' McC. Lychnis Cosli
rosa.

—

Spent. Linaria repens and Pulmonaria offici-

nalis.

—

C. T. Spergularia marina ; Spergula arvensis.

P. G, I, Phytolacca decandra; 2, apparently Chrysan-
themum frutescens, but material insufficient.

—

Moore
Gwynne. i. Pavia discolor ; 2, Quercus Cerris var. austri-
aca

: 3, apparently Phillyrea laevis
; 4. Cytisus candicans

probably
; 5 and 6, we cannot undertake to name

; 7,
Spiraea chamasdrifolia.—7. W. Atriplex patula.

—

G.
N. Harris. Hypolepis tenuifolia ; Sanseviera or
Reineckia camese.— A/rj. Beach. The fronds have
become dried up and spoiled during our absence, and
we should hke to see fresh ones. It appears to be
something unusual.—y, 5., Quarry Bank, i appears to
be Blechnum striatum, a a variety of Lomaria procera :

both specimens are imperfect, as" they do not show the
base of the frond.

Pelargoniums : H. Cannell.
decayed when they reached us.

Ripening Grapes : M, C. If your gardener, in cutting
off " the most of the foliage," only removed recently
made laterals or green shoots, he did quite right ; but
if he has cut off the leaves of the bearing shoots he did
wrong, and your surmises about next year's crop will, in

all probability, prove a reality. The best plan would
have been to apply fire-heat, in conjunction with an
abundance of air at all times.

Seedling Verbena : Floj-ist. No : it is pretty in

colour, and that is all that we can say in its favour.

Timber : L. K. We do not think the timber would be
materially injured by the felling, but we advise you to
delay it as long as you can.

Violets : W. J. E. Yes. Do it as soon as you can.

Weeds in Walks : C. T. G. We cannot recommend
you to use arsenic ; it is too dangerous. Common salt
and water, applied hot, will answer quite as well.

Catalogues Received.—Wilham Bull (King's Road,
Chelsea, S.W.), a Retail List of Bulbs and Tuberous-
rooted Plants.—Howcroft & Watkins (14, Ttivistock
Row, Covent Garden), Catalogue of Flowering Bulbs.
—Drummond Brothers (52, George Street, Edinburgh),
Select List of Hyacinths, Early Tulips, Miscellaneous
Flowering Bulbs, &c. — Thomas S. Ware (Hale
Farm Nurseries, Tottenham), Catalogue of Hardy
Bulbs and other Early Flowering Plants.— R. H.
Vertegans (Chad Valley Nurseries, Egbaston,
Birmingham), Catalogue of Roses, Coniferse, Ever-
green and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs, &c.,
and Dutch Bulbs and other Flower Roots. —John
Moore (Goodhope Roseries, Warwick), Catalogue of
Select Roses.^ames Cocker (Aberdeen), Descriptive
Catalogue of Dutch Flower Roots.

Delayed, and quite

Communications Received.— O.—D.
D. T. R—J. R.—A. B.,"Whitland.
Cork.—H. J. W.-Greenhom.—J. F.-

—A. M.-Amy.

D.-W. T. P.-C. N.—
-S. E.—G. T.- R. H.,
-R. B.—W. B.—C.P.P.

arkts.
COVENT GARDEN.—Sept, 20.

The markets are just now particularly dull, and uith
the exception that Peaches and Pine-apples are com-
manding a higher price, we have no alterations to
announce.

Cut Flowers.

d. s, d.

Blue Cornflower, p.

12 bun 3 o to 4 o
Carnations, p. bunch 40 — 60
Clove Carnations, p.

12 bun. , . ..40 — 60
Gardenias, p. doz. . . 30— 60
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays — 06
Heartsease, p. i2bun.i 6 — 30

Balsams
Calceolaria
China Asters
Cockscombs .

.

Double Pelar-

goniums

p. doz.

.. do.

do.

do.

s. d. s, d.

Lilium auratum, doz. 1 6to 5 o— lancifolium do. i o— 2 o
Mignonette, 12 bun. 16 — 30
Myosolis, p. bun. . . 02 — 06
Pelargoniums, Zonal,

p. 12 sprays . . 04 — o q
Roses, per doz. . . 10 — 60
Stephanotis,i2Sprays4 o — 6 o
SweetPeas,p. 12 bun. 2 o — 40

Plants in Pots.
r. d. s. d, s. d. s. ,

3 oto 6 o Fuchsia ..p. doz. 4 otoiz
4 o— 6 o Lnhelia ., do. 4 o— 6 o
3 o— 6 o Mignonette .. do. 3 o-

3 o— 6 o Myrtles .. do. 3 o— y o
Rhodanthe .. do. 6 o-

do. 4 o— 6 o ScarleiGcranium do. 2 6— 6 c

Figs, p. doz.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100
Melons, each
Oranges, per 100

Fruit.
s. d.

. I o to 2 o
10—50
7 o — 10 o
20 — 50
10 o —15 o

Vegetables.
s. d, s. d.

Artichokes,green, ca. o 3 to o 6

iieet, per doz. . . i o— 3 o
Cabbages, per doz. .. 10— i 3
Cardoons, each . . . . — .

.

Carrots, p. bunch . . o 7— 10
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 2 o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle . 1 o— 2 o
Cucumbers, each . . o 6— i o
Frencli Beans, new,
per J sieve . . . . — 30

Herbs, per bunch .. o z— o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun.3 o— 5 o
Leeks, per bunch . . o 2— o 4

s, d. s. d.

Peaches, per doz. ..12 o toi8 o
Pears, per doz. . . 20 — 40
Pine-apples, per lb. 50 — 80
Strawberries, p. lb. .. — ..

s. d. s. d.

X oto 2 O
I 6— 2 6

.04—09
o 2— o 6
o— 2 o

Lettuces, per score.

.

Mushrooms, p. pott,

Onions, per bunch .

Parsley, p. bunch .

.

Peas, new, per qt.

Radishes, per bunch o 2-

Rhubarb, p. bund. ...
SaLsafy, per bun -

Scorzonera, per bun. . . — .

.

Shallots, per lb. .. o 6— ..

Spinach, per i sieve 2 6— 3 o
Tomatos, p. doz. . . 1 o— 2 o
Turnips, p. bun. . . o 3— o 4

o 4

New Potatos—Round, 5^. to ys. per cwt.; Kidneys, 5^. oil.

to 7.J. do.

Brockwortli Park Pear.

JC. WHEELER and SON can supply TREES of
• this extra fine PEAR at the foltowinR prices:—

Dwarl-traincd for walls, 71, 6d. each.
I'yr;imid';, 51. each.
Fine Maidc-n Plants, 2s. 6d. each.

This magnificent Pear is well worthy of a wall wherever space can
be found for it.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Nurserymen, Gloucester; and
59, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

THE DUKE of BUCCLEUCH GRAPEVINE.—
1 his Vine will be sent out next year, bcginninfj in May, to meet

the wishes of those who want to plant or inarch it HurinR the summer.
This is the earliest and finest White Grape ever offered 10 the Public.
It has received First-Class Certificates at the Royal Horticultural
Society of London ; also at Glasgow, Belfast, and at other places
where it has been shown.

Planting Canes, ais.
Strong planting Lanes, 42^.
A few exira strong Fruiters, 635.

Orders are being; now booked The usual allowance to the Trade
WM. THOMSON, Tweed Vineyard. Clovenfords, by Galashiels

R.

Tacsonia exoniensls,
NEW HYBRID GREENHOUSE CLIMBER.

T. VEITCH begs to call attention to the above
beautiful Climber, It received a First-class Certificate at the

Royal Horticultural Exhibition at Birmineham, and was mentioned in
The Garden as amongst the most remarkable novelties there exhibited.
It is a most distinct cross between the Tacsonia Van Volxemi and T.
mollissima. The lube is at least 2'^ to 3 inches long, and the flower a
beautiful light magenta, with a purple rmg in the centre.

Plants now ready, at loj. 6d, each.
Plates post free for 18 stamps.

Special quotations to the Trade on application.
The Nurseries, Exeter.

To the Trade.
' WINTER FLOWERING PLANT.

BOUVARDIA VREELANDIl, the freest blooming
white Bouvardia grown, flowers in trusses similar to B. Hogarth,

from which variety it 15 a root sport; a great acquisition to Bouquet
makers Strong plants, i8j per doz. ; a Tew extra strong, 30J per doz.
BOUVARDIA ELEGANS, the best of the Red varieties, 91, per

dozen ; extra strong, 151. per doien.
H. POPE AND SON, King Norton Nurseries, Worcestershire.

Magnificent New Winter Flowering Plant,
BOUVARDIA VREELANDIL

MESSRS. J. STANDISH and CO. are now
prepared to execute orders for the above beautiful plant. It

has the habit and form of B. Hogarthii, but the colour is of the
Purest White. The tlowers are of excellent substance and stand
well, thus rendering it invaluable for Greenhouse or Conservatory
Decoration, and also for Cutting and Bouquets. Fine plants, fit for
winter Howering, 31. 6d. each, 361. per dozen. Special quotations to
the Trade on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Pots,

beg to call
magnificent stock of TEA ROSES, consist-

Eight Thousand Tea Roses, In
FOR WINTER FLOWERING.

MESSRS. J. STANDISH and CO.
attention to their

ingof:—
4000 MARECHAL NIEL. in t6's, ja's. 48's, and 6o's.
1200 SAFRANO, in i6's. 32's. 48's, and 6o's.
600 MADAME FALCOT, in u's, i6's, 32's, and 6o's.
500 ISABELLA SPRUNT. in i6"s, s^s, 48's, and 6o's.

250 Extra strong GLOIRE DE DIJON, in 3a's. Also
1400 ol various varieties, in i6's, 32's. 48's, and 6o's,

including Alba Rosea, Belle Lyonnaise, Mons. Furtado, Madame
Margottin, Niphetos, Freres Soupert et Notting, Madame Isa Imberl,
Safrano a fleur rouge, Souvenir d'Elize Vardcn, Madame Trifle,
Devoniensis. &c. A fine collection of HYBRID PERPETUALS of
all sorts, including 700 extra strong plants of Boule de Neige, just
ready to bloom. Prices on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Cinerarias.
MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH and CO. are now

sending out fine Plants of their celebrated strain of CINE-
RARIAS, which are now so well known as to require no
further description.

Collection No. i, consisting of 6 of the very best of all the varieties, 301.
Collection No. a, consisting of 12 do., do., 4a(.

Collection No. 3, consisting of 24 of the best from the general
collection, 63s.

Collection No. 4, consisting of 50 do., do., 105J.

Collection No. 5, consisting of loo do., do., ^8.
Single Plants from 2s. 6d. to 7s. 6d each.
A descriptive LIST of each collection will be sent post free on

application. Early orders are solicited, as the suppiy of the best
varieties is limited.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Eltham Nursery, Kent, S.E.
TWO MILES from BLACKHEATH STATION:
ONE MILE from ELTHAM, LOOP-LINE.

THIRTY ACRES of healthy, well-grown NURSERY
STOCK,of every description, comprising Specimen CONIFERS

and EVERGREENS of all sizes. Standard RoSES, FRUIT TREES,
&c. Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to coino
and select for themselves.

JAMES W. TODMAN. Eltham Nursery, Kent, S.E.

CABBAGE PLANTS, CABBAGE PLANTS.—
Strong, healthy, autumn sown, of the following kinds, viz.:

—

Early Battersca
|

Early Barnes
Enfield Market

| Nonpareil
Can now he supplied in any quantities, at 31. per 1000. Remittance
or Post Office Order to accompany all orders from unknown
correspondents.W VIRGO AND SON, Woncrsh Nurseries, Guildford.

s D W H

A GOOD CHANGE of SEED ALWAYS PAYS.

Samples and Prices post free from

T. BOWICK AND CO., Bedford.

c
The Best Grass for Sewage Farming.

RTER'S SUPERFINE
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS,

Specially selected for Sewage Farms, should now be sown for early

spring crops. This variety produces an immense weight of pure

Grass, is free from weeds, and very hardy.

CARTER'S SUPERFINE ITALIAN RYE-GRASS

Is cultivated extensively on the principal Sewage Farms in Enfland.

Lowest Price per Quarter on application.

AH Seeds Carriage Free.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,

Seedsmen to the Queen and the Prince of Wales,

237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

PEACH HOUSE (Lean-to) WANTED, about 100
feet long, II feet wide. Must be in good condition.—Address,

stating size and price, to

N- Z., Post Office, Blechinglcy, Surrey.

TANNED NETTING, ior Garden purposes,
Protect' - '

^.
. -rotccting Fruits (rora Birds, &a Widths i^

Price td. per square yard.
HO01'i':R ANi) CO., Covenl G.irricn, Lond-

3, and 4 yards.

W.C.

Archangel and Petersburg Mat3.

J BLACKBURN and SONS, having just received
• a large consignment of NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERS-

BURG Maps at reduced prices, will forward Price Listen anpli-
cation, Samples to be seen at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E. C.

Russia Mat Merchants.
MARENDAZ AND FISHER, 9. James Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, Importers of ARCHANGEL and ST, PETERS-
BURG MATS, RAFIA FIHRE, &c. ; Dealers in GARDEN
NETTING, LABELS, TIFFANY. TARRED TWINES, &c

KU&SLA MATS,
ANDERSON'S TAC

for Covering Garden Frames.—
TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable Price List, which gives the site of every class of Mat*
forwarded post free on application

IAS. T. ANDERSON. 7- Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

E. T. ARCHER'S "FRIGI D O M O."
— Patronised and u«d for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is apolied.

PROTECTION AGAINST the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
WOOL NETTING, a yards wide. i«. W. per yard.

"FRIGI bOMO" CANVAS.
Two yards wide if. lorf. per yard.
Three yards wide y. ^d. per yard.
Four yards wide 3*. lod. per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long,65irf. toSJfrf. per yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 7a inches wide, 7}id. and
g%d. per yard.

ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of "Frigi Domo" 3, Cannon
Street, City, E.G. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country,

Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.
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LAWES' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED),

CJu2irman~']oHS Knowles, Esq.

LAWES' WHEAT MANURE, for autumn sowing, now ready for

dcliver>'.

LAWES- TURNIP MANURE, DISSOLVED BONES, SUPER-
PHOSPHATE of LIME, POTATO, MANGEL. BARLEY.
WHEAT. OAT and GRASS MANURES, CONCENTRATED
CORN and GRASS MANURES.
The Company having purchased the Business earned on by Mr

Lawcs (or so many years, are now prepared to receive orders for the

above Manures.
The Manures can be supplied direct from the Works at Deptford

and Barking Creeks, or through the Dcpflts at the Ports and Railway
Stations throughout the Kingdom.
The Company have retamed the advice and assistance of Mr.

Lawcs lor a period of two years, and all their Manures will be pre-

pared under his direction. They are determmed to send out

Manures of the highest quality only, and no expense or trouble

will be spared to maintain for the future the same high position which
they have occupied in the past.

t>rders for Manures, ana applications for /Vgencies in unrepresented
districts, should be sent in at once to H. R. CHASTON, Manager.

Head Offices:—59, Mark Lane. London, E.G.
Branches :—22, Eden Quay, Dublin ; Market Street, Shrewsbury ;

Womanbv Street, Cardiff; 63, Constitution Street, Lcilh; 34, Market
Street, Aberdeen ; Cumberland Road, Bristol.

PURE COLESHILL BREED.—A few young SOWS
and HOARS, and a first-class BOAR Cvvr old), for SALE.

Apply by post, pre-paid, to Mr. JAMES ROBERTSON, Colcshill,

High worth.

To Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Others.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, by Private Treaty, an
OLD ESTABLISHED BUSINESS in the above line, with good

Shop, in one of the principal thoroughfares in Newcastle-on-Tyne,
and small Nurscn.- Ground within short distance. Satisfactory reasons
for leaving the same.
DAVISON AND SON, Auctioneers, Northumberland Rooms,

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

NURSERY TO BE LET, situate in a leading main
road a few miles from London, contiguous to three railway

stations. The glass consists of eight Greenhouses, with Show-house
fronting the road ; extent of ground about an Acre. There is a good
Tcn-ror.med Dwelling-house. Incomir g low,
KETTELWELL-S Horticultural Agency Office, 33, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.

To Gardeners.

TO BE DISPOSLD OF, an ESTABLISHED
JOBBING BUSINESS, with Convenient Premises, comprising

Six-roomed Dwelling-house. Span-roof Greenhouse. 30 feet by 10 feet,

Propagating-house. 30 feet by 5 feet, and Pits the same length, newly
erected, and heated with hot-water. Well situated in a good neigh-
bourhood on the High Road, a few miles from London, Lease,
aoycars unexpired. Kent low.
KETTELWELL'S Horticultural Agency Office, 22, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.

Hassock's Gate Nursery, Keymer,
And SEED and FLriRIST ESTABLISHMENT,

27 and 28, WESTERN ROAD, BRIGHTON.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE.—The Executors of the

late George Parsons beg to announce that the above will shortly
be for SALE, particulars of which will be Advertised at an early date.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Planting Season.—Additional List of Sales.

IMPORTANT 10 NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN. NURSERYMEN,
BUILDERS, and OTHERS E.XTENSIVELY ENGAGED in
PLANTING.

PRELIMIN.^RY NOTICE of FORTHCOMING
SALES of NURSERY STOCK by MESSRS. PROTHEROE
AND MORRIS:—

OCTOBER 16.—On the Premises, HALE FARM NURSERIES,
Totlenham, by order of Mr T. S, Ware.

OCTOBER 17.—On the^Premi-es, the BURNT ASH NURSERY,
lee. Kent, by order of Mr. B Mailer,

NOVEMBER i—On the Premises, the NURSERY, Brook Street,
Clapton, by order of Messrs. OlTord & Son.

NOT FIXED—On the Premises, STANHOPE NURSERY, North
End, Fiilham. by order of the Proprietor.
For previous List of Sales, see last week's Gardeners' Chronicle.

Tooting, S.W.
ANNUAL SALE of EXTRA STOCK of STOVE and GREEN-

HOUSE PLANTS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have
received instructions from Mr. R, Parker to SELL by

AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, Exotic Nursery,
Tooting, on MON DAY, Sepiember 23. at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely,
many thousands of choice STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
I he whole of which arc very healthy, comprising quantities of
Ananassa, Emboihrium coccineum. Anthurium. Dracaenas, Phor-
miums of sorts, Gardenias, Epiphyllum, Rhododendron Countess of
Haddington, Cossignea borbonica, choice double Camellias, Azalea
indica, and others; a quantity of choice Orchids, including Vandas,
Aerides of sorts, Cymbidlum cburneum, Angraccum sesquipedalc,
Cypripedium. Thunia Bensoniac, Lselia prestans, true, and hundreds
of Exotic Ferns, Adiantum farleyense and others; fine Greenhouse
and Stove' Palms, an assortment of Succulent Plants, hardy Herbaceous
Plants, Yuccas, choice Tulips, &c.
May be viewed the Saturday prior and morning of Sale. Catalogues

may be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,
Leyionsione, E.

Dutch Bulbs for Autumn Planting.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C, every

MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, and 'SATURDAY during September,
at half-past 13 o'Clock precisely. Importations of First-Class

HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES, and other BULBS, just

arrived from well-known Farms in Holland, in Lots to suit large and
small Growers.

On view the mornings ol Sale, and Catalogues had^

Orchids, Imported and Established.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

on TUESDAY. September 24, at half past 12 o'Clock precisely, an
importation from New Grenada of 600 Plants of ONCIDIUM
CUCULLATUM, in good condition; several fine Plants of TIL-
LANDSIAS; also a Collection of choice established ORCHIDS,
FERNS. PALMS, DRAC-ENAS, CAMELLIAS. NEPENTHES,
MARANTAS, CROTONS. and other Plants, in healthy condition.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Notting Hill, W.
CLEARANCE SALE of CHOICE GREENHOUSE PLANTS,

HORSE. VAX, &c
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL

by AUCTION on the Premises, the Silchester Road Nursery,
Notting Hill. W,, on TUESDAY, September 24. at la for 1 o'Clock pre-
ciscly, by order of Mr. Robert Smith, who is relinquishing the
business, the whole of the GREENHOUSE and STOVE PLANTS,
comprising 800 Isolepis gracilis. Stephanotis, Begonias, choice Ferns,
Lycopodiums ; also 250 Azalea indica, well set with flower-buds, 1500
Geraniums of sorts. Camellias, &c., together with Horse, Van,
Harness, Garden Pots, 100 feet Hot-water Piping. Manure, Compost, &c.
On view the day prior to Sale. CATALOGUES had on the

Premises, and ot the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, E,

M

Important Sale of Plants.

MR. KERRISON has received instructions from
Mr, B. Whitham, Proprietor of the Reddish Nurseries, near

Stockport, Cheshire, who has arranged to give up the whole ol his

Land adjoining the river Tame, in consequence of the imminent
danger to a large portion of his Stock by the late floods, to SELL by
AUCTION, on SEP I EMBER 26, 37. 28, and 30, at 11 lor 12 o'Clock
each day, at ihc above Grounds, an extensive assortment of I-'OREST,
FRUIT, and <tRNAMENTAL TREES, EVERGREENS, DECI-
DUOUS SHRUBS, &c. The Fruit Trees comprise Apples, Pears,

Plums, Cherries, Currants. &c., of the best sorts. The Forest Trees
consist of nearly every known kind, British and Foreign. The
Rhododendrons, which are of the best named sorts, range from 2-yr,

Seedlings to 4 feet high. There are about three million of transplanted
Quicks, and the whole will be Sold without reserve.

Catalogues are now ready, and may be had at the Nurseries, or

from the Auctioneer, 290, Stamford Street, Ashton-under-Lyne.

Chigwell, Essex.
CLEARANCE SALE of NURSERY STOCK.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Mr. T Protheroe to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, Rolls Park. Chigwell. Essex, ten
minutes' walk from Chigwell Lane Station, Great Eastern Railway, on
MONDAY, September 30, at 11 lor iz o'Clock precisely, the whole of
the VALUABLE N URSERY STOCK, including some thousands of
remarkably well grown Aucubas. r to 5 feet ; Gold. Silver, and Green
Hollies ; Green Box, common Laurels. English Yews. Chinese Arbor-
vitae. 9 feel; Cuprcssus, Ficeas of sons, a quantity of Deciduous
Shrubs. Omamenial and Forest Trees. 3 choice assonmcnt of 300 fine

Standard Roses ol the best varieties. Fruit Trees (various). Straw-
berries in pots, together with some choice Aialea indica, well set with
flower-buds, &c.
On view prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on the Premises, and of

the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone. E. .^__
Absolute Clearance Sale.—Earl's Court, Kensington.

MR. JAMES H. GREEN will SELL by AUCl ION,
by order of Mr. James Marcham (the whole of the ground being

Let for Building),on the Gnsunds above, on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
Sepiember 25, and following day, at 12 for i o'Clock precisely, the
whole NURSERY STOCK, comprising 2000 Box Trees, Lilac, Kibes,
Pyrus japonica, 500 Roses, 1500 Virginia Creepers, 500 Gooseberry
and Currant Trees, 150 Pyramid Box Trees, fine specimens, a to 7 feet
high : Aucubas, Aialeas, Variegated Holly, choice Chrysanthemums,
80,000 Bulbs, and the whole of the general stock.
On view two days prior and mornings of Sale. Catalogues on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneer, 72 and 217, King Street West,
Hammersmith, W.

To the Nobility, Gentry, and Others.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT and EXTENSIVE SALE at the far-

famed PROSPECT and HE.A.TH HOUSE NURSERIES,
situate at CHEDDLETUN, near LEEK.

MESSRS. FERGYSON and SON beg to intimate
that, in consequence of the declining health of the present pro-

prietor, Mr. William Grosvenor, they have received peremptory
instructions to submit for unreserved PUBLIC COMPETITION,
on MONDAY, September 30, and on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, and SATURDAY, October i, 2, 3. 4, and 5,

at I o'clock each day prompt (refreshments at 12). all the very
judiciously selected and costly STOCK-IN-TRADE of choice

FRUIT TREES, in immense variety; noble FOREST TREES,
Standard and Dwarf ROSES, fine specimens of EVERGREENS, rare

and costly AMERICAN PLANTS, magnificent ORNAMENTAL
TREES, flowering and other SHRUBS, &c., pertaining to the

aforesaid Nurseries, w hich occupy an area of upwards of 30 Acres.

This Sale will doubtless prove a great attraction to those interested

in planting, as the Nurseries have long obtained an enviable notoriety

for the hardy nature ot the plants grown there, and the discriminating

judgment exercised by the present proprietor, who is entirely declining

Dusiness, consequently the whole of the very valuable Lots will be
Sold without the slightest reservation.
Conveyances will meet all Trains stopping at Cheddlcton Station on

the days of Sale, and every facility will be afforded to purchasers in

the interim.
Catalogues will be ready eight days previous to the Sale, and can be

had (gratis) on application at the place of Sale, or at the Auction and
Valuation Offices, Market Place and Stockwcll Street, Leek.

rpHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
X. (Incorporated nv Special Acts of Parliament)

DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &c.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above

purposes, without investigation of title.

For Forms and further inlormation, apply to GRANVILLE R.
RYDER, Esq.. Managing Director, No. 1, Great, George Street,
Storey'5 Gate, Westminster, S.W.

Smithfield Club, 1872.
riiHE EARL of POWIS' PRIZE for SLAUGHTER-
X ING ANIMALS. -A t^PEClAL PRIZE of TWENTY
POUNDS is offered (for the second time) by the Right Hon. the

Earl of Powis, one of Ihc Vice-Presidents of the Club, for the BEST
INSTRUMENT that shall be an efficient substitute for the Pole Axe
for slaughtering animals, by separating the spinal marrow—commonly
called Pclhing. The competing instruments must be delivered at the
office of the Hon. Sec. on or belore October i.

All information can be obtained of Mr. DAVID PULLEN,
Assistant Secretary, Corner of Half Moon Street, Piccadilly,

London, W. ^

Spring Grove Nursery, Spring Grove, Isleworth, W.
FIRST PORTION of the VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MR. T. A. SMITH is instructed by Mr. John
Trolman to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. High

Road. Hounslow, opposite the Mil ford Arms Hotel, on THURSDAY
and FRIDAY. October 17 and 18, at 12 o'Clock each day, the beauti-

fully varied NURSERY STOCK, including about 1000 Limes, 1500
Lombardy, White and Black Italian Poplars, 500 Standard Thorns, of

sorts ; 1000 Acacia, Variegated Ncgundo, Birch, Mountain Ash, Syca-

more, Laburnum. Elms, Chestnuts, &c. ; about 10,000 fine Evergreens,

in the best varieties ; 1000 Standard and other Roses, 1000 strong Sweet-
briars, 1000 Standard and Dwarf Fruit Trees, all in capital condition
for planting.
Catalogues will be ready in due course, and may be had of the

Auctioneer, 58, King Street East, Hammersmith, W.

Dunford Nursery, near Woking Station,
SOUTH-WESTERN RAILWAY, SURREY.

ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE SALE of LARGE QUANTITIES of
USEFUL NURSERY STOCK.

MR. W. ABRAHAM has received instructions from
Messrs. Chapman & Chitty, Proprietors of the above (whose

Lease just expires), to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on
MONDAY, October a8, and three following days, at 12 o'Clock punc-
tually each day, without the LEAST RESERVE, the ENTIRE
STOCK of this NURSERY, consisting of many thousands of CONI-
FERS, EVERGREEN, DECIDUOUS, FRUIT, FOREST, and
other Trees and Shrubs: about 100,000 Fruit Stocks of various kinds,

30,000 Roses, &c. Further particulars in future Advertisements. To
Gentlemen and the Trade an excellent opportunity.

Catalogues in due course, on the Premises; and ol the Auctioneer
and Valuer, Goldworth Nurseries, Woking, Surrey.

Fulbam.
To MARKET GARDENERS, PIG BUYERS, and OTHERS.

Messrs: TUCKETT and CO. are instructed by
the Representatives of the late Mr. Charles Bagley to SELL

by AUCTION upon the well-known Market Garden premises, at

Sands End, Fulham, on TUESDAY, September 24, and following

day, at 11 o'Clock, the whole of the LIVE and DEAD STOCK.
comprising Seven powerful Draught Horses, handsome black Filly,

capital Dogcart, Harness, Five Market Vans, WagEon, Five Tum-
brils, Chaff-cutter, Fire and Garden Engines, iioo Hand-lights,

Barrows, Baskets, Ladders, Implements, Tools, and Seeds; also

50 FAT PIGS {15 to 20 stone), 100 PRIME STORE DITTO.
20 SOWS. WELL-BRED WHITE BOAR, and the following thriving

young NURSERY STOCK, viz., 3o,coo Gooseberries of sorts,

6000 Black Currants, and 3000 Victoria Plums,
On view the day before. Catalogues on the Premises; at WAY'S

Coffee House, and " The Unicorn," Covent Garden Market ; or at

the Auctioneers' Offices, lOA. Old Broad Street, E.C

Extensive Sale of Sbortborn Cattle.

THE HARLOWBURY HERD of PURE SHORT-
HORNS, bred by the late Mr Chas. Barnard, rQrnearly20 years,

will be SOLD by AUCTION, on TUESDAY NEXT, September 24,

at Harlowbury, near Harlow Station, Essex. It comprises about Eighty
Head 01 Bulls, Cows, and Heifers, which are extremely well descended
from some of the soundest lines of old Shorthorn blood. The Bulls

used have been first-class Animals of the fashionable Bates strains,

and in the Herd will be found Mr. Barnard's late County Prize

Winners, and many promising Young Animals of each sex by the pure
Bates Sire, Duke of Liverpool (28,414), who is included in the Sale,

The Herd has been kept for Dairy purposes, consequently the Cows
arc capitital Milkers. The whole btock is of a very superior

descripiion.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, maybe had of JOHN THORNTON,

:^, Langham Place, Regent Street, London, W.

Important Sale of Pure-bred Sbortborns, at Tansley,
Near MATLOCK BRIDGE, DERBYSHIRE.

MR. JOHN THORNTON will SELL by AUCTION,
on THURSDAY NEXT, September 26 (2 o'Clock), at Tansley,

near Matlock, the ENTIRE HERD of PURE-BRED SHORT.
HORNS, belonging to Mr. R. Blackwell. The Herd, compnsmgabout
Fifty Headof Bulls. Cows, and Heifers, has been selected and bred from

several of the best Herds in the countrj-, and contains many choice

Animals of the Booth, Fawkcs, and Stratton blood. First-class Prize

Bulls have always been used, and now. Knight of Knowlmere, of

pure Booth blood, the Winner of upwards of Twenty Prizes, is m
service. The stock has been ver>' successfully exhibited at the

Derbyshire and Bakeweil Shows, and is in high repute throughout the

^'catafogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,
1^, Langham Place, Regent Street, London, W.

SMITHFIELD CLUB SHOW. AGRICULTURAL
HALL, ISLINGTON, DECEMBER q to 13.

IMPLEMENT DEPARTMENT.
The LAST DAY for receiving APPLICATIONS for SPACE for

IMPLEMENTS and MACHINERY, &c., is OCTOBER i

Printed Forms of Application, with Rules and Regulations, may be
obtained of Mr. DAVID PULLEN, Assistant Secretary, corner of
Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W. All communications
should bear outside the words " Smithfield Club."

QMITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW,—
10 The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE. SHEEP, and PIGS
will be held at the AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON, on
MONDAY afternoon, December 9, and four following days.

Intending Exhibitors are requested to apply for Certificate Forms
by the reference letters as under :

—

CATTLE.—Form A. For an OX or STEER (in any Class).

„ B. For a COW or HEIFER (in any Class).

„ C. For a BEAST in Extra Stock
SHEEP. „ O. ForaPenof Three WETHERS.

„ E. For a Pen ot Three EWES.
„ F. Fora SingleWETHER SHEEP in ExtraStock

PIGS. „ G. For a Pen of Three PIGS (in any Class).

„ H. For a Single PIG in Extra Stock.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER i.

Prize Lists, Forms of Certificate'^, and all information may be
obtained on application to Mr. DAVID PULLEN, Assistant Secre-

tary, at the Office of the Honorary Secretary, corner of Half-Moon
Street, Piccadilly, London, W.
N B.—All communications respecting the Show must be addressed

to the Assistant Secretary as above, and should bear outside the

words " Smithfield Club Show."

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1872.

OF the three divisions of the great county of

York, the East Riding is the least. Its

area is 711,000 acres, and its population in 187

1

was 313,301. The German Ocean flanks it on
the east, and the rivers Harford, Derwent, and
Ouse form its boundary on the north and west,

and the last river, uniting with the Humber,
forms its southern limit. There are one or two

small breaks in these natural boundaries, but

these lines sufficiently mark out the East Riding.

The centre of the riding is occupied by the

range of chalk hills called the Wolds, which,

rising to a height of Soo feet above the level of

the sea, range from Brantingham and Hessle on
the south, to Flaraborough, Hunmanby, and
Ganton on the north, their breadth varying, from

about 30 miles from Flamborough to Acklam, to

about 5 miles at the southern extremity of the

district. Their rounded, uniform outline cha-

racterises them in contradistinction to the rugged

shape of the oolitic hills which lie to the north-

west. The chalk range, 100 years ago, was in

almost an uncultivated state. " Between Boynton
and Hunmanby," says ARTHUR YoUNG, in 1770,
" the land lets from 4//. to ^s. per acre." It is

now farmed on the most approved system of

Turnip husbandry.
That the Cattle Plague had broken out on

the south-west foot of these Wolds, Mr. Hannam
startled the agricultural world by announcing in

the Times of the 6th inst. ; an alarm which was
not given a moment too soon, and which was
immediately justified by the virulence and rapi-

dity with which it spread through a large herd of

cattle. Although the Wolds are chiefly arable

at the south-west base of the mountain range,

there is a tract or belt of fine grazing land on

the lias clay. Yapham, where the plague first

broke out, is thus situated. It is on the first rise

or footstool of the mountain, and from it, look-

ing southward, the vale of York spreads. Here a
deposit of soil, rich in organic and inorganic

elements and fertility, in the age of geological

transformations, has accumulated, alter being

washed off the face and down the fissures of the

limestone mountains. Further down the valley

the light sand has been carried, and a district of

chalky gravel formed, and beyond that a wide

area of ferruginous drift-sand is now met with.

The large tract of fine grass land below Kirby
Undervale, Bishopwilton, and Givendale, is of

the best quality. At Yapham, Owsthorpe, and
several other places, cattle have for many years

been fed upon grass, without artificial assist-

ance. The soil has improved under grazing,

without the application of any auxiliary ferti-

lisers. What is called high farming, or the
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application of stimulating fertilisers, cannot

therefore have tended to encourage disease

amongst the stock at Yapham. Moreover, the

district has a perfect natural drainage, and the

water coming down the mountain, and filtered

over sand and gravel, is of unsurpassed purity.

Experience up to this time has testified to the

healthiness of the pasturage. Yet here, at

Yapham, the first known outbreak of the

cattle plague occurred ; and here, we are sorry

to say, it still exists, and keeps showing itself

upon fresh lands. At Bridlington, on the east

of the Riding, and close to the coast, and also

at Patrington on the north shore of the Humber,
east of Hull, and about equal distance from the

German Ocean and the Humber—very near to

Sunk Island, it has established itself. These
three 'centres of infection are situate at a dis-

tance from each other, and a line drawn from
them would enclose a triangular space, the

shortest side of which would measure 30 miles.

As the greatest care has been taken to prevent

the spreading of the disease from Yapham, it has
been generally believed that all the three cases

have originated from some common source of

infection, and have not been propagated from
each other. The evidence of this view being

correct has become stronger every day, and in-

tense interest exists now in all parts of the king-

dom relative to the progress of the malady in

each of the infected areas. Granted that all the

three outbreaks in the three distant and distinct

localities have had one common origin, it is pos-

sible that other cases may yet appear in different

localities ; though each day that passes lessens

the chance of extension.

It is now more than a month since the infected

cattle were bought, and in that time all the virus

originally deposited has had time to develope its

effects. On the other hand, the present infected

localities may at any moment send forth fresh

germs of infection into new districts should
ineffective precautions be adopted, or effective

regulations be carried out imperfectly.

Under these circumstances, and the universal

anxiety prevailing, we have taken the trouble to

make full inquiry upon the spot relative to the

history of the disease and to its exact circum-

stances at the present time. The results of our
personal observation and inquiry we now place

before our readers as a trustworthy record up to

the time of our going to press yesterday.

The outbreaks may be classified under three

heads, viz., those of Yapham, Bridlington, and
Patrington.

With reference to the Yapham case, the follow-

ing may be taken as its true history, so far as

inquiry at Pocklington has elicited :—On Mon-
day, August 19, Mr. Anthony Berriman, a
farmer and cattle dealer, resident in Pocklington,
occupying his own land and renting other out-

lying farms, attended a monthly cattle fair at

Hunmanby, where some cattle were sold by
auction. Not more than 100 head were in the

fair, and these were chiefly fat animals. There
were only a few lean cattle in the fair besides :

these he bought. What he bought were Short-
horn steers, between two and three years old.

Out of a lot of 26 put up by auction, by Mr.
Woodcock, of Bridlington, Mr. Berriman
bought 22. "These, I expected," said he, "were
all beasts bought of Mr. Wl.sE by a dealing man

;

but it appears that there were other beasts in the
lot that did not come from Mr. Wise." Of these
strange cattle Mr. Berriman had at least two in

his lot, and he afterwards noticed that they were
marked differently to the other animals. A Mr.
Robinson bought four steers out of the same
lot of 26. These he took to Malton and sold
them the ne.xt Saturday in the market to Mr.
GiLLAH, a cattle dealer, of Wilberfoss, York.
Mr. GiLLAH put them in a lot of 18, which he
sold to Mr. Jonas Walbank, an eminent
West Riding dealer. It has also been stated
that Mr. Taylor, of Sowerby Cottage,
bought three beasts at Hull a week or
two ago, and these formed part of the lot

of 26 sold by auction. On the afternoon
of the day of sale, Mr. Berriman's 22 cattle
were driven to Driffield (14 miles), and remained
there in a pasture all night, at the Falcon Inn.
Next day they were driven to Pocklington (16
miles), where they remained in a paddock close
to Mr. Berriman's house another night. Next
inorning, Wednesday, the 21st, they walked to
the farm at Yapham, a distance of two miles,
and were put in a field containing no other stock.
The field is a good feeding pasture, and has
grazmg land on three sides of it. On Friday

the 23d, Mr. Berriman went to look at the

cattle. He walked about to see if they were all

right, the foot-and-mouth disease being so pre-

valent. He could not see any sign of foot-and-

mouth disease, after a long inspection. Still he
" did not quite like the look of them," but thought
it was his fancy, as he expected to find the foot-

and-mouth disease. Mr. Berriman keeps a
labourer in an adjoining cottage, and he looks
after the stock on the farm. On Tuesday, the 27th,

he came to Pocklington, and said that two beasts
were amiss, and on Wednesday morning, the
2Sth, Mr. Berriman went to the field, and found
two animals very ill. One of these was a marked
beast, named as having been put in the lot at the
sale. The other one was in another part of the
field, apparently dying. Mr. Berriman now
called in Mr. Jebson, V.S., and he gave some
medicine to the second beast. It died the same
night. On Friday, August 30, four or five were
very ill, and others drooping, and on Saturday,
Mr. Jebson attended them. On Sunday, Sep-
tember I, Mr. Berriman took oilcake down.
About 10 beasts ate of the cake, the rest would
not touch it. To these he gave gruel and stimu-

lants. On Monday, September 2, Mr. Berri-
man took more gruel and cake, and found the

beasts worse. Only five or six would taste it.

There were still 20 alive. Mr. Jebson was again
sent for, and thought it a most suspicious case.

He could not find that it was foot-and-mouth
disease, and began to think it rinderpest. On
Tuesday morning, September 3, the cattle be-

came worse, and Mr. jEBSON drove to see Mr.
Darley, the chairman of the Petty Sessions at

Pocklington. He visited the field, and at once
called a meeting of magistrates. The Privy Coun-
cil was at the same time communicated with, and
Mr. DOUTHWAITE, Cattle Inspector for the East
Riding, was called in. Mr. Jebson and Mr.
DOUTHWAITE now killed a beast, and made a
post-mortem examination. The result was, they
declared the disease to be rinderpest. Another
animal died in the night, and another during the
day on Wednesday, and on Thursday morning
three more died. IVIr. Wilkinson, the Govern-
ment Veterinary Inspector, came at 8 P.M. on
Wednesday, and on Thursday morning was in

the field when eight carcases were strewn about,

some stark, some just dead, and two or three

still quivering in agony. A few of the cattle

killed by order of the magistrates were not
slaughtered till Friday, as the men could not
bury all on one day.

This is Mr. Berriman's own statement, given
by him to Professor Brown and to ourself at the
same time. We call particular attention to it

because misconception has arisen from an
erroneous statement in the recent Memorandum
issued by the Privy Council, and professedly

founded on the report of their Inspector, in which
it is stated that Mr. Berriman's animals were
bought at Hunmanby on the 19th, and reached
his farm at Yufforth on the 2Sth August, on
which day the first beast showed signs of serious

illness. On this it has been commented that

the cattle were evidently diseased when bought,
and that Mr. Berriman could not be ignorant

of it, when it took them eight days to travel

30 miles. Now our own notes, taken from Mr.
Berriman's own words, in answer to Professor

Brown's questions, show that the cattle left

Hunmanby on August 19, remained at Driffield

that night, reached Mr. Berriman's house at

Pocklington next evening, and went to the field

at Yufforth next morning, the 21st. The mis-
statement, possibly a misprint, does injustice to

Mr. Berriman, and it is an error which we
hasten to correct.

The origin of the outbreak at Yapham is now
not uncertain. It has been ascertained that

amongst the 26 beasts offered by auction at

Hunmanby, of which Mr. Berriman bought
22, there were three beasts which were bought
at Hull by Mr. Taylor on the 12th, came to

Bridlington on the 13th, and were sold at the

auction on the 19th. These beasts had a hip
mark. The other beasts had been grazed by
Mr. Wise, of Sewerby, since Whitsuntide, and
were clear of infection. It therefore seems prob-

able that the three strange animals came direct

from the source of the pestilence, with the germs
ready for development, as in seven days two
beasts became ill at Yapham, one of which Mr.
Berriman knew to be a " marked beast."

After the slaughter of Mr. Berriman's cattle,

everything that could be suggested as likely to

prevent the spread of infection was minutely
[attended to by the police under a Superin-

tendent. Mr. Berriman's field was literally

covered with quick-lime, gates and stiles were
disinfected, game and dogs driven away, and a
cardan established round the infected field at a
radius of one mile. Still the disease was not
extirpated. On Friday, the 13th, Mr. Fenti-
MAN had a cow shot, and next day another
beast, belonging to Mr. KiRBY, was killed. Mr.
Kirby's land adjoins Mr. Berriman's.

Mr. Craudock, who resides at the adjacent
village of Bishopwilton, but whose pasture is

near to Mr. Kirby's, ne.xt had a cow and three
young beasts attacked. They were shot on
Monday, the i6lh inst. On Tuesday last Mr.
TowsE had a cow shot. She had been seen
near the infected pasture.

At Bridlington the outbreak arose Irom the
same cause as at Pocklington.
Three cattle bought at Hull on August 14 by

Mr. G. Taylor, of Sewerby Cottage, were sold
to Mr. Walter Gibson. Another beast of the
same lot was sold to Mr. WOODCOCK, and it was
subsequently sold to a butcher, by whom it was
slaughtered. The three animals bought by Mr.
Gibson were put in a field belonging to Colonel
Prickett, along the bottom of which passes the
Bessingby Beck. Six other heifers and seven
steers were put in the same pasture. The cattle

appeared well up to Sunday morning, August 18.

Mr. Gibson's son then called upon Mr. BOUR-
DASS, veterinary surgeon, and stated that one of
the cattle had died during the night.

Another of the herd had died the preceding
Wednesday, September 4, but whether from
rinderpest or foot-and-mouth disease is not
known, as the animal was sent to a tan-yard.
Mr. BOURDASS, after examining the remaining
14 animals, pronounced 10 of them to be suffer-

ing from rinderpest. The whole were imme-
diately killed, and burned in quick-lime.

Since then more cases have occurred in the
same locality. We learn by telegram from the
locus in quo, received just before going to press,

that two calves, one cow, and one heifer, were
shot on Tuesday, the 17th, and so late as last

Wednesday, the iSth inst., four more cows were
killed. These animals were the property of
Messrs. Greames, Franks, and Edmonds.
At Patrington, a place about equi-distant

from Bridlington and Yapham, situate on the
narrow neck of land that juts into the sea at

Spurn Point, the third centre of infection has
been established.

The origin of the disease at Patrington seems
to be the same as at Pocklington and Bridling-
ton—viz., cattle bought at Hull market. It

appears that two beasts, purchased by Mr. New-
COMBE, butcher, of Patrington, were conveyed
from Hull to Patrington by rail, and were placed
in a field near which Mr. Sanderson kept the
calves which have been attacked by cattle plague
recently. Now on August 11 the heifer went
" amiss," and the veterinary surgeon, Mr.
Hoskison, informed Mr. Newcombe that the
ailment was not of a contagious nature, and had
the animal slaughtered, but on August 19 the
steer was also seized with illness, and was also
slaughtered. On August 23 one of Mr. Sander-
son's calves was taken ill, and although a vete-

rinary surgeon was called in the animal died,

and last week two other calves were seized with
the same malady. Since the two cattle and the
calf above mentioned were disposed of no more
cases, we are glad to say, have occurred at

Patrington. Our telegraphic advice on the
iSth says, "No new case since the 12th inst.

at Mr. Sanderson's."
The following have been officially declared

" Infected Places," from their respective dates,
and up to the 14th inst. :

—

IV'ilton Beacotj.—Township of Yapham ; a radius of
one mile round Mr. Berriman's fields; Sept. 5.

Dickcrini^,— Parish of Bridlington ; a radius of one
mile round Col. Prickett's Fields. Township of Scwerby-
cum-Marton ; a radius of one mile round "Sands House
Farm." Township of Sewerby-cum-Marton ; a radius of
one mile round land in the occupation of the Rev. G. L.
Gream. Sept. 9.

South Holderness.—Parish of Patrington ; Mr. Sander-
son's fields ; Sept. 12.

Wilton Beafon.—Township of Yapham
;
premises in

the occupation of Thos. Kirby ; Sept. 14. Township of
Yapham

;
premises in the occupation of F. Fentiman ;

Sept. 13.

With this Lieutenant-Colonel Layard, Chief
Constable of the East Riding, has issued the fol-

lowing order :

—

"The attention of the Superintendents is called to the

above, and they will instruct their constables to do their

utmost to prevent cattle being moved in or out of an
'infected district.'"
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Since the publication of the above on Saturday

last there have been, as we have already

recorded, up to Wednesday evening, at Yapham,
Messrs. Craddocks and TOWSE, and others at

Bridlington. Several new infected places will,

therefore, be added to the above list at the end
of the week.

It is, however, satisfactory that as yet all the

cases that have been reported in each of the

three infected districts have occurred within the

radius of one mile from the original locality

where the disease manifested itself, in the

animals that had been in direct contact with the

beasts bought at Hull.

No new centre has been established yet out-

side the circle, the circumference of which is

now watched and protected with a cordon of

policemen. As yet the disease has been directly

conveyed from one polluted source to each of the

three infected localities, and within these locali-

ties only have minor infected places arisen. On
this we base strong hopes that the enemy may
be prevented from making his escape into fresh

districts. In this case it will be stamped
out as soon as all the cattle in the in-

fected area are disposed of by death or

slaughter. All non-infected stock should be
killed in these districts if they are fit for

the shambles ; and all animals that have been
in contact with the diseased animals should be
shot at once, whether they yet show signs of

infection or not. If they have been subject to

contagion they should be promptly disposed of.

To wait till they are in the rinderpest prolongs
the reign of the disease and increases attendant

expenses greatly.

The stoppage of markets in the East Riding
has been promptly effected. In the West Riding
the same precautionary steps are being taken in

several districts, and throughout England the

cessation of the movement of cattle for three

months would greatly lessen the risk of an
outbreak of rinderpest, and would possibly at the

same time extinguish the foot-and-mouth disease,

which now may be picked up in every road and
lane, and is kept constantly fresh by the cattle

that are driven to and from the local markets by
the irrepressible jobber, who, in face of all

chances and risks will drive on his trade as long
as farmers are foolish enough to deal with him,
and " the law permits " it.

From a moderate supply of English Wheat at

Mark Lane on Monday, a few of the best samples
were taken for seed, at an advance of is. per quarter

on previous prices ; there was no change in other
qualities. At Wednesday's market only fine qualities

commanded extreme prices. The rates at the

Metropolitan Cattle Market on Monday were some-
what unsteady, but those of Thursday were firm, even
with a larger supply than in the previous week.

Mr. H. Kains-JackSON, of Mark Lane,
thus reports 'his opinion of the Home Food Supply
of the country :

—

" I. The English Wlieat harvest is deficient, as well as
I can judge, allowing for shortness of yield and weight
20 per cent, on an average crop ; 2, the stocks of Wheat
in the United Kingdom are below those ofcommon years :

3, the number of cargoes on passage are only about half
what they are in some seasons ; and, 4, the Potato disease
is virulent, and a very large proportion of this crop is lost,

or almost valueless. At the same period last year the Wheat
crop was also deficient, the Potatos were, too, much diseased
but numerous grain ships were on passage to the United
Kingdom, and stocks, if not large in granary, were much
better than they are at present."

He then proceeds to show the causes of subsequent
changes, resulting, as is estimated, in a loss to the
nation of 20,000,000 to 30,000,000 sterling :

—

" Dating from last September, the agricultural season
was fluctuating with an excessive rainfall. In September
and October nearly 8 inches of rain fell during the seeding
time of Wheat, and this period was followed by an early
winter of excessive cold ; so extreme was the weather to
the middle of December that the land looked completely
bare, no signs of the Wheat plant being observable. The
cold period was beyond the average of 50 years, but it was
followed by 90 days of warmth much above the average.
So much was this the case that the Greenwich observations
had no record of a similar season, and, what is very
remarkable, the mean temperature of January and Febru-
ary. 1872, has been but twice exceeded in 100 years— 1846
(the Potato-famine year) and 1869. The rainfall of all the
spring was large, and the Barley went into a wet and
unkindly seed-bed. In May there were sharp frosts, as
noticed by Mr. Mechi, and June was wet and stormy.
The blooming time of Wheat passed off generally favour-
ably (that of 1871 bein^ very much the reverse), and the
time of earing and flowering was within five to 10 days'
late of the average period. BrilUant weather at Whit-
suntide and part of July came at critical periods, and
twice restored the farmers' hopes, which, up to the com-
mencement of harvest, promised a fair yield. What
the actual yield really is an extended survey helps me
to estimate. I have examined the fields of Hampshire

and Dorset, Surrey and Sussex, Living in Kent I have
viewed various districts ; and I have specially visited Suf-
folk, Herts, and Cambridge, and even Essex, Bedford,
Northampton, Yorkshire, Cumberland, and the south of
Scotland. A mixed Wheat sample before me from 20
Kentish fields induces me to believe the county will grow
3-1 to 4 qr. per acre of good sound Wheat ; 10 of the best

ears yield 440 grains, 10 of the worst, out of 20 samples,

330 grains. Sussex has also a fair crop ; Essex and Suf-

folk midding ones ; Cambridge fair, and better than last

year. '1 he south-western counties have also a fair yield,

and Yorkshire, with a favourable time for harvest, should
have had the best Wheat in the country, but, unluckily,

recent weather has been wet, and much of the well-ripened
grain will be spoiled. Norfolk and Lincoln have an irrc-

gtilar yield—from middling to bad. Farmers this year
get 4 to 5 qr. per acre off their best fields, instead of 5 to

6. There are no large crops, and many are small, although
6 and 7 qr. of Rivelt Wlieat is this year not uncommon

;

and, in conclusion, Irom sprouted white Wheat, and lean,

immature red samples, the crop generally is probably 20
per cent, below the average in England, while the unim-
portant 'Wlieat crop of Scotland (less than the yield of
Essex), from continuous rainy weather, cannot reach half
an average. The Barley crop all over the kingdom is

below an average—perhaps 10 per cent.—and the quality

is poor, the grains being shrivelled and of a bad colour.

The Oat and Bean crops are good, roots are very fine, and
are still growing, promising to give great weight to the
acre. The Hop gardens, now being gathered, are rich,

h a large and finely matured yield, seldom, if ever

exceeded.

'

Lastly he speaks of the Potato disease :

—

" The evil is great, the loss to individuals and counties

extreme, but no Potato famine need be feared in this

country in 1872-3, The difference in acreage now and in

1846 will not allow it ; the imports (rom France and Ger-
many will not allow it ; and I believe the actual growth of
English and Irish districts, almost free from disease, will

not allow a Potato famine. I rode over many Potato
fields in Kent on Thursday, and found a sound growth of

5 to 7 tons per acre on light and heavy soils ; fields of 10
to 40 acres— Regents, flukes, kidneys, Victorias, Rocks

—

turned up furrow after furrow of sound, ware Potatos, and
in the north of Ireland the crops are still reported good.
Then our imports m 1872 are treble what they were in

1871, over 1,000,000 cwt. being received in the last eight

months. The acreage in the United Kingdom—say,

1,600,000 acres—if they bore a sound crop in any year,

would glut the markets, and supply food for cattle and
pigs at about 30j^. a ton ; and, allowing 4 tons per acre as
only a middling crop this year, if 2 tons are saved we
shall have enough ; and if only i ton be saved, these,

with imports, will prevent extreme scarcity, and should
leave this vegetable food at half the price of Wheat."

The Minister of Agriculture in France has

caused a careful inquiry to be made into the circum-

stances of the Crops in the Various Departments.
It appears from the results of this inquiry that the

amount of land under Wheat for the present year is

15,000,000 hectares, or 37,500,000 acres; but this

total does not include Algeria, nor the depart-

ment of Meurlhe and Moselle, where circumstances

have prevented an exact account being taken. In

42 departments, in which there is a total of about
8,500,000 hectares of Wheat land—more than half

of all France—the crop is declared to be very good. In

37 other departments, the crop is considered good.
In six departments, in which there are more than

50o,ooohectaresof com land, the verdict is **passable."

This is an unusually favourable report. It is added
that in Algeria and Meurthe and Moselle the Wheat
crops are generally considered excellent. Such a

result is not only most opportune for France, but im-
portant to all the rest of Europe, England especially.

Professor SiMONDS gives the following history

in the Times of the circumstances preceding the out-

break of the cattle plague in Yorkshire:

—

" The real facts of the case are simply these. On July
24 the Joseph Soames, steamship, the property of Messrs.
Brown, Atkinson & Co., ot Hull, came into dock from
Cronstadt, having on board 56 Russian cattle, besides a
large and valuable cargo, consisting of Hemp, Flax,

Russian mats, hair, &c.—substances likely enough to

convey infection. As cattle plague was known to be
existing at Cronstadt, the Veterinary Inspector of the

Privy Council went on board, as well as the Customs*
officer, before anything was removed from the vessel. An
examination of the cattle showed that two or three of the

animals at least were affected with plague, and the inspec-

tor, therefore, wisely and properly took objection to their

being landed. He also telegraphed to the Privy Council
Office for instructions.

" Professor Brown, who was in Lincolnshire at the

time, was instructed by telegraph to go at once to Hull,

and I alf^o started for the same place. On arrival, an
examination of the animals was made, and so rapidly was
the disease found to be going on among them that 20 were
now evidently affected. The local authority was at once
communicated with, and a consultation held between the
shipowners, the Customs' officers, and ourselves. Pro-

fessor Brown and I insisted that not only should no
additional risk of introducing cattle plague be incurred by
Unding the animals, but that the general cargo should be
disinfected before being brought ashore. The result was
that the inspector of the local authority went on board to

S';e to the immediate slaughter of the animals, their removal
into lighters, the cleansing of the vessel, and disinfection of

the cargo. It was arranged that as soon as the carcases

were got into the hghters, and battened down—work
which Mr. Brown, of the firm of Brown & Atkinson,
undertook to see properly done—these should be towed out

to sea beyond three miles distant from the shore and
suuk.

"Accordingly, the cattle were all killed on board the
vessel, the'carcases were transferred to two lighters, bat-
tened down, and braced over with ropes, and lowed out
to sea in charge of an officer of the local authority, to be
scuttled.

"The whole of the details necessarily devolved upon
the local authority, and were carried out by their ofilcers

;

and long before they were completed I was on my way to
other northern ports where cattle plague animals had
arrived.

" As is now well known, sufficient provision for sinking
the lighters was not made, and, in consequence, when they
were cut away from the tug they were found to float with
their cargo of carcases.

" I may mention that what I did in this matter received

the approval of the Privy Council.
" Permit me now, briefly, to draw attention to the diffi-

culty which all persons found themselves in, and the greater

risk which would haveattended the adoption of some other

plan. Suppose the landing of 56 cattle plague animals had
been permitted for the purpose of dealing with them when
ashore, according to the provisions of the Contagious Dis-

eases (Animals) Act, 1869. It was quite impossible to kill

them at the dock-side, and there either to bury, burn, or

otherwise to destroy their carcases ; nor, even, within the

defined part of the port could any burial or burning place

have been found, except in the public streets or on some
private premises. To move cattle plague animals, dead
or alive, from out of a defined part of a port, even if legal,

would have required there being driven, or conveyed in

vehicles, through a succession of streets, under the sanction
of the local authority, to some place outside the town,
over which they had jurisdiction, and which they could use
for burial, or other similar disposable purposes.

" Imagine the risk of such a procedure being adopted in

a place like Hull, and you can readily understand why a
course which I thought then, and still think, to be much
safer and simpler was adopted.'

The Gazette of Moscow gives a resume of the

accounts received from the various Agricijltural
Districts of Russia. These accounts are only

partially satisfactory ; but they are better than were
expected some time since. In the south, at Kerson,

and in the adjoining governments, there will be good
average crops ; the same is said also of Kasan. In
that of Kiatka, the frost, which arrived at the time of

floresence, did great damage ; but still the result is

satisfactory. The crops of autumnal Wheat in the

government of Arkangel will be good, provided the

frost does not arrive before the time of harvest. The
same is said with respect to the Oufa district ; but in the

south-west, and in Podolia, the autumn Wheat will be of

bad quality, and fears are entertained about the Kiew
district. The vintage in Bessarabia and the Don will

be bad ; the Vines have been dried up by frost without

snow ; the crop will not be up to a quarter of the aver-

age. In Theodosia, on the contrary, the yield is

expected to be good. In Little Russia the fruit

ripened a month later than usual this year. In the

government of Saratow the Apples were ripe by the

middle of June, and in the districts south of Moscow
about a fortnight later.

In a letter to the North British Agriculturist^

Mr. Scot Skirving speaks of the disastrous harvest

weather they have been suffering in the North. He
says :

—

"We have been in the habit at agricultural meetings
of discussing, in after-dinner speeches, the question—
' How best to save corn in wet seasons ?

' I fear we
made little of it. If any of your readers can throw out
the slightest useful hint he will confer a great benefit on
his brethren by so doing. In the Lothians we are per-

haps peculiariy badly situated in a wet season. All our
plans are based on the supposition that we farm in a dry
climate, and we are in fact 'fair-weather farmers.' We
know nothing of that plan of ' geiting ' the sheaves, as I

think it is called ; that is. tying them at the top. spread-

ing out the base, and making each sheaf stand alone. It

would be very difficult to cause such a sheaf to sprout,

and impossible to heat it. The next best thing is to

set up the stocks in sets of four sheaves each ; in

three, if the men can make them stand. It may
seem bad advice, but I have heard an old farmer say that

in a wet season his only resource was to stack the corn,

though not properly dry, and then turn the stacks over

when they get warm. The second stack, he said, did

not heat, though the first was nearly going on fire.

Finally, I beg to make one suggestion to the farmers of

Scotland, the objection to which will not be made on
agricultural grounds. It is this—Should it occur during

the next five or six weeks that com could be safely carried

on a Sunday, would it not be in strict accordance with

the Christian religion to save as much of the nation's

food as possible? I am convinced that all the more
large-minded of our clergy would say it was. Provided no
servant is asked to work, unless with the approval of his

own conscience, I would strongly advise that, should

proximate Sundays prove suitable, every farmer should

act as if his ox or his ass had fallen into a pit on that

day."

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

On Wednesday Mr. Strafford disposed, at Winter-

fold, of the Shorthorn herds the property respectively

of J.
Harward, Esq., of Winterfold, and Isaac Down-

ing, of Turner's Hill. Some weeks ago we directed

attention to this sale, giving a few notes on some of

the (lite of the herds ; we have now to state that the

highest average on record was achieved on Wednes-
day, viz., ;^253 4J^. , over 61 head. The cows and
heifers brought ;^i 2,248 5^., the bulls ^^3209 17J. ;

I
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total, ^15,458 zs. The following is a list of the prices

a nd purchasers :

—

Name of Animal,
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market, there is no doubt that large exports will be

made, both from England and from the Continent,

to New York.

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT,
A Correspondence.

The Peer to Mr. Mechi :

—

"September 15, 1872.
" Surely the amount of success by an Irish tenant must

depend on the quality of the open land to be improved.

If he sees his way to make a good profit in 20 years he

makes a good bargain, and ought to be ready to com-
mence a new lease on the improved value of the farm he

has held for that period ; otherwise this class of man
would never have a chance of bettering his position ; his

landlord would prefer borrowing the money at 6} per

cent., which used to be considered paid off in 22^ years,

it may now be 26 years, and having brought it into good
cultivation in one year, could obtain rent equal to the

interest he is paying for a lease of that length ; after

which time the land would be free of all charge. If,

according to your rule, a landlord could in strict equity

only claim the enhanced rent which the land still unim-
proved would, after 20 years, have commanded, that, in

most cases, would be nil. What would a London
houseowner say, if he let me a house for 30 years in

Grosvenor Square, or in any other square, and at the

expiration of the lease I claimed a sum of money for

improvements made by me during the term? He would
simply laugh at me.

" P.S. I always allow in for all unexhausted im-
provements, if a tenant does not renew his lease."

Mr. Mechi to the Peer :

—

" Excuse me for saying that, judging by your post-

script, you practise, voluntarily, that which you dis-

approve and condemn— I mean tenant-right.

"There is, I consider, very little analogy between
house property and land. In one case it may be a matter
of taste, or trade convenience, unsuitable to a successor

;

but in the case of land, sound drainage, suitable build-

ings, good roads, or even guano or oilcake, are things
of necessary and essential farm profit—let who may farm
the land.

"With regard to cheap and ready transfer of land,

your lordship's august House has the power of legalising

it in its own hands.
" In my opinion the same principle should be applied

to land as to personal property—that possession should
be accepted 2s prima facie evidence of ownership.

" I think that the success of a tenant who reclaims
waste depends principally on his mode of converting and
farming it."

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION,
An Essay.

[Continuedfrom p. 1344.)

H.A.VING conducted our young friends beyond
the point of entrance, we shall next consider what
departments of learning may be justly thought essential

to the education of a farmer, and what are merely con-
ducive to his comfort and respectability, which are

suited to the pursuit by which he is to earn his support,

and what are adapted to obtain and secure for him that

position in society which his circumstances entitle him
to. And here we may remark, that the high respect

which was once entertained for the mere accident of

birth, unaided by the more solid advantages of learning,

wisdom, or virtue, is not only fast passing away, but
seems never to have been thoroughly congenial to the
English temperament. But in some places, particu-

larly those in which a manufacturing or commercial
spirit too exclusively predominates, we find an exagge-
rated degree of admiration and deference paid, equally
in opposition to reason and propriety, to the successful

acquisition of wealth, not by the exertion of talents,

frugality, or energy, but by lucky and too often un-
scrupulous speculation. Of such fortuitous gains, large
profits, and quick returns, the English farmer has no
share, nor do we think it worthy of regret that he is

saved, to a great degree at least, from the temptations
of "hastening to become rich," though it is not a
pleasant symptom of the direction in which ournational
character is advancing that the yeoman who tills his

own patrimonial estate, however small it may be,

or the tenant-farmer whose ancestors have held
under the same proprietor for centuries, will find

no place in that so-called good society which has
had no difficulty in welcoming a Redpath, a
PuUinger, or a Sadlier. How, then, is the farmer
to compensate for the want of wealth and its accom-
panying position and influence in the community?
No other way is open save that of a sound education,
a matured and well disciplined intellect, and that
refinement of tastes and manners which invariably
accompanies mental cultivation. But it is not enough
that the thoughts should be correct and the ideas clear
and as adequate as the capabilities of man and of
external Nature will admit of, the expressing and com-
municating them to our fellow-creatures must also be,
if not elegant, at least grammatical and perspicuous ;

and for this reason we deem a course of instruction in
the language and to some limited extent in the literature
of England an indispensable portion of agricultural, or
indeed of any other education. A professor, therefore,
of this important subject will be necessary in our
college, and when we consider how incorrectly and
even unintelligibly our mother tongue is spoken in
some parts of Britain, particulariy in the rural districts.

it is to be feared that an assistant-professor or lecturer

will be no less essential, in order that the student may
be soundly trained in the general principles of English

grammar, at least until such a time as it may be found

practicable to insert this latter department in the

matriculation course, which can only be when the

principals of the many private schools scattered over

the land take due care to render their pupils thoroughly

correct speakers of their own language. And as the

grammatical principles of no language can be taught or

the peculiar characteristics of its literature appreciated

without the study of some well-selected authors, we
venture to suggest that the professor will do well to

read with his class some works both in prose and poetry,

which will at once clearly illustrate the etymology and

syntax of our tongue, and the peculiar character of

our literature, while they also contain information

likely to prove of value to the pupil, whether in their

special sphere as tillers of the soil or more generally as

British subjects, or inspire a taste for rural scenery and
a love for rural pleasures and employments. The choice

of those writers ought, of course, in all fairness to be

committed to the teacher of whose labours they are the

instruments, as we allow the humblest mechanic to

select his own tools, and the contrary system, as

carried out by some corporations who hold the patron-

age of grammar schools, has been found to work any-

thing but beneficially. We will therefore merely sug-

gest that well chosen portions of Milton's Paradise

Lost, of Thomson's Seasons, and of the poems of Shen-

stone, Bloomfield, Somerville, and Dyer, will be found

to contain useful information on agricultural topics, or

to infuse a love for that species of enjoyment which is

connected with England's sylvan scenery ; and this

latter feature of sentiment and style will be also per-

ceived in some of the compositions of Cowper, and in

Pope's Wittdsor Foi-est and other pastorals, and even in

his Messiah. In prose, the teacher bearing in mind
that the time his class will be able to remain under his

instructions will necessarily be limited, should earnestly

labour to economise time by introducing to their notice

such authors as are likely to narrate facts worth know-
ing in a style worthy of imitation—characteri>tics which,

we think, will be found in the pages of Blackstone,

Hallam, and Macaulay ; and thus in the same course of

lectures an acquaintance may be obtained with the

history and the literature of our country. We will

conclude with the remark that as the dialects of Britain

are numerous, and their peculiarities always strange and

sometimes uncouth and disagreeable, care will be

required that the alunnii of our college shall be induced

and enabled to abandon some portion at least of their ^xi-

cestral /«/£?/>, more particularly when we remember how
manycircles of society attach an unjust and absurd import-

ance to accent and pronunciation to the total neglect of

the justice or talent of the opinions uttered, and to the

language in which they are conveyed, and how undesir-

able it is that our young rustic friend should become an

object of ridicule to those whose superior he is in many
useful and even ennobling qualifications. This depart-

ment of study, in consideration of its great extent and
importance, we propose should be carried on during

the entire two years, which seems to be the longest

time that those for whose interests we are consulting

can afford to devote to literary pursuits.

The next department must be deemed indispensable

in the strictest sense, whether we look on it as an
appliance of general intellectual improvement or as

being not only well adapted but even absolutely neces-

sary for the promotion of scientific taste and skilful

execution in the youthful agriculturist. We allude to

the mathematics in the widest, though not the deepest

sense of the term. In this branch of study we include

arithmetic, algebra, geometry, surveying, mensuration,

and the rudiments of farm architecture and drainage.

This enumeration may seem to some long, and
even alarming, but if it be continued, like English litera-

ture, for two years, and if a judicious and conscientious

professor be granted, the assistance of a competent
lecturer, which will, of course employ two hours each
day, being devoted to these studies, we have no doubt
that a considerable, perhaps a sufficient amount of

information will be found to have been imparted. Let
it also be borne in mind that we do not expect, or,

indeed, desire that our embryo agriculturists should
turn out perfect geometricians or calculating machines

;

on the contrary, much will be effected if they have
learned that straight and well-trimmed fences are prefer-

able to crooked, disorderly banks ; how to take care

that their drains are made with a proper inclination
;

how to estimate, with some degree of correctness, the

measurement of a plot or farm ; and how to keep their

farm accounts in an accurate and intelligible manner,
and much more of decidedly permanent advantage will

be rendered to society at large by the middle classes

being imbued, even in a moderate degree, with the

lessons which are derivable from this great science,

viz., a habit of patient inquiry, and of looking straight

forward at the really important point of investigation,

without being led away by collateral or irrelevant con-
siderations, a disinclination to repose too implicit con-

fidence in the wisdom of our ancestors, or, on the

other hand, to jump at imperfectly demonstrated con-
clusions ; and above all, a calm and equable intel-

lectual temperament, unbiassed alike by the clap-trap

sophistries of mere popular declaimers, or an effemi-

nate attachment to effete superstitions.

{To be Continutd.)

RECLAMATION OF WASTE LANDS.
[Mr. James Howard, M.P., referring to the Duke of Sutherland's

land reclamation in Sutherland, of which a report is given in

another page, has published the following lettcr.J

I WOULD direct attention to another *' suggestive and
instructive fact " of the kind nearer home. Near to

Thirsk, in Yorkshire, about 700 feet above sea level,

is a moor of some 30,000 acres in extent. A portion

of this moor belongs to Major Stapylton, who some
four years ago determined, if it could be made to pay a

fair interest on the necessary outlay, to reclaim his

portion of this rough, wild region. The first plot expe-

rimented on was 20 acres in extent. After the burning

of the heath, the land was broken up by horse-power

and fallowed. Rape was then sown, a variety of arti-

ficial manures being applied, and a portion, as an expe-

riment, was dressed with lime. It was discovered that

lime not only acted as a sweetener of the soil, but had

the effect of setting the artificial manures in action ; for

on the unlimed portions the manure appeared to remain

dormant. Such were the fertilising effects produced,

that the Rape by its growth showed to a foot how far

the sowing of the lime had reached.

Encouraged by the success of his first experiment,

Major Stapylton determined to bring 300 acres more
into cultivation. Having, however, found it difficult

and expensive by horse-power to thoroughly break

through the impervious pan, lying some 6 or 8 inches

below the surface, a powerful steam cultivator was
obtained, by the aid of which the soil was broken up,

and well pulverised to the depth of 14 inches. Mr. K.

E. Brown, who has superintended the work, has kept

an accurate account of the cost of these operations and

the results. They are as follows :

—

The operations on the wild heath began as follows

—

The heath was burnt down at (3d. an acre, then twice

steam cultivated, each time crossing the other, at a cost

of I5J-. per acre ; then it was left a few weeks to the

action of the weather.

Brought forward .. ., £,0 \s ^

Then well steam-harrowed thrice, at per acre .. 076
Burning tussacs and roots, &c., and spreading ashes . 076
Two cuUivatings, crossing each other, 14 inches deep 100
4 tons of lime, carted and spread, at 8j, 3*/. . . .

.

i 13 o
2 cwt. of phosphoguano, at i.2S.= ii^. f

1 18 o
2 cwt. of dissolved bones, at 7i.= i4^. \

3 lb. of rape-seed, u. 6^, ; drilling manure and seed,

\s.(id. .

.

.

.

030
Rolling, 6d. ; horse-hoeing, is. 6d. 020
Weeding .. .. 010

-^6 7 6

Good half crop of Rape kept 120 sheep one week, at

6d. each .. 300
Outlay left not repaid

Two ridgings 27 inches wide, and subsoiling 14 inches

deep in bottom .

.

.

.

....
2 cwt. Peruvian guano and 2 cwt. dissolved bones, as

before .

.

Turnip seed, 25. ; drilling manure and seed, \s. 6d. .

.

Horse-hoeing, is. 6d. ; hand-hoeing, 5s.

One year's interest on this at 5 per cent.

Turnip crop, worth at least

Outlay left not repaid

Once ploughed with double-furrow plough and two
horses

3 bush, of Oats, at aSx

Drilling, is. 6d. ; harrowing, is. 6d. ; rolling, is. .

.

Weeding, gd. ; harvesting and threshing, 20s.

Interest on this at 5 per cent.

Total expenses taken do\vn

£2 7 6

036066
/6 15 6

069
£733300
;^4 3 3

060

5 qr. of Oats, at aSs.

30 cwt. of straw, at 2S.

Expenses brought down

Profit for the four years.

.

Expense of Work Done.
Total expense of wearing parts, repairs, oil, and grease,

as per bills for the 18 months .

.

Wire rope, nearly one-fourth worn

1
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When on the moors of Derbyshire and Yorkshire
last month, small farms I saw dotted here and there

with beautiful green sweet pastures showed that to a

considerable extent these moors might be turned to

account for the summer grazing of sheep and cattle.

Wealthy lowland farmers would be only too glad of

the opportunity of taking such farms, as are the low-

land farmers of Scotland of holding "a hill farm."

yames Hmvard, Clapham Parky Bedford,

EXPERIMENTS WITH MANURES ON
CEREALS,

At Belstead Hall, 1872.

As many of your readers are more or less interested

in the progress of agriculture, we have thought that

the insertion of the accompanying statistics, showing

the results of our practical experiments in the use of

natural and artificial manures upon corn crops during

the past season, might be of some interest.

In the autumn of 1871 we determined to test com-
petitively the manures now most generally used : as we
were ourselves very anxious to see the results of the

competition, it is necessary that we should introduce

them with a statement of the description and previous

management of the land experimented upon.

A small light land field of similar soil throughout

was selected, the cropping of the two previous years of

which had been as follows :—In 1870, Wheat manured
with 10 tons per acre of farm-yard dung ; 1871, Barley

manured with 5 cwt. per acre of artificial mixed
manures, containing nitrogen equivalent to ammonia
about 7 per cent., and phosphate of lime, chiefly soluble, 1

about 25 per cent. This latter Barley crop being
\

researches. Organic chemistry has also had a great

share in forwarding these inquiries, and the patholo-

gists have been enabled to throw additional light on
what, before, was quite obscure. Altogether this

science has been so much advanced that it will not be
long in taking its stand beside the equally interesting

study of animal pathology.

In order to economise space, it must be presumed
that the reader has a good knowledge of plants in a

healthy state, and will thus be in a position to under-
stand the dire effect of the diseases under considera-

tion. The tips of the roots of plants are furnished

with spongiolets, which are formed of delicate

cells, little other than thin membranes, through

which moisture is imbibed, holding in solution

the compounds necessary as food for the plants. A
double action goes on, which is termed endosmose
and exosmose. The former is the action by which
the moisture, and with it the nutriment, is taken

into and carried upwards through the plant, and
the latter is the process by which matters in solution are

returned through the plant, and ejected by the roots.

Thus it will be seen that the food must be held in

solution in water before it can be of service to the

plant. This moisture, when it has entered the

plant, is popularly called sap, and as it passes

from cell to cell it undergoes chemical changes,

each change preparing it for its elaboration by the

plant. It must not, however, be understood that all

these changes are brought about by chemical action.

The vital powers of the plant are brought into play on

the sup just as the vital powers of the animal affect the

changes in the blood. The blood of the animal is puri-

fied of its carbon in the lungs through being oxygenised,

the carbon passing off in the breath. The leaves of the

hopes. Whilst new fibrous roots, with their spongiolets,

are being thrown out and perfected, the plant be-
comes enfeebled to so great an extent that life is

renewed only at the sacrifice of many of the leaves,

and a new growth is thrown up from the heart of
the plant before much progress can be made. No
amount of moisture will prevent this unhealthy growth

;

the spongiolets must be renewed before healthy action

sets in.

It is customary to cover plants that have been trans-

planted, and it is a good practice where carried out
with discretion. If would be indiscreet to cover them
too long from the beneficial efl^ect of light, as it would
cause them to become dropsical and debilitated. The
chemical action of light is of great importance in sepa-
rating the gaseous matters, and in quickening the vital

powers of the plants, without much facilitating the
perspiration, which the plant cannot, at this time,

withstand. It is the direct rays of the sun which must
be avoided, as the easterly wind would be avoided by
an invalid. Light gives the beautiful green colour to
the plant by the production of chlorophyll. Starch
requires a comparatively feeble light for its production ;

still both this and chlorophyll are needful for the sup-
ply of nutriment.

In a wet cold spring the young Wheat plants often
suffer from want of light, and from the cold and excess

of moisture. The plants acquire a yellow hue, and
the farmers are aware that a continuance of such
weather will materially lessen the yield at harvest.

A few bright genial days, however, will soon set

matters right if it is not gone too far, and the plants

will soon assume a healthy green through the vita!

powers being set right, and the consequent formation
of chlorophyll. The Wheat plant requires the rays of

TABLE SHOWING THE RESULTS OF PRACTICAL EXPERIMENTS WITH MANURES UPON CEREALS AT BELSTEAD HALL.

No.

of

Plot.

Name of Manure applied.

Chemical analysis showing
the percentage of

"
rt

6a 0-3

K
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Imperfect drainage causes the most unhealthy condition

in which a plant can be placed. A certain amount of

moisture is necessary to carry on the chemical changes

connected with the vital functions of the plant, but in

the case of imperfect drainage this moisture is super-

abundant in the plant, and, through remammg a long

time in the cells, decomposition sets m, and the plant

becomes unhealthy, blue, yellow, and, if not very

hardy, dies. The spongiolets require air as well as the

leaves, and, if continually surrounded by water, will

soott cease to perform tlieir proper functions.
_

^

Electricity is another powerful agent in assisting or

retarding the functions of the plant, and is intimately

connected with the chemical action which is the main

cause of tlie disease. The earth and tlie air are for tlie

most part in different electrical conditions, and possibly

this mighty power will be brought to the aid of the

farmer some day to quicken the vital powers of the

plants, if, indeed, not to supersede manures, as sug-

gested by your foreign correspondent, " O. Beta."

This is not, as he supposes, untrodden ground. About

the year 1846 wires were laid by Mr. Squarey, at

Salisbury, in a field of Barley, with the object of

assisting its growth by electricity. The experiment

was watched with much interest by some, and mucli

ridicule was thrown on it by others who understood

little or nothing about it. It had no apparent effect on

the crop.

The soil being the grand medium of nutriment, and

the nutriment being conveyed into the plant in aqueous

solution, it is necessary to guard against any noxious

matter being near the plants, the more especially as

the. spongiolets have little power of selection, convey-

ing alilie the noxious and beneficial matter into the

plants, the former causing a diseased condition. This

condition of the plant may also arise from a super-

abundance of any compound that otherwise acts benefi-

cially. A large supply of ammonia or soluble phosphate

in the soil would cause an abnormal luxuriance which

could not be maintained, and would consequently end

in disease. George Summers, Stoke IVake, Blandford.

{To he Continued.')

CANADIAN EMIGRATION.
We have received the following letter in reference to

the late meeting at Ramsey of the Huntingdonshire

Agricultural Society ;

—

" In asking you to give publicity to what I intended to

have said yesterday at the dinner of this Society, had I

not been discourteously prevented, I am making a very

unusual request, but am, I think, justified by the circum-

stances, which are these : Not wishing to be intrusive. I

wrote some lo days before to say that if I might be per-

mitted I should like to say a few words on emigration to

Canada, to which the Secretary replied that he would

speak to the Chairman, and an opportunity should be

given me ; instead of which, on my arrival, the Secretary

gave me to understand, in anything but a pleasant

manner, that I was not wanted.
" Now, in a cause to promote, if possible, the enduring

happiness and prosperity of thousands of my fellow-

countrymen, and presenting as it does a ready and
hopeful extrication from the perplexities involved in the

present state of agricultural matters in England, I do not

fear, spite of this snub, of holding my own in the matter

against prejudiced ignorance or assumed exclusiveness.

"John H, Charnock, London^ Sept. 12."

The following is the address in question :

—

I shall not tax your patience on the present occasion

by dwelling on matters you are all so much more con-

versant with than I can be ; but if you will favour me
with your attention for a short time, I should like to

say a few words on a subject which, in these days of

advancing prices and keen competition for land, possess

a great interest for many, and has a more or less sig-

nificant bearing on the agriculture of the country—

I

allude to emigration, and especially to emigration to

Canada, "that brightest jewel in the English crown"
as it has been not inaptly styled.

I cannot perhaps preface what I have to say better

than by an extract from the Standard of this day
week, which, in a leader on agricultural strikes, and in

reference to a recent speech of the Speaker of the

House of Commons, says ;

—

"A peasant boy who can read and write ought to learn

before he is 20 that in lands accessible to him and peopled
with his kinsmen, under the sway of Queen Victoria, he
may live in plenty and look forward to an old age of com-
petence, instead of the parish workhouse. And when once
that fact is thoroughly realised, and the numbers of the

home peasantry are reduced thereby, we shall witness a
reform in our agricultural system—high and accurate
farming, machinery, skilled labour and high wages,
instead of. inferior cultivation by means of poorly paid
human drudges."

Now, strange as it may seem, I find it necessary to

impress on many that Canada is not America. As at

present existing, under confederation, the dominion of

Canada comprises the larger portion of the continent of
North America, and the sterling characteristics of her
people are as distinguishable from the erratic manners
of her neighbours as are her institutions. With the
diffusion of that general information which is the boast
of our times, it is singular, to say the least, that the
United States should yet retain so over-proportionate
a share of English emigration, and which can, I think,
only be accounted for by the want of that trustworthy
information respecting Canada which it is the object of

my visit to give. No doubt there are those for whom
republican institutions liave a sort of charm ; but right-

minilcd men do not often take the shadow for the

substance when once the reality is presented to them.

I have lived in Canada for the past iS years, and for

the last 13 years of that period I have followed "the
grand old gardener's " occupation in the eastern town-

ships of the province of Quebec, the special advantages

of which district it is my wish to refer to. When I

tell you, then, that this part of Canada is very

like the northern and lake districts of England,

and a fine grazing and dairy country ; that it produces

good crops of Oats, Barley, and some Wheat and
Maize, as well as a very fair quality of Hops, and will

cut 2 tons of grass per acre ; that there is ready access

by railway to and from all parts, good internal roads,

good markets, good schools, a healthy climate, and an

intelligent, industrious, and thriving population, and

all within 10 or I2 days from England, on British soil,

and in one of the lightest taxed countries in the world,

you must admit that it offers great inducements. But
this is not all. Good farms, cleared and partially

cleared, and under cultivation and in pasture, with

suitable houses and premises, can be bought at from

£2 to £^ per acre according to situation, quality of

land, and condition of buildings. What an opening

then is here presented to people with limited means
and fixed incomes, and to the steady and industrious

labourer. To this latter it offers a certainty in a few

years of settling on his own land. To the tenant-

farmer who is unable to compete with his richer

compeer at home, it presents the satisfaction of

being his own landlord. And to the man of education,

with the habits and associations of his order, with

moderate means, and willing to put his shoulder to

the wheel, it insures a life of comfort and independence

on his own property, and association on equal

terms with those of his own station. Let me read to

you what a clergyman of the Church of England says

to me on this subject who has had 20 years' experience

of Canadian life :
—"I believe that for the agricultural

labourer, and the small farmer, as also for the gentle-

man with ^1000 or ;(^2O0O in excess of his farm,

Canada is a very elysium as to independence, health,

and freedom from care. I have often thought deeply

and anxiously in the interest of these classes, how short

and easy the road to this happiness, and how they

could best be made to see it and travel over it."

The townships I am speaking of are the Protestant

portion of the province of Quebec, and are situated

about midway between that city and Montreal, with
the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada running centrally

through them. They comprise an area of 60 or 70
miles square, with their southern boundary going up to

the northern limits of the United States. Sherbrooke
is the market-town of the locality, and, thanks in a
measure to the University and preparatory school of

Bishop's College at Lennoxville, three miles from
Sherbrooke, the society of the neighbourhood will

compare not unfavourably with most of the rural dis-

tricts in England, but without that rigid adherence to

the conventionalities which tend to mar social inter-

course in older communities.

" Alike are they free from
Fear that reigns with the tyrant, and envy the vice of

republics.

Neither locks have they to their doors, nor bars to their

windows

;

But their dwellings are open as day and the hearts of the
owners.

There the richest are poor, and the poorest live in

abundance."

That there is in England, with all her wealth and
multiplicity of industries, a large excess of pauper
population is obvious to the most cursory observer

;

and although one may not be able very closely to esti-

mate the amount of able-bodied labour that might be
benefited by emigration without prejudicially affecting

the interests of agriculture, I cannot think that em-
ployers of farm hands have really anything to appre-

hend on this score. Nothing has more forcibly brought
home to my mind the practical application of steam-

power to farming purposes than the very marked
change from former days which I observed in the

character of the agricultural machinery in the imple-

ment department in the recent exhibition at Cardiff:

and as these several more effective appliances come
into use skilled labour only will be wanted, and ordi-

nary hands will be left to shift for themselves as best

they can. And this more general application of

mechanical means will affect also the class of small
tenant-farmers, who will be forced out of the

field by men of enterprise and capital, and by
the obvious interest of the owner of the soil, if not
by the necessities of the public as well, to enlarge

the holdings in accordance with the economies of a
more systematic style of cultivation. And then there

is yet that other class, unaffected, it may be, by these

changes, to whom emigration will be a boon of the

greatest import, and with whom, from the experience of

a somewhat checkered lifetime, I most fully sympathise
—those *' who to dig cannot, and to beg are ashamed"
—people of respectability, with means inadequate to

their position here, but yet ample for all reasonable

wants in Canada ; family men, too, with fixed

incomes, to whom it is an object whether beef and
mutton be at \od. or ^. per lb., and who by an
insignificant outlay, as compared with anything within

their reach at home, can have all the necessaries of
life, and most of the comforts at first cost, and give
their children a first-class education, and see them
happily settled in after years. I have no wish in the least

to over-estimate or over-colour what from a tolerably
long residence I know are the advantages which these
several classes would derive from settling in the
Dominion. There can be little doubt but that real

estate will gradually and largely advance in value as

the resources of the country become better known, for

no one can have watched her progress without being
assured that, under the blessing of Providence, there is

a bright future in store for Canada ; and if those who
assume to direct her policy and aspirations will but
" let well alone," and permit time and circumstances
to develope that future without the crude and mis-
chievous forestalling of events in which hitherto they
have been much too prone to indulge, the steady

industry, practical good sense, and faithful loyalty of
her people will, in God's good time, place her in her

proper position among nations, neither on the one hand
forcing her against her will into annexation, or, on the

other, impelling her against her better judgment into

premature independence.

I need only say, in conclusion, that I shall be m.ost

happy to give every further information to those who
may desire it. My address is Loughborough, where I

purpose to spend the winter.

INFERTILITY OF OLD CROP-BEARING
LAND.

[Atthedinner of the Banffshire Agricultural Society Mr. Hutchcon
[Uppertun of Gask.) read the following paper.]

At the time when the majority of us began to take
an active part in the great battle of human life, the one
feeling which dominated and absorbed the minds of the
agricultural community was how best to conquer and
subdue the barren wilderness which, from time im-
memorial, had divided with the arable land in unequal
proportions the acreage of the North. To increase the

size of a farm, either by the absorption of an incon-

veniently situated neighbour, or by the reclamation and
cultivation of waste lands, has, so to speak, been the
ruling passion of our times ; with what success the
development of that sentiment has been followed, let

the rent rolls, the exports of corn and cattle, and the
thriving homesteads that have sprung into existence

during the period referred to bear witness. Never did
the beacon fires that told to our warlike ancestors that

the fierce Norsemen had come to wrench from their

grasp the scanty sustenance which a barren soil and an
ungenial climate yielded to their rude labours, or

heralded the approach of the yet more hateful Southern
who vainly sought to trample under foot the liberties

of an ancient race, burn more brightly, or with a
fiercer glow, than did the muir burn that, 30 years ago,

lighted up the heath-clad muirs of Aberdeen and
Banff shires, the pioneer on whose blackened track

moved the ploughshare or the spade and pick-axe of
the agricultural labourer. Two important elements
contributed to produce the stupendous improvements
of this era in agriculture. One was the introduction of
pipe and tile draining ; the other, the discovery and
application of Peruvian guano and chemical appliances.

The one skilfully applied, dried the unhealthy morass,
the sedgy meadow, the dangerous mosspits which
abounded on all hands ; the other, applied to a friable

and prepared soil, in conjunction with lime, has every-

where raised from the minimum of land the maximum
of crops. But the era, productive of great results, and
unexampled in the annals of Scotland, is now well

nigh closed.

As Alexander the Great wept when he had no more
races to conquer, so the husbandman has reached the
point where his genius for reclamation must pause for

want of fresh fields whereon he may display his

prowess, and if my observations have not been illusory,

and my calculations the result of error, that era will not

close a day too soon ; for, side by side with the greatly

extended era of cultivation, there has crept in a gradual
and slow but sure decay in the fertility of the old

cultivated land which, 50 years ago, formed the whole
source of our agricultural productions. It would seem
as if, in our efforts to increase the arable acreage of the

country and to subdue and overcome the difficulty, we
had neglected or stinted that of which we were in secure

possession. Forty years ago the products of the
" intoon," whether in grass, Oats, or Barley, more
than doubled the products of the outfield. Now the

balance of crops is in favour of the outfield, and this

would be a cause of rejoicing if this reversal of old

times were merely the result of superior methods of

farming by which the fertility of the outfields had been
so increased as to be the sole cause of this result ; but
the fact is undeniable that while the outfield has been
brought up in its fertility, the in-field or old crop-

bearing land has not been kept up to its former degree
of fertility. Is it necessary to call evidence in proof of

this statement ? Thirty years ago the glebe and
feued lands of Turriff yielded their 8 qr. per Scotch
acre, now they will not yield an average of 6 qr.

over the same measure. Five-and-thirty years ago I

cut with my own hands, on the infield of tjpperton, a
rich swathe of fresh green Clover ; on the same land
it now only exists in a stunted and precarious condi-

tion. I have seen the same land produce a sample of
Potato Oats as much superior in plumpness and size
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to the Potato Oats exhibited in our showyards now as

the Bean is superior in size to the Pea. And this state

of things is not a solitary instance, to be accounted for

by a cause peculiar to a particular farm, but extends

over the whole area of old crop-bearing land, as far as

my observation has been able to extend.

Time was when the Garioch was designated the

granary of Aberdeenshire. Now, the old moors of

Fyvie and Monquhitter surpass it in productiveness.

If we look at the weight of Turnips yearly registered

by the Garioch Farmers' Club, we will find that many
districts of country now exceed them where, many years

ago, the poorest of game gleaned but a scanty sub-

sistence. The infertility thus manifesting itself on our

old crop-bearing land must, under any circumstances,

form subject of grave consideration ; but when we
reflect that those lands are for the most part the deepest

and richest of our original soil, and that the land which

now exceeds them in fertility is for the most part

thinner and less rich in its original character, we are

irresistibly led to the conclusion that a much shorter

time of the system of cropping than has led to infertility

in the old crop-bearing land will suffice to produce on

the old waste land a universal and more complete

deterioration, and restore again to the wildness of

Nature thousands of acres which the strong arm of the

agriculturist had added to the meat-producing acreage

of the country. Now, admit this fact, in greater or

less degree than I have stated, according to your

personal knowledge and judgment, one thing must

follow as a necessary corollary. The difficulty has to

be met, and, if possible, to be overcome ; and, to give

us a fair start in this new crusade, two things require to

be studied and well thought out. First, What has caused

this infertility? and, second, How is it to be checked

and overcome? To the first part of the inquiry. How
has it been produced ? there will be, I apprehend, but

little difficulty in obtaining a general agreement. All

crops take from the soil the constituents of their

existence, and if no portion of what they extract were

returned to the land, complete barrenness would very

soon manifest itself. This, however, is to great extent

obviated by changes in the description of crop, and by

the return to the soil, in the form of manure, of a pro-

portion of the constituents extracted by the crops. A
part, however, of those constituents are never returned,

but, in the form of beef, mutton, pork, eggs, and grain,

are exported, and by those who purchase them recklessly

wasted, rendered irrevocably lost to the agriculture of

the country.

In 1859, Mr. John Millar read before a meeting of

the Philosophic Society in Aberdeen a statement by

which it appeared that a manurial value, in the form of

sewage, to the extent of ^42,000, was annually

poured into the Dee, and from thence carried into the

ocean. Now, if such a fact is correctly stated as

regards the city of Aberdeen, what an enormous source

of agricultural wealth is every year lost by the

aggregate sewage of all the cities of the empire ! And
looked at in the light of such facts, how little need we
wonder that the oft-cropped land begins to show signs

of weariness, and to miss the healthy and life-giving

constituents that it has parted with, and which can no

longer be returned to it ! Moreover, the system of

cropping in recent years has in no small degree con-

tributed to aggravate that weariness. The five-course

shift rotation, while it has done much to clear the land

of weeds, has certainly weakened its productive powers,

and predisposed to plant-life diseases. The change

from four exhaustive crops out of seven to three out of

five has told fatally on all light lands more or less

previously disposed to poverty and barrenness. This

being so, we naturally come to the second matter,

already referred to, and which is by far the most

serious and difficult of solution—namely, how to

remedy and overcome this natural tendency to decay.

"We cannot wait until the large towns of the empire

organise a system of sewerage that shall return to our

com fields the valuable constituents they have parted

with, but must endeavour to find from other sources a

means of redress, and assist those means by such a

change in the rotation as shall best enable us to

accomplish the desired results. In this respect it

seems to me that agricultural chemistry must play a

greatly more important part than it has hitherto done.

It is of very great importance that every cultivator of

the soil should have an easy and simple means of

obtaining a correct and disinterested analysis of the

artificial manures he applies to the soil, but it seems to

me that it is greatly more important that he should

have such analysis of the land to which he applies

them as will enable him to apply such manures as the

state and condition of his land require.

Let me illustrate this by an example. On newly

cultivated land, which, prior to its cultivation, never

yielded its occupier 2s. 6d. an acre, I have had 7 qr.

of Oats per imperial acre when in crop, and the richest

of hay and pasture-grass while in grass j while on old

land, manured at the same cost, and with the same
proportions of farmyard manure, bones, lime, and other

chemicals, I have rarely exceeded 5 qr. in Oats, and
have entirely failed in obtaining a hundredth part of
the Clover yielded by the former. My inference is

that a constituent exists in the former that is absent in

the latter. What is that constituent ? And without
an exhaustive analysis of both soils, how am I to obtain
the knowledge necessary to enable me to make an in

telligent application of the required manure ? It may

well be that the co^t of such analysis might deter many
of us from following it out to its legitimate extent

;

but the same causes that produce decay in one case

have produced it in the majority of cases; and an
association such as ours might wisely, in the interests

of its numerous members, obtain a sufficient number of

analyses to guide the agriculture of its district, without

seriously interfering with the funds at its disposal.

Meantime, every farmer would do well to mark off in

every field an average portion of its soil on which in

every stage of its rotation he might, on a small but

accurate scale, experiment with the various chemicals

known to agriculture in various degrees of quantity.

Not less important, in my opinion, would be a more
incisive method of tillage. It has been said in reference

to the method of tillage in remote times that it was but

a mere scratching of the ground. Are we not ourselves

becoming little better than scratchers ? Does a five to

seven-inch furrow place at our disposal all the available

resources of the land ? Moreover, does not the very

instrument we plough with press upon and harden that

immediate subsoil which we do not attempt to turn

over? In reclaiming waste land we trench to a depth

of 14 inches of solid land, and turn up to the surface

the purest of clays and gravels, which, when exposed

to the atmosphere, and treated vigorously and

generously, yield us in due time the best of crops.

Might we not fairly expect that a similar method of

treatment, applied to our exhausted soils, would give a

similar or even better return? And if this process

involves a labour and cost too great to be readily and
generally adopted, might we not at least loosen the

underlying stratum by subsoiling, and thereafter extend

our 7-inch furrow to lo or 12 inches? Not the least

advantage to be hoped for from the application of steam-

power to field labour, now only a question of time, is

the thorough stirring up of long dormant soil, or the

smashing and breaking up of hardened substratum,

which, in its present form, is alike impervious to the

absorption of excessive moisture or to the nourishment

of plant life in seasons of prolonged drought. And
while we deplore the excessive waste of town sewage,

let us make sure that the sewage of the farm is not m
like manner wasted. I have long been of opinion

that, where an abundance of litter existed on a farm,

and where the dung-heap was not exposed to rainfall,

nor to a flow of surface water, it would absorb the

liquid manure of the cattle-sheds, but where this is not

so—and it is very rarely so—provision should be made
for absorbing the surplus liquid, which, mixed with

earth, or weeds, or road scrapings, will in most cases

yield a sufficient top-dressing for a fourth part of the

lea field about to be cropped, and will by so much
reduce the annual expenditure required for artificial

manures. It is of the last importance that an early

change be effected in the rotation of cropping generally

practised in this part of the country. Fewer crops

within a given time and more rest are absolutely

necessary for the restoration and re-invigoration of our

old and worn-out soils, and will, in the long run, well

repay both proprietor and tenant the temporary loss.

iDlSCUSSION.

Mr. Walker (Craignetherty) : It does not agree with

my experience that the old infield land is less productive

than the newer land. 1 suspect Mr. Hutcheon only

touched upon the real point when he came to the end of

his paper, and said that we did not go deep enough in

cultivating. I deny that the old land, when we make the

best use of it, will not grow as much Oats, as many tons

of Turnips, or as many roots or blades of Clover. I sus-

pect the defect is in Mr. Hutcheon's farming. I happen
to farm a place where there is about as bad thin old

infield land as there is in the world, and it does not agree

with my experience that old infield is not as productive as

outfield. 1 suspect the reason for the productiveness of

his outfield land is just because he has gone deep enough
with the plough, and because he will easily get to the

bottom of the other.

Mr. Leitii (Millfield): I do not believe that the

old intown land is falling back, except as it has

been neglected. I believe, had we done as much
lor it, had we laid on as much extraneous manure
on our old land as we did on our new, the in-

crease would, perhaps, have been double what it has

been upon the barren land. I believe there is a failing on

our part in that respect. I believe with Mr. Hutcheon,

that the great object of the day has been to bring barren

land into cultivation. We have devoted our attention to

that, and perhaps devoted too much to it. I believe

there has been barren land brought under cultivation that

would have paid as well to breed laverocks on. Had we
laid out as much money in improving old intown land, we
would have doubled the product in proportion to the

amount of money laid out. Another part of Mr.

Hutcheon's paper had relation to the better cultivation.

I had very much joy in hearing that subject brought for-

ward. I am quite an advocate, so far as my own judg-

ment goes, for deep cultivation—cultivation of the soil

which is either in connection with subsoiling or in con-

nection with cultivating so far as steam-ploughing is

concerned.

Jffme Correspondence.

Yew Poisonous to Cattle.—It is not the lot of

every one, during their whole lifetime, to see a dead

donkey ; such, however, has fallen to my lot twice— the

one lying at the foot of the highest hill at Gravesend,

about|'^22 years since, with a broken back ; the second

on Sunday last, at Hatfield, poisoned by eating

withered Yew—the remains of some that had been used
to decorate the Agricultural Hall. Now, there can be
no question respecting the poisonous qualities of the

Yew in either the green or dried state, although there

is still a mystery respecting the different effects it has
on animals—killing some and proving harmless to

others. How can this be accounted for? Very
conflicting statements have at times appeared
on the poisonous and non-poisonous proper-
ties of the Yew in both the green and the

dried state, and I must confess I was at one time
under the impression that live Vew was not so injurious

as it is supposed to be, but this doubt has been
clearly proved to me by the death of one of my former
employer's horses in 1S65, which unfortunately broke
loose into a shrubbery composed chiefly of Yews, and
within one hour and a-half from the time it got loose it

was lying dead by the side of the road. The horse
seemed perfectly well up to the moment of its death,
which was instantaneous ; one squeak only was uttered,

and it fell dead. When opened, the stomach and every
part was found in the most healthy condition, and there

appeared to be about as much live Yew in it as would
fill a half-pint pot. I will now refer to a case quite
the opposite to the one alluded to. The same year
{in autumn), while engaged in forming a new terrace at

Osberton, the temporary fence was left insecure, and
some cattle got into the pleasure-ground and regaled
themselves pretty freely on some Yew branches ; they
were found eating at the trees, and had partaken of
some considerable quantity. These beasts were driven

into a part of the park where no water could be
procured by them, and kept there several hours, and
although they had eaten far more than the horse not
the least harm came to either of them. Allow me,
in conclusion, to state that the horse and donkey
ate the Yew on a partially empty stomach, and both
were fed and watered after eating the Yew
branches—the former live Ygw, the latter dried, and
both soon died after drinking the water,—the former
without a struggle, the latter in convulsions, and began
to swell immediately after death, and putrefaction

set in at once. Not so with the horse ; the flesh was
sweet for some time after death, neither did it swell so

much as the donkey, which would lead to the conclu-

sion that dried Yew is more poisonous than live. The
horse ate the Yew in the month of March, the donkey
in September, and the cattle in October. The cattle,

we may naturally suppose, ate the Yew on a full

stomach, as they had the run of a large park, and were
kept many hours from water. The question is, did the

cattle survive through being kept from water, or are

Yew branches more poisonous at one time than another?

At one time I thought the latter, but my opinion now
nclines to the former ; and I would recommend, when
cattle are found feasting on Yew, either in a dried or

green state, to pen them up without food or water for

several hours. My faith is strong on this latter point,

for two years since one of my horses at Enville was
caught feasting freely on some live Yew boughs. X

ordered him to be tied up in the stable and kept for a

length of time without food or water, and no harm
befel him, and this is the method I strongly recom-

mend. Edward Bennett, Gr. to the Marquis of Salis-

bury^ Hatfield House, Herts.

Rat Destruction.—Some few weeks ago the

ApicuUural Gazette contained numerous articles on

the best mode of destroying rats. Some years since I

witnessed hundreds of rats killed by the following

means :—Take i quart of oatmeal, 2 oz. of finely

powdered loaf-sugar, 6 drops of oil of rhodium,

6 drops of oil of carraway, 6 drops of oil of aniseed,

\ grain of musk. Mix well together with a knife on a

sheet of clean paper. Place small quantities on bits of

board every night for about five or six nights. Never dis-

turb or frighten the rats, but remove the boards every

morning. About the sixth or seventh night add about

a small teaspoonful of arsenic. The rats will eat it as

before ; and, feeling an intolerable thirst, will make to

water, drink it, and die. IV. H.

The Weather and Crops in the) North.—From
Carlisle to Stranraer, and thence per North iiritish to

Glasgow, the corn is rotting in the ground, or growing

in the stooks side by side in many cases with the hay
;

while the Potato furrows stand full of water, and
swarms of sea gulls fish for food amid the foul odours

of diseased Potatos, which are rotting by wholesale

throughout the country. Much of the grain is entirely

ruined ; all of it, cut or uncut, is seriously damaged.

Nearly five inches of rain fell in the week ending

September 6 ; and since then it has poured in torrents

most days over large tracts of country, beating the

crops into the earth, and leaving them to spoil and rot

on the damp ground. In fact, it is not too much to

-ay that the harvest is a wreck. The crops are heavy

and good, which in most cases but adds to the evil.

Lighter yields might have risen afresh after the rain, if

fair weather, indeed, ever comes again in time to save

a remnant of the harvest ; but the prospect is most

dreary. Perhaps there has never been so much
damaged grain as this year ; and I cannot hear of a

single exception to the Potato disease. It has

swept the country, and by that term I mean the whole

of Great Britain and Ireland, with an intensity

and a universality unequalled since the memorable

Potato famine. In many instances the crop is wholly
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gone ; in others the disease is less virulent. Occasion-

ally we hear of exceptional varieties being less afTected

in some localities ; in others we find the self-same sorts

the very worst of all. This is specially the case with

the Early Rose. No variety is disease proof. None of

the so-called preventatives are of much avail ; it is

extremely doubtful if they avail at all. The disease,

like the wind, cometh and goeth as it listeth. Fortu-

nately it sometimes stops midway in its course

of destruction, not, however, at our bidding, but in

obedience to some hidden laws, that doubtless it also

obeys. Could we but master these we might get at it,

but at present they are hidden. We know something

of what it is, but know nothing of whence it cometh or

whither it goeth, or how it works. Possibly the prize

of ;^ioo may give us a cue to these facts, if so it will

be the best investment ever was made ; a sprat to catch

a whale would be nothing to it. But the question of

the hour is how to save the grain crops in the North.

Something might surely be done with drying machines,

and a little by hooding the stooks on the old-fashioned

method now all but universally abandoned. Of course

there was the danger of fostering sprouting by the heat

of the top sheaves ; but in a choice of evils the least is

mostly chosen, and it seems almost better to run this

risk than leave the grain entirely to be rotted by rains

lasting through a fortnight or three weeks. In olden

times, too, the hood sheaves were taken off on

fine days. The grain on the ground must
wait for better weather, which surely will be

vouchsafed, so that the fruits of the earth may be

gathered in. The green crops are vigorous and strong

as a rule, nevertheless a good many blanks were seen

among the Turnips, and these and the Polatos are

fouler than I ever saw them. The meadows are full of

grass, but it matters little about this if our herds are to

be destroyed, for even were butcher's meat to become
cheaper we can neither eat grass nor live upon beef

and mutton any more nor so well as upon bread

alone. I hope for better weather (though it rains as I

write), so that part of the harvest may yet be saved.

D. T, FishJ G/asgo^c, Sept, II,

Fumigation of Fields.—The fumigation is so

great a deterrent of infection, would it not be well in

places where the cattle plague has appeared to fumi-

gate the fields by having large fires of weeds, sticks,

charcoal, &c., for the smoke to blow over the infected

regions—as I have read is done in the south of France
at certain seasons in the year to destroy blight ? H. B.

The Coming Winter.—Verily the forthcoming
winter's prospects are ominous and discouraging, not

to say alarming, the great question being the supply of

food for our populations. It is now an undoubted fact

that we have a deficient "Wheat harvest ; it is equally

certain that the Potato disease has made destructive

work with our Potato crops, and it is further certain that

the foot-and-mouth disease, the pleuro-pneumonia, and,

lastly, the rinderpest, have made, and are now making,
woful havoc with our herds and flocks. Vast numbers
of cattle and sheep are no riper for the butcher's stall

than when first turned into their grazing fields—many
graziers have not been able to fatten either cattle or

sheep, consequently, meat is unusually scarce and dear,

and no prospect of its being otherwise. The Editor of

the Chamber of Agriculture Journal estimates, from
trustworthy sources, the deficiency in our food products
for the year to be very great, requiring a sum of nearly
;£"30,ooo,ooo to make good the loss. A writer in the

Times estimates this loss to approach ;^28,ooo,ooo.

The early threshings of Wheat and the partial lifting

of the Potato crop fully confirm these estimates.

What, then, is to be done to provide for the

country's wants ? Many nostrums are put forth

by some worthy and some sanguine men, but
these must fail to be of essential service. Extract-
ing starch from unsound Potatos is one, baking
Mangels for food is another, Turnips mixed with rice

is another, and many others. But of what great value
are these suggestions in feeding the millions ? Food
must be obtained, food must be economised. Every
effort must be made to provide food from all sources
open to us. Large importations of Wheat and Maize
must and will be our chief dependence. Enterprising
merchants should look to this, or Government must
step in and purchase for the public—a very unusual
step in a great commercial country like ours. We dare
trust our merchants. I well recollect the Potato
famine of Ireland ; much enterprise and speculation in

breadstuffs brought supphes from all the ends of the
earth. I trust it will be so in the present emergency.
Farm stock is scarce, and will require a less quantity
of roots, &c. Landlords must permit the export of
any kind and any amount of food that can be
spared from their farms, i. e., Cabbages, Carrots,

Mangels, Turnips, &c., for human consumption, and
if such should fail the farm stock, the large crops
of hay and straw can supplement them. Barley-
flour might be advantageously mixed with Wheat-flour
to a great extent. Rice, if largely imported, might be
of immense service, and a most excellent food.
Potatos must be greatly economised. Smaller tubers
must be brought into general consumption, instead of
being set apart for "poor piggy." Efforts should be
universally made to produce early vegetables for spring
uses. " To be forewarned is to be forearmed." May
it be so. 0. F.

Sonttics*
SCOTTISH CHAMBER OF AGRICULTURE.
The Land Tenancy Laws.—At a recent general

meeting of the Scottish Chamber of Agriculture, held

at Perth on Friday, the Chairman laid the following

resolutions before the meeting :

—

1. " That the Land Tenancy Laws, particularly those

by which all improvements made by the occupier of land
become the property of the owner, are detrimental to

good husbandry, injurious to the interest of both landlords

and tenants, and the welfare of the general public, and
that their immediate revision is urgently wanted, in order
to meet the requirements of modern agriculture."

2. "That in order to promote successful farming, and
insure the fertility of the soil being kept up to the close

of the lease, the tenant, in security of the capital invested

by him, ought to have a right by law to payment, on his

removal from the farm, for all works executed, and unex-
hausted manures applied by him which add to its letting

value, as the same shall be ascertained by arbitration."

3. "That a humble petition be presented to Her
Majesty, craving that she will be pleased to appoint a
commission to inquire into the working and eifects of the

whole system of the Land Tenancy Laws, with a view to

their revision and amendment."

He said that there is a great land question before us

in the immediate future there can be no doubt, and it

is not out of place that I should counsel in its treat-

ment the utmost fairness and candour. The question

was so ably opened up in the address of Mr. Neel
Caird in the meeting I have referred to, that I am saved
the necessity of speaking to you at length in defence of
the course the Chamber is here recommended to take.

The resolutions now submitted are of a general rather

than a special character, but they are intended to cover
an inquiry into the whole system or code of land

tenancy law. We had some years ago, as you are

aware, a very meagre, and I will say fruitless measure
on a certain branch of these laws—viz., that of hypo-
thec. We still hold that the evidence which was then
given on the subject before the committees of both
Houses of Parliament ought to have for ever sealed its

fate, and sent such an exceptional law into oblivion.

The Game Laws I scarcely feel called upon to refer

to on this occasion. They are at present snh Judice,

and we may fairly wait the result of the inquiry, in the

hope that a just measure of relief will come out of it.

I shall now shortly refer to that principle of compensa-
tion to tenants holding under lease, for unexhausted
improvements made at their cost, and calculated to add
to the letting value of the subject they are about to

quit. This, to most who have given the subject con-
sideration, appears to be a perfectly just claim, and
one which ought to be recognised by law. It comes
very far short of what has been granted elsewhere, but

the purposes of our advanced agriculture, we think,

may be served by its recognition, even to the extent

now put forward. When we think on the enormou:
expenditure in manures and feeding stuffs going on
in many of our Scotch counties, and beyond the

one half of the gross land rental, it is not to be
wondered at that this new element should have
arisen, and that an application and outlay so con-
tinuous should have come to require looking after.

The tenant saves himself at present, or rather at-

tempts to do so, by a miserable system of exhaustion
towards the end of his lease—a system not only
opposed to his own interest, in the event of a renewal,

but injurious also to the interests of the landlord under
a necessarily diminished produce, and opposed to the

public good. The hardships which accrue, when, it

may be, innocent misfortune overtakes the tenant, I

need not recount, and in the event of non-renewal of
lease, it amounts, under our present system, simply to

confiscation. The fairness of the claim, I think,

cannot be disputed ; at any rate, let the law and its

presumption be on the side of justice, instead of being,

as it is at present, on the side of injustice. I should
take a very narrow view of the subject if I failed to

admit that if the tenant is to have a constituted right

for unexhausted improvements, the landlord must be
also held to have a just claim for deterioration. I

admit freely that we have more bad tenants than bad
landlords, and if the improvements of the former are to

be saved from appropriation, deterioration of the sub-
ject has not less to be guarded against. We are not
likely to have legislation on this or any other subject

without inquiry, nor is it desirable that we should have.
We believe it to be called for, and with that view we
recommend that Her Majesty be petitioned to grant it.

Mr. GooDLET, in seconding the adoption of the
directors' report, said that the land tenancy laws threw
every conceivable obstacle in the way of the applica-
tion of capital to agriculture, and that they operated
banefully against the interests of the occupier, because
a great deal of the land in the country was little better

than half cultivated. Until these laws were put upon
a sound footing the agriculture of the country would
never attain that perfection which it was capable of.

He condemned the recent system of lawyers framing
leases of a stringently protective character, so far as

their clients were concerned. Lincolnshire was, per-

haps, the only county in England in which tenant-right

had obtained an established footing. About the year
1S12 the Lincolnshire farmers made the discovery that,

by chalking the wolds and claying the fens and peat

lands, formed underlying the surface soil, it worked

like a charm in improving its fertility, and from that

time down to 1S26, when other parts of the kingdom
were sufiering from the wide-spread ruin inflicted

by the fall of prices at the close of the French
war, the Lincolnshire farmers were prospering in

an unheard-of degree. Their prosperity did not long
escape the eye of their landlords, and towards the

end of this period rents began to be raised—in some
instances even doubled. It was then the farmers

stood out for what they called protection, and suc-

ceeded in establishing the custom of tenant-right which
now universally prevailed in that country, but only

there, for in other parts of England it had been but

partially introduced, and in some parts not at all.

Indeed, had it not been for the ruin which overtook

the farming interest in general at that time it was
questionable if the Lincolnshire farmers would have

been able to secure for themselves those protecting

covenants which led to the introduction of tenant-

right. They did not ask for a lease of years, but only
" tenant-right," if ejected from their holdings. Where
cake and extra feeding-stuffs are largely used, and
where the lands are deeply cultivated and maintained

in high condition by rich manuring, and where building

or other permanent improvements necessary for the

profitable and economical occupation of the farm have

to be executed by the tenant at his own cost, he can

have no security for the heavy expenditure thereby

occasioned, unless by a recognised system of tenant-

right or by covenant, and when it is seen how much
Lincolnshire has profited by the system of tenant-right,

which the peculiar nature of their soil and the circum-

stances in which they stood, enabled the farmers there

to obtain, and that it has not only been of benefit to

them, but also to their landlords, is it too much to

expect that a system which has been found to work so

well should receive the sanction of the Legislature, and

be established as a legal right throughout the kingdom?
In order to this, I think you will agree with me that

the third resolution is not less necessary than the

others, and I move the adoption of the directors'

report.

Mr. Bethune, in seconding the motion, held that

the matter under consideration was a purely commer-
cial concern, and the sooner that it was adjusted as

between landlord and tenant the safer would it be for

the constitution of Britain. They should use every

endeavour consistent with reason to get the law of

hypothec abolished, because he was not very sanguine

that the subject of proper compensation, or tenant-

right, would be looked at at all in a favourable light

till the law of hypothec was abrogated. For himself,

he had the greatest hope that men would, in the course

of a few years, see that the landlords were as much
interested in the matter of tenant-right as the tenants

themselves are. At present the land of Scotland was
only half cultivated, and it was the fact that every-

thing was done to do away with security in, and keep

money out of, the soil.

Mr. Milne, Arbroath, said that dealing with tenant-

right they would probably be met with the question-
Why don't you do all that you want by contract ? Why
don't you stipulate with your landlord for all those

things you wish Parliament to do for you? One
answer to that was that a great deal of land is held on
such a tenure that the proprietors are not in a position

to contract with any one ; and another was that by the

law as it stands to get cases of injustice to tenants

corrected, private parties have to step in. He had
found that tenants of mineral subjects were, on the

completion of their leases, allowed to remove their

stone and lime buildings, and he asked why that right

should not be extended to those leasing agricultural

subjects ?

Mr. Dun, Baldinnies, remarked, it was idle to talk

of leaving freedom of contract to solve the difficulty.

The laws were there, and it was only by passing a

better set of laws that they were to be relieved. The
land laws supported the landowner to the injury of

the tenant. Why should the tenant's capital be placed

in a position so different from that of the landlord's ?

He thought the mind of the Chamber might be em-
bodied under heads like the following ;— i. In the

event of a tenant's death during a currency of a lease,

compensation should be allowed for all drains, lime,

and unexhausted improvements. 2. In the event of

bankruptcy, all creditors whose capital has helped to

improve the farm should have an equal dividend with

the landlord. 3. In the event of bad health, or

accident, overtaking a tenant during the currency of a
lease, he ought to have unrestricted freedom of transfer.

4. At the natural expiry of lease a man should be
entitled to fair compensation.

Mr. Alexander, Dunoon, said that the resolutions

were framed solely in the interest of the tenant, and
that the landlord was left out altogether. It looked
as if it were to be necessarily supposed that whenever
a man became a tenant he improved the land. If they

claimed the right of compensation for their improve-
ments, the landlord should be looked to also. If a
farmer worked his farm badly, the landlord must have
a claim for damages. However, he (Mr. Alexander)
did not mean to interfere with the resolutions. But in
strict equity, if they believed that the landlord had any
right to the soil, they must not ignore his claims, a
farmer might act up to the terms of his lease, and yet

leave what was formerly a fertile place in a state of
sterility. Were they to put in the cfaimsof the tenant,
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and at the same time deny the landlord a right beyond

his lease ?

Mr. Gardiner, Chapelbank, remarked that in his

short experience he could speak to several farms in

high cultivation which had been let to Dundee mer-

chants and such like, but in five or six years these

persons found farming W3.s an unprofitable occupation.

He could also instance a farm which had been reduced

in value by the mismanagement of the occupier. He
thought it would be a hardship on the proprietor to

take up buildings which had been extravagantly

erected by the tenant.

DEVON AND CORNWALL.
Compensating a Retiring Tenant. — Mr. J. H.

HoLLEY lately read a paper on this subject before

this Society, from which we make the following

extracts :

—

He proposed first to call attention to the relative

positions of owner and occupier. Their position was

clearly a joint speculation ; for one found the capital

to purchase the farm, and the other found the skill and

the capital that was necessary for the cultivation of

that farm. The purchaser embarked about five times

as much capital as the occupier. Supposing a man
accumulated the sum of ;,^20,ooo, and purchased a

farm of 400 acres, he must be content with 3 per cent,

interest, the amount generally obtained from invest-

ments in land, and the occupier ought to have ^4000
to enable him to cultivate the farm to the best advan-

tage, and he ought also to realise at least 10 per

cent.—5 per cent, on his capital and 5 per

cent, for his skill and interest—and if a 20

years' lease had been granted, at the end of that

term the farm ought to be improved and increased in

value. Surely the partner, or, in other words, the

owner, who supplied the largest portion of the capital,

had some claim to share the increase of value ? If, in

granting another 20 years, the landlord raised the rent

15 per cent., he then would receive a fraction less than

3I per cent, on his original capital. Let them sup-

pose another case, viz., that the occupier borrowed the

money and purchased the farm himself. What would
be his position in such a case as that ? If he obtained

the money at 4 per cent, he would pay ;i^200 a-year

more for interest than he had to pay as rent, which
at the end of 20 years would amount to ^"4000, a

larger sum than any compensation would ever be com-
puted at. These facts proved how the interest of the

tenant was dovetailed with that of the owner.
The best security and protection that he could sug-

gest for the tenant was afforded by long leases, renew-

able some years before the term expired. As a proof

of the efficiency of long leases, he would give them just

two illustrations, the first of which had reference to an

estate of some ^^10,000 a-year in Ireland, belonging to

the Earl of Portsmouth. His lordship's predecessors

and himself had been in the habit of granting leases for

30 years, giving also to the tenant the option of selling

the goodwill of the remainder of the unexpired term,

provided he brought forward an eligible and respect-

able man, and the result was that this estate was
in the most flourishing condition, the tenants

contented, and, what was far more important still,

life and property were secure — a state of things

which was unusual in Ireland. The other illustration

applied to the Holkham estate in Norfolk. The late

Lord Leicester granted leases of 21 years, and there

was no estate of such large extent (some 60,000 acres)

in better order than that was. If yearly holdings must
be continued, the best substitute for the lease that he
could suggest was that of yearly agreements, with a

stipulation that two or three years' notice should be
given previous to quitting the farm. It was absurd to

suppose that any compensation likely to be submitted

to could recoup the tenant who was suddenly turned

out of his farm at six months' notice. As it could not

be provided for in any general lease, or any system of

custom, the large outlay made by the tenant in perma^
nent improvement should be done under special

agreement.
There were other resources for the relief of the

agricultural interests which required the attention and
consideration of Chambers of Agriculture, there being,

for example, the development of machinery and the

reduction of burthens on land. As the greater portion

of the land in England was inferior soil, it was clear

that a very small increase of burthens would not only

swallow the rent, but would also throw that low class

of land out of cultivation. The loss that the owners of

personal wealth would then sustain would be more
than the payment of an equitable share of local taxa-

tion, the amount of which was already 20 per cent, on
real property, and if spread over every other class of
wealth would be about 3 per cent.

Farmers' Clubs.
MANCHESTER.

Milk Adulteration.—At the first general meeting of
the members, Mr. H. Nield in the chair, a report of the
Manchester and Salford Sanitary Association on the
milk question, compiled by Dr. Leach, was read by Mr.
y. Pollitt, Secretary to the Club. The following is an
extract from the report :

—

A large portion of the milk supplied to the inhabitants

of Manchester and Salford is adulterated, but this adul-

teration consists of the addition of water, and not, as is

popularly supposed, of the introduction of such sub-

stances as chalk, starch, and brains. In only one out

of a large number of specimens of milk purchased in this

city and examined was any foreign ingredient found.

In this instance common salt was present in considerable

quantity, but as the milk from the same dealer did not
afterwards contain it, the impurity was possibly acci-

dental. Besides adding water, however, the vendors
still further deteriorate the milk which they sell by
abstracting the cream. For all practical purposes it is

found that the purity of a milk may be determined by
ascertaining the percentage of cream and solid matter
which it gives. From the extensive investigations made
at the laboratory of the Milk Journal^ it has been
found that genuine milk gives 10 per cent, of cream,
and contains not less than 12 per cent, of solid matter.

A milk having sensibly less percentage of cream and
solid matter than this has been skimmed, or watered, or

both. The lactometer is not a trustworthy indicator of

quality, firstly, because instruments bought at different

places do not give the same indications as to purity ;

and, secondly, because an excess or deficiency of cream
may alter the results which the lactometer gives. A
rich milk, if it contains a very large percentage of cream,

may appear from the lactometer to have been adulte-

rated, whilst a milk which has been deprived of cream
may appear from the lactometer to be good, even

though in addition to abstracting cream some water has

been added. The specific gravity of cream varies much
—the average, however, is about .950, that of water

being taken at 1000. Therefore, the presence of cream
or the addition of water will produce similar results as

far as specific gravity is concerned. The best plan

seems to be first to ascertain the quantity of cream pre-

sent by means of a cream measure, and then to take the

specific gravity of the milk after the cream has been
removed. By adopting this plan a test is obtained

sufficiently accurate for the ordinary purposes of seller

and buyer, enabling the former to judge whether he
is distributing poor or adulterated milk, whilst the

latter can tell whether he is receiving that for which he
pays. If a m Ik yields not less than 10 per cent, of

cream, and when this is removed has a specific gravity

of not less than 10.31, it is good, though the milk
from some cows gives more cream and has higher

specific gravity. The best milk tested gave 15 per

cent, of cream, and had a specific gravity after cream-
ing of 1033.5 j but the milk of the same cow varies

from time to time, becoming much richer after calving.

The average richness of the unadulterated milk from a

number of cows ought not to be less than the

standard above given. If a milk yields less than
10 per cent., but not less than 5 per cent, of

cream, or if it has a specific gravity when skimmed
of not less than 10.30, it is either the produce of poor
cattle or it has been watered or robbed of cream. In

many parts of Manchester and Salford a few cows are

kept in small shippons in the town by people who
retail the milk. In some cases the cows are kept entirely

on grains, meal, &c., never entering a grass field. Such
cattle occasionally give very poor milk. The milk of one
cow thus kept and fed gave barely 5 per cent, of cream.
Of about 100 specimens of milk obtained directly from
different cows fed and kept in various ways this was
the worst. A milk which gives less than 5 per cent,

of cream, or has a specific gravity when skimmed
below 10.30, has certainly been robbed of its cream or

watered. The test enables a judgment to be formed
as to the means by which a milk has been rendered
poor. If it gives 5 to 7 per cent, of cream and when
skimmed has a specific gravity of not less than 10.30
it possibly comes from poor cattle, though it may be a

rich milk robbed of its cream and slightly watered.
Milk giving 6 to 7 P^f cent, of cream and having a

specific gravity of 10.20 to 10.25 has probably been
rendered poor by adding water to good milk. If the

same gave only 2 to 3 per cent, of cream, it would
probably have been robbed of cream as well as

watered. Milk yielding 5 to 7 per cent, of cream, and
having when skimmed a specific gravity of 10.32 to

10.33, has probably been robbed of its cream and not

watered. Not unfrequently skimmed milk is added to

new milk, and the mixture sold as new milk. This is

equivalent in effect to robbing the cream, and is thus

indicated by the cream measurer. In using the test, as

above given, certain precautions must be taken, or other-

wise but little reliance can be placed on the results

obtained. The quantity of cream rising to the surface

of milk in narrow vessels varies much according to the

temperature, and somewhat, also, according to the

amount of shaking to which it has been exposed. If

kept continually above 60" to 65° unadulterated milk
may not give 10 per cent, of cream. The following

experiment shows how temperature aflects the yield of

cream : Four cream measures were filled with the same
milk, which was known to be unadulterated. One was
kept at about 40*, one at about 60°, and a third between
65° and 70% and a fourth a little above So°. The
temperatures were maintained about 12 hours. At
the end of that time No. i gave 11 4 per cent, of cream;
No. 2 gave lo per cent, of cream ; No. 3 gave 7 per

cent, of cream ; and No. 4 gave 4 per cent, of cream.

In ascertaining the amount of cream present in a milk,

therefore, care must be taken that the cream measurer

be kept in a cool place. In hot weather it is best to

let the milk stand during the night for this. In the

height of summer, if the night temperature does not

fall below 65° to 70°, a good milk may not show more
than 7 per cent. ; but if the thermometer sink for a
portion of the time to 60° to 6^, 10 per cent, of

cream will be obtained from milk of average good-
ness. Should the cream measurer and contents be
left all night in a hot kitchen, it might happen that the

ordinary amount of cream would not rise to the surface

even of good milk. Milk carried through the streets

or otherwise much shaken gives somewhat less cream
than the same milk not so treated. In specimens of '

milk of known purity, taken before the round and after

it, there was a difference of from i to 2 per cent, in the
'

cream yielded. This may in part arise, however, from
the mode of distribution. The cream in the cans is

continually rising to the surface ; and, as the milk is

usually ladled, hence the first part of the milk distri-

buted will contain somewhat more, and the latter

somewhat less, cream than is natural. This is the

more likely to be the case in milk that has been adul-

terated with water, since cream rises quicker in watered
than in pure milk. No means can be devised of

ascertaining whether water has been added to the milk,

except by the results produced in the character of the

milk. Thus, a little water might be added to very

rich milk, and yet it might afterwards give 10 per cent,

of cream, and have a specific gravity after skimming
of above 10.30. But it is quite sufficient to show that

a milk contains a proper quantity of nutrient material,

and this is indicated by a yield of 10 per cent, of

cream, and a specific gravity of 10.31. Apart from
the character of the cattle, in some cases, how-
ever, an unadulterated milk may give less than 10 per

cent, of cream. It is customary in many farms

round Manchester to save the strippings for

butter, and send the rest to be sold as new
milk. Now strippings contain more cream than the

other milk, in some cases yielding from 15 to 24 per

cent., and hence milk from which the strippings have
been withheld may not give above 5 per cent, of

cream, even though pure and unadulterated. If milk

be kept in tall vessels and ladled out to customers as

they apply, that obtained by the last comers will cer-

tainly contain less than the normal amount of cream.

In whatever way, however, the milk is deteriorated,

whether by adultei'ation with water, by the addition of

skim milk, or by a careless method of distribution, the

result is the same as far as the consumer is concerned.

The lactometer and cream measures, used in the way
suggested, will sufficiently indicate the character of the

milk for ordinary purposes ; it will enable any one to

ascertain readily whether or not he is receiving good and
pure milk.

The Chairman read the following letter, which he
had received from the Town Clerk of Salford :

—

"Dear Sir,—The Adulteration of Food, Drugs, and
Drinks Act of 1872 is now in force, and by the 3d section,

any person who shall sell any liquor, food, or drug,

knowing the same to be mixed with any other substance,

with the object of increasing its weight or bulk, without

declaring such a mixture to any purchaser, before

delivering the same, shall be deemed to have sold such
liquor, food, or drug, so adulterated. The second section

says that the penalty for such an offence shall be £:io in

the first case, and in the second publicity of the name of

the offender. I suppose water is used in adulteration, and
therefore your association will, under the Act, be able to

deal with the milk question. Edwin Andrew."

Universal Exhibition, 1873, in Vienna. Special

Programmes, Nos. 39—43. Imperial and Royal
Printing Office in Vienna.

A series of most instructive tracts or pamphlets have

been issued by the Imperial Commission under which

next year's International Exhibition is being organised,

and to the numbers specified above we direct attention

as including all that information which intending exhi-

bitors of agricultural stock or implements require, and
much that is interesting to agricultural readers. The
first of the series, from which alone we make any
extract, specifies the kinds of agricultural products and
contrivances of which illustrations are desired, includ-

ing crops, machines, animals, forestry, cultivation of

the Vine, and horticulture. The following are passages

from the three first sections :

—

"Agriculture.—The object is not only to see fine

samples of corn and other products of the soil, but also

to know whether one can profit by them, or even make
use of them. It is therefore desirable that single samples
should not be in too small quantity, and that a part of

them should, if possible, be in straw, or if of vegetables,

that the whole plant should be exhibited, with statement

of the weight, the kind of soil, the height above the level

of the sea, the quantity of rain, and especially the dura-

tion of the vegetation. It is also desired that the price

should be stated, reduced to some well known standard,

and also the sources of production.

"Agricultural Afac/iiries.—Agricultural machines re-

place now-a-days thousands of hands, they have, there-

fore, become indispensable, and alone make it possible to

keep production at the level which it has reached, and to

increase it still more, so that they even form one of the

factors in every question concerning the supply of pro-
visions. At the same time, it is not to be forgotten that
manufacturers of the smaller tools exercise a special

influence on the better cultivation of small landed
property. The division of agricultural machines is,
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therefore, to receive such objects, and to be so furnished

as to be a study for the extensive landowner ;
and the

division of tools is to attract, excite, and instruct the small

petty tarmers. Special fields for trials in the neighbour-

hood of Vienna or in such places as can easily be reached

by railway, will enable trials to be made with the utensils

as well as with the machines. It is desirable that the

tools and machines which are exhibited should not be

taken away from the Exhibition to make the trials, but

that other ones, built as much as possible like those

exhibited, should be placed at the disposal of the jury.

The trials will not only be made to show the work per-

formed as regards quantity or quality, but also the power
used, the durability of the parts of the machines, the

service required, &c. Detailed regulations will be pub-
lished later as regards the arrangement of these trials.

'* Exhibition of Animals.—The cattle show will com-
prise the two following divisions :— ist division : cattle,

sheep, pigs (for breeding and fattening), goats, mules,

and asses, from May 31 till June g, 1873, included

;

2d division : horses, poultry, fish, pigeons, dogs, rabbits,

and cats, from September i8 till 27, 1873. -^^ ^^^ same
time international horse races will take place. Two large

hippodromes will enable the exhibitors to show the horses

exhibited, not only by leading them, but also in saddle

and in harness. At the closing of both divisions, public

auctions will be held. The 2d division will also com-
prise the dairy products. The exhibition of game and
venison will take place on October 4, 5, and 6, 1873.

Besides, the exhibition of hides, skins, and especially of

antlers in the division for forestry, are more particularly

wished for. The special regulations concerning the

exhibition and the rewards for animals, and the inter-

national horse races, will be made known in special

programmes. The general regulations are vahd for all

branches of the agricultural exhibition."

Farm Memoranda.
SUTHERLANDSHIRE : Ballarat^ Sept. 4.—It is a

suggestive and very instructive fact, that nearly all the

great improvements which have been made in the

agriculture of the North of Scotland were promoted in

the first instance by the proprietors themselves.

Settling down on their properties at the close of the

last French war, they cultivated model or home farms,

and thus showed by practical experience what the land
was capable of producing, and how to produce it.

These home farms were of moderate dimensions. F^"^
of them exceeded 200 acres. They were laid out so as

to combine the growth of cereals with pasture for

grazing, and by a judicious system of rotation of crops

and a liberal use of manures the soil was never run out,

and became profitably reproductive.

To encourage farmers to follow this example, leases

were freely offered at graduated rentals, and money
advances were made to industrious tenants at a low
rate of interest. Under this new law of tenure, and
with an increasing demand for agricultural produce, a
great breadth of land was brought into cultivation, and
both landlord and tenant have been gainers by the

change. The county of Aberdeen, for example, from
being an importing became an exporting district, and
so thorough and extensive have been the improvements
there, that rentals in 50 years have greatly increased,

and yet the farmers themselves allow that they were
never more comfortable than they are at the present

day. Last year, besides exporting large quantities of
corn, they sent ;!^Soo,ooo worth of dead meat to the

London market !

In the far north the proprietors also took the lead,

and, considering the disadvantages under which many
of them laboured in being at great distances from the
markets, and the means of communication being very
defective, it is surprising how they succeeded in

changing the whole face of the country. We find that

hundreds and thousands of acres of waste lands have
been reclaimed. The introduction of deep-soil and
furrow drainage, and the loan of public moneys by
Government on improvable conditions, gave a fresh

stimulus to the agriculture of the North, and have had
much to do with recent improvements, but the opening
up of the Highlands by railways and the introduction of
the steam-plough are likely to lead to yetgreaterchanges,
and all in the direction of profitable cultivation. In no
part of the North of Scotland is there greater promise
of successful culture of waste lands under these im-
proved conditions than in the county of Sutherland.
There the railroad has not only opened up a magnificent
country, many parts of which were formerly inaccessible,

but the Duke of Sutherland, himself the chief pro-
prietor, is conducting and superintending a series of
great experiments, some of which have already suc-

ceeded, while others are in a state of hopeful progress.

The county of Sutherland has a seaboard on the
south-east of 32 miles, and on the north-west coast of

57 miles, while the breadth from east to west is

52 miles, with the county of Caithness between it and
the Pentland Firth on the one hand, and the county of
Ross between it and the Friths of Tain and Dingwall
on the other. It contains nearly 3000 square miles, or
1,872,000 acres, of which, at the time of the survey,
in 1S07, only iS,ooo were arable, 35,000 in green
pasture, 1,571,000 in mountain and moor, 61,000 in
salt and fresh water lakes, while 176,000 were in oeat
moss and other waste lands, then deemed to be wholly
unimprovable.

Soon after the survey was made, an experienced agri-
culturist, who had been employed by the Marquis and
Marchioness of Stafford to examine the property and
give his opinion as to its capability for improvement,

said in his report :
—" Of all the counties in the north

of Inverness, the eastern half of Caithness and Ross-

shire being excepted, Sutherland appears to me the

most capable of improvement. The summits of its hills

may be improved by being planted with Larches ; its

valleys by the plough. There is an immense tract of

land, bounded by Loch Shin on the west, and extending
to the eastern extremity of the county, of great breadth,

and almost flat, capable, in my opinion, of carrying
Barley, Turnips, Potatos, and sown grasses, but now
covered with Heath, and devoted to summer coarse-

pasture of a few miserable cattle." On the strength of

this report extensive improvements were projected.

Intelligent farmers from Morayshire were induced to

settle on the more improvable lands, while Earl Gower
cultivated two farms himself, and such were the results

that in the next survey which was published, the Presi-

dent of the Board of Trade was informed "that the

face of the county was wonderfully changed ; " that
** threshing and meal mills had been erected ; " *' neat

stone cottages built " for the smaller and poorer tenants,

while a great breadth was added in succeeding years to

the arable land of the county.

But the iSo,ooo acres of moss and heavy clay,

lands diflicult to work with much hill-side ground
which could not be reached by ordinary modes of cul-

ture, were nearly untouched. And here it is that the

Duke's experiments begin. Let us visit the district

and examine one of them. Leaving the village of Brosa
on the sea-coast, with its coalfields, in the rear, we
drive up an accommodation road through the strath for

two or three miles until we reach a large tract of moss
lying at the base of a hill, which rises up to shelter the

valley from the north-west storms. Some of this

moss was very deep, but other parts are shallow,

with a good deal of clay bottom. Three years

ago about 50 acres were laid out as a field to

be reclaimed. At first the ordinary process of
trenching and draining, so far as practicable, was
pursued, and then the steam-plough was used. The
work done was something wonderful. Where
neither horses nor men could have been employed
the steam plough tore through everything. It could
be worked also with perfect ease, and in a few days
the subsoil was turned over and laid out for fallow

during the winter. Peat of itself will not answer, but

with lime, sand, clay, and guano or other manures it

becomes good soil, and ultimately yields abundant
returns. This summer the ground was harrowed by
steam power. Nothing could have been more satisfac-

tory than the process of harrowing, and now the field

is ready for cropping. Under the old system this work
could not have been done at all. In some districts,

where friable peat and hard waste land had been cul-

tivated, the expense was not less than £<j an acre ; but
here the cost up to the present time is only y^^.^ and
not likely to exceed £1 an acre. Nevertheless, 10,000
acres are marked off for cultivation ; but in truth

there does not appear to be any limit to the work
which the steam plough and harrow may now do
among the waste lands of Sutherland.

The only drawback to the perfect working of the

steam-plough in very rough land, and especially where
there are boulders and old tree roots, is the risk of the

breakage of gear when the plough comes against any
of these obstructions. To remedy this defect the

Duke is about to work a plough with a revolving

cutter—that is, a coulter which will cut its way
smoothly until it meets with a root or boulder stone,

when it will pass over it with a rotatory motion,
leaving such a mark as may enable the ploughman to

send a labourer to take out the stone or tree by other

means. What is thus done in mosses may be done on
hill sides, and the steam-plough with its improvements
will revolutionise the agriculture of the North.

But the Duke of Sutherland's experiments compre
hend more than this. He is utilising surface peat by
making it into composite fuel, and if this succeed, a
great public gain will accrue to Scotland. The project

had its rise thus :—Mr. Forester had a lot of sawdust
lying in his way about the mill, when the idea occurred
to him that if it could be cemented together with
peat it might be converted into good fuel for his

engine. He therefore prepared a plan of a machine to

do the mixing, and submitted it to the Duke, who at

once approved it, and suggested some improvements.
They were adopted, the machine was set to work under
steam-power, and in a short time cakes of composite
fuel were produced. It occurred to the Duke that if

small coal or slack were used as well as sawdust, or
without the sawdust, a still better article might be ob-
tained. This was tried, and with promising results.

It is difficult to describe this process ; but some idea
may be formed of it when we state that the machine is

erected on a large open space near the moss. It

has a shaft 9 feet long. From the centre to the
end on which there is no journal there are 14 knives,

with other knives set at right angles, which
are turned at the rate of 120 revolutions a minute.
The peat is thrown in, and with the coal and sawdust
soon comes out again in a mixed state of sufficient

consistency to be wheeled away to the drying ground,
where it is put into a mould-frame, prepared for the

drying field, and racked. In the course of a week
the cakes are ready for use if the weather be fine, and
then it is found that 60 of the sawdust peats are equal

to I cwt. of best Sunderland coal, and cost 25 per
|

set down as of this strength and value. If the cakes
can be dried by artificial means, and there seems no
good reason why they should not be thus dried, there

will soon be abundance of peat fuel in Scotland ; and
the successful working of this invention will greatly

facilitate the cultivation of moss land, for it will clear

the way to the deeper moss and the clay which under-
lies much of it, so that in a few years we may expect
to hear of even greater things than have yet been
accomplished in the reclamation of the waste lands of

Sutherland. How the reclaimed land is to be laid out,

how the new farms are to be disposed of, and how
lime and other manures are to be prepared in the

county, we must leave to another communication.

Correspondent of Times.

Miscellaneous.
A Valuation of Injury by Rauhits. —The

following is extracted from a memorandum drawn out

by the Kincardineshire Fanners' Association, and sub-

mitted to the Commons Committee on the Game Laws,
by Mr. Taylor, their representative :—

•

"Rabbits fed on the braird of Wheat, Barley, Oats, Tares,

and Turnips, destroying at least as much as they consume,
will cost the farmer loj. per head, and to give some idea

of the loss to the farmer and the community, the matter
may be stated as follows, viz. :

—

8g6 rabbits at i<w. each for feeding . . . . ^^448 o o
Price of these as young stock of field at

5./. each 18 13 4

£.4>^ 13 4
S96 rabbits, ai lb, each, will give a ton of
marketable food, which will realise lod.

a head, or 41/. per lb., or per ton .

.

. . 37

Showing a direct loss of ;fi429 6 8

6 8

In the production of a ton of mutton,

31 whitefaced sheep, 72 lb, per head, with
the value of the fleece included, will sell

for I J. per lb., making .. .. ..£,1x2.

Deduct cost of lean sheep and
attendance, 355 ;^54 5 o

3 acres grass, summer keep,
at 6ar, .. 24 o a

6 months winter keep at 2J. a
month 18 12

96 17

Profit on the transaction

Three rabbits and two hares will consume
one-fourth acre of grass and one-fourth acre

of Turnips in a season, besides destroying
at least as much more, and are worth at

the highest market price, in all

A feeding ox or quey in the same keep. In a
like period will improve in value .

.

-^15 3

;Co 10 6

Being a direct loss to the country of .

.

. . £,S 9 ^

"Were it possible to arrive at the number of hares and
rabbits on any given area of the country, the direct loss

sustained by the community, in their over-preservation,

would be simply a matter of calculation, and the result

would be quite incredible to the bulk of the landlords and
tenants who have not carefully studied the question

;

and, after the fullest investigation, we believe the en-

hanced price of both meat and corn cannot be estimated

at less than 10 percent, to the consumer in consequence
of such over-preservation of game."

Sewage Utilisation.—Within the last few days

two important decisions on the mode of meeting the

sewage diftlculty have been announced from large

towns. The Local Board of West Ham have deter-

mined to erect works to test on a large scale the mode
of clarifying sewage and utilising the sludge resulting

from the process which has been proposed by Major-

general Henry D. Scott. The Town Council of

Birmingham have passed a similar resolution. The
plan consists in clarifying sewage by means of lime and
clay, and converting the deposit into cement by cal-

cining it with little else than the fuel which the sludge

of the sewage supplies.

Merse of Berwickshire : Sept. 16.—These two
days of continued westerly wind have made a won-
derful change on our stooks. Two and a half inches

of rain fell on the first 13 days of this month, yet there

is nothing damaged but what was put together wet,

and that, being Oats, will do for horse-corn. Our
Irishmen have gone off for a longer engagement than

we could offer them, at 30^. a week. Yet we hope,

with the help of five extra hands (men of the district),

to have the remainder of the crop up off the ground
in a week, and the best Wheat in stack immediately.

The spring Wheat, yet to cut, is nothing but rubbish.

Barley is a very rough lot to handle, being terribly

storm-laid, dead ripe, and full of Clover. A continu-

ance of windy weather is the only thing for it. y, T.

Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire : Sept. 16.—The
whole of the crops in this neighbourhood have now
been secured in good condition, except the Clover seed,

which is being cut ; there is a large breadth saved this

year, as the second crop was very heavy, and there was
not stock enough to consume it. I don't think it is set

very well. The Wheat is reported to yield badly out

of the straw, which has tended to make the markets
rise in price, which is very unusual so soon after harvest,

cent, less money, while 30 of the coal composites are ' The root crop will fall very far below that of last year,
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not half so heavy, but the crop of hay is very large, and
will be sufficient to support all kinds of cattle during

the coming winter, y. H.
South Northumberland.—Very trying harvest

weather. Seldom 24 hours free from rain ; but several

dry afternoons have permitted a portion of com to be
carried.

Sept. II.—Wet in morning. Hard, drv wind all afternoon.

Carting Wheat and Oats in the afternoon.

,, 12.—Weather the same. Thatching in forenoon. Cart-

ing Wheat in the afternoon.

„ 13.—Showers during night. Drj' N.W. wind all day.

Carting Wheat and Oats.

„ 14.—Wet in morning ; dry during day. Threshing and
carting Wheat during the afiernoon.

,, 15.— Fine drying wind all day.

„ 16.—Weather same. Finished carting Oats. Commenced
Barley.

„ 17.—Wet late last night. Commenced carting Wheat
and Barley about 9 a.m.

Ross-shire : Sept. 17.—For more than a fortnight

we have been working at the harvest when the weather

would at all admit of it ; a few dry days would tinish

the cutting, but until yesterday scarcely a sheaf was
brought to the stackyard. We have now had a few
fine breezy days, and much of the crop could be
carried. Sprouting, which was seen in grain cut and
uncut, is now stopped, and perhaps the crop may now
be gathered in in fair condition.

West Sussex: Sept. 17.—The weather is still very

dry, and the land ploughs extremely hard. Roots begin

to need rain, especially the later sown ones ; they will

not be a heavy crop unless it comes soon, but the baro-

meter now falls a little, and though some things may
suffer a little from the dry weather the Potatos have
benefited, as few of them are rotting ; they are rather

small but are ripening well, and are now likely to keep.

They are now being got up as quickly as possible. We
are now preparing for the Wheat sowing ; some get

out the dung some time before ploughing it in, but

this dry weather seems not to suit that practice,

though the belief among scientific men is that much
waste does not take place in exposing the dung on the

surface for a time : as we do not think it improves
it, we like to plough it in as soon as possible, and
though the land is hard, it is much better to plough
it .so, as it works much better when it has a little

rain before sowing, and meantime the light and air are

getting more thoroughly into it. The foot-and-mouth
disease is still very prevalent, and it does not appear
that any will escape. G. S.

North Riding of Yorkshire: Sept. 17.—A week
of better weather, and progress made in cutting and
also stacking corn. All white Wheats irreparably

damaged by sprouting, and red Wheats also sprouted,

but not so badly as the white. Foot-and-mouth illness

yet very prevalent. Sheep extensively affected with

lameness, caused by the continuous wet weather. Root
crops very foul, but bulbing well.

Ross, Herefordshire: Sept. 17.—Where harvest

is finished scarifying and burning is progressing.

Manure carting and ploughing for Rye, Vetches, Cab-
bages, &c. , in preparation for another year's food for

stock. There is still a large breadth of spring Wheat,
Barley, and the whole of the Beans to secure. The
yield of Wheat, as disclosed by the threshing-machine,

is much worse than we anticipated, Swedes and
Turnips are greatly improved, but very foul. Hop-
picking is now general, and will prove about a third of

a crop. Potatos are very sadly diseased.

arhds.
MARK LANE.

Monday, Sept. 16.

There was a moderate supply of English Wheat to this

morning's market ; a few of the finest samples were
taken for seed, at an advance of u. per qr. upon the

prices of this day se'nnight ; in other qualities there was
no change. There was a fair attendance, and foreign

Wheat was sold at \s. per qr. more money, the demand
being principally for Russian qualities. Malting Barley

was 15, to 2,r. per qr. dearer. White boiling Peas sold at

an improvement of \s. per qr., other descriptions and
Beans unchanged. The Oat trade was firm, at an
advance of hd. to \s. per qr. Flour commanded zs. to

2J. per barrel and sack more money. Mustard seed was
held for last week's rates, but little business resulted.

dition. Fine qualities commanded extreme prices steadily,

but in other kinds transactions were much restricted.

Foreign Wheat was moderately inquired after, and realised

very full rates. Barley was in fair request, and firm in

value. The malt trade was strong, with an upward ten-

dency in prices. The show of Oats on the stands was
large. Trade was firm, and for sound corn a tolerably

good inquiry existed. Maize was dealt in steadily, on
former terms. Beans and Peas, although not active,

maintained previous currencies. The Flour trade was
firm in tone, and fine qualities experienced a somewhat
ready sale.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London by Water Carriage.

English &
Scotch..

Irish

Forei^jn .

,

Wheat.

Qrs.

350

6870

Barley. Oats.

Qrs. Qrs.

26,200

26,290

Flour.

1 1070
\ _ bris.

Liverpool, Sept. 17.—There was a fair attendance,

but millers were not free buyers of Wheat, and red

descriptions were largely offered, at \d. to -zd. per cental

lower. White kinds, owing to scarcity, were -zd. to -^d.

per cental dearer than on Tuesday last. Flour was firm,

at the advance of last market day. Beans unchanged.

Peas 6(/. per qr. dearer. Indian Corn was in good
demand, and sold freely ex quay at 2Sj-. ^d. to 29J. per

480 lb.

Averages.

Aug. 10 ..

-" 17 ..~ 24 ..

— 31 ..

Sept. 7 ..

— 14 ..

Average

Wheat.

59^ S'^

59 1°
60 3

59 6
57 5
58 o

59

Barley.

30^ zd
30 3
32 8

3^ 3
36 4

35 10

Oate.

25J :

23
:

26 ;

25 :

23 ;

23 ;

24 6

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET
Monday, Sept. 16.

We have a few more English Beasts, and the quality is

good ; there is a fair demand for them, yet it is difficult

to maintain last Monday's quotations. The number of

Sheep is smaller, the decrease being chiefly in foreign

;

trade is not brisk, but prices on the average are not

lower. We have a short supply of Calves ; they are

readily disposed of at higher rates. Our foreign

supply consists of 850 Beasts, 5800 Sheep, and 150
Calves ; from Scotland there are 14 Beasts

;
from Ire-

land, 130 ; and 2150 from the Midland and Home
Counties.

(Per stone of 81b.)

s. a. s. d.
,

J-, d. s. d.

Best Scots, Here- I Best Long-wools 6 4to6 8

fords, &c. .. 5 8to6 oj Do. Shorn .. .. — ..

Best Shorthorns ., 5 6—5 8' Ewes S: 2d quality 5 4—5 8

2d quahty Beasts 4 6—4 8 Do. Shorn .. .. — ..

Best Do%vns and Lambs — -

.

Half-breds .. 6 8-7 o Calves .. .. 4 8—6 2

Do. Shorn .. .. — .. | Pigs .. ..4 4—5 ~

Beasts, 3150 ; Sheep and Lambs, 12,750 ; Calves, 180; Pigs, 110.

Thursday, Sept. ig.

We have a larger supply of Beasts than last Thursday,
but there is a better demand, and prices on the average

are higher than on Monday. There are also a few more
Sheep ; they are, however, all disposed of, at fully late

rates ; some choicest qualities have been sold dearer.

Calves are in demand, at higher rates. There are only

40 Milch Cows on offer ; they are selling about the

same as of late. Our foreign supply consists of 380
Beasts, 4500 Sheep, and 280 Calves.

(Per stone of 81b.)
s. d. s. d.

Best Long-wools 6 8to6 10
Do. Shorn . . . , — .

.

Ewes & 2d quality 5 t—6 o
Do, Shorn . . . .

— ..

s. d. s. d.

5 8to6 2

PrICB per imperial IJUARTER.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk.. White
— fine selected runs do.— Talavera
— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind & dist. ,27J to 32^ . . Chev.
— Foreign, .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk— Scotch and Lincolnshire. .Potato
— Irish Potat(— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, Foreign
Beaks, Mazagan. . ..— j. to —^. ..Tick— Pigeon —s. to ~j. ..Winds— Foreign Small
Peas, White. Essex, and Kent. . Boilers

— - Maple, 34J. to 36j-. Grey
Maize
Flour, best marks delivered. .per sack— 2d ditto ditto— Foreign per barrel

43-46

3»—33

.136—40
,28-34

46 Harrow ..

I Longpod
32—39 Eg>'plian,
39—42 Suffolk .

34—36 Foreign .— [Foreign .

44—54!
I40—42 Country . . 40—42

25—30 Per sack.. 138— 68

Wednksdav, Sept. 18.

There was rather a thin attendance of millers, but on the
whole a fair amount of business was transacted. English
Wheat came to hand sparingly, and chiefly in poor con-

j. s. I

48—62 Red
56-67 Red
58-69'
— .Red

53—72'— [Malting .

24—2Q Malting .

21—24
26-28 Feed ...
— Feed ...

22—
25 j Feed ...

31—33 [Foreign .

43—

52-63
56—64

34—37
-45

Best Scots, Here-
fords, &c.

Best Shorthorns .. 5 6—5 10

2d quality Beasts 4 6— 5 o
Best Downs and
Halt-breds .

,

6 10—7 2

Do. Shorn .. .. — ..

Lambs
Calves
Pigs

-6
8-5

Beasts, 1220 ; Sheep and Lambs, S140 ; Calves, 400 ; Pigs, 50.

METROPOLITAN MEAT MARKET, Sept. ig.

Best Fresh Butter i6j. per dozen lb.

Second do. do. .. .. .. 14J. ,,

Small Pork, 4i-. 81/. to 5J. i,d. ; Large Pork, 4^. 4/f. to

45. M. per 8 lb.

HA Y.—Per Load of"^^ Trusses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Sept 19.

Prime MeadowHay, 8of .to 87^.

Inferior do 40 70
New do 70 So
Inferior do 36 60
Straw 36 40

Clover, old
Inferior do.

New do.

Inferior do.

. .IIOf.tOI26j.

..36 80
80

36

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Sept.

Sup. Meadow Hay 84J. to ^os.

Inferior do 50 70
New do — —
Inferior do, .. .. — —
Superior Clover ..no 120

Inferior Clover
Prime 2d cut do. .

New do.

Straw

19.

, 65^.10 Q5J.

TosHUA Baker.

SEED MARKET.

a good inquiry for seed Wheat. Blue Peas continue to

meet with a ready sale.

John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants,

37, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

HOPS,
Borough Market, Sept. 19.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that there has been
a good demand this week for all healthy grown descrip-

tions, partly in anticipation of Worcester Fair, and
prices have been well supported. There can now be
little doubt but that fully one-third of the present crop
will be very inferior, both as regards colour and quality,

Samples of new French and German red Clover seed
are now coming to hand, at moderate quotations, with-

out, however, finding buyers. There have been a few
speculative sales of white Clover seed. Trifolium for

present sowing is in diminished request, at late rates. Of
winter Tares an abundant supply is offering, at very low
prices. Seed Rye is firm. For Rape and Mustard seed
the demand is limited

;
quotations for these descriptions,

as also for Hemp and Canary, are unchanged. We have

Notices to Correspondents.
Imports for Eight Months—1871, 1872. R.

Animals, living—Oxen and Bulls No.
Cows
Calves
Sheep and Lambs
Swine .

.

. . ..

Bacon Cwt.

Beef— Salted
Fresh or slightly salted

Bones (burnt or not, or as Animal
Charcoal) .

.

. . . . tons
Butter cwt.

Cheese . . . .

Com—Wheat—From Russia ..

Denmark
Germany
France .

.

. . .

.

Austrian Territories .

.

Turkey and Wallachia and Moldavia
Egypt
United States ..

Chill

British North America
Other countries.

,

Importations.

1871.
I

-1872.

87.9S7

39.248

29,874
595.867
61,590

669,489
199,987
10,789

61,023

859.815
703,410

70,186

21,363
27,129

572,482
10,388

I. 441.417
13'.743
26,899

71,863
760,145

614.33s

Total

Barley
Oats
Peas
Beans
Indian Corn, or Rlai^e

Whcatmeal and Flour—From Germany
Fiance .

.

United States .. _

British North America
Other countries . •

Total ..

Indian Corn Meal
Eggs great hundreds

Flax (dressed, undressed, and Tow or

Codilla of) from Russia . . cwt.

Germany
Holland
Belgium .

.

Other Countries

Total

Guano
Hams

tons

cwt.

Hemp (dressed, undressed, and Tow or

Codilla of) from Russia . . cwt.

Italy .. ..

Austrian Territories .

.

British India .. . . ..

Philippine Islands
Other countries

Total

Hides, and Pieces, not tanned, tawed,
curried, or in any way dressed

—

Dry— From British India . . cwt.

(Jther Countries

Total

Wet—From Argentine Confederation
and Uruguay

Brazil

Australia

Other Countries

Total

Tanned, tawed, curried, or in any
way dressed . . . . lb.

Hops cwt.

Lard
Meat, unenumerated—Salted or Fresh
Preserved otherwise than by Salting

Nitre, Cubic (Nitrate of Soda).

.

Oil Seed Cakes .

.

.

.

. . tons

Pork—Salted (not Hams) . . cwt.

Fresh
Potatos
Saltpetre

Seeds —Clover and Grass
Cotton tons

Flax-seed and Linseed . . qr.

Rape
Tallow and Stearine .

.

. . cwt.

Wool, Sheep and Lamb^'—From
Europe .. . . -

.

. . lb.

British Possessions in South Africa.

.

British India
Austr.ilia

Other countries

Total

Alpaca, Vicuna, and Llama .

.

Goats' Wool or Hair
Woollen Kags, used as Wool .

.

Woollen \'arn, for Weaving ..

9,068,527

51,933
1,972,929

74.003
227,704

1,198,094
257.583

8,275.863
291,361

1,610,514
4«6,356

23,496,867

4,830,462

6,837,534

638,443
1,678,129

g,616,
21"

604,008
12,050

1,422,063

196,365

559.790

2,794,276

6,796

2. 427,763

920,

180,977
130.384
201,404

65-419

1.498,352

148,604

35,324

232,519
265,689
23,88;

39.39:

148,557
86,322

796,361

295.360
I3'.i3

426,491

143.236
6i,oig

186,668

177,847

400,770

9.i87,"3
136,664

334,095
19,367

134.867
956,656
116,895
220,482

34,402

39^=79
243,042

238,539
136,029
641,078

407,396
853,090

28,309,970
22,382,608

15.452,827
16S422955
22.199.J77

256.773 537

2.363.753
5.556,249

33,842,704
7,659,018

11,468,766
128,832

2,272,093

333,123
41,962

661,264

1.582,352

4,372,168
1,000,454

456,019
843,178

23,160,211

8,347,612
7,920,361
702,818

2,120,299

15.490,384

619,815
369,682
301,240
164,491
606,729

2,061,957

3.50s
3,540,890

831,302
163,887
91,687

230,814
40,689

1.358.379

76,563
ii4."^38

311,282

168,205

11,776
46,609

94,387
138.456

770,715

351,093
220,736

571,828

120,091

75.516
12,037

185,015

392,659

17.690.52s
56,476

547.323
37.715

214,248
1,117,796

95,612
172,886

5.706
1,068,987
261,189

194.452
146,828

728,397
166,519
928,660

25.323.764
21,657,149

15.295,177
161,641,453

26,732,470

250,650,013

2,805,566
4.090,386

46,800,320

9,267 o

, 80
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THE FRENCH SYSTEM of WIRING GARDEN
WALLS and ERECTING TRELLISES for TRAINING

FRUIT TREES.

Iron and Wire Trcll

Messrs. T. B
Offices—90, Cannoi

Pear Growini;,

Srices on ;

Rowr
Street. City,

Circulars with prices on applicatio

lOTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE
cow FITTINGS.

UNITED

Their advanm;;i.s are— rortabilily, not hxtures, removable at
pleasure ; no Woodwork or i'artiuons to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin ; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessarj' ; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to
infection, being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 551.

Prospectuses free o( COTTAM and CO., Ironworks, 2, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon, Oxford Street, London, W.), where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

mHE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
J- Alanufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager.agA, King William Street, London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZO~PISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c., from

Decay. Manulacturcd Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particul.ars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 39.^, King William Street, London, E.C.

GALVANISED WROUGHT-IRON FITTINGS
FOR

WIRING WALLS
For the PURPOSE of TRAINING FRUIT TREES

On the French system, and as recommended by Mr.
W. Robinson, F.L.S., in his new work, "The Parks,
Promenades, and Gardens of Paris,"

By this system nails and shreds are entirely dispensed with, the
walls are not injured, and no harbour is afforded to small insects.
The tying of the Fruit Trees is effected in one-fifth of the time
required by the old system. The arrangement is so simple, that it

tlf ">niilif ' .... 1.1
iily y walls by inexperienced hands.

PRICES OF Materials :

—

GALVANISED RAIDISSEURS, for tightening the

Wires—one of these required for each line of Wire.

No, 900, 4J. per dozen.

GALVANISED WALL EYES, 6d. per dozen.
GALVANISED TERMINATING HOLDFASTS,

2J. per dozen.

GALVANISED WIRE, zs. 6d. and 3.^. per 100 yards.

Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of Ihe above, and
of P'ittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical
principles, free on application to

BARNARD. BISHOP and BARNARDS,
Norfolk Ironworks, Norwich.

BY EOYAL LETTERS PATENT.

NEW BOILER.

THE EXCELLENTIA,
The MOST COMPLETE, MOST COMPACT, MOST POWERFUL, MOST PERFECT, and MOST

ECONOMICAL BOILER EVER INVENTED. For particulars, apply to

J. G. SMEATON «fc CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT-WATER and STEAM-HEATING APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

HARWOOD ROAD, WALHAM GREEN, LONDON. S.W.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County tn EnRland.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Corntlill,

London, E.C. : and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

ALVANISED WIRE NETTING.

Prices per Lineal Yard, 24 inches high.

Mostly used for
|

Light.

Poultry 3|(/.

Rabbits, Hares, &c. . . I ^d.
Smallest Rabbits .

.

' s|(/.

4.W.

6id.

Strong.

6\d.

8d.

J. B. BROWN AND CO.,
Offices—90, Cannon Street, London, E.G.

orGREEN'S PATENT "SILENS MESSORS'
NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-

LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

The WINNER, ol EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES ol
COMPETITION.

N.B. Parties having Lawn Mowers to Repair .. lu t.i i
them either to our Leeds or London Establishments v.hcn they will
have prompt attention, as an efficient slafl of workmen are kept at
both places.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS,
DRIVES, BOWUNG GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and

GRAVEL PATHS,
Suitable for Hand or Horse-power.

Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smilhfield Ironworks, Leeds;
54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.

S. Owens & Co.,
ENGINEERS,

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, which works day and night without needing attention, will raise water

to any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive power, where a few feet f^l can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanized Iron Tubs.

as designed for the

WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or
steam Power.

No. 46a. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Gardens, &c.

No. 49a. GALVANIZED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. so and 54a. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Mantifacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,WATER ^WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GAS WORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution, FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSEPIPES, &c., &c. Particulars taken in anypart of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfumishtd.

ILLVSTBATED CATAL06VES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION,

No. 49.

No. S4*- THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER,
Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44.

No. 4.

No. 39^. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for CoiHng up Long Lengths of Hose for
Garden use.
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JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

289, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &o., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock.

« TENDERS given for HEATING CHURCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

St. Pancras Iron-work Company.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.

ARCHITECTS DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

OLD SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

GARDEN ^VALL ^VIRING.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840I

Have now ready for delivery, in fine ary condition

—

WHEAT MANURE, for autumn sowing.
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, Genuine

PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.
116, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary'.

Scott's Wasp Destroyer.

J SCOTT, Seedsman, Yeovil, offers his well-known
• Preparation to Fruit Growers at if. Qii. and is. qd. per bottle,

post free, for stamps. No one who has Fruit to preserve should be
without it.

Wheat Sowing.

DOWN'S FARMERS FRIEND, for Preventing the
Smut in Wheat, and the Ravages of the Slug, Grub, and Wire-

worm. A gd. packet is sufficient for Six Bushels of Seed Wheal,
which can be dressed and fit to sow in a quarter of an hour,

'I'estimonials from the largest Wheat Growers in the Kingdom,
bearing testimony to its great power and efficacy, may be had of
Agents, who are appointed for every district.

Full directions for use are given with each packet-
Prepared at the Manufactory, Wobum, Beds.

Cai'TTON.—To guard against fraudulent imitation, and consequent
disappointment, see that the signature of HENRY DOWN is on
the label.

Agents in every Town throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland.

VERMIN ASPHYXIATOR.

R. HOLLIDAY, Practical Wireworker,
2A, PORTOBELLO TERRACE, NOTTING HILL GATE, LONDON, W.,

Begs to call the attention of all Gardeners who are about to have their Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring
Walls, 35 being superior to all others for neatness, strength, and durability.

For Neatness,—Because all the Wires are kept perfectly tight, without the use of the Raidiseur.
For Strength,—Because very much stronger Wire can be used, therefore not liable to be drawn out of the

horizontal line by the branches of trees.

For Durability, —Because being able to use the strong Wire, it is not so likely to be eaten through with the
galvanism as the thin Wire, as used in the French system.

The above Engraving is an example of our system of Wiring Garden Walls. We have recently completed theWmng of the New Garden Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield House. The Walls are 12 feet high and
7S3 yards long, wired on both sides ; making a total length of 1506 yards,—our system being chosen in preference
to any other.

^

WlR^F^lj^N?^TPrT%^?c¥i^^i?&^Q^^^^S' ESPALIER WALKS for all kinds of Fruit Trees, IRON and

iahSt ^r ?^ TRELLISES STRAINED WIRE DEER FENCING. PARK and GARDEN FENCING,
rabbit-proof or otherwise

; TRELLIS WIREWORK for Gardens and Conservatories, WIREWORK ARCH-
MmMFR wnnQT^c /'"'^ Grounds, &c.

;
WIREWORK ROSE FENCES, ROSERIES. ARBOURS,

Con^ervSoriP. W^RF^^^ ^^^^rPJ^^ STANDARD BASKETS; SUSPENDING BASKETS fo^

PhTaTantrtf^ t S,\^/^^.^I5 STANDS for Conservatories. AVIARIES for Conservatories,I'HEASANTRIES, &c. All kinds of WIREWORK made to order.

PATENT

DISTNFECTOR. VAPORISER, and UNIVERSAL FUMI-
GATOR, for Destroying Rats and all Vermin in holes. For making
Rabbits desert their Burrows and lie out. For Preserving Meal and
Game in the larder (or when packed) from tendency to putrefaction.

For Fumigating Vines and Greenhouse Plants, and destroying noxioua

Insects and Parasites, For Disinfecting Hospitals, Vessels, Rooms,
Pcdding, Clothes, &c. For Deodorising Drains, Sinks, &c. For
Vaporising Chemical Compounds; and for preventing Loss of Life

from Foul Air in Wells, Vats, Tanks, &c. Price £2 51.

Manufacturers: JOHN WATTS and CO., 6, Broad Weir, Bristol.

London Agents (where the Machine may be seen and explained)

;

Mr. PURDEY, Gun Manufacturer, 314?^, Oxford Street, VV.

Mr. SCHOLL, Engineer, 41, Berwick Street, Soho, W.
Descriptive Circular, with Price List and full instructions, post free.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
AND

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents :

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD ol RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved specially for

this Journal).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-
out the Australian Colonies, New Zeal.and, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Sufesoription in advance, £1 per annum.
Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, 51/.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL.

London

Birmingham

Liverpool

Bristol

Edinburgh

Glasgow

. Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.
;

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C. ; Messrs. Gordon &
Gotch, i2r, Holbom Hill, E.C.

,. Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

, . Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

, James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

. Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

. W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal E.\change
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices
for the use of Advertisera,
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"T^OTICE.—ROYAL SCHOOL of MINES. Jcrmyn
-^^ Street. London—The TWENTY-SECOND SESSION will

BEGIN on TUESDAY, October i. Prospectuses may be had on
application. TRENHAAt REEKS, Registrar.^

TWO COURSES of LECTURES on GEOLOGICAL
MINERALOGY will be given at KING'S COLLEGE,

LONDON, by Professor TENNANT, to which the Public are
admitted on paying the College Fees. One Course is given on
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY MORNINGS, from 9 to 10 o'clock,
COMMENCING WEDNESDAY, October 9, and terminating at

Easter, 1873. The other Course is given on THURSDAY EVEN-
INGS, from 8 tog, COMMENCING OCTOBER 10.

The Lectures are illustrated by a very extensive Collection of
Specimens.
PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION in MINERALOGY and

GEOLOGY is given by Professor TENNANT, F.G.S., at his
residence, r^<). Strand, W.C.

Instruction In Scientific and Practical Horticulture.
BRUNSWICK. SCIIUOL. Leamington, Warwickshire.

Established 1856.
This School offers peculiar advantages to Youths destined to

Horticultural pursuits, the Principal being Proprietor of the well-
known old established Ranelagh Gardens. These contain Houses
comprising about 60,000 feet of glass, chiefly devoted to FRUIT
CULTURE, under the management of a very successful Grower, and
are within three minutes' walk of the School.

Pupils from this School have distinguished themselves at the
University Local, the Civil Service, the Preliminary Law, and
Drawing Examinations.

Prospectus of School, with Sketch of Gardens, on application.
JUHN H. HAWLEY.

D
Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

ESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: or, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Selt

Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price is,

MEDICAL and (ECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic CEconomy, In i vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price
7s. 6d.

London : BRADBU RY. EVANS, and CO., to. Bouverie Street, E.C.

rPHE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST for OCTOBER
J- will contain a Finely-coloured Illustration of the WALTHAM
CROSS GRAPE, forming a Double Plate; also, a variety of
interesting articles on Gardening Subjects, contributed by some of our
best Cultivators, Especially recommended to Amateurs, Price u.

London : 171, Fleet Street, E.C,

Now ready, price 11., free by post for 13 stamps, with 9 Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Eartlienware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.C. : through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER. Kingston-on-Thames.

Miss Braddon's New NoveL

The New Novel, by the Author of " Lady Audley's Secret," &c.
In Three Vols., at all Libraries,

T o THE BITTER END.
Now Ready. Uniform with Cheap Edition of Miss Braddon's Novels.

Price 2s. ; cloth gilt, 21, 6d.pOBERT AINSLEIGH.
*' No one can be dull who has a novel by Miss Braddon in hand. The

most tiresome journey is beguiled, and the most wearisome illness is

brightened by any of her books."

London : WARD, LOCK and TYLER, Paternoster Row, E.C.wANTED, a COPY of GORDON'S PINETUM,
with SUPPLEMENT, complete- State Price, &c., to

"
;e, W.C.

'SENEX, Gardeners' Chronicle Office,

COLOURED PRINTS.—One Hundred, various
subjects, for 21. 6d. Heads of Female Beauty, Figures, Rural

and Domestic Scenes, Views, Sketches of Birds, Flowers, &c. All
Coloured and post free.

J. REYNOLDS, 174, Strand, W.C.

Notice.

{By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.

)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, without extra charge
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS AND FRANCIS.Advertisement Agents, 59, Fleet Street, E.C.

BY the RETIREMENT of one of the PARTNERS,
an active WORKING GARDENER may obtain a PARTNER-

SHIP in a small Nursery and Jobbing Business, on long Lease, in
Islington, on moderate terms.—Apply to Mr. ROE, 20, William Street,
New North Road, Islington, London, N.

WANTED, a FRUIT FOREMAN.—Apply, with
full particulars, to THOMAS S. WARE, Hale Farm Nursery,

Tottenham, N.

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING GARDENER,
near Tonbridge, Kent. Must understand Grapes, Plant

Houses, Kitchen Garden Management, Shrubberies, Lawns, Bedding-
out. &c State age, previous experience, if married, and number of
children, and wages required.—J. H. JOHNSON, Esq., 47, Lincoln's
Ion Fields, London, W.C.

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR and PLANT
GROWER.—Apply, stating terms, to EDWARD HOLMES,

Whittington Nursery, Lichfield.

WANTED, a Man and his Wife, as GARDENER
and GENERAL SERVANT respectively. Amanaccustomed

^oM^axVci Gardening preferred. Must be well up to their work, and
willing to make themselves useful.— D., No, i Box, Post Office.
Plymouth, Devon.

W Nursery Trade.
ANTED, a thoroughly experienced MAN, for the
Glass Department, which is extensive, of a large Nursery.—

Addre<is, with full particulars as to age, experience, salary exoected&C P- L., Gardeners- Chronicle Office, W.C ' ' v ,

WANTED, on an Estate of 120 Acres, a WORKING
FOREMAN or BAILIFF (married, but without incum-

brance), whose Wife could attend to the Dairy and Poultry. Wages
3SJ. per week. Cottage and coals. None need apply that cannot
produce first-class testimonials.—X. Y. Z., 3 and 4, Great Winchester
Street Buildings, EC.

WANTED, a young Man. about 18, with a fair
education, either as an APPRENTICE or IMPROVER, for

three years, in the Nursery Trade. Will be lodged on the premises.-
Apply, in own handwriting, to J. SCOTT, Mcrriott, Somerset,-- •'••• ..ciimnriniiit;! m J . j i^'^ 1 1 , incmoit, aomersei.

XyANTED, a CLERK, qualified to take the
.^^"aeement of the Counting-house, and who can giveMCunty Apphcants to state age, experience, and salary.—B, & S.,

F,arr & Sugden, i;, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

W ,,._,_„ , Assistant Shopman.
ANTED, for a Retail Seed Establishment, a Young-

,nre i„ ?k
" ASSISTANT SHOPMAN. Itust have had expert.

f?r,^.,™ A, ''"=":»"<'" of Garden and Farm Seed Orders, andaccustomed to attend at Counter. To an energetic, pushing young

«h?<;os'^2;',"""i, !''">'.""' •" Ei«"- None neeJ apply bmthns?
CO sJ;H«™„^'n'''=*f J*"'

=""="' i"vestigation.-\K4'AIT»KDW., Seedsmen,
.js, Capel Street, Dublin.

WANTED, in London, for a Retail Seed Warehouse,
a MAN competent to take charge of the Order Department.—

Apply, by letter, stating qualilications, age, and salary, to A. B.,
lo. New Road, Tooting, S.

WANTED, a JUNIOR ASSISTANT, for Counter
Work. Must write a neat hand.—Address, giving references,

DICKSON AND RUIilNSUN, Seed Merchants, Manchester.

WANTED, in October, in a Gentleman's small
establishment, a MARRIED COUPLE, without family. The

Man as Cowman. &c., the Wife as Dairj'woman, and to assist in a
small Laundry. Unexceptionable character is indispensable.—O. D.,
Mr. Bowman, g, Thornton Hill, Wimbledon, Surrey, S.W

WANT PLACES —Letters to be Post Paid,

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS {or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.— I-'urther particulars given on application to Messrs. E. G.HENDERSONANDSUN,WellLngtonNurscry,St. John's Wood, N.W.

JOSEPH MEREDITH. o7 The" Vineyard, Garston^
near Liverpool, has in his extensive establishment several

FIRST-CLASS PRACTICAL GARDENERS, whom he can
recommend to any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring their services.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUtSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at ail times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.—Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

fPO NATURALISTS, NURSERYMEN, &c.—
-L Wanted, an appointment abroad, by an active, well-informed
young Man, as COLLECTOR of RARE PLANTS and NATURAL
HISTORY OBJECTS of all kinds.-C. H. S., Post Office. Kew, W.

SEED AGENCY.—Wanted, by a Man of en^^'f^^
long experience,—one who knows the Trade well and has

a good connection in Ireland,—AGRICULTURAL SEEDS on
COMMISSION. He goes into every Town, and knows every Man
in the Trade in the country. References of the highest order can
be given as to competency and character. First-class Houses only
need apply.—C. D. , Gardeners' Chronicle Office. W.C.

GARDENER (Head), to any Gentleman.—Middle-
aged, married, no incumbrance; thoroughly qualified in all the

branches of Gardening ; also Land and Stock if required. Good
character.—C. L.,Mr, ftlann. Stationer, 7, Elgin Road, Maida Vale, W
GARDENER (Head).— Age 34, i

children; has lived in some of the best ke|
;ountry. Wife excellent Cook. Four years' good c
employer.—H. P., 5, Cambridge Terrace, King's Ro

, married, three
kept gardens in the

xceiient i^ook. I'our years' good character from last

,, 5, Cambridge Terrace, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 45, single; 25 years-
experience in the Cultivation of A'mes, Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, Orchard-house, Flower and Kitchen Gardens. Highly recom-
mended^—JjF\^Mr^Good' Mill Lane, Brixton Hill, S.

GARDENER (Head), where Forcing and Plant
Growing are carried on with spirit.—Age 29, married ; has had

first-class practice as Foreman in good places. Can be highly
recommended.—J. S., Mr. Ellison, Stationer, High Street, Croydon.

GARDENER (Head), thoroughly qualified and
experienced, wishes for a re-engagement. Will be at liberty

immediately. Excellent testimonials,—ROBERT PETTIT, The
Gardens of Fuller Maitland Wilson, Esq.. Stowlangtoft Hall, Sufiblk.

GARDENER (Head). — Middle-aged, single
;

thoroughly understands Forcing in every branch—Orchard
Houses and Kitchen Gardens ; also Laying-out and Arranging
Ornamental Flower Gardens. Good reference.—HORTUS, A
Edwards, North Road, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (Head). —Age 30, single; has a
thorough practical knowledge of Forcing of all kinds, and of

Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Has no objection to go abroad
Good character—MUNRO BROTHERS, Seedsmen and Nursery-
men, Inverness, N.B.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married; thoroughly
understands Vines, Peaches. Stove and Greenhouse Plants ;

also a good Flower and Kitchen Gardener. Four and a half years'
good character as a steady, sober, trustworthy, working Man.—
J. A., The Cottage, near Crawley, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40 ; thoroughly practical
in all branches of the profession, also understands Land and

Stock well. Twelve years' good character {nine years and three
years). Can be well"recommended from two last places,—D S Post
Office, Hilchcn. Herts.

ARDENER (Head), age 26.—John Heptinstall
is well up in the Cultivation of all kinds of Fruit and Flowers,

Has had ten years' experience in some of the best places in England.
No single-handed place accepted. Good references.— Present refer-
ence, Mrs. A. BELL, Newport, Berkeley. Gloucestershire.

GARDENER (Head), age 28, single.—Wm. Wood
& Son have now an opportunity of recommending a verj-

excellent Gardener to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services
of a realty efficient trustworthy Man.—Woodlands Nursery,
Maresfield, Uckfield, Sussex.

GARDENER (HEAD).~Age 36. married, two chil-
dren; thorough practical knowledge of the profession in all its

branches. Could undertake Laying-out New Grounds. Has good
testimonials for the same. Can Manage Land and Stock if required.—S. W.. WeUington Nur5er>'. St. John's Wood, London, N.W

GARDENER (Head).—Scotch, married, three
children ; has a practical knowledge of the profession in its

various branches. Eight years' good character from present situation •

reason for leaving, death in the family.—J. CHISHOLM, Gardener,
Light Oaks, Cheadle, StalTordshire.

GARDENER (Head). -Age 36, married
;

thoroughly experienced in every branch of the profession.
including Laying-out and Planting Ornamental Grounds, &c. ; is a
first-rate Plant and Grape Grower. Nine years' reference from
present shuation.—WILLIAM STONE, Gardener, Oak Park, Tralee,
County Kerrj'.

GARDENER (Head), age 29. single.—J. Ellam,
Gardener to O. F. Meyrick, Esq., can conlidenlTy recommend

the above, who has been his Foreman upwards of four years, as a
thoroughly competent and energetic Man. Has had 12 years' prac
lical experience in Forcing, and Fruit. Flower, and Kitchen Garden-
ing^—T^ieCardens^Badorean^lJ^^ Anelesey.

GARDENER (Head).—
J.

Bird, Head Gardener to
H. D. Barclay, Esq., Eastwick Park. Leathcrhead, will be at

liberty in the latter end of October, to engage with any Nobleman or
Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough practical Gardener.
Six years in present situation. First-class references, and satisfactory
reasons given for leaving.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37 ; thoroughly practical
in the Cultivation and Forcing of Pines, Vines, Peaches.

Melons, Cucumbers, Figs, Strawberries and Cherries. Mushrooms
and other Vegetables ; also the Growing of Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, including Ferns and Orchids, and the Management of Flower
and Kitchen Gardens. Plantations and Land.—J., Gardener, 30,
Clarence Road, Lower Clapton, E.

/'^lARDENER (Head) single-handed, or where two or
VJ three are kept—Age 32. Five years good character, and satis-
factory reason given for leaving.—C. C, Post Office, Abingdon.

/^ARDENER (Head, Working), where two orV^ more arc kept.—Age 26; understands the general routine of
torcing Vines, Melons, Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Hower and Kitchen Gardening, &c, Over four years' character from
present employer,—A. H., Mr. Allingham. Bookseller, &c., Reigate

C
'I ARDENER, wishes an engagement as Specimen
^ Growerof Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Understands

thoroughly the Cultivation and gener.al Management of the different
vari eties.-M. M., Upper Clapton Nurser>', London, E.

/'[.ARDENER.—Two Ladies wish to recommend
V-* their late Gardener, who lived in their family eight years. Ho
is married, and has one girl (seven years old). Slate wages and
requirements—Apply first, to JAMES NICHOLLS, Cox Green.
Maidenhead, Berks.

G1
ARDENER (age 30, married).—Daniel Roberts,

^ Gardener to Col. H. B, Lane, King's Bromley Manor, Lichfield,
is now at liberty to engage with any one requiring the services of a
good practical Man. Good references, and four anda half years' first-
class character from present employer.—Address as above.

/^ARDENER (Second or Thihd), under any Noble-
V^ man's or Gentleman's Gardener,—Age 23 ; accustomed to Glass.
Good references.— F, F., The Lordships, Great Hadham, Herts.

CJ.ARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's family.—
^ Age 18. Good character.—G. D., Woodside, Shortlands,

Bromley, Kent.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.
—Age 25. No objection to Ireland. Good reference.—Address,

stating wages, S. H., 29, Brownlow Road, New Ferry, Cheshire .

FOREMAN (or Second), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's Garden.—Age 24. Five years' good Icharacter from last

situation.—G. S., 9, Crown Place, Bell Green, Catlord, S.E.

PROPAGATOR (HARD-wooD).~Coniferffi. Clematis,
Rhododendrons, Roses, Japanese Plants, &c.—A. B., Messrs.

T. Cripps & Son, I'he Nurseries, Ftant Road, Tunbridge Wells.

PLANT GROWER, in a first-class Nursery.—Well up
in Stove Plants. Can be well recommended by Messrs. J. & R.

Thyne, Glasgow —T. C , Messrs. Gilbert & Son , Nurserymen, Ipswich.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen^ "
~~

STEWARD, or BAILIFF.— Has had many years
experience in the Cultivation of both Light and Heavy Soils in

England and Scotland, and thoroughly understands the Management of
all kinds of Stock.—For further particulars and testimonials, address
H. B., at Messrs. J. F. Keid & Nephew's Advertisement Office,
14, George Street, Mansion House, E.C.

To Head Gardeners.
IMPROVER.—A young Man, who has been in a

Gentleman's Garden for six years. Highest testimonials.—
H. C, Mirror OmcQ, Salisbury.

To the Seed Trade.
CLERK, or TRAVELLER.—Is used to the road.

—X. v. 7.., 327, Kennington Road, London, S. E.

To Land Agents and Surveyors,
CLERK, or STEWARD.—A practical Man. of

many years experience. Good references.—-W. B., 41, Union
Terrace, York.

w M. YOUNGER and CO.'S ALES
are of the HIGHEST PURITY,

Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, andI eminently invigorating and relreshing p
are distinguished for tneir delicacy of fla

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishing.
To be had of the Principal Retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belvidere

Road, S.E.

KINAHAN'S . LL . WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow Spirit is the very

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than the
finest Cognac Brandy. Note the words " Kinahan's L L" on seal,
label, and cork.

Wholesale DepOt, 20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.

Lea & Perrlns' Sauce,THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced by Connoisseurs " the only good Sauce." Improves

the appetite, and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquancy and flavour,

ASK FOR LEA and PERRINS' SAUCE.
Beware of Imitations,

and see the Names of LEA and PERRINS on all Bottles and Labels.
Agents—CROSSE AND BLACKWELL, London, and sold by all

Dealers In Sauces throughout the World.

WANTED to PURCHASE, some OLD ARTI-
FICIAL TEETH. Persons having the above to Sell, can

forward them by post or otherwise, and their value will be sent per
return- Mr. E. BROWNING, s, Chilworth Street. London, W.

D INNE FORD'S FLU ID MAG N ESI A.

The best remedy for Acidity ol the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,
Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. j

and of ail Chemists throughout the World.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at is. i^ii., 2;. 9iJ.,4J. 6^,,and iif.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where two or more
are kept.—.'Vge 41, married, no family ; understands Vines,

Stove, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening in all their branches. Wife
understands Dairy and Poultry. Good reference.—A, B., Post Office,
Frimley, Surrey.

/COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
^-^ These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the
best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious
remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action
of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several
varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
naorbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,
promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-
tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore
the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the
luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning
no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of
acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary, they are
characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-
liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,
nor are they adapted to all complaints ; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-
haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated
family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at IS. ii^d.,2s. ^., 41. 6ti.,and ii5.,aswell as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE

In boxes at is. i%d.,2S. gd., 4s. 6d., and iii.
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# Gumming & Edmonds,
4

CONSERVATORIES of varied designs, in Wood or Iron. VINERIES, PEACH HOUSES, CUCUMBER HOUSES or PITS, FORCING HOUSES GREEN-HOUSES, and every description of Horticultural Structures Manufactured by Steam-power Machinery and erected in any part of the Kingdom or abroad.

VERANDAHS, KIOSKS, SUMMER-HOUSES, &c.

forit?°I;;ltIfL4!;^'^u1cI"?tiran':i\:ia.,'a:^o'ur
'^""^^^ ^^^^^^'^'^ ^^^^^ ^^^ '- greatest satisfaction

Plans and Estimates gratis on application.

GUMMING & EDMONDS, Horticultural Builders and Hot-Water Engineers,
LILLIE BRIDGE, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

^^'^ l^Ianiifactory adjoins " West Bromptou " Station, on the West London and Metropolitan District Railways.

W. S. BOULTON &, CO, NORWICH,
HOKTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Improved Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very Low Prices
Only the best malmals used. Houses designed to suit any situation. Estimates given free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have priceJrom us before ord^ing elsewhere

A NEW CATArornF'""T" l'"";;;-^
."'';'" ^^ '° ">= situation Stylc, Dimensions ac, of proposed Hor.icuUural Buildings, waited upon in any part of England, Ireland, or Sco.land.A NEW CATALOGUE, contam.nE Illustrations and particulars of Conservatories and Horticultural BuildinKs suited for every purpose, also Prices and Estimates for upwards of .so Houses ofvarious sizes, posted to any address on receipt of One Shilling in Stamps.

ufwuios oi 150 nousca 01

Royal Horticultural Society's only Prize Medal.
UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER

AND GROUND VINERY.

In introduaiiE our New l^attern for 1872, we wish to point out that instead of having
to remove or slide loose glass every time it is necessary to attend to the plants, we attach
the glazed lights (si-oz.) with hinges 10 the frame of each length, thereby doing away with
the continual breakage of glass and loss of time inseparable from the use of the ordinary
kind sent out by other makers. Two men can instantly remove a complete length
12 feel by 3 feet wide, thus proving the m to be really portable.

Thi Judps at Hit Royal Horticultural Socitlfs ^lat Tiiutmg lately hild at Birminr.ham. tronouncti this, to b, byfar tht bat ani ,mit uscjul articles Sf the kind ttuy n;r sawand awarded tkem the only Pnie. '

o I^"!'"}-''' ""u^
improved kind was lately sent to Christopher Turner, Esq., Stoke.

JSicite'd
•-""' Gardener, Mr. I. Dell, wrote us the following Letter;

" Messrs. W. S. BouLTON & Co.
"Gentlemen,—I consider them the only Plant Preser»>ers worthy of that name

!• very one who has seen them is of the same opiniin. I hope to have some more of thjm'noruy- "Beheve me, yours truly, IsA.ic Dell "

tenJhl"*"!?'s« f'i" "'',r°"<'"'!"e ''«', «"; Pair of ends is sufficient lor any number of^ngths. If set m a coninuous row. In ordering state the number of ends rcouiredCarnage Paid to any Suition within aoo miles of Nofwich.
required.

Ends per

6 feet long by 2 feet wide
12 feet long by 2 feet wide
6 feet long by 3 feet wide
12 feet long by 3 feet wide
6 feet long by 4 feet wide
12 feet long by 4 feet wide
12 feet long by 6 feet wide

£1

I

3
2

4
7

Price.

5

5

IS

3
6

4

pair extra.

5^. od.

$S. od.

7s. od.

ys. od.

Ss. 6d.

8s. 6d
I2S. od.

VV. cL7ott''heW°'^stonsIbre"fo;d'im ?'^^"'' "'•™ '""'""^ '"' '" <"•' Works.

MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES.
All sizes (glazed with 21-ounce) ready for immediate delivery.

Height at back, 24 ins at front 13 ins d i 4 i 1

Painted three coats. Every pane of glass is nailed as well as puttied ....

ng rod and handle. Purchasers are strongly recommended to have 21-01. glass.

made of \ery best red deal.
1 lii;t)t IS provided with an iron strcngthcn-
i, this being so much belter than lO-oi.

All 6 feet Wide.
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DOYAL HORTICULTUR.'iL SOCIETY, SOUTH
*-*' KENSINGTON, W.
NOT CE.-FLOWER SHOW, FRl/lT and FLORAL COM-MIT! : MEETING, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, oVtober 2 at

IIO-Cl:k. GENERAL MEETING at 3. Band of the Royal Hirse
ijuardi fTom 3. Admission 2S. Cat

GDutcb Bulbs.
M. KEMP-WELCH'S CATALOGUE of DUTCH

• BULBS IS now read)-, and will be forwarded on application,
., Ihe Rulbs nre ol llic tinest quality.
Nurseriman, Seedsman, and I-lurlsi, I'onlang Street, Clifton , Bristol.

J.,,„„
Flower Roots.

AMES DICKSON and SONS, having received their

. r i'!:?V!*I'^°
importation m EXCELLENT condition, are in a position

T°rc"Jc
O™'' '" ">= BI'ST .POSSIBLE manner. Descriptive pricedLIS 1 S post free.

" Newton " Nurseries, and 108, Eastgate Street, Chesfer.

T
Flowering Bulbs.HE AUTUMN IMPORTATIONS are now to hand,

in fine condition, and the quality is this season exceptionally
good Early orders are respectfully solicited, and CATALOGUES
win be forwarded upon application.

I'ETER LAWSON AUD SON, Edinburgh and London.

B,,,
„ To tlie Trade.

ULBS, comprising LILIUM, NARCISSUS,
Tn.rSi'^P.KHtJ'''^' ALSTRCEMERIA, CYCLAMEN, DOG'S.TOOTH VIOLETS, JONQUILS, OXALIS. SCILLAS, andnumerous other Bulbs. LIST on application.

STEPHEN BROWN, Weston-super-Mare.

W Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &c.M CUTBUSH AND SONS CATALOGUE
DUTCH nnil^'^'i""^"'''

TULIPS CROCUSES, and otherUUICH BULBS, is now ready, and can be had, post-free, onapplication . Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
,-.„,-„ "^EPT in STOCK at
CARTER S New Seed W.-irchouse, 237 & 838, High Holborii, London.pAUL AND SON'S NEW ROSE CATALOGUE isJ- now ready, and in course of distribution to all Customers

I he "Old" Nurseries. Clieshunt, N.

E
Christmas Rose.

H. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen.
.,„..i,*

Seedsmen, and Flokists, Haarlem, Holland, have a good
NK-FR JrHp' iu'ufc 4r'i'!'.S °^"'= '"^nnte HELLEBOKUSNIGERorCHRIsIMAS ROSE, to be sent out in autumn. Ordersare maw booked. Price on application.

r^ HOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,V n"^'
'?"'!. o'li". Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

P^'J^,?"=">"'" '"«' LIST on appliration to
" •""y, m

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman ^and Seed Merchant , Worcester.
QRCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.-
a;;rri;'s'!'=tebe=?r'ie'sran?br:i,gT^; ^""- ^''""' '''^- ^P"""-
RICHARD SMITH, Nu rserynian and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

P,
,,, „„„ To the Trade;

^^^^'^oSO^. Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt, have
splendid stocks of Standard FRUIT TREES, with = to 6 feel:stems and hne heads; and especially large stocks of SPRlTCE FIR.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other PRIZEVV COBNUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these varieties from
VVEBD, Calcot, Reading.

Dutch Bulbs and other Flower Roots.
I SCOTT has just received, direct from the best

'' • Growers, his usual splendid and varied assortment of the above
all E.XTRA PICKED, and moderate in price. CATALOGUES gratisand post free on application to

J. SCOTT, 'The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.~
Dutch Flower Roots.

'

S. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his
• ANNUAL CATALOGUE of DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS

containing a Descriptive List of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Nar^
cissus, &c. 1 also a Select List of Fruit Trees, Roses, &c., is nowready, post free to all applicants.

Victoria andlParadise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

"DULBS and SPRING FLOWERING PLANTS —-L^ A selection made from HOOPER and CO.'S CATALOGUE
will give satisfaction. Send stamp for a Copy toHOOPER AND CO., Govern Garden, London, W.C.

CTT . T,T x,^
^Dutch Flower Roots.

HARLES TURNER'S Priced CATALOGUE of
-ri.

''": alipve IS now ready and can be had post free on application,the iiulbs have arrived, and are in e.\cellcnt condition.
The Royal Nurseries, Slough,

"VFR. JAMES FRASER, Horticultural and
7r r

AGRICULTURAL VALUER and AUCTIONEER, Mayland's Farm
Romfoid, Essex ; late of the firm ol J. & J. Eraser, Lea Bridge Road.
T C. STEVENS' Horticultural, Scientific, and
tf . Natural Historv Sale Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden, London, W.C. Established 1700. SALES by AUCTION
nearly EV ERY DAY. Catalogues on application.

T Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver onWood, 13, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London, N

-JJODERICK NICOLSON, advertising Agent
^rclt *EC

^^-"^^"^ C0.M.MISS10N Agent, i, Racquet Court, Fleet

, Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds. &o.
J. BLACK IT H AND CO., late Betham &

c. ', S"'^J"'^"j ^"^'^ ^'' Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames
atreet, London, S.E.—Forwarders to all parts of the World

Hyacinths, Tulips, Lillums, Gladioli, Crocus, and a
Bf?fn5'"'cnn^''= ^i}^PM-}-^^^-°y^ DUTCH and CAPEBULBS, ROOTS, PLANTS, direct from the Grower.

A '^J.-.r.
ROOZEN AND SON'S (late Ant. Roozen)

,n CATALOGUE of the above lor i872,\.ill, as usual, be handei
?-^i Sc " and Amateurs, free on application. For our SPECIAL
r„^l™.'"r,'° ^"' Delivery, Remitting, &c., please consultCatalogue.—Overveen, near Haarlem, Holland, J uly -

WEBBS NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS, Florist
» V Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS , also Plants of all

w Vr^^' '"i'fc.?.'"^'"'
="?."' Donl'le; with every sort ol EarlJSpring Flowers. LIST on applicalion.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading

T ARGE CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, ORCTiIds:
^D a Ba?'-

'""""'""= '=''''^"' Forcing, or Exhibiting, to be

M r. EPP S, Landscape Gardener, Lewisham.
"Vr EW VERBEN"AS oI 1872.—Now ready to send out,
S" 1 r

''j.'' P?" " '>' =;''• 5° ^"'"i'^l'cs of NEW VERBENAS, Perry's,
Eckford s, Continenia and Italian Striped, at 2S. 6J. per dozen, from

B. VV. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle, Sussex

ETT rPK'^''^ (Dicentra) spectabilis.
H. KRELAGE AND SON, Nurserymen,

• Seedsmen, .and Florists, Haarlem, Holland, are now book-
ing orders for this favourite Plant for forcing, to be delivered inOctober, in strong tufts. Price on application.

T''"

J?,?,??'?^''®~^'""'y™us, Euonymus, Euonymus.NOBLE begs to offer several thousands of the
• above, bushy well grown stulT, at 40s., Cos., and 75s. per

The N urseries, Pond Lane, Clapton, E.

/^HARLES B. SAUNDERS, Nurseryman, "&S:
\^.r^^J^''^^y' ^^^^ ^° °f<^''' in fine healthy strong stuff—

^Yf-^9'^'^^'''
O'^'^S, J to 3 leet, in small pots. It 50" per loa

OXALI^ vll^imf 'n^R '"i
""'•'''"?' 7 r"-"^' « 3«.';.er S.O.VALIS VLKSICOLOR, charming little flower, roots at 8s. p. 100.

Musoan comosum atrocosruleum.
H. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen

-7—,' Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland, have a goodstock now ready for Sale of this fine variety, at 5J. per .00, or 48s'' per

theTride'"
°""^ """' '"'"• discount to

E

C
strawberries.

HARLES TURNER is prepared to execute orders
„ for all Jhe leading varieties. Plants are fine this season.
Descriptive CATALOGUE on ajjplicati'on.'

The Royal Nurseries. ',Slough.

P
English Saved Seed, Just Harvested.RIMULA JAPONICA, 2s. 6d p^r packet

BARR?K''„\,'irn°FN"''''t-T'^' r^-
^"'V^iniensis'^ „. 6A do 'BARR AND SUGDEN, ra, King Street, Covent Garden WC

LILIUM AURATUM.-lmmense roots, i, 2,orq-vr

CHARLEs' vo'l?,^'?'^ """ "" "'i'"' "» "' '^' "^I^^^yC^JN^Nurserj-man, Balham Hill, and Upper

TPansles for Spring Beddlne.HOMAS S. WARE begs to callTftention to his
» 11 J

'"?* -^""='' "' 'h"
»'"'*'"= spring FLOWERS. LIST, with

fiill llescripuon, on application. j .
,
wiiu

.

Hale Farm N urseries/Tottenham. N.

T,,„,
Spring Flowers.

HOMAS S. WARE'S LIST of the above is now
,. .

ready, and will be sent free on application. Early Orders aresohcited, it being essential that they should be planted during autumn
to insure a good efl^ect in the spring.

t .»uiumn

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, N

B
Fines.

S. WILLIAMS has now a fine stock of splendid-
• grown plants of all the best kinds, including both Suckers andSuccessions, o( the CHARLOTTE ROTHSCHILD. Prices onapplication.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

B
Grape Vines.

S. WILLIAMS is now prepared to supply strone
» * "=ll-';Pi:n<;d CANES of all the best kinds, suitahlf for Fruitinl

in Pots, or Panting A Descriptive and Priced LIST will be found in
his Autumn CATALOGUE (wKich may be had, post free, on applica-
tion)

;
also a LIST of Fruit Trees, Roses, &c

I^H --.1

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway. London. N
T?,S£^°L° IMMEDIATELY, 50 SUCCE.SSION
.Zi I. . 'i"

•'°"' '<"'""""e next year, all in clean healthy state,and about 20 Fruiters. Apply to the
HEAD GARDENER, Degmall House, Croydon, Surrey.

JOHN WATERER and SONS, Bagshol, Surrey^ offer the following new hardy RHODODENDRONS. They canwith confidence recommend them.
Lady Tankerville, I William Ewart Gladstone,

Mrs. William Agnew.
Price 21S. each. The usual discount to the Trade

L
Azaleas, Camellias, Rhododendrons

OUIS VAN HOUTTE begs to announce that his
»,.

CATALOGUE (No. 144 S.) containing the above articles, hasbeen sent to his usual Correspondents.
Royal Nurseri' , Ghent.—September g8:

N^,„
To the Trade.EW and choice EXOTIC FERNS, STOVE

- c ^\'^^I^' '."'^ PALMS, at lower prices than previously offered,
in hne healthy plants, from 31. ,6s. ,01,, t2s.,to2js oer dozen Send
for Special LIST to JOHN ij. 'lEYrExotic NurteryrCroydon.

E
Exotic Ferns^DWARD MORSE has a very extensive Stock of the

above, principally in 4S's, at very low prices, viz., as., 17s., and
I8r. per dozen. They are admirably adapted for the Table orConservatory. Original Nurseries, Epsom, Surrey.

WPOTTEN can still supply PLANTS, as adver
.

* tised in the Gardeners' Ckrouicte of August 17,STo the Trade cind Others!URPLUS STOCK of ZONAL GERANIUMS
r.FOP rV"»nf?,"t',AW"'"'-=''„""- "• '" «»' ^5 per 1000, cash.

LoiidSi N
^""^TO'^' Fountain Nursery, Angel Roid, Edrainton,

C^Am't'J'Mc^
°f ^^^ TRICOLOR PELAR-

Eliie Eeale K^ M "Si "". l*^""' ""°"& ^''^ ^-Reynolds Hole,

Mr rS„„'«'"'c"'^'"V.' A':l'":veraent, Peter Grieve, C. Nilsson

m'ss Pond' Twef ""fi"' "^l"' ^rfi^' t'" "' Cowrie,' Moonshine
De™L 7? ;Ar\-cnJ''l,Y,'^5'"''="

""•"« ''"° for 8s., all freeper post H. JACKSON, Blakedown, Kidderminster,

T^?i!N''l?,°r^^S",^
Perpetual White Flowering TREE

Ing stock o^thTs"?„'
'-'^ BELLE.-Owing to alterations, tfe remain-

il,l.'i,u I .?
.forerunner of a new race of varieUes of the highest

Sch ilIstfo''n;eT,'i'.,r"t'a="',
-" "''f""!" Pa=l<ed, at 3;. M ifd ^each, all strong established plants. Post Office orders tl

""""' ^
TAMES BLACKLEY, Leyton, Essex, E

TT'O'^. .SALE, about 70 to 80 PINES.—Large-L Fruiting, Succession, and Suckers, in proper proportion • thev

wanted"""
condition, and will be Sold Cheap, as their room is

cli'i'^n.'fw
'*'='"'' Tl>= Gardens, Bumtwood, Wandsworth

pi NES WANTED, Warranted clean —
^„ » Queen fruiting; 8 Queen, succession ; 8 Queen, suckers; 4

i^Tii fi^j'r"^'jX''""'"<l-' * Smooth-leaved Cayenne, succes-
sion

, 8 Smoothed-leaved Cayenne, suckers ; 4 Black Jamaica, fruiting •

s Black Janiaica, succession : 8 Black Jamaica, suckers. State lowest
cash price, GEORGE S.MITH, Wilton Road Nursery . Salisbury

R
British Fern Catalogue.

OBERT SIM will send post free for six postage
.

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pag?s,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced DescriptiveCATALl36UE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No

"""'''^"'

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

PARIS,
I

BUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL
r ^'5'X'„„L ^il'Hv. '"he PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, wasAwarded to

'

wfFVn'"' *"" ^°J'^'J''^"'"'- •'> Special Appointment, toH.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading, Berks.HNew Sowing Rape Seed.
AND F. SHARPE have fine SAMPLES of the

• above SEED, ready for immediate delivery. Price moderate,
and may be had, with sample, on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

_ To the Trade.CEED POTATOS.-For SALE, a few tons of Myatt's
^.J Prolific Ashleaf and Rivers' Royal Kidney. For price &c
apply to J. and p. MYATT, Sianslead, Essex.

'

TXTANTED, by a Gentleman, in November, nto RED
NITM TBF??' '5°.,^^° "°'*,^E CHESTNUT, and .50 LABUR-NUM TREES, good plants, not less than $ feet high.

A. B. C, Post Office, Sheflield.

WANTED, for Shipment to America, coo to 1000
strong Plants of MRS. POLLOCK GERANIUM, from openground. State quantity and price toWILLIAM f. DAVIDSON, Horticultural Commission Agent,

Stanley Bridge Post Ofhce, Fulham, S.W.
'

SPECIMEN PLANTS WANTED.—Persons having
!:;r„jM:e Specimens of the finer kinds of Conservatory Plants forDISPOSAL, will oblige by sending particulars to the Pine-apple

'^""t7-S°1??f>';,, JOHN BESTER, Manager
32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

»a."«B'=i.

TR. SKINNER AND SONS. Fruit, Potato, antl
•Vegetable Salesmen, Covent Garden Market ; Offices and

Warehouse, 32, James Street, W.C.
SEED PUTATOS and FRUIT TREES supplied at Wholesale

Prices. Established over 40 years.

UEED POTATOS.-For SALE, a few Tons of each
J^ of the following sorts :-Myatt's Prolific, Rivers' Royal Ashleaf.
Early Handsworth, Early Oxford, Gloucester Kidney, VariegateJGolden Gem, and several late varieties, all first-rate samples, clean,
true, and quite free from blight For price, apulv to

T. EVES, Gravesend Nurseries.

(^ABBAGE PLANTS, CABBAGE PLANTS.—^^ Strong, healthy, autumn sown, of the following kinds, vij —Early Eattersea
|

Early BaVnes
Enfield Market

| Nonpareil
Can now be supplied in any quantities, at 3s. per 1000. Remittance
or Post Office Order to accompany all orders from unknown
correspondents.

.njivwi,

W. VIRGO AND SON, Wonersh Nurseries, Guildford.
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Magnificent New Winter Flowering Plant,
BOUVARDIA VREELANDII.

MESSRS. J.
STANDISH and CO. are now

prepared to execute orders for the above beautiful plant. It

has the habit and form of B. Hogarthii, but the colour is of the

Purest White. The flowers are of excellent substance and stand

well, thus rendering it invaluable for Greenhouse or Conservatorv
Decoration, and also for Cutting and Bouquets. Fine plants, with

12 to 14 shoots on each, which will all flower this winter in a moderate
temperature, 2s. 6d. each, 241. per dozen, j^Q per 100. Special quotations

to the Trade on application,
Royai Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Cinerarias.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH and CO. are now
sending out fine Plants of their celebrated strain of CINE-
RARIAS, which are now so well known as to require no
further description.

. ,

Collection No. i, consisting of 6 of the very best of all the varieties, 30s.

Collection No. 2, consisting of 12 do., do., 42?.

Collection No. 3, consisting of 24 of the best from the general

collection, 63s.

Collection No. 4, consisting of 50 do. , do. , loV.

Collection No. g, consisting of 100 do., do., ^8.

Single Plants from 2s. 6d. to 7s. 6d each.

A descriptive LIST of each collection will be sent post free on
application. Early orders are solicited, as the supply of the best

varieties is limited.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Winter and Spring Flowers.
VERY EASY OF CULTURE.

SUTTONS'
CHOICE COLLECTIONS OF

FLOWER ROOTS.
For SPRING FLOWERING, Open Ground,

5s,, los. 6rf., 21 J., and 42s, each.

For SUMMER and AUTUMN, Open Ground,
loi, 6rf., 21S., and 421, each.

For WINTER and SPRING, Pots and Glasses,
los. 5ii., 211., and 425. each.

Any of the above will be forwarded on receipt of Cheque or Post-

office Order. 21s. Collections and upwards Carriage Free.

SUTTONS'
£1 Is. Collection
Of Choice Flower

Roots for pots and
glasses, contains :

—

18 best named Hyacinths
36 best Tulips
50 named Crocus
6 named Narcissus
6 Iris

6 Scillas

6 Jonquils, sweet scent-
6 1.xias fed
3 Sparaxis
3 Oxalis
2 Cyclamen persicum
I TropjEolum.

The Best Twelve
Hyacinths for 12s.

For Pots or Glasses,

SUTTONS'
£1 Is. Collection
Of Choice Flower

Roots for open j^round
contains :

—

25 fine mixed Hyacinths
36 Narcissus, of sorts
12 double Daffodils
50 Anemones, db, & sin.

100 Ranunculus, ditto
200 Crocus, 4 sorts

50 Snowdrops
50 Aconites
60 Tulips, 6 sorts
2 Crown Imperials
6 Campernellejonquils

For complete cultural
instructions and detailed
Lists of other ?"lower
Roots, 5ee"SUTTONS'AUTUMN CATA-
LOGUUE for 1872,"
gratis and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS,
Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading-.

Choice Flower Seeds, Post Free.
X> S. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
J--'. Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper
Holloway, London, N. Per packet-,, d.
Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed,

15. 6rf., 2J. 6<i.,ji, 6(i., ana g o
Plants from this Seed have always been awarded First Prizes

wherever exhibited.
NeiU's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,
.,, , „ IS. 6tf., 2s. M., 3«. M.,and < o
LISIANTHUS PRINCEPS aj, M. and s o
Weathenll's extra choice strain of CINERARIA,

ij. 6(i.,25. 6<i., 3S. 6(i., and s o
WicEins'priiestrainofCYCLAMEN,. is. &i., aj. M., and 3 6
POLYANTHUS, WiCBins' prize strain .. .. IS. and i 6
PRIMULA JAPONICA, new seed (own saving) 26
INTERMEDIATE STOCK, Mauve (lueen 26

^^ ,, „ Pink Queen 2 6
The above Stocks were awarded First-class Certificates by

the Royal Horticultural Society at Kensington, and Royal
Kotanic Society, Regent's Park. May S, 1872.

Dwarf Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-
mended 10

, „ .,
Purple Queen, very fine 10

Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER 10
Victoria and Parad ise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

A LEXIS DALLIERE, Nurseryman, Faubourg^
•i^ Bruxelles, Ghent, Ijclijium, is now offering the following healthy
and well-grown Ornamental Plants:—

12 PTERIS CRETICA VARIEGATA, strong, Ss.
12 CYATHEA MEDULLARIS, strong, los.
12 EAMBUSA FORTUNE! var., 51.
12 CYPERUS ALTERNIFOLIUS VARIEGATA, liS.id.

'i ..,„ 'I
PAPYRUS, strong. los.

6 tICl/S COOPERI, strong. «
I

CHAM^-EROPS FORTUNE!"""'"""
, lOs." UHlPSi^'^ SANCHONA (Euterpe edulia), strong,

12 PHCENIX TENUIS, very fine plants, 16s.

I! iBf','.. o DACTYLIFERA,8s.
12 ARECA SAPlDA,2os

II Z^Tll^f" ,^.^'„5J'*'^1-IS. very elegant plants, 20s.

100 SPIR.EA (Hole.a) JAPONICA, very strong tufts, 24J.

100 AZALEA INDIcJl!, with bud"extrrfme and ntrong, £s.

QUEEN of PRIMROSES, PRIMULA JAPONICA.
The greatest acquisition of the day as a New Hardy Decorative Plant,

OF IMMENSE VALUE TO THE COUNTRY.

H. CANNELL.
Begs to inform his Friends and Customers that he has purchased Two Thousand of the above, in consequence

of the Seed requiring twelve months and upwards to germinate ; and to prevent disappointment to those who may
have purchased such, H. C. has detennined to send, out fine strong Plants, that will bloom profusely next spring,
at the lowest possible price, hoping to command a large Sale. Any quantity sent Post Free for 3s. 6d. each, zui/k
full particulars how to gnno it to perfcctioJi, by an Amateur -who has flowered the finest plants perhaps ever yet
seen. Colour, crimson purple : invaluable for hybridising.

NEW FLORIST FLOWERS and FLORIST FLOWER SEED MERCHANT,
WOOLWICH, S.E.

new double-flowering white zonal pelargonium.

Mr. William Bull
Has much pleasure in announcing tliat he has purchased the entire stock, for distribution in Great Britain and

Ireland, of the NE-W DOUBLE-FLOWERING WHITE ZONAL PELARGONIUM, raised by that eminent

French Amateur, Mens. Jean Sisley.

Mr, W. B, will send out this desirable Novelty next Spring.

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

THE EOYAL SEEDSMEN.

NEW DOUBLE WHITE FLOWERING ZONAL PELARGONIUM.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT & BEALE
Beg to announce that they are now booking Orders for this much desired novelty, to be supplied next spring.

From personal inspection of the several varieties which have appeared simultaneously in different Continental

establishments, they are enabled to select those possessing the greatest merit. Price on application.

Catalogue ofFlower Roots, Fruit Trees, Roses, New Plants, ^c. Post Free on application.

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN ; and CRYSTAL PALACE NURSERY, FOREST HILL.

PAUL'S HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.
" Mr. Wm. Paul » * * well maintained the high reputation he enjoys for the successful

cultivation of this class of flowers."—7(?«/-«rt/ of Horticulture, 1871.

Wm. Paul
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,

Selected by him when recently in Holland, have arrived in excellent condition, and he

respectfully solicits early Orders.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE Free by Post.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

RHODODENDRONS, finest named varieties.
BEAUTIFULLY SET WITH FLOWER BUDS.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons
BEQ TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY HAVE

A SPLENDID STOCK OF THE ABOVE,
WELL SET WITH^FLOWER BUDS^^A^ND^ARE^ENABLED^ TO^OFFE^^^ BEAUTIFUL PLANTS.

30s. to 42s. per dozen.

MESSRS. VEITCH and SONS have a large stock of named sorts in other sizes, and also of HYBRIDS

and PONTICUM RHODODENDRONS, and will be happy to send samples and quote hues and Pnces by the

Hundred or Thousand. ,

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERIES, CHELSEA ; and COOMBE WOOD, KINGSTON, S.W.
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EENDLB'S
PATENT

OECHARD HOUSES,
GROUND VINERIES, AND

PLANT PROTECTORS.

Secured by Her Majestfs Letters Patent
(Two separate and distinct Patents).

Under the Patronage of-
His Royal Highness the Trince of Wales
His Koyal Highness Prince Christian

Her Majesty's Commissioners of Royal Parks and Gardens
His Highness Prince Duieep Singh
His Grace the Duke of Rutland
His Grace the Duke of Sutherland
His Grace the Duke of Devonshire
The Most Noble the Marchioness of Anglesey
The Right Honourable the Earl of Portsmoutfi
The Right Honourable the Earl of Dartmouth
The Right Honourable the Lord Portman
The Dowager Countess of Aylesford
The RightHonourable Lord Alfred Churchill
The Right Honourable Lord Berkeley Paget
The Right Honourable Lord Bolton
The Right Honourable Lord de I'lsle and Dudley, &c.

TENANT'S FIXTURES.

PATENT PORTABLE GREENHOUSES,

ORCHABD HOUSES, &c.

(Tenant's Fixtures).

The Patentee is now in a position to Contract for

and Build any description of Greenhouses, Orchard

Houses, Conservatories, or Winter Gardens, of all sizes

and dimensions. The new patent system of Glazing is

the cheapest and most perfect ever introduced.

The Houses arc biiili on Wooden Frame-

liiork, with Zinc or Galvanised Iron Grooves ;

the Glass slides in the grooves, and the most

complete plan of ventilation is secured. No

paint or putty is required, and the Zinc and

Glass are the only materials exposed to the

action of the atmosphere.

" When the system is known and understood,

it will become universal."

A Span-roof Orchard House complete,

12ft. wide and 30ft. long, from £35.

A Span-roof Orchard House, 40ft. by 15ft.

for £55.

A Lean-to Greenhouse, 30ft, long and

10ft. wide, from £25.

These Houses are all portable, and can be removed
and fixed again in a few hours.

These are the cheapest Glass structures ever intro-

duced, and intending purchasers of Greenhouses should

compare the above prices with others.

For E,\portation.— These Houses can be packed
in a very small compass, and can be sent to the United
States or any of our Colonies for a few pounds.

Intending Purchasers of Orchard Houses, Green-
houses, ifc, should send to the Patentee /or an Estimate
be/ore ordering elsewtterc.

For Catalogues, Prices, and full particulars, apply to
the Patentee and Inventor-

Mr. Wm. EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, Westminster Chambers,

Victoria Street, London, S.Wi

" Early orders insure the best Bulbs.'

Seedsmen to
| T\TTrp/^TT Seedsmen to lI.E.H.

FLOWEE
ILMtheOneen.

\ ROOTS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

the Prince or Walco.

JAMES CARTER & CO.
HAVING RECEIVED THEIR CONSIGNMENT OF

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Which have arrived in splendid condition, beg to offer

the following COLLECTIONS of BULBS, which will

be found to contain, in the best quality, all the sorts

required for the purposes mentioned ;

—

Garter's Collections of Bulbs for Conser-

VATORY and WINDOW DECORATION, includ-

ing Basket and Packing, and Carriage Free. Price

IDs. 6d., Sis., 42s., 63s., and 84s.

Carter's " Guinea " Collection of Bulbs for

CONSERVATORY and WINDOW DECORA-
TION, including Box and Packing, and Carriage

Free, contains

—

12 HYACINTHS, in 12 extra
fine named sorts

9 POLYANTHUS NARCIS-
SUS, in 9 varieties

IJ JONQUILS, sweet-Sccntcd
50 CROCUS, finest named
I DIELYTRA SPECI'ABILIS
I LILIUM Sl'ECIOSUM
6 SCILLA SIBIRICA
24 SNOWDROPS, extra large

selected
6 TULIPS, Tournesol.

3 TULIPS, Rex Rubrorum
3 ), La Candcur
.3 „ Royal Standard

„ Yellow Prince
3 ), Rosa Mundi
6 „ Due Van Thol
1 AMARYLLIS FORMOSIS-
SIMUS

6 IXIAS, finest mixed
6 SPARAXIS, finest mixed
6 TRITELEIA UNIFLORA

B„ „„, Post Free to all Applicants.
S. WILLIAMS- NEW PLANT and GENERAL

ru '^A?;i''°S,"^ IS now ready. It contains a Descriptive List
or beautiful New Plants oftercd in commerce by l.ini this season for
the hrst time ; also ctneral Priced Lists of Orchids, Kerns, Tree
herns, tlowcrmR and Ornamental-leaved Stove and Greenhouse
Plants. Palms and Cycads, Azaleas, Camellias, Amaryllis, Ericas,
Epacris.Liiums Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and Bcncral Collections ol
Soft-wooded and Hardy Plants.

Special prices for specimens quoted on application
An inspection of the Collection solicited.

Victoria and Paradise Nurserie s. Upper Holloway. London, N.

To the Tradei
rPEA-SCENTED ROSES, in pots, by the dozen,
-L hundred, and thousand, very fine plants, including

marechal miel,
gloike de dijon,
devoniensis,
climbing devoniensis,
Madame falcot,
RUUENS,

,., - ^'^^ ^" ''^^ ^^^* leading' sorta, Price on application.
WILLIAM WOOD and SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield.

near U ckfield, Sussex.

LFrom Paris.—Roses, Camellias, and Gladioli.
EVEQUE ET FILS, Nurserymen. 26, Rue du
Liegat, Ivry-sur-Seine, Paris, beg to offer for next autumn a

splendid stock of TEA ROSES, Dwarfs, grafted, in pots, comprisinff
all the best sorts, at per hundred of each; MarCchal Niel and Mdmc.
I'aicot, at per thousand; Dwarfs, Perpeluals, from Rround, are splendid
and very strone, comprising the best old and new sorts. Also strong
and budded CAMELLIAS, the best sorts, as, to 4s, each; splendid
Pyramids, {,\ to ^4 each. GLADIOLI will be very numerous and
very good. Prices and Lists on application.

Carter^s Collections of Bulbs for Conser-

VATORY and OUTDOOR PLANTING, including

Basket and Packing, and Carriage Free. Price 15s.,

30s., 42s., 63s., and 84s. each.

Carter's Complete Collection of Bulbs for

CONSERVATORY and OUTDOOR PLANTING,
including Box and Packing, and Carriage Free, price

30s., contains

—

HYACINTHS. 12 in 12 extra
fine named sorts for pots or
glasses

,, 12 in 5 colours for bedding
NARCISSUS, Double, white, is

,, Poeticus, or Pheasant-eye, 12
TULIPS, e.xtra fine mixed, 36

,, Tournesol, 6

„ Due Van Thol, 6
,, Royal Standard, 3
„ La Candeur, 3
„ Yellow Prince, 3
,, Rex Rubrorum, 3

Double DAFFODILS, 12
STAR of BETHLEHEM, 12
SCILLA BELGICA, mi.xed, 12

CROCUS, blue. 75
„ striped, 73
„ large yellow, 75
,, white. 75

ANEMONES, extra fine mixed,

GLAOIOLUS ERENCHLEY-
ENSIS,8

IRIS, extra choice mixed Eng-
lish, 12
extra fine mixed Spanish, 24

„ NQUILS, CAMPERNEL, 12
RANUNCULUS, extra fine

mixed, 36
SNOWDROPS, so

j6'n

Brockwortli Park Pear.

JC. WHEELER AND SON can supply TREES of
• this extra fine PEA R at the following prices :—

Dwarf-trained for walls, 71. 6J, each.
Pyramids, 51. each.
Fine Maiden Plants, as. dd. each.

This magnificent Pear is well worthy of a wall wherever space can
be found for it.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Nurserj'men, Gloucester: and
59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

NotewortHy HorticiUturlsts and Botanists.
lyrOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of
J-'^ NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS
13 being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already
appeared, and separate Copies (price (>d. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, viz.

:

Dr. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S.
W.Wilson Saunders, F.R S.
Rev. M. J, Berkeley, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne.
G. F, Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin.
Professor Reichenbach.
Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.

E. J. Lowe. F.R.S.
James McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL.D,
James Bateman, F.R.S.
Berthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.
Hon. Marshall P. Wilder.
Jobs Gibsom.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, W.C.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1872.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

Wednesday, Oct.
IDi

Royal Horticultural (Fruit and Floral
Committees), at S. Kensington ., IIA.M.
tto (General Meeting) .. .. 3 p.m.

Carter's Collections of Bulbs for Outdoor

PLANTING only, including Bo.v and Pacl<ing, and

Carriage Free. Price 10s. 6d., 21s., 63s., and

843.

Carter's "Guinea" Collection of Bulbs for

OUTDOOR PLANTING only, including Box and

Packing, and Carriage Free, price 2l3., contains—

HYACINTHS, 12 in 3 colours
NARCISSUS, double white, 12

,, Poeticua or Pheasant-eye, 12
DOUBLE DAFFODILS, 12
TULIPS, extra fine mixed

double, 12

,, extra fine mixed single, 12

,, finest mixed, late, 12

,, Due Van Thol, 12

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS,
fine mixed, 6

CAMPERNEL JONQUILS, 6
STAR of BETHLEHEM. 12
TRITELEIA UNIFLORA,

6

DOG'S-TOOTH VIOLETS, 6
CROCUS, blue, 25

CROCUS, striped, 50
,, iar^e yellow, 50
J,

white, 25
ANEMONES,cxt. fine, mixed, 24
GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEY-
ENSIS, 6

IRIS, extra choice mixed En-
glish, 12

,, extra fine mixed Spanish, 12
LILIUM CANDIDUM, 3
„ TIGRINUiM, 3

RANUNCULUS, extra fine
mixed, 2.(

SNOWDROPS, so
WINTER ACON ITES, 24

For full particulars of the above and other Collections,

CARTER'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE
of DUTCH BULBS, FRUIT TREES, ROSES, &c.,

Which may be had Gratis and Post Free on application.

Fiveper cent. Discountfor Cash.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN AND

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

FOR some years past Professor Caspary, of

KcEnigsberg, has been collecting informa-
tion on the Effects of Lightning on Trees,
Sec, with a view to the elucidation of the question

whether the living tissues of trees are ignited by
the electric fluid, and also as to the relative

liabiUty of different species to damage from light-

ning. In a pamphlet before us he enumerates

53 cases of trees and telegraph posts shattered

or more or less injured by lightning, none
of which took fire. Several reported instances

of combustion are alluded to and dismissed

as untrustworthy, or as not based upon actual

observation, but rather attributed to the effects

of lightning, because no other agent could be
assigned. Nevertheless, one or two cases of

destruction by fire of hollow trunks of Pinus
sylvestris admit of little doubt, though the actual

outbreak of the fire was not observed ; but no
trustworthy account of a sound growing tree

having been ignited by lightning has come under
his notice. Several instances of Palms, with dry

decayed leaves, and other trees with rotten

branches, having been consumed by fire com-
municated bythe electric fluid, have been reported

in this and other journals ; but in all cases there

appears to have been dry decayed material, as
in buildings, for it to prey upon.

The comparative or absolute immunity of

certain trees has frequently and even recently

been discussed in these pages, and although no
positive cause has been discovered for the ex-

emption, there is no doubt that some species are

almost or quite exempt from damage by lightning.

But, as Caspary very justly remarks, we have

no data by which to estimate statements of the

relative frequency or infrequency of damage to

certain species in proportion to the number of

individuals of different species in the same dis-

tricts. It is very generally supposed that the

Beech, Birch, and Maple, are never struck, but

cases are on record, showing that they are not

always spared.

The following figures show the number of each

species struck in 93 recent instances coming
under the observation of Caspary, Cohn, A.

BraUN, and others ; I Populus alba, 2 Pyrus
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communis, 2 Ulmus, 3 Abies pectinata, 3
Betula verrucosa, 3 Fraximis excelsior, 12

Pinus sylvestris (including six telegraph posts)
;

13 Abies excelsa, i4Populus monilifera, 15 Quer-
cus (probably all Q. pedunculata), and 20 Popu-
lus pyramidalis.

The great susceptibility of the Oak, Italian

Poplar, &c., has been variously explained by
different writers, but nothing more definite has

resulted from their speculations than that it is

probably owing to their greater conducting power.

But, according to Caspary, there must be some
local controlling influences not yet understood;

for, although the Italian Poplar is very abundant
in Prussia, only three instances of its having
been struck have come to his [knowledge,

whereas, in the neighbourhood of Geneva, 16

out of 20 trees struck by lightning were of that

species.

In order to obtain a clearer insight into the

action of lightning upon trees, Caspary under-
took a series of experiments on vegetable

tissues with an ordinary friction electrical

machine. But although the results throw
some light on the subject, he was unable to

extend his experiments sufficiently to render
them of any practical value. From trials with

the electric spark in different directions through
the tissues, it appears there is a considerable
diversity in the conducting power. Freshly cut

Lime branches operated upon longitudinally,

radially, and tangentially, showed the following

differences respectively in the thicknesses pene-
trated, namely, 19, 2, and i. Dry wood of

Picea vulgaris exhibited corresponding conduct-

ing powers of 7, 2, and I.

A microscopical investigation of the green and
dry woods acted on, showed the damage to be
exactly the same in both cases. The cells of all

parts of the fabric were burst and shattered,

especially those bordering the hole made by the

electric spark ; and the injury extended to as

many as ten rows of cells.

A great many of the cases of trees and tele-

graph poles struck by lightning and referred to

by Caspary occurred on the main road near
Kcenigsberg. A telegraph line runs along the

west side of the road, outside of the Poplars, and
about 2 yards distant from them ; and in the

Professor's opinion several of the trees were not
struck directly, but by the fluid conveyed by the

wires and given off at intervals, the damage
being comparatively slight. Curiously enough
the course of the current down the poles was
almost invariably to the right, but to the left down
the trees.

A very remarkable instance of the effects of

lightning on a large Spruce Fir is described and
figured in (Professor Caspary's Memoir. The
crown of the tree was shattered and broken off,

and in its action the lightning completely drove
the resin out of the injured wood, and left it hang-
ing on the trunk in a large charred mass 5 to

6 feet long ; it was black as pitch, shining, light,

and brittle, and full of small air-bladders, and
deprived of all trace of oil of turpentine,

Dr. Alfred Carpenter, of Croydon, thus

writes in the Times concerning the Potato Disease :~
" The present custom of storing the seed is at the root

of ttie matter, as far as a general epidemic is concerned.
It is well known to fungologists that fungi have their

times and seasons, as well as other plant growths, and
that certain spores exist, which are called 'resting spores,'

from their custom of biding their time and coming to
maturity when the season for their development is pre-
sent, remaining uninjured by changes of temperature and
by considerable changes of their physical state, and which
are not destroyed unless an actual chemical change is

produced in them.
'

'
These ' resting spores ' are produced in abundance in

the places in which seed Potatos are ordinarily stored
;

they bury themselves in the eye of the Potato, and are
planted with it.

" These spores will not produce mycelium or spawn
unless the proper juices are ready for their development,
and not then unless the physical agencies are also at
hand—such as a proper degree of moisture, heat, and the
proper kind of exhalations from damp, unventilated
ground, with some disturbed state of the earth and air.

These adjuncts are as necessary as the sugar in the sweet
wort used for the production of beer, or the absence of
ventilation for the production of dry rot.

" The tuber is planted with the ' resting spore' in its
eye

;
u sends up its haulm with the spore in its tissue,

just about the time of flowering the juices in the plant are
matured sufficiently for the ' resting spore ' to develope ; if,
then, there should be the conjunction of circumstances I
have mentioned, viz., moisture, undrained ground, and
electric disturbances, with luxuriant tops to the plants,
the fungus is developed in the most marvellous manner,
and millions of spores are wafted over the field, not rest-
ing, but immedhitelygrowing, sending their mycehum into
the stomata, or breathing pores of the plant, and in a
few hours poisoning the whole of the crop by interfering

with the proper maturation of the juices. Every Potato
receiving juice from a diseased haulm will suffer.

"The growth of the fungus arises from its abstracting
an important part of the juice of the plant, so that the
character of the circulating fluid is quite altered ; and a
similar result happens as is the case when a human being
is deprived of the oxygen required for active respiration, or
if some other gas is respired. The blood is altered, and if

the alteration is continued long enough death results. No
doubt highly-manured lands and crops dressed with arti-

ficial manures beyond measure more easily succumb to the
disease, just as is the case with highly fed, richly-seasoned
human beings ; whenever fever gets hold of them they rot

most rapidly. So also if plants are infested with insects,

such as the Eupteryx picta, they will more easily yield to
the disease because they contain less mineral matter in

their tissue ; but such are not causes for the disease. The
cause is the fungus Botrytis infestans. The remedy is to

destroy the germ before planting, and so to treat the seed
that no fungoid growth shall be possible while stored
away. Care should be taken to pick out the best speci-

mens for seed—middle-sized, undeformed, and clear-

skinned tubers—which is so often contrary to the general
custom. These should then be treated with a dressing of

some material which prohibits fungoid growths, such as
chloralum. preparations of carbolic acid, or creosote, and
then stored in a dry, well-ventilated chamber, where the
temperature shall range between 35° and 45". If they
show signs of sprouting they should be immediately
planted, for the removal of the early sprouts takes away
much of the mineral matter out of the tuber. Common
sense will dictate the measures which should be taken for

the proper ventilation and drainage of the soil in which
they are planted. If these rules are carried out, I feel

convinced that the disease will be reduced to a minhnum,
and a general epidemic be seldom possible ; at the same
time, seedlings and fresh soil appear to me to be as
necessary as in every other kind of cropping.

" I write these suggestions in the belief that it is easier

to destroy the 'resting germs' than to stay their effects. It

may be urged against this view that the tubers used for

seed could be destroyed by the germ in the eye, but it is

one of the points in the natural history of the Botrytis in-

festans that it feeds upon the juices of the growing plant,

and the matured Potato is not growing, therefore the con-
current circumstances requisite for its fertile development
are not present. The 'resting spore ' continues such until

all the circumstances are favourable for its growth. It is

carried upwards in the haulm until its proper season
arrives. This may not come ; it may be too dry, or there

may be no magnetic disturbances, or these changes may
come too late --then no epidemic.

'

' I should mention that after the tuber has been infested

by the Botrytis, its destruction is completed by another
Fungus, the Fusisporium Solani, which changes its form
as the work of destruction proceeds, hardening some
portion of the tissue of the Potato, but changing the
major part into a gelatinous stinking mass, by means of
which the starch is destroyed, while the gluten and the
juices proper appear to be the food upon which the
Botrytis flourishes. If, therefore. Dr. Hooker's sug-
gestion be carried out for saving the starch, it must be
done before the Fusisporium is developed,"

From a subsequent letter on the same subject we
extract the following :

—

" It should be clearly understood that the laws which
regulate the development and growth of Botrytis infestans
are precisely the same as those which promote the pro-
duction of fungus upon com, whether called by the name
of mildew, smut, red rust, red-robin, or bunt, all [?] these
varieties being produced by various stages in the develop-
ment of the Puccinia graminis.

"Just as these fungi develope more easily upon un-
dressed spring-sown Wheat, so Botrytis infestans will

more easily find its home upon undressed spring-planted
Potatos. Corresponding measures must be taken to
prevent the contamination of the seed like to those taken
by the farmer to preserve his seed com from the certain
consequences of neglected precautions. Just as cereals
springmg up upon a dung-heap are certain to be blighted
more or less by fungus, so Potatos planted in land too
richly manured, or manured with matter in a state of
partial decomposition, will be more liable to attacks of
the disease. So it is not only necessary to choose the
seed properly, but to store it properiy, to dress it aright
before planting, and also that it should be planted in the
proper place and at the proper time.

" If all the conditions are complied with, very little

disease will recur in future years. The growth of
Botrytis infestans may be prevented as certainly as that of
the Botrytis Bassiana has been removed among the silk-

worm farms in the South of France, or as the spread of
typhoid fever or cholera may be prevented among human
beings, and which diseases put in an appearance among
those people who do certain things and who disobey
certain laws, whenever the atmospheric conditions arise

which are requisite for their appearance as epidemics.
" It follows that for the satisfactory prevention of the

Potato disease there are three distinct matters to be
attended to, viz.: — i. The choice of seed. 3. The
removal of mycelium and 'resting spores" from the seed
chosen. 3. The preservation of the seed itself,

" I. The choice of seed : Common sense will dictate

that the same rule must be followed as that which the
breeders of horses and pigs, the growers of corn or
Turnips, and cultivators of flowers have followed with
success, viz., choose out the best specimens for seed.

" 2. The removal of mycelium and resting-spores from
the seed chosen : The rapid manner in which Botrytis

infestans has disappeared from the Potato fields which are
moderately drained as soon as the sun broke out and the

sky became unclouded, shows most clearly that it is a
fungus which cannot increase and multiply in a dry air and
in continued bright sunlight. It will be right, therefore,

to spread out the seed Potatos upon the surface of the

ground to let them dry in the sun, and to become somewhat
green. They may be exposed thus for two or three weeks,
provided they are kept dry. This hardening treatment will

destroy the majorpartof the adhering mycelium or spawn. .

They should then be gently gathered and dipped in a ^

solution of lime, to which a little carboHc acid has been
added. A pound of quick lime stirred up in a bucketful
of water, and to which an ounce of the carbolic acid of
commerce has been added, will make a dressing sufiicient

for a sack of Potatos. The seed should be put into a tub
or barrel, and gently turned about, so that the whole may '

be covered with the solution. The Potatos should then
be taken out and allowed to dry in the air. By this treat-

ment all spores and mycehum on the exterior of the
\

tubers will be destroyed, and the only danger likely to

arise will be from the presence of some which contain the ;

disease within their substance. These will decay in the
,

course of time, and if the seed is properly preserved will

not affect those which are sound.
"3. The preservation of the seed will be effected by

keeping them in a temperature which will prevent the
growth of mycelium, or the development of the ento-
phyte. It will not grow at a temperature below 48" Fah-
renheit. The seed must be preserved in an outhouse or
vault, in which the temperature shall not rise above that
point, or sink below 35°. If they cannot be kept without
sprouting, they should be planted in the autumn, so that
each Potato may be separated from its fellow, and if

diseased, allowed to decompose beneath the surface of
the ground, in which case very little, if any damage
will arise to the crop. It will not, however,
be found difficult to preserve them, and it would
probably be safest to cover them up with dry
sand upon a very cold day, and thus keep them until the
time for planting arrives. It is the mycelium and resting

spores in the epidermis of the Potato which are to be feared

:

if these are destroyed, and those with diseased structure
isolated, then, if the seed is re-dressed with carbolate of
lime before planting, no blight will appear, unless the
grower has disobeyed manifest rules, such as planting the
seed in fields manured with diseased haulms, or in soil in

which Potatos have been continuously planted, until it is

full of debris of previous crops. It is necessary, also,

that the soil should not contain an excess of manurial
matter, or be frequently sodden with moisture."

Mr. R. Hanbury writes: *'I have in my
New Holland house a plant of Lapageria alba which
has 150 blossoms now expanded, and on the other

side a plant of L. rosea with nearly as many
blossoms. The contrast of colour is very striking. I

find the L, alba a much stronger grower than rosea.

My plant of the former reaches to the end of the

house."

In addition to the two specimens of Agave
AMERICANA flowering in the Royal Horticultural
Society's conservatory at South Kensington, and figured

at p. 1227, we have to record the flowering of another at

the Crystal Palace, and yet a fourth, in the gardens of
Miss Elliotson, at 93, High Street, Clapham. The
last-named example is much the finest of them all. Its

height from the ground is 21 feet 6 inches, the length
of the flower-scape 16 feet 3 inches, and the diameter
of the heads of flower, of which there are 24, about
15 inches across. The base of the flower-scape

measures 15 inches in circumference. The plant has
been in the Elliotson family 61 years, and is supposed
to be 70 years old.

The population of Leeds numbers now more
than a quarter of a million, and had not, until the

RouNDHAY Park was opened by Prince Arthur
last week, any adequate place for recreation. The
park was purchased by the people, and paid for by
money raised on the security of the rates of the

borough, which are assessed on the inhabitants accord-

ing to the value of the property occupied by
each ratepayer. It consists of gardens and exten-

sive lakes, covering 773 acres, a considerable portion

of which has already been laid out by the former
owner of the park at a great cost. It is intended to

devote from 300 to 400 acres to the purposes of the ,

park, the remainder of the land not required for park I

purposes to be sold for villa residences and gardens, f

thus adding to the beauty and usefulness of the park.

The original cost of the whole estate is ;!^ 1 39^000, *

and for this expenditure a park is provided not only for \

the present but for all future generations. The beauties ,

of the place are described as uncommon. There is J

an ivied castle, a hermitage, two waterfalls, and two -

lakes, besides dells and glades and shady retreats \

almost innumerable. But the Waterloo Lake — so I

called because it was made in 1815— is, after all, thej

greatest feature. It cost ;^ 15,000, is nearly three*'

quarters of a mile long, more than a mile and a half!

in circumference, and presents an almost unbroken ;

expanse of 33 acres. Few such lakes can be found iil^"

the provinces, and probably there is none to equal it^.

in any of the most celebrated recreation grounds for the

people.

Mr. Frank Buckland, in his capacity aS'

Inspector of Salmon Fisheries, calls timely attention to

the waste of food resources in this country, particularly

as regards the consumption of Eels, and the manage-
ment of FisH-roNDS :

—

"There are ponds and lakes innumerable in gentle* ;

men's parks and in other private properties which arc not "v.

cultivated at all ; the fish are simply left to take their

chance, and once or twice a year a great demonstration .

is made to 'let off the water and net the ponds.' On \

these occasions cartloads of fish, mostly small things, are I

tal<en, and given away ' to get rid of them." This is all

wrong ; it is not piscicultural science at all. Pond fish breed

very fast, and there is in a lake or pond but a hmited space
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of water. Fish, like everything else, require food, and in

an overstocked pond their food is reduced to a minimum.
The consequence of this over-crowding is that the fish are

all small, wretched, half-starved things. What I advise

is that ponds and lakes should be drawn regularly three

or more times a year. All that is required is that the fish

should have absolutely three months ' close time" to breed

quite undisturbed—viz.. May to July. A net of li inch

from knot to knot should be used. The fry will escape

through this mesh, and all the small fish should be returned

to the water, only those of an edible size should be sent to

market. If this were done, I feel convinced that such

fish as jack, perch, roach, carp, tench, bream, &c., would
increase much in size, value, and numbers ; and mind you

these fish, if properly cooked, are splendid eating. The
Norfolk Broads want looking up badly ; we have here a

magnificent nursery for fish now terribly poached.
"Pond fish should be fed regularly, This is easily

effected by hanging up on boughs overhanging the water

a bunch of rats, a rabbit or two, or even a horse's leg.

These would breed thousands of gentles from flies, which
would drop into the water and fatten the fish. Lob worms,
again, are at present not utilised. Why should they not

be turned to account, as they are * turtle soup ' to the

fish? They should, therefore, be collected when they

come out of their holes in the early morning, and given to

the fish—always in the same place, as the fish will soon

find out where their dinner is served. If pond fish are

well fed and well netted, depend upon it tons of good
food would be sent into our markets, especially during

the autumn and winter months, when it is 'close time'

for salmon.
" The owners of ponds and lalces ought to know that

the plan of so-called 'cleaning ponds' is both wasteful

and expensive. Contractors charge heavily for the job,

and about So per cent, of water is carted away in the form

of liquid mud at so much per ton. The proper thing to

do is to let the pond run dry- transport the fish else-

where, and then in the soft mud sow Potatos, Rye-grass,

or Oats. These vegetables will feed greedily upon the

mud, and. if I mistake not, the proprietor will get splendid

crops. V\'hen the crop is reaped, take out the soil— not

mud now, but almost solid earth, useful for manure

—

turn on the water and re-stock with fish, which will

thrive amazingly on the new ground. Thus there will be
alternately a crop of fish and of vegetables.

" I now take up the question of eels. There are
thousands of tons of eels, and therefore thousands
of sovereigns lost to the country, because people
do not catch their eels. From about the middle of

September to the end of October the eels migrate
from the rivers and lakes to the sea, and yet for the
most part nobody attempts to catch them. The poor
people in London are very fond of stewed eels. I

have been the round of the stewed-eel shops to see for

myself. The verdict is, that stewed eels are most
nutritious and capital food. In one shop I counted 3a
people, besides myself, eating their quiet pennyworth of

stewed eels. I measured (on the quiet) my pennyworth.
I had just 4 inches of eel, each bit about the size of the

little finger, plus no end of melted butter and savoury
herbs. As I saw these poor people sucking up good and
nutritious food in the form of stewed eels. I vowed a vow
that I would write to the Times to see if I could wake up
my fishing friends in England, Wales, and especially in

Scotland, and ask them to be good enough to catch their

eels, put money in their own pockets, and help to feed my
friends, the public—both poor and rich. Eel nets set at

this time of year at bridges and fishing weirs will not
interfere in the least with the salmon, for the salmon are

going up, the eels are going down. Eels will run to sea
diiring the next six weeks, provided there is no moon."

"With reference to the cultivation of fish-ponds, Eve-
lyn, in writing of the gardens at Swallowfield, says :

—

" But above all the canall and fishponds, the one fed with
a white, the other with a black running water, fed by a
quick and swift river, so well and plentifully stor'd with
fish that for pike, carp, breame, and tench, I never saw
anything approaching it. We had at every meal carpe
and pike of size fit for the table of a pnnce, and what
added to the delight was to see the hundreds taken by the
drag, out of which, the cooke standing by, we pointed
out what we had most mind to, and had carp that would
have been worth at London twenty shillings apiece."

We learn through private letters from America
that the Fruit Crop there is so enormous, that Apples
will not pay for gathering. Doubtless some of this

overplus may find its way here, and so make up in

some degree for our o\vn deficient crop. The season

there has been a most favourable one, with abundance
of rain—seasoned, however, by sundry tornados and
thunder and hail storms, the hailstones in some cases

being as much as 9 inches in circumference.

From a recent computation of the number of

species of Flowering Plants preserved in the

Kew Herbarium, it appears that there are 450 cabi-

nets, each with 16 divisions, and containing in all

from 105,000 to 110,000 species. These figures may,
therefore, may be taken to represent approximately the

number of species of flowering plants known to bota-

nists. According to the ideas of some botanists as

to what constitutes a species, this number would
probably have to be doubled. It must be remem-
bered that, for the most part, each species is repre-

sented by numerous specimens, one at least from every

country or botanical region where the plant is found
wild. The orders and genera are arranged according
to the natural system, the species being grouped
according to botanical districts, or in conformity with
the most recent Floras or monographs. It is thus com-
paratively easy, if the native country of a plant and its

genus be known, to find it in the herbarium. A vast

collection of botanical drawings is also kept at Kew,

and an extensive library. The management of this de-

partment is entrusted to Professor Oliver, and to

him and his assistants chiefly is due the fact that this

collection is by far the best arranged of any herbarium,

as it has been for years by much the largest collection

of the kind, in the world.

By way of caution to geologists, Mr. Car-
RUTHERS, the Keeper of the Botanical Department of

the British Museum, has lately placed in a series of

table-cases a number of specimens of ProteacE/E,
(Hakea, Grevillea, &c. ), to show the enormous
amount of variation in the foliage in these plants.

Geologists dealing with fossil plants have been too

ready to make new species, and even new genera, upon
the most imperfect and trivial of characters, a tendency
which a glance at the specimens exhibited by Mr.
Carruthers will do much to correct.

In the current number of the Illustration ITor-

ticole^ M. E. Andre figures and describes a curious

instance where Flower Buds were formed on the

Roots of Pyrus japonica below the surface. The
matter is of importance with reference to the budding
of Roses on the root, and we shall take an oppor-

tunity of adverting again to the subject, and of repro-

ducing M. Andre's cut.

Our correspondent, Mr. Worthington G.

Smith, writing in reference to Mr. Berkeley's com-
munication on Luminous Fungi, which appeared in

our last issue, says :
— ** The luminous mycelium

described by Mr. Berkeley in your last number is, I

have no doubt, the same with the luminous fungus and
mycelium found in the coal mines of Glamorganshire

and Carmarthenshire. A year or two ago I was fortun-

ate enough to have some capital specimens of this

fungus sent on to me by Dr. Bull, of Hereford ; the

phosphorescence had departed by the time the plants

Fig. 292.—luminous fungus (i>olyporus annosus).

reached me, but, according to the statements of the

miners, both the plant itself and its ramifying mycelium
is so phosphorescent as to be plainly seen 20 yards off.

The old miners are well acquainted with the pheno-

menon, though new hands are sometimes much fright-

ened by the presence of this bright light in the dark
passages. Some of the plants sent to me were tolerably

well developed, and had plenty of spores, whilst others

had no hymenium ; strangely enough the fungus in

question was also a parasite of the Larch (like the

mycelium described by Mr. Berkeley), and it proved

to be Polyporus annosus, Fr. (fig. 292). I have also

seen in a luminous state Polyporus sulfureus, Fr., and
a Collybia or Lentinus—the latter found in a London
cellar, and have I heard of Corticium coeruleum being

seen in a like condition."

The following are Mr. Glaisher's remarks
upon the State of the Weather during the week
ending September 21, 1872 :—Inthe vicinity of London
the reading of the barometer at the beginning of the

week at sea level was about 30. i inches. At that time

a decrease set in, which reached its minimum (about

29.6 inches) by the evening of the i8th, and was
followed by a slight increase, which lasted till the

evening of the 20th, when 29.9 inches was registered.

The value at the end of the week was about 29. 8 inches.

The highest temperatures by day varied between 734°
on the 17th and 57" on the 20th, and the lowest at

night between 52° on the 15th and 37°.6 on the 21st.

The mean daily temperatures and their departures

from average were as follows:— 15th, 62° + 4°.9 ;

i6th, 56°.7—o^2; 17th, 6r.2 + 4°.5; iSth, 55°.

5

— i"; 19th, 53'.2 — 3°; 20th, 46^.4 — 9° .6
J

2ist, 45^4— io°.4, thus the weather was very much
colder at the end of the week than at the

commencement. The wind during the beginning and
middle of the week was westerly, changing to north

towards the latter, and the pressures were generally

light, with the exception of the 21st, when 5 lb. on the

square foot was recorded, in a gust of short duration.

Rain fell on only one day, viz., the 21st, when one-
tenth of an inch was measured. Generally speaking,
the weather was dull and gloomy throughout the week
during the day, but the evenings and nights, as a rule,

were very fine, and at times cloudless. On the
evening of the igth flashes of lightning were observed.
A cold period set in at the commencement of the

week and lasted throughout, hoar frost having been
observed in the early mornings.

In England the extreme high day temperatures
ranged between 734* at Blackheath, and 63" at New-
castle-on-Tyne ; the general average over the country
being 675". The extreme low night temperatures
varied from 42^° at Birmingham, to 35" at Hull and
Norwich, with an average of 39" nearly. The range
of temperature in the week varied from 36}° at Ports-

mouth, to 2i|° at Liverpool. The mean high tempe-
ratures observed by day ranged from 66|° at Black-
heath, to 584^^ 3-t Newcastle-on-Tyne, the general aver-

age being 61 i*, and the mean low temperatures
observed by night varied from 494*^ at Birming-
ham to 45^* at Hull. The mean daily ran^e

of temperature was as great as ig^" at Blackheath, and
as small as 11* nearly at Liverpool. The average
daily range was 14°. The mean temperature for the

week was 534", the highest being at Portsmouth. 55'/,

and the lowest at Hull, 51**. Rain fell on six days at

Liverpool, Manchester, and Eccles ; at the two latter

places amounts being measured exceeding an inch ;

the rain was also accompanied by hail at Liverpool,

Manchester, and Leicester. Thunderstorms were ex
perienced at Wolverhampton and Liverpool. The
average rainfall over the country was four-tenths of an
inch. The weather became much colder during the

last few days of the week, and hoar frost was observed
in the early morning at places. Aurora Borealis was
observed at Wolverhampton on the 17th and 21st.

In Scotland, the highest temperature by day (684°)

occurred at Paisley, and the lowest (59°) at Greenock,

the general average being 621". The lowest tempe-
ratures at night ranged between 40° nearly at Aber-
deen, and 34° at Perth, with an average value of 364**

over the country. The mean temperature for the week
was 49}°, varying from 5o|° at Paisley to 471° at

Edinburgh. Rain fell at all stations on one or more
days during the week, the amount collected at

Greenock being six-tenths of an inch, at Perth only

four-hundredths, the average fall being three-tenths of

an inch. These amounts are in marked contrast to the

extremely heavy falls of last week.
At Dublin the highest temperature was 66" nearly,

the lowest 354°, the mean 50° nearly, and the rainfall

a quarter of an inch nearly.

Amongst the ornamental hardy trees recently

noticed by us in the Milford Nursery were three varie-

ties of Chestnut, wliich deserve special mention. One
was a silver-variegated sort, which, as we understood,

originated at Milford ; this variety, called Castanea
vesca albo-marginata, has the leaves constantly marked
with a narrow.''border of white, and which, though not so

showy as the golden variegated sort, has about it a
pleasing degree of distinctness. Another was the C.

vesca laciniata, also we believe a Milford plant, in

which the ordinary serratures of the leaves are exag-

gerated into long fringe-like teeth. A third, of Conti-

nental origin, was the C. vesca heterophylla dissecta,

which has very remarkable foliage, and is both distinct

and elegant. In this case the basal leaves borne on
the young shoots are broadly lanceolate and laciniately

toothed, while the upper or younger ones are so much
depauperated as to be linear in form, at the same time

that they are so much elongated as to become droop-

ing, so that the later summer growth forms an elegant

kind of fringe over the surface of the tree. The many
ornamental forms of hardy trees to be found in collec-

tions are not half enough planted ; they seem to be

altogether overlooked by landscape gardeners, but they

afford such important materials for the decoration of the

pleasure-ground, that we shall not fail to invite special

attention to the more important of them, as we may
meet with them in the course of our peregrinations.

The value of the Bearberry (Arctostaphy-

los Uva-Ursi) has usually been regarded in this country

as very slight. Its use in medicine, too, is almost

out of date, although at one time the powdered leaves,

in half drachm doses, were considered to be useful

in calculous diseases. In America, on the contrary,

the plant is still in considerable favour, and the leaves

are imported in large quantities from Europe, some-

times adulterated with those of the Cowberry (Vacci-

nium Vitis ida?a). These leaves are scentless when
fresh, but when dried and powdered smell something

like hay. They have a bitter and very astringent taste,

due to the fact that they contain tannic and gallic acids.

In Sweden they are used for dyeing an ash colour, and

in that countryand in Russia they are employed in tanning

leather. In our own country a new use has been found

for them, which it is worth while to put on record. Those

who have much to do with Boilers will be only too well

aware that they are subject to incrustation or corrosion

to a greater or less extent, according to the nature of

the water used. The deposit upon the inside of the

boiler, technically known as *' scale," is sometimes

more than an inch thick, and has to be removed by
means of a hammer and chisel. A preparation has,

however, lately been brought into notice, under the
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title of "Armitage's Vegetative," wliicli is already

extensively used, and wiiich consists simply of the

powdered leaves of the Bearberry. This is boiled in

the boiler which requires to be cleaned, and the

solution shortly separates the scale from the boiler,

which can then easily be removed. When this has

been done, the " Vegetative " should be put into the

boiler weekly, at the rate of 20 lb. to 24 lb. per 40-

horse boiler, and the "scale" will not accumulate.

Specimens of the preparation, and of the *' scale

"

removed by its use, may now be seen at the Museum at

Kew. The discovery of this property of the plant was

purely accidental. Under the impression that a dye

might be prepared from it, a quantity was boiled in

an old discarded boiler, the result being that the " scale"

was loosened and became easily removable.

Nevs^ Garden Plants.

ODONTOGLOSSUM GRANDE, Lilldl., var. SPLENDENS,
n. var.

Sepalis tepalisque purpureo castanco pictis ; labelli fasciis

vittisque purpureis.

Odontoglossum grande may be a beautiful Orchid ; I

have, however, always disliked its Horse Chestnut

brown spots. Here is a variety with the markings of

a purplish-brown, and the lip nearly white, with beau-

tiful pure purplish bars. It makes one think of that

wonderful Odontoglossum Insleayi splendens, imported

some years ago. I have to thank Mr. Bull for this

brilliant flower. H. G. Rchb.f.

Zygopetalum (Kefersteinia) lacteum, n. sp.

Foliis valde pergameneis cuneato oblongis acutis
:

pediinculis

unifloris ; bracteis triangulis parvis ; sepalis tepalisque oblongis

acutis : labello latissime cuneato oblongo retuso hinc crenulato
:

callo depresso apice bifido laciniis triangulis in basi ; columna
medio dilatata, nunc angulata.

A plant in the way of Zygopetalum (Kefersteinia)

sanguinolentum, with exceedingly stout leaves.

Flowers small, white, with a few brownish dots and
streaks at the base. It was originally discovered by
Mr. Wallis during his adventurous expedition to

Chiriqui. Later, it was collected by M. Endres. It

flowered some years ago with Director Linden, and is

now once more in flower with Messrs. Veitch. //. G.

Rchb.f.

Oncidium crispum, Lodd. ; subl/EVE, nca>. var.

Labelli seriebus verrucarum cum callo primordial!
parallelis nullis.

Among the numerous forms of Oncidium crispum,

Lodd., in the Hamburgh Botanic Garden, this appeared,

which is very different from any which I had pre-

viously seen. There are no warts parallel to the prin-

cipal long callus of the base of the lip. I propose

it as a peculiar variety, yet I should not wonder
at all if the next flower-stalk appears with the old-

fashioned flowers. H. G. Kchb. f.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF
FORESTS IN INDIA.

The following paper on this subject was read by

Dr. Brandis, at the meeting of the British Associa-

tion :

—

Commencing with the observation, that the character

of the forest vegetation in all countries is greatly in-

fluenced by soil, climate, and the action of man, and
that, in India, the distribution of moisture proved to

be one of the most important elements in the pro-

duction of vegetation, the author at once plunged

into details. In the north-west corner of India there

is an arid tract extending from the coast of Cutch

and Sindh in the south to the Salt range in the

north ; and from the hills of Beluchistan in the west to

the Aravalli range in the east ; the rainfall being less

than 15 inches. Vegetation in this district is ex-

tremely scant, consisting of a thin sprinkling of low
thorny scrub on the hiUs. The work of the forester

is limited to those tracts which stretch along the

Indus and its principal tributaries, and which are

watered by the annual overflow of the river during

summer. In Sindh there are on both sides of the

Indus 352,000 acres of Government forest, maintained

solely by the overflow of the river and by percolation.

In another part of Sindh the Babool forest covers

upwards of 30,000 acres, and the shade in them is so

dense that very little grass and herbage will grow. But
when the river forsook its old bed and broke through

in another direction, a part of the forest was left dry,

and eventually perished. Outside this arid belt there

are two belts with a rainfall between 15 and 30 inches,

which might be called the dry zones of India. In the

rest of India, outside these dry and arid belts, the

annual rainfall exceeds 30 inches, save north of the

first great range of the Himalaya, where the fall of rain

is scanty, and consequently the country is arid and
bare. With these exceptions the rainfall of India is

greater than that of Europe. Nevertheless, even in
those moisler parts, the conditions for forest vegetation
are not everywhere as favourable in India as in Europe.
Forests were only found, he observed, where the fall

exceeded 45 inches, and luxuriant vegetation was
limited 10 belts which had a much higher rainfall.

There were two moist zones, where the annual rain ex-
ceeded 75 inches, the smaller one along the western

coast of the peninsula, and the more extensive one on

the outer Himalaya ranges, the hills of Bengal, and

the coasts of Burmah. On the western coast the rain-

fall was moderate as far down as Surat, 47 inches, and

Bombay had 72 inches ; but Janna, only a few miles

inland, had 102. Further down the coast the rainfall

was heavier. Rutnaghem had 115 inches, and Canara

had 123 inches. Approaching the southern extremity

of the peninsula, the rainfall gradually diminished to

2S inches at Cape Comorin. In this narrow moist

belt were found some of the finest forests in India.

The Teak forests of North Canara, protected by the

difficult nature of the country, the Teak and Blackwood

forests of Wynaad and the Anamallays and the forests

of Travancore were reputable forests, which might

stand comparison with the Oak and Beech forests of

the Spenart, and the Oak forests of Central France.

The Teak plantations of Nellumboor, in Malabar, which

were commenced in 1844, and now covered upwards

of 2400 acres, were a splendid instance of luxuriant

forest growth on a good soil, in a foreign climate, and

under good management. The moist region of the

Himalaya and the eastern part of India had a much
larger extent. The Kangra valley, in the Punjab, had

a rainfall of 100 inches, and from here the moist

narrow belt, but widening gradually, ran in a south-

westerly direction as far as Sikkim. Near Simla, the

width of this belt, with a rainfall of 75 inches, was not

more than 30 miles. Near Darjeeling, it extended

into and comprised the whole of Assam, Eastern

Bengal, as far as Dacca and British Burmah. A
second belt of between 60 and 75 inches, ran outside

the foot of the Himalaya, comprising the estuary of

the Ganges and part of Orissa. Within these moist

regions of northern and eastern India, were a great

variety of good forests. Only a small portion of the

Deodar forests of the north-west Himalaya fell within

this belt, the greater part lying inland, where the rain-

fall was less than 60 inches. The india-rubber forests

of Assam and Cachar were within the range of the

heavy rainfall as well as the Ironwood forests of Arracan

and the Teak forests of British Burmah. Between

the dry and moist belts there lay a vast tract of country

with an annual rainfall varying from 30 to 60 inches.

In this part of India the main obstacle to a luxuriant

forest growth was not so much an insufficient supply

of moisture as its unequal distribution over the seasons

of the year. In the greater portion there was a long

dry season and a short rainy season. During the dry

season the leaves and grass get excessively dry and

inflammable, and the smallest spark was then sufficient

to create a conflagration, which did not stop until it

had reached the limits of the forest. These jungle-

fires destroyed millions of seedlings, and those which

escaped were scarred and had in them the germs of

early decay. The jungle-fires were sufficient to ex-

plain the remarkable fact that, in a large proportion of

the forests of Southern and Central India, and in some

of those of the North, the mature trees were unsound

or hollow. The writer then described the part that

man had taken in destroying the forests of India, and

next, the means taken by the British Government to

secure for the future a sufficient supply of timber

throughout the country.

The President, in thanking Dr. Brandis for his com-

munication, spoke of it as typical of what a paper

should be, broad generalisation by an eminent man,

who was intimately acquainted with all the details.

Forests in theirRelations to Hydrology.—The President

introduced Mr. G. Lemoine, Secretary of the Meteoro-

logical Society of Paris, who read a paper on this

subject, drawn up in French, of which the following is

an abstract :

—

The action of forests on the climate of a country

must be considered as extremely doubtful. In the

basin of the Seine it has been established in respect to

forests, as compared with soil covered with grass, or

even with other permanent cultivation, that they have

no influence on the watercourses. The only absolutely

certain action of forests is their influence on the pro-

tection of the soil. They prevent the earth being

carried away ; but, from this single fact, it follows

immediately that, in mountainous countries, they can

retard the flow of torrent waters. In fact, in the

Departement des Hautes Alpes, the presence of forests

prevents the formation of torrents : the re-planting of

woods extinguishes torrents already existing ; but in

most cases turfing alone is sufficient to produce the

same effect. These conclusions must be carefully

limited to the countries in which they have been

obtained ; but they show at once the weakness and

power of man. He acts on the soil, he controls

torrents ; but the great general phenomena of the

atmosphere, the great streams of air, which determine

the climate of a country, are beyond his reach.

Dr. Brown, formerly of South Africa, in com-

menting on this paper, said there were indications

that a great portion of South Africa had been under

water at one time, but at what period had

not yet been ascertained. The trees varied in

magnitude in different quarters, and yet were of the

same magnitude in each locality. It appeared as if

these trees were the product of seed which germinated

when the water level had sunk a little below the spot

on which they were growing ; and if wc could only

ascertain the age of those trees, we might determine

the period when the waters receded. Some of these

trees were 70 and 80 feet in diameter, and Mr. Chap-

man had given him an instance of a tree 104 feet in
|

diameter. But the desiccation of the country had been

going on since the draining off of the waters, owing to

evaporation. The destruction of herbage and grass by

fire, the use of the axe by native and colonist, and the

formation of sheepwalks, had facilitated the process of

evaporation. As an illustration of the effects of

evaporation producing desiccation, he quoted an ex-

periment made by Mr. Blore, who sunk two cylindrical (

jars of the same size in the ground to the depth of four

inches, leaving them projecting one inch above the
:

surface. One was placed where it was practically pro-
1

tected ; the other was sunk in a newly cleared plot.

Into each jar was put 20 ounces of water on January

31. On February 5 the water remaining in each was

carefully measured, and it was found that the evapora-

tion from the jar in the open ground had been more

than double that from the ether jar, which was par-

tially protected, though not covered by bush.

Mr. John Ball said that he did not agree with Mr.

Lemoine in thinking that forests afforded no greater

protection against the formation of torrents than pas-

turage ; and he mentioned instances in proof which

had come under his own observation.

ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY.
The announcement of the Royal Horticultura

Society's prizes for collections of economic entomology,

of which details are given at p. 1098 of the Gardener^

Chronicle, mentions the subjects selected for competi-

tion this time as being British insects injurious to plants

used for food, and also to timber and fruit trees,

growing or felled.

The prizes are, as before, in connection with the

Horticultural Society's collection of economic ento-

mology, now at Bethnal Green Museum, and (as

before) it is proposed to purchase for it from the col-

lections offered in competition such specimens as may
be thought desirable, at a price to be fixed by the

judges. At p. 579 of the Gardeners'' Chronicle for last

year, some suggestions were offered as to the method

employed in the collection in preparing and displaying

specimens so as best to show them in their natural con-

ditions, and it is hoped that by continuing to draw

attention to the subject much useful practical informa-

tion may be gathered, both as to insect injuries and their

remedies.

Amongst the prizes now offered is one of Lio, for a

miscellaneous collection of the British insects injurious

to some one kind of plant used (or food, the selection

of the plant being left open, .and though s uch a series

would be useful in illustration of any food plant, yet if

some competitor could be induced to devote his

especial attention to illustrating the British enemies of

corn, the importance of the subject would make such

a series of singular value as well as interest. To
almost every portion of the corn plant there is some

enemy—the base of the shooting plant, the stem,

inside and out, the leaves, the florets, and the perfect

grain, have each one or more insect destroyers, and

heavy loss is thus caused year by year, both to growers

and to the country at large.

The ravages of the wireworm are well known in the

mass, but further details are highly desirable of the

locality where the parent beetle lays her eggs, with

specimens of the larvre, pupre, and perfect insect

(commonly called click-beetle) of the various kinds

injurious to corn. Further observations would also be

desirable of the part which the Harpalus and other

allied beetles play in infesting the corn ears in such

numbers as they often do. The powerful jaws of the

larva: appear alike fitted for carnivorous and vegetable

food ; and it would be well to ascertain whether some

of them do not share the destructive nature of their

ally, the Zabrus gibbus, occasionally found in England,

which, although belonging to a carnivorous family of

beetles, has been well proved to commit great ravages

on young Wheat.
The corn saw-fly, Cephus pygmreus, deserves atten-

tion as hurtful to the inside of the growing corn stems.

The larva may be found in the stems of standing

stubble during the winter, and amongst especial

desiderata are series of specimens of the various British

species of Chlorops and Cecidomyia.

The first of these minute flies may probably be found

by examining stems of Barley, or some of the other

cereals, where the ear has not been able to free itself

completely from the sheathing leaves. On folding

these back, the stem will often be found to have a

brown diseased channel down one side from the ear to

the topmost joint, and the Chlorops larva or pupa be

found concealed by the folds which have been unable

to expand. The perfect insect may sometimes be found

in enormous quantities in stacks.

The Cecidomyia, also a minute dipterous fly, is

found in the larval state feeding on the pollen of the

florets of Wheat and Bariey. Later in the season the

larva may be found on stubble, and in great numbers

in chaff and rubbish of the barn thresliing-tloor ; and

where the custom prevails of throwing the chaff .and

dust to decay in large heaps under trees, the jierfect

insect may be found in myriads on fine warm after-

noons in the early summer hovering over the protective

mass from which it has just hatched. Illustrations,

also, would be very desirable if the various kinds of

Noctuidje, of which the larvje frequent the corn-ears,
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and of other kinds of moths, and also of beetles known

as destructive to the Continental com crops, but rarely

met with as yet in England.

Similar remarks apply to the many native and

imported insects which attack the com when stored,

and the addition of the various insect parasites and

enemies by which tire corn flies are kept in check in

their natural state would add much to the interest of

the collections.

The illustration of insect injuries to other orders of

food-plants also offers much worthy of attention, espe-

cially amongst the Crucifera- and Leguminosje.

Amongst the former information is still wanted as to

the occasional or periodic appearance of hurtful insects,

such as the Athalia or Turnip saw-fly (vulgarly known
in its larval state as Nigger or Black Jack) which seem

only to visit us in any great numbers at long intervals,

and also of the history of the insects injurious to the

fructification of the Turnip and Cabbage.

Both in the Crucifera; and Leguminosa: the root-

galls, which from time to time are met with, or rather

some of their occasional larval tenants, have still much
that is interesting to be made out concerning theni.

The Pea-root galls occasionally contain a curculioni-

deous larva, the history of which is still unknown, even

as to whether it is the cause or only the casual tenant

of the gall, and the root-galls of field Vetches are often

similarly affected.

The life-history of the Sitona (the Pea weevil) has

long been an especial need, and its discovery might

save much yearly trouble, and occasionally great loss to

horticulturists.

To those who may not be accustomed to work out

the history of insects by breeding them from the fully

developed specimens, it may be useful to mention that

attracted a large amount of attention, on account of its

fine appearance, and the large size of its berries.

I had not an opportunity of seeing it till it was
exhibited at the great International Fruit and Flower

Show held at Glasgow on the nth inst., when the 1st

prize was awarded to it for the best new Grape, /. t'., of a

variety not yet more than si,\ ye.ars in commerce. Its fine

appearance, and still finer flavour, at once arrested my
attention, and I saw we had a variety which, if it pos-

sessed a good strong constitution, and was not otherwise

faulty, could not fail to fill a void which Grape growers

have long felt, viz., to supply a worthy companion to the

Black Hamburgh early in the summer and autumn,

and till the Muscat of Alexandria comes into use.

Although we have numerous white Grapes for summer
work, with the exception of the Golden Hamburgh,
which few succeed in growing well, they are either

small in berry, and consequently wanting in appearance,

or they are deficient in flavour.

Being desirous of further information regarding this

Grape, and being anxious to judge for myself, I paid a

visit to Mr. Thomson's Brobdignagian vineries at

" Tvveedside Vineyards," Clovenfords, Galashiels,

where I had an opportunity of inspecting a large

number of fine healthy young Vines of this variety, of

three summers' growth, and which had grown and ma-
tured a large crop of fruit, the greater part of which had
been cut some considerable time ago, and found their

way to the London and Glasgow markets ; enough,

however, remained to show the character of the fruit.

As a proof of the confidence Mr. Thomson has in this

new Grape, he showed me two large span-roofed

vineries, which he has planted with this variety. One
of the houses is 135 feet in length, 25 feet wide, and

16 feet high, planted with the Duke of Buccleuch as

THE BIRMINGHAM BOTANIC
GARDEN.

In the Birmingham Botanic Gardens one feels in the

country, far away from the din of commerce, the roar

of trade, and the contentions of politics. Whoever
chose the site ought to have a statue. And then it

has been made the most of—Art and Nature have
worked together to create a charming variety of

terrace and dell, rolling ground and level plains,

retired roseries, and sunk American gardens, smooth
archery ground and raw freshly exhumed rocks, clothed

with Ferns and crowned with Foxgloves. This ad-

mixture of the colour of the Foxglove with the green

of Osmunda regalis and other Ferns, was one of the

most valuable hints I picked up at Birmingham. I

had introduced this before, but not in such bold masses.

The effect was charming, and but for the sameness of

many of the masses of sandstone rocks, it would have
appeared most natural. The furnishing of those

12 acres of ground was as varied as their character.

In one spot, the last example of carpet, summer or

spring bedding, or grouping in masses ; divided by
straight lines, as seen near the conservatory, were
formal beds on the terrace, greened down to sobriety

by intervening spiral Yews ; close by, hanging
ribbon borders on the slopes. A few steps more
a fine Picea nobilis, 50 feet high, P. Pinsapo of

rare growth or stature, fine Thujopsis boreaiis, stately

Magnolias ; anon Violas in masses, Lilies and Forget-

me-Nots, a peep at botanical rarities in beds or groups

on a lower level, and then such masses of Rhododen-
drons and Azaleas as one seldom sees, and a single

Andromeda floribunda 10 feet across ; while throughout

all and connecting all, as a beautiful thought or idea

Fig. 293.—exterior view of conservatory in the Birmingham botanic garden.

the little glass-cases called " insect-killers," which are
in fact bell-glasses about 2 or 3 inches in diameter,
with a hollow stopper at the top, and a corked base on
which the bell-glass tightly fits beneath, are a great
assistance. The insects from which eggs are expected
can be safely imprisoned secure from chance exit or
entrance in one of the glasses, and whilst the hollow
stopper allows of a constant supply of water, its removal
at pleasure will give a drier air if needed inside, and
afford access for food or removing whatever has to be
taken away without disturbing the living tenants. The
clear glass allows of all the movements of the contained
insects being perfectly seen, and the eggs if laid on the
glass, as is often the case, may (with the help of a mag-
nifying glass) be in the more transparent kinds so accu-
rately noted in their progressive development of the
contained larva, that the time of its exclusion from the
egg may be approximately guessed, and the appro-
priate food ready for its very ready appetite.

From limits of space, it is scarcely possible to give
more than a meagre detail of a few points which appear
of especial interest for research, but the observer would
find hundreds of others suggested to him by his own
observations, which working them out in the light of

Economic Entomology would afford an interesting

occupation to himself, and be of practical use to the
community at large. O,

DUKE OF BUCCLEUCH GRAPE.
I HAD heard a good deal, more particularly during

the last month or two, about the extraordinary merits
of this new Grape, since Mr. Thomson had been send-
ing quantities of it to the London and Glasgow markets,
where upwards of See lb. had been sold, and where it

had brought nearly double the price given for other
varieties at the same season of the year. In Glasgow,
when sho^vn in quantity in the fruiterers' windows, it

permanent Vines, alternating with, principally. Black

Hamburghs, as supernumeraries. The other house is

200 feet in length, 24 feet wide, and 16 feet high, all

the permanent Vines being the Duke of Buccleuch—the

supernumeraries being planted as in the other house,

but in this case principally Muscat of Alexandria.

Mr. Thomson informed me that he commenced
cutting the Duke of Buccleuch for sale on July 7 ; the

Black Hamburghs, alternating with the Duke, are not

yet (September 12) over-ripe—proving that the Duke of

Buccleuch matures its fruit in a much shorter period

than does the Black Hamburgh, which is in these days

of high-priced fruit no ordinary recommendation.

Vines of the Duke of Buccleuch, growing side by

side with the Black Hamburgh, growing in the same
border, all the conditions the same, are generally some-

what more robust in habit, the foliage being larger

and of greater substance—a sure indication of a good
constitution ; many of the leaves measured more than

14 inches in diameter. The wood is strong, short

jointed, and very hard, already nearly all quite ripe.

Judging from what I have seen of the fruit, the bunches

will, under ordinary good management, average from

14 to 3 lb. in weight ; the clusters are solid and com-
pact, with fine broad shoulders, and unusually stiff,

strong footstalks ; the berries are oval-shaped, of the

largestsize, very equal, andwhen well-finished resembling

the finest Muscats in colour. When thoroughly ripened

its flavour is equalled by few, and second to no Grape

I have ever tasted. I understand its merits as an early

forcing Grape have yet to be tested.

It can only be on very rare occasions that a new
Grape is presented of sufficient merit to justify its

bemg classed with Muscat of Alexandria or Black Ham-
burgh. I believe that, when sufficiently known, the

Duke of Buccleuch will be as much grown as either of

these popular varieties. Archibald pKdir, Castle Ken
nedy^ Stranraer.

governing a life, is the green turf in charming sloping

glades or widening sweeps of beauty, inviting repose

and forgetfulness of business cares and commercial

anxieties. Luxuriating amid the freshness and purity

of such scenes it is difficult to believe that we are

within less than two miles of the centre of Birmingham,

with all the dirt and the dust of its stirring trade. The
high condition of the plants in this garden, in regard to

health and culture, is not only most creditable to Mr.

Latham, the curator, but highly encouraging to other

towns which may be establishing gardens in their

immediate vicinity.

But the crowning beauty of these most interesting

gardens in the eyes of most has yet to be noticed. This

is the great conservatory (fig. 293), with aquarium in the

rear—the former a modern house, of great beauty of

structure and most elegant proportions. The entire

structure is highly ornamental, this beauty being much
enhanced by portions of it being picked out with choco-

late and gold. The furnishing of this conservatory, as

may be seen fromthe illustration (fig. 294, p. 1293), taken

from a photograph of the inside, is quite in keeping with

its structural and other merits. It contained, when I saw
it, manyexcellent examplesofgood cultivation, admirably

arranged. Among thefinestspecimenswere the following

Ferns:—Dicksonia antarctica, D. squarrosa, and the

rather rare and noble Dicksonia arborescens, Alsophila

australis, A. excelsa, A. contaminans, Cyathea medul-

laris, C. princeps, Cibotium regale, C. spectabile, C.

Schiedei, and enormous plants of Platycerium alcicome,

seldom seen in such size and condition. What the Dasy-

lirion acrotrichumwas like is seen in the woodcut. There

were likewise two very fine plants of Phormium, one

of P. tenax variegatum, and the other of P. Colensoi

variegatum ; and noble specimens of Cycas revoluta,

Latania borbonica, Sab.il umbraculifera, and other

Palms. The beautiful Lasiandra macrantha was well

done, and quantities of an old-fashioned showy plant,
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the Diplacus, not puniceus, but glutinosus, made a fine

display on the shelves. The charming old plant,

Plumbago capensis, was also remarkably well grown
and flowered in pots.

The roof of the aquarium, or Lily-house attached to

the conservatory, was well covered with climbers. Pro-
minent among these was a very fine variety of Passi-

flora quadrangularis, that seemed different and larger

than the sort generally grown. Allamanda Schottii

and the Stephanotis were extremely well done in this

house, and a grand effect was produced by the little

used and 'curious Aristolochia omithocephala ; the

Bottle and Snake Gourds were also seen to good
effect on the roof, in company with the Sooly Qua
Cucumber.

In the tanks were some plants of Nympheea dentata,

N. coerulea, and others, and a seedling, a beautiful

and delicate pink, of the size of dentata, said to be a
seedling between N, dentata and N. rubra. Over the

tanks various baskets of Stanhopeas were pushing grand
masses of flowers, and I booked a new idea of basket
furnishing, the bottom and sides filled with Epiphyl-
lum, crowned with a graceful plant of Adiantum
a?thiopicum. Fine masses of Imantophyllum miniatum,
Gymnostachyum Pearcei, a fine plant of the very rare

Stiffiia chrysantha, and many others, were tastefully

intermixed with the following and other Palms :

—

Euterpe sylvestris, Areca sapida, A. Baueri, Seaforthia

elegans, Caryota virens, Latania rubra, Cocos botryo-
phora, and, last and best of all, probably, for health
and size, a noble specimen of Pandanus utilis. The
Orchids have been noticed in the articles " On the Way."
There were fine healthy masses of Oncidiums, Cattleyas,

L^eliap, and Dendrobiums ; among the latter being D.
speciosum, a hardy New Holland Orchid, very useful

for winter flowering. The probability is that it would
stand in sheltered places out-of-doors, for we have
heard of it as being thrown out as worthless and living

and flowering on a dunghill, and from thence being
reinstated in its place of honour as one of the most
valuable winter flowering plants.

In some of the older houses were many unusually
fine plants of Camellias, Acacias, Agaves—singularly

underrated plants these have been for years ; a noble
Araucaria excelsa, many fine tree and other Ferns, a
fine specimen of the seldom seen proteaceous plant,

Stenocarpus Cunninghamii, fine masses of Lapageria
rosea, and a good collection of succulents. Marantas,
Caladiums, and Draccenas, were fully represented, and
a fine collection of tropical and cool Orchids have been
got together, mostly within the last two years, Mr.
Latham being anxious that the gardens should become
rich in Orchids, so that the public may become familiar

with their beauty, and be infected with the Orchid fever,

said to be the most restless and insatiable of all horti-

cultural ailments. Some of the fine pieces of Aerides,
Saccolabium, Angra?cum, Sobralia, Dendrobium, &c.,

are likely to diffuse the infection pretty widely.

The collection of Mexican and other Ferns is rich

and extensive. Among them I noticed Adiantum
farleyense, A. rubellum, A. tinctum, A. concinnum,
A, c. latum ; Todea superba, very fine ; T. pellucida,

T. Fraseri, Trichomanes reniforme, and the beautiful

as rare Lonchitis pubescens ; Cheilanthes hirta, C. ele-

gans, C. micromera, C. spectabilis, C. pulveracea

;

Nothochlosna nivea, N. tenera, Llavea cordifolia,

Goniophlebium incanum, Goniophlebium sepultum,
Platyloma ternifolium, and P. andromedifolium, an ex-
quisite Californian Fern, new to cultivation, introduced
by H. Buckley, Esq. Here, too, I met with the little

grown Aspidium fragrans, whose fronds are as sweet
as if perfumed with the essence of Violets.

From these fragmentary jottings ft will be seen that
there is much to see at the Birmingham Botanic
Gardens of general interest to every lover of horticul-

ture, and if the visitor is fortunate, as I was, to have
Mr. Latham for his guide and instructor, he will have
a pleasant time of it, for his quiet courtesy and unob-
trusive kindness are beyond praise, and his knowledge
of plants and their culture a deep mine that is not
likely to be worked out. D. T. Fish.

HYACINTH CULTURE IN GLASSES.
Hyacinths, as well as all other spring-flowering

bulbs, have now made their appearance in nurserymen's
and seedsmen's establishments, and all who intend to

make a display with them next spring should have
procured their supply by this time. Those, however,
who have delayed so long should make their selection
and purchase their bulbs at once. First come, first

served, is a generally accepted maxim, and there is no
doubt but that a priority of supply insures better
specimens than when late orders have to be met. This
cannot be wondered at, as nurserymen, anxious to give
satisfaction, cannot be expected to do other than send
out good bulbs, if not the best, to the eariiest customer

;

and hence, if a late order is badly served, who is to
blame but the sender of it ?

Those who may not have procured their stock, if
they have the chance of selecting their bulbs, should
pick firm plump, and heavy ones. It has often been
asserted that high or prominent-crowned bulbs are the
best, or, at least, the most likely ones to throw up the
finest spikes of flower. Against this assertion I have
not only got my own experience, but that of one of our
foremost growers, to bring in opposition. Why growers
siiould, as a rule, lean to a belief in those with the

most prominent crowns does not, therefore, seem to

me at all clear. Take any bulb as an illustration, and
do we not find, as in the Onion, that the riper and the

firmer the bulb, the flatter its form ; the same,
doubtless, is the case with Hyacinths. When the
bulbs are thoroughly developed and well harvested,
they are very flat, and, what is more, often very ugly.

Many growers have an objection to ill-shaped bulbs,

but they do not heed the fact that, if one or more of
the outer scales are cracked or split, this is likely to

have resulted from the bulbs at the ripening stage being
supplied with a redundancy of material, even to the point
of increasing the size of the last formed inner scales,

which, as I have endeavoured to explain, can in no wise
prove detrimental to their capacity for making vigorous
growth when required. Having obtained the bulbs,

fill the glasses in which they are to be placed with
water to within 1 inch of the base of the bulb. This
done, put them in a dark room or cellar. Roots, as a
rule, delight to grow in the dark, the action of light

being unnatural to them. It will be seen that I dis-

tinctly advise that the water should not be allowed to

touch the base of the bulb at first. The moisture
caused by the water in process of evaporation will be
ample to set the roots growing. If, on the contrary,

the base is inserted into the water, the leaves are

induced to push, in advance of the roots ; whereas, what
is wanted is, that the roots should be, as far as possible,

in advance of all superficial growth ; and it is to the

fact, that the superficial growth is excited at too early

a stage, that we must attribute, in the majority of

instances, the weakly drawn examples more often than
otherwise seen.

As soon as tlie roots have pushed moderately
freely and evenly, by which time the leaves will have
become slightly developed, removfi them gradually

to the full light, and fill up the glass with
water until it envelopes the entire base of the bulb.

From the first moment the leaves assume a green and
natural hue, keep them constantly in all the light

possible, as thereon depends the whole subsequent
success. It is an excellent plan to drop a lump or two
of charcoal into the water at this time ; it acts as a
fertiliser of the water within the bottles or glasses,

and doubtless maintains it in a non-putrescent state

longer than it would otherwise remain. Do not
attempt to hurry the plants after they have once
assumed the gi'een leaf. If they do not progress as

rapidly as may be deemed necessary, rest assured they
are actively engaged, nevertheless, in collecting vigour
for the final process. WilUajji Earh}\ Valentines.

Dr. Stenhouse's Charcoal Respirator.— In
many gardens where the house-water runs into a sunk
tank, and is pumped up in the morning for the benefit

of the plants, the smell in hot weather is neither agree
able nor good for the pumping gardener. Knowing
that the eminent scientific chemist, Dr. Stenhouse, had
invented a successful charcoal respirator, which
neutralised any ill effect, even from poisonous gases,

I applied to him, and being referred to his respirator

maker, Mr. W. B. Rooff, of 7, Willow Walk, Kentish
Town, N. W., got one there. This—an "orinasal"
one for \os.—appears to answer every purpose. I write

this on the chance of the want having been felt in other

gardens. George F. Wilson^ Heatherbanky Weybridge
Heath.

Begonia Veitchii.—While writing, I maybe allowed
to call attention to the extreme beauty of Begonia Veitchii.

We have one which has been for some time bloom-
ing on the top of a rootwork, and which has been the

admiration of everybody. Its beautiful scarlet flowers,

of a large half-bell shape, and fine handsome leaves,

make it a perfect picture. We have one large pod of
seed, which may or may not ripen. One flower in full

bloom has stood the frost of the two last nights. Some
of my friends expect the plant to prove quite hardy j

others advise a slight protection in hard frost. Ibid.

Orange Fungus.—I was sorely afflicted with this

pest last year. I therefore put on my gardens, and
specially over my rose grounds, more than 600 bushels

of lime, not only as an alterative, but with a view of
burning the dropped spores of this plague. This year
I have had hardly any red Fungus. I seldom ever
have mildew, except under glass. I may say, in

passing, I never had Roses healthier, or a finer

display, in the 20 years I have been a rosarian.

My friend Mr. Sturt wrote some time before the

Prince of Wales arrived, that he should want lots

of Roses. Between August 29 and September 2 I

sent him over 300 beautiful trusses. Lady Augusta
JSturt wrote and said, *' The Roses are beautiful—quite

wonders ; we are so much obliged." Mr. Sturt wrote,
" Your Roses are the wonder of the age ; everybody
noticed them." I sent a corymb of C. Lefebvre—the

premier Rose—with seven expanded blooms, three of

them were full-sized ; this astonished the Prince and
Duchess of Teck, who said the Roses were "splendid
and delightful." How curious it is that so fond
as all people are of Roses, from the prince to the

peasant, few people will take any pains with
this queen of flowers. I also sent to Crichel
some Prince i\lfred Peaches, some Nectarines,

and some Peas — King of Marrows and Veitch's
Perfection, to help my friend, Mr. Beck, who is one of
our best gardeners. The improvements he has made
in Crichel gardens are great. He must have been tried

to cater for so many. Thirty-four sat down to dinner
every day, and 24 in the housekeeper's room. I wish
the Princess of Wales and Nectarine Peaches had been
ripe. I am eating them now ; they are handsome and
good ; thanks to Mr. Rivers. W. F. Radclyffe.

Osborn's Early Forcing French Bean.—I can
fully endorse all that Mr. Grieve has written respecting
this Bean, and I may also add that it has been our
best out-of-doors this year. It was recommended to
me by the late Mr. T, Osborn with the following
remark: "If you grow it once you will grow no
other." I certainly shall grow it, and would recom-
mend it to all who force dwarf Beans. R. Foulger, The
Gardens

J
Chadacre^ Bury St. Edmu?id^s.

Peaches and Nectarines under Glass.

—

Although the present year has, perhaps, been one of
the most inclement and sunless for forcing fruits on
record, and the most unfavourable and trying to the
gardener, both indoors and out, I have, nevertheless,

had a splendid crop of Peaches and Nectarines, in the
greatest perfection. The " set " of fruit was extra-

ordinarily thick. In one house alone I removed as
thinnings upwards of 15CHD fruit. I had the curiosity to
count the fruit on about i square yard of surface of a
Violette Hative Nectarine, and they exceeded 300 ;

equally thickly set was a tree of Royal George Peach.
My fruit, which was highly coloured, and of unsur-
passable flavour, weighed 8 ounces, 9 ounces, 10 ounces,

and in one instance 11^ ounces each. I have gathered
this year 550 Peaches and Nectarines out of one house
alone, 40 feet in length by 8 feet wide, and estimate
the value of the yield at about ^40. W. IV.

M aranta Veitchii .—Having been very successful in

the cultivation of this plant, I send you the following
particulars of my treatment of it. In December, 1870,
I had a plant sent me in a thumb pot, with three small
leaves on it, and not having bottom-heat at command
I put it in the plant stove, under a bell-glass, until the

following February. I then potted it into a 5-inch

pot, and plunged it in brisk bottom-heat. The plant

soon commenced to throw up new growth, and in July
I gave it another shift into a 14-inch pot, again
plunging it as before. I never allowed the plant to

rest, and in February, 1S72, I put it into a 24-inch pot.

It is now (September, 21 months from the time I
received it) 4 feet high and 4 feet through. With it I

took the 1st prize for a single ornamental foliage plant
at the Glasgow Grand International Show. The com-
post I use is half fibrous loam and half peat, with a
liberal addition of sand and rough charcoal, and a
handful of sheep-dung, rubbed through a i-inch sieve.

I always keep the plant well shaded during bright
sunshine, and give it the ordinary stove temperature.

yafnes Ollerhead, A'Ulermoni Gardens^ Glasgenu,

The Potato Disease.—We are now having, day
after day, in the newspapers, a re-hash of all the
nostrums promulgated in years gone by to cure the
Potato disease, and every editor, no doubt, believes he
is adding something new on the subject. From the
leading journal down to every county one, it is quite

amusing to all intimate with the malady to read the
letters from correspondents, propounding exactly the
same cures recommended in 1845 and 1S46. Our
neighbours across the Channel seem to be falling back
on the Aphis vastator theory, and have likewise lugged
in another insect with a queer name to help the Aphis
in the work of destruction. By clinging to this theory I

am afraid the French savants will lose ground in the

race for the cure of the disease. When the Irish

Commission, one of whose members was the late Dr.
Lindley, was formed by Government to report on the

disease in Ireland, at the time when it first appeared,

the fumigation of the tubers with chlorine gas or sulphur

was recommended to be tried to kill the spores of the

mildew. In 1S46 the late Duke of Portland had a

large Mushroom house fitted out with new shallow

shelves to try this cure. The Potatos, both apparently

sound and diseased, were spread thinly on the shelves,

and fumigated first with chlorine gas and afterwards

strongly with sulphur, and all the spores of the mould
must have been killed, except those embedded in the

cells in the insides of the tubers. When these

Potatos were stored in the usual way, all

the very badly diseased ones rotted as fast

as those not operated on. The portion that kept
sound till the spring was used for setting, but the

disease attacked them the same autumn as badly as the

others not fumigated. As some of our scientific men
now recommend the tubers intended for setting to be
pickled the same way as for seed Wheat, it will, no
doubt, be thoroughly tried next year. The keeping

of the sets likewise in boxes with mixtures of sulphur,

soot, or quick-lime round them may be experimented

with, for if this does no good it will not do mucli harm.
I, for one, however, fear that whenever we have such
a wet and warm July or August as the past that all these

cures " will be unavailing. I have never been able to

see any advantage in the autumn planting of Potatos,

either in warding off the disease or getting them to

ripen earlier, when the sets could be kept dry and fi^ee

from sprouting. The best results have with me always
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been secured when the sets were kept in shallow

boxes, and sprouted an inch or two before planting

out, and this can be done any time in early spring

when the weather is favourable. Of course, when
large fields have to be planted this mode is impracti-

cable, but still there might be a better system em-

ployed than the usual one of taking them when
wanted for setting with the first shoots broken off. I

believe when some of our best early varieties of

Potatos with good keeping qualities are planted for

the main crop that we shall set the Potato disease at

defiance, and if the editors of newspapers would try

and impress this in their leading articles, they would

do more good than publishing worn-out cures in their

columns. William jillery.

Mr. 1\. II. Poyhter's experience with Sutton's

Red-skin Flourball and the Bovinia, recorded at p. 1231,

is entirely opposed to mine. I share in the confidence

expressed by others that the Red-skin will be found

generally sound. There was much disease about here

last year, and the Red-skin haulm was attacked like

the rest, while there was not in my crop more than one

or two diseased tubers to the bushel. I kept them

till April, when they proved excellent for the table,

and no disease was found among them after storing.

hope next year to give it a fair trial. The simple

means which I have adopted for 20 years, and which
for 19 years has been attended with {at any rate)

trifling loss from disease, has been in accordance

with the idea that the disease is a fungus. The
application of sulphur would accord with my rules in

principle. I hope also to make a fair trial of Mr.
Radclyffe's recommendation, by planting a portion of

my crop in the autumn. I have reason to think well

of it from a trial made 22 years since. My friend the

late Mr. Deane, of Knutsford, tried the plan, and
highly approved of it. He planted the same kind in

autumn and in spring on equal breadths, and with like

treatment in other respects. His conclusion was, that

the spring planting was up a fortnight sooner, but the

autumn planting was a fortnight earlier in ripening. The
latter point seems to me very important. There would
be less hesitation incutting away diseased foliage, if

we know that the crop is well advanced to maturity in

size. My early crops were utterly destroyed by frosts

in April and May, and I have suffered more loss in one
year in this way than from disease in ten years put
together, y. M, Taylor^ Seer Green Vicarage^ near

Beaconsfield.

Lord Cathcart certainly deserves the best

manures render the crops more liable ; that certain

soils are more subject to the disease than others. A
great deal of this is only negative evidence,
but this we do know, almost for a certainty,

that in the majority of cottage gardens and cottage
allotments Potatos are grown in a manner most favour-

able to the disease. One crop of Potatos follows

another, and they are generally planted in half decayed
manure, close in the rows, and the rows near together,

and this in land which, as is generally the case in cot-

tage gardens, is overhung with fruit trees or cramped
in with hedges or buildings, so as to prevent the free cir-

culation. Now why should cottagers be so dependent
on Potatos? There are other crops which will afford,

weight for weight, as much or even more vegetable

food on equal areas of ground, such as Cabbages,
Savoys, Brussels Sprouts, Carrots, Parsnips, Onions,

Jerusalem Artichokes, &c. I will not occupy your

space by entering upon the method of cropping, but I

think either the Royal Agricultural Society or the

Royal Horticultural Society would be doing a perma-
nent benefit to the country at large if they would offer

some prize for an essay on the best method of crop-

ping land with a succession of vegetables on a four-

course system, so as to make us less dependent on

FiG. 294.— INTERIOR VIEW OF CONSERVATORY IN THE BIRMINGHAM BOTANIC GARDEN (see p. 1291).

I have just raised a huge crop (7 lb.) of the Bovinia
from one root after the disease had destroyed the foliage.

There was one diseased tuber. My cottage neighbours
bought seed of the Red-skin from me in the spring.

There is but one report of them—nearly all sound and
good eating. Let me strongly reccommend to Mr.
Poynter a plentiful application of liquid manure from
the cowstall and the pigstye, instead of other manures,
or no manure at all. The experience of20 years is a good
foundation on which to venture in the way of advice.

I have grown many Potatos of great size, but I never

grew one of bad quality or hollow in the middle with
such manure. I shall not easily forget the excellent

quality of two crops in this way in successive seasons

when the disease was at its worst. Ten years ago (or

nearly) I grew White Rocks (with manure from the

pigstye from which no drainage had been permitted) at

the rate ol 20 tons to the acre : the percentage of

disease was extremely small, and though hundreds of

the tubers were over i lb. weight, whiter or more
mealy Potatos could not have been desired. I agree
thoroughly as to the careful preservation of seed. I

advise also the casting out of all warty, irregular-

shaped and abortive tubers from the seed stock. I

have found this pay well in inducing uniformity. I am
desirous of having further information on the use of soot
and sulphur to diseased foliage. Whether or no, I

thanks of all agriculturists and horticulturists for his

liberal offer, as President of the Royal Agricultural

Society next year, of ;i^ioo for the best essay on the

Potato disease. Allow me through the medium of

your columns to suggest to the Royal Agricultural

Society to supplement the prize with another for the

best essay on cropping land (especially cottage gardens

and allotments) with vegetables, so as to make us less

dependent than we are at present on Potatos, as almost

our only vegetable. We have now been so long

acquainted with the Potato disease, and so many ofour

most experienced and practical farmers and gardeners

as well as scientific men have turned their attention to

it, that I despair of any very great additional know-
ledge being imparted on the subject by any prize

essay, however good. This much, with regard to

Potato disease, we may pretty confidently assert, is

known (though, of course, some will differ in opinion

with regard to it) : First, that the disease is owing to a

microscopic fungus, called either Botrytis or Perono-

spora infestans ; that wet and electrical seasons are

more favourable than dry seasons to the spread of the

fungus ; that no Potato is altogether free from the

attacks of the disease, although some are less liable to

it than others ; that no artificial manure hitherto tried
j

(applied at the time of planting) has secured immunity
j

from its attack : on the contrary, that most artificial 1

Potatos, which the experience of the last 27 years has

shown us to be such an uncertain crop. What vege-

table, for instance, will give more nourishing food off a

small space of ground than good dwarf spring Cab-
bages?—and this, too, helps out a scanty crop of Potatos,

as a very nutritious and palatable dish is made by
frying a mixture of Cabbage (previously parboiled)

with a small quantity of Potatos. Carrots, again, on
suitable land, will give a far greater bulk of nutritive

vegetable than Potatos. Why do we not make
more use, again, of Beetroot and Mangel Wurzel ?

No doubt the Potato, like bread, is a standing dish

we could badly spare, but a proper cultivation

of other vegetables would help the Potatos to go
much further ; and it seems to me absurd to

depend so entirely upon a crop so liable to disease.

Like all other diseases of a fungoid nature, I feel sure

that the only remedy will be found in the proper use of

disinfectants. A careful watch should be made for the

first appearance of disease in the shape of spots on the

leaf, especially after damp, close, and electrical

weather, and top-dressings, either of soot, or sulphate

or lime (gypsum), or caustic lime, applied as a dressing.

I should like to see experiments tried, too, with car-

bolate of lime, made by mixing ordinary gas-tar with

fresh slacked lime, and applied in a dry state. I fear

Dr. Carpenter's recommendation of thoroughly freeing
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the Potatos from resting spores before planting, though

valuable if thoroughly carried out, would not be of

much avail in a district where many Potatos are grown,

as Professor Tyndal's experiments show how the

minute spores of microscopic fungi can be carried

by millions in the atmosphere. A disease something

similar to the Potato disease threatened the total de-

struction of the silkworm in France and south-

em Europe, but was ultimately combated by the

careful experiments and investigations of M .
Pasteur ;

may we not yet hope that some of our scientific philo-

sophers, like Professor Tyndal, may work out a like

cure for the Potato disease ? But till then let us, in the

name of common sense, make more use of other kinds

of vegetables, and teach our cottagers to grow them.

C. P. Peach.

I have sent this day to the station to be for-

warded to you a sample of several kinds of Potatos,

—

Flukes, Dalmahoys, Mealy White, and a red kidney.

Their histoiy is as follows :—In this parish, and, as far

as I can learn, in all the neighbouring parishes, the

Potatos without an exception are diseased to such an

extent as to be not worth the taking up. This is the

case also in my garden here, but just across the road I

have a field of the very worst kind of soil for Potatos

—

heavy, cold, clayey soil, needing draining so much that

6 inches below the surface it is muddy. I had six long

rows of Potatos in this field, occupying rather more

than 40 rods ; no manure was put upon these 40 rods

but 60 bushels of lime, and as much salt as the man
dare use. The Potatos were put in the second week

in March. The Dalmahoys came up in good time, the

other kinds lay 50 long in the ground that I tliought

they had rotted, and would not appear at all, but at

last they struggled up. They made but little haulm,

and that little had the diseased spot upon it very early

in August. I had all the haulm pulled up, but, never-

theless, it was left lying on the ground. On Monday
last I ordered the Potatos to be taken up, expecting to

find them all diseased, like my neighbours', and like

those in my garden across the road. To my astonish-

ment, and also to the amazement of the men, there is

scarcely a diseased Potato among them. They are

very scanty in number, and a great many small ones,

very few larger than the sample I send, but almost all

as clean and sound as those sent, certainly not one in

200 is otherwise. The lighter coloured red kidney has

turned up more plentifully and with fewer small tubers

than any other kind except the Dalmahoys. Perhaps

these facts may be interesting in such a year as this.

Salisbury F.verard, Bengate Redely, Scale, Sept. 13.

In digging some land that was planted with

Potatos of the white blossomed kind, I scarcelycould find

one good ; most of them had rotted clean away, but

under a piece of blue slate I found a root of six or seven

fine Potatos without a speck on them. Gilbert Telfer.

What is the Cause of Clubbing ?—Can any of

your readers help a novice to ascertain the cause of

Broccoli, Cauliflowers, and other vegetables in his

garden clubbing at the roots, and going blind, as the

gardeners say? My gardener informs me he has

planted and replanted this season until his patience

and the plants are all exhausted. The ground can

hardly be held accountable, inasmuch as that part of

the garden that has been well treated and manured is

equally at fault as other parts not so treated. The
gardener says that all the other gardens in this neigh-

bourhood are equally unfortunate. Greenhorn.

Severe Frosts in Dorset.—On Friday and Satur-

day nights kast we were visited with very sharp frosts ;

that on Saturday night being particularly severe. Ice

was seen a quarter of an inch thick yesterday morning,

and much destruction has been done in all our gardens.

Kidney Beans are killed, and in the flower garden

Dahlias, Pelargoniums, &c., are presenting a most

pitiable appearance. Fontmell, Sept. 23.

A Question for Grape Grovsrers.—Is it possible

to grow Black Hamburgh Grapes to full perfection

with the aid of artificial heat ? At first sight this

question may appear to have been miswritten, and that
*' with the aid " should have been written "without the

aid" ; but it is not so. The reasons that induce me to

ask are the following :—I grow Grapes in an unheated
stnicture, and as soon, at all events, as the berries are

set, give tlie same air night and day to the end of the

season, that is, enough to certainly prevent burning,

according to the heat of the sun, whatever that may
be—more, of course, in very hot weather than when it

is cooler, but otherwise always the same night and day.

It happens that the means at my command for open-
ing and shutting are more troublesome than they ordi-

narily are, and consequently I got into that habit, as

much to save trouble as anything else. The result has
been fortunate, as both Black Hamburghs and Espe-
rione ripen as black as Sloes, and with an intensely rich
flavour

; and Royal Muscadine becomes almost too sweet,
being literally like a skinful of honey. In my neigh-
bour's vineries, put up regardless of expense, heated,
of course, and worked by really good gardeners—

I

judge by their other productions : Peaches, Melons,
&c.—the Grapes, though fine in bunch and berry, do
not nearly come up to mine. There is a want of
flavour in theirs which makes the owners say when
they eat mine that the latter are the best Grapes they
ever tasted. My Esperione beats their Black Ham-

burghs hollow. Of the latter, some are not suffi-

ciently coloured ; others might be called so, but none

have the deep, coally blackness, nor the luscious,

satisfying flavour that I find from exjjerience such

Grapes should have. I therefore repeat the question I

have commenced with—Can those Grapes that in

ordinary seasons are grown to full perfection without

fire-heat be grown to the same perfection with it ?

A. B., VVhitland.

Celery Collars.—What has become of them? I

have not seen them used in any garden that I have

called at this autumn. Some of my gardening friends

have not even heard of them, others, like myself, have

been unable to meet with any Celery with collars on
;

and as it happens I am in the midst of a Celery district

where a person would fully e.\pect to meet with them,

either in small or greater quantities, I honestly admit

that I am myself the only person that I know has been

using them. Having some very strong plants of Celery

which required earthing up, and having a supply of

collars in store, I set about the Celery, in the first place

stripping off the short and dead leaves, leaving a clean

stem of 15 inches high and 3 inches in diameter, just

the size to put on the collars at the last "bore." Not
being very expeditious in adjusting and fixing the

collars round the Celery, I enlisted the assistance of

my better half, her fingers being more familiar with

hooks and eyes than mine. We got on veiy expedi-

tiously, and the Celery looked upon the whole rather

smart with their stylish collars. But somehow or other

my man John could not get in love with the collars,

and regarded them with a contemptuous smile—said he

thought the Celery would be better without them.

Nothing more was said at the time, but I gave orders

shortly afterwards to earth-up the said Celery, and

leaving home just at the time, and thinking nothing

more about the collars, John was driven to his wits'

end what to do with them, whether to take them off

or let them remain ; but judging from past experience

that we had always had good Celery without them, he

came to the conclusion that the Celery would be better

without them, as heretofore, and so divested them of

their new ornament, and, to my great astonishment,

when I came home I found my collars helping to

manure the soil. What is the experience of your other

correspondents respecting them ? One in the Ring.

Madresfield Court Grape.—I have two young
canes of this fine handsome Grape bearing their first

crop. During the last few weeks many of the berries

have cracked all over, the juice dropping out. I have

had the border, which is well drained, covered with

glass since they began to colour. I have several other

varieties of Grapes in the same house, none of which

have shown the least sign of cracking. The house has

been kept moderately dry and well aired. I should be

glad to know if any of your correspondents can throw

any light on the subject. John Clarke, Chilton '^Lodge,

Hjtngerford.

Mysterious Disappearance of Cherries.—The
remarks of your different correspondents respecting the

loss of fruit off their garden walls, and the means of

detecting the cause and punishing the offenders, brings

to my mind a circumstance which occurred some years

ago in a friend's garden, which was occasionally sub-

ject to depredation. He had a very fine Apricot tree,

laden with golden fruit, at the end of one of the

terraces. One morning, to his great annoyance and
dismay, he found a great portion of the crop had dis-

appeared, and the only traces left behind were the foot-

prints of the thieves. Fancying they might be induced

to pay the tree another visit, he determined to be

prepared for tliem, and accordingly he raised the skin,

scooped out a portion of some of the remaining fruit,

filling the cavities with Cayenne pepper, and re-covering

the orifice with the skin. In accordance with his pre-

supposition, the next time his unwelcome visitors went
to the tree, they were so anxious to taste the fruit in

its more advanced state of maturity, that they

neglected to test the surface of the skin previous to

taking the first bite, and thus met tlie reward due to

their nefarious industry. The evidence of their disgust

at their own thoughtlessness was left Ijeliind them, on
this occasion, in the shape of sputtered Apricot flesh and
juice, with the associated condiment. The remainder

of the crop remained untouched that season, and my
friend chuckled over the discomfiture of his visitors,

who, no doubt, long remembered the circumstance and
its attendant consequences. C. B. S., Jersey. [Too
dangerous a remedy. Eds.].

Diseased Shallots. — In reply to Mr. May's
letter at p. 1166 with reference to diseased Shallots, the

extremities of the leaves first turned yellow, and to a

casual observer they appeared {to use a common
expression) blighted, but on closely examining the

diseased bulbs the roots were found to be decayed, and
the base of the bulb presented a roughened or rup-

tured appearance. My own impression is (but I may
be wrong) that the Onion-fly had made a lodgment
early in the season amongst the crop, but the attack

had not been so virulent as to destroy the vitality of

the bulbs, but yet had left them weakened and pre-

disposed to receive the spores of mildew or fungus. I

have seen Onions attacked in the same way, the white
Spanish more especially. Late keeping kinds, so far

as my observation goes, generally escape. The remedy

suggested by Mr. Davies at p. I tgS is an excellent one

when it can be carried out. My best crops of

this useful family have always been obtained from
autumn-trenched land, thrown up rough, and left

through the Avinter to sweeten and consolidate, and
previous to sowing or planting in spring, adding a

heavy dressing of wood-ashes, charred or burnt cuttings,

or rubbish, previously passed through a coarse sieve to

remove stones or partly consumed sticks, and the

whole thoroughly mixed with the surface soil. Mr.

Davies appears to confirm my view, that there are at

least two varieties or species of Shallots in cultivation.

My own opinion is that the true Shallot, Allium asca-

lonicum, rarely seeds. I quite agree with Mr. May,
that the benefit derived from a change of seed is very

great, especially so in the case of bulbs or tubers.

Hundreds of tons of Scotch seed Potatos are annually

brought from Scotland for planting in the fen districts,

with the best results. £. Hobday.
I have grown Shallots for many years with varied

success. Over manuring I have found to produce
premature decay and the partial loss of the crop, whilst

it influenced the remaining portion to grow to a large

size. Last autumn I had four roots, selected from a

large heap of the variety known .as the Jersey Shallot,

which weighed i lb. Jersey weight {about 17J0Z. avoir-

dupois) when taken off the ground, and a great number

.

which weighed very little less. These were sound,

round, rich brown coloured, single bulbs, and were
grown from offsets. The gi'eater portion of those I

have seen grown from seed have been very much
divided, /. e., clusters of offsets, and were very wasteful

and troublesome when used for cooking. The best

plan of growing them is to plant them in a well pre-

pared piece of ground, exposed to the sun, and to

supply them with liquid manure when the bulbs are

swelling. I make it a practice to cut off the flower-

spikes as it increases the size of the bulbs. Shallow
planting is always desirable with .Shallots, as they are

liable to decay in wet seasons. Drawing shallow drills

with a hoe, and gently pressing the roots so as to fix

them in their places, is quite sufficient. They require

no covering, and November is the best season, select-

ing fine open weather for the operation. C. B. S.,

Jersey.

To what Size will the Stem of the Ivy grow ?

—In answer to " W. T. P.'s " question, I beg to in-

form those of your readers who have not seen it, that

the most extraordinary stem of Ivy I have ever seen or

heard of, is growing on one of the central ruined build-

ings in Kenilworth Castle. While contemplating that

magnificent ruin I was struck with the enormous size

of this particular specimen, and found its stem was

3 feet in circumference. Considerably gnarled and con-

torted, it nevertheless seemed to be a true stem, and to

me appeared a wonder. Charles Noble, Bagshot.

Lilies.—About two miles from this place there is a

small garden, at all times a charming little spot,

but which is just now rendered pre-eminently so with

an immense number of Lilies growing and flowering in

the greatest profusion, and I think a few facts about

them may be of some interest. The varieties of spe-

ciosum have been gi-owing in thejopen air here for some
years, and the rapidity with which they increase is

something marvellous. The gardener told me they

were originally planted six years ago, one bulb in a

place, and in three years they were taken up for

dividing, when many of them had increased to iS good
flowering roots ; they were then planted again imme-
diately, two bulbs in a place, and this season there arc

clumps of them with upwards of 20 spikes of flowers,

and some of them 8 feet high, and with from 15 to 20

flowers on a spike. When I say there cannot be less than

1000 of L. speciosum rubrum, besides a number of L. s.

roseum and L. s. album in flower at the present time,

the grand effect and delightful perfume produced may to

some extent be imagined. L. auratum has also stood

out here for the last two winters, and is flowering well,

and some of the flowers were very finely marked.

The only protection they receive, one and all, is a little

cocoa-nut fibre placed over them in winter, which they

fill with a mass of roots in summer. I may add that

the Gladioli are treated in the same way. David
Uphill, Moreton Gardens, Dorchester, September 17.

Thuja pendula.—At p. 1192 you make mention of

a specimen of the Thuja (?) pendula growing in Messrs.

Lane's nursery as being 12 feet high and 5 to 6 feet

through its branches. We have a specimen here

16 feet high and 10 feet through, and I consider it the

finest in Europe, at least as far as I have been able to

learn. There used to be, 40 years ago, a nice plant,

aljout 5 feet high, in a corner near the old back

entrance to Kew Gardens. If that plant is still alive

it ought to be as fine as mine. At that time the only

other plant that I knew about London was in the

Chelsea Botanic Garden, planted against an iron bar in

the old greenhouse. I suppose that it must now be

dead. There also used to be a very fine specimen at

Laval in France, but whether it is now living, and of

what size, I am unable to say. I do not see how the

genus Thuja should have got so mixed up with Biota

by botanists, as they differ so much in their inflorescence

and fruit, added to which the Tluija is found east of

the Atlantic, while there is no Biota to the west

of it, that I am aware of, although the rest of the

CupressincK are distributed nearly all over the world.
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I enclose sm:ill specimens of l^iota orientalis of Don,

and B. japonica of Siebokl, both in fruit, to show tlie

difference in their cones ; also a seedling of B. japonica,

to show the inclination of the sort to sport to pendula.

This inclination I have never seen in the seedlings of B.

orientalis, hence I consider the two distinct specific

forms—that is, if there is such a thing as specific

form ; the Biotas, Thujas, and, I may say, the whole

of the Cupressina.% seem to me to prove the con-

trary. I also enclose a small spray of Biota pen-

dula of Kndlicher, the Thuja pendula of Lambert.

Why such confusion of nomenclature should prevail

through the whole coniferous family, and especially

through the Thujx and Biotx, I am at a loss to under-

stand, especially as the characteristics of tlie whole of

the Coniferce are of the most salient kind. In cultiva-

tion there is little or no difficulty in discriminating

between the species or various forms, if we leave out

of the account that host of forms that were a few

years ago imposed upon us, amounting to somewhere
about 70 so-called kinds. "Wliere are Ihey now ?

Echo answers, Where ? Where indeed ? I have wan-

dered far away from my Thuja pendula, but I hope
you will excuse it in one a little "touched" upon
these subjects. As a clerical visitor said to me a day

or two ago, pointing his finger to his head, "I see

you are, like myself, a little touched about trees and

fruits." The worthy gentleman has one of the best

collections of both in the West, and an extended and

minute knowledge of them. John Scott,

Parsley-leaved Bramble.—In a season like the

present, when fruit is scarce, one is naturally on the

look out for a remedy to meet this scarcity. Tlie pro-

viding of protection for such fruits as suffer from
untoward weather is a very good idea, but I have in my
eye another means of providing an abundance, viz., by
growing fruits hitherto neglected or little thought of.

Amongst them may certainly be reckoned the Brambles,

and particularly the Parsley-leaved variety. I am aware
of one ]-)lant which this year has had upon it quarts

of fine fruit, and which takes up no more room than

about half a dozen Raspberry plants, and of course

they would not produce anything like the same quantity

of fruit. Being connected with so many wild relations,

it may never rank amongst choice fruits, but it

certainly is agreeable, and I believe it is considered

wholesome. In this part, where there are many un-

trimmed hedges, and Brambles are allowed full liberty,

there is a great crop of Blackberries, which are eagerly

sought after, especially by the humbler classes, to

M-hom they prove very useful. J. C, the N'urseries,

Kmitsford.

Royal Horticultural Society's Chiswick
Garden.—Like your correspondent, "An Old Chis-

wick Crock Boy," I have spent many happy days at

dear old Chiswick, and nothing affords me more
pleasure than to hear that the new order of things is

working well and satisfactorily under the superinten-

dence of my worthy friend, Mr. Barron. Concerning
the large vinery, it may not be generally kno^vn that

Mr. McEwen's idea was to hold an autumn fruit show
inside it, staging the fmit on the Vine borders. A fruit

show so arranged, and with a canopy of Grapes over-

head, would certainly be a sight which, once seen,

would not easily be forgotten. I cannot agree with
your correspondent on the pomt of taking out all the

Vines planted inside, which he considers quite proper.

Golden Hamburgh, which was one of these, used to

astonish everybody, and when Mr. Veitch's customers
found fault with this variety he used to answer,
" Go to Chiswick, and there you will see the Golden
Hamburgh in all its glory." My opinion is now, and
always was, that the inside walk should be taken up,

and the space filled up in the usual manner with turfand
broken bones, and that the whole should be well mulched
with a very scarce thing at Chiswick—rotten dung.
I think we owe a deep debt of gratitude to the lamented
George McEwen, for conceiving the idea of planting

inside and out all the sorts he could lay hold of, giving
the Fellows an opportunity of seeing all growing and
fruiting side by side ; and, lastly, distributing cuttings

of those Avhich were most approved — at least so
thinks One of Beji Hides Old Assistants.

A Lightning-Struck Cedar.—I should be glad
if any of your correspondents could tell me what
to do with a very old and handsome Cedar tree,

which was lately struck by lightning. The light-

ning struck the highest branch, and descending
the tree split its massive trunk and tore out great

pieces of the wood to the depth of 2 or 3 inches,

stripping off the bark, and scathing the whole tree

round its base, as if it had been enveloped in a sheet

of fire. The group of Cedars round my house is well

known in this part of the country, and the loss of one
of them would be a great misfortune, as I believe they
rank in si^e and beauty with those of Warwick Castle,

if, indeed, they are not finer still. I should like to

know whether I could best protect the tree by an iron

ligature or chain round the cleft trunk, and whether I

might venture to close up with cement or any other
substance the fissures where the wood has been rent
away, ^ohn S, Cilliat, C/iarie^'wood Cedars, IVatjord.

[This case is a severe one, and will most probably
hasten the decay of the tree ; but the following treat-

ment is submitted as the best that can be adopted.
First close the trunk where split, by means of force,

then use ligatures of hoop iron or chain, so as to retain

tile closed position as firmly as possible ; next pare the

riven edges of the bark to make it smooth and even on
each side of the clefts, and employ a composition of

Portland cement and clean sand (i of cement to 5 of

sand), so as to cover the bare wood. The same pro-

cess to be adopted where the bark has been stripped

off by the lightning, and especially to protect the trunk

at the points or forks where the splittings begin. In
applying tire cement with a small trowel, care must be
taken to leave the surface smooth, and to keep the

smooth surface below the inner bark, so that new bark

may eventually swell over the artificial surface without

interruption. After the cement is hardened it may be
coloured, to imitate the bark of the tree. Eds.]

Gas-tar and Slugs.—In consequence of having

seen a communication in the Gardeners' Chronicle lahoni

two or three months ago, recommending as a remedy
for the ravages of slugs "gas-tar mixed with water till

it becomes the colour of weak coffee " (or words hav-

ing the same meaning), we endeavoured to try it, but

it was a failure ; the tar would not mix with the water,

but came out of the spout of the watering-pot sepa-

rately, killed the plants it touched, and proved to be

worse than nothing. We think we must have made a

mistake, and that something else was intended. Will

your correspondent kindly oblige by giving us

further information on the subject? The small slug

abounding in our gardens destroys all the radical leaves

of our plants, besides doing other mischief, and we
should be thankful for any advice that would help us to

keep it in check. A. y. T. S.

Skeleton Leaves.—Enclosed we have pleasure in

sending you three specimens of skeletonised leaves ; and,

altliough we are aware the process is not a new one,

still, the cheap rate at which we offer them, and their

gi'eat value for all purposes where a relief is required,

justifies our bringing them before your notice. The
leaves consist principally of Aspen, Sycamore, Ivy,

Fig. 295.—cross of skeleton leaves.

and Magnolia. They are very beautifully done, and
look very effective arranged as a group, or as a set-off

to a winter bouquet. They are also used for ladies'

hair, being intermingled with flowers. The annexed
illustration (fig. 295) is of a memorial cross made of them
on a ground of blue velvet. Dick Radclyff'e, 12C), High
Hollwrn, W. C. [Beautifully prepared specimens. It

is much to be desired that, in addition to specimens
prepared for ornamental purposes, a full series of such

specimens, illustrating as many forms of venation as

possible, should be prepared for botanical purposes.

Eds.]

Vanda Lowii.—We liave here a plant of Vanda
Lowii on which are four spikes of flowers. The
total length of the spikes is 25 feet 6 inches, and there

are 129 flowers now open, and have been so for the last

three weeks. I should like to know if any of your
numerous correspondents have seen a plant of the above
species better flowered ? P. C, Tatton Park.

Measuring the Heights of Trees.—Your corre-

spondent " W. T. P." has two articles in the Gardeners'

Chronicie of August ^i—one on measuring heights of

trees, p. 1166, and another on heights of trees, p. 1167.

To obtain these heights he objects to the use of the

theodolite, as being too cumbersome to carry about,

and informs us that an architect in Ireland has designed
an instrument, small enough to go into the waistcoat
pocket, for the purpose of measuring inaccessible

heights and distances. This may be a very clever,

useful article for such purposes, — but why does not
" W. T. P." make use of one or other of the following

methods? viz. : — ist. When the tree stands alone,

and the sun shines, take a pole and plant it perpendi-
cularly. Suppose its height above ground 10 feet, then
measure its shadow, which suppose 8 feet, also the

shadow of the tree, which suppose 76 feet. Then
S : 76 :; 10 : 95 feet—the height of the tree. 2d, When
the tree stands in a plantation, or, wlien the sun, as it

often is in these days, is obscured, let him nftke himself

a geometrical quadrant, either on paper and paste it

on wood, or on wood, or, better still, call upon a

dealer in mathematical instruments and buy a brass

one, small enough to go into a pocket j then let him

walk backward and forward till the plummet hangs at

the angle of 45° ; then because equal angles subtend
equal sides, tlie distance from him to the tree + 5i
feet, the height of the eye, is the height of the tree.

Heights may be measured at any angle, but except at

45" the process requires a trigonometrical calculation,

involving the use of logarithms. These would be very
good exercises for joung gardeners. D. Dodds,
Muckcrston, by Kelso.

The plan I mentioned at p. 1231 for ascer-

taining the heights of trees can only be expected to

give an approximation to the height, and it would
be more adapted to conical or pyramid-shaped trees

than others ; and yet, on reference to the woodcut, it

will be seen that the point at which the dotted line

touches the foliage will make almost exactly the same
angle as the top of the tree. As regards the difficulty

which *' W. T. P." apprehends in assigning a separate

task to each eye, I think if he would stand at an esti-

mated right distance and then make a few observa-

tions, approaching and receding from the tree, and
use his forefinger and thumb to clamp the thread, so

as to read its position on the circumference of the in-

strument, he would soon find himself in the right spot

without having recourse to the inelegant art of "squint-
ing." If he desires absolute correctness, a sextant

would be better, and then he could stand where he
liked, measuring a base line from thence to the tree,

and work it out afterwards with a table of logar-

ithms. T. IV. Marsh, Dorking.

Potato Starch.—May I ask room for a few words
in addition to my note on Potato arrowroot which
you were good enougli to insert in your number for

September 7 ? I find the plan mentioned for pro-

curing the starch, which was in all essentials Dr.
Hooker's, so successful and simple, that the people
round here are adopting it, and sending the recipe

to their friends. I enclose a sample of the arrow-
root for your inspection. [Very good. Eds.] This
was made from Potatos so thoroughly diseased as to

be useless for food, but not yet gone into wet rottenness.

A mass of Potatos in this state, filling a basket about
20 inches by 14 and 8^ deep, gives rather more than a
pound of arrowroot. The taste of the arrowroot is

good—that is, it appears so to me ; and all who have
partaken of it approve of it in all respects. In what
has been made under my own superintendence, the

Potatos have been grated in a common kitchen horse-

hair sieve, set in the top of a pan of water ; this

allowed the starch to flow through readily—scarcely

any pulp or impurities went through with it, and the

starch settled in a firm solid mass, such a mass as that

mentioned by Mr. Allnutt as formerly to be procured. If

it had been in large quantities a spade would have been
quite requisite to get it out ; as it was, in the language

of one of the women employed, " You must go with
all your might to get your hand through ; " and
personally I found her correct. All the Potatos had
been recently dug up. The starch has to be washed
several times to make it quite white ; but there is not

much to be removed, and by forcing the hand down in

the deposit of starch after the water has been poured
away, so as to make a hollow, the discoloured matter,

which is only on the surface, drains into the hole, and
can easily be removed. A basket of Potatos of the

size I have mentioned can easily be grated by a woman
in an hour and a-half, this including all arrangements
of throwing away rubbish dovra to setting the pan of

arrowroot aside to settle. O.

Gros Colman Grape.—It is somewhat singular

that this noble Grape has been so much and so often

confounded with the Barbarossa. Possibly it may
have arisen from the fact that the synonym for the Bar-

barossa is Gros GuiUaume. Then, again, to show
that confusion exists in this matter, I need only refer

to your excellent account of the Glasgow Inter-

national show, where Pennington Ilall Hamburgh,
that took the prize as the best bloomed Grape, is

adverted to as an example of Barbarossa, or

Gros Guillaume. Now, I believe this Grape is the

Gros Colman. We all know the effects of difference

of soil, climate, treatment on the size, colour, form,

and qviality of Grapes, and how superior skill will

often force most of their normal characteristics beyond
our knowledge. But making due allowance for this,

the Gros Colman is evidently widely different from the

Barbarossa. If any one continues to doubt it, let him
go to Clovenfords and see them side by side in the same
soil and treatment. Not only are the berries of the

Gros Colman much larger, but the leaves also ; and
they lack that fiery red that forms such a sure mark
of the Barbarossa. £>. T, F.

The Royal Horticultural Society's Prizes,

—

The schedule of prizes for the International Fruit

Show, at South Kensington, in November next, quite

makes one's mouth water. What a lucky dog will be
he who can quietly walk into his garden and gather

from trees, on which he has during the past 12 months
expended not an hour's labour, six Apples each, of
several different kinds, and with these carry off, in

first prizes, 20j'. for every dish he so exhibits. That
this will be the case with the great bulk of the prize

dishes of Apples and Pears on November 6 next there

can be little doubt, and accidents of soil and situation

will do more to favour success than all the trouble or

cultivation that might be expended on the trees. On
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the same Wednesday in November the Society offers

the munificent sum of ^i as a first prize for a collec-

tion of Potatos ; thus showing that, in the estimation of

the Council, a single dish of six Pears or Apples is of

as much importance, and requires as much cultural

ability to produce, as a large collection of from 40 to

50 dishes of fine, well-formed Potatos, of, probably,

10 or 12 tubers in each dish. After the remarkable

display of tubers that took place at South Kensington

last November it was generally hoped by Potato

growers that the Council would have been advised to

offer more liberal sums as prizes this year, having a

desire to encourage the good cultivation of good sorts

of an esculent, the value of which to us, as a Potato con-

suming people, we in these days of disease and disaster

are becoming more than ever alive to. To put a large

collection of Potatos on an equality with a dish of

Apples or Pears evinces the most entire ignorance both

of the nature of the Potatos and of the great amount of

labour, energy, patience, and cultural skill that is

needed to produce, even in ordinary seasons, such good
examples as one would consider fit to exhibit before

such a critical audience as will be at South Kensington
on November 6. But with such an ordeal as unfortu-

nate growers have had to pass through this year—with
disease and death all around, and a possible extermina-

tion of their crops staring them in the face—and when
a large collection of presentable samples can only be

got together under the most depressing conditions, the

rich[!J and royal Horticultural Society proposes to

encourage half ruined growers of this most valuable

esculent by again offering them as prizes the marvellous
sums of 20J-., i5j-., and loj-., neither of which amounts
would cover the cost incurred by sending a large col-

lection 20 miles, staging them, and getting them back
again. Is it too late to draw the attention of the

Council to this matter, and to ask. them to extend to

the cultivation of the Potato at least an equal amount
of the encouragement that is given by them to the

growlh of Apples and Pears? In any case, I hope to

be at South Kensington on November 6, with as large

a collection of Potatos, as last year, and trust that many
others will be of the same mind, so that we may show
to visitors that the poor, despised "tatur" can create,

in the minds of some horticulturists at least, as

much interest as the more aristocratic tree fruit. In

the concluding paragraph of your report of the recent

Glasgow fruit show, it is stated that '*much encourage-
ment was given to the vegetable department, and
deservedly so. The display was large and very excel-

lent." After readuig this, we have a right lo infer that

they do these things better in Scotland than at South
Kensington. Alex. Deaii^ Bedfoni.

The Pink Gloire de Dijon Rose.—Through the

kindness of Mr. Kemp, who has forwarded samples of

this Rose, I am now enabled to state that it is wholly
different from any of those suffused with pink, adverted
to by me at p. 1230. It is so good a pink as to be a
wholly new and distinct variety. We have no Rose of

the same shade that I am aware of. It is more pink
than La France, or Bougere, or Adam, and not so

deep a pink as Baron Gonella (Bourbon). Perhaps the

nearest approach to the colour of the pink Gloire de
Dijon would be arrived at by blending the Baron Gonella
and La France. The kind is a fine dark pink, as much so

as Coup d'Hcbe ; in leaf and strength of growth it

retains the true character of the Gloire de Dijon.
Nothing need be added in recommendation. A delicate

pink Gloire de Dijon will at once take its place in the

first rank of the best Roses everywhere, for take the

Glory for all in all we can hardly find its equal. Of
late years we have been almost overdone with lemons
and yellows and cream colours in the Tea classes. Of
good pinks there is still a dearth, unless of the paler

hues. The pink Gloire de Dijon, providing it remains
constant, will fill to overflowing the almost empty
niche of th is colour, and become one of the

most useful of all Roses. The plant is a cut-

ting from the usual sort, which has never shown
any unusual tendency pink-ward. It was struck four

years ago, and flovi'ered for two years in the usual
manner. This season it has yielded its first crop of

pink blossoms. The plant is throwing up strong shoots

near the ground, and Mr. Kemp is anxious to test

whether they also will produce pink flowers. The
matter is well worthy of the attention of the Scientific

Committee ; l)ut whether science can account for its

origin or not, there can be no question that every Rose
grower will welcome with open arms a pink Gloire de
Dijon to run in prize couples with its yellow pro-
genitor. D. T. Fish.

The Weather in Forfarshire.—Winter has set in

upon us here remarkably early this season. On Friday,
the 20ih, our thermometer registered 5' of frost, and
on Friday and Saturday the weather continued ex-
tremely cold. Saturday afternoon brought heavy rain,

and on Sunday morning the tops of the Grampians
were covered with snow. On Monday they were com
pletely covered to 3 feet, but to-day (Tuesday) it has
nearly all passed away under the influence of the sun.
A week of fine weather would complete harvest
operations in this quarter. G. J., Glainis.

Raising Seedling Briars.—In reply to a cor-
respondent, Mr. Prince remarks:—"After collecting the
hips they are carefully cleaned and dried, and ware-
housed till about midsummer, then sown with a Suffolk

drill with six coulters (as for Turnips). I use about
28 to 30 lb. per acre, and when thick enough, early in

spring, I hoe them out about i foot apart ; at this rate

of seed they are sometimes (in a wet season) too thick

to be sacrificed to the hoe ; and on the other hand, as

last year's crop (drilled in 1S70), I grew only 14,000 or

15,000 on4i acres, I suppose on account of the dryness

oftlie season. In referring to that portion of your
article on p. 1225 respecting the budding of the Briar,

allow me to say I do not bud low down, but in the

natural neck or collar of the plant, immediately under
the branches. I think the use of the cultivated

seedling Briar is one of the best points yet attained

either in budding or grafting the Rose."

Martinezia erosa.—At one of the spring shows of
the Royal Botanic Society, Messrs. Rollisson & Sons
exhibited a nicely-grown though small plant of the new
South American Martinezia erosa (fig. 296, p. 1297). It

is a remarkable-looking Palm, with mealy leaf-stalks and
pinnate leaves, which consist of a few pairs of narrowish
leaflets at the base, and a pair of broader ones at the

apex, all of them being obliquely erose, while both
leaf-stalks and leaf-blades, the latter both above and
beneath, are thickly furnished with long brown needle-

like spines, which in the case of the leaf-blades are

developed from the rather prominent veins.

Foreign Correspondence.
Brisbane Botanic Garden.—We have received

from Mr. Walter Hill a copy of his annual report on
the condition of this garden, which is of a very satis-

factory character. We extract the following list of

trees and shrubs which have been largely planted for

shade or ornamental purposes :—
H?ematoxylon campechianum (Logwood), Ficus

Sycomorus (Sycamore), Ficus religiosa (Pepul), Ficus

Benjamina (Weeping Fig of Java), Thespesia populnea
(Soovoya-grass tree), Platanus orientalis (Eastern Plane),

Platanus occidentalis (Western Plane), Liriodendron
tulipiferum (Tulip tree), Castanospermum australe (More-
ton Bay Chestnut), Poincianaregia, Barkleya syringifolia,

Stenocarpus Cunninghamii, Lafonesia microphylla, Jaca-
randa mimosEefolia, Ficus syringifolia, Ficus australis,

Ficus macrophylla, Magnolia grandiflora, &c. Their
foliage is very much diversified, and the contrast exhi-

bited gives a most pleasing effect.

The tree in the foregoing list which appears to be
most in popular favour lor shade and the embellishment of

ornamental grounds, is tha Weeping Fig, from Java.
Wlien it attains its full height of 100 feet, the noble
appearance that it will present will afford proof that it was
rightly selected for the position which it occupies. The
Soovoya-grass tree of Ceylon has been much lauded for

its adaptability for shading the streets and parks of Bris-

bane, but Mr. H ill has found it to be unfit for that purpose.

The shrubs planted on each side of the gravelled foot-

path leading from George Street entrance have made
highly satisfactory growth, and when in bloom present a
most pleasing effect. They consist of Lagerstrcemia
indica, L. indica alba, L. reginse, Tecoma velutina,

Duranta Plumieri, D. EUisia, Allamanda neriifolia, Inga
pulcherrima. Hibiscus rosa sinensis, &c.

The lagoon near the main entrance gate, which is

planted with Nymphsea gigantea (Purple Water Lily).

now presents a remarkably fine sight, through the flower

being in full bloom. The smaller lagoons near the green-

house, which contain Pink Water Lilies and other aquatic

plants, are also an attractive feature to visitors.

The experimental department, more than ever,

attracts the attention of the public, and especially of those

whose business is the cultivation of the soil, or who intend

to engage in the occupation. Every staple of agricultural

industry that is known in Queensland has been of exotic

origin, and its growth at first mere experiment. These
articles, however, are still very few in number relatively

to the vast area and the varied soil and climate ofQueens-
land. Mr. Hill has always considered the principal object

of the Botanic Garden to be to increase their number by
patient trials of the suitability of the colony for the growth
of every species of the vegetable products of other coun-
tries that are of economic value.

The interchange of live plants and seeds has occupied
attention. The demand, especially for economic plants,

is constantly on the increase, and involves a great amount
of correspondence.

Mr. Hill thus alludes to a despatch from the Secre-

tary of State for the Colonies, containing a proposition

emanating from one of the Governors of Her Majesty's

East India possessions, for the systematic exchange of

vegetable products between the British possessions in

various parts of the world. A scheme of so extensive a

nature, and including territories in every great division of

the earth, would necessarily require a central depot.

He believes that no better one could be found than at

the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew, where the work of

interchange has been so long carried on by the present

Director and his father, the late Sir William Hooker;
and where the resources and appliances at command
are, no doubt, unequalled by any other establishment

of the kind.

Tlie number of contributors to the garden was 83,

from whom were received 800 living plants and 200 pack-

ages of seeds. Of these, the following are especially

valuable for commercial purposes :—From Messrs. Shep-
herd & Co., nurserymen, .Sydney, 46 varieties of Orange
trees; from Mr. J. G. Cribb, Brisbane, 30 varieties of

European and 20 of American Vines, and 40 of American
Apples, Pears, and Peaches.

The requisitions for plants of Cinchona, from various

persons in the northern districts, and for Clove, Nutmeg,
Allspice, Cinnamon, Betel nuts, Mangosteen, Durian,

Bread-fruit, Cocoa, Tonquin Bean, Bitter Bark, Gutta

percha, Oil Palms, and Vucona plants, have been greater

in number than could be supplied.

During the last 12 months there have been distributed

to 539 individuals and establishments 50,200 cuttings of

14 varieties of Sugar-cane, 5000 cuttings of the white
Mulberry, 5056 Coffee plants, 1020 Tea plants, 1060
Ginger roots, 300 papers of Manilla, Havannah, and
Shiraz Tobaccos, 10,000 of other useful or ornamental
plants, and ^'j packets of indigenous seeds. Besides
these, 1000 trees and shrubs, &c., were sent to pubUc
offices and the Town Reserve in Queen Street.

Much interest is being taken in this colony in the
cultivation of the Mulberry for silk growing; and some
degree of attention is also being directed to fibre-pro-

ducing plants. A considerable demand appears to exist

for Cotton seed for Fiji and New South Wales. Besides
the plants that are most inquired for, there are many
others of a valuable description that have been proved in
the experimental department to be suited to the climate
of Queensland, the cultivation of which would be attended
with profit to the grower and advantage to the colony.
As an instance of a single class, the dye-producing plants
are mentioned.

Mr. Hill regrets that he cannot report any"useful results

from the experiments made in growing the different

varieties of Vines during the past season. They were in

full bearing when, just at the period of the ripenmg of
the fruit, very \yarm and rainy weather set in, which had
the eftect of destroying the Grapes. As was remaiked in

the two previous reports, a great desideratum is, that a
reserve should be set apart, in a cooler region of the
colony than Brisbane, for Vine growing and the cultiva-

tion of European plants.

Since the last report a reserve has been proclaimed at

Rockingham Bay, very suitable for experiments in the
cultivation of intertropical vegetation and products ; and
it is hoped it may yet be considered expedient to set one
apart on the Darling Downs for plants indigenous to the
temperate zone.

I have continued to supply Commander Bedwell,
R.N., with the Artocarpus integrifolia (Jack fruit), and
other useful plants, for the islands he visits in the survey-

ing schooner Pearl, in order that they may provide food
for shipwrecked sailors, and perhaps form nurseries from
which future settlers on the neighbouring coast could
obtain supplies of plants. I may state that the Pandanus
utilis, which affords tlie material from which the sugar-

bags or mats are made, will flourish on barren sandy
islands ; and as there is likely to be a great demand for

this article, the Pandanus might with advantage be
planted extensively. From the description given of
Eclipse Island by members of the late expedition, I have
no doubt that it would be a very suitable place for the

purpose.

Societies.
Royal Horticultural of Aberdeen : Sept. 20 and

21.— (From a Correspondent.)—The autumn show of this

flourishing Society was held on Friday and Saturday last

in the West-end Pleasure Gardens, the site of the old
Bridewell Prison, part of the old walls of which were still

remaining, presenting rather a ruinous aspect, not at all in

harmony with a flower show. The show itself was held
in a large and elegant marquee erected for the purpose,
and which was well filled with what must in all respects

be considered a very excellent display of the horticultural

produce of the district. The arrangement of the objects,

with the exception of the vegetables, was not so perfect as
it might have been ; and there was a degree of rough-
ness visible throughout which did not add to the attrac-

tion of the meeting. This may partly be accounted for,

however, by the excessively bad weather which was expe-
rienced on the opening day. The great strength of the

show rested with the vegetables and cut flowers, and its

weakness in its fruit (especially Grapes) and bouquets.
Plants were not specially invited, and as a consequence
few were shown. The display of vegetables was magni-
ficent, and without disparaging in any way the great

show at Glasgow of the previous week, we must unhesit-

atingly say that for vegetables, whether as regards

quality or quantity, the show at Aberdeen was superior

to that at Glasgow. Never before, indeed, have we seen
a finer or more excellent display. It therefore redounds
greatly to the credit of the gardeners of Aberdeen that in

this, which is, in truth, the most important department of

gardening, they should so much excel. As especially

deserving of notice, we mention the best collection of
12 varieties of vegetables (Cucumbers, Tomatos, and
Mushrooms excluded), for which a handsome silver cup
was offered. The contest was very close between seven or

eight exhibitors, the judges awarding the prize to Mr.
Smith, gr. to Col. Knight Erskine, of Pittodrie. The
collection contained Peas, Cauliflowers, Cabbages, Celery,

Beet, Parsnips, Onions, Carrots, French Beans, Turnips,

Leeks, and Potatos. The next best lot, in our opinion,

came from Mr. Farquhar, gr. to Col. W. C. Gordon,
Fyvie ; but this, for some unaccountable reason, was
passed over entirely by the judges. Potatos formed quite

an exhibition of themselves. There were so many excel-

lent examples shown, that it would be quite invidious to

mention any in particular. Of the varieties, the more
noticeable were Webb's Imperial, Smith's Early, American
Rose, Ellon Castle, Prince Regent, Rintoul's Pink Don, Rin-

toul's White Don, Scotch Blue, &c. Celery was especially

fine, the ist prize being awarded to Mr. Peter Ogg, gr. to

Sir William Forbes, Bart., Tintray House. Veitch's

Autumn Giant Cauliflower, from Mr. Greig, gr. to Sir A.
Grant, Bart., Monymusk, was especially fine for the

season. The best Parsnips came from Mr. Farquhar,

Fyvie, and they were truly splendid. Carrots were
largely represented, and were all wonderfully fine.

Yellow Turnips, which are here preferred to the white-

fleshed, and for which Aberdeen is at all times famed,

made a fine display. The Swedish Turnips were, on the

contrary, rather small. Cabbages, Savoys, and Scotch
Curlies were very large and fine. Onions were very small

by comparison with those shown about London, although
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they were hero considered very good. The Cucumbers Society has yet held. The show was held in the maga-

and Vegetable Marrows were all coarse and inferior. A
,

zine field, at the northern end of the town. The various

very interesting collection ofFungi (named) was shown by ' tents were arranged in the form of an oval, with the band-

Mr. lames Taylor. Allandale, which e-xcited great atten-
,

stand in the centre. With the exception of Ferns, which

tion Fruit as already stated, was but poorly repre- !
were excellently well shown, plants were scarce, as might

sented. For the best collection of 9 varieties of fruit.
,

be expected at this season of the year. The principal

excluding Pine-apples a handsome cup was offered, and
|

exhibitor was Mr. Bones, gr. to D. M'Intosh, Esq., Rom-

was worthily won by Mr. Donaldson, gr. to the Earl of '—' '-^ ' -— ""'' —'^-" -'-»= v..,ncr

Kintore, Keith HalL In his collection were very good

Barrington Peaches, Jefferson and Kirke's Plums, Melons,

Granadillas, Cherries, and Black and W'hite Grapes, the

Grapes being the weakest point. The only good bunch

of Grapes exhibited came from Mr. Littlejohn, gr. to Sir

H. Burnett, Bart., Crathcs Castle. Every other example

shown was of very inferior quality. The Black Ham-
burghs were of the colour of the Grizzly Frontignan, and
dirty, and thc White Grapes were still more so. Intinitely

better Grapes may be seen growing on the ends of many a

labourer's cottage around London. We were not a little

surprised at the absence of good Grapes, knowing what a
;
Croton

ford, his group of 3 stove and greenhouse plants being

Allamanda Hendersoni, Bougainvillca glabra, and Vinca

alba. The best specimen plant was Bougainvillea glabra,

from the same exhibitor, and Mr. liones also had tlie best

3 Ferns, viz., Lomaria gibba, Blechnum hrasiliense, and
bicksonia squarrosa, very well grown healthy examples.

Mr. F. Woodham, gr. to C. P. Matthews, Esq., Romford,

was 2d with Thaninopteris Nidus, Blechnum brasiliense

and Adianluni cuneatum, also very good. The best

specimen Fern was a finely grown Golden Gymno-
gramma, the 2d best a fine Adiantum cuneatum. The
best three plants shown for beauty of foliage were,

Latania borbonica, and Yucca aloi-vanegatum,

high standard Aberdeen gardeners take, and how well

they cultivate most things which they turn their attention

to. Grapes can and ought to be better represented.

The chmate and the soil of Aberdeen are as well suited

for Grape cultivation as that of Forfar, where Mr.

Johnston, of Glamis, has won such golden honours.

Let the gardeners of Aberdeen turn their attention to

folia variegata ; these came from Mr. Fisher, gr. to

Edward Smith, Esq., Great Warley. The next best group

consisted of Pteris cretica albo-lineata, clean and well

marked ; Coleus Princess Beatrice, and a well marked
stove Begonia. Zonal Geraniums helped the floral effect,

though there is some room for improvement in their culti-

vation as far as this locality is concerned. In a group set

this, and as they show an example to us all in vegetable
\

up by Mr. Burley, Paradise Nursery, Brentwood, was a

culture, let us not turn the tables on them so completely with [fine deep coloured hybrid Nosegay, named Prince Bis-

regard to Grapes, the most kingly

of all fruits, and in the cultivation

of which British gardeners, as a
rule, so much excel. Of outdoor
fruits httle could have been ex-

pected, as the season here has
been exceptionally adverse. Mr.
Farquhar, of Fyvie, showed some
wonderfully fine Williams' Bon
Chrt^tien Pears, and Mr. Donald-
son, of Keith Hall, some good
Stirling Castle Apples. Jargonelle

Pears were well shown ; this is the

Pear piir excellence of the district

.

Mr. Saddler, an amateur, from
Banchory Ternan, showed a splen-

did basket ot Pears, Apples,

Plums, and Currants. A great

portion of the fruit was exhibited

under wire-screens, to prevent the
public from touching it ; this

greatly spoiled the appearance,
and had not by any means a
pleasing effect. Cut flowers were
well represented, some excellent

stands of Dahlias being shown by
Messrs. Cocker & Sons, nursery-

men ; Messrs. Smith & Sons,

nurserymen, showed some fine

Gladioli. W. Shand, Fettencsso,

amongst the professional garden-
ers, carried off all the honours (in-

cluding the challenge cup for the

second time) for Hollyhocks and
Dahlias. The blooms were mostly
fresh and good, but rather too
small ; some good Pentstemons
were shown. A new feature was
here attempted. A prize for the
"best collection of 30 varieties cut

flowers, and fine-foliaged bedding
plants, each sort to be in loose

bunches ' about 4 inches in dia-

meter." " This was too much
restricted, so that it called forth

nothing worthy, but mere loose

unmeaning bunches of common
stuff. Bottles of Eau de Cologne
were offered as prizes for bouquets.
*' for the best hand bouquet, body
not to exceed 6 inches in diame-
ter and 3 inches rise in the centre."

Verily Aberdeen wants a lesson
in bouquet-making. The restric-

tion of the size of the bouquets to

6 inches precluded the possibility

of any very tasteful or artistic

arrangement, but certainly there

was ample room for the production of something better
than was exhibited. There was not a single one which
displayed the slightest taste either as to the arrangement
of colour or form. The main object seemed to be to

crowd as much as possible into the smallest space, much
in the same way as they make " heather besoms." The
button-hole bouquets were a little better. Too much of
a bunch and of variety was in nearly each case attempted,
whilst a single sprig of Heather, which is plentiful enough
in Aberdeenshire, with a bit of common Fern, would have
been far preferable. If the exhibits were in general poor,

the judges crowned the absurdity by (in the case of the
button-holes) awarding the prizes to the very worst ex-

amples. Fancy a great glaring yellow Geranium leaf

with a bit of blue BrowaUia, &c. Nothing could have
been in worse taste than to set up such examples as

models to be imitated. Such judgments, instead of

doing the good that is intended, do infinite harm. We
have not space to notice any of the pot plants exhibited,

which were not numerous. These are fully and well re-

presented at the summer exhibition, and not a little

astonish visitors from the South by their general ex-

cellence.

rally grown?), and others. A very good collection was
staged by Mr. W. Bones. Double Zinnias and cut varie-

ties of Phlox Drummondi, including some really beautiful

and attractive varieties, were also shown by Messrs. Salt-

marsh & Sons, Grapes were poorly shown in the fruit

department. There were some good Peaches, however,
Plums, and Filberts. The best collection of 8 dishes

of fruit was staged by Mr. J. Lane, gr. to J.
Bray,

Esq., Pyrgo Park, and consisted of Black Hamburgh and
Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Melon, Washington and
Jeflerson Plums, Bon Chretien and Beurre d'Amanlis
Pears, and Ribston Pippin Apples. Apples and Pears,

shown separately as dessert and kitchen varieties, were
very fair indeed, and numerous also. Seldom is such a
good dish of Ribston Pippins seen as that which took the

ist prize in the class for dessert Apples. Vegetables and
cottagers' produce was very satisfactory ; and farmers'

produce, in the shape of sheaves of Oats, Wheat, and
Barley, also Mangels, Turnips, Cabbage, &c., seemed to

have much interest for the numerous visitors.

Fig. 296.—MARTINEZIA EROSA.

Brentwood Horticultural ; Sept. 19.—(From a
Correspondent.)—The county of Essex is somewhat
fertile in flower shows, and some new horticultural

societies have been started during the past year or two.
One of the yoimgest is that which heads this report, and
its managers appear to have considerable faith in public
support, as they had one show in July, and a second on
the date named above, and those two are the first the

marck, of considerable merit. Table decorations were

above the average of country shows, and what was seen

on this occasion augurs well for the future of those at

Brentwood. On the other hand bouquets were indit-

ferently done. If the ladies who exhibited table

decorations will try their hands at bouquets, there

cannot fail to be a marked improvement next year.

In the cut flower department an excellent stand of

12 Dahlias was shown by Mr. George Rawlings, a well-

known raiser, formerly of Bethnal Green, but now a resi-

dent at Romford. The varieties were—Neville Keynes,

James Cocker, Flag of Truce, Vice-President, Sir

Greville Smyth, Julia Wyatt, Lady Derby, High Sheriff,

Hebe, Hugh Miller, Favourite, and King of Primroses.

Roses were most creditably shown, the best stand of 6

coming from Messrs. Saltmarsh & Sons, the varie-

ties being Paul Neron, Madame Dustour, S^nateur

Vaisse. Jean Gougon, Marechal Niel, and Gloire de Dijon.

Mr. Harrington, gr, to E. Mitchell, Esq., Romford,
staged a nice half dozen also, consisting of Senateur

Vaisse, Comtesse de Jaucourt, Franfois Louvat, Victor

Verdier, Charles Lefebvre, and Marechal Niel. So good
was the competition that three extra prizes were awarded
in this class. A most interesting and instructive feature

was a stand of 12 kinds of cut flowers, shown by Messrs.

Saltmarsh & Sons. It comprised Veronica Andersoni,

Mandevilla suaveolens, Lantana Julius Caesar, Habro-
tharanus elegans, Nerium Oleander, Clematis Otto Froe-

bel, a very finely formed pale mauve-coloured form of the

lanuginosa section ; Lapageria rosea, Beaufortea pur-

purea, Anemone -japonica alba (why is not this beautiful

late summer-flowering hardy herbaceous plant more gene-

The Ancient Society of Yoric Florists : Sept. 4.—
(From a Correspondent.)—This old Society held its annual
exhibition in the Museum Gardens, York, generously

granted for the purpose by the Council of the Yorkshire

Philosophical Society. The show was arranged in two large

pavilions erected in the grounds at the east end of those

fine ecclesiastical ruins, St. Mary's Abbey, and by this

arrangement the large open space in front of the Museum
and the other main portions of the

gardens were available for prome-
nading. The display of plants was
limited, but choice and select, the

Pelargoniums and Fuchsias being
especially good. Thc stove, orna-

mental, fine foliage, and variegated

plants were in satisfactory con-
dition, there were some splendid

Liliums, and the collections of

exotic and British Ferns were of

a commendable character. The
Dahlias were superb— Mr. May,
of Bedale, a well-known grower of

this popular flower, taking the ist

prizes in the trays of 24 and 12 ;

Mr. G. Edward obtained the 2a
prizes in both classes, and Mr.
Goodwin was in each instance

placed 3d. In the class for 6 spikes'

of Hollyhocks Mr. May was
again victorious, For 12 cut

blooms of Hollyhocks Mr. May
distanced the other exhibitor?,

and once more took the ist prize,

the Rev. A. Standidge and Mr.
Robinson being 2d and 3d re-

spectively. In thc class for 6
blooms the Rev. A. Standidge
took the ist prize. Mr. George
Edward was more fortunate in

showing in the class for 6 spikes

of Gladioli, as he obtained the

ist prize. The French and African

Marigolds, particularly the latter,

were of dazzlmg brilliancy. The
China Asters were rich in bloom,
but deficient in size. The cut

Roses were highly commendable,
and amongst the collection were
several of the newest varieties.

Mr. May took the ist prize for

12 distinct Roses, and Mr. Douglas
was placed in the same favourable

position in the tray for 6. Ver-
benas and Pansies were in good
condition, but limited in quantity.

The fruits were in excellent con-

dition, but not too ripe. There
was a healthy competition for the

prizes in the class for 6 varieties,

H. S. Thompson, Esq., Kirby
Hall, carried off the ist prize

;

Mr. Jowsey. of Sedbury Park,

the 2d ; and the Marquis of Ripon
was 3d. In Grapes, Sir G. O.
Wombwell, Mr. Aid. Weatherley,

" Mr. Hingston, and Mr. Varvill

were successful competitors. In other classes of fruits

the prizetakers included Lord Wenlock, Lord Stourton,

and Sir G, O. Wombwell.
The vegetable section was limited in extent ;

neverthe-

less there were some first-class specimens.

Autumns on the Spey. By A. E. Knox, M.A.,

F.L. S, Svo. Pp. 171. Four coloured illustrations.

Van Voorst.

Sportsmen's yams are apt to be of little interest to the

general reader. They are either too technical or too

personal to be much appreciated, except by the select

few. But where the sportsman is something more

than a mere slaughterer of deer, or wild fowl, or fish,

as the case may be, it very often happens that he is a

keen field naturalist, with an eye for Nature in all her

phases, or, perhaps, still more often, he is a well read

man, full of information, and a delightful companion.

To which category our author belongs may be dis-

cerned, when we cite as among the best portions of his

unpretending little volume the " birds'-eye view of the

river," in which a very good description of the pliysical

features of the country watered by the Spey is given ;

and the chapter devoted to the fishes' of the old red

sandstone. These, however, contain little that is not as

well told elsewhere. It is not everyone, however, who has
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had the opportunity of seeing the nest of the golden

eagle. How and where it was seen may be best told

in the author's own words.

"My surprise was not greater than my delight when
the forester pointed out the royal nest on an old Scotch

Fir tree which, with several others, at some distance from

each other, studded the side of a hill near the base ol

Ben y Bourd. Every ornithological authority that I was
acquainted with had, invariably assigned lofty inland

crags and precipices to the golden eagle as the situation

of his eyrie ; and, indeed, the high cliff behind Corrie-

mulzie, where he used to breed, owes its present title to

the circumstance, but this was the only instance I had
ever known of the nest being constructed in a tree. * * *

The nest itself was not above 20 feet from the ground,

built on one of tlie larger horizontal branches extending

from the naked trunk ; and, with the assistance of a

gilUe, I succeeded in climbing to it, and examined it:^

structure and contents. The enormous fabric was about

8 feet wide. Some of the external sticks of which it was
composed were nearly as thick as my wrist, their size

gradually diminishing towards the centre, which was lined

with Birch twigs and Heather. In the interior was an
addled egg. where it had remained since the previous

spring, white like that of the sea eagle, and witliout any
of the ferruginous or reddish colour that is more charac-

teristic of the golden eagle's, although this pale variety

is occasionally found even among prolific eggs of the

latter species. Besides this, the nest contained several

large wing and tail-feathers of the owner, a quantity of

down from the young birds, the foot of a blue hare, the

wing and leg of a ptarmigan, and the half-devoured body
of a recently killed hooded crow. It was evident that the

parents still used it as a larder, which was satisfactorily

explained a few days afterwards, on my perceiving two
immature golden eagles, whose ringed tails were distinctly

visible througli my spy-glass, ilying about the tree and
alighting occasionally on the ground, evidently expecting
to be fed by their parents, neither of whom, however,
appeared on that occasion, though repeatedly summoned
by the loud screams of the younger birds.

" For several years the golden eagle has established its

eyrie on a Scotch Fir in this forest. A stout bough, with

strong lateral branches, is selected in the first instance,

and the nest constructed on the platform. In the following

spring the fabric, even when apparently uninjured by the

winter storms, is added to or " put out," as the foresters

call it. The same process is repeated annually, until at

length the overburdened bough gives way and snaps off,

carrying with it to the ground the accumulated mass of

sticks, brusliwood and Heather, and next year a new tree

ii chosen for the eyrie, sometimes at a great distance from
that which had been previously occupied."

The author attributes the unusual position of the

eyrie to the protection or absence of persecution

afforded to the birds, which renders them less anxious

than they otherwise would be to select an inaccessible

position for their nest.

or its practical aspects. Dr. Ratzeburgh having died

before the publication was complete, it has in conse-

quence been continued by Dr. Ascherson. The first part

is now before us, and we commend it to the notice of all

interested in the life and labours of living and deceased

foresters, botanists, naturalists, &c. It may be ob-

tained from Williams & Norgate.

We hear that Mrs. Paterson, Union Street,

Dundee, has at present passing through the press a

treatise on her late husband's system of Potaio raising

and culture, along with a mass of useful information to

farmers and others, which will no doubt be largely

subscribed for,

The last number of the IllustratedRn-ird) contains

a portrait of Dr. Hooker, as well as a highly laudatory
biographical notice, and a sketch of his own and his

father's labours at Kew.

By J. E. Harting,
Van Voorst,

A Handbook of British Birds.
F.L.S., &c. Svo, Pp. 192.

This is a carefully compiled list of British birds, in

which special care has been taken to distinguish between
those which are truly indigenous and those which are
only casual visitors. The total number of birds

included amounts to 395, of which 130 are residents,

100 periodical migrants, and 30 annual visitors,

including under the latter title those birds which occur
in some parts of the British islands annually, but
comparatively in very limited numbers, and at irregular

and uncertain intervals. The great majority of our
birds are, of course, of European affinity, but 14 are
enumerated as of Asiatic origin, 1 1 of African, and no
less than 40 American. It seems incredible, as our
au^thor remarks, that the non-aquatic species should
journey across tlie Atlantic—a distance by the shortest
route of at least 1 700 nautical miles ; but that most of
them have actually done so seems proved by the fact

that they have never been met with in Greenland,
Iceland, and the Faroe Islands (the only other countries
through which they would otherwise have passed by a
change of route), and many which have thus found
their way to England or Ireland have never been met
with on any part of the European continent. Mr.
Harting's work, which may be described as a catalogue
raisonni of British birds, with localities, references,

&c., will henceforth be indispensable to all bird-

lovers.

• A second edition of Gardiner's Flora of Forfar-
shire is announced, under the editorship of Mr. John
Sadler, Lecturer on Botany in the Royal High School,
assistant to the Professor of Botany in the University of
Edinburgh, who is to be assisted by Professor Balfour,

Dr, Boswell-Syme, Dr. Carrington, Dr. Lindsay, Rev.
Dr. Macmillan, Mr. M. C. Cooke, and many botanists
famous in their own departments. The work will prove
a complete Flora of Forfarshire up to date, so far as
known to botanical research, including the discoveries
of Professor Graham, Professor Balfour, Dr. Greville,
Dr. M'Nab, Messrs. W. Brand, W. Bell, W. M.
Ogilvie, Mrs. H. Lyell, Miss Lyell, and many others.
A. short memoir of the late William Gardiner will be
given, also a coloured map of the county, with a scale
of miles, and views of Airlie Castle and Den of Mains.
The work is to be published by subscription by Mr
Scrymgeour, Reform Street, Dundee.

Under the title of the ForstwissenschaftlkJtes
Schriftsteller Lexicon, the late Dr. Ratzeburgh amassed
materials for a biographical dictionary of all authors

Florists' Flowers.
There was no lack of New Hyacinths last spring

;

many of our leading cultivators, as Messrs. CuLbush &:

Son, William Paul, Veitch & Sons, and Mr. J.
Douglas, have produced them ; and the prizes offered

by the Royal Horticultural Society will always ensure
their being forthcoming. At the exhibition of the

Royal Botanic Society on March 13, Floral Certificates

were awarded to Mr. Wm. Paul for Lord Mayo and
L'Ornement de Rosa ; the former was one of the

white-eyed section of the single blue class, round the

white eye were dashes of pale claret, the segments
being shaded violet-purple. The deep colouring and
shape of the bell must have won the hearts of the

judges, for the spike was small and thin. The latter

would be classed with the single whites, the bells were
alabaster-white, with a faint pink stripe along each
segment ; spike fair and symmetrical, and good bells.

Other new varieties staged by Mr. Paul were Lila

major, pale rosy mauve, with dark stripes along the
segments, small bells and close spike ; Todens, pale
ground, with claret-purple stripes, small close spike

;

J. FI. Veen, pale greyish blue, with faint stripes of
azure-blue ; and Reine de Naples, lively carmine, with
a kind of edging of the same, and white throat—

a

somewhat novel and taking flower, and altogether
promising. All the foregoing were single flowers.

The six new varieties staged by Messrs. Veitch &
Sons at the exhibition of the Royal Horticultural
Society on March 20 consisted of Lord Mayo, pink,
with carmine stripes ; Chapeau d'Orange, the prevail-
ing colour a mixture of orange and salmon, a some-
what novel and taking flower j Lila major Tricolor,

pale greyish blue, the segments striped with deep blue,

and tinted with violet ; and E.xcelsior, pale buff-yel-

low, distinct, and good spike, and, taken altogether,

the most promising flower in tlie group. The foregoing
five were all single flowers. The sixth was a pale
double blue variety, the bells of good size, but the
spike was a poor one.

The best of the new Hyacinths shown on this occa-
sion was undoubtedly a fine dark flower staged by Mr.

J. Douglas, under the name of Prince of Wales, but
subsequently named Yescho under protest from Mr,
Douglas. I suppose it was claimed as an old variety
under a new name. It was a shaded dark purple
flower with a white eye, and, whether by accident or
as representing the true character of the flower, there
could be seen on some of the bells stripes of pale
magenta, which gave it a very novel appearance. The
bells were large and of good shape, and the spike was
by no means bad. Mr. Douglas also had Sylvia,

greyish lavender, with a mauve stripe along the seg-

ments, and small spike.

It was amusing to note how little these new varieties

of Hyacinths seemed to hit the popular taste, and the
public expressed surprise that the new Hyacinths were
in appearance much inferior to the splendid specimens
staged by Messrs. Veitch & Sons and others. This
was only natural. In the rich hues of colour and
magnificent spikes of Solfaterre, Prince Albert Victor,

and Vuurbaak ; in the soft beauty and size of Fabiola,
Macaulay, Princess Clotilde, and Von Schiller ; in the

depth of hue seen in Argus, General Havelock, Marie,

and Mimosa ; in the delicate silvery-blue of Czar Peter
and Grand Lilas ; in the sunny whiteness and fine

development of La Grandesse, Mont Blanc, and Queen
of the Netherlands ; in the fleshy tint of Lord Welling-
ton and Grandeur a Merveille, and in the pale prim-
rose of Ida, the visitors to the show saw Hyacinths as

near perfection as can be well imagined, and wondered
that the new varieties were so little attractive and could
be so readily passed. It seemed to be a kind of inver-

sion of their experience of other new flowers, and was
mystifying in its results.

Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son had a few new Hyacinths
intermingled with the show of well known varieties they
made at their Higbgate nurseries. They had two
belonging to the double blue class that were decidedly

promising, viz., Minister Gladstone, in the way of, but
having much more blue than Van Speyk, and not so

double ; a very good hue of colour, but spike small

;

if the spike of this variety came as large as that of Van
Speyk, it would be a fine acquisition ; and Sir James
Graham, the prevailing hue bright blue, the segments
tinted deep mauve, good spike. A very dark (lower,

notice, namely Incomparable, deep purplish black, very
glossy, spike small, but a fine shade of colour. Lady
Arabella and Sabella, both single reds, were of attractive

hues—the former magenta-crimson, close spike, but not
very large ; the latter pink, with broad stripes of deep
crimson, very bright looking.

Of Hyacinths not quite so new, but yet comparatively
little known, there were to be seen at the shows and at

Higbgate examples of the following :—Miss Nightin-
gale, D. W., semi-double, pure white bells, good spike ;

Princess Louise, D. R., much improved since showm by
Mr. Paul last year, the bells being much fuller, the spike

fine and symmetrical. In Messrs. Veitch & Sons*
collection there was an example of this variety much
tinted with orange, possibly because a younger spike.

Among the single reds. Grand Vainqueur, creamy
white, with a faint stripe of pink j Garibaldi, bright

crimson, very fine and striking ; Beauty of Waltham,
deep pink, with rose stripes, and a white centre,

distinct and very pretty ; Charles Dickens, white, with
pink stripes, reverse of the bells very pink—a sport

from the single blue variety under that name ; Linnaeus,

bright deep carmine ; Prince Albert Victor, deep
shaded crimson, very fine indeed ; Princess Helena,
soft rosy carmine, with pale eye, very pretty, bu', as

shown, with a poor spike ; Pelissier, fiery red, very
ruddy coloured ; and Vuurbaak, clear bright crimson,

very fine—were all taking and valuable flowers. The
same can be said of La Grandesse, pure white, with
large bells, and a fine spike ; Blanche Formidable,
creamy white, of the style of Seraphine, and thick

spike ; Lord Shaftesbury, waxy-white, one of the

large-belled section ; and Snowball, with its large

well-reflexed bells and symmetrical spike, all in the

single white section ; King of the Blues, rich dark
blue, and fine spike ; Czar Peter, pale lavender-blue,

vei"y beautiful ; and La Grande Resemblance, or

Lothair, bright pale blue, shaded with mauve,—in the

single blue section ; and among the single yellows

the following:— Baroness Van Tuyll, very pale

primrose, good spike ; Bird of Paradise, clear

citron-yellow, fine spike ; and Duchesse de Lux-
embourg, pale sulphur, long spike. In the

lilac or mauve section, Marquis of Lome and
Thackeray, shown as new last year, were wanting in

size and finish. A fine single black variety, named
Lord Melville, also new a year or two ago, could be
seen very good at Highgate, the bells of a deep black-

purple, white eye, and fine spike.

A third selection comprises the very best in the

several sections. Koh-i-noor, Lord Wellington, Noble
par Merite, and Prince of Orange, among the double
reds ; La Tour d'Auvergne, and Prince of Waterloo,
double white ; Blocksberg, Garrick, Laurens Koster,

and Van Speyk, among the double blues, give the be^t

of the double flowers. In order to colour the last-

named well, it is requisite to grow it in a good deal of

heat. For size and fulness of the bells, it is scarcely

surpassed among the double flowers ; in fact, it is

a little too double. Then among the single flowers the

following are well worthy cultivation :—Annie Lisle,

Cavaignac, Fabiola, Howard, very fine indeed this

season ; Macaulay, Maria Cornelia, white, striped with
pink, very fine and pleasing ; Mrs. Beecher Stowe,
Ornement de la Nature, very delicate indeed ; Princess

Charlotte, pale pink, edged white, broad bells and
segments, very fine ; Princess Clotilde, a very certain

Hyacinth, always good ; Solfaterre, brilliant orange-

red ; and Von Schiller, all classed as red. Of white
flowers. Alba maxima. Baroness Van der Duin, pure
white, very fine spike, a small-belled Snowball

;

Baroness Van Tuyll, pure white, large compact spike, a
counterpart of Baron Van Tuyll, S.B., save in colour ;

Grandeur a Merveille, always good ; Madame Van
der Hoop, Mont Blanc, and Qtieen of the Netherlands,

very ifine. Of blue flowers, Argus, Baron Von Hum-
boldt, Charles Dickens, Feruck Khan, General Have-
lock, almost black; Grand Lilas, Leonidas, Lord
Palmerston, novel, and very beautiful ; Marie, very

fine dark violet-purple ; Mimosa, deep glossy purple ;

Nimrod, bright blue, shown good this season ; Prince

Albert, very dark ; and Sir John Lawrence, deep claret-

purple, pale eye, good spike. Of the mauve section,

De Candolle, greyish mauve, very fine close spike
;

Haydn, lilac-mauve ; and Voltaire, a novel and good
soft lilac flower of the style of Lord Palmerston, S.B.

Of yellows, Anna Carolina, Due de Malakoff, Ida,

and La Citronniere, are decidedly the best of this

class. Of double yellows, there is not a flower worthy
of cultivation. R. D,

Miscellaneous.
A Substitute for Coal,—Great results are ex-

pected from some experiments which are being made
by the Duke of Sutherland on the waste lantls of

Sutherlandshire. He is utilising surface peat by making
it into composite fuel. The first attempt was made
with a combination of sawdust and peat, which, being

mixed by steam machinery and then dried in cakes,

was found to be excellent fuel, 60 of the cakes being

equal to i cwt. of best Sutherland coal, while the cost

is 25 per cent. less. The coal composites are even a
greater success, 30 of these being set down as of the

strength and value of 60 of the sawdust peats. If the

cakes can be dried by artificial means—and there is no
who have treated on forestry, whether in its scientific ' classed in the single blue section, was deserving of ' reason to doubt this—there will, we are told, soon be
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an abundance of ^leat fuel in Scotland, and the success-

fid working of the invention will greatly facilitate the

reclamation of the waste lands. Builder.

THE WEATHER.
ST.iTB OF THB WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, Sept. 25, 1873.
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volume of the same publication. You may also with
profit consult Naudins' paper on Hybridisation in the
Annates des Scicnes Natitrellcs. Our statement was
based on the assertions of Gaertner, whose experiments,
whether in number or variety, are not open to question.

Insects : M. C. The caterpillar of the common Elephant
Hawk Moth (Dalephila elpenor), which feeds on Ladies'
Bedstraw. /. O. IV.—J. F. Two Daddy Long-legs
(Tipula oleracea) ; two young larx'se of the Magpie
Moth (Abraxas grossulariata). We do not know what
can have made the holes in the Ivy leaves. /. O. II'.

Know or No. Editors of newspapers often find their
patience sorely tried by correspondents in search of
knowledge. Here is a sample from an anonymous
correspondent : "Will you kindly answer this enquires?
' On know account send the fruit trees till the foliage is

off,' &c. : was it proper for me to spell the word ' know '

or 'no'?" Now that the schoolmaster is abroad our
correspondent ought to know how to spell no.

Machine for Felling Trees : A Constant Reader
asks whether there exists a good machine for felling
trees? We never heard of such an article.

Names OF Plants : IV. H. S., Pendleton. If wild. Reseda
lutea.—^ Constant Reader, i, Dipladenia amabilis is

a garden hybrid. D. splendens. Organ mountains.
Ixora coccinea (I. stricta), Moluccas.—.ff. S. H. Poly-
gonum cuspidatum.

—

A. B., Sandioich. Hibiscus syri-
acus, the Althaea frutex of gardens.—7. A. P. Sea

.' Wormwood (Artemisia maritima, L,). Dr. Bromfield
says: "The smallest and latest in flowering of our
British species, as well as the most aromatic, the odour
of the fresh herb being equally pungent and agreeable
with that of Southernwood."

Poplar : Camjee. We are not aware that any species of
Poplar is dangerous to cattle or horses. Privet is cer-
tainly dangerous.

Potato Disease : A. IV. You will find an admirable
paper on this subject, with numerous references, in the
Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society for 1S46,
p. 9, by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, and in subsequent
volumes of the same publication there are numerous
papers on the same subject, including records of the
experiments made at Chiswick by the late Robert
Thompson. Our own columns for 1B45-1846, and,
indeed, in subsequent years, teem with notices on the
subject. You will also find in the Lindley Library a
large number of tracts on the subject

; you may also
consult Mr. Maw's Essay on the subject, and numerous
papers in the Journals of the Royal Agricultural Society,
of the Highland Society, and other publications. The
most recent brief summary of the state of the case is
that of Mr. Berkeley, in our own columns, r87i,
p. 1420, and reproduced in part in the last number of
Nature. Were we to cite all the papers known to us
we should well-nigh fill a number of the Gardeners'
Chronicle.

Catalogues Received.— Harrison & Sons (Market
Place, Leicester), Autumn Catalogue of Selected Dutch
and other Flowering Bulbs —David Gold McKay
(Sudbury, Suffolk), Catalogue of Dutch Flower Roots,
Roses, Fruit Trees, Greenhouse, and Herbaceous
Plants.—William Paul (Waltham Cross, N.), Descrip-
tive Catalogue of a Selection of Roses. — Joseph
Schwartz (Rue du Repos, 43, a la Guillotiere. Lyon),
Descriptive List of Three New Roses.—E. G. Hender-
son and Sons (Wellington Road, St. John's Wood
N.W.), Catalogue of Bulbs and Flo«er Roots.—
James Dickson & Sons (Newton Nurseries, Chester).
Catalogues of Bulbous Flower Roots and Select Roses.'

Communications Received:— J. C. McA.— T. L.—A. 'W.

—

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100
Melons, each
Nuts, p. lb.

Oranges, per 100

Fruit.
E. d. s. d.

. I o to 5 o

. 7 o —10 o
. 20 — 50
. .. — I 6

.10 o —15 o

s. d. s. d.
Peaches, per doz. ..T2 o toi8 o
Pears, per doz. . . 30 — 40
Pine-apples, per lb. 5 o — 8
Strawberries, p. lb. . . — .

,

nnrtvallea Collection of Dutcli Bulbs, at Wholesale
PRICES.ALFRED LEGERTON, Wholesale Seed

XI- Merchant, 5, Alduate, London, E,, bens to intimate to his
numerous Patrons, and the Trade generally, he has received his
annual imponation of DUTCH BULBS direct from the best growers
in Haarlem, and that the quality and size are very superior, and cannot

..".•r.";^.! ?.,',,-'?'= •*""" ^""^ '"ee, weiefity, and handsome.CATALOOUES are now ready, and will be forwarded upon
application.

RNe-w Catalogue of Bulbs, Plants, Frmts, &o.OBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing Select, Descriptive, and Priced

Lists of Dutch and other Bulbs, Alpine and lierbaceous Plants,

'i.^1''^'"^'*'
Llelphiniums, Grape Vines, Fruit Trees, New and

Kare Plants, Miscellaneous Plants, suitable for bedding and decora-
tive purposes, double-flowered Pyrethrums, Sweet Violets, &c., is
now published, and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

H.—W. T.—

J

F.—D. T. F.

M, T.-H. H. D.-'W. D.—F. W. B.—

arhels.
COVENT GARDEN.—Sept. 27.

_
No improvement in the trade has taken place here

since our last issue
; we have still a poor attendance, and

business is particularly dull. There is a slight demand
for good French Pears, the home-grown supply being
very limited. We have a large supply of Potatos, and
those free from the disease command good prices.

Cut Flowers.
. d. s. d.

___ Spring Flowering Roots.T5UTLER, Mcculloch, and co.'s
-L* CHOICE ASSORTMENTS.
The following COLLECTION for CONSERVATORY DECORA.

TION, sent package and carriage free, for 25s. :—
IS choice named HYACINTHS
12 named POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS
6 named Single TULIPS
6 named Double TtJLIPS
3 yellow Van Thol TULIPS
3 scarlet Van Thol TULIPS
6 single Van Thol TULIPS
6 JONQUILS, sweet scented
2 JAPAN LILIES
6 IXIAS
6 SPARAXIS
6 EABIANA
1 CYCLAMEN
2 AMARYLLIS FORMOSISSIMUS
50 named Seedling CROCUS
6 SCILLA SIBIRICA
3 IRIS PAVONIA

Other Collections, loi. 6rf., 15J., 211., Joj., and looj. Details of
which are given in our Catalogues.
HYACINTHS, extra fine named varieties, or. and 12s. per doicn

Catalogues free. Package and carriage free Five per cent, discount
for cash. Established upwards of a Century

Covcnt Garden Market, London, W C.

^ Autumn Catalogue.
r:j.EORGE POULTON begs to inform his numerous
V_^ Friends and Customers that the above is now ready, containing
all the best new varieties of GERANIUMS, FUCHSIAS, &c-, at
considerably reduced prices: also a choice LIST of HYACINTHS,
TULIPS' CROCUS, Sic, of the best quality and at remarkably low
prices. Catalogues sent post free on application.

Fountain Nursery. Angel Road, Edmonton, London, N.

To the Trade and Others.Q FECIAL OFFER of TRICOLOR GERANIUMS.
*^ —Louisa Smith, 21. 6rf. per doz., 20J. per 100 ; Sophia Dumaresquc,
21. bd. per doz., 20J- per 100; Lady Cullum, zs. fxi. per doz., los. per
100; Mrs, Pollock, 21. 3^. per doz., i8j. per 100; Prince SilverwinKs,
3J. td. per doz, 281. per 100; Sophia Cusack, 31. td. per doz., 28s. per
100. C>ther choice varieties, my own selection, 41. per doz.
GEORGE POULTON, Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmonton,

London, N.

Eiglit Thousand Tea Roses, in Pots,
FOR WINTER FLOWERING.

MESSRS. J. STANDISH AND CO. beg to call
attention to their magnificent stock of TEA ROSES, consist-

ing of:

—

4000 MARECHAL NIEL, in i6's, 32's, 48's, and 6o's.
1200 SAFRANO, in i6's, 32'5, 48's, and 6o's.
600 MADAME FALCOT, in i4's, i6's. 32's. and 6o"s.

500 ISABELLA SPRUNT, in i6*s, 24"s, 48's, and 6o's.

250 Extra strong GLOIRE DE DlfON, inss's. Also
1400 of various varieties, in i6's, 32's, 48's, and 6o's,

including Alba Rosea, Belle Lyonnaise, Mons. Furtado, Madame
Margottin, Niphetos, Freres Souperl et Notting, Madame Isa Imbert,
Safrano a fleur rouge, Souvenir d'Elize Varden, Madame Trifle,
Dcvoniensis, &c. A fine collection of HYBRID PERPETUALSot
all sorts, including 700 extra strong plants ot Boulc de Ncigc, just
ready to bloom. Prices on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

DO B S O N S'

CALCEOLARIAS, the finest

CELEBRATED SEEDS.
cultivation, is. 6ii., 3S. 6d.,

3.. ^.
, 51.

CINERARIA, from Prize Flowers, 15. 6rf.,2j. 6d., 31. 6d., v.PRIMULA, alba and rubra, ex. ex., it. 6d., 21. 6d., 3s. dd., 51.
. per dozen.Fine Seedling plants of above, from 3.1

Our AUTUMN LIST of PELARGONIUMS. CINERARIAS""" "'" ROSES, &c..FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
post free on application.
A LIST of DUTCH BULBS, imported, now ready. Post free on

application.
JOHN DOBSON AND SONS, Nurserymen, Seedsmen and Florists,

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, W.

TUST IMPORTED, a great quantity of handsome
tl Standard BAY TRF.F.R, in tubo, from 2 to is uuincsa ; ii uiiJi i-r
Standard LAURUSTINUS, 71, 6rf. to 2 guineas each; ORANGE
TREES, IS. td. to 8 guineas each; and many rare STOVE andGREENHOUSE PLANTS, FERNS, &c. DUTCH BULBS, finest
named HYACINTHS, Double and Single, 50 varieties, at 6j. per
dozen; 100 choice named Single TULIPS, in 20 varieties, name and
colour on each, 121.; 100 Double ditto, 10 varieties, gj.; and all other
kinds equally cheap,
R. GREEN, Bedford Conservatories, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

To the Trade.

T THORNTON invites an inspection of his immense
• stock of well-grown FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTALEVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS also

FRUIT TREES, VINES. RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS
KALMIAS, ROSES, CLEiMATISES, &c. CATALOGUES on
application.

N.B. A conveyance will meet intending visitors at either Sunning-
dale or Farnborough Stations, on an intimation being sent by post.

Heathcrside Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.

EltHam Nursery, Kent, S.E.
TWO MILES from BLACKHEATH STATION-
ONE MILE from ELTHAM, LOOP-LINE

THIRTY ACRES of healthy, well-grown NURSERY
STOCK, of every description, comprising Specimen CONIFERS

and EVERGREENS of all sizes, Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
&c. Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to come
and select for themselves.

JAMES W. TODMAN. Eltham Nurserj', Kent, S.E.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
BOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke;

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 18511
for Wheat; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

LAWES' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED).

CAazn«aK—John Knowles, Esq.
LAWES' WHEAT MANIJRE, for autumn sowing, now ready for

delivery.

LAWES" TURNIP MANURE, DISSOLVED BONES, SUPER-
PHOSPHATE of LIME, POTATO, MANGEL. BARLEY,
WHEAT, OAT and GRASS MANURES, CONCENTRATED
CORN and GRASS MANURES.
The Company having purchased the Business carried on by Mr.

Lawes for so many years, are now prepared to receive orders for the
above Manures.
The Manures can be supplied direct from the Works at Dcptford

and Barking Creeks, or through the DepOts at the Ports and Railway
Stations throughout the Kingdom.
The Company have retained the advice and assistance of Mr.

Lawes Jor a period of two years, and all their Manures will be pre-
pared under his direction. They are deiermmed to send out
Manures of the highest qualitv only, and no expense or trouble
will be spared to maintain for the' future the same high position which
they have occupied in the past.
Orders for Manures, and applications for Agencies in unrepresented

districts, should be sent in at once to H. R. CHASTON, Manager.
Head Offices:—59. Mark Lane, London, E,C,

Branches :—22, Eden Quay, Dublin ; Market Street. Shrewsbury ;

Womanby Street, Cardiff; 63, Constitution Street, Leith; 34, Market
Street, Aberdeen ; Cumberland Road, Bristol.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, EC. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

'pHE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
-L Manufactured Solely and Only by tbe Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Compam-.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager,3QA,KingWilliam Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c., from

Decay, Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, yjK, King William Street, London, E,C.

Anemones, p.i2 bun. 3 oto 4 o
Blue Cornflower, p.

12 bun. .

.

..30 — 40
Camellias, p. doz. . . 60 — 90
Carnations, p. bunch 40 — 60
Clove Carnations, p.

12 bun. ,

,

Gardenias, p. doz. .

.

Heliotropes, p. doz.
sprays

40 — 60
3 o — 6 o

- o 6

^^
s. d. s. d.

Heartsease, p. i2bun.i 6 — 30
Liliura auratum, doz. 1 6to 5 o— lancifoHum do. 1 o— a o
Mignonette, 12 bun. 16 — 30
Myosotis, p. bun. . . 02 — 06
Pelargontums,Zonal,

p. 12 sprays .. o 4— o q
Roses, per doz. . . 10—60
Stephanotis,i2sprayS4 o— 6 o
SweetPeas,p.i2 bun. a o — 40

Balsams
Begonias
Bouv.irdia
Calceolaria,

China Asters
Cockscombs

p. doz.

.. do.

.. do.

.. do.

do.

.. do.

Plants in Pots.
. d. s. d.

3 olo 6 o
6 o— 12 o
9 o— 12 o
4 o— 6 o
3 o— 6 o
30—60

Vegetables.
:. d. s. d.

o 3 to o 6

10—30
10— 1 3

s. d. s. d.
Double Pelar-

goniums -.p.doz. 4 oto 6 o
30—90Fuch:

Mignonette ,

Myrtles .. do. 3 o— 9 o
ScarletGcranium do. 2 6— 6 o

do.

do.

Artichokes,green, ea.
Beet, per doz.
Cabbages, per doz. .

,

Cardoons, each
Carrots, p. bunch .

.

Cauliflowers, p. doz.
Celery, per bundle ,

Cucumbers, each .

.

French lieans, new,
per i sieve

. . ..—30
Herbs, per bunch ., o 2— o 4Horse Radish, p. bun.3 o— 5 o
Leeks, per bunch . . o 2— o 4
New Potatos-Round, 5^- to 7^. per cwt. ; Kidneys, ^s od

to js. do.

..—06
2 o— 6 o
I o— 2 o
o 6— I o

5. d. s. d.
Lettuces, perscore.. i oto 2 o
Mushrooms, p. pott.

Onions, per bunch ,

Parsley, p. bunch ..

Radishes, p" bunch
Rhubarb, p, bund. .

Salsafy, per bun. .

.

Scorzoncra, per bun.
Shallots, per lb.

Spmach, per i sieve 2 6— 3 o
Tomatos, p. doz. t ,,^ « -
Turnips, p. bun.

1 6— 2 6
o 4— o 9
o 2— o 6
2 o— .

.

..—04
.. — 20
.. — 20
o 6—

o .1-

To Railway Enclosiire and Forest Tree Planters.

S ROBINSON, Shaw House, Melbourne, Derbyshire,
has a large stock of fine strong QUICKS to offer for Sale',

from z to 3-yr. transplanted ; also about 150,000 well-grown LARCH,
2 to 5 feet ; 30,000 OAKS, a to 6 feet ; 30,000 Scotch, 2 to 4 feet; a Urt'e
quantity of" strong PRIVETS and other FOREST TREES. Price
on application.

N.B. — S. Robinson has an OPENING for an industriousWORKING FOREMAN, who understands the Management of
Nursery Stock, and could assist as Market Salesman.

OFFER. — PORTUGAL LAURELS,
per 100, /=; per rooo ; GoJ^den JYEWS, z-yr.

SPECIAL
I to iJ4 foot, fine, __ _ _

grafted, loj. per dozen, 75s. per ioo';"THUIOPSIS BOREALIS
hne, 2 to 3 feet, 151. per dozen, ^5 per 100; THUJA TATARICA andWARREANA, 4 to 5 feet, 15^. per dozen ; choice Ghent and other
AZALEAS, iJ4 to 2 feet, bushy, 12s. per dozen ; White BROOM,
3 to s feet, 3s. per dozen, 20J, per 100 ; Yellow Spanish do., 3 to 4 feet,
2s. 6d. per dozen, 151. per 100; ALDER, very fine, 5 to 7 feet, 25J.
per 1000; HORNBEAM, 3 to 4 feet, 55. per 100, £2 per 1000;THORN QUICKS, 4-yr., strong, 171. 6d. per 1000; do., 5-yr., zoi.
per 1000; do., very strong, 3 to 4 feet, 30s. per 1000; APPLES, best
sorts only, oi. per dozen, /^ per 100; PEARS, izi. per dozen: Red
CURRANTS, 3-yr., strong, roj. per 100, ;£4 per 1000 ; RASPBERRIES,
Fastolf, Fillbasket, and Antwerp, 81. per 100, £3 per 1000. Terms,
cash.
R.THORNHILL, Bowdon Nurseries, Hale Road, Bowdon, Cheshire.

JOSEPH SALTMARSH, Deceased. -^Pursuant to an
Act of Parliament, 22d and 23rd Victoria, chapter 35, intituled

An Act to further amend the law of property and to relieve Trustees '

Notice is hereby given that all CREDITORS and other persons
having any claims or demands upon or against the estate of^
JOSEPH SALTMARSH, late of the Moulsham Nurseries, Chelms-
ford, in the county of Essex, Nurseryman, deceased, who died on or
about the 14th of June, 1872 (and whose Will and Codicil was proved
by Alfred Thomas Layton, John Presland Sarcl, and Susan Saltmarsh,
spinster, the Executors therein named, on the i8th day of September.
1872, in the Principal Registry of Her Majesty's Court of Probate), arc
hereby required to send the particulars m writing of such claims or
demands, and the nature of the securities (if any), held by them for
the same to us, the undersigned Nash, Field & Layton, of 2, SulTolk
Lane, Cannon Street, in the City of London, Solicitors to the said
E.\ecutors, on or before the ist of November, 1872, after which day
the said Executors will proceed to distribute the assets of the said
Joseph Saltmarsh, deceased, among the persons cnlitlcd thereto,
having regard to the claims and demands only of which the said
Executors shall then have had notice, and the said Executors will not
be liable for the assets of the said Joseph Saltmarsh, deceased, so dis-
tributed, or any part thereof, to anv person or persons whomsoever of
whose claims or demands they shall not have had notice at the time of
such distribution —Dated ihi'! aotli day nf September. 1872.NASH FIELD and LAYTON, 2. Suffolk Lane, Cannon Street,
London, E.C., Solicitors for the Executors.

GREENHOUSES. FORCING-HOUSES
VINERIES, and ORCHARD-HOUSES, made of the best

yellow deal, glazed with i5-oz. sheet glass, painted four times ; 20 feet

by 12 feet, £^0 ; 30 feet by 12 feet, j^^o
; 40 feet by 15 feet, £$5 ; 50 feet

by 18 feet, £1 10 ; 100 feet by 20 feet, £230. The above prices include
Brickwork, Staging, Delivery, and Fixing within 50 miles of London.
Plans and Estimates sent on receipt of size required to

R. STEVENS, Horticultural Builder, Simpson's Road, Bromley,
Kent.

Russia Mat Merchants.
MARENDAZ AND FISHER, q. James Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, Importers of ARCHANGEL and ST. PETERS-
BURG MATS, RAFIA FIBRE, &c, ; Dealers in GARDEN
NETTING, LABELS, TIFFANY, TARRED TWINES, &c

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.

—

ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and
most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

Archangel and Petersburg Mats.

J BLACKBURN and SONS, having just received
• a large consignment of NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERS-

BURG MATS at reduced prices, will forward Price List on appli-

cation. Samples to be seen at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

E.Jp ARCHER'S "FRIG_I DOM O."
Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is apolied.

PROTECTION AGAINST COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

WOOL NETTING, 3 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard.
" FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS,

Two yards wide is. lod. per yard.
Three yards wide 31. zrf. per yard.
Four yards wide 35. lod. per yard.

SCRIM tJANVAS, 72 inches wide, 7oyards long, e^^d. loSj^rf. per yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, 7?4<*- and
9?4.f. per yard.
ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of" Frigi Domo" 3, Cannon

Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.
Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

Great International ExMbltion of Fruit.
The ATTENTION nf GRAPE EXlIiBITORS is RESPECT-

FULLY CALLED to

CHAPMAN'S NEW "BLACKMORE PARK"
PARALLEL TRAY GRAPE EXHIBITION and TRANS-

MISSION CASE. The Tnys are so contrived that several different

kinds of Gr.ipcs may be forwarded in the s.-ime Case, ready to place
on Show Table; and when not required for Exhibition purposes, a
considerable number of hunches may be transmitted in them any
distance, withnut fear of injuring the bloom, even if turned upside
down, no packing material being required.

Also the "ENVILLE" EXIIIBnTON FRUIT CASE, for con-
veying several kinds of Fruit in the s.imc package, including two
Show Grape 'irays. Reference kindly permitted to Mr. E Bennett,
The Gardens, [latticld. Early orders are requested.
For Price Lists, &c,, addicss W. F. CHAPMAN, Patentee, Bristol

Road, Gloucester.
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fPHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
X (INCORPORATKD BY SPECIAL ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.)

DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION, FARM EUILDINOS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES. RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &c.
The Comi)any advances money, unlimited in amount, lor tne a&ove

purposes, without investigation of title. „„,»TTrTTTc i>

For Forms and further information, apply to GR.\N\ I LLL K.

RYDER, Esq.. ManaRinR Director, No. i, Great Gcorne Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster. S.W.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for dcli%'ery, in fine drj' condition—
WHEAT MANURE, for autumn sowing.

PURE DISSOL\'ED IJONES.
PURSER'S liONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANUKE.
SUPERPUOSPH.VTE.
NITROrHOSPH.\TE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, Genuine

PERUVIAN GUANO, &a
116, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

s D W H T.

A GOOD CHANGE of SEED AL'IVAYS PAYS.

Samples and Prices post free from

T. BOWICK AND CO., Bedford.

West HlgUand Heifers.

FOR SALE, Twenty-one Colory 3-yr. old HIGH-
LAND HEIFERS.

JAMES BRUCE. Cattle ARent. Ruthwell, Annan, N.B.

DETACHED RESIDENCE for SALE, in a quiet,
rural part of Hampshire. Contains Dining and Drawing Rooms

and Library, Five Bed-rooms, Two Dressing-rooms, and Bath-room.
Kitchen Garden and Orchard (la. or. 34p.) are planted with the
choicest Fruit Trees. Price j£i25o,

J. W., 103, St. John Street, E.C.

Hassock's Gate Nursery, Keymer,
And SEED .-.nd FLURIST ESTABLISHMENT,

37 and =3, WESTERN ROAD. BRIGHTON.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE.—Tlie Executors of the

late George Parsons beg to announce that the above will shortly
be for SALE, particulars of which will be Advertised at an early date.

SALES BY AUCTION.

M Dutch Bulbs for Autumn Planting.
R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, ^S, Kinf; Street, Covent Garden, W.C, every

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY during September,
at half-past 12 o'Ctock precisely, Importations of First-Class
HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES, and other BULBS, just
arrived from well-known Farms in Holland, in Lots to suit large and
small Growers,

On view the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Planting Season.
IMPORTANT to NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN,

lU'ILDERS, and OTHERS EXTENSIVELY ENGAGED in

I'LANTING.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE of FORTHCOMING
SALES by AUCTION, by MESSRS. PROTHEROE and
MORRIS:—

OCTOBER 14 and 15—On the Premises, the OSBORNE NUR-
SERY, rotter's Bar, by order of Mr. J. Butterficld.

OCTOBER 16 and 17.—On the Premises, the NURSERY, ReiRate,

Surrey, by order of Messrs. Ivery & Son, the Lease havmR
expired,

OCTOBER 16—On the Premises, the HALE FARM NURSERY,
Tottenham, by order of Mr. T. S. Ware.

OCTOBER i7.-0n the Premises, the BURNT ASH NURSERY,
lee. Kent, by order of Mr. B. Mailer,

OCTOBER 18.—On the Premises, the NURSERY, Willesden,
Middlesex, by order of Mr. G. F. Videon.

OCTOBER 31 and 22.—On the Premises, the NURSERY. Isle

worth, Middlesex, by order oi Mr. C. S. Waring, who is retiring

from the business.
OCTOBER 21 to 26.—On the Premises, the AMERICAN NUR-

SERIES, Windlesham, near Bagshot, by order of Messrs. G.

Baker & Son.
OCTOBER 28 and 29—On the Premises. EXOTIC NURSER\,

Tooling, S.W., by order of Mr. R. Parker.
OCTOBEK 30 and 31.—On the Premises, the NURSERY, New

Wandsworth, by order ol Mr. W. Hooper.
NOVEMBER i.—On the Premises, the NURSERY, Brook Street,

Upper Clapton, by order of Messrs. J. OfTord & Son.

NOVEMBER 4 to 7.-0n the Premises, SALE NURSERY,
Loughton, by order of the Proprietor.

NOVEMBER 11 to 13.—On the Premises, WOODHAM NUR-
SERY, near Addlcstone, by order of Mr. J. F. Meston, without
reserve.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Coveni Garden, W C . on

TUESDAY, October r, at hall-pasl 12 o'Clock precisely, first-class
POULTRY and PIGEONS, and CANARIES, including many pro-
mising young Birds from the yards and lofts of well-known Breeders
and Exhibitors.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Choice EstaWisted Orchids, In Good Condition.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C,

on THURSDAY, October 3. at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, with-
out reserve, a choice COLLECTION of ORCHIDS, all thoroughly
established, including many fine Exhibition Plants of rare and
valuable varieties, and a few choice FERNS ; also a small COLLEC-
TION of established ORCHIDS and GREENHOUSE^PLANTS,
the property of a Gentleman.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

To the Nobility, Gentry, and Others.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT and EXTENSIVE SALE at the far-

famed PROSPECT and HE.\TH HOUSE NURSERIES,
situate at CHEDDLETUN, near LEEK.

MESSRS. FERGYSON and SON beg to intimate
that, in consequence of the declining health of the present pro-

prietor, Mr. William Grosvenor, they have received peremptory
instructions to submit for unresen.-ed PUBLIC COMPETITION,
on MONDAY, September 30, and on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, and SATURDAY, October i, 2, 3, 4, and 5,
at I o'clock each day prompt (refreshments at 12), all the very
judiciously selected ancl costly STOCK-IN-TRADE of choice
FRUIT TREES, in immense variety; noble FOREST TREES,
Standard and Dwarf ROSES, fine specimens of EVERGREENS, rare
and costly AMERICAN PLANTS, magnificent ORNAMENTAL
TREES, flowering and other SHRUBS, &c., pertaining to the
aforesaid Nurseries, which occupy an area of upwards of 30 Acres.
This Sale will doubtless prove a great attraction to those interested

in planting, as the Nurseries have long obtained an enviable notoriety
for the hardy nature oi the plants grown there, and the discriminating
judgment exercised by the present proprietor, who is entirely declining
business, consequently the whole of the very valuable Lots will be
Sold without the slightest reservation.
Conveyances will meet all Trains stopping at Cheddleton Station on

the days of Sale, and every facility will be afforded to purchasers in
the interim.

Catalogues can be had (gratis) on application at the place of Sale,
or at the Auction and Valuation Offices, Market Place and Stockwell
Street, Leek.

Edgware, N.W.
MESSRS. HUMBERT and COX have received

instructions from the Proprietor to SELL by AUCTION, on
thePremises, the Whilchurch Rector^-, Edgware, on WEDNESDAY
and THURSDAY, October 16 and 17, commencing at 12 o'Clock pre-
cisely on each day, the VALUABLE SURPLUS STOCK, comprising
well-grown specimens, transplanted in the autumn of 1870, of hantt
some Lawn Trees, including Picea Nordmanniana, grandis, Lowii,
nobilis and magnifica ; Conifcra:. Evergreen Shrubs and Trees ; also
Flowering Trees, including Thujopsisborealis, Wellingtoniagigantea,
Abies Mcnziesii ; also 500 Fruit Trees, 3000 Standard and Dwarf
Roses, specimen Greenhouse Plants, including Camellias, Azaleas; goo
choicest Greenhouse Ferns, 300 Cyclamen persicum, &c., all in
excellent condition for moving.
May be viewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

at the place of sale, at the usual Inns in the neighbourhood ; and of
Messrs. HUMBERT and COX, Land Agents, 88, St. James's Street,
London, S.W., and Watford, Herts.

M

SMITHFIELD CLUB SHOW, AGRICULTURAL
HALL, ISLINGTON, DECEMBER q to 13.

IMPLEMENT DEPARTMENT.
The LAST DAY for receiving APPLICATIONS for SPACE for

IMPLEMENTS and M.\CHINERY. &c., is OCTOBER i.

Printed Forms of Application, with Rules and Regulations, may be
obtained of Mr. DAVID PULLEN, Assistant Secretary, corner of

Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W. All communicalions
should bear outside the words " Sm J thficId Club."

QMITHFiELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW.—O The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and PIGS
will be held at the AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON, on
MONDAY afternoon, December 9, and four following days.

Intending Exhibitors arc requested to apply for Certificate Forms
by the reference letters as under :

—

CATTLE.—Form A. For an OX or STEER (in any Class).

B. For a COW or HEIFER (in any Class).

„ C. For a BEAST in Extra Stock
SHEEP. „ D. For a Pen of Three WETHERS.

„ E. For a Pen ot Three EWES.
F. For a Single WETHER SHEEP in ExtraStock

PIGS. „ G. For a Pen of Three PIGS (in any Class).

„ H. For a Single PIG in Extra Stock.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER r.

Prize Lists, Forms of Certificates, and all information may be

obtained on application to Mr. DAVID PULLEN, Assistant Secre-

tary, at the Ofhce of the Honorary Secretary, corner of Half-Moon
Street, Piccadilly, London, W.
N.B.—All communications respecting the Show must be addressed

to the Assistant Secretary as above, and should bear outside the

words " Smithfield Club Show."

Chlgwell, Essex.
CLEARANCE SALE of NURSERY STOCK.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Mr. T. Prolheroe to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, Rolls Park. Chigwcll, Essex, ten

minutes' walk from Chigwell Lane Station. Great Eastern Railway, on
MON DAY. September 30, at 11 for 13 o'Clock precisely, the whole of

the VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, includmg some thousands of

remarkably well grown Aucubas. i to 5 feet ; Gold. Silver, and Green
Hollies ; Green Box, common Laurels, English Yews, Chinese Arbor-

vita;, 9 feet; Cupressus, Piceas of sorts, a quantity of Deciduous
Shrubs, Ornamental and Forest Trees, a choice assortment of 300 fine

Standard Koses of the best varieties. Fruit Trees (various), Straw-

berries in pots, together with some choice Azalea indica, well set with
flower-buds, &c.

On view prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on the Premises, and of

the Auctioneers and Valuers, Lcytonstonc, E.

Dunford Nursery, near Woking Station,
SOUTH-WESTERN RAILWAY, SURREY.

ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE SALE of LARGE QUANTITIES of
USEFUL NURSERY STOCK.

MR. W. ABRAHAM has received instructions from
Messrs. Chapman & Chitty, Proprietors of the above (whose

Lease just expires), 10 SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on
MONDAY, October 28, and three following days, at 12 o'Clock punc-
tually each day. without the LEAST RESERVE, the ENTIRESTOCK of this NURSERY, consisting of many thousands of CONI-
FER.^, EVERGREEN. DECIDUOlTS. FRUIT. FOREST, and
other Trees and Shrubs ; about 100,000 Fruit Stocks of various kinds,
30,000 Roses, &c. Further particulars in future Advertisements. To
Gentlemen and the Trade an excellent opportunity.

Catalogues in due course, on the Premises ; and ol the Auctioneer
and Valuer, Goldworlh Nurseries, Woking, Surrey.

Stratford, Essex.
WITHOUT RESERVE.—EXTENSIVE CLEARANCE SALE of

VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.
IMPORTANT to the TRADE and other LARGE CONSUMERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from the Executors of the late Mr, G, H.

Bunney. deceased, to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Nursery, Maryland Point, Stratford, and The Nursery, Wanstead
Flats, on MONDAY, October 7, and five following days, at 11 for

12 o'clock precisely each day, the whole of the VALUABLE
STOCK, extending over 13 Acres, in fine condition, comprising
Conifera; and Evergreen Shrubs, including 30,000 fine Aucubas,
20,000 green and variegated Hollies, 12,000 Box of sorts, 10,000

common and Portugal Laurels; 2500 English and Irish Yews, 6000

Euonymus, 5^00 Arbor-vil^, 2000 I'hiltyrca, 6500 strong Privet, 3000

Relinospora of sorts, quantities of Sweet Bays, Berberis, Thujas,
CedniS Deodara, Pinua, Ar.-iucarios, Wc-ymniith PinCS. CuPreSSUS,
Spruce Firs, &c., some of which are handsome specimens ; a quantity

ot Seedling Conifera; ; also various Stools and Layers : the American
Plants include 20,000 Rhododendrons, of sorts, 5000 Andromeda flori-

bunda, 2000 Azaleas, Kalmias, &c.; Ornamental and Forest Trees,
viz., 10,000 Limes. 2000 Planes, 2500 Poplars, 4000 Chestnuts, 2000

Mountain Ash, 1500 Weeping Willows, and thousands of others;

3000 Lilacs and 2000 Deciduous Shrubs, of sorts, together with 4000

Fruit Trees, of sorts, 2000 Gooseberries and Currants, 10,000 Fruit

Tree Stocks, 1700 Rose Stocks, 3000 Standard and Dwarf Roses of

the best varieties. 2000 Sweet Briars, 7000 hardy Climbers in pots,

1000 yards of Box Edging, Beds of Cuttings, various, &c.

May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had {6d. each,

returnable to purchasers), at both Nurseries; of Messrs. J. AND R.

GOLE, Solicitors, 40. Lime Street, E.C. ; and of the Auctioneers and
Valuers, American Nurseries, Leytonstone, E,

Stanhope Nursery, opposite Beaufort House.
Near WALHAM GREEN, FULHAM.—CLEARANCE SALE.

MR. J. A. SMITH is instructed by Mr. Siggers to
SELLby AUCTION, on the Premises, on MONDAY, Oct. 14,

at 12 o'clock, the capital remaining NURSERY STOCK, comprising
about 800 Evergreens, in Laurel, Box, Arbor-vitse, &c ; 1000 white
unique climbing Moss and Standard Roses, Wistaria in pots, three

specimens of Australian Palm, a variety of Greenhouse Plants, 2000

Geraniums of sorts ; also Hot-water Pipes, Elbows and Bends, Lawn
Mower, Stock Bricks, and a few out-door effects.

Catalogues of the Auctioneer, Hammersmith, W.

To Gentlemen, Nurserymen, Florists,
MARKET GARDENERS. BUILDERS and MANAGERS of

PUBLIC GARDENS and ESTATES.

MR. J. A. SMITH is instructed by Mr. John Trot
man to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Spring Grove

Nursery, Isleworth. opposite the Milford Arms Hotel, on the high
road to Hounslow, and tive minutes' walk from theSouth-Wcstern Rail-

way Station, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, October 17 and 18, at u
o'clock each day, the Land being required foroiherpurposes, a portion of
the carefully selected N URSERV STOCK, including about 8000 Orna-
mental Trees, from 10 feet to 16 feet high, and comprising icoo well-

grown Limes, 1500 Lombardy, White and Black Italian Poplars, 500
standard Thorns of sorts, 1000 Acacia, Variegated Negundo, Birch,
Mountain Ash, Sycamore, Laburnum, Elms, Chestnuts, and others;
also about 10,000 fine Evergreens, from 2 feet to 6 feet, in tooo choice
Hollies, 1000 Common Laurel, 2000 Portugal ditto, 1000 Chinese Arbor-
vitcE, 1000 American ditto, 1000 Rhododendrons set with bloom, Tree
Box, Laurustinus, Thuja Lobbii, Golden Arbor-vittE, Picea Nord-
manniana. Irish Yew, Hemlock, Spruce, Lilac, Araucaria, Chinese
Juniper, Wellingtonia gigantea, and various others; 1000 Standard
and other Roses, 1000 strong Sweet Briars, several thousand Standard
and Dwarf Fruit Trees, of choice named kinds, the whole in fine con-

dition for removal, and admirably adapted for effective Planting.

Maybe viewed the day preceding and mornings of Sale. Catalogues
at Mr. J. A. SMITH'S Auction Othccs. Hammersmith. W.

Longfords House, Minchinhampton, Gloucestershire.
THREE HUNDRED PURE-BRED SUSSEX DOWN SHEEP,

and THIRTY-ONE HEAD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORN
CATTLE, HORSES, and IMPLEMENTS.

MESSRS. MOORE and HILL are favoured with
instructions from Wm. Playne, Esq., to SELL by AUCTION,

at Longman Barn, on THURSDAY, October 10, at 12 o'Clock, his
VALUABLE FLOCK of SUSSEX DOWN SHEEP, directly

descended from the flock of the late Earl Ducic ; and the greater part

of his HERD of PURE-BRED SHORTHORNS, from the well
known stocks of Col. Kingscote and Mr. Stiles Rich, amongst which
will be found some very choice specimens of the Ursula tribe, by the
7th Duke of York (17,754) and the 2d Duke of Collingham (23,730)

and Goneril or Violet tribe, by the 2d Duke of Wetherby (21,018.

and 3d Duke of Clarence (23,727), and particularly the extraordinary

milking family of Wallflowers, many of them by pure-bred Duchess
Bulls, such as Duke oi Clarence (19,611), Grand Duke of Wetherby
(17,994). the celebrated Bates Bull, 2d Earl of Waltham (19,672), and
ail inherit largely the best Bates blood. The Young Stock are by
Duke of Fawsley (28,387), lot 25 in sale ; they are exceedingly pro-

mising, and do honour to their noble lineage. (His dam, Fawsley 4thj.

was recently sold at Lord Dunmore's sale for 175 guineas.) The cows
and heifers are sen.'ed by him. Also five powerful CART HORSES
and the usual Assortment of AGRIv;ULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, maybe had of Mr. COX, Iron Mills,

Minchinhampton ; and of the Auctioneer, Com Hall Buildings,

Ciicnceslcr.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1872.

WHEAT seed time is approaching, and
ninety-nine out of every hundred farmers

will direct the preparation of the usual quantity

and sorts of grain in the usual way at the usual

time for the usual area of land. There may be

here and there occasionally one who will test

what he has read or heard from our veteran

correspondent, the Rev. George Wilkins, of

Wix, and others, as to the policy of earlier thinner

seeding of land which has been more thoroughly

and deeply cultivated than it generally is, and as

to the policy or impolicy of employing the various

washes with which Wheat is commonly dressed

before it is sown ; but the great majority will

proceed with their ordinary practice, confident,

and, we may add, safe, in the teaching of their

10, 15, or 20 years' experience on the subject.

Almost every one will wash the grain he sows in

a solution of some kind for the protection of the

future crop from bunt.

Is this foolishness or not ? We must confess

that, after having given ample scope to

the confident assertions of our correspondent

on this subject, we feci it necessary to caution

any who may be disposed to think that they can,

without his clean seed, ensure his {i.e., Mr.

Wilkins') immunity from Wheat diseases with-

out any artificial safeguard. We fear that bunt

will generally prevail in proportion to neglect

of precautions of the kind which Mr. WiLKlNS
ridicules. " Certain it is," says our greatest

living authority on plant diseases, "that bunt

may be produced at pleasure, simply by
rubbing the [seed] grain with its spores ;

"

and the young plants, which so early absorb

these spores, to be afterwards developed to the

entire destruction of the future grain crop, can

be recognised at a fortnight old. If grain be

already free from the germs which produce this

effect, the washing which, in ordinary practice,

they receive, is of course entirely useless ;
but

bunt is so comomn a plague that no one can

be sure his seed is free, and, therefore, he is wise

to employ a wash. It does no harm, and may
do much good.

Although washing of the grain is all that is

required to insure this safety, yet as washing is

a tedious and laborious process, methods of

destroying any spores lodged upon the surface

of the grain, without injuring the Wheat itself,

have been sought for and have been found.

The common practice has been justified by care-

ful and prolonged experiment, both here and on

the Continent. It is no mere charm, as Mr.

Wilkins contends, but a practice based upon
experience, and capable of a reasonable expla-

nation.

The washes commonly used are caustic or

alkaline. A mass of bunted grain bruised in a

mortar will exhibit the presence of an oily

matter in its midst, and it is reasonable to

suppose that this oiliness may assist the spore

to cling to the surface of the grain on which it

is carried, and that a caustic or alkaline wash
will be the most likely to remove it. Hence,
probably, the proved serviceableness of stale

urine as a wash for Wheat, to be afterwards

dried by lime—of glauber salts, too, a solution

of sulphate of soda, \\'hich proved the most
successful of all the materials employed in a

series of experiments by Dombasle (this, too,

was dried by caustic lime, which would have the
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effect of setting free and active the caustic soda
from the sohition, with which the grain thus

became coated)—and of sulphate of copper,

also well known to be efficient, and the most
easily employed of any, because a gallon or

li gallon of water holding half a pound in solu-

tion, will, after being mixed up with S bush, of

Wheat, dry of itself in an hour or two, leaving

the grain fit for the drill without the assistance

of the lime-dust necessary in the former cases.

It used also to be a common practice to float

seed Wheat in a sieve in a tub of salt and water,

which enabled the floating ofi" of imperfect or

diseased grains—and in this case lime was cm-

ployed to prepare the seed for the drill. Arthur
Young is quoted in the article on Bunt in

the Cydoperdia of Agriculture as having

recorded the entire freedom from bunt of the

crops of Wheat once grown irom grain saved oft'

a wreck, which, having been soaked in sea-

water, was unfit for food, but remained still good
for seed ; and the practice of using salt water in

preparing seed Wheat is said to have dated

from that circumstance.
We hope, therefore, that while Mr. WiLKINS'

criticisms of this practice may very properly

lead many a man to experiment on the use or

disuse of seed dressing at this time ; they will

lead no one to abandon the practice over his

whole Wheat sowing, unless he can be certain

that the seed is already entirely free from
infection. If by careful cultivation and
careful observation he can be sure that his

seed has no bunt spores clinging to it, then, of

course, it will need no washing. Such a certainty

is, we fear, almost unattainable wherever a

large area of Wheat is grown ; but if it can be
ever reached, it will be by some such plan as

was foreshadowed by the late Professor Hens-
LOW in the following passage, in which we are

certain of the acquiescence of our valued corre-

spondent, the clergyman of Wix, however little

he may be disposed to submit to our review of

his recent criticisms on the practice of dressing

seed Wheat.
" From a variety of considerations it has

always appeared strange to me that practical

agriculturists are accustomed to pay so little

attention to the raising of pure seed crops,

I should have thought that it was always worth
while for any farmer to set aside some propor-

tion of his ground to be more carefully tended
than the rest, for the purpose of ensuring good
and clean seed." Professor Henslow was quite

right. He imagined that it must be well worth
while carefully to seed and tend and weed the

plot which grows the grain and other seeds to be
used upon the farm—and so undoubtedly it is.

At Mark Lane this week only fine qualities of

English Wheat commanded full prices, some difficulty

being found in realising late values for inferior produce.

Prices for English beasts, sheep, and calves

advanced on Monday at the Metropolitan Cattle

Market ; Wednesday's rates, however, were not quite

so good {except for choice calves) — in the case of

sheep a clearance was not effected at lower rates.

A fresh outbreak of Cattle Plague was
reported to the Privy Council on Monday from Yap-
ham. It occurred in a lierd of 37 animals, all of which
were condemned to immediate slaughter. In conse-
quence of the proximity of North Lincolnshire to the

district affected by rinderpest in Yorkshire the Lincoln'

shire farmers have become alarmed, and the Lincoln'

shire Chamber of Agriculture has called upon the local

authority to consider the propriety of closing fairs and
markets in the Parts of Lindsey for a period of six

weeks. The movement has the support of Mr.
Heneage, Mr. H. CHAruN, M.P., and other

influential landed proprietors.

At the recent Social Science meeting at Ply-

mouth, Sir Baldvvvn Leighton read a paper on the

Condition of the Agricultural Labourer. Im-
proved farming had merged many small holdings which
had been of great value to the thrifty labourer, and he
advised owners not to be too hasty in improving away
all these small holdings. It was a serious thing to do
away with two cr three acres of common land attached
to the cottages. It was to the distinct interest of both
landlord and tenant to improve the status and quality

of the men. He advocated, first, a classification

having two or three grades of workmen, according to

efficiency ; second, piece-work ; third, industrial part-
nerships, or payment by results ; fourth, good cottages
and large gardens ; fifth, land to keep a cow ; sixth,
co-operative farms for the labourer ; seventh, migration
and emigration, which was greatly required in some
southern counties ; eighth, an improved Poor-law
administration.

A correspondence in the Tima describes the
adoption of Mr. Isaac Brown's system of distributing

water in the application of the sewage of Bishop
Stortford to Mr. Odams' farm near that town. This
method of water distribution, resulting in a nearly

even rainfall, as it were, over the whole surface irri-

gated, which is perfectly well adapted to the case of

clean water, is entirely unsuited to the work of sewage
distribution. Even if its suspended solid matter could

be perfectly removed, so that sewage could be forced

through small holes in surface-pipes without any risk

of choking the whole apparatus, it is plain, as Mr.
Bailey Denton points out, that the shower system
is the plan most likely to foul the herbage grown by its

means, and most likely to create an offensive nuisance

in the neighbourhood,

The following abstract of Agricultural
Returns of Great Britain for 1S72 was issued

last week by the Statistical Department of the Board
of Trade :

—

Extent of Land in Great Britain under—

Wheat. Barley. Oats. Potatos. Hops.
Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres.

1S70.. 3,500,543 .. 2,371,739 .. 2,763,300 .. 587,661 .. 60,594
'871 .. 3,571.894 • 2.385,783 •• 2.7151707 627,691 .. 60,030

1872 .. 3,599,158 .. 2,316,235 .. 2,705,645 .. 564,083 .. 61,929

Increase (-f-), or Decrease (— ).

1872.. -t-27,264 .. —69,548 .. —10,062 .. —63,608 . .4-1,899*

over or or or or or

1871 .. 0.8 p. ct. .. 2.9p.ct. .. o.3p.ct. .. 10. 1 p.ct. .. 0.3PC.
1872.. +93,615 .. -55,504 .. -57,65s • -23.57S - + 1.335
over or or or or or
1S70 .. 2,8 p. ct. .. 2.3 p. ct .. 2.1 p. ct. .. 4.op. ct. .. 0.2P.C.

Total Numdkr of Live Stock in Great Britain on
June 25.

Cattle. Sheep. Pigs.

1S70 5,4°3,3I7 •• 28,397,589 .. 2,171,138

1871 5.337,759 • 27,119,569 .. 2,499,602

1872 5,624,106 .. 27,922,864 .. 2,784,890

Increase (+), or Decrease (—).

1S72 -)-286,347 .. -1-803,295 .. -1-285,288

over or or or

1871 5.3 p. Ct. .. 2.9 p. Ct. .. 11.4P. ct.

1S72 4-220,789 .. —474,725 .• -^6I3,752

over or or or

1S70 4.1 p. Ct. .. 1.7 p. Ct. .. 28.3p.ct.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

A CORRESPONDENT thuS writCS :

—

"The Shorthorn furore spreads. We have during the

last week witnessed the sale of a bull for 1600 gs., thus

far eclipsing the famous sale of Mr. Bell's 8th Duke of
Vnnic last season. When 1200 gs. is given for a heifer

calf, we may well expect to hear of high prices being

asked for her offspring, and when 1200 gs. is given for the

dam, surely bidders will not be wanting to compete
against each other in due time tor the calf. Thus prices

rise, and fabulous sums are given for animals really worth

no more than good Shorthorns of from 70 gs. to 90 gs.

each. The high prices given for Shorthorns is merely an
indication of the wealth of our country, and is no criterion

of the intrinsic worth of the animal. What, we would ask, is

your 1600 gs. bull going to do for you ? The answer, we
presume, would be, as in the case of the dairy farmer and
old Comet, ' to take in cows at a good profit.' So let it

be. It is quite possible that the buyers at Holker, at

Dunmore, at Winterfold, may find their speculations

successful. Let us at least hope that for their own sakes

they may find, in the event of their reselling, other persons

equally zealous with themselves. But, we repeat, what
are your 1000 gs. bulls or heifers going to do for you ?

Are they to give you better quality, or a more plentiful

supply of, milk ? Are they to produce animals which shall

have well sprung ribs, backs ' that you could roll upon,'

forms which invite inspection, beef of a superior quality,

animals fattening on Turnips and straw? If these are

the objects in view when 1000 gs. is paid for a heifer or

bull, the objects are praiseworthy. But suppose the

idea is a mere presumption or hope that, having

given 1000 gs. for a beast, some one may wisely give

you 1200 gs. for it; then, we say, this is not improving
cattle. It is cattle jobbing, and that not after the

wisest and soberest fashion. We would as readily give

;/2ooo for a cow as j^2o, could we be certain of a

20 per cent, profit upon the transaction. When we
are shown that the high price given for the cattle is

accompanied by serious attempts to really improve

a herd, then we shall not presume to question the

wisdom of giving the largest sums for the best blood
;

but a mere extravagant outlay of money— a gather-

ing together of ill-assorted materials from a number
of herds—a forcing up of the market value by reckless

bidding, ended by a ' most successful ' sale of the whole

lot—this we must look upon as mischievous. We can-

not but contrast such a system with that adopted by sheep

breeders. Look how the improver of Cotswolds or Lin-

colns examines every point of the rams submitted for his

approval. How carefully he and his shepherd discuss

every failing and every point. ' Is he a good sheep, and

is he likely to do my flock good?' Those are the im-

portant questions to be decided, and when once answered

favourably, the sheep is secured if possible, and often at a

high price. Pedigree has its value and its place, but no

animal was ever really the better for its ancestry having

been pure Booth or pure Bates, except in the imagination

of the devout worshippers who daily turn their faces

towards Kirklevington and Warlaby as their Mecca and
Medina."

The extraordinary sale at Winterfold, of which

we gave particulars last week, was another instance of

the value attached to pedigree, and to the blood

I

handed down through many generations from Mr.

Bates' herd. Whatever views may be entertained as

I to the wisdom of laying out vast sums in cattle whose

chief recommendation is that they are "pure bred,"

it is certainly a matter of national interest that so keen
a competition is provoked by certain bovine strains. It

is difficult to explain or even render a satisfactory

reason for this competition, and yet it undoubtedly
exists and grows. Those who, like Mr. Harward and
Mr, Downing, reap the fruits of the present fashion,

are fortunate, and we sincerely congratulate these two
gentlemen upon the result of their sale. Neither
should we forget Mr. Straflbrd, who has so thoroughly
identified himself with the rise of Shorthorns, and who,
both in his capacity of auctioneer and Editor of the

Herd Book, has for years been a centre of communi-
^

cation among Shorthorn breeders. Surely the present

market value of Shorthorns is not a little due to the

work of a man who so materially helped to keep con-

fusion from those pedigrees which are now so jealously

watched.

Sth Duke of Geneva (28,390), purchased
on the iSth inst. by Mr. F. Leney for 1650 gs., is a
pure-bred Duchess bull, tracing through Duchesses 66,

55. 3S, 33, 19, 12, 4, to Duchess ist by Comet. The
bulls \vhich occur in this fine pedigree commence with
the celebrated sire last named, which was by
Favourite, dam by Favourite out of Favourite's
dam. This closely in-bred animal. Comet, put to a

cow by Favourite, begot Duchess 1st.

Diicliess isi was put to Ketton 2D by Ketton by Favourite,
and produced Ditchcss i,th.

Duchess \th and The Earl, bred by putting the •yi Duchess to

her mother's own brother, Duke(226), brought Z?»Mt-jJ xitk.

Duc/iess Tith and 2D Huddack by The Earl brought
Duchess \c)th.

Duchess igih and Belvedere by Waterloo brought
Duchess 331^.

Dnc/iess zy^ and Norfolk (2377) by zd Hubback brought
Duchess -^Zih.

Duchess 38//^ and 4th Duke of Northumberland (3649)
brought Duchess 55M.

Duchess $^ih and 4TH Duke of York by nd D ifchess o/Oxon,
and out ai Duchess $isf brought Duchess 66th.

Duclu'ss 66th and the celebrated bull Duke of Glo'ster, sold to

America, gave -^d Duchess 0/ Thomuialc, the dam of the bull

in question.

He is by Baron of Oxford {23,371), bred by Mr.

N. J. Becar, of Smithtown, U.S.A., and was by DuKE
OF Glo'ster (11,382) from Oxford i^ith by 3D Duke
of York (io,i66).

The breeding of the two heifers purchased

by Mr. R. Pavin Davies, of Gloucestershire, is

clearly shown by the two accompanying pedigrees.

lilarchiouess of Oxford was bought at loio gs., and
the Oxjord Duchess brought the extraordinary price of

1200 gs.

Jilarchioncss of Oxford f?va!i).

Calved Jan. 21, 1871 ; sire, 4th Duke of Geneva, Sir. Sheldon.
Dam, Sih Maid of Oxford, by 2U Duke of Geneva (23,752),

Mr. Sheldon,
g.d. ^d 711a/d ofOxford, by Grand Duke of Oxford (16,184),

Capt. Gunter.

3. d. Oxford zoth, by Marquis of Carrabas (11,789), Mr.
Fawkes.

4. d. Oxford s^h, by Duke of Northumberland (1940). Mr.
Bates.

5. d. Oxford Q-d. by Short Tail (262T), Mr. Bates.

6. d. Matchem Co^u, by ]\Iatchem (2281), Mr. Bates.

7. d. by Young Wvnyard (2859), Lady Antrim.

4TH Duke of Geneva, red, calved August 6, 1867 ; bred by
Mr. Sheldon, U.S.A. ; sire Baron of Oxford (23,371), dam
jih Duchess of Thorndalc by 2D Grand Duke (i2,g6i), g.d.

3«? Duchess of Tho7-ndale by Duke of Glo'ster (11,382),

g.g.d. Duchess 66th by 4TH Duke of York (10,167), &c.
Vol. xviii., No. 26,020, p. 84.

Oxford Duchess {red fttid white).

Calved July 2, 1871 ; sire, 6th Duke of Geneva, Mr. Sheldon,

dam, wth Lady of Oxford^ by Baron of Oxford (23,371),

Mr. Becar.

g.d. 7M Lady of Oxford, by 6th Duke of Thorndale
(23.794). Mr. Thorne.

3. d. -zd Lady of Oxford, by 2D Grand Duke (12,961), Mr.
Bolden.

4. d. Oxford i^th, by 3D Dukeof York ^10,166), Mr. Bates.

5. d. Oxford $ih, by Duke of Northumberland (1940), Mr.
Bates.

6. d. Oxfordid, by Short Tail (2621), Mr. Bates.

7. d. Matchem Co^v, by Matchem (22S1), Mr. Mason.
8. d. by Young Wvnyard (2859), Lady Antrim.

6th Duke of Geneva, red and white, c.^lvcd April 9, 1868 ;

bred by Mr. Sheldon, U.S.A. ; sire, Baron uf Oxford (23,371).

dam ^ih Duchess of Geneva by Grand Duke of Oxford
(16,184), S-d. Duchess of Geneva by 2D Grand Duke (12,961),

g.gr.d. Duchess jtst by Duke of Glo'ster (11,382), &c.

Vol. xvU., No. 23,754, P- 82.

We have to acknowledge the receipt of a

private catalogue of pure-bred Shorthorns, the property

of Lord Fitzhardinge, The \bt comprises 6 Lady
Wild Eyes, 9 Musicals and Minstrels, 4 Raspberries,

4 Ursulas, and 2 Waterloos, besides a good many
other single representatives of well-known tribes.

NORTHERN RAM SALES.
[The following are among tlie more important sales cftected by

auction durmg the last two weeks at Peebles, Beattock, and

Kelso, and under the auspices of the Lothian Ram Society.]

At BciUiock, Mr. Carruthers' lot of Cheviots, 47 in

all, were shown first. Three 3-year-oId rams sold from

£$ S^- tOj£^7 lo-f- ; S 2-year-olds sold from £2. \^s. to

^43. The average was /16 o.f. T^d. ; the average in

1S70 was ^S 2s. Thirty-six i-year-old rams sold from

{,2 to ;!^20, two animals bringing the last figure. The
average of the lot was £"] os. Sd. Mr. Johnstone's

rams, 75 in all, were next offered. Twenty-six 3-year-

old rams sold from £2 l$s. to /"ji. The average was

;^io 5^-. 2d. ; the average of 23 in 1S70 was £4 iSs. 6d.

The 2-year-old rams, 19 in ail, sold from £i to ^^27.
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The average was ^10 I3J-. dd. The i-year-olds, 27 m
aU, sold from £2 p. to ^23, the average beins

£6 y. ijJ. The Capplegill rams averaged (75)

At Pedh-s, 50 Leicesters from Mr. Mills, Hors-

biirgh Castle-highest, ;^I7 los. ; lowest, ^7 ;
aver-

age, ;^I0 lOS.

At the Lothian Ram Society's Sale, the highest price

obtained during the day was ^79 for the 1st prize Cheviot

of Mr. MolTatt, Kinleith, sold by Mr. Oliver, and the

average of the lot, numbering 28 in all, was £\i 15-f. 9(/.

The next highest average, £,\o gj. 3'/., was also for

Cheviots, the property of Mr. Johnstone, Archbank.

The highest price was / 32 lis., and the lot numbered

38. £sfl was paid for one of the Cheviots belonging

to Mr. Welsh, Ericstane ; the average of the lot— 15

in number—was £^ iSj. In black-faced, those of

Mr. Archibald, Overshiels, sold by Messrs. Swan,

averaged £<) i+r. The lot numbered 30, and the

highest was £z'& ; the average of a lot of 40, belong-

ing to Mr. Greenshields, West Town, was £^ is. i\d.,

the highest price being ^30. The next highest average

was ^9 IS. 3I1/., wliich was obtained by the lot

belonging to Air. Brydone, Burnc.aslle. The highest

was £l^ los., and the total number 2S. Mr. Buist,

who had no fewer than 1 5 lots of black-faced rams,

obtained an average of £(> ly. (sJ. for a lot of 50,

belonging to Mr. Aitken, Listonshiels, the highest

price being ^'23. The average of a lot belonging to

Mr. Melrose, Westloch, was £(1 ly. the highest being

Blackfaced Breed.

Archibald, Overshiels

GreeiishioWs, West Town .

.

Brvdonc. Uurncaslle
G.'S. Inch, Mitchelhill

Melrose. Westloch ..

Gray, H.irperrigg ..

Aitken, Listonshiels

Representativtis of the late Mr
Wilson, Crosshouse

Rams. Highest. Average.

No.
30
40
28

9
38

I s.

28 o

30 o
17 10

£ s.

9 14

7 I

4 iS

6 13

5 I

6 13

5 3

CIteviots.

Plenderleith, Moorfoot
Johnston, .\rchbatik
Welsh, Ericstane
Stevenson, Mount Lothian
Moffat, Kinleith

29
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read over to you if you desire it, and you may if you
please take extracts from it with a view to ttie communi-
cation which you are invited to malce.

" Should it not be convenient for you to do this to-day
the statement will be at my oiifice in Stourbridge the whole
of Monday next, and the lilce opportunities now offered
in relation to it shall be afforded to you or to any gentle-
man authorised by you on calling there at anytime during
that day. In case of my absence you will please inquire
for my partner, Mr. Shepherd, who will carry out these
arrangements.

" The committee reserve to themselves full liberty to
take any proceedings they may think proper and to deal
in any way with any statement which you may lay before
them,— I am, sir, your obedient servant,

"JNO. Harvvakd.
"Winterfold, Kidderminster, July 27, 1872."

A letter of which the following Is a copy was received
in reply :

—

"Victoria Hotel, Douglas, Isle of Man,
July 30, 1872.

" Dear Sir,—1 have this day received yours, and am
prepared to take oath that I bred the Wild Eyes heifer
mentioned in yours, but 1 am sorry to say that she took
what we call staggers in the head, and was obliged to be
killed. I also wish to state that she was a Wild Eyes.
I shall be here a few days, as I am judge at the Isle of
Man show on Wednesday next.—Yours obedient,

"Thomas Atherton.
"Jno. Harward, Esq., Winterfold, Kidderminster."

In reply was sent a letter, of which the following is

a copy :

—

" Mr. Thomas Atherton, Chapel House,
Speke, near Liverpool.

"Sir,— I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter
dated the 30th ult., and shall be much obliged to you
if you will kindly let me know whether you propose to
make any, and, if so, what further communication to the
committee in reference to my letter to you of the 27th ult.

" If I am correct in assuming from your letter that the
heifer in question is dead, I would impress upon you the
importance of having the skin and horns preserved, as
they would form an important feature in any further
investigation.—I am, sir, your obedient servant,

"Jno. Harward.
"Winterfold, Kidderminster, August i, 1872."

No further reply having been received from Mr.
Atherton, the committee met and instructed their
secretary to communicate further with Mr. Atherton,
and he accordingly sent him a letter, of which the
following is a copy :

—

" Mr. Thomas Atherton, Chapel House,
Speke, near Liverpool.

" Sir,—In continuation of my letters to you of July =7
last and of the ist inst., I am directed by the committee
therein mentioned to inform you that after considering
the facts of the case, and that serious contradictions are
involved in it, which in the interest of the public should
be carefully investigated, they have resolved to invite you
arid the opposing parties to attend a meeting of the com-
mittee to be held by them for the purpose of investigating
and determining the question in dispute.
"That question is this :—Whether or not the heifer

which you sold to Mr. Davies as Wild Flower Oxford 21/
on November 14, 1S70, and as to which you gave a
written pedigree, was the identical heifer which Mr. Ash-
burner sold to you as Tlie Blanckt Rose in September,
1870, and which was bred by Mr. Cheney?

" Several parties have represented to Mr. Davies that
the heifer which you thus sold him was The Blanche
Rose, while you yourself deny this, and allege that the
heifer you sold was truly described in the pedigree you
gave, and that you ysurself bred her.

" The committee wish at the meetingso proposed to be
holden, to hear all that can be alleged by yourself and
your witnesses on the one side, and by Mr. Davies and his
witnesses on the other side on this point, and then to form
an opinion thereon upon the evidence produced, and to
communicate that opinion to both the parlies, and to all
the Shorthorn breeders by whom the committee were
appointed.

"In the conduct of this investigation, the committee
feel that a serious responsibility devolves upon them, and
they will approach the subject without prejudice or bias
as though they were jurors solemnly sworn to do justice
between the parties, according to the weight of the
evidence produced.

" The committee propose to hold a meeting for the
above purpose, at a place and on a day that may be con-
venient to all parties, and they suggest the North-Western
Hotel, Liverpool, as the place, and one or other of the
following days, viz. : the 21st, 23d, 24th, or 25th days of
September next, as the time for the meeting.
"The committee will be glad to hear from you whether

you are willing to attend a meeting to be called for the
above purposes and to submit the matter to their investi-
gation in the manner proposed. If so they will be glad
also to know whether the above place, and which of the
above days, will be convenient to you.

"If you are not willing to attend a meeting such as has
been suggested, they will to glad to hear from you to that
effect

; and in any event they wish to hear from you,
through me, with a definite reply to this proposal, on or
before September 7 next.

"If anything should happen, on the one side or the
other, to prevent or unreasonably delay a full and satisfac-
tory investigation of this matter in the way proposed the
committee will take such other proceedings in the case as
they may consider necessary for the information of Short-
horn breeders and the public— I am, sir, yours obediently,

,,5:,, , ., ,
"Jno. Harward.

Stourbridge, August 29, 1872."

No reply has been received to this last letter, and
the committee now think it their duty to communicate
these facts to Shorthorn breeders and others interested

in promoting the breed of Shorthorn cattle, in order
that each gentleman may, if he pleases, investigate this
matter further and draw proper conclusions therefrom.
Some public proceedings which have taken place

since these inquiries were begun have confirmed the
committee in the conviction that questions of pedigree
of this kind deserve and should receive at the hands of
all Shorthorn breeders the most careful investigation
which the circumstances of each case admit of.

DUNMORE.
Skelmersdale.
Penruvn.
N. Kingscote.

86, Brooke Street, London, W., Sept. 19, 1872.

HOP PROSPECTS.
Hop prospects are fast becoming realisations, for by

the middle of the next week it is probable that, with fine

weather, all the Hops will be gathered in, and the
hopes and fears of the growers will be set at rest, 50
far as the quantity and quality of the crop are con-
cerned, and the grave business of selling the Hops will
begin. The higgage-trains of the South-Eastern and
London and Chatham will be burdened with trucks
laden with pockets, stamped with the rampant Kentish
horse, and the narrow streets leading to the huge Hop
warehouses in the Borough will be literally choked up
by Pickford & Co.'s delivery vans, and by the
huge waggon loads which have come by road.
Many Kentish growers send their Hops in tlieir own
farm waggons, as in seasons of large crops there
is considerable dilficulty in getting trucks and sheets at

the various railway stations, and this year more than
usual will be sent up by road, as the South-Eastern
Railway has raised the charges for carriage just 50 per
cent. Many Hops are sent by water from places near
the Medway, and there is a great scramble for a few
weeks just after hopping to get the Hops delivered in

London, because they are very perishable commo-
dities, soon injured by damp, by rats and mice, and
tlie stowages attached to farms are not large
enough or good enough to keep them well for any
time, also because growers do not as a rule
sell their Hops, as farmers usually sell their
produce, by instalments, but dispose of their whole
growths at one transaction. This custom, of course,
tends to depreciate the value at the time. The fact of
every grower crowding in his Hops for sale at the same
time must interfere with the legitimate action of supply
and demand, and it is sometimes seen that directly the
greater part of the Hops are sold to the merchants
prices get higher. As the merchants ate few compara-
tively, this may be said to be the result of the combina-
tion of a clique ; it is so probably to a certain extent,
but the natural influences of a steady, healthy demand
on the part of the brewers must also alTect prices and
improve values, which would have benefited the pro-
ducers if they had only regulated their supply. TheZ>t«/y
Telegraph and the Daily Ncios have lately interviewed
the hoppers in Kent, and the results were embodied in
articles in typically sensational style, which conveyed
no definite or clear information, either as to Hops or
hoppers, except that the former are very plentiful, and
smell aromatically, and that the latter are very badly
dressed, and earn a deal of money at Hop picking.
The gentleman of the Daily Nnos was shoved un-
ceremoniously into a bin, or frame for picking, from
whence he was not allowed to come until he had paid
his "footing." He tried his 'prentice hand upon
picking Hops, which did not suit his fingers, nimble in

dashing ofi leaders, for he confessed that he could not
earn id. a week at it. The Saturday Rn'iezu treated
of the same subject, more stto, a fortnight since, in

three columns of its superfinest, and wound up a
poetical, platitudinarian, moral essay with grave counsel
to Hop-growers to keep their pickers dry.

As Hop prospects merge into realities, it is seen
that- the shortcomings as to quantity are considerable,
and that the exaggerated estimates formed of the crop
will not nearly be reached. Almost all growers over-
estimated the probable yield of their grounds, and in
many districts in Mid, North, the Weald of Kent,
and in Sussex, they find that their produce is

less than they grew in 1871. In Hampshire and
Surrey the yield is very good, quite up to the expecta-
tion made of it, and in East Kent there has been no
disappointment. Hereford and Worcester grow, in

spite of the wonderful revival, only about 2.^ cvvt. all

through, and in Mid Kent in many parts a strength of
pickers even greater than usual has not been able to
supply the oasts fully. There are, unfortunately, no
statistics to show the exact amount of the Hop crop,
but, judging by the way it has come down in several
districts, it must be said that ^^330,000 old duty is the
very highest amount it can be set at. On account of
the difficulty in getting the Hops off, and the unusually
long time occupied in picking them, it is probable that
some will not be picked at all, and that many of those
picked in the last week will be almost unsaleable, by
reason of excessive brownness and diseased condition,
and these circumstances must tend to enhance the
value of all Hops of good colour, and of those
possessing even moderate brightness.
From Germany the reports are identical, only that

there is not so heavy a crop ; from Nuremberg, the
great German Hop marl, advices state that all accounts
of the crop show a superabundance of low and a defi-

ciency of good bright qualities ; from far and near
the same unsatisfactory reports arrive, and this evident
disproportion causes a lively trade in good bright sorts.

About 10,000 bales have been sold upon the Nurem-
berg market since the beginning of the season, which
large amount is accounted for by the scarcity of 1871
Hops, and the enormous (kolossalen) increase in brew-
ing (bier-fabrikation)

;
prices vary from 32 florins for

inferior, to 55 florins for good qualities, while spiilt

sorts fetch from 58 to 66 florins per centner. It is

learned that at Tubingen, an important district in
Wurtemberg, the picking is nearly ended, and that
buyers and sellers are both holding back ; the few
sales that have been made were at from 36 to 44 florins

per centner. At Fruchtgau, a district of Wurtemberg
producing very fine qualities, about 5 centners will
be given per morgen, which is about equal to 9 cwt.
per acre, consisting of one-fourth of good and the rest
of second-rate quality : prices here run from 50 to So
florins per centner, or from £^ 5r. to £6 ly. i^. per
cwt. Prices run from no to 1 20 florins per centner,
or from about £t) to £10 per cwt. at Saary, in
Bohemia, where the Hops were much injured in the
summer by inundations and bad weather. American
new Hops are selling at New York at from 45 to 55
cents per pound, and it is observed that when new
Hops come in the price of yearlings, or last season's
Hops, falls considerably ; but this year yearlings are not
to be found, and brewers must consequently con-
sume the new growth directly, unmixed with
Hops of 1S71. There is no doubt that the American
growth of this year is insufficient for the requirements
of the brewers, and that considerable importations will
be necessary. Belgium has a good crop of fair quality,
and will export considerable quantities. Prices at
Antwerp run from 60 to 65 francs, and for Poperinghe
sorts at 80 francs, per 50 kilogrammes.

In our paragraph on " Hop Prospects " in last week's
paper, mention was accidentally made about aphides
depositing larvfe—of course the reference was to their

eggs, or ova.

THE USES OF GEOLOGY.
[The following is an extract from a lecture recently delivered at

Newcastle by Professor D. Page.]

It is true that geology has still much to accomplish,
and a great deal to reject ; but it is equally true that
the science is pregnant with practical value—and espe-
cially to the agriculturist, to the land valuator, the
architect, the civil engineer, the mining engineer, and
to all, in fine, whose arts and manufactures depend,
directlyorindtrectly,on the mineral and metallic products
of the earth. Man cannot make progress in civilisation

without drawing from the mineral and metallic stores
of the earth's crust. Hemay lead a savage or a nomadic
life, and subsist on roots and fruits, by hunting, by
fishing, or on the produce of his herds and flocks ; but
he cannot settle down in civilised communities, orcombat
successfully with the forces of Nature till he has learned
to arm himself with tools and implements. Personally
he is weak—weaker than many of his fellow creatures—
and it is not till he has furnished himself with imple-
ments—and these, the best of them drawn from the
earth, that he can till the soil, reap his harvests, hew
the wood, fashion the stone, or reduce the ore. And
the more numerous his civilised wants become, the
more he draws from the earth—rearing his cities, deco-
rating his mansions, erecting bridges, piers, and
harbours ; creating new sources of heat and light, fabri-

cating machinery, laying railway?, building steamships,
and stretching telegraphic cables—the raw materials of
which he obtains, and obtains alone, from the earth.
In this way a knowledge of the composition and
structure of the earth's crust becomes more and more
indispensable ; and hence an acquaintance with geology,
if he would learn where this or that mineral is to be
found, the abundance in which it occurs, and the
facilities with which it can be obtained for this purpose.
The minerals and metals are not scattered broadcast
throughout the earth. They have their places and
relations, and these places and these relations it is the
function of geology to determine. Whoever, therefore,

has to deal with the products of the earth, in their

economic or commercial aspect.s, cannot fail to be
benefited by some scantling of geological knowledge.

Let me endeavour to make this clearer by a few
illustrative examples : And, first, the soils we cultivate

depend for their fertility on their composition and
texture. This composition and texture may be naturally
unfertile, and yet may be capable of improvement by
simple admixture of other soils, by drainage, or by
mineral manuring. The agriculturist who knows the
nature of his soils and subsoils, and their underlying
rocks, is surely, therefore, in a better position to cor-

rect their deficiencies by admixture, by draining, and
by manuring, than one who cannot discriminate the

nature of these soils or detect their deficiencies. The
elements of fertile admixture may lie within the same
farm ; the defects in composition may be corrected by
the application of appropriate mineral manures ; but
how can the farmer obtain this needed information save
through a geological acquaintance with the nature of
the materials he has to operate upon and apply? •* Let
him obtain it from the geologist," say some, "and
apply it empirically." So far good ; but infinitely

belter that ihc agriculturist knew something of the
matter himself, and could separate the Wheat from the

I
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chafTof his scientific advisers. Secondly, as the worth

of an estate depends not only on its agricultural but

also on its mineral value, the land valuator who is

unable to determine the character of its soils and sub-

soils and is ignorant of its mineral structure, can never

do justice to his client. A knowledge of the geological

structure of an estate is not less necessary to fixing its

real value than a knowledge of its various soils and

climate, and it is often for want of this knowledge that

estates are either sold under their value or bought at un-

remunerative piices. At the present day, when farm

produce meets so ready a market, and the minerals and

metals bring such high prices, no estate should be

bouglxt or sold without a thorough survey alike of its

surface capabilities and of its mineral stores, and this

cannot be done witli any degree of satisfaction without

appealing to the mineral surveyor as well as to the mere

agricvdturist. No estate agent is worthy of the name who
is incapable of appreciating this twofold aspect of the

value of landed property. Again, take the case of the

architect who has to deal with beauty and durability of

structure without, and with elegance of decoration

within. The beauty and durability of a building stone,

and facility with which it can be obtained and dressed,

is of prime importance in architecture. The stone

which will keep its colour in the open country may not

do so in the smoky city ; and the rock which will resist

the action of the weather in its normal state may waste

and crumble under the carbonated atmosphere of the

manufacturing town. Nor is it structure and decoration

alone that call for the assistance or suggestions of the

geologist. The mortars, the cements, and concretes of

the builder are yearly assuming a greater importance,

and receiving a wider application ; and as the compo-
nent materials of these are drawn directly from the

earth, geology comes in with important information to

the manufacturer—indicating the nature and abundance
of the limestones, and sands, and gravels with which he
has to operate. It is ignorance on this point which
often causes the builder to bring from a distance mate-

rials which could be obtained of equal quality and at a

cheaper rate in his own immediate locality. It is also

a want of knowledge on this head that permits the

artificial manufacture of hydraulic cements and con-

cretes, while limestones of natural hydraulic energy lie

unknown and neglected.

In the next place, take the case of the civil engineer,

who has to plan and lay down roads and railways, to

execute cuttings and tunnels, to excavate docks and
harbours, to erect piers and breakwaters, to deepen and
widen tidal rivers, and bring in water supplies to towns.

Not a step can be taken in any of these important ope-

rations without coming in contact with geological phe-

nomena—not a plan can he lay down which does not

depend more or less on a knowledge of rocks and rock

formations. It is true he may obtain information from
geological maps and from professional geologists ; but,

even with this aid, his work will be executed with

feebleness and uncertainty compared with that of one
who can discriminate the geological structure of a

country for himself. And it has simply been, and still

is, for want of this geological knowledge that so many
of our engineering works have been executed at so much
cost, and with so little pecuniary satisfaction to their

proprietors. The profession of civil engineer is at

present a very wide and ill-defined one, and greatly

needs some qualifying test of admission, but certainly no
one should be entitled to add C.E. to his name who
cannot show a fair acquaintance with the leading facts

of physical geology. Once more, and we come to the

mining engineer—whether working among stratified

rocks for such products as coal, ironstone, limestone,

and fireclay, or following veins and lodes in search of

the metals and metallic ores. In either case some
knowledge of geology is indispensable ; and although it

is true that mining was largely followed ere geology had
shaped itself into a science, yet the practical skill of

the miner in dealing with successions of beds, with
dykes and dislocations, and with kindred phenomena,
is geology of a kind requiring the noting of facts and
the drawing of generalisations, not less real and service-

able than the deductions of the theoretical geologist.

The wider, however, the geological knowledge of the

mining engineer, the better will he be able to cope with
the difficulties that present themselves in his arduous
calling. His services may not always be restricted to

the same district. His advice may be sought in other
districts where there are other rocks, other successions,

other dislocations and appearances, and he will be but
poorly prepared for these unless he is in some measure
acquainted with the general principles of geology.
Besides, new substances are yearly being utilised, and
it is the duty of the mining engineer to keep pace with
this progress, and to see that nothing in his workings
be left unnoticed or unused. I am old enough to

remember when there were only four or five fire-clay

works in Britain ; now there are scores of them. I
have seen black-band ironstone used for a dry-stone
wall ; now we cannot get enough of it for the furnace.
Forty years ago the cannel coals of Scotland were seldom
brought to bank, and when brought, worth only some
4J". or 5^. a ton ; now the same coals are selling at 30^,
and 35i., and the Torbanehill coal at double that
price. Sixteen years ago the bituminous shales of
Britain did not bring a 6J. to their owners j now they
are bringing hundreds of thousands. Five-and-twenty
years ago many of you may have walked over the
Cleveland Hills clear in their pastoral purity ; now they

are beclouded with the smoke of the iron furnace, and

resonant with the sounds of a gigantic and varied

industry. There is no standing idle; not to keep abreast

with the progress is to perish. Some of the older school

may alTcct indifference to science ; but the younger

members of the profession may lay it to heart that the

knowledge winch sufficed even 20 years ago will not

sustain tliem in the race of life in these days of gigantic

undertakings, and more exact calculation. If they will

not prepare themselves for the contest, they need not

feel surprised at being outstripped by those who have

had the better sense to seek the necessary scientific

training. While every region of the globe is being

ransacked to supply the mineral and metallic require-

ments of Europe and America, the mining engineer

may safely calculate upon a wider field for his services

—and these services can only be valuable and reliable

in proportion to his scientific knowledge of the subjects

with which he has to deal. Sinking shafts, driving

shafts, pumping and ventilation are arts of prime im-

portance ; but where to sink, the nature of the minerals

sought, their mode of occurrence, and the dislocations

to which they may have been subjected are of equal

importance, and can only be known through some ac-

quaintance with the science of geology. But it is not

alone to the farmer, the land-agent, the builder, the

civil engineer, or the mining engineer, that some ac-

quaintance with geology is of importance. Its applica-

tions to the arts and manufactures are numerous and
direct— to the fictile arts of the potter and glassmaker,

to the manufacturer of mineral pigments and dyes, to

the metallurgist and chemist, to the lapidary and

jeweller, and even to_ the mechanical engineer and

machinist. The potter and glassmaker derive all their

clays and sands from the earth ; all our mineral pigments

are procured directly or indirectly from the same source
;

so likewise are all our metals, whether native or as ores;

and so also our fossil fuels and lights ; our millstones,

grindstones, and whetstones ; our salts and saline earths

;

our gems and precious stones. In fine, there are few of

the arts and manufactures which do not less or more
depend on the mineral and metallic treasures of the

earth ; and surely some acquaintance with the compo-
sition and structure of that earth, so that the place of

those minerals and metals may be known—their abund-

ance ascertained—and the facility of obtaining them
be determined—cannot fail to be of advantage to those

who have to fashion and fabricate them into objects

whether of utility or ornament.

THE DISEASES OF PLANTS.
(Conclttdcd /rnvt p. 1275.^

It may be a question with some, what is disease ?

There are many forms of cultivation which produce

disease ; the vegetables thus treated being unfit for

human food in their natural mode of growth. The
treatment of Seakale, Celery, &c., is perfectly un-

natural, and the blanched stalks are in a diseased con-

dition when thought to be most wholesome and deli-

cious for the table. It is the same with forcing all

descriptions of plants ; they become diseased, but it is,

of course, only a feeble type. If large doses of guano,

phosphates, or any other manure are used for Mangel
Wurzel or Swedes, there will be a heavy crop under

favourable conditions ; still they will be much more
liable to rot either on the land or in the pit. The
seeds of disease are in them, and will certainly not lie

dormant. It must not be considered that every form

of variation from the normal growth is a diseased

form ; nevertheless, these forms cannot be said to

show health. If the vital functions are impeded, from

whatever cause, it will cause a deviation from health
;

hence, if it does not introduce actual decay, it will have

that tendency in the plant, and, if possible, a remedy
must be suggested, or it will obstruct the main ends of

cultivation.

What holds good in the animal does so in the vege-

table world ; any progeny from a diseased parent will

ultimately become weakly if not actually diseased. It

will become what is usually termed blighted. How
frequently do we hear of crops being blighted, this being

synonymous with disease, whatever form it may
assume. The principal disease to which the Wheat
plant is subject is usually termed smut amongst

farmers, but it in reality is caused by Uredo
fcetida, and is a different disease from smut. It is a

well-known fact that the spores of Uredo foetida (bunt

or pepperbrand) are conveyed into the plant through

the roots. This can be easily proved by dusting

the spores on perfectly clean Wheat, when the pro-

duce will be diseased. This Uredo is termed Uredo
foetida on account of its filthy odour. If you break a

grain infected, you will find the flour replaced by a black

mass, oily and fetid, and the germ of life may be seen to

be destroyed. A single ball contains millions of spores.

The experience of the Rev. G. Wilkins seems to be

different from that of all other persons, he being able

to grow this plant free of this disease without the aid

of vitriol or any other compound to destroy the germs.

One pound of sulphate of copper (blue vitriol) dis-

solved in 2 galls, of water is sufficient to steep a sack

of Wheat, and will destroy all bunt-spores that may
adhere to the grain.

The sooty powder on the flowering parts of com
plants, which is more properly called smut, and which

is also called burnt-ear and dust-brand, is formed of the

spores of another Uredo, called Uredo segetum. It

renders the whole ear abortive. It is said that some
farmers welcome its appearance, because they conceive

it augurs a good crop. Smut is highly destructive

where it abounds, but it is not so injurious to the har-

vested grain as bunt, because the spores are, in a great

measure, dispersed before the grain is ripe, which is

not the case with bunt, the spores of which are not

set free till it is broken up by the flail or threshing-

machine, added to which it is entirely devoid of the

disgusting fishlike odour which is so offensive

in the bunt. The question of most interest is, how we
may get rid of it ? The remedy is undoubtedly the

same as that for bunt, but it is not so efhcacious,

because the seed is not so apt to be impregnated by the

spores as bunt Wheat. The greater part is dispersed

at an early period, and falls to the ground, where it is

ready to attack the sprouting seed.

Another Uredo which must receive notice is known
familiarly to us as rust and red-gum, whilst some call it

red-rag and red-robin. It comes out in yellow or red

blotches on the stem, the leaf, and the chaff-scales,

appearing as a powder. It is chiefly found scattered

over the inner surface of the outer chaff-scales, the

skin of which is raised in blisters ; but the hue of the

whole field is often affected by it, and fears naturally

arise ; still it often happens that a few days of bright

sunshine dissipate the fungus, but the mischief has

been done, and the crop feels it. It is occasioned by
the parasitic fungus called Uredo rubigo. Sometimes
when it affects the straw, on disappearing the straw is

not much injured, and it is only the rusted grains which
suffer. There is no known remedy.

Mildew is another source of loss in the Wheat
crop. The mode and time of introduction into the

plant has not been observed, nor the stages of growth
which precede the appearance of mildew upon the

leaves or stems. It is not, however, thought that the

spores adhere, like those of bunt, to the grain, for they

are not easily removed from their place, and if they

did adhere, they would be destroyed by the usual

dressing, in the same way as the bunt. In any case

they do not germinate till the spring. Wheat mildew
is one of the most formidable plagues against which

some farmers have to contend, and, unfortunately, one

against which they have no remedy. The very culti-

vation which is most conducive to a large produce in

good seasons is, in unfavourable seasons, productive of

mildew. In bad mildew years the worst crops suffer

the least, because they are less heavy. The Pea is

often covered with mildew, a species of Botrytis ; but

there is no known means of prevention or cure—it all

depend:^ on climatic conditions.

Perhaps there is no (disease it is called) form of

growth which has caused greater discrepancy of

opinion than finger-and-toe in the Turnip. The
fallacy of calling this form of growth a disease has

been clearly shown by Professor Buckman, who has

demonstrated that it is only a return to the original and
natural growth of the parent plants. There is another form

of growth somewhat similar to this in some respects,

and which has often been confounded with it. This is

anbury, or club-root. It is a large excrescence appear-

ing below the bulb, growing to a large size, and as

soon as the hard weather sets in, or it is, by its own
nature, brought to maturity, becoming putrid, and
smelling very offensively. These distortions manifest

themselves very early in the Turnip's growth, even

before the rough leaf is much developed. Observers

seem to have ascertained that if the bulbs have

attained the size of a Walnut unaffected, they do not

subsequently become diseased.

The maggot found in the Turnip anbury is the

larva of a weevil called Curculio. " I have bred

this species of weevil," says Mr. Kirby, "from
the knob-like galls on Turnips called anbury, and I

have Httle doubt that the same insects, or a species

allied to them, cause the clubbing of the roots of

Cabbages." Marsham describes the parent as a

coleopterous insect, of a dusky black colour, with the

breast spotted with white, and the length of the body
one line and two-thirds.

The general experience of all farmers and gardeners

testifies that the anbury of the Turnip and Cabbage
usually attacks these crops when grown for successive

years on the same soil. This is precisely what might

be expected, for where the parent insect deposits her

eggs some of these embryo ravagers are to be expected.

That they never attack the plants upon a fresh site is

not asserted. Mr. Marshall's statement is evidence to

the contrary ; but it is advanced that the obnoxious

weevil is most frequently to be observed in soils when
the Turnip or Cabbage has recently and repeatedly

been cultivated. Another general result of experience

is, that the anbury is most frequently observed in dry

seasons. This is also what might be anticipated, for

insects that inhabit the earth, just beneath the surface,

are always restricted and checked in their movements
by its abounding in moisture. Moreover the plants

actually affected by anbury are more able to contend

against the injury inflicted by the larva of the weevil

by the same copious supply (Johnson). The only

remedy for this troublesome disease is to leave all

plants of the Brassica tribe out of the rotation for a

few years, until this insect has left the field. The
oftener this family of plants is introduced, the greater

will be the ravages of the weevil, through having a

home and food offered it in which to propagate its

species.
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But the most destructive disease wliich has fallen on

any vegetable cultivated for the use of man is that

which attacked the Potato in 1846. It has assumed a

most severe form this year through the fall of such a

superabundance of rain, preventing that exhalation and

evaporation necessary to a healthy growth of the plant.

There can be no doubt that this disease is putrefaction,

and that the fungus which appears on the dark brown
blotches is only the usual accompaniment of decaying

vegetable matter—the effect and not the cause of the

disease. The sporules of fungi are ever floating in the

air, ready to adhere to, and grow on any matter con-

genial to its nature. Chemical and microscopical

researches are in unison with each other, showing that

the blotches on the leaves and tubers are cells disor-

ganised by chemical action. So far the subject is clear,

but it is not quite so clear with regard to the cause. It

is well known that July and August of 1S46 were wet and

cold, and that the disease appeared in the latter month
after these trying circumstances. The chemist has

shown that the diseased vessels are azotised, which is a

proof that they are broken up by putrefaction. From
the commencement of the disease, experience has

taught us that the plant becomes more diseased yearly

in proportion to the amount of rain that falls in July

and August. It has also been learnt that early crops

always suffer less than late ones. As a cure seems to

be an impossibility, we must do all we can by way of

prevention—plant early, that the crops may ripen

before the season has lost its geniality. If this is neg-

lected, the sun withdraws its vivifying influence, the

soil and the plant become saturated with moisture, the

genial warmth is wanting, putrefactive disease sets in

internally, and disorganisation follows. George Sum-
ffiers, Siokc Wake, Blandford.

PRODUCTION OF PHOSPHORIC ACID
AND PHOSPHATES IN FRANCE.

M. Blanchard has for some years been engaged
in the manufacture of phosphates and phosphoric acid

on a large scale for industrial and agricultural pur-

poses, his works being at Puteaux, near Paris ; and
at his request the Society for the Encouragement of

National Industry appointed a committee to examine
his methods of proceeding, and to report on the

results obtained. M. Barral was appointed reporter,

and the results have been recently given in the Bulletin

of the Society.

It appears that tlie business has grown to such
dimensions that the original establishment of M. Blan-
chard is now luu small for his purpuse, and a second
and larger one is now being added to the former. The
first establishment employs 50 men ; it consists of one
shop containing 12 vats lined with lead, and containing

on an average 4 tons each, for chemical opera-

tions, and six hydraulic presses worked by
a sleam-engine of lo-horse power; another shop
contains one of Porion's furnaces for the evaporation of

saline liquids, seven backs in serpentine lined with lead,

with a total contents of 11 tons, for the concentration

of the acid, and a great number of smaller ones for the

crystallisation of the salts. Heat is supplied to this

shop, or laboratory, by two boilers, each of 35-horse

power. In addition there are four pumps for the rais-

ing of water and circulation of the fluids, four under-

ground, and two other reservoirs, all lined with lead,

and with a total contents of iS tons. The pumps are

worked by a 20-horse power engine. Finally, two
turliines are used for drying the salts, and the transport

of raw materials and manufactured products amounts to
,

30 or 40 tons per diem, and occupies 18 horses. It

will be seen that M. Blanchard's operations are not

laboratory experiments.

The raw material employed is fossil phosphate of

lime, and until the present year this was obtained

principally from Spain, with a small quantity from the

Ardennes ; at present considerable quantities are got

from the department of the Lot ; the last is of a very

rich quality, for it contains from 52 to So per cent, of

tribasic phosphate of lime. M. Blanchard complains
of the competition of English manufacturers, who are

eager to obtain the richest qualities ; he has, however,
made contracts for the supply of 3000 tons per annum,
but this is not a third of the quantity he hopes to

work up when his new establishment is in order.

The average composition of this material is given as

follows :

—

Tribasic phosphate of lime . . . . • • 72 per cent.

Carbonate of lime . . . . . . . 7—8 ,,

Phosphatcd peroxide of iron . . . . . . 2 ,,

Fliiorure of calcium 4—5 ,,

Silicates of lime and alumina, about .

.

lo ,,

There was also in some of the samples a few
thousandth parts of iodine, brought to light by the
application of sulphuric acid. A few moments after

the ad dition of the acid brownish black vapours arise

from the mass, and afterwards beautiful violet vapours
of iodine ; starch paper held over the bath immediately
exhibited the characteristic blue colour; at the same
time considerable quantities of fluorhydric acid in
vapours. Yellow fossil phosphates do not give out
iodine, only the grey kind. Some of the phosphates
disengage matters, the nature of which is yet uncertain,
but which cause much irritation of the eyes ; yet in
spite of the enormous quantity of gas produced, the
workmen have never suffered in health therefrom.
The principal products at present sent out from the

works are :—Two qualities of superphosphate of lime

for agricultural purposes, one containing from 10 to II,

and the other from 17 to 18 per cent., of soluble

phosphoric acid
;

phosphoric acid concentrated so

as to mark 45° to 50° on the aerometer of Baum^ ;

tribasic phosphate of ammonia for factories and
sugar refineries ; common crystallised phosphate
of soda, to the extent of many tons per month

;

acid phosphate of lime ; double phosphate of

potash and ammonia, containing 11 parts of phos-

phoric acid, 5.7 of ammonia, 3.5 of potash, and the

rest sulphate of lime, for agriculture ; ammoniacal
magnesian phosphate, for manure ; and generally all

products containing phosphoric acid. The products

sold to the agriculturists are charged at the rate of

I f. 10 c. to I f. 20 c. the kilogramme of anhydrous

phosphoric acid, the other elements being charged at

tJie ordinary commercial rates.

The fossil phosphates being first reduced to powder,

are treated with sulphuric acid, of 50° to 53* strength,

and M. Blanchard's present consumption is 10 tons a

day. In the production of superphosphate of lime

equal quantities of pulverised phosphate and acid at

50" are employed. After a quarter of an hour's

stirring and half an hour's rest, the process is com-
pleted ; the mass has a sponge-like appearance, and it

may be at once put into barrels.

For phosphoric acid the same proportions of phos-

phates and acid are employed, but after a few minutes

1200 parts of water are added for each 1000 of acid,

and the stirring is continued by means of wooden rakes.

At the end of an hour the muddy products are carried

in pails to the hydraulic presses, which are furnished

with coarse sacking, and surrounded by wooden planks

full of holes. The solution of acid phosphate which
luns from the presses marks lS° Baume. This acid is

also concentrated for manufacturing purposes, but this

part of the report does not apply to agriculture.

M. Blanchard has also established a small works at

Pantin, where he hopes to extract considerable quanti-

ties of ammonia from sewage-water, the demand for

which, for the fabrication of salts for agriculture and
manufactures, increases daily ; and he still entertains

the idea which he set forth in 1S67, of deodorising the

cesspools and converting the sewage into manure.

The operations performed at Pantin are thus de-

scribed by the reporter :—A blower is employed to

drive a sufficient quantity of air through the sewage,

which has been previously treated with milk of lime,

and at the same time steam is introduced, so as to keep
the temppvature of the mass up to 30*" or 35° Centi-

grade. The air becomes charged with ammonia, which
it immediately abandons on passing through sulphuric

or other acid, according to the kind of ammoniacal
salt that is to be produced. The retraction of the

ammonia from 4 tons of sewage requires half

an 'hour's blowing ; the mass then only contains

half a thousandth part of nitrogen or thereabout.

The liquid is then conveyed into pits or basins, where
clarification is spontaneously effected in a very short

time ; the liquid portion is nearly colourless and with-

out odour, and the precipitate dries very easily and
rapidly.

It would have been satisfactory to have found in the

report some more particulars respecting the economy
of these operations ; but, even without such particulars,

the manufactures of M. Blanchard have an interest,

as have also his new experiments with the sewage
of Paris.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
An Essay.

(Cinitinued from p. 1273.)

The next important point in our system of educa-

tion is intmiatcly connected with mathematics, or,

at least, with geometry, and may, therefore, be pursued

idc by side with them, that is, during the first year's

course, and under a single professor for one hour each
day. We allude to natural history, botany, and geo-

graphy, the two former to be studied under the restric-

tions and limits we have already sketched out, and
always with a peculiar reference to the requirements of

husbandry. The topic of geography, both civil and
physical, can at first be treated in but a cursory, and
therefore imperfect manner, but as preliminary educa-

tion advances {and to its progress we believe the insti-

tution of agricultural colleges will prove a powerful
stimulus), the elements of the first of these divisions

may be inserted in the matriculation course, and the

instructions of the professor will then be at once elevated

and extended by being referred to the comparison of

the soils and climate of other lands with those of

Britain, some account of their principal products, par-

ticularly of those wherein they compete with our

domestic industry, of such of their modes of culture as

differ from ours, and of their principal roads, railways,

and canals, with a sketch of their laws affecting agri-

culture, the relation of landlord and tenant, &c. Last,

though certainly not the least, will be a course of

lectures on the theory and practice of agriculture, with

its subsidiary departments of geology and chemistry,

and this we fear must be continued for the entire two
years, even though the attention paid to the two latter

sciences should be limited to what is absolutely neces-

sary for judicious and successful cultivation. The
professor will, when giving instruction on agriculture

pure and simple, bear in mind, we trust, that recent

legislative enactments have produced enormous changes
in its system and practice by transferring the energies

of the farmer from the production of cereals to that of
flesh-meat, and therefore of food for cattle, and will

bestow a considerable amount of attention on the proper
mode of managing grass lands, meadowing, and the

culture of green crops, while in geology he will abstain

(as perhaps every man who lays claim to even a mode-
rate portion of common sense should do) from weaving
fanciful theories as to the age of the earth or the historical

value of the Mosaic account of the Creation, and confine
himself strictly to the capabilities which the different

strata of the earth's crust present for the purposes of
tillage and drainage, for the produce of building mate-
rials, or the guidance occasionally of mining specula-
tion, and in chemistry he will confine himself to such
portions of that science as appertain directly to the
composition and analysis of soils and manures, and
such other subjects of proximate importance, among
which we would particularly notice the natures and
qualities of the different sorts of food for cattle, their
effects on the system, &c.

But it is to be expected that after a few years the
majority of entrants will be found so well grounded in
the rudiments of their own language that they may be
safely freed from attendance on the instructions of the
assistant-professor during the second year, and may
then devote the spare hours each day to some other
useful topic. Among the number of subjects which
lay claim to our notice, it is impossible to make such
a selection as will meet universal approval, and indeed
no easy matter to come to any decision at all ; but on
the whole, we are disposed to acquiesce in the excellent
opinion of Lord Fortescue that some attention should
be paid to the study of the French language,
which, if adopted, must, however, be limited to
such a knowledge as may be available for merely
conversational purposes. "We are well aware that
the taste of the present century has, particularly of
late years, been running strongly in the direction of
teaching our youth a multitude of sciences in a super-
ficial manner, rather than a ^tw in a sound, durable,
and trustworthy one, and that a strong reaction has
sprung up against this system on the part of those
sound thinkers and really educated men who appre-
hend that we are fast tending to become a nation of
smatterers.

We have already expressed a hope that the
establishment of one or more agricultural colleges will

impart a stimulus to the great body of those semi-
naries, which, without aspiring to prepare pupils for
the universities, or even for the public schools, profess
rather to impart such knowledge as may be useful in
the ordinary affairs and employments of middle class
life ; and though it may seem harsh, we will add that
not the smallest of the advantages hence arising may
be the exposure of mediocrity, and too often profes-
sional charlatanry. Some parents, of course, there
will always be who will prefer a school where their
children will enjoy a large amount of the creature
comforts and some very dubious chance of benefits
which they fancy likely to arise from the acquaintance
of class-mates of a high grade in society to one where
the foundation of useful knowledge is laid broad and
deep, and a work erected strong enough to bear the
superstructure of university education, or of the
private studies of after life, but a large majo-
rity will, we think, be found to look with
suspicion on any establishment which they do not find

recommended to public favour by the creditable dis-

play made by a fair proportion of its pupils at univer-
sity and collegiate competitions. And one of the
beneficial results which may probably result from such
an impression on the public mind will be the preven-
tion, or at least the discountenancing by legal enact-
ments, of persons devoid of intellectual or mor.al
qualifications from tampering with the all-important
business of education, or attaching some heavy draw-
backs to their doing so without proper testimonials or
guarantees. To resume the discussion of our curricu-
lum of study, many persons will doubtless have
favourite studies to which they would give the pre-
ference over French, but this is a mere question of
detail, and we really are unable to suggest any other
more useful subject, except perhaps the elements of
English law and of political economy, always, how-
ever, to be taught with a reference to the probable
requirements of the farmer, and with a careful observ-
ance of the limits defined by these, as well as by the
very brief time the pupils can possibly remain on the
college rolls. With the close of the first academic
year or session the student should have acquired a
tolerable acquaintance with natural history, botany,
and geography ; and we propose to substitute for them
the other branches of practical physics, such as
mechanics, hydrostatics, and hydraulics, the science of
climate, and animal pathology, feeling confident that

an able and industrious teacher will, in the space of
one year, conduct the majority of his auditors to a
respectable degree of proficiency in these important
subjects, if he only observe the caution we have so
repeatedly given to remember, that his pupils can
spare but little money and less time, to confine h.mself
to matters of real practical advantage, and abstain
from disquisitions in support of pet theories or unascer-
tained speculations.

It will be seen from this necessarily brief and pos-
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sibly imperfect sketch of a course of study whicli we
have laid before the reader, that the students will be

actually engaged in attendance at lectures, /. <., in

receiving insliuction, for the space of six hours each

day ; and this may lead some to the inquiry, how
many hours they will require for private study in order

to satisfy each teacher, or in other words, whether

the time spent under instruction, added to that em-

ployed in pieiiaratii'n for instructions, may not

overtax the brain of any youth of fair average

abilities. In reply to this we can only say that

in many ordinary schools with which we are

acquainted the time spent by the pupils, with hardly

any interval for relaxation, amounted to six hours, the

subjects taught being of such a nature as to require

about three hours' private study. Now, it is quite true

that a period of nine hours each day spent in intel-

lectual employment does seem rather formidable, and

some youths and many parents will, we admit, be

found to demur to it ; but let such persons remember
how little has at any time been won in this world

without toil—how laboriously many youths have striven

in our universities, and in the acquisition of professional

lore, in order ultimately to realise emoluments not

equalling, sometimes not approximating to, those of

many an English farmer—how Herculean have been

the labours of many an humble scholar in the German
and Scottish universities, inspired by the hope o(

eventually obtaining, not a homestead amid the fertile

leas and good green woods of merry England, but a

lonely and bleak parsonage on the side of some highland

hill—and, finally, let such persons be consoled and en-

couraged by the reflection that, from the very nature of

collegiate institutions, while the professor is constrained

to teach, the pupil is not enforced to learn, inasmuch as

the worst that can befall him, if ever so indolent, is to be

"plucked," and try his fortune another year, or take

his name from the college books in despair or disgust
;

while it is also a fact that the educational taste of the

present day is so strongly inclined towards the lecture

system, as it is called, in which the learner is required

merely to listen, and, if he can, comprehend, while the

great preponderance of literary labour devolves on the

teacher, that the most tender mother who ever nursed

her Hopeful into an accomplished scamp need not dread

his being compelled to study more than is perfectly

consistent with health, comfort, and a perfect acquaint-

ance with all the fashionable vices and follies. We
trust, therefore, that, in the event of some provision

being made for the education of those who are in the

next generation to raise our food by labour under the

direction of science, a sufficient number of youthful

aspirants to knowledge may be found to undertake

academic toils and submit to academic discipline, and

thus evince how well they deserve that national aid and

sympathy which has been too long withheld from the

agricultural portion of our population. It should be

observed that after the students have attended with a

proper degree of regularity on the lecturers for the first

year, an examination ought to be held, at which each

pupil ivill satisfy the examiners that he has profited in

a reasonable manner by their instructions before he

be permitted to attend the course appointed for the

second year.

At the close of the second year an examination of a

more formal and important nature should be held in

which would be ascertained the proficiency of each

student in the subjects taught during the entire two

years. Diplomas would then be conferred on those

who have passed successfully. The successful examinees

would be classified in the order of merit, and prizes

awarded to such as have displayed the highest degree

of ability. We are much opposed, for reasons not

necessary to be adduced in this place, to the recog-

nition of the voluntaiy system of study in any colle-

giate institution ; but if such a practice be deemed
admissible, it may be carried out by allowing the

student to select between political economy and

French, and by the opening of a class at some evening

hour for the more extensive study of animal pathology

or of practical engineering and surveying, always,

however, with a due regard to the probable uses of the

agriculturist, and a careful elimination of all irrelevant

matter.
[To be Conttntied,]

Jtrme Carrespankitce.

Crop and Stock.—The times are out of joint.

The seasons are not what they used to be. Dry
summers have of late years parched pastures, and
prevented farmers from keeping an adequate amount
of stock. The rinderpest decimated the herds in

Great Britain ; thousands of hah'-fat animals at

that time were sold and slaughtered lest they might

be infected by the cattle plague ; there was con-

sequently an unprecedented demand upon mutton,

veal, and lamb as articles of human food. The
results are now beginning to show themselves. The
amount of live stock in Great Britain is not able

to keep pace with the demand for animal food on the

part of the meat consuming classes. Rinderpest, which
at all times exists on the Continent, more especially in

Hungary and in Russia, renders it necessary on the

part of the British Government to adopt necessary pre-

cautions for preventing infected animals being im-
ported into tliis country. Hence it happens that our

supplies of fresh meat from the European continent are

curtailed. Foreign animals in the shape of
" stores " do not appear to be approved of generally in

Kn^I.md. The change of food afforded by the ricli

pastures of this country does not seem to suit tlic

cattle. They are restless on the richest pastures, and
evidently prefer the leaves of certain trees and of

plants to whicii they have been used in their own
countries to the succulent herbage in fields, which is to

be found here. Australian preserved meat has been
brought into the market, and has met with a tolerable

sale. It takes time, however, to accustom a popula-
tion to an article of food prepared in a way to which
they have not been accustomed. The Scotch and Irish

peasants in former times were in the habit of subsisting

on oatmeal, salted beef, and herrings, and on such food
they maintained their strength and vigour. Australian
meat must, we fancy, be an improvement upon the

sorts of food just referred to. The food products of

the present year in England can hardly be considered
satisfactory viewed with reference to the high wages of

operatives and others who arc content with nothing
short of ox beef, ducks, ham, and chickens. The
Wheat crop is superabundant in straw, but light and
spindly in the ear. Take up a sheaf of Wheat
in any field you go into, and you will find

that the butt end is nearly as heavy as the top, thus
showing that the ears are very light ; and the thresh-

ing this season proves this to be the case. The
Wheat crop will be a light one in regard to yield.

As to Barley, there are various opinions ; but it is

supposed that, on the whole, it will not be so unsatis-

factory as Wheat. Oats promise well, and the straw
is abundant. As to hay, there is no end of it. Grass
is so abundant in pastures in many counties that it

actually cumbers the ground. There is not enough of
live stock in the country to eat it, and we fancy that it

must be a good season for hares and rabbits, as they can
eat as much grass as they like without doing harm to any-
body. Potatos, we are sorry to say, are in many cases

an utter failure. To persevere in growing this esculent

at a great expense of time, labour, and manure, is, we
think, a mistake. A few early sorts may be all very
well, but acres of land devoted to the root, especially

late kinds, might be more profitably employed in

raising Beetroot, Carrots, Parsnips, Turnips, and
winter greens. Owing to the high prices of butcher's
meat, the failure of the Potato crop, the enhanced
price of coal, owing to strikes, and the difficulty of
securing the harvest, which is not yet completed, it is

evidently the duty of all householders to practise
economy, and especially to bear in mind thnt in all

probability butcher's meat, coal, Potatos, and other
necessaries of life will be at enhanced prices during the
ensuing winter. All manufactured goods are much
dearer than they were. To be forewarned is to be
forearmed. Wheat from all parts of the world may
come to us ; so far well and good, but we must pay for

it. In the meantime, it is our deliberate opinion that,

without thrift on the part of the people of these realms,

the cost of the necessaries of life will be greatly
enhanced during the coming winter. Banbury.

What Ought Landlords to Do ?—It is a maxim
of law, and also one of common sense, that men should
be presumed to intend the necessary and evident conse-

quences of what they do. One of the principal objects

then of the trades unions and of their leaders must be
to make all the necessaries of life scarce, dear, and as

bad as possible. If so, they at least, \i no one else

does so, must look forward with considerable satisfac-

tion to the prospects of the coming winter. How the

dearness and scarcity of food and fuel can be an advan-
tage to those classes who live from hand to mouth, I

confess that I am unable to see, but they enter into

powerful combinations and spend vast sums of money
for the purpose of making them so; so I suppose that

they are able to see it, although I am not. I see that

you advocate the union of agricultural labourers, whose
object it is to make bread dear and scarce, on the
ground that it teaches the men to think for themselves
and be more independent than they were. If it really

did this, it possibly might be worth the while, even at

the cost of a little starvation, but I doubt much the
independence of being under the orders of a trades
union delegate, who does all the thinking for his sub-
jects. However, the practical part of the question
with which I am concerned is, what ought landlords
to do, with a prospect of an increasing deficiency of
labour ? And my answer is that they ought to lay
land down to grass veiy extensively. I have always
held that grass is especially the crop adapted to the
English climate, and the production of first-rate stock,
is the part of farming in which Englishmen excel the
most ; and in most cases it will, I believe, pay a fair

interest on the cost of laying down, in the shape of
higher rent, and it is therefore to the landlord's interest

to do so. C. IV. Strickland, Hildmhy, Malton.

a heavy wind would topple them over. We like the
system of setting up small stocks better. It is carried
into practice in the West Highlands, where the climate
is wet. A farmer in Mull assured me he would lose
his crop in wet harvests were he to stook in the ordi-
nary way. His method was to place four or five

sheaves together {the number to be regulated by the
bulk of the crop), in the form of an inverted cone, and
to surmount these with a hood, the band of which was
tied lightly well up the sheaf, so as to admit of its

being spread all round the stook. He said such
stooks resisted the highest winds, and after being ex-
posed for weeks to the worst weather, were got into

the barnyard very little the worse. But why not
revert to our old inland fashion of hooding every ten
sheaves ? When carefully done, by turning in all the
grain-covered ends of the bands, and tying down the
hoods to the sides with a straw or two, the siooks
were comparatively safe. I saw where hoods had been
put on, more by chance than intention, this season, the
grain was not half so much damaged as in the exposed
stook. I have no doubt, by selecting large sheaves
and hooding properly on either of the above methods,
our crops would be sufficiently protected. P. R. L.

A New Clover.—We send by this post a specimen
of our new CJiant Hybrid Cow Clover, from a field

which has already given two heavy cuttings this year,
and the present plant, which will shortly be cut, will
make the third. Vou will see it is very nearly
30 inches in height, remarkably succulent, and tillers

out close to the ground, and has the advantage of
being a bond fide Clover, and will last for at least two
years. This valuable new variety is a cross between
the common red Clover and Cow-grass, and has been
found to succeed well on soils that will not grow the
common red Clover. If you think with us that this is

an acquisition, we shall esteem it a favour if you will

kindly refer to it in an early number of your paper.
Sutton 6^ Sons, Reading. [The specimen sent is fairly

described in the above paragraph.]

Foot-and-Mouth Disease,—My neiglibour, Mr.
Summers, has said that salt is an antiseptic. I believe
that it is. My three heifers have, as yet, escaped
the disease, though in the next field about I S beasts
have had it badly ; one died, another but narrowly
got over it. Mr. Strickland, of this parish, dealer in

cattle, and tenant of Lord Rivers, called last week to

see my heifers. He said, "You are rightabout the
salt and water." The Messrs. Tuck—one farming
near Svvanage, and the other at Ilalstock—only
drenched tlipir beasts twice with salt and water, and
though in both cases there were sick and dying beasts
in the next field to theirs, none of their beasts have
taken the disease. One of my heifers, ** in her season,"
leaped into the field where the beast died, and stayed
all night among them, and yet did not catch the com-
plaint. I suggest that it is a good plan to cleanse the
beasts every spring, and when the complaint is about.
Sulphur is excellent for pigs. I bought, two years
ago, a pig with the disease on it badly, and gave it

sulphur, and it became well almost immediately.
By cleansing the animals I presume the blood is forti-

fied against the "blood poison." I agree with Mr.
Summers in thinking that the disease may be carried
with the wind as well as by actual contact or infection.

Two years ago we had 12 Hereford calves on an airy
hillock under Shillingstone Hill, a mile from any
cattle, and they had it badly. One of the 12 was the
one that has just died. I fancy it may be bred idio-

pathically, as well as communicated in several other
ways. The Hereford bull. Favourite, which I bought
of Mr. James, though in pen, has just had it, though
slightly. He had it under Shillingstone Hill, as well
as several heifers in our dairy, which shows that it is

not true, as believed by some, that if an animal once
has the disease it will not have it again. The human
plague (Pestis) generally begins south, and is carried by
the wind north. Its chief seat is Cairo ; thence it goes
north to Alexandria, Smyrna, and Constantinople.
The wealthy people, when it is south of them, at once
bolt. \V, F. Raddyffc.

The Wet Harvest: Precautionary Measures.
—As Mr. Scot Skirving suggests, the question " How
to save com in wet seasons "is well worthy of con-
sideration. The plan of tying the sheaves at top, and
spreading out the stubble ends, so as to make each
sheaf stand alone, appears to be objectionable, inas-

much as the band would retain the wet where it would
do most harm, and there would not be weight in the

sheaves to resist a galej a breeze they might stand, but

The Harvest in Stirlingshire.—After all that
has been written it is hardly necessary to detail the
state of the crops in this county further than to say in
the high-lying and later districts there is comparatively
little cut, while the carse and more fertile lands are
nearly all reaped and in stook or in the barnyard.
With good weather the tacksmen of low rented farms
will, therefore, be better off than their higher-rented
brethren, for if one Wheat-growing part of Scotland has
suffered more from sprout than another, I think it must
be the banks of the P'orth. Where cut early, that is, at

the most approved stage of ripeness, or in sheltered
situations, not more than one-third of the Wheat will

be available, indeed it is doubtful if so high an average
of marketable grain can be taken. Barley and Oats,
however, except where much laid and beaten by the
weather, are not nearly so much injured. Both have
suffered nearly a like diminution of value. The former
is more sprouted than the latter ; but Oats, especially
the early varieties, are very much shaken. What has
been carried is in tolerable condition. Where the pre-
caution of teasing out the green matted heads of
sheaves, and setting up the stooks of new, was adopted,
I should say the stacks would keep well enough.
This process had an astonishing effect in a good drying
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day. Green crops in stiff soils are doing no good ;

Potatos getting gradually more diseased ; while Turnips

are nearly at a stand-still. With the recent improve-

ment in the weather, however, they maybe expected to

bulb more freely, as they have been doing all along in

dry easy land, where they are a very fair crop.

Cattle have been doing pretty well all the season, there

having been a superabundance of grass—store beasts

better, perhaps, than those for the shambles, the

pastures being rather too succulent for finishing them

without the aid of artificial food. As yet there is very

little disease in the county. At last Falkirk tryst

there was hardly a case of "foot-and-mouth" to be

seen, which says something for the Green Isle, for at

the same market last year the malady among Irish

beasts was common enough, P, R, L,

The Lamb Disease.—In reading Dr. Crisp's lec-

ture, delivered at St. Anstell, Cornwall, a thought

struck me : Cannot he, or some scientific person, think

of a means for destroying these parasites by way of an

application of some sort to the pastures where the dis-

ease is known to abound ? Every effort should be made

to keep our flocks and herds as healthy as possible. I

liave known young cattle suffer severely in Ireland from

the same cause, and found turpentine and salt one of

the simplest and best remedies. I am sorry to hear of

Devon being behind Cornwall in number of cattle—it

is not at any rate in number of hedgerows ; and whilst

the labour question is well in front, would it not be well

if landlords and tenants could agree in giving taskwork

to, it is said, their overabundant labourers, and get some

of the hedges eradicated? In due course it would amply

repay them, and make a way for the increased use of

machinery, and, with education, for a better labourer,

G. E. II.

Foreign Correspondence.
Sweden.—In the month of July I visited the pro-

vince of Schonen, or Skane, as it is written in the

Scandinavian tongue, on the coast of the Baltic and

the Sound, part of the peninsula called Gothland.

This province is the corn chamber of Sweden, at the

same time the only part where coal is found, and,

moreover, a very garden of fertility. A grand set of

aristocratic landowners have here kept up their head,

whilst little farmers or boors are scarce and poor ;

quite in contrast to the social aspect presented in the

northern parts of the kingdom. The province has

about 5,007,000 inhabitants. Thus much for the

general recognition of a piece of earth, happy in its

remoteness from general attention in such a time as

ours.

The harvest prospects at first sight were rather more
promising than they have at present turned out. Oil-

seeds, Wheat and Rye, have largely suffered from a

little saffron -coloured maggot destroying the ears.

Oats and Barley showed most brilliantly at first,

but from some inexplicable cause have kept back

in their after growth. Thus the general impression

is as discouraging as anywhere almost this year.

Fodder and Trefoil, however, have yielded an abun-

dant harvest. Mice are as good as unknown, I sup-

pose, because of the winter freezing them out. On
the other hand, we find an unusual number of crows

and jackdaws in array against any that make a show of

themselves.

Harvest prospects, with the Swedish people, are of

high importance as to the rise and fall of the value

of land. So sanguine are these fair and light-headed

Goths that with a good harvest in view, land will rise

20 and 25 per cent, at a stroke. This was the case at

the period I write about. The value is, on the whole,

you may imagine, not a small one, especially as many
Danish and German farmers used to go over and settle

there. The emigration of Germans has, however,

greatly abated, whilst, on the contrary, many Swedish

labourers, discontented with their independent situation

at home, have been constantly leaving their country and

lead a rather unsettled life in Hanover and the Rhenish

provinces. They are greatly addicted to drink, and of

a somewhat violent disposition ; nevertheless, the

demand for agricultural labourers in Germany being

unbounded, except by limited wages, they find ready

employment, but do not stay long in any place. The
agents have most of it. I am sorry to say a certain

restlessness seems to be coming over all the northern

nations of Europe, the chief cause being, I believe, a

certain depression notable in the climate. The
northern countries are dying, and preparing once more

to be enshrined in ice, as is the case already with that

once green land, called Greenland to this day. This,

however, is a decided digression.

Cattle, corn, eggs, ducks, spirits-these are the chief

objects of exportation from Gothland ; the trade is

mostly carried on by the intrepid Danes, who live in

all the numerous little places along the coast. Markets
are of universal and frequent occurrence, the Swedish
liking both to sell whatever they can and also to make
use of any occasion for conviviality. They do not

bargain much, taking a free and easy course wherever
they can, and sometimes, what with drinking sweet
coffee and arrac or whisky, and what with talking
about home politics in the narrowest sense of the word,
they will let go under the price first offered.

Their horses are mostly ill-bred, ungainly appari-

tions, as they are little trained, and put under harness

much before the reasonable time, but they are fast and
enduring, and most pronouncedly good-natured. Prices

have gone up during the last season considerably—at

the same rate as wages have. Thus, steam is being

thought of, and agricultural machinery introduced. I

saw some from a German firm near Halle, in Saxony,
Prussia, and also some English sowing-machines at

work near Malmoe.
There was an agricultural show at this place, not,

however, on a scale to be noticed. The former shows
are said to have been much better provided, and the

reason for this one keeping behind must be found in

the Copenhagen exhibition taking place simultaneously,

which will be open till the end of this month (Septem-
ber), We can but congratulate the three Scandinavian

countries upon their being able to get up so respectable

an exhibition as this. Nobody will regret having spent

a week or so upon visiting either. How sensible, and
—though the Danes are called the French of the North
—how un-French-like is the motto we find on the

medals dedicated to the commemoration of this

peaceful triumph. It runs in translation thus : "For
every loss there is some compensation ; what is lost

externally must be regained internally."

To go on with our Swedish excursion. There were

some excellent cattle at Malmoe. They were divided

into six classes, with a total of 263 entries : home race,

cross-bred. Shorthorn, Dutch, Ayrshire, and Anglian.

The horse show presented I So entries, divided into

dray-horses, large and small, and sporting-horses. The
pigs are a cross-breed of Berkshires and Oed-Holsteins,

amongst them those of Herr von Destinon's, a German,
on lodra Borringe, were the most notable. Sheep
there are nearly none, some few entries of the most

degenerate parts make good the rule of sheep missing

by being exceptions. Cattle pay ever so much better

than sheep do. I have noticed that since foreign wool

is up, sheep are becoming more and more obsolete in

most parts of the Continent. In Western Germany you

will meet with few indeed. Saxony, once so renowned
for her wool, is confining herself to the mutton part of

it. But even in this department there is a fall. Some
Beetroot factory farms, in the valley of the Over, near

Berlin, where not long ago sheep were fattened by the

thousand, have given them up for good, and have

turned entirely to cattle. Some dreary parts only of

the Electorate of Brandenburg are sticking to the woolly

tribe, as a drowning man holds on to a straw, because

they cannot reap anything from their sandy plots in a

simpler way to pay than by sending tlie sheep to look

for the blades.

Poultry was represented by a few samples only,

thougli much care is dedicated to the yard, as eggs are

a favourite article of home diet, and also largely ex-

ported to Copenhagen and England. Still they keep

to the stock they have, and care little for fancy

breeds.

There is an agricultural academy at Alnarp, near

Malmoe, and a thriving place it is, largely subsidised by

the Government ; many of the entries at the exhibition

were provided by the Director, Mr. Hialmar Nathorst,

I was shown about the farm in the most obliging manner,

and could not fail to perceive that it was a model of

complicated intensity and illucrativeness. Like all

such fancy farms, it is an abnormity not unlike, but

reverse to, those horses you see hung up in inns and

bar-rooms, having all the ills and sores upon them

imaginable. As a horse like that could not live a

moment, a farm with so many excellencies as these

academical ones would not pay a penny, I mean not

one single department of them is able to keep the

others afloat. Young gentlemen, who go there to learn

what they can, are also likely to forget what they have

acquired in practice, viz., that simplicity and concentra-

tion to one object is the golden rule. There are

obstacles in everything ; apply your forces to one at a

time and you will overcome them all, take all the

obstacles in a heap and you will succumb to every one

of them. Manysidedness in agriculture is a feat like

riding on many horses. It is all very well in a circus,

where you get paid for it, but if the riding has any

practical object, you do well to keep to one horse only ;

you are more likely not to be picked up on the road.

The botany of this part of Sweden, which I kept an

eye on in my daily ramblings, is not much different

from that of the German coast. There is, however, a

sort of Trefoil growing wild and rank on the very

downs called Medicago falcata, Swedish or Sickle

Trefoil, to which I ascribe the good condition of the

Skane cattle, and which is not found in Germany,

except in some places as a cultivated plant. It is gro\yn

in England on sandy soils, and there is nothing like it,

I believe, except a species of Lucerne, as to the light-

ness and dryness of soil it will be able to grow upon.

There seems to be nothing so enduring as this plant,

however, I saw some plots with Rye, which virtually

bore a greater produce in Trefoil than in the legitimate

fruit. Some years ago there had been Trefoil here

and it had been ploughed down, but it will turn up again

like a bobin in a snuffbox ; it gets on very well betwixt

the Rye, as it rankles up along the stalks, whilst by

itself it settles in its whole length 2 to 3 feet along the

ground. Perhaps on poor soils a mixture of the two

might be a good thing.

In Ingelstad, a large farm belonging to a nobleman, I

saw plots of gigantic Butter Bur, Petasites officinalis, in

a boggy situation. They had leaves of 6 feet by 24, so

that persons of ordinary size could walk into them and

be seen no more. This I call a curiosity, and signifi-

cant of an unusual fertility. The Golden Daisy,

Chrysanthemum segetum, also was seen in some places,

and on negligently conducted farms completely to

replace everything else. In Germany, in many parts,

there are laws to enforce the suppression of this weed ;

in England the good sense of farmers goes far to pre-

vent Tares growing apace, but the Swedish seem to be
too spirited a people for caring much !

The Elm tree and a kind of Sorbus, called Oxeltre,

are the chief constituents of the woods, besides the

Oak, Birch, and Hazel. The Italian Poplar, Populus
pyramidalis, which has been tried for making highways,
does not get on, which, agriculturally speaking, is no
damage.

I may remark that English and German money is

circulating at full value, from which I conclude that the

Swedish exportation to these countries in value exceeds
the importation, chiefly on account of the timber, iron,

and copper trades, as there are but few manufactories.

About 77 per cent, of the population are devoted to
agricultural pursuits, the rest to fishing and mining ;

few indeed to trade and less to factory drudgery, which,
I may conclude in saying, is a blissful state of things,

for I am not like Cobden, and don't care for smoke
except from a contemplative pipe. H. M. d. P.

WAYLAND.
At the late annual show of the Norfolk Society

Lord Walsingham spoke as follows on the labour

question, in reply to tlie toast of his health, given by
Viscount Chelsea, who said :—

•

I think that any one who came into the town of

Watton to-day must have noticed that, successful as

these meetings have been on former occasions, there

was imparted to it this year a special interest in the

fact that to-day has witnessed the re-appearance of

Lord Walsingham amongst us in public for the first

time since his return from America, and apparently in

such excellent health and spirits. He has returned to

Merton to the performance of many important duties,

and to the maintenance of a very important position.

He has to perform the duties of a landlord, of an

agriculturist, and, last but not least, of a neighbour.

In the performance of these duties his path has been

well smoothed for him. He succeeds one—of whom I

wish to speak very briefly—of whom I can only say

that his memory is endeared to and beloved by us all.

He succeeds one who possessed in a singular degree

the faculty of making himself respected, revered, and
beloved ; and I do not know whether I can utter a

better wish than to desire that, whether in his private

or public capacity. Lord Walsingham, in all his

actions, and in all his thoughts and words, should

follow the example of that father whom we all loved so

well.

The toast was drunk with musical honours.

Lord Walsingham, after responding, said :

—

An agitation in the labour market has created con-

siderable inconvenience and expense in this district, as

well as in many parts of England. I have heard that

during my absence a great number of labourers, some
even of the oldest parishioners, have left this county

and have sought for higher wages in more northern

districts. Well, I consider that it is only just and

right that every man should do the best he can for

himself, and that he should obtain for his labour the

highest price that the general demand will justify. I

for one will find no fault with the energy and spirit of

our labourers in leaving their homes and going to some
considerable distance, if necessary, so long as they are

under the impression that they are doing the best they

can for themselves and their families. But I
^
do

believe that in this instance, as in many other similar

cases, they have been misled and ill-advised. I believe

that when the temporary prosperity by which they are

now benefiting shall cease, and when wages in the

northern districts shall be lowered, they will find them-

selves turned adrift and thrown upon their own
resources, and will very much regret having left their

homes, where they were undoubtedly better looked

after and better cared for than they ever can be among
a much larger and more busy population. The diffi-

culty that we have to deal with is this, that human
nature is naturally distrustful, and men are apt to

judge of others by the standard of their own impulses

and of their own motives. Now it is difficult, for this

reason, for the employers to persuade labourers that

the advice they give them is for their own good when
they can clearly see that by acting in accord.ance with

it they would be acting also in direct accordance with

the interests of those who advise them. They prefer

to test the question by their own experience, and so

long as they are duly w.arned and cautioned against the

difficulties which stand in their way, and the disap-

pointmentswhichmayensue, I am not sure it is not better

for them to learn their own lesson. The immediate

result is, of course, a benefit to those who remain with

us, in the shape of increased wages ; but if the causes

which have led to the present agitation are not per-

manent, I think we can hardly expect that rate of

wages to be very long maintained. Meanwhile, to

guard against the recurrence of the inconvenience to

which you have been put, I would throw out as a
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suggestion—whether you might not find it advisable to

give to a certain number of labourers, conveniently

resident, some guarantee of permanent employment
upon your farms. On certain conditions it might, I

think, be done. Pay them in hard casli for hard

work, and I think that a privilege of that kind, wh"

they would be very unwilling to forfeit, would be to you a

great protection. If you pay them in hard cash, and
give them some kind of assurance that, whatever the

season, if they come to you and ask for work they will

have it, I believe you will find they would not leave

you on any slight temptation. But I merely throw this

out as a crude suggestion. Those who are much
better acquainted with the subject than myself will be
able to tell whether it is worth their while to consider

it. You might expect me to give you some idea of the

general character of the agriculture of the country
through which I have been travelling. I am afraid

that time will not permit me to do so upon this occa-

sion ; but I will say that in the eastern States of
America farming is carried to the very highest pitch of

perfection, and in some of the more southern districts

which I passed through there were some very luxuriant

crops of corn on both sides of the railway. But when
I say "corn," I mean Indian com, which is the only
grain called by that name in that country. It appeared
to be vei7 flourishing, for the soil is naturally extremely
rich. After you have passed through the extensive

prairie-grass districts towards the Rocky Mountains,
and over the Rocky Mountains across the barren
alkaline plain of Utah, towards the Nevada range, you
eventually emerge into the beautiful valley drained by
the Sacramento River, where the results will amply
prove that farming is well understood. Wheat,
Barley, Oats, Hops, and A'^ines are all grown there in

great perfection, and the climate is so extremely
favourable to farming, that the grain always thoroughly
ripens. It can be immediately shipped after it is cut
without any fear whatever of heating. Moreover, the
grain does not drop from the husk so readily as it does
with us, so that the crops can be left for even a month
or more at the convenience of the farmer without being
cut, and without any fear of losing anything of the
ultimate yield. That the husk retains the grain so
long is probably owing to the extremely dry climate.
I need hardly pursue the subject. I can, however,
mention one other grain which is extremely common in

many counties of California—that is the wild Oat. I
have seen wild Oats growing there as thick as a crop
of Oats on some of our light-land farms. They make
excellent food for stock and horses. Under the-^p

circumstances, gentlemen, you can quite understand
that I did not find it necessary to sow mine, although
you may think I went there for that purpose. If any
of you really wish to inquire into this subject further,

or to encourage any of your friends to go out and try

life in that country, all I can say is that I shall be
happy to give any information in my power. But I

would warn them that it is not 'all plain sailing

for new settlers. It is in that as in every other occu-
pation—a very sharp head upon steady shoulders is

about the only thing that can get on.

Farmers' Clubs.
GALA IVATER.

Farm Capital.—Mr. R. S. Frier, of Cathpair, lately

read apaperon thisjsubject atStow. He said:—So late as

the middle, indeed nearly the end, of the last century,
agriculture may be said to have been in its infancy. The
rotation of crops was scarcely understood. From
careful observations an old farmer certainly knew
Potatos after Potatos or Wheat after Wheat was not
likely to meet with great success : but he did not know
that a crop of Potatos delighted in an excess of potash,
or that of Wheat in an excess of magnesia, or that by
the continued cropping of land certain quantities of
particular mineral constituents were necesary to ensure
a full crop. It is some time certainly since the great
effects of ammonia were known, but it is only recently
that the farmer knew that by its liberal application he
might have abundance of straw and very little grain,
unless a due proportion of phosphates with the various
alkalies were also present. Land as an investment is

considered one of slow returns, as certainly it is, but
the owners of land for the last 40 years have assuredly
no reason to complain. Landed property, that was
purchased at a fair market rate some 40 years ago,
has in many instances, where money was judiciously
invested in improvements, given two or even three
times the rent then current, and that often entirely from
the expenditure of the tenant's own capital in drainage,
in the use of extraneous manures and foreign foods ; so

that these men, who probably bought their land to

yield them 3 per cent., are now in receipt of 9 per cent,

for their money. While many landlords discharge their

duties as such in a most creditable manner, too many of
them—and these, unfortunately, the largest entailed
proprietors in the country—are utterly indifferent either
to their property or the interests of their tenants, and
leave the administration of their estates to parties from
whom the only qualification asked or appreciated is that
of being able and willing to extort the maximum imme-
diate return which can be got out of the land. Much
capital has, no doubt, been foolishly expended in con-
sequence of the fanner on many estates knowing that
at the end of 19 years he must either be prepared to

give an extravagant increase of rent or quit his farm,
and therefore his improvements are of a superficial and
temporary nature. Millions of money have in this way
been lost by the farmers of Scotland, and much by the
proprietors themselves from the indifference of the
latter. It is truth when I say, that the cultivated land
in this country is still not more than half-drained, and
even much of that within a radius of 10 miles of the two
largest cities in Scotland. Many proprietors who have
large landed estates in high situations, on account of
the want of success and the appearance of exhaustion
from its previous cropping in the last century, strictly

prohibit their tenants from breaking them up ; by doing
so they restrain the employment of the capital of others,

and limit the agricultural population which they would
naturally employ, forgetting that the advanced system
of growing green crops, and the rearing and fattening of
sheep upon these lands, would return them to their

pristine vigour by adding to their potash, their phos-
phates, and by bringing their latent vegetable and
mineral constituents into play, thereby doubling their

productions. Many proprietors of land have uniformly
accepted the highest offers for their farms without
regard to men or capital. These men will now suffer

for their short-sighted policy. No sensible man will

now, with an ordinary lease, begin the wholesale drain-

age of his land with his own capital unless he knows
that he is dealing with men of strict integrity and honour.
The value of drained land will now be better under-
stood than ever, and from its enhanced value the
undrained land will now be many degrees less valuable.

From the present and prospective change in the price

of labour it is not at all improbable that much land in this

country will ultimately go out of regular cultivation ; but
at any rate the rapid progress of advancement which has
gone on for the last generation will now receive a
check. Were we even able and willing to pay for the
labour at its enhanced value, where are we to find it ?

There is, no doubt, plenty of work in draining, trench-
ing, fencing, &c., for an agricultural male population of
one-half more than there now is, but the bone and sinew
of our country have left for the backwoods of America,
there to till and plough for themselves, and to send
their surplus grain to supply the deficiency of our own
productions, when many of these men might have been
profitably employed in draining and trenching in their

native parishes, and that,too, since the effects of drain-
ing were well understood, and when labour could be
had at one-half the price it now is. The insecurity of
capital invested in agriculture, and the slow and inade-
quate returns derived from it, as compared with general
investments in the commercial world, no doubt partly
arises from the want of "tenant-right," and also from
the extremely unsatisfactory state of the game and other
land laws, and must in some degree attract those who
have money from the cultivation of the land, together
with the great inducements held out by the various
colonies, and the ultimate large returns made in those
countries, where money is regularly and in most cases

safely lent out at 12 to 15 per cent, to those who have
not adequate means of their own for the rapid improve-
ment of their estates. Most farmers are at this day
pushing their sons into other professions, from the
causes mentioned and from the circumstances of their

being unable to afford them such sums as would enable
them to stock respectable farms.

The present state of the game and other land laws,
and the clauses anent them which are inserted in almost
all leases, is certainly discouraging and humiliating in

many cases to the farmer. The least that can be said

of it is, that it is unfair to extort the highest agricultural

rent for land, and to burden the tenant with an over-
stock of game. Several of my friends who have large

farms, the proprietors of which live at a distance, and
have little or no interest in the Game Laws, have occa-
sionally the kindness to give me a day's shooting. On
these farms I find there is always a good stock of game,
with no appreciable damage to crops, and I hold that a

fair and sufficient head of game can be kept up without
any very apparent damage. With regard to rabbits, from
whose devastations I have suffered largely, I should say
the farmerwho signs away his right to destroythem is more
than foolish, as no valuation whatever can compensate
him for the ravages of these vermin. I should be sorry
to see the Game Laws entirely done away with, as, in my
opinion, no Trespass Act would suffice to prevent
many people of indolent habits from leaving their

legitimate occupations and indulging in those pursuits
that become doubly attractive when the gain they pro-
duce is added to the pleasure of the sport in obtaining
it ; and, moreover, I think that were these laws abro-
gated game would speedily be exterminated altogether.

It is, however, absolutely necessary that all who pay an
agricultural rent for land, and who keep these animals
under the head of game, should have an equal right with
the proprietor at any rate to the ground game, if not also

to the winged. With a proper selection of men as

tenants, I have every confidence that a fair stock of

them would be kept up.

The young farmer of former times did in many cases

with little or no education, but the young farmer of the

present day, and those looking forward to fill the

places of tlieir parents, must, or ought to, have a good
and expensive education. To occupy the position of

an intelligent agriculturist of the future, he ought to be
well acquainted with the physiology of animal and
vegetable life, by the production of which in the most
cultivated forms he means to make his livelihood. He

oiight also to have a knowledge of the science of che-
mistry, and make himself acquainted with the geolo-
gical features of the country, so that in looking out
for a subject upon which to employ his capital he may
be able to tell at a glance what are its capabilities
of improvement at least possible expense to himself,
and that within a given time, and what are the leading
and successful features of the cultivation—that is, what
are really the legitimate and best adapted modes of
cropping for its soil and climate and situation, with the
various advantages and disadvantages in buildings, ma-
chinery, roads, water, coal, lime, and markets for its

produce ; and, looking to the great economy of labour,
present and prospective, through the proper appliances
of machinery, the farmer ought also to have such a
knowledge as to be able to judge of implements and
their mechanism : if he do not, he will likely throw
away a large sum in the inaccurate application of
capital. Though it is essentially necessary that the
agriculturist of the present and future day should be
able to deal liberally with whatever subject he has in

hand, it is also of much consequence that a proper eco-
nomy be exercised with a view to bring what capital he
has to bear fruit as early as possible. It is well to
understand the proper cultivation of the land, though
the best of farmers with adverse seasons will be disap-
pointed, even with the most sanguine and arduous
endeavours. Many hard-working men are, however,
*' penny wise and pound foolish." They will agree to

pay several pounds of rent per acre for their land, for

which they will purchase several pounds worth of
foreign manures after having drained and probably
limed it at a very considerable expense ; but with a
view of saving they will often plough the land wet and
out of condition, and thereby reproduce the very acidity

for which they had purchased the lime, and in a man-
ner destroy the productive powers of the land for at

least one rotation to come. Large sums have been
expended by some in the purchase of steam-engines
with ploughs and other implements for the deep culti-

vation of the land. Since the introduction of these we
hear of land being tilled to the depth of from 15 to 20
inches. Deep ploughing is no doubt in many cases of
great importance where it is done judiciously, and ulti-

mately has a permanent effect in increasing the capital

in the soil by enlarging its powers of filtration, &c. ;

but the man who thinks of cultivating his land in such
a manner ought to consider, first, his capital in hand ;

second, the subsoil and strata with which he has to

deal ; and third, the length of time he is to have an
interest as tenant in the land. The expense of culti-

vation is very much greater, and the quantity ofmanures
for a time also requires to be considerably augmented,
and in many cases the land will produce less for the
first, and often for the second, rotations than it would
have done with ordinary cultivation. I do not mean to

condemn deep cultivation on certain classes of land, but
a good close furrow of 10 inches will, I maintain, give
a better and quicker return for the capital expended
than any additional depth that can be got, that is, if the
condition of the land is efficiently kept up. From the
high prices of lean stock, and the small margin left for

feeding it, as it is at present, we ought, perhaps, with
our climate to breed even more than we do, and leave
a larger part of the feeding to those who have lands and
climate better adapted for it. No doubt so much bone
phosphate, sulphur, &c., carried off every year with
our lambs and wool would very soon deteriorate the
condition of the land unless these substances were
largely supplied through the Turnip crop ; but in

Cheshire we hear of grass lands, after having been
bought so low as 14^-. per acre, through the long per-

sistence of dairy farming, being shortly revived and
raised to the value of £t, per acre through the liberal

use of bone phosphates as a winter top-dressing. In
this country, with our large flocks of sheep, we have an
alternative, if we choose, by enriching the land through
the animal by the use of extraneous foods. In the
mixed husbandry of the country, including the breeding,

rearing, and feeding of stock, the successful farmer
requires a varied attainment of knowledge from experi-

ence, from constant attention, and a watchful care over
the health of all the animals with which he has to deal.

The aim of the stockholder is always to make the

quickest and largest returns, and with the high-class

feeding he now follows he must at a glance be able to

tell whether or not his animals are making the proper
advancement with the relative expense. In the use of
extraneous manures he must be able to tell what pro-
portion of ammonia and phosphates is requisite, with
the condition of his land, to produce certain crops; and
in the use of foreign foods for the feeding of his stock

he must, in the mixing of these and the using of them as
auxiliaries to his own, find the most economical at given
prices, or what will produce the largest amount of flesh

and fat at least cost to himself,—always bearing in mind
that if at the marketable value of the lean stock, and at

the cost of his extraneous foods, with the prices that he
gets for his fat, he has at once a direct profit, he is

adding 20 per cent, of his outlay to his capital in the
soil by the residue left in the manure of the animals.

IXIVOR TH.

Benefit Societies.—At the annual meeeting of this

Club, Dr. Short read a paper on this subject. He
referred to various societies, including unions, co-

operative societies, and benefit societies. Having
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made allusion to public-house clubs, he continued :

—

In speaking next of what I may call permanent in con-

tradistinction to yearly clubs, I shall limit myself to

those which belong to, or are represented in, our own
district, for these more particularly concern us, and
those whom we have to do with amongst the labouring

classes. Since it was announced that I was to open
this discussion, several friends have very kindly sent me
reports and balance sheets of different societies existing

amongst us, and what may be said of one may be said

of all—that they are all in a flourishing condition.

Those to which I more particularly refer are the Odd
Fellows, Foresters, West Suffolk Friendly Society,

and the Norton Church Club (I have named each club

in rotation acccording to its size). These are in my
estimation fair sample clubs of any agricultural district,

and as they each have special features, I will refer to

them seriatim.

First, then, the Independent Order of Odd Fellows,

Manchester Unity Friendly Society, which has
branches in every quarter of the globe, and has been
now instituted 60 years, has more than half a million

of members, and a capital of ^3,050,000. The worth
per member is something about ^9. Since its founda-
tion in Manchester in iSi2 it has steadily added to its

numerical and financial strength (in 1S36 they numbered
40,000, and in 1840 over 90,000 members), and the
society continues to increase. The members of this

society are chiefly artizans. The contributions are

higher than in some other clubs, but the amount
received in return in sickness is proportionately larger.

The admissible ages range from 18 to 44 years, and
the payment from \s. Scf. to y. 61/. Members are
free to receive payments in illness at the end of six

months, and the burial money is paid after 12 months.
The sick gift is J2s. per week for the first six months,
and 6s. per week afterwards ; ;^i2 on the death of a
member, and £6 on the death of a member's wife, is

paid by the club. Sixpence per month is also paid for
the surgeon and managing expenses. It would be
difficult to thoroughly estimate the good done by this

society. It is, however, more suitable for the artizan
than for the agricultural labourer. I should state that

its affairs are entirely managed by officers elected from
amongst themselves ; and the recent meeting of the
A.M.C. showed how well they do their work. I

should mention that in the Bury St. Edmund's district

there are 36 lodges in unity, and a little over 3000
members, while the average per member of its accu-
mulated capital is from £i2to£i;^. In the Ixworth
Lodge the total value of lodge funds in January, 1S71,
was ,7^2119 13J. 6J(/., being an iucrcu.be dmiiig the
previous year of ;i^S3 i y. <)d. The subscribing
members in Ixworth were 142, honorary ditto 3. The
Odd Fellows' Society has recently arranged that there
shall be a class or table admitting labourers to their

number—respectable agricultural labourers recom-
mended by their employers.
The sister society, the A.O. F. friendly society,

equally merits praise for the good work it has done
and is doing ; and in this immediate neighbourhood it

is, I believe, better known amongst our agricultural

labourers than the Odd Fellows' Society. It was
originated in 1745, it is said, but established as at

present in 1S34; it has some 4000 courts or lodges,
its numerical strength is about 400,000, and its capital

l.^ million. Like the Odd Fellows, the Foresters
have branches of their order in every direction, and
their numbers are still increasing. According to the
book from which I have obtained statistics of this order
I find that they have several different tables, with pay-
ments according to the benefits to be received.
Hitherto some courts have averaged the contributions
in the first class to 2s. ^d. per month, the payments in

sickness 12s. for six months, 6s. for the next six months,
and 4r. afterwards, with ^12 at the member's death
and £6 at the death of the member's wife ; and in the
second class at is. g(/. per month, and payments of Ss.

per week for the first six months, 4s. for next six

months, and y. afterwards, as long as the illness may
last ; £S at member's death and £4 on death of

member's wife. The member in this society becomes
free, that is to say, may receive payments out of the
club, at the expiration of 12 months. With Odd
Fellows the members are free at the end of six months.
In future all Foresters' courts will have to arrange
their contributions according to age. This society, like

the preceding one, is a secret society, and its courts
and funds are managed in a manner very similar to the
plan adopted amongst Odd Fellows.

I have had some considerable experience with regard
to benefit societies of all kinds ; and whilst, unfortu-
nately, there are a few bad ones, there are very many
good ones ; but I never met with a better, or one more
suited to the agricultural labouring classes, than what
I may call our Suffolk Club—I mean the West Suffolk
Friendly Society. It was commenced in the year
1830, and has gone on prosperously to the present
time, and I hope and believe will continue to do so,
notwithstanding there being so many other clubs in
existence, but, to quote the words of Dr. Mackay,
•'There is room enough for all" On January 4, 1S71,
870 members belonged to it, and it extends to over 6^
parishes. Since its commencement it has received
from members and from interest /32,oo6 9^. id. It
has paid out /;i6,i36 41-. It has invested in 'securities
of different kinds ;^I5,820 9J., and had a balance in
the hands of the treasurers at the above date of

^49 1 5 J. ^d. This club has three sickness tables—as

they are called—a pension table, a life insurance table,

a savings' bank, and an endowment table. In the first

the ages range from 15 to 20 ; the payments range from
ij-. id. to y. 5.^;/. monthly, according to the age, and
benefits 6s. per week full pay, 3;. half pay ; a weekly
allowance in sickness or health, after the age of 65
years, of y. per week, and £^ at death. In table 2,

payments from is. ^hd. to "js. ^I^d. insure respectively

Ss., 4s. as half-pay, and 41. after 65, with £4 at death.
In the third table, payments from is. lod. to 9,r. id.

insure benefits loj., 5^-. as half-pay, and 5^. annuity,
and £$ at death. The other tables I do not think it

worth while to go into, unless any gentleman wishes me
to do so. Belonging to the several classes in the club
1 find—table i, 22 names; table 2, 3S3 names; table 3,

433 names ; total, S38, In addition to these there
are those who belong to the pension table, 7 ; life

assurances, 4 ; savings, 6 ; endowments, 15 ; total,

870. The members of this Club have not the same
voice in the management of their Club that the Odd
Fellows and Foresters have, for the society is managed
for them by a committee of influential gentlemen, and
the members could send delegates to attend the com-
mittee. Unlike those societies, it is not a secret

society, and its meetings are not held at a public-house.

The society works well, and for myself, I heartily wish
it every success.

The Norton Church Club is held in the Norton
School-room, and was established in 1S45. It has
three trustees, viz., Mr. P. Huddleston, Dr. Dicken
(clergyman of the parish), and Mr. W. Jannings, of
Barton. Its members are resident in 25 parishes, and
their number somewhat over 160, and the capital is,

I believe, between ;i^5oo and ;!^6oo. L'nlike the West
Suffolk Friendly Society, whilst it has gentlemen act-

ing as trustees, its affairs are entirely under the con-
trol of the members, who elect the several officers

necessary for the proper carrying on of the club, the
benefits of which are commensurate with the payments
which the members make.

Speaking of the advantages of these societies. Dr.
Short said : I am sure that a benefit society such as
I have named makes a man more independent, more
self-respecting, a better man, and a better citizen. It

teaches him respect for authority, for the powers,
whether it be his master, or a magistrate, or any one
in a higher position than he, for as he is a member of
a club he has to obey its rules, and the dictates of its

officers. As I saw in a friendly societies' magazine,
John would not mind contradicting Sam in the work-
shop, but when Sam is in office as President, Chief
Ranger, or Noble Grand, he has a wholesome respect
for his position. If you ask me what constitutes a
good benefit or friendly society, I would say that for

it to be a prosperous one, it must start with such a rate

of contributions as shall be known to cover all possible
contingencies. There must be a graduated scale of
contributions. There should be from time to time a
valuation of its funds and properties, and whatever the
benefits to be derived from the amount paid in, the
funds for each benefit and for the incidental expenses
should be kept entirely separate. There should and
must be a constant addition to the number of members,
which should never be less than 50 ; with that number
and an average amount of good health, a club might
go on ad infinitum. The members of course entering
these clubs should be examined in good health.
Should benefit societies be held at public-houses or
not? I have given you samples of clubs held at such
places and elsewhere, and I shall be very anxious to
hear what opinions are expressed upon the subject
since it is creating much interest at the present
time. My opinion is that in large towns, where there
are a sufficient number to carry it out, there should be
a friendly societies' hall, to be rented by the different

societies of the neighbourhood ; and my belief is also
that in all districts the disassociation of the two would
be best. At any rate, if the club be held at the
public-house, the landlord should be paid a certain
sum for the rent of his room and for firing and lighting,

but it should not be left for him to get these things
paid for by the profit on what he sells, for in some
instances this might be a temptation to push the sale

of drink, or it might be a temptation to adulterate
what is sold that the profit may be greater. I would
be the last man in the world to wish to debar the
labouring man from rational social enjoyment ; indeed,
would do anything in my power to help him to the
attainment of such a desirable object. It is the
irrational and the debasing that 1 would wish to
separate him from. At any rate, if the rental propo-
sition were to be adopted the member would feel more
free to do as he liked, and the pubHcan would be
relieved from the odium which has been put upon him
by the suggestion that men are often tempted to drink
more than is good for them. I have taken opportu-
nities of seeing many publicans, since I thought of
writing this paper, who have clubs in their houses, and
they agree with me in this proposition almost to a
man.

In conclusion, Dr. Short said : How shall you,
gentlemen, help in the matter of friendly societies ?

By endeavouring to get those who work for you to
]oin some club, and by becoming yourselves honorary
members of such estimable societies. Tho^e uf you,
gentlemen, who are guardians of the poor, I would
ask to lend your help in recommending your several

Boards to help those in time of sickness who in time
of health endeavour to help themselves. In Stow
Union it is the custom to reckon club money at half
its actual amount, and to apportion the relief allow-
ance accordingly. I have left some points, such as the
question of average wages, and the amount that a poor
man can set by for club purposes, for some one else to
take up. And anything relating to the medical duties,

&c., I have also purposely avoided, but shall be happy
to answer any questions that may be asked respecting
those duties.

A discussion followed, and a vote of thanks having
been passed to Dr. Short and to the Chairman, the
meeting separated.

Sottas I00I1S,
The Sewage Question ; with Remarks on a Little

Suspected, Frequent, and not easily Detected Source of
Typhoid a:id other Zymotics. (Pp. i6.) By Andrew
Fergus, M.D. Porteous Brothers, 41, West Nile
Street, Glasgow.

This is a paper which had been read before the Medico-
Chirurgical Society of Edinburgh last year. It directs
attention to a fault in the water-closet arrangement for
removing excrementitious matters, which is asserted to
be of frequent occurrence in Glasgow. The leaden pipes
are eaten away, and at length expose the closet and
the interior of the house to direct connection with the
sewer, permitting the free entrance of poisonous gases.
Holding the belief as confidently as ever that a well-
constructed water-closet, in a well-sewered town, is

the wholesomest and cleanest arrangement, and the
one which offers the best chance after all, in large
towns, of recovering the value of excrementitious
matter as a fertilising power ; we, nevertheless, gladly
let those who are opposed to it state their case, and
let us first hear Sir C. Adderley, whose opposition to
the Birmingham Sewage Bill was fatal to it during the
last session of Parliament.

^
At a special meeting of the Birmingham Town

Council, recently held, the Mayor read a letter from Sir
C. B. Adderley, stating that he would be obliged to
the mayor if he would communicate the contents of the
enclosure to the Council, by which it would, he
hoped, be seen that he (Sir C. B. Adderley) was
actuated by a desire to contribute to the solution of the
difficult problem before them, namely, the disposal of
the sewage of the borough. His worship afterwards
read the communication referred to, which was of con-
siderable length. In it Sir Charles Adderley stated that
he desired both to put an end to mutual misunder-
standing, and to assist in arriving at a practical plan on
a subject of great and common importance. The
question was how to dispose of the sewage of large
towns without throwing it into streams. All plans for
deodorising, downward filtration, and the like, were
merely modes of hasty riddance of the difficulty, at a
sacrifice or deterioration of the value of the sewage ; as
also was the mixing the sewage with general drainage
and rain-water, and still more with anti-fertilising ma-
nufacturing refuse. To follow any such process of
dilution by the contrary restorative of precipitation was
a double waste of material and of labour in doing and
undoing. The earth closet and scavenging system, in

some form, was the only one which could really effect

the bringing sewage, in its primary state, and land
together; but this it would do with certain profitable
result, and effective town cleansing, if only it could be
perfectly carried out ; that was, if all escape by over-
flow or percolation could be prevented, and if a sufli-

cient corps of scavengers, paid by the town, and amply
repaying them, could regularly and completely remove
the contents of the closet. The present midden must
be at once broken up, and a systematic street arrange-
ment of earth closets and scavenging substituted ; and
those who choose to have water-closets should pay for

their connection with the main sewers as a private im-
provement rate, for water-closets were pratically private
luxuries at public expense.

We believe Sir C. Adderley is entirely mistaken in

imagining that a house-to-house scavenging, however
carefully conducted, will either promote cleanliness

and health within the town, or prevent river pollution
below it. The water supply of a town will become
fouled in the use of it, and it will find its way into the
town sewers, and thence into the neighbouring river

channel. Earth closets are no preventive against this.

Scullery filth and chamber slops will find their way
down the nearest grid, and the proper remedy for river

pollution is, not to fight against the laws of gravitation,

but to use them in conducting the liquid-manure on to

slopes of land, which it will fertilise, and whence it

will escape, no longer capable of creating a nuisance.

Sir C. Adderley, however, accepts, apparently, all the
conclusions to which the experience and observation of
Dr. Fergus seem to have led him. These concltisions

are thus set forth in his pamphlet :

—

" I sum up as follows :

—

"r. That no excreta shall be allowed to pass into our
sewers, water-courses, or rivers.

"2. That nil refuse from manufactories containing
organic nitrogen and carbon— i. e., putrescible matter-

-

shall also be kept out of our sewers, water-courses, and
rivers.

" 3. That all excreta shall be submitted to chemical or
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other action, by which they shall be rendered non-

putrescible."

Dr. Fergus thus speaks of Mr. Moule's earth-

closet :

—

"Mr. Moule's earth-closet has done well in private

houses, asylums, and small villages in this country ; and

in India has been a very decided success. The ^reat

obiection to its use in towns is the bulk of the material

required. This objection is removed by employing, as

Mr. Stanford proposes, seaweed charcoal instead of earth.

As a very small quantity of charcoal is sufficient, by an

improved closet, it is expected that even less than weight

for weight of excreta will be found sufficient. I have

repeatedly seen Mr. Stanford's process in operation, and
am convinced it is in every way well worthy of trial ; as

it satisfies, in all respects, whatever the most ardent sani-

tarian could desire. The product from the closet is a

black mass, somewhat like cinders, free from smell, and
without the least appearance of fcecal matter. Mr. Stan-

ford considers that 8 cwt. per head per annum is sufficient,

and that this need only be removed once a year ; and the

reservoir of char at the top of the house need only be

replenished once a year. The closets are arranged to be
quite automatic, and require no attendance from within.

Mr. Stanford values the char after use at 8s. a Iiead per

annum, and proposes to burn it in revolving retorts, and
to collect in suitable condensers the gas liquor, tar, and
gas. The charcoal increases at each reburning, and there-

fore the plan is self-supporting, unless, indeed, the in-

creased value of the char should render it advisable to

sell it."

Farm Memoranda.
The "Border Counties.—Every one will remem-

ber Sir Walter Scott's description of wild and unculti-

vated tracts in Roxburghshire, which now present to

the eye fair fields of waving corn or rich pastures, sup-

porting thousands of sheep. In a note with reference

to Liddlesdale, Sir Walter says that " roads in Dandie
Dinmont's days could not be said to exist, and the

district was only accessible through a succession of

tremendous morasses. About 30 years ago the author

himself was the first person who ever drove a little

open carriage into these wilds, the excellent roads by
which they are now traversed being then in some pro-

gress. The people stared with no small wonder at a

sight which many of them had never witnessed in their

lives before." But more prosperous days were soon to

come. The introduction of drill husbandry into Rox-
burghshire by Dawson, of Frogden, gave a new
impetus to husbandry on the borders, and this was
maintained by the invention of the threshing-machine,

the swing-plough, and the grain fanners, which last

was made and used in Roxburghshire before any other

county in Scotland. Later came new and better forms

of implements for tilling the soil—including the reap-

ing-machine, and the double-furrow plough, which, in

the hands of an energetic, persevering, and skilful

class of farmers, have raised the agriculture of the

south-eastern district of Scotland to its present proud
position.

According to the latest return, the total area of Ber-
wickshire is 302,951 statute acres, and of Roxburgh-
shire 428,494 ; and the number of holdings in the two
counties is respectively 996 {of which 450 are above 100
acres), and 1170 (of which 422 are above 100 acres).

The farms are generally held on leases of 19 or 21
years. Only three other counties in Scotland have a
higher percentage of large farms than Berwick, and
these are Haddington, Kinross, and Peebles, which
have respectively 52, 51, and 46 per cent, of their

holdings over 100 acres, as compared with 45 per cent.

in Berwickshire. The percentage of large holdings in

Roxburghshire is only 36, and in this respect the
county stands seventh on the list in Scotland ; while
Fife and Kirkcudbright shires are on a similar footing.

In 1870 the total acreage in Berwickshire under all

kinds of crops, bare fallow, and grass, was 188,740, of

which 5720 were under Wheat, 21,048 under Barley,

34.912 under Oats, 263 under Rye, 1330 under Beans,

420 under Peas, 34,739 under greeu crops, 55,272
under Clover and grasses in rotation, and 33,474 under
permanent pasture. The 34, 739 acres of green crops
included 30,292 acres of Turnips, 62 of Mangel, 7
of Carrots, 348 of Cabbage and Rape, and 850 of
Vetches. In the same year there were in Berwickshire

5341 horses, 15,120 cattle, 254,583 sheep, and 4275
pigs. Roxburghshire showed, in 1870, 169,053 acres

under all kinds of crops, bare fallow, and grass, of
which 2760 acres were under Wheat, 15,436 under
Barley or Bere, 31,892 under Oats, 174 under Rye,
423 under Beans, 180 under Peas, 2256 under Potatos,

26, 3 1 S under Turnips, 1 2 imder Mangel, 7 under
Carrots, 253 under Cabbage and Rape, and 454 under
Vetches—total under green crop, 29,300. There were
also 30 acres under Flax, 745 in bare fallow, 51,981 in

Clover and grasses under rotation, and 36,132 under
permanent pasture. There were in Roxburghshire, in

1870, 4421 horses, 16,416 cattle, 468,681 sheep, and
4087 pigs. These figures give some idea of the agri-

cultural prosperity of the district which the Highland
Society has chosen to visit this year. The south-
eastern district of Scotland may be said to be bounded
by a continuous chain of mountains. On the north
there are the Lammermuirs, whose upland slopes are
being gradually and profitably reclaimed. On the
west the Minchmoor and Teviotdale hills rear their

picturesque heads, and the Liddlesdale and Cheviot

ranges hem in the district to the south. The counties

of Berwick and Roxburgh are diversified by hill and
dale, and intersected by numerous streams, while the

cultivable land takes for the most part the shape of
rounded undulations. In the centre of the district

there are a series of isolated hills, such as the Eildons,

Ruberslaw, and Dunian, commanding magnificent
views, and the country through which flow the sweet
Teviot and majestic Tweed presents a combination of

cultivated and natural scenery not surpassed by any
district in Scotland, The soil of the district is as

diversified as its topographical features. Clay, loam,
peat, and sand are to be found in various parts of the

two counties ; but these occur in large tracts, and are

not so closely commingled as in many counties in Scot-

laud. Generally speaking, the system of farming pur-
sued in Berwickshire and Roxburghshire embraces
both stock and crop husbandry. It is the association

of tillage and pasture, says a well-known writer,
*' that is the main-spring of the Border farmers' success,

and which indeed forms the basis of all advanced and
successful farming. In this respect either of the

counties is not equalled by any other county in

Scotland ; for they excel not only on account of uniting
the two branches, but in the efficient manner in which
both departments are carried out. It is the union of

stock and crop husbandry that has rendered the system
of alternating grass and grain crops advisable, and
which furnishes the strongest argument for a regular

system of rotation of cropping. The five-course rota-

tion generally practised embraces, 1st, Turnips, Beans,
Potatos, or Mangel ; 2d, Wheat, Barley, or Oats

;

3d and 4th, Clover and grass ; and 5th, Oats.
When Beans are sown they generally take the place of
Turnips after Oats, althougli they sometimes take the

place of the second year's seed. Having two years'

grass, the five-course provides for the maintenance of
stock; and as it has also a proportionate acreage under
Turnips, so it raises for stock a supply of winter food
equal to its supply of summer food. This system of
rotation, therefore, combining, as it does, stock with
cereal farming, gives to the farmer a means of success

from having varied produce, maintains the condition of
land at a comparatively small outlay, tends to clean
the soil of weeds, and through the folding of sheep on
Turnips, and the depasturing of cattle, imparts to it a
consistency and compactness which it periodically

requires." The great extent of loam throitghout Ber-
wickshire and Roxburghshire gives Barley a prominent
place among the cereal crops. Only three counties in

Scotland grow more Barley than Berwick, and these
are Fife, l-'urfar, and Pertli, which respectively return

28,053 a-Cies, 26,416 acres, and 21,612 acres, under
that crop, as compared with 21,048 acres in Berwick.
Roxburgh occupies the fifth place in the Barley
returns, her acreage being 15,436, whereas Aberdeen
comes in between Berwick and Roxburgh, liaving

17,964 acres under Barley. In both Berwickshire and
Roxburghshire the seed is sown chiefly broadcast, but
the drill machine is also being extensively employed,
as many suppose it prevents the grain from *' lodging."

The border counties invariably produce fine samples,
and high prices are obtained for good crops. Eight
counties in Scotland grow more Oats than Berwick-
shire, and 12 more than Roxburghshire; while eight

counties grow more Wheat than Berwickshire, and 14
more than Roxburghshire. Harvest is early in the

low-lying parts of both counties, commencing generally
about August 12, while some farms in the valley of the

Tweed are as early as the earliest farms in title most
forward districts in Scotland. Roxburghshire, says

the authority already quoted, "has the largest propor-
tional acreage, and Berwick the next largest, under
Turnips ; both counties having under this root crop
about one-fifth part of their total acreage. This fact

of itself is, perhaps, the highest euloglum that can be
paid to the agriculture of the district ; for, as a general
rule. Turnip culture and its usual attendant, sheep
husbandry, form the basis of the highest farming. Nor
is it only with respect to acreage that they excel in

Turnips ; it may safely be affirmed that for efficient

Turnip culture and yield of roots per acre the county
of Roxburgh is not surpassed by any county in Scot-
land, and the same is applicable to several districts of
Berwickshire."
The place of honour among the stock raised in these

counties must be given to sheep. It is here that some
of the most celebrated flocks of Cheviots in the country
have their folds—notably the flocks of Linhope, Hind-
hope, and Moodlaw. Except in the higher farms en-

tirely devoted to sheep, black-faces are giving place to

Cheviots, There are in the district several well-known
flocks of pure-bred Leicesters, which in some parts are
supplanting the Cheviots ; and on the low-lying farms,
where Turnip food can be got in the spring, Cheviot
ewes are crossed with Leicester rams. Curiously
enough, a discussion arose some time ago as to whether
the Leicesters bred on the borders were really pure bred or
a cross. English breeders from Leicester and Worcester
were inclined to hold that they were not pure, so
different were they in general appearance from the

Leicesters now seen in their native country. It was,

however, proved that the border Leicesters were really

pure, and had been bred with great care. In summing
up this curious controversy, which had led English
judges at cattle shows to discard splendid border sheep
in favour of others, inferior, but possessing, as they
believed, purer breeding, Mr. Wilson, Edington

Mains, said, "Much as the Leicester sheep of the
south and of the borders now differ from each other,

both can equally claim and prove direct descent from
Bakewell's flock. Diversity of climate and of general
treatment, and diversity of taste in the bre(jders, have
for a prolongetl period been at work to produce the
change ; and these are influences potent enough to

account for all the change which has actually taken
place, although both started with like materials.

Bakewell, we know, had just the common long-woolled

sheep of his day to work upon ; and he, by skill and
perseverance, so changed them as to originate what
has ever since been recognised as a distinct breed.

The materials which proved so plastic in his skilful

hands are still as susceptible of modification as ever

they were." Apart from the question of quality, both
Berwickshire and Roxburghshire maintain a greater

number of sheep in proportion to their total acreage

than any other two counties in Scotland. Although
the number of herds of cattle are few in the south-

eastern district of Scotland, the lowland farms have
long been celebrated for the excellence of their fat

cattle. The breed generally in favour is the Short-

horn, and many capital bulls are annually bred and
exhibited at the Border Counties' Show. But only

half the cattle fattened are, as a rule, bred on the

farm, the remanider— often crosses—being purchased

at fairs. Fattening is pursued both in stalls, boxes,

and courts, but covered courts are now most in favour,

not only on account of the benefit to the health of the

animals, but because of the increased value of the

manure made therein. The Border Agricultural Asso-
ciation pay handsome premiums for first-rate stallions,

and the farmers reap the advantage in securing a fine

stock of first-class work -horses. A considerable num-
ber of thoroughbred and half-bred horses are also pro-

duced in the district, and the sporting instincts which
characterised Dandie Dinmont continue to be exhibited

by the tenant-farmers in the foxhunting field. The
tenant-farmers of Berwickshire and Roxburghshire are

noted for their skill, energy, and indomitable industry;

and, as a rule, they are in a contented and highly pros-

perous condition. Nowhere are the peasantry better

paid, better housed, or better educated. Mr. Culley,

one of the commissioners on the employment of women
and children in agriculture, says, in his report, "There
is probably no district in Scotland where improvement
in cottage accommodation has made so much progress

as in the south-eastern counties—an improvement be-

coming everywhere more marked as you travel from

the north to the south of my district. As a whole,
farm hibuureis are now better housed in the lowland
part of my district than in any of the south-midland

counties of England ; and I know no county in England
where the average cottage accommodation is so good
as in Berwickshire—a remark which would also apply

to Roxburghshire." Recent agricultural improvement
in these counties has also been most marked. Large
tracts which were but barren moorland, or only yielded

a scanty supply of sour grasses, have been reclaimed

and drained, and grow luxuriant crops, or pasture

healthy flocks. Within the last 30 years several hun-

dred thousand pounds have been expended in drainage

works alone, and the value of artificial manures now
put upon the land amounts to over _]^2oo,ooo a year;

while the extent of land reclaimed within a score of

years amounts to 60,000 acres. T/ie Scotsman.

Miscellaneous.
An Act for the Protection of certain Wild

Birds during the Breeding Season.—Whereas it

is expedient to provide for the protection of certain wild

birds of the United Kingdom during the breeding sea-

son: Be it enacted by the Queen's most Excellent

Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the

Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this

present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of

the same :— i. That the words " wild birds " shall for

all the purposes of this Act be deemed to include the

birds specified in the schedule to this Act ; the word
"sheriff" shall include steward, and also sheriff-substi-

tute and steward-substitute. 2. Any person who shall

knowingly or with intent kill, wound, or take any wild

bird, or shall expose or offer for sale any wild bird

recently killed, wounded, or taken between the fifteenth

day of March and the first day of August in any year,

shall, on conviction of any such offence before any justice

or justices of the peace in England or Ireland, or before

the sheriff or any justice or justices of the peace in

Scotland, for a first offence be reprimanded and dis-

charged on payment of costs and summons, and for

every subsequent offence forfeit and pay for every such

wild bird so killed, wounded, or taken, or so exposed or

offered for sale such sum of money as including costs of

conviction shall not exceed five shillings, as to the said

justice, justices, or sheriff shall seem meet, unless he shall

prove to the satisfaction of the said justice, justices, or

sheriff that the said wild bird was or were bought or

received on or before said fifteenth day of March, or of

or from some person or persons residing out of the

United Kingdom : Provided nevertheless, that every

summons issued under this Act shall specify the kind of

wild bird in respect of which an oflence has been com-
mitted, and that not more than one summons shall be

issued for the same offence. 3. Where any person shall

be found offending against this Act, it shall be lawful
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for any person to require the person so offending to

give his Christian name, surname, and place of abode ;

and in case the person offending shall, after being so

required, refuse to give his i"eal name or place of abode,

or give an untrue name or place of abode, he shall be
liable, on being convicted of any such offence before a

justice of the peace or the sheriff, to forfeit and pay, in

addition to the penalties imposed by section two, such

sum of money not exceeding ten shillings as to the con-

victing justice or sheriff shall seem meet. 4. All offences

mentioned in this Act, which shall be committed within

the jurisdiction of the Admiralty, shall be deemed to be

offences of the same nature and liable to the same
punishment as if they had been committed upon any
land in the United Kingdom, and may be dealt with,

inquired of, tried, and determined in any county or

place in the United Kingdom, in which the offender

shall be apprehended or be in custody, in the same
manner in all respects as if they had been actually

committed in that county or place ; and in any
information or conviction for any such offence the

offence maybe averred to have been committed ** on
the high seas," and in Scotland any offence com-
mitted against this Act on the sea-coast, or at

sea beyond the ordinary jurisdiction of any sheriff or

justice of the peace, sliall be held to have been
committed in any county abutting on such sea-coast, or

adjoining such sea, and may be tried and punished
accordingly. 5. Where any offence under this Act is

committed in or upon any waters forming the boundary
between any two counties, districts of quarter-sessions

or petty-sessions, such offence maybe prosecuted before

any justice or justice of the peace or sheriff in either of

such counties or districts.

Avocet
Bittern

Blacltcap
Chiffchaff
Coot
Creeper
Crossbill

Cuckoo
Curlew
Dotterel
Dunbird
Dunlin
Flycatcher
Godwit
Golden-crested Wren
Goldfinch
Green shank
Hawfinch <

beak
Hedgesparrow
Kingfisher
Landrail
Lapwing
Mallard
Martin

Gros-

Stonechat
Stonehatch
Summer Snipe
Swallow
Swan
Swift
Teal
Thicknee
Titmouse, long-tail

Titmouse, bearded
Wagtail
Warbler (Dartford)
Warbler (Reed)
Warbler (Sedge)
Whaiip
Wheatear
Whinchat
Whimbrell
Widgeon
Woodcock
Wild DucU
Woodlark

Woodpecker
Woodwren
Wren
Wryneck

iS:c., WITH Soluble
of Worms, have pub-

SCMILDULE.

Nightjar
Nuthatch
Owl
Oxbird
Pewit
Phaleropc
Pipit

Plover
Ploverspagc
Pochard
Purre
Quail
Redpoll
Redshank
Redstart
Robin Redbreast
Ruff and Reeve
Sanderling
Sand Carouse
Sandpiper
Se.-.lark

Shoveller
Siskin

Snipe
Spoonbill

Moor (or Water) Hen Stint
Nightingale

1
Stonecurlew

Washing Sheep, Wool,
Glass.—MM. Baerle & Co.

lished the following on the employment of soluble glass

as a detergent. The employment of soluble glass in

the washing of wool is an important fact in this industry.

The treatment is so simple and so economic, that it is

only necessary to make an experiment to recognise its

advantages. Take 40 parts of water, at the tempera-
ture of 50'^ to 57° Centigrade, and one part of soluble
glass

; plunge the wool into the mixture, stirring it

about for a few minutes by hand, then rinse it in cold
or tepid water, and it will be found completely white
and void of smell. The wool, after this operation,
remains perfectly soft, and loses none of its qualities,

even when left for several days in the solution of the
sihcate, and being washed in hot water. Sheep may
also be washed with the same preparation, care being
taken to cover the eyes of the animals with a bandage,
to perform the washing with the solution instantane-

ously, and to remove the surplus with tepid water. In
the case of combed wool, the wool should first be
steeped in the solution above given, and afterwards in

another bath, composed of So parts of water, at 37*
Centigi-ade, and one part of soluble glass. In this way
the effect is excellent and economic, without the

employment of soap or soda, and the wool is rendered
at least equally white, clean, and soft as by other
methods. Soluble glass may also be employed advan-
tageously for domestic washing. A bath must be pre-

pared overnight, with 20 to 30 parts of water, at 50° to

57* Centigrade, and one part of neutral soluble glass

;

the linen is plunged into this bath, and left there till

the following morning, when, after the bath has been
reheated with additional hot water, it is to be worked
with a wooden stamper. The aspect of the solution
tells when the linen is nearly cleansed, when the former
is to be drawn off, and the linen drained. The opera-
lion is then completed by rinsing with a little soap ;

but it is well to pass the linen again through a weak
solution, consisting of one part of soluble glass to 50
parts of water at 45'' to 50" Centigrade, and then to rinse
it out in pure water.

Potato disease very bad ; from -^ ton to 1 4 ton of

sound ones per acre. A continuance of fine weather
desirable. A. S. i?.

South Northumberland :

—

Sept. 18,—Dry west wind, with showers occasionally. Carted
and threshed 8i acres Peas. Carted remainder of
Wheat and Barley. Finished harvest,

,, 19.—Fine day, cold. Whole force threshing.

,, 20.—Weather and work the same,
,, 21.—Ditto.
,, 23.—Cold and showery. Four men skimming stubble ;

odd hands finishing stackyard.

,, 24.—Cold, wet day. Two men delivering corn, one at

coals, others odd jobs.

Prospective : Skimming and cleaning stubbles, if

weather permits. A . W. D.
Merse of Berwickshire : Sepi. 23.—The week

now, alas ! past and gone, has been among the finest

we remember. Commencing in the S.W. vigorously,

the wind gradually veered northwards, and got quite

cold and wintry at last, bringing a blast or two of what
ought to have been snow. Cutting is generally finished,

and much Wheat and Barley has been carted in

splendid order. Devoted mainly to this latter opera-

tion, we had to leave uncut a portion of heavy Oats,

deserted by Irishmen, but the return of wet weather
enables us to concentrate the forces on shearing for a
day or two, or during fine intervals. Perhaps a fourth

of the crop may be already secured hereabouts, and
more in the south and east districts. Another windy
week would have been most acceptable, y. T.

Mungos Wells : Se/^t. 23.—During the last fort-

night the weather has been a great deal better, so that

the most of the corn is now cut in the lower part of

the county. On a good many farms the crop has been
nearly all gathered in pretty fair condition, on others,

however, the greater part of the crop has to be carried

yet. Early cut Wheat has a good deal of sprout in it,

and is threshing out badly both as regards quantity and
quality. Barley is high coloured, but little or no sprout

amongst it. Oats are a good deal sprung ; as for Beans
they are just being cut, and promise, if well got in, to

pay as well as anything this year. Potatos, if lifted at

the present moment all over the county, would not

produce more than a ton and a-half of saleable Potatos.

Pastures are going back. Sheep and cattle without cake

are doing nothing. The work to be done this week is

finish carting of white crop, cutting Beans, and thatch-

ing stacks. Potatos are being sent off as quickly as pos-

sible, at £6 per ton free on rail. U. B.

Dorsetshire : Sept. 23.—Harvest work has pro-

gressed rapidly during the past fortnight. All the

corn is got together in this part of the county in capital

condition, and nothing remains to be carried but here

and there a few pieces of Beans. Now that the pres-

sure of harvesting is over, there is the usual kind of

lull in farm work for a short time, which is being taken

advantage of by the labourers in raising and storing

their Potatos, Carrots, &c. In some parts of the

county, especially in the neighbourhood of Cranborne
Chase, many hundreds of women and children are

employed in picking nuts. For the last three or four

nights we have had a succession of severe frosts, but

the weather continues fine for all kinds of farm work.

7. B. C. ^

moderate inquiry, well maintained the rates previously
current. Beans and Peas changed hands quietly at the
recent advance. The Flour trade was not active, but for

fine qualities prices ruled firm.

Arrivals of Grain, &c,, into London by Water Carriage.

English &
Scotch..

Irish

Foreign .

.

Wheat.

Qrs.

390

Barley,

Qrs.

4790

Oats.

Qrs.

83.030

83,030

Flo

Sacks.

2110
1S50 brls.

Liverpool, Sept. 24.— A moderate consumptive
business was done in Wheat, at a reduction on the rates

of this day week of -zd. on white and -^d. per cental on
red descriptions. Flour steady, without change. Beans
ij. 6d. and Peas is. per qr. dearer. Oats id. per bushel,

and Oatmeal is. per load higher. Indian Corn in good
request, at a further improvement ; mixed American,
zgs. gd. ex quay, and 30J. per qr. from store.
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The Approaching Planting Season.

ANTHONY WATERER
Invites the special attention of

intending Planters to the stock of

Hollies which may be seen growing

at Knap Hill :

—

COMMON GREEN HOLLIES.—Some thousands of

well fiimished planLs, 4, 5, 6. 7, 8, and 10 feet high.

These have all been transplanted since Angust, 1871.

The following varieties of GREEN HOLLIES, viz. :
—

LAURIFOLIA. I HODGIN'S,
SCOITICA, YELLOW BERRIED,
ANGUSTIFOLIA, |

OVATA, and others.

Thousands of splendid plants, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 feet.

Transplanted April, 1871.

WEEPING HOLLIES.— Some of the finest plants in

e-xistence, 10 and 12 feet high, with magnificent weeping

heads. Transplanted M.arch, 1872.

PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY.—Hundreds of beauUfuI
plants, nice heads, with stems 4, 5, 6, 7, and 3 feet.

THE NEW GOLD WEEPING HOLLY.—A very

distinct and beautiful tree, some scores of good plants,

4, s, and 6 feet stems.

THE WEEPING MILKMAID HOLLY, new.

GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLY, as Pyramids, 4. S, 6,

and S feet high, hundreds.

GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLIES, as Standards, with

straight stems and heads, of 15 to 25 years' growth.

SILVER QUEEN HOLLY, Pyramids, 3, 4, 5, and
6 feet, thousands.

WATERER'S HOLLY.—Hundreds of the most perfect

plants it is possible to conceive, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet high

measuring 8 to 15 feet round.

WATERER'S HOLLY, as Standards. —Magnificent
plants with compact round heads, of many years' growth.

Of the ordinary kinds of VARIEGATED HOLLIES, we
possess a stock of more than twenty thousand plants,

from 3 to 4, 5, 6, j, 8, 10, and iz feet high.

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of alt sizes, wholesale of

CHARLES J. ELACKITH and CO.,
Cox's Quay, Lower Th^nies Street, London, E.G.
ail of the pri;Retail :ipal Seedsmen, Prices on application.

1^* The Plants are perfect in shape, with healthy

foliage, and splendid roots.

TREES FOR AVENUES.
Anthony Waterer has also a

very fine stock of the following

Trees, which may be seen growing

at Knap Hill :—
LIMES, 12, 14, to 16 feet high, with straight stems,

nice heads, and finely rooted, having all been replanted

since January, 1S71. The stems of these Limes girt from

4 to 7 inches 4 feet from the ground. There are some
thousands to select from, and I believe them to be altogether

the best trees I have ever seen in a nursery.

PLANES, true. Occidental, 12 to 14 feet. The Planes
on the Thames Embankment were supplied by Anthony
Waterer.

SYCAMORES, 12 to 15 feet.

NORWAY MAPLE, 12 to 15 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, scarlet, 10 to 12 feet.

ELMS, 12 to IS feet.

/""IIIAPMAN'S PATENT WATER-TUBE CUT
\j l-I.o\VKK TRANSMISSION and EXMIHITION CASES,
aho tlic "ANTI-CLOCHE." for Preserving Exhibition Blooms of
Koses, Dahlias, Chr>-santhemurns (whilst RrowinK), from Frost, Rain,
Insects, &c., and for Protecting Cuttings, lialf-hardy Annuals and
early Vegetables. Salads, &c., were awarded tlic Royal Horticultural
Society's Silver Medal,

For Market Gardeners' use the Anti-Cloche is far superior to the

Hand Light. Price for 13 inches by 13 inches square, ii inches deep
at back, 8 inches in front, sr. td. per pair, with Glass, Ventilators, &c.
They take to pieces, and pack in a small compass.
The NEW "BLACKMORE PARK" PARALLEL TRAY

GRAPE TRANSMISSION and EXHIBITION CASE costs from
211. No packing material required, and the bloom cannot be injured

if Case is placed in any position.

The NEW "WESTWELL" CASE, for Transmitting Plants in

Pots, of different siies, useful to Nurserymen ; or for Table Decora-
tions, Cost from 171, t>d. (See opinion in No. 9, Florj.1 Magazine.)
?^For Price List, Testimonials, &c., address W. F. CHAPMAN,
Bristol Road, Gloucester,
London Agents: Messrs. Dick Radclyffe & Co., Holborn, V/.C.

;

Messrs. Hcrcman & Morton, Tichborne Street, W. ; Messrs. Barr &
Sugden, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

1^* All these Trees and many others may he seen

growing in the Nursery. They are straight, stout in.

the stem, and finely rooted, all having beeii transplanted
within two years.

Prices and Samples will be forwarded

on application.

Wieat Sowing.

DOWN'S FARMERS FRIEND, for Preventing the
Smut in Wheat, and the Ravages of the Slug, Grub, and Wire-

worm. A <^d. packet is sulTicient for Six Bushels of Seed Wheat,
which can be dressed and fit to sow in a quarter of an hour.

Testimonials from the largest Wheat Growers in the Kingdom,
bearing testimony to its great power and efficacy, may be had of

Agents, who are appointed Tor every district.

Full directions for use are given with each packet.
Prepared at the Manufactory, Woburn, Beds,

Caution,—To guard against fraudulent imitation, and consequent
disappointment, see that the signature of HENRY DOWN is on
the label.

Agents in every Town throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland.

Scott's Wasp Destroyer.

J SCOTT, Seedsman, Yeovil, offers his well-known
• Preparation to Fruit Growers at is. 9^. and 2s. 9J. per bottle,

post free, for stamps. No one who has Fruit to preserve should be
without It.

G

Red
Spider.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in

boxes, IS,
,
3J. , and loj, dd.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
{Umit<>HV

Battersea, London, S.W.

PATENT VERMIN ASPHYXIATOR.

laiending Purchasers will do well to come and
judge for themselves. The stock of Hollies
is unapproached by anything of its kind in

Etirope, The prices will be found much
lower than those frequently charged for
inferior plants.

Anthony Waterer,
RNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

DISINFECTOR, VAPORISER, and UNIVERSAL FUMI-
GATOR, for Destroying Rats and all Vermin in holes. For making
Rabbits desert their Burrows and lie out. For Preserving Meat and
Game in the larder (or when packed) from tendency to putrefaction.

For Fumigating Vines and Greenhouse Plants, and destroying noxious
Insects and Parasites. For Disinfecting Hospitals, Vessels, Rooms,
Bedding, Clothes, &c. For Deodorising Drains, Sinks, &c. For
Vaporising Chemical Compounds; and for

,
preventing Loss of Life

from Foul Air in Wells, Vats, Tanks, &c. Price £,1 5s.

Manufacturers: JOHN WATTS and CO., 6, Broad Weir, Bristol.

London Agents (where the Machine may be seen and explained)

:

Mr. PURDEY, Gun Manufacturer, 314^, Oxford Street, W.
Mr. SCHOLL, Engineer, 41, Be^^vick Street, Soho, W.

Descriptive Circular, with Price List and full instructions, post free.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

The British, Indian and Colonial Governments,

7000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Ironmasters,
&c., &c..

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK,
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IBON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
CAN BE LAID ON BY UNSKILLED LABOUR.
SOLD IN ALL COLOURS.

S OWT, Free to all Stations.
Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent post free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.,
And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK. DUBLIN.

NO AGENTS.

Garden WaU Wiring.

RH O L L I D A Y, Practical Wireworker,
• 2A, Portobello Terrace, Notiing Hill Gate, London, W., bcf^s

to call the attention of all Gardeners who arc about to have their
Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring Walls, as being superior
to all others for neatness, strength, and durability.
For neatness,—Because all the Wires are kept perfectly tight, with-

out the use of the Raidisseur.
For Strength,—Hecause very much stronger Wire can be used,

therefore not liable to be drawn out of the horizontal line by the
branches of trees.

For Durability,—Because being able to use the strong Wire, it is

not so likely to oe eaten through with the galvanism as the thin Wire,
as used in the French system.
The above Engraving is an example of our system of Wiring Garden

Walls. We have recently completed the Wiring of the New Garden
Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury', Hatfield House. The Walls are
12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired on both sides; making a total
length of 1506 yards,—our system being chosen in preference to any
other.

Illustrated Catalogues may be had on application as above.

GALVANISED WROUGHT-IRON FITTINGS

WIRING WALLS
For the PURPOSE of TRAINING FRUIT TREES

On the French system, and as recommended by Mr.
W. Robinson, F.L.S., in his new \vork, "The Parks,
Promenades, and Gardens of Paris."

By this system nails and shreds are entirely dispensed with, the
walls are not injured, and no harbour is afforded to small insects.

The tying of the Fruit Trees is effected in one-fifth of the time
required by the old system. The arrangement is so simple, that it

can easily be anolied to any walls by inexperienced hands.

Prices of Materials:—
GALVAINlbED KA1DI35EVJK5, for tiglitenlng the

Wires—one of these required for each line of Wire.

No. 900, 4J. per dozen.

GALVANISED WALL EYES. 6^. per dozen.

GALVANISED TERMINATING HOLDFASTS,
2J. per dozen.

GALVANISED WIRE, 2J. 6d. and 3J. per 100 yards.

Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of the above, and
of Fittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical

principles, free on application to

BARNARD, BISHOP and BARNARDS,
Norfolk Ironworks, Norwich.

The Royal Pottery, Westoii-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.

TOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips), Manufac-
eJ turer of TERRA COTTA VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN
BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL ARBORETTES, STATUARY,
GARDEN POTS (from 2 to 30 inches in diameter), of superior quality,

withstand frost, and do not become green; EDGING TILES, &c.

See specimens in the Royal Horticultural Gardens. Price List free.

Book of Drawings, td. each.

JOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

Roslier's Garden Edging TUes.

THE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
materials of great durability. The plainer sorts are especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR- ______
HENS, as they harbour no "y^ --_1^-'-.^
Slugs or Insects, take up little \'_ ., , .

, ,j
room, and, once put down, ^'

'
' ' 'J-

incur no further labour or ex-
pense, as do "grown" Edg-
ings, consequently being mucQ
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, S E : Queen's Road West, Chelsea. S.W, ; Kingsland Road.E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANT

COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from v. per square yard

upwards, Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders.
Kitchen Ranges, Baths. &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of
great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kindsj
Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c.

F. andG. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants.—Seeaddrcsses above

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.
Fine 14*., Coarse 17s. per Ton. In Truck Loads ii. per Ton less.

Delivery by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway or
Whart. 2s. per Ton extra. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURKS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT
PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.

F. AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses sec above.
N.B. Orders promptly executed by Rail or to WharvcB.

A liberal discount to the Trade.
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JAMES WATTS AND CO., Hothouse Builders
and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

353i Old Kent Road. London, S.E.

Indestructible Teira-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices. Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls, &c. MAW and CO., Benthal! Works, Broseley.

fONES'S PATENT " DOUBLE
ROILER

SADDLE

QAA CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and
^\J\J LIGHTS, all sizes. Glazed and Painted complete, ready
for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom.
Strong GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feci, gs. each.

GLASSES, all sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the
Counties in England.

w H. LASCELLES, Horticultural Builder,
• F nsbury Steam Jo nery Works 121 EunhUPov London

Est m s g en on pi 1 a n f rprFNHOUSEb and CON
SERVAT OKIES of all k ds a d to any Des t.n

GARDEN LIGHTS and BOXES. Each.—s. d.

3 feet by 4 feet Lights, 2 inches thick, unglazed 36
I, ,1 glazed, i6-oz. good sheet glass . , ..70

6 feet „ ,, 2 inches thick, unglazed 50
M ,, glazed, 16 oz, good sheet glass , . 12 6

Portable Box containing one 6 feet by 4 feel Light, painted four
coats, ready for use 30 o

Portable Box containing two ditto, 6 feet by 8 feet 55 o

"Gold Medal Eoller" (Birmingham, 1872).

H O T -W A T E R
erected complete, or the Male

Improved Conical.

GREENHOUSES,
HOTHOUSES,

™'J:lFu^J^gS."^='

HOT-WATER
PIPES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and
T Pieces, Syphons, and
every other connection
kept in slock.
WROUGHT

CAST-IRON CONI-
CAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONI-
CAL, also ELLIPTIC
BOILERS.

APPARATUS
ials supplied for HEATING

Tubular FoiUr, with
IVatf Bars.

Goods of the very best manufacture, delivered at Railway or
Wharf in London.

LYNCH WHITE, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,
London, S.E. (Surrey side of Blackfriars Bridge).

Price List on application.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,
with the following improvements, viz. , the water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at the
same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made of the follow-
ing sizes:

—

Sizes.

24 n
24 I.

24 »
34 >|

28 „
30 „
36 .1

Wide.
18 in.

108 „

To heat of
4-in. Pipe.

Feet.
300
400
500
70Q
S50

1,000

1,400
1,800

2,600

4.500
7,000
10,000

Price.

100 o o

And are kept in Stock and sold only by the Inventors and Patentees,

J. Jones & Sons.

Price Lists of HOT-WATER PIPES and Connections, with
Boilers, of all sizes and shapes; or ESTIMAI ES for HOT-WATER
APPARATUS, erected complete, will be sent on application.

J. JONES and SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Bankside, Southwark,
London, S.E.

cOTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE
COW FITTINGS.

UNITED

ThL r ad amines are 1 rlib i tj ot t \turcs remnvable at
pleasure , no \\ oodwork or Partitions to impede Ventilatiun or breed
\'ermin ; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to
infection, being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 63s. 6d.
Prospectuses free of COTTAM AND CO., Ironworks, 2, Winsley

Street (opposite the Pantheon, Oxford Street, London, W,), where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

BY EOYAL LBTTEES PATENT.
NEW BOILER.

THE EXCELLENTIA,
The MOST COMPLETE, MOST COMPACT, MOST POWERFUL, MOST PERFECT, and MOST

ECONOMICAL BOILER EVER INVENTED. For particulars, apply to

J. G. SMEATON & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT-WATER and STEAMHEATING APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

HARWOOD ROAD, WALHAM GREEN, LONDON. S.W.

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

289, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Vv^ood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER' on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock.

«• TENDERS given for HEATING CHURCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every aesorlptlon.

RENDLE'S P.\TENT ORCHARD HOUSES,
PL.\NT HOUSES, GROUND VINERIES, and PLANT

PROTECrORS, Illustrated CalaloRUes can be obtained on appli-
cation to the Patentee, Mr. WILLIAM EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

QIR J. PAXTGN'S HOTHOUSES
*^ for the MILLION are Simple,

Cheap, and Portable.

Illttstraied Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and IIORTON, 14, Tichborne Street, Regent
Quadrant, W., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

orGREEN'S PATENT "SILENS MESSORS
NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-

LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

The WINNER ol EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES of
COMPETITION.

N.E. Parties li^iving Lawn Mowers to Repair will do well to send
them either to our Leeds or London Establishments, when they will
have prompt attention, as an elUcient stall of workmen are kept at
both places.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS,
DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and

GRAVEL PATHS,
Suitable for Hand or Horse-power.

Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithfield Ironworks, Leeds;
54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
AND

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved specially for

this Journal).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-
out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polyiiesia,

&'c. It contains a large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Subscription in advance, £1 per annum.
Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, 51/.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid In advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL.

London ., Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.
Mr. F. Algar, S, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C. ; Messrs. Gordon &
Gotch, I2T, Holborn Hill, E.C.

Birmingham,, Mr. R. -S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool ., Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

Bristol ., James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh .. Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow ,. W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices
for the use of Advertisers.
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TWO COURSES of LECTURES on GEOLOGICAL
MINERALOGY will be given at KING'S COLLEGE,

LONDON, by I'rofcssor TENNANT, to which the PubUc are
admitted on payin;; the College Fees. One Course is given on
WEDNESDAY and EKIDAV MORNINGS, from 9 to 10 o'Clock,
COMMENCING WEDNESDAY, October o. and terminatine at
Easter, 1873. The other Course is Riven on THURSDAY EVEN-
INGS, from 8 to 9, COMMENCIJ^G OCTOBER 10.

The Lectures are illustrated by a very extensive Collection of
Specimens.
PRACriCAL INSTRUCTION in MINERALOGY and

GEOLOGY is given by Professor TENNANT, F.G.S., at his
residence, 149, Strand, \V.C.

ROYAL SCHOOL of MINES.
DEPARTMENT of SCIENCE and ART.

During the TWENTY-SECOND SESSION, 1873-73, which will
COMMENCE on OCTOHER i, tbc foMowinfc COURSES of
LECTURES and PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATIONS will be
given :

—

1. Chemistry. By E. Frankland. Ph.D., F.R.S.
3. Metallurgy. By John Percy, M.D., F.R.S.
3. Natural History. Bv T. H. Huxley, LL.D,, F.R.S.
4. MincraloRy. Y By Warrington W. Smyth, M.A., F.R.S.,
5. Mming. J ChairtnaH.
0. Geology. By A. C. Ramsay, LL.D., F.R.S.
7. Applied Mechanics. By T. M. Goodevc, M.A..
8. Physics. By Frederick Guthrie, Ph.D., F.R.S.
9. Mechanical Drawing. By Rev. J. H. Edgar, M.A.

The Fee for Students desirous of becoming Associates is j^go in one
sum, on entrance, or two annual pajments of ;S2o, exclusive of the
Laboratories
Pupils are received in tlic Chemical Laboratofi', under the direction

of Dr. Frankland, and in the MetallurKJcal Laboratory, under the
direction of Dr. Percy. These Laboratories will be reopened on
October i.

Tickets to separate Courses of Lectures are issued at £'i and j^^ each.
Officers in ine Queen's Service, Her Majesty's Consuls, Acting

Mining Agents and Managers, may obtain Tickets at reduced prices.
Science Pe.ichcrs arc also admitted to the Lectures at reduced fees.
His Royal Highness the Prince of ^Vales erants Two Scholarships,

and several others have also been establisheu by Government.
For a Prospectus and information apply to the Registrar, Royal

School of Mines, Jermyn Street, London, S.W.
TRENHAM REEKS, Registrar.

Note.—By order of the Lords of the Committee of Council on
Education, the instruction in Chemistry, Physics, and Natural
History, will be given in the New Buildings, in the Exhibition Road,
South Kensington, W,

Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley,

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: OR, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Sell

Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price is.

MEDICAL and CECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic CEconomy. In i vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price
7s. (>d.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structural
AND Physiolocic.\l, With a Glossary ol Technical Terms,

and numerous Illustrations. 12s. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor Lindlev, of which "School Botany," and " The Vegetable
Kingdom," form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Technical
Terms, are published in one octavo volume, price i3s.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for Medical
and other Students who have made themselves acquainted with the
Author's "School Botany."

N.B. The Glossary may be had separately, price Jj.
London : BRADBURY, EVA NS, and CO., 10. Bouverie Street, E.G.

rpHE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST for"OCTOBER
JL will contain a Finely-coloured Illustration of the WALTHAM
CROSS GRAPE, forming a Double Plate: also, a variety of
interesting articles on Gardening Subjects, contributed by some of our
best Cultivators. Especially recommended to Amateurs, Price is.

London ; 171, Fleet Street, E,C.

Now ready, price is., free by post for 13 stamps, with g Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fri»its, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Eartnenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.G.; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

The Second Edition of

THE ORCHARDIST. By J. Scott, Merriott,
Somerset, will be ready in a short time, in Fortnightly Numbers

at od., and Monthly Parts at is each.
Intending Subscribers' Addresses are solicited ; to such the work

will be forwarded post paid.
Parties ordering the First Number will be considered liable to take

the whole work.
It will be the most complete work upon Fruit Trees in the English

language, and offered at a price to bring it within the reach of all. The
work will contain Descriptions, with Cultural Directions, of about
1800 sorts of Pear, 1200 of Apple, and other kinds of Fruit Trees in
proportion, amounting to about 5000 varieties, forming J, Scott's
Collection, with a List of about 8000 to 10,000 Synonyms, and a
Supplementary- Enumeration of nearly all known Hardy Fruits.

Just published, price 6s.,

AUTUMNS on the SPEY. By A. E. Knox, M.A.,
F.L.S. With Four Illustrations by Wolf.

By the same Author, with Illustrations by Wolf, price 7J. 6d.

,

a Third Edition ot

ORNITHOLOGICAL RAMBLES in SUSSEX. With
a Catalogue of the Birds of that County, and Remarks on their
Local Distribution.

"A.lready our readers perceive that we are introducing to them a
genuine enthusiast. In truth, though written by a man whose pro-
fession and habits differ in many respects from his, the volume con-
tinually reminds us of our old delight, White of Selbornc."

Quarterly I?evtcw.
JOHN VAN VOORST, i, Paternoster Row, E.C.

Imperial 4to, Copiously Illustrated, Price 12s

FARM BUILDINGS: a Digest of the Principles
adopted in Construction. Reprinted from the "Farm Home-

steads of England,' now out of print. By J. Bailey Denton C E
and Bailey Denton, Jun. ' ''

E. AND F. N. SPON, 48. Charing Cross, W.C.
Miss Braddon's New Novel.

The New Novel, by the Author of " Lady Audley's Secret," &c.
In Three Vols., at all Libraries,

O THE BITTER END.T
Now Ready. Uniform with Cheap Edition of Miss Braddon's Novels.

Price 3s. ; cloth gilt, 2s. 6d."POBERT AINSLEIGH.
" No one can be dull who has a novel by Miss Braddon in hand. The

most tiresome journey is beguiled, and the most wearisome illness 13
bnghtened by any of her books."

London ; WARD. LOCK and TYLER, Fatcmoater Row, E.C.

Notice.
{By Appointment to ike Royal Horticidfural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and For-.ign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Penodicals, WITHOUT extra charge
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS AND FRANCIS. Advertisement AfientB, gg, Fleet Street, E.C.

WANTED, a general NURSERY FOREMAN,
skilled and experienced in the Propagation and Culture oi

Conifer;^ and other I rccs, Fruits, Koscs, Greenhouse and Hcdding
Plants, &c. Wages 251., and house. Also TWO thoroughly steady.
industrious MEN, experienced in Planting, Pruning, and general
Nursery Work. W.qges 181., constant.—R. THORNHILL, Bowdon
Nurseries, Bowdon, Cheshire.

Nursery Trade,
Y^ANTED, a thoroughly experienced MAN, for the
VV Glass Department, which is extensive, of a large Nursery.

—

Address, with full particulars as to age, experience, salary expected,
&c., P. L., Gardeners' Chronicle Oftice, W.C.

WANTED, a young MAN, to Grow Ferns in quan-
tity, also Orchids and Palms.—Messrs. PONSFORD and

SON. Nurservmen. Brixton. Siirrfv. S W
» T tity, also urchicls and I'alms.

—

SON, Nurserymen, Brixton, Surrey, S.W

WANTED, a good PLAIN GARDENER, married,
without incuiiibr.incc. The Wife must be a good Dairy and

Poultry Woman.—TlMtirilY BRIGDEN, Seed Merchant, &c.,
52, King William Street, City, E.C.

WANTED, a good HARD-WOODED PLANT
GROWER, including Heaths in large quantities; als,o a

SOFT-WOODED PROPAGATOR, of considerable experience in
the knowledge of varieties. To the above, good wages will be given
for equivalent ability and efficiency. The situations are permanent
if suitable. Good reference indispensable.—Address by letter only,
T. F., B. J. Edwards, 222, Strand, London, W.C.

WANTED, a good GARDENER, whose Wife can
undertake the Laundry and Small Dairy.—A. D., Messrs.

Sweet & Sons, Printers, Strood, Kent.

WANTED, a GARDENER (Single-handed).—
Would be required to Clean Windows, &c. Married Man

preferred.-Apply, by letter only, to A, B., Mr. Barstow, 3, Thurlow
Terrace, Tulse Hill Station, S.W.

WANTED, a GARDENER (Working), to Manage
a Kitchen and Flower Garden, and to attend to Stock. Salary

20s. a week,, free house, and three waggon-loads of coal per annum.—A. D. S., Brancepeth, Co. Durham.

GARDENER.—WANTED, a respectable MAN and
his WIFE, the Man as Second Gardener, to work in Houses;

the Wife to have charge of Gate.—N., Post Ottice, Reigate.

WANTED, a good INVOICE CLERK, in a London
Wholesale House. A thoroughly efficient Man would find this

worth his attention.—A. K., 26, Maude Road, Camberwell, S-E.

WANTED, in the English Department of Mr. Louis
Van Houtte's Office, Royal Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium, a

Lad, as INVOICE CLERK. Good and plain handwriting is required,
and one who has held a similar situation in a Nursery would be pre-
ferred. He will have to submit to the control of the first Correspondent
of above department.

WANTED, as SHOPMAN and TRAVELLER, a
Man of experience. One acquainted with the London Seed

Trade preferred.—.A.ddress, in own handwriting, stating experience,
where previously employed, and salary required, to C. D., Gardeners'
Chronicle Office. W. C.

wANTED, a thorough
for a Gentleman's Family, in the country

Savenham, Bedford.

good LAUNDRY-MAID,
M. T., The Bury,

GARDENER (HEAD, Working).—Age 29, married,
two children; thoroughly understands the profession in all its

branches. Can M.Ik and make Bultcr if wanted. Wife a Dressmaker
if .required. Good character.-J, P., Broadlands, Sandown, Isle of
^V'ght.

GARDENER (age 37, married, four children).—Mr.
Wm. Paul can recommend with confidence to any Nobleman or

Gentleman m want of a first-rate Gardiner the above. Unexception-
able testimonials as to character and qualifications in the various
departments of Gardening.-Address, in the first instance. Mr. WM,
PAUL, Waltham Cross, London, N.

GARDENER, or GARDENER and BAILIFF.—
Age 37, married; has had 13 years' experience in the above

capacities, including large Gardens, Vineries, Orchard-house, Orchid,
Stove and Greenhouses, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening, also good
Fruit Grower, and can take Management of Land and Stock. Very
satisfactory reasons for leaving. Good personal character from present
employer —T. F., Love Lane Cottage, Eshcr, Surrey.

GARDENER (Second).—Understands Cucumbers,
Melons, and Vines, also Bedding-out Plants. Fifteen months'

good character.—WILLIAM FIELD, Lyne, near Chertsey.

GARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's establishment.—Character for ability, &c., from present

and previous employers, will bear the strictest inquiry Eight years'
experience,—State full particulars to G. C. H., The Gardens,
Northwick Park, Campden, Gloucestershire.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden.
—Can be highly recommended by present and previous employers.—O. B,, The Gardens, Oxton House, Exeter, Devon.

BAILIFF or MANAGER, on a large Farm.—
Middle-aged ; of active habits, and great practical experience in

the 'Cultivation of Land and the Fattening and breeding of Stock.
Highest testimonials.—H. C, 24, Portland Street, Southampton.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
STEWARD, or BAILIFF.— Has had many years

experience in the Cultivation ol both Light and Heavy Soils in
England and Scotland, and thoroughly understands the Management ol
all kinds ot Stock.—For further particulars and testimonials, address
H. B., at Messrs. J. F. Reid & Nephew's Advertisement Office,
14, George Street, Mansion House, E.C.

To Land Agents and Surveyors.
LERK, or STEWARD.—A practical Man, of
many years experience. Good references,-W. B., 41, Unionlany

!. Yofork.

To tlie Seed Trade.

CLERK, or TRAVELLER.— Is used to the road.
—X. Y. 7.., 327, Kennington Road, London, S.E,

UHOPMAN (Second), or ASSISTANT, in a London
kD Wholesale House. Seven years' experience.—L. H. D., g,
Clarence Place, Kensington, W.

C^HOPMAN (Under).—A young Man, with five years'O experience.—D. G., Messrs. John Stewart & Sons, Seedsmen,
Dundee.

ASSISTANT, in Wholesale Seed Warehouse.-
Hainault Road. Chigwell, E.

-A, Z.,

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

Gardeners and Under Garaeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save lime by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, &c., so that suitable Men may be selected.—Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAI LI FF), of various qualilicaiions, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on application to Messrs. E G.HENDERSON AND SUN. Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood. N.W.

GARDENER (Head), age 27.—T. Jack. The
Gardens, Battle Abbey, Battle, would have great pleasure in

recommending a young Man in the above capacity.

GJ.ARDENER (Head).—Age 35; thoroughly under-
' stands Gardening mail its branches, also Early and Late Forcing

Six years in present place.—A. B., Post Office, Rickmansworth, Herts.

C:i ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, one child;
A thoroughly understands Vines, Peach-house Plants, Cucumbers,

Melons, &c., and Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardening.— B. S ,

2, St. James's Road, Brixton, Surrey, S.W,

GARDENER (HeadJ.-Married, no incumbrance;
la years' CNperience. Ihoroughly practical in all branches

of Gardening. Satisfactory references No Single-handed place
accepted.-J. P., Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, S.E.'j

GARDENER (Head).-Age 52, single ; thoroughly
qualilied and experienced; is at liberty for a re-engagement

where the general care of Gardening is carried on. Good retercnce
HORTUS, A. Edwards. North Road, Highgate, N.

To tlie Trade.
COUNTERMAN or TRAVELLER.—Well up in all

departments. Eight years' reference from the best house.—
Z. Z., 56, Queen's Road, Royal Crescent, Notting Hill, W.

Kr I N A H A N S L L WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow Spirit is the very

CKEAM OK IKlSll WHISKIES,
quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than the
Sbt Cognac Brandy. Note the

label, and cork.

finest Cognac Brandy. Note the words " Kinahan's L L" on seal,
' el, and cork.
Wholesale Dep&t, go. Great Titchiield Street, Oxford Street, W.

w M. YOUNGER and CO.'S ALES
are of the HIGHEST PURITY,

Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, and
are distinguished for their delicacy otflavour.

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishing.
To be had of the Principal Retailers.

Obser\'c Trade Marks, as other brands are freouently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. Lonaon Stores, Belvidcrc

Road . S.E.

INNE FORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.D
The best remedy for Acidity ol the Stomach, Heartburn; Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

SUDDEN CHANGES of TEMPERATURE are
sure to produce COUGHS, COLDS, ASTHMA, and INFLU-

ENZA, which are speedily cured by the use of
SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR.

The best remedy for Asthma and Disorders of the Chest and Lungs.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married ; understands
Early and Late Forcing of Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, and

Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Five years' good character. Satis-
factory reason for leaving,—J. K., herald Office, Abingdon, Berks.

/:}.ARDENER (Head).- Married ; has a thorough
VJ practical knowledge ot Gardening in all its branches. liight
years in last situation

; left on account ol the estate being sold. First-
class testimonials.— 'j. DUNCAN. Roundhay Park, Leeds.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head).—Has at present the Manage-

ment of Extensive Grounds and Glasshouses. Unexceptional
references—ROBERT PETTXT, The Gardens, Stowlangtoft Hall,
Suffolk.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are kept.—
Married, two children (youngest six years old); thoroughly

understands the profession in all its branches, also Aleadow Land
and Stock Seven years' excellent character from last situation,
with testimonials,—N- M,, 7, Denmark Place, Twickenham, S.W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, two children,
respectable; thoroughly understands the profession in all its

branches. Two years' personal character from present situation
; good

single not objected to,—A. B,, 2, Victoria Road, Albert Road. The
Hill, Richmond, Surrey, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), age 26.—John Heptinstall
is well up in the Cultivation of all kinds of Fruit and Flowers.

Has had ten years' experience in some of the best places in England.
No single-handed place accepted. Good references.—Present refer-
ence, Mr. A. BELL, Newport, Berkeley, Gloucestershire.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, no family;
well understands the profession in all its branches, including

Laying-out of Grounds ; also can Manage Land and Stock, and Wife a
Dairy if required. Three years' gootf character from last place.

—

O. P., Post Office, Reading.

C OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

Id boxes, at it. i^Ad-, 3s.gd.,4s. 6d,, and iit.

GARDENER (Head), to any Gentleman requiring
the services of a first-class Gardener.—Married, two children ;

a thoroughly practical, working, energetic Man, who understands
Gardening in all its branches, also Land and Stock. Good character
from present employer. — G. M., Eacklcton Court, Tenburj-,
Worcestershire.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of tho

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers ol the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

o( the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-
tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore
the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in tho
luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning
no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of
acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary, they are
characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drags, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu*
iiarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,
nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to slate that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at II. t^id., 2s. gd., 45. 6d., and in., as well as ia India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonics.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE

In boxes at ii. iHd, , 2t. Qi,, 41, M., and iir.
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BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

CANNELL'S COMPLETE HOT-WATER CIRCULATOR,
OR THE WASTELESS PERMANENT AND SAFETY BOILER.

INTERIOR of CIRCULATOR.

fa V

E 3 i

5.^

Prices from £9 and upwards.

Sizes to heat from 50 feet 4-in. piping up to any lengtli.

s
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MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY—FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL

MEETING on TUESDAY NEXT, October 8, at the Town Hall,

King Street, Manchester. Informaiiun relating to these Meetings
may be obtained from the Undersigned.
Botanic Garden. Manchester^ BRUCE FINDLAY.

JC. STEVENS' Horticultural, Scientific, and
« Natural History Sale Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, London, W.C. Established 1760. SALES by AUCTION
pearly EYERY DAY. Catalogues on application.

M
Wood Engravliig.

R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London. N.

RODERICK. NICOLSON, Advertising Agent
and General Commission Agent, i, Racquet Court, Fleet

Street, E.C.

MR. JAMES ERASER, Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the 6rm of J- & J. Eraser, Lea Bridge Road.

Cbauge of Address.

TO. BOSTON, late of Bangholm Nursery, Edin-
• burgh (Peter Lawson & Son); previously of Crystal Palace

Nureery (James Carter & Co.); now Nursery Manager to R. P. Ker
& Sen, Aigburih Nurserj'i Grassendale, Liverpool, to which address
forward adl communications, &c

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holboni, London.

English Saved Seed, Just Harvested.
PRIMULA JAPONICA, 2J. 6d. per packet.

PRIMULA INVOLUCRATA, var. abyssimcnsis,25. €>d. do.

BARR AND SUGDEN, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

LILIUM AURATUM.— Immense roots, i, 2, orq-yr.,
ENGLISH GROWN. Price per dozen, 100, or 1000. of

CHARLES YOUNG, Nurseryman, Balhara Hill, and Upper
Tooting Park, London, S.W. .^
NEW VERBENAS of 1872.—Now ready to send out,

per post or by rail, 50 varieties of NEW VERBENAS, Perry's,

Eckford's, Continental and Italian Striped, at 2S. 6d. per dozen, from
B. W. KNIGHT, Florist, Battle. Sussex.

CAMELLIAS.—Eighteen large healthy plants. 5 to
8 feel high, and Two large AZALEAS, to be SOLD, Cheap.
BISSLAND, The Horticultural Works, Stamford Hill, N.

Azaleas, Camellias, Rhododendrons.
LOUIS VAN HOUTTE begs to announce that his

CATALOGUE (No. 144 S.), containing the above articles, has
been sent to his usual Correspondents.

Royal Nursery, Ghent.—September 38.

JOHN WATERER AND SONS, Bagshot, Surrey,
offer the following new hardy RHODODENDRONS. They can

with confidence recommend them.
Lady Tankerville, I William Ewart Gladstone,

Mrs. William Agnew.
Price 21J. each. The usual discount to the Trade.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market. Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
for Wheat; 1862, for '* Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

To the Trade.
BULBS, comprising LILIUM, NARCISSUS,

GLADIOLI, IRIS, ALSTRfEMERIA, CYCLAMEN, DOG'S-
TOOTH VIOLETS. JONnUILS, OXALIS, SCILLAS, and
numerous other Bulbs. LIS'I on application.

STKPIIKN HROWN, Wcsiuii ^uijcr Mare.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SONS CATALOGUE
of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other

DUTCH BULBS, is now ready, and can be had, post-free, on
application. Highgate Nurseries, London, N^ ^_^„^_

Dutch Bulbs and other Flower Roots.

T SCOTT has just received, direct from the best
• Growers, his usual splendid and varied assortment of the above,

all E.XTRA PICKED, aiid moderate iii price. CATALOGUES gratis

and post free on application to

J. SCOTT, The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

Dutch Flower Roots.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his
• ANNUAL CATALOGUE of DUTCH ELOWER ROOTS,

containing a Descriptive List of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Nar-
cissus, &c. ; also a Select List of Fruit Trees, Roses, &c., is now
ready, post free to all applicants.

Victoria and tParadise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

BULBS and SPRING FLOWERING PLANTS.—
A selection made from HOOPER and CO.'S CATALOGUE

will give satisfaction. Send stamp for a Copy to
HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, &c.—
Priced LIST, containing Descriptions and Cultural Hints to

Amateurs, iree on application to
DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Seedsmen, &c, 52, George Street,

Ed i nbu rgk

)AUL AND SON'S NEW ROSE CATALOGUE is

now ready, and in course of distribution to all Customers.
The "Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

ift79 I

T^ESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of Selected
±01^.

[ _L/ ROSES, by JOHN CRANSTON. Copies can now
be had, free by post, on application.

The Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

Manettl Rose Stocks.

JOHN HARRISON begs to inform his Friends in the
Trade that his MANETTI STOCKS are now ready for Trans-

planting : i-yr., from cuttings, fine, 251. per 1000 ; do., selected, extra,
30s,; 2-yr-old, I year transplanted, for potting, 40s. per 1000. His
Dwarf KOSES are now also ripe, and ready for removal.

The North of England Rose Nurseries. Darlington.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

Fruit Tree Culture.
DESCRIPTIVE and ILLUSTRATED CATA-
LOGUE of FRUITS, by THOMAS RIVERS, just published,

,11 be sent post free on application.
Sawbridgcworth, Herts.

A
To the Trade.

PAUL AND SON, "Old" Nurseries. Cheshunt, have
splendid stocks of Standard FRUIT TREES, with 5 to 6 feet

stems and fine heads ; and especially large stocks of SPRUCE FIR,
quartered; AUCUBA, BOX, LAURELS, HOLLIES, and other
EVERGREENS, LIMES, &c.

Pines.

BS. WILLIAMS has now a fine stock of splendid-
• grown plants of all the best kinds, including both Suckers and

Successions, of the CHARLOTTE ROTHSCHILD. Prices on
application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

Grape Vines.

BS. WILLIAMS is now prepared to supply strong
• well-ripened CANES of all the best kinds, suitable for Fruiting

in Pots, or Planting A Descriptive and Priced LIST will be found in

his Autumn CATALOGUE (which may be had, post free, on applica-
tion) ; also a LIST of Fruit Trees. Roses, &c.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Upper Hollowly. Lnndnn. N

TO BE SOLD IMMLUIAIKLY, 50 SUi..t^li^::,lUN
PINES, in pots, for fruiting next year, all in clean healthy state,

and about 20 Fruiters. Apply to the
HEAD GARDENER, Degmall House, Croydon, Surrey.

Prime Pine Plants.

FOR SALE, 7 dozen Fruiting PINE plants ; 17 dozen
Succession do., and 24 dozen good Suckers, all clean and healthy,

and warranted free from insects. For (urther particulars and to
treat, apply to

JAMES GARRAWAY and CO., Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.wEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other PRIZE
COB NUTS and FILBERTS LISTS of thesevarieties from

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS, Florist
Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants of all

the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort ol Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on appl ication.— Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

Iris reticulata.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen,
• Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland, have now ready

for Sale an extra large Stock of this very desirable, early flowering,
sweet-scented IRIS. Price on application. There is also a good
Stock of IRIS SUSIANA, IBERICA. TUBEROSA. PERSICA.
&C-, and nearly a complete Collection of all sorts and varieties of
bulbous and tuberculous Irises.

w ANTED, strong transplanted AFi'LE .V10CK.S,
not less than half an inchiin diameter, and free from blight.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester

SPECIMEN PLANTS WAN TED.-Persons having
large Specimens of the finer kinds of Conservatory Plants for

DISPOSAL, will oblige by sending particulars to the Pine-apple
Nursery Company. JOHN BESTER, Manager.Nursery Company.

32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

WANTED. 20 Tons of MYATT'S PROLIFIC
KIDNEY POTATOS. true, for exportation. Reply, quoting

lowest cash price delivered in London, to
T. S., Gardeners' ChramcU Office, W.C.

PARIS, I
SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.ALjJie Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading, Berks.
~ ^ Pelargoniumalfor the Million^

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION is

now ready, strong plants, at the following low prices, for cash :—
"ce sorts, 50J. ; 50 sons, 30^. ; ^5 borta, aor., hamper and package100 clic

included. Pmvvn Nurspry, Reading,

LUies of the Valley.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserymen,
• Sfedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland, are now booking

orders for 2-yr., s-jyr., and4-vr. old clumps of LILIES of the VALLEY)
and they will be able to supply these as usual in October in extra fine
quality. Price on applica.ion.

British Fern Catalo^e.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. {British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXUTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

O BE DISPOSED OF, a Collection of large
EXOTIC FERNS, about 50 varieties (choice), the property of a

Gentleman.
W. HOPWOOD and SONS, Nurserymen, Cheltenham.

To the Trade.
ARECA RUBRA, and ARECA ALBA. Fresh

seeds, lOJ. per 100
HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

To the Trade.—Euonymus, Euonymus, Euonymus.

J NOBLE beg^ to offer several thousands of the
• above, busby well grown stuff, at 40i.,j5or., and 75^. per 100.

The Nurseries, Pond Lane. Clapton, E.

C^IONIDTUM MOOREl. — A7ew~dozen of strong
J young plants of this rare Fern to be Disposed of, and

DICTYOPTERIS CAMERONIANA.
E. TURNER, :i. Pond Squ; e. Highgate, N.

FOR SALE, 300 COTYLEDON PULVERU-
LENTA, strong plants, as used in the Subtropical Garden,

Battersea Park. Price on application to

W. ASHWELL, Wannock, Willingdon, HawkhursI, Sussex.

Cheiranthus ochroleucua.

WM. RUMSEY has to offer a fine stock of the
above rare old spring-flowering hardy PERENNIAL, strong

plants, 25s. per 100, 41. per dozen. Usual discount to the Trade,
Joyning's Nursery, Walthara Cross, N.

LOUIS DE SMET, Nurseryman, Faubourg de
Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium, begs to offer SPIR/EA (HOTEIA)

JAPONICA, extra strong clumps, at 205. per 100; very fine strong
ditto, at i6j, per 100; also the beautiful NEW ECHEVERIA
XAPHOPHYLLA. strong plants, at fe. each.

Spiraea (Hoteia) Japonica.

EH. KRELAGE AND SON, Nurserymen,
• Seedsmen, and Florists, Haarlem, Holland, have an extra-

ordinary large and fine Stock of this valuable plant for forcing, in
strong and extra strong tufts, to be sent out in October, at very
moderate prices. Orders are now booked. Price on application.

/-CHARLES B. SAUNDERS, Nurseryman, &c.,
VV Jersey, begs to offer, in fine healthy strong stuff—
EVERGREEN OAKS. 2 to 3 feet, in small pots, at 50J. per 10a
Strong Muscat, Victoria, and Hamburgh VINES, 24s. per dozen.
One-year gra lted GUERNS EY ELMS. 6 to 8 feet high, ya. per 100.

To the trade.
JOHN BLAKE ai^d SONS, Dangan Nurseries,

Summcrhilt, County Meath, itap^ctfully call the attention ot
Nurserj'men to the following unusually fine stock of i and 2-yr
LARCH, SCOTCH, SPRUCE, PINUS AUbTPlACA, SILVER
FIR, ALDER, SYCAMORE, BEECH, THORN QUICK, &c.,
f. o. b. at Dublin, Samples and price on application.

PLANTS, &c., TO BE SOLD, Cheap.—Several pairs
of fine SPECIMEN PALMS, various; about 150 GARDENIAS,

in 24 and 48 pots ; also, a Lynch White's nearly new No, 4 Double
TUBULAR BOILER; about 28 fine Fruiting VINES, been planted
out two years—Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat and Lady Downe's
Seedling. Can remain in the houses till October 19.

J. HAWKINS, Oaklands Nursery, Shepherd's Bush, W.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.—Ash, Oak,
Larch^ Scotch Fir, Austrian Pine, Berberis Aquifolia, Beech,

Sycamore, Thorn Quick, Spruce Fir, Manetti Stocks, Apple and Pear
Stock fit to work. Several hundred thousand of the above, in all

sizes, Irom 6 inches to 4 feet, are offered at one-half the usual price,
being on land that must be cleared at once For price apply, stating
quantity, to H. JACKSON, lilakedown. Kidderminster.

New Sowing Rape Seed.HAND F. SHARPE have fine SAMPLES of the
• above SEED, ready lor immediate delivery. Price moderate,

and may be had, with sample, on application.

Seed Growmg Establishment, Wisbech.

To Nurserymen and Others.

FOR SALE, fine strong SEAKALE ROOTS, 8j. per
100; also some hundreds of 3-yr, old BLACK and RED

CURRANT BUSHES. Cash on delivery.
SAMUEL ALLAVVAY, Earl's Court Farm, Old Brompton, S W.

/ lABBAGE PLANTS, CABBAGE PLANTS.— Fine
V^ autumn sown at 31. (>d. per 1000, including package, of the
following sorts, viz, :

—

Early York. I Little Pixy,
Improved Fulham,

|
East Ham, &c.

Remittance to accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.
W. MEADMORE, Nurseries, Romford, E.

To the Trade.
SEED POTATOS.—For SALE, a few tons of Myatt's

Prolific Ashleaf and Rivers' Royal Kidney. For price, &c.,
apply to J. AND P. MYATT, Stanslead. Essex,

R. SKINNER AND SONS, Fruit, Potato, and
• Vegetable Salesmen, Covent Garden Market; Oflices and

Warehouse, 32. James Street, W.C.
SEED POTATOS and FRUIT TREES supplied at Wholesale

Prices. Established over 40 years.

Important to Seed Merchants and Potato Growers.
IV/fYATTS PROLIFIC ASHLEAF POTATOS,
jMX. about 6 Tons, splendid sample Also GREEN BARREL
TURNIP, about 200 bushels new SEED, splendid stock. Bulbs,
now growing, could be sent on application. Both of the above must
be sold at once. For particulars apply to ,

WILLIAM FANE, Seed Grower, Bedford.
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Brockworth Park Pear.

JC. WHEELER and ^ON can supply TREES of
• this exira fine PEAR at the foHowins prices :

—

Dwarl-trained for walls, 7s. 6d. each.
Pyramids, 5s. each.
Fine Maiden T'lants, 2s. 6d. each.

This magnificent Pear is well worthy of a wall wherever space can
be found lor it.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON, Nurserymen, Gloucester; and

59, Mark Lane, London, E.C ^ _

rpHlTl^UKE of BUCCLEUCH GRAPE VINE.—
-L This Vine will be sent out next year, beginning in May, to meet
the wishes of those who want to plant or inarch it during the summer.
This is the earliest and finest White Grape ever offered to the PubliC-

It has received First-Class Certificates at the Royal Horticultural

Society of London; also at Glasgow, Belfast, and at other places

where it has been shown.
Planting Canes, 211.

Sirong planting Canes, ^2S.

A few extra strong Fruiters, 631.

Orders are being now booked. The usual allowance to the Trade.

WM. THOMSON, Tweed Vineyard, Clovenfords, by Galashiels.

Magnificent New Winter Flowering Plant,
LOUVARDIA VKEELANDll.

MESSRS. J. STANDISH AND CO. are now
prepared to execute orders for the above beautiful plant. It

has the habit and form of B. Hogartliii, but the colour is of the

Purest White. The flowers are of excellent substance and stand

well, thus rendering it invaluable for Greenhouse or Conservatory
Decoration, and also for Cutting and Bouquets. Fine plants, with
12 to 14 shoots on each, which will all flower this winter in a moderate
temperature, 25. 6rf. cadi, 24s. per dozen, £g per 100. Special quotations

to the Trade oil application.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO. are now
sending out fine Plants of their celebrated strain of CINE-
RARIAS, which are now so well known as to require no
further descriplion.

Collection No. i, consistingof 6 of the very best of all the varieties, 30s.

Collection No. 2, consisting of 12 do., do., 42J.

Collection No. 3, consisting of 24 of the best from the general
collection, 63s.

Collection No. 4, consisting of 50 do., do, , 103s.

Collection No. 5, consisting of 100 do., do., i£3.

Single Plants from 2s 6d. to 71. 6d each.
A descriptive LIST of each collection will be sent post free on

application. Eatly orders are solicited, as the supply of the best
varieties is limited.

Kmal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Post Free to all Applicants,

BS. WILLIAMS' NJiW PLANT and GENERAL
• CATALOGUE is now ready. It contains a Descriptive List

of beautiful New Plants offered in commerce by him this season for

the first trme : also gtneral Priced Lists of Orchids, Ferns, Tree
Ferns, Flowering and Ornamental-leaved Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Palms and Cycads, Azaleas, Camellias, Amaryllis, Ericas,
Epacris, Liliums, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and general Collections ot

Soft-wooded and Hardy Plants.
Special prices for specimens quoted on application.

An inspection of the Collection solicited.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. L'pper Holloway, London, N.

Riclimond and mortlake Nurseries, Richmond, Surrey.
Established 1802.

GAND W. STEELE beg leave to call the attention of
• the Nobility, Gentry, and the Trade generally to their very

extensive and superior stock of AMERICAN PLANTS, CONI-
FERGUS and EVERGREEN SHRUBS, FRUIT, FOREST and
ORNAMENTAL TREES, consisting of Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Andromedas (well set with bloom buds), Thujas, Araucarias, lunipers,
Wellingionias, green and variegated HOLLIES, of which they have
a very large stock; Aucubas, Laurels, Dwarf and Standard Rose
Trees, Acers (variegated and green). Double and Single thorns.
Laburnums, Acacias, Mountain Ash, Copper Beech, Common and
Scarlet Horse Chestnuts, Standard and Dwarf-irained Fruit Trees,
Currant and Gooseberry Trees, &c., which they can highly recom-
mend, knowing them to be in good condition for planting, they having
been removed within the last two years.
Where large quantities are required, a special price will be given.

Northampton Nurseries.
To KOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and OTHERS, ENGAGED

in PLANTING.
JOHN PERKINS, Sen., begs to call particular

attention to his large STOCK of the following, the whole of
which have been recently transplanted, are stout and well rooted, and
this season will be offered at very low prices :

—

CONIFER.E, &c.
Araucaria imbricata, 2 to 3, 3 to 4,

4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet
Arbor-viiEc, American, 4 to 6 feet
Arbor-vita;, Chinese, 2 to 3, 3 to 4,

4 to 6. and 6 to 8 feet
Cedrus Deoddra, 3 to 4, 4 to Si6to

5, 8 to 10, and 10 to 12 feet
Cedrus atlantica. 2 to 3,3 to 4, i*o

6, and 6 to 8 feet
Cuprcssus Lawsonia'ia, 2 to 3, 3 to

4, and 4 to 6 feet

Juniperii> chinensis, 3 to 4, and 5
to 6 feet

Juniperus excelsa Perkinsi,2 to 3,
and 3 to 4 feet

Picea Pinsapo, i Ji to 2, 2 to 3, and
4 to 6 feet

Picea Nordmanniana, ij^toa, 2 to

3, and 3 to 4 feet
Picea cephalonica, aj^ to 3 feet
Thuja Lobbii, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4

to 6 feet

Thuja aurea, i to 4 feet
Thuja Wareana, 2 to 3 feet
Thuja gigantca, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and

6 to a feet
Thujopsis borealis, 2 to 3, and 3

to 4 leet

Wellingtonia gigantea, 2 to 3, 3 to

4, and .1 to 6 leet
Yews, Irish, 3 to 4, 4 to 6, and 6

to 8 feet

EVERGREENS, &c.
Eerberis Aquifolia, i to ij^, and

1% to 2 Jcet

Box, green, 1% to 2, and 2 103 ff-el

Holly, green, :J^ to 2. ? to j, and
3 to 4 feet

Laurels, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet

Laurels, Portugal, 2 to 3, and 3 to

4 feet

Yews, English, i% to 2, 2 to 3,
and 3 to 4 feet

TRANSPLANTED FOREST
TREES.

Ash, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet

Birch, 2 to 3[ 3 to 4, and 4 to 6 feet

Elms, Cornish, 4 105,510 6, 6 to 8,

and 8 to 10 feet

Elms, Huntingdon, 8 to 10 feet

Hazel, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 teet

Hornbeam, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet

Larch Fir, ij^ to 2%, 2 to 3, and 3
to 4 feet

Oaks. English, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and
5 to 6 feet

Pinus austriaca, 1% to 2, 2 to 3,
and 3 to 4 feet

Spruce Firs, ij^ to 2, 2 to 3, and
3 to 4 feet

Privet, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet
Blackthorn, t% to 2, 2 to 3, and

3 to 4 feet

Whitethorn or Quick, 2, 3, and 4
years transplanted.

Also fine Standard and Dwarf RoSRS, Standard and Dwarf
APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, PEACHES, NECIARINES, and
APRICtJTS, GlJOSEHERRIES, CURRANTS, &c.
CATALOGUES ol general NURSERY STOCK, Wholesale and

Retail, free by post, on application to

52, Market -Square, Northampton.

Planting Season.
To PLANTERS of I'UHLIC PARRS, CEMETERIES, or

PRIVATE GARDENS.

WM. SKIRVING solicits inspection of his unrivalled
stock of choice EVERGREEN SHRUBS, ORNAMENTAL

and FOREST TREES (occupying about 50 acres of land), which is
this season exceedingly well-grown and healthy.
Among the EVERGREENS are many thousands of Variegated,

Golden, and Broad-leaved Green HOLLIES, ranging from 3 to 12 feet
in height, and proportionately well furnished. This particular part of
the stock is admirably adapted for producing a pleasing and imme-
diate effect, and, with all the other large-sized Shrubs and Ornamental
I recs, may be removed with perfect safety.
In addition to the general stock, W. S. would especially draw atten-

tion to a considerable number of EVERGREEN TREES of extra
oimensions, comprising Araucarias, Cypress, Cryptomcrias, Cedrus
Ueodara, Cephalotaxus H^'i!"- i':-..i n^^L^^ 1"— i;..v, r ?„„.._

Yf^YS Wellingionias, &c.W.
. VVcllingtonias, &c., from 12 lo 16 feet high, antTwell formed.

4nr „™ .«^J°s^y that, owing to the past very favourable summer
Jh^F "^ "^ ="^ Shrubs, he is thereby enabled to afford pur-

Prfl-i^VVc??'?''"^'" advantages compared wiih former years.

anr.li,n,!,.ir ^' *=°"ta'"i''K general NURSERY STOCK, free on

accessible by Tramways from Dale Street every
Tlic Nursery i

few minutes.

Nut^eryand Seed Storea-Walton.on.thc-Hill.
.

bccd Store? and OITiccs— 15, Queen Square.
Liverpool. September, 1872,

'

THE EOYAL SEEDSMEN.

NEW DOUBLE WHITE FLOWERING ZONAL PELARGONIUM.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT & BEALE ;

Beg- to announce that they are now booking Orders for this much desired novelty, to be supplied next spring.
;

From personal inspection of the several varieties which have appeared simultaneously in different Continental
|

establishments, they are enabled to select those possessing the greatest merit. Price on application.

Catalogue of Flower Roots, Fruit Trees, Roses, New Plants, &^c.. Post Free on application.

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN ; and CRYSTAL PALACE NURSERY, FOREST HILL.

TWENTY-TWO FIRST PRIZES OBTAINED
AT THE PRINCIPAL SHOWS

FOR CUT ROSES IN 1872,
Including the PREMIER PRIZES at BIRMINGHAM,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL, KENSINGTON, I ROYAL BOTANIC, REGENT'S PARK,

CRYSTAL PALACE,
|

MANCHESTER, &c., by

BENJAMIN R. CANT, ST. JOHN'S STREET NURSERY, COLCHESTER.

l^r None but the finest sorts grown, and the plants are simply splendid. Catalogues forwarded on application.

Orders should be given at once.

TO THE TRADE.

T. Thornton
INVITES AN INSPECTION OF HIS IMMENSE STOCK OF WEIX-CEOWN

FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL, EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS
;

Also FRUIT TREES, VINES, RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, KALMIAS, ROSES, CLEMATISES. &c.

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

N.B.—A Conveyance will meet intending Visitors at either Sunningdale or Farnborough Stations, on an

intimation being sent by Post.

HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

Dick Radclyffe & Co.s
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

OF

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Just Published, Gratis and Post Free,

" The Best Catalogue."— ^''"''^ opinions

of the Press.

SEEDS,

FRUIT TREES, '^^

SHRUBS,

ROSES,

AND GARDEN

REQUISITES.

129, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C. SEED GROUNDS-ERFURT, PRUSSIA.

JAMES GRAY,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

2S9, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES giveit Xor HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every descriplion, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER, \

STEVENS- TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriDtions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
""^

p[pi^ an^ CA.STINCiS in great variety, always kept in stock. ,

lae- TENDERS given for HEATING CHURCHES and PHBLIO BUILDINGS of avery deacriptloa.
j
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^Tl EA-SCENTED ROSES, in pots, by the dozen,
J- hundred, and thousand, vcrj- fine plants, including

—

iMARECUAL NIEL,
GLOIRE DK DIJON,
DEVONIENSIS.
CLIMHING DEVONIENSIS,
MADAME FALCOr,
RUBENS,

And all the best leading sorts. Price on application.
WILLIAM WOOD AND SUN, Woodlands Nursery, MarcsBeld,

near Uckficld, Sussex.

LFrom Paris.—Roses, camellias, and Gladioli.
EVEtjl'E KT KILS, Nurserymen, 26, Rue du
Lie-sat, Ivry-sur-Seinc, Paris, beg to olTcr for next autumn a

splendid stock oi TEA RuSES, Dwarls, crafied, in pots, comprising
all the best sorts, at per hundred of each ; l\Iar6chal Niel and Mdme.
Falcot, at per thousand ; Dwarfs, Perpeluals, from ground, are splendid
and vcrj- strong, comprising the best old and new sorts. Also strong
and budded CAMELLI.Vb, the best sorts, 2J. to 4s. each; splendid
Pyramids, £x to £4 each. GLADIOLI will be very numerous and
very good. Prices and Lis ts on application.

All orders
in October. Remittance;

The Oxford Rose Secret,
Or WHENCE COME the FINEST
ROSES P (Vide Gardenets' Chronicle,
September 14, p. 1326),

GEORGE PRINCE begs to
announce that he is prepared this

autumn to supply ROSES, in fine dwarf
plants, exhibition varieties, on the

CuLTiv.\TED Seedling Briar,
in extra strong plants, at 185. per dozen.

A Select Priced LIST on application.

14, Market Street, Oxford.

be executed in strict rotation, commencing last week
requeste d from unknown correspondents.

£iglit Thousand Tea Roses, in Pots,
FOR WINTER FLOWERING.

MESSRS. J. STANDISH and CO. beg to call
attention to their magnificent stock of TEA ROSES, consist-

ing of :

—

4000MARECHAL NIEL, in i6's, 32's. 43's, and 60*5.

1200 SAFRANO, in t6's. 32's, 48's, and 6o's.

600 MADAME FALCOT, in 14's, i6's. 32's, and 6o'i.
500 ISABELLA SPRUNT, in i6s, 24's. 48's, and 6o's.
250 Extra strong GLOIRE I>E DIJON, in 32-5. Also
1400 ol \-arious varieties, in i6's, 32"s. 4S's, and 6o's,

including Alba Rosea, Belle Lyonnaise, Mons. Furtado, Madame
Margottin, Niphetos, Freres Soupert et Notting, Madame Isa Imbert,
Safrano a ficur rouge. Souvenir d'Elize Varden, Madame Trifle,
Devoniensis, &c. A fine collection of HYBRID PERPETUALSof
all sorts, including 700 extra strong plants ol Boule de Ncige, just
ready to bloom. Prices on application.

Royal Nurseries. Ascot, Berks.

Autumn Catalogue.
GEORGE POULTON begs to inform his numerous

Friends and Customers that the above is now ready, containing
all the best new varieties of GERANIUMS. FUCHSI.-^S, &c , at
considerably reduced prices: also a choice LIST of HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUS, &c, of the best quality and at remarkably low
prices. Catalogues sent post free on application,

Fountain Nurser>-. Angel Road, Edmonton. London, N.

B.
Holloway, London, N.

Eltnam Nurser.v, Kent, S.E.
TWO MILKS from BLACKHEATH STATION:

ONE MILE from ELTHAM, LOOP-LINE
THIRTY ACRES of healthy, well-grown NURSERY

STOCK, of every description, comprising Specimen CONIFERS
and EVERGREENS of all sizes. Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
&c Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to come
and select for themselves.

JAMES W. TuDMAN.EItham Nursery. Kent, S.E .

cnoice Flower Seeds. Post Free.
S. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

„, ,
Per packet

—

s. d.
WiUiams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed.

\s. 6d., 2j. W.,js. 6rf., and 5 o
riants from this Seed have always been awarded First Prizes

wherever exhibited.
Weill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,

«. M., 2J. 6rf., V- 64., and c oLISIANTHUS PRINCEPS .. .. .'.
.

.'
2.. &i. and 5 o

WeatherilPs extra choice strain of CINERARIA,
IS. 6d.,3s.6d.,2s. 6d.,and 5

Wiggins" prize strain of CYCLAMEN,, u. 6d.,2s td., and 1 6POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize strain .. .. 11. and i 6PRIMULA JAPONICA. new seed (own saving) a 6INTERMEDIATE STOCK, Mauve Queen 36
,. ,. Pink Queen 26

The above Stocks were awarded First-class Certificates by
the Royal Horticultural Society at Kensington, and Royal
Botanic Society, Regent's Park, May S, 1872.

Dwarf Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-
mended 10

t, Purple Queen, very fine 10
Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER 10

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

ALEXIS DALLIERE, Nurseryman, Faubourg de
Bruxellcs, Ghent, Belgium, is now offering the lollowing healthy

and well-grown Ornamental Plants:

—

12 PTERIS CRETICA VARIEGATA, strong, «,
12 CYATHEA MEDULLARIS, strong, loi.
12 BAMBUSA FORrUNEI var., 51.
12 CYPERUS ALTERNIFOLIUS VARIEGATA, ias. W.
12

,, PAPYRUS, strong, loj,
6 FICUS COOPERI, strong. «
12 CHAM.^ROPS FORTUNEI, strong, 20J
12 ORETJDOXA SANCHONA (Euterpe edulis), strong, 16s
12 PHOENIX TENUIS, very fine plants, i6j.
12 „ DACTYLIFERA, fts.

12 ARECA SAPIDA, aos.

12 CORYPHA AUSTRALIS, very elegant plants. 20J.
12 LATANIA BORBONICA. fine and strong plants. 20J.
23 ECHEVERIA RETUSA, strong, iw.M ABIES NORDMANNIANA. ver^' strong, 85
100 SPIR^A (Hoteia) JAPONICA. very strong tufts, 24s.
"*<* 11 „ strong. 20s.
100 AZALEA INDICA, with buds, e-xtra fine and strong, ;C5.

New Catalogue of Bulbs, Plants, Fruits, &c.ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing Select, Descriptive, and Priced

Lists of Dutch and other Bulbs. Alpine and Herbaceous Plants.
Hardy Aquatics, Delphiniums, Grape Vines, Fruit Trees. New and
Rare Plants, Miscellaneous Plants, suitable for bedding and decora-
tive purposes, double flowered Pyrcthrums, Sweet Violets, &c, is
now published, and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, ToDtrng. Siirrcv. S.W
Unrivalled Collection ot Dutcn isiuoa, at wLOlisuie

PRICKS.
ALFRED LEGERTON, Wholesale Seed

Merchant. 5, Aldgate, London, E,, begs to intimate tu ms
numerous Patrons, and the Tr.^de generally, he has received his
annual imporlaiion of DUTCH BULBS direct from the best growers
in Haarlem, and that the quality and size arc very superior, and cannot
be excelled, the Bulbs being large, weighty, and handsome,
CATALOGUES are now ready, and will be forwarded upon
applicalion.

Hyacinms, TuUps, Liliums, Gladioli, Crocus, and a
large stock of MISCELLANEOUS DUTCH and CAPE
BULBS, ROOTS. PLANTS, direct from the Grower.

ANT, ROOZEN AND SON'S (late Ant. Roozen)
CATALOGUE of the above lor 1872, will, as usual, be handed

toallGariicnerM.iud Amateurs, free on application. For our SPECIAL
TERMS as to Free Delivery, Remitting, &c., please consult
Catalogue,—Overvccn, near Haarlem, Holland, July i.

Winter and. Spring Flowers.
l'£J?V EASY OF CULTURE.

SUTTONS'
CHOICE COLLECTIONS OF

'^

FLOWER ROOTS.
For SPRING FLOWERING, Open Ground,

5J,, loi. bd , 21 J., and 42s. each.

For SUMMER and AUTUMN, Open Ground,
loi. i}d., 211., and 42J. each.

For WINTER and SPRING, Pots and Glasses,
lOJ. 6i., 2rs., and 42^. each.

Any of the above will be forwarded on receipt of Cheque or Post-
)ffice Order. 21s. Collections and upwards Carnage Free,

SUTTONS'
£1 Is. Collection
Of Choice Flower

Roots for pots and
glasses, contains :

—

18 best named Hyacinths
36 best Tulips
50 named Crocus
6 named Narcissus
6 Iris

6 Scillas

6 Jonquils, sweet scent
6 Ixias

3 Sparaxis
3 Oxalis
2 Cyclamen persicum
1 TropEEolum.

Spring Flowering Roots.^UTLER, _McCULLOCH. and
CHOICE ASSORTxMENTS,

CO.'S

The following COLLECTION for CONSERVATORY DECORA-HON, sent package and carriage free, for 25s, :—
15 choice named HYACINTHS
12 named POLYAN IHUS NARCISSUS
6 named Single TULIPS
6 named Double TULIPS
3 yellow Van Thol TULIPS
3 scarlet Van Thol TULIPS
6 single Van Thol TULIPS
6 JONQUILS, sweet scented
a JAPAN LILIES
6 LVIAS
6 SPARAXIS
6 EABIANA
1 CYCLAMEN
2 AMARYLLIS FORMOSISSIMUS
50 named Seedling CROCUS
6 SCILLA SIBIKICA
3 IRIS PAVONIA

Other Collections, loj. M.-- -, — — ,, 15s.,
which are given in our Catalogues.

SOS., and looj, details of

HYACINTHS, extra fine named varieties, as. and 12s. per dozen.
Catalogues free. Package and carriage free. Five percent, discount
lor cash. Established upwards of a Century.

Covent Garden Market, London, W.C,

W

[cd

The Best Twelve
Hyacinths for 12s.
For Pots or Glasses.

SUTTONS'
£1 Is. Collection
Of Choice Flower

Roots for open ground
contains :

—

25 fine mixed Hyacinths
36 Narcissus, of sorts
12 double Daffodils
50 Anemones, db. & sin.
100 Ranunculus, ditto
200 Crocus, 4 sorts
50 Snowdrops
50 Aconites
60 Tulips, 6 sorts
2 Crown Imperials
6 Campernellejonquils

For complete cultural
instructions and detailed
Lists of other Flower
Roots, see "SUTTONS"
AU rUMN CATA-
LOGUUE for 1872,"
gratis and post free.

Select Geraniums, &c., Cheap.
M. POTTEN ran supply the following-, true to

ame, as under :

—

'5 GOLD and SILVER naCOLORS for 155. vi.. :-Achievement
(Smiths), Ballymena, Edward Milner, Lady Franklin, Marian
Morris, Mr. Ruttcr, Mrs, Dunnctt, Mrs. Headlcy, Prince of
Wales (Carter's). Sir R. Napier, Eva Fish, Lass o' Gowrie Miss
Rurdelt Coutls, Mrs. f. Glutton, Mrs, Rousby.

16 GOLD and B KONZE for ^., viz, :—Annie Keelcr, Black Douglas,
Champion (Kecler's), Cedo Nulli, Crown Prince, Eldorado Fairy
King, Goldhnder, Imperatrice Eugenie (Laing's), Miss Beatrice,
Mrs. J no. Lee, Mrs. Lewis Lloyd, Percy Leonard, Rcine Victoria.
Roi de Siam, \V. R Morrif,

20 good NEVV ZONALS for 12s., viz. :-Wcllington, Crimson King.
Mrs. Pottle, Sir C. Napier, Flame, Caven Fox, Forest Hill Nose-
gay, Delight, Carrie Cochran, Boadicca, Bonfire, Caractacus,
Conflagration, Darius, Diana, lanthe. Magnum Bonum. Master
Christine, Mr. Gladstone, Mrs, Upton.

JEAN SISLEY, ids. per roo, cheaper by the rooo.'

^^'SV^?^^,^./.?.'^^^'^^'^
(Wiggin's). 3^. per dozen. 20s. per 100.Good FUCHSIAS m sorts, as. perdo^en,

n A -jf^-i^l^fS^^^'^
^""^

. '
S"°'' ^^^on^ plants in 3-in. pots.

Good /iONALS in sorts, shaken out of single pots, 8s. per 100.
All package free.

W. P. -s LIST of FRUIT I REEj, ROSES, BULBS, &c., is now
ready, and will be sent post free to all applicants

The Nursery, Sissinghurs t, Staplehurst, KenL

pABBAGE PLANTS, CABBAGE PLANTS.—W Strong, healthy, autumn sown, of the following kinds, viz •—
Early Battcrsea I Early Barnes
Lnlicid Market

| Nonpareil
Can now be supplied in any quantities, at 3s. per tooo

Drumhead Cabbage, 21. 6a!. per 1000; do. Red do., v. per 1000
Remittance or Post Office Order to accompany all orders fromunknown Correspondents.

W, VIRGO AND SON, Wonersh Nurseries, Guildford.

s D W H A T.

A GOOD CHANGE of SEED ALWAYS PAYS.

Samples and Prices post free from

T. HO^VICK AND CO., Bedford.

SUTTON AND SONS,
Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading-.

J
Scott's Wasp Destroyer.

SCOTT, Seedsman, Yeovil, offers his well-known
• Preparation to Fruit Growers at ir. grf. and 2s. ckf. per bottle

post Tree, for stamps. No one who has Fruit to preserve should be
without It.

JOSEPH SALTiMARSH, Deceased.—Pursuant to an
t' Act of Parliament. 22d and 23rd Victoria, chapter 35, intituledAn Act to lurther amend the law of property and to relieve Trustees :

notice IS hereby given that all CREDITORS and other persons
,^"X .*l'^'P? or demands upon or against the estate ofliavi

JOSEPH SALTMARSH, late of the Moulsham Nurseries, Chelms'
lord, in the county of Essex, Nurseoman, deceased, who died on or
about the yth of June, 1S72 (and whose Will and Codicil was proved
by Allred Thomas Layton. John Presland Sarel, and Susan Saltmarsh,
spinster, the Executors therein named, on the i8ih day of September,
IB72, in the Principal Registry of Her Majesty's Court of Probatel, are
Jereby requireti to send the particulars in writing of such claims or
Jemands, and the nature of the securities (if any), held by them for
the same to us the undersigned Nash, Field & Layton, of 2, Suffolk
Lane, Cannon Street, in the City of London, Solicitors to the said
tlecutors, on or before the ist of November, 1872, after which dayhe said Executors will proceed to distribute the assets of the said
Joseph Saltmarsh, deceased, among the persons entitled thereto,having regard to the claims and demands only of which the saijExecu ors shall then have had notice, and the said Executors will not
)e liable for the assets of the said Joseph Saltmarsh, deceased, so dis.tnbutcd or any part thereof, to any person or persons -whomsoever of

I^..."!.'!; k
'^ °' <''"??"''5 ";«V shall not have had notice at the time of

£ > f, t", i'',";r°'"'='J '^'? 'O"' <!»/ of September, 1872.

Lond rr^^? ^T° \^^^"^- '' ^"'^"''^ Lane, Cannon Street,
Londo(»> r.C, Solicitors for the Executors.

S
Australian Seeds and Plants.

EEDS of TIMBER TREES, PALMS, SHRUBS,
,

&c.. Plants indigenous to Australia, New Zealand, andl Fiji,
including ARAUCAKIAS, TREE FERNS, variegated FLAX, &c.
Orders may be left without London Agents, Messrs. C.J. BL.'^CKITH
AND CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C., for
transmission.
SHEPHERD AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Darling

Nursery, Sydney, New South Wales. Established 1827.

f^rHE LONDON MANURE COMPAN'V
-^ (Established 1840)

„,,,« .
Have now ready for delivery, in fine (fry condition—WHEAT MANURE, for autumn sowing.

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
'^"Ji'VT,^ ">' SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, GenuinePERUVIAN GUANO, &c

116, Fenchurch St reet. E. PURSER, Secretary.

Seed Wheat from the Chalk,
And SOUTH of ENGLAND.

Dry, and carefully selected samples of SEED CORN
PJAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE

y DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited).
Chief Office, Basingstoke, and 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.G.

Samples and prices post free on application.

S!';^.''^!?' I

go^s!',Chaff White,
I

Pedigree Hunter's WhiteWhite •Trump, Erowick Red, Red Lammas,
Golden Drop,

I
Red Nursery,

[ Sherriff's,
And other approved varieties of Seed Wheat.

Prize Medals,—1851, for Wheat :

. •, ^862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."
Pans Universal Exhibition, t867. Silver Medal in Class 67 for

Cereals ; Bronze Medal in Class 43 for Seeds.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in
solutions of from 1 to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in
boxes, ij., 3s. , and los. f}d.

G

Red
Spider.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

Lawes' Ciiemical Manure Company (Limited).
C//.ij>);:aji—John Knowles, Esq.

T AWES" WHEAT MANURE, for Autumn Sowing,
^ ^ now ready for delivery.
LAWES' TURNIP MANURE. DISSOLVED BONES, SUPER-

PHOSPHATE of LIME, POTATO. MANGEL, BARLEY,WHEAT, OAT and GRASS MANURES, CONCENTRATEDCORN and GRASS MANURES.
The Company having purchased the Business carried on by Mr.

Lawes for so many years, are now prepared to receive orders for the
above Manures.
The Manures can be supplied direct from the Works at Deptford

and Barking Creeks, or through the Dep6ts at the Ports and Railway
Stations throughout the Kingdom.
The Company have retained the advice and assistance of Mr.

Lawes for a period of two years, and alt their Manures will be pre-
pared under his direction. They are determined to send out
Manures of the highest quality only, and no expense or trouble
will be spared to maintain for the future the same high position which
they have occupied in the pasL
Orders for Manures, and applications for Agencies in unrepresented

districts, should be sent in at once to H. R. CHASTON, Manager,
Head Offices:—59. Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Branches :—22, Eden Quay, Dublin; Market Street, Shrewsbury ;Womanby Street, Cardiff; 63, Constitution Street, Lcith ; 34, Market
Street, Aberdeen ; Cumberland Road, Bristol.

PATENT VERMIN ASPHYXIATOR.

DISINFECTOR, VAPORISER, and UNIVERSAL FUMI-
GATOR, for Destroying Rats and all Vermin in holes. For making
Rabbits desert their Burrows and lie out. For Preserving Meat and
Game in the larder (or when packed) from tendency to putrefaction.
For Fumigating Vines and Greenhouse Plants, and destroying noxious
Insects and Parasites, For Disinfecting Hospitals, Vessels, Rooms,
Bedding, Clothes, &c. For Deodorising Drains, Sinks, &c. For
Vaporising Chemical Compounds; and for .preventing Loss of Life
from Foul Air in Wells, Vats, Tanks, &c. Price £2 55
Manufacturers: JOHN WATTS and CO., 6, Broad Weir, Bristol.

London Agents (where the Machine may be seen and explained):
Mr. PURDEV, Gun Manuracturer, xWA, Oxford Street, W.
Mr. SCHOLL. Engineer, 41, Berwick Street, Soho, W.

Descriptive Circular, with Price List and full instructions, post free.
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WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS & CO.,

southwabk: street, London.

NEMT QUEEN ONION.
and fit for use until theA very nice, silver-

skinned Tripoli Onion,

as remarkable for its

keeping qualities as for

the rapidity of its growth.

If sown in February, it

will produce Onions from

I to 2 inches in diameter

early in the summer,

which will keep sound

until the summer of the

following year ; and if

sown in July, it will be

ready to pull late In the

same year, and be sound

following autumn. Rich

or strong soil is not

necessary for its cultiva-

tion, any medium or poor

garden mould will suit it.

It Is of an excellent mild

flavour, and can be highly

recommended.

The annexed engrav-

ing is a correct represen-

tation of (and taken from)

Onions which have been

off the ground between

9 and 10 months.

Supplied only in Sealed Packets, Is. 6d. each. Price to the Trade on application.

NOTICE.
NEW QUEEN ONION.—This new and distinct variety having been advertised in the Retad List of a

London House, Messrs. Waite, Burnell, Huggins & Co., consider it necessary to publish the following

extract from a letter received from the Raiser, dated Sept. 25, 1872 :

—

_ ^

" With reference to your note of yesterday, I am really surprised to hear that my new ' Queen Onion

seeds are at the present moment being offered by the pound. Allow me to inform you that no other seed

merchant In the world can supply the same kind of seeds unless had from your firm. All that I shall

receive this year is promised to your firm. I can prove it is a sp^cialiU, and was shown for the first time at

the Royal Horticultural Society's Show on April 5, 1 871, and again on July 4- 1872 ;
both times pronounced a

very early variety, called the ' New Queen Onion.' I am the only Grower of the Seed, and gave it the name.

A List of Names of Firms ordering tlie Seed will be published shortly in the " Gardeners' Chronicle."

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS & CO.,

SEED MEBCHANTS, SOUTHWAEK STREET, LONDON, S.B.
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** Early orders insure the best Bulbs.'

Seedsmen to DUTCH
FLOWEE

H.M..h.Quee.
[ RQOTS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

Seedsmen to H.R.II.

the Prince of Walco.

JAMES CARTER & CO.
HAVING RECEIVED THEIR CONSIGNMENT OF

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Which have arrived in splendid condition, beg to of^er

the following COLLECTIONS of BULBS, which will

be found to contain, in the best quality, all the sorts

required for the purposes mentioned ;

—

Carter's Collections of Bulbs for Conser-

VATORY and WINDOW DECORATION, includ-

ing Basket and Packing, and Carriage Free. Price

10s. 6d., 21s., 433., 63s., and 84s.

Carter's "Guinea" Collection of Bulbs for

CONSERVATORY and WINDOW DECORA-
TION, including Box and Packing, and Carriage

3 TULIPS, Rex Rubromiii
3 ,, La Candeur
3 ,, Roval Standard
D t, Yellow Prince
3 „ Rosa Mundi
6 „ Due Van Thol
I AMARYLLIS FORMOSIS-
SIMUS

6 IXIAS, finest mixed
6 SPARAXIS, finest mixed
6 TRITELEIA UNIFLORA

Free, contains

—

la HYACINTHS, in 12 extra
fine named sorts

9 POLYANTHUS NARCIS-
SUS, in varieties

12 JONQUILS, sweet-Scented
50 CROCUS, finest named
I DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS
I LILIUM SPECIOSUM
6 SCILLA SIBIRICA

34 SNOWDROPS, extra large
selected

6 TULIPS, Toumesol.

Carter's Collections of Bulbs for Conser-

VATORY and OUTDOOR PLANTING, including

Basket and Packing, and Carriage Free. Price 15s.,

30s., 42s., 63s., and 84s. each.

Carter's Complete Collection of Bulbs for

CONSERVATORY and OUTDOOR PLANTING,
including Box and Packing, and Carriage Free, price

30s., contains

—

IHYACINTHS, 12 in n extra
fine named sorts for pots or
glasses

„ 12 in 3 colours for bedding
NARCISSUS, Double, white, 12

,, Pocticus, or Pheasant-eye, 12
TIJLIPS, extra fine mixed, 36
„ Tourncsol. 6

„ Due Van Thol, 6
„ Royal Standard, 3
,, La Candeur, 3
,, Yellow Prince, 3
,, Rex Rubrorum,3

Double DAFFODILS, 12

STAR of BETHLEHEM, 13
SCILLA BELGICA, mixed, 12

73

CROCUS, blue, 75
„ striped, 75
„ large yellow,
„ white, 75

ANEMONES, extra fine mixed,

GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEY-
ENSIS,8

IRIS, extra choice mixed Eng-
lish, 12

,, extra fine mixed Spanish, 24
JONQUILS, CAMPERNEL, 12
RANUNCULUS, extra fine

mixed, 36
SNOWDROPS, 50

Carter's Collections of Bulbs for Outdoor

PLANTING only, including Box and Packing, and

Carriage Free. Price lOs. 6d., 21s., 63s., and

84s.

Carter's "Guinea" Collection of Bulbs for

OUTDOOR PLANTING only, including Box and

Packing, and Carriage Free, price 2l3. , contains

—

HYACINTHS, 12 in 3 colours
NARCISSUS, double white, 12

,, Poeticus or Pheasant-eye, 12
DOUBLE DAFFODILS, 12
TULIPS, extra fine mixed

double, 12

,, extra fine mixed single, 12

,, finest mixed, late, 12

., Due Van Thol, 12
POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS,

fine mixed. 6
:AMPERNEL JONQUILS, 6
iTAR of BETHLEHEM. 12
TRITELEIA UNIFLORA,6
DOG'S-TOOTH VIOLETS, 6
:k0CUS, blue, 2S

CROCUS, striped, so
,, large yellow, 50
,, white, 25

ANEMONES,ext. fine, mixed, 24
GLADIOLUS ERENCHLEY-
ENSIS, 6

IRIS, extra choice mixed En-
glish, 12

,, extra fine mixed Spanish, 13
LILIUM CANDIDUM, 3
„ TIGRINUM, 3

RANUNCULUS, extra fine
mixed. 24

SNOWDROPS. 50
WINTER ACONITES, 24

For full particulars of the above and other Collections,

CARTER'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE
)f DUTCH BULBS, FRUIT TREES, ROSES, &c.,

Wliich may be had Gratis and Post Free on apphcation.

Fiveper cent. Discountfor Cash.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN AND

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINr.rON, W.

SHOW of FUNGI, GRAPES, &c., OCTOBER a, 1872.

AWARDS of the JUDGES.
Class i.—Collections of EUIltLE and POISONOUS FUNGI,

arraoEcd separately (Open.)
(Prizes offered by W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., F.R.S.)

ist, Mr. 1. English, Epping. Essex, ^^5,
3d, Mr. B. J. Austin, 107, Oxford Road, Reading, Cl-

Class a.—Collection of EDIBLE FUNGI. (Open.)
ist, Mr. B. J. Austin, ^3. | ad, Mr. J. English, /a.

Cl.\ss 4—black GRAPES, Collection of. (Open.)
1st, Messrs. H, Lane & Son, Nurserymen, &c, Great Berkhamp-

stead, d-
2d, Mr. E. Morris, Gf. to H. T. Salmon, Esq., Gayton House,

Northampton, £2.

Class 5.-WHITE GRAPES, Collection of. (Open.)
ist, Messrs. H. Lane & Son, £3.

Class 6.-BLACK GRAPES, Single Bunch. '(Open.)
3d, Mr. E. Morris, lOf,

Class 7.—WHITE GRAPES, Single Bunch. (Open.)
1st, Messrs. H. Lane & Son, is*.
2d, Mr. W Cole, Gr. to J. S. "Budgctt, Esq., Ealing Park, W., lo*.

Prires offered by Messrs. James Carter ik Co.
Class 8.—Six Dishes of POTATOS, viz.. Three Dishes of White

and Pink Round Potatos. and Three Dishes of White and Pink
Kidney Poiatos, to include Carter's Ashtop Fluke. (Open.)

tst, Mr. R. Fenn, Rectory, Woodstock, Oxun, £,2 is.

3d, Mr. ¥. Miller, Gr. to F. T. Friend, Esq , Northdown, near
Margate, £1 is.

MISCELLANEOUS—EXTRA PRIZES.
W. G. Smith, Esq., is, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, N., Collec-

tion of Fungi.
Mr. R. Fenn, Twelve Dishes of Potatos, Seedlings of present year
Mr. J. Slandish & Co. , Koyal Nurseries, Ascot, Group of Plants.
Mr. G. Barncit, Russell Road Nursery, New Wimbledon, Six Pots of

Tree Mignonette.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1872.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Friday, October 8 ("^'J'^!;?,"';''

Botanical and Ilorticultural

I (Exhibition of Novelties), at Manchester.

HOWEVER practically useful arbitrary dis-

tinctions may be, it is abundantly clear to
all who have to do with natural productions that
such distinctions are for the most part mental
figments having no real existence. If they hold
good at one time and place, and under one set of
circumstances, they break down under different

Fig. 297.—PYRUS japonica (flowers on the roots).

conditions. This verj' circumstance, which is re

pulsive to some persons, who experience a sense of
dissatisfaction at their inability to discover a hard
and fast line just where they would like to find it,

is attractive to others who take delight in seeing
how " circumstances aker cases." Students of
natural history, and all those, such as gardeners,
agriculturists, or practitioners of medicine, who
have to deal with the practical apphcation of the
principles of natural science, belong, or should
belong, to the latter category. For them there
is no rule without exception, and they make
the best practitioners who know best how
and when to apply to their practice the prin-
ciples of their science. Leaving generalities for
particulars, we may say, in illustration of our
remarks, that to the superficial observer few
things can be more distinct in the case of plants
than Stem and Root. Every botanical tyro,
however, is aware that the alleged distinctions
between the two organs do not always hold good,
and every gardener, consciously or unconsciously,
occasionally adapts his practice accordingly. We
have no intention here of discussing the matter
in exte?iso, but we may merely allude to the
generally received dictum that the presence
or absence of buds is a distinguishing cha-
racteristic of the stem or of the root, as the
case may be. In some, perhaps most, cases it is

correct to say that while the stem has buds, the
root has none. But every gardener who
propagates certain plants by pieces of the
root knows how frequently this rule breaks
down in practice. Driven from that position

by the numerous exceptional instances that

occur, the advocates of the distinction of the two
organs in question were compelled to modify
their assertion, and to say that while the stem or
branch is terminated by a bud, a root is not so,

but if it have buds at all, those buds are lormed
on the sides, not at the end. It is doubtful
whether this distinction is much better than the
other,at anyrate it is well known that the common
Adder's-tongue Fern (Ophioglossum) frequently
produces buds at the e.xtremity of its roots, and
that the Bird's-nest Orchis (Neottia nidus
avis) furnishes another example of the same
phenomenon.
The buds formed on roots are from their ex-

ceptional nature called adventitious, and more-
over, they are usually leaf-buds, but latterly, as
we have already had occasion to remark, M.
AndrIi; has placed on record an instance where
flower-buds were formed on the roots of Pyrus
japonica, a plant well known for the frequency
with which it produces leaf-buds on its roots, but
which, so far as we know, has not previously
been observed to produce flower-buds in that
position.*

The circumstances under which these flowers
(fig. 297) were produced, are detailed by M.
Andr^, in the Illiistratioii Horticolc, in the
following terms :

—

On cutting some fragments of roots of Pyru3
japonica for the purpose of making cuttings, in

the .nursery of M.IVI. Simon Louis, of IVIetz, it

was seen that the roots were covered with
flower-buds, which originated from the spots

whence, under ordinary circumstances, rootlets

protrude. Had these roots been exposed for a
length of time to the air the circumstance would
have been less extraordinary, but the roots in

question were completely buried beneath the soil.

The fragment from which the figure was taken
was simply allowed to remain on a table, when
the buds unfolded and produced fkiwers. It is

not stated whether, if tlie root had been left

undisturbed, the flowers would have been pushed
up above the surface, but we see no reason why
they should not have been so.

We apprehend that gardeners will not be slow
in turning this discovery to practical account.

What charming little plants for forcing might
possibly be obtained by this method, if it be
found that this production of flower-buds is at

all of general occurrence. At any rate we trust so

promising an experiment will be forthwith tried.

Professor Reichenbach requests us to state

that his address for the next fortnight will be at the

Herbarium, Royal Gardens, Kew, W.

Referring to the question of Hybridisation,
and to that of the influence of one or "other sex on the

offspring, we may mention that two remarkable
illustrations were laid before the Royal Horticultural

Society on Wednesday last. One was a hybrid raised

by Mr. Ingram, of Belvoir, between Echeveriasecunda
glauca as the (?, or pollen-parent, and Pachyphytum
bracteosum as the $ , or seed-parent. The resulting

cross had, as to its foliage, more of the characters of

the pollen-parent, and as to its flowers, more of the

appearance of the seed-parent. In addition to its

physiological interest, the cross is likely to prove valu-

able for decorative purposes where succulents are used.

The other illustration consisted in a large number of

seedlingsof most diverse character, raised from Berberis

stenophylla, itself a reputed hybrid production. On
these latter we shall have some further remarks to

make on a future occasion.

We are informed that on the occasion of the

recent visit of Prof. Caruel of Pisa to the Her-
barium of the British Museum, and in order to

supply him with the statistical information he desired,

the following enumeration and estimate of the extent

of that herbarium was made. The systematically

arranged collection is contained in 354 cabinets, and of

these 48 are devoted to Cryptogams. Each cabinet

contains 8 trays, and from careful calculations it has

been ascertained that the flowering plants in the general

herbarium represent not less than 77>400 species.

These are all classified according to De Candolle's
Prodromus and other standard systematic works, with-

out reference to geographical distribution. This

method secures great facility of consultation, by bring-

ing together allied species and presenting at once to the

scientific student the materials he is in quest of In

addition to the general herbarium, the British Museum
possesses the most important public herbarium of

British plants in existence ; also some smaller herbaria

highly valuable as consisting of the authentic specimens

on which many of the Linnean species were founded,

as weU as the extensive herbarium of Sir Hans

* Tlie so-cailed Rhizogens of LiNDLEY can hardly be adtJuced
as parallel instances, inasmucfi as tlleir stoclc or mycelium, or
whatever it is to be called, is not a true root in the same sense as

the root of Pyrus japonica or Anemone japonica.
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Sloane in about 300 folio volumes, all carefully

indexed, easily accessible to students, and con-

taining the actual specimens figured in Sloane's
work, and in those of other Enj^hsh botanists of that

period. No estimate of the number of Cryptogams
in the herbarium has been framed. These plants,

having received special attention for several years,

the collection is very extensive, and in some divisions

is acknowledged to be the most valuable in

existence. The catalogues of cellular Cryptogams,

con=;isting of complete monographs of the different

orders, on the same plan as Guxther's Fishes of the

British Afnseitni, and which are in active preparation,

will exhibit the richness of the herbarium in these

plants. The herbarium of the British Museum, exclud-

ing the plants not yet "laid in," all of which are

accessible to students, and which are an-anged geogra-

phically, is thus, even in regard to the number of

species, one of the largest in the world ; while the

invaluable type specimens, which are almost exclusively

to be found in it, give it a value which mere number of

species can, never secure,

They don't do things by halves in America,
Our contemporary Nature^ in a recent issue, gives a

description with illustrations of the Yellow Stone
National Park, which is to be "dedicated and set

apart as a public park or pleasuring {sic) ground for

the benefit and enjoyment of the people." This park
is described as being about half the size of Wales, and
contains 3575 square miles between the iioth and iiith

degrees of West longitude, and the 44th and 45th

parallels of North latitude. No one is to settle upon
or enclose any portion of this area, and only such

buildings can be erected as the Secretary of the

Interior may approve of. . The district is very mount-
ainous, the highest peak reaching to 10,575 feet above
the sea level. In addition, there is a noble lake,

waterfalls, hot springs, mud geysers, in comparison
with which the geysers of Iceland sink into insignifi-

cance, and other indications of volcanic activity.

One of the most beautiful of hardy shrubs is the

Tricolor-leaved Variety of Cornus mascula,
exhibited recently by Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith.
The colours are green, gold, and rose-pink. The habit,

too, is good, the branches spreading more elegantly

than in the common form. It is a welcome addition to

the list of hardy ornamental shrubs.

From the report of the Royal Botanic
Garden, Calcutta, for the year ending March 31,

1872, and a copy of which is now before us, we learn

that much has been done towards replacing the trees

and shrubs destroyed by the cyclones of 1864-1867,

and that much attention has been given towards

increasing the stock of herbaceous plants. Orchids,

Ferns, &c. An aquarium has also been started. Many
years, it is stated, mast elapse before the gardens can

recover from the effect of the two destructive cyclones

already referred to. These storms reduced one of the

finest collections of trees in the East to a comparatively

naked plain, and, as a consequence, the garden is now
so thoroughly exposed to the sun and to the wind that

the growth of the young trees and shrubs which have
been put in to replace the veterans planted by Rox-
burgh and Wallich has been anything but rapid. It

seems a pity that, situated as the present garden is, in

the very track of these destructive storms, and in a low,

unhealthy locality, some other site was not at once

selected after the occurrence of the last cyclone.

The Eelworm, first alluded to in our columns

by Mr. D. T. Fish (1S69, April 24), and subsequently

described by the late Dr. Baird under the name of

Megascolex diffringens, has, as we gather from the

American Gardeners' Monthly^ appeared also in Ameri-
can hothouses, to which it is supposed to have been

introduced from Japan.

' A very interesting and valuable paper (says

Nature) by Mr. C. V. RiLEY, of St. Louis, and
entitled, "Insects Shaped by the Needs of Flowers,"

bears especial reference to the fructification of the

American Yuccas. Dr. Engelmann, of St. Louis, had
this year discovered that these plants must needs rely

on some artificial agency for fertilisation. The flowers

are peculiarly constructed, so that it is impossible for

the pollen to reach the stigma, it being glutinous, and
expelled from the anthers before the blossoms open.

Professor Riley discovered that there was a small

white moth that did the work, and demonstrated on
the black board how wonderfully well the insect was
adapted to the purpose. This little moth, which he
calls Pronuba Yuccasella, has been hitherto unknown to

entomologists, and forms the type of a new genus. It is

most anomalous from the fact that the female only has

the basal joint of the maxillary pal-pus wonderfully
modified into a long prehensile-spined tentacle. With
this tentacle she collects the pollen and thrusts it into
the stigmatic tube, and after having thus fertilised the
flower she consigns a few eggs to the young fruit, the
seeds of which her larvae feed upon. He stated that the
Yucca was the only entomopliilous plant known which
absolutely depended for fertilisation on a single species
of msect, and that insect so remarkably modified for
the purpose. There was a beautiful adaptation of
means to an end, and a mutual interdependence between
the plant and animal ; and Mr. Riley explained how,

on Darwinian grounds, even this perfect adaptation
was doubtless brought about by slow degrees. He
alluded, in closing, to a practical phase of the subject.

The plant and its fructifier are inseparable, under
natural conditions, and the latter occurs throughout the

native home of the former. In the more northern

portions of the United States, and in Europe, where
Yuccas have been introduced, and are cultivated for

their showy blossoms, the insect does not exist, and
consequently the Yuccas never produce seed there.

The larva of Pronuba eats through the Yucca capsule

in which it fed, enters the ground and hibernates there
in an oval silken cocoon. In this stage the insect may
easily be sent by mail from one part of the world to

another, and Transatlantic florists may, by introducing
it, soon have the satisfaction of seeing their American
Yuccas produce seed without any personal effort on
their part.

A very interesting feature in No. 4 house at

Kew Gardens is the Dodder (Cuscuta Trifolii), grow-
ing upon Clianthus puniceus. It hangs down in

large pale beard-like tufts, of which some are at least

2 feet long. They have not at present produced any
flowers, and somewhat resemble at first sight a mass of

aerial roots.

The Americans are awakening to the necessity

for taking measures to preserve their FORESTS. Large
districts in the Atlantic States are already stripped of

their most valuable timber. In the North, in the

Southern States, and on the Pacific coast the demand
is so great that the supply must inevitably fall short in

the course of a few years if not checked by some means.

In the Rocky Mountain regions the Pines, Spruces, and
Cedars are disappearing before the farmer, the miner,

the architect, and the railroad builder. The Agri-

cultural Congress held at St. Louis, Missouri, has,

according to the Toronto Globe^ taken steps to bring

the facts before the notice of those more immediately

concerned.

Mr. Fenn's Perfection Potato, exhibited

among other remarkably promising kinds at the last

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society, is remark-
able for being, as alleged, a Graft Hybrid between
Yorkshire Hero and Fenn's Onwards. It has cer-

tainly an intermediate character, but seems most
nearly to resemble the first named variety.

A curious circumstance is pointed out in a
recent number of Nature^ which may be merely a coin-

cidence, but which may ultimately prove of more direct

consequence, viz., the fact that the "period of maxi-
mum Sun Spots of" between 11 and 12 years, falls in

1848, 1S60, and 1872 * * *, and it is very singular that
'

history seems to point to nearly the same approximate
period" for great national epidemics, whether of man,
beast, or crops.

With reference to the cultivation of Ipecacu-
anha in India, Dr. King reports that at the beginning

of the year the total stock of Ipecacuanha amounted
to five plants in Sikkim and seven in the Calcutta

garden. These represented the only surviving off-

spring of a single plant received from Dr. Hooker,
of the Royal Garden, Kew, in 1S66. The five plants

in Sikkim were, early in the current year, submitted

by Messrs. Gammie, Bierman and Jaffrey, of the

Cinchona plantation, to a most successful experiment
in artificial propagation, by which about 400 cuttings

were obtained, the greater proportion of which have
formed good roots, and are now fine healthy little

plants. Five Wardian cases containing about 100
plants were received from Dr. Balfour, of the Royal
Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, and three cases, con-

taining 150 plants, from Messrs. Lawson, the eminent
nurserymen. These plants were forwarded to Sikkim
as soon as practicable after their arrival. The Calcutta

climate having proved totally unsuitable to this plant,

all attempts to propagate it there have been aban-

doned. The plants are at present under the imme-
diate care of the European gardeners of the Cinchona
plantation, and propagation is being carried on chiefly in

one of the hot, deep valleys of the Rungbee reserve.

From what we have been able to learn from observa-

tion, says Dr. King, Ipecacuanha will apparently

thrive best under deep shade, and in a hot, steamy,

equable climate. These conditions are supplied most

fully in the valleys on the outer slopes of the Sikkim
Himalaya, which open towards the Terai. A fine

small valley near Sookna, at the point of entrance

into the hills of the cart road from Silligoree to

Darjeeling, has accordingly been taken up as an

Ipecacuanha reserve. Hitherto the plant has not

perfected seed in India, although flowers have frequently

been produced ; we must therefore look to increase by
cuttings and other artificial methods.

Mr. Glaisher remarks as follows on the

State of the Weather during the week ending
September 28 :—In the vicinity of London the reading

of the barometer, at the beguming of the week, at sea

level, was about 29.9 inches. Decreasing values were
recorded till the afternoon of the 24th, when 29.4
inches was reached ; but an increase then took place,

which reached its maximum (about 30. i inches) by the

evening of the 26th ; another decrease then occurred,

which lasted till about noon of the 28th, when 29,6

inches was registered. From this time till the end of

the week the values slightly increased, tliough with
some small oscillations. The highest temperatures by
day varied between 5o|°, on the 24th, and 65%
on the 28th ; and the lowest at night between

343, on the 23d, and 51", nearly, on the 28th.

The mean daily temperatures and their departures

from average were as follows :—22d, 44°. 6, — 10°. 9 ;

23d, 48''. S, —6°.4 ; 24th, 44^6, — 10". 4 ; 25th, 47°.6,

— 7''.2
; 26th, 4S^I, —6^5 ; 27th, 54°, —o''.4;

2Sth, 55°.5, +i°.3. The weather was generally

cloudy, except on the 22d, when the sky was com-
paratively cloudless. The direction of the wind
was westerly, changing at times to N.W, and
S.W. The pressures were light except on the last

two days, when, during a heavy gale from the S.W.,
many pressures exceeding 10 lb. on the square foot

were recorded. Rain fell on every day of the week
except the 22d and 26th, the total amount collected

being rather more than | inch, nearly two-thirds of
which fell on the 24th. On the 24th the weather was
remarkably gloomy and foggy about mid-day, but
cleared up towards night ; flashes of lightning were
seen in the evening of this day.

In England the extreme high temperatures observed
by day ranged between 65° at Blackheath and 60" at

Hull, the general average over the country being 62".

The extreme low temperatures at night varied from 42^**

at Liverpool to 32° at Norwich and Hull, the general

average being 35°, The range of temperature in the

week varied from 31° at Norwich to 28^° at Liverpool,

The mean high day temperatures ranged from 604° at

Portsmouth to 54^^° at Bradford, with a general average
^^ 554°' Tbe mean low night temperatures varied from
464" at Liverpool to 39° at Hull. The mean daily

range of temperature varied from 2oi° at Portsmouth
to 94* at Liverpool, The mean temperature for the

week was 474° nearly, the highest being at Liverpool,

49|°, and the lowest at Hull, 45i°. Rain fell on every -

day in the week at Manchester and Eccles, and on five

or six days at most other places. The amounts col-

lected were large, the average fall over the country
being as great as \\ inch. At Eccles more than
z\ inches was measured, and at Manchester and Liver-

pool the amounts were respectively 2.2 inches and
2 inches. During the latter portion of the week very
strong south-westerly winds swept over the country.

Lightning was seen at Portsmouth on the 24tb, and at

Liverpool on the 23d.

In Scotland the highest temperature by day {56**)

occurred at Dundee, and the lowest {52.|°) at Aberdeen,
the general average over the country being 54^". The
lowest temperatures at night varied from 38° at Leith

to 344" at Paisley, with an average value of 36 4" nearly.

The mean temperature for the week was 44^°, varying

from 46" at Leith to 43* at Aberdeen. The amount of

rain measured varied greatly in amount at varying

stations. At Aberdeen the amount recorded was
nearly 4 inches ; while at Leith only nine-tenths of an
inch fell. The average over the country was nearly

i.^ inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 61^", the

lowest 33°, the mean 47^,°, and the rainfall nearly

eight-tenths of an inch.

One of the most strikingly effective things we
have seen this season was a bed of large plants of

Acer Negundo variegatum, with an undergrowth
of Coleus Verschaffeltii, and here and there some
bushes of the Purple Nut. This was at Cliveden.

Have any of our correspondents noticed the

fondness of Wasps for Picea Pinsapo? We saw two
fine specimens this summer much infested by these

insects, and Mr. Frost, of Dropmore, has observed

the same thing. What is the special attraction in this

case?

Mr. E. C. Stanford relates, in the Pharma-
ceutical Journal^ the results of some experiments he has

lately made as to the relative Yalue of certain Disin-
fectants. From these experiments it appears that

the most powerful disinfectant is chloride of iron ; the

cheapest in proportion to its power is the fused chloride

of calcium, a substance which is a waste product at all

alkali works. It should be used in the form of solu-

tion containing 25 per cent, of the salt. For deodor-

ising sewage, chloride of calcium so employed was
found four times as efficacious as chloralum, while it

can be produced for half the price.

We have never been so much impressed with
the value of Tree Carnations for decorative purposes

in the dull season as on a recent visit to Mr. Charles
Turner's nursery at Slough. That gentleman has a

large house filled with a wonderful collection uf these

plants, full of flower-buds and of nice compact habit.

One of the most striking *'bits" in the way
of Landscape Effect we have seen of late was unde-

signedly produced by the association on the banks of

a stream of young trees of Populus alba as a back-

ground, faced by Purple Loosestrife and Tansy.

Dr. King, in his report of the Calcutta

Botanic Garden, alludes to the important benefit a

botanic garden may confer by the DiSTlllBUTlON of

Seeds of the more valuable economic and ornamental
plants ; and he suggests that the forest officers of the
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three Presidencies should collect regularly the seeds of

the chief useful trees and pUiiils of their divisions, and
forward them to the Calcutta Garden for distribution.

New Garden Plants.
OnONTOGLOSSUM PURUM, «. Sp.

Racemo porrecto. laxidoro ; bracteis triangulls minutis ; sepalis

tepalisque lincan-ligii!atis acutis : labelli hj-pochilio caiiali-

formi angiisto ; epichilio pandurato antice reiuso '•um apiculo

in medio, lateribus serrato ; disco parce longipiloso, carinis

triangulis Ejetninis et filis postpositis geminis iii epichilii basi ;

columna clavata apice alis falcatis.

Another of these difficult Odontoglossums. It

comes very near O. Wallisii, Lind. Rchb. f., Gard.

Chron. 1S70, p. 104 {O. Wallisii, Rchb. f., fide

Andre in 111. Hort. xviii. 56). It is, howcTCr,

totally distinct in its columnar wings and very simple

calU. I believe I have long since obtained, and last

spring for the second time, the same plant from one of

my correspondents, but in such an abortive state that I

could not name it with a good conscience.

The raceme now in my hands is very gay. The
flowers make you think of those of O. Lindleyanum.
The sepals are light yellow, having their disc totally

washed with sepia brown ; the petals are light yellow,

with a few brown blotches at their base ; the lip and
column are of the purest white; the hypochilian part

is dotted with streaks and spots, while a large blotch

of the purest purple is expanded over the disc of the

epichilium, where some long white hairs are scattered.

No doubt the gay flowers will get larger when the

recently-introduced plants become established, and
then, no doubt, it will be regarded as a very lovely

Odontoglossum of the second rank, though never such a
grand hero as O. crispum and O. Andersonianum. It

was introduced from New Grenada by Messrs. Veitch,

who have lately had it in flower. H. G. Rchb. /.

COTTAGE GARDENING.
The Rev. C. P. Peach, in his letter of September 28,

after noticing the offer of Lord Cathcart, of;i^ioofor
the best essay on the Potato disease, suggests to the

Royal Agricultural Society to supplement the prize

with another for the *'best essay on cropping land
(especially cottage gardens and allotments) with veget-
ables, so as to make us less dependent than we are at

present on Potatos, as almost our only vegetable."
The suggestion of the supplemental prize is a most
valuable one. I only differ with Mr. Peach in this,

that in my opinion the prize for the essay on the Potato
disease should be supplemental to the prize suggested
by Mr Peach. In a small way I have been trying
something in the same direction. I have been trying
to induce the cottagers in my neighbourhood to try

something besides the everlasting Potato. Luckily
for the idea, and unluckily for the Potato, three con-
secutive years of disease have made the cottager in-

clined to compromise his prejudices, and to try in some
cases something different to the Potato. At a flower
and vegetable show, held last month in the town on
the south coast near which I reside, I offered a prize
of ;!^i for the best collection of vegetables other than
Potatos, and four prizes of 5^^. each to four other second
best, and I am happy to say there were six competitors
for the prizes, every one of whom produced very
respectable specimens of Parsnips, Beetroot, Carrots,
Turnips, Onions, Haricot Beans, &c., and I am in

hopes that a similar prize in the coming year, supple-
mented with prizes from others for like articles, will

attract the attention of cottagers, and induce an effort

in that direction. There are, however, several ob-
stacles in the way of inducing cottagers to depart
from the old track. Among these I should men-
tion ignorance of the value of different vegetables
as food, and of the mode of cooking them, the
cost of seed, and lastly the want of sufficient land
to grow a sufficient variety to come in at all seasons of
the year. To obviate the first difficulty I would
suggest that an elementary knowledge of botany, or at

all events that portion of it which teaches what plants
in Great Britain are edible and what not, should be the
basis of education in all the national schools both for

males and females ; in addition to this, the knowledge
of how to cook the vegetables so as to render them
tasty and appetising should be imparted to all. This
knowledge would be valuable not only as regards the
ordinary vegetables cultivated for the table, but also as
regards a number of plants to be found in the hedge-
rows, which, when cooked, form excellent food. I

refer to such as the Hog's Parsnip, the Nettle, the
Fat-hen, the Sorrel, and a host of other wild plants.

The natives of the East comprise all edible greens
under the name of S3g, and it is really astonishing
what a number of good and wholesome vegetables to be
found in the jungle are included in that expression. As
to the mode of cooking, I shall say no more than that,

to render such vegetables palatable and appetising,
they should be simply parboiled, and then fried in
dripping, lard, or oil.

As to the cost of seed, especially of a variety of
plants, I need not say that the retailing of small quan-
tities induces a price quite out of proportion to the
real value of the seed. This can only be met by
societies distributing in small quantities at wholesale

' have grown and do not require, and also in giving at

fixed dates all the spare plants out of their nurseries

which are generally appropriated to the pigs or to the

rubbish-pit. With regard to the last objection,

namely, the want of a sufficient quantity of land, the

remedy for that rests entirely, not with those who
have not land, but with those who have, and who for

the most part steadily resist the introduction of cottages

on their lands. I shall say nothing further on this sub-

ject than that if it be persisted in, as population increases

a very awkward question will arise. I employ a good
deal of labour, and find the best men are those who
have good cottages, and a good, but not too large

garden to occupy their spare time. The minimum
quantity of land I put at 40 rods, the maximum ut 60.

Allotments are very well where land cannot be
obtained around the cottage, but any distance from
home, however short, robs the land not only of much
labour which would go to it, but of all that refuse

which in villages accumulates in a fever heap, but
where the land is close to the cottage is greedily ab-

sorbed by the land, which in its turn is grateful for the
gift. Orchids, Ferns, Palms, Roses, and exotics have
had their day with the Royal Horticultural Society,

and steam-ploughs, portable engines, chaff-cutters, and
threshing-machines have had their day with the Royal
Agricultural Society. Let each of these societies

descend from their high pinnacles and bestow some of

their patronage, which has been so advantageous to

nurserymen and machine makers, on such humble
matter as that suggested by Mr. Peach in the letter

referred to. A general knowledge in the masses of what
is edible, how it is to be grown, and how prepared
for food, is of as much importance to the country as

the costly experiments of either horticulture or agricul-

ture. On a visit to Tournay the other day I saw an
Ecole d'Arboriculture in which about 30 poor lads or
more were taught, by an able and indefatigable elh-e

of M. Vernon, the art of fruit tree culture. Why
should not England, under the shadow and with the
assistance of such powerful and wealthy societies as
those referred to, establish schools for teaching the
rising generation of labour the best and most profitable

way of employing that time which from periodical

want of work is too often spent either in the union or
the beershop ? Khoda Btix,

EARLY BEATRICE AND EARLY
LOUISE PEACHES.

These two seedlings of Mr. Rivers' divide the palm
for earliness with Early Rivers, which last, however,
I prefer. Early Louise is a very fine Peach indeed,
considering how early it ripens ; it has also the great
advantage of colour, which the British public always
so much looks for in this fruit. Indeed, Royal
George, on account of its deep colour, is pre-eminently
the "people's Peach," and is known as such—not
that the ''people" ever really know much about the
merits of such expensive things as Peaches.

Early Louise grows to a fine size, and its flavour is

excellent ; it is also but a few days later than the
earliest, and must be considered as a great gain for the
market—all the above reasons being considered. I

think I had a number of specimens fully 9 inches
round, all ripe about the middle of June, and from
thence up to midsummer.

Early Beatrice is considered by many as the earliest

of all Peaches. It actually ripened the first season
much in advance, but as my trees grew large, and
could be fairly compared, I did not find it appreciably
earlier than Early Rivers. It possesses a glorious
colour, and a sweet and tender flesh, and has only the
defect of being rather small. It should thus be con-
sidered as one of the three best very early Peaches in

the world, all due to Mr. Rivers' careful crossing ; all

these Peaches are of easy culture, and are not likely
soon to be superseded. Although, however, Peaches
in general command a higher price than Nectarines,
still these last are more prolific, and bear carriage
much better.

We are, therefore, on the look-out for a Nectarine

—

not so small as Hunt's Tawny—which should be very
early, and, also, let it be said, for one which should
be very late. Late Nectarines would, however, try

the merits of any man's culture, and the exposition of
his orchard-house, if unheated. I have now but Bald-
win's Late Peach, which is pale this year, and sickens
after a little heat, which we do not possess. A
gardener from a ducal house, who was over the
orchard-houses last week, was surprised to see this

fruit, which we have once before eaten (gathered
before the leaves fell), about the first week in Decem-
ber. As the first Early Rivers was ripe here on
June 10, this would make a season of six months.
Who would have dreamt of such a protracted Peach
season 20 years ago as this? It is true that by
November the Peach is of little real value ; it tastes

cold and raw, and the fine Pears then ripe are prefer-

able; still, I have had much pleasure in sending in fine

dishes, and fairly coloured, for shows at that period,
and also to astonish visitors.

Early Rivers, then, and Baldwin's Late, of which
last I have several fine cordons, dating from

ficant interval elapses before we ripen Early York,
ll.de's Early, Chevreuse Hative, Canary, Leopold,
Belle de Duue, and many others. Hunt's Tawny
ripened on July 15 here, being its earliest date. In
1S62 it ripened a lortnight later ; but all fruits should
be in advance in well-conducted orchard-houses. T. C,
Bn^/iaiitj Richmond Housi\ Giiernst.y,

A REMEDY FOR TEARS.
The source of tears has given the great charm to

poetry in all ages ; sometimes the poet speaks, in his

own person, *' of grief for friendship unreturned and dis-

regarded love," and sometimes he only sympathises
with the woes of others, as when we read of the love-

lorn lady who "let the tears down fall for Jock o'

Hazeldean," and would not be comforted. "Why
weep ye by the tide, lady?" and Scott describes the
patriot weeping for his country in strains that will bear
repetition :

—

" A child will weep a bramble's smart,
A stripling for a woman's heart

;

But woe awaits a country when
She sees the tears of bearded men."

Now, the source of tears which I am going first to
describe and then to dry up, has forced the briny tear

from every eye, the old and young alike, the bearded
veteran and the smiling babe. The cheek of beauty that
sets the world on fire is literally bathed in tears at the
instance of this relentless agent

; yet it has been held in
high repute from remote times, for we read of the
Jewish people mourning the loss of this among the
other savoury things they enjoyed in the land of Egypt,
whither they had been carried to suffer cruel bondage,
I have named this to show that for thousamis of years
the beautiful eyes of Jew and Gentile, whenever duty
has called them to peel Onions and Garlic, have
suffered pain, and shed bitter tears at this simple
bit of vegetable dressing. In England we have
certain famous localities for our Hops, our medi-
cinal herbs, and particularly for our Onions. In
Bedfordshire the Onion is cultivated by the acre, and
it seems to suffer rough treatment there with im-
puniiy ; mauled and trampled on during the process of
weeding, it seems to rise to renewed vigour, and we
never hear of a failure in the crop in that quarter.

Latterly a new branch of industry has sprang up in the

way of pickling Onions, not in pickle jars, as hereto-

fore, but in iS-gallon casks. The small two-bladed
Onions and other kinds are pared, cleaned, and salted,

and put into casks for the wholesale trade ; but, gentle

reader, think of the slavery, the tears, and the suffer-

ings of those maids, wives, and matrons who peel
Onions for months together. Well, we read that

" Donald Caird, wi' niickle study,

Caught the gift to cheat the wuddy ;

*"

and so the peelers in Bedfordshire found that when the
Onion was peeled under water, the eyes were not
affected, or only slightly so; and thus one feitile

source of tears may be said to be dried up for ever, for

as long as any cook can get a basin of clear water and
a small-sized knife, he or she may peel Onions with
impunity. I look forward to the gratitude of a
discerning public to rank me as a benefactor, not only
to those who cook Onions, but also to those who eat

thereof. Alexander Forsyth,

S60, are

_ the earliest and the latest Peaches here, and, it may be
prices, or by gentlemen distributing not only their safely asserted, anywhere — in unheated houses, of
spare purchased seeds, but also any seeds they may ' course. After these very early fruits a short but signi-

THE DROPMORE PINETUM.
Some time since we announced our intention of

placing before our r aders portraits of two of the

chiefest glories of idi^ far-famed arboretum. This
week we are enabled to redeem our promise by giving

illustrations from photographs of the finest specimens
of Abies Douglasii and of Araucaria imbricata. We
must at once admit that no illustration can do anything
like justice to these noble trees. There is an inevitable

amount of distortion in the best photographs of such
gigantic objects, while the finer lines are necessarily

lost in illustrations of so restricted a size. The history

of the Douglas Fir is briefly this :—A packet of Pine
seed sent to the late Lord Grenville from the Royal
Horticultural Society, under the name of Pinus taxi-

folia, but afterwards changed, in honour of poor
Douglas, to Abies Douglasii, was put into the hands
of the gardener, Mr. Frost, to be sown, in December,
1S27, or early in January, 182S. Only three of these

seeds vegetated, and two of the trees are now growing at

Dropmore, while one had to be cut down, being planted

too near a fine Araucaria. Thelargest of the remaining

trees, the one shown in our illustration (fig. 299), is

now 102 feet or more in height, the leader leaning

obliquely to the north. This tree is as perfect a
specimen of its sort as can be grown. The lowest

branches lie flat on the grass, occupying a space of
65 feet in diameter, from which they rise tapering to

the top. The trunk 3 feet up is 9 feet 7 inches in

girth. We are utterly at a loss for words to describe

the monumental grandeur of this tree, the elegance of
its form, the noble sweep of its branches, and the deep
shadows cast by them. We doubt if there is a finec or

more perfect tree in Great Britain, and it has the

additional interest of still having its raiser and trainer

to keep its leader single, and to add additional food to

its surface feeders.

* The gallows.
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Not far off is a superb specimen of Araucaria imbri-

cata (fig. 298), which was planted in 1830, and which

is now 51 feet high, the girth of the trunk at 5 feet from

the soil being, on a rough measurement, 6 feet 7 inches,

or thereabouts ; diameter of branches 28 feet. We do

not know whether this is the finest or highest in Great

as is customary in*all^ Araucarias, in^ tiers, new shoots

breaking freely from the old branches at or near the

spots whence decayed branches have fallen away.
The tree is a male, and pollen from it, wafted to a

female tree of the same species at the distance, perhaps,

of 100 yards, has sufficed to set the cones, tlie result

are a Pinus insignis, purchased at Mr. Lee's nursery.
Hammersmith, planted in 1839 (a cutting plant), its

height being 68 feet
; girth of trunk, 8 feet 7 inches ;

diameter of the branches, 48 feet. Another specimen
of the same kind, a seedling from the Royal Horticul-
tural Society, planted in 1843, has now attained a

Fig. 29S.—THE ARAUCARI.V IMEKICATA AT DROPMORE. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH. HEIGHT 51 FEET.)

Britain or not, but we have seen none so perfect or
so high either in Great Britain or Ireland.

^
The base of this tree is marked by projecting circular

""^^'1, u
'^"^"^ "^^ ^°"^ column. The bark, of a

greyish hue, is fissured lengthwise by chestnut-brown
cracks, and these are connected by transverse fissures
ot a paler colour, breaking up the bark into a series of
irregular parallelograms. The branches are produced,

being the maturation of a copious crop of seed.

There are other specimens, bolh of Douglas Fir and
of Araucaria imbricata, dotted about the grounds, some
of which are of extraordinary dimensions and great

beauty, and over which one might go into raptures, but

that they are exceeded in the qualities mentioned by
the specimens named.
Among other fineConifers scattered about the grounds

height of 61 feet ; girth of trunk, 9 feet ; diameter of

branches, 41 feet. One of these trees, as we were
informed by Mr. Frost, grew as much as 8 feet in

height in one season, producing three whorls of
branches, and it would probably have exceeded even
this had not one of its buds been destroyed by the Pine
beetle.

A Cednis Deodara, planted 1834, is now 52 feet in
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height, the girth of the trunk being 9 feet ; the

diameter of branches, 47 feet. There are others better,

but not so large. Finus Benthamiana, planted 1S43,

has attained a height of 30 feet, the girth of trunk being

3 feet 4 incheF, the diameter of branches 30 feet.

Picea amabihs, or, as Mr. Frost prefers to call it, P.

These are only a few illustrations among many.
There are also numerous fine specimens of Abies Men-
ziesii, reared from a cutting ; of Abies Brunonis, laden
with cones ; of the Atlas Cedar, one now bearing
cones ; of Cedar of Lebanon, one of which in particular
is deserving of mention from its beautiful glaucous

and underlaid in places with a hard pan. In order to
give fair play to the trees Mr. Frost has uniformly
taken great care in preparing the ground, removing the
gravel, raising the trees on slight mounds of made soil,

and affording them every autumn copious surface-dress-
ings of refuse potting soil, road scrapings, and such-like.

Fig. 299.—ABIES DOUGLASII AT DROPMORE. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH. HEIGHT 102 FEET.]

grandis, a cutting plant, was planted in 1847 : Its height
is 42 feet 8 inches ; girth, 3 feet 9 inches ; diameter of
branches, 21 feet. Pinus monticola, probably the
finest m the kingdom, planted in 1835 : height,
58 feet 6 inches ; diameter of branches, 33 feet ; girth
of trunk, 5 feet 6 inches. Pinus Lambertiana, planted
in 1841, has now reached the height of 40 feet.

foliage ; of Abies Albertiana, of Picea Nordmanniana,
P. lasiocarpa, P. nobilis, and, indeed, of most of the

hardy Conifers that have been at one time or another

introduced into Britain. Many of the Mexican and
other tender species succumbed to the severe frost of

i860.

The soil of Dropmore is for the most part gravelly,

The result of this care and skill is seen in the pro-

digious growth which the trees have made in the life-

time and under the fostering care of one man. We
need not now enter into fuller details, as we have
frequently had occasion in former volumes to notice

this fine collection, and especially in our number for

May 2, 1868, p. 464.
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Often, too, have we had occasion, and particularly

in former years, to trespass on the kindness of Mr.
Frost, the gardener, for information as to Conifers for

the benefit of our readers. Mr. Frost was, and
deservedly so, a great favourite with the late Dr.

Lindley. He belongs to a type of gardeners of which
we have but too few representatives now-a-days, a

man not only of great practical skill and natural saga-

city, but of much reading. His botanical attainments

are of no light order, while his frank, trustworthy,

genial character has endeared "Frost of Dropmore "

to all those who have had dealings with him for

business or pleasure.

Next month Mr. Frost will complete his jubilee year

of service at Dropmore, and we learn with pleasure

that his friends intend to commemorate the event in a

manner acceptable to this fine old gardener. Those of

Mr. Frost's friends who wish to show their respect for

him in the manner indicated should communicate
with Mr. Charles Turner, of Slough, or Mr. Fleming,

of Cliveden, near Maidenhead.

NOTES ON CONIFERS. -'XII.

Phms pa>'nflora.—This is one of the pretty, small-

sized, coniferous trees recently introduced from the

northern parts of Japan, and although not likely to

prove of any value in this country for its timber,

it promises to be of some importance as an ornamental

tree, particularly in situations where a larger-sized one
would be inadmissable.

When seen in good health it has a pleasing appear-

ance, although it is rather stiff and formal in habit ; its

branches are horizontal and spreading, its foliage is

glaucous on both sides, twisted and tortuous, and
about 2 inches in length. It is one of the fine-leaved

varieties, but quite hardy. A strong loam suits it best,

but it thrives well in most ordinary soils, preferring an

open if not exposed situation to close shaded or con-

fined ones.

Pimis ponderosa.—This is another of Douglas'

trophies—one of thebeatiful long-leaved species which
he introduced from the north-west coast of North America
in 182S. In its native habitats it is described as

growing upwards of 100 feet in height, and from 4 to

5 feet in diameter, without branches from one-third to

one-half its height—the branches in old trees drooping

to a considerable extent.

It has since been discovered by various other plant-

collectors in numerous localities. Mr. Gordon, in the

Phidum^ informs us that, " It is found abundantly on

the north-west coast of America, and in California,

particularly on the banks of the Flathead and Spoken
rivers, and the Kettle Falls of the Columbia, west of

the Rocky Mountains, and in Rose River Valley, in

California, mostly growing in alluvial soils.

Although this fine tree has been in the hands of

planters for more than 40 years, and been planted in

most collections, good specimens are still scarce in these

islands. No doubt fine plants of it are here and there

to be met with, as at Dropmore, Linton Park, Elvaston

Castle, Nuneham, Glasnevin Botanic Garden, Hope-
toun House, Riccarton, and Rossie Priory, some of

which are from 15 to 60 feet in height, and in suflicient

numbers to prove that this species is quite at home in

our climate ; indeed one of the finest plants I have seen

used to gi-ow in the Perth nurseries, where, during the

winter months, it must often have had to encounter

very low temperatures.

As stated above, in its native habitats, this species is

generally found growing in alluvial soils, on or near

the banks of rivers ; and were we more careful to plant

it in similar soils, or soils approaching to that character,

and in low lying situations, it is highly probable that

greater success would follow, and that we should hear

fewer complaints about the difficulty of getting really

robust and healthy specimens of this noble tree. In

inferior soils the leaves are much shorter than when
grown in suitable soils, and the whole appearance is

unsightly, straggling, and unsatisfactory, in which state

it is liable to get blown over, and to be seriously

attacked with the Pine beetle, Hylurgus piniperda. As
a timber tree it can only be valuable when grown in

suitable soils and situations. Its wood is said to be so

heavy that it sinks in water. As an ornamental tree it

will, wherever it succeeds well, occupy an important
place.

Phius pyrcnaica, as its name implies, is indigenous

to the Pyrenees. It is also found in many of the higher

regions of Spain, and is now much grown for its valu-

able timber, intermixed with other species, in the exten-

sive forests of France and Spain, where it grows to the

height of from 60 to So feet. It was introduced about
the beginning of the century, and possesses the great

merit of being extremely hardy ; of moderately rapid
growth, likely to prove of considerable importance,
both as a nurse and timber tree, and certainly one of
the most ornamental of the hardier Pinuses we possess,

It is quite as hardy as the Scotch Pine {Pinus
sylvestris), and, with us, forms timber and grows
nearly as fast, thriving in a great variety of soils, par-
ticularly if the subsoil is open and porous, but disliking
heavy clay or very damp subsoils, where it is generally
seen m an unhealthy state. Its numerous branches
and branchlets grov^ in regular whorls, the upper ones
curvmg up from where they start very gracefully,
and growing nearly parallel with the main stem

;
gradually extending out as they descend, till approach-

ing the ground, where they become nearly horizontal.

The bark of the young wood on healthy trees is of

a bright glossy yellow-brown colour, the foliage of a

bright green, from 4 to 6 inches in length ; generally

the leaves are in pairs, exceptionally in threes.

The tine green colour of its foliage, the yellow-

brown tinge of the bark of the young wood, its close

if not dense habit, its finely-proportioned and symme-
trical outline—being generally clothed with branches to

the ground, its magnitude, all combine in forming one

of the most beautiful of our thoroughly hardy Pines.

As a single specimen, on a lawn or other open space,

it has few equals, and it is admirably adapted for plant-

ing in exposed situations, to form a background or

screen. As its merits become better known, it will be
more extensively planted, and more appreciated. It

is thriving well at Hopetoun House, and Castle

Kennedy, and at Nuneham there is said to be a

specimen 38 feet in height.

Pimis Sabiniana.—Introduced in 1S32 from Cali-

fornia, where, on the western Cordilleras ofNew Albion,

and other localities, it is found growing at great eleva-

tions, seldom in masses, generally mixed with other

species, and where it frequently reaches the height of

from 100 to 150 feet, and from 3 to 5 feet in diameter.

This is one of the large-coned and long-leaved

species, which, although in most places quite hardy, is

nevertheless frequently to be seen with a starved,

straggling, unhealthy appearance, arising principally

from its being planted in unsuitable soils and situations.

The best specimen I have seen was growing in a

deep alluvial soil. The base of hills, margins of

valleys, and mountain dells will in all probability be

found to suit it best. It should never be planted in

inferior soils, or exposed situations. When seen in

good health, it is a tree of no ordinary beauty, with

long glaucous leaves from 8 to 12 inches in length,

The foliage seldom hangs more than two years,

leaving the greater portion of the spray denuded

of leaves, which gives the whole tree an unusual and

very striking appearance. When to be seen with its

huge cones in this country, they will add much to its

interest and appearance as an ornamental tree, as they

are said to grow from S to 12 inches in length, and

from 4 to 6 inches in diameter. The seeds are edible,

being about an incli in length, and very pleasant to eat.

Whatever value it may have in its native country as

a timber tree, it is not likely with us to have any
economic value, on account of its being so fastidious

about soil and situation. There is a fine healthy young
tree at Riccarton. At Castle Kennedy the best specimen

is upwards of 20 feet in height, but, owing to the soil

not lieing suitable, it is not making satisfactory

progress.

Pinus taurica^ or Pallasiana.—Introduced about

1790, by Professor Pallas, from the Crimea, where it

forms considerable forests on the western declivity of

the lofty mountains which extend along the coast of

the Black Sea.

The trees when young, and up to 30 feet in height,

when seen in robust health are generally very dense,

compact, and formal in habit, so much so that the eye

is unable to penetrate to the bole. Older trees gene-

rally become somewhat bare below, often exposing a

few upright-growing strong branches, pushing up

amongst the smaller branches, which have a less up-

right growth, as if desirous to contend for the lead

with the main stem. The branches are generally much
larger and coarser than in P. Laricio, resembling more
the character of the P. austriaca. in that respect. The
foliage, however, is much finer, and of a more lively

shade of green than that species : in other respects also

resembling it more than the P. Laricio, which is said to

be its prototype, and which is likely to prove a far

more valuable tree, if not for ornamental at least for

economic purposes. It is very hardy, and of mode-
rately rapid growth, being well adapted for planting in

exposed situations either as nurse, ornamental, or

timber tree. It thrives well in most soils, requiring

some depth and body to grow it to a large size. Its

tendency to form large coarse branches, although it

may add to its appearance as a picturesque tree, will

detract from its value as a timber tree. In other respects

it has much to recommend it, for it is extremely hardy
;

and, although very knotty, its timber is said to be

resinous and very durable. There are many fine

specimens to be met with in England, Ireland, and
Scotland, but so far as I have been able to ascertain,

none surpasses the one at Dropmore, which is said to

be So feet in height. A, Fozukr, Castle Kennedy,

Stranraer.

pome Cflrrespanknce.

Gros Colman Grape.— I somewhat regi'et to find

"D. T. F." (see p. 1295) attempting to throw an air

of doubt as to the distinctive character of this Grape.

No one who has ever grown or tasted the Gros Col-

man can by any possibility mistake it for any other

variety in cultivation. I have never heard of its being

confounded with the Barbarossa or Gros Guillaume,

which is the proper name. Tiie two Grapes have no

points of resemblance at all, excepting in colour and
keeping qualities. They are as distinct as the Black

Hamburgh and the Black Prince. That the ignorant

will mistake and call things by their wrong names is

too true, but that there is any confounding of the

one with the other I cannot believe. The Gros
Colman produces bunches in size and shape more
resembling Hamburghs than any others, with berries

of what may be called prodigious size, being
only equalled in that respect by that grand new
Grape, the Duke of Buccleuch. The Gros Guillaume
in its best condition has never been grown so large in

berry as the Gros Colman is under ordinary culti-

vation, and the biggest bunch of the Gros Colman
would be but an ordinary one of the Gros Guillaume.
*'D. T. F." rightly describes the Gros Colman as a
'* noble" Grape ; he ought, however, to have added,

"to look at." It is not fit to eat excepting under very

exceptional circumstances ; it is simply a coarse sort

under general or ordinary cultivation. It is, however,
a magnificent fellow to sell ; its handsome appearance
does that, and the British public are never very

particular as to quality. Grown as Mr. Rivers grows
it, in pots in excessive heat, so that the berries become
half raisins, it is truly rich and good, but it is so much
altered then from its ordinary self that I do not believe

"D. T. F." would know it. When eatable it is

scarcely presentable, certainly not saleable, and when
saleable it is not eatable. Mr. Standish was the first

in my recollection (some 10 or 12 years ago) to exhibit

this Grape in London. I was then much struck by its

appearance. Of late years Messrs. Rivers have taken

to recommend it highly, and now Mr. Thomson, of

Clovenfords, has taken it up, and is growing it in quan-
tity for market purposes. This season he has more
than a ton of fruit of it, and they are very fine, but, as

Mr. S naively remarked, he is "no goin' to

eat them." Gros Guillaume is the correct and
proper name of the Grape generally grown and known
in this country as Barbarossa. " D. T. F." is in error

in calling it a synonym : it is not so. The two
Grapes, Gros Guillaume and Barbarossa, are totally

distinct, according to the best authorities. The former

is the one cultivated in this country under the erroneous

name of Barbarossa. The Barbarossa is a red or

grizzly Grape, as its name, Barba rossa, would imply.

I do not know of its being anywhere in cultivation in

this country. The Gros Guillaume I consider one of

the best late Grapes in cultivation, and where well

ripened it is excellent in flavour. The Grape
exhibited at the Great International Fruit Show
at Glasgow, which was awarded the 1st prize as

the best-bloomed Grape, to which " D. T. F."

alludes, and which he considers to be Gros Col-

man, was included in various stands. In one case

it was labelled " Pennington Hall Hamburgh," and in

another it was "supposed by some to be Barbarossa."

In the opinion of the majority of the fruit judges

present at the show it was Barbarossa, /. e., Gros

Guillaume, and I entirely agree with them. Had
"D, T. F." the same opportunity of comparing it and
tasting it as these gentlemen ? The same Grape was
some time ago submitted to the Fruit Committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society, and by that body it

was likewise considered to be Gros Guillaume. That
it is not Gros Colman " D. T. F," may rest assured,

and I am glad to be able thus far to set his doubting

mind at rest. P.

Gas Tar and Slugs.—If a wall encloses the

garden—well, if not, stop up all holes in the bottom of

the fence, so that a duck cannot get through (a man
used to such work would do it in an hour or two, how-
ever bad) ; turn in a few ducks ; the amount they eat

is enormous ; even the large-shelled snail, if as big as

a Walnut, away they go into "Duckdom." After a

crack of the shell, the smaller ones go down whole.

Give for each duck about ^ lb. of Barley night and

morning. The increase of weight for eacli duck, in

good condition to start with, is from 8 to 12 oz. per

week; pro iem., say 14 to 21 days. A Subscriber

from the Beginning (1840) Notts.

Golden Champion Grape.—I learn from you that

Mr. William Thomson is not satisfied with the dis-

claimer that you printed in your last number, and

complains of the animus displayed against him by

anonymous writers. As I had no intention whatever

of reflecting injuriously on his character, I have no

hesitation in withdrawing the word "impostor,"

which was not intended to apply to him or to any

other person. I must also express my regret for

having inadvertently used a word which Mr. Thomson
considers liable to misinterpretation. The expression

"disappointing" would have expressed my meaning

equally well. Trusting that this explanation will be

deemed satisfactoiy, I sign myself An Old Chiswick

Crock Boy.

Marquis of Lome Cucumber.—I have seen this

Cucumber several times this season, and I think Mr.

Hamilton may be justly proud of it as being the finest

Cucumber he has yet raised. I saw it growing in his

houses at Botcherby last season before it was sent out,

and it was very fine indeed then ; still it would have

pleased him amazingly could he have seen a dish of

nine exhibited at the Great Malvern show in September,

by Mr. Fowler, gr. at the Imperial Hotel there, in his

wonderfully fine collection of vegetables. Each speci-

men was young and perfect in form, and I shortly

afterwards saw the house in which they were grown, and

several more of first-class quality could have been cut.

Mr. Fowler says it is not early, but it is an excellent
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cropper. I had previously lieard it condemned for

bitterness and want of flavour, but Mr. Vertegans, of

Birmingham, myself and others tasted specimens of it

exhibited there, and we found it entirely free from

bitterness, as w^ell as crisp, tender, and of a good
Cucumber flavour. Probably after it gets too large it

may be bitter, and this variety soon grows very large,

but no one should allow it to do so unless for seeding

purposes. Taste with regard to Cucumbers for exhi-

bition differs wondeifully, as we very often see very

large examples exhibited, but these overgrown monsters

are as unfit for the dinner-table as they are for exhi-

bition. Jl'. Dean.

Propagating Mulberries.—In ISFarch, 1S69, my
son, during a sojourn in the South, near Cambridge,
put six cuttings of Mulberries, of previous year's

growth, about 6 inches in length, leaving only two
buds on each, in a 6-incli pot, in peat soil, and then
placed them in a Cucumber-frame ; three grew. He
brought them as a present to me last October, potted

each in a 6-inch pot, using strong loam. In March I

placed them in slight bottom-heat ; thestrongest cutting,

now S inches high, and forming a handsome miniature

bush, produced 12 fine berries, which ripened early in

August. I venture, through your columns, to inquire

if it is not a very rare occurrence for Mulberries to be
produced under such circumstances. ^Yhen, curate of

Cottenham, in 1S34, I had a large Mulberry tree blown
down. I planted 20 large arms : two grew. Many
years ago the gardener at King's College Lodge, Cam-
bridge, used the arm of a Mulberry, which had been
blown off in winter, as a post for a small hand-gale

;

it grew well, quickly formed a handsome tree, pro-

ducing remarkably fine fruit. I have no doubt the

tree is still in existence in the Provost's garden.
Adam Fifcky The Vicarage^ Thovison Str^vard^ Bcdale,

September 2S.

The Cause of Clubbing.—In reply to the inquiryof
" Greenhorn" as to the cause of the club in the crops
of Broccoli, Cauliflower, &c., it may perhaps console
him that his is not the only locality affected, and that

it has been more general this year than for many years
past, caused chietly in my opinion by the sudden
changes in the weather from heavy rain to excessive
drought, as club invariably follows a check in the
growth of the plant. But the nature of the soil is the
principal thing, as some lands will carry the Brassica
tribe for several years in succession, while others will

club the first year they are planted on them. I have
found lime from the gasworks (or " Blue Billy" as it

is called) prevent it. M. C.

In reply to "Greenhorn's" inquiry in last

week's Gardeners'' Chronicle'^ into the cause of club-
bing in the Brassica tribe, I believe it will be found
to be the result of the attacks of the wireworm. To
avoid its consequences, those seedlings which are
found not to be affected should be dipped in a
mixture of soot and clay and water, and all such
plants as have been attacked should be discarded
and burnt. As prevention is better than cure, the
seed-beds should be dressed with soot and lime,
well mixed with the soil in digging where wireworm
is even suspected to exist. The cause of blindness in

ail the Brassica tribe, so universal this year, is no
doubt the result of the attack of some other insect,

the economy of which your excellent correspondent,
Prof. Westwood, will no doubt supply. I apprehend,
however, more difficulty in checking its ravages than
in those of the wireworm on the roots. C. Z., IslrLVorth^

October i.

Amaranthus salicifolius.—The beautiful golden
crowns of graceful foliage, which are the chief features

of this recently introduced plant, seem to strike freely.

I have at the present time three very nice plants, about
a foot in height, in the form of small standards, that

would be very beautiful for almost any kind of decora-
tion. I have no doubt but that for such as table work
they would be invaluable, and plants can be got up,
such as I describe, in a short time. I believe that it is

but seldom that one sees (and I remember no such
other instance) pure variegation strike so easily. This
is also suggestive. Robert MackeUar.

Potato Disease.—Whatever may be the result of
scientific research and experiments in discovering a
cure or prevention of the Potato disease, it behoves all

growers to avail themselves of all practical hints and
experiences in limiting the losses in this essential crop,
not for their own interest merely, but for the good of
society generally. This feeling has induced me to
follow the example of your numerous correspondents,
and give my little experiences on the subject. I cer-

tainly agree with your correspondent, Mr. Tillery, and
others, as to the advisability of early planting. For
some few years I have grown 5 or 6 acres of early
Shaws and Regents, always endeavouring to finish

planting by the second week in March, and have
generally managed to get them all to market before the
disease affected them ; but this year, owing to the
backward season, I have not been so fortunate, as a
great many of my Regents were diseased before I
could fork them. I had a border of White Dons that
•were ready for lifting some time back, but as I meant
them for seed I did not fork them, and upon trying
them last week I did not find a single diseased Potato
out of about 30 bushels, although the haulm had entirely
disappeared. I may state that they were planted after

Parsnips, with bone-dust sown along the drills. The
White Dons were planted March S, the Regents

March 6. M, C. [Mr. S. II. Godson informs us that

he has some land on which the disease was bad last

year, and around which it is also bad this year ; this

was well dressed with lime for the present year's crop,

and though all around the disease is rampant, it is not

to be found on the land so treated, on which the Potatos

are perfectly sound and good. Eds.]
As this disease is now occupying so much

attention, I will repeat w-hat I believe I wrote to the

Gardeners' Chronicle at the time of its first appearance.

In that year I had not room for a Celery trench, and
put the tops of a row of Potatos on one side, and put

the earth out of the trench over the row, covering the

crown of it. I had about a dozen rows of Potatos, but

they were so diseased that I threw them out, and they

were eaten by birds and snails ; but when I came to

earth up the Celery (which was very late), I found the

row covered by the earth perfectly sound—set the

same time, the same flat and kind, as those diseased.

I now earth only on one side, with the same results.

I let an old man help this year, and occasionally he has

missed putting the earth over the crown (or where the

Potato top comes out of the ground). The earth has

an open space, caused from the shrinking stem of the

haulm ; at such roots three-quarters are diseased. An
Old Subscriber, Notts.

The Raisin Grapes.—Can you or any of your
correspondents kindly inform me, through your columns,
what is the name of the (rrapc from which the largest

raisins are made ? Also the name of sorts adapted for

making raisins in South Australia which have the most
fleshy and largest berry and straggling bunch ?—Muscat
of Alexandria, which is generally used, is too small.

Richard Binns. [We have no experience in the

matter. Eos.]

Mr. Laxton's Double Dwarf Pelargoniums.

—

I have forwarded a small box containing blooms of

my new seedling double dwarf Zonal Pelargoniums,

Jewel {First-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural

Society), E. J. Lowe, No. 30, and semi-double Aurora,

The flowers of the two former are almost mimics of

various Roses, and if mounted with small Rose foliage

and buds in a miniature stand would almost pass for

Liliputians amongst the queen of flowers. E. J. Lowe,
from the white exterior of the petals, has a striking

effect in the truss, and Aurora is a Tcry free blooming
bright coloured variety of the Tom Thumb race, to

which all the varieties belong, having none of the

blood of the old coarse-growing Inquinans, or Gloire

de Nancy type in them. I have also been cross-breed-

ing for variety in colour, and have obtained some
striking novelties in dark purplish tints ; and although

I have not yet succeeded in getting a pure white—one
of the objects I have been aiming at,—several blush and
light pinks have appeared, and I have no doubt that I

shall be able, time and opportunities permitting, to

bear out Dr. Denny's remarks, and obtain by cross-

breeding the result sought, or at all events an approxi-

mation thereto, although I have been anticipated in

this respect, to some extent, by Nature, who it appears
on this occasion, as she frequently does, has favoured
our Continental neighbours. I hope to send you shortly

some remarks on Dr. Denny's paper on hybridisation.

Thomas Laxton. [Of the flowers sent Jewel is much
the best. It is rich and clear in colour, and remarkably
full and well formed. No. 30 is a little more open-
eyed, while Aurora is semi-double, and the brightest

of all. E. J. Lowe does not appear to open well, and
in consequence looks pinched up. We look upon
Jewel as a real and decided acquisition. Eds.]

An Antidote for Slugs.—Some of your readers

may care to know, if they do not do so already, that

a little carbolic acid, diluted, as usual, with ten times

its quantity of water, will attract and kill scores of slugs

if it is sprinkled on waste ground near their haunts. No
harm is done to the ground. % M. /fayward, Sid-

mouth, September 30.

Luminosity of Fungi.

—

Apropos of the cases

recorded at p. 1257, I well remember a striking

instance of the extraordinary luminosity of some
partially decayed Larch some 30 years ago. One night,

when the family were asleep, the cry of '* Fire !
" was

heard. On rushing into the back kitchen, the whole
of the wood seemed in a state of ignition. Water was
dashed upon it to no purpose. Then several began to

scatter the heap to put out the fire. The more it was
disturbed the more it seemed to burn, and yet it did
not burn us. For a few moments all felt awe-stricken
in the presence of the wood burning and not consumed.
The bush in the wilderness was recalled, and parents
and children alike began to fall back from the wood ;

it illuminated the whole room, but there was no heat,

consequently no danger ; the light of the candle seemed
to quench the light of the wood. On closer exami-
nation it was also found that certain pieces were non-
luminous ; those with the bark on, to wit. By turning
them in certain directions, and extinguishing and re-

lighting the candles, the cause was discovered : only
the decayed pieces were luminous, and those stripped
of their bark. Several of the most striking examples
were kept and distributed among the neighbours as

curiosities. This wood retained its luminosity all the

winter. I have seen many similar cases, but never

one so striking. Many experiments were tried with it,

such as striking the more rotten portions against a

block—the splinters flew off like a shower of light

;

cutting it into small fragments with a hatchet produced
similar effects. The light is peculiar, a cold very

white light, analogous to that thrown off by fishes, and,

indeed, very like it. I have also seen fungus on
the bark of trees luminous, insomuch that I have
thought that glow-worms had taken to climbing, and

tried to collect them, and found only fungus. Stumps
of trees denuded of their bark in ferneries are often

slightly luminous ; but Firs, especially Spruce and
Larch, which are seldom used for such purposes, are

most distinguished by luminosity when in a state of

decomposition. Much of the wood in the first example

now described was so soft that it could be picked to

pieces with the fingers
;

yet was the outside under

the bark whole, until disturbed, and encased with the

luminous mycelium. D. T. Fish.

After a botanical ramble last week I returned

home bringing with mc some fungi on decayed

wood, which I placed on my study table ready for

examination next morning, and retired to bed. I had

not been long in my room before I heard a great com-
motion down stairs amongst the membersof my family,

who were evidently in a state of great excitement. I

could distinctly hear the word *' Fire !
" a word which,

when accompanied with commotion, always produces

alarm in a quiet house. There is a river between my
residence and the fire engine office, and the Welsh
bridge is half a mile away, and a garden engine is not

of much use in a dangerous conflagration. A moment
after I heard a burst of laughter, and my wife came
running upstairs with a piece of wood in her hand
begging me to go into the dark passage to see the

phosphoric light which the wood emitted—it was that

I had just brought home for the sake of the fungi on
it. There were growing on it Peziza vulgaris, Poly-

porus versicolor, Licca fragiformis, and another fungus

I have not yet determined ; to which of the mycelia

of these fungi must I attribute the offence of alarming

my household so late at night? W. Phillips, Shrezus-

bury.

Rushes for Foot-stool Making.— I am anxious

to ascertain where, and at what price, I can procure

the wide Rushes of which the foot-stools used in

churches, and commonly called bosses or hassocks, are

made. The Rushes appear to be about the size of the

Bulrush, but I scarcely think there would be a suffi-

cient supply of these latter in England to admit of

their being sold at as moderate a rate as, from the

price charged for the foot-stools, those used in the

manufacture must be. Perhaps some of your readers

may be able to give me the information I want.

E. L. T
Tritoma Uvaria.—During the autumn I have in

several gardens noticed that this plant is a great

favourite with bees, and on sunny days I have seen as

many as 100 to 200 bees on a plant, boring into the

tube-shaped flowers, and evidently for honey-storing

matter, as I could not detect any with the pollen of

the flower attached to them. This plant, therefore,

may be regarded as a valuable bee-feeding plant in the

autumn. D.

Campanula pyramidalis.—Your remark (p. 1258)
that the Campanula lactiflora is a beautiful long-

flowering plant, very seldom seen, reminds me that

this is mostly true of the glorious pyramidal Cam-
panulas, white and blue. It does not seem to be
generally known that these are perfectly hardy
perennials. Sow the seed as soon as ripe, or in the

spring, either in boxes under glass or in the open air.

Give the plants a moderately rich soil, and plenty of

room—say a foot apart the first season. Plant in

masses, or singly, where you wish them to bloom in

the autumn. Give a single stake to keep the centre

stem straight, and enjoy such a pyramid of white or

blue bells as no other plant can furftish. Or, better

still, perhaps, sow or plant at once where you wish
them to flower. Keep them clear of weeds, and from
the encroachment of other plants during the first

season's growth, and they will take care of themselves the

second, or flowering season. Larger and taller flower-

stems are secured by the non-transplanting system,

for naturally the plant is given to form a tap-root ; and
the larger the tap-root, and the deeper it bores, the

taller the flower-stem. This Campanula used to be

one of the most popular plants in the conservatory and
window. It has fallen wonderfully out of fashion. It

ought to come in afresh, and grace all such positions

anew with its rare dignity and beauty, and take a

distinguished place in our beds and borders as well.

No plant is more worthy of our best and most pro-

minent positions, and few or none can be more rapidly

increased by seed, more easily cultivated, or certainly

flowered. D. T. Fish.

A Giant Amaranthus.—Under the name of Ama-
ranthus tricolor giganteu?, I sowed last spring a small
packet of seed. "VVhen sufficiently large, I found the
plants to be but our old friend, the Prince's Feather,

one of which, however, went off with so great a start of
growth, that I was forcibly reminded of the young
cuckoo amongst the little brood of hedge-sparrows.
This Brobdignag was put into a 24-sized pot, and
allowed to grow as best it could, and now and for

some time past it has been 6 feet m height, with a grand
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pyramidal tuft of flowers of a rich crimson, about 2 feet

in length, and clothed with side-slioots to the bottom of

the stem. Considering how much it has been starved,

it would be fair to conjecture that if it had been planted

out at the first in good soil it would have made a much
greater development, and proved really a grand object.

I thinlc it would be a valuable acquisition in sub-

tropical gardens, and especially would it be effective

showing up amidst beds and borders of shrubs. Its

robustness admits of easy modes of cultivation. I pre-

sume it must be termed Amaranthus atropurpureus

giganteus, or the Giant Prince's Feather. A. D.

The So-called Congresses at the Provincial
Meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society.

—In a recent leader you speak of the abandonment of

these, as desired by some. I should say, let us first have
one. The nearest approach yet made to a meeting of

this sort, worthy of the name, was at Oxford. There

at least we had comparative quiet, and the voices of the

readers were not drowned by the accompaniments of

restless feet or music, or noises of various sorts, but that

likewise was burdened with papers. The place for

mere papers of no more than common merit or passing

interest is the Press
;
[Wc demur to this] this, in

its ever widening area, must be filled week after week
and month after month. The Congresses hitherto have
become mere feeders of the Press ; this, on the face of

it, is a vital mistake. No man nor class of men should

be expected to meet at a sacrifice of time and conveni-

ence to listen to a paper, it may be, badly read, that

he may read for himself at home. Unless these read-

ings are to become schools of style or elocution I

should be glad to be informed what useful pur-

pose they are likely to serve. We hear much now-a-
days of the development of the social element at

such meetings. But how that element is to be strength-

ened by a hundred or more men meeting to hear ten or

a dozen of their fellows hurry through papers at high-

pressure speed, in order that others may find time to do
likewise, passes my comprehension. The whole thing

is a strain upon one's patience and self-denial. If the

papers are common-place, the endurance of the audience
is tried to the uttermost. If original, striking, and there-

fore provocative of remark, they prove tantalising in the

extreme. This point requires explanation—that prin-

ciple needs to pass through the crucible of criticism.

The explanation might readily be given, the critical

faculty is present in abundance, sharpened to the

keenest edge by the paper read ; but before it can be
indulged, another reader is off like a rocket on quite a
different tack, and soon throughout the sitting. Why,
the whole thing is a reflection on our common sense.

A Congress without discussion is like a ballot without
secrecy—a dinner-table bare of eatables. Either let us

drop the name, and call these meetings readings, or

bring our practice up to the name. No one could then
be deceived. At present every one attends the Con-
gress expecting discussion, and all go away dissatisfied;

the number of the papers smother it. Why, then, not
reduce the number to one at each sitting, or two, or

«ven three papers on one subject, as suggested by the

Rev. C. P. Peach, at p. 1166. I also agree with him
that the subjects be advertised, as well as the readers of

the papers thereon, not only ten days, but a month or

more before the meeting ; or, better still, why not
even complete these arrangements early enough to insert

them in the list of prizes ? By moving in time there

could be no great difficulty in doing so. The election

of subjects might safely be left to the readers and the
Congress committee. As to the speakers, nothing should
be done to hinder spontaneity of utterance ; hence I

cannot wholly approve of the notice of intention to

speak, as suggested by your correspondents, the Rev. C.
P. Peach and Dr. Denny, at p. 1263. No excess of
speaking need be anticipated ; the difficulty is, not how
to repress, but how to stimulate freedom of speech.
The more that take part in the discussion the more
interesting and profitable it would be ; besides, how
could it be possible to tell whether one wished to speak
until one had heard what was said ? Cut-and-dry
speeches seldom or never hit the mark of immediate
interest ; and supposing there was any lack of speak-
ing, the chairman might readily call upon any one
presumed to be specially qualified to speak to the
subject in hand. The chief points, and in these I

entirely agree with your correspondents, are that ample
time should be afforded for discussion—that the Con-
gress be held in a suitable place at the most convenient
time, and that it be confined to one subject each day.
Further, I would urge that the range of subjects be as
wide as possible, embracing not only all that tends to
the advancement of horticulture, but much that relates
to the elevation of horticulturists—for I firmly believe
that horticulture cannot rise much higher until the
men who have mainly made it what it is. rise with it.

D. T. Fish.

Warner's King Apple.—That the nomenclature
of Apples IS sadly out of joint most of us pretty well
know, and any information on the subject, if correct,
is acceptable. My contribution relates to the above-
named Apple, some grafts of which I obtained a few
years since near Southampton, where it is grown under
thenameofWfltshire Lass. I fruited it for the first
time this year, having a splendid example some 12A
mches round, and of a handsome conicU shape. This
was placed before the Fruit Committee on the iSth

ult., and by one authority was pronounced to be
Gloria Mundi, and by another Warner's King. On a
comparison of the foliage with that of the latter kind I

found Warner's King to be the correct name. I have
seen this variety growing and fruiting in fine form in

the orchard at Heckfield, and Mr. Wildsmith will bear

me out that it is a first-rate kitchen Apple, ranking
amongst the largest and handsomest sorts that we have.

It is exceedingly robust, a good cropper, keeps well,

and is altogether worthy of most general cultivation.

A. D,

The Vegetable Season !—I never saw the Potato
disease so bad as it is in this locality. A month
ago, on observing the fatal spots, I took up the whole
of my early sorts, picking all out that were attacked,

thinking I had made sure of plenty of seed, which I

laid thinly on the fruit shelves ; but, alas ! no—they
have three parts gone since. I have in years past used
lime, sulphur, charcoal, and wood-ashes, but could
never discover any good done by so doing, and I have
come to the belief that we might just as well try to dry
the sea as to cure the disease. The Brassica tribe

never looked better. Brussels Sprouts are 4 feet high,

and well clothed with their delicious sprouts ; Cauli-

flowers, autumn-sown, good ; but spring-sown plants

have come what is locally called frothy, not those nice,

close, compact hearts which are so desirable. Onions,

autumn-sown, fine large specimens ; the different varie-

ties of new Italian are really good, both for size and
flavour. I must not omit Little Pixy Savoy, which we
are now cutting, and find to be all that can be wished
for. Asparagus we never had so indifferent ; the May
frosts caught all the early and best heads, and the cold,

comfortless weather was not at all congenial to the latter

growth. Celery has done well; my favourite sorts among
the many are Dwarf White for early and Williams'
Matchless for late work. Among the many varieties

of Cabbage, Barr's A i takes the lead : small, fine

flavoured, and early. Carrots (which all went off last

season), are this season very good ; and the same may
be said of Parnips, Beet, Turnips, &c. Lettuces,

which we grow in quantity, I never saw do better, and
the late sowings of Endive for winter supply, are all

that can be wished for. Vegetable Marrows I never
saw do so well, but I am afraid Tomatos will turn out

under average. French Beans and Scarlet Runners
are an abundant crop. Last, but not least, come
Peas, and, taking the older varieties first, I may say

that for flavour we have nothing like Alpha, Quality,

and Waterloo Marrow ; the more recent introductions

we have not had in number sufficient for a fair test.

Of the five sent out by Mr. Laxton, which comprise
Superlative, Griffin, Popular, Omega, and WilHam I.,

I most decidedly regard Omega and Superlative as the

best. I cannot possibly agree with your reporter that

Superlative is of an indifferent flavour, because, if

done [How ?], it is most excellent. However, Omega's
nice dwarf habit, well-filled pods, of a beautiful green
colour, makes it, perhaps, the gem of the collection.

Williams' King of the Marrows and Blankney
Marrow sown too late for a fair trial. Up to this we
have had Laxton's Supreme and William 1. in plenty,

but their flavour has not that marrow-like taste which
distinguishes Quality and others. R. Gilbert^ Burghley.
[Our reporter is still of opinion that for table use
Superlative is a failure, its flavour being very inferior.

Eds.]

Rose Grafting.—The art of grafting Roses on Dog
roots is still practised by some, but most grafters prefer

a stock established in a pot. Thirty years ago, Mr.
Bum, of Tottenham Park, and Mr. Sanders, of Ted-
worth, used to send men out to collect Briar roots in

the hedges, and graft the Lee's Crimson Perpetual or

Rose du Roi upon them, pot them, place them in

gentle heat, and so bring them gradually on from
December, till in May they had hundreds in bloom.
This practice is to a great extent, I may say generally,

disused, because grafting on an established stock, :>.,

one that lias made roots in the pot, is more sure. Then,
again, the Manetti has come into use, and is potted
for grafting, as being a quicker grower. It is certainly

not so good for the buyer as the Dog Rose, because it is

more tender, and does not last so long ; only, if the

cuttings are properly prepared by cutting out all the

eyes so that no suckers can come, and the graft is put
on so low that the scion roots of itself, it is not so

objectionable. We now cultivate the Dog Briar, and
pot it, for grafting Tea Roses on. Charles Lee.

Early Snowball Cauliflower.—I sent you a short

note, last autumn, respecting this early Cauliflower. I

again sowed seed this year in the open ground on
June 22, and made the first cutting of nice, firm, com-
pact, white heads, from 4 inches to 5 inches in

diameter, on September 21, others following in rapid

succession. I think a Cauliflower that can be grown
from seed and produce heads fit for the table of a

prince in 13 weeks deserves general notice, as it is

absurd to grow other kinds that require to be sown two
months earlier, take all the summer to grow in, and
then rarely turn in much earlier than the above-men-
tioned time. The Early Snowball is quite distinct from
the Dwarf Mammoth kinds, and comes very true.

A. D.

Cottage Garden Exhibitions are now very wi.lely

spread, and are doing a vast amount of good ; but a

new feature in connection with this movement has just

come under my notice. A lady friend in Leeds
intends distributing amonst some Sunday School
children Hyacinths and other bulbs, to be grown by
the children ; and prizes will be awarded to the most
successful cultivators. I always regard with much
pleasure the productions exhibited by children at the

country flower shows—especially a collection of wild
flowers in groups, each with its well-known English
name, exhibited by a little girl, 12 years of age, at the
Malvern show a few days since. IV. D. [The experi-

ment of distributing bulbs amongst Sunday School
children has already been satisfactorily tried in Man-
chester. See p. 1033. Eds.]

Societies.

Royal Horticultural : October 2. — W. W.
Saunders, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. The preliminary
business at this meeting consisted of the election ot one
Fellow ; after which the awards of the committee were
announced, and the Rev. M. J. Berkeley proceeded to
address the meeting. Alluding to Messrs. Hendersons
rare double white Colchicum, he remarked that Mr.
Barr had shown him cut flowers of several double
varieties, and he knew of nothing easier of culti-

vation, or of more interest than a collection of
these Autumn Crocuses. As regarded the specimen of
Tupistra nutans, he remarked that few plants had been
put into more natural orders ; it was now included in

Liliaceae. Respecting the specimen of Lagenaria vul-

garis, shown at the last meeting by Mr. Noble, he had to

say that Mr. Noble had eaten it, but admitted that it was
not good, and he (Mr. Berkeley) would certainly not
recommend it to be eaten, as some of the varieties of
this species were extremely poisonous, and the others
very doubtful. A letter from Mr. Berkeley's son,
residing at Amherst, was then read, attention being
particularly directed to two kinds of fungi sold
there, and to the statement that he had examined
the original tree of the famous Amherstia nobflis,

described by Wallich, the stem of which was now 12 feet

in circumference. Coming next to the subject of the fungi
exhibited, he remarked that Mr. English showed a
species of Hydnum which he believed was quite new
to the English flora ; and commenting on the Potato
disease, and the multitude of theories which had been
put forth respecting it, he said there could be no doubt
but that the Peronospora was the cause of it, and atten-

tion should now be paid to asertaining what are the
resting spores. The Chairman made a few observations
on several subjects before the meeting, which was then
adjourned to November 6.

Floral Committee.—W. Marshall. Esq., in the
chair. First-class Certificates were awarded at this

meeting to Mr. William Bull for Dracaena gloriosa, one
of the finest and most robust forms yet introduced, the
leaves being long, broad, and of a metallic green colour
striped with bronzy orange ; for Macrozamia pulchra, a very

handsome and distinct and quite new introduction from
Australia, the pinnae being narrow and set rather widely
apart on twisted leaves ; for Helminthostachys verticil-

lata, an East Indian member of a genus of Ophioglossaceas,
nearly allied to our common Adder's-tongue Fern, and
having a whorl of barren fronds raised on a stalk, and
surrounding a central spike of spore cases ; and for

CEnocarpus dealbatus, a very fine glaucous-leaved Palm
from Brazil. Also to Mr. Wilson, gr. to W. Marshall,
Esq., for a curiously cut or cleft form of Thamnopteris
Nidus, called ramosa, a seedling raised at Clay Hill,

Enfield. To Anchusa capensis, "the Cape Forget-me-
Not," shown at a former meeting, as on this occasion, by
the authorities at the Society's garden, Chiswick, and
remarkable for its bright white-eyed indigo-blue flowers

;

to Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, for Colchicum
autumnale albiflorum plenum, a very fine double white
form of the Autumn Crocus. From the gardens of Mr.
W. W. Saunders at Hillfield, Reigate, came a large

freely-flowered plant of Sedum spectabile, which had been
grown in a peat border, and under the shade of trees,

and which may be regarded as a valuable hint, seeing that

we have none too many subjects of any decorative value for

that purpose. With the above also came a plant of much
botanical interest—a fruiting specimen of Tupistra nutans.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons sent three varieties of Hippeasfrum

;

and from Messrs. Standish & Co. came a grou|} of plants,

including a batch of seedlings from Berbcris stenophylla,

no two of which appeared to be alike (see p. 1321). Mr.
Ingram, gr. to the Duke of Rutland, Belvoir Castle, sent

a hybrid between Pachyphytum bracteatum and EcheverJa
secunda glauca, a promising plant for bedding out ; and
from Mr. W.Jordan, gr. toj. Bonstead, Esq.. Wimble-
don, came a large handsome specimen of a Gymnogramma,
said to be a seedling between G. chrysophylla and G.
Laucheana. To Mr. G. Barnett, Russell Road Nursery,

Wimbledon, an extra prize was awarded for six nicely

grown plants of Tree Mignonette ; and to Mr. Parsons,

Danebury, a First-class Certificate was awarded for

Asplenium Adiantum-nigrum Serpentini. Mr. Wills, of

the Exotic Nursery, Old Brompton, sent several plants of

a laciniate variety of Scolopendrium vulgare ; and Mr. R.

Dean contributed a dwarf French Mangold, with yellow-

ish-crimson flowers, and a specimen of his new variety,

named aurea floribunda, which received a First-class

Certificate at a former meeting.

Fruit Committee."G. E. Blenkins, Esq., in the

chair. Cultural Commendations were awarded at this

meeting to Messrs. James Veitch & Sons for a very large

and particularly well-grown collection of Endive ; to Mr,
Jones, The Royal Gardens, Frogmore, for four handsome
smooth-leaved Cayenne Pines ; to Mr. Wells. Southend,
for a basket of Black Hamburgh Grapes, grown to great

perfection in an ordinary ground vinery ; to the authorities

at Chiswick for examples of Black Hamburgh and
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Madresfield Court Grapes, grown in a house with-

out artificial heat, and perfection in finish and
flavour ; and to Mr. Fenn, The Rectory. Wood-
stock, for a collection of Potatos, seedlings of

1872. including several of a very promising character.

Prizes were otTered by Messrs. James Carter & Co. for

6 dishes of Potatos, viz., " three dishes of white and pink

round varieties, and three dishes of white and pink

kidneys, to include Carter's Ashtop Fluke." The ist

prize was won by Mr. Fenn, who had, of rounds, Fenn's

Early Market, a good cropping white variety, recom-

mended for garden or field cultivation ; Cricket Ball, pink,

a fine second early ; and Rector of Woodstock, a white

second early, and a fine Potato. Kidney-shaped varieties

were represented in Mr. Fenn's group by Bountiful, a
splendid second early pink ; Woodstock Kidney, a fine

white second early, and the stipulated variety, which Mr.
Fenn states is a second early, and an excellent keeper.

The 2d prize was won by Mr. F. Miller, gr. to F. T.

Friend, Esq., North Down, near Margate, with well-

grown examples of Carter's Ashtop Fluke, Jackson's White
Kidney, a pink-eyed kidney ; Sutton's Red-skin Flourball

and Kerry Blue, a deep-eyed, ill-shaped type of Potato,

that ought never to be seen on an exhibition table. Mr.
Lumsden, Bloxholm Hall Gardens, Sleaford, and Mr. G.
Craddock, Compton Verney, also competed. Prizes were
also offered for collections of Black and White Grapes,
the ist prize in each class going to Messrs. Lane & Son,
Berkhampstead, whose Muscats were very fine. In the

class for a single bunch of White Grapes Messrs. Lane &
Son again came in ist, with a beautifully coloured and
well finished bunch of Muscat of Alexandria ; Mr. Cole, gr.

to J. S. Budgett, Esq., Eahng Park, being 2d, with a nice

bunch, hardly so well coloured, of the same variety. Mr.
E. Morris, gr. to H. T. Salmon, Esq., Gayton House,
Northampton, sent a fine bunch of Foster's White Seed-
ling. Mr. James, gr. to VV. F. Watson, Esq., Redlees,
Isleworth, sent two seedling hybrid Melons ; and the

Bellamore Hybrid Melon was shown by Mr. Morall,

gr. to T. B. Horsfall, Esq., Bellamore House,
Rugeley. Mr. Jones, the Royal Gardens, Frog-
more, sent examples of Golden Queen Pear, raised

at Frogmore. It is rather small, pale golden in

colour, and said to be of good flavour, but the committee
did not consider it of sufficient merit to warrant a First-

class Certificate being awarded to it. Mr. Jones also sent

several specimens of the Hedsor Cucumber (true), which
is one of the nicest types of Cucumber for table work that

we have seen. It averages from 12 to 15 inches in length,

and 4 in circumference, is one of the Telegraph breed,
and has only one fault, that of being a little too long in

the neck. Mr. Cole showed 6 very fine fruit of Hepper's
Improved Goliath Tomato ; and from Mr. R. Dean,
Eahng, came examples of his Early Snowball Cauliflower,
cut from plants sown in the open ground on June 22. It

is a small, compact, white-headed form, of good quality,

and the committee requested to see it again. Mr. Dean
also sent large, fresh, and crisp specimens of the new
Californian Mammoth White Radish, of which an
illustration was given in our columns last year. Mr.
Fenn brought for the opinion of the committee several

bottles of home-made wines, the manufacture of which
has occupied his attention for many years, with re-

sults which must be regarded as every satisfactory.

Mr. Fenn has exhibited these wines on several

occasions, with the praiseworthy object of callmg
attention to this branch of horticultural industry,

and in the hope of getting up a Httle compe-
tition amongst amateur makers. The different samples
were tasted, and the committee came to the conclusion
that the best was that made from Esperione in 1870, an
excellent sparkling red wine ; and the next a mixture of

Esperione and Royal Muscadine, a good dry wine, which
Mr. Fenn recommends as a beverage to be used with fish.

Th.eFungus Exhibition.—Authorities high in fungi

(see fig. 300) consider that a *

' Fungery " (or perhaps more
properly speaking a " Fung-eat-um ") will soon be quite

as essential to a well appointed garden as an " Alpinery,"
a "Fernery," or a " Pinetum " itself. I look forward to

the time when the gardener, who now merely grows our
fruits and Orchids, will be expected to possess sufficient

fungic knowledge to cultivate our melting Puff-balls and
rare Morels. When this happy time arrives our cooks
will probably understand the mysteries of the Lycoperdon
omelette, the Vegetable Beefsteak, and Dr. Bulls now
famous " Fistulina gravy ;" but till then we must be content
with our home-fed turkeys without home-grown truffles,

and buy our Horse-Mushrooms, stale and indigestible, in

Covent Garden Market. As heretofore, the London fungus
meeting was a great success, and although the number of

species exhibited was perhaps below the average, yet in

general interest and rarity they were, on the whole, quite
up to the mark. Many of our very commonest
species were conspicuous by their absence, and
others, the least to be expected, were well represented.
Neither of the exhibitors entered the lists in the third class

for cultivated fungi, and, indeed, this can hardly be won-
dered at considering the almost insuperable difficulties

there are in the way of getting fungi to appear just at the
time they are wanted. A fortnight ago 1 had a splendid
crop of Coprinus atramentarius, which I grew from spores
planted last autumn, but on the day of the exhibition not

a vestige was left. This fungus has kept its exact place

in my garden, where it was originally grown from spores,

for eight years, and has regularly produced two crops
every year, one in the spring and the other in the autumn.
Previous to this year 1 had found autumn-planted spores
produce their first crop the following spring, but in my
last trial the perfect plants did not appear till twelve
months after planting the spores. I buried one or two
pilei last autumn near an old post of a swing close to a
path made of strong, large pebbles (driven in small end
downwards) ; the mycelium apparently ran under these
pebbles, and two or three weeks ago the perfect plants
pushed the stones from their setting and displayed their
own graceful forms instead. If any attempts are made in

this direction in future, it would perhaps be well for the
Society to leave the date of exhibition open, for when the

plants once appear they are so fugitive that it is simply
impossible to keep them for exhibition. A course similar

to this is pursued by the Royal Horticultural Society of

Dublin. I think I may safely say, that never since the exhi-

bitions of fungi were first instituted by the Royal Horticul-
tural Society has there been such an intolerably bad year
tor collecting as this ; in my own case, although I made
strenuous efforts to get a good collection, and, moreover,
got substantial aid from several kind friends, yet I found
it altogether impossible to get a single specimen of the

common Mushroom. I could not get a single Cham-
pignon [We saw several in the garden on the Victoria
Embankment, near Charing Cross, on October 3.

Eds.], or Boletus edulis, Agaricus personatus, or
Coprinus comatus. Neither of the other exhibitors had
the two latter ; no Agaricus nebularis was in the room,
and the Champignons shown were of the most unsatis-

factory character. I was only able to show one single

Agaricus prunulus, and one little Horse-Mushroom, which
came all the way from Hereford. The well-known
Agaricus procerus was only represented by one or two
bad specimens, and Boletus edulis was just represented,
and that is all ; there were no truffles, and the Giant Puff"-

ball itself would have had no place had not Mr. Davidson,
from Messrs. Veitch's, brought one with him. Some
edible species were well shown in Lactarius deliciosus,

Fistulina hepatica, Russula heterophylla, Cantharellus
cibarius, Hygrophorus pratensis and virgineus, Agaricus
rubescens, Hydnum repandum, and a few others ; the

poisonous being strong in Lactarius vellereus, piperatus,

torminosus, turpis, controversus and rufus. Russula furcata,

fragilis, and Agaricus muscarius, A. sinuatus, and A.
phalloides. Mr. Austin had a Phallus impudicus shut

up in a tin box with a label descriptive of its nature,

and ever and anon some inquiring spirit might be
seen inspecting and smelling the treasure inside.

As a proof of the solid benefits these shows of fungi con-
fer on science, I may say that at every exhibition we have
had striking additions made to our flora. Dr. Bull, of

Hereford, led the way with his magnificent specimens of

Fig. 300.—Al'THOKITlES HIGH IN Pt'NGI.

Lactarius controversus ; then we had Agaricus jubatus,

A. clavipes, A. alnicola, A. circinatus, and many other

species, all new to our lists. And the exhibitors have not

been behind this year, for it is exceedingly probable that

many new and most interesting additions will soon be

made to our fungus flora when some of the plants exhi-

bited have been properly examined. For instance,

Agaricus splendens was, strangely enough, brought by all

the exhibitors, and a new Hydnum by Mr. English, found
by him on a Beech in Epping Forest, where not long ago
I found Radulum fagineum, then new to Britain.

Whether this Hydnum will turn out to be H. cirrhatum
or no, Mr. Berkeley {who secured the specimen) will

probably let us know. Amongst the rarities displayed

may be mentioned Mr. Berkeley's two fine species of

Thelephora, viz., T. multizonata and T. Sowerbei. The
former, which is, perhaps, second in point of beauty to no
other British fungus, was found by Mr. English in Epping
Forest, and the latter came from Dr. Bull, of Hereford.

This plant was especially interesting, as it had not been
displayed at any previous show, and it served to illustrate

the differences between two very rare, closely allied, but
very distinct species. Mr. Austin had the rare Hygro-
phorus obrusseus in his collection, and once more the

striking Cortinarius armiilatus. with its blood-red zone.

No less than three specimens of Sparassis crispa were
upon the tables, a splendid specimen from Mr. Webster,
of Gordon Castle, with Clavaria formosa from Mr.
Broome, and a noble specimen of Polyporus intybaceus

from Mr. Plowright, of King's Lynn. Most of the old

rarities were shown, and altogether the display was
most interesting and instructive; the visitors thronged
round the tables, asking questions, requesting specimens
for trial, and examining and even tasting some of

the plants, till after 5 o'clock. I cannot conceive of any
better plan for familiarising the general public with the

forms, colours, and quahties of this difficult tribe of plants

than by these annual exhibitions. Next Thursday there

is to be a fungus show in Dublin, under the auspices of

the Royal Horticultural Society of that city ; and on the

same day the famous fungic foray takes place at Hereford,

which I hope to report. IV. G. S.

The prizes for fungi, which were offered by W. W.
Saunders, Esq., were awarded, in the class for a collection

of edible and poisonous fungi, arranged separately— 1st

to Mr. J.
English, Epping; and 2d to Mr. B. J. Austin,

Reading. For the best collection of edible fungi, Mr.
Austin was ist and Mr. English 2d. Mr. W. G. Smith, 12,
North Grove West, Mildmay Park, received an extra prize.

Foreign Correspondence.
Boston, \j .S.—Efftxts of the Winter of 1871-2.—

We printed at p. 804 a letter from H. W. Sargent,
Esq., in which the damage at that time supposed to
have been done to so-called hardy trees and shrubs \xi

the United States was most vividly described. We
are much gratified to find that the injury done is not so
great as was then supposed, as will appear from the
following letter, addressed by H. H. Hunnewell, Esq.,
under date of June 26, to Mr. Anthony Waterer, to

whom we are indebted for the opportunity of pub-
lishing it :

—

" I am very happy to inform you that we have not
suffered so much by the winter as we at one time sup-
posed we had, especially in Rhododendrons. It has
turned out most unexpectedly that only the foliage was
injured, and out of my whole collection not a single plant
has been killed, the wood being good, and the buds
starting very vigorously. I cut back a few of my large
plants, so it will take them some time to be of the same
size as before, but the general effect of my plantations as
they appear to-day has suffered very little. You will no
doubt be very glad to hear this, for at one time it was
supposed so many Rhododendrons and new Conifers were
killed that people were very much discouraged, and were
threatening never to plant another. But most un-
expectedly our native evergreens, such as Hemlocks,
.'Xrbor-vit.'E, and Cedars, have suffered more than any-
thing else. My principal losses were in Irish Junipers,
Yews, Hollies, and Ficea nobilis and grandis in exposed
places. Picea cephalonica and Nordmanniana never
looked better. Retinospora pisifera aurea is a great
success, and takes the place of the Golden Yew. I see
you have your little troubles in late spring frosts, which
we fortunately never suffer from."

P.\Ris.—Taking up a PVench paper at the end of
last month (August), during a brief stay in Paris, my
eye fell on an article which began something in this

fashion :
— *' If it were not that the Tuileries are in

ruins, and the sergens de vUle have altered the shape
of their hats, we should be almost disposed to believe

that the Emperor was spending a few days at St. Cloud
and would shortly return to Paris." I quote this

because it quite accurately expresses the feeling which,

the appearance of Paris produced in my own. mind.
The injury which the city has received is, of course,

when studied in detail, enormous, but it has in no
respect impaired the general effect of the city, and
therefore has produced nothing of the inaction of dis-

couragement. The gardens of the Tuderies are in as

perfect order, and the turf up to the calcined walls of

the palace, as well kept as when the Empire was at its

best. With the other gardens it is the same. The
Buttes de Chaumont, with its high limestone cliffs and
precipices, perfectly unique as a city park, shows
hardly any trace of having been one of the hardest

fought battlefields of the Commune. The gaps in some
Rhododendron clumps, which had been rather ruth-

lessly thinned out, had not been replaced, and the turf

on some of the slopes, consisting of a small Setaria,

looked as if it had been rather recently levelled and rc-

sown. The back of the rocky prominence which juts

out into the lake was covered with a Petunia which

mixed with the permanent herbage, and suited the

broken surface very well, both from a near and
distant point of view.

The mean temperature of Paris is very little different

from that of London. But this agreement of course

conceals much greater extremes, both of summer heat

and of winter cold. It in fact shows how very little

connection there is between mean temperature and the

aspect of vegetation of a place. Nothing is, I think,

more striking than to see everywhere in Paris

Oleanders set out in the streets, and always flower-

ing, often profusely. It is quite evident that in

the majority of cases no sort of pains is taken

with their cultivation, and that the thorough

ripening of their wood is the secret of the matter.

This is, of course, a very trite reflection, but the actual

effect on the mind by an illustration of this kind is

none the less forcible. It is, in fact, the difference of

summer climate as represented in the vegetation which

strikes the eye in Parisian gardening more than the

presence of any unfamiliar elements. The Tamarisk,

for instance, banished with us to the seaside, is in

Paris a delightful element in shrubberies, attaining the

size of a small tree, with delicate green nebulous

foliage, tinged in late summer with the pink blossoms.

Subtropical plants proper, of course, feel themselves

especially at home. In the garden before the Chateau

at St. Germain Castor-oil plants of the red-tinged

variety were splendidly robust and vigorous. At the

Jardin des Plantes Amaranthus tricolor made a fine

show. I saw it, however, nowhere else in Paris, and

it seems to be a plant which cannot quite be depended

upon. Its coloration far surpasses that of Ama-
ranthus salicifolius, if its habit is not so good. A
healthy-looking Cotton plant in the open air,

in the systematic collection, is another instance

of which any additional number might be given. The
houses contained, as might be expected after the

destruction of their contents, nothing very remarkable.

The contributions from Kew and the Royal Horticul-
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tural Society had, however, gone some way towards

restoring the Orchid collection. Plumbago capensis

covered in part the back wall of one house, and was in

bloom from top to bottom. In the pond I saw a

plant which I hardly recognised at first sight ; it

proved to be a double variety of our common Sagittaria

sagittifolia, and was really handsome, I have since

seen it again at Messrs. Henderson's nursery. Within

some railings I noticed a small collection, conspicuously

labelled, of all the plants employed for bedding in the

public gardens. One of those—Gaura Lindheimeri

—

was new to me ; it is used a good deal, and from its

light feathery habit produces a good effect with smaller

things in front of it. Lantanas are to be seen every-

where. In the beautiful enclosed lawns at Versailles

they are planted round clumps of shmbsand the edges

of shrubberies.

Of bedding-out in its severest forms, not much
is to be seen in Paris. There is more of what,

for want of a better expression, one may call a

herbaceous feeling. The border at the present

time at Kew, in front of the old museum, will illustrate

my meaning, although its contents are more varied

than in similar cases at Paris. But the contents of the

beds are kept down in subordination to the general

effect. An admirable specimen of this is the treatment

of the Pare Monceaux. For example, clumps of varie-

gated Acer Negundo, planted round with Ageratum
mexicanum, produced a singularly pleasing combination,

and yet not one to distract attention ii-om the park

itself. In the Bois de Boulogne beds of plants are used

still more in relation to the landscape. From the

opposite side of the lake the effect of a mass of Coleus,

introduced so as to accentuate a jutting spur of the

wood, was good, especially when lighted up by the

afternoon sun.

It was pleasing to find how comparatively little the

trees in the streets of Paris had suffered from the siege.

The Planes, in full vigorous foliage, contrasted delight-

fully with the Limes and Horse Chestnuts, which were
already nearly bare of foliage. Even the Ailantus,

although redeemed by its reddening seed-vessels, and
the Paulownia, look rather shabby compared with the

Planes.

It is always curious to notice reflections of the vege-

tation of a country in its customs. Thus about Amiens
the common brooms in use are everywhere made of the

stalks of Camelina sativa, which is grown for the oil

expressed from its seeds. In back streets in Paris one
sees bundles of the wiry rhizomes of a too troublesome
weed—Chiendent, or Couch (Triticum repens). It is

well known to contain nutritious mucilaginous matter,

and in France this is turned to account for the fabrica-

tion of a tisane. At one of these shops I bought a
broom, such as are used also at Milan, made of the

panicles of the common Reed (Phragmites communis).
At an oriental shop I obtained another very curious

broom, made of the fibrous leaf bases of a Chamcerops.

It would be curious to know whether the idea of such

brooms in Japan was antecedent to, or borrowed from,

the English use of the Brazilian Piassaba. IV. T, D.

Florists' Flowers.
Mr. Thomas Laxton, of Stamford, whose success

in raising new and improved varieties of double
Pelargoniums promises to rival that he has achieved

in hybridising Peas, has at the present time his fine and
distinct double Pelargonium Crown Jewel in full

bloom at his residence at Stamford. It appears to be
as free-blooming as any double variety in cultivation,

and on plants in quite small pots could be seen large

trusses of blood-red coloured rosette-like flowers, each
flower having the appearance of a miniature Senateur
Vaisse Rose, the petals being symmetrically reflexed,

as one is wont to see them in this popular Hybrid
Perpetual Rose. Mr. Laxton states that he raised

Crown Jewel from seed obtained from a cross between
Madame Rose Charmeux, or the double Tom Thumb,
and Mann's Lord Derby, the double variety being the

seed-parent. All Mr. Laxton's efforts to obtain a
double white variety have, up to the present time,

proved abortive ; but he has raised what will probably
prove quite as valuable—a delicate pink flower, which,
though not quite double enough in its present form to

be distributed, will yet be invaluable for seeding from.

Blush would, perhaps, best express the shade of colour
seen in this variety. Another seedling is also marked
by decided distinctness of character, and may be said

to be intermediate between the purple of Victor de
Lyon and the bright carmine-coloured Surpasse Gloire
de Nancy, Mr. Laxton states that in all his efforts

to obtain double Pelargoniums he uses only as
seed-parents Madame Rose Charmeux, or what is

known as the Cottington Scarlet—two varieties that, it

would seem, are very nearly identical. The pollen-
parents are various, sometimes selected by design,
occasionally according to the whim of the mo-
ment, though this is by no means always design-

The blush Howers Mr. Laxton thinks to haveless.

resulted from Madame Rose Charmeux, fertilised with
the pollen taken from white, pink, and pale rose single
flowers. Some seedlings with large semi-double
flowers were well worthy of notice, as they promise to
be extremely useful as seed-parents. Mr. Laxton thinks
he has made another advance, and got something of
the large-flowered show Pelargoniums on to the double

zonal class. Some seedlings raised from this cross had
foliage much more nearly resembling that of the show
Pelargoniums than that of the strong growing double
varieties, and this circumstance appeared to favour the
inference. In one of his singular quatrains the
American poet Emerson writes :

—

" Nature, hating art and pains,

Baulks and baiifles plotting brains

;

Casualty and surprise

Are the apples of her eyes
;"

and though this is undoubtedly true, it is not true in

all its aspects, and it must be accepted to some extent
as a pretty poetic fancy. The past of floriculture

teaches that "art and pains," when directed by the
plotting brains of the cross-breeder, have frequently
caused deliberate purpose on his part to issue into

that sought to be obtained. And what Mr. Laxton
has done, not only with double Pelargoniums but with
Peas, and what others have done before him and are
doing collaterally with him (in the great majority of
cases working so as to attain the fulfilment of set

purposes), have resulted in something more than
"casualty and surprise." R.

Garden Memoranda.
Mr. Prince's Rose Grounds at Oxford,—

Calling at Oxford early in the season, I went out with
Mr. Prince to see his Roses worked on seedling Briars,

and I was so much struck with the growth they had
made, and the quality of the blooms, that I promised
myself a visit later in the season. This opportunity
was afforded me early in September. I found that

the soil of his principal Rose ground consists of a deep
stiff clayey loam, which in dry weather is so hard that

I stood on many of the lumps of earth and they
remained firm. It is a very tenacious soil, and suits

the Dog Rose admirably, at the same time a few rows
of the Manetti were doing equally well. Mr. Prince
uses no manure, finding it unnecessary to do so, as the
plants grow luxuriantly, and this season has shown the
quality of his flowers. His method of cultivating the
Briar is this. The seed when gathered is treated as

Haws and Holly berries are, and is sown in drills

about 15 inches apart. Some of these vegetate the
first year, others not until the following season, much
depending on the moisture of the soil, and the treatment
the seed receives before vegetation. Then the crop is

a very uncertain one. In 1S68 Mr. Prince had a great
hit, raising about 80,000 plants, followed by almost a
failure each following season until this year, when he
has again succeeded in raising a large number of plants.

The young Briars are planted for stocks in rows
3 feet apart, and the plants from 10 to 12 inches apart,

and these are allowed to grow wild. During the season
a horse-hoe, with a 13-coulter Suffolk drill, is used
between the rows, keeping them clear from weeds and
stirring the soil. Budding is carried on from May
until September, as buds can be procured from the
new kinds especially, as Mr. Prince "goes in heavily"
for new Roses.

The earth is bared from just above the roots of the
Briars, and the bushy head pressed on one side so as

to allow the bud to be inserted as close as possible to

the roots, and none of the top is cut away until the bud
has made some growth, and then it is cut away very
close to the bud.

I am not qualified to speak of the merits or demerits
of the rival stocks ; still I have read with peculiar
interest the communications in a contemporary of
August 31 from those two unquestionable rosarians,

the Revs. Reynolds Hole and John B. M'Cann. Mr,
Prince's success with seedling Briars certainly is weighty
evidence in its favour, and its tenacity and root-pro-

ducing properties under culture strongly recommend
it. Another point worthy of notice is, that when
it does sucker, the obtrusive growths can be imme-
diately seen.

The most important question in connection with the
seedling Briar is this—Can we cultivate it in sufficient

quantities and with sufficient ease to make culti-

vated Briars, raised in our nurseries and gardens, take
the place of the standard Briars collected every year
from our hedgerows ? I do not see why it should not
be done ; but it will not pay nurserymen to do so if

they are to be sold at the present prices of standard
Roses. The Briars at present used are collected by
men who roam over the country for this purpose, and
collect them in large quantities, many nurserymen
requiring from 4000 to 6000 standard Briars every
year, and the larger growers very much larger quanti-

ties. These Briars average in age, I imagine, from
3 to 5 years before they are really fit to become stocks
for first-class standard Roses ; and when they are
received from the collector they have still to be
trimmed, so that when they are planted they have very
little if any fibrous root, and have to make this before
they are budded. It therefore appears to me that more
durability and vigour would be secured if we could culti-

vate our standard stocks, and there is no doubt but what
it could be done, only that is a question of time and
expense. I think at least four years would be neces-
sary to develope the seed into a good-sized stock
for a standard to be able to stand without the
assistance of a stake, but I am writing this without any
facts before me, Mr. Prince has so far devoted his

attention chiefly to the seedling Briar for dwarf Roses ;

still he has examples of Roses worked on standard
Briars, especially Mar^chal Niel, which grow most
vigorously, much more so than his examples on the
ordinary stocks selected from hedgerows. Almost all

these standard stocks, though, are young and green,

and have not yet completed their growth. Standard
cultivated stocks would necessarily have a good lot of
root from the earliest stage, and young green stocks
full of vigour must necessarily get better growth and
flower than less vigorous stocks. It will, however, not
pay nurserymen to do this and be obliged to sell them
at present prices, as it would take so long to grow
them,

Mr. Prince has another nursery at Longworth, in

Berkshire, where the soil is a black sandy loam and
very deep, and here the plants make enormous growth
—better even than in his Oxford grounds, and Tea
Roses do wonderfully well there. All his Roses—and
he grows many thousands of young plants annually

—

root freely, as the young vigorous stocks throw out
plenty of fibre,

Mr. Prince will shortly introduce a new golden
variegated-leaved Rose, Dr. Freeborn, the entire stock
of which is in his hands. The variegation is very bright,

and the variety very closely resembles Countess of
Oxford in flower and growth. Mr. Prince says that

Madame George Schwartz, light transparent rose

colour, of beautiful form, is one of the very finest of
this season's new Roses ; and there are also others of
which he speaks highly. IV. Dean.

THE WEATHER.
STATE OP THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, Oct. 2, 1872.
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Palms.—Most Palms will now be growing vigor-

ously, and where they stand on soft bottoms care

should be taken that they do not root through. If this

is allowed the plants feel it much when mo\'ed. Any
young plants requiring potting may yet be attended to,

and syringing continued. All such as P/hvuises,

Scaforlhiiis, Araas, or Lataiiias tliat may be outside

should be got in at once. ChaiihTrops may stand out

longer. The pans for holding water may be taken

from under the pots towards the end of the month.

y. Crotic/uTy ffiunmcrsmith.

Heaths.—Now that the plants are housed, keep
the house well ventilated, by opening the ventilators

to the fullest extent during the day, and leaving them
open as much as possible, compatible with safety from
frost, during the nigiit. We may at any time after

this date get several degrees of frost, in case of which
the house should be closed ; but do not use fire-heat

until it is absohitely necessary to exclude frost, and for

the purpose of drying and freeing the house from damp.
This, however, should be done during the day with
full ventilation. Be careful in watering now, as either

extreme is more apt to be exceeded during this and the

two following months, unless the operation is very

judiciously carried out. H. Chilvtan.

FLOWER GARDEN, ifc.

The Parterre and Mixed Garden.—Notwith-
standing the late frosts, the flower garden still continues

in a blaze of bloom, and is certainly making atonement
for the disappointment and anxiety caused by the

deficiency of flower in the early part of the season. In
order to prolong its beauty as long as possible, all dead
leaves and flowers must be daily removed, otherwise
the damp will cause speedy decay. Should the propa-
gation of next summer's stock not yet be finished, use
all possible dispatch in bringing it to a close. Calceo-

larias are an exception, and may be put in any time
during the month or the beginning of next, provided
they do not get injured by frost. Attend well to

cuttings not yet struck, and which, after this, will root

more freely if a little additional heat can be given
them ; those already struck should be placed in their

winter quarters, ftlany of the early-flowering herba-
ceous plants are now in a dormant state, and if it is

intended to remove them to other situations, or if it is

desired to increase the stock by division, this is an
excellent time to effect these objects, as they will com-
mence rooting immediately, and will have time to

establish themselves before winter sets in. This is a
proper season of the year for planting Box edging^ for

at this time it will very soon take root. In order to

make neat edgings, some short, bushy Box should be
obtained, and this should be slipped or parted into

moderately small slips, with roots to each, the long
woody roots cut off, and the tops] trimmed evenly.
Spring flowers of all kinds should be especially

attended to. By far too little care is bestowed to

obtain them in abundance, and thus many of the claims
of a flower garden are allowed to be lost. As the
leaves of Limes and other trees are now beginning to

fall, it becomes every day a more difficult task to keep
the place in order, and renders perseverance necessary
to maintain things in a creditable condition, yet neat-

ness in every department must be the order of the
day. Lawns must be constantly mowed and rolled,

borders kept clean and free from litter, gravel walks
kept free from weeds, swept, and well rolled, that the
water may pass freely off the surface. The general
taking up of choice half-hardy plants should be pro-
ceeded with, for delays after this season of the year
often prove dangerous. Edward Bennett, The Gardens,
Hatfield-

Roses.—As but little can be done in the rosarium
at this season beyond removing, where necessary, the
tying material from the budded stocks, I will take the
opportunity of saying a few words about such of the
Roses of 1S71-72 as I have bloomed here. These are
Abbe Brameul, Baronne Louise Uxkull, Baronne de
PraiHy, Coquette des Blanches, Lyonnaise, Madame
Bellon, President Thiers, Richard Wallace, Princess
Beatrice, all Hybrid Perpetuals, and the following Teas

:

—Madame Jules Margottin, Mdlle. Cecile Berthod,
Marie Van Houtte, and Souvenir de Paul Neron. Of
these Baronne de Frailly, Lyonnais, Madame Bellon,
President Thiers, Princess Beatrice, Madame Jules
Margottin, Madame C. Berthod, Marie Van Houtte,
and Souvenir de Paul Neron are good ; Baronne de
Frailly, Lyonnais, President Thiers, and Princess
Beatrice being, in my judgment, first-rate. Abbe
Brameul is much in the style of old Geant, and I think
no improvement. Baronne Louise Uxkull I am afraid

is of no use, certainly the two blooms I had of it did
not come near the description given of it by the raiser,

but it did not bloom under very favourable circum-
stances, so that X do not condemn it at present.
Baronne de Frailly is a grand Rose, large, deep,
and well cupped. It is, too, a remarkably robust
grower. I think so well of it that I have had 50
stocks budded with it. Coquette des Blanches will
not do. It is much in the way of Boule de Neige, as
seen here, but not nearly so good. Lyonnais is

another splendid flower, and well sustains Lacharme's
reputation as a raiser of first-rate Roses. In colour it

is about midway between Victor Verdier and Mdlle. E.
Verdier. It is a large, well-built flower, and a strong
grower. Madame Bellon is also a fine thing. Mr.
Bennet, of Wilton, tells me he saw it very fine in

France this summer, and I believe that Mr. Wni.
Paul thinks highly of it. I h.ad two very nice blooms,
but the plant not being very well established tliey were
not large. In colour it is light rose, of a brighter
pinky line in the centre. It is very full, and tlierefore

I think it possible that when well-grown it may not
open freely. Tlie habit is robust. President Tliiers
is another of Lacharme's gems, and quite equal in
quality to Lyonnais, but tlie colour is diiTercnt, this
flower being of a fiery crimson, much in the style of
Countess of Oxford. I think, however, that it will
prove to be larger than even that fine variety. It is a
strong grower, and has splendid foliage. I had only
one bloom of Ricliard Wallace, that was not very pro-
mising, but I hope that it may yet turn out to be as
good a Rose as its namesake is a man. Princess
Beatrice is, in my opinion, a very free and distinct
Rose. I saw it at Mr. Wm. Paul's last year in splen-
did form, and I am much mistaken if il does not turn
out to be one of the best of the nine. I will speak of
the 'I'eas in my next. R. B. P.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.— If the system is still pursued of employing

fermenting materials for the supply of bottom-heat to
Pine plants, it is usual at this season to renew or
refresh the beds with new materials, so as to create and
maintain in them the necessary amount of heat for as
long a period as possible during the winter months.
Tan, leaves, and manure are chiefly used for this pur-
pose. If tan is obtainable at a reasonable rate, I

prefer it, being clean in appearance, invigorating to
vegetation, and its heating properties are more lasting.

Under these conditions, I advise for fruiting and large
successional plants the erection of 9-inch brick piers
from the base of tlie pit, using a few ashes between the
bricks to keep them solid ; upon these stand the
plants. It will be found a great advantage, in main-
taining them in a position near the glass, and affording
facilities to top-dress the beds without the removal of
all the plants, and likewise preserving the roots from
the effects of rapid fermentation in the beds, whereby
many plants are destroyed. Maintain the temperature
as directed for last fortnight. Plants on which the
fruit is seeding should have liberal supplies of weak
guano water when they require it. Keep successionals
dried, but do not allowthem to suffer from over-dryness.
Suckers in small pots will require frequent attention as
to watering, &c. G. T. Miles, IVycombe Abbev Gardens.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Where it is intended
to form new borders for the planting of young trees
towards the end of the month, or in November, or for
the renovation of worn-out borders, one of the most
important items for such a procedure, if not pre-
viously effected, should be the obtaining and stacking,
without delay, of a supply of sound, rather strong
turfy loam from an old pasture. If this can be
obtained from beyond the immediate neighbourhood of
trees, so much the better—chiefly to avoid pieces of
roots, which, if admitted into the border, would, I
believe, be liable to breed fungi, and prove perilous to
the future health of the trees should their roots come
in contact with the insidious destroyer, whatever
attempts may be made to prove the contrary. Wm.
Gardiner, Leruter Eatington Park.

Orchard House. — Now that the fruit is all

gathered little is required to be done here. The great
object in view must of course be the proper maturation
of the already formed wood for the next season's crop.
It is of paramount importance to have the wood
thoroughly ripened—it cannot be too much ripened.
The agents for effecting this are light, air, heat, and
dryness. We must obtain as much light as we can,
by thinning out, it may be, the pot plants, or in prun-
ing and cutting away all supernumerary shoots,
thereby exposing in every possible manner the required
wood and buds for next year to the utmost influence
of light and air. In fine autumns it is a good plan to
place the pot trees out-of-doors entirely, the full ex-
posure which they there receive ripens and hardens
the wood exceedingly well. When this cannot be done
give as much air as possible both by night and by day
whilst the weather is fine. Keep a dry atmosphere in
the house, at all times avoiding water, excepting when
absolutely necessary to the pot plants. If very cold,
damp weather should ensue, apply a little fire-heat when
it can be done, giving at the same time the requisite
quantity of air. It is, in short, a dry, bracing atmo-
sphere, with full exposure to hot sunshine, that is

required for the maturation of frait-bearing wood. In
about a fortnight's time potting may be commenced with
the most forward trees. Get soil prepared for that
purpose : good turfy loam three parts, crushed bones,
manure, and burnt ashes one part. B.

Figs.—When the fruit is all gathered, pay atten-
tion to the ripening of the wood as recommended for

orchard-houses. When the second crop is yet ripen-
ing, apply fire-heat to keep up the temperature, with
plenty of air to give flavour to the fruit. Water
sparingly, so as to maintain a rather dry atmosphere,
otherwise tjie fruit will be greatly wanting in flavour.

Pot plants which have finished fruiting may be turned
out-of-doors to make room for other occupants. Some
which may have fruit yet to ripen may be placed in

any stove or Pine pit, when a supply of Figs may be
had up to Christmas. B.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Wall Fruit.—A few weeks of dry weather is much

wanted to ripen the wood of all kinds of fruit trees,
especially in the northern parts of the country, where
tliere has been such a succession of heavy rains. Every
available means should be employed to hasten the
ripening of the wood of Peaches and Nectarines ; stop
all the strong shoots, and remove all superfluous wood.
As soon as the leaves part freely fVom the branches, go
over the trees, and with a birch-broom remove all that
come off easily. This will admit more sun and air to
the wood, and help to ripen it. Continue to gather
and store late fruit. Late Pears should be carefully
handled, as they are very susceptible of rough usage.
After the fruit has been laid in the fruit-room a week
or two, examine it carefully, and pick out all decaying
or damaged ones. M. Saul, Stourlon.
Hardy Fruit.—As this is the best month in the

year for planting fruit trees of all kinds, the prepara-
tion of the land should be commenced without delay,
so that the planting may be proceeded with as soon as
possible after the leaves begin to fall off. The ground at
this season, not being saturated with the autumn rains,

has considerable heat in it, and works freely, which
enables tlie operator to preserve more of the delicate
fibrils ill lifting the trees. In planting great care should
be taken to make the holes sufficiently wide for spread-
ing the roots out properly. Fruit trees that are lifted

and planted carefully suffer little by the removal, but
they should always be planted as soon as possible after
they are lifted. All newly-planted trees should be
securely tied to stakes, to prevent their being blown
about by the wind. M. Saul, Stourton.

Notices to Correspondents.
BoHMERiA Nl\'EA : G., Bath. It is a perennial, which

lives outdoors in the neighbourhood of London.
Books: W. B., Rugby. Apply at Wheldon's, Queen

Street, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.— (F. Watson. Tlwmsons
Treatise on the Grape Vine {Blackwood}, 5.(.

Bedding Plants : A. B. asks what plants would be
good substitutes for Pelargoniums, and would look
better in winter than tlie bare beds do. We fear he
can only have recourse to evergreen shrubs, of which
sorts with different-coloured leaves, plain or variegated,
might be selected.

Catalogues : Subscriber. Write to the various nursery-
men, seedsmen, »S:c., who would be glad to send them.

Duke of Buccleuch Grape : IK Watson. This
variety will, we believe, stand the treatment of an ordi-
nary cool vinery exceedingly well, equally as well as the
Black Hamburgh.

Fuchsia nigricans ; Exchange would be gl.ad to
receive a plant of this in exchange for some other plant.
Apply to Dr. Masters, Gardeners' Chronicle office.

Fungus; J. W. A magnificent specimen ofSparassis
crispa, one of the most delicious of all edible fungi,

W. G. S.— W. C. T. The dark coloured fungus is

Polyporus giganteus, the light one Polyporus intybaceus,
Memel Pine : F. T. Pinus sylvestris, as grown in the
North of Europe.

Names of Fruits ; 5. C. H. Pear: Beurr(5 de Capiau-
mont.—y. C. M'A. Grape: Royal Muscadine. Pears
2, Duchesse d'.^ngouleme

; 3, Althorp Crassane
; 4,

Orange Bergamot.

—

Pyrus. Pears : i. Van Mons Leon
le Clerc ; 2, Flemish Beauty

; 3, Easter Beurre.—
J. Harlaud, Cork. We cannot undertake to name such
large quantities as you have sent to us. The great
majority of them were, besides, extremely inferior

examples, which it would be impossible to recognise.
They were also badly packed, so that many of
the labels had become detached. We give you the
names of some which we were able to distinguish :

—

6, 39, 37, 8, Ribston Pippin ; 11, probably Ribston
; 5,

Margil; 86, 63, Court of Wick; 68, 18, Lemon Pippin
;

87, Sturmer Pippin
; 30, 28, Herefordshire Pearmain

;

105, Golden Pippin
; 95, 84, 76, 7, 32, King of the

Pippins : 8g, Early Nonpareil ; i, 31, Hawthornden
; 3,

Ponime Violette ; 22, Cat's-head Codlin : 52, Downton;
90, Yorkshire Greening : 27, Northern Greening ; 102,
Dunielow's Seedling

; 36, Old Pommeroy ; 2, London,
or Five-crowned Pippin ; ro, Blenheim Orange

; 49,
Dutch Mignonne ; 16, Beauty of Kent. The named
local Apples we do not consider of much merit.

At another time do not send more than six.

—

G. Pearson. Peaches : 8, Walburton Admirable ; 12,

Late Admirable -both very handsome specimens.

—

A,
Pear : Flemish Beauty.

Na.mes of Plants: W.G.M. r, Asclepiascurassavica; 2,

Pentas carnea,—apparently, from the dried flowers, the
var. rosea ; 3, Selaginella pubescens

; 4, Banibusa
Fortune! albo-variegata

; 5, Fittonia argyroneura ; 6,

Solidago canadensis.

—

y. S.. Quarry Bauk. Your
specimen, No. i, previously examined in a shrivelled

state, is perhaps a coarse sport from L. gibba.

—

f. H.
Ley. Poiystichum acrostichoides.

—

J. D. i, Helian-

thus multiflorus fl. pi. ; 2, Seduni Anacampseros
; 3,

Polygonum vaccinifolium ; 4, Poiystichum acrosti-

choides.

—

J. C. M. 2, Begonia Dregei, the other not
recognisable

; 3 is a Santolina.

—

Ball. Eucomis punc-
tata, Alternanthera amoena.

—

C. C. C. Gomphocarpus
physocarpus, Natal.

—

H. F. B. R. Specimens sent

much too imperfect for identification. — J. M. W.
Clematis graveolens. -- Subscriber, r. Salvia hispanica,

Bot. Reg. 359 (really of Mexican origin): it might stand
in cool house, but said to be annual ; 2, S. verticiilata,

an east European species, which ought to stand
out-of-doors.

—

L. M. i, Selaginella ludoviciana ; 2,

Adiantum hispidulum
; 3, Doodia caudata : 4, Asple-

niuni viviparum
; 5, Pteris scaberula ; 6, Pteris longi-

folia. — Mrs. Beach. A 'new variety ot Blechnum
.Spicant, which we call tortile, . from the twisted or

curled segments of its fronds.

—

Kelway 6* Son. Pro-
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bably Dennstaedtia cicutaria, but there is no fructi-

fication.

—

J. Wilkie. Asplenium Adiantum-nignim.—F. T. Ceanothus azureus. — F. H. Coccoloba
platycladon. — D. Wood, i, Pteris geranifolia ; 2,

Pteris argyrea
; 4, Phlebodium aureum ; 6, Adiantum

concinnum
; 7, Lastrea patens ; 8, Adiantum pubes-

cens
; 9, Pteris hastata macrophylla ; 10, Davallia

novEe-zelandise. The rest too imperfect.

Pelakgoniums : J. George. The flowers are certainly of
much promise ; but without some knowledge of the

habit of the plants, it is not possible to determine their

merits. Some of the trusses are magnificent, and the
blooms finely shaped for the semi-nosegay race.

Right of Way : O. P. We believe it does, but the

question is entirely one for your solicitor.

VlRGiLiA LUTEA : C, Bath. Yes.

Communications Received.—W. M.—J. A. J.—S. Wells.-

F. F.—J. T.—J. L.—J. Dell.— F. H.—A Constant Reader.

-

D. J.—C. H.—L. G.—Mr. Scriven.—W. R.

arhls.
COVENT GARDEN.—Oct. 4.

We are experiencing a short supply and limited attend-
ance. Vegetables are good in quality. English fruit is

scarce. 1 he disease in the Potato crop is reported to be
very general, and prices are likely to rule high through
the coming winter.

Cut Flowers.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Anemones, p. 12 bun. 3 oto 4 o Heartsease, p. labun. i 6 — 30
Blue Cornflower, p. Lilium auratum, doz. i 610 5 o

12 bun. .

.

..30 — 40
Camellias, p. doz. . . 60 — 90
Carnations, p. bunch 40 — 60
Clove CarnationSj p.

12 bun 40 — 60
Gardenias, p. doz. . . 30 — 60
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays

Balsams \
Begonias
Bouvardia
Calceolaria, .

China Asters
Cockscombs .

.. — 06
Plants in Pots,

s. d. s. d.

3 oto 6 o
T2 O
12 O
6 o

3 o— 6 o
30—60

— lancifolium do. i o— 2 o
Mignonette, 12 bun. 16 — 30
Pelargoniums, Zonal,

p. 12 sprays . . 04 — o q
Roses, per doz. . . 10—60
Stcphanotis,i2 sprays4 o — 6 o
SweetPeas.p. labun. 2 o — 40

6 o-
9 '

s. d, s. d.

Double Pelar-
goniums -.p.doz. 4 oto 6 o

Fuchsia .. do, 3 o— 9 o
Mignonette .. do. 3 o— ..

Myrtles .. do. 3 o— 9 o
Scar.Pelargonium,do. 2 6— 6 o

Apples, p. J sieve ,

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100 ..

Melons, each
Nuts, Cob, p. lb.

Fruit.

.d.s.d.
3 o to 3 o
10 — 50
7 o — 10 o
30 — 50

... — 1 6

Vegetadles.
s. d. s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea. o 3 to o 6
Beet, per doz. . . i o— 3 o
Broccoli, brown, bun. 2 o— 3 o
Cabbages, per doz... 10— i 3
Cardoons, each . . . . — .

.

Carrots, p. bunch .

.

Cauliflowers, p. doz.

Celery, per bundle
Cucumbers, each .

French Beans, per

i sieve . . 4 o— 6 o
Herbs, per bunch .. o 2— o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun.3 o— 5 o

Potatos—Round, $s. to 7^. per cwt. ; Kidneys, ss. od.
to ^s. do.

— 06
o

—

6 o
o

—

2 o
, o 6

—

1 o

s. d. s. d.

Plums, per J sieve.. 4 6 to 7 o
Peaches, per doz. ..18 o — 24 o
Pears, per doz. . . a o — 40
Pine-apples, per lb. 5 o ^ 8 o

s. d. s. d.

Leeks, per bunch . . o 2— o 4
Lettuces, perscore. . i oto 2 o
Mushrooms, p. pott, i 6— 2 6
Onions, per bunch ..o 4— o 9
Parsley, p. bunch . . o 2— o 6
Radishes, p' bunch 2 o— ..

Salsafy, per bun — 20
Scorzonera, per bun. . . — 20
Shallots, per lb. .. o 6— ..

Spinach, per i sieve 2 6— 3 o
Tomatos, p. doz. . . i o— 2 o
Turnips, p. bun. . . o 3— o 4

RENDLE'S PATENT ORCHARD HOUSES.
PLANT HOUSES, GROUND VINERIES, and PLANT

PROTECTORS. Illustrated Catalogues can be obl.^i^ed on appli-

cation to the Patentee, Mr. WILLIAM EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, Westmmster Chambers, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

FOWLER'^> PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.G. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.

—

ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and
most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

Archangel and Petersburg Mats.

J BLACKBURN and SONS, having just received
• a large consignment of NEW ARCHANGEL and PETERS-

BURG MATS at reduced prices, will forward Price List on appli-
cation. Samples to b e seen at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E, C.

Russia Mat Merchants.
MARENDAZ AND FISHER, 9. James Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, Importers r.f ARCHANGEL and ST. PETERS-
BURG MATS, KAFIA FIBRE, &c. ; Dealers in GARDEN
NETTING, LABELS, TIFFANY. TARRED TWINES, &c.

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI D O M O."
• —Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kcw Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is apolied.

PROTECTION AGAINST COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, 11. 6d. per yard.
" FRIGI DOMO ' CANVAS.

Two yards wide , .. 11. lorf. per yard.
Three yards wide 31. ad. per yard.
Four yards wide y. lod. per yard.

SCRIM Canvas, 72inches wide,70yards long,6^<i. toSJirf, per yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, y^d. and
5%rf. per yard.
ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of" Frig! Domo," 3, Cannon

Street, City, E.C, ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.
Notice.—REMOVED fr6m 7, Great Trinity Lane.

Great International Exhibition of Fruit.
The ATTENTION of GRAPE EXHIBITORS is RESPECT-

FULLY CALLED to

CHAPMAN'S NEW " BLACKMORE PARK"
Mtc/A^Ai-^^^ TRAY GRAPE EXHIBITION and TRANS-MISSION CASE. The Trays arc so contrived that several differentkmdsol Orapesmay be forwarded in the same Case, ready to place™ Oi""" J"*^'" = ?"** '*',''''" "^* required for Exhibition purposes, aconsiderable number of bunches may be transmitted in them anydistance, without fear of injuring the bloom, even if turned upsidedown, no packinc material being required

^
Also the "ENVILLE" ExTlIlililON FRUIT CASE, for con-vey.ng several kmds of Fruit in the same p.-.cknge, including two

Th/r^rHL^ H^'fi
1?"'^",.'"",'^^ ''.'"'"y P'^'-'^itt'^d xZ kv. E. Bennett,The Gardens, Hatfield. Early orders arc requested

For Pnce Lists, &c., address W. F. CHAPMAN; Patentee, BrLstolKoad, Gloucester. '

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant MarKers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, .Entrance
Halls, &c. MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

JAMES BOYD AND SONS, HORTICULTURAL
Builders and Heating Engineers, Paisley, N,B

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, FORC-
ING HOUSES, PITS and every description of Horticultural Building,
manufactured in Wood or Iron by Steam-power Machinery, anderected
in any part of the United Kingdom. Manufacturers of Hot-water
Apparatus for Heating Churches, Mansions, Warehouses, &c.

Flans and Estimates on application.

To Nurserymen, Florists, &c.

TO BE DISPOSED OP^ an OLD ESTABLISHED
BUSINESS. Larpe quantity of Glass. Within easy distance of

Covent Garden. Long lease and low rent.

N. F., Post Oflice, Southampton Street, CamberwcU, London, S.E,

rpo BE DISPOSED OF, within 30 miles of London,X a NURSERY BUSINESS, established 70 years. Every
requisite for carrying on a large Trade. Valuation about vC^Soo, part
of which can remain as agreed. Apply by letter only to

A. B., Gardeneri" Chronicle Office, W.C,

NURSERY TO BE LET. situate in a leading main
road a few miles from London, contiguous to three railway

stations. The glass consists of eight Greenhouses, with Show-house
fronting the road ; extent of ground about an Acre. There is a good
Ten-roomed Dwelling-house. Incomirg low.
KETTELWELL'S Horticultural Agency Office, 22, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.

To Gentlemen Farmers.

TO BE LET, on Lease, a FIRST-CLASS
OCCUPATION, comprising about 350 Acres of Land, a fair

proportion of which are park-like pastures; capital Farm Homestead,
Bailiff's House, and spacious Family Residence, with good Gardens,
Stabling for Six Hunters, and every convenience ; situate four miles
from a market town. Application to be made to

Mr. DURRANT, Land Agent, 36, Poultry, E.C.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Str3.tfor(l ^sse!!c

WITHOUT RESERVE—EXTENSIVE CLEARANCE SALE of
VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

IMPORTANT to the TRADE and other LARGE CONSUMERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have

received instructions from the E.xecutors of the late Mr. G. H.
Bunney. deceased, to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the
Nursery, Maryland Point, Stratford, and The Nursery, Wanstead
Flats, on MONDAY, October 7, and five following days, at 11 for
12 o'clock precisely each day, the whole of the VALUABLE
STOCK, extending over 15 Acres, in fine condition, comprising
Coniferec and Evergreen Shrubs, including 30,000 fine Aucubas,
20,000 green and variegated Hollies, 12,000 Box of sorts, 10,000
common and Portugal Laurels ; 2500 English and Irish Yews, 6000
Euonymus, 5000 Aroor-vitte, 2000 I'hillyrea, 6500 strong Privet, 3000
Relinospora of sorts, quantities of Sweet Bays, Berberis, Thujas,
Cedrus Deodara, Pinus, Araucarias, Weymouth Pines, Cupressus,
Spruce Firs, &c. , some of which are handsome specimens ; a quantity
of Seedling Conifer^e ; also various Stools and Layers: the American
Plants include 20.000 Rhododendrons, of sorts, 5000 Andromeda flori-

bunda, 2000 Azaleas, Kalmias, &c.; Ornamental and Forest Trees,
VIZ., 10,000 Limes, 2000 Planes, 2500 Poplars, 4000 Chestnuts, 2000
Mountain Ash, 1500 Weeping WiTluws, and thousands of others;
3000 Lilacs and 2000 Deciduous Shrubs, of sorts, together with 4000
Fruit Trees, of sorts, 2000 Gooseberries and Currants, 10,000 Fruit
Tree Stocks, 1700 Rose Stocks, 3000 Standard and Dwarf Roses of
the best varieties, 2000 Sweet Briars, 7000 hardy Climbers in pots,
1000 yards of Box Edging, Reds of Cuttings, various, &c.
May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had [fid. each,

returnable to purchasers), at both Nurseries ; of Messrs. J. and R.
GOLE, Solicitors, 49, Lime Street, E.C. ; and of the Auctioneers and
Valuers, American Nurseries, Leytonstone, E.

Potter's Bar N
IMPORTANT SALE of THRIVING NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Mr. J. Butterfield to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, the Osborne Nursery, Potter's Bar,
Herts, 10 minutes" walk from Potter's Par Station, Great Northern
Railway, on MONDAY and TUESDAY, October 14 and 15, at 11 for
12 o'clock precisely each day, a larce quantity of NURSERY
STOCK, remarkable alike for its healthy appearance and for the
extent of its variety, comprising a choice collection of Conifera: and
Evergreen Shrubs, mcluding handsome Piceas, Thujas, Araucarias,
Cryptomerias, and Abies; Cedrus, of sorts; English, Irish, and
Golden Yews; Wellingtonias, &c. Many thousands of Evergreens,
consisting of Gold and Silver Hollies, Aucubas, Arbutus, large
quantities of Common and Portugal Laurels, Laurustinus, Phillyreas,
thousands of Ornamental Trees and Deciduous Shrubs, a collection of
hardy American Plants, including 3000 bushy Rhododendron pontica,
and a quantity of the best named kinds, together with a quantity of
carefully selected Fruit Trees, Standard and Dwarf Roses, ike.

May be viewed anjy day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had
on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

Reigate, Surrey,
WITHOUT RESERVE,—IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of

VALUABLE NURSERY STUCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are favoured
with instructions, from the Executors of the late Mr. James

Ivery, to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Lower Nursery
Dorking Koad, Reigate, Surrey, on WEDNESDAY and TH URSDAY,
October 16 and 17, at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely each day, without
reserve, the Lease of this Nursery having expiree] and imniediaie pos-
session required, the whole of the VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK,
consisting of an extensive and varied assortment of Conifera: and
Evergreen Shrubs adapted for effective planting, comprising gooo
Common and Portugal Laurels, 2000 English and Irish Yews, 2500 Box
of sorts, 1000 Laurustinus, a large quantity of choice Pinus, Piceas,
and Abies of sorts, remarkably handsome Thuja aurea. 3 feet high,
Cedrus Deodara, Cupressus, Variegated and Green Hollies, some of
which are very handsome specimens. The Ornamental and Forest
Trees include thousands of clean grown Limes, Oaks, Chestnuts,
Willows, Poplars, Planes. &c. ; thousands of well furnished Spruce
Firs, Austrian, Weymouth, and Scotch Pines; 2000 Deciduous Shrubs
of sorts, 1000 Standard and Dwarf Roses of the best varieties, 3000
Strong Asparagus, 1000 Scakale, Rhubarb, too Scarlet RhodoBen-
drons. Kalmias. &c. ; together with 75 splendid specimen Azalea
indica of sorts, a to 5 feet high by i to 4 feet through, symmetrically
trained and beautifully set with bloom-buds.
On view one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

Tottenham, N.
IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. Thos. S. Ware to SELL by AUCTION

without reserve {in consequence of a portion of the land ocing required
f^nr the construction of a sewer), on the Premises, the Hale Farm
Nursery. Tottenham, Middlesex, adjoining the Railway Station, on
WEDNESDAY, October 17, at 11 lor la o'Clock precisely, a large

quantity of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, consisting of a choice
assortment of Coni ferae and Evergreen Shrubs, comprising 1500
Green and Variegated Hollies, 2000 Green Box, fine English Yews,
bushy Common Laurels, bushy Aucubas, Cupressus Lawsoniana,
Thuja aurea, Pinus of sorts, Cedrus Deodara, Araucarias, &c., some
of which are handsome specimens ; a quantity of Privet, a fine collec-

tion of Ornamental Trees, viz., fine Limes, Poplars, Willows, Elms,
Ash, Standard and Dwarf Acer Negundo variegata, remarkably well-
grown Fruit Trees, a rich assortment of 1000 Standard and Dwarf
Roses, with unusually fine heads; 2000 Moss Roses, a quantity of
Hardy Climbing Plants, in pots ; together with a choice collection of
Succulents suitable for bedding or subtropical purposes, &c.
May be viewed anv day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, ana of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, £.

Lee, S.E.
IMPORTANT SALE of 2000 WINTER BLOOMING HEATHS,

CHOICE CYCLAMENS, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, and
SEVERAL SPECIMEN GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have
received instructions from Mr. B. Mailer to SELL by

AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the Burnt Ash Nursery,
Lee, Kent, on THURSDAY, October 17, at 11 for 12 o'Clock pre-
cisely, a quantity Selected GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including
2000 Erica hyemalis and others, in various sizes, which for vigorous
growth and profusion of bloom-buds are unsurpassed in the Trade

;

200 Cyclamen persicum, a capital strain
; 500 Primula sinensis, a few

hundreds of well-grown Poinsettias and Genistas, handsome specimen
Camellias and Azalea indica, 500 beautifully grown Bouvardia alba,
Solanums, Tea and other Roses in pots, 3 fine specimen Tree Ferns,
3 do. Pandanus utilis, 4 feet by 3 feet, i do. Pandanus utilis, 6 feet by
6 feet, 12 remarkably fine specimen Aphclexis and Ixoras, &c,
together with 500 fine standard Roses of the best varieties, fine Fruit
Trees, viz , Standard, Dwarf, and Pyramidal Apples, Pears. Plums,
and Cherries, Dwarf-trained Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, &c.
On view one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on the

Premises; at Mr, MALLER'S Seed Shop, Lewisham; and of the
Auctioneers, Leytonstone, E.

Willesden, Middlesex.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of NURSERY STOCK
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL

by AUCTION, on the Premises, Willesden Nursery, near the
Spotted Dog, Willesden Lane, Willesden, Middlesex, five minutes'
walk from ^Villesden ^Junction Station, on FRIDAY, October 18, at
II for 12 o'clock precisely, by order of Mr. George Videon, without
reserve, the Lease of this portion of the Premises having been disposed
of, the whole of the VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, comprising a
choice assortment of Evergreen and Conifcr^e Shrubs, varj'ing, all

sizes, including handsome specimens for immediate eflective purposes,
viz., Cedrus Deodara, Cupressus Lawsoniana, Wellingtonias, Thu-
jopsis borcaiis, Araucarias, Piceas ; also thousands of Rhododendrons,
Thujas, Arbor-vita;, Hollies, Common and Portugal Laurels, and a
quantity of Deciduous Shrubs of sorts, hardy Ghent Azaleas, &c., with
a choice assortment of Standard and Dwarf Roses, &c.
On view. Catalogues may be had on the Premises, Vidcon's

Nursery, Maida Vale ; and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, E.

Isleworth, W.
CLEARANCE SALE of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, with an

immense quantity of FRUIT TREES, LIMES, and SUNDRY
GARDEN IMPLEMENTS.

IMPORTANT to the TRADE, MARKET GARDENERS, and
OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. C. S. Waring (who is relinquishing the

business) to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises,
the Isleworth Nursery, Isleworth, Middlesex, W., on MONDAY ana
TUESDAY, October 21 and 22, at it for 120'Clock precisely each day,
the whole of the VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, comprising a
capital assortment of Evergreen and Conifer^e Shrubs, which include
2500 fine Green and Variegated Hollies, 2 to 6 feet ; 3000 Aucubas, i to

3 feet ; Rhododendrons, 3000 Thujas of sorts, Wellingtonias, 2000
Box, Spruce and Scotch Firs, English and Irish Yews, &c. ; 12,000

clean-grown Fruit Trees, lotted largely to suit the Trade and Market
Gardeners, consisting of Standard, Feathered, Dwarf- trained, and
Maiden Apples, Pearsj Plums, and Cherries; Dwarf-trained Peaches,
Nectarines, and Apricots, embracing all the best known market
varieties; 0000 Gooseberries and Currants, 8000 Fruit-tree Stocks, a
large quantity of Ornamental Trees, comprising 7000 fine Limes, 6 to

14 feet ; 500 Planes, 2000 Lilacs, Laburnums, Poplars, a large quantity
of Deciduous Shrubs, 4000 Sir Charles Napier Strawberries, fine

Standard and Dwarf Roses of the choice kinds, together with a
quantity of .Seakale. Asparagus, Clematis. Also, a few lots of sundry
old Furniture, Garden Implements, &c.
On view one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

Surrey.—Windlesham, near Bagshot.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE of THRIVING NURSERY

STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Messrs. G. Baker & Son to SELL

by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the American
Nursery. Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, on WEDNESDAY,
October 23, and three following days, at 12 o'Clock precisely each day,

a large portion of the EXTENSIVE and VALUABLE NURSERY
STOCK, consisting of an unusually large assortment of Coiiifersc

and Evergreen Shruos, including a quantity of handsome specimens
adapted lor immediate efiect, varying from 6 to 15 feet, comprising
Thujas of sorts, Thujopsis, Abies, Wellingtonia, Hollies of sorts,

4000 bushy Portugal Laurels, thousands of Common Laurels, a large

quantity of named Hollies of sorts, 2000 Thujas of sorts, 1000 prettily

5rown Retinospora pisifera aurea, 9 inches to 2 feet; 1000 Thujopsis
olabrata, variegated, i to 2 feet ; 1000 Taxus japonica, 2000 Cupressus
Lawsoniana, English Yews, i to 2 feet ; Aucubas of sorts^ 1000

Euonymus of sorts, 10,000 Rhododendrons of sorts, 4000 Kalmia
latifolia, 9 to 18 inches; Hardy Azaleas and Heaths, and other

ican Plants; loo) Pinus austriaca,3 to 6 feet ; 15,000 Transplanted

Larch, a quantity of Purple Beech, 6 to 9 feet ; and other Ornamental
Trees, Tea and o"' " '^ " "

Tritonias, &c.
Trees,' Tea and other Roses, in pots ; quantity of Pampas-grass,

"'ritonias, &c.
More detailed particulars will appear next week.

Planting Season.

IMPORTANT to NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN*
BUILDERS, and OTHERS EXTENSIVELY ENGAGED in

PLANTING.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE of FORTHCOMING

AUCTION SALES of NURSERY STOCK, to be conducted

by MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS :—
OCTOBER 28 and 29.-00 the Premises, EXOTIC NURSERY,

Tooling, S.W. , by order of Mr. R. Parker.

OCTOBER 28 and 29. — On the Premises, the SPRINGFIELD
NURSERY, Chelmsford, by order of the Proprietor, in conse-

quence of the Lease having expired.
OC'IOBER 30 and 31. — On the Premises, ST. JOHN'S HILL

NURSERY, New Wandsworth, by order ol Mr. W. Hooper.
NOVEMBER i.—On the Premises, the NURSERY, Brook Street,

Upper Clapton, by order of Messrs. J. Offord & Son.

NOVEMBER 4 to 7.—On the Premises, SALE NURSERY,
Loughton, by order of the Proprietor.

NOVEMBER 11 to 13,—On the Premises, WOODHAM NUR-
SERY, near Addleslone, by order of Mr. J. F. Meston, without
reserve.

NOVEMBER 14 and 15.—On the Premises, the NURSERIES, West
Dulwich, by order of Messrs. F. & A. Smith.

Tuesday, October 16.

SALE of VALUABLE GREENHOUSE and STOVE PLANTS
at the WERGS, near WOLVERHAMPTON, Staffordshire.

MESSRS. WALKER and H. J.
LLOYD will SELL

by AUCTION, by direction of W. F. Frjer. Esq.. who is

leaving, in the Wcrgs Garden, near Wolverhampton, on TUESDAY,
October iSi at ii o'clock, a very valuable assortment of well grown
and named varieties of AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, GERANIUMS,
FERNS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, ALOE. YUCCA, and a great

number of other choiC(ispecimens of GREENHOUSE and STOVE
PLANTS,
For further particulars, and to view, apply to Mr. LARNDER,

Gardener, the Wcrgs, or Messrs. WALKER and H. J. LLOYD,
62, Darlington Street, Wolverhampton

West Ham, Essex.
Very rich old Grass Land, containing nearly 22 acres, Freehold^ and

Land-tax rcdeemad, admirably suited for Market Garden. Fruit,

and Grazing purposes, with possession at Christmas. This Lana
has a frontage to the road from London to Beckton, and is within
SIX miles of the Bank of England, and near the Victoria (London)
Docks. A portion of the purchase-money may remain on mortgage.

MESSRS. DRIVER arc directed to OFFER to
AUCTION, at the Mart, London, on TUESDAY October 20,

at 2 o'clock, in one Lot, the above very valuable, rich, old GRASS
LAND.

Particulars of Messrs. THURNALL AND NASH, Solicitors, Roys-
ton, Herts; of Mr. ARTHUR BUTLER, Survej'or and Land Agent,
7, Staple Inn, llolborn; and of Messrs. DRIVER, Surveyors, Land
Agents, and Auctioneers, 4, Whitehall, London, W.
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SALES BY AU CTION.
Dutch Bulbs for Autumn Planting.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, Kinp Street, Covent Garden, W.C. evcrj

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY during October,

at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, Importations of First-Class

HYACINTHS, TULIl'S. CROCUSES, and other BULBS, jusi

arrived from welt-known Farms in Holland, in Lots to suit large and

small Growers.
On view the mornings ol Sale, and Catalogues had.

Magnificent Tree Ferns and Choice Orchids.

MR. J. C. STE\"KNS will SELL by AUCTION, at his

Great Rooms 38, King Street, Covent Garden, WC, on TUES-
DAY, October 8, at half past 12 o'Clock precisely, nn importation of

DICKSONIA ANTARCTICA, just arrived, in the finest possible

condition, comprising Trees (rom 2 to 5!^ feet, fine straight stems,
and very stout, and described by the sender as finer in quality than

anything ever seen in Melbourne ; a consignment of CYCAS REVO-
LtJTA. TREE FERNS, I'ALM SEEDS, and other Plants, in capital

condition, just arrived from Peramaribo ; and a COLLECTION of

ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, in fine condition, comprising healthy
Plants of rare and valuable sorts; also a quantity of CAMELLIAS,
DRACENAS. MARANTAS, CROTONS. FERNS, and other Plants.

On view the morning of Sale, ana Catalogues had.

Hardy and Greenhouse Ornamental Plants,
DUTCH BULBS, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on
WEDNESDAY, October 9, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely,

SpecimcnCONIFERS, RHODODENDRONS, YEWS, PORTUGAL
LAURELS, Climbing ROSES, CLEMATISES; a small COL-
LECTION of choice STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, and
some nice SUCCULENT PLANTS. Also, an Importation from
Holland of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES. NARCISSUS,
&c.) just arrived, in Lots to suit Amateurs and the Trade.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Edgware, N.W.
MESSRS. HUMBERT and COX have received

instructions from the Proprietor to SELL by AUCTION, on
the Premises, the Whiichurch Rcctor>', Edgware. on WEDNESDAY
and THURSDAY, October 16 and 17, commencing at t2 o'Clock pre-

cisely on each da;-, the VALUABLE SURPLUS STOCK, comprising
well-grown specimens, transplanted in the autumn of 1870, of hand-
some Lawn Trees, including Picea Nordmanniana, grandis. Lowii,
nobilis and magnifica; Coniferae. Evergreen Shrubs and Trees; also

Flowering Trees, including Thujopsisborealis, Wellingtoniagigantea,
Abies Menzicsii ; also goo Fruit Trees, 2000 Standard and Dwarf
Koses, specimen Greenhouse Plants, including Camellias, Azaleas ; 500
choicest Greenhouse Ferns, 300 Cyclamen persicum, &c , all in

excellent condition for moving.
May be viewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

at the place of sale, at the usual Inns in the neighbourhood ; and of
Messrs. HUMBERT and COX. Land Agents, 88, St. James's Street,

London, S.W., and Watford, Herts.

Great Sale of Nursery Stock.

MR. O. S H E L L A R D is instructed by the
Proprieter, Mr. George Davison, to SELL by AUCTION,

at the White Cross Nurseries, Hereford, on THURSDAY and
FRIDAY, October 17 and 18, at 12 for i o'Clock punctually each day,
in Lots to suit all purchasers, the following large and valuable
NURSERY STOCK:—
First Day. — 150,000 strong Larch, 100,000 strong Ash, 50,000

Spanish Chcstnui, 20,000 strong, three times transplanted, Austrian
Firs, 60,000 Scotch Firs, 50,000 Hazel, 10.000 Portugal Laurel, 20,000
Common Laurel, 500 specimen Conifers, from 3 to 10 feet (fine sym-
metrical plants, frequently tranplanted), Bcrberis, Beech, Hornbeam,
Spruce Firs, Limes (suitable for avenues). Sycamore, Yews, &c.
Second Day. — 500 Exotic, Tree, and Hardy Ferns; Azaleas,

Dracaenas, and Palms; many thousands of Standard and Dwarf
Roses ; 10,000 Arbor vita;, 30.000 Ivys (for edging). Laurustinus, and
numerous Specimen Trees, &c.. tully described in Catalogues to be
obtained from Mr. G. DAVISON, at the White Cross Nurseries;
or from the Auctioneer, 13, King Strctt, Hereford.

rMPORTANT SALES of SHORTHORN CATTLE.

WEDNESDAY NEXT, October 9, —The larger portion of the late

Mr, Caddy's HERD, bred for 40 years, at Kougholm, Ravensglass.

Cumberland. It consists principally of animals of the celebrated

Gwynne tribe from Blencow, and the Rosebcrry family bought at

Lowther, 1844. They have been crossed with very superior bulls

of Booth blood. The herd is well known in the district fonts
dairy properties.

FRIDAY NEXT, October 11.—The ENTIRE HERD belonging to

Mr. R. B. Brockb.mk, at the Hill F.irm. near Burt;h Staiion,

Carlisle. It comprises nearly 60 head, selected Iron) the well-

known stocks of Mr. F'awkcs, of Farnlcy, Messrs. Ambler, Willis,

and Syme of Red Kirk. Purchases have also been made at the

Brayton, Killhow, and Middle Farm sales. Among the animals

are several specimens of the Wild Eyes. Duchess Nanny. Farnlcy

Millicent, and Maynard's Old Red Rose tribes. Earl of Eglinton,

a son of loth Grand Duke, has been in use.

FRIDAY, October 18.—Mr. W. Bradburn's HERD at Wednesfield.
Wolverhampton, comprising about 50 head of Bulls, Cows, and
Heifers. The great success that has distinguished Mr, Bradburn's

Shorthorns at the meetings of the Royal, Yorkshire, Lincolnshire,

Northumberland, and otlier local and county shows throughout

the kingdom during the last five years, is the best evidence of the

high merit and excellence of the stock.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,
IS, Langham Place, London, W.

Stanhope Nursery, opposite Beaufort House,
Near WALHAM GREEN, FULHAM,—CLEARANCE SALE.

MR. J. A. SMITH is instructed by Mr. Siggers to
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on MONDAY, Oct. 14,

at 12 o'clock, the capital remaining NURSERY STOCK, comprising
about 800 Evergreens, in Laurel. Box, Arbor-vilae, &c ; 1000 white
unique climbing Moss and Standard Roses, Wistaria in pots, three
specimens of Australian Palm, a variety of Greenhouse Plants, 2000
Geraniums of sorts ; also Hot-water Pipes, Elbows and Bends, Lawn
Mower, Stock Bricks, and a few outdoor effects.

Catalogues of the Auctioneer, Hammersmith, W.

To Gentlemen, Nurserymen, florists,
MARKET GARDENERS, BUILDERS and MANAGERS ol

PUBLIC GARDENS and ESTATES.

MR. J. A. SMITH is instructed by Mr. John Trot-
man to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Spring Grove

Nurscrj'. Isleworlh, opposite the Milford Arms Hotel, on the high
road to Hounslow, and five minutes' walk from the South-Wcstern Rail-

way Station, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, October 17 and 18, at la
o'clock each day, the Land being required forotherpurposcs, a portion of
the carefully selected NURSERY STOCK, including about 8000 Orna-
mental Trees, from 10 feet to 16 feet high, and comprising icoo well-
grown Limes, 1500 Lombardy, White and Black Italian Poplars, 500
Standard Thorns of sorts, 1000 Acacia, ^'ariegated Negundo. Birch,
Mountain Ash, Sycamore, Laburnum, Elms, Chestnuts, and others;
also about 10,000 fine Evergreens, from 2 feet to 6 feet, in 1000 choice
Hollies, 1000 Common Laurel, aooo Portugal ditto, 1000 Chinese Arbor-
vitac, 1000 American ditto, 1000 Rhododendrons set with bloom, Tree
Box, Laurustinus, Thuia Lobbii, Golden Arbor-vii^, Picea Nord-
manniana, Irish Yew, Hemlock, Spruce, Lilac, Araucaria, Chinese
Juniper, Wellingionia gigantea, and various others; 1000 Standard
and other Roses, 1000 strong Sweet Briars, several thousand Standard
and Dwarf F^ruit Trees, of choice named kinds, the whole in fine con-
dition for removal, and admirably adapted for effective Planting.
May be viewed the day preceding and mornings of Sale. Catalogues

at Mr. J. A. SMITH'S Auction Oifices. Hammersmith, W.

Stoke Newington, N.
To GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN. FLORISTS. BUILDERS,

and OTHERS.— PEREMPTORY CLEARANCE SALE, the
Land being immediately required for Building Purposes.

MR. J. A. SMITH is instructed by Messrs. G. & ].
Goshawk to SELL by AUCTION, on the Ground known as

AVoodberry Down Nursery, Woodberry Down, Seven Sisters Road,
close to the Manor House Tavern, Finsbury Park, and within a few
minutes' walk of the direct Tramway route to Holloway, City, &c.,
on THURSDAY, October 31, at 12 o'Clock, the GENUINE
NURSERY STOCK, comprising nearly 2000 Standard and
Pyramidal Apple and Pear Trees, including Cellini, Manx Codlin,
Ribston Pippin, Scarlet Nonpareil, Hawthorndcn, Blenheim Pippin,
Duchessd'AngoulSme, Jargonelle, Beurr^ Clairgeau, &c ; 600 Laurels,
various; 600 Euonymus, Silver and Plain; 400 Box Trees, 400 Arbor-
vitae, 300 Aucubas. 300 Green Holly, 50 Irish Junipers, 50 Cupressus
Lawsoniana, about 100 Standard Roses of choice kinds. Silver Birch,
Chestnuts, Oval-leaved Privets, and the remaining carefully-selected
Stock, as lotted and described in Catalogue.
May be viewed the day preceding, and morning of Sale. Catalogues

at the place of Sale ; and by Post, on application to the Auctioneer,
Hammersmith, W.

Dunford Nursery, near Woking Station,
SOUTH-WESTERN RAILWAY, SURREY.

ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE SALE of LARGE QUANTITIES of
USEFUL NURSERY STOCK.

MR. W. ABRAHAM has received instructions from
Messrs. Chapman & Chitty, Proprietors of the above (whose

Lease just expires), to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on
MONDAY, October 28, and three following days, at 12 o'Clock punc-
tually each day, without the LEAST RESERVE, the ENTIRE
STOCK of this NURSERY, consisting of many thousands of CON I-

FERvE, EVERGREEN, DECIDUOUS. FRUIT, FOREST, and
other Trees and Shrubs ; about 100,000 Fruit Stocks of various kinds,

?0,000 Roses, &c. Further particulars in future Advertisements. To
rentlemen and the Trade an excellent opportunity.
Catalogues in due course, on the Premises ; and ol the Auciioneer

and Valuer, Goldwortb Nurseries, Woking, Surrey.

T HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
{Incorporated bv Special Acts of Parliament.)

DRAINAGE, RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &c.

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above
purposes, without investigation of title.

For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.

RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. i, Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W.

Agricultural Land Improvements.
DRAINAGE, SEWAGE IRRIGATION, FARM BUILDINGS,

LABOURERS' COTTAGES. &c.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

{Incorporated by Act of Parliameot in 1849.)

Directors.
The Right Hon. Viscount Com-
bermere.

T. Chapman, Esq., F.R.S.
George Thomas Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold. Esg.
Henry William Curne, Esq.

Edward John Hutchins, Esq,
Sir William Titc, M. P., C.B.

Principal Engineer, Mr. J. BAILEY DENTON.
Agricultural Improvements of every kind arc executed by the

Company, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer
carrying out the works by their own agents.

Tenant Farmers may also, by agreement with their Landlords,
procure the execution of such Improvements.

The outlay, with all official expenses, may be charged upon the
Estate, and paid olT by a Rent-charge of about 6 per cent., in 31 years,

or at the option of the Landowners in a shorter term.

No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.
Special arrangements will be made with Boards of Health, Sewer

Authorities, and others, for undertaking Works of Sewage Irrigation,

together with all Works incidental thereto. The outlay in respect
thereof may be repaid either by a sum in gross, or by a terminable
yearly payment, discharging in a fixed period the principal amount
with interest thereon.

Application to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN, Esq., the
Secretary, at the Offices of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place, S.W.

SMITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW.—
The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and PIGS

will be held at the AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON, on
MONDAY afternoon, December 9, and four following days.
Intending Exhibitors are requested to apply for Certificate Forms

by the reference letters as under :

—

CATTLE.—Form A- For an OX or STEER {in any Class).

„ B. For a COW or HEIFER (in any Class).

,, C. For a BEAST in Extra Stock
SHEEP. „ D. For a Pen of Three WETHERS.

„ E. For a Pen ol Three EWES.
„ F. For a Single WETHER SHEEP in ExtraStock

PIGS. „ G. For a Pen of Three PIGS (in any Class).

„ II. For a Single PIG in Extra Stock.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER i.

Prize Lists, Forms of Certificate;, and all information may be
obtained on application to Mr. DAVID PULLEN, Assistant Sccre-

tar>', at the Office of the Honorary Secretary, corner of Half-Moon
Street, Piccadilly, London, W.
N.B.—All communications respecting the Show must be addressed

to the Assistant Secretary as above, and should bear outside the
words " Smithfield Club Show."

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1S72.

THE History of the Rinderpest in York-
shire, since we wrote a fortnight ago, is

fortunately brief ; indeed, until yesterday we had
grounds for hope that this would be the last

chapter in "th' eventful history" of the visitation.

The announcement of another outbreak in the

Yapham district renders it, however, unlikely that

we have seen the last of it yet. It may be that

this is the expiring effort of the disease before it

dies away, and that the strict regulations as to

the movement of live stock now in force, and the

vigilance of the inspectors and the police in the

matter may result in preventing the additional

case, taken as it has been in its earliest stage,

from extending beyond the premises upon which
it has now appeared. On the other hand it may
be the first of a new series of attacks, the locus

in quo being, we are sorry to say, outside the

proscribed circle or infected area, of which
Yapham is the centre.

Since the cases at Bridlington, which we
referred to in our last, and which occurred on
the 1 7th ult., when two calves, one cow, and one
heifer were shot, and on the i8th, when four

more cows were killed and buried, no more out-

breaks have occurred in that district ; and at

Patrington no fresh cases have appeared since

September I2. In the Pocklington district, the
last case in the Yapham area, which we gave an
account of, was a cow of Mr. Towse's, which
was shot on the 17th ult. Immediately after this

the malady displayed itself in increased force

amongst Mr. Towse's and Mr. KiRBv's cattle.

On the 20th Professor Brown witnessed a cow
of Mr. Kirby'S at the point of death, and two
other cows of Mr. Towse's in an advanced
stage of the disease. These were shot immedi-
ately, and buried in quicklime; and 21 animals
that had been grazed close to or in immediate
contact with the diseased animals were ordered

at the same time to be killed. Of the 24 animals
destroyed 6 belonged to Mr. Kirby, 14 to Mr.
TOWSE, and 4 to Mr. WlI.SON. These latter

four were fat animals, and they were killed by
the butcher for use, and removed from the field

in carcase. They were quite healthy, but had
been in contact with Mr. Craddock's beasts,

which were shot on the l6th. Mr. KiRBY had
S other beasts, and Mr. TowsE 12, that had not
been near the infected animals, and they were
not shot ; and as yet they have continued to be
quite healthy.

Three days after the above decided step on
the part of the local authority, and the adoption
of the method recommended by the Inspector of

the Privy Council, by which all animals that had
been in contact with infected herds arc at once
killed, it was discovered that the disease

had been in existence for several days on the

farm of Mr. Fawcett, of Belthorpe. Belthorpe

is a hamlet in the parish of Bishop Wilton, but

is near to Yapham. It is within the infected area.

On Monday, the 23d ult., it was found that in

two fields there were seven or eight beasts in the

plague. Of these, three were dead or dying.

During that day and next the whole herd of 37
was killed. The owner, it appears, had secretly

buried two or three beasts that had died

during the previous week. As one of the

fields in which the infected cattle v/ere

grazed was at the extreme boundary of the

infected area, the liability of the plague to creep

outside was at once recognised, and every pre-

caution against this was adopted. The proscribed

infected area also was immediately enlarged.

These anticipations were too soon realised. The
hopes, as we stated, of the enemy being mastered
were shattered by the announcement on Tuesday,
October i, of a new outbreak of the plague on
the premises of Mrs. Bielby, a small occupier

at Fangfoss, a village adjoining Yapham on the

west, but outside the proscribed area. The
infected animal was shot on the same day, and
on October 2 another cow and a calf on the same
premises were destroyed.

It is to be regretted that the movement of the

cattle now attacked from pasture to the farm
premises in the midst of the village has necessi-

tated the immediate proclamation of a new
infected area, in which the whole village of

Fangfoss is included ; by which circumstance

the inhabitants will be put to serious incon-

venience. This is the second extension of the

original circle of one mile radius from Mr.
Berriman'S pasture, where the plague first

broke out. The field in which the cattle be-

longing to Mrs. Bielby were grazing when
attacked is in the first additional infected

area proclaimed a few days ago. If the

animals had not been taken into the farm
buildings there would have been no necessity for

the new infected area containing the village of

Fangfoss being proscribed. As the pasture in

which the cows slaughtered this week is very

near to one of the pastures in which Mr. Faw-
CETT'S plague-stricken herd grazed, we need not

seek far for the origin of the infection in the

present case. When Mr. Fawcett had the

rinderpest developed to a fatal extent in his herd

of more than 20 head close to his farm buildings,

and he took 19 other beasts that evidently had
been in contact with the infected lot to one of

his most distant fields, on the very boundary
of the proscribed district, he did the very thing

which was best calculated to enlarge the infected

area, and to carry the disease into a fresh dis-

trict. And so it has happened. In seven days
from the discovery of the infected cattle on Bel-

thorpe farm, an outbreak has occurred in the

township running up to the west side of that

farm. The fact that a brook runs between a
field of Mr. Kirby's and Mr. Fawcett's home
grass field, in which the 21 animals were
pastured, may explain why these animals should

take the plague ; but because it runs into Spittle

Beck near Fangfoss it is not, therefore, as
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many have supposed, necessarily the medium by

which the infection has been communicated to

Mrs. Bielby'S cattle ; for the good reason that

before it comes near Fangfoss the brook turns

to the south, and runs away from the pasture in

question where the cattle grazed.

As our harvest is over, and the ingathering

of the corn in the West of England is now com-

pleted, it will not be out of place if we offer a

few remarks upon its general conduct, especially

as circumstances have tended to make THE
Harvest of 1S72 somewhat exceptional. On
April I of the present year we anticipated the rise

which has generally taken place by giving to our

labourers unasked an increase in money-wage of

about 12 per cent.; and subsequently during

harvest time, in the face of long days of work, the

increase has been about 24 per cent. ; and we
may say that in these cases the money arrange-

ments gave complete satisfaction ; and for both

root hoeing and corn harvest there has been no

lack of workmen.
Another preliminary statement should here be

made : in all cases of " put " or " task " work, the

prices asked by the men themselves have uni-

formly been given, nor have they been in excess

of those of former years.

Flere, then, it might be supposed, in the

face of paid agitators amongst us, and meetings

to be addressed by " gentlemen from London "

announced on posted placards, all was as

smooth as it well might be ; alas ! we have a

different tale to tell, for, though we have seldom
had finer harvest weather, and our men were

mostly those who had been for some years

attached to the farm, having had their work at

their own money price, yet matters have worked
anything but harmoniously, and the reasons for

this are not far to seek.

It should be borne in mind that the follow-

ing particulars relate to a farm in a cider county,

and as scarcely any cider was made in 1871,

those farmers who had not a store have had
to buy at greatly enhanced prices ; but we must
state that as the cider of 1870 was unusually

good, and the less valuable or "keeping" lots

had already been disposed of, that which had
Icept well for so long has been of the stronger kind.

This, then, has been a strong "hearty " cider,

which means that it is warming and stimulating,

even intoxicating ; at the same time the acids

of this particuhar drink have contributed not a

little to that feeling of hunger from which its

name of " hearty " is derived.

With cider of such quality it was soon found

that, though there was no strike to be made
for increased wages, there was to be a decided

stand on the score of drink, and a general under-

standing was come to, that " uz wuU have as

much cider as we ha' got a mindid ; and if

measter won't give it we'll go to them as wull."

It was all in vain to offer ^s. a week instead of

drink, and we could then only determine to

watch results, and so keep this matter of drink

within as narrow limits as possible. But, withal,

the men have gone beyond proper refreshment,

and, as a result of good quality or increased

quantity, night usually found them merry and
communicative, or else morose and quarrelsome,
according to temperament. And so, what with

the drink and time consumed in drinking and in

quarrelling, harvest work has been unusually

expensive this year : and though the prices for

tying after the machine or for bagging Wheat
were the same as heretofore, and the same
price was given for mowing Lent corn and other

work, yet the cider and time consumed have
added greatly to the cost of the work.

In order to put this matter in its proper light,

it may be well to give an account of our corn
crops for this year. They consisted of :—

Wheat 50 acres
Peas 5 „
Oats 16 ,,

Barley 79 ,.

Total .. ISO ,,

It should be stated that the Oats and Barley
were considerably beaten down with rain, and so
the machine could not be well worked.
Of the Wheat four-fifths were cut by Samuel-

SON's reaper. Now the wage-cost for this was
m round numbers 8j. per acre for cutting, tying,
cartmg, stacking, and thatching, not reckon-
ing perquisites. The cost of drink for the
harvest, mcludmg the processes as above,
has been as nearly as possible 4^. per acre,
or half the amount of the wages. More-
over, we have had to buy drink at an unusually

dear rate, whereas the notion prevails that

drink costs the farmer nothing, which, indeed,

was the assertion of a Government inspector
;

and we are told that we force our men to take,

as the Cockney elegantly terms cider, this " rot-

gut " stuff Here, however, is an actual case in

which drink has cost half as much as harvest

wages, and these, be it understood, were for

the most part such wages as the men asked for

themselves.

It now remains to be shown whether the

masters or the men got off well with the arrange-

ment, and we meet this with the direct assertion

that both have been injured. The quantity and
quality of the drink supplied, and the time con-

sumed in drinking, made it impossible for the

labourer to do more than half the work he could

perform with greater moderation. The work
thus delayed was all-important to the employer,

for harvest is not a period to waste time, as it

may result in the ruin of the best of crops.

If Unionism means pressure at an awkward
season, it may well take the form of an increased

demand for drink, and we think it has done so

this year ; but this being so, we are persuaded
that the labourer will be rather worse off than
better. We are not opposed to the labourer being
fairly supplied with the means for getting both
meat and drink ; but, unless he be taught to act

perfectly independently of the latter, he will

never be much better oft', unless, indeed, he be
defended by a law that shall make it penal to

pay w.ages in "kind."

Much drinking in harvest makes one feel like

the admiral on the eve of a great engagement,
who answered a demand for more grog with the

rejoinder, " Wait until the battle is over, and
we'll all get drunk together." Doubtless the

battle was the better fought for the abstinence,

and a stimulant is better adapted to relieve

exhaustion than to prevent it. If we look to the

consequences of this inordinate craving for

drink, we shall find them very disastrous indeed.

Most men after the harvest debauch are unfit for

a good day's work ; colic, dyspepsia, rheumatism,
and other complaints, are with us the natural

consequences of a month's working in the harvest

field.

Under these circumstances, then, it seems to

us absolutely certain, that if we can get our work
done with an increased wage in lieu of drink,

the work will be better done, the men will be
better off and able to earn more, and the farmer
will find the plan more profitable in every way

—

profitable in trustworthiness, in expedition, and
precision, and profitable in the better state of

the men and their families.

The supply of English Wheat at Mark Lane
on Monday was small, and good qualities brought the

extreme prices of the previous week. The grain trade

was firmer on Wednesday, the tendency being towards

further improvement. . At the Metropolitan Cattle

Market on Monday a clearance of beasts could not be
effected, even at reduced prices. Sheep fell in price,

but choice calves were dear. Quotations for beasts and
sheep on Thursday are reported as "almost nominal."

Prices continue to droop in the Wool Market.

The letter of Baron LlEBIG in another column,

on the nutritive value of preserved meat, will be read

with great interest.

Mr. B. T. Brandretii Gibp.s, the Hon.
.Secretary of the Smithfield Club, writes to inform us

that the Council has resolved:—"That no animal

(cattle, sheep, or pig) exhibited at any otlier show
within one month previous to December 6, 1872, be

allowed to be exhibited at the Smithfield Club's

show;" also, "that certificates will be required from
exhibitors to the effect that the animals have not been

or will not be so exhibited ; and also that the stock

has not, for 14 days previous to leaving home for tlie

show, been in contact with any animal suffering from

contagious or infectious disease ; and further, that all

animals coming by railway must be sent in horse-boxes,

or in private conveyances."

The Flax Supply Association, whose
centre of operations is Belfast, having issued the usual

query slips to correspondents in all parts of the four

provinces where flax is cultivated, in order to ascertain,

with as much accuracy as possible, the present con-

dition of the ffax crop in Ireland, have just publislied

tlie replies, which date from September 14 to 19

inclusive. In the Province of Ulster pulling is

generally completed, no material harm iias been done
by wet weather, and the yield and quality are uni-

formly better than for the past few years. In some
instances, in the County Down, it has blue-moulded in

the stook ; but these are exceptional. In County
Tyrone the yield is about 32 stones per statute ^cre.

In the Province of Munster Flax is all pulled, and much
of it finished and in stack. The crop, which is mostly

of superior quality and an average quantity, has not
been injured by the wet weather. In some districts it

is the only crop this year that will leave the farmer any
remuneration for his time and labour. County Tip-
perary is an exception, as the crop is bad, the weather
having damaged all crops. In the Province of
Leinster Flax is all safe, the yield extra good, and
quality fine. In County Kilkenny the yield will be
about 50 stones per Irish acre. In the Province of

Connaught the crop is an average one ; but in many
cases it has suffered from the weather. In County
Mayo there will be double the quantity of straw off the

land this year as compared with last.—In estimating

the gross quantity of the yield, it should be borne in

mind that this year the total number of acres under
flax is 121,864 as against 156,670 acres in 1S71,

showing a decrease of 34,806 acres. The report of the
Association above referred to states that "some injury

is done to Flax which has been exposed on the grass

and in the stook ; but the habit which prevails so

generally in Ireland of 'watering' will cause the

damage to be much less than would have been the case

were it the custom to water the Flax sufficiently ; and,

in some instances, from a dread of the wet weather
continuing, the Flax has been taken from the steeping-

dams in a condition somewhat *hard,' which would
also have the effect of enabling it to withstand the

slaving influence of rain while on the grass."

We have received a letter from Mr. W.
Smith, of Woolston, in which, alluding to a note by
Mr. Mechi's bailiff, published three or four weeks ago
in these columns, he again, " on public grounds and
none other," calls attention to certain discrepancies in

the published reports regarding the Tiptree harvest of

1869. We would gladly print the letter here, for the

subject of it has been, as it were, challenged by Mr.
Mechi's bailiff, but it appears to us that no public

good can follow a discussion of details of such an
ancient date.

A correspondence in the Times on the RELATIVE
Value of Wheat and Maize, commencing with a
protest by Mr. Albert Williams, of Ilsley, ag.ainst

the assertion that Maize at 30^-. a quarter is an impor-
tant substitute for Wheat at 6oj., is fitly closed by the

foHowing letter from Mr. C. Ekin, F.C.S., of Bath:

—

" I have comp.ared analyses made by Boussingault,
Fresenius, Petri, Schvverz, Mevek, and otliers, all

analysts of undoubted autliority, and I find that the

mean of the results they arrived at gives to

—

Proteids. Amyloids.
Per Cent, Per Cent.

Wheat-flour .. .. 14.2 .. .. 6y.8

Maize meal .. .. 8.1 .. .. 70.0

Or, in other words, Wheat-flour contains not twice as

much tissue-forming material as Maize-meal does, and
about the same quantity of Wheat- producing material.

It will be seen that the statement of your correspondent,

Mr. H. Kains-Jackson, 'that Maize at 30-t. is an im-

portant substitute for Wheat at 6o,r.,' is fully justified,

while the counter-statement of Mr. Williams, ' that

Wheat has, at the very least, three times the v.alue of

Maize," is altogether erroneous. If we take the whole
grain the results are still more in favour of Mr. Kains-
Jackson. The analysis giving the highest nutritive value

to Wheat that I can find is that of Feesenius, which,

compared with Krocker's analysis of "Maize, stands

thus :—
Proteids. Amyloids.

Wheat {whole grain) .. 20.59 •• 5o-99 Fresenius.

Maize {whole grain .. 14.68 .. 65.S8 Krocker.

Boussingault found the average quantity of proteids

present in Weat to be 14 per cent., and in Maize 10,9 per

cent. ; and he calculates that, in nutritive value, 55 lb. of

Wheat are equal to 70 lb, of Maize,

"

Messrs. H. Monro & Co., of Inverness, thus

report of the Harvest in North Scotland:—
" IVJiccTt.—Owing to the fine open winter and spring,

and tempted by the fair prices of the two previous years,

farmers laid down a much greater extent of land under

this cereal than in the preceding year—it is not, we
believe, an over-estimate if we say <a third more. This

will go some way to make up for the deficiency caused by

the unseasonable weather. In Inverness and Ross shires

a large breadth of the finest land was under Wheat, and
it is this class of land which has suffered most, the lighter

soils escaping with a minimum amount of injury. On
several farms the damage is so serious that it is doubtful

if tlie yield of grain will pay the cost of harvesting and
threshing. But on some lands, particularly light lands,

there will be a fair crop of good sound grain, though we
hardly look for the fine chalky white-coloured samples we
have been accustomed to receive from Ross and Inverness

shires in all seasons of fair average weather. Be.arded

and other varieties of red Wheats have proved better

than almost any other kinds, and there is a fair propor-

tion of land under these. On the whole, notwithst.anding

the extra extent of land under Wheat, the aggregate

return will be considerably under an average, while a

good deal will be so much injured as to be unfit alto-

gether for milling purposes. But we are far from think-

ing that a larger portion still of good sound quality will

not be forthcoming, though much of it will be too soft

to be fit lor immediate use. It was so far fortunate that

during most of the rainy days the temperature was low,

and the few d.ays of dry weather we were favoured with

were accompanied by keen searching winds, which did

much to repair a good deal of the mischief already done

to the crops.
' * Barley has altogether been a good heavy crop, though

considerably less of it has been sown, especially in Ross-

shire, than in previous years, but the quality is unequal,
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and in most cases unsatisfactory. The grain itself is well

filled and plump enough, but owing to rain and the want of

sunshine, there is an almost entire absence of the fine

colour of last year, which makes it so acceptable to the

maltster. On some farms it has suffered so much by rain

as to be almost unfit for any other purpose than feeding.

But all over there is a fair, though not an average, return

of good sound grain, though the greater portion by far

will be deficient in colour.
" Odfs are the heaviest crop of the season—above an

average we think—and as they do not suffer so much by
exposure to rain as any of the other cereals, there will at

any rate be as much food supply obtained from them as

in previous years. The colour and condition, however,

will generally be behind.

\ \" Fyc is year by year sown more in the North, and this

season it has turned out in quality and quantity com-
paratively well. The yield per acre should prove an
average, and the aggregate considerably over the previous

year.
" Taking the harvest altogether, it will, to many

farmers, be one of heavy loss, while the public must suffer

in a considerable diminution of the food supply. But, if

that is any comfort to us, we are hardly so ill off as in the

south of Scotland, and in many respects it is not so dis-

astrous as it at one time threatened to be. We have an
enormous bulk of straw and hay, a heavy crop of Oats

;

and Barley and Wheat, though much below an average,

and so much of it injured, will yet turn out a greater bulk
of good sound useful grain."

• The following is an abridgment of a letter

lately addressed by Mr. Sotheron-Estcourt to the

Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol :

—

" The purport of your letter I conceive to be, that you
wished for my opinion whether some kind of committee
of conciliation or arbitration, if established in this country,
might not be useful for settling disputes in agriculture,

and especially for dealing with grievances alleged to e.xist

amongst labourers at the present time, of which the
principal one is inadequate wages. I gave at once my
best attention to the subject ; and after turning it in my
mind in various ways, I must say I cannot see in what
manner a case may be drawn up for which arbitration
would be an effective or proper remedy. No doubt an
umpire may be useful in trade and other commercial un-
dertakings, because the money-value of a man's labour
can day by day be estimated according to the price of the
commodity produced by it. But where is the standard
by which an umpire can determine the value of labour of
a farm servant in any particular month of the year ? The
crop is harvested and ready for sale only once in a twelve-
month ; and it is only by taking an average of the whole
cost and profit, and distributing the amount over 52 weeks,
that the value of the labourer's share can be ascertained.
Increased cost of living, diminished value of money, and
other circumstances, may, and do, influence the rate of
wages

;
but I have never known an instance in agriculture

where any interposition of an umpire or committee has
had a permanent effect on the wages of a district. But
although I do not see my way to any beneficial result

from a committee to take cognisance of disputes, or to
canvass and propose schemes of improvement, I think it

very desirable that public attention should be drawn from
time to time to the subject ; and your lordship has, in

my opinion, rendered a great service to the labourers in

this county by affording them an opportunity of detailing
their wants and wishes under your roof, in your presence,
and with liberty of going fully into the matter-—^providing

(permit me to say) at the conference, keeping within your
indisputable province as bishop, of listening to complaints
of any of your flock, and of showing a tender regard for

their interests, you refrain from encouraging hopes or
making engagements which it does not positively lie within
your power to realise."

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

On Tuesday, the 24th ult., Mr. Thornton dis-

posed of the entire herd of pure-bred Shorthorns, the

property of the late Mr. Charles Barnard, at Harlow-
bury, Harlow. The stock were brought out in high
and healthy condition. The in-calving heifers were of
good quality, were well haired, and sold well. The
day was very wet, and this kept away mere spectators,

and made more room for a business-like company.
Prices were all good, and many "new men" were
among the bidders. Altogether the sale must be con-
sidered as having been very successful. The general
resultwasthat62 cows and heifers averaged^34105. id.,

and made a total of ;£'2I39 fs. 6d. ; i-j bulls made
£^\ Sj. <^d. each, and 2^534 gj. altogether ; while the

79 lots averaged £'^2i ^7^-> ^"d, made a grand total

of ^^2673 i6j. 6d. The majority of the sales were
effected at between 30 and 40 gs., and the following
were the highest prices given :

—

Daisy, a square,
symmetrical, and good cow, by Lord Claret
(24,376), and of the " Sonsie " tribe, 62 gs., Mr. C. H.
Cock ; Pretty Rose, a. very nice cow, by DUKE OF
Grafton (21,574), and tracing back \.o Lady Liverpool
by Earl OF Liverpool {3677), 60 gs., Mr. J.
Christie ; Lady Fragrant, a very good, fine, large cow,
by Thorndale Butterfly (25,308), 93 gs., Mr. C.
H. Cock ; Stra^vberry by Thorndale Thorndale
(27,665), 52 gs., Mr. G. J. Day. In the bull section,
Duke of Liverpool by the Duchess bull 2d Duke
OF Claro (21,576), and of the " Lally " tribe, 50 gs.,
Mr. G. Bland; 4TH Duke of Claro, a very good
yearling, by Duke of Liverpool (28,414), and of
the "Lady Spencer" tribe, going back to good old
Mason blood, 57 gs., Mr. G. J. Day ; Lord Lovell
by Thorndale Thorndale (27,665), and of the
"Seraphina" tribe, 50 gs., Mr. J. K. Barnard; and'

3D Duke of Claro by Duke of Liverpool, 61 gs.,

Mr. P. Brown.

Thursday, the 26th ult., witnessed the disper-

sion ot 42 head of pure-bred Shorthorns, constituting

the entire herd of Mr. R. Blackwell, of Tansley, near
Matlock Bridge, Derbyshire. The stock were even,

well haired, and in nice natural condition, although
they had been removed from their good pastures on
account of the prevalence of foot-and-mouth disease.

Tansley Farm was common only ten years ago, but

under the good management of Mr. Blackwell the

cattle have thriven, and become noted in their locality

as prize-takers. A large company assembled, and
there was considerable competition for some of the

lots. The calves by Knight of Knowlemere were
excellent, with grand forequarters, and capital hair

and flesh. It was expected that the cattle

would fetch an average of 40 gs., and the must
sanguine looked for no more than So gs. The result,

however, was that the general average was ^^67, and a

sum total of ^2814. Thirty-four cows made
j^7o qj. 6i/. each, and eight bulls realised ^^52 4J-, 9;/.

each. The following prices were among the principal

given :

—

Emerald by Young Windsor (17,241),

53 gs., Mr. T. Pears ; Booth Duchess by Viscount
Windsor (19,082), and of the Blanchehy Belvedere
tribe, a very massive, good cow, the property of Mr.
Storer, and the result of a cross of Booth upon Sock-
burn blood, was sold at 120 gs. to Mr. J. J. Wilkinson;
Friar's Balsam by Lord Cobham (20,164), 5^ gs.,

Mr. M. T. Hopkinson ; Lady Leoine, a beautiful, neat

cow, by Lord Cobham, 75 gs., Mr. G. Fox ;

Crocus, a well-haired cow, with sweet head, by
Knight of Killerby (22,054), 73 gs., Mr. T. Rose

;

Lizzy, a fine large, good heifer by 8th Duk.e of
York (23,808), 125 gs., Mr. G. Fox ; Anna by
SvMiMETRiCAL, a trille Small but very sweet, was sold

cheap at 105 ^^. to Mr. J. Thorn ; Isabella by Pilot,
was sold for 205 gs. to Mr. G. Fox ; Z(?//y by Match-
less James (29,346), and from Lizzy by 8th Duke
OF York, Sogs., Mr. J. Thorn; Lioness by Jupiter
(24,228), and a daughter of Lady Leoine (lot 9),

135 gs., Mr. J. Thorn ; Anna by Earl of Rosedale
(26,072), a large good heifer and likely to make a good
cow, bred by Mr. J. Storer, 190 gs. Mr. T. Rose

;

Medora 2d by Jupiter, and a fine heifer, and another
example of the Medora by Ambo sort, loo gs., Mr.

J. W. Phillips. Another of the same tribe, Medora ^d
by Knight of Knowlemere, 170 gs., Mr. J. W.
Philips. In the bull sale Derbyshire Hero by the

famous Leicester winner Bolivar (25,649) was sold for

130 gs., Mr. J. W. Wilkinson. Other animals also

sold well, many making from 40 to 60 gs. each.

On Wednesday next, the 9th inst., Mr. John
Thornton will dispose of between 50 and 60 head of
bulls, cows, and heifers, comprising the principal

portion of the Rougholm herd, situate near to the

Eskmeals station, on the Furness and Whitehaven
Railways, Cumberland. This herd is now sold conse-
quent on the death of John Caddy, Esq.

, J. P., and
was commenced in 1S29 by the father of Mr. Caddy,
who was one of the pioneers of Shorthorn breeding in

Cumberland. The herd has been fostered and im-
proved by the late Mr. Caddy, whose sound judgment
was so well known that his services were in frequent

demand as judge at the principal agricultural exhibitions

in Cumberland, Lancashire, and Westmoreland. This
is the first public sale from the herd, its well known
excellence securing for the surplus stock ready private

sale, and the produce sent out from Rougholm has
done much to improve the breed of the stock in the
adjoining neighbourhood for miles around. We may
state that the whole of the stock is in a natural state,

Mr. Caddy's motto being to keep his herd so as to

combine abundance of calves and plenty of milk where-
withal to feed them. Ills example is well worthy of
imitation. There will be found some excellent Booth
blood at Rougholm, the principal bull in use being
Mr. Torr's Waterloo Cherry (27,763) by Cherry
Prince (23, 155), from Waterloo Princess by Mr.
Booth's British Prince (14,197). He is included in

the sale. The catalogue contains 21 GWynnes and a
number of Gillivers and Roseberrys, and prettier cows
and heifers than are to be found amongst the Gwynncs
will be difficult to find. Fifteen bulls make up the
catalogue, WATERLOO Cherry being the sire of 13
of them (also of 16 of the females). The bulls are
remarkably good, and will no doubt command atten-

tion, as many of them are very desirable animals
for sires.

HOP PROSPECTS.
The Hop picking, or Hopping, as it is usually

called, still goes on, and in some places will actually

not be finished until some time next week. There has
been a scarcity of pickers in East Kent, where the

growers depend generally upon home-dwellers and do
not import strangers, as well as in the neighbourhoods
of Gravesend, Hjgham, and Rochester. In parts of

the Weald of Kent enough strangers could not be
obtained, and on many farms throughout the county of

Kent there is not oast room or drying room sufficient

to take more tlian so many bushels of green Hops per
diem, so that more pickers would have been useless.

The violent wind of the 27th ult., the sharp, white

frosts, which wrought immense mischief in East Kent,

and the unusual lateness of the picking season, will, of

course, tend to increase largely the contingent of brown
and damaged Hops, while there is no doubt that
patches here and there will not be worth picking at all.

It is clear now that the proportion of really good,
sound, bright Hops is comparatively small, and holders
of coloury samples, understanding thi.s, are not by any
means disposed to part with them at the present rates.

It cannot yet be said with any certainty what the crop
will amount to, as it is not yet quite gathered in, but it

is almost certain that in many very important districts

it will not be so great as that grown in 1870. In Mid
Kent there is much disappointment felt at the short-

coming of the produce, for though it must be admitted,
and growers admit readily that it is a plentiful crop,

there is nothing extraordinary about it, as there

really appeared to be when it was as yet shining

in clusters upon the heavily laden poles. Knowing
growers and cunning men who have worked upon
certain farms all their lives, who take nearly as

much interest in the Hops as their employers, and
are most jealous for the pre-eminence of their respective

growths, declared that they never saw Hops hang so
thickly, or such weights upon an acre before ; but never
were the knowing ones so taken in, for the supposed
enormous yield will be, after all, nothing more than a
good over average crop. Men who have lived in ITop
gardens the best part of their lives, who have talked
and thought of Hops, and of little else, for 60 or 70
years, are strangely out in their "sets" this season,

and scratch their heads wonderingly as they say,

"Eless'd if I didn't think th' eight acres would 'a

grow'd a ton, an' on'y 14 cwt. arter all ! Well, I am
blow'd !

'* It is very refreshing, in these days of

apathy and presumed want of sympathy between men
and master, to notice the interest manifested by the

labourers upon some Hop farms in the many changes
and chances of the crop and its issues, and the keen
spirit of rivalry felt that

'

' our master's " grounds should
turn out more and better samples than his neighbours*.

This wishing for success makes them naturally anxious
to ensure it ; and it must be said, with regard to the
dryers particularly, that, as a rule, they take great

pains, and use their utmost ability to bring off good
samples from the kilns, and to conduct this most
important part of the management of Hops as well
as they can. The wages for these services are
high, as they ought to be, for there is a deal
of night work, and skill and judgment are

necessary in the actual drying as well as in

the cooling and packing of Hops, as any one
who has seen a "pocket'^ of Hops can readily under-
stand. A dryer earns from £2 los. to £2, per week.
His labours have been much lightened by the intro-

duction of machines for pressing the Hops into the

pockets, as before these were adopted he had to tread
them in with his feet, which process required great

nicety in treading evenly over the surface, and was
very hot, dusty, laborious work. The later picked
Hops in Sussex are very brown, but the crop is large,

those which were picked during the first fortnight are

bright and of good quality and condition. Growers
are pushing them in the market, and taking prices

for them varying from 6oj-. to Zos. per cwt. The
same applies to the Weald of Kent growers, who seem
anxious to be quit of their growths this year at very
low figures, in spite of the palpable fact that stocks of
yearlings were never so low throughout the world as

they now are. The Hants and Surrey gardens are

nearly all picked, and have produced a good crop, of
better colour upon the whole than Kent or Sussex.

The trade for them has not yet commenced, Weyhill
fair being the usual market for "Farnhams." Hereford
and Worcester do not average 2 cwt. per acre. The
quality and colour are good, and prices at Worcester
are well maintained. Business in the Borough .is not
yet active, none of the great Mid Kent and East Kent
growths have been put on the boards, and the sales

which have been effected have been of Sussex and
Weald of Kent sorts, more or less pressed for sale,

which has made the market somewhat flat. It is

said that the English market is menaced with an
inundation of foreign Hops, but it seems hardly
probable that when buyers can obtain good sound
English Hops at £^ they will prefer common Conti-

nental growths at rather more money. The Hops
which compete successfully with choice English pro-
duce are from Spalt and other noted Bavarian districts,

and these are worth at Nuremberg from £^ los. to

£$ 16, per cwt.; while those which are grown in the
famed old gardens near Spalt town, as at Groswein-
garten, for example, are fetching from ^9 to £() i^s.

per cwt. It is true that some Bavarian Hops are as low
2l% £2 I3J'. per cwt, but they are of common marks, of
inferior quality, and indifferent colour ; and it seems
incredible, from what is gathered from German
reports, that any German Hops can be brought into

competition with those of choice English growth
while the present prices rule relatively at Nuremberg
and in the Borough. Saar Hops, the best of the
Bohemian produce, are selling quickly at from ^9 to

£<^ \os. per cwt. ; and as the proportion of good
coloured Hops in Germany is estimated at only one-
tenth of the whole crop, all those of good colour will be
readily bought for home consumption.
There is an immense quantity of Hops in Belgium,

for which very low prices obtain—as low as £1 \'js. 6*/.

to ;^3 per cwt., but the last account stated that prices
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were getting better. Looking at the prospects then of

this year's crop at home and abroad, it appears to be

much above average in England, a Uttle above average

in Germany and France, much above average in Bel-

gium, a good deal under average in America. The
latter country will absorb considerable quantities of

Hops from England and the Continent, and 2d class

Continental produce will come in quantities to the

Borough.
There will not be sufficient, or at all events not more

than enough really bright, first-class Hops for the trade

requirements at home and abroad, for it is one great

feature of the season that the Hops lost their colour

and quality very much more quickly than usual. For

superior Hops, therefore, fortunate holders may expect

prices out of all proportion to those now ruling, and to

the price which will rule for common qualities.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
An Essay.

{Continued frvnt p. 1307.)

The next question that presents itselt to our

notice would perhaps fail to be adjusted, though dis-

cussed in several bulky tome?, or even by the collected

wisdom of our legislature, namely, by what funds is an

agricultural college to be established and supported ?

where is it to be situated ? and by whom governed ?

In the first place, we hear a great deal of the sturdy

independence of the English middle classes, and their

unconquerable aversion to accept eleemosynary aid,

even in procuring for their children that greatest benefit

—education. No doubt much maybe said in favour of

this feeling, and we have no wish to see its fervour or

intensity diminished, but it may be suggested that the

bursaries of the Scottish universities, very many of

which were founded with a special reference to the

poverty of the holders, the sizarships, the servitorships,

and Bible clerkships in our own colleges, and the

frequent advertisements in the Times regarding nomi-
nations of pupils to seminaries of high and well-

established reputation, would seem to prove that there

are a great many individuals in Britain who are not

deterred by false shame or sinful selfish pride from
allowing the talents and industry of their offspring to

vanquish domestic poverty. Whatever other faults the

Englishman of the lower or middle classes may labour

under, assuredly he is no fool in pecuniary matters,

particularly when they operate on the interests of his

family, though he does sometimes give utterance in the

wrong place to the very plausible sentiment, that one
ought to pay his way, and that those articles are to be
most esteemed which have cost the higher price.

An agricultural college, therefore, built, endowed, and
supported at the national cost, and offering a gratuitous

education to all comers (if such a supposition be not

too wild for discussion), must naturally fail in procuring
the goodwill of those whom it is meant to serve ; and
we may even go further and say, that in proportion as

such an institution is indiscrtminatingly cheap, so it

must be prepared to lose the support of a considerable,

respectable, and influential portion of the community.
The only circumstance that can tend to "to gild the

pill" of gratuitous education is the rendering such

advantages attainable, in fact conquerable, by intellec-

tual merit, and thoroughly dispensing with the degrad-
ing indications of distinction between the paying and
non-paying pupils. The latter class will, of course, be
always in the majority, and their fees should, if the

establishment meet with a fair proportion of public

support, go a considerable way towards the defray-

ing of expenses. But when we consider the large

sum which the high and, in our opinion, injudicious

taste for elegant architecture which is now so much in

vogue, will probably cause to be required at the outset

in the erection of proper buildings, and other similar

expenses, and the amount of respectable salaries, which
must be paid in order to secure the services of really

able teachers, and which certainly ought not to be grudged
if science and literature are to flourish in our land ; it

does not seem probable that agricultural colleges will

ever be completely self-supporting, neither do we think

it desirable they should be. A purely self-supporting

educational institution, while independent of the

Goverment of the country, and untrammelled by boards

of proprietors, or managers and visitors, is, however,
subject every day to still more galling slavery, to the

caprice of every petty local tyrant, who can increase or

diminish the number of pupils by even an unit, and
almost every seminary labours under the infliction of

some self-constituted inquisitor, who, by virtue of

bustling habits, sapient looks, and indomitable self-

conceit, obtains an influence over the intellectual pro-

gress of his vicinity, which men of unquestionable desert

would neither expect nor desire. Can we, then, be
surprised that the master of a grammar school, as quoted
by Mr. Acland, should say— " Parents prefer an aca-
demy under the master who will flatter them," who
will listen to and comply with every whim as to curri-
culum of study ; and this sentiment is but the faint echo
of the cry of agony which the weak, and at the same time
domineering, character of many parents,' has wrung from
many a distinguished scholar and laborious teacher.
The only place, then, that we can suggest as being

free from the objections that can with justice be brought
agamst the system of seminaries being totally subject
to the control of Government, and hence independent
and careless of popular support and approval, and the

other equally injurious extreme, which would render

them liable to be tossed about by every v/ind of popular

caprice, is that the expense of building and furnishing

an agricultural college should in the first instance be

defrayed from the national resources, and that the

House of Commons should grant annually a sum suffi-

cient to pay the salaries of the professors, the insurance

on the buildings, and some other incidental charges.

When we call to mind how much the nation, taken

collectively, pays annually, not merely to the Scottish

universities, which are time-honoured institutions, and
have worked powerfully for the advancement of that

country, but also to the Irish provincial colleges,

which, though under the management of able and
energetic men—who, we are satisfied, do their utmost

for the benefit of those entrusted to their care, as is

evidenced by the appearance the latter have presented

at the competitive examinations—are yet little more
than experiments, and have already been found dis-

tasteful to a large portion of that community for whose
benefit they were intended, and how much has been

done by the Legislature for the mere civilisation of not

only the lowest of the operative classes but even for

the restoration to order, decency, and morality of the

most criminal and degraded, are we unreasonable in

expecting that something should be done for the moral

and intellectual good of that class to which the rest of

the population owe the food by which they live, or, at

least, a considerable part of it? True it is, the farmers

and landowners of England can no longer command a

majority in the House of Commons, but the agricul-

tural interest is quite strong enough to make its sup-

port a mattei of desire to the leaders of parties, par-

ticularly when these parties are nearly equally balanced.

Would it not, then, be prudent, would it be trans-

gressing the limits of that duty which the farmers of

England owe to themselves, if they were to bring this

question before the notice of those who may solicit

their suffrages preparatory to the next election? And
as there is but little difference, at least in profession,

between the principles of the two most powerful

sections of the political world, may not a conscientious

tenant-farmer, yeoman, or proprietor, make his sup-

port, in some cases, depend on the willingness of the

candidate to recognise the importance of and give a

portion, of his attention to a question of at least as

much importance as the combative properties of

Japanese chieftains, or the utilisation of city sewage ?

Neither can we doubt that a Parliament which has num-
bered amongst its members a Fortescue and a Fever-

sham, a Kerrison, a Clare Read, and a Holland, will

prove obdurate to the progress of the English yeoman,

who asks but for a portion of that aid which is every

year voted away to the stranger and the thankless.

But the large demands which the Government has

always to meet, the impatience of taxation which

has so often been manifested by the people of

England, and the necessity of making provision in

time of peace for the dangers and losses of war,

perhaps too probable, will certainly dissuade any

prudent financier from recommending that the entire

cost of this, or any similar design, should be dis-

bursed from the public stock. Fortunately, how-

ever, other sources lie open to us, for much can

be done by private benevolence, and we trust that

the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England will deem it expedient to come forward and

aid in this good work, and perhaps some assistance,

though in a less degree, may be expected from the

local and less known societies. Should these plans for
** raising the wind" prove insufficient, the plan of sup-

porting universities, which was at one time practised

in Scotland, may be had recourse to, when wealthy

landed proprietors granted a certain annual sum for-

ever to an university, in return for which one or more
youths, born on the estate of the grantor, or recom-

mended by the inheritor of it, receive an equivalent in

education, and sometimes in a small annual stipend,

provided always they succeed in passing the matricula-

tion examination, and attend lectures with due regu-

larity. Setting aside the mere pleasure which will

naturally arise in the mind of every right-thinking

landowner, from the consciousness that he has aided in

the promotion of agricultural education, and thus,

eventually, by the diffusion of a scientific mode of cul-

tivation, in the advancement of his own interests as a

receiver of rent, we can easily see that the establish-

ment of such bursaries or exhibitions would tend much
to the reputation and local influence of the family and
descendants of the founder. In Scotland, also, wealthy

merchants or traders have bequeathed sums of money
in aid of the funds of the universities, on the condition

that education should be imparted on less expensive

conditions to youths possessing certain qualifications,

such as being of kindred to the founder or the

founder's wife, bearing the name of the founder or

of his wife, being natives of a particular parish,

members of a certain clan, &c., and in such cases

the student selected generally receives an exhibition,

at least, if not found positively undeserving. Now,
when we consider what has been done in early, even

in nearly pre-historic times, for the cause of learning

and civilisation, by the people whom Swift, insolently

and unkindly, though, perhaps, not untruly, designated

as the " poor, proud, and fierce Scythians of Europe,"
surely we are justified in entertaining sanguine hopes that

every Englishman who lives by the soil, from the lord of

wide-spread hereditary domains to the humble, but not

less independent, tiller of 100 to 200 well-cropped

acres, will come forward with heart, hand, and purse

to assist in removing from the English farmer the

stigma of ignorance and stupidity.

[To be Continued.')

THE TENANT FARMERS PLACE IN
SOCIETY,

When a man goes abroad for his holiday, one of

the differences between our neighbours and ourselves

that at once strikes his attention is the number of

Government employes and salaried officers that he
encounters in the rural districts. The administration

of justice, the levying of taxes, the repair of roads,

&c., even the preservation of game, seems to be under

a semi-military authority, and to be the duty of some
paid functionary ; whereas with us these services are

rendered gratuitously. From the sheriff and justices of

a county, down to the parish constable, every one is

expected to give up some part of his time for the

benefit of his neighbours, and to undertake in his turn

the offices of overseer, guardian, surveyor, &c., and
administer the affairs of the parish in which he finds

himself cast, without fee or reward. This relic of the

customs of our Saxon ancestors seems to have descended

to us as an inheritance, and to have been the means of

transmitting to our times that general knowledge of

the laws and that implicit obedience to their behests

for which we have always been remarkable. As the

hundredors and tithing-men of King Alfred met in

their periodical courts, and acting as judges, jury, and
perhaps the executioners of their decrees, preserved the

peace of their jurisdictions, so the members of the

modern petty sessions and boards of guardians ad-

minister among their neighbours those small branches

of the law which their local knowledge and acquaint-

ance with the people so much facilitate ; and probably

the serving these offices and on juries has been the

means of implanting more legal accuracy in the rural

minds, and inducing habits of business and discrimina-

tion into the affairs of every-day life.

I have been led into these thoughts by the perusal of

the Sanitary Act of last session, by which the boards

of guardians of mral unions are erected into a sanitary

authority and invested with large powers and duties,

and saddled with great responsibility, in order to pro-

mote the healthiness of their respective neighbourhoods.

For this purpose they are to appoint a medical officer

of health and an inspector of nuisances, under whose
directions and those of the local government board they

are to carry out all the various Acts relating to drainage,

sewage, and the proper supply of water. They are to

remove all nuisances and anything prejudicial to health,

to see that all cottages are properly examined and
ventilated, and in the event of fever or contagious dis-

ease properly disinfected. For these purposes they

may raise money and mortgage the rates to pay for

engineering works of water supply and drainage.

These are evidently very large powers and responsi-

bilities to attach to tenant-farmers, and where the land-

owners are non-resident they will fall almost entirely

into the tenants' hands. We are often told that pro-

perty has its duties as well as its rights. I hope soon

to see the subject of tenant duties canvassed at the

winter meetings of farmers* clubs as a change from
tenant-right, and if so I trust they will be considered

and acted upon in a spirit of conciliation and obedience

to the new requirements of the Legislature. If pro-

perly acted up to they will make the labourer's cottage

healthy, habitable, and cheerful. Nothing will be so

effective towards securing good labourers as a comfort-

able home ; nothing so likely to keep him from the

public-house as an attractive fireside of his own. There
is every reason to believe that if this Sanitary Act
and the Public-house Act are carried out in a

sincere and friendly spirit they will conduce more
to the contentment of the working man, to the

improvement of his condition in life, and to the

eventual diminution of the rates than any modern
palliatives, except it is the Education Act. If a man
can read and get a cheap newspaper or other periodi-

cal ; if the village homes are healthy and decent ; if

the beer-shops are repositories of a pure unadulterated

liquor, and not the nests of crime, there will be no

cause for discontent or fear of strikes. The great

majority of our agricultural labourers are a quiet, con-

tented, and well disposed set of people. Some of them
have been excited by illusive promises to leave their

masters and seek their fortunes elsewhere ; but the

great body of them are too fond of their homes, too

afraid of travel, to be led astray ; if only decently paid

and cared fur they have no wish for change. And I

trust that boards of guardians, now that they will have

the opportunity of helping them, will not neglect it

—

will not be led, for the sake of saving a few pence on

the next rate, to overlook the eventual saving from a

more healthy and prosperous community. Every attack

of fever that they are able to prevent will be a saving

of pounds in medical attendance and future relief.

Every shilling that they enable a man to lay by, or

put into his club, will be in diniinulion of his keep in

the workhouse, or of his burial ; every healthy family

that grows up will be a security against the want of

hands at harvest time, or of strength to do a day's

work in winter. Let farmers, then, turn cheerfully and

manfully to the work beforethem ; looking forrepayment

to the consciousness of having done their duty in their
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Station in life—of having aided, as far as lay in their

power, in relieving the misery tliat has surrounded them.

7. B. M.

MESSRS. HOWARD'S HAYMAKERS
AND HORSE RAKES FOR 1873.

The Messrs. J. & F. Howard, of Bedford, have,

during the current season (1S72), completed some very

important improvements on their hay-harvesting imple-

ments. Annexed are two illustrations (fig. 301) of their

central axle haymaker, and (hg. 302) of their "self-

acting horse-rake." The improvements, to which
special attention is

directed, are applic-

able to the other hay-

makers and horse-

rakes.

The new central

axle haymaker was
first brought out in

1S69, but at the

Manchester trials,

although much ad-

mired by the judges

and public generally,

it "clogged" in two
places, viz., the side

framing and axle be-

tween the two tine

barrels. During the

current harvest both
these defects have
been removed. The
springs of the forks

have also been im-
proved so as to im-

prove both the for-

ward and back action

of the machine. We
shall proceed to de-

scribe the machine as

now in use, with its

more recent improve-
ments.

It will be seen from the engraving that the two fork-

barrels revolve upon a solid straight axle, and are
supported at each end by the travelling wheels. Thus
fixed, the central axle prevents the travelling wheels
"spreading," a very common result in all old machines
in which the barrel-axle is supported on independent
framing. Another important effect of this is, that the
barrel gearing works more truthfully. Such advan-
tages are almost too manifest to permit of a detailed
description. Another advantage of the central axle is,

that the forks are not affected by the motion of the
horse, either travelling on level or on uneven ground ;

hence they can be set nearer the ground than those
of the ordinary for-

ward action machines.

This is of far more im-

portance in general

farm work than at

special trials, for

during the former the

newly cut or tedded
grass is often beaten
into the ground, as it

were, by thunder-

storms, so that, un-
less the forks are set

close to the ground,
and, more practically

speaking, work close

to the ground, they

pass over much of the

grass, whereas during

the latter nothing of

this kind is expe-

rienced, as, for ex-

ample, at the Man-
chester trials, for there

the grass lay compa-
ratively loose upon
the ground. It was
otherwise with innu-

merable examples
whichmightbe quoted
from the past season,

1872. One will suffice,

viz., the second hay
crop of a brewer who
manures heavily, but
who neither rolls nor otherwise prepares his meadow
for machine work. The heavy rains of the 27th and
28th iJt. beat the soft grass into the ground, but on

Monday, September 30, the machine was set suffi-

ciently close to the ground to pick up every leaf,

leaving the whole loosely spread abroad behind ; it

also threw out the grass cocks successfully. The
stumbling of the horse in passing over the cocks did
not affect the perfect action of the forks. The same
was the case when the machine was tried on the wind-
rows both by forward and back action, the work being
successfully done. The mechanical details of the

machine are simple, and by means of the engraving
will be readily understood ; and it is easily changed
from forward to back action, and put out of gear.

The two-tine or fork barrels revolve upon the

central shaft, and are driven by inclosed gearing at

each end. This shaft works in double excentric

journals, one for the gearing and the other for adjust-

ing the distances of the forks from the ground. The
outer excentrics form hollow naves, as it were, to the

travelling wheels. On the inner periphery of each of

these is a spur-wheel, and on the end of each tine-

barrel is a concentric spur-pinion. Two intermediate

spur-pinions working on stud-axles intervene, and by
means of the axial movement of the excentric, either

the one for forward action or the other for back action,

gears in and drives the pinions on the tine barrels. The

Fig. 301,

—

Howard's improved central axle haymaker.

details of mechanism are thus remarkably simple and
efficient in action. The change from forward to back action

is effected by a detached lever or key, keying on to the

projection seen outside the near travelling wheel, and
turning round the excentric until a spring-stop pin is

removed from one hole to another in the outside plate

—also shown on the wheel. One hole is for back
action, another is for forward action, and a third for

throwing out of gear. For adjusting the distance of

the forks from the ground a clamping nut is undone,

and the excentric turned round to the required

distance.

Such is a general description of the machine as

1 -*^»rijr

LAHCT011.S*

Fig. 302, —Howard's self-acting horse-rake.

exhibited at Manchester, 1869. The improvements
made during the harvest of the current year are as

follows :— (i.) That portion of the central shaft between
the two fork-barrels, which was formerly exposed, and
liable to wind-on grass in gusts of wind, tSic, is now
covered, forming a quiescent case, so that any grass or

hay that falls upon it Is immediately tossed off by the

revolving fork-arms. (2.) Two " protecting bars,"

placed at an angle, one on each side, prevent
" clogging " on the side framing when the wind blows
sideways ; thus, should a gust of wind blow grass on
to this " protecting bar," the first rake that comes
round tosses it off, and so on. (3. ) The spring of each
rake-head is now placed in the centre, as shown in the

engraving, so that the action of the three tines in each

rake-head bears equally upon it ; consequently, they
work more efficiently both in their forward and back
action.

These three improvements are being applied to all

the other haymakers, whose general construction most
readers are iamiliar with. We have only seen one,

and the change adds greatly to the efficiency and value

of the machine.

Although the self-acting horse-rake very justly won
the silver medal and only prize of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society of England at Oxford, 1870, like most
other new things it was not without its shortcomings.

The implement, for example, had to be taken to pieces

before a single tine or

tooth could be re-

paired ; and secondly,

the teeth from their

separate independent
action did not lie suffi-

ciently close to their

work in raking rough
uneven ground. Both
these are practical de-

fects of greater signi-

ficance than those who
have no experience
in the matter may at

first sight perceive.

Both defects have been
removed, hence the

practical improve-
ment gained.

We gave an illus-

trated description of

this horse-rake at the

Oxford meeting of the

Royal Agricultural

Society of England
{Agj-icidtiiral Gazette)

y

p. 1009, July 23, 1870,

so that on the present

occasion we shall con-

fine our notice to the

improvements made
upon it last year,

saying no more of the general construction than

what is necessary to illustrate these. Thus the

teeth or tines now rise in pairs, and each tooth is

simply hooked on to its axis, so that it can be

removed by simply unscrewing a nut. This is eftected

by a peculiar (J shaped clamp, which embraces the axis

and holds the two teeth between which it is placed and
to which it is bolted fast in position. Undo one or

both bolts, and one or both teetli can be removed.

Each pair of teeth turn on their axis as one tooth did

in the Oxford implement. But the weight of the two
teeth and the clamp give more than double efficacy to

their raking action. And besides weight the (J clamp
gives greater strength

to the teeth just where
increased strength is

needed. And with
regard to self-action

the teeth rise as

effectually as when
independent of each
other, whilst they
drop into work more
immediately and with
increased effect, and
without any apparent
increase of draught to

the horse. No doubt
the two friction-straps

are, by the pressure

of the foot if thedriver

is riding, or by the
hand on the lever if

he is walking behind,

so as to make the

horse lift the rake,

made to increase the

draught ; but this is

only momentarily,
and it is rather a relief

to the horse than the

contrary, for it must
be borne in mind that

in raking the tractive-

force is not uniform,

but cumulative be-
tween two extremes,
viz., a minimum and

a maximum, so that when the whole force expended is

estimated, the self-acting rake will be found, paradoxical
as it may appear, to consume less power than the other
foot and lever contrivances now in use.

The above two improvements are being applied to
Howard's patent lever horse-rakes, and are found greatly
to increase their value in the harvest field. W. B,

THE POPULATION AND FOOD OF
ENGLAND.

If there ever was a time when all the energies of the
body and all the skill of the brains of England were
needful to its well-being, almost to its existence, this

is that time ; we cannot grow half food enough of the
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most ordinary kind for the existence of the milUons,

and food of the better kind is so scarce and dear as to

be scarcely within the reach of the middle classes. What
is the cause of this great calamity, and what is the

remedy?
It appears to me the cause is, that we as a nation

have entirely lost sight of the great fact that our

Heavenly Father gave the land to grow food for man
and man's creatures, the lower animals, and we have

applied it to purposes so contrary that the cultivation of

the soil has become neither the first nor second con-

sideration, in many instances no consideration at all. A
great portion of the land is not cultivated at all, and

that which is cultivated is so badly and wastefuUy done

as to be productive of about half that which it is

capable of producing. I believe the refuse of the food

consumed is sufficient to grow the food for the con-

sumers.

I have been a man of business 60 years, have seen

something of the many methods of obtaining a liveli-

hood, and have now sat down to wear out that which
remains ofmy existence in the cultivation of the soil. I

do not hesitate testate, from my own observation, that

if the land was cultivated with the diligence and care-

fulness used by tradesmen in large cities, there would
be a vast increase of the quantity of the food grown S.t

present, and another vast increase by the avoidance of

waste. The waste, both of food and refuse, which takes

place on farms is incredible. Necessity has compelled us

in some few instances to use the sewage to cultivate the

soil, instead of poisoning the inhabitants ; still, not-

withstanding it is proved beyond a doubt that it is highly

remunerative, and doubles the productive power of the

soil, very little effort is made to adopt it.

Twenty-seven years ago I showed by practical expe-

riment that nine crops of Italian Rye-grass might be

grown upon i acre of strong, heavy yellow clay land in

one year by the use of the liquid manure from the

London stables ; six crops were cut between March i

and July 22 ; it was publicly announced in the Royal
Agricultural Society's Journal of 1845, p. 575, and
shown to every one who chose to see it ; many persons

did see it, and were satisfied of the truth of it. Thirty

sheep may be kept upon Italian Kye-grass, fed through

hurdles, upon as little land as ten can be kept upon the

common system upon common grass, and the finest

crops of Wheat, Barley, Oats, and Beans may be grown
after the Italian Rye-grass has been fed off the two years

of its existence : it is biennial.

Although every farmer cannot avail himself of town
sewage, nor the liquid from the London stables, every

farmer may avail himself of that which is made by his

own animals upon his farm, and irrigate a certain pro-

portion of his land ; every farmer can collect in and upon
the lowest piece of the land upon his farm all the liquid

manure from his premises, all the water from his dung-

yard, and all the rainwater from the premises, sufficient

to irrigate apartofhis land in proportion to the size of the

farm he occupies. I am not now proposing an experiment

to be made at random, but a practical and remunerative

operation. I am a tenant-farmer in the New Forest,

away from town sewage, or any other means than those

open to every farmer. The liquid manure from every

part of the premises is carefully collected, and applied

to 44 acres of land by means of pipes underground,

and forced by the steam-engine ; every farmer has not

the pipes underground, nor the steam-engine, neither

had I, for the first 10 years I used a common watering-

cart, and found it answer extremely well.

The nine crops of Italian Rye-grass in the year were
grown by the use of the water-cart. The liquid I collect,

used upon the 45 acres of land, is sufficient for 65 acres ;

the half of the land irrigated is in turn Italian Rye-grass

for two years, keeps a very large number of sheep and
other animals upon the immense quantity of food grown :

a large quantity of manure is deposited upon the land.

Wheat invariably follows the Italian—splendid crops

are grown where Wheat had not been grown before.

Barley follows the Wheat, and after the plant is well

np the Italian is sown upon it. Specimens of white

and red Wheat, Barley, and Oats, so grown, may now
be seen at the Royal Agricultural Society's rooms,

Hanover Square, London.
Seventy tons of Italian Rye-grass may be grown

upon an acre of moderate land ; I grew it upon yellow

clay ; it was cut nine times, and measured 1 7 feet in

length. Mr. Hope stated {Gardeners' Chronicle, Sep-
tember 7, pp. 1214 and 1215) that he has grown So tons

per acre, and can grow 100. I have no doubt he can
grow 100 tons upon an acre of good land and an
abundance of sewage. One hundred tons, dried artifi-

cially, will make 20 tons of better hay than can be
made at all out-of-doors, and the quantity saved by the

operation is nearly, or quite, sufficient to pay the

expense. Why should meat then be dear? Only because
the smallest amount of talent is bestowed upon agri-

culture, the most important of all occupations ; because
the laws of our country do not encourage it, but just

the reverse. If one-fourth of the talent used in the
General Post Office was used to produce the largest
amount of food, our lands would produce sufiicient food
for the inhabitants, and we should not be driven to
import diseased cattle from other countries. Other
countries have a Minister of Agriculture, and we should
have also : if we had a clever minister of that depart-
ment, and the refuse of the millions worked up, I have
no doubt a sufficiency of food could be produced.
Waste is the forerunner of want. What would be the

result of one universal bad harvest ? Should we not be

starved or killed by pestilence ? What else can we
expect, if we allow nearly one-half of the land allotted

to us for food to remain uncultivated, and the other

half so fettered by our laws as to produce as little as

possible? Have we not at this moment sufficient to

forewarn us of what may follow ? I live in the midst

of 60,000 acres of land, mostly uncultivated, that would
grow as fine Wheat, Barley, Oats, Beans, and sheep-

keeping as any 60,000 acres round London, which may
be seen at New Park and Burley Lodge, in the New
Forest. My object is simply to call attention to an im-
portant fact which will relieve many working men from
doing in the winter season that which for want of work
they ought not to do. IVilliam Dickinson^ Nciu Park^
Lymingtoji^ Hants.

SHEEP SALES AND LETTINGS.
ShropsJiires.—Sutton Maddock.—Prices ranged from

54 to 40 gs., averaging ^^13 gr. ^d. The principal

buyers were the Earl of EUesmere, Lord Willoughby
de Broke, Sir Henry Harnage, Bart. ; Messrs. W. O.
Foster, Nock, Yates, Preece, E. Lythall, Cope,
Rostron, and Brewster.

At Elford, Mr. May having determined to dis-

contine ram breeding, 42 rams ranged from 5 gs. to

22 gs.

At Shrewsbury was held the autumn sale by
Mr. W. G. Preece. The catalogue comprised about

250 rams and 1600 ewes. Mr. John Evans' nine rams
averaged 12 gs. each. Mr. Crane's, Shrawardine, 20
rams averaged 13 gs. Mr. T. Horton's No. i let at

37 gs., 20 others averaging 10 gs, Messrs. I'cnn &
Harding's No. 2 to Mr. J. B. Jones at 35 gs. ; 13 rams
an average of about 12 gs. The Hon, C, Kenyon's
shearlings averaged nearly 1 2 gs. Mr. T. Horley's

2-shear ram 20 gs. Lord Chesham's 11 rams ranged
from 12 to 32 gs. Colonel Dyott's No, 4 to Mr. T.

Mansell at 25 gs. ; eight others averaged 10 gs. Thir-

teen rams from Mr. Bostock, Stafford, averaged 12 gs.

Mr. W. G. Foster's No. 9 to Mr. G. T. Forester at

27 gs. Mr. C. Byrd's No. I went to Mr. Sydney
Davies for 22 gs,. No. 2 to Mr. John Pickering at

20 gs.. No. 4 to Lord Raglan at 17 gs., No, 7 to Mr.
G. Groves at 12 gs. Mr. Thomas Baschurch No. i

went to Mr, Cartwright at 1 5 gs., and 12 others aver-

aged 9 gs. each.

Lincolns. — At Lincoln, Mr. Wright, Nocton,

oflered 2S shearlings ; Mr. Ealand gave {^z% 'js. for

one, and Mr. Wass ;^24 3^. The whole averaged

/lo I4J-. per head. Mr. W. F. Marshall's, Branston,

13 rams sold to Mr. T. C. Marshall, one for 28 gs.,

and Mr. Lamb and Mr. Mackiiider each one for 21 gs.

M. E. Howard, Nocton, gave 26 gs. for a 2-shear, and
Mr, Marriott 24 gs, for a 3-shear. The 13 averaged

£1'^ \^s. 4d. per head.

At Cadeby, the highest lots went to Mr.
Ilesseltine, 47 gs., Mr. J. W. Parker, 38 gs.

LeicesUTs.—Mr. Clarke Hales, Manor Farm, Basing-

bourne, offered his 25 rams for sale by auction at the

annual fair at Northampton for the 15th time. The
highest price realised was 22 gs., several made over

;^20, and the whole averaged £\6 each.

Cots7volds.—At Northampton, Messrs. Acock &
Hanks disposed of two lots of Cotswold rams. The
first lot consisted of 16 shear-hogs, the property of Mr.
W. Lane, Broadfield Farm, Northleach, at an average

of ;^I4 I2s. ; the second lot consisted of 12 shear-hogs,

the property of Mr. John Game, Lechlade, at an

average of £\o 13^. 3^^'. Messrs. Lawrence & Carter,

of Bourne, sold 10 long-woolled shearling rams, the

property of Mr. Tom Casswell, of Pointon, at an

average of ;^ii lis.

THE WHEAT CROP.
From seed time to harvest the Wheat plant has

suffered from extreme fluctuations of temperature.

Before it was well out of the ground there was an

unusually severe frost, which was followed by a long

period of warm and wet weather. During the winter

the rainfall was much over the average in the western

part of the island ; in the midland and eastern parts it

was not much in excess in amount, but there was an

unusual number of rainy days, and very generally the

land was very wet. On this farm a crop of roots which

was taken up early in December, and was intended to

be used in feeding experiments, remained in heaps on

the land for about three months, it being impossible to

cart it earlier : and another field, intended for Beans,

could not be worked in time.

The mild and wet winter was succeeded by some
very cold weather in March ; April was warm ; May
was cold, especially at night

; June and July were

alternately warm and cold; and during these months,

and at the beginning, and again near the end of

August, the country was visited by thunderstorms in

unusual number, and of great severity ; in some
localities accompanied with hail, which did great

damage to the crops. This year, as last, the wet and

stormy weather of a great part of the summer was
followed by a hot, dry, and brilliant period in August,

during which a considerable quantity of corn was
secured in fine condition.

It is evident that in a season in which, throughout

the summer, numerous and violent storms occur
affecting some localities much more than others, the

yield of the crops in any one locality cannot, with the

same confidence, be taken as an indication of the yield

of the country at large as when the weather is of a

more uniform character. From personal inspection of
the crops in several other districts, I am convinced
that my own have not suffered to the same extent

as those of other localities ; and of some even not far

distant.

The following Table gives the produce of Wheat in

1872, from the same selected and differently manured
plots as usual, in the field which has now grown the

crop for 29 years in succession. It also gives, for

comparison, the produce for each of the preceding nine
years, and the average for the 10, and for the last 21

years.
Bushels 0/ Dressed Corn />er Acre,

1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1S72
1863-72+ .

i852-72t .

1863
1864
i86g
1866
1867
1 868

1869
1S70

1871
1872 .

1863-72!.
1852-72!.

Without
Manure.

Plot 3.

17J
164
I3i

12A
8|

16I
Mi
15

9i
io3

13I

Farm-
yard

Manure

44
40
37i
3=5

27J
41J
38i
364

328
36}
35S

Artificial Manure.

Plot 7. 'Plot 8. Plot 9,

40}
22^

29I
35i
35

553

49s
43?
32J
3oi

46i
34S
4Si
27S
35i

I
40.V

' 38J

5Si
51

44
3=i
29i
47?
39
454
34?
40^

S^" -Ss

374

Weight per bushel of Dressed Com (lb)

S4i

49
4'S
31*
27J
44J
344
433
284

358
394
363

62.7
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of London dung and 4 cwt. of cotton cake per acre
;

and as the crop was not large there was no artificial

manure applied for the Wheat. The average of the

four fields shows about the same produce as the average

of two in 1S71, but considerably less than in any of the

preceding six years, excepting 1S67.

The next Table shows the produce of 19 different

descriptions of Wheat, grown after highly manured

roots (carted off), and all manured with superphosphate

and nitrate of soda ; also that of some of the same

descriptions in previous years :

—

BttshcU cf Dressed Com per Acre,

Red Wonder
Biirwei! (Old Lammas)..
Bristol Red
Red Nursery
Red Langliam .

.

Woolly Ear (white) .

.

Hardcastle (white)

Golden Drop (red),

Hallett's

Hunter's White, Hallett's

Victoria White. Hallett's

Ori<;inal Red, Hallett's.

.

Wh'itc Chiddam .

.

Casey's White .

.

Golden Rough Chaff
(red)

Bates' Prolific Red
Cluh Wheat (red)

llrowick (red)

Red Chair (white)

Chubb Wheat (red)

Means

5iS

41a

4'J

44l

543
48*
545
49J
S3
5=8

49S

1870. ' 1S71.

483
50

4S
49J

475

453
sol

S3i

sot

51S 49S

3'i

3'5

34S

30S
3>i

30^

333
30

29}

Ms

t^
3a?

283

1872

43|
41}

45i

46}

3q3
45i
35i

3SJ
42^

4S?

4oi

37

per cent. On this assumption there will be required

about 12,000,000 qr. to supplement the home produce

during the harvest year from September i, 1S72, to

August 31, 1S73. With a serious failing Potato cn>p,

foot-and-mouth disease iirevailing, and mmours of the

cattle plague, this is sufficiently discouraging ; and it is

sincerely to be hoped that the still more gloomy

prospects held out by some of your correspondents may
not be realised, y, B. Laives^ Rothamstead^ Herts.
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Thus of 19 sorts of Wheat grown side by side, and

all similarly manured, the highest produce is 49^, the

lowest 35 j, and the average of all 42 bush, per acre.

The highest weight per bushel was 65 lb. (Red Nursery),

the lowest 60 lb. {Hallett's Original Red), and the

average of all was 62^- lb. Both produce per acre and

weight per bushel are much higher than last year, but

generally much lower than in either of the three pre-

ceding years.

For a number of years the average produce on the

selected and very differently manured plots in the expe-

rimental Wheat field, representing of course very dif-

ferent conditions of agriculture, has served to indicate

very closely the average crop per acre in the United

Kingdom. This was proved by the fact of the general

accordance of the actual imports with the estimates

made of the requirements founded on the calculation of

the home produce from the average produce of those

plots. Last year, however, owing to the characters of

the season, and the great diversity in the character and

condition of the crop in diiTerent localities, the estimate

was t^iven with the reservation that the crop had pro-

bably suffered more in this than in the average of

districts. It would seem that the supposition was cor-

rect, for the nett imports from September i, 1871, to

Au<Tust 31, 1S72, have been considerably less than,

calculated on the same basis as in other years, it was

estimated would be required. Part of the difference is

accounted for by the fact that the stocks of foreign

Wheat and flour in the United Kingdom are consider-

ably less now than they were a year ago, the reduction

of stocks in London alone amounting to about 1 7,000 qr.

But this will not account for the whole, and there

can be little doubt that in 1S71 the Wheat crop of the

country at large was somewhat better than, calculated

from the experimental results, it was estimated to be.

It is quite clear that the Wheat crop at Rothamstead

is better this year than it was in 1S71. But, while the

result has shown that in 1S71 it was worse than the

general crop of the country, there can be little doubt

that it is this year better than the crop of the country at

large. This immediate locality has probably escaped

with less damage from the severe storms which have

been so prevalent than many. But this will not account

for the whole of the superiority. In other localities,

where the crops have stood up well at the time of

harvest, and promised well to the eye, greater disap-

pointment has followed the test of the threshing

machine. The relatively higher produce in the country

last year, and the relatively lower produce this, would
seem to be due to more favourable characters of the

season for farmyard manure than for artificial manures

last year, and less favourable for farmyard than artificial

manure this year. Obviously, the crop of the country

depends very much more upon natural than upon arti-

ficial manures ; and it is what would be anticipated,

that, in a season, as was 1871, specially unfavourable

for artificial manures, an estimate in which the produce

by such manures constitutes at least a prominent

element, should understate the general produce of the

country. In like manner, in a season like the one just

past, which has been comparatively much more favour-

able for artificial than for farmyard manure, an estimate

so founded will probably overstate the average produce

of the country.

As already stated, the produce of the selected plots,

averaged in the usual way, gives 255 bush, of 61 lb. per

bush. Taking this to represent the average produce of

the United Kingdom, the deficiency would correspond

to only S per cent. ; but influenced by the results without

manure and by farmyard manure this year, compared
with the average under the same conditions over the

last 21 years, as well as by other considerations, I am
disposed to estimate the deficiency at not less than 14

LIEBIGS EXTRACT OF MEAT.
[The following letter from Baron Lieiiig appeared in the Times

of last Tuesday. The paper by Dr. li. Smith, to which it

refers, is reported in an abridged form in another cokimnl.

In a paper read by Dr. Edward Smith, in Brighton,

before Section F of the British Association, respecting

the alimentation of the population of Great Britain, on
" Preserved Food and Extract of Meat," of which an

abstract appeared in the Times of August 20, Dr. Smith

expresses opinions which are incompatible with the

present state of science.

Having directed my special attention to this subject,

and the leading ideas upon nutrition and food being the

same which have been made known by me 25 years

ago, I trust I may be considered entitled to elucidate

and correct in your widely circulating paper the in-

jurious and erroneous inference of Dr. Edward Smith.

Dr. Edward Smith attaches great importance to the

preparation of food ; the economy of nutrition, how-
ever, depends essentially on the right ]iroportion in the

nourishment consumed of the nitrogenous substances

(meat, fish, eggs, &c.), and those free from nitrogen

(starch, butter, sugar, &c.).

An excess of meat in the diet is waste, and the ex-

clusive consumption of Potatos is likewise waste. The
chemical composition of meat and of Potatos (as well

as of all other articles of food), is perfectly well known,
and it is therefore easy to calculate the proportion in

whicli they must be mixed in order to obtain the maxi-

mum of nutritive value for every individual at every

stage of life.

The alimentation of a population can only be judged

by means of a knowledge of their wants, and of the

above-named proportions. The great economical

successes in the production of meat and milk by agri-

culturists who are acquainted with the relative nutritive

value of the various sorts of food are well known, and
as long as Dr. Edward Smith does not specify what
weight per head "the small morsel of meat" and the

Potatos or rice should have in order '* to form a highly

nutritious diet," and as long as he does not explain

why the small morsel of meat should be fat meat and

not lean, which '

' the poor, in their fastidiousness,

prefer," so long Dr. Edward Smith must allow us to

consider his assertions that the English were worse fed

than the Irish or Scotch as a mere fancy.

In the selection of food, which is influenced by
necessity or want, the instinct and the experience of the

million are infallible, and a far better guide than the

theoretic speculations of men who have remained igno-

rant of the composition of food, as well as of even the

simplest laws of nutrition.

"Fish," says Dr. Edward Smith, "is sometimes
suggested as a substitute for meat ; but fish is rather a

relish than food, and contains little more nutriment

than water.

From Fayen's investigations it is well known, how-
ever, that the flesh of fish on the average does not con-

tain more water than fresh beef, and as much solid

substance as the latter. For instance, the flesh of

salmon contains 75.70 per cent, water and 24.296 per

cent, solid substances, while beef (muscle) contains

75. 88 per cent, water and 24. 12 cent, solid substances.

The flesh of herring contains still less water than sal-

mon, and even flat fish, such as soles, are as rich in

nitrogenous substances as the best wheaten flour,

weight for weight.

The assertion of Dr. Edward Smith that the flesh of

fish contains little more nutriment than water is, as

may easily be perceived, in direct opposition to well

ascertained facts.

Truly comical are Dr. Edward Smith's views respect-

ing tea and extract of meat. " He laments the amount
of money which is, as he holds, wasted, and worse
than wasted upon tea, the amount of nutriment con-

tained in an oimce of tea being infinitesimal."

Dr. Edward Smith cannot seriously imagine that tea

is taken by certain ignorant and stupid people because

they believe it to be a nutriment, which tea, indeed, is

not. The capability of swallowing, not one single

camel but an entire troop is, however, required in

order to believe that if an individual a short time after

having retired from a well-supplied table, satisfies the

longing for a cup of tea, he does so for no other

reason than to add to the food and wine consumed in

abundance an infinitesimal fraction of carbon and
nitrogen, the two chief elements of nutrition.

Tea is no nutriment in the ordinary sense. The
individual who takes tea after his meal feels, without

being able to define it, that tea has a favourable effect

upon certain highly important functions in his body,

that digestion is accelerated and facilitated, and that

his brainwork is benefited thereby ; and if a poor factory

workman imposes on himself privations in his food and
other necessaries of life in order to spare a few pence
for tea, there must be a deeper cause for this than mere
custom.

Neither tea nor extract of meat is nutriment in the
ordinary sense ; they possess a far higher importance

by certain medical properties of a peculiar kind. The
physician does not employ them as specific remedies.

They serve the healthy man for the preservation of his

health. Taken in jnoper proportion, they strengthen

the internal resistance of the body to the most various

external injurious influences which combine to disturb

the general vital processes, and they adjust these latter.

Health is nothing but resistance to injurious in-

fluences, and its degree in different individuals depends

upon the force of this resistance. The object of every

intelligent physician will be directed in the cure of an
illness towards strengthening the internal resistance to

local disturbances, and to restore the normal functions

by his remedies, which in this case arc called medicines

:

and he knows therefore to assign the proper place to

the beef tea or meat juice which he prescribes to his

patients and convalescents.

It is surely a grave offence against all laws of phy-

siology to compare tea, coffee, and extract of meat to

the more common articles of food, and because they are

not that, to draw the inference, as Dr. Edward Smitli

has done, that they are nothing at all. This is cer-

tainly not scientic reasoning.

As regards coffee, Julius Froebel, in his work, Sroen

Years in Central America, says :

—

"For the men accompanying the great mercantile

caravans in Central America coffee is an indispensable

necessity. Brandy is taken as medicine, but coffee is

quite a necessary article, and is drimk twice a day. The
refreshing effects of this beverage in heat and cold, in rain

and in dry weather, are extraordinary."

Of the composition and the value of extract of meat
Dr. Edward Smith holds the most singular opinions.

He says, *' This is sold as a very thick liquid, in jars,

and 1 lb, is said to represent 32 lb. of flesh."

It has, however, never been asserted that i lb.

extract of meat represents 32 lb. of flesh ; this is simply

an invention of Dr. Edward Smith. The truth is that

I lb. extract contains the substances soluble in hot

mater of 32 lb. flesh.

Dr. Edward Smith proceeds to say :

—

" The composition is water (if you will completely dry

a pot of the extract you will see how large is the propor-

tion of water), tlie salts of meat and the phosphates, ex-

tractive matters of a soluble kind, the peculiar flavour of

roasted meat and common salt, which are added to it."

It is utterly impossible to suppose that Dr. Edward
Smith intends to make us believe by this sentence that

extract of meat is water, to which are added common
salt, the phosphates of meat, the flavour of roasted

meat and soluble extractive matters. It is rather to

be assumed that Dr. Edward Smith would have ex-

pressed himself quite differently and more correctly

respecting the composition of extract of meat if he

were possessed of even a faint notion of the science

of chemistry.

As regards the proportion of water contained in

extract of meat, it is well known, through innumerable

analyses, that it amounts on the average to 19 per

cent, (maximum 22 per cent, minimum 16 per cent.)

Extract of meat is beef tea made from fresh beef—not

roasted in the purest state, condensed to the consistency

of a thick honey, to which nothing whatever is added

by the manufacturer. The assertion that common salt

is added to the extract is an unjustifiable invention.

The juice of the muscles contains, as a never absent

component part, a small quantity of chloride of potas-

sium, but no chloride of sodium (common salt).

The eminent African traveller. Dr. Schweinfurth,

dwells on the extract of meat as follows :

—

"Those only are probably fully able to appreciate the

value of extract of meat who, like myself, were compelled

for weeks together to live upon purely vegetable food.

Such a diet engenders a peculiar state of weakness, and
lowers the mental and bodily energy, which is raised again

through the use of meat. I can state from my own
experience that, in the absence of meat, the addition of

extract of meat to vegetable food produces the same good
effect on the body as fresh meat, and that under such cir-

cumstances it is the only means of supplying the lack of

meat. When my American extract of meat was con-

sumed, I prepared some myself from the flesh of antelopes

which did excellent service."

With regard to the considerable saving effected by
the use of extract of meat, we are indebted to Dr. von
Schneider (Chief of the Chemical Department of the

Imperial Mint in St. Petersburg) for the following

highly interesting communication {NorddetUsche All-

gemeine Zeitungy No. 12, 1S72, Sonntagsblall) :

—

" In order to ascertain the economical value of extract

of meat, all soups consumed during the months of

November and December, 1871, and January. 1872, in

my small household, consisting of three persons, were

prepared from remnants of bone, fat, and vegetables, with

addition of extract of meat, and all the meat (mutton,

pork, beef, veal, poultry, and game), was roasted.
" In the month of October, 1871, on the other hand,

the beef was used for the preparation of the ^ot an fen
(with the addition of Rice, semolina, maccaroni, Potatos,

&c. , exactly as in the other three months), consequently

without any extract of meat, and all the meat was con-
sumed as boiled meal.

" It was proved at the end of these experiments that in

the month of October 40 per cent, more money was spent

for meat than on the average in any of the other three

months—viz., the consumption in the month of October

of boiled meat amounted to 120 lb., in any of the other
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three months on the average, 80 lb. ; of roast meat,

therefore, 40 lb. less. We used daily 6 grammes extract

of meat, in 83 days i lb.

The facts prove incontrovertibly, in my opinion, the

physiological effect of extract of meat. The necessity

for the consumption of meat is considerably lessened

when extract of meat is added to the vegetable food ;

in addition to the nutritive value which vegetables

possess in themselves they acquire in the soluble com-

ponent parts of meat those substances which give to a

meat diet its peculiar effect. In view of the present

high price of meat, Dr. von Schneider's observations

are deserving the most careful attention. The trial is

easily made, and it is in everybody's power to make it.

Justus von Liebig^ Presidmt of the Royal Academy

of Science in Munich.

MR. LA IVES AND THE
CROP.

WHEAT

In Mr. Lawes' letter of this year, giving an account

of his agricultural experiments, I see there are some
returns relative to the results obtained by the applica-

tion of different manures, so entirely out of keeping

with recognised principles, practical experience, and
ascertained facts, that I venture to ask leave to point

them out in your colunms. For 20 years I have

looked forward to and read these annual reports with

some interest, but I have long thought them futile as

illustrating any particular principle or practice, or in

leading to the adoption of any new operation in agri-

culture. I have always, however, thought them honest,

and never until this year apt to mislead.

Farmers who live by their business well know that

volatile manures—which all artificial manures are,

more or less—are comparatively ineffective and profit-

less in seasons of excessive drought like 1868, or of

excessive rains like the past ; and yet Mr. Lawes in

both these years places the produce of Wheat from
artificials above that from dung. The following are

his statistics :

—

Wfuat.

1868 ..

1869 .

.

1870.. ..

1871 ..

1872 ..

Average for 10 years
Average for 21 years

No manure.
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Moule's glass manure was not used the haulm looks very

bad, but all the other crops where it was used are

looking well."

A second report was made to Mr. Venn, August 29,

by a gentleman who has had great experience in

farming. In that report he writes thus :—

"
I have this morning, at your request, been round

most of the gardens, as well as the one under the entire

management of Tranter (the gardener), and I must say

that the crops on our own plot of ground are looking

most luxuriant, and promising an abundant yield. About

half an acre of the land under his care is planted with

Potatos. They look quite free from disease. The sort

planted is what are here called White Rocks ; the quantity

3I cwt. The rows are 3 feet apart, and there is i foot

between each set. Between the rows winter greens arc

planted. The whole of the vegetables in the front garden

had some of Mr. Moule's manure applied to them,

excepting one row of Leeks, which had none, and this

now looks very inferior to the others to which the manure

was applied. In the garden of the unoccupied house

(one of lo model cottages), where the Potatos were

planted without any of the manure, the disease is very

evident. Altogether the difference between their preseiit

appearance and the appearance of the gardens in June is

most marvellous."

On such grounds, then, sir, as these, to which, how-

ever, every day appears to add confirmation, my
opinion rests, that the susceptibility of the Potato to

this terrible disease lies in the weakness of the structure

or frame of the stalk and leaf, and that this weakness

is occasioned, just as it is in the Wheat plant, by a

deficiency of one of the main constituents of its struc-

ture or frame. When in this state of susceptibility, the

attack of the fungus, its parasite, will be more or less

effective according to certain electrical conditions of

the atmosphere, and according to the greater or less

degree of warmth and moisture ; but the exciting

cause or occasion of the disease is in the susceptibility

of the plant to the growth of that fungus ; and if so,

then evidently the remedy is to be found in some cor-

rection of that susceptibility by strengthening the con-

stitution of the plant, and, if possible, by imparting

strength in some measure proportionate to luxuriance

of growth and large produce. The facts detailed

above clearly prove that "the Phospho-Silicon

Manure " does this. The silicic acid contained in it

strengthens the Potato haulm, even as it strengthens

the Wheat stalk, while other ingredients serve to effect

a large produce.

With respect to this manure allow me to make the

following remarks :—First. Its efficacy in a great

measure depends on its close and immediate applica-

tion to the seed or tuber from which the plant that is

to feed upon it shall spring ; and of this its form

renders it fully capable. Secondly. While its manu-
facture may be carried on by those who farm on a large

scale, and may not be unworthy of the attention of

great firms, and may afford a considerable income to

towns (see Tozun Refuse the Remedv for Local Taxa-
tion^ Ridgway publisher), the cottage gardener may
easily supply himself with that which will be fully

sufficient for his garden or his allotment. Henry Moule,

Fordington Vicarage, Sept. 5.

JflM dDorrespnbeitte.

Public Health.—An Act to amend the law on
public health was passed on August lo last. The
measure does not apply to Ireland or Scotland, nor

to the metropolis, except under certain conditions.

Comfortable dwellings, fresh air, good drainage,

and pure water, are absolutely necessary in towns

and villages, in order to insure tolerable health to

the inhabitants. In many cases the people are

unable to help themselves, owing to causes which
can be easily understood. The under-soil of a town
may be saturated with the percolations of cesspools

added to those from graveyards. The whole of

the liquid manure from half a dozen farmyards in

a village gradually finds its way inlo the wells which
supply the inhabitants with water for drinking and
culinary purposes. Eastern cities are periodically

visited by various diseases, which might be greatly

mitigated by the adoption of judicious sanitary

measures. These, however, are in very few instances

resorted to. Parliament in this country has attempted

to grapple with the question concerning the health of

towns. Various Acts have been passed for the

purpose of enabling municipal authorities to drain

their districts ; and, as a rule, they precipitated

their excrementitious matter into the nearest

brook or river, thereby polluting public water

to the injury of the health of man and beast. Law
injunctions forbidding these practices have been

frequent, and into their history I need not enter. It

is quite evident that neither Parliament nor the public

saw the consequences of polluting streams by allowing

sewage to be turned into rivers. Into this matter,

however, I do not purpose to enter at present.

The new Public Health Act proposes to supplement
the previous measures sanctioned by Parliament. It

provides that England shall be divided into urban and
rural sanitary districts, subject to the jurisdiction of

local authorities. The measure proposes to consolidate

and enlarge the areas at present managed by existing

local authorities. The boroughs of Oxford, Cambridge,

Blandford, Calne, Wenlock, Folkestone, and Newport,

Isle of Wight, shall not be deemed to be boroughs,

and the borouglx of Cambridge shall be deemed
to be an Improvement Act district, and the borough of

Oxford to be included in the local government of

Oxford. ** A rural union in this section (5) means any

union which is not coincident with an urban sanitary

district, nor wholly included in an urban sanitary dis-

trict." The meaning of this legal language I pre-

sume to be that if the inhabitants of a village find

themselves aflVicted by the presence of bad water

and imperfect drainage, they can form themselves

into a committee, and by law try to improve their

health by the adoption of judicious measures.

Rural sanitary authorities must appoint medical

ofiicers of health, properly qualified, inspectors of

nuisances, a clerk and a treasurer, and also such other

officers and servants as may be deemed necessary.

These are no doubt wise provisions on the part of Par-

liament ; but what the ratepayers will say about them,

I do not attempt to divine. The rural sanitary and
other authorities appointed under this Act have very

extensive powers, which will be realised when they are

put into force. The main object of the new law on
public health seems to be to attempt to consolidate

existing statutes, and to extend legislation on this

matter to the rural districts, where, in many cases,

no doubt, it is much wanted. The regulations of

the Act are in the right direction. The ratepayers of

the kingdom, however, will feel every increase of taxa-

tion. In the meantime, I think it would be well for

owners and occupiers in rural districts to search into

the sanitary state of their own dwellings, and
especially that of their labourers. Cesspools are

an abomination, especially in cottages. They per-

meate the soil, and pollute springs of water. The
liquid from farmyards finds its way into ditches,

and poisons the water which may be used by cottagers

and others. The new law may not be perfect. At the

same time, I venture to suggest that it is a step in the

right direction. A supply of pure water, and of clean

cottages, may save many a rural district from a dis-

astrous fever. As to towns, the sooner they dispose of

their excreta in a satisfactory manner the better it will

be for all parties concerned. McD.

The Crops in North Lancashire.—When I wrote
to you last, in the beginning of August, I gave you a

flattering yet veracious account of the excellent pros-

pect our crops of all descriptions then promised
;

unfortunately, however, the continued wet weather has
sadly marred the then existent state of things. The
second early Potato was the first to evidence the

change, and a great proportion of the crop was lost

through disease. When harvest came, the heavy rains

had so laid the crops that much difficulty was experi-

enced in reaping the corn, and when down the variable

weather rendered it difficult to house, and a good deal

of grain sprouted in the fields. Most of it, however,
is now under cover, and it is feared the yield will be
light and quality deteriorated. Our farmers are now
taking up their winter Potatos, and I am glad to learn

that on good dry, well-drained soils they are proving
excellent crops, and enjoy almost absolute immunity
from disease ; certainly they are not so large as in

favourable years, but are a good average crop, both in

quality and weight. On badly drained heavy lands the

disease has in some instances destroyed the whole crop,

whilst in others they are scarcely worth the labour of

taking up. On the whole, our Potato crop is quite

equal to that of last year, and, so far, those got up show
no signs of disease by keeping. I am thankful to say

no Potato famine need be feared in this district of the

country. Turnips, Mangels, &c., are looking well, and
are feeding from the alternate days of wet and dry
weather which have prevailed here of late ; so far they

give promise of a good yield. Our meadows and pas-

tures are very full of keep. Fog, or aftergrass has been
most luxuriant, and our inspectors of crops at our agri-

cultural shows all express a regret that there is not a
sufficiency of cattle in our pastures to eat the grass.

Although the season has been a most anxious and vexa-

tious one for farmers, yet we have reason here for

thankfulness, for, although the grain crops have not

fulfilled the bright anticipations of the summer, yet the

crops are far from being such as to excite despondency
;

and the promise of the green crops, coupled with the

abundant yield of hay, grass, and the capital bite of
grass still in the pastures, guarantee us plenty, and to

spare, of winter keep. R.

The Wild Birds' Act—On looking down the
schedule in the Agrkidtural Gazette^ p. 1312, of the

wild birds protected by law, I do not see the name of

the starling. This is a most extraordinary oversight of
our legislators, for no bird is so useful to the farmer in

destroying the larvce of noxious insects in his fields.

Where starlings abound it is a sight to see them select-

ing particular pasture fields, where their instinct tells

them where grubs are to be found, and generally some
rooks are not far off, as scouts in partaking of the spoil.

In the district where I reside there are great quantities

of venerable Oaks full of holes in the branches, where
the starlings build their nests, and bring forth their

young, and then they gather together in the autumn
in immense numbers to feed on insects in the pasture

fields. Unlike the blackbirds and the thrushes they

never attack fruit to eat them, but will sometimes visit

gardens and orchards in small flocks, to forage on

the grass walks or lawns, especially when newly
mown, to pick up any larvre exposed to view or

hidden in the soil. Late in the autumn, when signs of

winter stops their supply of insect food, they migrate to

the sea-shore, or islands, where a milder climate finds

them supplies, but the surviving flocks always appear
again in the spring at their old haunts. William Tillery,

Wheat Seed Dressings.—I was glad to see your
article on the subject of Wheat for sowing in last

week's Agricidtitral Gazette^ and in case you may think

it worth inserting in your paper I give in few words
my experience on the subject. When, eight years ago,

I took this farm, I dipped my first seed Wheat in sul-

phate of copper solution, and was, in the first crop,

free from smut in all my Wheat crop. The following

three years I used seed produced from what I had
grown myself, and every year dipped the bulk of my
seed in the same solution, but left in every field a strip

sown with undipped seed, and could in no case detect

any difference between the corn produced from the

dipped and undipped seed. I became so confident in

the undipped corn that the next year I was tempted to

neglect the dipping of the Wheat altogether, at the

same time buying new seed Wheat from a distance, as

I thought a change was desirable ; with the result the

following harvest of having every field blighted to the

extent, as near as I could estimate, of one in every 20
ears, which, but for the extreme dryness of that year,

would have cost me at least a couple of hundred
pounds ; as it was, the corn was so dry that the smut
balls burst and were blown away without tainting the

corn. Let those who have to live by their farms take

care, as I mean to do in future. G. W. Gray^ Salton,

Oct. 2.

Michaelmas Averages: Corn Rents.—For the

information of those interested in corn rents, I beg to

state that the average prices of British com for the

52 weeks ending September 28, 1S72, are:—Wheat,
56j-. (^\d. ; Barley, 35J-. \\\d. ; Oats, 23,1. 34(/. per imp.

qr. Montague Marriott^ Editor of " Willich's Tithe

Commutation Table" 26^ Montpelier Square^ S.lV-t

October I.

SMITHFIELD CLUB.
September 27.—At a Council meeting on this day

—

present. Lord Tredegar, president, in the chair ; Mr.

Duckham, Mr. Leeds, Mr. Farthing, Mr. Newton,
Mr. Fookes, Mr. Sanday, Mr. Giblett, Mr. Senior,

Mr. Horley, Mr. Webb, and the Hon. Secretary

—

The minutes of the last Council meeting were read

and confirmed.

The following special regulations in connection with

the forthcoming show were unanimously agreed to :

—

I. That no animal (cattle, sheep, or pig) exhibited at

any other show within one month previous to Decem-
ber 6, 1S72, be allowed to be exhibited at the Smith-

field Club's show this year. 2. That each exhibitor be

required to certify that any animal to be sent by him
for exhibition at the Smithfield Club's show this year

has not been and will not be shown at any other

exhibition within one month previous to December 6,

1S72. 3. That all animals undergo a veterinary

examination previous to being admitted at the doors of

the Agricultural Hall, and that suitable covering be
constructed over the outer yard to enable this to be

properly carried out. 4. That the exhibitor shall send

with each animal a certificate that it has not been for

14 days' previous to its leaving home for the Smith-

field Club's show in contact with any animal suffering

from contagious or infectious disease. 5. That all

animals (cattle, sheep or pigs) coming by railway to

the Smithfield Club's show be sent in horse-boxes, or

in private conveyances.

A communication from Professor Simonds was read,

resigning the office of Veterinary Inspector to the

Club, in consequence of his appointment as Principal

of the Royal Veterinary College, and it was decided to

fill up the office at the next Council meeting in

November.
The following gentlemen were elected members of

the Club:—Lord Walsingham, Merton Hall, Thet-

ford ; Dick Radclyfle, 129, High Holborn ; George

Street, Maulden, Ampthill, Beds ; Richard Badcock,

Abingdon, Berks ; E. de Mornay, Cold Harbour,

Wallingford ; Richard H. Harris, Eamhill, Forres,

N. B. ; T. Moir Clark, 56, Virginia Street, Aberdeen ;

Alfred de Mornay, Cold Harbour, Wallingford ; Mr.

Smith, jun., Hoopern, Exeter; and D. Green, East

Donylands, Colchester.

The Council decided that the implement stewards

at the forthcoming show be requested to prevent the

cutting of chaff, &c. , in the exhibition, and that notice

of the same be sent to each exhibitor.

A vote of thanks was given to the President for his

lordship's able conduct in the chair, and the Council

then adjourned.

NOR THALLER TON.

Four Agricultural Plagues. — On Thursday last

Lord Cathcart, in proposing the toast of " Success

to the Society," said they were at that moment,
especially in Yorkshire, undergoing four plagues

in England, and perhaps he could not do better
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than in few words refer to those plagues in their

natural order. What he would say at the outset was

that he considered it most desirable that they should, in

the words of the old proverb, "put a stout heart to a

stiff hill." He was sure that Yorkshire farmers and
English farmers would do that, (i.) The first of these

four plagues was the cattle plague, which was now
raging within the borders of the county; and he had no

doubt that from former experience the disease would

be stamped out, but it would be at considerable cost,

and cause a great panic. Now, to stop the plague,

where were they to go ? It was not altogether their fault

in England. The disease existed perpetually, and it was
brought here from the steppes of Russia, where it was
naturalised, and where it had been, probably, for ages.

These steppes were vast plains, in which were salt

lakes which in England they could hardly realise. But

it came, not from the European steppes, but from the

Asiatic steppes on the other side of the Ural Moun-
tains, where the cattle plague perpetually existed, if

not actively, at all events in its germs. Now, if

the plague was to be stopped in Europe, it must be
stopped at the place where it had originally sprung up
—in the Asiatic steppes of Russia. (2.) With regard to

the second plague, it was probably as dangerous to us

in our insular position as the other. He referred to the

foot-and-mouth disease. It was first noticed in this

country, in 1839, and he thought that it was hardly

creditable, and he said it openly, to the science of this

country, that we did not know more about that disease.

He believed that it was of English origin, as it was
observed in places remote from the seaboard, and it

was thought to be a native disease. They now knew
of a remedy for it, because during the cattle plague,

when the traffic in cattle was stopped, the foot-and-

mouth disease disappeared. He was happy to say that

Professor Brown, of the Royal Veterinary College,

had written a paper upon that subject, and he had told

thera all that he knew upon that difficult and most im-
portant question. (3.) Now there was another matter,

the lung disease. That complaint was first known in

England in 1841, and it was a disease of which they
knew absolutely nothing ; and he said again that science

was at fault. We did not know how that disease

was propagated, except by cohabitation. They could
artificially produce the disease. Experiments had not

lately been tried by putting sponges taken from dis-

eased nostrils into the nostrils of healthy animals ; and
diseased lungs had also been placed under the nostrils

of healthy beasts. Animals had also been inocu-

lated, but they could not tell how the disease was pro-

pagated. (4.) He came to the last of the four plagues,

and he was sorry there were so many. The last was,

perhaps, the most grievous of all—the Potato disease.

He had felt it his duty conscientiously to study the

disease and the nature of the Potato, from the time it

was first introduced into this country to the present

moment. He had applied himself with diligence to

the subject, and at first he stood absolutely aghast, not

knowing where to turn. The experiments suggested
in the newspapers had been tried long ago, both in this

country and in America. At first he was absolutely

aghast, but he said, now that he saw many lines con-

verging to one point, that he felt great confidence—and
he said it with humility—that some simple means, in

all probability, might be discovered whereby one of
God's best gifts to man would be restored, so that they
would in the future be enabled to cultivate the Potato
with confidence. He thought it was possible within
the scope of science, learning, and experience to find a

remedy for the disease.

NORTH OF ENGLAND.
The Case of the Home Cattle Defence Association.—

At a recent public meeting, convened at Newcastle-on-
Tyne, Mr. John Waller, of the Home Cattle

Defence Association, said :

—

As some were probably aware, he was connected
with a society which was called into existence by the

necessity felt for better regulations in respect to the

foreign cattle trade, in order to prevent the importa-
tion of contagious disease. He would take it for

granted that the gentlemen present concurred in the

opinion with his society in at least one material point,

viz., thU the worst forms of cattle maladies had been
imported into this country. It was an indisputable fact

that the normal condition of British stock was pre-emi-

nently that of health ; and the only disorders by which
they were attacked before the introduction of foreign

animals were mild in their character, and consequently
readily yielded to treatment. But pest after pest had
been introduced among British herds and flocks within
the memory of the present generation, and widespread
and most disastrous were now the ravages of imported
contagion. His association held that the Privy Council
were responsible for this lamentable state of things. To
a branch of the Education Department of the Privy
Council the Government had entrusted the anomalous
duty of keeping out cattle disease. In that branch of
the Education Department his association had no con-
fidence, and he thought he need only ask gentlemen to
look around and observe the present condition of stock,
to prove to them that this branch department had made
a series of most serious blunders. It was now more
than ever obvious that if we are to keep out disease we
must insist upon the slaughter at the waterside of all

foreign animals intended for immediate consumption.

In this essential requirement he was happy to find the

chairman in accord with his association. And why did

the Government refuse to adopt this policy? Simply
owing, it was said, to the representations made lo

them that it would have the effect of diminishing

supplies. Now, the Government were not likely

to give much heed to mere opinions ; they did not

care for the chairman's opinion probably. He was
sure that they did not care for his. But he had
come prepared to support the chairman's opinion
by statistics, and though the Government might
not take much notice of opinions, no statesman could
ignore facts. Restrictions upon the importation of

German cattle during the first four weeks in which
they had just been enforced had not caused any falling

off in the numbers sent. But, on the contrary, the re-

turns showed an increase, and by no means an incon-

siderable one, if to the imports into the port of London
were added those into PIull from Husum by a vessel

which was not running at this time last year. A
still more striking instance, however, of the fallacy of

the representations made to the Government was
exhibited by contrasting the number of animals im-

ported from Holland this year, as compared with those

of last. He had procured returns of Dutch imports
from March to September last year, when the trade

was subjected to restriction, and these showed that we
received 21,874 oxen and cows, 24,162 calves, 149,589
sheep, and 24,387 pigs. But during the corresponding
period of this year—namely, from March 2 to Sept. 2

—though there were no restrictions in force, we had
only received 8408 oxen and cows, 20,395 calves,

76,373 sheep, and 6424 pigs. So much for absolute

free trade. Did not such figures effectually dispose of

the objection that restrictions would seriously curtail

supplies. With respect to store stock, he was unable
to confirm the opinions expressed by the chairman,
for compulsory slaughter of these at the water-side
would be, of course, tantamount to the prohibition of

their import. No, the desideratum was simply that for

which the Home Cattle Defence Association had all

along contended, viz,, quarantine for a sufficient period.

And why should not this be at once imposed? The
Field, a high authority on such matters, had
recently been giving some excellent advice to the

farmers of England on preventive measures against

the foot-and-mouth disease. Strictest isolation was
therein enjoined, and fresh introductions of stock were
to be managed with the greatest care and skill. In
any case the newly-introduced animals should be kept
by themselves for a week at least, and as much longer

as might be convenient before allowed to mix with the

rest of the herd. Now if such a period of quarantine
was necessary for home store stock, why should the

Privy Council be satisfied with the enforcement of a
quarantine of a {q\w hours for newly introduced foreign

stock ? The enforcement of a quarantine of adequate
duration he thought was all that was required as a safe-

guard to home stock owners, and he believed it would
not operate injuriously to the interests of foreign

senders, because an animal would surely improve to an
extent sufficient to cover the cost of its keep. Besides
any gentleman there, he was quite sure, would give

more for an animal that had been in a dealer's possession

a week or fortnight than one which had been in his

possession only a few hours. Anyhow, the present

Privy Council regulation of a 12 hours' period of obser-

vation was like their system of inspection—a perfect

farce. Speaking of stores he might mention that last

year we imported from Holland, and these black and
black and white animals turned out so badly that

dealers could not now get a satisfactory price for them.
So the Dutch import now is almost confined to cattle

red and white in colour, which can be palmed off in

this country as English animals, just as the small
German sheep have been, and still are, sold in our
large centres of manufacturing industry for veritable

lambs.

After a vigorous discussion the following resolutions

were carried unanimously:

—

"That, with the view of preventing the introduction of
disease, consistently with obtaining the greatest amount
of food from foreign countries, this meeting is of opinion
that the slaughter of foreign fat stock at the ports of
Great Britain and Ireland where they are disembarked
should be imperative, and enforced under official inspec-
tion ; and that lean stock should, under no circumstances,
be allowed to be removed beyond a stated limited distance
from the port of disembarkation until they have under-
gone a period of quarantine sufficient to justify the convic-
tion of their immunity from disease.

"That 1000 copies of the resolutions be printed, and
sent to the secretaries of all the agricultural societies, of
all the Farmers' Clubs, and of each Cliamber of Agriculture
in Great Britain and Ireland, and also to the Right Hon.
W. E. Forstcr ; and that the landowners, farmers, and
others interested be asked to subscribe 2J. 6d. each
towards the printing and postage."

0tias 0f §00ks.
Agricultural Labour. Being a Paper read before the

Social Science Congress at Plymouth, September 13,

1872. By Sir Baldwyn Leighton, Bart.

We call attention to this pamphlet—with hearty
admiration of the spirit in which it has been written,
and cordial sympathy with the plans which it unfolds

—

simply for the purpose of laying some extracts from its

pages before our readers. The following, in the mean-
time, is a word or two on the labourers' cow question :

—

"Now as regards the concession of land for a cow to

labourers (which many philanthropic men seem never to
have heard of as yet) I have letters of evidence from corre-

spondents in many counties of England showing the ad-
vantage of such an arrangement ; but it ought not generally

to be more than an exceptional privilege, granted on the
proof of money actually saved by the labourer. If one-
quarter or one-third of the cottages in a district were gra-

dually allowed the privilege as a prize, practical experience,

including the testimony of many farmers, shows it is

advantageous
; but considerable care should be used in

selection.

" Instances will be found recorded in the Report of the

Agricultural Commission in Derbyshire, Cheshire, and
Shropshire, in Lincolnshire, Northumberland, and York-
shire, and elsewhere, of such a system, if it may be so
called, for in many parts it appears to be entirely un-
known. The advantage of it is that the wife attends to

the cow, and does almost all the labour required, leaving

the man to attend to his daily work. Out of six of my
own farm labourers four have a few acres of grass and
keep a cow, and have done so for years ; there never has
has been the slightest difficulty in their wishing to be at

home when they were wanted by me, and their nett profit

from the cow will be equal to ^s. or 6j. a week at least.

The same system obtains in these other places, and the

results are thus recorded by eye-witnesses.

" ^.—On the Duke of Rutland's estate in Nottingham-
shire, a tenant-farmer says :

—
' It is quite remarkable what

effect the possession of a cow-gate has upon a labourer;

he seems quite a different person ; he does his work much
better, in an honest, cheerful way, as if conscious that he
was not forgotten by those who employed him.

"5.— On Lord Harrowby's property the same system

obtains. It was the opinion of one well qualified to judge
of the results of this when speaking of the present move-
ment, that ' the concession of cow land was the solution of

the whole question of the agricultural labourer.'

" C.—In a certain district in an eastern county {as also

in many parts of Yorkshire), most of the labourers keep a
cow with the approval and to the advantage of the farmers.

One eye-witness says of the men ;
—

' Although they get

higher wages, they work far harder, and are cheaper

workmen than those in the South, where I came from 20

years ago. We have no pauperism or "poor people."

About two-thirds of the labourers keep cows. The cow
club, of which I send you a copy of the rules, is managed
by themselves, and prevents their being ruined by the

occasional loss of a cow, which was of frequent occurrence

during the time of the cattle plague. I wish I could see

the same state of things in the South. Another eye-

witness says :
—

' The consequence (namely, of keeping a
cow) is the splendid fellows, fine intelligent men there are

about here, and the farmers consider them the cheapest

sort.'

" D.—In Scotland, on the estate of Mr. Hope Johnson
in Dumfriesshire, the system of letting some of the most
thrifty of the labourers have land to keep a cow is thus

described in the Report of the Highland and Agricultural

Society:— 'What we value chiefly in the system is its marked
effect in producing and perpetuating an orderly, respect-

able, and well-conditioned peasantry. The problem which

is generally looked upon as difficult of solution, is here

solved with eminent success. It has been shown to be
quite practicable, to elevate the labouring man, not only

without burdening the famer and the landlord, but to the

manifest benefit of both, to foster small holdings without

depressing agriculture or retarding improvement, and to

combine permanence with progress.' Mr. Charles Stewart,

under whose management this state of things has been

brought about, writes to me thus, speaking of the present

movement :
—

' Those having cows kept as part of their

wages rarely proposed any addition to their wages, so much
is the appreciation of this increased."

" But there are many districts where, owing to the

absence of grass land, or other causes, such an arrange-

ment as letting the labourers keep cows is attended with

difficulty. Here it is just as easy to give him an interest

in the soil by allotments and co-operative farming. The
pages of the Agricultural Commission Report teem with

instances of garden allotments aud their good results. But

here are three instances where something more has been

done.
" £.—In a west midland county a clergyman a few

years ago found a certain undefined feeling of discontent

among the labourers of his parish. After taking counsel

he set about a system of allotments of about one-third of

an acre, which he is now extending in some cases of active

thrifty men to as much as an acre : thus giving an encour-

agement and way of rising to the most capable. There
was little or no difficulty in this district in meeting the rise

of wages, and no ill feeling or trouble. The same might
be done elsewhere at the cost of a little trouble, extermi-

nating improvidence and pauperism.
" /^.— In a certain midland county, the clergyman of

which was also a landlord and farmed as well, a most
enviable state of things has been brought about, and is

thus described by an eye-witness :—
' Most of the farmers

pay by piece-work, and every man has land, varying from

a rood to an acre : that is thehmit. They always cultivate

the land ; cows are unknown, and Mr. T • said he had
known men get 50 bush, of Wheat from their acre. I

asked him if the farmers had objected as usual to the land

being given, and he said they had, but that they had
begun to discover that the men who worked best for them-

selves, worked best for them, and that the feeling of

wishing to do what was best for the labourer had been
strengthened very much lately. The T s (that is the

landlord's family) are very splendid in every way, while

living most simply themselves. I saw some magnificent

farm buildings, nothing cheap or contract-looking about

them.'
"

We shall give further extracts hereafter.
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Farm Memoranda,
New York Mills, Oneida Co., New York :

BaUs^ Shorthorns in America.—We take from the

columns of our contemporary, BelVs Messenger^ the

following letter from Mr. W, Carr :

—

T!ie section of Oneida County in which Mr. Camp-
bell's farm is situated is chiefly pastoral, and is devoted to

grazing and the production of cheese and butter, the

small proportion of amble land being for the most part

in Indian Corn and Oats. The soil is very fertile, the

quality of the old pastures on Mr. Campbell's farm being
apparently equal in closeness and luxuriance, if not in

feeding properties, to that of the boasted blue-grass region

of Kentucky, or the best grazing lands of England.
The herd was commenced by Messrs. Walcott &

Campbell in the year i860, with two imported cows. Lady
Newham and Rosamond, both of Mr. Mason Hopper's
strain. It consisted mainly of the offspring of those two
cows till i86g, and from them, but more especially from
Rosamond, have descended several animals of great merit.

I may instance in particular a roan heifer of 1868 of
remarkable excellence

—

Moss Rose or Rosamond 6(h, by
Mr. Sheldon's Weekauken. Colonel King, of Minne-
sota, offered 800 dols, for her, which Mr. Campbell
refused to take, saying, with his cliaracteristic open-
heartedness, that he " could not see how she could
possibly be worth it." She subsequently, however, vindi-

cated Col. King's judgment by developing into such a
perfect beauty as to be, in her owner's opinion, the gem
of his herd, and Colonel King, on his next visit, finding

how much her owner valued her, offered 2000 dols. for

her. " You may have her," was the reply, "but not at

that price." " What price, then, will you put upon her?
"

said the Colonel, apprehensively. " The price you offered

last year," was the response, "800 dollars!" Of this

family I must not omit mention of two very beautiful

cows, neat, broad-backed, and deep-breasted — Rosa-
mond ^th, the only female offspring left by Mr. M 'Intosh's

3D Duke of Geneva in America, and Rosamond jth, a
beautiful short-legged, round-ribbed cow of great depth
and breadth of frame, and full protuberant bosom, the
dam of an exquisite white heifer by Booth's Royal
Britox, which, with her sire, has been lately sold to a
rising breeder in Maryland, Mr. Coffin, of Muirkirk.

In the summer of 1809, Messrs. Walcott & Campbell
imported from Warlaby three cows and a bull, viz.,

Bride 0/ the laic by Lord of the Valley, and from
the Royal prize cow, Soidier's Bride ; Merry Peal, a
daughter of Ladv Mirth, and of the victorious Com-
mander-in-Chief ; Wiiite Rose by Mountain Chief

;

and Royal Briton, whose sire was Lord Blithe, own
brother to the all-conquering Lady Fragrant, his dam
being Royal Bridesmaid of the '

' Strawberry " family. At
the same time they purchased from Mr. Howe, of Hunt-
ingdon, the well-known prize cow Jolly Queen, by the
Stackhouse bull Prince of the Empire. Fair Maid
of Hope, with five crosses of Booth blood, from Mr.
Chaloner's herd, and from Mr. Leney the cow Lady
Oxford, by Mr. Thome's Lord Oxford 2D, and from
Columbia, a pure Knightley dam.

In the autumn of the same year the herd was further
increased by the purchase of half of the stock of Mr. Shel-
don, of Geneva, to the number of 32 head, amongst which
were six Duchesses, four Oxfords, and a score or so of
animals of other strains of approved blood. The follow-
ing year the remainder of Mr, Sheldon's Shorthorns, in-

cluding five more Duchesses and six Oxfords, became the
property of Messrs. Walcott & Campbell. To these
were added about a year ago a dozen head of imported
cattle, amongst which were three as beautiful specimens
of the Shorthorn race as England could produce

—

Lady
Knightley 2.d, Baron Oxford's Beauty, and the Warlaby
heifer Patricia, whose death on landing at New York was
the loss of a thousand guineas and expenses to Mr,
Campbell.
With such materials, and the acknowledged discrimi-

nation and judgment exercised in iheir selection and sub-
sequent combination, great results were to be expected,
and that these anticipations have been more than realised,

the increasing demand for the male progeny of Mr.
Campbell's herd, and the yearly advancing prices they
bring, afford sufficient evidence. Though Mr. Campbell
commenced breeding Shorthorns with a hberal deter-

mination to give a fair trial to both the dominant rival

strains, his preferences finally centered in the Bates, and
a few months ago he sold to Mr. Cochrane, of Canada,
all the animals he had imported from Warlaby and their

offspring, with the exception^of Royal Briton, sold to

Mr. Coffin. It would be impossible in an article neces-
sarily so brief as this to enter upon a detailed description
of the many noble Shorthorns of various strains of which
Mr. Campbell's large herd can boast, and I must mainly
lestrict myself to a few remarks upon the subject, which
will be most generally interesting to your readers, viz.,

the present breeding condition, recent doings, and future
hopes of the more fashionably bred ones, taking them in
the order in which they have been placed in the catalogue.
The oldest Shorthorn in the herd, 2A L)i(chess of

Thorndale, a fine, deep framed, but somewhat flat-sided

cow, in her 14th year, has not bred since she came into

Mr. Campbell's possession, and is considered hopeless.

The 8M Duchess if Tlwrndale by 3D DUKE OF Airdrie,
now 10 years old, is a very grand roan cow, with neat fore-

quarters and deep level frame. She produced, in March,
1871. 3(/ Duchess of Oneida, a very shapely heifer, by 4TH
Duke of Geneva (the bull lately sold to Mr. Renick for

6000 dols.), and it is hoped she is again in calf. We next

come to a 9-year-old cow, ^^th Duchess of Geneva, of a
somewhat gaudy red and white colour, and angular in her
points from deep milking. She has a red heifer calf at her
side, five or six weeks old, 6th Duchess of Oneida by 4TH
Duke of Geneva. Her last year's calf, a roan bull by
Baron of Oxford, had been sold to Mr. Murray, of
Wisconsin, for 6000 dols, but died before delivery, from
inflammation which set in after an apparently successful
operation for the removal of a calculus in the urethra.

The ijlh Duchess of Thorndale, a daughter of 6TI1

Duke and ^th Duchess of Thorndale, though in

herself the least attractive of Mr. Campbell's

Duchesses, is the dam of one of the best

Duchess heifers in the herd, "zd Duchess of Oneida by
4TI1 Duke of Geneva. This is a very even red year-

ling, with well expanded ribs and lovely forequarters.

i2fh Duchess is also the dam of Lord Skelmersdale's bull,

for which 850 gs. was paid in England, and she has now
at her foot a promising red seven or eight months' bull

calf, by 4TH Duke of Geneva, which, like almost all

the calves of the 4TH Duke, is blood red with a small

white blaze on the forehead. One of the most imposing
looking animals in the herd is 6fh Duchess of Geneva by
3D Lord Oxford. She is gaudy red and white, with a
long level upper line and prodigious girth and brisket, but
steerish-looking, especially in head and horn. Though
eight years old she has never bred, or exhibited any of the

symptoms of a breeder; her defects as a breeder would
have constituted her excellence as a bull, for which Nature
seems to have primarily intended her, for she has scarcely

even the rudiments of an udder. The Sth Duchess of
Geneva, also by 3D Lord Oxford, is a good red and
white cow ; she had four calves before she was six years

old, and is forward in calf again ; her son, 4TH
Duke of Oneida, a red and white yearUng, by
Baron of Oxford, is a straight, styhsh beast,

with much ducal dignity about him ; and her last pro-

duce, a red seven months old cow calf, 5M Duchess of
Oneida by 4TH Duke of Genev.v, is a remarkably good
one. 13^/i Duchess of Thorndale, though not so broad in

the back as some others, is a straight-topped deep-girthed

cow, with much of the character of Mr. ^oo'ih's Red Rosehy
Harbinger, the dam of the Victorious Queens. She was
only nine months old when she commenced breeding, and
is now in her sixth year. She has a beautiful red heifer

calf, 4//; Duchess of Oneida, about seven months old, and
so like Zth Duchess of Geneva s daughter that they might
be taken for twins. Their heads are very striking, having

in their dished faces and bright full eyes a pretty, piquant,

and almost intelligent expression. i2,th Duchess is also

the dam of the bull now chiefly in use m Mr. Campbell's
herd. 2D Duke of Oneida by 4TH Duke of Geneva,
a hroad-chested, round-barrelled strong-backed animal,

with grandly-arched crest, well-filled quarters, full deep
flank and thigh, and fine masculine head, despite the some-
what disfiguring effect of his receding horns, the result of

a habit of battering the walls of his box when a calf.

A handsomer cow than loM Duchess of Geneva is rarely

seen. She has all the good points and qualities of

the " Improved Shorthorns," being a massive short-

legged animal, with splendid loin, well arched ribs,

and a soft, elastic touch. She has a strong-backed

red bull calf by 4TH Duke of Geneva, calved last

October, and named 6Tn Duke of Oneida. Mr.
Campbell thinks of retaining this promising scion of the

family for his own use. The brother of this calf was sold

last year to a farmer for 5000 dols. The seventh cow in

the catalogue, 13/-^ Duchess of Geneva, died last year.

Less handsome than some of the sisterhood, 1st Duchess

of Oneida, by ioth Duke of Thorndale, is yet a
thick, short-legged, useful heifer. She is a red and white

2-year-old, lean in condition from suckling her red heifer

calf, which is the first fruits of 2D Duke of Oneida, and
so far augurs well for that bull's future progeny. The
first and only produce of the unfortunate 12th Duchess of
Geneva (who died from swallowing a stone) is 15^/:

Duchess of Geneva, a good red 2-year-old, perhaps a trifle

tall, but straight above and below, deep-flanked, long-

quartered, and with most excellent quahty of flesh and
hair.

Before leaving the Duchesses, I may be allowed to

remark that this family have certainly not degenerated, as

was at one time apprehended, in consequence of their

transfer to America. It is a well established fact that

cattle cannot be subjected to an entire change of soil and
climate without some modification of form or constitution

for better or for worse, resulting from their altered con-

ditions of hfe. In the case of the Duchesses the change
appears to have conduced to marked improvement in both
respects. Though lacking something of that obliqueness

and snugness of shoulder which many advocate as essen-

tial to perfection of contour, they seem to be. generally

speaking, short-legged, broad-chested, of ampler girth,

and more compact build than the representatives of the

tribe at home ; notably than the Grand Duchesses, which
from my recollection of them were Grand Delusions. In

Mr. Campbell's Duchesses there are no dark stains on
nose or hair, nor anything to indicate delicacy of constitu-

tion. Mr. Cattle, the experienced herdsmen, to whose
vigilant eye and careful superintendence the present satis-

factory state of Mr. Campbell's herd is in great measure
due, assures me that the Duchess calves have rarely

known an hour's illness. They are healthy, vigorous, and
robust, and the cows are for the most part very regular

breeders.
{To be Cotttinued.)

Miscellaneous.
Preserved Food. — At Brighton lately, Dr.

Edward Smith, F.R. S., a Poor-law Inspector on the

Local Government Board, said that the large propor-

tions to which the consumption of preserved foods had
attained, rendered it most desirable that the public

should understand their value both in the pecuniary

and nutritive aspects of the question. Speaking on
preserved milk, which was made in England, Switzer-

land, and America, he first described the manufacture

of that made in America and sold in England, and

then pointed out that i pint of the produce represented

4 pints of milk. Four pints of milk would cost,

according to locality, from 41/. to St/., but the "pint

"of preserved milk held only 16 oz., and not atm
pint, which was equal to 20 oz., and, making allow-

ance for the sugar which was added to the preserved ' Gelatine and albumen were excluded, because they

milk, the weight of the preserved milk was about

14 oz., or two-thirds of a pint, and represented a value

of 2-3(/. or d^d., according to locality ; but the price of

the tin of preserved milk was loa'. or is., and therefore

was not an economical but a dear food. It was,

however, he said, a useful invention, in so far

as it added to the food of man that which
in many localities would otherwise be given

to the pigs ; and there was every reason to believe

that it was most profitable to the manufacturer.

Another point he drew attention to was that, as sugar

was cheaper than preserved milk, and had different

and inferior properties, according to the quantity used

would the milk value of the compound be reduced,

and the temptation to the manufacturer was to use the

maximum quantity. Tlie Aylesbury milk contained

2 oz. in the pound, or 124 pcr cent., and it was said

that there were other kinds which contained 3 oz., or

nearly 20 per cent, of sugar. It was possible to prepare

the "condensed milk," not only with wholly new
milk, but with skimmed milk, and with a mixture of

the two—skimmed and new. The latter was said to

produce the "smoothest" and best preserved milk,

and there could be no doubt that a considerable pro.

portion of the cream was first taken from the milk to

be pressed in order to make butter. Therefore, the

product, though of value, was not new milk, and as in

the important use of milk—the feeding of infants and
young children—the fat was as necessary to nutrition

as the caseine and other elements, new unskimmed
milk, and not "preserved" milk, was required.

It was a significant fact, he added, that the

milk-condensing companies were also butter-makers

on a large scale, and competition doubtless would
show itself in these directions—increased proportion of

water and sugar, and lessened proportion of cream and
butter. He closed his remarks on this portion of the

subject by pointing out that in preserved milk we have

a product of uncertain composition and nutritious value.

The preserved meat brought under consideration was
that now so widely known as the Australian. He
described the process of preservation, and stated that

6 lb. of raw meat, with a proportion of fat, were placed

in a tin, which was put into a bath of chloride of cal-

cium, and exposed to a temperature higher than that of

boiling water—namely, from 230° to 250°. The tin

was soldered and closed except at one point, where
there was a hole through which the steam escaped.

The object to be obtained was primarily the expulsion

of the air from the tin, and therefore the high tem-

perature was required j and 2dly, the cooking of the

meat, which, however, might be effected at a much
lower temperature. The tin, to prevent too great

loss of weight, was "primed" from time to time, so

as to keep up the weight of the contents. The circum-

stances to be remarked in the process were— 1st, that

the meat was neither roasted nor boiled, but stewed in

its own vapour ; 2d, that it was overcooked, so tliat a

larger proportion of the soluble materials was extracted

than occurred in the ordinary process of boiling, and
the solid part was more or less broken up into bundles

of fibres ;
3d, the extracted juices were more valuable

than from ordinary boiling of meat, and by so much
the solid mass was less valuable than ordinary boiled

meat ; 4th, the peculiar flavour was given partially by
the mode of cooking, but chiefly by the addition of the

flavour of roasted meat, which was agreeable. The
solid matter, although soft, was not easily masticated,

since it eluded the grasp of the teeth, and without free

mastication it was less perfectly digested. The conclu-

sions to be deduced were classed under different heads.

The nutritive value of the whole of the contents of the

tin could not be greater than that of the raw meat put

into the tin ; and hence, although the meat was cooked,

the comparison of the value must be with raw meat,

and not with cooked meat. If, therefore, a dietary was

4 ounces of cooked meat, the Australian meat would
have to be supplied in the same quantity as the raw
meat in weight before being cooked—namely 54 oz.

to 6 oz. He also held that the Australian beast was not

equal to the English beast. The pecuniary aspect of

the question showed that there was manifestly an
advantage to the Australian producer, since he could

by this process make larger returns than by boiling

down the carcases of animals for the production of

tallow and fat, and so far the wealth of the colonies

was increased. Moreover, the process added to the

amount of food for man, and so far must be of universal

advantage. As to the English consumer, taking beef

supplied to institutions as at ^d. and 74'/. a pound, he

thought there was little gain in the use of the Australian

tin meat in those cases, but there was a gain to the indi-

vidual consumer, who had to pay more to the butcher

for his meat in this country. He advised that the re-

commendations laid down by the original importers of

the meats should be adhered to in respect of not cooking

the meat further than by preparing it in a stew or soup,

without more than warming it, and to use it only as a

change of food. Respecting Liebig's extract of meat, he

pointed out that it was claimed for this that one pound
jar represented 32 lb. of flesh meat. Its composition

was water, and, in large quantity, the salt of meat and the

phosphates. It contained only the soluble parts of

meat, and only such as could be preserved from putre-

faction. The fibrine or solid substance of the meat was
excluded, for that was insoluble in water. The fat was
excluded most carefully, as it would become rancid.
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would decompose. When, therefore, fibrine, gelatine,

and albumen were excluded, it was certainly not

**meat" which was left, as the word was understood,

for nearly every part of the meat which could be trans-

formed in the body and act as food was excluded ;

therefore, Liebig's extract of meat was not meat, and
to give the meat power the 32 lb. of meat from
which it was said to be taken must be added
to it, for as it was it was the play of Hamlet without

the character of Hamlet. The product was of less

value to the consumer than to the producer, and the

preparation was a delusive rather than a real advan-

tage ; but although he said this, he held that it had a

value as a stimulant in the same way as theine or

caffeine, but its economic value was very small as

representing 32 lb. of meat in a i-lb. jar. There had
been much misconception respecting the product, for

Liebig never affirmed that it was meat, or the equiva-

lent of meat.
September, 1S72.—Now that the month of Sep-

tember has gone, there can be no harm in saying that a

more disagreeable September as regards weather has

seldom disgraced the calendar. We are, unfortunately

for ourselves, accustomed in this country to much that

is uncomfortable in that way of cold and damp, but so

long as the months act up to their reputation, however
much we deplore their occasional want of geniality and
good fellowship, we do not blame them. Nobody, for

instance, finds fault with November for its fogs, or with

January for its snow, or with March for its east wind ; but

what we do look for and have aright to expect is that

each month will ** keep itself to itself," and that months
which, as it were, have undertaken to supply us with

the few sunshiny days we are allowed to enjoy in this

climate will not turn sulky, cut off our scanty supplies

of warmth, and, borrowing the most wretched weather
their fellow-months can lend to them, set us all shivering

with cold. This is what September has done, for some
reason best known to itself, and by so doing has inflicted

no small damage on its own reputation. Before its turn

comes round again, it will have time to reflect on its

late conduct, and it is to be hoped will endeavour, by
better behaviour in future, to regain our confidence. In

the event of its repeating its eccentricities, it becomes a
matter for consideration whether it should be allowed
to disgrace an honoured name. It has had some expe-
rience in change of name ; but for the opposition of the

Emperor the Roman Senate would have called it

Tiberius. Domitian gave it his own name, Germanicus.
The Senate under Antoninus Pius gave it that of Anto-
ninus ; Commodus gave it his surname, Hercu'eas. Its

best friends have heard with regret the names applied

to it during the past summer, and their regret has been
all the more keen because they feel it has fully deserved

the opprobrious epithets that have been freely lavished

on it. Pall Mall Gazette.

Chatteris, Isle of Ely : Sept. 28.—Had some
heavy storms during the week, with strong gales of
wind ; threshing seed Wheat three days ; dressing

same ; cart manure, and spread same on lands for

Wheat ; seven ploughs for Wheat part of week ; take
up Onions ; scour out grips. Yield of Wheat as defi-

cient as at first reported, and prices considerably lower
for over-sprouted and inferior qualities. A, S, R.

"West Sussex: Sept. 30.—Since our last report we
have had two weeks of very changeable weather. Up
to the l8th it was very warm and dry, then we had
sharp frost such as no one remembers at this time of
year, but as everything was so dry it has not done
much harm ; the Mangel had rather a bad appearance
on the 23d, and its growth no doubt was checked, but
it is not otherwise injured, but now we can hardly
expect to have the full crop that appeared at one time
to be coming, and, as a consequence, lean cattle and
sheep are rather lower in value, but fat stock are a
short supply, and are not at all likely to get very low.
Corn is now being threshed out more quickly, and a
good deal of Barley has come into market, and is a
very good sample, better than last year, and the price
has now advanced a little, and there is a good demand
at 40J. to 44J. Work is now well advanced, and we
are nearly ready to begin Wheat sowing. The land
will work rather easily, as after the sharp frosts we had
a heavy rain, and the effect is nearly as deep as the
plough goes. G. S.

Mungos Wells : Sept. 30.—Since the 23d the
weather has been very unfavourable for harvest opera-
tions. Hardly anything has been got in, and what
little has been carted not in very good condition. The
most of the cutting is done in the lower part of the
county, but a good deal more than the half has to be
cut in the hilly districts. Perhaps three-quarters of the
whole crop in East Lothian is still standing out, but
fine weather for one week would still work wonders.
Last year Barley in many cases weighed from 16 stones

^^fc^'^i
^^°"^^ per [half quarter; this year it is very

difficult to get it up to 16 stones. It may be quoted 2s.
per qr. dearer, however, which will help the badness
of the sample. Potatos are still going, and likely to
prove an entire failure. Turnips are not bulbing well,
and feedmg cattle m consequence are coming back in
price, as also sheep. Fat cattle in another month or
two must command higher prices. Work doing-

Carting corn when possible, Turnips to cattle, and
cutting Beans. H. B.
Merse of Berwickshire : Sept. 30.—Another very

wet week, rainfall 5 inches, of which 3^ on the 25th,

most of it during daylight. The downfall of the month
amounts to 74 inches. A stormy day was Wednesday,
followed by the highest flood we ever saw ; low-lying

corn covered with mud, stocks floated away, in one
case 20 acres ; large pools in hollows, in consequence
of drainage swamping the mains. Except some snatches

of reaping there has been nothing done for 10 days
until this morning, when a good deal of Barley and Oats
was secured before the rain resumed. Three-fourths
of the crops still a-field, all more or less damaged,
Bailey least so, unless where Clovery, and bound up
wet. But the tale of damage is endless, like the

harvest. Good cattle want to get better shelter and
better meat, but there is little time to attend to them in

fair intervals, y. T.

West Gloucester: Oct. I.—We have all the land
intended for autumn-sown Wheat ploughed up. The
teams are now preparing part of stubbles for Rye and
Vetches for spring feed. Labourers hedge cutting,

ditch scouring, and having a general clean up after

harvest. In a few days we shall begin digging Potatos,

which are badly diseased in some places, but, happily,

we shall escape with a very good half crop, as will

many others in this neighbourhood. Foot-and-mouth
disease is on the decline ; nearly every farm hereabouts

has been affected, y. W.
Ross-shire: Oct. l.—The weather continues most

unfavourable. The cutting has been completed for

some time ; but the ingathering advances slowly.

There is scarcely a day without rain, and often there

are heavy and continuous falls. Yesterday morning
the stooks were not dry after the rain on Saturday and
Sabbath ; but by the middle of the day carting was
commenced, and in a few hours thereafter rain set in,

which continued all night, and still falls to-day.

About half the crop in the earlier districts has been in-

gathered ; but to-day is most unpropitious.

arkls*
SEED MARKET.

A few samples of new home-grown red Clover seed
have now appeared at market, but values are not yet

fixed ; the accounts of the crop to hand are very un-
favourable. We shall doubtless have to depend mainly
for our supphes on the produce of other countries. New
Trefoil seed is more inquired for. In Mustard seed there

is no alteration. For fine Rape seed we have an improved
demand. New Dutch Hemp seed is now offering. Haricot
Beans are advancing in price. We have a brisk sale for

large blue Peas. The trade for winter Tares exhibits

slightly increased animation.

John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants,

37, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

IfOPS.
Borough Market, Oct. 3

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report an active demand
for all descriptions of good Hops, and prices are fully

maintained. Medium and low samples for the moment
are neglected, and values rule in buyers' favour. The
quantity of really choice Hops offering is remarkably
small in proportion to the crop.

MARK LANE.
Monday, Sept, 30.

The supply of English Wheat to this morning's market
was again small

;
good qualities brought the extreme

prices of this day se'nnight, but inferior were with diffi-

culty disposed of. There was a fair attendance, and
foreign descriptions realised the same prices as last week,
with the exception of Russian, which were is. per qr.

higher. Spring corn sold at fully last week's rates.

Maize was 6d. per qr. dearer. The top price of town-
made Flour was raised 35. per sack.

Price per imperial Quarter.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. .White
— fine selected runs do.
— TaLivera
— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barley, grind &dist.,281 to 335.. Chev.
— Foreign.. grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. -Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan....—j, to —i...Tick
— Pigeon —s, to —s. . . Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers
- Maple, 35.J. to 37J Grey

Maize
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack
— 2d ditto ditto

— Foreign per barrel

Wednesday, Oct. 2.

The grain trade to-day was firm, with a tendency
towards further improvement. English Wheat was
sparingly offered, but there were good supplies of foreign

on the stands ; a fair inquiry prevailed for fine samples,
at full prices, but in inferior descriptions very few trans-

actions occurred. Barley was dealt in somewhat readily,

and prices occasionally exhibited slight improvement.
Malt was steady, both in value and demand. The show
of Oats was large, which consisted chiefly of inferior

corn. Trade was not animated, but for sound qualities

extreme prices were realised. Maize commanded a fair

amount of attention, and values were well maintained.

48—62 Red
56-67 Red
58-69^— Red
53—72— jMahing .

25—33 Malting .

21—24
26-28 Feed ...— Feed ...
22—25 Feed ...

31—33|Foreign .

44—47| Harrow ..

—
I
Longpod .

33—40' Egyptian.
40—43 1 Suffolk .

,

35—37 Foreign .

—
t Foreign .

,

46-57
40—42 Country .,

30—35 Per sack.,

52-63
56—64

35—46
43—53

31—34

44—47

32—34
-12—45
37—42
28-34

40—42
38-68

Beans and Peas were quiet, though firm in value. Deahngs
in Flour were moderately numerous for a Wednesday's
market, and fine sorts fetched fully Monday's currencies.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London bv Water Carriage.

English &
Scotch..

Irish

Foreign .

.

Wheat.

Qrs.

410

24,140

Barley.

Qrs.

4740

Oats.

Qrs.

1640

1640

Flo

Sacks.

{ -i^,

Liverpool, Oct. i.— A fair consumptive trade was
done in Wheat, at the full prices of Tuesday last. Flour
in steady request, and the superior qualities is. per sack
dearer. Barley scarce, and extreme prices paid. Beans
maintained last Friday's advance, and 6d. per qr. higher.

Indian Corn met a good sale, at an advance of gd. per
qr. on the week.

Averages.
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.X^V^'^

^^^Gumming & Edmonds,%

CONSERVATORIES of varied designs, in Wood or Iron. VINERIES, PEACH HOUSES, CUCUMBER HOUSES or PITS, FORCING HOUSES, GREEN-
HOUSES and every description of Horticultural Structures Manufactured by Steam-power Machinery and erected in any part of the Kingdom or abroad.

VERANDAHS, KIOSKS, SUMMER-HOUSES, ETC.
HOT-WATER APPARATUS fixed on the latest improved principle, with the "PATENT TUBULAR SADDLE BOILER," which gives the greatest satisfaction

for its economical working, quick action, and small amount of attention it requires when in operation.

Plans and Estimates gratis on application,

GUMMING & EDMONDS, Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers,
LILLIE BRIDGE, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

77/(? Manufactory adjoins " West Brompton " Station, on the West London and Metropolitan District Railways.

W. S. BOULTON &, CO., NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Improved Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very Low Prices.

Only the best materials used. Houses designed to suit any situation. Estimates given free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have priceJrom us before ordering elsewhere.

Ladies or Gentlemen requiring advice as to the Situation, Style, Dimensions, &c., of proposed Horticultural Buildings, waited upon in any part of England. Ireland, or Scotland.

A NEW CATALOGUE containing Illustrations and particulars of Conservatories and Horticultural Buildings suited for every purpose, also Prices and Estimates for upwards of 150 Houses of
ii. «*iTT vA*A*jwww*-, 6 r

y^ous sizes, posted to any address on receipt of One Shilling m Stamps.

Royal Horticultural Society's only Prize Medal.

UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER
AND GROUND VINERY.

MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES.
All sizes (glazed with 21-ounce) ready for immediate delivery.

In introducing our New Pattern for 1872, we wish to point out that instead of having

to remove or slide loose glass every time it is necessary to attend to the plants, we attach

the glaied lights (21-oz.) with hinges to the frame of eacn length, thereby doing away with

the continual breakage of glass and loss of time inseparable from the use of the ordinary

kind sent out by other makers. Two men can instantly remove a complete length

12 feet by 3 feet wide, thus proving them to be really portable.

The Judges at the Royal Horticultural Society's ip-eat meeCing lately held at Bimting-
ham, frmiouncid these to be by far the best and most useful articles of the kind they ever saw,
and a-warded them the only Prize.

The first of this improved kind was lately sent to Christopher Turner, Esq., Stoke
Rochford, Grantham. His Gardener, Mr. I. DcU, wrote us the following Letter,

unsolicited :

—

«' Messrs. W. S. BoULTON & Co.
"Gentlemen,—! consider them the only Plant Preservers worthy of that name.

Every one who has seen them is of the same opinion. I hope to have some more of them
shortly. " Believe me, yours truly, ISAAC DELL."

They are made in the following sizes. One pair of ends is sufficient tor any number of

lengths, if set in a continuous row. In ordering state the number of ends required.

Carriage Paid to any Station within 300 miles of Norwich.
Ends per

pair extra.Price.

6 feet long by 2 feet wide •• ^i 5 o ••• ^s. od,

12 feet long by 2 feet wide ... 250 ... 5j. od.

6 feet long by 3 feet wide ... 115 o ... ys. od.

12 feet long by 3 feet wide ... 3 3 o ... ys. od.

6 feet long by 4 feet wide ... 260 ... Zs. 6d.

12 feet long by 4 feet wide ... 440 ... Zs. 6d.

12 feet long by 6 feet wide ... 7 o o ... 12s. od.
Two-thirds allowed for Packing Materials when returned free to our Works.

We cannot be held responsible for damage in transit ; every care being taken in packingi
breakages arc seldom heard of.

nci III ui uii-ft - ".3 "' -J - -,, -
ns. thick. All made of very best red deal.

PainYed^thre'e coat^s. 'l:ven''pai'ie'of gla'ss is nailed as well as puttied in. JEach light Is provided with an iron strengthen-

intr rod and handle. Purchasers are strongly recommended to have 21-oz. glass, this being so much better than 16-01.

Height at back, 24 ins. : at front 13 ins,

_.nled three coats. Every pane of glass is

ing rod and handle. Purchasers are strongly

All 6 feet Wide.

4 feet long, i Light
8 ,, ,, 2 ,.

,. 3 "12

Cash Prices, carriage paid to^

any station within 200 miles

of Norwich when orders

amount to 40s. and upwards.
~ Glazed with 21-02.

4 12 6

All 6 feet Wide.

16 feet long, 4 Lights

20 ,, ,, 5 ,,

24 ,, ,, 6 ,,

Cash Prices, carriage paid to
any station within 200 miles
of Norwich when orders
amount to 40;. and upwards.

Glazed with 21-oz.

j^6 o o
776
8 15 o

PIT LIGHTS "WITH WOOD SILLS TO BUILD ON BRICKWORK.
Sills, M inches wide, 2M inches thick, with runners and bearers between each lighL

AJl painted three coats and glazed ready for use.

All 6 feet Wide.

16 feet long, 4 Lights

20 ,, ., 5
24 ,, ,, 6
28 ,, ,, 7

Caah Prices, carriage paid to

any station within 300 miles

of Norwich when orders
amount to 401. and upwards.

Glazed with 21-oz.

7 I

8 3

9 15

All 6 feet Wide.

32 feet long, 8 Lights

36 .. .. 9 ..

40 ,, ,, 10 ,,

Cash Prices, carriage paid to
any station within 300 miles
of Norwich when order.
atnoun t to 40J- and upwards.

Glazed with 2ih3z.

12 9
13 16

16-0Z. Glass can be had at 2J. bd. each 4 by 6 feet Light less, but is not recommended.

If the carriage is not paid, the price will be 2J. 6ii. less for each 4 by 6 feet Light.

When the distance exceeds 200 miles a slight additional charge will be made to cover carnage.
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OIR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES
for the MILLION are Simple,

Cheap, and Portable.

JONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L"O BOILER
SADDLE

Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tichborne Street, Regent
Quadrant, W., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

BICKLEY'S PATENT HORIZONTAL SASH
BARS require neither paint nor putty, and possess greater

advantages than others for horticulturists. Drawings, &c., sent for
one stamp.
THO.MAS A. BICKLEY, 70, Smallbroolt Street, Birmingham.

w H. LASCELLES, Horticultural Builder,
• Finsbury Steam Joinery Works, 121, Bunhill Row, London.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,
with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quantitj;' of fuel ; the cost of setting is
also considerably reduced, ancl likewise the space occupied; at the
same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They arc made of the foUow-
mg sizes:

—

HE FRENCH SYSTEM of WIRING GARDEN
WALLS and ERECTING TRELLISES for TRAININGFRUIT TREES.

Sizes.

Estimates siven on application for GREENHOUSES and CON-
SERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any Design,

GARDEN LIGHTS and BOXES. Each.-i. d.

3 feet by 4 feet Lights, 2 inches thick, unglazed 36
M It glazed, 16-oz good sheet glass .. .,70

D feet ,, „ 2 inches thick, unglazed go
I. It glazed, 16 oz. good sheet glass ..12 6

Portable Box containing one 6 feet by 4 feet Light, painted four
coats, ready for use 30 o

Portable Box containing two ditto, 6 feet by 8 feet 55 o

"Gold Medal Boiler" (Binningliam, 1872).

HOT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials supplied.

Improved and e.\tra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
with or without Water-bars.

CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,
for use without brickwork.

Hi^h.

36 M
48 .,

Portable Boiler. Patent
THROTTLE

and other VALVES,
FURNACE

DOORS, BARS,
and FURNACE
WORK of every

description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER
RINGS for Pipe

Sockets
quir

Saddle Boiler, with Wafer
Bars.

no Other pack- pU-'g^--'- ^r ^i- •^"V'"
id are perlcctly ^ 'and are perlcctly

water-tight.

Goods, of the very best manufacture, delivered at Railway or
\\ harf in London.

LYNCH WHITE, Old B.aree Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street
London, S.E. (Surrey side of Blackfriars Bridge).

Price List on application.

Wide.
18 in.

18 „
18 „
24 »
24 It

Lonp.
18 in.

24 ,»

30 „
24 »
30 *i

36 „

96
,

108
,

To heat of
4-in. Pipe.

Feet.
300
400
500
70a

850
1,000

1,400
i.Soo

2,600

4.500
7,000
10|OO0

25

35
50
75

And are kept in Stock and sold only by the Inventors and Patentees,
J. Jones & Sons.

Price Lists of HOT-WATER PIPES and Connections, with
Boilers, of all sizes and shapes; or ESTIMA'l ES for HOT-WATER
APPARATUS, erected complete, will be sent on application.

J. JONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Bankside, Southwark,
London, S.E.

COTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
cow FITTINGS.

Q.EORGES PATENT CALORIGEN,
For WARMING and VENTILATING.

Coal Calorigen, £6 6s.
\ Gas Calorigen, ^3 3J.

Height, 36 ins ; diameter, 21 do. 1 Height, 28 ins. ; diameter, 14 do.

A—the interior of the Room ; B—exterior of the Building : C—wall

;

D—the Calorigen; E—a Cylinder; F—pipes communicating to
supply air for combustion, and carry off product; G—pipe for
passage of Cold Air to Calorigen; H~outlet for ditto after being
made warm ; I—gas burner

; J—door.

The only Gas Stove which retains the whole of the Heat given oR
by the Gas without vitiatmg the atmosphere.

It will be found very valuable in the Nursery or Sick Room, Damp
Buildings, Shops, Conservaioncs, Offices, &c, Exhibited in the
Exhibition of 1871 (Department of Scientific Inventions). May be
inspected at the Sole Manufacturers,

J. F. EARWIG AND CO.,

36, Queen Street, Cheapside, London, E.G.

Iron and Wire Trellis for Pear Crowing, with Cordon Edging.
Circulars with prices on application to

Messrs. J. B. BROWN and CO.,
Offices—90, Cannon Street, City, London, E.G.

/^ALVANISED WROUGHT-IRON FITTINGS^^
FOR

WIRING AVALLS
For the PURPOSE of TRAINING FRUIT TREES

on the French system, and as recommended by Mr.
W. Robinson, F.L.S., in his new work, "The Parks,
Promenades, and Gardens of Paris."
Bv this sj-stem nails and shreds are entirely dispensed with, the

walls arc not injured, and no harbour is afforded to small insects
The tying of the Fruit Trees is effected in one-fifth of the time
required by the old system. The arrangement is so simple, that it
can easily be apolied to any walls by inexperienced hands.

Their advantages are— Portability, not hxtures, removable at
pleasure ; no Woodwork or Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to
infection, being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 631. 6d.

Prospectuses free ol COTTAM AND CO., Ironworks, z, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon, Oxford Street, London, W.), where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply toTHOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c., from

Decay. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 3gA, King William Street, London, E.C.

Prices of Materials:—
GALVANISED RAIDISSEURS, for tightening the

Wires—one of these required for each hne of Wire.

No. 900, 4J. per dozen.

GALVANISED WALL EYES, 6./. per dozen.
GALVANISED TERMINATING HOLDFASTS,

2J. per dozen.

GALVANISED WIRE, 2s. 6d. and 3.?. per 100 yards.
Ilkistrated Lists, with full particulars of ihe above, and

of Fittings for Espaher Trainers, on very economical
principles, free on application to

BARNARD, BISHOP AND BARNARDS,
Norfolk Ironworks. Norwich.

Rosher'B Garden Edging Tiles.

CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER-TUBE CUT
flower TRANSMISSION and EXHIBITION CASES,

also the "ANTI-CLOCHE." for Preserving Exhibition Blooms of
Roses, Dahlias, Chrj'santhemums (whilst growing), from Frost, Rain,
Insects, &c., and for Protecting Cuttings, half-hardy Annuals and
early Vegetables. Salads, &c., were awarded the Royal Horticultural
Society's Silver Medal.
For Market Gardeners' use the Anti-CIochc is far superior to the

Hand Light. Price for 13 inches by 13 inches square, 11 inches deep
at back, 8 inches in front, 5s 6d. per pair, with Glass, Ventilators, &c.
They take to pieces, and pack in a small compass.
The NEW "BLACK.MORE PARK" PARALLEL TRAY

GRAPE TRANSMISSION .ind EXHIBITION CASE costs from
21S. No packmg material required, and the bloom cannot be injured
if Case is placed in any position.
The NEW "WESTVVELL" CASE, for Transmitting Plants in

Pots, of different sizes, ustful to Nurserymen ; or for Table Decora-
tions. Cost from 17s. 6d. (See opinion in No. 9, Floral Magazine.

|

For Price List, Testimonials, &c., address W. F. CHAPMAN,
Bristol Road, Gloucester.
London Agents; Messrs. Dick Radclyffe & Co., Holborn, W.C. ;

Messrs. Ilereman & Morton, Tichborne Street, W. ; Messrs Barr &
Sugden, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

BY EOYAL LETTERS PATENT.
NEW^BOILER.

THE EXCELLENTIA,
The MOST COMPLETE, MOST COMPACT. MOST POWERFUL. MOST PERFECT, and MOSTECONOMICAL BOILER EVER INVENTED. For particulars, apply to

J. G. SMEATON & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT-WATER and STEAM-HEATING APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,HARWOOD ROAD, WALHAM GREEN, LONDON. SW

T HE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
materials of great durability. The plainer sorts arc especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR-
i DENS, as they harbour
Slugs or Insects, take up little
room, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-
pense, as do "grown" Edg-
ings, consequently being much
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, S.E. ; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.VV. ; Kingsland Road.E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FR.\MES " PLAINTCOVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also for FOXLEY'SPATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories.
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from 3s. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies. Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable P.iving of
great durability. Wall Copings. Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds.
Rooting Tilc.s in great variety, Slates, Cements, &c.
F.andG. ROSHER

,
Brick and Pile Merchants.—Seeaddrcsses above

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.
Fine 141., Coarse i7J.perTon. In Truck Loads is. per Ton less.

Delivery by Carl within three miles, or to any London Railway or
Wharl, 2S. per Ton extra Samples 01 Sand (rcc by post.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS (br Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT

PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.
F. AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.

N.E, Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberal discount to the Trade.

Wheat Sowing.

DOWN'S FARMER'S FRIEND, for Preventing the
Smut in Wheat, and the Ravages of the Slug, Grub, and Wire-

worm, A ()d, packet is sufficient lor Six Bushels of Seed Wheat,
which can be dressed and fit to sow in a quarter of an hour.
Testimonials from the largest Wheal Growers in the Kingdom,

bearing testimony to its great power and efficacy, may be had ot
Agents, who arc appointed for every district.

Full directions for use arc given with each packet.
Prepared at the Manufactory, Woburn, Beds.

Caution.—'To guard atainst fraudulent imitation, and consequent
disappriintment, see that the signature of HENRY DOW.N is on
the label.

Agents in every Town throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland.
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TWO COURSHS of LECTURES on GEOLOGICAL
MINEKALOr.V will he given at KINC.'S COLLEGE,

LONDON, by Trolessor '["ENNANr, to which the PubHc are

admilted on payinfr the ColIcH;e Fees. One Course is given on
WEDNESnAY and FKIDAY MORNINGS, from 9 to 10 o'Clock.

COMMENCING WEDNESDAY, October g, and terminating ai

Easter, 1873, The other Course is given on THUKSDAY EVEN-
INGS, (roni8lo9, COMMENCING OCTOBER 10.

The Lectures are illustrated b>*^ a very extensive Collection of

Specimens.
PKACITCAL INSTRUCTION iii MINERALOGY and

GEOLOGY is given by Professor TENNANT, F.G.S,, at his

residence, 149, Strand, W.C.

THE HORTICULTURAL SUBSCRIPTION
ROOMS, 22, Kind Street, Covent Garden, W.C—Subscription

£,\ II. per annum, without further liability, ofters the following advan-
tages :—A comfortable Reading Room, supplied with the Daily
Papers and the chief Weekly and Monthly Gardening Periodicals, in

which Members can meet their Friends for friendly chat and discussion
on Horticulliiral affairs ; the privilege of obtaining advice and inlorina-

tion as to Planting, Laying-out. Selection of Plants and Trees, sub-
jects for Window ijardenmg. Building and Heating Greenhouses,
&c. ; the Plant Exchange, lor the interchange of Surplus Plants

;

Botanical Library for reference, and other advantages.
Proprietor, H. M. KETTEL%VELL.

23, King Street, Covent Garden, \V.C.

Now ready, price li., free by post ior 13 stamps, with q Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Eartnenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON and SUNS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.C. ; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. looker, Kingston-on-Thames.

Now ready, One Vol. Svo, pp. 282, cloth, price I2s. 6d,,

THE TINEINA of NORTH AMERICA. By (the

late) Dr. Bhackenridge Clemens. Being a Collected Edition

of his Writings on that Group of Insects. With Notes by the Editor,

H. T. Stainton, F.R.S,, Sec.L.S.

London : JOHN VAN VOORST, i, Palernoster Row, E.C^
'

Post Svo, cloth, wiiii Four Illustrations, by WoLF. Price 6s.

AUTUMNS on the SPEY. By A. E. Knox, M.A.,
F.L S , Author of " Ornithological Rambles in Sussex," "Game

Birds and Wild Fowl, their Friends and their Foes," &c., reviewed in

GurdiUfTs' Chronicle, September 28.

JOHN VAN VOORST, r, Paternoster Row, E.G.
""

8vo. Cloth. 7J. 6c/.

A handbook: of BRITISH BIRDS, showing the
Distribution of the Resident and Migratory Birds in the

British Islands, with an Index to the Records of the Rarer Species.

By J. E. HartinG, F.L.S, &c., reviewed in Gardtners' Ch>v?ticU,
September 28.

JOHN V.\N VOORST, t, Pa'ernostcr Row, E.C.

T

Miss Braddon's New NoveL
The New Novel, by the Author of " Lady Audley 's Secret," &c.

In Three Vols,, at all Libraries,

O THE BITTER END.
' Readers will go on to the very last word of the very last page

without pa.\ise."—.\fdrtiin^ Post, S<-pt. 24, 1872. _^__
Notice.

{By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.
)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN. FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, without extra charge
to the Advertiser.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, 5g, Fleet Street. E.C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents :

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL'NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTR.'VLIA (Drawn and Engraved specially for

this journal).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING Renerally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS FLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-

out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a

great variety of subjects.

Subscription in advance, £1 per annum.
Single Copies, 41/. ; Stamped, ^d.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISE,VIENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL.

London

Birmingham.

Liverpool ,

Bristol

Edinburgh ,

Glasgow

Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.C.
;

Mr. F. Algar. 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C. ; Messrs. Gordon &
Gotch, I2r, Holbom Hill, E.C.

Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices
for the use of .Advertisers.

r::<REEN'S patent "SILENS MESSORS" or
»^' NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-
LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

The WINNER ol EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES of
COMPETITION.

;
,11 V ill I ,Mc]| to send

slim ( [ \\ hen they \m]|
1.1 worl men arc kept at

N.B. Parties having Lawn Mowers In iv

them either to our Leeds or London Est ill

have prompt attention, as an elhcient stall

both places.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LA'WNS,
DRIVES. BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and

GRAVEL PATHS,
Suitable for Hand or Horse-power.

Illustrated Price Lists free on application.
THOMAS GREEN AND SON, Smilhficld Ironworks, Leeds;

54 and 55, Blacklriars Road, London, S. E.

WANTED, a GENERAL FOREMAN and
MANAGER. —Mr. Cant, in consequence of the sudden

death of his Foreman (who lived with him 15 years), requires the
services of a first-class Man. It will be necessary for him to be
especially clever in Propagating and Growing Roses in Pots.—Apply,
with testimonials, stating age, wages expected, and where last
employed, to B. IL CANT, St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

WANTED, several steady, industrious, WORKING
GARDENERS, for Single-handed places.—Apply, with fullest

particulars of experience, relerences, &c., to Messrs. FRANCIS &
ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, Seed Merchants and Nurserymen,
Chester.

WANTED, respectable, steady, and industrious
MEN. accustomed to Ground Work, Wages zos. per week.

—

WILLIAM HOLMES. Frampton Park Nursery, Hackney. E.

WANTED, TWO young MEN, quick at Potting.
Watering. Tying-up, &c ; must be strictly sober and indus-

trious. Wages 15F. per week.—W. BADMAN, Cemetery Nurser>-,
Gravesend.

WANTED, an industrious, sober, trustworthy Man.
as SECOND, in a Gentleman's Garden, who has been well

accustomed to Pleasure Grounds and Lawn-work. Must understand
Mowing, cither with Scythe or Machine, and have a fair knowledge of
the Cultivation of Roses and Rhododendrons. Wages {j\ per week,
inclusive. None need apply who cannot be well recommended.

—

Apply, staling age and lormer situations, to C. X., Messrs Barr &
Sugden. 12, King Street. Covent Garden, London. W.C.

PELCkSZ*

JAMES VEITCH AND SONS REQUIRE for their
Seed Warehouse a strong active MAN in the above capacity.

One used to Cleaning Seeds preferred.—Apply personally at the Royal
Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.

Herdman and Dairywomau.
WANTED, for a Gentleman's Farm, a thoroughly

efficient HERDMAN, to look after a large Herd of Alderney
Cows, Sheep and Pigs. Wife to Manage the Dairy. Children objected
to; but an excellent opportunity for an experienced Couple with a
grown-up Son and Daughter. Good wages, with cottage and garden.
None need apply who cannot have a first-rate rcconnmendation from a
fentleman.—Apply, stating wages required and full particulars, to
OSEPH ANDERSON, Esq,, Ankerwycke. Staines.

WANTED, a TRAVELLER.—One who wishes to
add a Commission to his present journeys.—N. S.,

Kettelwell's Agency office, 22, King Street, W.C.

WANTED, in London, for a Retail Seed Warehouse,
a MAN competent to take charge ot the Order Department.

—

Apply, by letter, staling qualifications, age, and salary, to A. B.,
10, New Koad, Tooting, S.

WANTED, in the Enghsh Department of Mr. Louis
Van Houtte's Office, Royal Nurseries. Ghent, Belgium, a

Lad, as INVOICE CLERK. Good and plain handwriiing is required.
and one who has held a similar situation in a Nursery would be pre-
ferred. He will have to submit to the control of the first Correspondent
of above department.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN, in the
Seed Trade. Must be an energetic voung Man. of unexcep-

tionable character,—Apply by letter, to O. P., Gardeners' Chronicle
Oliice, W.C,

WANT PLACES.—Letters^to be Post Paid.

EXPERIENCED GARDENERS (or as GARDENER
and BAILIFF), of various qualifications, recommended to

Gentlemen.—Further particulars given on applicaiion to Messrs. E, G,
HENDERSON AND SO N.Wellington Nursery. St. John's Wood. N.W.

Gardeners and Under Gardeners.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to state that they
have at all times on their books MEN of various qualifications,

whose characters will bear the strictest inquiry. Any Gentleman
making application would save time by clearly stating the duties to be
undertaken, wages offered, Stc, so that suitable Men may be selected,
Highgate Nurseries. London, N.

a To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
ARDENER (Head), married.—A Gentleman most

VJ strongly wishes to recommend his Head Gardener, who has
ith him several years, and has had the Management of anlived 1

extensive establishment, where all sorts of Fruit and Plant Gn
has been carried out with rare ability. Is a Man in whom thegreatcsl
confidence can be placed, and a first-rate Gardener in every respect,—
B. B.. 9. Cornwall Street. Stanley Bridge. Fulham. S,W.

GARDENER (I-Ie.a,d. Working), where two or three
are kept.—Age 29, married, two children : understands all

branches of the profession. Can Milk if required. Wife a
good Dres'imnker if required. "I'wo jears and seven months'
chara. ter,— _( P.. Broadlands, Sandown, Isle of Wight.

, ^ -i ' practical in all branches. Highest
BEIMT^ETT. Head Gardener, Baron Hambro's,

G

GARDENER (Head),—Age 26 ; 11 years' practical
experience in all branches of the profession. Good single-handed

place not objected to. First-ctass testimonials and good character from
'^''^-"^P'"^*-''"—'"'- ^^' ^'^^^ Cottage, Ballard's Lane, Finchlcy, N.
/"I A R D E N ER (Head),—Age 38, married, three\^ children ; thoroughly practical in all
testimonials —Mr. BENNETT, "'

Roehanipton, Surrey, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), in a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's family.—Married, age 46; understands the profession

thoroughly —For full particulars, apply to Mr, B. CANT, St. John's
Street Nursery, Colchester.

XA R DENER (Head), thoroughly qualified and
experienced, wishes for a re-engagcment. Will be at liberty

immediately. Excellent testimonials — ROBER T PET ITT the
tiardcnsof Fuller M aitland Wilson. Esq., Stowlangtoft Hall, Suffolk.

/ "1 ARDENER "(Head).—Age 26, single ; thoroughly
vJ understands the Management of Vines, Peaches, Melons,
Cucumbers, and Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Can have first-class
relerences.—Application in the first place to A. C, 8, Rutland Road,
Catford, London.

i :^ARDENER (Head).—Age 28; thoroughly under-VJ stands Vines, Pines. Early and Late Forcing in all its branches,
also a good Flower and Kitchen Gardener. Three years' first-class
recommendaticn from present employer.— The GARDENER.
Wallop, Salo^^

GARDENER (Head), where three or more are kept,—
Thoroughly practical and experienced in every branch of the

profession. Good references. Wife could take charge of a small
Dairy if required.-C. W., Sprjnglield, Dulwich, S.E.

GARDENER.—Age 48, marriedT^wfthout family

;

great practical experience in all branches. Can be well recom-
inended -THOS. HOLBROW> Stratford St. Mary, near Colchester.

/GARDENER (SECOND, or Single-handed).—V^ Age 24. Highly recommended,—A, Z., ir, Burv Street.
Bloomsbury, W.C. '

GARDIneR (Under), in the Houses.—Age 22 ; has
been accustomed to Glass. Two years and eight months in lasC

situation. Good character.—Mr. J. ROBSON, Nursery, The Downs.
Bowden, Chcihire.

I^^OREMAN, in a Gentleman's Garden.—Age 23;
understands Vines, Pines. Melons, and Cucumbers. One year's

" '
, 6, David's Road, Forest Hill, S.E.good character.

-

J^^OREMAN,—Age 27, single; good practical know-
- ledge of Forcing Flowers, Fruit and Vegetables, Thirteen

years' experience. First-class references.—A. M., 40, Blantyre
Street, King's Road. Chelsea, London. S.W.

NURSERY FOREMAN.—Age 35, married ; 17 years'
experience in Town and Country Nurseries, Thoroughly com-

petent in all branches. Good reference —A, B., 6, Gordon Place,
Gordon Square, London, W.C,

FORESTER.—Thoroughly understands the profes-
sion, and can be highly recommended.—Mr. RICHARDSON

Bookseller, Perth.

BAILIFF.—Age 40, no family, Scotch ; thoroughly
understands the Management of Land, Cattle, Sheep, &c. Wife

Dair>' and Poultr^--house Keeper. Sixteen years in England. Can do
an y work. Twenty-three years character.— A. B.. Guildford, Surrey.

IMPROVER, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's~Garden,
where Gardening is carried on extensively.—Age 20. Five years'

good ctiaracter.—A. H., Post Office, Oakham.

To Seedsmen.
A SSISTANT, in Writing and Executing of Orders.—
Xa. A young Man desires a permanent situation as above. Nine
years character.—W.. 26, Hanway Street, Oxford Street, W.

To the Seed Tradej
"

WAREHOUSEMAN, or SHOPMAN and WARE-
HOUSEMAN.-Age 30. Twelve years' experience in all

departments of the business in first-class houses. Can furnish good
testimonials. Will be disengaged in November.—J. C., 46, Port
Street, Stirling, N.B.

WM. YOUNGER and CO.'S ALES
are of the HIGHEST PURITY.

Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, and
are distinguished for their delicacy orflavour.

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishing.
To be had of the Principal Retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are frequently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belvidere

Road, S.E.

Tr'lNAHAN'S . LL . WHISKY.J-^ This celebrated and most delicious old mellow Spirit is the veryCREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than the
finest Cognac Brandy. Note the words " Kinahan's L Li' on seal,
label, and cork.

Wholesale Depfit, 20. Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, ^

J^INNEFORD'S fluid MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity ol the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Intanis.DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street. London, W. jand of all Chemists throughout the World,

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at is. iJi(i.,2s. grf., 41, 6rf,,and 11*.

/^OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
^^ These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the
best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers of the Camomile, They will be found a most efficacious
remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action
of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the sevcra
varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,
promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-
tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in
ihe blood, must injuriously affect the action ol the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomlort, they restore
the energies both of body and mind, lo those who indulge in the
tuxuricsof the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioninK
no pain in their action, unless they meet wiih an unjsuaJ quantity of
acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients; on the contrary, they are
characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-
tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-
liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,
nor are they adapted to all complaints; but as a mild and efficacious
aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-
haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changesof climate or atmospheric alternations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated
family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at IJ. ilid.,7s. <id., 4s. 6d., and iij., a3 well as in India, China, New
Zealand, and the Australian colonics.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS;
THE OLDEST PATENT MEniCINF.

In boxes, at is. lii^L, at, g^., v. 6<1, and in
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THE GREAT PALM HOUSE AT BERLIN.

ORMSON'S
IMPEOVED

WROUGHMROH CONVOLUTED BOILER
HAS BEEN SELECTED, IN PREFERENCE TO ALL OTHERS, TO HEAT OVER FOUR MILES

OF HOT-WATER PIPE IN THE ABOVE GREAT STRUCTURE.

H. ORMSON, having extensive Orders on hand for his Patent Convoluted Boilers, begs that those

who may intend to use them will kindly give early notice.

Hot-water Apparatus of the most approved construction, and of the very best materials and work-

manship, fixed to any extent, in any part of the United Kingdom, or abroad.

Gentlemen advised as to the best method of arranging Structural Gardens on thoroughly practical

and scientific principles. Surveys made and Designs prepared.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED FOR

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,
Combining Strength atid Durability. Iron and Wood Conservatories of the most Chaste and

Elaborate Design, Vineries, Pineries, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, Glass Cases for Wall Trees,

Pits, &c., designed and built, combining all the latest improvements, so as to answer their intended

purposes without risk of disappointment.

Plans, Specifications, and Estimates Oil application.

HENRY ORMSON,
) HER MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTUREF
. PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORT

STANLEY BRIDGE, KINGS ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF*

HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

f?in?S bv W^^,^;^R?™,^SS l^tk ''?^« "" "J ^*"=
H'^"' Advertisements and Business Letters to • The Publisher," at the Ollice, 4>, Wellinston Street Covent Garden London W.C

Rir»i.i= i7,il n«'^ M w'S' S'=",f''" '''*.<^»»",B'"'"'™'a^^*»'S, 8. Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefr.afs, City of Looion, in IheCounly of Middlesex, and PuWlshed by the said WILLIAM
RICHARDS, at the OfBce, No. 41, Wdlmpon Street, Pansh of St. Paul's. Covent (Sarden, in the said County.-SATURDAV, October 5, 1871

Amenta (or Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies Si Co., Edinburgh j for Ireland—Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son, Dublin.
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CRYSTAL PALACE.—FOURTH NATIONAL
CAT SHOW, OCTOBER 26, 28, 29. ENTRIES CLOSE on

FRIDAY NEXT, October 18. Schedules and Entry Forms can be
had on application to Mr. F. WILSON, Natural History Department.

D UBLIN EXHIBITION, 1872.—GRAND
CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW, to be held in the Building of

the Dublin Exhibition, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY,
November 20 and 21. All communications to be addressed to
EDWARD LEE, Dublin Exhibition.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION —Notice is hereby given, that an ADDITION

to the LIST of PENSIONERS of this Society will be made in

JANUARY NEXT. All persons desirous of becoming Candidates
are required to send in their applications to the Committee on or
before NOVEMBER 9, after which day they will not be received.
Printed Forms may be had on application to the Secretary.
Preference will be given to those Applicants who may have been

Subscribers for 15 years or upwards. By order,
EDWARD R. CUTLER, Secretar>-.

14, Tavistock Row, W.C.—October 10.

M Wood Engravmg.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West. Mildmay Park, London, N.

KODERICK. NICOLSON, Advertising Agent
and Gkner-u. Commission Agent, i, Racquet Court, Fleet

Street. E.C.

T\/rR. JAMES ERASER, Horticultural and
-i-'-L Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,
Romford, Essex ; late of the firm of J, & J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.

JC. STEVENS' Horticultural, Scientific, and
• Natur-^l History Sale Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, London, W.C. Established 1760. SALES by AUCTION
nearly EVERY DAY. Catalogues on application.

Select Geranlumst &c., Cheap.WPOTTEN begs to offer the above from his
• unequalled Collection. Sec his Advertisement in the

Gardmtrt' CkrotticU, October 5
The Nursery, Sissinghurst, Suplehurst, Kent.

Pelargoniums for the MillloiL
JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION is

IN BLOOM from FEBRUARY until SEPTEMBER. Strong
Plants, now ready, at the following low prices for cash :— 100 choice
distinct sorts, 50J. ; 50 sorts, 301. ; 25 sorts, 20J. Hamper and package
included. Crown Nursery. Reading.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &o.

WM. CUTBUSH and SONS CATALOGUE
of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other

DUTCH BULBS, is now ready, and can be had, post-free, on
application. IlighgatcJ^urseries, London, N.

Dutch Flower Roots.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his
• ANNUAL CATALOGUE of DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,

containing a Descriptive List of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Nar-
cissus, &c ; also a Select List of Fruit Trees, Roses, &c., is now
ready, post free to all applicants.

Victoria and;Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Llslanthus Russelllanus.

BS. WILLIAMS has a few dozen superb Plants to
• offer of this magnificent old greenhouse plant, which will

bloom in the ensuing spring. The stock being limited early orders are
solicited. Price on application

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

JOHN WATERER AND SONS. Bagshot, Surrey,
offer the following new hardy RHODODENDRONS. They can

with con&dence recommend them.
Lady Tankerville, I William Ewart Gladstone,

Mrs, William Agnew.
Price 21J. each. The usual discount to the Trade.

HOLLYHOCKS, from the finest named flowers, and
equal to the finest, in strong ground roots which have bloomed

the past aummcr, and by potting and keeping cool and dr>' through the
winter could be planted out in March or April, and would make a grand
display : 12 roots coloured lai,, 50 roots 401., too for 751., all strong and
hcallhyj and all shades of colour. Address,

HENRY MAY, the Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

BULBS and SPRING FLOWERING PLANTS.—
A selection made from HOOPER and CO.'S CATALOGUE

will give satisfaction. Send stamp for a Copy to
HOOPER AND CO.. Covent Garden, London, W.C.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES. Re-
priced LIST, containing Descriptions and Cultural Hints to

Amateurs, Irec on application to

DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Seedsmen, &c, 53, George Street,

Edinburgh.

To the Trade.
BULBS, comprising LILIUM, NARCISSUS.

GLADIOLI, IRIS, ALSTRCEMERIA, CYCLAMEN, DOG'S-
TOOTH VIOLETS, JONC^UILS, OXALIS, SCILLAS, and
numerous other Bulbs. LlS'l on application,

STEPHEN BROWN. Weston-super-Mare.

1872. DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of Selected
ROSES, by JOHN CRANSTON. Copies can now

be had, free by post, on application.
The Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

To the Trade.
STANDARD ROSES, finest kinds, straight stems

and good heads, £^ 151. per 100.

H. JACKSON, Blakedown, Kidderminster.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches. Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SM ITH , Nursep-man and Seed Merchant. Worcester .

Fruit tree Culture.

A DESCRIPTIVE and ILLUSTRATED CATA-
LOGUE of FRUITS, by THOMAS RIVERS.just published,

will be sent post free on application.
Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

Fines.

BS. WILLIAMS has now a fine stock of splendidly
• grown plants of all the best kinds, including both Suckers and

Successions, of the CHARLOTTE ROTHSCHILD. Prices on
application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

Grape Vines.

BS. WILLIAMS is now prepared to supply strong
• well-ripened CANES of all the best kinds, suitable for Fruiting

in Pots, or Planting A Descriptive and Priced LIST will be found in
his Autumn CATALOGUE (which may be had, post free, on applica-
tion); also a LIST of Fruit Trees, Roses, fitc.

Victoria and Paradise Nurst-ries, Upper Hrtllnway. Lnn4r>n. N.

STRONG Standard APPLES, PEAKS, and WAL-
NUTS; Standard and Dwarf-trained PEACHES and NECTAR-

INES ; a good collection of Evergreen and Deciduous flowering
SHRUBS; FOREST TREES, from 2 to 10 ft. Prices on application to
CHARLES BURGESS. The Nurseries, London Road, Chelienham.

Str3.\7l3Qnrl fts

CHARLES TURNER is prepared to execute orders
for all the leading varieties. Plants arc fine this season.

Descriptive CATALOGUE on application.
The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

NEW STRAWBERRY, JAMES VEITCH (Gloede).
—In hot dry seasons the most delicious of the large-fruited

second early kinds, growth very vigorous, a most abundant cropper,
and althougn perfectly melting in the mouth with very slight pressure,
the fruit in packing, does not bruise or become disfigured. Strong
plants los. 6d. per 100.

GEORGE PRINCE, Market Street, Oxford-wEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other PRIZE
COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of thesevarietics from

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS, Florist
Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants of all

the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort ol Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on application.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading,

To Planters.
SPECIAL OFFER of extra transplanted

EVERGREENS.—We are now offering the above, in quantity,
at low prices. They are grown singly in borders, and cannot well be
surpassed, Many are large, and will give immediate effect. Will lift

with large balls.

FIELD BROTHERS, Tarvin Road Nursery. Boughton. Chester.

TWELVE CHOICE PALMS for DEC0R"ATI0N
for One Guinea, in nice little plants, to grow on; or in fine

large plants for immediate decoration of table, &c, . &c.. in choicest
kinds, for 84J. and i2ts. per dozen ; half-dozen at same rate.

JOHN H. LEV, Exotic Nursery. Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, {Wi^h Holboni, London.

^p O BE SOLD, for want of room, a largeX COLLECTION of SPECIMEN FOLIAGE PLANTS,
including a noble Croton maximum, two very fine undulatums,
Pandanus Vcitchii, &c. Many first prizes taken.

The GARDENER, the Priory. Wellington, Somersetshire

WANTED, a good PLANT of LAPAGERIA
ROSEA. Quote size and price to Mr. WILLIAM BULL,

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W.

SPECIMEN PLANTS WANTED.—Persons having
large Specimens of the finer kinds of Conservatory Plants for

DISPOSAL, will oblige by sending particulars to the Pine-apple
Nursery Company. JOHN BESTER, Manager.

33. Maida Vale. Edgware Road, W.

EngUsli Saved Seed, Just Harvested.
)RIMULA JAPONICA, 2s. 6d. per packet.
. PRIMULA INVOLUCRATA.var. abyssiniensis.ar. 6d. do.

BARR AND SUGDEN, 13, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

LILIUM AURATUM.—Immense roots, 1,2, or3-yr.,
ENGLISH GROWN. Price per dozen, 100, or 1000. of

CHARLES YOUNG, Nurseryman, Balham Hill, and Upper
Tooting Park, London, S.W.

Lillum auratum, lu Flower from April to December.
MESSRS. TEUTSCHEL AND CO,, Colchester, can

supply for decoration, carefully packed, for the next two
months, LILIUM AURATUM, in bud. in pots, or fresh cut flowers.
CATALOGUES for 1872-73. in preparation.

G ENTIANELLA BORDERING.
Several hundred yards to be DISPOSED OF.

H. R., Edmoiidson lirothcrs. 10, Dame Street, Dublin.

To the Trade.—EuonymuB, Euonymus, Euouymus.

J NOBLE begs to offer several thousands of the
• above, bushy well grown stuff, at 401., 50J., and 751, per 100.

The Nurseries. Pond Lane, Clapton, fc,

Chelrantlius ochroleucus.

WM. RUMSEY has to offer a fine stock of the
above rare old spring-flowering hardy PERENNIAL, strong

plants, 251. per 100, 4s. per dozen. Usual discount to the Trade,
Joynings Nursery. Waltham Cross, N,

WANTED, strong plants from seed pans of
HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS, CINERARIAS, and

PRIMULA SINENSIS, mixed. Satisfactory- proof must be given of
their being of a first-class strain. State lowest price per 100 to
GEORGE POULTON, Fountain Nurscrj-, Angel Road, Edmonton.

London, N.

WHITE PINK S.— 1000 patches of the above,
12 to 18 inches in diameter, 35. per dozen, aoi. per 100; also

1000 strong patches THRIFT, 4s. per dozen, 251. per 100.

WILLIAM BRYANT, the Nursery, Rugby,

ERICAS and EPACRIS.~i2 fine plants of
either Ericas or Epacris, t&i. and One Guinea, set with buds,

in choice sorts. All packages gratis for cash with order.

JOHN H. LEV, Exotic Nursery, Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

SPECIAL CHEAP LIST of Camellias, Azaleas,
Epacris, Ericas. Stove Plants, Ferns, Palms, Roses, &c., &c.,

now ready. Free on application (with General Catalogue) to
JOHN H. Lev, Exotic Nursery, Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

Azaleas, Camellias, Rhododendrons.
LOUIS VAN HOUTTE begs to announce that his

CATALOGUE {No. i.\.\ S.). containing the above articles, has
been sent to his usual Correspondents.

Royal Nursery, Ghent.—September 28. ^^
LOUIS DE SMET. Nurseryman. Faubourg de

Bruxellcs. Ghent, Belgium, begs to offer SPIR^^A (HOTEIA)
JAPONICA, extra strong clumps, at 201. per 100; very fine strong
ditto, at i6r. per 100; also the beautiful NEW ECHEVERIA
XAPHOPHYLLA, strong plants, at 85. each.

FOR STEELUS NURSERY ADVERTISEMENT.
see last and next week's Gardeners' Chronicle.

CHARLES B. SAUNDERS, Nurseryman. &c.,
Jersey, begs to offer, in fine healthy strong stuff

—

EVERGREEN OAKS, 2 to 3 ieet. in small pots, at 50J, per 100.

Strong Muscat. Victoria, and Hamburgh VINES, 241. per dozen.
One-year grafted GUERNSEY ELMS. 6 to 8 feet high, 305. per too.

To Railway and Enclosure Planters.

S ROBINSON. Shaw House. Melbourne, near Derby,
• has a large quantity of 2 to 3-yr. transplanted QUICKS, price

35. 6d. to 7J. 6d. per 1000. 100 bunch samples charged and sent on
application.

LARGE AUCUBAS. LAURELS, Irish and Common
YEWS, LAWSONIANAS, and other EVERGREENS,

LARGE LIMES, POPLARS, CHESTNUTS, and other FOREST
and ORNAMENTAL TREES. A Surplus Stock of the above to be
DISPOSED OF at

R. T. PENNETT'S Nursery, Park Lane, Tottenham, N.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

TO BE DISPOSED OF. a Collection of large
EXOTIC FERNS, about 50 varieties (choice), the property of a

Gentleman.
W. HOPWOOD AND SONS, Nurser^-men, Cheltenham.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACK ITH AND CO., late Betham &
• BlaCKith. Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

Street, London, S. E.—Forwarders to all parts of the World.

ARIS,
I
SUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. I SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading, Berks.

PAMPAS GRASS.—A Large Stock of plants of the
best silvery variety, established in pots, many of a size to bloom

next season Price per too to Foresters and the Trade on application.
SUTTON AND SONS, the Nu rseries, Reading. Berks.

AYN~BIRD. CALDECOTT. BAWTREE,
DOVVLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn. Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchantf.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Afark Lane, E.G. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, iSji,
for Wheat; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

H
New Sowing Rape Seed.

AND F. SHARP!-: have fine SAMPLES of the
• above SEED, ready lor immediate delivery. Price moderate,

and may be had, with sample, on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech,

To tbe Trade.EXTRA strong forcing ASPARAGUS.
Sample and Price on application to

J. AND G. McHATTIE, Seed Merchants, Chester.

To the Trade.
QEED POTATOS.— For SALE, a few tons of Myatt'sO Prolific Ashleaf and Rivers' Royal Kidney. For price, &c.,
apply to J. AND P. MYATT. Stanstead, Essex.

TR. SKINNER AND SONS, Fruit, Potato, and
• Vegetable Sales.men. Covent Garden Market; Offices and

Warehouse, 32, James Street, W.C,
SEED POTATOS and FRUIT TREES supplied at W'holcsalo

Prices. Established over 40 years.
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To the Trade.
ECHEVERIA METALLICA, strong flowering Plants,

in48'5, 9J. per dozen; ECHEVERIA SKCUNDA GLAUCA,
21. 6d. per dozen; ECHEVERIA GLAUCA, 3s. per dozen; PAM-
PAS GRASS, sirong. in large 6o's, 31. per dozen, 20J. per 100 ; ditto,

strong, from stores, 14J per 100; LIBONIA FLORIBUNDA, strong,

in 48's, 9s. per dozen; SOLANUMS, in 48's, 55. per dozen;
GERANIUMS and FUCHSIAS, best named sorts, lOJ. per loo;

CYCLAIIEN PERSICUM,finebulbs, 6s. per dozen; HYACINTHS,
best named sorts, as. per dozen ; ditto, mixed, 2j. per dozen.
GEORGE POULTON, Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmonton,

London, N.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.—Ash, Oak,
Larch^ ^cotcK Fir, Austrian Pine, Berberis Aquifolia, Beech,

Sycamore, Thorn Quick, Spruce Kir, Manetti Stocks, Apple and Pear
Stock fit to work. Several hundred thousand of the above, in all

sizes, from 6 inches to 4 feet, are otTeted at one-half the usual price,

being on land that must be cleared at once. For price apply, stating

quantity, to H. JACKSON, Blakedown, Kidderminster.

TMMENSE STOCK of strong LARCHES, with
perfect leads and fine roots, thin planted, therefore extra strong

in the stem, 2 to 3 feet, 30s. per 1000
; 3 to 4 feet, 351. per 1000.

SPRUCE FIR, SCOTCH FIR, SYCAMORE, ELMS, Black Italian

POPLAR, BEECH, BIRCH, OAKS, HORSE CHESTNUTS,
THORN QUICKS, all sizes. Price and CATALOGUES free on
application to

HENRY MAY, the Hope Nurseries, Eedale, Yorkshire.

HARDY HERBACEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS,
100 named kinds, superior varieties, 30s. ; 2co do. do., 551,

DAHLIAS, in pot roots^ fine stron» plants, well adapted for export,
or for very early planting in spring, all the best kinds in cultivation
from Henry May's celebrated collection; price, per dozen, 6s.

; per

50, 20J. ; per 100, 35^. ; also strong ground roots, just taken up, and
from which the hnest prize flowers have been cut during the past
season, 12 strong roots, 121,, 50 for 30J., 100 for 55s. Descriptive
CA'IALoGUES of the above sent post free on application to

HENRY MAY, the Hope Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

, To Intending Purchaaers of Indoor or Outdoor
NURSERY STOCK.

BMALLER respectfully solicits the favour of a visit

• at his Nurseries, Burnt Ash Lane, adjoining Lee Station,

coDtaining an extensive assortment of GREENHOUSE, STOVE,
and other PLANTS, in pots; also ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
EVERGREENS, and FOREST TREES.
East Down Park, half a mile from Lewisham Station, containing

10 Acres of well grown, regularly transplanted Hardy Ornamental
Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c.

R
Finest General Nursery Stock in the Trade.
CHERT NEAL, Nurseryman, Wandsworth
Common, Surrey, S.W., begs to offer to Gentlemen who intend

planting this season his large and varied stock of FRUIT, FOREST,
and ORNAMENTAL TREES, Standard and Dwarf ROSES,
RHODODENDRONS, CONIFER.^, SHRUBS, &c., which are
now in fine condition for removal, CATALOGUES may be had free
on application.

The Nurseries are within a few minutes' walk of the Clapham
Junction and Wandsworth Common Railway Stations,

BERBERIS DARWINH, i^ to 2!- feet.—This is the
most beautiful of the tribe. It is quite evergreen, and coxercd

in spring with deep orange-coloured flowers of a large size. It is

well adapted for a large bed or ornamental fence, or as individual
plants. Those plants now otfered will be full of flower in the spring.
They are line plants, all transplanted in the spring of 1872, and,
therefore, quite sure to live and do well. Price, per dozen, 65. ; per
100, 30s,

; per 1000, £,^0.

RIBES SANGUINEA, 3 to 3 feet, fine bushy plants, 4s. per doz.,
25J, per 100.

MAHONIA AQUIFOLIA, ij^ to 2 feet, bushy, full of flmver buds,
igi. per 100.

COTON EASTER SIMMONSII, 2 to 3 feet, bushy, 6s. per dozen.
ENGLISH YEW, 1% to 2% feet, bushy, 30J. per 100.
COMMON LAUREL, z to 3 feet, bushy, transplanted 1872, i8j. per joo.
AUSTRIAN PtNES, 2 to 3 feet, bushy, transplanted 1872,20s. per 100.

HENRY MAY, the Hope Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

Planting Season.
To PLANTERS of PUBLIC PARKS, CEMETERIES, or

PRIVATE GARDENS.

WM. SKIRVING solicits inspection of his unrivalled
stock of choice EVERGREEN SHRUBS, ORNAMENTAL

and FOREST TREES (occupying about 50 acres of land), which is

this season exceedingly well-grown and healthy.
Among the EVERGREENS are many thousands of Variegated,

Golden, and Broad-leaved Green HOLLIES, ranging from 3 to 12 feet
in height, and proportionately well furnished. This particular part of
the stock is admirably adapted for producing a pleasing and imme-
diate effect, and, with all the other large-sized Shrubs and Ornamental
Trees, m.iy be removed with perfect saiety.

In addition to the general stock, W. S. would especially draw atten-
tion to a considerable number of EVERGREEN TREES of extra
dimensions, comprising Araucarias, Cypress, Cryptomerias, Cedrus
Oeodcira. Ccphalutaxus, Hollies, Pinus Cembra, English and Japan
Yews, Wellingtonias, &c., Irom 12 to 16 feet high, ana vrell formed.
W. S. begs (o say that, owing to the past very favourable summer

for growing Trees and Shrubs, he is thereby enabled to atTord pur-
chasers very important advantages compared with lormer years.

Priced LISIS, containing general NURSERY STOCK., free on
application.
The Nursery is accessible by Tramways from Dale Street every

few minutes.
Nursery and Seed Stores—Walton-on-the-Hill.
Seed Stores and Offices— 15, Queen Square.

Liverpool, September, 1872,

Northampton Nurseries.
To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and OTHERS, ENGAGED

in PLANTING.
JOHN PERKINS, Sen., begs to call particular

attention to his large STOCK of the following, the whole of
which have been recently tranFjplanted, are stout and well rooted, and
this season will be offered at very low prices :

—

CONIFER/E, &c.
J

EVERGREENS, &c.
Araucaria imbricata,2 to 3, 3to 4, Berberis Aquifolia, i to ij^, and

4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet
Arbor-vitas, American, 4 to 6 feet
Arbor-vitic, Chinese, 2 to 3, 3 to 4,

4 to 6, and 6 to 8 feet
Cedrus Deoddra, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, 6 to

8, 8 to 10, and 10 to 12 feet
Cedrus atlantica, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to

6, and 6 to 8 feet
Cupressus Lawsoniana, 2 to 3, 3 to

4,, and 4 to 6 feet
Juniperus chinensis, 3 to 4, and 5

to 6 feet

Juniperus cxcelsa Perkinsi, 2 to 3,
and 3 to 4 feet

Picea Pinsapo, i J^ to 2, 2 to 3, and
4 to 6 feet

Picea Nordmanniana, iJ^to2, 2 to
3, and 3 to 4 feet

Picea cephalonica, 2% to 3 feet
Thuja Lobbii, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4

to 6 feet
Thuja aurca, i to 4 feet
Thuja Warcana, 2 to 3 feet
Thuja giganlea, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and

6 to 8 feet
Thujopsis borealis, a to 3, and i

to 4 feet
*

Wellingionia glgantea, a to 3, 3 to
4. and 4 to 6 feet

^"^8fS''""''-*^°^'^"'^'^

Also fine Standard

•-^ to 2 leet
Box. green, 1% to 2, and 2 103 feet
Holly, green, 1% to 2; 2 to 3, and

3 to 4 feet
Laurels, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet
Laurels, Portugal, 2 to 3, and 3 to

4 feet

Yews, English, ij^ to z, 2 to 3,
and 3 to 4 feet

TRANSPLANTED FOREST
TREES.

Ash, 3 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet
Birch, 2 10 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 6 feet
Elms, Cornish, 4 to 5, 5 to 6, 6 to 8,

and 8 to 10 feet

Elms, Huntingdon, 8 to 10 feet
Hazel, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 leet
Hornbeam, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet
Larch Fir, 1% to 2j^, 2 to 3, and 3

to 4 feet

Oaks, English, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and
5 to ft feet

Pinus austriaca, 1"% to 2, 7 to 3,
and 3 to 4 feet

Spruce Urs, i% to 2, 3 to 3, and
3 to 4 feet

Privet, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 leet
Blackthorn, t^^ to 2, 3 to 3, and

3 to 4 feet
Whitethorn or Quick, 2, 3, and 4

years transplanted.

Spring Flowering Roots.
BUTLER. Mcculloch, and co.'s

CHOICE ASSORTMENTS.
The following COLLECTION for CONSERVATORY DECORA-

TION, sent package and carriage free, for 251. :—
15 choice named HYACINTHS
12 named POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS
6 named Single TULIPS
6 named Double TULIPS
3 yellow Van Thol TULIPS
3 scarlet Van Thol TULIPS
6 single Van Thol TULIPS
6 JONQUILS, sweet scented
2 JAPAN LILIES
6 IXIAS
6 SPARAXIS
6 BABIANA
1 CYCLAMEN
2 AMARYLLIS FORMOSISSIMUS

50 named Seedling CROCUS
6 SCILLA SIBIRICA
3 IRIS PAVONIA

Other Collections, loi. 6.i., 15s., 211., 50s., and loos , details of
which are given in our Catalogues.
HYACINTHS, extra fine named varieties, 91. and 12s. per dozen.

Catalogues free. Package and carriage free. Five per cent, discount
for cash. Established upwards of a Century.

Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.

Choice Flower Seeds, Post Free.

BS. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
• Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Holloway, London, N. p^^ packet-i. d.
Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed.

II. M., 2j, 6d.,\s. 6d., ana g o
Plants from this Seed have always been awarded First Prizes

wherever exhibited.
Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,

II. td., 21. 6rf., 31, 6d., and 5 o
LISIANTHUS PRINCEPS 21. 6.^. and 5 o
Weaiherill's extra choice strain of CINERARIA.

II. 6d. ,2», M.,3J. 6rf.,and j o
Wiggins' prize strain of CYCLAMEN.

.

11. dd., 21. td., and 3 6
POLYANTHUS, Wiggins' prize strain .. .. 11. and 1 6
PRIMULA JAPONICA, new seed (own saving) 26
INTERMEDIATE STOCK, Mauve Queen 26

„ „ PinkQueen 26
The above Stocks were awarded First-class Certificates by

the Royal Horticultural Society at Kensington, and Royal
Botanic Society, Regent's Park, May S, 1872,

Dwarf Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-
mended 10

,, Purple Queen, very fine . i a

Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER ,0
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

TO THE TRADE.

T. Thornton
INVITES AN INSPECTION OF HIS IMMENSE STOCK OF WELL-GROWN

FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL, EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS;
Also FRUIT TREES, VINES, RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, KALMIAS, ROSES, CLEMATISES, &c.

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

N. B,—A Conveyance will meet intending Visitors at either Sunningdaie or Farnborough Stations, on an
intimation being sent by Post.

HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

THE EOYAL SEEDSMEN.

APPLEs"%lAk\"''p?",'f>,?"^'t..'*"SES, Standard and Dwarf

52, Market Square, Northampton.

NEW DOUBLE WHITE FLOWERING ZONAL PELARGONIUIVI.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT & BEALE
Beg to announce that they are now booking Orders for this much desired novelty, to be supplied ne.vt spring".

From personal inspection of the several varieties which have appeared simultaneously in different Continental
establishments, they are enabled to select those possessing the greatest merit. Price on application.

Catalogue of Flower Roots, Fruit Trees^ Roses, Neiv Plants^ ^c, Post Free on application.

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN ; and CRYSTAL PALACE NURSERY, FOREST HILL.

PAULS HYACINTHS, TULIPS, &c.
" Mr. Wm. Paul • * » well maintained the high reputation he enjoys for the successful

cultivation of this class of flowers."

—

Journal of Hortiatlture, 1S71.

Wm. Paul
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,

Selected by him when recently in Holland, have arrived in excellent condition, and he

respectfully solicits early Orders.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE Free by Post.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

QUEEN of PRIMROSES, PRIMULA JAPONICA.
The greatest acquisition of the day as a New Hardy Decorative Plant,

OF IMMENSE VALUE TO THE COUNTRY.

H. CANNELL.
Begs to inform his Friends and Customers that he has purchased Two Thousand of the above, in consequence

of the Seed requiring twelve months and upwards to germinate ; and to prevent dis.ippointment to those who may
have purchased such, H. C. has determined to send out fine strong Plants, that will bloom profusely next spring,

at the lowest possible price, hoping to command a large Sale. Any quantity sent Post Free for 3s. 6d. each, wil/i

full particulars how to grow il to perfection, by an Atitateur who has /lowered the finest plants perhaps ever yet

seen. Colour, crimson purple : invaluable for hybridising.

From J.
Matthew, Esq., Farnell, Brechin.

"Sm,—Please send on another of your Primula japonica. Everybody seems pleased with your plants."^

September 30, 1872.

From Messrs, Ellwanoer & Barry, Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

" Dear Sir,—The Primulas japonica arrived in fine order. Please send six more plants, packed m same

manner, by post, as before."

—

March 6, X87B.

NEW FLORJST FLOWERS and FLORIST FLOWER SEED MERCHANT,
WOOLWICH, S.E.
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Magnificent New Winter Flowering Plant,
BOUVARDIA VREELANDll.

MESSRS. J. STANDISH and CO. are now
prepared to execute orders for the above beautiful plant. It

has the habit and fonn of B. HoBarlhii, but the colour is of the
Purest White. The flowers are of excellent substance and stand
well, thus rendering it invaluable for Greenhouse or Conse^^'atory
Decoration, and also for Cuttinp and Bouquets. Fine plants, with
13 to 14 shoots on each, which will all flower this winter in a moderate
temperature, 3s. 6d. each, 245. per dozen, £•-') per loa Special quotations
to the Trade on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Post Free to all Applicants.

BS. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT and GENERAL
• CATALOGUE is now ready. It contains a Descriptive List

of beautiful New Plants offered in commerce by him this season for

the first time ; also general Priced Lists of Orchids, Ferns, Tree
Ferns, Flowering and Ornamental-leaved Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Palms and Cycads, Azaleas. Camellias, Amaryllis, Ericas,
Epacris, Liliums, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and general Collections ot
Soft-wooded and Hardy Plants-

Special prices for specimens ouoted on application.
An inspection of the Collection solicited.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

BRONZE, CRIMSON, and GOLD GERANIUMS,
will make a grand display at once as they are well cultivated

plants, having been potted all tnc summer in 4-inch pots, and not allowed
to bloom, and well stopped, by which means they arc hardy, bushy,
beautiful plants, full of brilliant foliage and '.•igorous. The sorts are
—Display, Director, Westena, Enchanter, Envoy, Dragon, Constance,
Noblesse, Mildred, General, Gaiety, Kentish Hero, Glow-worm,
Treaty, Her Majesty, Reine Victoria, Crown Prince, Black Knight,
Ebor, President Lincoln, Beauty of Ribblesdale, Beauty, Sceptre d Or,
Perilla, Beauty ofOulton, The Kev. R. Radclyfie, CircIeL

12 sorts, H. May's selection, 6s. ; 24 sorts, I2J.

12 sorts, purchaser's selection, <w. ; 24 sorts, 155. ; or too plants, 501.
Five Thousand PELARGONIUMS, show and lancy varieties, pro-

pagated from II. May's splendid exhibition varieties, therefore only
such kinds as are of proved merit. Young healthy plants, in 4-incn
pots, that will make a grand display, loo, in 50 kinds, 50s.

; 50, in 50
kinds, 30s, ; 25, in 25 kinds, iSi., 12 kinds, gs.

HENRY MAY, the Hope Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

Tacsonia exonlensls,
NEW HYBRID GREE.XHOUSE CLIMBER.

RT. VEITCH begs to call attention to the above
• beautiful Climber. It received a First-class Certificate at the

Royal Horticultural Exhibition at Birmingham, and was mentioned in
The Garden as amongst the most remarkable novelties there exhibited.
It is a most distinct cross between the Tacsonia Van Volxenii and T.
mollissima. The tube is at least a!-i to 3 inches long, and the flower a
beautiful light magenta, with a purple ring in the centre.

Plants now ready, at loi. 6d, each.
Plates post free for 18 stamps.

Special quotations to the Trade on application.

The Nurseries, Exeter.

FINE Strong ALDER, 5 to 7 feet, useful for wet
ground, 201. per 1000 ; Portugal LAURELS, 9 to 18 inches,

12s. per 100, £5 per 1000 ; White and Spanish Yellow BROOMS, 3 to
4 feet, 2s. bd. per dozen. 151. per 100; THUJA TATARICA and
WARREANA, 151 per dozen. THOkN QUICKS, 171. 6d; ditto.
five years. 20J. ; ditto, very strong, 3 to 5 feet, 30s. per 1000. RED
CUR KANTS, three years, strong, los. per 100, £.i per 1000

;

STRAWBERRIES, 10 choice sorts, 21. per loa
WANTED, strong GOOSEBERRIES, large PURPLE BEECH,

transplanted HOLLIES, RHODODENDRON and MANETTI
STOCKS

R. THORNHILL, Bowdon Nurseries, Bowdon, Cheshi

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition

—

WHEAT MANURE, for autumn sowing.
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.

=''7EkT;^VI°A'N'i'?^f,4'£'"^™
°f AMMONIA, Genuine

116. Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary-.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in
solutions of from i to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, jmd
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees, Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in
boxes, IS., 3;., and los. 6d,

G

Red
Spider.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

Magni- CANDLE COMPANY
fied. (Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

RATS, RATS; HOW to DESTROY, without return-
ing to their haunts (Russian paralysing method).—Extermina-

tion from premises certain at very trifling cosL Ingredients procur-
able in any British Town. Full printed instructions 6d., or by post,
7 stamps.—C. HOLT, 9. North Grove, Mildmay Park, London, N.

PATENT VERMIN ASPHYXIATOR.

r^P-J-^^iS^^r^*^"^*^*^'
"^'APORISER, and UNIVERSAL FUMI-UAIOR, for Destroying Rats and all Vermin in holes. For making

Kabbits desert their Burrows and lie out. For Preserving Meat and
^ameinthe larder (or when packed) from tendency to putrefaction,
ror fumigatmg Vmes and Greenhouse Plants, and destroying noxious
Insects and Parasites. For Disinfecting Hospitals, Vessels, Rooms,
Ifeddin^, C^thes, &c. For Deodorising Drains, Sinks, &c For
\ aponsing Chemical Compounds; and for preventing Loss of Lifefrom Foul Air m Wells, Vats, Tanks, &c Price £2 «
Manufacturers: JOHN WATTS and CO., 6, fiVo^ Weir, Bristol.

m.°?.mI nV^-i^^*""^ l^*
Machine may be seen and explained)

:

?J c^w/P/Z'tT'"" Manufacturer, yA^, Oxford Street. W.
Mr. bCHOLL, Engmeer, 41, Berwick Street, Soho, W.

Descnplive Circular, with Price List and full instructions, post free

Stott'B Monarcli RhubEirb.
STUART AND MEIN, Nurserymen. Kelso. N.B.,

oflTer strong Plants of the above valuable RHUBARB. It is

quite distinct from all others. The stems grow to an enormous
weight, and are of a fine Gooseberry flavour. The leaves under
ordinary cultivation have been grown 4 feet in length, and as much in

breadth, and can be used to great advantage as an ornamental plant.

See Gitrdfium' i\/,iffitz£»i\ Sept. 21 and 28. Roots, is. 6d. each.

CABRAGE PLANTS, CABBAGE PLANTS.—
Strong, healthy, autunm sown, of the following kinds, vii.:—
Early Battersea I Early Bames
Enfield Market

|
Nonpareil

Can now be supplied in any quantities, at 3s. per 1000.

Drumhead Cabbage, as, 6d. per 1000; do. Red do,, «. per 1000.

Remittance or Post Olficc Order to accompany all orders from
unknown Correspondents.

W. VIRGO AND SON, Wonersh Nurseries, Guildford.

s E W H T.

A GOOD CHANGE of SEED ALWAYS PAYS.

Samples and Prices post free from

T. BOWICK AND CO,, Bedford.

Seed Wheat fromllie ChaUr,
And SOUTH of ENGLAND.

Dry, and carefully selected samples of SEED CORN.
RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,

DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Office, Basingstoke, and 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C.
Samples and prices post free on application.

Chidham, I Rough Chaff White, I Pedigree Hunter's White,
White Trump, Browick Red, Red Lammas,
Golden Drop,

I
Red Nursery,

| Sherriff's,
And other approved varieties of Seed Wheat.

Prize Medals,— 1851, for Wheat
;

1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."
Paris Universal Exhibition, 1867, Silver Medal in Class 67 for

Cereals ; Bronze Medal in Class 43 for Seeds.

Wheat Sowing.

DOWN'S FARMER'S FRIEND, for Preventing the
Smut in Wheat, and the Ravages of the Slug, Grub, and Wire-

worm. A qd. packet is sufficient for Six Bushels of Seed Wheat,
which can be dressed and fit to sow in a quarter of an hour.
Testimonials from the largest Wheat Growers in the Kingdom,

bearing testimony to its great power and efficacy, may be had of
Agents, who are appointed for every district.

Full directions for use are given with each packet.
Prepared at the Manufactory, Woburn, Beds,

Caution,—To guard against fraudulent imitation, and consequent
disappointment, see that the signature of HENRY DOWN is on
the label.

Agents in every Town throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.C. : and Steam Plough Works. Leeds.

Secateurs, or French. Pruning Scissors.

STUART AND MEIN have much pleasure in intro-
ducing these valuable PRUNING SCISSORS, being certain

they will prove a
great boon to Gar-
deners and others,
especially for Prun-
ing Fruit Trees,
Roses, &c. They
are of extraordinary
power (although very
light) ; they make a
clean cut, arc very
simple, and will last

for many years.
Should they get
blunt, by simply
undoing the screw
they can be sharp-
ened on any ordinary
stone m a few
minutes.

Prices (free by post)

:

Box Handles—
ist Size, 41- ; 2d Size,
gs. ; id Size (strong),

Buffalo Handles—1st Size, 6s. ; 2d
Size, 71. 6d.

Ivory Handles—
Very suitable for
Ladies, ys. 6d.

STUART and MEIN, Nurserj-men, Kelso, N.B.

N G.

Prices per Lineal Yard, 24 inches high.

Mostly used for Light.

Poultry ..

Rabbits, Hares, &c.
Smallest Rabbits

4W.

64A

Strong.

8d.

J. B. BROWN and CO.,
Offices—go. Cannon Street, London, E,C.

CHAPMAN'S PATENT WATER-TUBE CUT
FLOWER TRANSMISSION and EXHIBITION CASES,

also the "ANTI-CLOCHE," for Preserving Exhibition Blooms of
Roses, Dahlias, Chrysanthemums (whilst growing), from Frost, Kain,
Insects, &C., and for Protecting ^Cuttings, halrhardy Annuals and
eariy Vegetables, Salads, &c., were awarded the Royal Horticultural
Society's Silver Medal.
For Market Gardeners' use the Anti-Cloche is far superior to the

Hand Light Price for 13 inches by 13 inches square, n inches deep
at back, 8 inches in front, $1. 6d. per pair, with Glass, Ventilators, &c.
They take to pieces, and pack in a small compass.
The NEW " BLACKMORE PARK " PARALLEL TRAY

GRAPE TRANSMISSION and EXHIBITION CASE costs from
2ts. No packing material required, and the bloom cannot be injured
if Case is placed in any posirion.
The NEW "WESTWELL" CASE, for Transmitting Plants in

Pots, of different sues, useful to Nurserymen ; or for Table Decora-
tions. Cost from 171. 6d. (See opinion in No. g. Floral Magaxint )

For Price List, Testimonials, &c., address W. F. CHAPMAN,
Bristol Road, Gloucester.
London Agents: Messrs. Dick Radclyffe & Co,, Holborn, W.C.

;

Messrs. Hereman & Morton, Tichborne Street, W. ; Mesirs Ban &
Sugden, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

orGREEN'S PATENT "SILENS MESSORS
NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-

LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

The WINNER of EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES of

COMPETITION.

N.B. Parties having Lawn Mowers to Repair will do well to send
thein either to our Leeds or London Establishments, when they will

liave prompt attention, as an efficient staff of workmen are kept at

both places.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS.
DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and

GRAVEL PATHS.
Suitable for Hand or Horse-power.

Illustrated Price Lists free on application.
THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithfield Ironworks, Leeds;

" nd 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S. E.

RHOLLIDAY, Practical Wirlwukker,
• 2A, Portobello Terrace, Netting Hill Gate, London, W., begs

to call the attention of ail Gardeners who are about to have their
Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring Walls, as being superior
to all others for neatness, strength, and durability.

For neatness.—Because all the Wires are kept perfectly tight, with-
out the use of the Raidisseur.
For Strength,—Because very much stronger Wire can be used,

therefore not liable ro be drawn out of the horizontal line by the
branches of trees.

For Durability,—Because being able to use the strong Wire, it is

not so likely to be eaten through with the galvanism as the thin VVire,

as usctl in the French system.
The above Engraving is an example of our system of Wiring Garden

Walls. We have recently completed the Wiring of the New Garden
Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield House. The Walls are
12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired on both sides; making a total

length of 1506 yards,—our system being chosen in preference to any
other.

Illustrated Catalogues of Garden and Conservatory Wirework,
Rabbit Proof Hurdle Fencing, &c., may be had on application as
above.

/^ALVANISED WROUGHT-IRON FITTINGS
^-^ FOR

WIRING WALLS
For the PURPOSE of TRAINING FRUIT TREES

on the French system, and as recommended by Mr.
W. Robinson, F.L.S., in his new work, "The Parks,

Promenades, and Gardens of Paris."

By this system nails and shreds are entirely dispensed with, the
walls are not injured, and no harbour is afforded 10 small insects.

The tying of the Fruit Trees is effected in one-fifth of the time
required oy the old system. The arrangement is so simple, that it

can easily be applied to any walls by inexperienced hands.

Prices of Materials :—
GALVANISED RAIDISSEURS, for tightemng the

Wires—one of these required for each line of Wire.

No. 900, ^s. per dozen.

GALVANISED WALL EYES, 6d. per dozen
GALVANISED TERMINATING HOLDFASTS

2S. per dozen.
'

GALVANISED WIRE, aj. 6d. and 31. per 100 yards.
Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of the above, and

of Fittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical
principles, free on application to

BARNARD, BISHOP and BARNARDS,
Norfolk Ironworks, Norwich,
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The Approaching Planting Season.

ANTHONY WATERER
INVITES THE SPECIAL ATTENTION OF INTENDING

PLANTERS TO THE

STOCK OF HOLLIES
Which may be seen growing at

Knap Hill :—

COMMON GREEN HOLLIES.—Some thousands of

well furnished plants, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 feet high.

These have all been transplanted since August, 1871.

The following varieties of GREEN HOLLIES, viz. :
—

LAURIFOLIA. I HODGIN'S.
SCOTTICA. YELLOW BERRIED,
ANGUSTIFOLIA, 1

OVATA, and others.

Thousands of splendid plants, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 feet.

Transplanted April, 1871.

WEEPING HOLLIES.— Some of the finest plants in

existence, 10 and 12 feet high, with magnificent weeping

heads. Transplanted March, 1872.

PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY.—Hundreds of beautiful

plants, nice heads, with stems 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet.

THE NEW GOLD WEEPING HOLLY.—A very

distinct and beautiful tree, some scores of good plants,

4, 5, and 6 feet stems.

THE WEEPING MILKMAID HOLLY, new.

GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLY, as Pyramids, 4, 5, 6,

and 8 feet high, hundreds.

GOLDEN QUEEN HOLI^IES, as Standards, with

straight stems and heads, of 15 to 25 years' growth.

SILVER QUEEN HOLLY, Pyramids, 3, 4, 5, and

6 feet, thousands.

WATERER'S HOLLY.—Hundreds of the most perfect

plants it is possible to conceive, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet high ;

measuring 8 to 15 feet round.

WATERER'S HOLLY, as Standards. — Magnificent

plants with compact round heads, of many years* growth.

Of the ordinary kinds of VARIEGATED HOLLIES, we
possess a stock of more than twenty thousand plants,

from 3 to 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, and 12 feet high.

1^" The Plants are perfect in shape, with healthy

foliage, and splendid roots.

TEEES FOR AVEMES.
Anthony Waterer has also a

very fine stock of the following

Trees, which may be seen growing

at Knap Hill :

—

LIMES, 12, 14, to 16 feet high, with straight stems,

nice heads, and finely rooted, having all been replanted

since January, 1871, The stems of these Limes girt from

4 to 7 inches 4 feet from the ground. There are some

thousands to select from, and I believe them to be altogether

the best trees I have ever seen in a nursery.

PLANES, true. Occidental, 12 to 14 feet. The Planes

on the Thames Embankment were supplied by Anthony

Waterer,

SYCAMORES, 12 to 15 feet.

NORWAY MAPLE, 12 to 15 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feel.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, scarlet, 10 to 12 feet.

ELMS, 12 to IS feet.

I^" All these Trees and many others may he seen

growing in the Nursery. They are straight, stout in

the stem, and finely rooted, all having been transplanted

•within titio years.

Prices and Samples will be forwarded

on application.

Intending Purchasers will do well to come and
judge for themselves. The stock of Hollies

is iinapproached by anything of its kind in

Europe. The prices will be found much
lower than those frequently charged for
inferior plants.

THE FINEST PLANTS of STANDARD ROSES
in the Trade, good stems and large bushy heads, and only such

kinds as do well as Standards. Price per dozen i8s., 50 for 60J
,

100 for looj. The finest HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES, as Dwarfs
on Manetti Stock, at 9J. per dozen, 50 for 30s., 100 for 45s., all name I.

CATALOGUES ot Roses, Ornamental Trees anil Shrubs, Fruit

Trees, &c., free on application to
HENRY MAY, the Hope Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

To the Trade.
TEA-SCENTED ROSES, in pots, by the dozen,

hundred, and thousand, verj- fine plants, including

—

MARECHAL NIEL,
GLOIRE DE DIJON,
DEVONIENSIS,
CLIMBING DEVONIENSIS,
MADAME FALCOT,
RUBENS,

And all the best leading sorts. Price on application.
WILLIAM WOOD AND SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield,

near Uckfield, Sussex.

&:

The Oxford Rose Secret,
r WHENCE COME the FINEST
ROSES ? (Vide Gardeners' Chronicle,

September 14, p. 1225).

EORGE PRINCE begs to
announce that he is prepared this

utumn to supply ROSES, m tine dwarf
plants, exhibition varieties, on the

Cultivated Seedling Briar.
Extra strong selected plants, at 18s.

per dozen, comprising varieties such as

Alfred Colomb, Countess of Oxford,
Paul Neron, Src, Plants not selected,

marked at u. each in List, will mostly

average 3 feet in heiRht, with three to four wcll-ripcned branches, in

varieties such as A. Colomb, Marguerite dc St. Amand, Marie Rady,

&c. A Select Priced LIST now ready.

14, Market Street, Oxford.

Eight Thousand Tea Roses, in Pots,
FOR WINTER FLOWERING.

MESSRS. J.
STANDISH and CO. beg to call

attention to their magnificent stock of TEA ROSES, consist-

4000 MARECHAL NIEL, in i6's, 32's, 48'3, and 6o's.

1200 SAFRANO, in i6's. 32's, 48'5, and 6o's.

600 MADAME FALCOT, in iVs, i6's, 32"s, and 6o's.

Soo ISABELLA SPRUNT, in i6's, 24's, d8"s, and 6o'9.

250 Extra strong GLOIRE DE DIJON, m 32's. Also
1400 of various varieties, in i6'sj 32's, 48's, and 6o's,

including Alba Rosea, Belle Lyonnaisc, Mons. Furtado. Madame
Margoltm, Niphetos, Freres Soupert ct Notting, Madame Isa Imbert,

Safrano a fleur rouge. Souvenir d'Elize A'arden, Madame Trifle,

Devoniensis, &c. A tine collection of HYBRID PERPETLTALS of

all sorts, including 700 extra strong plants ol Boule de Ncigc, just

ready to bloora. Prices on application.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

f^HOICEST CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS.—
Ky Six very fine Camellias in 6 sortsfor One Guinea, 12 extra selected

for 42s., selection from over 100 sorts, all with from 6toi2buds;
12 smaller plants for 24s. and 30J., all well set and healthy. Azaleas,

very line plants, full of buds, 21s., 3<m.. and 42s. per dozen ; a few very

fine specimens. One Guinea each, and a few small plants 15s. and iSs.

per dozen. All packai^cs gratis for cash linlh order. Catalogues free on

application. JOHN H. LEY, Exotic Nursery, Croydon.

UniivaUed Collection of Dutch Bulbs, at Wholesale
PRICES.

ALFRED LEGERTON, Wholesale Seed
Merchant, 5, Aldgatc, London, E., begs to intimate to his

numerous Patrons, and the Trade generally, he has received his

annual importation of DUTCH BULBS direct from the best growers

in Haarlem, and that the quality and size arc very superior, and cannot

be excelled, the Bulbs being large, weighty, and handsome.

CATALOGUES arc now ready, and will be forwarded upon
application.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Llliums, Gladioli, Crocus, and a
large stock of MISCELLANEOUS DUTCH and CAPE
BULBS, ROOTS, PLANTS, direct from the Grower.

ANT. ROOZEN AND SON'S (late Ant. Roozen)
CATALOGUE of the above ior 1872, will, as usual, be handed

to all Gardeners and Amateurs, free on application. For our SPECIAL
TERMS as to Free Delivery, Remitting, &c., please consult

Catalogue.—Overveen. near Haarlem, Holland. July
"

New Catalogue of Bulbs, Plants, Fruits, &c.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing Select, Descriptive, and Priced

Lists of Dutch and other Bulbs, Alpine and Herbaceous Plants,

Hardy Aquatics, Delphiniums, Grape Vines, Fruit Trees, New and
Rare Plants, Miscellaneous Plants, suitable for bedding and decora-

tive purposes, double-flowered Pyrethrums, Sweet Violets, &c, is

now published, and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W. ^_^_
Autumn Catalogue.

(^ EORGE POULTON begs to inform his numerous
7 Friends and Customers that the above is now ready, containing

all the best new varieties of GERANIUMS, FUCHSIAS, &c., at

considerably reduced prices; also a choice LIST of HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUS, &c., of the best quality and at remarkably low
prices. Catalogues sent post free on application.

Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmonton, London, N,

STOVE PLANTS and FERNS. — 12 fine healthy
Stove Plants, either flowering or ornamental foliaged, or 12 Stove

or Greenhouse Ferns, ior 10s. bd. ; or extra size and including many
novelties. One Guinea per dozen. Catalogue and Special Cheap List

free on application. Package gratis for cash -with order.

JOHN H. LEY, Exotic Nursery, Lansdowne Road. Croydon.

GLOXINIAS for EXHIBITION. -12 large Gloxinias
for One Guinea, 2 to 3 inches across; 12 fine bulbs for 12s. ;

12 smaller bulbs (but good) 91. All choicest named sorts. J. H. L 's

selection from over 50 kinds, including many new and desirable

novelties, fit for immediate forcing, or for summer growth. The
collection of 36 sorts in three sizes for 355. Packages gratis forcaiA
with order.

JOHN H. LEY, Exotic Nursery, Lansdowne Road. Croydon.

Brockworth Park Pear.

JC. WHEELER AND SON can supply TREES of
• this extra fine PEAK at the following prices ;

—

Dwar/trained for walls, js. 6d. each.
Pyramids, 51. each.
Fme Maiden Plants, 3f. 6d. each.

This magnificent Pear is well worthy of a wall wherever space can
be found for it.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Nurserymen, Gloucester; and
59, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

Eltham Nursery, Kent, BE.
TWO MILES from BLACK.HEATH STATlONj
ONE MILE from ELTHAM, LOOP-LINE.

THIRTY ACRES of healthy, well-grown NURSERY
STOCK.of every description, comprising Specimen CONIFERS

and EVERGREENS ofall sizes, Standard RUSES, FRUIT TREES,
&c. Gentlemen who intend planting this season arc invited to come
and select for themselves.

JAMES W. TODMAN. Eltham Nursery, Kent, 5.E.

Anthony "Waterer,
KNAP HILL NURSERY. WOKING, SURREY.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO. are now
sending out fine Plants of their celebrated strain of CINE-
RARIAS, which arc now so well known as to require no
further description.

Collection No. i, consisting of 6 of the very best of all the varieties, 301.

Collection No. 2, consisting of 12 do., do,, 431.

Collection No. 3, consisting of 24 of the best from the general
collection, 635.

Collection No. 4, consisting of 50 do., do., low.
Collection No. 5, consisting of 100 do., do., ^8.
Single Plants from 21. 6d. to js. 6d each.
A descriptive LIST of each collection will be sent post free on

application. Eatlv orders are solicited, as the supply of the best
varieties is limitcu.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

** Early orders insure the best Bulbs."

Seedsmen to "TiTTT^f^TT '
Seedsmen to H.R.H.

floweeI ^^
U,M. the Queen.

, ROOTS the Printe of Walci.

CARRIAGE FREE.
\

JAMES CARTER & CO. '

HAVING RECEIVED THEIR CONSIGNMENT OF

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Which have arrived in splendid condition, beg to offer

the following COLLECTIONS of BULBS, which will

be found to contain, in the best quality, all the sorts

required for the purposes mentioned :

—

Carter's Collections of Bulbs for Conser-

VATORY and WINDOW DECORATION, includ-

ing Basket and Packing, and Carriage Free. Price

lOs. 6d., 21s., 42s., 63s., and 84s.

Carter's " Guinea " Collection of Bulbs for

CONSERVATORY and WINDOW DECORA-

TION, including Box and Packing, and Carriage

Free, contains

—

12 HYACINTHS, in u extra
fine named sorts

9 POLYANTHUS NARCIS-
SUS, in q varieties

ij JONQUILS, sweet-Scented
I

50 CROCUS, finest named I

I DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS
I LILIUM SPECIOSUM
6 SCILLA SIBIRICA
24 SNOWDROPS, extra large

selected
6 TULIPS, Tournesol. '

3 TULIPS, Rex Rubrorum
3 „ La Candeur
3 ,, Royal Standard
6 ,, Y'eflow Prince

3 ,, Rosa Mundi
6 „ Due Van Thol
I AMARYLLIS FORMOSIS-

SI.MUS
6 IXIAS, finest mixed
6 SPARAXIS, finest mixed
6 TRITELEIA UNIFLORA

Carter's Collections of Bulbs for Conser-

VATORY and OUTDOOR PLANTING, including

Basket and Packing, and Carriage Free. Price 15s.,

30s., 42s., 63s., and 84s. each.

Carter's Complete Collection of Bulbs for

CONSERVATORY and OUTDOOR PLANTING,

including Bo.k and Packing, and Carriage Free, price

30s., contains

—

HYACINTHS, IS in 12 extra
fine named sorts for pots or
glasses

,, 12 in 3 colours for bedding
NARCISSUS, Double, white, la

,, Poeticus, or Pheasant-eye, 12

TULI PS, extra fine mixed, 36
„ Tournesol, 6

„ Due Van Thol, 6

„ Royal Standard, 3
,, La Candeur, 3
,, Yellow Prince, 3
,, Rex Rubrorum. 3

Double DAFFODILS, 12

STAR of BEPHLEHEM, 12

SCILLA BELGICA, mixed, 12

CROCUS, blue, 75
„ striped. 75
„ large yellow, 75
„ white. 75

ANEMONES, extra fine mixed,
36

GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEY.
ENSIS, 8

IRIS, extra choice mixed Eng-
lish, t2

extra fine mixed Spanish, 24
IJUILS, CAMPERNEL. 12

ANUNCULUS, extra fine

mixed, 36
SNOWDROPS, 50

Carter's Collections of Bulbs for Outdoor

PLANTING only, including Box and Packing, and

Carriage Free. Price 10s. 6d., 21s., 63s., and

84s.

Carter's "Guinea" Collection of Bulbs for

OUTDOOR PLANTING only, including Box and

Packing, and Carriage Free, price 21s., contains

—

HYACINTHS. 12 in 3 colours
NARCISSUS, double white, 12

,, Poeticus or Pheasant-eye, 12

DlJUBLE DAFFODILS, 12

TULIPS, extra fine mixed
double, 12

„ extra fine mixed single, 12

,, finest mixed, late, 12

„ Due Van Thol, 12

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS,
fine mixed. 6

CAMPERNELJONQUILS, 6
STAR of BETHLEHEM, 12

TRITELEIA UNIFLORA,6
DOG'S-TOOTH VIOLETS, 6
CROCUS, blue, 25

CROCUS, striped, 50
„ large yellow, 50
,, white, 25

ANEMONES, eXt. fine, mixed. 24
GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEY-
ENSIS,6

IRIS, extra choice mixed En-
glish, 12

,, extra fine mixed Spanish, 12

LILIUM CANDIDUM,3
„ TIGRINUM,3

RANUNCULUS, extra
mixed, 24

SNOWDROPS, so
WINTER ACONITES, 24

fine

For full particulars of the above and other Collections,

sec

CARTER'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE
of DUTCH BULBS, FRUIT TREES, ROSES, &c.,

Which may be had Gratis and Post Free on application.

Five per cent. Discountfor Cash,

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN AND

H.R.H, THE PRINCE OF WALES,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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Winter and Spring Flowers.
;£/?! EASY OF CULTURE.

SUTTONS'
CHOICE COLLECTIONS OF

FLOWER ROOTS.
For SPRING FLOWERING, Open Ground.

5J. , KM. W. , 2ii. , and 4M. each.

For SUMMER and AUTUMN, Open Ground,
101. 6./,, 315., and 421. each.

For WINTER and SPRING, Pots and Glasses,
XQs.bd.t 315., and 431. each.

Any of the above will be forwarded on receipt of Cheque or Tost-
office Order. 211. Coltcctions and upwards Carriage Free.

SUTTONS'
£1 Is. Collection
Of Choice Flower

Root.s for pots and
classes, contains:—

18 best named Hyacinths
36 best Tulips
50 named Crocus
6 named Narcissus
6 Iris

6 Scillas

6 Jonquils, sweet scent-
6 txias fed
3 Spara.\is
sOxalis
1 Cyclamen persicum
I Tropsolum.

The Best Twelve
Hyacinths for 123.

For Pots or Glasses.

SUTTONS'
£1 Is. Collection
Of Choice Flower

Roots for open ground
contains :

—

25 fine mixed Hyacinths
36 Narcissus, of sorts
12 double DaJfTodils

50 Anemones, db. & sin.

100 Ranunculus, ditto

200 Crocus, 4 sorts

50 Snowdrops
SO Aconites
60 Tulips, 6 sorts
2 Crown Imperials
6 Campernellelonquils

For complete cultural
instructions and detailed
Lists of other Flower
Roots, sec"SUTTONS-
A U r U M N CATA-
LOGUE fori872," gratis
and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS,
Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1872.
•

WHEN the present series of annual Inter-
national Exhibitions was established

it was announced that Horticulture was to be
included with the other arts and industries.

Horticulture has certainly been represented at

these exhibitions, to some e.xtent, by the ordinary
fortnightly shows of the Royal Horticultural

Society ; but there have been few attempts to de-

velopethis branch of industry in the same manner
as has been done with the others. For instance,

in the case of the various manufactures the aim
of the organisers of these exhibitions has been to

exhibit all stages and processes of the manufac-
ture, from the raw material to the finished pro-
duct, together with all the material and apparatus
required in the conversion. It has, therefore,

been possible for those who desired it to gain an
amount of practical information by a few visits to

the exhibition which could not have been ob-
tained from books, and with difficulty even from
visits to the ordinary manufactories. With hor-
ticulture nothing of this kind has been attempted,
with one exception, to which we shall immediately
allude. There has been no effort made
hitherto to show horticultural processes ; results

are shown at every fortnightly meeting ; but
these, however beautiful, and however satisfactory

to the initiated, convey but little information to the

would-be learner. The general public has but a
very vague idea of the forethought, the skill, the
time required to produce those marvels of the
horticultural art which are commonly exhibited at

the flower shows. Commercial men, too, are apt
to undervalue the amount of capital, the mone-
tary resources, and the mercantile credit attach-
ing to our commercial horticulturists, because
they have so little opportunity of seeing the
actual manufacture, if we may so speak, of the
plant, the fruit, the edible root, or what not.

Sooner or later we hope this defect will be sup-
plied, and that our horticultural exhibitions will

be not only displays of objects to gratifythe senses,
but instructive lessons, and powerful means of

making obvious to the general public the real

importance and value of horticulture. We would
have, for instance, at one time, a scries of

specimens showing the various modes of graft-

ing, and explanations should be furnished of the
reasons for preferring one mode to another.
At another time we would have a suite of speci-

mens showing the process of manufacturing a
specimen pot Rose, others illustrating all the
different phases of the pruning and training of
fruit trees, and the like. We merely mention
these, but other illustrations will readily strike

the reader, and we cannot doubt that if some-
thing of this kind were attempted by our Horti-
cultural Society a great boon would be con-
ferred on young gardeners and otliers desirous
of getting a practical insight into horticulture,

while the status of horticulture and of its votaries
would be raised in the eyes of the public.

An approach to the realisation of our idea
has been afforded this year in the case of
the exhibition of living CorroN Plants. As
we have already mentioned. Major Clarke
furnished Mr. Barron with a large number of
seeds and seedlings illustrative of the several
varieties of Cotton known in commerce, and
these, after having been started at Chiswick, were
removed to Kensington and grown in the house
erected for them by Mr. Messenger, of Lough-
borough, which we figured and illustrated on a
former occasion (p. 769).

Throughout the season these Cotton plants
have been the object of much interest to visitors.

They have flowered and seeded freely, and in

spite of the difficulties entailed by the peculiar
circumstances, the plants have, thanks to the
care of Mr. Barron, thriven in the most satis-

factory way. We have never previously had the
opportunity of seeing so many of the varieties

growing side by side. The comparison leads
us to the inference that in spite of the large
number of forms reckoned as specific by some
botanists, there are but three which have
a right to be so regarded, viz., (jossypium
arboreum, G. barbadense, and G. herbaceum.
We believe all the many forms in cultivation

may be referred to one or other of these three
races. It is to be hoped that Major Clarke
will supplement this exhibition by a list of the
plants furnished by him, with the history of the
various crosses effected by him.

That Cottons are by no means unimportant
as ornamental plants was manifest when they
were in bloom, and perhaps still more so when
the capsules, or " bolls," opened, and exposed
the snowy masses of cotton, as shown in our
illustration (fig. 303).

The seeds were sown at Chiswick in February,
in the propagating pit, were subsequently potted
on as required, and kept close to the glass in a
temperature ranging from 60' to 70". When
the plants were sufficiently advanced to be
removed to Kensington, they were subjected to
a night temperature of from 65° to 70°, with a
rise of 10° by sun-heat. The American varieties,

which are the most robust growers, require,

as we learn from Mr. Barron, to be grown
in a strong compost of good baked loam and
half-rotted leaves and sand, and must be fed
with superphosphates if they are to be done
well. The more delicate, and consequently finer

rooted, Indian varieties must be grown in a com-
post in which peat takes the place of loam. The
amount of air to be given must be regulated by
the indications of the thermometer, but more
must be given when the pods commence ripen-
ing. The flowers will not set in a low tempera-
ture, and when set they will fall off if they have
not enough pot room. As soon as the pods com-
mence opening the plants may be removed to a
warm greenhouse. The Cotton plant is very
subject to such pests as red spider and
scale, the former especially, consequently they
must be thoroughly deluged with the syringe
twice a-day during the growing season.
At the time our sketch was taken the " New

Orleans " was the handsomest form in fruit, but
the kind known as " Cuba Vine," and to which
we have already alluded, produces the largest
pods of any, is a most vigorous grower, has the
largest foliage, and is altogether, as a decora-
tive plant, the finest of the series, and the one
which we most strongly recommend gardeners
to grow. If sown in February the plants mostly
come into flower in May and June, and the pods,
as a rule, burst about six weeks later.

We need hardly remind our readers that within
a stone's-throw of these living Cotton plants is

the long gallery devoted to the preparation of the

raw cotton, and its manufacture into long cloth
and other material. Those who wish to see
these Cotton plants may thank us for the re-
minder that they will remain on view till the
iSth inst.

Here, then, is an idea well and instructively
carried out. Let us hope that in future years the
experiment thus successfully initialed may be
still further developed, and horticulture be allowed
to demonstrate its claims to public regard for

something beyond mere decorative art.

On Tuesday afternoon last a public meeting
was held in one of the ante-rooms at the Town Hall,
King Street, Manchester, Mr. John Shaw in the chair,

for the purpose of taking into consideration the
desirability of holding an International Exhiiu-
TION of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables being
held in that town. Mr. Bruce Finlilay proposed the
following resolution :

—" That, with a view to the
holding of a fruit, flower, and vegetable show in Man-
chester in September, 1873, an appeal be made for sub-
scriptions in aid of the carrying out of such exhibition.

"

The show at Glasgow cost something like ,^1400, and
towards defraying that sum the trade and gentlemen
in the neighbourhood had contributed ^700. He
thought that a similar exhibition could be hel 1 n
Manchester, and believed that the financial result

would be commensurate with the organisation and out-
lay. It had been said, and with some degree of
truth, that exhibitions hitherto held in Manchester liad

been too restricted—that whilst they had brought to-

gether v,arious descriptions of plants they had not given
the encouragement to fruits, vegetables, and flowers that
they ought to have done. There could be no doubt
that the culture of fruits and vegetables was of much
greater importance than that of flowers, as the health
of the people mainly depended on it. The motion W3s
seconded by Mr. J. R. Petch, and carried unanimously.
Mr. Matthew Brown proposed, " That the Council
of the Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society
be requested to co-operate in this movement, and that

they further be requested to allow the proposed exhi-

bition to take place under the auspices of the Society,
in the gardens at Old Trafibrd." Mr! William Cole
seconded the motion, which p.-issed unanimously.
After the transaction of several routine matters (in-

cluding the election of a committee to carry out the
scheme), the business of the meeting terminated with a
vote of thanks to the chairman.

The Tobacco Growers of Cuba, in order
to obtain as large a crop of leaves as possible, have
been in the habit of over-cropping the plants, and then
using large quantities of guano to restore their fer-

tility. We learn that " this practice has in many
districts injured the quality of the Tobacco leaf, and
given it a sour taste, with a sort of acid smell, both
of which deteriorate the full flavour of good cigars,

and the tobacco farmers are beginning nowto understand
this, so that some of the best portions of the " vegas"
(tobacco fields) in the " Vuelto Abajo " are not manured
with guano, which inevitably imbues the leaf with a
coarse, rank flavour. Cigars are now made more
carefully in Cuba, and look better than they did some
years back. In i860, some of the finest cigars manu-
factured of excellent tobacco from the "Vuelto
Abajo " were rough and coarse in appearance from
having been made quickly and without care. They
had not so good an appearance as cigars made up in

London or Hamburgh ; now the Havannah cigar is

very skilfully packed, filled, and rolled up, and has a
very carefully made appearance.

At a recent meeting of the Central Horticul-

I tural Society of France, M. Blavet, of Etampes,
communicated the result of some experiments he had
made on the influence of Coloured Light on plants.

M. Blavet obtained results quite different from those
recorded recently by General Pleasanton, and
commented on in our columns.. M. Blavet found
that plants grown under the variously coloured glass

possessed varying degrees of vigour, the most highly
developed being under the yellow, then in succession

under red, green, white (transparent ?), blue, and
violet. Although the yellow rays apparently promote
greater development, yet the most healthy, well-

balanced growth is under the untinted glass.

The Culture of the Soil in the Balearic
Islands must be a thing only known in name, judging

from the following, which we clip from a recent report

on the trade and commerce of those islands :

—

'

' Olive oil is prepared so carelessly that much is lost in

the drawing, while its quality and market value are con-
siderably deteriorated in the process ; and even the wine,

which is rich and strong, finds no favour in the European
market, and is mostly disposed of in the .Spanish colonies.

Indeed, to give an idea of greater things from small, it

may be mentioned that Asparagus and Strawberries,

which grow wild in profusion, and mtiy be easily raised to
great perfection, are not cultivated at all. The Asparagus
offered, and readily bought in the market, is as thin as
straw, and Strawberries, hardly bigger than Currants, are
easily sold for lod. a pint. Turnips, and many other
useful vegetables, are liteially unknown in the market."

It is gratifying to have to record that the

publication of the Flora Capensis, interrupted by
the death of Professor Harvev, is to be resumed
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under the superintendence of Professor Dyer. It

would be well if gentlemen having specimens of Cape
plants in bloom, especially of such plants as succulents,
bulbs, and other plants that are not well preserved in

herbaria, would communicate flowers thereof for

examination to Professor Dyer, at 118, King Henry's
Road, South Hampstead.

The death of Professor Oersted, of Copen-
hagen, on the 3d ult., is announced. Professor

Oersted is best known to the botanists of this country
by his work, incomplete, on the Flora of Central Ame-
rica. The late Professor was the first to point out

the relationship between the yellow fungus of the

Juniper, Podisoma junipers, and the Pear fungus, Ris-
telia cancellata.

There is a curious fact, says Mr. Rivers, in

his recently issued Fruit Catalogue, relative to the
Change of Quality in some
kinds of Pears newly raised from
seed ; many are found to improve
with age, while others deteriorate.

This was found to be the case by
the early raisers of seedling Pears
in Belgium in the last century,

and *' I refer to it because
the Prince Albert Pear, which
was at first so promising, now,
after a lapse of ten or twelve
years, seldom or never ripens its

fruit. This is the case with some
others which it was hoped would
prove valuable late Pears : Bezi
Mai, Beurre Bretonneau, and Prince
Camille de Rohan must be con-
sidered baking Pears. It is not
our cooler climate alone that has
brought on these changes, it is the
nature of the varieties. Winter
Nelis has seldom or never varied,

neither has Beurre d'Aremberg."

• We learn from Mr. A.
Irvine, of Chelsea, whose Pocket
Flora ofthe British Isles is in pre-

paration, that a new British sta-

tion has just been discovered for

the Epipactis palustris. The
locality is in the county of Surrey,
and in the parish of Mortlake,
Kew, or Barnes. It is strange
that a habitat so near the metro-
polis should have remained so
long undetected. The fortunate

discoverer is the Rev. Mr. Nor-
wood, a Chelsea clergyman, and
the specimen is deposited in Mr.
Irvine's herbarium.

We leam from the Ameri-
can Agriculturist that Mr. Chas.
S. Sargent, of Brookline, Mass.,
has been appointed Professor
OF Horticulture in Bussy In-

stitution, which is the " Farm
School" of Harvard University.

Mr. Sargent is well known to

the readers of the Agriculturist

as the maker of the highest- priced
butter sold in America, and as the
most successful grower of Azaleas.
He is still a young man, with
much enthusiasm and more know-
ledge in horticultural matters, and
he enters upon his work with a
determination to make it practi-

cally useful. An important feature

of his department, it appears, is

a commercial greenhouse and
garden in which pupils can obtain
not only practical instruction, but
actual experience of the business
of gardening. Incidentally to the

giving of instruction, it is pro-

posed to grow and to distribute at

a low price such of the choicer

ment of scientific horticulture will give this beneficent
enterprise the encouragement and assistance of their best
efforts and sympathy."

Some time since a writer in one of the daily
papers suggested that plant-doctors should place them-
selves at the service of the public to give information,
apply remedies, and effect cures in cases of plant
disease. Something of this kind is already done by
means of the horticultural Press. The several societies

also have their referees on botanical, entomological, or
chemical subjects, as the case may be. The Scientific

Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society answers
the same purpose for that body. Still, there are many
cases where the services of such institutions cannot meet
the requirements of the case, and where the experience
of some expert on the spot is demanded. With reference

to this subject we leam that a distinguished ento-

mologist, and an occasional contributor to our columns,

and more useful

plants as are not easily to be obtained, in the market.

Respecting the Arnold Arboretum, the

same journal says :

—

" Mr. Arnold, who died a few years ago, at New
Bedford, left a large bequest to Harvard University for
the establishment of an Arboretum. It has finally been
decided to locate this Arboretum on the Bussy farm, about
10 miles south of Boston, where the School of Agriculture
is already under way. The details of the work are to be
under the immediate control of Professor Sargent, who is

eminently well qualified for it. He proposes to lay out
the ground (137 acres of well-diversified land) as a natural
park, with drives and walks tastefully arranged, and lead-
ing from one family to another, in scientific order, of all
the trees and shrubs hardy in this climate. It will be the
work of more than a single Hfetime to complete the
arrangements contemplated, but it will not be long before
theArboretum will assume a useful form. The ultimate
result will be so important, whether we have regard to the
pleasure or to the instruction of those who may be able to
visit it, thai we trust all who are interested in the advance-
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Mr. Albert Mi^ller, is now prepared to visit forests,

plantations, farms, gardens, granaries, &c., infested by
injurious insects in the capacity of Consulting Ento-
mologist. There is abundant scope for the services

of such an expert, and Mr. Mt^LLER, as we know^ has
special qualifications for the task. Mr. Mt>LLER*s
address is Eaton Cottage, South Norwood, S.E.

The Medical Officer of Health for Hackney
lately addressed a civil letter to Ihe First Commis-
sioner of Works, relating to the unhealthy condition
of the lake in the Victoria Park, and received in

reply a communication which shows tliat, however pro-
found the First Commissioner's studies in law may have
been, he fails in practice to carry out the law of
courtesy to his fellows.

In our last issue we had occasion to speak of a
species of Dodder (Cuscuta) afiecting a Clianthus at

Kew. We read in the Revue Horticolc of a Grape
Vine being attacked by the same parasite, which hung
down in beard-like tresses from the bunch. The rustics i

(French), astonished at so strange a sight, thought the

end of the world was at hand, others looked on it as a
judgment on the grower, who had taken a load of

earth from an old cemetery to renovate his Vine
withal. Nothing dreadful happened—days passed

—

and at length four confederates, with an eye to the

main chance, bought the Vine for 30 francs, and exhi-

bited it at country fairs for 10 centimes a-head. Some
one with a botanical craze saw the bunch, and found it

affected with the Dodder, Cuscuta Epithymum, and,

spreading the news, spoiled the trade of the exhibitors.

Too bad !

The old question of cause or effect—/iJj/ or

propter—has been revived once again in the case of the

new Vine Pest. Latterly M. Guerin Meneville
has published a memoir, in which he states that the

Phylloxera vastatrix is not the cause but tlie effect of a
diseased condition of the Vine. Something—what, M.

GufeaiN Mi:NEViLLE does not tell

us—disturbs the equilibrium of the

Vine, the aphis takes advantage
of the occurrence to prey on the

Vine, and multiplies accordingly.

The aphis is considered to have
existed imperceived till circum-

stances determined its rapid in-

crease.

It is understood that the

Geological Survey of Great
Britain is about to be extended
to Suffolk. Mr. Whittaker,
F.G.S., of the Geological Survey,
has taken up his quarters in

Ipswich for the purpose of pros-

pecting, and in a few months a
staff of geologists will arrive to

assist. Mr. Whittaker is at

present inspecting the geological

features of the tract of country
between the Stourandthe Orwell.

We are requested to an-
nounce that the Commissioners of
Her Majesty's Works a!?d Public

Buildings intend to distribute this

autumn among the working classes

and the poor inhabitants of Lon-
don the surplus bedding-out plants
in Battersea, Hyde, the Regent's,
and. Victoria Parks, and in the
Royal Gardens, Kew. If the
clergy, school committees, and
others interested will make appli-

cation to the superintendents of
the parks nearest to their respective

parishes, or to the Director of
the Royal Gardens, Kew, in the
cases of persons residing in that

neighbourhood, they will receive

early intimation of the number
of plants that can be allotted to

each applicant, and of the time and
manner of their distribution. If,

like the Hull Window Gardening
Society, the Commissioners would
give with the plants some proper
earth in which to pot them, the

boon would be doubly serviceable.

Mr. Maxwell, gr. to

R. Dalgleish, Esq., M.P., Kil-

mardinny, Milngavie, sends us a

tabular report of the Rainfall
at that place (which is situated

6 miles north-west of Glasgow)
during the last four months, from
which we gather that the fall was

9^ inches in June, 6^ inches in

J'^ly* 6jL inches in August, and
Sj^ inches in September.

One of the most remark-
able relics in the neighbourhood
of the city of Mexico, says the

Timest was destroyed by fire early in the summer,
namely, the grand old Cypress hung with Mosses,
well known to travellers by the name of the Arbol
de la Noche Triste, or Tree of the Sad Night,
under which Cortes is said to have passed the

night of July I, 1520, after his defeat by the Aztec
forces. It is unknown whether it was set on fire

purposely or by accident. The tree was one of

the largest of its kind, and stood by the wayside. A
portion of llie trunk was hewn away some years siuce,

and sent to the Naval Museum of Madrid, where it is

preserved with great care.

Some of us have a vivid recollection of the

filthy sties called Bothies, which by some ])eople and
in some places were considered good enough for the

"young men about the place." How it was possible

for a young man to grow up with a fitting sense of

decency and self-respect while tenanting such a place

it is difficult to imagine. A better era has set in. We
would fain hope that such places as we have alluded to

are now quite exceptional. We were reminded of this
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matter lately by seeing the excellent arrangements

made in the new garden buildings at Cliveden, under

the superintendence of Mr. Fleming. The arrange-

ments seemed to us to be everything that could be

desired. Of the other buildings, forcing-houses, &c.,

which are admirably compact and serviceable, we
shall have occasion to speak at another time.

We have several times this season had occasion

to remark on the increasing and most laudable tendency

to utilise vacant spaces under the shelves of green-

houses and similar situations by growing Ferns,

Begonias, &c. Not only is the appearance of the house

much improved, but an abundant supply of plants for

cutting for bouquets, &c., is thus secured. At Combe
Abbey, as we have already mentioned, Mr. Miller
uses a broad-leaved Panicum with great success in this

way, and we lately noticed a similar utilisation of waste

spaces at Cliveden, and in one of Mr. Turner's
houses at Slough.

though severe thunderstorm about mid-day of the 3d,

the downfall was very heavy for a short time, and in

some parts of the metropolis heavy showers of hail

also occurred.

In England the e.\treme high temperatures observed

by day ranged from 66.;° at Blackhcilh to 6oi° at

Bradford, the general average over the whole country

being 63^°. The extreme low temperatures observed

by night varied from 39^° at Bradford to 32" at Hull,

with a general average of 35°. The range of tempera-

ture in the week varied from 33!° at Leicester to 21"

at Bradford. The mean high day temperatures varied

from 63J° at Blackheath to 554° at Liverpool, with a

general average of 58°. The mean low night tem-

peratures ranged between 47° at Bradford nearly and

424° at Leicester, the general average being 45° nearly.

The mean daily range of temperature in the week was

as great as iS|° at Blackheath, and as small as 9.^° at

Bradford. The mean temperature for the week was

504 "nearly, the highest being at Portsmouth, 52!°, and

the lowest at Fccles, 484°. Severe thunderstorms

occurred at Leicester on September 29, and on Oct. 5

at Norwich, accompanied by heavy rain ; flashes of
A full-sized coloured illustration of the Wal-

TH.\M Cross Grape is given in this month's Florist ....
and Pomologist, wherein we are told that this fine lightning were also observed at Portsmouth on the 5th.

Grape is one out of many seedlings exhibited belore the Rain fell on four, five, or six days in the week at most

Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society in
1
places, but the amounts recorded were comparatively

the autumn of last year, and was honoured by the
j

small. Nearly an inch was measured at Norwich,

award of a First-class Certificate. It may be expected 1 more than one half of which fell during the thunder-

to prove a fine late-keeping White Grape, since it ! storm ; amounts exceeding three-quarters were also

hangs well on the Vine till spring. The con-

stitution is hardy, it bears abundantly, and the

berries set freely. The bunches are very large,

tapering, and well shouldered. The berries

also are very large, oblong oval in shape,

from i\ to i\ inch long, of a pale and very

clear amber colour ; the skin membranous,
enclosing a firm solid flesh, with a sweet and
pleasant flavour, so that, although the berry

resembles the Muscat of Alexandria in size

and form, the ilavour and other characters are

akin to those of the Black Hamburgh. It

will be, doubtless, a desirable companion for

Lady Downe's Seedling.

We are requested to announce that

Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell, whose name is

associated with the production of high-class

Zonal Pelargoniums, intends to offer a

prize of £s^ next season, for the best 12 bed-

ding varieties, not variegated, sent out by
him, and grown in S-inch pots. The time

and place proposed for the exhibition, is the

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society

at South Kensington, in the third week in

May. It would be not only extremely inter-

esting if other raisers of novelties would ofler

similar prizes to be competed for on the same
occasion, but much valuable information

would be gained by thus bringing a large

number of varieties face to face under similar

conditions of culture. It would be a proper
reseiTation, in aid of the general display, that

the raisers themselves should not compete,

since it might be supposed they would generally

be in a position to walk over the course.

We learn from Auckland, New Zea-

land, that SCHIZOPHYLLUM COMMUNE IS

forming an important article of export from
the colony under the name of "Fungus."
Dunedin alone sent away ;^8oo worth during

the month of May last, and as it is more or

less collected in all the provinces the aggre-

gate returns must amount to a considerable

sum. It is shipped to San Francisco, and
from thence re-shipped to China, where it is bought
up by the celestials for making soup. Merchants
in Auckland are paying ^d, per pound for it

in the dry state,

Mr. Gl.\isher remarks as follows on the

State of the Weather during the week ending
October 5 :—In the vicinity of London the reading of

the barometer at the beginning of the week, at sea

level, was about 29. S inches. Increasing values were
recorded till the morning of the 30th ult., the reading

at that time being about 29.92 inches, after which a
considerable decrease was experienced, which reached
its minimum (about 29.4 inches) on the morning of

October 3. From this time till the end of the week a
rapid increase occurred, the value on the evening of the

5th being nearly 30.3 inches. The highest temperatures
by day varied between 664° on the 2d, and 57°

on the 4th, and the lowest by night between
53|° on the 3d and 36° on the 4th, The mean
daily temperatuies of the air, and their de-

partures from average were as follows :— 29th,

55°-3. —o°.8
; 30th, 53°.5, —o°.5 ; October I, 55°.6,

+ i°-7; 2d, 5S°.5, +4°-7; 3d, 53°, —o°-7; 4th,

45°.2, —S°.3; 5th, 47°.4, —5°.9. The weather during
the week was cloudy, but generally fine. Lightning
was seen occasionally on the evenings of the 2d and
3d, and very frequent flashes on the 5th. The direc-

tions of the wind were mostly westerly and south-

westerly, though changing at times towards the end of

the week to N. and N.E. ; the pressures were light,

though continuous. Rain fell on five days, the amount
collected being nearly half an inch. During a short

Fig. 304,
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oncidium zeukinum.

recorded at Manchester and Eccles. The average fall

over the country was little more than half an inch.

In Scotland the highest temperature by day, 6oj°,

occurred at Leith, and the lowest, 57°, at Dundee and

Greenock, the general average being 58,p. The lowest

temperatures at night varied between 35° nearly at

Aberdeen and 26° at Perth, with an average value of

3oJ°. The mean temperature for the week was 46°,

ranging from 47j° at Leith to 455:° at Glasgow. At
Greenock the rainfall was nearly 24 inches, and

amounts in excess of i inch were also measured at

Glasgow and Edinburgh. The average fall over the

country was a little in excess of i inch.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 64°, the

lowest 27j°, the mean 484°, and the rainfall nearly a

quarter of an inch.

Amongst the numerous Varieties of Tobacco
known in British commerce, Latakia is amongst the

most valued or high-priced. The following notes on

its cultivation in Syria are interesting :

—

" It is cultivated in the districts of Tyre, Sidon, Mount
Lebanon. TripoU, and Latakia. The greater part avail-

able for export goes to Egypt, a portion to Turkey, and a
small quantity to England. The qualities grown at Tyre
and Sidon are inferior ; those of Mount Lebanon and
Latakia are the finest, especially the former, which, how-
ever, is almost entirely consumed in the country. The
Latakia Tobacco, called ' Abou Riha' (father of scent),

is that which is exported to England. It is black in

colour, owing to its fumigation by the Nusairiyeh moun-
taineers (in whose district it is wholly grown) in the smoke
of a tree caUed 'Elezzar,' which imparts to it an

aromatic flavour. This fumigation lasts ten months, but

only produces the desired effect during those of winter

and spring, although the Tobacco be still fresh and green

in summer, when it is hung to the rafters for the purpose.

The Elezzar,' or ' Ezzi ' grows wild, seldom attains the

size of the Oak, and gives out its aromatic odour when
burnt in the green state. It is found in the Nusairiyeh

Mountains, but, through want of care, is rapidly diminish-

ing. An average crop of the ' .^bou Riha ' Tobacco is

about 7000 cwt., the greater part of which goes to Egypt.

Its production has diminished of late years, although a

great increase had taken place before that time."

M. Duchartre, in a recent communication

to the Academy of Sciences, enters into some detail as

to the structure of the bulb of LILIUM Thomsonia-

NUM. This beautiful species rarely produces flowers,

owing to the profusion and regularity with which

bulbils are formed upon the leaves. If these little

bulbs be removed as often as they form, all the strength

of the parent bulb will be devoted to the formation of

flowers in the following season. In most cases the

secondary bulbs are axillary buds, but in the case of

Lilium Thomsonianum the bulbils originate from the

upper surface of the scales at some distance from their

base. The matured bulb of this Lily consists (I) ex-

ternally of a few dry brownish sheathing scales, the

remnants of a previous season's growth ; these surround

(2) a number, generally seven, of fleshy scales, which

act as storehouses of food, and which are never pro-

longed into true leaves. They are traversed

by seven nerves, from which are produced

the secondary bulbils before-mentioned
; (3), a

tuft of long, green, many-nerved leaves, gene-

rally seven in number, sheathing at the base ;

(4), a series of young fleshy store-scales, which

will develope in the next growing stage

;

(5), a series of rudimentary leaves, to be de-

veloped in future in the same manner. The
bulbs, therefore, are made up of the rem-

nants of a former stage of growth, of the

scales and leaves, belonging to the present

period of development, and of the correspond,

ing organs which await their turn to grow and

develope as their predecessors have done.

The inflorescence is due to the development

of the terminal or central bud of the parent

bulb, the existence of which is, therefore,

terminated by the production of flowers ; while

in some other Lilies the bulb produces flowers

from lateral buds, and hence its life is not

determined by the production of flowers.

OLn'E Oil is one of the most im-

portant articles of produce in Syria, the

exportation having increased very much of

late years. The tree grows throughout Syria,

but chiefly in the plains of the Lafet, Naza-

rette, and Nablous, and, like the Mulberry,

it requires but little care. The period of the

ripening of the crop depends in a measure

upon the situation, but the harvest usually

takes place in September and October, the

fruit being knocked off the trees with sticks.

We learn from a recent report on the trade

and commerce of Syria that the Olive plan-

tations are being extended principally on the

coast line between Latakia and JalTa, the

climate of which seems to be peculiarly adapted

for the purpose. Nearly half a million of new
trees are said to be annually planted through-

out the country ; this is, perhaps, an exaggera-

tion, but the increase is very large. The
quality of the finer sorts of oil is equal to that

of Italian, while that produced near Sidon is

said to rival the finest qualities that Europe

can produce. About one half the crop is

consumed in soap-making, one quarter in eating and

burning, and the remaining quarter is exported chiefly

to France. The now extensive use of petroleum oil

for burning, of which 101,800 galls, were imported

into Syria in 1871, has made a large quantity of Olive

oil available for export.

New Garden
Oncidium (Cvrtochilum)

Plants.
ZEBRINUM, Rchb.f.

Caulescens, pseudobulbis ovoideo-ancipitibus : foliis stipantibus

et insidentibus cuneato-oblongis acutis (semper glaucis ?) : pam-

culis elongatis multiramei^ fractiflexis : bractets spathaceis

nunc elongatis : sepalis tepalisque cuncato-oblongo-ligulatis

acutis undulatis, basibus cxaurlculatis ; labello basi lato ovato

medio angustato aculo, hinc obscure tnlobo ; callo elon^ato

utrlnque serrato antice apiculato a basi versus discum : cannis

quibusdam transversis et longitudinalibus adventitiis ;
columna

curvata ; apice postlce apiculata ; ala linear! acuta minute

deorsum versa e.xtrorsa ntrinque juxta foveam. — Oitej/a-

elossuii! zcl7-hnivi, Rchb. f. in Linnsea, xxu. 849 ;
Lindl.

Folia, Odontoglossutn. No. 40 : Oncidium zcbrimtiit, Rchb. f.

in Seemann's Bonplandia. 1854, April i ; Lindl. FoUa, Onci-

dium, No. 16.

A beautiful plant, beautiful in its elegant stems, its

bulbs and leaves, and its numerous panicles of white

flowers with violet bars over the sepals and petals, and

which have a blotch of the same colour on the back of the

column. The calliofthe lip are yellow. Itisoneof those

plants which will be appreciated the most by those who
have seen very much—the colours not being very striking,

but of an extraordinary delicacy, at least acco.-ding to my
taste. When 1 named it in 1848, I was mistaken in

regarding it as an Odontoglossum, but when the plant

came the second time in"lo my hands, I im :.ediately
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understood it to be a Cyrtochilian Oncidium. It grows
in Venezuela.

My herbarium specimens are collected by Moritz !

(who was, no doubt, the discoverer), Wagener ! Von
Lansberg ! Fendler ! I do not know of any other
collector having gathered it ; not even Schlim, Director
Linden's half-brother and most assiduous collector,

gathered it. Fendler's variety differs in having the

whole disc of the .sepals violet and a single such blotch
at the base of the petals. I never obtained fresh

flowers until Mr. Bull sent me quite recently (Septem-
ber, 1872) a branch of a panicle. H. G. Rchb. f.

WEST INDIAN TREES,
The following remarks on West Indian trees suit-

able for planting at St. Croix, and in other situations

under similar climatal influences, for the purpose of
increasing the rainfall, have been furnished to Dr.
Hooker by Mr. H. Prestoe, of the Trinidad Botanic
Garden :

—

! rom what I have heard of the island of St. Croix
fr jm people who have lived there, I imagine the con-
ditions for planting are similar to what occurs about
the Virgin Islands, Tortola, and Virgin Gorda, which
I know from having visited them, and even our own
** Bocas " (Gulf of Paria) Islands. Under this view I

am strongly of opinion that any West Indian species

of eas-y acquisition for extensive planting might be
employed for the purpose of increasing the rainfall with
a far greater probability of success than Eucalypti. I

am of opinion that Eucalypti could not possibly hold
their own against the many indigenous species hardy
equally under the tropical conditions of the West Indies

;

even if so, I think the Eucalypti would be at best only
as third-class plants in respect of habit and foliage,

and on these, of course, their utility as rain-makers so
much depends. In Trinidad all the dense foliage

species are more or less aromatic, at least amongst the
28 or 30 kinds I have had in cultivation. Eucalyptus
globulus being first, and this character has invariably
attracted coleopterous insects, to their destruction

;

these insects bore the leaves and softer parts till

they become powder. There is no want of kinds
amongst West Indian species which will develope
rapidly into noble timber trees in the poorest soil I

have ever seen in the West Indies. But the great
difficulty in establishing a plantation of such trees is

the driving out, and keeping out till the planted trees

have become strong enough to hold their own, the
prior noxious occupants of the soil. A seedling Cedar,
Cypre, Poui, or Balata has no chance against the
impenetrable thicket of Liceas, Solanums, Machseriums,
Bromelias, Cacteae, Sedges, &c., which spring up 6 feet

high in as many weeks after a clean reduction from
fire ; but the planted trees, aided for two years, throw
their heads above this mass, and then their progress is

rapid. The three commoner species of Clusia will

always furnish a luxuriant covering of foliage to the
barest rocks, but they are bad associates, and should be
used, I think, for that purpose only. Aided against
the 1 atural (and already well established) thicket, the
foMuwing will thrive in any poor, dry soil :—Tecoma
sp;ctflbilis, T. pentaphylla, T. stans. These are known
as " Pouis." Lonchocarpus violaceus, L. latifolius,

Sapindus, Saponaria, Madura, Xanthoxylon, Copaifera
officinalis, Piptadenia peregrina. Mimosa arborea,
Andira inermis, Pentaclethra filamentosa, Entero-
lobium cyclocarpum, Cordia Gerascanthus, C. geras-
canthoides, C. macrophylla, C. sulcata. These are
known as *' Cypres." Oliganthis condensata, EseU'
becUia castanocarpa, E. attenuata, Xylopia frutescens.

Of these Tecoma spectabilis, T. pentaphylla, Madura
Xanthoxylon, Cordia Gerascanthus, C. gerascanthoides,
C. macrophylla, and C. sulcata, are deciduous, that is

to say, they shed their leaves at two distinct seasons
annually, but the change of the new for the old leaves
is usually so rapid that to find either species completely
bare is an exception, and occurs only at the spring
shedding, some time between February and May. All
the others are evergreen, and, with the exception of
Enterolobium, are excellent and much prized woods
for general purposes ; the exception is, however, a
capital charcoal wood, a very important character
amongst timber trees.

All these species of Tecoma, Lonchocarpus violaceus,
Madura Xanthoxylon, Piptadenia peregrina. Mimosa
arborea, Cordia Gerascanthus, C. gerascanthoides,
Oliganthes condensata, both species of Esenbeckia, and
Xylopia frutescens, are the hardiest against ill con-
ditions of soil and drought. These might be planted
as a first planting, to afford shelter and increase mois-
ture for others, or they might be planted in the most
exposed and worst places, whilst the others might be
planted in places on similar degrees more favourable,
taking Pentaclethra filamentosa, Enterolobium cyclo-
carpum, Cordia macrophylla, and C. sulcata as th
next most hardy.

In Trinidad, nearly all these trees, being well planted,
are able to hold their own against everything. They are
retarded, however, by indigenous vegetation already
established, but in the absence of very careful cutters I
have found it better to wait a little for their devdop-
ment. To show what progress Pouis and Cypres
make m poor soil I may mention that examples standm our nursery ground of 1866, 28 to 30 feet high, and
with boles from 6 to 9 inches diameter. These woods

are amongst the very finest. The species I enumerate
are a moiety of what might be easily obtained in the
West Indies for hill planting. J.

LILIUM THUNBERGIANUM.
There are now known in cultivation a considerable

number of forms of this subspecies of L. bulbiferum,
grown in the open ground. They are all in flower the
first week in July at the same time as L. croceum and
L. davuricum, and after L. bulbiferum proper is past.

In general terms, L. Thunbergianum admits of being
distinguished from the other three subspecies by

—

I, its dwarfer habit and fewer broader leaves ; 2, the
absence of bulbs in the leaf axils ; 3, the absence of
cotton on the pedicels and outside of the flower ; 4, the
larger, often solitary flowers, which are much less

lamellate and papillose.

In the following notes an attempt has been made to

settle the nomenclature of the different forms. The
descriptions have been principally drawn up from
plants grown by Messrs. Barr & Sugden at their

grounds at Tooting, and we are indebted to the kind-

ness of Mr. Barr for the opportunity of examining
them.

1. Thunbergianum (proper), Lindl. Bot. Reg. vol. xxv.,

1839, t. 38. — The plant figured by Maund, t. 158,

and L. aurantiacum, Paxton's Mag. vi., p. 127, are
similar forms. Mr. Barr's plant differs in its shorter
leaves, glabrous stem, less widely expanded flower, with
fewer spots and longer filaments.

2. bre-jifolium. Nob.
;
grown by Mr. Barr as true Thun-

bergianum. — Stem under a foot, green throughout.
Leaves about 30, lanceolate, bright lustrous green,
glabrous; the lower 2—2^ inches long, the upper i—i^
inch. All \—I inch broad. Flower solitary, 3 inches
deep, the divisions imbricating, and not so spreading as
in typical Thunbergianum (Bot. Reg.) when fully ex-
panded ; inner, i inch, outer, i^ inch broad at the
middle, rather pale uniform scarlet ; upper three-quarters
of each plain and concolorous, lower quarter with a
few small black raised papillose spots, very slightly lamel-
late, and the groove densely hairy. Filaments 2^ inches
long ; anthers a,\—5 lines

;
pollen bright scarlet ; ovary

clavate, i inch long ; style scarlet, 20—21 hnes,

3. bicolor, Moore, Flor. Mag., t. 104.—Stem under a
foot, quite glabrous, purple at the base, green above.
Leaves about 40, more crowded and narrower than in 2,

lower linear. 3 inches long, \-~\ inch broad, with gene-
rally three distinct nerves on each side of the midrib,
uppermost lanceolate, |

—

\ inch broad. Flowers 1—2,

3I inches deep, divisions imbricating when expanded,
inner 18—21 lines broad, outer 14—15 lines broad at the
middle. Colour crimson or scarlet towards the edge, but
with a dash of orange or yellow down the middle ; spots
few and faint, a few lamellee and concolorous papillae

down the lower quarter. Groove less than i inch long,

with hairy raised edges. Filaments q.\ inches long
;

anthers nearly \ inch ; ovary \— i inch ; style 20—21

hnes.

To this form is apparently to be referred L. auranti-

acum, Hort. Krelage, and L. pictum, Hort. Siebold.

Wilsoni, Leichtlin ^3 pardinum, Moore. Flor. and
Pom., 1868, p. 121, cum tab.—Mr. Moore suspects this to
be a hybrid. The general character of the flower approaches
bicolor in the imbricating divisions and lighter central

dash of colour. It differs, however, from all the other
forms in its height, which is about 3 feet, and its flowers
in a compound umbel. Something, however, must be
allowed for the effect of cultivation.

alutaceum , Nob. =z L. Thunbergianum aureu7n
nigro-maculatum, Fl. d. Serres, t. 1627.—Stem under a
foot. Leaves about 30, lower 2— 2i inches long, |

—

\ inch
broad, upper lanceolate \\—2 inches long, §

—

\ inch
broad. Flower solitary, 3 inches deep, the divisions not
imbricating when fully expanded, inner 12— 13 hnes,
outer 9—10 lines broad at the middle, colour pale apricot
throughout with copious small purple-black spots n the
lower half ; lamellae and papillae nearly obsolete, having
edges of the groove less raised than in 2 and 3.

armeniacum. Nob., = ^'venustum," Hort. Barr.

—

Stem I foot. Leaves 30—40, lower linear, 3 inches long,
4—5 lines broad, uppermost rather shorter and broader.
Flowers i—2, the divisions 2^ inches long, not imbricat-
ing when fully expanded, inner i inch, outer f inch
broad at the middle, face quite destitute of spots, lamellae
or papillae, the groove 8—9 lines long, with hairy edges.
Filaments ij inch, pale scarlet ; anthers | inch ; ovary

I inch. Style 13— 14 lines.

L. citrinuiu, Hort. Wilson, appears to be a form
nearly related to this. A luxuriant growth is character-
istic of Mr. Wilson's treatment of Lilies ; the following
notes are not therefore strictly comparable with those
given for the other forms. Stem 2\ feet, green. Leaves
about 30, 3J—5 inches long, \— i inch wide, 3—5 veined,
uppermost rather shorter, i| inch wide, about 7-veined.
Bracts lanceolate, i^ inch long. Flowers umbellate,
three, divisions not overlapping when fully expanded, face
concolorous, destitute of spots. It was shown at Birming-
ham, but we have not had the opportunity of comparing
it side by side with armeniacum.

sanguinetim = latiligulatnm, Hort.—Stem rather taller

than in i—5, reaching 12—16 inches, purple towards the
base. Leaves about 40, lanceolate, 2

—

2.\ inches long
;

% — % inch broad. Flowers, r— 2. the divisions 4 inches
long, not imbricating when fully expanded ; inner, 16—18
lines ; outer. 12— 13 lines broad at the middle ; the face
deep scarlet, obscurely mottled with reddish-yellow, a few
scattered black spots in the lower half above the claw;
papillae and lamellae nearly obsolete, hairy groove an inch
long, the raised edges of the keel visible up to the tip.

Filaments, nearly 3 inches long, deep crimson in the
upper half; anthers under i inch; ovary, 13— 14 hnes;
style, 2 inches.

This does not substantially differ from L. san-
guineum, Bot. Reg. 32, t. 50.

airosanguineum, Nob.— Stem, 15—18 inches; green
throughout. Leaves, linear-lanceolate, 2—ai inches long,

i— I inch broad, upper most ovate, i inch broad. Flower
solitary, 3- 3J inches deep, divisions imbricating when
fully expanded; inner, 18-20 lines, outer, 13-14 lines
broad at the middle, very dark crimson, rather paler
towards the tip, lower half with copious scattered small
immersed oblong, nearly black, spots

;
papillas and

lamellas numerous, but not conspicuous, hairy groove less
than 1 inch. Filaments, 2J inches, deep crimson

;

anthers, § inch ; ovary, § inch ; style under 3 inches, deep
crimson.

L. hatnaiochroum, Lem. III. Hort. t. 503, appears to
be a still darker-tlowered state of this.

fulgens, Hort.—Stem above a foot, purple near the base.
Leaves up to 40, linear, 2i—3 inches long, 4—5 lines broad,
distinctly 3-nerved. Bracts lanceolate. 1^—2 inches long,

^— S inch broad. Flowers 4—6, the divisions 3 inches
deep, not imbricating when fully expanded, inner 12—14
lines, outer 9—10 lines, broad at the middle; colour of
the face deep crimson ; spots, papillas, and lamellae very
nearly obsolete ; hairy groove I—| inch long. Filaments
under 2 inches long, deep crimson ; anthers, 4lines. Ovary,

f

—

\ inch ; style, crimson, i^ inch.

By its taller stem, linear leaves, and numerous
flowers, this recedes markedly from L. Thunbergianum
in the direction of L. davuricum.

L. venusfum, Fl. d. Serres, t. 657, agrees with this in

habit, but the flower is orange-scarlet, not so deep in

colour.

L. fulgens, var. staminosum, Lem. III. Hort., t. 422, is

this in a "double form."

Mr. Bull's recently introduced marmoratum and
punctatum we have not seen. The first is probably a
variety of bicolor, and the latter possibly of atrosan-

guineum. y. G. Baker.

W. T. Thiselion Dyer,

GREENS PATENT DUPLICATE
BOILERS.

Much of the strength and weakness of most boilers

is due to their setting. The form may be good, the

principle perfect, but it often happens that the brick-

work is heated rather than the water. All such heat-

ing of bricks is a diversion of caloric from its primary
purpose, that of warming the house. Doubtless with
most boilers a certain expenditure and a consequent
waste of heat upon bricks and mortar is a necessity.

The desire to encircle boilers with flame, and to urilise

the products of combustion to the uttermost, involves
the necessity of sheeting them with iron or building
them in by brick or stone walls. Of course by such
arrangements the upper side is heated as much or more
than the under, and a large portion, not the whole, of

all the caloric expended on the upper surface is lost.

Advisedly we say not the whole of the heat absorbed
above the boiler is lost, for a considerable percentage of

it is reverberated back again on the boiler-plates when
it is most needed, that is, when the water in the boiler

has cooled below the temperature of the surrounding

medium. Then, at least, will the boiler absorb heat

from the brickwork, and a portion of the wasted caloric

be brought back to its proper business, that of warming
the house. Still, it is neither philosophical in theory,

nor satisfactory in practice, to waste much in the forlorn

hope of getting back a little. A sprat for a salmon is

all very well, but not vice versd. In the heating of

bricks to get back a percentage for our boilers we
literally give the salmon for the sprat. This, with the

present price of coals, is a reckless waste which,
thanks to the inventions of our boiler makers, is no
longer needed.

Several good boilers are now offered that need little

or no setting in brickwork—Cannell'sto wit, and Green's

Patent Duplicate, now under consideration. At every

point in Green's boiler the fire is surrounded by a

water jacket. Above, below, on either side the

whole heat of the fire is absorbed by wrought
iron plates of uniform thickness, forming boiler

shell, shelves, and sole-plates, filled with water.

In fact, the boilers are simply ingenious combinations

of fire and water, so arranged as not only to extract the

fullest amount of heat from the fuel—which most
boilers succeed in doing more or less perfectly—but
also so disposed as that almost the whole of the caloric

set free by combustion shall be as speedily as possible

absorbed by, and fixed for the time in, the water. The
water thus refreighted with caloric is instantly sent

forth from the boiler into the pipes, a fresh supply of

colder water returning through the sole-plate.

But the chief merit of these boilers remains to be
noticed. Others have dispensed with brickwork, and
made their boilers a series of fire-and-water jackets.

But how about the loss from the outer surface ? If the

fires are efficient to heat the plates, the air is equally

able to cool them, and the contact of free air may prove

as sharp a thief of caloric, and far more unwilling to

give any back, than even the opaque masses of bricks

and mortar that try to cool rather than heat many
boilers. Mr. Green has foreseen this objection, and cased

his boilers with wood to check the loss of heat from
their outer surface. When examining the boilers at

Birmingham, our first thought was that the wood
would ignite ; but of course the intervention of the

water jacket between the wood and the fire ensures

<
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its safety. The splieres of wood are kept in position

by iron hoops, and the whole has a neat and finished

appearance—so much so, that the boiler would not

prove an unsightly object in a front wall, church, or

conservatory. The sole-plate forms the base of the

boiler, and each is complete in itself, with fire-box,

soot, furnace and cleaning doors complete. The size

of the ashpit maybe regulated at pleasure, by raising

the sole-plate on a few bricks, less or more. The

boilers require but little space, and cast-iron chimneys

C-in be supplied with them.

It is not needful to do more than advert to the

durability of the duplicate system. The one-boiler

method of heating may he

said to h.ave begotten the

plan of heating by two.

When every little house had

its boiler, a breakdown or

a burn out was of little

moment ; but now that some
of the largest gardens are

heated with one boiler, it is

only common prudence to

have a reserve in case of

need or accident. It is reck-

less folly to trust the whole

plants of an establishment to

a boiler plate ; hence the

wisdom of duplicates. Du-
plicates are also economical,

thus ; during mild and mo-
derate weather one boiler

may suffice, but when a pinch

comes, there is use for both.

This is much more economi-

cal than the use of one huge

boiler all the year round.

Mr. Green's method of con-

necting the duplicate seems

simple and efficient.

Altogether these boilers

are a step in the right direc-

tion. Their completeness

in themselves, the abolition

of settings, the facilities pro-

vided for cleaning, their

uniformity of thicknes-;, the

enclosing of the fire every-

where with a water jacket,

and the prevention of radia-

tion from their outer surface,

are so many merits that

have a high cumulative

value. As to the latter, pos-

sibly Stone's Patent Coal Saver, a mixture of plaster

of Paris and ground glass, would prove more efficient ;

but then that would require retaining walls to hold it

on to or around the boiler, whereas Mr. Green's

wooden case enables the boiler to stand free and
unattached to any brick or stone work. D.

down upon the two mosaic designs, where some
,

thousands were planted to form a carpet, she seemed

quite dumbfoundered, and clapped her hands with as

much delight as though she had found a lost child.
!

These Daisies remained one of the principal centres of

attraction up to the time of their removal to make way :

for the summer occupants.

I hope to be excused if I avow the opinion that, !

amidst the eager pursuit for the possession of novelties,

some of the most useful and prettiest inmates of the

flower garden are not looked upon according to their

merits, solely because they have been in the possession

of our forefathers. Amongst the number is the Daisy ; yet

THE DAISY.

I HAVE more than once feasted my eyes upon the

magnificent spring display of Daisies, &c., at Mr.

Quflter's, the Lower Grounds, Aston, near Burming-

FiG. 305.

—

green's patent duplicate boilers.

I am convinced of this—the neat and charming varieties

now in cultivation deserve a place in every spring flower

garden . The diflferent-coloured varieties have an exceed-

ingly pretty effect when properly arranged to form
ribbon borders, edgings of beds, and mixtures ; they are

extremely hardy, flower most abundantly, and grow
freely in almost any situation, even in smoky towns ;

and they also increase rapidly. When planted on rock-

work, their beautiful red, white, and pink blossoms, pro-

duced on flower stems 4 or 5 inches high, and growing
nearly erect, give to them a visible pre-eminence

over most of their neighbours. Baskets planted with

GRAVITATION OF FLUIDS, DRAUGHT
IN CHIMNEYS, &-c.

Inquiry into the doctrine of fluid pressures, the
manner of their generation, and mode of action, willfully
account for all the phenomena attendant upon the experi-
ments I mentioned in a former communication. It will

also establish as a fact, I think, that in the same group of
causes and effects must be registered draught in chimneys
and hot-water circulation. This will be equivalent to
ascribmg them to gravitation, because gravitation is the
law of the Creator by which fluid pressures are produced.

Careful consideration of the accompanying figure (307,
p. 1358) will render my reasoning more intelligible, by

enabling the reader to picture
in his mind the manner in

which fluid pressures act upon
all surfaces with which they
come in contact, and therefore

upon all bodies immersed in

them. It will show how every
such immersed body is pressed
downwards by a column of
fluid gravitating upon its

uppei^ surface, and tending
to sink it. The column
marked k represents this re-

sisting power. I call it by
this name because it resists

the action of another column,
L, which tends to raise the
immersed body, w. This
column L, is shown as ac ing
upon the under surface of the
immersed body in the direc-

tion indicated by the arrows.
It will be seen that this hftlng
column is of greater depth,
and therefore of greater
weight and power than the
resisting column ; in other
words, that if this lifting force
is equally active and vigorous
in the upward direction, as
that of the resisting column
is downward, the tendency
of fluid pressures is to raise

immersed bodies upwards.

The figure represents a
vessel full of water or air—

a

miniature pool or atmo-
sphere. The horizontal lines

marking off equal vertical

spaces represent different

depths of the fluid in inches,

feet, or fathoms. The figures

represent the number of these
hnear units, and may also
serve to indicate the weights

and pressures of columns of the fluid at those several

depths, throwing out, for brevity's sake, the very inte-

resting modifications of measures and weights arising

from the compressibility of fluids.

If we commence our inspection at the level marked 60,

and carry the eye along to the spout inserted at that

elevation, the stream of water rushing from it will convey
a lively idea of the reality and vigour of fluid pressure at

that depth. But the spout at the lower level {70) dis-

charges a stream still more vigorous. Examples of this

kind are so familiar to the eye, as presented daily in the
use of water-carts, cisterns, casks, &c., that they cannot
but enable the observer to reaUse, in a general manner.

CROSS SECTION. loncitudinal section

Fig. 306.

—

sections of green's patent boiler.

FRONT EIEVATION

ham, and a more lovely and glorious sight could not be
well imagined. Mr. Quilter's spring exhibition of
bedding plants is, without doubt, the finest in the
country, but amongst them the Daisy reigns pre-emi-
nent, both in quantity and attractiveness. I must con-
fess to being fairly caught by the Daisy mania, and
who, pray, that has once seen Mr. Quilter's display is

not?
I made my first grand attempt at spring bedding

last year, and the Daisies fairly took the Black Country
folk by storm. '* Lawks," said an old lady (who could
not believe her own eyes, at finding Daisies in a noble-
man's place), on first entering the gardens where two
circular beds were filled with them, "look, look at
them 'ere Daisies, aint they lovely I" But when she
reached the north side of the conservatory, and looked

\

the colours arranged alternately in patterns, or planted

in self colours, according to taste, look neat and chaste.

An edging of Vinca elegantissima round the edge of

the basket, and over the handle, would still add to its

beauty.

I

All the varieties of Daisy may be propagated by

j

dividing the roots in the spring or autumn. As these

plants increase abundantly, and are apt to degenerate

;
if they are permitted to remain long unremoved, it is

necessary to have them taken up every second year,

j

the roots divided, previously to replanting them, and the

ground enriched. By the above method of culture,

this pretty perennial, although of humble origin, will

,

be found worthy of the most prominent situation in the

I

spring garden. Edivard BenneU, Gt\ to the Marquis of
! Salisbury

J
Hatfield House.

the vigour of fluid pressures, and the fact that at greater

depths they are more active and vigorous than at lesser

depths.

But when once this fact is realised the lifting property

of fluids is within reach of the mind. The immersed
body (w) interposing between any two of these levels

separates a level of less pressure (60), the upper, from a
level of greater pressure (70), the lower. A body so placed

therefore is necessarily subjected to a greater pressure on
its base than on its surface.

in the figure this action is made more sensible to the

eye by the aid of the dotted vertical and connecting lines,

which enclose, as it were, two connected vertical columns
of the fluid, in one of which the immersed body (w) seems
to fit loosely. If we suppose these columns to be tubes

we gain a clear perception that the weight of the column
of fluid in the tube R, acting on the upper surface of the
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body, tends to drive it downwards, just as it would drive

out a cork from the bottom of a vessel, if not fitted in

tightly enough to resist a considerable pressure. The
resisting or sinking fluid force is thus impressed on the

mind, as regards the reality of it, while the spout at the

level 60 indicates the amount of its force.

At the lower level (70) again, at which the inverted tap

is represented, the upward direction and range of the

stream rushing from it reminds us, like the fountain jet,

that fluids exercise their powers upwards as freely as they

do downwards. We have but to divert them, by inter-

rupting their direct downward gravitation by immovable

surfaces, to turn the line of action of these forces in any

direction we please while yet they retain their full vigour ;

they will move in any path in which resistance to their

action is removed or weakened sufticiently.

The bent arrow, therefore, which represents the direc-

tion of the fluid in the tube l thus diverted, indicates,

as the inverted tap does, that the lower and greater fluid

pressure is a lifting force ; the immersed body w being,

therefore, subjected to the energetic action of two forces,

the greater of which is a lifting force, must rise in the

fluid except it has gravity of its own sufficient to counter-

act the excess of the lifting force.

It is not difficult, moreover, to see from this figure that

bodies of all sizes and shapes whatsoever must be subject

to this lifting process, because, so long as they have any

vertical height at all, the lower pressure must be greater

than the upper. It is not until all vertical measure is

lost, or, in other words, that the immersed body becomes

a line, or rather superficies, that the upper and lower

pressures become merged into one pressure, so to speak.

The most minute bodies, therefore, as well as the

largest, are subject to this upcasting or lifting force ; the

bubble of gas as well as the balloon, \yhether solid,

liquid, or gaseous, matter which possesses dimensions and
coherence, or bodily form and substance, is subject to

this law.

The excess of the Ufting power is so real, and so con-

stant in its operation upon immersed bodies, that even

when these are too heavy to be lifted by that excess, they

are rendered so much the hghter or easier to lift, by any

independent force while so immersed ; but we easily iearu

the limit within which the weight of any immersed body
must range, in order to rise in obedience to the fluid-

lifting force.

If the body w in the figure were removed, and re-

placed by the same bulk of the fluid in which it is im-

mersed, the two columns l and R would then be of equal

depth and weight. Their pressures, therefore, would

balance each other. Such would also be the case, there-

fore, if the body w were exactly equal in weight to its

own volume of the fluid, there would be equilibrium.

Therefore, we conclude that a body having specific

gravity less than that of the fluid in which it is immersed,

must be actually lifted by it. This latter conclusion,

arrived at by simple calculation from the lines, forms, and

figures of the illustration, is proved to be true by appeal

to well known facts, which thus become proofs of the

correctness of the reasoning.

The manner in which the lifting force operates upon
these'^bodies is important to the further prosecution of

the subject. The fluid column in the tube L descends,

and, acting in that descent with predominant energy,

lifts the body w in the other tube, and the resisting

fluid column above that body. The fluid thus lifted

replaces and refills continuously the descending column,

maintaining its weight and force to the full The motion

thus communicated therefore continues so long as the

body continues to be lighter than the fluid which

surrounds it.

We explain the action of fluid pressures upon hot

liquids, &c., such as hot water and hot air, by deduction

from that on solid bodies, because these latter are the

more rigidly defined in shape and coherence, and are more
manifest to the sense of sight. And of the different forms

of solids, we must deal with one form particularly because

it will help us more than any other. The vertically elon-

gated or columnar form is that in which bodies are most

energetically lifted by fluid pressure ; it is the form which

heated fluids assume by expansion, when left free to

choose their own track, the vertical direction being that

in which the least resistance is encountered. It is also

the form which we employ (in whatsoever way we arrive

at the knowledge of its fitness) in constructing chimneys,

and, more or less directly, in circulating boilers.

It is most important that this point in the reasoning

should be clearly understood. It is manifest from the

figure that the lifting power has to overcome the compound
resistance of the weight of the fluid resisting column R,

and that of the body w ; but if in place of these two a solid

column be substituted reaching from the level 70 to the

surface, it will be found, ctxterts parnbus, that great gain

accrues to the lifting force.

Assuming that the weight of the original body w is 9,

while that of a volume of the fluid mass equal to it in size

is 10 ; it is easily seen that the force which actually

raises w is i only, for all the weight of the fluid in column

L down to the level 60 is employed in neutralising the

weight of the resisting column R, which reaches down to

the same level. But the fluid volume between 60 and 70
in column L encounters only the less weight of W'. Nine
out of the ten parts of the weight of this fluid volume
being expended in balancing the weight of w, i only is

left which is unresisted, and therefore drives it upwards.
Now let the solid column replace the body w and the

fluid column above it, being of the same specific gravity,

bulk for bulk, as the body w removed. Then the whole
weight of the solid column is 7 x 9 =: 63. The excess of
the lifting force over the resistance is now 70 —63 = 7. It

is seven times as great as it was in the case of the
body w.
The energy with which a long pile, when released from

its hold on the earth at the bottom of a deep pool, shoots
up and above the surface of the water, is not easily for-

gotten by those who have witnessed it, and illustrates

most notably the advantage with which fluid-lifting force
acts when applied endlong to a column.
And if this greatly increased energy of the lifting force

is manifest even when the elongating of bodies into the

columnar form is attended, as in the case above, with

increase of weight proportionate to this upward extension,

how much more when such increase arises from expansion

by heat, and is attended with no increase of weight. Hot
water, hot air, heated gaseous matter—these are elon-

gated into the columnar form without any addition ot

weight.

If, therefore, there is any class of bodies which, more
perfectly than others, should submit to this lifting fluid

force, they are those contained in chimneys and circulating

boilers. In the expanded condition and the columnar
form they should afford notable examples of elevation

by fluid pressure.

We can give a good general idea of the advantage
gained by the lifting force, in its action upon the expanded
bodies, by calculation. When the solid column was acted
on we found that the active lifting force was seven times
that which lifted the original body, w.
Now let \v be a fluid of the same density as that of the

general mass. Let it be increased by the addition of

(say) two more such volumes, and then expanded by heat
into a column reaching to the surface. Then the whole
resistance to the lifting power is thrice 10, or 30. The
excess of the lifting force is now 70 — 30 = 40, It is 40
times as great as in the instance of the body w, and more
than five times as great as in that of the solid column.

And should the column be m.ade up of six such fluid

volumes, so that expansion by heat should have no more
to do in order to complete the column to the surface than
to add one-seventh part to the whole, even then, with
such small addition by expansion of so heavy a fluid mass,
the excess of the lifting force will be greater than in the

case of the solid column, and ten times as great as in that

of the body w.
Now after this manner are made up those columns of

hot air and gaseous matters in chimneys and shafts, and
of hot water in circulating boilers. One, two, or more
volumes of fluid of ordinary density are expanded by heat

so as to occupy the whole depth of the shaft or boiler.

When, therefore, in these structures we remark the force

and rapidity of the upward currents, we see just what the
previous reasoning leads us to look for. These matters
are, when so placed, in that columnar form and that light

condition which exposes them to the action of the lifting

force in a high degree. There is, especially in lofty shafts

and hot furnaces, great excess of lifting force, and
diminution of resistance ; and excess of motive power
implies in mechanics increase of velocity. We mark this

spheric force is removed from the isolated contents of
the tubes by exclusion.

Fluid pressures are of the most active and vigorous and
sequent character, and being free to act in every direction,

they continually contend with every counter pressure,

search out every point of resistance, and instantly displace

that which offers a resistance less than that of their own
force.

It is scarcely possible, I think, that the reader who
gives fair play to these reasonings can fail to see that

gravitation of fluids presents features amply sufficient to

account for draught in chimneys, even where draught is

excessive, and circulation in hot-water apparatus. It may '

be a fair question, and one which I hope fairly to meet in

my next paper, whether caloric by expansive force does,

or does not anticipate this action, using gravitation as a
mere fulcrum on which to base its action ? In conclusion,

however, I would offer a few remarks on a point of great

importance, when we are considering the action of atmo-
spheric or aqueous pressure on the base of light expanding
bodies.

The idea that there is a vacuum, or anything of the
nature of a vacuum, in an expanding mass of air, gas, or
water, is a delusion and a snare. It is not in expansion,

but in contraction after expansion, that a partial vacuum
can be produced.

Expansion is extension of form, and extension accom-
panied with great force. It takes place equally in all

directions in any molecule or mass of heated air or water.

Were it possible, therefore, that the energetic action of
gravitation would allow of any neutral ground between
the hot and cold fluids at the base of the shaft or boiler

—

and it is not possible even then—expansion would insure

collision ; and it would not be possible for expansion to

be determined in an upward direction were it not over-

powered by the superior pressure of the cold current from
below. The old theory of draught, therefore, viz., that

hot air naturally rises, and the cold air rushes in to fill its

place, is erroneous in every point of view. It imagines a
place which has no existence. It denies the operation of

gravitation upon hot air, &c., and supposes expansive

force to operate in a manner contrary to sound principle

and to all experience. J. M. Tayhr, Seer Green
Vicarage, ?iear Beaconsfield.

{To be Continued.)

Fig. 307.—diagram illustrative of fluid pressi're.

velocity. In such cases it is most notable. Can we fail

to perceive that it verifies all the reasoning which shows

conclusively in what cases gravitating lifting force should

produce it? Mark the violence of the action, and the

roaring noise with which the air rushes through the

furnace into the tall factory chimney. These phenomena

are fully accounted for on the principles here brought

forward. Such shafts are, we may almost say, carried to

as great a height as constructive power admits of. An
apex and base so widely separated, separate levels of

gravitating pressure extremely different in intensity ; the

columnar form is of enormous height. Then the expan-

sion of the contents (the air having to pass through the

furnace and fire) is extreme. Excessive columnar altitude

and excessive expansion invite excessive action from the

base. The gravitation of such an immense and highly-

expanded gaseous column is insignificant while the

atmospheric lifting force is at a maximum. All the

gradations of pressure by which the external atmosphere

arranges itself and maintains a condition of rest are here

broken up. Enormous pressure at the base, and com-

paratively weak pressure at the lofty summit, with nothing

between save the extremely light contents of the shaft,

certainly must be accompanied with upward motion of

those contents with extreme power and velocity. The
result which is thus simply deduced from the theory is

exactly according to that which such shafts and furnaces

exhibit when we witness them in action.

But does the mind of the reader hesitate on the point

of the lifting force of fluids? Look again at the fountain

jet, as a notable proof of its reality and power. Compare

such action with that of sand, the most fluid like of all

solids. Pour sand into one limb of an inverted syphon :

it will follow the curve a little way at the bottom, but it

will not rise at all in the other hmb. Friction locks up

the forces generated by solids, so that in their direction

they are confined nearly within the line of pressure in

which gravitation generates them. On the contrary, when

a fluid is poured in, it at once rises in the opposite limb

to the same level. While, therefore, a body buried in a

mass of sand will remain there, however light it be,

because the nature of sand prevents the diversion of per-

pendicular gravitating pressure into a lifting force ;
on the

other hand the singular freedom of liquids from friction

and cohesion and their remarkable penetrability insures

the application of the whole force generated by their

gravitation, as a lifting force on the base of bodies

immersed, or buried in them. The lifting power of the

atmosphere is wonderfully illustrated in the commcn
instances afforded by the barometer and the suction-

pump. In these cases the whole of the resisting atmo-

Jffmt Correspffnknce.

Early Horse Chestnuts.—Among most forest

trees one occasionally sees precocious individuals in

the early spring foliage and in the summer flowering.

This is particularly conspicuous in the Horse Chestnut.

Is this precocity a distinct and persistent variety—

a

"strain," to be reproduced from the seed of an early

flowering tree?—or is it an accident which may arise

from a sowing of seeds obtainable from any Chestnut

tree? Perhaps some of your readers maybe able to i

answer these questions. There is another interesting I
point—do the precocious trees habitually produce fruits

of a peculiar character ? I have just been examining

a group of Horse Chestnuts among which is an early-

flowering tree. It comes into leaf and flower at least a

fortnight before its neighbours, and its leaves change

to the autumnal yellow about the same time before the

others. This tree has remarkable fruits ; they are of

enormous size, very thick in the rind and smooth,

without prickles ; the seeds are very large, almost

uniformly single, and the hilum (the mark of the

attachment of the seed to the carpel) is disproportion-

ately large. On the other trees the fruit is less than

half the size, the pericarp very rough and spiny, and

the seeds often double. Many of your readers must

possess precocious Horse Chestnuts, and at this season

they can examine the fruits. James Salter, Temple,

Oct. 7. [We presume the only way of perpetuating the

tendency to precocious flowering would be by means

of grafts. We can say, of our own knowledge, that all

precocious Chestnuts do not produce peculiar fruits.

Eds.]

Measuring the Height of Trees.—Mr. Dodds
inquires why I do not "take a pole and plant it

perpendicularly," and by a comparison of the length of

its shadow with the length of the shadow of the tree

ascertain the tree's height. Firstly, because I cannot

always depend upon the sun's shining just when I want

its aid ; secondly, because a lo feet pole, or even one

of half that length, is an inconvenient implement to

walk or travel about with, and dreadfully in the way
at a croquet party or a picnic, when one often gets a

chance that may not occur again of taking the height

of a tree ; thirdly, because if the tree to be measured is

on the other side of a park fence, or surrounded by

iron railings, or on the opposite bank of a stream, its

height cannot be determined from the length of its

shadow, because that cannot be measured. Mr. Dodds
further inquires why I do not use a quadrant with a

plumb-line, and walk backwards from the tree until

the plummet hangs at the angle of 45°. Firstly,

because the instrument which I use is more compact

and portable ; secondly, because it is more easy

to use, and does what is required in half the time.

It is more easy to use, because it dispenses with the

trouble of removing the instrument from the eye to

examine the angle shown by the plumb-line, and also

because it is much less fatiguing to look horizontally

than to look up at any angle. With a theodolite, a

pocket sextant, or Sir Howard Douglas' reflecting

semicircle, you may ascertain a tree's height at any

angle, and from any base line. My little pocket com-

panion (which is styled an " Apomecometer," and is
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made by Stanley, of Great Turnstile, Lincoln's Inn

Fields) has reflectors fixed for use at the angle of 45°

only, and by using it vertically at first, and then hori-

zontally, I can determine the height of a tree on the

further side of a river without going across, if the tree

be tall enough to reach over, when cut down, to the

side on which I am standing. All other instruments

that I have yet seen require a line to be measured from

the tree to the place where the observation is taken.

Jf. T. P. [The instrument mentioned by our cor-

respondent appears to us to be identical with that of

Messrs. Sang, of Kirkcaldy. Eds.].

Gros Colman Grape.—It has appeared to me, as

it did to "D. T. F." {see p. 1295), very singular

that this fine-looking Grape should be so often con-

founded with the Barbarossa or Gros Guillaume,

and other varieties. To show that confusion has existed

in this matter, I may quote an instance that came

under my notice at a fruit and floral exhibition in 1S70.

In the open class for Black Grapes three bunches

were exhibited named the Victoria Hamburgh. Being

very much struck with the fine appearance of the Grape,

and its very close similitude to the Gros Colman by
the enormous size of berry and beautiful bloom, so

characteristic of the Gros Colman when properly

finished, I w.\s led to examine the fruit more minutely,

and .asked permission to taste it, which was readily

granted, whereupon I was fully convinced that it was

the Gros Colman, and not the variety named. From
my o\\'n experience, I find the Gros Colman to be

rather a coarse Grape, and somewhat inferior in flavour,

compared with the Hamburgh or Barbarossa [Gros

Guillaume] but really'grand in size of berry and bloom for

the exhibition table. I can fully endorse all " D. T. F."

remarks as to the Gros Colman being widely diffijrent

from the Barbarossa, both in regard to its form of bunch,

size of berry, and foliage. Not only does it lack that

very beautiful tint of red so characteristic of the Bar-

barossa at the present season of the year, but the

foliage is altogether thicker in substance, and has a

somewhat woolly appearance on its under surface,

while the foliage of Barbarossa is very different,

being much thinner, and having a glossy appearance.

I have the two varieties growing side by side, and the

difference is quite distinct in every point. Henry
Bertram, Cyfarthfa Castle, October 2.

I thank ** B." very much for his lucid expla-

nations. They admirably serve my purpose in writing,

which was not, as " B." rather singularly puts

it, " to throw an air of doubt over the distinctive

character of the Gros Colman Grape," but, on the con-

trary, to establish more definitely the fact of its dis-

tinctness (see p. 1295). That it is distinct, I hope no
one will now continue to doubt, for **B." is an autho-

rity in fruits whom most cultivators will at once accept.

I have also seen almost as much difference between the

so-called Barbarossa and the Gros Colman as between
Hamburgh and Black Prince ; and I have likewise

met with Barbarossa, so called, as like Gros Colman as

may be. I believe in these latter cases the name was at

fault. Still, I must demur to the statement that none but

the ignorant have confounded the two sorts. Neither

is this greatly to be wondered at, when one of our

greatest authorities, Mr. Rivers, thus describes the two
varieties in his'Fmit Catalogue for 1872, just to hand ;

—

Barbarossa : Berries round, very large, flesh juicy and
sweet, but devoid of pungency—a very late sort.

Gros Golman : Berries round, and of a monstrous size
;

flesh juicy and sweet, but coarse, with a peculiar

flavour, not good till very late in autumn or when fully

ripe ; bunches very large, habit vigorous and robust.

A good many points of similarity these. Dr. Hogg's
testimony in the Fruit Manual is much to the

same effect. "Gros Colman: Bunches very large;

berries very large and round, skin thick and tough,

adhering closely to the flesh, dark purple or black ;

flesh coarse, juicy, and sweet, and of a flavour that

cannot be called either rich or agreeabe. Gros
Guillaume (Barbarossa) : Bunches 12 to 18 inches long

(that is very large), shoulders tapering and compact ;

berries round, inclining to oval, skin tough, but not

thick, of a deep black colour, covered with a thin

bloom ; flesh tender, juicy, of a good flavour (that is, I

presume, sweet), though not rich." And now " B."
follows with Gros Colman :

'

' Bunch moderate com-
pared with Gros Guillaume, berries prodigious ; quality,

not fit to eat. Gros Guillaume : Bunches enormous,
berries medium size, quality excellent ; one of the

best late Grapes in cultivation." Also note in pass-

ing that the Grape described as having a thin bloom
by Dr. Hogg was awarded the prize at the great Inter-

national Fruit Show at Glasgow for the best, and I

presume that in a great measure meant the thickest

bloomed Grape. But my point is this—that when
doctors so nearly agree and so widely differ in the cha-

racteristics held in common by the varieties or in dis-

tinguishing the one from the other— the common run of

cultivators may be excused for making mistakes about
them. That they are very distinct Grapes I have never

doubted, but that the names have been at times inter-

changed is almost equally certain. More, I think both
Dr. Hogg and Mr. Rivers describe them as much
more alike than they are. As to the Pennington Hall
Hamburgh, shown at Glasgow, had I been aware that the

judges had given it its name when assessing the merits

of its bloom, I should not have called their opinion

in question, as, of course, they had better opportunities

for knowing what it was than I had. But the very fact

of its being shown as a Hamburgh, reveals the confusion

I have pointed out. Again, I noticed at Drumlanrig

the other day a splendid Black Grape—the Seaclifle

Black—with 15 long bunches, each averaging 8 lb., on

a Vine planted two years ago, in 1S70. This was pointed

out as a great improvement on Barbarossa. Will " B. " or

Mr. David Thomson kindly say whether this Grape is

not the Gros Colman, and if not, what ? Perhaps Mr.

Ward, of Bishop Stortford, who has done the Gros

Colman well for years, will also tell us whether it is so

bad as " B." points out. If so, private growers would

do wisely to fight shy of it, for uneatable Grapes may
sell in the Row but are hardly admissible a second

time in the families of noblemen and gentlemen. 1

agree with " B." to a great extent about the merits of

Gros Guillaume. Can he tell us how to make it bear a

regular crop every year, like other well-behaved

Grapes ? D. T. F.

The Barbarossa Grape.—I was greatly interested

in " B. 's
" article on the Gros Colman and other Grapes

in your last issue, and I think with him that the Gros

Guillaume and Barbarossa are two distinct Grapes. We
have in our late vinery, which has been planted about

nine years, a cane of the Barbarossa ; it makes very

strong wood, the foliage is proportionally large, the

bunches are rather large but loose, the berries are a

very fair size, and the colour is what is known as

" grizzly ;
" the flavour is not very good, rather sweet,

but wanting that luscious juicy flavour which we have

in the Black Hamburgh. I have seen the Barbarossa

(so called), elsewhere as black as Sloes, certainly not

like the Barbarossa that we have here, neither did I

ever see one like it before anywhere that I have been,

G. Warren, lialcombe Place.

Williams' Emperor of the Marrows Pea.—
We have grown Williams' Emperor ol the Marrows

Pea among our collection, and found it one of the best

we grew. The pods are large, the Peas of an extra-

ordinary size, and the flavour all that could be desired.

But instead of their being 6 feet in height, they were

8, and some haulms 9, feet high ; but no doubt that is

on account of the wet season we have had. It is,

without doubt, one of the best Peas grown. G. Warren,

Balcoinbe Place.

Seedling Briars as Stocks.—I used these ten

years ago at least. I thought they might possibly

suit the weaker varieties of Roses, and raised them for

budding these on them. The result was not suffi-

ciently satisfactory to induce me to continue the

practice. I budded just above the collar, but I found

the suckers from about that part so troublesome that I

returned to the old-fashioned Briar and the Manetti.

Possibly if I had used it solely for strong growers these

might have taken up the abundant sap for which the

weaker kinds could not find vent. I have still five or

six plants of Triomphe de Caen and Turenne on this

stock, but only this afternoon (October 5), I found

suckers coming up around two or three of them. I

observe that Mr. George Paul uses seedling Briars ;

will he kindly say whether he is bothered with suckers

as I was, also whether he buds strong and weak or

only strong or only weak kinds, and whether he buds

close down to the collar or otherwise ? I must admit

that Triomphe de Caen and Turenne grow admirably

on this stock. R. B. P.

French Beans.—As my friend, Mr. Edlington,

has called your attention to a variety of French Bean

grown here, and which has been the subject of several

letters, I think it will not be out of place for me
to say a word or two on this much esteemed

vegetable. I found the Bean in question here in 1857

and learnt (from an old labourer who had been em-

ployed in the gardens) that it had been grown here

for several years. I considered it the best for outdoor

culture I had ever seen, and was determined to give

it a fair trial for forcing, when I found it equally

good for that purpose. As I have a family of from 50 to

60 to supply every day in the year, I force, with other

vegetables, French Beans all the winter. I have tried

all the old varieties that have been recommended for

early forcing, &c., but have found nothing so good, either

for forcing or the open border, as the above Bean. I

could get many testimonials from neighbouring gardeners

who have seen it grow here, but I think the authority of

one practical man as good as 20. I, like Mr. Grieve,

am always anxious to try any new variety of vegetable,

but at the same time I am sorry to say our hopes are

too often blighted. I do not wish to claim any credit

for the above Bean as a new variety, all I can say is

that it is by far the best I have seen grown, and shall

continue to grow it until I find a better. I think I

may safely say, as the late Mr. Thomas Osborn did to

your correspondent, Mr. Foulger, " If you grow it once

you will grow no other." Isaac Dell, The Gardens,

Stoke Rochjord.

Wasps upon Trees.—Vour inquiry (p. 1322)

respecting the cause of wasps being attracted by Picea

Pinsapo induces me to mention that at Carshalton, a

few days since, I noticed a great number of wasps

hovering over an Elder bush, and settling upon the

leaves. Just to , windward of this shrub were some

white Willows, much infested with aphides. It seemed

that the wasps were feeding on the excrement of the

aphides, which was being blown on to the leaves of the

Elder. I looked in vain for examples of that milking

process which Mr. Edward Newman has so graphically

described, but there were no ants to be seen ; their

brother Hymenops, the wasps, had the feast all to

themselves. Is Picea Pinsapo infested with any aphis?

or were the plants referred to growing near any aphis-

infected tree ? W. T. P.

Slugs.—I find nothing better than young ducks for

clearing a garden of slugs and worms. As early as

possible in spring get a setting of duck eggs, and put

them under a hen ; after they are a few days old pen

the hen under a coop, or box, leaving the front open to

allow the ducks to pass out at their will : feed them

near the box, which, of course, must be placed near the

slugs ; as the ducks grow older they will wander all

over the garden, and soon clear away the pests. Do
not feed them too early in the morning after they are

three weeks old, so as to make them search for food.

I find them of great use. Keep one drake and two

ducks through the winter and you will find them useful

for following the spade, and grubs, snails, and worms,

&c., will all soon be thinned. They are fond of young

Lettuce, but these can be guarded by netting. Should

the ducks become troublesome, and you are inclined

to be revengeful, think of roast duck and green peas.

R. H. D.

Propagating Variegated Plants.—At p. 1327

Mr. McKellor has a few remarks upon the striking of

Amaranthus salicifolius, and states his belief that it is

but seldom that "one sees pure variegation strike so

easily." What does he mean by pure variegation ? If

his tops of Amaranthus are golden they are not varie-

gated. The Coleuses and Acalypha tricolor are

" pure " variegated plants, and they strike like weeds.

The Crotons, Dieffenbachias, and many other varie-

gated plants also strike with ease. Where is the

suggestiveness ? J. Croucher, Hammersmith.

Eelworms.—In the description of the eelworm

given by the late Dr. Baird, in 1869, it is stated that

Mr. Johnson, at Plas Machynlleth, North Wales, had

known the species five years previous to the above

date. Dr. Baird's paper was read, in 1S69, before the

Seaham Harbour Natural History Club, and it was

thought the honour was due to Mr. Johnson, as the

first discoverer of the species, and not to Dr. Baird,

although the doctor wrote the description. Mr. Johnson

forwarded me specimens, and I sent them to the Tyne-

side Natural History Club, and they forwarded the

same to Dr. Baird for identification. R. H. D.

The Pennington Hall Hamburgh.—We had a

fruit and flower show in St. George's Hall, Liverpool,

on September 4 last, and as there are two diflTerent

societies which hold exhibitions in the same hall, it

may be as well to state that the present one used to

hold its meetings at the Botanic Gardens. On the

above date, the Pennington Hall Hamburgh, so

called, carried all before it, but I must state that,

excepting the judges, there were not six gardeners in

the hall who did not know, as well as the judges at the

Glasgow show, that it was the Barbarossa ; and, if I am
rightly informed, one of the judges would not pass the

fruit as Black Hamburghs, but his coadjutor carried his

point by saying he was quite sure they were Hamburghs
because he had been at the place, and had seen them
growing. I think it cannot be denied that there was as

fine a show of Black Hamburgh Grapes in St. George's

Hall on September 4 last, as ever was held in that

Hall, and I think the judges on that occasion are

bound to give an explanation of their decision, since

the Glasgow judges have decided that the same Grapes

were not Black Hamburghs. Should the judges decline

to give any explanation through the Gardeners^

Chronicle I consider that the managers of the society

are bound to do so, and, until they can give a satis-

factory explanation, I shall not exhibit at their shows,

and I know of others who will follow suit. If the

managers of the show in question had been more
careful in the selection of their judges, more satisfac-

tion would have been given. J. Clarren, The Gardens,

Manor House, Claughton, Birkenhead.

Cracking of the Madresfield Court Grape.—I

have a young cane in a late vinery, with several other

kinds, which are fruiting for the first time. The
berries of the Madresfield Court began to crack whilst

colouring, and continued to do so for several weeks.

They ceased cracking, however, under the usual treat-

ment for colouring Grapes, and they are now attaining

a good colour ; and there is no sign of the berries

shrivelling, as they have been reported to do in other

quarters. jFohn Oxford, Angeston Grange, Glouces-

tershire.

Lasiandra macrantha. — At p. 1291, Mr. Fish,

writing about the Birmingham Botanic Gardens, says :—" The beautiful Lasiandra macrantha was well done."

t have long wished to see some notice taken of this

plant. We have a half specimen here which has cer-

tainly flowered well, remaining in flower quite six

weeks, yet it was very annoying to see the place covered

with fallen flowers every morning, as it invariably was.

I noticed very particularly that not one flower during

the six weeks stayed 011 the plant more than 14 hours

from the time it expanded. It is, indeed, a beautiful

flower, and, but for the above failing, would, in my
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opinion, be at present unsurpassed for beauty ; all who
saw it were charmed with its blossoms, but when made
acquainted with its character, uttered deep expressions

of sorrow for the short life of such beauty. I should

feel greatly obliged if Mr. Fish or Mr. Latham would

kindly tell me if the one at Birmingham has the same

habit of casting its flowers so regularly. I never

remember seeing but one plant, a specimen, and that

apparently had the same failing, as it was exhibited

with only about 12 open flowers. We grow our plant

in the stove, and it is potted in a mixture of loam and

peat with a little sand. I hope it may be possible to

prove that the fault is in my treatment, and not in

the habit of the plant. Edward Fayme, Brook House

Gardens, Freston. [We fear not ; all that we have seen

have the objectionable habit. Eds.]

The Pea " Superlative."—I am sorry to differ

with one so *'well up" in vegetable culture as Mr.

Gilbert, of Burghley ; but my experience in regard to

the above Pea is the very opposite of his. In flavour I

consider it quite third-rate ; and although the pod is of

an enormous size, it is most deceiving in its cropping

qualities, as the pod rarely fills out. I have this

season grown some 18 kinds, and from these have

selected 6 for next season's supply, all of which I

consider A I in their respective classes. They are as

follows : Sutton's New Early Green Pea, a very great

improvement on Ringleader for first crop ; Laxton's

Alpha, Maclean's Advancer, Maclean's Best of All,

Maclean's Premier, and Veitch's Perfection. The two

latter are still in full bearing, and promise to continue

so for some time to come. Best of All, in my opinion,

is by far the best of recent introductions ; and next

comes Williams' Emperor of the Marrows, a pro-

digious cropper, of fine flavour, but far too tall. With
me it was 8 feet high—a sufficient reason, surely, why a

man 5 feet 4^ inches should decline to grow it, even if

it was always convenient to obtain sticks long enough,

a matter about which I find some difficulty. IV. Wild-

smithy Heckjield.

Yuu ask how a Superlative Pea should be

done to make it what I say of it ; and my reply is,

by generous cultivation, not by using dry Pea straw,

but good farmyard manure. I sent to my employer

a sample of this Pea for his opinion, and was told

by him it was most excellent ; also the Rev. Canon
Ayles, with three well-known professors, tasted it, and

were highly pleased with it. I shall be prepared to

show six dishes of Laxton*s Peas against all comers for

quality at the next provincial show of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society. R. Gilbert^ Burghley.

The Birmingham Botanic Gardens.—Having
visited these gardens a few days after the publication

in your columns of the description by Mr. Fish, I can

endorse the whole of what he says, though I wish that

he had pointed out one or two things which appear to

me deserving of mention. The most striking feature

in the conservatory is undoubtedly at this moment the

Lasiandra macrantha, which is not only " well done,"

but an object, in some half dozen individuals, of beauty

so remarkable and effective that gardeners would do
well to give their attention to its culture, especially as

the colour of the flowers, at all times brilliant and un-

usual, is at the present season of the year one of the

most valuable that can be desired in a decorative in-

door plant. Several of Mr. Latham's plants are 5 to

7 feet high, and present a dozen or more clusters, each

a bouquet in itself, of the splendid purple almost pecu-

liar to the Lasiandra. There is however in the Bir-

mingham conservatory another feature quite as

striking. This consists in the mode, to me quite

novel, in which many of the climbers are

trained, say for example Stephanotis, Allamanda,
Bipladenia, Bougainvillea, Lapageria. Instead of

being attached to vertical trellises flat against the wall,

as often seen ; or tied up in a confused and entangled

manner to the rafters ; or, worse still, bound down,
hand and foot, to a globe of wire as if they were
criminals sentenced to punishment—instead of this, the

plants in question are mostly provided with a kind of

open network of wires and string, the strings going off

at many and various angles, so that the whole of the

plant becomes diffused in the air, and we look upwards
through a delicate maze or intricate reticulation of

slender stems, every leaf and flower distinctly seen,

yet without any sense of sparseness or isolation. Ven-
tilation and light to every portion are of course amply
secured ; and if it be desired, a branch can at any time
be disengaged, and allowed to form a pendulous trail

or a festoon. The plant is kept more under control as

an object of ornament than by any other system of

training, to say nothing of the odious methods which
lesult in the branches being inextricably matted
together, as often happens when the Lapa-
geria is made to form a sort of ceiling or
tapestry. The lightness and graceful aspect of
the last-named plant are in the Birmingham garden
something almost unique. Mr. Fish adverts also to
the Bottle Gourd. Accustomed as we are to see this
extraordinary fruit only in museums, it is quite a treat
to come upon one of considerable dimensions, and of a
delicate yellowish green, hanging from the roof of the
conservatory, its symmetrical outline rendered so much
the more attractive by the near presence of a couple of
the huge and uncouth Chinese Cucumber called
Sooly Qua, 3 or 4 feet long, pendulous and dark

green. Mr. Fish mentions the archery ground. Does
he know that this enclosure was, 25 years ago,

the hardy herbaceous department? At that period

the Birmingham garden was rich in hardy plants, and
it cannot be deemed other than a reproach that so

excellent a collection should have been allowed to dis-

appear. There is no place in the provinces where a
botanic garden, legitimately so called, should or could
be sustained with greater honour or success than
Birmingham ; and it is anything but dignified and
consistent in the executive, whoever they may be, that

the scientific merit of the garden, as it is to-day,

should be so much inferior to what it was a quarter of

a century ago. Mr. Latham, the thoroughly able and
courteous Curator, is not to blame. The mischief was
done before he entered the place. The pity is that he
should not be empowered to repair it. That the gar-

dens are exceedingly beautiful there can be no doubt
;

they are also well kept, but, excepting in the conserva-

tory and in the border devoted to the hardy Ericaceae,

which seem to have survived in spite of the " improve-
ments," there is very little that can be truly called

botanical. The somewhat celebrated plant labelled
" Willdenovia teres," once possessed in the Birmingham
garden, I am sorry to say has been lost. The root was
divided, in order to send a portion to Kew, and from
that moment it languished. The piece sent to Kew is

also believed to be dead. I may add that in the con-

servatory another very remarkable plant now in full

bloom is the Aristolochia gigantea var. Hookerii. Leo^

Manchester^ Oct, 7.

Rushes for Footstool-making.— " E. L. T."
asks where and at what price he can procure rushes of

which footstools or hassocks are made? These rushes

are plentiful enough in marshy counties liUe Norfolk
or Suffolk, and would no doubt be purchased cheaply
enough in Norwich or the neighbouring towns.

Scirpus lacustris is the rush most probably referred to

by your correspondent, it being largely used for chair

bottoms, baskets, hassocks, matting for floors, &c.

Coopers also use it for filling up, and making water-

tight the joints of their work. Some time ago, upon
visiting the warehouse of William Wesson & Son,

82, Upper Thames Street, I saw a quantity of these

rushes tied up into bundles, which were then sold at

IJ-. each. One such bundle is now exhibited in the

museum at Kew. An article on rushes appeared in

the Gardeners^ Chronicle^ June 10, 1S71. yoh?i R,
Jackson^ Museum, Keiv.

The Potato Disease.—That the Potato disease is

worse on some soils than others can be seen here, for

in a large field of lo acres very few diseased tubers have
as yet been detected amongst those used for consump-
tion, and they have been lifted for the last two weeks.
The soil on which they have been grown is a freshly

broken up light sand, or what we call forest soil here,

and but little manure is given at planting time.

The sorts grown are Dunbar Regents, Pink- eyed
Regents, and a variety unknown but of a very waxy
texture when boiled. The tubers are very small, but

the Dunbar Regents are mealy and finely flavoured,

and Potatos of the calibre of those that would have
been tossed aside for the pigs in former years will this

year, if sound, be preserved with the greatest care.

The haulm of the Potatos in this field was attacked a

little later in August than on richer strong soils,

but by the middle of September the foliage was all de-

cayed except a little on the tops. Last week in the

kitchen garden the latest varieties that showed hard
woody stems, such as Sutton's Red-skinned Flourball,

Millett's Manifold, and a new variety I had under the

name of Wood's Scarlet Prolific were lifted, and very

few diseased tubers were seen amongst the different

lots. The Flourballs were much eaten by grubs, and
the tubers when boiled were very waxy and bad
flavoured. All these varieties seem to set the disease

at defiance, and they all have very strong and long

woody stems, with red leathery skins ; but unfortunately

their qualities for eating are not first-rate, but they may
be better roasted than boiled, when kept till the winter

and spring months. William TUlery.

Cottage Gardening and the Potato Disease.

—

I differ from "Khoda Bux " when he asserts that the

Rev. C. P. Peach's proposal, "that the Royal
Agricultural Society should supplement Lord Cath-
cart's prize for the best essay on the Potato disease, with
another for the best essay on the cropping of cottage

gardens and allotments," is a valuable suggestion. We
got a plethora of essays on the subject of cottage

gardening not so long since, and little good has

resulted ; and I am sceptical enough to doubt whether,
for any benefit to Potato growers that will accrue.

Lord Cathcart might not as well offer his ;^loo for an
essay on the origin of Stonehenge, as for an essay on
the Potato disease and its prevention. What will these

essays tell us about the disease more than we know
already, and what about its prevention but lots of

quackeries, that are about as efficacious to prevent it as

a glass of brandy would be to make a man sober ?

Lime, silica, sulphur, and other nostrums are all
*' Morison's Pills." Who shall decide what is *' preven-
tion? Mr. S. H. Godson says he found a dressing of

lime this year a preventive of the disease. I applied,

also, a dressing of hot slacked lime to the ground
at the rate of 2 yards to the half acre, forking

it in when planting, and found some kinds grown on

it perfectly sound, but many other kinds greatly

diseased, so that one case is no proof. I have no faith

in the proposal for an essay, but I have much more
respect for the power for good that can be exercised by
local horticultural and cottage garden societies in the

matter of an improved form of cropping and cultivation

in cottage gardens. There are few such societies now
in connection with which there are not prizes offered

for the "best kept and cropped cottage garden " in the

society's district. These prizes are usually awarded by
members of the respective committees, who make a

round of the gardens entered for the competition on a

certain day, and who judge of their merits in

accordance with their knowledge of what should

constitute a " well cropped " cottage garden.

Now, if it be so desirable that cottagers should

be further instructed in the best mode of

cropping a garden, so as to secure not only the

most useful but the safest results, then I humbly sub-

mit that our cottage garden societies are the very

instruments that should be put in motion to secure this

desirable result. Cottagers gardens should be judged
about the end of July, when the crops are usually look-

ing their best, and also when the prospects of a fair

winter's supply of useful vegetables are clearly fore-

shadowed. Judges should make it a point of the first

consideration that the cropping should be such as

involves reliance upon a large variety of produce rather

than upon one or two kinds only, and the constant

enforcement of this rule, and judgment in accordance,

would do more to increase a wider area in cropping by
cottagers than a thousand essays. After all, I fear

that in this discussion anent the Potato disease we are,

as is customary on a visitation from an epidemic, just a

little in danger of losing our heads. All the plagues

that ever raged have still left the human family pretty

numerous, and the Potato, in spite of the check, it has
received this year, is far from being "squelched." We
will hope for better luck next time. Alex^ Dean.

Cotton Seed, which but a few years back was
considered a waste material and used only for manure,
has now become a regular article of import for the

purpose of extracting the oil, which is used both for

illuminating and for culinary purposes, the residuum or

marc, moreover, forming a wholesome cattle cake.

The oil is much used in America, not only as a salad

oil but also in the manufacture of soap and other

branches of trade, as well as in pharmacy. It is said

that a bushel of seeds previously deprived of their

shells will yield by expression 2 galls, of oil.

Amongst other places from whence the supply of

cotton seed is obained, Tahiti, and other islands of the

Polynesian group, contribute largely, the seed being
shipped by way of Auckland, y.

Tall Lime Trees (TiUaeuropasa) near Canter-
bury.—The churchyard of St. Stephen's, Canterbury,

although out in the fields, is surrounded by a massive
brick wall, about 4 feet high, and immediately outside

this wall is a regular line of Lime trees all round. On
the north side a double row has been planted, which
forms a narrow lofty avenue of beautiful proportions.

The trees have been planted so close to the wall that,

now that they are full grown, there is barely room to

squeeze between the wall and their trunks. The boles

vary from 2 feet to 2 feet 10 inches in diameter. When
first planted they were put in at distances of 10 to

12 feet apart. Their height is very regular; those near

the gate at the entrance to the churchyard measure

90 feet. The little church is so completely hidden by
these trees, that no one at a little distance off would
suspect its presence there. Possibly the proximity of

the stately red-brick building, called Hales Place,

which is a very conspicuous object from many points

of view round Canterbury, may have something to do

with the surprise which the discovery of this church

aflordsto the uninstructed rambler. Churchyards seem
to suit Lime trees in these parts, as far as height is con-

cerned. At the gate of Patricksbourne churchyard,

a pretty village about 2 miles east of Canterbury, there

are two splendid Lime trees, planted about 10 feet

apart, one on each side of the entrance, which have

intergrown so that they look like one magnificent tree.

One measured 13 feet 2 inches round the trunk, and
they were about 87 feet high. The trees at St. Stephen's

are mere hop-poles in comparison with these Patricks-

bourne trees, which are of such noble proportions that

they are worth going a long way to see. IV, T, F,

Lilium auratum. — Your correspondent, Dr.

Wallace (p. 1230), does quite right in recommending
this plant for outdoor cultivation, although I am not

certain that the soil which he advises is best for them.

The specimens he speaks of do not appear to have
possessed any extraordinary merit, half a dozen blooms
on one stem being nothing remarkable. For many
years we have had this Lilium planted out, and last

year {1S71) one of our best bulbs had upwards of 30
blooms on one stem, which was upwards of 6 feet high,

while this year the same bulb sent up a single stem
again which was stout, round, and smooth for upwards
of 2 feet, when it assumed a flattened form, the flower

buds being thickly set on the two sides, and for

some 20 inches at the top, the total height being

7 feet 6 inches, which it attained without the aid of a

stake, but one was supplied as the buds began to

burst—and I counted them at that time, there being I

U
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fuUy-formed flower-buds all on the point of expanding,

and there was certainly more than loo of these all out

at one time, forming a head resembling a large Turk's-

head broom. I have no hesitation in saying that half

the number of blooms would have looked quite as well,

as they were too crowded to allow full development
;

but it was certainly the noblest head of any flowering

plant I ever remember to have seen, unless some spikes

of Yucca, nearly a dozen feet high, that were growing
near it, be taken into competition with it. I may add
that the place the Lilium was growing in was a

Rhododendron bed, the soil of which was an artificial

compound, of which peat only formed a part ; and it

was further robbed of all that was nutritious in it by
the roots of a large Elm growing near, which sent its

suckers up all over the bed when not checked. The
situation was also a very dry one, but moderately
sheltered. Other plants of the same Lilium are also

doing well in the same and other beds, but none of

ihem have approached anything like the number of

llowers above mentioned. I should like to know
if more than iii blooms on one stem have been pro-
duced in any other instance, and the circumstances
under which it was grown, y. Hobsotty Linton.

Foreign Correspondence.
Ornamental Trees and Shrubs in Belgian

Nurseries, &C.—Some remarks at p. i2S9on orna-

mental trees have recalled to my memory impressions
formed during two or three summer and autumn visits

to Belgium this year, during which I had made notes
on beautiful, and in many instances rare, ornamental
trees seen there, and which I have now strung together
for your columns. In Belgium, much more attention is

paid to the harmonious blending of colour in planting
for permanency than is done in England, and group
planting is more resorted to. An example of this is to

be found in the Botanic Garden, as it is termed, at

Bruges, which is in reality a miniature park, in which,
by-the-by, many examples of decorative planting as
well as ofdecorative trees, are to be found. In the various
borders are large groups of Pyrus japonica, Hemlock
Spruce, Deutzia gracilis, purple-leaved Hazel, Yews,
Portugal Laurel, Golden-leaved Currant (which is very
showy), Siberian Lilacs, and various other shrubs.
Amongst these are handsome specimen ornamental
trees, such as the Weeping Thorn (Cralcegus Oxyacantha
pendula), about iS feet high, of handsome pyramidal
form, and truly a beautiful tree when in flower, as I saw
it last spring. There was also Fraxinus scolopendri-
folia {syn. heterophylla or diversifolia), 25 feet high,
with handsomely cut foliage

; Quercus fastigiata {syn.
pyramidalis), a handsome pyramidal tree, 30 feet high;
the yellow-leaved Lime (Tilia sulphurea), the foliage
of which is of a pretty yellow colour in spring, and this

example is now 12 feet high; some fine specimens of
.-Esculus rubicunda, in full flower when I saw
them, in May ; very large specimens of Ailantus
glandulosa, fully 40 feet high ; Tilia hetero-
phylla, or aspleniifolia ; Ulmus horizontalis, a pen-
dulous form of U. americana, and a grand tree
for our parks. Amongst the Elms growing there, is a
tree 30 feet high of Ulmus campestris minor, a close-
growmg small-leaved variety of the English Elm ; and
Ulmus cinerea, 40 feet high, which has large handsome
foliage. There is a fine specimen of Gleditschia
horrida, with its enormous spines ; also Acer Negundo
crispum, of which there is a large tree, with long,
narrow, crisped foliage. Acer palmatum, of which
there is an example nearly 50, feet high, is very hand-
some and ornamental. These are a few of the fine
specimen trees to be found in the borders. There is

a pretty plot of grass, and a small lake of an ornamental
character. On the grass are some large beds, filled

with masses of one kind ; for instance, there is a grand
bed of Ghent Azaleas, some of them 5 to 6 feet high,
which, when in flower, made a brilliant group ; and
on the opposite side of the lawn is a large bed of
Thuja aurea—large, handsome, well-coloured speci-
mens, each plant standing singly. Near to these is a
very large long bed, containing 16 fine specimens of
Magnolia conspicua and M. Soulangeana, which were
in full bloom in May last, when I saw them first,

each plant being a well grown specimen, and the
heights varying from 7 to 10 feet.

On the lawn is a fine example of the Weeping
Walnut (Juglans regia pendula), about 18 feet high, a
tree but little known in England, and very difficult to
propagate ; also a wonderfully fine specimen of Catalpa
bignonioides, which flowers freely there ; as also large
trees of C. syringsefolia. At the end of one of the
borders is a fine group of variegated and green Hollies,
chiefly the former. These are all of pyramidal form,
and range from 5 to 12 feet high, and planted as they
are with due regard to height and colour, they have a
very pleasing effect. A group of pyramidal purple
Beeches, very handsome close pyramids, each about
25 feet high, and plothed to within from 18 to 24 inches
of the ground, formed a beautiful group, which shone
out distinctly from the masses of green foliage sur-
rounding it. This is the form invariably adopted by
the Belgian horticulturists in their culture of this tree,
and when planted in groups, as repeatedly seen in the
pleasure grounds of the Belgian chateaux, it has a
most striking effect. We are a long way behind in
England in our knowledge and uses of rare ornamental

trees, and the ornamental planting of parks and plea-

sure grounds has yet to become a part of our gardening
education.

Bruges is a fine old city, full of historical associa-

tions and rich in grand old buildings and statuary. No
one visiting Belgium should fail to call at Bruges,
which is about 20 minutes run from Ostend, and on the
direct line to Ghent and Brussels. There is a wonder-
fully fine avenue of Black Italian Poplars, Elms, and
Limes, fully a mile and a-half in length, extending
from Bruges to the village of Steinbrugge, which is

well worth seeing, and at the termination of this

avenue is the nursery of M. Philippe de Groot, who, in

addition to the ordinary stock of the Belgian nurseries,

makes new and rare ornamental trees and shrubs his

speciality, and has a very fine collection. M. de Groot
holds the entire stock of one of the finest and most
valuable hardy ornamental trees yet met with, a beauti-
ful golden- leaved variety of Querciis americana, far

exceeding Quercus Concordia in the style of leaf;

its form will be more easily recognised if I describe it

as the golden-leaved scarlet Oak, as that will convey
an idea of the size of its foliage to those unacquainted
with the botanical names of the Oaks. A fine golden-
leaved Laburnum will also be sent out from here by-
and-by ; it is rich in colour, and will be a great acquisi-

tion to our coloured -leaved trees.

In Oaks, of which there are now so many very fine

species and varieties, there are Quercus purpurea, and
that still finer purple Oak, Q. pedunculata nigra,

which is a particularly effective tree. Q. rubicunda
gives us a fine red-foliaged tree, and Q. Concordia, a
rich golden colour, so that these three trees are in-

valuable for colour of foliage. Then for beauty of
foliage as well as of habit, Q. americana macrophylla is

very handsome, with enormous foliage which turns to a

dark colour
; Q. palustris, which has a yellowish brown

tinge, shading to a deeper colour in the autumn, the
foliage handsome

; Q. aspleniifolia nova, Q. hetero-
phylla laciniata, a beautiful tree with handsome foliage

;

Q. macrocarpa, very fine foliage
; Q. mongolica, with

distinctly cut foliage, which is very woolly flnderneath
;

and Q. Tauzin, with large handsome foliage, which is

also woolly underneath. These Oaks are all free grow-
ing kinds, and should be better known. I noticed
two fine forms of Juglans—sinensis, a very ornamental
plant with large Mountain Ash-like foliage, and lacijiiata

heterophylla, a graceful tree with handsomely-cut foliage.

In Elms there are Ulmus sibirica, a tree of graceful
growth, with smooth handsome foliage, which retains

its bright green colour until late in the autumn ; U.
americana variegata, which is handsomely variegated

;

U. viminalis aurea, a well-known variety in the English
nurseries, with small foliage and golden foliage ; U.
antarctica, with handsome distinctly cut foliage ; and
U. americana pendula vera, a fine weeping variety. I

regret to say that we too seldom see the finer kinds of
Elms planted in our parks and gardens, and yet the
trees I am now describing are to be found in many of
our best English nurseries. The Guernsey Elm, for in-

stance, which is also known under other names, is a
very fine tree of a pyramidal form of growth, a grand
tree for parks and avenues, and yet is not seen so
frequently as it should be. It is used more in the south
and west of England, but very little further north, and
yet is very hardy and grows freely. M. de Groot
drew my attention also to two very fine Limes, Tilia

macrophylla, with large foliage, and T. americana
argentea, with large handsome foliage, which is silvery

underneath ; also to three fine Alders, viz., AInus
incana laciniata, A. japonica, a very beautiful tree with
large handsome foliage, and A. tinctoria. Acer cam-
pestre marmoratum, the foliage of which has the silver

variegation of Hedera maculata, is another charming
tree ; and ^Esculus japonica, with very large handsome
foliage, stands out distinctly amongst Horse Chestnuts.
There are also some fine Birches, especially Belula
rotundifolia, which is remarkably distinct. In the
nursery is a large specimen of that wonderfully fine

Larch, Larix Ka^mpferi, so distinct and beautiful in its

character, that I hope the Japanese visitors who are
receiving so much attention in this country will be in-

duced to send us a lot of young plants on their return.

It is very scarce, difficult to increase in quantity, and I

suppose our only chance of getting a supply is from
Japan. May that be soon. Hortus.

(
To be Conti/tued.

)

Orchids that has ever been exhibited in Manchester.
Mr. Oswald Wrigley showed two grand examples of
pendrobium chrysanthum, bearing each a couple of
immense pendulous racemes of flowers

; also two plants
of Laslia Perrinii, one of them called major (or grandi-
flora). of a singularly splendid purple ; also a very pretty
Oncidium ornithorhynchum, bearing three large panicles of
mottled flowers, the plant very nicely bloomed, and quite
a picture

; a specimen of Vanda ccemlea, with 14 expanded
flowers; Odontoglossum Uro-Skinneri. with 15 blooms;
the new and very curious Cypripedium longifolium, by
some called Reichenbachii, the leaves of which are
of unusual length, arching away like those of an Agapan-
thus

;
the great flowers are yellowish, shaded with green.

The specimen exhibited has borne four fine flowers.
Mr. Edwin Wrigleys grand bank of flowers included a
dozen pots of Pleione lagenaria, the most charming
plant possible for the parlour in the depth of winter, and,
lacking Primroses, for the bedside of the invalid

; a spe-
cimen of Zygopetalum maxillare, with no less than 147
flowers upon it, mostly expanded, a truly magnificent
plant

; many specimens also of the familiar but still

splendid Odontoglossum grande ; a glorious Cattleya spe-
ciosissima. and a Cypripedium Schlimmii, flowering freely
upon its four stems, all from one root. This is a species
which Mr. Kemmery finds very difiicult to grow, though,
as soon as the humour takes it, blossoms come out
freely. Whatever the merits of the Orchids sent from
Broad Oaks, Mr. Wrigleys specimen of the while-flowered
variety of the Lapageria was one of the loveliest objects in
the show. It had 11 flowers upon 4^ inches of stem, eight
of them fully open. The collection, including these lovely
plants, comprised many more Orchids, several very dainty ;

many beautiful Ferns also, including Todeas and a huge
green fountain of Gonioplebium, remarkably effective. In
the aggregate this group was the triumph of the exhibition,
and well deserved the prize awarded to it, the Society's
Gold Medal.
Some excellent Dahlias were shown by Mr, Charles

Rylance, of Aughton, near Ormskirk, and by Mr.
Thomas Painter, of Lawton. Cheshire. Mr. R. S. YatiS
sent a. very handsome set of specimens of the pyramidal
Celosia

; a beautiful specimen of Cycas plumosa, a
pretty little pink-flowered shrub, apparently new, and
referred to the genus Desmodium ; also a new Orchid
of the genus Scuticaria, in many respects not unlike a
Maxillaria, the leaves resembling rushes, the solitary and
rather large yellowish flower exhaling a peculiar and
powerful scent. Of the other plants it needs only to be
said that they comprised many very excellent Fern?,
chiefly from the exhibitors of the Orchids, Adiantums in
particular, with a sufficiency of Dracaenas, Crotons,
Marantas, &c,, to tone down the lustre of the flowers.
Mr. Broome sent a few very pleasing Orchids, and a
handsome plant of Aphelandra auiantiaca. The Grapes
were chiefly from Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Great Berk-
hamsted, and consisted of a set of 24 varieties of the best
in cultivation. Apples and Pears were shown by M-.
Painter, and Granadillas by Mr. Meredith. The follow-
ing were the awards of the committee :

—

Gold Mcdal.~To Mr. Edwin Wrigley, Broad Oaks, Bury, for
general collection. Orchids, &c.
Silver Medals —'Yo Dr. Ainsworth for Orchids ,- to Mr.

Oswald Wrigley for miscellaneous plants, including Orchids ; to
H. Lane & Son for Grapes.
Cultural Certificates.—To Mr. John Rylance for Dahlias;

to Mr. Thomas Painter for Dahlias ; to Mr. Joseph Fildes for
Grapes; to Mr. Oswald Wrigley for Vanda coirulea ; to Mr.
Davies for Pine-apples; to Mr. Meredith for Granadillas; to
Mr. Edwin Wrigley for Zygopetalum maxillare; to Dr. Ains-
worth for Oncidium Barkerii, and for Dendrobium bigibbum ; to
Mr. R. S. Yates for Celosia pyramidalis.
First-class Certificate to Mr. Broome for Aphelandra

aurantiaca var. Roezliana.

Societies.
Manchester Botanical and Horticultural :

October 8.—At this meeting, which was held in the Town
Hall, Dr. Ainsworth exhibited a collection of Orchids,
amongst which were four nice plants of the charming
Vanda ccemlea, a couple of pots of the fairy-like Pleione
lagenaria, or " Indian Crocus ;

" Oncidium hasmato-
chilnm, O. Suttoni, O. Barkerii, tall, very rare, and
very beautiful in its yellow lip ; and a Miltonia Warsce-
wiczii, the last-named a very interesting plant, having
been in blossom upwards of two months, as shown by the
empty bracts which belonged to the eariier flowers, and
still in plentiful bloom. Forty or fifty blooms, upon two
stems, from a single root, have been produced upon this
single individual. But the gem of Dr. Ainsworth's lot

was a plant of the Dendrobium bigibbum, one of the rarest
species of its genus in the country, and very noteworthy,
too, in its great size. A couple of flower-spikes bore
eight or nine expanded blooms. This was, per-
haps, one of the most valuable and interesting

Market Gardeners', Nurserymen's, and
Farmers' Association.—At a quarterly meeting of
this association, held recently at the Bedford Head Hotel,
Covent Garden, the President, H. Meyers, Esq., in the
chair, the Secretary stated that the resolution, of which
notice was given at the last meeting, that a deputation be
formed to wait upon the proper authorities, with a view
to some of the public-houses in and around Covent Garden
being allowed to open at 3 o'clock in the morning, instead
of 6 o'clock, for the accommodation of the growers
attending the market, had been anticipated, and the
houses were now opened at 2 o'clock. The Secretary also
reported a deficiency in the annual dinner account, owing
to several of the members having retained their tickets
without having settled for them. The committee decided
that the secretary should make application for payment.
In answer to one of the committee, it was stated that they
were still waiting a reply from the Duke of Bedford in
reference to the covering of Covent Garden Market. M. C

^fltias of §00Ks.
Science and Commerce : their Influence on our

Manufactures. By P. L. Simmonds. Pp. 639.
London : Hardwicke.

This work, which contains much information on dif-

ferent branches of manufacture, is composed of a series

of lectures and articles delivered before various com-
mercial bodies, or written for commercial magazines,
and now printed in a compact form with additions and
corrections down to the most recent period. That
science and commerce are not antagonistic, but that
the development of the one is due in a great measure
to the help it derives from the other, is sho\vn in this

volume. Mechanical and chemical science has been
in a great degree the cause of England's commercial pros-
perity, and business men are now ready to acknowledge
science as their friend and helper, and to refer to her
as such. The combined influence of science and com-
merce on our national prosperity is referred to at p. 6,
in a lecture which formed one of the Travers course
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delivered by Mr. Simmonds at the London Institution

last year. Quoting from Professor George Wilson, he

thus speaks of the "obligations of commerce to

science "
:
—" Geology, striving ever to reach nearer to

the centre of the earth, finds coal for us ; chemistry

teaches us how to cook, i.e.^ literally to cook, this raw

material, and how to distil it into naphtha and gas
;

mineralogy selects iron ores for us, chemistry converts

them into steel, and mechanics forges them into bars ;

descriptive botany plucks a wild * Currant,' physiolo-

gical botany changes it into a sweet Grape, chemistry

ferments it into wine, and transforms that into ether ;

descriptive zoology lays its hands on a caterpillar,

physiological zoology nurses it into a strong silkworm,

chemistry bleaches and dyes the silk which it spins,

and mechanics weaves it into velvet."

The work contains some very interesting facts and

details on various branches of manufacture, such, for

instance, as the uses of shells, the iron manufacture,

the glass manufacture, and under the head of animal

dye stuffs, a brief history of the cultivation and exten-

sion of the cochineal insect is given, and an account of

some experiments made a few yew years ago to obtain

direct from the Opuntia a similar colouring matter to

that yielded by cochineal. These experiments, how-
ever, though they promised well, were not taken up,

and consequently, were not prosecuted to a successful

issue. An article is given on vegetable dyestuffs, in

which are some interesting statistics on the value and

quantities imported, and from which we gather some
notion of the progress made during the past few years

in the utilisation of waste materials, a subject which

has engaged the especial attention of the author. As
an example we read that spent Madder (Rubia tine-

torum), "after being used in dyeing, is now also con-

verted, by Mr. H. Steiner, of Accrington, into a garan-

cine (termed ^aranctuse by the French), by steaming it

with sulphuric acid in the same manner as the fresh

Madder, and thus a considerable quantity of colouring

matter is recovered and made available, which was
formerly thrown away in the spent Madder."

The concluding paper on " Nuts and their produce"

was read before the Society of Arts in April last, and is a

valuable contribution on the subject of the uses of the

numerous fruits and seeds generally, though not

botanically, known as nuts, and including edible nuts,

oil nuts, seeds or fruits used in turnery, or for orna-

mental purposes, such as coquilla, vegetable ivory, &c.

"We were delighted to see asecond number of the

Jllustrations of Fungi, by Messrs, Wilson Saunders and

.Worthington G. Smith (Van Voorst), and the more so

because we hope that it is an indication that so useful

a work will be continued. We have lately received a

letter from Professor Fries containing a short comment
on some of the species, which it is desirable should be

recorded. His own important work is progressing

well, and we have now before us a sixth number con-

taining very numerous figures, and a seventh is nearly

ready. Like the publication first mentioned it should

be encouraged as much as possible by every mycologist.

Through the kindness of the author we have had an

opportunity of copying many of the figures prepared

for the Swedish Museum, which have been of the

greatest use to us in naming correctly many additions

to our flora. No department of botany stands so

much in need of good figures as mycology, and even

with their help there is difficulty enough, as scarcely

any figure or definition can take cognizance of the

multitudinous forms which a species may assvme.

Professor Fries' commentaries are as follows :

—

"Tab. 25, fig. I, is rather A. phasospernius than A.

obturatus.

"Tab. 27 is not Cortinarius elatior, but rather C.

grail Ipes.

"Tab. 28, f. 2, is the young state of A. (Clytocybi)

ericetorum. Be this as it may, it is at least a true repre-

sentation of Russian leather Hygrophorus.
"Tab. 28, f. I, an excellent figure of Hygrophorus

limacinus.
" Tab. 29. f. T. very different from A. albocyaneus, Fr.

It is, however, the species so named in the outlines,

though brighter in colour.

"Tab. 29, f. 2, A. inunctus, very good.
"Tab. 32 is the form approaching A. portentosus

which is mentioned in the Monographia under A.

sejunctus, a form which is far more common in Great

Britain than that which is figured in Fries' hones, which

we have lately seen in great perfection in Wales.

"Tab. 35, f. I, A. Terreii is without doubt distinct

from A. granulosus. It is, however, the variety cinnabar-

inus of the Monographia, and is not rare in Sweden.
"Tab. 35, f. 2, A. Badhami, has not yet occurred in

Sweden.
" Tab. 46, is very different from A. majales, and should

be called A. Saundersii."

M. J. B.

Among new publications, to some of which
we may lake another opportunity of referring, may be
mentioned the Serres- Vergers (Orchard-house), or com-
plete treatise on fruit culture, forcing, &c., by M.
Pynaert. This excellent little work constitutes the
second and completely revised edition of the same
author's Manual of Forcing.- A new part of Hooker's Icones Plan/arum
(Williams & Norgate), being the first portion of the
second volume of the third series, has just been issued.

It contains 25 lithographs, with accompanying descrip-

tions. The first 17 plates are devoted to Composites,

described by Mr. Bentham ; five illustrate Rubiacese,

among which are representatives of three new genera of

this family, described by Dr. Hooker. The same
botanist describes a new species of Orchidece, from New
Zealand, and Dr. Masters a new genus of Malvaceae,

from North Australia.

That very useful, chatty, learned publication*

entitled Notes and Queries, has lately passed under the

editorship of Dr. Doran, in whose hands its utility or

interest are likely to be enhanced. Some discussion

has arisen inter alia as to the antiquity of the cat as a

domestic animal, it being generally supposed that no
allusion to such an animal as a home pet occurred in all

the writings of antiquity known to us. A corre-

spondent, however, points out that Theocritus in his

fifteenth " Idyll," makes such mention of cats about

280 B.C.

Messrs. Chapman & Hall are issuing a " house-

hold edition " of Charles Dickens' novels, illustrated

with woodcuts. We have before us David Copper-

field^ perhaps the most " interesting " of all the author's

works appealing more strongly than any other to the

reader's own consciousness, and detailing, as is now
known, much of the early history of the author himself.

It is of convenient size, on good paper, and well

printed, but we cannot praise the illustrations, with the

exception of the frontispiece—the portrait of the author.

The reprint is nevertheless amply worthy the extended

circulation it is likely to obtain.

The last number of Hardwickes Science Gossip

contains an excellent article, illustrated with good
figures drawn to a uniform scale, on the fungus pro-

ducing the Potato disease, by Mr. Worthington Smith.

The Seventh Report of the Quekett Microsco'

pical Club shows that this Society continues to do
useful work in training amateurs and facilitating their

studies.

Garden Memoranda.
Worksop Manor, Notts.—A very pleasing

feature indeed in the flower garden at Worksop Manor
is the large pyramid Pelargoniums dotted here and

there at regular distances over the whole of the upper

terrace. Irish Yews, some 5 feet high, are also planted

as permanent features on the outskirts of the beds. The
pyramid Pelargoniums are of quite the same height, in

some cases higher, and from 3 to 4 feet through at the

base. They occupy the centres of round beds in

some instances, and in others the points of angles,

regard being paid to a uniform distribution of both the

Yews and Pelargoniums. Nothing could possibly be

more effective, and, seen from a distance, the latter

represent so many flowering trees in miniature, the

dark, glossy green of the Yew contrasting beautifully

with the bright pink of the Pelargoniums.

At the time of my visit (September 17) these

pyramids were one mass of bloom from top to bottom,

and did great credit to the skill of that worthy horti-

culturist, Mr. John Miller. The variety thus grown
was Beaton's Pink Nosegay (not Beaton's Variegated

Nosegay) ; its foliage is similar to that of Stella, and it

is a robust grower.

These pyramids are not one plant, but many plants,

tall tree-like ones are planted in the centres, and
dwarfer ones, of two or three sizes, round them, so as

to present a complete pyramid. Previous to planting

the trellises must be made, and this is done by inserting

several stout green sticks firmly in the beds, so as to

form a circle of the required dimensions, and then

bringing the tops together, exactly as in a nurseryman's

flat when it is packed. Here, then, is the skeleton

of the pyramid, and to it the plants are secured from

time to time, as occasion requires, till it is perfectly

clothed with foliage and flowers, so that the whole has

the finished appearance of but one plant. The idea

is so charming, as tending to relieve the extreme flat-

ness of modem flower gardening, that I trust you

will permit me to point it out, and recommend it to

your readers as being well worthy of perpetuation.

In taking up the plants this autumn a season might

be saved, by reserving several of the largest plants and
growing them on through the winter for the purpose

;

height is the desideratum. To winter his large plants,

Mr. Miller tacks them to the back walls of cold

vineries, or Peach-houses, as circumstances permit

;

and to harden them off, preparatory to planting-out,

ties them to the trunks of Apple trees, or any such

convenient substance. Thomas Simpson, Broomfield

Lodge Gardens, Chehnsford.

The Aston Lower Grounds, Birmingham.—
On visiting Mr. Quilter's grounds, just before the late

frosts, I was much struck with the beautiful Alter-

nanthera garden surrounding the fountain, in the

walled-in portion of the grounds. A portion of this

centre-piece is sunk, as a great many of your readers

will remember, and the rockery surrounding the foun-

tain is bordered with Ivy and Ferns for a background,

and then circles of scarlet Pelargoniums, Salvia argentea,

and Echeveria secunda glauca as a margin. The beds

on the circular terrace, as well as in the sunk panels,

are composed of Altemanthera amoena, A. magnifica,

which has a bright orange tint; A. spathulata, and A.

amabilis latifolia, which is very bright in colour, and a
fine thing. These, with Golden Feather, Mesembry-
anthemum cordifolium variegatum, and Veronica
incana, worked into patterns, formed one of the

prettiest pieces of ornamental gardening ever seen.

The soil used by Mr. Quilter for these is simply the

common garden soil, witti leaf-mould intermixed, but
care is taken that the plants should be grown hardy
before bedding out, and they are kept well watered in

dry weather.

Verbena venosa is used here, and with considerable

effect, especially when mixed with Silver Variegated
Pelargoniums, the soft colour of the Verbena telling well

even at a distance. On the lawn were large beds of

Lilium speciosum, which were in full beauty ; and
earlier in the season L. longiflorum, mixed with them,
had formed an early bed of Liliums. These are to remain
as permanent beds, the bulbs remaining in the ground
through the winter, protected from heavy rains. Mr,
Quilter used Golden Miniature Marigold extensively,

and I have seen it also in other places. This plant

must be looked upon as invaluable in flower gardens,

the habit, combined with its warm orange colour and
freeness of bloom, making it a very desirable acquisi-

tion. The old shrubby Calceolaria, Gaines' Yellow, is

the favourite here, and was certainly very effective.

The Coleus beds were good, and this, the first trial, is

so satisfactory, that they are to be extensively planted
next year. Coprosma Baueri variegata does exceed-
ingly well here, planted out ; and two good-sized beds
of Clematis Jackmanni were in full flower.

The tropical gardening has also been a success here
this season, and I noticed a fine bed of Aralia papyri-

fera carpeted with Abutilon Thompsoni, fine beds of

Cannas, and a grand bed of Ferdinanda eminens, which
has done welL Almost all the beds for these things are

well drained. A nook of Chamaerops humilis, bordered
with Chamiepeucediacantha (the Fishbone Thistle), and
two beds of large plants of Echeveria metallica, inter-

spersed with Sempervivum tabulare in front, and edged
with Echeveria secunda glauca, were very pleasing.

Two beds of Sedum spectabile, with Dracsena australis

rising from them, were good, as also were fine beds of

Solanum Warscewiczli and S. marginatum, the latter

forming a very silvery looking bed. The grounds were
in good condition, and some very fine Musas were placed

near the great exhibition tent. My object in noticing

these things is to point out that flower gardening, and
tropical gardening especially, may be successfully

carried out in the midland districts, even so near the

smoke of Birmingham as Aston, if thought and care

are duly exercised. Tourist.

THE WEATHER.
STATE OP THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, Oct. 9, 187a.
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3.—Very variable throughout. A short though severe
thunderstorm about mid-day, with heavy rain. Light-
ning at night.

H.—Overcast and rain fell thinly in early morning. The
clouds diminished in amount towards night. Gene-
rally fine,

5.—Generally overcast till the afternoon, and a little rain
fell. ^ ariablc and fine aflcrwaras. Lightning at
night.

6.—A very fine day. Small amounts of cloud generally
nrcscnt. Foggy in low grounds.

7.—Generally cloudless throughout. Very fine.

8,—Overcast throughout. Rain fell freouently.

9.—Overcast generally till night, then cloudless. Rain fell

heavily at times. lAMES GLAISHER.

Miscellaneous.
Autumn-flowering Croci.—Mr. Barr sends us

flovpers of some of tlie Autumn-flowering Croci, with
purple flowers, blooming simultaneously, which appear
easily separable, and which it may be useful to point

out how to distinguish by popular marks. The largest

is C. speciosus, a light mauve-purple, in which the

bell-shaped limb of the perianth is about 2 inches in

depth, and the six segments are about equal ; the

flowers have also a sHght silvery shade on the outside.

C. serotinus is nearly of the same colour, but more
conspicuously veined, and the perianth, composed here

also of nearly equal segments, is not more than ij inch

deep, while the silvery or satiny lustre of the outer
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surface is still more marked. C. nudiilorus, whiclr is

not silvery outside, measures about 2 inches in depth,

but the three inner divisions of the perianth are con-

spicuously shorter (about half an inch) than the outer

ones, and the colour is a reddish or lilac purple. In

C. byzantinus, also a lilac-purple, the discrepancy in

size between the outer and inner whorls of the perianth

is more marked, the whole of the limb being in this

case scarely 1,1 inch in length, and the inner seg-

ments very much narrowed as well as shortened, so

that the flower at first sight appears to be only

tripetalous. These and other autumn Crocuses are

particularly valuable for the enlivenment of the garden

at a season when other flowers are passing from us,

and together with varieties of Colchicum, the Stem-
bergia, and others, are deserving of every attention.

#arkn (BptuiiartB,
(FOR THE ENSUING FORTNIGHT.)

PLANT HOUSES.
The Conservatory.—An attractive feature at the

present time will be made by the autumn-flowering

Heaths and Epacrises^ especially small plants of Erica

auinmnaiis and ^raa'/is, pink, and Erica caffra^ a lovely

white, and most useful for cutting, as also is E. arbusctda.

Winter and spring flowering Heaths above all others

are the most favoured, and from these, with E. persoluta

alba and E. grandinosay white Heath flowers, may be

cut all the year round. It will be as well to get a few

dozens of those kinds that flower now and on till May
from those nurserymen who make a speciality of

growing them. It is impossible for gardeners as a rule

to keep up a stock of Heaths in a small state, hence it

is desirable at this season, when the conservatory has

to be kept gay with flowering plants, to make a pur-

chase of the required number, not forgetting a dozen or

two of ^. hyemaiis, which is a general favourite, and
Linnizana to come on to flower in March. These,

with Tree Carnations, which will now become every

day more attractive, Parsons^ Hybrid Mignonette, and
a few early Camellias, will one and all prove of real

utility. Too much praise cannot be lavished on
Lapageria rosea, flowering as it does all through the

dull winter months ; the fine marble-throated variety

especially is extra fine in colour. Nothing in its way
beats the old yi4sticia carnea at this season for the colour

and form of flower. It commands attention in spite of

its having no claim to novelty. Cypripediitm insigne,

which is coming rapidly into flower, will be found of

great use here. This is a very striking plant when in

flower, and about the most useful of the genus. The
flowers will last in water for three or four weeks, and
four or five stuck in a pot of Lycopodiiim form a very
attractive object. Bouvardia Vreelandii will be found
of great use also. This is about one of the finest

of recent introductions for the conservatory, and for

general usefulness in cutting none surpasses it. The
truth is, we have nothing to equal it in the scented
white flowering class of plants. H. Knight, Floors.

The Orangery. — Many of the fruits on the

Otaheite Orange plants will now be ripening rapidly.

A gentle bottom-heat will assist materially towards
swelling and maturing the fruit. They must not be
allowed to get dry. A good soaking with weak dung-
water will be a treat to them if given once a fortnight,

oftener than this, and niggardly sprinkling, will be dis-

tasteful and injurious to their well-being. Tie out the

plants with a few nice Hazel stakes, and give the fruit

as much as possible all the sunlight you can. Syring-

ing may be withheld now, but sponging must be con-

tinued when the leaves get dirty. The small leaved

Orange, Citrus j?iyrtifolia, is a very beautiful plant, at

this season covered with small golden fruits. Grafted

on the common Orange, two-year seedlings, it forms
rapidly a fine little standard, and, in its entirety,

leaves, flowers, and fruit, a little gem of a plant, and
will make itself happily at home, whether in cottage

window or the most elaborate conservatory, for three

months to come. Gather Li?nes as they ripen, and
induce the housekeeper to make some use of them.
Unlike the Orange these drop off when ripe, otherwise

we would prefer to keep them on the trees for ornament
during the winter months rather than to gather them.
Plants that may have been put outside during the

summer should be housed at once, or a piece of Frigi

Domo thrown over them during the next ten days at

night, not forgetting to pin a piece round the stem.

H. Kntghtf Floors.

Stove Plants.—AUamandas, Clerodendrons, and
Dipladenias that have done blooming should now be
taken out of the bottom-heat and placed as near to the

glass as possible, to induce them to ripen their wood
well before they go to rest. Getting the wood well

ripened now will be greatly in their favour for next

year's blooming. They will require less water now,
but always give as much as will keep them from
shrivelling. I do not approve of the dust-dry system
for such things as the above. Plants in general will

not require so much water now, and, if possible, the
watering should be done in the morning. Syringing
may still be continued on fine afternoons to plants in

active growth that are not in bloom. Plants for early
winter blooming, of such things as Begonias, Gesnei-as,

Plumbago rosea, and Euphorbias, should be encouraged

by every possible means to make sturdy growth.

Keep them near the glass, and avoid overcrowding
as much as possible. Ardisia crenulata and A, alba

are most useful plants for winter decoration when well

grown, and covered with their beautiful berries. Give
them the advantage of every ray of sun and light to gel

a good colour in the berries. A few of last year's

berries, sown in heat now, would make nice plants for

next year. They make much better plants from seed

than cuttings. A. Ingram, Alnwick.

Succulents.—With the decrease of sunlight the sup-

ply of water to all Cadi must be curtailed, especially in

the case of Mafuillaria, Echinocactus, and Echinopsis.

The syringe must be put away for a time, and the

grower must upon no account interfere with their

roots. When any are dry water them well, but be

careful to see that they are dry before doing so.

EpiphyUttms should be well exposed to the light, as

they force better when well ripened. Euphorbias will

be in full growth, and should be watered liberally.

The Aloe tribe require keeping well watered, but more
care is required to see that the drainage is free. Any
small Hnoorihias or Gasterias that may not have grown
well, should be put into small pots and be potted firmly.

^^<7:'c-J want plenty of water yet, as also do Crassulas

and Echa'erias. Stapelias that are outside should be
taken in, and be kept near to the glass, also Mesem-
bryanthemums, and when these are first put in care

must be taken that they don't get shrivelled.

Echez'eria metalUca and Setnperviviims that are planted

out should be taken in at once, also Aloes and Agaves.

Any plants of E. metallica in, or coming into flower,

will ripen their seed well if kept in a dry air near the

glass. Cuttings of Mesembryantketnums put in now
will make good plants for next season ; the best sorts

for rockwork or banks are M. spectabile, roseum,

rctroficxHm
,

polyanthurn
, formosum , and candetts.

Crassulas strike freely now, as also does Rochea falcata.
These strike from leaves, but it is best to cut an old

plant over and strike the tops, when the old plant will

make a good stock plant, y. Croucher.

FLOWER GARDEN, &'c.

Hardy Trees and Shrubs.—As an assistance to

persons possessing but a slight acquaintance with
hardy plants and having limited accommodation, I

would venture to recommend the following Conifers,

which are ornamental whether as regards character or

colour of the foliage. The result sought to be pro-

duced is too frequently defeated by an injudicious dis-

tribution rather than to the habit of the plant itself.

Abies Albertiana very much resembles the Hemlock
Spruce, but the growth is more vigorous, and it is alto-

gether more valuable as an ornamental tree, and is by
no means particular as to soil or situation. The
Retinosporas should on no account be omitted ; they
are of a very graceful habit, and grow freely in a deep
and somewhat tenacious soil ; there are a good many
species and several varieties, all very excellent. R. squar-

rosa, pisifera, and pisifera aurea, of an intense golden
colour ;

plumosa is distinct from pisifera, but at a dis-

tance not very decidedly so ; obtusa and obtusa aurea
ought to find a place in every pleasure garden ; leptoclada

hardly or never exceeds 3 feet in height (one of those

coniferous plants suitable for rockwork, or where a

dwarf habit is required) ; lycopodioides is an interesting

species, as much like a Lycopod as can well be
imagined ; it is quite hardy, but I fear will always
remain of a dwarf habit. Juniperus virginiana Bedfordi-

ana is of a graceful outline, but if left to take its own way
becomes dumpy, which is easily corrected by thinning

out the shoots and shortening the strongest branches.

J. recurva, when planted on a cool and moderately moist
soil, and slightly shaded, can scarcely be surpassed

;

under full exposure to the sun during summer it

suffers from red spider, which produces a rusty, un-
healthy appearance. J. tripartita rigida, phoenicea,

chinensis, and Corneyana, are all very ornamental, the

latter particularly so, owing to its graceful, flowing

habit. Cupressus Lawsoniana has fully proved to possess

the sterling qualities with which it was credited on its

introduction. The varieties are numerous, all less

or more beautiful, such as argentea, erecta viridis,

glauca, gracilis, variegata, striata, and fragrans ; Lam-
bertiana promises to become a large handsome tree.

Thujopsis borealis glauca ranks among the best of

this section—unsurpassed, as a lawn plant, its drooping
habit renders it very ornamental, and it is quite hardy.

T. dolabrata is equally hardy, equally handsome, but of

a different character. The variegated kind is distinct,

but apparently more delicate, and thin of branches.

Thuja gigantea is of a rigid, upright habit, and may be
with much advantage planted in situations that exclude

trees of a spreading character. T. Lobbii is an Arbor-
vitse of an intrinsic merit, and the same may be said of

many of the varieties of coccidentalis, such as pendula
robusta, variegata aurea, and Vervaeneana, somewhat
new, quite hardy, of a deep golden colour. Again, there

are the varieties of orientalis, among which, for colour,

may with confidence be recommended aurea, semper-

aurea, elegantissima, and striata. Where much planting

is to be done it is more convenient and almost essen-

tially necessary to have plants in stock by setting apart

a piece of ground for their accommodation, which
is preferable to ordering them from the nursery as

required. Alexander- Cramh, Tortv.>r>rth.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—Young Vines that were planted out this

season, and still continue to grow, should have a
little extra fire-heat to ripen them off. All atmospheric
moisture should be discontinued, and the air increased,

which will help to slop lateral growths. People are, as a

rule, too anxious to have their young Vines extra strong,

but I find from experience that this is an evil. I always
prefer a moderately strong cane, M'hich can mature
itself perfectly, to the extra strong one, which invariably

s the mother of shrunk and ill-coloured Grapes. Vines

ntended for early forcing should be got into working
order, as formerly recommended, without delay.

Grapes hanging should be properly attended to, and
everything about them kept as dry as possible. Make
slight fires on bright days, with abundance of air on,

and keep the ventilators close during dull or wet
weather. Geo. Johnston, Glamis.

Cucumbers.—In my former papers I treated on the

flue system of heating for winter Cucumbers. The same
practice will be found satisfactory if followed out by hot-

water pipes, in fact better, although, from my experi-

ence, I rather like the tank system, that is, I like for

bottom-heat the pipes to run through a tank or cistern

of water. By this means we always have moisture for

the roots, and, if possible, the roots can get to the

water, and they find a deal of support. I like to have
one end of the tank made so that the state of the heat

can be examined at any time, to know the depth of

water and the temperature of it. If no tank is to be
had, of course the pipes must have frequent attention,

to see that the soil is not too dry over them. If this is

found the case make holes in the bed over the pipes

with a strong stake, and pour a large quantity of

water, so as to give the bed a good soaking. Try to

get the plants in a good growing condition before the

end of October, as it will be found that little growth
will be made in November and December, perhaps the

two worst months in the year. Do not crop them too

severely at this season, but take off all fruit when they

get to the size of S or 10 inches ; this induces the

younger fruit to follow quickly. R. H. D.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Outdoors.—Two degrees of frost on Thursday

morning, October 3, hints to us that winter is at hand.

We have been busy lifting Lettuce, Endive, &c., and
laying them in under cover in our cold Peach-houses.

Should the weather be very severe, we cover them with

dry Fern, the best of all coverings. We have also been

planting Cabbage Lettuce, and looking over those

already planted. Get the Celery all earthed up without

delay. Prepare the land for early Peas by digging

deeply and manuring heavily. Peas, like all other strong

feeders, should be grown strong and well, if fine

quality is a consideration ; too often the variety is

blamed when the cultivation is all at sea. Plant out

Cauliflowers under hand-lights on good rich soil, giving

air on all favourable occasions. Hoeing and weeding
will still be needed, and a few Broad Beans may be

planted. Get frames prepared for pricking out Cauli-

flo7uers, and a good stock of covering material ready to

hand. R. Gilbert, Burghley.

FORESTRY.
The fencing, draining, ' and pitting of ground pre-

paratory to planting should be continued ; trenching,

although an expensive operation, is sometimes neces-

sary in order to insure good growlh, especially when
the soil is thin and poor, with a bleak situation ; the

sooner it can be done and the pits opened the better

will be the chance of success. Forest plants are now
fast completing their growth, and every preparation

should be made to facilitate planting operations. Thin
young plantations consisting of Larch and Scotch Fir.

Select early out of nursery stock the sorts of trees

required for planting ; it frequently happens that the old

adage of " first come best served " is here fully verified.

Continue to collect seeds of forest trees as they ripen,

and spread them out on an airy loft or shed to dry.

Examine drains and culverts, which are liable to get

choked with leaves and branches at this season. J, W.

Notices to Correspondents.
%* It is particularly requested that correspondents send-

ing us plants to name will forward good specimens,

including, wherever possible, leaves, flowers, and fruit,

together with an indication of the habit of the plant and
of its native country. As a rule we cannot undertake

to name plants from imperfect specimens, such as

detached leaves, without other evidence. Florists'

flowers and garden varieties we must also decline to

name. We are at all times anxious to obUge our
correspondents in this matter, but we trust they will

bear in mind that to send us for identification a heap of

wretched scraps of plants, often crushed in the post, is

to impose on us an outlay of time, labour, money, and
patience, which is eminently unsatisfactory to all parties

concerned. The specimens should be forwarded, post-

paid, in a tin box with a little damp moss, or wrapped
m oil-silk or gutta percha membrane. We cannot
undertake to name more than 6 plants or fruit at a
time. We recently received from Ireland a box con-

taining about 100 Apples ! to get the names of which

would be about a week's occupation.

Books : f. R. Lee^. Hooker and Baker's Svnopsi*
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Filicum is the only book at present obtainable which
will give you the information you require.

—

J. A, J.
D. Thomson's Handy Book of the Flower Garden,

Gardeners' Examinations : W. G. H. Write to

James Richards, Esq., Assistant-Secretary, Royal Horti-

cultural Society, South Kensington, W., for the

information you require.

Gourd from Brazil : A. Scott. Please send a fruit.

Grape Culture at Heidelberg. --A gentleman resi-

dent at Heidelberg wishes for information about growing
Grapes there in the open air. What work upon the

culture of the Vine would you recommend him to buy ?

W. T.

Grape Judging : J. L. Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat and
the Madresfield Court Muscat, certainly should not be
allowed to compete in a class for "any variety, but

Muscats and Hamburghs."
Grapes without Artificial Heat : Lancastrian.

Black Hamburgh Grapes can be grown in such a house
as you describe without the aid of artificial heat. Every
advantage must, however, be taken of what sun-heat

you may get, shutting up the house very early in the

afternoons whilst the Vines are growing, ike. Con-
siderable attention and good management are required.

Keeping Grapes: A Constant Reader. We cannot tell

how long Black Hamburgh Grapes will hang in your
cold house, so many attendant circumstances, of which
we know nothing, requiring consideration. The great

thing is to keep the house perfectly dry, which you
cannot well do if you keep bedding plants in it.

Melon Leaves Spotted : D. J. The white spots on
the Melon leaves are neither attributable to insects nor
fungi, but are due to a weakness of the parenchyma of
the leaves, in consequence of which certain spots

become dry and discoloured, the neighbouring portions

living at their expense. Such spots are not uncommon
on other plants, and they may be seen almost every

year on Spinach, and are not to be confounded with
the discoloured patches caused by minute Depazese.
It is not necessary that the leaves should be exposed to
direct sunshine ; the spots may equally occur in such
cloudless weather as we have of late experienced.

M. 7. B.
Names of Fruits: D. H. Apples- i, 2, Cellini Pippin

;

3, 9, King of the Pippins
; 5, Blenheim Orange ; 6,

Winter Strawberry
; 7, Hoary Morning ; 10, Scarlet

Nonpareil ; i r, Kerry Pippin ; 12. Royal Russet.

—

W. B. We cannot recognise your Apples.
Names of Plants ; J. B. C. The common Thorn
Apple, Datura Stramonium. It is poisonous.

—

Collector.

I. Doodia media ; 2. Davallia novse-zelandise
; 3.

Adiantum assimile ; 4. Adiantum cuneatum. The
others next week.— P. Barr. Salvia elegans.—7. F. B.
Eranthemum variabile probably.

Pruning Fruit Trees ; A Constant Reader. If you
let the trees go unpruned, you may expect them to

come into bearing better and sooner than if you keep
pruning them back. You may prune the other trees

any time after the leaves have fallen.

Skeleton Leaves : Dhk Radclv^e. By explaining
your object and making known your wants you would
get what you want from Kew.

Stapelias : Professor Dyer, 118, King Henry's Road,
South Hampstead, is at present engaged in drawing up
a Monograph of this ^enus, and will feel obliged to any
correspondent who will furnish him with living flowers
for examination.

Vines : W. S. E. We can see nothing the matter with
your Vine leaves, beyond the fact of their approaching
maturity.

Catalogues Received.—W. H. Rogers (Red Lodge
Nursery, Southampton), General Catalogue of Nursery
Stock.—George Gibbs & Co. (25, Down Street, Picca-
dilly, W.), Catalogue of Bulbs.—William Wood &
Sons (Maresfield, near Uckfield), Catalogues of Bulbs,
Roses, Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, and Park
Fencing Materials, &c.—Thomas Rivers & Sons (Saw-
bridgeworth). Descriptive Catalogue of Fruit Trees.

—

;
Barr & Sugden (i2, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C),
Descriptive Catalogue of Bulbs and Plants.—Little &
Ballantyne (Carlisle), Catalogue of Forest and Orna-
mental Trees, Shrubs, Evergreens, Fruit Trees, &c.

—

Downie, Laird & Laing (Stanstead Park, Forest
Hill, S.E.), Descriptive Catalogue of Dutch Flower
Roots.—James Hunter & Co. (29. Clare Street, Bristol),

Price List of Dutch Bulbs.— Dick Radclyffe & Co.
(129, High Holborn, W.C), Catalogue of Conser-
vatories, Greenhouses, General Horticultural Build-
ings, Heating Apparatus, &c.—James Bromwich &
Co. (8. Victoria Buildings. Victoria Street, S.W. ),

Descriptive Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs, Plants, Fern
Cases, Aquaria, and Garden Requisites, &c,—George
Poulton (Angel Road, Edmonton, N.), Catalogue of
Bulbs, and Abridged List of Plants and Cuttings.

Communications Received.— S. W.— A. B.—H. M.—Chirk.

—

R. P.—T. N.—S. D.—H. (with thanks).—F. J. C—Barr&
Sugden.— F. von M.—M. B.—J. L.—H. H. D.—T. L. (with
thanks).-W. D.—P. R. L.-D. T.—J. E. M.—G. W.—T. S.—T. A.—W. W.—B. F.—W. D.

Vegetables.
J. d. s. d. s. d, s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea. o 3 to o 6 Leeks, per bunch . . o 2— o 4

Beet, per cloz. . . i o— 3 o
Broccoli, brown, bun, 1 6— 2 o
Cabbages, per doz... 10— i 3
Cardoons, each .. .. ^ ..

Carrots, p. bunch . . . . — 06
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 2 o— 6 o
Celer>', per bundle . i o— 2 o
Cucumbers, each . . o b— 1 o
French Beans, per
^ sieve . . 4 o— 6 o

Herbs, per bunch .. o 2— o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun.3 o^ 5 o

Potatos—Round, 65. to %s. per cwt. ; Kidneys, 6j. od.

to 8f. do.

Cut Flowers.

Lettuces, perscore. . 1 oto 2 o
Mushrooms, p. pott, i 6— 2 6

Onions, per bunch ..o 3— o 6

Parsley, p. bunch . . o 2— o 6

Radishes, p" bunch o 2— ..

Salsafy, per bun — 20
Scorzonera, per bun, . . — 20
Shallots, per lb. .. o 6— .,

Spinach, per i sieve 1 o— i 6
Tomatos, p. doz. . . i o— 2 o
Turnips, p. bun, . , o 3— o 4

s. d. s. d.
Anemones, p. 12 bun. 3 oto 4 o
Blue Cornflower, p.

12 bun. .

.

.... — 40
Camellias, p. doz. . . 60 — 90
Carnations, p. bunch 4 c —-60
Chrysanthemum, bun. .. to o 6
Clove Carnations, p.

12 bun. . , ..40 — 60
Gardenias, p. doz. . . 30 — 60
Heartsease, p. i2bun,i 6 — 30

Plants in Pots.
s. d. s. d.

I

Balsams p. doz, 3 oto 6 o Double Pelar-
Begonias . . do. 6 o—12 o
Bouvardia .. do. 9 o— 12 o
Calceolaria, . . do. 4 o— 6 o
China Asters do. 3 o— 6 o
Fuchsia , , do. 3 o— g o

s.d. s.d.
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays . . . , . . — 06
Mignonette, 12 bun. 16 — 30
Pelargoniums, Zonal,

p. 12 sprays . . 04 — op
Roses, per doz. . . 10 — 60
Stephanotis,i25prays6 o ~ 8 o
SweetPeas,p. 12 bun, 2 o — 40
Violets, p. 12 bun. .. i o— i 6

s. d. s. d.

goniums ..p.doz, 4 oto 6 o
Mignonette .. do. 3 o— ..

Myrtles .. do. 3 o— y o
Scar.Pelargonium,do. 2 6— 6 o

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND Cq.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of OrnamentaJ Tile Pavemenls for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls. &c MAW and CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

LABELS. LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 41. per 1000, or 10,000 for 355., cash on delivery. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London by
JOHN FISHER and CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale of
CHARLES J. BLACKITH AND CO..

Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.G.
Retail of the principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

RENDLE'S PATENT ORCHARD HOUSES,
PLANT HOUSES, GROUND VINERIES, and PLANT

PROTECTORS. Illustrated CatalORucs can be obtained on appli-
cation to the Patentee, Mr. WILLIAM EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, Westminster Chambers. \'ictoria Street, London, S.W.

To Garaeners and Others.

TO BE SOLD. Cheap, a large quantity of old
SASHES and SKYLIGHTS, ready Glazed. The whole lot

may be cleared at less than half the value of the Glass alone.
Apply on the Premises, 12, Osnaburgh Street, Regent's Park. N, W.

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and Packing. Second sized Arch-

angel, looi. ; Petersburg. 6oj. z^nd 8oj. ; superior close Mat, 451., 501.,

and 55J.
;
packing Mats, -xas. and 35^. per 100; and every other

description of Mats at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,
4 and 5, Wormwood Street. E.C^ ^___

Russia IVIat Merchants.
MARENDAZ AND FISHER, 9. James Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, Importers of ARCHANGEL and ST. PETERS-
BURG MATS, RAFIA FIBRE, &c. ; Dealers in GARDEN
NETTING, LABELS, TIFFANY, TARRED TWINES, &c.

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames,

—

ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and
most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London,

arkils.
COVENT GARDEN.—Oct n.

The markets are still very dull and unsettled, a day or
two bringing a fair supply, and then everything is short
again. Winter goods for storing are in fair request, but
articles for present consumption are rather lower. Hot-
house Grapes remain without alteration, and the Dutch
Hamburgh is offered freely at is. to is. 6d. per lb. French
and English Pears are sufficient for the trade.

Apples, p. J sieve

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100
Melons, each
Nuts, Cob, p. lb.

s. d.

a o to 3 o
I o— s o

• 7 o —10 o
2 o — s o

. .. — 1 6

Fruit.
d.

Plunis, per 4 sieve.
Peaches, per doz.

.

Pears, per doz.

s. d. s. d.

4 6 to 7 o
10 o — 15 o
a o — 40

Pine-apples, per lb. 5 o — 80

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI D O M O."
• —Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens, It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heal
or Cold where it is apolied.

PROTECTION AGAINST COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard.
"FRIGI DOMO" CANVAS.

Two yards wide li. lod. per yard.
Three yards wide 3s. 2rf. per yard.
Four yards wide 3s. lorf. per yard,

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, 70 yards \ong,6}id. toS'/id. per yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, yUd. and
giid. per yard,
ELISHA T, ARCHER, Only Maker of" Frigi Domo," 3, Cannon

Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.
Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, ManaRer,39A, King William Street, London, E.G.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c.. from

Decay. Manulacturcd Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

TO BE SOLD, by Private Contract, a FREEHOLD
NURSERY GROUND, at Waltliamstow, with Cottage. Four

Greenhouses well stocked with Plants, and good supply of Water.
Part of the purchase money may remain on mortgage.
For particulars, apply to Messrs. ELWES AS'D SHARPE,

Solicitors, 8, Furnival's Inn, E.C.

TO BE SOLD, a well established NURSERYMAN
and FLORISTS BUSINESS^ the Gardens conveniently situated,

and the Shop in a first-class position. Capital required. Two to Five
Thousand Pounds, according to amount of Stock taken ; part of the
payment might be deferred. For particulars apply by letter to

W. Tallack, 5. Bishopsgate Without, London. E C.A B., Mr
NURSERY TO BE LET. situate in a leading main

road a few miles from London, contiguous to three railway
stations. The glass consists of eight Greenhouses, with Show-house
fronting the road ; extent of ground about an Acre. There is a good
Ten-roomed Dwelling-house. Incoming low.
KETTELWELL'S Horticultural Agency Office, 22, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. ^^
Malda HUl.

To NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and GARDENER'?.

TO BE LET, on Lease, a well-placed NURSERY,
with Seven Span-roof and other Greenhouses, and Two Pits,

each about 70 feet, heated with Hot-water, adapted for successful
growth, and fitted complete. Also. Foreman's Dwelling, Potting
Houses, and entire Trade Plant; ready for immediate occupation (with
or without the remaining Stock). An energetic Man, with a knowledge
of the large and varied requirements of the locality, will command a
large trade on the instant.
On view. For particulars apply to Mr. J A. SMITH, Auctioneer,

Hammersmith, W.

SALES BY AUCTION.
Dutch Btdbs for Autumn Planting.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, every

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY during October,
at half-past 12 o'clock precisely. Importations of First-Class
HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES, and other BULBS, just
arrived from well-known Farms in Holland, in Lots to suit large and
small Growers.

On view the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Choice ImpwrtedTOrchids^

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden. W C. on

THURSDAY, October 17, at half past 12 o'clock precisely, a selec-
tion of extraordinary fine imported ORCHIDS, including ODONTO-
GLOSSUM VEXILLARIUM, MASDEVALLIA CHIM.ERA,
CATTLEYA AUREA, splendid new Epidendrums. Callleyas. Bate-
mannias, Pcscatoreas, Oncidiums, &c. ; also established plants 'of
CATTLEYA GIGAS, Wagneri, chocoensis, Calajc jugosus, and
Cypripedium Roezli, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Valual3ie~brchidsi

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden, W C,

on THURSDAY, October 17, at halfpast 12 o'clock precisely, an
importation from South Brazil and Chiriqui. of CYPRIPEDIUM
CAUDATUM. CATTLEYA LEOPOLDII, L^LIA PURPU-
RATA. L. ELEGANS, PESCATOREA CERINA, TRICHOPILIA
SUAVIS. T. COCCINEA, ZYGOPETALUM GAUTIERI. MAS-
DEVALLIAS, ODONTOGLOSSUMS. &c.. all in the best possible
condition; also some good plants of PHAL.'ENOPSIS SCHILLER-
lANA, AMABILIS ROSEA and GRANDIFLORA, and a COL-
LECTION of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, in fine condition, PALM
SEEDS, and STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Hounslow Heath Nursery.
CLEARANCE SALE—IMPORTANT to GENTLEMEN LAYING

OUT their GROUNDS, NURSERYMEN, and OTHERS.

MR. WOODS will SELL by AUCTION, on
MONDAY NEXT, at 11 for 12 o'Clock, on the Ground, bv

order of Messrs. Dobson & Sons, the whole of the VALUABLE
NURSERY STOCK, of the best selected Sorts, reared under the
careful superintendence of the above well known Firm, worthy the
attention of all parties requiring Stock that may be depended upon.
To be viewed. Catalogues on the Ground, and of the Auctioneer,

Hounslow.

Tuesday, October 15.
SALE of VALUABLE (IREEN HOUSE and STOVE PLANTS

at the WERGS, near WOLVERHAMPTON, Staffordshire.

MESSRS. WALKER and H. J. LLOYD will SELL
by AUCTION, by direction of W. F. Frjcr, Esq,, who is

leaving, in the Wergs Garden, near Wolverhampton, on TUESDAY,
October 15, at ii o'Clock, a very valuable assortment of well grown
and named varieties of AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, GERANIUMS,
FERNS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, ALOE. YUCCA, and a great
number of other choice specimens of GREENHOUSE and STOVE
PLANTS.
For further particulars, and to view, apply to Mr. LARNDER,

Gardener, the Wergs, or Messrs. WALKER and H. J. LLOYD,
62, Darlington Street, Wolverhampton

Camdea Park, Chislehurst, Kent.
MESSRS. BAXTER AND PAYNE have been favoured

with instructions fiom the Right Honourable Lord Walden to
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. Walden Cottage, Camden
Wood, Chislehurst, Kent, on WEDNESDAY, October 16, at 12 for
1 o'clock, the whole of the VALUABLE and CHOICE COLLEC-
TION of FERNS, ORCHIDS, STOVE, GREENHOUSE, and
ORNAMENTAL PLANTS.
May be viewed prior to the Sale, and Catalogues had at the Inns in

the neighbourhood, place of sale ; and o( the Auctioneers, Valuers,
&c , Town Hall. Bromley, Kent ; and 157, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

Croydon, Surrey. —Short Notice of Sale.

MR. W. ABRAHAM is commissioned to SELL by
AUCTION, in ihe spacious premises in the rear of the Grey-

hound Hotel. Croydon, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY,
October 16 and 17, at i o'Clock each day. a larre assortment of ynung
vigorous TREES and SHRUBS, ROSES, CHRYSANTHEMUMS
in pots, full of bud, &c.
Catalogues at the Hotel, and of the Auctioneer and Valuer,

Goldworth Nurseries, Woking, Surrey.

Edgware, N.W.
MESSRS. HUMBERT and COX have received

instructions from the Proprietor lo SELL by AUCTION, on
the Premises, the Whiichurch Rectory, Edgware. on WEDNESDAY
and THURSDAY, October 16 and 17, commencing at 12 o'Clock pre-

cisely on each day, the VALUABLE SURPLUS STOCK, comprising
well-grown specimens, transplanted in the autumn of 1870, of hand-
some Lawn Trees, including Picea Nordmanniana, grandis, Lowii,
nobilis and magnifica; Conifer.x. Evergreen Shrubs and Trees; also
Flowering Trees, including Thujopsisborealis. Wellingtoniagiganlea,
Abies Mcnziesii ; also 500 Fruit Trees. 2000 Standard and Dwarf
Roses, specimen Greenhouse Plants, including Camellias, Azaleas; 500
choicest Greenhouse Ferns, 300 Cyclamen pcrsicum, &c., all in

excellent condition for moving.
May be viewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

at the place of sale, at the usual Inns in the neighbourhood ; and of
Messrs. HUMBERT and COX, Land Agents, 88, St. James's Street,

London. S.W., and Watford, Herts.

Ludlow.
IN THE ESTATE of SAMUEL COX. in LIQUIDATION.
VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK and GREENHOUSES.

MESSRS. GILES and MILLWARDwill SELL by
AUCTION, on the Pemiscs, in Upper Gaolford, Ludlow, on

WEpNESD.A.Y, October 23, at 12 o'Clock at Noon, subject to the
Conditions of Sate to be then produced.
Lot I.—The whole of the valuable and extensive NURSERY

STOCK, now growing, and being in the Nursery, Upper Gaolford,
extending over 3j'i acres, and comprising a first-class assortment of
Forest, Fruit, and Ornamental Trees, Snrubs, Floral and Culinary
Plants; and Tools.
Lot 2.—FIVE GREENHOUSES, comprising Vinery, two Span-

Houses, two Cucumber-Houses, three Span Propagating Pils, and
two Lean-to Pits. Frames, &c.
Also, at 2 o'clock on the same day, the whole of the valuable

HOUSEHOLD GOODS and FURNtfURE, SEEDS, .ind other
effects of the said debtor, at the Bull Ring. Ludlow.

Full Descriptive Catalogues of the Nursery Stock and Greenhouses
are in course of preparation, and may be had on application to the
A uctioneers, or to Mr . M ARSTO N. Solicitor. Ludlow.

'

West Ham, Essex.
Very rich Old Grass Land, containing nearly 22 Acres. Freehold, and

Land-tax redeemed, admirably suited for Market Garden. Fruit,

and Grazing purposes, with possession at Christmas. This Land
has a frontage to the road from London to Bcckton, and is within
si.x miles of ihe Bank of England, and near the Victoria (London)
Docks. A portion of the purchase-money may remain on mortgage.

MESSRS. DRIVER will SELL by AUCTION, at
the Mart. London, on TUESDAY, October 29, at 2 o'Clock,

in one Lot, the above very valuable, rich, old GRASS LAND.
Particulars may be had of Messrs. THURNALL and NASH,

Solicitors. Roysion, Herts; of Mr. ARTHUR BUTLER. Survcj'or
and Land Agent, 7, Staple Inn, Holborn ; and of Messrs, DRIVER,
Surveyors, Land Agents, and Auctioneers. 4, Whitehall, London. W.

East Ham, Essex.
Very rich Old Grass Land, containing 13 Acres, Freehold, and Land-

tax redeemed, admirably suited for Market Gardening, P'ruit, and
Grazing purposes, with possession at Christmas. Within seven
miles of the Banlc of England, close to the river Thames, within
one mile of the North Woolwich Railway Station, and in the
immediate vicinity of the new town of Bcckton.

MESSRS. DRIVER will SELL by AUCTION, at
the Mart. London, on TUESDAY, October 29, at a o'Clock, in

one Lot, the above very valuable PROPERTY
Particulars o( Messrs, SAFFERY and HUNTLEY, Solicitors,

igi.ToolcyStreet, London Bridge. E.C, ; ol Mr. ARTHUR BUTLER,
Surveyor and Land Agent, 7, Staple Inn. Holborn, W.C. , and of
Messrs. DRIVER, Surevyors, Land Agents, and Auctioneers,

4, Whitehall, London, W.
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SALES BY AU CTION.
SALE THIS DAY, AT TWELVE O'CLOCK PRECISELY

Wasstead, Essex, E.
LAST DAY of BUNNEVS (iRKAT CLEARANCE SALE of

NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION. THIS DAY, on the Trcmiscs, the Wanstead

Nurscr>', Wanslead Flats, 15 minutes' walk from the Leytonstone and
Forest Gate Stations (Great Eastern Railway), at la o'clock precisely,
the last portion of the EXTENMVEand VALUABLE NURSERY
STOCK, consisting of 3000 Variegated Hollies, 164 feet; 500 Fancy
Green varieties ; 50CO hybrid and pontica Rhododendrons, mostly set
with bloom-buds; 1500 named varieties, aid many thousands of

seedlings; 3000 Retinospora ericoidcs, and large quantities of other
useful stock, together with thousands ot small Conifera: and
Evergreens in cutting beds, large stack of Peat, &c.

Potter's Bar, N.
IMPORTANT SALE of THRIVING NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Mr, J. Butterficld to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, the Osborne Nursery. Pottei's Bar,
Herts, 10 minutes' walk from Potter's Par Slaiion, Great Northern
Railway, on MONDAY and TUESDAY, October 14 and n;, at 11 for
13 o'clock precisely each day, a large quantity of NURSERY
STOCK, remarkable alike for its healthy appearance and for the
extent of its variety, comprising a choice collection of Coniferfe and
Evergreen Shrubs, including handsome Piceas, Thujas, Araucarias,
Cr>piomcrias, and Abies; Cedrus, of sorts; Enclish, Irish, and
Golden Yews; Wellingtonias, &c. Many thousands of Evergreens,
consisting of Gold and Silver Hollies, Aucubas, Arbutus, large
quantities of Common and Portugal Laurels, Laurustinus, Phillyreas.
thousands of Ornamental Trees and Deciduous Shrubs, a collection of
hardy American Plants, including 3000 bushy Rhododendron pontica,
and a quantity of the best named kinds, together with a quantity of
carefully selected Fruit Trees, Standard and Dwarf Roses, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, K
Relgate, Surrey.

WITHOUT RESERVE—IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of
VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are favoured
with instructions, from the Executors of the late Mr. James

Tvery. to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Lower Nursery-,
Dorking Road, Reigate, Surrey, on WEDNESDAY and TH URSDAY,
October 16 and 17, at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely each day, without
rcscr\'e, the Lease of this Nurser>- having expired and immediate pos-
session required, the whole of the VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK,
consisting of an extensive and varied assortment of Conifcras and
Evergreen Shrubs adapted for efTcclive planting, comprising 5000
Common and Portugal Laurels, 2000 English and Irish Yews, 2500 Box
of sorts, 1000 Laurustinus. a large quantity of choice Pinus, Piceas,
and Abies of sorts, remarkably handsome Thuja aurea, 5 feet high,
Cedrus Deodara, Cupressus, Variegated and Green Hollies, some of
which are very hancfsomc specimens. The Ornamental and Forest
Trees include thousands of clean grown Litnes, Oaks, Chestnuts,
Willows, Poplars. Planes, &c. ; thousands of well furnished Spruce
Firs, Austrian, Weymouth, and Scotch I'ines; 3000 Deciduous Shrubs
of sorts, 1000 Standard and Dwarf Roses of the best varieties, 3000
Strong Asparagus, rooo Seakalc, Rhubarb, 100 Scarlet Rhododen-
drons, Kalmias, &c. ; together with 75 splendid specimen Azalea
indica of sorts, 2 to 5 feet high by i to 4 feet through, symmetrically
trained and beautifully set with bloom-buds.
On view one week prior to the bale. Catalogues may be had on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E,

Tottenham, N.
IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. Thos. S. Ware to SELL by AUCTION,

without reserve (in consequence of a portion of the land being required
for the construction of a sewer), on the Premises, the Hale Farm
Nursery, Tottenham, Middlesex, adjoining the Railway Station, onWEDNESDAY, October 17. at ir for is o'Clock precisely, a large
quantity of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, consisting of a choice
assortment of Conifersc and Evergreen Shrubs, comprising 1500
Green and Variegated Hollies, 2000 Green Box, fine English Yews,
bushy Common Laurels, bushy Aucubas, Cupressus Lawsoniana,
Thuja aurea, Pinus of sorts, Cedrus Deodara, Araucarias, &c, some
of which are handsome specimens; a quantity of Privet, a fine collec-
tion of Ornamental Trees, viz., fine Limes, Poplars, Willows. Elms,
Ash, Standard and Dwarf Acer Negundo variegata, remarkably well-
rrown Fruit Trees, a rich assortment of 1000 Standard and Dwarf
Roses, with unusually fine heads; 2000 Moss Roses, a quantity of
Hardy Climbing Plants, in pots ; together with a choice collection of
Succulents suitable for bedding or subtropical purposes, &c.
^'ay be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and ol the A uctioneers, Leytonstone, E.

Lee, S.E.
IMPORTANT SALE of 2000 WINTER BLOOMING HEATHS,CHOICE CYCLAMENS, A7,ALEAS. CAMELLIAS, andSEVERAL SPECIMEN GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Mr. B. Mailer to SELL byAUCTION, wiihouc reserve, on the Premises, the Burnt Ash Nursery,

Lee, Kent, on THURSDAY, October 17, at 11 for 12 o'Clock pre-
cisely, a ouantity Selected GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including
2000 Erica hyemalis and others, in various sizes, which for vigorous
growth and profusion of bloom-buds are unsurpassed in the Trade

;

200 Cyclamen persicum, a capital strain ; 500 Primula sinensis, a few
hundreds of well-grown Poinsettias and Genistas, handsome specimen
Camellias and Azalea indica, 500 beautifully grown Bouvardia alba,
Solanums, Tea and other Roses in pots, 3 fine specimen Tree Ferns,

do. Pandanus uiilis, 4 feet by 3 feet, i do. Pandanus utilis, 6 feet by
D feet, 12 remarkably fine specimen Aphelexis and Ixoras, &c

,

together with 500 fine standard Roses of the best varieties, fine Fruit
^^•5". VIZ . Standard, Dwarf, and Pyramidal Apples, Pears, Plums,
and Cherries, Dwarf-trained Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, &-cOn view one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on the
Premises; at Mr. MALLERS Seed Shop, Lcwisham; and of the
Auctioneers, Leytonstone, E.

Wmesden, Middlesex.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of NURSERY STOCK
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL

by AUCTION, on the Premises, Willesden Nursery, near the
Spotted Dog, Willesden Lane, Willesden, Middlesex, five minutes'
walk from Willesden Junction Station, on FRIDAY, October 18, at
Ti for 12 o'clock precisely, by order of Mr George Videon, without
reserve, the Lease of this portion of the Premises having been disposed
of, the whole of the VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, comprising a
choice assortment of Evergreen and Conifera; Shrubs, varying, all
sizes, including handsome specimens for immediate effective purposes,
VIZ., Cedrus Deodara, Cupressus Lawsoniana, Wellingtonias, Thu-
jopsis boreahs, Araucanas, Piceas ; also thousands of Rhododendrons,
Thujas, Arbor-vitee, Hollies, Common and Portugal Laurels, and a
quantity of Deciduous Shrubs of sons, hardy Ghent Azaleas, &c., with
a choice assortment of Standard and Dwarf Roses, &c.
On view. Catalogues may be had on the Premises, Videon's

Nursery, Maida Vale ; and of the Auctioneers, Leyionstonc, E.

Planting Season.
IMPORTANT to NOBLEMEN. GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN,

BUILDERS, and OTHERS EXTENSIVELY ENGAGED in
PLANTING.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE of FORTHCOMING
AUCTION SALES of NURSERY STOCK, to be conducted
by MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS :—

OCTOBER 28 and 29.—On the Premises, EXOTIC NURSERY,
Tooting, SW.. by orderof Mr. R. Parker.

OCTOBER 28 and 29. — On the Premises, the SPRINGFIELD
NURSERY, Chelmsford, by order of the Proprietor, in conse-
qucnce of the Lease having expired.

lR?J-r-*^,?° ^"^ 31 —On the Premises, ST. JOHN'S HILL
y^r^i^^y.^^^^ ' ^ = '' Wandsworth, by order ol Mr. W. Hooper.NOVEMBER i.—On the Premises, the NURSERY, Brook Street,
xt^,V^?5l,C'^P'°"' by order of Messrs. J. Offord & Son,NOVEMBER 4 to 7.-On the Premises, SAX
v-r.il^S"i?V,'2"'

by °^^" of the Proprietor.

c^Dv^^ ".^*° 13—On the Premises, WOODHAM NUR-
vr>v^WBi?S" Aa^ljesione, by order of Mr. t. F. Meston.NOV EMBER 14 and i5.-On the Premises, the NURSERIES, West

Dulwich, by order of Messrs- F. S: A. Smith.

Isleworth, W.
CLEARANCE SALE of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, with an

immense quantity of FRUIT TREES, LIMES, and SUNDRY
GARDEN IMPLEMENTS.

IMPORTANT to the TRADE. MARKET GARDENERS, and
OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. C. S. Waring (who is relinquishing the

business) to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises,
the Islcworih Nursery, Islcworth, Middlesex, W.,on MONDAY and
TUESDAY, October ai and 22. at it for 12 o'Clock precisely each day,
(he whole of the VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, comprising a
capital assortment of Evergreen and Conifera? Shrubs, which include
3500 fine Green and Variegated Hollies, 2 to 6 feet ; 3000 Aucubas, i to
3 feet ; Rhododendrons, 3000 Thujas of sorts, Wellingtonias, aooo
Box, Spruce and Scotch Firs, Em^lish and Irish Yews, &c. ; 12,000
clean-grown Fruit Trees, lotted largely to suit the Trade and Market
Gardeners, consisting of Standard^ Feathered, Dwarf-trained, and
Maiden Apples, Pears, i'lums, and Cherries ; Dwarf-trained Peaches,
Nectarines, and Apricots, embracing all the best known market
varieties; 6000 Gooseberries and Currants, 8000 Fruit-tree Stocks, a
large quantity of Ornamental Trees, comprising 7000 fine Limes, 6 to

14 feet ; 500 Planes, 2000 Lilacs, Laburnums. Poplars, a large quantity
of Deciduous Shrubs, 4000 Sir Charles Napier Strawberries, fine
Standard and Dwarf Roses of the choice kinds, together with a
quantity of Seakalc, Asparagus, Clematis. Also, a few lots of sundry
old Furniture, tJardcn Implements, &c.
On view one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

Surrey.—WlndJesham, near Bagshot.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE of THRIVING NURSERY

STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have

received instructions from Messrs. G. Baker & Son to SELL
by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the American
Nursery. Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, on WEDNESDAY,
October 23, and three following days, at 12 o'Clock precisely each day,
a large portion of the EXTENSIVE and VALUABLE NURSERY
STOCK, consisting of an unusually large assortment of Conifera:
and Evergreen Shrubs, including a quantity of handsome specimens
adapted for immediate effect, varj'ing from 6 to 15 feet, comprising
Thujas of sorts, Thujopsis, Abies, Wellingtonia, Hollies of sorts.
4000 bushy Portugal Laurels, thousands of Common Laurels, a large
quantity of named Hollies of sorts, 2000 Thujas of sorts, 1000 prettily
grown Retinospora pisifera aurea, 9 inches to 2 feet; 1000 Thujopsis
dolabrata, variegated, i to 2 feet ; 1000 Ta.xus japonica, 2000 Cupressus
Lawsoniana, English Yews, i to 2 feet ; Aucubas of sorts, rooo
Euonymus of sorts, 10,000 Rhododendrons of sorts, 4000 Kalmia
latifolia, q to 18 inches ; Hardy Azaleas and Heaths, and other
American Plants ; looa Pinus austriaca, 3 to 6 feet ; 15,000 Transplanted
Larch, a quantity of Purple Beech, 6 to 9 feet ; and other Ornamental
Trees, Tea ancf other Roses, in pots; quantity of Pampas-grass,
Tritonias, &&
May be viewed until the Sale. Catalogues may be had on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

Stanhope Nursery, opposite Beaufort House.
Near WALHAM GREEN, FULHAM.-CLEARANCE SALE.

MR. J. A. SMITH is instructed by Mr. Siggers to
SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on MON DAY, Oct. 14,

at 12 o'clock, the capital remaining NURSERY STOCK, comprising
about 800 Evergreens, in Laurel. Box, Arbor-vit^, &c ; 1000 white
unique climbing Moss and Standard Roses, Wistaria in pots, three
specimens of Australian Palm, a variety of Greenhouse Plants. 2000
Geraniums of sorts ; also Hct-water Pipes. Elbows and Bends, Lawn
Mower, Stock Bricks, and a few out-door effects.

Catalogues of the Auctioneer, Hammersmith, W,

To Gentlemen, Nurserymen, Florists,
MARKET GARDENERS, BUILDERS and MANAGERS of

PUBLIC GARDENS and ESTATES.

MR. J. A. SMITH is instructed by Mr. John Trot-
man to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Spring Grove

Nursery, Isleworth, opposite the Milford Arms Hotel, on the high
road to Hounslow, and five minutes' walk from theSouth-Wcstcrn Rail-
way Station, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, October 17 and 18, at 12
o'clock each day, the Land being required forother purposes, a portion of
the carefully selected NURSERY STOCK, including about 8000 Orna-
mental Trees, from 10 feet to 16 feet high, and comprising icoo well-
grown Limes, 1500 Lombardy, White and Black Italian Poplars. 500
standard Thorns of sorts, 1000 Acacia, Variegated Negundo, Birch,
Mountain Ash, S>;^camore, Laburnum, Elms, Chestnuts, and others;
also about 10,000 fine Evergreens, from 2 feet to 6 ^eet, in 1000 choice
Hollies, 1000 Common Laurel, vooo Portugal ditto, 1000 Chinese Arbor-
•tar, 1000 Americanjlitto, icoo Rhododendrons set with bloom. Tree
Box, Laurustinus, Thuja Lobbii, Golden Arbor-vita:, Picea Nord
manniana, Irish Yew, Hemlock, Spruce. Lilac, Araucaria, Chinese
Juniper. Wellingtonia gigantea, and various others; 1000 Standard
and other Roses, 1000 strong Sweet Briars, several thousand Standard
and Dwarf Fruit Trees, of choice named kinds, the whole in tine con-
dition for removal, and admirably adapted for effective Planting.
May be viewed the day preceding and mornings of Sale. Catalogues

at Mr. J. A. SMITH'S Auction Offices, Hammersmith, W.

Stoke Newington, N.
To GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, BUILDERS,

and OTHERS.— PEREMPTORY CLEARANCE SALE, the
Land being immediately required for Building Purposes,

MR. J. A. SMITH is instructed by Messrs. G. & J.
Goshawk to SELL by AUCTION, on the Ground known as

Woodberry Down Nursery, Woodberry Down, Seven Sisters Road,
close to the Manor House Tavern, Finsburj' Park, and within a few
minutes' walk of the direct Tramway route to Holloway, City, &c ,

on THURSDAY, October 3T, at iz o'Clock, the GENUINE
NURSERY STOCK, comprising nearly 2000 Standard and
Pyramidal Apple and Pear Trees, including Cellini. Manx Codlin,
Ribston Pippin, Scarlet Nonpareil. Hawthorndcn, Jtlenheim Pippin,
Duchess d'A ngoulCme, Jargonelle, Beurr^Clairgcau, &c ; 600 Laurels,
various ; 600 Euonymus. Silver and Plain

; 400 Box Trees, 400 Arbor-
vita;, 300 Aucubas. 300 Green Holly, 50 Irish Junipers, 50 Cupressus
Lawsoniana, about too Standard Roses of choice kinds, Silver Birch.
Chestnuts, Oval-leaved Privets, and the remaining carefully-selected
Stock, as lotted and described in Catalogue.
May be viewed the day preceding, and morning of Sale. Catalogues

at the place of Sale ; and by Post, on application to the Auctioneer,
Hammersmith, W.

Great Sale of Nursery Stock.

MR. O. S H E L L A R D is instructed by the
Proprieter, Mr. George Davison, to SELL by AUCTION,

at the White Cross Nurseries, Hereford, on THURSDAY and
FRIDAY, October 17 and 18, at 12 for 1 o'Clock punctually each day,
in Lots to suit all purchasers, the following large and valuable
NURSERY STOCK :-
First Day. — 150.000 strong Larch, 100,000 strong Ash, 50.000

Spanish Chestnut, 20,000 sirong, three times transplanted, Austrian
Firs, 60,000 Scotch Firs, 50,000 Hazel, 10,000 Portugal Laurel, 20,000
Common Laurel, 500 specimen Conifers, from 3 to 10 feet (fine sym-
metrical plants, frequently tranplanted), Berberis, Beech, Hornbeam,
Spruce Firs, Limes (suitable for avenues), Sycamore, Yews, &c.
Second Day. — 500 Exotic, Tree, and Hardy Ferns; Azaleas,

Dracanas, and Palms; many thousands of Standard and Dwarf
Roses ; 10,000 Arbor-vitse, 30,000 Ivys (for edging). Laurustinus, and
numerous Specimen Trees, &c., fully described in Catalogues to be
obtained from Mr. G. DAVISON, at the White Cross Nurseries;
or from the Auctioneer, 13, King Street, Hereford.

SALE NURSERY,

Important Sale of Prize Shorthorns, at Wednesfleld
WOLVERHAMPTON.

MR. BRADBURN'S HERD of SHORTHORN
CATTLE, comprising about Fifty Head of Bulls, Cows, and

Heifers, will be SOLD by AUCTION, at Wednesfield, Wolver-
hampton, on FRIDAY next, October 18, at i o'Clock (Luncheon
at 12). It has been selected and bred during the last 12 years from
the well-known prize stocks of Mr, Joshua Price, and Mr. Charles
Stubbs. The great success that has distinguished Mr. Bradburn'a
Shorthorns at the Meetings of the Royal, the Yorkshire, Lincolnshire,
Northumberland, and other County and Local Shows, throughout the
Kingdom during the last five years, is the best evidence of the high
merit and excellence of the Stock.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had of JOHN THORNTON,

15, Langham Place, London, W.

Lawes' Chemical Manure Company (Limited).]
Ckaintiatt—JoHN Knowles, Esq.LAWES' WHEAT MANURE, for Autumn Sowing,

now ready for deliverj-.

LAWES' TURNIP MANURE, DISSULVED BONES, SUPER-
PHOSPHATE of LI.ME, POTAIO, MANGEL, BARLEY,WHEAT, OAT and GRASS MANURES, CONCENTRATED
CORN and GRASS MANURES.
The Company having purchased the Business carried on by Mr.

Lawcs (or so many years, are now prepared to receive orders for the
above Manures.
The Manures can be supplied direct from the Works at Dcptford

and Barking Creeks, or through the Dcpflts at the Ports and Railway
Stations throughout the Kingdom.
The Company have retained the advice and assistance of Mr.

Lawcs lor a period of two years, and all their Manures will be pre-
pared under his direction. They are determined to send out
Manures of the highest quality only, and no expense or trouble
will be spared to maintain for the future the same high position which
they have occupied in the past.
Orders for Manures, ana applications for Agencies in unrepresented

districts, should be sent in at once to H. R. CHASTON, Manager.
Head Offices:—59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Branches ;— 22, Eden Quay, Dublin; Market Street, Shrewsbury ;

Womanby Street, Cardiff ; 63, Constitution Street, Leith
; 34, Market

Street, Aberdeen ; Cumberland Rnad, liristnl.

^PHE" LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY^
JL (Incorporatkd by Special Acts of Parliament.)

DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &c.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above

purposes, without investigation of title.

For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.
RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. i, Great GeorRe Street,
Storey's Gate, Westminster. S.W.

THE TWENTY-THIRD ROYAL BERKSHIRE
ROOT SHOW will be held in MESSRS. SUTTON'S NEW

LARGE WAREHOUSES, READING, on SATURDAY, Novem-
ber23, when PRIZES amounting to upwards of EIGHTY POUNDS
will be awarded for the best specimens of MANGELS, SWEDES,
TURNIPS, KOHL RABl, POTATOS, &c., including a £10 loj.
Silver Cup for the best 24 specimens of SUTTON'S CHAMPION
SWEDES, with £5, £:i. and £2 for the next best specimens; and a
£<i 5s. Silver Cup (offered by Messrs. GrifTm, Wolverhampton) for the
best Collection of ROOTS. For complete particulars apply to

SUTTON AND SONS, Reading, Berks.

THE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE AND POULTRY
SHOVY—The TWENTY-FOURTH GREAT ANNUAL

EXHIBITION will be held in Binglcy Hall on NOVEMBER 30 and
DECEMBER 2, 3, a, a. d 5, when PRIZES amounting to TWO
THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED AND SEVENTY - FIVE
POUNDS will be awarded in the following Divisions :—

Fat CATTLE ;C93i ("of.
FatSHEEP 334 o o
Fat and Store PIGS 137 o o
ROOTS {including POTATOS) and CORN 104 o o
POULTRY and PIGEONS .. .. 770 o o

Including 100 SILVER CUPS and MEDALS.
No Prizes will be awarded for Implements; but space will be

reserved on the Ground Floor and in the Galleries for Seedsmen's
Stalls, Samples of Artificial Manures, Agricultural and Horticultural
Implements, and other articles used in connection therewith.
ENTRIES CLOSE on FRIDAY, November i.

JOHN B. LYTHALL, Secretary.
39, New Street, Birmingham.

MITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW.—
The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and PIGS

will be held at the AGRICULTURAL HALL. ISLINGTON, on
MONDAY afternoon, December 9, and four lollowing days.
Intending Exhibitors are requested to apply for Certificate Forms

by the reference letters as under :

—

CATTLE.—Form A. For an OX or STEER (in any Class).

„ B. For a COW or HEIFER (in any Class).

„ C. For a BEAST in Extra Stock
SHEEP. „ D. For a Pen of Three WETHERS.

„ E. For a Pen ol Three EWES.
„ F. For a Single WETHER SHEEP in ExtraStock

PIGS. „ G. For a Pen of Three PIGS (in any Class).

,, H. For a Single PIG in Extra Stock.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER i.

Prize Lists, Forms of Certificate";, and all information may be
obtained on application to Mr. DAVID PULLEN, Assistant Secre-
tary, at the Oltice of the Honorary Secretary, corner of Half-Moon
Street, Piccadilly, London, W.
N.B,—All communications respecting the Show must be addressed

to the Assistant Secretary as above, and should bear outside the
words " Smithfield Club Show."

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1872.

SUCH crops follow the spade that it is often

said of the cottager and his garden, " Ah !

his quantity is small and he digs it ;
" as if that

explained everything. We have lately inspected
the FARnriNG of Shetland, where they dig their

little farms, with a result which proves that we
make a mistake in believing there is magic in the
spade. Shetland lies far away towards the
northern fairyland, where half-a-dozen kindly
brownies are supposed to look after the crops
and the dairy, but their yield is bad in spite of
fairies and of spades.
How is it that plenty follows the spade in our

gardens and not in Shetland? " If you please,"

said a small companion to us once, at a concert,
" does the music come out of that gentleman's
little rod ? " People make the same mistake
sometimes in reference to the spade, which is

only the baton in the conductor's hand, and is

powerless to produce crops, which come from
the pigstye and other places. The spade delu-
sion may be exposed perhaps and other hints
gained from Shetland, and a useful wrinkle may
be scored on such minds as are capable of
receiving impressions.

If people with plastic and open minds, who
believe at present in spade-magic, would go to

Shetland, or stand at a cottager's gate at home
for a twelvemonth, and observe all that comes in

and all that goes out, they would change their

views, we are persuaded ; and if those of the

I
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British public who hold meetings and make
demonstrations in Trafalgar Square, in con-

nection with the grievance of dear butcher's

meat, could afford to stand at our farm and city

gates for a year and a day to watch the sources

of fertility without paying any attention to politics

for that period, their eyes would be opened to the

causes of dear food, and they would give up the

spade and other fallacies.

Farm produce, like everything else, gravitates

to the cities. Food goes '' that gate," and never

comes back in the shape of manure. The British

pubhc throw the fiddles and trumpets into the

river, and expect the music to come out of the

conductor's baton. The fisher-farmer of Shet-

land knows as little about the sources of fertility

as the British public. There never was an indi-

vidual more blind on one side and more preju-

diced and obstinate— entirely "at sea" as a

farmer, and yet perfectly at home at sea and in

matters which he understands. The best of

sailors is in his case the worst of farmers.

The Shetlander farms so badly that his land-

lord has become ashamed of him, and has lately

asked himself the question, " Why cumbereth he

the ground .' Surely sheep would pay better

rent." And in such of the hundred islands and
liolms of Shetland as afford room for a flock, the

fisher-farmer has in many instances been entirely

rubbed out of the map of the estates, and a

sorry sight blots the treeless and somewhat
dreary landscape. The little nests of houses

called townships have been knocked down as a

nuisance, leaving the unroofed homesteads open

to the sky ; the gardens, such as they were, have

been sown with grass seeds, and Cheviots and
Blackfaces now graze about the ruined thresholds.

The Shetlander is quite unconscious of having

deserved this cruel fate, and it is indeed a bitter

cup for a law-loving people and a fine race of

men ;
yet the fate is inevitable, and the cup

must be drained to the dregs unless the fisher-

farmer can learn the art of farming, and pay

more rent for his land. Si.x pounds are a common
rent for a cottage and byre, a stable and barn

—

all very small, of course—with 7 or 8 acres of

land, besides the run of the " scattald " or common
pasture, and the right to dig peat for fuel. When
the landlord attempts to raise these peppercorn

rents, the simple cotter responds, " A man is too

much harrassed here to live ; rents are too high

already;" and, 'in fact, though the cool equable

climate would enable him to produce Scottish

crops of Turnips and capital grasses, he is

departing from the country in ignorance, injured,

as he believes, and his place is filled by sheep.

There is one expedient, however, by which the

cotter has saved his roof-tree in many instances.

He can farm the water if not the land with con-

summate skill, and the landlord can get his

rent by sharing the fisherman's industry outside

the boundary of his farm. The bargain the

parties make is called " truck," and it binds the

tenant to fish to his landlord, or to the tacksman,

or middleman. In these cases the value of the

catch of fish is credited to the fisherman in a

running account, at the landlord's or agent's

price. All articles of farm produce which the

tenant sells go through the same hands, and into

the running account, and fishing tackle and
other necessaries are supplied to the tenant from
the landlord's or agent's shop. Consequently, he
only sees coin at the end of the year, when, it is

to be hoped, his masters show some mercy in

paying him his balance.

Such are the evils that accrue to a non-
agricultural people who are ignorant of the art

of manuring the land. As the Shetlander is a

British farmer, and quite a curiosity, we need
not apologise for introducing him to our readers.

There is very little in common between him and
us, and the northern Cyclades are 750 miles

north of London, still the same leading principles

underlie all systems of farming, and the failure

of the Shetlander recalls our own weak point.

His ignorance of the methods of feeding the

land, and his waste of manures that would make
his fortune, remind us of the broken link in our
own agricultural economy, which, in spite of our
skill in feeding stock, costs us dearly to repair
continually by artificial means.

Sheep are stamping out men in Shetland, and
the cradle of an ancient and hardy race of sea-
men seems destined to be filled with fleeces
instead of sailors. It is the old spectacle of a
momentous change coming in the guise of econo-
mic reform. It is sometimes said of such
changes that they could not have been averted,
however painful they may be. This is an era of

commercial economy and success, and of respect

for economic laws. We would remark, however,
that before submitting to the tyranny of an
alleged law one should take the trouble to ascer-

tain whether it be really the law, or only a
spurious interpretation.

Sheep, we are told, pay better than men in

Shetland, and as advancement and teaching

come, to a great extent, through the pocket, the

progress of the country requires that the popula-

tion should find a field where its labour may be
profitable. Superficial arguments often sound
reasonable, but we cannot help doubting whether
landlords who have been absentees, or indifferent

to the management of their estates and tenants,

have a moral right to dismiss the cotters from
their farms because they are ignorant. They
should remember the duties attaching to the

ownership of property, live on their estates, teach

the tenants how to farm, show them the use of

proper tools and the advantage of rotations and
of clean husbandry ; and they should organise

improvements in the breeding of stock, and
enlarge the little homesteads, or enable the occu-

piers to modify them with their own hands by
giving them the security of leases with covenants
touching unexhausted improvements.
The Shetlander is, no doubt, exceedingly

strong-willed and slow to change fixed habits,

like many other people, but he can be influenced.

We know a landlord who introduced carts into

his neighbourhood, where the pony's back had
been the usual means of conveyance. He
bought some carts and set them in his barn,

and the neighbours came and laughed at the

merry-go-rounds, which were the best joke they

had seen in that part of the country for some
time. The carts were sent for peat, and the

neighbours stared, finding they held more than

their ancient " cassies," or baskets, and con-

siderably more than ponies or women could carry

on their backs. At last a cotter borrowed a cart,

after he had been invited by the laird to put

his pony in the shafts, "just for fun." It proved
useful ; but just at the busiest time the laird

required the cart so peremptorily that the

borrower consented to buy it at cost price with

the harness, and carts soon became general. It

is by similar management, by persuasion, and
perhaps a little judicious coercion on some occa-

sions, that the cotter can be taught to farm.

Knowledge, however, soon spreads under favour-

able circumstances, and teaching through the

pocket is rapid when the pecuniary results are

satisfactory. A little patience and personal

supervision by landlord or steward are alone

required to enable the poor cotters to hold their

own against the sheep, and to bring about an
economic reform of an opposite character to that

which is now threatened, and one which shall

raise the value of property by permanently
improving it.

At Mark Lane this week only good samples

of English Wheat obtained the full prices of the week
previous. Late quotations for beasts were well

maintained at the Metropolitan Cattle Market on Mon-
day ; sheep were lower on the average. For both, on

Thursday, previous quotations were barely reached.

A fresh outbreak of Cattle Plague was
reported on Monday from Bridlington, in the infected

district. It occurred in a single cow, on premises

where no other animal was kept ; and this cow was
slaughtered by order of the local authorities as soon as

the nature of the disease became apparent. The cold

weather has brought with it a gratifying diminution of

the number of animals in Dorset suffering from the

foot-and-mouth disease. Monday's returns, made up to

Saturday night, show that in sevendivisionsof the county

there were 11,431 cases during the past week. These

were on 395 farms, there having been 76 fresh attacks.

There were 1 7 deaths from the malady. The returns

made by the inspectors of the progress of the foot-and-

mouth disease in Northumberland show a more un-

satisfactory state of things than the preceding returns.

The returns are brought down to September 29. The
number of cattle suffering from the disease at the time

of the last return was 2722 ; attacked since, 6803 ;

dead, 86 ; recovered, 6746 ; remaining diseased, 2001,

Sheep : Number diseased at last return, 24,070

;

attacked since, 40,200; dead, 56 ; recovered, 43,961
remaining diseased, 18,253.

At a meeting, held on Tuesday last, of the

Cheshire Chamber of Agriculture, for the purpose of

discussing the question of " Compensation for
Improvements for which the Tenant-Farmer has

not received a proportionate benefit," Mr. R. Dutton,
Stanthorne Hall, contended that the tenant was
entitled to the fullest compensation for the loss which
his produce sustained from the ravages of the ground
game, which the landlord may have let to another.

Moreover, if during the tenancy any permanent

improvements were made by the tenant for which he
had obtained a certificate from his landlord or agent
specifying the cost of such improvements, compensa-
tion should be made after the following scale :— Drain-
ing, if done to the satisfaction of the owner, one-tenth
less than the original cost for every year tlie tenancy
continued after the work had been done ; eradicat-

ing old fences and planting new ones, after the same
scale ; filling up unnecessary pits, the same ; bone
dust applied to pasture land, and subsequently
neither ploughed nor mown, one-eighth less than
the original cost for each year the tenancy continued
after its application ; oilcake used during the last

year of the tenancy for which the vouchers should be
produced, one-third less than the original cost ; all hay
and straw left on the premises to be taken by the
incoming tenant at two-thirds its market value ; and
all Clover, grain seed, pasturage, &c., to be taken by
the incoming tenant according to its value, such value
to be settled by arbitration. There should be a court
of arbitration and conciliation in each county, composed
of landowners and tenant-farmers.—The Chairman
{Lord Egerton) said : More than a quarter of a
century ago he sat on a committee of the House of
Commons on the subject of agricultural customs in this

country. It fell to his lot, with the chairman of that

committee, to bring forward, in two successive sessions,

a Bill for compensating tenants for unexhausted
"mprovements, but it did not pass. It was opposed by
the Lincolnshire farmers, though the custom of com-
pensating tenants for unexhausted improvements
prevailed in that county. It was also opposed by the

farmers of Sussex and other places, where the sum
paid to outgoing tenants amounted to two years' rent.

Various theories had been propounded in regard to the

land. They were told that they must cut up their

farms. He thought that any one who had seen the

system of subdivision of farms in France would not
endorse that theory. On the other hand, they were
told that large capital was required for the manage-
ment of farms ; and if large capital was required, the

natural consequence must be, as was the case in all

manufacturing establishments, that they would have
very large farms. There were in that county a number
of excellent working farmers who had moderate-sized

farms, and he for one should be sorry to break up
those homes. Let them pass whatever legislative

enactments they liked, unless a good feeling between
landlord and tenant was maintained they would have
no effect in promoting the prosperity of agriculture

and increasing the supply of food for the people.

—

Mr. Willis, Winsford, said that though there were
many good landlords in Cheshire there were others

against whom the tenants required protection. The
voluntary system had been on its trial for a long time,

and had not resulted at all satisfactorily. The time

had come when it was necessary for the tenant-farmers

to proclaim boldly that they required legal protection

for improvements effected upon farms from which they

had not received a proportionate benefit.—Mr. D.
Broughton said he believed that on all large farms in

Cheshire—he could speak in regard to 40,000 or

50,000 acres—^the tenants were compensated for unex-

hausted improvements. There was no difficulty that

could not be met by simple contracts, without resort-

ing to legislative interference.—Mr. Latham, Brad-

well Hall, said he was perfectly convinced that without

ihe interference of the Legislature the tenant-farmer

could not be said to be in a safe position with his land-

lord. He quite agreed with Mr. Broughton that in

ill large estates tenants might be said to be safe. A
large landowner must be influenced by public opinion,

and a man possessing many thousands per year would
not think it worth while to slightly increase his income
at the expense of being considered an indifferent

landlord. It was far better that he should get

a moderate income well and satisfactorily than that

he should be exposed to the danger of frequent changes.

But when they came to single farms or to the owners

of one or two farms he was sorry to say that the case

was very different. Public opinion had no effect upon
men who owned those farms in comparison with the

advantage which they got by a rise of 10 or 15 percent.

He knew a farmer who had very much improved his

farm by draining and boning. The landlord, who went
to the farm last year, told the tenant that he was
making too big a cheese for his rent, and he imme-
diately took away 30 acres of the land. The tenant

quitted the farm and went to another, and did not

receive one penny compensation. He considered that

such a case ought to be provided for by Legislative in-

terference. Other cases to be provided against were
those in which tenants made improvements without

the consent of the landlord. If a tenant drained a

farm without the consent of the landlord, he ought

to have the power of going before the Enclosure

Commissioners or some other public body and saying,
" I propose to lay out so much money upon my farm ;

I propose to borrow the money from an insurance

society or from the Government ; and I will pay the

instalments with interest during my tenancy, and my
successor must pay his instalments." It was necessary

for the public benefit that the land should be m.-ide as

productive as possible, and it should not remain unpro-

ductive owing to the obstinacy and stupidity of the

landlord. Generally the interests of tenants and land-

owners were identical, but they were not identical in

regard to the letting of farms, as the landowser tried
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to get the highest rent he could.—Mr. Wilbraham
Egerton, M.P., said he was not prepared to admit

that a case had been made out for legislative interfer-

ence. It was more a matter of contract between the

landlord and tenant. He did not suppose that one

landlord in 10,000 would refuse to give security to a

tenant if he saw that his capital was advantageouly laid

out on his farm. He did not, however, agree with Mr.

Latham that a tenant should have the power of going

before the Enclosure Commissioners and securing a

right to compensation for improvements with which

the landlord did not agi-ee. He moved,

"That this Chamber considers it necessary for the

proper security of capital engaged in husbandry that an

outgoing tenant should be entitled to compensation from

his landlord, or the incoming tenant for improvements he

has made with the previous consent of the owner, and

from which he has received no proportionate benefit, with

respect to drainage and other improvements of a per-

manent character, and that the landlord should be paid

by the tenant for dilapidations and deteriorations caused

by the neglect of the tenant, the amounts respectively to

be decided by arbitration ; that where no contract or

agreement exists the amount payable on either side

should be capable of being enforced by arbitration."'

Lord De Tabley seconded the resolution, which

was passed.

Mr. Mackinder, of Lincolnshire, is reported

in the Lincoln Gazette to have invented an Elastic
"Wheel for Traction Engines, which is intended to

supersede the costly elastic tyres of Thompson's road-

engine. The framing of the wheel is of wrought-iron,

and the elastic tread is secured in the following manner :

—The circumference of the wheel is divided into

24 boxes, over each what may be called a box lid,

made of malleable iron, is placed. These are held in

their places, and at proper distances apart, by wrought-

iron stirrups between each. The width of each box is

about 5^ inches, and its length, which is also the width

of the wheel, 16 inches. Within each box is an

ordinary elliptical spring, sufficiently strong to carry

the weight of the wheel and engine, and sufficiently

elastic to allow the box lids to slide from three-quarters

of an inch to an inch on to the box. This sliding

dowTi of the box lid, when the weight of the engine

presses upon it, produces a flattening of the circum-

ference of the wheel, giving great grip on any kind

of road, and preventing the wheel from sinking in soft

places. To ensure the proper play of the springs,

which would be interfered with if gravel or other

extraneous substances got into the box, the interstices

are entirely filled with cork. The cork not only acts

as an auxiliary, but by keeping the box quite full under

all circumstances, no extraneous matter can by any
possibility get inside, and it also serves as an absolute

preventive to any breakage taking place. Immediately
on the completion of the first wheel it was determined

to test it with one of the old kind, supplied with the

india-rubber tire. The different wheels were placed on
a road-steamer, and the trial took place up the Can-
wick Hill, where the gradient is one in eight. Mr.
Mackinder*s wheel was first placed out of gear, so

that the whole traction power was thrown upon the

other. Soon after reaching the foot of the hill, the old

wheel came to a standstill. It was accordingly thrown
out, and the new wheel put into gear, and the latter

took the steamer a considerable distance up the hill.

Further trial has proved equally satisfactory,

An editorial paragraph in the Veterinarian for

October, given in another page, calls attention to the

absurdity of tracing the outbreak of the cattle plague

in Yorkshire to the stranding of diseased carcases on
the coast of Lincolnshire. The true connecting chain

between the disease at St. Petersburgh and that at

Patrington, Bridlington, and Pocklington lies through

Hamburgh and Hull, where a piague-stnick ship

was lying "for several days in the Humber dock, and
not 500 yards from the cattle market."

The following are two recent utterances by
men in high stations on the Condition of the Agri-
cultural Labourer :

—

I. The Duke of Btickingkatn, at Bucki7igham, Sept. 26.— " They had no reason as farmers and employers to be
disheartened, either as to what had happened or what
was to come. It seemed to him they had only to look
whatever difficulty might arise in obtaining sufficient

labour to work our farms fully and fairly in the face, and
they might look forward to the labourers taking the same
interest in the welfare of the farms as hitherto they had
been accustomed to do. There had been a great talk of

agitators and lecturers among the labourers, and of com-
binations and unions which would not leave a man free to

deal with every individual employer. The labourer who
joined a union put himself down as a beggar in the social

scale. Liberty of action was gone. Employers of labour
should look well and carefully into the circumstances of
their trade, and see how much they could justly and fairly

aiford to pay for work. Where that was paid, where the

l?ibourer was provided with good accommodation, and
where his family received the attention and care they had
been accustomed to, they need not fear but that the
labourer would study his own interests. The best way
for employers to meet the present difficulty was by impress-
ing upon the labourer by their actions that he and his

family would receive regular and steady employment, that
he would receive the care in illness and those comforts
which his position required in the way of house accommo-
dation." I

2. The Earl of Roseberry, at Queensferry, Sept. 28.

—

" The agricultural labourers of this country have formed
themselves into unions ; but it seems to me, though I

know it is not an opinion universally held, that a union
within legitimate bounds, and governed by legitimate

principles, is a perfectly fair combination for the advance
or the propagation of any principle. It is very easy to say
that unions will step in and interfere with those friendly

relations which ought to subsist between employers and
employed ; but the employed have a fair and natural

answer to that in saying that if the advantages of that

relation are all on the side of the employers, it is very easy
for the employers to say that the relationship ought to

exist. Therefore I say no legitimate objection can be
taken to legitimate agricultural unions in defence of the

interests of the labourers. When they come to strikes to

defend or better their position, the question becomes an
economical one. A strike, where it is intended to raise

the wages of the labourer above their legitimate level as

compared with the prices of other commodities, is econo-
mically a mistake. It would not take long to prove that,

nor would it take long to prove that if you raise the price

of labour you will have to raise the price ofall that sustains

labour and that is purchased by labour, and that, there-

fore, while the labourer whose wages are raised receives a
larger amount of money, having to pay more for the

necessaries of life, he will not have bettered his position."

At a meeting of agriculturists at Devizes last

week a handsome Testimonial was presented to Mr.

J. A. Williams, of Baydon. Mr. Williams in

acknowledging the kindness which had prompted the

subscriptions of so many brother farmers claimed one
good quality—love of hard work. Still, it had not

killed him yet. His had been an active life, and he
had had rather more trouble than fell to the lot of

most men. He had spent a great portion of his life

in furthering the interests of agriculture. He was
among the first to use the reaping-machine, for which
he had his premises burnt down. Twenty years ago
he entertained the idea of cultivating the land by a

steam-plough, and he had never looked back to that

period with regret. He did not mean that he had
done much at it, but the idea had been brought down
to the present time, and he had the satisfaction of

knowing that he had been the pilot fish to the shark.

He hoped to live to see steam cultivation carried out

to still greater perfection. He, however, doubted
whether the two-engine system of Mr. John Fowler
could be superseded. At the Salisbury Show, in

1847, he had exhibited two engines and competed for

the £$00 prize. He knew then that it was the best

system, but he was beaten out of his better judgment
by Mr. Fowler asking him, who would use two
engines if he could make one engine do the work of two ?

That system was, however, now adopted. The one-

engine system was no good commercially, and that of
the two engines could alone be made to pay.

Dr. Hitchman has received from his neigh-

bours and brother members of the Derbyshire Agricul-

tural Society, of whose committee of management he
has been chairman for 1 1 years, a silver flower stand, a
salver, and a claret jug, with the following address :

—

" The subscribers hereto attached beg your acceptance
of this testimonial as a mark of their appreciation for the
valuable, important, and laborious services rendered, and
ability displayed by you in the formation of the Society in

the year i860; for the continued unvarying energy and
application bestowed throughout by you as chairman of
committee, whereby the Society has gained its present
high position in the midland counties ; and for the great

interest taken in the well-being of the tenant-farmer,

especially of this county, and of agriculturists generally.

The plate is to bear the following inscription : Presented
to Dr. Hitchman by the members of the Derbyshire
Agricultural and Horticultural Society, and other friends,

as a token of their appreciation of the valuable and
important services rendered in forming the Society in

i860, and as chairman of the committee of management
during II years. September 18, 1872."

The following is a terse and satisfactory picture

of agricultural progress in the district thus alluded to.

We quote from Dr. Hitchman's reply to the donors
of this testimonial :—

•

"Since the year 1843—when the Royal Agricultural

Society visited Derby, and the first drain-pipe was
exhibited—upwards of two millions of acres of land had
been drained and made profitable ; and now corn waved
where rushes grew, and where the wild fowl and the

snipe found a congenial home. Guano, known only by
name to our forefathers, had been imported by millions of

tons from Peru, and bones and fossils had been dug up,

and now 80,000 tones of bones are annually imported
from other countries, and are converted into manure, to

increase the fertility of the soil in a manner which could
not be otherwise reahsed. Such is the energy of the
British farmer."

Here is a Yankee Story, from the San Fran-
cisco Ncivs Letter

:

—
"There are three Wheat farms in the San Joaquin

Valley with areas respectively of 36,600 acres, 23,000 acres,

and 17,000 acres. On the largest of these farms the Wheat
crop this year is reputed to be equal to an average of 40
bush, to the acre, the yield running up on some parts of the
farm to 60 bush. The product of this farm for the present
year is 1,440,000 bush. [The whole of it being under
Wheat.] The boundary on one side of this farm is about 17
miles long. [It must be about 4 miles wide.] At the season
of ploughing 10 four-horse teams were attached to 10 gang-
ploughs, each gang having four ploughs—or 40 horses

with as many ploughs were started at the same time, the

teams following in close succession. Lunch or dinner was

served at a midway station, and supper at the termination
of the field, 17 miles distant from the starting-point. The
teams returned on the following day. The Wheat in this

immense field was cut with 20 of the largest reapers, and
we believe has now all been threshed and put in sacks. It

would require over 40 ships of medium size [nearly 1000-ton
vessels] to transport the Wheat raised on this farm to a
foreign market. Even the sacks required would make a
large hole in the surplus money of most farmers- We
have not the figures touching the product of the other
two farms, but presume that the average is not much
below that of the first. There are thousands of tons of
Wheat which cannot be taken out of the valley this season,
and must remain over as dead capital, or, what is nearly
as undesirable, will only command advances at heavy rates

of interest."

OUR LIVE STOCK.
cattle.

In our impression of the 14th ult. we noticed the

fact of Lady Dodona having been stripped of her
Royal honours on account of her having been falsely

described as a heifer of the "Maid of Aln" tribe.

Reference was also made to Mr. T. Statter's fine bull

Marquis, which, three years ago, was, according to a
watchful contemporary, "figuring at the Royal, the
Yorkshire, and the North Lancashire shows, in coats

of different colours, with astonishing rapidity of meta-
morphosis." Mr. Statter explains the facts thus
held up to public censure, in the following letter to

the />;/(/;—

" I have read in your paper of Sept. 28 remarks on a
circumstance which has already given me much annoy-
ance relative to a mistake made in one of my entries-
Class 40, No. 417—at the Royal meeting.
"Being much engaged at the time my cattle went to

Cardiff, 1 was unable to superintend them myself, and it

was not until I was in the showyard on Monday morning
that I discovered that Lady Ann had been sent instead
of Lady Dodona. I wrote to the secretary and explained
the mistake, hoping that explanation had been satisfac-

tory and required no further comment. 1 am fully aware
it was carelessness, and I justly deserve to forfeit the
prize. I cannot see how this circumstance can have been
looked upon as intentional, when only a few days before
Lady Ann was exhibited at Doncaster, where her age
was stated, and where she took ist prize.

" For the last four years I have been the largest

exhibitor at the Royal, and out of all my entries this is

the first mistake that has arisen.
" As regards the second remark respecting the red bull

Marquis, shown by me in 1869, and bred by Mr. Kelk,
I am totally ignorant that he was ever entered as a white
bull ; neither do I remember anything being mentioned
on the subject, or seeing any remarks of the kind in news-
papers,"

The Royal Agricultural Society publishes at

the commencement of each volume of its Journal a
statement of the average prices of the most important
agricultural produce of this country, and among others

of beef and mutton. We should like to know how
these prices are obtained, which so ill accord with the

experience of every householder, and, we suspect, of

every butcher.

" Average price of Aleatper poutid at the Metropolitan Meat
Alarket (by the carcase),'" extractedfrom the " yonrital of ttte

Royal Agricidtural Society."

Date.

1871.

Dec. 31

Sept. 30
June 30
March 31

1870.

Dec. 31
Sept. 30
June 30
March 31

1869.

Dec. 31
Sept. 30
June 30
March 31

1868.

Dec. 31
Sept. 30
June 30
March 31

Srf. to 7|(f.-

5i(/. to %d.

5i(/, to 'j\d.

^d. to fid.

Sd. to j^d.

4id. to jid.

^id. to 6id.

ild. to -jd,

4id. to 7hd.

4id. to 7K
4id. to 7^.
4id. to i\d.

4\d. to jd.

i^d. to h\d.
i,\d. to ^Xd.
4\d. to ^d.

-mean 6i(/.|5J(/. to %\d.—mean 6|(/.

(>ld.

id
6id.

sid to gd.

5irf. to 8irf.

5\d. to 7id.

6U. skd. to Zd.
6d. J5irf. to Sd.

skd^sid. to 7irf:

5id skd. to 7id.

eiid.^sd, to 7i^.
Hd
Oid.
6d.

sU
5^d
5hd
5H

Sid. to 7irf.

Srf. to yid.

4id. to 7id.

4^d. to 6|(/.

4id. to 6id.
4\d, to -jd.

4Xd. to 6i(/.

ihd.
id.

6id.

eld.

6id.

6id.
6^d.

6S</. .

5id-
5id.

Hi

Beef.
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like the late Mr. Barnes, have aimed at obtaining

high individual merit by crossing their cattle with both
Booth and Bates bulls, have taken a course con-

trary to their interests in the present state of the
market. Those who measure the success of a breeder

by the prices he obtains may look upon a system of

crossing rival strains as little else but folly. Persons who
measure success by the results as shown in the animals
produced, and their adaptation to the purposes for

which cattle are required, may come to an opposite
conclusioa. This last criterion of success in breeding
being the one which we most decidedly favour, we
have pleasure in borrowing a few remarks from Mr.
Downing's preface. Whether Mr. Downing has suc-

ceeded or not, may be best judged by an examination
of his herd, but the successful crossing of Booth and
Bates cattle was shown to be a possibility by the result

of the late Mr. Barnes' labours. The writer of the

prefatory remarks above alluded to desires to state his
" humble opinion " in favour of the occasional intro-

duction of fresh blood in a diluted form into closely-bred

stocks, and adds that this principle was acted upon
by all great breeders of Shorthorns.

" The Messrs. Colling, and later on, Mr. Mason, Earl
Spencer, and Sir Charles Knightley, all used bulls which
possessed blood new to their herds. The Messrs. Booth
used Albion (14) and Pilot {496) of Colling blood, and
it was the cross of Mussulman (4525) of the ' Cherry

'

tribe on Bracelet, adopted by Mr. John Booth, that gave
to the KiUerby herd the celebrated Buckingham (3239),
who ranks among the greatest Booth sires. Mason blood
was also introduced to the Booth stocks through
Matchem (2281), whose sons, Young Matchem
{2282), bred at Killerby, and Young Matchem (4422),
calved at Warlaby, were considerably used, and whose
daughter Maiden bred the renowned Mantalini."

Other instances follow, after which we find the
following :

—

'

' .'Ml other valuableShorthorn families, as well as those of
the Booth sort, have had fresh blood introduced from time to
time. Mr. Bates crossed his Duchesses with Belvedere
(1726), also with Cleveland Lad {3407) and Cleve-
land Lad 2D (3408). It was the cross of Belvedere
repeated, that produced Duke of Northumberland
(1940), one of the best bulls ever seen. Many of the
Duchesses, too. have the cross of Norfolk (2377) and
the cross of Usurer (9763) in their pedigrees. The
Grand Duchesses derive some of their blood from Booth
sources through Prince Imperial (15,095) and Grand
Duke 3D {16,182); some also from the Cherry tribe;
while the Oxfords have, almost all, the crosses of either
Priam (18,5137), Earl of Warwick (11.412), the Lord
OF Eryholme (12,205). Romeo (13,619), Marquis of
Carrabas (11.789), 7TH Duke of Airdie (23,718). or
Lamartine (11,662), and in many of the Oxford
pedigrees two such crosses occur. The present
fashion does not. however, accord with the views
and practice of the great breeders of former years,
because it imperatively demands that animals shall be
pure Booth or pure Bates in order to fetch very long
prices. The breeders of this day are. theretore, unable
(unless possessed of considerable courage) to avail them-
selves to any great extent of their own judgment in select-

ing sires lo improve their stocks. This principle of selec-
tion, though its necessity is more than ever admitted and
insisted upon by Darwin and other celebtated naturalists,

is now, practically, almost ignored, because the number
of animals—pure Booth or pure Bates—from which
breeders of the respective strains can select, consistently
with obeying the fashion, is necessarily limited. That
number is still further circumscribed by reason of many
such animals being of inferior shape and delicate constitu-
tion, and also by the large amount of infecundity which
has been generated in many famous strains of cattle by
long continued in-and-in breeding and forcing for exhibi-
tion. Mr. William Sanday, formerly of Holmepierrepont,
whose experience and skill as a breeder are notorious,
spoke upon this subject last autumnal Newark as follows :—

' My own opinion is that the animals bred in the present
day are inferior both in size and in quality to those bred
20 or 30 years ago. Now if this be the case, surely there
must be something wrong in the present system of breed-
ing. It is evident that but little common sense can have
been brought to bear upon the subject. I am convinced
that the cause of this deterioration is the principle on
which most herds are raised, namely, the fashion—or
rather infatuation—of collecting from certain families
without any regard to the qualifications necessary for pro-
ducing and perpetuating good animals. To follow out
this plan, in-breeding nmst to a great extent be resorted
to, and the number of families on which such an experi-
ment can be tried with the smallest chance of success is so
limited, that, in the majority of cases, the consequences
cannot fail to be ruinous. We all know the difficulty of
raising and keeping up a good herd or flock. This
can only be done by breeding from the very best
males and females, but the present system seems
to set this rule completely at defiance ; if the
animal be only of the fashionable strain it is sure
to make a fabulous price whatever its quality.'
The animals of the Mantalini tribe at Ashfield were bred
by the late Mr. Barnes of Westland, who, in the maturity
of his judgment, introduced some new blood through the
cross of Grand Duke 3D (16,182) into his pure Booth
Mantalini tribe. They had not been breeding well, the
feiTuly threatened to become extinct as others had done
before, and Mr. Barnes determined to avert this by in-
fusing some fresh blood after the manner approved and
adopted by the great breeders to whom allusion has been
above made. The merits of Grand Duke 3D as a sire
may be inferred from the fact that some of the highest
P""?, ?^.^ ^* ^^^ memorable sale of the Grand Duchesses
at Willis s Rooms were got by him. Again, upon the
dispersion of Mr. Betts' herd, the heifers that sold re-
spectively for 850 gs., 710 gs., and 700 gs., were all from

cows by Grand Duke 3d. The only animal of the
Mantalini tribe, having the Grand Duke cross, which the
late Mr. Barnes (who had latterly almost given up
showing) ever exhibited was Royal Duke (25,014),
winner of the ist prize for the best yearling bull at Irish
Royal Show in Dublin, 1867. These particulars will,

probably, suffice to prove that whether as to lineage,
personal excellence, or qualities as a sire. Grand Duke
3D is entitled to hold a prominent position among the
great sires that have figured in Shorthorn history. The
Bracelet tribe is placed second in the catalogue. It may
be stated here, with reference to this branch, tliat Officious
by Hopewell (10,332) was purchased by Mr. Douglas
at the Killerby sale, and was nearly full sister in blood
to Young Bracelet (portrait, vol. xii.), whose
daughter was the dam of Mr. Torr's grand bull Breast-
plate (19.337) (portrait, vol. xv.). C§?c/ti/a subsequently
became the property of Col. Kane Bunbury, of Moyle,
Co. Carlow, and. while in his possession, bred in 1856
Lady of the Lake by Captain Bunbury's prize bull
Northern Light (13.398). This heifer was bought by
Lord de Freyne. who put her to the Hon. A. F. Nugent's
fine bull Buckingham (11.219). The produce was
Bridal, which Lord de Freyne put in her turn to Van-
guard (21.009). a son of the famous challenge cup bull
Soueadar (18.901), and she gave birth in 1864 to
Bracelet 2.d, which was secured by Sir Robert Paul, who
bred from her the'three heifers Brilliant, Breastplate, and
Brooch. These particulars (the proofs of which are in the
writer's possession) are given here because neither Col.
Kane Bunbury nor Lord de Freyne subscribed to Coates'
Herd Book. The Farewell family is described in Mr.
Carr's Book, pages 49, 59; and the famous animals Faith,
Hope, and Charity, the renowned Crown Prince, Hope-
well, Harbinger, and others which sprung from it at
Warlaby, are enumerated, At Castle Grove, too, the
tribe maintained its celebrity and produced winners at the
great shows in England, Scotland, and Ireland. The
defeat of the Royal prize Canterbury heifers—the twin
Duchesses—by Clarionet at Dumfries, was among the
most remarkable evidences of the value of Mr. Grove's
Farewells. The Isabella family in this catalogue descend
from Medora, a prize cow and the dam of many winners
including Zuleika. In the hands of Mr. Fawkes and
others, the descendants of Medora were very celebrated,

and one of them, May Morn, bred by the Duke of Mon-
trose, won ist prize for best 2-year-old heifer at the
Royal English Show at Battersea. 1862. The ' Verbena'
or * Bright Eyes' tribe is one of the most ancient of the
Booth lines, and traces back to the remote period
when Mr. Thomas Booth commenced to undertake
the improvement of the Teeswater Shorthorns, and used
Twin Brother to Ben (660), and other bulls from the
herds of his contemporaries, the Messrs. Colling. At
Studley the tribe was known as the Bright Eyes. It was
regarded by Mr. Booth as one of the best he had, and
was very full of the blood of Favourite (252). The
well known prize cow Anna by Pilot (496) was a grand-
daughter oi Bright Eyes, and from her two of Mr. Torr's
best families descend. Mr. Richard Booth bought Bright
Eyes and her two daughters, Ariadne and Agnes, from
his father in 1814 ; and when he broke up his herd, in

1834. Mr. Fawkes purchased Verbena at the Studley sale,

on which occasion Adelaide, similarly descended, was the
highest priced female. Animals of this tribe bred in

Ireland have been successful as winners at the shows of
the Royal Agricultural and Royal Dublin Societies, as
well as at Cork and Limerick, while Leviathan, bred
by Mr. Fawkes and sold into Ireland, won the gold
medal, and the Farmers' Gazette and Railway Challenge
Cups at Royal Dublin Meeting, 1862. The noted Sylph
strain, and Mr. Jobling's ' Splendour ' or Rosalind

'

tribe, are also represented. The 'Roses,' which have a
great deal of Booth blood, come from Heath Rose, bred
by Mr. Torr, and descended from the well-known stock of
Mr. Smith. o( West Rasen. The ' Lovesome ' family
trace directly from Lord Spencer's celebrated cow Nelly
(portrait, vol. x). The 'Lupines,' a very successful sort

in the Irish showyards. go back through early Booth
blood as used at Apperley to the bull Cecil (120), bred
by Mr. Charles Colling. Cecil (the highest priced bull

calf at the Ketton sale) was a son of the rooo gs. Comet,
from a Favourite (252) cow. There now remains to be
noticed the Pauline family— represented by Lady Hopeful
and her descendants—which was imported originally by
the late Mr, Coppinger. The bulls since used have been
principally of Booth blood, and of them. His Grace,
was by a sire that owned Old Cherrv by Pirate (2430)
as his grand-dam. In conclusion, it may be stated that,

although showing has never been much in favour, animals
bred at Ashfield have distinguished themselves by winning
two challenge cups—open for competition to the kingdom
— three silver medals, and many prizes at the shows of the
Royal Irish Agricultural Society and of the Royal Dublin
Society, also at Cork, Limerick, and elsewhere."

HOP PROSPECTS.
With the exception of a small corner here and

there in East Kent the picking season is ended, and
the crop of 1872 is 2i.fait accompli. Every one is, how-
ever, still at sea as to its amount, which varies accord-

ing to various estimates from 60,000 cwt. to 800,000
cwt. ; nor is it likely that anything very definite can be
known upon this point, as all calculation must be
founded more or less upon guesswork. It is reckoned
that the real amount of this year's crop is, as near as

possible, 650,000 cwt., which gives upon the Hop
acreage of the United Kingdom, as it is returned in the

last Board of Trade statistical tables, an average yield

of about 10^ cwt. per acre ; but as the Worcester and
Hereford districts, representing 9000 acres, only grow
about 2 cwt. per acre, on account of the blight which
prevailed there, it follows that the other districts of
Kent, Sussex, Hants, and Surrey, must grow as an
average very nearly 12 cwt. per acre. Mid Kent, North

Kent, and parts of Surrey, do not get this average
return per acre, so that the average of Sussex, East Kent,
the Weald of Kent, Hampshire, and the other parts of
Surrey must be put at very high figures indeed. The
annual average consumption of Hops in England may
be set at least at 550,000 cwt., which leaves a surplus
of about 100,000 cwt. of the English growth of 1S72
over and above the year's requirements. To this must
be added a probable importation of 130,000 cwt. of
foreign Hops, so that there will be 230,000 cwt. in all

beyond the quantity actually required for the year's
use. There will be large importations to America and
Australia, which will considerably reduce the surplus,
but there will still be left on hand in the Borough a
large quantity of produce which will be practically un-
saleable on account of its indifferent quality, imless
chances of a blight appear in the spring of next year.
Out of the 650,000 cwt. of English produce, not more
than 35 per cent, is of good quality, and as a growth it

must be considered as very inferior in condition and in
colour. Farnham and Worcester grow the best this

year. The Weald of Kent and Sussex have some
remarkably fine coloured samples and most useful
common brewing Hops, but of course these will not
serve for fine pale ale for export. The quality and
colour of the North Kent Hops are very fine this year,

much beyond the average, they show no traces of lice or
disease of any kind, but are thick, full of lupulin,

and bright. There is a sad deficiency in the
quality and colour of the East and Mid Kent growth ;

long lots come on the boards without any redeeming
virtues ; the early picked ones are green, and the rest

browned by disease or the weather, as a rule. Here
and there of course may be found well-grown lots,

which, the owners keep carefully back until the

merchants bid up better for them, but they are few and
far between, not nearly so good as in 1S70 or in 1S71,

in spite of the black blight.

The Baden, Wurtemburg, Alsace, and ordinary
Bavarian districts' Hops are plentiful, above an average
in quantity, but generally of inferior quality, bringing

low prices, ranging from 26 to 65 florins per centner,

or £2 3J. 4^/. to ;^5 ; while the Bohemian and best

Bavarian districts' produce is short, but of excellent

quality, as may be seen by the quotation of their values,

which run from 60 to no to 160 florins per centner.

There will be large exports to England and to

America from Germany of Hops of medium quality

;

not much of first-rate quality, as the prices and the

great demand for fine Hops will keep these at home,
English merchants are awaiting the chances of imports
of this kind before they go in for the best and fair-

coloured English growths, for which growers are

inclined to stand out for higher figures, but it is thought
that there will be nothing from abroad to compete in

any way with really choice English Hops.

The American markets are rather flat upon the

arrival of English new Hops at New York. The crop

in America, as it is stated by Mr. Emmet Wells, the

great authority upon this subject in the United States,

is set at 65,000 bales, the consumption being estimated

at 110,000 bales. There are in stock about 30,000
bales, including all the rubbish many years old. This

leaves a deficiency of 20,000 bales to be supplied by
England and Germany, which countries are sending,

and will send many more Hops than are actually

wanted to make up the deficiency, which will be

bought instead of the old stock, or as a speculation

for next year.

With regard to the prices now ruling in the Borough,
there is nothing fixed or definite. The quality is most
varied, and prices vary accordingly from 6<,s. io£6 los.

Very many of the Weald of Kent and Sussex growths are

sold, as, their crop being heavy, the growers have rather

forced sales. The Mid and East Kent growers are not

in any hurry to sell, and the merchants are coy, so

that but little business has been done at present in

these sorts. When the merchants find that first-rate

Hops are not coming from abroad, and that Hops up
to the high standard required by them are not forth-

coming at all, they will come down from their stilts,

and take the gifts the gods provide, though they are

mediocre and common-place.

LARGB'S IMPROVED MOULDING AND
PRESSING MACHINE.

The testimonials of those who are using the pressing

machines of Mr. Large, 60, Judd Street, London, are

most favourable. This machine is of very recent date,

its first public appearance, so to speak, being at the

International Exhibition of last year (1871). At that

meeting it met with the general approbation of those

practically interested in its use, its simplicity of con-

struction, minimum amount of tear and wear and
powerful action strongly recommending it to favour as

a machine much needed at the present time. It is

now (1S72) being successfully used in the pressing of

the ordinary bricks used in building, such being pre-

ferred to those produced by other machines. The
reason of this is twofold, for the bricks it turns out are

not only of greater solidity, but also of more uniform

consistence throughout,— they are likewise made at

less expense, so that there is an economy both in the

manufacture (including burning) and use. Its grand

success, however, over all its rivals is in the manu-
facture of semi-dry materials into bricks or blocks
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for building purposes, that do not require burn-

ing, but which are ready for use as they come
from the macliine—technically concrete bricks. They
may be made from concrete of burnt clay, sand,

gravel, furnace-slag, conglomerate and other hard

rocks unfit for building, that can be broken down
by machinery (as by Blake's S lone-breaker), and so

on. rracticaily speaking, this is an artificial stone,

into the manufacture of which we cannot go at present,

but may do some other day. Suffice it to say for the

present, that Large's machine is fast bringing the

manufacture of such building material into profitable

practice.

With these preliminary observations we shall, by
means of the annexed illustration {fig. 30S), firstly,

give a mechanical description of the machine ; and
secondly, point out its value to the landowners and
others interested, i.e., its extensive usefulness.

It will be seen from the engraving that the machine
is driven by a strap over a pulley on the shaft of the

fly-wheel either by steam or other motive-power. Some
small hand-power machines are in successful use.

There are, as usual, two strap pulleys, represented in

the engraving, one for in-gear and the other for out-

gear ; and the shift is made by a key-handled bar,

whose mechanism is so clearly shown as to require no
detailed description. The large spur-wheel is driven

by a small one on the

shaft of the fly-wheel,

and on the back or

further side of this

large spur-wheel is a

reciprocating cam,
which gears in a pin

or stud on a hori-

zontal bar. This hori-

zontal bar, by means
of bent-lever mechan-
ism, actuates the pis-

ton for compressing
the bricks. The head
or shoe of this piston

is seen raised over the

second mould from
the left-hand side of

the moulding table,

immediately under
the imprint, *' Large's

Patent." On the front

of the spur-wheel is

seen a iriction-cam

roller, on a stud axle.

This friction-cam ac-

tuates a bent axial

lever, and on the

opposite end of the

axis of this axial lever

is a bent lever fur-

nished with a friction-

roller at its lower
extremity. This latter

is for pushing forward
the mould, with its

contents, under the

compressing piston-

head, and the mould
under the piston a

stage forward. On
the right-hand side of

the machine is seen a

second piston, with an
up-and-down move-
ment, by mechanism
that will readily be
understood. This se-

cond piston is for

pressing the brick

downward through a

hole in the table

on to a platten-table below, from whence it is

removed. Under the table, immediately below the
second piston, is seen a third one, whose head forms
the platten table above referred to. The up-and-
down motion of this third piston is effected by the
brick and a weighted lever ; thus the weight of the
brick presses it down, and when the brick is removed
by the attendant the weighted lever raises up the head
of the piston to receive another brick. As the bent
lever on the left hand pushes the mould containing
the newly-compressed brick from under the first

described piston, it also pushes the third mould under
the second piston, and at the same time the empty
mould into the hand ofanother attendant to be refilled,

this attendant having placed a newly-filled mould on
before the bent lever on the left hand ; and so on the
machine goes, turning out from 5000 to 7000 concrete
bricks daily, ready for the builder ; or common or
fire-bricks almost ready for the kiln, as the clay can be
worked drier than with any other machine.
From this brief outline the mechanical reader will

perceive that Large's machine has a twofold automatic
movement—the one exclusively for compressing the
bricks, and the other for shifting and emptying the
moulds. In this the inventor shows much ingenuity,
both in the distribution and economy of his motive-
power, and also in the simple mechanism by which
such important practical results are obtained. Thus,
returning to the reciprocating cam on the back of the

spur-wheel, and which is not distinctly seen in the

engraving, each of the two inclines forms a half circum-
ference, so that the compressing piston rises and falls

during each revolution, rising during one half and
falling during the other. During the fall the whole
power of the machine is applied in compressing the
brick, but in rising, when comparatively no power is

needed, the friction roller cams and levers in front

come into action, performing their respective automatic
functions. It will be understood that the principle of
the reciprocating cams is that of two inclined planes
set with their heads together on a revolving spindle, so
that by increasing the diameter of the spur-wheel, ;. if.,

the length of the inclined plane, and the size and
momentum of the fly-wheel, any degree of power may
be applied for compressing bricks or other material.

It will also be seen how easy it is to calculate the
power required to drive a hand-machine for any pur-
pose, and to account for the success of those in use so
easily driven as to be worked by a boy without over-
fatigue.

As to the next head—extensive usefulness—the
managing director of the Staffordshire Brick and Tile
Works Company in his testimonial says, speaking from
his own experience, '* As it (Large's machine) becomes
known it must get into extensive use." Besides the
machines in use by this company, one may be seen in

sufficient to make two or three bricks to Mr. Large,
who will soon convert them into such and return them
so as to enable parties to judge practically for them-
selves. We might quote numerous examples of this

kind which have been brought under our notice, but for

obvious reasons we prefer to leave parties to proceed
and judge experimentally as directed. IK B.

Fig, 308.—large's moulding and pressing machine.

Kent making first-class fire-bricks, &c., from calcined
flint. Others are in use making concrete bricks of various
materials. Successful examples can thus be referred to

in confirmation of the capabilities of the machine,
although this, practically speaking, is only its first year
in use. There are numerous landowners and others to

whom the machine would, under proper management,
be invaluable, and it does not require skilled labour to

work it. In our mining districts, as in the Black
Country, for example, the slag and other refuse which
cover much arable land, disfiguring the country, might
profitablybe made into concrete bricks, much land being
thereby redeemed. The small coal at the mouth of coal
mines may be mixed with peat, and afterwards com-
pressed into blocks for fuel. In co-operation with a
stone-breaker, many rocks unfit for building even stone
fences, and heaps of stones gathered off the land, beds
of coarse gravel, may profitably be converted into

material for concrete bricks. Again, the millions of
acres of peat bog may in a semi-dry state be compressed
into solid block, so as to be conveyed by sea or land
with profit to our large towns for fuel. Peat thus
compressed, either with or without small coal, makes
capital firing. And it may be that the thick liquid

expressed from semi-dry peat will some day yield pro-
ducts worth looking after. This department of
chemistry has made great progress of late, and further

discoveries can possibly be made. Those who have
material about which they are in any doubt, can forward

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
While it is doubtful whether the cattle plague has

been effectually stamped out in the List Riding of
Yorkshire, it would be premature to attempt to write a
complete history of the outbreak. We may hope,
however, that the complete extirpation of the pest will

shortly enable us to enter into details which we now
omit, for the sake of adverting to certain salient points
relating to the introduction and progress of the malady.
One thing requires to be stated in reference to the

carcases of the Russian cattle, which were sent to sea
on July 23, and turned adrift, instead of being sunk,
according to instructions ; i.e., that their appearance on
the Lincolnshire coast eight or ten days afterwards,

which excited some alarm, perhaps not unnaturally,

did not cause much anxiety in our minds. The re-

markable thing was the process of reasoning by which
the carcases on the Lincolnshire coasts were connected

with the outbreak of
cattle plague in York-
shire. No one seems
to have thought that

the plague so intro-

duced should have
first appeared in Lin-
colnshire, and thence
been traced into the

East Riding of York-
shire.

Very little of profes-

sional interest, how-
ever, attaches to this

portion of the subject,

and we merely allude

to it for the purpose
of stating that these
carcases had nothing
to do with the intro-

duction of cattle

plague into York-
shire. We make this^

assertion on the fact,

which has been clearly

demonstrated, thatthe
first outbreak occurred
rather before than
after any of the car-

cases had been thrown
ashore, and that it is

traceable, as are the
others also, to the

'

purchase of animals
in Hull cattle market
on Monday, July 29,
and Monday, Aug. 12,

Accounts, in the
main correct, have
been freely circulated

respecting the num-
ber of cattle purchased
at different markets,
owners' names, date
of discovery of out-
breaks, and other
matters, which we
are not at present
concerned with. Our
object is to indicate

the evidence on which
we formed the conclu-

sion that the disease was introduced in a most simple
and direct manner from the market at St. Petersburgh
into the market at Hull, and thence in an equally direct

way to the three districts of Patrington, Bridlington, and
Pocklington. It is admitted that Russian oxen bought
in the market at St. Petersburgh were distributed in

small lots to Hamburgh, Berlin, Deptford, Hull,

Hartlepool, Newcastle, and Leith, and it is known
that in such lots animals afTecled with the cattle

plague were detected.

Fifty-eight of these oxen were shipped at Cronstadt
for Hull in "the early part of July ; and among them
there were three diseased animals. Two of the number
died on board on the second and fourth day of the

voyage, and were thrown overboard.

When the animals arrived at Hull in the third week
of July, cattle plague was detected among them, and
when a careful inspection of each beast was made
twenty were found to be suffering from cattle plague in

various stages. The ship with the diseased cattle on
board was lying for several days in the Humber dock,
close to the "Forin," and not 500 yards from the cattle

market, and in spite of all that could be done, there
was open communication between the vessel and the
shore.

For nearly a fortnight, cattle affected with the plague
had stood on the ship's deck, and it is surely no
exaggeration to say that the amount of contagium in

I

the excretions which had accumulated was suflicient to
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infect every head of cattle in the kingdom. Is it

necessary, then, to question the probability of some of

the virus being carried into the Hull market only the

day after the carcases of the Russian oxen were sent

out to sea ? The precise manner of the conveyance of

the poison has not been, and certainly will not be
ascertained. No one, in short, saw one of the men
who had been engaged about the diseased cattle rub

his hand or coat against an animal in the market or on
its way thereto. But when a centre of infection has

been established, it is not usual to cavil much about

the possible means of communication between that

centre and a place a few hundred yards distant.

The next link in the chain of facts is the purchase of

two animals, a heifer and a steer, at the auction sale in

Hull market on July 29, by a butcher of Patrington.

These came from farms in the neighbourhood of Hull,

where no disease had existed. They were taken by
railway on the day of purchase to Patrington, and
placed in a field adjoining to Mr. Sanderson, a miller,

whose stock—two cows and two calves—were grazing

in his meadow.
Twelve days after reaching the field at Patrington,

the heifer in the butcher's field was found to be ill, and
was slaughtered on August 12. A difficulty occurs

here, which we hasten to meet ; twelve days is a long
period for the incubation of cattle plague ; but we have
to observe, for the information of our non-professional

readers, that the date of the discovery of cattle plague
is quite distinct from the real date of its outbreak in a
herd. In the pure atmosphere of the Yorkshire coast,

and in open pastures, the plague, as a rule, does not

spread with the rapidity which marks its progress in

a crowded cattle shed in a town ; and during the last

few weeks we have met with several instances of
animals remaining well, to the eye of the attendant, for

eight or nine days, even when they have been anxiously

watched ; although when such animals were examined
post mortem the lesions were clearly indicative of the

fourth or fifth day of cattle plague. In the Pocklington
case nothing alarming was observed until the disease

had spread through the herd, and several of the cattle

had died before the nature of the malady was suspected.

Six days after the slaughter of the heifer at Patring-

ton the steer was taken ill, and was also slaughtered.

In three days more, a calf in the next field (Sander-
son's) was attacked and died the following day. The
remaining two calves were found to be ill, and they
likewise died in a few days.

In the next week, the two cows were attacked, and
died after a few days' illness. We have the distinct

statement of one veterinary surgeon who saw the calves,

and another who examined the cows, that the animals
were the subjects of cattle plague. Whether or not
infected cattle were sold in Hull market on the suc-

ceeding Monday, August 5, is uncertain, as none of the

animals appear to have escaped the butcher ; but on
August 12, Mr. Taylor, near Bridlington, bought three

. steers there, and gave them in charge of a drover to

truck them to his place. One of these animals was
killed by a butcher at Bridlington ; the other two,
with one of his own stock, were sent to Hunmanby
market on August 19.

Mr. Berriman, of Pocklington, bought the two Hull
beasts, with twenty others which came from a healthy
farm near Bridlington. The third animal did not come
from Hull, It has been traced to a pasture near Nor-
manton, where it remains perfectly well. In the
history of the outbreak among Berriman's stock, it

appears that one of the Hull beasts was amongst those
first observed to be ill, and then in quick succession
the rest of the animals of the herd were attacked. On
Mr. Taylor's premises a bull died on September 4, and
cows which had been sent to him on August 31, two
days before he was ill enough to attract attention,

were attacked with cattle plague in six days afterwards.
From this centre in Bridlington the disease extended
to several neighbouring herds.

It is to be expected that reports of outbreaks in

different parts of the country will be heard of now
that suspicion is aroused ; but there is some satisfaction

at present in knowing that the disease has not extended
beyond the limits of the three infected districts of
Bridlington, Patrington, and Pocklington, all in the
East Riding of Yorkshire.
From Hamburgh we learn that cattle plague had

quite unexpectedly broken out afresh in that town.
In the infected districts around Hamburgh the keep-

ing up of the cordons has been intrusted to the police,

the military having been withdrawn in consequence, as

was believed, of the complete eradication of the
disease. The restrictions with regard to cattle move-
ment are also relaxed.

France has interdicted the importation of cattle from
North Germany, Russia, Austria, Hungaiy, and the
Danubian provinces, and also all hides and flesh, both
by sea and land. Cattle coming from any other country
excepting Spain and Algeria are to be subjected to a
careful examination at the ports and custom-houses.
Any animal found to be affected with cattle plague will
be killed and buried, and the rest of the herd be kept
in an isolated place under surveillance. All railway
trucks and carriages carrying suspected animals will be
c eaned and disinfected. No compensation is to be
allowed to the owner of the diseased cattle.

In several circles in Galicia, Poland, and also in
Eukovina, cattle plague is still prevailing, and in some
the sheep have contracted the malady.

Egypt is also again reported to be suffering from
cattle plague around Alexandria. In Upper Egypt a
most destructive malady, probably not the European
cattle plague, is destroying large herds of cattle. In
Esne, near to Thebes, it is stated that three-fourths of
the animals have perished. The efforts of the Govern-
ment to arrest the progress of the malady are said to

be almost powerless. From the ^''Veterittarian" for
October,

THE LABOUR QUESTION.
At the annual exhibition of vegetables, flowers,

needlework, &c., held lately, under the auspices of
the Highclere Agricultural Association, Lord Carnar-
von, in returning thanks as president, congratulated the

company upon the close of the harvest and upon the

successful show held that day under the auspices of the

Society. He alluded to the progress made in those

acts of husbandry to which this Association awarded
prizes. He believed the social advantages of these

societies were great, as they brought the different

classes engaged in agriculture into closer contact with
each other, and better and more kindly feelings were
produced.

They had more reason than usual for feeling thankful,

because in that part of the country they had not

experienced any serious difficulties as regarded the

labourers. There had been differences between the

employers and employed in the neighbouring counties,

and although they had not left them, so to speak,

untouched, he indulged the hope that the fact he had
mentioned indicated to a certain extent that there was
a good and kindly feeling existing in this county between
employers and employed. He felt sure that wherever
that feeling existed difficulties of the nature he referred

to would be lessened in degree. At the same time,

the question, or rather the questions, for there were
many, which this disagreement in other parts of the

country had raised were serious, and, in his humble
opinion, deserved to be considered carefully by all those

who were employers of labour. Events, in their

natural course, and legislation also, for many years past

had tended to force upon them results they had recently

been witnessing, but he regarded them as only the

beginning of considerable changes, and it depended
upon them in a great measure what course those

changes would take ; and, therefore, the more they
could bring themselves, coolly and dispassionately, to

consider the question, and familiarise themselves with
the arguments on all sides of it, the better for them-
selves, the better for those with whom they were
brought into contact, the better also for the country,

and the ultimate solution of the difficulty.

First of all, he would say there were emphatically

two sides to this question ; and, secondly, it was the

interest of all parties, but especially of the three parties

immediately concerned—the labourers, the farmers,

and the landlords—to come to a settlement of this

difficulty among themselves. They did not require the

services of any intruders. They believed that a fair

settlement could be arrived at, and that they were able

to arrive at that settlement themselves. In speaking

of the labourer first, he would put aside all idle and
silly declamation with regard to him. There was no
class less understood than the agricultural labourer, who
was generally painted in the most extravagant colours,

and were it not for the serious nature of the subject the

thing would be positively ludicrous. Most of them
would agree with him that the English labourer had a

character possessed of many fine and high qualities,

but not the caricature so often represented by so many
of his professed admirers. He would ask what was
really the condition of the English agricultural labourer?

If they would be fair, they would admit that his con-

dition, looking back to the past, was in some respects

less good, and in other respects better than it had been.

He had probably less ground now for his own pur-

poses than formerly. Commons had in a great measure
been enclosed, while the runs for his cow, his pig, and
so forth, had probably diminished. All would admit
those things were a loss to him. While all other classes

had obtained a large rise in wages, there had not

been a proportionate advance in the wages of the

agricultural labourer ; and, lastly, he thought that the

Poor-law, so far from assisting him, had in some
respects, perhaps, tended to aggravate the difficulties

of his position. On the other hand, his condition was
in some respects decidedly better. Cottages were more
numerous, and generally better than formerly ; more
attention was now paid to all sanitary arrangements,

and articles of furniture and clothes were cheaper and
more within their reach. He only recollected two
articles—fuel and meat—which were much dearer than

formerly. The law of settlement, too, was far easier

than formerly. In his humble way he had done all he

could to ameliorate the condition of the agricultural

labourer, and he was sure they all desired that ; but

what they objected to was to see this forced by out-

siders and foreign agitators. They desired to see

effected the object they had in view, but they disliked

the mode in which many persons were seeking to

accomplish it. As an old Scotch lord said 300 years

ago, after the battle of Pinkie, when England desired

to force upon Scotland the union with this country, " I

like the match well enough, but I dislike the mode of

wooing ;
" so they objected to the way in which this

question was being forced upon them. As a famous
character in the French Revolution said of liberty, so
may it be said of combination, that many crimes and
offences may be perpetrated in its name. There were
two sorts of combinations ; there was the legitimate

and fair combination for legitimate objects proceeding
from within, to which no reasonable person could take
objection, and there was also a combination which was
fictitious and factious, and which proceeded from out-

side agitation, to which they strongly objected.

If it was so with the labourer, how was it vrith the

farmer? The English farmer was often very much
misrepresented, because he was not thoroughly known,
and during the last six months there had been a great
deal said and written of him that was calculated to

move one's contempt and indignation. The people
who thus wrote and spoke of him seemed to forget

entirely the nature of his employment, and that it

differed in a very large degree from almost all those
other industrial occupations which had made this

country great and prosperous. Men forgot how
largely the elements of climate and weather entered

into his occupation, and affected the result of the
farmer's work. Therefore, when they talked such
nonsense as that of endeavouring to apply the prin-

ciples of the shop to the trade of the farmer, they

talked of that of which they could have no knowledge.
It was impossible, in his humble opinion, to manage
the concerns of a farm on the principle of a counting-

house. They might just as well try to sail a ship or
march an army in the time of war on the same prin-

ciples. Still more was this the case when they con-

sidered the complicated nature of modern agriculture

in England. When everything turned very much upon
the use of machinery at the proper time, when the

whole profits of tlie year or the half-year might be
imperilled by bringing the work of a farm to a stand-

still—when they recollected this, and imagined a

trades' union interfering in order to throw the whole
of the work of the farm out of gear, they would see

how impossible it was to compare the affairs of the

farm with those of an ordinary business or a counting-

house. These unions were really the bitter enemies of

the labourer, as they would, if they had full sway, strike

a deadly blow agauist English agriculture.

In this matter the landlords had also come in for

their share of abuse, and sometimes with justice, but
sometimes, he ventured to think, with a good deal of
injustice. They were sometimes blamed as regards

the laws of entail, sometimes they were accused of
having the rags and tatters of feudalism hanging about
them, though what they were he had never been able

to find out. Sometimes they were blamed for the

state of the cottages on their property and estates,

although very often they belonged, not to the neigh-

bouring landowner, but to the speculators who had
built them for the purpose of making a profit by letting

them at a very high rental. He might say that landlords

generally were anxious to put their cottages in good
order, of the necessity of which they were being con-

tinually told. But the Legislature, while professing to

help them, had given them but very small assistance

indeed. He ventured to say that, where social reforms

were to be made by improving the condition of cot-

tages, the opposition which a landlord met in carrying

out such a work often came from the cottager himself.

He remembered a case in point, when, for the health

of the village, he wished to divert some noxious drain-

age, and had to effect the alteration in the face and in

the teeth of those whom it was intended to benefit.

He begged eveiy one to remember that cottages as

built and rented at present did not pay more than, if

even they paid as much as, 1}^ per cent, interest for the

capital invested. They were let, in fact, in a great

measure from a kindly feeling and from a sense that it

was the duty of the landlord, so far as he could, to im-

prove the social and moral condition of the labourers em-
ployed on his property. But if the Trades' Union had its

way, and a mere money payment became the only bond
between employers and employed, the cottager's rent

would no doubt be raised to pay the landlord a fair

return. And again, the labourers would find that in

this, as in other matters, the Trades' Unionists, their

professed friends and admirers, were, after all, their

hidden enemies. Now, what were the conclusions to

be arrived at from what he had said ? If during the

past six months there had been things connected with

this movement about which they might feel regret,

there were, on the other hand, also things with respect

to which they might rejoice. Looking at the inflam-

mable character of the persons appealed to, and looking

also at the inflammable nature of the appeals them-
selves, he did think they ought to give the greatest

credit to those men who had known how to set a true

value on the nature of the proposals made to them. It

would he unjust on his part if he did not render praise

to the temperate and equitable spirit he had met with

in all his communications with farmers on this subject.

He fully beheved the farmers honestly desired to meet
this question in a fair spirit, looking, of course, to their

own rights and prospects. The winter that was coming
was a cool season, and as such would be a fitting and
proper time for reflection, and he ventured to hope
they would all use it and look the facts which sur-

rounded this question sternly in the face; that each
would bear and forbear, and show moderation, and
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that all would understand that far more was to be done

by a considerate settlement of the question than by any

open war among the classes primarily interested. He
believed a settlement was perfectly possible, but he

did not think the question was to be satisfactorily

settled by establishing a mere cash bond.

Speaking of the question of privileges, which some
had proposed should be abolished by an increased cash

payment to labourers, Lord Carnarvon said he formerly

disliked the idea of those privileges, and wished to see

them converted into money, but he had found it was
not so simple a question as it appeared to outsiders.

Those privileges really represented a very substantial

remuneration for labour given, and he had heard of

instances where men who had been wholly paid in hard
cash had been glad to go back to the old plan of part

money and part privileges. He had no doubt that as

time went on the migration from place to place would
be greater th.an it had hitherto been, and, correspond-
ing with that, they would probably see an advance and
an equalisation of wages. On the other hand, he did
not doubt that, as time went on, they would see

machinery introduced still more largely into all agri-

cultural processes. This would probably be followed
by a diminution of hands on farms, and they would
see the farmers more and more economise labour, and
select the best men for the work, and refuse to keep on
inferior workmen at a loss. Those changes which the

events of the future inevitably brought with them
could not be avoided or resisted, however unpalatable
they might appear. He thought it was possible for the
farmer in the South to hold out such inducements to

the labourer as would prevent him leaving in pursuit of
work in the North, where he would secure higher
wages, and his lordship pointed out various ways in

which he thought this might be done—partly by small
holdings of land, which afforded the labourer the only
means of raising himself to a higher grade in the social
scale. He thought piece-work would also help to solve
the difficulty. It was adopted in other parts of
England, in the midland counties particularly, and on
the whole proved successful. He also thought that the
principle of payment by results was a sound one. It

was, at least, a matter to which they ought to turn
their attention in dealing with this question. He knew
it was a principle that had as yet found compara-
tively little favour, but which, he believed, was not
only sound in the abstract hut, under certain limita-
tions, might be successfully acted upon. In conclusion.
Lord Carnarvon alluded to the scheme lately sketched
out at a harvest home by the Speaker of the House of
Commons, and expressed his opinion that if some such
proposal could be carried out it would meet much of
the difficulty now existing in connection with this
labour question. He proposed " Prosperity to the
Highclere Agricultural Society." The prize plough-
men then entered the marquee, and Lord Carnarvon
congratulated them upon their success.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
An Essay.

(Cottclridedfrom /. 1336.^

"But," we shall be told, "the majority of the
English farmers, with all their ignorance, know their
own affairs well enough, are content with their own
intellectual backwardness, and require no instruction,
either in general or special departments of know-
ledge." Such a mode of argument is liable to the
logical error of proving too much, for there can
be no doubt that every important invention, every
smgle step towards a more advanced state of social
development, has met many who stood aloof from
it as needless, and some who opposed it as in-
jurious. Printing, gunpowder, steamboats, railways,
and iron-clad ships of war, have all found good old-
fashioned folks who detracted from and decried their
merits; and that the diffusion of general education, or
of a scientific mode of agriculture, must expect the
same treatment is but natural, and, therefore, we must
be prepared for such opposition. "Agriculture," it

will be said, "flourished in England long before
agricultural societies were embodied or agricultural
education speculated on." We fully admit that this
pursuit existed ; we deny that it prospered. It existed,
because the Almighty has ordered that man shall eat
bread in the sweat of his brow ; it did not prosper,
because the farmer had not yet learned to seek for
experimental information, and to form an auspicious
alliance between industry and philosophy. Honest
and patient toil was to be found in all ages and climes ;

but the most laborious efforts, unaided by intellect,
deserve no more the name of agriculture or husbandry
than the belief of the farmers of Touraine, that a barren
field will be fertilized by getting a number of cocks to
crow over it, or of the eminent Irish stock farmers,
that constipation in cows may be cured by the victim
swallowing an energetic pill in the form of a lively eel.A larger proportion of the population was employed in
cultivation of the soU in the middle of the last century
than at present. The agricultural interest, as it is
called, was far stronger then than now, and yet at that
very time the strongest prejudice existed among the
majority of farmers against the raising or use of arti-
ficial grasses, though these had been known and
recommended fully a century before. Then it was

alleged that the culture of such crops might do very

well for large proprietors, but not for the tenant-farmer,

"who had to pay his rent;" now, we have learned

that such produce is one of the most judicious modes of

realising both rent and profit. The fact which, with
regret, we often see good reason to admit, that not

only farmers, but many other classes of men, live in

contented self-satisfied ignorance, so far from being a

proof that education is not needed, rather demonstrates
the baleful effects produced by want of mental culture,

such as self-conceit, contempt for scientific studies and
scientific men, bigoted adherence to ancient and
injurious usages, for no other reason but because they
are ancient, and to observe them saves one the trouble

of thinking ; or, on the other hand, rash and aimless

adventuring, or a dull unceasing torpor and vacuity of

mind. Many of England's ancient nobility, who were
ignorant of the art of writing, doubtless were satisfied

that this and all similar accomplishments should be left

to the cloistered monk or the ignoble trader, and
looked on the educational enthusiasts of their day in no
other light than that of busy and troublesome meddlers ;

yet now the representatives of these very houses rank
highest among the aristocracy of Europe in intellectual

respectability, while their legitimate influence over
their fellow countrymen, so far from being diminished,

has really though not ostentatiously increased. " Book
farming," we may be told, "is a certain road to

insolvency." We admit the fact, if the knowledge of

farming be derived solely from books, without the aid

of either personal experience or of the instructions of a
really practical teacher ; but this is no more than may
with equal truth be said of the results of any other pro-

fession where knowledge is sought exclusively in the

cell of the retired and unpractical student. The
minister of religion, who composes his sermons solely

by the aid of impressions formed during the years spent
in academic shades, or drawn from the theological

studies of more mature years, without recognising the
facts which his week day ministrations bring before his

notice, or the peculiar vices or failings of the charac-

ters for whose amelioration he has undertaken to

labour, need not be surprised if his spiritual toils bear
but a scanty crop ; and the aspirant to military

renown, who seeks for guidance in books while he
neglects the drill-yard, and omits becoming
acquainted with the peculiarities of his soldiers,

and of the country in which he commands, may
arrange platoons and draw plans of fieldworks,

but will never gain a victory or repel the invaders of
his country. And if the British farmer is so content
with his own ignorance, and so wedded to traditional

usages, as some will assert, there is therefore the more
need that he should be roused from his slumber (per-

haps not unlikely to prove the sleep of ruin), and that

the missionaries of education, like those of religion,

should " go forth into all lands, should cry aloud and
spare not."

As regards the government of such an institution

as we have advocated, it seems but just that the

power should be placed in the hands of those who
contribute the funds which support it. If, there-

fore, a considerable portion of the expenditure
be obtained from the national resources, no doubt
the Government of the country may fairly claim a con-
siderable portion of the management. On the other
hand, private individuals who render pecuniary aid

have an equal claim to representation, and this will

probably be best done by the appointment of a board
of directors, as in the case of railways and similar

enterprises. No final decision can therefore be arrived

at on this point until it is clearly ascertained from
what quarter, and in what proportions, the need-
ful sums are to be procured. If, for example,
half of the preliminary expenses and half of the
annual outlay be obtained from a parliamentary
grant, and the other half of both sums from private
munificence, then the appointment of half the teachers
will rest with the Government, and that of the other
half with the delegates of the subscribers or share-
holders. Various difficulties connected with questions
of detail will, of course, arise, but they will, we would
fain hope, yield to the salutary influence of good sense,

mutual forbearance, and Christian feeling. On one
point, however, we would lay considerable stress,

namely, that the most extended powers be given to the
professors or lecturers as to the mode in which they
may impart instruction, the manuals they may use, or
the species of discipline they may exercise over those
committed to their care, and that their tenure of office be
like that of our judges, for if the teacher once feels (and
it is but too easy to make a painful impression on the
feelings of a sensitive scholar) that he is looked on with
suspicion, that either his ability or his integrity is

questioned, and that he has therefore become the
object of petulant and querulous inquiries and surmises,
he at once loses heart, ceases to take a proper interest

in his duties, and becomes guilty of the very errors

which all who take an interest in the well-doing of the
seminary would wish him to avoid.

The safest criterion of the propriety of the edu-
cational system adopted in any school or college is the
success achieved by its alumni, either in establishments
o" a higher grade, in the paths of literature or science,

or the humbler, though not less meritorious duties of
professional employment ; and it is by these, and not
by periodical visitations or examinations, that the

merits of the teachers and the intellectual progress of
the taught should properly be ascertained. Every-
thing, in fine, should be done to promote a good
understanding between the governing body and their

indispensable and executive partners, the working
teachers, and this will be best accomplished by the
former being fully convinced, and displaying conviction
in practice, that a professor in the humblest college is,

by virtue of his intellect and acquirements, fully the
equal of any of those who have appointed him and
who superintend his proceedings, no matter how ele-

vated by birth, rank, or official eminence.
Finally, should either the administration, or a suf-

ficient number of influential private individuals, take
up this question energetically and successfully, it is

much to be apprehended that an unpleasant spirit of
emulation may arise as to the quarter of England that

may be selected for the locale of an agricultural

seminary. Local attachments, though too often un-
restrained by reason or good sense, have so much to

recommend them, if not to our approval at least to our
sympathy, are in their nature so amiable, and have so
often inspired to benevolent actions those on whom
more just and exalted motives could not be brought to
bear, that it may be better to pass over this point,

the more particularly as it is, after all, a mere
matter of detail. We shall therefore content our-
selves with remarking that several districts of England
may advance very plausible claims. Those shires in

which, either from something peculiar in the race or
habits of the people, or from a concurrence of favour-
able circumstances, agriculture has been for some time
cultivated in a more scientific and successful manner
than in other localities, may base their demand for

additional light on the principle that "to him that
hath .shall be given," as well as on the high degree of
probability that from them a seminary of this kind
would obtain the warmest support ; while, on the other
side, the fact that in any portion of England so im-
portant a pursuit has been hitherto carried on in a crude
and unworkmanlike fashion, is in itself a very strong
ground for the boon of agricultural education being
bestowed on such a locality ; efforts of this kind being
intended for the benefit of the ignorant or half learned,

not of those who have already attained to the blessings of
a sound education. Again, some will see a peculiar

fitness in locating this institution in a fertile and exclu-

sively agricultural district, such as the greater part of
the south and west of England, or some of the midland
shires, while others will consider that it is more needed
in places occupied by a population composed partly of
husbandmen and partly of manufacturers. Regaid
being had to all these considerations, and also to the

proportion of inhabitants in each locality, likely to be
materially affected by the rise among them of a national,

or, at least, a public and instituted mode of education
in this truly useful branch of knowledge, it may not be
going too far to say, that at the least five agricultural col-

leges will obtain a sufficient amount of public suppoit
and employment to repay, not to be sure in money, but
in service to the State, the labour and expense of their

foundation, and for their better arrangement the same
number of agricultural provinces may be found. These
districts may be as follows, viz. :—Wales and the
four western counties—the midland shires—the six

northern counties—the eastern counties with Lincoln-
shire and Huntingdonshire—and the metropolis, with
the southern territory and the remainder of Wessex.
This division will, we think, appear superior to another
which has been suggested to us, namely, the plan of an
agricultural seminary for every two of the smaller or

less populous counties, one for those of the medium
size and population, two for Yorkshire, and one for each
half of Wales. The latter plan would lead to smaller
classes, and therefore, perhaps, to the better preservation
of discipline, and the acquisition of a sounder education,
but would be attended with an expenditure so formid-
able as might, we fear, deter not only the Government
but many private individuals from aiding in so costly an
undertaking, or might induce the managers, in a sort of
self-defence, to increase the fees payable by each pupil,

and thus transfer the benefits of the establishment to

the more wealthy class, who can already command any
sort of education they may select. The history of the
rise and subsequent overthrow of the College of Gnoll
in South Wales, which failed from the too ambitious
nature of its programme of instruction ; and the enor-

mous cost which was consequently entailed on its sup-
porters may serve as a warning against this error.

On the question of residence, we need only
remark that, while the custom in the English
universities is to enforce residence, and that

(in the majority of cases) within their precincts for the
greater part of the year, and while the Scottish univer-

sities and Irish provincial colleges demand attendance at

lectures during the session, the University of Dublin has
established three modes by which the youth of Ireland
may avail themselves ofher educational advantages. One
portion of the students elect to take chambers in the
college buildings, the rent of which unfurnished is from
£i, to £\\ per annum, and to dine at least during
term or session time in the public dining-hall, which
involves a charge of about £2 per month. These are
bound to attend all the lectures marked out for their

respective classes, and therefore it may well be sup-
posed that the position of such a student in a not very
luxurious or "fast" college, must be one of very
advantageous terms as regards the acquirement of
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knowledge, and the freedom from temptation to

folly. A second class prefer to reside in the city

of Dublin, or in some of its rather extensive suburbs,

and these are not bound to dine in the hall, and attend

a smaller number of lectures than the former. But the

third, and we believe by far the largest class, constitute

what is technically called the "country list," and

these reside where they please, and in some cases follow

employments by which they procure a considerable

portion, or even the entire, of their support. These

pay to the University merely an annual fee of £1$,
and are bound to perform no duties except to present

themselves for examination two or three times each

year, in certain previously-announced departments of

science and literature. Now, let it be understood we
do not think this system, if generally adopted, likely to

prove beneficial to the education of young agri-

culturists, but cases may arise where the governing

body of the college may deem it expedient to allow

this privilege to a few peculiarly deserving or peculiarly

circumstanced students. A student, for instance, who
has passed through the course of the first year with

distinction might be allowed to prosecute his studies at

home during the second year ; or the same privilege

may be granted to one who has made the best display

at the matriculation examination. If it be alleged that

under this system a student placed in the *' country

list " is necessarily deprived of the benefits of pro-

fessional instruction, and cannot, therefore, expect to

obtain the same amount of information as his resident

fellow-students, or to compete with them for prizes on

equal terms, we may reply that it is one of the cases we
every day meet with, where calculations formed from

(i priori reasonings are overthrown by the testimony

of practice, for some of the most distinguished scholars

which that university has sent forth have prosecuted

their studies at their' homes, or even when discharging

the duties of very onerous and responsible situations,

and some of these have obtained that species of repu-

tation which should ever rank the highest in the eyes

of all right-thinking men, that of being able, learned,

and faithful Ministers of the Word.

And now our task is done. If we have shown,

however briefly and feebly, that agriculture is one of

the most ancient and honourable of pursuits (for its

utility no one will question)—that its success depends

not only on the energy with which it is cultivated, but

on the amount and quality of the intellect applied to

its advancement—that the increase of a nation's intel-

lectual powers depends, in a great degree at least, on

the quality of the education its people possess, and the

mode in which it is imparted—how a fair and practical

education may be given to such youths as intend de-

voting themselves to this pursuit ; and if we have

pointed out some of the ends to be aimed at, and

some of the errors to be avoided, is it too much to

expect that those whose interests are bound up with

the culture of the soil will recognise the necessity of

taking some steps by which the next and future genera-

tions of British farmers may occupy a more prominent

position in the eyes of their fellow men on the score of

natural and acquired intellectual endowments, and may
be able to apply the mental advantages they have
acquired to the promotion of a more scientific and,

therefore, more profitable system of agriculture than

has hitherto been in vogue among them ? It is for the

nobles, the gentry, the yeomen, the farmers of Britain,

to answer this question ; but let us warn them that, as

it has been said, or fabled to have been said, that

—

"When falls the Colosseum, Rome shall fall,

And when Rome falls, the world "

—

so it may with truth be asserted that when British

agriculture sinks to decay, the wealth, power, and
influence of Britain are doomed to perish, and with

them, in all human probability, the good order,

civilisation, and religion of the most important part of

the civilised world.

lomt Correspoitknte.

Linseed Cake: the late Trial at Leeds.—I am
fully confirmed in the opinion I came to some years ago,

that no wise dealer or consumer would buy anything

but cake with the maker's name and *' pure " stamped
upon it, and further, that *'pures " vary very much in

purity, as they vary so much in price, and the only way
to be safe is to have the percentage of the impurity

stated, and guaranteed not to exceed ; and I have found
that 95 per cent, of pure Linseed is as high as we can
or need wish to obtain ; and there are mills in Hull and
in the country, which will and do guarantee this

standard. Now, I think it is high time we came to

some defined standard of Linseed, and it is evidently
very unfair for a maker who makes his cake with only

5 per cent, of impurity^to be undersold by less principled
dealers who sell with as much as 25 per cent, other than
Linseed. I understand there are fully 35,000 tons
more cake made in Hull per annum than there would
be if Linseed alone was used, and I am quite sure if

the mills were to keep to the legitimate trade there
would not be employment for the number of brokers
who are now engaged in vending the present mixed
article. I quite admit that some of the admixture that
is introduced into cake, such as bran, sesame, locust
beans, have good feeding properties, but when we buy

Unseed cake, we wish or ought to wish to have it. I

know that some farmers (even Yorkshire ones) do not

always ask for what they profess to want, and I well

remember asking the maker of the cake which was
said to have injured some beasts, and the trial over

which was the cause of the establishing of the company's
mill at Driffield, if his cake was all made of Linseed,

and he frankly answered he did not warran!: it so ; I

thanked him for his candour and went on. Though I

much regret that manufacturers should not have kept

to making a genuine article, which would have no doubt
paid them, if a man when asked as to the quality

does not try to disguise it, I cannot feel sympathy with
those who profess to be taken in when they are buying
this article much below the price of the best. I have
little doubt but that the late trial in Leeds, which will

cost the Royal Agricultural Society something, will for

a time improve the quality of the cake made in Hull,

and if dealers and consumers were of my opinion, Hull
would again stand better than it has lately done. There
are plenty of mills now existing, equal to crush all the

Linseed that we are likely to receive from abroad, and
if we exclude the 35,000 tons of admixture, they could

crush more if required ; it would in my opinion be wiser

to compel our present mills to make a first quality

cake, than to get up companies to try to make a better,

for if we are not now able to manage those now in the

trade, we have no security that we can get new com-
panies to do better. I have no doubt the success of

some of these company mills is the fact of their getting

more than a market price, which is helped by the share-

holders, who are limited in number, paying the same
price as the outsiders, from whom they more than get

back in dividend what they now pay in advanced price.

Oil mills are certainly more economically carried on
near a po:t where the seed arrives, and where the oil

can be exported, than in the country, except where a

mill enjoys great advantages in water communication.

It may be said that the whole of the seed as now im-
ported will not make cake of 95 percent, of purity;

the answer is, if a crusher buys seed as low as 80 to 90
per cent, pure, and he will sell it for what it is, he will

have no difficulty in finding buyers, and when it is

known abroad that fine seed is wanted, I am sure we
shall soon be able to obtain it. The fairest way would
be to put the percentage of the cake on the cake, which
could easily be done. There is a mill in Lancashire

that sends out palm-nut meal with a defined and high

percentage of oil, &c., and I believe the proprietors of

that mill have no cause to complain of wanting trade,

from competition with an inferior article. Crushers

who only crush fine seed can also get a better price for

their oil, so the choice of customers in cake and oil,

and the satisfaction of doing right must be an advantage.

Since I wrote this I see there has been another meeting
of the Hull crushers to devise means to protect the

interest of the trade (perhaps it would be as well if the

consumers of cake would sometimes meet to protect

their interest^- At the first meeting of the Hull
: crushers, which was held soon after the Leeds trial, it

was agreed that only cakes made of Linseed alone

should be branded "pure" (without, however, fixing

any standard), and it was agreed that brokers

should class all other cakes as "mixed" cakes. [Now
this is quite clear as far as the trade is concerned ; but

as consumers are not supposed to see brokers' circulars,

the only way for them to become acquainted with what
they were buying would be to put on the one " pure

linseed cake," and on the other *' mixed cake." I

know some grocers who put pure ground Coffee into

white paper, and mixed in coloured. When crushers

act on this principle I shall have no fault to find, but I

cannot give them credit for openness and candour so

long as they make cake as like linseed cake as pos-

sible, and continue to brand it with marks that always

used to be understood to represent linseed cake ; and
I believe that they will eventually find that those who
have courage only to make the pure article, will in the

end succeed best ; they may not make money quite so

fast, but they will lay a sounder foundation, that will

stand longer, and bring in a more certain income than

the opposite course, and some will be found to pursue

it, and they will be supported by consumers of discern-

ment, who are willing to pay the value of an article

which really is what it professes to be. I have long felt

inclined to say a few words on what I consider the

unsatisfactory state of the cake trade ; and recent events

have fully borne out the sentiments which I have for

some time urged. Let crushers make such cake as I

recommend, and they need not, to sell it, print quarto

pamphlets, and parade the names of their customers

under the head of patrons, nor need they infer that none

but their own cakes are good, for though there are a good

many fools and rogues in this world, there are still

sufficient wise left who appreciate a really high class

article, and Providence does favour those who are deter-

mined to do right ; so I.hope we are on the eve of a

brighter day than has recently shone on the Yorkshire

cake trade, with which I have been connected for more
than 40 years. Henry Richardson^ York.

The Wild Birds* Act.—In a recent number of

your paper Mr. Tillery remarks that the starling is

omitted in the schedule of the " Wild Birds' Protec-

tion Act." This schedule is very carelessly drawn up,

as instances of which I may mention that the dunlin is

given under four different names, and the pochard,

common wild duck and lapwing under two. It is a

great pity that some ornithologist was not employed to
draw up the schedule, and if the birds had been given
under their scientific names and the local names added,
there would have been no doubt about the species
intended. I will take the dunlin as an example, which
ought to have stood thus :—The Dunlin (Tringa alpina,

Linn.) ; local names, pune, stint, and oxbirtl. Among
the omissions is the willow wren, although the wood,
wren and lesser pettychops are included in the schedule,

and I am afraid many of our magistrates would be sadly
puzzled to decide, if a case were brought before them,
whether the bird was a willow wren or a chiff"-chaS".

The garden warbler and the two whitethroats are

omitted, although the blackcap is in the schedule, and
the four species have precisely the same habits. The
sons-thrush is also omitted, although it is one of the
most useful birds in a garden, from the immense quan-
tity of shell-snails which it destroys in the winter, and
I believe no other British bird feeds upon them. Three
names, " plover's page," *' stonehatch," and *' whaup,"
are introduced, but I do not at all know what birds are
intended by them. In conclusion, I may say that Mr.
Tillery is wrong in his assertion that starlings do not
feed upon fruit, no birds are so destructive to Cherries ;

for two successive years they have cleared all the fruit

from a large Cherry tree standing close to my house,
and they are now feeding upon Damsons and Elder-
berries in my neighbour's garden. They also are very
fond of haws, but they are very useful in destroying
the larvEC of Tipula oleracea and other species of the
genus in grass fields. Henry Dottbleday^ ^PP^^^S^
Oct. 8.

The Starling.—At p. 1341 of the Agricultural
Gazette Mr. Tdlery, speaking of starlings, says,
" unlike blackbirds and thrushes they never attack fruit

to eat them." As a bird tenter in my father's orchard
I am astonished at the remark, and I wish to say that

the destruction of fruit by blackbirds and thrushes is

not to be compared to that caused by the flocks of star-

lings which congregate on the trees in the Cherry
season, in defiance of gun and rattle. Last summer,
in company with a friend, we found it next to impos-
sible to keep them off the Cherries, and when they

were shot we invariably found a Cherry in their beaks.

When successful in driving them oft the Cherries we
had to follow them to the Strawberry field, where they

were intent on similar havoc. Henry Havelock, Abbey
Wood, Kent.

Foreign Correspondence.
Berlin : Sept. 15.

—

Agricultural Aspects, Financial
and Forestal.—Now that the grand days are gone by,

the three emperors off", and the 100,000 soldiers have
left the field, there is room again in the mind of your
correspondent for agricultural thoughts. Dear me !

what a time it was, to be sure. I met no end of

specials from London, and therefore, need not, I

suppose, trouble you with small talk about the

entrevue, nevertheless, there is even an agricultural

side to this affair, seemingly political surely. The
rumour is abroad amongst the men of social science,

and especially amongst those who side with the agri-

culturists (representing not the feudal party but the

Frie-Conscrvatives), th3.t the "burning questions," as

they call them, between capital, land, and labour, have

been touched upon by the statesmen congregated at

Berlin, and something will presently turn up to help

the landed gentry in their extreme difficulties. Need
I say, that these difficulties are, like Micawber's, of a

monetary nature ? The Governments, they argue,

have tried the laisser alter principle and are tired of

it. Germany cannot, they say, take a development

parallel to that England has taken. We have not,

they say, the institution of an aristocracy who hold

many square miles of land from the Crown, and

manage it for the Crown, and do it on the principle

of equity, for the benefit of the people. Rack-renting

is scouted in England, it is the rule in Germany. The
landed property is not as in England, a fiction though

it be, a tenement in the name of the nation, a freehold,

copyhold, or leasehold ; itisproperty, indeed, and exposed

to chaffering and usurious trading. Thus, every man
who possesses a little plot of ground in town drives up
the rents. There are as many rack-rents in Berlin

as there are houses. It is the same in the country;

as nobody hardly possesses more than is fit for a farm,

there is no land-letting. The owner farms it himself,

but does not himself possess the money to do so

properly and with profit. If he tries to negotiate a

loan, he is sold and lost in a twinkling. He cannot

get a loan without a damnum of 25 per cent., and

except at an interest of 15 or even 20. The Jews have

him in their hands, and will drive him from his own ere

many years go by. This, indeed, is the sad history of

many a farmer, who afterwards leaves his country for

good, and tries other shores. There is usury every-

where, in town and out of town ; the tenant of a house,

of a lodging, a room, a nice bedstead or a bundle of

straw overnight, is exposed to usurious treatment.

The labourers are at the grace of the capitalists, who
are not Germans mostly, and do not sympathise with

the German nation, or, even if they be Germans, are

nevertheless all over usurified by this time. The
landed gentry and the peasantry are at their grace, too,

and cannot, in wages, compete with the manufacturers,

railway builders, and stock-brokers. " There is a wild-
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ness in speculation here, worse than at the worst

times in England, simply because there is no mitigating

influence.

Why, usury is the very root of every evil, for the root

of every evil is sloth. Our parliament, our aristocracy,

our everything is infected by usury, inasmuch as

nobody dare lift up his head against the usurer without

being trodden under foot. Of course the productivity

of the land, and especially that of agriculture, is greatly

impaired by these circumstances ; and as we have no in-

stitutions, such as England possesses, toward offthe ever

rising inundations of bankruptcy everywhere, we must

have laws to do so, and Government must strive to put

our oligarchy of usurers into a straight-jacket of equity.

The majority of the nation are ready to assist, as the

majority of the nation see their way to beggary. Nor
can they blame poor ignorant people for turning social

democrats and communists, as there is no talking sense

to a man who is on the rack. These arguments, they

say, have been impressed upon Count Bismarck by
men whom he has about him, and whom he confides in

and are known to possess this view of our affairs ; and
these arguments, they say, are to be submitted to the

congress of statesmen which Bismarck is expected to

convoke for settling the social question. One and the

same thing is a very different thing in different hands.

One course is not fit for all vessels, says Goethe, and
Germany, Austria, and Prussia not being in so deep a
water as England, and not having the same degree of

buoyancy which England possesses by virtue of her

imperishable institutions, cannot decree the laisser

oiler system pur ct simple, but must take pre-

cautions, or else founder. There is a grain of

truth in this, my lords. What an admirable archi-

tect built the English constitution, so that behind

its screen there is no fear of such broils as these.

Let me say my mind. It is English patience, equita-

bility, and patriotism that have built the gallant vessel,

and will keep her from harm for many a year to come.
But Germany has too many parasites mingling amongst
her children, and they have the upper hand, under the

which everything that is good and righteous must in

the end decay, as Antonio's heart did under Shylock's
perfidy {though the knife never touched it), unless an
alteration is effected.

Now let me turn to better aspects. One of the chief

remnants of medi.Tval times Germany may still be glad
of are her forests, such as every man may walk in as

freely as he can breathe the air and see the light of
heaven. There is no trespassing in our forests, with
few exceptions ; there is liberty under the green boughs,
for though indeed you dare not walk everywhere with a
gun you can do so everywhere with a stick and heart

full of joy in our forests. There is no fear of a man
treading down a tree, and therefore no need of for-

bidding him to walk between them. Germany is rich

in joyous songs about the green woods ; I could sing a
dozen at a moment's notice which I have picked up
walking in the streets. I do not say it would be a treat

for everybody's tympanum, but still we have a bit of a
woodman's heart all of us, a remnant of our gorilla

pre-existence as natural and becoming to any man as

the stump of the tail we are known to possess by
anatomists. And this delight in forest life, and forest

bliss, and forest freedom is one of the brightest and
most inspiring aspects of the German character. It is

an equivalent to us Saxons for the delight in seafaring,

a characteristic of the Norman tribe. The trees are a
German's masts, and the boughs swelling before the
wind are their waves. Despoil Germany of her forests,

and you take the very life's blood out of her. Much
despoilmg is going on ; for what is there safe and
sacred at the hands of usurious Jews ? But a German
nobleman would rather hack off his own hands than
deface his father's forests.

Thus, no less than a quarter of Germany still con-
sists of wooded lands. According to the most recent
investigations by the new Imperial Government, or,

rather, by that of the Reich, a word synonymous with
richdom, the whole surface ofwooded lands in the empire
is equal to 14,000,000 hectares in a round number,
the whole empire only having 54,000,000 hectares.
These forests are divided into private, common, and
State property. The State is possessed of 4,642,857
hectares, equal to ^2> P^"" c^"t. of the whole wooded
lands ; 18 per cent, are common property, amounting
to 2,441,738 hectares, and 48 per cent, are private,
equal to 6, 676, 67 1 hectares. The North-Eastern
Germany, Prussia proper, Pomerania, Brandenburg,
Silesia and Posen (Poland) are richest ; next to these
tlie mountainous parts in the south-west. But whilst
in the North the State and the nobility have the
most of it—38 and 52 per cent respectively—by far

the greater proportion is common property in the
west and south-west, all along the Rhine—about 55
per cent. Westphalia and Hanover boast only of 14
per cent, of common wood, 40 being State and 44
private property ; and in that despicably desiccated
centre part of Germany, Saxony and Thuringia, there
is hardly a remnant of common spirit, common law,
and common forest, 10 per cent, only of the wood
being the people's. Still, as I have said, no man is

prevented from taking a forest spree, whoever may own
the trees and the land ; and there is no want of wood
anywhere in Germany, except perhaps around Magde-
burg, and in such like extremely fertile regions. I
have herewith put side by side two aspects of German
life, one financial and the other forestial—one ex-

tremely depressing, the other fit for rejoicing ; and in

order that this latter impression may prevail I will

leave it there. 0. Bda.

VFTOX .'^TAGNA.

A Ha7-i.'est Home,—At the festival in celebration of the

ingathering of the harvest for the parish of Upton
Magna, Shropshire, dinner was provided in a large

tent, in which were arranged four long rows of tables,

running from end to end. The tables were decorated
with some fine bouquets and floral devices from Sun-
borne, the rectory, and several of the family residences

in the parish. Over 500 guests sat down, and, large as

was the company, the catering was conducted on so

liberal a scale, that after the repast sufficient must have
remained to feast a dinner party of no ordinary dimen-
sions. After grace had been said, the toast of the

Queen was followed by others, and the Rector proposed
the toast of the "Tenant-farmers and their Labourers"in
a long and interesting speech. He referred first of all

to the great importance of the subject, witness the pro-

minent place it occupied in public places and public

meetings. You could scarcely take up a paper or

attend a meeting without hearing it discussed—states-

men, landlords, clergy, speakers at social science

meetings, all trying to state at least the conditions of

the problem to be solved, and to throw what light they
could upon the means of solving it. All honour to

ihem ; but with regard to the political agitators, who,
without any special knowledge of the subject, went
about the country exciting the worst feelings of both
classes, and the Trades' Union advocates who were
putting forth all their power to beguile the agricultural

labourer into their meshes, he denounced alike their

object and the means by which they sought to obtain

it. Of course he did not deny the right of combining
to advance their interest. The theories of free trade

and competition applied to the labour market, and they

had a right to sell theirs to the dearest one they could
find, and by the same law the employers would buy in

the cheapest. As Lord Derby said the other day,

abstractedly their right of combination might be carried

out by the different individuals and classes of society

without any consideration how far other's interests

might be injured, and, he added, "within recognised

limits." But, as far as he (the chairman) could see, the

only limits recognised by the agitators he had denounced
was the power and opportunity within their reach.

Their rule of action was, my neighbour's necessity is my
opportunity ; the only result of which would be a per-

petual war of alternate success and suffering on either

side, and proportionate bitterness and hatred as the

strife went on. Summer and harvest they were told

were the labourer's opportunity and the farmer's day of
necessity, and they were counselled to take advantage
of it (he was speaking of what took place elsewhere

—

he was thankhil to know such principles had found no
advocates here) ; but then winter and hard frosts and
short days were the farmer's opportunity and the
labourer's day of necessity ; and which dog would be
uppermost then? He did not know what political

economy might have to say to this rule of action, but
he was old-fashioned enough to believe that the world
we are living in is God's world still, and that in the
solution of these questions, in which the conflicting

interests of individuals and classes are involved, we
cannot afford to leave out His laws of action if we
would arrive at a right solution. The question was
one for landlords, farmers, and labourers to settle

without the interference of political or Trades' Union
agitators, and they had each of them better adopt the
motto, " Put yourself in his place," before condemning
each other's line of action. There was more than one
side to every question, and they were not likely to see
the right way out of it while they persisted in looking
at it each one only from his own point of view. He
then proceeded to point out the utter folly and wrong-
headedness of these Trades' Union agitators, who would
persuade the labourers to go in for a uniform payment
of wages and hours of labour, and met with a hearty
response to his views from the labourers when he
appealed to them, to answer whether they thought
every man's labour among them was of equal value, and
whether those who were willing to work for their
families, or their own advancement, 13 or 14 hours
instead of 10 or 12, were to be forbidden by the laws
of Trades' Unions from putting to their best use the power
that God had given them.

After some further remarks, he proceeded to say
that there were three things especially in which he
heartily sympathised with the claims which were put
forth on behalf of the agricultural labourer. First, their
demand for a good cottage and garden—he said a good
cottage, such as a Christian man and woman could live

in and bring up a family as Christians, It was a crying
evil that the cottages of the poor should have been
allowed, as in so many cases they have been and are
allowed, to remain in a condition so utterly unfitted for

their purpose. Schools and preaching are of small use
while the condition of the homes of the poor defied the
laws of cleanliness and morality. They had a right to

demand good cottages, and he believed they would have
them. But there was another side to this question :

they had a right to them for the right bringing up of
their own families, not for the making money of them

by crowding the new rooms with lodgers. Landlords
used this practice of theirs as a reason why they need
not increase the number of bedrooms. But there was
this easy remedy when necessary. If a man and woman
were so degraded by long habit as not to appreciate the

better accommodation, let them be educated by feeling

that their tenancy depended upon the law ofno lodgers ;

and again, let them (the labourers) remember that the

neglect of many years could not be repaired in a very

few, and those landlords who had inherited the results

of that neglect could only by degrees restore things to

their right condition. Another thing which he thought

the labouring man might fairly ask was a bit of the

land on which he laboured. He was altogether in

favour of the allotment system. He thought each man
sliould have half an acre of land besides his garden at a

fair average rent. If he was of that stamp, and there

were some, that he could not use it right, take it from
him, but in the majority of cases it would be a great

blessing, as it was in this parish : it not only greatly

helped, but produced a feehng of greater interest in

their work and home, tied them to the parish and their

place, and produced a feehng of contentment. Speaking
of his own parish, he knew very well that in those cases

where there were no allotments. Potato ground rent

free and many other advantages were given by the

farmer ; still he would advise his friends, the employers
of labour, to Lake into consideration the merits of the

proposal of allowing each of their men such an allot-

ment as he had suggested, and he felt quite sure they

would consult with the object of doing what is best for

their men. But above all he entreated them not to

withdraw, under any provocation of agitation, as

ungrateful specimens of the labouring class, from those

many little acts of kindness and help which he bore

willing testimony to existing now among themselves.

The ploughing their bit of ground, the drawing of

the coals and wood, the gift of straw for the pig, and such

like acts of goodwill, were the very cement which held

society together, and done in the cheerful willing spirit

which pervaded the parish they were a blessing both

to the givers and receivers, which he hoped and prayed

they would never cease to give. He then referred to

the third point, on which he thought the agricultural

labourer had a claim to be heard, and that was in pro-

testing against the doing away with all the small

holdings of 10, 30, or 50 acres, and merging them in

the large farms. Whatever might be the merits of this

practice in an economical point of view, he could not

regard it as wise in policy to take away from a whole

class as it were the very stepping-stones by which the

best of them might hope to rise in the scale, and by

so destroying hope sow the seeds of disaffection and dis-

content. But the subject was too large a one to enter

upon, and he had already taken up more than enough
of their time. As a parish they had been so far free

from the assaults of the agitators, and, compared with

many others, there was not muchinflammable material for

them to work upon. There was room for improvement,

but we are not despots and selfish tyrants here ; but,

looking beyond our own parish, we had to take our

share in the general well-being of our country, and to

do our best to promote the true views of mutual interest

of classes, and contribute to the well-being of the body
by taking our own share in working for it. He con-

cluded a speech which was listened to by both classes

he was addressing with interest and approval, by pro-

posing the health of the Tenant-farmers and Farm
Labourers of Upton Magna.

Farmers' Clubs.
LANCASHIRE.

Pf-estojt, October 5.—On Saturday Lord Derby pre-

sided at a meeting of the newly-formed Lancashire

Farmer' Club and Chamber of Agriculture, and delivered

an inaugural address in the Town Hall, Preston, of

which we here give the substance.

Lord Derby said :—In bringing together this Farmers'

Club, we are following an example which has been set

— and, as I believe, usefully set—by various other

counties. The formation of these bodies has been too

recent to enable me to judge of their working, but I

may say generally that they have two objects in view

—

one, to give a fair hearing to all such persons as may
have practical suggestions to offer on agricultural mat-
ters, or on the mutual relations of the various classes

engaged in the cultivation of the soil ; the other, which
I hold to be equally important, to bring together, for

the discussion of all such new ideas as may proposed, an
audience which shall be experienced and critical ; so

that if, as will happen in the best regulated pubUc
meetings, motions should be put forward which are

plausible on the face of them, but impracticable in their

working, they may go forth to the general public

accompanied with the comments of those who have
heard them, and who are better able to estimate their

real value than the mass of ousiders can be.

The landed interest, whatever else it may complain
of, cannot possibly complain of neglect. Everybody
wants to do something to it, or with it ; but, unluckily,
many of the loudest talkers on matters connected with
land are people whose agricultural knowledge is about
on a par with that of the cockney on his travels, who
said he thought he should know malt from Barley if he
saw them growing together. Farming on paper is one
thing—farming in practice is another ; and when all the
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world has got a theory of some sort about the soil, it is

just as well that some of the talking at least should be
done by parties who have not merely got up their

knowledge for the occasion, as the lawyer gets up cases

from a brief. The subjects which will come before this

Club are many—some of them I will name by-and-by ;

but there are three or four which suggest themselves as

the most likely to be discussed, and the most important

;

and on these, with your permission, I will say a few
words first.

I. One of these is the labour question. A great deal

has been spoken and written lately about the scarcity of

labour, and the consequent raising of wages. Now,
on that matter it is hardly possible to make any remark,

unless of so vague a character that it can serve no useful

purpose that will be applicable to other localities than
one's own, or which elsewhere may not be misunder-

stood. Every county has its peculiar customs and
circumstances ; and, as has been said of a battle, no one
can describe more than that part of the field in which
he himself happens to be engaged. One question I

would ask, Are we not a little hasty in speaking as if

a great permanent rise in the cost of English labour had
taken or was taking place ? It may be so, but we know
this—that an exceptional development of trade and
manufactures has created an exceptional demand for

hands ; that such periods of suddenly enhanced pros-

perity seldom go on long without a check, and that it

is by no means proved that when that check occurs

—

and some people think it is not far off even now—the

demand for labour may not subside to very nearly its

former level. We cannot generalise safely from the

experience of a year or two. It is not four years since

many people—sensible people as well as kind-hearted
people—were crying out for State help to send out
of the country the surplus labour for which we could
find no use at home. When I notice the change since

1S6S, I am compelled to ask what there is to

prevent the ebb from succeeding to the flow—what
should hinder the pendulum from swinging back again
to its old position? Nobody can feel unkindly to those
poor fellows who are only doing the best they know
to better themselves ; but I suspect that in the
majority of cases they have miscalculated their

strength, and will not do themselves mucli good. I

would never discourage any young fellow from emi-
grating if his mind was really set upon it, and if he
had an idea of what was before him—indeed, I have
very often helped men to go ; but unless labourers are

a good deal stupider than I take them to be, they will

find out that emigration is a lottery. As to emigration
from one county to another—especially from the south
of England to the north—that is a process which will

go on of itself, and does not require to be artificially

stimulated. The tendency of wages is necessarily

towards equality within a limited area. But it is obvious
that a movement of that kind cuts two ways—if it

tends to raise wages in one district it tends to lower
them, or to prevent them rising, in another.

Well, what are we to do for them at home ?

One of the favourite schemes of the day is

to turn them into farmers ; or rather into

fractions of a farmer, by adopting what is called the

plan of co-operative association, and giving the soil to

be cultivated by the actual workers upon it. It is clear

that associations of men, individually poor, will be at

a disadvantage in two cases—one where a large com-
mand of capital is required, and where they may have
to lie out of their money for a long while ; the other,

where risks are to be run, where immediate decisions

must be taken, and where, therefore, it is necessary

that persons directing operations should act with that

entire freedom which a man can hardly feel when he is

dealing with the property of other people. Well, in the

case of farming, it seems to me that the first of these

difficulties is, if not fatal, yet very serious indeed.

There can be no tolerable farming without capital ; a
body of labourers clearly have not got capital of

their own, and as they have no available security

to ofifer, I don't see where they are to get it.

I am aware that instances have occurred where
benevolent landowners have themselves advanced
the sum required ; but that is charity, and not busi-

ness. In the first place, it is clear that landowners
as a body would not be able to take that course. In
the next place, even if they had the money, it would be
a very speculative investment ; and besides that, farm-
ing with capital of which every shilling is borrowed is

not, for the occupier, a safe and satisfactory process.

Still, I don't say that it should not be tried ; or that in

some form it may not ultimately answer, only, with our
present experience, I should advise no one to put more
money into it than he can afford conveniently to lose.

But why should not the question be practically tested ?

There are plenty of estates in the market. The
trading co-operative associations of this country are
very numerous ; they have a good deal of money made,
and their supporters are enthusiastically zealous in the
cause. A very little experience is better than a great
deal of talk ; let them try a few farms, and see whether
they can work them to advantage on their principle.
If they succeed, nobody will grudge them their suc-
cess ; if they fail, we are only where we were.

There is a modified form of co-operation, which
consists in paying labourers proportionately to the pro-
fits made on the farm, and some plan of that kind has

lately been recommended to us by very high parlia-

mentary authority. I think, however, that it is liable

to a good deal of difficulty. In the first place, it is not
always easy for the farmer to know exactly what his

profits on the year's business are, and still less easy for

him to prove it, as he would be bound to do, to the
satisfaction of his men. In the next place, it does not
seem to be founded on any principle of justice that I

can understand, that a ploughman or a carter's earn-
ings should depend on the state of the crops or of the
markets. No doubt he would be willing enough to
receive a bonus in good years, but he would not at all

like a corresponding deduction from his earnings in bad
years. And yet it is not easy to see how you can have
one without the other. While on this question I would
recommend it to your consideration, whether it is not
both just and politic to distinguish, more than is usually
done, between individual labourers, as regards the rate

at which they are paid. One man's work is worth
half as much again as that of another ; it is a dis-

couragement to the really good worker not to have
that difference recognised ; and, looking at it in

another point of view, by valuing each man's labour
separately you encourage the spirit of individual
energy and ambition, rather than of combination and
collective action. The strong and the energetic will

not feel, under such a system, that, in order to rise

themselves, they must drag after them the dead weight
of those who have neither strength nor energy. And
as they lead the rest, when you satisfy them you go a
long way towards satisfying all. Every generation has
its favourite ideas—co-operation is the universal medi-
cine of the present day. Five-and-twenty years ago
the theory used to be, that if you could only give to
every labourer an allotment on which he could grow
produce, either for sale or for his own use, you would
have made a great step towards improving his con-
dition. I think there was leason and sense in that

view, though more stress may have been laid upon it

than it would fairly bear. It is a fair matter for

discussion, and I hope we may have some
light thrown upon it. That every cottage
should be in good repair, and should have a
garden attached to it, are rules which I need not stop
to enforce upon you. Another subject much talked of
in the South is whether labourers' cottages should be
held direct from the landlord or leased by him to the
farmer who holds the adjoining land. I hold for my
own part that, as a general rule, subject to exception
in the case of large and distant farms, the landowner
had better not allow the control over them to pass out
of his own hands. On the other hand, he may reason-
ably make it a condition that those whom he houses at

a very unremunerative rent should be actually and
habitually workers on his estate. Piecework, or pay-
ment by results, is a valuable stimulus to exertion where
it can be introduced. It is open to one objection, that

the quality of the work done is apt to suffer in cases

where faulty work cannot be detected by inspection.

Still the principle is sound, because it gives the worker
an interest in his occupation, and creates rivalry.

Where men are paid by time only, it is an unpopular
thing among them for one to do more than the rest.

Exceptional energy is discouraged, and men reasonably
ask, *' Why should I work harder than my neighbour,
since the profits will go into my employer's pocket,
and not into mine?"

2. Vou will expect me to say something on the
question of game. It does not much interest me
personally, and I shall be quite ready to acquiesce in

whatever arrangements either law or custom may
sanction ; but where there is a good deal of prejudice

on both sides, a word or two in a spirit of at least

intended impartiality may not be quite useless. There
are two issues involved—one, what it is wise for every
landlord to do of his own free will ; the other what
Parliament ought to do on the subject if it does any-
thing. Now, as to the first point, I do not hesitate to

say that in many, perhaps in most, parts of the country,

game preserving has been carried a great deal too far.

If a man wants to carry it on to the extent that some
landowners do, let him take what land he requires into

his own hands, and bear the expense and loss himself.
But when we come to speak of legislation, I think tiiat

if I were a farmer I would consider twice before I asked
for the repeal of the Game Laws. First, because a
change of that kind in the law would naturally lead to

a general re-valuation of farms ; and farms in Eng-
land are habitually let at a lower rate than they would
fetch if competed for in the open market. But, secondly,

and perhaps this is the more important reason,

because in a country like this you never can have, you
never will have, a stringent and effective law of tres-

pass. The public would never consent to its being
passed, nor allow it to be enforced if it were jiassed.

Various plans have been put forward for giving the

game—ground game, at least—to the tenant instead of

the landlord. I3ut all of them that I have seen are

open to this objection : that if the landlord and tenant

are to contract freely for the letting of farms, it is

impossible for the law to prevent the landlord from
reserving the right of shooting ; and if, as some people
contend, such a reservation is to be made illegal, then
you are landed in this absurdity, that the tenant who may
shoot on his own account may also let the shooting
to any human being whom he pleases to select, with
the single exception of his own landlord. On the

whole, I think the matter will be found a very awkward
one to deal with by law, and what I should wish to see
—what I hope to see—is, that by moderation on both
sides the necessity for any large legislative measure may
be averted. I am convinced that if landowners and
their friends would be content with the kind of sport

which satisfied their grandfathers, or even their fathers,

up to 30 or 40 years ago, there would be very little

controversy about it.

3. There are two other matters which we may have
to discuss—the question of leases, and the question of
compensation to tenants for unexhausted improvements.
Now, as to leases, I will tell you exactly what I think,

I hold that any improving tenant who wants a lease of

14 or 21 years may fairly be allowed to have one ; and
I am not in favour of clogging leases with more than a
few simple conditions. But then the bargain must not
be all on one side. If the landowner consents to put
his farm out of his own control for a term of years, he
must be free morally, as he is free legally, to renew the
contract or not at the end of the term, as he thinks
best. Probably he will think it best ; but he has a
right to his option. I lay stress on that, because I
have seen in the papers cases where it was made a
matter of great complaint that the holder of such a
lease was not allowed to renew it, the proprietor of the

soil having made other arrangements. I confess I

cannot see the justice of those complaints. Where
leases are resorted to, the relation between owner and
occupier becomes one of contract ; and neither can
fairly claim as a matter of right anything beyond what
is in the contract. In practice, I cannot call to mind
that on the estates with which I am connected any
demand for additional security of tenure has ever been
addressed to me ; and I gather that, so far as this part

of the country is concerned, there is no particular feel-

ing on the subject. So far from landowners using

their power harshly in respect of changes of tenantry,

I think they may more justly be accused of erring in an
opposite direction. Many an incapable and nearly

insolvent tenant is kept on from the natural reluctance

to break an old connection. As to claims for un-

exhausted improvements, it is scarcely possible, in

the time at our disposal, to discuss the limits within
which they are just. In some cases—as, for instance,

where artificial manures have been used—I apprehend
that these claims are regulated by a local custom
which is well understood. Where a tenant has a lease,

they generally will, and to my mind they always should,

be matters of arrangement between him and the

landlord. It is not the landowner's interest to

have his farm run out during the last four years of

the lease, and it is not the tenant's interest to run

it out, if he can either secure the value of what he has

put in, or a renewal of his tenancy. They are both

gainers by coming to an agreement, and I do not see

that either fresh legislation or the intervention of any
third party is necessary. In the case of a yearly tenant,

the claim is certainly stronger, and if in cases of that

kind grievances arise, as I have read in the newspapers,

I think the question of legal protection is a very fair

one to raise. But I -speak with no great confidence,

for in my experience no dispute has ever arisen on
those points.

And that brings me back to what I said at first—the

importance of a clear definition of mutual rights. All

that miserable Irish trouble about tenant-right, of

which we probably have not seen the end yet, arises, in

the first instance, from the muddle-headed way in

which both parties went on, laying down no fixed rule,

acting on no definite principle, but settling each case as

it arose, or leaving it unsettled, until the confusion had
become inextricable, and popular violence had practi-

cally superseded law. We shall not fall into that

mistake, but it is one great use of such discussions as

ours ought to be, that vague and unsound notions get

swept away, and that we come to see clearly what
others have a right to expect from us, and what we are

entitled to claim in return. It rests with you whether

this Society is going to be of real use or not. You have

an immense range of subjects to deal with ; try to deal

with them briefly, practically, thoughtfully. With our

system of newspapers, the most obscure person, who is

master of his subject, may start an idea that will spread

through the whole country ; and if for every grain of

truth we should happen to produce a good deal of chaff,

why, the chaff blows away in the fresh air of contro-

versy—the grain, be it much or little, remains behind,

MIDLAND,
The Meat Supply,—At a recent meeting of this

Society, the following discussion on this subject took

place :

—

The Chairman (Mr. J. Bowcn Jones) said the

subject they had met to consider was a very important

one. There was no doubt that there was a deficiency

of from 50 to 75 per cent, in the Potato crop ; and in

the Wheat crop there was a deficiency which was

variously estimated at from 15 to 20 i)er cent. It was,

therefore, a very serious maater, especially for the

poorer classes, to look forward to the coming winter.

In addition, the fool-and-moulh disease was prevalent,

and very recently the cattle plague had again broken out

among us. The price of meat has been advancing for

some time, and he was sorry to say there appeared to

be, on the part of the public, a belief that the farmers
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were to a certain extent to blame for this. It was, in

the first place, due to a certain extent to a disease

amongst stock ; and, secondly, to the increasing de-

mands of the labouring population for butcher's meat.

He was sorry to say we had not yet discovered any means

whereby the ratio of increase in production could be

rendered equivalent to the increase in the demand.

By a comparison of the figures issued by the Board of

Trade, he found that the increase in the number of

cattle in England during the last three years had not

been great. But still there had been an increase. In

1870, according to the agricultural returns, there were

5,403,317 head of cattle, 28,397,589 sheep, and

2,171,438 pigs in Great Britain. In 1S71 there

were 5,337,759 cattle, 27,119,569 sheep, and 2,499,602

pigs. The returns for 1872 gave 5,624,106 cattle,

27,922,864 sheep, and 2,784,890 pigs. These figures

showed an increase in 1872 of 286,347 head of cattle

803,295 sheep, and 285,288 pigs over 1S71. As com
pared with 1S70, the increase was 4.1 per cent, ir

cattle, 1.7 in sheep, and 2S.3 in pigs. The Board of

Trade returns showed that during the first eight months
of 1S70, 82,955 oxen and bulls, 9199 cows, 22,456
calves, 459,881 sheep, and 59,553 pigs were imported.

For 1871, the numbers were 87,987 oxen and bulls,

39,248 cows, 29,874 calves, 595,867 sheep, and

61,590 pigs; and for 1872, 70,186 oxen and bulls,

21,363 cows, 27,129 calves, 572,482 sheep and lambs,

and 10,388 pigs. This statement showed that there

had been a fair increase in the number of stock im-

ported, even since the outbreak of the cattle plague,

with the exception, perhaps, of the first eight months

of the present year ; but, even then, the falling off

could not be entirely attributed to any restrictions

recently imposed, as the returns he had quoted referred

to the eight months prior to the new Orders of Council

coming into operation. His object in quoting the

returns was to point out that the importations of

foreign stock, of all descriptions, bore a very small

proportion to the amount of stock in this country.

A recent number of the yountal of the Royal
Agricultural Society contained an interesting paper by
Mr. Thompson, of Kirby Hall, in which it was stated

that the foreign stock imported during the last three

years barely averaged 2 per cent, of the home stock
;

while, according to the returns for the last eight

months, the proportion would be still less. This fact

should be kept in view, because it had a strong bearing

on the price of meat. If, by the importation of so

small a percentage of foreign stock, we diminished the

home supplies, through the introduction of disease,

then foreign stock did us more harm than good. He
would also call attention to the fact recently pointed

out in the Chamber of Agriculture Jourjial, that the

increase of stock in the last four years had been suffi-

cient to meet the requirements of a greater increase of
population than has taken place during the same time,

and that the rise in the price of meat was not caused
by the increase in the population, but by other causes

and agencies. The article he refeiTed to stated that

during the four years 1S67-71 the annual consumption
of meat in the United Kingdon was 7 stones per head
of the population, which populaaon had increased at

the rate of 252,000 per annum, while the supply
of meat in 1S71 was more by 82,279 tons than in

1S70. From a return issued by the Veterinary Depart-
ment of the Privy Council, he estimated the loss

of stock from contagious diseases, in England alone,

during 187 1, at from a million and a quarter to a million

and a half of money, and the value of the foreign

importations at ;^5, 000,000. Now, it was obvious
that, if to get that amount of foreign importations

we introduced disease which swept away home stock
worth from a million and a quarter to a million and a
half we did not derive the whole benefit from the
importation. He would further say that he believed

the returns were fallacious, and that they did not show
anything like the extent to which cattle disease was
prevalent in this country. He found that this was
acknowledged even in the returns themselves. Dr.
Alexander Williams said that the inconvenience and
expense attending the making of returns of the con-
tagious diseases and of the deaths was so serious as to
render them comparatively useless, and the Privy
Council had decided that from the end of the year no
farther returns would be required. As a practical
&rmer, he (the President) had to express his own
annoyance at this. He had been -equired, year by
year, to make a report—he should do so quinquennially
in future—from which they derived information of the
quantity of stock in the country, and the consuming
population derived great benefit from them ; but,
although they were willing to give all the information
in their power, the facts connected with the disease in

the country were to be kept dark. It would seem that

the ruling powers did not wish to disclose the extent to

which we were losing by foot-and-mouth disease,

though the expense of those returns was borne, not by
the Imperial exchequer, but by the districts in which
the disease occurred. He had no doubt that correct
returns this year, when foot-and-mouth disease had
assumed a most malignant form, would show that the
value of the losses of home stock from disease far

exceeded the value of the importations of foreign
stock.

Going back to the old question, which they had dis-

cussed 60 often at that Club and in the Chambers of good from 12 to l6hours longer than those slaughtered
Agriculture, it was absolutely necessary that foreign ' in the ordinar)' manner.

fat stock should be slaughtered at the ports under effi-

cient conditions—not in the slipshod way in which it

had been done hitherto, and that store cattle should be

subjected to a long quarantine. If that were done,

great benefit would result both to the home producer and

the consumer. The trade would soon adapt itself to the

altered circumstances ; a larger supply would ensue ;

and the farmers, enjoying an immunity from foreign

disease, would be able to feed their stock with satis-

faction to themselves and advantage to the public. It

was necessary to impress upon the minds of consumers

that protection to our herds was not a protection of

profits by keeping out supplies like the old protection

tor corn. Mr. Thompson, in his paper, alluded to the

improvement of grass lands as one of the ellectual

means of insuring the largest supply of animal food.

He agreed with Mr. Thompson to a certain extent,

but he also thought that the better cultivation of arable

lands was of equal, if not greater, importance in the

question of meat supply. The large sums of money
involved in increasing the supplies of meat indirectly

bore upon the question of the tenure of land ; for, until

agriculturists had ample security for their outlay of

money upon the land, the production of food would
not be developed to its fullest possible extent. In-

cidentally, their old friend, the Malt-tax, cropped up
again, as bearing upon the supply of animal food. So
long as we imposed a tax of some 70 per cent, on the

food best adapted for producing beef and mutton, so

long should we have to pay an excessive price for meat.

Besides this, farmers would have to take greater care

than formerly in the selection and improvement of

their stock, so as to be able to supply food in the

greatest possible quantity and of the best description.

All they wanted was fair play, and then English agri-

culturists would be able to do as much as those of any

other nation in the universe.

Mr. Odams said he had some experience with

regard to the supply of meat from the autumn of 1870
till the spring of 1871, the period during which the

Privy Council Orders, requiring that cattle should be

slaughtered at the ports of entry, were in force.

Having a piece of land by the river side, he put up a

number of sheds and slaughter-houses for carrying on

the trade, which he did for some time ; and his object

in attending on the present occasion was to convey to

the minds of those present the impressions made upon
his own mind by all he witnessed. Being no chemist

himself, he asked a scientific friend what was the

difference between the blood of an animal and the

blood of a human being? and he was told that there

was very little difference, if any. He therefore came
to the conclusion that animals must imbibe the same
oxygen as we do, if they were to be kept in a healthy

state. Look, for example, at what was going on
in this densely-populated town of Birmingham, the

authorities of which were spending many thousands of

]5ounds to get rid of the sewage. What was sewage ?

Human excreta, which generated gases and produced
disease. Now there was scarcely a tide which washed
upon the shores of this country but what brought

animals which had passed through the ordeal of

Inhaling such gases for forty-eight hours. He would
not attempt to describe what he had witnessed in this

respect ; it beggared pescription. He would not be so

presumptuous as to say that there was any plan which
would give them perfect immunity from disease ; but

he would say this—that if they wanted to reduce the

risk of disseminating disease amongst their flocks and
herds fat animals must be slaughtered directly they

were landed, and store animals must on no account be

placed in the holds of those vessels, for they were dens

of poison. He did not assert that disease was
generated there, but it was disseminated. Animals
which had once been in the holds of these vessels

ought never to be allowed to move aniong our flocks

and herds.

Then, with regard to the meat supply. He had seen

Mr. Foster many times on the subject, and that gentle-

man had always expressed a fear lest by killing animals

at the waterside they would enhance the price of meat
in the midland districts, more especially in our large

manufacturing towns. Never was there a greater

fallacy. During the last few years a great meat trade

had been going on between London and Aberdeen, and
he doubted whether the trade would have been carried

on so long if it had not been profitable. They might

safely follow the lead of Scotchmen in whatever related

to pounds, shillings, and pence. He had slaughtered

more than 600 animals daily at his wharf, where dealers

came to him from the North, and he found that not only

the carcases, but the offal and skins of animals, could

be conveyed from London to Birmingham, Wolver-
hampton, or Manchester, at a less cost than the animals

when alive. Taking such to be the case he asked

would they or would they not be doing an injustice to

the consuming classes by preventing diseased animals

from coming amongst us ? He happened to live on the

borders of Essex, where there were two gentlemen who
had been large slaughterers for many years. Although
tliey sent on an average 300 or 400 sheep a week to

London, their losses during the hottest weather were,

they told him, comparatively trifling—that was, if the

animals were killed in a properly ventilated slaughter-

house, and the carcases so killed and cooled would keep

Mr. WiNTERTON moved—"That in the opinion of

this meeting all foreign fat stock should be slauglitered

at the port of landing, and all foreign store stock sub-

jected to at least 14 days* quarantine before proceeding

to London." He said it was absurd to suppose the

consumption of meat would diminish, inasmuch as the

increase of wages had given the labouring classes the

privilege of tasting the better classes of meat, and so

long as it was to be had they would have it. The
tillers of the soil ought, therefore, to do all they could

to increase the supply. Their chairman had touched

upon a very delicate point when he alluded to the

tenure of land. Who would be so absurd as to invest

his money for the good of the public, unless he had a

prospect of securing a return for his outlay ? But there

were many practical men to whom it was an object so

to cultivate their land that it should be made to pro-

duce as much as possible. It was most important that

our arable lands should be looked to, for they were as

essential as grazing land to the production of good
stock. But the cultivation of that land must be pro-

tected. It had always been a matter of surprise to

him that our legislators had not given more attention

to agriculture. Every other class had been more con-

sidered than the agriculturists. Why was that, when
what might be termed the very bone and marrow of the

country came from the land ? Where were the agri-

culturists who made their fortunes as rapidly as their

Birmingham friends? He thought it was time that

they impressed upon their rulers that if something were
not soon done, what was wanted would be brought

about in a manner which would not be agreeable.

They asked for no favour, but simply fair play ; and if

they had fair play, he was sure it would be found that

the land was capable of producing much more stock

than it did. The question of land tenure, and the

class of men who occupied the soil, must be con-

sidered. He could not help saying, though perhaps

they would blame him for saying it, that a man could

not commit a greater sin than to occupy land, from

which the food and clothing of man was produced, and
not make the best of it.

Mr. G. Wise seconded the resolution. He agreed

with Mr. Winterton as to the neglect of the agricul-

turists of this country by every Government which came
into office. He was one of the committee appointed

by the Quarter Sessions to deal with the Act relative

to the contagious diseases of animals. They memorialised

the Privy Council to give them power to place greater

restriction on the movements of cattle during the pre-

valence of foot-and-mouth disease, but up to the present

time, so far as he was aware, no answer had been

received. He was convinced that the agriculturists

would not prosper until they had a responsible minister

to superintend their affairs. As matters stood at pre-

sent they could not fix upon any one person who was
to blame (or the culpable manner in which the cattle

affected with rinderpest were brought to Hull, and

were allowed to remain there for four days without

being slaughtered, and thus to disseminate the cattle

disease for miles around. The gentleman to be

appointed Minister of Agriculture should be one whose
mind was not disturbed by questions of Church dis-

establishment and ballot bills, but a thoroughly practi-

cal man, to whom the farmers could look in tmies of

difficulty and trouble.

Mr. T. HoRLEY, jun., then moved :
—" That the

unrestricted traffic in Irish cattle and pigs is, in the

opinion of this meeting, a fruitful source of disease, and
calls for immediate supervision on the part of the Legis-

lature." Any man (he said) who could devise a plan

for increasing the meat supply would be a benefactor

to the country. He would not say anything against

the importation of Irish cattle, because we could not do
without them. If other countries besides Ireland could

send lean stock to be fattened in our pastures they

would confer a benefit upon us ; but it was only fair to

ask that those who did send it should be placed under

restrictions to prevent them from propagating disease

amongst us. Careful supervision of stock was as much
needed on the other side of the water as on this ; as it

was quite certain that the manner in which cattle were

huddled together for transit must have a tendency to

produce disease. At the present time the farmers of

this country were placed under extraordinary restric-

tions. They could remove their stock only under very

exceptional conditions. Stockowners had suflTered great

losses from foot-and-mouth disease ; and thousands of

cattle had, in consequence, lost a whole summer's

grass, which was a serious state of things not only to

the farmer but to the consumer. It was a mistake to

suppose that, except under peculiar circumstances, the

high price of meat had brought any extra profit to

producers. The present year was likely to prove any-

thing but profitable to the producers of meal. More
encouragement should be given to the breeding as well

as the feeding of stock ; but until they had belter pro-

tection the farmers could not be expected to embark
their capital in it, and the supply of meat in this

country would never be what it ougiit to be. He lioped

that before long they would be placed in a better

position by the Government, and that they would have
fair play dealt to them, which they did not get at

present. To some extent he must admit it was their

ovra fault, because they did not act together like other

classes.

Mr. May, in seconding the motion, said he could
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fully coincide with what had been said by previous
speakers. He considered that agriculturists had long
been in an uncertain and unsatisfactory position. The
losses and uncertainties attending the calling of farm-
ing certainly took away from it all the pleasure which
was supposed to attend country life, and also the
profits. The foot-and-mouth disease was no longer
the simple malady it once was ; but was now
complicated, and assumed totally different characters
in different districts. In his own locality it had taken
the form of rabies, and in others that of rheumatism.
In some cases it affected the larynx of animals to such
an extent that they died from suffocation. He thought
if proper statistics could be collected of the number of
beasts dying with disease the result would be so astonish-

ing that much greater attention would be paid to the
subject.

Mr. Waller said there was a very erroneous
impression existing that we were to a very large extent
dependent on foreign countries for our supplies of
meat. The fact was, that if we were so dependent,
we should be very badly off indeed. How could we
expect to get meat from Holland at a cheap rate when
grazing land in that country was let at £,6 per acre ?

It was true German sheep were always in demand
here, and formed a favourite class of animals with some
butchers, because, being small, they could be substi-

tuted for lamb. The only portion of the world from
which we should be able to obtain a supply of live

cattle at a low rate was Russia ; but our Government
entirely prohibited the importation of cattle from that
country, because the rinderpest always existed there,

and the protection against it, to be effectual, must be
permanent. We must, therefore, look to our home
production for an increase of the supply of meat. It

was absurd to lecture the farmer, as some persons did,
about increasing the supply, because they might take it

that the farmer would send as much meat to market as
possible. The most important course would be to give
the stock-owner and breeder some guarantee that his

trade would be less hazardous than hitherto. The
normal condition of British stock was that of health.
In fact, there was no disease among cattle originally.

The disease they were now liable to had been imported
from other countries, and so long as things were
allowed to go on as they now are so long would the
disease continue. It was true Government had offered
to intercept diseased animals; but there was not that
careful supervision which was necessary, and so long as
that was the case there would be no cheap meat.
Healthy stock meant cheap meat, and unhealthy stock
meant dear meat. Why did the Government not
adopt such a policy as that suggested by the chairman,
and slaughter fat beasts at the waterside? The state-

ment had been made that such a course would tend to

lessen the imports of cattle ; but since restrictions had
been placed upon them the supply had been greater
than it was before. Last year, from March 2 to

September 2, when the restrictions were in force, there
were imported from Holland 21,874 oyitxv and cows;
24,162 calves; 149,589 sheep; and 24,387 pigs.

During the same period in the present year, when
there were no restrictions, there were imported 8408
oxen and cows, 21,394 calves, 76,373 sheep, and
6424 pigs. He thought such figures were an answer
to the plausible excuse of the Government. He would
also say that cattle imported from Holland should also

be placed under quarantine for quite as long a period
as cattle from Ireland. The effect of quarantine would
certainly not be injurious to the animals, the value of
which would certainly be increased in proportion to the
cost of their keep. No doubt with respect with the
late case of cattle plague at Hull, Professor Simonds
was right in directing the animals to be destroyed ; but
he thought the Professor was wrong in directing the
shippers to dispose of the carcases. It was a mis-
fortune, and the result had been no less than 15 actual
outbreaks of rinderpest, and it was uncertain where it

would stop.

Mr. Wright said they would all agree with Mr.
Wise in the opinion which he had expressed with
respect to the appointment of a Minister of Agricul-
ture ; and it would be in the recollection of most of
the members present that a resolution in favour of such
an appointment was passed soon after the formation of
the Club, when the late Mr. Chawner was their Presi-
dent. It was to be regretted that the Chambers of
Agriculture had not been successful when urging the
same subject upon the Government from time to time

;

and it was strange that matters relating to agriculture
should emanate from the Committee of Council for
Education. From what was now passing around us
it was quite clear that a Minister of Agriculture, pos-
sessing sufficient authority, might render important
services, and that not to farmers only. The foot-and-
mouth disease appeared to have firmly established
itself amongst us ; and, as Mr. May had said, and as
he had heard from other agriculturists, that disease
was this year of a much more severe character and
much more serious in its effects than it had been in
former years. He did not know how this was to be
accounted for. Some eminent medical men had
pomted out the deterioration of the people in our large
towns, ansmg from a deficiency of food, the use of
food of bad quality, and the unhealthy condition of
many of their dwelhngs. Was there any deterioration
gomg on amongst our flocks and herds which

rendered them less able to resist disease, or
were there other causes in existence which pro-
duced the evils complained of? He thought this

was so to a considerable extent ; and if the
ravages by disease were to be stopped much more care
must be exercised by farmers generally than had
hitherto been the case. They must also consider in
what way disease was disseminated. Our markets, in
the condition in which they were usually found, might
properly be called disease manufactories ; and the
transit of live stock by railway was not, and was not
likely to be, free from the same danger. The treatment
of stock at home was not, in many cases, what it should
be, the unfavourable conditions in which animals were
kept rendering them constantly liable to disease. At
the same time he considered the establishment o(
periodical sales of stock in so many districts was a step
in the right direction ; and these sales were useful and
convenient to buyers and to farmers in various ways.
In considering the question of the supply of meat they
must not overlook what was now generally acknow-
ledged, namely, that the land of this country already in

cultivation did not produce more than one-half what it

was capable of producing were all that is in cultivation
well farmed. This was a point very strongly insisted

upon in all directions at the present time, and it was a
point that must be dealt with, and the causes which
led to the existing state of things must be sought out
and removed as far as possible. Then there was the
question of our uncultivated lands of vast extent. It

had been said that the reclamation of waste land was
unprofitable, but Mr. James Howard at once pointed
out the fallacy of this statement ; and there was not
a gentleman in that room who could not point out
where land had been brought into cultivation with
great advantage to all concerned. The TimeshzA recently
contained some very interesting letters on the reclama-
tion of waste lands undertaken by the Duke of Suther-
land, in Sutherlandshire, and, in a leading article on
the subject in the same paper, the example of the Duke
was strongly recommended to other landed proprietors.
The writer said, " Ten thousand acres are now marked
off for cultivation, and there does not appear to be any
limit to the work which the steam plough might do
amongst the waste land of Sutherlandshire;" and he
further remarked :

— " Of the 74,000,000 of acres which
the British islands contain only about 42,000,000 are
laid out as arable land or good pasture, and about
30,000,000 acres are almost unenclosed and scarcely
redeemed from their natural condition." How much
might be done by the application of capital and the
exercise of intelligence to increase the produce of the
soil was evident from the published reports of the
judges appointed to award the prizes which had been
offered by the Royal Agricultural Society for the best
cultivated farms in certain districts. Those reports
were of great interest and value, and he should be glad
to see similar reports from all the principal farming
districts of the kingdom. He could name three gentle-

men, who were known to most of those present, who,
with a colleague each, would be quite able in six

months to prepare a report on the present state of agri-

culture in the districts they undertook to visit which
would be worth all the returns and Blue Books which
had ever been published. Of course, as had been said,

if we were to look for any marked improvement in the
cultivation of land generally, the farmer must have
security for the capital invested by him, and this

security could not be much longer withheld.

Mr. J. B. Lythall said his friend, Mr. Jabez
Turner, of Peterborough, last year possessed a herd of
Shorthorns worth ;i^30 each, but owing to an attack of
foot-and-mouth disease, communicated by a neigh-
bour's animals, in the space of one week they depre-
ciated so much in value that they were only
worth ;r^i8 each. The fact was, the animals had been
put into a field adjacent to one which contained a
number of black and white Dutch beasts, the prime
cost of which was only £(:> 6j. It was no use to make any
representation to the Government. But one important
object would be gained, and that was to let the con-
sumers all over the country know what was the real

cause of the high price of meat. If similar resolutions

were unanimously adopted by the Farmers' Clubs and
Chambers of Agriculture throughout the country, and
were backed up by the consumers, they might have a
beneficial effect.

Farm Memoranda.
Oneida Co., New York : Shorthorns in America.

—The following is the remainder of Mr. W. Carr's

report on this subject :

—

Next in order, as in degree, comes the Oxford family.

The first of these in the catalogue, id Lady of Oxford,
was slaughtered last year, never having bred since she
came into Mr. Campbell's possession. Of her two
daughters, 6M. Lady and ^th Lady of Oxford, the former
is not at present breeding, the latter has a red bull calf
about seven or eight months old, a calf of goodly form.
Her daughter, the \oth Lady of Oxford (the dam of
Colonel Taylor's noble bull, 7TH Earl of Oxford), was
one of three of this valuable tribe exported to England last

year, Mr. Cheney being the purchaser. The 1.2th Lady
of Oxford, a red and white 2-year-old, is due to calve in
October to 2D Duke of Oneida. One of the best of
the tribe, Gem of Oxford, has unfortunately become un-
prolific, and some doubts are entertained whether, after

her mischance in November last, she will ever yield
another calf. She has been, and still is, a remarkably
handsome, well-proportioned cow. Her daughter, zd
Countess ofOxford by 20 DuKE of GENEVA, has had three
calves at intervals of 11 months, all of which she suckled,
possessing in fullest measure the milking virtues of her
family. Her son, the 6th Earl of Oxford, a straight,
well-knit bull of excellent points, grand carriage, and
vigorous conformation, is now the property of Mr. Coffin,
of Muirkirk. Her next offspring, 5TH Lord of Oxford,
was recently sold at the Marquis of Exeter's sale for
500 gs., and Mr. Campbell retains her daughter, 3*^
Countess of Oxford, a pretty red yearling by Old Baron
of Oxford. In illustration of the impolicy of hastily
condemning a valuable cow to the shambles for failing to
contribute yearly her quota to the herd, I may mention
that the next on my list, 2d Maid of Oxford (about
the largest cow, by the way, on the pastures), after two
or three years' cessation from breeding, produced last
October a good roan heifer calf to 4TII DuKE of
Geneva, which bears the name of nth Maid of Oxford,
and she is due again on the same day on which she
calved last year, -^d Maid of Oxford, a large red and
white cow of great milking capacity, is the dam of a
beautiful heifer, (^th Maid of Oxford, which was sold last

October to Mr. Cheney (but unfortunately died shortly
after landing at Southampton), and also of \oth Maid of
Oxford, a true-made, massive red and white yearling by
4TH Duke of Geneva, which still adorns the herd.
Of the "Wild Eyes" tribe Lady Worcester ^th, a

small, neat cow, and her yearling daughter. Lady Wor-
cester ^th, deep red, with rich wavy hair, are the sole
representatives, with the exception of a red bull calf from
the former, about six weeks old.

The " Lady Bates" tribe, which have lately been ob-
taining such magnificent prices in England, are superb
milkers, the best, in fact, in the herd, and by consequence
perhaps, are not in such rounded form and blooming con-
dition as they might be if less admirable in this important
quality. Old Lady Bates has a lengthy roan heifer calf of
May last by 4TH Duke of Geneva which should grow
into a stylish cow, being remarkable for her straight
upper and under lines. Her eldest daughter, Lady Bates
Sd, has been converted into beef. Lady Bates ^t/t, in
my opinion the best of the family, has a good red bull
calf a little over seven months old, and Lady Bates ^th,

a red heifer calf by the same bull, about ten weeks old.

It would occupy an undue amount of your space were
I to attempt to speak of a tithe of the remaining animals

;

but amongst the most striking I may mention a heifer of
sterling merit, Atlantic Gwynue, so called from her ocean
birth ; three most excellent imported cows of the Knightley
strain, namely, Fidessa, a level neat-shouldered roan, which
has a red and while bull calf by 4TH Dukk of Geneva ;

the white Lady Oxford, now called Lady Knightley, un-
fortunately (for she is a lovely cow) not a breeder ; and
Lady Knightley 2d, a superb cow, with broad level

loins, full crops and breast, well-developed quarters and
symmetrical shoulders. She has contributed to the herd a
splendid firm-backed, mossy-haired, red and white heifer

by 2D Duke of Tregunter, and a red cow calf, a
month old, by 4TH Duke of Geneva, which is in very

good form. Berlina, a compact true-made cow of the
Booth stamp, has two roan daughters, a yearling and a
calf, both by 4TH Duke of Geneva, in which it would
be difficult for the most fastidious judge to detect a failing

point. Cherry Constance is a neat, small, deep-bosomcd
cow, whose only failing is a little lightness of thigh.

Cadenza, of the ' Cres^da ' tribe, is in all points magnifi-

cent, but is barren. Then there is the substantial Booth
cow, Fair Maid of Hope, fair, but false to her name, for

she gives no hope of further produce. Fairy Queen,
daughter of Jolly Queen, a very sound, compact, and
heavy-fleshed animal, of almost faultless structure, and
with fine waxy horns ; and Mistress Ford, from Mr.
Foljambe's herd, with her beautiful profile, long, low,

level frame, and cylindrical proportions. Empress of
Aco7nb, with a form in which symmetry and utility are
blended

; and last, Baron Oxford's Beauty, who, while
still displaying a splendid rib and loin, well laid shoulders,

and deep full-projecting brisket, is beginning to show in

her patchy-hind quarters and bent hocks the impolicy of
importing to this country animals which have been forced

into premature development for the show field. She still,

however, looks healthy, and her calf, a red heifer by
4'1'H Duke of Geneva, is an extremely good one.

As an Englishman I am often asked whether, according
to my judgment, the Shorthorn herds of America do not
contain animals of equal or superior merit to any in Great
Britain, ^vhich, being almost as delicate a question as the

oft propounded one as to the comparative loveliness of the

ladies of the respective countries, I cannot take upon
myself to answer. The fact, however, of the recent im-
portations into England of American bred animals, the
descendants of English exportations to this country, and
that at prices hitherto unparalleled, would appear to be a
sufficient acknowledgment by the English adherents of

the Bates blood of the truth of the opinion I have already
hazarded, that this tribe has attained to greater excellence

than at home. Be this as it may, however, there can be
no question as to the benefit which such a herd of Short-
horns confers upon the district in which it is located.

The most cursory scrutiny of the conformation of the

improved Shorthorn is a lesson to the inexperienced
farmer, and frequently incites him to aim at a truer and
more useful standard of form than his own cattle possess.

Nor is this benefit confined to the one locality, but spreads
in an ever-widening circle through the length and breadth of
the land, bestowing, through the influence of pure-bred
males, increased size, symmetry of frame, and the disposi-

tion to more rapid growth and development on the ill-

shaped, slow-growing, slow-feeding, native breeds. The
conviction of these advantages is slowly but surely forcing

its way into the minds of the Western stock farmers, and
an active demand is springing up in that quarter for well-

bred males at moderate but remunerating prices. Nor
are the higher class sires in less request. It is no exagge-
ration to say that the offer of Duke or Oxford bulls

from this herd, at prices ranging from 3000 to 6000
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dollars, has come to be regarded quite as a favour on the

part of the seller, to be long waited and eagerly sued for

by the buyer. Indeed, Mr. Campbell is beginning to find

that his best and safest market is at home, and that the

sending of these valuable cattle to England is sometimes
attended with unnecessary risk and vexation, his English

customers unfortunately not always taking the same im-

partial view of the rights and obligations of vendors and
purchasers as Mr. Campbell did in the case of

Patrician ; and this leads me say a word or two, in

conclusion, in reference to the much respected owner of

the herd, which no one who has the honour of Mr.
Campbell's acquaintance will impute to flattery. Since
his retirement from a seat in the Senate, which, on being
elected by a heavy majority, Mr. Campbell accepted only
from a sense of public duty, and filled with a zeal and
fidelity which won for him the respect of all parties, the
ex-senator has devoted him.'^elf to the serener pleasures of
his farm and a large home circle, which he gladdens with
the sunshine of an unfailing geniality. Though some-
what past middle age, Mr. Campbell retains the vigorous
constitution and exuberant vitality of a boy. A strikingly

handsome man, of portly presence, his cheery voice and
cordial unassuming manner inspire confidence and friendly

feeling in all who come in contact with him.

" His honest heart laughs through
Frank eyes of Scottish blue."

Eyes in which, whether beaming with fun—for he is *a
man of infinite jest '— or touched with tenderness, all

men may read, as through crj'stal, as generous, kindly,

and guileless a heart as ever beat beneath a broad waist-

coat. Senator Campbell's creed is to do good to all men
of whatever sect or degree, and he has a pleasant word
and helping hand for all. The estimation in which he is

held by his countrymen cannot be better expressed than
in the language that prefaced the presentation of his

name as delegate to the Convention at Baltimore, the
Convention which nominated Mr. Lincoln for his second
term:—"Mr. Campbell is a man whose character for

personal and political integrity is without reproach and
above suspicion, a large-hearted liberal gentleman, whom
none know but to love, none name but to praise." W.
Ciirr.

^h mttKB maxk
Merse of Berwickshire : Oct. 7.—With a new

month and (wise men say) with a new moon, things

begin to mend. Rain (under half an inch) on the two
first nights enabled us to finish reaping our heavy Oats,

wet enough to be in keeping with the season. On the

3d, all hands to repair damages, selecting and opening
out sprouted sheaves, whether put together wet, orsoaked
with mud from the floods ; and these, when decently

dry, are carted direct to the mill, being fit only for

feeding purposes. Oats bulk up tremendously. Most
of the straw is unfit for fodder, but will come in the
place of a very deficient Barley crop for litter. Another
breezy day or two will secure the crop, but these sharp
frosty mornings may check Turnips, which are very
small in the bulb as yet. y. T.

West Gloucester: Oct.S.—The weather is favour,
able for farm work. Farmers are very busy preparing
their land for Wheat. I have seen two or three fields

in the neighbourhood already drilled with cone Wheat.
Roots will not; be a good crop hereabouts, the season
was too wet and cold in the first stages of their growth,
and' now the nights are too frosty for them to make
much progress. The cow Cabbages have not turned
in as they generally do, indeed many of them are little

better than a bunch of leaves ; Carrots are middling,
but not an average crop. Our teams are carting out
dung on to brushed-off stubble land, men filling dung
and Potato-digging. T. (V.

West Sussex : Oa. 8.—We have still fine weather,
and work is going well. Wheat sowing has not yet
begun, but will this week, and the land will work well.
But there is, perhaps, far more need of autumn cleaning
among the stubbles than usual, we have seen many
fields in a very bad state, and some huge heaps on fire,

which always appears to be a rather wasteful practice

:

some say there ought never to be a fire on a farm at all,

but all refuse ought to be rotted, and this no doubt is

right, but this year it would be difficult to find a place
to make such a heap as might be calculated on some
farms, and many will get late with Wheat sowing on
this account. This is a good season for getting the use
of sleam cultivators, but so many of the fields are so ill

adapted for it that the occupiers need not think of it,

and the mechanical knowledge for the management of
steam is not yet sufficient. G. S.

South Northumberland :

—

Sept. 25.—Cold and wet. Threshing old Oats, and odd work.
,, 26 —Dry, dull, and cold. Odd work, and broadsharing

stubble.

„ 27.—Very wet. Carting rails and bricks.

I. 28.—Very high wind, with showers. Odd work in fore-
noon, and broadsharing in afternoon.

>i 30.—Fine dry day. Broadsharing, and delivering corn
and Potatos.

I.—Wet during night. Odd jobs in forenoon, broad-
sharing in afternoon.

2.—Weather and work the same.
3.—Fine day. Grubbing and harrowing broadshared

Wisbech District, the Potato Crop: Oct. 9.

—

We have now nearly finished taking up the Potatos in

this locality, and, except in a few cases, the number of
which might be counted on one's fingers, the result has
proved most disastrous. Flukes and Regents are all

bad, or to such an extent that from 20 acres of the
former I shall not be able to find 40 sacks fit to send to
market, and the rest will not be sufficient to plant

5 acres next year, and many of my neighbours are not
even so well off as I am. As I mentioned in one of my
former notices, some of the earlier sorts, such as Myatt's
Prolific Kidney and the American Early Rose, seem to
have suffered in a less degree from the disease, for in
one or two cases I have seen as many as 2 tons of sound
Potatos per acre, though very small, but these cases
are, like angel's visits, " few and far between. " Myatt's
Kidneys are, however, now unfit for cooking, having
become wa.\y and disagreeable ; they must, therefore, be
kept for seed next year. The Early Rose has not yet
come into cultivation to any great extent in this neigh-
bourhood, but where it has been grown it is well spoken
of this year, as being the kind most free from disease.
There are also a few sound tubers among the Pater-
son's Victorias, and these are already making fabulous
prices, one of my neighbours having sold 2 tons (the
produce of 5'acres) at 25J-. per sack, but this is nothing
to what in my opinion will be given for good Potatos
next spring. I do not know much of the state of the
crop in other districts, but if is diseased to the same
extent throughout the country as it is in this neighbour-
hood, the estimated deficiency, made by Mr. John
Algernon Clarke, on the assumption that there is one-
third of an average yield, will be much under the mark,
and instead of being 5,028,937 tons short, as he reckons
it, we shall find that many more tons will be required
to bring up the quantity to an average annual produc-
tion. Nemesis.

arhets.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London bv Water Carriacb.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Designed, Built, and efficiently Ventilated and Heated. Estimates

given to Architects' Plans, or to Rough Sketches, with sizes, &c.

A Pamphlet with Illustrations. Testimonials, &c., and Price Lists o(

Sir J. Paxton's Hothouses, for jrf.
,
post free.

HEREMAN and MORTON,
14, Tichborne Street, Regent Quadrant, London, AV.

Agents for Chapman's " MuUum in Parvo " Flower and Fruit Cases.

JAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders
and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

200 CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and
r^ ^ ^ LIGHTS, all si^es. Glazed and Painted complete, ready
for immediate use, packed and sent lo all parts of the Kingdom.
Strong GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, 51. each.

GLASSES, all sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the
Counties in England.

w H LASCELLES, Horticultural Builder,
• Fmsburv Steam Jomery Works, 121, Bunhill Ro\\ , London

Fstimates ei^en r 1 application for GREENHOUSES and CON
SERVATURlESofall kinds, and to any Design

GARDEN LIGHTS and BOXES. Each.—i. d.

3 feet by 4 feet Lights, 2 inches thick, unglazed 36
„ „ glazed, i6-oz. good sheet glass .. ..70

6 feet „ „ 2 inches thick, unglazcd 50
,, ,, glazed, t6 oz. good sheet glass .. 12 6

Portable Box containing one 6 feet by 4 feet Light, painted four
coats, ready for use 30 o

Portable Box containing two ditto, 6 feet by 8 feet 55 o

" Gold Medal Boiler " (Birmingham, 1872).

H
Tubtilar Boiler, with

iVatef Bars.

OT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials supplied for HEATING

GREENHOUSES,
HOTHOUSES,

CONSERVATORIES,
I^Pr^^ Ccnua,. '^H^/e'lVc^S'

BUILDINGS, &c.

HOT-WATER
PIPES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and
T I'ieccs, Syphons, and
every other connection
kepi in slock.

VV K O U G H T and
I

CAST-IRON CONI-
CAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONI-
CAL, also ELLIPTIC
BOILERS.

Improved and extra strong Cast-iron TUBULAR Hi
or without Water-bars.

CAST and WROUGHT-I RON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,

;,,
for use without brickwork

Tuiular Boiler. Patent

THROTTLE
and other

VALVES,
FURNACE DOORS, BARS,

and
FURNACE WORK

of every description and size,

INDIA-RUBBER RINGS
for Pipe Joints; Sockets re-
quire no other packing, and
are perfectly water-tight.

.Goods of the very best manufucture, delivered at Railway or
Wharf in London, -

.-LYNCH WHITE, Old Barge Iron Wharf. Upper Ground Street,
tonctgil, S.E. (Surrey side ol Blackfriars Bridge).

Pric« Lilt on application.

niUpUc Boiler

rONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L " SADDLE
BOILER

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,

with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and

over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent

that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the

amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at the

same lime these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made of the follow-

ing sizes:— .

Sizes.
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Dr. George Swiney'8 Lecturer on Oeology.

THE TRUSTEES of the BRITISH MUSEUM
arc aboul lo appoint a Lecturer on this foundation. The oflice

is tenable for five years: the stipend is £150 a vcar. All charges

incurred for the defivcrj- of the Lectures are to be defrayed by the

Lecturer. The number of the Lectures is not to be less than Twelve
in each year, nor more than Three in the same week. The First

Course is to be delivered before the end of July, 1S73, and each sub-

sequent Course between November i and the end ol July following,

at such places within the United Kingdom as the Trustees shall here-

after -Tpprovc : the Public to be admitted thereto without Fee. Can-
didates must have taken the degree of Doctor of Medicine at the

University of Edinburgh ; Certilicates to this eftcct, and other testi-

monials as to qualifications, are to be transmitted to the Principal

Librarian of the British Museum, not later than January 31, 1873.

J. WINTER JONES, Principal Librarian.

British Musggm, Octobers, '^7^- .

THE HORTICULTURAL SUBSCRIPTION
ROOMS, 23, Kinec Street. Covent Garden, W,C.—Subscription

£1 IS. per annum, without further liability, oflers the following advan-
tages :—A comfortable Keadine Room, supplied with the Baily

Papers and the chief \\'eekly and Monthly Gardening Periodicals, in

which Members can meet their Friends for friendly chat and discussion

on Horticultural affairs ; the privilege of obtaining advice and informa-

tion as to Planting, Laying-out, Selection of Plants and Trees, sub-

jects for Window Gardening, Building and Heating Greenhouses,
&c. ; the Plant Exchange, lor the interchange of Surplus Plants;
Botanical Library for reference, and other advantages.

Proprietor, H. hi. KETTELWELL.
33, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

MONEY, without unnecessary expense, and at
moderate interest, can be obtained at a short notice, by apply-

ing (personally preferred) to H. W. HAMMOND, Secretary, Eastern
Counties Monelarj- Advance and Discount Bank (Private), 3, Kingsland
Road, London, City end. Advances made to persons resident in any
lari of the United Kingdom, for long or short periods, upon Personal
lecurity. Plant, Furniture, and Stock, without removal or sureties.

Life Policies. &c. Office hours Ten till Six. Business conducted in a
Ixma fidt and private manner. Established 1840.

S<

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S INTRODUCTION
to BOTANY. Fourth Edition, with Corrections and Additions.

Two Vols., 8vo, with Six Copper Plates and numerous Wood
Engravings. Price 24s. cloth.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row, E.C.

In the Press,

THE SIX of SPADES. A Book about the Garden
and the Gardener. By S. REYNOLDS HoLE, Author of " A Book

about Roses," &c. Crown Svo, 5s.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS, Edinburgh and London.

Now ready, price u., tree by post for 13 stamps, with g Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.G.; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

Just published, price 3d.,

INSTRUCTIONS for the CULTIVATION of
WINDOW PLANTS, BULBS, &c. Compiled by J. C. NiVEN,

Curator of the Botanic Gardens, Hull, for the Society for Promoting
Window Gardening among the Working Classes. Societies supplied
at trade price
London: SMART AND ALLEN, London House Yard, E.G.

Hull : AMPHLETT AND HOLMES. Whitefriargate.

The Second Edition of

THE ORCHARDIST. By J. Scott, Merriott,
Somerset, will be ready in a short time, in Fortnightly Numbers

at 6d., and Monthly Parts at is. each.
Intending Subscribers' Addresses are solicited ; to such the work

will be forwarded post paid.

Parties ordering the First Number will be considered liable to take
the whole work.

It will be the most complete work upon Fruit Trees in the English
language, and offered at a price to bring it within the reach of all. The
work will contain Descriptions, with Cultural Directions, of about
1800 sorts ol Pear. 1200 of Apple, and other kinds of Fruit Trees in

proportion, amounting to about 5000 varieties, forming J. Scott's
Collection, with a List of about 8000 to 10,000 Synonyms, and a
Supplementarj- Enumeration of nearly all known Hardy fruits.

Now ready. One Vol. Svo, pp. 282, cloth, price 12J, 6d.,

THE TINEINA of NORTH AMERICA. By {the
late) Dr. Bhackenridge Clemens. Being a Collected Edition

of his Writings on that Group of Insects. With Notes by the Editor,
H. T. Stainton. F.R.S., Sec.L.S.

London : JOHN VAN VOORST, i, Paternoster Row. E.C.

Dickens* Works.—Household Edition.DAVID COPPERFIELD.
With Sixty-one Illustrations by F. Barnard, including a

Portrait of Charles Dickens. Cloth gilt, price 4s. ; in stiff paper
wrapper, price 3^.

%• Subscribers to the Weekly Penny Numbers may obtain in a
packet, price 6d., the Five one-page Plates which appear in the
Volume. Also may be had, price is. dd., Cases for binding Parts and
Numbers- CHAPMAN and HALL, 103. Piccadilly, W.

LATTERDAY PAMPHLETS. By Thomas
Carlvle, forming the new Volume of the " People's Edition."

Price 2i, On October 25.

CHAPMAN AND HALL, iqg, Piccadilly, W.

KI N A H A N ' S -
.
L li . WHISKY.

This celebrated and most delicious old mellow Spirit is the very
CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,

in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than the
finest Cognac Brandy. Note the words " Kinahan's L L " on seal,
label, and cork.

Wholesale Depflt, 20, Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street, W.w M. YOUNGER and CO.'S ALES
are of the HIGHEST PURITY.

Possess eminently invigorating and refreshing properties, and
are distinguished for their delicacy of flavour.

Sparkling, refreshing and nourishmg.
To be had of the Principal Retailers.

Observe Trade Marks, as other brands are freauently substituted.
Breweries, Edinburgh. Established 1749. London Stores, Belvidere

Road, S.E.

Lea & Perrina' Sauce,THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced by Connoisseurs "the only good Sauce." Improves

the appetite, and aids digestion. Unrivalled lor piquancy and flavour.

ASK FOR LEA and PERRINS' SAUCE.
Beware of Imitations,

and see the Names of LEA and PERRINS on all Bottles and Labels.
Agents—CROSSE AND BLACKWELL, London, and sold by all

Defers in Sauces throughout the World.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, N^w Bond Street, London, W. :

and of all Chemists throughout the World,

RELIEF of COUGH and ASTHMA in TEN
MINUTES by DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.-

From Mr. Fox. Omnibus Office, Whitcfield Road, Liverpool :—" After
years of severe suffering, and fearing many and many a night I should
have died from suffocation. &c.. I was induced to try Dr. Locock's
Wafers. Ten minutes after I had taken two Wafers I felt relief."
Sold by all Druggists at r.. ij^d. per box.

WANTED, as HEAD GARDENER, an active Man,
about 30 years of age, in a situation where two others and a

Boy are kept- His Wife will be required to attend to the Dairy and
the Entrance Gate. Residence in lodge, with three rooms, and
coals allowed.—Apply by letter to Mr. C, 38, Wigmore St reet, W.

WANTED, a young M.\N, accustomed to Nurserv
Work, to take the entire charge and Management of a Branch

Nursery and Seed Business in the ^lldland Counties. Unexception-
able references required.—Apply, by letter only, to A. F., Gardeners'
Chronide Office. W.C.

WANTED, an active steady MAN, who understands
the Management of a Kitchen Garden, Cucumber-house,

and small Vinery ; and could assist occasionally as Market Salesman.
—S. R1.1BINSON. Shaw House, Melbourne, near Derby.

WANTED, an active and industrious young MAN,
accustomed to Potting, &c.—Apply personalty, at 4, Elm Tree

Road, St. John's Wood, N.W.

WANTED, by a Gentleman residing a few miles
from London, an experienced GARDENER ; also a COACH-

MAN, who could assist in House or Garden. If either married, the
Wife should be able to act as Laundress, or understand Dairy and
Poultry. Good character indispensable. — Address, stating full par-
ticulars of age, experience, or w.iges required, to H. T., Messrs. W.
Dawson & Sons, 121, Cannon Street, E.C.

Nortliampton General Infirmary.
WANTED, as LODGE TORTER and MANAGER

of Kitchen and Flower Garden, a steady, respectable
Man, who will also make himself generally useful. He must be
married, but without family at home. Age not under 30. Wages, if

the whole charge of the Garden be undertaken, £r a week; if not, i6j.,

with house, coals, and f;as.—Written applications, stating age, and
accompanied by testimonials as to qualitications and character, to be
sent, not later than Friday, October 18, to the House Surgeon, at the
Infirmar>'. N.B. As the office is one of great responsibility, no
attention will be paid to testimonials which are not of the very highest

Royal Masonic Institution for Boys, Wood Green,
LONDON, N,— Ulfices : 6, FREEMASON'S HALL, W.C.

WANTED, a MAN and his WIFE, active and
intelligent, the former to act as Assistant Gardener, and to

render himself generally useful in the heavier portion of the Household
Duties in the Establishment, in which are about 140 persons; the
latter to be employed occasionally in Household Work. They must
reside in the entrance lodge (unfurnished), which is rent and rates

iree, with coals, gas, and water, and 151. per week, with extra
remuneration lo the Wife when employed—Applications (personallv
or by letter) to be made at the Oflice as above, to FREDERICK
BINCKES, Secretary.—October 9, 1872^^

Packer
WANTED, an experienced PACKER.—Address

applications, stating wages required, Stc., to PETER
LAWSON AND SON, Eangholm Nursery, Edinburgh.

WANTED, by Messrs. Barr & Sudgen, a
thoroughly elticient SEEDSMAN, competent to take a leading

part in the general Management of the business.—Application, by
letter, stating salary and experience, addressed B. S,, 12, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.

WANTED, a well-educated Youth, about 16 years of
age, as APPRENTICE to the Seed Trade; may also acquire

a knowledge of ihe Nursery Business if preferred.—Apply, in own
handwriting, to DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING, Stanstead Park,
Forest Hill, London, S.E.

WANTED, in the English Department of Mr. Louis
Van Houtte's Office, Royal Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium, a

Lad, as INVOICE CLERK. Good and plain handwriting is required,
and one who has held a similar situation in a Nursery would be pre-
ferred. He will have to submit to the control of the first Correspondent
of above department.

Seed Trii.dp

WANTED, a JUNIOR ASSISTANT.—A young
Man, who has completed his apprenticeship, would find this a

favourable opening.— Slate wages, and where last employed, to

DICKSON, BROWN and TAIT, Seed Merchants, Manchester.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN, in a Wholesale House.
Must be quick at Counter Work.—State where previously

employed, for how long, and wages required, to HY. CLARKE and
SONS, 39. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Assistant Sliopman.
WANTED, an energetic, pushing young MAN, of

pleasing manners and address. Must have had experience,
and be correct m the execution of Garden and Farm Seed Orders, and
accustomed to attend to Visitors. Applicants will please state age,
experience, salary expected, and give references —JAMES DICKSON
AND SONS, Seedsmen, 19, Upper Sackville Street, Dublin.

WANT PLACES -Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single
;
good experi-

ence. Well recommended by previous employer. — S. E.,
Mr. Beach's, Bridge Street. Walton-on-Thamcs. Surrey.

/ ^ARDENER (Head).—Age 35 ; understands Garden-
VJ^ ing in all its branches, having lived in several first-rate estab-
lishments. Six years in present place.—B., Kingstone, Abingdon,
Berks.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 52, single; thoroughly
qualified and experienced. Is at liberty for a re-engagement

where the general care of Gardening is carried on. Good rclerence.

—

HORTUS. A. Edward. North Road; Highgate, N.

GARDENER (HEAD)."Age 29 ; thoroughly qualified
in all branches, including Orchids. Twelve years' experience

in large Establishments. First-class character from present and former
employers.—H. NOTT, Anker-vycke Gardens, Staines.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35 ; has a thorough
practical knowledge of Gardening in all its branches. Ten

years in present situation. Good references.—T. SCOTT, Perton
Grove, Wolverhampton.

i _i ARIjENEK (Head).—Age 37, married ; fully under-
V--' stands every branch of Gardening. Twenty-three years" experi-
ence ; with Lord Northbrook ten years. Leaving owing to his lord-
ship's absence from England. Highly recommended.—E. G., the
Gardens, Stratton Park, Micheldever, Hants.

GARDENER (Head).—Scotch, married, no incum-
brance; has a practical knowledge of the profession in all its

branches. Can undertake the Laying-out of New Grounds, having
been in first-class situations in Scotland. England, and Ireland. Five
and a half years' good character from last employer.—A. H., James
Dickson & Sons, 32, South Hanover Street, Edinburgh.

GARDENER (Head).—J. Colman, who has had
extensive practical experience of Horticulture in all its branches,

and was several years Foreman to Mr. Barnes, Bicton Gardens

—

since lor eleven years as Head Gardener to Gentlemen, is now dis-
engaged and at liberty for immediate engagement lo any Nobleman
or Gentleman requiring a really practical, persevering, and industrious
Man.—J, C, Mr. James Barnes, Rolle Street, Exmouth

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37 ; thoroughly practical
in the Cultivation and Forcing of Pines, Vines, Peaches,

Melons, Cucumbers, Figs, Strawberries and Cherries. Mushrooms
and other Vegetables ; also the Growing of Stove ana Greenhouse
Plants, including Ferns and Orchids, and the Management of Flower
and Kitchen Gardens. Plantations and Land.—J., Gardener, 30,
Clarence Road, Lower Clapton, E,

GARDENER {Head, Working), where two or three
are kept.—Age ag. married, two children ; understands the pro-

tession in all its branches. Has had good experience in Gentlemen's
places (large), and can Grow Vines, .Melons, and Cucumbers, also a
good Vegetable Grower. Can Milk if required. Wife a good Needle-
woman if required. Two years and seven months' character.

—

JASPER SCOTT, Broadlands. Sandown, Isle of Wight.

GARDENER (Head), where one or two are kept,

—

Age 30, single. Five years in present situation.—G. ARMOR,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed),—Under-
stands Stove and Greenhouse, and Flower and Kitchen Garden-

ing. Four years' good character fiom last employer.—iS. H., High
Street, Acton, W.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more helpers are
kept —The Advertiser (young and active) understands Garden-

ing in all its branches, including Early and Late Forcing, Vines, &c.
He can be well recommended as to character and ability by Messrs.
Backhouse & Son, Holgate Nurseries, York, and his last employer,
S. M. Weddall, Esq., Ouscgate, Sclby, and by several previous
employcrs.—VVILLIAM GAMBLE, the Manor House, Thorp Arch,
radca5iei\

GARDENER (Single-handed, or otherwise).—

A

married Man can be well recommended by a Gentleman, with
whom he has lived seven years. Thoroughly understands the profes-

sion.—A^B^I^ir^rook^Cosham^Hamp^
GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed). —

Wanted, for a Christian Man, a Situation, under a Christian
Employer, as above, in a Small Garden. Total abstainer. Well
recommended. —). I'RVOR, Gardener, Newfound, Wootton
St. Lawrence, Basmgstoke.

C^ARDENER, where two or three are kept. —Age 30,
X single; is well acquainted with the general routine of the pro-

fession, and can be highly recommended by his late and present
employers.— F. V., W. Kolhsson tt: Sons, Nurserymen, Tooting, S.W.

GARDENER, or GARDENER and BAILIFF.—
Age 37, married, no incumbrance ; 20 years' experience— 13 years

in the above capacities. Is a good Fruit Grower, and practical ener-
getic Man. Very satisfactory reasons for leaving. Good personal
character from present employer.—T. FOSTER, Love Lane Cottage,
Esher, Surrey.

URSERY MANAGER or FOREMAN.—
Sixteen years' experience ; has a thorough knowledge of

Nursery Work, both in and out-of-doors. Good reference.—A. B.,
Post Office, Broughty P'errj'. Dundee.

FOREMAN.-—Single until suited ; well up in Early
Forcing of Vines. Pines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c.

—

O. J., the Gardens, Astle Park, Conglclon, Cheshire.

FOREMAN.—Age 27, single
;
good practical know-

ledge of Forcing Flowers, Fruit and Vegetables. Thirteen
years' experience. First-class references.—A. M., 49, Blantyre
Street, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

GROUND FOREMAN, or as Fruit Grower, good
Graftsman, Knifeman, and general Hardy Propagator.—Age 33,

single. Good references. State particulars.—Q. Q., 7, New Town
Street, Northgate, Canterburj'. _^__^^_^^^
FORESTER.—Thoroughly understands the profes-

sion, and can be highly recommended.—Mr. RICHARDSON,
Bookseller, Perth.

ERDMAN or FOREMAN.- No family; thoroughly
acquainted with Farming, Fatting Cattle, Slieep, fi:c., on the

Aberdeen Tillyfour system. Wife, Dairy, &c. Sixteen years in
England, Highly recoiflmended. Twenty-three years' character.—B.,
Bea.xley's, Addison Koad, Gui ldford. ^___^

ASSISTANT, in the Houses in a first-class Nursery.

—

Age 26; can be well recommended. — T. C, St. Margaret's
Nursery, Ipswich,

H

FARM BAILIFF.—Age 40, married, no family;
understands the Management of Cattle, Sheep, &c. Can be

well recommended. Wife can manage Dairj-, Poultry, &c.—E. E.,
Post Office, Chirk.

TO LAND STEWARDS and FARMERS.—
Wanted, by a well-educated young Man, 20 years of age, of

excellent character, a situation with a Farmer and Stock Breeder, to
learn the business. For a suitable situation a small Premium would
be given.—W. B., Mr. Wm. Holmes, Frampion Park Nursery,
Hackney, E.

SHOPMAN, TRAVELLER, or MANAGER—.Age
30; i± years' experience in all branches of the Seed and Bulb

Trade, and part knowledge of Plants. No objection to go abroad.
First-class references. Only first-class houses treated with —Address,
with lull particulars, to J. H. C.,6, Metcalfe Street. Carlisle.

CLERK, or CLERK and ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.
—Age 27 ; a good knowledge of the Trade. Twelve years*

experience.—A, B., 30, Florence Terrace, New Road , Rotherhiihe,S,E.

QHOPMAN (Assistant).— A young Man. Over
kJ seven years' experience. Good reference.—R. M., Post Office,
Broughty Ferry, Dundee.

To Seedsmen.
ASSISTANT, in Writing and E.xecuting of Orders.—

A young Man desires a permanent situation as above. Nine
years' character.—W., 25, Hanway Street, Oxford Street, W.

WAREHOUSEMAN, or ASSISTANT SHOPMAN
in an extensive place.—A young Man, who has had nine

years' experience in first-class houses. References, &c., of the highest
order.—W. G., Mr. Watson, i, Richmond Avenue, Fairview, Dublin.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at if. i\id., 2s.(jd.,^. 6<^.,and ii,.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of tho

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of tho
flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efiicacious

remedy for derangement ol the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several
varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the
irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,
promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constitu-
tion of all gouty matter and other impuritiea, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore
the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in tho
luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning
no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of
acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must bo
understood that these Pills arc not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients; on the contrary, they are
characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-
tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed
upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-
liarity of their compositiofL They are not recommended as a panacea,
nor are they adapted to all complaints ; but as a mild and efficacious
aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per.
haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all systems of diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated
family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes
at IX. ij^i,2i. gd., 4J, 6if.,and lu., as well as in India, China, NeSt
Zealand, and the Australian colonies. ' '

'

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.

In boxes, at li. t}4d.,3s. gd., it, 6d., and txt.
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JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

289, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, inWoodor Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept ra stock.

a- TENDERS given for HEATING CHUBCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

UNDER ROYAL ^^^ PATRONAGE.

THE ROYAL POTTERY, WESTON-SUPER-MARE.

BEARD'S
PATENT METALLIC NON-CONDUCTING

GLASS HOUSES,
WITH PERFECT SYSTEM OF

VENTILATION.

W. G. SMITH & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS (Successors to C. Beard),

SOLE PROPRIETORS and MANUFACTURERS,

VICTORIA WORKS, BURY ST. EDMUNDS.

J'OHN Matthews
(Late C. PHILLIPS),

MANUFACTURER oF TERRA-COTTA VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN BASKETS,

RUSTIC FLORAL ARBORETTES, STATUARY, GARDEN POTS (froni 2 to 30 inches in diameter),

of superior quality, withstand Frost, and do not become Green.

Price List Free. Books of Drawings Sixpence each.

Address-JOHN MATTHEWS, ROYAL POTTERY, WESTON-SUPER-MARE.

BY EOYXL LETTEBS PATENT.

NEW BOILER.

THE EXCELLENTIA,
The MOST COMPLETE, MOST COMPACT, MOST POWERFUL, MOST PERFECT, and MOST

ECONOMICAL BOILER EVER INVENTED. For particulars, apply to

J. G. SMEATON «& CO.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT-WATER and STEAM-HEATING APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

HARWOOD ROAD, WALHAM GREEN, LONDON. S.W.

CONSERVATORIES,
GREENHOUSES,
VINERIES,
ORCHARD HOUSES,

FERNERIES,
AQUARIUMS,
PITS,

PROPAGATING HOUSES,

MELON AND CUCUMBER FRAMES, &c.

Thc"is patent Houses possess many valuable advantages over wood

houses. No putty is used in fixing the glass. They are ouite port-

able, and can be readily taken down and re-erccted without damage or

breakage ol glass. They are much lighter, more ornamental in

appearance, and last ten times longer than wood houses, consequently

they are more economical in cost.

The FIRST PRIZE was awarded at the Great Horticultural and

Botanical Congress, South Kensington, tS66,

A FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE at the Grand National

Horticultural Show, Manchester, 1867.

Three FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES at the Royal Horticultural

Show, Bury St. Edmunds, 1867.

Special Designs, Catalogues, and Estimates furnished on application.

Heating Apparatus in all its branches.

London .\gents,

MESSRS. S. OWENS and CO., ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS, E.G.

S. Owens & Co.,
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON. E.C
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R. JAMES ERASER. Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

ford, Essex ; late of the firm of J. & J, Eraser, Lea Bridge Road.

JC. STEVENS' Horticultural, Scientific, and
• Natural History Sale Rooms, 38, King Street, Covcnt

Garden, London, W.C. Established 1700. SALES by AUCTIUN
nearly EVERY DAY. Catalogues on application.

M Wood Engravmg.
R. W. G. SMITH. Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London. N.

Engllsli Saved Seed, just Harvested.
)RIMULA japonica, 2s. 6d. per packet.
. PRIMULA INVOLUCRATA, var. abyssimensis.sj. &f. do.
BARR and SUGDEN, 12, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

Lilium auratum. in Flower from April to December.
IV/rESSRS. TEUTSCHEL and CO., Colchester, can
J.T-L supply for decoration, carefully packed, for the next two
months, LILIUM AURATUM, in bud, in pols, or fresh cut flowers.
CATALOGUES for 1872-73, in preparation.

CAMELLIAS.—Eighteen large healthy plants, 5 to
8 feet high, and two large AZALEAS, to be SOLD, cheap.

BISSLAND, the Horticultural Works, Stamford Hill, N.

SPECIAL CHEAP LIST of Camellias, Azaleas.
Epacris, Ericas, Stove Plants, Ferns, Palms, Roses, &c., &c.,

now ready. Free on application (with General Catalogue) to
JOHN H. LEY, Exotic Nursery, Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

NEAPOLITAN VIOLETS, 1000 gfood Plants, fit for
winter flowering, out of Pots, 12 inches in diameter, is. 6d. per

dozen, las. per 100.

D. M "•'rIcINTOSH, Marston Gardens, Fromc, Somerset.

D AISIES.—Now is the time to plant the best sorts
for spring gardening. Red, White and Pink, as. per 100;

Aucubxfolia, 6s. per 100, cheaper by the 1000; 12 plants, in six varie-
ties, post free, 15 stamps. Select CATALOGUE of ROSES, post free.

JOHN MOORE, Rose Nurseries, Warwick.

DAHLIA POT ROOTS.—Fine strong plants of the
new and leading varieties at present in cultivation. Price per

dozen 41.; per 100, 285.; also ZONAL GERANIUMS, 12 sorts, 3J ,

or 100, 2or. CATALOGUES free on application.
JAMES GERRARD, Mile End Nursery. Aberdeen, N.R.

Pelargoniums for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION is

IN BLOOM from FEBRUARY until SEPTEMBER. Strong
Plants, now ready, at the following low prices for cash :—100 choice
distinct sorts, 50;. ; 50 sorts, 30J. ; 25 sorts, 201. Hamper and package
included. Crown Nursery. Reading.

Select Geraniums, &c.. Cheap.WPOTTEN begs to offer the above from his
• unequalled Collection. See his Advertisement in the

Cardeners' Chronicle, October 5.

The Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst. Kent.

JOHN WATERER AND SONS, Bagshot, Surrey,
offer the following new hardy RHODODENDRONS. They can

with conhdence recommend them.
Lady Tankerville,

J
William Ewart Gladstone,

Mrs, William Agnew.
Price 21J. each. The usual discount to the Trade.

BULBS and SPRING FLOWERING PLANTS.—
A selection made from HOOPER and CO.'S CATALOGUE

will give satisfaction. Send stamp for a Copy to
HOOPER AND Ct>,, Covent Garden. London, W.C.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, Ac-
Priced LIST, containing Descriptions and Cultural Hints to

Am.Tteurs, (rcc on application toDKUMMOND ItKOTHERS, Seedsmen, &c, 52, George Street,
Edinburgh.

To the Trade.
BULBS, comprising LILIUM, NARCISSUS.

GLADIOLI, IRIS, ALSTRCEMERIA, CYCLAMEN, DOG'S-
TOOTH VIOLETS, JONQUILS, OXALIS, SCILLAS, and
numerous other Bulbs, LIST on application.

STEPHEN BKOWN, Weston-super-Mare.

Eyaclntlis, Tulips. Crocuses, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S CATALOGUE
of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other

DUTCH BULBS, is now ready, and can be had, post-free, on
application. Hiehgatc Nurseries. London, N,

Dutch Flower Roots.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his
• ANNUAL CATALOGUE of DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,

containing a Descriptive List of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Nar-
cissus, &c. ; also a Select List of Eruil Trees, Roses, &c., is now
ready, post free to all applicants.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holioway, London, N.

w
c

New Catalogue of Roses for 1872.LLIAM WOOD AND SON,
"Woodlands Nursery, Marestield, Ucklield, Sussex.

New Rose Catalogue!
HARLES TURNER'S Descriptive LIST of all the
leadinfj kinds is now ready. 'Ihe Trees arc very tine this season.

The Royal Nurseries, Sloujih.

To tlie Trade.—Dwarf Roses (on Manettl).
HUSSEY AND SON can supply the above, in all the

leading Hybrid Perpetual sorts. Their selection, oi. per ico.
Mile F.nd Nursery. Norwich.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALGLJUE of Selecled
RO.SES, by JOHN CRANSTON. Copies can now

1872.

be had. free by post, on application.
The Nurseries, King's Aci Hereford.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses (o select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches. Nectarines, Plums. Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH. Nu rseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Fruit Trees.
CHARLES TURNER'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE

is now ready, and includes all the known good varieties, besides
several Novelties; also CONIFERS, HARDY TREES, SHRUBS,
&c The Royal Nurseries. Slough.wEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other PRIZE

COB NUTS and FILBERTS, LISTS of these varieties from
Mr. WEBB, Calcot. Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT "POLYANTHUS. Florist
Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants ol all

the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; ^vith every sort of Early
Spring Flowers, LIST on_applicalion.— Mr. WKHB, Calcot. Reading.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill. Kent.

Lislantlius EusBellianus.

BS. WILLIAMS has a few dozen superb Plants to
• offer of this magnificent old greenhouse plant, which will

bloom in the ensuing spring. The stock being limited early orders are
solicited. Price on application

Victoria and Paradise Nurseric;, Upper Holioway. London, N.

The Planting Season.
JAMES MITCHELL has the honour of stating he

possesses the most magnificent Specimen TREES and SHRUBS
in England. Gentlemen requiring superior Plants are respectfully
invited to visit these Nurseries,

Pill Down Nurseries, near Uckfield, Sussex,

To Planters.
SPECIAL OFFER of extra transplanted

EVERGREENS,—Wc are now offering the above, in quantity,
at low prices. They are grown singly in borders^ and cannot well be
surpassed. Many are large, and will give immediate effect. Will lift

with large balls.

FIELD BROTHERS. Tan.-in Road Nursery, Boughton, Chester.

EVERY GARD E"N~~R E"Q U I S I T"E
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse. 337 & 238. High Holboni, London.

TDAYNBIRD. CALDECOTT. BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
for Wheat ; 1862. for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

WANTED, strong transplant^~APPL7E~STOCIs.Si'
not less than half an inch in diameter, and free from blitrht

RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryman. Worcester.

WANTED. CAMELLIA STOCKS (Strong),
fit for immediate working. Slate quantity, and lowest price

per 100 or rooo.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, " Upton" Nurseries,
Chester.

SPECIMEN PLANTS WANTED.—Persons having
large Specimens of the finer kinds of Conservatory Plants for

DISPOSAL, will oblige by sending particulars to the Pine-apple
Nursery Company. JOHN BESTER, Manager.

3?. Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

WANTED, strong plants from seed pans of
HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS, CINERARIAS, and

PRIMULA SINENSIS, mi.xed. Satisfactory proof must be given of
their being of a first-class strain. State lowest price per 100 to
GEORGE POULTON, Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmonton,

London, N.

GRASS
ER I

and

SEEDS for ALL
,R MEDAL

GRASS SEEDS, was

to

PARIS, I
SUTTONS'

1867. ,

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES,
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment,

H. M. the Queen, and H.R.H. tile I'rince of Wales, Reading. Berlcs,

PAMPAS GRASS.—A Large Stock of plants of the
best siivcry^ variety, cstablislicd in pots, many of a siie to bloom

next season. Price per loo to Foresters and the Trade on application.
SUTTON AND SONS, the Nurseries, Reading. Iierl<s

F OR SALE, 2000 strong 4-yr. old LINN.^US
RHUBARB ROOTS, for forcins and planting ; price jfit per 100.
T. W. BEACH. Ealing Lane ti grdens. Old Brompton, W.

Nice Plants, is. each
;

r OMARIA GIBBA CRISPA,
Li post free. is. 2d.

EDWARD SANG and SONS. Nurserymen, Kirkcaldy, N.B

To the Trade.—Euonymus, Euonsnnus, Euonymus.

J NOBLE begs to offer several thousands of the
• above, bushy well grown stuff, at 401., 501., and ygj, per 100.

The Nurseries, Pond Lane, Clapton, E.

CENTAUREA RAGUSINA COMPACTA.—
Packets for 13, 31, or 61 Stamps, of

CHARLES YOUNG. Nurseryman, &c., Balham Hill, and Upper
Tooting Park. London, S.W.

piONIDIUM MOOREII, and DIEOTYOPTERIS
V^ CAMERONIANA.—A few dozen of these rare Ferns to be
DISPOSED OF.

E. TURNER, 3. Pond Square, Hiehgate, N.

Cheiranthus ocliroleucus!
" ~

WM. RUMSEY has to offer a fine stock of the
above rare old spring-flowering hardy PERENNIAL, strong

plants, 35s. per 100, 4s. per dozen. Usual discount to the Trade.
Joyning's N ursery, Wallham Cross, N.

OUIS DE SMET. Nur~seryman, Faubourg de
Bruxellcs, Ghent, Belgium, begs to offer SPIR.EA (HOTEIA)

TAPONICA, e.xtra strong clumps, at 20J. per 100; very fme strong
ditto, at 16s. per 100; also the beautiful NEW ECHEVERIA
XAPHOPHVLLA, strong plants, at 8f-_each.

ERICAS and EPACRIS, — 12 fine plants of
either Ericas or Epacris. i8x. and One Guinea, set with buds,

in clioice sorts. All packages gratis for cas/t ifiih order.

JOHN H. LEY, E.xotic Nurserj-. Lansdowne Road. Croydon.

\VELVE (•m)rCErTALMS~for^ECbRATlbN
for One Guinea, in nice little plants, to grow on; or in fine

large plants for immediate decoration of table, &c.. &c.. in choicest
kinds, for 84s. and 1261. per dozen ; half-dozen at same rate.

JOHN H. LEY, Exotic Nursery. Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

W Spanish Chestnuts and Hazel, l-yr.
M. MAULE AND SONS offer to the Trade a large

quantity, at 71. per 1000, for cash or exchange.
The Nurseries. Bristol.

&C.,CHARLES B. SAUNDERS. Nurseryman,
Jersey, begs to offer, in fine healthy strong stuff—

EVERGREEN OAKS. 2 to 3 Jeet, in small pots, at 50J. per loa
Strong Muscat, Victoria, and Hamburgh VINES. 241. per dozen.
One-year grafted GUERNSEY ELM S. 6 to 8 feet high, jos. per 100.

P"'
LANT CHESTNUTS, and rival the glorious
Avenues of Bushey Park, Fine transplanted Trees, 5 to 6 feet,

455, per 1000, or ys. 6d. per 100. Stout f)AK, 3 to 4 feel, 251. per 1000.
Carriage free to London, Price LIST of other TREES, &c, on
application to A. C. WILKIN, Tiptree. KeKcdon. Essex.

The Planting Season.,
TRANSPLANTED SCOTCH FIR, extra fine, from

25^ to 4 feet, to be SOLD, a liargain ; the property of a Gentle-
man who does not require them for his own planting.
WILLIAM WOOD AND SON, the Nurseries, Maresfield,

Uckfield, Sussex.

L^ARGE^AUCUBAS, LAU'RELS, Irish antl Common
YEWS, LAWSONIANAS, and other EVERGREENS.

LARGE LIMES, POPLARS, CHESTNUTS, and other FOREST
and ORNA.MENTAL TREES. A Surplus Stock of the above to be
DISPOSED OF at

R. T. FENN'ETT'S Nursery, Park Lane, Tottenham, N.

wM. GODWIN, Nurseryman, Market Drayton,
Shropshire, has to ofler some lari-c CEDAR of LEBANON,

o to 10 feet; AFRICAN or SILVER CEDAR 4 to 6 feet; IRISK
YEWS, 6 feet—well feathered specimen plants ; also a large quantity
of CONIFERS, EVERGREEN PLANTS from 3 to 7 feet, and
RHOnODENDRoNSornnvsize ft.r T.-iv-r PUntine, Sec.

To Railway ana Inclosure Planters.

S ROBIN SON, Shaw House, Melbourne, near
• Derby, has a large stock of a-yr. to ^-yr. strong transplant^!*

QUICKS, price Irom 5s. 6d. to ys. bd. per 1000 ; also a quantity of fine
well-rooted ;QUICKS, 3-yr, to 5-yr. transplanted. loi, (yd. to 151. per
1000, 100 bunch samples charged and sent on application.

>
The Best Early Pea for Market Gardening

PURPOSES is

SUTTONS' IMPROVED EARLY CHAMPION.
A week earlier than Daniel O'Rourke, but with larger and

better filled pods, and far more prolific. Lowest price per quarter
on application to

SUTTON AND SONS. Seed Growers, Reading.

TR. SKINNER AND SONS. Fkuit. Potato, and
• Vegetable Salesmen, Covent Garden Market; Offices and

Warehouse, 32, James Street. W,C.
SEED POTATOS and FRUIT TREES supplied at Wholesale

Prices. Established over 40 years.

E
To the Trade.

X T R A strong forcing ASPARAGUS,
Sample and Price on application to

J. AND G. McftATTlE. Seed Merchants. Chester.

ASPARAGUS PLANTS.—From 50.000 to 60,000
strong 2-yr. old plants. Price on application. From 15,000 to

20,000 3-yr. old. 2J. (>d. per 100, zor. per 1000. A large quantity of very
strong i-yr. Conover's Colossal Seed, imported from America ; yj. 6a.
per joo. jor, per 1000. Terms cash,

CHRISTMAS QUINCI-,V, Seedsman, &c., Peterborough.

New Sowing Rape Seed.HAND F. SHARPE have fine SAMPLES of the
• above SEED, ready (or immediate delivery. Price moderatCt

and may be had, with sample, on application.
Seed Growing Establishment. Wisbech.

To Nurserymen and Others^
'

FOR SALE, fine strong SE.AKALE ROOTS, 8i. per
100; also some hundreds of 3-yr.-old II LACK and RED

CURRANT BUSHES. Cashon delivery.
SAMUEL ALLAWAY, Earl's Court Farm, Old Brompton, S.W.
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Winter and Spring Flow^ers.
VERY EASY OF CULTURE.

SUTTONS'
CHOICE COLLECTIONS OF

FLOWER ROOTS.
For SPRING FLOWERING, Open Ground,

51., loj. td., 21S., and 42J. each.

For SUMMER and AUTUMN, Open Ground,
lOr. td., 21S., and 42s, each.

For WINTER and SPRING, Pots and Glasses,
los, 6rf., 21S., and 421. each,

: Any of the above will be forwarded on receipt of Cheque or Post-
offipe Order, zu. Collections and upwards Carriage Free.

SUTTONS'
£1 Is. Collection

Choice Flower
pots andRonCs for

({lasses, contains

18 best named Hyacinths
36 best Tulip-5

SO named Crocus
6 named Narcissus
6 Iris

6 Scillas

6 Jonquils, sweet scent-
6 Ixias fed
3 Sparaxfs
3 Oxalis
2 Cyclamen persicum
1 Tropaeolum.

The Best Twelve
Hyacintlis for 12s.
For Pots or Glasses.

SUTTONS-
£1 Is. Collection
Of Choice Flower

Roots for open ground
contains :—

25 fine mixed Hyacinths
36 Narcissus, of sorts
12 double Daffodils
50 Anemones, db. & sin.

100 Ranunculus, ditto
200 Crocus, 4 sorts

50 Snowdrops
50 Aconites
60 Tulips, 6 sorts
2 Crown Imperials
6 Campernellejonquils

For complete cultural
instructions and detailed
Lists of other Flower
Roots, sec "SUTTONS'
AUTUMN CATA-
LOGUE fori872." gratis
and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS,
_Royal^erks_Sced^stablisJiment,_Readinff.

"O OSES, on the cultivated

Seedling Briar.

A Select Priced LIST now ready.

Orders executed in strict

rotation.

GEORGE PRINCE,

14, Market Street, Oxford.

BERBERIS DARWINII, i^ to 2| feet.—This is the
most beautiful of the tribe. Il is quite evergreen, and covered

in spring with deep orange-coloured flowers of a large size. it is
well adapted for a large bed or ornamenlal fence, or as individual
plants. Those plants now offered will be full of flower in the spring.
They are fine plants, all transplanted in the spring of 1872, and,
therefore, quite sure to live and do well. Price, per dozen, 6s. ; per
TOO, 30s. ; per 1000, ;£to,

RIBES SANGUINEA, 2 to 3 feet, fine bushy plants, 41. per doz.,
25s. per 100.

MAHONIA AQUIFOLIA, 1% to 2 feet, bushy, full of flower buds,
151. per 100.

COTONEASTER SYMONDSII, 2 to 3 feet, bushy, 6j. per dozen.
ENGLISH YEW, t% to 2'^ feet, bushy, 305. per 100.COMMON LAUREL, 2 to 3 feet, bushy, transplanted 1872, 18s. per 100.
AUSTRIAN PINES, 2 to 3 feet, bushy, transplanted 1873,20*. per 100.HENRY MAY, the' Hope Nurseries, Hedale, Yorkshire.

Northampton Nurseries.
To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and OTHERS, ENGAGED

in PLANTING.
JOHN PERKINS, Sen., begs to call particular

attention to his large STOCK of the following, the whole of
which have been recently transplanted, are stout and well rooted, and
this season will be offered at very low prices :

CONIFER/E, &c.
Araucaria imbricata, 2 to 3, 3 to 4,

4 to 5, and 5 to 6 feet
Arbor-vitEE, American, 4 to 6 feet
Arbor-viL-E, Chinese, 2 10 3, 3 to 4,

4 to 6, and 6 to 8 feet
Cedrus Deodara, 3104,4 to g, 6 to

8, 8 to 10, and 10 to 12 feel
Cedrus atlantica, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to

G, and 6 to 8 feet
Cuprcssus Lawsoniana, 2 t03, 3 to

4, and 4 to 6 feet
Juniperus chincnsis, 3 to 4, and 5

to 6 feet

Juniperus excelsa Perkinsi, 2 to 3,
and 3 to 4 feet

Picea Finsapo, 1% to 2, 2 to 3, and
4 to 6 feet

Picea Nordmanniana, 1 % to 2, a to
3. and 3 to .j feet

Picca cephalonica, 2\^ to 3 feet
Thuja Lobbii, 3 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4

to 6 feet
Thuja aurea, i to 4 feet
Thuja Warrcana, 2 to 3 feet
Thuja gigantca, 4 to 3, 3 to 4, and

o to 8 feet
Thujopsis borealis, 2 to 3, and i

to 4 feet ^

Wellingionia RiRAnlca, 2 to 3, 3 to
4. and 4 to 6 feet

Yews, In sh, 3 to 4, 4 to 0, and 6
to 8 feet

Also fi

EVERGREENS, &c
Berberis Aquifolia, i to iKi and

iJa to 2 feet
Box, green, j]^ to 2, and 2 103 feet
Holly, green, t% to 2, 2 to 3, and

3 to 4 feet
Laurels, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet
Laurels, Portugal, 2 to 3, and 3 to

4 feet

Yews, English, rj^ to 2, 2 to 3,
and 3 to 4 feet

TRANSPLANTED FOREST
TREES.

Ash, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet
Birch, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 6 feet
Elms, Cornish, 4 to 5, 5 to 6, 6 to 8,

and 8 to 10 feet
Elms, Huntingdon, 8 to to feet
Hazel, 2 10 3, and 3 to 4 Icct
Hornbeam, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet

Larch Fir, \}^ to 2%, 2 to 3, and 3
to 4 feet

Oaks, English, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and
5 to 6 feet

Pinus auslriaca, ij^ to 2,2 to 3,
and 3 to 4 feet

Spruce Firs, 1% to 2, 2 to 3, and
3 to 4 feet

Privet, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet
Blackthorn, ij^ to a, 3 to 3, and

3 to 4 feet
Whitethorn or Quick. 2, 3, and 4

years transplantca.

APPIFS PFA>,''i'"',.?",lP"'"'f ROSES, Standard and Dwarf
APRl'rnT'i ?-nn^^r«pi'^',l'o '''^,^'^"ES, NECTARINES, and
!-»n-»T^Af;2?^?''^'*'"E5j CURRANTS, &c.

vr.,;f f 1 1°' '^"'ir»' NUHSERY STOCK, Wholesale andKetail, free by post, on application 10

52, Market Square, Northampton.

MARANTA OLIVARIS.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons
Have much pleasure in offering this SPLENDID NEW MARANTA, the character of

which is equally as striking and beautiful as the favourite and well-known MARANTA
VEITCHII. As a companion plant to this latter variety, it will doubtless find acceptance in

every collection where plants are cultivated, either for Exhibition or Decorative purposes.

Price Sis. each.

The usual allowance to the Trade. Special Prices if taken in quantities,

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

TO THE TRADE.

T. Thornton
INVITES AN INSPECTION OF HIS <MMENSE STOCK OF WELL-GROWN

FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL, EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS;
Also FRUIT TREES, VINES, RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, KALMIAS, ROSES, CLEMATISES, &c.

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

N.B.—A Conveyance will meet intentling Visitors at either Sunningdale or Famborough Stations, on an
intimation being sent by Post.

HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

DUTCH FLOV^ER ROOTS.

OsBORN & Sons
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY HAVE RECEIVED THEIR ANNUAL IMPORTATION OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, &C.,
And are pleased to say that the Bulbs of all classes are exceedingly fine this season.

O. AND S. also beg to inform their Friends and Patrons that they have a very fine stock of VINES, both
Fruiting and Planting, well-ripened Canes ; also a fine Collection of all kinds of FRUIT TREES, true to name.

Catalogues of the above will be forwarded Post Free to all applicants,

THE NURSERIES, FULHAIVI, LONDON, S.W.

Dick Radclyffe & Co;s
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Just Published, Gratis and Post Free,

" The Best Catalogue."— r^'V/'? opinions

of the Press.

SEEDS,

FRUIT TREES,

SHRUBS,

ROSES,

AND GARDEN

REQUISITES.

129, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C. SEED GROUNDS-ERFURT, PRUSSIA.

,BX BOYAL LETTERS PATENT.

NEW BOILER.

THE EXCELLENTIA,
The MOST COMPLETE, MOST COMPACT, MOST POWERFUL, MOST PERFECT, and MOST

ECONOMICAL BOILER EVER llljVENTED, For particulars, apply to

J. G. SMEATON & CO.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT-WATER and STEAM-HEATING APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

HARWOOD ROAD, WALHAM GREEN, LONDON. S.W.

I
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lawee' Chemical Manure Company (Limited).
C/lJin/MH— lOHN KnOWLKS, Ksq.

LAWES' WHEAT MANURE, for Autumn Sowing,
now ready for delivery.

LAWES' TURNIP MANURE. DISSOLVED BONES, SUPER-
PHOSPHATE of LIME, POTATO. MANGEL. BARLEY,
WHEAT, OAT and GRASS MANURES, CONCENTRATED
CORN and GRASS ^L\NURES.
The Company having purchased the Business carried on by Mr.

Lawes (or so many years, are now prepared to receive orders for the

above Manures.
The M,Anurescan be supplied direct from the Works at DcptTord

and Barking Creeks, or through the Depflts at the Forts and Railway
Stations throughout the Kini^dom.
The Company have retained the advice and assistance of Mr.

Lawes (or a period of two years, and all their Manures will be pre-

pared under his direction. They are determined to send out
Manures of the highest quality only, and no expense or trouble
will be spared to maintain for the future the same high position which
they have occupied in the past.
Orders for Manures, and applications for Ajjencies in unrepresented

districts, should be sent 10 at once to H, R. CHASTON, Manager.
Head Offices:—59, Mark Lane, London, E.C,

Branches:—22, Eden Quay, Dublin; Market Street, Shrewsbury
;

Womanby Street, Cardiff; 63, Constitution Street, Leith; 34, Market
Street, Aberdeen ; Cumberland Road, Bristol.

G I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many of the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from t to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees, Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in

boxes, II,, 31., and 105, 6d.

Red
Spider.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

Magni- CANDLE COMPANY
fied. (Limited),

Battersea, London, S.W.

PATENT VERMIN ASPHYXIATOR.

DISINFECTOR, VAPORISER, and UNIVERSAL FUMI-
GATOR, for Destroying Rats and all Vermin in holes. For making
Rabbits desert their Burrows and lie out. For Preserving Meat and
Game in the larder (or when packed) from tendency to putrefaction.
For Fumigating Vines and Greenhouse Plants, and destroying noxious
Insects and Parasites. For Disinfecting Hospitals, Vessels, Rooms,
Bedding, Clothes, &c. For Deodorising Drains, Sinks, &c. For
Vaporising Chemical Compounds; and for preventing Loss of Life
from Foul Air in Wells, Vats. Tanks, &c. Price £2 $s.

Manufacturers: JOHN WATTS and CO., 6, Broad Weir, Bristol.
London Agents (where the Machine may be seen and explained)

:

Mr. PURDEY, Gun Manufacturer, 314;^, Oxford Street, W.
Mr. SCHOLL. Engineer, 41, Berivicfc Street, Soho, W.

Descriptive Circular, with Price List and full instructions, post free.

Wheat Sowing.

DOWN'S FARMER'S FRIEND, for Preventing the
Smut in Wheat, and the Ravages of the Slug, Grub, and Wire-

worm. A gd. packet is sufficient for Six Bushels of Seed Wheat,
which can be dressed and fit to sow in a quarter of an hour.
Testimonials from the largest Wheal Growers in the Kingdom,

bearing testimony to its great power and efficacy, may be had of
Agents, who are appointed for every district.

Full directions for use are given with each packet
Prepared at the Manufactory, Woburn, Beds,

Caution.—To guard against fraudulent imitation, and consequent
disappointment, see that the signature of HENRY DOWN is on
the label.

Agents in every Town throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland.

Roster's Garden Edging TUes.

1 HE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
materials of great durability. The plainer sorts are especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR-
fc
DENS, as they harbour no <^
Slugs or Insects, take up little
room, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-
pense, as do "grown" Edg-
ings, consequently being much
cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c, in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of supenor finish, and in great variety of design

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
fciars, S.E,

; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.W : Kingsland Road E
.

Airents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANTCOVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES; also for FOXLEY'SPATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.
Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories.
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from jj. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plajn or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.
^WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls ol Dairies, Larders,
^titchen Ranges, Baths. &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of

g**i ^"£^^'''!>'' ^a'l Copings. Drain Pipes and Tiles uf all kinds,
xiting Tiles in great vanety, Slates, Cements, &c

F.andG. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants. —See addresses above.

OILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.^ fine i4*j Coarse 171. perTon. In Truck Loads 11. per Ton less.
IJeiivery by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway or

^Vi'^%^^"7^1V"^ Samples of'Sand free by post.
„Jf'4''^TS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or ferneries. KENTriiAl or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities

F. AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses sec above.
N.B. Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal discount to the Trade

SUBSTANTIAL WOOD COTTAGES, ^^25,
34 by 13, two Kuoms, double boarded, planed-up smooth;

COAClr-HOUSE ,111(1 SrAHI.KS, 14 by 14, price £14. SCHOOL-
RllOMS, SHEIiS, an.UlFKKKS. i\)0LTRV-HOUSE, las.

R, RU HAKl>SttN, ,>,, Euston Road , London, N.VV.

CI REEN'S PATENT ^^SILENS MESSORS" or
T NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-

LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

The WINNER ol EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES ol
COMPETITION.

N.B, Parties havinjj Lawn Mowers to Repair J t nd
them either to our Leeds or London Establishments he they w II

have prompt attention, as an eflicient staH of workmen arc kept at
both places.

/:i REEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS.
VT DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and
GRAVEL PATHS,

Suitable for Hand or Horse-power.

Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithficld Ironworks, Leeds;
54 and 55, Blacklriars Road, London, S.E.

THE FRENCH SYSTEM of WIRING GARDEN
WALLS and ERECTING TRELLISES for TRAINING

FRUIT TREES.

Iron and Wire Trellis for Pear Growing, with Curdon Edging.

Circulars with prices on application to

Messrs. ). B. BROWN and CO.,
Offices—90, Cannon Street, City, London, E.C.

/^ALVANISED WROUGHT-IRON FITTINGS
^-^ FOR

WIRING WALLS
For the PURPOSE of TRAINING FRUIT TREES

on the French system, and as recommended by Mr.
W. Robinson, F.L.S., in his new work, "The Parks,

Promenades, and Gardens of Paris."

By this system nails and shreds arc entirely dispensed with, the
walls are not injured, and no harbour is afforded to small insects.

The tying of the Fruit Trees is effected in one-fifth of the time
required hy the old system. The arrangement is so simple, that it

can easily be applied to any walls by inexperienced hands.

Prices of Materials :—
GALVANISED RAIDISSEURS, for tightening the

Wires—one of these required for each line of Wire.

No. 900, 4^. per dozen.

GALVANISED WALL EYES, 6d. per dozen.
GALVANISED TERMINATING HOLDFASTS,

2J, per dozen.

GALVANISED WIRE, 2s. 6d. and 3s. per 100 yards.
Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of ihe above, and

of Fittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical
principles, free on application to

BARNARD, BISHOP and BARNARDS,
Norfolk Ironworks, Norwich.

BENDLE'S
PATENT

OECHAED HOUSES,
GROUND VINERIES, AND

PLANT PROTECTORS.

Secured by Her Majest/s Letters Patent
(Two separate and distinct Patents),

TJnder the Patronage of—
The Right Honourable the Earl of
Portsmouth

The Rt. Honourable the Earl of
Dartmouth

The Rt. Hon. the Lord Portman
The Dowager Countess ol Ayles-

ford
The Rt.Hon.Lord Alfred Churchill
The Rt. Hon, Lord Ikrkolcy Paget
The Right Hon. Lord Bolton
The Right Honourable Lord de

ITsle and Dudley, &c.

His Royal Highness the Prince
of Wales

1 1 is Royal Highness Prince
Christian

lltr Majesty's Commissioners of
Royal Parks and Gardens

I lis Highness Prince Dulcep Singh
Mis Grace the Duke of Rutland
IlisGracc the Duke of Sutherland
I lis Grace the Dukeof DL-vonshire
The Most Noble the Marchioness
of Anglesey

TENANT'S FIXTURES.
«

PATENT PORTABLE GREENHOUSES,
ORCHARD HOUSES, &o.

(Ten.^nt's Fixtures).

The Patentee is now in a position to Contract for

and Build any description of Greenhouses, Orchard
Houses, Conservatories, or Winter Gardens, of all sizes

and dimensions. The new patent system of Glazing is

the cheapest and most perfect ever introduced.

i^T The Houses afe built on Wooden Frmne-
-work, luith Zinc or Galvanized Iron Grooves ;

the Glass slides in the grooves, and the most
complete plan of ventilation is secured. No
paint or putty is required, and the Zinc and
Glass are the only materials exposed to the

action of the atmosphere.

" When the system is known and understood,
it will become universal."

A Span-roof Orchard House complete,

12ft. wide and 30ft. long, from £35.

A Span-roof Orchard House, 40ft. by 15ft.

for £55.

A Lean-to Greenhouse, 30ft, long and

lOft, wide, from £25.

Important Testhnonial from Sir William Forbes, Bart.,

Fiiitray House, Aberdeen, Scottattd.

To the Editor of On '* Abcrdtm Journal."
(Date of Publication, Sept. 35, 1872.)

"Sir,—With reference to the Peaches which gained
the First Prize at the Horticultural Society's Show on
Friday last, I may mention that they were grown upon
a wall amply protected by Mr. Edgcumbe Rendle's
Patent Wall Screen, and no artificial heating whatever.

—

Yours truly, "William Forbes, Bart.
" Fintray House."

To Mr. Edgcumbe Rendle, 3, Westminster Chamhers^
Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S, W.

"Fintray House, Aberdeen, Sept, 26, 1872.

"Dear Sir,—It affords me very great pleasure to

testify to the valuableness of your Patent Wall Screens.

The enclosed extract from the Aberdeen Journal of the

25th insl. will show what I have been able to do already

wilh regard to Peaches. I may also state that I had a
very fine crop of Magnum Bonum Plums grown under
the same range of Wall Screen. The excellence also of

your Glass Coping for Walls has been proved by an
increased crop of Pears. I feel sure that your inventions

only require to be better known to be fully appreciated,

and I request that you will send me a few Catalogues to

distribute amongst my friends. The Glass for the Coping
has arrived.— I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

"William Forbes, Bart.
" To Mr. Edgcumbe Rendle."

Note,—Sir William Forbes is so satisfied with the

value of the inventions, that he has given orders for the

whoie of his WALL FRUIT TREES to be protected.

These Houses are all portable, and can be removed
and fi.xed again in a few hours.

These are the cheapest Glass structures ever intro-

duced, and intending purchasers of Greenhouses should
compare the above prices with others.

For Exportation.— These Houses can be packed
in a very small compass, and can be sent to the United
States or any of our Colonies for a few pounds.

Intending Purekasers of Orchard Houses, Green-
houses, ^c, should send to the Patentee for an Estimate
before ordering elsewhere.

For Catalogues, Prices, and full particulars, apply to
the Patentee and Inventor

—

Mr. Wm. EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, Westminster Chambers,

Victoria Street, liondon, S.W.
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WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS & CO.,

SOUTHWAEK STREET, LONDON.

NEW QUEEN ONION.
A very nice, silver-

skinned Tripoli Onion,

as remarkable for its

keeping qualities as for

the rapidity of its growth.

If sown in February, it

will produce Onions from

I to 2 Inches in diameter

early in the summer,

which will keep sound

until the summer of the

following year ;
and if

sown in July, it will be

ready to pull late in the

same year, and be sound

y
/., ..

and fit for use until the

following autumn. Rich

or strong soil is not

necessary for its cultiva-

tion, any medium or poor

garden mould will suit it.

It is of an excellent mild

flavour, and can be highly

recommended.

The annexed engrav-

ing is a correct represen-

tation of (and taken from)

Onions which have been

off the ground between

9 and 10 months.

Supplied only in Sealed Packets, Is. 6d. each. Price to the Trade on application.

NOTICE.
NEW QUEEN ONION.—This new and distinct variety having been advertised in the Retail List of a

London House, Messrs. Waite, Burnell, Huggins & Co., consider it necessary to publish the following

extract from a letter received from the Raiser, dated Sept. 25, 1872 :
—

•

" With reference to your note of yesterday, I am really surprised to hear that my new ' Queen Onion

'

seeds are at the present moment being offered by the pound. Allow me to inform you that no other seed

merchant in the world can supply the same kind of seeds unless had from your firm. All that I shall

receive this year is promised to your firm. I can prove it is a spHcialiti, and was shown for the first tnne at

the Royal Horticultural Society's Show on April 5, 1871, and again on July 4, 1872 ;
both times pronounced a

very early variety, called the ' New Queen Onion.' I am the only Grower of the Seed, and gave it the name."

A List of Names of Firms ordering the Seed will be published shortly in the " Gardeners' Chronicle."

WAITE, BURNELIi, HUGGINS & CO.,
SEED MEBCHANTS, SOUTHWABK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

I
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CHOICEST CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS.—
Six very tine Camellias in 6 sorts for One Guinea, i2 extra selected

for 42S,, selection from over loo sorts, all with from 6 to 12 buds;
12 smaller plants for 241. and 30J., all well set and healthy. Azaleas,

ver>' rine plants, full of buds, aii., 30J., and 421. per doien ; a f;w very
fine specimens, One Guinea each, and n few small plants 15s. and iSs.

per dozen. All packaces j;rans for cash '.vith order. CataloRues frecpn
application. JOHN H. LKY, E.\otic Nursery, Croydon.

GLOXINIAS for EXHIBITION.-12 large Glo.xinias
for One Guinea, 2 to 3 inches across; 13 fine bulbs for 12s. ;

12 smaller bulbs (but good) 91. Al! choicest named sorts, J, H. L.'s

selection from over 50 kinds, including many new and desirable
novelties, fit for immediate forcing, or for summer growth. The
collection of 36 sorts in three sizes for 355. Packages gratis for awA
wilh order.

JOHN H. LEY, Exotic Nursery', Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

Cinerarias.
MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO. are row

sendifig out fine Plants of their celebrated strain of CINE-
RARIAS, which are now so well known as to require no
further description.

Colloction No. I, consisting of 6 of the very best of all the varieties, 30J.

Collection No, 2, consistinj^ of 12 do., do., 421,

Collection No. 3, consisting of 24 of the best from the general
collection, 631.

Collection No. 4, consisting of 50 do. , do. , 1051.
Collection No. 5, consisting of 100 do,, do., /8.
Single Plants from 2J, 6d. to j$. td each.
A descriptive LIST of each collection will be s«nt post free on

application. Early orders arc solicited, as the supply of (he best
varieties is limitea.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Brockwortli Park Pear.

JC. WHEELER AND SON can supply TREES of
• this e.Mra fine PEAR at the following prices :—

Dwari-tmined for walls, 7J. W, each.
Pyramids, 5J. each.
Fine Maiden Plants, 21. td. each.

This magnificent Pear is well worthy of a wall wherever space can
be found for it.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Nurserymen, Gloucester; and
59, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

HE DUKE of BUCCLEUCH GRAPE VINE.—
This Vine will be sent out next year, beginning in May, to meet

the wishes of those who want to plant or inarch it during the summer.
This is the earliest and finest White Grape ever offered to the Public
It has received First-Class Certificates at the Royal Horticultural
Society of London ; also at Glasgow, Belfast, and at other places
where it has been shown.

Planting Canes, QH.
Strong planting Canes, 42*.

A few extra strong Fruiters, 63J.
Orders are being now booked. The usual allowance to the Trade.
WM. THOMSON. Tweed Vineyard, Clovenfords, by Galashiels.

RONZE. CRIMSON, and GOLD GERANIUMS,
wilt make a grand display at once as theyare well cultivated

plants, having been potted all the summer in 4-inch pots, and not allowed
to bloom, and well stopped, by which means they are hardy, bushy,
beautiful plants, full of brilliant foliage and vigorous. The sorts are
— Display, Director, Westena, Enchanter, Envoy, Dragon, Constance,
Noblesse, Mildred, General, Gaiety, Kentish Hero, Glowworm,
Treaty, Her Majesty. Reinc Victoria, Crown Prince, Black Knight,
F.bor, President Lincoln, Beauty of Ribblesdalc. Beauty, Sceptre d'Or,
I'crilla, Beauty of Oulton, The Rev. R. Radclyffe, Circlet.

12 sorts, H. May's selection, 6s. ; 24 sons, 121,

13 sorts, purchaser's selection. qj. ; 24 sorts, 151, ; or too plants, jor.

Five Thousand PELARGONl UMS, show and fancy varieties, pro-
pagated from H. M.w's splendid exhibition varieties, therefore only
such kinds as are of proved merit. Young healthy plants, in 4-incn
pots, that will make a grand display, iro, in 50 kinds, 50J.

; 50, in 50
kinds, 30i. ; 25, in 25 kinds, i8j., 12 kinds, (^.

HENRY MAY, the Hope Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

Choice Flower Seeds. Post Free.

BS. WILLIAMS, Nurseryman and Seed
• Merchant, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

Holloway, London, N. p^^ packet-x. d.
Williams' superb strain of PRIMULA, Red, White, or Mixed.

IS. 6d., zi. 6d.,\s. 6d., and g
Plants from this Seed have always been awarded First Prizes

wherever exhibited.
Neill's extra choice strain of CALCEOLARIA,

ri. 6d., 2s. 6d., y. 6d., and 5 o
LISIANTHUS PRINCEPS .. .. .. 21. 6d. and 5 o
Weatheriirs extra choice strain of CINERARIA,

If. 6^., 3S. td., 31. 6d , and 5 o

Wiggins' prize strain of CYCLAMEN.. «. W., 2J. M-, and 3 6
POLYANTHUS. Wiggins' prize strain .. .. 11. and i 6
PRIMULA JAPONICA, new seed (own saving) 26
INTERMEDIATE STOCK, Mauve Queen 26

„ „ Pink Queen 26
The above Stocks were awarded First-class Certificates by

the Royal Horticultural Society at Kensington, and Royal
Botanic Society, Regent's Park, May 8, 1872.

Dwarf Scarlet INTERMEDIATE STOCK, strongly recom-
mended 10

„ Purple Queen, very fine .10
Saunders' fine dark WALLFLOWER r o

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Hardy Scarlet and other Choice Named
RHODODENDRONS.

The following beautiful varieties are offered by

WH. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nursery, Southampton,
• in three sizes, at i8j,,2J5, and 30J. per dozen, fine bushy

plants, mostly well furnished with blooming buds :

—

ALARM, white centre, edged with deep carmine.
ALBUM ELEGANS, blush, changing to pure white.

GRANDIFLORUM. fine while tinted, immense truss.

ATROSANGUINEUM, deep blood-red.
BLANDYANUM. deep rosy crimson.
BRAYANUM, vivid scaHeL
COMTE DE GOMER, most beautiful white and crimson.
CONCESSUM, rosy carmine.
CORIACEUM, creamy white.
CURRIEANUM, dark rosy lilac, immense bloom.
EMPRESS EUGENIE, while, with dark chocolate spots.
EVERESTIANUM, rosy lilac, and much spotted.
FASTUOSUM, double hiac, with immense trusses of flowers.
GRAND ARAB, fine show^ crimson.
HENDERSONI, purplish crimson, a late bloomer.
JEWESS, rosy purple, with blotch of black spots.

JOHN WATERER, brilliant carmine, immense truss.

KALMIAOIDES, light purple, pretty foliage.

LADY ELEANOR CATHCART, fine rose, beautifully spotted.
LIMB.ATUM, pale blush, bordered with bright crimson.
MAXIMUM TRIUMPHANS, dazzling scarlet.

MINNIE, blush-white, with large chocolate spots.
MRS. JOHN CLUTTON.beauiifulcIcar white, exquisite shape.
MRS.JjOHN WATERER. bright rosy crimson.
NERC5, fine dark rosy purple.
PRINCE ALBERT, dark chocolate-carmine.
SIR ISAAC NEWTON, deep shaded plum colour.
SIR ROBERT PEEL, brightest scarlet-crimson, dark spots.
SOUTHAMPTONIA, deep crimson, immense truss.
VICTORIA, fine claret.

KALMIA LATIFOLIA, fine bushy plants, 12*. and i8j. per dozen.
AZALEA AMCENA, very beautiful, for forcing, 121,, i8j., and 2+s.

per dozen.
PEKNETrVA MUCRONATA, nicely berried,\9J. and 121. per
SKIMMIA JAPONICA, nicely Wrried,
Variegated White CEDARS, i to 2 feet,
COTONEASTER SIMONSII, dwarf and bushy,
JUNIPERUS PROCUMBENS,
EUONYMUS NANA VARIEGATA,

doi. , cheaper
by the 100

;

all very useful

fo r winter
decoration.

** Early orders insure the best Bulbs."

Seedsmen to DUTCH
FLOAVEE

KM,he Queen,
i RQOTS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

Seedsmen to II.R.K.

the Prince of Walei,

JAMES CARTER & CO.
HAVING RECEIVED THEIR CONSIGNMENT OF

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Which have arrived in splendid condition, beg to offer

the following COLLECTIONS of BULBS, which will

be found to contain, in the best quality, all the sorts

required for the purposes mentioned :

—

Carter's Collections of Bulbs for Conser-

VATORY and WINDOW DECORATION, includ-

ing Basket and Packing, and Carriage Free. Price

lOs. 6d., 2l3., 42s., 63s., and 84s,

Carter's *' Guinea" Collection of Bulbs for

CONSERVATORY and WINDOW DECORA-
TION, including Box and Packing, and Carriage

Free, contains

—

12 HYACINTHS, in i2 extra
fine named sorts

9 POLYANTHUS NARCIS-
SUS, in g varieties

12 JONQUILS, sweet-Scented
50 CROCUS, finest named

I DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS
r LILIUM SPECIOSUM
6 SCILLA SIBIRICA

24 SNOWDROPS, extra large
selected

6 TULIPS, Tournesol.

3 TULIPS, Rex Rubrorum
3 ,, La Candeur
3 ,, Royal Standard
6 „ Yellow Prince
3 ,, Rosa Mundi
6 „ Due Van Thol
t AMARYLLIS FORMOSIS-
SIMUS

6 IXIAS. finest mixed
6 SPARAXIS, finest mixed
6 TRITELEIA UNIFLORA

Carter's Collections of Bulbs for Conser-

VATORY and OUTDOOR PLANTING, including

Basket and Packing, and Carriage Free. Price 15s.,

30s., 42s., 63s., and 84s. each.

Carter's Complete Collection of Bulbs for

CONSERVATORY and,OUTD0OR PLANTING,

including Box and Packing, and Carriage Free, price

30s., contains

—

HYACINTHS, la in 12 extra
fine named sorts for pots or
glasses

,, 12 in T colours for bedding
NARCISSUS, Double, white, 12

,, Pocticus,or F'heasant-eye, 12

TULI PS, extra fine mixed, 36
,, Tournesol, 6
„ Due Van Thol, 6
„ Royal Standard, 3
„ La Candeur, 3
„ Yellow Prince, 3
,, Rex Rubrorum, 3

Double DAFFODILS, 12

STAR of BETHLEHEM, 12

SCILLA BELGICA, mixed, 13

CROCUS, blue, 75
„ striped, 75
,, large yellow, 73
,, white. 75

ANEMONES, extra fine mixed,
36

GLADIOLUS ERENCHLEY-
ENSIS, 8

IRIS, extra choice mixed Eng-
lish, 12

,, extra fine mixed Spanish, 24
JONQUILS, CAMPERNEL,
RANUNCULUS,

mixed, 36
SNOWDROPS, 50

fine

Carter's Collections of Bulbs for Outdoor

PLANTING only, including Box and Packing, and

Carriage Free. Price 10s. 6d., 21s., 63s., and

84s.

Carter's "Guinea" Collection of Bulbs for

OUTDOOR PLANTING only, including Box and

Packing, and Carriage Free, price 21s., contains

—

HYACINTHS, 12 in 3 colours
NARCISSUS, double white, 12

,, Poeticus or I'hcasant-eyc, 12

DOUBLE DAFFODILS, 12

TULIPS, extra fine mixed
double, 12

„ extra fine mixed single, 13

„ finest mixed, late, iz

,. Due Van Thol, 12

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS,
fine mixed. 6

CAJIPERNEL JONQUILS, 6
STAR of BETHLEHEM. 12

TRITELEIA UNIFLORA,

6

DOG'S-TOOTH VIOLETS, 6
CROCUS, blue, 25

CROCUS, striped, 50
,, large yellow, 50

ANEMON'ES.ext. fine, mixed. 24
GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEY-
ENSIS, 6

I IRIS, extra choice mixed En-
Blish, 12

J, extra fine mixed Spanish, 12
LILIUM CANDIDUM, 3
„ TIGR1NUM,3

RANUNCULUS, extra fine
mixed, 24

SNOWDROPS, so
WINTER ACONITES, 24

For full particulars of the above and other Collections,

see

CARTER'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE
of DUTCH BULBS. FRUIT TREES, ROSES. &c.,

Which may be had Gratis and Post Free on application.

Five per cent. Discountfor Cash.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN AND

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,

237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

T
To the Trade.

EA-SCENTED ROSES, in pots, by the dozen,
hundred, and thousand, very fine plants, including

—

MAKF.CHAL NIEI,,
GLOIRE OK DIJON,
DEVONIENSIS,
CLIMIJINO DKVONIENSIS,
MADAME FALCOT,
RUBENS,

And all the best leading sorts. Price on application.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON, Woodlands Nursery, Marcsficld,
near Uckficid, Sussex.

Eight Thousand Tea Roses, In Pots,
FOR WINTER FLOWERING.

ESSRS.
J.

STANDISH and CO. beg to call

attention to their magnificent stock of TEA ROSES, cgnsist-

^ooo MARF.CHAL KIEL, in i6's, 32's, -jS's, and 6o's.

1200 SAFRANO, in i6'5, ^z's, 48's, and 6o"s.

600 MADAME FALCOT, in r4's, i6's, 32*5, and 6o's.

500 ISABELLA SPRUNT, in i6"s, a^s, 48"9, and 6o"s.

250 Extra stronc GLOIRE DE DlfON, in 32's. Also
1400 o( various varieties, in i6's, 32's, 48's, and 6o's,

including Alba Rosea, Belle Lyonnaise, Mons. Furtado, Madame
Margottin. Niphetos, Frcres Soupert et Nottinn, Madame Isa Imbert,
-Safrano a fleur rouge, Souvenir d'Elize Varden, Madame Trifle,

Devonicnsis, &c. A fine collection of HYBRID PERPETUALSof
all sorts, including 700 extra strong plants ot Boule de Neige, just
ready to bloom. Prices on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

M
ingof:-

Gladioli.—New Roses.
EUGENE VERDIER Fils Aine has the honour of

informing his numerous Correspondents that his CATA-
LOGUES of GLADIOLI and NEW ROSES for I872-.73 arc now
ready, and may be obtained, free of charge, on receipt of application
tpost paid).

EUGENE VERDIER F11.S AiNl', Nurseryman, 3, Rue DuucjIf,
Garc d'lvry, Paris.

Hyacinths, Tulips. Liliums, Gladioli, Crocus, and a
large stock of MISCELLANEOUS DUTCH and CAPE
liULBS, ROOTS, PLANTS, direct from the Grower.

ANT. ROOZEN AND SON'S (late Ant. Roozen)
CATALOGUE of the above lor 1872, will, as usual, be h.andcd

to all Gardeners and Amateurs, free on application. Forour SPECIAL
TERMS as to Free Delivery, Remitting, &c., please consult
Catalogue.—Overvccn, near Haarlem, Holland, Julyi^

New Catalogue of Bulbs, Plants, Fruits, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALriGUE, c.mtaining Srli^ct, Descriptive, and Priced
Lists of Dutch and other Bulbs, Alpine and Herbaceous Plants,

Hardy Aquatics, Delphiniums, Grape Vines, Fruit Trees, New and
Rare Plants, Miscellaneous Plants, suitable for bedding and decora-
tive purposes, double-Howcred Pyrelhrums, Sweet Violets, &c, is

now published, and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

Unrivalled Collection of Dutcli Bulbs, at Wholesale
PRICES.

ALFRED LEGERTON, Wholesale Seed
Merchant, 5, Aldgate, London, E, begs to intimate to his

numerous Patrons, and the Trade generally, he has received his

annual importation of DUTCH BULBS direct from the best growers
in Haarlem, and that t!>c quality and size are very superior, and can-

not be excelled, the Bulbs being laree, weighty, and handsome.
CATALOGUES are now ready, and will be forwarded upon
application.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.—Notice is hereby given, that an ADDITION

to the LIST of PENSIONERS of this Society will be made in

JANUARY NEXT. All persons desirous of becoming Candidates
are required to send in their applications to the Committee on or
before NOVEMBER o, after which day they will not be received.

Printed Forms may be had on application to the Secretary.

Preference will be given to those Applicants who may have been
Subscribers for 15 years or upwards. By order,

EDWARD R. CUTLER, Secretary.

14, Tavistock Row. W.C—October 10.

Notewortny Horticulturists and Botanists.

NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of
NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS

is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already

appeared, and separate Copies (price 6if. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, viz. :—

Dr. Hooker, C.B.. F.R.S.
W, Wilson Saunders, F,R S.

Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne.
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin.
Professor Reichenbach.
Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.

E. J. Lowe. F.R.S.
James McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.
iAMES Bateman, F.R.S.
lERTHOLD SF.EMANN, Ph.D.

Archibald F. Barron.
Hon. Marshall P, Wilder.
John Gibson.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,

Covcnt Garden, W.C.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1872.

EVERY week throughout the year we are

in the habit of receiving, through the

POST, SPECIMENS of plants for inspection, to be
named, or for some other purpose. In some
few instances the specimens are good, and the

packing is also good, so that the plants survive

the rough treatment they meet with at the hands

ot the postal authorities, and arrive in tolerable

condition. It may safely be asserted that the

senders of such specimens have a love for and an
interest in plants ; and it is a real pleasure to

receive such missives, and to help such persons.

In the majority of cases, however, miserable

scraps are sent, and little or no care is taken in

packing them. The consequence is, that by the

time they reach us the specimens are smashed
beyond the power of identification. There is

really little excuse for this now-a-days ; the

sender, if he really desires to know something

about his plants, should take care to furnish a

good specimen with all necessary information, as

to the country whence it was obtained, whether

it be a hardy plant or a greenhouse plant, and
so forth. Again, the facilities offered by the

Post Office are now so great, that there is little

excuse for sending a package which is sure to

be damaged by the stampers.

Knowing how large a business is carried on
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by Mr. Cannell, of Woolwich, in cuttings and
rooted plants, which are despatched to their

destination by the post, we appUed to Mr.
Cannell for some particulars, which he was
good enongh to furnish us with, and which we
place at the service of our correspondents, in

order that they may not only send fitting speci-

mens to us to be named, on occasion, but also

serve their own convenience in other ways.
There is nothing particularly novel in Mr.
Cannell's mode of posting plants : it is

the magnitude and successful conduct of his

operations that is remarkable. For small par-

cels of cuttings, or small specimens in general,

nothing is better than a tin box, which cannot be
crushed in the post. If cuttings are sent, and
especially rooted cuttings, which would suffer by
exposure or evaporation, the roots may be
wrapped round with moss and covered over
with a small piece of gutta-percha membrane.
Where weight is not of so much consequence,
the rooted cutting may be just turned out of the
pot, the earth compressed lightly around the
roots, and a piece of gutta-percha membrane
tied over the ball.

Packages of this nature may be sent closed to
any part of the United Kingdom at the letter rate
of postage, the maximum weight allowed being
12 oz. For foreign postage tin boxes are pro-
hibited, but ordinary cigar boxes, perforated with
^- inch holes, are used by Mr. Cannell, the roots
ot the plants being kept moist by being wrapped
round with gutta-percha membrane, the tops and
foliage being kept perfectly dry. In this manner
Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Dahlias, &c., are regu-
larly dispatched in large quantities to America,
Australia, and New Zealand. Parcels of this
nature must not exceed 5 lb. in weight. In some
Continental countries the weight allowed by the
postal authorities is limited to 8 oz. In this case
Mr. Cannell's plan consists in enveloping
the roots of the plant to be sent in moss, covered
by gutta-percha membrane. The plant so pro-
tected is then placed in a case of stout cardboard,
open at one end.
A nurseryman would naturally be provided

with a store of tin boxes, cardboard covers, &c.,
of suitable size for his purpose, but it may often
happen to a private individual that a package
stout enough to resist the force of the stamper is

not at hand. In such a case the best plan is to
write the address, and place the stamp on a
label, and to attach the label to one end of the
package by string in the usual way. The postal
authorities will then stamp the label, and not
ci^ush the box. In this manner we sometimes
receive such frail packages as lucifer match-
boxes, which have undergone no serious damage
in their transit. Seeds from abroad may either
be sent in dry papers, or, as recommended by
Mr. M'Nab, in cases firmly packed with moss,
or with earth taken some 6 inches below the
surface.

We have mentioned Mr. Cannell's name
prominently in this matter, because he has
developed the practice of transmitting plants by
post, to so- remarkable a degree, that it has
become one of the leading features of his
business.

The public, who profit by these postal faci-

lities, and by the abolition of the absurd restric-

tions formerly in force, are probably by this time
oblivious of the fact that to a committee of the
seed-trade, working with other bodies to the same
end, they are indebted for their privileges.

Our American cousins, as may be seen from
an extract in another column, are in no way
behind us in these matters.

The Commissioners of the London Inter-
national Exhibition for 1873 have issued the
following Rules for the exhibition of Substances
USED as Food produced in the United Kingdom, or
produced abroad Ijut submitted to the British Com-
mittee of Selection. The following are the principal
regulations for Class 1 2 :

—

Substances used as Food : a, agricultural products and
manurial substances used in their cultivation ; b, grocery,
drysaltery, and preparations of food ; c, wines, spirits,
beer and other drinks, and Tobacco ; d, implements of all
kmds for drinking (exhibited for peculiarity of shape or
for novelty), and for the use of tobacco.

1. Applications to submit objects, proposed for exhi-
bition, to the committee of selection, should be made
upon the printed form No. 10 (to be obtained at the
otftces Upper Kensington Gore. Uondon, S.W.), and
forwarded to the secretary before January 31 187:1
Specimens included in the abbve subdivisions will be

exhibited, as well as llie material, machinery, and pro-
cesses used in Iheir preparation and production. Special
arrangements will be made for showing agricultural
products under cultivation.

Class 12 is divided into the following sections, and
producers of substances used as food, or of machinery
connected with its production, may submit specimens for

exhibition, or exhibit processes m operation.
Section a.—Agricultural Products : Corn dealers

;

refuse products from seeds, i. e., linseed cake, rape cake,
palm-nut meal ; roots as substitutes for food, as Yams,
Artichokes, &c. ; Cryptogamic plants, fungi as food, sea-
weeds, &c. ; Hop merchants, market gardeners, materials
used for manure, orange merchants, salesmen of artificial

food, salesmen of condimental food, salesmen of fruit,

salesmen of Potatos, salesmen of butter, salesmen of
Watercresses, seed merchants, and seedsmen (to supply
the weights with seeds as well as price).

Subsection b. —Grocery, drysaltery, and preparations of
food.

Subsection c.—Wine, spirits, beer, and other drinks,
and tobacco.

Subsection d.—Implements of all kinds for drinking,*
[These will be hmited to specimens exhibited for pecu-
harity of shape or suitability to different kinds of drinks.
As mere glass or metal manufacturers, they do not come
under this section, but will form classes in 1874. 1876,
and 1878] and implements for the use of tobacco. The
exhibition will be limited to such specimens as are
necessary for satisfactory illustration, and no mere
duplicate specimens can be admitted. To each speci-
men should be securely attached a written label, contain-
ing, I, its name ; 2, the name of the manufacturer, and
address

; 3, the average retail price.

In the case of objects which are very bulky or heavy, it

is advisable that photographs or drawings, with some
description, should accompany the application form,
No. 10.

In the case of processes, application should be made for
any special arrangements which may be required, in
respect of space, fire, gas, steam, or water, &.C., but Her
Majesty's Commissioners can undertake to consider those
applications only which shall have been notified before
January 31, 1B73.

Her Majesty's Commissioners will provide foundations,
railings, general shafting, steam, water, and gas, to all

exhibitors of machinery, whose requirements in these
respects have been notified to them before January 31,
1873, and whose machines have been accepted for exhibi-
tion by the committee of selection. Exhibitors must, how-
ever, make their own connections for gas, water, and
steam.

Exhibitors of accepted machinery must provide their
own driving belts and driving pulleys, which are to be in
halves, and bored to the proper diameter of the main
shafting, as notified to them by Her Majesty's Commis-
sioners. They must also supply and erect, at their own
expense, any counter shafting (including the necessary
foundations) which they may consider requisite to increase
or reduce the speed to suit their own particular machines.
The following information should be supplied to Her

Majesty's Commissioners with the preliminary application
(form No. 10) by proposing exhibitors of machinery :

—

a. A plan of each machine, showing the position of driven
pulleys, the minimum space required for attendants, and
indicating the parts of the machine which should be
placed most prominently for inspection by the public. An
elevation also would be of use, if it can be supplied with-
out inconvenience, d. A plan and section of foundations
are required, c. The weight of the machine, d. The
amount of motive-power in actual horse-power required
from main shafting. t\ Should water, steam, or gas be
required, all necessary information as to the quantity of
the requisite supplies.

Objects produced in the United Kingdom, as well as
those objects produced in foreign countries, for which
space has not been guaranteed, must be sent direct to the
exhibition buiding for the inspection and approval of
judges appointed for the purpose. All objects must be
delivered at the proper places in the building, which will

be hereafter advertised, and into the care of the appointed
officers, free of all charges for carriage, &c., unpacked,
labelled, and ready for immediate exhibition.

All specimens under the class of food must be delivered
on March 6 and 7, 1873. To every object, when exhibited,
will be attached a label, prepared by Her Majesty's Com-
missioners, for which the following particulars should
be supplied : i, the name of the object ; 2, the exhibitor's
name

; 3. his address
; 4, the reasons why it is exhibited,

such as—its excellence, its novelty of production, its

cheapness
; 5, the average retail price, unless the exhi-

bitor objects ; 6, any explanations, iSic.

The principal regulations for Class 13 {cooking and its

science) are as follows :

—

This class is specially for the illustration of cooking
processes. Raw material, and the less perishable products
of cooking, will be exhibited in class 12, food. Cooking
of all kinds will be represented, together with the
mechanical appliances connected with it as used in all

parts of the world.
In this class the following trades, together with any

others engaged in the production of cooking appliances,
may submit specimens of their respective branches of
production :—Bakers' tool makers, biscuit bakers' tool

makers, coffee roaster makers, coffee urn makers, cooking
apparatus makers, domestic machinery makers, gas stove
manufacturers, gangers' instrument makers, hot water
apparatus makers, hydrometer and saccharometer makers,
ice machine makers, ice mould makers, ice pail makers,
kitchen range manufacturers, makers of all kinds of
kitchen utensils, malt roaster makers, mincing machine
makers, roasting jack makers, sausage machine makers,
tea urn makers.

We learn that at the Liverpool Chamber of
Commerce Banquet to the Japanese Embassy, 12 flower
vases in bronze, enamel, and porcelain, were kindly
lent by Mr. James L. Bowes, hum his magnificent
collection of Japanese art works, and were filled with

' These are limited to vessels which are put to the mouth, and
do not include jugs, decanters, bottles, &c.

dwarf trees, Japanese plants, and flowers, disposed in

the Japanese fashion. These quaint bouquets were
constructed under the superintendence of Mr. G. A.
AuDSLEY, who, in a lecture given in London on
"Japanese Art," says :

—

"The Japanese delight in bouquets of flowers and
branches, with which they ornament the interior of their

simply-ordered apartments on all festive occasions. I

said bouquets of flowers and branches, but the latter

ought to have been placed first, for branches, and wild-
looking distorted ones too, figure largely in their com-
position. The Japanese construct their bouquets
decidedly in a more artistic manner than does any other
nation under the sun. Dwarf trees and clusters of giant
flowers are associated together without the least attempt
at symmetrical arrangement ; indeed, anything like uni-
formity or balance is studiously avoided in these group-
ings. A piece of Bamboo sometimes rises vertically from
amidst the flowers, with a stray leaf or two of its own, a
delicate creeper twining round it, or a slender branch of
some choice plant, stuck through a hole in its side, and
deriving moisture from water contained within ; or, when
the Bamboo is of considerable size, with a perfect minia-
ture Fir or Oak tree planted in soil contained in the top
joint, and flourishing as luxuriantly in its way as its friends
of the mountain. So far, we have a picture of the mild
type of Japanese bouquets, but there is another, which
may be termed the wild type, and to me most interesting

and artistic. This consists of dwarf trees, gigantic

flowers. Bamboos, &c., as before, with the startling

addition of the most contorted and gnarled branches,
which badly brought up trees might be expected to supply.
These branches are sometimes devoid of foUage, or at

others carry quaint tufts at their extremities, and, being
so fantastically twisted, they wander about the bouquet in

the most erratic manner; or, when of an independent
turn, strike off, tufts and all, yards from the vase in which
they are planted."

The above will serve to describe the bouquets which
ornamented the tables at the banquet. Dwarf trees,

Bamboos, creepers, Japanese flowers, and the con-
torted branches—all were there, combined with much
skill ; so much so, indeed, as to call forth special

commendation from His Excellency and all the

members of the Embassy. The forethought of the

banquet committee was not alone displayed in the

larger floral decorations, but also in the attention of

placing on the napkins of the Japanese guests small

bouquets of Chrysanthemums, the flower which supplies

the official crest of the Mikado, and further in the

ornamentation of the mJnu, which was lithographed

by Messrs. Lee & Nightingale, from Mr. Audsley's
designs. It consisted of a piece of Japanese diaper,

disposed diagonally, after the fashion of the native

artists, above which were placed, irregularly, the two
crests of the Mikado in gold.

Messrs. William Barron & Son, Elvaston
Nurseries, write :

—"It may be worth your while to

notice the remarkable growth which Magnolia Camp-
BELLil has made with us this season. From a graft

which was put on in February last we have one plant,

which we naturally put in our best soil. The graft was
not an inch long ; now the main shoot or stem is

5 feet 10 inches long from where it started, the stem is

2 inches in circumference, and the lateral branches are

some of them over 20 inches long ; the leaves are over

1 1 inches long, and 6 wide. Should it go on at this

rate, it will soon make a fine tree."

Baron vON MirLLER writes that he has lately

experimented on the Fibres of Antholyza, Wat-
sonia, and other large Iridece of South Africa. The
fibres are excellent. As these plants are so vigorous

of growth, and so easily reared, it seems likely that these

fibres will come into commercial use.

Following the example first set by Dr. Bull,
of Hereford, and subsequently taken up by the Royal
Horticultural Society of London, theDublin Society this

autumn offered three prizes in money and medals for

collections of Edible and Poisonous Fungi. Owing,
however, to the terribly bad weather and the sharp

frosts, no fungi were sent in ; but had the meeting not

fallen by a strange coincidence on the day of the Here-
ford meeting, no doubt some English fungologists would
have exhibited collections. Mr. W. G. Smith, to give

some aid to the meeting, forwarded 70 water colour

drawings of fungi, 3S being of known edible kinds, 20 of

poisonous, and 12 drawings of distinct forms of the com-
mon Mushroom. These pictures were hmig up in the

exhibition room, and were subjects of great interest to

the visitors. The judges recommended that the Society's

silver-gilt medal should be awarded to Mr. Smith, in

recognition of his kindness in forwarding such a large

collection of pictures.

In reference to the prizes for New Zonal
Pelargoniums, adverted to at p. 1355, we have
received the annexed suggestive letter from Dr.

Denny, of Stoke Newington, whose name is familiar

as the raiser of some of our best recent varieties. The
question of date will, no doubt, be reconsidered, and
satisfactorily arranged :

—

"Mr. Pearson sets a spirited, example in offering a
prize for the best collection of his seedling Zonal Pelarr

goniunis. I quite agree with the editorial remarks and
suggestion that accurnpany the armouncement ; and
should they be responded to with spirit, it would be the
means of placing side by side all the n6w and best varie-

ties for comparison, thereby affording an instructive study
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for all interested in the progress of Zonal Pelargoniums,

as well as forming a pleasing and effective exhibition.

"The time proposed, however, in my opinion, requires

re-consideration, because it is almost impossible for the

flowering section of the Zonal Pelargonium to be got

into true character by so early a period. Could it not

with advantage be made to fit in with the Royal
Horticultural Society's Pelargonium show, which I

believe is usually held at their second meeting in June?
Should the editorial suggestion be liberally responded
to, it would enhance the attractiveness of that exhibition.

" I for one should be most happy to contribute my mite
towards carrying out so desirable an undertaking, by offer-

ing a prize of Five Guineas for the best collection of my
seedlings that were sent out by Mr. William Paul in the

spring of 1871, under the conditions that the collections

should consist of three plants of each variety, grown in

8-inch pots, and in as natural a manner as possible, ' not
distorted by a forest of sticks.'

" Moreover, if a sufficient number should decide to

participate in the undertaking, I would further suggest
that each of us should subscribe an additional guinea or
two towards a prize, for the best collection of novelties

irrespective of numbers or size of plants, or of by whom
raised, i/r/ii//fy of /finver and 7iin'i'//y being the points by
which they sliould be judged, and for which prize we
should all be at Uberty to compete, if desirous of
doing so."

Amongst the Ferns which may be recom-
mended for Basket culture in conservatories and
hothouses is the distinct and elegant glaucous-fronded
Platyloma flexuosum. We remember to have seen it

grown in this way, and forming a very interesting

object, in one of the houses at Ferniehurst, the resi-

dence of E. Salt, Esq., and famous for its collection

of Orchids.

The School of Horticulture at Ghent has
lately been reorganised. The establishment in question

is in connection with the Botanic Garden of the Uni-
versity, and under the direction of M. KiCKX as director,

MM. E. RoDiGAS and E. Pynaert, Professors ;

and F. Burvenich and H. J. Van
HULLE, as superintendents. The in-

struction of pupils is the sole object of
the institution. A special propa-
gating-house has been erected, and
also lecture-rooms, and a glass fruit

wall, where specimens of various fruit

trees and illustrations of different

methods of pruning and training will

be exhibited. Practical demonstra-
tions will be given, by the Professors,

in the best method of growing and
forcing kitchen garden plants and
fruits. In addition to these practical

matters, the course includes instruction

in the French and Flemish lan-

guages, geography, botany, physics,

chemistry, forestry, market-gardening,
principles of horticulture, constvuction

of gardens and garden buildings,

arithmetic, book-keeping, mensura-
tion, and flower-drawing. The course

extends over three years. The instruc-

tion is gratuitous, and application for

admission should be addressed to the

Minister of the Interior. We shall

watch the progress of this horticultural university with
much interest, the more so as we cherish the hope that

some day something of the kind may be established in

this country.

Mr. Glaisher remarks as follows on the

State of the Weather during the week ending
October 12 :—In the vicinity of London the reading of

the barometer at the beginning of the week, at sea

level, was about 30.4 inches. The values decreased,

though with slight oscillations, to about 29. 3 inches by
the evening of the loth ; but from this time till the end
of the week the readings increased steadily to about
29.8 inches. The highest temperatures by day varied
between 63^" on the 7th and 5i|° on the I2th. The
lowest temperatures by night were generally below 40°,

except on the Sth and 9th, on both of which days 43!°
was the registered value. The mean daily temperatures
of the air were all below the average, the values on the

nth and I2th being respectively 8°.4 and 8^9 in defect.

The first two days of the week were extremely fine,

with small amounts of cloud generally present, but
during the remainder it was generally dull, and mist
was very prevalent in the low grounds, especially in

the early morning. Lightning was seen occasionally on
the evening of the 12th. The direction of the wind was
generally westerly and south-westerly, changing at

times to S. and N.W. The pressures were light,

except on the loth and nth, when, during gusts,

i6| lb. and 87 lb. on the square foot were respectively

registered. Rain fell on four days, the amount collected

being 0.6 inch. A very heavy storm passed over the

metropolis shortly before 7 P.M. on the loth, when a
quarter of an inch of rain fell in about half-an-hour.
In England the extreme high day temperatures of

the air ranged between 6^^° at Blackheath and 57° at

Hull, the average over the country being 59^. The
extreme low night temperatures varied between 41^° at

Liverpool and 27" at Hidl, the general average being
33' nearly. The average range of temperature in the
week was 264°, being as large as 30^" at Portsmouth,
and as small as 174° at Liverpool. The mean for the

week of the highest temperatures by day was 544*'» the

highest being 584™ at Portsmouth, and the lowest $11"

at Hull. The mean daily range of temperature was
14^". The higliest mean temperature was 48° at

Liverpool, and the lowest 44!:° at Hull, the average
over the country being 46°. Lightning was observed

at Portsmouth on the loth and nth, and thunder-

storms with heavy rain and hail passed over Liverpool
on the 9th and nth. The first two days of the week
were generally very fine and clear all over the country,

but from the Stiii onwards dull, misty, rainy weather
prevailed. At Liverpool 3 inches of rain was measured,

at Wolverhampton if inch, and at Eccles, Leeds,

and Hull, nearly i \ inch fell ; the general average
being nearly i \ inch.

In Scotland the highest temperatures by day varied

from 57'' at Perth to 54** at Greenock, and the lowest

at night from 36° at Aberdeen to 28" at Perth, the

respective averages being 56*' and 32.
J
°. The highest

mean temperature was 46^" at Leith, and the lowest

44^ at Edinburgh and Glasgow, the general average
over the country being 45° nearly. The average rain-

fall was little more than three-quarters of an inch,

varying from r^ inch at Greenock to five-hundredths of
an inch at Dundee.
At Dublin the highest was 69^'*, the lowest 31^",

the mean 47j°, and the rainfall nearly i^ inch.

The second part of Dr. Allman's Monograph
of the Gymnoblastic Hydroids has just been issued by
the Ray Society. It is in all respects a model mono-
graph. The plates are of great beauty, and might
yield valuable suggestions to the decorative artist or

designer.

It is extraordinary what little use is made, in

many cases, of the Variety we possess in our Hardy
Trees and Shrubs. Of course the remark does not
apply to a place planted by an artist with a competent
knowledge of his materials, but to the ordinary planta-

tions one meets with. We were reminded of this a few

Fjg. 309.—hollidav's system of wiring walls.

days since when inspecting some clumps of shrubs and
trees in the Nunhead cemetery, which must have been
planted by some one with more than ordinary know-
ledge of his craft. Some groups struck us particularly,

consisting of an undergrowth of Rhamnus alpinus

overtopped by trees of the elegant Acer dasycar-

pum (Sir Charles Wager's Maple), of the Naples
Alder, Alnus cordata, and of a golden-leaved Ash.
Dotted about this cemetery are some good specimens
of Crataegus heterophylla, pyramidal Turkey Oak, and
other deciduous trees, but few Conifers. The heavy
clay soil may perhaps account for their absence.

The Belgian botanists have recently testified

their respect for their veteran chief, M. Dumortier,
by presenting him with an artistically designed album,
with an appreciatory address, signed by the botanists

of the country, and illustrated by their portraits.

M. Milne Edwards has undertaken a task
for which botanists, and all naturalists indeed, owe
him thanks. The archives of the Museum of Natural
History in the Jardin des Plantes contain a collection

of 6000 volumes and more than 1500 manuscripts which
are almost entirely unknown to the scientific world ; for

nearly 60 years the dust that lay upon them has never
been disturbed. In 1803 it was proposed to create a
special department for these and other works and docu-
ments, but the idea was abandoned, and since that time
the collection has remained huddled away in a comer,
on account of space being wanting in the library of the

museum. M. Milne Edwards has determined that

such a state of things shall not be perpetuated, and has
arranged that the collection shall be carefully examined,
catalogued, and placed at the disposition of the scientific

world. The manuscripts include a considerable number
by BUFFON, Cuvier, and Daubenton ; there is a
series of 24 pen-and-ink drawings by the last-named
naturalist, representing the various types of Merino
sheep, and exhibiting great artistic ability, and many
albums filled with drawings of plants and flowers. It

is proposed to add the books to the library of the

museum, but there is so little space to be disposed of

there, that it is expected the MSB. will be transferred

to the great National Library, in the Rue Richelieu.

The ExHUiiTiON of Useful and Destruc-
tive Insects in the old orangery and other parts of
the Luxembourg, has attracted more attention than
could well be expected, and men of science are doing
all they can to turn it to practical account. The
Central Society of Agriculture lias arranged for a series

of public conferences, and a few days since Dr. PoupoN
delivered a lecture on "The Utility of Entomology,
applied to the development of the productions of the
soil, to the preservation of grain and other produce, to

the means of extending agricultural wealth, and to the

reclamation of waste land and waters." The Phylloxera,

which has done so much injury in the vineyards, is

naturally an object of much interest, and living speci-

mens of this and other mischievous insects are to be
seen at the exhibition under the microscope.

A correspondent of the Rroue Hortkole de-

scribes a common Lilac which every year produces a
Second Crop of Flowers in the autumn. The tree

is grown in a south aspect, in a very dry soil, and is

never watered ; in consequence it drops its leaves at

the end of the summer, but in early autumn it has the

benefit of the autumnal rains, and also a share of

liquid manure, the result of which is that it flowers

again as in the spring.

The Fine Cedar which stood by the Chapelle
Saint Ferdinand, near the Porte des Ternes, Paris, has
reappeared in its old position. This tree has had quite

a series of adventures ; it was brought from Africa by
the late Duke of Orleans, and planted in the park of
the chateau of Neuilly, where it throve well ; when,
in 1842, the catastrophe happened which cost the un-
fortunate duke his life, the Chapelle Saint Ferdinand
was erected in his memory on the spot where he
breathed his last, and in which were placed the sculp-

tures designed by Ary Scheffer, this Cedar was
moved to its present position. When
the Germans were approaching Paris

in the autumn of 1S70, the tree was
removed by order of the Commission
of Fortifications, and it is now once
more moved back to the spot it had
occupied for nearly 30 years. It is a
fine specimen, and it is to be hoped it

will survive and flourish.

Hundreds of plants of Bam-
BUSA FORTUNEI VARIEGATA may
now be seen in the nursery of Messrs.

John Standish & Co., Ascot, which
have made luxuriant growth during
the wet season we have had, and fully

prove it to be a hardy decorative
plant of singular beauty, when grown
properly. At Ascot it is luxuriating in

the light sandy soil of the nursery,

though in previous seasons it has not
made much growth for want of suffi-

cient moisture ; the recent rains have,
however, produced vigorous growth,
showing that an abundance of mois-
ture and a suitable soil are required for

the perfect development of this plant.

ON WIRING GARDEN WALLS.
Although, in my opinion, concrete walls are not

to be recommended, being cold, and I may say barren
in appearance, in comparison with well built and nicely
drawn brick walls, yet the practice of wiring such
walls will, I have no doubt, become general. It is

already fast gaining ground, and must certainly be
recommended, more especially for horizontal trained
trees, which look the picture of neatness when nicely
tied in. There is also an immense saving of time over
the old system of nailing. Any one with common
sense can tie a tree to wire, but it takes a clever,

experienced man to nail a tree fit to be seen. Had the
present improved method of wiring walls been in vogue
when I was a lad, in the gai'dens of the Marquis of
Camden at Wildernesse Park, it would have saved me
many a tear. My father, who was gardener there at

the time, was more particular about the training of
wall trees than any man I ever met with, and it was
not an unusual thing for me, when returning from my
meals, to find half of a tree I had been labouring hard
to nail into a perfect model, unnailed, and the leading
shoot fixed for a fresh start. Tears of vexation, of
course, would follow, but had Mr. HolHday been there
with his speciality of wall wiring, tears and vexatious
thoughts would never have occurred.

There are many advantages derived from tying trees

to wired walls. In the first place, the walls are not
disfigured by nail holes, which act as a harbour for

insects ; there is no disfigurement of the branches,
as in the old system, when shreds of all sorts, sizes, and
colours were used. The shoots are fastened in less

than a quarter of the time it would take to nail them.
The fruit is not pressed against the walls, and thus is

less liable to be eaten by slugs and earwigs ; and lastly

the vvirework has a very light neat appearance. The new
kitchen garden walls at Hatfield House, tlie seat of the
Marquis of Sahsbury, are made of concrete, strength-
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ened by invisible brick pillars at intervals, and faced
with Portland cement; they are 19 inches thick, 12

feet high, and 753 yards in length, and protected by a
narrow brick coping. These have recently been wired
on both sides, making a total length of 1506 yards.

The eyes for regulating the wire are driven into the

wall 94 inches apart from row to row, and 15 feet

lengthways, and project from the walls three quarters

of an inch. The wires are fastened to a galvanised

frame firmly secured to the wall, and are tiglitened by a

wheel and cog, an excellent yet simple contrivance.

The wiring of these walls was executed by Mr. R.
HoIIiday, I2A, Portobello Terrace, Notting Mill Gate,
London, and they certainly do him great credit, being
both right in principle, and first-rate in the style of

workmanship. Mr. HoUiday claims several advantages
for his system of wiring, viz. : i, neatness—all the wires
being kept perfectly tight, without the use of the
raidis^eur ; 2, strength—very strong wire being used,
which is therefore not liable to be drawn out of
the horizontal line by the branches of trees

; 3,
durability— as the strong wire is not so likely to

bj eaten through by corrosion as the thin wire used
in the French system is. The breaking strain on the
small wire, as used in what is known as the French
sysii m, is 320 lb. per 100 yards ; the breaking strain

on the line used by Mr. HoUiday (the British system)
is 750 lb. per 100 yards, thus giving at once a guaran-
tee ns to its strength and durability. The illustration

(fig- 309) represents the wiring ot the new walls at
Hatfield, together with the narrow projecting coping.
Edward Benndt, the Gardens, Hatfield, Berts.

BUD VARIATION.
The reproduction of plants is effected in one of two

ways, either by the contact of one elementary organism
with another of a different kind—in consequence of
which a spore or an embryo is formed, which ulti-

mitely developes into a perfect plant—or by the pro-
duction of buds.

The word bud is here used in a broad sense to
express any separable portion of a plant, not produced
by sexual agency, and which, when separated, has the
power of growing into an organism like the parent
plant. The process of bud-formation, then, reduced to
its simplest expression, is a process of segmentation, or
subdivision. Illustrations are to be found throughout
the whole vegetable kingdom, but in no family are they
more frequent, or do they play amore important part, than
in the great group of the fungi, among which are tlie

moulds and blights so destructive to the higher plants
on which they grow. One of the most remarkable
circumstances about these plants is the varied manner
in which they are reproduced. Spores, or reproductive
bodies, of four, five, or more shapes, are met with at
different times on the same plant, and, inasmuch as
they are often formed at various times and under diverse
conditions, it is no matter for surprise that they should
have been assigned, not to the same plant, but to dif-

ferent ones, and hence each one has had the misfortune
of being separately named.* Now, thanks to the
laboins of those who have, with infinite skill and
pilicnce, succeeded in unravelling the life-history of
the^e plants, all these varied forms are known to be
different states of the same plant. Of these spores some
are reproductive bodies in the sense already explained,
while others are buds extending and multiplying the
plant, but not reproducing it.

We do not know in all cases, indeed we only know
in a few, the complete life-history of these plants, and
the particular oflice the bud-like formations fulfil. For
our present purpose, however, it will suffice to say, that
they vary in size, form, and apparently in the conditions
under which they are produced. In spite of these
diversities, we know that they develope into organisms
precisely like those from which they sprung.

Among the sea-weeds the same state of affairs exists;
there are true spores and bud-spores, and these bud-
spores vary in character on the same plant at differ-
ent times and in different seasons.

In the Lichens we have a similar formation of true
spores and bud-spores, but so far as is at present known
there is not the same diversity in the bud-spores or
" gonidia " of Lichens that there is in the other groups.
There is, however, this difference ; the bud-spore of
the lower plants consists of a single cell, whereas in the
Lichens it is made up of several cells ; it is an aggregate,
not a unit.

In Hepaticre and Mosses the bud-spores are like
those of Lichens, but more highly organised. In the case
of the Ferns and Equiseta there are buds very like those of
flowering plants, consisting of a number of minute scales,
the outer of which remain scaly, and ultimately perish

;
the umergradually develope into leaves, while the central
pimple of cellular tissue from which these scales emerge
lengthens into a .shoot, that shoot into a branch, and so
on. Moreover, that bud, if separated and placed under
proper conditions, will form a new plant.

In this way the gardener prepares his cuttings. He
takes a slip, with a bud attached, places it in moist
earth, covers it with a bell-glass to prevent undue eva-
poration, and places it in a sufficiently warm locality

cutting "strikes," as it is termed ; that

is, it forms roots, which roots absorb nourishment. The
cutting is thus truly a chip of the old block. That
which the gardener does by art Nature herself often
does unassisted. Many Begonias form buds from almost
any portion of their surface, and in prodigious numbers,
recalling the way in which similar buds are formed on
the Mosses, but in even greater profusion. Other
illustrations may be seen in the little bulbs which beset
the stalk of the Tiger Lily, or protrude from the margin
of the leaf in Bryophyllum. This process of bud for-

mation occurs also, to some extent, in the animal
kingdom, as among the hydras, but is by no means of
such general occurrence as in plants.

Under ordinary circumstances all the buds on any
particular plant are in all material points alike, and the
shoots resulting from those buds are also alike. There
are differences in size and vigour and what not, for no
two are precisely alike, any more than any two sheep
in a flock, or any two peas in a pod, are precisely

alike ; still, for general purposes, we may say that all

the buds and all the shoots from those buds are alike.

To such an extent is this true, that it is the general
practice amongst gardeners to propagate, by means of
cuttings or grafts, any particular variety they may be
desirous of perpetuating, because reproduction by seed
does not offer the same certainty, as propagation by
buds does, of reproducing the particular quality re-

quired. But it now and then happens that one or more
buds on a particular plant, and one or more shoots,
are not like the rest, and then we have what in garden
phraseology is called a "sport," but which is more
correctly styled a bud-variation.

We propose to cite sundry selected illustrations of
this phenomenon, with a view to show how wide the
range of variation may be, and in what different ways
it may manifest itself. The simplest case, because it

involves no appreciable change of form, is that in

which a single bud, or a collection of buds in one
particular part of a plant, is more precocious in its

development than the others on the same tree.

Instances of this kind are not uncommon. The buds
on one particular branch may be each year considerably
in advance in point of development of their neigh-
bours, and this without there being any appreciable
reason, such as more perfect protection or shelter on one
side than on another. Thus, we have seen two shoots
of Red Currants taken from the same branch : on the

After a time the (

* Sec a paper on the subject of Polymorphism
I ofular Scieme Rnietv, January. 1871, by Mr. M.

n Fungi, i

C. Cooke,

one spray the flowers were 10 days earlier in point of
expansion, the new shoots being as much as 6 inches
in length, while on the other spray the buds were only
just expanding. With reference to this point, it may
be remarked that the same phenomenon occurs in the
case of seedling varieties. There are certain Horse
Chestnuts—some of which have almost historical fame,
such as the Marronnier du Vingt-Mars in the Tuileries
Gardens—which are year by year several days in
advance of their kind in their development. But the
circumstance of the whole organism exhibiting this pre-
cocity, is not so striking as is the early development of
one particular branch, or set of branches, as compared
with the rest.

In point of size, whether increased or diminished,
there is often great difference in the different branches
of the same tree. For some reason or other— what,
no one knows—the shoots on a particular branch,
instead of lengthening as the rest do, remain stunted
and dwarfed. Several curious garden varieties of Firs,

such as the Clanbrasilian Fir, have originated in this

way, and are reproduced or propagated by cuttings or
grafts at the will of the gardener. The Birch affords
frequently illustrations of this phenomenon, in the form
of those tufted agglomerations of contracted shoots so
strikingly resembling birds' nests. A similar occur-
rence is not uncommon in the wild Cherry ; the
case of the Robinia has been recorded in our
columns from personal observation ; and a corre-
spondent—Mr. Webster, of the gardens, Gordon Castle
—informs us that he has observed similar growths
in the common Laburnum, in the Wych Elm, and in
the Scotch Fir. Sometimes the determining cause
may be discovered in the shape of an insect or fungus

;

but in this case the unusual condition ceases with the
destruction of the impeding cause, whatever it may be,
and the condition cannot then be perpetuated by the
art of the gardener. In the case of the dwarf Firs, the
leading shoot sometimes reverts to the normal and
more vigorous condition.

Variation in the colour of certain leaves or flowers is

an equally common occurrence, and is perhaps more
easily understood. Each individual cell, to a large
extent, lives independently of its neighbours, and the
secretions it forms and deposits are very often different
from those of adjoining cells. Colouring materials,
especially fluid ones, are notoriously liable to be formed
in isolated cells. Again, variations in colour so often
depend on the mere superposition of cells containing
material of different tints, that the changes met with,
though striking to the eye, do not seem to indicate so
complete a change as in the case of alterations of form
or size. Very many of the variegated Pelargoniums,
so fashionable now-a-days, have originated as "sports"
from some previously existing variety. The intrinsic

change between some of these varieties, even where
apparently very considerable differences exist, is, in
some instances, very slight.

A marked tiifferenee in the amount and quality of
the pubescence is not unfrequently manifested in some of
these cases of bud variation,

has its leaves and its younger branches invested with a
coating of hairs (epidermal appendages), all on a
sudden produces a shoot on which the leaves are
destitute of such clothing, or vice versA. Some of
the Moss Roses have originated from plain-leaved
varieties in the manner just indicated.

But of all these cases the most striking are those
which involve a change of form. We see, for instance,
not unfrequently a particular branch bearing leaves
very different from those on the rest of the tree, so
different that, but for their production on one and the
same tree, the observer might readily take them to
belong to different species. Many trees now cultivated
for ornamental purposes have originated in this

manner, such as the cut-leaved Beech, the Oak-leaved
Laburnum, and very many more, commonly to be
found in plantations. Very often the whole "habit"
or aspect of the tree is altered by these variations : thus
many of the so-called " weeping trees " have sprung
from a solitary branch of a tree which presented a
pendulous character. Some trees, it may be remarked,
naturally produce leaves of very different forms

:

especially notable in this respect is the Euphrates
Poplar (Populus euphratica), supposed with reason to
be the Willow mentioned in the Psalms. Occasionally
the variation is confined to one half of the leaves. A
remarkable instance of this kind has been noted by A.
Braun in a species of Irina, where one half of the leaf
was undivided, the other deeply gashed into narrow
segments.

The history of these variations is pretty much the
same in all cases. All on a sudden a tree, which here-
tofore has produced shoots and leaves of the usual
character, emits shoots with leaves of a totally different
form. If they be such as the cultivator thinks likely

to serve his purpose, he takes care to propagate them
by means of grafts or cuttings. Sometimes variations
of this character may be reproduced by seed ; but there
is little certainty as to this.

The same kind of variation occurs in the case of
flowers and fruits. In the former it is usually
associated with distinctly recognisable alterations in
the phenomena of reproduction, as in what are
spoken of as dimorphic or trimorphic flowers, some
instances of which have been so carefully investigated
by Mr. Darwin. To this latter class of bud variation
we shall do no more than make passing allusion ; but
there are other cases which have apparently no relation
to variations in the phenomena of fertilisation or repro-
duction, and which are strictly analogous to those already
mentioned as occurring in the leaves. Every now and
then, for instance, two Rosesof different formsand colours
will be met with on the same stalk, such as a white Moss
Rose in association with a pink one of a different form
and destitute of mossy appendages. We have in a
former paper in this journal referred to some of these
cases, and to the famous Cytisus Adami—a Laburnum
bearing yellow and purple flowers, as well as leaves of
different character—and have also alluded to the
alleged causes of these strange phenomena, on which
account it is not necessary now to do more than refer

to them. What is a rare occurrence in the Rose, and
is only known in one or two species of Laburnum, is

comparatively common in the Chrysanthemum. There
are, indeed, particular varieties of this favourite
autumn flower, which are specially liable to produce
flowers of different characters on the same branch.
Generally speaking, but by no means always, the
change is confined to the colour of the flower only, and
colour, as we have seen, is proverbially fickle in

flowers. Among commonly cultivated plants Azaleas
and Camellias are peculiarly liable to "sport." In
the former plants, indeed, one may often witness much
variation in the shape and colour of individual blos-

soms, and very frequently parti-coloured flowers and
others intermediate between extreme forms. In the
case of the fruit similar variations occur—Peaches and
Nectarines on the same bough ; Black and White
Grapes in the same bunch—indeed, sometimes the two
colours in the same berry ; Gooseberries of different

kinds on the same bush ; Pears, Apples, or Cherries,

of different shapes, colour, and flavour, on the same
bough. All these are, though of course rare, yet
familiar occurrences to those on the look-out for such
phenomena. It is necessary in some of these cases to
investigate closely to see whether or no grafting of
different sorts on one stock has not taken place. No
doubt some of these cases, recorded by lovers of the
marvellous, were simply cases of adhesion or inocula-

tion ; but, allowing for these, there still remains a
large number which cannot be explained by any such
process.

The above-cited illustrations might be largely added
to were it necessary to do so. Mr. Darwin's work on
"Animals and Plants" contains allusions to many
others, and includes many references to the literature of
the subject. The horticultural journals, British as well
as foreign, contain very numerous records of such
cases ;

* but we have cited enough for our present pur-
pose, and may now pass on to the discussion of some
of the alleged causes of the phenomena in question.

It must first of all be premised that these bud varia-

tions are not necessarily to be considered as malforma-
tions. Their organisation is often perfect ; they are
not distorted, they are simply variations ; and next,

-

I

A list of many such i^^tances ni.iy also be found in M.A plant which ordinarily ' Carrifere's "Production ct Fixation des Variijtejs,''
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they occur not exclusively in plants that have been

long subjected to cultivation, but also in wild plants.

Now, plants that have been long in cultivation have

for the most part been hybridised or "crossed" over

and over again. Thus, in the case of the Pelargonium,

it is supposed that all the immense number of different

kinds now in cultivation have originated from two or

three species. These have been hybridised or crossed,

their offspring has been crossed in the same way, and

so in the Pelargonium of the present day we have a

plant which has, so to speak, a great deal of very con-

fusedly mixed blood in it. M. T. M., in " Popular
Scitrnce Jin'itrzi',^'

(TV if Ci^ntinued.]

TODEA BARBARA,
ToDEA BARBARA, the Australian Fern Royal—the

Acrostichum barbarum of Linn;^us, the Osmunda
barbara of Robert Brown, of which some authorities

Europe by Baron Ferd. von Miiller. That which we
here figure, the largest we believe yet obtained, was
presented by him to Mr. Booth, of the Flottbeck

Nurseries, Hamburgh. The height of this enormous
caudex, whicli weighed i ton 3 cwt., was 5 feet

8 inches, while the thickness was 7 feet 9 inches in the

larger, and 3 feet 3 inches in the smaller diameter.

Another gigantic specimen, tiiougU not so large as

the foregoing, is to be seen in the temperate house at

Kew. This, when received in 1869, in the dry state,

and frondless, weighed 15 cwt. ; now it has formed
some 30 crowns, and bears about 160 fronds, averaging

5 feet in length. A sketch of this plant is given in the

Botanical Magazine (t. 5954), where Dr. Hooker
remarks:— *' As with almost all other Ferns, Todea
barbara likes humidity and shade, and it is under these

conditions that, at the bottom of tlie dark gorges of the

Australian Alps, it attains its gigantic bulk and luxuri-

ant crown of fronds, growing out of steep banks, with

its base often washed by a torrent. Stuck upright in

SENDING PLANTS BY MAIL.
Many persons are not aware of the great benefit to

be derived from the cheap postage on seeds, plants and
cuttings. Any one can have plants, no matter what
distance they live from a nurseryman or florist, almost
as easily and cheaply as though there were somebody
that produced them in their own place of residence.

There are a great many lovers of floriculture, living at

a distance from a florist, who would like to have at least

a few plants with wliich they might ornament their

homes, were it not for the fact that the express charges
on the few they could afford would amount to two or

three times the cost of the plants. Such persons can
appreciate and enjoy the privilege of sending plants

by mail.

This mode of shipment opens a new field to florists,

for they can reach a class of customers they were
unable to before, and although the orders would be

^^mm-

i >

^T*
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Fig. 310.

—

todea harbara, from the Victorian alps.

From a photograph. Height of trunk, 5 ft. 8 in. ; larger diameter, 7 ft. g in. ; smaller diameter, 3 ft. 3 in.

have constituted two species, named respectively, T.
africana, and T. rivularis, and to which M. Andre
has recently added another synonym, T. antarctica—is

one of the Osraundaceous group, and is separated from
Osmunda itself by the fructification being dorsal on
the plain leafy fronds, instead of paniculate on con-

tracted fronds, or portions of fronds. The two sup-

posed species, which are not in reality distinguishable,

are respectively found in South Africa and in temper-
ate Australia. Like our own Osmunda, and like the

filmy-leaved Todeas of New Zealand, the Todea
barbara sometimes forms a thick massive caudex, con-

sisting in great measure of densely matted adventitious

roots, and which often, from the trunk-like form
assumed, gives to the plant the character and appear-
ance of a Tree Fern. This indeed is most apparent
when the caudices are simple or nearly so. Sometimes,
however, they are compound, bearing numerous crowns,
and then they assume singularly grotesque and lumpy
forms, such as that shown in the accompanying wood-
cut (fig. 310), which was prepared from a photograph.

These monster specimens of Todea barbara are found
on the Victorian Alps, whence they have been sent to

a tub, as usually planted in our greenhouses, the roots

which clothe the huge caudex soon dry, and the fronds

are imperfectly developed ; but when set upon a shallow

vessel of water, propped up between stones in front, a

mass of earth kept in place by cask-staves behind, and
when stones, earth, and caudex are clothed with Lyco-
podium, it sends out fountains of fronds throughout the

year." It thus evidently delights in liberal culture, as,

indeed, many of the younger specimens seen at our

exhibitions testify.

Another of these giant Todeas, but not equal in size

to either of the foregoing specimens, was exhibited at

St. Petersburghin 1869 by M. Amb. Verschaffelt, and is

now in the possession of M. Linden. This appears to

have been the first ofthem imported into Europe. This

example, which is figured in VIllustration Ilofticole, is

described as being about 4 feet high, and as much in

diameter, and is represented as branching at top into

several separate crowns.

As usually seen in cultivation, the Todea barbara is

a bold evergreen Fern, with a short erect stem, and
spreading bipinnate fronds, of large size, which render

it an exceedingly ornamental plant. T. AI.

small, yet the number ot them would be apt to be

large. They can send plants at their retail prices and
pay the postage, which amounts to but little, thereby

giving their patrons stock at as Iowa rate as they would
be apt to get it, were they to buy of the dealer in

person.

There has been so much business done in this way,

that we are safe in saying that all plants, even of the

more tender sorts, can be forwarded to the most distant

parts of the country without injury. The best plan for

wrapping is this:—Spread a thin layer of dry moss
upon a sheet of paper, and after having washed the

dirt from the roots of the plants, place them upon it in

layers, putting moss between. When you have put in

place all the plants you desire to send place another

thin layer of moss over them, and commence at one
side of the paper and roll up the moss and plants very

tightly, then wrap with oiled silk or oiled paper, to

keep the moisture in the package, and afterwards cover

with paper upon which you can write the address.

The firmer the package is rolled, if with sufficient

moss, the less liable the plants are to break or be

injured by rough handling. It is better to use dry
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moss and dampen the roots because there is not so

much danger of getting them too wet and causing

decomposition ; besides, the dirt has to be removed
from the root of the plant, and it is done more safely

with the use of water. By the use of dry moss and

damp roots the moisture is just where it ought to be,

while in using damp moss the foliage is apt to be kept

just as wet as the roots, and decay is very apt to

follow.

The postage on plants [in America] is 2 cents on

each 4 oz. or fraction thereof, packages not to exceed

4 lb. in weight. The post-office law requires that all

packages coming under this rate shall have the nature

of the contents distinctly marked on the outside.

Plants that are received by mail should be shaded

for a day or two after being set out. y. W. Scott^ in

*^ Hearth and Home.'^

THE POTATO DISEASE.
Practical experiments in the cultivation of the

Potato plant might elicit knowledge of which the

gardener or farmer might avail himself, to render

the constitution of the tubers so hardy as to be able

to resist the cause of disease, whatever that may
be. In endeavouring to find a remedy for the

Potato disease, first the constitution or constituent

parts of the Potato plant should be considered,

so as to be able to manufacture or supply ma-
nures likely to be best fitted for the cultivation of

the Potato. In Professor Edward Solly's Rural
Chemishy the analysis of the Potato plant is thus

stated :

—

Silica . . .. . . . . . . .

.

Soi

Lime 2928
Potash .. 138
Soda 1

Magnesia 488
Alumina . . . . . . . . .

.

52
Phosphoric acid . . - . . . .

.

32
Sulphuric acid 245
Iron . . .

.

58

—in 100,000 parts. To enable the Potato plant

to constitute its tubers, these substances should be
in the soil, from which the plant will make its

own selection ; if not present in the soil they should be
supplied, as nearly as possible, in the proportion stated

in this Table. Thus the silica and iron might be
supplied by siliceous and ferrugineous sands ; lime from
ground chalk or limestone (not burnt, as it then becomes
caustic) ; potash from burnt weeds, or branches, or
straw, &c. ; magnesia from " brown dolomite or magne-
sian limestone of Tennant. In tlie North of England it

occurs in beds of considerable tliickness and great

extent, resting on the Newcastle coal formation. In the

Isle of Man it occurs in a limestone which rests on
graywacke. It occurs in trap rocks in Fifeshire.

"When laid on land, after being calcined, it pre-

vents vegetation, unless the quantity be small."

{Dr. Ure's Dictionary of Chemistry.) This would
be avoided by grinding the native dolomite
or magnesian limestone without burning it.

Alumina from clay ; phosphoric acid from phosphates
of lime. *' Apatite occurs in primitive rocks ; in the

tin veins of St. Michael's Mount, Cornwall ; near
Chudley, in Devonshire ; at Nantes, in France ; in

St. Gothard, and in Spain ; and with molybdena in

granite near Colbeck, Cumberland. Phosphorite is

massive, forming great beds in the province of Estre-

madura." {Dr. Ure's Dictionary of Chemistry.) Also
from ground bones, as at present used. Sulphuric acid,

from sulphate of lime, selenite, gypsum. "Sulphate
of lime," Dr. Ure says, "in America, is laid on grass
land as a manure. " Gypsum is found in Derbyshire,
Cheshire, Yorkshire, Cumberland, &c. If the ground,
after being dug or ploughed, be lightly top-dressed
with these substances pulverised, the sand and chalk
and limestone being in the greatest proportion, the
atmosphere and sun would act upon them, and the
heavy rains would carry them, in a soluble form, down
into the soil. The chief use of animal and vegetable
manures is to supply the plant with carbonic acid,

which is better done by clean substances, such as
carbonate of lime, &c., rather than by surfeiting and
poisoning the plant with decayed vegetable and animal
substances from stable, cow-house, pig-stye, &c.

—

manures likely to convey to the tubers of the Potato and
the whole plant the germs of parasitic insects or fungi.

It seems more in accordance with Nature to allow the
tubers of the Potato, destined for seed, to remain
in the ground attached to their fibrous roots,
which supply the tubers with nourishment from
the earth, and keep up their vitality. The tubers
should be dug up previously to sprouting when trans-
ferred to fresh ground. Potatos when stored in pits or
cellars are liable to heat or ferment or rot from damp
or bad air. These influences must alter and impair
the constitution of the Potato or tuber, which, if
planted for seed, would be likely to propagate its
mapaured state. It is contrary to Nature to cut the
Potato for seed. The tuber when whole forms a store
of aliment or food enclosed in a skin or cuticle. This
store of food nourishes and supports the plant and its
roots Dr. Lindley says, "The starch in a growing
Potato gradually becomes dissolved, so that after three
months scarcely a trace of starch can be found." It
IS taken up nito the plant. Another reason for not
cuttmg the tubers for seed is, that the cuticle or skin
that surrounds the Potato when whole, preserves the

cellular substance from absorbing any impure or in-

jurious foreign matter. It is to be presumed, too,

that Nature has proportioned the quantity of substance

enclosed in each Potato to the number of "eyes"
from which the new plants are to arise. Solana.

The chief preventive measures seem to be—to

grow early varieties earlier if possible; to get them
out of the way before the disease comes ; to avail

ourselves of a late variety to come in after the

disease goes ; and to green and carefully store all seed
Potatos. The two first factors of this advice imply
that there is a time for the Potato disease, and my
experience proves that it is so. Generally it may
be held to extend from the first or second weeks of

July to, say, the end of August. If at this period the

major portion of our crops are so ripe that the disease

cannot injure them, or so green that it will not lay hold
of them, they are tolerably safe. The letter from Ben-
gate Rectory, Scole, in a recent Gardeners' Chronicle

(p. 1294), points out the immunity of late crops from
disease ; and Mr. Tillery's letter in the same issue

confirms the experience of most cultivators as to the

safety of the early crops. It is pleasing, also, to find Dr,
Alfred Carpenter's ideas of the efficacy of greening the

seed as an antidote to disease, confirmed by experience.

I had noticed for years, and written to the Ti7?ies three

or more weeks ago, that greening the seed rendered it

well-nigh disease-proof ; but I presume the letter was
too practical for the columns of the leading journal, in

which the merest trash on the subject has found a place.

Be that as it may, the greening of the sets alone is

probably sufficient to destroy the dormant spores,

though for garden cultivation it would be well to dip

the seed in a solution of lime and carbolic acid water,

as pointed out by Dr. Carpenter, As to the storing,

the best practice in gardens has long coincided with

Dr. Carpenter's advice. Store in single file, exposed
to the air, in a temperature as near 40"* as may be, and
plant out with the first shoots unbroken. This
is quite practicable with early varieties, and were
the later sorts stored with equal care, and still later

varieties used, possibly the whole of the seed might be
planted with the first shoots entire. This would not

only secure greater strength, but promote the early

formation of tubers, and shorten the period of growth,
both points of vital importance. I have little faith in

autumnal planting, but where there are no facilities for

properly storing seed Potatos they would assuredly be
safer in the ground than heaped together in pits or

cellars in the usual manner. Green, however, first,

and then store. I purpose next season carrying tlie

greening process further, growing my seed Potatos on
the surface. It is a singular fact that green Potatos

seem to keep longer sound than ungi-eened ; apart from
the disease, I hardly ever remember to have found a

green Potato rotten. I should like the Editors, or the

Scientific Committee, to tell us why the greening
strengthens the grovi'th, and, in a word, what mechanical
or chemical change the greening produces. Again, in

a state of nature, I presume the bulk of the crop would
be abov^ground, and of course green. If so, and the

habit of the plant renders it more than probable, then
may not the Potato disease be, partially at least, the

outcome of our perpetually burying the tubers beyond
the reach of the strengthening and anti-fungoid in-

fluence of light and air ? Because Potatos must be
buried to make them pleasant and profitable food, it has
been too hastily assumed that the seed should be
treated in like manner. Possibly the very opposite

assumption would be the more coiTect one ; and it may
be in the future we should as soon think of seeding
blanched Celery as blanched Potatos. Adaptation
for our food, and reproduction, are widely different

things,—growing the tubers in the ground is essential

to the former, it may prove most injurious to the latter.

This much we already know from experience, that

green seed yields the -finest crops, and that it is a

partial antidote to disease ; perhaps by rendering the

greening more thorough, and making it universal, we
may master it altogether. At all events nothing can
be lost by the trial, the crop will be better either way,
and suppose it escaped, the greening is all profit, and
it may be safety into the bargain. Therefore my
advice to every Potato grower is, green all the sets by
a week or a montli's exposure to the air, under cover
if possible. D. T. Fish.

Some of the recent communications in your
columns on this mysterious malady are very interesting,

and should growers continue to give their experience,

the probability is that something useful may be elicited.

Whatever the cause of the disease may be, one thing
certain is, wet foggy weather is peculiarly favourable to

its development. It was in such a season as the past,

if I recollect rightly, the bliglit made its first appearance
some six-and-twenty years ago, and for many years
thereafter the autumn weather was more or less muggy
and congenial to its recurrence. With the return of
finer seasons, however, and more careful cultivation,

it was thought that the pristine vigour of the plant was
in course of being re-established ; in fact, in some dis-

tricts where the taint had been rife it had all but dis-

appeared. This makes the present virulent visitation

all the more disappointing. And now that Perthshire
Reds, Rougli Reds, and all the finer varieties have been
annihilated, ami the hardier sorts which were substi-

tuted are so badly affected, the question naturally
arises, what are we to try next ? Tlie suggestion to
plant early, and remove the crop before the arrival of

the distemper, is a good one—more applicable to

market gardeners than to very extensive growers,
perhaps—but certainly a way of obviating the evil

and the loss ; and why should not large producers
plant late, or very early, and store what they could
not advantageously sell? "M. C.," who writes on
early planting, appears to have left his Regents too long
in the ground. Having planted them on March 6, he
might tell us whether the crop was ripe before the
approach of the disease? As regards his White Dons,
planted two days later, which are entirely free of
disease, I cannot think it is the circumstance of
their being grown after Parsnips, with bone-dust,
which accounts for their immunity, but rather

the hardihood of the variety, and possibly the

fact of its containing a small percentage of starch.

Another correspondent appears to have discovered a
very simple remedy for the murrain, and that, too, so
long ago as the time of its first appearance. The pre-

ventive consists in merely earthing the plants on one
side, so as to cover the crown of the row. He made
the discovery accidentally by overlaying a row of
Potatos with earth while making a Celery trench, and
has proved the efficacy of his plan, for, says this " Old
Subscriber," "I let an old man help this year, and
occasionally he has missed putting the earth over the

crown, or where the Potato top comes out of the

ground. The earth has thus an open space, caused by
the shrinking stem of the haulm ; at such roots three-

quarters are diseased." Mr. S. H. Godson's statement
as to the effect of lime is remarkable, inasmuch as the
land, which grew diseased Potatos last year, on being
well dressed with lime for this year's crop, produced
tubers perfectly sound and good. Then we have the

Rev. H. Moule's theory, founded on the assumption of
the plant receiving an insufficient supply of silex from
the soil. At first sight one could hardly imagine this

to be the cause of degeneration, because the disease

affects loamy and siliceous soils nearly alike. But
when we reflect upon the free use which has been
made of stimulating manures during the last

30 years, and the blight which has so injuri-

ously affected many plants besides the Potato during
that period, there is reason to believe that Nature's

laws have been disturbed. Just as the planting

of Larch in ungenial soils has led to the degenera-

tion of this most useful Fir, and rendered it liable to

ulceration and other kinds of disease, so may the in-

judicious culture of the Potato, by over-stimulating the

soil, and thereby robbing it of silicic acid, have
weakened the constitution of the plant, and rendered
it susceptible of that blight of fungus which a wet,

foggy autumn is now so sure to renew. The instances

that we hear of exemption from disease on the western

seaboard and highland glens is no argument against

Mr. Moule's theory, the probability being an abund-
ance of silica in such situations, and that the plant is

not, and has never been, over-cultivated there. Nor
is freedom from disease where the plant has been
sheltered, any proof that the constitution of the plant

generally has not been impaired. I think shelter

merely protects the delicate plant from the protracted

fog and wind, which revives the fungus, or whatever
the evil may be, and promotes its development. It

will be instructive to know the true effect of Mr.
Moule's manure when the roots are at maturity, and to

learn how much lime Mr. Godson put to his Potato

land, and how and when it was applied. P. R. L.

I should be greatly obliged to Mr. Gilbert

Telfer, who tells us in the Gardeners^ Chronicle for the

2Sth ult. that he found Potatos sound beneath a slate,

where the rest of the crop was rotten, if he would say

how long the slate had been there—before or after the

haulms grew up ? I presume it was on the surface, and
that the haulms grew out beneath it. Also if the

haulms in that case were decayed like those of the

other Potatos ? I ask these particulars because the

effect of the accidental superposition of the slate

appears to correspond with those of a mode of cultiva-

tion, of which more anon. A. B.

Same Cffrrtspoitbence.

"Blindness" in the Brassica Tribe,—As this

season has been one of general complaint amongst
gardeners that the plants of the Brassica tribe have gone
blind. Broccoli, and especially Cauliflower, more than

others, I am induced to offer a few remarks on this

subject. With me as with many others, scarcely a

good head has been obtainable, and I have noticed those

that were not blind produced a whorl of small sprouts.

In the early part of this year I was strongly recom-

mended to try Veitch's Autumn Giant Cauliflower.

Having obtained a packet of seed from that firm, it was
sown on April 16, and I planted out from the seed-

bed three successions, the first of which I commenced
cutting in the third week in August, and some still

remain which measure quite a foot in diameter, and
weigh between 4 and 51b. ; they retain a firm, compact,

and beautiful whitehead for along time, and the flavour

is finer than that of any I know. The second succession,

which was planted quite a fortnight later, has just now
began to head, but they will not be so large as the

first, I cannot say what the third may prove, as it was
planted much later. At the time of the first planting,

some of the Walcheren were put in, and not one good
head has been cut, while not 5 per cent, of Messrs.
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Veitch's have failed. It has been remarked by some
gardeners that it grows too large, and that the domestics

of the kitchen prefer a smaller variety for their delicate

dishes ; but this can be easily remedied by cutting them
earlier. In large establishments I think most gardeners

will agree with me in preferring a variety which will

produce a good compact large head, for having to cut

for many consumers in tlie servants' hall, it must be

preferable to grow a variety which produces more
substance than one which would require several

heads to supply so large a demand. I am now cutting,

from the second planting, heads about the size of a

breakfast cup, which size I know is much sought after

by some, but I always find small ones are more easily

grown than large. Being very pleased with the

"Giant," I would advise those who require a good
Cauliflower to give it a trial ; its flavour is better than
any I have known, and I have grown several varieties

during a service here of 15 years. T/iomas Ah'icmaH,

Gardener^ Tony Hill,

Yuccas Seeding.—I think there must be an error

in regard to Yuccas not producing seed in Europe,
owing to the non-attendance of the fertilising insects.

I remember w hile at Duhvich, in the summer of 1S6S,

some plants of V. filamentosa produced a good crop

of seeds, whicli germinated freely, and gave us a nice lot

of plants, which seems to indicate either that the little

moth is in the country, or that, at least during warm
summei's, the plants can manage very well without
it. I dare say the Messrs. Smith could confirm the

above statement. T. Smithy Neivry. [We remember
to have seen, a year or two since, a crop of seedling

Yuccas, giving promise of some variety, in the

Waltham Cross Nursery. Eds.]

Gros Guillaume and Ores Colman Grapes.

—

In replying to '* D. T. F." regarding the black Grape
he saw here in September, I have to say that I have
it labelled Gros Guillaume. "When Mr. Barron, of

Chiswick, called here in August, he agreed with me in

so naming it. I got it when at Archerfield from Mr.
Calder, of SeacUffe Gardens, to whom it had been
sent for Black Hamburgh. I grew two Vines of it at

Archerfield, and Mr. Nisbct Hamilton—one of the

best judges of Grapes—liked it so much that he caused
a houseful of it to be planted. It is considered by
some to be identical with the Barbarossa, but I do not

consider it so ; and I have come to this conclusion

after seeing it and Barbarossa in the same house ; indeed
no tw^ Black Grapes could be more distinct. I con-

sider Gros Guillaume one of the very finest of Black
Grapes when well ripened, and it is best of all on the

Muscat stock, although I have never had any difficulty

in fruiting it freely on its own roots. To do it well it

requires Muscat heat. With regard to Gros Colman
and Gros Guillaume, it may be said of them that they
are as distinct from each other as Alicante is from
Black Hamburgh. The Gros Colman does not deserve
the bad character *' B." gives it with regard to flavour.

If well ripened in a high temperature, and allowed to

hang till Christmas, it is as good as Lady Downe's, if

not better. D. Thomson^ Drumlanrig.

Lasiandra macrantha.—As there seems noway of

keeping the flowers on for more than a week, this

early falling of the blossoms is, however, pretty well

atoned for by a continuous succession for several months
;

in fact, one flower seems to fall to make room for

another ; hence this hardly affects the value of the

plant for house decoration, though it is almost fatal to it

asan exhibition plant. Theflowers, carefuUyraounted, are

most valuable for bouquet work, and hardly any plant

more valuable. I agree entirely with all your corre-

spondent says about the Birmingham Botanic Garden
and the Lasiandra there, but in all such notices, brevity

and moderation are imperative. D. T. Fish.

Gros Colman Grape.—This Grape is commonly
grown in this island, but in small numbers, on
account of its inferior quality. I trust 1 shall not
be deemed presumptuous in describing it, with a
view of assisting your readers in drawing their conclu-
sions. 1st. It is a plant of large and coarse growth, the
young shoots sometimes extending 30 feet in a season,
of good substance, and with leaves of proportionate size,

which become white and downy towards the end of
their growth. 2d. It is a good bearer, and the bunches,
under ordinary culture, average 2 lb. weight, excep-
tional bunches often exceeding that standard. 3d. The
bunches are ill-formed and one-sided ; a marked pecu-
liarity in them is that a branchlet or extension pro-
ceeds from one side of the bunch, about half the
size of the bunch itself, giving it the awkward
appearance of a double bunch, with major and minor
sides. The term shoulder is not applicable to this

extension, which takes an angle of 45° from the main
stem of the bunch. 4th. The berries are oval-shaped,
and take the form of an inverted cone, being smaller at

the lower ends, not so beautiful as the Muscat, but
certainly bearing no resemblance to Black Prince,
Black Hamburgh, or Gros Guillaume (Black Barba-
rossa) ; they are very black, with fine bloom upon
them when well grown, and being thick-skinned they
hang a long time without shrivelling. 5th. It is a
fine Grape to look at upon a fruiterer's stall in the
Row or elsewhere, but it is not to be compared in
flavour with any good Grape, and merits but little

cultivation if it is intended for use. This is, properly

speaking, a greenhouse Grape, and grows to best

appearance when it is not forced, requiring more time

to develope its monstrous proportions than other and
belter varieties. The catalogues whicli describe it as

a round Grape are erroneous ; but I do hope that, with

proper care, we shall eventually get the nomenclature

of fruits generally somewhat arranged and corrected,

so as to enable growers to call varieties by their proper

names. The confusion is great, and many of the best

varieties of all kinds have a list of synonyms which are

confounding to purchasers wishing to form collections.

C. B. S., Jersty, October 14.

New Ornamental Trees.—Messrs. Standish have
in their collection the new Japanese Larch, Larix
leptolepis, which resembles the common Larch in habit,

but is of more robust growth and larger foliage ; this

tree will be a great acquisition. Their new Conifer,

Thujopsis borealis alba, is a charming plant, originally

a sport from T. borealis, and although bearing a

resemblance to Cupressus Lawsoniana albo-spica, it is

distinct from it. This is another valuable acquisition

to our hardy Conifera. A fine example of Quercus
pannonica, with its large dark green foliage, is to be
seen here, and it is a species which should find its way
into every villa garden and shrubbery. Acer polymor-
phum dissectum is a lovely small-growing Japanese
Maple, the foliage of which is just now of a bright scarlet

colour. Messrs. Standish S: Co. possess also the stock

of a very distinct, hardy, and almost evergreen Maple
from Japan, Acer rufinerve, a strong growing kind,

which retains its foliage until Christmas, and in very

mild districts would be really evergreen. W. Dean.

Black Victoria, or Victoria Hamburgh
Grape (see p. 1359).—This is a very distinct variety

from the Gros Colman, and I think was sent out from
the Durdham Down Nursery at Bristol about 25 years

since. It is de facto a splendid sort, and superior to

that very general favourite, the Black Hamburgh, on
account of its hardiness, the form of the bunches, and
the size of the berries, as well as of the exquisite

flavour and freshness of taste. I have a single rod of

it about 20 feet long growing in a most unfavourable

situation, much exposed to irregular draughts, but which
has not failed to produce me from 25 to 30 lb. of exqui-

site Black Grapes annually for the last 20 years. Its habit

of growth is vigorous, and it is easily known from its

parent, Black Hamburgh, by the downiness of the

buds and early shoots. The bunches set freely, are

shorter and better shouldered, and the berries are more
flattened at the ends than are those of its parent, Black
Hamburgh. This is a thin-skinned, round berry,

whereas Gros Colman is a thick-skinned, conical berry,

and takes a much longer time to develope itself. Gros
Colman keeps better and hangs longer on the Vines.

S. A. L. T.

Sweet Chestnut Trees.—You noted two varieties

of Sweet Chestnut a week or so ago. I send you
leaves of another, which I consider of quite as much
merit. I got it last year as "Castanea prolifica." The
plant was not treated very well, but has, nevertheless,

made most luxuriant growth, and promises to make a

very fine tree. T. Smith, Neivry.

Tacsonia Van Volxemi Culture.—I think this

plant is almost, if not quite, without an equal for

covering the roof of a conservatory, and this induces

me to send you a short account of some plants I have
in a greenhouse, the dimensions of which are—length
20 feet, width 14 feet, and height 14 feet at the back,
and 6 feet 6 inches in front, supported down the centre

with iron columns. Up these iron columns the plants

are trained, and allowed to ramble at will over the
roof. They were sown in the spring of 1870, and
turned out of 24-sized pots in the spring of 1S71 into

borders inside the house, and which were prepared
between 20 and 30 years ago for creepers. There are

four plants, and I counted on October 10, 50 fully

expanded flowers, about 6 inches across, hanging down
on a thread-like stem from 10 to 14 inches long. There
are also about 40 fruit on the plants in various stages of

growth, as they have been in flower more or less since

April, and still there are a great number of buds to

open. One of the fruit measured 54 inches in length

and 44 inches round, and attaining a pale orange colour

when ripe. I would add that there was no heat in the

house last winter, except a little turned on about two
nights from an adjoining vinery. A. Goble^ Gr,, Norris
Castle.

Pyrus japonica.—There is nothing new {excepting
in the fact of its being noted) about the roots of Pyrus
japonica producing flowers. I have noticed the same
for some years ; being constantly in the habit of putting

out annually a certain number as cuttings. A portion

only of them always produce flowers, that is, from the

part left above ground ; and more singular still, some
one or other continues to show a solitary flower during
the summer, so that we are never entirely without at

least one flower. Another curious circumstance is

that the early flowers are usually produced in the
manner of those noted at p. 1321, while those pro-
duced later (see examples enclosed) are invariably

produced on the end of short shoots, as though a wood
bud started away fairly and then changed its mind and
produced a flower. I do not see how the nice little

forcing plants you anticipate are to be produced, for, to

my mind, pieces of root sticking up in a pot would be
more interesting than beautiful ; and so far as my
observations go, the plants produced from these root

cuttings do not for several years (after the first year)

produce flowers again. I have potted some, and tried

to stunt them into doing so, but to no purpose. The
only way I see at all to accomi'ilish the object would
be to graft matured spurs from a flowering plant on,

say. Quince stocks, or some other one which would
arrest their tendency to grow too much wood. 7^.

Smith, Neivry.

Picea Pinsapo is not the only Conifer that has
attractions for the wasp. The common Silver Fir is

often infested by them. Soon after 6 a.m. (were they
there all night ?), a few mornings ago, my attention

was arrested by the hum of them around my ears when
passing under a Silver Fir. Many of them appeared
as if they had something eatable, but since I have
noticed your remarks (p. 1322) I have examined a
branch, and can find nothing but a green mould.
There may, however, be aphis higher up the tree, and
the attraction may be their excrement. Henry Mills,

Cyclamen cilicicum (Boiss.).—This little plant

is well worth growing. It is said to be quite hardy,

but this remains to be proved in England, I believe.

My little bulb, not exceeding an inch in diameter, has
thrown up four blooms, whidi opened in the middle of

September, owing, doubtless, to my keeping it under
glass, as its advertised time of inflorescence is from
October to December. The flower-stalks are 3 to

3^ inches long; the petals are not more than five-

eighths of an inch long, but are fully a quarter of ati

inch wide, thus giving a bold appearance to the
flowers, which are rosy white, with a rich carmine throat.

There is nothing remarkable about its foliage, which
has the usual blotches of a lighter colour. Thinking it

possible that older bulbs might produce larger flowers,

I have just visited the nurseries of Messrs. J. Carter &
Co. at Forest Hill (in whose hands is the stock), but I

find no difference in the flowers or foliage of the largest

and the smallest bulbs, all of which appear to bloom
very freely. It is a pretty little thing for ** button-
holes," and lasts a long time. It is a pity that it has
no scent. W. 7\ P.

Comparative Hardiness of Certain Laurels.

—

I would wish to put on record some facts concerning
the comparative hardiness of various kinds of Laurels.
We had a severe frost here on the night of October 4.
when nearly everything was more or less injured, and
the common Laurel most of all. Beds of the Colchi^
Laurel were almost entirely uninjured, while the
common ones were quite blackened. I enclose some
examples, to show the extent of the injury. The
varieties latifolia and rotundifolia show a similar immu-
nity from injury. By-the-by these latter are, I think,

not yet sufficiently known. I saw a free growing
plant of latifolia the other day, with foliage quito
10 inches in length ; it bids fair to rival the Magnolia^
Rotundifolia, too, is a compact growing very handsome
plant. T. Smith, Nnvry,

Oncidium zebrinum. — It may interest your
Orchid-loving readers to know that a fine specimen of
this little known plant has recently flowered profusely
under the care of Mr. Fetch at Manley Hall. It is

undoubtedly a valuable addition to our cultivated
Oncids, on account of its distinct colour. Amateurs
are getting tired of the never-ending combinations of
' * yellow and brown spots ;

" but it is more particularly

as to its habit that I would speak. It is almost
identical with the far superior O. macranthum in

pseudobulbs and foliage ; so nearly so, that even an
experienced grower might confound them when out of
flower. The spike is also long and flexuose, being
branched in a similar manner to the last-named species,

and bearing from 50 to loo of its delicate white, purple,
and yellow flowers. F. \V. B.

The pretty Oncidium zebrinum, described and
figured in your last issue by Professor Reichenbach,
was flowered by the undersigned, and exhibited at the
meeting at South Kensington on August 21, and the

illustration is from a branch of the spike which I gave
to Mr. Bull at his request, and which fact Mr.'

Bull apparently omitted to mention when sending it to
the Professor. I consider O. zebrinum one of the
most pleasing and interesting species in the genus,
reminding one slightly of O. incurvum, but it has more of
the habit of O, serratum. In its growth it has a mos£
stately appearance ; and while in bloom here, backed
up by Ferns and the foliage of other Orchids, it

had a very different appearance to that presented in

the Council-room. It is a charming addition to tlirf

cool Orchid-house, where it thrives amazingly, y. Wi
Lawrence, Farnham Castle.

Seedling Briars as Stocks. — In reply td
•* R. B. P." I veiy gladly give the result of my
experience with transplanted seedling Briars as
stocks for Roses. My experience with them is

limited to the past four years.. The first planting
was made at our home nurseries in the strong
enriched loam, and there we found them grow so
strongly as in many cases to drown the buds put
in. We used them only for Mar^chal Niel and
Gloire de Dijon ; the crop was very thin, but the plants
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were good, and being wanted they were all sold and lost

sight of. The next year we planted the seedling Briars

on lighter soil, where gravel is mingled with the loam

;

here we budded them with some few perpetuals which
do not do well on Manetti—Marquise de Mortemart,
Henri Ledechaux, and others, Stanwell Perpetual,

Marechal Niel, and some Teas of the Gloire de Dijon

race. We removed the soil, and worked them just at

what may be termed the junction of the wood stem and
root. The Teas and Marechal Niel again did well,

but the crop was scanty and unremunerative. Some
plants which we took up for potting did well, and

have not shown any troublesome tendency to sucker.

Our conclusion from the experience of these two years

resulted in our budding the next season's crop (the

plants we are offering for sale this year) entirely with

the stronger climbing Tea and Noisette Roses, which

did well the preceding year, and we have a good and
paying crop of good plants. The bark is thin and
needs careful budding; the stock is undoubtedly valu-

able for producing climbing plants of Tea Roses, as

well as good plants of sorts which do not succeed well

on the Manetti. Certain kinds do not, having a seeming
repugnance to the stock ; certain kinds do so well, and
unite so well with the Manetti, as to leave nothing to

be desired. George Paul,

Rushes for Footstool Making.—For the in-

formation of your correspondent, **E. L. T.," allow

me to state that a "bolt " of rushes, measuring 40 inches

in circumference at 12 inches from the base, and
suitable for cooperage, costs 3/. per bolt. One of the

same size for chair-making may be had for 2.s, Quality

good. E. IV.

Winter Treatment of Orchids.—I have recently

added Orchids to the collection of plants which, as an
amateur, I cultivate under glass, and I have recourse to

you to clear up the doubts which arise in my mind as

to putting the ditTerent species to rest. I am told, and
I read, that the majority of Orchids should rest from
October to March, but does this apply to the following?

—Zygopetalum Mackayi and Z. Mackayi var. grande
which have now growth upon them in different stages

of development, that is, shoots just started, others some
inches in length and pseudobulbs nearly matured

;

Cattleya Mossire, the pseudobulbs of which from this

season's growth are not nearly completed yet ; Lycaste

Skinneri, the new growth on which has not long since

commenced ; Calanthe, the bulbs on which are not

matured ; Trichopilia suavis, in the same position as

Lycaste ? F, f, C. [To the above queries, which are

of considerable importance, Mr. Anderson replies as

follows :

—

" The so-called rest of Orchids is very difficult to define,

—at least with precision. Winter is a season of rest,

when both heat and light are at a minimum. It would
not do therefore in practice to keep up growing heat
in our cUmate on plants that will grow in winter. The
wiser plan for the cultivator is to strike a good medium.
Odontoglossums of most kinds do grow in winter, but they
cannot bear the slightest semblance of forcing. If heat
be pressed upon them, any one will see the old pseudo-
bulbs become wrinkled to a degree almost of pumping out
the living and active moisture locked up within them, and
which no moisture in whatever way presented will ever
replenish or recoup. Even if the pseudobulbs be com-
paratively plump, under the slightest approach to forcing

the young leaves wilt get elongated, and, instead of being
properly consolidated, will become lank and lean, and
bend with their own weight like a piece of silk paper.

" Zygopetalums, Cattleyas, Trichopilias, Lycastes, and
such like, all grow in winter, and although they need more
heat than Odontoglossums of even the grande, citrosmum,
Phalasnopsis, and Krameri types, they must not be over-
pressed with dark days upon them. If growers could
temper the moisture about the roots and the atmosphere
properly, we would in all cases advise rather 5* lower than
5" higher temperature above a well-balanced mean. There
are two dangers ahead, however, which cultivators must be
warned against. If the house be reduced to too low
a temperature the plants run the risk of being killed

;

if the temperature be too high, they get broiled
into a pining and eventually dying stale, which
is really not greatly more satisfactory. All these plants
your correspondent names may be grown together, keep-
ing the Lycastes and Trichopilias at the coolest end of
the house. The winter temperature for such a house
ought to range from 52'=' to 58'' for a minimum, and from
62° to 68'' for a maximum. When air is given let it be on
sunny or quiet days, and let it be admitted from below, to
find its way over the heated pipes into the internal atmo-
sphere. Don't open a top ventilator in a growing house
unless the moisture is in excess and the atmosphere over-
heated, which never ought to be the case. There is no
such Zygopetalum as Z. grande."]

Hickory at Dulwich.—In the main street of the
village of Dulwich, near London, stands a magnificent
Hickory tree, which even in its present half-stripped con-
dition is worth a visit. The tree is of large dimensions
and symmetrical outline, forming a noble vaulted dome.
I have known the tree for many years, but have never
bad the opportunity of learning its history, or even of
determining its exact species. Perhaps some of your
readers may have been more fortunate, and can supply
further particulars. T.

A Tiny Plant Structure.—In my window-sill a
shrimp-pot, 3 inches across, contains a handsome plant
of Sundew (Drosera rotundifolia) growing in water. It
has been kept in great beauty by having a wine-glass

without the foot placed over it. Its dimensions do

not exceed those of a half-crown piece, either in width

or height, and it carries the dew-bells on its hairs

boldly. This is perhaps the smallest glass-house for a

flowering plant in the kingdom ; and yet an invalid

opening the window would see this denizen of the

swamp in all its beauty for many months, for it is the

foliage of the plant that charms, and not the small

white flowers. A. F.

Araucaria imbricata at Laidlawsteil.—In visit-

ing the gardens and grounds of Laidlawsteil, one of

the delightful estates of Alexander Mitchell, Esq., of

Carolside, I was astonished at the extraordinary growth
of a plant of the Araucaria imbricata, just 12 years

from the seed, and planted ten years ago. It has now
attained 22 feet in height, and stands at an elevation

about 800 feet above the sea, showing how well this

fine tree is adapted to high situations if sheltered. At
this place there are also some very fine specimens of

the Wellingtonia and other good Conifers. I may
mention that Laidlawsteil stands on the bank of the

Tweed, at rather a high elevation above the river,

and about six miles west from the famed Abbotsford.

Lately the house and grounds have been much enlarged

and modernised, additions have been made, with much
taste, to the lawns and flower gardens, new glass

erected, &c. From the house the view down the Tweed
is really magnificent, having the lofty and beautiful out-

line of the mountains above Ashiestiel, and the Yar in

the background ; in the distance, all combine to render

the vicinity very interesting in point of scenery. John
Dozunie, IVesi Coates Nursery, Edinburoh.

Measuring the Heights of Trees.—Among the

number of modes for measuring the heights of trees

lately mentioned in your columns, I have been
surprised that none of your correspondents have
spoken of the Canadian plan. It is more simple

than elegant. You walk from the tree, looking at it

from time to time between your knees. When you are

able to see the top of the tree in this way, your distance

from the root of the tree equals its height. This plan

(on level ground, of course) is asserted to be as correct

as it is grotesque. Speaking of the height of trees,

reminds me to repeat a question which I fancy cannot

have reached you. It is—whether 40 feet is not a

great stature for the common pink Dog Rose.

H. y, MouUy Gatehouse^ [Yesj certainly. Eds.]

Ophioglossum vulgatum.—It may interest some
of your young botanical readers, in the vicinity of

London, to know that in 1S41 I found this plant grow-
ing plentifully in a meadow almost adjoining the north-

west corner of the late Dr. Lindley's garden at Acton
GreeiL Although the great botanist had lived there

for some years, yet he was not aware of this fact until

one day I brought him a handful of specimens. When
I last visited the spot, in 1858, I found it as before,

and I have no doubt but that the humble plant still

enjoys the same locality, yames Donald.

Foreign Correspondence.
Ornamental Trees and Shrubs in Belgian

Nurseries.—{Continued from p. 1361.)— Other fine

ornamental trees noticed at M. de Groot's nursery at

Bruges, are Corylus Avellana laciniata, a handsome
tree with beautiful foliage ; Catalpa syringosfolia aurea,

worked as standards ; Castanea heterophylla, with its

many curious forms of foliage ; Cerasus Mahaleb
argentea variegata, in standards ; three fine kinds of

Ash, viz., Fraxinus aucub^efolia, F. juglandifolia, a
very fine new Ash, with noble foliage ; and F.

americana dimorpha, with small decussate ioliage

;

Fagus laciniata, an ornamental Beech ; Gleditschia

mimosaefolia, with handsome foliage and weeping
habit ; Salix annularis, with its singularly curled foli-

age ; Populus cordata; Platanus hispanica integrifolia,

with enormous foliage ; and Aralia pentaphylla, of

graceful habit and having beautiful foliage. Two fine

varieties of the weeping form of common Thorn,
deserve special notice. These were Crataegus Oxya-
cantha pendula, and a variegated variety, and are both
of a decided weeping habit.

In Conifers some choice things deserve notice,

especially Abies brachyphylla, a distinct form of A.
Nordmanniana, A. Veitchii, A, Fraseri albo-varie-

gata, nearly the whole of the plant being of a

yellowish-white colour, and of which M. de Groot
says he has the entire stock ; A. tricolor, a robust

growing kind of A. polita habit, but distinct from it

;

and A. japonica, with silvery foliage, and resembling

A. Menziesii in habit. Cryptomeria spiralis falcata,

and C. elegans albo-variegata, are two plants of much
interest ; and Picea Pinsapo albo-spica is another dis-

tinct novelty, of which M. de Groot holds the stock.

Others worthy of notice are, Cupressus Lawsoniana
sulphurea, C. Lawsoniana aurea (or lutea), Thuja
globosa, a miniature Arbor-vitae, like a Retinospora in

appearance ; T. Williamsoni, a specimen 9 feet high,

which really appears to be distinct ; Cedrus Deodara
verticillata glauca, a beautiful plant ; Thujopsis Stan-
dishii, a robust growing kind, of the character of T.
borealis

; Juniperus japonica aurea, a handsome plant
;

Picea japonica, of very graceful habit and a beautiful

plant ; Taxus aurea, a variety of T. recurvata habit,

with large foliage, a great acquisition and not yet sent I

' out ; Pinus sylvestris nana, of very dwarf, sturdy, close

growing habit ; P. sylvestris fastigiata, and Tsuga
Lindleyana, a very beautiful plant, allied to the Hem-
lock Spruce, with broad foliage, the tips of which are

of a yellowish-green colour. In Retinosporas, of which
there is a full collection, R. plumosa flavescens {or sul-

phurea), R. obtusa variegata, which is as brightly

marked as Cupressus Lawsoniana variegata ; R. obtusa

magnifica, R. obtusa nana albo-variegata, which is very

distinct and beautiful ; and R. obtusa gracilis, are all

good ; and a fine plant of R. plumosa argentea shows
how beautiful these Retinosporas are when the plants

attain some size. Thuja aurea, worked as standards

on the common Arbor-vitK, and standard Laurusti-

nuses are grown here, and standard and pyramidal Bays
in tubs, in large quantities. Araucaria excelsa robusta

glauca is a fine thing ; and Ardisia japonica latimacu-

lata, with its bright variegation, is also a very desirable

plant. I must not omit to notice, also, in hardy deci-

duous shrubs, the pretty Spiraea opulifolia aurea;
Syringa Emodi elegantissima, with its bright yellow
foliage, with a green centre ; Philadelphus nanus varie-

gatus, and the beautiful P. coronarius aureo-marginatus.

A very large specimen Phormium tenax variegatum,

10 feet through, in a tub, seeds freely; and there is a
large stock of P. Colensoi marginatum. M. de Groot
has also another fine variety, P. angustifolium aureum
variegatum, very brightly coloured, distinct from
Colensoi marginatum, and not yet sent out.

Ghent is but a half an hour's run from Bruges by
a quick train, and is the great horticultural centre of Bel-

gium, there being fully 250 nurseries there, the greater

portion of which are devoted to certain specialities, and
are feeders to the larger ones. It would take a large

amount of your space to describe the most noticeable

features of many of the nurseries here. M. Louis
Van Houtte's has a world-wide celebrity, and the

enormous collection of things grown here eclipses all

others. Some idea of the magnitude of the stock may
be gathered from the fact that of Gloxinias alone

40,000 seedlings are grown annually. I saw here in

April last a very charming Azalea, named after one of

M. Van Houtte's daughters, Marie Van Houtte, white,

striped with bright pink, and of wonderful substance.

Begonias are extensively grown here, and some
extremely fine seedlings raised here from Begonia
Sedenii, Pearcei, boliviensis, and others, will soon be
sent out. Many seedlings from B. Sedenii and B.

boliviensis are planted out-of-doors, and were blooming
profusely, and it is evident that Begonias are amongst
our coming summer-blooming decorative plants. An
enormous quantity of Ficus elastica, with wonderfully

fine foliage, arrested my attention. These are from
single eyes, planted in March last, struck in heat, and
planted out in April in a long bed where there was a

little bottom-heat, and protected. The plants in the

early part of September were from 1 5 to 30 inches high,

and were to be potted. There is a fine collection of

Tyda^as here. T, Robert le Diable is one of the finest, of

dwarf habit, the colour intense, spotted crimson velvet

on a carmine ground, and of very fine form. Tydiea

Wonder is very rich and dark in colour, and ofcompact
habit. Echeveria scaphylla is a very handsome plant

in its class ; so also is E. pulverulenta, a fine bright

silvery leaved kind, of which there is a large stock.

Cocoloba "guutemala," with dark foliage in a young
state, is a fine ornamental plant ; and for decorative out-

door gardening an ornamental Arum, Amorphophallus
Rivieri, will be welcomed; a large bed of this was very

effective. Gladioli do well here, and are grown very

extensively. Erythrina President Boll is darker than

E. Crista-galli, a profuse bloomer, and blooms very

freely in a young state. It is a first-rate summer
decorative plant for large beds.

A new Zinnia Roezlii from Mexico, of an orange-

yellow colour, and resembling a dwarf Marigold, will

be a welcome addition to our bedding-out annuals, but

the stock is so limited that I fear it cannot be sent out

until the autumn of 1873. It was a treat to seethe

large collection of Liliums in flower here, especially

the large bed of L. tigrinum splendens, which is the

finest of the tigrinum section. Acacia Nemii, which

is of A. lophanlha habit, but smaller, is a fine thing

for decorative gardening, and it is the more valuable

as it is quite hardy, having stood out two winters.

When the new Begonias of M. Van Houtte's are sent

out, look out for Agate, Topaz, and Emerald, for they

are indeed gems. Phloxes are very extensively grown
here, and I will give you a list of the best at some
other time. In Delphiniums, Madame Rouillard and

their No. 92, a semi-double kind, with a long spike of

bright Lobelia speciosa coloured flowers, are both very

fine. Dracsena Liervallii is a fine thing, the foliage

broad, and of a maroon and crimson colour. Amaryllises

are grown in enormous quantities here, and M. Van
Houtte's fine collections at the great Ghent exhibition

in 1868 will be remembered by many. Ficus im-

perialis is a fine exhibition plant, with superb foliage.

I had so little time that but very imperfect justice can

be done to the novelties to be found here, especially

in Palms and stove plants. A wonderfully fine collec-

tion of herbaceous plants and bulbs are grown, and

amongst them I particularly noticed Dodecatheon inte-

grifolium, a dwarf-growing bright rose-coloured species

—a beautiful plant ; Pyrethrum carneum Gloire de

Stalle, a mass of which made a brilliant bed ; it is a

good double variety, of a rosy carmine colour.

Gynerium elegans foliis niveis compactis vittatis will be
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a most welcome addition to our ornamental bedding

plants, it being a very dwarf, compact growing Pampas-

grass, with a bright coloured variegation.

The collection of hardy ornamental trees and shrubs

is also very extensive, and some bushes of Hydrangea
paniculata grandiflora, in full bloom in August, covered

withtheir bright pink-tinged masses of flowers, were con.

spicuous objects at a distance. This is a superb hardy

shrub for decorative purposes, and especially for pot

culture, as it is not a robust grower, like H. hortensis

or H. Otaksa. Cratrt-giis pinnatifida is very distinct in

foliage, and Quercus pedunculata pectinata has beauti-

fully serrated foliage. The variegated Weeping Moun-
tain Ash, with their bright golden variegation, andUlmus
latifolia aurea, a superb Elm, with bright yellow varie-

gated foliage, are two highly ornamental trees. Car-

pinus Belulus aureus is a very bright coloured and
beautiful Hornbeam ; Fagus atropurpurea pendula, a

a very fine Weeping Purple Beech, is a handsome tree.

Fraxinus heterophylla variegata, spotted like an
Aucuba ; Castanea vesca aureo-variegata, and Prunus
domestica aureo-variegata, the golden variegated Plum,
are all finely variegated trees. Acerpolymorphum atro-

purpureum, of which there is an example S feet high,

and bushy, is a splendid tree ; and Acer platanoides

aureo-marginatum is a handsome variety, its foliage

margined with gold. In addition to these are a number
of other fine things worthy of notice. In shrubs,

Syringa Emodi aureo-variegata, a glorious shrub, of

which there is an example 4 feet high ; Weigela
hybrida kermesina, with small bright rose flowers in

abundance ; Prunus tomentosa, with white flowers,

like Spiraea ari.-efolia in habit ; Cydonia atrosanguinea,

which is very bright coloured and late blooming
j

Colutea arborescens
variegata, with bright

variegated foliage ;

and many others. The
variegated Virginian
Creeper, generally
known by us as the

variegated Vine, and
treated frequently as a
stove plant, is a grand
hardy creeper of great
beauty ; and Gunnera
manicata, of which
examples 5 feet high
and S feet through
were to be seen here,

is a very effective

plant for borders and
large beds. Hortus.

{To he Continued.)

was abundant, a species which Berkeley describes

as smelling like "bugs," whilst other authorities put it

down as possessing a " mealy" odour ; certainly two very
diverse scents. The next compiler of a fungus book is

recommended to put the odour down as resembling the
" mealy bug," and so to satisfy both parties. Near one
path of the wood Berkeley's rare Pistillaria was found in

some abundance. P. puberula, Nye talis parasitica,

Marasmius ramealis, Agaricus sulfureuswere now amongst
the finds, and it was noted that in some places the air

was quite heavy with the fragrant odour (somewhat resem-
bling Cedar, but more pleasant and potent) of Lactarius

glyciosmus, certainly a rare and local species. Several

plants of the great Clavaria pistillaris were found, and an
abundance of Agaricus fastibilis, which has a horrible

odour of foetid flax. One gentleman, however, said he

liked it ; so what with Fries comparing stinking fish to

Cucumbers, and Berkeley fresh meal to bugs, it must be

confessed that different noses have a different appreciation

of odours fungic. Striking off at a tangent the party

made for the famous Dinedor Camp, to meet Mr. C.

Edmund Broome, of Batheaston ; here Agaricus capnoides
was found, a near ally of A. fascicularis, but sweet instead

of being intensely bitter as is the latter. By this time

the weather had got quite sunny, and shortly the whole
party returned heavily laden with fungi to Hereford to

dinner, and then to the " Green Dragon " to arrange the

fungi in proper sequence for the next day's exhibition. It

may be truly said that there has never been seen such an
exhibition of fungi in Hereford, or indeed in England,

before, and for beginners the collection must have been

most instructive. When Dr. Bull's parly arrived at the
" Dragon," Mrs. Wynne and others were already there

with their collections unpacked. This year Dr. Bull had
decided not to have the fungi indiscriminately placed

upon the table in a confused assemblage, but in proper

sequence ; therefore, with the aid of a woodcutter from

Societies.
WooLHOPE Club :

The Great Fungus
Meeting and Exhibi-
tion at Hereford. —
When the writer of
these lines arrived in
Hereford on Tuesday
night thei2th inst., he
was by no means the
first in the fungus field,

for the wet air and fine

drizzling rain of Mon-
day to Tuesday au-
gured well for the fun-
gus foray

; fungologists were arriving from every quarter.
This year great eciaf was given to the meetings
iDgs by the presence of Mr. and Mrs. J. Lloyd Wynne,
of Coed Coch in Denbighshire, who came a great
number of miles to Hereford on purpose to attend
the meeting, and who not only brought an excellent
collection of fungi to the exhibition at the "Green
Dragon," but were also present at the dinner, and
attended the excursions under the great disadvantages of
very inclement weather. All students of the Rev. M. J.
Berkeley's classic book on fungi know how often the
words "Coed Coch" are given after rare and critical
fungi, and now for the first time a collection of real
"Coed Coch" fungi were to be seen, brought by the
hands of Mrs. Wynne herself, the lady to whom Mr.
Berkeley so deservedly dedicated his excellent book.
There was a preliminary excursion on Wednesday (the
great excursion being set down for Thursday). During
Tuesday night there was a great fall of rain, and on
Wednesday morning the e.xcursion was delayed a short
time owing to the continued downpour ; at length, how-
ever, well armed with waterproofs and goloshes, a small
party made for Rotheras Wood

; during the ride the
weather was fine, but on arriving at the wood the rain
came down in such torrents that the excursionists with
their vehicle were glad to take refuge under a railway
bridge. So impatient for work, however, were the five

fungous pilots, that they soon left the shelter of the
bridge and sallied off, on fungi bent, through the rain. In
crossing the metals near the top of the railway bridge,
they immediately lighted on Agaricus cucumis in some
plenty. This was the first find of the foray : for, as far as
our experience goes, A. cucumis is a very uncommon

!

species
; but why Fries should give it this name, and 1

describe its scent as that of the Cucumber {odor '

cucumeris !) we cannot imagine, the odour being exactly i

that of stale sprats or rancid herring, and there can be
little doubt that the plant published by Rabenhorst under
the name of A. pisciodorus is the same species.

'

Helvella elastica, Peziza hemispherica and Thele-j
phora sebacea were soon found. Lactarius quietus

|

Fig. 311.— capital'_\veather for edible fungl

London and a bone-sawer from Norfolk, the fungi were
arranged after Fries' plan from beginning to end. By this

means nearly the whole of the genera and subgenera of

the Hymenomycetes were displayed in their proper
order, all the white spored Agarics in one place, pink
spored in a second, brown in a third, purple in a
fourth, and so on ; thus forming a complete key to the
subject. As is usual at these Hereford meetings, many
new and rare things were brought forward. Amongst
the actual plants new to us here may be mentioned
Cortinarius cinnabarinus, an Agaric of such striking

and refulgent colour that the most luminous scarlet-

vermilion pales before it, brought by Dr. Jones, and first

found this autumn by Mr. Renny at Downton ; another
striking plant new to us was Gomphidius maculatus,
brought by Mrs. Cooper Key, of Stretton, a lady who
published a very sensible paper on the close connection
or sameness of the Meadow Mushroom with the Horse
Mushroom. Amongst plants very seldom seen may be
mentioned the mass of Thelephora muUizonata. brought
by Mrs. Wynne, and placed side by side with the equally

rare Thelephora Sowerbei, brought by Dr. Bull; Polyporus
spuraeus, P. intybaceus, and P. conchatus, were all on the

table, with the rare Agaricus holosericeus. Amongst the
Tricholomata were A. resplendens, a plant new to Britain

this year, with several other species new to us in this

section, but which, owing to the abundance of other

good things, it was impossible to make out. We observed
fine specimens of A. Bloxami, Hygrophorus obrusseus,

Lactarius controversus ; also Clavaria formosa, from Mr.
Broome—not forgetting fine specimens of Helvella ephip-
pium and elastica. Amongst the collections were a
number of fungi and myceUa from the Glyncorrwg
collieries, near Briton Ferry, Glamorganshire ; these were
gathered from the timbers of the main heading, No. 2,

Rhondda seam, at a depth of over 1200 feet below the

surface ; they were gathered and kindly sent to the meet-
ing by Mr. Alfred Crutwell. The larger of these fungi con-
sisted of fine fruiting specimens of the Polyporus annosus,

generally parasitic upon Larch, and known to be highly

phosphorescent under certain conditions, as it is ip these

mines, where it often terrifies the miners (see fig. 292,
p. 1289). Another fungus from the same locality was a
group of the common Agaricus fascicularis, with stems
some 4 feet in length, the fruit perfectly developed

:

these stems were covered with dense brown tomentum (as
in A. velutipes), the same as in the phosphorescent fungi
found in London cellars. The mycelia were very interest-

ing, masses of brilliant yellow threads in some instances,
whilst in others they were jet black (Rhizomorpha) ; some
of the fungoid growths from these mines resembled
irregular abnormal masses of Clavariei, and which could
not be referred to any known genus ; one or two of these
plants will be exhibited a( the next meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society. After the plants had been arranged,
and during the night previous to the Thursday's excursion,
the hail and rain came down in torrents ; this was a dismal
foreboding of the morrow, for too well was remembered
the last excursion to Whitfield, when there was such a
fearful storm of thunder and lightning that one gentleman
was fain to take refuge in a stable, and all the party got
thoroughly wet through. The morning, however, as if to
falsify any gloomy expectations, was exceptionally bright,
mild, and sunny, and the excursionists mustered to the
number of 33, including Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Wynne and
Mrs. Cooper Key ; the presence of the ladies gave confi-

dence to the party, but one or two of the more weather-
wise looked with apprehension at the lurid spots and
leaden banks of clouds seen on the horizon. As the
majority, however, were provided with umbrellas, water-
proof coats, leggings, and strong boots, it was clear they
intended to set the weather at defiance, let it change as it

might. All went on well till Whitfield Park was reached.
Here the head gardener, Mr. Wheatley, was in attend-
ance, to conduct the members through the woods, that
their way might not be lost (in the eariy part of the day
there was considerable risk of this), and here the rain
first came down in earnest—at first in wild cold gusts, and

then in continued soak-
ing torrents ; not a
single member was,
however, in the least

disheartened, and all

wore smiling contented
faces, for fungi of in-

terest and rarity were
soon lighted upon, the
rare verdigris-green
Geoglossum viride be-
ing soon found, with
the almost equally un-
common Clavaria pis-

tillaria, Hygrophorus
calyptrreformis, and
many rare and intei-

esting species of fungi
of great botanical in-

terest, together with
many typical plants,

either edible or poison-
ous. During the whole
of the latter part of the
excursion the rain
never ceased to pour
down in drenching tor-

rents, and it was in

this soaking rain that
visits were made to
the Whitfield trees

including the fine

specimen of Salisburia
adiantifolia, the girth of
which is 5 feet 8 inches
at 5 feet from the
ground, and the height
about 60 feet; it is a
very fine and graceful
tree, and still growing
luxuriantly. Ifpossible

the storm of rain had now got worse, and although it

might have been capital weather for edible fungi (see
fig- 311)' y^^ i* was by no means the most suitable for
gathering these interesting plants ; the wind, too, blew
with such terrific gusts, that it was almost impossible to
turn round some of the corners without catching
at branches : these gusts sent deluges of water, dead
leaves, and small branches on to the devoted band, and
it may be imagined that the mud and slush underfoot did
not add to their comforts. Under these unfavourable
circumstances not one unhappy face was seen, or one
unpleasant word heard, for all and every one were deter-
mined to make the very best of the day, and gather as
much as possible under the circumstances. At the close
of the afternoon the members were most kindly and
hospitably received by Mr. and Mrs. Archer Clive at
Whitfield House, and then preparations were made for

the return journey. This was made under still more un-
favourable circumstances than the walk through the
woods, for during the whole of the return it seemed as if

the very flood-gales of heaven were opened on the Wool-
hopeans, so pitilessly and unceasingly did the deluge of
rain come down. It ran in streams out of the waggonette,
and some of the party were completely soaked to the
skin ; so much was this the case, that some of the visitors,

who had no change of clothes at Hereford, had to go to
the ready-made clothes shops and buy new things. This
had the extraordinary and startling effect of transforming
some of the party, who appeared as staid clergymen, &c.,
in the morning, and in the disguise of " young men from
the country " in the afternoon. At the Hereford dinner,
at the "Green Dragon." no less than 42 fungists sat
down, including Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Wynne and Mr. and
Mrs. Cooper Key. The edible fungi consumed were
Lactarius dehciosus and the Vegetable Beefsteak, Fistulina
hepatica. Both were highly appreciated, and the stock
cooked was all too soon consumed, the demand for these
delicious esculents being far greater than the supply.
After dinner, reference was made to the exhibition of
fungi in the room, which was, without doubt, one of the
most perfect ever seen, and then Dr. Bull exhibited a
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series of beautifully-executed drawings of his own of rare

and interesting fungi, one showing the rare, delicate, and

most singular winter-growing species, Agaricus hiemalis,

which was found in perfection near Hereford last winter,

after two weeks' severe frost ; the flame-coloured A.

fiammans, the rare A. LeveiUianus, Lycoperdon echi-

natus, Strobilomyces strobilaceus in all stages of growth.

Boletus pruinatus, and many others ; and last, but not

least, a highly interesting and entirely new species of

Hebeloma, recently named, in honour of the Club,

Agaricus woolhopensis, by the Rev. M. J.
Berkeley.

Mr. James Renny, of London, spoke of his investiga-

tions of Mucedmous fungi, and described two new

species, one named Myxotrichum Camii, in honour

of Thomas Cam, Esq., of Hereford, a former

president of the Woolhope Club ;
and the other

Tentaculaspora Bullii. in honour of Dr. Bull, who first

instituted these Hereford fungus meetings, and who has

directly and indirectly been the means of giving an

immense impetus to mycology in this country. Mr.

Renny's remarks were illustrated by exquisite water-

colour drawings, enlarged from the original plants to a

very large scale. A discussion then followed on various

subjects, centreing on Peronospora infestans, the Potato

disease, 'and Oidium Tuckeri, the Vine disease, in which

C. Edmund Broome, Esq., of Batheaston, the Rev. J.
E.

Vize, Mr. Plowright, of King's Lynn, and several other

gentlemen took part. Elmes Y. Steele, Esq., of Aber-

gavenny, presided, and took a foremost part in the

discussions of the evening. After dinner several of the

members were invited to the house of Thomas Cam, Esq.,

where drawings were examined and fungi discussed till

10 o'clock. On Friday, the nth, another excursion was

made by Dr. Bull, Mrs. Wynne, Mr. and Miss Renny,

Mr. Plowright, Mr. Broome, Mr. Phillips, and the writer

to Venn Wood ; and here the crowning finds of this year's

foray were made in several specimens of Sistotrema

confluens, a plant which probably no British botanist has

seen in a fresh state for more than a quarter of a century.

Peziza cupularis was also found, and the rare P. succosa,

which, when bruised or broken, pours out a yellow juice.

After the day's hunt, which was of the muddiest it is

possible to conceive, now and then interrupted with

squalls of wind and ram, the company were kindly re-

ceived by Mrs. Hugh Jenner, and "so back to Hereford."

In the evening a few gentlemen compared notes and

drawings with Mr. and Mrs. Wynne at the "Green
Dragon." We cannot conclude our account of this

meeting without mentioning the plants kindly sent by the

Rev. Jas. Keith, of Forres, N.B. These, though

arriving late, were yet in time for inspection by those

most interested in such things ; and some were painted in

water-colours, and dried as memoranda for the future.

They consisted of a magnificent specimen of Agaricus

(Armillaria) aurantius, new to Britain, a most beautiful

and interesting species belonging to a very restricted sub-

genus, Hydnum fragile, very seldom seen ; Hydnum
aurantiacum, new to Britain ; and another Hydnum
resembling H. cojruleum, which, should it be this species,

is also new to us ; and a Tricholoma resembling A. ful-

vellus. The examination and portrayal of these plants

was the last thing done by the Hereford "focus fun-

gorum," as the Woolhope meeting has been aptly named,

and so on Saturday the members and friends dispersed to

amputate limbs at hospitals, to cut wood in London, to

have the care of souls (and bodies), to write for the

Gardeners Chronicle, and to do all sorts of things quite

different from gathering and studying fungi. In recalling

all these persons, places, and things to mind, and in

fighting the annual fungus battle over again for the

Gardeners Chronicle, if there is one figure stands out

more brightly and pleasantly than any other, it is that of

"the doctor, " who founded the meetings in 1868, and

has seen the fifth pass over more successful, interest-

ing, and instructive than any of its predecessors. W. G.

Smith,

On Saturday, October 5, as we learn from a local

journal, an interesting meeting of the bee-keepers

of Manchester and its neighbourhood was held at

the house of Mr. Pettigrew, Priory Vineyard,

Sale. Mr. Pettigrew, who is well known to all bee-

keepers, not only by what he has published on the

subject, but from his frequent appearance in connection

with shows of bees, has recently removed from Rus-

holme to Sale. He has built a house, and is getting

up an extensive vinery and other things. He invited to

meet him about twelve of the principal bee-keepers in

the district. The sight of his collection of bees w'as

very interesting. He has no less than about 70 hives,

which, as they appear in regular rows at the back of

his house, look like an Indian village of wigwams.
The visitors inspected the hives, and Mr. Pettigrew

gave interesting details respecting his stock, amounting

in all to several millions of bees.

The company afterwards adjourned to the house,

where Mr. Pettigrew put before them three samples

of honey—Sycamore, Clover, and heather. A long

and interesting discussion ensued in reference to bees,

in which a good deal of diversity of opinion was
expressed, some gentlemen evidently being fond of

Ligurians and other species, but Mr. Pettigrew stood
up stoutly for our own bees, and also for the old
familiar straw hive, which he considered far better
than any of the modem patterns. Some gentlemen
seemed more favourably disposed towards the bar
frame and other hives. So successful was the meeting,
that it is probable others will follow, and that this

will be the first of a series of such gatherings. Our
American and German bee-masters are much in

advance of us in this respect.
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(FOR THE ENSUING FORTNIGHT.)

PLANT HOUSES.

Greenhouse Hard-wooded Plants.—The re-

mainder of the stock being now indoors, in all cases

place the plants as near the glass as possible, if neces-

sary by raising each one upon an inverted pot, so as to

get the head of the plant, if possible, within I or 2 feet

of the glass. In the case of large specimens, they

may with advantage be so placed as to have their lead-

ing shoots within 6 or 8 inches of the glass. It is not

advisable to risk them nearer than this, or they might

suffer from those frosty nights that in our variable

climate frequently occur unexpectedly, even when the

weather is closely watched. The reason for thus ele-

vating the plants is to allow of as much light as possible

reaching the lower branches, and, where it is carried

out, the plants will admit of being placed a little closer

together, but they should, on no account, be crowded.

I am aware that by this arrangement of the stock in their

winter quarters the plants will not, as regards effect,

look so well as if placed so as to be looked down upon

from the paths of the houses ; but in the case of subjects

of this description, that are both valuable and difficult

to cultivate, their well-being should be the first con-

sideration, and as far as effect goes, much may be

done to improve the appearance of the houses by

placing on the edge of the stages next the sides of the

paths small bushy plants of such things as Acacias,

Genistas, or anything of a like description that will

come in well for flowering later or in succession after

others that have been brought forward in heat. Small

Epacrises may be similarly made use of in this way,

and will take less harm than most subjects from being

partially shaded by the larger more valuable specimens.

If a good quantity of the diff'erent varieties of hard-

wooded plants, advised in former Calendars to be grown

as a means of providing cut flowers andforgeneraldecora-

tion, have been obtained, these should receive all the

attention they require ; it is not necessary in bringing

these indoors to be so particular in giving them, for a

short time, so high or good a place as the more legiti-

mate occupants of the hard-wooded house require.

These, with the exception of the Bota<ardias, Mono-

c/ncliims, and Statices, will do very well for a time

anywhere under glass, where they will not be subject to

either drip or frost. Get them all neatly put in shape,

with just sufficient sticks and ties to keep them from

hanging too loosely about. Give sufficient water, but

not more than will keep the roots in a healthy con-

dition ; also see that they are free from insect pests.

With this treatment they will be ready, a little later on,

to be introduced, a few at a time, into moderate heat for

early flowering. The Statices and Monochcetnms should

not be subjected to a lower than 45° night tempera-

ture, or they will be liable to damp. The Boiivardias,

if kept at that or 5° higher, will at once produce quan-

tities of flower which will be found most useful. Con-

tinue to push on the operation of tying as time can be

afforded for it. T. Baines.

Azaleas.—Any plants of Fielder's White, or of the

old white Azalea, that have in previous years been

forced early, will, as a consequence, have made their

growth early in the season, and such may be at once

introduced to a moderate heat so as to bring them

early into flower. Do not place them where they will

be too hot, or they will not flower satisfactorily ; about

55° in the night, with 10° higher in the day, will be

sufficient. Keep them as near the glass as possible,

in the lightest house available. We often hear com-

plaints that forced Azalea flowers do not stand, but

flag almost as soon as cut. This arises from several

causes : a bad weakly condition ; the early forcing

of plants, that have not been gradually induced

in previous years to early flowering ; or—the most

common cause—too much heat, especially on their

introduction into the stove or forcing pit, and being

placed too far from the glass. Plants for this purpose

should not receive any further tying or training than

just sufficient to keep them from having an untidy

appearance. Let the plants, before they are placed in

heat, have a thorough washing with tobacco water,

with about 2 oz. of Gishurst Compound to the gallon

dissolved in it. Allow the solution to dry on the

plants, as by so doing it will destroy the eggs of any

thrips that may be on them. If any trace of red-

spider is found, the Gishurst will destroy them

;

even if no trace of insects are discernible it is good

practice to wash them by way of making certain, as it

is most provoking to have a brood of these pests coming

to life with the opening flowers, which are certain to be

injured by anything that can then be done to destroy

the insects, T. Baines.

Camellias.—At this season of the year, when
flowering plants are scarce, these universal favourites,

if carefully forced, will render good service, with the

additional advantage of standing longer in flower at

this early season, when kept in a healthy average

temperature of from 45° to 50°. Such plants as have

a tendency to bloom early, and more particularly when
they have acquired habits of early flowering by usage

to forcing, and when they have been properly prepared

by studious attention to this throughout the season,

will now require but little assistance from artificial

heat to bring them into bloom ; and at no time

should they be subjected to a high temperature,

and stagnant atmosphere, to further the development

of the ijlossom, as doing so is one of the most fertile

sources of mischief in connection with their culture.

They should be brought forward in a moist airy tem-

perature not exceeding 50° to 55° of fire-heat. To
plants that are in small pots, and such as are full of

roots, stimulants must be applied pretty freely, but do

not give more water at the root than is required to

keep the soil healthy, as any excess of moisture will

derange the system, and frustrate a perfect develop-

ment. In order to insure anything like uniformity of

success in their early forcing, it is an essential point

to select such as have a tendency to bloom early ; for

if an attempt is made to force many of the late-

flowering sorts early, they will either drop their

buds or refuse to unfold their petals fully to the

centre. The following kinds I have found to flower

freely when prepared, and the list may serve as a guide

to amateurs :—Alba compacta and plena, Annetti

Franchetti, Chandlerii, Contessa Lavinia Maggi, Lady

Hume's Blush, Reine des Beiges, Reine des Fleurs,

imbricata, fimbriata, Saccoi nova, tricolor imbricata

plena, Jenny Lind, reticulata flore-pleno, Jeflfersoni,

Henri Favre, mutabilis, Donckelaari ; and doubtless

there are others equally good. Geo. Westland.

Heaths.—Attend to directions given for the pre-

vious fortnight, and should mildew make its appear-

ance dust with flowers of sulphur ; keep the house

thoroughly clean, also wash any pots that may have

become green from damp. The autumn-blooming

sorts will now be coming into bloom. Let them

occupy light, airy situations, as the flowers will be of

better colour and substance, and continue longer in

bloom than they would do if brought into bloom in

less light. //. Chilman.
Forcing-house.—Another lot of bulbs may now be

put in where there is a great demand for them. Where
there is a bed of strong LilvoJ the Valley, lift a portion,

and select the strongest crowns for forcing. If intended

for cutting from, a box will do well, placing them close

together, and filling up amongst the roots with light

rich soil and leaf-mould, setting them in a Mushroom-
house where there is a quantity of manure being

prepared for future beds. Let all remain until fairly

started, then gradually let them have exposure, when
they ought to be placed close to the glass, in a tempera-

ture of 65° by night, allowing a rise of 10° by day. A
few plants of Eucharis amazonica which have had a

little rest may be plunged in a brisk bottom-heat with

corresponding top heat, giving copious waterings,

with daily syringings, when the flower-stalks will soon

make their appearance. Giving manure waterings after

this time will greatly benefit the whole plant. As the

blooms begin to open, if removed to the warmest end

of the conservatory they will last a long time. Several

years ago we had some plantswhich stood almost through

December in an entrance-hall in full flower. A portion

of the plants o{ Poinse/lia fiiilcherrinia which have been

grown in an intermediate house all the sunmier should

be placed in this house to get them to come in a little

earlier. Too much attention cannot now be paid to

the Gesneras, and especially those of the Nicgelia section,

which will be found invaluable about Christmas. Even

now a few early bulbs are in flower, and will continue so
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for the next two months. Introduce one or two plants

of S/^iftca Jtipoin'ira : if it does not produce a full crop of

bloom, the leaves are very useful for mixing with cut

flowers. As regards AuchIhis, the berries on which are

rather late in changing colour, a gentle heat with plenty

of air will hasten them considerably, ymticias should
also be attended to, and T/tyrsm'artthus riitUans will

be all the better for a little extra heat. A. //., Thoraby.
Orchids.—Let all compartments in which Orchids

are gi"own be now lowered in temperature a few degrees.

9 P.M.
Lycasteand Trichopilia ., 60°

OJontoglossums .. .. 57°

9 P..M.

East Indi.i house . . .. 6S°

Dendrobium and Cattleya 63'

Allow all to fall lower by 2' or 3° by 6 .1. M. , and
endeavour to have the day temperature about 5° higher.

Ventilate as freely as possible so as to thoroughly
ripen the wood or growth made during the summer.
CaUle\>as^ Dendrobes^ and Oncidiums will require very
little water. Aeridt:s^ Pescatorais, Arpophyllums^ and
Odoiitoglossiims will require to be kept always moist,

but not soddened with w-et. Shading may now be
entirely dispensed with, except when, the pipes having
got hot during a dull morning and the sun has
broken out clearly at noon, it may be found neces-

sary to shade for about an hour in the middle of the
day. Any plant which may be in flower will now be
much appreciated, as almost all other flowers are losing

their brightness. Give water as required to Pleiones,

and endeavour to prolong the beauty of these most
lovely Orchids. CattUya maxima, when grown in

baskets or on blocks will now be in greatbeauty ; there-

fore see to moistening the blocks only, as damp applied
overhead would soon destroy the beauty of the flower.

Vanda. caruka and Odontoghssiim grande, with the
gorgeous Dendrohmm chrysctis will now make a gay
show. All overhead syringing must now be dis-

continued unless in the case of a plant much withered
;

when such is the case it will be found beneficial, espe-
ci.ally if the plant has few or no roots, but if well
rooted watering at the root will be found safer. Let all

straggling growing plants which will admit of it be
staked forthwith. W. Denning, Grimston.

FLpWER GARDEN. &=<:.

The flower g.arden is now fast on the wane. The
early frosts in many parts have entirely destroyed all

harmony ; even where the plants have escaped the frosts

and heavy rains, it is hardly worth the trouble and time
of trying to prolong their beauty. Spring gardening is

now getting fast into fashion. It is true that spring
flowers are not the leading subjects everywhere. This
is to be regretted, as almost all spring flowers are
pretty and interesting, and spring is the season of the
year when a flower garden is most interesting and
wanted. It is with regret that we often see so many
noble and otherwise well-kept gardens devoid of
flowers during the spring months. Spring flowers
have also other points of interest about them ; they
are all very hardy, and not injured by those
vicissitudes of the spring weather which are often so
injurious to summer flowers; they also require scarcely

any attention, and, generally speaking, their flowering
and growth are completely gone before the summer
flowers come into action, and thus they make a com-
plete succession. Those who intend to plant for a
spring display should lose no time in so doing, for the
sooner they are in the ground, that they may get
established, the better. AH the propagating for next
year should now be consummated, and the more
tender plants, such as Jresines, Alternantkeras, and
Tricolor Pelargoniums, safely housed. Dahlias should
be lifted before severe frosts set in, and stored away,
the stem downwards, in order that any moisture which
may be on the stem may drain out, instead of lodging
and rotting the crown. This is the most important
month in the year for all planting operations, and
especially the • removal of all deciduous shrubs and
trees. Vegetation has done its work, the leaf falls, and
although any time from that period until the buds
begin to swell will answer their purpose, yet if there
be one part of the season better than another for

transplanting, the end of October and the beginning of
November is certainly the one time to be preferred.

All alterations, therefore, of the flower garden and
shrubbery should be commenced, and the trees and
shrubs of any important size should be marked, ready
for removal when required, and everything should be
got in readiness before the trees are lifted from
the ground. Proceed with laying turf, planting Box
edgings, &c. ; sweep and roll lawns, to keep down
worm-casts, and run the machine again over the
ground in dry weather. Edge and roll walks, clean
up leaves, and endeavour to keep the place as tidy as
circumstances will admit. Edward Bennett, Hatfield
Gardens, Herts.

Roses.—Of the new Teas, alluded to at p. 1331,
Madame Jules Margottin is, I think, the best. It is

a fine grower and very distinct, and, I think, will
open well. I have found it a difficult Rose to get
good buds from. The colour is yellowish-white, with
a centre more or less pink. Mdlle. Cecile Berthod is

very distinct, and I saw it very fine indeed under
glass at the Waltham Cross Nurseries last spring; I fear,
however, that it will not open out-of-doors ; more-
over it has this defect, viz., that the outer petals are
not so deep as the inner ones, which gives the flower
an unfinished, shaven kind of appearance. It is a

most prolific bloomer, and the colour is a bright clear
yellow. I make no doubt that it will be a capital pot
Rose. Marie Van Houtte and Souvenir de Paul
Neron are pretty, but not sufliciently striking, as
seen here, to say more about. Of the two I prefer
the latter. I have now mentioned all the .new Roses
which I have bloomed, but I have plants of Baron de
Aurstettin, Madame de Ridder, Madame M. Gonod,
and Souvenir de J. Gonod, in the open ground. All of
these are really good growers, as I can certify from
personal experience, but I can say no more than
that. However, I am informed on very reliable
authority that Franjois Michelon, Andre Durand,
Madame S. Cochet, Etienne Levet, and Madame
Lefebvre Bernard, are all good. The first and
last I have heard great things of, and I heard Mr.
George Paul speak very hopefully of the second. I
have put in all the buds I could obtain from some pot
plants ; I have all of them, and I shall therefore be
able to test them next season. If they should all turn
out to be as good as reported, the present season will
have been remarkably prolific in first-rate new Roses.
But it shoidd be borne in mind that the 1S71-72 list

includes, with only one or two exceptions, the pick of
t ivo seasons. O f the hardy perpetuals I have mentioned
I think there can be no doubt that 3, 5, 6, 7 and 9,
and judging by their wood I should say E. Levet and
F. Michelon, are seedlings from that very prolific parent
Victor Verdier, to which also we are in all probability
indebted for those two fine Roses, Countess of Oxford
and Madame E. Verdier. I wish some one could get
a white Rose from this source equal in other respects
to the Countess. I believe we shall eventually obtain
one, for out of a comparatively limited number of seed-
lings from Victor Verdier which bloomed here this
summer, I had one or two with flowers almost white.
These were, however, too small and thin to be of any
use. P. B. P.
Hardy Ferns.—Glass which has been painted with

white lead and turpentine should be washed with soft
soap and warm water, for sunlight is beneficial to
hardy Ferns during the autumn and winter months.
Water pot plants sparingly, and let fresh air be freely
admitted in the cool greenhouse and frames. Specimen
plants may be placed out-of-doors, or plunged in the
ground till frosty weather sets in. Those who raise
Ferns from spores should gather portions of fronds at
once, and dry them for a few days between paper.
The soil generally used is old turf, fibrous peat, and
a small quantity of silver sand ; but even peat is

unnecessary if careful attention is paid to the soil beimr
kept always moderately moist. Nearly half the depth
of the pots should be filled with broken crocks, and a
thin layer of Sphagnum moss placed on the top. Let
the soil be well baked, and afterwards watered,
allowing it to dry a little before placing it in the pots.
When this is done, water with a fine-rosed watering-
pot or hair brush, and in two or three days time
brush the spores off the frond sparingly with a
feather on to the soil. Cover the pots with a
flat piece of glass or bell-glass, setting them
in saucers, or, better still, in zinc boxes, with
a glass lid, large enough to hold from six to a dozen
small pots. For a month or more the surface must not
be watered, but when the soil is dry, set the pots for
a short time in saucers filled with water, and if a
moister atmosphere is required, lay wet Sphagnum on
the bottom of the zinc boxes. A uniformly moist
and warm atmosphere will stimulate the speedy
development of the spores into the prothallus state, and
then a sprinkling of water, applied as directed above,
may be given occasionally, if required. When the
moisture is excessive, admit air by tilting the glass lid,

which should be wiped dry every morning with a
sponge. Be careful when sowing not to scatter the
spores of more than one variety with the same feather,
and if possible let there be no other Ferns excepting
seedlings in the house where the pots are placed, else all

kinds of varieties will most certainly make their appear-
ance. Avoid setting the pots on soil or sand when
there is the least chance of worms finding their way
through the drainage, for a single worm will often
bring destruction to a whole batch of seedlings. This
mischief is obviated by baking the soil in the first

instance, and by setting the pots in zinc boxes. John
E. Mapplebeck.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—The heat and moisture requisite to swell

and ripen Pines perfectly during the short and sunless
days of the winter months, would prove detrimental to
the general stock of plants, especially at this season ;

wherever practicable I advise the fruiting plants to be
brought together in a house or pit having a plentiful
supply of heat at command, and where they can have
the advantage of all the light and sunshine possible.

These plants should be encouraged to swell the fruit

freely, by keeping the air in the house moderately
moist, with regular attention to watering. Sue, but
syringing Pine plants overhead should now be discon-
tinued. The temperature at night may range from 60°

to 70", and from 70° to 80° in the daytime
; give a

little air at So°, and close the house at the same tem-
perature, allowing an advance of 5° by sunshine.
During the winter period external influences should to

a great extent govern the internal temperatures of
forcing-houses. It is preferable to allow the heat in a
house to faU a few degrees during severe weather than

to persist in maintaining it exactly. See that ferment-
ing beds which have recently been renewed do not get
too hot ; lift the plants immediately the temperature
advances to 95°. Continue to treat successional plants
and suckers as before recommended. G. T. Miles.
Peaches and Nectarines.—If not already done,

no time should be lost in putting the early house in
order ; the walls should be washed with hot lime white-
wash, with a little sulphur stirred in it. Also prune the
trees : this, however, will hardly be required if the
trees were duly disbudded and regulated in the grow-
ing season. If insects infested the trees they should be
dressed with a solution of about 6 oz. of Gishurst Com-
pound to a gallon of boiling soft water, and applied
with a p.ainter's brush. To make sure of missing no
portion of the shoots, sufficient clay may be added to
bring the solution to the consistence of thin paint.
Go over the trees a second time after the first

coating becomes dry, which will ensure every crevice in
the bark being thoroughly anointed with the mixture.
The trees should afterwards be re-tied, the worn-out
surface soil removed from the border, and a top-dressing
of either well-decayed manure or fibrous rich loam
applied. Where trees planted in fresh soil last season
have made too rank a gi'owth, they should be partially
lifted and root pruned. Wm. Gardiner.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Wall Fruit.—All vacancies on walls should now be

made good with healthy young trees. Before planting
all the worst soil should be removed from the old
borders, and replaced with good fresh turfy loam. If
the soil be of a clayey nature, very little dung should
be added to it ; but if the soil be of a sandy or gravelly
nature, with a porous subsoil, then a good portion of
rotten dung should be mixed with it for fruit trees of
all kinds. When planting trees in heavy, strong soils,

it is advisable to plant on hillocks raised a little above
the level of the surrounding soil, and, when planting
in gravelly soils, to plant a little below the level of the
surrounding surface, that the roots may get all the
moisture possible. These are little matters That require
attending to. Fruit trees in strong soils, particularly
Peaches, especially in seasons like the one just passed,
often make very luxuriant growth, which does not
always get properly matured, and the consequences are
failing crops the following year. By planting on
hillocks and confining the roots, less robust growth is

made, and the wood in ordinary seasons ripens pro-
perly. Fruit trees on poor hungry soils require liberal

treatment to induce them to make moderate growth,
and, as a rule, on these soils the wood gets properly
ripened, and there is a certainty of a crop, though the
fruit is not so large in general as from those on strong
soil. M, Saul, Stourton.

Hardy Fruit.—Continue to gather Pears and
Apples as they become fit. Look over those previously
stored, and pick out any bad ones there may be among
them. Quinces, Medlars, Walnuts and other nuts,
should now be gathered. Proceed with the planting of
fruit trees of all kinds. Take care the trees are lifted

and planted with as little injury to the roots as possible.
Avoid deep planting, and never plant when the soil is

wet. In planting, be careful to have the fine soil put
in among the roots, and tread it gently with the feet.

In exposed situations it will be necessary to place a
stake to each tree, to hold it upright until it shall have
taken firm root in the ground. M. Saul, Slourton.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Forcing Department.

—

Kidney Beans may now
be sown in 8-inch pots, well drained, and taken to the
forcing-house, to succeed those that were planted out
into pits some time ago. Take a supply of Endi-ji to
the Mushroom-house to blanch ; throw a mat over the
plants to exclude light. Take up a supply of Chicory,
and place six roots in lo-inch pots ; the number of
pots must be determined by the consumption ; cover
over these also with a mat to exclude light. Mustard
and Cress should be sown frequently and in quantity to
keep up the required supply. Where any pits or
frames are at liberty, they can be advantageously filled

up with Cauli/lo7vers just turning in ; also Lettuces and
Endive in a forward state. Carefully cover them up
in frosty weather, and they will be found very useful
in the winter season. D. L., Bloxholm.
Mushroom-house.—My last paper on this subject

was lost by some mistake or other, so that I am in
arrears. The first bed, spawned on September 16, is

producing Mushrooms now. I never care for seeing
them for from six to eight weeks. Mushrooms coming
quickly seldom last long. No fire must be used at
present, nor, indeed, until severe weather comes on. A
temperature of from 50° to 55° is quite heat enough.
The sides of the beds will require a slight sprinkling
with tepid water occasionally. This is a good time to
change the covering ; take all off (not forgetting the
woodHce), covering up again with clean straw. Another
bed will now have to be made for succession.
R. Gilbert.

Notices to Correspondents.
Growth of Potatos from the Interior op the
Old Tuber : R. Sorter. You will find at p. 103, of
our volume for 1870, an illustration of a similar occur-
rence in another kind of Potato.

Names of Fruits : J. G. Pears : 2, Colmar d'Ete ; 3, 7,
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Comte de Lamy ; 6, Flemish Beauty ; 8, Bezi de Ques-

50y ; 12, Urbaniste ; 10, Althorp Crassane.

—

Harrison
&> Sons. 2, Sack; 9, Winter Nelis probably; ir, Ne
Plus Meuris ; la, Marie Louise. We are unable to

recognise more of those sent. Fruits are this season

very much out of their usual character, so that it is

extremely difficult to make them out.

Names of Plants : Collector. 5, Selaginella delicatis-

sima ; 6, Selaginella Martensii flaccida.

—

Camjee. i,

Asplenium reclinatum ; 2, Asplenium flabellifolium.

—

y. W. Benthamia fragifera.

—

No Name, i, Cyr-
tomium caryotideum ; 2, Pterishastatamacrophylla ; 3,

Blechnum occidentale minus
; 4, Pteris treniula

; 5. Ad\-

antum assimile ; 6, Adiantum Capillus-Veneris.— IV. B]

I, Hydrangea nivea ; 2, Polygonum cuspidatum,

—

E. Ckeswrigkt and Old Subscriber. We cannot name
plants from leaves only.

—

E. C. D. D. Far beyond our
limit. Many labels detached, i, Davallia novge-

zelandias
; 3, Dennst^edtia nitidula ; 4, Nephrodium

molle; 7, Athyrium Filix-foemina Fieldise
; 9, Blechnum

occidentale ; 11, Nephrodium molle corymbiferum
;

14, Doodia caudata confluens ; 15, Goniophlebium
appendiculatum ; 17, Pteris tremula ; 18, Lastrea
dilatata dametorum ; 20, Athyrium strigillosum.

Pampas Grass : G. F. M. Doubtful, but the experi-

ment might be worth trying. All would depend on the
shelter in the covert.

Pears Spotted : A. G. G. The spotting and cracking
of your Pears is due to the peculiarity of the season and
the condition of your tree. It has been too cold and
too wet for the roots. The variety is more susceptible

in that respect than some others.

Catalogues Received:—William Knight (Hailsham,
Sussex), General Catalogue of Nursery Stock.—Thomas
Perkins (Northampton), Trade Catalogue of Nursery
Stock.—R. & J. Tucker (Farringdon, Berks), Catalogue
of Forest, Fruit, and Select Ornamental Trees, &c.)

—

E. P. Francis & Co. (Hertford), Descriptive Catalogue
of Roses.—Eugene Vcrdier (3, Rue Dunois, Gare d'lvry,

Paris), Catalogues of Roses and Gladioli.

Communications Received.—T. B.—H. J. M.—W. B. L.-
W. C.-Veritas.—A. H. A. C—R. G. 1.—J. H. L.—J. F.-
W. E.—B. and T.—A. F.—W. D.

arKds.
COVENT GARDEN— Oct. i3.

Very little variation has occurred here during the week.
Hothouse Grapes and Pines and late Peaches are quite
sufficient for the trade.

Fruit.

AppleSjp. \ sieve

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per 100
Melons, each
Nuts, Cob, p. lb.

s. d. s. d.

. 2 o to 3 o
. 30 — 60
, 7 o — 10 o
20 — 50

. .. — I 6

s. d. s. d.

Plums, per J- sieve.. 4 6 to 7 o
Peaches, per doz. ..10 o — 15 o
Pears, per doz, . . 20 — 40
Pinc-apples, per lb. 50— 80

s. d.

Artichokes,green, ca. o 3
Beet, per doz. ..10-
Broccoli, brown, bun. i 6
Cabbages, perdoz.. . lo
Cardoons, each .. ..

Carrots, p. bunch . . .

.

Cauliflowers, p. do?. 2 o
Celery, per bundle . 1 o
Cucumbers, each ..03
French Beans, per

A sieve ..40
Herbs, per bunch ..02
Horse Radish, p. bun. 3 o-

Potatos—Round, js.

Vegetables.

s. d. s. d. s. d.

Leeks, per bunch . . o 2to o 4
Lettuces, perscore. . i o— 2 o
Mushrooms, p. pott. 1 6— 2 6
Onions, per bunch ..o 3— o 6
Parsley, p. bunch . . o 2— o 6
Radishes, p" bunch 02 — .,

Salsafy, per bun — 2 c
Scorzonera, per bun. . . — 20
Shallots, per lb. .. o 6— ..

Spinach, per i sieve 1 o— i 6
Tomatos, p. doz. , . i o— 2 o
Turnips, p. bun. . . o 3— o 4

to o 6— 30
— 20
~ * 3

— 06
— 60
— 20
— o g

-60
-04
-50
, to 9^, per cwt. ; Kidneys, js. od.

to gs. do.

Cut Flowers.

s.d. s.d.
Anemones, p. 12 bun. 3 oto 4 o
Blue Cornflower, p.

12 bun. . . .... — 40
Camellias, p. doz. , . 60 — 90
Carnations, p. bunch 40 — 60
Chrysanthemum,bun. .. — 06
Clove Carnations^ p.

12 bun. . . ..40—60
Gardenias, p. doz. . . 30 — 60
Heartsease, p. i2bun.i 6 — 30

s. d. s. d.

Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays to o 6
Mignonette, 12 bun, 16 — 30
Pelargoniums,Zonal,

p. 12 sprays .. 04 — o q
Roses, per doz. . . 1 o — 60
Stephanotis,i2Sprays6 o — 8 o
SweetPeas.p. i2bun. 2 o — 40
Violets, p. 12 bun. .. i — i 6

Plants in Pots.
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SALES BY AU CTION.
Dutch Bulbs for Autumn Planting.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covcnt Garden. W.C, eveo'

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY duriiie October,

al half-past 13 o'clock precisely. Importations of First-Llass

HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES, and other BULBS, just

arrived from well-known Farms in Holland, in Lots to suit large and

small Growers-
On view the mornings ot Sale, and Cata^ogues^hadL

Dunford Nursery, near Woking Station,
SOUTH-WESTERN RAlL\VAY. SURREY.

ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE SALE of LARGE QUANTITIES of

USEFUL NURSERY STOCK.

MR. W. ABRAHAM has received instructions from
Messrs. Chapman & Chilly, Proprietors of the above (whose

Lease just expires), to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on
MONDAY, October 28, and three following days, at I3 o'CIock punc-
tually each day, without the LEAST RESERVE, the ENTIRE
STOCK of this NURSERY, consisting of many thousands of
Conifers, including Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thujopsis, some line

specimens, ^ to 10 feel, American and Chinese Arbor viia;, Araucaria,
Pinus austnaca. Larch, &c- ; also many thousands ol EVERGREENS,
as Common and Portugal Laurels, Green and Variegated Holly, English
Yew, Bcrberis. Privet. Green and Variegated Box, 6000 Rhododen-
drons, &c. : large quantities of Deciduous Trees, consisting of Poplars
of sorts, Maple, Sycamore, Lime, Horse and Spanish Chestnuts,
Mouniam Ash, Oak, Birch, Acacia, Ash, quantities of Worked
Thorns: with 100,000 FRUIT STOCKS, such as Brussels, Brompton,
Pear, Crab, Mussel, Cherry, Quince, &c. ; 30,000 Roses ofvarious kinds,

6soo Manctli Rose Stocks; 5000 Fruit 'rrces, including Pear, Apple,
Plum, Peach, Nectarine, Apricot, in Standard, Dwarf, and Trained
forms, and all of the most approved varieties by name. This Stock
has positively been all moved within the last two years, is healthy and
well rooted.
The Nursery is situated lU mile from the Woking, 3 miles from the

Cheitsey, and a miles from the Addlestone Stations, all on the South-
western Railway, each offering great facilities for transport to any
part of the country.
Now on view, and Catalogues maybe obtained, on the Premises,

the principal Inns of the neighbourhood, or of Mr. W. ABRAHAM,
Auctioneer and Valuer, Gotdworth Nurseries, Woking, Surrey.

In Liquidation.—Re Fowke.
HEATHROW, NEAR HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESEX.

A CAPITAL MARKET GARDEN, with RESIDENCE, BUILD-
INGS, and THIRTY ACRES ol RICH LAND.

MESSRS. BAKER and SONS will SELL by
AUCTION, on TUESDAY, October 29, at 12 for i o'CIock,

on the Premises, in one Lot, by direction of the Trustee, the VALU-
ABLE LEASE of an excellent MARKET GARDEN, comprising a
comfortable Residence, called Heathrow House, with Gardens,
Offices, Farm Buildings, and about THIRTY ACRES of highly pro-

ductive Market Garden Ground, partly planted with fine young Fruit
Trees, in full bearing; the whole held for an unexpired lemi of

27 years at a moderate rental, and conveniently situate, abutting on
Heathrow Road, about 2 miles from Feltham and 3% miles from
Hounslow Stations of South-Westcrn Railway ; with Possession.

N.B.—The Purchaser of the Lease will have the opportunity of

purchasing the Growing Crops, &c., at a \'aluation.

May be viewed. Particulars and Conditions of Sale had of
S. LAMB, Esq.. Solicitor, 35, Bedford Row, W.C; of Messrs.
GRAVES AND SON, Auctioneers, 44, Talbot Road, St Stephen's
Square, W. ; on the Premises ; and of Messrs. BAKER and SONS,
Kilburn, N.W.
Note—The FURNITURE, STOCK, and EFFECTS will be

SOLD on same day. See next Advertisement.

In Liquidation- Re Fowke.
HEATHROW HOUSE, H ARMi 'Nli^W "RTH, MIDDLESEX.

CAPITAL HOUSEILULD IL'kNiTUKK, STOCK, and ,.,,.

EFFECTS.
MESSRS. BAKER and SONS will SELL by

AUCTION, on TUESDAY, October 29, at 12 for i o'CIock, on
the Premises, by direction of the Trustee, the e-xcellent HOUSE-
HOLD FURNITURE, comprising the contents oi Three Sitting and
Five Bed-rooms, fine-toned Pianoforte (after Broadwood), Kitchen and
Culinary articles; also the outdoor STOCK and EFFECTS, consist-

ing of Three Cart-horses, well-bred Pony, Nag-horse, nearly new
Market Garden Van, Five Carts, Shed on wheels, Five Pigs, Harness,
I'oultry, and numerous useful effects.

May be viewed the day prior to Sale, Catalogues had of S, LAMB,
Esq ,Solicitor,35, Bedford Row, W.C; of Messrs. GRAVES AND SON,
Auctioneers, 44, Talbot Road, St. Stephen's Square, W. ; and of

Messrs BAKER and SONS, Kilburn, W.
N OTE.—The LEASE of the Property will be SOLD on the same day.

(See preceding advertisement.)

Northampton.
CLEARANCE SALE of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.

To NOBLEMEN. GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, MARKET
GARDENERS, and OTHERS ENGAGED in PLANTING.

IMPORTANT NOTICE of a SERIES of SALES of VALUABLE
NURSERY STOCK.

MR. W.J. PEIRCE is instructed by Mr. Frederick
Perkins, in consequence of the expiration of the lease of his

Bedford Road Nurseries, to DISPOSE OF by AUCTION, in a
Series of Sales, to be held at convenient intervals, the whole of the
VALUABLE NURSERY STUCK, The FIRST SALE will be
held on the Premises, Bedford Road Nurseries, Northampton,
OCTOBER 24, at 11 o'CIock, and will comprise—

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, viz. :—
300,000 Transplanted Quick or Whitethorn.
500,000 Larch Fir, averaging from 1J5 to 4% feet,

300,000 Spruce Fir, averaging from t^^ to 3J4 feet
100,000 Scotch Fir, averaging from i to aj^ feet.

100,000 Pinus austriaca, averaging from i to 2% feet.

200,000 English Oaks, averaging from s}-^ to 6 feet.

Birch, Beech, Hornbeam, Spanish and Horse Chestnut, &c.
ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS.

Many thousands, consisting of Ccdrus Deodara, Wellingtoniaa,
Thujopsis borealis, Thuja Lobbii, Thuja aurea, Cupressus Lawsoniana,
green and variegated Hollies, Juniperus chinensis, Junipcrus vir-

giniana; Chinese, Siberian, and American Arbor-vitse ; Portugal and
Common Laurels, Laurustinus, Bays, Bcrberis Aquifolia, English and
Irish Yews, Aucuba japonica, &c.

STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES,
For Avenue or Ornamental Planting, averaging from 6 feet to 10 feet,

viz, :—Acacia, Birch, Beech (copper and plain). Poplars, Laburnums,
Spanish and Horse Chestnuts, Sycamores, English and other kinds of
Elms, Planes, Scarlet and other Thorns, Flowering Almonds, &c.

FRUIT TREES.
5000 Standard Apples, Pears, Plums, Damsons, &c,
Riany thousands of dwarf-trained Peaches.
Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Pears, and Cherries.
Gooseberry and Currant Trees, Raspberry Canes.
Rhubarb and Scakale Roots, &c

In addition to the above named, there is a large quantity of other
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &c. , which are too numerous to mention
in an Advertisement, but which will be fully described in Catalogues.
To those engaged in planting this Sale presents an opportunity of

purchasing seldom to be met with, from the fact of the whole of^the
stock being in the best possible condition for removal, having been
frequently transplanted, and of sizes suitable for immediate effect or
for extensive plantations.
Catalogues on the Premises, or of the Auctioneer, Domgate,

Nonhampton.

Orchids.

MR. H. M. KETTELWELL wUl SELL by
AUCTION, at his Rooms, 22, King Street, Covent Garden,W C, on WEDNESDAY, October 30, a COLLECTION of ESTAB-

LISHED ORCHIDS, consisting of Aeridcs, Saccolabiums,
Dendrobiuras, Lycastes, Epidendrums, Cypripediums, Oncidiums, &a
Catalogues in due time of H, M. KETTELWELL, 22, King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C.

To Gentlemen engaged in Planting, the Trade, and
OTHERS.

MR. H. M. KETTELWELL will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Rooms, 23, King Street, Covent Garden,

W.C, on THURSDAY, October 31, a quantity of FRUIT TREES,
Standard and Dwarf ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, and other
EVERGREENS, DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, &c. Lotted to suit the
Trade and private buyers.
Catalogues in due time of H. M. KETTELWELL, 22, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C » 1 &

Tooting, S.W.
IMPORTANT SALE of EXTRA THRIVING YOUNG

NURSERY STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr. R. Parker to SELL by AUCTION, w;ithout

reserve, on the Premises, Exotic Nurserj', Tooting, Surrey, 13 minutes
wnlk from the Tooting Station, on MONDAY and TUESDAY,
October 38 and 21), at it for 13 o'CIock precisely e.ich day, many
thousands of VALUABLE EXTRA NURSERY STOCK, remark-
ably well grown, and in excellent condition for removal, comprising
7000 choice Evergreen and Conifera: Shrubs, in specimen t)orders,

admirably adapted for effective planting, including the choicest of

Piceas, 'Phujas, and Pinus; fine Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thujopsis,

Wellingtonias, Arbutus, Aucubas, Variegated and Green Hollies,

Portugal LaureN, &c. ; also a large quantity of handsome Specimen
Coniferas, beautifully grown and symmetrically formed; well furnished

Spruce Firs, 2 to 4 feet ; 500 Rhododendrons, well set with buds ; bushy
Green Hollies. Liguslrum, 1000 Berbcris, Euonymus, Common Laurels,

Laurustinus, English Yews, Standard Acacia inermis, and other choice
Ornamental Trees ; 300 fine Standard and Dwarf Roses, including the

most approved kinds ; clean-grown Fruit Trees, mostly in fruit-

bearing condition, consisting of Standard, Pyramid, and Dwarf-trained
Apples, Pears, Cherries, and Plums ; likewise 1000 Spiraea japonica,

strong clumps of Lily of the Valley, Pampas Grass, Yuccas ;
together

with a collection ol Hardy Climbing Plants, and an assortment of the

best-known Succulents, &c.
May be viewed three days prior to the Sale, Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, as above.

Chelmsford.
GREAT CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE N URSERY STOCK,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are favoured
with instructions from the E.xcculors of the late Mr. J. Salt-

marsh, deceased, to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the
Springfield Nursery, opposite the Gaol, Chelmsford, Essex, on
MONDAY and TUESDAY, October a8 and 29, at 11 for 12 o'CIock
precisely, without reserve, in consequence of the expiration of the

lease of this branch Nursery, the whole of the VALUABLE NUR-
SERY STOCK, consisting of a large assortment of beautifully grown
Evergreens and Conifera;, including 5000 Laurels, both Common and
Portugal, the latter being unusually hnc ; 3500 Spruce Firs, 2000 fine

Austrian and Scotch Pines^ Abies Douglasii, Thuja Lobbii, compacta,
chinensis and aurea; Variegated Green Hollies, 300 handsomely fur-

nished Siberian Arbor-vitie,a quantity of handsome specimen Conifera:,

also large bushy Aucubas, Rhododendrons, Berbcris, 200 Sweet Bays,
10,000 Privet, 3500 Box of sorts. Tree Paronies, a quantity of Orna-
mental Trees and Deciduous Shrubs, a capital assortment ol line

Fruit Trees and Standard and Dwarf Roses, together with a quantity

of pot Vines, and a few GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

of Messrs. J. SALTMARSK and SON, Moulsham Nurseries,
Chelmsford, and of the Anctionccrs and ^'aluers.

New Wandsworth, S.W.
UNRESERVED SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr W. Hooper to SELL by AUCTION, on the
Premises, St. John's Hill Nursery, New Wandsworth, five minutes'
walk from Clapham Junction Station, on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY, October 30 and 31. at 12 o'CIock precisely each day,
without reserve, the whole of the VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK,
consisting of a choice assortment of Evergreen and Coniferac Shrubs,
admirably adapted for the London suburbs, including 500 Aucubas, i

to 2;^ feet; 1500 bushy Green Box, 1% to 3*^ feet; 300 Arbor-vita of

sorts, Cedrus Deodara, and others ; 2000 bushy Common Laurels,
2000 Green Euonymus, 2 to 4 feet ; loooGreen and Variegated Hollies,

1500 Privet, Pinus, Thujopsis, &c. ; also a large quantity of Orna-
mental Trees of various sorts, comprising fine Turkey Oaks, 1000

Poplars, Chestnuts, Laburnums, Limes, &c.
;
5000 choice Fruit Trees,

v\z.. Standard Apples, Pears, 1000 fine Standard, Pyramid, and Dwarf-
trained Cherries, 1000 Gooseberries, Currants, Sic. ; Standard and
Dwarf Roses in fine variety.
On view two days prior to Sale. Catalogues, now ready, maybe

had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, as above.

M
Upper Clapton.

IMPORTANT SALE of THRIVING NURSERY STOCK.
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Strawberry Cottage

Nurserj', Brook Street, Upper Clapton, E-, on FRIDAY, November i,

at II lor 12 o'clock precisely, by order of Messrs. J. Offord & Son,

without reserve, a portion of their VALUABLE NURSERY
STOCK, containing of a useful and varied assortment of Shrubs,
particularly suitable for the London suburbs, including 2000 Aucubas
18 inches to 4 feet, many of which are large and handsome plants ;

Chinese and Siberian Arbor-vita;, 3 to 7 feet ; Green and Variegated
Box, bushy and Common and Portugal Laurels, Euonymus of sorts,

500 fine hybrid and pontica Rhododendrons, 2 to 4 feet, beautifully

set with bloom buds ; large Green Hollies, Sweet Bays^ &c ; handsome
Standard and Dwarf Roses, best varieties, 1000 climbing Roses, Irish

Ivies, in pots; selected Fruit Trees, consisting of clean grown
Standard Apples, Pears, &c., with a few Vines, in pots.

May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on the
Premises, and of ine Auctioneers as above.

Loughton. Essex.
EXTENSIVE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

IMPORTANT to the TRADE, and other LARGE CONSUMERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are favoured

with instructions from the Proprietor to SELL by AUCTION,
on the Premises, Sale Nursery, Loughton, 10 minutes' walk from the
Loughlon Station (Great Eastern Railway), on MONDAY, Novem-
ber 4, and three following days, at 12 o'CIock precisely each day, a
portion of the land being required for building purposes, a large por-

tion of the VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, which extends over
33 Acres, and is in the finest possible condition, having been
continually transplanted.

Full particulars next week.

Planting Season.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE of FORTHCOMING

AUCTION SALES of NURSERY STOCK, to be conducted
by MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS :—

NOVEMBER it to 13,—On the Premises, WOODHAM NUR-
SERY, near Addlestone, by order of Mr. J. F. Meston.

NOVEMBER 14 and 15.—On the Premises, the NURSERIES, West
Dulwich, by order of Messrs, F. & A. Smith.

M
Braintree.

SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.
R. L. S. WOODTHORPE has received instruc-
tions to SELL by AUCTION, upon the Premises, the Nursery,

Coggeshall Road, and Hoppit Nursery, Notlcy Road, Braintree, on
THURSDAY and FRIDAY, October 24 and 25, at 11 o'Cloct

day, the whole of the healthy well-grown NURSERY STOCK, com-
prising a good assortment of many thousands of choice Coniferse,
Ornamental Standard Trees and Shrubs, Forest Trees of al! sizes.

Fruit Trees in great variety. Standard and Dwarf Roses, Rhododen-
drons, 100,000 strong Quick, fire. ; also Four well-built Greenhouses,
heated by Hot Water ; Lean-lo pit, 40 feet long ; a number of 2 and 3
light Cucumber Frames, Garden Tools, Thermometers, Pruning and
Budding Knives, quantity of Manure, together with the whole of the
miscellaneous effects upon the Premises.
May be viewed one week prior to day of Sale. Catalogues had on

the Premises, and free by post from the Auctioneer, the Munro
Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

Stoke Newlngton, N.
To GENTLEMEN, NURSERY.MEN, FLORISTS, BUILDERS,

and OTHERS.— PEREMPTORY CLEARANCE SALE, the
Land being immediately required for Building Purposes.

MR. J. A. SMITH is instructed by Messrs. G. & T.

Goshawk to SELL by AUCTION, on the Ground known as
Woodberry Down Nursery, Woodberry Down, Seven Sisters Road,
close to the Manor House Tavern, Finsbury Park, and within a few
minutes' walk of the direct Tramway route to Holloway, City, &c.,
on THURSDAY, October 31, at la o'CIock, the GENUINE
NURSERY STOCK, comprising nearly 2000 Standard and
Pyramidal Apple and Pear Trees, including Cellini, Manx CodUn,
Ribston Pippin, Scarlet Nonpareil, Hawthorndcn, Blenheim Pippin,
Duchessd'Angoulfime, Jargonelle, BeurrfiClairgeau, &c. ; 600 Laurels,
various; 600 Euonymus, Silver and Plain

|
400 Box Trees, 400 Arbor-

vitas, 300 Aucubas, 300 Green Holly, 50 Irish Junipers, 50 Cupressus
Lawsoniana, about 100 Standard Roses of choice kinds. Silver Birch,
Chestnuts, Oval-leaved Privets^ and the remaining carefully-selected
Stock, as lotted and described in Catalogue.
^Iay be viewed the day preceding, ana morning of Sale. Catalogues

at the place of Sale ; and by Post, on application to the Auctioneer,
Hammersmith, W.

Ludlow.
IN THE ESTATE of SAMUEL COX, in LIQUIDATION.
VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK and GREENHOUSES.

MESSRS. GILES and MILLWARD will SELL by
AUCTION, on the PemiBcs, in Upper Ciolford, Ludlow, on

WEDNESDAY, October 33, at 12 o'clock at Noon, subject to the
Conditions of Sale to be then produced.
Lot 1—The whole of the valuable and extensive NURSERY

STOCK, now growing, and being in the Nurscr\', Upper Gaolford,
extending over 3J4 acres, and comprising a first-class assortment of
Forest, Fruit, and Ornamental Trees, Snrubs, Floral and Culinary
Plants; and Tools.
Lot 2.—FIVE GREENHOUSES, comprising Vinery, two Span-

Houses, two Cucumber-Houses, three Span Propagating Pits, and
two Lean-to Pits, Frames, &c.

Also, at 2 o'clock on the same day, the whole of the valuable
HOUSEHOLD GOODS and FURNIPURE, SEEDS, and other
effects of the said debtor, at the Bull Ring, Ludlow.

Full Descriptive Catalogues of the Nurscrv Stock and Greenhouses
arc in course of preparation, and may be had on application to the
Auctioneers, or to Mr. MAKSTON, Solicitor, Ludlow.

Seed Wheat from the Chalk,
And SOUTH of ENGLAND.

Dry, and carefully selected samples of SEED CORN.

RAYNBIRD, caldecott, bawtree,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Office, Basingstoke, and 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C.

Samples and prices post free on application.

Chidham, I Rough Chaff White, I Pedigree Hunter's White,
White Trump, Browick Red, Red Lammas,
Golden Drop, I

Red Nursery, |
Shcrriff's,

And other approved varieties of Seed Wheat.
Prize Medals.— 1851, for Wheat

;

1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."
Paris Universal Exhibition, 1867, Silver Medal in Class 67 for

Cereals ; Bronze Medal in Class 43 for Seeds.

HE iTONDON MANURE COMPANYT
Have now ready f^or delivery, in fine ciry condition

—

WHEAT MANURE, for autumn sowing.
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, Genuine

PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.
116, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

rpHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
JL (Incorporated bv Special Acts of Parliament.)

DRAINAGE, RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &c.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above

purposes, without investigation of title.

For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.
RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. i, Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster. S.W.

THE TWENTY-THIRD ROYAL BERKSHIRE
ROOT SHOW will be held in MESSRS. SUTTON'S NEW

LARGE WAREHOUSES, READING, on SATURDAY, Novem-
ber 23, when PRIZES amounting to upwards of EIGHTY POUNDS
will be awarded for the best specimens of MANGELS, SWEDES,
TURNIPS, KOHL RABI, PuTATOS, &c,, including a ^lo los.

Silver Cup for the best 24 specimens of SUTTON'S CHAMPION
SWEDES, with £%, £3, and £2 for the next best specimens; and a

ZS 5'- Silver Cup (ofTered by Messrs. Griffin, Wolverhampton) for the

best Collection of ROOTS. For complete particulars apply to

SUTTON AND SONS, Reading, Berks^^

THE BIRMrNGHAivrCATTLE AND POULTRY
SHOW.—The TWENTY-FOURTH GREAT ANNUAL

EXHIBITION will be held in Bingley Hall on NOVEMBER 30 and
DECEMBER 2, 3. 4, ar d 5, when PRIZES amounting to TWO
THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED AND SEVENTY -FIVE
POUNDS will be awarded in the following Divisions :

—

Fat CATTLE £^3* os. od.

Fat SHEEP 334 o
Fat and Store PIGS 137 o o
ROOTS (including POTATOS) and CORN 104 o o
POULTRY and PIGEONS .. ,. 770 o o

Including 100 SILVER CUPS and MEDALS.
No Prizes will be awarded for Implements; but space will be

reserved on the Ground Floor and in the Galleries for Seedsmen's
Stalls, Samples of Artificial Manures, Agricultural and Horticultural
Implements, and other articles used in connection thcrewitlt.

ENTRIES CLOSE on FRIDAY, November i.

JOHN B. LYTHALL, Secretary.

39, New Street, Birmingham.

MITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW.—
The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and PIGS

will be held at the AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON, on
MONDAY afternoon, December 9, and four following days.
Intending Exhibitors arc requested to apply for Ccrlificatc Forms

by the reference letters as under :

—

CATTLE.—Form A. For an OX or STEER (in any Class).

„ B. For a COW or HEIFER (in any Class).

,, C. For a BEAST in Extra Stock
SHEEP. „ D. For a Pen of Three WETHERS.

„ E. For a Pen ot Three EWES.
„ F. For a Single WETHER SHEEP inExtraStocfc

PIGS. „ G. For a Pen of Three PIGS (in any Class).

„ H. For a Single PIG in Extra Siock.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER i.

Prize Lists, Forms of Certificates, and all information may be
obtained on application to Mr. DAVID PULLEN, Assistant Secre-
tary, at the Office of the Honorary Secretary, corner of Half-Moon
Street, Piccadilly, London, W
N.B.—All communications respecting the Show must be addressed

to the Assistant Secretary as above, and should bear outside the
words " Smithfield Club Show."

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1872.

THE cure of the Potato Disease is hope-

less. None of the so-called specifics are of

much or any avail. Cutting off the tops arrests

the growth of the tubers, but it does not stop

the disease ; on the contrary, they go on decay-

ing as before, not only with the tops off, but when
lifted clean out of the ground and stored in fresh

earth. Dustings of soot, sulphur, lime, even
chemical fumes, are equally unavailing. Once
the spot falls upon the crop, it is doomed ; not

that it is always wholly destroyed—far from it.

Terrible as the disease is, it seldom runs through
to the bitter end of total destruction ; amid tons

of rottenness, at the worst there is generally a
residue of sound tubers. The disease works and
ceases to work in obedience to laws of which we
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know but little : we neither comprehend nor

can control them The only forces that seem
able to cope with or check the disease are sudden
and complete climatic changes. As a genera]

rule, the disease comes on the heels of rain, and
it goes with settled dry weather. Could we
measure out the quantity of the rain, or command
the sun to shine at pleasure, doubtless we might

cure the Potato disease, but, as we cannot do

either, we must turn to the consideration of

preventive measures.

The more virulent and incurable any disease,

the more care we should exercise to keep out ot

its way. It is to change of place, of time, or of

condition, that we must look for deliverance from

the Potato disease. It is matter of experience

that were a change of place possible the disease

could be prevented. Under glass, the disease

can be avoided or brought on at pleasure. But
practically the place must remain the same. It

is impossible to grow our supplies under glass.

The open field or garden must continue to be the

Potato ground. Dry sweet soils, surface planting

with a ridge over the sets 9 inches or more in

depth, the disuse of rank manure in direct con-

tact with the sets, and other precautionary cul-

tural measures, may prove useful, but cannot
insure immunity from disease.

The question of time is the most vital one.

About six weeks between the middle of July and
the end of August may be designated as pre-

eminently the disease period. With this fact

couple another or two equally important. Potatos

quite ripe or crops very green are safe. A certain

state of growth, probably best defined as ap-

proaching maturity, seems necessary for the

development of the disease. On these corre-

lated facts we found the hope of saving the early

or late crops. The first may be harvested before

the disease comes, and the latter shunted, as it

were, into a green siding, while the disease

sweeps past. It is, however, the first plan that

is the most hopeful. Experience teaches the

possibility of ripening the early varieties by
July. Neither is there any lack of such sorts.

To specify only a few first and second earlies

—the Walnut-leaved, Mona's Pride, Ringleader,

and Gloucestershire, among kidneys ; and among
rounds the Early Oxford, Handsworth, Cold-

stream, and Dalmahoy are good first earlies.

With special preparation of the seed and foster-

ing culture, such varieties as the Early Rose,

Rivers' Royal Ashleaf, Berkshire Kidney (a sort

of early fluke and splendid Potato) and Haigh's

Seedling, among kidneys ; and Fortyfolds, King,

Flourball (white and red-skinned), and other

rounds might cither be harvested or so far

matured as to be disease-proof by the same
period. Most of these varieties, if stored in dry
earth, will keep good for the greater part of the

season. It is a fact established beyond all con-

troversy that Potatos stored before the disease

appears are safe, while those stored afterwards,

whether visibly affected at the time of storing or

not, dusted with lime, charcoal dust, sulphur,

aught else, or not, are not safe. Hence the super-

lative importance of growing the more early

varieties and good keepers ; thus may we save
our crops and cheat the disease of its prey.

Again, by planting early varieties late, say in

June, or growing the latest varieties, such as the

Regents, Manchester Blues, Pink-eyed Kidney,
flukes and Lapstones, late, planting in April

instead of March, the crop may possibly be
shunted, as we have said, out of the way of the
disease. We have observed the safety of late

crops for years, and during an extended Journey
through Scotland recently we were particularly

impressed with the difference in regard to time
of development of the disease in the two
countries.

In Scotland the disease seemed about a month
later than in East Anglia, corresponding, as near
as may be, to the differing stages of maturity of

the crops in those widely separated districts.

Even the most likely atmospheric conditions
seem powerless to induce disease till the suscep-
tible status bordering on maturity is reached.
More marvellous still, we have observed again
and again that by lifting some Potatos planted
in June, though the tops were stricken with the
disease (an unusual occurrence) the tubers were
safe and sound. And as the disease in an
average of seasons exhausts its strength in a
month or six weeks, there may be time after the
end of August to ripen the later crops before
winter. Doubtless the yield will not be so heavy
as from those planted earlier ; but the disease
has well nigh reduced us to a choice of evils, and

a light crop of sound Potatos is this year a great

success.

Our last preventive measure consists in effect-

ing certain changes in the condition of the Potato.

Time the crops, so that in the season of danger
they may be too ripe or too green for the disease

to hit. But we can do more than this. The best
physicians tell us that a well-balanced circulation

is the best antidote to disease. It keeps and
throws it off, like water from a duck's back.
Vigorous health in vegetable life has an analo-
gous resisting power. How is this to be pro-

duced ? Chiefly by greening our seed Potatos,

not in the ordinary way of spreading the tubers
on to the surface after they are ripened, but by
exposing them to the air a part or a whole of the

time they are growing. Grow the seed Potatos
in the air as much as in the earth. It is a curious

fact that green Potatos are generally disease-

proof. We should like to hear the expe-
rience of others on this point before affirm-

ing that they are always so. The greening effects

chemical changes, and renders the tubers unfit

for food. In doing so it seems to endow them
with new powers of growth. Greened tubers

throw up sturdy shoots almost like one's little

finger. This vigour is impaired by storing in

heaps and pits. Greened seed should be wintered

in single file in any frost-proof shed or building
;

the cooler the better if the frost is excluded.

The object is to keep the tubers from growing as

long as possible, so that they may be planted
with their tree-like shoots intact. This is not
always possible with the late varieties, but it is

with all the earlier, and is, in fact, the secret of

early harvesting ; a month or six weeks is gained
by carefully planting Potatos with their first

shoots entire. One, or at the most three shoots

to a set are ample ; all beyond that should be
rubbed off, or, better still, gouged out. A multi-

plicity of shoots is not only productive of a

succulency of growth that invites disease, but is

the cause of weakness, and the parent of small

Potatos. One shoot to a set is preferable to a
dozen, or half a dozen, and may yield a greater

weight, and of far higher quality. We conclude
by summarising our remarks into a single sen-

tence, thus :—To prevent the Potato disease,

grow only early and late varieties, and green all

the seed. F.

A MODERATE supply of English Wheat at

Mark Lane on Monday sold slowly, at a decline of Is.

on the previous Monday's prices, and Wednesd.iy's

sales showed a tendency towards further reduction.

At the Metropolitan Cattle Market on Monday
only choicest descriptions of beasts made late prices ;

trade in sheep was dull, at former quotations. At
Thursday's market the prices for beasts of Monday
were scarcely altered, but for sheep they were with
difficulty realised.

We regret to have to record the disappoint-

ment of our hopes by the appearance of the Cattle
Plague in two fresh localities, outside the original

infected area, which had its centre at Yapham. On
Friday, the nth inst., the disease appeared in two cows
belonging to Mr. G. Herbert Burnely, of Garrowby
Lodge Farm, in the parish of Bishop Wilton, five

miles from Pocklington. Both animals were shot on
that day, and on Saturday the 12th six more were
slaughtered on the same farm. The special importance
of this outbreak arose from the fact of it being more
than two miles from any previously infected place.

As it was taken in time, it was hoped that it would
spread no further. This expectation was disappointed,

as the pest broke out on Monday, the 14th, on a farm
more than two miles distant from Garrowby. The
first case was a cow belonging to Mrs. Dale, which died

on Tuesday the 15th. Another affected animal was
shot. Skirpenbeck is a village ten miles N.E. of York,
and 6 miles N. W. of Pocklington. It is two miles W.
of Garrowby Lodge Farm, where the last outbreak

occurred, and 2^ miles E. of .Stamford Bridge, the

high road from York to Driffield passing through

the township of Skirpenbeck and the farm of

Garrowby. A new infected area will have to be pro-

claimed immediately, and it will include from Skirpen-

beck as a centre, with a radius of a mile, and part of

the townships of Bugthorpe, Skirpenbeck, Youlthorpe,

Full Sutton, and BuUercrambe, districts abounding

with dairy cattle and young stock. The circumstances

are most perplexing to the local authority. Their

labours are great, and of a most anxious character.

No sooner do they appear to have the enemy hemmed
in, and to be about at one blow to consummate their

work of stamping out, than, Tantalus-like, they are

doomed to see him appear again in another place.

We learn from a Berlin correspondent that Ger-
many, which 20 years ago drew nearly her whole
demand of locomotives and machines from Great
Britain, Belgium, and the United States, is now a large

exporter of them. Since then railways have largely

continued to developc, and although tliese have

depopulated the agricultural districts, and overlluwed
the great centres with an ill-paid and badly-nourished

proletarian crowd, still Germany has to be grateful to

her great railway builders in many respects, not least

so for their enabling her to make her machinery at

home, and even to work in this line for Russia,

Turkey, Austria, &c. A commercial review of the

Zollverein has now made its appearance, in which the

rise of home produce and the varying state of the iron

trade since 1865 are plainly visible. We there find the

following statements as to machines :

—

These figures between 1866 and 1870 plainly expose
a rise of 27. i per cent, in the \ .mportat ion of iron

and ironware, which, however, will be somewhat
mitigated by the fact that since 186S the German
confederacy has likewise increased by the annexation
of the duchies (Schleswig and Holstein), Lauenburg,
Mecklenburg, and the free town of Lubeck. At and
in the same time the exportation of iron goods has
comparatively increased nearly 200 per cent. The con-

sequence is, that whilst Germany was still in the want
of foreign aid for her own demand up to 1S67, at

present she disposes of these imported machines
together with no less than 135,146 cwt. of her own
produce to foreign parts. In llie last year, 1871,

there is again a rise of importation to the amount of

34,000 cwt. ; this, however, we cannot as yet put in

balance with the amount exported, nor need we
wonder in the least if there should be a temporary
decrease of exportation from Germany, as, what with

the war and the development of home manufacture,

her own demand was too great for allowing all the

foreign commissions to be dealt with. The importa-

tion of locomotives, tenders, .and boilers, went
down in iS70to 54 per cent, of the amount imported
in 1866, having been 52,585 cwt. then, and 23,154
cwt. in 1870. The exportation, on the other hand,

has risen from 28,561 cwt. to 87,715 cwt., Russia,

Austria, and Poland being the chief consumers,
whilst the Netherlands, Switzerland, Sweden,
and Norway, &c., add their part. As to loco-

motives, Germany drew 24,024 cwt. above the

export from England and America in the year

i865, whilst in 1S70, 64,561 cwt. were plus on the

side of export. Machines, consisting of wood like-

wise, present a rise in this direction, 19,121 cwt. being
supplied in 1866, and 28,692 cwt. in 1S70 from foreign

countries, against an exportation of 7203 and 37,691
cwt. respectively. .Still more favourable we find the

notes on cast-iron machines, the importation of which
rose from 124,288 cwt. in 1S66 to nearly 192,815
cwt. in 1870 ; whilst the exportation gained about 321
per cent., growing from only 61,457 cwt. to so much
as 253,465 within the same period of four years, which
will yield a plus-import of 3000 tons for the one
extreme against a plus-export to the same amount for

the other. Here, too, the Netherlands and Hamburgh,
with 2000 tons each ; Switzerland and France, with 1000

tons each ; and Bremen and Belgium with 500 tons,

range as importing parts against Austria with 6000
tons, the Baltic ports with 2500 tons, Russia and
Poland with 1500 tons, as consuming parts. Wrought-
iron and steel machines, on the other hand, Germany,
owing to the want of the pure raw iron fit for the

fabrication of steel, and perhaps to her huge demands
of steel for the army, still is backward in producing at

home. Importations of steel machines rose from

27,962 cwt. to 41,098 ; whilst exportation has even

lost, sinking from 46,293 cwt. to 37,339 cwt. in the

years from 1S66 to 1870, the respective countries being

the same as above, even as to the relative amounts
exported and imported.

The extent of the FooT-AND-MouTH Disease,
and the liability to it of all classes of farm stock, may be
gathered from the following returns for the past quarter,

as issued at Dorchester this week :—Attacked, 17,120
cattle, 69,489 sheep, 4439 swine—total number of

attacks, 91,048. There were 120S outbreaks, and
the animals that died numbered 1 174, including 235
cattle, 38 sheep, and 901 swine. The last weekly
return shows that during the past week there were 18

fresh outbreaks in Dorchester division, 6 1 farms

affected, 878 head of cattle diseased, 4658 sheep,

119 swine; 3 cattle and 31 swine died. Sherborne

division—4 fresh outbreaks, 45 farms, 312 cattle, 139
sheep, 48 swine. Blandford division— i fresh attack,

53 farms, 154 cattle, 2367 sheep, 27 swine ; i beast,

I sheep, and 1 1 swine died. Cerne Abbas division

—

4 fresh attacks, 41 farms, 87 cattle, 2470 sheep, 48
swine. Shaftesbury division—3 fresh attacks, 19

farms; 59 cattle, 30 sheep, 12 swine. Sturminster

division—4 fresh attacks, 46 farms
; 305 cattle, 57^

sheep, 136 swine ; 6 cattle and 9 swine died. Ware-
ham division—3 fresh attacks, 15 farms ; 152 cattle,

325 sheep, 28 swine. Wimbornc division—6 fresh
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attacks, 47 farms ; 132 cattle, 444 sheep, 19 swine.

Bridport division—22 fresh attacks, 143 farms ; 1300

cattle, 3984 sheep, 201 swine; I beast and S swme

died.

—— We take the following paragraph from the

columns ol Bi-.'l's IfWHy Masoi^er:—
" At a meeting of the Council of the Lincolnshire Agri-

cultural Society, held at Lincoln on October 11, the con-

tinued eftorts of the Royal Agricultur.al Society of England

to prevent the adulteration of feeding stuffs and manures

were tal<en into consideration, and the Council were of

opinion that that Society had thereby rendered most

valuable service to the cause of agriculture generally.

They, therefore, unanimously determined to ofter a con-

tribution of jf 100 towards the expenses incurred in defend-

ing the action of Kidd v. Royal Agricultural Society of

England at the recent .-\ssizes at Leeds, .as a proof of the

importance which they attaclied, and the moral support

which they desired to accord, to a continuation of the

course pursued in this matter by the Royal Agricultural

Society. We shall be glad to see other societies follow

this e.xample."

During the past week the Annual Harvest
F^TE has been held at the Crystal Palace. The great

feature of the feter was, as usual, the harvest trophy

reared in the northern nave by Messrs. Sutton
& Sons, of Reading, wlio have in several past years

made similar exhibitions. The trophy is about 50 ieet

long by 20 feet wide, and at its centre it attains a very

considerable height. Sheaves of Wheat, Barley, Oats,

and other products are tastefully arranged all round the

trophy, with, among other numerous things, the

choicest specimens of fruits and vegetables, seeds and

grasses. At the base are exhibited immense Turnips,

Carrots, Onions, Cucumbers, and Vegetable Marrows,

and all kinds of Hyacinths, bulbs, and roots. Other

exhibitors have sent specimens of grasses, and a variety

of agricultural and gardening implements, which also

had a lull share of attention from the visitors.

Our Belfast correspondent writes as follows :—

"Owing to the continuous and heavy rains, the corn

harvest of 1872 will long be remembered as an expensive

and difficult one to secure, in many cases the housing of

grain was neglected to get in the Flax crop, and the

result must be a considerable loss both in the quality and

quantity of the produce ; indeed, there are some crops as

yet uncut, and these may be regarded as entirely lost.

Of Wheat and Barley but little is grown in these parts,

and the loss therefore will not be severely or generally felt.

Not so with Oats. This is essentially an Oat producing

country, and the wet weather has caused the destniction

of a great portion of the yield. The grain this season was

plump, with head heavy, and the crop so thick on the

ground that, in County Tyrone for instance, every field

when in stook appeared as if the crop of another field

had been added to it. Large quantities, stiU uncarried,

have sprouted in the stook, and the straw is so far

saturated as to be totally unfit for fodder. A large

breadth of land was sown with Turnips, and farmers

everywhere have good reason to be pleased with that

crop, as there is a marked absence of ' patchiness,
'
and

the roots are sound. As previously intimated, there has

never been a finer or heavier yield of Flax ; and though

the area taken up with it has been so small, it is esti-

mated that the supplv of fibre will be fully double that of

the previous season.' There was a superabundant hay

harvest—perhaps the heaviest cut on record, and most of

it was admirably secured. The after-grown, too, on

high-lying lands, is lu-xuriant."

OUJi LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

On Wednesday, the 9th inst., Mr. Thornton

disposed of the principal portion of the Rougholm herd

of Shorthorns, late the property of Mr. Caddy, J. P.,

consisting of between 50 and 60 head of cows, heifers,

and bulls. The herd was one of the oldest in Cumber-

land, and has been raised and fostered and tirought to

its present state simply with a desire to develope the

highest milking and breeding properties of the bovine

race. The late Mr. Caddy was long noted as one of

the leading agriculturists in the county, and, as we
stated last week, a man of singularly sound judgment

as regards cattle ; yet he seems to have entertained an

aversion to breeding for show purposes, or with a view

to fancy prices. Although possessed of some of the best

stock in the county, his name never appeared except at

the head of the show lists—viz., as a judge, and as

such his decisions were seldom impeached. Rougholm
is situated in a wild, mountainous country in Eskdale,

and since 1829 Mr. Caddy has been adding good
blood to his stock by the purchase of well-bred sires,

of late years of the Booth strain, the latest being Mr.

Torr's Waterloo Cherry (27,763), which was in-

cluded in the sale. The heifers are principally served

by Sultan (30,088), a yearling bull bought at the

Beeston sale, bred by the late Mr. Pawlett, by his

Prince Alfred, from the celebrated cow, Rost of

Promise, of the "Mantalini" tribe. The principal

portion of the herd consisted of the "Givynne" tribe,

with a few " Roseberrys" and "Gullivers," and from

their hardy training will be likely to improve in

more congenial soils. They have been noted for

their regular breeding and great milking properties,

The sale was attended by about 400 persons. Mr.

R. JeBerson, of Preston Hows, presided at the

luncheon, and proposed the memory of the late Mr.
Caddy, and also the health of Mr. H. Caddy, the pre.

sent occupier, and " Success to the Sale." At the ring

side Mr. Thornton descanted on the hardy nature of

the herd, into which foot-and-mouth or other disease

had never entered, and characterised it as one of the

best in the county. We subjoin a list of prices and
purchasers ;

—

Name of Animal.
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Rent, taxes, the cost of manure, labour wages,

all expenses connected with drying, storing, carrying,

and selling Hops have advanced at least 20 per

cent, in the last three years, yet the merchants
are ofiering lower prices for them than those which
held when the expenses were much less, and when
there were large stocks of old Hops. The merchants

are so few that they virtually have a monopoly, and
the brewers are to a great extent guided by their advice

as to when and how to purchase their stocks, and this

year they are holding off from purchasing unusually

long. The needy growers, and those in the Weald of

Kent and Sussex, have cleared out of an immense
quantity of Hops at low prices. The Mid and East

Kent growers, on the other hand, are not inclined to

take the 6gures offered, and seem determined to stand

out, especially if their Hops are good and principally

Goldings. There is no doubt that there is a large bulk

of Hops, though chiefly of common and inferior kinds,

pressing upon the market, interfering with and keeping
down the prices of better sorts. German markets are

firm, particularly for choice qualities, which are com-
paratively few and far between, as in England. It is

imagined that prices will improve for all good Hops in

Germany, as there has been hitherto a slight panic,

and sales have been somewhat forced, as it was thought

at one time that there was a great over-production
this year, whereas it is now discovered that the

supply is not nearly so large as that of 1867, 1S68,

and 1870, while the production of beer is very much
increased. The Hop acreage of England is again
increasing. The short crop of 1S71, and the good
prices obtained for it, induced farmers to plant

somewhat recklessly ; and it will be seen that the num-
ber of acres returned to the Board of Trade for next

year's statistics will be quite 64,000, as in 1867 and 186S.

By tracing the variations in the plantation back for some
years, it seems it will appear that they have been many
and curious, and that increase in the number of acres

under cultivation has generally immediately followed
years of short produce, and I'ice Z'ersd ; for example,
the acreage in 1812 was 38,700 acres, and in 1S19 it

had advanced to 5^,014 acres, the average price of

Hops for these eight years having been ^ 10 is. per
cwt., while in one of these years (1816) they brought

/13 13J., and in the other (1817) ;i^27 per cwt. For
three or four years after prices were about £4 per
cwt., and the acreage dwindled down to 41,458,
rising again in 1823, 1S24, 1S25, 1S26, to 50,471, for

which years the average price was ;^ii per cwt. After

the high prices of 1853 and 1854, viz,, ;^ii iij-. and
;^20 per cwt. respectively, the number of acres, which
had averaged about 46,000 for the past 20 years, rose

to 57)°*^ '" 1855 ; and upon large crops having been
grown successively for five years, fell again to 46,271
in i860, rising again to 50,000 in 1864. The removal
of the duty, and the absence of very large crops after

this time, prices being fairly good, caused a deal of
planting, and the acreage rapidly rose to 64,273 in

1867. Bad prices in 1868, and immense impor-
tations of American and Bavarian produce, lowered
the figures to 61,700 in 1869, and to 60,022 for 1S71,

from which they have again considerably advanced,
to be as quickly brought down again if two or three

large crops are grown in succession. It has been
reckoned that the average cost per acre of Hops is

;^28 per annum, taking 7 cwt. per acre per annum as

the mean produce, which is very nearly the actual

annual amount returned by each one in the United
Kingdom from 1830 to 1850 ; but times are so changed
that the expense of cultivation must now be put very
much higher, so that a much higher average price than

jC6 5 j. , which was the average price of Hops per annum
for the 21 years from 1830 lo 1850 inclusive, of nearly
^l per cwt. for duty, must hold to enable Hop growers
to live. These facts and figures should make Hop
growers pause before they embark too much capital

in this speculative business.

ON THE SEEDING OF LAND FOR
CORN CROPS.

I MUST ask my readers to lay their Bibles before
them, as I shall require them to turn to passages I

shall quote ; but first they must bear in mind that the

average increase of the Wheat grown in the British

Isles over the seed sown to produce it, in the best of

years, does not exceed thirteenfold, and in some years,

according to trustworthy reports, it does not exceed
eleven-fold. Now if you turn to your Bible, at

Genesis xxvi. 12, you will find that Isaac, 1804 years,

accordingto our chronology, before our era, or 3676 years
ago, "sowed in that land," namely, Gerar, "and
received in the same year an hundredfold ; and the
Lord blessed him."
Turn again to the 41st chapter and 5th verse, or

about 100 years afterwards, and you will find, "seven
ears of corn rank and good came up on one stalk."
This, as you know, was in Egypt, and, as I have
shown before, it was not an uncommon occurrence
there. And if you want to know how the Israelites
cultivated their lands after they had possession of the
land of Canaan, you must turn to the 19th chapter of
the 1st Book of Kings and the 19th verse, where you
will find Elisha, the son of Shaphat. is described as
" ploughing with twelve yoke of oxen before him, and
he with the twelfth." You see that Elisha was pos-
sessed of twelve pairs of oxen, an^ yet he himself,

the master of them, was ploughing on his farm with

the twelfth pair, all the others being before him, that

he might see that each ploughman did his work pro-

perly, and that none idled their time away. Now,
my friends, when you read these accounts in the Book
which cannot deceive you, if you before doubted that

Isaac's farming produced an hundredfold, and
Joseph's stalks of Wheat each produced seven ears

rank, or fat and good, you can doubt no longer, as you
know that the foundation of agriculture is in such culti-

vation as Elisha and his ploughmen were performing.

But we are informed by other historians that for

hundreds of years after Joseph's time it was not un-
common for the lands in Egypt to produce their three-

hundredfold ; and in Assyria Mr. Layard informs us

that the lands there produced two-hundredfold ; and
travellers who have been to China and Japan tell us

that the farming of our countries is nothing approaching
to that in those countries. They inform us that the

Chinese and Japanese farmers will feed four times or

more the number of people from a given quantity of

land—say, an acre, or 10 acres, or 100 or 1000—than

British farmers can, or any of the farmers of modern
Europe can, if we except Holland and Belgium ; but

I have my doubts whether these are not far behind the

Chinese and Japanese in their tillage, their depositing

the seed in the ground, and their feeding the growing
crops with the appropriate food, in which knowledge
modern Europeans are very deficient ; and yet Euro-
peans designate them as half savages, because they

have not those machines for the wholesale slaughter of

their fellow-men which Europeans have.

The Greeks and Romans, also, as they exceeded us

in literature, in architecture, and sculpture, so they
surpassed us in their agriculture, and particularly in

their skill and practice of seeding their land, as we
learn from the accomplished and philosophical

Xenophon, who, in his CEconomics, informed his friend

Socrates that in sowing the seeds for cereal crops the

mind of the sower ought to go with his hand, as the

minds of players on the harp do with their hands, and
which displays a knowledge of the science of seeding

lands for grain crops which we should in vain look for

among any modern European farmers. And as the

Almighty " blessed Isaac " when he was producing his

hundredfold, and prospered and raised up Joseph when
he was teaching the people of Egypt how to produce
seven ears of corn on one stalk, and chose Elisha as he
was ploughing with his men to succeed his faithful

prophet Elijah—so the ancient Roman people, when
their country was invaded by hostile enemies, chose a

farmer of the name of Cincinnatus, as he was ploughing
in his field, to command their army and lead it against

the enemies ; and he having done this, and conquered
the enemy, laid down the command, and relumed
lo his farming occupations.

Now, my respected readers, you have read much of

my advocacy of thorough land cultivation and thinner

seeding, and probably you have heard them scoffed at

;

but, if you reflect calmly and seriously, you will per*

ceive that, notwithstanding the superiority of modern
men in mechanical inventions and chemical knowledge,
in both of which the theory and practice of agriculture

ought to be founded, you will acknowledge that

modern farmers are as far behind ancient ones as

modern manufacturers surpass them—in fact, you will

see that the science and practice of agriculture, when
compared with those of ancient nations, have retro-

graded rather than advanced in modern times, of which
truths I intend in another paper to give some proofs

;

but in this paper I will merely add, though I am aware
I am stepping my foot into a hornet's or a wasp's nest,

that the steeping, of Wheat seed in any compositions

whatever for the purpose of preventing smut or red

rust in the growing crops displays an ignorance of vege-

table physiology that an ancient agriculturist would be
ashamed to own. Indeed, many gentlemen have
written to me repudiating the drugs of the chemists

as substitutes for science and industry, and informing

me that for many years they have discarded steeps and
other quackeries, and that whilst their neighbours' crops

are injured by smut and red-rust, and other maladies,

their own crops are free from them, and one farmed his

1500 acres and another upwards of 1000, and both
chiefly arable, and both like ancient farmers are thin-

seeders ; and this year, though smut and rust are so pre-

valent, yet I myself in my little doings had not a smutty

ear among my Wheat or Barley, nor of course had my
crops the least atom of dust upon them.

I am able, also, to inform my readers that my crop

of Potatos was entirely free from disease, though, con-

trary to advice so confidently repeated, I grow none
but the very longest haulmed kinds for storing for my
year's use. I will add also that a friend has lately

visited me from Norfolk, and he said he has had the

finest crop of Potatos he ever grew, having gotten up
120 bush, and all free from disease, and of the long

haulmed kinds also, where he should have pronounced
the crop good, if he had not had more than 60 or

70 bush.

For my own part I do not profess to know which of

the two kinds, long-strawed or short-strawed, are the

least liable to the disease ; but as this year and last year

my crops of long haulmed, and my friend's long haulmed
kind have been free from the disease, I shall next

spring again plant my long haulmed kinds on the

principle that I use the bridge which carries me safe
I over the stream.

I wish to ask Mr. Summers, of Stoke Wake, and
others who think with him, and act as he professes to

act in reference to steeps for the prevention of smut, in

the first place, how they account for the non-existence
of smut, or to but a very small or non-injurious extent,

where the poisonous or other steeps are not resorted to,

and its universally destructive effects where they are

used? It is certain that throughout the whole of the

neighbourhood in which I reside the farmers use steeps
for their Wheat seed, and yet every year, but this

last year in particular, I do not believe that a single

field of Wheat was free from smut or gum, and in most
cases to a very injurious extent, so as to diminish the

yields two, three, four, or more coombs an acre. I my-
self saw fields wherein it was clear to any unprejudiced
person that smut and rust had injured the crops lo the
full extent of from 2 to 3 bushels an acre, and yet on
inquiring I found that the seed for all those crops was
doctored. To judge, therefore, from the state of these
crops, we ought to conclude that the steeps, as they
are called, caused those diseases : it is certain that they
did not prevent them ; but, contrast the crops where
the steep panaceas were not used with those where
they were, and it will be found that in some of the
latter cases, neither smut nor rust existed ; and in

others where there had been no steeping, if smut or
rust did exist, it was to but a very little injurious

extent,

Mr. Editor, you were present at the Royal Agricul-
tural College when I was lecturing among other
matters on this of steeps, of course condemning them
as useless, and as remnants of an ignorant age, when
an elderly gentleman rose up from among the audi-

ence, and proclaimed that he could endorse all that

the lecturer had stated, for that he himself had never
used steeps, but that he was a thin seeder, and had
been so all his life, relying more on cultivation than
anything else for the producing of his crops. Now,
that gentleman was near 80 years old, and he had
farmed all his life to the extent of 1 500 acres, and chiefly

arable, having succeeded his uncle, whose system he
had followed, and which was founded on that prac-

tice, and taught by Tull ; neither of them ever
exceeded a bushel of Wheat an acre, and often-

times much less. Now, both the gentlemen were
educated, and the latter, the one who made his appear-
ance at the college, was one of the best classical and
mathematical scholars I ever knew.

Another gentleman I shall mention is Mr. Hewitt
Davis, whose farms I often visited when he resided at

Spring Park, near Croydon, and had two other farms
in the neighbourhood. The gentleman above referred

to was a thorough cultivator, and to my knowledge a
tolerably deep drainer, more than 60 years back ; but
Mr. Hewitt Davis is, or was, a still superior cultivator,

a more systematical and effectual drainer, and a thinner

seeder. But did he not doctor or steep his Wheat
seed ? My pen was about to reply, Bah ! but I checked
it, and I write No, instead ; but never did I witness

land better cultivated, kept cleaner, and made more
profitable than was that of the well known agriculturist,

Mr. Davis. Whilst I witnessed that Pea and Bean
crops in the adjoining farms were destroyed by the

louse, and very many people saw this besides myself,

Mr. Davis' crops of this kind were entirely free from
them, and his cereals were always as free from smut
and rust. In truth I can pronounce, with no fear of
refutation, that Mr. Davis would cause given quanti-

ties of land to produce mure valuable crops, and at less

expense, than any agriculturist I ever knew ; and I

will add that I have written nothing, nor in any way
advocated anything, but I feel positive Mr. Davis
would endorse.

But the editor has referred to and quoted from the

"greatest living authority" for the steeping of seed to

prevent smut, or bunt, or rust, and for which I am
obliged to him ; but I also will quote from one, who
though not alive now, yet I think was also a great

authority. I refer to the late Sir Wm. Hooker. In

a conversation with Sir William on this and other sub-

jects, he entered into a physiological explanation,

showing that it was not possible for the steeping of

seeds in any composition to prevent diseases, or the

effects of them {for this is the point) injuring the

growing crops ; and the same opinion was from the

late distinguished and learned naturalist. Dr. Maclean,
of Colchester, a man of European reputation, often ex-

pressed to me, and that these opinions are founded on
truth I myself have no doubt whatever ; for experi-

mentally I have dibbled the most smutty Wheat I

could procure, and on the last occasion the grain was
so smutty that the grower of it could not dispose of it

at any price ; yet not an ear of smutty Wheat was
found from that seed when used by me, and of course

I did not doctor it.

But, my respected readers, I must again refer to

myself. This last year, as I have said, there was not

a field free from smut or rust, or both, in this neigh-

bourhood ; my little crops were entirely free from
them, as you, Mr, Editor, shall have proofs if you
will allow me to send you a sheaf of Wheat and
another of Oats as they are being threshed. Unfortu-

nately a sheaf of Barley has not been preserved ; but I

will back the Barley, as I will the sheaves of Wheat
and Oats, against any that can be brought and com-
pared with them. I acknowledge that the Wheat has

not turned out as I had at one time anticipated, as

' there were only 10 coombs an acre, I having at one
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time anticipated there would have been at least 14.

But in neither Wheat, Barley, nor Oats was there the

least smut or rust, but the scorching hot days pre-

maturely brought the growing of the Wheat to a

standstill. But when my readers reflect that my seed

was only 2 pecks an acre for my Wheat and Barley,

and not three for the Oats, they will conclude, I think,

that I ought to be satisfied, and I confess I am.

In conclusion, I will add that I consider all what

are called diseases in cereals are merely the effects only

of diseases, and by scientific cultivation and seeding are

preventable. Geo. Wilkins^ Vicarage^ ]Vix^ Oct. 2.

UNEXHAUSTED AGRICULTURAL
IMPROVEMENTS,

[The following is the substance of an excellent paper on this sub-

ject, lately read before the Notts Chamber of Agriculture, by
Mr. Huskinson, of Epperstone.]

The English tenant-right in its various forms—and
it has many various forms—aims only at one principle,

viz., to repay to an outgoing tenant what fairly belongs

to him. Thus, when an incoming tenant pays a round

sum, say ^^500, for tenant-right, it may be divided for

the sake of clearness into the following heads : 1st.

Payment for property of the outgoing tenant left

behind, such as tenant's fixtures. 2d. Payment for

labour done and seed supplied to the land, for which

the outgoer derives no benefit. 3d. Payment for un-

exhausted manures or improvements. If we consider

these separate items which make English tenant-right

it appears to me that with respect to the first, pay-

ment for fixtures, it is on general grounds advisable

that the amount should not be excessive, for the sum
laid down by the incomer does not return to him until

he in turn leaves the farm. Fixtures, therefore, to an

excessive amount tend to lock up the tenant's capital,

which ought to be profitably employed in the cultiva-

tion of the farm. With respect to the second item,

payment for labour done and seed supplied, we have

in this country nothing to complain of, but I think the

system of half tillages, which is the custom in Surrey,

and in some parts of the West Riding of Yorkshire, is

very objectionable. It is a system which makes a

heavy tenant-right without any compensating advan-
tage, and tends uselessly to lock up the tenant's

capital. In the best farmed counties of England the

system is unknown. With respect to the third item,

payment for unexhausted manures, it is a payment
which a tenant would make with satisfaction if he felt

sure that he had his money's worth.

As a recent paper in one of the periodicals has stated,

a Flemish farmer likes a moderately high tenant-right,

for he likes to take to land in the condition which a
moderately high tenant-right indicates. An excessive

tenant-right has undoubted and very great objections.

It limits an owner in the choice of tenants, and its

effect on a tenant looking out for a farm is either to

limit his choice, or, if he ventures on a farm where the
capital required is more than he can find, he is either

crippled in his operations or reduced to borrowing
money.
At the same time, it does not appear to be correct,

as is sometimes stated, that tenant-right, as a whole, is

merely locked-up capital. On analysing a round sum
paid for tenant-right, we find that the incoming tenant
is repaid part (that for seed and labour) in the next
crop ; and his payment for unexhausted manures is

returned to him in a few years, either in increased
quantity or better quality of produce, or both. The
payment itself is based on the supposition that within a
few years he will reap the benefit, and it is because he
(the incomer) reaps the benefit, instead of the outgoer
who laid out the money, that the money is paid at all.

What strikes any man who has to do with land in

different counties is the variety—the bewildering
variety—of English agricultural customs, many of
which relate to tenant-right. The same customs fre-

quently do not hold throughout even one county.
After reading a paper in the Royal Agricultural
Journal on the agricultural customs of England, and
observing the variety, sometimes based on good
grounds, sometimes without any apparent reason, one
is tempted to apply to them the words of Tennyson
when he speaks of—

" That wilderness of single instances,
That codeless myriad of precedents.

"

Thus in some places the manure belongs to the tenant,
in other places to the land. In some places rents and
rates are charged on the fallow land, in other places
tliey are not charged. In some counties half tillages,

&c, are charged, in other counties they are not. Some
counties have following crops, and some have not. And
as to the variety in the compensations for unexhausted
manures, &c., 1 shall allude to it directly. One autho-
rity on agriciiltural customs states that the tenant-right
in Surrey, where payments for tillage are very exces-
sive, is twice that of Suffolk^ and six or eight times as
much as Bedfordshire, assuming the course of cropping
to be the same. With respect to unexhausted manures
or improvements, I think all are agreed that the out-
gomg tenant should be fairiy and Uberally repaid for
his outlay. It is the interest both of the incoming
tenant and the owner—of the owner, because it is his
mterest to encourage good farming, and the tenant,
because the custom forms a security for his money laid
out in the land. At the same time, I am of opinion

that any allowance beyond what is a liberal measure of

the benefit the outgoer would have had from his outlay

if he had not left the land is pernicious in its tendency.

The excess is locked-up capital, which the incomer

never gets back until he leaves. I think that system is

best which compels the tenant to invest the least

amount of unproductive capital. Supposing ;^50 fairly

represented the benefit the outgoer would have reaped

from some bought manures. That benefit the incomer

receives within a few years. If for that manure it was
the practice to pay £hoy then the ;^io excess is sunk

until the incomer himself leaves. That £\o benefits

nobody. It does not benefit the tenant, because it pays

no interest. It does not benefit the owner, because,

although a fair tenant-right is useful as a security for

rent, yet an excessive tenant-right, on the whole, not

only limits the choice of a tenant, because, unfortu-

nately, in this world there are more persons possessing

;^iooo than ;^2000, but it tends to reduce the rent he

might receive, because, undoubtedly, if much of the

capital of a tenant has to lie dead he cannot afford to

pay the same amount of rent as if all were productive.

In calling the third item of my division of tenant-

right compensation for unexhausted manures and im-

provements, I do not refer to what may be called

permanent improvements — buildings and drainage.

These ought to be done, and are usually done, by the

owner, who is permanently interested. If done, by the

tenant, they take part of his capital and invest it at

4 or 5 per cent., when it ought to be paying him from

the cultivation of his farm 8 to 10 per cent. The
works, too, are more likely to be efficiently done by
one who has not a temporary but permanent interest in

the soil, and who often has at command men whose

business it is to do these things, and who may be sup-

posed to have acquired skill and experience. The
objection there fomerly was, that it was hard for gentle-

men who were tenants for life only to be called upon
to invest part of their income in permanent improve-

ments has now no force. Any conceivable improve-

ment can now, by Act of Parliament, be executed and

charged on the land, the money being borrowed either

ofa public company or from a private individual under

the Improvement of Land Act.

And now, gentlemen, as to the variety in the prac-

tice of compensating fbr unexhausted manures, &c. ; I

say practice instead of custom, for custom has a

technical signification. Land is held from year to year

either without an agreement or with an agreement, and

the agreement may have special clauses as to

unexhausted manures, or it may not. If it has, those

clauses determine the compensation ; if it has not, or

if there be no agreement, the compensation is settled

by the custom of the country. This custom of the

country holds unless specially excluded. Such being

the case, special clauses may be deemed to have been

inserted to improve upon the custom. As a matter of

fact, comparing different customs and agreements,

there is a very great variety in the way outgoing

tenants are compensated. I will give you an instance

as to linseed cake. In one part of Lincolnshire {and in

mentioning Lincolnshire one cannot help remarking

that, although the Scotch farmers talk so much of

leases, in Lincolnshire, with yearly tenancies and a good
tenant-right, there is as good farming as any in

the world) the allowance is one-third of two
last years' cake bill. On Lord Yarborough's

estate it is one-third of the last year, and

one-sixth of the year before. From an agreement in

Northamptonshire I find an allowance of one-third

of a year's use. In Nottinghamshire I know farms

with one-fourth last year, and one-eighth the year

previous ; one on the same estate with one-sixth of the

last three years ; another case wkh one-fourth of last

year, and one-eighth of two years previous ; another with

half one year's consumption on an average of the last

three. Supposing that one farmer spent in cake Z^ioo

per annum for three years preceding leaving, whom
we will call A., and another spent Xioo in the last

year, and nothing in the two years preceding—we will

call him B. Now for the result of the various prac-

tices. A. would get, depending upon which practice

was pursued, ^66, 2'43» ;^33. £11^ or £s<^ ^^ t'le

three cases ; and B. would get ^33 in three cases, £2^
in two cases, and £16 in two cases. Making every

allowance for variety of circumstances, which, in matters

agricultural, ought always to be done, there is variety

enough here without any apparent principle regulating

that variety. I must confess a leaning to the practice

of half one year's use on the average of the last year,

as it gives nearly the highest amount mentioned to A.

and the least to B. I might have given one case from

a standard book, which gives the same allowance to

both ; but I consider it so hopelessly out ofaccord with

general practice that I omitted it. As to time, it is

the same. I could give you two customs, one of

which gives twice the allowance of the other. The
variety of custom is so great, that many men have had
the idea that Parliament should take measures to bring

matters to a uniform basis. This subject is discussed

in a well-known agricultural work. The decision is,

and I think of necessity, that Parliament ought not to

be appealed to in the matter. I would go further and
say, that it is utterly unlikely Parliament would inter-

fere, even if applied to ; for, on consideration, the

difficulties in the way of compulsory uniformity are

enormous. Some tenant-rights are more than others

—

if the high tenant-right is taken as a standard, the

others must be approximate to it ; if the low is taken

as a standard, the others must be reduced. Now what
does this really mean ? Take the case of following

crop, which obtains in some counties, as an illustration.

If it is to be abolished compulsorily, either of two
things must happen : the tenant must be paid the

difference between the amount of following crop and a
seed-and-labour valuation, or not. Can any one sup-

pose Parliament would take away a right without

compensation ? Supposing, then, he is paid, who is to

pay him ? It is not to be supposed that Parliament

would compel the owner to invest money in this. It

would not be reasonable to suppose it. How, then, is

the money to be raised? Let those who raise the

question of compulsory uniformity answer the question.

Or take the opposite case : supposing that the usual

custom of rent and rates on fallows is part of the

standard valuation, then on those estates where such is

not the custom the tenants are presented with the

difference between the two. It would be very agree-

able to the fortunate tenants, no doubt. Can nothing,

then, be done to abolish customs that are admitted to

be bad, and to introduce good ones. To this I say

this is being done day by day. When owners and
tenants are satisfied any plan is for their mutual advan-

tage, they can adopt it by agreement, and as to getting

rid of bad customs, that can be done by the owners
when they are disposed to invest money to do it. A
following crop has been extinguished on many estates

in Notts by the owner paying the difference between it

and seed-and-labour valuation. It is to voluntary

action and mutual agreement that we must look for

improvement. The discussion of these subjects, if done
in a calm, moderate, and temperate manner, may help

mutual understanding, and that owners and tenants of

land in England may ever preserve what they have
now—confidence in each other, and good feeling

towards each other— is my earnest wish.

Discussion.

Mr. Butler (Radcliffe) said, a tenant took a farm
perhaps in a very bad state of cultivation— everything
completely dilapidated—and by dint of skill, perseverance,

the employment of capital, and industrial integrity, he
brought it to a state of good cultivation, and was known
as one of the best farmers in the district : where was the

compensation in such a case as that? His own brother

was placed in just such a position. He drained all his

fields, re-hedged them, and improved the whole farm,

very much at his own expense. He died, and Lord Man-
vers allowed his son to succeed him, but perhaps the son
might have been in disgrace, and the landlord might not
have accepted him. What he wanted to see established

was some rule by which tenants who had improved their

land in any way should receive the benefit of that energy,

skill, and capital, either in their own persons or in that of
their families, in the circumstances to which he had
alluded. He had great respect for the landlords in the
county of Nottingham, and he hoped that they would not
be backward in lending a hand to the settlement of this

very important question.

Mr. Field (Farnsfield) had some experience in matters
referred to in Mr. Huskinson's paper ; and he was sure

the whole of it was true. With regard to unexhausted
improvements in the shape of tenants' right to manure,
cakes, and other things, it was only on large estates that a
proper rule was laid down. This subject came before him,
he might say every day, and it was only when they stepped
out of the large estates that the difficulties began, inas-

much as some had one-fourth, others a half, and some
again a sixth, so that it was very difficult to strike a medium.
The facts which Mr. Huskinson had brought before them
were of the utmost importance ; and he was sure all the
members of the Chamber would be much indebted to him
for the trouble he had taken.

Mr. G. Storer doubted much whether legislative

enactments would do much to help the case. At present
there were so few agricultural representatives in Parlia-

ment that if they were to take up the question there was
much more likelihood of its being muddled than anything
else. He thought the much more likely channel for

improvement would be through the medium of Chambers
of Agriculture, and that by means of such discussions as
the present, landlords might be led to look into the ques-
tion, and, where necessary, to concede the larger amount
of compensation where it was proved to be necessary or
desirable. As to tillages, he had had the misfortune to

possess a farm in Surrey, and there it seemed to him that

the farmers were in a perpetual state of locomotion, and
could never settle, and his experiences of that county were
not of the most pleasant character. Coming to the

general question, he thought it was the duty of the land-
lord in the first instance to do all permanent improvements
on the farm, and to put the land in such a state that the
tenant need not lay out a great portion of his capital in

buildings or permanent improvements. He always
looked upon the landlord and tenant as co-partners—the
landlord finding the land, the tenant the capital and
labour to cultivate it. The landlord must have a certain

amount of interest in the land— the tenant expects interest

for his capital and energy. If both interests were pro-
perly balanced they would never clash.

Mr. Hemslev said : Tenants are not asking landlords

to concede anything as regards this question of unex-
hausted improvements, except upon that point of perma-
nent works so forcibly put before the Chamber by my
friend, Mr. Butler. I believe landlords may be
considered to have very little to do with this sub-
ject in practice ; and only in point of law are they
in the position of incoming tenants, the incoming
and outgoing tenants being the parties really concerned.
There appears to me to be a necessity for an increased

amount of security to the tenant-farmer if, as we are led

to suppose, large estates are to be made into smaller ones ;

and I believe the more simple you make the transfer of
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land the more necessity there is for these customs to be
extended. In fully entering upon this subject we should
bear in mind that a farm, in this country even, may be
brought into the best state of cultivation, and still not be
entitled to a shilling for unexhausted improvements, and
rightly so, when nothing had been brought to it by the
outgoing tenant. I am not going to find much fault with
the Notts custom in valuation for txnexhausted improve-
ments because I think it is the best that has come under
my notice. Of course we expect that no allowance is

made for bought manures and cakes until a full equivalent
is made for whatever has been sold off. In the case of cakes
bought for food, which Mr. Huskinson alluded to so
forcibly, I am bound to say that I thought one-fourth for

the last, and one-eighth for the last year but one, sufficient

to pay on entering upon a farm, and was satisfied with the

same arrangement upon quitting ; but in the case of corn
and flour being consumed instead of cake, I confess I

think the Notts custom is rather loose, and no distinct

line seems to be established. Of course there is only a
relative value to be attached to manure from these as
compared with cakes. The difficulty of arriving at the

quantity consumed is great, and must at all tiines be fully

proved to the satisfaction of valuers before an allowance
is made. Tliere is also straw, which Mr. Huskinson has
not mentioned in his paper, and which upon some farms
amounts to a considerable item. Now, as I think with
my friend, Mr. Huskinson, that it is not desirable to lock
up capital in payments for unexhausted improvements,
without a corresponding benefit, I believe that straw might
very well remain the property of the owner of the soil. I

am aware that many opinions are contradictory upon this

point. Then draining is not paid for longer than the sixth

or seventh year. Now upon some land that I have
drained myself, the drains did not get into thorough
working order until the second or third year, and quitting
the land the sixth year I got no allowance, I think this

allowance should be extended to 14 or even 20 years. Un-
doubtedly Mr. Huskinson's suggestion—that tliis improve-
ment should be effected by the owner— is the right one,

but where tenants pay for cartage of tiles 1 think 4 per
cent, is the maximum rate of interest that should be
charged to them. Any buildings also required should be
put up, in my opinion, at the cost of the owner, as there

appears to be no custom to pay the tenant. In the item
of lime also, I think three years is too short a time for it

to be allowed to work out. In respect to leases, I think

a system of payment for unexhausted improvements would
be of much benefit during the latter part of the lease, and
might prevent the land being run out during the last

course of the lease. As to leases in general, I would just

say that in this county and in Lincolnshire I do not think
that we farmers, as a body, care for them, for with liberal

customs in payment for unexhausted improvements, and
a great many of us living under landlords of the stamp of
our noble chairman, and many others that I could men-
tion, we do not care to be trammelled with a lease which
binds the tenant sometimes in a very inconvenient manner
as well as the landlord. There is just another point that

I should like to name, which I have alluded to already,

and that is the inducement or want of it to employ more
capital in cultivating lands more highly. It may at first

sight seem strange that traders in money would rather
invest in all kinds of wild schemes in all parts of the world
than employ their capital in cultivating the lands at

our very doors in a higher state, but to practical men
causes do appear to deter them, not only in the small
profits to be divided amongst all connected with land,
even under favourable circumstances, as compared with
trade and commerce ; in innumerable losses over which
skill and capital have no control—the variety of diseases
amongst the live stock upon our farms and enormous
losses in consequence—also the failure of crops in such
ungenial seasons as the last four or five, at all times a
variable climate—when very frequently the highest culti-

vated crops suffer the most—these, and many other things
over which we have not any control, seem to point to the
risk being too great to attract a speculator. Still I must
call myself back to my starting-point, and repeat that I

believe a well-arranged system of payments for unex-
hausted improvements would not only act as a security to

what capital is being invested, but would be an induce-
ment to increase it, for which we cannot deny there is a
very wide if not a very safe opening.

Mr. Field said, in reference to the corn, flour, and
other matters mentioned by Mr. Hemsley as consumed
on the farm, for which the outgoing tenant did not receive
any compensation on his consumption, he was happy to
say that he saw before him tenants on the estate of Mr.
Savile who were aware that compensation was granted
for the corn bought and consumed, not alone for the corn
grown

; and about that there could be no mistake. The
farmer might sell his produce, but compensation was
allowed for corn bought and grotmd and consumed, such
as Indian Corn and anything else of that sort. On the
farms belonging to the late Earl of Chesterfield that was a
daily occurrence. Indian Corn was about the very best
thing they could give to lambs, and unless they were paid
for the amount of money so laid out they would be com-
pletely robbed. With regard to straw, he could tell them
that the farms he went over as valuer, where the straw
belonged to the landlord, were the worst farms he saw.
Why was that ? Because the farmer cared nothing about
the straw that was not his own. With regard to drainage,
he thought that Mr. Hemsley took a large leap when he
went from seven to 14 or 20 years. Respecting compensa-
tion for lime, it depended very much on the character of
the lime, for some lime would be exhausted in two years,
when another description would not be exhausted in four.
He was pleased at Mr. Hemsley's remarks respecting
leases, for he was quite satisfied that where there were
Urge estates and at the same time good landlords, like the
Duke of Portland and Lord Galway, yearly tenancy was
the best. ^ j 3 /

Mr. Huskinson, in replying to the observations made,
said that with respect to the plirase "permanent improve-
ments,' general expressions led to no end of fallacies. He
wanted a definition of " permanent improvements." To
mention two of them, building and drainage, in this

country there was a custom by which they had an allow-
ance for seven years for any drainage done by the tenant,
but he was satisfied it was better that it should be done
by the landlord, and the interest on the outlay charged to
the tenant in the way of rent. With regard to buildings,
there was no custom ; but he could not help feeling that
if a man erected buildings without consulting his landlord
it was right he should lose them. If it was possible to
make an allowance for corn consumed on the farm it

would be a good thing ; but what reliance could be'
placed on the accuracy of a man's memory or the state-
ments of his men ? I have a letter in my pocket from the
tenant of a large farm on the subject of com, flour, and
other matters, and he agrees with me that, although in
principle it is perfectly right to allow for corn and these
things, in practice it is impossible to carry it out. We
have only one common hst to go upon for compensation
—that it is for the interest of the incoming tenant not to
pay too much, and that any excess over the fair value is

so much lost capital. But as to allowing three or four
years, or 14 or 20 years, it is all the rule of thumb, only
regulated by the conclusions of people that in these
periods their improvements run out. Again, I repeat that
any compensation given to the outgoing tenant over the
fair value is pernicious and an absolute loss to the
incoming tenant.

The Chairman (Lord Galway) wished he could do
more as a landlord than he felt he could do : and he
believed there were many landlords in the same position.
He was glad to say that in Notts the system of tenant-
right in the county and neighbourhood was satisfactory
to both parties. They had most able valuers, and, on the
whole, he was bound to say that they carried out the
system as well as it could be carried out. It was not of
the slightest use, he was quite satisfied, to apply to
Parliament in any sort of way, and for the very simple
reason, that the custom of tenant-right varied to such an
extent all over the country that for Parliament to estab-
lish any uniform practice was a task impossible of
accomplishment.

AGRICULTURAL PRICES,
Historical Notes on Wages.

MediiTval Price of Wages.—By the Statute of
Labourers (1350) the wages of a knave or agricuUural
labourer were fixed at \\d. a day from Easter to
Michaelmas ; a reaper was only to have 2.d. a day
the first week of August, and one-third more in the
second week. Mr. Rogers states that previous to the
great plague of 134S, which greatly tliinned the
numbers of people, women employed on the Merton
estates instubbling, harvesting, hoeing, planting Beans,
washing sheep, &c., were paid \d. a day, afterwards
they received zd. or 3^*., and were, in fact, rarely
employed.

The statute of 1350 was inoperative to prevent the
rise of wages, as the following prices show :— 1259-
1350 : threshing Wheat, i\d, and 31^/. ; Barley, i4</.

and \\d. ; Oats, id. and i^d. per quarter. 1351-
1400 : threshing Wheat, 3^/. to 4ld. ; Barley, 2^. to

2ld. ; Oats, if*/, to 2^d. per quarter. For the two
periods the prices of reaping were (per acre) : Wheat,
5|^. and S^^. ; Barley, S^^- and Sid. ; Oats, 4ld. and
8|^. ; Rye, s{d. and y^d. ; Drage, 5|^/. and 8^^/.

Prices generally were higher in the eastern counties,
near the great manufacturing towns, than elsewhere.
The price of ploughing was 8^/. per acre before the
plague, and is. or is. 6d. afterwards.
The rent of a cottage and cultilage in the 14th

century was 3.r. a year ; fuel cost nothing but the
labour of obtaining it from the common woods, and by
the custom of turbary.

Bread, according to Mr. Rogers, was .531 of id. per
4-Ib. loaf in the 14th century.*

Previous to the middle of the 14th century, the great
proprietors generally farmed their own estates by means
of bailiffs and villeins, and there were comparatively
few of those independent husbandmen and labourers
who afterwards became numerous. The inhabitants of
the villages and manors held plots of land, which were
sufficient, in many cases, for maintenance, and these
peasant proprietors would not bind themselves to
annual service. For regular work, the money pay-
ment was about 6s. a year before the plague, and from
13J. 4d. to i6j-. afterwards.

A Pioiigh»tan's 11 'ages on the I^Ierion College Estates be/on
the Pestilence,

was paid, no allowances were made except a suit of
livery. Only the upper servants, such as foresters
and parkers, were paid in money ; the rest generilly
received their wages in corn and money together.

The Alltnuances of Corn we}-e—
Hailiff, one quarter of Wheat every 6 or 8 weeks.
Ploughman, ,, ,, ,, 9 or 10 ,,

Carter, ,, ,, ,, 9 or 10 „
Driver, ,, ,, „ 10 or 12 „
Shepherd, ,, „ „ 10 or 12 „
The " daye" )

woman/ J
" " " " °'" ^4 "

Cowherd and ) -

pig-keeper, f " " " ^4 or 16 „
6 bush, of corn a year were allowed for the shep-

herd's dog.

The reapers, besides their wages, got allowances of
corn made into bread. The custom of allowances was
evidently liberal, and indefinite. During the famine
(1348) drage and Peas were mixed with the corn, which
at other times was Wheat alone, including all the tail

corn and a good deal of the best.

In 1388 the wages of the labourers were regulated
by statute as follows (diet was allowed, and clothing in
the case of the bailiffs) :

—
A "uailiff

A master hind
A carter

;£o 13
. o 10

A shepherd o:
An oxherd or cowherd . . .

.

.

.

. . o
A swineherd, 3 female labourer, <

A plough-driver

- daye

6 a year in money.

g ( value of corn allowed during the year, i

( quarter every nine weeks, t

o harvest allowance of corn,

g ( wife 100 days, and one boy 100 days =

( + i,s. zd.
8 J. ^d.

A Pi.'ughman's IVages on the Merton CoUfge Estata
the Pestilence.

a/tei

.£0 13 a year m money,
corn allowed,
harvest allowance,
wife and boy.

;C3 6

The bailiffs on the same estates were paid from

£Z S-^' to £<) 2s. 6d. a y6ar ; and when the latter sum

* The mediaeval penny contained 20.625 grains of pure silver,

according to Mr, Rogers ; the modern penny is worth only
6.727 grains of pure silver, /. c. , i-icth of the weight of pure
silver m a shijlmg. In modern notation, the 4-lb. loaf cost a
little more than ijrf. in the i4tli century.

t Wheat worth about 6j. a quarter was mixed with Rye and
Barley.

An Act was passed for the regulation of apparel and
diet in 1363. The price of the coarse cloth manufac-
tured at Kendal, and called blanket, or russet, accord-
ing to its colour, and worn by common people, was
6j-. Sd. the 12 yards ; another kind cost l^s. ^d. the
12 yards.

Sir F. M. Eden remarks that the country advanced
very little, either in wealth or population, from the
accession of Henry V., in 1413, to the death of
Richard III., in 1485, owing to the wars with France
and the War of the Roses ; but agriculture must have
improved, and the country must have been tolerably
tliriving, for an Act was passed in 1436 allowing corn
to be exported when the price of Wheat did not exceed
6s. Sd. per quarter, and that of Barley 3c The truth

is, as before noticed, that at this period the country
was enjoying one of the cycles of extraordinary pro-
duction.

By 23 Henry VI. (1444), the wages of agricultural

labourers were limited by Act of Parliament as
follows :

—

The JFages by the Year were (with Meat and Drink)—
£ s. d. Clothes, value.

A bailiff in husbandry .. ..134 .. 5^, 4^/.

A chief hind, carter, and chief
shepherd .. .. ..100 .. 40

A common servant in husbandry o 15 o .. 30
A woman servant . . . o 10 o . . 40
A child under 14 years of age .. 060 .. 30

The JVages by the Day were—
A mower with meat and drink o o 4—without, o 6
A reaper and carter, ditto ..003 ,, 05
A woman and other labourer,

ditto .

.

. . .

.

. . o o si ,, 04
In 1463 the price of cloth was not to exceed is. the

broad yard, and the price of a labourer's hosen was
not to exceed is. 2d. The clothing of an agricultu-

ral servant in 1444 was not to cost more than
3^. 4(/. Wages were again regulated by statute in

the year 1496, and notwithstanding the increase in the
price of the various necessaries of life, and the
increase in the demand for labour, they were very
little altered.

In 15 14 wages were again regulated, and the follow-

ing rates were fixed :

—

s. d.

6 8

Clothing.

SS. orf.

5 o
Bailiff, per year, with diet

Shepherd, &c 10
Common servant .

.

. . o 16
Woman .. .. .. ..0100 .. 40
Child under 14 years old .. o 6 S .. 40

Artificers were allowed, from Easter to Michaelmas,
4</. a day, with diet, 6d. without ; from Michaelmas to

Easter, 3c/. with diet ; 5^/. without diet. Other
labourers, except in harvest, for the same summer and
winter periods 2d. with diet, ^d. without; and \^d.

with, and 31/. without, in harvest; mower, /\d. with
diet, and 6d. without ; reaper, 30'. and 5*/. ; carter, 3(/.

and $d. ; others, 2^^d.

Modern Price of JVagcs.—We have now reached a

period in our history when we shall no longer have to

rely on the evidence of Parliamentary statutes, or on the

old records contained in muniment rooms. We are

approaching the era of modern politics and controversy,

and of social inquiry ; and are drawing towards the

time when the word sociology was coined to designate

a new science. Among other authorities we may now
consult Chamlserlain's SialeofEnghvid, Sir W. Petty's

Political ArithmeliCy Richard Dunning's tract relating

to The Office of Oi'ersco; 16S5, Firmin's Proposition

for the Employment oj t/te Poor, Rev. J. Howlett on
T/ie Increase of the Poor and Poor-Rates^ 178S, and

Arthur Young. And we can refer to a host of other

writers of the 17th and iSth centuries.

Sir W. Petty slates that the wages of agricultural

labourers were ^d. a day with food, Si/, without ; ac-

cording to Dunning, in 16S5, labourers received 5J. a

week in Devonshire. In Suffolk the magistrates in

16S2 fixed wages at ^s. a week in winter, and 6s. in
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summer. In Essex they fixed them at 6s. and Js. The
pay of a private foot soldier was 4J. Si/, a week in

1685. A workman in the woollen trade got 6.r. or js.

a week.

fii 16S2 U'.igcs a/ifointt-d i>y t/uyusfices o/ ^/le Pfucc ai Bury
by the Year,

A bailiff .£600
A chief liusbandman, or c.irter . . .

.

500
A second herd, or husb.indman, or comtlion ser-

vant, above iS yclrs of age .. .. 3 10 o
A youth under iS 2 10 o
A dairymaid, or cook .. .. .. .. 2 lo o

The best hh'ed servants were paid £1 2s. for harvest,

with meat and drink ; an ordinary harvest man iS^. ;

and their wages were double if meat and drink were
not provided.

\l 'nges by Day.
A haymaker(inanj with meat and drinli .. os. sJ.
Ditto, woman . . . . . . . . ..03
A man re.xper 0x0
A woman ditto . . , . 06
A common labourer (summer) .. .. ..06

,, ,, (winter) .. .. ..05
Women and weeders . . . . . . ..03
A register, kept by the Commissioners of Greenwich

Hospital, shows what wages were paid to artizans

about 1730, and that they had gradually risen in 120
years as follows :—Per day, bricklayer, 2s. 6(/. to

4^. lOti. ; mason, 2s. dJ. to 5j-. yi. ; carpenter, 2s. dd.

to 5x. 5(/. ; plumber, y. to 5^. 6t/. Arthur Voting's
Aituals ofAgricultur<: and his Tour hi 1767-8 atid I'j'jo^

contain ample details on the subject of wages, and on
the prices of provisions, and the condition of the people.

In the years just mentioned he estimated the wages of
day labour in agriculture, for the whole year, at "Js. /\ii.

a week.
The average price of agricultural labour in the

17th century had been \o\d, a day, and for the first

66 years of the iSth century it was I2(/., or a rise

of 16 per cent. Writers with less information under-
estimated these rates, by omitting to allow for extras
in harvest, &c.

Thomas Gilbert, M. P., who edited a Ci7//tY//cK c/

Pampklds Coiicentingthc Poor, 1 787, and procured the
passing of a most unfortunate Poor-law, states that agri-

cultural d.ay wages were 2.r. 6(/. or 2s. Sd a week, with
diet for six days. His estimate of the expenditure in

a labourer's family shows the price of certain neces-
saries :

—

Oii/i^i'i/ig in the family of a labourer whose wije is supposed
to vtaininin hcrsel/aitd one child^ leavingtwo/or tiie hus-
band, ivho earned is. Qtl. a iveek :—

Wood for week os. yl.
Rent 04
The man's clothes 04
Sunday diet, 2d. ; tools, \d, ., . , ..03
There remains for two children's meat, drinlc,

clothes, washing, attendance, &c., scarce
above id. a day each 14

We propose in a future article to sum up the case
of the past versus the present condition of the labour-
ing classes, and in so doing to complete the history of
wages to the present time. J/. E.

HOJV TO COOK A TURNIP FOR MAN
OR BEAST.

In the olden time cattle and sheep were fattened in

summer, but since the introduction of Turnips into our
husbandry cattle and sheep are more conveniently fat-

tened in winter. The Turnip being a biennial, should
divide its labour between two years, growing from the
seed to the perfect Turnip in one year, and from that
to the perfect seed in the following year ; but to
accomplish these desirable ends the time of sowing
must be nicely regulated, for if sown too early, the
crop would be thrown quite out of its sphere of useful-
ness by making it an annual, and in that case, instead
of its forming a ball of rich food for cattle, it would
run to flower and seed—lean and wiry, a worthless,
gaudy crop, of no agricultural value.

The difierent varieties of common Turnips—that is,

not including the " Swedes," may be comprised under
two heads—the white and the yellow-fleshed, and
these bear much the same relationship to each other in
their economic value as does yellow cream to blue
skim-milk. The white-fieshed are usually the table
Turnips in England and elsewhere by professed cooks,
but the yellow-fleshed are the only table Turnips used
by the Scottish peasantry who have any knowledge of
the subject at all.

In the art of cookery, when a white-fleshed Turnip
has been boiled till it is soft, it is pronounced to be
"done," and fit for the table; but it is far otherwise
when the north country housewife cooks Turnips for
the table. Small-sized, yellow-fleshed ones are selected,
because large-sized ones are often coarse in flesh and
poor in juice ; and here I would remark, in passing,
that this is precisely the case with the Sugar-Beet—the
smaller-sized roots are richer in sugar than the larger-
sized ones. The Turnips, when pared, areput into an iron
pot to boil with about twice their bulk of water, and this
is done at an early hour in the morning ; and be it

observed the Turnips are for the family supper, which
will not be on the table till 7 in the evening, and by
that time the Turnips will have boiled or simmered
some 10 or 12 hours. The natural consequence of this
long boiling is to reduce the broth or liquor to less than
half of its original quantity, but the boiling has to be
so managed that whilst the Turnips simmer all day long

they neither cool below the boiling point, nor boil so

hard as to evaporate all the syrup— for it comes to syrup
at last ; and so troublesome is the process of Turnip
boiling in this way, that it is only by way of a treat

that the thing is indulged in at all, and children speak
of Turnip porridge as worthy of being remembered to

the end of their lives.

Now it must be very evident to hundreds, as

well as to me, that the true character and usefulness
of the common yellow-fleshed Turnip are not gene-
rally known, and when it is explained that plain
boiling for a few hours converts the natural juices of

the Turnip into a syrup or sweet wort of the highest

importance as cattle food, and by no means to be
lightly spoken of as food for man, the subject is worth
following out a little more than it has been in this

direction. In the first place the object is not to try foi

a crop of large Turnips, but to secure the greatest

weight of Turnips of small or moderate size ; and this

will be best secured where the rows are on the level

ground, and not on raised ridges, for if we suppose
that the ridges are 30 inches from centre to centre, and
that flat drills are only 20 inches apart, there w-ill be
one-third more plants on the same land. In culti-

vating the Turnip for seed, these are the usual dis-

tances apart of the flat drills, and in the ordinary
cultivation of farmers' Turnips the raised drills 30
inches apart may be taken as the rule. In order
to show that the flat drill system is no upstart, I

may mention that my father grew his Turnips for

seed on the flat drill system about the year of
the three sevens (1777), which will very shortly be 100
years ago ; and for many years in my time a very spirited

trade was carried on in Aberdeenshire in the 'Turnip
seed line, so that I may be allowed to speak with some
authority on the point, for I may say that the very
flesh upon my bones, ay, and the bones themselves,
have been built up by the profits arising out of trans-

planted Turnips about the size of a man's clenched
hand ; and any one acquainted with the subject knows
well that the flesh of this sized Turnip is usually firm
without being tough, and not soft in the centre, as
most large Turnips are. The Highlander has long ago
made bad whisky out of Turnips and Potatos, and
would do so still no doubt were it not for the Turnip
taste which the liquor retains when made from
Turnips.

The simmering process above narrated must not be
understood as mere boiling or cooking of Turnips ; it

is syruping the juices of the Turnip, and when so con-
verted into wort or syrup, meal, bran, &c., can be
added to it as food for cattle, just as linseed jelly is

added to dry provender. It is pretty clear that
in the great field of all the true gi-asses the sugar is the
pioneer of the starch, and the starch is in turn the
reservoir or granary of the sugar, for the sweet leaves
and stems of the corn plants tell first of the sweetening
or malting of the grain, when the radicle and plumula
parted company, and the one took downwards to the
earth and the other upwards to the air, but at the end
of the race they balance the account, and the transient

sugar gives place to the indestructible starch, packed
neatly in the forms of grain and grass seeds, for the
great purpose of feeding the world with bread corn.
When grass is in the saccharine form we find the neat
cattle and other grass-eating animals feeding on the
green herbage, and this may be reckoned their best
food ; and whilst the gi'ass is still green and sugary to
the taste, these animals will show by their fine condition
that this is really their perfect state, for with plenty of
healthy grass they want for nothing.

All the fuss that has been made about malt for

feeding purposes comes only to this, that it is substi-

tuting the sugary malt for the starchy grain. It might
be difficult to convince the sticklers for malt feeding of
the great waste of grain we often see in the ordinary
process of malting by acrospiring, or what is termed
"coming "or "sprouting at both ends ;" for as sure
as one part of the Barley is root and the other stem, so
sure is it that the root portion is all clear loss ; but
there are other ways of making Barley sweet without
malting it, and without waste. Now, in the case of
Sugar-Beet, cultivated only for sugar, the farmer is

met at the very threshold with the percentage of sugar
that any sample of his Beet will yield, and he is con-
vinced that whatever may be said about Barley starch
yielding malt or Barley sugar to its full extent, the
quantity of sugar in his Beet is far beyond dispute, for
all argument is closed when the beam and the scale
turns against the seller.

The Beetroot-sugar boiler has paved the way for

syruping other roots besides Beet. I entirely repudiate
all idea of this being any invention of mine. I have
given the history of the thing honestly, in which hun-
dreds of Scotchmen could bear out me who have eaten
Turnip porridge, and some of us are yet alive that
have seen the " sma' still " at work in a Highland cot-

tage, and have tasted good ale made from smuggled
malt ; and some brewers in the North were troublesome
to the Government by their skill in converting Barley
into malt in a few hours. We read in an old Scottish
ballad of the same thing being done in the days of Sir
William Wallace, great in art as well as in arms,
when

—

" Wallace wight upon a night
Took in a stack of bere,

And by the morn at twelve o'clock
Had draff to his mare.

"

There is here only given 24 hours, or less, from after-
noon of the one day till noon of the morrow, for Sir
William to make his Barley into malt or sugar ; this is

now no longer a wonder, but an accomplished fact.

But all this is foreign to the subject in hand, which is,

the syruping of Turnips, and the growing of them in a
particular way for that purpose, and growing only that
particular sort; and lastly, without any costly apparatus
or learned chemical lore, to get a great amount of
sweetness out of roots that otherwise had little or none
in them : and if the same land will only keep double
the stock it formerly kept by gi-owing small Turnips
and syruping them, it will pay for the necessary fuel

and the extra outlay. Alex. Forsyth, 9, Islington

Square, Salford.

lome Cffrrtspnbente.
The Starling.—I was sorry to see in the Agricul-

tural Gazette (p. 1372), that the starlings are not so
well behaved birds as regards fruit-eating as I had
described them, from observing their habits in this

locality. Perhaps the temptations of the large Cherry
orchards, and other fruit gardens in Kent and other
southern counties, are too much for them when their

insect food is scarce. In this neighbourhood the
immense flocks of them seem always busy in the
pasture fields, and when they p.ay a visit to the gardens
here I have never detected them eating Cherries or
Strawberries, and I grow about an acre of the latter

fruit in a very private portion of an orchard. In the
autumn it is one of the sights in Battersea Park to see
the immense flocks of starlings which congregate there,

but I should think it is not fruit-eating that brings
them. As Mr. Doubleday pleads for the song-thrush's
name being inserted in the schedule of the Wild Birds
Act, I can confirm his opinion of this bird's usefulness
in a garden. All through the past wet summer and
autumn, up till this date, shell snails and slugs have
been crawling about in legions ; and I have observed
the thrushes busy in the rows of vegetables and by the
sides of Box edges and hedges, feeding on them. The
curlew is named the "whaup" in Scotland ; and, as
Mr. Doubleday says, the schedule of the Wild Birds
Act ought to have been drawn up by some orni-

thologist competent to have given both the scientific

and local names of the birds included in it. William
Tillerv.

I observed in the Agricultural Gazette of
Octobers (seep. 1341) the remarks of Mr. William
Tillery in reference to this subject. In speaking of the
starlings he says, " Unlike blackbirds and thrushes,
they never attack fruit to eat them." Having had
proof to the contrary, I beg most respectfully to state
that he is in error. About the year 1833 or 1834 I had
a Cherry tree in my garden, from which was gathered
2 cwt. of Cherries, or 224 lb. ; in 1S35 it again bore
very freely, and just as the fruit began to ripen a very
large flock of starlings commenced an attack upon it,

and soon carried ofT nearly all the Cherries. I had a
friend staying with me at the time, who amused himself
with firing at them, and frequently brought down half-

a-dozen at once, but to little purpose, as they soon
returned again. When they had nearly cleared the
tree of its fruit they abandoned it, and I was at a loss

to know what had become of them. About this time
I visited my Turnip field, and was much annoyed to
find the "black caterpillar" busily at work on my
Turnips. It immediately occurred to me that ducks
would soon clear them off the plants, and having a
large flock, sent them at once to the field. At first

they seemed inclined to feed upon them, but they soon
left the field, apparently in disgust. I then sent a
flock of turkeys in, thinking the food might possibly
be more to their taste, but they strutted about, looked
at the insects with great suspicion, and left the field.

I then began to think that any attempt to destroy them
would prove fruitless, when it occurred to me that the
most effectual plan of ridding myself of the pest would
be to employ children to pick them off the plants, with
a few women interspersed to keep them in order.

Whilst I was contemplating the latter scheme, my
attention was directed to a flock of starlings moving
very quickly amongst the Turnips. Fearing I might
disturb them by going into the field, I kept away until

the following day, when I went across the field to
ascertain the result, and found the visit of the birds had
been most effectual in clearing off the caterpillars.

This event, of course, raised the value of starlings in
my estimation, and I communicated the facts to the
Royal Agricultural Society, for which I received the
thanks of the Council. IFilliam Palin, IVest Felton,

Salop, October 12.

Labour and Wages Disputes : the Game
Laws and Tenant-right,—These are extensive
questions. Lord Derby, however, treated all of them
in extenso the other day, at Preston, on the occasion
of the inauguration of a farmers' club and agricultural
association for the county with which he is connected,
I do not profess to give a complete rcsumJ of his
speech, which, however, is well worthy of attention.

His remarks were practical and judicious. The culti-

vation of the land is now in a dilTerent state from what
it was 50 years ago. Deep drainage, the invention of
reaping and mowing machines, and the steam-plough,
have entirely altered the old-fashioned methods of
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farming. A flail is now hardly to be seen in a barn,

except in some mountainous district in Ireland, Scot-
land, or Wales. Yet, notwithstanding the extensive
introduction of machinery in the business of farming,

agricultural labourers were scarce during the late harvest

in many counties. Higher wages were demanded
and given, in some instances, grudgingly. The high
prices in the labour market in the manufacturing and
mining districts, coupled with the emigration of able-

bodied men, lessened the number of hands usually

employed by farmers ; and the consequence, that an
organisation led by experienced agitators forced up to an
unusual extent the cost of the ingathering of the harvest.

The discontent on the part of the labourers at their

general condition, and the irritation of many agriculturists

against them, owing to recent events, have naturally

drawn public attention to the topics which form the

heading of this letter. My remarks are founded on
Lord Derby's speech, but my opinions have been the

settled convictions of practical men for many years

past. It is plain that the agricultural labourer should
have a decent cottage to live in, a garden, and,
if possible, a small allotment of land near
his dwelling. Piece-work and payment by results

are fair methods of remunerating workers. Were a

number of peasants to take a farm, supposing that they
could persuade any landowner to let them one, how are

they to conduct operations without capital? Lord
Derby suggests that the co-operative shop-keeping
societies in towns might easily buy an estate or a
number of farms, and try the experiment ; but he
prudently hints that no one should invest more money
in such a concern than he can conveniently afford to

lose. As to the preservation of game. Lord Derby
admits that the system is carried to too great an extent

in certain parts of the country. Were Parliament,
however, to interfere by legislative enactment abolish-

ing these laws, the result might be a revalua-

tion of the farms, and the imposition of higher
rents than those which are now charged. The
preservation of game is evidently a matter which
landlords and tenants can settle between themselves, and
outsiders can have very little to do with the matter
except in the way of advice. If the Game Laws were
abolished to-morrow, the law of trespass would be
found inoperative to prevent the extermination of all

animals feris naturay more especially in the vicinity of
large towns and in the mountainous districts of the
three kingdoms. The destruction of game, which must
necessarily result from the abolition of the laws which
now protect it, would not make any appreciable increase

in the cereal products of this country. Tenant-right in

Ireland meant the right of the occupier, in case of evic-

tion, to compensation for building houses, draining
land, making fences, and planting trees. That right

has been established by the Legislature, and is

now the law of the land. In Great Britain landed
proprietors, as a rule, keep up farm buildings, pro-
vide draining pipes and gates, and the custom of
the country settles, generally by arbitration between
the outgoing and the incoming tenant, the amount to

be paid for unexhausted improvements. Such is

tenant-right in England. It is simply the custom of
the country, and has been practised by all parties

concerned for centuries. Leases are very common now
here, as well as in Scotland. The perusal of Lord
Derby's speech leads me to the conclusions that
mechanical means will in future be largely employed in

the cultivation of the British soil—that capital and
skill are essential to its success, and, above all things,

that landed proprietors, farmers, and labourers should
try to work together in harmony for the benefit of each
and all, including the public at large. M^D.

Raising Potatos from Seeds. — Mr. William
Johnston, of Ballykilbeg, M.P. for Belfast, writes as
follows on this subject :

— *' In the present critical posi-

tion of the Potato plant the experiment of raising
varieties from seed is well worth a trial. In 1S6S I

gathered some of the ' apples ' of Paterson's Victorias,
and got some seed, which was sown the following year.
Last year I selected for trial about 14 different stalks,

of which the produce was planted on April 11, 1872.
No. I, a somewhat coarse, white-blossomed Potato,
dug on the 3d inst., had 30 bad and 90 good tubers;
No. 2, a well-formed, rough-skinned Potato, much like

the original Victoria, with a blue and white blossom,
produced, at 12 stalks, 144 excellent Potatos, with four
diseased ones ; No. 3, a white kidney Potato, showed
99 sound tubers to 39 diseased ; No. 5, of which there
were 21 sets, the produce of one stalk, planted on
April II, gave 192 sound Potatos to 30 diseased

;

No. 6 gave 182 good tubers to 17 bad. The Potatos
are all white, but vary in the colour of the blossom
and in the shape of the tuber. Two or three of the
kinds will, I hope, prove useful hereafter in general
cultivation, and though experiments of this sort are a
little troublesome, the result is not unsatisfactory."
C. H. P.

^

The Royal Agricultural College.—In the three
last numbers of the Agricultural Gazette my attention
has been drawn to the title of " Agricultural Educa-
tion. Havmg for many years taken much interest in
the subject, allow me to inform the author of that
essay through the Agricultural Gazette of a matter that
will no doubt be one alike of interest and surprise to
him. I can only assume, after looking through this

essay, that the author has never seen nor heard of
"The Agricultural College " in the county of Glou-
cester, established by Royal Charter some 27 years
ago—an institution founded at that date by noblemen
and gentlemen interested in the promotion of scientific

and practical agriculture, without any State aid what-
ever— a school which supplied, in the first instance,

Professor Way, and subsequently Professor Voelcker
to the Royal Agricultural Society, and which has sent
forth annually many well-trained students, and indeed
enjoys an European reputation, for many foreigners

have from time to time resorted to it. The college is

situate near Cirencester, and I venture to recommend
to the author a visit to it and its highly-accomplished
Principal. C. Z., October 14.

Starlings and Mulberries.—In your last Agri-
cultural Gazette Mr. William Tillery takes up the cause
of the starlings, and rightly says a more useful and
at the same time a more harmless bird does not exist.

He is in error, however, in saying "they never attack
fruit to eat them." I should have quite agreed with
him in this a few weeks ago, but I witnessed this year
a flock of starlings every day, and all day long, eating

Mulberries most greedily, in fact they eat them nearly
all, and when frightened away soon returned. This is

the only instance I ever saw of starlings misbehaving
;

possibly the dry weather might drive them to it, con-
trary to the moral excellence I have always ascribed to

them. As to why the Wild Birds Act omits some and
admits others it would take a wiser person than myself
to decide. It is a strange jumble. IK D. F.

DEVON,
The Tenure of Land and Tenant-right.—Mr. H. H.

Watson, of Dartington, read a paper on "Compensa-
tion for Unexhausted Improvements and the General
Condition of the Tenure of Farms."

Mr. Watson said—The impression seems to be
gaining ground that the productive powers of the land in

this country have not hitherto received that encourage-
ment which is necessary in order to meet the wants ofour
increasing population. It is highly satisfactory to find

the Central Chamber of Agriculture in London taking
up this question, and to find that influential landowners
are willing to take part in the discussion, with a view
to removing the obstacles to a more generous and liberal

system of cultivation, which, if followed, must neces-
sarily lead to increased production. There has been
considerable objection shown at the local Chambers by
some landowners to entertaining the question at all.

It seems to be thought by these latter that the discussion

of such a question by tenant-farmers must necessarily

be in a spirit of antagonism to landowners. I myself,

as a tenant-farmer, disclaim any feeling of the sort, and
am only desirous that the question ihall be discussed

on the broad basis of what is best for the whole com-
munity—the landowners, the farmers, the labourers,

and the consuming public generally. What we want
to find out is whether the general conditions of the

letting of farms, as at present in use, are best calculated

to improve cultivation or otherwise. We have often

been told that this is a question between landlord and
tenant simply, and that the public have no right to

interfere ; but the pressure of high prices upon people
of limited income, and upon all that large number of

persons who are neither owners nor occupiers of land,

is causing the latter to give a great deal of attention to

the subject. It is surely far better that the landowners
and farmers should be able to agree upon such a change
in the general conditions of farming as shall, by remov-
ing the objectionable restrictions as to cropping, and by
a system of compensation for unexhausted improve-
ments, lead towards increased production, than that

the Legislature should be called upon to interfere after

an angry agitation by the people of the towns. It is

surely unwise for the landlords to drive the farmers to

the conclusion that they will only get fair play by the

help of the townspeople. That the landowner, in

letting his land, should be protected against deteriora-

tion by bad farming, is nothing but fair; but I submit
the laying down a rigid course of cropping and ma-
nuring is not the best way of doing this. The seasons

vary, and the soils and situations vary, and no rigid

course can be appHed in all cases. It seems to me that

the farmer, as a rule, ought to be allowed to use his

judgment and experience in the cropping and manuring
of his farm, and by way of security to the landlord I

believe that the provision contained in the first of the

resolutions at present before the Central Chamber
would be found sufficient, viz., "That the landlord

should be paid by the outgoing tenant for dilapidations

and deteriorations," the amount to be determined by
valuation. The whole of the first resolution submitted
to the Council of the Central Chamber stands as fol-

lows :
—" That this Council considers it necessary for

the proper security of capital engaged in husbandry,
that in the absence of a lease or agreement to the con-

trary, the outgoing tenant should be entitled to com-
pensation from the landlord or incoming tenant for the

unexhausted value of his improvements, subject to the

previous consent of the owner, in the case of building,

drainage, reclamation, and other improvements of a
permanent character \ and that, at the same time, the

landlord should be paid by such outgoing tenant for

dilapidations and deteriorations—amounts respectively

due to be determined by arbitration." I feel confident

that the general adoption of the principle contained in

this resolution would give a great stimulus to the em-
ployment of more capital and more energy in the
cultivation of the land. To use the words cf a friend

of mine, "What wouldn't a man do in the way of

improvements on his farm if he only felt secure that the
owner could not take possession of such improvements
before he got a fair return ?

"

An influential member of Parliament for an agricul-
tural district—Mr. Clare Sewell Read—dwells very
strongly on the ill effects arising from so large a portion
of the farmer's capital being quite at the mercy of the
landlord. The experience of the past with regard to
capital does not justify us in expecting a liberal outlay
under such circumstances, and it is in this direction
we must look for the cause of the imperfect and unpro-
fitable state of cultivation which we must admit is to
be seen in many parts of the country.

The restrictions and conditions as to cropping and
cultivation which are to be found in agreements in
general use, appear to a disinterested person to be
framed with a view to limit the productive powers of
the soil rather than to stimulate and increase them. It

is surely unwise, in the face of the present demand, to
confine a farmer to one-third of his arable land for his

corn crop. It has been shown by careful and continuous
experiment that upon some soils Wheat may be grown
year after year for 30 years, and grown at a profit

without injury to the land, the crops throughout being
equal at least to the average of the country, and the
last crop as good as the first. I refer to such soils as

are not favourable to the growth of green crops, and
it is probable that our heavy clay lands could be more
economically cultivated upon this system than upon a
system which requires a great outlay of labour in break-
ing up from ley and preparing for Wheat.

It is also difficult to understand why farmers are not
to grow two grain crops in succession. Experience has
shown in numberless instances that Barley grown after

Wheat produces better samples for malting purposes
than when grown after green crops. Again, why is a
farmer not to grow Potatos, except to the extent of about
I acre in 80? Is this because the produce is carried off

the farm ? The inadequate supply of the necessaries of
life is causing the consumers to ask why there is not
more produce brought into the market ; and also how
they are to be fed if the produce of the land is not to be
carried off the farms ? Equivalents in the shape of
manure are easily procurable, and I repeat that these

restrictions are unwise, and are injurious to the com-
munity without corresponding benefit to the landowner.
I have been informed that these restrictions are inserted

as a protection to the landowner, and so long as the

tenant pursues an even course—whatever that may
mean—will not necessarily be enforced. I can scarcely

conceive a more humiliating position for an intelligent

farmer to be placed in than to have signed conditions, with
the understanding that the penalties will not be enforced
so long as he conducts himself generally to the satisfac-

tion of the landlord or his agents. If, after having
signed conditions like these, he is indiscreet enough to

have any conscience of his own, in social or political

or religious matters, he is in constant danger of

the penalties, and a six months' notice to quit his farm,

without compensation for any improvements he may
have made. And this I fear is the position of a ma-
jority of farmers. The injustice of such a state of

things is so great, that I believe it is only necessary for

landowners to give their unbiassed attention to it instead

of trusting to lawyers and stewards, in order to its

being redressed. The protection of the owner's interest

may be secured by a simple clause giving him the

power to recover from the tenant, on his quitting the

farm, such a sum as compensation for injury to the

farm as shall be awarded by impartial valuers, in the

same way as he recovers his rent. Such a clause I should

be willing to agree to, and to see enforced ; for I con-

sider that the man who on quitting his farm leaves it

in a worse state in point of fertility and general culti-

vation than when he entered upon it, commits an
injustice towards the owner, and should beheld respon-

sible for so doing. This clause, and one recognising

the right of the tenant to all improvements made by
him, and to all unexhausted manure, would comprise
nearly all that is requisite in order to give free scope

to the application of more capital to the land. The
penalties for breaking up old pasture or meadow land,

and for cutting down timber, should of course be so

severe as to be equivalent to a prohibition.

In introducing this subject, I have taken the ground
that it is necessary, in order to improve the cultivation

and increase the produce of the land, that the farmer

should be entitled to compensation for his improve-

ments. Keeping this object in view, it is also necessary

that he should be compensated for any excessive

damage done to his crops by game and rabbits. Ex-
perience is a sharp teacher in these matters, but a casual

observer can hardly fail to see that there are few things

more discouraging to a farmer, or which have a more
depressing effect upon his energies, than to see the

crops he is endeavouring to raise destroyed day by day
by vermin, which he has no right to touch. The injury

done by rabbits, wliich are incessantly nibbling away
at the crops from the time of their appearance above
the surface up to the time of ripening, is greater than is
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generally known. There are some landowners who
appear to have solved the problem how to have a fair

head of game on their estates without incurring this

great expenditure. After having tried the old way,

viz., by gamekeepers, some of whom place weasels and
stoats, crows and magpies, poachers and farmers all in

the same category, and look upon them as their natural

enemies—after having tried this plan, and found the

result unsatisfactory, a landowner, holding a first-rate

position in this county, determined to try the plan of

trusting the tenants of his farms to look after the game,
with the understanding that there was to be fair shoot-

ing found on the estate for himself and his friends. The
tenants were glad to comply with these conditions, and
I believe that neither the landlord nor his friends have
ever regretted the change. His table has been well
supplied with game, his friends find fair and satisfactory

shooting on the estate, and the farmers take care to

prevent the rabbits from doing excessive damage. We
have often heard at agricultural meetings, in former
days, that the confidence in the landlord is a better

thing than any lease, or other security. It occurs to

me that a little confidence in the tenant in these matters
would not work badly. But I am not claiming for the

tenant-farmer that he is more trustworthy than another
man. I look upon tenant-farmers as a class possessing

about the same amount of selfishness and narrow-
mindedness as is to be found among other classes

—

neither more nor less. But I would have no trusting or

mistrusting in the matter of cultivation. The landlord, in

letting his farm, should take the same security for its

being returned to him in fair condition as he takes for

his rent.

The second resolution before the Chamber in London
refers to the schedule of allowances to be framed for

the guidance of arbitrators in the different districts. I

do not anticipate much difficulty in this matter when
once the principle is conceded, and will not, therefore,

dwell upon it now. The third resolution deals with
the question of the six months' notice, and I need not
dwell upon this further than to say that six months is a
very short time for a man to get out of one farm and into

another, and that the power it gives to the landlord may
be, and often is, used very tyrannically. I am unable
to see the objection to substituting twelve months for

six, unless it be that it will take away a portion of this

power. Upon the whole, I believe that the resolutions

before the Central Chamber are such as will fairly meet
the case. The prime object is to increase the produce
of the land, and the readiest mode of doing so appears
to be the removal of the restrictions which, tend to

prevent the application of more capital to the cultivation

of the land : and I appeal to the tenant-formers, now
that the action of the Central Chamber in London
gives them the opportunity, to unite in an effort to

obtain possession of their farms upon conditions which
will give them security for the investment of more
capital. I appeal to them to do this, and in their own
interest simply, not in any spirit of hostility to the
owners, for it must tend to their benefit also as well as

to that of the labourer and the consumer.

Discussion.

Mr. G. Stooke said, in his opinion, Mr. Watson had
left untouched a very importaut point, namely, as to what
measures should be adopted to secure the in-comJng as
well as the out-going tenants against imposition. In his

little experience he had known not a few men who had
suffered considerably in consequence of the misrepre-
sentations made to them by their departing predecessors
of the farms they were about to take ; and whilst he agreed
that out-going tenants should be remunerated for improve-
ments made by them of which they had not derived the
full benefit, he thought there ought also to be adopted
some system by which satisfactory vouchers should be
given to a party desirous of taking a farm of the accuracy
of the representations made as to its value. This ques-
tion, he believed, well merited the attention of the Central
Chamber, and would have to be settled whenever the
method of remunerating out-going tenants "should be
decided.

The Rev. Preb. Hawker, as a holder of glebe lands,
rented of him by a tenant, to whom he had not the power
of granting a lease, had felt so strongly the injustice the
man might be subjected to by being turned out of his
holding by a successor to the Hving, without any compen-
sation for the improvements he had effected, that he had
given him the power to claim of him (the speaker) and
those who came after him, as far as that was possible,
compensation for any improvements upon the glebe lands.
He thought that this would be the best policy of all clergy
holding glebes. He regretted that landowners as well as
farmers did not attend the meetings of that Chamber,
which were calculated to be of as great service to the one
as the other.

Mr. W. SowTON thought the greatest difficulty they
had to meet was the superabundance of farmers. When
a farmer wishes to take the lease of a farm, a long list of
conditions was presented to him, and if he objected to
submit to them many others willing to do so could be
found. Landlords, as a rule, listened too much to what
their agents had to say, and seemed to regard their tenantry
with mistrust, and imposed restrictions which were unfair.
He thought if more latitude were allowed the farmer in
the cultivation of his land he would till so as to make the
best use of it. As to the lawyers, he didn't think much of
them. Their conduct in adhering to the form of lease
in vogue 150 years ago and more he considered most ridi-

culous. All that should be remodelled, and the farmer of
the present day should be provided with a lease suitable
to his circumstances. That which was right and fair

should be done
; but this was impossible in the case of

those who were tenants-at-will, and who could at any time

be turned out at six months' notice, without any compen-
sation, however high the state of cultivation in which their

farms might he. The restrictions generally laid down pre-

venting a farmer from selling hay and straw off his farm
he believed to be very harsh, as it prevented men taking
that kind of produce to the best market.
The Cii.viRMAN took exception to the rather uncom-

promising manner in which land-agents had been dealt

with in the paper, and alleged that there were among the

land-stewards of this county men who understood well

good farming, when they saw it, and acted as if they

understood
; and unless a man possessed that knowledge he

was certainly not fitted to bear that [position. What had
been said as to the text of the leases, frequently being
drawn up in the present day, being identical with those
under which farms were held 150 years ago, w;is to a very
great extent true ; and it was well known that if a lease,

prepared 50 years ago, was to be compared with one drawn
up m the present day there would be scarcely any differ-

ence in them. This could not be right. If a simple form
of a lease could be prepared, a great deal of the ground
of complaint would be removed. As to adhering to the
terms of a lease as at present drawn up for three months
together, it was simply an impossibility for a tenant to do
it. It was an evil he should be very glad to see remedied
by some means or the other, and a farmer should be placed
in a position to stick to a lease the terms of which he
undertook to fulfil. In the Rev. Prebendary Hawker's
expression of regret that there were no landed proprietors
present he concurred most cordially. He knew there was
a feeling abroad that that Chamber sought to get up a
bad feeling between landlord and tenant. The contrary
was the case, and the supporters of it believed that if the
landowners would only consent to meet their tenants there
to discuss questions fairly and properly, a great deal now
complained of would soon be removed, and the result

would be beneficial to both parties, and to the community
at large. In reference to the notice to quit, he was of
opinion that a great many of the hardships now endured
would not have to be submitted to if the length of notice
were twelve instead of six months.

Farmers' Clubs.
IVIGTON.

At a receent meeting of this Club, Mr. William
Lawson in the chair, Mr. C. D. Hunter, of Blen-
nerhassett, read a paper on Manures and Field

Experiments. He said :

—

On seeds, nitrate of soda applied alone in 1S6S-9-70-1,

gave as the average of the four years 54 stones of hay
for every cwt. of manure applied ; when used along
with superphosphate and muriate of potash it gave 58
stones of hay per cwt. Sulphate of ammonia used
alone gave 50 stones of hay per cwt., and in conjunc-

tion with mineral manure 484 stones. Peruvian guano,
again, used alone for three years, gave about S stones

less than sulphate of ammonia for the same period, or
equal to 42 stones ; and in mixture it gave equal to

30 stones. Nitrate of soda, it will be seen, proved the

best nitrogenous manure for hay, and also went furthest

when used with, a mineral manure. On a clay soil I

have only one experiment, tried last season on All-

hallows Commons. The land was in very poor con-

dition ; the unmanured crop weighing only about
10 cwt. per acre. On this poor clay, sulphate of
ammonia proved superior, giving when applied alone a
return of 65 stones per cwt. of manure, and with super-

phosphate and muriate of potash 95 stones. Nitrate of

soda gave alone 39 stones of hay, and in mixture 66
per cwt.

The experiments on Oats are more trustworthy, but
having been tried on but one soil and under the unusual

conditions of three years on the same land, they must
not be regarded as entirely applicable to ordinary

farming. From a want of reliable no-manure and
mineral manure plots for comparison, the figures given

may be, as a whole, a little too high or too low ; but

the comparisons between the three manures are quite

exact. Applied alone, sulphate of ammonia proved
superior for Oats ; and, taking its return per cwt. of

manure at 12 stones of corn, Peruvian guano gave il,

and nitrate of soda nearly 7 stones. Applied in

conjunction with mineral manure, nitrate of soda proved
superior; and, taking its return per cwt. at 20 stones,

sulphate of ammonia gave 1 8, and Peruvian guano
17 stones. It is rather curious to find nitrate of soda
last when used alone, and first when iit mixture ;

further experiments may but confirm this fact, but with-

out further trial I could not undertake to say which was
the best manure for Oats. One point seems, however,
pretty well established— namely, that sulphate of

ammonia and Peruvian guano proved of nearly equal

value in both cases. The guano used was the Chincha
Island of best quality, the supplies of which are now
exhausted ; but any good guano containing over 6 or

8 per cent, of ammonia will prove a good corn manure ;

but in purchasing see that you do not buy a " pig in a

poke." Require a guaranteed analysis of the vendor,

or you may pay £l2i or £1^ for a manure not worth
more than £'j.

Barley was also experimented with for three years

upon the same soil ; the same remark applies to this

as to Oats—namely, that the weight, as a whole, may
be a little too high or otherwise, but that the compari-

sons are just enough. Nitrate of soda here takes a

decided lead all through, and, taking its return per

cwt. of manure at 20 stones of com, Peruvian guano
gives only 9 stones. Sulphate of ammonia was not

tried alone, but in mixture proved superior to Peruvian I

guano; thus, nitrate of soda, used with mineral
manure, gave above 14 stones of corn, sulphate of
ammonia 11.^, and Peruvian guano about 7 stones per
cwt. of nitrogenous manure. This shows nitrate of
soda twice as valuable for Barley as Peruvian guano,
and slightly superior to sulphate of ammonia.
On Potatos I have experimented very largely, and

have, from over 400 trials, a number of very valuable
facts bearing upon the seed cultivation and manuring
for this crop. An average of six very reliable plots

gives 161 stones of Potatos as the produce per cwt. of
sulphate of ammonia, used in conjunction with super-
phosphate of nitrate of potash ; Peruvian guano, in the
three years' trial, against this gave equal to 99 stones,

and nitrate of soda 39 stones. Some other experi-

ments place nitrate of soda still lower, and two trials

with Peruvian guano, used alone, give 84 stones per
cwt. of manure, but these are not strictly comparable
with the others, being on different soil each year.

From the foregoing experiments on nitrogenous
manures, it is evident that the value of a manure is

affected by the source of its nitrogen as well as by its

amount, and that a statement of the raw materials used
in making the manure is essential to a correct estimate

of its value. An analysis protects the farmer from
adulteration, and a composition may protect him from
misapplication ; thus, if these results hold good on the
generality of light soils in Cumberland, it is evident
that a Potato manure containing nitrate of soda is much
inferior to one containing sulphate of ammonia, though
both may analyse the same percentage of nitrogen ;

4 per cent, of this being supplied by either 16 per cent,

of sulphate of ammonia or by 26 of nitrate of soda.

Again, suppose two grass manures, and let one contain

30 per cent, of nitrate of soda, this would make it

analyse about 4^ per cent, of nitrogen, and it would be
better value for light land than one analysing 5 per
cent, of nitrogen furnished by 20 per cent, of sulphate

of ammonia, though the latter— if the one experiment
on light land proves of general application—would be
of more value again for stiff soils. Time will not per-.'

mit of further illustration of this point, but enough has
been said to show what a wide and profitable field this

opens up for investigation and experiment, and how
necessary is a more complete knowledge of purchased
manures than is furnished by a published analysis.

The phosphates next demand our attention, as being
after nitrogen the most important of our manurial
substances. Bones, guano, and the mineral phosphates
are the principal sources of supply. In the raw state

the latter are, of course, almost valueless ; but in the

dissolved state, as bone or mineral superphosphate,
their value in the field is the same—and soluble phos-
phates from bone are of no more value than those from
coprolites. Superphosphate of any kind applied alone
is, as a rule, wastefully used. Three experiments give
it a value of 6| stones of hay per cwt. of manure so

applied, and as the superphosphate costs about 5j-. 6d.,

and the hay is only valued at 3^^. 3.^., it is evident that

this will not pay. Used in conjunction with muriate

of potash and nitrogenous manures it did much better,

three experiments giving a value of 17 stones per cwt.

of superphosphate. It is noteworthy that in the same
series of experiments it was applied to two plots along

with nitrogenous manure, but without muriate of

potash, and its value here at once fell to 10 stones of
hay. This shows how one manure helps another, and
that on soils deficient in potash a good manure wanting
in this element is used at a great disadvantage. Plants

require many elements for complete growth, and the

superabundance of nine can never make up for the

absence of a tenth. For all crops, but more especially

the root crops, phosphates are invaluable. So much,
however, is already known concerning this manure,
that I will not take up your time with further details,

but will rather discuss those less known materials which
are daily coming more into use.

Potash, from the prominent figure it makes in the

ash analyses of all plants, has always held a high place

in agricultural science ; but till quite recently its price

forbade its use in agricultural practice. The discovery

of potash deposits in Germany was the first circum-

stance that brought potash manures into general use.

In 1S67, when I first experimented with potash, I-

could purchase at £"] loj. per ton the same article for

which I must now pay £\2 or £i2,- Muriate of

potash, sulphate of potash, kainit, and crude potash

salts are the chief sources of this manure. In 1868-

69-70 I tried the first two on Potatos and Clover seeds.

Potash salts should not be used alone. Three years'

trial of muriate of potash at the rate of 4 cwt. per acre

gave it a value of nearly 6 stones of hay per cwt. of

manure; two of these years gave it, however, a value

of about 8^ stones. Sulphate ofpotashgave i5stones;
probably its superiority to the muriate is due to the

fact that sulphuric acid is more essential to plant life

than the muriate. On Potatos its superiority is more
doubtful, and probably when used with superphosphate,
sulphate of ammonia, and other manures containing

much sulphuric acid, its superiority would be less

evident ; further experiments are, however, required to

decide this point—the greater abundance and less cost

of the muriate also makes it more desirable as a
manure. Used along with nitrogenous manures and
superphosphate, muriate of potash showed much better

results, giving per cwt. of manure 14 stones of hay ;

this, though not immediately profitable, is so nearly so

that in all probability the after effects more than repaid
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the outlay—and I would recommend that for light land

a good grass manure should contain from 10 to 20 per

cent, of muriate of potash, equal to from 5 to 10 per cent,

of potash. I prefer muriate of potash to kainit or inferior

potash salts, because as a rule it contains four times

more potash ; this saves three-fourths railway carriage,

and to your land you can apply i cwt. of potash without

being necessitated to apply at the same time 9 cwt. of

salt and magnesia, which an equal dressing with kainit

would entad ; such large quantities of soluble salts

nearly always prove injurious to every crop, except

perhaps Mangel. In 1S70 I tested kainit against

muriate of potash for Potatos, and from the results on

four plots of each, the muriate proved itself about five

times more valuable. For Potatos, potash has shown

itself indispensable. In two experiment where it was

mixed with lime and salt, and applied both alone and

with farmyard manure, it gave the first year per cwt.

of muriate, 49 stones of Potatos ; the second year, 64 ;

and the third year, 104 stones. With farmyard manure
nearly i^ cwt. was used, mixed with an equal quantity

of salt and i^ cwt. of lime ; alone, nearly double these

quantities were used. Applied in conjunction with

superphosphate and sulphate of ammonia it gave over

two years an average return in four experiments of over

250 stones of Potatos per cwt. of muriate ; this was,

however, the second and third years on the same soil,

and is thus unusually high. It was tried with super-

phosphate against superphosphate and salt—4 cwt. of

each—for three years in three different fields, and gave

55 stones of Potatos per cwt. of muriate ; when added
alone to superphosphate it gave only 12 stones, and in

one experiment, used alone, it gave 43 stones. From
these experiments it is evident that neither for hay nor

Potatos should potash be used alone. Plant life is in

some respects not unlike animal life, and you might as

well expect good health in an animal fed on water

alone, or on straw alone, as in a plant fed on but one

manure. A good Potato manure should always contain

from 15 to 25 per cent, of muriate of potash, equal to

7 to 12 of potash.

On Carrots, after the failure of 1S6S, I did not again

find time to experiment till last season, when the

addition of 2 cwt. of muriate of potash to a mixed
manure of superphosphate and sulphate of ammonia
raised the produce nearly 8 tons per acre. On Turnips

I have but few reliable experiments ; but these go to

show that a good Tiu"nip manure should contain some
potash, though less is required than for Potatos. For
grain crops I cannot recommend potash ; in special

cases it may be useful, but for general purposes its

presence is unnecessary.

Magnesia is also usually present in the ash of plants

to a considerable extent, and has often been recom-

mended for hay and Potatos. In repeated trials I

have not found its application attended with much
benefit. Eight experiments on Potatos gave it the low
value of 5 lb. of Potatos from i cwt. of sulphate of

magnesia, that is six shillings' worth of manure to

produce twopence worth of Potatos. In these experi-

ments it was used in conjunction with superphosphate,

potash, and salt, without any nitrogenous manure
;

further experiments with nitrogenous manures did not

show any better result. On Clover seeds the balance

of six experiments with 2 cwt. per acre of sulphate of

magnesia give it a value per cwt. of i stone of hay ; it

gave the best result— 12 stones—when used in con-

junction with muriate of potash, common salt, and a

little sulphate of ammonia, neither of the first two
containing any sulphuric acid ; and the poorest result

was, when added to sulphate of salt and sulphate of

ammonia, a mixture containing an abundant supply of

sulphuric acid. These facts point to the sulphuric

acid of the sulphate of magnesia as the active portion

of this manure in these experiments ; but neither upon
seeds nor Potatos did it pay one-fourth of its cost.

Salt is the last manure I shall touch upon. It has

been strongly recommended by interested parties, and
has doubtless its uses, but, as a rule, it is more service-

able as a destroyer than as a plant food. Against
grub, wireworm, &c., and as a prolonger of vegetation

in dry seasons, it is of value, but as a direct manure it

more frequently does harm than good. On hay,

4 cwt. per acre applied alone reduced the crops in two
experiments and increased it in two, the balance show-
ing 8 lb. of hay per cwt. of salt. This seems a

common result throughout all England, as 13 experi-

ments reported by Dr. Voelcker show only 47 lb. of

hay for 4 cwt. of salt per acre. The addition of about
2 cwt. of salt to a mixed manure for seeds reduced the

produce in seven experiments by more than 2i cwt. of

hay per acre. The balance of testimony is thus

against its use as a direct manure for hay. On
Potatos, used alone, it seems to have been of service,

giving nearly 17 stones of Potatos per cwt. of salt, but
when added to a really profitable manure like super-

phosphate it almost invariably reduced the crop. It is

rather an interesting fact that, though often found in

the ash of plants as soda, it is sometimes absent,
and for some plants its presence is not necessary
to a healthy growth. The presence of a large quantity
of salt in kainit, though quoted by the vendors as an
advantage, is quite the reverse, as you cannot supply
as much potash as you require without applying also a
quantity of salt, which is almost certain to interfere
with natural growth, and farmers can ill afford to reduce
their crops, and still less to pay for such reduction.

These are the most salient features of our four years of

field experimenting on manures at Blennerhasset. I

much fear that I have gone over them somewhat hur-

riedly, and trust that any point not made quite plain

will be the subject of a question at the conclusion. The
details of many of the experiments are very interesting,

but as I intend publishing these as time permits, I have
the more willingly omitted much of interest, condensing
and generalising the results as above. To put them in

a practical form, I will give the composition of several
manures, as suggested by the foregoing results :

—

Per acre.

Hay
Oats
Barley
Potatos
Turnips .

,

Nitrate
of Soda

cwt.

>i

Sulphate
of Am-
monia.

'4

Super-
phos-
phate.

cwt.

3i
3

k
3

Muriate
of Pot-
ash.

cwt.
6

4i

Farm Memoranda.
vSheep Farms and Deer Forests : Braemar.—

Fortunately, there is still in Braemar sufficient sheep
farming to show what may be done with sheep in that

district, and to form the basis for determining, with
practical accuracy, the capabilities of Mar Forest as

sheep grazings.

The farms of Baddoch and Auchallater, on the
Braemer estates of Invercauld, lie contiguous to Mar
Forest, and are occupied as sheep grazings and grouse
shootings. They are situated in the upper part of
Glen Clunie, on the north face of the Grampians, and
extend from within about 2 miles of the Dee, back-
wards to the summits of the range. Mar Forest
bounds Baddoch farm on the north-west for 4 or 5
miles, and extends down to the Dee near Castleton.

From this south-east boundary the forest stretches

north-westwards round the sources of the Dee, cover-

ing the slopes between Aberdeen and Inverness, and
the southern faces of the mountains which rise from
the left bank of the Dee to Benmuichdui and
Bena'an. The lowest part of the Baddoch grazings is

1400 feet, and of the Auchallater 1250 feet above the

level of the sea. Not over 1000 acres of both farms
lie under 1500 feet, and the average elevation of the

whole may be about 2000 feet. Judging from inspec-

tion of the Ordnance Survey Map, the average eleva-

tion of Mar Forest is not greater than that of Baddoch
and Auchallater, and on the whole, skilful sheep
farmers thoroughly acquainted with the district, are of
opinion that the capabilities of these two farms as

sheep grazings are certainly not greater than the
average of Mar Forest.

The population, stock, produce, and rent of these

two farms will therefore form a basis for determining
with substantial accuracy the population Mar Forest
would employ, the number of live stock it would main-
tain, the quantity of butcher meat and wool it would
produce, and the rent it would yield if occupied as

sheep farms and grouse shootings, instead of deer
forests.

Of the following figures, the measurements are from
the Ordnance Survey Map, the rentals from the

Valuation Roll of the County for 1 87 1, and the prices

are averages of the last three years.

Baddoch and Auchallater.—The farms of Baddoch
and Auchallater, the latter including Newbigging and
Coirenaleirg, extend to about 20,200 acres (say 20,000),

whereof about 50 are arable. Grain crops ripen on
Baddoch—elevation 1400 feet—on the average once in

two years ; and on Auchallater—elevation 1200 feet

—

twice in three years. When the grain does not ripen,

the fodder is used for winter keep. The sheep stock

thrives well, and the 3-year-old wethers are as strong

as any on Deeside. The rent paid by the sheep-

farmers is j^735. The grouse shooting on the two
farms is included in a larger extent of moor, and let to

a separate tenant. The live stock consists of 6750 to

7000 sheep {say 6S00), all wethers, except about 500
ewes, 30 cows and other cattle—whereof about two-

thirds are kept all winter — and three horses. To
tend the stock and work the arable land, 12 to

1 3 men, and 3 women, besides the farmers, are

employed all the year round, and 8 additional

shepherds are required from October to May, besides

extra hands at shearing and dipping. The sheep,

according to their age and the season, leave for the

low country between the middle of October and the

end of November, and leave the low country for the

hills in April. About 2200 wethers (reckoning the

few ewes as wethers, to simplify the calculation), are

sold annually, of the dead weight of 5S lb. each, and
the average clip of wool is 27,000 lb. The winter

grazing of the sheep costs, exclusive of shepherd's

wages, about 3^. 6d. per head ; the sheep which get

Turnips cost more.

Mar Forest.—The whole of the Braemar estate of

the Earl of Fife is devoted to deer, except the portion

adjoining the village of Castleton, the strip of land

between the Dee antl the road on the south side of the

river, and the factor's farm. The few acres cultivated,

within the limits I assign to the deer forest, are more
than balanced by the cultivated acres in the land

excepted on which the deer feed. The area of the

forest as thus defined, called herein Mar Forest, is

about 90,000 acres, or nearly 140 square miles, and
includes, it is estimated, over 200 acres of land once
under cultivation. Mar Forest is thus four-and-a-half

times the extent of Baddoch and Auchallater, and,

compared with those farms, its capabilities are four-

and-a-half times greater. Mar Forest could, therefore,

carry in summer 30,600 sheep, 135 cattle, and 13 horses,

and produce in mutton and wool ^^11,819.
The stags and hinds annually killed in Mar Forest

do not exceed 400, probably not 300, and yield a
certain quantity of venison ; but, as the produce of the

135 cattle Mar Forest would maintain in addition to

the above sheep has not been included in the above
calculation, nor the extra quantity of grouse killed if

under grouse shootings, the sum of ;^ii,Si9 is increase

in value of the produce of Mar Forest if occupied by
sheep instead of deer. This is, however, actually an
under-estimate ; for it is assumed (i) that the whole of
the stock is sheep, whereas it would be more profitable,

instead of fully stocking with sheep, to summer a con-
siderable number of cattle, which would be fattened off

on Turnips in the low country ; and {2) that none of

the sheep would be kept at home over winter, whereas
a considerable stock of ewes might be wintered in the

Forest. On the whole, then, on a very moderate cal-

culation. Mar Forest, if devoted to pastoral purposes,

would yield to the nation annually butcher meat and
wool to the value of ;i^i4,ooo to ;^i5,ooo more than it

does at present.

Mar Forest might be divided into 10 sheep farms,

averaging 3000 sheep each, giving employment to

65 shepherds and other servants all the year round,

and 35 additional shepherds would be required in the

low country in winter. Weie houses procurable, there

would be on each farm, besides the farmer, two
families, and as grouse require about as many keepers

as deer, the sheep-farming population would be in

addition to the present inhabitants. Instead, therefore,

of its present population of 10 families {excluding the

shooting parties). Mar Forest, if occupied as sheep
grazings and grouse shootings, would maintain 40
families besides 45 servants, and estimating each family

at four persons, a population of 205, including ser-

vants, against the present 40, without reckoning the

tradespeople and others the enlarged population would
support.

Hetit.—As sheep grazings alone. Mar Forest would,
in the same proportion as Baddoch and Auchallater,

fetch .1^3307 \os. ; but a sum of, say, ;i^3o7 lOj. would
have to be deducted for interest on houses for ten

sheep farms—leaving ^3000 as the grazing rental of

the forest in its present state, excluding the value of

the six shooting lodges. The grouse shootings of

90,000 acres, with lodges, would certainly fetch

^2000, and Mar Forest, if let as grazings and grouse
shootings, would thus yield at least ^5000 of annual
rent. In 1S71 the whole of the forest was entered in

the assessor's valuation of the country at ;[^252o ; in

the roll for 1S72, just made up, the amount is raised

to ^3058. Of the former sum, ^2310 is for shootings

alone, and of the latter, ;^265o—the balance being
houses, policies, and woodlands. It has been stated

that deer will exist where sheep cannot. From all I

have been able to learn the reverse is the fact. Sheep
will live at a higher 'elevation and on scantier food

than deer, and if together in the same forest, sheep, if

sufficient to stock the grazing, will soon drive the deer

elsewhere. The increasing cost of wintering hill sheep

is urged as an objection to increasing their number, but

if wintering costs more, has not hill grazing also ad-

vanced, and sheep still more? Lowland farmers complain

of the scarcity of store beasts to consume their Turnips,

and the great rise in the price of store sheep during the

last few years proves their scarcity. Without, how-
ever, discussing the point at length, the agriculture of

the country may be safely depended on to adjust

itself to provide for the maintenance of sheep, so long

as it is profitable to produce mutton and wool. Mar
Forest for sheep grazing, although an average of Aber-
deenshire forests, is not equal to those in the adjoining

counties, but, in the absence of fuller information, the

comparative statement given above may be accepted as

not over-estimating the average capabilities of deer

forests on the east coast of Scotland. With similar

information regarding an average deer forest on the

west coast, and, in addition, the total area of Scotland

under deer forest, which the Ordnance Survey Office

may be able to supply, a practically reliable estimate

could be formed of the number of inhabitants sacrificed

to form solitudes for deer, and the loss of butcher meat

and wool by substituting deer for sheep. J
I have only to add that the reasons for selecting Mar I

Forest are its being the largest and most compact in

Aberdeenshire, and its boundaries the most easily

defined. Mr. J. IV. Barclay, in the ''Aberdeen Free

Press.

"

Miscellaneous.
Liehig's ExTRArT OF Meat.—Mr. Edward Smith,

M.J->,, F.R.S., writes as follows in the Times:—
" Having been absent from England, my attention has

only just been called to a k-llcr uf Baron von I.jebig on
my paper at the Fkighton meeting of tlie British Associa-

tion, and to your very valuable leading article on the sub-
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ject of food, which were published by you on October i,

and, although late, I trust that you will allow me to offer

a few remarks thereon.
"The first half of his letter refers to subjects which

were not discussed in that paper, such as 'the economy of

nutrition,' * the small morsel of meat,' ' fish,' and ' tea,' to

which he refers by quotations in inverted commas. I

made no such remarks, as the abstract published by you
on August 20 shows, neither have the extracts been taken

from any published works of mine, and, in fact, I have

never written the remarks which he has quoted. This is

most unaccountable, and I call upon the Baron to explain

as to where he lias obtained his quotations. Whether,
therefore, such obsen'ations are right or wrong, they are

misplaced, and I need not further refer to them.
" The subject of Liebig's extract of meat is one with

which the name and reputation of the Baron are inti-

mately connected, and he is entitled to be heard with due
respect. On this, however strange as it may appear,
there is no real difference between us, and, in fact, he has
entirely corroborated the views which I expressed. I

affirmed that, while it afforded scarcely any nutriment, it

had some value in nutrition, and was justly comparable
with a cup of good tea or coffee. Now the Baron writes

to you, ' Neither tea nor extract of meat is nutriment in

the ordinary sense," while my remark was 'but they can
only in a modified sense be called food.' I did not affirm

that tea and coffee had no beneficial action (neither,

indeed, did I discuss their action at all) ; but any reader
of my works on food knows that I have affirmed (hat they
are nervous stimulants, and in the paper at Brighton I

write, ' Hence its (the extract of meat's) nutritive value is

that which classes it with tea and coffee, and makes it a
ner\'ous stimulant.'

"The important part of the subject, however, is the
composition of this substance, and the Baron nowhere
ventures to contradict my statement. He adds some
crude remarks about its mode of action, thus :

—
' The

physician does not employ them as specific remedies.
They serve the healthy man for the preservation of

health. Taken in proper proportion they strengthen the
internal resistance of the body to the most various
external injurious influences which combine to disturb
the general vital processes, and they adjust these latter.'

Such general and hazy observations explain nothing,
neither do they add to knowledge.
"The public discussion in England on the value of

Liebeg's extract of meat has been very tardy, and later

than in other countries. It is true that a few years ago
the Food Committee of the Society of Arts took evidence
which showed the very small nutritive value of the sub-
stance. Analyses published by Dr. Hassall and others
confirm this opinion, and scientific men now generally
concur therein ; but these views have not had that public
expression which they deserve. In other parts of Europe
there has not been the same apathy, and in Sweden par-
ticularly proper attention has been given to it. A
remarkable passage of arms occurred in 1868 between
Professor Almen {Professor ot Medical Chemistry), of the
University of Upsala, and Baron Liebig, in which the
former maintained the views which I have expressed,
while the Baron strove ineffectually to refute them. The
discussion was considered by the Society of Naturalists at

Stockholm, and the views of Professor Almen were
adopted. Professor Meissner published a paper in i868,
having the same tendency. The Russian Minister of War
appointed a committee of seven scientific men, under the
presidency of Professor Rilter, to report upon the merits
of the extract, and as they reported unfavourably, and in

accordance with the views of Professor Almen, he declined
to sanction its use.

" These views were well expressed by Professor Almen
in three papers, in the Transactions of the Medical
Association of Vpsala, ' On the Small Nutritive Value of
Liebigs Extract of Meat, and of Bouillon ;* but, as they
were printed in the Swedish language, they have not been
generally read,

" Allow me to add that the nutritive value of a food is

essentially a scientific question, and one to be determined
by the method which the Baron has so well enunciated in

his long and distinguished career—viz., by its chemical
constituents, and not by quoting general observations of
its action when administered with other foods. Ex nihilo
nihilJit, and if there be no nutritive material in Liebig's

extract it will not nourish the body. Let it be clearly

understood that, at length, the Baron is in accord with
other scientific men, and that all may adopt the words of
Liebig— ' Neither tea nor extract of meat is nutriment in

the ordinary sense' — and all I have contended for is

accomphshcd. Then we shall no longer have sick and
dying men, women, and children, fed with it under the
delusion that it is nutriment in the ordmary sense. Lie-
big's extract is meat flavour, a nervous stimulant, and has
good qualities, but it is not food.

" It is a mistake on the part of so great a man to un-
justly depreciate the knowledge of others in controversy,
as when he writes to you, ' if he were possessed of even a
faint notion of the science of chemistry ;

' but it has
always been his manner in discussion, and, perhaps,
injures others less than himself."

Chatteris, Isle of Ely : Oct. 5. —• Another un-
settled week, but not a heavy rainfall ;

great variation in

temperature, the warmth of summer one day, and frost

and ice another. Finished threshing seed Wheat, and
dressing same. Taking up Potatos, a few acres about
14 ton per acre, 6 acres about i ton sound, tubers on
the whole injured by heavy rain in August, and partially

under water. Plough for Wheat, and roll and lianow
afterwards ; above half the land for Wheat ploughed in.

Expect to sow some early in next week. A. S. R.

Oct. 12.—We have had some very rough
weather again, rain and gales of wind, a few fine days.

Sowing Wheat five days, taking up Potatos all the

week and finished them : a wretched crop. Two
ploughs part of the week, and three parts for Wheat.
Cleanse out ditches and grips with spare hands. Fine

weather for a few weeks desirable, or the Wheat-sow-
ing will be a difficult and unsatisfactory process,

A. S. A\

Mungoswells: Oc^. 7. — Since writing last the

weather has been more favourable for harvest opera-

tions. Over the most of the lower part of the county

all the white crop has been carried, and now nothing
but a few fields of Beans are to be seen out. In the

hilly districts, however, the harvest is only about half

over ; the crops are cutting up badly, with the excep-

tion of Oats, and Potatos there are much the same as

in the lower districts. All sorts of grain exposed for

sale last week were of very inferior quality ; indeed

new W^heat was not saleable at a higher figure than

40s. per qr. As much as ^"40 per acre has been given

for a field of Potatos near IDunbar, but that is an excep-

tion. Tlie work to be done this week is tying up
Beans, carting same ; topping and tailing Turnips for

feeding cattle, threshing Barley to litter same

;

ploughing stubbles and lifting Potatos, for which 30^.

per 4 cwt. is being offered. //. B.

Oct. 15.—I have to report that since the 8th the

weather has, on the whole, been very favourable for

field operations ; with the exception of sharp frosts at

night, it has been all that could be desired. All the

corn crop has now been carted home, unless in very

high-lying districts. Beans are still out, but this

week, if fine weather holds, will see them all in.

Potatos are being lifted and pitted, but in a great many
cases they are being sold off the field, as some doubts
exist about their keeping in the pits ; they are lift-

ing a very poor crop, in many cases not more than

12 cwt. of good Potatos per acre ; some fields, again,

will hardly pay for the lifting. Barley is both thresh-

ing out and malting badly, so that very poor prices are

being obtained for it. On the whole I think this is

the worst year the East Lothian farmers have ever

experienced. Work done : Threshing Barley and Oats,

carting Turnips to feeding cattle, ploughing stubbles,

carting Beans, taking up Potatos, topping and tailing

Turnips. Work to be done the same, with the excep-

tion of ploughing for Wheat instead of stubbles. //. B.

Chalk Land Farm, Berkshire; Oct. 14. — The
weather is very favourable for getting the Wheat land

ready, and some heavy showers have enabled us to

begin planting on the high, exposed parts, which
require to be put in early to get well rooted before

winter. The Turnips have grown a little lately, but

will not be a heavy crop. All kinds of cattle are very

dear, and much more in favour of the seller than the

buyer. As the harvest was rather late, work is back-
ward, and all hands are fully employed. J. H.

North Wilts: Oct. 14. — The harvesting of

Mangel and Beet is now proceeding favourably, though
the crop is not large. Swedes have not grown as in

ordinary seasons, either on what is termed Turnip
soils, or on the stronger loams. Too much wet
throughout the season. Land generally in preparation

for Wheat is tolerably forward, and has been turned

over by the plough in a healthy condition. A little

Wheat is already planted on the low levels and on
clay soils. Stock generally healthy, though the foot-

and-mouth partially lingers amongst us. Plenty of

feed yet in pastures, and, happily, abundance in the

rickyard. We Southerners have reason to be thankful,

and should sympathise with the farmers in the North,
who are greatly tried by the weather.

Roxburghshire : Oct. 14.—Harvest is now finished,

and a very expensive, tedious, and unsatisfactory one
it has been. The crops have gone into about one-

fourth less bulk than in average years, notwithstanding

the promising appearance of many of the growing
crops. Barley is said to be yielding very badly, is much
stained, and in poor condition. Oats come fast down
from the mill, but are a middling sample—raw and
light, and in nearly all samples more or less sprouted.

Turnips are everywhere reported as very poor, but,

with favourable weather, Swedes on good Turnip soils

may still come out a fair crop. In consequence of the

deficiency of straw for bedding, and bad prospect of
Turnips, a very small number of cattle are being put
up to feed.

West Sussex: Oct. 15.—We have frosts almost
every night, and sometimes rain by day, but, on the

whole, work is not much hindered. Wheat sowing is

now begun, and the land works as well as could be
wished. It is now time to get the Wheat in, and the

Mangel ought to be taken up, as we have such a con-
tinuance of frosts J they are not likely to grow more,
but as we cannot manage both at once, we shall be
satisfied if we can finish them during this month. We
have all ploughed ready for the seed, and with fine

weather the sowing will progress rapidly. We must
not expect a very heavy crop of the later-sown
Turnips now, and the price of lean stock may tend a
little lower ; but there does not seem to be sufficient of

them for sale, and the high price of meat drives them
to the butcher quickly, and so it will be till some,
perhaps, commercial panic takes place to check con-

sumption ; then there will be a fall, but it is not likely

that we shall ever see prices so low as they were 10
years ago. Everything goes up, and so it is likely to
continue. Barley is now coming to market freely, and
is hereabout a good sample, and in good demand at

from 44J-, to 4S.f. G. S.

North Riding of Yorkshire : Oct. 15.—Week's
work harrowing stubble to encourage the germination
of seeds of weeds and taking up Potatos, which are

scarce worth the labour, fully So per cent, being
diseased. Some com in this locality yet out and
much spoiled. Little abatement of foot-and-mouth
illness ; it is now on nearly every farm. Turnips not
bulbing well, and the late frosty nights we have had
are all against them.

South Tyne :—
Oct. 9.—Wet during night and forenoon ; fine afternoon.

Odd work in morning, lifting Potatos in afternoon,

„ 10,— Fair till 4 p.m. Got Potatos all lifted. Further
work stopped by rain.

,, II.— Fearful niKlit of wind and rain. Clearing drains,
and digging stones out of land.

,, ir.—Fine day. Pulling and carting Turnips, and pre-
paring to house cattle.

,, 14.—Sorting and storing Potatos. Housed all cattle.

,, 15.—Fine clear day. Sorting and storing Potatos. Two
men attending to cattle. Best hoggets put on
Turnips.

Most of corn now secured, but in very poor condition.

Potatos all but a lost crop. Great complaints of Tur-
nips not rooting. 1^^^^ corn in markets very much
damaged. Prospective : Securing Potatos and Man-
gels, and attending to stock. A. W. D,

Notices to Correspondents.
Books : Word in Season. Messrs. Ridgway, publishers,

Piccadilly.—5i7 /-//(?/. Procure the Handbook of Dairy
Husbandry, published by Longmans.

SEED MARKET.
Our seed market continues in pretty nmch the position

noted in our last. Several parcels of new French red
Clover have now arrived in this country, for which mode-
rate prices are demanded. English Trefoil is for the most
part of poor quality this season. For new imported
Italian higher quotations come to hand from France.
Hemp seed is scarce, and meets with a ready sale. Large
blue I'cas are in diminished request, the large quantity
recently sold not having yet gone into consumption. New
French Buckwheat is in fair request. Winter Tares and
Rye meet with but little attention.

John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants,

37, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

HOPS.
Borough Market, Oct. 17.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report the best descrip-

tions of Mid and East Kents in fair demand, and
prices firm. Inferior descriptions meet with rather a dull

of sale, at about late rates. Bavarians are commanding
some attention, on account of their excellent quality,

which is superior to that of the last two years.

MARK LANE,
MONDAV, Oct. 14.

There was only a moderate supply of English Wheat
to this morning's market, which sold slowly at a decline

of ij. per qr. upon the prices of this day se'nnight.

The attendance was good, but the business transacted in

foreign was not large, at a similar reduction for all

descriptions. Barley firm. Beans and Peas without
change in value. Oats 6d. per qr., and Maize dd. to grf.

per qr. lower on the week. Flour slow of sale.

Price per imperial O^-'ARTer.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. .White
— fine selected runs do.— Talavera
— Norfolk
— Foreign

Barlev, grind &dist. ,28s t0 33J..Chev.— Foreign, .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotch and Lincolnshire. . Potato
— Irish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

Rye
Rye-meal, Foreign ,.

Beans, Mazagan. . . .

—

s. to —s. . .Tick
— Pigeon —s. to —s. . . Winds
— Foreign - Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent.. Boilers
— Maple, 35J. to 37J. Grey

Maize
Flour, best marks delivered, .per sack
— 2d ditto ditto

— Foreign per barrel

47—61 (Red. . ..

,

55-66 Red
57-68;— Red
53—71— Malting .

25—33 Malting .

24
26—28

22—25
31—33

44—47

Feed ...

Feed . .

.

Feed ...

Foreign .

Harrow ..

Longpod ,

33—40 Egyptian.
40—43| Suffolk .

.

35—37 Foreign ..

— ' Foreign .

.

46—57
40—42

j
Country ..

30—35
'
Per sack .

.

51—63
55—63

35—50
43—55

-34
-45

40—42
38-68

Wbdnesdav, Oct. 16.

With a poor attendance of millers the grain trade

to-day ruled quiet, and prices generally favoured pur-

chasers. The supphes of English Wheat were scanty,

but from abroad the arrivals were tolerably good. Sales

in all qualities were effected cautiously, at prices tending

towards further reduction. Barley was in fair supply,

and for fine* malting qualities a good inquiry prevailed, at

improving prices. (jrinding sorts also were firm, in

sympathy. The Malt trade was strong in tone, with a
steady business passing. The show of Oats was large,

and principally in bad condition ; transactions were
small, and prices in many instances exhibited a slight

decline. Maize was dealt in slowly, at barely Monday's
currencies. Beans and Peas maintained late rales with
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difficulty. The Flour trade was quiet, and values occa-
sionally were rather easier.

Arrivals
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W. S. BOULTON &, CO., NORWICH,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Improved Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very Low Prices.

Only the best materials used. Houses designed to suit any situation. Estimates given free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have pricejroin us before ordering elsewhere.

Ladies or Gentlemen requiring advice as to the Situation, Style, Dimensions, &c., of proposed Horticultural EuildinRS, waited upon in any part of England, Ireland, or Scotland.

A NEW CATALOGUE, containing Illustrations and particulars of Conservatories and Hoi'ticultural BuildinRs suited for every purpose, also Prices and Estimates for upwards of 150 Houses of
various sizes, posted to any address on receipt of One Shilling in Stamps.

Royal Horticultural Society's only Prize Medal.

UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER
AND GROUND VINERY.

In introducing our New Pattern for 1872, wc wish to point out that instead of having
to remove or slide loose glass cvtrj- time it is necessary to attend to the plants, we attach
the glazed lights (si-oz.) with hinges to the frame of each length, thereby doing away with
the continual breakage of glass and loss of time inseparable from the use of the ordinary
kind sent out by other makers. Two men can mstantly remove a complete length
13 feet by 3 feet wide, thus proving them to be really portable.

The Judges at the Royal Horticultural Society's great tueftittg lately held at Binnittg-
ham, pronounced these to be bv far the best and most nsejiii articles of the kind they ever saw,
and awarded them the only Prize.

The first of this improved kind was lately sent to Christopher Ti;rner, Esq., Stoke
Rochford, Grantham. His Gardener, Mr. I. Dell, wrote us the following Letterj
unsolicited :

—

" Messrs. W. S. EouLTON & Co.
"Gentlemen,— I consider them the only Plant Preserv-ers worthy of that name.

Every one who has seen them is of the same opinion. I hope to have some more of them
shortly. " Believe me, yours truly, Isaac Dell."

They arc made in the following sizes. One pair of ends is sufllcient tor any number of
lengths, if set in a continuous row. In ordering state the number of ends required.
Carriage Paid to any Station within 200 miles of Non,vich.

Price.

l^6 feet long by 2 feet wide
1 2 feet long by 2 feet wide
6 feet long by 3 feet wide

1 2 feet long by 3 feet wide
6 feet long by 4 feet wide
12 feet long by 4 feet wide
12 feet long by 6 feet wide
Two-thirds allowed for Packing Materials when returned free to our Works.

We cannot be held responsible for damage in transit ; evcrj- care being talccn in packing,
breakages are seldom heard of

5

5

15

3
6

4

Ends per
pair extra.

Ss. od.

5 J. Od.

IS. oei.

ys. od.

Si-. (,d.

8j. (,d.

lis. od.

MELON OB, CUCUMBER FRAMES.
All sizes (glazed with 21-ounce) ready for immediate delivery.

Height at back, 24 ins. ; at front 13 ins. ; sides, iji in. thick; li[;hts, 2 ins. thick. All made of very best red deal.
Painted three coats. Every pane of glass is nailed as well as puttied in. Each light is provided with an iron strengthen-
ing rod and handle. Purchasers are strongly recommended to have 2i.oz. glass, this being so much better than 16-oz.

All 6 (ect Wide.
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QIR J.
PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES

^ for the MILLION are Simple,

Cheap, and Portable.

^3^s>sss^ Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tichbome Street, Regent

Quadrant, W.. Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

RENDLE'S PATENT ORCHARD HOUSES
PLANT HOUSES, GROUND VINERIES, and PLANT

PROTECTORS. Illustrated Catalocues ^n l'=,,™'5'i!'-'°, °1?,W"
cation to the Patentee, Mr. WILLIAM EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street. London, b.w.

LABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.-Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

Ions, a. per 1000, or 10,000 for 3SJ , cash on delivery. Sample Labe

sen! on receiot of a postage stamp. Orders delivereu free in London by

JOHN FISHER AND CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

Indestructible Terra-Ootta Plant Markers.

.

AW AND CO.'S PATENT.-Pnces, PrintedMXTX Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on aPP'-'c^t'^" = ^'^o

Patterns of OrnamcntafTile Pavements for Conservatories. Entrance

Halls &a MAW and CO., Benthall Works, Broselcy.

Russia Mat Merchants.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, 9. James Street, Covent

Crrlen. W.C. Importers of ARCHA^JGEL and ST. PETERS-
BURG MATS RAFIA FIBRE, &c. ;

Dealers in GARDEN
NETTING. LABELS, TIFFANY. TARRED TWINES, &c,

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable, Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,

forwarded post free on application. .
, ^_ „. .-„, t „„^„„

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburfj, for Covering and PackinK- Second sized Arch-

angel, IOCS. ; PetersburE, 60J. and 80s. ; superior close Mat, 45J,, 505.,

and 55s.; packine Mats, 50s. and 35J. per 100; and every other

description of Mats at equally low prices, at
, ^ , ,„ i,

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,

4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

H. LASCELLES, Horticultural Builder,
Finsbury Steam Joinery Works, 121, Bunhill Row, London.

E-,tirn.uos ^iven on application for GREENHOUSES and CON-
SERVAl URIES of all kinds, and to any Dtsign.

GARDEN LIGHTS and BOXES. Each.—s. d.

3 feet by 4 feet Lights, 2 inches thick, unglazed 3 ^

„ „ glazed, 16-0Z. good sheet glass .. ,. 7 c

6 feet ,, .1 2 inches thick, unglazed 5 c

J, ,, glazed, i6oz. good sheet glass ..12 c

Portable Box containing one 6 feet by 4 feet Light, painted four

coats, ready for use 30 ^

Portable Box containing two ditto, 6 feet by 8 feet 55 =

' Gold Medal Boiler " (Binniiigliain. 1872).

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
Tor particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works. Leeds.

Secateurs, or French Pruning Scissors.

STUART AND MEIN have much pleasure in intro-

ducing these valuable PRUNING SCISSORS, being certain
^ they will prove a

great boon to Gar-
deners and others,

especially for Prun-
ing Fruit Trees.
Roses, &c. They
are of extraordinary
power (although very
light) ; they make a
clean cut, are very
simple, and will last

for many years.

Should they get
blunt, by simply
undoing the screw
they can be sharp-
ened on any ordinary
stone in a few

Prices (free by post)

:

Box Handles—
1st Size, 41. ; 2d Size,

id Size (strong),

IS. 6.2.

Buffalo Handles
—1st Size, 6j. ; 2d
Size, ^s. 6d.

Ivory Handles—
Very suitable for

Ladies, 7^. 6d.

STUART and MEIN, Nurseo'men, Kelso, N.B.

PATENT SELF-CLEANING CORN SCREEN.—
Seven thousand in use. This celebrated Implement was the

invention of the late T. C. Bridgman, Esq., of Bury St. Edmunds
(hitherto known as Boby's Screen), but the Patent having recently

expired, the Manufacturer, JOSIAH LE ItUTT (who for many years

held a share of this Patent, and superintended the Manufacture of

these Machines at R. Boby s

works), now gives the public

the benefit of the expiration

by reducing the price about
25 per cent., guaranteeing
Bt tne same time thorough
efficiency and accuracy of

gauge. Screen No. i, for a
youth to screen 00 bush.

per hour, £7 15J. delivered

(usual price, £9 'oj.) ; if

with stone separator, 25?.

extra ; if with blQwer^
extra -Cs- Screen No. 2 will

screen 60 bush, per hour,

price jCSS^-i delivered (usual

price, £7 7^-)-

Full descriptive Catalogues on application to the Manufacturer (not

the address), JOSIAH LE BUTT, Champion Haymaker Works
Eurv St. Edmunds, Suffolk, Manufacturer of Improved MALI
PLOUGHS, and the EVERLASTING MALT SCREEN.
Note.—The FIRST PRIZE of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England was awarded to Boby's Screens at the Cardiff Trials this year,

For Barley and Wheat these Machines arc invaluable, and make a splen-

did sample. " No good with the light," and " no light with the good

lOTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
COW FITTINGS.

GOLD Medal boiler. —

.

::title recistered:—

SECTION ON Lm& A.[ WITHOUT BRICKWORK OR FtTTINGS

THE BEST, MOST POWERFUL, and ECONO-
MICAL BOILER extant.

Prices and Drawings to be had of all Hot-water and Horticultural

Engineers.

BEARD'S
PATENT METALLIC NON-CONDUCTING

GLASS HOUSES.
WITH PERFECT SYSTEM OF

VENTILATION.

W. G. SMITH & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS (Successors to C. Eeako),

SOLE PROPRIETORS and MANUFACTURERS,

VICTORIA WORKS, BURY ST. EDMUNDS.

Their arj\ .ini.it;<s nrc— I'Mrt.ibility, not fixtures, removable at
pleasure ; nu Wn.Kiwork or I'artiltons to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin ; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary ; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to
infection, being all of Iron. Price of Fiitmes per Cow, 63J. 6d.

Prospectuses Ircc ol COTTAM and CO., Ironworks, 2, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon, Oxford Street^ London, W,), where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

CON^LR\ \TORILS
GREENHOUSES,
VINERIES,
ORCHARD HOUSES,

1 rPNERirs
AQUARIUMS,
PITS,

PROPAGATING HOUSES,

irater Bars.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials supplied for HEATING

GREENHOUSES, Tubular BoiUr, with
HOTHOUSES,

CONSERVATORIES,
, . . ^ ,

CHURCHES,
Imp oved Corneal. ^ PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, &c
11 OT-W A T E R

PIPES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and

X Pieces, Syphons, and
every other connection
kept in stock. .WROUGHT and '

CAST-IRON CONI-
CAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONI-
CAL, also ELLIPTIC f
BOILERS.

Goods of the very best manufacture, delivered at Kailw

Wharf in London.

LYNCH WHITE, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

London, S.E. (Surrey side of Blackfriars Bridge).

Price List on application.

IHE TERMINAL SADDLE
is by far the cheapest and best.

BOILER

See Illustrated CircuUrs, post free.

THOMAS JONES, David Street, Manchester.

rONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L" SADDLE
BOILER

MELON AND CUCUMBER FRAMES, &c.

These patent Houses possess many valuable advantages over wood

houses. No putty is used in fixing the glass. They arc auite port-

able and can be readily taken down and recrcctcd without d.image or

breakage oi glass. They arc much lighter, more ornamental in

appearance, and last ten times longer than wood houses, consequently

they arc more economical in cost.

The FIRST PRIZE was awarded at the Great Horticultural and

Botanical Congress, South Kensington, 1866.

A FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE at the Grand National

Horticultural Show, Manchester, J867.

Three FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES at the Royal Horticultural

Show, Bury St. Edmunds, 1867.

Special Designs, Catalogues, and Estimates furnished on application.

Heating Apparatys in all its branches.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,

with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and

over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent

that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the

amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied: at the

same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being maae

of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made of the follow-

ing sizes;—

Sizes.

36 .

48 ,

48 ,

Wide.
18 in.

18 „
18 „
24 »
24 >
24 fi

24 ••

23 „
30 •>

36 .,

48 „
48 ..

Long.
j8in.

24 •»

30 ti

34 >i

30 ,1

36 „

To heat of
4-in. Pipe.

Feet.
300
400
500
700
850

1,000
1,400

J,80a
3,600

4.500
7,000
10,000

Price.

25
3S
50
75
100

And are kept in Stock and sold only by the Inventors and Patentees,

J. Jones & Sons.

Prir*. Ti^ti o( HOT-WATER Pit'ES and Connections, with

Boilers, of all sizL and shapes ; or ESTIMATES for HOT-WATER
APPARATUS, erected complete, wil be sent on application.

J. jONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Bankside, Southwark,

London, S.E. ^ _^__—

pEORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,
^^ For WAKMING and VENTILATING,

"^ Prfcps *

Coal Calorigen, £6 6s. I Gas Calorigf.n, ^3 31.

Height, 36 ins ; diameter, 21 do. 1 Height, 28 ins.

, London Agents,

MESSRS. S. OWENS and CO., ENGINEERS,
WIIITEFRIARS, E.C. ,,

diameter, 14 do.

A-the interior of the Koom J
B-extcrior of the BuildinK: C-w.lUi

IjLhe Sor gen; E-a Cylinder; F-PM>e, commumealmc to

iuoBlv !dr for combustion, and carry of product; G-p,pe for

Sace^f Cold Air to Calorigen ; H-oullet for d.l.o after bang

made w.arm; I-gas burner ;
J-door ,. „ . . .

The only Gas Stove ^«hich retains the whole of the Heal given oil

by the Gas without vitiating the atmosphere.
„. , „ „

It will be found very valuable in the Nurseni or Sick Room, Damp
Euildincs Shops. Conserv,itories, Offices, &c Exhibited m tho

ExhibilioA of is?! (Department of Scientific Inventions). May be

inspected at the Sole Manufacturers,

J. F. EARWIG AND CO.,

36, Queen Street, Cheapside, London, E.G.
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Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: OR, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use af Schools, Price is.

MEDICAL and (ECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic CEconomy. In i vol. 8vo, with numerous \\ oodcuts, price

7s.6d.

SCHOOL BOTANY; or, The Rudiments of
Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price $s. 6<i.

London : BRADBURY, EVANS, AND CO., 10, Bouverie Street, E.C.

In the Press,

THE SIX of SPADES. A Book about the Garden
and the Gardener. By S. Reynolds Hole, Author of " A Book

about Roses," &c. Crown 8\'o, 51.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS, Edinburgh and London.

Now ready, price is., free by post (or 13 stamps, with t) Hlustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND; a Practical Treatise on the
CuUivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vccetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,

which defy the Winter nnd assist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 6s, Paternoster Row, E.C. ; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

Imperial 4to, Copiously Illustrated, Price i2j.,

FARM BUILDINGS: a Digest of the Principles

adopted in Construction. Reprinted from the "Farm Home-
steads of England," now out of print. By J. Bailey Denton, CE.,
and Bailev DiCNTON, Jun.

E. AND F. N. SPON, 48, Channg Cross, W.C.

Notice.

{By Appointment to the Royvii Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, without e.xtra charge
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS AND FRANCIS.Advertiseraent Agents, 59, Fleet Street, E.C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents :

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQU.VPICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved specially for

this Journal).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-

qut the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a

great variety of subjects.

Subscription in advance, £1 per annum.
Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, 5./.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL.

London

Birmingham

,

Liverpool

Bristol

Edinburgh .

Glasgow

,
Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C. ;

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C. ; Messrs. Gordon &
Gotch, 121, Holbom Hill, E.C.

. Mr. R. S. Kirk. 90, New Street.

. Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street,

James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

, Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal E.xchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers.

MONEY, without unnecessary expense, and at
moderate interest, can be obtained at a short notice, by apply-

ing (personally preferred) to H, W HAMMOND, Secretar>*. Eastern
Counties Monetary' Advance and Discount Bank (Private), 3, Kingiland
Road, London, City end. Advances made to persons resident in any
part of the United Kingdom, for long or short periods, upon Personal
Security, Plant, Furniture, and Stock, without removal or sureties.
Life Policies, &c Office hours Ten till Six. Busincssconducted in a
ixma fide and private manner. Established 1840.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c.. from

Decay. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

A GRICULTURAL PUPIL.—A Gentleman, occupy-
-iA_ ing a large Brcedintr and Arable Farm in Gloucestershire, has
a VACANCY for a I'Ul'lL. A very comfortable home, with every
opportunity of acquiring a practical knowledge of Farming is olTcrea.
Terms, /150 a year.—Any further information will be given upon
application to JOHN CHALMERS MORTON, Esq., Harrow-on-
the-Hill, Middlesex.

WANTED, a good GARDENER ; must understand
Pines, Grapes, and Flowers. He must be well recommended,

and good references will be required.—J. W., Tredegar House, Bow
Road, London, E,

WANTED, by a London Firm, a thoroughly
competent BOOK-KEEPEK, having a knowledge of the

Nursery and Seed Business.—Applications, stating age, experience,
amount of salary, references, &c., to be addressed to A. Z., Gardtiurs
C/imniWi'Oflice, W.C.

To the Seed Trade.
WANTED, a JUNIOR ASSISTANT, for Counter

Work.—Address, giving reference, age, and salary expected,
A. B., Messrs. HUKST and SONS, 6, Leadenhall Street, E.C.

WANT PLACES^Letters_to be Post Paid,

JOSEPH MEREDITH, of the Vineyard, Garston,
near Liverpool, has several experienced Men in his extensive

establishment whom he can highly recommend as HEAD
G.-VKDENKRS to any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring their
services, being well qualified in every respect. I'^urthcr particulars
given on application to the above.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, no incum-
brance ; £Ood practical knowledge in all branches of the

Erofession. Four years in present situation. Wife can manage
)airy, if required-—L. H., Summer Court, Shooter's Hill, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Married ; has a thorough
practical knowledge ol Gardening in all its branches. Eight

years in last situation. First-class testimonials. Lcit on account of
the estate being sold.—J. DUNCAN, Roundhay Park, Leeds.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, no family;
thoroughly practical in every branch of the profession.

First-class testimonials, State wages—A. GOODWIN, Fisher's
Gate Farm, Withyam, near Tunbridge Wells.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, two chil-
dren; thoroughly energetic and practical in every branch of

Modern Gardening. Three years and nine months' good character
from present employers, and good testimonials.—J. H7, Post OtTice,
Guildlord. Surrey,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married, no family
;

understands the Management of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
good Flower and Kitchen Gardener, and can Manage Land ana
Stock. Wife can do Dairy, and Bake. Seven years' character.

—

J. T., Church Road, Albion Road, Stoke Newington, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married ; is at liberty
to engage with any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services

of a thorough competent Man. Can undertake the Management of
Parks, Woods, &c. Good character. Satisfactory reasons for leaving.
--GARDENER, Ilexton. Ampthill, Beds.

GARDENER '(Head).—M.' Wright, Gardener~to
Sir Wm. Clay Bart., will shortly be disengaged; thoroughly

understands the profession in all its branches, also Land and Stock.
Leaving on account of the estate being sold. Character for ability,
industry, and trustworthiness, will bear the strictest investigation.

—

Fulwell Lodge, Twickenham,

GARDENER (Head).—Scotch, married, no incum-
brance; has a practical knowledge of the profession in all its

branches. Can undertake the Laying.out of New Grounds, having
been in hrst-class situations in Scotland. England, and Ireland, Five
and a half years' good character from last employer,—A. H,, James
Dickson & Sons, 32, South Hanover Street, Edinburgh,

GARDENER (Head),—J. Colman, who has had
extensive practical experience of Horticulture in alt its branches,

and was several years Foreman to Mr. Barnes, Bicton Gardens

—

since lor eleven years as Head Gardener to Gentlemen, is now dis-
engaged and at liberty for immediate engagement to any Nobleman
or Gentleman requiring a really practical, persevering, ana industrious
Man.—J. C, Mr, James Barnes, Rolle Street, Exmouth.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
CJ.ARDENER (Ukad). married.—A GENTLEMAN

M most strongly wishes to recommend h\^ Head Gardener, who
has lived with him several years, and has had the Management of an
extensive establishment, where all sorts of Fruit and Plant Growing
has been carried out with rare ability ; is a man in whom the greatest
confidence can be placed, and a first-rate Gardener in every respect.

—

B. B., Q, Cornwall Street, Stanley Bridge, Fulham, S.W.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where three or four
are kept.—Age 28; thirteen years' experience in Gardening,

including Early and Late Forcing of Plants, and Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Four and a half years' good character from present
employer.—JOHN McPHERSON, Hylands Park,

C

helmsford, Essex.

GARDENER (Head), where two or three are kept.

—

Age 22, single ; has a thorough knowledge of the profession.
Excellent character can be given.—A. R., Elton, Peterborough,

NURSERY FOREMAN.—Fifteen years' e.vperience in
Town and Country Nurseries. Thoroughly competent in all

branches. Good reference.—A. B., 6, Gordon Place, Gordon Square,
London, W.C.

FOREMAN, —Well up in early Forcing, also in the
Cultivation of Pines, Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c.

Astle Park, Congleton, Cheshire.

FOREMAN.—J. Anderson wishes to recommend his
Foreman to a similar situation in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's

Garden, where all the branches are carried on. Well up in Forcing,
and the general Management of Houses.—J. "W. W., the Gardens,
Hill Grove, Kidderminster.

To Nurserymen and Landscape Gardeners.
FOREMAN.—To Superintend New Ground Work,

the Laying-out and Planting of large Gardens, Pleasure Grounds,
&c., or will undertake the Management of a good Jobbing Business.
Good references as to capabilities and character. Guarantees given
if required.—A. Z., Mr. Reeves, Nurseryman, &c,, Acton, London, W.

PROPAGATOR, or PROPAGATOR and FORE-
MAN (Indoor),—A steady, industrious Man, of long experience,

is open for an engagement as above.— A., Post Office, Plumstead,
Kent.

PROPAG.'VTOR.-Age 26, married, without family

;

well up in Roses, Conifers, and Hard and Soft-wooded Plants.

Can be well recommended.-WILLIAM WOOD and SUN, the
Nurseries, Maresfiekl, Uckfield, Sussex.

TO SEEDSMEN.—A young German, well acquainted
with the Seed business, knowing French and German perfectly.

and well conversant with English, seeks a situation in the office of

some respectable Seed House. Unexceptionable references given.

—

J. B., J. V, Knight fie Ca, Stationers, Eastcheap, E.C.

To Nurserymen, &c.
SEEDSMAN.—Age 33 ; can assist in the Nursery or

Houses, if required. Good references.—C. H., Jasmine Cottage,
Tanner's End, Edmonton, N, ^
SHOPMAN, TR.-\VELLER, or MANAGER.—Age

30; ij years' experience in all branches of the Seed and Bulb
Trade, ana part knowledge of Plants. No objection to go abroad.
First-class references. Only first-class houses treated with.—Address,
with full particulars, to T. B. C.,6, Metcalfe Street. Carlisle.

JUNIOR SHOPMAN or CLERK, in a Seed Estab-
<l lishment.—A young Man, age 22, wishes for a constant situa-

tion as above. Over five years' reference.—Address, stating wages,
Z., 40, Wilderness Lane, St. Bride's, E.C.

HOT-\VATER PIPES (good Second-hand). —
Wanted, about 250 feet, 4-inch, in any lengths.

Stale lowest cash price to K. V. TAYLOR and CO., 4, Adelaide
Place, London Bridge, E.C.

WANTED, for a Retail Business, a SET of
DRAWERS for VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS—

Apply, stating particulars, to
Messrs HURST AND SON, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

SEED DRAWERS.—Wanted a Nest of Second-hand
Seed Drawers, of 100 to 150, of various sizes, suitable for a

Country Retail Seed Shop. Address, with particulars and price, to
C. W., Messrs, Nutting & Sons, 60, Barbican, London, E.C.

Great International ExMbitlon of Fruit.
The ATTENTION of GRAPE EXHIBITORS is RESPECT-

FULLY CALLED to

CHAPMAN'S NEW " BLACKMORE PARK

"

PARALLEL TRAY GRAPE EXHIBITION and TRANS-
MISSION CASE. The Trays arc so contrived that several different
kinds of Grapes may be forwarded in the same Case, ready to place
on Show Table; and when not required for Exhibition purposes, a
considerable number of bunches may be transmitted in them any
distance, without fear of injuring the bloom, even if turned upside
down, no packing material being required.
Also the "ENVILLE" EXHIBITION FRUIT CASE, for con-

veying several kinds of Fruit in the same package, including two
Show Grape Trays, Reference kindly permitted to Rlr, E Bennett,
The Gardens, Hatfield. Early orders are requested.
For Price Lists, &c., address W. F. CHAPMAN, Patentee, Bristol

Ro;id, Gloucester,

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI D O M O."
• —Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is apolied.

PROTECTION AGAINST COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, is, 6d. per yard.
" FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS.

Two yards wide 11, loif, peryard.
Three yards wide 31. si, per yard.
Four yards wide 3s, lod. per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, 70 yards long,6fiii. toBlid. per yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS do., do,, 54 and 72 inches wide, jUd. and
g^i"^. per yard.
ELISHA T, ARCHER, Only Maker of" Frigi Domo," 3, Cannon

Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.
NoTicrE.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

S^^
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ADVANTAGES TO WHICH NO OTHER THAN

WEEKS'S
PATENT

DUPLEX UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER

CAN LAY CLAIM.

1. The average DURABILITY of this Boiler is 20 years, and we are prepared to issue an

INSURANCE POLICY and GUARANTEE for 10 years.

2. A breakdown or failure is almost IMPOSSIBLE.

3. This Boiler may justly be styled INDESTRUCTIBLE,

4. Perfect SAFETY is insured.

5. All sediment can be removed without emptying the Apparatus.

6. This Boiler can be instantly converted into TWO DISTINCT HALVES, one left WORKING
and the other taken away.

7. These Boilers being of CAST IRON, are infinitely more durable than Wrought-iron Boilers.

8. Any ordinary labourer can periodically CLEAN OUT THE BOILER, without displacing a brick.

9. One of Weeks's Upright Tubular Boilers is equal in SAFETY to two ordinary Boilers, and will

do the work of a dozen, which has been proved over and over again.

10. In case of repairs to ONE SECTION of the Boiler, the REMAINING PORTION can be left

in oiDeration.

11. This Boiler being in SECTIONS can be passed through any doorway i ft. 6 in. wide,

12. Weeks's Upright Tubular is the ONLY BOILER that offers these advantages, which cannot fail to

be of the utmost interest and benefit to the Horticultural World,

NOTE.—The grandest achievements in Heating on record have been

accomplished by these Boilers.

Full particulars sent Post Free on application to

J. WEEKS &, CO.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Editonal Communications should be addressed to "The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Oflice, 4». Wellington Street, Covcnt Garden, London, W.C. w.T.Aii
Printed by WilUAM Richards, at the Office ol Messrs. Uradbi;ry, Evans. 6c Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whilcfriafs, Citv of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the said WILLia-

Richards, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturdav, October 19, 187a. ,

Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Mbnzies & Co., Edinburgh ; for Ireland—Messrs. W. H. Smith fit Son, Dublia
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
SOUTH KENSINGTON, W.

DATES of MEETINGS for 1873 :-January 15, February is,
March 5 and 19, April 2 and 16, May 7, 21 and 22 ; June 4, 5, 6, and 18 ;

July 2 and 16, August 6 and 20, September 3 and 17, October i,
Novembers, December 3.

ALEXANDRA PALACE COMPANY. LIMITED.—FKUIT and FLOWER SHOWS will be held at the
Alexandra Palace, Muswell Hill, London, N., during the year 1873, on
the undermentioned dates :

—

EXHIBITION of FLOWERS .. .. MAY i to 14, inclusive.FLOWER SHOW JUNE n and 12.

). JULY 30 and 31.INTERNATIONAL FRUIT SHOW AUGUST 25 1030.
Full particulars will be announced in subsequent Advertisements

UTOKE NEWINGTON CHRYSANTHEMUM
KJ SOCIETY will hold its TWENY-SIXTH ANNUAL"
EXHIBITION in the Assembly Rooms, Church Street, Stoke
Newmgton, on MONDAY and TUESDAY, November 11 and 12
Admission, First Day, is ; Second Day, 6d. ENTRIES to be
lorwarded to the Secretary on or before NOVEMBER 7.

W. T. HOWE, Hon. Sec.
I, Downs Park Road, Shacklewell, E.

Tl/TR. JAMES FRASER, Horticultural andXTX Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm.
Romford, Essex ; late of the firm of J. & J. Eraser, Lea Bridge Road

_ New Rose Catalogue.
(CHARLES TURNERS Descriptive LIST of all theW leading kinds is now ready. The Trees arc very tine this season,

'nie Royal Nurseries, Sluugh,

JC. STEVENS Horticultural, Scientific, and
• Natural History Sale Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden. London. V/.C. Established 1760. SALES by AUCTION
nearly EvER\ DAY. Catalogues on application-

T AND DR-MNAGE, Planned and Executed by
-fin,?°"'J?^^°'' 0"Jpof"i"'ssion, and the Cost obtained on Loan, by

i HUb. C. SCOTT, 19 . king's Arms Yard, Moorgate Street, E.C.

M Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, la. North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London. N

"PODERICK NICOLSON, Advertising Agent
J_l; a^d General Commission Agent, i. Racquet Court, FleetBTo tlie Trade.

ULBS, comprising LILIUM, NARCISSUS
GLADIOLI, IRIS, ALSTRCEMERIA, CYCLAMEN. DOG'S-TOOTH VIOLETS. JONQUILS, OXALIS, SCILLAS, and

numerous other Bulbs. LIST on application.
STEPHEN BROWN, Weston-super-Mare.

Hyacinths, Tulips, CrocUBes, &c.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON'S CATALOGUE

T,TITrH^S>'4'^'^'^"=^'
TULIPS, -CROCUSES, and otheruult-H BULBS, IS now ready, and can be had, post-free, on

application. Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

w
T GUIS DE SMET, Nurseryman, Faubourg de
TTinZ",^'!'"'

^i""'' Belsium, begs to offer SPIR.'EA (HOTEIA)JArUNlLA, extra strong clumps, at 20j. per too; very fine strong

VA%u?5i',,,„'','"'. ""• ^'° ""= beautiful NEW ECHEVERIAXAPHOPHYLLA, strong plants, at Ss. each.

/^AMELLIAS.-For SALE (to be removed imme-
M •SvinfV^i"'"' ^ ''" plants, from 5 to 10 feet high.
Mr. VVORLEI1, Gardener, Kennal House, near Chiselhurst.

CT '5?'°A°^Jt,4???5?">'^I^a"t». Seeds, ac.
J. BLACK IT H AND CO., late BethAM &

<;,r.« r';^'j^'J"c iJ'°'i^
'""' Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

Street, London, S.E—Forwarders to all parts of the World.

HTo the Trade.-D-wart Roses (on Manettl).
USSEY AND SO.N can supply llie above, in all the
leading Hybrid Perpetual sorts. Their selection, OS. per 100.

Mile End Nursery, Norwich.

1872 I

1")ESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of Selected

,- ,- j l-*-^ roses, by JOHN CRANSTON. Copies can now
be had, Irce by post, on application.

'I'nc Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.WNew Catalogue of Roses for 1872.
I L L I A M WOOD AND SON,
Woodlands Nursery. M aresfield, Ucklield, Sussex.

Z To the Trade.
TANDARD ROSES, linest kinds, straight stems

and good heads, £3 15J. per 100.
H. JACKSON, Blakedown, Kidderminster,

CHARLES VERDIER FiLS, Nurseryman, 12, Rue
i,no,.'i!''"'.','i'!,?"'''

'"'1== '" announce that his CATALOGUES of
ROSES, NEW RUSES, GLADIOLI, IVEONIES. &c.. is now
ready, and may be had, .

.

London Agents, Mess
Lane, Great Tower Street, E.C,

/^HOICE ROSES.—The finesistock of Tea, NoisetteTVv China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in
pots Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

icauy, anu may oe nau, on application, either from him, or of his
London Agents, Messrs, _R^ SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Harp

QRCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
V-' Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,
Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges,
RICHARD SMITH, Nurserymayman and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

Prult Trees.
HARLES TURNER'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE
IS now ready, and includes all the known good varieties, besides

several Novelties: also CONIFERS, HARDY TREES, SHRUBS,
The Royal Nurseries, Slough,

c
/^RAPE VINES,—Strong and extra strong, for
^7-1-.'?!??.'','?^'' ''"'''"B and for planting—the leading varieties.t^AlALUGUE and prices on application
JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester,

yiNES, VINES, VINES.—Strong well-ripened
T ,CANES of all the leading varieties, for Fruiting in pots and

Planting, The Trade supplied Priced LIST of sorts on application
to JOHN KELLEfT, Welhnglon Nursery, Heaton Chanel,ursery.

Vines and Fines.
T> S. WILLIAMS can supply first-class well-ripened
-f-Y" V.'^5'ES of all the leading VINES, and fine healthy PINES of
the best kinds,

Y ictoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Hollowav, London, N.
T3ASPBERRY CANES.—Red Antwerp and FliioH,
-Lll from 4 to 6 feet, is, per doz., 71 per too, 60s. per 1000 ; Irom 6 to
K Icet, ts. 3i per doj., 8s, per 100, Jos, per 1000, Remittances toaccompany all orders from unknown Correspondents

CHRISTMAS QUlNCEY^Seedsman.jtc^l'eterhormiph
STRONG Standard APPLES, PE.'^RS, and WAL-

NUTS; Standard and Dwarftrained PEACHES and NECTAR-
JS1,,'„' ?.°?i

'"'l^^""" of Evergreen and Deciduous flowering

CHARLES BURGESS, The Nurseries. London Road, Cheltenham

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other PRIZE
COB NUTS and FILBERTS, LISTS of these varieties from

Mr, WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS, Florist
Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants ol all

'tf,„\^',',',"'h ^"'l P°"W= PltlMROSES of different colours;AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort 0( Early
Spring Flowers, LIST on application.—Mr, WEBB, Calcot, Reading.FTo Seed Merchants.

LOWER and GARDEN SEEDS, &c., from the
Canar^r Islands. CATALOGUE ready early next week, free

on application.
R, KRAUSSE, 27, Cheapside, London, E,C.

T~\AISIES.—Now is the time to plant the best sorts-A^ for spnng gardening. Red, White and Pink, as. per too

;

Aucuba;folia, 6s, per too, cheaper by the 1000; 12 plants, in six varie-
ties, post free, 15 stamps. Select CATALOGUE of ROSES, post freeJOHN MOORE, Rose Nurseries, Warwick,
TX/" H I T E PINK S.— 1000 patches of the above,
T T 12 to 18 inches in diameter, 3s, per dozen, 20s, per 100; also

1000 strong patches PHKIFT. <s. per dozen, 25s, per too,
WILLIAM BRYANT , the Nurslty" Rugby

"TiAHLlA POT ROOTS,—Fine strong plants of theJ-^ new and leading varieties at present in cultivation. Price per
dozen 4S,; per too, 28s,; also ZONAL GERANIUMS, 12 sorts 3s
orioo, 20s. CATALOGUES free on application,

JAMES GERiy^RD, Mile End Nursery, Aberdeen, N B

Select Geranliuns, Sic., Cheap.WPOTTEN begs to offer the above from his

r~ J ' .".Sfl'"^'^"' Collection, See his Advertisement in the
Gardeners CkromcU, October 5

The Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent,

J,
^ The Planting Season.AMES MITCHELL has the honour of stating he

, _ possesses the most magnificent Specimen TREES and SHRUBS
in England, Gentlemen requiring superior Plants arc respectfully
invited to visit these Nurseries.

Pilt Down Nurseries, near Uckiield, Sussex,

WANTED, 2i dozen e.ttra strong FRUITING PINE
Plants, Apply, stating price, to

D, M,, Post Office, Reading, Berks.

WANTED, strong transplanted APPLE STOCKS,
not less than half an inch in diameter, and free from blight,
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester,

WANTED, Dwarf-trained, Early Admirable and
Early Beatrice PEACHES, Standard CHERRIES, with 6 feet

stems. Quote price, &c,, to
THOS, BUNYARD AND SONS, Maidstone.

SPECIMEN PLANTS WANTED.—Persons having
1^ i3^« Specimens of the finer kinds of Conservatory Plants for
DISPOSAL, will oblige by sending particulars to the Pine-apple
Nursery Company. JOHN BESTER, Manager,

32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPI- in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Wanlu.use, 2)7 & 238, High llolborn, London.

English Saved Seed, just Harvested!PRIMULA JAPONICA, =.t. 6,/. per packet.
PRIMULA INVOLUCRATA, v.nr. abyssiniensis.is, Cd. do,BARR AND SUGDEN, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

OMARIA GIBBA CRISPA.— Nice Plants, u. each

;

-^ post free, is, sd.
EDWARD SANG and SONS, Nurserymen, Kirkcaldy, N.E.

TWELVE CHOICE PALMS for DECORATION
for One Guinea, in nice little plants, to grow on : or in fine

large plants for immediate decoration of table, &c,, &c,, in choicest
kinds, for 84s, and 126s. per dozen ; half-dozen at same rate,

JOHN H, LEY, Exoti c Nursery, Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

A VALUABLE COLLECTION of CACTI, ALOES
and EPIPHYLLUMS to be DISPOSED OF

Mr, WILLES, 122, Hill Street. Peckham. S.E,

Spanish Chestnuts and Hazel, l-yr.WM. MAULE AND SONS offer to the Trade a large
quantity, at 7s, per 1000^ for cash or exchange,

'"he N urseries, Bristol.

'piHE COLCHIC LAUREL.—Hardiest, freest-
L. growing, and brightest of all Laurels. All sizes from i to 4 feet

:

many thousands disposable.
RODGER, McClelland and CO., Newry,

pYCLAMEN PERSICUM.-Fine flowering Bulbs
v..' I to 2 inches, in 4-inch pots, 3«, to "tos, per too.

RODGER, McClelland and Co., Newry,

,^^ To the Trade.
T)OTTED HAWS.—The Advertisers have a few Tons
-*- *^ for sale. Price on application to

RODGER, McCL

E

LLAND and CO., Newry.
l^ade List.

rPHOS. BUNYARD and SONS beg to state that
J- their NURSERY TRADE LIST may now be had on applica-
tion to The Old Established Nurseries, Maidstone.

Limes, Limes.
pONSFORD AND iSON can supply handsome speci-
-L men LIMES for Parks, Avenues, &c., in height from lo to
15 feet, straight stems.

Loughborough Park Nurseries, Brixton, Surrey.

CHARLES B. SAUNDERS, Nurseryman, &c.,
^. ^ Jersey, begs to offer, in fine healthy strong stuff—EVERGREEN OAKS, 2 to 3 feet, in smafl pots, at 50s. per loa
Strong Muscat, Victoria, and Hamburgh VINES, 2+1. per dozen

J>ne-year grafted GUERNSEY ELMS. 6 to 8 feet high, 3M. per 100.

SPECIAL CHEAP LIST of Camellias^'Azal^
Epacns. Ericas, Stove Plants, Ferns, Palms, Roses, &c., &c.now ready. Free on application (with General Catalogue) to

JOHN H. LEY, Exotic Nursery, Lansdowne Road, Croydoi

ERICAS and EPACRIS. — 12 fine plants of
either Ericas or Epacris, tSs. and One Guinea, set with buds,

in choice sorts. All packages gratis for cash with order.
JOHN H. LEV, Exotic Nursery. Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

Forest frees, Fruit Trees, and Shrubs.
'V\r JACKSON AND CO.. N ursenes, Bedale,
T V • Yorkshire, have the above in fine condition, at moderate

prices. Buyers are invited to inspect the stock. The Nurseries are
about 30 miles north of York.

pLANT CHliSTNUTS, and rival the glorious
-1- Avenues of Bushey Park. Fine transplanted Trci:s, 5 10 6 feet,
451 per 1000, or 71. 6d. per 100. Stout 0.\K, 3 to 4 feet, 25s, per 1000
Carnage free to London. Price LIST of other TREES, &c, on
application to A. C. WILKIN, Tiptrec, Kcivedon, Essex.

The Best Early Pea for Market Gardening
PURPOSES is

SUTTGNS' IMPROVED EARLY CHAMPION.
A week earlier than Daniel O'Rourke, but with larger and

better filled pods, and iar more prolific. Lowest price per quarter
on application to

SUTTONAND^ONS^SeedGrowei^^^^ading.

TR. SKINNER" and"s6ns. Fruit, Potato, and
• Vegetable Salesmen, Covent Garden Market ; Offices and

Warehouse, 32, James Street, W.C.
SEED PUTATOS and FRUIT TREES supplied at Wholesale

Prices. Established over 40 years.

rilHE TRUE TELEGRAPH CUCUMBER.
-*- Packers for 13 or 31 stamps.
CHARLES YOUNG, N u rsers'itian, &c., Balham Hill, and Upper

Tooling Park, London, S,VV,
. hh

.
To the Trade.T^XTRA strong forcing ASPARAGUS.

J—

1

Sample and Price on application to
J. AND G. McHATTlE. Seed Merchants, Chester,

SEAKALE, ASPARAGUS and RHUBARB, extra
strone, for forcing. Price on application,

JAMES DICKSON AND SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester,

F OR SALE, 2000 strong 4-yr. old LINN^US
RHUBARB ROOTS, for forcintr and planting

; price /i per 100.
T. W. BEACH. EalinK Lane Gardens, Old Erentforj; W.

MAGNIFICENT SEAKALE ROOTS, for Forcing.
—Extra strong, 12s. 6d. per loo ; very fine roots, loj. 6d. per

100; ad size, 7s. 6d. per 100.
W. HOOPER

,
New Wand sworth, near Clapham Ju nction, S.W.

JOHNSTONE'S ST. MXRTrN'S~~irHUBARI;
tf earliest and best in Cultivation. Strong Roots, ir. 6d. each.
Price to the Trade on application.

W. P. PAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen, Dundee, N.B.

PAMPAS GRASS.—A Large Stock o7 plants oflhe
best silvery variety, established in pots, many of a size to bloom

next season. Price per 100 to Foresff-rs and the Trade on applicationSUTTON AND SONS, the Nurseries. Kcadint;. Ik-rks,

PARIS.
I

SUT TONS' GRASS .sEEU^ lor ^.LL
1867. I SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MELAA*

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, ^vc.a
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, RcadinR. Berks.

TO BE SOLD, Cheap, FOUR large SPECIMEN
PLANTS: 2 Lantana borbonica, 5 feet; i Corypha australis,

4 to ; feet ; i Lapageria rosea, 5 feet, m a la-inch pot, trained on
a wire balloon.

C. MacLAREN, Norfolk Nursery, East Dereham, Norfolk.
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Crape Vines.
FRANCIS R. KINGHORN has this season a fine

stock of these, in strong well-ripened Canes, of all the leading
sorts.

STRAWBERRIES, well matured plants, in 48 and 32-sized pots,
for forcing.

Priced Descriptive LISTS on application.
Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

GRAPES the FIRST YEAR.—The finest Canes in
the liingdom, grown and ripened without fire-heat, ready for

fruiting. LIST and prices post free
RANSLEY TANTON, F.R.H.S., the Nurseries, Epsom

GRAPES, GRAPES.—The secret of Grape growing
is pulverised Bone.

k'"dJ.}«'-^''P"'»'^llel.
I

JjjJ,''"}?^.
per bushel.

Bag included.
Price per ton much less. Delivered at any Railway Station in London.
RANSLEY TANTON, Seed and Manure Warehouses, Borough

End, London Bridge, S.E. ^ __-
Prime Pine Plants.

FOR SALE, 7 dozen Fmiting PINE plants ; 17 dozen
Succession do. , and 24 dozen good Suckers, all clean and healthy,

and warranted tree from insects. For further particulars, and to
treat, apply to

JAMES GARROWAY and CO., Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

PINE PLANTS FOR SALE.—A Gentleman wishes
to dispose of a few Fruiters, Succession, and well-rootcd Suckers.

Their room being wanted, a low price would be accepted. They are
in fine condition.

C. BERRY, the] Gardens, Bumtwood House, Wandsworth
Common, S.W,

Vines, Vines, Vines.
DUTCH FLOWERING ROOTS, SPRING FLOWERS, &c.

EXTRA strong Fruiting and Planting CANES of
B!ack Hamburcrh, Black Alicante, Muscat of Alexandria, Lady

Downe's, &c.,4cw. to 80s. per dozen, 35, 6d. to 7s. 6d. each, package
included. The Canes are very short jointed, well ripened, and have
fine plump buds, and are in all respects equal to those usually sold at
from sr. to 151. e,ich.

For DUTCH ROOTS, WINTER FLOWERS, SPRING
FLOWERING PLANTS, &c., apply for Descriptive LISTS, free on
application. For Spring Flower Gardens we offer 300 Plants in la sorts,
and 300 Bulbs (600 in all), comprising Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, &c.,
for2iJ-, half, in. ; 12 Exhibition Hyacinths, as. 6d. and js. dd.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON. Oldfield Nursery, Altrlncham.

WANTED, 150 STANDARD APPLES, including
the following sorts, less or more of each :~Hawthornden

(new), Keswick Codlin, Lord Sufllicid, Tower of Glamis, Northern
Spy, Mere de Manage, Serinkia, Eclinvillc, Norfolk Bearer, Lewis'
Incomparable, Stirling Castle. Must be clean and true. State price
and number of each to

RODGER, McCLKLLAND and CO., Newry.

Brockwortli Park Pear.

JC. WHEELER and SON can supply TREES of
• this extra fine PEAR at the following prices :—

Dwarf-trained for walls, 7s. 6d. each.
Pyramids, 51. each.
Fme Maiden Plants, 2J. 6d. each.

This magnificent Pear is well worthy of a wall wherever space can
be found for it.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Nurserymen, Gloucester; and
59, Mark Lane. London, E.C

Mulberries, Mulberries.
SAM. DYER offers to the Trade a fine, clean, healthy,

well-rooted Stock of the above. Price per dozen or 100 on
application.

The Old Established Nurseries, North Street, Bridgwater.

Mulberries, Mulberries.
PONSFORD AND SON can supply the above in

large or small quantities and sizes, some extra Specimen
Trees. Prices on application.

Loughborough Park Nurseries, Brixton, Surrey.

Staflfordshire.
To PARTIES about PLANTING QUICK.

TRANSPLANTED and BEDDED QUICK, prime
3-yr., 4vr., and 5 yr.-old, in any quantity, delivered at Lichfield

Station, at from i3i. to 18s. per 1000.
W. WILLIAMSON, Greenhill, Lichfield.

JOSEPH SMITH, Sen., Tansley Nursery, Matlock,
Derbyshire, begs to intimate that his CATALOGUE of generalNURSERY STOCK is now ready, which he will be happy to for-

ward on application. It contains a large Stock of Forest Trees,
Hardy Evergreens, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, American Plants,
&c , &c.
The Nursery is in a very exposed situation, the soil of a fibrous

nature, and the plants lake up with excellent roots, so as to insure
the best success on their removal.

J. Smith, Sen., will be glad to make special offers for large lots.

Autumn Catalogue.
GEORGE POULTON begs to inform his numerous

Friends and Customers that the above is now ready, containing
all the best new varieties of GERANIUMS, FUCHSIAS, &c , at
considerably reduced prices: also a choice LIST of HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUS, &c, of the best quality and at remarkably low
prices. Catalogues sent post free on application,

Fountain Nursery. Angel Road, Edmonton, London, N.

Magnificent New Winter Flowering Plant,
EOUVARDIA VREELANDIL

MESSRS. J. STANDISH and CO. are now
prepared to execute orders for the above beautiful plant. It

has the habit and form oi B, Hogarthii, but the colour is of the
Purest White. The flowers are of excellent substance and stand
well, thus rendering it invaluable for Greenhouse or Conservatory
Decoration, and also for Cutting and Bouquets. Fine plants, with
12 to 14 shoots on each, which will all flower this winter In a moderate
lemperaiure, 21. 6d. each, 245. per dozen, //} per 100. Special quotations
to the Trade on application.

;
Royal Nurseries , Ascot, Berks.

TO BE SOLD, Cheap, the Ground being required
immediately for other purposes :

—

RHODODENDRONS, 1% to 4 feet.
RED CURRANTS, fine s-yr.-old.
LIMES, from 2 to 8 and 10 feet.
AST!, Mountain, 2 to 8 and lo feet.
PRIVET, many hundred thousand, very fine, cheap.
QUICKS, several million, from 3 to 6-yr.-old, all transplanted,

extra fine.

BEECH, 4 to 6, and 8 to 10 feet, bushy.
CHESTNUT, Horse. 4 to 6, and 6 to 8 feet.RHODODENDRON, transplanted, 2 to 4, 4 to 6, G to 8, and 8 to

12 mches..
ENGLISH YEWS, 2 to 3, and 3 lo 4 feet.

T. ti....
Prices on application to

B. AVHITHAM
, |he N urseries, Redd ish, near Stockport.

Forest and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &c.KNOWEFIELD NURSERIES-130 'ACRES-STANWIX.

L
CARLISLE.

^'^?u^^.^'^° BALLANTYNE have a large STOCK
FFTJ^ FP?rJ'!>''-l^^'t';T^1.l''^^^S'^ TREES. SHRUBS, CONI-
Jx^eSeSr^d^r^Uh^eSe ^'''^'' ^^- '"' ^^^ "^^ ^^^^^^ '°

couldlcdK[^I^f'°''?'"''^?PP'''^^^'°"^'3"d plants ordered now
sSaon

''^'"'"'^^ ^'°™ ^'""^ »° t'nie as required during the planting

Plan,? a^v";^PSme'°priTer" '°^ '''' '"^P'^ °^ '^'^'^ ""^'"^^^ "^

October ^"d November are the best months for Autumn Planting.

44, English Street, and Knowefield Nurseries CadislcLITTLE AND BALLANTYNE '

^'"^''^'=-

BritiBb Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for six postage

stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

STOVE PLANTS and FERNS. — 12 fine healthy
Stove Plants, either flowering or ornamental foliaged, or 12 Stove

or Greenhouse Ferns, for los. 6d. ; or extra size and including many
novelties, One Guinea per dozen. Catalogue and Special Cheap List
free on application. Package gratis for cash with order.

JOHN H. LEY, Exotic Nurse ry, Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

Primula.
PONSFORD AND SON'S unsurpassed strain of

PRIMULA may be had direct from the Nurseries, or from the
following Firms, in Sealed Packets, at as. 6d. and 5s. ;—Messrs.
Hurst & Son, 7, Leadenhall Street, London, E.G.; Mr. R. Cooper,
15a, Fleet Street, E.C. ; Mr. Benary, Erfurt, Germany.

Lisianthus Russelllanus.

BS. WILLIAMS has a few dozen superb Plants to
offer of this magnificent old greenhouse plant, which will

bloom in the ensuing spring. The stock being limited early orders are
solicited. Price on application

Victoria and Paraclise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

SPRING BEDDING PLANTS.—Now is the time to
plant Alyssum, Aubrietias, Daisies, Double Primroses, Pansies,

Polyanthus, &c., many of which can be supplied by the 100 or 1000.
Price LIST on application to
RODGER, MCCLELLAND AND CO., Seedsmen, Nurserymen and

Florists (Successors to A. G. Daly), Newr>', Ireland.

WM. KNIGHT solicits the attention of the Nobility,
Gentry, and the Trade generally to his magnificent N U RSER

V

STOCK, which consists of the finest Coniferas, Evergreen and
Flowering Shrubs, Ornamental and Forest Trees ; Pyramid, Standard,
and Trained Fruit Trees ; Slandard and Dwarf Roses ; all of which
are in the healthiest condition, and would move safely. CATALOGUES
free. Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

Choice Winter Flowers.
TSAAC DAVIES'S Priced LIST of the new sweet-
JL scented Hybrid AZALEAS and RHODODENDRONS raised by
him, and awarded First-class Certificates, is now ready, and will be
forwarded to any address on application. His stock of AZALEA
DAVIESI and HYBRIDA ODORATA, also RHODODENDRON
MULTIFLORUM and PR.'ECOX. grown m the open ground, are a
mass of flower-buds. The Nursery, Ormskirk.

BERBERIS DARWINH.—Handsomest of all Ever-
green Hedge Plants (now is a good time to plant). Fine plants,

i}4 to 2 feet high and bushy, transplanted spring 1872, loj. per 100, Zos.

per 1000. Special prices for quantities of 5000 and upwards. About
50,000 disposable.

RODGER, MCCLELLAND and CO., Newry.

The Planting Season.
TRANSPLANTED SCOTCH FIR, extra fine, from

2^ to 4 feet, to be SOLD, a B.trgain ; the property of a Gentle-
man who does not rtqulre them for his own plantmg.
WILLIAM WOOD and SON, the Nurseries, Maresfield,

Uckfield, Sussex. . .

LARGE AUCUBAS. LAURELS, Irish and Common
YEWS, LAWSONIANAS, and other EVERGREENS,

LARGE LIMES, POPLARS, CHESTNUTS, and other FOREST
and ORNAMENTAL TREES. A Surplus Stock of the above to be
DISPOSED OF at

R. T. PENNETT'S Nurser>-, Park Lane, Tottenham, N.

WM. GODWIN, Nurseryman, Market Drayton,
Shropshire, has to ofler some larce CEDAR of LEBANON,

8 to 10 feet; AFRICAN or SILVER CEDAR a to 6 feet; IRISH
YEWS, 6 feet—well feathered specimen plants ; also a large quantity
of CONIFERS, EVERGREEN PLANTS from 3 to 7 feet, and
RHODODENDRONS of any size for Cover Planting, &c.

WOOD AND CO, offer the undernamed, in
splendid plants :

—

SIBERIAN ARBOR-VIT,^, ij^ to 2 feet.

It ,1 2 to 2% feet.

II II 3 feet.
The above were transplanted in 1871, and such Plants are rarely to

be met with, each plant being a " perfect specimen." Samples and
prices can be sent on application.

Barbourne Nurseries, Worcester.

30,000 Indian Azaleas, with Flower Buds.
JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,

begs to ofl"er :

—

100 AZAXEA INDICA, named, 90J. ; 100 ditto, stronger, named, iios.
100 CAMELLIAS, named, without Rower-buds, i to i}4 ft. high, iios.
The sorts are ail first-rate, but the selection must be left to J. B.

Baskets and Packing gratis. They will be sent carriage free during
two months to the Docks of London, Hull, and Goole.

CATALOGUES free, on application,

VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
• begs to offer :

—

CAMELLIAS, with flower btids, all good double varieties, own selec-
tion, plants 1 to I'/i foot high, {,6 10s. per 100 ; ditto larger, £S to
£12 per 100. Strong plants 5s., lOJ. td., to 21s. each.

INDIAN AZALEAS, with flower buds, nice stuff, own selection, all

fine varieties, ^5 per 100 ; ditto larger, £6, £8, to ;£io per 100.
SPIR-EA JAPONICA, strong plants for forcing, 305. per 100.
DAREA DIVERSIFOLIA, a very pretty greenhouse Fern, for

decoration, 251. to 42s. per 100.

PANDANUS UTILIS, fine plants, ^Cg per 100.
MUSA SUPERBA, stout young plants, 51. each or 481. per dozen.

MAURICE YOUNG'S TRADE CATALOGUE
of New Hardy Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, and Evergreens;

New Japanese Plants, New Aucubas, Rhododendrons. Roses, Fruit
and Forest Trees, is now ready, and may be had on application. All
Orders from unknown Correspondents must be accompanied by
reference, Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

rpHE largest, cheapest, and best stock of ROSES is atX WILLIAM PAUL'S.
PAUL'S Nurseries and Seed Warehouse. Waltham Cross, Herts, N.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE free by post.
The ROSE GARDEN, Third Edition, 7s, 6d. ; post free, 3s. ;

ROSES in POTS, post free, zs.

GLOXINIAS for EXHIBITION.— 12 large Gloxinias
for One Guinea, 2 to 3 inches across; 12 fine bulbs for 121. ;

12 smaller bulbs [but good) gi. All choicest named sorts. J. H. L.'s
selection from over 50 kinds, including many new and desirable
novelties, fit for immediate forcing, or for summer growth. The
collection of 36 sorts in three sizes for s^.':. Packages gratis (or cat

h

with order.

JOHN H. LEY, Exotic Nursery, Lansdowne Road, Croydon.

CHOICEST CAMELLlTs ^d AZALEAs!^
Six very fine Camellias in 6 sorts for One Guinea, 12 extra selected

for 42s., selection from over 100 sorts, all with from 6 to 12 buds;
12 smaller plants for 24s. and 30J., all well set and healthy. Azaleas,
very tine plants, full of buds, 21s., ^os., and 42s. per dozen ; a few very
fine specimens. One Guinea each, and a few small ptant.s 151. and 18s.

per dozen. All packages gratis for cask -unih order. Catalogues free on
application. JOHN H. LEY, Exotic Nursery, Croydon.

Post Free to all Applicants.

BS. WILLIAMS* NEW PLANT and GENERAL
• CATALOGUE is now ready. It contains a Descriptive List

of beautiful New Plants offered in commerce by him this season for
the first time; also general Priced Lists of Orchids, Ferns, Tree
Ferns, Flowering and Ornamental-leaved Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Palms and Cycads, Azaleas, Camellias, Amaryllis, Ericas,
Epacris, Liliums, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and general Collections ol
Soft-wooded and Hardy Plants.

Special prices for specimens Quoted on application.
An inspection of the Collection solicited.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N,

Cinerarias.
MESSRS, JOHN STANDISH and CO. are now

sending out fine Plants of their celebrated strain of CINE-
RARIAS, which are now so well known as to require no
further description.

Collection No. 1, consistingof 6of theverybcstof allthe varieties, 301.
Collection No. 2, consisting of 12 do., do., 431.
Collection No. 3, consisting of 34 of the best from the general

collection, 63J.

Collection No, 4, consisting of go do., do., 105*.
Collection No. 5, consisting of 100 do., do., £i.
Single Plants from 2t. 6d. to 7s. &d. each.
A descriptive LIST of each collection will be sent post free on

application. Early orders are solicited, as the supply of the best
varieties is limited.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Gladioli—New Roses.
EUGENE VERDIER Fils Aine has the honour of

informing his numerous Correspondents that his CATA-
LOGUES of GLADIOLI and NEW ROSES for 1872-73 are now
ready, and may be obtained, free of charge, on receipt of application
(post paid).
EUGENE VERDIER Fils Aine, Nurseryman, 3, Rue Dunois,

Gare.d'Ivry, Paris.

New Roses for 1873, and others ; Gladioli,
CAMELLIAS, &c.

LEVEQUE ET FILS, Nurserymen, Ivry-sur-Seine,
near Paris, beg to say that their best NEW ROSES will be

ready the end of this week, and that their stock of TEA ROSES in
pots is splendid :—Mar6chal Niel, Mdme. Falcot, Souvenir d'un Ami,
Souvenir d'Elize Varden, Jean Pcrnet, Melanic Villermo;, Adam,
Souvenir de Paul Noron, Marie Van Iloutte, Perfection de Mont-
piaisir, and all the best sorts, old and new, per lOO of each.

Prices and LISTS on application. ^^
To the Trade.

TEA-SCENTED ROSES, in pots, by the dozen,
hundred, and thousand, very fine picmts, including—

MARECHAL NIEL,
GLOIRE DE DIJON,
DEVONIENSIS,
CLIMBING DEVONIENSIS,
MADAME FALCOT,
RUBENS,

And all the best leading sorts. Price on application.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield,
near Uckfield, Sussex.

Eight Thousand Tea Roses, in Pots,
FOR WINTER FLOWERING.

MESSRS. J. STANDISH and CO. beg to call
attention to their magnificent stock of TEA ROSES, consist-

ing of:

—

4000 MARECHAL NIEL, in i6's, 32's. 48's, and 6o's.

1200 SAFRANO, in t6's, 32's, 48's, and 6o's.

600 MADAME FALCOT, in 14's, i6's. 32's, and 6o's.

500 ISABELLA SPRUNT, in i6's, 24's, 48's, and 6o's.

250 Extra strong GLOIRE DE DIJON, in 32's. Also
1400 of various varieties, in i6's, 32's, 48's, and 6o's,

including Alba Rosea, Belle Lyonnaise, Alons. Furtado, Madame
Margottin, Niphetos, Freres Soupert et Notting, Madame Isa Imbert,
Safrano a fleur rouge. Souvenir d'Elize Varden, Madame Trifle,
Devoniensis, &c. A fine collection of HYBRID PERP^TUALSof
all sorts, including 700 extra strong plants of Boule de Neige, just
ready to bloom. Prices on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

ROSES, on the cultivated
Seedling Briar.

A Select Priced LIST now ready.

All the plants are grown in my own
Nurseries, in Oxon and Berks, and are
thoroughly acclimatised, ensuring 3 com-
plete success in planting. Every facility
for transport by rail.

GEORGE PRINCE,
14, Market Street, Oxford.

Hyacinths. Tulips, Liliums, Gladioli, Crocus.
And a large STOCK of MISCELLANEOUS DUTCH and CAPE

BULBS, ROOTS, PLANTS, direct from the Grower.

ANT. ROOZEN AND SON'S (late Ant. Roozen)
CATALOGUE of the above for 1872, will, as usual, be handed

to all Gardeners and Amateurs, free on application. For our SPECIAL
TERMS as to Free Delivery, Remitting, &c., please consult
Catalogue.—Overvcen. near Haarlem. Holland, July i.

New Catalogue of Bulbs, Plants, Fruits, &c.
"p OBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
-LIj CATALOGUE, containing Select, Descriptive, and Priced
Lists of Dutch and other Bulbs, Alpine and Herbaceous Plants,
Hardy Aquatics, Delphiniums. Grape Vines, Fruit Trees, New and
Rare Plants, Miscellaneous Planls, suitable for bedding and decora-
tive purposes, double-flowered Pyrethrums, Sweet Violets, &C., is
now published, and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

Unrivalled Collection of Dutch Bulbs, at Wholesale
PRICES.

ALFRED LEGERTON, Wholesale Seed
Merchant, 5, Aldgatc, London, E., begs to intimate to his

numerous Patrons, and the Trade generally, he has received his
annual importation of DUTCH BULBS direct from the best growers
in Haarlem, and that the Quality and size are very superior, and can-
not be excelled, the Bulbs being large, weighty, and handsome,
CATALOGUES are now ready, ana will be forwarded upon
application.

To the Trade.
ECHEVERIA METALLICA, strong flowering Plants,

in 48's, gs. per dozen; ECHEVERIA SECUNDA GLAUCA,
2s. 6d. per dozen; ECHEVERIA GLAUCA, 35. per dozen; PAM-
PAS GRASS, strong, in large 6o's, 3J, per dozen, 201, per too ; ditto,
strong, from stores, 141. per 100; HBONIA FLORIBUNDA, strong,
in 48's,'Qj. per dozen; SOLANUMS, in 48's, 55. per dozen;
GERANIUMS and FUCHSIAS, best named sorts, lor, per too;
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, finebulba, 6r. per dozen ; HYACINTHS,
best named sorts, as. per dozen ; ditto, mixed, 21. per dozen.
GEORGE POULTON, Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmonton,

London, N.

WHANDSCOMB. The Nurseries, Aspley Guise,
• Wobum, Beds, offers the following good TREES, all twice

and three times transplanted:—2000 Lombardy. Italian, and Balsam
Poplars, 9 to 10 feet ; 5000 Spruce Firs, 2 to 2l4 feet ; 5000 do., 3 feet

;

2000 do., 5 to 6 feet, all very bushy ; 10,000 Evergreen Privets, 3 feet,
good; 2000 Horse Chestnuts, 5 to 7 feet; 2000 Weeping, 6 to 8 feet

;

10,000 Oak, English, 4 to 5 feet; 5000 Common Laurels, '2 to a'A feet;
Sooodo., 3 lo 3;-^ feet : 20OO do., 3!^ to 5 feet ; 2000 Portugal do., a I

Icet ; Whitethorn Quicks, 4-yr. transplanted ; 2000 Green Hoilie;
u to 9 inches; 1000 do., 12 to 15 inches, all transplanted 1872; 4000
Eerbeiis Aquifolia, i3 to 18 inches ; 1000 Laurustinus, iJ4 to 2% fect j

2000 Tree Bo.x, 2 to 2}4 feet
; 500 do., busby, 3 fect ; 500 do., variegated,

2;^ feet ; 20,000 Ash, a feet; 5000 Ash. 3 fect ; 10,000 in drills, at 2s per
1000

; 500 Red-twigged Lime, 8 to 10 feet ; 1000 do , 6 to 7 feet ; 40 Ever-
green Oaks, 6 to 8 feet. Standard and Dwarf FRUIT TREES of all

kinds, and MULBERRIES, aoo Black Hamburgh GRAPE VINES,
and White Sweetwater, 3-yr. old.

Richmond and Mortlake Nurseries, Richmond, Surrey.
Established 1802.

GAND W. STEELL beg leave to call the attention of
• the Nobility, Gentry, and the Tr.ide gcner.illy to their very

extensive and superior stock of AMERICAN PLANTS, CONI-
FERGUS and EVERGREEN SHRUBS, FRUIT, FOREST and
ORNAMENTAL TREES, consisting of Rhododendrons, Azalcaa,
Andromedas (well set with bloom buds), Thujas, Araucarias, f unipers,
Wellinglonias, green and variegated HOLLIES, of which they iiave
a very large stock; Aucubas, Laurels, Dwarf and Standard Rose
Trees, Acers (variegated and green). Double and Single Thorns,
Laburnums, Acacias, Mountain Ash, Copper Beech, Common and
Scarlet Horse Chestnuts, Standard and Dwarf-trained Fruit Trees,
Currant and Gooseberry Trees, &c., which they can highly recom-
mend, knowing them to be in good condition for planting, they having
been removed within the last two years.
Where large quantities are required, a special price will be given.
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CAMPANULA MEDIUM CALYCANTHEMA,
CAIPAIfULA lEDIUl CAIYCAITHEIA ALBA.

These splendid bien-

nials are almost unri-

valled for their brilliant

effect in the flower gar-

den, and as single speci-

mens for conservatory

decoration it is scarcely

possible to over-estimate

their value. In habit the

plant differs but little

from the well-known form

of the old blue and white

Canterbury Bell, but while

the corolla is much larger,

the calyx, in addition, is

enlarged to nearly 4 inches

in diameter, presenting

the form of a saucer, and

changed from its ordinary

green colour to the same

as that of the corolla, thus

adding considerably to its

beauty. The fact of it

coming true from seed

renders it easy of access,

placing it within reach of

all amateurs and lovers

of their garden.

NE^V QUEEN ONION.
A very nice, silver-skinned Tri-

poli Onion, as remarkable for its

keeping qualities as for the rapidity

of its growth. If sown in February,
it will produce Onions from i to

2 inches in diameter early in the

summer, which will keep sound
until the summer of the following

year
; and if sown- in July, it will

be ready to pull late in the same
year, and be sound and fit for use

until the following autumn. Rich
or strong soil is not necessary for

its cultivation, any medium or poor

garden mould will suit it. It is of

an excellent mild flavour, and can

be highly recommended.

The annexed engraving is a

correct representation of (and

taken from) Onions which have
been off the ground between nine

and ten months.

The above Supplied only in Sejed_Packets
, Is. 6cl. each. Price to the Trade on application.

A List of Names of Firms ordering the above will be published shortly In the G,irA-m:^' Ckyonicle.

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS & CO..
SEED GROWERS AND MERCHANTS, SOUTHWARK STREET. LONDON, S.E.
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RENDLE'S PATENT ORCHARD HOUSES
PATENT PLANT PROTECTORS, AND GROUND VINERIES,

Secured by Her Majesty s Royal Letters Patent (three separate and distinct Patents, 1869, 1870, & 1872J.

Under the Distinguisked Patronage of H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCE CHRISTIAN.
HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJAH DULEEP SINGH.

HER MAJESTY'S COMMISSIONERS OF PARKS AND
GARDENS.

HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND.
HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF SUTHERLAND.
HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE.
THE MOST NOBLE THE MARCHIONESS OF ANGLESEY'.

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE EARL OF STAMFORD
AND WARRINGTON.

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE EARL OF PORTS-
MOUTH.

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE EARL OF DART-
MOUTH.

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE LORD PORTMAN.
THE DOWAGER COUNTESS OF AYLESFORD.
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LORD ALFRED CHURCHILL.
THE EIGHT HONOURABLE LORD BERKELEY PAGET.
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LORD BOLTON.

1 THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LORD VERNON.
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LORD DE LISLE AND

DUDLEY.
THE HONOURABLE ARTHUR KINNAIRD, M.P.

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE EARL OF WINTERTON.
THE LORD BINNING.
THE LORD DE BLAQUIERE.
THE LORD HENRY SCOTT.
THE VISCOUNT EVERSLEY.
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE LORD H. PAGET.
THE LADY MATHESON.
THE LADY PRYSE.
THE LADY MENZIES.
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LADY GARDNER.
THE LADY FITZHARDINGE.
THE LADY DE ROTHSCHILD.
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE GENERAL G. C. W. FOR-

RESTER.
THE HONOURABLE D. ASHLEY.

THE HONOURABLE H. GRAVES.
THE HONOURABLE R. MEADE.
THE HONOURABLE MRS. BANKES.
THE LADY EMILY WALSH.
THE HONOURABLE AND REVEREND A. G. CAMPBELL.
THE HONOURABLE AND REVEREND H. W. MOSTYN.
THE HONOURABLE MRS. CAULFIELD.
THE HONOURABLE W. T. ORDE POWLETT.
THE KNIGHT OF KERRY.
SIR F. H. GOLDSMID, BART.
SIR THOMAS N. ABDY, BART.
SIR HEW DALRYMPLE, BART.
SIR EDMUND BUCKLEY, BART.
SIR WILLIAM FORBES, BART.
SIR DAVID BAIRD, BART.
SIR WILLIAM MA.KWELL, BART.
SIR GI.YNNE WELBY-GREGORY, BART.
SIR GEORGE JERVIS, BART.
SIR JAMES MATHESON, BART.

And more than 500 ;/ the Leading County FamJUes in the United Kingdom.

NEW INVENTIONS FOR 1872 AND 1873.
THE FOLLOWING TITLE.S HAVE BEEN REGISTERED AND THE COPYRIGHT SECURED

I.—The "Rustic

2.- -The " Rustic

Orchard House.

Greenhouse.

3.—The " Rustic " Winter Garden.

4.—The " Rustic " Glass Rosery.

5.—The "Rustic" Fruit Tree and Plant Protector.

6.—The "Alexandra" Plant House.

7.—The " Nurseryman's " Plant House.

8.—The " Economic " Greenhouse and Plant House.

9.—The "Rustic" Glass Fernery. [Plant House.
10.—-The "Combination Rustic" Glass Summer and

11.^—-The "Folding and Expanding" Plant Protector.

12.—The "Rustic" Glass Verandah.

ADVAITAGES OE EEMLE'S lEW PATEIT SYSTEM
OF BUILDING AND GLAZING ORCHARD HOUSES, PLANT HOUSES, GREENHOUSES, PAVILIONS,

TENTS, MARQUEES, AND WINTER GARDENS.

1. The glass is placed in horizontal metal grooves, and fixed on wooden rafters.

2. The woodwork is entirely and completely covered by the metal and the glass, so that it is not exposed to the action of the atmosphere.

3. The glass moves freely in the metal grooves, and can be easily removed.

4. The most complete ventilation can be given, and whole rows of glass can be moved for the summer season, when abundance of air is

required for plant life.

5. If a pane of glass is broken it can easily be replaced without the aid of the glazier.

6. No paint is exposed to the action of the atmosphere.

7. No putty, felt, or India-rubber is required.

8. It is the most economical system ever introduced.

9. It is portable in the truest sense of the word. A Span-roof House, 40 feet long, can be sent, carriage free, a distance of 250 miles for about ;^5.

10. The Patentee has received many orders from America and the Colonies, they are so portable and can be packed in so small a compass ;

indeed, for exportation, it is the only system that can be adopted, except at an enormous outlay for freight and carriage.

11. All the Houses on this system are tenant's fixtures, and can be easily taken down and fixed again.

12. It is light, elegant, and durable, and the system is perfect. A Protector can be put up 6 feet long or a Winter Garden can be erected to

cover an acre of ground.

The following Testimonials have been selected, and will be quite sufficient to show

the value of the Inventions:—
" Frogmore House, Windsor,

"April 18, 1871.—Lieut. -Colonel Gordon is desired by His Royal
Highness Prince Christian to write to Mr. Rendle, and tell him that

His Royal Highncss's Gardener has reported in such hich termsof his

Plant Protectors he saw to-day, Prince Christian would Tike one fixed

up in his Garden."

" From Mr, Edw.^rd Bennett, Gardener to Hu Right Hon. the Earl
of Stamford and Warrington, Enville, mar Stourbridge.

"August 23, 1871.—The more I see and have to do with your
various descriptions of Plant Protectors, Cases, &c., the more I am
convinced of their utility ; and 1 would strongly recommend those who
have not given them a trial to do so at once."

Mr. Bennett has now in work more than looo feet at Enville.

" Extract of Letter from Mr, William Ingram, the Superintendntt of
the Gardens at Belvotr Castle, the Scat of His Grace the Duke of
Rutland.

" April 5, 1872.—I have found the Glass Coping and the Nottingham
net continue quite perfect as a Wall Covering, and its value for pro-
tecting the tender blossoms of Fruit-trees was made more strikinely
evident during the inclement weather in March, when cutting winds,
with snow ana heavy rains, stooped against and destroyed the unpro-
tected Peach blossoms. I kept a thermometer under the (llass
Coping, and found the external frost of 5*; the thermometer registered
32° under the protected wall covering. The gain of s°, as a rule, will
save a fruit crop."

From. C. A. Trevelvan, Esq., HalUngion Demesne, near
JVewcastle-on- Tyne.

"October 18, 1872.—The Orchard-house is much admired, and I
believe you will have some orders soon. The Glass Copes I like very
much. The air is much warmer under it (above 6 degrees), and the
crop of fruit has been good for this bad season."

" Extract of Letterfrom Mr. George Anderson, Gardener to Lieut.-
Colonel Clay, the Slopes, Wallasey, near Birkenhead.

"Mays, 1872.— I am very much pleased with the Orchard-house;
it has been fairly tried here of late, both by wind and rain. We have
used it for growing Peaches, and it answers its purpose well, and gives
entire satisfaction. The mode of construction and ot glazing is so
simple, and yet so effective, and it is entirely free from drip, as all the
glass overlaps at least a quarter of an inch. My Peas are now in

flower under the Plant Protectors, whilst those unprotected, sown at

the same time, do not show the least signs of bloom, I shall get new
Potatos next Saturday, and this is very well, considering how late we
had the Protectors."

Extracts of Letters from Mr. D. T. Fish, the celebrated Horticultural
A utitor.

" Hardwicke House, Bury St. Edmund's.
"May I, 1872,—I believe your Fruit Cordon Cases will keep out

more frost than any ordinary Orchard-house, on account of their
proximity to the ground, and the warmth of their side walls. Your
Protectors have carried Plum and Apple Cordons safely through the
frost this season, and will prove invaluable safety caps for Pear and
Cherry Cordons m bloom. Such springs as the present—sweeping ofl

millions of blossoms and embryo fruit in a single night—will, per-
force, drive all Cultivators to Glass Screens and Copings for tneir
Walls. In our climate we must have glass. We cannot grow our
Choice Fruits without it. And now, when Orchard-houses can be
built at so low a price, there is no reason why they should not be
extensively used. We must have Orchard-houses, Glass Screens,
Glass Copings, or Cordon Cases, to carry our Fruit Trees safely
through tnc dangers of our fickle and treacherous springs."
" May 3, 1S72.—The longer I use the Protectors the better I like

them; they have been extremely valuable all through the past winter
for Salad growing. I had actually fine grown Lettuces early in April,
and they have furnished abundance of Sweet Cress and other small
salads all through the winter. The Strawberries were in full

blossom in the middle of April in the Protectors. The Glass Copings
will this season be of immense service."

/m/^rtant Testimonials from Sir VfiLLWH F0R8ES, Bart.,
Fintray House, Aberdeen, Scotland.

To the Editor of the Aberdeen foumal.

{Date of Publication, September 25, 1872.)

"With reference to the Peaches which gained the First Prize at the
Horticultural Society's Show on Friday last, 1 may mention that they
were grown upon a wall amply protected by Mr. Edgcumbe Rendle s
Patent Wall Screen, and no artiticial heating whatever."

" Fintray House, Aberdeen.

*' September id, 187*.—It affords me very great pleasure to testify to
the vaiuableness of your Patent Wall Screens, The enclosed extract
from t\\c Aberdeen Journal of the 25th inst. will show what I have
been able to do already with regard to Peaches. I may also state
that 1 had a very tine crop of Magnum Bonum Plums grown under
the same range of Wall Screens. The excellence also of your Glasi
Coping for Walls has been proved by an increased crop of Pears, I
fee! sure that your inventions only require to be better known to bo
fully appreciated, and I request that you will send me a few Cata<
logues to distribute amongst my friends. The Glass for the Coping
has arrived.

" To Mr. Edgcumbe Rendle."

Note.—Sir William Forbes is so satisfied with the value of the in-

ventions that he has given orders for the w/tcte of his Wall Fruit Trees
to be protected.

Testimonialfrom George H. M. Muntz, Esq.,

of Birtningham.

" I have a length of 150 feet of your ' Belvoir Castle Protectors' in

one line, built up permanently, I am very much pleased with them,
and shall put up a Span-roof, 150 feet long, as soon as I can get tho
ground clear."

Illustrated Catalogues can be obtained on application to the Patentee and Inventor,

Mr. WILLIAM EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, WESTMINSTER CHAMBEES, VICTOEIA STREET, LONDON, S.W

1
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** Early orders insure the best Bulbs."

Seedsmen to H.R.H.DUTCH
FLOWER

HMtheyuccn. RQOTS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

the Prince of Wales.

JAMES CARTER & CO.
HAVING RECEIVED THEIR CONSIGNMENT OF

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Which have arrived in splendid condition, beg to offer

the following COLLECTIONS of BULBS, which will

be found to contain, in the best quality, all the sorts

required for the purposes mentioned :

—

Carter's Collections of Bulbs for Conser-

VATORY and WINDOW DECORATION, includ-

ing Basket and Packing, and Carriage Free. Price

lOs. 6d., 21s., 42s., 63s., and 84s.

Carter's "Guinea" Collection of Bulbs for

CONSERVATORY and WINDOW DECORA-
TION, including Box and Packing, and Carriage

Free, contains

—

13 HYACINTHS, in 12 extra
fine named sorts

9 POLYANTHUS NARCIS-
SUS, in 9 variciies

13 TONQUILS. sutci-^..ented

SO Crocus. Imest named
1 DIEI.VTkA Sl'ECrARILIS
I LILll'M SPECIOSUM
6 SCILI.A SIBIRICA
24 SNOWDROPS, extra large

selected
6 TULIPS, Tournesol

3 TULIPS, Rex Rubrorum
3 „ La Candeur
3 ,, Roval Standard

„ Yellow Prince
3 „ Rosa Mundi
6 „ Due Van Thol
1 AMARYLLIS FORMOSIS-
SIMUS

6 IXIAS, finest mixed
6 SPARAXIS, finest mixed
6 TRITELEIA UNIFLORA

Carter's Collections of Bulbs for Conser-

VATORY and OUTDOOR PLANTING, including

Basket and Packing, and Carriage Free. Price 15s.,

303., 42s., 63s., and 84s. each.

Carter's Complete Collection of Bulbs for

CONSERVATORY and OUTDOOR PLANTING,

including Box and Packing, and Carriage Free, price

30s., contains

—

HYACINTHS. 12 in 12 extra
fine named sorts for pots or
glasses

,, 13 in 3 colours for bedding
NARCISSUS, Double, white, 13

,, Pocticus, or Pheasant-eye, 12

TULIPS, extra fine mixed, 36
„ Tournesol, 6
„ Due Van Thol, 6

„ Royal Standard, 3
„ La Candeur, 3
,, Yellow Prince, 3
,, Rex Rubrorum, 3

Double DAFFODILS. 12

STAR of BETHLEHEM, 13
SCILLA BELGICA, mixed, 12

CROCUS, blue, 75
,, striped, 73
,, large yellow, 75
„ white. 75

ANEMONES, extra fine mixed,
36

GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEY-
ENSIS, 8

IRIS, extra choice mixed Eng-
lish, 12

,, extra fine mixed Spanish, 24
JONQUILS. CAMPERNEL, 12
RANUNCULUS, extra fine

mixed, 36
SNOWDROPS, so

Carter's Collections of Bulbs for Outdoor

PLANTING only, including Box and Packing, and

Carriage Free. Price lOs. 6d., 21s., 63s., and

84s.

Carter's "Guinea" Collection of Bulbs for

OUTDOOR PLANTING only, including Box and

Packing, and Carriage Free, price 21s., contains

—

HYACINTHS, 12 in 3 colours
NARCISSUS, double white, 12

TULIPS, extra fine mixed
double, 12

,, extra fine mixed single, I3

,, finest mixed, late, 13

„ Due Van Thol, 12

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS,
fine mixed, 6

CAMPERNEL JONQUILS, 6
STAR of BETHLEHEM. 12

TRITELEIA UNIFL0RA,6
DOG'S-TOOTH VIOLETS, 6
CROCUS, blue, 25

CROCUS, striped, 50
,, large yellow, so
,, white, 25

ANEMONES. ext. fine, mixed. 24
GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEY-
ENSIS, 6

IRIS, extra choice mixed En-
glish. 12

,, extra fine mixed Spanish, 12
LILIUM CANDIDUM,3
„ TIGRINUM, 3

RANUNCULUS, extra fine
mixed, 24

SNOWDROPS, so
WINTER ACONITES, 24

For full particulars of the above and other Collections,

see

CARTER'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE
of DUTCH BULBS, FRUIT TREES, ROSES, &c.,

Which may be had Gratis and Post Free on application.

Fiveper cent. Discountfor Cask.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE QUEEN AND

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
S37 and 238, HIGH HQLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

_ Pelargonlimis for the MUIIoil
TAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION is

tl IN BLOOM from FEBRUARY until SEPTEMBER. Strong
Plants, now ready, at ihe following low prices for cash :— too choice
distinct sorts, %qs.

; so sorts, 301. ; 25 sorts, 205. Hamper and package
i ncluded. Crown Nursery, Kc.iding.

Dutch Flower Roots.

BS. WILLI.VMS begs to announce thai his
• ANNUAL CATALOGUE of DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,

containmg a Descriptive List of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Nar-
cissus, &c. ; also a Select List of Fruit Trees, Roses, &c, is now
ready, post free to all applicants.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Winter and Spring Flowers.
VERY EASY OF CULTURE.

BUTTONS'
CHOICE COLLECTIONS OF

FLOWER ROOTS.
For SPRING FLOWERING, Open Ground,

S*., loj. M., 3ii., and 421. each.

For SUMMER and AUTUMN, Open Ground,
\QS.(}d., 3i5.| and 4:5. each.

For WINTER and SPRING, Pots and Glasses,
los. 6^., 211., and 42s. each.

Any of the above will be forwarded on receipt of Cheque or Post-
oflice Order. 21s. Collections and upwards Carriage Free.

SUTTONS'
£1 Is. Collection
Of Choice Flower

Roots for pots and
glasses, contains ;

—

18 best named Hyacinths
36 best Tulips
50 named Crocus
6 named Narcissus
6 Iris

6 Sciilas

6 Jonquils, sweet scent-
6lxias ' '

3 Sparaxis
3 Oxalis
3 Cyclamen pcrsicu
I Tropaeolum.

red

The Best Twelve
Hyacinths for 12s.
For Pots or Glasses.

SUTTONS'
£1 Is. Collection
Of Choice Flower

Roots for open jjround
contains :

—

35 fine mixed Hyacinths
3t) Narcissus, of sorts
12 double Daffodils

50 Anemones, db. & sin.

100 Ranunculus, ditto
200 Crocus, 4 sorts

50 Snowdrops
so Aconites
60 Tulips, 6 sorts
2 Crown Imperials
6 Campernellejonquils

For complete cultural
instructions and detailed
Lists of other Flower
Roots, sec"SUTTONS'AUTUMN CATA-
LOGUE for 1872," gratis
and post free.

SUTTON AND SONS,
Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

HORTICULTURAL CLUB. — COMPLIMEN-
TARY DINNER to be given by the CLUB to Mr. JOHN

KEYNES. Salisbury, and Mr. PHILIP FROST, Drcpmore. at Ander-
ton's Hotel, Fleet Street, E.C.on WEDNESDAY, November 6 (the
day of the International Fruit Show at South Kensineton), at 5 for
half-past 5 o'Clock precisely. Dinner Tickets ks. each, exclusive of
Wine. JOHN LEE. Esq., FR.H.S. (Messrs. J. & C. Lee,
Hammersmilhl, has kindly consented to Cake the Chair. .

Gentlemen desirous of Dining with the Club on this occasion are
requested to send their names to the Secretary by Monday,
November 4. By order of the Committee.

RICHARD DEAN, Secretary.
Ealing, London, W., October 24,

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1S72.

THE Universal Exhibition at Vienna,
to be held next year, demands attention, in

spite of the prevailing impression that we have
had enough of such displays. There are, however,
some features about the proposed exhibition at

Vienna that invest it with special interest. Fore-
most among these is its position. Vienna is not
only a most attractive capital in itself, but it is

in near proximity to some of the most beautiful

scenery of Europe. Extensive forests and iron

mines are near at hand ; the coal and salt mines
of Austrian Poland are world-renowned. In
another direction are the fertile plains of

Hungary, teeming with corn fields, vineyards.

Maize and Tobacco plantations. The Danube
provinces are close at hand, with their

vast populations at present but imperfectly

acquainted with western resources and western
markets, even as we cannot fully estimate their

immense productiveness. Of all this wealth and
fertility of resource Vienna is the entrepot.

Not a country in Europe is more rich in

mineral wealth, not one has greater agricultural

capabilities than Austria. Allied to Germany
and Bavaria on one side, to Italy on another,

while her eastern boundaries reach to the
frontiers of Turkey, she has the Adriatic for her
seaboard, the Danube for her river. Formerly
vexatious restrictions were placed on the develop-
ment of the trade and industries of Austria.
Only so much coal or iron or salt could be raised
annually. They must not be exported. Many
branches of industry were Government mono-
polies. Knowledge, especially scienlific know-
ledge, was discouraged, unless, indeed, it were of
such a kind, and taught in such a manner, as to
ensure the sanction of a not too liberal-minded
clergy. All this, we believe, is now altered.

Taught by her reverses, Austria has entered on
a new career, and has the sympathies of all the
nations of Europe. A Universal Exhibition such
as is contemplated cannot fail to be of tlie

greatest service to Austria, and the benefit is

likely to be reciprocal. We in this country have
but a feeble idea of the magnitude of the resources
of this productive country.

The exhibition, which is to be on a scale of
magnitude far exceeding that of any previous
one, is to be held in the Prater—the Hyde Park
of Vienna, but having infinitely the advantage in
point of size and natural beauty over our London
park. The building, which is of glass and iron,

consists of a central rotunda of colossal dimen-
sions, with nave and aisles spreading from if,

and inclosing garden-courts. Each country will

have one of these transepts and garden courts
allotted to it. There are to Ije special build-
ings for machinery and for horticultural exhi-

bitions. The objects to be exhibited are arranged
under 26 groups, so as to "represent the present
state of modern civilisation, and the entire

sphere of national economy, and to promote its

further development and progress."

We subjoin the following particulars relating

to agriculture, horticulture, forests, and some
other subjects connected with the practical appli-

cation of vegetable and animal substances :

—

Group 2, devoted to agriculture, horticuUure, and
forestry, including

—

a. Plants for food and physic (ex-

cluding fresh fruits and vegetables, which are to be the
subjects of temporary exhibitions). /'. Tobacco and other
narcotic plants, c. Vegetable fibre (as Cotton, Flax,

Hemp, Jute, China-grass, &c.) ; and other plants of com-
merce in their raw state, d. Cocoons of silkworms.

e. Animal products in a raw state (skins, hides, feathers,

bristles, &c.). f. Wool. g. Products of forestry

(timber, wood for cabinet work, tanning substances,

resin in a raw state, dyeing woods, barks, charcoal tinder).

h. Peat and its products. /. Manures, k. Drawings
and models of objects used in agriculture, horticulture,

and forestry ; farm maps. /. Works of the experimental
stations, woodland and forest doom books, statics of
forests, &c. m. Processes and inventions for producing,

transporting, and storing the above-mentioned products.

71. Plans of gardens, drawings and models of horticul-

tural implements, hothouses, conservatories, irrigation,

&c. 0. New methods of horticultural cultivation.

p. Statistics of production.

There will likewise be special trials held with
agricultural machines and implements in fields

in the neighbourhood of Vienna, or in such places

as can be easily reached by the E.xhibition

Railway. Agricultural machines will not be
exhibited in the Machinery Hall, but in a
pavilion specially built for that purpose :

—

Group 4 includes substances of food as products of

industry :

—

a. Flour and other farinaceous products, malt
and its products, b. Sugar and its products, c. Spirits

and spirituous liquors, &c. d. Wines, e. Ale, beer,

porter, &c. f. Vinegars. ^, Preserves and extracts (ex-

tracts of meat, portable soup, condensed milk, Erbswurst,

preserved vegetables, preserved meat, &c.). h. Tobacco
and similar manufactures, i. Confectionary, gingerbread,

chocolate, coffee substitutes, &c. k. Processes and in-

ventions for preparing all these articles. /. Statistics of
production.

Group 5 comprises textile industry and clothing, such
Bs—a. Wool. b. Cotton, cotton substitutes, cotton

thread, cotton fabrics and cords, c. Flax, Hemp, Jute,

and other fibres
;
yarns, threads, and fabrics of the same

;

straw fabrics, and the like. d. Silk, &c.

Group 20 is intended to represent the farmhouse, its

arrangements, furniture, and utensils :

—

a. Finished build-

ings, models, and drawings of farmhouses of the different

nations of the world, b. Drawings, models, and examples

of peasant rooms, furnished and fitted out with their

furniture and apparatus.

Lastly, there are certain special or temporary
e.xhibitions, including ;

—

I. Live animals (horses, cattle, sheep, pigs, dogs, fowls,

game, fish, &c.). 2. Butchers' meat, venison, poultry,

pork, &c. 3. Dairy produce. 4. Garden produce (fresh

fruits, fresh vegetables, flowers, plants. &c,). 5. Living

plants injurious to agriculture and forestr)'.

So far as Horticulture and Agriculture are

concerned, the Imperial Commissioners have
decided that these industries shall occupy the

prominent position to which their importance

in relation to the well-being and prosperity of

a nation entitles them. It is intended that the
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display shall be especially designed with a view
to the instruction of those men who have hitherto

been content to work in a narrow and exclusive
circle ; for them, in the words of the Commis-
sioners, it is to be a school and a mirror. To
this end they invite the participation of all

nations.

These classes of the proposed E.^hibition

have naturally for us the greatest interest.

We proceed, therefore, to make the following

extracts from the special programme issued

by the Commissioners for the guidance of

intending exhibitors. It is not only desir-

able to see nice samples of grain and other

products of the soil, but to be useful the

separate samples should not be in too small

quantities. A part, where
,
possible, should

be in the straw, ear, or cob, and in the case
of root crops some of the foliage, with infor-

mation as to weight, composition of the soil,

altitude above the sea, rainfall, and especially

the duration of growing period. The price and
source whence obtainable should not be omitted.

Without limiting exhibitors to certain defined
quantities or forms of their products, it should be
observed that it will greatly facilitate judgments
if such articles as Tobacco, spinning materials,

open air. The show of animals will take place

on two different occasions. The first division,

from May 31 to June 15 inclusive, will comprise
cattle, sheep, pigs (breeding and fat), goats,

mules, and asses. The second division, from
September i8 to 27, will include horses, fowls

(living and dead), doves, dogs, rabbits, cats, and
fishes. During this period there will be inter-

national horse-races. Two spacious hippodromes
will afford facilities for trying the horses exhi-

bited in harness and saddle. On the termina-
tion of each of these shows there will be auction
sales. The exhibition of living and dead game
will take place on October 4, 5, and 6.

Under the head of Forest IVIanagement we
have :

—
1. Tiiuhcr-growing,—Seeds : collecting and storage of

seeds : raising plants, methods of sowing and planting,

and comparison of the results of natural and artificial

means. Influence of the local conditions (soil, situation,

altitude, climate, t&c.) on the growth of timber; success
of different methods of management of trees—planting,
lopping, &c.

2. Timber-gaining. — Methods of felling, grubbing,
hewing, and the requisite tools and machinery for these

operations—saws, axes, choppers, bills, hoisting and
grubbing machinery.

Building, and other timber :

—

10. Illustrations of the injurious effects of insects,

animals, diseases, &c. Means by increasing useful

animals, and destroying pernicious animals.
11. Forest buildings and dwellings.

12. Forest laws and statistics.

13. fiunting equipments, dress, animals of the chase,
stuffed skins, antlers, &c.

We pass over the sections relating to wine-
making, but with reference to Fruits we may
remark that these are to be exhibited at the
several horticultural exhibitions.

The horticultural department of the Exhibition
is intended to represent living and dead horti-

cultural produce, the latter including seeds of all

kinds
;
practical illustrations of the best methods

of culture, examples of the various objects and
appliances of horticultural art and industry.

For convenience sake, all seeds, all fresh fruit

and Grapes, except those grown under glass, and
except exotic fruits, will be judged along with
the agricultural produce, although they will be
exhibited amongst the horticultural objects. In
the same way horticultural implements, tools,

machines, &c., will be placed along with tlie

corresponding agricultural exhibits.

In order the better to illustrate the present
state of horticulture in Europe, the horticultural

section is divided into divisions, one permanent,

Fig. 312.—PLAN OF THE UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION AT VIENNA.

cocoons, medicinal plants, &c., are shown in their
various stages of management or manufacture.
With regard to the exhibition of wool, it

should be remembered that entire fleeces are to
be preferred to the most elegant samples stretched
on cardboard.

Butter, cheese, fats, oils, must be exhibited in

such manner as to enable the judges to form
their decision, and also to afford the necessary
assurance to purchasers of the quality of the
articles.

Arrangements will be made for the preser-
vation of perishable articles, or those requiring
special conditions, as wines, cheese, &c. Im-
perishable samples of these objects must be and
remain in the exhibition, but the samples only,
stored in suitable rooms, will be submitted to the
judges.

In the province of bee-rearing, only produce
and accessories can be admitted in the exhi-
bition. Agricultural implements will be divided
into machinery and tools. It is desirable that
machines and tools intended for competition
should be present in duplicate, in order to
obviate the necessity of removing them from the
exhibition building.

The conditions under which these trials will
be conducted will be published at a future time.
Machinery and tools that can be exposed to the
weather without injury will be exhibited in the

a. Tmnks, masts, ship-building timber, wheelwright's

timber, and other whole timber.

b. Portions of trunks, mill-tree or post, blocks, well

and water conduit-pipes.

c. Squared timber.

d. Cleft timber, log-wood, shingles, shavings, stakes,

sounding-boards, cask-staves, band-box and sieve

wood, &c.
e. Sawn timber : a, broad—jambs, planks, boards,

veneers, &c. ; b, angular—posts, palings, sills, sleepers,

laths, window timber, &c.

f. Wholly and partially fabricated felloes, naves, spokes,

wooden pegs, carriage blocks, tool handles, Venetian
blinds, &c., connected with farming machinery and
industrial use.

3. Timber Transport,—Tools, implements, mechanism,
and building materials connected with the carriage of

timber by land or water ; balks, dams, piles, wooden
roads, &c. , in models or drawings.

4. Varieties of Timber,—a, growth and acclimatisation

of important exotic woods, as Hickory (Carya alba)

;

b, dye woods ; c, illustrations of the technical properties

ofwood, especially the specific gravity, solidity, elasticity,

colour, texture, extent of shrinking, &c., and apparatus
and machinery for investigating the technical properties

of woods.

5. Tanning b.irk, galls, and other tanning materials
;

resin, vegetable wax, peat, cork bark, bast, fungi, lichens,

forest dye stuffs, grass, and other products of the
forest.

6. Products of industries connected with forestry,

potash, &c.

7. Labours of trial stations and forestry schools,

statistical, chemical, physiological, &c.
8. Machinery for working wood.
9. Forest management.

lasting from May to the end of October, and
intended to represent outdoor culture, and the

various systems of cultivation ; and the other
periodic, consisting of exhibitions lasting each
for a period of ten days. Of these latter

there are to be four, the first lasting from
! May i to 10, the second from June 15 to 25, the

third from August 20 to 30, the fourth from
September 18 to 23. At these four periods

exhibitions of flowers, fruits, shrubs, &c., will be
held, according to the season. Exhibitors may
show in any or all of these exhibitions, accord-
ing to their convenience. Exhibitors will have
to pay for space at the rate of one florin per
square metre for outdoor space, and three florins

per square metre for covered space.

It is probable that a fuller programme than
that now before us will hereafter be issued, hence
we forbear from citing at present anything but

the leading features. We earnestly hope that all

branches of British industry may be well repre-

sented, and specially that our agriculturists and
horticulturists will bestir themselves to secure as

perfect a representation of these departments of

British industry as time and circumstances will

allow.

Lastly, we may add that all inquiries and com-
munications on the subject should be addressed

to P. C. Owen, Esq., Vienna Exhibition Offices,

41, Parliament Street, London, S.W.
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The following are references to the plan on

p. 1418 ;—
A, A, A, industrial palace ; b, gaIIer>'of fine arts ; c, machinery

annexe : d, embankment along the Danube ; e, grand avenue of

the Prater ; f, exhibition avenue ; G, Prater circus ; h, carriage

entrances ; k. Emperor's pavilion ; s, conservatory ; a, entrances
;

b, lake : c, street ; d, to horse show ; e, restaurant ; /, guard-

houses
: g, circus in Prater ; h, entrance for carts ; /, covered

passages ; _/', galleries ; /, post and customs offices ; ni, principal

entrance ; «, offices for manager, jury, &c. ;
o, music pavilions

;

Pt ranger's lodge : lU railway station; r, space for aquaria con-

servatories; jr,Tiorticultural exhibition ; «, garden; w, railway.

The following are the dates fixed for the

RovAL Horticultural Society's exhibitions in

1873 :—January 15, February 12, March 5 and 19,

April 2 and 16, May 7, 21, and 22, June 4, 5, 6,

and 18, July 2 and 16, August 6 and 20, September 3
and 17, October i, November 5i December 3.

The condition of the JARDIN DES Plantes is

occupying the serious attention of the authorities, and
M. Thiers has paid it a visit of inspection. The
popular name does not indicate all the features of the

establishment, the proper name of which is the

Museum of Natural History, and which includes the

menagerie, the botanical, anatomical, and mineral

collections, the conservatories, hothouses, and experi-

mental garden. Down to the year 1833 the galleries

and glass-houses were almost in the same state as they

were left by Bufkon in 17SS, the conservatories and
galleries being not only insufficient in extent but falling

into a ruinous condition. In 1836 the great galleries

of mineralogy, geology, and botany, and the library,

were completed, and great glass-houses partly con-
structed. These works were to have been followed up
by the enlargement of the galleries of zoology, but
this project was never carried into effect ; the consequence
was, that all the collections were massed and crowded
together, and an immense number of objects remained
packed away in closets, store-rooms, and cellars. The
condition of the valuable MSS. and other archives of
the Museum was described in these columns on Sep-
tember 21. Altogether the condition of the Jardin des
Plantes was extremely impoverished for many years, its

resources being quite beneath its requirements. Finally,

the shells of the German gunners during the siege

destroyed the great conservatory, and the exposure,

added to the accident, killed the entire collection of
plants within it, with the sole exception of one magnifi-
cent Camellia, which was presented to Mr. (now Sir)

Richard Wallace as a token of gratitude for his

philanthropic conduct in aid of all classes. The present

Government, in spite of its financial difficulties,

is determined to raise the museum to the position

which BUFFON gave it in his time, and a plan
has consequently been drawn up for the rebuilding and
enlargement of the glass-houses, and the construction

of additional galleries for the zoological collections,

which shall connect the conservatories and the mineral-

ogical and botanical museums. This project has
received the approbation of all the Professors of the

Museum, and the consent of the General Council of

Public Buildings. The cost is estimated at ;£"240,ooo,

namely, £,\ho^QKX> for the zoological galleries, and
_;^So,ooo for the conservatories. It is proposed that

the sum of ;^48,ooo shall be included in the Budget of

1873 for the commencement of these works, but the

vote is not unlikely to be deferred to the following

year. In addition, the vote for civil buildings for

1873 includes a sum of ;£8ooo for the construction of
laboratories of chemistry and zoology in the Museum
for the Ecoles des Hautes Etudes, and for the comple-
tion of the reptile house.

We notice that the Alexandra Palace
Company advertise flower shows to be held in May,
June, and July, and an international Fruit Show in

August, 1873, From this we may infer that the
Alexandra Palace will be open to the public in May
next.

Mr. Gladstone has recently been on a visit

to John Pemberton Heywood, Esq., at his seat at

Cloverley, Shropshire, and last week planted a
WelUngtonia in the grounds adjoining the mansion,
where there are already several fine specimens of this

majestic tree growing.

There are, according to a statement in Nature^
now no fewer than five separate organisations at Cam-
bridge for the improvement of Female Education,
all of them thriving, i. The examination of women,
senior and junior girls, and of schools managed by a
syndicate, of which the Rev. G. F. Browne, M.A.,
St. Catherine College, is the secretary. 2. A system
of lectures for women, associated with four exhibitions,

and a fund for assisting governesses, managed by a
mixed committee of ladies and gentlemen, of which
H. SlDGV^^lCK, M.A., Trinity College, and Mrs.
Bateson, St, John's College Lodge, are the treasurers.

3. A series of classes by correspondence arranged by
Mrs. Peile. 4. A lending library for students, man-
aged by Miss J. Kennedy, 5. A college for women,
called Merton Hall, of which Miss A. J. Clough is

the principaL We understand that this last establish-

ment is rapidly filling. The lectures commence this

week.

Packington Park, Warwickshire, the seat

of the Earl of Aylesford, to whom the Prince of
Wales is now paying a visit, is justly .cje]ietr3:te4 .for

its splendid old Oaks, remains of the "Forest of

Arden." The park is over 1000 acres in extent, and
is one of the finest in England. A herd of 500 Nor-
wegian fallow deer browse in front of the mansion, and
are so tame that they are sometimes fed by hand. The
game covers are extensive and well stocked. The hall

is a stone building, erected in 1703 by Sir Clement
Fisher, who married " Mrs. Jane Lane," the

rescuer of Charles II. Two portraits of the devoted
lady are on the walls of the mansion, as well as some
fine paintings by Ruhens and Rembrandt, and
several family portraits by Sir Joshua Reynolds.

A Yorkshire correspondent, writing on the

subject of the Transmission of Plants by Post,
informs us that a writer in the Leeds Mercury some
time ago stated that protection was afforded to fragile

boxes if they were wrapped up in black paper, and a

label attached at one end, as we suggested last week.
The postal authorities would not take the trouble to

stamp on such boxes, as the impression of their dies

would not show on a black ground.

The sketches of Sensitive Plants (fig. 313)
which we give below, may in some sort be taken as

memorials of the late Dr. Welwitsch (see p. 1426).

They represent an Angolan species of Oxalis, concern-

ing which our lamented friend was under an agreement
to write a short notice for these columns. Death has,

however, released him from the engagement, and we
can only narrate what the Doctor told us as to the

Oxalis in question. So sensitive is it in its wild state,

that a footfall suffices to close its leaves. In other so-

FlG. 313.- -SENSITIVE OXALIS FROM ANGOLA.

called Sensitive Plants, Mimosa, Oxalis, &c., the leaf-

lets first and afterwards the whole leaf fall parallel to

the stem ; but in this particular species, as shown in our

cut, the leaves are folded together in an upward direc-

tion. We do not know the reason of this deviation

from the ordinary rule, or whether the peculiar form

and venation, as seen in the magnified leaflet, have
anything to do with it. An explanation of the move-
ments exhibited by Sensitive Plants was given in our

columns in 1871, p. 1097.

Mr. Darwin's forthcoming work on "Ex-
pression IN Man and Animals," bids fair, says

Nature^ to be of a more popular character than any of

his other publications. It will commence with a state-

ment of the general principle of Expression ; that

serviceable actions become habitual in association with
certain states of the mind, and are performed, whether
or not of service, in each particular case. This will be
illustrated in the case of expression of the various

emotions in man and the lower animals. The means
of expression in animals will then be discussed, and the

special expressions of animals and man, such as the

depression of the comers of the mouth in grief, frown-
ing, the firm closure of the mouth to express deter-

mination, gestures of contempt, the dilatation of the

pupils from terror, the causes of blushing, &c. In
conclusion, the bearing of the subject will be spoken of

on the specific unity of the races of man, the part will

be discussed which the will and intention have played
in the acquirement of various expressions, and the

question of their acquisition by the progenitors of man
will be referred to. Seven heUotype plates reproduced
from photographs will illustrate the work.

The Commissioners of Works have caused to be
erected in Hyde Park, ^it exactly 150 yards' distance

from the so-named "Reformer's Tree," a granite
pedestal and iron standard surmounted by a board, to
mark the spot where it shall be lawful (and there only)

to hold public meetings. On this board is inscribed

the following announcement :

—

" The Notice Board respecting Public Addresses.—No
public address may be delivered except within 40 yards of
the notice board on which this rule is inscribed." The
rule is to the following effect, and is in addition posted at
all the entrances to the park :— " No public address may
be delivered unless a written notice of the intention,

signed with the names and addresses of two householders
residing in the metropolis, be left at the office of Her
Majesty's Works and Public Buildings at least two clear

days before ; such notice must state the day and hour of
intended delivery. After such notice has been received no
other notice for the delivery of an address on the same
day will be valid,"

—— Mr. Glaisher remarks as follows on the

State of the Weather during the week ending
October 19 :—In the vicinity of London the reading of
the barometer at the beginning of the week at sea level

was about 29. 8 inches. A decided decrease to

29.3 inches occurred during the 13th, 14th, and I5tli

(the value given above occurring on the morning of the

l6th), followed by several oscillations during the
remainder of the week. The mean daily values, with
one exception, were in defect of the average. The
highest temperatures of the air by day varied between
56!" on the 14th and 49!° on the 15th. The lowest
temperatures at night ranged from 29° on the 14th to

43i° on the l8th. On the 14th the daily range of
temperatures amounted to 27^°, but on the i8th to

only io^°. The mean daily temperatures of the air

were all below the average, their respective departures

being as follows :— 13th, 7*.8 ; 14th, 9''.4 ; 15th, lo°.7 ;

l6th, 5", I ; 17th, 3" ; i8th, i°.8 ; and 19th, 2°. The
air throughout the week was very damp, notably so on
the 15th, when the mean degree of humidity (evapora-

tion being represented by 100) was 99, and on the last

three days 95, 98 and 97 respectively. From the 13th

to the 15th, the weather was generally fine, though
dense fogs were prevalent in the low grounds at night,

and the sky was at times cloudless ; but from the 1 6th

to the 19th (with the exception of the night of the

l8th), the sky was generally overcast, and rain fell

frequently. The amount measured was half an inch,

of which more than a moiety fell on the 19th. The
direction of the wind was very variable throughout.
South-westerly currents perhaps having the predomi-
nance in the earlier, and easterly currents in the latter

portion of the week. A great magnetic perturbation
was experienced from the 14th to the iSth.

Mr. Andrew CtJRRiE, of Glassmount, near
Kirkcaldy, has just conveyed to Mr. Disraeli a gift

of an exceedingly novel and interesting description. It

consists of a magnificently carved, silver-mounted
walking-stick, made from wood which formed the

stair leading to the dwelling-house in Kirkcaldy
which history assigns as having been the birth-place

of Adam Smith, the renowned author of The
Wealth of Nations. The leader of " Her Majesty's

Opposition " has expressed himself highly pleased with
the souvenir,

The daily papers record the death of Sir

David Baxter, of Kilmarron Castle, Fifeshire, at the
age of So years. He was the second son of the late

Mr. William Baxter, of Balgavies, Forfarshire, and
was bom in 1793, He was a successful and wealthy
merchant at Dundee, and he employed the wealth he
had so acquired in acts of princely munificence to the

town with which he was connected. About ten years

ago he bestowed a park on the citizens of Dundee, and
more recently erected—principally at his own cost—

a

convalescent hospital for 50 inmates. In recognition

of his public spirit and munificence he was raised in

1863 to the baronetcy, which becomes extinct by his

death, as he had no issue of his marriage.

ECONOMISING COAL.
Some time ago speculation was rife as to the number

of years that our coal supply would hold out, but no
one ever suspected that scarcity of coal would be felt,

and prices raised to a figure that would have been no
disgrace to Metz or Paris beleagured by armed men.
This painful fact is now, however, patent to all, and
the rise of about 100 per cent, laid upon this necessary

of life is sufficiently alarming to arouse the dullest to

action. Some have laid the source of England's pros-

perity to her piety, and hence we see the pictures of

Her Majesty the Queen giving an African a Bible,—and
it is a blessed gift, creditable alike to the giver and the

receiver j but others think that our coal and iron have
something to do with our prospects, for cotton manu-
facture and iron ships, as well as iron roads, all owe
much to coal. It turns the winch either to spin or
travel ; it warms the house and lights the street ; it

threshes com and grinds it ; it roasts the beef and
bakes the bread. The Wizard of the North would have
it that love ruled " men below and saints above, ' and
that its influence was felt everywhere

—

" But I demur, for, on the whole,
There's nothing in the world like coal."

Some years ago it was my duty to economise fuel in

the warming of hothouses, as the bills were heavy. As
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the subject was important, the employer and the

employed consulted together instead of quarrelling

over it, and the systems that were practised in different

countries were discussed. It thus transpired that small

coal, which was well nigh rejected in this country, was
the only coal that existed in other places, and yet the

natives used it, and it served all ordinary purposes,

only it had to go through a process—a very strange and
unlikely process at first sight, for it was made
into bullets, and put on the fire wet. Whoever has

seen a pile of Jcannon-balls at some seaport town, will

have a clear idea of the small coal dust as prepared for

burning. There is no form that could be adopted so

good as the globular one, as it admits air all through

the pile, the very reverse of what cubical shaped lumps
would have done. Now any one who has watched the

blacksmith adding fuel to his fire must have seen that

he used it quite wet, and spreads it thinly over the

blazing fire ; he therefore used both wind and water, as

well as coal, to generate flame with which to weld his

iron. We had plenty of coal dust, and could buy more
at less than half the price of coal, and by adding clay

in the condition of bricklayer's mortar we were able to

make the wet coal dust stick together in balls. In this

state it was pitched into the furnaces to warm the hot-

houses, and so violent was the draught of air through

the blazing bullets, that I found in the morning that

two of the furnace-bars had been fused by the intensity

of the flame. With house coal at twice its usual price,

and engine coal considerably dearer than the best house
coal used to be, it may be worth while during the pre-

sent panic to heat hothouses with coal dust and clay

—

decidedly the cheapest fuel to be had at the present

time, and by no means to be despised at any other

time. I speak from experience. It answered my pur-

pose at the time alluded to, and will do the same now
to any one similarly situated, and that at a very great

saving. Aicx. Forsyth.

THE ALEXANDRA PARK, MAN-
CHESTER,

Having gone the round of this beautiful new park
in company with another gardener, we talked matters

over practically, as both of us had been brought up to

gardening from our infancy. We entered the park
with no intention to criticise, but to admire the

beauties of this by far the largest and the most expen-
sive of our Manchester parks. The groundwork and
the planting we considered to be subjects familiar to

us, and on these we ventured an opinion in good faith,

and with all sincerity.

There is no park or garden that I am acquainted

with that contains half the number of well-grown
bedding plants that adorn the Alexandra Park. All

round the 70 acres they meet you everywhere, and are

reckoned by millions. From this, the chief feature of

the place, it is essentially a summer garden. Tlie

surface of this large piece of land was flat to begin

with, and it has since been levelled and planed even to

a fault. There are no fine old trees to give shade ; I

only saw two or three within the enclosure, and very

few jonng trees have been planted, so that there is no
shidi: there now, nor is it likely that there will be any
fo' another generation. On the occasion of my visit

th; sun shone brightly, and the thousands that pro-

menaded could see and be seen to the greatest advan-
tage ; indeed, you could hardly hide a hat in any part

of the grounds. This feeling of baldness becomes
painful to the eye, because there can be no reason for

it to exist as long as mounds and banks planted with
evergreens could be introduced ; and where such has

been attempted Laurels grow luxuriantly. At Drop-
more I saw a Laurel hedge 30 feet high, sheltering

all beneath it. What would we give for one even
6 feet high in the Alexandra Park, to break it up, and
for shelter as well as for seclusion ?

On entering at the principal gate a flight of stone

-steps present themselves—evidently for the purpose of

forbidding wheel carriages in that direction, there being
a fine broad carriage way within the park. This stair

answers the purpose admirably, and gives quite the

terrace character to this, the chief feature of the park.

This terrace is, on both sides of the fine broad walk,
ornamented with flower beds, elegant in outline, and
planted with choice bedding plants, worthy of all

praise. If they could only have been seen, their tout

ensemble would have been glorious ; but as they stand
well back from the walk, and as the height of the tallest

men is little over 5 feet 10 inches to the eyes, it is

quite impossible to take in the whole—or, in other
words, to see the picture. In a sunk panel the beautiful

curves of the beds, and the contrast, relation, &c., one
to the other would be seen, like a series of pictures,

differing from a panorama in being easily taken in as a
whole ; and, as the ingredients composing this panorama
are few in number, say some two or three dozen species
or varieties of plants, the necessary repetition of
massive beds of the same scarlet Pelargonium and
yellow Calceolaria satiates. In a bleak place like this
the want of sunken panels, so fashionable in all our
best gardens, is a grievous loss, as the exotic bedding
plants would have had the benefit of the shelter sunk
panels afford. There is a sunken bowling green in the
park, beautifully got up, or rather got down some 4 or
5 feet, showmg that this could have been done for
plants as well as for play. Tlie eye yets thereby
elevated above the platform 8 or io feet, and the

materials excavated would have given us moundsof earth

for evergreens, which are sadly wanted on the boundary
lines of the park. I noticed thousands of healthy Laurel

plants, with some Yews, near the ornamental water,

choking one another, which, if transplanted now,
would cover acres of mound and bank for shelter,

without any cost beyond that of taking up and replant-

ing two-thirds of the Laurels. All the Yews should be

immediately taken away, as they are too valuable to be
sacrificed there, and the sacrifice will be inevitable

shortly.

In several places attempts have been made in the

way of rockwork, partly with wood, partly with stone,

and, where the wood lacks dignity, red rusted lumps of

waste from the ironworks have been put on what my
companion called the "stumpery," to crown the

work. On the margin of the lake the string of plants,

stones, stumps, &c., nicknamed rockwork, sadly wants
overhauling, and, now that coals are so dear, the

wooden portion of the rock might be burnt with

advantage. How grievous it is to see time, labour, and
cash wasted on worthless materials, such as the stones

stuck up on end, all unconnected, as if it had rained

stone brash from the waste at some quarry. Had these

stones been laid flat, instead of being set on end, they

could have been planted with Stonecrop, &.C., and at

all events they would have covered twice as much
ground as they do now, while if the stone used had
been all of one kind, that would itself have been a re-

deeming feature. I was shown the shattered lumps of a

boulder found in excavating the lake, which, when
exposed to air, cracked and split itself into convenient

pieces for mixing with the rock material ; but I need
scarcely remark that if this boulder came on an iceberg

or morain, it had little relationship to clinkers, con-

glomerated bricks, and sandstone, with which it is

now associated for good or for evil. I maintain that

where there is an attempt made, as there is here, to

form rockwork, rock plants should be used. Sweet
wrote a book on rock Roses [Siocct^s Cisimea:)^ and
all the exotic succulents, such as the Echeverias,

Mesembryanthemums, &c., have a likeness to and
a liking for the cold grey stone.

The roads and walks are everywhere in excellent

condition, thanks to the steam-roller, so freely used in

and around Manchester. This sublime leveller adds

the weight of years to a macadamised road with once

asking.

Although we have an immense amount of bedding-

out already in the park, there is a large portion of the

terrace still in grass, no doubt eventually to be laid

out and planted on the panorama principle, like the

rest. Now, had the ligneous portion of planting been

done first, we could have added the herbaceous bedding-

out, with some six weeks' warning, any spring, by giving

an order to one of our nurserymen who " go in" for

bedding stuff. At present, the nosegay or bunch of

flowers has no back to it. Nature generally supplies

foliage, not only as a foil to set off the beauty of the

flower, but also for its protection. It is this want of

protection that I am complaining of, and for the

following reasons :—Go into any well-ordered nursery,

and see the lines of evergreen hedges that have been

planted purposely for protection. Surely the man who
cultivates plants for profit, and runs the risk of loss, is

entitled to some consideration, especially when we
find that all the trade agree now, and always have

agreed, upon the need of shelter. There are but very

few plants that '*come forth like the silvery

Almond flower, that blooms on a leafless bough."
They are certainly the exceptions, with little

merit to induce any one to imitate that style

in general practice. We see the Christmas Rose

keeping close to the ground, and opposing a thick

leathery foliage between its snowy buds and the blast.

Shrubs and trees seem to be ignored in this park. Of
the glorious order Ericacese, I saw only some hardy

Heaths, and they were few and far between. Where
are the Rhododendron and other bog plants ? Was
ever such an oversight known, when it is certain that

half of the park is peat-bog soil ? The exhibitions of

American plants in bloom in London, show what a

hold such plants have upon the public. Again, where

are the Thorns, those sure croppers and free-flowering

small trees ? Again, any one that has seen the better

class of Horse Chestnut trees in bloom, would long to

sit under such a shade, and contemplate such an array

of bloom—a fine Mushroom-shaped tree with a

thousand cones of blossoms, each cone like a spike of

double Hyacinth flowers. Here and there we see a

Wellingtonia, or a Deodar, unsupported by other

evergreens, but surely the claims of the Yew, the

Holly, and the Laurel, cannot be passed over. With
such in the background, the display of spring bulbs to

the fore would be greatly enhanced.

The style of this park seems to have been taken from

that of Hyde Park, and some of the other London
parks—a sort of shawl pattern, the centre plain, the

border only ornamented ; but there is a hard and fast

line between London society and that of Lancashire.

I saw only one wheel carriage in Alexandra Park on a

fine sunny afternoon, and that was the barouche of the

Japanese ambassador, whereas the drives in Hyde
Park would be crowded with the vehicles of fashion-

able loungers, and the walks for pedestrians would be
equally patronised.

The large circular beds on the terrace, now filled witb

scarlet Pelargoniums, &c, , should next spring be filled

with choice Rhododendrons, for there is no time to

be lost in remedying this glaring deficiency — the

want of an evergreen background. I am aware that

the climate and the situation are against the planter,

but the same dif^cuUies have been surmounted in

other places. Elvaston was fiat as a pancake when
Mr. Barron set about it, and the evergreens there, as

well as the Yew panel, have been the admiration of all

who have had the good fortune to get a sight of

them. It is the riding of a hobby to death that I

complain of : the bedding-out over and over again,

without relief, as if we were deficient of ornamental

plants for our beautiful park. I have no interest in

the matter beyond a desire to see Manchester shine in

parks as in calico prints ; and I have no patience with

reporters who see all things ** rosy." I have said that

the bedding-out is excellent, and the grass and keep-

ing faultless, but the park is tinged with the idea of

the designer who has ** nailed his colours to the mast."

*'It might not have been so had Mr. Barron been

there."* Alexander Forsyth, Oct. 12,

ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE
OLIVE NEAR VENTIMIGLIA.

As you wish for a little information on the propaga-

tion of the Olive in this part of Italy, I have drawn up
a few remarks which, though not containing much
that is new, may yet serve to complete or to confirm

your own observations.

The different kinds of Olive tree we have in this

country may be classed under three divisions :

—

1. Olivastro, the wild Olive, Olea europsea, L.,

grows quite spontaneous, reproducing itself by seeds

and suckers ; leaves on young trees small and oblong,

on older trees a little larger and lanceolate ; branches

sometimes spiny ; fruit small, oblong, and very bitter.

This kind may be regarded as the parent of all the

varieties.

2. Varieties reproducing themselves truly by seed,

but not so freely as the Olivastro, and having the fruit

less bitter. Under this head may be placed the

following :—a. Pigjuiole.—Branches greyish ; leaves

lanceolate, acute ; fruits when ripe almost round,

affording an oil of rather strong flavour. There arc

hundreds of these trees on the Capo Martino, near

Mentone, quite wild. b. Columbdire (Genoese dialect).

—Branches brownish ; leaves varying in shape, but

mostly obtuse ; fruit large, somewhat pointed, c.

Spagmwle.—Fruit more elongated than the preceding.

These forms, «, b, c, vary more or less inter se.

3. Varieties not reproducing themselves truly by
seed, but returning to the CHivastro. That these

varieties degenerate when propagated by seed is the

general assertion among the people here ; but regular

experiments have never, I think, been carried on, for

raising the plant by seed is not advantageous, suckers

being of more rapid growth. In this division I would

place two varieties, viz. :

—

a. Nilajie^—Fruit large,

oblong. This occurs in abundance as far west as

Cannes ; thence along the whole French coast of the

Mediterranean another Olive with still larger fruit is

cultivated, b. Pimgbtaire.—This is another variety

which we have in this country. It has long Willow-

like leaves, and produces a very large pointed fruit,

chiefly preferred for salting. The propagation of Olive

trees belonging to this third division is effected by cleft-

grafting on the stem of the Olivastro at about 6 inches

above the ground. When the scion has taken, earth is

heaped around it, so as to stimulate it to shoot out roots.

After three or four years the little tree begins to fruit,

and arrived at an age of about 20 to 25 years, the roots

which have been thrown out by the graft send up

suckers, any which come from those of the parent

Olivastro being of course extirpated. These suckers,

when about two years old, will be strong enough to

bear separation from the parent-root and to be planted

as independent trees. Such young trees fruit in three

to five years after planting. When a sucker is

thrown out from a large naked root, it may be

surrounded by a heap of earth, into wliich it will

strike roots, and in due time may be separated, as

already explained.

The quality of the oil obtained from the cultivated

Olive very much depends on the degree of maturity of

the fruit. The riper the latter, the better will be the

oil it yields.

Near Marseilles the Olives are gathered in October

and November, while they are still unwpe, and the oil

is consequently of very inferior quality. This plan of

anticipating the crop is adopted on account of the cold

jnistralj which spoils the Olives sometimes completely,

freezing them and rendering them nearly worthless for

oil. To make the trees thicker in foliage, and thus

capable of affording a natural shelter to their fruits, the

peasants prune the tops every year after the gathering.

In this district of Italy comparatively little pruning is

needed, the trees on many properties being allowed to

grow quite au naturel.

About La Mortola and the adjoining district of

Latte, as well as on all the lower slopes of the

Riviera, the Ohves are frequently attacked in the

month of July by an insect called Moschino,

which lays its eggs in the berry. The caterpillar

developes itself in August, finding its nourishment

* Campbell's Pil^hn nfGtime ><,'. Norman said of Culloden :

' It might not have been so had I been thwe."

i
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in the pulp of the fruit. Olives thus infested drop sity for us to speak, as we have so lately had occasion
from the trees while not yet fully ripe, that is, in , to lay before our readers a very characteristic example
October, November, and December. On the moun-
tains at some distance from the sea, the Olives are

scarcely at all afTected by these insects ; the fruits

in consequence attain their perfect maturity, the

crop being gathered between December and May.
The oil yielded by such Olives is very clear, and of

superior flavour, and it commands a high price. In
proof of this latter fact, I may remark, that the value
of the oil produced at Latte, contrasted with that of
the mountain village of San Michele, at the head of
the valley, is ordinarily as three to four, sometimes
even as two to three. Z. IVinUr^ in the Pharma-
ceutical Journal.

ASA GRAY.
A SHORT time since we had occasion to publish the

genealogy of the tree commonly known in English
gardens as the Wellingtonia, as well as that of one or
two of its nearest kin-

dred. The pedigree
was traced by Dr. Asa
Gray, and, indeed,

formed the substance
of that gentleman's

address as President

of the American Asso-
ciation for the Ad-
vancement of Science.

To English botanists

Dr. Gray is endeared
not only by community
of pursuits, but still

more by personal cha-

racteristics. As his

vera effigies stares us in

the face while writing

these lines, we feel

almost as embarrassed
at having to sound his

praises, as if he were
indeed present in the

flesh before us. Fortu-

nately there is no need
of any such eulogy.

Dr. Gray, though a
true American bred
and born, is amongst
Englishmen considered

as one of themselves ;

and, as our country-

men are supposed to

have a pretty good
idea of themselves, it

is clear that we intend

nothing but a compli-

ment in so saying.

This is not the place

to enter into details as

to the nature and
merits of Prof. Gray's
labours as a botanist.

It must suffice for us

to indicate the prin-

cipal fields in which he
has worked. To do
more would demand a
critical examination of

the host of publica-

tions, little and great,

which have been the

work of Dr. Gray from
1834 to the present

time. This is the more
true, as, setting aside

details of personal his-

tory, into the narration

of which it would be
impertinent to enter,

there is little in the

public career of Pro-
fessor Gray outside of
his published works
which we could seize on as of interest to
the general reader. Professor Gray's writings may
with some propriety be divided into three classes,
those relating to descriptive botany, those devoted to
the philosophy of the science, and those written ex-
pressly for educational purposes. The former repre-
sent an enormous amount of labour bestowed on the
discrimination, description, and classification of the
plants of the North American Continent as well as of
those collected during the many exploring expeditions
organised by the American Government. In this way
it has fallen to Dr. Gray's lot to have to deal with the
floras of nearly every great region of the globe. It is

not too much to say that the clearness and terseness of
his descriptions, and the feUcitousness of his remarks as
to the affinities of the plants he has had to deal
with, have excited the applause of all those who
have had occasion to work in his tracks. Of those
publications relating to the general history or philo-
sophy of the science, as we may so term it, those
relating to the geographical distribution of plants over
the earth's surface, and of the causes inducing it, are
the most remarkable. Of these there is the less neces-

in the case of the address before-mentioned. Clearness
of apprehension, a happy marshalling of facts, and
cautious deduction from them, seem to us to be the
main characteristics of the Professor's labours in this

direction. There is no straining of facts to fit pre-
conceived theories, no far-fetched analogies, no plausible
though deceitful inferences, but a calm judicious argu-
ment, based upon the safest premises possible under
the circumstances.

Lastly, we must make mention of his educational
works, which are admirable models of what text-books
should be. We are disposed to agree with a writer in

the Popular Science Monthly in his opinion that Pro-
fessor Gray's elementary works are even more satisfac-

tory than his text-books for more advanced students,
A little work recently published under the title Iloto

Plants Behave^ and which, if we mistake not, was pub-
lished originally in the form of a series of articles in the
American Agriculturist^ is one of the very best popular

A pleasant incident of Professor Gray's last visit to
this country occurs to us as we write, which shows the
genial kindliness of the man. The Harvard men were
rowing at Putney in friendly contest with the Oxonians,
and among the sympathising crowd none were heartier
in their sympathies than two learned Professors, who
had come down to encourage their pupils and com-
patriots, and those Professors were Asa Gray and
Longfellow.

ASA GRAY.

monographs that have ever been issued from the press,

Under this heading also we would make mention of
Fields Forest, and Gardejt Botany, a work in which the
commoner native plants of the United States, east of
the Mississippi, are described, together with those more
commonly cultivated. Dr. Gray has not only enriched
botanical literature by his own personal contributions,

but as a reviewer and critic he has done much to

ensure a just estimate of the labours of others. Ill-

natured criticism never flowed from his pen, but he can
administer rebukes in such a way that the subject of
them is often the first to acknowledge their justice.

Dr. Gray was bom at Paris, Oneida county, N.Y., in

iSio; graduated in medicine in 1831, and became Pro-
fessor of Natural History in the Harvard University, and
director of the Botanic Garden at Cambridge (Mass.)

—

offices he still holds. In many of his works he has
been associated with the veteran Dr. Torrey, in others
with Dr. Engelmann, of St. Louis, and as a university

Professor he is the colleague and associate of such men
as Longfellow, Holmes, Agassiz, and others, who have
given Boston a world-wide celebrity. Dr. Gray is a
foreign member of our Royal and Linnean Societies.

IN AND ABOUT HEREFORDSHIRE.
A RIDE through the counties of Worcester and

Hereford when the Apple and Pear orchards are in
full bloom, furnishes one of the most pleasing sights
it is possible to witness, one, indeed, that, if once
seen, can never be forgotten. I have had the good
fortune to see it more than once ; but to ride through
the same counties, and to see the same orchards
almost barren of fruit, as they were this season, is

a sight " truly grievous. In the month of August I

spent two days in the
above counties, and
made a few notes on
some of the gardens in

the latter county which
have not been noticed
in the Gardeners* ChrO'
nicle, and through the
kindness and courtesy
of Mr. Davidson, nur-
seryman, Hereford,
who not only put his

conveyance at my dis-

posal but also accom-
panied me, I was en-
abled to get over a
large tract of the
country in a very short
space of time. Our
first visit was to Oftas
Dyke, and from thence
to Garnons, the seat of
Sir H. G. Cotterell,

Bart., a finely tim-
bered estate, planted
by Repton, with views
extending seven miles,
and so planted that the
whole distance, as seen
from the mansion, ap-
pears to belong to the
estate. The mansion
is a large massive stone
structure, well ele-

vated, and command-
ing some exceedingly
fine views. One of the
most noteworthy fea-

tures about the place
is a variegated Elm,
60 feet in height, and
which would have been
a magnificent tree had
it not been mutilated
for some common
under-growing shrubs

;

it is a great pity the
shrubs were not sacri-

ficed, instead of dis-

figuring such a noble
specimen. There is

also another feature

worth noticing— a
bank of evenly kept
Laurels, at the back
of which is planted a
row of Arbor-vitce,

growing in its natural

style ; the effect of this

is very good indeed.

The Oaks in the plea-

sure ground are well
worthy of comment.
Beneath them walks

are formed, between mossy banks, and they extend for a
great distance. There are two flowergardens : one near
the mansion, the other near the kitchen garden. In both
cases the beds are cut out on grass, and around the
latter were some rustic summer-houses, on the table in

one of which I noticed a complete drawing-room suite,

made by the younger members of the Cotterell family,

from the seed vessels of Burdock, and very tastefully

executed. In this garden there is a very fine Cedar of
Lebanon, planted by the late Mrs. Vernon, The Grove,
near Retford, a name well known to most of your
readers. The flower gardens require no special com-
ment, being of the ordinary style of bedding. The
kitchen garden is well walled in, and the crops looked
well and promising. In the vineries, which were all far

too heavily cropped, I noticed some fine Lady Downe's
and Chavoush, the latter better than I had seen it

before. Cucumbers were very extensively grown. The
whole place appeared to be kept in nice condition, but
time would not allow me to prolong my stay, or to dive
further into particulars.

Our next visit was to Lower Eaton, the seat of J,
I Pulley, Esq., situated four miles from Hereford, and
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which we found in a state of transition, the property

having been purchased some four or five years ago by

the present proprietor, since which time vast sums of

money have been judiciously spent in improving it.-

The kitchen garden and the greater portion of tlie plea-

sure grounds are entirely new, and the whole of the

glass, of which more anon, has been erected within the

past four years. Here we found the gardener and his

employer working harmoniously together. The gar-

dener furnishes plans of his requirements, and the

master orders them to be carried out ; the resiilt being

that everything is looking as it should look, which must

be very satisfactory to the employer, and pleasing to his

gardener, Mr. J. Gough, late of Lea Castle, a man of

some talent, and plenty of energy to carry it out. Mr.

Gough has been for years a most successful local

exhibitor, and he is again preparing to take the field

against all comers. The mansion is beautifully situated

on an elevated position, and commands fine picturesque

views of the River Wye, a nice peep at the church,

and on the right a full view of Greden Hills. The
River Wye forms the boundary of the pleasure ground

on the north side, and is reached by grass slopes, on

which are dotted various kinds of ornamental trees

and shrubs. The pleasure ground is entered by a neat

iron gate ; it is not of great extent, but nicely varied.

Some fine Cedars of Lebanon, Tulip-trees, and a

remarkably fine Copper Beech, almost rivalling the

large one at Enville, stand on the lawn. On leaving

this part of the pleasure ground we enter by a broad

walk one of the most picturesque woods it has ever

been my lot to tread. The woods contain many acres,

and are planted on a sloping bank, at the foot of which

runs the River Wye ; and on looking down from an

elevated position you seem to be overhanging the river

underneath. Walks are introduced at intervals, where

the views are most interesting. There are to be noted

many changes of scenery as you traverse these walks

;

sometimes you break out on to an interesting bend in

the river, and at other times on some fine stately trees

standing proudly in the distance—indeed, the views

from many points in this wood are truly enchanting.

Here is a rustic summer-house, where the weary

traveller may rest at ease, and where a cup of tea

would be pleas^int on a hot summer's day. In the

centre of the wood is a pond, when" the Water Lilies

seem to be quite in their proper element. Tlie interest

of these woods is enhanced by the dotting about

in suitable positions of specimen Conifers, and by the

excellent manner in which the walks (about three miles)

are kept.

Retracing our steps, through the iron gate, we pass

by the south side of the mansion, in front of which is a

large square lawn with a carriage drive round it.

Further on we come to a newly-formed piece of ground,

the former site of a large shrubbery, which has been

grubbed up, and a portion at the back planted with

pyramidal Pears, Apples, Plums, &c. ; in front of

these is placed a Yew hedge, in order to hide the

trees from the pleasure ground. In front of this

hedge mixed shrubs are planted, amongst which the

variegated Acer was very conspicuous. A ribbon

border completes this piece of ground. On turning to

the left at the end of this walk we came upon a ribbon

border 12 feet in width, that looked glorious at the

time of my visit ; the first six rows were planted as

follows, viz :— 1st row, yellow Pansy Pride of Rufford,

very fine indeed ; 2d do.. Imperial dwarf Ageratum,

also good
;
3d do., Amaranthus melancholicus ruber

—

this was particularly fine, indeed, I never in the most

favourable summer saw it better
;
4th do. , Tom Thumb

Pelargonium; 5th do., yellow Calceolaria; 6th do.,

Bijou Pelargonium. To the right of this border is

the croquet-ground, a sunken pannel with grassy slopes

and terrace around it ; this piece of ground is beauti-

fully even, and I could not but think it was a pity to

monopolise such a beautiful spot for croquet—a panelled

mosaic garden would form such a grand feature of the

place.

On quitting this part of the ground, we entered through

an ornamental gate the kitchen garden, on either side

of which were ribbon borders, and in one of them
Dickson's Black Beet was very conspicuous. This

garden is a square, divided by four walks, and in the

centre stands a tank which might be converted into a

fountain. The walls in this department were nicely

covered with trees, and the pyramids at the back of the

borders looked in the best of health. The ground

seemed to be very productive, for all the crops looked

exceedingly well and luxuriant. The first houses we
entered were two Peach-houses, 95 feet long, and
12 feet 6 inches wide, ventilation being afforded by a

lever. Trees were planted in front on a half-circular

trellis and against the back wslls. There is a shelf for

Strawberries in front, and slate cisterns, 4 feet by
20 inches, in each house, with a plentiful supply of

water. The trees Vvere planted November, 1S71, and
bore a nice crop this season, the Stanwick Nectarine
being very fine at the time of my visit. The next
range was five vineries, three of which were planted in

May, 1872, and two planted June, 1S70. Very heavy
crops of Grapes were hanging in both tlie latter houses,
the bunches and berries of Alicante and Lady Downe's
being conspicuous. Hamburghs, though large in berry
and bunch (some of them weighed upwards of 5 lb.),

were not quite up in colour. Adjoining this is a
circular Fig-house, and next a Peach house, 74 feet in

length, with trees planted against the back wall ; while

in front the trees were grown in pots. Capital crops

of Cucumbers and Melons were growing in their

respective houses. Of Cucumbers, Mr. Gough
has a variety of his own — he also grows the

Marquis of Lome ; of Melons, Enville Green-fleshed,

Golden Perfection and Scarlet Gem are the sorts

cliiefly grown. The plant stoves are 70 feet in length

and 20 feet 6 inches wide, and divided into compart-

ments. The ventilation at the roof is by a lantern ; at

the bottom, by opening a wooden shutter ; thus the

cold air must pass over the pipes on entering the house.

In these houses were some nice Crotons, JIarantas,

Ixoras, Stephanotis, Alocasias, &c., aU fast growing

into useful specimens. This house is very ornamental

from the exterior, and one could not help thinking if

the Melon and Cucumber-houses were removed to a

less conspicuous place, and another house similar to the

stove erected in their place, it would be a great acqui-

sition. Tomatos are successfully grown in pots, and

the Cape Gooseberry is also a favourite here. Straw-

berries are forced in quantities, the sorts being Keens'

Seedling and Sir C. Napier. At the back of the

vineries are Mushroom-houses, fruit-room, sheds for

coke, and stokehole (the boiler in use is the im-

proved Cornish), tool-house, potting-shed, bothy, gas-

house, and a cellar for forcing Rhubarb, Seakale, &c.

The gardens are plentifully supplied with water, thrown

up by a force-pump, from the River Wye. Eveiy-

thing about the place does both credit to the

liberal expenditure of the employer, and to the abili-

ties of his energetic gardener. I have purposely

omitted to touch upon the conservatory in my notes on

the pleasure ground, it being a structure unsightly in

appearance, as well as useless. This is the only

drawback to the whole of the glass structures, which

are well built, ventilated, and heated : I believe Mr.

Wood, of Kidderminster, did the principal part of the

latter, which is most satisfactory in every respect. Mr.

Pulley evidently studies comfort, for even his stable-

yard is covered with glass. Independent of his love

for his garden, he prides himself on having some of the

finest Shorthorn cattle in the country, and without

doubt the finest flock of Shropshire sheep ; his farm

buildings are all perfect models, and his new tup shed

is 50 yards long and 25 feet wide, ventilated with a

lantern roof, and, fitted up on the latest and best prin-

ciple with feeding-racks and troughs, is, without

doubt, unequalled. At the time of my visit, the shed

was filled with 60 yearling tups for sale, bred from his

well-known prize sheep. £. Bennett.

{To be Ce/itiiined.)

Cyclamen cilicicura and C. hederifolium var.

grascum.—Your correspondent '* W. T. P.," in last

week's Ganieners' Chronicle, questions the hardiness of

C. cilicicum. I beg to inform him, after having grown

it several years, I find it perfectly so. It is now
coming nicely into bloom on my northern rockwork,

but in my pits it has been in bloom for some weeks

past. It is an interesting species. Cyclamen hederi-

folium var. grtecum is now also in fine bloom with me,

and will continue, if we have mild weather, until near

Christmas. I am surprised this variety is not more
gi-own, being quite as hardy as C. hederifolium, and

in many of the plants deliciously fragrant, which the

latter is not. James Atkins, Painswick.

A New Mode of Making a Glass Roof to

Greenhouses, &c.—Equally divide the rafters upon

which the glass rests, leaving room to screw the glass

in. Lay the glass on felt and place felt over it, with

plenty of soft' putty, over all a fillet of wood, with

occasional wood screws, to hold the glass in. To deal

with the condensed water have no overlapping in the

glass, but have long and moderately narrow panes,

and where the joints of glass come together support

them on wood, and, under those places where the con-

densed water would drip, introduce a met.al gutter to

carry the water in any way which best suits your con-

venience, y. T. C, Newbury.

The Effects of Late Spring Frosts on Fruit

Trees.—I never remember having seen so much blos-

som out of the ordinary season as I have noticed tliis

summer and autumn. The fact that the early fruit blos-

soms have sufl'ered severely the last two seasons, seems

to have had a peculiar effect upon unprotected fruit trees

in a bearing state. The Peach, Nectarine, and Cherry

appear to have suffered a great deal, and have shown

an unusual amount of gum upon both young and old

wood alike, making it quite clear that to have the

Peach upon the open wall in most situations iit the

North of England is simply a waste of Labour and

space. If we turn to the Apple, Pear, &c., we find the

effect has been an unusual amount of second blossom

during the summer and autumn ; but the most unusual

case that has come under my notice this season is that

of a standard Victoria Plum tree in a cottage garden.

The first blossom, which was abundant all over the

tree, was much injured by various causes, so that only

about a third set ; but shortly after the setting of the

first crop a second bloom made its appearance, and set

numerously ; the two crops, which were very distinct,

became a very curious sight. The second crop, which

is still on the tree, is scarcely expected to ripen, the

weather having been so veiy unfavourable. This tree,

which is about 25 years of age, has never been troubled

with the disastrous pruning-hook, and has a most

fruitful and healthy appearance. John Taylor, Rose

Hill LoJi:e, Botcherliy, Carlisle.

A New Mode of Laying Hedges.—Never cut

the long branches in order to make them lie down.

Save as many natural uprights as you can, and by in-

troducing a nail where required, the long boughs may
be made to rest against the nail underneath it. If

required, artificial uprights can be used with a nail in

the same way. For this purpose it is best to make
use of wood that will grow. In this way a living

continuous hurdle is made which will keep out game.

J. T. C, Newbury.

The Cultivated Seedling Briar. — Presuming

with how much interest many of your numerous amateur

readers must look on the controversy now being carried

on in your columns respecting the merits of the seed-

ling Briar as a stock for Roses, I beg to send you the

result of my experience respecting it. It is now more
than fifteen years since I began to grow Roses, and I

often lookjback with regret when I think of the num-
bers of valuable pets I have lost, some on standards,

budded only to die, and others on the Manetti, that

have lingered on, and ultimately came to the same end.

I at one time got so disheartened with them, that I

began to think Rose-growing was a delusion and a

snare. However, some time since, a nurseryman m
this locality began to grow Roses, and I may say that

it is entirely to him that I am indebted for the number

of local prizes (amounting to some eight or ten

annually) that I succeed in taking. I should much like

some of your readers to see my small garden now ; my
trees, some of which I have had eight or ten years, are

strong, healthy, robust, and clean, and without suckers.

I have had some magnificent blooms this season, and

when I first took to showing, though my friends

used to call my blooms " mops," they were never

tired of admiring them. All this gratification is derived

from the fact that most of my trees are budded on the

"cultivated seedling Briar," which I am sure is a most

valuable stock, and the proper way to cultivate the

Rose, as the stocks do not die and pine away as the

Manetti and hedge-grown Briars. I am also sure that

the arguments raised against it will prove fallacious,

and will soon disappear, and that the stock will be

universally cultivated, as from it amateurs will be

enabled to get such good blooms from cut-back plants

that they will be but a few points removed from our

best nurserymen. Daniel Chapman, \^, Broad Slrtel,

Oxford.

Drosera rotundifoUa (the Sundew). — Your

correspondent " A. F." gives an interesting account

of his culture of this little gem in the Gardeners'

Chronicle of October 19. Mr. E. W. Badger, of

Birmingham, and myself were walking from Coesar's

Hill at Aldershot, across the Long Valley to Cove

Common, and in the marshy portion of the valley we
met with a quantity of plants of the Sundew. They

are to be found there in abundance, and I shall be

happy to assist any of your correspondents in procuring

plants, ir. Dean.

The International Fruit, Flower, and 'Vege-

table Show at Manchester, in September next

Year.—Already I speak of it as a fact, for when
Manchester moves, it moves to the accomplishment of

its wishes ; but it remains very much with your readers

whether the show will be a little go, or a great success

;

hence the importance of discussing the matter early.

All will agree that the affair is in the best of hands ;

all that it is possible for one man to do will be done

by Mr. Bruce Findlay, whose energy and talents

have already raised the Manchester exhibitions far

above those of other provincial shows. Manchester

has also moved early, and a good start is one half the

race won. It is moving also in the best groove, and in

harmony with or under the guidance of the Council and

officers of the Manchester Botanical and Horticultural

Society. And the show will doubtless take place in

the usual rendezvous, the gardens of the Society at Old

Traflbrd. All this is as every true lover of horticultuvr

would wish it. Most of us are proud of Manchester

horticulturally, and all are willing to be led to fresh

victories under the experienced leadership of Mr.

Findlay. All we have to do, in fact, is to follow our

leader, and support him heartily and unanimously with

our best thanks as well as wishes, and the Manchester

International may, and in fact ought, to excel all that

have gone before it. Glasgow was an exhibition to make

horticulturists proud of tlieir craft ; but of this I am
sure, th.at nothing would please Mr. Anderson, Mr.

Dougall, and other energetic workers at that sliow,

better than to see a still better display at Man-

chester. In regard to shows, as to gardening in general,

our motto must still be Excelsior ! We have no lime

to rest and be thankful in the horticulture of the day.

Every 'vantage ground in showing and in culture

should be used .as a foothold for reaching higher and

doing belter. These international fruit and flower

shows, held in different towns by local societies, are

doing a great direct work for the advancement of horti-

culture. They powerfully stimulate tlie neighbourhoods

in which they are held to higher efforts in the pursuit

of the good and the beautiful ; and they likewise
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keep the parent societies awake to tlieir duties and
responsibilities. It is a general opinion that the fruit

shows of the great London societies have seriously

deteriorated, and the Royal (unfortunately in regard to

fruit) goes into the provinces at a time when a grand

display of fruit is not easily got together. There is

also a general impression that fruit does not occupy

the place in the schedule that it ought to do. Liberal

prizes, it is affirmed, would bring forth a splendid

exhibition of fruit at any season of the year. Cer-

tainly the fruit displays nt Edinburgh, Glasgow, and
even at Liverpool, far excel what is seen in London.
I hope Manchester will prove the best show of

fruit yet seen in this country. Of this I am
certain, tliat all that can be done in the way of

bringing it together will be done by Mr. Findlay.

I may state further, for the encouragement of waver-
ing exhibitors, that his canon is this—the higlier the

prize the better and more numerous the exhibits.

Nothing need be said about plants or flowers : we
know what Manchester can do in this matter ; but I

find from the report of Mr. Findlay's speech in a local

paper that great attention is to be bestowed on the vege-

table section of the show. This is as it should be. With
food at present prices, vegetable growing is a matter
of national importance, and can hardly receive too much
encouragement at an International show. Following
the lead of Manchester, a brilliant success is in store for

horticulture in the Cotton Metropolis next September.
D. T. Fis/:.

Wasps and Caterpillars. — The remarks of

**\V. T. P.'' (p. 1359), respecting wasps feeding on
the excrement of aphides, induces me to relate an
incident that came under my observation a month ago.

On going to a frame containing Mignonette (to search
for caterpillars Avhich had attacked the plants), I

observed a wasp on one of them, and on looking more
closely I found it was busily engaged devouring a

caterpillar. My near approach caused the wasp to

leave its prey, and settle on the side of the frame. My
curiosity now being fully aroused, I retreated a pace
to watch ; in less than a minute the wasp flew to

another plant, and, seizing a much larger caterpillar,

went oft' with it in its mouth, no doubt to devour it in

undisturbed safety. If wasps are in the habit of feed-

ing on such pests, I shall feel less enmity towards them
for the ravages they commit on fruit, y. Green^ the

GardaiSy Poles, Ware.

Seedsmen's Assistants.— I am surprised at the

apparent indifference of the assistants in our trade

during the present agitation for increase of wages, to

meet the general advance in the price of articles of food
and clothing. Perhaps it is that they feel unable to move
in the matter, being scattered over the country in such
a manner as to make it impossible to meet and discuss

their grievances. Believing such to be the case I write

this, hoping that through the medium of your columns
these may be laid before our employers, who, I feel

certain, will not fail to see the justice of the demands
which I think will have to be made if the present high
prices continue, and we are to keep up the respectable

appearance expected by our employers. Taking into

consideration the amount of experience required before

we are competent to undertake a good situation, and the
number of hours we have to work (very hard) during
the spring months, I assert that we are badly paid. To
acquire a thorough knowledge of the trade we must
serve at least seven years, and at the end of that time
few of us receive more than from i%s. to 25j. per week.
I know men who have been twenty years in the trade

(good hard-working men), who are only receiving

;i^8o per year as head shopmen. There are plenty of
second shopmen getting no more than i5j-. per week.
As times now are, we cannot possibly appear respect-

able unless our salaries are advanced. It cannot be
said we are unreasonable, as almost every mechanic has
obtained an advance of at least 15 per cent., and a
great reduction in the hours of labour. A word as to

early closing. Can any one inform me how it is so
many seed shops are open until 8 p. m. all through the

summer and autumn months, when so little business is

being done? We have a good example set by Man-
chester, the hours there being from S A.M. to 6 p.m.,

and 2 P.M. on Saturdays. Why should not this become
general throughout the coimtry ? I see no reason why
it could not be done as well in other towns as in Man-
chester. I am confident that if this matter is well
taken up, the result will be, our employers will

generously concede what necessity compels us to ask.

An Assistant.

Lasiandra macrantha.—In answer to Mr. Payne's
inquiries at p. 1359 with respect to this plant, we find

the flowers (petals) soon fall, but not to the extent he
complains. The growing his plants in the stove

will be the cause of their losing their flowers much
sooner than if grown in a conservatory or greenhouse.
Our large plants are grown in the conservatory ; others

were outside during August and September, and
these are just beginning to flower. T\\o of our plants
have been flowering for the last two months. To-day,
October 12, I counted 70 fully expanded flowers on
one plant. The colour is a deep violet ; the largest

flowers are about 3^ inches in diameter. I may here
state that we obtained our plants from Mr. W. IJuU
when he first sent it out ; but my friends tell me we
have not got the best variety—that there is another

much finer, a more compact grower, with flowers at

least 5 inches in diameter. Our mode of treatment is

this : we never cut our plants back, but in the growing
season just nip with thumb and finger the growing tip

out of the leading shoots, which causes them to break
laterally ; but we do not do this after the end of June.
Our plants are potted in a mixture of loam, peat, leal-

soil, and sand. Like most melastomaceuus plants,

they do not like large pots. Cuttings put in and
struck in spring make good flowering plants by
autumn. In that case they must be encouraged in an
intermediate house in early summer. Take the points

out of the leading shoots to make them break laterally
;

but never pinch and pot at the same time. During
July and August get them in a cool gi'eenhouse or pit,

where they are protected from the mid-day sun, giving
plenty of air at night and in damp moist weather. Mr.
Payne says not one of his flowers stayed on his plant
more than 14 hours. I had not, previous to seeing his

statement, ascertained how long an individual flower
lasted on our plants ; but marking two flowers on
different plants, which ivere just expanded, I find

after 58 hours one flower is yet good, the other has lost

one petal. W. B. Latham^ Botanic Gardens^ Edgbas-
ton^ Birmingham.

Potato Disease.—After carefully reading all the

communications you have published on this subject, I do
not feel, as an extensive grower of Potatos, that I am
at all better armed to attack the dire foe than I was
before. I still retain my old convictions, that the main
cause of the disease is some atmospheric influence, the

mode of its working being as yet hidden from us.

During the first few years of the existence of this fell

disease, I had frequent communications on the subject

with Mr. Alfred Smee, sending and taking to him
many specimens of the blotched leaves, with the disease

in all stages of its development, and I believe it was on
one of these specimens he first observed the Aphis
vastator. On his concluding that this insect was the

cause of all the misfortune, I tried hard to controvert

his reasoning, declaring my firm conviction that these

insects were parasites, attending the diseased condition

of the plants—results, not causes. However, he adhered
to his view, and published his well-known book on the

Potato disease, with full descriptions of the Aphis
vastator. No more convincing fact need be given that

the causes are atmospheric than this. I had this year
several plots of the Ked-skin Flourball in dilferent

fields, growing side by side with thirty other varieties.

In every instance the other kinds were struck down
into blackened stalks in a few days, whilst the Red-
skins, though showing many blackened leaves, retained

the greenness of their stalks and much green foliage

besides, and thus lasting, in some instances, for six

weeks. Now if any insect or fungus had been the pro-

curing cause of the disease, as the whole of the fields

were swarming with them after the destruction of the

other sorts, surely some of the insects must have got
conveyed somehow to the Red-skins. These latter,

however, undoubtedly had such a vigorous growth as

to be able to resist the atmospheric influences destruc-

tive to the other varieties, and hence no appearance of
the insect upon them. I will now give the details of
one experiment I made on a large scale, a few years
after the disease became common, which was attended
with partial success, and which may give a suggestion

to other students of this subject in years to come. I

saw a paragraph in a newspaper stating the singular

fact that a small farmer had noticed a remarkable
exemption from disease, extending in a diagonal line

across his Potato field, all the rest being bad. For a
long time he could in no way account for this, till at

last he remembered that a 2-horse roll used in prepar-
ing the field for planting had been left on one side of it

till the Potatos were moulded up. The roll being
wanted on another part of the farm, it had to be drawn
diagonally across a short portion of the rows to the

gate, pulling them flat down and pushing one hill of
earth partially on to the next row of Potato tops.

These rows remained flattened till the rest of the field

was strack down with the disease, themselves escaping
it to a very considerable extent. Acting upon this idea
the next season, I had a plough made with a long tail-

board to the mould-turn, to push the earth well over
the tops in moulding them up, having first fixed a
projecting wing to the front of the plough to

push aside the Potato tops and flatten them, to

receive the earth and retain it. I had 60
acres treated in this way. The season was a very bad
one for disease, yet these Potatos retained their foliage

green for a month after all others were struck down.
The late Mr. John Harris, one of the most extensive

Potato salesmen in Covent Garden Market, hearing of
this, wrote to ask if it was a fact. He was told it was
quite true, and he came down to look at the marvellous
sight of what he believed to be the only gi'een field of

Potatos in the kingdom at that time—a week or so

before Michaelmas. On digging the crop, a small
portion only was diseased, whereas in all others three-

fourths were so. The following year I treated a large

field in the same way, but that season all my fields

alike were nearly free from disease ; and as the process

is rather an expensive one to do thoroughly, much
hand labour and the use of broad shovels being required

to do it perfectly and efficiently, I discontinued the

practice. This year I had spoken to my bailiff" about
trying the plan again, as we had much disease the

previoiis year. 1 lowever, if made its appearance so early,

and so many of the leaves seemed already touched, that

we did not put it into execution. I think every grower
of Potatos would do well to make the experiment on a
few rows next year, and report the results. I hardly
venture to make any guess at the "how" this treatment
saves the Potato tops from the atmospheric or other
influences that destroy elsewhere. It may save by
simply covering and protecting the vital part of the
plant; it may what we farmers call "backen" the
growtli, and check the vigour and succulence of the
plant for a time, and thus toughen and make it more
hardy. The rationale of it I leave to others. A Cam-
bridgeshire Farmer.

Fuchsia Sunray.— I send you a small branch of
this cliarming silver tricolor variety, sent out in the
spring by Mr. Thomas Milner, nurseryman, of Brad-
ford. I have just met with a fine plant of it grown by
Mr. Featherstone, of St. Anne's Villas, Purely, Leeds,
and it is a beautiful thing for conservatory decoration.

Another variety under the same name was sent out also
by another florist, so that it will be necessary to ask
for it as Milner's Sunray. \\\ D. [Very beautiful

foliage, white variegation flushed with red. Eds.]

Boilers Encased in Brickwork versus Water-
jackets, Wooden Casing, <S:c.—"D.'s" assertion

(P* I3S6)» that the efficient working of a boiler depends
much on the manner in which it is set, is correct ;

but setting means something more than merely con-
structing flues that enable us to extract from tlie fuel

we use the greatest possible amount of caloric, a
portion of which goes'to the legitimate object of heat-
ing the water contained in the boiler, and the rest

beconies useless by being wasted. Setting, effectually

done, means not only an arrangement that enables us to

make the most of the fuel we use, by extracting all the
caloric possible, but also utilising it with the least per-

ceptible waste. I have for years made an especial

study of the different heating appliances in use
for horticultural purposes, and am not simply
theorising on the matter ; and I have not the
slightest hesitation in saying that there is less

waste of heat in a boiler properly encased with
brickwork than in all the water-jackets, wooden casings,

and similar contrivances that have ever yet been
devised, and which are nothing more or less than use-
less, except to meet the insatiable craving for novelty
which the boiler inventors of the present day must
think that gardeners possess to an extent unparalleled
by any other set of human beings. Advisedly I say
useless, for all that is requisite can be attained at a
fraction of the cost which these water-jackets, &c.,
entail. The water-jacket is simply a boiler enclosing a
boiler, a costly affair, necessitating a further cost of
wooden casing, which in itself, from its disposition to

crack when in close proximity to any heated surface,

will require covering with felt, or something of a
similar description. The reason why heat frequently

escapes through the brickwork enclosing a boiler is

simply because there is an insufficiency of it, or if

sufficient in quantity it is rendered ineffectual through
being constructed on false principles, A solid

mass of brickwork set in mortar in the usual way
is a quick conductor of heat, consequently a bad
retainer. But instead of a solid mass of the usually

constructed brickwork, proceed as follows :—When
the boiler is set and enclosed by the ordinary arch of
brickwork, carry up on each side, 2 feet 6 inches
from the outside of arch, a solid wall, which carry

up 3 feet higher than the top of the arch, then fill in

the space, sides and top, with broken brinks, and as

the work proceeds run in as much coarse, dry sand as

will fill all the interstices ; carry this inside-filling up to

within 9 inches of the side walls before mentioned,
then put on 3 inches of smaller broken bricks, in which
put no sand, but over the top a good layer of mortar,

on which lay a couple of courses of bricks in the usual
manner, and the heat that will escape will be almost
imperceptible. The reason is obvious, sand and brick
rubble, in a diy state, from the air they contain, are

not good conductors of heat, and the few inches at the

top, wherein no sand is added to the broken bricks,

contains a still greater body of stagnant air, imparting
only a minimum of heat to the close brickwork over all.

T, Baines,

Pyramid Pelargoniums.—At p. 1362, Mr. Simp-
son mentions a very pleasing feature in the gardens at

Worksop Manor, While agreeing with Mr, Simpson
that pyramidal planting is a step in the right direction,

as tending to relieve the flatness of our modern flower

garden, allow me to say that pyramid Pelargoniums are

no novelty. I have seen them in different parts of the

country, but nowhere so extensively planted, or with
such grand results, as at Bentley Piiory, Stanmore, and
not only are Pelargoniums trained as pyramids, but
Heliotropes and Calceolaria amplexicaulis also. One
pyramid of Pelargoniums in particular was of such
extraordinary dimensions, and at the time of my visit

in the middle of September presented such a mass of
bloom, that I measured it. It was over 12 feet high
and II feet in diameter at the base

;
perfect in outline,

and so well established, that not a stick or tic was to

be seen. I need not say what an effect such a glowing
mass of scarlet had when seen from a distance ; there

were several of 7 or S feet high, and Calceolarias of

4 or 5 feet, but tlie Heliotropes surpassed both. There
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were two pyramids, I should think 10 feet high, freely for four years, and from whicli a large stock has

literally covered with its lovely blue flowers from the been raised. M. Verschaiifelt pomted out what he

kTerio ^hVgmssrand'fiiUng"^ with delightful
;

insists is the true variety of Lasiandra

*J..,..r... nfc.>-.>.r. 1
which IS of a dwarf habit, and also

fragrance. Obset-ver.

Foreign Correspondence.

Ornamental Plants in the Belgian Nur-

ERIES. &c.—The establishment of M. Jean Vers-

macranthaj

freer bloomer

than the tall variety, which is usually sold. There is

a very fine collection of Cycads ; and amongst Eche-

verias, argentea, usually sold under the name of pul-

verulenta, is a fine thing ; so also is x E. scaphylla,

which is the result of a cross between E. agavoides and

E. linguifolia, and which has very thick leaves, of a

chaffelt, of Ghent, is always full of interest to
\

light green colour. „
, ^ ,

.

horticulturists and the fine collection of Agaves and
|

The grounds are well kept, and a very ornamental

Cacti attract many who are interested in these plants, character is given to the nursery by a tasteful arrange-

I saw here early in the summer 1500 imported plants ment of standard and pyramidal Sweet Bays, m tubs,

of Cvcas revoluta in a dormant stale, some of them of of which there is an enormous stock ; standard Box,

a large size ; also a fine lot of Lomaria cycadifoUa, a
!
standard Laurustinus, standard Cupressus Lawsoniana,

very handsome Tree Fern,

recently imported, some

of the trunks being 2 to

3 feet high, and very

thick. There were also

enormous imported trunks

in a dormant state of

Zamia (Encephalartos)

Altensteinii, Zamia coral-

lipes, and other species.

Of Z. corallipes there

were about a hundred

fine examples, one of

which was fully 30 inches

in circumference. Eu-

phorbia Monteiro, a very

singular plant, with a

woody stem like an

Agave, is largely im-

ported ; and there is a

wonderful lot of the Old

Man Cactus, Pilocereus

senilis, as well as a fine

collection of other spe-

cies, amongst them Pilo-

cereus Hoppensledti, and

a large-spined Melocactus

of great interest. Tlie

collection of Agaves is

extensive and rich in rare

species and varieties, in-

cluding some recently

imported species not yet

named, as their characters

have not yet been sufh-

ciently developed to en-

able this to be done. A.

Leopoldi is very hand-

some and distinct, and

A. Killishii is a wonder-

fully toothed kind, of a

very distinct character.

Bonapartea hystrix com-
pacta is a fine exhibition

plant, of compact habit,

and with distinct black

points. The houses are

rich in Palms, Tree Ferns,

and various novelties :

and in the large Palm-

house are very fine exam-

ples of Dracrena Veifchii

and D. laciniata, which
were blooming freely

;

there were also some
plants of Encephalartos

caffra, with stems 7 feet

high, and one of them
from 3 to 4 feet in cir-

cumference. A large spe-

cimen of Jubrca specta-

bilis, known also as Mo-
linia chilensis, is the finest

plant in Europe. There
is also a magnificent

Cyathea princeps (often

miscalled Cibotium), in

vigorous health ; some
fine imported plants of

DicksoniaSellowiana, and
several new Palms, which

give promise of being fine

things, but are yet too

small for naming accu-

rately. A Calamus, from

Java, is very pretty, and will be valuable as a

decorative plant. In the various houses were
many novelties, especially some double-flowered

seedling Begonias of the Sedeni breed ; Rave-
nala madagascariensis (Urania speciosa), the Travel-

ler's Tree, of which there is a large stock ; a lot of

that fine old bulbous plant, Crinum amabile, with its

pretty rosy pink flowers ; some plants of Dioon edule,
which M. VerschafTelt told me were the first imported
during the last 30 years ; Ficus elegantissima, with very
handsome large cordate foliage, which is downy under-
neath ; the variegated form of Conoclinium ianthinum,
one of our handsomest winter-blooming plants when
well grown ; and Areca Eaueri {Seaforthia robusta), a
fine exhibition Palm. In one of the houses is a very
large AnthuriumScherzerianum, a very fine variety, with
spathes fully 5 inches long, which has produced seed
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and pyramidal green Box, all of which are cultivated

in large quantities. The centre walk through the

nursery was particularly attractive, for on either side

were large Araucarias, alternating with fine specimen

pyramid Bays, and bordered with fine plants of

Draccena Veitchii and D. lineata. There was a fine

plant of Araucaria Bidwillii compacta, which is very

compact growing, with shorter foliage than A. Bid-

willii. Cupressus Lawsoniana nana alba, with its very

bright silvery variegation, is a charming little plant.

A fine old herbaceous plant, Asclepias tuberosa, is

grown extensively here, and its rich orange flowers

make it a valuable autumn-blooming decorative plant,

but not so much known in England as it was 30 years

since, when it was to be found in every garden of any

pretensions.

The nursery of which M. Ambroise VerschafTelt was

the proprietor passed into M. Linden's hands a few

years since, and I shall send you notes of several new
things to be found in his nurseries, especially that at

Brussels. There are other nurseries here which have a

well-known reputation, notably those of M. Auguste
Van Geert, but I had not time to visit them. M.
Adolphe Stelzner, whose nursery is close to M. Van
Houtte's and M. Verschaffelt's, is an extensive grower

of Ferns, and the raiser of some fine things, especially

amongst Gymnogrammas. G. grandicepsis a tasselled

form of G. Laucheana gigantea, and a great improve-

ment on G. Parsonsii. G. Stelzneriana magnifica is

the finest of all the golden Ferns, a strong grower, and

rich in colour ; G. elegantissima aurea is another grand

golden Fern ; G. spectabilis is a very fine silver Fern,

and a greatly improved form of G. calomelanos ; G.
pulchella nivea is a fine

kind, resembling G. pul-

chella, but a bolder

grower ; it is not yet sent

out. M, Stelzner has a
fine tasselled form of

Cheilanthes pulverulacea,

and a good stock of Adi-

antum Capillus - Veneris

magnificum, a greenhouse

variety of great beauty,

almost as handsome as A.
farleyense. Polystichum

setosum is a fine hardy

Japanese Fern. I noticed

in one of his houses the

charming little Peperomia
resediflora, the flowers of

which are very like a
miniature Mignonette, of

a pure white colour, and
a pretty plant for decora-

tive work. Begonia Se-

deni, bedded out, was in

full flower, and exceed-

ingly pretty, and there is

a reasonable probability

of these Begonias being

utilised as bedding-out

plants.

Amongst outdoor deco-

rative plants, I noticed a

pretty Bambusa viridis

striata, from Japan, which
grows about 2 feet high,

of graceful habit, the foli-

age of a light green colour

striped with yellow. It

is a cliarming decora-

tive outdoor plant, and
M. Stelzner says it does
best when fully exposed
to the sun, and like B.

Fortune! variegata, will

no doubt require a

plentiful supply of mois-

ture. A pretty little

hardy evergreen, Rhyn-
chospermum japonicum, is

quite hardy, M. Stelzner

having assured me that it

had stood out two or

three winters unprotected

;

it is a very small growing
plant for rockwork, very

small beds, or for edging?.

Amongst other things I

saw Cryptomeria japonica

foliis spiralibus falcatis, a

drooping variety, the

points of the shoots

having a singular cork-

screw-like appearance ;

also Araucaria glauca, a

fine species, with the

habit of A. Cunning-
hamii, and A. robusta

glauca, with rich massive

foliage and bold habi t.

Hortus.

[To be Continued.)

Flower-pots of Plas-

tic Carbon. — In my
article upon plastic carbon

(pp. 105 1 and 1083) I mentioned the different

things Mr. Biihring prepares from the porous ma-

terial he has invented, amongst which are flower-

pots. I have now made several trials with the

pots, and find it necessary to add a word of caution

to my praise. I find they do not answer as they

ought, not in consequence of any deficiency in the

carbon, but, as I believe, in consequence of an

efhciency ;—carbon is too powerful an absorbent.

In one of these pots I planted a Pelargonium, which

was rather sickly, having had worms amongst its

roots. This plant might have got on very well m any

other sort of pot, but a new carbon one was too much

for it, and it withered away. In another one a Palm

got on very well ; I also saw some plants in Ham-

burgh, which the gardener told me had been growing

in carbon pots for some years, and which in the first
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year did not seem to profit much by their carbon

surroundings, until all at once they began to luxuriate.

It was found that the whole surface of the carbon was
covered with a filigree of roots and suckers.

I infer from these facts that the carbon, being too

greedy an absorbent, draws the ammonia and carbonic

acid out of the soil, and thus, in the first instance,

deprives the plant of its chief stimulants ; it also

absorbs the water. Plants, therefore, like my Palm,

adapted to grow on poor soils, may get on well in any
case, but generally the case will be the reverse, and the

plants will prove of but a poor growth until their roots

have had time to find the inside surface of the pot,

and to spread over it. Then the plant will indeed
grow most luxuriantly, finding on the surface of the

carbon an abundant supply of air, ammonia, carbonic
acid, and moisture, sup-
plied or yielded by the
carbon in exactly the
same ratio as required by
the root in its growth,
especially if the saucer be
always kept with some
water in it. Some cau-
tion is therefore necessary
in putting a plant into

a carbon pot. The pot
must be prepared ; it must
be saturated with manure,
ammonia, &c., and it is

advisable to put the pot
for some days into the
dunghill, when, indeed,

it will be a capital store-

house for the plant to
feed from.

In the same manner the
carbon-plugs, which Mr.
Biihring advises to be put
between the roots of
plants, shrubs, and fruit

trees, should be prepared ;

they will then not be able
to absorb anything from
the soil except in periods
of great abundance, and
will, in times of dearth,
be a store for the plants.

In light soils, where the
most extreme changes will

be experienced in almost
no time, these plugs will

save the plants from being
too much affected by the
change. Indeed, I have
seen such plugs in flower-

pots altogether covered
with roots, in the same
manner as pieces of bone
are found to be. O. Beta.

Still more is this the case when, in addition

to careful selection, hybridisation or cross breed-

ing are had recourse to. All our cultivated plants

have been subjected to some of these modifying
circumstances, some more so than others. Had we
in any single instance a full and complete history of a

cultivated plant, of what extreme value would it be !

It should begin with the plant in its natural wild state,

and should comprise not only the accurate description

of its parts and organs, but a comprehensive account
of the way in which those parts act and re-act on one
another to maintain the life and individuality of the

whole. Its structure and its mode of life should be
investigated in all their details from the very beginning
to the very end. The relation of the plant to its food,

to the earth, air, water, to the physical conditions

The Clematis as a Gar-
den Flower : bein^ De-
scriptions of the Hardy
Species and Varieties of
Clematis or VirgiiUs

BoTcer, loitk Select and
Classified Lists, Direc-
tions/or Cultivation, and
Suggestions as to the Pur'
poses for which they are
adapted in Modern Gar-
dening. By Thomas
Moore, F. L,S., and
George Jackman. Lon-
don : Murray. Svo., pp.
160, tab. 17.

The possession of an au-
thentic history of a garden
flower will be admitted on
all hands to be a great
gain, both from a cultural

and a scientific point of
view. If we had, for in-

stance, a perfect history
of the Rose, the Pelargo-
nium, or, still more, of
the Wheat plant, the Vine, or even of the
Potato, how greatly should we prize such a treasure.
As it is, the wild plants get somehow or other into
cultivation at various times, some within our own
experience and under our own eyes, while others
have been so long under man's domination that
all trace of their primary history has been lost.

No sooner do they come under cultural care than
a change begins. The very elimination of hostile
or unfavourable surroundmgs gives occasion for a
change. The different conditions of growth are
responded to by a corresponding difference in aspect
and characteristics. If the art of the cultivator be yet
further exercised, as by the selection of certain varia-
tions deemed more suitable for his purpose than the
older ones, these changes of aspect become more and
more numerous, and more and more intensified.

Fig. 316.—CLEMATIS SlEBOLDir,

around it, to light, heat, electricity, should be fully

recorded. The same course should be pursued with
reference to the various changes induced by cultiva-

tion, and to the means whereby those changes have
been brought about.

Had we but one such complete history, cultivation

would, within certain limits, and those not narrow,
become an exact science, the results of which could be
predicted in the same manner as an astronomer predicts

the occurrence of an eclipse, traces the pathway of a

comet, and prepares his almanac accordingly. Such a

consummation is not, however, to be looked for in our
time, nor is it ever likely to be the work of any one man.
The subject is too vast and too intricate, and life

too short, for the realisation of such an ideal by
any one person. We must content ourselves with more
moderate acquisitions, certain that if the right method

be steadfastly, continuously persevered in, rapid pro-

gress towards the attainment of the knowledge we are

in search of must necessarily be made. Nor need it

be matter for regret, but quite the reverse, that such

progress must, from the nature ol things, be the out-

come of the exertions of many men rather than of one
or of few. If it were otherwise, the knowledge gained

would be of little practical use, because the many
would not know how to apply it when they had it laid

before them ; they would be incapable of appreciating

the labours of their fellows.

This may seem a rather high-sounding introduction

to the notice of a work which professes to deal

with a single group of plants from a decorative point

of view only, but it has been in some degree forced

upon us by the perusal of the book itself, and by the

conviction that if we want
to get the greatest possible

advantages out of horti-

cultural pursuits, to raise

horticulture and its vota-

ries in public estimation,

we must strive on all

occasions to look on them
ourselves from a high

stand-point. We believe

that the authors of the

volume before us have
worked in this spirit, but

it would not be becoming
for us in these pages to

offer any opinion as to

how they have succeeded.

We must confine ourselves

to a mere indication of

the contents of the volume
m question. We have,

then, first of all, an intro-

ductory chapter, in which
a brief sketch of the genus
Clematis, and of its mem-
bers, so far as they have
horticultural interest, is

given. The systematic

history of the various

garden varieties is then

unfolded, and to this por-

tion we attach very great

importance, and doulit not

but that the thank^; of both
gardenersand physiologists

will be awarded to the

authors for it. We have,

for instance, the details of

the "crosses" effected by
Mr. Anderson - Henry,
Messrs. Jackmann, Cripps,

Noble, Baker, Simon-
Louis, and others. Of
these, the best known and
the most widely cultivated

are the " Woking hy-

brids," resulting from the

crossing of C. lanuginosa

by X C. Hendersoni and
C. Viticella alrorubens,

in the summer of 1S58.

From this cros?, and
others subsequently made,
were obtained the now
famous varieties Jack-
manni, rubro-violacea,

rubella, Mrs. James Bate-

man, Lady Bovill, and
Thomas Moore, in the

latter of which "the long
rich purple sepals become
associated with very pro-

minent white stamens,

thus giving quite a new
character to the fiower."

The varieties sent out by
MM. Simon-Louis were
seedlings from C. patens,

or crosses between C.

lanuginosa and C. Viti-

cella grandiflora. Mr.
Henry's x C. regin^e, one
of the earliest, if not the

earliest variety, was a cross

between C. lanuginosa and

C. patens. M. Briolay-Goiffon, of Orleans, employed

the same species. Messrs. Cripps' fine strain was

derived from seedlings of C. lanuginosa, while those

brought forward by Mr. Noble are the result of the in-

tercrossing of C. Fortunei and C. Standishii. Mr.

Anderson- Henry's latest productions are remarkable

for size, x C Lawsoniana sometimes bearing flowers

9 inches in width ; this fine batch, to be sent out

by Messrs. Lawson, of Edinburgh, is the result of the

crossing of C. lanuginosa with the pollen of C. For-

tunei. "Thus," say our authors in concluding their

historical account of the principal varieties now known

—

" Thus within the last 10 years the hardy Clematis has

been converted from an ordinary climbing shrub, hand-

some indeed in some, and elegant in all its forms, to one

of the most gorgeous of garden ornaments, unrivalled as

i a flowering woody climber ; while for wall or conser-
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vatory decoration generally, for poles or pyramids, for

rockeries and rooteries, it is infinitely improved, and as a

bedding plant affords altogether a new sensation in flower

gardening."

We opine no one will say tliat paragraph exagge-

rates the merits of these plants : if he does, we condemn

him to feast his eyes on the superb beauty of the dis-

play made annually by these plants in Messrs. Jack-

man's nursery.

For garden purposes the authors divide the species

and varieties of Clematis into nine groups, dependent first

on habit, climbing or erect ; the former are again sub-

divided, according as they flower from the old or the

new wood : the subsequent groups being founded on the

period of flowering, including spring, summer or

autumn flowering varieties, &c. In this manner nine

sections or types are given as follows :— § i, montana ;

§2, patens; § 3, florida; §4.graveolens; §5, lanuginosa ;

§ 6, Viticella
; § 7, Jackmanni ; § S, coerulea odorata

;

§ 9, erecta—to each section being referred those varie-

ties which are most nearly akin, from a cultural point of

view, to the species or variety giving its name thereto.

Lists are given of the several varieties included under

these types, together with selections of them for con-

servatory or corridor decoration, bedding-out, pillar-

work, festooning, rockwork or rootery, for exhibition

purposes, &c. The mode of culture best suited to the

particular varieties, or for special purposes, is also ex-

plained. A rich loamy well drained soil, to which a

little lime is added is, as a general rule, the best suited

for all the varieties, none of which seem the worse for

a liberal supply of farmyard manure and a winter

mulching. The method and degree of pruning required

differ according tothe type. The object in the montana

and patens types is to preserve and favour the well

ripened one-year-old wood ; the object in the Jack-

manni section is to favour to the utmost the develop-

ment of the vigorous summer shoots from which the

flowers are produced.

Special instructions are given for the cultivation of

the Clematis under glass, against walls, as a bedding

plant, and for other special purposes which the length

of our notice forbids us to detail. For those who care

to experiment for themselves, some hints are given as

to the mode of hybridisation, to which we would only

add the injunction to think out, first, what is the special

object to be obtained, and next, to keep an accurate

record of the whole transaction for future guidance.

The hybridist who trusts to memory only, is as little

likely to arrive at the desired results, as he who operates

carelessly and takes insufficient pains to secure the

absence of pollen other than that he desires to work
with. The book ends with a detailed description

of all the cultivated species and varieties, arranged

alphabetically.

Taken for all in all the hardy varieties of Clematis

form the noblest and most useful of recent addi-

tions to out-door gardening. They are inexpensive,

they are hardy, they grow freely, they adapt them-
selves to almost any conditions, and may be made
useful in an infinitude of ways ; their foliage is

ornamental, they bloom profusely and for a long

period ; their flowers have beauty of form, and beauty

and variety of colour ; in size they vary from the

diameter of a shilling to that of a cheese-plate, and
even perfume is not wanting.

It was time that such plants had their historians, and
we do not think we say too much by asserting that two
persons better qualified for the office than our authors,

by the possession of special knowledge of their subject,

do not exist. We have naturally confined ourselves to

an indication of the contents of the volume and of the

method adopted by the authors in handling their sub-

jects and have only now to add that it is enriched with

15 woodcuts and two coloured illustrations, repre-

senting four of the most interesting recent varieties.

Of the former our readers may judge from the samples
(fig- 3'5 ^hd fig' 31^) which we are enabled to lay

before them.

Florists' Flowers.
It was 48 years ago that Mr. William Chater estab-

lished himself at Saffron Walden, and took up the

cultivation of the Hollyhock. They have been busy
bustling years, in which much valuable work has been

done and many important results worked out. Mr.
Chater may be said to have taken up the work of

improving the Hollyhock at that point where it was
left by the late Mr. Charles Baron, a man whose work
is gratefully remembered and held in honour by all

florists. In the earlier days of Mr. Chafer's association

with the Hollyhock the flowers were but semi-double,
and he remembers when nine years of age a variety
being obtained from foreign seed that was thought to
be a great acquisition at that day. From that time up
to 1846, when Mr. Chater published his first catalogue,
a surprising progress had been made with the Holly-
hock ; but not a whit less remarkable is the advance
made during the last quarter of a century. In working
out this advance, Mr. Chater has been one of the ablest
pioneers. He, at least, disregarded a characteristic
rebuke administered to some of our rising florists a
quarter of a century or more ago, by an old writer :

—

"Some younger spirits, straining after new worlds of
flowers to subjugate, or in which to 'mend Nature,'
have obtruded Hollyhocks, Phloxes, Verbenas, Snap-

dragons, &c. , to the much discomfort and surprise of

the old school." Happily for floriculture, the

"younger spirits" utterly disregarded the sorrowful

protest of the old school ; and the Hollyhock, as well

as the other flowers placed under their ban, have pros-

pered gloriously, and prosper still. How it prospers

at Saffron Walden can be seen by any one who pays

these nurseries a visit about the middle of August. It

is then that this noble flower can be seen in all the

vigour of its full development. A batch of new Holly-

hocks is annually looked for from Saffron Walden,

and as surely appears, as a batch of new show Pelar-

goniums from Slough, of Dahlias from Salisbury, or of

Pentstemons from the Stanstead Park Nurseries.

Nine new varieties will be distributed by Mr.

Chater during the autumn, all of his own raising. I

had an opportunity of seeing these flowers when in

bloom, and must admit that they well maintain the

high reputation Mr. Ch.ater has so deservedly gained

as a raiser of new Hollyhocks. Notwithstanding the

high- class quality that characterises many of the leading

flowers now in cultivation, the Hollyhock is being

steadily improved. Except in cases of rare coloured

flowers, such as the glossy black ones, for instance,

where the work of improvement goes on much more
slowly, a pockety flower is almost a thing of the past.

Now we have fulness almost to perfection ; a refinement

in outline almost approaching perfect symmetry, and

developments of decidedly new tints of colours. But

there is even more beyond, for who can assert a limit

to the higher manifestations of beauty continually being

evolved out of the bountiful heart of Nature ? It was

with an eloquent and truthful earnestness Mr. William
Paul once wrote,— "An ideal flower conceived from

Nature and experience may exist in my mind, but the

moment it is realised I will imagine one more beautiful.

In a word, the ideal continually recedes as we
advance."

Alphabetically arranged, these new Hollyhocks are

as follows :—Black Gem, glossy black maroon, and

both in regard to colour and quality the finest black

flower yet raised ; this was announced for distribution

last autumn, but in consequence of scarcity of stock

could not then be sent out. Emperor, crimson-carmine,

a telling and elTective hue of colour ; a very fine, full,

and striking flower. Ethel Chater, pale silvery peach ;

a very beautiful and attractive flower, and forms a fine

spike. Imperial Purple, maroon, shaded with purple;

a very effective hue of colour, and a flower of fine

quality. Jessie Dean, fawn, slightly flushed with rose

;

fine in quality, and forms a noble spike. Luna, pale

primrose, almost white, suffused lemon in the centre,

with chocolate base ; fine and full flower. Modestum,
pale primrose, with dark base ; very fine close spike

and full flower. Prince Arthur, cherry-crimson ; a

most acceptable hue of colour, and a very fine flower

and spike. Victor, pale cheriy, perfect in shape ; a

very fine flower, and splendid hue of colour.

Last year's varieties could also be seen in fine con-

dition. Of the seven sent out in the autumn of 1 87 1, no

less than five were of apricot, yellow, and primrose

hues, but with some novelty of colouring or improve-

ment on existing varieties to recommend them. They
were as follows :—Golden Drop, clear bright yellow,

a fine hue of colour, large and very full ; a great im-

provement on Queen of Yellows. Indian Yellow, deep

bright apricot-yellow, very fine ; flowers large and full.

Incomparable, also a very fine and full flower, of a

heavy shade of apricot-yellow, tinted and suffiised with

rose. Memorial, very pale primrose, forms a good
spike. Prince Albert, pale yellowish-buff, very full

show flower, and fine spike. Walden King, a magnifi-

cent variety, colour clear vivid scarlet ; almost as per-

fect in shape, substance, and colouring as can well be

imagined ; and Sylph, creamy flesh, flushed with rose,

and purple base—a charming flower. The following

varieties, forming a part of the general list, are flowers

of great beauty, and afford an admirable selection :

—

Alba Superba, the best white, the individual flowers

and spike alike fine. Alfred Chater. Bullion, golden-

yellow, extra fine. Carus Chater, veiy fine indeed.

Exultum, a great advance as a dark flower, colour rich

shining maroon ; not so deep as Black Gem. Fascina-

tion, rosy lilac with silvery edges, a beautiful flower.

Fanny Chater, rose, flushed with carmine ; a fine

flower, and the best of its class. Jewel, pure bright

yellow, a flower o( great depth of substance, and very

fine. Joy, delicate flesh, tinted with deep rosy car-

mine, a beautiful tint of colour. Leah, golden yellow,

very fine. Leviathan, bright reddish rose, very fine

and full, and a noble flower. Majestic, scarlet sufiused

with buff", very fine. Marion, bright purplish rose,

spike very fine. Marvellous, deep orange-buff", fine

quality. Mrs. Fyson, in the way of, but not so good
as. Fascination, yet a pretty flower. Perfection, deli-

cate silvery flesh, extra fine. Peri, creamy white,

beautiful substance and shape. Queen of the Yellows,

very fine. Rose d'Amour, soft bright rosy peach, a

delicate and very fine flower. Ruby Queen, deep
shining ruby, very fine. Venus, salmon-flesh. Walden
Primrose, clear bright primrose, deepening with age

;

and Walden Queen, soft delicate flesh, very fine. This
list might be increased indefinitely, for, on referring to

Mr. Chafer's list of Hollyhocks published in the

autumn of 1S71—and it does not include all the sorts

cultivated in this wonderfully rich collection—I find

no less than 1 1;8 varieties enumerated and described.

/?. n.

©iXtuars.
A PROMINENT member of the botanical fraternity

has been taken from us, in the person of Dr.

Frederick Welwitsch, who died at his apart-

ments, 15, Fitzroy Street, Fitzroy Square, on the night

of the 20th inst., in his 66th year.

Dr. Welwitsch was a native of Carinthia, and
studied law, and afterwards medicine, at Vienna, at

which university he took his medical degree. His
father, it is said, showed his displeasure at his aban-
doning the study of law by stopping his allowance,

and the young Welwitsch had to sustain himself by
writing dramatic and musical criticisms in the journals.

After a time, however, he was sent to Savoy to study
the effects of cholera, and his friends were so pleased

at this evidence of the good esteem in which the young
practitioner was held, that a reconciliation was
effected. Devoted to botanical pursuits from his

youth, he soon abandoned medicine, and applied him-
self with ardour to the collection and study of plants

—at first principally of Cryptogams, such as Algce and
Mosses. An offer that was made to him by the Unio
Itineraria of Wurtemburg induced him to visit Portugal

as a botanical collector, and was the commencement
of that connection with Portugal which ceased only
with his death. He collected largely in that country,

and was for a time director of the Botanic Gardens at

Lisbon.

In 1S53 he was despatched by the Portuguese
Government to Angola, to investigate the natural

history of that region, and to promote the interests

of the Portuguese possessions so far as regarded
the utilisation and development of the resources of the

country. Dr. Welwitsch remained in Angola from

1853 to 1S61, making long and troublesome explorations,

in the course of which he added much to our knowledge
of the geography, physical features, and natural history

of these regions, and of which he has written accounts

in various journals, English and foreign. For some
time we believe he journeyed in company with Living-

stone. Dr. Welwitsch's collections in most depart-

ments of natural history are not only very extensive,

but they have been selected and prepared with the

greatest care and judgment, and are often accompanied
with notes made at the time of collection. These
evince not only great industry, but remarkable shrewd-
ness and sagacity.

In order the better to study his collections and
prepare them for publication, Dr. Welwitsch, on leav-

ing Angola, took up his residence in London. Here
he occupied himself in arranging his collections. Many
of these were distributed among various naturalists,

who undertook to publish descriptive lists of them.
In this manner, in addition to isolated collec-

tions of shells, insects, plants, &c., which have been
treated of by various naturalists. Dr. Welwitsch con-
tributed in no slight degree to the elaboration of the

Flora of Tropical Africa^ much of the value of which
publication, so far as western tropical Africa is

concerned, depends on the excellence of the speci-

mens entrusted by Dr. Welwitsch for description to

the botanists who have taken part in this work. The
specimens are admirably preserved, and they were
collected with the view of showing, wherever possible,

all stages of the plant from youth to maturity, the

range of variation, the effects of different external con-

ditions, and the geographical range. In consequence,

Dr. Welwitsch's specimens have no ordinary value.

It is, therefore, matter for congratulation that there is

a probability that at least two sets of his specimens

will be retained in this country, while others will, it is

believed, be distributed among the herbaria and
museums of Portugal, of Austria, Prussia, and of his

native province, Carinthia. Dr. Welwitsch's ntime

will be handed down to posterity as the discoverer of

the extraordinary plant that bears his name, Wel-
witschia mirabilis, of which numerous fine specimens

are to be seen in the museum at Kew, and which have

formed the subject of one of the most remarkable

botanical monographs, from the pen of Dr. Hooker,

that has ever been published. Dr. Welwitsch himself

contributed to the Linnean Transactions a valuable

monograph description of several of ihc more remark-

able species of plants collected by him, and wliich was
noticed by us at the time of publication.

Dr. Welwitsch also contributed an account of the

vegetation of West Equinoctial Africa to the Journal
of the Linnean Society, in which he divided the region

he traversed into three districts—the coast region, the

hill-forest region, and, furthest from the sea, the woody
table-land. The coast region is like that of Sierra

Leone, and of course is the best known. In the

second region, among other interesting plants. Dr.

Welwitsch discovered a terrestrial Orchid allied to

Lissochilus, having broad leaves nearly 5 feet long,

a flower-stem 10 to 12 feet high, and a spike of

blossoms often 1 4 foot long, bearing 20 to 25 rose-

coloured flowers. This is probably the largest and

most magnificent of all terrestrial Orchids liitherto

discovered. Of this plants were sent to England, but

we fear they perished en route. This is not the only

giant in this district, for Dr. Welwitsch further tells us

of an Umbellifer with a trunk i foot to i\ foot in

diameter ! and wliicli is used as timber. Several

genera, hitherto supposed to be exclusively American,

were found in this district, particularly a Cactacea
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(Khipsalis). The vegetation of the third region,

Pungo Andongo, is so peculiar that Dr. Wehvitsch
describes it as "a new world of plants, a new
geographical kingdom."
We cannot, however, cite more of the extraordinary

researches of Dr. Wehvitsch, but must refer our readei-s

to the above mentioned publications.

Much as was accomplished. Dr. WelwitscU says

that more might have been done if he had not had " to

fight again nnd again with fever, scurvy, and dysentery,

contracted in penetrating the densest woods, the

deepest ravines, and whilst wandering for miles under
a burning sun throui^h marshy land."

Dr. \\'ehvitsch's funeral took place on Thursday
last, at Kensal Green, and was attended by a large

number of his botanical friends, a representative of
the Portuguese Government, and, with much appro-
priateness, by M. Gustav Mann, himself well known
for his researches in Western Tropical Africa.

Died at Torquay, on the 26th inst., Maria,
widow of Sir W. J, PIooiCEK, K.H., late Director of
the Royal Gardens, Kew, aged 75.
Lady Hooker's memory demands more than a

passing notice in our columns. Those who knew her
in her early married life, and even up to quite recent
times, speak in warm terms of her beauty and the
charm of her conversation. For fully half a century
Lady Hooker acted as her husband's help-meet and
amanuensis, and to her the successive series of the
Journal of Botany, the Botanical Miscellany, and
others of Sir William's publications, owe much of their
literary style and typographical accuracy. Lady
Hooker was the eldest daughter of the late Dawson
Turner, Esq., F.R.S., banker, of Yarmouth, and as
such inherited many of the characteristics of a note-
worthy family. Dawson Turner himself was the
author of several well-known works on sea-weeds
and other cryptogamous plants, as well as of the
Botanist's Guide to England and Wales, the latter
in conjunction with Mr. DiUwyn. He is also known
as the author of many important publications on
historical and antiquarian subjects. Mrs. Turner, the
mother of Lady Hooker, was a lady of rare taste,

accomplishments, and personal attractions. She
aided her husband, in his literary and scientific

pursuits, with a degree of zeal and ability
corresponding to that subsequently displayed by
her daughter under like circumstances. Another
daughter, the late Lady Palgrave, was equally remark-
able for the assistance she rendered to her husband, the
well-known historian of the Saxon period of English
history. For an interesting account of the Turner
and Palgrave families, we may refer the reader
to^ the first volume of Palmer's Perlustratiou of
Yai mouth, from which it appears that another
daughter of Mr. Turner married the Rev. J.
Gunn, an eminent geologist, while the sixth
and youngest daughter is married to Dr. Jacobson, the
present Bishop of Chester.
Lady Hooker survived her husband for seven years,

and had the satisfaction of witnessing her son occu-
pying with equal distinction the post filled by his
father. After Sir William's death, in 1S65, Lady
Hooker resided for a time at Norwich, her husband's
native city, to which town also the widow of the late
Dr. Lindley (likewise a Norwich man) retured on the
decease of her husband. It was in this town that Lady
Hooker had the pleasure to see her son occupy the
presidential chair of the British Association in 1S69.
The last time that it happened to the writer of
these lines to see Lady Plooker and Mrs. Lindley,
was on the occasion above referred to, and from its

intimate association with the history of botany in Great
Britain, the circumstance was rendered the more
memorable. M. T. M.

*,* Mr. Glaisher's Weather Report had not arrived
at the liour 0/going to press. It will be given in
our next issue.

%Mlim operations.
(FOR THE ENSUING FORTNIGHT.)

PLANT HOUSES.
The Conservatory. — Those fine-leaved plants

which in many places have been standing outside
during the summer, and have now to be brought here
for the winter, will be sorry objects. In the case of
Palms it takes, with few exceptions, a year or two
ere they make entire plants again. Even in Paris, in
well favoured spots, plants that are likely to be injured
are not placed out-of-doors. Who cares to look on and
admire a plant with, it may be, five out of seven of its

leaves yellow and broken, in a conservatory ?—and yet
this is a sight that many get of plants that have been
outdoors for not more than two months. There might
have been seen this summer, in front of the Luxem-
bourg, a few very handsome plants of Chamcrops
Palmetto^ which, doubtless, from its hardihood, would
make at once a fine flower garden decorative plant for
summer, as well as an elegant conservatory plant for
winter. It is very striking and distinct in a large
state, and especially as seen in the Luxembourg
Gardens, Paris—in tubs and vases. There were
on one plant, not more than as many inches high,

upwards of 50 leaves. This is an excellent time for

Tree Fcnis to be removed to any distance, whether
purchased or otherwise. They can be turned out of
pots or tubs, the balls reduced, and packed in soft hay
and Russian mats. The fronds are now liard, and will

bear the packing better than in spring, when growth
commences. The trunks are also harder, and freer from
young soft roots. Cyathca dcalbata^ C. Smilkii^ Dkk-
son'ui Si/uarrosa^ and />. antarctica are a few of tlie best

of this handsome class of conservatory plants. When
the fronds are annoyed with thrips, the plants are best
taken outdoors, if possible, and laid on a grass slope
and syringed with clean water. If a grass bed is not
near at hanti, then a clean Russian mat will be found
the next best bed on which to lay the plants. Many
other plants infested with insects may be partially

cleansed in this way, especially if one man plies the
syringe while another holds the branches or leaves

;

certainly to do it effectually it requires two persons.
The fronds of these Ferns are very useful at this season
for mixing with cut flowers, cut up in pieces or used
whole for ball-room decoration. H. Knight^ Floors.

Stove Plants.—All stove plants that have been in

cool houses or pits during the summer months, should
now be taken to warmer quarters. The plants in the
stove should now be rearranged by taking out such
things as Caladiums and Gloxinias &c., that ai;p past
their best, to make room for the winter blooming
plants, which will require all the light and room tliat

can be given them. I would advise those that are
unacquainted with the management of Caladiums to

see that their bulbs are properly ripened before their

season of rest, and during the time they are at rest they
should be kept in a dry atmosphere, where the tempe-
rature is never below 50", The same remarks also

apply to Gloxinias and Achimenes. EpiphvUnms in

small pots, for decoration, should now be well set with
flower-buds, and will require every attention to bring
them to perfection, A shelf near the glass is the best

situation for them at this season. To insure success in

blooming they should be watered now with great care,

always keeping them on the dry side, in particular,

during dull weather. One or two over- waterings at this

season will spoil the blooming, and very much injure the

plants. The temperature may now range from 60 "* to

65°, at night, and from 5" to 10" higher during the day.

Give plenty of air on all favourable opportunities, so

that the plants may be hardy before the dull winter
weather sets in. A. Ingram.
Greenhouse Soft-wooded Plants.—These will

require careful watering at this dull season ; they
should be gone through three times a week—morning
is the best time for this work. Keep the surface well
stirred, and all dead leaves removed as they occur. A
syringing overhead to clean the foliage after a succes-

sion of dull days will gi-eatly benefit the plants. Cycla-

mens in flower anrl coming into flower should have a
temperature of 45^* to 50* by day ; at night it may be
allowed to fall to 40", without injuring them ; care

must be used in watering, for if water be permitted to

remain on the crown of the bulb, the flower stems will

rot, and cause disappointment. Tropivoliim trico-

loriim must be potted as soon as it shows signs of
growth. Give Bouvardias weak manure-water as

soon as the pots become filled with roots ; they will

flower very well at a temperature of 50°, if kept
near the glass. The Tree Carnation will be found to do
equally well with the above treatment. To prevent
mildew on the Carnation, dust over with flowers of

sulphur. If mildew be allowed to get a firm hold of

the stems, the plants will be of very little use after-

wards. Calceolarias—presuming these are potted off,

as they should be by this lime—should be kept as cool

as possible. Care must be taken not to get them frozen.

They will do better with more moisture about them
than other soft-wooded plants. Air must be given
freely in mild weather, but less when cold and stormy.

Use a little fire-heat to expel damp on a fine day,

shutting it off early in the afternoon. George Baker^
Clapham Co7n7non,

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—Those intended for early forcing should

now be in working order. Where Grapes are required

early in April the house should be shut up by the end
of this month, and if a bed of fermenting leaves can be
made on the border inside it will be of great assist-

ance. If the temperature threatens to get low at any
time a yard of this fermenting bed turned over will have
the desired effect, with more benefit to the Vines than

will a recourse to extra fires. Vines started thus early

will require a higher temperature to excite them than if

they were started in the dead of winter ; 33° to 36° at

night will be necessary. Succession Vines may be
pruned and dressed as usual. If they have had any
spider on them this season the loose bark should be

removed from their stems, and they should be scrubbed
with a hard brush and water, and then coated over with
sulphur, cov/dung, and clay in equal proportions, adding
a little soft soap, and making it of the consistency of

thick paint. Thoroughly clean all the walls and v/ood-

work, and remove all loose surface soil, replacing with
fresh soil. George yohnston, Glamis.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Outdoors.—We have now all our Potatos safely

housed, and shall perhaps have plenty for seed. The
best here, both for crop and size, is the Red-

skin Flourball. The As/>aragits beds may now be
cleaned, and have a good dressing of manure. Defer
salting until the spring ; this not only enriches the
soil, but keeps down surface weeds during the summer.
The whole of the HalcAeren Broccoli should now be
lifted and laid in thickly, covering up in severe
weather, when a supply can be had until Christmas, at
which time Snow's Winter White will be in. If
former directions have not been attended to, lose no
time in getting up the ground for Early Peas, Beans,
&c. Plant out Caitlijloivsrs under hand lights, and
prick out some in pits or boxes, using sandy soil for

the latter. Now is a good time to sow a bed of
Parsley for transplanting in early spring. Manuring
heavily all vacant ground, digging deeply, and throwing
up the surface roughly, will now be the order of the
i.lay. I intend planting a quarter of Potatos before

Cliristmas, well dusting the drills with lime, as recom-
mended by one of your readers. R. Gilbert.

FORESTRY.
Where the lopping of large branches is necessary,

as for giving head-room to drives, or along the mar-
gin of cultivated land, iS:c,, the operation may now be
done with greater safety than in mid-winter or spring,

as the wounds heal quicker at the time of the ripening
of the bud, and the chances of exuding sap at the time
of its flow in spring are thereby considerably lessened.
Properly managed plantations, consisting entirely of
Scotch Fir and Larch^ never require any trimming,
unless it is to reduce the leading shoots to a single one
on trees which have formed two or more by the injuries

of game or other causes ; this is best performed when the
trees are small and easily seen over, as when they are
from 4 to 6 feet in height. The next looking over should
be in a year or two afterwards, to cut down any that
are sickly or deformed. Gradual thinnings must go on
afterwards, as the trees attain size and require it, keep-
ing in view at the same time that valuable timber is

only got by having the trees in the early stages of
growth sufficiently close so as to break their arms
or lower branches by shade and exclusion of
air. Through this means the lower series

of branches yearly die off upwards as the trees

attain size and height. This is Nature's pruning
appliance, which has produced those splendid speci-

mens of Pine trees which are seen about shipbuilding
yards, brought from the shores of the Baltic and
from America. Trees which are partly denuded of their
side branches make comparatively small growth in

consequence j but in place of this being detrimental to
the tree, it is quite the reverse, as the closer the annual
layers of Pine wood are, the more durable it is, and, of
course, the more valuable the timber becomes. There
are many of the Scotch Firs in the forest here which
have attained a height of stem from 60 to 80 feet clear

of branches, and of a diameter of from i\ to 3 feet at

the base, without ever having been touched by a tool

from the hand of man. Preparations for planting should
still be continued, as formerly advised. J. W.

Notices to Correspondents.
Adiantum farlevense : A. V. Z. asks the size of the

largest known plants of this Fern. We have seen none
larger than the specimen originally exhibited,

Australian Salt Bush ; W. C'. T. We believe the
plant so named is Atriplex nummularia. Your speci-

men is an Atriplex of some sort, or something very
closely allied, but it has no flowers.

Books : T. E. i. The only popular treatise on the geo-
graphical distribution of plants that we know is Popular
Botanical Geography, by E. M. C, published by
Reeve & Co. 2. Lindley's Theory of Horticulture.

Canker: Ignoramus. It is a very curious case of Canker,
which is quite new to us. There is nothing about the
specimens to indicate the cause, which might, perhaps,
be discovered if the shoots were examined earlier in the
year. Should you be able to make any further obser-

vations, we should be glad of specimens next year.

M. J. B.

Cedar of Lebanon : Mrs. Hutton. We do not know
enough of the circumstances to advise ; but probably
the mischief was done by the raising of the soil. Can-
not you consult some neighbouring gardener? The
Hickory stands in a front garden, nearly opposite the
Greyhound Inn,

Fungus : George P. Smith. Your Fungus is not uncom-
mon in stubble fields, gardens, and cultivated places

:

it is Cyathus vernicosus, the Birds'-nest Fungus, some-
times called Pixie's Purses, and Sillercup.

Lasiandra mackantha : Catnjee. South -America.

See an article in another column.
Name of Pear : Thos. Allen. We cannot just now

recollect the name of your Pear, although it is a com-
mon sort and well-known to us. We shall retain your
;iddress, and forward the name to you at some future

time.

Names of Plants: T. S.. Newry. Euphorbia hiberna.

Pittosporum probably. We cannot tell from the leaf

only.

—

T. P. P. Lawsonia alba (Henna).

—

A. P.,

Daneshury. Oncidium crispum.

—

B. R. J. Veronica
serpyllifolia.

—

H. H., Cork. Matenals insufficient,

but, io far 35 they go, they correspond with Cupressus
glauca (Cedar of Goa). A. M.— G. L. i, Pentapetes
ph<xnicea ; 2, Costus speciosus, A. P.—Ignoramus, i,

Asplenium lucidum ; 2, Niphobolus lingua
; 3, Pleo-

pellis Billardieri
; 4, Polystichum flexum

; 5, Asplenium
Ijulbiferum var. ; 6, Asplenium bulbiferum.— iV. We
cannot name plants from leaves only, and without any
clue as to habit or hardiness,

pRLARGON'tUM : H. CanvelL Yournew Zonal Heartsease,
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judging from the flower sent, is a charming novelty

;

colour a magenta-scarlet, form equal to that of Jean
Sisley.

Relaying Lawn : T. J. S. By all means do it now, if

the weather continues open. The grass will then get

well rooted again by the spring.

Treatment of Vines : W. M. Grose. Vines can be
grown in a conservatory along with flowers, provided

no forcing of either is attempted. Of course, only such

flowers as will stand the treatment required by the

Vines will succeed. The Vines must not be allowed to

cover the whole of the roof, and so shade the plants

entirely. A rod at every 6 feet would be sufficient.

February was too late to transplant Vines. They
could scarcely have been expected to succeed well, even

had they been in the best possible condition, as we may
infer yours were not. Vines established in a border

require extreme care in transplanting. It should be

done early in the autumn ; to do it late in the spring is

very dangerous. It may be years before your plants

assume an active growth. We question if it would not

be better to replant young Vines to take their place.

Your gardener is not in fault, although perhaps a more
skilful man would have done them better.

Verbenas : One in Distress. Your Verbenas are affected

with a well-known disease, the black spot, which attacks
' also Wigandia. The cause is quite unknown, and no
remedy has yet been discovered. M. J. B.

Viola : H. Cannell. Your Viola Queen Victoria, "cut
from a bed full of flowers," is a fine Pansy-like purple

variety, with a dark eye, the colour clear and well-

contrasted.

Communications Received.—J, G. N.—C. W. S. —D. L,

—

Nuneaton.—T. S.—R. D.—R. Butler.—R. H.—J. T. B.—
T. B.—J. H. L.—W. Sims.—T. S. S.-H. O.—C. C. P.—An
Old Florist.—Rustic—J. G. N.—J. D. N.—W. W.—W. D.—
A. F.

DIED.—On the 19th inst., at 238, Mare Street.

Hackney, William Addiscott, aged 53, for the last

35 years in the employ of Messrs. Hurst & Son, 6, Leaden-
hall Street, London.

arKets*
COVENT GARDEN.~Oct. 25.

00 little alteration has taken place, that but few re-

marks are necessary, the trade being rather quiet. Dutch
Grapes are coming in, of good quality, and realising <^d.

to iJ. yi. per lb. Almeira and Lisbon Grapes are plen-
tiful, at from (^d. to 2J. per lb. A few good Chaumon-
telle Pears from Guernsey and jersey are to hand this

week, and realise from 30J. to dos. per 100.

Fruit.

s. d. s. d.

Apples,p. \ sieve . . 2 e to 3 o
Grapes, per lb. ..30— 60
Lemons, per 100 ..70 —10 o
Melons, each . . 20 — 50
Nuts, Cob, p. lb — 16

Vegetables,

s. d. s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea. o 3 to o 6
Beet, per doz. .. i o— 3 o
Broccoli, brown, bun. i 6— 2 o
Cabbages, per doz. . . 10— i 3
Cardoons, each .. .. — ..

Carrots, p. bunch . . . , — 06
Cauliflowers, p. do/. 2 o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle . i o— a o
Chilies, per 100 . . 30 — .

.

Cucumbers, each . . o 3— o g
French Beans, per

i sieve . . 4 o— 6 o
Herbs, per bunch .. o 2— o 4

s. d. s. d.
Plums, per } sieve. . 4 6 to 7 o
Peaches, per doz, ..10 o — 15 o
Pears, per doz. . . 20 — 40
Pine-apples, per lb, 5 o— 80
Walnuts, p. bush. . . 15 o —30 o

s.d. S. C
Horse Radish, p. bun. 3 oto 5 o
Leeks, per bunch ,.

Lettuces, perscore.

.

Mushrooms, p. pott.
Onions, per bush. ,.

Parsley, p. bunch .

.

Radishes, p" bunch
Salsafy, per bun. .

,

Scorzonera, per bun,
Shallots, per lb. . . _ _
Spinach, per i sieve i o— i 6
Tomatos, p. doz. . . i o— 2 o
Turnips, p. bun. . . o 3— o 4

2— o 4
1 o— 2 o
1 6— 2 6
2 o— 3 6
o 2— o 6
o 2— ..

.. — 20

06—
'

Potatos—Round, 7^. to gs. Per cwt. ; Kidneys, ^s. od.
to qs. do.

Cut Flowers.

J. d. s. d.

Anemones, p. 12 bun. 3 oto 4 o
Blue Cornflower, p,

12 bun. . . .... — 06
Camellias, p. doz. . . 60 — 90
Carnations, p. bunch 40 — 60
Chrysanthemum, bun. .. — 06
Epiphyllum, per doz.

blooms . , ..10 — 16
Gardenias, p. doz, . . 30 — 60
Heartsease, p. i2bun, 16 — 30

- to o 6
6—30

s. d. s. d.
Heliotropes, p. doz.
sprays

Mignonette, 12 bun.
Pelargoniums.Zonal,

p. 12 sprays , . o 4 — o q
Roses, per doz. . . i o — 60
Stephanotis, p. doz.
sprays .. 6 o~ 8 o

Violets, p. la bun. .. i o— 1 6

Plants in Pots.

s. d. s. d.

Begonias p. doz. 6 otoiz o
Bouvardia .. do. 9 o— 12 o
China Asters do. 3 o— 6 o
Cyclamen ..do. g o—18 o
Dracaena termi-

nalis do. 24 o—36 o
„ viridis ..do. 12 0—24 o

Fuchsia . . do. 3 o— 9 o

s. d. s. d.
Double Pelar-
goniums -.p.doz. 6 oto 9 o

Mignonette .. do. 4 o— ..

Myrtles . . do. 3 o— 9 o
Primulasinensis, do. 4 o— 6 o
Scar.PeIargonium,do. 4 o— 6 o
Solanum capsi-
castrum ..do. 6 o—12 o

THE HORTICULTURAL SUBSCRIPTION
rooms, 22, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

SubBcription £t 11. per annum, without further liability, ofters
the following advantages :—

A comfortable Reaciing Room, supplied with the Daily Papers and
V u'*^

Weekly and Monthly Gardening Periodicals, in whichMembers can meet iheir Friends for friendly chat and discussion
on Horticultural affairs.
The privilege of obtaining advice and information as to Plantintr.

Laying.out, Select.on of Plants and Trees, subjects for Window
PvrK."J^^V ^i'''''!"K arid Heating Greenhouses, &c. ; the PlantExchange, for the interchange of Surplus Plants,

iioianical Library far reference, and other advantages.

32, King btreet, Covent Garden, W.C,

'W^f^P'7 "^9 ¥ ^'^'^' =""^"= i" a leading main
... "^%.i '"" ™il=« 'rom London, conlieuous to three railwav

JSn'rHJth "
^h'"'

"""'",' of =^51" GreenhousL, with Show hous?
?;" "^:i5 '^litSI".'..! i:™.""'' =>"« »- Acre. There

KETTELWELL S Horticultural Anencv
Tovetit Garden, W.C.

is a good

ral Aeency Office, 22, King Street,

To Gardeners.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, an ESTABLISHED
JOBBING BUSINESS, with Convenient Premises, comprising

Six-roomed Dwelling-house, Span-roof Greenhouse, 30 feet by 10 feet
;

Propagating-house. 30 feet by 5 feet; and Pits the same length,
newly erected, ana heated with hot water. Well situated in a good
neighbourhood on the High Road, a few miles from London. Lease,
20 years unexpired. Rent low.
KETTELWELL'S Horticultural Agency Office, 22, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.

Malda HIU.
To NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and GARDENERS.

TO BE LET, on Lease, a well-placed NURSERY,
with Seven Span-roof and other Greenhouses, and Two Pits,

each about 70 feet, healed with Hot-water, adapted for successful
growth, and fitted complete. Also, Foreman's Dwelling, Potting
Houses, and entire Trade Plant ; ready for immediate occupation (with
or without the remaining Stock}. An energetic Man, withaknowledge
of the large and varied requirements of the locality, will command a
large trade on the instant.
On view. For particulars apply to Mr, J. A. SMITH, Auctioneer,

Hammersmith, W.

Borough of Warwick.
To FARMERS, GRAZIERS, and OTHERS.

SEWAGE FARM to LET.—The Town Council for
the Borough of Warwick are prepared to receive TENDERS

from Persons desirous of taking from them the SEWAGE FARM
and the BUILDINGS thereon, situate at Gog Brook, adioining the
Town of Warwick, and containing 135 Acres of Land, or thereabouts.
The Land has been prepared, in the most approved method, for the

reception of the Sewage flowing from the Town of Warwick, which
contains a population of upwards of ir.ooo persons.
The Sewage will be pumped from the Works of the Town Council,

and be delivered on the Farm free of expense to the Tenant.
Plans of the Farm may be seen at my Office, in Warwick; and

further*particulars and conditions of Letting can be procured on
application to me.
Tenders are to be sent in to me, at my Office, in Warwick, on or

before the 31st day of October instant. The Town Council will not
be bound to accept the highest or any Tender. By order of the Town
Council, G. CATTELL GKEENWAY, Town Clerk.
Warwick, October 14, 1872,

SALES BY AUCTION.
SALE THIS DAY, AT HALF-PAST I2 O'CLOCK PRECISELY.

Hardy Plants and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. .STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street, Covent Garden, WC,

on SATURDAY, October 26, at hall past 12 o'clock precisely, speci-
men CONIFERS, SHRUBS, HOLLIES. RHODODENDRONS,
ROSES, &c. ; also a Consifinment of HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, GLADIOLI, LILIUMS, and other
BULBS, just arrived from Holland; HERBACEOUS P.iONIES
Irom France, and SPIR.^CAS from Belgium.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

SALE THIS DAY, AT HALFPAST 12 O'CLOCK PRECISELY.
Hardy Plants and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVEtNS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

SATURDAY, October 26, at half-past 13 o'clock precisely. Speci-
men CONIFERS, SHRUBS, HOLIELS, RHODODENDRONS,
ROSES, &c. ; also a Consignment of HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, GLADIOLI, LILIUMS. and other
BULBS, just arrived from Holland, Herbaceous P.^CONIES from
France, and SPIR.'EAS from Belgium.

On view the morning ol Sale, and Catalogues had.

M Dutcli Bulbs for Autumn Planting.
R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, every

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY during October,
at half-past 12 o'Ctock precisely. Importations of First-Class
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other BULBS, just
arrived from well-known Farms in Holland, in Lots to suit large and
small Growers.

Un view the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Roses, Bulbs, and Hardy Plants.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

MONDAY, October 28, at half-past 12 precisely, 1000 Standard, Half-
Standard, and Dwarf ROSES; Specimen CUNIFERS, HOLLIES
and SHRUBS, from a well-known English Nursery; also an Impor-
tation ol choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, NAR-
CISSUS, IRIS, GLADIOLI, and other BULBS, ju5t arrived from
Holland, in Lots, to suit large and small growers.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catniogues had.

Library of Books.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions from
the Executors to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms,

38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C , on TUESDAY, October 29, at
half-past 12 o'clock precisely, the LIBRARY of MISCELLANEOUS
BOOKS, formed by the late Rev. W. Ellis, of Hoddesdon.

Full particulars in Catalogues.

First-class Specimen Conifers, in Pots and Tubs,
from 2 to Q FEET HIGH.

MR. J. C. STEVENS Will SELL by AUCTION, at
his (Jreat Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

WEDNESDAY, October 30, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a
COLLECTION of SHKClMEN CONIFERS, and Hardy and Orna-
mental TREES and SHRUBS, in tubs and pots, which have been
exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Gardens, South Kensington;
also, a Consignment of HYACINTHS, TULIl'S, CROClTsES,
NARCISSUS, GLADUILI, and other BULBS, just arrived from
Holland, and lotted 10 sviit [irivale buyers and the Trade.

On view the Mmning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Museum of Natural History.

MR. J. C. S 1 E\'ENS has received instructions to
SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, October 29, at Tialf-past
12 o'clock precisely, a MUSEUM of NATURAL HISTORY, formed
in the East Indies, and recently sent to this country, consisting
principally ol Birds' and Animals' Skins, many of them set up ; Horns
of Animals, Insects, Corals, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Imported Orchids and Seeds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, Kinj; Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

THURSDAY, October 31, at hall-past 12 o'Clock precisely, several
importations of VALUABLE ORCHIDS, comprising many choice
varieties in good condition, and a lew Established Orchids, I'alm
Seeds from Paramaribo, and Yucca angustilolia from the Rocky
Mountains.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

M Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.
R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C. , on

TUESDAY, November 5, at hall-past 12 o'Clock precisely, hrst-class
PARTRIDGE COCHINS Irom Mr. Tudman, and a variety of other
POULTRY from well-known Breeders; also some Choice PIGEONS
from Mr. Baunton Ford, and other Fanciers.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of EstabUslied Orchids.

MR. J. C STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, November 7 and 8. at half-past
12 o'clock precisely each day, without reserve, the ENTIRE COL-
LECTION of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, formed with great care
and judgment by W. .Marshall, Esq., of Enfield, including the fine
Collection of Cattleya Triana: to which the Lindlcy Medal o( the
Royal Horticultural Society was awarded; also, a large number of
Odontoglossums, and other cool Orchids, in fine health, including
several Plants that have received First-class Certificates. The Plants
arc in first-rale order, and will make a grand show in the spring,

On view the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Dunford Nursery, near Woking Station,
SOUTH-WESTERN RAILWAY, SURREY.

ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE SALE of LARGE QUANTITIES ot

USEFUL NURSERY STOCK.

MR. W. ABRAHAM has received instructions from
Messrs. Chapman & Chitty, Proprietors of the above (whose

Lease Just expires), to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on
MONDAY, October 28, and three following days, at 12 o'Clock punc-
tually each day, without the LEAST RESERVE, the ENTIRE
STOCK of this NURSERY, consisting of many thousands ol

Coniferae, including Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thujopsis, some fine

specimens, 7 to 10 feet, American and Chinese Arbor vita^, Araucaria,
Pinus austnaca. Larch, &c. ; also many thousands of EVERGREENS,
as Common and Portugal Laurels, Green and Variegated Holly, English
Yew, Berberis, Privet, Green and Variegated Box, 6000 Rhododen-
drons, &c. ; larce quantities of Deciduous Trees, consisting of Poplars
of sorts. Maple, Sycamore, Lime, Horse ana Spanish Chestnuts,
Mountain Ash, Oak, Birch, Acacia, Ash, quantities of Worked
Thorns ; with 100,000 FRUIT STOCKS, such as Brussels, Brompton,
Pear, Crab, Mussel, Cherry, Quince, &c. ; 30,000 Roses of various kinds,
6000 Manetti Rose Stocks; 5000 Fruit 'rrces, including Pear, Apple,
Plum, Peach, Nectarine, Apricot, in Standard, Dwarf, and Trained
forms, and all of the most approved varieties by name. This Stock
has positively been all moved within the last two years, is healthy and
well rooted.
The Nursery is situated iK mile from the Woking, 3 miles from the

Cheitsey, and 2 miles from the Addlestone Stations, ail on the South-
western Railway, each oflTering great facilities for transport to any
part of the country.
Now on view, and Catalogues maybe obtained, on the Premises,

the principal Inns of the neighbourhood, or of Mr. W. ABRAHAM,
Auctioneer and Valuer, Goldworth Nurseries, Woking, Surrey.

In Liquidation.—Re Fowke.
HEATHROW, NEAR HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESEX.

A CAPITAL MARKET GARDEN, with RESIDENCE, BUILD-
INGS, and THIRTY ACRES ot RICH LAND.

MESSRS. BAKER and SONS will SELL by
AUCTION, on TUESDAY, October ag, at 12 for 1 o'Clock,

on the Premises, in one Lot, by direction of the Trustee, the VALU-
ABLE LEASE of an excellent MARKET GARDEN, comprising a
comfortable Residence, called Heathrow House, with Gardens^
Offices, Farm Buildings, and about THIRTY ACRES of highly pro-

ductive Market Garden Ground, partly planted with fine young Fruit
Trees, in full bearing; the whole held for an unexpired term of
27 years at a moderate rental, and conveniently situate, abutting on
Heathrow Road, about a miles from Feltham and 3?^ miles irom
Hounslow Stations of South- Western Railway ; with Possession.
N.B.~The Purchaser of the Lease will have the opportunity of

purchasing the Growing Crops, &c, at a \'aluation.

May be viewed. Particulars and Conditions of Sale had ot

S. LAMB, Esq., Solicitor, 35, Bedford Row, W.C; of Messrs.
GRAVES AND SON, Auctioneers, 44, Talbot Road, St Stephen's

Square, W. ; on the Premises ; and of Messrs. BAKER AND SONS,
Kilburn, N-W.
Note.—The FURNITURE, STOCK, and EFFECTS will be

SOLD on same day. See next Advertisement

In Liquidation—Re Fowke.
HEATHROW HOUSE, HARMONDSWORTH, MIDDLESEX.

CAPITAL HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, STOCK, and
EFFECTS.

MESSRS. BAKER and SONS will SELL by
AUCTION, on TUESDAY, October 29, at 12 for i o'Clock, on

the Premises, by direction of the Trustee, the excellent HOUSE-
HOLD FURNITURE, comprising the contents ol Three Sitting and
Five Bed-rooms, fine-toned Pianoforte (after Broadwood). Kitchen and
Culinary articles; also the outdoor STOCK and EFFECTS, consist-

ing of Three Cart-horses, well-bred Pony, Nag-horse, nearly new
Market Garden \'an. Five Carts, Shed on wheels. Five Pigs, Harness,
Poultry, and numerous useful cflecls.

May be viewed the day prior to Sale. Catalogues had of S. LAMB,
Esq , Solicitor, 35, Bedford Row, W.C; of Messrs. GRAVES AND SON,
Auctioneers, 44. Talbot Road, St. Stephen's Square, W. ; and of
Messrs BAKER AND SONS, Kilburn, VV.

Note.—The LEASE of the Property will be SOLD on the same day.

(See preceding advertisement.)

Eesgrave Hall, Ipswich.
\/rR. GEORGE TURNER is instructed by Colonel
IVl Tomline, M. P. (in consequence of the Hall being Let) to SELL
by AUCTION, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, October 30
and 31, at 10 for 11 o'Clock precisely, an extensive and varied assort-

ment of HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, CONI-
FER.-E, &c., comprising Abies nobilis, amabilis, Douglasii, Pin-

sapo, Nordmanniana; Cedrus Deodara. Cupressus Lawsoniana,
macrocarpa ; Juniperus, Pinus, Taxus, Tnujopsis, Thujas, Welling-
tonia; many thousands of RHODODENDRONS and AZALEAS, set

with bloom buds, i',; 105 feet high ; Thorns, Laburnums, Syringas,
Ribcs, Scarlet and other Horse Chestnuts, Liriodendrons, &c. »

together with a large collection of FOREST TREES, consisting of

Oak, Ash, Beech, Spruce and Scotch Firs, Walnuts, Filberts, Willows,
Hollies, Pampas-grass, &c. The above have been several times
transplanted, and are quite fit for removal.
Catalogues may be had of the Auctioneer, Westgate Street, Ipswich.

Stoke Newlngton, N.

To GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, BUILDERS,
and OTHERS.— PEREMPTORY CLEARANCE SALE, the
Land being immediately required for Building Purposes.

MR. J. A. SMITH is instructed by Messrs. G. & J.
Goshawk to SELL by AUCTION, on the Ground known aa

Woodberry Down Nursery, Woodberry Down, Seven Sisters Road*
close to the Manor House Tavern, Finsbury Park, and within a few
minutes' walk of the direct Tramway route to Holloway, City, &c^
on THURSDAY, October 31, at 12 o'Clock, the GENUINE
NURSERY STOCK, comprising nearly 2000 Standard and
Pyramidal Apple and Pear Trees, including Cellini. Manx Codlin,
Ribslon Pippin, Scarlet Nonpareil, Hawthorndcn, Blenheim Pippin,
Duchessd'AngoulGme, Jargonelle, Beurr6Clairgeau, &c. ; 600 Laurels,
various; 6cx) Euonymus, Silver and Plain; 400 Box Trees, 400 Arbor-
vita;, 300 Aucubas, 300 Green Holly, 50 Irish Junipers, 50 Cupressus
Lawsoniana, about 100 Standard Roses of choice kinds, Silver Birch.

Chestnuts, Oval-leaved Privets, and the remaining carcfully-sclectea
Stock, as lotted and described in Catalogue.

^lay be viewed the day preceding, and morning of Sale. Catalogues
at the place of Sale ; and by Post, on application to the Auctioneer,
Hammersmith. W.

To Hop Planters, Fruit Growers, and Others.
IMPORTANT SALE of SUPERIOR HOP SETS, &c.

MESSRS. JACKSON and SONS will SELL by
AUCTION, at West Moor Street Farm. Rainham, Kent

(within a short distance of the Station on the London, Chatham, and
Dover Railway), on THURSDAY, October 31, at half-past 12 o'Clock
precisely (a Luncheon will be provided at the farm at 11.45 A.M.),

upwards of 300.000 HOP SETS of superior quality, including 50,000
Early Aleopham Goldings, 195,000 East Kent Goldings (from the stock
of the late R. Goord, Esq.), 30,000 Early Prolifics, and 20,000 Early
Brambling Hiltons; 6a.ooo thriving BLACK and RED CURRANT
TREES, comprising Dutch Reds, New Reds, and Baldwin's Blacksj
39,000 GOOSEBERRY TREES, including Crown Bobs, Riflemen,
Liolden Drops, Whitesmiths, and Warringtons ; also 5000 superior
ASPARAGUS PLANrS,of special quality ; the property of Messrs.
Wakelcy Brothers.
Catalogues may be obtained of Messrs. WAKELEY BROTHERS,

Rainham, Kent; at the Bull Inn, Rochester; at the Mitre and Sun
Inns, Chatham ; at the Bell and Star Hotels, Maidstone ; at the Ship
Inn, Faversham : at the Bull Inn, Sittingbournc ; at the Rose
Inn, Canterbury; at the Saracen's Head Inn, Ashford; and of the

Auctioneers and Valuers, Sittingbourne.

Nursery, Gravel Walk, Peterborough.
To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, and

GARDENERS.

MR. JOHN JAKES will SELL by AUCTION, at
the above Nursery, by order of the Trustees of Mrs. Casbon,

on TUESDAY, November 5, and three followiryj days, rit half-past

II o'clock precisely each day, the whole of^ the VALUABLE
NURSERY STOCK, consisting of 1200 Lots of Choice Bearing
Fruit Trees, fine Evergreen, Deciduous, and Flowering Shrubs,
Standard and Dwarf Roses, Elms, Poplars, Chestnuts. Limes,
Currants, Gooseberries. &c Also an excellent Mare, Martcet Cart,

Manure ditto. Harness, Slack of well-got Hay, Implements, &c.
Catalogues are now ready, and can be had post free, or at the

Auctioneer's Offices, Cross Street ; and 8, Long Causeway, t'ctcrborou^;)!.
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SALES BY AU CTION.
Tooting, S.W.

IMPORTANT SALE of EXTRA THRIVING YOUNG
NURSERY STOCK.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr. R. Parker to SELL by AUCTION, wUhoul
rcscr\-e, on the Premises. Exotic Nurscrj'. Tooting, Surrc>;, 15 minutes

walk (rom tlie Tooling Station, on MONDAY and TUESDAY.
October 28 and 20, at 11 for I3 o'Clock precisely each day, many
thousands of VALUABLE EXTRA NURSERY STOCR, remark-

ably well crown, and in excellent condition for removal, compnsinc
7000 choice Evcrerccn and Coniferte Shrubs, in specimen borders,

admirably adapted for effective planting, including the choicest of

Piceas, Thujas, and Pinus:fi(ie Cuprcssus Lawsomana, Thujopsis,

AVellin-^tonias, Arhutus, Aucubas, Variegated and (."trecn Holhes,

Portugal Laurels. &c. ; also a large quantity of handsome Specimen
Coniferac, beautifully grown and symmetrically formed : well furnished

Spruce Firs, 2 to 4 feet ; 500 Rhododendrons, well set with buds; bushy
Green Hollies. Ligustrum, loooBerberis, Euonymus. Common Laurels,

Laurustinus, English Yews, Standard Acacia inermis.and other choice

Ornamcnlal Trees ; 500 fine Standard and Dwarf Roses, including the

most approved kinds ; clean-grown Fruit Trees, mostly in fruit-

bearing condition, consisting of Standard, Pyramid, and Dwarf-trained

Apples, Pears, Cherries, and Plums; likewise 1000 Spiraea japonica,

strong clumps of Lily of the ^'alley, Pampas Grass, Yuccas ;
together

with a collection of Hardy Climbing Plants, and an assortment of the

best-known Succulents, &c,

May be viewed three days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had
on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, as above.

Chelmsford.
CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are favoured
with instructions from the Executors of the late Mr. J. Salt-

marsh, deceased, to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Springfield Nursery-, opposite the Gaol, Chelmsford, Essex, on
>fONDAY and TUESDvVV, October 28 and 29. at 11 for 12 o'Clock

firecjsely, without reser\-e, in consequence of the expiration of the

ease of this branch Nursery, the whole of the ^'ALUAJ>LE NUR-
SERY STOCK, consisting of a large assortment of beautifully grown
Evergreens and Coniferac, including 5000 Laurels, both Common and
Portugal, the latter being unusually hne

; 3500 Spruce P'irs, 2000 fine

Austrian and Scotch Pines, Abies Douglasii, Thuja Lobbii, compacta,
chinensis and aurea; Variegated Green Hollies, 300 handsomely fur-

nished Siberian Arbor-vitee, a quantity of handsome specimen Conifera:^,

also large bushy Aucubas, Rhododendrons, Bcrberis, 200 Sweet Bays.
10,000 Privet, 3500 Box of sorts. Tree Pa:onics. a quantity of Orna-
mental Trees and. Deciduous Shrubs, a capital assortment of fine

Fruit Trees and Standard and Dwarf Roses, together with a quantity

ofpot Vines, and a few GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

of ^Icss^s. J. SALTMARSH and SON, Moulsham Nurseries,

Ch elmsford, and of the Anctionecrs and Valuers.

Brighton and HassooK's Gate.
IMPORTANT SALE of FREEHOLD PROPERTY, NURSERY

STOCK. GREENHOUSE, STOVE, and other PLANTS,
GREENHOUSES, PITS, SHEDS, COTTAGES, with the

GOODWILL of the LONG-ESTABLISHED NURSERY.
SEED, FRUIT, and FURNISHING BUSINESS, by order ol

the Executors of the late Mr. GEORGE PARSONS, deceased.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, at Garraway's. Change Alley, Cornhill, in the

City of London, E,C., on TUESDAY, November 12. at 13 for i o'Clock

precisely, the VALUABLE FREEHOLD PROPERTY, comprising

18 Acres or thereabouts of rich Nurserv or Building Land, known as

I'arsons" Nurseries, Hassock's Gate, keymcr. close to the Hassocks
Gate Railway Station, and seven miles from Brighton, in the County
of Sussex, with the whole of the VAI.UAHLE THKIVING NUR-
SERY STOCK growing thereon, comprising a very extensive and
choice assoitment of Evergreen, Conifera;. and Deciduous Shrubs:
Ornamental, Fruit, and Forest Trees ; Greenhouse and Stove Plants, in

thriving condition; two substantially Brick-built Cottages, the whole of

the newly.erected Greenhouses, Stove-houses. Vineries. Forcing

houses; the several ranges of Pits, including altogether about 40,000

superficial feet, heated with Ormson's large Tubular Boilers, upon the

most modern and improved Hot-water principles; convenient Potting,

Packing, and other Sheds, Stable, Piggeries, &c.
Also the modern FREEHOLD RESIDENCE, commanding Shop,

with bold Plate-glass Front, and Ornamental Span-roof Show Con-
servatory, known as Nos. 27 and 28, Western Road, Brighton, possess-

ing a frontage to the Western Road of about 36 feet 6 inches, to Grcn-
ville Place about 42 feel 6 inclfcs, by a depth or frontage to Clarence

Street of about 68 feet 6 inches, covering an area of about 2500 feet or

thereabouts, in the most eligible and central part of the town for

business, together with the GOODWILL of the long-established

Nursery, Seed, Fruit, and Furnishing Business, in one Lot.

The Counters, Seed-Drawers, Shelves, Slate and Wooden Staging as

fixed in Seedshop and Conservatory will be included in the purchase;

the Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Dutch Bulbs, and Fruit not to

exceed j£roo, to be taken at a valuation.
Note.— P. & M. would strongly urge the Trade or any persons

desirous of embarking into a thoroughly genuine, extensive, and
flourishing business, to inspect the above property, feeling assured
that with ordinary care and attention to the same, a large fortune may
be realised in a very short period.

1 he purchaser of the above property can, at his own option, continue
to rent about Eight Acres of Glebe Land, adjoining the Hassock's
Gate Nurseries, also One Acre of productive Ground, situate at Hove,
at a low rental, and take the Stock and Utensils thereon at a valuation.

Plans and particulars, with orders to view, may be obtained on the

Premises; of Messrs. SUMMERS, CLARKE, AND HOWLETT,
Solicitors, Ship Street, Brighton; and of the Auctioneers, Estate
Agents, and Valuers, Leytonstonc, Essex, E.

New Wandsworth, S.W.
r UNRESERVED SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. W. Hooper to SELL by AUCTION, on the

Premises, St. John's Hill Nursery, New Wandsworth, five minutes'
walk from Clapham Junction Station, on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY, October ^o and 31, at 12 o'Clock precisely each day,
without reserve, the whole of the VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK,
consisting of a choice assortment of Evergreen and Conifcrjc Shrubs,
admirably adapted for the London suburbs, including 500 Aucubas, i

to 2% feet ; 1500 bushy Green Box, i^ to 3'^ feet ; 300 Arbor-vita: of

sorts, Cedrus Deodara, and others ; 2000 bushy Common Laurels,
2000 Green Euonyraus. 2 to 4 feet ; loooGreen and Variegated Hollies,

1500 Privet, Pinus. Thujopsis, &c. ; also a large quantity of Orna-
mental Trees of various sorts, comprising fine Turkey Oaks, 1000

Poplars, Chestnuts, Laburnums, Limes, &c. ; 5000 choice Fruit Trees,
viz, , Standard Apples, Pears, 1000 fine Standard, Pyramid, and Dwarf-
trained Cherries. 1000 Gooseberries, Currants, kc. ; Standard and
Dwarf Roses in fine\'ariety.

On view two days prior to Sale. Catalogues, now ready, maybe
had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, as above.

Upper Clapton, E.

IMPORTANT SALE of THRIVING NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Strawberry Cottage

Nursery, Brook Street, Upper Clapton, E,, on FRIDAY, November i,

at ir for 12 o'Clock precisely, by order of Alessrs. J , Offord & Son, with-
out reserv'e, a portion of their VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK,
consisting of a uselul and varied Assortment of Shrubs, particularly

suitable lor the London Suburbs, including 2000 Aucubas, 18 inches to

4 feci, many of which are large and handsome plants; Chinese and
Siberian Arbor-vita?, 3 to 7 feet ; Green and Variegated Box, bushy
Common and Portugal Laurels, Euonymus of sorts, 500 hybrid and
pontica Rhododendrons, z 104 feel, beautifully set with bloom-buds;
large Green Hollies, Sweet Bays, &c ; handsome Standard and Dwarf
Roses, best varieties; 1000 Climbing Roses, Irish Ivies, in pots.

Selected Fruit Trees, consisting of clean-grown Standard Apples,
Pears, &c.,with a few Vines in pots.

May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on the
Premises ; and of the Auctioneer as above.

Longliton.
VERY EXTENSIVE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT to GENTLEMEN LARGELY
ENGAGED in PLANTING, to BUILDERS, and the TRADE.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by the Proprietor to SELL by AUCTION, on the
Premises, Sale Nursery, Loughton, Essex, 10 minutes' walk from the
Loughton Station, on the Great Eastern Railway, and 11 miles from
London, on MONDAY, November 4, and Three following days, at
II for 12 o'clock precisely each day (a portion of the land being re-

quired for building purposes}, a large portion of the ^'ALUABLE
NURSERY STOCK, extending over 22 Acres, and in the finest

possible condition. The Evergreens and Coniferac comprise 10,000
Laurels, 3 to 5 feet, and beautifully furnished

;
4000 Box, 2 to 3 (eel

;

Sooo Laurustinus, i to 2 feet ; 6000 Eerberis AquifoHa, i to 2 feet ; 3000
handsomely grown Spruce Firs, 3 to 7 feet ; 5000 Green Hollies, 2 to

6 feet, of fine growth ; 1000 English and other Yews, 1000 Laurus cau-
casicum and cokhicum, 4 to 6 feet ; 2500 compact Thuja Warreana,
atojieet; 500 Thuja Lobbii, 600 Picea Nordmanniana and nobilis,
800 Chinese Junipers, 3 to 5 feet ; 500 Pinus excelsa, 3 to 5 feet; 8000
Rhododendrons, chiefly pontica, i to 2 feet, but including also the
finest hybrid and best named kinds; likewise large quantities of
Thuja gigantea, 7 to 8 feel; Weymouth Pines, 6 to 9 feet; Black
Spruce, large quantities of Cedrus Deodara, Chinese Arbor-vitas, Cu-
pressus Lawsoniana, 7 feet ; Hemlock Spruce. 2 to 3 feet ; fine Arau-
carias, 3 to 4 feet ; >iount Atlas Cedars, beautiful Gold, Silver, and
Fancy Hollies; choice Juniperus, of sorts; Sweet Bays, Arbutus,
Cotoneaster, Aucubas, Portugal Laurels, Phillyreas, Berberis Dar-
winii, and numerous other Shrubs. The Avenue and Park trees
consist of 1200 clean-grown Limes, 7 to 9 feet; Norway Maples,
English and Huntingdon Elms, Weeping, American, and Kilmarnock
Willows, with straight stems and busny heads ; large Horse Chestnuts.
Poplars, Birch, Robinla inermis; likewise 1000 selected Standard
and Dwarf Roses, best sorts, to name ; 10,000 Manctti Stocks, loco
Standard and Pyramid Fruit Trees, &c.
The Stock may be viewed any day prior to the Sale, Catalogues may

be had on the Premises, of Mr. PIGGOTT; and of the Auctioneers
and Valuers, Lcytonstone, Essex, E.

AddleBtone, Surrey.
GREAT SALE ol VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. J. F. Mcston to SELL by AUCTION,

without reserve, on the Premises, the Woodham Nursery, Addlestonc,
Surrey, on MONDAY, November 11, and following days, an extensive
and \-aried assortment of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, com
prising 50,000 Common and Portugal Laurels, 5000 Arbor-vitae of sorts,
13,000 Spruce Firs, 6000 Pinus auslriaca, 12,000 Scotch Firs, 11,000
Green and Varieyaied Hollies, 16.000 Rhododendrons, 7000 English
and Irish Yews, and large quantities of other useful Shrubs; also
thousands of Forest, Ornamental, and Fruit Trees, Standard and
Dwarl Roses.

Detailed particulars will appear next week.

Dulwlch, Surrey.
IMPORTANT SALE of THRIVING NURSERY STOCK;

SPECIMEN GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE avd MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. F. & A. Smith to SELL by AUCTION,

without reserve, on the Premises, the Dulwich Nursery, West
Dulwich, S., on THURSDAY, November 14. and two following days,

at II for 12 o'clock precisely each day, in consequence of a portion of

the Nursery being immediately required for building purposes, a
large quantity of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, consisting of

an unusually choice Collection of Conifera; and Evergreen Shrubs in

great variety, a quantity of Ornamental Trees, Selected Standard and
Dwarf Roses, clean-grown Fruit Trees, in variety, together with some
beautiful Specimen Greenhouse Plants of sorts, &c.

Full particulars next week.

'PHE LANDS IMPROVEMEN1
-L. (Incorporated by Special Acts of Paf

T COMPANY.
_. _. Parliament.)

DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, RAILVVAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &c.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above

purposes, without investigation of title.

For Forms and further iniormation, apply to GRANVILLE R.
RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. i, Great George Street,
Storcy^s^

G

ate, Westminster. S.W. _^_^_^
ENTRAL CHAMBER of AGRICULTURE.—

NOTICE of COUNCIL MEETING.
A MEETING of the CENTRAL COUNCIL will be held at the

Salisbury Hotel, Fleet Street, on TUESDAY, November 5 (time,
II o'clock in the forenoon) when the Elected Members of the Council
and the Annual Deputies and Deputed Members from Associated
Chambers are requested to attend.
Members of the Legislature (not Deputed or Elected on the Council)

who may be interested in the subjects for consideration, are also
invited to be present, though not privileged to vote,

AGENDA.
To Transact General Business.
To receive and resolve upon the Report of the Local Taxation

Committee.
To receive and resolve upon communications relative to Prevention

of Contagious Diseases of Animals, and other subjects.
To consider and resolve upon the following subjects :~(i.) " Com-

pensation for Unexhausted Improvements" (adjourned discussion upon
the resolutions and amendment remitted to the Chambers of Agricul-
ture by the Central Council on June a). {2.) " Land Tenure."
The Local Taxation Committee will meet at the Salisbury Hotel on

Monday, November 4, at 3 o'Clock,
The Financial Sub-Committee will meet at the same place on

Monday, November 4, at 7 o'Clock in the evening; and
The Standing Committee for General Business at 8 o'Clock.
Among the subjects proposed for consideration at future meetings

are—" (lame Legislation," " Poor-law Belief," Hiring Statutes," "Chap
Money," and " The Means of Education for Farmers' Sons "

The NEXT COUNCIL and ANNUAL MEETINGS will be
held on WEDNESDAY, December ti.

JOHN ALGERNON CLARKE, Secretary.
The Salisbury Hotel , Fleet Street, EC.

Northampton.
CLEARANCE SALE of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.

To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN. NURSERYMEN, MARKET
GARDENERS, and OTHERS ENGAGED in PLANTING.

IMPORTANT NOTICE of a SERIES of SALES of VALUABLE
NURSERY STOCK.

MR. W.J. PEIRCE is instructed by Mr. Frederick
Perkins, in consequence of the expiration of the lease of his

Bedford Road Nurseries, to DISPOSE OF by AUCTION, in a
Series of Sales, to be held at convenient intervals, the whole of the

VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK. The FIRST SALE will be
held on the Premises, Bedford Road Nurseries, Northampton,
OCTOBER 24, at 11 o'Clock, and will comprise—

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, viz. :—
300,000 Transplanted Quick or Whitethorn.
500,000 Larch Fir, averaging from ij^ to ^% feet.

200,000 Spruce Fir, averaging from l^^ to 3J^ feet

100,000 Scotch Fir, averaging from i to 3% feet,

loo.coo Pinus auslriaca, averaging from i to 2% feet.

200,000 English Oaks, averaging from 2!^ to 6 feet.

Birch, Beech, Hornbeam, Spanish and Horse Chestnut, &c.

ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS.
Many thousands, consisting of Cedrus Deodara, Wellinglonias,

Thujopsis borcalis, Thuja Lobbii, Thuja aurea, Cu'tressus Lawsoniana,
green and variegated Hollies, Juniperus chinensis, Juniperus vir-

giniana; Chinese, Siberian, and American Arbor-vitae; Portugal and
Common Laurels, Laurustinus, Bays, Berberis Aquifolia, English and
Irish Yews, Aucuba japonica, &c.

STANDARD ORNAMENTAL TREES,
For Avenue or Ornamental Planting, averaging from 6 feet to 10 feet,

viz. :—Acacia. Birch, Beech (copper and plain). Poplars, Laburnums,
Spanish and Horse Chestnuts, Sycamores, English and other kinds of

Elms, Planes, Scarlet and other Thorns, Flowering Almonds, &c.

FRUIT TREES.
50CO Standard Apples, Pears, Plums, Damsons, &c.
iNIany thousands of dwarf-trained Peaches.

Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Pears, and Cherries.

Gooseberry' and Currant Trees, Raspberry Canes.
Rhubarb and Seakale Roots, &C.

In addition to the above named, there is a large quantity of other

Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &c., which are too numerous to mention
in an Advertisement, but which will be fully described in Catalogues.

To those engaged in planting this Sale presents an opportunity of

purchasing seWom to be met with, from the fact of the whole of^the

stock being in the best possible condition for removal, having been

Jrequently transplanted, and of sizes suitable for immediate efiect or

for extensive plantations.
^

Catalogues on the Premises, or of the Auctioneer, Domgate,
Northampton.

M
Orchids.

R. H. M. KETTELWELL will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Rooms, 22. King Street, Covent Garden,

WC on WEDNESDAY, October 30, at half-past 12 o'Clock, a
COLLECTION ol ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, consisting of

Aerides maculosum, A. odoratum ; Dendrobiums Devonianum, Hillii,

macrophyllum, chrysotis, pulchellum, and nobitc ; Miltonia Candida,

PhalcEnopsis grandiflora, Oncidiums bifolium, luridum, papilio majus,
Kramerii, maculalum, &c. ; Saccolabium Blumci majus,S. violaceum

;

Masdevallia coriacea.CattlcyaWarscewiczii ; Epidendrumscochlcalum,
aurantiacum, Stamfordianum, and macrochilum ; Schomburgkia,
Cypripediums, Acineta, &c.

Catalogues of H. M. KETTELWELL, 22, King Street, Covent
Garden. W.C. _^__^______^_____

To Gentlemen Planting, tlie Trade, and Others.

MR. H. M. KETTELWELL will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Rooms, 22. King Street, Covent Garden,

WC on THURSDAY, November 7, at half-past 12 o'Clock, a
au'antitv of FRUIT TREES. RUSES, RHODODENDRONS, and
other EVERGREENS, DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, &c. Together
with 1000 RUSSIA MATS, for Tying and Packing purposes.

Catalogues of H. M. KETTELWELL, 22, King Street, Covent

Garden, W. C.

Euutsford. Cheshire.
IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MR T. CAPPER begs to announce the receipt of

instructions from Mr. W. G. Caldwell to SELL by AUCTION,
at the Nurseries, Knutsford, on TUESDAY, Novembers, and three

following days (Luncheon will be provided for purchasers at ir.30 each

day), a valuable assortment ol NURSERY STOCK, includmg

beautiful large specimens of Cedrus Deodara, Libani and atlantica :

Cupressus Lawsoniana, Wellinglonias, Araucarias ; Gold, Silver, and
Ornamental Green Hollies; Irish and English Yews, &c. The
Nurseries are three minutes' walk from the Knutsford Railway

The i-ots may be viewed up to each morning of Sale, and Catalrgues

may be had 10 days prior to the Sale, on application [o Mr. W. G.

CALDWELL, the Nurseries, Knutsford.

T

Royal Berks Root Show.
NOTICE.

SUTTON AND SONS
beg to notify to their Customers

that their TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL SIKJW of MANGEI.
TURNIPS, and other AGRICULTURAL ROOTS, will be held at

READING, on the FOURTH SATURDAY in NOVEMBER.
Roots will be received up to Wednesday. November 20. No charge is

made for Entry. Prizes amount to EIGHTY POUNDS. Particulars
may be had on application.
SUTTON AND S()NS, Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading-

HE BIR'MINGHAM CATTLE AND POULTRY
SHOW,—The TWENTY-FOURTH GREAT ANNUAL

EXHIBITION will be held in Bingley Hall on NOVEMBER 30 and
DECEMBER 2, 3, 4, and 5, when PRIZES amounting to TWO
THOUSAND TWO HtTNDRED AND SEVENTY - FIVE
POUNDS will be awarded in the following Divisions:—

Fat CATTLE ^193' oj. a/.

FatSHEEP 334 o o
Fat and Store PIGS 137 o o
ROOTS (including POTATOS) and CORN 104 o o
POULTRY and PIGEONS .. .. 770 o o

Including 100 SILVER CUPS and MEDALS.
No Prizes will be awarded for Implements; but space will be

reserved on the Ground Floor and in the Galleries for Seedsmen's
Stalls, Samples of Artificial Manures. Agricultural and Horticultural
Implements, and other articles used in connection therewith.
ENTRIES CLOSE on FRIDAY, November i.

JOHN B. LYTHALL, Secretary.

39, New Street, Birmingharri^

BIRMINGHAM CATTLE SHOW, 1872.
SPECIAL NOTICE to EXHIBITORS of STOCK.

Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs exhibited at Abingdon, Oakham, and other
Shows will be allowed to be shown at Birmingham. The Entrance
Fee on Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs lor this year has been fixed at 5*.

for each Entry. Free admission will be given to Exhibitors of
Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs, each day of the Show, inohiding Saturday,
November 30, the day of judging, when the charge to the Public is los.

ENTRIES close on FRIDAY, November i.

JOHN B. LYTHALL, Secretary.

SMITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW.—
The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and PIGS

will be held at the AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON, on
MONDAY afternoon, December 9, and four following days.

Intending Exhibitors are requested to apply for Certificate Forms
by the reference letters as under:

—

CATTLE.—Form A, For an OX or STEER (in any Class).

„ B. For a COW or HEIFER (in any Class).

,, C. For a BEAST in Extra Stock
SHEEP. „ D. For a Pen of Three WETHERS.

,, E. For a Pen ot Three EWES.
„ F. ForaSingle WETHER SHEEPinExtraStock

PIGS. „ G. For a Pen of Three PIGS (in any Class).

„ H. ForaSingle PIG in Extra Stock.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER i.

Prize Lists, Forms of Certificates, and all information may be
obtained on application to Mr. DAVID PULLEN, Assistant Secre-

tary, at the Office of the Honorary Secretary, corner of Half-Moon
Street, Piccadilly, London, W,
N.B.—All communications respecting the Show must be addressed

to the Assistant Secretary as above, and should bear outside the

words " Smithfield Club Show."

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1872.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK,
c. xr J Leicestershire Chamber of Agriculture
Saturday, NOV zj

(Cattle Diseases), at Leicester—ii. is a m.

ABIT of sharp criticism on CHAMBERS OF
Agriculture, their workmen, and their

work, fell the other day from Sir T. D. AcLAND,
Bart., M.P., at the quarterly meeting of the

Devonshire Society. He had come from the

farther end of Cornwall to take part in a discus-

sion on the right of the outgoing tenant to

Compensation for Unexhausted Improve-
ments. Having done so, however, he confessed

himself gravely disappointed. The one question

which had occupied the Chamber hitherto •

seemed to have been the supposed pressure

on property, and they had done but very little yet

in the interests of the tenant-farmer. He was
obliged to them for the zeal shown on behalf

of oppressed landlords by petitioning Parlia-

ment to take off the burden of ta.xation from

their land, and in various other ways, but it was
rather singular that now their own interests were

being considered, more of the members were

not present. He came there as a Member of
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Parliament, in the hope of ascertaining the

wishes of the tenant-farmer, but he found that

very few of that class were present. He had
also hoped to meet some of the eminent land-

surveyors of which Devonshire might justly be

proud, but none were there, and he felt deeply

disappointed.

Let us hope that next Tuesday, when the

same subject will come before the Council of the

Central Chamber, there may be an attend-

ance which shall take the sting out of Sir

Thomas Acland's criticism, and show that

the leaders of this organisation are as

earnest over a question of tenant-right

as they have proved themselves to be over

one of landlord wrong. We have more than

once pointed out that the Chamber of Agricul-

ture has hitherto been less trustworthy than the

old Farmers' Club as the mouthpiece of the

tenant-farmer. Next Tuesday week, however, it

has an opportunity of somewhat redeeming its

reputation. It is not the subject of the burdens
upon land, but of injustice to farm capital that

will then be discussed before it ; and we shall

be glad to see that as much energy, and, if

necessary, indignation, is exhibited in main-
taining the true interest of the tenant as has
hitherto been shown in behalf of the owner of

the land he cultivates.

But already we observe a significant distinction

between the Chamber and the Club, which is

quite in keeping with all that we have ever said

of the difference between the two. For the

London Farmers' Club meets the day befere the

Central Chamber, and Mr. T. HoRLEY, jun., is

to speak before it, not only of Security for Farm
Capital, but of Freedom in Cultivation, as being
necessary to agricultural improvement. There
can be no doubt which is the better pro-
gramme:—The mere maintenance of justice to

the landowner and his tenant, which may hinder
deterioration, whether in the equipment or the
cultivation of an estate ; or, in combination with
all this, such freedom of action for the cultivator

as will permit and stimulate agricultural develop-
ment. The principal resolution to be submitted
to the Central Chamber declares :

—

" That this Council considers it necessary for the proper
security of capital engaged in husbandry that, in the
absence of a lease or agreement to the contrary, the out-
going tenant should be entitled to compensation from the
landlord or incoming tenant for the unexhausted value of
his improvements, -subject to previous consent of the
owner in the case of buildings, drainage, reclamation, and
other improvements of a permanent character

; and that,
at the same time, the landlord should be paid by sucli
outgoing tenant for dilapidations and deteriorations, the
amounts respectively due to be determined by valuation."

It is drawn evidently on the barest modicum
of sympathy with its subject. It imagines that
a lease or agreement may exist to the effect that
the tenant shall not be entitled to compensation
for the unexhausted value of his improvements,
and it insists (with perfect justice, of course, but
with curious carefulness of the stronger party to
the bargain), that the landlord shall also be
repaid for dilapidation and deterioration. The
whole thing seems to us out of keeping with the
wants of the country and with the enterprise and
spirit that pervades all other occupations. That
which is wanted is not so much more safety—as
scope. Freedom in cultivation is the first neces-
sity, security for capital the second, if our agri-
culture is to be largely more productive. Why is

a good farmer not to be allowed to grow just
whatever the land will yield of greatest value ?

Is it not the interest of the owner as well as of
the user of this productive machine that it should
prodtice its utmost ? The country was never
better able to pay for its housekeeping costs than
it is just now. But it has to go to Continental
farmers for a very large proportion of the
food it buys, simply because our English
soil is unproductive. Why should the owners
and the occupiers of English farms be engaged
in "hedging" against one another when there
is such a splendid opportunity before
both? Agriculture is now a very different thing
from what it was when the prescriptions and
prejudices grew up which seem to hold land-
owners and their legal advisers as in a vice ; and
mere tenant-right, or security for such capital as
may be applied in working a particular rotation
of crops, is no longer the main want. An
immensely increased expenditure is now both
necessary and profitable, and that owner who
looks out for an enterprising, money-making
tenant-farmer, with ample means, and who gives
up the land to him for a term of years to make
the most he can of it, requiring only that the

lease shall be renewed on a fresh basis four years

before its termination, or certain provisions must
take effect in order to the maintenance of fertility

during the short remainder of the term, does
better for himself and for those who come after

him—does better for the labouring population of

the district, and for the general body of con-
sumers of the country—than if, like the model
landlord of the Central Chamber, he should
simply accept and act upon the tenant-right

resolution to be proposed at its next meeting.
We may depend upon it that the Farmers'

Club, true to the instincts of its more practical

membership, has got hold of the better principle

to be advocated ; and we hope that Mr. HoRLEY
will speak out manfully on the need of freedom
for the cultivator— if the country is ever to be fed

from its own soil, or if the tenant is ever to pay
the higher rent which is everywhere expected
from him.

The last outbreak of Cattle Plague in the
East Riding of Yorkshire, recorded in our last,

took place on the 15th inst. at Skirpenbeck, two
miles east of Garrowby, where the previous out-

break took place on the nth inst. All the fat

animals on the infected farm at Skirpenbeck were
immediately slaughtered and disposed of, and a
new infected area has since been proclaimed.
As the preface of a new and startling phase in

the history of the present visitation of the

plague, these outbreaks have excited great public

interest. They are the first example of the
appearance of the disease much beyond the
boundary of the old infected area. Hitherto
the infection had run from pasture to pasture,

which were contiguous to each other, at Yap-
ham and Belthorpe, and from adjacent fields at

Belthorpe and Fangfoss ; now it has taken a
leap from Belthorpe to Garrowby, and from
Garrowby to Skirpenbeck, over intervening
townships.

Immediately after the above outbreaks, and
since our last week's notice, the disease has
continued its erratic course. On the evening of

the 15th, the same day on which the Skirpenbeck
outbreak was dealt with by the authorities, the
enemy appeared in a field occupied by Mr.
Johnson, between Fangfoss and Gowthorpe, a
place within the original enlarged Yapham
infected area ; and on Friday, the iSth, it ap-
peared at Mr. Barnes', Bishop Wilton Grange,
a farm north of, and adjacent to, Belthorpe
Farm, where an infected herd of 37 had been de-

stroyed on September 23 and 24. This outbreak
was exactly one mile distant from the one at Mr.
Johnson's, of Fangfoss, three days previous.

As in the other instances, the infected animals,
four in number, were immediately slaughtered.

We need scarcely say that the past week has
been one of ceaseless activity and anxiety on the

part of the officials engaged in the work of
repression. Four outbreaks in eight days at

places several miles apart gave birth to not
unreasonable fears that the pestilence was
gathering strength, and would possibly soon get

beyond the reach of the agencies here engaged in

its repression. We are now hopeful that this

will not occur. Our contemporary, the Yoik-
shirc Post, a provincial daily of high standing,

whose special correspondent is on the spot,

furnishes us with ample reasons for this belief

in the following picture of the situation on
Tuesday last :

—

" The vigour of the offtcials," says the Post, "appears
to have grown with the occasion. Mr. Cope, of the
Veterinary Department of the Privy Council, has been on
the spot all the week ; and Mr, JEPSON, veterinary sur-

geon, the local inspector, has succeeded in all cases in

disposing of the infected animals, and those in contact
with them, within 24 hours of the outbreak being dis-

covered. In this despatch our hopes of the extinction of
the malady rests, and we are sanguine once again as to

success. More outbreaks may occur from the agencies of
infection which have operated in the cases at Garrowby,
Skirpenbeck, Fangfoss, and Bishop Wilton Grange, all

at a distance from infected spots ; but those that have
occurred recently will not, we think, transmit the infec-

tion further. Our faith is in the promptitude of the

action above named, and when we say promptitude we
mean something more than taking steps to carry out
the measures and repression at convenience—we mean
the immediate sentence and contemporaneous execution
of the work, which has taken place at all the above-named
places. Upon this we entirely depend. .\t Yapham the
infection had crept through tlie hedges on two or three

sides of Mr. Berriman's field before the killing began,
and it broke out accordingly after that gentleman's herd
was disposed of In recent cases it has been otherwise,
the word and the blow have followed in quick succession,
and a few hours have sufficed to clear away infected
stock, and to disinfect thoroughly premises where they
have been. At Garrowby this process was rendered far

nioic hopeful by the candour and co-operation of

Mr. BURNt.EY in the work to be done, and more
especially by the prudent course taken by him
in keeping his stock in separate lots throughout
since the first outbreak of the plague in the Pock-
lington district. Twelve days have elapsed since
the outbreak on the Garrowby farm was announced, and
no fresh cases amongst his stock have occurred, and
hence we draw satisfactory inferences as to the effective-

ness of the present system of extinguishing the disease on
the several farms. At Skirpenbeck no further cases have
occurred on the infected farm, or in its neighbourhood,
since the 15th inst., and we trust that there the means of
repression have been equally effective. That the opinion
that we have reasoned ourselves into the belief of may be
justilied by events we not only hope, but expect. We
think the means employed, and which have been success-
ful at Patrington and Bridlington, and which had no
chance of acting at Yapham, will now succeed in extir-

pating the subtle enemy which has already worked much
mischief, and given us a slight reminder of its capabilities
under circumstances favourable to its development.
Should our views be erroneous, and outbreaks continue
to occur, it will not be from defective administration,
certainly."

On Monday last in Mark Lane there w.as but
a moderate supply of English Wheat ; a decline of is.

to 2J. a quarter had, however, to be submitted to,

owing to its inferior condition ; and on Wednesday,
with a thin attendance of millers, trade was quiet at

drooping prices. At the Metropolitan Cattle
Market on Monday there was a large supply of beasts,

but a small supply of sheep. Prices are generally
lower, except for good quality. The supply on
Thursday rather exceeded the demand, and inferior

animals were scarcely saleable. The Wool Market
shows signs of activity.

The resolution of the Smithfield Club, not to

receive any animals which have been exhibited else-

where within the previous month, is a great blow to the

Midland Counties' Show at Birmingham, and it not
unnaturally excites much displeasure there. Whether
justifiable on public grounds or not, it is unquestionably
an injury to both societies alike, and this is how the

subject is discussed in the Birmingham papers :

—

" This attempt of London to monopolise all the best
beasts in the kingdom has already prejudicially affected

various other important provincial shows usually held just
previous to the Bingley Hall show. As a matter of pru-
dence, therefore, reciprocal arrangements have been
made with the managers of the fat stock shows at Oak-
ham, Abingdon, and Chippenham, to work together with
Birminghain, and the amount of united honours which
may be thus secured will necessarily cause even the great
metropolis to fall far behind ' these mere provincials.' It

should not be forgotten either th.at many animals were
last year and the year previous sold in London at
from £\o to £2.0 per head less than their owners had
been offered for them the week before at Bingley Hall.
All the stock exhibited at Birmingham can proceed to
other fat stock exhibitions—say at Edinburgh, Liverpool,
or Plymouth, or to other towns for slaughter, whereas it

is highly probable that, according to the precedent of
previous years, the cattle exhibited in London will not be
allowed to leave the metropolis alive. We learn that the
Birmingham Cattle Show Council have this year reduced
the entrance fee one-half, and that several other impor-
tant concessions to exhibitors will be made, one of them
being to allow exhibitors at Bingley Hail free admission
on the day of judging, when the charge to the general
public is loj. On the whole, it is more than probable
that Birmingham will hold its own at the approaching
show, and we trust that the efforts of the Council will be
heartily endorsed by the co-operation of the town and
district."

Messrs. .Sutton c& Sons, of Reading, and
Messrs. Carter & Co., of Holborn, have issued their

usual liberal offers of Prizes, by which tliey induce
their customers all over the kingdom to send their best

specimens of Swedes, Mangels, Turnips, Kohl Rabi,
Cabbages and Potatos to an annual show. In each
case, of course, it is a matter in the first instance of

only domestic interest. The object of each firm is to

procure as fine an illustration as it can obtain of the
quality of the seeds which it supplies. But the shows
are of public interest also, for nowhere can any one
see a more perfect exemplification of the whole series

of English agricultural root crops, especially of that

plastic genus ** Erassica," as Mr. J. A. Clarice once
called it, " out of whose leaves we grow our Cabbages,
out of whose stem we grow our Kohl Robi, and out of
whose root our Turnips." Messrs. Carter and
Messrs. SuTTON, in thus serving themselves serve

others also, and thus fairly earn that applause which
on the best authority invariably awaits all those who
do good unto themselves. The Reading show will be
held on November 23, and that on Messrs Caki'ICR's

premises at Plolborn, on November 22.

—— In the Times of Monday last an interesting

account was given of the machinery invented by
Messrs. Huggett, now worked by Messrs. Moser, of

Wandsworth Road, Southwark, for the Manufac-
ture of HoRSE-N.\ILS. It appears that the horse-

nail business has hitherto rem.tined in the hands of

masters residing chiefly in and about Birmingham,
Derby, and Bristol, whose practice it is to give out

iron rods to workmen, who forge the nails at their

own homes. A skilful workman can m.ake 1000 nails

a day, and is paid 3;. 6(/. for this quantity ; but, as a
matter of fact, few men can continue at this speed of
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produclion for many consecutive days, so that the

wages paid do not average a guinea a week. The chief

feature of Mr. Huggett's patent is a pair of rollers,

by which he converts ordinary rod iron into a rod so

shaped as to admit of being cut into nail blanks. The

upper roller is a simple cylinder ; the lower has a

series of depressions on its circumference, separated by

intervals. Each depression corresponds to two nail-

heads, each interval to two shanks. In order that the

iron may yield freely, a very high degree of heat and a

rapid motion are necessary. The rods, each 2 feet in

length, are heated in a Siemens' gas furnace, and are

then suffered to run down a shoot to the rollers, which

are turning at the rate of 500 revolutions a minute.

Lateral collars are so contrived as to present the

descending rod always in the right direction to the

rollers, and it appears almost instantaneously on the

other side, still glowing, somewhat contorted, and about

trebled in length. It falls into a sort of trough, and

is instantly seized with proper tongs by two boys, one

at each end, is pulled straight, and laid aside to cool.

The rod of nail blanks, as it leaves the rollers, may be

described as a slender strip of iron, presenting a series

of prominences on one side. Each prominence is

about li inch long, each interval between the pro-

minences about 34 inches, the dimensions varying

slightly with the size of the nail that is to be made.

From each prominence the rod tapers slightly to the

centre of each interval. It is nearly as flexible as lead,

and so tough, that the most rapid bending to and fro

only breaks it with difficulty. It is subsequently de.alt

with by successive rollers, cutting machines, heading

machines, and shaping machines, and after annealing

and colouring is ready for market. The extent of the

industry altogether in this country is represented as

involving the use of upwards of Sooo tons of iron for

home use and for exportation, and the field open, now
apparently for the first time, to the application of

machinery to the manufacture, is very large.

In an able paper on the Spre.^d of Cattle
Diseases, lately read by IMr. Hedley before the

Hexham Farmers' Club, and reported in another page,

it is argued that the great extension of such plagues,

which we have recently witnessed, must be owing to

the greatly increased cattle traffic now prevalent. Fairs,

and markets, and auction rings are multipUed every-

where, and farmers sell and buy twice, when once

would suffice. "One fine fat animal kept 12 months

will pay more than two kept five or sLx months each,"

and the risk of infection by such frequent marketings

is thus avoided.

The Economist calls attention to the annual

accounts of the " Woods and Forests " for 1S71-72, as

a curious commentary on the theory which Mr. Lowe
sets up for the administration of the Crown lands.

The object, he says, is to make as muclr money out of

them as possible ; there is to be no expenditure or con-

cession for any local object under the disguise of public

utility ; the utmost profit is to be made for the general

benefit of the whole community. But when we look

at the accounts of the department for whicli this loud

pretension is made, we find the most ample evidence

that the governing idea is certainly not profit over a

large part of the administration. Condensing the
" income " account, we find that the department
received in the year in question

—

From Crown rents, &c. .. .. .. .. • • £>'i^^7t74^

,, Mines .. ,. .. .. .. .. .. 20,587

,, Fees on leases and renewals, interest, &c. .. 21,323

., Windsor Park and woods .. .. .. .. 4.971

,, New Forest .. .. .. .. .. .. 12,441

,, Dean Forest .. .. .. .. .. .. 7,408

„ Other Royal forests and woodlands .. .. I2,2q6

Total receipts ^^446,770

—and spent as follows :

—

Salaries and other payments on Crown estates .. .. iCi4,joy
Windsor Park and woods . . . . . . . . .

.

29,564
New Forest . . . . 10,037
Dearf Forest .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 6,221

Other Royal forests and woodlands 6,o6g

Total £86,508
Add—

E-vpenditure imder Parliamentary vote, not included in

above account .. 24,265

Total expenditure .

.

. . .

.

.. .^1 10,863

Thus the department, out of a gross income of

^446,770, contrived to expend ;^i 10,863, which does
not look like the very profitable management of a large

landed estate, with a large proportion of ground rents.

We think it would not be difficult to find scores of

stewards who would show a smaller expenditure upon
so large a gross income.

— Our Wisbech correspondent, when sending his

annual account of the opening of the market for brown
and white Mustard Seed says :

—

'

' I regret that lam unable to give you a favour.ible

report either as to quantity or quahty, the yield being very

short throughout the district, few growers obtaining more
than 24 bush, per acre even on the best lands, while many
have as little as 16 bush, only ; in fact the average yield

will not exceed 19 bush, per acre, as the storms of hail

and rain which fell when the seed was ripe, or lay cut

and uncarried, in many instances dashed out 6 or 8 bush,

per acre. The quahty, too, from the same cause, suffered

to a great extent, one or two dull wet days being sufficient

to turn the seed grey. Besides these influences, tending

to shorten the supply, the acreage under Mustard this

year vyas much less than last, many of the Lincolnshire

farmers having grown Potatos on a larger scale than usual.

Last Saturday being the first market of the season, buyers

and sellers seemed indisposed to do much business, being

there more for the sake of obtaining information than for

the purchase and sale of the seed ; the prices, however, of

the few samples sold varied from 11 j. to 1 5J. per bush. , though

one exceptionally fine lot of 400 sacks was bought at i6j-.

In general the large number of grey seeds showed only too

plainly what bad weather was experienced during the har-

vesting of the crop, good brown samples being extremely

rare, while many were composed of 50 per cent, of grey

seeds, and some were all grey or nearly white, and were

thus almost worthless, at least so the merchants main-

tained, althotlgh perhaps before the close of the season

they may be found glad even to get such lots as these, for

there can be no doubt that the supply will be very short,

notwithstanding the fact that large importations of foreign

seed have been already bought up by the manufacturers.

There arc very large quantities of seed yet unthreshed,

but all around may be seen and heard the threshing-

machines, which in the course of the next fortnight will

get most of it ready for market.

"

At the Cirencester County Court a claim of

;^I3 for manure was lately argued before the judge

—

Mr. J. A. Fardon, of Droitwich, the manufacturer,

being plaintiff, and Mr. T. Little, a farmer, near

Norcote, Cirencester, being defendant. It appears

that the plaintiff made three qualities of manure ; the

first quality was sold at £; per ton, the second quality

at £6 10s. , and the third quality at £6. The defendant

bought the second quality. The manure was sent

away on May 12, and on Jime 2 plaintiff received a

letter from defendant, in which he stated that he had

sent a sample of the manure to Professor Church for

analysation, and enclosed a copy of the result of the

analysis. He said that in justice to farmers purchasing

manure, this should be published in all the agricultural

papers, which course he intended to adopt. Plaintiff

replied in a letter of June 8, stating that they sold this

manure as a special manure for Swedes, and not as a

superphosphate ; that although very great care was

taken in mixing the ingredients, it was impossible to

ensure that in such a small quantity as was taken for

the analysis they should exist in proper proportions ;

and that if defendant would give the manure a trial

with any other at the same price, plaintiff was not

afraid of the result. Professor A. H. Church, M.A.,

F.C.S., Consulting Chemist to the Cirencester

Chamber of Agriculture, being examined, deposed that

he had been Professor of Chemistry at the Royal

Agricultural College for the last nine years. A Turnip

or root manure was considered to be a superphosphate.

The manure he received from defendant contained

2.31 per cent, bone earth rendered soluble. It con-

tained 5.02 of insoluble phosphate of lime, 19 per cent,

of sand, insoluble or useless matter, 16.S2 of common
salt, which should not be bought in superphosphate

manure, as it could be obtained so cheaply that farmers

purchased it themselves. It contained about the usual

proportions of water, 17.33, ^"<i °f ammonia and other

valuable substances it contained .372, or little over one

third ofa part in a hundred. After deducting from the

worth of the manure the cost of distribution, which

would lessen its value by one-half, it might be worth

from 8s. to gs. per ton. He examined the manure
several times, and always obtained the same result, and

it had been shown to the students as a sample of worth-

less manure. Advanced students had analysed the

manure, and obtained the same result.—Mr. Samuel
Bryant deposed, on examination, that in May, 1S71,

he was farm bailiff to the defendant. He remembered

the plaintiff's manure being brought home. It was

placed in the cart-house in the dry. It was used about

May 23. They used 10 cwt. on 5 acres. The drilling

was stopped because Mr. Little thought it was no

good, and he said he should have it analysed. The

5 acres did not yield half a crop. That land had had

farmyard manure upon it, and just over the hedge, where

there had been no manure, there was twice as good a

crop.—His Honour, in summing up, said : If the

defendant had trusted to the analysis of so small a

quantity, points might have been raised as to the com-

pleteness of the mixture, or the fairness of the sample
;

but the fact of half a ton of this manure being used on

5 acres, and the same 5 acres having also been treated

with farmyard manure, coupled with the fact that an

adjoining field had produced a better crop with no

manure, was in itself a conclusive proof that the manure

was not fit for the purpose for which it was sold, and

for which it was made. Professor Church's analysis

might be very satisfactory as far as the small quantity

he analysed went, but beyond this the evidence of the

defendant's witnesses had made out their case. It would

perhaps have been more satisfactory if the defendant

had given notice to the plaintiff to come and see the

crop, or if the plamtiff' had adopted the suggestion made
to him, and had the manure again analysed.—The
plaintiff submitted to a nonsuit.

The above particulars are extracted from a long

report in the IVi/ts and Gloucester Standard. It

appears to us that the non-productiveness of the land

where the artificial manure was used, notwithstanding

its dressing of farmyard manure, is a weakness and not

a strength in the plaintiffs case. All that was proved

by that is that if the 2 cwt. of the manure was worth-

less so also wxs the dung. But to lead a proof that

2 cwt. per acre of artificial manure is no better than a

dressing of farmyard manure, does not help much to

condemn the former. The real condemnation of the

manure lay in Professor Church's analysis, which the

judge did not seem to appreciate.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

At the Rougholm sale, reported upon last week,
" those animiils with the most Booth crosses were the

best, especially the ' Rhoda Gwynnes.' " Again, a

feature of the gathering was the almost entire "absence

of all Bates men." When it is remembered that

the "Gwynnes" are essentially a Huisback and

Favourite tribe, and therefore rest upon the founda-

tion of all others dear to the late Mr. Bates, the above

two statements of an eye-witness and competent judge

indicate that "Bates" men have nothing to say to

their favourites after they have been guilty of a

nh'salliance. It was remarked on the ground, and

around the ring that had the late Mr. Caddy used

Bates bulls his animals would have brought more

money. The Biddenham sale (May 3, 1S70) will still

be fresh in the memory of breeders, where 21

"Gwynnes" made the then extraordinary average of

^84 lot. The 15 Rougholm "Gwynnes" in 1872

made an average of ;^87 I2.r. !)d., but we can hardly

compare these results without taking into account the

extraordinary general rise in the market value of

pure-bred Shorthorns that has occurred between

the two events. This sudden rise occurred last

year, and has been maintained ever since, so that

averages oi £'^Q scarcely now excite public interest. Up
to and inclusive of 1S70, the average price of Short-

horns sold at a large number of public sales was just

about £i$ lor., whereas the average of 1871 (see

Agricidtural Gazette, Dec. 23, 1871), was £t,l y.bd.

over 2254 animals disposed of. 'The Eden Bridge

average of /86 2j. dd., which at the close of 1870

stood highest, and that by a long way, for some years

past, has now been transcended by those of Mr. J.

Peel, Mr. Eastwood, the Duke of Devonshire, Mr.

Thomas Barnes, Mr. J. P. Foster, and still later by

those of the late Mr. Pawlett, Lord Dunmore, and

Messrs. Harward and Downing. We must, therefore,

clearly admit that had the Biddenham Gwynnes been

brought out for sale now their price would have been

much above what they actually realised in 1870. It is

probably also an equally just surmise, that had Bates'

bulls been used by the late Mr. Caddy, the very

respectable average which his cattle recently brought

would have been excelled. So much, then, for the

market effect of "pure" blood. The late Mr. Caddy
may have been mistaken from a "money grubbing"

point of view ; but the true aim of breeding being the

production of good animals, there is some reason to

believe that he was more in the right than those who
slavishly adhere to a single line of blood. It is the

opinion of those recently most interested in the Rough-

olm herd that by crossing with Booth bulls the cows

became more prolific, and the herd increased in

number ; also that the animals were stronger in consti-

tution. We are convinced that ere long the absurd

notion that any price may be lavished upon the "pure "

but too often puny products of an artificial system of

breeding will become exploded. We are not among
the "croakers" who look for a rapid decline in the

value of Shorthorns in general ; but we do look for

a change of "fashion" in favour of those breeders

who aim at the true improvement of the breed.

Since we last referred to the Kingscote herd

four bull and two heifer calves have been added to it

by birth. Four" of the bulls, and one of the heifers, are

by Duke of Hillhurst, and are of rich colour, with

abundance of hair. Oxford Beau 3D, dam Countess

oj Oxford, is worthier of more than merely a passing

remark ; he is in every respect just what could be

wished. Two others, a roan bull and a red and white

heifer, are by the 3D Duke of Clarence, and in

appearance have all the grandeur of his other stock left

at Kingscote. We sincerely hope he will do as well

with his present owner, Mr. Bowly, of Siddington.

There has also been added to the herd, by purchase

from the Northway sale Serena, one of the " Seraph-

inas ;
" and from Mr. Playne's (Longfords), three of

the " Wallflower " tribe, which originated at Kingscote

20 years ago. These are large, good-looking animals,

and first-rate dairy cows. In the auctioneer's preface to

Mr. Playne's sale catalogue they are described as

follows :— " Wallfloiuer yi, from which the present

family of that name is descended, was bred by the late

Col. Kingscote, and was purchased at the sale of

R. Kingscote, Esq., at Uley. She was a prodigious

milker, and it was said she gave more milk than any

other two cows in the parish. Mr. Willoughby Wood,
writing in the Agricultural Gazette some few years

back, on the milking capabilities of the Shorthorns,

mentioned the ' Old Wallflowers ' to be pitted against

any other breed of cattle in the kingdom. The
'Wallflowers' are also exceedingly healthy and pro-

lific, no death having occurred to any grown animal,

and not more than two amongst calves, in this family

during the iS years Mr. Playne has had them in his

possession."

When Colonel Kingscote sold 30 Duke of
Clarence to Mr. Bowly, he decided to charge 50 gs.

for all cows sent to his American purchase, DUKE OF
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HiLLHURST, that he might not be overworked. Since

then eight cows have been sent home believed to

be in calf, and at present there are ten of the most

fashionably-bred animals of the day on a visit to him

—

Lord Dunmore's two American Duchesses, Captain

Oliver's Grand Duchess l^Jth (one of the best cows

living), a " Kirklevington " and a "Gazelle" from Mr.

Bowly's, a "Barrington" and an "Acomb" from

Brailes, and three of as fine animals as need to walk,

from Holker, viz., Lady Oxford ^th^ her daughter by

2D Duke of Claro, Grand Duchess oj Oxford 14M ;

and lastly, Mr. Thompson's Beautiful Darlington^ by

Grand Duke of York (24,071), is expected from

Badminton in a few days.

On Friday, the i8th inst., Mr. Thornton dis-

posed of Mr. W. Bradbum's herd of Shorthorns, at

Wednesfield, Wolverhampton. Mr. Bradbum has

been a successful exhibitor since 186S at the Royal and
local agricultural shows. The stock recently sold

comprised some good animals, among which we may
mention Miss Chesterfield by Fitz-Turk (19,763), a

noted prize-taker, and a massive, grand cow, sold to

Mr. Henry Fawcett, of Leeds, for 80 gs. ; IMiss Valen-

tinehy Huntsman (21,964), a good cow, and capital

milker, sold to the Earl of Sefton for 55 gs. ; Red Rose

by Royal Butterfly 15TH (20,723), described as a

very good cow, of great weight, and with good hind-

quarters, nogs., Mr. H. Fawcett; Coralline hy Lord
Lyon (24,417), the best cow shown, possessed of

capital back and ribs, but with dark, upturned horns,

R. HORNSBY AND SONS' MOWERS
AND REAPERS.

The Messrs. R. Hornsby tS: Sons, Grantham, have
been more than successful since they commenced the

manufacture of mowing and reaping-machines. At the

Manchester trials—the largest and keenest contested

competition ever held by the Royal Agricultural

Society of England—they stood foremost in the march
of progress, and the numerous improvements they have
made since 1869 continue to keep them a-head. We
shall at this time notice their improved Royal Agri-

cultural Society of England's First Prize Improved
Paragon Mower, and their improved combined mower
and reaper.

Theannexedengraving(fig. 317) represents Hornsby's
Improved Paragon Mower. In principle it is identical

with the machine which gained the 1st prize at Man-
chester ; but in detail it has been greatly im-

proved by the substitution of steel for wrought iron,

and of wrought iron for cast iron. Other improve-

ments, too, have been made in the knife and finger-

bar, gearing and leverage. These improvements not

only increase the strength and efficiency of the

machine ; for they also, at the same time, reduce its

weight and draught. It will be recollected that at

Manchester, although the hay crop was by no means
extra heavy, with the exception of a few plots, yet

none of the machines were, practically speaking, fit

for their work.

It is a well authenticated fact in every branch of

and the Messrs. Hornsby have succeeded in reducing
it to a minimum.
Two mechanical appliances of the Paragon mower

merit special notice, viz., "the direct thrust " of the
crank, and the centreing of the finger-bar and knife on
the crank-shaft.

The direct thrust of the knife, although a popular
expression whose meaning is practically understood, is

nevertheless incorrect mechanically speaking. When
the three centres are in a line, there is no thrust or pull

upon the knife. The application of the force is angu-
lar, and the improvement consists in making the
angular thrust and pull on each side of the centres

equal, so as to equalise velocity and the cutting power
of the knife. In effecting this improvement the Messrs.
Hornsby have been more successful than any of their

rivals.

The centreing of the finger-bar and knife on the
crank-shaft, so as to cut an uneven surface without any
extra strain, is a grand improvement. When the
finger-bar is hinged at a distance from the crank, as is

common, the strain is great, consequently the side-

draught is increased the moment the outside small
wheel or shoe rises or falls. An ant-hill or a mole-hill,

Tussack-grass, or the like, is enough to twist the

machine out of truth, if not to render it useless until

repaired. But the centreing of the knife on the crank-
shaft enables the Paragon mower to cut at any angle up
or down without any extra strain or liability to break-

age. Even in heavy, tangled crops the cut is so com-
plete that the rising of the fingers in passing over a

FlO. 317.—IIORNI^BV'S IMPROVEn TARAGON MOWER,

'45 gs., Mr. J. Brown ; Ammonia by Lord Charles
(26,624), 90 gs,,Mr. Pickford ; Christine by White
Satin (27,800), 60 gs., Mr. S. Brown ; Folly by
Woodhouse, 51 gs., Mr, J. 'SiTti\\\i \ Phosphate hy
White Satin {27,800), 50 gs., Mr. Lawrence. Forty
cows sold for an average of ;!^37 8j-. %d., 11 bulls

made ;^3r 6.r. 2.d. each, and the 51 animals
sold for an average of ^36 2,s. 2.d. , and a
total of ;i^i84i 4J. Miss Chesterfield and her
daughter. Red Rose^ above referred to, were
lineally descended from yu7ie Flower^ bred by Mr.
Torr, a great-grand-daughter oi Strawberry, bought by
Mr. J. G. Dixon at Mr. Robert Colling's sale, 1820.
Coralline (lot 13), the mother of Christine {lot 34), both
among the highest priced lots, was bought at ihe Earl
of Dartmouth's sale, and trace back to first-rate
" Barmpton " blood, founded upon many " Favourite

"

crosses. Ammonia (lot 15, sold for 90 gs.) traces back
to Flora, a prize heifer, whose pedigree traces directly
to Mr, Manning's stock at Rothersthorpe. The sale
was generally considered to be a good cne, as has,
indeed, been the case with almost every sale of the
season, and the average far exceeding what was antici-
pated. The herd was of mixed character, some indi-
viduals being fat, others lean, some boasting a noble
pedigree, while others were of mere " upstart " tribes.
Wherever pretensions to a sound origin existed, there
respectable prices were forthcoming. Mr. Bradbum's
sale may be looked upon as the last of the season, and
although the high prices given at many of its predeces-
sors were wanting, yet the fair general average obtained
clearly shows the high estimation in which even ordi-
narily good Shorthorn blood is now held.

applied mechanics that when a machine gives way,

and wriggles at its task, it never succeeds well ; and
this applies to the majority of the Manchester mowers.
And it must also be borne in mind that weight of

material and strength only will not compensate for

imperfect mechanism, so as to carry a machine through,

for to effect this latter result the motive-power must
be properly applied, whilst all the centres of the working
parts must reciprocate, so to speak, with one another. It

was the high standard of perfection in this latter respect

which carried the Paragonmower triumphantly through

at Manchester, for otherwise it was no more than fit

for its task. In other words, the strain was at times

so great, although less than in the rival machines, that

the centres of the working parts were less or more dis-

placed from the truth. But the improvements made
since then have proved themselves a match for the

heavy hay crop of 1872.

When the finger-bar suits itself to the undulations

of the ground without effecting any undue strain upon
the connecting-rod and crank-shaft, and when the

fingers and knife go right into the grass as they

should do, the side draught is less than it otherwise

would be ; and hence the strain upon the working
parts is also less. The force that overcomes the

resistance of the knife is applied to the crank-shaft, so

that although the resistance itself is oblique, yet the

force that overcomes the greater part of this resistance

is nearly in a line with the line of traction of the horses.

In the designing and construction of machines the

importance of this is perhaps too little attended to. In
other words, under proper construction, side draught
is not such a bugbear as it is generally represented to be

;

mole-hill or the like adds very little to the side diaught

of the machine.

Fig. 318 is an engraving of the combined mower and
reaper of the Messrs. R. Hornsby & Sons, Grantham.
It embraces all the recent improvements of the mower,
already noticed, so that they need not be repeated.

The grain-wheel is placed nearly in a line with the

other two, so that it works without '* ploughing," The
divider, too, is well set, so as to bring laying or

tangled grain within reach of the rake. This may
seem a small affair to those who have never occupied

a raker's seat, but practical men who can bring ex-

perience to bear upon the matter look upon it as the

turning point of success. Thus, unless the rake lay

hold of the whole of the grain it cannot be laid evenly

in a sheaf behind, for what it fails to grasp is turned

topsy-turvy at the side. No doubt something may be

done by the return stroke of the rake to bring what
falls over on to the platform, but it is never well done,

and it is generally done at the expense of the next

sheaf, to say nothing of the extra labour it costs the

I raker. There should be no return-stroke work if

possible, as such prevents the raker raising his rake in

time so as to bring the standing corn properly on to

the knife and platform—two conditions essential to a

I

well-formed sheaf; and when the uncut com is *' lying

in all directions," to use a field phrase, a good divider

is necessary to assist the raker; and more ih.m this,

i for a good divider is necessary to enable the machine

I to go through and cut laid and tangled com success-

j

fully, for otherwise it will choke and ride over lying

corn.

I
It would be superfluous to say that the workmanship
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of both these machines is superior, for much of their

success depends upon first-rate material and finish.

The testimonials of those who are using them are in

the highest degree favourable as to quantity of work
done, small draught, and minimum tear and wear ; and

the increasing demand for both the mower and the

combined machine is doubtless the best practical

evidence that can be stated in their favour. IV. B.

GERMAN AGRICULTURAL
LABOURERS.

A VERY large proportion of the German peasantry

are indeed in a much better condition than those in

Britain are, or are likely to be, for a great part of the

land is possessed and cultivated by the peasantry them-

selves. In the meantime I will speak more particu-

larly in reference to those known in England as agri-

cultural labourers, those that are dependent upon other

people for employment. In many respects they are far

in advance of the British agricultural labourers, alike

politically and socially. There is here no obnoxious

distinction of rights and privileges between country and
town. The same universal suffrage exists in both. But

a right which he values more than that of a voice in

the national government, is that of acquiring a piece of

land of his own. He has the disadvantage of a less

thorough education than the urban workman, but his

duties are also of a simpler nature ; and he always

learns at least to read, write, and cast up sums, and to
*' fear God and honour the king ;

" so that his educa-

tion is equal at least to the best that is to be

obtained in England, Scotland, or any average

agricultural district. In social life the German

Their dwellings are of plain brick, but neat and clean,

and almost always covered with Vines, and surrounded
with neatly-kept gardens, all showing industry and
frugality, and bearing an air of comparative comfort
about them. Indeed, a more frugal, saving, indus-

trious, and generally well-behaved class of people
could not be found anywhere. They do not taste

spirits, and though, of course, they swill considerable
quantities of their famous Lager beer, it never seems to

take any effect upon their equilibrium.

The whole of Germany, however, stands in a bad
position as regards illegitimacy. In Prussia, which
occupies the best position in this respect, the proportion

of illegitimate to legitimate births is scarcely one to

twelve, which, too, varies very much in different dis-

tricts, according to the social conditions peculiar to

them. In Saxony the proportion is one illegitimate to

something more than six legitimate births. In Meck-
lenburg, owing to repressive marriage laws, and other

bad social and political conditions, the amount of ille-

gitimacy is greatest, being throughout the whole
country, in the year 1864, ct the rate of nearly one to

three, but varying very much in different districts. In

some districts a third, in others a half, and in not a few
the whole of the births were illegitimate. And this is

a Protestant country ! Bavaria is also in a bad con-

dition, but since the amendment of the marriage laws,

it has shown a steady improvement. This is the
greatest blot upon the German character.

As regards wages, he is, indeed, never burdened
with an over supply of money, but on account of the

large emigration, the demand for his labour is now
great enough to enable him to make a fair bargain

with his employer ; and he, too, like everybody else in

leave at any time, but must leave within 24 hours, and
can lay claim to no more money than for tlie last com-
plete month. They can, however, from this save
money, some to take them over to America, others to
obtain a piece of land to cultivate for themselves, or to
lay in store against a feeble old age. Scoisfnan.

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT,
A Correspondence.

(i) A Suffolk farmer writes as follows to Mr.
Mechi :

—

" Do you think it is possible to produce all the meat
and bread required in this country by any improved
system of cultivation? A very large quantity of Wheat
might be grown by Rivetts or any free-growing led
Wheat following while Wheat instead of Barley. You
would thus reduce the quantity of Barley grown, the
result of which would be, that Barley would make a much
higher price, in proof of which we find that Barley is sure
to be high with a short crop. I see no reason why it

should not be 30J. per coomb. The profits on brewing
are so large, that the first-class brewers will have it, let

the price be what it may. Even if beer was higher in
price, so much the better, provided we had more real food.
Now, if every farm of 100 acres grew lo acres of Barley less,

and 10 acres of Wheat more, we should find the Barley
crop would come to just as much money, and we should
have the 10 acres of Wheat as an extra crop ; in fact,

clear profit. We should thus produce a large quantity of
Wheat in addition to our ordinary crop, which also
might be much increased. We know some of the returns
are most miserable. I hope you have not given up the
agitation on the breaking up of poor grass land.
We see that the counties of Norfolk, Suffolk, and

Fig. 318.

—

hornsby's improved combined mower and reaper.

Bauer's manners are consistent with his humble station

in life. He is less sceptical than the native of the

town, and shows great reverence and respect towards
his superiors. On meeting a stranger in the public

road he generally lifts his hat and salutes him with a
" Guten morgen," or "Gutentag." He still main-
tains a reverence for the church and religion, in contra-

distinction to the " gottlosigkeit " (godlessness) of the

civic population, and conducts himself like a God-
fearing man. He eats the simplest food, and it is

seldom that either beef or mutton comes on his table.

By far the greater part of the German population being
engaged in agricultural pursuits, the compai-atively

small consumption of animal food in Germany to that

in England is thus explamed, for, from what I have
seen, the town's people eat quite as much animal food
here as in Britain. It is a notorious fact, that the
German peasant, from motives of frugality, seldom
tastes animal meat, living almost entirely upon vege-
table food. He, however, in common with the whole
race, is very fond of coffee. A very characteristic

strike of farm labourers was reported some time ago
from Bavaria, in an agricultural newspaper, in which
coffee instead of sour milk to breakfast was demanded.
Their dress is also of a plain nature : but I have never
seen, either in town or country, a single ragged person
of either sex of the class, and on Sundays, if not
engaged in working, he comes abroad in very decent
and substantial garments. The women, however, who
are largely engaged in outdoor agricultural work, are,

I think, scarcely so well clad as those engaged in the
South of Scotland, similarly employed . Their dresses
are generally of a blue-spotted gingham ; as regards
length, made with the greatest view to economy of
cloth ; and for the larger part of the year they dispense
with boots and stockings, and wear no other super-
fluous encumbrances to the free use of theii- limbs.

Germany, has recently had increase to the remunera-
tion for his labour. A farmer in the neighbourhood
of Leipzig, who cultivates land belonging to the town,
told me that he paid his female labourers at the rate of

10 groschen (is.) per day, and his male ones at 22
groschen {nearly 2s. 2^d.) This, however, does not

seem to be the case throughout the whole of Germany.
Wages are not always paid in money, there being
what is called "Natural" and " Geldlohnung," the

former meaning that, like the hinds and shepherds in

Scotland, they are partly paid with other materials,

though the tendency ot the present day is towards the

abolishing of this system, and the adoption of a pure
money bargain, and this according to the wish of the

employers, and not of the employed. In the old pro-

vinces of Prussia there were employed of the two
classes—namely, Gesinde (people engaged yearly, who
live in the employer's establishment), and Taglohnern
{those engaged for short periods, and paid at so much
a-day, but living entirely apart from the premises of the
employer).

In Fuhling's Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung^ part 12,

1S67, a model method of payment was given, and
which at the time was considered high. It was for

the Gesinde, and was as follows :—For January,
February, November, and December, two thalers

each, as these are the months in which least can be
done ; March and October, four thalers each ; April
and September, five each ; May and June, six each

;

and July and August, seven each ; and at the end of

the year's service eight thalers premium—so that in ail

sixty thalers {£,^) forms, in the estimation of the

German people, a good payment for this class of

work. The master can lay on a fine for any misde-

meanour according to his own judgment, but it must go
into the " Gesindekasse " (servants' bank) for the benefit

,

of the whole of them. A servant can give notice to
j

Essex, send to London in the season more meat than
all the other parts of England put together (?). and
that is the best proof that grass is not required to
make meat ; in fact, it is well known that in this

district the most meat is made on farms that have but
little grass. Those who have tried meat making on
poor grass land know it to be a failure, while if broken
up and grown with Mangels and corn, the result is of a
very different kind. I sometimes think that there is a
class of farmers who are afraid to grow really large green
crops, for fear of exposing their poverty. We know that
a crop of 20 acres of Mangel will, if properly treated,

produce an enormous quantity of food, and would require
a large outlay for stock to consume them, and I must
think that want of capital is the main cause of so many
inferior root crops. Nothing is easier to grow ; still a
large number of farmers have most miserable root crops,

even with meat at u. per lb. Can you account for the
vast difference between pork and mutton? I have just

sold 200 splendid pigs at a httle over dd. per lb. If this

is to continue I shall increase my sheep stock, and reduce
the pigs, although they are great friends of mine. 1

usually fat 10 score of crones, but 1 have this year got a
flock, and shall breed pork and feed part, as I intend to

try how much stock my land will really carry. I believe

that breeding and feeding will pay best, and may be done
without grass. It appears to me you cannot make too
much meat, and the more fneat the more corn. I have
threshed 15 acres of Wheat—5 acres of the white Wheat
I had of you last season, and 10 acres of Hallett's Pedi-
gree Red, much improved in quality since I had it. The
produce is 145 sacks, sold at 30J. 6d. per sack, and I

have the rakings to thresh. I have sold the straw from
this Wheat for ;^5o, and I believe my other Wheat will

be quite as good. This is a good year for lands hke
mine, fairly dry and highly farmed, and I am come to the
conclusion that a district like this is almost independent
of seasons if well farmed. I have had 25 years' trial,

surely enough to give an opinion. We were highly
favoured in the weather here up to harvest—forcing
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growing weather, and then dry, so that I got my harvest

up in 17 days without a break in the weather."

(2) Mr. Mechi's reply :—
" I quite agree with you that if the people of this

country are to be well and cheaply fed with home-grown

bread and meat, it must be by highly farmed arable land,

and not by pasture, of which we have far too much, say

22,000,000 of acres, or one-half of the farmed land of the

kingdom. Poor pastures are the curse of our country,

producing a minimum of food and employing a minimum

of labour and capital. I also agree with you that our

general acreable capit,il is not one-half what it ought to

be, and what it will be in times to come. But what a

levelling and remapping of our countrymust take place—

what a tumbhng down and disappearance of queer old

crooked fences and worthless trees and pollards, and use-

less open ditches. With wheeled iron hurdles for our

flocks and covered yards for our herds, fences will become

an affairof other days when the roaming-at-large principle

prevailed. I have great hope that the good time is commg,

for both landowners and tenants are gradually emergmg
and emancipating themselves from old customs and prac-

tices unsuited to this steam age of wealth and progress.

The wet blankets (including non-drainage) that envelope

British agriculture will be gradually removed, and both

landowners and tenants will fall into a system of liberal

covenants and agreements mutually advantageous and

pleasing. Heavy crops and a little wire fencing occa-

sionally will gratify the landowner, keep down rents, and

supply our markets with game. Surely it will pay to pro-

tect our young growing crops near covert with wire

netting, if we hire our farms cheaper by some los. per

acre, winged game are certainly more farmers' friends

than foes.

"Fair play is a jewel. I have seen great crops and

plenty of game concurrently, and a happy intercourse

between landlord and tenant. 1 repeat what I have

always said, that if this country generally produced as

much bread and meat per acre as this farm, your farm, and

others I could name, our home produce would be more

than doubled ; but this will only be done under a system

of leases and valuations for tenants' unexhausted improve-

ments, and by landowners putting their farms into a con-

dition suitable for tenants possessed of capital and

intelligence."

"The great increase in the number of pigs (see statisti-

cal returns) may partly account for the low price. I have

found, pr.aclically, that the demand for pork, as compared

with beef and mutton, is a limited one, and not unfre-

quently over supplied. Pigs are so easily and quickly

multiplied as comp.ared with sheep or cattle, that the

variation in prices of lean ones is often extreme. We
ought to breed and fatten our farm animals as a safe

practice.
" You are fortunate in having friable land in such a wet

season as this year's. On my stiff clays there will be this

year a great deficiency of Wheat, both in quantity and

quality. 1 estimate the money deficiency in my Wheat
crop at i^3So less than my average of the last seven years,

or £s per acre on 70 acres. My stackyard was never

more amply filled with straw, but hailstorms, excess of

wet, and spearing of the grain, caused this loss. Many
of my neighbours have suffered even greater loss.

" A great many of our labourers from this district have

gone to Newcastle and its neighbourhood, an agent pro-

viding them with railway passes. They find employment
in various occupations at from 2or. to 30J. per week.

The reports received from them vary, but on the whole

encourage others to go, especially single men, or married

men without a family. They have not forgotten that last

winter a great many had to depend upon the union-house

or parish relief, when in Essex.

"Wages here are t2j. and beer, is., or 13.?. 6d., and
It. beer for ploughmen. The custom in this county is

weekly engagements.
"Our stiff clays are in an uncomfortably wet state,

although drained, but we hope for a change, so as to get

off our Mangel and put in Wheat."

THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER.
[AVe make the f.iIlowing short extracts from after-dinner speeches

at agricultural meetings during tlic present month,]

At Ahergai'cnuy, Captain Hill, the chairman, had for

25 years been a very large employer of labour, he had got

on very well with his men. They must remember that it

was wrilten in the best of all books that "the labourer is

worthy of his hire." They could not expect men to work
for what they were paid 25 years ago. Let them meet
the question sensibly and wisely—a principle which he had
adopted in his own works—and they would find that 6(/.

given was better than i.r. demanded. The time was
coming when labour and capital must shake hands—in

other words, that workmen would in some way participate

in the profit of employers. He, therefore, begged of the

old yeomen of England to try to make their labourers what
they should be. Let them not be too liard on the labourers,

or they would certainly lose them ; and if they lost them,
what would become of agriculture ? There were lots of

places open to labourers where they could get betterwages
than farmers could afford to give them ; and there were
agitators going abroad ready to inslil into the minds of
agricultural labourers the conviction that they were treated
unfairly, when perhaps it might be that they were fairly

dealt with. In the first place, let the labourer have a
thoroughly good cottage to live in, and a downright good
plot of garden to cultivate ; and let him also have his pig
to feed. If those things were done, the agricultural
labourers would hold to their employers ; if they were not
done, the labourers would not be likely to hold to them.
In making these remarks he would ask the employers of
farm labour to kindly think over them.

Al Granlluiin, Mr. Wiley, M.P., thought, in dealing
with the subject of agricultur.al Unions, they had three
things to bear in mind. First, that the labourers had a

perfect right to combine and refuse to work except on

certain conditions, so long as they did not make them-

selves or their families a burden to the rates, and did not

intimidate or interfere with any one who might be willing

to do the work in their place. Secondly, that in addition

to the vague promises of benefits which were held out to

imperfectly educated men (as the labourers were) by the

Unions, they had this distinctly in their favour—they had

called public attention to a great deal of undoubted hard-

ships suffered by the labourers in many counties, and even

in this district they had materially accelerated the rise in

wages, which must have come, though probably some

months later, in the natural course of events. And,

thirdly, he thought they must bear in mind that the agri-

cultural unions departed from the usual practice of Trades'

Unions, and had not, so far as he had been able to ascer-

tain, entered upon any organised system of strikes. This

last fact showed that any attempt to put the unions down

was unnecessary. The first two reasons he had adduced he

thought would prove such a course to be unwise, because

employers would at once put themselves in the wrong, if

they sought to punish men who had a strict legal right to

act as they had done ; and secondly, they would un-

doubtedly invest the Unions with an undue degree of

importance, and lead the men to think that there was

some hidden benefit in them, which they had not dis-

covered for themselves, but of which they (the farmers)

were afraid. Now, he ventured to think that it was quite

possible to do the work as effectually in another way. It

was his firm conviction that if they would continue to treat

the labourers in the same kindly spirit in which they had

always been accustomed to treat them, and at the same

time take pains, each of them, to converse quietly with

their own men, and show them how essentially antago-

nistic to their true interests the unions really were, the

work might be done without any stringent measures at all.

A! Epsom, Mr. GEORGE Cubitt said we had to deal

with a general rise in prices, and first, it met them in the

price of labour. He did not believe that in the county of

Surrey they would experience the difliculties whicli had

arisen in a great many purely agricultural counties.

Living, as they did, within easy reach of London, wages

had been much higher than in other districts, and the

labourers had not been obliged to limit their children to

rural pursuits. If any of them had proved to hfive extra

abilities, or were unfit for farm work, they had had oppor-

tunities of employing them in other ways, and of getting

very much higher wages. Therefore, he did not think

they in Surrey would have to cope with the difficulty of

the agricultur.al labourer question. He wished to say one

word on the cottagers. Unfortunately, in many villages

a number of cottages were held by people of small means,

who were obhged to exact the greatest rents they could in

order to five by them, and it was rather in the cottages

held in that way than in those on the large estates that

improvement was required.

Mr. Stanley Leighton said the labourers' question

should be taken up by the agriculturists and labourers

themselves ; and should be settled not by mere expediency

but by the principles of right. It would have to be ad-

justed by mutual forbearance, each one giving up some-

thing. Any changes that were brought .about should be

gradual if they were to be effectual. It must take a great

variety of forms to suit a great variety of cases. He
thouglit it would be unwise to oppose the movement ; but

they should all assist in directing it aright. They should

not be afraid of the independence of the labourer, so that

it became an intelligent independence. He loved inde-

pendence himself, and he felt it his duty to respect and

encourage independence in the labourer. He believed

that all loyaUy and true subordination sprung from it, and

would make them all really independent.

Al Feiiitiiii, near Honilon, Sir S. NORTHCOTE said

some people considered that all these matters ought to

be settled upon a commercial footing, and that landlords

ought to deal with their tenants simply upon the principle

of pounds, shillings, and pence. Employers ought also

to deal with their labourers upon precisely the same prin-

ciple, and everything between them reduced to a money
standard. .A man should have the precise amount of his

wages in money ; no advantage should be given to him

in the way of extras, or in being supplied with the neces-

saries of life at lower prices, or in having cottages at low

rents, or allotment grounds, or anything of that sort.

Everything should be given to him in money, and he should

be left to provide for himself. In the same way, the

landlord should have nothing to do except to receive his

rent from his tenant, who ought to pay a fair rent

and hjive complete command over the land upon

which he exercised his skill and his industry. On the

other hand, there were numberless persons who said that

the landlord ought to take an interest in the welfare of

his people ; that he ought to improve his cottages and

the condition and welfare of his labourers, and that the

employer ought, in the same way, to endeavour, not only

to get the most work out of the men, but to improve their

condition and enable them to Uve like Christians and like

hum.an beings, and not to herd together in cottages

where they would be crowded beyond what was com-

patible with decency and morality. Those opinions

were urged very vehemently, and sometimes people

used the two sets of opinions at one and the

same time. His own opinion was that they had better

not be in a hurry to attempt any great revolution or

change in a system which had prev.ailed for so many years.

Instead of attempting .my great radical change, he recom-

mended that an endeavour be made to improve as far

as possible the relations which already existed. There was

no doubt that there was a commercial element in all those

transactions. No one could question that the relations

between the employer and the labourer were fairly com-

mercial relations. 'The labourer w.as not in the position

of a serf or slave, bound to this or to that man. He was

free to give his labour where he could get the best return

for it. If he found he was not getting remunerative em-
ployment in one pl.ace, he had a right to go and get more

I remunerative employment elsewhere. On the other hand,

the tenant-farmer was not to be called upon to give higher

wages than the man w.as worth, for the simple reason that

he could not give more than a certain amount to enable

him to conduct his business properly. A gentleman the

other daywas asked to increase the wages of the labourers

who worked in his garden. He agreed, but gave orders

that one or two of the men should be discharged, in order

that the money expended in wages should not exceed the

amount previously given. The farmer was in a similar

position. If his men wanted an increase in their wages
he could not employ so many men, or he could not occupy

so much land. They must remember that the farmer had
to make his living out of the land. Then came the ques-

tion whether really anything more could be got out of the

labourer. He believed that underpaid wages were bad in

principle, because the labourer would not be strong

enough to do the work expected of him. But if they

raised his wages, gave him better food and a better

cottage, and treated him better, they would get more
work out of him, just as they would get more work out of

a horse which was well fed and cared for. He believed

that education was advancing, and that labourers were

becoming more respectable and better informed, and he

was of opinion that it would be found to the interest of

all parties that they should be better paid. If all

classes pulled together heartily and endeavoured to do
their duty in their respective stations- -and did not cry

out because a man was trying to raise himself as if he

was doing something wrong—they would do a great

deal towards improving the position of England, and
raising her higher than she now stood among the

nations.

Al Ckristchurch, Lord Malmesbeuy wrote, saying;

I must confess that until now I believed, and I still

believe, that no aggregate of classes possessing the same
elements of existence ever were so fraternally bound toge-

ther as the landowners, tenant-farmers, and labourers of

England, and that co-existent with this fact no country

has made and continues to make such progress in agri-

culture. If this be true, why endanger the present posi-

tion by such serious changes as we hear daily st.arted for

our mutual relations ? Whatever Parliament may do in

respect of the Land Laws, I trust that it will never meddle

with that freedom of contract which among such a shrewd

class as that to which you belong, can never, if you use

that shrewdness, betnay you into serious difficulties. You
will doubtless see that if the State interferes between

your agreements with your landlords it will also do so

between you and your labourers.

At Clapham (Bedford), Mr. James Howard, M.P.,

said : If there be a feature of the present time which

distinguishes it from the generations which have passed,

it is this—the greater interest felt by what are termed the

upper classes in the welfare and condition of the lower

and working-classes. I feel that it is a matter of rejoicing

to live in the time when the duties of property are so

generally recognised, and when all right-minded people

feel that whatever their station in life we are all members
of one common family, and that if one member of this

one great family suffers, all the members suffer with it. I

think one of the most cheering signs of the present times

is the rearing of village schools, because they point to a

happier future for the working classes. The time is fast

coming, if it has not already arrived, when the value of a

labourer will not be measured so mtich by the strength of

his arms as by his intelligence. You in this village know
that you no longer hear the sound of the flail in the bam,

and instead of a man bein,g put to such monotonous

employment, his intelligence is used in superintending a

complicated steam-threshing machine. The strength of

the labourer's arms is no longer required to wield the

scythe or the sickle, but he now guides the reaping and

mowing machine. 1 believe the time will come when all

the laborious toil which has for so long taxed the powers

of the labourer, and reduced him to something like a

beast of burden, will be performed by machinery, and in-

telligence more than mere strength of arm will be the guide

as to the rate of wages to be paid. In illustration of the

value of intelligence to theemployer, I will mention asimple

incident which occurred in this parish only last week.

I was walking by the side of a huge steam-cultivator

intended for the cultivation of a sugar estate in the

Southern States of America, and one of the wheels nearly

came off. Three or four labouring men at once tried to

put it on again, but another man, possessed of more

intelligence, told them to stand aside, saying, " 1 will

make the engine do it," and placing a lever in the right

place, the wheel was replaced in an instant. I mention

this to show that when men possess more intelligence

they will gain a higher rate of wages. You will remember

many of you that great war which took place between

France and Prussia a year or two .ago. Some of the

wisest people of Europe think that if the French had had

as much mtelli.gence and education as the Germans,

instead of being beaten in that war, the Germans would

have been defeated. You may rely upon it that if the

men of Bromham or Oakley of the future are better edu-

cated than the Clapham men, they will command the

best places. Some years ago one of my workmen took

his son away from school, when only nine or ten years of

age, and when I remonstrated with him, he said, "I have

done very well without schooling, and my boy must take

the same chance as I have done." I said, in reply,

"William, that only shows how little you know of the

value of education, for had you had the schooling you

seem to despise, you would have been my foreman years

ago." This opened his eyes, and he sent his boy to

school the very next week.

Al irn;ham. Sir MiniAEL HrcKS Beacti, M.P.,

thought that if the Unions which had been formed so

largely throughout England were re.ally to carry out their

principles, they would see a very sad day for all who were

interested in agriculture. And among those who were

interested he did not only speak of the farmer
;
he spoke

also of the landlord and the labourer. Surely it would

be a bad day for the labourer when everything was
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judged bv a mere money standard, when it became a

mere fight between stron.^est and weakest, when their

freedom of action was taken from them, and when for

directions for whom they were to work, and for what

wages they were to receive, they Iiad to consult, not tliem-

selves, but the leaders of their Union. Then again, would

it be a good day for the farmers when they could not

depend for a single moment upon the men in their em-
ploy, and when, perhaps, at the busiest season of the

year, instnictions should come from the Union that they

were to cense work? Or, would it be good day for the

landlords when, in consequence of all this, they were
told by the farmers tliat they must either have the

farms at a reduced rent, or give them up altogether?

The objects of the Union he looked upon as tending

to a state of Socialism, as it was not only making
farmers pay the men for their work, but robbing men of

property which hitherto the State had secured to them.

It seemed to him that at the present time they should be
especially careful not to use rash or forcible measures to

put down these Unions, as when such measures were
employed they were apt to recoil upon those who em-
ployed them. He was certain of this, that, however bad
or mistiiken a cause might be, nothing was more likely to

make it prosper than making martyrs of those engaged in

it. Care must also be taken that too much was not made
of this matter. They might give these Unions confi-

dence by putting them too prominently forward, and by
making heroes, as it were, of men whose names or

actions would never have been known beyond the

street in which they lived. By talking too much of

the matter they might be doing the very thing they

were so anxious to avoid, and by attaching importance to

the words of tliese men might be bringing about the very

things which they desired. He agreed with the Bishop
that the labourers should have better cottage accom-
modation and allotments, and that the wages should
he paid entirely in money instead of drink. On the
latter point he thought it would be hard to find an em-
ployer who would not rather give his servant all he earned
in cash than part in money and part in drink, and that the

real difticuity was to get the labourer to agree to it. As to

the providing of good cottages and the extension of the
allotment system, he said that must be looked upon rather

as a matter of charity than as a matter of business. It was
impossible to build good cottages and let them at such rents
as the agricultural labourer could afford to pay ; and it

did not pay the landlord to break up Iiis fields into allot-

ments and let them at the same rate to the labourer as he
wouUl get from the farmer. But, he said, the allotment
system did not always present the rosy picture which
some presented of it. The ignorant, careless, or idle who
had allotments, too frequently allowed only a growth of
weeds, and, therefore, they should not always give an
allotment of ground because a man asked for it. Then,
if cottages were improved, the benefit should be derived
by the occupier, instead of a room being used as a Potato
store, or lodgers being taken in and the family huddled
together. In dealing with the difficulty, he urged that

they should avoid harsh and forcible measures, and that

good feeling should be maintained between landlord,

tenant, and labourer, the latter being taught that they
were not mere machines, but men. With this he had no
fear for the future of England in agriculture.

At IVoodbmy (Devon), Sir Lawrence Palk, M.P.,
said the labourer was the great hero of the day. Some
proposed a division of landed property, others the
abolition of the Game Laws, others emigration. The
fact of the matter was that the position and wages of the
agricultural labourer was commanded by the universal

law of supply and demand. He had pointed out on
various occasions the absolute necessity of something
being done for the agricultural labourer to induce him to

remain on the estate where he was bom. Although he
was a good deal laughed at last year for suggesting that
it was a good thing to give the labourer a cow, a lease,

and an allotment, he was still of opinion that inducements
must be given to the agricultural labourer, in giving him
better cottages, the quantity of land which he was able to
farm, and, if possible, to encourage labourers, as they
were encouraged in the northern districts of the country,
to add to their means by the possession and care of a
cow. As compared with the labourers of any other
country, the farm labourers of England were in a very
superior condition. They received, for the most part,

very much higher wages, were freed from almost all

taxation, and education was provided for them. He
had known many labourers who had been induced by
the high rate of wages to go to other parts of England,
and even to emigrate, and those who had succeeded
had been the exception, whilst those who had failed

had been the rule. It was extremely desirable that the
farmers of this country should not be disheartened by
the use that labourers had made of combination, but
that they should continue to the labourers those numerous
good offices and that kind care which had always been
the custom, and which, until evil minded men and
agitators stepped in between the farmer and his labourer,
had exercised a beneficial result on both.

Al Liidlcno, Colonel Corbett said : He was sure they
would all join with him in wishing prosperity and comfort
to the labourers, that they should have such wages as
they could live on comfortably, and cottages in which
they could bring up their families in decency and comfort.
He hoped the latter of these requirements was in the way
of being supplied. He was told the other day by the
tenant of a neighbouring property which had lately
changed hands that the agent asked the owner how much
money he was to lay out on the property in a year, and
that the answer was, "As much as is wanted." The
agent said, " The cottages are in a bad state." "Then
build new ones, if wanted." was the reply. Now he
{Colonel Corbett) wished that every landowner was in
a position to do that. There was another question which
he would endeavour to treat fairly and with justice—

a

question so nice that it required to be delicately handled
—he meant the question of wages and allowances. There

were those who said there should be no such a thing as

allowances, Init that the labourer should be paid his

wages in hard cash. That would simplify the question

very much, but he doubted whether it would have the

effect of benefiting the condition of the labourer in nine

cases out of ten. These allowances had grown up, not

as a matter of truck, but as one of convenience to the re-

cipients. It was a very different thing to the case where
a large number of men were working in a manufactory
and were obliged, whether they liked it or not, to take
their goods from the shop belonging to the establishment.

The allowances to agricultural labourers had been given

on a different principle. It had been a convenience to

the labourers that beer, milk, and other things should be
given them instead of money ; and it was a question
whether if &d. were given it would purchase the things

which the labourer received instead of that money.
That was a very different thing to truck. If a labourer

said, "I will have cash," then he thought the master
should pg,y him in cash, and let him spend the
money where he liked. But if a man said he wanted
more wages, he believed the result would generally be
that man would prefer going on as they had done.
One thing he hoped we should not see in this

country. However much farmers may be disposed
to yield on the point of wages, he did not see

how they could yield as to short hours. Fields were
not lighted up with gas, and therefore could not be
\\orked for twenty-four hours. If a man were only to work
so many hours a week, he must equalise it, not week by
week, but by taking the whole 3'ear throughout. If he
worked longer hours in the harvest, for which he gene-
rally got something extra, then he must have shorter

hours in the winter. Taking the whole year, he did not

think agricultural labourers worked longer than other
classes. It was very different to the case of people going
with their candles into a pit, or where people had gas m
a factory. When a labourer began at seven and left off

at five o'clock, with an hour at dinner, it could not be
said that that was a day's work. They must take one
part of the year against another. There were many men
who in w'et weather could not begin work until a quarter

of the day had gone ; but farmers could set their men
something to do for the whole of the day. He felt it his

bounden duty to put an important question fairly on each
side, so that labourers, if they chose to pay any attention

to what he had said, might learn both sides of it.

Mr. MiDDLETON, the vice-chairman, said there was one
thing which had cropped out, and that was the distinction

between valuable labour and labour that was much less

valuable. There were some men who were worth i5J'. a
\seek, while there were others who were not worth los.

In considering the question, therefore, they must look to

the value of the man. One might be an "all-round"
man, who could do everything. Another might have
half-a-dozen children, a third only two children, and a
fourth no children ; and it might be that he who had no
children was the best man of the lot. He said, therefore,

that they must not look at the number of children which
a labourer might have, but act on the principle of giving
full value for the services rendered.

Jffme
Landlord and Tenant.—In these days of new

schemes on all sorts of subjects, will you allow a
"Reader and Observer" to ofter a few ideas on tlie

subject of agreements between landlords and tenants,

and their mutual rights, which have not, to my know-
ledge, been hitherto proposed. I consider a lease to be,

in fact, only a notice to quit at a specified date, many
years in the future, with covenants as to what is to be
mutually done in the meantime ; and that the dis-

satisfaction so frequently complained of about unex-
hausted outlay and the like is in great measure owing
to the want of knowing what was the state of the farm
at the time of the tenant's entrance ; and I think that

the power of reference to an authentic document would
go far to do away with this difficulty. My plan,

therefore, is— 1st, to make it legally compulsory with

respect to all holdings above a certain size, say, 50 acres,

that a valuation should be made of the extent of land,

its state, and the value of the crops and buildings upon
it, at every change of occupation. The valuers also

to make an estimate of the amount of improvement or

dilapidation that has taken place between the entrance

of the leaving tenant and his exit. The tenant would
then settle with only the landlord as to dilapidation or

improvement. The landlord would take back his

farm and all attached to it, and, as the case might be,

either occupy it himself or make a fresh agreement
with a new tenant (or the old one in that character),

who would take it as it is, having nothing whatever to

do with the former tenant. The particulars of the

valuation must be inserted in the written agreement
between the landlord and the incoming tenant, a copy
signed by both to be kept by each. The valuation

would thus be the foundation for an agreement with

the new tenant, having covenants entirely optional to

themselves. The expense of the valuation to be paid

by the landlord. Secondly, I propose instead of a

lease, that the term should be nominally from year to

year, but that a notice to quit by either party is to be
given a certain number of years, say five, before it is

to take effect. Thus both parties would feel safe in

having five years ahead, as long as no notice had been
given. By this plan I think all the real advantage of

a lease would be received by the tenant, as at the

moment of his entrance he would be sure of six years,

after which five years would give ample time for his

arrangements, and wliatever outlay might not be

covered in that time would come into the valuation at

the winding up. In some one of the numerous speeches

or papers read lately on the present state of agri-

cultural affairs, I met with the remark ** that farmers

were themselves to blame, if they paid too high a rent,

as they were ready to cut one another's throats, to

obtain farms." This remark implies a state of things

of great significance. Landlords are not the only

per.sons who arc overwhelmed with applications for

every possible position in which a young man with

some education can be employed. The spread of

education now taking place will inevitably increase the

number of young gentlemen in search of work. The
man who has a sufficient capital to live comfortably on
the interest he receives from the investments in which
it is placed will not generally care to undertake the

personal trouble required in farming, and those com-
paratively few wealthy men who do so, are apt to

monopolise a large acreage. The number of medium-
sized farms is not equal to the multitude of young men
qualified and desirous of obtaining them. No doubt
the young men without any capital are still more
numerous ; they all seek clerkships and the like

situations of more or less desirableness. No amount of

emigration can obviate this state of society ; it is the

necessary result of the present condition of the

civilised world. Therefore, young men possessed of

some money, suitable education, and personal energy,

are not to blame for endeavouring to turn these three

requisites into a channel agreeable to themselves. A
Reader and Observer.

The Double Plough in Competition with the
Single.—At the Llantarnam match, on the iSlh inst.,

the judges awarded the prize for the best work in the

field to a piece without a number. On giving in their

decision they were informed that this piece of work was
not in competition, having been done with a Howard's
double plough, which had been sent down to show the

public. S. S. J.

The Sevv^age Question.—In a recent letter of

Mr. Mechi's in the Times there is an assumption

which appears to me unsupported by facts, and a state-

ment apt to mislead the uninitiated, which I should be
glad to be allowed to point out in your columns.
" Firstly," he says, " we have passed safely through

the first stage of the sewage question, because we have
all agreed that it is right and advantageous to convey

our town sewage to the soil
;
" and, secondly, he

has "foimd the hose and jet system answer his pur-

pose." Now as not one-hundredth part of the avail-

able sewage of England is as yet applied to the soil,

but is partly treated in other ways, and mainly

allowed to run to waste—as engineers are every-

where planning, and active members of local boards

everywhere planning, it is difficult to see how the

first stage in its disposal can be said to be passed.

Last month, to see what was being done in other

ways, I visited Crossness, where exquisite mechanical

contrivances are being erected, at the cost of thousands

of pounds, to cany out the *' A B C" or "Native
Guano" process, by which the solids only will be sent

to the land, and the sewage to the river, and if this

succeeds, it, and not irrigation, will be *' the first stage

through which the sewage question has safely passed."

Crossing the river, I then visited and inspected the

equally extensive and expensive works of the " Phos-

phate Sewage Company "on Lodge Farm, Barking,

wliere a solid residuum is likewise to be formed for

manure, and the effluent water discharged with the

double and somewhat contradictory qualities of almost

unimpaired manurial value for irrigation, and fitful

purity for direct discharge into running streams. In
immediate proximity is the important West Ham dis-

trict, w'ith its 70,000 or So.ooo inhabitants, which is

about to inaugurate General Scott's system of convert-

ing sewage sediment into cement. Proceeding north-

wards, and still speaking from personal observation,

and not hearsay, I find the Aylesbury Board of Plealth,

with inviting opportunities for irrigation, adopting

Weare's system of screening the solids of sewage, and
allowing the liquid to flow to waste in the River

Thames. I could adduce many other cases to show
that, instead of "the application of sewage to the

soil " having passed its "first stage in safety "—as I join

Mr. Mechi in wishing it had—it is really receding into

the background before other processes. In many cases

physical difficulties are no doubt opposed to sewage

farms ; but the main causes of their slow deve-

lopment are local and personal opposition. They
are not popular in the eyes of any disinterested

parties whom they approach, and the Legislature does

not blindly sanction, nor the Rivers Pollution Commis-
sioners—who have great controlling power—readily

approve of them. Indeed, there is good reason to

believe that one at least of the commissioners is opposed
on principle to their establishment. If, however, as I

take it, sewage irrigation is not only a pecuniary policy,

but a sanitary necessity, the health and safety of the

many in towns must ultimately prevail over that of

annoyance only to a few in the country, and then

sewage farms will form an appendix to every sewered

town. Relative to the mode of application or disposal

of sewage when once it is got to the land, it is now
pretty generally agreed that flooding is the process

giving the best guarantee both for purification and

profit. If the hose and jet practice was right, it would
have been generally adopted long ago, instead of all
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but universally abandoned, as it now is. The last

time I saw it in operation at Tiptree Hall Farm was in

the presence of Mr. Telfer, of Canning Park, Ayrshire,

the most scientific and practical irrigator either England

or Scotland has ever had ; and his opinion may be

gathered from the remark he made to me, *'that is

good stuff Mr. Mechi is throwing up ; but I would not

give much for it when it comes down again." There

is a specific object in keeping back the solids of sewage

from the soil, but there can be none in dispelling the

ammonia in the air. On the contrary, all sewage or

liquid manure should be carried as direct as possible to

the roots of the plants to be nourished, so that the

least amount of the ammonia it contains may be

evolved or evaporated. Mr. Mechi, naturally sym-

pathising with Messrs. Brown's twin process at Bishop

Stortford to the hose and jet at Tiptree Hall, asks us

not to condemn the invention without a fair trial.

This would be a reasonable request if circumstances

permitted towns and other communities to suspend all

operations in the disposal of their sewage until every

scheme now on its trial had proved its merits, or the

reverse ; but as this would lead to a dangerous accumu-

lation of pestilence and penalties, there is no time to

wait for such a consummation. We must, therefore,

reason on the data we possess, and come to such con-

clusions as they justify, and these are decidedly un-

favourable to the application of sewage, or other liquid

manure, either through perforated pipes, or by the

hoieandjet. Thos. C. Scolt, Oct. 17, 1872.

Phospho-Guano as a Manure for Root Crops.

—I have tried, with the view of ascertaining their

relative value, several kinds of artificial manures for

root crops, but find none equal to the phospho-guano.

We have used it exclusively, without any other

manure, for a crop of Potatos, and find on getting the

Potatos up there is not only a better crop, but the

tubers themselves much freer from disease when the

above manure has been used than when we applied

only farmyard-manure, though the character of the

land itself varies but very little, being in both cases of

a stiff clayey nature. One of our neighbours, with

equal success, has also tried it two seasons for Turnips,

and he states that on that part of the crop to which he

applied the guano alone he had not only a better crop

as to size, but the Turnips have kept much better and
longer than when he applied farmyard-manure alone.

To my mind this appears a conclusive proof that the

character of the manure applied to any root crop has

some tendency either to increase or stay to a certain

extent, in those particular crops to which it is applied,

the disease to which these crops are liable ; the charac-

ter of the land being presumed, as near as possible, to

be the same. I should feel obliged by any of your

correspondents, however farming, giving their opinion

on this matter, as anything which will tend to throw
light on a subject which is of such great importance

not only to the agriculturist but the community at

large, cannot fail to be duly appreciated. A. W.
Godwin, Ashbourne.

On Greening Potatos for Seed.—It is just

possible that the enclosed Potato tuber may be of

interest in reference to the subject of greening as a

preservative from Potato disease, mentioned in the

agricultural leader of your last number. The speci-

men is from a number of Gloucestershire Kidneys dug
in the early part of the summer before they were quite

ripe, and laid aside for seed spread on the boarded
floor of a large airy loft, where they were exposed to

full light and frequently to bright sunshine. Nothing
was noticed as being amiss with the Potatos till about
three weeks ago, when I saw a few were diseased :

these were removed, and on examining them again on
Saturday, in reference to your article, I find them all

deeply greened, and very few diseased, but the disease is

certainly present. Of those completely decayed there

are only perhaps half a dozen in the whole mass, but

there are just enough in the state of the specimen
I send to catch the eye in glancing over them carefully,

possibly at a rough guess one such as I send in So
or 100. The Potato plants were considered not to be
touched by the disease before they were dug up by
most of those who saw them, but I did not feel at all

certain myself, though there was nothing suflficiently

marked in the state of the tops to prove it. £. A, B.

The Starling.—Like Mr. Tillery, I have never
known the starling to commit fruit depredations, nor
have I heard any such complaints made against it by
gardeners. One of two things I think must be certain,

that either a fabulous accusation has been set up, or
that it has been driven to the attack by destitution, but
the latter I think improbable. We have here a colony
of many thousands located in a shrubbery just outside
the garden, which has existed to my knowledge above
twenty years, and never once have I experienced the
least interference, so I cannot help thinking that it

is a piece of pure injustice to criminate this harmless
creature upon such limited evidence. I wish I could
say as much in favour of the blackbird ; it is an arrant
thief, pilfering from peep of day till evening, yet
there are people singing sympathetic songs in its behalf
who know nothing of the trouble and anxiety it gives.
Alexander Cra?Hb, Tortworth.

I have plenty of starlings about the gardens
here, and I never saw them touch a fruit of any kind.
I have seen in the Cherry trees the carrion crow, the

magpie, the woodpigeon, jay, and missel-thrush, the

singing thrush, the blackbird, and several small birds,

and the squirrel, all at one time feeding on the Cher-

ries, the starlings on the grass close by, but never saw
them touch a Cherry. Of all the birds that inhabit

the woods, blackbirds are the most destructive to the

garden ; no fruit comes amiss to them, and they won't

say nay ; they will be through the nets if possible. I

think Mr. Tillery said they don't eat Strawberries.

Why, if not netted, they would eat all. The thrush is

not so bad ; she would rather have a snail. I don't

believe in the duck theory of eating slugs. I have
tried them often, but never got them to eat one. They
are fond of worms, and some people think they are

eating slugs. Brewers' grains is a useful decoy for

slugs. I lay small heaps about the borders, and

gather up scores in the morning. The ducks will eat

the grains, but never touch a slug ; and I think it is

doubtful if any birds eat the small black and white

slugs that prey on all the Cabbage and Lettuce tribe.

G, McBey, Lincoln.

It may interest your correspondent, Mr. Tillery,

to know that two of the men here have had large crops

of Grapes against their cottage, and this year,"^ as well

as last year, they have been devoured by starlings,

not being in possession of fruit nets for protection.

One of the men says he tried every means—by stretching

twine, hanging strips of calico—to frighten them ; but

of no avail, they are so cunning and so bold. They have

never been known to behave in this way before. As
a proof of the great sagacity of the starling, I would

mention an occurrence that came under my observation

during the past breeding season here, at the seat of Sir

H. Oglanders, Bart., Parnham House, Beaminster :

At the extreme point of one gable end of this mansion

are two louvre-board ventilators, each having five

louvres or shutters hung at the upper ends, so as to

lap over each other, and they are at all times perfectly

closed ; here was the nestle haunt of two or three pairs

of starlings, making their ingress and egress whenever

they thought proper by raising the shutter towards them

with claw and beak, and their egress by pushing the

shutter forward ; while feeding their young, the

shutters were going from morning till night. Having
occasion to pass that way many times during the day,

I noticed one fine morning that one of the shutters was

open and stationary. Suddenly out emerged several

young birds, and what I considered the parent bird

followed immediately after, and the shutter then closed.

Now, I could not see the parent birds holding the

shutter during egress, but I am pretty well sure they

must have done so. I watched for a repetition of this

quaint little bit with the next brood, but they escaped

unobserved. J. Mullins, Gardener, Parnham House,

Beaminster, Dorset, Oct. 21.

House Drainage : Underground Irrigation.

—

Mr. W. Edwards, of iS, King Street, Cheapside, has

described to Mr. Mechi his method of dealing with

house drainage. In the following letter he refers to

Mr. Wilkinson's plan, formerly discussed in these

columns, as having no affinity whatever with his, which

he thus describes :

—

" I will try to desciibe it to you, but am a bad hand at

diagrams. Plan i, which represents a cesspool about

70 yards from the closet seat, shows closet, from which

all passes down a slight fall, about 200 feet, into a cess-

pool nearly coffin-shaped, and quite water-tight, with six

or seven outlets near the top, through which the contents

pass, when diluted, along a series of rows of common
2-inch drainpipes, about 9 inches below the surface,

nourishing the roots of plants growing above. This

nourishment is too abundant for such roots as I have yet

tried, but this next year I shall try Strawberries ; I cannot

well try vegetables, as the apparatus is in the ornamental

part of the garden. I never have any smell or overflow,

or any trouble. I should tell you that the coffin shape is

an improvement upon the old well-shaped cesspool, inas-

much as there is much less generation of gas. (I do not

allow the soapsuds or scullery drainage to mix with it,

that is disposed of in another way.) Another thing to be

noted is that the solids become diluted, so that when the

cesspool was opened after six years' use, not more than

12 inches of solid remained. A ventilating pipe or shaft is

fixed at the junction with the closet pan. William
Edwards."

Land Reclamation.—Let me call your attention to

the awards by the Richmondshire judges of the hand-

some cups offered in that district by the Rev. Dixon
Brown, of Unthank Hall, and J. G. F. Hope Wallace,

Esq., Keatherstone Castle, for the greatest improve-

ment, by a proprietor or tenant, in unreclaimed

mountain land or hill pasture, made within the ten pre-

ceding years, and in extent not less than 6 acres in one

piece or plot. There were nine entries. The following

is part of t^e report and award of the judges, Mr. J.

Usher, Simonburn, and Mr. Clark, Featherstone :

—

"After examining the whole of the reclaimed land

entered for competition, and carefully considering the

schedules handed in by the competitors, the judges

awarded the ist prize to Mr. Thomas Little, Wach Cross,

Carlisle, and the 2d to Mr. Simon Elliott, Knarr Farm,
Knarsdale. The land reclaimed by Mr. Little is an allot-

ment, 20 acres in extent, belonging to the Far House
Farm, Knarsdale, and is at an elevation of about 1000

feel, with an exposure sloping to the north-west. The
soil is peaty hazel, with a clayey subsoil of good quality,

resting on limestone and freestone. Previous to its im-
provement the land was very wet, chiefly producing

Heather, Wire-bent, and Rushes, and its probable value
was from is. 6d. to 5^. 6d. per acre. The chief obstacles
opposed to its improvement were bad roads and inacces-

sibility. The operations of reclamation were commenced
in November, 1862, and were as follows :—Enclosing with
stone walls ; second, draining 4 feet deep and 9 yards
ipart ; third, liming in the proportion of 120 Carlisle

bush, of lime to the acre, and in the spring of this year a
portion of it was well salted, to requicken the lime. The
mode of reclamation might thus shortly be stated as drain-
ing and liming, and from these operations a close set

sward of natural grasses has been produced. The whole
cost, without fencing, has been j^g 5^. per acre, which
has been laid out in the following manner :—Draining,

^5 $s., liming, ^^4. After draining the Hme was spread
on the surface, without burning the Heather where the

land was hard and heathery. The lime was laid in heaps
on the land, and allowed to slack before being applied, it

then being more effectual in destroying the Heather and
tendering the soil for the production of grasses, but
where soft and grassy it was spread at once. Mr. Simon
Elliott's allotment is about 12 acres in extent, and lies at

an elevation of about 950 feet, with a sloping southern
exposure. It is black topped soil, with a clay subsoil no
freestone rock. Before reclamation its natural products
werte Heather, Bent, and Rushes, and it was very wet. The
rent paid for it was 55. per acre. The operations were com-
menced in i856, and were similar to Mr. Little's, but were
carried out at rather less expense, the drains being only

3 feet deep, which scarcely seemed so effective as the

4 feet drains. Owing to the reclamation being jointly

carried out by the landlord and tenant, the expenditure

could not be given accurately, but was somewhere about
£Z per acre. This plot is in pasture, and has a fair sward
which is rapidly improving. The judges highly commended
Mr. T . Bywell's, Burnstones, whose allotment has been
drained, for the portion he has reclaimed by soiling and
liming, and had there been 6 acres completed in this

manner in one place, or plot, they certainly would have

awarded him a prize. The soil and climate in this district

seem so peculiarly favourable to the production of pasture

that the judges found white Clover and succulent natural

grasses springing up spontaneously wherever the land had
been drained and limed. They are, therefore, of the

opinion, that a great portion of the mountain land in

this district might be successfully and permanently re-

claimed by judicious draining and liming, with every

prospect of a fair return for the outlay. The judges

saw no land that had been reclaimed by ploughing,

liming, cropping, and sowing down, forming a good
pasture ; the artificial grasses were rapidly dying out,

and Daisies and Mosses were taking their place."

The allotments to the east and south of the 1st

prize allotment are still unreclaimed, and judging by
these Mr. Little had not undervalued his before recla-

mation. The pasture, so late as a fortnight ago, was
most luxuriant, and the condition of the cattle grazing

on it testified to the nutrient nature of the grass.

Compared with some land only a short distance from

it, lately valued by a first-class valuer, it may fairly be

set down as worth 30J. an acre. Mr. Little does not

approve of destroying the Heather all at once, but to

dwarf it by management until it dies out, so that the

land may get into condition to carry good grasses.

The Heath plants shelter the grass, and are of great

advantage to its growth. He also advocates a liberal

application of lime. Mr. Elliott's allotment, judging

from the adjoining unreclaimed allotments, has been

too high rented at Ss. The half of this is like it. Its

value maybe about 20s. or 22s. Lying to the sun it

will eventually be equal, if not superior, to Little's.

Several allotments have been drained and limed, but

not sufficient length of time to convert them into good

pasture. If the circumstances, practice, and results

were carefully noted, and the subject ventilated through

your columns, it would be an advantage to those con-

templating reclamation. How often do farmers com-

mence reclamation by just referring to the plans and

operations of others, without weighing whether the

principles are at all applicable to their own case. J, C.

The Potato Disease.—The leader signed "F."
contains a re-hash of old nostrums, culminating in one

so emphatically *' green " that no one would place any

confidence in it out of Suffolk, viz. , that the only way to

get healthy seed [or rather one way to get vigorous

seed] is to thoroughly green the seed tubers, and that

these will reproduce healthy crops. Is the writer

unaware that hundreds of growers have tried this

supposed remedy, with but the smallest modicum

of success, and that now its resuscitation offers

about as little new hope as any other nostrum ?

I do assert that for all the years I have been a

Potato cultivator no one could possibly display more

care in the harvesting, storing, hardening, and proper

sprouting of the seed than I have done, and last

spring I planted seed of 100 kinds, that for general

healthiness and fitness could not be excelled, and yet

certain of these sorts prove ultimately to be as badly

diseased as any, however carelessly grown. Formerly,

I used to expose all my seed on the surface of the

ground before storing; but on one occasion, when it

had been lying out for a fortnight or longer, and had

become hard green, a few days of wet set in, and wlien

I afterwards took them up for storing, I found that

two-tiiirds were so diseased as to be useless ; so from

that time forth I have never allowed seed tubers to be

hardened in the open air, but at all times only under

cover in dry places, and exposed to as much light and

air as possible. It is not a fact that greentd tubers are

generally disease-proof, and any one who may adopt

Mr. Fish's proposal (see p. 1390) to grow a seed
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crop on the surface of the soil, that is, practically

unearthed, will do so to their cost. Long expe-

rience has shown that in all cases of disease the

tubers nearest the surface, or most exposed to the

action of the atmosphere, are most diseased ; whilst

it has been over and over again so incontestably

shown that the greater the amount of soil laid over

the growing tubers, the greater the immunity from

disease. I complain that it is unfair to take up a certain

seed list and tick therein a list of kinds, and then com-
mend these sorts with the authority of the Agricultural

Gazdte as being probably disease-proof, when no good
sort enjoys special immunity. It may, however, be

accepted as a rule that the most inferior kinds are

usually the least hit. Alex. Dcan^ Bedfont. [Early

sorts are unquestionably safer than any other. There
is a period when the disease is most active and destruc-

tive—and a crop grown before that period is ready for

market in a sound condition. The Agricidiitral Gazette

did perfectly right to name certain sorts as safer on this

account than others.]

Socictbs.
HEREFORDSHIRE.

The Land Laws.—At last week's meeting of this

society—which was unusually good in the classes of

Hereford cattle, the prizes offered for Shorthorns fail-

ing, however, to attract exhibitors—Mr. Wren Hos-
kyns, M.P., spoke as follows on agricultural affairs:—

Mr. HosKYNS said : Local taxation was a question

of the utmost possible importance to this country,

because—as those who remembered the old Com Laws
would be able to bear him out—it was quite possible

for the rates to eat up the country—that was, to wound
it so seriously as in a measure to throw on the elee-

mosynary contributions of the rest of the community a

considerable proportion of the population who would
otherwise be good and productive members ; and in

some instances this had already been the case. He
might, therefore, venture to say that it was not alto-

gether a party question ; but one which should receive

the utmost attention of both sides of the House. There
was another subject which came more closely home to

him than the other, because it had been the great expe-

rience of his life, and that subject was the labour
question which had been touched on that evening.

He had from a very early period some very strong

reasons for sympathising with the agricultural labourer.

He thought he might call himself an agricultural

labourer, for at a very early period of his life he became
the landlord of a very large estate, but with very bad
land, and not a single drain pipe upon it. For 25 years

he spent great pains to make it productive, and in the

end he was successful ; and he might say that the work
during that time made him acquainted with the expe-

riences of the farmer, the landlord, and the labourer.

In fact it had almost been the study of his life, and for

that reason he had taken a great interest in the question

of the labourer as it came before them in the last session

of Parliament. He might say that the question was not

one of the agricultural labourer only, but one of labour
generally as opposed to capital. It was a question of

so much interest that it seemed to have taken away the

interest that the session itself gave rise to. It had
extended to every trade and every industry, everything
had suddenly become dearer, and the labourers had
all been striking for higher wages. Whether the large

discoveries of gold and the consequent depreciation

in the value of money had anything to do with the

root of the movement he was not a sufficient

financier to say ; but he might venture to suggest,

that something like what occurred in the l6th century

might be going on now, and that there might be a
depreciation in the value of gold, which was showing
in the corresponding form of higher prices in every way
—in all the necessaries of life and in the products of
the earth. But that would not account for the feeling

which has suddenly evolved itself between capital and
labour in the ironworks and coal mines, and in fact, in

every department, and with the rest, to the astonish-

ment of all, amongst the agricultural labourers. He
said to the astonishment of everybody, because no one
supposed for a moment that it was possible for the

agricultural labourers to combine in this country, for

they were scattered all over the country in places

widely apart from each other. This was a subject in

which he hoped to see some changes—changes in the

customs and habits, and even the laws which governed
the land system of this country. What he maintained
was, that we had a system which gave to the owner of
the land an interest hardly sufficient to enable him to

do justice to to the occupier. The occupier asked him
for a lease in order that he might have security for the

investment of his capital, and a good return for the im-

provement he had made in the land. Now, by the

evidence given before Mr. Pusey's committee some time
ago, it was stated that it was not in the power of three-

fourths of the landowners of the country to give
to their tenants those rights which might possibly be-

come a claim after their deaths ; because a great part

of the property of those who were apparent owners
was a life tenure, and they were receiving merely the

rents on the land, so that with a very large propoVtion
they had not the power to give that facility of invest-

ment which occupiers of the land had a right to ask.

The occupier himself ivas in a somewhat analogous

position, because instead of having a long lease to

enable him to measure the extent to which he is to put

his investment into the land, he generally, in Eng-

land at least, held it from year to year. No one, for

a moment, could contend that that was sufficient in-

terest to enable any man to put into the soil that in-

vestment which would employ a large quantity of

labour. A large investment means the employment
of labour, because one could not invest a large sum
in putting money into the soil, without employing a

large quantity of labour. And, therefore, if there was
a defect in the power of the owner of the land, and the

occupier was the person on whom this defect must fall,

the labourer would feel the defect as well and would be

the first to benefit by its removal. Therefore, the agricul-

tural labourer was in that position which he had been

over and over again stated to be—that was, outside the

contract between the landlord and tenant—and there

was no reason why any one should reproach the

occupier for the condition of the labourer. The
occupier was a contractor with the landlord, to get the

greatest return in a short time. This contract was
literally only for one year. Then, again, the landlord

could not be very much complained of, because in the

majority of cases—if the evidence before Mr. Pusey's

committee was correct—he was not himself in a position

to give it. He had not money to build cottages, or to

put on the land that which was absent from many of

the farms—a proper place for the labourer to lay his

head. The horses on the farms have stalls, the cows
have their foldyards and pastures, the pigs must have
their stye—and they were in the habit of straying

where they pleased, and taking a pretty considerable

amount of freedom—but the labourer's home was often

some distance away from the farm, and it was by no
means unfrequent for the labourer to have to reside five

or six miles away from his work, thus causing him to

have to do a lot of hard work in travelling before

he begun, and after he had ended his work on the

farm. He believed that state of things could not con-

tinue. We had good farmers and landlords who would
be willing, if they were in such a position that they

could, to alter the existing state of things ; but the

fault did not rest with them. It was in the law itself.

And this would have to be amended before the

occupier or landlord would be in a position to lay out

a large capital on the soil. Such a state of things was
a disgrace to a country which was so wealthy as this,

where capital was almost in surfeit in almost every

other mode in which it could be applied. He was in

a position to state positively that in a great many cases

coming under his knowledge the greatest evils which
had happened had arisen from a defective application

of the capital to the soil. And the improvement of the

condition of the labourer must be undertaken, not by
making the farmer give more than the rate of labour he
agreed to give, but by removing the obstruction which
existed in the case of land, and which he did not think

existed in the application of capital to anything else in

the country.

Mr. F. BoDENHAM contended that Mr. Hoskyns
was in error in stating that three-fourths of the land-

lords could not give leases on their lands, because,

under the powers of the Settled Estates' Act, two-
thirds of them might give, at least, a 21 years' lease

under any circumstances.

Farmers' Clubs.
IXWORTH.

Sheep against Bullocks.—At the last meeting, Mr,
E. Greene, M.P,, the President of the Club, in the chair.

Mr. FISON read the following paper :

—

I wish to inculcate by practice my views respecting

the subject to be brought before our meetings. Short
papers are calculated, as a rule, to be most useful, as

they leave more time for discussion. I will, therefore,

briefly continue the subject of my former paper. Good
farming is not so dependent on grazing bullocks as is

supposed. Sheep may be successfully substituted on
lands thought to be unsuitable to them. For proof I

refer you to my results, and to the following quotation

from the Field of April 6 :
—" We are satisfied if the

grass on strong lands were properly cared for, ewes
might be wintered successfully. It might not be pru-

dent to keep them over the year. We have tried ewes
on very poor clay and had very good luck. A cross of
Cheviot and Leicester put to a Shropshire tup have
produced a double crop of lambs, i.e., two to each ewe,
and it is possible to get all off fat by August. The
ewes live on grass land apd get a small quantity of pulp,

chaff, and a little artifimlfood. We are satisfied that

much might be done in this direction, and that the

present state of grass lands on clays, undrained, unfed,

and overrun with weeds, is a disgrace to the intelligent

farmer. If it were fairly dry, treated with artificial

manure, good grasses would take the place of rushes,

and stock soon show the improvement of the pasture."

It is unnecessary for me to detain you by describing

how I maintain 20 score of half-bred Leceister ewes on
under 300 acres of land which requires draining.

Surely with the present deficiency of sheep, if my prac-

tice will bear comparison with your ledgers, my results

must be of some importance to my neighbours and
the public generally. I therefore place before you the

il
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bujnng and selling out and in other ways, that farmers

ought certainly to have two strings to their bow. On light

lands, where there was an opportunity of doing it, they

ought to make their farms self-supporting in all respects-^

by that he meant they should rear and bring up their

stock so that they have not any great outlay at any one
time. With regard to keeping bullocks, at one period of

his experience, during the cattle plague, he might have
said they lost him much more than they gained. But he

learned the lesson not to buy in big bullocks. He began
to buy and breed calves, and he thought he might say

the bullocks had paid well, because they had grown into

money at comparatively little expense. He could not

understand how straw was to be effectually made into

manure by sheep. This was a very important considera-

tion, because it cost no more to cart out and spread good
manure than it did ordinary. If Mr. Fison could make
such a return as he had stated with sheep, and make good
manure, he was fortunate, and his course of procedure

was one that ought to be well considered. He thought

they should know more about the expenses of Mr. Fison's

sheep at the outset. [He feared that the providing for and
attending to these sheep involved avast amount of labour,

much more so than a farm stocked with bullocks.

Mr. Fison said he questioned whether continually

pulping for bullocks did not take as much time as doing

it for sheep. He pulped continuously with horse-power,

excepting when the steamer was at work, and that of

course was used. In answer to cjuestions, Mr. Fison

added that his system entailed extra labour in the lambing
season. He said also that his sheep as a mle consumed
the whole of his barley-straw.

Mr. Gayford : The bullock would consume a great

part of that without its being cut at all.

Mr. Harrison said he should not advocate over-

stocking a farm either with beasts or sheep ; but he should

be inclined to have a fair proportion of each, rather than
to separate them, and only keep either sheep or bullocks.

Mr. Wells' land was much stronger than Mr. Fison's, and
Mr. Wells had expressed his opinion that he could grow
more without sheep (having bullocks) than he could with

them. There was no doubt but that that gentleman was
making a large return with beasts, and was getting a good
lot of manure. Twenty score sheep would amount to

about j^i30o or ^^1400, but he (Mr. Harrison) was of

opinion that a number of bullocks worth the amount
would make more and better manure than the sheep.

The PRESlDENTsaid the paperwhich hadbeen read intro-

duced to their notice a heavy-land farm of a certain size,

and the question raised was, was it more profitable to yard

a certain number of sheep treading the straw down into

manure during the winter, or whether it would be more
profitable to keep bullocks. Let them consider the

different items connected with these sheep. From what
he had been able to gather, the wool from the sheep
fetched ^^1044, and from this was to be deducted the cost

of the cake, ;,^ioo ; Peas, ji^8o ; ^85 for loss of ewes to

make up the flock.

Mr. Fison : That is not enough.
The President : You lost, I believe, about one to the

score. How many sheep do you draft as crones?
Mr. Fison : That is uncertain. This year we drafted

about 40.

The President : It would cost about ^^65 to replace

the flock. These figures made about £'^20, which, de-

ducted from the /"1044, left ^^724. Then there was the

difference of labour upon these sheep as compared with

bullocks.

Mr. Fison : The difference is very little.

The President : ^725 was the nett these sheep
realised, and, of course, bar the artificial food, they had
been supported from the farm. There was, however,

another point to consider, and that was the cost of the

sheep when off the farm during the summer months.
Mr. Fison : They cost me about ^60 a year.

The PRESlDENTsaid that left ^^664 to deal with, and
he asked Mr. Fison how many acres of pasture he had on
his 280 acre farm.

Mr. Fison : From 20 to 25 acres.

The Chairman said he believed farmers in grazing a
bullock were generally satisfied if the animal left his

manure profit. That being so, there was no money in a

direct form left to put into the bank. Then there were
the 25 acres of pasture—what would be the most profitable

to do with that ? Would they grow hay, or graze their

bullock or what would be done with it ? There was the

balance of ^,^664 to go against what the pastures and layers

would produce, and it would also be necessary to consider

whether, if bullocks were bought in, the corn crop would
be proportionately better. Alluding to the question of

breed, he said we had got such a breed of sheep as he never
before saw. When he rode about the country it annoyed
him to see them. He passed a lot the other day on the

way to Bury market, and he asked himself the question,
" Who on earth could have gone to the trouble to have
bred such wretches as these, which would eat as much as

the well-bred ones?" The majority of the sheep of the pre-

sent day were not half-breds—there was hardly a man who
had got a half-bred bred as it should be. The right

foundation for half-bred ewes was a Down ewe from
Hampshire Down ; but farmers now bred them out of the

black-faced Norfolk, and the ewe thus produced was
crossed with a half-bred tup. That might perhaps do the
first lime ; but from that they went on crossing, and then
what breed did they get? In his opinion a man who had
a half-bred flock, with the difficulty there was in getting
half-bred ewes, should keep a certain number of Hamp-
shire Down ewes, and take the ewe lambs from them to
make up his flock. But in breeding there might be a
great deal done with the wretches that were now to be
seen by the proper selection of the tup. He had as many
as four different kinds of ewes in his flock, and he bred
his lambs all right. He selected his ewes, and put
his tups in accordingly. If he had a light-faced
ewe, he secured the greyest-faced half-bred tup he could
find

;
but he found that the Oxford Down sheep had

got him a better-faced lamb out of a half-bred ewe
than any tup he ever got. If they persisted in
breeding sheep as they now did, the animals might sell

as lambs ; but he pitied the man who had got to graze

them. With reference to cattle, many farmers kept cows,

which they called Suffolks, but which were very little

bigger than a good-sized rabbit ; instead of keeping a good
Shorthorn, or of crossing the Suffolks with the Shorthorn.

He did not believe a Shorthorn cow was a greater con-
sumer than the Suffolk, but with a calf from a Shorthorn
there was something to graze, and something to sell, but
the wretched animals to be seen about were a disgrace to

the county and the people who kept them.
Mr. Fison said he and others bred animals to sell, and

they found that the lambs they bred sold the best, and
were said by the dealers and others to be just the kind
they required.

Mr. Gayford expressed himself in favour of good
Suffolk cows, and stated, as his opinion, that the Suffolks

altogether paid better than the Shorthorns.
Mr. Mansfield said it must not be understood that

jir664 was the nett profit of sheep of 280 acres of land.

There were deductions to be made. First, the lambs were
now much above the average price ; and secondly, a
great deal more money had to be spent for manual
and horse labour.

The President said the sum he had named was not of

course the nett profit, for from this had to be taken extra

expenses which farming in that particular way cost. At a

later stage of the proceedings, Mr. Greene said he did not

wish to say anything against good Suffolk cows, which
were valuable animals, but he intended his remarks to

apply to the necessity of attending to the proper breed of

the animals.

Votes of thanks to Mr. Fison and to the President

brought the meeting to a close.

Farm Memoranda.
Seafield, Strathspey. — The Right Hon. the

Earl of Seafield is proprietor of a territory in, and
adjacent to, the valley of the River Spey, extending to

about 30 square miles. It is embraced in the parishes

of Cromdale, Inverallan, and Advie, Abernethy and
Kincardine, Duthill, and Kirkmichael. On the estates

about a thousand tenants sit under his lordship. The
population on the property may be said to be entirely

dependent for their material comfort and prosperity

upon the conditions under which they hold their posses-

sions from the proprietor. In late years a great advance
has taken place in the enterprise and social comfort of

the population of that Highland region. Making due
allowance for the indirect influence of the intersection

of the country by lines of railway, which ultimately

benefit the proprietors perhaps more than the tenants of

the soil, we propose to inquire how far that prosperity

is due to the administration and development of the

resources of the territory by the proprietor. Within a
recent period the whole tenantry on the estates have
renewed their leases, and it is no exaggeration to say

that a commercial revolution has been effected in the

district, the benefits of which are now appearing in the

increased social comfort and independence of the com-
munity. The changes which, have been introduced for

the development of the Strathspey estates, and the con-

dition of the tenantry upon them, have also an
important bearing on the working of the imperial land

laws ; and the facts we communicate are certainly

worthy of attention in this connection.

The holdings of the thousand tenants on the estates

of Strathspey always fell out of lease on the same day,

and it was the custom for the whole of the tenants to

get their renewals on that day. There was certainly a

bargain between the landlord and tenant, but the con-

ditions drawn up, with a view to uniformity even in

detail, in the course of the lease became equivalent to

no conditions at all, and the tenants did, and were left

to do, very much as they pleased. The last leases of

19 years closed in the year 1S67, and as changes were

inevitable if the estates were to be either worth owning
or cultivating, the best means of effecting them were

the subject of much anxiety to the commissioner and
the factor for the Earl of Seafield, and, both previous

to and since 1S67, have constantly engaged attention.

Those best acquainted with the difficulties to be over-

come in the proceedings we shall narrate will, perhaps,

be readiest to acknowledge the credit due to the

ability and success with which Mr. Smith, the factor at

Grantown, managed to carry out the changes without

disturbing the good feeling existing between the owner
and occupier of the soil. By the readjustment of the

boundaries of holdings several changes took place, but

in no case was a tenant depending upon his farm as a

means of subsistence removed from the estate. The
charges were accepted by the whole tenantry, and, as

we have said, no man living by the cultivation of the

soil was left without as good a holding as he had
formerly occupied.

In prospect of the leases expiring in 1867, a commis-
sion was given to Mr. G. G. Mackay, land surveyor,

to make a survey •of the estates, and to value and

report upon each holding. In the new survey, the

boundaries of the various farms, which had been

awkwardly intermixed, were straightened. As this

work progressed, the approval of the tenants was

secured to the alterations. A survey of the estate had
been made in the beginning of the century (in iSoS), at

which time there were 13,000 acres of the estates

under cultivation. By Mr. Mackay's survey there

were in 1867 about 15,500 acres of arable land. The
extent of land improved during the half-century had
been about 2500 acres ; but a proportion of that extent

had been allowed to fall into premature pasture. Of

pasture there are about 109,000 acres ; including

5400 acres of wood grazing let with farms, and of wood
and pasture reserved for planting nearly 52,000 acres.

At the expiry of their leases, the tenants had rights

to certain meliorations. Those of them who had built

houses upon the farm were entitled to two years'

rental as the value of their interest in the buildings,

and also to £^ for every acre of land they had im-
proved during the lease. Claims were of course made
under these heads by many of the tenants, and intri-

cate questions as to rights arose. While these claims

were made on nearly all the farms, the buildings were
of so inferior a character as to require either entire

renewal or extensive repairs and additions. In each
case the tenant put in a claim, and, when the question
of renewal came up, it had either to be met by a direct

money payment, or by an arrangement to obviate that

immediate outlay, and provide for buildings or repairs

under the new lease. In every case consultation with
the tenant resulted in an arrangement for a new lease,

based on the valuation by Mr. Mackay. The claim
for meliorations was, in the case of every tenant, satis-

factorily settled by an equivalent deduction being
made from the rent during the lease ; the proprietor

at the same time engaging, along with the tenant, to

make all necessary repairs and renewals on the farm
buildings as circumstances necessitated. In cases

where repairs and additions only were necessary, the

proprietor allowed wood and slates, but where entire

new steadings were required, the arrangement was that

the proprietor should provide everything except carriage,

and the tenants pay interest upon the outlays at rates vary-

ing according to special circumstances, but in no case

beyond 5 per cent. To this arrangement is due the

large number of fine new buildings that are now to be
seen throughout the district. On about 20 farms

entirely new steadings have been erected, and at the

present moment half-a-dozen new steadings are in

course of erection ; while on a score of other farms

erections are being partially rebuilt or repaired. On
one of the largest farms the steading has cost ;i^iooo,

but, as a general rule, the steadings cost from ;^400 to

;!^6oo. The steadings are built after plans prepared by
the proprietor, and approved by the tenant ; they are

all of the most substantial character, being of granite,

which is in abundance everywhere throughout the

estates, and roofed with slates. On the larger farms

the steadings are constructed as a complete square,

with the double byre intersecting the centre, and the

space on either side ot it forming open courtyards. The
object of having the steading in that form is to allow

either or both of the enclosed courtyards to be roofed

in, and used as feeding places. That purpose has been
accomplished in at least one place, that of the farm of
Inverlaidnan.

The value of the farms in Strathspey is not always
to be determined by the extent of arable land ; the

runs of natural pasturage being a considerable item,

from the circumstance that the climate permits the

wintering of sheep there. Under the lax conditions of

the old leases, the rights to sheep pasturage were not
definitely defined, and perpetual grievances and injustices

were the consequence. A stretch of hill or moor was
usually assigned to the adjacent arable holdings, to be
used mutually by the tenants. The tenant having the

largest capital, and presumably the largest enterprise,

or unscrupulousness, generally became a sheep dealer,

and quartered on the pasture as many sheep as he found
convenient to purchase. In the ratio of his prosperity

was the adversity of the rest of the interested tenants.

A settlement of this question was desiderated by the

tenants themselves, and accordingly an arrangement
was made for defining the rights of persons. Where a
range of ground such as we have described exists, it is

given either share and share alike to the tenants, or in

proportion to their several rents. Under this arrange-

ment all the tenants give undivided attention to their

arable farms and cattle, and hire a common shep-

herd to attend to the stocks of sheep they severally

maintain on the ground.

When the leases fell out in 1867, the quantity of

arable land was, as we have said, about 15.500 acres.

There were, however, considerable stretches of low-

lying soil very suitable for reclamation ; and, in ad-

justing the farm boundaries, wherever it was convenient,

additions were made of land, which, by arrangement,

the tenants undertook to reclaim and add to their

farms. The general arrangement under this head is

for the proprietor to cut leading drains, or, as in some
cases they may be called, canals, to secure a sufficient

outfall. These have been made on various portions of

the estates, a force of about 40 men being regularly at

work in carrying on, on the proprietor's behalf, neces-

sary works connected with road-making, removing
stagnant water, forming drains, and the reclamation of

waste land. The sort of operation which the pro-

prietor has undertaken in making these main drains is

illustrated by that in the parish of Duthill, which is

about 3^ miles long, 30 feet deep at the heaviest cutting,

and 4 feet deep at the shallowest cutting. These
heavy drains are made by contract, the cost for shallow

drains being 2}^d. to 3(/. per cubic yard, and for deep
drains through clay cuttings from $d. to 6d. per yard.

In the reclamation of the land, subsoiling or trenching

is necessary, which the tenants perform themselves as

they can spare time, and thus nothing beyond a vague
idea can be ascertained of the cost of the operation of

reclamation. In some places, where a thick layer of
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moss has been removed, the clay subsoil can be turned
up with the common plough, and mixed with the

mossy soil as a fertiliser. The work of reclamation
has progressed satisfactorily under the new leases,

about 600 acres having been put under crop since 1S67.
It is reckoned that about 2000 acres will be reclaimed
as arable land during the currency of 19 years, and a
large permanent value thus added to the estate.

The largest farms on the estate have about 250 acres
of arable land, and only two or three are of that extent

;

some vary from So to 100 acres, but the vast majority
are crofts and small patches of arable land united with
sheep pasture. The adoption of to some extent a new
policy, more strictly in accordance with commercial
principles tlian that previously in force, no doubt
occasioning a good deal of anxiety among the smaller
tenants. The change has been effected without the
slightest conflict between the parties immediately in-

terested. The direct increase of rental to the pro-
prietor under the new leases is not great. Liberal
terms have been granted. The best land on the pro-
perty is not rented above 24J-. per acre, that being the
highest rate paid. Many of the crofters have their
arable land at los. per acre ; the general run of the
rents of crofts is from los. to 15J. per acre; and some
holdings are as high as 20/. per acre. It is calculated
that the increase of rent obtained under the new leases
is about 25 per cent. While the tenants are encouraged
to make improvements, the proprietor, in the modes
we have described, has been making a direct annual
expenditure of over /eooo for the same object. We
have sufficient evidence for affirming that the smaller
tenants of Strathspey have never been in a more pros-
perous condition than since they entered upon their
new leases—unless indeed the present unusually severe
season may affect their prosperity. There are, we
believe, fewer arrears of rent on the Strathspey
estate than at any previous period. The general
cattle stock has improved by the substitution in
many cases of polled stock and cross breeds
for the small shaggy Highlanders. The system
of cultivation has been changed by the substitu-
tion of a live for a six years' rotation of crops.
Formerly the sliift included two successive white crops.
Under no circumstances are two white crops in suc-
cession now allowed, though, in some exceptional
cases, the land is allowed to lie for three years in
grass. There is also an advantage to the tenant in the
system of "after-hand " rents, or being iS months in
possession before he makes his first payment of rent.

We may note, as bearing on the social economy in
Strathspey, that the farms are of such a size that they
are mostly wrought by the occupants and their families.

Where servants are employed, they generally live "in
family " with their employers. On the largest farms,
however, it is different. In one or two cases, where
the tenants desired it, the Earl of Seafield erected a
cottage or cottages for farm servants ; in other cases
the bothy is in use. The tendency, where the farms
are large, is to employ single men to live in a bothy,
rather than married men to live in cottages.

It is well known that of late years large quantities of
wood have been cut on the Strathspey estates. Quan-
tities of wood are still cut yearly, being disposed of by
private tender to merchants in the district. Mucli of
the hilly ground is ill suited for pasture, and is

admirably adapted for the growth of timber. It has
been a principle in the administration of the estate to
plant out annually a given portion of the soil, and this
course of action is still in progress. During the last

12 years no fewer than 2,500,000 trees have been
planted annually. In connection with these operations,
over 400 miles of wire and stone fencing have been
erected. For feeding the forests there is a nursery on
the property at Abemethy, in which a proportion of
the plants are grown ; but the general rule is to pur-
chase one-year seedling plants, to train them for a year
in the nursery, and then transplant the best of them to
the hill. By this process of selection, none but healthy
plants are used, and there is seldom a failure. The
varieties planted are Larch and Scotch Fir. But we
do not at presen tgo beyond the mention of the fact, that
these and the other interests of the district are not
being neglected. Scotsman.

North Riding of Yorkshire : Ocl. 21.—A little

stubble ploughing has been the principal work of the
teams during the past week, the seemingly inter-

minable rain rendering all else but jobbing work im-
possible. We are now wanting dry weather for Wheat
sowing, and with little prospect of getting it. Fatting
cattle yet on fogs, but if inclement weather continues
will take them into the yards this week. Dry weather
is wanted to get the hoggets on Turnips.

Mungoswells : Oct. 22.—From the 15th to the

20th we have had our usual weather, a fine day and
then a rainy one alternately, this last two days, how-
ever, it has rained without intermission, and has, at the
present time, no appearance of clearing up. A good
deal of grain in the higher districts is still out yet, so

that the low country and high country farmers have had
to sail in the same boat this year, the only difference

being the former has a good deal of his grain sprouted,

while the latter has none. Last week I wrote and said a
few Potatos had been sold (or jQap per acre, this week
some have been sold for the small sum of £\ per acre.

All hands are busy lifting and pitting now when
weather permits, and time too, as it is going to be a
hard battle to get the Wheat seed sown this year when
the land is so saturated with wet. Turnips will hardly
be half the crop they were last year, so lean cattle

are falling in price and are likely to do so. Work done
this last week : Topping and tailing Turnips for cattle,

threshing Barley for straw for cattle, ploughing stubbles

and carting in Beans. Work to be done, much the

same. Feeding sheep are being folded on Turnips, and
both them and feeding cattle getting cake, the one
5 lb. and the other i lb. H. B.

Wester Ross : Oct. 22.—After six weeks' labour,

amidst weather most unsuitable, our crop was
all ingathered very much in a safe condition, although
damp and unmarketable. Last week we were engaged
in the early part of it thatching the stacks, and in the
after part putting out manure on leas, and breaking
them up for Wheat. Little or no Wheat has been
sown in the North as yet, and Wheat sowing, from the

lateness of the harvest, will be long of being completed.
The earlier cut Wheat was sprouted to pretty large

extent, but the later cut and harvested is much better.

South Northumberland : Another wet and cold
week ; work almost at a stand ; got the remains of the
Potato crop stored in the short intervals of fair weather

;

the remainder of the week spent in clearing water-
courses, trimming hedges, and other odd jobs.

A. IK D.

Liverpool, Oct. 22.—The market was well attended.
Wheat in good consumptive demand, at the extreme
rates of Tuesday for fine qualities. Flour steady, at
former prices. Beans dull, at 6d. reduction, Oats and
Oatmeal quiet, and lower to sell. Indian Com in mode-
rate demand, at Friday's rates ; mixed American at
29J. -id.

Averages,

ISarMs.

Chatteris, Isle of Ely: Oct. 19.—Another un-
settled week : rain more or less on five of the seven
days, which makes field work do badly. Sowing
Wheat all the week, spare horses plough, roll, and
harrow, in preparation for sowing : riddle Potatos,
cleanse ditches, deliver seed Wheat, move Onions to
dry them. Dry weather greatly needed, but no
appearance of it at present, A. S. R.

Dorsetshire : Oct. 21.—There has been rainy
weather more or less during the past three weeks,
but every opportunity has been used to get in Wheat,
and many large breadths are soivn. The late frosts
have considerably checked the Mangel, and Swedes
are much bhghted generally, yet there will be a good
average Crop of both. Potatos are coming out well,
and in fact, are not nearly as bad as was anticipated.
They are selling at from lit. to lit. per sack of 12
score, y. B. C.

47—61 Red
53-66 Red
S7-68— jRed
53—71!
— (Malting ..

25—33:MaIting ..

24
" Feed ....

Feed ....

Feed ....

Foreign .

.

26—28

22—25
31—33

MARK LANE.
MONDAV, Oct. 21.

There was a moderate supply of English Wheat to
this morning's market, but the quality and condition
being poor it was necessary to submit to a dechne of
IJ. to 2j. per qr.to effect sales. The attendance was good,
and there was a fair consumptive demand for foreign, at
the prices of this day se'nnight. Barley was a slow
sale, at barely last week's rates. Beans and Peas rather
easier. Oats were 6(/. per qr. cheaper. Flour was un
changed in value.

Price per imperial t^LfARTER.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk.. White— fine selected runs do.— Talavera— Norfolli
—

•

Foreign
Barlev, grind & dist. ,281 to 33^ . . Chev.— Foreign, .grinding and distifling

Oats, Essex and Suffoltc

— Scotch and Lincolnshire. . Potato— Irish Potato— Foreign Poland and Brew
Rye
RYE-.MEAL, Foreign
Beans, Maz-igan —s. to —.1. . .'Tick— Pigeon —J. to—J. ..Winds— Foreign Small
Peas, White, Essex, and Kent,, Boiiers— Maple, 35s. to 37J. Grey
Maize
Flour, best marks delivered .. per sack— ad ditto ditto— Foreign perbarreli30—35 1 Per sack

Wednesday, Ocl. 23.

With a thin attendance of millers, the grain train ruled
quiet, at drooping prices. The show of English Wheat
was small, but from abroad the arrivals were liberal.

Transactions were much restricted, and prices generally
favoured buyers. The Barley trade was firm, and in fine
malting kinds a good business was concluded. Malt was
dealt in steadily, at extreme currencies, Oats were in
large supply, and much in excess of the demand, which
nded slow on barely former terms. Maize was quiet, and
maintained Monday's quotations with difficulty. Beans
and Peas were taken off slowly at recent prices. The
Flour trade was dull, and even very fine qualities scarcely
commanded the rates previously current.

Arrivals op Grain, &c., into London bv Water Carriage.
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off freely, especially to Scotland. Blue Peas are cheaper.

For Rape seed we liave not much inquiry.

John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants,

37, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

COALS.— Oct. 23.

West Hartley, 2ys. ^d.; Walls End Harton,
Walls End Tees, z-ys. gd.—Ships at market, 2

at sea, 30.

26s. gd.;

sold, 2

;

Notices to Correspondents,
Gas Lime : G H. Turn it over and over in compost

with vegetable matter, and apply it on btubble in

autumn, so that it may have a chance to become
thoroughly oxidised by exposure through winter. If

applied fresh it is caustic, and may be mischievous.

After ample exposure, it has become a mixture of chalk

and gypsum.
Nine Months' Imports. R.

Articles.

Animals, living—Oxen and Bulls No.
Cows
Calves .

.

Sheep and Lambs
Swine . . . . ..

Bacon cwt.

Beef— Salted
Fresh or slightly salted

Bones (burnt or not, or as Animal
Charcoal) .

.

. . . . tons

Butter cwt.

Cheese . . .

.

Com—Wheat—From Russia .

.

Denmark
. Germany
France

.. Austrian Territories ..

. . Turkey and Wallachia and Moldavia
Egypt
"United States

Chili .. ..

British Nortii America
Other countries

Total

Importations.
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THE LONDON MANURE CO M PA N Y
(Established i&io)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition—

WHEAT MAN U RE, for autumn sowing.

PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S 1K)NE MANURE.
PURSER'S HONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUrERPHt)SPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, Genuine

PERUVIAN GUANO, &c
116, Fenchurch Street E. PURSER, Secretary.

Lawes' Chemical Manure Company (Limited).
Chairtnatt—] OHS Knowles, Esq.

LAWES' WHEAT MANURE, for Autumn Sowing,
now ready for delivcrj'.

LAWES' TURNIP M.\NURE, DISSOLVED BONES, SUPER-
PHOSPHATE of LIME, POTATO, MANGEL, BARLEY,
WHEAT, OAT and GRASS MANURES, CONCENTRATED
CORN and GRASS MANURES.
The Company having purchased the Business carried on by Mr.

Lawcs for so many years, arc now prepared to receive ordera for the

above Manures.
The Manures can be supplied direct from the Works at Deptford

and Barking Creeks, or through the Depots at the Ports and Railway
Stations throughout the Kingdom.
The Company have retained the advice and assistance of Mr.

Lawes lor a period of two years, and all their Manures will be pre-

pared under his direction. They are determined to send out
Manures of the highest quality only, and no expense or trouble

will be spared to maintain for the future the same high position which
they have occupied in the past.

Orders for Manures, and applications for Agencies in unrepresented
districts, should be sent in at once to H. R. CHASTON, Manager.

Head Offices:—59, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

Branches :—23, Eden Quay, Dublin; Market Street, Shrewsbury ;

Womanby Street, Cardiff; 63, Constitution Street, Leith; 34, Market
Street, Aberdeen ; Cumberland Road, Bristol.

QTR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES
^ for the MILLION are Simple,

Cheap, and Portable.

Illustrated Price Lists free.
HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tichborne Street. Regent

Quadrant, W., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

Wheat Sowing.

DOWN'S FARMER'S FRIEND, for Preventing the
Smut in Wheat, and the Ravages of the Slug, Grub, and Wire-

worm. A prf. packet is sufficient for Six Bushels of Seed Wheat,
which can be dressed and fit to sow in a quaner of an hour.

Testimonials from the largest Wheat Growers in the Kingdom,
bearing testimony to its great power and efficacy, may be had of

Agents, who are appointed for every district.

Full directions for use are given with each packet
Prepared at the Manufactory, Woburn, Beds.

CalitiON.—To guard against fraudulent imitation, and consecjuent

disappointment, see that the signature of HENRY DOWN is on
the label.

Agents in every Town throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland.

PATENT VERMIN ASPHYXIATOR.

H

Portable Boiler.
SaddU Boiler, luWi Water

Bars.

'Gold Medal Boiler" (Birmingham, 1872).

OT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials supplied.

Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
with or without Water-bars,

CAST and WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,
for use without brickwork.

I'atent
THROTTLE

and other VALVES,
FURNACE

DOORS, BARS,
and FURNACE
WORK of every

description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER
RINGS for Pipe
Joints ; Sockets re-

quire no other pack-
ing, and are perlectly
water-tight.

Goods, of the very best manufacture, delivered at Railway or
Wharf in London.
LYNCH WHITE, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

London, S.E. (Surrey side of Blackfriars Bridge).
Price List on application.

RE N D L E' S PATENT ORCHARD HOUSES,
PLANT HOUSES, GROUND VINERIES, and PLANT

PROTECTORS. Ilhislrated Catalogues can be obtained on appli-
cation to the Patentee, Mr. WILLIAM EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

JAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders
and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacti;rers,

3S3, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

rONES'S PATENT * DOUBLE
BOILER

SADDLE

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,

with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quantitj^ of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at the

same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made ol the follow-

ing sizes ;

—

Sizes.

DISINFECTOR, VAPORISER, and UNIVERSAL FUMI-
GATOR, for Destroying Rats and all Vermin in holes. For making
Rabbits desert their Burrows and lie out. For Preserving Meat and
Game in the larder (or when packed) from tendency to putrefaction.

For Fumigating Vines and Greenhouse Plants, and destroying noxious
Insects and Parasites. For Disinfecting Hospitals, Vessels, Rooms,
Bedding, Clothes, &c For Deodorising Drains, Sinks, &c. For
Vaporising Chemical Compounds; and for preventing Loss of Life
from Foul Air in Wells, Vats, Tanks, &c. Price £,2 55.

Manufacturers: JOHN WATTS and CO., 6, Broad Weir, Bristol.

London Agents (where the Machine may be seen and explained]

;

Mr. PURDEY, Gun Manufacturer, 3145^. Oxford Street, W.
Mr, SCHOLL, Engineer, 41, Berwick Street, Soho^ W.

Descriptive Circular, with Price List and full instructions, post free.

High.

36.,
48 11

Wide.
18 in.

18 „
18 „
24 i>

24 ti

24 o
24 II

28 „
30 .,

36 •>

Long,
18 in.

24 •>

30 11

24 i>

30 .1

36 .,

13.
'

id8
,

To heat of
4-in. Pipe.

Feet.
30Q
400
500
700
850

i,ooa

z,6oo

4,500
7,00a
10,000

Price.

£ id.

25

35

100 o o

And are kept in Stock and sold only by the Inventors and Patentees,

J. Jones & Sons.

Price Lists of HOT-AVATER PIPES and Connections, with
Boilers, of all sizes and shapes; or ESTIMATES for HOT-WATER
APPARATUS, erected complete, will be sent on application.

J. TONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Bankside, Southwark,
London, S.E.

BY EOYAL LETTERS PATENT.
NEW BOILER.

THE EXCELLENTIA,
The MOST COMPLETE, MOST COMPACT, MOST POWERFUL, MOST PERFECT, and MOST

ECONOMICAL BOILER EVER INVENTED. For particulars, apply to

J. G. SMEATON & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT-WATER and STEAM-HEATING APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

HARWOOD ROAD, WALHAM GREEN, LONDON. S.W.

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

289, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER rn the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stocl<.

a- TENDERS elven for HEATING CEUBCHES and PUBLIC BUIUJINaS of ever? description.

QAA CUCUMBLR ind MELON BOXES and
fCyjyj LIGHTS, all sizeg, Glazed and Painted complete, ready
for immediate use, packed and sent to all parts of the Kin^^dom.
Strong GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 6 feet by 4 feet, 51. each.

GLASSES, all siies.

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the
Counties in England.

w H. LASCELLES, HORTICULTURAL Builder,
• Finsbury Steam Joinery Works, 121, Bunhill Row, London.

Estimates given on apnlicalion for GREENHOUSES and CON-
SERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any Design.

GARDEN LIGHTS and BOXES. Each.—J. rf.

3 feet by 4 feet Lights, 2 inches thick, unclazed 36
„ „ glazed, i6-oz. good sheet glass . . ..70

6 feet „ „ 2 inches thick, unglazed S °

,, ,, glazed, 16 oz. good sheet glass .. la 6
Portable Box containing one 6 feet by 4 feet Light, painted four

coats, ready for use 30 o
Portable Box containing two ditto, 6 feet by 8 feet 55 o

BKARD'S
PATENT METALLIC NON-CONDUCTING

GLASS HOUSES,
V\fITH PERFECT SYSTEM OF

VENTILATION.

W. G. SMITH & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS (Successors to C. Beard),

SOLE PROPRIETORS .-tnd MANUFACTURERS.

VICTORIA WORKS, BURY ST. EDMUNDS.

CONSERVATORIES,
GREENHOUSES,
VINERIES,
ORCHARD HOUSES,

FERNERIES,
AQUARIUMS,
PITS,

PROPAGATING HOUSES,
MELON AND CUCUMBER FRAMES, &c.

These patent Houses possess many valuable advantages over wood
houses. No putty is used in fixing the glass. They arc Quite port,

able, and can be readily taken down and re-crccted without damage or
breakage of glass. fhey are much lighter, more ornamental in

appearance, and last ten times longer than wood houses, consequently
they are more economical in cost.

The FIRST PRIZE was awarded at the Great Horticultural and
Botanical Congress, South Kensington, t866.

A FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE at the Grand National
Horticultural Show, Manchester, 1867.

Three FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES at the Royal Horticultural
Show, Bury St. Edmunds, 1867.

Special Designs, Catalogues, and Estimates furnished on application.

Heating Apparatu.s in all its branches.

MESSRS.
London Agents,

S. OWENS AND CO., ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS, E.G.
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THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF CARDEN OPERATIONS.
BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

REPRINTED Crom the GARDE.VEHy CHKO.V/CLE A-VO AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE, wUh ADDITIONS.

Price 3d, each, or 5s. for 25 Copies for distribution amongst Cottage Tenantry.
Delivered Free anywhere in I.ondoii on receipt of a Post Office Order, payable to WM. RICHARDS at the

King Street Office, Covent Garden, W.C. '

PUBLISHED at the OFFICE of the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL
GAZETTE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN. W.C.

Works on Botany, by Or. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: OR, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Sell

Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price rj.

MEDICAL and CECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
' Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic CEconomy. In i vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price
71. W.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY. Structural
AND Physiological. With a Glossary ot Technical Terms,

and numerous Illustrations. I3j. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor LiNDLEV, of which "School Botany," and " The Vegetable
Kingdom," form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprisine
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Technical
Terms, are published in one octavo volume, price i2j.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for Medical
and other Students who have made themselves acquainted with the
Author's " School Botany."

N.B, The Glossary may be had separately, price 55.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM
; OR. The

Structure. Classification, and Uses of Plants. Illustrated
upon the Natural System. In One Volume, 8vo, cloth, price 36;., with
upwards of |^oo Illustrations.

tXTRACT FROM THE AUTHOR S rHEFACK.
"The Vegetable Kingdom contains, among a large quantity oi

plants of no known importance to man, various useful species employed
in medicine, the arts, or in the many branches of domestic ceconomy
The principal part of those which can be brought by teachers in
Europe under the notice of students, or which, from their great
importance, deser^e to be among the earliest subjects of study, are
mentioned in the followin" pages, where they are arranged in the
manner proposed in the ' Vegetable Kingdom ' of the author^ with
the sequence of matter departed from in a few instances, when it was
believed that the convenience of younger students would be consulted
by doing so. The author trusts that this selection will be found to
have been made in such a way that all teachers who possess reasonably
extensive means of illustrating their lectures, and all Botanic
Gardens, may furnish the larger part of the species which are men-
tioned. A small selection was indispensabfe ; firstly, because a
firreater work would have been beyond the reach of the majority oi

purchasers ; and secondly, because experience shows us that those
who have to study a science of observation, such as Botany, require to
concentrate their attention, in the first instance, upon a limited
number of objects."

London : BRADBURY, EVANS, AND CO., 10, Eouverie Street, E.G.

THE SYDNEY MAIL

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents :

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA [Drawn and Engraved specially for

this Journal).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-
out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a

great variety of subjects.

Subscription in advance, £1 per annum.
Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, ^d.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL.

London ., Mr. George Street, 30, CornhiU, E.C.
;

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C. ; Messrs. Gordon &
Gotch, 121, Holbom Hil), E.C.

Birmingham.. Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool . . Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

Bristol , . James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh .. Robertson & Scott, 13. Hanover Street.

Glasgow .. W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above OflSces
for the u^e of Advertiso-s.

Now ready, price ii., free by post for 13 stamps, with g Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON and SUNS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.G.: through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

Second Edition of

QCOTT'S ORCHARDIST, Enlarged Threefold, is
y~J now bcmg published in Five or Six Numbers {96 pages each), at
15. per Number. Subscribers' names are Solicited, to all such the
work Will be sent post-paid. No. i is ready. No. 2 will be so in a
week. Parties taking No. i will be considered liable to take the
whole. The work will contain a Descriptive, Supplemental, and
Synonymical List of nearly all known Hardy Fruits, amounting to
many thousands.

J. SCOTT, the Nurseries, Merriolt, Somerset. Post-Office Order
at Completion on Crewkerne, Somerset.

Notice.
{By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, without extra charge
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, 59, Fleet Street, E. C.

MONEY, without unnecessary expense, and at
moderate interest, can be obtained at a short notice, by apply-

ing (personally preferred) to H. W. HAMMOND, Secretarj', Eastern
Counties Monetary Advance and Discount Bank (Private), 3, Kingsland
Road, London, City end. Advances made to persons resident in any
Ijart of the United Kingdom, for long or short periods, upon Personal
Security^ Plant, Furniture, and Stock, without removal or sureties.
Life Policies, &c. Office hours Ten till Six. Business conducted in a
bona, fide and private manner. Established 1840.

BY the Retirement of one of the Partners an active
WORKING GARDENER may obtain a PARTNERSHIP

in a small Old-established Nursery and Jobbing Business, on long
Lease, in Islington, on moderate terms.—Mr. ROE, 20, William Street,
New North Road, Islington.

To Flower Growers.
TTT'ANTED, by a Florist, at a distance from London,
TT a steady, active young MAN, who thoroughly understands

the Forcing of Gardenias, Stephanotis, Lily of the Valley, Roses,
Geraniums, &c. One who has Grown for Market preferred to a
Gentleman s Gardcner.—Address, stating full oarticulars, FLORIST,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANTED, an experienced TRAVELLER, who has
a good knowledge of the Nursery Trade. If a knowledge of

the Seed Trade, will be preferred. None need apply whose character
Will not bear the strictest investigation.—Z., Oardencrs' Chronicle
Office, W.C.

Nursery and Seed Trades.
WANTED, an experienced ASSISTANT, with a

thorough practical knowledge of the business in both depart-
ments ; able to attend Markets, take regular Journeys, and, when at
home, take full charge in the absence of the principal.—Apph', by letter
only, to N. S. T., Robertson & Scott, Advertising Agents. Edinburgh.

WANTED, by Messrs. Barr & Sudgen, a
thoroughly eflicient SEEDSMAN, competent to take a leading

part in the general Management of the business.—Application, by
letter, stating salary and experience, addressed B. S., 12, King Street,
Covent Garden, W.C.

WANTED, a Man, as SALESMAN, that understands
the Seeds and Bulbs, and general Nursery Stock. An honest,

steady, and obliging Man will be treated liberally. References as to
character and experience required.—J. HOUSE, Seed Stores, Church
Street, Peterborough.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT for the Seeti Depart-
ment. A gooti and quicic Writer preferred. Also an

APPRENTICE.—DOWNIE, LAIRD, AND LAING, Nurseries,
Forest Hill, S.E.

WANTED, as ASSISTANT SHOPMAN, a young
Man, with a good Itnowledge of Seeds.—E. COOLING, Seed

Merchant, Derby.

/^ARDENER (Head), where several Under-GardenersVJ arc kept.— Middle.aged, single : practical in all branches oiGardening necessary for a Gentleman's Establishment. Good
reference.—IIORT Us, A. Edwards, North Koad, Highgate, N.

/^ARDENER, &c., to assist in the Garden, or take
V-^ the Manageiiient of a small one.—A young Man. Can look

.^-Al'lfZffA J,?''., '"'?'' references. -Address, stating wages.
1 EZRA GRIDLEY, Glemsfo rd, Sudbury. Suffolk.

s •«

pOREMAN, in a Gentleman's Garden.—Age 23 ;X accustomed to Vines, Pines, Melons. Cucumbers and Eorcing.
81C. Gooil character as^ to experience, &c._S. J., Crystal Palace
Nursery, Forest Hill, S.E.

GR0UNd"F0REMAN. Fruit-Tree and Rose Grower,
expert Craftsman, Knifeman, Salesman, and General Hardy

I ropagator in Nurseries of 20 Acres.-Age 33, single. Good testi-
monials for sobriety and integrity. State particulars.—J. W., 7, NewTown Street, Northgate. Canterbury.

To Nurser5Tnen.
PROPAGATOR, of Stove, Greenhouse, and Soft-

wooded Plants; also llar.ly (.lutdnor Plants.—Age 37; has had
good practice in London and I'rovincial Nurseries.—HENRY
Webber, Mr. Whitham. RcfMish Nurseries, near Stockport.

To Niurserymen.
QTOVE or GENERAL PROPAGATOR.—Age 25,
k_? foreigner; haa had 11 years' experience in the best Con-
tinental and English Nurseries, and can produce satisfactory
references as to character and ability. Could take the Management
of the Glass Department.-F. F., 2, Leigh Street, Burton
Crescent, W.C.

To Noblemen aud Gentlemen.
FARM STEWARD, BAILIFF, or GENERAL

SUPERINTENDENT.-Age 40, married, no incumbrance;
has a thorough practical knowledge of Farming in all its branches,
also all kinds of Stock and Farm Produce, Woods, Training, Farm
Buildings and Repairs, the Measurement of Land, Timber, Book-
keeping, &c., and a knowledge of General Gardening. References
and testimonials will bear strictest investigation.—Address, with
nature of situation and wages ofTered, to A. B. C, 51, Mount Pleasant
Road, Highfield, Sheffield.

TO LAND STEWARDS and FARMERS.—
Wanted, by a well-educated young Man, 20 years of age, of

excellent character, a situation with a Farmer and Stock Breeder, to
learn the business. For a suitable situation a small Premium would
be given.—W. B., Mr. Wm. Holmes, Frampton Park Nursery,
Hackney, E.

TO SEEDSMEN.—A young German, well acquainted
with the Seed business, knowing French and German perfectly,

and well conversant with English, seeks a situation in the office ot
some respectable Seed House. Unexceptionable references given.—
J. B., J. Y. Knight & Co., Stationers, Eastcheap, E.C.

JUNIOR SHOPMAN or CLERK, in a Seed Estab-
f/ lishment.—A young Man, age 22, wishes for a constant situa-
tion as above. Over five years' reference.—Address, stating wages,
Z., 40, Wilderness Lane, St. Bride's, E.C.

To the Seed Trade.
QHOPMAN, in a London or Provincial Wholesale
k_? Seed Warehouse; a young Man, with eight years' experience in
Scotland and England. Unexceptionable references given.—B. B.,
Eraser, Goad & Co., Bishopsgate Street Within. London, E.C.

Seed Trade.
SHOPMAN, WAREHOUSEMAN {Second or

Assistant) —Has had seven years' experience in the general
Retail Trade in Scotland and England. Can be highly recommended
by present andformer employers.

-

-A,, Gj)-iit-nf?V C/i7WnV/<rOffice,W.C.

To Seedsmen.
WAREHOUSEMAN (Assistant), in Writing and

Executing of Orders.—A young Man (married), desires a
Permanent Situation as above. Nine years' cha racter. — W.,
25, Hanway Street, Oxford Street, W.

Lea & Ferrins' Sauce,THE "WORCESTERSHIR E,"
pronounced by Connoisseurs "the only good Sauce." Improves

the appetite, and aids digestion. Unrivalled for piquancy and Oavour.

ASK FOR LEA and PERRINS" SAUCE.
Beware of Imitations,

and see the Names of LEA and PERRINS on all Bottles and Labels,
Agents-CROSSE and BLACKWELL, London, and sold by all

Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity ot the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. j

and of all Chemists throughout the World.

EMIGRANTS and PERSONS GOING ABROAD
are recommended to take with them a good supply of PARR'S

LIFE PILLS, and by their judicious use prevent and cure the dis-
orders incident to change of climate. They possess the most astonish-
ing and invigorating properties, and are an excellent preventative
against Dysentery', Lethargy, Paintings, Fevers, Cholera, &c.

c OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE SAFEST FAMILY APERIENT.

In boxes, at if. i^d., 2S, ()d., 41. (nt., and iif.

WANT PLACES—Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 35 ; understands Garden-
ing in all its branches, having lived in several first-rate estab-

lishments. Six years in present place.—B., Kingstone, Abingdon,
Berks.

GARDENER (Head).—Middle-aged, from the south
of England ; is a thoroughly well-known practical Gardener in

all branches. Can be well recommended. No single-handed place.
—A. B., Mr. Hamer, Grocer, Welshpool. Wales.

GARDENER (Head).—Understands the Cultivation
of Pines, Vines, Peach House, Pot Fruit, Early and Late

Forcing, Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse, and Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Can take charge of Stock and Meadow Land if required.
Good character and references.—C. W., Springfield, Dulwich, S.E.

GARDENER (Head), age 29.—A Gentleman
wishes to recommend his Gardener to any Gentleman requiring

the ser\'icc3 of a thorough practical, energetic Man, well versed in the
various branches of the profession, tjood character from former
employers.-JOSEPH ANDERSON, Esq,, Ankenvycke, Staines.

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF.—Age 34, married, three children ; eight years'

experience as above. Wife good Cook or Dairywoman, if required.
Good testimonials.—A. G., 17, Langton Street, King's Road,
Chelsea, S.W.

aARDENER (Head), where one or two are kept, or
good Single-handed.-Age 30, single. Four years' excellent

haracter.—AMOS, 32, Bolton Lane, Ipswicn.

^ARDENER (Head), where two or more are kept.—
vjr Age 28, single; 12 years' experience in Noblemen's families.
I'horougnly undertands the profession in all its branches. Excellent
character—R. WILLI.^MS, Warly Hall Gardens, Beech Lanes,
Birmingham.

COCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS.—
These Pills consist of a careful and peculiar admixture of the

best and mildest vegetable aperients, with the pure extract of the
flowers of the Camomile. They will be found a most efficacious

remedy for derangement of the digestive organs, and for torpid action

of the liver and bowels, which produce indigestion and the several

varieties of bilious and liver complaints. They speedily remove the

irritation and feverish state of the stomach, allay spasms, correct the
morbid condition of the liver and organs subservient to digestion,

promote a due and healthy secretion of bile, and relieve the constltu-

tion of all gouty matter and other impurities, which, by circulating in

the blood, must injuriously affect the action of the kidneys ; thus, by
removing the causes productive of so much discomfort, they restore

the energies both of body and mind. To those who indulge in the

luxuries of the table, these Pills will prove highly useful, occasioning

no pain in their action, unless they meet with an unusual quantity of

acrid bile and acid matter in the stomach and bowels. It must be
understood that these Pills are not recommended as containing any
new or dangerously active ingredients ; on the contrary, they are

characterised by a remarkable simplicity of combination, and whatever
merit they may be found to possess depends as much upon the selec-

tion of pure drugs, and the unusual labour and attention bestowed

upon their subsequent preparation, as upon the acknowledged pecu-
liarity of their composition. They are not recommended as a panacea,

nor are they adapted to all complaints ; but as a mild and efficacious

aperient and tonic in the various forms of indigestion it will not per-

haps be an exaggeration to state that they have been resorted to under
all syslemsof diet, changes of climate or atmospheric alternations, with
an extraordinary degree of success, for 72 years. This celebrated

family aperient may be had throughout the United Kingdom in boxes

at IS. liid., 35. tjd., 41. dd., and tit., as well as in India, China, Nev/
Zealand, and the Australian colonies.

C OCKLE'S ANTIBILIOUS PILLS,
THE OLDEST PATENT MEDICINE.
! boxes, at z(. \lid.,ii. Qi,. \t, &f., and iif.
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Now ready for sending out,

JUNIPERUS CHINENSIS AUREA,
YOUNG'S NEW GOLDEN CHINESE JUNIPER.

AWARDED

First-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society, London, Aug. 2, 1871.

First-class Certificate, Crystal Palace, Aug. 5, 1871.

First-class Certificate, Manchester Horticultural, Sept. 10, 1872.

First-class Certificate, Glasgow and IVest of Scotland International Horti-
cultural, Sept. II, 1872.

MAURICE YOUNG, in offering the above really valuable Plant to the Public, thinks that he
cannot do better than refer them to Extracts from the Press and from Correspondence he has received,

all bearing testimony to its being

THE FINEST YELLOW CONIFER OF THE DAY.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

Report from "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE," Sept. 7, 1872.
" Certainly one of the foremost places amongst golden-leaved Conifers must he

accorded to Mr. Maurice Young's Juniperus chinensis aureus. The Chinese Juniper
is well known as one of the hardiest and handsomest of Coniferous shrubs, and when
we state that the novelty just referred to is the exact counterpart of its parent, in all
but its colour, and that that colour is equal at least in richness of hue to any golden
Conifer hitherto known, but little further mention of it is needed. We may however
add, from a recent personal inspection of the stock, that it is thoroughly constant.
Not a plant amongst the entire slock shows the least tendency to run back, but all,
whether mfanls of 6 inches or adolescents of 3 feet high, appear in the same aris-
tocratic • cloth of gold ' array. * * * Our notes indicate that the propagated plants take
on a close pyramidal habit, and have moreover the twofold character of foliage which is

seen in the parent, and that the colour on the more prominent portions of the plants
is as bright as the tint of a Golden Holly. Taking these various points into account,
and coupling with them the free-growing hardy character of the plant, there is no
exaggeration in pronouncing this novelty to be one of the best and most desirable of
ornamental Conifers."

Extract from "Gardeners' Magazine," June 29, 1872.

"A foremost position, however, must be accorded to Mr. Young's new Goldan
Chinese Juniper (Juniperus chinensis aurea), a beautiful brigltt golden sport from the
Chinese Juniper, originated at the Milford Nurseries. It retains its bright colour
throughout the winter as well as summer, and it must become one of the most
favourite Conifers ever introduced."

From M. A. Verschaffelt, Moorlzelle, near Ghent.
"August 21, 1871.—Really it is a fine Conifer, and, planted out, I believe it will

do well."

From Mr. John Fraser, tke Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road, Leyton. Essex.
"August 28, 1872.— I consider the specimens I have seen of the Golden Chinese

Juniper to be strikingly distinct and handsome. I shall be glad to have plants of it

when you send it out."

From Mr. Charles Turner, tie Royal Nurseries, Slough.
"August 19, 1872.—Your Golden Chinese Juniper is a great addition to our hardy

ornamental trees. Its elegant form and rich colour make it a desirable variety in the
most select collection of Conifers."

From M. P. de Smet, Ghent.
" August 2(1, iS7l.—Juniperas sinensis aurea, a first-class plant. By its beautiful

pyramidal habit and its fine yellow gold colour, it will prove to be a precious
acquisition."

From Messrs. William Barron & Son, Elvaston Nurseries, Derby.
"September 3, 1872.—We have much pleasure in saying that we believe your

Juniperus sinensis aurea to be a first-class plant, and well worth a place in every
choice selection."

From Mr. John Standish, Royal Nurseries, Ascot.
" August la,, 1872,—My opinion of your new Juniperus chinensis aurea is, that I

consider it an exceedingly fine and distinct plant, and a valuable addition to any
collection of Junipers."

TESTIMONIALS.
From Mr. George Jackman, Woking Nursery.

" August 10, 1872.— I was much pleased with your new Golden Chinese Juniper
that I saw at your Nursery, also at South Kensington ; and wish you to book for our
firm six plants, as I nm convinced it will (when known) take first rank amongst our
hardy variegated Conifers."

From Messrs. Dickson & Turnbull, Nursery and Seed Warehouse, Perth.
" September 4, 1872.—Your Golden Chinese Juniper is a most beautiful variety of

the best variety of its class, and ought to be in every select collection of Conifene."

From M. C. Van Geert, Antwerp.
" September

-i,
1872.—As this novelty will no doubt take a high position among

coloured-leaved Conifers, and make a fine display in every. plantation, I wish you to
send me four good plants of it as soon as it will be let out to the Trade."

From M. A. VAN GeeRT, Ghent.
"August J, 1872.—In regard of my opinion of the plant, you may state in my

name that, in my quality of a Conifer grower, I found your new Juniperus a very

striking and distinct variety, and hope you will make a good trade of the plant, which
must be in every collection of Coniferous amateurs."

From Mr. William Casey, Upper Clapton Nursery, London.
"September 6, 1872.—The name. Golden Chinese Juniper, is sufliicient to convey

a most accurate idea of your plant—a rich gold-coloured variety of one of our neatest

and hardiest ornamental shrubs. 1 have seen it on my annual journey to Milford, and
often e":(pressed to you an opinion, ' that of all gold variegated hardy shrubs, it is the

richest in appearance, and one of the very finest, if not the finest, novelty produced in
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IT IS NOW BEING SENT OUT IN

Strong well established Plants, 21s. each. A few Specimens, 42s., 63s., and 105s.

MAURICE YOUNG, MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING, SURREY.
irimeX'^vK" «L"Rfc"HABDs't''th='e''offi"''' !"«
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, SOUTH
KENSINGTON, W.

NOTICE.—FLOWER SHOW, FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEE MEETING, on WEDNESDAY NEXT, November 6, at
II o'clock. GENERAL MEETING at 3. Band of the Royal Horse
Guards from 2. Admission 25. td.

pOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.
XX ARRANGEMENTS for 1873.
SPRING EXHIBITIONS—WEDNESDAYS, March 26, April 23.

SUMMER EXHIBITIONS—WEDNESDAYS and THURSDAYS,
May 14 and 15, June ri and 12.

SPECIAL EXHIBITION-DAY and EVENING FETE, WED-
NESDAY, July 9.

Further particulars will shortly be announced.
By Order. WILLIAM SOWERBY, Secretary.

SCOTTISH ARBORICULTURAL SOCIETY.-
The NINETEENTH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

will take place in the Masonic Hall, George Street, Edinburgh, on
WEDNESDAY, November 6, at 11 a.m. Robert Hutchison, Esq..

of Cartowrie, President, in the Chair. Hugh Cleghorn, Esq., of

Stravithy, M.D,, F.R.S.E., will deliver the Inaugural Address.
Exhibition of British-grown Woods, sent in competition for the
Society's Medals, open after 2 P.M.

Edinburgh, Oct. 29^ JOHN SADLER, Secretary.

JC. STEVENS' HORTICULTURAL, SCIENTIFIC, and
• Natural History Sale Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden, London, W.C. Established 1760. SALES by AUCTION
nearly EVERY DAY. Catalogues on application.

M Wood Engraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Miidmay Park, London, N,

KODERICK. NICOLSON. Advertising Agent
and Gener-AI. Commission Agent, i. Racquet Court, Fleet

Street, E.C.

MR. JAMES ERASER. Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Komford, Essex ; late of the firm o( J. & J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.

To tlie Trade.
BULBS, comprising LILIUM, NARCISSUS,

GLADIOLI, IRIS, ALSTRCEMERIA, CYCLAMEN, DOG'S-
TOOTH VIOLETS, JONQUILS, OXALIS, SCILLAS, and
numerous other Bulbs. LIST on application.

STEPHEN BROWN, Weston-super-Mare.

Hyacinths, Tulips. Crocuses, £cc.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SONS CATALOGUE
of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other

DUTCH BULBS, is now ready, and can be had, post-free, on
application. Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

LATE EXHIBITION TULIPS.—A choice Collection
of 100 varieties of finest English and Dutch raised Show

flowers, of the finest strains, and warranted pure. Price 50J. A LIST
can be had.

H. ALEXANDER, zqq, Goswell Road, E.C,

QUANTITY of Double White NARCISSUS
(scented), large, 81. per bushel ; small, 7J. per bushel.

Mr. BROWN, 32, Elm Grove, Brighton.

Select Geraniums, &c., Cheap.
WPOTTEN begs to offer the above from his

• unequalled Collection. See his Advertisement in the

Cardtfurs' Chronicle, Octobers,
The Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

Pelargoniums for the Million-

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION is

IN BLOOM from FEBRUARY until SEPTEMBER. Strong
Plants, now ready, at the following low prices for cash :— 100 choice
distinct sorts, 501. ; 50 sorts, w. ; 25 sorts, 201. Hamper and package
included. Crown Nursery, Reading.

Paul &: Son's Rose Catalogue.
PAUL AND SON, the "Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt,

will be glad to forward the above, post free. Carefully written
description of New French Roses and of their " Cheshunt raised"
Seedlings for NEXT SPRING.

1R72 I

piESCRlPlIVE CAlALUGUh- ol beleciudxatA.
j j_y ROSES, by JOHN CRANSTON. Copies can now

be had, free by post, on application.
The Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

w
c

New Catalogue of Roses for 1872.
I L L I A M WOOD AND SON,
Woodlands Nursory. Mareslield, Uckheld, Sussex.

New Rose Catalogued
HARLES TURNERS Descriptive LIST of all the
leading kinds is now ready. The Trees are very fine this season.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

To the Trade.
STAND.\RD ROSES, finest kinds, straight stems

and good heads, ^3 15s. per 100,

H. JACKSON, Hlakedown, Kidderminster.

To the Trade.
STANDARD and DWARF ROSES. In large quan-
5 tities. Trade price on application.

V. BOUDEVIN. Rose Nurseries, Creil. Oise, France.

MANETTI STOCKS, suitable for working, 30J. per
1000; MANETTI STOOLS, strong, with 6 to 10 strong shoots,

12s. per 100. Terms nett cash.
GODWIN'S Rose Nursery, Angel Road, Edmonton, N.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock Of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches. Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

CHARLES TURNER'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE
is now ready, and includes all the known good varieties, besides

several Novelties; also CONIFERS, HARDY TREES, SHRUBS,
&c The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

G^ RAPE VINES.—Strong and e.\tra strong, for
IMMEDIATE FRUITING and for planting—the leading varieties.

CATALOGUE and prices on application.
JAMES DICKSON & SON S, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

Vines and Pines.

BS. WILLIAMS can supply first-class well-ripened
• CANESofall the leading VINES, and fine healthy PINES of

the best kinds.
V ictoria an d Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

TO BE SOLD, a quantity of Fruiting and Succession
JAMAICA and QUEEN PINES. For full particulars apply to

JOHN DOBSON and SONS, Seedsmen. High Street, Brentford.

Prime Pine Plants.

FOR SALE, 7 dozen Fruiting PINE plants ; 17 dozen
Succession do., and 2.^ dozen good Suckers, all clean and healihy,

and warranted Iree from insects. For further particulars, and to
treat, apply to

JAMES CARAWAY and CO., Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

FOR SALE, a few thousand NAPLES BLACK
CURRANTS and CROWN BOB GOOSEBERRY PLANTS,

at low prices. Warranted true.

W. TRUSLER, Gardener, Feltham, Middlesex.

mulberries. Mulberries.
PONSFORD AND SON can supply the above in

large or small quanti ties imd sizes, some extra Specimen
Trees. Prices on application.

Loughborough Park Nurseries, Brixton, Surrey.

Mulberries, Mulberries.

SAM. DYER offers to the Trade a fine, clean, healthy,
well-rooted Stock of the above. Price per dozen or 100 on

application.
The Old Established Nurseries, North Street, Bridgwater

To Fruit. Potato, and Vegetable Growers.

TR. SKINNER AND SONS, COMMISSION Sales-
- MEN, 32, James Street, W.C, and Covent Garden Market,

London. Established 40 years.wEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other PRIZE
COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these varieties from

Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS, Florist
Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants of all

the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double: with every sort ol Eariy
Spring Flowers. LIST on applieation.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

WHITE PINK S.— 1000 patches of the above,
12 to 18 inches in diameter, 3s. per dozen, 20s. per 100; also

1000 strong patches THRIFT, 41. per dozen, 251. per roo.

WILLIAM BRYANT, the Nursery, Rugby.

FOR SALE, handsome plant of CAMELLIA
IMBRICATA, 10 feet hitjh and 6 lect through, well set with

bloom. J. OVER, Mitcham Common, Surrey.

eiAMELLIAS.—Healthy bushy plants, well set with
/ bloom buds, best varieties. Double White, &c., i'^ to 2 feet,

425, per dozen ; 2 to ^% feet, 60s. per dozen.
L. WOODTHORPE having a larger and finer stock than usual, ig

enabled to offer the above. Early orders solicited.

Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex. _^^^^
ACORNS WANTED (from 20 to 100 bushels).—Age

no objection, if sound, and not musty. Cannot be too dry.

Not for sowing Send sample immediately, with lowest price, to

Mr. BRAMWELL, 16, Nelson Street. Liverpool.

WANTED, Strong transplanted APPLE STOCKS,
not less than half an inch in diameter, and free from blight.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

WANTED, APPLE and PEAR STOCKS, extra
STRONG, WELL ROOTED, Suitable for working as Standards,

6 FEET HIGH. State quantity and price to

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, "Upton"
Nurseries, Chester.

SPECIMEN PLANTS WANTED.—Persons having
large Specimens of ihe finer kinds of Conservatory Plants for

DISPOSAL, will oblige by sending particulars to the Pine-apple

Nursery Company. JOHN BESTER, Manager.
33, Maida Vale, Edgware Road» W.

PARIS, I
SUTTONS* GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to
H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. Reading, Berks.

FOR STEELE'S NURSERY ADVERTISEMENT,
see last and ne.\t week's Gardenm' CkroiiUle,

EnglisH Saved Seed, Just Harvested.
)RIMULA JAPONIC A, -zs. 6d. per packet.
. PRIMULA INVOLUCRATA, van abyssiniensis.21, 6d. do.
BARR AND SUGDEN, t2. King Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

Primula,
PONSFORD AND SON'S unsurpassed strain of

PRIMULA may be had direct from the Nurseries, or from the
following Firms, in Sealed Packets, at 2s. 6d. and gj. :—Messrs.
Hurst & Son, 7, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C; Mr. R. Cooper,
153, Fleet Street, E.C. ; Mr. Benary, Erfurt, Germany.

To the Trade.
DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING'S Special LIST

of NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS just harvested, is

now ready, and will be forwarded post free.

Stanstcad Park and Rutland Park, London, S.E.. and Edinburgh.

D~AHLIA "pot roots.—Fine strong plants of the
new and leading varieties at present in cultivation, Price per

dozen 4.?.; per too, 28s.; also ZoNAL GERANIUMS, 12 sorts, 31.,

or 100, 20s. CATALOGUES free on application.

JAMES GERRARD, Mile End Nursery, Aberdeen, N.B.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holbom, London.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for si.x postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptivo
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

Ferns, Ferns, Ferns.—Special Offer to the Trade.

J OVER has many thou5ands of the above, in 48 and
• 60-si^e pots, to olTt-r cheap.

J. 0\'ER, .Mltthiini Common, Surrey.

Spanish Chestnuts and Hazel, 1-3^.

WM. MAULE AND SONS offer to the Trade a large
quantity, at 7s. per 1000, for cash or exchange.

The Nurse ^
•>--^-'urseries, Bristol.

rpHE COLCHIC LAUREL.—Hardiest, freest-
X growing, and brightest of all Laurels. All sizes from i to 4 feet

;

many thousands disposable.
RODGER, McClelland and CO., Newry.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM.—Fine flowering Bulbs,
I to 2 inches, in 4-inch pots, 351. to 50J. per 100.

RODGER, McClelland and CO., Newry.

To the Trade.
ROTTED HAWS.—The Advertisers have a few Tons

for Sale. Price on application to
RODGER, McClelland and CO.. Newry.

Limes, Limes.
PONSFORD and SON can supply handsome speci-

men LIMES for Parks. Avenues, &c., in height from to to

15 feet, straight stems.
Loughborough Park Nurseries, Brixton, Surrey.

Planting Season.

THE PRICED LIST of NURSERY STOCK,
FOREST TREES, SHRUBS. HERBACEOUS PLANTS,

and ALPINES, of WM. URQUHART and SONS, Dundee, may
now be had on application.

LOUIS DE SMET, Nurseryman, Faubourg de
Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium, begs to offer SPIRAEA (HOTEIA»

JAPONICA, extra strong clumps, at ms. per 100; very fine strong
ditto, at i6s. per 100; also the beautiful NEW ECHEVERIA
XAPHOPHYLLA, strong plants, at 8s. each.

MAURICE YOUNG'S TRADE CATALOGUE
of New Hardy Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, and Evergreens;

New Japanese Plants. New Aucubas. Rhododendrons. Roses, Fruit

and Forest Trees, is now ready, and may be had on application. All
Orders from unknown Correspondents must be accompanied by
reference. Milford Nurseries, near Godalming. Surrey.

PLANT CHESTNUTS, and rival the glorious
Avenues of Bushey Park. Fine transplanted Trees. 5 to 6 feet,

45s. per 1000, or 7s. td. per loa Stout OAK, 3 to 4 feet, 2Ks. per 1000.

Carriage free to London. Price LIST of other TREES, &&, on
application to A, C. WILKIN, Tiptree, Kelvedon, Essex.

TO BE SOLD, Cheap. FOUR large SPECIMEN
PLANTS: 2 Lantana borbonica,5 feet; i Corypha australis,

4 to <; feet; i Lapageria rosea, 5 feet, m a 12-inch pot. trained ob
a wire balloon.

C. MacLAREN, Norfolk Nursery, East Dereham, Norfolk.

The Best Early Pea for Market Gardening
PURPOSES is

SUTTONS' IMPROVED EARLY CHAMPION.
A week earlier than Daniel O'Rourke, but with larger and

better filled pods, and iar more prolific. Lowest price per quarter

JOHNSTONE'S ST. MARTIN'S RHUBARB,
earliest and best in Cultivation. Strong Roots, 11. W. each.

Price to the Trade on application.

W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen, Dundee. N.B.

F OR SALE, 2000 strong 4-yr. old LINN./EUS
RHUBARB ROOTS, for forcing and planting

;
price Zi per 100.

T. W. BEACH, Eahng Lane Gardens, Old Brentford, W.

s EAKALE, ASPARAGUS and RHUBARB, EXTRA
STRONG, for FORCING. Pnce on application.

JAMES DICKSON & SONS, Newton Nurseries. Chester.

SEAKALE ROOTS for forcing, very excellent. Sj. per
100. Cash on delivery.

SAMUEL ALLAWAY. Earl's Court Farm. Old Brompton, London.

s EAKALE, extra strong, for forcing. 12s. 6d.,

101. 6d. , and js. 6d. per 100.

T. OVER, Mitcham Common. Surrey.

MAGNIFICENT SEAKALE ROOTS, for Forcing.

—Extra strong, 12J. 6d. per i03 ; very fine roots, 10s. 6d. per

100 : 2d size, 7S. 6d. per loa „ ,,.

W. HOOPER, New Wandsworth, near Clapham Junction, S.W.
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To t(li6 Tr3.dfi

TEA-SCENTED ROSES, in pots, by the dozen,
hundred, and thousand, very fine plants, including

—

MARECHAL NIEL,
GLOIRE DE DIJON,
DEVONIENSIS,
CLIMBING DEVONIENSIS,
MADAME FALCOT,
RUBENS,

And aJI the best leading sorts. Price on application.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield,

near Uckficld, Sussex.

(CHARLES VERDIER Fils, Nurseryman. 12, Rue
J Dumt-ril, Paris, bc«s to announce that his CATALOGUES of

ROSES. NEW ROSES. GLADIOLI, P.-EONIES. &c, is now
ready, and may be had, on application, cither from him, or of his

London Agents, Mes.srs. R, SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp
Lahe, Great Tower Street, E.G.

New Roses for 1873, and others ; Gladioli,
CAMELLIAS, &c.

LEVEQUE ET FILS, Nurserymen, Ivry-sur-Seine,
near Paris, beg to say that their LIST of NEW ROSES

is now ready, and that their stock of TEA ROSES in pots

is splendid :—MarC'cha] Niel, Mdme. Falcot, Souvenir d'un Ami,
Souvenir d'Elize Varden, lean Pcrnet, Melanie Villermoz, Adam,
Souvenir de Paul NOron, "Nlarie Van Houtte, Perfection de Mont-
plaisir, and all the best sorts, old and new, per loo of each.

Prices and LISTS on application.

Gladioli.—New Roses.
EUGENE VERDIER Fils Aine has the honour of

informing his numerous Correspondents that his CATA-
LOGUES of GLADIOLI and NEW ROSES for 1872-73 are now
ready, and may be obtained, free of charge, on receipt of application
(post paid).

EUGENE VERDIER Fils Aine, Nurseryman, 3, Rue Dunois,
Gare d'lvry, Paris.

20,000 Indian Azaleas, with Flower Buds.
JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,

begs to ofTer :

—

100 azalea INDICA, named, goi. ; 100 ditto, stronger, named, iioj.

100 CAMELLIAS, named, without fiower-buds, i to I'/i (t. high, iros.

The sorts are all first-rate, but the selection must be left to J. B.

Baskets and Packing gratis. They will be sent carriage free during
two months to the Docks of London, Hull, and GooJe.

CATALOGUES free, on application.

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent. Belgium,
• begs to offer ;

—

CAMELLIAS, with flower buds, all good double varieties, own selec-

tion, plants I to il4 foot high, £6 los. per 100 ; ditto larger, ^^8 to

£12 per 100. Strong plants 51,, lor. 6d., to 215. each.
INDIAN AZALEAS, with flower buds, nice stuflT. own selection, all

fine varieties, £5 per 100; ditto larger, £6, £8, to ;£io per 100.

SPIR/EA JAPONiCA, strong plants (or forcing, 30s. per 100.

DAREA DIVERSIFOLIA, a very pretty greenhouse Fern, for
decoration, 255. to 42s. per 100.

PANDANUS UTILIS, fine plants. £s per 100.

MUSA SUPERBA, stout young plants, 5s. each or 48s, per dozen.

Pretty Flowers in Winter and Spring.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS of HYACINTHS.
TULIPS, CROCUS, and other FLOWERING BULBS are

now ready for delivery. Carriage free. The cheapest and most
elTective means of securing a good display.

Per Collection.
Carter's Collections for Indoor Culture, 105. 6d., 21J., 42s., 63s.,

and 84s.

Carter's Collections for Outdoor Culture, los. 6d., sis., 42s., 63s.

and 84J,

Carter's Collections for In and Outdoor Culture, 135., 30J., 425., 63^.,

and 84s.

CATALOGUES gratis and post free.

JAMES CARTER and CO.. Seedsmen to H.M. the Queen, and
H.R.H.t h e Prince of Wales. 237 and 238. High Holborn, London. W.C

_

Magnificent New Winter Flowering Plant,
BOUVARDIA VREELANDIL

MESSRS. J.
STANDISH and CO. are now

prepared to execute orders lor the above beautiful plant. It

has the habit and loriii ol B. Hogarthii, but the colour is of the
Purest White. The flowers are of excellent substance and stand
-well, thus TL-ndering it invaluable for Greenhouse or Conservatory
Decoration, and also for CuitniE and Bouquets. Fine plants, with
12 to 14 shoots on each, which will alt flower this winter in a moderate
temperature, 2s. 6d. each, 24s. per dozen, £i) per 100. Special quotations
to-tne Trade on application.

. ,

,

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

To the Trade.

G<
EG. R. DAVIDSON, Nurseryman, Newry. has

\ to offer a splendid stock of the following TREES, in line
condition :—
1,000,000 transplanted Larch, 2 to 1 50,000 transplanted Pinus austri-

2?4 ft.,and 2'^ 103!^ ft.
I

aca, ij^ to3 feet
100,000 do, Scotch, 15 to 24 ins. 20,000 do. Ash, 2 to 3 feet

;o,ooo do. Hazel, 2 to 3 ft. [2 ft.

10,000 du. Spanish Chestnut, ij^ to
10,000 do. Horse do., 2 to 3 feet
10,000 (layers) Limes. 2 to 3 feet

;

standards, 5 to 6 and 7 feet
-0,000 transpiantedLaurels,2t0 3ft,

5,000 do. Portugal do., ij^to 2 ft.

100,000 do. Spruce, 15 to 18 ins.

100,000 do. Elm. 18 to 30 inches
100,000 do. Oak, 2 to 3 feet
100,000 do. Beech, 2 to 3 feet

50,000 do. Sycamore, 2 to 3 feet
50,000 do. Birch, 2 to 3 feet
50,000 do. Alder. 2 to 4 feet

3,000 do. variegated Hollies, i to 1% and 2 feet
1,000 do, green Hollies, in variety, i to 2, and 3 to 4 feet

20,000 dii, silver Fir, 1 to 2 ft.
|
20,000 transplanted Poplars, 2 to 4 ft.

1,000,000 Seedling Thorns, stout, 9 to 15 inches
2,000,000 2-yr. Seedling Thorns, 9 to 18 inches

100,000 transplanted Thorns, z to 3 feet, very fine
20,000 Seedling Scakalc, very tine

10,000 transplanted Mahonia Aquifolia
50,000 Scedlmg Berberis Darwinii, fine

20,000 transplanted Berberis Darwinii, 12 lo 18 inches, extra fine.
Samples sent on application. Terms cash, or satisfactory reference.

Steamboats twice a week from Newry to Liverpool and Glasgow.

New Plants to be Sent Out by
MESSRS. LITTLE and BALLANTYNE, Carlisle,

in 1873.NEW WEEPING WELLINGTONIA (Wellingtonia giganlea pen-
dula nova).—This is a perfectly distinct and most beautiful
variety, with all the branches truly pendulous, and the branchlets
curving gracefully upwards at their extremities The original
plant was discovered some years since, in Knowcfield Nurseries,
Carlisle, among a lot of seedlings raised from Californian Seed.
It is now 38 inches high, and its beautiful drooping habit cannot be
surpassed. The branches begin to droop and nang gracefully
downwards when about 2 inches long.
Little & Ballantvne are prepared to take orders for

the above at 21s. each, lo be delivered in the same rotation in
which ihey are received.

The KNOWEFIELD VARIEGATED BEECH (Fagus sylvatica
tricolor nova).—The leaves of this Beech arc beautifully marked
with three colours—crimson, white, and green, blending into each
other, and which are permanent during the whole season, but
are tspcciatly britiht for the first six weeks after the expansion of
the leaves. It was a chance variegation of a twig of purple Ueech,
which was immediately cut off and grafted; and the plant thus
propr,(;aied is now 5 feet in height, and the variegation has
continued unaltered from the first.
Little & Ballantyne will receive orders for this plant at

rec w d

'

delivered m the same rotation in which they are

NEVV^VARIEGATED PETUNIA (Silver Queen).-This is avanc.y of the well known and favourite bedding plant, with
leaves of a beautiful pate while colour, and is well qualified toproduce a striking effect in all kinds of flower beds
Little & Ballantvne ofi-cr this plant at 5^. each, to be

delivered in the .same rotation in which the orders have been
received.

H'^"V'']^c'''''^ ^^'A^F^'^J^^'''-'
N""<=0'nien and Seedsmen.

44, English Street, Carlisle. Nurseries—Knowcfield, Stanwix. ,

HANDSOME SPECIMEN CAMELLIAS.

Mr. William Bull
BEGS TO INTIMATE THAT HE

HAS PURCHASED THE WHOLE OF THE HANDSOME SPECIMEN CAMELLIAS

From the Collection of Charles Kieser, Esq., of Broxbourne ; and these, with a splendid lot

of Camellias of all sizes, well-set with bud, are on view at his

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

TO THE TRADE.

T. Thornton
INVITES AN INSPECTION OF HIS IMMENSE STOCK OF WELL-GROWN

FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL, EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS;
Also FRUIT TREES, VINES, RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, KALMIAS, ROSES, CLEMATISES, &c.

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

N.B.—A Conveyance will meet intending Visitors at either Sunningdale or Famborough Stations, on an
intimation being sent by Post. ^

HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

TACSONIA EXONIENSIS,
NEW HYBRID GREENHOUSE CLIMBER.

R. TTVEITCH
BEGS TO CALL ATTENTION TO THE ABOVE BEAUTIFUL CLIMBER.

It received a First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticultural Exhibition at Birmingham, and was mentioned in

The Garden as amongst the most remarkable Novelties there exhibited. It is a most distinct cross between the

Tacsonia Van Volxemi and T. moUissima. The tube is at least 2.\ to 3 inches long, and the flower a beautiful

light magenta, with a purple ring in the centre.

Plants now ready, at 10s. 6d. each. Plates Post Free for 18 Stamps.

Special quotations to the Trade Ofi application.

THE NURSERIES, EXETER.

PAUL & SON'S ROSES.

Paul & Son, the "old" nurseries, cheshunt,
HAVIi THE I'LEASURE TO OFFER AN UNUSUALLY

LARGE STOCK of carefully grown fine STANDARD and DWARF ROSES,

at annexed reasonable prices, our selection.

Fine selected STANDARDS or HALF STANDARDS, leading older sorts, iZs. to 24J. per dozen ; £7 per 100.

DWARF STANDARDS or DWARFS, „ xzs. to i8j. per dozen
; ^5 per 100.

New kinds of 1871-72, DWARFS only, 305. per dozen.
CLIMBING ROSES, in 48-pots, 2 to 3 feet high, i8j. per dozen

; £6 per 100.

,, ,, in 32 to 24 pots, 3 to 5 feet, 30J. to 60s. per dozen.

1^^ We can specially recommend these really Climbifig Plants of Climbing Roses.

TEA ROSES, in 48-pots, on own roots, or worked, i8j, per dozen ; ^6 per 100.

,, ,, 32 to 24 pots, 30J. to 42i. per dozen.

ROSES, in pots, well established for forcing or exhibition, 30^. to 84J. per dozen.

,, on own roots, best H.P.'s, Chinas and Teas, in 48-pots, ^5 per 100.

CATALOGUE Post Free on application.

Dick Radclyffe & Co.'S
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

OF

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
Just Published, Gratis and Post Free,

" The Best Catalogue,"

—

Vide opinions

of the Press.

SEEDS,

FRUIT TREES,

SHRUBS,

ROSES,

AND GARDEN

REQUISITES.

129, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C. SEED GROUNDS—i:RFURT, PRUSSIA,
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CHEAP NURSERY STOCK.

Witty & Son
HAVE TO OFFER THE FOLLOWING CHEAP

FOREST TREES, FRUIT TREES, QUICKWOOD, and EVERGREEN SHRUBS,
Which are all clean grown, first-class stuft", and cannot be surpassed in any

Nursery in the Kingdom :—

STANDARD APPLES 60s. per loo

„ PEARS 60s. per 100

GOOSEBERRIES, in sorts 12s. per 100

BL.\CK CURRANTS as. per 100

LARCH, 12 inches to 18 inches i8s. per 1000

„ 18 inches to 2 feet 21s. per 1000

„ 2 feet to 3 feet 25s. per 1000

.. 3 feet to 4 feet 40s. per 1000

SCOTCH FIR, 12 inches to 18 inches 25s. per 1000

SPRUCE, tine 25s. to 30J. per 1000

<iUICKWOOD, tine t2s. 6d. to 25s. per 1000

SYCAMORE, strong and fine. 3 feet to s feet .. 25s. to 30s. per 1000

MOUNTAIN ASH, 6 feet to 8 feet 40s. per too

15s.

THUJA Gir.ANTEA, Bne, 5 feet 401.

„ LOBBII, line, 3fcet to sfeet 30J.

„ OCCIDENTALIS, fine, sfeet 12s.

„ WARREANA. fine, 3feet os.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA. 18 inches to 2 feet

BEREERIS AQUI FOLIA. stronR

., DARWINII, strong

COMMON HOLLY, fine 25s. to 30s.

„ LAUREL los. to 15s. to 20s.

PORTUGAL LAUREL, sfeet to 3 feet .. ..30s
LIGUSTRUM JAPONICUM, fine 9s
AMERICAN WEEPING WILLOWS .. .. gs. to iSs.

BOX EDGING 3<i. per thi

, N.B. Cash or referencefrom unkHowit Correspondents.

WITTY AND SON, THE NURSERIES, COTTINGHAM, HULL.

per dor.

per doz.

per dor.

per doz.

per doz.

per 100

per doz,

per 100

per 100

per 100

per doz.

per doz.

:k yard

BURNELL'S ALEXANDRA WHITE COS LETTUCE.

This splendid

variety needs

little or no re-

commendation.

It grows to an

immense size, is

compact, crisp,

and of excel-

lent flavour, and

stands the sum-

mer heat with-

out running long

after all other

varieties. It is

also very hardy,

and if trans-

planted early in

the spring on well

manured land, we

have no hesita-

tion in saying

that specimens

may be produced

that will alto-

gether defy com-

petition, either

for table or exhi-

bition purposes.

Sold in Sealed Packets, Is. 6d. each. Price to the Trade on application.

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS AND CO.,

SEED GROWERS and MERCHANTS, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.

G„„„
Autumn Catalogue.

EORGE POULTON begs to inform his numerous
Friends and Customers th.^l the above is now ready, containing

all the best new varieties of GKRANIUM.S, FUCHSIAS, &C., at

S?,",,',n'?°)S'„"='t""'' l'"ces; also a choice LIST of HYACINTHS,
1 ULIPS^ CROCUS, &c., of the best qu.ility and at remarkably low
prices. Catalogues sent post free on appbcation.

Fountain Nurse ry, An^tl ko.id, Edmonton, London, N.

MUford Nurseries, near Godalmlng.
NEW (ATALO(;UE.

"\/rAURrCE YOUNG'S new Descriptive CATA-
,,.-?; ,,,'r9,'.'V5i^"°"'''=^''>'''^°""''"'"S Lists of NEW and RAREHARD\ PLANTS,

CONIFER.E,
RH9DODENDRONS and other AMERICAN PLANTS,
Roses,
New Hardv JAPANESE PLANTS,
New AUCLIBAS.
Hardy Ornamental TREES, SHRUBS, and EVERGREENS,
Cheap EVERGREENS, &c., for Cover or Shrubbery Planting,PLANTS suitable for Winter Hedding.
FRUIT TREES,
CLIMBING PLANTS,
FOREST TREES, &c.:
And a PLATE of Young's New WEEPING BIRCH.

Where practicable, M. Young would invite a personal inspection ol
his Stock, which extends over inort; than loo acres.
Railw.m's.—The Nurseries are lo minutes' walk from the Milford

Station, and i mile from the Godalmlng (New) Station, on the direct
Porlsmouth Line ; 2 miles from the Godalming Old Station (all on the
houth-Western Railway): 4 "liles from Shalford Station, on the
Keading and Reigate Line ; and 4!^ miles from Bramley Station, on
the t.uildlord and Horsham Branch of the Brighton and South Coast
Railway.

Free to London ; Five Casks and upwards to any Station in England
or 15 per Cent. Discount

TPPPS'S SELECTED PEAT.-See Testimonials.J—
i Packedin4-bush. barrels, 8j. each, inclusive; selected forOrchids,

gj. Special offers for Truck-loads for general purposes. Terms, cash.PEAT. SAND, and LOAM STOKES, Lewisham. S.E.

Lawes' Chemical Manure Company (Limited).
CAam;(a«—John Knowles, Esq,

T AWES' WHEAT MANURE, for Autumn Sowing.J—

^

now ready for delivery.
LAWES' TURNIP MANURE, DISSOLVED BONES, SUPER-PHOSPHATE of LIME, POTATO, MANGEL. BARLEY.WHEAT, OAT and GRASS MANURES, CONCENTRATEDCORN and GRASS MANURES.
The Company having purchased the Business carried on by Mr.

Lawes lor so many years, are now prepared to receive orders for the
above Manures
The Manures can be supplied direct from the Works at Deptford

and Barkmg Creeks, or through the DepOls at the Ports and Railway
Stations throughout the Kingdom.
The Company have retained the advice and assistance of Mr.

Lawes (or a period of two years, and all their Manures will be pre-
pared under his direction They are determined to send out
Manures of the highest quality only, and no expense or trouble
xvill be spared lo maintain for the future the same high position which
they have occupied in the past.
Orders for Manures, and applications for Agencies in unrepresrihted

districts, should be sent in at once to H. R. CHASTON, Manager.
Head Offices:—59, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

Branches :—22, Eden Quay, Dublin; Market Street, Shrewsbury ;Womanby Street, Cardiff; 63, Constitution Street, Leith: 14, Market
Street. Aberdeen ; Cumberland Road, Bristol.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition—
WHEAT MANURE, for autumn sowing.
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.

'"'''^ISv^L^^BtkS^tl^''^ °' ^""°NIA. G„„in=

116, Fenchurc li Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

/•TJ. REENHOUSE WANTED, Iron or Wood, gooti
ndition. Second-hand,

,
Second-hand. Apply, stating size, &c., to

Mr. GAIT. Post Office, Grimsby.

RENDLE'S PATENT ORCHARD HOUSES
PLANT HOUSES, GROUND VINERIES, and PLAN-fPROTECTORS. Illustrated Catalogues can be obtained on appli-

cation to the Patentee. Mr. WILLIAM EDGCUMBE RENDXE,
3, Westmmster Chambers, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

KEEN'S NEW PATENT SINGLE ^
DUPLICATE HOT-WATER BOILERS. Illustrated Price

Lists free on application to
THOMAS <;rlen and SON, Smithfield Ironworks, Leeds*

and 54 and 55. Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.

G

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices. Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls, &C. MAW and CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

LABELS. LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 4s. per iDoo, or 10,000 for 355., cash on delivery. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London byJOHN FISHER and CO.. Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.G. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

Now ready for sending out,

JUNIPERUS CHINENSIS AUREA, YOUNG'S NEW GOLDEN CHINESE JUNIPER,
AWARDED

First-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society, London,
Aug. 2, 1871.

First-class Certificate, Crystal Palace, Aug. 5, 1871.

First-class Certificate, Manchester Horticultural, Sept. 10, 1872.
First-class Certificate, Glasgow and West of Scotland Inter-

national Horticnltural, Sept. II, 1872.

MAURICE YOUNG, in offering the above really valuable Plant to the Public, thinks that he cannot do better than refer them to Extracts
from the Press and from Correspondence he has received, all bearing testimony to its being

THE FINEST YELLOW CONIFER OF THE DAY,
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

,
.

Report from "Gardeners' Chronicle," Sept. 7. 1872,

M .^^"J.^^'y ,0"^ o' 'he foremost places amongst golden-leaved Conifers must be accorded to Mr.
Maunce'ioungsjumperuschinensis aureus. The Chinese Juniper is well known as one of the hardiestand handsomest of Coniferous shrubs, and when we state that the novelty just referred to is the exact
counterpart of its parent, in all but its colour, and that that colour is equal at least in richness of hue toany golden Conifer hitherto known, but little further mention of it is needed. We may however add,irom a recent personal inspection of the stock, that it is thoroughly constant. Not a plant amongst the
entire stock shows the least tendency to run back, but all, whether infants of 6 inches or adolescents ot
3ieet nigh, appear in the same aristocratic 'cloth of gold' array.* • * Our noies indicate that the propa-
gatea plants take on a close pyramidal habit, and have moreover the twofold character of foliage which is

in the parent, and that the colour of the more prominent portions of the plants is as bright as the
tint of a Golden Holly. Taking these various points into account, and coupling with them the free-growing hardy character of the plant, there is no exaggeration in pronouncing this novelty to be one oi
the best and most desirable ot ornamental Conifers." j « *.

«.

Extract from " Gardeners' Magazine," yurte 29, 1872
.
A foremost position, however, must be accorded to Mr. Young's new Golden Chinese Juniper(Jumperus chinensis aurea), a beautiful bright golden sport from the Chinese Juniper, originated at theMiUord Nurseries- It retains its bright colour throughout the winter as well as summer, and it mustbecome one ol the most favourite Comfera ever introduced."

For Testimonials and List of Subscribers, see Gardeners' Chrotucle ajid Agricultural Gazette, p. 1444, Oct. 26, 1872.
It is now being sent out in strong -well established Plants, 21s. each. A few Specimens, 42s., 63s , and 105sMAURICE YOUNG, MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING, SURREY.
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LEE'S PROLIFIC BLACK CURRANT
Bunch, medium length ; Berries, large, almost uniform in size (rarely a small berry),

long stemmed, thin skinned, very sweet, fine for dessert.

First-class Certificate Royal Horticultural Society, 1869.

GEORGE LEE,
MARKET GARDENER, CLEVEDON, SOMERSET,

Is now sending out the above, in not less than one dozen Plants (this, however, does not

apply to the Trade ; they can supply small quantities at proportionate higher rates, even to a

plant if they choose).

1-year old Plants ••• 10s. to 12s. per dozen Plants.

2-year old Plants •• 20s. to 24s. per dozen Plants.

3-year old, or more ••• 30s. to 36s. per dozen Plants.

The above can be confidently recommended as a very superior variety, having last season maintained

its position of previous seasons, and G. L. is still able to say it will be a great acquisition. Being so sweet it

may be used two weeks before ripe for cooking purposes, thus taking the place of " Ogden's " or other early

varieties ; and after ripe it will hang four weeks more—branches and bunches having been sent to the Fruit

Committee for three successive meetings, thus extending beyond one month after first ripe. The cropping

qualities are at the lowest one-third more than " Black Naples." The name was given by the Fruit Committee

on account of its fertility, which they were able to do from the branches sent. In a Nursery in 1871, on

5-^ rods of ground, 600 plants produced over 5 cwt. of fine fruit. This is the only season any definite account

has been taken of its produce. It is very thin skinned, and makes a fine preserve. It is much enjoyed as a

dessert. It fetches a much higher price in the Market than any other variety, and will be a good variety for

the Market Gardener.

THE FOLLOWING NURSERYMEN CAN SUPPLY PLANTS :
—

Messrs. P. Lawson & Sons .

.

,, Fisher & Holmes
,, J. & C. Lee
,, J. Veitch & Sons
,, Osborn & Sons .

.

,, Downie, Laird & Laing.
., Caraway & Co
,, E. Sang & Sons
,, J. Dickson & Sons
,, Thos. Bunyard & Sons..
,, T. Cripps & Son
.. H. &C.Cobbett

Edinburgh
Sheffield

Hammersmith
Chelsea
Fulham
Forest Hill

Bristol

Kirkcaldy, N.B.
Chester
Maidstone
Tunbridge Wells
Horsel, Woking

Messrs. R. Bradley & Son
R. & F. AUum .

.

R. Wilson & Sons
W, Wood & Son
Dickson & Co. .

.

H. Lane & Son .

,

Elcome Brothers
C. Turner .

.

Thos. Ware
John Fraser

B. S. Williams .

.

R. Smith .

.

M

Halam, Southwell
Tamworth
Warwick
Maresfield, Uckfield

Edinburgh
Great Berkhampstead
Ealing
Slough
Tottenham
Lea Bridge Road
Upper Holloway
Worcester

Mr. W. Clark .

.

,, J. Harrison

,, W. Lawrenson

,, R. Matheson
,, H. May ..

,, W. Potten

,, G. Wheeler
„ F. W. Home
,, John Stevens

,, H. Minching

,, E. Holmes
,, W. Pritchard

Wallington
Darlington
Eaglescliffe,Yarmouth
Morpeth
Bedale [hurst

Sissinghurst, Staple-

Warminster
Hambrook, Bristol

Coventry
Hook Norton
Whittington, Lichfield

Shrewsbury

/ have given publicity as lo the insertion of Nurserymen's Names, and haiie waited sotne weeks for replies, but the above are

all I have been favoured with (not all that have had Plants).

I am able to say much more than last season in favour of the PROLIFIC BLACK CURRANT,
as it has been distributed by Thousands, amongst about Fifity Nurserymen, so that I am not the only person

interested as last season. But perhaps I could not do better than give the description in a Nurseryman's

Catalogue I have just met with, which is as follows :

— " Lee's Prolific Black.—Bunches long, produced in

immense numbers ; Berries large, and equal in size to the point of the bunch, very mild and sweet, and first-

rate for dessert." I have not myself, and I am not aware that any of those who serve in any Retail Shop have

found even one person who did not enjoy it as a dessert, although many have previously said they did not like

Black Currants.

GEORGE LEE, MARKET GARDENER, CLEVEDON, SOMERSET.
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The Approaching Planting Season.

ANTHONY WATERER
INVITES THE SPECIAL ATTENTION OF INTENDING

PLANTERS TO THE

STOCK OF HOLLIES
Which may be seen growing at

Knap Hill:—

COMMON GREEN HOLLIES.—Some thousands of
well furnished plants, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 feet high.

These have all been transpLintcd since August, 1S71.

The following varieties of GREEN HOLLIES, viz. :
—

LAURIFOLIA, I HODGIN'S,
SCOTTICA. YELLOW BERRIED,
ANGUSTIKOLIA,

1
OVATA, and otjiers.

Thousands of splendid plants, 4, 5, 6, 7, S, and 10 feet.

Transpl.-uited April, 1871.

WEEPING HOLLIES.— Some of the finest plants in

cvistence, 10 and 12 feet high, with magnificent weeping
heads. Transplanted March. 1872.

PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY.—Hundreds of beautiful
plants, nice heads, with stems 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet.

THE NEW GOLD WEEPING HOLLY.—A very
distinct and beautiful tree, some scores of good plants,

4, 5, and 6 feet stems.

THE WEEPING MILKM.\ID HOLLY, new.

GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLY, as Pyramids, 4. s, 6.

and 8 feet high, hundreds.

GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLIES, as Standards, with
straight stems and heads, of 15 to 25 years' growth.

SILVER QUEEN HOLLY, Pyramids, 3, 4, 5, and
6 feet, thousands.

WATERER'S HOLLY.—Hundreds of the most perfect
plants it is possible to conceive, 3, 4, 5. and 6 feet high ;

measuring 8 to 15 feet round.

WATERER'S HOLLY, as Standards. — Magnificent
plants with compact round heads, of many years' growth.

Ofthe ordinary kinds of VARIEGATED HOLLIES, we
possess a stock of more than twenty thousand plants,

from 3 to 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, and 12 feet high.

1^" The Plants are perfect in shape, with healthy

foliage and splendid roots, and will be Guaranteed.

TEEES FOR AVEMES.
Anthony Waterer has also a

very fine stock of the following

Trees, which may be seen growing

at Knap Hill :

—

LIMES, 12, 14, to 16 feet high.

PL.\NES, true. Occidental, 12 to 14 feet. The Planes
on the Thames Embankment were supplied by Anthony
Waterer.

SYCAMORES, 12 to 15 feet.

NORWAY MAPLE, 12 to 15 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, scarlet, 10 to 12 feet.

ELMS, 12 to IS feet.

l^* All these Trees have straight stems, girting

from ^ to J inches, 4 feet from the ground. They
have splendid roots, having been transplanted since

January, 1871. There are Thousands to select from.

Prices will be forwarded on application,

LILIXJM AURATUM.
Several Thousand strong sound English

grown Bulbs. They had this year from 5 to

30 blooms on a stem. \Zs., jps., 42^. per doz.

and upwards.

Anthony Waterer,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.

Winter and Spring Flowers.
VERY E.-ISY OF CULTURE.

Carriage Free.

SUTTONS'
CHOICE COLLECTIONS OF

FLOWER ROOTS,
For SPRING FLOWERING, Open Ground,

Ss., 10s. 6ii. ; 21s. and 425. each, Carriage Free

For SUMMER and AUTUMN. Open Ground,
los. fid. ; 21J. and 421, each, Carriage Free.

For WINTER and SPRING, Pots and Glasses,
los. (>d. ; 215. and 42J. each, Carriage Free.

HYACINTHS.
Named\'arieiiesror Pots

and Glasses.

100 in 100 very choice
sorts J1S4 4

50 in 50 ,, 3 2
25 in zS .1 II
12 in 12 ,, o 12
12 in la good ,,06
For Beds and Open

Borders, various shades
of colour, 3i. per dozen,
21J. per 100.

Ftvnt Miss Broadbent,
Fairfield, Ctcvedon.
A^ril 5.
" Miss Broadbent has

been much pleased with
the Hyacinths 1

season ; they were the
finest ill Clevedon."

From Mr. I, Wintei
North 7'owH Tcrrac
Til K )i ton . September
27; ^" The Hyacinths

had from you last year
were splendid."

From the Rev. J. L.
Carpick, Spring fJill,

Sou/hampton. April
20.
" The Hyacinths you

sent me for out-door
bedding won the ad-
miration of all who saw
them."

From Mr. Samuel
Hurst, Pontefract.
March 12.
" The Hyacinths you

sent me are truly
splendid specimens, and
have been admired by
all my friends."

SUTTONS' "GUINEA" COLLECTIONS
of Choice Flower Roots for Open Ground and
Indoor Cultivation.

Suttons' £1 Is. Collection
Of Choice Flower Roots for

Open Ground contains :

—

25 fine mixed HYACINTHS
36 NARCISSUS, of sons
12 double DAFFODILS
50 ANEMONES, double and

single
100 RANUNCt/LUS, ditto
200 CROCUS, 4 sorts

50 SNOWDROPS
so ACONITES
(x) TULIPS, 6 sorts
2 CROWN IMPERIALS
6 Campernelle JONQUILS.

Suttons' £1 Is. Collection
Of Choice Flower Roots for

Pots and Glasses, contains :—
18 best named HYACINTHS
36 best TULIPS
SO named CROCUS
6 named NARCISSUS
6 IRIS
6 SCILLAS
6 JONQUILS, sweet scented
6 IXIAS
3 SPARAXIS
3 OXALIS
2 CYCLAMEN PERSICUM
I TROP.EOLUM.

And will be forwarded Carriage Free.

TULIPS.
Early Single Varieties.

100 in 20 named
sorts £0 18 (

M o IS (
100 m 10

50 in 10

25 in 5
12 in 4
Mixedi IS. per doLQD,

71. 6rf. per loa

Large Double Varieties.
100 in 10 named

sorts £0 17 6
SO in 10 „ o 10 o
25in S » 050
13 m A „ 2
Mixed, IS. per dozen,

7$. 6d. per 100.

From F, F. Armstrong.
Esq.. Henrietta Street,
Dublin. May 29.
" The Tulips you sent

me last year were very
fine. I had a beautiful
display, and they were
greatly admired.'*^

'^^^^S

CROCUSES.
Named Varieties, 6d.

per dozen, 45, per 100
Mixed, is.dd. per 10a

From Mrs. Hakdinc,
Leigklon, Frimu.
March g.
" The Crocuses you

supplied are looking
splendid."

For further particulars of other Choice Flower Roots
and Complete Cultural Instructions, see

SUTTONS' AUTUMN CATALOGUE for 1872

Gratis and Post Free.

SUTTON AND SONS,
Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

__ Post Free to all Applicants.
V> S. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT and GENERAL
rlT

' CATALOGUE is now ready, It contains a Descriptive List
of bcnutiful New Plants offered in commerce by him this season for
the lirsl time; also general Priced Lists of Orchids, Ferns, Tree
Ferns, Flowering and Ornamental-leaved .Stove and Greenhouse
llanls, Falms and Cycads, Aialeas, Camellias, Amaryllis, Ericas,
Epacris, Liliums, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and general Collections oi
Soft-wooded and Hardy Plants.

Special prices for specimens quoted on application.
An inspection of iIieCi.ll<.-i ti.m solicited.

Victoria and Paradise- Nurscrit-s, flpiK r II, ,11, .way, London, N.

Carnations and Plcotees.
TSAAC BRUNNING begs to announce that he has
-L now ready for sending out a splendid Collection of the above,
which he can supply in strong, healthy, well-rooied Plants, at from
15J. to 2JJ. per dozen pairs. A Select LIST ofthe same, together
with CATALOGUES of fresh-imported DQTCH FLOWER
ROOTS, will be sent post Irce to all applicants. No charge for pack-
ing or packages. All orders of 20J. value and upwards sent carriag,
laid to any Railway Station within 150 miles of the Nursery. Thi
isual discount lo the Trade.
paid to any Railway Station within 150 miles of the Nursery. Tli

'
'' count lo the Trade.
ISAAC BRUNNING, Great Yarmouth Nurseries.

Cinerarias.
MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO. are now

sending out fine Plants of their celebrated strain of CINE-
RARIAS, which arc now so well known as to require no
further description.

Collection No. i, consisting of 6 ofthe very best of all the varieties, 301
Collection No. 2, consisting of 12 do, , do,, 42J.

Collection No. 3, consisting of 24 of the best from the general
collection, 63J.

Collection No. 4, consisting of 50 do. , do,, 1051.
Collection No. 5, consisting of joo do., do., £Z.
Single Plants from 21. 6d. to 7s. 6J each,
A descriptive LIST of each collection will be sent post free in

application. Eaily orders are solicited, as the supply of the best
varieties is limited.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

THE HORTICULTURAL SUBSCRIPTION
ROOMS, 22, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

Subscription £1 is. per annum, without further liability, oflcrs
the following advantages :

—

A comfortable Reading Room, supplied with the Daily Papers and
the chief Weekly and Monthly Gardening Periodical

bers can meet their Friend'
on Horticultural

for friendly chat and discussion

The privilege of obtaining advice and information as to Planting,
Laying.out, Selection of Plants and Trees, subjects for Window
Gardening, Building and Heating Greenhouses, &c. ; the Plant
Exchange, for the interchange of Surplus Plants.
Botanical Library for reference, and other advantages.

Proprietor, H. M. KETTELWELL.
22, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

HORTICULTURAL CLUB. —COMPLIMEN-
TARY DINNER to be given by the CLUB to Mr. JOHN

KEYNES. Salisbury, and Mr. PHILIP FROST, Drcpmore. at Ander-
ton's Hotel, Fleet Street, K.C., on WEDNESDAY, November 6 (the
day of the International Fruit Show at South Kensington), at 5 for
half-past !> o'clock precisely. Dinner Tickets 51. each, exclusive of
Wine. JOHN LEE, Esq., FR.H.S. (Messrs. J. & C. Lee,
Hammersmith), has kindly consented to take the Chair.
Gentlemen desirous of Dining with the Club on this occasion are

requested to send their names to the Secretary by Monday,
November 4. By order of the Committee.

RICHARD DEAN, Secretary.
Ealing, London, W., October 24.

Notewortliy* Horticulturists and Botanists.
NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRALTS of

NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS
13 being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already
appeared, and separate Copies (price bd. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher,

Dr. Hooker, C.B., F.R.S.
W. WiL,soN Saunders, F.RS,
Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne.
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr. MooBE, ofGlasncvin.
Professor Reichenbach.
Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.
E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, W.C.

James McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.
James Bateman, F.R.S.
Berthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.
Hon. Marshall P. Wilder.
John Gibson.
Asa Gray.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1872.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
5—Entomological .. .. .. .. 7 P.M.

{ Royal Horticultural (Fruit and Floral
Committees), at S. Kensington ,. ii A.M.

Ditto (General Meeting) .. .. 3 P.M.
I International Fruit Show.

7—Linnean 8 P.M.

WFnNF.:nAv — A? Committees), at i. KensWEDNESDAY, — »( Ditto (General Meetinc)

WE have recently heard much about the

Bedding-out System of Flower Gar-
dening. There are those who look upon it

as having done more to extend a taste for

floriculture than any other fashion which has
been followed in gardens ; and there are

those who hold that it has been one of the

most insurmountable obstacles to progress in

matters of horticultural taste. While some can
survey the chromatic pattern of a grand parterre

with infinite dehght, others become so irate at

the sight as to feel compelled to turn for relief

to the cool green masses of Parsley, and to sit

down and weep over the folly of their fellows

beside the tear-inciting Alliums. Truly the most
extreme and opposite views on this subject are

expressed by those who profess to be well in-

formed thereupon.
There is, however, surely no doubt that in this,

as in various other sublunary matters, the happy
medium is the course to be preferred. Bedding-
out should indeed be introduced in a fitting

manner in fitting places, and not thrust forward
to the exclusion of everything else ; but as to

banishing the system from our gardens, that is im-
possible, however much enthusiasts may preach
against it. It has a grasp upon the horticultural

public which can never be materi.iUy loosened ;

and therefore we hold it to be true wisdom not to
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waste power in battling with the inevitable, but

to take the system as we find it, and, since we
cannot do away with it (even if we would),

endeavour to make the best of it. It is indeed

sheer folly to decry the entire system of bedding-

out because we may happen, now and then, to

see exaggerated or vulgarised examples of it.

Rather should the attempt be made to reform it,

whenever and wherever there may seem to be a

tendency to run into error. A well-ordered

parterre, though it may not represent a great

range of botanical subjects, and thus not present

any very high claims to consideration on scien-

tific grounds, may, notwithstanding, be worked
up into a very enjoyable picture, if only correct

^ taste govern the arrangement of the materials

employed ; it may even become in every sense

an example of high art.

Some there are who would have us believe

that the bedding system necessarily excludes

what is commonly called the " mixed border,"

but it is not so. There may be a place for both

in all gardens of tolerable extent, and neither

ought to exclude the other. If the garden is of

limited extent, and there is not really room for

both, then we hold that the bedding system has

its special recommendations. There are those

it must be remembered—indeed, they form the
'• million "—who, for want of training, have no
gardening knowledge, who are not gardeners in

any sense suggestive of their taking a personal

interest in the plans and operations involved in

the keeping of their own gardens, just because
they do not know, and therefore do not under-

stand the subject, and who are yet to some extent

fond of their garden. To these individuals the

bedding-out system is a boon, since by its agency
the furnishing of their little plots becomes a

simple matter, which they can hand over to some
expert (possibly in the form of a jobbing garde-

ner), to be carried out for them ; and then, at

two seasons, if not more—in spring-time, when
ihe early bulbs are blooming, and later on, when
they are replaced by the summer flowers—they
can enjoy the result. In such gardens, the

double crop system (spring bulbs and sum-
mer bedders) should always be adopted ; and
no one, even the most helpless in horticul-

tural practice, need find any difficulty whatever
about having all the arrangements necessary for

securing a fair supply of these, carried out by
deputy. If by chance the deputy should not be
needed, but the principal can faddle amongst
his own flowers, so much the more enjoyable

will it be for him.

Such persons as we have been just supposing
would not, as a rule, derive a tithe of the same
enjoyment from a mixed garden. The ordering
of the arrangements could not in that case be so

readily and satisfactorily deputed to others. The
mixed garden, when it absorbs all the available

space, is far more suitable for the amateur who is

really a gardener, for the man who knows and
tends his flowers with a loving care, supplying
all their needs, and watching their daily pro-

gress—who, like the shepherd of old with his

sheep, can call them all by their names, and who
knows something of the peculiar character and
requirements of each. Such a person would
find infinite delight in the variety which might be
produced by a judiciously filled mixed border.

Those who possess regular garden establish-

ments, and have these things done for them, will

always look for the summer parterre, whether' or
not they take interest in the mixed border. Look,
for example, at the flower garden at Trentham :

would the pleasure grounds there or those
attached to the mansions of others of the nobility

and gentry—and we might cite hundreds of such
—would these grounds be tolerated without such
a flower picture as this about them ? Certainly not.

We believe, moreover, whatever may be said to

the contrary, that almost every person of e\'ery

rank, from the duke and duchess to the
cottager, will enjoy the cheerful effect produced by
grouping showy flowers ; and this is just what
we get in a well-ordered flower fiarden. When
this is so ordered as to avoid a vulgar glare,
while it presents a rich variegation of hue, and
when plants of elegant and striking form, and
which present happy contrasts, are judiciously
and sparingly introduced, we have the parterre
in its highest excellence. These subsidiary
features—the foil to excessive colouring—must
not, however, be made too prominent or too
frequent. There is always a tendency to run
into extremes ; and because a little of this kind
of admixture looks well, we sometimes see the
whole thing spoiled by getting too much of it.

It is here that true taste is required to step in

and say—so far but not farther. We have, in

our flower garden plants, materials which afford

us the elements of beauty and of grandeur, of

gay colouring and pleasing contrast, but they
require to be distributed by a master's hand.
One principal object we had in view in now

adverting to this subject, was to record a pleasing

variation of the bedding system, carried out,

however, with the usual bedding materials, which
we observed during the past summer at

Osmaston Manor, in Derbyshire. In this very
interesting garden were some large raised flower-

beds, with architectural edgings, either associated

with, or taking the place of a fountain—we forget

which. In planting these beds Mr. Harrison,
the very efficient gardener, had not, as would
commonly be done, disposed his materials in

lines, or in any regular design, so as to pro-

duce a continuous mass of the same plant, but

the materials employed, and which consisted

both of fohage plants and flowering plants, were
thrown into groups of irregular form and unequal
extent, averaging, perhaps, from 2 to 3 feet across,

tall plants standing out in relief from amongst
dwarfer ones, and bright colours being set off by
the contiguity of appropriate foliage. The effect,

from a happy balancing of flowers and foliage,

was very good indeed, quite distinct either from
that of the mixed border, or of the bedding
system, and yet aflbrding to the eye the relief of

variety without patchiness. The only kind of

regularity observed, consisted in the proper re-

lative adjustment of those groups which were of

taller stature, or more pronounced in colour than
the rest. A bed, different indeed, but con-

structed on the same principle, was by far the

best bit of bedding to be seen at Kew this

summer.

We are informed that the Provincial Show
of the Royal Horticultural Society for 1S73 will be

held at the Park Farm, Bath.

The Rev. T. H. Farrer, in recent issues of

Nature, discusses the floral arrangement of several of

the Papilionace.il (Pea tribe), and shows how their

forms depend on the necessity for Insect Fertilisa-
tion. The details given seem to point to some gene-

ralisations concerning papilionaceous flowers ;

—

" I. The position of the flowers in blossom, whatever
their other wants and habits, is such as to make them
attractive and convenient to insects. In general the

showy vexillum is upright, and the keel and wings hori-

zontal. This is effected in various ways : by the raising

and straightening of the stalk, as in Pisum and Lathyrus
;

by the lowering of it, as in Faba, Phaseolus, and Ulex
;

or by giving the pedicel a half twist, as in Robinia, Wis-
taria, and Laburnum.

"2. The cohesion of the petals (which in this single tribe

is so various) is in each flower correlated to the position

of the nectary, the structure of the fertilising apparatus,

and the nature of the pollen. Thus in Ulex, Genista,

and Sarothamnus, the cohesion of the petals is at a
minimum, the wings do not adhere to the keel, and the

keel itself is comparatively open. Correlatively the fila-

ments are stiff and the poUen dusty, and the insect gets

freely dusted with it, without aid from any union of the

petals. In Pisum, Lathyrus, Vicia, Phaseolus, and others,

the wings not only serve as a landing-place for insects,

but, being united to the keel, serve to pull it down and
force out the pollen. In Trifolium, the coherence of the

petals is at a maximum, and produces a complete long
tube containing much nectar, and having the organs of

fertilisation in the access afforded by its narrow mouth.
In Anthyllis the claws of the petals are so thin and so

free from each other as to afford no receptacle for nectar,

whilst the staminal tube is closed and tight-fitting, but
the want of a nectary is made up by the cohesion and
form of the calyx. The various degrees of cohesion
between the petals of the keel—from the comparatively

free keel of Genisteas, through the prolonged acute keels

of Lupin and Lotus, and the oblique keel of Lathyrus, to

the spiral tube of Phaseolus—and the adaptation of each
of these forms to its own stamen^and pistil, is no less

remarkable.
'

' 3. The degree to which the cohesion of the stamens
is carried (so remarkable a feature in this tribe) appears
to depend on the necessity for access to nectar. In those

flowers in which the stamens are monadelphous, viz.,

Ulex, Sarothamnus, Genista, Cytisus, Ononis, Lupin,
there is no symptom of nectar within the staminal tube,

no space for it, and no access to the interior. In some, at

any rate, of these, viz., Ulex, Ononis, and Lupin, the

bees certainly resort to other parts of the flower. On the

other hand, where the tenth stamen is entirely free, or

where it is separated at the base, so as to give an insect

access to the interior of the staminal tube, as in all the

other flowers 1 have described, there is a cavity for nectar

within the staminal tube, and there is nectar within this

cavity.* As regards the double aperture, viz., one on
each side of the base of the separate stamen, which so
often occurs, Mr. Darwin suggests that, one aperture

being necessary, the law of symmetry will account for

there being two.
" 4. Other points in the structure of the filaments,

anthers, and pollen seem also to be more or less related

I have nol actually looked for and found nectar in Onobrychis
saliva and Lathyrus macrorhizus, but have no doubt that it is

there. I have found it in all the rest.

to, and to depend upon, the same function of fertilisation

by insects. In Ulex, Genista, and Sarothamnus, where
the flower is open, and in Lupin and Lotus, where the

agency of the filaments is required to drive the pollen out
of the keel, the filaments are stiff. In Phaseolus, where
the style performs this function, they are limp. In Lotus
and Lupin, the peculiar fonn and growth of the second
whorl of stamens, and their adaptation to this function, is

most remarkable. In Pisum, Lathyrus, Vicia, Phaseolus,

and Lupin, where the pollen is moist, there is an apparatus
for sweeping it out. In Ulex, Genista, and Sarothamnus,
where it iS dusty, the flower simply opens and it comes
out of itself.

"5. The structure of the style and stigma is in every

case adapted so as to bring the latter in contact with an
entering insect. In some cases, e. g., in its emergence
from the spiral keel in Phaseolus, and in the recoil of the

style in .Sarothamnus, this is effected by a very elaborate

process. But the most peculiar function of the style in

many of these flowers is that of sweeping out the moist
pollen of its own flower from the keel. For this piu'pose

it appears to be furnished with hairs or bristles, placed in

different flowers on difterent parts, but always so placed

as to perform the function in question. In Pisum, and,

generally, in Lathyrus, the brush is on the inside of the

style ; in Lathyrus grandiflorus on both sides : in Phaseo-
lus all round the style, but more thickly on the side next

the entering insect than on the other ; in Vicia on the

outside of the style ; in the Lupin at the very extremity
;

but with all these differences it is always so placed as to

find the pollen, and sweep it out of the variously

constructed keels. In this respect these flowers remind
one of the brush-clad styles of the Campanulaceae.

"6. It is scarcely necessary to repeat that the nectar is

found in various parts of the flower—within the staminal
tube, in the vexillum, and in the calyx. But in all cases

the correlation of the parts is such, that an insect seeking

the nectar must touch the stigma and carry away pollen.
'

' These generahsations, if even partially correct, are of

considerable interest, not simply as illustrations of the

mode in which insects fertilise flowers by carrying pollen

from one to the other, but because by connecting the facts

of morphological structure with living physiological

functions, they give meaning and interest to the former,

and possibly indicate the direction in which the true cause

of that structure is to be sought.
" It is but right to add that there is one genus, Coro-

nilla, which, so far as I have been able to observe it, forms
an exception to the above generalisation ; but I have not

been able to procure sufficient flowers to enable me to

state any positive conclusion with respect to this genus,

and I only mention it in order to call the attention of

other observers to it."

We learn that it is the intention of the Horti-
cultural Clue to give a complimentary Dinner, on
Wednesday, November 6 (the day of the International

Fruit Show at South Kensington), to Mr. John
Keynes, Salisbury, in consideration of his having this

year completed the fiftieth year of his career as an
exhibitor ; and also to Mr. Philip Frost, on com-
pleting the fiftieth year of his service at Dropmore.
The dinner will take place at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet

Street, E.G., at five for half-past five o'clock precisely.

Tickets 5r. each, exclusive of wine. John Lee, Esq.,

F.R.H.S., has kindly consented to take the chair.

Those who intend to he present should communicate
with Mr. Richard Dean, Ealing, before Monday,
November 4.

In consequence of the strong representations

made by a deputation of the inhabitants of the East-

end of London with regard to the danger to public

health from the exhalations arising from the accumula-
tion of decaying vegetable matter and mud in the

various stretches ofOrnamental Water in Victoria
Park, the First Commissioner of Works has ordered

that the large lake (covering 5 acres) and the lower

bathing lake shall undergo a thorough cleansing pro-

cess on a precisely similar plan to the one adopted
some two years ago with regard to the Serpentine. To
Messrs. Mowlem & Co. the conduct of the works has

been entrusted, and they have already opened a culvert

connecting the large lake with the main sewer, through

which the water has been drawn off so as to reduce it

to a maximum depth of 2 feet in the middle ; and the

banks of black slime and mud which crop up and dot

the surface of the lake prove that this cleansing order

has come none too soon. With regard to the drainage

of the lower bathing lake, a somewhat novel obstacle

has presented itself The ** culvert " here is constructed

with large earthenware pipes passing from the lake

under the shrubberies into the main sewer, and between
the joints of these pipes the roots of the trees have
insinuated themselves, and there formed into such

compact fibrous masses as to completely prevent the

slightest outflow of water. This will necessitate the

pulling up and relaying of the entire length.

On the occasion of the International
Fruit .Show, to be held at .South Kensington on the

6th inst., the Royal Horticultural Society of Namur,
Belgium, intend to exhibit a collection of 150 varieties

of Pears. We understand that this collection would
have been larger, but for the untoward season, and
that it is intended as a mark of bonne eoiifraternitS.

As such it will no doubt he highly appreciated.

Among Historic Trees, the American
papers state th.at the old Elm under which Washing-
ton took command of the armies of the United States,

and which is still standing at Cambridge, Massachusetts,

with an iron railing around its ancient trunk and a
granite monument beneath its branches, is beginning
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to show the effects of old age. Recently one of its

largest branches, measuring upwards of 30 feet in

length and a foot in diameter, fell to the ground. The
venerable tree will probably soon disappear, with other

relics of the period.

We extract from the monthly reports of the

American Department of Agriculture, 1S71, the follow-

ing particulars relating to the Potato Disease :

—

"The Pmssian Agricultural Academy has tjeen occu-
pied since 1863 in making laborious investigations into

the mode of propagation and possible prevention of the
Potato disease. A report of observations has recently

been published, from which it appears that the following
points amongst others may be considered as finally deter-
mined :— ist. A relationship and connection between the
disease of the leaf and of the tuber, and the fact that the
Potato fungus is the cause of the wet-rot of the Potato.
2d. The wintering of the mycelium of the fungus in the
diseased tubers is considered well established, and as need-
ing no further verification. The mode of dissemination
of the disease, however, is considered as requiring addi-
tional investigation, including the development of the
mycelium of the infected tubers in the superficial portion
of the young plant, as well as the formation of the leaf

fungus. The inquiry is suggested, also, whether the first

traces of the leaf disease in the summer come from the
mycelium of the infected seed Potatos of the pre\ious
year. Experiments are also proposed for ascertaining
whether, if the young plants are completely protected
from the entrance of fungus spores from the exterior, a
diseased mother-bulb would produce diseased plants.

The effort to find some convenient mode of disinfection of
seed Potatos for the purpose of preventing the disease has
not, so tar, met with any satisfactory result. It is possible,
of course, to destroy the mycelium of the fungus in
the tuber by various means ; but this generally in-

jures the bud at the same time, and prevents its growth.
One very important feature accomplished by these
inquiries is the ascertaining that different varieties of
Potatos vary extremely in their susceptibility to disease,
some kinds being much more liable to infection than
others. It is suggested that the collateral inquiry be
carried out for the determination of the best varieties of
Potatos which enjoy a greater or less immunity from
attack. What it is, in the plant or tuber, that causes this

condition is not yet ascertamed, and it is thought that
possibly when the cause is known the more sensitive
varieties may be so modified as to have an equal advan-
tage. According to some the difference consists in the
degree of smoothness of the external skin of the Potato,
whilst others maintain that it depends upon the thickness
of the skin.

"

Mr. Glaisher remarks as follows on the
State of the Weather during the week ending
October 26 :—In the vicinity of London the reading of
the barometer, at sea level, at the beginning of the
week was about 29. 7 inches. Decreasing values were
recorded till the evening of the 21st, when 29.4 inches
was registered ; a slight increase then occurred, which
reached its maximum (29.8 inches) on the 23d; but
this again was followed by a sudden fall to 29.2 inches
by the evening of the 24th. From this time till the
end of the week the readings were all very low, but a
slight tendency to rise was experienced during the
latter portion of the 26th. The mean values for the
last three days were respectively more than half an inch
below the average. The highest temperatures of the
air by day varied from 59° on the 2 1st to 491" on
the 22d, the maximum values for the remainder
being, with but one exception, all in defect of 55°,

The lowest temperatures at night ranged from 49^° on
the 20th to 324° on the 23d. The daily ranges of
temperature were at times very small, viz., on the 20th
but 5", and on the 26th but 8°. The mean daily
temperatures and their departures from the average
were as follows :— 20th, 5I°.4, -I- 2^.3 ; 21st, 5o°.6,

+ I**.?; 22d, 44°.5,— 4°.2
; 23d, 4I^I,— 7^.4; 24th,

46^7»— i°-5 ; 25th, 48''.4, + 0°,$ ; 26th, 49°, -1- r.4.
With the sole exception of the 23d, the weather
throughout the week was very dull ; rain fell more or
less heavily on each day, with the above mentioned
exception, in fact it was continuous at times for hours
together. On the 26th nearly l inch was measured,
and the total fall for the week was more than 2 inches.
The afternoon of the 22d was particularly gloomy, and
a dense fog was prevalent on the morning of the 23d.
The direction of the wind was very variable till the
2ist, the 22d was a generally calm day, but from the
23d onwards southerly currents had the predominance,
with pressures at times to nearly 5 lb. on the square
foot.

In England the highest temperatures by day varied
from 59* at Blackheath and $•/{" at Portsmouth, to 53°
at Sheffield and Newcastle-on-Tyne, with a general
average of 55°. The lowest temperatures at nighc ranged
between 41° at Newcastle-on-Tyne, and 28° at Man-
chester ; several other stations, however, recording
temperatures near 32°. The range of temperature in

the week was as great as 274" at Manchester, and as
small as 12° at Newcastle-on-Tyne. The daily ranges
of temperature varied from 15^" at Manchester to 8° at

Newcastle-on-Tyne. The highest mean daily tempe-
rature was 474"^ at Blackheath, and the lowest 44° at

Manchester and Sheffield, the general average over the
country being 454°. Dull, foggy, rainy weather was
experienced over the whole country throughout the
week. At Wolverhampton, Sheffield, Manchester, and
Eccles rain fell every day, and on five or six days at

most other place the falls were very heavy—Black-
heath, Sheffield, and Newcastle-on-Tyne recording

more than 2 inches respectively, and other stations

measured quantities generally exceeding i or 14 inch.

Thunder was heard at Portsmouth on the 26th.

In Scotland the highest temperatures by day varied

from 564° at Leith to 52" at Dundee, and the lowest

temperatures at night from 42^ at Aberdeen and
Greenock to 37" at Perth, their respective averages
being 54!" and 40.1°. The highest mean temperature
was 47'' at Greenock, and the lowest 45° at Dundee,
the general average for the whole country being 46°.

The rainfall varied from nearly two inches at Edin-
burgh and Dundee to nearly half an inch at Paisley,

the average being i^ inch for the whole country.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 56*, the
lowest 314°, the mean 444", and the rainfall one inch.

The following observations, relating to the week
ending October 19, were unavoidably omitted in

our last issue (see p. 1457): — In England the

extreme high day temperatures ranged between 57° at

Norwich and 524' at Wolverhampton, with a general

average over the country 0(55^°. The extreme low night
temperatures varied from 35° at Bradford to 264" at

Eccles, with a general average of 29f°. The range

of temperature in the week varied from 30* at Eccles

to 20J° at Bradford, The mean of the highest tem-
peratures in the week ranged from 38!^'* at Bradford to

34" at Nottingham, with an average value of 364°. The
mean daily range of temperatures was asgi'eat as i9J*at
Nottingham, and as small as 13^° at Bradford. The
mean temperature for the week was 43^°, the highest

being at Liverpool and Blackheath, 444''» and the

lowest at Wolverhampton, 414°- The first two or

three days were generally fine, with frosts at night at

some places ; but from the i6th onwards, dull, foggy
rainy weather was generally prevalent. The amounts
of rain collected were not very large, though the falls

were spread over generally from four to six days. At
Portsmouth one inch was measured, and at Leeds
nearly as much ; but at Eccles only a quarter of an
inch fell.

In Scotland the highest temperatures by day varied

from 55° at Paisley to 49° at Edinburgh, and the

lowest at night from 36° at Aberdeen to 26° at Perth,

their respective averages being 53" and 32°. The
highest mean temperature was 45!' at Leith, and the

lowest, 38^'', at Perth, the general average being 43*.

The rainfall was very light, the greatest amount
measured being less than half an inch at Aberdeen, and
the least but five-hundredths of an inch at Paisley, the
general average being also but little more than a
quarter of an inch.

At Dublin, the highest temperature was 58^°, the

lowest 28°, the mean 434, and the rainfall i4 inch.

A St. Petersburg correspondent informs us

that, at the time of writing, very exceptional weather
was being experienced there, it being extremely mild,

and favourable for all gardening operations :

—

" In general, the weather from March to the present time
has been very good. All kinds of crops were fine, except
hay and Potatos, which are scanty—the first from the
drought in the spring, the second from the disease, which
was remarkable. On an acre of ground in my kitchen
garden in Waldai the tubers were destroyed, and perished
in the short time of three days. The ground is a well-

manured clay. From the last days of August the crop of
our edible fungi, particularly of the Boletus edulis and
Agaricus (Lactarius) deliciosus, was very abundant, the

peasants going in search of them with waggons. Speci-
mens of Boletus edulis were very large. One of them
measured r foot 2 inches across the pileus, and weighed
2h lb. ; it was perfectly sound and young. A specimen of
the Agaricus (Lepiota) procerus was also very large.'"

• We extract the following from the report of

the Brooklyn Park Commissioners (America), as it

may serve as a hint to some of our own authorities :

—

"The Park Commissioners invite the attention of in-

valids, weakly persons, convalescents, and mothers of

young children, to the elevated ground east of the long

meadow, near the dairy cottage, and known as Cottage
Hill. It is high, dry, and airy ; at the greatest distance

from any point in the park from all disturbing and con-
taminating conditions, and being surrounded by woods,
the air is less harsh than in other elevated situations.

There is a large space of turf near by, on which children

are allowed to play, and as no carriage road passes near,

and the bndle way in the rear of the cottage is fenced off,

young children are not liable to stray into danger
from horses and carriages. A number of sheltered

seats will be found on the Balcon walk, leading out of the

Eastdale, near the cottage ; small tables are attached to

most of them, and they are convenient for sewing, reading,

studying, and the care of children. There is a dressing-

room, with a woman in attendance, at the cottage, where
fresh water, clean towels, and other conveniences can be
used free of charge ;

wholesome milk, cold or warm, tea.

and other simple refreshments, can also be obtained at

moderate fixed charges. All doctors agree that for con-
valescents and delicate persons moderate exercise, with

intervals of agreeable rest, in the open air, is usually the

best medicine, and that the most important means of

securing health and vigour for young children is to keep
them often, for several hours at a time, out-of-doors in a
pure atmosphere."

RefeiTing to the subject of the safe Trans-
mission of Seeds and other objects by Post, which
formed the subject of some remarks in our columns
lately, we may mention that we have received from

Mr. Thomas Edmondson, of Dame Street, Dublin,

some samples of his postal safety envelopes and sample

bags, in which a special flap is provided for the address
and postage label. The obliterating stamp should thus
be impressed un the flap and not on the bag, the con-
tents of which latter would thus be uninjured. The idea
is well carried out, but unfortunately in our case the
Post-office authorities were perverse enough to put their
stamp exactly in the centre of the envelope, where the
words "Date stamp" occur rather prominently, and
which therefore might, in the hurry of stamping, be'
considered by the officials as an indication of the place
where the stamp is to be affixed. No doubt this hint
will be sufficient to Mr. Edmondson to enable him to
adopt some other means of telling the authorities " how
not to do it."

• The designers of American Parks have a
convenient method of providing against the incon-
veniences caused by the throng of carriages by forming
at intervals large open spaces, called concourses, where
carriages may be allowed to collect together without
obstructing the thoroughfares. One such " concourse "

in the Brooklyn Park is more than four acres in extent,

and is provided with covered "shelters," to be used
in bad weather.

Some discussion has lately arisen as to certain
secret remedies for Hydrophoria, and one possessor
of such remedy ofTers to communicate the recipe for
;i^ioo. We are somewhat sceptical as to the value of
any of these so-called remedies, and siiould be inclined
to look with more than usual suspicion on one for
which such a price was asked. Old herbalists believed
that a lichen, now known as Peltigeracanina, was useful
for this purpose, and no less a person than Dr. Mead
endorsed the belief. The learned botanist Dillenius
gives the recipe for preparing the lichen in full. There
are reasons for believing that the secret remedy above
alluded to consists in part at least of the lichen just

named, whose virtues we suspect are wholly imaginary.
Some of the lichens have undoubtedly medicinal,
properties, such as the Cetraria, which contains a bitter

purgative principle. Evernia vulpina has also received
,

its name from being considered poisonous to foxes.

We do not know on what ground foxes are supposed
to partake of this plant, nor, having partaken of it, why
they should suffer ill effects therefrom.

In a recent report on the CONDITION of the'

Industrial Classes in Leghorn we are told that
the celebrated straw-plait trade is not, as is often sup-
posed, carried on in the vicinity of Leghorn, but in the
province of Florence. It is supposed that a falling off
in the demand for straw-plait must have ensued,
owing to a less quantity being required for a fashion-

able bonnet or hat, nevertheless it seems that the
trade is very flourishing. The number of persons
employed in the above province in the manufacture of
straw hats is said to amount to 100,000, the wages
of the men varying from is. i^i/. to 2s. yJ. per day,
and of the women from $ld. 10 ij-, /\.cf. The prices

of the hats themselves range from g(f. to 2s. dd. each,
the medium price being about 24?. per dozen,

The current number of the ITortiailliirist

(American) contains an illustration and description of
the Marine Residence of the notorious P, T.
Barnum, We allude to the subject because we
imagine there are few on this side of the Atlantic who
have any other idea of this gentleman than as a sharp
and enterprising manager. That this is not a wholly
just estimate is made apparent by our contemporai-y,

who tells us Mr. Barnum is "a universal tree

planter," that it is largely through his efTorts that a
beautiful cemetery was obtained and planted, which is

now "the pride of Bridgeport,"and "displays landscape

art of the highest degree." The city of East Bridge-
port, which now numbers many thousand inhabitants,

it is also said, owes its development to Mr. Barnum,
The streets are planted with 30,000 beautiful trees.

" Here, again, Mr. Barnum's tree fancies budded,
and now are blooming with the best of fruit—pleasant

memories." We are further told that " Seaside Park,

Mr. Barnum's latest public gift, is worth going miles

to see. Most of this land was held by unprogressive

stolid real estate plodders. It was with the utmost
difficulty that Mr. Barnum and his friends succeeded

in getting possession of it, and gave it to the city.

Thousands of dollars were expended, and other land

added from time to time. Drives and lawns w ere laid

out in the handsomest manner, free to all. Owing to

the many impassable rocks, the seashore was inacces-

sible, but the rocks were used for foundation and sea-

walls, and now a royal drive skirts the seashore, and
the park sweeps easily down along its edge." Then
follows a flowery account of the sumptuous nature of

Mr. Barnum's residence and grounds, the most notable

feature of which seems to be that the latter are open to

the public, and thus present "a picture of real good-
hearted beneficence."

The Temperance Question, now much
agitated in France, brings to the surface one ingenious

reformer, Dr. Prosper Desptne, who=e zeal Jor the

cause is at least equal to his discretion. He proposes to

outlaw the growth of the Grape, and to make the French
abstemious by encouraging the propagation of the

worms which destroy the roots of the '\''ine. He would
thus do away, not alone with the Vines, but also with

the vanity of the French, for, says the Saturday Revieiv,
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*' It is impossible to conceive that vanity could remain

to a nation whose salvation had been effected by so

humble and earthy an instrument.'*

SAN JUAN ISLAND,
Sailing from the southern end of Vancouver Island

towards Fraser River, on the opposite coast of British

Columbia, the voyageur passes through an archipelago

of rocky wooded islands and islets, varying in size from

12 or 15 miles long to a mere rock, with a few solitary

Fir trees, the roots ofwhich find an uncertain and scanty

footing amid the decomposing trap, laved by the chilly

waters of the Georgian archipelago. In the islands

themselves there is nothing particularly attractive.

There is no grand scenery to enchant the eye, nor rich

agricultural lands to excite interest in them. Few of

them are of any great elevation, and nearly all are

wooded down to the water's edge with a dense forest of

Douglas Fir (Abies Douglasii), Black Spruce (Abies

Menziesii), or Cedar (Thuja gigantea), while here and

there the Juniper (Juniperus Henryana) sends its pleasant

fragiance on the breeze which blows out of the coves

an i bays with which they are indented. As we sail

alon^, the eye, wearied with the quiet, peaceful land-

scape, gets relief here and there in the open glades in

the forest, where the trees are fewer, or some broken,

gra^-y, or fern land takes the place of the sombre Fir,

witli iisdense undergrowth of SaIal(Gaultheria Shallon),

Huckleberry (Vaccinium ovalifoHum), Thimbleberry

(Kubus spectabilis), or the bright-flowered, large-

leaved Salmonberry (Rubus nutkanus), or gorgeous

scarlet Currant, so common in our gardens (Ribes san-

guineum). If the season

is autumn, the broad-

leaved Maple (Acer ma-
crophyllum), with its

yellow leaves, adds va-

riety to the dark hue of

the prevailing land-

scape. The smoke of

the Indian lodge, or of
the settler's cabin, lazily

curls up into the clear

Italian-like air, while
the snow-peak ofMount
Baker, rising to the

height of more than
12,000 feet above the

rest of the long Cascade
range, stands out white
against the horizon.

Now and then the ring

of the lumberman's axe
may be heard, but as

yet few of the islands

are inhabited. A scat-

tered squatter here and
there has erected his log

cabin : but as yet the

wandering Indian, or

semi - civilised white
mm, m pursuit of his

deer, with which all the

large islands abound,
are the only inhabitants

wh ) disturb the quiet

sleepy serenity of this

maze of islands lying on
the boundary line be-

tween the United States

territory of Washington
and our colony of British Columbia—dependencies
of which most of them still are ; but for how long
the next few weeks will for ever decide. [Written
before the arbitrator decided against our claims.]
As our steamer speeds on its eight hours' passage from
Victoria to New Westminster, the struggling capital of
the days when British Columbia and Vancouver Island
were two separate (but by no means sisterly) colonies,
the crowd of gold-diggers on their way to Cariboo, or
"smart" traders bound to do a stroke of business in
*' the upper country," are more occupied in the discus-
sion of the town lots at some Western Eden, which the
inevitable General Choke has still to offer to a fresh
succession of Mark Tapleys and Martin Chuzzlewits, or
the chances of the Honourable Hiram T. Hicks, as

representative in the Legislature of the *' Opposition
Ticket," than in geographical questions. But as we
steam close by one of the largest of the islands, the con-
versation changes, and even the *' honest miner " inter-
mits for a time his attention to the tnonte bank which
Don Jose del Muches Dolores, the Mexican professional
gambler, has been good enough to open in the cabin
for his convenience, to gaze with many oaths and other
expletives on the land on our lee—directing, it may be
remarked, these same ejaculations pro or con, as the
nationality of the speaker maybe. It is San Juan*
island. When the lordly Spanish grandee, Don
Camano, or Don Quadra, discovered this dependency
of the Crown of England, and whilom of his most
Catholic Majesty, he by no means performed a deed
Jor which the peaceful, let-alone-sort of diplomatists
have Iiad reason to tliank him with an over-exuberance
of gratitude. It would have been money in the pocket
of everybody who has ever diplomatically touched it

had it never risen out of the sea ; for a source of sleep- found in abundance, forming a straight-stemmed, bushy-
less nights and worry and annoyance to diplomatists

i

topped tree of 40 or 50 feet in height, quite unlike in

out of number has been this same rocky island of Saint habit to our familiar European Yew. On the drier

John of sacred memory. Now all this fuss, and din, places the Pinus contorta, a low, scrubby tree, grows,
and squabble, it is at first sight difficult to understand ; being only found in such localities on the coast, or in the
and if we can gather anything from the gazing crowd

|
dry sandy desert to the east of the Cascade and Sierra

on the deck of the " Enterprise," we fancy that our Nevada mountains, on the mainland. Texada Island,

further to the north, is covered with it, though a con-
siderable quantity was in former years cut by the Hud-
son's Bay Company's steamers for fuel, the wood
abounding in resin. Maple (Acer macrophyllum and
Acer circinatum), Hemlock Fir (Abies Mertensiana),
a few Oaks (Quercus Garryana), and the ordinary bush
abounds. In a country covered with so much wood
there can be no great variety of flowers, still there
are some in the open grounds, and many flowering
shrubs, such as Spiraeas, Rubus, Ribes, Eerberis, &c. ;

while in the spring the open lands are blue with the
lovely Camass (Camassia esculenta), the bulbs of which
are gathered and stored by the Indians for food,

mingled with the Dog-toothed Violet (Erythronium
grandiflorum) and other bulbous plants. Condensed
from an article in *' Ocean Highways.^'

THE PRESERVATION OF POTATOS.
Many plans have been proposed from time to time

for the preservation of Potatos for use during the

I

winter months, but one which has come to our notice

surprise is shared by them ; for this *^ ifisztla in con-

spectu Aniei-iciE notissima Jama " is by no means
^'^ dives opum." On the contrary, though a little

larger, it is scarcely appreciably better than most of
the others lying around it. There is possibly a little

less of the interminable Fir and Spruce, but still the

bare rock and Salal (telling of stony soil beneath) are

in too great abundance to make any sane farmer in Kent,
or the "bonnie links o' Forth," exchange 400 acres

of his good land for all the miles of this diplomacy-
swathed island. Yet for all of this, red tape is around
San Juan ; for years the very name has raised fiery

words on both sides of the Atlantic ; long and wordy
correspondence has been indicted anent it : blue books
as bulky and quite as dry as usual have been pre-

sented " to both Houses of Parliament," with the

name of this devoted mass of rock and timber on the
|

title-page ; for months has the name been familiar to

many a learned German "Doctor Utrium Legum ;"
1

the Kaiser himself has deigned to take this troublesome
piece of insularity into consideration, and in a few
weeks the newspapers will be filled with San Juan.

It will not, however, be uninteresting for us as for arresting the spread of the disease in partially

geographers to glance at these disputed patches of attacked tubers seems at once so simple and effectual

land from our own special point of view. The that, though it may already be known to some persons,

distance between the Canal de Rosario and the
!

vi^e give an outline of the process for the benefit of those

who like to try it The
raw Potatos, however
much diseased, are

soaked in a solution of

sulphate of magnesia,

after which they are left

in a shed or store-room

till they are quite dry,

when the diseased por-

tion will be found to

have shrivelled, thus

arresting the decay and
preserving the sound
portions, which, when
cut out and cooked, are

said to be very good.

The above was the sub-

ject of an experiment

which was repeated on
a large scale, and with
perfect satisfaction.

Another process, with
the details of which
we are at present

unacquainted, preserve.*!

the Potato in its en-

tirety, skin and all, if

necessary, and the re-

sults are similar to those

obtained in Peru, the

native country of the

Potato, the composition

of the tuber not being

interfered with in the

process, so that, the

whole of the nutritive

elements being retained,

the Potato is as valu-

able an article of food

Canal de Haro is about 20 miles, and the length 1 as when fresh, and much more valuable than

the same; so that the disputed "territory" is mere potato starch, which has been proposed for

about 400 square miles of island-studded sea; the use. But what is really more important than the pre-

islands varying in size from 2 or 3 to 10 or 12
j

servation in a dry state of good tubers, is that by this

miles long, and a mile or two wide " to a mere heap means those attacked by disease can be converted into

of trap with two or three Pines on them ;
" these :

safe and cheap food. Any quantity of bad Potatos,

" Pines " being the species already mentioned, or on
\

under this process, could be preserved in such a way
the more desolate, soilless islets the " Scotch fir," as it that the whole could be stored up for any length of

is called by the colonists and naval surveyors (Pinus time, and brought out as occasion required, for use

contorta), though this species of tree (Pinus sylvestris) either in soup, pudding, biscuit, &c. By this system, it

is not found on the American continent at all. The is said, a great saving of material can be effected, and a

Fig. 319.

—

rendle's Alexandra span-roofed plant-house.

» Pronounced, the English reader may be reminded, San Wan.

stunted Fir in question (Pinus contorta) is full of resin,

and valueless except as firewood. The chief island,

and the one which has given a name to this boundary
dispute, is San Juan.
The general character of San Juan we have de-

scribed already. The greater portion of it is wooded,
and the species of trees are not of any great size com-
pared with those of the low lands of the neighbouring
island of Vancouver and the continent. Abies Doug-
lasii, one of the finest trees in the world for spars, is

found quite abundantly, growing to the height of 150
feet or more, and without a branch up to 50 or 60 feet,

I have measured one felled on the neighbouring main-
land which measured 320 feet in height with a diame-
ter of more than 5 feet. Mcnzies* or the Black Spruce
(Abies Menziesii), is also found abundantly in tlie

damper places, growing also to a great size,

but of little value as a timber tree. The lovely

"Cedar" (Thuja gigantea) is also found in sandy,

poor soil, growing to a great thickness, and
with its widely-stretching umbrageous foliage adds
wondrously to the beauty of the landscai)e. The
"Pencil Cedar," or Juniper (J. Henryana), is another
common tree, growing from the size of a small bush up
to 70 feet in height. Yew (Taxus brevifolia) is also

valuable food made available at any time, and not

limited to eight months in the year, as happens when
Nature is allowed to run her own course. We hope to

learn something more of this process, to know some-

thing of its practical working, and of its results in a

culinary point of view. So far as the preservation of

Potatos by the simple process of drying is concerned,

it is only the development of a plan long since practised

by the natives of the interior of Peru. In this form the

Potato is universally used ; indeed it is preferred to the

fresh state. The process is very simple, the tubers, which

are about the size of a Walnut, are sprinkled with water

and exposed to the air, and become frozen during the

night. The operation is repeated for three nights, after

which they are dried in the sun, and are then stored

away for future use. In this way, of course, they arc

preserved whole, but in many parts of Continental

Europe Potatos are preserved in large quantities by

cutting them into slices, and subjecting them to a

moderate heat. Another suggestion for preserving

Potatos whole, has recently been submitted to the Agri-

Horticultural Society of India. The writer says :

—

" My idea is to dip the washed roots in a hot alkaline

solution for a certain time, so as to destroy all vitality

without cooking the starch. This done, they should be
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allowed to dry in the sun, and tlien be kiln-dried at 135°
F. The skins will not be removed. Such dried Potatos
may be kept packed in cliopped straw, and when required
for use they will iiave to be soaked in water, and may then
be boiled orroasted at pleasure. If well dried, they might
be reduced to a meal. If the Plantain can be dried, I see
no reason why the Potato cannot be similarly treated."

Before dismissing the subject of Potatos, it may not
be out of place to draw attention to the wasteful system
of peeling Potatos before cooking. In most cases the

Potatos cook better in their *' jackets." The skins are

much more easily removed after cooking, and where the
consumption is great the saving would be also great.

Food yournal.

RENDLE'S PATENT HOUSES.
The annexed illustrations (figs. 319, 320) represent

two of a series of new inventions which Mr. Rendle is

about to bring out. The glazing is done on his patent
system, which has already been described in these
columns. The cuts well explain the objects for which
they are intended, and we need only say that the
idea of the rustic orchard-house, fig. 320, which
originated with Mr. Higgs, the gardener at Caversham
Park, Reading, appears 10 possess considerable merit.

IN AND ABOUT HEREFORDSHIRE.
{Concludedfrom />. 1422.)

Early \\\ the mornine of my second day in this
county, accompanied by Messrs. Davidson and Gough,
we started for Fo.xley Hall, the seat of the Rev. h!
Davenport. The drive to the mansion is through a
very extensive and beautifully wooded park, planted
by Sir Uvedale Price.

The mansion, a large

white stone structure,

is most pleasantly

situated, command-
ing a fine view of the

surrounding liills,

towering one above
another, in a grand
picturesque style. The
mansion stands on a
terrace, partly sur-

rounded by a white
stone balustrade, with
vases placed at inter-

vals. The flower gar-

dens are small and
plain, one portion of

the beds are edged
with white stone. An-
other garden consisted

in the greater part of

square beds, cut out

on grass ; small foun-

tains occupied a cen-

tral position in each
garden. The mansion
was undergoing some
extensive repairs, and
a new conservatory

was in course of erec-

tion. The gardener
not being at home our
stay was brief. The
Conifers here were in

fine health, and amongst them I noticed some fine speci-

mens ; one Hemlock Spruce could not be less than 50 feet

in height, whilst the Scotch Firs, evergreen Oaks, &c.,

were remarkably fine trees. The kitchen garden is

some distance from the pleasure ground, everything in

it intheshapeof crops looked well—even the fruit crops.

Plums, Pears, &c., were plentiful; there was also

a nice sprinkling of Peaches, Apricots, &c.. Two
vineries of large size stood in the kitchen garden, but
the Vines had seen their best days ; in front of these
stood a nice range of pits. All the paths in the
kitchen garden were of grass, quite in the old-fashioned
style of gardening.

Leaving Foxley Hall we passed through a very nice
new lodge entrance, on the right of which stood a new
church, and on the left a mausoleum, and an old church
in ruins. Our next visit was to Garnstone Castle, the
seat of Major Peplow, the approach to which is

through a neat lodge, and up a well-kept carriage
drive, planted on either side with Wellingtonias,
forming an avenue of considerable length. The
mansion is of large dimensions, built of stone, and stands
in the middle of an extensive and finely-wooded park.
Some fine views are obtained of the distant scenery, and
a handsome church spire presents quite a feature in the
landscape, being beautifully situated between the hills.

Garnstone is exceedingly rich in Conifers ; there are re-

markably large specimens ofCryptomeriajaponica,Pinus
lasiocarpa, Taxodium sempervirens, Abies Morinda,
Retinospora pisifera. Cedars of Lebanon, Thujopsis
borealis, Cupressus Lawsoniana, &c. ; also some very
fine Hollies and a Weeping Ash of huge dimensions,
which formed a capital summer house. The principal
feature in the pleasure ground was a sunken walk of
great length, on either side of which was a long flower-
border, raised considerably at the back, and sloping
to the walk, which was at least a foot below the level
of the front of the border. This had a most charming

effect. I should like to see such a walk and borders in

either of the public parks, in the hands of a Gibson or

a Roger, and I doubt not all London would look with
astonishment upon such a picture. At the back of the

borders is a broad green walk. Behind these on one
side is a very large and beautifully kept croquet
ground, and on the other a nice piece of green sward,
(lotted about with trees and shrubs. The border, at

the time of our visit, was planted out in the shape
of an oval and diamond bed alternately, and
filled in with a self-coloured groundwork. Near
this is a fine feature in the shape of a Yew hedge,
with the Golden Yew worked on it at intervals, with
large conical-shaped heads. Adjoining this hedge is a
span-roofed plant-house, under repair, the plants

standing in tlieir summer quarters. Qxv the pleasure
ground, dotted about in every convenient space, are

scores of little beds, planted with a standard Rose in

the centre, and the ground beneath covered with
Mignonette and Stocks. The flower garden, which is

laid out on grass, is close to the mansion, and bordered
on either side by a circular chain ; a fountain stands in

the centre. This garden is divided from the park by a
sunken fence, and at the time of my visit was looking
very gay. A small ferneiy under glass was attached
to the house, and being nicely shaded the Ferns
seemed quite at home. The kitchen gardens, two in

number, are both small ; in one I noticed a remarkably
fine hedge of Fuchsia Riccartoni, planted on a raised

bank. In these gardens stood various glass structures,

viz., four vineries, one containing some good Muscat
Grapes ; a Fig-house, small plant-house, new Peach-

the trees standing 40 feet from each other; this avenue
commences in the pleasure ground and extends through
the park ; it will eventually have a very grand appear-
ance from the house and terrace walk. There are
some large plants of Conifers, large masses of Rhodo-
dendrons, Laurustinus, &c. Irish Yews, and other
neat-growing trees and shrubs, are dotted about in

single specimens for effect ; there is also a nice sheet

of water, cascade, &c. There is no doubt that if ever
the demesne is finished according to the plan of Mr.
Nesfield, it will be one of the best places in the county
of Hereford. It will be useless my further describing
it in its unfinished state, but I have no doubt a state-

ment respecting the growth the Conifers have made,
planted in 1861 and 1S62, in so wet and bleak a situa-

tion, will be read with interest. The plants were all

ordinary-sized nursery stock when planted, and they
now reach the following heights, viz. :

—

Abies Alberliana, 32 feet

,, alba, 39 feet

,, Dougiasii, 28 feet

„ cephalonica, 19 feet

,, grandis, 18 feet

,, picturata, 33 feet

,, canadensis, 18 feet

„ Pinsapo, ia feet

,, Nordmanniana, 22 feet

,, nobilis, 20 feet

Cedrus Deodara, 24 feet

,, Libani, zo feet

Scotch Fir, 27 feet

rinus insignis, 32 feet

., I-aricio, 30 feet

,, austriaca, 24 feet

,, I'rutia, 20 feet

,, Pallasiana, 20 feet

,, monspeliensis, 22 feet

,, pyrenaica. 18 feet

,, Fremontiana, 17 feet

,, .Teffreyi, 16 feet

,, Cembra, 16 feet

,, macrocarpa, 16 feet

,. excelsa, ^o feet

Weilingtonia glgantea, 26 feet
Larch, 33 feet

There are many other interesting plants, &c., to be
seen, and amongst them a collection of 25 varieties of

house (not planted), a long upright glass case, with 1
Oaks. I trust I may be able to see Broxwood at some

Vines planted in front and trained over the top to the
[

future period in a finished state, but I much fear it will

back wall, were doing well, and bearing plenty of ran to ruin, for it has no.v been running in a wild state

for some years, and
the rabbits are play-

ing sad havoc with
the shrubs, &c.

My last call was to

inspect the home nur-

sery of Mr. Davidson,
situate just one mile

from Hereford. This
nursery contains about

30 acres of as good
saleable nursery stock

as any man could wish
to see. Roses were
grown by tens of thou-

sands, and the same
may also be said of

Apple trees—a finer,

cleaner, and better lot

of trees I never met
with ; indeed the

whole of the nursery
stock wasvery healthy
and well grown, and
the ground kept in

excellent order. The
glass structures, seven
in number, extended

424 feet in length,

and were well stocked
with Ferns, Fuchsias,

Pelargoniums, and va-
rious kinds of green-
house plants, &c. I
much regret I had

not time to make a thorough inspection of this nursery,
for I feel I lost sight of many things of importance
and interest, but my time could not be prolonged. A
hurried drive just landed me on the platform in time for

the train homewards, and I left Hereford well gratified

with my two days' trip. Edward Bennetl.

Fig. 320.

—

rendle's rustic span-roofed orchard-house.

fruit ; a Melon and Cucumber house, plant stove, and
some span-roofed pits, frames, &c. There are two
excellent fruit rooms near the gardener's house, one on
the ground floor, the other up a flight of steps ; they
were both large and well ventilated. The inspection

of the kitchen garden was limited, time forbidding me
to prolong my stay, at the risk of not reaching my
journey's end that night.

On leaving Garnstone we made for the village of
Weobley, a small place that, previous to the first

Reform Bill, returned two members to Parliament ;

BUD VARIATION,
(Contimtedfyoin p, 1389.^

Bud variation is very often only a reversion—

a

and after refreshmg the inner man, we started for
^
harking back—to the character possessed by the parent

;

Broxwood Court, the seat of Major Sneyd Cox,
1 it is the result, as the phrase goes, of a dissociation of

situate 15^ miles north-west of Hereford, and 44 miles hybrid characters, the consequence of a sort of filtration
from Kingston. The place is in a state of transition

Nesfield being the landscape gardener who furnished

the present set of plans, which are far from being
carried out ; indeed, the place seems to be in a state

of collapse, and our journey there was more to inspect

the Conifers than anything else. The planting of

these was executed by Mr. Davidson in the years 186

by which the constituent elements become separated
from their previous admixture.* This reversion may
be proximate, just as you may see in a family of
children that, whilst most of them resemble both
parents, some are like the one or the other, while some
again present little likeness to either parent, but repro-

duce the lineaments of some remote ancestor. A
and 1S62, and although the place is bleak and wet, the ' singular illustration of this phenomenon was brought
Conifers have done remarkably well. All the belts under the writer's notice by Mr. Wills, and in which
and clumps were trenched 2\ feet deep previous to . two plants of Pelargonium showed the characters of
planting, which is done in a picturesque and pleasing three separate ancestors ; the exact lineage of one was
style; clumps of_Pinus Laricio, P. insignis, Cedrus not fully known, but the history of the other was
Deodara, Abies Dougiasii, Cedar of Lebanon, &c,

averaging from 15 to 30 plants, are placed together at

definitely recorded. The plant in question presented,
after the fifth generation by seed (and not till then).

30 feet distance from each other. These clumps when various branches bearing leaves undistinguishable from
cleared of their Scotch Fir and Larch nurses will be ' those of the varieties known as '* Unique," " Beauty of
very effective. The mansion is in an unfinished state j

it stands on a broad terrace, which is bounded in front

by a row of Laurustinus, which cuts off the flower

garden below. This garden is entered by three flights

of steps, one leading from the centre of the terrace,

and others from either end. Another flight of steps,

on leaving the flower garden, brings us to a fine avenue
of Cedrus Deodara, 960 yards long, and 60 feet wide,

Oulton," and *' Italia Unita "—three very distinct

varieties, each of which were known to have been at

some time or another ancestors of the plant in question,
either as furnishing pollen or as the seed-parent.

" The papers of Naudin, Braun {Rejuvenescence, Cytisus
Adami), and Ducharlre, Note sur le Chasselas Panache, in the
Journal dc la Soctcic impcrialc ct centrals d'Hoytkiilture,
1865, should be read in reference to this part of our subject.
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Another plant of mixed origin, after retaining its

character for three years, suddenly produced branches,

some of which had leaves of the form and coloration

of those of " Beauty of Oulton," the original seed-

parent, while the remainder were bedecked with leaves

in all respects similar to those of " Lucy Grieve," the

ancestral pollen or male parent. The two varieties in

question are w idely different. In the cases just alluded

to, there was not a mere change of colour—an affair

of comparatively minor importance—but there was a

change of configuration and substance. Other cases

of a similar nature have been recorded by various

observers, amongst others by Mr. Grieve, the raiser of

the popular " Mrs. Pollock " Pelargonium.

Of course any plant produced from seed requiring for

its development the contact of the pollen tube with

the ovule or germinal vesicle, must be held to have

mixed characters, and more markedly so in the case of

unisexual flowers, either monwcious or dicecious. From

this point of view a case lately recorded by Mr. Meehan

becomes very significant. That gentleman relates that

he obtained cuttings from Cuphea leiantha, a direcious

plant, producing its male and female flowers on differ-

ent individuals. It is not stated whether the cuttings

were taken from a male or a female plant, but it is stated

that some of these cuttings produced male, others

female, plants, and yet all were taken from a plant of

one sex only. So, too, it is well known that certain

unisexual trees will in some seasons produce male

flowers only, in other seasons female flowers only, and

I'ice versa.

To enter into the questions relating to the sexuality

of plants would, however, lead us too far. We merely

now indicate the facts, as proofs of the composite cha-

racter of the plant.

But dissociation of mixed characters will not account

for all the cases ol bud variation. \'ery often we have

no evidence at all of previous hybridisation, or crossing

;

or, even when such has existed, the form produced is

not like that of either of the supposed progenitors.

Such cases as the Fern-leaved Beech do not seem

explicable by either hypothesis. The Sugar-cane, which

rarely if ever flowers, and hence offers no opportunity

for hybridisation, nevertheless produces new varieties

by means of bud variation. Potato tubers, again, vary

greatly often on the same plant, but these may be the

result of former crossing. A case related by Mr. Meehan,

in the Sweet Potato (Convolvulus Batatas), is, however,

not open to this objection. The plant in question, it

appears, never flowers in the Northern States of Ame-
rica, and yet it has been known to produce tubers of

two distinct varieties—the "Red Bermuda " and the

** White Brazilian "—on the same root.

Reversion to an ancestral condition is a still more

hypothetical cause than dissociation of mixed charactcs,

as we have scarcely ever any means of knowing what the

assumed condition was. We have, therefore, to look

to other causes. We shall not advance matters much
by attributing the changes in question to an innate

tendency to vary possessed by buds as well as by

seedling plants, which are, in so many respects, analo-

gous with buds. Doubtless there is such a tendency,

but we want to get at the *' why and wherefore " of

the proclivity. The following illustrations may in some

slight degree furnish a clue to the attainment of the

desired end. In the first place we must not overlook

the circumstance that, under ordinary conditions, the

several organs of plants often vary according to the

part of the plant upon which they grow. Botanists

recognise this when they give different names to the root-

leaves, stem-leaves, floral-leaves, bracts, &c. Again,

there are such cases as the seedless Barberry. This

plant can be propagated by cuttings, and its seedless

condition can be thus perpetuated ; but if the plant be

multiplied by suckers, or shoots thrown up from the

underground stem, the fruits produced have seeds as

usual. This is an evidence of a difference in the

internal organisation of different parts of the same
plant. Another illustration of a similar character lately

came under observation, in which a sucker from the

root of the Tree of Heaven, Ailantus glandulosa,

produced egg-shaped leaves and a dense cluster of

flowers while only a foot or so in height, the ordi-

nary habit of the tree being to grow for several years

before flowering, to form a lofty stem, and to produce

large compound pinnate leaves, like those of the com-

mon Ash. This, in gardening phrase, would be a
" sport," but it is clear it had nothing to do with

hybridisation, the form produced being unlike that of

any other allied plant. Moreover, there is no evidence

to render the occurrence of hybridisation in this parti-

cular case at all probable. We can only attribute it to

a difference in the organising force manifested in certain

parts of the plant as contrasted with others.

Of a similar character are the observations made by
practical gardeners as to the difficulty, and in some
cases impossibility, of perpetuating a variegated con-

dition of the leaves by dividing the root
;
plants so pro-

duced having green leaves. A French nurseryman,
M. Lemoine, notes this in the case of variegated Pelar-
goniums, and in certain forms of Symphytum and
Phlox, and his experience tallies with that of English
cultivators. Again, in the common practice of budding
Roses, if the bud be taken from a long rampant
"gross" shoot, with a great tendency to form leaves
and little tendency to produce flowers, the bud, trans-

ferred to its new home, will reproduce the undesirable

in budding to take buds from short-jointed flower-

bearing shoots. A similar precaution is exercised by

gardeners in the case of fruit-tree grafts.

The different forms which plants assume at different

stages of their existence under normal circumstances

must also be taken into consideratiira in speculating on

the origin of bud variation. A large number of plants

do not immediately assume their wonted habit, they

pass through an intermediate stage or stages. This is

particularly observable in the case of Conifers, the

juvenile state of which is often very different from the

appearance presented in the adult state. It now and

then happens that, after a plant has lost its youthful

characters, and assumed its full-grown development,

sundry branches, for some unknown reason, revert to

the infantile form. In the common Ivy we have a

familiar illustration of a similar phenomenon. When
the plant is about to produce flowers it assumes an

erect bushy habit, its leaves alter in form, indeed its

whole aspect becomes changed. If now such branches

be taken off and propagated, the characteristic form

remains as in what are called Tree Ivies. If the life

history of such a plant were not known, the bud varia-

tion just mentioned would appear even more inexpli-

cable than it now does. Again, the leaves and flowers

produced on the same plant at different seasons are

often naturally different. Dr. Balfour has lately called

attention to a remarkable instance of this phenomenon
in a species of Hawkweed, Hieracium, which presents

three distinct forms according to the season at which it

flowers. Occasionally even a casual observer is struck

hy the appearance of a second or even a third crop of

flowers on Laburnums, or Pear trees. Wistarias, and

others. In such instances it will generally be found on

examination that the adventitious flowers spring from

buds which under ordinary circumstances never produce

flowers, but only leaves, or that they are placed on

portions of the tree usually devoted solely to the produc-

tion of leaves. How much the aspect of the tree is

altered in such cases may readily be surmised : the

casual spectator cannot fail to notice it, but the expla-

nation of the phenomenon rarely strikes him.

As might have been anticipated, a change in the

external conditions under which a plant lives will often

cause very considerable variation in its form : thus a

species of Fig, Ficus stipulata, is commonly grown on

the walls of hot-houses, to which it clings Ivy-fashion.

The same plant grown as a standard in a pot has a

totally different appearance. On the walls it has small

thin leaves, and it clings to its surface like a large Moss
or a miniature Ivy. Planted out it forms a stout bushy

shrub, with large coarse leathery leaves, so different

from those formed when the plant is growing against a

wall that no botanist unacciuainted with the history of

the plant would hesitate for a moment in ranking it as

a distinct species. Some of the Marcgravias present

similar phenomena. In both the plants just named
the writer has seen on plants growing against a wall

shoots produced of the character of those formed by the

plant when growing unsupported. The inference from

these facts is, that what we call "sports," or bud
variations, are often only exceptional illustrations of a

normal tendency—exceptional in so far as that they are

manifested at unusual times and places, and under un-

usual conditions. M. T. AT., in Popular Scioicc lirc'if-d:

{To I'C Continued.''

MARKET GARDENING.
New versus Old Varieties.

A FEW weeks ago one of your correspondents found

fault with market gardeners generally for not growing

at least some of the new varieties of vegetables and fruits.

The fact is, market gardeners have very little but their

own practical experience to guide them, for in the

prize awards of societies or the commendation of

judges the actual marketable qualities are very rarely

considered. A dish of Peas or a basket of fruit

may look very well, and the flavour may be all that

could be wished, but the crop must be seen growing to

judge of its adaptability for market purposes. Some
years back a market gardener laid down a piece of

ground with fruit trees of the best sorts, recommended
from the Horticultural Society's Gardens at Chis-

wick ; but by the time the trees came to perfection

he had to cut ihem all down, and graft them with old

and tried sorts, the new ones not having paid for the

planting, while one or two rows of the old despised

Hessel had realised more than all the others put

together. The prize awards of societies, to be of any

service to market gardeners or market gardening far-

mers, a largely increasing class, must be like those of

the Volunteers, i.e., offered for the best squad; so

prizes for fruit and vegetables, to be of any service to

the trade, must be adjudged by the rod or acre, and not

by the dish or basket.

Another source of recommendation is in the seed

merchants, and this in most cases is more to be relied

upon. Many a grower has had to thank the enterprise

of these gentlemen forgiving to the trade a really good
thing, but even the seedsmen are not always acquainted

with the requirements of the trade. This year I tried

several new sorts of Peas, Beans, Lettuces, iSrc, some
sent me from seedsmen, and others selected by myself;

some I found worthless, and some worth keeping for

stock. The Peas 1 selected were Maclean's I'remier

think Kingsholm Cos a decided improvement. From
the samples of Beans I did not find any of them an
improvement on my own stock. Carter's Champion
Runner is a very long-podded Beac, but too ram-

pant in growth, and a bad yielder, the flowers not set-

ting. One useful addition in the vegetables is Lee's

Giant Orach, which, if we can only overcome the pre-

judice of the cooks {very often our greatest enemies),

will make an excellent substitute for Spinach in hot,

dry summers. I also tried Sutton's new Gherkin, but

do not think the picklers will like the shape. Several

of the sorts of Lettuce that I had seen recommended
as new, I found to be old sorts under new names.

Of Cucumbers, again,*after trying several of the new-

varieties, I still prefer my old stock ; Telegraph is a
very good one, but too susceptible to thrip.

No doubt there have been some very good Pears,

Apples, Plums, &c., brought out during the last few

years, but the old Hessel, Williams', and Marias
(Marie Louise) are still favourites in the market, either

from their good bearing or quick selling qualities.

The same remark applies to the old Quarantine and
other Apples. The new Clustered Damson is cer-

tainly an acquisition, while the Victoria Plum is still a
general favourite. Now, suppose a grower wishes to

try some of the new sorts either of fruit or vegetables,

he has nothing but the advertisements of the raisers

(and every crow thinks her own the blackest), or the

prize awards of societies to judge from. The latter, as

we have seen, have had no opportunity of judging as

to marketable qualities, and out of the hundreds offered

the grower is without any reliable recommendation to

guide him in his selection, and chooses rather to bear

the ills he has, than fly to others he knows not of. Could

not our societies devote a little land to meet these

requirements—say, atChiswickor any other convenient

locality, where small quantities of the plants could be

grown under one general treatment, and their market-

able qualities judged by men capable of so doing? The
entrance fee for competition should not be too low, to

prevent inundation. Take Potatos or Peas, for instance,

no doubt there are many really good sorts, but how is

a grower to select them? Now if a space was allotted

for their trial, a row of each a few yards long would
be sufticient for competent judges to decide which to-

recommend to growers for market. There is a new
Onion advertised ; if a few seeds of that were sent for

trial, the trade would soonknow if it wasasquickagrower
as represented ; as it is, perhaps one and another may
speculate in a little, but the majority will be afraid.

Nor is it in vegetables alone that this difficulty exists

of deciding *' which is the best to grow." There is a

numerous class of flower growers who grow principally

for the London markets, either as window or bedding-

plants, or for festive decorations ; how difiicult it is for

them to select, out of the vast number of Pelargoniums^

Fuchsias, Verbena.s, &c., that are brought out new
every year,- which is best suited for their purposes ;

while a few plants tried the same way as the vegetables

would enable them to go in for it the first year. A
short description might be sent with the different

plants for trial, as to their habit, colour, or other

peculiarities ; and with a little taste in the arrange-

ment they would not be at all unsightly. How many
really good things have been lost to the community or

left to bloom unseen, simply for the want of a recom-

mendation that can be relied upon. London Market

Gardener. [The Chiswick "trials" furnish much of

this information. Eds.]

and Little Gem, both being close, compact gro\\'ers,

characters of the parent shoot ; hence the care requisite ' good bearers, and of good flavour. In Lettuces, 1

DEARD'S PA TENT CENTRIFUGAL
BOILER, OR HEATING APPARATUS.

I LXAIM the indulgence of your readers, while I

relieve the weight of boiler literature with a conun-

drum, thus : When is a boiler not a boiler? When
it's a coil, would doubtless be Mr. Deard's answer.

Hence he calls his invention a heating apparatus. The
appropriateness of the first title is not so apparent.

Boilers are not bodies in motion, neither can they by

any means recede from their centres without ruin. If

the term centrifugal is applied to the fire, then one of

the merits claimed for this apparatus is that the fire

hits the outside as well as the in. If to the water, then

it is the common property of all boilers to make that

recede in hot haste from their centres to the further

circumference of the circulation. This action is not

only common but compound. The return stream is

as essential to the working of boilers as the flowing

one ; hence if we call any boiler centrifugal, it ought

also to be called centripetal—all are both in rela-

tion to the water. This being so, it seems a pity

to burden a simple heating apparatus with a mean-

ingless name. This, it will doubtless be said, is

a small matter ; but it really is a most important

one, alike to the patentee and the public.
_
The

heating apparatus looks simple and enicienl,

and is offered cheap ; but the very classes who
would be most likely to purchase it would pro-

bably hesitate, and stumble over the title centrifugal.

It is well, therefore, to point out that there is nothing

in it—no real danger, nor hidden merit, nor doubtful

property ; neither is the heating without a boiler any-

thing novel or experimental— on the contrary,

one of the oldest modes of heating by hot water.

Deard's plan differs in form, arrangement, and size of

pipes used, but hardly in principle, from Perkins' high

pressure system, still in use in many churches and

It is

Mr.
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dwelling-houses. In Sampson's spiral-topped boiler
the fire w.as carried up through a coil of pipe that
formed the crown and the greater portion of the sides
of the same. Then, again, many of the tubular boilers
are but stacks of pipe arranged vertically or horizontally,
with only enough boiler-pbte to connect them into one.
These, however, difler in capacity as well as form
from Mr. Deard's single coil. Nothing can well be more
simple than the latter. The base of the pipe rests on
the furnace bars, and the top of the coil is the flow-
pipe. The pipes lie pretty closely together, so that the
fire hugs the sides of the curve all the way up. It is

thus brought back to heat the outer edges, and is forced
to warm each coil of the pipe separately by an in-
genious arrangement of flues formed by iron plates
built into the brickwork. Along these the products of
combustion are carried back and forward until most, if

not all, the caloric is absorbed. The inventor claims
that each square inch of his coil is

made a source o( heat. Proper arrange-
ments are made for cleaning the flue,

and a T-P'Pe with tap is let in near
the base of the coil (see small woodcut,
fig-_322), to facilitate the removing of
sediment. By the proper use of a
damper, the fire is made to burn fast or
slow at pleasure. The construction and
jointing of the coil is thus effected. It

is formed of half circles, turned and
faced to form a true joint, and is held
together by the clips and screws cast
on the pipes. That such a coil, with a
fiery centre and fire also impinging on
all points of its outer edge, will heat
suddenly and violently there can be
no doubt. The limited proportion of
water to fire, the surface to be heated
presented to the fire at right angles,
the insinuating character of the project-

"^

ing lines and recesses— eminently
adapted to entice the fire in, and ex-
haust its force on its curvilinear route—the muUiplicily of flues, the closeness
of the coal to the furnace bars—all are so many
aids to—I had almost written spontaneity of action—immediate heating. And yet, singularly enough,
at first sight, one of the chief merits claimed
for this system of heating by a coil of pipes is that of
the largest so-called slow-combustion boilers. Deard's
coil and furnace kept up the temperature to 200° for
over 12 hours at the boiler trials at Birmingham without
attention. On more mature thought, this seems prob-
able also, for it is obvious that by a skilful use of air
and dampers, a slow fire might readily be sustained

;

and almost every molecule of heat liberated from such
fire would be absorbed by the coil, instead of partly
wasted on the boilers and furnaces under other
arrangements.

This new apparatus, therefore, promises to suit
the opposite and probably almost equally pressing
wants of horticulturist.?,—despatch in getting up the
heat, and tenacity in

retaining it, with a
minimum of loss, for

say 12 or 15 hours at

a stretch—in a word,
long enough for all

practical purposes.
No boiler can bring

the fire into more
immediate or direct

contact with the iron

and water tobe heated

;

every ounce of coal

consumed tells on the
water and the tempe-
rature of the house to
be warmed. A certain

amount of heat, some-
times an alarming per-

centage of the whole,
is absorbed by boilers.

I stay not now to

inquire how much of
this is got back again,

my point now is that
it is first virtually lost,

or at least reserved. When sudden changes of tem-
perature press us for time, this absorption of heat
by boiler-plates and large bodies of water is an
evil and a source of danger. Deard's system would
deliver us from both, by its immediately warm-
ing the houses. The advantages of this rapidity
of action would be greatest in regard to small
houses. The possessors of these, for want of ex-
perience and forethought, have often a race to run
with the froit. Deard's apparatus promises them
success iminediately, rendering heat the victor over
cold. Besides, it ought to be an easy matter to
adapt this system to common fires already in use.
What more simple than to thrust a coil of pipe

'

mto any common fireplace, stove, or furnace, and a
flow-pipe from its upper end ; conduct it round any
house, pit, frame, room, window-garden, to be heated,
and bnng back a return-pipe to the base of the coil ?
The smaller sizes of Deard's apparatus promise to be-

'

come great boons to amateurs, and indeed all who
grow a few window plants and bed out a few foliage

or flowering plants in their gardens. It ought to solve

the problem of how to winter them safely, at the

smallest possible cost. The patentee speaks of 4</. for

heating 100 or 150 feet of pipe for 24 hours.

The woodcut of the small-sized apparatus shows
three flow-pipes with one return. Perhaps it would be
preferable to have siphons inserted at each end of the

flow, and thus form one continuous stream ; or coils of

pipes might be arranged in halls, rooms, or other
places, if found more convenient than continuous lines

of pipe, providing snOicient radiating surface is pro-

vided. The form or disposition of the same within

the area to be heated is of little consequence ; hence
we have stacks of pipes in various positions in prefer-

ence to one, equally effective, with continuous lines,

straight or otherwise.

.So much for the secrets of the system. Its chief

drawbacks appear to be the want of a reservoir of heat

Fig. 321.—GLLllliUT'S registeuhd ii.vnd-light.

to fall back upon after the fire is out, the consequent
liability to sudden extremes of heat and cold, and the

danger of excessive heat to plant life and the safe

working of the apparatus. The chief remedy for all

these is slow combustion. With careful stoking, and
a proper use of dampers, the fire can be kept up for

12 or 15 hours at a stretch. This was proved by
actual experiment at Birmingham. With violent fires,

of course, the pipes might easily become too hot for the

well-being of the plants, and unless the supply cistern

was placed very high, there would be great liability to

boiling over. This could be met by sealing the pipes,

and allowing space for expansion, as in Perkins'

system. But this mode is a source of danger unless

the pipes are thoroughly exhausted of air and hermeti-
cally sealed—a course not to be commended for hot-

house heating. But with common prudence, Jnd the

placing the feeding cistern high enough, no great

Fig. 322.

—

deard's patent centrifiigal boiler.

inconvenience in working need be anticipated. I look
upon the smaller coils as a boon to amateurs and all

small gardeners, which they will doubtless not be slow
to avail themselves of ; while the larger apparatus
come opportunely as coal savers at a time when fuel is

at famine prices. D.

pome Correspanknce.
Veitch's Autumn Giant Cauliflower.—This is

one of the best additions to our vegetable catalogues

—

as useful and profitable a vegetable either for house
consumption or for general market purposes as has
been sent out for years. It is a safe and sure cropper,
this having been proved beyond a doubt this last year
or two, when, with the exception of spring-planted
Cauliflowers, those successional crops planted during
the summer months have proved so uncertain, going
blind, buttoning, and bolting. The Autumn Giant
Cauliflower will keep up a long succession of fine,

firm, and extremely compact heads, if two sowings are
made at different times early in the spring. Late
sowings or late plantings, I find, do not turn in to

mncli account, as they are not of a self-protecting

nature; consequently they require constant attention

to protect them from frost, unless taken up carefully

and stored past in cold pits. In this case they are very
accommodating, although with a high style of cultiva-

tion the individual heads will swell off to an enormous
size before becoming loose or running to seed, so that

with a little judgment at storing time, with separate
pits, a selection is easily made—one for the dining-

room and one for the servants' hall. The Autumn
Giant Cauliflower being a novelty, one would
expect to meet with it in every kitchen

garden of any note. But such I find is not

the case, which may be accounted for in two
ways ; ist, novelties are by many gardeners

looked upon with suspicion ; 2d, some
gardeners do not believe in novelties,

or novelty hunting, until they can judge

for themselves by ocular demonstration.

On the other hand, the page of novelties

in the seedsmen's catalogues is of great

importance. Whether or not they quite

believe in all they advertise, either of

their own introduction or of the intro-

duction of some one else, certain it is

that when a catalogue comes to hand
the page of novelties is carefully

scanned over for a fresh speculation

during the ensuing season ; and in these

go-a-head times it will neither increase

the seedsmen's profits nor suit the gar-

dener's purpose to be found constantly

v^"" copying old catalogues or old seed bills

_,_ — in other words, following game with
old flint muskets instead of breech-

loaders. J, Miller^ Workwp Manor.

Gilbert's Registered Hand-light.
—This hand-light (fig. 321), which
is described by many good practical

gardeners as a most handy contrivance, was designed
by Mr. R. Gilbert, gardener to the Marquis of Exeter,

to supply an acknowledged want, viz., a thoroughly
practical, efficient, and cheap plant protector, their

cost being considerably less than the old-fashioned

cast-iron or lead lights. They are constructed of

wood, glass, and wrought-iron combined, the iron

forming the grooves in which the glass slides for the

purpose of giving the r>;quisite ventilation and atten-

tion to plants within ; no putty is used, thereby facili-

tating the re-placing of broken glass ; and the wood
frame being much warmer than glass is more congenial
to the growth of plants. The uses to which they can
be applied are multifarious : for protecting Cauliflower,

Lettuce, Endive, also choice flowers that require only
slight shelter during winter ; striking cuttings, and
raising tender seeds in or out of doors. In spring they
can be used with good effect over Vegetable Marrows,

ridge Cucumbers,
dwarf Peas, Early
Horn Carrots, and for

hardening off bedding
plants, &c. In fact

they might be used by
amateurs with advan-
tage in an infinite

variety of ways. Their
value was recognised
at the Royal Horti-

culturalSociety's show
at Birmingham, where
they were awarded a
prize medal. The
manufacturer is Mr.
W. J. Tillett, Iron-

monger Street, Stam-
ford.

Wasps on Silver
Firs. — I have fre-

quently watched great

numbers of wasps
hovering over some
large Silver Firs at

Holbrook Rectory when living there, but could never

find out what it was that attracted them. Every
branch seemed to be scrutinised by them. T. IVyiine^

Gr., Hemsby Hall, Norjolk.

Increase of Girth in old Stumps.—Some time
since the Garde7iers' Chronicle had an interesting not^
in regard to this matter. The belief that stumps
increase in girth after the trees have been cut down is

general with woodmen, both in Germany and in the
United States, but not by scientists generally, except it

can be accounted for by root inarching, as described in

the note referred to. The way in which wood is

formed, as I understand it, never permitted me to

accept this explanation in full faith ; and wlien we
remember that woodmen report this growth in cases

where whole forests are cleared away, the explanation

is too exceptional for so general a belief. It has always
seemed remarkable that a matter which could be so

easily tested should be the subject of so much argu-

ment, and two years ago I set myself to make
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observations in regard to it. I wish to extend these yet

over another year beforegoing into the details, but thought

I may say briefly, that I liave no doubt some kinds of

trees will thus increase at least one year after the tops

are cut away. Two of these are the Populus monili-

fera and the common Horse Chestnut (^sculus Hippo-

castanum). As the last is easy to hand, and some may
have the chance to watch one cut down, I would

suggest to my English friends to make the experiment.

The exposed surface should be painted, to prevent

decay. Thomas Meekan, Philadelphia, U.S.

Seeds of Hamamelis virginica.—In the remarks

I made before the Academy of Natural Sciences of

Philadelphia, which you did me the honour to copy in

the Gardeners' Chronicle, on the manner in which the

seeds of the Hamamelis are expelled from the capsule,

1 find I have inadvertently used the term "horny
albumen," when it should have been that the seeds are

expelled by "the contraction of the exocarp. T. Meehafi.

Root Flowers.—The remarks of M. Andre (quoted

at p. 1321) remind me that I once saw in a wild speci-

men of Cercis canadensis flowers from a root, or,

rather, what was once a root ; for, as you well observe,

the distinction between root and stem is a matter of

"circumstances." It is not uncommon to see in our

mountains the earth wash or fall away from trees, ex-

posing the roots, and these roots take on themselves in

time the rough bark and all the characters of the

regular wood of the tree. The nearest approach to

the case of Pyrus japonica I have seen was in a Fran-

ciscea Hopeana, where, from a root about a quarter of

an inch beneath the surface of the earth in the

flower-pot a flower pushed out and perfected itself.

T. Meehan.

A Strange Grape.—A few years ago some young
Vines were obtained from one of our most respectable

nurserymen, all but one of which proved true to name,
and that, which ought to have been Trebbiano, turned

out a Black Grape. Which or what it is, I am at a

loss to know. In the same batch of Vines was the

Gros Guillaume, generally known as Barbarossa, and
similar to what is grown under that name in this

locality. I at first thought the strange Grape was
Gros Guillaume ; but it differed from that both in

bunch and berry. Both Vines were planted in the

same house, a late one. The strange Vine was planted

at the coldest end of the house, while the Gros
Guillaume was planted about the middle, or getting on
for the warmest end. Although the house is over 50 feet

long, the temperature would not vary much, as most of

the work was done with the summer temperature.

Notwithstanding, the fruit of the strange Vine was quite

black, and had a beautiful bloom, long before Gros
Guillaume showed any signs of colouring; which makes
me think that I have accidentally dropped in for a

different Grape to the Gros Guillaume, The foliage and
habit of both Vines are somewhat similar, with the

exception of the fruit, the Gros Guillaume being con-

siderably larger in the bunch than the strange Grape ;

but the latter has it in size of berry and with a far

superior bloom, also from a fortnight to three weeks
earlier in colouring, and it will be that far in advance
of the Gros Guillaume in ripening. Having grown
all the new Black Grapes that are advertised, I cannot
match it with any of them. It has every appearance
at present of matching with the Lady Downe's as a

keeping Grape, but it has quite a differently shaped
bunch. J. Miller, Worksop Manor.

The Potato Disease.—I have read with great

interest "A Cambridgeshire Farmer's" letter on this

subject, and will try the rolling and report on it next

year, if spared. My idea is tliat the rolling was effica-

cious, by simply breaking and bruising the stems, and
thus backening the growth, so that the part rolled had
not arrived at the susceptible period of growth when the

disease bit the others. That there is such a period I

think cannot be doubted, and in this I see almost our
hope of deliverance from the scourge. Another indeed
has been propounded with confidence, thus :—The
deeper the tubers the less the disease, therefore we
have onlyto plant deepenough, and behold! itvanisheth

away. This I have never, I am sorry to say, found
verified in practice, else would I willingly go in for

2 or more feet at once. D, T. Fish.

Potatos.— By the success of my Potabo crop, planted
last autumn, between Oct. 24 and Nov. 15, people
may imagine that autumn planting is a remedy for the
disease, whicli has been very rife down here. Such is

not the case. Taylor's Yorkshire Hybrid was planted
Oct. 24 in my field garden, which is in an airy place,
exposed for miles to the north and east wind, and also

to the south-west wind ; yet tliey were the most
affected of all my Potatos. The reason why I planted
in the autumn was to prevent the Potatos growing out
in store, which must weaken the seed. I am just going
to plant again ; the tubers are all well greened, I

observe, in some of the Potatos which lam now eating,
an azure splotch, sometimes in the heart of the tuber,
and sometimes just under the skin. I began digging up
the crop (August 7) quite ripe, and had such splotched
tubers remained in the ground I have no doubt they
would have rotted. I think Mr, Fish's suggestion,
of not earthing-up Potatos intended for seed, is a good
one, so far as external disease is concerned, but the

greening thus early might not save such Potatos as are

affected internally. The fungus has got into the

interior, and no external application could reach it.

Parbaking them, which might destroy vitality per-

haps, would be the best remedy. I have tried, but in

vain, washing the tubers in vitriol and water, and also

sowing soot, lime, and salt, in the trenches at planting

time. I know of no remedy. Greening the tubers,

planting early ripeners, and digging them up as soon

as their skins adhere firmly to the tubers, is the best

way to get out of the mess. 1 was never thoroughly

beaten by the disease but once, that was in 1845 or

1846. I had an acre and a half of Early Dugdales
badly affected. I sold the residue to my kind friend

the late Mr. Sturt, for his pigs, at 3^. ^d. per sack. I

was not a gardener then, but rented some land of Mr.
Sturt. I observed this year that just before the disease

broke out we had three sharp hoar frosts. In dry

warm summers the disease is not much developed.

VV, F. Kadclyffe, Oct. 26.

lonopsidium acaule.—I inclose you full-grown

specimens of a miniature plant which, if grown in the

smallest sized flower-pot, would prove as interesting on
the window-sill at this season as the "pet" Sundew
mentioned by "A. F." at p. 1392. It is the pretty

little lonopsidium acaule, one of the most diminutive

members of the natural order Crucifera?, and which is

a hardy annual that reproduces itself from seed in the

open border. It has very small foliage, of a delicate

green hue, and clear lilac flowers. It is flowering

freely here in a border devoted to herbaceous plants.

T. Wynne, Cr., Hemshv Hall, Norfolk.

Spanish Oyster Plant.—We send you a few
roots of the Spanish Oyster Plant—Scolymus his-

panicus. In our opinion this is an excellent vegetable.

We grow it to a considerable extent for table use, and
think more liighly of it than we do of the common
Salsafy. It is much more productive, crisper, sweeter,

and better flavoured. We are sorry our seed was
sown late, so that the roots now sent you are not so

large as we could wish. They are cooked and served

like Salsafy. We cultivate the root as we do Carrots,

sowing about i foot apart, and lifting for winter use.

Stuart 6^ Mein, Kelso, October 2\. [The roots sent

were decidedly superior to Salsafy. The plant would
amply repay a more careful selection and culture than
it has yet had. Eds.]

Hickories.—One of your correspondents refers to a

striking Hickory at Dulwich, which no doubt deserves

all the commendation he bestows. It is to be regretted

that these very fine trees are not more frequently

planted both for ornament and use. With them may
be ranked the Black Walnut {Juglans nigra). They are

hardy, grow rapidly, and have very fine pinnate foliage.

Among the best are Cai7a sulcata (peculiarly good),

C. porcjna, and C. microcarpa. Of these there are

good, though young, specimens here, which promise
much. G., Bath.

Seedsmen's Assistants.—A letter in your last

publication on the subject of wages paid by seed
merchants to their young men, by *' An Assistant,"

requires some explanation, as he has strayed very far

from the real facts of the case. His assertion that

few "assistants, after seven years' experience, get

more than from iSj. to 2.<^s. per week," I think cannot
be correct. As an employer of eight to ten young men
I have had occasion to fill vacancies lately, and I have
found the wages required by applicants with much less

experience than described by your correspondent, were
considerably above those stated by him. My experience
is very much to the contrary, and tangibly so, by having
to give higher wages for assistants that have only com-
pleted their apprenticeship. Further, "Assistant"
states "that he knows men with 20 years' experience

that are only receiving ;^8o per annum." I know of
none that can be called " experienced hands," and of

good character, receiving such a miserable pittance.

Any intelligent and active shopman, with so many
years' experience, can and does command a very much
higher salary. I know young men not yet 30 years ofage
that have come under my observation, who commenced
with a weekly salary of iSj-., and who are now receiving

salaries from ;^I20 to ;^i50per annum. This is asome-
what different statement (which can be borne out by any
firm employing several hands) from "An Assistant's,"

and I would caution him before rushing into print, to

make a little further inquiry as to facts. There is no
class of tradesmen that pay their employes so well as

the seed trade. I believe in paying assistants well

;

and good ones (they are scarce) cannot be paid too

well, as their duties are very arduous, and in the great

majority of seed establishments the hours are far too

long, though there is no necessity for such extended
days and even nights, more especially during the

summer months. All honour to the Manchester seed
merchants for the example they have shown for years

in curtailing the hours of labour, and which has been
found so advantageous to both masters and men.
The advice of the writer would be, that all seed

establishments should go and do likewise. A Seed
Mercha fit.

Having been employed some years as assistant

in London and country, allow me to make one or two
remarks on the position of assistants in the trade.

"An Assistant," in his letter of last week, justly says

that wages are in many, very many, instances too low
for the appearance expected and the trust imposed, but

these things are common in all shop trades, and are

only to be accounted for by the relation of demand and
supply. So long as employers will engage persons of

doubtful experience, and such will tender their services

at a low rate for the sake of gaining an elementary or

superficial knowledge of the trade, so long will wages
be low, though I hold it is much against the interest of

both employer and employed that such a state of things

should exist. " An Assistant " speaks of persons serv-

ing seven years' apprenticeship ; he may have done so

—

I did five years in a regular way,—but I may say, from
certain knowledge, that not one out of five do so in

these days. I am of opinion that it is a pity the old

system of indentures has almost died out, as they were,

at all events, a guarantee, if not of ability, at least of the
holder having had an opportunity of gaining an insight

into his business. In London I am sure the genuine
assistant, who knows his business, will find himself
thoroughly appreciated if steady and industrious, and
I think this may also apply to nearly all the large

houses in England. In Scotland and Ireland wages
are very low, but this is partly balanced by cheap
living. There is a system practised by some houses
which cannot be too strongly condemned, namely, that

of engaging young men or youths for six montlis in the

year, who are induced tp accept these short engage-

ments in the hope either of picking up a fragmentary
knowledge or a character, which, from the high
position of these houses, enable them to take situations

to the exclusion of the l>ona fide seedsman. Every one
has a right to live, and far be it from me to blame such
for getting on in the best way they can, but it appears to

me to be a sort of spurious way of manufacturing use-

less hands who in themselves make the very evils they

are the first to deplore. The only remedy for the

present state of things is for employers to see that they

engage only those who can, by efiiciently performing
their duties, make themselves worth increased wages,
and for assistants to be content to gain a knowledge of
their trade before taking good situations. Dux.

The Forthcoming International Show at

Manchester.—In my note in last week's issue on
this subject, please to read works instead of thanks.

Mr. Findlay would hardly thank us for thanks and
wishes. Works in the shape of our best fruits, flowers,

vegetables, will be the chief things wanted, and
welcomed at Manchester next September. D. T. Fish.

The Salway Peach.—This valuable late Peach
may now be seen here in great perfection out-of-doors.

The only protection afforded is a glass coping to the

wall ; and, although there has scarcely been a fine day
since the beginning of September to the present date

(October 26), the fruit are of excellent colour and
flavour, and not the least mealy, as is so often the case

with Peaches when exposed to the wet and cold.

F. Bedford, Gr. to the Right Hon. the Earl of Ken-
mare, Killarncy.

The Setting of Boilers and Water-jackets.—

I

approve of Mr. Baines' mode of arresting the waste of

heat by an intermediate layer of porous non-conducting

material. I have however found coarse sand better

than lime rubbish, and a chamber of air perhaps

superior to either. Broken glass, of which there is

generally too much about most large gardens, pounded
fine, is perhaps the most eflicient of all non-conductors.

The great thing is to get rid of solid matters around the

boiler ; these drain off heat in all directions. There-
fore every means of setting boilers free from those great

robbers of caloric, solid bricks, I hail as an improve-

ment. I am not particular about the mode of doing it,

as long as it is done. Hence my approval of Green's

wooden casings, Cannell's felt packing, as well as any
and all other methods, such as those described by Mr.
Baines or myself. I differ, however, totally from your
correspondent when he proceeds to condemn water-

jackets, and, in fact, he himself concedes their merit

when he says that a water-jacket is "simply a boiler

enclosing a boiler." Therefore, in a boiler with a

water-jacket we are provided with a two-boiler force.

The question of the cost of the jacket is not relevant,

unless it can be shown that the jacket costs more than

another boiler of equal or greater potency. I use the

word greater advisedly, and for this reason,—that

boilers with water-jackets take little, if any more fire

to heat them than boilers without. The theory is that

the jacket is warmed by the heat that would otherwise

be lost. And this theory is confirmed by experience,

therefore the heat of the jacket is so much clear saving

of fuel. It follows that even if the jacket cost as much
as a second boiler of equal potency, which it does not,

we should still be clear gainers by all the coal needed

to heat a second boiler by their use. Hence I still say,

the more jackets in reason the better. V.

Bedding Pelargoniums.—In offering a prize for

my bedding Pelargoniums nothing was further from my
thoughts than trying to take the prize myself. It is

because it does not suit me to grow plants for exhilji-

tion that I offer a prize. Having grown thousands of

seedlings per year, and having sent out several collec-

tions, I wished for once to see, and let others see, some
of them well grown. I am quite sure, and in this some
of the best gardeners in England will bear me out, that

the value of these plants for greenhouse decoration is
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not sufficiently known to the public. I have had a

broad stage, lOo feet long, in full bloom ever since

April, and I think it would be difficult to find such

another mass of flowers as it now presents, though we
are in the middle of October, nor do I see any reason to

doubt that they will be gay for months to come. What
other class of plants will bloom for six months together

without looking shabby ? What other class can be
cultivated with so little trouble? There is neither

green-fly, red-spider, mealy-bug, thrip, nor scale insect

to fear, and no gieat expenditure of fuel to be incurred.

Good soil, water, and protection from frost, with plenty

of light, are all that is required. Many persons, when
you talk of bedding Pelargoniums, think at once of a
mass of scarlet ; Tom Thumb, Stella, and a few other
old kinds are all with which they are acquainted ;

they have no idea of the beautiful shades of pink, rose,

crimson, &c., now in cultivation. No collection of

Hyacinths could be more gay, or differ more in colour

than these do. I know some will think me a little

mad on this point. Well, the numerous men famous
as cultivators who have told me they had no idea of the

value of Pelargoniums before, have something to

answer for if my head has been a little turned. Now,
about this show. I think May a great deal too early,

because it will not give those who wish time to get their

plants strong enough to bloom their best. I think the

time should be fixed after a little discussion. Then
other raisers of these beautiful plants may wish to offer

a prize for their productions, and would like to be
consulted as to the best time to exhibit. Would it not

be well to elicit an expression of opinion as to time,

size of pots, &c., before fixing? 7". ^. Pearson, Ckil-

Yuccas Seeding (p. 1391). — It is not usual

for Yuccas to seed in England, but they do so some-
times. This year I had two seed-pods on Yucca fila-

mentosa, which, at Dr. Hooker's request, I sent to

the Kew Museum. H. R. Ellacombe, Bitlon Vicarage,

doncestersh ire.

The Gros Colman Grape.—Since writing last on
this subject I have met with the following testi-

mony to the merits of this Grape, in the Jourjial

of Horiicultiirc for February S, 1S72. As it seems
desirable to have trustworthy information concerning
the quality, I forward it for the information of your
readers. D, T. F.

" M. Vibert, then residing at Angers, sent me this

Grape some 20 years since. It bore abundantly with me,
but did not ripen its fruit, being in a cold house. I have
since seen it in fine perfection with Mr. Miller, of Bishop
Stortford. Its berries were so fine in size and colour as to
command a high price, making 95. a pound, while Black
Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria made js. a pound.
Fully ripe its flavour is very rich, but when not so its

flavour is not good. It keeps well, and requires to be
dried ripe. I send three or four berries ; they were ripe
in July. It seems as if it would be valuable as a market
Grape, from its large size, fine colour, and keeping
quality. Thos. Rivers."

Then we have the following, by Dr. Hogg, I presume :

" The Gros Colman has now been grown for some years
in many gardens with varied success. In some places it

coloiu-s badly, its substance is hard and fleshy, and its

flavour is that of a Grape, and nothing more. The fruit
Mr. Rivers has sent is jet black, and therefore one would
presume fit to look at, the substance tender and melting
as a Black Hamburgh, and the flavour richer than that of
any late Black Grape we know."

Lasiandra macrantha.—I would strongly recom-
mend all who do not possess this fine plant to
purchase it at once. The variety I have been growing
was, I believe, the first of the Lasiandras sent out.

L. macrantha floribunda is the kind mostly grown, and
was sent out either by Mr. Bull or Messrs. E. G. Hen-
derson & Son, who would doubtless oblige by giving
a few hints as to their treatment of it. But to return
to the inferior variety ; suppose a plant of it to be
established in a 48-pot and to have 8 or 10 shoots,
repot it at once in a 24-sized pot in the following com-
post, viz., two parts best yellow loam, one of good
fibrous peat, with a little silver sand ; pinch out the
points of the shoots, and tie down towards the rim of
the pot (this will cause it to make new shoots from the
collar), keep in a temperature of about 60° max. up till

about March i, when with more sunlight it will bear
more heat. Those who have a vinery at work will
find this a good place for it, perhaps at one end or in
some other light place will suit it best. Continue the
shifting and pinching up till about the middle of June,
after that put it in the greenhouse, and discontinue the
latter operation ; let it remain in the greenhouse till

the plants in the above house are out for the summer
months. When out, stand it on some ashes or on some
other hard substance in the sun, taking especial care to
give it plenty of water. Lasiandra macrantha will
then be entering on a new career, gradually ripening
its wood and developing its flower-buds. When well
set, if you prefer it in the house, by all means move
it, but not into the stove (remembering that with man,
so with plants, a fast life is as a rule, a short one)

;

keep it as cold as circumstances will allow, and it most
probably will be in flower before winter, when I don't
believe that there will be much cause for complaining
of its flowers dropping off. I predict that well grown
hardened-ofi" plants of Lasiandra macrantha will find a

place in the bedding department of the garden some
day, where they will do good service, and afterwards

be lifted for decoration into the conservatory. A well-

grown specimen of Lasiandra macrantha 6 or S feet

high, with its dozens of purple flowers, would be some-
thing worth looking at, and there is not the least reason

why it cannot be seen where there is the necessary con-

venience for growing it. W. Sims, The Gardens,

Bridge House, Tooting.

Pampas Grass.—This hardy plant has never shown
its graceful beauty with such telling effect as it has done
in the North of England this season. It is one of the
few occupants of the flower garden that seem to have
enjoyed the sunless and unprecedented season of wet.

How far this extra gross condition will enable it to face

the coming winter remains to be seen, but a little

extra protection will no doubt suggest itself. 1 have
seen a good many fine specimens on various soils and
situations, and the difference seems to be but little

where the treatment had been liberal. Amongst the

best I have seen this season was a group of three in

the centre bed of a flower garden ; these had over
100 fine spikes of flowers, each varying from 8 to

12 feet high ; this'mass of silvery plumes was strikingly

effective, seen at a little distance. No doubt this extra

quantity of flower may be set down to the past mild
winter. These plants were about 15 years of age, and
had done good service in various situations. It has
been my practice when the spikes are numerous to

thin them well out as soon as they fairly show them-
selves, by taking away a liberal quantity of the smaller

spikes, according to the strength of the plants ; this

brings out the remaining plumes to perfection, and
keeps up the fine green of the leaves ; the plants also

are left in a much better condition to stand the

winter, not being so much exhausted. I have cut the

spikes for drying at all stages, but when they have pro-

truded from the socket 3 or 4 inches is the best time ;

this preserves their silvery character, which they lose if

left upon the plants. After being cut and cleared of

leaves, they should be laid on a warm flue or boiler

top, giving a turn and shake now and then until dry.

yo/ui Taylor, Rose Hill, Botcherby, Carlisle.

Lychnis dioica (vespertina) flore pleno alba.

—

Can any one give me any hints as to the successful

propagation of this most beautiful but most bothering
of plants ? For the last six years I have been vainly

endeavouring to increase my stock. It will not, like

L. dioica fl. pi. rubra, divide at the root. Cuttings it

produces in plenty ; but how are they to be struck? I
have tried them in heat, I have tried them in cold ; I

have tried them without glass, I have tried them under
glass ; I have tried them in the greenhouse, I have
tried them in the frame ; I have tried them in spring,

summer, autumn, and winter, but never did I get a
single plant to grow. At last, alas ! my old plant has
gone the way of all flesh and grass, and in summer I

am left to mourn its loss. I shall be only too glad to

exchange with any one who will replace my departed
favourite. H. Harpur Crr^ve, Dravton-Beaiuhamp
Rectory^ Tring.

A Good Word forthe Wasp.—I am glad to have
found a reason for commending that generally maligned
insect, the wasp. We have this autumn found it of
much service in clearing one of our houses of the
mealy-bug, which it seems to prefer to ripe Grapes,
leaving them untouched in its excursion on the leaves
of the Vine in its search for that noxious insect. W. C.
Trevelyan, VVallington, Nt2vcastle-on-Tyne.

Autumnal Tints.—I have observed in this neigh-
bourhood that the trees and shrubs whose leaves change
to yellow in autumn are this year unusually bright, but
those which change to red are duller than usual. I

should be glad to know whether this is local or general,
on which point your correspondents in various parts of
the country can no doubt give information. Wm. Paul,
Waltham Cross, N. [In our neighbourhood Oaks and
Maples (yellow) are unusually bright. We lately saw
a branch of Parrottia persica, grown at Kew, the leaves
of which were half yellow, half red, and splendid in

colour. Eds.]

Early Horse Chestnuts (p. 135S).—Individuals
which produce their leaves earlier (or later) than their
neighbours are common amongst other trees besides
Horse Chestnuts, but, as far as I have observed, the
Oak is especially the tree which varies most in its time
of foliation. One tree will be quite green whilst another
close to it will be bare of leaves. Perhaps the Ash
varies nearly as much, in fact the peculiarity is quite
common to all kinds of trees. I have often tried to
account for it, and was unable to do so satisfactorily.

The time of life at which a tree has been transplanted
will sometimes have an effect upon its foliation. I have
a row of Lime trees some thirty years old. After they
had been planted about ten years one of them was
blown down, or met with some accident which necessi-
tated its removal, and another tree, the same size as the
others, was planted to fill up the gap. This tree, which
was thus transplanted rather late in life, is now not
quite so tall as the rest ; still it is not stunted
sufficiently to be remarkable in the row, but
it has contracted a disagreeable habit of never coming
into leaf until about ten days after the rest ; and in the
late summer it is the first to remind me, by its early

yellow tinge, of the dreary falling leaves and the
coming of winter. It loses its leaves a fortnight or
more before the others, and stands up a bare, unsightly
skeleton, whilst they are still full of leaves. Its leaves,

also, are much smaller than they ought to be. From
this I have learned a useful lesson, that the younger
you transplant trees the better. I think it is a mis-
take to buy large, and consequently expensive shrubs
for making shrubberies, for I believe that if a plant a
foot high, and one 5 feet high were put in side by side,

the foot-high plant would, in most cases, overgrow
the other in ten years' time. 1 was speaking one day
last spring about the tendency of some trees to come
into leaf so much earlier than others of the same kind,

and was wondering what could be the cause, when one
of ray youngsters said, "Why I can tell you; it is

because those seeds came up sooner than the others."

And I verily believe my lad has hit the right nail on
the head ; only it wants to be confirmed by experiment.

It seems to me very probable that the first foliation of
a seed determines its time of foliation ever afterwards.

Thus if two Sycamore seeds, for instance, fall to the

ground, and one lay in such a situation that it was
enabled to germinate and come into leaf a fortnight

sooner than the other, it would come into leaf a fortnight

sooner ever afterwards. One acorn might germinate
quickly at the surface of the soil, and another might be
buried so deep that it had to struggle to the light, and
thus be retarded for a time. I think it is very likely

that it would thus become a late tree. I cannot help
thinking that this simple theory is a solution of the

problem ; at any rate I have adopted it till I can find

a better. Robert Holland.

Possibly the precocity in the Horse Chestnut
alluded to by your correspondent, Mr. Salter, at

p. 1358, may be the result of failing health. About a
year since a gale of wind prostrated a fine tree of the

above-named species, growing in the park here, which
had for many years been remarkable on account of

coming into leaf and flower, and also assuming the

autumnal tint and shedding its leaves, at least a fort-

night earlier than its fellows. On examination, it was
found that the central part of the trunk to a consider-

able height was very much decayed, as well as nearly

all the roots, and this decay appeared to have been in

progress for years. I never observed any peculiarity

in the character of the fruit of the tree in question ; had
any existed, I should most likely have noticed it.

P. Grieve, Culford.

Garden Memoranda.
Heckfield Place, Winchfield, the Resi-

dence OF THE Right Hon, Lord Everslev.—
Nature has done much for Heckfield Place, and Art,

discreet, discriminating Art, has supplemented the work
of the great master-hand with delightful expression.

There are three prime features about Heckfield—its

undulations, its trees, and thirdly, its flower gardens.

Standing on one of the elevated spots in the grounds,

and looking away in a north-easterly direction across

a fine valley, on the western ridge of which stands the

mansion, one could say with Emerson :
—

" Here once the Deluge ploughed,
Laid" the terraces one by one."

The undulations are gentle rather than abrupt, and
the rounded lines of natural beauty lose themselves in

dense masses of umbrageous trees, or stand out almost
against the sky when looked at from the bed of the

valley.

Lord Eversley is a lover of trees, and his demesne
furnishes him with many examples worthy the affection

of such a friend. Oak and Beech flourish there like

weeds in a neglected garden. There are some wonder-
ful examples of Beech, with spreading branches, that

look as though the leaves were tipped with lambent
gold when the full flood of the soft summer sunshine

falls upon them. Considerable variation in the manner
of their growth can be seen. Some appear to send out
their branchlets almost horizontally, others have a
handsome and compact pendulous habit, while an
upright character is seen in others. Chestnuts and
Limes are grandly developed, the former strikingly

pyramidal in growth ; Hornbeam also does well. There
is a grand Tulip tree in front of the mansion, of im-

mense size, and in full vigour. Coniferous trees are

not less at home in these grounds. At several points

there are fine examples of the Douglas Fir, with tall,

straight stems, that look as if they could stand the

violence of the fiercest gale. The foliage is in most
cases finely coloured, and of a striking glaucous tint.

Larch of huge proportions tower up among leafy trees,

and no less remarkable are the Silver Firs. There
is one specimen of Abies Pinsapo over 80 feet in

height, and well proportioned. Cedars of Lebanon
are characterised more by the wonderful free-

dom and vigour of what appear to be com-
paratively young trees—trees whose history in all

probability dates back further than a casual observer

might imagine. C. Deodara can be seen of noble pro-

portions ; one near the mansion, something like

90 feet in height, is a splendid specimen, with a half-

pendulous compact growth, resembling that of an
Araucaria. The subsoil is gravel and sand, and
happily for these fine trees the ravages of frosts are

seldom felt. Pink and White Thorns are dotted about
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the park, and these, with handsome Purple Beech, do

acceptable service at their proper seasons. Fringing a

shrubbery border and banks of Rhododendrons, that,

planted on the western edge of the ornamental water,

relieve the otherwise abrupt and naked contact of

green glade with shining water, are fine clumps of the

Pampas-grass, the silvery plumes waving in the passing

breeze. The foregoing remarks are only intended to

indicate some of the arboreal treasures to be found at

Heckfield ; they do not attempt to describe them in

detail.

A fine standpoint of view is furnished to the visitor

to Heckfield as he takes up a position on the croquet

ground, situated due south from the mansion, and

1 irming one of the most elevated spots in the park.

Close at hand on the left is a thick belt of trees,

behind this the park, and beyond the park, but shut

out from view, the demesne of Strathfieldsaye.

Following the line of sight northwards, there comes

in the mansion on the opposite side of the valley, with

the kitchen garden in the rear, and in the south and

laid to the charge of raised beds of this character. The
greatest neatness prevails everywhere. Succulents of

many kinds, and low-growing variegated plants,

are in the main the prevailing materials of which

the beds at Heckfield are made up. They are

wonderful in design, arrangement, and fitness. Simple

materials enter largely into the formation of some of

these superb pictures of ornamental gardening, but

these simple materials are so charmingly and artistic-

ally disposed that the designs are quite elaborate.

Fig. 323 gives a view of a series of four beds of similar

shape surrounding a large stone vase in the centre, and

forming a perfect square. The vase is of considerable

dimensions, and was carpeted with Sedum lividum,

with various Sempervivums, and Echeveria metallica

dotted about it towards the edge. In the centre was a

bold red Dracsna, with Cyperus alternifolius and

various young Palms forming a girdle round it, and

beyond the Sedum, there was a fringe of Pyrethrum

Tchiatchewii. One of the series of four beds comes out

boldly in the figure. All had three tiers of plants.

combined, which much relieves the succulent beds, and

imparts a fine eftect to the whole. Then such beds as

Flower of Spring variegated Pelargonium, with a fine

dark purple Petunia mixed with it, and other arrange-

ments, alternate with the succulent beds, and assist

each other by juxtaposition. Mr. Wildsmith's mode
of planting appears to be much appreciated, as during

the season gardeners far and near go to Heckfield to

inspect the designs, and are loud in their admiration of

wliat they see. Many of the succulents so artistically

and effectively employed are very readily propagated,

and they do not occupy a great deal of space when
housed for the winter. Alternantheras, the variegated

Mesembryanthemum, Fisher Holmes & Co. 's golden-

margined Thyme, Tropajolum Minnie Warren, the Rev.

W. F. Radclyffe bicolor Pelargonium, and such like

I

close growing plants, together with Sedums, Saxifragas

Sempervivums, Echeverias, &c., are constantly repro-

! duced. Agaves, Yuccas, Dracaenas, and many other

things are also employed. The value of these carpeted

beds came put distinctly during the somewhat moist

Fig. 323.—PART OF SOUTH TERRACE Ol-' HECKFIELD I'LACE.

east fronts, the flower garden. Nevertheless, seen

through skyey loops in trees, or over the lower

lines of woodland, the eye rests on the higher parts of

Berkshire ; farther east is Bramshill Park, the seat of

Sir William Cope, Bart., with its fine old Elizabethan

mansion, associated with memories of Henry VIII.,

and right behind the visitor there is a look- out right on

to Aldershott, and the white tents of the military

encamped there can be picked out in a clear sunshine.

The flower garden is on the south and east sides of

the mansion, and may be said to consist of two oblongs

joined at an angle, each oblong being composed of

sets of beds forming subordinate designs, and yet in

perfect agreement as a whole. The beds are all inlaid

in turf, which occupies a level of some 6 feet below
the broad gravelled terraced walks near the mansion,
from which walk a steep grassy declivity slopes
towards the beds. The visitor looks down on the
beds, which is a great advantage in the case of carpet
beds, such as those used at Heckfield. All the beds
are raised from 6 to 9 inches above the level of the
turf by means of steep banks, which, being covered
with various hardy Sedums, Saxifragas, &c., are always
covered with a dense growth, and betray none of those
unsightly glimpses of bare mud walls which is often

The raised edge was formed of Sempervivum californi-

cum and Sedum carneum, and the fringe of lobes

formed by an undulating line of Echeveria secunda

glauca, placed sideways, so as to form the wall of the

second tier. The carpet of the lower tier was formed

of Alternanthera paronychioides, of the next tier with

Mesembryanthemum cordifolium variegatum, and

about this was dotted Echeveria metallica, Semper-

vivum urbicum, S. Phillaoides, and S. Haworthii.

The wall of the centre tier, circular in shape, was again

formed with Echeveria secunda glauca, planted side-

ways ; this was carpeted with Alternanthera magnifica,

having in the centre a nice plant of Dracrcna australis.

At eacli corner of the bed on the ground level the pretty

variegated Sempervivum arboreum was planted, and

much helped the effect. This represents in detail one

of many excellent designs worked out by Mr. Wild-

smith, Lord Eversley's gardener, in other parts of the

garden. And lest it should be thought that the con-

stant iteration of somewhat formal-looking beds of

succulents should be thought monotonous, let it here be

stated that almost the whole length of the centre of

the garden there runs a line of huge raised beds in

stone, like immense oval baskets, and vases also,

which are filled with flowering and foliaged plants

summer ; for while ordinary bedding plants grew pro-

fusely, and in some instances out of all bounds, the

succulents and other plants were easily pinched into

shape, and heavy rains only seem to impart a new

lustre to their appearance. At Heckfield the advocates

and opponents of bedding out could meet on a common
neutral ground, and each find his best imaginings

worked out into eflect. No oHensive glare of masses

of bright colour crowded into a small space meets the

eye, and there was no low level of irksome monotony.

Fig. 324 shows a raised bank of some width, forming the

northern boundary of the east terrace garden. Succu.

lents form a very tasteful design in the front, and Imes

of flowering and foliaged plants form the back, and

a most charming floral picture was presented.

Such are a few of the many fine features of Heck-

field. It is a place that lovers of high-class gardening

will find it well to visit. R. D. [In a future issue we

shall give another illustration of this fine garden.

Eds.]

Sister House, Claimiam Common, the residence

of Ambrose Bassett, Esq., bears considerable repute

amongst metropolitan horticulturists for its large col-

lection of specimen plants, and the high keeping o{
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the gardens here under the care of Mr. George Baker,
one of our cleverest plant growers, and one who was a
successful exhibitor at the London shows of a few
years back. The Sister House now under considera-
tion, and which was formerly the residence of Mr.
Lucas, the eminent builder, is readily distinguished
from its twin prototype by a fine specimen of Euonymus
japonicus nearly covering the front walls of the house :

how very rarely is this fine plant seen occupying a
similar position. It is at all times an object of great
beauty, but much more so in the spring, when its

fresh green foliage has a most striking effect. Having
got so fiir, and made our way into the kitchen garden,
the visitor is at once struck by the great quantity of
glass which meels his gaze, and which has been
put up in the best possible manner, and heated and
ventilated in a very satisfactory w.iy. The kitchen
garden is entirely walled in, and, with the exception of
the conservatory and a few frames, the whole of the
glass structures are situated within it. In the open
quarters, during the summer, I saw excellent crops of

1459
and the crowns being better ripened, a larger measure
of success is attained.

On a wall facing south is a range of half-span
houses, 200 feet in length, the first compartment in
which is devoted to Roses, and here a grand show is

made in the early spring, some fine specimens in pots
occupying the back border, while in the front all are
jjlauted out. All the best sorts are grown, and tile house
is a most enjoyable one while there is a bloom to be
seen. Next come two or three I'each -houses, tlie first

being occupied with three trees, which cover a curvi-
linear wire trellis about 4S feet in length. Other
divisions of the same size follow, all the trees being of
the same age and character, and all planted inside.
They look in excellent health, and I was informed that
they never tail to get a fine crop of fruit off them.
Some of the trees were lifted about four years ago,
with satisfactory results, .and others are to be similarly
treated, to keep down over-luxuriance. A border at
the back of one of these houses, made with charred
loam, was planted some time ago with Camellias,

six months out of the twelve, it is most valuable for
that purpose.
The next houses are devoted to Pines,—one for

fruiters, the other for successioiial plants. All are
grown in pots and fruited in the 1 2-inch size, in a com-
post of three parts peat, a little loam, and plenty of
brick rubbish. In this they do first-rate ; fine fruit of
Charlotte Rothschild, the smooth-leaved Cayenne, and
Queens being annually secured. Facing the Pine stove
aUil due south is a lanLje of five vineries, large, lofty,
and well built, too lofty if anything, and exposing by
far too much drying surface to do Vines well. The
borders are outside, close on to the gravel, and rather
low ; and being very poor Mr. Baker made a new
border some four years ago, using good Epsom loam.
In this the Vines are doing better, and carried this
year som 2 good crops, especially of Muscats. In one
of the houses devoted to Black Hamburghs I saw a
very fine collection of Amaryllis, which produces a
succession of flowers nearly all the year round.

Opposite the vineries is a range of span-roofed

Fig. 324.—view of north end of east terrace at heckfield peace,

such vegetables as are usually in demand, though the
ground does not, I believe, suit the Brassica tribe so
well, clubbing being more or less prevalent every
season, but very badly so this, and this notwithstand-
ing that Mr. Baker, some four years ago, gave the
ground a good dressing of clay. It was sad indeed to
see the quarters of Brussels Sprouts, which this year
have suffered terribly from the cause I have stated.
Some varieties of Strawberries, too, do not do well on
this ground, notably the British Queen, which is

beaten by Dr. Hogg. Mr, Baker forces about Soo
plants of this fruit every year, the sorts grown being
Keens' Seedling, Sir Charles Napier, President,
and Dr. Hogg, the latter proving not a heavy cropper,
but unfailingly producing fruit of fine size and quality

;

it is well worthy of being largely grown in pots. I
never before met with the same method of growing
these plants in pots as is practised here with very great
success.^^in reducing to a minimum the number of' blind " plants. Instead of layering them in small
60 pots in the usual way, and then potting them on
into their fruiting pots (32's), Mr. Baker has the latter
prepared, well crocking them, filling rather firmly with
a good compost, and laying the plants on to them at
once, by which means a great deal of time is saved,

which have done well. They came into flower with
the Peaches, and a floral treat of a high order was
the result. In the same range are also two stoves,
which contain some good specimen plants of Imanto-
phyllum miniatum. Gloxinias, Begonias, Palms, a
magnificent plant of Adiantum farleyense, 4 feet
through and 2 high ; and another specimen with the
largest pinnie I have ever seen ; a neat speci-
men of Adiantum Feel, a very scarce Fern, but
one which is very well worth growing for cutting
for vase decorations; its fronds being of a harder
nature than any other Adiantum, it stands longer
when in use. Mr. Baker finds that it requires a
cool, damp place in the stove to grow it well.
Anthurium Scherzerianum was represented by a
good plant of a grand variety, and the collection of
Orchids includes a very bright-coloured variety of
Cypripedium Stonei. Plants remarkable for their fine
foliage, neat half-specimens, are to be seen here in
plenty, and amongst them Crotons play a conspicuous
part, especially C. undulatum, which is, perhaps, the
finest of all the new ones yet sent out. The leaves are
rich in colour, extremely varied in their markings, and
producing a .splendid effect by gas-light. The old Ron-
deletia superba is much grown for cutting ; flowermg for

houses, forming three sides of a square. The centre
one is 56 feet long and 24 wide, a cool greenhouse ;
and of the structures at either end, one is an orchard-
house, and the other devoted to specimen plants. The
greenhouse is also the show-house, and a good show of
flowers is kept up all the season. In the spring.
Cyclamens and herbaceous Calceolarias make a gay
display, both these plants being done thoroughly well.
Show and fancy Pelargoniums follow in considerable
quantities, and these are followed by hard-wooded
plants and Heaths, in which the garden is rich. Early
in the autumn I noticed here some nice plants of the
old but worthy Crowea latifolia, and C. macrophylla,
both very free-flowering, the last-named producing the
largest flowers, botlr being of a lively pink colour.
The specimen-plant house is the great feature of the
place, so large is the collection and so hne the speci-
mens. Azaleas are largely represented, many of them
being from 5 to 7 feet in height, some as much through
at the base, and all splendidly furnished. When
the plants get of an unmanageable size at the
roots, Mr. Baker adopts the plan recommended
some time ago in these columns by Mr. Baines, of
paring them down with a sharp piece of an old scythe.
One plant of Sir Charles Napier was operated upon
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in this way, four inches being cut off last June twelve-

months ; it soon filled the pot with fresh roots, and

last spring flowered admirably. A. illustris nova is

represented by a plant S feet through ; concinna, one

of the best, measures 7 feet in height and the same
through, a perfect specimen ; Mrs. Fry, Iveryana,

Holfordi, Exquisite, Model, and others being of equal

dimensions. An Erica Cavendishiana also measures

8 feet through. It is not tied in much, and flowers

magnificently. Of E. depressa there is also a grand

old plant ; and of E. tricolor Kingscotiana, a plant

about 7 feet through, a grand object when in flower.

A specimen of E. affinis is perhaps the finest in the

kingdom. Rhynchosperum jasminoides, balloon trained

and not tied in too severely, flowers most freely, and

is a valuable decorative plant when so grown.

Epacrises, Aphelexis, and such like subjects are

also grown into large plants, but I cannot mention

them all. Suffice it to say, that the collection

does very great credit to Mr. Baker, for it requires a

vast deal more skill to keep large specimens in health

than it does to grow them into such a size when young,

as growers of large plants well know.
The orchard-house is occupied with eight Peach and

Nectarine trees, trained as shown in the illustration at

p. 1453. One of them, a Walburton Admirable, covers

a space of 30 feet, and bears grand crops. The other

sorts are Barrington and Noblesse, and of Nectarines

there are fine trees of Downton, Violette Hative, and

Pitmaston Orange. All the trees are in splendid

health, and Mr. Baker informed me that they had
never failed in securing a crop j certainly they carried

a heavy one this year. Camellias are grown under the

trees at certain seasons, and here also may generally

be seen several very fine plants of Azalea sinensis,

which are much prized by Mr. Bassett and his worthy
gardener. In addition to the glass structures I have

mentioned there are several heated pits and frames for

Cucumbers, Melons, &c., which are kept fully employed
all the year round.

The flower garden, which was laid out by Milner,

is not large, but its contents are select, including a

collection of young and choice Conifers, &c. The
bedding out is of the usual description, the most
striking feature in it this season being a bed of the new
Amaranthus salicifolius mixed with Iresine Lindeni,

and which grew and coloured splendidly. The expe-

rience of this season teaches us that this plant requires

no coddling. The conservatory, which adjoins the man-
sion, is remarkable for its curiously constructed roof,

and for a handsome glass sunlight which hangs in the

centre of it. The permanent plants include beautiful

specimens of Tree Ferns, Palms, Yuccas, Bona-
parteas, &c., and during their season of floral beauty,

the large Azaleas and other plants are brought here

and used with grand effect. Every department of

the gardens at Sister House (which is within ten

minutes' walk of Clapham Junction), is well conducted
by Mr. Baker; and in the spring especially gardeners

would find them well worthy of inspection ; and I

may say that permission for so doing is always most
freely accorded by Mr. Bassett, who throws his garden
open to residents in the neighbourhood all through
the season—a boon which is, I believe, fully appre-

ciated. IP\

©Ijftuarg.
Died on the 22d inst, at the Rectory, Cornard

Parva, near Sudbury, Suffolk, in the 75th year of his

age, the Rev. Edwin Sidney, chaplain to Lord
Viscount Hill. Mr. Sidney was an active member of

the Royal Institution, a popular and most successful

lecturer on scientific subjects, a hard worker on behalf
of the Idiot Asylums at Earlswood and Essex Hall,

Colchester, a fluent and eloquent extempore preacher,

and a devoted lover of horticulture. As an author he
was best known by his Zife of Rowlaiid Hill^ Blights

on the Wheats Dialogues on Scientific Subjects, &c. He
was long a constant reader of, and at one time an occa-

sional contributor to, this journal. Between his many
engagements he found time to grow Orchids very
creditably ; finding the heat gave him rheumatism he
parted with these and went in with equal enthusiasm
for Grapes and orchard-house culture, and forced

Strawberries and Roses. His warm heart and genial
disposition endeared him to all who knew him ; wher-
ever he visited he made a friend of the gardener, and
never seemed more happy than when giving one of the
craft a day with the microscope at the Rectory. Horti-
culture was one of the greatest pleasures of his life, and
if one thing delighted him more than the sight of a
superb Orchid, noble fruit, and fragrant flowers, it was
to be able to serve in any way, or add to the knowledge,
means, and happiness of the humblest gardener. No
man was too poor to command his sympathy, and
nothing gave him more pleasure than to help the
deserving and the struggling in all ranks of life into
better positions. In his own parish, where he laboured
for nearly a quarter of a century, he was universally
beloved, and looked up to as the friend, the guide, the
father of his people.

Died, on the 21st inst., at the Nurseries,
Withmgton, near Manchester, [ohn, fourth son of the
late Mr. WiLLiAM Cole, aged 27 years ; and, on the
25th inst., Elizabeth, third daughter of the late Mr.
William Cot.e, aged iq years.

THE WEATHER,
STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, Oct. 23, 1872.

1872.

Month
AND

Day.

Barometer.
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which have been previously given. Let watering be

carefully attended to, and this should be done in the

morning, in order to allow the house to dry before

evening. Keep an eye upon any plants that may have

made their wood late in the season, as mildew is apt to

attack them from the wood being imperfectly ripened.

H. C/iilman, Somerhy.
Forcing-house. — Continue to introduce such

things as Plumbago rosea. yii^iiciaSj Euphorbias, and
Bouvanfias should all be pushed forward with wliat

little sun there is. The first lot o{ Amaryilis will now
be showing their flower-stems. When the blooms are

beginning to open, lift the pots out of the plunging
material to the surface, and there let them stand for a

couple of days, when, by gradually hardening, the

plants will last much longer if placed in the warm end
of the conservatory. Let a few more pots be put in

the place of those removed. This is one of the most
handsome of bulbous plants, as well as the easiest

managed. \V^here there are sufficient pots of good pre-

pared bulbs, there may be a continuance of bloom to

]\Iay with little trouble. If there is a great demand for

cut blooms, shift on a few large Salvias. Standing
them in this house, with gentle syringings daily, they
will soon start, andmakefreshwood, which will produce
a quantity of bloom. Prune the earliest lot of Perpetual

Poses, examining the drainage and top-dressing before

placing them in the forcing house ; if any are very much
matted in the loots, give them a shift into a larger

pot. Some of the Teas, if the old wood is cut out, and
any weak shoots put into a little shape, will soon show
plenty of flowers. Go over the Azaleas and select those

that have prominent buds, which will be those which
have been forced early in previous seasons, and made
their growth in the early part of the season : let them
be introduced into the forcing-house ; those in small
pots on stems 12 inches high are very useful,—these

will soon be as much sought after as the Ericas are.

Where the sweet-scented Geraniums are much in

demand, let a few be potted on and placed in this

house, when they will soon yield a fine lot of shoots.

Use Lady Scarborough a little if it has to go in amongst
the flowers every night. I like it better than Crispum,
being a freer grower, and more handsome in appearance.
A. H., Thoresby.

Indoor Ferns.—Wash the glass and take off the
shading from the ferneries. The plants will at this season
require all the light they can possibly get, unless it be
a few of the tender Filmy Ferns, which can be covered
with paper if a very bright day should come. Any
alterations can now be proceeded with, either by
removing the Ferns to a more suitable position, or

by replenishing the house with variegated or foliage

plants. Syringe in the morning, and keep the house
moderately dry for the night ; 60° fire-heat will be suffi-

cient for the warmest house. In the cooler fernery

syringe only on fine days, excepting the stems of Tree
Ferns which are better kept continually moist. All
watering should now be done with a water-can,

not allowing the temperature of the house to fall

below 48^ 7. P. Fetch.

FLOWER GARDEN, &>€.

The Flower Garden and Parterre.—Once more
the glory of the flower garden is gone, and unless

winter or spring gardening is adopted, we shall have
empty beds and unsightly masses of earth before our
eyes for the next six months. This is a good time,

when the beds are empty, to repair any gaps in the

Box edgings, &c., previous to manuring the beds and
digging them up for the winter. During the present

month more than common attention is required to

preserve the garden from the desolating effects of the

weather. Where the presence of the family does not
insist upon constant neatness, it is quite excusable and
convenient at times to allow the leaves which are

falling rapidly to remain till the greater part or all are

down, as one cleaning up will put the place in order
as far as neatness is concerned. Shrubberies should be
cleaned and thinned out, and any alterations decided
upon pushed forward. Clear the flower borders and
beds from all dead annual plants, pulling them
up by the roots. Cut down all the dead stems or

decayed flower-stalks of perennial plants, and let the

borders be cleared of all rubbish and litter. Finish

planting Tulips, and continue to mow lawns on fine

days. Should worm casts be troublesome procure
some gas water and dilute it with five times its bulk of

water, and well sprinkle the grass with it, choosing a

wet day for the operation. Examine the state of the

autumn struck cuttings, and where indications of

damping appear remove the plants into dryer quarters.

Give air liberally on all favourable occasions to plants

in pits, frames, &c. Echoard Bennett, Hatfield, Herts.

Roses.—Tea Roses should now be protected. The
simplest plan is to tie a handful or two of common brake

round the head with a piece of tarred string. Two men
will do a large number in a day. But where labour is

plentiful, I should prefer to take up the plants, and
lay lay them in by the heels in some protected corner

for the winter. If very hard weather should set in,

three or four hurdles round them, with one or two
others laid over, and the whole surmounted with a few
brakes, or other rough litter, will carry them safely

through almost any English winter. Those which I

served so last winter—about 100 plants—have grown
remarkably well this summer, and bloomed profusely.

Brier stocks should be planted now. The ground

should be thoroughly stirred to a depth of 2 feet. If

the soil is light, a good dressing of strong loam and

night-soil, or pig or cow-dung, should be applied and
well incorporated with the native soil when dug over.

If the ground is naturally heavy, farmyard dung is

as good as anything. After the ground has been

thus prepared, a trench should be made about

16 inches wide, and a row of stocks planted at inter-

vals of 15 inches along both sides of it. The soil as

thrown in should be trodden so as to fix the stocks

firmly in position. Care should be taken to keep
each stock quite erect, so as to make the rows pre-

sent an even and workmanlike appearance. The
trenches should be made at intervals of 3 feet, as that

distance at least ^yill be required to enable one to get

comfortably down the rows for budding. Long stocks

are a mistake : they are more expensive, more difticult

to obtain straight. Roses thereon are more exposed to

the wind ; the expense of stakes must be incurred, and
last, but not least, it is impossible to see your Roses on
stocks 4 and 5 feet high. In my opinion iS inches to

2 feet is as high as any stock ought to be in a Rosa-
rium, Tall standards for borders are another thing.

Choose young healthy stocks, taking care that they are

fresh. Success much depends on this point. Cut them
all as nearly as possible the same length, and cut off the

old root very closely. Most Rosarians, I think, are

afraid to cut closely enough, but ifyou would have fine

healthy fibrous roots and few suckers you can hardly

cut off too much of the old root. R. B. P.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—There are, periodically, seasons when it is

most desirable to maintain a good supply of ripe fruit.

May, June, and July are very important months to

most growers, and to obtain good ripe fruit in May
and the early part of June requires more diligence and
perseverance in management than at any other time in

the year. Plants which are intended to provide the

supply of ripe fruit at these times will, for the next six

weeks, want special attention. If they can be
brought together, as I previously advised, with the

advantage of having the bottom-heat under control

(which during that period should not exceed 75"), diffi-

culties will be much diminished, as under these con-

ditions the plants will not require much water, and
should only have sufficient to prevent them suffering

from aridity of the soil. Keep the air in the house

dryer, the night temperature about 60°, with a rise of
5° or 10" daily, according to outside influences, and,

whenever circumstances permit, ventilate freely. At
this season avoid a forcing heat to all young plants, also

reduce the night temperature of these to about 58°,

with a proportionate reduction during the day. The
treatment of fruiting plants should be continued as

advised for last fortnight ; ripe fruit not required for

immediate use should be removed to a late vinery or a

cool, dry room. G. T. Miles, Wycombe Abbey.

Peaches and Nectarines. — Keep succession

houses cool, and if leaves are still hanging on the trees,

go over them with a light broom to bring off those that

are ready to drop. Where young and over-luxuriant

trees are not properly maturing their wood, fire-heat

may be applied with advantage, at the same time
maintain a free circulation of air continuously, also

withhold water at the roots. ]V7n. Gardiiier.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Hardy Fruit.—Proceed with the planting of fruit

trees of all kinds, and never lose sight of the import-

ance of draining and making the holes wide enough to

allow the free extension of the roots horizontally. In

planting fruit trees, it is always advisable to plant such

kinds as are known to succeed well in the locality. If

more attention were paid to this matter than is generally

done, we should not hear so much of failing crops as

we do. In the season just passed some kinds of

Apples, Pears, and Plums bore good crops of fruit in

many places in this neighbourhood, whilst other kinds,

similarly situated in every respect, had little or no fruit.

Surely it is better to plant such kinds as are tolerably

certain to succeed, than to plant shy bearers and kinds

we know little or nothing about, merely for the sake of

having a collection. I would advise young gardeners,

when they go into a fresh locality, to consult some
market gardener of the place before planting largely.

It will be to their benefit and that of their employers

to do so. M. Saul, Stourion.

Bush Fruit.—This is the best month to make
plantations of these fruits, and to fill up any gaps

which have been made by dead bushes, or those that

have been destroyed. Pushing the roots of young trees

into the same place, and among the roots of the old

bushes, is a bad practice. First take out all old roots,

whether decayed or not, and a sufficient quantity of the

soil to allow of the fresh roots being spread out ; scatter

the old soil over the surrounding ground, and plant the

young bush with fresh soil. Three stakes forming a

triangle are better than one stake close to the bush ;

the first-mentioned plan will steady the bush, and
prevent that injurious hole being formed which, by the

swaying of the bush, makes the stake and the labour

very soon worse than useless. When the state of the

weather is such as to prevent many other jobs being

taken in hand, pruning can be done with advantage.

Early pruners often get the best crops, besides having

the pleasure of seeing a clear square of fruit bushes for

a month or two, instead of having to hurry through them
in the spring. The soil cannot be forked too soon

between the bushes after the fall of the leaf. Where
procurable, a thin coat of sea-weed over the soil will

do good after forking. Henry Mills.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Forcing Department.—Carefully take up Aspa^

ragus roots from plantations not less than three years

old. If hot-water pits are not at command, make up
a slight hot-bed, which cover with light soil ; on this

place the roots thickly, and cover the crowns about

3 inches with good light soil. Sow Kidney Beans in

pots or boxes, to be potted offwhen fit—temperature 55*

to 65". Syringe morning and afternoon when up
;
give

air on all occasions when practicable ; keep the plants

as near the glass as possible. The Mushroom-house is an

excellent place for bringing on Rhubarb ; lift and plant

some of the best roots, and water with tepid water

—temperature 55*. Seakale may be forced in the

ground by putting over the crowns boxes or pols, and
covering the whole with litter and leaves ; guard against

the fermenting material becoming more than milk-warm,
for on this depends the quality of the Kale ; if too

much heat is applied, it will be worthless. Sow
Mustard and Cress frequently in boxes, thinly covered.

When up, keep it near the glass. Take up another

supply of Chicory and E7idive, and place it in the

Mushroom-house, as directed last fortnight. Carrots

and Radishes sown now on slight hotbeds will come in

useful by-and-by. Mint, Tarragon^ and Sorrel are in

great request in most establishments ; take up about
six strong roots of each, place in S-inch pots, and take

to any of the forcing pits. Take the lights off pits and
frames containing Cauliflmvers^ Lettuces, Endive, &c.,

on fine days. D. L., Bloxham.

Notices to Correspondents.
Amaryllis gigantea : M. S. By Amaryllis gigantea
we presume you mean Crinum giganteum. If so, pot

the bulb in a suitable sized pot, in rather loamy soil

moderately enriched
;
place it in a greenhouse, keeping

it dry, till it commences growth, after which it may be
liberally watered and well exposed to light.

Best Twelve Sorts of Peaches : G. M. i, Early

Beatrice ; 2, Early Louise ; 3, Early York
; 4, Royal

George
; 5, Noblesse ; 6, Bellegarde

; 7, Belle Beauce ;

8, Grosse Mignonne
; 9, Barrington ; 10, Late Admir-

able ; II, Walburton Admirable; 12, Salway. Nec-
tarines : Elruge, Pme-apple, Victoria. Plant your
trees at 8 feet apart.

Best White Companion for the Black Ham-
burgh ; Black Grape. We would recommend you to

try the Duke of Buccleuch. It is a grand new Grape,

which we think will suit you admirably.

Fungus : T. S. P. 1, Boletus luteus ; 2, Agaricus
laccatus var. amethystinus

; 3, perhaps Agaricus sul-

fureus
; 4, A. butyraceus

; 5, Polyporus versicolor ; 6,

Bulgaria sarcoides (=1: Peziza sarcoides)
; 7, abnormal

condition of Lactareus vellerus.

Galls on Oak: A. IV. The Artichoke Gall, caused by
an insect, Aphilothrix gemmse.

Hardy Shrubs for a Churchyard : A Subscriber

asks if any of our readers will kindly suggest the names
of a few hardy shrubs (evergreens preferred) suitable

for planting in a small inclosure around a country
church. The situation is high, and adjoins a public

highway on the south, and is very much exposed to

boisterous winds, which frequently prevail, and the

winters are generally long and severe. The atmosphere
is usually dry and bracing. The soil is poor loam,
considerably intermixed with chippings of limestone,

overlaying carboniferous mountain limestone.

Melons: D. J. If you can procure any loam from
gullies in gravel or chalk it would be well to try it for

your Melons ; if not, a solution of sulphate of iron,

cautiously administered, might be useful ; but the whole
matter is very obscure. M. J. B.

Mulching Vine Border : Nuneaton Institute. You
have done perfectly right in givmg your Vine border a
surface coating of manure. Surface-dressing is quite a
different thing to planting deeply.

Names of Fruits: R. Austen, Ramsgate. t. Colmar
d'Aremberg; 2, Easter Beurre

; 3, Vicar of Winkfield.
—D. H. 2, Josephine de Malines

; 3. Beurre Bosc
; 4,

Easter Beurre
; 5, Beurr^ Ranee.

—

T. B. We are un-
able to name your fruits from Yorkshire with any degree

of certainty. Apple No. i is Golden Reinette Pear;

No. 2 looks like Beurr^ Diel, but is of very bad quality.

— \V. L. Pears: i. Welbeck Bergamo t ; 2. Ne Plus

Meuris
; 3. Beurre Ranee. Apples: r, Alfriston ; 2.

Gloria Mundi
; 4, HoUandbury.— C. C. P. 1, Scarlet

Pearmain ; 2, Cellini
; 3 and 4, unknown

; 5. Scarlet

Nonpareil. Pears : 1, Flemish Bon Chretien ; 8, Beurre

de Capiaumont
; 9, Winter Crassane ; 10, Eyewood

;

II, Seckle ; 12, probably Josephine de Malines.

Names of Plants : L. V. B. Neither of the samples
are exactly typical of Asplenium Adiantum-nigrum.
Nos. I and 2, which are alike, are most so, but the

form approaches intermedium
; 3, is a narrow form

;

4, a seedling, immature
; 5, the var. laciniatum.

—

5. II. IV. There is a Heliotropium lanceolatum of

Ruiz and Pavon, a Peruvian plant, but we are not aware
that it is in cultivation. Can your friend's plant be the

Tourneforlia heliotropioides ?

—

Old Subscriber. Hyperi
cum pQrioTB.iMm.—Bireharge. The Cape Gooseberry'
Physalis pubescens.

—

Enqui7-er. 1, Bifrenaria auran-

tiaca, Lindl. ; 2, please send better specimen; not de-

terminable in state received
; 3, Ipomoea Quamoclit, L.

— T. W. I, lonopsidium acaule
; 3, Escallonia rubra

;

4, Anemone japonica.

—

Enquirer, i, Pteris longifolla ;

2, Asplenium bulbifenim ; 3, Lastrea patens ; 4, Platy-
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loma rotundifolium
; 5, Pteris serrulata ; 6, Pleris

tremula.

New Vine Disease : J?. S. Your communication should

be addressed to M. le S^cr^taire de 1"Academic des

Sciences, Instilut de France, Paris, with the word
" Phylloxera " written on the cover. It will then be

sent to the proper quarter.

Rushes for Chair Making : E. L. T. Please send

us your address. We have a letter for you.

Seaweeds : Subscriber. The most beautifully preserved

specimens we have seen of late were prepared by Miss

E. Dyke Poore, Roseville Street, St. Helier's, Jersey, to

whom we recommend you to apply.

Selection of Fruits : A Subscriber. The following

may suit you. They are those best adapted for growing

in the neighbourhood of London -.—Apples : Lord
Suffield, Keswick CodHn, Cellini, Blenheim Orange,

King of the Pippins, Dumelow's Seedling. Pears :

Williams' Bon Chretien, Beurr^ Bosc, Beurr^ Diel,

Marie Louise, Beurre Superfin, Ne Plus Meuris.

Plums : Gisborne's, Denyer's Victoria, Prince of Wales,

Mitchelson's, Autumn Compote, Jefferson.

Twelve Best Autumnal Climbing Roses : J. G. N.
Glory of Waltham, Jules Margottin, Princess Louise

Victoria, Celine Foreslier, Fellenberg, Lamarque,
Ophirie. Glorie de Dijon. Climbing Devoniensis,

Marechal Niel, Red Rover, Climbing Victor Verdier.

Catalogues Received.— P. J. Looymans & Sons
(k Oudenbosch, Holland), Catalogue of Trees and
Shrubs.—Maurice Young (Milford Nurseries, Godal-
ming), Catalogue of New and Rare Plants, Conifers,

Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shmbs, Roses, Fruit

Trees, &c.— William Paul {Waltham Cross, N.), De-
scriptive Catalogue of Hardy Ornamental Trees and
Shrubs.— Charles R. Saunders (Csesarean Nurseries,

St. Saviours, Jersey), Catalogues of Fruit Trees, Coni-

fers, Ornamental and Forest Trees, &c.—Thomas
Warner {the Abbey, Leicester), Catalogue of Select

Fruit Trees, Roses, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, &c.
— Charles Turner (Royal Nurseries, Slough), Catalogue
of Roses. Fruit Trees, Conifers, Hardy Trees and
Shrubs, &c.—William Chater (Saffron Walden), Cata-

logue of Hollyhocks and Roses.—A. C. Wilkin
(Tiptree, near Kelvedon, Essex). List of Forest Trees,

Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Roses, &c. — Gaudin-Dubois
(Lhomois, near Brissac, Maine-et-Loire, France),

Wholesale Catalogue of Trees and Shrubs.— Louis Van
Houtte (Ghent), Catalogue of Hardy Herbaceous
Plants.—James Cocker (Sunny Park and Froghall

Nurseries, Aberdeen), Catalogue of Forest Trees,

Shrujas, (Conifers, Roses and Fruit Trees, &c.—John
Pillinger (Chepstow, Monmouthshire), Catalogue of

Shrubs, Roses, Conifers, Forest and Fruit Trees.

—

Edwin Cooling (Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby), "Catalogue
of Roses, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs,

&c.— Kelway & Son (Langporl, Somerset), Special

Wholesale Price List of Gladioli.

Communications Received.— N. B.—J. S.—J. I\L—W. H.—
A Subscriber.—D. T. F.—Grctnhrjiisc— T. E.—H. T. E.
—Miss N.—G. F.—W. F.-D. W. T.

[larhds,
COVENT GARDEN.~~Nov. i.

Trade still continues very dull, and prices are not well

maintained, especially in rough goods.

Fruit.

s. d. s. d.

AppIeSjp, \ sieve .. 2 a to 3 o
Chestnuts, p. but.h, 12 o —20 o
Grapes, per lb. ,.30 — 60
l.cinoiis, per 100 .. 70 — 10 o
Blelons, each .. 20 — 50

J. d. s. d.

Nuts, Cob, p. lb to I 6
Peaches, per doz, . . i o o — 15 o
Pears, per doz. . . 20 — 40
Pine-apples, per lb. 5 o — 80
Walnuts, p. bush. .. 15 o —30 o

s. d.

Articbokcs.tp-cen, ea. o 3
Beet, per doz, ..10-
Broccoli, brown, bun, i 6
Cabbages, per doz. . , 10-

Cardoons, each ....
Carrots, p. bunch . . .

Cauliflowers, p. doz. 2

Celery, per bundle . i o
Cliilies, per 100 ..30
Cucumbers, each ..03
Herbs, per bunch .. o 2'

HorseRadish, p. bun.3 o-

Potatos—Round, 7s,

Vegetables.

s. d.

to o 6 Leeks, per bunch .

.

— 30 Lettuces, perscore.

.

" 2 o Mushrooms, p. pott.
'— 13 Onions, per bush. .,— .

.

Parsley, p. bunch .

.

— 06 Radishes, p" bunch
I— 60 Salsafy, per bun. ,

.

I— 20 Scorzonera, per bun.
I— .- Shallots, per lb.

;— o g Spinach, per i sieve i o— 04 Tomatos, p. doz. . . i a
-50 Turnips, p. bun. ..03
to QS. per cwt. ; Kidneys, js. od.
to qs. do.

Cut Flowers.

. d. s. a.

2tO o 4
1 o— 2 o
1 6— 2 6
2 o— 3 6
o 2— o 6
o 2— .,

.. — 20
. . — 20
06—..

I 6

o 4

s. d. s. d.

Anemones, p. 12 bun. 3 oto 4 o
Blue Cornflower, p.

12 bun. .

.

.... — 06
Camellias, p. doz. , . 60 — 90
Carnations, p. bunch 40 — 60
Chrysanthemum,bun. .. — 06
Epiphyllum, per doz.

blooms . . ..10 — 16
Gardenias, p. doz. . . 30 — 60
Heartsease, p. i2bun. i 6 — 30

s. d. s. d.

Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays
Mignonette, 12 bun.
Pelargoniums, Zonal

p. 12 sprays
Roses, per doz.

Stephanotis, p. doz^
sprays . . ..60—80

Violets, p. 12 bun. .. 1 o— i 6

, to o 6

16 — 30

O 4— O q10—60

Plants in Pots.

Begonias p. doz,
Eouvardia . . do.
China Asters do.
Cyclamen , . do.
Dracina ternii-

nalis do. 24 0—36 o
„ viridis ..do. 12 0—24 o

Fuchsia ..do. 3 o— 9 o

- d. s. d.

6 OtOI2 o
9 o— 12 o
3 o— 6 o
9 o—18 o

s. d. s. d.
Double Pelar-
goniums .p.doz. 6 oto g o

Mignonette .. do. 4 o— 6 o
Myrtles .. do. 3 o— y o
Primula sinensis, do, 4 o— 6 o
Scar.Pelargonium,do. 4 o— 6 o
Solanum capsi-
castrum ..do. 6 0—12 o

QPRING BEDDING PLANTS.-Now is the time toKJ plant Alyssum, Aubriclias, Daisies, Doulilc Primroses. Pansics
rr.lvanlhus. (ac, many of wliich can be supplied by ihc loo or lOOO
Price l.Tb 1 on applicalion to
KODGER. McCLKLLANP AND CO,, Seedsmen. Nurscrjmen and

Florists (Successors to A. G. Daly), Ncwry, Irelan<i.

Dutch Flower Roots.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his
• ANNUAL CATALOGUE of DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,

cnntaininp a Descriptive List of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Nar-
cissus, &c. ; also a Select List of Fruit Trees, Roses, fi:c-, is now
ready, post free to all applicants.

\'ictoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

The Planting Season.
TRANSPLANTED SCOTCH FIR, extra fine, from

z% to 4 feet, to be SOLD, a llarj^ain ; the property of a Gentle-
Toan who docs not require them for his own plantmf;.
WILLIAM WOOD AND SON, the Nurseries, Maresfield,

Uckfield, Sussex.

DUTCH BULBS, finest named Hyacinths, Double
and Single, 50 varieties, at ts. per dozen; 100 choice Single

TULIPS, in 20 varieties, name ana colour on each, 121.; 100
Double ditto, 10 varieties, 81. Many thousands of ORNAMENTAL
TREES, choice EVERGREENS, SHRUBS, CLIMBERS, and
GRAPE VINES in pots, and many rare FERNS, PALMS, &c.
R GREEN. Bcdiord Conservatories, Covent Garden Market, W.C,

Unrivalled Collection of Dutch Bulbs, at Wholesale
FRIGES.

ALFRED LEGERTON, Wholesale Seed
Merchant, 3, Aldgate, London, E., bcRS to intimate to his

numerous Patrons, and the Trade generally, he has received his
annual importation of DUTCH BULBS direct from the best growers
in Haarlem, and that the quality and size are very superior, and can-
not be excelled, the Bulbs being large, weighty, and handsome.
CATALOGUES are now ready, and will be forwarded upon
application.

New Catalogue of Bulbs, Plants, Fruits, &c.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

I CATALOGUE, containing Select, Llescriptivc, and Priced
Lists of Dutch and other Bulbs, Alpine and Herbaceous Plants.
Hardy Aquatics, Dalphiniums, Grape Vines, Fruit Trees, New and
Rare Plants, Miscellaneous Plants, suitable for bedding and decora-
tive purposes, double-flowered Pyrethrums, Sweet Violets, Sic, is

now published, and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

Grape Vines.
FRANCIS R. KINGHORN has this season a fine

stock of these, in strong well-ripened Canes, of all the leading
sorts.

STRAWBERRIES, well matured plants, in 48 and 32-sized pots,
for forcing.

Priced Descriptive LISTS on application.
Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey,

Vines, Vines, Vines.
DUTCH FLOWERING ROUTS, SPRING FLOWERS, &c.

EXTRA strong Fruiting and Planting CANES of
Black Hamburtih, Black Alicante, Muscat of Alc-vandria, Lady

Downe's, &c., 40s. to 80s. per dozen, 35. 6d. to 75, 6d. each, package
included. The Canes are very short jointed, well ripened, and have
fine plump buds, and are in all respects equal to those usually sold at
from 51, to jy. each.
For DUTCH ROOTS, WINTER FLOWERS, SPRING

FLOWERING PLANTS, &c., apply for Descriptive LISTS, free on
application. F'or Spring Flower Gardens we offer 300 Plants in 12 sorts,
and 300 Bulbs (600 in all), comprising Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, &c,,
for 21J., half. lis. ; 12 Exhibition Hyacinths, 41. 6rf. and 75. td.

WM, CLIBRAN and SON, Oldlield Nursery, Altrincham.

To the Trade.

RA S P B E R R I ES—Red Antwerp, Fastolf, and
Fillbasket, 40s. per 1000.

EVERGREEN PRIVET, 2% feet, bushy, 40J. per 1000,

,, ,, 2 feet, bushy, 30s. per 1000.

OVALIFOLIUM PRIVET, 2 feet, fo. per too.

Standard LORD SUFFIELD APPLES. 50s. per 100.

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS, extra strong, 30J. per 100.

,, ,. smaller, 15s., zos., 25s. per 100.

DOG'S-TOOTH VIOLETS, ^s^, per 1000.

WILLIAM RUSHFOKTM, Wondhouse Hill, Leeds.

Brockworth Park Pear.

JC. WHEELER AND SON can supply TREES of
• this extra fine PEAR at the following prices ;

—

Dwarl-trained for walls, 75. 6rf. each.
Pyramids, 5s. each'.

I'lnc Maiden Plants, 21. (d. each.
This magnificent Pear is well worthy of a wall wherever space can

be found lor it.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON, Nurserymen, Gloucester; and
51), Mark Lane, London, E.C

To Fruit Growers and Fruiterers.

NOVA SCOTIAN APPLE TREES, NOVA
SCOTIAN APPLES, packed carefully, and forwarded with

despatch by Royal Mail Steamers, leaving Halifax every alternate
Tuesday.
JAMES HUTTON, Jun., the Gardens, Spring Gaiden Road,

Halifax, Nova Scotia, British North America.

c o.

For Cash.

JAMES CARAWAY AND
offer the undernicnlioni;d :

—

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 4 to 6 feet, moved spring, 1871
perfect specimens,Ji. each.

PORTUGAL LAUREL, i to 2 Icet, bushy, transplanted spring, 1871
201. per 100.

ENGLISH YEW, 7 feet, well furnished, 121. per dozen.
ELMS, English ana Chichester, grafted, 6 to 8 feet, 755, per 100.

SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUT, 6 to S.fect, 12s. per dozen.

Also to the Trade:—
Dwarf-tiatncd GREEN GAGE and other PLUMS, ^

„ APRICOT, I All

„ NECTARINE, - first-class

PEACH,
I Trees.

„ PEARS, '

JAMES GARAWAV and CO.,
Durdham Down, Bristol.

To Railway and Inclosure Planters.

S ROBINSON, Shaw House, JVlelboume, near
• Derby,_has a large stock of 2-yr. to 3-yr. strong transplanted

(JUICKS, price from 5s. td. to 71. bd. per 1000; also a quantity of fine
well-rooted tjUICKS, 3-yr. to 5-yr. transplanted, 10s. 6d. to 15s. per
1000. 100 bunch samples charged and sent on application.

Finest General Nursery Stock In the Trade.
ROBERT NEAL, Nurseryman, Wandsworth

Common, Surrey, S.W., begs to offer to Gentlemen who intend
planting this season his large and varied slock of FRUIT, FOREST,
and ORNAMENTAL TREES, Standard and Dwarf ROSES,
RHODODENDRONS, CONIFER.^, SHRUBS, &c., which arc
now in fine condition for removal. CATALOGUES may be had free
on application.
The Nurseries are within a few minutes' walk of the Clapham

Junction and Wandsworth Common Railway Stations.

Eltham Nursery, Kent, S.E.
TWO MILKS from BI.ACi-CHE.XTII STATION:
ONE MILE from ELTHAM , LOOP-LINE.

THIRTY ACRES of healthy, well-grown NURSERY
.STOCK, of every description, comprising Specimen CONIFERS

and EVERGREENS of all sizes. Standard ROSES, FRUIT TREES,
&c. Gentlemen who intend planting this season are invited to come
and select for themselves.

JAMES W, TODMAN, Eltham Nursery, Kent, S.g.

Forest and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &;c.
KNOWEFIELD NURSERIES— 130 ACRES—STANWIX,

CARLISLE.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYXE have a large STOCK
of healthy, well-rooted FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, CONI-

FERS, FRUn TREES, ROSES, &c., and are now prepared to
execute orders for the same.
They respectfully solicit early applications, and plants ordered now

could DC delivered from time to time as required during the planting
season

L. & B- are prepared to contract for the supply of large quantities of
Plants at very moderate prices.
October and November arc the best months for Autumn Planting.
L, & B. have a very select assortment of STOVE and GREEN-

HOUSE PLANTS, FLORISTS' FLOWERS, HERBACEOUS
PLANTS, &c. Price LISTS free on application.

4ti£^nglish Street, and Knowcficld Nurseries, Carlisle.

LITTLE ADD BALLANTYNE.

The Planting Season.
JAMES MITCHELL has the honour of stating he

possesses the most magnificent Specimen TREES and SHRUBS
in England. Gentlemen requiring superior Plants are respectfully
invited to visit these Nurseries.

Pilt Down Nurseries, near Uckfield, Sussex.

WM. KNIGHT solicits the attention of the Nobility,
Gentr);, and the Trade generally to his magnificent N U RSERY

STOCK, which consists of the finest Conifer<E, Evergreen and
Flowering Shrubs, Ornamental and Forest Trees; Pyramid, Standard,
and Trained Fruit Trees; Standard and Dwarf Roses; all of which
are in the healthiest condition, and would move safely. CATALOGUES
free. Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

Autumn Planting.
FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL TREES, and SHRUBS.
PETER LAWSON AND SON, Edinburgh and

London, have much pleasure in intimating that their most
extensive general NURSERY STOCK is this season in Extra Fine
condition, and early planting is respectfully recommended.
CATALOGUES on application, and special offers will be made,

with Samples, when personal inspection of the Stock is not convenient,
if desired.

WM. GODWIN, Nurseryman, Market Drayton.
Shropshire, has to ofJer some large CEDAR of LEBANON,

8 to 10 feet; AFRICAN or SILVER CEDAR 4 to 6 feel; IRISH
YEWS, 6 feet—well feathered specimen plants ; also a large quantity
of CONIFERS, EVERGREEN PLANTS from 3 to 7 feet, and
RHODODENDRONSof any size for Cover Planting, &c.

LARGE AUCUBAS. LAURELS, Irish and Common
YEWS, LAWSONIANAS, and other EVERGREENS.

LARGE LIMES, POPLARS, CHESTNUTS, and other FOREST
and ORNAMENTAL TREES. A Surplus Stock of the above to be
DISPOSED OF at

R. T. PENNETT'S Nursery, Park Lane, Tottenham, N,

BERBERIS DARWINH.—Handsomest of all Ever-
green Hedge Plants (now is a good time to plant]. Fine plants.

il^ to 2 feet high and bushy, transplanted spring 1872, 10s. per 100, 8oj.
per 1000. Special prices for quantities of 5000 and upwards. About
50,000 disposable.

RODGER, McClelland and CO , Newry.

Ij'INE strong ALDER, 5 to 7 feet, 20J. per 1000
;

JJ PORTUGAL laurels, 9 to 18 inches, 121. per 100, £$ per
1000; strong red and BLACK CURRANTS, 3 years, ioj. per 100,

£4 per 1000; strong RASPBERRIES, 6s. per 100, £2 per /looo;
STRAWBERRIES, best sorts, 2s. per 100.

R. THORNHILL, Eowdon Nurseries, Bowdon, Cheshire.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.—Ash, Oak,
Larch. Scotch Fir, Austrian Pine, Berbcris Aquifolia, Beech,

Sycamore, Thorn Quick, Spruce Fir, Manetti Stocks, Apple and Pear
Stock fit to work. Several hundred thousand of the above, in all

sizes, from 6 inches to 4 feet, are ofTered at one-half the usual price,
being on land that must be cleared at once. For price apply, stating
quantity, to H. JACKSON, Blakcdown, Kidderminster.

Choice Winter Flowers.
ISAAC DAVIESS Priced LIST of the new sweet-

scented Hybrid AZALEAS and RHODODENDRONS raised by
him, and awarded First-class Certificates, is now ready, and will be
forwarded to any address on application. His stock of AZALEA
n.WIESI and HVBRIDA ODORATA, also RHODODENDRON
MULTIFLORUM and PR.ECOX, grown in the open ground, arc a
mass of flower-buds. The Nurscrv. Ormskirk.

Australian Seeds and Plants.

SEEDS of TIMBER TREES, PALMS, SHRUBS,
&c.. Plants indigenous to Australia, New Zealand, and Fiji,

including ARAUCARIAS, TREE FERNS, variegated FLAX. &c.
Orders may be left with our London Agents, Messrs. C.J. BLACKITH
and CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C., for
transmission,
SHEPHERD AND CO.. Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Darling

Nursery, Sydney, New South Wales, Established 1827.

TO BE SOLD, Cheap, the Ground being required
immediately for other purposes :

—

RHODODENDRONS, 1% to ^ feet.

RED CURRANT.S, fine 3-yr. -old.

LIMES, from 2 to 8 and 10 feet.

ASH, Mountain, 2 to 8 and 10 ieet.

PR! VKT, many hundred thousand, very fine, cheap.
QUICKS, several million, from 3 to 6-yr.-old, all transplanted,

extra fine.

BEECH, 4 to 6, and 3 to 10 feet, buj.hv,
CHESTNUT, Horse, 4106, and (i to 8 feet.

RHODODENDRON, transplanted, 2 to 4, 4 to 6, 6 to 8, and 8 to
12 inches..

ENGLISH YEWS, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

Prices on application to

B. WHITHAM, the Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport.

SANDY AND SON beg to offer in quantities to
Gentlemen planting or to the Trade, the following articles,

their stocks of wnich are very fine ;

—

HOLLIES, Green, all sizes, from i to 5 feet, all transplanted
within two years,

ENGLISH YEWS, i to 4 feet, extra; do., do., 5 to 7 feet.

CUPRESSUS LAWSON IAN A, 2 to 7 feet.

LAURELS, Common, 2 to 3 feet.

APPLES, Standard and Pyramid, in the best varieties.

TREE BOX, I to 3 feet.

QUICK, two and three years transplanted.
AMERICAN ARBOR-VIT.E, 2 to 5 feet.

Prices on application; also CATALOGUE of General Nursery
Stock forwarded post free.

The Nurseries, Stafford.

Planting Season, 1872-'73.
As the TIME lor RE.MOVING and PLANTING TREES,

SHRUBS, and EVERGREENS is FAST APPROACHING,
MESSRS. |, STANDISII and CO. are anxious to

call the attention of the Public to their large and carefully

grown Stock, which, having been constantly transplanted, they can
with the greatest confidence recommend.

It consists, amongst other things, of magnificent Specimens of
all the best varieties of CONIFER.'E, including the newest and
hardiest ones from Japan.
EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS SHRUBS.
FOREST TREES of all sizes.

RHODODENDRONS of every variety, well set with bloom, in-

cluding a Collection of Seedlings of their own raising, which they
believe to be unsurpassed.
Standard and Dwarf ROSES in large quantities ; also an immense

Collection of TEA ROSES in pots (see other Advertisement).
Fruiting and Planting VINES exceptionally fine.

Standard, Pyramid, and Trained FRUIT TREES.
Also a large and varied Collection of STOVE and GREENHOUSE

PLANTS, FERNS, &c.
The Nurseries are situated within a short distance of the Ascot

Station, on the London and South-Western Railway, from whence
conveyances may always be obtained.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchant.s.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Priie Medals, 1851,
for Wheat: 1863, for "Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

NURSERY TO BE LET, situate in a leading main
road a few miles from London, contiguous to three railway

Stations. The glass consists of eight Greenhouses, with Show-house
fronting the road ; extent of ground about an Acre. There is a good
Tt-n-momcd Dwelling-house, Incomirg low.

KETTELWELL'S Honicullural Agency Office, 22, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.
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SALES BY AU CTION.
SALE THIS r».\Y, AT HALF-PAST 13 O'CLOCK PRECISELY

Roses, Bulbs, and Hardy Plants.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covcnt Harden, W.C, on

SATURDAY, November a, at half-past la o'Clock precisely,
SPECIMEN CONIFERS, HOLLIES, and SHRUBS, from a well-
known English Nursery* : also an Importation of choice HYA-
CINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, IRIS, GLADIOLI,
and other BU LBS, just arrived from Holland, in LOTS, to suit large
and small growers.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.,

on THURSDAY, November 7, an Importation of ALSOPHILA
AUSTRALIS, in fine condition, from 2 lo 1 1 feet in height.

Onview the rnomini; of Salt-, and r,iialu.i;ii.;s haH.

Important Sale of Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, ^8, King Street, Covent Garden, \V.C.,on

THURSDAY and FRITDAY, November 7 and 8. at halfpast
12 o'clock precisely each day. without reserve, the ENTIRE COL-
LECTION of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, formed with gre.-»t care
and judgment by W. .Marshall, Esq., of Enfield, including the fine
Collection of Cattleya Trianar to which the Lindley Medal ot the
Royal Horticultural Society was aw.irded : also, a large number ol
Odontoglossums, and other cool Orchids, in fine health, including
s cveral Plants that have received Firslclass Certificates. The Plants
are in first-rate order, and will make a grand show in the spring,

On view the mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Orchids.
TVyJR. y. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
XtX his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Gardeo. W.C., on
TUESDAY, November 12, at half-past iz o'Clock precisely, a great
varietyofEbTABLlSHEU and IMPORTED ORCHIDS, comprising
iDEtny rare and valuable sorts.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Nursery, Gravel Walk, Peterborough.
To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, and

GARDENERS.

MR. JOHN JAKES will SELL by AUCTION, at
the above Nurscrj-, by order of the Trustees of Mrs. Casbon,

on TUESDAY, November 5, and three followmg days, at half-past
II o'clock precisely each day, the whole of the VALUABLE
NURSERY STOCK, consisting of 1200 Lots of Choice Bearing
Fruit Trees, fine Evergreen, Deciduous, and Flowermg Shrubs,
Standard and Dwarf Roses, Elms, Poplars, Chestnuts, Limes,
Currants, Gooseberries, &c. Also an excellent Mare, Market Cart,
Manure ditto. Harness, Stack of well-got Hay, Implements, &c.
Catalogues are now ready, and can be had jwst free, or at the

Auctioneer's Offices. Cross Street ; and S. Long Causeway, Peterborough

To Gentlemen Planting, the Trade, and Others.
IX/TR. H. M. KETTELWELL will SELL by
^7ir AUCTION, at his Rooms, 22, King Street, Covent Garden,
U.C, on THURSDAY. November 7, at half-past 12 o'Clock, a
quantity of FRUIT TREES, ROSES. RHODODENDRONS, and
other EVERGREENS, DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, &c. Together
wuh 1000 RUSSIA MATS, for Tjing and Packing purposes.
Catalogues of H. M. KETTELWELL, 22, King Street, Covent

Garden, W.C.

Bedford Road Nurseries, Northampton.
To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, MARKET

GARDENERS, and OTHERS, Engaged in PLANTING.
IMPORTANT NOTICE of SECOND SALE of GENERAL

NURSERY STOCK, on THURSDAY NEXT, November 7.

MR. W. J. PEIRCE is instnicted by Mr. Frederick
Perkins, in consequence of the expiration ot the Lease of

his Bedford Road Nurseries, to hold the SECOND SALE of his
Valuable Stock, on THURSDAY NEXT, November 7, at
II o'clock punctually, which will comprise :

—

Second Sale.—Windlesham, Surrey,
IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE NURSEKY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Messrs, G. Baker & Son to SELL

by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, American Nursery,
wintllcsham, near Bagshot, Surrey, about the third week in November,
the remaining portion of the extensive and VALUABLE NURSERY
SIt.)CK, left unsold in consequence of the unpropitious weather
during the Sale held October 23d to 26ih.

Full particulars will be given next week.

Loughton.
VERY EXTENSIVE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT to GENTLEMEN LARGELY
ENGAGED in PLANTING, to BUILDERS, and the TRADE.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

mstructcd by the Proprietor to SELL by AUCTION, on the
Premises, Sale Nursery. Loughton, Essex, lo mmutes' walk from the
!-oughton Station, on the Great Eastern Railway, and 11 miles from
London, on MONDAY, November 4. and Three following days, at
II for 12 o'clock precisely each day (a portion of the land being re-
quired for building purposes), a large portion of the VALUABLE
NURSERY STOCK, extending over 23 Acres, and in the finest
possible condition. The Evergreens and Coniferac comprise 10,000
Laurels, 3 to 5 feet, and beautifully furnished

; ^000 Box, a to 3 (cet

;

^000 Laurustinus, i to 2 feet : 6000 Bcrberis Aquifolia, i to 2 feet
; 3000

handsomely grown Spruce Firs, 3 to 7 feet ; 5000 Green Hollies, 2 to
6 feet, of fine growth ; 1000 English and other Yews, 1000 Laurus cau-
casicum and colchicum, 4 to 6 feel ; 2500 compact Thuja Waircana,
2to4^lect; 500 Thuja Lobbii, 600 Picca Nordmanniana and nobilis,
3oo Chinese Junipers, 3 to 5 feet; 500 Pinus excelsa, 3 to 5 feet; 8000
Rhododendrons, chiefly ponlica, i to 2 feet, but including also the
fmest hybrid and best named kinds; likewise large quantities of
Thuja gigantea, 7 to 8 feet ; Weymouth Pines, 6 lo 9 feet ; Black
Spruce, large quantities of Cedrus Deodara, Chinese Arbor-vita;. Cu-
pressus Lawsoniana, 7 feet ; Hemlock Spruce, 2 to 3 feet ; fine Arau-
carias, 3104 feet; Mount Atlas Cedars, beautiful Gold, Silver, and
Fancy Hollies; choice Tuniperus, of sorts; Sweet Bays. Arbutus,
Cotoneaster, Aucubas, Portugal Laurels, Phillyreas, Berberis Dar-
winii, and numerous other Shrubs. The Avenue and I'ark trees
consist of 1200 clean-grown Limes, 7 to 9 feet; Norway Maples,
English and Huntingdon Elms, Weeping, American, and Kilmarnock
Willows, with straight stems and bushy neads; large Horse Chestnuts,
Poplars, Birch, Robinia inermis; likewise 1000 selected Standard
and Dwarf Roses, best sorts, to name ; 10,000 Manetti Stocks, loco
Standard and Pyrantid Fruit Trees, &c.
The Stock may be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

be had on the Premises, of Mr. PIGGOTT ; and of the Auctioneers
and Valuers, Leytonstone, Essex, E.

City Auction Rooms, 38 and 39, Gracechurch St., E.C.IMPORTANT SALE of a FIRST-CLASS COLLECTION of the
r^",??',.R^^^^E ^"'^ SINGLE HYACINTHS. CROCUS.
,^HM.?^' NARCISSUS, JONc;>UH,S, and other DUTcS
^ .^^^J,^ '''*^^^"""'^<="' "f HARDY AMERICAN PLANTS
and CONII-hR.E SHRUBS; 300 choice Stand.nrd, Dwarf, andMClimbing ROSES, of the best varieties, by name. Ac.
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION the above, at the City Auction Rooms, 38 and

39, Gracechurch Street, E.C., on TUESDAY, November s, at half-
past 12 o Clock precisely.
On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues maybe had at the Rooms

as above, and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, U.

Blackheath.
IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. Thomas Malyon lo SELL by v\UCTION,

without rvser\-e, on the Premises, Coombe Lane Nursery, near the
Standard, Blackheath, on MONDAY. November 18, at 11 fori2 o'clock
precisely, a large, useful, and varied COLLECTION of VALUABLE

Further particulars next week.

rpHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.X (iNCORPORATliD BY SPECIAL ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.)
DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,

LABOURERS' COTTAGES. RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-
TION, ike.

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above
purposes, without investigation of title.
For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R,RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. r, Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, Westminster. S,W.

T^n.Tx,.^,f^^*^*^*^*l I-*^** Improvements.
DRAINAGE, SEWAGE IRRIGATION, FARM BUILDINGS.

LABOURERS' COTTAGES. &c.nPHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
J- IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

(Incorporated by Act of Parliament in 1849.)

Directors.

Viscount ComT. Chapman, Esq., F.R.S.
George Thomas Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq.
Henry William Currie, Esq,

Principal Engi

300,000 Larch Fir, i 104 feci
200,000 'J'ransplanted Quick
zoo,ooo 2-yr. do,

50,000 Spruce Fir, i to 2 feet
50,000 Do., 2 lo 3 Jeet
50,coo Pinus austriaca, i to 2,

and 2 lo 3 feet
Jo,ooo Laurels, 2 to 3 feet

2o,coo Transplanted English
Oak. 4 to 5 and 5 to 6 ft.

2,000 extra fine Limes, 6 toSfL
ijoco Standard Apples, strong

and good, true to name
1,000 Dwarf-trained TefTerson,

Victoria, and Green
Gage Plums.

Also a large quantity of ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRLIBS,
hich will be found fully described in Catalogues,&c. ; the whole o

Nursery Stock by Auction7at Dean Park Nurseries,
EDINBURGH.

MESSRS. LYON and TURNBULL, Auctioneers
and Valuators, 51. George Street, Edinburgh, have been

mstructed by the Proprietor of Dean Park Nurseries (Mr. David
Mitchell) to OFFER for PU BLIC SALE a portion of his VALUABLENURSERY STOCK, on THURSDAY, November 7. The Stock
romprises 300,000 fine Transplanted Larches, 4,000,000 Seedling
Larches (strong), 250,000 Transplanted Spruce, 300,000 Transplanted
Scotch Firs, 2,000,000 Seedling Scotch Firs, Austrian and Corsican
Pines, Transplanted ; ao.ooo Black Italian Poplars, loc.-ooTransplanted
Beech, 50,000 splendid Oaks, 200,000 Transplanted Thorns, 50,000 Ash
50.000 Birch, 80,000 Planes (different sizes). 10,000 Alder, 50,000 Hazel,
5000 Limes, 5000 Elms, and a large assortment of other Forest Trees.
In SHRUBS the Stock comprises 1500 magnificent Golden and Silver
Variegated Hollies, from 2 feet to 10 feet high ; 10,000 Laurels,
Common and Portugal, from i foot to 3 feet; 5000 Rhododendrons)
splendid for Cover Planting ; 2000 fine named Rhododendrons, 10.000
Aucuba japonica, fine ; 10,000 Common Yews, various heights ; 15.000
Mahonia Aquifolia, splendid assortment of Cedars, Cotoneaster
Simmoiidsii, Chinese Jumpers, Araucarias, Cedrus Deodara, Crj-pto-
mena elegans, Wcllingtonia gigantea, Cupressus Lawsoniana,
Relmospora plumosa aurea, and a host of other rare and choice
Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, well worthy the attention of those
intending to Plant.
Note —The whole of the above valuable Stock of Ornamental Trees

and Shrubs have been recently transplanted, and the soil of the Dean
Park Nurseries,has always been famed for making splendid roots;
therefore we can with confidence recommend this as being one of the
most important Nursery Sales that has taken place for years,

Catalogues may be had on application.

Highly Important Concluding^Sale,
At the far-famed PROSPECT and HEATH HOUSE NURSERIES,

situate at CHEDDLETON, near LEEK.
IV/r ESSRS. FERGYSON and SON beg to announce,
-LtX that finding it impossible to Sell the multiplicity of Lots adver-
tised m the previous Sale, they have again been favoured with per-
emptorj- instructions from the Proprietor, Mr. William Grosvenor toSELL by PUBLIC COMPETITION, on MONDAY. TUESDAYWEDNESDAY. THURSDAY, and FRIDAY. November it, 12. 13,
14, and 15. at i o'Clock exact (Refreshmcnis on the table at 12 o'CIoclc
each day), the RESIDUE of the very judiciously selected STOCK-
IN-TRADE, comprising choice, rare, and costly varieties in the
Nurseries, viz, :—Splendid specinen American Plants, extensive and
very fine selection of Evergreens, Coniferous Plants, magnificent
Ornamental Trees, noble Forest Trees, Standard and Dwarf Roses,
chaste Flowering Shrubs, Quicksets, &c.

Messrs. Fergyson & Son deem it superfluous to pass encomiums
upon the Lots, as they include all the most costly specimen varieties
contained in the Nurseries, and form a charming and attractive com-
bmation of excellence seldom equalled and never surpassed ; and they
feel convinced that, irrespective of the businesslike manner observed
throughout the former six days' Sale, the intrinsic value and beauty of
the 'tenis now to be submitted will be a sufficient inducement for the
Noblemen and Gentlemen who have already so kindly honoured them,
to favour the Clearance Sale with their attendance and support. A
punctual attendance will be esteemed.
Conveyances will meet all Trains stopping at Cheddlcton Sution on

T-k *v'
•
^"^ ever>' facility be afforded to purchasers

I he Nurseries adjoin the turnpike road, and are about three miles
Irom Leek, and 15 minutes" walk from Cheddleton Station.
Trains arrive at Cheddleton from I Arrive at Cheddleton from Derby

Alanchesicr and the North, and the South,
7.50 A.M., 1.58 P.M., 6.22 P.M.

I g.43 A-M., 12.25 I'M-, 5,53 P.M.
Auction and Valuation Offices, Market Place and StockweU Street.

Leek. '

Addlestone, Surrey.
UNRESERVED SALE o! VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. J. F. Meston to SELL by AUCTION

wtihout reserve, on the Premises, the Woodham Nursery, two
miles from the Addlestone Station, South-Western Railway, onMONDAY, November 11, and following days, at 12 o'clock
precisely each day, the extensive and varied assortment ofVALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, comprising Conifer.x and Ever-
green Shrubs; including 5000 Arbor-vita; of soils, 3500 Cupressus
Lawsoniana, 1500 Picea Nordmanniana and nobilis, 700 Cedrus
Deodara, 300 Tuniperus. quantities of Thujopsis, Retinosporas,
Wellingtonias, Thujas, sorts ; 13.000 Spruce Firs, 12,000 Scotch Firs,
5500 Pinus austriaca, 3000 Larch, &c. ; 50,000 Common and Portugal
Laurels, 4000 Box of sorts, 5000 Privet, 7000 English and Irish Yews,
"..500 Green and Variegated Hollies, 1200 Daphne cneorum, 3000
Mixed Shrubs, 6000 Lilacs and other Deciduous Shrubs; Choice
Hardy American Plants, including 16,000 Rhododendron ponticum,
hybrid, and named varieties, goo Kalmias, 900 Hardy Heaths, 300
Azaleas in variety

; a large quantity of Ornamental and Forest Trees,
VIZ., 3000 Poplars. 700 Spanish and Horse Chestnuts, 900 Ailantus,
3000 Hornbeam, 2000 Beach, 1000 Limes, 20C0 Laburnums, 1000 Birch,
1500 Oaks of sorts, 500 Thorns, Ash, Acacias, 100 Acer Negiindo
varicgata. Elms. Maples, &c. ; 1000 Standard and Dwarf Roses in fine
variety, selected Fruit Trees, Filberts, and Nuts ; 1000 Cotoneaster,
500 Sweet Briers, Gum Cislus, Tritomas. 1700 Irish and other Ivies,
600 Deutzia gracilis, 300 Yucca recurva, &c.
May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

of Mr, COOPER, on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers.
Leytonstone, Essex, E.

Brighton and Hassock's Gate.
IMPORTANT SALE of FREEHOLD PROPERTY. NURSFRY

STOCK, GREENHOUSE, STOVE, and other PLANTSGREENHOUSES, PITS, SHEDS, COTTAGES, with theGOODWILL of the LONG-ESTABLISHED NURSERY
SEED, FRUIT, and FURNISHING BUSINESS, by order ol
the Executors of the late Mr, GEORGE PARSONS, deceased

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, at Garraway's. Change Alley, Cornhill, in the

City of London, E.G., on TUESDAY, November 12. at 12 for i o'Clock
precisely, the VALUABLE FREEHOLD PROPERTY, comprising
18 Acres 38 Perches, or thereabouts, of rich Nursery or Building LancT
known as Parsons' Nurseries, Hassock's Gate, Keymer, close to the
Hassock's Gate Railway Station, and seven miles from Brighton in the
County of Sussex, with the whole of the VALUABLE THRIVING
NURSERY STOCK growing thereon, comprising a very extensive and
choice assortment of Evergreen, Coniferac. and Deciduous Shrubs;
Ornamental, Fruit, and Forest Trees; Greenhouse and Stove Plants in
thriving condition; two substantially Brick-built Cottages, the whole of
the newly-erected Greenhouses, Stove-houses. Vineries, Forcing
houses, the several ranges of Pits, including altogether about 40,000
superficial feet, heated with Ormson's large Tubular Boilers, upon the
most modern and improved Hot-water principles; convenient Polling,
Packing, and other Sheds, Stable, Piggeries, &c.
Also the modern FREEHOLD RESIDENCE, commanding Shop,

with bold Plate-glass Front, and Ornamental Span-roof Show Con-
servatory, known as Nos. 27 and 28, Western Road, Brighton, possess-
ing a frontage to the Western Road of about 36 feet 6 inches, to Gren-
ville Place about 42 feet 6 inches, by a depth or frontage to Clarence
Street of about 68 feet 6 inches, covering an area of about 2100 feet or
thereabouts, in the most eligible and central part of the town for
business, together with the GOODWILL of the long-established
Nursery, Seed, Fruit, and Furnishing Business, in one Lot.

Note,— P. & M, would strongly urge the Trade or any persons
desirous of embarking into a thoroughly genuine, extensive, and
flourishing business, to inspect the above property, feeling assured
that with ordinary care and attention to the same, a large fortune may
be realised in a very short period.
Plans and particulars, with orders to view, may be obtained on the

Premises; of Messrs, CLARKE and HOWLETT, Solicitors, Ship
Street, Brighton ; and of the Auctioneers, Estate Agents, and Valuers,
Leytonstone, Essex, E.

The Right Hon.
bermere.

Edward John Hutchins, Esq.
Sir William Tite, M,P.,C.B.

, Mr. J. BAILEY DENTON.
Agricultural Improvements of every kmd are executed by the

Company, or the outlay thereon repaid to Landowners who prefer
carrying out the works by their own agents.
Tenant Farmers may also, by agreement with their Landlords,

procure the execution of such Improvements.
The outlay, with all official expenses, may be charged upon the

Estate, and paid off by a Rent-charge of about 6 per cent,, in 31 years,
or at the option of tne Landowners in a shorter term.
No investigation of title necessary, and no legal expenses incurred.

UTILISATION of SEWAGE.
Special arrangements will be made with Boards of Health, Sewer

Authorities, and others, for undertaking Works of Sewage Irrigation,
together with all Works incidental thereto. The outlay in respect
thereof may be repaid either by a sum in gross, or by a terminable
yearly payment, discharging in a fixed period the principal amount
with interest thereon.
Application to be made to ARTHUR MILMAN, Esq., the

Secretary , at the Offices of the Company. 22, Whitehall Place, S.W.

S*^

Royal Berks Boot Show.
NOTICE.

aUTTON AND SON.S
k3 beg to notify to their Customers

that their TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL SHOW of MANGEL.
TURNIPS, and other AGRICULTURAL ROOTS, will be held at
READING, on the FOURTH SATURDAY in NOVEMBER.
Roots will be received up to Wednesday, November 20. No charge is
made for Entry. Prizes amount to EIGHT Y POUNDS. Particulars
may be had on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

SMITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW.—
The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and PIGS

will be held at the AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON, onMONDAY afternoon, December 9, and four following days.
Intending Exhibitors are requested to apply for Certificate Forms

by the reference letters as under :

—

CATTLE.—Form A_ For an OX or STEER (in any Class).
„ B. For a COW or HEIFER (in any Class).
„ C. For a BEAST in Extra Stock

SHEEP. „ D. For a Pen of Three WETHERS.
„ E. For a Pen ol Three EWES.

„,^^ .. F. For a Single WETHER SHEEP in ExtraStock
PIGS. „ G. For a Pen of Three PIGS (in any Class).

„ PL For a Single PIG in Extra Slock.
ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER r.

Prize Lists, Forms of Certificales, and all information may be
obtained on application to Mr. DAVID PULLEN, Assistant Secre-
tary, at the Office of the Honorary Secretary, corner of Half-Moon
Street, Piccadilly, London, W.
N.B.—All communications respecting the Show must be addressed

to the Assistant Secretary as above, and should bear outside the
words " Smithfield Club Show."

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1S72.

Dulwich, Surrey.
IMPORTANT SALE of THRIVING NURSERY STOCK.

SPECIMEN GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &-c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs, F. & A. Smith lo SELL by AUCTION,

without reserve, on the Premises, the Dulwich Nursery, West
Dulwich, S., on THURSDAY, November 14. and two following days,
at II for 12 o'clock precisely each day, in consequence of a portion of
the Nursery being immediately required for building purposes, a
large quantity of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, consisting of
an unusually choice Collection of Coniferse and Evergreen Shrubs,
comprising Bushy Bo.v, Laurustinus, Cotoneaster Simmondsii, 200
Lygustrum of sorts, fine Chinese Arbor-vit^ and Red Cedars. 3000
Common Laurels, Rhododendron Calawbiensis and ponticum, large
Arbutus, Lilacs, Aucubas. Enonymus, Yuccas; also 400 specimen
Evergreen Shrubs, particularly handsome plants, and in capital con-
dition for removal, having been frequently transplanted, viz., Cedrus
Deodara, Wcllingtonia gigantea. Thuja elegantissima, chinensis
aurea, compacU, gigantea, Lobbii ; Thujopsis boreaJis and dolabrata

;

Araucarias, Cupressus Lawsoniana, viridis, stricta, varicgata, aurea
and argentea. &c. ; Gold and Silver Hollies; also Pitea grandis,
nobilis. lasiocaipa and Nordmanniana ; Pinus austriaca and Cembra,
Tuniperus, English and Irish Yews, Retinospora of sorts ; likewise a
large and rich assortment of choice Bi^rder Plants, a quantity of
Ornamental Trees, various ; Selected Standard and Dwarf Ruses,
clean-grown Fruit 7Vecs, together with some beautiful Specimen
Greenhouse Plants of sorts, Sic.

Now on view. Catalogues may be had on the Premises, and ol the
Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, Essex, E,

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
London Farmers' Club (Mr. Horley, Jun., on
Security of Farm Capital and Ircedom of
Cultivation), at the Salisbury Hotel—^ p.m.

Central Chamber of Agriculture (Agenda:
I. Compensation for Unexhausted Improve-
ments; 2. Land Tenure), at the Salisbury
Hotel— II A.M.

Wednesday, _ g J" Royal Agricultural Society of England [Coun-
'

) cil Meeting), at Hanover Square—Noon.

Monday, Nov.

Tuesday, — 5

THERE cannot be imagined a more funda-
mental agricultural subject than that which

is involved in the questions to be discussed on
Monday and Tuesday next before the London
Farmers' Club and the Central Chamber of
Agriculture.

Agriculture, as a rule, is carried on in Eng-
land by one man's money spent upon another
man's land ; and upon the relations between these
two depend the enterprise and energy with which
the business is conducted. It is within the
jurisdiction of the owner of the land to retain a
power (whatever may be the consequences) of
re-entering on its possession after six months'
(or any other) notice of his intention. It is also
in his power to limit the uses that shall be made
of this land, of which for an annual sum he lends
the use. He can forbid particular crops,
require particular crops, attach a fine to the
growth of this, that, and the other plant,
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insist on the application of particular manures
;

and lay down the order in which the various

cultivated crops shall succeed each other.

Moreover, he can claim an associated ownership

in the produce of the land to the extent of keep-

ing an indefinite amount of live stock of his own,

to feed within its area ; and with this he may for-

bid the tenant to interfere. That is one possible

set of relations between the two.

On the other hand, believing that the true

interests of landlord, labourer, and tenant alike,

depend on the energetic prosecution of the

business of the farmer, and assured that if that

prosper the personal relationships, of which so

much is said, may be left to take care of them-

selves, the owner of the land may resolve to

devote it, more exclusively than ever he has yet

devoted it, to that which has always been its

chief purpose, viz., the production of landlord's

rent, labourers' wages, and farmer's profit. Every-

body would in the long run benefit if he should

himself " go in," far more than hitherto, for mere
money-making ; and work his estate so as to

make it more profitable for himself To this end
it is clear that he must prefer the stirring and
money-making man for his tenant, and offer

him conditions of tenancy which will give suffi-

cient scope to his activity and enterprise. He
must select from the large number of competent

men who are always ready for him, not the tenant

who is readiest to yield to all the old rules, but

rather him whose offer of a higher rent is hinged

upon those conditions as to safety and to liberty

—or, we will rather say, as indicating the sort of

man that is required—those conditions as to

liberty and safety, which are to be discussed next

Monday evening before the London Farmers' Club.

He had better not, we venture to suggest, fall

into the use of the fashionable phraseology as to

the outgoing tenant having a " moral right," and
so forth, to the value of his unexhausted im-

provements, but rather think within himself

—

" What a fool 1 have been not to see that every-

thing has been always done that could be done
to get men of capital to work my land."

Let that be the spirit in which next Monday's
subject is approached, and it matters little

whether Mr. HORLEY shall attach more import-

ance to the security of the farmer's capital, or to

the freedom of cultivation which must be
accorded to him. Both are necessary to the

best result, and he has exercised a wise dis-

cretion in including both within the scope of his

lecture, of which we shall next week present

a full report. Meanwhile we direct the attention

of our readers to a capital address upon this

subject recently given by Sir T. D. Acland,
M.P., at an agricultural meeting at Broadclyst,

in which the following passages occur, which
say nearly all we should wish to urge ;

—

"In the first place, it should be remembered that no
lease will convert an idle man, or a man without capital, into

a good farmer. The only way to make a man farm well,

especially if he is a capitalist, is to give him confidence

—

to give him a motive to farm well. In the form of agree-

ment which he had been working out for some time, he
laid down no rules whatever for the course of cropping

;

but he stipulated that land should not be exhausted by the

continual removal of crops that are found by experience

to exhaust the soil. He had no objection to Flax growing,

the objection to which was one of the old prejudices they had
outlived. He stipulated that exhaustive crops should not

be continually raised unless they were replaced by manure.
However much he wished to believe that it was impos-

sible to exhaust the land, there could be no question that

with some poor soils a great deal of mischief might be
done by over-cropping. He wished to leave all who had
proved themselves to be good farmers, perfectly free, even
from the conditions he had named. The tried farmer

should crop as he pleased, provided he used the proper

quantity ol manure, did not rack out the soil, and did not

allow it to get foul."

Our chronicle of the Cattle Plague in the

East Riding of Yorkshire has, we hope,
reached its last chapter. There has been only
one case since we wrote last. This occurred on
Friday, the 25th ult., on the farm of Mr. Banks,
of Bishop Wilton Grange, upon which farm there
was an outbreak on October i8.

On that occasion one diseased animal and
three others that had been in contact with it

were destroyed. Nineteen other cattle that were
in another shed, on the same premises, at that
time were well, and, as they seemed to be
isolated, the local authority ordered them not to
be killed, but to be carefully watched. It was
deemed probable that they would escape conta-
gion, as previous to the outbreak they had never
been in contact with the stricken animal. On the
eighth day after the slaughter, however, at the
very close of the period within which the malady

usually shows itself, a young animal had ex-

hibited the malady strongly, and before it could

be inspected two more in the same shed, con-

taining eleven in close contact, became ill. On
the saine day the whole eleven were killed and
buried, and next day—Saturday, the 26th— the
remaining eight beasts were disposed of in a

similar manner.
This case affords clear proof of the inutility of

the cautious policy, and of the necessity for

vigorous and prompt action in stamping out the

plague. It is evident that it is quite vain to

attempt to save animals that have been in direct

contact with or near to any infected beasts, and
that to do so is simply to prolong the presence
of the disease.

The Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act, does
not define the precise meaning of the word
" contact," but it is now quite clear that for the

purpose of extinguishing the malady an iron or

wood fence, a hedge, or even a wall, between
affected animals and others, is not sufficient to

ward off the infection. Though separated in

this way animals must hereafter be considered
as in " contact," or the clause must be altered

by the addition of the words " or near to " affected

animals. In this case the animals in different

byres, opening into separate yards, infected each
other ; and this is not strange, when we reflect that

the same men go from one yard to the other,

children and boys run about the premises, and
poultry scratch about in all the sheds alike, in

many instances roosting over all the cattle stalls

indifferently. Nothing, therefore, but killing all

the beasts that are near to the infected animal
can effectually stamp out the malady. Under
the Prussian mode of accomplishing this object

all cattle are killed within a mile from the

infected premises ; but this is a system which,

until the farmer is paid the full value of cattle so

slaughtered, is impracticable in England. It is

satisfactory to find that there is, therefore, no
necessity to alter our present Act so as to

make any such destructive despotism impe-
rative upon the authorities. The existing

rule of killing the animals that have been really

or virtually in contact has proved efficient at

Patrington, Bridlington, and Yapham—the three

original centres — all which we believe to be
now safe ; and at the infected places out-

side the original area there have been no
fresh cases since the first outbreak, for a

period long enough for them too to be considered

free from infection. Thus the outbreak at

Garrowby occurred on October 11, 22 days ago
;

that at Skirpenbeck on October 15, 18 days ago
;

and that at Fangfoss on October 15, 13 days
since.

The capability of the present system of dealing

with an outbreak of cattle plague is, therefore,

self-evident. It was efficient in 1855, after the

disease had been allowed to rage unchecked for

many weeks, and it has been again successful.

It did not at once " stamp out " the plague at

Yapham, because the stock in three adjoining

pastures were infected before the animals that

introduced it to Mr. Berriman's field were
killed, and these three herds kept the infection

alive longer, while another farmer spread it

further to B'angfoss by keeping its presence
amongst his stock concealed till it crept froin his

premises to the cattle in a pasture on the out-

skirts of his farm, and adjoining Fangfoss, and
from thence to Mrs. Beilby's, at Fangfoss.

Prices are rather declining in Mark Lane.

Only the best qualities of Wheat on Monday could

maintain last week's rates, inferior samples remaining

on hand though offered at a reduction of is. to 2s.

per quarter. On Wednesday there was a still further

decline. At the Metropolitan Cattle Market on
both Monday and Thursday it was impossible to ob-

tain a clearance at late rates, and a reduction was sub-

mitted to. On both days choice calves were dearer.

The prospects of the Wool Market are declared

to be favourable, and a distinct advance of price has

been secured, with a stiff market even at the advance.

The business done in the Seed Market was
limited. Information is waited for from America
respecting the Clover crop. Business dull in Mustard,

btit brown seed realises full prices.

Mr. A. AiRD, of the firm of J. & A. AiRD,
engineers, of Berlin, writes thus on THE Sewage
Question, to Mr. J. J. Mechi, of Tiptree Hall :

—

" About 12 years since the Prussian Government sent

over a Commission to England to report on sewage works,
and somewhat later Geheimrath Wiche prepared a de-

tailed project for the town of Danzig {population 100,000)
including a proposition to utilise the sewage water on the

waste lands by the seaside at Neufahrwasser, two miles

from Danzig. We have carried out the works, and the

same have been in operation during the past 12 months.
The Government made the house connections compulsory,
so that the sewage water is unusually strong. We have also

undertaken the pumping, flushing, and maintenance for a
term of 30 years, the municipality granting us as compen-
sation the sewage water, and possession of 2000 acres of land
for the same period. The land was partly forest, but chiefly

a sandy desert, in which nothing could grow. We have this

year planted and irrigated over 100 acres, with really

marvellous results—since May five crops of Rye-grass
;

Potatos and Beetroot of enormous size. Our detail expe-
rience is very interesting. Despite the extreme poverty

of the soil, we find irrigating each plot once a week ample
to keep the grass growing at the rate of an inch per day.
Deputations from all parts of Germany have visited the
farm, and many of the large towns are preparing to follow

the example."

The report on Moorland Reclamation in

last week's paper (p. 1436) relates to a competition,

not in Richmondshire, as there stated, but in

connection with the South Tyne Agricultural Society.

The interest taken in the competition has been the
means of keeping the subject before the Society, and is

likely to prove a stimulus to improvements in this

description of land on an extensive scale. The detail

and cost of the operations, returned by the different

competitors for the guidance of the judges, together
with the judges' report on the general results, furnish

an interesting chapter in practical reclamation. The
result of the different competitions shows that land in

its natural state, varying in value from 2s. to 5^. per
acre, by an outlay varying from ;^S to £1^ per acre,

has been reclaimed and laid down in permanent pasture,

and on a moderate estimate is now worth 25^. to 30^.

per acre. In view of these results, it may be interesting

to know that, from inquiries made, it has been ascer-

tained there are from 35,000 to 40,000 acres of unre-

claimed land or hill pasture within the area

of the Society's district, 25,000 acres of which are

capable of improvement, by some or other of the modes
adopted by the competitors of last year. And adopt-
ing the cost of these processes, as set forth in the

returns made, as an average expenditure for the suc-

cessful reclamation of these lands, the permanent
improvement of the land capable of being operated
upon within the area of the Society would afford an
opportunity for profitable investment to the capitalist

to the amount of ;^250,ooo in the district. Such
expenditure and investment would, on a moderate esti-

mate, increase the annual value or rent-roll of the dis-

trict ;^25,ooo per annum ; and at the same time the
tenant, occupying under an equitable arrangement with
the proprietor, would be well remunerated in co-

operating with his landlord in carrying out the

desirable object.

An epizootic of extraordinary prevalence seems
to have attacked horses in Canada, and to have spread
thence into the States. The Toronto Globe says :

—

" Three-fourths of the horses in this section of country
have been attacked to a greater or less extent, and, as a
natural consequence, considerable excitement and alarm
have been created. The disease appears to be a catarrhal
fever, the result of some atmospheric influence, as is shown
by its sudden appearance over a large extent of country,
attacking all kinds of horses, old and young, in good
condition or in poor. The premonitory symptoms are
dulness, a staring coat, a watery discharge from the nose,

speedily followed by a severe hacking cough ; the pulse is

quickened and the mouth hot, the nasal membranes are
injected, and the ears and legs are unnatually cold, the dis-

charge from the nose increases and becomes of a greenish
yellow colour, the breathing is increased, and in some cases
becomes laboured and severe. When an affected animal
is exposed to vitiating influences of any kind, as impure
air, sudden chills, or overwork, the lungs and their cover-

ing become aifected, thereby producing alaiming and more
dangerous symptoms. .*\lthough this disease necessarily

proves a great loss and annoyance to the community
generally, we do not think it is likely to be of a fatal

character where ordinary care and rational treatment are
adopted. We have had an opportunity of seeing hundreds
of cases since the outbreak, without fatal results. In
several instances the attack has been severe, but generally

increased by over-work or some other debilitating influ-

ence. As the disease will run a certain course, aftccted

animals should be carefully used, and allowed plenty of
pure air, with a liberal diet of nourishing and easily-

digested food. The stables should be well aired daily and
thoroughly ventilated, and it is also advisable to use dis-

infectants, as chloride of lime or carbolic acid. When the
throat is very sore, causing a difficulty in swallowing, a
mild embrocation should be applied, and the fever allayed'

by mild febrifuge medicine. We are confident that where
ordinary care and proper means of treatment are used,

the percentage of fatal cases will be very small."

At the Pevensey bench of magistrates, on
Wednesday of last week, the London, Brighton,
AND South Coast Railway Company were sum-
moned for having unlawfully omitted to cleanse and
disinfect the trucks used by the said railway company
for carrying certain cattle in such manner as is directed

by the order of Privy Council, of Dec. 20, 1871, by
which it is ordered that every truck or vehicle used

for carrying animals on land shall on every occasion

after any animal is taken out of the same, and before

any other animal is placed therein, be cleansed and
disinfected in the manner therein tiirected. Evidence
was given of the fault alleged.—Mr. WvNGATE, for the

Company, had investigated the circumstances, and was
not in a position to disprove the evidence which had
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been given. It appeared that there was a heavy

demand for trucks on the day in question, and they

came to the station in the state that had been described.

The station master gave the necessary order for them

to be cleansed and disinfected according to the terms

of the Order of Privy Council, a copy of which he

had been supplied with. The men proceeded with

their duty, and the station-master was suddenly in-

formed that they had run out of the disinfecting powder

that the railway company use. A letter was directed

to the general manager as soon as the circumstances

were ascertained, and he had given instructions that

would obviate the occurrence of any such thing at a

future time. No doubt by not complying with the

cleansing and disinfecting Order of the Privy Council

the Company had been guilty of an offence against the

Orders which were made under the Act of 1S69.

Section 103 of that Act gave the bench power to deal

in the fullest manner with any case that might be

brought before them, and as in this case there were

exceptional circumstances arising from misadventure

rather than from negligence, he (Mr. Wyngate), on

the part of the Company, had to ask the bench to take

the facts into consideration.—The chairman, after the

bench had consulted, said they had decided to inflict a

fine of £s and costs. They had fixed the penalty at

that low sum because it was the first ofience, and they

hoped the Company would take care that the pens and

trucks should be thoroughly cleansed and disinfected.

Thousands of beasts were conveyed by rail in the

course of a year to and from the marsh and market by

rail. The trucks went to Rye, Hastings, Chichester,

and, in short, all over the country, and it was of the

utmost importance that they should be carefully disin-

fected. The fine of ;r^5 and £1 igs. gd. was paid, and
the case terminated.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

Eight "Lallys" brought an average of ^^409 los.

and a total of £'},2']6 at the recent Winterfold sale.

Such a result, indicating that the "Lallys" possess

unusual merits, causes us to turn to their pedigree with

some interest. The "Lallys" and " Lalages " both

trace back to a true Bates origin ; but the latter tribe

have been crossed with Booth bulls. Both find a

common ancestress in Olhe Leaf 2,d by Earl of
Liverpool {9061) ; but while the *'Lallys" are the

result of continued Bates crosses, the "Lalages"
sprang from a cross with the famous Booth sire,

Valasco (15,443). Turning to the " Lally " pedi-

gree, and commencing with one of the youngest repre-

sentatives, Laliv 15M, we have the following ;—

•

Laliy -i^th, roan, calved July ig, 1872, by 8th Duke of
Geneva (28,390), was sold to the Duke of Devonshire for 500 gs.

Her dam, Lally Zth by 7TH Duke of York (17,754), was sold

to Mr. Cheney for 500 gs. ; and, further tracing the pedigree, we
find—

g.d. Lallyidhy 4Th Duke of Oxford (11,387).

g.g.d. La^ly by Earl of Derby (10,177).

3d d. Olive Lea/^d by Eakl of Liverpool. (9061).

4th d. Oliz<e Leaf:id by 2D Duke of Cambridge (3638).

5th d. Olive Lea/hy Belvedere (1708).

6th d. Lddy Barrin^oti by Son of HeRDSMAN (304}.

7th d. Voung^ Alicia by Wonderful {700).

8th d. Old Alicia by Alfred [23).

9th d. by Young Favourite (6994).

The tribe whose lineage has just been given was for

long in the hands of Mr. Harvey, of Walton-on-the-

Hill, who bred Laliy 2d, 3^/, $th, blh, and 7M. Lally,

the first of the name, was bred by Mr. Grundy, of The
Dales, who sold her to Mr. Harvey. The " Olive

Leaf" tribe originated in Olive Leaf, bred by Mr.
Bates, who sold her and her daughter, Olive Leaf 2d,

to Mr. Harvey. Lady Bari-ington is well known as

the ancestress of many Shorthorns, and thus we make
good the pretensions of the "Lallys" to be a true

Bates family. Turning to the sires whose names occur

in this excellent line we find the following, commencing
with those most recently used :

—

8th Duke of Geneva (28,390) by Baron of Oxford
(23,371), traces through a line of "Duchesses," and was sold

at the late Winterfold sale for the unprecedented sum of 1650 gs.

He is then a " Duchess bull," and the purity of his breeding need
not therefore be further insisted upon.
7TH Duke of York, the second sire which we have to notice,

was so well known as a first-class Duchess bull, that we may also

dismiss him without further comment.
Earl of Derby was bred by Mr. Bates, and sold by him to

Mr. Harvey. He was by 2D Cleveland Lad (3408), and was
from Wild Eyes 14M.
Belvedere (yo6' was bred by Mr. Stephenson, of Wolveston,

and died at Kirklevington. He was by Waterloo, dam
Angelina, id by Young Wvnyard, grand-dam Angelina by
Phenq.menon (491;, and previously his pedigree runs through
Favourite and Hubback blood for four generations.

Son of Herdsman (304;, entered as Herdsman in the first

volume of the Herd Book, was bred by Mr, Mason, and was by
Favourite, dam Milk Maid by Irish:han, which again was by
the well-known Stvford (629).

Wonderful (700) was bred by Major Rudd, and was by
Leopold (372) by North Star, and full of Favourite (252;

blood.

Nothing can more clearly show the extraordinary

manner in which the early breeders bred from near

affinities than the pedigree of this last bull as given in the

Herd Book. It is as follows:—Dam by a son of

Favourite (252), g.d. by a son of Favourite (252),

gr.g.d. by a son of Favourite (252), gr.gr.g.d. by a

son of Favourite (252), gr.gr.gr.g.d. by Favourite
(252).

Alfred (23) was bred by Mr. C. Colling, and was by Comet
{155), dam VgHus by Ben, grand-dam Phanije by Foljambe
(•63).

Young Favoukite (6994) was by Favoi'Rite (252). but from

what dam, or by whom bred, does not appear in the Herd Book,

the only information regarding him being what we have just

given.

A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer,

speaking of the fair at Hamilton, Canada, says, "The
sheep show in Cotswolds, Lincolns, Leicesters, aiid

Southdowns was equal to anything I ever saw in

England or this country. . . . The show of Shorthorns

was splendid, and that of Herefords small, but first-

class. The Devons were tolerably represented, also

Galloways and Ayrshires." Such are good indications

of the manner in which our home breeds are extending

over the rich and boundless pastures at the other side

of the " pond."

We have on more than one occasion referred in

this section to the wild cattle of Chillingham Park.

The late successful exploit of the Prince of Wales in

hunting the British wild bull, while a visitor at Chil-

linghatn has brought this remarkable aboriginal herd

into more than usual notice. We snatch the following

fragment from the columns of the Daily News, as con-

taining some valuable information upon the habits of

the Chillingham cattle, obtained on the spot, and, we
doubt not, upon good authority :—

'

' That part of the park to which the celebrated white

wild cattle are confined is 900 acres in extent, and here

they (the cattle) roam at their sweet will undisturbed,

except at rare intervals. The herd is generally kept up

to II bulls, 17 steers, and 32 females, or 60 in all. The
steers always grow larger horns, and weigh from 40 to

so stones of 14 lb. each. If it is fair weather they go up

the hill, and if stormy they remain below. They eat

very much at night, and mostly in company, and often

scour a good deal in warm weather. The bulls are of a

more lawny shade than the cows, as they fling the dirt

very much over their shoulders as they kneel to challenge.

Both sexes have black nostrils, horns tipped with black,

and a little red within the ears, and in their general look

they partake of the Charolais and Highlander combined.

Like all wild animals, the cattle are exceedingly

shy, and can only be brought within shooting distance by

means of stalking with a cart, much in the same way as

the Sambur deer are approached in the open cultivated

plains of India."

After an animated account of the hunt, and a vivid

description of the Prince's magnificent and fatal shot,

which in a moment stretched the " king" bull of the

herd on the sward, the writer continues :

—

"The proportions of the noble animal, which was found

to be seven years old, were now seen to the best advantage.

His broad forehead tapering to the muzzle, wide branch-

ing horns, muscular neck, expanded chest, and thick

shoulders and forearm, all gave a vivid idea ofwhat a serious

foe he would have proved if he had been roused to full

fury. His weight must be upwards of 70 stones ... On
the return of His Royal Highness another fine opportunity

was got of observing the habits of those untamed denizens

of the forest. When skirting a plantation, a herd of half-

a-dozen young buUs was discovered on the bank fighting

furiously, lowering their massive heads, kicking their heels

in the air, and rushing at each other with an eagerness

and force which made the earth quake ... In 1826

there was a shooting party at Chillingham, and on that

occasion Lord ClanwiUian shot a bull whose clean

carcase weighed 45 stones of 14 lb. each. The half of the

animal was presented to King George the Fourth."

• Mr. Storer, in his able letter to Belts Weeklv

Messenger upon " Booth versus Bates," speaks with

justice when he tells us that the prices fetched by

Bates' cattle are not sufiicient proof of their compara-

tive merit. Mr. Storer is commenting upon an article

now widely circulated, in which the relative prices

realised at Beeston, as representing a Booth herd, are

unfavourably contrasted with those obtained at Winter-

fold. The anonymous author of this article attempts

to prove the superiority of his favourite tribe by an

appeal to sale results, andMr. Storerveryproperlypoints

out the fallacy of such a method of gauging the respec-

tive merits of the two rival sections :

—

"As the author of this comparison seems fond of statis-

tics, 1 would suggest that he should analyse the position,

wealth, and practical experience of the buyers at the two

sales. At Mr. Pawletfs one nobleman only was a pur-

chaser, and he only of a young bull. At Messrs. Harward s

& Downing's, among the purchasers there were two dukes,

two earls, two barons, and a third earl was a high bidder,

while the men of fortune were legion. It is not too much
to assert that there were at the Winterford sale seven or

eight peers and millionaires, every one of whom had

property enough to have bought up the whole of those

who purchased at Beeston, with the single exception of

the Duke of Richmond, whose purchase did not alfect the

character of the sale. A statistic hst of the purchasers

at the two sales and their callings would be interesting.

" I am the last to wish to undervalue the impetus

which has been, and is, given to Shorthorn breeding by

noblemen and men of fortune, but I fear there are not

many such now who have the practical knowledge of it,

and devote themselves to it with the skill, energy, and
personal supervision which distinguished such breeders as

the late Earl Spencer, the Right Hon. Charles Arbuthnot,

and Sir Charles Knightley. As a rule, though with excep-

tions, Shorthorn breeding is, with peers and men of fur-

tune, now a mere subsidiary pleasure, a fashionable

adjunct to the beauties of the demesne, which a steward

or a bailiff manages. It is to men who earn

their hving by hard work upon the land, Uke

the Booths, the Torrs, the Willises, the Brueres, the

Outhwaites, the Hows, the Duddings, the Jeffersons, the

Atkinsons, the Sandays, the Aylmers, the Roses, the

Pawletts, and mai^y other such breeders, that we must
look for a practical judgment as regards the best varieties

of Shorthorn cattle."

PINNOCK'S CATECHISM OF THE
'LAND question:

Edited by Talpa.

Qiies. What i the Land Question ?

Ans7o. The Land Question is well, some say it 's

a ' very difficult question ; ' some say it 's a ' revolu-

tionary ' question : and some say there is no ' Land
Question ' at all.

Q. But what do J'otj say? I want an answer—

a

definition.

A. Oh, but that's the hardest thing in the world- to

get ! A learned Greek, they tell me, wrote nine

books in pursuit of one. Besides, people all look at it

from different standpoints ; and each thinks lie has the

right to know best of any.

Q. What People ?

A, Well, there's the landlord who owns the land,

and the farmer who rents the land, and the labourer

who ploughs the land, and the lawyer who 'settles*

the land, and the sportsman who ' preserves ' the

land, and the political economist who knows all about

the land, and the gentleman who writes the * thun-

dering leaders ' who knows all about everything ; and
no two of them exactly agree : and then I might be
so unlucky as to differ with them all.

Q. That looks as if you had better proceed by nega-

tives, and tell me first, then, what the Land Question

is nol.

A. But that's an everlasting work !
' ahscissia IN-

FINITI,' as somebody calls it : but, however, " the

longest way round's the shortest way home some-

times ; " perhaps it may be so in this case.

Q. Why, I should like to ask, do you think the

adage applies here ?

A. Partly for this reason—I never stumble on the

subject with any one who has not, I find, a fixed

notion of his oiun, which he keeps declaring is mine !

And all my breath is spent in trying to blow liis notion

off my notion ; and it'sbedtime, or dinnertime, which

is worse, before he lets me come to my notion at all.

Q. Curious ! Yet not altogether unique, my friend.

But why should it be so, in this particular question ?

A. May I answer categorically ?

Q. If you please.

A. And honestly ?

Q. I hope so.

A. And you won't be offended ?

Q. .Surely not ! Why should I ?

A. Because it's a kind of answer that many people

challenge, but nobody likes ;—nor believes, for that

matter.

Q. And it is ?

A. Shortly this; the subject is one, you know, that

wants a little study : now, for one who has ever given it

five minutes of lAat, fifty, or a hundred—or a thousand,

have their ' opinion' upon it ; and the less they know,
the stronger the opinion.

Q. But surely that's a common case enough ! I

want an instance of its special application here ?

A. Well : you know what Adam Smith and the

Economists write about the ' Distribution of Wealth.

'

"Accumulation makes a country rich. Distribution

makes it prosperous and happy;" or to that effect.

Now, every one agrees in that, as long as it's

money, or cattle, or sheep ; or any other sort of
* stock,' as shares, or bonds, or houses, or leases,

or mortgages if you like. But the moment you come to

' wealth ' in the form of ' land ' ! they burst out " Oh !

then you want to cut up the country like a chessboard !

Subdivision of Property, eh ? ' Peasant proprietors

'

hoo ! Communism, hah !
" And there you are : get

them out o' that groove if you can.

Q. I see. By the unobstructed action of exchange

— the spontaneous ' Distribution ' of the Economists

—

they understand forcible 'subdivision'—a sort of agres-

tial mince-meat,— or, as you say, a chessboard, with a
' paysan proprietaire ' for Pawn in every square, and

the Castles, and Knights, and Bishops all pulled down
to share-and-share alike ! Truly our ' peasant-proprie-

tor ' writers have left us a nice field of labour ! a

pleasant heritage !

A. Just so : you remember what Sydney Smith says

about trepanning a Scotchman to get a joke into his

head. We must invent a new surgical operation now,

one of a converse kind, to get this oitl!

Q. I don't dislike your instance : now give me
another ?

A. Well, take the word 'Primogeniture.' The
moment it's out of your mouth— if you're so rash as to

use it at all—you seem to have pulled the string of a

shower-bath. Down it all comes !
' So ! you want to

prevent our leaving our land to our eldest son ! destroy

the Aristocracy ! blow up the House of Lords ! swamp
the Monarchy !'

Q. Yes, yes ; I know. Well : can you spot the

error
— "precipitate the fallacy," as Whateley says,

on a single word, here as in the other case ?
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A. "It lies in the 'prefix'"—as the Hebrew
scholars say. When you are speaking of the /a-tu ol

primogeniture, they are thinking of the atslom of

primogeniture. And cling ! clang ! goes the alarum-
bell at once. " We mayn't make an eldest son ! "

—

which is exactly what you mean that they shall do

:

only, do it themselves^—without help, or hindrance,

from an obsolete law, which is a dead letter to every

man vi'ho makes a will, or a settlement ; and only falls,

like a sudden air-borne Harpy, upon those miserable

sinners who have never heard of it, and don't wish for

it
—" marry without a settlement, and die without a

will," (wicked wretches !) for want of money to pay the

lavi^er. That's about its chief use and occupation,

now ; a sort of posthumous {im)Providence to turn a

man's Wife and Daughters out-o'-doors, the day they
*

' saw him quietly inurned, " and bring back that

precious primogeni-scoundrel from his patriotic travels

in Austral Asia to 'inherit' the cottage-invested life-

savings. So it comes to this, that they who don't

require it, keep it going, like physic, for those who
don't desire it. "The law allows it, and the State

awards it :
" and poetic justice sees itself as in a

mirror,—inverted ! Knowing all this, you seek to

remove a mischievous law, and they think you want to

interfere with an innocent family custom.

Q. I'm not sure that I quite follow you through all

that. We must have it expanded a little. But at

present, if you please, we'll stick to the 'precipitation

of the fallacies.' I rather like them. Can you furnish

another ?

A. Well, the subject bristles with them. To give
them all in detail is, in fact, to fit my answers to your
suggestions, and handle the Land Question by nega-
tions, for it rests upon a heap of blunders, and
false assumptions, and wants as much clearing as a
quitch-rake, before you can get at the grain of the
matter. And when you have got to it, there really is so
little question left that one is tempted to ask how two
sane men could disagree upon it unless they were both
out of temper, or had eaten something indigestible.

Q. You surprise me ! I thought the land question
was something in the red republican line—a general
scramble, " every man his rood of land "—the better if

taken from somebody else, and so forth—something
after the old Welsh Borderers' fashion :

—
" Our mountain sheep are sweeter,

But tlie English sheep are fatter

—

And so we think it meeter
To feed upon the latter !

"

A. If so, the whole of Europe, and the United
States of America to boot, are in that blessed condi-
tion: for every great Continental State has reformed
its Land laws within this century, and nearly all the
minor ones, that needed it. England is the only respect-
able country left behind.

Q. But I thought Adam Smith had rather compli-
mented England, at least in the matter of Entail, which
he so inveighs against, as compared with the rest of
Europe ?

A. Adam Smith lived in the last century ; and the
compliment was just. Since then, they have advanced
and we have, in this one particular, stood still.

Prussia began its land campaign in earnest after the
defeat of Jena, in 1S07 ; Austria, Bavaria, Saxony,
reformed their law in 1S48. Russia (once 'serf-own-
ing Russia ') not till 1856, after the instructive Crimean
war and the death of Czar Nicholas. In most of these.

Entails have been formally abolished. In Austria,
Denmark, and some others a system has, however,
been retained of what are called Majorats, by which
landed estates are attached to noble and distinguished
families—just as Blenheim and Strathfieldsaye are
attached in this country to the celebrated dukedoms of
Wellington and Marlborough, by special acts of the
legislature.

Q. How came this kind of exception to be
allowed ?

A. No one objected to it. On the contrary, it

was popular. No wise people destroy their
national historic monuments, and such entails are
strictly of this character, a national tribute for national
services, and to keep alive their memory.

Q. But is it not inconsistent with the principle of
* free land,' if that is to be admitted ?

A. Not at all: on the contrary, it discriminates
nicely. The special evil of long entail consists in the
power of individuals to operate against the nation by
contracting its land-market. On the other hand, the
grant of an estate by the nation to an invividual is a
healthy assertion of the converse right, and was a
marked feature of the freest days of Athens, of Rome,
and of Saxon England, before the chain of Feudalism
had been forged, or the law of Entail or Primogeniture
ever heard of.

Q. Do I understand you to imply that those laws are
not of ancient date in this country ?

A. That depends on what you mean by 'ancient.'
England was England long before the ' Conquest :

'

and a very pleasant England too, with a code of land
laws treasured by the people like the 'ark' of their
national freedom. It is a learned pen that writes
" There was not an Englishman who fought at
Hastings, who had ever heard of Primogeniture, nor a

belted knight to the days of the first Edward who
would have known what was meant by the law of

Entail." English law—real English law, (before the
intrusion of Norman- French law, masked under a lan-

guage the people did not understand)—knew nothing of
either one or the other. Conquest and feudal necessity

created both : under their iron rule an estate meant
a regiment (for, other army or defence there was
none), and the tenant-lord was its 'colonel;' each
holding of the Crown, as Commander-in-chief. The
'descent,' therefore, could only be to one^ and that

the eldest male. The Suzerain did not want two
or three Colonels, and not any Co\oxit\esses. But where
there was more than one estate, the eldest only took the

principal : (and that bit of Norman law survives to this

day, with excellent results, in the Channel Islands. For,
the Normans had a gentler law at home than that they
inflicted on the unhappy English. ) So that you see in

some respects their feudalism had the advantage of
ours: for 'absenteeism' was impossible: and primo-
geniture, though a badge of slavery to English eyes,

had the excuse, and virtue, of necessity.

Q. But is not feudalism dead and buried ?

A. If I answered as a formalist, or a lawyer, I should
say it was decently interred, by statute, at the Restora-

tion (12 Ch. II.). But in truth the snake was scotched,

not killed, long before, by the legal legerdemain of

Secret Transfer, called by lawyers ' Conveyance to

Uses'; and a deeper wound still was given it when
the statute 32 Hen. VIII. restored the power to make
a Will.

Q. 'Restored' — Do you mean to say that people
couldn't always make their wills ?

A. During the times which followed the Norman
Conquest, of course not. Primogeniture was the sub-
stitute ; and as Land was the only form of 'wealth,'

it, of course, applied to land alone, as it continues

to do to this day.

Q. But if Feudalism was abolished, how did the

law of primogeniture survive ?

A . Abolished I Och, hear him ! Did ye niver hear
of a ginthleman outliving his own funeral ? Wait a bit !

and ' mind your Tenses.' Between the Statute of Wills
and the formal obsequies of feudalism more than a
century elapsed. And such a century ! Let us see
what happened in it, before we proceed.

HOPS,
TllK cultivation and management of Hops arc

becoming most important features of agriculture,

employing a large amount of labour, requiring a great

deal of capital and much skill on the part of the
farmer ; and in the amount of care, forethought, scientific

and commercial knowledge necessary to thorough
success, closely akin to manufacturing businesses.

Competition is every year getting more keen. Many
foreign countries are increasing their plantations year
by year, and carefully improving their methods of

growing and curing Hops. The Cerman Hops espe-
cially show a marked improvement during the last ten
years. An immense quantity of mixed and spurious,

half-dried, badly cured rubbish comes from Germany
to England still, but in the best Bavarian and
Bohemian produce there is great and marked improve-
ment, so that these Hops are formidable competitors
with the finest Kent Goldings and choicest Farnhams.
This year it happens that, on account of the scarcity of
last year's growth, the very best German Hops are
taken by German merchants for German brewers,
and the famous Spiilt and Saatz "seals" are
eagerly caught up at comparatively high prices.

But if two or three years of large crop lollow
on the Continent—and it is singular that this has
not happened since the abolition of the duty— the
produce of inferior English Hops must go to the wall

;

even those who grow the better sort of Goldings must
take more pains in cultivation, and especially in

management, or they will have to succumb to the
German invaders. In this year's growth, for example,
there is evident proof that more attention is essential

;

for every factor's boards have displayed unusual quan-
tities of badly-grown Hops, either half-cured, or burnt
up and coddled. In no former year, in spite of the
so-called march of intellect among Hop growers, has
there been such an extraordinarily large percentage of
rubbish. It may be urged in excuse perhaps that the

growing of the Hop is, to a great extent, beyond the
grower's control, and that it is almost wholly influenced

by atmospheric and climatic conditions, but it is clear

that large and frequent applications of certain artificial

manure, such as guano, nitrate of soda, sulphate of
ammonia and rape dust, render Hops "thin," and
cause their premature decay ; and it is well known
that many growers depend almost entirely upon these
stimulants, which are easier of application and cheaper
than rags, shoddy, farmyard manure, or other such
substantial, abiding, legitimate plant food. The growers
plant Hops recklessly, without properaccommodation for

making manure, and, in too many cases, without capital
enough to obtain it, mortgaging their crop to the
factors to get a supply of "artificial" to ensure it.

The same applies to their whole system ; they have
insufficient lodging for hop-pickers, inadequate kiln
room for drying, so that they must begin picking while
the Hops are green and unripe, and they cannot finish

until a great part of them are brown, weather-beaten,
and devoid of seeds and lupulin. On a large ma-
jority of farms there is not kiln-room enough for a
full crop, consequently, as has been the case this

season, the kilns are loaded to excess, and the Hops
are stewed, instead of being gradually desiccated, with
the least possible waste of essential qualities. From
these causes mainly is due the immense proportion of
indifferent Hops in this crop, and the curiously dis-

proportionate value of first-class produce ; and as
planting is going on without any provision as to how
the crop is to be secured, it is probable that these
disproportions will be more apparent year by year until

the growers of rubbish succumb.
It is suggested that plantations should be gradually

remodelled, upon a plan which should give each sort of
Hop its proper place and proportion in the plantation,

with peculiar and particular regard to the time at which
each ripens, so that there may be a regular succession
of Hops "just fit to pick." Thus, there should be
the Early Goldings, White's sort, or the Early Bram-
blings, which are the better croppers of the two ; then
the Jones or Early Grapes, followed by the Standard
Goldings and Grapes. No attempt has been made to

develope late sorts by selection, as has been done in the
case of early ones, which is surprising, as it is most
important to get Hops to mature rather later than the
ordinary Hops, while now all come nearly together.

There are Colegates, it is true, which are much later ;

but no one in his senses would plant these, as their

flavour is so rank ; and on many plantations they are

being banished altogether. One would imagine that it

would be as easy to get a late as an early sort, by
watching certain "hills" which keep the longest, and
taking " sets " therefrom, which is the rationale of the

process adopted to develope the Early White's Gold-
ings. The Colegates were developed by a Mr. Cole-

gate, from hedge Hops. He observed that they kept
their colour long after cultivated Hops had been
picked, and took "sets" forthwith, selecting from the

plants produced by them for two or three generations

the most promising scions. But few good results have
followed from seedling Hops ; they arc, and must be,

necessarily most fortuitous, and propagation by sets or

cuttings from the heart of the stock is much more
satisfactory and certain. Then, again, there is ntt
sufficient change of ground in a Hop plantation ; some
pieces of land have been Hop gardens from time imme-
morial ; it would be far better if there was a slow but

sure rotation in a plantation, by whose operation a
small portion of the plantation should be jieriodically

grubbed, and a corresponding quantity planted to

replace it. As a farmer sells his draught ewes, re-

placing them with young ones, bred or bought, and as

he weeds and replenishes his cart-horse stable, so

should the Hop farmer renew his gardens from time to

time. If he would hold his own, he must alter his

system in this respect, as well as in the arrangement of

the sorts he grows, with reference to their times of

maturity, and in the management of the Hops on the

kilns.

COMPENSATION FOR UNEXHAUSTED
IMPROVEMENTS.

iThc following paper was read last week by Mr. Clement Cadlc,
before the Gloucestershire Chamber of Agriculture.]

Perhaps the most popular error connected with this

subject is the notion that tenants' right means landlords'

wrong, while it is nothing of the sort. Tenants' right

is an unfortunate word to have been used in connection

with the subject — compensation for unexhausted
improvements is far better, the meaning being the

same ; and I will endeavour to show that it is not a

question affecting the tenant so much as it affects the

landlord. Without it the tenant, whether he has a lease

or an agreement, naturally tries to get all he can out of

the land before he leaves ; and the result is, that of all

times when the landlord wants his farm to look the

best (that is, when he has to let it to a fresh tenant) he,

under existing circumstances, generally has it looking

its worst. The landlord wants to have the land farmed
well up to the last, it is therefore undoubtedly to his

interest to sanction compensation for unexhausted
improvement, especially as it costs him nothing—for,

practically, the incoming tenant pays for it—and my
experience tell me that it is only for want of explana-

tion that landlords do not generally adopt it. Every
one with whom I have gone into the subject has readily

agreed to it, and I have adopted my agreement for

several estates and have found the system work very

well. It is admitted and carried out to a greater or

less extent in more than half the agreements now made,
and would be in more were it not for the carelessness

of tenants when taking their farms, many of whom will

sign anything tliat is laid before them, and others, for

the sake of saving a guinea or so, will not take the

agreement in draft to consult some solicitor or friend

who understands the subject.

It is well known that the better the crops grown on

the land the more the land is enabled to grow, from the

accumulation of vegetable matter in the soil, the rick-

yard and in the fold-yards. This accumulation takes

place something after the rate of compound interest

;

suppose, for instance, we take one field on a farm where
the system is what is known as the four-course— the
tenai^t is induced to lay out £}, per acre extra on his

Turnip crop and consumes ;^3 per acre in corn, he gets
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the value of his money in extra meat and corn, and knows

it pays him ; but at the end of the rotation he has had

to consume probably 6 tons of roots, i of barley-straw,

I of Clover, and i ton of wheat-straw, all extra through

the expenditure of the ^6. Then in the second rotation,

he not only consumes tlie increased crop from a second

outlay of ^6, but he has the increased crop from the

manure produced from extra outlay on first rotation,

the manure from whichw as at least worth £:^ : so the

£6 and £:^ is equal to £9 in the second rotation.

The same thing goes on for the third rotation, when it

is probably ;^ 1
3. Of this /13 the tenant's share is

only £6, even if compensated in full accordtnjj to any

acknowledged system at present used ; and this leaves

jCj for landlord's share for simply inducing the tenant

to spend his money by giving him security, and for

which he himself pays nothing. Take as an example

where a good farmer has had a farm for 15 or 20 years.

Look at the increased ricks and stock kept from the

same land—and this is an important item that tells on

re-letting—and I have little doubt the landlord's share

from the exertions of a good farmer is something like

;^10 per acre in 22 years in having a good tenant over

a bad one, and this after the tenant is fully compen-

sated for his share—irrespective of the gradual apparent

increase in the value of land, or rather the reduction

in the value of money.
That it is to the landlord's advantage I think I have

sufficiently shown, for he has his farm to let at the

expiration of any tenancy looking its best instead of its

worst. But besides this there is another most important

consideration for the landlord— if any system of com-

pensation is caiTied out there will also be pains and

penalties for bad farming : and if a tenant farms a

field or farm badly, he will have to compensate the

landlord for the damage done thereby. It is to the

tenant's advantage, because he knows that if he farms

his land well he will be compensated for any unex-

hausted improvements, and it saves him the trouble and

unpleasant business of recouping himself when he is

going to leave, besides the inducement it gives him to

farm his land in the most paying way, viz., by high

farming ; for we all know that if you want to keep

your land clean and in a good state, it is best done by

heavy crops—nothing in fact cleans it so effectually as a

laid crop of corn on the arable land, and feeding fat full

grown animals on the pasture land with plenty of

corn and cake is the surest way to improve this.

The incoming tenant has apparently the worst of it,

for he not only pays an increased rent according to the

increased capabilities of the land, but also pays the

outgoing tenant for the unexhausted portion of the

improvements ; but even here, strange as it may seem,

I contend it is to his advantage, because he goes into

the farm, and it is ready for him to go on realising a

profit at once, while, if he takes to the farm out of con-

dition, he is often four or five years in getting it right

before he gets a return. For although it is one of the

objections that the incomer has so much to pay on enter-

ing, and that thus it cripples the young farmer to have

to pay £2 or£^ per acre to the outgoing tenant, it is a

very poor argument, for he must have a capital of ^^S

or 2^10 per acre ; and if he does not pay the outgoer, he

has to spend probably double the money in getting the

land into a similar profitable state ; therefore it matters

little whether he pays down his £2 per acre on entering,

or has to spend it in the first two years ; and the

valuers take care he has value for his money, if they

understand their business, and do their duty.

To the community at large I need scarcely say it is

an advantage, for apart from the fact that it is to their

interest for as much to be grown on the land as pos-

sible, this being a country that has to go to foreign

ports for a large portion of its food, the more there is

grown at home the less money goes out of the country

for its purchase. And I am sure with a good system

of compensation the produce of the country will

annually increase.

It is therefore so much to the interest of every class

to have this carried out, that I do not see how Parlia-

ment can well refuse it. The only argument that can

be brought against it is—that letting land is a private

bargain and that it should be provided for by agree-

ment ; but it is for this very reason we ask the aid of

Parliament to alter the law. Were it not that under

existing circumstances everything attached to the free-

hold becomes part and parcel of that freehold, the

necessity would not so much arise, but when we know
that this is so, and that to farm profitably and to make
the most of the land the farmer has at least £2 per

acre sunk in the land in the shape of manure from com
and artificials, and may profitably have;^5, it is impos-

sible that Parliament may do otherwise than grant it,

if they wish to retain the high character they possess

for dealing out justice.

It is very unfortunate that the Irish Land Bill has

been such a mistake there. A man rents land, and
claims compensation for giving it up, and in some
instances the worse he has done it the more exorbitant

is his demand. We here ask for nothing of the sort ; we
simply want to correct a great national evil, viz., to

amend a system by which one tenant reduces the land

to as near poverty as he possibly can, and the next

tenant has four or five years' labour to get it back to

its profitable state ; while if recognised by law they

have simply to call in two valuers, or their umpire,

and all this trouble and loss is obviated by the one
writing out a cheque and handing it over to the other,

as is so successfully done in Lincolnshire, and where,

by its aid, farming has attained its highest state of

proficiency.

With regard to the details of the system, I believe it

is the opinion of this Chamber that we should not go

into this, but simply ask for a recognition of the

principle by law, and leave the carrying out to valuers.

But before finishing the subject there is one point I

will just mention, viz., that the compensation is wanted

move especially for the smaller improvements ; those of

a more permanent character, such as buildings, drain-

ing, Sec, should be done by the landlord, and if not,

are mostly a matter of arrangement ; but the unex-

hausted value from consumption of cake or corn, use

of artificial manure, &c., are on many estates left to

chance, and in the uncertainty the outgoing tenant does

not use them as before shown.

A court of arbitration, with a number of appointed

valuers under them in each county, could well judge of

every case that was likely to arise.

A prolonged discussion ensued : we extract as

follows :

—

Discussion.

The Chairman (Sir G. Jenkinson, Bart., M.P.)read
the following resolutions, which had been remitted to the

Chambers of Agriculture for their consideration by the

Central Council on June 4 :

—

[a.) "That this Council considers it necessary for the

proper security of capital engaged in husbandry that, in

the absence of a lease or agreement to the contrary, the

outgoing tenant should be entitled to compensation from

the landlord or his incoming tenant for the unexhausted

value of his improvements, subject to the previous consent

of the owner with respect to drainage, reclamation, and
other improvements of a permanent character ; and that,

at the same time, the landlord should be pnid by such

outgoing tenant for dilapidations and deteriorations, the

amounts respectively due to be determined by valuation."

{fi.) "That, in the opinion of this Council, it is de-

sirable that schedules of allowances adapted to different

districts should be framed for the guidance of arbitrators,

and that committees of the Chambers of Agricult-jre, or,

in their absence, local committees, including landowners,

tenants, and valuers, should be appointed to prepare such

schedules."

{c ) "That this Council, while deprecating legislative

interference with freedom of contract, considers that a

change is required in the existing law of tenancy, so that

the letting and hiring of agricultural land, as well on
entailed as on other estates, shall be subject to at least

12 months' notice to quit."

He said these resolutions seemed to him to be framed
entirely in the spirit of the paper read by Mr. Cadle, and
with every word of which he entirely agreed, as he did

also with the resolutions before them, which had been
submitted by the Central Chamber of Agriculture. The
remark which he wished to make on the subject was that,

judging from his own knowledge and experience in this

county, he believed that what they were now advocating,

with the exception that 12 months' notice to quit instead

of six months' was proposed, was what really prevailed in

the country. Speaking from his own knowledge, too, he
could only say that he had never known a tenant about to

leave a farm but who had called in a valuer, and if he and
the landlord could not agree, an umpire also, and they

had decided what compensation should be given for all

unexhausted improvements which he had made to the

land.

Mr. D. Long said Sir George was in error in saying

that compensation for unexhausted improvements was
recognised by valuers in this county. Valuers always
recognised improvements which had been made during

the previous 12 months, but unless they found an agree-

ment to the contrary they never went back farther. Mr.
Long then moved the following amendment :

—

"That this Chamber considers it necessary for the

proper security of tenants' capital engaged in husbandry
(as well as for the encouragement of the production of

the greatest amount of home-grown food), that the out-

going tenant should be entitled by legislative enactment
to compensation Irom the landlord or incoming tenant

for the value of his unexhausted improvements, such
value to be ascertained in the usual way.''

With regard to the clause which provided that 12 months'
notice to quit should be given instead of six, he thought
everybody would agree to that ; he only proposed his

amendment in opposition to the first two clauses.

Mr. Woodward said he could not quite agree with the

12 months' notice to quit. Law was not wanted for good
landlords and tenants, but for bad ones, and his opinion

was that a six months' notice to quit was quite sufficient.

Valuers could ascertain what improvements had been
made to the land, and what money had been expended
during six months much better than they could by going
back twelve.

Mr. W. Lawrence said he disagreed very much with

Mr. Woodward's opinion that a six months' notice to quit

was preferable to twelve. He (Mr. Lawrence) should
prefer two years to twelve months.
The Chairman suggested that Mr. Long should add

to his amendment a provision that the landlord should be
compensated for any dilapidations on the farm.

Mr. Long : No, I object to that, because valuers

already recognise any dilapidations on a farm, and there

is nothing which enforces a recognition of unexhausted
improvements.

"The Chairman said that if the custom of allowing
landlords compensation for dilapidations existed to any
extent, it could not do any harm to make it compulsory.

Captain De Winton : With regard to compensation
for unexhausted improvements, it must be recognised by
every one that if a landlord took advantage of the outlay

of his tenant, and did not remunerate him at the expira-

tion of his tenancy, it was not going too far in charac-

terising that as nothing but a robbery. But in case of

legislative enactment on the question under discussion,

would it not be rather a difficult thing for valuers to

decide of what unexhausted improvements in certain

cases really consisted ? For instance, they might use a
great quantity of bone or guano as manure : who was to

tell, in case of valuation, what that manure was really

worth ? Some were of opinion that manure was not worth
anything after the first year of its being used. He should
object to any compensation for unexhausted improve-
ments unless a proper scale was laid down to which he
could agree.

Mr. W. Lawrence said they could not possibly go
Into the iiuestion of detail ; the question must be dealt

with on its general principles. He knew from his own
experience that bone manure was extremely valuable, and
he was acquainted with a field which had been partly

manured with bone 29 years ago, and even now the

superior quality of the land in those parts could easily be
seen. At the same time he knew some land on which
bone manure had been placed which had not received the

slightest benefit. So that, if a scale of compensation were
drawn up, it might be made to act very unjustly ; a
tenant might lay out ;^ioo in manuring his farm, and then

when he left it not receive 100 pence. Government must
be asked to legislate for compensation to the tenant for

what money he had properly spent, and not what had
been spent improperly.

The Chairman thought they could not do better than

express their approbation of the principles laid down in

the resolutions from the Central Council. He should be
sorry to see Mr. Long's resolution go forth, unless the

rights of landlords were recognised as well as the rights of

tenants. He believed that if a tenant had spent a sum of

money for manures for his farm, and was turned out at a
six months' notice, he would, if he chose to go to law, be
sure to get damages awarded him.

Mr. Long : Suppose a tenant were to put 8 cwt. of

bone to an acre ;
that would Improve the land year by

year. If I, as a valuer, went upon that farm to make a
valuation, under the existing state of things, unless there

was an agreement to the contrary, I could not include the

value of that manure, if put on the land more than twelve

months before, and the tenant would not get anything

for it.

Mr. Friday : And that has often been the case in this

country.
Captain De Winton. as an illustration of the value of

bone manure, said that when he first entered upon his

estate he found one part of a very poor field covered with

rich Clover, and he never could solve the mystery until

one day in digging he came upon a number of horse-

bones, and afterwards found that a dog-kennel had once
occupied that very spot. That, however, was 70 or 80
years ago, and the extraordinary richness of the soil in

that particular part at once convinced him of the value of

bone as a permanent manure.
The Chairman said he thought the difficulty of draw-

ing up schedules of allowances might be met by each
county drawing up a schedule suitable for itself.

Captain De Winton expressed himself in favour of this,

as it would give valuers data to go upon.
The Chairman : And the man who takes the farm

would know what he had to do.

Mr. T. Morris ; But cannot all this be done much
better by actual agreement between the landlord and
tenant than by legislation? In my experience I have
always found such to be the case, and I don't see that we
want legislative interference at all.

Mr. Dorkington thought that valuers in many in-

stances did not pay sufficient attention to the state of the
crop, and relied a little too much sometimes upon state-

ments made to them. He knew a case in which some
valuers had made a valuation as to some seeds which it

was said had been put into a piece of land, and yet when
he (Mr. Dorrington) walked over the land some time
afterwards, not a vestige of a seed was to be seen.

Mr. Friday said that in dry seasons it was often the

case that seeds did not come up at all, and valuers in

such a case would only charge for the value of the seeds

and the labour of putting them m. And he thought it

only right that, if a tenant was compelled to put the seeds

in the ground, he should be paid for them when he
left.

The Chairman ; Compelled by whom ?

Mr. Friday : By the agreement.
The Chairman : Then, according to that, if a bad

season arrives, and a tenant is going to leave the incoming
tenant has to lose the money, and not the out-going one?

Mr. Friday : Certainly. If the outgoing tenant knows
he is going to leave he would rather not sow his seeds,

but as he is compelled to do it, it is nothing but right that

he should be paid for them.
A long conversational discussion then ensued. Captain

De Winton proposed the resolution which was passed
in June last to the effect that legislative mterference on
this subject was not necessary. This was seconded by
Mr. Thomas Morris.
Mr. Chance urged that the resolution passed last June

did not prevent the members from now showing by a con-
trary vote that the Chamber had advanced in its opinion

;

and he pointed out that the resolutions of the Central

Chamber deprecated legislative interference, while that

of Mr. Long was based on the necessity of legal protec-

tion to the tenant.

Mr. Long's resolution, as given above, was proposed
and seconded ; and the following resolution was proposed
by Mr. Chance and seconded by Mr. Dorington :

—

"That the above resolution (Mr. Long's), and any
legislation which may take place thereon, shall be subject

to previous consent of the owner with respect to drainage,
reclamation, and other improvements of a permanent cha-
racter ; and that at the same time the landlord should be
paid by such outgoing tenant for dilapidations and deteri-

orations, the amounts respectively due to be determined
by valuation."

The resolutions were then put to the meeting. For
' Captain de Winton's resolution 3 voted ; for Mr. Long's
resolution 14, and one against ; for the additional resolu-

' tion 14 also.
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FARMING IN IHE STATES.
Depend upon it, young men, it is and must be hard

work to earn honestly your first looo dollars. The
burglar, the forger, the blackleg {whether he play with

cards, with dice, or with stocks), may seem to have a

quick and easy way of making 1000 dollars ; but

whoever makes that sum honestly, with nothing but

his own capacities and energies as capital, does a very

good five-years' work, and may deem himself fortunate

if he finishes it so soon. I have known men do better,

even at farming. I recollect one who, with no capital

but a good wife and 400 or 500 dollars, bought (near

Boston) a farm of 200 mainly rough acres for 2500

dollars, and paid for it out of its products within the

next five years, during which he had nearly doubled

its value. I lost sight of him then ; but I have not a

doubt that if he lived fifteen years longer and had no

very bad luck, he was worth, as the nett result of 20 years'

effort, at least 100,000 dollars. But this man would rise

at four o'clock of a winter morning, harness his span

of hordes and hitch them to his large market-waggon

(loaded over-night), drive 10 miles into Boston,

unload and load back again, be home at fair breakfast

time, and, hastily swallowing his meal, be fresh as a

daisy for his day's work, in which he would lead his

hired men, keeping them clear of the least danger of

falling asleep. Such men ?re rare, but they still

exist, proving scarcely anything impossible to an

indomitable will. I would not advise any one to work
so unmercifully ; I seek only to enforce the truth, that

great achievements are within the reach of whoever

will pay their price.

An energetic farmer bought, some 25 years ago, a

large grazing farm in Northern Vermont, consisting of

some 150 acres, and costing him about 3000 dols. He
had a small stock of cattle, which was all his land would

carry ; but he resolved to increase that stock by at least

10 per cent, per annum, and to so improve his land by

cultivation, fertilising, Clover, &c., that it would

amply carry that increase. Fifteen years later he sold

out farm and stock for 45,000 dols., and migrated to

the West. I did not understand that he was a specially

hard worker, but only a good manager, who kept his

eyes wide open, let nothing go to waste, and steadily

devoted his energies and means to the improvement of

his stock and his farm. . . . When I was 10 years

old, my father took a job of clearing off the mainly

fallen and partially rotten timber—largely white Pine

and black Ash—from 50 acres of level and then swampy
land ; and he and his two boys gave most of the

two ensuing years (182 1-2) to the rugged task. When
it was finished, I—a boy of 12 years—could have taken

just such atract of half-burned primitiveforest as that was
when we took hold of It, and cleared it by an expen-

diture of 70 to So per cent, of the labour we actually

bestowed upon that. I had learned, in clearing this,

how to economise labour in any future undertaking of

the kind ; and so every one learns by experience who
steadily observes and reflects. He must have been a

very good farmer at the start, or a very poor one after-

ward, who cannot grow a thousand bushels of grain

much cheaper at 30 years of age than he could at 20.

To every young man who has had no farming experi-

ence, or very little, yet who means to make farming

his vocation, I say. Hire out for the coming year to the

very best farmer who will give you anything like the

value of your labour. . . . My farm is in the township

of Newcastle, Westchester County, N.Y., 35 miles

from our City Hall, and a little eastward of the hamlet

known as Chappaqua, called into existence by a station

on the Harlem railroad. It embraces the south-

easterly half of the marsh which the railroad here

traverses from south to north—my part measuring some

15 acres, with 5 acres more of slightly elevated dry

land between it and the foot of the rather rugged hill

which rises thence on the east and on the south, and

on which I now own some 50 acres, lying wholly east-

ward of my low land, and in good part covered with

forest. Of this, I bought more than half in 1853, and

the residue from time to time in bits as I could afford

it. The average cost was between 133 dols. and 140

dols. per acre, one small and poor old cottage

being the only building I found on the

tract, which consisted of the ragged edges

of two adjacent farms, between the western portion

of which mine is now interposed, while they still

adjoin each other beyond the north and south road,

half a mile from the railroad, on which their buildings

are located, and which forms my eastern boundary.

My stony, gravelly upland mainly slopes to the west

;

but 2 acres on my east line incline toward the road

which bounds me in that direction, while two more on
my south-east corner descend to the little brook wliich,

entering at that corner, keeps irregularly near my
south line, until it emerges, swelled by a smaller runnel

that enters my lowland from the nortli and traverses it

to meet and pass off with the larger brooklet aforesaid.

1 have done some draining, to no great purpose, on the
more level portions of my upland ; but my lowland has
challenged by best efforts in this line, and I shall here
explain them, for the encouragement and possible guid-
ance of novices in draining. Let me speak first of my
difficulties.

^
This marsh or bog consisted, when I first

grappled with it, of some 30 acres, whereof I then
owned less than a third. To drain it to advantage one
person should own it all, or the different owners should
co-operate j but I had to go it alone, with no other aid

than a freely-accorded privilege of straightening as well

as deepening the brook which wound its way through

the dryer meadow just below me, forming here the

boundary of two adjacent farms. I spent 100 dols. on
this job, which is still imperfect ; b'lt the first decided

fall in the stream occurs nearly a mile below me ; and
you tire easily of doing at your own cost work which
benefits several others as much as yourself. My drain-

age will never be perfect till this brook, with that far

larger one in which it is merged 60 rods below
me, shall have been sunk 3 or 4 feet at a

further expense of at least 500 dols. . . . Hav-
ing, by successive purchases, become owner of

fully half of this swamp, and by repeated blunders

discovered that making stone drains in a bog, while it

is a capital mode of getting rid of the stone, is no way
at all to dry the soil, I closed my series of experiments

two years since by carefully relaying my generally

useless tile on good strips of board, sinking them just

as deep as I could persuade the water to run off freely,

and instead of allowing them to discharge into a brook-

let or open ditch, connecting each with a covered main
of 4 to 6-inch tile ; these mains discharging into the

running brook which drains all my farm and three or

four of those above it just where it runs swiftly off from

my land. . . . Had I owned the entire swamp, or had
there been a fall in the brook just below me, had I had
any prior experience in draining, or had others

equally interested co-operated in the good work, my
task would have been comparatively light. As it was,

I made mistakes which increased the cost and postponed
the success of my efforts ; but this is at length complete.

1 had 7 acres of Indian Corn, i of corn fodder,

2 of Oats, and 7 or 8 acres of grass, on my low-

land in 1S69, and, though the spring months were
quite rainy, and the latter part of summer rather

dry, my crops were all good. I did not see better in

Westchester County ; and I shall be quite content

with as good hereafter. Of my 700 bush, of corn (ears)

I judge that two-thirds would be accounted fit for seed

anywhere ; my grass was cut twice, and yielded one
large crop and another heavier than the average first

crop throughout our state. My drainage will require

some care henceforth, but the 15 acres I have reclaimed

from utter uselessness and obstructions are decidedly the

best part of my farm. Uplands may be exhausted,

these never can be. The experience of another season

{1S70) of protracted drouth has fully justified my most
sanguine expectations. I had this year 4 acres of corn,

and as many of Oa-s, on my swamp, with the residue

in grass ; and they were all good. I estimate my first

hay crop at over 2^ tons per acre, while the rowen or

aftermath barely exceeded half a ton per acre, because

of the severity of the drouth, which began in July and
lasted till October. My Oats were good, but not

remarkably so ; and I had Sio bush, of sound ripe

corn from 4 acres of drained swamp and 2i of upland.

I estimate my upland corn at 70 (shelled) bush., and
my lowland at 55 (shelled) bush, per acre. . . .

There are many to tell you how much I lose by my
farming ; I only say that, as yet, no one else has

lost a farthing by it, and I do not complain. Horace
Gredcy^ in ^^ What I Know of Farming J"*

( To he Conti7iucd.)

THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER,
[We make the following short extracts from after-dinner speeches

at agricultural meetings during the past month.]

At Brasted, Sir H. Selwin-Ibbotson, M.P., said :

—In estimating the value of labour it never should be

overlooked that that value in the agricultural districts

represented much more than the hard line of pounds,

shillings, and pence—that they had to look not only to

the accommodation in the way of cottages which the

man got, which was far superior to the one bedroom
which was all that high price could command for him
who lived in towns—but they had to bear in mind his

days of sickness, when he was looked after and attended

by those employers who were his friends, and among
whom he had lived all his life ; and they ought never to

forget also that there was many a day when his labour

did not represent its real value. Employment was given

him during winter months which, if it was treated as a

commercial transaction, would be withheld. He looked

forward with some amount of dread to the commercial

principle being really established as the history of

agricultural labour, and that not so much because he

believed that the employers of labour would suffer but

because he beUeved the labourer would himself in the

end be by far the greatest sufferer. What he should

like to see was that a feeling should arise in the owners

of land, that cottage holdings were not only necessary

to the welfare and well-being of the people, that they

ought not to be looked to as remunerative in the line

of actual hard money, but that landlords should wake up,

as he believed they were doing, to thefceling thatcottages

throughout the country should be treated simply as part

of their estates. He believed that they would them-

selves be remunerated, for he was certain that the

labourer well housed and near his work was far more
remunerative machinery than if he had to travel long

distances to his labour, and to live in houses in which
rheumatism prevailed. He was satisfied that the rates

would tell a very different history should ever the prin-

ciple he had suggested be adopted—that the landlord

then might look for increased labour and increased im-

provement of his soil, and consequently increased rent

would necessarily follow as the remuneration that would
come to him for his original expenditure.

Colonel Brise, M.P., wished legislation was unne-

cessary with regard to the agricultural interest, but so

long as there were bad landlords, bad tenants, bad
masters, and bad servants, he was afraid legislation

would always be necessary. There were agitators who
wished to introduce the commercial system, and to get

rid altogether of any rag of the feudal system now
remaining. Good as might be the commercial system
it required to be tempered with the feudal system, the

two combined being the best for the interests of the

country. He would be sorry to see the day when the

landlords of this country followed the example of land-

lords in Scotland, and let their farms at rack. The
agitators could not bear landlords to be satisfied with
interest of i\ per cent., they desired the landlord to

take all his rent in hard cash, and would deprive both
landlords and occupiers of their amusements, of their

duties and responsibilities, and make things as dis-

agreeable as possible. This they proposed to do by
getting rid of the Game Laws, of the laws of primoge-
niture, settlement, and entail, which they alleged were
the cause of all the evils that happened to agriculturists

in this country—the cause of the insufficient production

of the soil, of bad cottages, of the low rate of wages,

and he dared say before long they would have the

assurance to tell them that those laws were also the

cause of the rinderpest, pleuro-pneumonia, of the foot-

and-mouth disease, and of the Potato disease.

At DunnKnVj Sir Brydges Henniker said :—It is

very often remarked, that while all other classes of

society have risen, have increased in importance, and
in wealth and prosperity, the agricultural labourer

is not only not in a better position than he was 50 years

ago, but that he is actually in a worse one. Now that

is not true. I say emphatically that the position of the

labourer has for the last 40 years been slowly but surely

rising, and within the last 10 years he has made most
rapid progress. Agitators speak of the wages at the

very lowest. They never mention the more than com-
pensating gains which are obained by piece-work, and
different perquisites. One of the first demands made
by these men is that all payment in kind should be done
away with. I don't know that farmers as a rule would
object to that. But I am sure of this, when the

labourer gives up the beer which is supplied him, when
he gives up the firewood gained by brushing and stub-

bing hedges, and other perquisites which I need not

enumerate, but which are well known to you all, he
will find he has given up what is very valuable, and I

think myself that the loss will fall upon him, and not

upon the farmer. A question here arises —How is the

farmer to meet this increase of wages? He may
employ fewer hands, and yet pay much higher wages ;

and the constant, increase in the use of machinery, and
the continued improvement in that machinery, may
make those much more valuable. What the farmer

ought to do, as it seems to me, is to classify his men more.

The real rise of the labourer to be from class to class

in his labour— that beginning with low wages he may
look forward to rising to high wages. I could lay my
hand upon men in this parish, working together, at the

same wages, whereas one man in the same field, at the

same work, would be cheaper to employ at £1 per

week than two of the others would be at los. per week.

And these men, whom it would be cheaper to employ at

£l a week, are the men to keep with you. Don't lose

them. Attach them to the soil, to the place they live

in, by every means in your power, not merely by cash

payments—cash payments won't do everything—but

by giving them good decent houses, that the men may
be proud of; and by giving them good gardens at cheap

rents—gardens not too large, but so large that men may
employ tlieir spare time in, and spend their spare money
on, which otherwise they would spend at the *'public."

And then, if in addition you give him the opportunity

of adding to his wages by piece-work, I don't think

those who lead these men will meet with much encour-

agement in their endeavours to create combinations and

strikes in this neighbourhood.

At North Walsham {^Norfolk), Sir T. Fowell
Buxton said:—It had often been stated that the

demands made by the labourers were exorbitant, and

if they were conceded, the profits of the farm would
enormously decrease. If that were the case, tlje im-'

mediate result would be, fewer men looking out for

farms, and less competition for them, so that rents

would go down ; therefore, farmers and landlords were

practically and absolutely in the same boat, and

equally interested in the solution of the question.

With a view to its solution, various experiments

had been proposed. It had been said that the

wages of the labourer ought to be increased. It

must be admitted that, on the whole, agricultural

wages had not heretofore been equal to those in tlie

manufacturing districts ; and until something like an

equilibrium was reached, they must expect to see a

flow of labour from the purely agricultural to the

manufacturing districts. Until that equilibrium was

reached they would not be at ease. As to the mode
in which improvement was to be made, all manner of

expedients had lately been proposed. All who
looked into the labour question must see that the

tendency of society was for every rank to become by

degrees more and more independent of the rank above
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it. It would be happier and better for all to accept

th.it as the tendency of the age ; and if they resisted

anything because of its tendency to independence they

would be resisting a principle that they would find to

be too strong for them. As to its beinc absolutely

impracticable, he took the fact to be that all the things

proposed by the speaker and others were to be regarded

as experiments. They were not now in a position to

pass a decided judgment upon them ; they must rather

look to their progress and their results. Those who
were paying attention to and risking money and such-

like in trying these experiments ought to be regarded

as benefactors, because the more these experiments
were tried the better it would be for everybody—for

landlords, tenants, and labourers. It might be that

they would give a wholesome stimulus to the labourer

to put his shoulder to the wheel, attach him to his home
and his country, and create in him an interest in the

farm on which he worked ; or it might be quite the

reverse. But it seemed to him that they ought not to

come to a hasty decision upon such experiments. All

must feel that this was a time of considerable difficulty.

All had no doubt been pained by the question raised

last harvest, but they ought to regard it with the utmost
sympathy and anxiety, and to relieve such cases as

were brought to their notice. But let them not rush to

a hasty decision. Above all, let them not act as if they

thought combination on the part of the labourers an
iniquitous thing. Manufacturers had long ago found
out that union must be admitted as a right where the

labourer chose to exercise it. Let them rather make
it worth the labourer's while not to resort to it. In
that manner they would work their way to a solution

of the difficulty.

At JMoreton-hi-Marsh, Mr. Hall (M.F.H.) said :—
I hope and believe that, on the main question, our
opinions do not gi-eatly differ. But there is one point,

and it is best to have it out, about which I am conscious

that I do differ from many with whom I would gladly

agree—and that is on the expediency and the propriety,

and I had almost said the possibility, of ejecting a man
from his work and from his home, simply because he
belongs to the Union. Gentlemen, I do not believe in

persecution. All history shows us that, no matter what
a movement may be, it will flourish if you persecute it.

We may advise and persuade, but, depend upon it, the

best adviser is experience. If the men have made any
mistakes, let them find it out for themselves, and let

us not forget that each one of us has a right, a heaven-
born right, to better his condition here if he can, and
that the peasant is as much entitled to his freedom of

thought and action as the artisan, the farmer, the
squire, or the peer. Of course he may make mistakes,

of course he may sometimes be guilty of ingi-atitude,

but it is for us, who boast a superior enlightenment and
a higher education, to set him an example of moderation
and justice—an example which, when experience shall

have shown him where his mistakes have lain, depend
upon it he ^vill not be slow to follow.

At Trhigy the Hon. H. Cowper said :—He should
like to hear their opinion on the labour question,

which was now agitating the country. He knew of
thousands of acts of kindness passing between the
farmers and the labourers which tended to soothe the mere
market terms of their bargains, and that words of kindness
to the labourers' children were as common as they had
been represented to be uncommon. But he thought a
person must hope for very little in the world if he did

not look forward to the prospect of seeing the agricul-

tural labourer in a higher and better position than that

which he now occupied, receiving better wages, but
able to do better work for those wages, and occupy-
ing a more independent position. By independent he
did not mean antagonistic, but being able to take more
interest in the soil than he now did in a fair price for

his labour. Who did not also look forward to the day
when the formidable chasm between the farmer and
the labourer would be to a certain extent bridged over
—that whilst the improvident man would go on living

from hand to mouth, and close his career in the work-
house, the provident man would have greater scope
for the action of his good qualities, and a more sub-

stantial and permanent means of investing his savings,

and obtaining a more direct interest in the land. He
was not going to say how this change was to be
brought about, but he was sure that it never would
be brought about by what was called a strike." He
had never witnessed a strike in other forms of industry
which had succeeded. He believed a strike, for the
purpose of settling a difficulty, to be a most clumsy
way of proceeding, and that it crushed the weakest on
both sides. And as the agriculturists were perhaps
more weak than any other class, he believed that the
evil result of a strike amongst them would be propor-
tionately greater than amongst any other class.

Mr. Abel Smith said :—With regard to agricultural

topics, he hoped the prospects were not gloomy. He
did not think that the price of corn would be much
higher, but believed that the price of stock would con-
tinue high, and trusted that by means of artificial

manures the grass-land would be so improved as to

ensure an increase of stock. He looked to an improve-
ment ill the yield of com from the increase of steam-
ploughing. He had recently introduced a steam-plough
on his own farm, and had found that it worked
exceedmgly well. He believed that machinery would

reduce the heavy toil of the labourer, especially the

reaping-machine. He had had 60 acres of corn cut by
the machine, and each of his labourers had earned

upwards of ;^S, which was more than they could have
done without the aid of the reaping-machine,

BoroHg/iltrid^c'.—Mr. Dent, M.P., said, they must
all remember that strikes were the only weapon that

working men and labourers had to use to gain for

themselves their legitimate rights, so as to be paid a

fair amount of remuneration for their labour. So long

as men kept within the due bounds of the law, they

were justified in obtaining the best price they could for

their work, which was their only marketable com-
modity. A strike, however, with regard to rural affairs

was a far more serious thing than a strike in manu-
facturing industry, because the farmer is so dependent
upon the weather and other circumstances. There
were three classes particularly concerned in the cultiva-

tion of the soil, namely, the landowner, the tenant-

farmer, and the agricultural laboui"er. First, as to the

landlord. He should endeavour to provide for the

labourers upon a farm proper cottage accommodation,
and see that they were comfortably housed. He con-

sidered that in some cases cottages should rather be
built upon the farms than in the villages, and although

he thought that as a rule it was better for the labourer

to be directly under the control of the landowner than

under the farmer, yet it might be desirable for the

farmer to have cottages for his horsemen, shepherds,

and others. Where a certain number of cottages were
erected upon a farm, the tenant should be responsible

for the rent, and should be bound to let

the cottages at a fair and reasonable amount.
The farmer was not now nearly so intimate with his

servants and labourers as he was in generations past,

and the labourer, too, had I'isen considerably in the

social scale. During a recent visit to Lincolnshire, he
had visited the cottages of several agricultural labourers,

and fie was pleased to find in their dwellings signs of

comfort and even of refinement. He trusted that no
spirit of retaliation would be manifested towards the

agricultural labourer during the coming winter, for be
it remembered his was the last class to strike for

higher wages. He would suggest whether yearly

engagements might not be capable of conferring advan-
tages on farmers and on labourers, as these would
enable them to compel their servants to work for them
for 12 months, and not subject them to having demands
made upon them for increased wages at particular

times of the year, while the labourer would have the

certainty of work throughout the year. The best

farmed lands in Northumberland were managed under
this system. In the North it was customary for a

farmer to allow each of his labourers to run a cow
upon his farm, and sometimes a shepherd was allowed
to keep one or two ewes along with his master's flock.

As far as task-work and piece-work were concerned,
it was a system that required the farmers to be fully

conversant with the nature of the work and its labour

value. He was satisfied that the plan was a very good
one, and it tended to increase the labourer's pride and
estimate of himself, and gave him a better knowledge
of what he was capable of doing.

AGRICULTURAL GLEANINGS, FROM
REPORTS OF BRITISH CONSULS.
Tunis.—The soil, such as is not actual desert, is

very fertile, but, owing to the scarcity of streams and
the limited use made of wells, is entirely dependent on
the annual rainfall. The agriculturist is, therefore,

kept in uncertainty as to the result of his labours from
the commencement of sowing until a few weeks before

harvest. The rains may have been copious all through
the winter and early spring, thus giving promise of

abundance, when two weeks of dry weather, accom-
panied by one or two days of hot, desert wind, parch
up the ground, and make the farmer thankful if he is

able to realise sufficient to keep him from want until

the following year. If the elements, however, have
been propitious throughout, the crops are sufficient to

compensate for several years of scarcity. The natives

calculate that in a period of six years they are likely to

have two of abundance, three of average return, and
one of bad crops.

A large proportion of the land is held by the Govern-
ment, which rents it to any applicant, at an average of
32J. 6d. per mesha, or 32 acres. A mesha is computed
to be the extent of land which a labourer, aided by his

wife and a pair of oxen, can keep under proper cultiva-

tion. Two-thirds of the mesha are brought under the

plough in one season, and generally sown in equal lots

of Wheat and Barley, 32 bush, of seed of each kind of
grain being used. The remaining third of the mesha is

allowed to lie fallow, and serves to pasture the oxen,

or any other cattle on the farm. Manure is seldom
used by the natives, that supplied by the cattle whilst

feeding on the land being considered sufficient. Farms
not belonging to Government, and which, as a rule,

are on superior land, can be rented at about £2 \os. a

mesha for the year. These farms are occasionally

furnished with stone wall enclosures, and sheds for the

labourers and cattle.

The " chamas," or ploughman, is engaged from
year to year. An advance of about £'^ has to be made
to him on his taking service, and it is understood that

he must be a married man, for his wife has to assist on '

the farm at certain seasons. The ploughman and his

family look to their employer to be supplied with food,

but only in the nature of a loan, to be returned at the

end of the harvest. The weeding of the corn fields has
to be performed by the "chamas "and his wife, the latter

being allowed at the proper time to appropriate, as a
reward, all that the reapers fail to gather, and which
she gleans during the intervals between the three meals
a day, prepared by her and supplied to the reapers.

Her husband does not reap, but has to cart or other-

wise convey the produce to the threshing-floor. A gang
of about ten reapers is required to get through half a
mesha of Wheat or Barley in 15 days. The reapers

are paid, on an average, is. a day, and supplied with,

the three meals above alluded to, consisting of bread
and oil and cooscoosoo, a paste made of wheaten flour.

Two horses have to be provided by the farmer as pack
or draught animals, and also lor the purposes of the

threshing floor. The " chamas " threshes and winnows
the corn, and stacks the straw, and on the completion
of his labours is entitled to a fifth of the produce, from
which, however, his master has to reimburse himself

the advance made on the engagement of the plough-
man, and for the food supplied to him and his family

during the year.

When wells exist on a farm it is profitable to sow
Indian Corn, Millet, Melons, and other produce requir-

ing irrigation ; but the proprietor must make a separate

arrangement with his "chamas" on this head. The
expense of sinking wells is not great, as in a large

portion of the Regency water is to be found at a
depth of 20 feet to 30 feet. Two gentlemen, a French-
man and an American, obtained two years ago a grant
of land from the Bey on very favourable conditions,

and they feel confident, from the results already given,

that their agricultural undertaking will be most suc-

cessful. They are in the course of establishing a large

breeding stud, and have imported a number of English
mares to cross with Arab stallions ; this part of the

enterprise, however, may not realise the hopes of its

promoters, as similar undertakings proved profitless

when essayed by the French Government in Algeria.

An Italian gentleman also holds a large concession of
land from the Bey's Prime Minister. He has been so

encouraged by success in his cultivation, that he
intends forming a company, to enable him to extend
largely his operations. There is no doubt that, with
steam-ploughs and other appliances of this nature for

which the country is adapted, Tunis might produce
and export a very considerable quantity of cereals, as

was the case in ancient times.

Crete, Turkey.—Agriculture in Crete is in a
depressed condition, not having yet recovered from the

effects of the recent disturbances ; for though tran-

quillity was restored early in 1869, yet little grain was
sown that season, partly from want of confidence, and
partly because the peasantry had to a great extent been
deprived of the means of cultivating the soil. In many,
even the most fertile districts, the land has lain fallow,

simply from the want of cattle for the plough, the

beasts having been destroyed during the contest, and
the peasants not possessing the means of replacing them.

Taganrog, R24ssia.—Cattle plague does not appear
to have visited either this or the adjacent districts

during the year ; but the foot-and-mouth disease is

spoken of as having appeared among the herds in

some quarters. Preservation of cattle from sickness is

deemed to depend principally on the care observed in

not allowing them to drink putrid or vitiated water,

and separation of the healthy from affected animals,

the most effective means of checking a malady that

has declared itself.

{To be Continued^

Jomc Correspnbente.
Compensation for Improvements : the Game

Question.—I was surprised to read the following

statement in an article which appeared in the last Agri'

cultural Gazette, and signed *'M'D.":—"The custom
of the country settles, generally by arbitration between
the outgoing and incoming tenant, the amount to be

paid for unexhausted improvements." Nothing can be
more fallacious than such a statement as the above,

which describes the exception and not the rule in nine

cases out of ten, /.<?., in the proportion England bears in

size to Lincolnshire. The very same page on which it

appeared supplied, in Mr. Watson's paper, a complete

answer to such a statement, and cases, numerous
beyond measure, could also be readily adduced to the

contrary. The writer occupied a small farm for many
years, and on a contemplated change of ownership the

value was sought to be raised by means of an increase

of two-thirds to the former rent, and a six months'

notice to quit was served accordingly. The tenant

offered one-third more, as he had much improved the

farm, but this not being accepted he lei]t, and not a

single farthing was allowed for the improvements he

had made. The custom of the country only applied to

tillages, and hay and fodder. Such instances could

be multiplied a thousandfold. One of the best farmers

in South Hampshire has just quitted a farm he has held

for many years, on account of the game question. He
was always on the best terms with his landlord, who
died a few years ago, and since then the lease has
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expired. The new heir is a minor, and his guardians,
or their lawyers, refuse to make any provision in the
lease with regard to the ground game, and propose
letting the shooting, and the tenant prefers to leave rather
than expose himself to the risk of being eat out by game,
This game question, with its heartburnings and ruinous
consequences, will never be settled until the power of
reservation on the part of the landlord is done away
with. There appears to be a superstitious reverence
for the sanctity of the Law of Contracts, as senseless
and absurd, in my idea, as the worship of an Indian
idol. The law says the game belongs to the tenant.
Why does the law say so, but because it is right ? But
in comes the power of reservation, which overrides the
law, and establishes a wrong in the place of a right.

To illustrate the point strongly : suppose the contract
between landlord and tenant should stipulate that the
latter should commit a robbery or some other crime as
a condition of his tenancy, as in the old raiding times,

would the law uphold the landlord if the tenant refused
to commit the offence suggested? and if not, why
should it in the other case, when ruin and public
injury is so often the result? The Game Laws may no
doubt be much improved, and they are necessary for
the protection of wild animals ; but almost all that is

required is, that the power of reservation should be
removed, and that the ground game should belong to

the tenant, and the winged game to the landlord.
Tenant and landlord would then be free to make any
arrangement they might please, either giving all the
game to the landlord for his own shooting, or all to the
tenant, or, that which prob.ably would become the most
frequent custom, enjoying the sport between them.
The landlord might mike a contract with his tenant
with regard to the game, but he must not seek the pro-
tection of the law to enforce it. It is a pity but what
all tenants should agree, and tell their landlords and
their M. P.'s this is the one thing needful. There
is no hardship in the matter at all, for the
landowner can reserve and occupy as much
of his own land as he pleases for game purposes

;

and as, with the increased cost of animal food, game
and even rabbits are likely to be more in request than
ever for the table, there is no good reason why many
poor farms should not be appropriated to game pur-
poses entirely, care being taken that by means of wire
fencing the neighbouring farms should not be injured
thereby. Every day of the week hundreds of trans-
actions occur in the markets, and thousands of pounds
pass with no more record than a memorandum in a
poclcet-book, and this not signed by either party.
Both buyers and sellers are satisfied with the word
and honour of each other, and in not one case
in ten thousand is there any dispute between them,
although there is no law to appeal to and enforce tlie

deal or to protect either until delivery is made. Now,
surely game is not more valuable or important than
the grain crops of the whole kingdom, and this right
of reservation is a bugbear after all. IK C. S.

The Starling.—I believe I have in my garden
nearly all fruit that will flourish out-of-doors, from the
Apple up to the Peach. Though there is no doubt
the starling likes a dessert of Cherries after a meat
dinner of grubs, I never noticed that he cared for any
other kind of fruit. I never saw him eating any.
Perhaps the following circumstance may interest some
of your farming friends, and may be a testimonial to
my favourite bird. Four years ago I had a 6-acre
field of Peas. As soon as they were cut and cocked I

noticed that thousands of starlings constantly frequented
the field—a greater number of birds of that species
than I supposed existed for ten miles round. As they
could not be driven away, and as I believed they were
making a determined raid on my Peas, I ordered a
tenting boy to be put on. Fortunately before he com-
menced operations with his "clapper," I happened to
notice that the birds were on the ground, and
not on the cocks of Peas. I examined the field,

and found to my great surprise that not
a grain was touched. They were rooting up the soil
in search of grubs. Of course I gave strict orders that
the birds should not be disturbed in their useful
occupation. I watched their proceedings with great
interest. They appeared to remain in the field from
morning to night for days, but before the Peas were
stacked the starlings had taken their departure, and I

saw them no more. Their task was accomplished.
They had done their work most effectually for me, and,
no doubt, most satisfactorily to themselves. When the
birds had all cleared off, the field had just the appear-
ance it would have had if it had been run over four or
five times with very light harrows. I have no doubt
mnumerable quantities of injurious grubs were destroyed
by my little friends. Anyhow, I had a fine crop of
Wheat in the field the next year, for which, in a great
measure, 1 gave the credit to "the starling;" and
thenceforth I made him free in my domains, and
welcome to my Cherries. A. B. C.—— I had no intention of saying any more about
star mgs feedmg upon Cherries, but I am compelled to
send a few hnes in reply to Mr. Cramb, as he appears
to doubt the truth of my statement. I have paid close
attention to our native birds for 40 years, and I am notm the habit of making rash assertions. Several pairs
of slarlmgs nest every year under the tiles of my out-
buildmgs, and ever since a Cherry tree, which stands
in the yard close to the house, has borne fruit (about

30 years). They have always devoured a portion of it,

and the last two summers they cleared the tree of every
Cherry. They are very fond of the berries of the Elder
and also of Damsons, but I never saw them meddle
with .Strawberries, Currants, or Gooseberries. They
are now feeding upon the haws of two Redthorns,
standing just outside my garden, along with redwings,
blackbirds, song and missel thrushes. Ht:nry DoiMiday
Epping, Oct. 28.

I can fully confirm Mr. Doubleday's statement
respecting starlings and their habit of eating Cherries.
I have frequently seen them eating the same on a tree
standing in his premises, and also on one in my own
garden. As soon as the Cherries began to colour the
starlings were sure to find them out and carry some
away, and half eat and so destroy a great quantity of
others. Frederick Payne.

Our Difficulties : Our Food Supplies. — Un-
questionably these difficulties are on the increase. Our
food-supply prospects are far less promising than they
were a very short time since ; astounding facts of
deficient produce in food crops are continually recorded.
Cattle and sheep diseases are on the increase, deaths
are continuous, and very alarming in number. Stock-
owners are in great consternation and perplexity.
Outbreaks of pleuro-pneumonia are fast spreadinn-,

foot-and-mouth disease exists in almost every locality,

and rinderpest is by no means stamped out. The
Wheat crop is nearly 30 per cent, below the average,
the Scotch harvest being the worst that has been
experienced since 1816, Potatos are all but a failure.

The .Scotch reports in favour of this crop have all

turned out abortive, and the loss equal to that of 1845.
Such a disastrous position has not been known or felt

for many years, and there does not appear to be any
immediate prospect of amelioration, owing mainly to
the supposed conflicting interests between producers
and consumers. Now this is, in this instance,
altogether a mistake. Of course the more tiie products
of the soil can be increased, the better for both classes.

The difficulty lies in the production of animal food, or
rather in the health and prosperity ofourherds and flocks.

If these are jeopardised in any way, " butcher's meat "
is

scarce and dear ; if they are healthy and prosperous,
plenty fills the land. It is on this point that much
strife and contention is rampant throughout the country.
Shut up all markets and fairs for a time, and slaughter
animals at the port of landing, cry the cautious.
" Let all be open and free, and no restrictions," cry
the imprudent; "Keep all ports, fairs, and markets
open under salutary regulations," cry the consumers

;

" Close them all for a time," say the producers, " and
then we may hope for a release from all these pests."
Now, which is the right course ? A writer in the
Farmers^ Chronicle satisfactorily shows, from the
returns, that the increase of our own cattle, sheep, and
pigs during the past year was considerably more than
all our importations—the tons of meat thus pro-
duced being respectively, of home produce, 114,113
tons ; of imported, 79,317 tons—thus proving that the
stamping-out of these pestilent diseases would be
doubly compensated by a large increase of native stock,

and far exceeding our importations. This consumers
for the most part cannot believe, and contend that

restricted imports enhance the price of meat
; pro-

ducers say that the high price of meat is owing to the
enormous losses sustained by them from imported
diseases, and that these fatal imports are still continued.
It has also been shown over and over again that the
losses of stock by death and deterioration far exceed
the total imports of all kinds for consumption. What,
then, we repeat, is to be done ? There is no way of
stamping-out these diseases, except by submitting to a
great temporary sacrifice—namely, by stopping the
transit of all stock for a period, and by using every
means to restore affected animals to health during that

period. It may not succeed, but it is well worth the
trial. The Act of 1869 has proved fruitless to do it

;

local authorities notoriously differ in carrying it

out ; hence in a great measure the failure.

Government must take up the matter, and per-

emptorily enforce the restrictive provisions, and
take such further action as shall be most conducive to

wholly stamp out, for the time at least, all the pre-
vailing and destructive diseases. The first thing to be
done is to give the country notice that, after a certain

specified time, all transit of live stock will be sus-

pended for, say, six or eight weeks ; this would give
time for such temporary provision and arrangements
to be made by stock owners, butchers, dealers, and
others, as to enable them and the public to tide over
the time at the least possible inconvenience. The con-
suming public may rest assured that unless some such
extraordinary course is adopted they will be compelled
to subsist upon dear provisions. It is a consumer's
question more especially. Producers, after all,

although they suffer so greviously, are in part com-
pensated by extra and extravagantly high prices, but
they would infinitely prefer some more eflicient safe-

guard to enable them to breed and feed a vast amount
of stock more than they now do. Food for stock can
now be found in much greater abundance than
formerly. Mangels, Turnips, and esculent crops are
becoming more profitable than corn crops. In the
midst of all these difficulties it is most encouraging to

witness the extraordinary efforts that are being put
forth by our merchants and traders to obtain supplies

for the support of our population. The imports of
"provisions" of late have been most satisfactory, and
I trust they will be continued, and thus avert a pro-
spective scarcity. O. F.

bnxtbs.

The Cheese Ma7iufacture.—At the recent meeting of
the agricultural society here Mr. Jo.seph Ashton
spoke as one of the judges of cheese. The class was a
rather small one, but very good, and they experienced
some difficulty in awarding the prizes to the 1st and 2d,
and if it had been allowed by the committee they
would have awarded a 3d prize to the competitor whose
cheese they highly commended. The cheese in the
second class was not so good as the other. The
samples of butter shown were, upon the whole, ex-
ceedingly good, especially the two to which prizes were
awarded ; and he might say to those who had been
unsuccessful, " Persevere

; you may succeed at another
meeting." There was a bright as well as a dark side
—successes as well as reverses in husbandry. Numbers
in Cheshire, as well as in other counties, could testify

to the truth of this assertion. Some persons could
never make fine cheese, and, after struggling on for

years, at last gave up the occupation, and turned to
some more remunerative employment. Bat although
cheese-makers might have difficulties to contend with,
he considered that if the observations he was about to

make were attended to, the results would be satis-

factory. First, the cattle should be fed well ; secondly,
the milk should be put in airy places during hot weather,
and be free at all times from unpleasant smell ; thirdly,

the vessels should be sweet and clean ; fourthly, the
rennet should be applied tothemilkat thepropertempe-
rature, according to the state of the weather and the
condition of the milk ; fifthly, the curd should be
handled in a careful and skilful manner; lastly, the
proper quantity of salt should be applied ; and If, after

complying with these conditions, any one failed to

make good cheese, rest assured there was something
wrong somewhere, and they should not rest satisfied

till the cause had been found out. Salt was of little or
no use unless the state of the curd was duly considered
and thoroughly understood at the time it was applied.

Cheese was either under or over cured, which greatly

lessened its value, in some instances as much as 30J.

per cwt. While it was well to guard against extremes,
it was better, in his opinion, to over-salt the curd than
to under-salt it. He was strongly inclined to think that

a great deal of the cheese imported from America was
greatly lessened in value for want of more salt. True,
it was very rich, hut when exposed to the air the colour
soon fasted, the flavour became strong, it rapidly

decomposed, and in some instances was scarcely fit for

consumption. The Americans, about six or eight years
ago, made sure about driving the English cheese-

makers out of the market, but they had not done so,

and, in his opinion, never would, for the best descrip-

tions of English cheese were still worth I2s. to r4i'. per
cwt. more than the best American. He had no desire

to undervalue the rapid progress which the Americans
had made in cheese-making for a number of years past.

He believed there was no nation on the face of the

earth that had effected greater improvements in dairying
in a given time than the Americans, among them some
of the best scientific cheese-makers, who had given to

the world a great deal of valuable information ; but
of all their advances and experiments, the conclusion

arrived at was, that more depended on the manage-
ment and skill of the maker than on following out any
prescribed mode ; and it was the case everywhere that

nine-tenths of the best cheese were made by rule of

thumb, and by parties who had no idea of reducing

cheese-making to a science. While rapid progress had
been made in some industries, in cheese-making they

could not do better, in his opinion, than follow in the

footsteps of their forefathers, and if they did so, they

might rest satisfied they would establish the wide-

spread fame of their staple commodity. He had been
trying for a number of years to make improvements in

his dairy, and had met with small success ; in fact,

some persons had told him it was better 15 or

16 years ago than it was now. The mode was more
rapid, but the cheese did not keep fine in flavour so

long. He had, however, succeeded in reducing his

dairy labour, and that was a step in the right direction

when servants were scarce and wages high. Mr. Mar-
shall, in responding to the toast of " The strangers

**

at the Tarpoley dinner, had spoken of the successes

and reverses of exhibitors in various showyards,

and appeared to think that they were very unaccount-

able. He instanced Prescott taking the 1st prize at

the Bolton show and Balmer being unsuccessful, while

at the county show Balmer took 1st prize and Prescott

2d, and he (Mr. Aston) was 1st in the local show.
At Tarporley, however, one who had been unsuccessful

up to that time came forward and beat both Balmer
and himself. One or two reasons might be assigned

for these apparent discrepancies. The judges at

Chester no doubt differed from those at Bolton as to

what constituted a first-class dairy, for a description of

cheese held in high estimation In the Manchester

markets and the North of England was not so highly

appreciated in London and the western counties of
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England. Another perhaps more suhstantial reason

was, that the cheese varied exceedingly in value ; even
those of the same dairy varying from 5.^. to los, per
cwt. No doubt the cheeses which Mr. Balmer ex-

hibited at Bolton were not so good as those which he
showed at Chester, for at his request he {Mr. Aston)
cut some in each lot in the showyard ; and in his

opinion those exhibited at the county sliow were worth
at least $s. per cwt. more than those which were
exhibited in the local society. A wish had been
expressed in a local paper that the merits of the

factories should be discussed, but all he would say on
that was, that they should publish their results, so that

those not now making fine dairies could determine
whether they could do better by sending their milk to

the factories.

Farmers' Clubs.
/iADD/,VCTOA'.

The Potato Failure.—At the last monthly meeting of
this Club the discussion on this subject was to have
been opened by Mr. Belfrage, Samuelston, who, how-
ever, could not attend, and who sent a letter, in which
he stated that ever since he had come to the county he
had adopted a plan, which consisted of the pulling up
of the shaws and the gathering of the Potatos drawn
up—then the opening of the drills with the potato-

plough, the workers gathering them abreast, with carts

behind. The cost of this plan was about \^s. per im-
perial acre. The best way to secure the crop, he added,
was to make the pits 4 feet wide and 2 inches deep,
with wisps of straw along each side at the bottom, the
Potatos neatly trimmed up, with a good covering of
wheat-straw on the sides and a covering ofabout 6 inches
of soil, leaving the rigging of the pit uncovered with
soil for a week or so; at the same time to beware of
frost.

Mr. Douglas (Athelstaneford), the chairman, said :

—When the subject was proposed at the July meeting
there was every prospect of a full average crop, but
they must now feel the subject to be a very dis-

agi-eeable one. In fact, there was no necessity now for

taking it up, because a blight had attacked the crop,
and done its work so thoroughly that it might be said
that the Potato crop was altogether destroyed. In a
great many instances it was a question whether the
crop was worth the lifting ; generally speaking, it was
pretty certain it would do no more than cover the
expense. This state of matters, so far as he could
judge, was much the same all over the county, and it

must be apparent that an immense loss must thereby
be sustained, for a considerable breadth of Potatos had
been planted this year. He could not speak accurately
as to the number of acres under this crop, but if it was
calculated at an average price per acre, what a large
amount of money value it would represent. On a great
many farms in the county, from 30 to So acres of Potatos
were annually grown, which must entail a loss on such
farms of from ^^750 to ;r;^20oo on this crop alone. This
was no over-statement, but it was well known to practical
men that to grow anything like a full crop of Potatos
required an oulay of £20 per acre. Unhappily, this

overwhelming loss was not the only one the farmers
had to lament this season. The weather throughout
had been so unpropitious that the grain crops had
suffered severely—probably to the extent of nearly one-
half their money value. Beans were the only crop that
seemed to have withstood the disastrous season. Hay
in many cases had been much injured, and a consider-
able quantity rendered unfit for fodder, while Turnips
over the county must be regarded as only half a crop.
In some instances a few good fields were to be seen,
but as a rule they were light and not bulbing well.

Altogether the destruction was so general, and the con-
sequences were so disastrous, that it was a mystery to
him how the rents were to be met. With regard to the
question for discussion, he went on to notice the fol-

lowing modes of lifting Potatos— first, by the grape
and the baulking-plough, prepared with a raised set of
fingers on the breast of the plough and behind the
moulds, to expose and scatter more perfectly the tubers
on the surface ; and secondly, by Hanson's potato-
digger, which he believed was the cheapest and best
plan for digging Potatos, as it exposed all the Potatos
to view on the surface, so that the crop was more cleanly
taken out of the ground than by the plough. Potatos
should not be put together into the pit in too great
bulk. Four feet was considered a convenient and safe
width for the tubers keeping well, and in no case should
the pits exceed 4J feet. The Potatos should be put on
a convenient site, and if possible on light dry land ; they
should be sunk from 6 to 9 inches in the bottom, and
moderately covered with straw, but not too thickly, as
it encouraged mould and growth in the Potato ; they
should run from south to north, and a space on the top
of the pit should be left uncovered with earth, to allow
of ventilation, and to dry the tubers thoroughly.
Proper drainage should be attended to, in order to keep
the bottom of the pit free from damp—that is to say,
the outside of the pit should be lower than the inside

—

and they should not have an excess of soil put upon
them) rather some dry haulms, or other rough material,
should be thinly laid on the pit, which could be removed
in spring, and would tend to prevent sprouting. Some
people stored the Potatos on the surface when they
formed the pit, but he considered that if the pit was

4 feet wide, and sunk 9 inches, the Potatos kept better,

and were not so liable to get blackened. Unfortunately,
the present year was <iuite different from 1845, when
the Potato failure occurred, inasmuch a^ the disease,

or blight, did not then attack the crop until it was full

grown. The crop was a full average one, and the dis-

eased tubers kept through the winter, and were used
for cattle, so that a considerable value was got for them.
But this year the crop was struck down early, when not
full grown, and in the late-planted crops the roots were
very small, and nearly all diseased. There were a few
untainted, principally of small size, but he feared much
that all that were diseased would go to pulp. However,
the land must be cleared for the following crop, and the
sooner it was done the better. Any tubers that were
untainted should be kept from those that were unsound,
and stored in small quantities, while the others should
be sent at once to the starch-mill, if they were fit for

that purpose. Comparing the grain crops of the two
years, that of 1845 was a full average, and all well
secured, so that it tided the farmers in a great measure
over the severe loss suffered on that occasion. But the
present had been the most deplorable season he had
ever known, and the consequences could as yet scarcely
be realised, but they must be disastrous. The Potato
crop lost—the grain crop irretrievably damaged— all

this was very sad, for at one time the prospects and
and hopes of the farmers had run very high. There
had appeared to be plenty for man and beast, but all

was now changed. It was a case where
" Hope withering flies, and Mercy sighs farewell."

Mr. Hope (Fenton Barns) was sorry to say he most
cordially agreed witli what Mr. Douglas had said

regarding the crop of the year 1S72, which went beyond
anything in his experience. He had a very faint recol-

lection of 1S16, and he remembered the great relief

with which he had eaten the bread baked of the crop
of 1817. But hedid not think that even iSiGhad been
so bad as the present year, because at that time the
quantity of Potatos grown was small compared with
the quantity which the farmers had found it so profitable

to grow for many years past. They should be thankful,

however, that they had something in hand from former
seasons, derived chiefly from the Potatos, but if they
had a recurrence of such disasters they might perhaps
lose more than they had made. However, he hoped
for better times. Regarding the taking up of the crop,
he did not think he had seen any implements—potato-
diggers—that were quite up to the mark, taking them all

in all ; and he thought the crop could be lifted better and
more cheaply by means of pronged ploughs. In a year
like this, they should be particularly careful in having
the pits as narrow as possible. If they were made
3 feet wide it would be much more secure than the
ordinary width of the pits. It was only after the great
disaster of 1S45 that Potatos began to be grown to any
extent in Scotland. At that time he had only 8 acres
under Potatos, which was not one-tenth of what he had
been in the habit of growing since then. He recol-

lected quite well taking up his Potatos, and carefully
separating the diseased from the sound ones, putting
the latter back again, but in looking at them afterwards
they had all gone together. The ''gatherings," how-
ever, which had been put away, and allowed to lie,

turned out to be very little different from what they had
been when lifted up. Therefore he thought it of im-
portance never to touch Potatos till they came to be
used, because, if they were heated a second time, dis-

ease was sure to make its appearance. lie greatly
doubted whether this year they would have a crop
worth troubling themselves very much about. So far
as he was concerned, he expected that out of one-half
he might get enough for seed, and out of the other half
about a ton per acre ; but he meant to take them up as
carefully as he could, for the purpose of securing as
much seed as possible for next year.

MAIDSTOME.
The Harvesting and Cleaning of Seed.—A paper by

Professor Buckman was lately read before this Club
on the above subject, from which we take the following
extracts :

—

It must be understood at the outset that these
remarks will have reference to the preparation of crop
seeds for the seed market, and not of corn and grain as
food, two matters to be kept distinct, because the
growth for the one purpose will offer very different

considerations from those of the other.

Crop seeds may, for our present purpose, be very
conveniently divided as follows :

—

Tadi.e I.

—

Cltusijtcation ofCrop Seeds.

1. Cereal grasses, corn or grain seeds. Wheat, Barley, Rye,
Oats, &c.

2. Fodder grasses, as Rye-grasses, Timothy-grass, &c.
3. Clovers, sometimes termed " artificial grass," &c. ; often in

mixed state called "seeds."
4. Bulboid-rooted crops, Turnips, &c. ; tap-rootcd crops,

Carrots, &c. (with this may be included Cabbages).
5. Economic plants, as Flax, Hemp, S:c.

I. Cereal Grasses.—These, when destined for seed,
should be selected on account of the evenness of the
crop, and trueness to variety, as each variety of corn,
of whatever kind, will present great differences as to
periods of ripening and quantity and quality of the
crop to be derived from it, according to the differences
of soil it may have to contend with. Oats are seldom
true to sort, for, as I have shown by experiment,

these are derivative plants, and are very readily acted
upon by different circumstances— the differences of
geology in a single field, as one part clay and another
part sand—my result in a crop of corn widely differing

in specific gravity, a fact tested by the weight per
bushel, and in the one there may be elements of de-
cleuMon to wild conditions, and in the other a further
departure from the wild original. Hence, there-
fore, to mix these two samples in crop seed tends
much to that unevenness which one sometimes ob-
serves, both as regards the time of ripening and the
resultant grain, and which is sure to be prejudicial to

the quantity as well as quality of the crop, as, if the
one waits until the whole be ripe, the early-ripened
examples shed their best ami heaviest grain. If cut
before the later ones are ripened, there will be a mixture
of much light grain, and hence a deficiency of weight
per bushel. Of course, in harvesting grain for seed,

care must be taken that it shall not heat in the rick, as
" mow burnt" grain is uneven in its powers of germi-
nation according to the amount of heat to which it has
been subjected ; and though it is astonishing how much
grain may sometimes be heated and yet germinate,
nevertheless it will mostly be found that under the
most favourable conditions samples of this kind will

result in a sickly crop, and great deficiency both in

quantity and quality, and its specific gravity will be
much lessened. In grain seed we have seldom much
to complain of as regards weed admixture, as seeds of
weeds are mostly smaller and lighter than those
of any kind of grain, and consequently separated in
winnowing.

2. Fodder Grasses.—The seeds of these are so small
and weedy, and artificial pasture is so little attended to,

that seeds of these are indeed the commonest source of
weed reproduction

; and from want of attention to pure
seeds, this rotation usually provides enough weeding
for employment in every succeeding crop. The
following Table will, at the outset of this question, put
the matter in a clearer light, and more especially when
the results are contrasted with those derived from an
examination of good seed of this class :

—

Tap.i.k II.

—

Result of Botanical Analyses of d-ijfcrciit Grass
Seeds, calculated forpints by vteasure.

Seed Samples.

Canary-grass .

.

Perennial Rj'e-grass
Do
J>o. (Pacey's) ..

Italian Rye-grass

Do. imported (A.l

Do. _ do. (B.)

Do. with Hop Trefoil "^

and Broad Clover >

mixed (seeds) )
"S'ellow Oat - like )

grass (Avena fla- ;

vescens) )

Meadow FoxlaiH
(Alopecurus pra- \

tensis) )
Cock-foot (Dactylis 1

glomerata) j

Hard Fescue (Fes-

1

tuca duriuscula) )

Oat-like grass (Ar- \

rhenatherum ave- >

naceum) J

Sheep's fescue {Fes- I

tuca ovina) )

Mixed grasses (A.) .

,

Do. do. (B.) ..

Remarks on princiial
contents, &c.

3200
1200
32CX)

7040

1600

48S0

4th lop, Holcus lanatus, fi:c.

Lop (Bromus mollis), &c.

Field Madder, Sandworts, &c.
{ Lop, soft grass and Creeping
( Ranunculus.
Lop, soft grass, &c.

f Lop, Herardin, Ranunculus;
{ Plantain, &c.

560
I

Mostly a species of Rush.

1320 I Slender Foxtail, Lop, S:c.

9200

4600

2620

3840

[ Holcus lanatus, Arrlienatherum,
[ nearly half weeds.

Lop, Holcus, S:c.

Mostly Lop.

Medick, &c.

Plantain, &c.
Ranunculus, Holcus, &c.

From this Table we see how it is that farmers are such
careful cultivators of weeds, as, on the supposition that
all the weeds in a sample might germinate, these of
themselves would be sufficient to occupy the soil ; and
the old adage that ** 111 weeds grow apace " is often
too well exempUfied, the weeds getting on much better
than the intended crop. And as in "seeds" they
themselves are left to propagate, the following Table
will well enough illustrate another proverb, alas !

equally true, namely,

" One year's seeding
Seven years' weeding,"

TAr.i.n III.

—

Result ofCatc7ilation ofthe Reproductive Powers
ofsome ofour Con/non H 'eeds.
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cumstance of such bad samples of seeds as those men-

tioned in Table II. ever getting into the market at all,

and if we at present confine our attention to grasses it

will be found as a law that dirty patches usually yield

a better profit by being seeded than clean ones ; and

also that seeding them is more profitable than using

them for fodder purposes. Weed seeds weigh as much,

if not more, than grass seeds, and of the weed grasses

the most common one, the Bromus mollis (soft Brome

or Lop), is much larger and heavier than the seed of the

Rye-grass, witli which it is so constant. In as far as

yield of fodder is concerned, when weeds are present

the nutritive matter of the crop is diminished, and the

bulk of the whole lessened, but it is almost a law that

when the leafage is kept imder the seeding powers

become greater, and hence dirty patches of "seeds"

pay better for seeding than for any other purpose, and

such samples find a ready market on account of their

supposed cheapness ; for the growth of good and perfect

samples entails additional expense, which must be paid

for. If farmers sufficiently consulted their own inte-

rest they would most carefully avoid the cheap and dirty

seeds of all kinds, for though cheaper now they have

ultimately to make up for it, not only in the deficiency

of crop, but in the everlasting after-expenses to get rid

of those weeds they themselves have planted. The
difficulty of getting grass seeds perfectly fine must be

admitted by all ; still, if farmers make up their minds

to get them so, and will pay a little additional first

cost, the matter is simple enough ; and even if they

are not able to analyse seeds with the requisite amount

of care, I should contend that the subject of pure seed

is as important as that of pure guano, and conse-

quently that each agricultural society should have an

officer attached, whose duty should be that of analysing

seeds, and advising upon botanical matters, than which

surely nothing can be more important, seeing that agri-

culture has so much to do with plants, each form of

which is subject to such complicated laws, and the

result presenting all shades of quality, which requires

an educated eye to determine. The following Table

shows us tolerably pure seeds are attainable in the mar-

ket ; it is the result of an examination of five samples :

—

Table IV.

—

Residt of Analyses of Eye-grass Seeds reeeived

from "J. F."

Note.—This Table will be found to introduce a new element in

the estimation of the qualities of seed samples—namely, that

of specific gravity, a subject I hope more fully to illustrate in

a future paper.
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obtainable at home or at chartered fairs, disease

was scarcely heard of; and the reason is obvious

—animals were only changed twice a year, viz.,

in the spring, and again in the latter part of autumn;

and at such time many of them were bred by

people selling them, and coming direct from their

folds and fields. Now you can scarcely get stock

without it has been exhibited at three or four markets,

or run through the fiery furnace of an auction ring.

Probably if it is Irish stock it has travelled 40 or 50

miles in Ireland, stood a tryst or fair, then carried in

an infected vessel across the Channel, walked 10 or 20

miles in England, and stood two or three trysts or fairs

here ; while some of the animals have had the eyes

knocked nearly out of their heads by ignorant and

brutal drovers, and are fully predisposed to take any

contagion that may come across their path. The first

thing, in my opinion, is to lessen the centres of infec-

tion, and to do that, I should be inclined to

adopt a suggestion made by Mr. Jacob Wilson

at a late meeting in Newcastle, to close all fairs and

markets during the autumn for store stock. I

should then pray the Legislature in future to

put a veto upon all trysts and small weekly markets,

and charter every stance where the exhibition of store

stock is to be held. We scarcely ever heard of disease

when there were fewer fairs and places of sale, and

people would be no worse supplied if they were com-

pelled to attend two or three large shows within the

year instead of twenty smaller ones, thereby causing

them loss of time and neglect of their farms. Four

fairs at Stagshawbank, two at Hexham, three at New-
castle, two at Morpeth," three at Stamfordham, three at

Alnwick, two at Wooler, one at Whitsunbank, two at

Belford, two at Pennymuir, one at St. Ninian's, and

two at Rothbury would be quite ample to supply

farmers in the east and north of the country with all

the stock they would require, if made at proper

seasons of the year. At the present time there are

at those few places about 120 markets during the year,

besides private sales in fields at certain points, and
auction marts at every town and village. How can our

stock be healthy when it is never off the road ? Then
comes the question, what is to be done with the peri-

patetic dealer, who has been known to drive his herd

of diseased animals 20 miles, under the cloud of night,

spreading contagion and disease wherever he went ? I

suggested some time ago that a license should be im-

posed upon all salesmen and people who dealt in

cattle. I have had this mentioned to me several times

since, and I find that it is the belief of very practical

men—men well able to judge of this particular matter

—

that that would be a fair preventive to men engaged in

traffic which requires a patriotic feeling and high con-

scientiousness, instead of unscrupulous seheming and

a readiness to run the blockade for a little profit under

any circumstances and at any time. I should be the

last to interfere with the desires of any one in that

capacity ; but there is no doubt that the profits of cattle

dealers are very small, and especially of that class I

allude to, and their energies would be much better
" remunerated in another field of labour. The intention,

as you will see, is to confine the trade—I think the

most important trade in the kingdom—to fewer and
more respectable hands. I rode on horseback last

week from the district of Kidland, near the Cheviots,

to Cambo, a distance of 30 miles, over the moors and

close by the drove road from Scotland, and I found the

sheep and cattle on almost every farm affected by the

complaint. This will tell you how easy farmers,

dealers, and drovers are in their conscience, as the

disease could never have got into those distant hills,

far from rail and highway, without a diseased drove or

droves had been sent right through.

We have arrived, by a process of reasoning, at

a point which tells us that the increase of disease is

owing to an increase in the number of fairs and an
increase in the number of dealers. It will, therefore,

be the duty of the Legislature to reduce the number of

both. There is after that the question of carriage by
water and by rail to consider, and the medicinal treat-

ment of animals affected at the present time. I am
informed by Mr. Wilkinson, who lately made a survey

of all the ports whereat stock is landed, that there

is scarcely one around the coast that is constructed

with any regard to sanitary principles. He instanced

Barrow-in-Furness, where all animals landed from
Ireland are put into a large uncovered yard, fully half

a foot thick with mud, and where they must stay for

several hours, waiting for the train to bring them to an
Enghsh market. It is well known that the excreta

left there will retain the seeds of infection for several

days ; and it is the opinion of Mr. Wilkinson that all

the receptacles for cattle on the coast and at the rail-

way stations should be covered in, well paved in the

bottom, and capable of being sluiced out with water
before any fresh cargos are put in. With regard to

railway waggons, all the woodwork as high as the ani-

mals can reach with their mouths should be covered
with hot lime, as nothing will convey the disease

quicker than the effluvium from the breath, and the pus
from the ulcers that are always to be found upon the

palate, tongue, and nostrils of stock affected.

It has been said that sheep may have the disease,

and no blushes upon the mouth appear. As far as I

have been able to judge, this is a mistake, though I

have often found the spots so small that they were diffi-

cult to see with the naked eye, but if the nail of your

finger is rubbed briskly across the gums within the

teeth, the skin at once gives way, and shows a tender-

ness which does not exist in animals only affected with

foot-rot. In previous years we have very little record

of cattle taking the complaint from sheep, and sheep
from cattle, and in the dry summer of 1S70 I had a

flock of sheep depastured among two successive lots of

diseased cattle, and never one of them became affected

by the complaint. It is evident tliat wet weather is

more favourable to the development of the disease than

dry, and especially for animals of different species

taking it from others. In 1S6S and 1S70 it was not

known among sheep ; now the bulk of the flocks of the

kingdom have been affected, and it has even attacked

hares and rabbits, dogs and swine, and in some in-

stances children. I was told the other day that a

family of children at Mill Shields, on the Derwent,
who had been using the milk of cows affected with

murrain, showed all the symptoms of the disease, by
having sore feet and hands and blushed mouths.
There is no doubt that the milk from such beasts is

not good for human food ; for apart from its power to

affect children, it has the faculty of killing all the calves

that partake of it, scarcely one escaping. The pig is

the most infectious of all animals, and nearly every-

thing will take it from him. He ought, therefore, to

be narrowly watched, for there is little doubt that he

has often been the agent to bring it from Ireland, and
leave it behind him wherever he went. I have often

seen pigs in markets suffering in a dreadful manner

;

and such will probably be the case so long as we have
policemen appointed as inspectors, who have not had
any chance of knowing the symptoms of the disease.

We ought to have, I think, fully qualified veterinary

surgeons for this purpose.

But why do farmers not adopt medicinal remedies as

soon as the first symptoms of the attack appears ? I

quite believe that it is amenable to treatment. Only
last week I was staying with Mr, George Bolam, at

Alvvinton. He had an ox which took the disease on
the Sunday. He gave it half a pound of salts and a

tablespoonful of saltpetre at once, and dressed its feet

with tar and vitriol, and it was, to my observance,

much better on the Thursday. There are several other

cases that I could quote. All affected animals should

at once be taken out from amongst the healthy ones,

kept perfectly clean, and treated medicinally. Dirt is

the great friend of disease, and all places holding sick

cattle should be thoroughly cleansed and disinfected

before others are put in. With sheep it is a

most effectual plan of treatment to drive them
through some of the arsenical sheep dips which
we know of as soon as it appears. This can be
done by sinking a long trough against a wall, filling

it with the liquid, and forcing them through it by placing

hurdles to hinder them from going another path. I

think we have now touched upon nearly all the points

that will aid our project this day ; there is one, how-
ever, which we have probably not said enough about,

and that is the transit of stock through infected

districts. Instead of driving it in such districts, I

should advocate its being sent by rail from the nearest

station. All the drove roads that I have seen are in a

great measure lined with the complaint, and if stock

were sent by rail there would be much less danger in

its either giving or contracting the malady. With this

precaution in the transition of the healthy animals

—

with medicinal treatment to those that are ill—with the

fairs and markets closed for the present, and reduced
in number for the future—with a complete renewal of

all receptacles for stock at docks and wharfs—with a
better system of inspection, and the impost of a strong

licence upon all salesmen and dealers in cattle—I am
sanguine enough to believe that we should soon have
natural health restored to our flocks and herds ; and
that we should hear no more the clamorous complaints

of the people of England of the price of this important

and staple article of daily food.

Discussion.

The Secretary (Mr. Wm. Trotter) remarked that

there was but one point which Mr. Hedley had not very

prominently touched upon, and that was the carriage of

cattle by water from Ireland to this country. In reading
newspaper accounts of it, he felt much disgusted with
the manner in which the cattle were described to be
treated, how the poor animals were huddled into a hold,

ventilation was not attended to, and in a rough passage
the animals stiffered considerably. He quite expected

that Mr. Hedley, with his experience, having crossed the

Channel many times, would have enlightened them on
that subject, and pointed out some remedy. When
cattle suffered in their passage across, their vitality

was reduced in consequence, and they were much more
likely to take any disease that was going than they would
if they were in a nice healthy condition when disem-
barked. The newspapers stated that they had to stand
tor several hours after leaving the vessel, exposed to all

kinds of weather, and frequently foot-and-mouth disease

followed. In all probability the ground on which they

stood was impregnated with disease, and they must catch

it at once. Mr. Hedley had a fiery word at their auction

marts

—

Mr. Geo. Hedley (interrupting) : No, no ; I said

cattle had to pass through the fiery ring of an auction

mart.
The Secretary, resuming, said he thought auction

marts were very useful places when they had a few cattle

and sheep to dispose of, because they always got full

value for them without any higglmg or haggling with a

purchaser—the bargain was struck at a blow. The
auction mart was a private enterprise, and the possessor
was much more likely to pay greater attention to it, and to

keep it more thoroughly clean and disinfected than those

persons who had charge of public markets. As to fairs

and trysts, and large and small dealers, he could only
remark that they lived in a free country, and, to a great

extent, he believed in free trade—he might say he believed

in free trade in everything, He was not sure but having
fairs on fresh ground—where there had not been a fair for

twelvemonths—was much better than having them on the

same place a dozen times in the year. The question as to

small salesmen he thought had no bearing on the subject

;

if rising young men thought it was a good thing to buy
two or three beasts and a score or two of sheep, it was a
hard case if they could not be allowed to do so without

tirst having obtained a licence. He was much obliged to

Mr. Hedley for the remarks he had made regarding the

cruel treatment which cattle received that were exposed

in our public markets. It was really shameful the way
the animals were knocked about by the drovers at fairs

and markets.
Mr. Christopher Grey was of opinion that much of

the spread of the disease was attributable to the careless-

ness of farmers, and also to the way in which unprincipled

farmers and dealers acted.

Mr. Dryden said that so far as his experience went, it

was affected cattle passing from one place to another that

spread the disease. The matter ought to be properiy

looked into, and means should be adopted to see that all

steamboats and railway trucks which conveyed cattle were

kept clean and properly disinfected, for if these were kept

in proper order there was little fear of the disease. With
many of the things mentioned by Mr. Hedley for the pre-

vention of the disease he entirely agreed. As to liceiices

for cattle salesmen, he might say he had no objec-

tion to paying for a licence, and any young man of

spirit and enterprise, who was fitted for the work, would
not object to pay for such a licence. It took a man of

wide experience to make a good cattle salesman and
dealer. With regard to having fewer markets and fairs,

he thought it would be a good thing, not only for the

prevention of disease, but for farmers themselves in various

ways. Prices would not vary so much, and in every

respect it would be an improvement, if there were

not so many markets and fairs for cattle. As for auction

marts, he would put them in the same category as fairs

—

there should not be so many of them.

Mr. Ralph Hedley observed that, although there were

many useful points in the paper, it did not show the origin

of the disease, nor did it point out any special mode by
which it might be checked, except that of the grant-

ing of licences, and thus creating a monopoly to

large dealers and preventing free deaUng. He believed

that auction marts had been the means of parties in the

country arriving at a more correct value of their stock than

ever before. He was quite certain these marts did not

propagate the disease, and in his opinion the disease was
spread by healthy animals coming in direct contact with

affected ones. He had taken two or three affected cattle

out of a field, and the disease had not spread over the

farm, nor to his neighbour's farm. He had done that on
no fewer than four occasions, and he agreed with Mr.
Grey, that much of the spread of the disease was owing
to the carelessness of farmers themselves. It was not

caused by the small dealers nor the auctioneers, but rather

from their own carelessness.

The Chairman quite agreed with Mr. Hedley that the

trade should be put into the hands of more respectable

dealers, who should take out hcences like the horse

dealers.

Mr. Hedley. with regard to Mr. Trotter's remarks,

was sorry he took exception to two things which were

meant to benefit the farmers of this country, namely,

fewer fairs and trysts, and licenses for cattle salesmen

and dealers. He might couple with Mr. Trotter's

opinion that expressed by his friend, Mr. Ralph Hedley,

who spoke from a point of view, he was afraid, of affect-

ing his own calling. If any man could show him by good
reasoning that if they reduced the centres of infection

they would not reduce also the spread of infection he

should be glad to give way to him. He had been accused

of wishing to give a monopoly of trade to large salesmen

and dealers ; he was glad to say such a thing never

entered his mind. His sole idea was how to get rid of

this dreadfid complaint, and to keep the health of their

flocks and herds good in the future if possible. They had
less disease when they had fewer fairs, and farmers only

attended markets a few times in the year for the purpose

of buying stock. If the number of centres of disease were

reduced there would be less spread of it. From the re-

marks of Mr. Christopher Grey, he inferred that he agreed

with a reduction in the number of fairs, and also in the

number of dealers, if possible, as he said in his speech that

unscrupulous farmers and cattle dealers were the means of

spreading the disease by driving affected flocks and herds

through the country. He was glad to find such an
experienced and practical person as Mr. Dryden fall into

a like way of thinking as himself He thought it was a
mistake if people had the idea that an auction mart was
the best place to sell either fat stock or lean, except it was
a deplenishmg sale of a farm. As they all knew, every

animal went through the same ring, and if there was any
infection left in the ring the animals following must get it.

Foot-and-mouth disease was a most subtle and infectious

one, and was communicated in a manner that sometimes

surprised them, so slight and slender seemed to have been
the means. Then, again, there was more competition in

markets like those of Newcastle, Liverpool, and London,
than at auction marts. He agreed with what had been said

by Mr. Trotter regarding the management of steamboats,

also of wharves and other places where cattle are landed.

He also agreed that, if possible, something should be
done to prevent the cruel treatment to which cattle were
subjected at fairs and markets. He thought the best

thing they could do was to pass some resolutions on the

subject, and forward them to some quarter where they

would be put into circulation and operation.
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Mr. Smith then proposed "That this meeting views

with great alarm the violent and universal spread of cattle

diseases throughout the kingdom."

Mr. Drydenf seconded the resolution.

Mr. Drvden moved " That this meeting is of opinion

that the chief causes of the origin and spread of cattle

diseases are the imperfect management of transit, the

rough and cruel treatment during land and water carriage,

the unsuitable condition of railway trucks and wharves,

and the multiphcation of fairs and markets throughout

the kingdom."
Mr. W. F. Catcheside seconded the motion.

Both these resolutions were agreed to.

Mr. Taylor then moved the following resolution,

which was seconded bv Mr. Pickering :
" That the

spread of disease would'be materially checked if a licence

was imposed upon all cattle salsemen and dealers, the

same as in the case of horse dealers and auctioneers."

The Secretary (Mr. Trotter) opposed the resolution,

as he thought the Club was going out of its proper sphere

in interfering with such matters. He might remark,

although he did it with considerable diffidence, that such

a resolution coming from a cattle salesman—Mr. Hedley

having prepared it—he did not care however respectable

the gentleman might be, threw a shadow of suspicion

into peoples minds that it partook of what was vulgarly

called " the shop." He held that it was wrong to compel

men to have licences to buy cattle, and moved that the

resolution be not accepted.

Mr. Ralph Hedley seconded Mr. Trotter's amend-
ment.

Mr. Smith supported the motion, which was opposed
byMr. W. F. Catcheside, who, while agreeingthat they

should do their utmost to stop the spread of the disease,

thought licences did not affect it in any particular point

of view.

After some little further discussion, the propositions

were put to the meeting, when three voted for the amend-
ment and three for the motion. The Chairman gave his

casting vote in favour of the motion, which was declared

carried, and the meeting terminated.

Farm Memoranda.
Rothamstead : Agdell Field.—Experiments on an

actual course of rotation—Turnips, Barley, leguminous

crop (or fallow), and Wheat.

These experiments were commenced in 1S48 ; so

that the present crop (1872) is the 25th experimental

one, or the first crop of the seventh course. One-
third of the land has been continuously unmanured

;

one-third manured with superphosphate of lime alone

once every four years, that is for the Turnip crop

commencing each course ; and one-third manured
(also for the Turnip crop only) with a complex

manure, as described in the foot-note, No, 2. In
the second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth courses,

instead of Clover, half of each plot was sown with
Beans, and the other half left fallow. From half ot

each of the three plots the whole Turnip crop (roots

and leaves) was removed ; and on the other half the
roots were eaten on the land by sheep, and the uneaten
leaves spread and ploughed in. In the case of all the
other crops, the total produce was removed from the
land. The abstract of results given below relates to

the portions of each plot from which the Turnip crops
were entirely removed ; and on which, in the later

courses. Beans (not fallow) replaced the Clover,
(Area under experiment, about 2^ acres.)

Hotias 0f S00KS.
Mr. Sibson's Annual Report on Guano and

other Manures. ii, Eaton Terrace, St. John's

Wood.

Mr. Sibson's annual tract, which is a message rather

to his personal clients than to the public, nevertheless

contains matters of public interest to which we may
refer. Of guano, he says :

—

" Peruvian guano has shown no sign of general im-

provement during the past season, and is rapidly losing

the distinction it once possessed, as the best and cheapest

manure in the marliet, as it undoubtedly was a few years

since when the ammonia it contained reached l6 to i8

per cent.
;
yet the number of staunch behevers in the

supremacy of guano is still sufficient to maintain its high

price, and, what is still more extraordinary, to tolerate

the sale at one price of all degrees of quality such as we
find in the different shipments. The fact is, guano is in

reality but little more than half the value it was at the

period above referred to, although its price is considerably

greater, since the ammonia cannot now be taken to ave-

rage more than 9 per cent., with many samples below,

though a few up to 12, and is thus at its present price one

of the dearest of manures. It may be said the phosphates

are higher than formerly (being as a rule in inverse ratio

to the ammonia, and in some cases as high as 40 per

cent,), but the diflerence between the money value of

phosphates and ammonia is so great as not materially to

affect the case ; moreover, if phosphates are wanted, we
can get them in mineral superphosphates at compara-

tively trifling cost."

On the valuation of manure from the analysis, the

following is an extract :

—

"Taking the average percentage of ammonia and

phosphates in Peruvian guano at 9 and 30 per cent, in

round numbers, its money value will be, by the scale

annexed, 9 units at 20i., equal fy; 30 units at q.s. 6d.,

equal ^3 iSJ, ; or together, £1.2. 15^. per ton. This price

will be seen to be considerably under its present retail

price, and is over rather than under the mark, since the

price given for phosphates should not be allowed when the

quantity exceeds 25 per cent, per ton, for the reasons

before staled. Many of the manufactured manures before

mentioned will be found to come over their market price

when valued by the following Table, which, with the

paragraphs attached, is quoted from the pamphlet at first

referred to :

—

"'At the following prices* for the phosphates and
nitrogen, we may leave out of consideration the gypsum,

organic matter, and alkahne salts (except in the case of

potash), and so simplify the calculation.
" ' The scale of values at first given was intended to

apply to superpliosphates and allied manures, i.c^ the

various kinds of superphosphates, but as this was not

sufficiently understood, a note to this effect was appended
to all copies issued. It has since been deemed advisable

to revise the scale as under, so as to admit of application

to prepared manures generally.

Soluble phosphate
Precipitated phosphate
Insoluble phosphate, as bone, )

and from guano . . . . \

Insoluble mineral phosphate 1
up to 7 per cent f

'

Potash
3

Ammonia 20

Per unit.

45. od.

3 o

i
IS. od.

a 9

o (i

1
2S, od.

I 6

1 3

06 —
16 o c

2 o per tenth/

Description of Crop.

Produce per Acre.

Plot I.

Unmanured continuously.

Corn 3

or Roots.
Straw

or Leaf.
Total

Produce.*!

Plot 2.

Superphosphate o; Lime,^!
alone, for the Turnip Crops
only.

Corn3
or Roots,

Straw
or Leaf.

Total
Produce.

Complex Manure,^ for the
Turnip Crops only.

Corn 3

or Roots.
Straw

or Leaf.
Total

Produce.*

1ST Course, 1848-51.

1S49
1850
1851

1852

1853
1854
1855

1856
1857
185S

1859

i860
1S61
1S62

1863

1864
1865
1866

1867

1870
1871

Norfolk White Turnips
Barley
Clover {calcd. as hay)
Wheat

Swedish Turnips
Barley .

.

Beans .

.

Wheat ..

65J cwt.

44I bush.

28^ bush.

26 cwt.

34f bush.

5i bush.

3si bush.

45^
2983

3431

cwtl mi cwt
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Miscellaneous.
Transport of Meat from Australia.—Taking

the published statistics of the Melbourne Meat Pre-

serving Company, I find the average price of 590 oxen
to be ^$ lis. 9(/. each, and that of 160,752 sheep to

be ys. 3.04(/. each. Presuming, for I am not specifi-

cally informed on this point, that an ox without otTal

will weigh 6 cwt., then we have beef in the carcase at

2(/. per lb. Allowing 48 to 60 lb. for the weight of

each sheep without offal, then we have mutton at ly/.

to 2</. per lb. in Australia. Here, in Edinburgh, the

offal of an average sheep is worth at least as much as

the average Australian sheep entire. It seems fair to

suppose that the offal of an Australian sheep will at

least pay for the expense of shipping the carcase, in-

cluding the cost of cooling it down to nearly 32" Fahr.
In Australia it has hitherto been the offal that gave the
sheep its value for killing. The offal must, there-

fore, constitute a very large proportion of the value of
the average sheep costing 7^'. 3(/. Freight from Aus-
traha to London per steamer is to be had, I am
told, for 70^. per 40 cubic feet, allowing one-
third additional space for impermeable linings and
bulkheads, machinery interspace and air channels, and
so taking 53 1.3 cubic feet for each ton weight of meat,
we arrive at a freight of £4. ly. 4^/., or exactly one
halfpenny per pound. The outlay in fitting up 5334
cubic feet with duplicate refrigerators, air fans, linings,

and donkey engine, might cost ;i^3000. Allowing that

a steamer can make very little more than two voyages
a year between London and Melbourne, and taking

25 per cent, per annum for interest, wear and tear,

replacement of capital, &c., we arrive at another half-

penny per pound on the cost price of our Australian
meat. In fact, a halfpenny per pound on 200 tons per
annum only would give more than 31 per cent, on
j^3000, or would pay 25 per cent, on ;!^3733. But we
must reckon liberally in a speculation of this sort.

Then the working of the machinery has to be con-
sidered. With coals at famine prices, it is simply im-
possible to make any estimate of what it might cost to

keep up a temperature of 30" to 40° Fahrenheit,
during nine or ten weeks, in a ship's hold, where
100 tons of meat are stowed. No one has ever dealt
with such a problem. No data exist. All I can say
is that in 100 tons of meat every penny added to the
price per lb. gives ^'933 6s. St/, on the whole. Allow,
for the sake of argument, i(/. per lb. as the cost

of keeping up the necessary degree of cold on
the voyage between Australia and London, the
cost price of our mutton landed from the docks
in London is still only from 341:^. to 4^. per lb.

Now, the wholesale price of meat in the Edin-
burgh market during the current year is ya. to gd.

per lb. In London it is just so much more as is

equivalent to the profit and charges of our specu-
lating butchers, who consign large quantities of
meat from hence to Smitlifield by rail. The question
is now narrowed to this. Besides the general risks of
the venture, for which some allowance has been made
in the progress of my calculations, there is the risk

that ;^933 6s. St/, will not be sufficient for the expenses
of keeping 100 tons of meat down to, say, 35° Fahr.,
on the voyage from Melbourne to London.

Fer Contra—Cent. J>cr cent. Profit at least.

Cost.
100 tons of finest Australian mutton, at a^.. per lb. £,Z1ZZ
Insurance, landing, deliver)', brokerage, and dock

dues, 10 per cent. .. 373 6 8

ji4io6 13 4

Forking up Potatos, pulling and storing Mangels and
Carrots, cleaning ditches, repairing hedges and roads,

blasting and removing large earth-fast stones. Tupping
of ewes progressing. Foot-and-mouth somewhat
abating. Farm and other horses suffering very severely

from colds ; some totally laid up, and the remainder
working only half-time. W. H.
West Gloucester : Oct. 29.—The good effect of

early and dry plougliing for Wheat has this season
manifested itself most clearly, for we have been enabled
to proceed with our sowmg in spite of the continual

rain, and this morning we completed the bulk of our
autumn sowing, the seed-bed being as good as we could
wish, whereas there is an immense breadth of land in

this neighbourhood (only recently ploughed up) so
saturated with wet that it cannot be sown till drier

weather sets in. The teams will now be engaged haul-
ing out manure from yards, and as soon as the weather
permits we shall begin to store the roots, which, by the
way, will be fully a third less in weight than last year.

Fatting cattle are now in stalls, and the smallest calves

are also housed at night.

Notices to Correspondents.
Books : Coustanf Reader. Beetroot distillation is the

subject of a pamphlet by Dr. Aug. Voelcker, pub-
lished, we believe, at 10, Basinghall Street, London.
Sugar-Beet and laeet-sugar are treated of by Mr.
Baruchson and Mr. Crookes. See Manufacture of
Beetroot Sii^ar, by W. Crookes, F. R.S., &c., Long-
mans.

Gas Lime : H. T. It becomes after exposure to air a
mixture of carbonate of lime and gypsum. A couple
of tons or more of it may be applied per acre, either

spread broadcast on a corn stubble in the autumn, in

preparation for Peas or Beans, or in a compost, which
must be turned several times before use, as it is caustic
and mischievous until by absorption of oxygen it has
become somewhat effete.

On Measuring AND Weighing Cattle: y. T. Every
Farmers' Almanac contains the rules. See Blackie &
Sons' Agriculturists' Calculator.

Stiff Soil : Rerlaimer. You will improve the texture of
your stiff soil more cheaply and more effectually by
burning some of it than by attempting to add directly
to its percentage of sand.

arkts>
MARK LANE.

MONDAV, Oct. 28.

The supply of Wheat from Essex and Kent to this
morning's market was only moderate, quality and con-
dition generally bad ; a few picked samples were sold at
the prices of this day se'nnight, but the inferior remained
on hand, although offered at a decline of ij-. to '^s. per qr.

The attendance was fair, and foreign Wheat in granary
held for late prices ; to clear ships, however, factors sub-
mitted to a reduction of ij-. per qr. Barley was is. per
qr.. Beans and Peas !,*. to ^s. per qr. lower. Prime Oats
brought late rates, but inferior were 6d. per qr. cheaper.
There was no change in tlie value of Flour.

actions in Wheat were upon a fair retail scale. Flour 6d.

per barrel and i.f. per sack lower on the week. Beans and
Peas 6d. per qr. cheaper. Oats and Oatmeal rather easier

to buy. Indian Corn in fair request, at a reduction on
the week of gd. per qr.
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<^
$VGumming & Edmonds,^^//,.

^ ^A.

CONSERVATORIES of varied designs, in Wood or Iron. VINERIES, PEACH HOUSES. CUCUMBER HOUSES or PITS, 1-ORCING HOUSES. GREEN-
HOUSES, and every description of Horticultural Structures Manufactured by Steam-power Machinery and erected in any part of the Kingdom or abroad.

VERANDAHS, KIOSKS, SUMMER-HOUSES, ETC.
HOT-WATER APPARATUS fixed on the latest improved principle, with the "PATENT TUBULAR SADDLE BOILER." which gives the greatest satisfaction

for its economical worlcing, quick action, and small amount of attention it requires when in operation.

Plans and Estimates gratis on application.

GUMMING & EDMONDS, Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers,
LILLIE BRIDGE, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

77/6" Mniinfactory adjoins " Wfst Bromptoii " Station, on the West London and Mctiopolitan District Railways.

MAKERS.
W. S. BOULTON 8c CO., NORWICH,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS
Improved Steam-power Machinery for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very Low Prices.

Only the best materials used. Houses desig7ied to suit any situation. Estimates given free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have priceJrom us before ordering elstivhere.

Ladies or Gentlemen requiring advice as to the Situation, Style, Dimensions, &c., of proposed Horticultural Buildinpfs, waited upon in any part of England, Ireland, or Scotland.

A NEW CATALOGUE, containing Illustrations and particulars of Conservatories and Horticultural Buildings suited for every purpose, also Prices and Estimates for upwards of 150 Houses of
• _: 1 )> J J ;„t „f r\ cu;n:„™ :„ c .„^

various sizes, posted to any address on receipt of One Shilling in Stamps.

Royal Horticultural Society's only Prize Medal.

UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER
AND GROUNB VINERY,

Jn introducing our New Pattern for 1872, we wish to point out that instead of having
to remove or slide loose p'ass every lime it is necessary to attend to the plants, we attach
the glazed lights (2i-oz.) with hinges to the frame of each length, thereby doing away with
the continual breakape of glass and loss of time inseparable from the use of the ordinary
kind sent out by other makers. Two men can mstantly remove a complete length
12 feet by 3 feet wide, thus proving them to be really portable.

The Judges at the Royal Horticultural Society's great meeting lately held at Birviing-
ham, protiounced these to be byfar the best and mast useful articles of the kind they ever saw,
and awarded them the only Prize.

The first of this improved kind was lately sent to Christopher Turner, Esq., Stoke
Rochford, Grantham. His Gardener, Mr. I. Dell, wrote us the following Letter,
tjnsolicited :

—

*• Messrs. W. S. Eoultok & Co
"Gentlemen,—I consider them the only Plant Preservers worthy of that name.

Every one who has seen them is of the same opinion. I hope to have some more of them
shortly. "Believe me, yours truly, Isaac Dell."

They are made in the following sizes. One pair of ends is sufficient lor any number of
lengths, if set in a continuous row. In ordering state the number of ends required.
Carriage Paid to any Station within 200 miles of Norwich,

£16 feet long by 2 feet wide
12 feet long by 2 feet wide
6 feet long by 3 feet wide
12 feet long by 3 feet wide
6 feet long by 4 feet wide
12 feet long by 4 feet wide
12 feet long by 6 feet wide
Two-thirds allowed for Packing Materials wiien returned free to our Works.We cannot be held responsible for damage in transit ; every care being taken in packing,

Ends per
pair extra.

5^. od.

Ss. od.

ys. od.

ys. od.

Ss. 6d.

Ss. 6d.

i2S. od.

breakages are seldom heard of

MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES.
All sizes (glazed wltli 21-ounce) ready for immediate delivery.

Height at back, 24 ins. ; at front 13 n.

Painted three coats. Every pane of glass i-. ;

ing rod and handle. Purchasers are strongly r

., 2 ins. thick. All made of very best red deal,

i
; 1 Ml iCach light is provided with an iron strcngthen-

icndi-d to bnve 2i-oz. glass, this being so much better than 16-0E,

All 6 (eet Wide.
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rONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L" SADDLE

BOILER
QIR J.

PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES
^ for the MILLION are Simple,

Cheap, and Portable.

These Koilera possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,
with the following improvements, viz., ihe water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setlinf; is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at iln-

same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, oeinff m.i'le

of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made o( the follow-
ing siies :

—

Illustrated Price Lists free.

-MAN ANn MORTON, 14, Tichborne Street, Regent
1. \V., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

Gold Medal Boiler" (Birmingham, 1872).

^^
H OT-WATER APPARATUS

erected complete, or the Materials supplied for HEATING

Improved Conical.

Sizes,
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w H. LASCELLES, Horticultural Builder,
Finsbury Steam Joinery Works, 121, Eunhill Row, London.

Estimates Riven on application for GREENHOUSES and CON-
SERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any Design.

GARDEN LIGHTS and BOXES. Each.—j. d.

Sfeet by 4 feet Lights, 2 inches thick, unglazed 36
J, ,, glazed, 16-OZ. good sheet glass . . ..70

6 feet „ 11 z inches thick, unglazed 5 "

,,
glazed, 160Z. good sheet glass ..12 6

Portable Box containing one 6 feet by 4 feet Light, painted four

coats, ready for use 30 o
Portable Box containing two ditto, 6 feet by 8 feet 55 o

GOLD MEDAL BOILER.
JlTITLE RECrSTEREDi'__

J;J ON LINE. A.B.

THE BEST, MOST POWERFUL, and ECONO-
MICAL ROILER e-xtant.

Prices and Drawings to be had of all Hot-water and Horticultural

Engineers^

GEORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,
For WARMING and VENTILATING,

Prices :

—

Coal Calorigen, £6 6s. 1 Gas Calorigen, £3 3s.

Height, 36 ins ; diameter, 21 do. | Height, a8 ins. ; diameter, 14 do.

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c., from

Decay. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, sgA, King William Street, London, E,C.

A—the interior of the Room; E—exterior of the Building; C—-wall;

D—the Calorigen; E—a Cylinder; F—pipes communicating to

supply air for combustion, and carry oflf product; G—pipe for

passage of Cold Air to Calorigen ; H—outlet for ditto after being

made warm ; I—gas burner ; J—door.

The only Gas Stove which retains the whole of the Heat given ofl

by the Gas without vitiating the atmosphere.

It will be found very valuable in the Nursery or Sick Room, Damp
Buildings, Shops, Conservatories, Offices, &c. Exhibited in the

Exhibition of 1871 (Department of ScienUfic Inventions). May be

iaspectedat the Sole Manufacturers,

J. F. EARWIG AND CO,,

36, Queen Street, Cheapside, London, E.C.

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

COTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
cow FITTINGS.

Their advant.i(;cs are— Portability, not fixtures, removable at

pleasure ; no Woudwork or Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin ; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width
and depth oi Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-goring. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to

infection, being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 63s. 6d.

Prospectuses iree ol COTTAM AND CO., Ironworks, 2, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon, Oxford Street, London, W.), where the

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent,

PATENT SELF-CLEANING CORN SCREEN.—
Seven thousand in use. This celebrated Implement was the

invention of the late T, C, Bridgman, Esq., of Bury St. Edmunds
(hitherto known as Boby's Screen), but the Patent having recently

expired, the Manufacturer, JOblAH LE BQTT (who for many years

held a share of this Patent, and superintended the Manufacture of
these Machines at R. Boby's
works), now gives the public
the benefit of the expiration
by reducing the price about
25 per cent,, guaranteeing
at the same time thorough
efficiency and accuracy of
gauge. Screen No. i, for a
youth to screen go bush.

rier hour, £7 15s. delivered
usual price, £g 10s.); if

with stone separator, 251.

extra ; if with blower,
extra £-^. Screen No. 2 will

screen 60 bush, per hour,
price ;i6 55. , delivered (usual
price, £7 7^-)-

Full descriptive Catalogues on application to the Manufacturer (note

the address), JOSIAH LE BUTT, Champion Haymaker Works,
Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, Manufacturer of Improved MALT
PLOUGHS, and the EVERLASTING MALT SCREEN.
Note.—The FIRST PRIXE of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England was awarded to Boby's Screens at the Cardiff Trials this year.

For Barley and Wheat these Machines are invaluable, and make a splen-

did sample. " No good with the light," and "no light with the good."

THE FRENCH SYSTEM of WIRING GARDEN
WALLS and ERECTING TRELLISES for TRAINING

FRUIT TREES.

1 HE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
materials of great durability. The plainer sorts are especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR
DENS, as they harbour no c^" ^ "^^
Slugs or Insects, take up little \^4 /
room, and, once put down, -^

•* '—

p

incur no further labour or ex '^
-

^
—

^

^
pense, as do "grown" Edg w
ings, consequently being much j^^.
cheaper. r 1

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c, in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, S.E. ; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S.VV. ; Kingsland Road.E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANT

COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

Iron and Wire Trellis for Pear Growing, with Cordon Edging.

Circulars with prices on application to

Messrs. I. B. BROWN AND CO.,
Offices—90, Cannon Street, City, London, E.C.

c- rden Wall Wiring

Great International Exhibition of Fruit.
The ATTENTION of GRAPE EXHIBITORS is RESPECT-

FULLY CALLED to

CHAPMAN'S NEW " BLACKMORE PARK

"

PARALLEL TRAY GRAPE EXHIBITION and TRANS-
MISSION CASE. The Trays are so contrived that several different

kinds of Grapes may be forwarded in the same Case, ready to place

on Show Taole ; and when not required for Exhibitionpurposcs, a
considerable number of bunches may be transmitted in them any
distance, without fear of injuring the bloom, even if turned upside
down, no packing material being required.

Also the "ENVILLE" EXHIBITION FRUIT CASE, for con-

veying several kinds of Fruit in the same package, including two
Show Grape Trays. Reference kindly permitted to Mr. E. Bennett,
The Gardens, Hatfield. Early orders are requested.

For Price Lists, &c., address W. F. CHAPMAN, Patentee, Bristol

Road, Gloucester.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from y. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls ol Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of
great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds,
Roofing Flics in great variety, Slates, Cements, &c.
F. AND G. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants.—See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.
Fine MSj Coarse i7s.perTon. In Truck Loads is. per Ton less,

Delivery by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway or
Wharf, 2s. per 1 on extrp. Samples of Sand free by post.
FLINTS and BRICK BURKS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT

PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities
F. AND G. ROSHEK.—Addresses see above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharveg,
A liberal discount to the Trade.

:LREEN'S PATENT '"SILENS MESSORS" or
NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-G

LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

The WINNER ol EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES of
COMPETITION.

N.B. Parties having Lawn Mowers to Repair will do well to send
them either to our Leeds or London Establishments, when they will

have prompt attention, as an efficient stafi of workmen are kept at
both places.

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS.
DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and

GRAVEL PATHS,
Suitable for Hand or Horse-power.

Illustrated Prlce'Lists free on application.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithfield Ironworks, Leeds;
54 and 55, Blacklriars Road, London, S.E.

PATENT VERMIN ASPHYXIATOR.

DISINFECTOR, VAPORISER, and UNIVERSAL FUMI-
GATOR, for Destroying Rats and all Vermin in holes. For making
Rabbits desert their Burrows and lie out. For Preserving Meat and
Game in the larder (or when packed) from tendency to putrefaction.

For Fumigating Vines and Greenhouse Plants, and destroying noxious
Insects and Parasites. For Disinfecting Hospitals, Vessels, Rooms,
Bedding, Clothes, &c. For Deodorising Drains, Sinks, &c. For
Vaporising Chemical Compounds; and for preventing Loss of Lifa

from Foul Air in Wells, Vats, Tanks. &c. Price £2 55.

Manufacturers : JOHN WATTS and CO., 6, Broad Weir, Bristol.

London Agents (where the Machine may be seen and explained)

:

Mr. PURDEY, Gun Manufacturer, 314;^. Oxford Street, W.
Mr. SCHOLL, Engineer, 41, Berwick Street. Soho. W.

Descriptive Circular, with Price List and full instructions, post free.

RHOLLIDAY, Practical V^ireworker,
• 2A, Portobello Terrace. Netting Hill Gate, London. W., begs

to call the attention of all Gardeners who are about to nave their

Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring Walls, as being superior

to all others for neatness, strength, and durability.

Fur neatness.—Because all the Wires are kept perfectly tight, with-

out the use of the Raidisseur.

For Strength,-Because very much stronger Wire can be used,
therefore not liable to be drawn out of the horizontal line by the

branches of trees.

For Durability,—Because being able to use the strong Wire, it is

not so likely to be eaten through with the galvanism as the thin Wire,
as used in the French system.
The above Engraving is an example of our system of Wiring Garden

Walls. We have recently completed the Wirmg of the New Garden
Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield House. The Walls are
12 feet high and 7^3 yards long, wired on both sides; making a total

length of 1506 yards,—our system being chosen in preference to any
other.

Illustrated Catalogues of Garden and Conser\'atory Wircwork,
Rabbit Proof Hurdle I-'cncing, &&, may be had on application as

' above.

G

Red
Spider.

I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many ot the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew. Thrips,
Green Fly. and other Blight, in

solutions of from 1 to a ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived msny
preparations intended to super*

sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in

boxes, IS., 3J., and los. 6d.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

Magni- CANDLE COMPANY
ficd. (Limited),

Battersea, London. S.W.

Wheat Sowing.

DOWN'S FARMER'S FRIEND, for Preventing the

Smut in Wheat, and the Ravages of the Slug, Grub, and Wire-

worm. A <)d. packet is sutficient for Six Bushels of Seed Wheat,
which can be dressed and fit to sow in a quarter of an hour.

Testimonials from the largest Wheat Growers in the Kingdom,
hearing testimony to its great power and cllicacy, may be had ot

Agents, who are appointed for everj' district.

Full directions for use are epven with each packet
Prepared at the Manufactory, Woburn, Beds.

Caution,—To guard against fraudulent imitation, and consequent
disappointment, see that the signature of HENRY DOWN is on
the label.

Agents in every Town throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland,
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Evening Lectxires to Working Men.

ROYAL SCHOOL of MINES. Jermvn Street.—
The FIRST COURSE of this SESSION, consisting of SIX

LECTURES, by Mr. WARINOTON W. SMYTH, MA., F.RS.,
on MINERALOGY, will be COMMENCED on MONDAY,
November ir.at S o'clock, and continued on each succeeding Monday
evening. Tickets can be obtained by Working Men only on Monday
evening, November 4, from 7 to to o'clock, upon payment of 6a,
Only one Ticket can be issued to each applicant, who is requested to
bring his name, address, and occupation, written on a piece of paper,
for which the ticket will be exchanged.

TRENHAM REEKS, Registrar.

MONEY, witliout unnecessary expense, and at
moderate interest, can be obtained at a short notice, by apply-

ing (personally preferred) to H, W. HAMMOND, Secretary. Eastern
Counties Monetary Advance and Discount Bank (Private), 3, Kingsland
Road, London, City end. Advances made to persons resident in any
part of the United Kingdom, for long or short periods, upon Personal
Security; Plant, Furniture, and Stock, without removal or sureties,
Life Policies, &c Office hours Ten till Six. Business conducted in a
bona fide and private manner. Established 1840,

T
Now Ready, price los. (sd., with 17 Plates,

HE CLEMATIS as a GARDEN FLOWER.
Thomas Moore and GEORCt: J.\ck,man.

See Advertisements of July 20 and August 24.

London: JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.

By

Now ready, price u., free by post lor 13 stamps, with 9 Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer,
HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Rov?, E.C. ; through all

BookseDers, and of
BENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thames.

Second Edition ot

SCOTT'S ORCHARDIST, Enlarged Threefold, is

now being published in Five or Si.x Numbers (96 pages each), at
ij. per Number. Subscribers' names are Solicited, to all such the
work will be sent post-paid. No. i is ready. No. 2 will be so in a
week. Parties taking No. i will be considered liable to take the
whole. The work will contain a Descriptive, Supplemental, and
Synonymical List of nearly all known Hardy Fruits, amounting to
many thousands.

J. SCOTT, the Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset. Post-Office Order
at Completion on Crewkerne, Somerset.

This day is published, price is., post free,

THE CULTIVATION and FERTILISATION of
the SOIL. By the EaH of DuNxMOBE.

" Able and comprehensive on subjects of vital importance both
to agriculture and to tne prosperity of our whole population."

—

Times.
\VM. BLACKWOOD and SONS, Edinburgh and London.

Notice to Book Buyers.—Cheap Books.

A IRVINE'S NEW LIST of MISCELLANEOUS
• WORKS, including mai^ Botanical and Greek and Latin

Works, post free on application.

sU, Upper Manor Street, Chelsea, London, S.W.

Notice.

{By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.

)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, without extra charge
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, 59, Fleet Street, E, C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents :

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved specially for

this Journal).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING eencrally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-
out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a

great variety of subjects.

Subscription in advance, £1 per annum.
Single Copies, 40'. ; Stamped, 5^.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL.

London .. Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.C. ;

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C. ; Messrs. Gordon &
Gotch, 121, Holbom Hill, E.C.

, Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

James & Henry Grace, Royal insurance
Buildings.

Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies ol each Journal are filed at the above Offices
for the use of Advertisers.

Birmingham

.

Liverpool ,

Bristol

Edinburgh .

Glasgow

WANTED, a thorough practical Man, to take the
entire ch.nrge of LANDSCAPE GARDENING for a large

Nursery. Must be competent in fjetting up Plants, giving Estimates
for (.roundwork and Planting, &c.—Apply, by letter only, stating
particulars of experience, salary expected, &c, to N. H., Gardeners'
LhraHute Oflice, W.C.

CTRAND UNION. -WANTED, at the Strand
>^J Union Workhouse, Tanner's End, Edmonton, an unmarriedMAN, not exceeding 45 years ol age, who is competent to Superintend
the Cultivation of the Land and the Labour of the Inmates. Forms
ol application and particulars of duties may be obtained at the Oflice
of the Guardians, 6, Bow Street, Covcnt Garden, \V. C. 1 hose Candi-
dates deemed most eligible will receive notice to attend. IJy Order
October 25, 1872. JOHN JEFFREY. Clerk.

Gardener and Wife,
WANTED, a good WORKING GARDENER, who

thorouj^hly understands the profession, single-handed, with
occasional assistance. Wife a good Plain Cook. 15oth about 30 years
of age, and no children, as they will live and board in the house.

V ^^"^^f jfi* P'^r week. Unexceptionable references as to character and
ability required.—Apply by letter to A. B., Messrs. J. C. Stevens,
38, KinK Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

w Nursery Salesman, &c.
ANTED, for an cxifiisive Nursery in Scotland, as
^SALESMAN, CORRESl'uNDENT, and occasional TRA-

ho thoroughly understands hiscompetent I'erson,
business in all departments.—Apply by letter, sTati'ng salary required^&c^ALESMAN, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANTED, by Messrs. Bark & Sudgen, a
thorouRhty efficient SEEDSMAN, competent to lake a leading

part in the general Management of the business.—Application, by
letter, stating salary and experience, addressed B. S., 12, Kine Street.
Covent Garden, W.C.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT for the Seed Depart-
ment. A good and quick Writer preferred. Also an

APPREl\TICE.-DOWNIE, laird, and IaING, Nurseries.
Forest Hill, S.E.

WANTED, as ASSISTANT SHOPMAN, a young
Man, with a good knowledge of Seeds.—E. COOLING, Seed

Merchant, Derby.

WANT PLACES—Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38 ; is a successful Culti-
vator of all kinds of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables. Wifr

good Laundress if required. Good character. —GARDENER,
59, Pembroke Road, Kilburn Park, London, N.W.

GARDENER (Head). —Middle-aged, from the south
of England ; is a thoroughly well-known practical Gardener in

all branches. Can be well recommended. No single-handed placs.—A. B., Mr- Hamer, Grocer. Welshpool, Wales,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 27, no incumbrance;
thoroughly practical in all branches. Good Plantsman and

General Gardener. Ten years' highest reference.—A., George Place,
Stamford Hill, N.

. b ,

GARDENER (Head). —Married; has a thorough
practical knowledge of Gardening in all its branches. Eight

years in last situation. First-class testimonials. Left on account of
the estate being sold.—J, DUNCAN, Roundhay Park, Leeds.

GARDENER (Head), middle-aged, single
;

thoroughly understands forcing in every branch, Orchard-
houses, Kitchen and Flower Gardening ; also Stove and Conservatory.
Good reference.—HORTUS, A. Edwards, North Road, Highgate. N.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or Gentleman
requiting the services of a really competent Man.-Age 32,

married ; has had n? years' experience in Gardening, Three years and
nine months' good character for ability and industry. First-class
testimonia ls.—Gardens, Down Place, Guildford, Surrey.

GIARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentle-
^ man requiring the ser\-ices of a trustworthy married Man.

—

Superior knowledge of Gardening in all its departments; thoroughly
acauamtcd with the Rearing of Trees and Plants. References can be
had from several Gentlemen.—W,, Mr. D. McKay, 25, Union Street,
Inverness,

GARDENER (Head), to any Gentleman requiring
the services of a first-class Gardener.-Married, two children;

is a thorough practical working Man, and understands Gardening in
all its branches. Has had great experience in Laying-out and Plant-
ing New Gardens and Pleasure Grounds. Good character.—G. M.,
Kingwood Farm, near Henley-on-Thames, Oxon.

GARDENER.—A Gentleman wishes to recommend
his Gardener to any one in want of a thoroughly experienced

Man, where three or more are kept. Six years' good character —
H. KINGSTONE, Abingdon, Berks.

GARDENER.—A Gentleman, who is breaking up
his establishment, seeks a place for his Gardener, who has

lived with him 13 years, and can highly recommend him.— f. D.,
Milton Ernest Hall, Bedford.

J »

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's family.—
Age 18. Two and a half years' good character.—A. B.,

Harpenden, St. Albans, Herts,

FOREMAN.—Well up in Early Forcing, also in the
Cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c. Wife a good

Cook or Dairywoman.—O. J., the Gardens, Astle Park, Congleton,
Cheshire.

JOURNEYMAN.—Two and a half years in Houses.
Good references.-Y. Z , Post Office. Ryde. Isle of Wight.

To Head Gardeners.
JOURNEYMAN.—Age 21. Can give good references.

—A. H,, the Gardens, Calveiey Hall. Tarporley, Cheshire.

JOURNEYMAN.— Mr. Moffat, the Gardens,
Hindlip Hall, Worcester, seeks a Journeyman's situation, in a

first-class Garden, for a strong, active, experienced, superior young
Man.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
FARM STEWARD, BAILIFF, or GENERAL

SUPERINTENDENT.—Age 40, married, no incumbrance;
has a thorough practical knowledge 01 Farming in all its branches,
also all kinds of Stock and Farm Produce, \V00d5, Draining, Farm
Buildings and Repairs, the Measurement of Land, Timber, Book-
keeping, &c,, and a knowledge of General Gardening, References
and testimonials will bear strictest investigation.—Address, with
nature of situation and wages offered, to A, B. C, s8. Mount Pleasant
Road, Highfield, Sheffield.

MANAGER or TRAVELLER.—Mr. S. Barratt
begs to inform the Trade generally that his present engage-

ment with Mr. William Bull is about to terminate, and offers his
services to any respectable Firm in the above capacity. Referei;ccs
unexceptionable.—66, Park Walk, Fulham Road, S,W.

D INNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.
The best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Heartburn, Headache,

Gout, and Indigestion ; and the best mild Aperient for delicate consti-
tutions, especially adapted for Ladies, Children and Infants.
DINNEFORD and CO., 172, New Bond Street, London, W. ;

and of all Chemists throyghout the World.

DISORDERS of the LUNGS are most dangerous in
Cold, Damp, Foggy Weather.

SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR
ii admirably adaiJted to ease the Breathing, loosen the Phlegm, abate
Fever, allay the tickling which occasions the Cough, without tighten-
ing the chest ; while in Chronic Disorders, as periodical Coughs, or
inveterate Asthma, it is equally valuable in its effects, though, of
course, longer perseverance in tnc use of the medicine is required-
Sold by all Chemists.

"E C E L S 1

T. WATTS AND SON

By Royal Letters Patent.
'M'EW BOILER, the EXCELLENTIA,
-^ ~ The most complete, most compact, most powerful, most perfect,
and most economical Boiler ever invented.

For particulars, apply to

J. G, SMEATON and CO.,
Horticultural Builders, Hot-Waterand Steam-Heating Apparatus

Manufacturers,
Harwood Road, Walham Green, London, S.W.

JAMES BOYD and SONS, Horticultural
BuiLDEKS and Heating Engineers, Paislev, N.B

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES. VINERIES, FORC-
ING HOUSES, PITS, and every description of Horticultural Building,
manufactured in Wood or Iron by Steam-power Machinery, and erected
in any part of the United Kingdom. Manufacturers of Hot-water
Apparatus for Heating Churches, Mansions, Warehouses, &c.

Plans and Estimates on applicatic

GREENHOUSES, FORCING-HOUSES,
VINERIES, and ORCHARD-HOUSES made of the best

yellow deal, glazed with 15.OZ, sheet glass, painted four times ; 20 feet
by 12 feet, £^0 ; 30 feet by 12 feet. i;6o ; 40 feet by 15 feet, £S$

; 50 feet
by 18 feet. £110 ; 100 feet by 20 feet, ^230. The above prices include
Brickwork, Staging, Delivery, and Fixing within 50 miles of London.
Plans and Estimates sent on receipt of size required to

R, STEVENS, Horticultural Builder, Simpson's Road, Bromley,

KUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and Packing. Second sized Arch-

angel, loos. ; Petersburg, 605 and 80s. ; superior close Mat, 455., 50*.,
and 551.; packing Mats, 30s. and 355. per 100; and every other
description of Mats at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse.
4 and s. Wormwood Street, E.C.

M Russia Mat Merchants.
ARENDAZ AND FISHER, 9, James Street, Covent
Garden, W.C, Importers of ARCHANGEL and ST. PETERS-

I'H,'^*', '^''^'^^I
RAFIA FIBRE, &c. ; Dealers in GARDENNEf riNG, LABELS, TIFFANY, TARRED TWINES, &c.

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.—
ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and

most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.
JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

£1 T. ARCHER'S "FRIG I D O M O."
* • —Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is apolied,

PROTECTION AGAINST COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard.
*' FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS.

Two yards wide u. jod. per yard.
Three yards wide 3s. 2if. per yard.
Four yards wide 3s. lotf. per yard.

SCRIM Canvas, 72 inches wide, 70 yards Iong,6?id. toS^d. per yard,
HESSIAN canvas do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, 7firf. and
9?irf. per yard.
ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of" Frigi Domo," 3, Cannon

Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.
Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

UPARKLING DINNER ALE.
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THE GREAT PALM HOUSE AT BERLIN.

ORMSON'S
IMPEOVED

WROUGHMRON CONVOLUTED BOILER

HAS BEEN SELECTED, IN PREFERENCE TO ALL OTHERS, TO HEAT OVER FOUR MILES

OF HOT-WATER PIPE IN THE ABOVE GREAT STRUCTURE.

FURTHER ORDER FOR BERLIN !

FOR ORMSON'S PATENT CONVOLUTED BOILER,

To Heat 11,000 feet of 4-inch Piping.

H. ORMSON, having extensive Orders on hand for his Patent Convoluted Boilers, begs that those

who may intend to use them will kindly give early notice.

Hot-water Apparatus of the most approved construction, and of the very best materials and work-

manship, fixed to any extent, in any part of the United Kingdom, or abroad.

Gentlemen advised as to the best method of arranging Structural Gardens on thoroughly practical

and scientific principles. Surveys made and Designs prepared.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED FOR

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,
Combining Strength and Durability. Iron and Wood Conservatories of the most Chaste and

Elaborate Design, Vineries, Pineries, Peach Houses, Forcing Houses, Glass Cases for Wall Trees,

Pits, &c., designed and built, combining all the latest improvements, so as to answer their intended

purposes without risk of disappointment.

Plans, Specifications, and Estimates on application.

HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS Of

HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Print^ri''h5w,T,",".',S*'i!';™f5°"'''
>» J-lfe'Scd to "Thi! Editor :" Advcrtisemsnts and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the OBioe, 41, Wellineton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C w„,,.m

Kiru.Sn? ,!^.); !^i ?,*"?.',•?,' the office ol Messrs. Bradbury, Evans. & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the said William
KICHARDS, at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.-SATUROAV, November 3, 187a.

Agents lor Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh ; for Ireland—Messrs. W. H. SMITH & Son, Dublin.
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RODERICK NICOLSON, Advertising Agent
and GENER.U. Commission Agent, i, Racquet Court, Fleet

Street, E.C.

MR. JAMES ERASER, Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Essex ; late of the firm of J. & J. Fraser. Lea Bridge Road.

LAND DRAINAGE. Planned and Executed, by
Contract or on Commission, and the Cost obtained on Loan if

required, by THOS. C SCOTT, Land Agent and Surveyor, ig, King's
Arms Yard, Moorgate Street. E.C.

JC. STEVENS' Horticultural, Scientific, and
Natural History Sale Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent

Garden. London, W.C. Established 1760. SALES by AUCTION
nearly EVERY DAY. Catalogues on application.E X C E L S I

T. WATTS and son.

R. "

RAYNBIRD. CALDECOTT. BAWTREE.
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn. Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, 26, Seed Market, Mark Lane. E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
for Wheat: 1862, for" Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

r OMARIA GIBBA CRISPA.—Nice Plants, is. each;
l_J post free, is. 2d.

EDWARD SANG and SONS. Nurserymen, Kirkcaldy, N.B.

Engllsb Saved Seed, just Harvested.
PRIMULA JAPONICA, zs. 6d. per packet.
. PRIMULA INVOLUCRATAjvar. abyssiniensis.zs. 6d. do.
BARR and SUGDEN, 12, Kmg Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Primula.
PONSFORD AND SON'S unsurpassed strain of

PRIMULA may be had direct from the Nurseries, or from the
following Firms, in Sealed Packets, at 2S. td. and 5s. :—Messrs,
Hurst & Son, 7, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C; Mr. R. Cooper,
152, Fleet Street, EC- ; Mr. Benar^', Erfurt, Germany.

Select Geraniums, &c., Cheap.WPOTTEN begs to ofter the above from his
• unequalled Collection. See his Advertisement in the

Cardnun' Chnmiclc, October 5
The Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

IB?-? IT^F.SCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of Selected
10 (^.

I
JL/ ROSES, by JOHN CRANSTON. Copies can now

be had, free by post, on application.

The Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

New Rose Catalogue.
CHARLES TURNER'S Descriptive LIST of all the

leading kinds is now ready. The Trees arc very fine this season,

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

s
To the Trade.

TANDARD and DWARF ROSES, in large quan-
tities. Trade price on application,

v. ROUDEVIN. Rose Nurseries, Creil, Oise, France.

Paul & Son's Rose Catalogue.

PAUL AND SON, the "Old" Nurseries, Cheshunt,
will be glad to forward the above, post free. Carefully written

description of New French Roses and of their " Cheshunt raised"
Seedlings for NEXT SPRING.

Pelargoniums for the Million.

JAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION is

IN BLOOM from FEBRUARY until SEPTEMBER. Strong
Plants, now ready, at the following low prices for cash :— 100 choice
distinct sorts, 50J. ; 50 sorts, 301. ; 25 sorts, 201. Hamper and package
included. Crown Nurser>', Reading.

MANETTI STOCKS, suitable for working, 30i. per
1000 ; MANETTI STOOLS, strong, with 6 to 10 strong shoots,

I2J. per 100. Terms nett cash.
GODWIN 'S Rose Nursery, Angel Road, Edmonton, N._^_

rpHE largest, cheapest, and best stock of ROSES is at
X WILLIAM PAUL'S.
PAUL'S Nurseries and Seed Warehouse, Waltham Cross, Herts, N.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUE free by post.

The ROSE GARDEN. Third Edition, 7s. W. ; post free, &. ;

ROSES in POTS
,
post free, 2s.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest Stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches. Nectarines, Plums. Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

C
Pnilt Ttpps

HARLES TURNER'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE
several Novelties; also CONIFERS, HARDY TREES, SHRUBS,
&c The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

C^
RAPE VINES.—Strong and extra strong, for

^ immediate 1'kuiting and for planting—the leading varieties.

CATALOGUE and prices on application.

JAMES DICKSON & SONS. Newton Nurseries, Chester.

G^
RAPE VINES, of the best sorts, from 6 to 8 feet,

well ripened, from Eyes this year :—Black Hamburgh, Mill
Hill Hamburgh, Muscats, Lady Downe's, Alicante, Gros Colman.

W. DAVIS, Market Gardens, Friern Barnet, near London.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holborn, London .

F"~^R~^ITTY AND SON'S CHEAP NURSERY
ADVERTISEMENT, see Gardeners,' Chronicle, page 1447,

November 2.
;

LARCH, extra strong, twice and thrice transplanted,

3 to 4 feet, 45J. per 1000 ; 4 to 5 feet, gos. per 1000 ; 5 to 6 feet,

60J. per 1000.

]NO. JEFFERIES and SONS, Royal Nurseries. Cirencester.

VINES, VINES, VINES.—Strong well-ripened
CANES of all the leading varieties, for Fruiting in pots and

planting. The Trade supplied.
Priced LIST of sorts on application to JOHN KELLETT,

Wellington Nursery, Heaton Chapel, near Stockport.

Vines and Pines.

BS. WILLIAMS can supply first-class well-ripened
• CANES of all the leading VINES, and fine healthy PINES of

the best kinds.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London. N.

Charlotte Rothschild Pines.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Seedsmen,
32, Hanover Street, Edinburgh, can supply a quantity of the

above fine variety, in 32-sized pots, fmc healthy plants, warranted
perfectly clean and true to name; also a few BLACK JAMAICAS
and QUEENS. Price on application.

STRONG Standard APPLES, PEARS, and WAL-
NUTS ; Standard and Dwarf-trained PEACHES and NECTAR-

INES ; a good collection of Evergreen and Deciduous flowering
SHRUBS; FOREST TREES, from 2 to 10 ft. Prices on application to

CHARLES BURGESS, The Nurseries, London Road, Cheltenham

FRUIT TREES.—One hundred thousand healthy,
free-grown Standard and Pyramid CHERRIES, APPLES,

PEARS, and PLUMS, from 75J. per 100; also a large stock of
GOOSEBERRIES, from lOJ. per 100 ; CURRANTS, from 65. per 100.

T. EVES, Gravesend Nurseries.

R HUBARB, Victoria and Albert, i6j. per 100,
including cask and packing.

T. EVES, Gravesend Nurseries.wEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other PRIZE
COB NUTS and FILBERTS. LISTS of these varieties from

Mr. WEBB, Calcol, Reading.

DAHLIA POT ROOTS.—Fine strong plants of the
new and leading varieties at present in cultivation. Twelve

sorts, 31. ; too, in 50 sorts, 205. Also ZONAL GERANIUMS. 12 of
best sorts, 2i. 6J. ; 100, in 50 sorts, 185., all in 3J4 and 4-incll pots.
CATALOGUES free on application.

JAMES GERRARD, Mile End Nursery, Aberdeen, N.B.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, ac.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO., late Betham &
• BLACKITH, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

Street, London. S.E.—Forwarders to all parts of the World.

CCHARLES VERDIER FiLs, Nurseryman, 12, Rue
y Dumfril, Paris, begs to announce that his CATALOGUES of

ROSES, NEW ROSES, GLADIOLI, P.tONIES. &c, is now
ready, and may be had. on application, either from him, or of his
London Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 5, Haip
Lane, Great Tower Street, E.C.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS, Florist
Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants ol all

the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on applioation.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot. Read ing.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &c.

WM. CUTRUSH AND SON'S CATALOGUE
of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other

DUTCH BULBS, is now ready, and can be had, post-free, on
application. Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

To the Trade.
BULBS, comprising LILIUM, NARCISSUS,

GLADIOLI, IRIS, ALSTRCEMERIA, CYCLAMEN, DOG'S-
TOOTH VIOLETS, JONt^UILS, OXALIS, SCILLAS, and
numerous other Bulbs. LIST on application.

STEPHEN BROWN, Weston-super-Mare.

FOR SALE, handsome plant of CAMELLIA
IMBRICATA, 10 feet high and 6 feet through, well set with

bloom. J. OVER, Mitchara Common, Surrey.

JOHANNES :baCHER, Florist and Market
Gardener, Pankow, near Berhn, being desirous to PURCHASE

NOVELTIES, invites the Trade to furnish him with Particulars of
the same.

—

Pankow, Oct. 31.

Planting Season.

THE PRICED LIST of NURSERY STOCK,
FOREST TREES, SHRUBS, HERBACEOUS PLANTS,

and ALPINES, of WM. URQUHART AND SONS, Dundee, may
now be had on application.

Spanish Chestnuts and Hazel, 1-yr.

M, MAULE AND SONS offer to the Trade a largew
urseries, Bristol.

WANTED, two dozen BLACK CIRCASSIAN
CHERRY, and one dozen BLACK EAGLE, 6 feet stems.

Suote price, &c., to Mr, JOHN SHEPHARD, Market Gardener,
ome Farm, Hayes, Middlesex.

WANTED, strong transplanted APPLE STOCKS,
not less than half an inch in diameter, and free from blight.

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

SPECIMEN PLANTS WANTED.—Persons having
large Specimens of the finer kinds of Conser\'atory Plants for

DISPOSAL, will oblige by sending particulars to the Pine-apple
Nursery Company. JOHN EESTER, Manager.

32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W.

To the Trade.
DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING'S Special LIST

of NEW and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS just harvested, is

now ready, and will be forwarded post free.

Stanstead Park and Rutland Park, London, S.E., and Edinburgh.

Limes, Limes.
PONSFORD AND SON can supply handsome speci-

men LIMES for Parks, Avenues, &c., in height from ro to

15 feet, straight stems.
Loughborough Park Nurseries, Brixton, Surrey.

Mulberries, Mulberries.

SAM. DYER offers to the Trade a fine, clean, healthy,
well-rooted Stock of the above. Price per dozen or 100 on

application.
The Old Established Nursenes, North Street, Bridgwater.

Mulberries, Mulberries.
PONSFORD AND SON can supply the above in

large or small quantities and sizes, some extra Specimen
Trees. Prices on application.

Loughborough Park Nurseries , Brixton, Surrey.

OUIS DE SMET, NuRSElTv^lAN, Faubourg de
Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium, begs to offer SPIR.-EA (HOTEIA)

JAPONICA, extra strong clumps, at 20J. per 100; very fine strong
ditto, at 16s, per 100; also the beiutiful NEW ECHEVERIA
XAPHOPHYLLA, strong plants, at 85. each.

rpHE COLCHIC LAUREL.—Hardiest, freest-

i growing, and brightest of all Laurels. All sizes from 1 to 4 feet,

many thousands disposable.
RODGER, MCCLELLAND and CO., Newr>\

PLANT CHESTNUTS, and rival the glorious
Avenues of Bushey Park. Fine transplanted Trees, 5 to 6 feet,

i5S.
per 1000, or 7i. td. per 100. Stout OAK, 3 to 4 feet, 25J. per 1000.

larriage free to London. Price LIST of other TREES, &c, on
application to A C. WILKTN. Tiptree, Kelvedon, Essex.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, transplanted Seedling,
1% to 2% feet, fine pl.ints. i^s per 100 ; 70^. per 1000.,.^,^T~ „..^,^„

WellinLJtc "' ^ ^CHARLES BUTLER, ^ton Nurseries, Salop.

Ferns, Ferns, Ferns.—Special Offer to the Trade.
rOVER has many thousands of the above, in 48 and

• 6o-size pots, to offer cheap.

J. OVER, Mitcham Common, Surrey.

CAMELLIAS.—Healthy bushy plants, well set with
bloom buds, best varieties. Double White, &c., 1% to a feet,

42J. per dozen ; a to sM feet, 60s. per dozen.

L. WOODTHORPE having a larger and finer stock than usual, is

enabled to offer the above, Early orders solicited.

Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

GRAPES the FIRST YEAR.—The finest Canes m
the kingdom, grown and ripened without fire-heat, ready for

fruiting. LIST and prices post free.

RANSLEY TANTON, F.R.H.S., the Nurseries, Epsom.

GRAPES, GRAPES.—The secret of Grape growing
is pulverised Bone,

]t^.}^- ^'^- P" ^"'^*^''
I

Su'sT"*} ?^- P" ''"^^*^'-

Bag included.
Price per ton much less. Delivered at any Railway Station in London.
RANSLEV TANTON, Seed and Manure Warehouses, Borough

End, London Bridge, S.E.

PARIS, I
BUTTONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL

1867. I SOILS, The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS. GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading. Berks.
~^

Tlie"Best~Early Pea for Market Gardening
PURPOSES is

SUTTONS' IMPROVED EARLY CHAMPION.
A week earlier than Daniel O'Rourke, but with larger and

belter filled pods, and far more prolific Lowest price per bushel
on application to

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers. Reading.

SEAKALE ROOTS for forcing, very excellent, 8j.

per 100. Cash on delivery.

SAMUEL ALLAWAY, Earl's Court Farm, Old Brompton, London.

SEAKALE, extra strong, for forcing, 12J. 6d.,
loi. dd., and 71. 6d. per 100.

J. OVER, Mitcham Common. Surrey.

s EAKALE, ASPARAGUS and RHUBARB, EXTRA
STRONG, for FORCING. Pnce on application.

JAMES DICKSON & SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

JOHNSTONE'S ST. MARTIN'S RHUBARB,
earliest and best in Cultivation. Strong Roots, is. td. each.

Price to the Trade on application.

W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen, Dundee, N.B.

To Fruit, Potato, and Vegetable Growers.

TR. SKINNER AND SONS. COM.MISSION Sales-
• MEN, 32. James Street, W.C, and Covent Garden Market,

London- Establisned 40 years.

Seed Potato s.

HAND F. SHARPE befT to announce that their
• WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS will

be fo^^varded post free on application. It comprises the best varieties

in cultivation, and prices will be found very moderate.
Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.
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Grape Vines.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN has this season a fine

stock of these, in strong well-ripened Canes, of a.11 the leadinjj

sorts.
STRAWBERRIES, well matured plants, in 48 and 32-sizcd pots,

for forcing.
Priced Descriptive LISTS on application.

Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

GRAPE VINES, in Pots, eye struck, extra fine,

25. 6d., v., 7s. 6d., and los. 6d. each. Many thousands of

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, CLIMBERS and many rare

FERNS, PALMS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, DUTCH
BULBS, finest named HYACINTHS (50 varieties Double and Single),

at&r. per dozen. 100 choice Single TULIPS, in 20 varieties, name
and colour on each, 125. ; 100 Double do,, 10 varieties, 8s.

R. GREEN, Bedford Conservatories, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

Vines, Vines, Vines.
DUTCH FLOWERING RUUTS, SPRING FLOWERS, &c.

EXTRA strong Fruiting and Planting CANES of
Black Hamburgh, Black Alicante, Muscat of Alexandria, Lady

Downe's, &c.,40s. to 801. per dozen, 3s. 6d. to 71. 6d. each, package
included. The Canes are very short jointed, well ripened, and have
fine plump buds, and are in all respects equal to those usually sold at

from SI. to 15J. each.
For DUTCH ROOTS, WINTER FLOWERS, SPRING

FLOWERING PLANTS, &c., apply for Descriptive LISTS, free on
application. For Spring Flower Gardens we offer 300 Plants in 12 sorts,

and 300 Bulbs (600 in all), comprising Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, &c.,
for 2is , half, lis, ; 12 E.vhibiiion Hyacinths, 4s. 6d. and 71. 6d.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Uldfield Nurbcry, Altrincham.

To Fnilt Growers and Fruiterers.
OVA SCOTIAN APPLE TREES, NOVA
SCOTIAN APPLES, packed carefully, and forwarded with

despatch by Royal Mail Steamers, leaving Halifax every alternate
N'

:sday.

JAMES HUTTON, JuN., the Gardens, Spring Garden Road,
lalifax, Nova Scotia, British North America.

Brockworth Park Pear.

JC. WHEELER and SON can supply TREES of
• this extra fnie I'EAR at the following prices :

—

Dwarl-lrained for walls, 7s. 6d. each.
Pyramids, 5J. each.
Fine Maiden Plants, 2S. 6d. each.

This magnificent Pear is well worthy of a wall wherever space can
be found for it.

J. C. WHEELER AND SON, Nurserymen, Gloucester; and
59, Mark Lane, London, E.C

A Magnificent New Pear.
BROCKWORTH PARK.—The Fruit of this remark-

able Pear is very large, ihc rtesh is juicy, melting, and of
exquisite flavour, it ripens the end of September or beginning of
October. The Tree is hardy, of ornamental growth, and a very free
bearer — young pyramids bearing as many as 20 fine Pears each.
The colour is yellow, richly dotted, slightly crimson next the sun.
We exhibited 11 before the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society, on September 21, 1870, and were awarded a First-Class
Certificate of Merit. It somewhat resembles the Louise Bonne of
lersey, but is larger. This handsome Pear well deserves a wall.
The original Tree at Brockworth Park is trained against the house,
the aspect being east. Dwarf-trained Trees are 71. 6d. each; Pyra-
mids, 5s. ; Maidens, 2s. 6d. We have sent Trees of this remarkably
fine Pear to the Emperor of Germany, and to a great number ot the
Nobility of the United Kingdom.
Our Descriptive CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES is now ready,

and may be had gratis and post free.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Nurserymen, Gloucester, and
59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.WHOPWOOD AND SON,

• Jersey Nurseries,
Cheltenham,

Offer:—Extra strong Standard APPLES,
Extra strong Standard PEARS,

Suitable for Orchard Planting.

ENGLISH ELM. 10 to 12 feet,
COMMON YEWS, (recently transplanted), 4 to g feet.
AUSTRIAN PINE (recently transplanted), 5 to 6 feet.

Prices on application.

BERBERIS DARWINH.—Handsomest of all Ever-
green Hedge Plants (now is a good time to plant). Fine plants,

iI4 to 2 feet high and bushy, transplanted spring 1872, los. per 100, Bos.

per 1000. Special prices for quantiiies ot 5000 and upwards. About
50,000 dsposable.

RODGER, MCCLELLAND and CO., Newry.

/CHESTNUTS, LIMES and ELMS, strong.

CHESTNUT, Horse, 8 to 10 feet, 75s. p. roo ; to to 12 feet, jios. p. 100.

LIMES, 6 to 8 feet, 00s. per 100 ; 8 to 10 feet, 120J. per 100.
ELMS, Chichester, 6 to 8 feet, 50J. per 100 ; 8 to 10 feet, 75J. per 100.
ELMS, English, 6 to 8 feet, 60s per 100; 8 to 10 feet, loos. per 100.

JNO. JEFFERIES and SONS, Royal Nurseries. Cirencester.

The Planting Season.
TRANSPLANTED SCOTCH FIR, extra fine, from

25^ to 4 feet, to be SOLD, a Bargain ; the properly of a Gentle-
man who does not require them for his own plantmg.
WILLIAM WOOD and SON, the Nurseries, Maresf^eld,

Uckfield, Sussex.

The Planting Season.
JAMES MITCHELL has the honour of stating he

possesses the most magnificent Specimen TREES and SHRUBS
in England, Gentlemen requiring superior Plants are respectfully
inviteoTto visit these Nurseries.

Pilt Down Nurseries, near Uckfield, Sussex.

Cinerarias.
MESSRS. JOHN STAN DISH and CO. are now

sending out fine Plants of their celebrated strain of CINE-
RARIAS, which are now so well known as to require no
further description.

Collection No, i. consisting of 6 of the very best of all the varieties, 30J
Collection No. 2, consisting of 12 do., do., 42s.
Collection No. 3, consislmg of 24 of the best from the general

collection, 63s.

Collection No, 4, consisting of 50 do., do., 105J.
Collection No. 5, consisting of joo do., do., £8.
Single Plants from 2s, (sd. to ys. 6d each.
A descriptive LIST of each collection will be sent post free on

application. Early orders are solicited, as the supply of the best
varieties is limited.

Roval Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Sketty Nursery Farm, Swansea.
Direct Railway Communication without Chance of Truck

TO ALL Parts.

FOREST TREES. -Immense quantities, hardy, and
wctl rooted: grown in the open fields. FRUIT TREES.ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS. Priced LISTS for-

warded post free on application.
HARDY BRITISH KERNS._A line assortment for Rockwork

and general planting, ag.T. per too, clicapcr by tlie tooo,
W.M- BARR'IN, Sketty Nursery Farm, Swansea.

R
Finest General Nursery Stock In the Trade.OBERT NEAL, Nurseryman, Wandsworth
Common, Surrey, SAV., begs to offer to C.entlcmen who intend

planting this season his large and varied stock of FRUIT, FOREST,
and ORNAMENTAL TREES, Standard and Dwarf ROSESRHODODENDRONS, CONIFER/E, SHRUBS, &c"which arenow in fine condition for removal. CATALOGUES may be had freeon application.

I„Il!fi™ f„a'";'A';'
5'" ""J'jJ = ''''' mi""'"' walk of the Clapham

J unction and Wandsworth Common Railway Stations.

Y
Transplanted EngHsU Yews and HoUles.tWb. well furnished, good rooted, averaee heieht

7 \i I \"\\ ee';^'fi?e"'
'•'"'

^ '"' 5
•"• '"•" "o""^ " > '«

HOLUES, green, fine and bushy, with fibrous roots. 4 to 5 feet,

fledrefoV ^EriiiKrl pi'-
7^" "S"-™ "= =" '"i'al'i'! !<>' forming

fiVlffi-?- »,-v,^ aK,"^'""""?'
f'iees on application toGEORl^E JA(_k.MAN AND SON, W, king Nursery, Surrey.

Royal Horticultural Society.

GREAT SHOW of FRUIT, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, &c., Nov. 6, 1872.

AWARDS OF THE JUDGES.

Class i.-6 Large-flowered CHRYSANTHEMUMS, distinct.

(Open.)

t Prize, Messrs. S. Dixon & Co,, Amhurst Nurseries, Amhurst
Road, Hackney, j^j.

2d, Mr. E. Rowe, Gr. to Mrs. Lewis, The Rookery, Roehampton, £3.
3d, Mr. E, Berry, Roehampton House, Roehampton, £f.

Class 2 —6 POMPON CHRYSANTHEMUMS, distinct. (Open.)

1st, Mr. E. Rowe, £2.
3d, Messrs. S. Dixon & Co, ,;ft loj. [£i.

3d, Mr. W. Wliittaker,Gr. to S. Williams, Esq., The Laurels, Putney,

Class 3.-24 CHRYSANTHEMUMS, large-flowered, cut blooms,
distinct. (Open.)

ist, Mr. E. Rowe, 15^.

2d, Mr. F. Woodhams, The Bower, Havering, near Romford, los.

Class 4.— 12 CHRYSANTHEMUMS, large-flowered, cut blooms,
distinct. (Amateurs.)

St, Mr. E. Rowe, lOf,

2d, Mr. J. Douglas, Gr. to F. Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, Ilford,

3d, Mr. E. Berry, 51. [7s.

Extra, Mr. ], H. Hinnell, Gr. to F. Davis, Esq., Anglesea House,

Class 5.-6 POINSETTIAS. (Open.)

3d, Mr. \V. Whittaker, ;Ci-

Cl.\ss 6.—g DECORATIVE PLANTS bearing berries or ornamental
fruits, in pots, distinct. (Open.)

ist, Mr. J. George, Gr. to Miss Nicholson, Putney Heath, £1 loj.

2d, Mr. E. Rowe, ,£1 51.

Class 7.—POTATOS, collection of. (Open.)

St, Mr. J. Bettridge, The Common Hill, Chipping Norton, Oxon, £1.
d, Mr. R. Dean^ Seedsman, &c., Ealing, 15^.
3d, Mr. P. McKmley, Woodbme House, Beckenham, Kent, lof.

Class 8.—DESSERT PEARS, 6 dishes. (Open.)

ist, Mr. A. Johnson, Gr. to the Marquis of Aylesbury, Savernake,
Marlborough, £2.

2d, Mr. G. MHes, Gr. to Lord Carington, Wycombe Abbey, Bucks,
£1 lor.

3d, Mr. E. Clark, Gr. to J. R. Hall, Esq., The Grange, Sutton, £\.

(Prices offered by Messrs, Jas. Carter & Co.)

Class 9.— Dishes of the following :~ Carter's LITTLE PIXIE
SAVOY, Carter's GARNISHING KALE, BRUSSELS
SPROUTS, and Carter's DWARF MAMMOTH CAULI-
FLOWERS. (Open.)

1st, Mr. W. G. Pragnell, Gr, to G. W. D. Digby, Esq., Sherborne
Castle, Dorset, £2 21.

MISCELLANEOUS (PLANTS, &c).—EXTRA PRIZES.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, for Collec-
tions of Orchids and Chrysanthemums, cut blooms.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Nursery, St. John's
Wood, Group of Plants.

Messrs. J. Standish & Co. , Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Group of Flower-
ing Plants.

Mr. S. Whittaker, 6 Standard Pompon Chrysanthemums.
Mr. G. Barnett, Russell Road Nursery, New Wimbledon, 6 pots Tree

Mignonette.

Class la—APPLES, dish of Cox's Orange Pippin,

ist, F. Dancer, Esq., Little Sutton, Chiswick, £1.
2d, Mr. W. Cole, 151.

j
3d, Mr. G. Ward, 101.

Class h.—APPLES, dish of Golden Pippin.

1st, Mr. K. Rutland, £1.
2d, Mr. T. Farrow, Gr. to G. Batters, Esq., Enfield, N., 155.

3d, Mr. W, Earley, Gr., Valentines, Ilford, tos.

Class 12.—APPLES, dish of Ribston Pippin.

1st, Mr. F. Rutland, ii.
2d, Mr. R. Dean, Seedsman, &c., Ealing, W., 15s.

3d, Mr. E. Clarke, los.

Class 13.—APPLES, dish of Adams' Pearmain.

ist, Mr. F. Rutland, £t.
2d, Mr. J. Drewitt, Gr. to Mrs. Cubitt, Denbies, Dorking, !«.
3d, Mr. W, Gardiner, Gr. to E. P. Shirley, Esq., Lower Ealington

Park, Stratford-on-Avon, los.

Class 14.—APPLES, dish of Golden Reinette.

ist, Mr. J. Stephenson, Gr. to F. C. Barker, Esq., Leigh Hill, Essex,;£i.
2d, Mr. F. Rutland, 15s.

I
3d, Mr. R. Webb, los.

Class 15.—APPLES, dish of Nonpareil,

lat, Mr. J. Drewitt, j^i.
|

2d, F. Dancer, Esq., 151.

3d| Mr. W. Broad brige, the Gardens, Walton House, Warwick, lof,

Class 16.—APPLES, collection of Culinary, three fruits of each,

ist, Mr. G. Thomas, Gold Medal.
2d, Mr. S. Ford, Gr. to W. E. Hubbard, Esq., Leonardslee, Horsham,

Sussex, Silver-gilt Medal.

Class 17.—APPLES, dish of Dumelow's Seedling,

ist, F. Dancer, Esq., £1. | 2d, Mr. W. Jones, 151.

3d, Mr. J. Drewitt, loy.

Class i3.—APPLES, dish of Alfriston.

ist, Mr. J. Pluck, Jersey, £1.
\
2d, Mr. C. J. Perry, The Cedars, Castle Bromwich. Birmingham, 151.

I 3d, Mr. F, Dricu, St. James's Garden, Belviderc, Jersey, los.

Class 19.—APPLES, dish of Emperor Alexander,

ist, Mr. C. J. Perry, £1. \ 2d, Mr. G. Thomas, igj.

3d, Mr. F. Drieu, loj.

Class 20.—APPLES, dish of Gloria Mundi.

ist, Mr. C. J. Perry, £1,
2d, Mr. C. Frisby, Gr, to

3d, F. Dancer, Esq., los.

INTERNATIONAL FRUIT SHOW.
Class i.—GRAPES, the most complete collection, two bunches o

each,

ist Prize, Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Nurserymen, &c., Great Berk-
hampstead, Gold Medal.

2d, Mr. A. Donaldson, Gr. to the Right Hon. Lord Chesham,
Latimers, Chesham, Bucks, Silver-gilt Medal.

Class 2.—GRAPES, basket of not less than 12 lb. of any one variety.

ist, Messrs. H. Lane & Son, /3.
2d, Mr. G. Ward, Gr. to T. N. Miller, Esq., Bishop Stortford, £2.
3d. Mr. W. Cole. Gr. to J. S. Budgett, Esq,, Ealing Park, W , £1.
Extra, Mr. A. Johnson.
Extra, C. Baldwin, Gr. to B. Drew, Esq., Streatham.
Extra, G. Morrison, Gr. to Lord Wolverton, Stanmore Park.

Class ?.—GRAPES, Muscat of Alexandria, single digh.

1st, Messrs. H. Lane & Son, £2. | 2d, Mr. W. Cole, £t 10s.
3d, Mr. F. Deuxberry, Gr. to Eari Darnley, Cobham Hall, Graveaend,

£i-

Class 4.—GRAPES, Black Hamburgh or Frankenthal, single dish,

ist, Mr. P. F. Le Sueur, Grand Vale Vineries, Jersey, £2.
2d, Mr. C. Davis, Gr. to E Rosher, Esq., 23, Upper Hamilton Ter-

race, St, John's Wood, £t loj.

3d, Mr. E. Morris, Gr. to H. T. Salmon, Esq., Northampton, £t.

Class g.—GRAPES, Black, any other variety, single dish,

ist, Mr. W. Toomer, Gr. to W. Knowlcs, Esq., RJbblesdalc, LeJgham
Court Road, Streatham, £2.

ad, Mr. G. Silcock, Gr. to Sir C. W. Shakerly, Bart., Somerford
Park, Congleton, £1 los.

3d, Mr. J. Neiglibour, Gr., Bickley Park, Bromley, Kent, £1.

Class 7.—GRAPES, White, any variety, except those indicated
above, single dish,

ist, Mr. G. Silcock, £2. j 2d, Mr. A. Donaldson, £1 loi.
3d, Mr. W. Toomer, £1.

Class 8.—APPLES, the most complete collection of Dessert, three
fruits of each.

1st, Mr. R. Webb, Calcot House, Reading. Gold Medal.
2d, Mr. Jno. Scott, Mcrriott, Somerset, Silver-gilt Medal.

Class q,—APPLES, 12 dishes of Dessert, distinct varieties.

1st, Mr. Thomas Jones, Gr. to Her Majesty the Queen, Royal Gar-
dens. Frogmore, £2.

2d, Mr W. Jones, Gr. to E. Purser, Esq., Wallington Bridge, Car-
I shalton, £1 loi.

'

3d, Mr. G. Thomas, Don Street, Jersey, £1.

2d, Mr. C. Frisby, Gr, to H. Chaplin, Esq., Sleaford, Lincoln, rgj,
" " Esq

Class 22.—APPLES, dish of Yorkshire Greening,

ist, Mr. I. Neighbour, £\. \ 2d, Mr, J. Mortimer, 15s.

3d, Mr. W. Gardiner, loj.

Class 23.—APPLES, the six heaviest Fruit of any variety.

1st, Mr. J. Pluck, ii. I
2d, Mr. W. Gardiner, IS*.

3d, Mr. G, Craddock, the Gardens, Compton Verney, Warwick, lor.

Class 24.—PEARS, collection of Dessert, three Iruits of each.

ist, Mr. G. Thomas, Gold Medal.
2d, Mr. F. Drieu, Silver-gilt Medal.

Class 25.—PEARS, dish of Conseiller i la Cour.

rst, Mr. W. H. Bannister. Gr. to G. H. Ames, Esq., Cote House,
Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol, £1.

2d, Mr. G. Thomas, 151.
I

3d| Mr. T. Jones, iw.

Class 26.—PEARS, dish of Doyenne du Cornice,

ist, Mr. F. Drieu, i;r. [ 2d, Mr. C. J. Perry, 151.

3d, Mr, J. Pluck, loJ.

Class 27.—PEARS, dish of Duchesse d'AngoulOme.

lal, Mr. P, F. Le Sueur, j£r. | 2d, Mr. G. Thomas, 15*.

3d, Mr, J, Pluck, 105.

Class 28.—PEARS, dish of Marie Louise,

ist, Mr. R. Webb, £t.
ad, Mr. A. Hankins, Ashcott House, Ashcott, near Bath, igj,

3d, Mr. G. Thomas, ioj.

Ct-ASS 29.—PEARS, dish of Glou Morceau.

ist, Mr, C. Ross, £t.
J

ad, Mr. J. Neiphbour, igr
3d, Mr. A. Moffat, the Gardens, Hindlip Hall, Worcester, loi.

Class 30,—PEARS, dish of Passe Colmar.

ist, Mr. T. Tones, £t. ) 2d, Mr. G. Miles, 151.

3d, Mr. J. Drewitt, loi.

Class gt.—PEARS, dish of Catillac.

2d,' Mr. J. Pluck, 15*.

1st, Mr. C. Tivey, Gr, to P. Gosset, Esq , Jersey, £1.
2d, Mr. I. Pluck, 15*.

3d, Mr. r. Drieu,

Class 32.—PEARS, dish of Uvedale's St. Germain.

Ist, Mr. P. F. Le Sueur, £1.
|

2d, Mr. J. Pluck. 15*.

3d, M. I. J. Jacobs, St. Jossetenhoode, Rue du Progres, ^,
Belgique, los.

Class 33.—PEARS, dish of Black Worcester,

ist, Mr. G. Thomas, £1. | 2d, Mr. W. Earley, IS'-

3d, Mr. C. Frisby, km.

Class 34.—PEARS, the 6 heaviest Fruit of any variety.

1st, Mr. G. Thomas, £2. I
ad, Mr, J. Scott, £1 lof.

3d, Mr. F. Drieu, ii.

Class 35.—MISCELLANEOUS FRUIT, not mentioned in any of

the above Classes —EXTRA PRIZES.

Mr. M, Rochford, Page Green, Tottenham, for i Pine-apple.

Mr, G. Ward, for 6 Pine-apples,

r. H. Benham, Gr. lo H. Woods, Esq., M.P., WarnfordPark, Bishop
Waltham, for 3 Charlotte Rothscnild Pine-apples.
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Autumn Planting.
FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL TREES, and SHRUBS.

PETER LAWSON and SON. Edinburgh and
London, have much pleasure in intimating that their most

extensive general M'RSERY STOCK is this season m Extra Fine
condition, and early planting is respectfully recommended,
CATALOGUES on application, and special offers will be made,

with Samples, when personal inspection of the Stock is not convenient,

if desired.

Spring Flowers.
POLYANTHUS. Red and \\'hite, DAISIES,

FORGET-ME-NOTS, PANSIES, Park WALLFLOWERS,
AURICULAS, and SWEET WU LI AMS, can be supplied in any
quantity. Also CI NERARIAS. PRIMULAS, and MIGNONETTE,
in bloominc POts : fine strong stuff, verj- moderate. Now is the best

season to plant RASPEEKRV CANES and CURRANT TREES.
Special offers to the Trade. Prices on application to

R. AND F. ALLUM, Nurserymen, &c., Tamworth.

Choice winter Flowers.

ISAAC DAVIESS Priced LIST of the new sweet-
scented Hvbrid AZALEAS and RHODODENDRONS raised by

him, and awarded First-class Certificates, is now ready, and will be
forwarded to any address on application. His stock of AZALEA
DAVIESI and HVBRIDA ODORATA. also RHODODENDRON
MULTIFLORUM and PRECOX, i;rown in the open ground, are a
mass of flower-buds. The Nurs(T\-, i innskirk.

Magnificent New Winter Flowering Plant,
ROUVARDIA VREELANDII.

MESSRS. J.
STANDISH and CO. are now

prepared to execute orders for the above beautiful plant. It

has the habit and form ot B. Hogarthii, but the colour is of the

Purest White. The flowers are of excellent substance and stand

well, thus rendering it invaluable for Greenhouse or Conservatory
Decoration, and also for Cutting and Bouquets. Fine plants, with

13 to 14 shoots on each, which will all flower this winter in a moderate
temperature. 25. 6d, each, 24s. per dozen, £g per 100. Special quotations

to the Trade on application.

Royal Nurseries, .-\scot, Berks,

Forest and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &c.
KNOWEFIELD NURSERIES— 130 ACRES—STANWIX,

CARLISLE.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE have a large STOCK
of healthy, well-rooted FOREST TREES. SHRUBS, CONI-

FERS, FRUIT TREES, ROSES, &c,, and are now prepared to

execute orders for the same.
They respectfully solicit early applications, and plants ordered now

could be delivered from time to time as required during the planting
season

L. & E. are prejiared to contract for the supply of large quantities of

Plants at verj- moderate prices.

October and November are the best months for Autumn Planting.

L. & B. have a very select assortment of STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, FLORISTS' FLOWERS, HERBACEOUS
PL.A.NTS. &c. Price LISTS free on application.

44, English Street, and Knowefield Nurseries, Carlisle,

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE.

EDWARD TAYLOR, Nurseryman, Malton,
Yorkshire, offers, as under, fine BULBS :—

Mixed DOG'S-TOOTH VIOLETS, 31. 6d. per 100.

SCILLA SIBIRICA, 71. drf.perioo.
Double VAN THOL TULIPS, 21. 6d. per 100.

Double REX RUBRORUM TULIPS, 51. perioo.
Double LA CANDEUR TULIPS, iis per 100.

Double GLORLA. SOLIS TULIPS,3J. M. per loa
Mixed HYACINTHS, 135. per 100,

CROCUS, Blue, While, Striped, and Yellow, fine Bulbs, colours
,

separate, is. -jd. per 100, 12s. per 1000.
I

PAMPAS-GRASS, sironp, in pots, 351. per 100 I

TRITOMA UVARIA, strong, 12s. 6d. per 100.

GIAXT ASPARAGUS, i-yr. 7s. M., 2-yr. los. M., 3-yr. 155. per 1000.
I

CONNOVER'S COLOSSAL, i-yr. as. bd. per 100. 20s. per 1000.
CATALOGUES gratis on application.

1

Post Free to all Applicants.

B S.WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT and GENERAL
• CATALOGUE is now ready, It coiuains a Descriplive List

of beautiful New Plants offered in commerce by him this season (or

the first time; also general Priced Lists of Orchids, Ferns. Tree
Ferns, Flowering and Ornamental-leaved Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Palms and Cjcads, Azaleas. Camellias, Amaryllis, Ericas,
Epacris, Liliums, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and general Collections ot

Soft-wooded and Hardy Plants.
Special prices for specimens ouoted on application.

An inspection of the Collection solicited.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

JOSEPH SMITH, Sen., Tansley Nursery. Matlock,
Derbyshire, begs to intimate that his CATALOGUE of general

NURSERY STOCK is now ready, which he will be happy to for-

ward on application. It contains a large Stock of Forest Trees,
Hardy Evergreens, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, American Plants,
&c., &c.
The Nursery is in a very exposed situation, the soil of a fibrous

nature, and the plants take up with excellent roots, so as to insure
the best success on their removal.

J. Smith, Sen., will be glad to make special offers for large lots.

c o.

For Cash,

JAMES CARAWAY Ai
offer the undermentioned :

—

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 4 to 6 feet, moved spring, 1871,
perfect specimens, v. each.

POR'l'UGAL LAUREL, i to 2 Icet. bushy, transplanted spring, 1871,
205. per 100.

ENGLISH YEW, 3 feet, well furnished, I2S. per dozen.
ELMS, English and Chichester, grafted, 6 to 8 feet, 75J. per 100.

SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUT, 6 to 8 feet, las. per doicii.

Also to the Trade:—
Dwarf-traincd GREEN GAGE and other PLUMS,\

„ APRICOT,! I All
NECTARINE,

J- first-class

„ PEACH, k Trees.

„ PEARS, ^

JAMES GARAWAY AND CO.,
Durdham Down, Bristol.

TO BE SOLD, Cheap, the Ground being required
immediately for other purposes :—

RHODODENDRONS, ij^ to 4 leet.

RED CURRANTS, fine 3-vr.-old.
LI M ES, from 2 to 8 and 10 feet,

ASH, Mountain, 2 to 8 and 10 ieet.

PRI\'ET, many hundred thousand, very fine, cheap.
QUICKS, several million, from 3 to 6-yr.-old, all transplanted,

extra fine.

BEECH, 4 to 6, and 8 to 10 feet, bushy.
CHESTN UT, Horse, 4 to 6, and 6 to 3 feet.

RHODODENDRONS, transplanted, 2 to 4, 4 to 6, 6 to 3, and 8 to
12 inches..

ENGLISH YEWS, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

Prices on application to
B. WHITHAM, the Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport. -

ON SALE, a large quantity of Transplanted FOREST
SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS, &c.

BIRCH, 7 to 10 feet, per 100, ioj.

SCOTCH FIR, I'i to 2 feet, per 1000, 17J.

SPRUCE, Norway, i'^ to -^ feet, per 1000, S4S.

LARCH, 2 to 3 feet, per 1000, 251. •

SYCAMORE, 3 to 4 feet, per rooo, i6s. ; do., 6 to 7 feet, p. 1000, 60s.
PRIVET, Evergreen, 2 to 3 feet, per 1000, 20s. ; do., i-yr. cuttings,

er 1000, 4^.

ZK THORN, i'^ to 2 feet, per 1000, los.

LAUREL, Common, 2 to 3 feet, per 100, 8s.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, 2-yr. seedling, per 1000, «
HENRY DERBYSHIRE, Darley Hill Side Nurserj-, near

Matlock, Derbjshire.

TO THE TRADE.

T. Thornton
INVITES AN INSPECTION OF HIS IMMENSE STOCK OK WELL-GROWN

FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL, EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS
;

Also FRUIT TREES. VINES, RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, KALMIAS, ROSES. CLEMATISES. &c.

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

N.B.—A Conveyance will meet intending Visitors at either Sunningdale or Famborough Stations, on an
intimation being sent by Post.

HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

HANDSOME SPECIMEN CAMELLIAS.
-Mr^^

Mr. William Bull
BEGS TO INTIMATE THAT HE

HAS PURCHASED THE WHOLE OF THE HANDSOME SPECIMEN CAMELLIAS
From the Collection of Charles Kieser. Esq., of Broxbourne : and these, with a splendid lot

of Camellias of all sizes, well-set with bud, are on view at his

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

EXHIBITION OP CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons
BEG TO INTIMATE THAT THEIR COLLECTION OF

THIS BEAUTIFUL AUTUMN BLOOMING PLANT IS NOW IN FLOWER
At their Chelsea Nursery, and an inspection is solicited.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

The Approaching Planting Season.

ANTHONY WATERER
INVITF.S THE .SPECIAL ATTENTION OF INTENDING

PLANTERS TO THE

STOCK OP HOLLIES
Which may be seen growing at

Knap Hill :—

COMMON GREEN HOLLIES.—Some thousands of

well furnished plants, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, .^nd 10 feet high.

These h.ive all been transplanted since August, 1871.

The following varieties of GREEN HOLLIES, viz. :
—

LAURIFOLIA, I HODGIN'S,
SCOTTICA, YELLOW BERRIED,
ANGUSTI FOLIA,

|
OVATA, and others.

Thousands of splendid plants, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 feet.

Transplanted April, 1871.

WEEPING HOLLIES.—Some of the finest plants in

existence, 10 and 12 feet high, with magnificent weeping
heads. Transplanted March, 1872.

PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY.—Hundreds of beautiful

plants, nice heads, with stems 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet.

THE NEW GOLD WEEPING HOLLY.—A very
distinct and beautiful tree, some scores of good plants,

4, 5, and 6 feet stems.

THE WEEPING MILKMAID HOLLY, new.

GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLY, as Pyramids. 4. 5, 6,

and 8 feet high, hundreds,

GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLIES, as Standards, with

straight stems and heads, of 15 to 25 years' growth.

SILVER QUEEN HOLLY. Pyramids, 3, 4, 5, and
6 feet, thousands.

WATERER'S HOLLY.—Hundreds of the most perfect

plants it is possible to conceive, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet high :

measuring 8 to 15 feet round.

WATERER'S HOLLY, as Standards. —Magnificent
plants with compact round heads, of many years' growth.

Of the ordinary kinds of VARIEGATED HOLLIES, we
possess a stock of more than twenty thousand plants,

from 3 to 4, 5. 6, 7, 8, 10, and 12 feet high.

l^" The Plants are pe^'fect in shape, with healthv

foliage a7id splendid roofs, and "will be Guaranteed.

TEEES FOR AYEIUES.
Anthony Waterer has also a

very fine stock of the following

Trees, which may be seen growing

at Knap Hill :

—

LIMES, 12, 14, to 16 feet high.

PLANES, true, Occidental, 12 to 14 feet. The Planes

on the Thames Embankment were supplied by Anthony
Waterer,

SYCAMORES, 12 to 15 feet.

NORWAY MAPLE, 12 to 15 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, scarlet, 10 to 12 feet.

ELMS, 12 to IS feet.

g5° All these Trees have straight stems, girting

from A, to "J inches, \ feet from the ground. They

have splendid roots, having been transplanted since

January, 1871. There are Thousands to select from.

Prices will be forwarded on application.

LILIUM AURATUM.
Several Thousand strong sound English

grown Bulbs. They had this year from 5 to

30 blooms on a stem. r8j., 30^., 42J-. per doz.

and upwards.

Anthony Waterer,
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.
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RENDLE'S PATENT ORCHARD HOUSES,
PATENT PLANT PROTECTORS, AND GROUND VINERIES,

Semred by Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent (three separate and distinct Patents, 1869, 1870, & 1872 A

Under the Distinguished Patronage of H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS I-RINCE CHRISrlAN.
HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJAH DULEEP SINGH.
HER MAJESTY'S COMMISSIONERS OV PARKS AND

GARDENS. , „„
HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND.
HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF SUTHERLAND.
HI^ GRACE THE DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE, ^ ,

THE MOST NOBLE THE MARCHIONESS OF ANGLESEY.
fllE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE EARL OF STAMFORD

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE EARL OF PORTS.

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE EARL OF DART-

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE LORD PORTMAN.
THE DOWAGER COUNTESS OF AYLESFORD. ,,„„„,,,
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LORD ALFRED CHURCHILL.
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LORD BERKELEY PAGET.
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LORD BOLTON.

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LORD VERNON
THE RIGHT HON. LORD DE L'ISLE AND DUDLE\.
THE HONOURABLE ARTHUR KINNAIRU M.P
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE EARL OF WINTERTON.
THE LORD BINNING.
THE LORD DE BLAQUIERE.
THE LORD HENRY SCOTT.
THE VISCOUNT EVERSLEY. „^^
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE LORD H. PAGET,
THE LADY MATHESON.
THE LADY PRYSE.
THE LADY MENZIES.
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LADY GARDNER,
THE LADY FITZHARDINGE.
THE LADY DE ROTHSCHILD, ^ ,„„„
THE RIGHT HON, GENERAL G, C, W, FORRESTER.
THE HONOURABLE D. ASHLEY.
THE HONOURABLE H. GRAVES.
THE HONOURABLE R. MEADE.

THE HONOURABLE MRS. BANKES.
THE LADY EMILY WALSH.
THE HONOURABLE AND REVEREND A. G. CAMPBELL.
THE HONOURABLE AND REVEREND H, W. MOSTYN.
THE HONOURABLE MRS, CAULFIELD.
THE HONOURABLE W, T, ORDE POWLETT,
THE KNIGHT OF KERRY,
SIR F, H, GOLDSMID, BART,
SIR THOMAS N. ABDY. BART,
SIR HEW DALRYMPLE, BART.
SIR EDMUND BUCKLEY, BART.
SIR WILLIAM FORBES, BART.
SIR DAVID BAIRD, BART.
SIR WILLIAM MAXWELL, BART.
SIR GLYNNE WELBY-GREGORY, BART.
SIR GEORGE JERVIS, BART.
SIR JAMES MATHESON, BART.

And wore than 500 of the Leading County Families in tin
United JCinsdom.

USTIC" ORCHARD HOUSE
(Title Registered and Copyright.)

This is simply a Glass Roof, supported on each side by Rustic
Trellis Work. This design has been exhibited during the summer
at the great Horticultural Exhibitions at Birmingham, Cardiff",

Dorchester, and Kelso. It is considered by all who have seen it

to be one of the best Houses for growing Peaches, Nectarines,
and other tender fruit ever introduced.

Peaches and Nectarines, after the fruit is set, should have
plenty of fresh air. It is a most fallacious idea to keep them in

confined air-tight Glass Houses. All the leading Horticulturists

are of opinion that too much air cannot be given to Peaches and
Nectarines after the fruit is set.

In the spring of the year, when the bloom bud is first bursting,

canvas or netting [oiled canvas if necessary) can be put up against

the sides of the House. This can be put up or taken down as
easily and simply as a window blind. When the fruit is set and
all danger of frost is past, then the netting or canvas can be taken
down, and the health of the plant secured by a thorough circula-

tion of air.

The glass on the roof can be taken down if considered necessary.

The whole can be taken off in a few hours and put up again.

THE PATENT RUSTIC ORCHARD HOUSE can be
used in various ways. The annexed Illustration gives a good idea
of a Peach Avenue, and was suggested at the Royal Horticultural

Society's Show at Cardiff by Mr. Higgs, the well-known Gardener
to Mrs. Crawshay, Caverstikm Park, near Reading.

PRICES.—A HouBe 60 feet long, 16 feet wide, can be
supplied for £60 ; or fixed, witliln 50 miles of

London, all complete, for £90.

T/ier^ is no Brkkivork topay for.

NEW INVENTIONS FOR 1872 AND 1873.
THE FOLLOWING TITLES HAVE BEEN REGISTERED AND THE COPYRIGHT SECURED :-

—The "Rustic" Orchard House.

—The " Rustic " Greenhouse.

—The " Rustic " Winter Garden.

—The " Rustic " Glass Rosery.

-The " Rustic " Fruit Tree and Plant Protector.

6.—The "Alexandra" Plant House.

7.—The "Nurseryman's" Plant House.
8.—The " Economic " Greenhouse and Plant House.
9.—The "Rustic" Glass Fernery. [Plant House.

10.—The " Combination Rustic " Glass Summer and
II.—The " Folding and Expanding" Plant Protector.

12.—The "Rustic" Glass Verandah.

THE "ALEXANDRA" SPAN-ROOF PLANT HOUSE.
{Title Registered and CupvRiciHT.)

This is a new and elegant design for a Plant House. The

Illustration is so well executed that it almost speaks for itself.

It will be seen that there is no brickwork required. The outer

space is utilized, and the glass is carried off at an angle, and

forms a most commodious and excellent frame for Bedding Plants.

The Horticulturist will see at a glance the value of this

arrangement, and now when thousands of Bedding Plants are

needed for the supply of our gardens, these pots or frames in

connection with the houses will be of great advantage.

PRICES. — A House 30 feet long lay 20 feet wide,

£67 106. ; 60 feet long by 20 feet wide, £106.

Estimates for other sizes will be given on application. There

is no brickwork to provide in these houses, consequently there is

a direct saving of from £iio to ^40 each house. In comparing

prices therefore with other Horticultural Builders this should not

be forgotten.

Illustrated Price Catalogues can be obtained

from the Patentee and Inventor,

Mr. WILLIAM EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, WESTMINSTER CHAMBERS, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.
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NEW PLUMS.

DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

James Carter & Co. have much pleasure

in intr')ducing the New Plums raised by

Mr. Drj'. of Hayes, Middlesex :
—

DUKE OF EDINBURGH (see Illustration.)—
Fruit larpc, roundish-obovatc, with a shallow suture ; outline very
regular and smooth; skin thin; colour light purplish, with an
exccedinely dense coating of light bluish bloom; flesh reddish
yellow, thick, juicy, and moderately rich, parting freely from the
stone; a verj- prolific bearer, and good for culinary purposes.
First-class Certificate Royal Horticultural Society.

Maidens, 5*. each.

DRY'S SEEDLING.—Fruit large or above
medium size, roundish oval, marked with a very slight suture,

skin reddish purple, covered with a thin bloom, slightly marbled
when fully ripe, stalk long and stout ; flesh dull greenish yellow or
orange, firm yet melting and juicy, parting freely from the stone ;

it is of delicious flavour, and will make an excellent early dessert

variety. " The fruit is oval, of light purple colour, fine in size,

remarkably good in flavour, and early : it was shown at one of the
meetings held last year, and was then considered by the Committee
to possess considerable merit, and its qualities having been again
tested on this occasion, it was duly honoured with a First-class

Certificate."

Standards, gs. ; Pyramids, 3*. 6d. ; Dwarf-trained, i year, 5s.

;

Maidens, 2s. 6d. each. The usual discount to the Trade.

GRAPE VINES of the leading kinds: well
ripened fruiting canes, loy. Sd. to 125. 6d. each ; strong planting
canes, gj. to 7s. dd. each.

STRAWBERRIES, runners, in or out of pots,
of a large collection of leading kinds. For names and prices, see
our "Autumn Catalogue."

CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS, well set with
buds, 2S. 6d., 3*. 6d., and 5s. each.

CYCLAMEN CILICICUM (new),
25. 6d., 31, 6d-, and 5s, each.

AN^CTOCHILUS ORTGIESII (new),
SIS. each. Special Prices for quantities to the Trade on application.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,

237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Pretty Flowers in Winter and Spring.

CARTER'S
COLLECTIONS OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
AND OTHER FLOWERING BULBS,

Are now ready for delivery. Carriage free. The

cheapest and most efTective means of securing a good

display. Per Collection :

—

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS for Indoor
Culture, tas. 6d., 71s., 42s,, 63s., and 84s.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS for Outdoor
Culture, 10s. 6d., zrs., 421, 631,, and 841.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS for In and Out-
door Culture, 155., 305., 421., 63J., and 84J.

Catalogues gratis and post free.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
Seedsmen to H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,

237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

WINTERS SPRING FLOWERS,
EASY OF CULTURE,

Seedsmen to
1 Carria-ST© Fre0. Seedsmen lo thg

l^g. SUTTONS'
iheQuten. CHOICE COLLECTIONS of

i
Prince of Wales

FLOWER ROOTS.
For SPRING FLOWERING, Open Ground,

5J., los. bd..^ 215. and 421. each.

For SUMMER and AUTUMN, Open Ground,
los. 6rf., 21S, and 421. each.

For WINTER and SPRING. Pots and Glasses,
loj, 6rf., 21J. and 42s. each,

1^^ Orders above 201. Carriage Free.

RANUNCULUS.
Choice assortment of 100 named varieties, 14.^. od.
Choice assortment of 50 named varieties, 7 6
Choice assortment of 25 named varieties, 4 o
Choice assortment of 12 named varieties, 2 o

Mixed varieties, 3^-. 6d. per loo.

SUTTONS'
£1 is. COLLECTION
Of Choice Flower

Roots for pots and
glasses, contains ;

—

18 HYACINTHS, best
named

36 TULH'S, best
50 CROCUS, named
6 NARCISSUS, named
6 IRIS
6 SCILLAS
6 JONQUILS, sweet-

scented
6 IXIAS
3 SPARAXIS
3 OXA LIS
2 CYCLAMEN [PER-

SICUM
1 TROP.KOLUM,

SUTTONS"
£1 Is. COLLECTION
Of Choice Flower

Roots for open ground,
contain? :

—

25 HYACINTHS, fine

mixed
36 NARCISSUS, of

sorts
12 DAFFO D I LS,

double
so A N E M O N E S ,

double and single
100 RANUNCULUS,

double and single
2C0 CROCUS, 4 sons
50 SNOWDROPS
50 ACONITES
60 TULIPS, 6 sorts
2 CROWN IMPERI-

ALS
6 CAMPERNELLE

JONgUILS.
Either of the above

will be forwardedj car-

riage free, on receipt of
Cheque or Post-olTice

Order, payable to

SUTTON AND SONS.

HYACINTHS, named varieties for Pots and Glasses.

n 100 very choice sorts, £4 41-

n 50 very choice sorts, £/2 2s.

n 25 very choice sorts, £,\ is.

12 very choice sorts, I2s.

Fro^K the Rev. T. W. HUTHWAITE, Porlishtad.
" The Hyacinths I had from you gave great satisfactii

12 in 12 good sorts, 6s.

For Beds and Open Borders,
various shades of colour, 3*.

per dozen, 211. per 100,

TXILIPS.
Early Single Varieties.

700 in 20 named sorts, i8j.

100 in 10 named sorts, 151.

50 in 10 named sorts, 8s.

25 in 5 named sorts, 4s,

12 in 4 named sortSj as.

Mixed, II. per d'

TULIPS.
Large Double Varieties.

100 in 10 named sorts, 17s. 6rf.

50 in 10 named sorts, los.

25 in S named sorts, 51.

12 in 4 named sorts, 2s.

td. per 100. I Mixed, is. per doz., ^s. 6d. per 100

CROCUSES.
Named varieties, 6d. per dozen, 4s, per too; mixed, is. 6rf. per 100.

For Descriptive List and Cultural Instructions, see SUTTONS'
AUTUMN CATALOGUE for 1872, profusely Illustrated, Gratis
and Post Free

AI/ Goods vahic los. and upwards Carriage Free.

SUTTON AND SONS,
Seedsmen by Appointment to the Queen and Prince of Wales,

ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT. REAPING,

ClirysaDtbemums, Chrysantliemunis.
A DAM FORSYTH begs to inform Ills Friends and

.iA. the Public, that his GREAT COLLECTION of CHRY-
SANTHEMUMS, includine several Seedlings and other Novelties,
may now be seen anj' day, Sundays excepted.
A. F.'s Collection is acknowledged by the Press to be the BEST in

the country. A visit is respectfully solicited.
Brunswick N ursery. Stake Newington, N.

To the Trade.
rp EA-SCENTED ROSES, in pots, by the dozen,
-L hundred, and thousand, vcr\' fine plants, includini/—

MAKECHAL NIEL,
GLOIRE DE DIJON,
DEVONIENSIS,
CLIMBING DEVONIENSIS,
MADAME FALCOT,

• RUBENS.
And all the best leadini;r sorts. Price on application.

WILLIAM WOOD AND SUN, Woodlands Nursery, Marestield,
near Uckfield, Sussex._______
rp H E ROSE SECRET;

)r, Whence come the Finest Roses ?

Vide Gardeners' Chronicle, Sept. 14, p. 1225.
Very fine dwarf plants of best exhibition varieties of ROSES, on the

Cultivated Seedling Briar, suitable for forming Pyramids in three or
four years, 6 or 8 Icet high, entirely superseding the old hedge-grown
liockcy-stick Briar and Manetti stocks, so many of which are budded
only to die. Descriptive CATALOGLIES now ready.

Remittances requested from unknown Correspondents,
GEORGE PRINCE, Seedsman and Rose Grower, 14, Market

Street, Oxford.

20,000 Indian Azaleas, with Flower Buds.
JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,

begs to offer :

—

100 AZALEA INDICA, named, 905. ; 100 ditto, stronger, named, 110.'.

100 CAMELLIAS, named, without flower-buds, i to ij^ (t. high, iia<.
The sorts are all first-rate, but the selection must be left to J, H.

Baskets and Packing gratis. They will be sent carriage free during
two months to the Docks of London, Hull, and Goolc.

CATALOGUES free, on application.

Autumn Catalogue.
/^EORGE POULTON be^s to inform his numerous
\_* Friends and Customers that tht- above is now ready, containing
all the best new varieties of GERANIUMS, KUCliSIAS, &c , at
considerably reduced prices; also a choice LIST of HYACINTHS,
TULIPS CROCUS, &c., of the best quality and at remarkably low
prices. Catalogues sent post free on application,

^Fountain Nursery. Angel Road, Edmonton, London, N.

New Catalogue of Bulbs, Plants, Fruits, &c.

r>
OBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

v CATALOGUE, containing Select, Descriptive, and Priced
Lists of Dutch and other Bulbs, Alpine and Herbaceous Plants,
Hardy Aquatics, Delphiniums, Grape Vines, Fruit Trees, New and
Rare Plants, Miscellaneous Plants, suitable for bedding and decora-
tive purposes, double flowered Pyrcthrums, Sweet Violets, &c., is

now published, and will be forwarded to npplicants.
Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

OWNfE, LAIRD,"7^nd"LAING have a splendid
stock of the (ollowing to offer, in the finest possible condition,

and at very moderate prices :

—

VINES—In all the best sorts, extra strong and short-jointed.
FIGS—In alt the best new and old varieties, true to name.
ROSES—Standard and Dwarf, of all the leading varieties,
FRUIT TREES—Standard and Pyramid, all wilh Iruit buds.
PHLOXES—All the finest new and old varieties.
PANSIES—Show, Fancy and Bedding, the best varieties only.

Stanstead Park, and Rutland Park, London, S. Y..

THE HORTICULTURAL SUBSCRIPTION
ROOMS, 22, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Subscription ^i is. per annum, without further liability, oficrs
the following advantages :

—

A comfortable Reading Room, supplied with the Daily Papers and
the chief Weekly and Monthly Gardening Periodicals, in which
Members can meet their Friends for friendly chat and discussion
on Horticultural affairs.

The privilege of obtaining advice and information as to Planting,
Laying-out, Selection of Plants and Trees, subjects for Window
Gardening, Building and Heating Greenhouses, &c. ; the Plant
Exchange, for the interchange of Surplus Plants.
Botanical Library for reference, and other advantages.

Proprietor, H. M. KETTELWELL.
22, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

NotewortHy Horticulturists and Botaiusts.
NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of

NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS
is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already
appeared, and separate Copies (price M. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, "~

Dr. Hooker, C.E., F.R.S.
W. Wilson Saunders, F.R.S.
Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne.
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.
Dr. Moore, of Glasnevin.
Professor Reichenbach.
Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.
E. J. Lowe, F.R.S.

Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden. W.C.

James McNab.
Robert Hogg, LL.D.
James Bateman, F.R.S.
Berthold Seemann, Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.
Hon- Marshall P. Wilder.
John Gibson,
Asa Gray.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1872.

THE International Fruit Show held on
Wednesday last at South Kensington, a full

report of which may be found in another page,
was in many ways a remarkable one. Consider-

ing the season, the display was truly extra-

ordinary. Looking, too, at the magnificently
coloured Pears sent from Jersey, one begins to

wonder whether that island was not the true

site of the garden of the Hesperides. We should
indeed have thought so, but for the Apples from
Nova Scotia, the brilliancy of which was so great

as to make us think that peninsula must have
been the true locus in quo. Of course, the fact

that Nova Scotia was a terra incognita to ordi-

nary mortals at that time, cannot be allowed as

an argument to the contrary ! The Belgian
Pears, sent so spiritedly and courteously, as a
pledge of good will, by the Royal Horticultural

Society of Namur, were remarkable as com-
prising so many kinds not often met with in

this country. A similar collection from Sweden
was, we believe, delayed on the road. At
all events, the term International was fairly

warranted, and if the collection lacked the splen-
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did exhibition of Pears made last year by MM.
Baltet, of Troyes, there was still enough to

render it one of the most memorable fruit shows
within our remembrance. The Grapes were only

second to the Apples and Pears in point of

number and quaUty.

We need not concern ourselves here with

details, but we may allude to one or two points

of general interest connected with the display.

First, as to nomenclature. Both in the case of

the Apples and of the Grapes there was con-

siderable confusion in certain cases, and it seems

a pity that so excellent an opportunity for dis-

cussing the correct names to be applied to

certain varieties, and for rectifying certain errors,

was not made the most of.

It is no argument to say that the Wednesday
is already over-burdened with work, because it

would have been easy to have laid aside the

requisite specimens till the following day. The
little extra time and trouble would have been
compensated for by the great advantage of

having the fruits in question carefully examined
by competent pomologists, ofwhom there is more
than one on the Society's staff.

Another point for regret is that so little was
done to group the fruits instructively for

amateurs and young gardeners. A bewildering

sense of numbers, and a feeling of general excel-

lence, is about as much as most of the class we
are referring to could have derived from the

exhibition. Equally advantageous would it have
been had something more been attempted in the

way of arranging the fruit artistically, A quarter

of a mile of white plates with Apples or Pears on
them, with nothing whatever to break their

monotonous uniformity, is not the most attractive

thing in the world to look at. Nuts and Filberts

in rough paper bags and little heaps of Potatos

(excellent of their kind) were hardly more
ornamental. And yet what more easy than to

have mingled a little foliage or a few Chrysan-
themums here and there, to have varied the

levels and have produced, with very slight addi-

tional trouble, a really effective and beautiful

display ? As it was, the nearest greengrocer's

shop would, we venture to say, have presented,

from this point of view, a more pleasing exhi-

bition. The skill and spirit of our home and
foreign friends furnished the materials, the So-

ciety might well have furnished an appropriate

setting. I f it be objected that it was not worth the

trouble for a single day show, it may be
answered that if the exhibitors thought it worth
their while to send their productions, the Society

might surely have shown its appreciation of their

ability and good feeling by showing them off to

the best possible advantage. Besides, we be-

lieve the show might well have been prolonged
for a second day.

A MEETING of horticulturists and others inte-

rested in the Vienna Exhibition will be held on
Wednesday next, November 13, at 2 p.m., at the

Royal Horticultural Society's rooms, South Kensing-

ton, for the purpose of discussing the best means of

securing a proper representation of British horticulture

and cognate subjects at the approaching exhibition. Dr.

Hogg will preside on the occasion.

The following corrections relating to the

Habitats of a rare British plant, the Cicuta virosa,
we owe to a keen and well-informed botanist in humble
life, Mr. J. Bohler, whose death we regret to have
seen recently noted. He wrote, some few weeks
since, thus: **A gentleman who is getting up a new
Flora of Liverpool assured me there was plenty of C.

virosa at Great Barrow, in Cheshire. On going there

I found it was CEnanthe fistulosa ; so, then, the

Barrow Cicuta is CEnanthe fistulosa, as the Notting-

ham Cicuta is CEnanthe crocata." We may add that,

if any of our readers who may live near the localities

where the true Cicuta exists, would kindly send us a

hving plant or two, we should be thankful for them.

We hear that in consequence of the failing

health of Mr. Freeman he has been compelled to

resign the superintendence of the Gardens at Knows-
LEY, and that Mr. HARRISON, now gardener at

Osmaston Manor, to some of whose labours we had
occasion to refer only last week (p. 1450), has been
selected to succeed him. Though one of the most un-
pretentious, Mr. Harrison is one of the most intelli-

gent and be^^t practical gardeners in England, as the
gardens at Osmaston bear witness, his knowledge not
being confined to the forcing of fruits and the produc-
tion of vegetables, but extending to all classes of plants,
hardy and exotic. Doubtless at Knowsley his energy
and ability will commend themselves to his noble
employer, as they have to his many friends.

The treatment piven in America to Bou-
vakdias FOR Winter Blooming is to shake out the

plants after flowering, to chop the roots into small

pieces, and to plant them in fine sandy soil, cover with
half-an-inch of sand, and place them on a good bottom-
heat, when each will in a short time throw up one or more
shoots. When these are about half-an-inch high they

are potted into thumb-pots, placed in a temperature of

from 60" to 65°, and treated the same as other newly-
rooted cuttings. By the end of May, when they gene-
rally get pot-bound, they are planted out, in rich

ground, in the full sun, and if the shoots have been
stopped once or twice they will, by the middle of

September, have made nice bushes, either for potting

into 6-inch or 7-inch pots, or for planting out on the

benches of the forcing house. To obtain extra fine

heads of flower the soil should be a mixture of peat,

sand, and well-rotted manure. Thus potted or planted,

and kept in a house where the night temperature will

range from 50" to 60°, they will commence to flower by
the middle of October, and continue in succession for

several months. The finest of the varieties is elegans,

a sport from Hogarth, with flowers of a light scarlet-

carmine, richer than in any Ixora ; the truss measures
from 5 to 6 inches in diameter ; another very fine

sport is Vreelandii, which is of fine habit, and has the

flowers white, or with just a faint blush on the outside.

In reference to the Influence of Strange
Pollen on the Form of Fruit, some interesting

experiments upon Lilies are recorded by Maxi-
Mowicz. The species experimented on were L.
davuricum and L. bulbiferum, and the plants were
kept in a sun-warmed apartment. The pollen of each
species of Lily was applied to the stigmas of the other

species, the process being repeated upon several indi-

vidul plants. The result was that the capsules borne
by the several plants were found to have the form
characteristic of the pollen parent ; while the form of

the seeds was intermediate between that of those of the

two parents. The subject was incidentally alluded to

at one of the meetings of the Scientific Committee
some time since.

On Wednesday evening last, as announced by
advertisement, the Horticultural Club entertained at

dinner, at Anderton's Hotel, Mr. John Keynes, of
Salisbury, and Mr. Philip Frost, of Dropmore,
the occasion in both instances being a jubilee. Mr.
Keynes had been engaged in the culture and exhibi-

tion of florists* flowers for the last fifty years, and Mr.
Frost had been for a similar period connected with
the famed gardens at Dropmore. Mr. JOHN Lee, of

the Royal Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith, presided,

and about sixty gentlemen, representing every depart-

ment of gardening, testified by their presence the

respect and esteem they entertained for the two
veteran horticulturists—a testimony which was warmly
acknowledged both by Mr. Keynes and Mr. Frost
in the course of the evening.

Mr, Glaisher remarks as follows on the

State of the Weather during the week ending
November 2 :—In the vicinity of London the reading

of the barometer, at the beginning of the week, at sea

level, was about 29.4 inches. A steady rise to 30.1

inches occurred during the 27th and 2Sth, reaching

the above-mentioned value about 9 A.M. on the 29th
;

this was followed by a decrease to 29.6 inches by the

evening of the 30th. A slight increase was experienced

during October 31, but decreasing values were again

recorded during the ist and early portion of Novem-
ber 2, the mean value for the latter day being as low
as 29.3 inches. During the depressions in the latter

portion of the week heavy south-westerly gales

were prevalent — notably so on the nights of

November i and 2, when pressures vai7ing

from 5 lb. to 10 lb. on the square foot were
frequently experienced, one about 8 p.m. on the 1st

being as great as 21 lb. Throughout the week, with

but slight exceptions, the sky was cloudy ; rain fell

frequently, and at times heavily, nearly an inch being

measured. The mornings were generally foggy, and
at times the weather was very gloomy. The highest

temperatures by day varied from 58!* on November
I, to 54* on the 2d; and the lowest temperatures at

night from 514*. October 30, to 404' on the 29th. The
daily ranges of temperature were small throughout, on
October 30 being but 6°. The mean daily tempera-

tures were entirely in excess of the average, their

departures being respectively, 27th, 2*.6 ; 28th, 0°. 7;
29th, 2'.4

; 30th, 7''.6; 31st, 2°.$; Nov. i, 4".$;
2d, I*. From October 28 to 31 the air was very

damp, the mean degree of humidity for three days
being 95° (saturation being represented by 100°).

In England the extreme high temperatures of the air

ranged between s8|° at Blackheath and 54* at Hull,

with a general average over the country of 56^*. The
extreme low temperatures varied from 43° at Bradford

to 34° at Hull, the general average being 39*. The
range of temperature in the week ranged from 21" at

Nottingham to 134° at Bradford, the average range

being 17^°. The mean of the highest temperatures

observed by day varied from 564* at Portsmouth to

514° at Newcastle-on-Tyne, with an average value of

54 . The mean of the lowest temperatures observed

at night ranged between 46* at Bradford, nearly, and
40^° at Newcastle-on-Tyne. The mean temperature
for the week was 474° nearly, the highest being at

Blackheath, 49^°, and the lowest at Hull, 45i°.

Rain fell on every day in the week at Portsmouth, and
on four or five days at most places, the largest amount
measured being at Portsmouth, 2^ inches, and the
smallest at Hull, i inch.

In Scotland the highest temperatures by day varied
from 57° at Perth to 53|° at Glasgow, and the lowest
at night ranged between 4° at Dundee and 35° at

Perth, the respective averages bemg 55° and 38^^*.

The highest mean daily temperature was 464° at

Paisley, and the lowest, 44^°, at Edinburgh, the
average over the country being 45§*'. The greatest

falls of rain were 4.^ inches at Greenock, and 24 inches
at Paisley, and the least, i~ inch nearly, at Dundee,
the average fall being 2^ inches nearly.

At Dublin the highest temperature was sSf, the
lowest 38°, the mean 47^°, and the rainfall three-

tenths of an inch.

At Meadow Bank, Mr. ANDERSON writes,

"We have had, and have still, a most remarkable
bloom on Cattleya EXONIENSIS, there being no
fewer than 44 flowers expanded at one time—such a
sight as I confess I have never before seen in Orchid
flowers, for while this variety has all the characteristics

of beauty of all the Cattleyas—and they are every one
beautiful—there is also the perfection of form and
individual finish of colouring found in the most choice
examples amongst florists' flowers."

Some time since a question was raised in our
columns, and in that of \}[iQ Journal of Botany^ as to

the comparative frequency of occurrence of SEEDLING
Willows. Some were of opinion that they were
rarely to be met with. A correspondent, aL the time,

sent us a small batch of such seedlings, and we perceive
in the present number of the journal above-mentioned,
an interesting note from Mr. Leefe, who mentions
that he has raised five seedlings from Salix tenuifolia,

and four from S. Weigeliana. As he only possesses

female plants of these species the seedlings must be of
hybrid origin, and will in consequence be watched with
much interest,

A recently published account of the Explora-
tion, conducted by Mr. Pengelly and others, of Bri.\-
HAM Cave in Devonshire, states that the bones of some
20 species of animals have been found, including those

of the mammoth, rhinoceros, tiger, hyaena, bear, and
other animals now extinct, in association with those of
hares, rabbits, foxes, shrews, representatives of which
still inhabit this country. It is supposed that the bones
were brought to the cave by predatory animals. No
trace of human bones has been found, but a number
of rude flint inplements, supposed to have been of
human workmanship, and these so placed below the

bones of the mammoth, hyaena, tiger, &c., as to show
that man was contemporaneous with those creatures in

this country.

The current number of Nature contains a de-
tailed account of the Scientific Expedition about

to be undertaken by our Government, primarily for the

purpose of investigating the physical condition, currents,

and natural history of the deep sea, and incidentally for

the observation and study of such natural objects as

occasion may furnish. Professor Wyville Thomson
has charge of the scientific department, and with him
are associated an artist, a chemist, three naturalists, and
a photographer. The steamship Challenger has been
specially fitted up for the purpose, with every appliance

possible under the circumstances. The duration of the

voyage is expected to be about three and a half years,

and special attention will be paid to the soundings and
dredgings in the neighbourhood of the detached Pacific

islands, as well as to the fauna and flora of the islands

themselves. Most important results are looked for

from this expedition. We hope, amongst other things,

that the attention of the naturalists will be devoted
to the advisabihty of collecting seeds on some of

the little known islands. These might be packed in

earth in bottles or jars, and forwarded to Sydney,
Melbourne, or elsewhere, according to circumstances.

Every one will heartily wish the expedition good speed.

Messrs. Veitch have submitted for our inspec-

tion a specimen of a remarkably handsome new
Maranta, from Brazil. It is known in Messrs.

Veitch's catalogue as M. olivaris, but has been
described under the name of Calathea Makoyana
by Prof Morrex in the current number of the Belgique

Hortkole, Under this name also it was exhibited by
Mr. Bull on Wednesday last at South Kensington.

As we intend to give a figure of the plant shortly, we
shall say nothing further concerning it on this occasion

beyond recommending it to notice as a worthy compeer
of Maranta Veitchii and M. Lindeni.

In a recent number of the Naial Colonist

attention is drawn to the production of India-rubber
as a new industry, or article of export. The subject is

raised by a letter from England, addressed to the

Secretary of the Botanical Society, Natal, pointing out

the revenue that would probably accrue to the colony

from an organised system of planting and cultivating

the Ficus elastica, which the writer says he frequently

came across during his residence in the colony, in the

years 1S57 and 1858, The paper which publishes the

above letter, in commenting upon it, remarks, with
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some truth, that the writer may possibly not be strictly

correct in saying that the true Ficus elastica grows
wild in Natal, "but unquestionably there is a large

variety of wild Figs, all of them yielding, in greater or

less abundance, the gum known in commerce as Caout-
chouc, or india-rubber. The trade which has sprung

up within the last few years with the northern ports on
this coast has familiarised us with the fact that India-

rubber is already known and collected by the natives

about Lourenzo Marques ; and from the increased

attention which South-east African commerce is

attracting at home, there is every reason to believe

that at no distant date india-rubber will be an
important item among the exports from this coast.

In the year 1870—the first, it is believed, in

which it appears separately in the Customs returns

of the colony— india-rubber of the declared value
of £^S was imported from Delagoa Bay, and
of the value of /S2 from Inhambane ; total £gS-
The quantity exported is thus entered—S20 lb. weight,
valued at £^3^ ^o th^ United Kingdom, and 1170 lb.,

valued at £49, to the Cape Colony. In 1S71,

7666 lb. of india-rubber, valued at ;^334, were received

from the Northern ports, and re-exported to Great
Britain ; and during the present year there have been
in like manner received and re-exported 5900 lb.,

valued at a considerably higher rate—namely, ^^440,
Thus the india-rubber which figures to a small extent

among Natal exports is in reality an import from the
Northern ports." With regard to the cultivation and
increase of the plants for commercial purposes, the

same paper says, ."There are few plants more hardy
or more easily propagated than the Fig-tree, for the

wild Fig and the Kafir boom are two of the trees most
certain to strike when desired for the purpose of making
a living fence or row of trees." It would be a matter
of some interest to know conclusively what plants

furnish this caoutchouc of South-east Africa, inas-

much as the whole of the African rubber plants are

very unsatisfactorily known,

We have before us a copy of the annual report
of the Horticultural Society of Victoria, from
which it appears that the Society is in a satisfactory

state financially, and doing good work in testing and
securing accurate nomenclature for fruits, &c., suitable

for the climate of the colony. We are pleased to see

some attention paid to the indigenous flora. With
such resources of their own awaiting development, it

seems the more lamentable that European fashions in

gardening matters should be too strictly followed in the
colonies.

The annual Banbury Root Show took
place in Mr. P. J. Perry's grounds on Tuesday,
October 29, when 29 prizes, including ^^lO, ^5, and
£;^ cups were awarded. Mr. Sharp, steward to

Jajies Mason, Esq., of Eynsham Hall, and Mr. Bar-
ford, steward to the Earl of Jersey, Middleton
Park, were the judges. The roots exhibited were
throughout of most excellent quality.

It has been said that India owes more to the

Portugese than to any other nation in the matter of
Plants and Trees Introduced from abroad ; and
certainly the Papaw, Guava, Custard-apple, Cactus,

Pine-apple, and Agave, all naturalised more or less

directly through their agency, bear testimony, in almost
all parts of India, to the skill and activity of the early

Portuguese settlers. On the other hand, says Dr.
Brandis, it is due entirely to British enterprise and
energy that the Coffee tree, which was introduced about a
hundred years ago by a Mussulman saint from Arabia
into South India, and first cultivated on the Bababooden
Hills in Mysore, is now grown on numerous extensive

well-managed plantations ; that Tea, the existence of
which in India was hardly known 40 years ago, has
become an important annually increasing article of
export ; and, lastly, that the Cinchona tree was suc-

cessfully introduced from South America, and pro-

mises to be one of the greatest blessings to the people
of India.

The Chrysanthemums in the Temple
Gardens are now at their best, and lovers of this fine

autumn flower will find the display made by Messrs.
Newton and Dale well worth seeing.

A treatise on the Gladiolus, its history,

culture, &c., is, we believe, on the eve of publication.

It is written by the Rev. H. H. Dombrain, better

known to horticulturists at large by his pseudonym of

"D. Deal."

The conditions of existence under which the

Deodar grows at the north-western end of the Hima-
layan range are thus described by Dr. Brandis in a

paper read before the British Association, To begin

with, it demands a certain elevation. As a rule it does
not thrive in the north-west Himalaya under 4000 feet

;

but it ascends to 10,000 and at times to 12,000 feet.

As to mean temperature, a range between 35° and 50"

in the cold season, and between 65° to 75" during the

three summer months, seems to suit it best. As
regards humidity, the Indian Cedar does not go beyond
certain limits of drought and moisture. In the Sutlej

and other Himalayan valleys it disappears where the

arid region commences, although the conditions of soil.

temperature, and elevation are not unfavourable.
Again, it is wanting in the Eastern Himalaya, where
the rainfall exceeds 100 inches. The Deodar is so

closely allied to the Cedars of Lebanon, the Taurus,
and the Atlas Mountains, that botanists find it difiicult

to keep them distinct as species. A close comparison
of the climatic conditions under which these western
Cedars grow with the climate of the north-west
Himalaya may lead to interesting results regarding the
history of the spread of these beautiful and useful trees.

It is not, however, climate, soil, and the action of man
in historic times alone which determine the area over
which plants and trees are actually found at the present
time ; other far more remote causes have been at work,
the study of which forms the most interesting part of
botanical geography. The forester, however, has to

take things as they are, and to him the most important
point is to ascertain the conditions most favourable for

a vigorous growth of those trees which pay best, and
which yield the largest quantity of timber and other
forest produce within a certain time on a given area.

The Ciiy Press says Mr. Robert Broad-
water, of Billiter Square, has been unanimously nomi-
nated Master-elect of the Fruiterers' Company
for the ensuing year; and Mr. J. H. Buckingham,
of Wood Street, and Mr. Henry Avory, have been
admitted to the freedom and livery of the company.

AUBERGINES.
One of the members of the Solanum family being at

present very much in fault, it is but right that we should
look to another member of the same family for assist-

ance. Fortunately it is a large family, and one that

the traveller will meet with in greater abundance in the

tropics than in the hedge-banks of Great Britain. The
Solanea' are well marked, as plants of such a dan-
gerous order must needs be ; even the foliage has
generally a lurid look, well represented in the haulm of
the Potato, and a disagreeable smell. Passing over its

poisonous members, I must remark that homoeopathy
has robbed even the Nightshade of half its terrorsj and
the fcetor of the Tobacco deters no one from distilling

the " weed" in his pipe-clay retort. The demand for

Love Apples (Lycopersicum) year by year increases,

but we have only had Aubergines introduced lately.

I bought some of the violet coloured variety in

Victoria Market, Manchester, the other day ; they cost

4i/. each, and were highly coloured, about 6 or 7 inches
long, and about an inch and a-half in diameter. Your
readers will not, however, be content with knowing
the colour, size, and price, unless I tell them first what
these Aubergines are and what their use and benefit.

The Aubergines are Egg-plants in disguise, not egg-
shaped, but more like Cucumbers coloured violet.

They are best known as Solanum Melongena, and fur-

nish a very handsome and useful kitchen vegetable,
perhaps about as wholesome as the Cucumber, and used
much in the same wayfor pickling—but on the danger-
ous ground of giving any directions for cooking I dare
not enter.

The name Aubergine is a French one. Our lively

neighbours across the Channel are said to do great
things with Aubergines, and I do not obtrude my
private opinion against French cookery ; I have
been taught better. I once had a clever neigh-
bour who kept an inn, with stabling, post-horses,

&c., where there never was any lack of entertain-

ment either for man or for beast. She had always
a smile for her visitors. This good lady in her
youth had travelled through Italy and France, and
had lived some years in the latter country, and there
learned much of their cookery and household economy.
Among her other accomplishments, she excelled in

making pickles—real home-made, thereby rendering
adulteration impossible. When a coach drew up at

the door of the inn, the dinner for the party would be
ordered, and that could not be altered, but there was
always an item in the bill for " Servants' eating and ale."

Now, I have often thought that there certainly must
have been a special providence for postboys, otherwise
the race would have been extinct long ago ; for they
had to face the weather at all hours when duty called,

and get food or drink as best they could. However,
here there was provided for their special use and bene-
fit, "hot-pot," a home-made pickle, of no ordinary
pungency, "for postboys." The liquor in which
mixed pickles for gentry had been preserved, was
saved for " hot-pot," and what it had lost in strength
was made up by the use of Cayenne pepper and Chili

vinegar. What, however, we are most concerned vrith

just now are the solid ingredients— Cauliflowers,

Cucumber ends, red-skinned Onions, and last, but not
least, potato-apples sliced and salted. As this good
lady and her husband had the inn for more than
20 years, and as I never heard of any postboy
being poisoned, or even suffering from "hot-pot,'* I

set it down as safe eating. Of the tasteless potato-

apple, Cucumber, or Aubergine, immersed first

in salt, and then in such fiery liquor,

little would be left of their native properties,

either for good or for harm ; for what the cloride of

sodium (common salt) could not affect, the acetic acid

(vinegar) would grapple with, and when the Chili

Capsicum added its quota the mixture might honestly

be said to be " salted with fire."

Flour and water by themselves are tasteless, but
seasoned they are the staples in bread and confec-

tionary ; and so also of many vegetables. I have sup-
plied Celery for cooking as a vegetable, and Cucumbers
in the same way. Lettuce is excellent when cooked,
and the tasteless Tomato, Egg-plant, and potato-

apple, when treated as they deserve, will be found
useful. The Frenchman's salad, made up of Parsley,

Dandelion, and many other plants and weeds which
we never think of eating raw, does not poison him.
I knew a sailor who lived on grass roots (stolons) for

eight or ten days, when the ship had been abandoned,
and he had been landed on a swamp, verifying the

case of the mad King Nebuchadnezzar, who, reason-

reft, ate grass, in punishment for his pride, not dis-

cerning the degradation. Singularly enough there is

a Solanum, formerly called esculentum, but now
insanum, and Englished into Mad-apple, introduced

from the East Indies in our time, but, fortunately, we
are not yet tempted to try that in Manchester. As for

the Aubergines, they are quite safe and old-fashioned,

having been cultivated as a vegetable for more than
200 years- The fiery character of the Caladiums
leaves them by boiling ; and dangerous fungi, when
salted and soaked in vinegar, lose much of their

malign influence. These matters should be borne in

mind, since many vegetable substances used as pickles

may be eaten with impunity, that could not be used in

bulk per se. Green Celery is poisonous, Celery
blanched is wholesome. The distinction must be
maintained, for it is evident that some plants acknow-
ledged to be poisonous may still be turned to good
account. There is a great need for definite informa-

tion respecting this class of plants, as we learn from
the instances we read of in the daily papers of children

and even adults being sometimes poisoned ,by the

tempting berries of a Solanum, or the handsome, high-

coloured Toadstool growing beneath a tree. Alex.

Forsyth.

SOMETHING AB0U7 NUTS.
The Calcot Gardens, near Reading, have for many

years been in the possession of Mr. Richard Webb,
and are remarkable for a great variety of Nuts, which
are there grown on an extensive scale. The garden is

some 14 acres in extent, surrounded by a brick wall

about 8 feet high, and occupies the site of an old

farm homestead. Many of the barns, stables, and
other buildings still stand, old and dilapidated though
they be, but the open yards have been brought under
cultivation, and fat beasts have made way for fruits and
flowers, perfect thickets of which cover every available

inch of ground. Here, in the summer and autumn
months, may be seen heavily-laden little fruit trees,

many of them grown in pots plunged in the ground,
where they remain summer and winter, this system of

culture being much in favour with Mr. Webb.
Associated with fruits of all kinds are many old

and new fashioned flowers, the Rose flowering

of its own sweet will, especially Mar^chal Niel
(an immense favourite here), in company with several of

the recently introduced Clematis, &c. Most of the plants

and every tree here has a history, which is told with
an enthusiasm fully betokening that Mr. Webb's garden
is his hobby, and well he loves it. "This Mulberry
tree I planted 36 years ago," and good use it has made
of its time. Some few years ago the tree showed signs

of splitting, and one large branch had to be removed.
This was sawn into short lengths, some of which were
planted in another part of the garden, and are now
growing. Here, too, is an espalier Apple tree, which
might appropriately enough be called " a grizzly

giant." It is lOO years old ; the sort, the old " Pomme
Roy." For 60 years it was subject to American
blight, but has now grown out of it. Twenty years

ago Mr. Webb grafted a vigorous growing sort on to

it, which put new blood into the old favourite, and
gave it a new lease of its life. Its vigour has increased

wonderfully these last few years ; and one is tempted
to ask—Might not many an old favourite be saved in the

same way? Near to the old Apple are two nice speci-

mens of the wild Service tree, which are much prized.

Its leaves shine like those of the Ivy, and it ought to be
much more grown than it is, I saw also a famous
Nut tree, which is about 30 feet high, and nearly

50 feet through, and which growth it has made in

48 years, Mr. Webb having sown the seed, which he
incidentally obtained amongst others in London. It

bears very fine nuts, and has produced as many as

no lb. in the season.

I have before stated that Marechal Niel is a
great favourite at Calcot ; and I may say now that it

is to be met with all over the place, and growing
under all sorts of conditions. First one meets with

it strugglmg for supremacy with a large browai

Turkey Fig tree ; further on, growing up the same
wall, is a plant which has made shoots from
28 to 30 feet in length. Again, you meet with it

growing most vigorously in a pot plunged out ; and
also planted out on a sloping bank, without the protec-

tion of a wall. Plants there are by hundreds growing
amongst fruit trees against the walls, and some of

them have attained such dimensions that blackbirds

i:-uild their nests in them. Marechal Niel is seldom
troubled with the pruning knife, the soil is light, it

grows with astounding vigour, and the flowers cut

from the plants are counted by thousands during the
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season. Every bit of the walls round this large garden
is covered with fruit trees and Roses, the principal
fruits being Plums, Pears, Apples, and Currants. The
trees are small and thickly planted, the walls are
covered quickly and as neatly as is consistent with but
slight pruning. The knife is only used to clear obstruc-
tions or for thinning out ; the trees make clean bearing
wood, and require no more attention. The crops they
bear are very large, and consistent with the enlight-

ened treatment which the trees experience. Other
notable features in Mr. Webb's garden I must leave
until I have had my say about Nuts.

Previous to the year 1S55 Mr. Webb grew Nuts in

a small way, much as his neighbours did, but finding
the demand for them increasing, and the price rising in

the market, he planted all the spare ground he had, about
10 acres, with Nut trees, and these are now in full

bearing order. The trees are planted diagonally,

each tree, it would amount to the almost fabulous
sum of ^320 per acre ; and it is not too much to
suppose that they will yield even more than that, for
as a proof of it he " had si.\ individuals a quarter of a
day gathering the nuts from one tree, and they were all

witnesses to the weight—no lb. of Cob Nuts." Nuts
are sure bearers six years out of seven, and always
saleable, and Mr. Webb has come to the conclusion
that no crop can be planted that will yield so much
money per acre. " Compared with land for building
purposes, it will yield ten times the profit without any
expense after the first few years, and then but trifling."

I am here citing Mr. Webb's opinions ; it is obvious
that the reader must himself test their correctness.
The Nut trees have grown into a perfect thicket,
though in many instances they have been beaten
in height by the fruit trees. Of the latter only
really first-class sorts are grown, and many of these

flower most abundantly, and a great quantity of a very
fine strain of Polyanthus ; I saw also a nice lot of Pico-
tees. I cannot conclude without mentioning two other
noteworthy trees I saw here ; one is a scarlet Filbert,
one branch of which produces white Filberts without
any apparent reason for so doing ; and the other is a
Black Hamburgh Vine, which covers 16,000 feet of
wall This was planted as a cutting about 40 years ago,
against a barn, from which it has been spread out on
the extension system in all directions. It is five times
the size of the famous Vine at Hampton Court, and
from it is usually obtained about a ton of fairly well-
ripened Grapes. Appended is a description of the
nuts figured.

I. Red-skiiincd Filbert.—Knls clustered ; husk longer
than the nut, contracted at the throat, divided for about
a third of its length into narrow, acute segments ; nut

Fig. 325.—oRoup of nuts.

I, Rwl-iHiilK-d Mil en
; 5, Knight's T..-<rKe Cob : 3, naviaii.i

; 4, Pri/o Filbert : 5, Webb's Prize Cob Filbert ; 6, Webb's GariKiWi.

about 8 feet apart, two rows of Nuts and one of fruit
trees alternating, 640 trees being planted to the acre.
The 10 acres are divided off into quarters, by grass
paths, these paths on either side being edged with
rows of Strawberries, and in their season with Wall-
flowers, Narcissus, &c. While the trees were small the
ground was kept clean with the hoe ; it was dug once
a year for the first seven years, and it has only been
manured once since the trees were put in, though for
several years Mr. Webb has taken off good crops of
Fo;atos. The only dressing that he gives to the ground
IS rotten leaf-mould, a large stock of which he has
generally m hand for this purpose. By growing
1 otatos and such like crops on the ground while the
trees are getting up, a fair return for the original outlay
IS received. It ,s only when the trees come into full
bearing and attain a good size, which takes about

thm^rr' '^^' ""^
v"'

?'=>"'="»" pays, and then
the returns are more than cent, per cent;, and go on
increasing On this subject Mr" Webb says, if the
640 trees bear at the rate of i,. each, £12 iex acre
per annum is secured

; and if they should bear 10.. I

this year carried enormous crops. The last season
Mr. Webb considered only a moderate one for

nuts, but the crops were very evenly distributed, and,
I thought, plentiful. In a good season as many as
from 1500 to 1800 lb. of nuts have been picked in

a day. When gathered they are stored in barrels
of 100 lb. weight each, and kept in a barn until sent
away to market. Mr. Webb has raised a number of
new Nuts, which he calls Cob Filberts, remarkable for

their size, excellent quality, and free-bearing pro-
perties, .ind it is these really fine sorts that he has
principally planted. Most of them were exhibited on
Wednesday last at .South Kensington, and some of
them will be found illustrated in the woodcuts accom-
panying this paper. There are other paying proper-
ties connected with a Nut plantation besides what I
have stated above, and amongst them I must place the
manufacture of baskets for packing fruit, which are
all made in the winter time of the thinnings of the Nut
trees. Under most of the latter are grown in spring
vast quantities of Crocuses and Snowdrops, Narcissus,
&c. There is here also a mile length of Violets, which

elliptic acule. with a broad somewhat pointed base; skin

red ; flavour excellent.

2. Knlt^hl' s Larj^c Cob.—Nuts in pairs ; husk longer

than the nut, contracted at the throat, divided into shallow
ovate acute lobes : nut large, broadly ovate acute, with a
broad base.

3. Dav!arra.—t4e\t seedling Cob. Nuts in pairs
;

husk scarcely longer than the nut, open at the throat,

deeply and irre^larly divided into narrow acute seg-

ments : nut large broadly obovate acute.

4. Prize Filbert.—Nuts clustered ; husk slightly longer
than the nut, divided into narrow, acute segments, which
fold over the apex of the nut ; nut medium size, squarish

ncule.

5. Webb's Prize Cob 'Filbert.—NMs clustered ; husk
contracted at the throat, divided for a third into narrow
acute segments ; nut large, broadly oval acute.

6. IVebb's Craribaldi.—Seedling Filbert ; nuts clustered
;

husk about the length of the nut, open at the throat,

deeply divided into numerous narrow gashed segments
;

nut large, oblong acute, somewhat flat at the base.

7. Atlas Nut (Corylus algeriensis).—Nuts in pairs
;

husk about the length of the nut, open at the throat.
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deeply divided into narrow lance-sli.iped segments ;
nut

large, square, slightly acute, flat at the base.

8. Sp^i/iis/t Prize ri/der/.—'Siits densely clustered;

husk about the length of the nut, open at the throat,

divided for a third of their length into numerous lanceo-

late segments ; nut small, elliptic, pointed at both ends.

9. Alcn-cilU i/e Bof/ivv/Zcf-.—Nats solitary ;
husk longer

than the nut, deeply divided into narrow toothed segments,

which close over the apex of the nut ; nut large, broadly

ovate acute, flat at the base.

10. Princess y^fw/.—New Seedling ; nuts in clusters;

husk as long as the nut, deeply divided into lanceolate

acute segments ; nuts medium size, oval, base rounded.

w. Empress Euginie.—Nuts clustered ; husk shorter than

the nut, open at the throat, divided at the margin into shal-

low teeth ;
nutmediumsize,ovalacute. basesomewhatacute.

12. G'-tA';\/.— Nuts in pairs ; husk shorter than the nut,

open at the throat, cut half way down into narrow acute
j

segments ; nut medium size, obovate acute, square at the base. I

In addition to the foregoing we may here cite the I

as long again as the nut, open at the throat, divided

nearly "half way down into lance-shaped segments ;
nut

small, squarish in outline, blunted at the apex, flattened

at the sides and base ; shell verv thick (!), skin rough.

St. A'c//j'.—Nuts in pairs or threes ; husk half as long

again as the nut, very downy, contracted at the throat,

divided one-fourth of the way down into narrow acute

segments ; nut oval, pointed at both ends ; shell thin
;

skin thin, smooth, pale brown.
Kentish Cob (Rivers).—Nuts solitary ; husk half as long

again as the nut. large, wide, tubular, open at (he throat,

divided for a fourth of the distance into broad ovate acute

segments ; nut large, oblong, obtuse at bolli ends ;
shell

thick; skin rough, pale.

It is a singular circumstance that nuts of the same
forms, but smaller and less civilized, so to speak, than

those now represented, have been found in the Swiss

lake dwelling'^, which cannot be less than 2000 years

old, and the age of which some compute at 4000 year^.

Moreover, apparently the same weevil grub pierced the

uiuisual, peculiar, and attractive ui llie appearance of
the landscape ; to ride through miles of vineyards in

the Cote d'Or, the ** golden hillsides" of France, or
watch tlie terraced heights on the Rhine banks, where
the sun casts back its rays from the broad waters like a
mirror, and great and influential people discuss the
merits of this or that year's vintage of Burgundy or
hock in all parts of the world—compared with such
scenes and thoughts Lavender seemed to possess far

humbler pretensions. But then we were told that it had
unfailing medicinal qualities most valuable to workers
in the fields; moreover it formed a component part, or
entered more or less into the composition, of every de-
scription of scent ; and the toilette and boudoir are not
trilling questions in our days of supposed luxury and
refinement unprecedented. We well remembered those

little muslin bags—possibly there might be one or two
stowed away forgotten in drawers at home. Hereafter

they would be better appreciated for their modest ap-

FlG. 326.—GROUP OF NUTS.

7, Atlas Nut : 8, Spanish Prize Filbert ; 9, Merveillc dc Bolwyller ; 10, Princess Royal ; 11, Empress Eugenie : ir, Cosford.

characters of some other nuts, specimens of which have

been furnished to us from various quarters.

Multiflorum (seedling, Webb).—Nuts, many in a
cluster ; husk downy, rather longer than the nut, open at

the throat, divided for a fourth of the length into linear

pointed segments ; nut small, oval, pointed at both ends
; I

shell thin, skin brown. i

Prize Emperor (seedling Cob, Webb).—Nuts, three in
,

a cluster ; husk shorter than the nut, downy, open at the
j

throat, divided for a fourth of its length into irregiilar !

lance-shaped toothed segments ; nut of middle size,
|

symmetrical, broadly oval, scarcely pointed at either end
;

,

shell thick, skin brown.
White Filbert (Rivers).—Nuts in pairs ; husk tubular, ,

half as long again as the nut, contracted at the throat,
,

divided into shallow lance-shaped lobes, downy, ultimately '

rusty brown ; nut of middle size, symmetrical, oval,
,

rather pointed at both ends ; shell thin ; skin thin, brown
;

good flavour.

Macrocarpa (Rivers).—Nuts in pairs ; husk half as long
again as the nut, open at the throat, divided for a fourth

of its length into lance-shaped segments ; nut small, ovate
acute, rounded at the base ; shell thin ; skin thin, brown,
smooth ; flavour good.
Gordon s Thin-shelled {Rivtxz),—Nuts solitary ; husk half

shells in the sanie manner as now. The range of varia-

tion, then, in the case of the nut seems to be com-
paratively slight. IV.

THE LAVENDER COUNTRY.
In a ride by rail from West Croydon to Sutton, and

on both sides, commencing at Waddon, as far as the

eye can reach, are long narrow strips and occasionally

broad expanses of Lavender. After a thunderstorm,
refreshed by the rain, the colour is deep and intensified,

and the perfume crosses the pathway of the train. When
the sun is shining with unusual brightness, any one
standing in the midst of those fields may see the sky
reflecting back the colours from the earth, the blue tints

exchanged for lavender. Alighting at Sutton—the limit

for the present of this cultivation—the road turns sharply

to the right, and passes the well-known sign of the

Cock, an hostelry of sporting notoriety, and brings us

back on foot in the direction of Carshalton. Had we
chosen the left-hand side of the railway, we should have
been upon a plain stretching far away from Banstead
Downs to Epsom Downs. There seemed something so

,
pearance by the side of the gorgeously-decked perfumes

of a Rimmel.
! The road lies high, and commands an extended view,

and the patches of Lavender seemed to thicken and

multiply, some near at hand, others in the hollow, to

' our unaccustomed eye having a strange effect when
placed in contrast with light greens of standing waving

corn, the graver greens of the fences, and the still darker

green of the trees, with the fairy-like structure of crystal

glistening in sunlight on the horizon. The crop, we
were told, was looking remarkably well, with every

chance in favour of an average. The subject appeared

:
to possess considerable interest to wayfarers like our-

I selves. It was not difficult to get information from the

humbler sort of folks, and we followed the route pre-

scribed through Carshalton, frequented by trout fishers

and brothers of the angle, and described by a great art

critic as the most picturesque of all the villages of

England. A stream that emerged into the roadside

seemed to race with our footsteps, then disappeared,
I when turning sharply about on the right we were at

Wallington, in the centre of our search. The district

', of Beddington, associated with the palatial residence of
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the Archbishop of Canterbury, of which Wallington is

a hamlet, contains about 200 acres devoted to the

growth of Lavender. According to our informant,

throughout the whole locality, including Sutton on the

extreme verge, Carshalton and Mitcham, there may be

counted about 300 acres of Lavender fields. Mitcham
is the parent source of the herbal, or "physic garden-

ing," in the nzXiwe parlance^ and from that place, about

12 or 15 years ago, some transplants were made to

Beddington. From thence the growth has extended

to the neighbouring parishes, until, as at present, the

eye is attracted on all sides by the broad sheets of

colour, and the air is scented with the perfume.

In no other part of England has the same success

attended this kind of gardening, except in Cambridge-

shire, where the production is said to be inferior,

although this opinion might even be reversed by
ijiquiries in that quarter. However, it is evident in the

case of the Hop gardens in Kent and Sussex there is

something peculiar exists in the soil or climate, or both,

which»makes these plants to thrive. Those who have

crossed the plains of Spanish Estremadura could have
seen miles of waste land covered with the Lavendula
species, and florists conclude that the same skill brought

to the assistance of Nature might equally result in the

successful crop that finds its way first to the distillery,

and then by many transmutations to the scent-bottle

or the medicine chest. The only peculiarity observable

is a loamy upper surface for several feet upon a substra-

tum of chalk, rather of a "holding nature," although

dry. The ploughing at present is not so deep as in

former years, and to this circumstance has been
assigned the reason why in place of bearing for eight

or nine years as formerly, the plants are now exhausted

in three or at the utmost in four years. Upon an open
space at Wallington of 30 acres, the largest Lavender
field in the locality, we were able to observe the differ-

ent growths of the one, two, or three years. Nearly
adjoining was another 4-acre enclosure, spread out as

level as a billiard-board, which we can readily believe

to be the finest example of the one year's crop that

could be seen anywhere. Only a moderate application

of manure is necessary at the outset in the autumn,
when the planting takes place ; and after the first year's

liarvesting, the plants have grown to such dimensions
that every other row has to be taken out, and every
other plant in the row that remains. Tlie three years'

growth are the first to come to maturity, and then the

second, and then the third. [? First.]

The harvest takes place in August. The cutting,

which is done by the sickle, appears an art of itself,

which affects the crop in the future year. The labourers

are followed by women and girls, who immediately pack
and tie the Lavender up in mats, to protect it from the

rays of the sun, or otherwise the quantity of oil to be
extracted would be reduced before it could be taken in

hand at the distillery. Small quantities have been pre-

viously cut before they are fully ripe, for Covent Garden
Market, or for sale about the towns and villages in the

neighbourhood. The distillery process is carried on
upon the spot ; a=; the volumes of smoke from several

chimneys, and the strong odour of herbs around the

buildings, sufficiently testified to some very odoriferous

process within ; for it must be remembered that Pep-
permint, Rosemary, Dill, Chamomile, as well as La-
vender, have to find their way to the same crucial test.

Beneath a brick-built shed stands a row of stills, with
what are called worm-tubs attached to each still. Upon
the ground-floor the furnaces are being attended, and the

percolator watched, as a trickling noise indicates that

the oil is being extracted by the process going on.

Above the furnaces are the stills, of dimensions sufti-

cient either to contain half a ton or a ton weight
of herb, and the building is spacious enough to

admit of carts being driven in for the purpose of

unloading.
The still is filled thrice in 24 hours, namely, eight

hours to a run. The men get upon the upper floor,

remove the still-head by a lever, then take the Lavender
from the mats, and tread the stalks down with their

feet until the copper is tightly filled to the brim. Liquor
at boiling heat is then taken from the top-surface of the
worm-tub, although at the bottom and lower surface

the water is quite cold, and the furnaces are set to work.
The worm consists of piping attached to the head of the
still, and passes round and round the tub which contains
the cold water. The men watch the bringing over of
the still—that is, the moment when the liquor begins
to flow over the head into the worm. Directly it does
so, they know that the oil is running, and immediately
damp down the furnaces. The boiling liquor from the
herbs, by passing through the tubing immersed in cold
water, becomes condensed, and the oil separates from
the water and runs into the percolator at the foot of
the worm-tub. This bringing over is the most critical

point in the whole operation ; then great attention and
experience are needed, otherwise the herbs, both stalk
and flower, might be taken into the worm, and the oil

be spoiled. So well practised, however, are the men
employed that what is called a "run foul" is scarcely
known during the whole of the distilling season. From
thence it is taken and placed in dark glass bottles with
short necks, containing 4 lb. to 7 lb. each, ready for
merchandising. When one lot has been distilled the
still top IS removed by the lever, and the charge taken
out wuh long forks.

The steam and vapour that arise are very great—for
the unmitiated finite overpowering ; and what is termed '

the "walk" being very heavy, the men themselves

have to labour hard to get out the refuse, which is

thrown just at the back of the building for manure.

The coppers are filled up again with herbs, fresh water

is pumped into the worm-tub to supply what has been
taken ofif the surface for the still, and to replace what
has passed off in the evaporation that has been always

going on, and the process again proceeds. The quantity

or oil extracted from a ton of Lavender varies according

to the influence of the season : from 15 lb. to 16 lb. is

considered a fair average, very seldom it reaches 21 lb.,

sometimes not more than 10 lb. The distilling lasts

about two months, from the first week in August to the

second week in October, according to the abundance or

otherwise of the surrounding crop. The business itself

is separate from the growing ; the small growers as well

as the large take their crops to the distillery, and pay a

certain agreed-upon rate per ton. The results during

the present season have been favourable, although the

continuance of wet weather somewhat interfered with

the outdoor work. These operations may be seen and
inquired into by following out the route we had taken

from Sutton, through Charlton to Wallington, thence

by the footpaths across the Lavender fields to

Beddington, and on to Waddon station upon the rail-

way of the London and Brighton Company, yonrnal
of Applied Science.

NOTES ON CONIFERS.—Xlir.
Finns tithercnlata.—Indigenous to California, from

which it was introduced about a quarter of a century

ago, when it was first discovered by Dr. Coulter,

south of Monterey, near the level of the sea. Hartweg
and others have since found it in the Santa Cruz
mountains, at considerable elevations, in some cases

about 5000 feet. This is one of the three-leaved Pines,

belonging to the same group as Pinus insignis and
P. muricata, somewhat hardier, at least when young,

but of slower growth than the former species ; in its

native habitats seldom reaching above 40 feet in height.

The leaves are from 4 to 6 inches in length, thickly

set, of a bright green colour ; its appearance is conical,

rather dense in habit when thriving well, particularly

when young ; its cones are mostly in clusters of four,

sometimes fewer. Mr. Jeffrey describes it as having

cones adhering to the tree, in some instances with 20

whorls of cones on the trunk, the growth of as many
years, the branches being covered with them in the

same way as the trunk.

In this country it has generally proved quite hardy
;

it does not appear to be particular about soil, and
will stand a moderate amount of exposure without

apparent injury. There is a fine thriving specimen at

Riccarton, about 13 feet in height, a picture of health.

This is a distinct and really beautiful ornamental tree,

which should be planted for decorative purposes more
extensively than it has yet been, and when it becomes
cheap enough it might yet prove of some value as a

nurse. Its comparatively slow growth will always tell

against its being extensively planted as a timber tree,

although its wood is said to be hard and resinous.

Retiuospora fiUfera.—Introduced from Japan a few
years ago, as have the numerous other species and
varieties of this beautiful genus. It has a pyramidal

habit, with glaucous green foliage, and fine drooping,

cord-like shoots, giving the plant an elegant, pendulous,

and truly graceful character, forming one of the most
beautiful objects conceivable for planting in the choicest

situations. It is quite hardy, preferring a deep strong

soil and moderately sheltered situation. It is found

growing in Japan to the height of about 20 feet.

Retinospora ohliisa.—Said to grow in Japan to the

height of from 70 to loo feet, and from 3 to 5 feet in

diameter. In this country it is already widely spread,

thriving with less or more luxuriance wherever planted,

if in soil at all good, and in a moderately sheltered

situation. It appears to be quite as hardy as most of

our ordinary shrubs, and where well established grows
nearly as freely as does the Cupressus Lawsoniana,

forming an important addition to our finest lawn plants.

Its foliage when in fine health is almost of an emerald

green, its branches are spreading, the lateral ones, in

two rows, spreading out almost like a fan. Mr.

Gordon, in the Pineiu/n says, "It constitutes a large

portion of the forests in the mountains on the Island

of Nippon, in Japan. Its timber is white, fine grained,

compact, and acquires, when worked, the brilliancy of

silk, and in consequence of its valuable properties the

Japanese dedicate it to the God of the Sun ; and con-

struct chapels and small temples out of its timber, for

divine purposes." This beautiful tree is called Hennak
by the Chinese, and Fa-si-no-ki (Tree of the Sun) by
the Japanese.

Retinospo7-a pisifcra.—This species is smaller in size,

and has more slender branches than R. obtusa ; the

colour of the bark being darker. It has numerous
branches thickly covered with branchlets, resembling

somewhat in habit Cupressus Lambertiana, but is

scarcely so spreading, and is more graceful in habit.

Its leaves are sharp-pointed, and beautifully glaucous

on the under side. This interesting species, like

R. obtusa, has been very generally planted in these

islands, and is found to be efiually hardy, and although

described as a smaller-sized tree in Japan, it grows
quite as quickly in this country.

Sequoia serupeT-firens.—This "giant of the forest"

was first discovered by Menzies in 1796, on the north-

west coast of America, and afterwards by Douglas, in

1S36. The Russians first introduced it to Europe, in

1S43. It has since been found by Hartweg and others

growing all over Upper California, many of the trees

averaging 200 feet in height, with trunks from iS to

24 feet in circumference. One tree, which was called

by the American settlers " the Giant of the Forest,"

measured 270 feet in height, and had a trunk 55 feet in

circumference at 6 feet from the ground.

As seen in this country, under favourable conditions,

it is a fine-looking, fast-growing tree, having a mode-
rately open, flat, pyramidal habit ; when allowed plenty

of room to develope itself, it is generally clothed to the

ground with branches, when the soil and situation is at

all favourable.

Its Yew-like leaves are set on the numerous short

branchlets in two rows, alternately ; they are dark green,

slightly glossy above, and somewhat glaucous beneath.

The leaves on the young branches are much thinner

set, and less regular, and double the size of those on
the branchlets. The bark on the older portions of the

last year's branches is of a warm, reddish browncolour,
marked with irregular, silvery, narrow, broken belts.

Towards the top of the tree the branches, while short,

are horizontal ; as they extend in length, further down
the tree, they become less or more pendulous, the

extreme points always growing upwards. Occasionally

strong branches, at all heights, but particularly near

the ground, take an upward tendency, and divide the

lead. In certain situations, where a picturesque tree is

desirable, this may not be objected to ; but where a

symmetrical tree is desired, or where timber is aimed
at, attention should be given to have these shortened

back while young, and thus to concentrate the energies

of the tree in increasing the size of its bole, instead of

allowing rivals to divide with it.

A few of the largest specimens here have boles from

4 to 5 feet in circumference, and are now beginning to

show very decidedly some of the characteristics of the

bark, for which adult trees are so remarkable. When
pierced with a knife, the bark on the larger specimens,

a few feet from the groun i, is found to be from 2 to 3
inches in thickness, soft and spony, but admirably

adapted for protection from extremes of heat or cold.

There are numerous furrows running up and down the

trunk in irregular lines from i to 2 inches in depth,

and fully as much across, caused by the swelling of the

wood which it encircles, and which process must con-

tinually be going on, decreasing as the tree approaches
maturity, giving a chequered appearance to the bole.

The hollow parts being more recently separated, are

of a reddish brown tint, the ridges approaching a grey

colour.

As this tree when first introduced very reasonably

created a considerable interest among planters, and as

it proved easy of propagation, it was soon to be had in

sufficient quantity to admit of its being extensively

planted and experimented with in all parts of the

United Kingdom ; and as nearly thirty years have
passed away since its introduction, and as specimens
from 40 to 50 feet in height are by no means rare, we are

now in a position to speak with some certainty as to its

adaptability to our climate, and probable value as a
park or ornamental tree, and something may also be
said of what it promises to be as a timber tree. That
it will succeed, and grow to be a large tree in our

climate, in good deep, rather damp than dry soils, and
in all ordinary but not exposed situations, will be, I

think, very generally admitted by those best qualified

to form an opinion on the subject. That it will not

thrive in very elevated situations where exposed to cold

cutting winds, which it cannot withstand, or when
planted in poor, dry, gravelly or sandy soils, will be as

readily admitted. In such circumstances it gets very

much browned during the winter and spring months,

and becomes very unsightly, making little progress,

and therefore should not be planted under such con-

ditions. Some of the strongest growing and healthiest

plants I have seen, were growing in deep mossy land,

which had been drained.

In all probability our finest specimens will yet be
grown in the bottom or lower sides of glens or valleys,

or in rich alluvial soils near rivers. As it does not

appear to suffer from low temperatures, it may safely

be planted in such situations.

When well placed it is a handsome tree of rapid

growth, making annual shoots of from 3 to 4 feet, and

greatly improving in appearance as it increases in size.

It is one which cannot fail to take and keep a promi-

nent place in our finest parks. Being an evergreen

tree of extraordinary size, with fine spreading semi-

pendulous branches and grand appearance, it will as

specimens become more and more developed in this

country become, among the recent introduction^', one

which is destined to take a prominent part, if not in

revolutionising, at least in greatly improving the

appearance of the parks and pleasure-grounds of our

landed aristocracy and ancient nobility. The timber

of this tree is of a beautiful colour, red, fine, and

close grained ; when sawn into boards it has the

property of not warping, and it is said not to be

attacked by insects. It is related that gold was first

discovered in California by some workmen while erect-

ing a sawpit for the purpose of cutting up a large bole

of this species.

As an economic tree, taking into account 4be
I character of its timber and the rapidity of its growth, it
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may yet prove valuable. It cones and ripens seeds

freely, and consequently can be supplied in quantity, to

meet any demand that may arise for it. There is a

plant at Scato Island 50 feet in height, another at

Boconnoc, in Cornwall, 47 feet 6 inches. The noble

specimen at Dropmore is well known, and fine plants

are also to be found at Hopetoun, Castle Kennedy,

and Riccarton.

Thitjopsis Standishii.—Introduced from Japan in

1861 by Mr. Fortune, who discovered it growing near

Yeddo. It somewhat resembles the T. dolabrata in

its general appearance. Its leaves are smaller, of a

bright glossy green above and dull glaucous colour

below ; its branches are slender and pendulous. It is

quite hardy, and, like its congener, of slow growth, at

least when young, requiring apparently similar treat-

ment to T. dolabrata. A. F<noIcr^ Castle Kennedy.

CONCERNING GARDEN POTS,
Next to the cost of labour and fuel, the most

serious item in the gardener's yearly account-book is

most generally the amount expended on garden crockery-

ware. There is no royal way that I know of, of pro-

tecting pots from breakage, and get broken they do in

considerable quantities in most gardens yearly. There
is a great ditTerence, however, in the quality of the

pots suppHed by the various makers, and it is this fact

the pottery. It is a. fine plastic clay, light in colour.

The first 6 or S feet only is used for pot making, and

as the following analysis made of it iu August last, by

Dr. Tosh, F.C.S., of Whitehaven, shows, it is exceed-

ingly well adapted for that purpose :
—

" Before analysing, the clay was dried at ihc tempera-

ture of boiling water.

Silica S7-=9
Alumina '3 55
Ferric oxide .. .. .. 4-90
M.ingancse oxide .. 0,46

Lime . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

S.84

Magnesia . . . . . . . . . . .

.

2.^7

Potash .. .. . 3.62

Loss in calcination > water and carbonic acid' .

.

10.06

100,99

"The greater part of the lime shown above exists in

the raw clay as carbonate. The high character which

the clay bears as regards its suitability for ' terra-cotta"

work is fully borne out by the analysis."

Below the layer last mentioned is one of blue clay, of

which good bricks, drain-pipes, &:c., are made, and at

a depth of from 10 to 12 feet there is a layer of from
12 to 15 inches in thickness of peat, and below this

again is a bed of soft clay, which is employed in the manu-
facture of common bricks. But the staple article of

manufacture at tlie Royal Potteries is that ofgarden pots,

about a million and a half of which, ranging in size

sists in repeatedly cutting the mass with wire and
dashing the pieces together again.

This process being carried out to a sufficient extent,

the clay is formed into " bolls," which in size are large

or small, according to the size of the pot required to be

made, a skilful workman calculating the quantity

required alniost to a nicety. Then the "bolls" are

handed to " the thrower," who, seated at his revolving

wheel, dashes it on to the centre, anl then proceeds in

a dexterous manner to form the pol, keeping his hands

and the clay moist whilst so doing. To enable him to

make the pots uniform in size, pieces of wood or iron

with pointed ends are fixed to mark the height and

diameter. The pot conforming to the required size

and shape, the potter passes a fine wire over the surface

of the wheel, and removes the pot to a board placed

near him to receive it, and proceeds to make another,

which is done in less time than it takes to relate the

process. Whilst alluding to the potter's wheel, which

always turns against the sun, I may be allowed to recall

the curious fact, that from the time of the Pharoahs to

the present, but little if any improvement or alteration

has been made in it, tiiOLigh the motive-power attached

to it has been altered.

When the board, which will hold from 40 to 80 of

the middle sizes, is full, it is carried into the drying-

i

shed, and here the pots remain until they become dry
' anil otherwise fit for baking in the kiln or oven. They

Fig. 327.—basket of flowers in terra-cotta.

tbat induces me to write some account of the Royal
Pottery, Weston-super-Mare, where really good pots
are made. The articles supplied from this place are

in demand in all the great horticultural centres, and
used by the leading gardeners and nurserymen in the

country, as well as by a good many out of it ; and this

I consider furnishes a good indication of the value of

the Weston pots.

The Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare, was estab-

lished in 1S36 by Mr. Charles Phillips, who carried on
the business until 1S70, when it passed into the hands
of its present proprietor, Mr. John Matthews, who has
introduced several new branches of manufacture,
notably that of rustic goods and baskets of artificial

flowers, of which more anon. Mr. Phillips originally

opened the place as a brick-yard in the year mentioned,
and a few years later commenced the manufacture of
glazed ware, such as washing pans, dishes, &c. \txy
few garden pots were made here until about the year
1846. It was soon, however, found that the clay was
suitable for their manufacture, and Mr. Phillips gave
up the glazed ware branch and devoted his attention
solely to the making and improvement of garden
pots and vases, and which he developed to such per-
fection that at the great World's Fair in 1851 a Certifi-

cate of Merit was awarded to him, a higer value being
set upon such an award in those days than is the case
with the "testimonials" of this eminently "testimoni-
alising age."

I should state here that the clay of which the
Weston pots is made, is procured in a field adjoining

from I i^ to 30 inches in diameter, are made annually, by
astafFofabout5o men and boys. As I have before stated,

the pots made here bear a high character amongst nur-

serymen and gardeners for their strength, durability,

and neat finish. They seldom become green, a valuable

point in their favour, and which it is believed is due to

the percentage of potash in the clay. They will also,

I believe, withstand the effects of the hardest frost

without sustaining injury.

It may be interesting to know how pots are made, and
I, therefore, venture to describe the process, which is as

follows. It is essentially necessary in the manufacture of

all horticultural goods that the utmost attention be paid

to the mixing and preparation of the clay : this, I

believe, being considered by potters of even more import-

ance than its quality. The clay is dug out of the

pits in the winter time, and spread, some 3 feet deep,

over the surface of the ground, where it is fully exposed

to all sorts and conditions of weather ; the action of

the frost being perhaps the most beneficial to it. Layer
after layer of clay is put on this, at intervals, until the

heap becomes from Jo to 12 feet high, and in this state

it is allowed to remain for a considerable time, the

longer the better. When required for use it is turned

over once or twice and thoroughly mixed, and then

taken to the "pug mill," through which it is passed,

for the purpose of tempering it, or, in other words,

forming it into a homogeneous mass. From the " pug
mill" the clay is passed on to what are called the
'

' throwing sheds, " where it undergoes a further process

of tempering termed "wedging," which simply con-

are arranged in the oven on a system which the work-

men term " nesting ; " that is, the smaller ones are put

inside the larger ones, which accomplishes the great

object of economising space. The oven being filled in

this manner, the doorway is built up with bricks, and
plastered over with soft clay and san 1, in order to

exclude air ; the fires are lighted, and their strength

gradually increased until a great heat is attained, and

which is maintained for from 4S to 60 hours. Then
the fires are allowed to die out, the fireplace is closed

up with bricks and plastered, as in the case of the

doorway, and the goods allowed to get cool very gra-

dually. Thus the process goes on, the kiln being

emptied, filled, and fired, once in each week.

In addition to the ordinary form of garden pots

made at Weston, I may mention seed and cutting

pans. Orchid and Fern pots and pans, Italian Fern

baskets. Hyacinth pots. Rhubarb and Seakale pots,

"hedgehogs" for Crocuses, salad pots, &c. Then
in the way of garden ornaments in terra-cotta,

Mr. Matthews makes a gi-eat variety, ranging from

the Royal arms to a jardinette, and including a

bust of Shakspeare, a figure of Punch, all sorts and
sizes of vases, as the Palmerstonian, the Pigott, the

Denison, and the Weston vase ; hall, wreath, plume,

plinth. Ivy and rock pedestals ; stump or rustic

and rockery arborettes, &:c., ad lilnium ; and last, but

by no means the least of Mr. Matthews' achievements

as a potter, are the beautiful baskets of flowers in terra-

cotta, an illustration of which accompanies this paper

(fig. 327). These artificial flowers are made entirely by
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the hand, each part being made separately, and then put

together as sufficient parts are made to form the flower

intended to be imitated, and subsequently arranged in

baskets, as shown in the illustration, and in a variety

of other sizes and designs, before being baked. A
little more care in modelling the flowers and these

would be noteworthy works of art. Busts and vases

are also decorated with these flowers, and I have seen

a capital imitation of a gentleman's buttonhole flower

made of the same materials and by the same skilful

hands.

Reverting to garden pots, may I ask can nothing

be done to bring about the adoption of an uniform

and recognised scale of sizes amongst makers ?

To show the absurdity of the sizes of pots which such

men as Mr. Matthews are required to make, I have
prepared a Table illustrating this point ; and as these

are the sizes made for the London market, and may be

taken as a general guide, I have appended other

particulars, which may make it of more value to

amateurs, who are often puzzled for the want of such
information. The prices, I may state, are not those of

any one maker ; they may, and do, vary, but I have
endeavoured to get as near an approximation as pos-

sible. The measurements are taken just below the

rim :

—

Sises and other Particulars Relating to Garden Pots.

No.
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Of this I am confident, that those who have seen his

Seaclifle Black will mostly go home dissatisfied with

their Gros Guillaume. We have no proof whatever

that whcTi Mr. Thomson is contrasting Seacliffe Black

—

which *' B." and he alike aftirm to be Gros GuiUaume
—with B.irbarossa, he means the oval-shaped, thin-

skinned, delicate red or ^rh/Ay coloured variety, with a

sweet, juicy, delicate flavour—a very fine dessert fruit,

accordinij to Dr. Hogg; the king of dessert Grapes
according to Gallasio. What Grape, then, does he

mean by Barbarossa "i D. T. F,

The Special Prizes for Bedding Pelargo-
niums.— I fear it mu'it be conceded that the proposed
special prizes will be offered more in the interest of the

trade than in that of private growers, or, indeevl, in the

interests of the varieties of these new Pelargoniums
themselves. It is evident that only those who already

po>sess good strong plants of the kinds eligible for the

competition have any chance of securing the prizes, as

if autumn-struck plants were purchased now, anything
like good well-grown exhibition specimens could only

be produced by the end of May by growing them in

heat all the winter, a course of treatment entirely out

of character with bedding plants. To start fair, and
give the humblest as well as the largest growers a
chance, it should be specified that all the plants grown
for the competition should be from autumn-struck
cuttings of the present year ; that no artificial training

other than pinching should be permitted, and that the

competition should take place at the end of July or

beginning of August, by which time the true and
natural habit of each sort would liave been well
developed. Dr. Denny is evidently assured of this,

as he pleads for a later period than that originally

named. Perhaps the fairest solution of the matter
would be to have the plants shown twice in the same
pots, namely, at the last meeting in June and at the

first meeting in August, as by those means the
real usefulness -of the separate kinds, both
for pot culture and bedding, would be amply
demonstrated. If, however, the prizes are simply
offered for the purpose of procuring a gaudy display of
bloom early in the year, when town is full, then further

reasoning on the matter is useless. I shall not be
surprised to find some little discussion raised later on
as to how a pot is to be measured to make it the
required S inches in diameter, I remember that it was
once laid down in these columns—and the dictum was
generally accepted—that the diameter of a flower-pot

should be ascertained by measurement inside, and
about half an inch below the top of the rim, to which
point the soil usually rises ; but in measuring over 24's

I find them to be just at that point 7.^ inches across,

and i6's are S.^ inches across, and if this measurement
holds good with the general run of pots, then 8 inches

is an awkward size to name. It has often struck me
that we ought to have a standard of size for trade

fiower-pots throughout the entire country ; we should
then be enabled to indicate size in matters of competi-
tion with complete certainty. Certainly there is great

room for reform in the make of flower-pots as well as

in the material. When at the Royal Nursery, Slough,
in the summer, Mr. Turner showed me some samples
of pots which he had just received from Stafiordshire,

and which appeared to me to be the handsomest and
most evenly formed pots I had ever seen; whilst strong,

they contained but a minimum amount of material.

A few good prizes offered for the best samples of

flower-pots might produce a most interesting competi-
tion. A. D.

"Williams' Emperor of the Marrows" Pea.
—My experience with this Pea coincides with Mr.
Wildsmith's as to its excellence in quality, and the
extraordinary weight of crop it produces. I tried it

this year in competition with Ne Plus Ultra and
Champion of Scotland, these two latter Peas being the

sorts I have for some years grown for the general
supply, and which I have tried against numbers of

others ; and they have always carried the palm for

weight of crop combined with excellence of flavour

until the present season, in which they have yielded

place to Williams' Emperor of the Marrows for both
these essentials. This Pea has another and, to those

who have to supply a large family, a most important
quality, that is, that it retains its excellence in flavour
when it has attained an age at which all other Marrow
Peas I have ever met with would be comparatively
useless. This is of the greatest importance, especially

in hot dry weather. I am far from agreeing with
Mr. Wildsmllh that Peas which grow S feet are too
tall. The 4- feet growers, like Veitch's Perfection, are

better adapted for market growers, for their pruduce
comes more together than that of the taller varieties

;

but in private e^tabfi^hments the sorts that produce the

longest crop are preferable. And so far as the question
of Slicks goes, there are not many parts of the kingdom
where they cannot be procured long enough for the
tall growers ; even where they have to be bought,
if more is paid for an extra length it is saved in the
fewer required, by reason of the tall growers being
heavier croppers, consequently a less breadth of land
is under the crop, which latter is also a saving in itself.

And even if the objection of sticks really existed, the
difficulty can be met by stopping the Peas at the first

joint they show flower at, which causes them to make
two or three shoots instead of one, but not so tall.

This is a practice I always adopt with the last sowings

of tall Peas in the season. Instead of sowing these at

intervals, I sow three crops all at once, stopping two
lots at a fortnight's interval ; and I find that these last

crop much heavier from being so treated, than if sown
later and treated in the ordinary manner. T. Baines.

Large Ivy Trees.—Mr. Noble will be glad to

know that the large Ivy at Kenilworth (see p. 1294)
is not a solitary one. There is a large Ivy growing at

Fountains Abbey, Studley, Yorkshire. I measured ii

many years ago, and if I remember rightly it was then

'^}y inches in circumference, about i foot from the

ground ; llie Ivy then looked in had health, probably

from the excavations carried on there about that time

Another fine Ivy is growing in the gardens here in full

vigour, with a clean stem 6 leet before making a branch
;

the circumference of the stem about l foot above the

ground is 3 feet and I inch ; where it branches out it is

much larger, and also much larger near the ground.

This Ivy is twisting round the stem of a Molly, 5 feet In

circumference ; out of the same root is growing another

stem, a little less in size. At 10 feet high the Ivy has

taken the second stem into its arms, the whole then

becomes a perfect mass, each trying to outgrow the

other : both are in vigorous health. For many years

this mass was an impregnable fortress for sparrows and
starlings. A few years since the rats took possession

of the tree, and banished the birds, much to their

disgust, and now the rats defy all attempts to dislodge

them. The finest piece of Ivy I ever saw is growing
at Snape Castle, also on this estate ; I went there to

measure the stem, but could not do so as the Ivy

branched direct from the ground
;
part of the Castle is

inhabited by a farmer, who took me into a neatly

furnished sitting room to see a great curiosity. A
branch of the Ivy had worked its way through a small

fissure of the thick wall, and grown round the room,
forming a beautiful natural cornice, in perfect health,

the colour being a fine dark green. W. Citlveru>eUy

Thorpe Pc-rro-w, Yorkshire.

Epipactis palustris.—The discovery of an unre-

ported locality for this plant chiefly concerns London
botanists. Those of the fraternity who live and
botanise in the provinces cannot have an equal interest

in such notices as metropolitans have. The report was
sent

—

" Not 'cause the thing was (is) either rich or rare
;

The marvel's how the plague it got there."

It may have come down the river or up the river, for,

the Thames being tidal far above Kew, the plant may
have reached its present situation from either quarter.

The most feasible supposition, however, is that it has
occupied its present locality since the birth of flowers,

at the beginning of time. How it has lurked there

unobserved for so many years is a puzzle. The Orchids
at Chase Cottage, Enfield, are fully as remarkable—if

we say marvellous 'tis not too strong a word. These
have remained for centuries under the surface. Since
the Chase was disforested, one of them, viz., Epipactis

purpurata (the name is only provisional), made its

appearance ten or a dozen years since. E. latifolia and
Listera ovata became visible only this season. These
scarce plants are not waifs ; they are old natives of the

district. What were they doing under the earth for

several hundreds of years? These are some of the

things of which our philosophy gives an inadequate
explanation. A. I/vine, 28, Upper Manor Street,

Chelsea, October 30. [What proof is there that the

plants have had so long a resting stage? Eds.]

The Blindness of Cauliflowers.—This provok-
ing malady seems much on the increase. During dry
seasons I have attributed it to the drought—the sun, in

some mysterious manner, perhaps putting out the eyes.

But this year we have had rain enough and to spare,

and still the disease—shall I call it?—of blindness has
prevailed. There are two singular facts connected
with the matter that ought to help us to a solution of

the mystery. The first crops, wintered in frames and
hand lights, and the autumn crops, are generally free

from bhndness ; but all the intermediate crops suffer.

Last season I tried Veitch's Giant Autumn for an early

autumn crop. A large percentage came blind. This
season I kept it late, and nothing could be better. It

is doubtless a most valuable autumnal Cauliflower

—

sweet as the sweetest, and larger than the largest.

But why autumnal, and upon what principle are these

distinctions between early or late Caulifluwers made?
I have used the Walcheren for hand lights, and found
it one of the best early Cauliflowers, and have grown
the Early London and others with Walcheren in the

autumn, I thought at first this blindness might have
resulted from some flaw in the seed, and thought ol

writing to that effcjct to one of the first houses in tht

trade. But I hate complaining when well served

through a series of years, and before doing so 1

resolved to try both seeds and plants from other

sources. The result was that all were pretty well

alike. All Cauliflower crops for the last three year?,

from July to the middle of September, have had a large

percentage blind, and the side shootlets running into

green malformed flowers, as described by Mr. New-
man at p. 1391. Does the white fly eat out the hearts

in a young state? I have thought so; but there is

this difficulty in accepting this solution—that Broccoli,

Brussels Sprouts, and Savoys, and even late Cauliflower

plants, are often equally infested with the fly, and they 1

do not come blind. Why, then, do Cauliflowers? I

cannot tell. I hope some one of your many readers may.
The matter is a serious one where the gardener has to

supply a family all the year round, for, unfoitunately, no
one ever tires of Cauliflowers, and in many families the

(able has to be garnished with that or its next of kin,

Broccoli, all the year round. One thing more I ought
ro add, that I have not found any system of dusting

the plant in the seed-beds with lime and soot a remedX
for the blindness ; on the contrary, I have sometimes
thought it has increased the percentage of useless

plants. There is another kind of blindness which is

^tructural, an evidt-nt want of a centre. This is rare,

and totally different from that of which I have written.

D. T. Fish.

Foreign Correspondence.
Ornamental Plants, &c., in the Belgian

NUKSERibS.— M. Linden's establishment at Brussels

enjoys a world-wide reputation for the extensive collec-

tion of rare plants always to be found there. At the

present time it is peculiarly rich in valuable new
plants, some of which will turn out to be popular

subjects with our exhibitors. The collection of Orchids

is very extensive, and in fine condition, and would alone

amply repay a visit. Amongst these are Cattleya

gigas, the finest of all the Cattleyas, with very long

spathes and enormous flowers ; and Cattleya El

Dorado, of which M. Linden has three varieties, all

of a delicate blush colour, with orange lip, which in the

varieties differs in the colour of the margin, but all are

beautiful. There is also Masdevallia chimrera, a very

fine kind, described by Prof. Reichenbach in the

Gardeners^ Chronicle of August 6 ; some new Cypri-

pediums from the interior of the Brazils ; a very fine

example ofVanda Denisoniana ; a Vanda Batemanni,

8 feet high, in robust health, with flower-spikes 5 feet

long ; Lcelia prcestans, a fine plant, the only one in

Europe ; Aerides quinquevulnera densiflorum, with its

long handsome racemes ; and Saccolabium trichro-

mum, a tall thin grower, with short racemes of

flowers. In Odontoglossums there are O. vexil-

larium, with very large flowers, of which an

importation has just been received ; O. angulatum,

which M. Linden calls the King of the Orchids, pro-

ducing flower-stems whh as many as a hundred

blossoms, white with crimson spots ; and O. brevi-

foHum, with a strong flower-spike. There are also

several new unbloomed Epidendrums ; Miltonia

Regnelliana purpurea, a splendid dark variety;

and Oncidium zebrinum, with its handsome purple-

striped flowers. These are but a few of the fine rare

kinds in the Lindenian collection, which will no doubt

form a feature at the Great Exhibition in Ghent next

spring. Amaraboya amabilis, white margined with

rose ; A. splendida, with large rosy crimson flowers ;

and A. princeps, light rose with white centre and large

flowers, all look very much like Medinilla magnifica

in habit. M. Linden regards them as very fine things ;

and the drawings of them sent home by the coUectcr

ceitainly show them as wonderfully fine greenhouse

plants. Acanthorrhiza Warscewiczii is a fine Palm, like

a Stauracantha ; and Martinezia erosa is a grand new
Palm, with spines on either side of the leaf. We have
a decided acquisition in Dicksonia chrysotricha, anew
golden-haired Tree Fern from the high mountains of

Java ; also in Hemioniiis Blumeana, a curious new
Fern. Pritchardia filifera is a wonderful new Palm,
like a serrated-leaved Corypha, with long threads

attached to the foliage. Maranta Mazellii is a fine

thing ; so is a species of Dracaena resembling D,
reginas in habit, but with the leaves red spotted with

white, and truly fine. Dieffenbachia imperialis is a

grand plant, with large dark green foliage spotted with

lighter green ; and Anthurium calophyllum, with its

long light green foliage is, as its name implies, a hand-

some plant ; M. Linden states that the flower-spikes

of the latter are of a black-red colour margined with

white, and thit it is a very fine thing. I regard

Phyllotaenium Lindeni as a wonderful acquisition to

our ornamental stove plants ; it is a new genus with

Alocasia-like foliage and habit, of a light green

colour, with broad white midrib and veins ; the

leaves remain for three or four years in fine

healthy condition. M. Linden has also a beautiful

unnamed plant allied to the Vriesias, if not one, the

foliage of which is of a light green, exquisitely mottled

with a darker colour. Amongst other charming

novelties not yet sent out are some new striped Aroids,

variegated Dieffenhachias, Dioscorea prismalica and
D. chrysnphylla; a beautilul new species of Adiantum;
Ficus Wendiandii, a very fine thing ; a new Gunnera,

with foliage 24 feet in circumference, and a handsome
new Podocaip'js. There is here a wonderful collection

if officinal plants, and in one of the cnld houses I saw
m full bloom a singular, vt-ry tall-growing Gesneraceous

plant, Sciadocalyx digilahflora, the specific name cf

which indicates the form and colour of the flower,

which has a reflexed lip. It is quite a hardy green-

house plant, and as such will be valuable in the hands
of hybridisers.

M. Linden often imports new hardy shrubs, but

devotes little attention to outdoor plants, preferring to

dispose of the stock to other nurserymen. He has now
a fine Weigela, and another hardy plant which is

indeed a welcome acquisition to our gardens, the Rosr

Regeliana [rugosa], a very ornamental and beautiful
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shrub, with distinct, handsome foliage, large single purple

flowers, and bright red seed-pods of a large size.

The brief notices I have given of the Belgian

nurseries do them but imperfect justice. It should

also be stated that, in consequence of the close business

relations existing between them, all new plants im-

ported through the Belgian nurserymen speedily

find their way into the great London and provincial

trade establishments. Many of the trees and plants

I have noted are in commerce in the English nurseries,

whilst others, as they are introduced into trade by

the Belgians, will be immediately found in our own
nurseries. Hortus.

Societies.

RoY.\L Horticultural : November 6. — W. W.
Saunders, Esq., in the chair. The usual announcements

of the awards voted by the Fruit and Floral Committees

were made, and the Rev. M. J. Berkeley said he could

confirm the statement made by the chairman of the

former body as to the superiority of yellow Turnips over

white ones for table use. Some years ago he received

some seed of a yellow Turnip from the neighbourhood of

Perth in Scotland, where white Turnips were seldom or

never grown, and he found them most delightful eating.

He was certain if they could only overcome the prejudices

of the cook to the colour, that yellow Turnips would

always be eaten in preference to the white ones. Mr.

Berkeley then commented upon an extraordinary

Chinese Cucumber, named " Toang Qua," and
shown by Mr. Temple, the Earl of Aylesford's

gardener at Packington Hall. This he con-

sidered was the greatest curiosity that had been ex-

hibited there this year. It was, he thought, allied to

Cucurbita melanosperma, though it differed from that in

the shape of its seeds. It may, however, be a distinct

species, as the now familiar Sooly Qua doubtless was, as

there were no specimens amongst the Gourds in the

Herbarium at Kew that would match it. Recalling his

remarks made at the last meeting on the phosphorescence of

fungi, Mr. Berkeley said he considered that the luminosity

was due to a peculiar putrefactive condition of the fungi.

Calling attention to the frequently seen fasciated stems of

Asparagus, Mr. Berkeley showed to the meeting a far more
curious case—that of a branch of Daphne Laureola. which

he had found in Wales, and he then proceeded to make
some observations on two forms of Nerine, the one N.

undulata and the other in all probability merely a variety

of it. People were not aware of the extraordinary beauty

of the double-flowered Colchicums. He had several

patches of it in his garden, and he thought them exceed-

ingly well worth growing more extensively. He had also

had another rare plant in flower. Crocus medius, speci-

mens of which had been sent to him by Mr. Moggridge,
from Mentone. It was a very uncommon plant, and
unfortunately a very slow grower.

Mr. Bateman did not remember having seen a finer

display of fruit or Potatos. He had looked carefully

through the large collections of the latter in search

of the Asparagus Potato, the tubers of which were
longer and thinner than any of his fingers. It was
introduced from Peru some forty years ago by one of the

Society's collectors. It was grown in this country for two
or three years, but a wet season came and it entirely dis-

appeared, and the strange thing about it was that no
travellers had stumbled upon the sort in Peru since that

time.

The Chairman then announced, what our readers have
already learnt, i. e., that the Society's next great pro
vincial exhibition would be held at Bath. He also stated

that the Council had taken action in the matter of doing
all they could towards maintaining the reputation of

British horticulture at the great International Exhibition

at Vienna next year.

Scientifi.c Committee.— Andrew Murray, Esq.,

in the Chair. The Rev. M. J. Berkeley exhibited

specimens of the Phylloxera from the Vines of Mr.
Heyworth, Henbury Hill, Westbury-on-Trym ; an
extremely remarkable furcate and fasciated branch of

Daphne Laureola covered with small, also fasciated,

secondary shoots, bearing leaves mostly less than i inch

in length ; excrescences from the woody stems of the

Vines (exactly similar in miniature to one produced on a
Cupressus,—see report of meeting for June 19, p. 835) ;

specimens of an obscure affection of Apple twigs, result-

ing in a hypertrophy and desquamation of the cortical

tissues ; deciduous branchlets of Sequoia gigantea and
Retinospora, exhibiting on the broken surfaces traces of

cells similar to those which effect the fall of the leaf. Dr.

Masters sent a remarkable Potato, from the interior of

which there was a copious production of tuberous shoots
and buds (see also Gardeners' Chrofjule, 1870, p. 103,

with fig. ; and 1871, p. 412). Mr. Berkeley pointed out
that the Potato was affected with disease. Professor
Thiselton Dyer exhibited germinating seeds of Lemna
gibba, sent by Mr. Roper

;
a substance from Iquiqui, in

Peru, identical apparently with the so-called Coorongite,
or mineral caoutchouc of Australia, which he considered
there was good reason to believe was the dried residue of
a petroleoid oil ; and a Turnip from Mr. Wilson Saunders,
of which the lateral rootlets were covered with nodular ex-
crescences. Mr. Berkeley stated that he thought this
distinct both from Anbury and from Finger-and-toes, and
to be a kind of clubbing. In Melons he had traced such
an affection to the presence of a Vibrio (nematoid).

The Great International Fruit Show.—This
exhibition, by far the finest we have lately seen, was held,
as on the last occasion, in the large conservatory and
western arcade. The show of Grapes was as large as
could be expected, and the examples shown were of
excellent quality. Apples were perhaps contributed in
greater numbers than Pears, and in this department, as in
that of Grapes, there was a manifest improvement on the
last year's display. Of Apples and Pears over 1800 ' sorts,

dishes were staged, a fact to be wondered at by all if we
accept the deplorable statements as to their condition

published in these columns in August last. It must not be
inferred from this, however, that all came from English

gardens, on the contrary, a large collection of Apples were
sent from Nova Scotia, by the Fruit Growers' Association,

and the leading prizes in both cases were nearly all

won by large and splendidly coloured fruit from Jersey.

The Royal Horticultural Society of Namur. also, sent a
fine collection of Pears. These had travelled over fairly

well, but the large and highly coloured Apples from Nova
Scotia had been terribly bruised during transit. Of Pines

there were about two dozen of as fine fruit as could be
desired ; and a by no means uninteresting portion of the

exhibition was that devoted to Potatos.

The show of Grapes, as before stated, was a thoroughly

good one. The Gold Medal for the most complete col-

lection, two bunches of each, was won by Messrs. Lane &
Son, Berkhampstead. who staged 17 varieties, the best re-

presented beingthe Muscat of Alexandria, Bowood Muscat,
Frankenthal, and Duchess of Buccleuch. The Silver-gilt

Medal in the same class was taken by Mr. Donaldson, gr. to

Lord Chesham, Lalimers, who had some fine bunches of

Barbarossa (wrongly named Alicante). Mrs. Pince's Black

Muscat, Trebbiano, and Chavouch, all being more or less

rubbed and shiny. In the class for the best basket of not

less than 12 lb., of any one variety, some difference of

opinion was expressed amongst growers as to the justness

of the judges' awards, the ist prize being given to Messrs.

Lane & Son, who had a basket containing five very good
well-finished bunches, and the 2d to Mr. Ward, gr. to

T. N. Miller, Esq., Bishop Stortford, who had more
bunches, but these were of a better colour, and also

better finished. It is just possible that the judges made
size of bunch the great point, and if so, their awards
are intelligible. The 3d prize was won by Mr. Cole, of

Ealing Park, with a fine sample of the same Grape.

Muscats were also well shown in this class by Mr. W. G.

Pragnell, gr., Sherborne Castle, Dorset
;
Mr. Morrison,

gr. to Lord Wolverton, Stanmore Park ; and Mr. Silcock,

gr. to Sir C. \V. Shakerley, Bart., Somerford Park,

Cheshire. Mr. Johnson, Savernake, also contributed a
good sample of Black Hamburgh, cut from Vines 80 years

old. Black Alicante, Gros Colman, Lady Downe's, and
Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat were also shown, and a very

fine basket of Black Morocco was staged by Mr. Hill, gr.

to Rev. W. Sneyd, Esq., Keele Hall. Klessrs. Lane &
Son were also ist in the class for a single dish of Muscat
of Alexandria, with bunch«s of fine size and splendid in

colour ; Mr. Cole came in 2d in this class with a sample
of similar quality to those mentioned above ; and Mr.
Deuxberry, gr. to Earl Darnley, Cobham Hall,

was 3d, with an excellent dish, the bunches being
compact and nicely finished, if not large. For the

best single dish of Black Hamburgh or Frankenthal

Mr. P. F. Le Sueur, of the Grand Vale Vinery, Jersey, was
rst. and Mr. Davis, gr. to E. Rosher, Esq., Upper
Hamilton Terrace, 2d, both showing fair specimens of

the last named sort. There was a better competition in

the class for a single dish of any other variety of Black
Grape, and a capital dish of Black Alicante, fine in bunch,

good in berry, and well coloured, shown by Mr. Toomer,
gr. toW. Knowles, Esq., Streatham, was placed ist ; and
a very good sample of the same variety, from Mr. Silcock,

2d. Mr. Wildsmith, gr. to Lord Eversley, Heckfield

Place, contributed three nice compact bunches of Lady
Downe's, and Mr. Douglas, gr. to F. Whitbourn, Esq.,

Loxford Hall, had splendid bunches of Mrs. Pince's

Black Muscat, wanting only in colour (which it is difficult

to getin this variety) to make them perfect. Mr. J. Neigh-
bour, gr., Bickley Park, also staged a nice, well-finished

dish of Black Alicante, and Mr. Sage, gr.. Basing Park,

Alton, Hants, a sample of Gros Colman, beautifully

coloured, and carrying a magnificent bloom. Mr. G.

Silcock also contributed three bunches of Trebbiano,

which weighed 18 lb., very compact and well shouldered,

and with which he won the ist prize for any white variety

other than the sorts already named. Smaller bunches of

the same variety, shown by Mr. Donaldson, were 2d.

Mr. Wattam, gr. to C. Longman, Esq., Shendish, sent,

but not for competition, remarkably fine examples of Fos-

ters' white SeedHng, Muscat of Alexandria, and Alicante.

Prizes were offered for single dishes of 12 named varieties

of Apples, as well as for two collections, and this proved

a most attractive feature, and was the means of bringing

out some really fine fruit, of sorts of sterling merit.

Six dishes of Cox's Orange Pippin were staged, an
exceedingly fine one from Mr. Dancer, Little

Sutton, being ist, and splendid samples from Mr.
G. Ward and Mr. W. Cole being placed equal

2d. Of Golden Pippins there were i6 exhibitors—

a

beautifully coloured dish from Mr. Rutland, gr. to the

Duke of Richmond, Goodwood, came in ist ; as large but

not so well coloured fruit shown by Mr. F. Farrow, gr..

Brigadier Hill House, Enfield, and Mr. Earley, Valen-

tines, taking the other prizes in the order named. Rib-

ston Pippins were shown by 17 different growers, many
of the samples bemg of very superior quality. Ribstons

remarkable for their fine size and high colour again won
the ist prize for Mr. Rutland, Mr. R. Dean, Ealing,

and Mr. E. Clarke being respectively 2d and 3d

in a first-rate class. Adams' Pearmain was also

capitally shown, 12 dishes being staged. Here again

Mr. Rutland came in ist with an exceedingly hand-
some dish, and first-rate examples came from Mr.
Drewitt, The Denbies, and Mr. W. Gardiner, Lower
Eatington Park, who won the other prizes. Golden
Reinette does not appear to be so common, as only five

dishes were contributed, these however being all that

could be desired. The best came from Mr. Stephenson,

gr. to F. C. Barker, Esq., Leigh Hill, Essex, Mr. Rut-

land, and Mr. R. Webb, Calcot, in the order named.
Fourteen dishes of Nonpareil were grouped in compe-
tition for the prizes offered for that variety, and of these

Mr. Drewitt furnished the best examples, which were
large and good, followed by Mr. Dancer and Mr. Broad-
bridge, Walton Gardens, Warwick, fine specimens being
the order of the day throughout the class. Of culinary

the 1st in the schedule was that grand Apple,

Dumelow's Seedling, and 18 dishes of it were brought
forward. There was not a poor dish in the group,

and the best, which came from Mr. Dancer, Mr. W,
Jones and Mr. Drewitt, in the order in which their names
are given, were truly splendid examples. Another fine

Apple, the Alfriston, was shown by a dozen different

exhibitors, Mr. James Pluck. Jersey, winning the 1st prize

with six well-coloured fruit, which weighed 5 lb. 15 oz.
;

and a fine dish of Apples was that from Mr. C. J. Perry,

which took 2d honours. This variety was also well shown
by the other competitors. There were only seven dishes

of Emperor Alexander, all of great merit, though. The
ist prize dish, contributed by Mr. C.J. Perry, was com-
posed of noble specimens, splendidly coloured ; and the 2d
prize lot, sent by Mr. G. Thomas, Jersey, was but

little inferior. Deeper-coloured fruit than all were
shown by the Fruit Growers' Association of

Nova Scotia, but, unfortunately, they were too much
bruised to stand any chance of gaining an award. Of
Gloria Mundi there were eight samples, Mr. C.J. Perry

again sending the finest dish, and being succeeded by
Mr. C. Frisby and Mr. F. Dancer. The Bedfordshire

Foundling was not represented, but the class for York-
shire Greening was a very creditable one, Mr. J. Neigh-
bour, Bickley, taking the premier award with a very good
dish. The six heaviest fruit of any variety, selected out

of a group of iS dishes, was contributed by Mr. James
Pluck. These were of Alfriston, and weighed 6 lb. 8 oz.

The next heaviest was a splendid dish of Warners King,
shown by Mr. W. Gardiner. There was a large com-
petition in the class for the most complete collection of

dessert Apples, three fruits of each, the Gold Medal
being awarded to Mr. R. Webb, of Calcot, who staged

T07 varieties, which for the most part were clean and
well grown. Mr. J. Scott, Merriott, was 2d with a col-

lection of 93 sorts, which ran small all through
;

and Mr, G. Thomis, Jersey, 3d. This collection

contained 32 varieties, and such well-known excellent

sorts as Royal Russet, Blenheim Orange, and Beauty of

Kent were capitally represented. Mr. F. Drieu, Belve-

dere, Jersey, sent 32 dishes, apparently a " scratch " lot ;

and from Mr. Rutland came a collection of 71 sorts, many
of them of good size and beautiful colour. Forty dishes

were also contributed by Mr. W. O. Ward, of the Lord
Nelson Inn, Ramsey. The class for the best collection

of culinary Apples was also a heavy one, and, on the

whole, a better one than that for dessert kinds. Mr. G.

Thomas, Don Street, Jersey, exhibited about 72 sorts,

amongst them being heavy, clean, and well coloured

samples of Emperor Alexander, Beauty of Devon,
Reinette du Canada, Belle des Bois, Alfriston, &c.

This collection won the Gold Medal. Mr. S. Ford,

gr. to W. E. Hubbard, Esq., Leonards Lee, Horsham,
took the Silver-gilt Medal with an excellent collection of

88 sorts, prominent amongst them being P'lower of Sussex,

Holland Pippin, Hawthornden, HoUandbury, Lord Suf-

field, &c. Mr. W. O. Ward showed 60 dishes, some of

them, as of Dredge's Fame, Dr. Harvey, Gloria Mundi
and Cobbett's SeedHng being very fine. Mr. R. Webb
had 86 kinds ; Mr. Scott, Merriott, 80 dishes ; and the

Fruit Growers' Association of Nova Scotia, about 70 sorts.

As satisfactory as any other class in the show was that for

12 dishes of distinct dessert Apples. A dozen of high

quality from the Royal Gardens, Frogmore, and which
included in all respects admirable examples of Princess

Augusta, a handsome late keeper ; Fearn's Pippin, King
of the Pippins, Small's Imperial, and Court Pendu Plat,

took the ist prize ; Mr. Jones, gr. to W. Purser, Esq.,

Wallington Bridge, Carshalton, coming in 2d ; and Mr.
G. Thomas 3d. Hooper's Seedling, Beauty of Kent,

Royal Russet, Ribston Pippin, Wyken Pippin, Celini,

Boston and Nonpareil Russets, Adams' Pearmain, &c.,

were well shown by other exhibitors. A splendid dish of

King of the Pippins came from Nova Scotia. There were
fifteen exhibitors in this class.

As in the case of dessert and culinary Apples, prizes

were offered for specially named sorts of Pears, and in

these classes the Jersey growers secured the lion's share of

the prizes, some really wonderful fruit being staged in

competition. In the class for the best dish of Conseiller

a la Cour there were twelve competitors, all showing
excellent samples. The best dish came from Messrs.

E. P. Francis & Co., nurserymen, Hertford, and the two
next from Mr. G. Thomas, Jersey, and Mr. T. Jones, the

Royal Gardens, Frogmore. Of that splendid variety

Doyenne du Cornice there were eleven exhibitors, the

prizes being won by Mr. F. Drieu, Jersey, Mr. C. J.

Perry, and Mr. James Pluck, Jersey, in the order

named. These were all of the highest excellence.

Another very fine dish also came from Jersey,

but they were much too ripe ; and Mr. G. F.

Wilson sent four very fine fruit gathered from a

pot tree. Twenty-three dishes were staged in the class

for Duchesse d'Angouleme, and a dish of fruit, fine in

size and splendid in colour, shown by Mr. F. Le Sueur,

Jersey, was placed ist ; Mr. G. Thomas, Jersey, came
in 2d, and Mr. James Pluck had specimens weighing

over a pound each. There were also many otiier very

fine examples. The popular Marie Louise was repre-

sented by 37 dishes, the two ist prizes being taken by
English growers, and the 3rd by a Jersey man. Mr.

Webb was ist, Mr. A. Hawkins, Ashcott House, near

Bath, 2d, and Mr. G. Thomas 3d, and this is a class in

which there were some first-rate productions. Mr.

Webb's dish of fruit for size and evenness of form was
much admired. Mr. Ross, gr. to C. Eyre, Esq., Welford
Park, Newberry, was ist amongst 24 competitors in the

class for Glou Morceau, with a beautiful dish of fruit,

large and even in size, and of a beautiful pale green

colour. Fine clean samples were also shown by Mr. J.

Neighbour, Bickley, and Mr. A. Moffatt, gr. to H. AII-

sopp, Esq., Hindlip Hall, Worcester, who were respect-

ively 2d and 3d. Many other good examples were also

contributed in this class, notably some specimens from a

pot tree, shown by Mr. G. F. Wilson. Passe C'olmar

looked poor in comparison with the Glou Morceau and
Catillacs on either side of it. Eighteen dishes of this

variety were staged, the finest coming from Mr. T. Jones,

Frogmore, Mr. Miles, gr. to Lord Carlngton, and Mr.
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Drewitt. The class for CatiUac was a splendid one, i6
very fine dishes being placed m competition. The ist

prize lot, which came from Mr. Tivey, gr. to P. Gossett,

Esq., Bagot, Jersey, must have weighed near lo lb. Mr.
James Phick was 2d with a dish weighing 8 lb. i oz.,

and there were plenty weighing about a pound. The
best dish of Uvedale's St. Germain in a capital class was
a splendid one shown by Mr. F. Le Sueur, Jersey, but the

weight was not stated. The next best dish weighed

9 lb. 9 02., and came from Mr. James Pluck ; and a very

fine dish was shown by a Belgian grower, M. J. J.
Jacobs, who came in 3d. Eight exhibitors competed in

the class for the Black Worcester, Mr. W. Fowle, gr.,

Dogmersfield Park, Winchfield, being well ist with some
very fine examples, evidently grown on a standard. Mr.
Earley came in 2d, and Mr. C. Frisbey, Blankney,
3d. The six heaviest Pears of any variety were shown
by Mr. G. Thomas ; these were the Uvedale's St.

Germain, and weighed 13 lb. i oz. Mr. J.
Scott,

Merriott, was 2d with fruit of the same sort, and almost as
large. Mr. F. Drieu also showed remarkably fine

examples, and Mr. Har\-ey, gr. to P. Wroughton, Esq.,

contributed a beautiful dish of Grosse Calabasse, weighing
6* lb.

The Gold Medal for the best collection of dessert

Pears. 3 fniits of each, and the Silver-gilt Medal for the

next best, both went to Jersey, the former being won by
Mr. G. Thomas, and the last-named by Mr. F. Drieu.

The first-named ei'hibitor staged 40 dishes of remarkably
fine fruit, amongst which Beurre Clairgeau, Beurrt^

Bachelier, the Trout Pear, General Totdleben, Chau-
niontel, Urbaniste, Doyenne Ducroix, Triomphe de
Jodoigne. Colmar d'Aremberg, and Winter Nelis were
splendidly shown. The 2d prize winner contributed

35 dishes, all clean and well developed, and many
of excellent colour. This was an exceedingly well

contested class, as besides the contributions to it above
named, 50 dishes came from Mr. A. Moffatt, 25 from M.
J- J- Jacob, 40 from Mr. Jones, Frogmore, 35 from Mr.
G A. Bromfield, 39 from Messrs. Gilbert & Son, Ipswich

;

50 Irom W. G. Pragnel). Esq., Wooley Park, Wantage,
iuid 12 from Mr. H. Elliot, gr. to J. Hibbert. Esq.. Bray-
wick Lodge, Maidenhead—which latter group, though
small, requires special commendation from us for the
admirable manner in which the labels were prepared.
These were printed in good bold type, the aspect on
which each sort had been grown was stated, and, where
possible, the year of introduction and the origin of the
variety was mentioned. Would that other exhibitors
would follow this excellent example.
The miscellaneous class was a large one, and, as usual,

not the least important. One of its greatest features was
the splendid lot of Pines, amongst which a magnificent
Charlotte Rothschild, from Mr. Rochford, Page Green,
Tottenham

; 4 Smooth Cayennes and 2 Charlotte Roths-
childs, which together weighed 40 lb., and were cut from
plants II months old, exhibited by Mr. G. Ward

; and
two handsome Charlotte Rothschilds, weighing respec-
tively 7 and 8 lb., and shown by Mr. H. Benham, gr.

to H. Woods, Esq.. M.P., Warnford Park, Bishops
Waltham, were singled out for extra prizes. Three
Smooth Cayennes, weighing over 7 lb. each, came from
Mr. Jones, Frogmore ; a nice example of the same
variety and a Queen came from Mr. Jobson, the Gardens,
Leigh Park, Havant ; and Messrs. Ballard & Harwood
had a fine-shaped Smooth Cayenne, weighing 7I lb. Mr.
J.-'Deville, Watton Hall, Ashbourne, had four good
Black Jamaicas, cut from plants 18 months old ; and
from Mr. Page. gr. to W. Leaf. Esq., Park Hill.

Streatham Common, came a Charlotte Rothschild, which
weighed jUb., and two Smooth Cayennes, weighing
respectively 7^ and 81b. A specimen of the last named
>'ariety, 7 lb. 8 oz. in weight, was also staged by Mr.
W. G. Pragnell. The Royal Horticultural Society of
Namur, Belgium, sent a collection of 95 sorts of Pears,
generally of fine size and quality, but few of which
are at all common in English gardens. Mr. Pluck,
Jersey, had splendid examples of Beurre Diel
and Chaumontel Pears, averaging considerably over a
pound each. Mr. Thomas, Jersey, sent 20 fruits of Beurn^
Bachelier, which weighed 21 lb. 6 oz. ; 12 of Beurre Clair-

geau, 14 lb. 6 oz. in weight, and splendidly coloured ; and
a dozen Chaumontels, which turned the scale at 15^ lb.

Mr. C. Tivey, Jersey, had specimens of splendid quality
of Beurre Diel and Crassane. Mr. Webb, Calcot, showed
22 varieties of Nuts, and received a ist prize. Mr.
Earley, Valentines, contributed a dish of fine fruit of
Passifiora Newmanni, grown and ripened against an
open wall without any protection ; and Mr. Wells,
Southend, had fine baskets of Alicante Grapes, grown in

a ground \'inery. Several e.xtra prizes were awarded in

this class.

Floral Committee.—John Fraser, Esq., in the
chair. The chief attraction of the meeting on this occa-
sion lay in the fruit show ; nevertheless, some very
interesting plants were also shown. Mr. Croucher, gr. to

J. T. Peacock, Esq., showed a Mexican Yucca, under
the name of Eylesii, which has a woody stem, 8 feet high,
swollen at the base, and a thin head of straight glaucous
tapered leaves, altogether having something the aspect
of a young Dracaena Draco. It was awarded a First-

class Certificate, as also were the following:— Mam-
millaria Peacockii. Pilocereus Peacockii. Pilocereus Hop-
penstedtii, and x Gasteria Peacockii, The Mammillaria
formed a semi-globose mass, which seemed to be com-
posed of grey woolly hairs and spines, and was highly
curious. Pilocereus Peacockii had also a close surface of
cream-coloured woolly-looking hairs, and formed a club-
shaped plant of some 5 or 6 inches high; P. Hoppenstedtii,
was a foot high and 3—4 inches in diameter, furnished
with an abundance of long irregular deflexed spines.
These were introduced by M. Roezl. The, Gasteria was
a stout-growing plant, with the deeply-channeled leaves
ofa dark green, edged and spotted with pearly white. It

is stated to be a hybrid raised by M. Pfersdorff. An Agave
Palmerii in the same collection, was considered as nothing
more than a young A. Verschaffeltii. Mr. Bennett, gr. to

W. W. Burrell, Esq., of Cuckfield, showed as Selaginella

elegans, a seedling plant, which was the same as Mr.
Perkins' S. Martensii albo-lineata. A good plant of

Oncidium serratum came from Mr. Fairbairn, gr. to W.
Terry, Esq., of Fulham. Mr. Rowe. gr. to Mrs. Lewis, of
the Rookery, Roehampton, obtained a First-class Certi-

cate for Japanese Chrj'santhemum Elaine, a pure white, with
tlat strap-shaped florets of remarkably good form. Messrs.
Veitch & Sons, of Chelsea, obtained First-class Certificates

for Dracaena imperialis, a broad-leaved sort of dense habit,

in which white and rosy variegation were beautifully

blended — quite an acquisition; and for Calathea or

Maranta Makoyana (the same as M. olivaris), a charm-
ing dwarf species of which we have previously made
mention. With these was shown x C. Ashburtonia;, a
hybrid raised by Mr. Cross, between C. barbatum
and insigne. In a fine group from Mr. Bull, of

Chelsea, were examples of Dracasna imperialis

and Maranta Makoyana, which received First-class

awards. The same was also given to Mesospini-
dium vulcanicun, a pretty, small-growing epiphyte with
rosy lake flowers, having the lip whitish; to Malortiea
simplex, one of the miniature Palms, which has the leaves

fenestrate towards the base ; to Calamus ovoideus and to

Calamus Roxburghii, two Eastern tropical Palms with ovate
pinnate fronds, and stems furnished witli needle-shaped
spines. Mr. Bull had another species of Calamus named
princeps, the rather spare-looking pinnate leaves of which
had a dark brown rachis ; and Oncidium ciliatum, a species

with elongate compressed bulbs and panicles of yellow and
bro\vn flowers, which did not find favour with the committee,
though a distinct and pretty species. From Mr. Wiggins,
of Isleworth, came a group of Cyclamens. Messrs. E. G.
Henderson & Son had a group of novelties, containing
Rhopalas and other plants, and amongst them Maranta
Makoyana, under the synonym of M. olivaris, which
received a First-class Certificate. Several Tree Carna-
tions of inferior quality came from Mr. Blackley

;
and a

basket ofa very dwarf free-flowering scarlet Pelargonium,
Payne's Perpetual (a seedling from Mrs. Pollock), from
Mr. H. Cannell, of Woolwich. The collections of Chry-
santhemums were shown in the conservatory ; but there

were not many, and these not over the average. Messrs.
S. Dixon & Co.. Amherst Road, Hackney, had the best

6 large-flowered varieties, and Mr. Rowe the finest Pom-
pons. Of cut flowers there were some splendid specimens
shown, especially by Mr, Rowe, and Messrs. Veitch & Sons.
A very fine group of Orchids was also shown in the con-
servatory by Messrs. Veitch, and a choice group of plants

was contributed by Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son.

Fruit Committee.— G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S.,

in the chair. Mr. Temple, gr. to the Earl of Aylesford,

Packington Hall, Warwick, exhibited a Chinese Cucum-
ber, called Toang Qua, which measured 2 feet 6 inches in

length, and 2 feet 10 inches in circumference at its

thickest part. As a great novelty, the committee awarded
a Cultural Commendation. Some further remarks upon it

will be found in another column. Mr. R. Dean, Ealing,

showed capital examples of the Austrian Golden Stone
Turnip, a valuable vegetable for table use, and some
very large specimens of the new Caiifornian Mammoth
White Radish. Major Trevor Clarke exhibited a brace
of Telegraph Cucumbers ; and from Mr. Gilbert, Burgh-
ley, came a handsome brace of what he calls selected

Telegraph, both examples showing fine cultivation for the

season. Mr. Pearson, the Chilwell Nursery, near Not-
tingham, exhibited his new seedling Grape, the Chilwell

Alicante, which has large and handsome bunches. The
fruit shown was not quite ripe enough for the committee
to deal conclusively with it, and they preferred a request

to see it again. The following report on this Grape, by
Mr. Barron, was read at the meeting :

—

"At Mr. Pearson's request I visited Chilwell, and have
to report to the committee on the seedling Grape, now
exhibited, as follows :-The Vine, a young seedling plant

about three years old, is growing on the north side of a
large span-rooled house along with several other seedling

Vines, and examples of Lady Downe's, Madresfield Court,
Gros Guillaume, Mrs. Pince. Alicante, &c. The body of

the house was filled with Pelargoniums and other bedding
plants, consequently not very beneficial to the keeping of

Grapes in good condition. The crop on the plant con-

sisted of seven bunches of about similar size to those ex-

hibited, being large and broadly shouldered, and in

appearance, as to size and form of berry, it greatly re-

sembles the Muscat Hamburgh, The plant resembles
Mrs. Pince, having the same deeply cut foliage and vigor-

ous constitution as that variety. Although growing in a
north border and north aspect the plant presented a fully

more fruitful and handsome appearance than either of the

other varieties named, which had the advantage of much
better positions in the south border. I should consider it

infinitely superior to the Alicante, and having the same
free-fruiting good-keeping qualities.— /i. F. Barron,
Secretary."

A seedling Grape of great promise was shown by Mr.
Sweeting, gr., Sneyd Park, Bristol. The bunch was long
and tapering, in the way of Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat,
and the berries of medium size. It is a Black Grape, of

rich flavour, a faint trace of Muscat being perceptible. It

was unanimously commended, and requested to be shown
again. Mr. Ross, gr, to C, Eyre, Esq. , Welford Park,
exhibited a fine seedling Apple of the character of

Blenheim Orange, beautifully coloured and of excel-

lent flavour. A First-class Certificate was awarded to

it. Mr. D. Cunningham, gr. to Lord Ebury, Moor
Park, Rickmansworlh ; and Mr, Davidson, gr., Sandon
Hall, sent large specimens of the fruit of Passifiora macro-
carpa, to which Cultural Commendations were awarded.
Mr. Domenico Piccirillo showed Mele Gelete, or Iced
Apples, from Naples ; and Mr. Westcott, Raby Castle

Gardens, sent a well flavoured Melon for this season of

the year. Mr. Mitchell, gr, to Lord Wenlock, Escrick
Park, sent some fine heads of Veitch 's Giant Autumn
CauUflower ; and from Mr. Edmonds, Chiswick House,
came a large Pumpkin, from New Zealand. Various
kinds of Pears were shown by Mr. Hill, Keele Hall ; Mr.
Tillery, Welbeck ; and Mr. Hooper, Bath ; and a v/ell

grown collection of five varieties of Celery came from Mr.
Lidgard, Albion Road, Hammersmith. Wright's new
Grove White Celery, a large, solid, and nice-flavoured
kind, was the best. Prizes were offered by the Society
for competition at this meeting of the committee for

6 dishes of dessert Pears, and a collection of Potatos. In
the former class there was a good competition, the prizes
being taken by Mr. Fowle, Mr. P. F. Le Sueur, and Mr.
G. T. Miles. Of Potatos there was a fine display. The
ist prize, for the best collection, was won by Mr. James
Betteridge, nurseryman. Chipping Norton, with a group
of over 50 sorts ; being followed by Mr. R. Dean, Ealing,
with 48 varieties ; and Mr. P. McKinlay with two dozen.
The best types of Potatos were undoubtedly those shown
by Mr. Dean, many of them being the best sorts raised

by Mr. Robert Fenn. Mr. Miller, of Sherbourne, sent 16
dishes of nice clean-grown tubers. Messrs. James Carter
& Co. staged the large number of 72 varieties of Potatos,

together with fine samples of the Naseby Mammoth
Onion. Capital examples of the Improved Banbury and
Giant Madeira Onions came from Mr. Turner ; and a
good sample of the former was contributed by Mr. P. J.
Perry. Messrs. J. & C. Lee also sent a good collection

of Potatos.

Hotias 0f S00I1S.
'TheRound the Table. Notes on Cookery. By

G. C," Cox. 8vo, pp. 303.

By many of our readers and correspondents, as also

by ourselves, the inititials G. C. are often used, in,

brief, to indicate the Gardeneri C/iroiinie, so that we
were not altogether without apprehension, when we
saw the title of the book before us, that its authorship
might be attributed to some writer in this journal.

We have no wish to appropriate an honour that does
not belong to us, so we announce at once that **The
G. C." in this case is a contributor to the Queen
newspaper, in which journal much of the contents of
the present volume first appeared. It consists of a
series of chatty, sensible articles, which may emphati-
cally be recommended to every housekeeper as

deserving her serious attention.

Here is a liint which may be new to our readers.

The autlior has been speaking of Cardoons, which, as

he well remarks, are too seldom met with in our gar-

dens ; and he goes on to mention a substitute for them
in the shape of the stalks of green Artichokes, which,

are so cheap that they may be had for nothing. The
stalks do not possess all the delicacy of taste of the real

Cardoon, but are doubtless no bad substitute for it.

" Cut the stalks in lengths of 4 or 5 inches, scrape off

them — as you would from a Carrot— their outer

fibrous envelope, and as you finish each piece put it

into a basin containing cold water and the juice of a
Lemon. When they are all ready, let them be boiled

in water, with salt and Lemon juice, for a few minutes ;

then drain them again, and place them in cold water
and Lemon juice to wait till it is time to dress them
for table." 'l^he style of dressing required is the same
as for Cardoons. We cite this, not only for its novelty,

but as one illustration out of very many of the

originality of the author^s recipes, and his fertility in

resources.

Under the title of The Plantation^ Leighton

Buzzard, Mr. Marnock has printed for private circu-

lation, an account of an arboretum formed on the

estate of J. D. Bassett, Esq., by the above-named
landscape gardener. The soil is greensand, which
when trenched and exposed to the air forms a most
congenial soil for the various Conifers. A writer in

the Field, quoted in the pamphlet before us, describes

the mode of planting specimen Conifers as follows :
—

" When it is determined where a permanent specimen
is to be placed, the ordinary trees of the plantation are
cleared away, the ground is trenched 20 inches deep,
and formed into an elevated circular platform i foot

higher than the surrounding surface, with a slight rim a
little elevated to prevent the rain which falls on the surface

from running off, and in diameter according to the vigour
or nature of the kind to be planted. A platform 6 feet

across issufticient at first for the moderate growing kinds,

but for the more vigorous and robust growing kinds a
table of at least 10 feet is requisite, leaving the trench
opi^p round the outside to receive the fallen leaves ; after-

wards as the roots are found to reach the outside, which
generally takes place in from two to three years, another
addition is made of from 3 to 4 feet all round."

Thus treated most of the trees planted at Leighton
Buzzard have made extraordinary growths, and render

the Pinetum in question one of the most remarkable in

the kingdom, considering the comparatively short time

it has been in existence.

A third edition of Mr. W. Paul's Rose Garden
has been lately published {Kent & Co.). It is an in-

dispensable work for the shelves of earnest rosarians.

Florists' Flowers.
The Gladiolus in 1S72.—A great fact connected

with the cultivation of this gorgeous autumn flower is

the number of first-rate English raised seedlings ex-
hibited for the first time in 1S72. Both at South Ken-
sington and the Crystal Palace shows Messrs. Kelway,
Standish, and Douglas showed seedlings equalling, if

not surpassing, the very best of the French growers and
raisers. We must always give M. Souchet his due for

the many very fine flowers raised and sent out by him
j
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but he must now look to his laurels and be more
sparing of new flowers in his annual distribution of

them. His last year's batch, with the exception of

three or four varieties, was a very common lot, many
of them being very Hke the sorts formerly sent out by

him, and some of them not nearly so good. On
looking back to the volume of the Florist and Pomolo-

gistiox 1862. I found in the number for May (p. 62)

an article of mine on the raising of new varieties of the

Gladiohis from seeds, wherein 1 slated that we might

soon compete with the French by so doing. This has now
come to pass, and many amateur growers of the flower as

well as nurserymen will be enabled to grow good seed-

lings in their beds, and make up forall losses in theircollec-

tions from disease. The seedlings exhibited by Kelway

& Son were particularly fine in quality, as the soil of

their nursery seems to grow the flower to perfection.

Some of Mr. Standish's seedlings, from a cross with a

new variety from Natal, were novel in colour and good

in shape, and when grown as Mr. Kelway could grow

them in his soil, the size of the spikes would doubtless

be improved. Mr. Douglas has likewise got into a

good strain of seedlings, and he grows them in first-rate

style. Some of the amateur growers, as the Rev. H.

H. Dombrain and the Rev. Lord Hawke, were in

great force this year, for some of the spikes exhibited

by them were as fine as any shown by the great

growers. Should Lord Hawke continue to grow the

Gladiolus as well as he does the Hollyhock, his lord-

ship will soon be at the top of the tree wherever he

exhibits his flowers.

It will take a few years before the fine English

raised seedlings of this year's flowering can be distri-

buted in commerce, and some growers seem to think

that we cannot here propagate so fast as they do their

seedlings in France. I do not see any difficulty in this

myself, for if the bulblets are saved every year, and

grown in pots or boxes till they get size enough for

planting out, a good collection of flowering plants may
be raised in four or five years. The old bulbs ought

to be grown in poor sandy or gravelly soil of a good

depth of staple, when they will throw out far more
spawn than when grown on richly manured ground,

such as is suitable (or growing show spikes. I had a

certificated seedling last year that produced sixteen

bulblets. and these, being planted in a large pot in

November, produced eleven growing plants this year,

and the rest will probably vegetate next year, so 1 have a

good start to raise a collection of the variety. Five

seedlings of this year's flowering opened so late that I

could not show them, but having novelty of colour and

other first-rate properties as to shape and size of spike,

they have been marked for propagation next year. On
a south border in the kitchen garden here a great quan-

tity of Gladiolus seed was shown in the open air some

six years ago, and the young bulbs were allowed to

grow two and three years before being lifted for flower-

ing. Every year since hundreds of young plants con-

tinue growing from the bulblets left in the ground,

although the border has been cropped frequently since

with early vegetables,

I believe the very finest show spikes of the Gladiolus

will be produced from seedlings or bulblets in their

first time of flowering, if the conns have had a growth

of three or fuur years before being allowed to flower.

Although the corms from the old flowering bulbs are

renewed every year, yet they seem to me to get

gradually weaker in flowering, and more liable to turn

diseased than young flowering plants raised from

bulblets or seeds. Medium-sized healthy bulbs gene-

rally show the finest spikes, for when very large two

or three spikes may grow from the same bulb, and

of course are then not so good as where only one is

produced.
Although we have had such a wet summer the

Gladiolus flowered better than last year, and there

have been fewer complaints by growers of losses in

their collections by the disease. This may be owing

to the higher summer temperature we had this year, as

I believe the plant during the flow^ering period does

best with plenty of moisture, the only drawback being

that, when not protected, the rain spoils the beauiy o)

the flowers. Altogether the flower has most deservedly

come to the front, and given to the autumn shows

one of their greatest charms ; and had Gladiolus won
the Derby in 1872 it would have been a red letter

year to all growers of the flower. IVm. Tillcry.

Garden Memoranda.
Late-blooming Hardy Perennials at the

Hale Farm Nursery.—These must of necessity

always possess a great interest for lovers of gardening,

as in a particularly pleasant way they serve to bring up
the rear of the summer display of our gardens, and, in

unison with Colchicums, hardy Cyclamens, and such

like, serve to enliven the dreary waste of late autumn
till the Christmas Rose heralds the near approach of

the earlier-blooming spring nuwer.s. Perhaps no place

round London affords such an opportunity of getting

practically acquainted with these Jate-blooming hardy
perennials as the Hale Farm Nurseries, at Tottenham

;

and it is certain that at no time of the year can a visit

be paid to this place without the visitor being instructed

and interested.

Foremost, not only in the order of their alphabetical

arrangement, but also in their undoubtedly high value

as autumn decorative plants, must be placed Anemone
japonica and its varieties. This interesting species, as

well as its beautiful white variety, in particular, were

simply grand in the early part of October. Established

clumps had borne many branching spikes, 3^ to 4 feet

in height, literally crowned with flowers. Notwith-

standing the almost unparalleled beauty (as a hardy

herbaceous plant) of the chaste alabaster-white of

Anemone japonica alba, it is rarely one finds it in a

garden, notwithstanding so much has been written in

praise of it during the past ten years. The wonder is,

that these Anemones are not much more grown to assist

in furnishing a supply of cut flmvers at this season of

the year. The perennial Asters, sometimes termed

Autumn Daisies, furnish some most valuable decora-

tive plants for the open ground during autumn.

A. amellus is one of the best of them, bearing plenty of

flowering stems numerously branched at the top, the

flowers violet-blue. Huge clumps of this dotted about

shrubbery borders, or at the back of mixed beds, form

most welcome masses of a very acceptable hue of

colour in our gardens right up to the time when,

" Wan and awful, like blank despair

On a woe-white face, upon the air

November's shadow lies."

A violet-coloured variety of A. amellus, named
bessarabicus, is a good decorative plant also. There

are many other kinds of Asters scarcely less valuable.

Coreopsis longipes, though neither so large or showy
as the earlier blooming C. grandiflora and C. lanceo-

lata, yet forms shiny bright mas.ses of yellow flowers

in late summer. It is somewhat tall in growth.

Among autumn-blooming composite flowers must also

be classed Helianthus aurea, 4I feet in height, and very

showy ; and the free-blooming H. multiflora flore-

pleno, which is very common in old-fashioned gar-

dens, and always deserving of cultivation. It is well-

established clumps of this perennial that show it off to

such great advantage. Hieractum aurantiacum was

very showy al^o, and though classed as an early

summer-blooming plant, was in full bloom this year

early in October. Linaria dalmatica is a vigorous

growing perennial, about 4 feet in height, and bearing

branching spikes of large handsome light yellow

flowers. This makes a very showy border plant.

Physotegia speciosa, found in some catalogues under

the name of Dracocephalum speciosum, is a beautiful

hardy plant, growing about 2 feet in height, and bear-

ing pretty pinkish lilac flowers. Several other kinds

are included in this genus, and all are handsome and
highly attractive. The one just described appeared to

be one of the latest to flower. The most regal of all

these late blooming hardy perennials was Pyrelhrum
uliginosum or P. serotintim, a remarkably showy tall

growing perennial, bearing large pure white single

flowers having a yellow disc. Large clumps of this

plant could be seen dotted about the herbaceous

ground in the Hale Farm Nurseries, and formed very

conspicuous features. It is a plant well deserving

attention, but it is too large for small gardens. A
silvery leaved Salvia, named camphorata, the leaves

emitting an odour like camphor, was more interesting

and showy. The blue-flowered Stokesia cyanea, with

its large clear blue Composite flowers, is not only a

showy hardy border plant but it is a capital thing to

take up in the autumn, and place in a pit, and use it

for decorating a cool conservatory. Waldsteinia

geoides, a dwarf-growing perennial, well deserves a

place in gardens, owing to its low tufted growth.

This, which generally blooms somewhat early in the

season, will occasionally flower late also. Another

species or variety, bearing white flowers tinted lilac

with age, flowers later. It was termed by Mr. Ware
the Australian Daisy, and was quite chaiming, the low

bushes being covered with flowers.

Of a very interesting character was a plot of seed-

lings raised from Papaver nudicaule crossed with P.

orientale, to get colour into the scented rich yellow

flowers of the seed parent. No change in the character

of the habit and growth was apparent, but many of the

flowers were double, or, more properly, semi-double
;

in some cases they were of a clear yellow colour, in

others there was a ring of orange-red round the centre

of the flowers, in others it was deeper in hue, and

extended further towards the tip of the petals ; while

some of the flowers were wholly orange-red or red,

but not having that intensity of hue found in P.

orientale. These seedlings were all in lull bloom, and

Mr. W^re stated they would bloom again freely in the

early summer.
Such are a few of the more noticeable among late

blooming hardy perennials. Even after the bedding

stufi had received a rude shock from the early autumn
frosts, these remained in full flower, continuing their

quota of floral service on into the latest days of

autumn, and brightening the otherwise dreary scene

with some of those glowing tints of flowers the summer
always furnishes with such profuse prodigality. R. D.

Miscellaneous.
Paint FOR Outdoor Work.—Acorrespondentofthe

New York Tribune •i>2.y%\
— "Having had a large practical

experience in paints of all kinds, I find the best priming

for old wood-work, and in fact all wooJ-work that is

exposed much to the weather, is simply Spanish white,

or as it is commonly called, whiting, mixed in pure raw

linseed oil ; let it stand until it is thoroughly mixed,

then reduce with oil, and add the drier sufficient to dry

it. This makes the best, hardest, most durable paint

for first coat of anything I have ever tried. Reduce it

to an ordinary thickness for priming, and apply with

an ordinary brush. It must be thoroughly beat together,

so as to work out all the lumps of whiting." Another

correspondent adds :
— *' For weather-worn weather-

boarding take about one-halfcommon whiting, one-half

white lead, throw in small portions of red lead and
chrome yellow to overcome the blackness of the wood,

or add umber for a drab colour. Fresh paint is always

best. Hence, where persons wish to do their own
painting, it is sometimes best to buy the paint dry.

Take a board with a smooth surface, and find a muller

some 3 inches in diameter at one end, and conveniently

shaped at the other to hold with both hands, and you
can mix up your paint to answer your purpose. Flax-

seed oil is to be used ; a little turpentine will make the

paint flow more freely from the brush. Small portions

of Venetian red and lampblack will do for a dark

colour. This is the result of 35 years' experience."

Preservation of Wood. — Since the telegraph

system of England came into the hands of the Govern-

ment, active preparations have been going on for the

very considerable extension of some of the lines. An
important part of the work is the treatment of the poles

for the purpose of preventing decay. Boucherie's pro-

cess is the one employed. This was invented and

largely used in France for the preservation of railroad

ties and telegraph poles, and is said to be both cheap

and effective. It is thus applied by the English :—The
manufactory, as it may be termed, is situate in the

middle of an extensive field, and consists, in the first

place, of a quadrangular structure, four strong poles,

some 60 feet in height, forming the angular points.

Within 6 feet of the top is a platform, on which are

two or three vats, each capable of containing 200

gallons. In the bottom portion of this structure are

pumps for the purpose of forcing a liquid, chemically

prepared, into the vessels above. The principal ingre-

dient, besides water, is sulphate of copper. From these

vessels two systems of lulung are carried downward to

the ground, and continued along the surface forward to

a distance of 200 yards, in a direction at right angles to

the front of the rectangular structure already mentioned.

Raised at slight elevation from the ground, and placed

at right angles to these tubes, lie the trees to be

operated upon, with their thicker ends inward ; at

intervals of 12 or 15 inches, in this horizontal tubing, is

placed a series of taps, each connected by a short india-

rubber tube to the end of a tree, to which it is secured

by means of cramps and screws, and rendered water-

tight by a sort of nozzle. By means of cocks at the

upper end of the horizontal piping, the solution in the

vats is permitted to descend. The pressure exerled

from above forces it into the pipes through the india-

rubber tubing, and into the trees, traversing them in the

direction of their fibres. In a short time,thesap and a

portion of the chemical solution are seen to ooze slowly

from the smallerend of thetree, when it falls into a sort of

wooden gutter, inclined at such an angle as causes it to

run back to a cistern, near to where it had been

originally prepared. After undergoing some filtration

here, it is placed along with the yet unused liquid, and

again performs the circuit of the vats above and the

trees below. The time necessary for the complete

saturation of the trees varies from ten days to three

weeks, according to their quality and age. In this way
an application of the principles of hydrodynamics, com-
bined with what is little more than a mechanical che-

mical knowledge, enables the manufacturer to provide

poles for telegraphic purposes which will resist the

action of the atmosphere for at least five times as long

as the telegraph poles formerly in use. Popular Science

Monthly.
The Zig-zag Boiler.—This invention consists of a

very small gas-boiler for the circulation of hot water in

pipes. The boiler itself is so constructed that by a

pair of very minute gas-burners, on the atmospheric

principle, and with a remarkably small consumption of

gas, a great heat is generated. The boiler does not

contain more than about a pint of water, and is so

made that, as the gas and heat ascends through it, it

impinges upon a series of flat surfaces containing thin

layers of water, and is detained in the midst of the

water long enough to part with the whole of its heat,

so that there is absolutely no waste of heat at all. A small

flue-pipe carries off the products of combustion, and as

a proof of almost entire utilisation of all the heat gene-

rated by the combustion of the gas, this pipe is scarcely

warmed. Attached to the little boiler is about 30 feet

of hot-water pipe, through which all the hot water cir-

culates, until it rises at last into a flat double-bottomed

tank, the bottom of which is covered lo the depth ofabout

1 5 or 2 inches with water. The hot water coming into

this from the pipes soon warms the whole tank, until

the sand at the top (or other plunging material) can be

kept at a temperature of about 65° to 80", and is used

as a propagating tank ; it contains about four square feet

of surface. We could not have believed had we not

seen for ourselves that all this pipe and the tank could

have been heated with such an apparently insignificant

boiler, but we have no doubt that the whole secret lies

in the entire prevention of waste of the heating medium

(the gas). The boiler is a copper vessel, 24 niches

square, and about 9 inches long, is enclosed in a

cylinder, which leaves about halfan inch all round it, and
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it is between this cylinder as well as quite tlirough the

boiler the gas plays. The whole is then enclosed in an

outer cylinder, also of copper, with a half-inch vacancy

between. The object of the two cylinders is to pre-

vent the gas being put out at any time by a down draught

(the great drawback to all gas boilers hitherto con-

structed). The inner cylinder, within which is the

boiler, can only be affected by an upward draught. If

by any means adraughtshould blow down the tliie pipe, it

impinges upon the top of the inner cylinder, and passes

out between that and the outer cylinder, and thus leaves

the gas undisturbed. We consider this one of ihe most

ingenious parts of the boiler, which is the invention of

an amateur (Mr. Catiermole of the public library), and

is being manufactured by Mr. S. Barge, Church Plain.

Yarmouth Imief^aident.

A Remarkable Instance of Tolerance by the
Human System of the excessive use of Tobacco is

aflTurded in the case of M. Klaes, of Rotterdam. This

gentleman, who was known as the " King of Smokers,"
died some time since, in his Soth year, and is said to

have consumed during his long life more than 4 tons of

Tobacco. The ruling passion was apparent in the will

of the deceased, in his eccentric request that his

oak cofhn might be lined with the cedar of his old

cigar-boxes, and that a box of French Caporal and a

packet of old Dutch Tobacco might be placed at his

foot, and by the side of his body his favourite pipe,

together with matches, flint and steel, and tinder.

Lancd.
Preserving Fence Posts.—A writer in the Western

Rural ^vcj% :
— *' Take boiled linseed oil and stir in pul-

verised charcoal to the consistency of paint. Put a

coat of this over the timber, and there is not a man
who will live long enough to see it rotten. I discovered

many years ago that wood could be made to last longer

than iron in the ground, but thought the process so

simple and inexpensive that it was not worth while

making any stir about it. I have taken out basswood
posts, after having been set seven years, that were as

sound when taken up as wdaen first put into the ground.

Time and weather seemed to have no effect on them.

The posts can be prepared for less than 2 cents apiece."

They should be well seasoned before the oil and char-

coal are applied.

THE WEATHER.
S TA TB OP THE ll^EA THBR A T BLACKHEA TH, LONDON,

Fob the Week ending Wednesday, Nov. 6, 1872.
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56°. Although these figures may seem rather high,
the time of year must be talven into consideration. An
unhealed house at this time of year seldom falls under
45° or 50°, so that the full amount recommended will

be necessary to excite the Vines, and if the Vines are

in pots, I should not hesitate to give them a few degrees
more. Syringe them twice a day with tepid water till

they begin to push, when the syringing may be discon-
tinued, and the necessary amount of moisture given by
sprinkling the paths and other surfaces. Give air on
every favourable opportunity, taking advantage of every
blink of sunshine by shutting early in the afternoons of
bright sunny days. Ripe Grapes will require daily

attention. The first symptoms of mould or decay
should be immediately removed. The principal secret

in keeping Grapes is to keep the vinery thoroughly
dry ; but where pot plants requiring water are kept
under the Vines, this is impossible. Here, I am glad
to say, we can manage it, and this season we have not
yet cut away one handful of decayed berries from a
space of over 6000 feet superficial. Of course fires,

airing, &c., are duly attended to on all favourable
occasions. Geo. Johnston,
Cucumbers.—November being perhaps the worst

month for keeping the plants in a growing and healthy
state, some little attention is required in watching the
state of the thermometer. Some growers are satisfied

with a temperature about 60° to 65° at night, and
about 70° or so during the day. Such a temperature
will keep the plants in a growing state, but some
families require a Cucumber daily, and when such is

the case I should recommend a temperature of 65° to
70° at night, and one of 70° to So° during the day, and
there is no objection even to one of 85° by sun-heat.
Always during such bright mornings as we may at times
have at this season take opportunity to give air, and
close not later than i or 2 o'clock at the latest, and even
before that time if the day should become overcast.
Avoid cold winds at the time of giving air. Do not
stop the shoots too closely at this season, but rather
endeavour to encourage the formation of plenty of
wood ; the benefit of this extra growth will be found
before the new year. R. H. D.

Keep a sharp look-out after culverts and the water-
sheds of wet places during the tossing about of fallen

leaves by gales of wind. y. Webster.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Wall Fruit.—When the weather is favourable the

planting of fruit trees should be pushed on with all

possible despatch. When the leaves are all off the
trees commence winter pruning, and endeavour to get
as much of it as possible done before bad weather sets
in ; it is much better in every respect to do it now than
to leave it until spring. Where summer pruning has
been properly attended to there will not be much to be
done in winter. In pruning fruit trees, attention should
be paid to the mode of bearing of the different kinds,
as some sorts bear almost exclusively on the young
wood of the past year, as the Vine, Fig, Peach,
Nectarine, &c., whilst others bear almost exclusively
on spurs attached to the old wood, as Apricots, Pears,
Plums, Apples, Cherries, &c., but there are exceptions,
as some kinds bear indifferently on both. In
pruning Peach and Nectarine trees it is necessary
to have a regular distribution of well ripened young
wood, well provided with blossom, over every part
of the trees. All the most naked shoots of the
previous year should be cut away to a properly placed
young shoot. The young shoots should be shortened
according to their strength and situation ; the strongest
should be reduced about one-third, and the shortest
one-half. M. Saul, Stourton.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
\i Beet, Carrots, &c., are not already lifted, get them

taken up without delay. I find the best plan to keep
them fresh is to put, say, two barrowfuls in a heap,
soiling them over as with Potatos. Now is the best
time to plant Shallots, Potatos, Onions, &c. Spread
thinly on the soil wood-ashes or burnt refuse ; the
latter wards off grubs, which are often very destructive
to these useful roots. CauliJIrwers should, if money
and time are not considered, be potted, and put into
cold frames for a supply at this season. I find, how-
ever, that simply lifting them, laying in thickly, and
covering with Fern in sharp weather, answers all

purposes. Get into the early south borders the first

sowing of Peas and Beans at once. If Box edging
requires laying, this is a good time to do it. No
amount of work makes a kitchen garden look well if

the edging is gappy and the walk uncared for, so don't
wait for another year, but do it at once. The general
work of digging, manuring, &c., should be proceeded
with. Thorn hedges. Holly, &c., should be cut,
making all smart and tidy. R. Gilbert.

FORESTRY.
If preparations have been made in accordance with

former directions, planting may now be vigorously
proceeded with. Oaks and some other deciduous
sorts which have not parted with all their foliage,
should be kept out of the ground as short a time as
possible

; it is therefore advisable not to have a large
quantity lifted at a time. All the Pinus tribe are
now in excellent condition for planting, with the excep-
tion of Lnreh, which in some instances, owing to a
superabundance of rain, has continued to make late
growth. These may be managed as advised for
Oaks, &c., by lifting in small quantities, and often.

Notices to Correspondents.
Amaryllis : D. IV. T. Amaryllis Belladonna is a hardy

bulb, which does admirably planted rather deeply in
good soil at the foot of a south wall, or on a warm
border if protected with mulching. Your A. longifolia
is probably Crinum capense, and if so is a greenhouse
bulb, of easy culture, requiring to be potted in rich
loam, and to be freely watered when in full growth.

Books : T. A. Paxton's Botanical Dictionary, published
by Bradbury & Evans.— T. E. Popular Botanical
Geography (Reeve & Co.).

BOUVAKDIAS : Old Siii. See an article in this journal at

p. 215, No. 7. 1872.
Conifers and Manure : H. T. E. You may without
any risk apply farmyard manure to land on which you
are about to plant Fir trees

;
it should, however, be well

decayed. Subsequent top-dressings of thoroughly
decayed manure— it is best mixed in a compost—will

further benefit your trees, that is, if the soil is not
naturally rich enough for them, which you will see from
their progress.

Cyclamens: Anxious Inquirer. Pot and grow on. See
Calendar.

Forcing Lily of the Valley : T. E. Read the
notes given from time to time under the head of
" Forcing House " in our " Garden Operations."

Fungus : Chas. Cadness. Polyporus destructor.

Gladioli : Subscriber. The corms should be taken up
when the leaves have ripened off, and should be gently
air-dried, and then stored in a dry room or cellar secure
against frost. You will find the further information
sought—too long for extract—in the current number ot
the Florist.

Greenhouse : Subscriber. In so small a house as you
mention, should it be an object, the slope might be
very flat, if strong glass, not lighter than 16 oz.. is

used— a fall of i foot in 3 would do, which, with 7^ feet
at back, would bring the front to about si feet. 'The
form shown in your sketch would answer perfectly, if it

suits the object in view. As the house is so narrow,
why not gain head-room by having the door and path-
way at the back ?

Laurels : Subscriber. Laurel cuttings may be put in
now. Well-ripened young wood with a heel of old
wood is to be preferred, but if the young wood is not of
sufficient length a portion of the last year's wood may
be retained.

LiLlUMS : Subscriber. Bulbs of L. auratum and speciosum
(lancifolium is a false name) should certainly be kept in
the soil during the resting period, and may stand in a
pit if not liable to be frosted. Out-of-doors, in favour-
able soils, and planted, deep enough to escape frosts,

they are both hardy.
MusA Ensete : T. A. It is not an extraordinary

occurrence for this Musa to fruit in this country. The
fruit will ripen in a stove temperature. The plant will
die down after fruiting.

Names oi- Plants : Ebor. Adiantum dolabriforme.
The specimen had been overlooked. Does your remark
as to its habit still hold good?— (F. ('. i, Neptrolepis
pectinata

; 2, Aphelandra cristata, a grand old ne-
glected plant.— CoZ/ff/or. I, Adiantum cuneatum

; 2.

Adiantum venustum.— O/ii' Sub. The large leaf is

Sanchezia nobilis ; the small one, so far as we can
determine from the scrap sent, is Gymnostachyum
Pearcei,—C. iT. Pteris fiabellata var.—C. W. S. There
has been some confusion. Please send another speci-
men.

—

Honk, r, Polystichum angulare ; 2, P. aculea-
tum

; 3, a seedling, probably of No. r, certainly not
the Holly Fern.

—

J. A. P. 1, Polystichum acrosti-
choides

; 2, Lastrei rigida —F. T. 1, Plalanus aceri-
folia—a variety of P. occidentalis ; 2, apparently the
common Polytrichum vulgare.

—

T. E. Panicum capil-
lare. The Orchid next week. — W. J. W. Shattered
past all recognition ; 2, which had still a leaf attached,
is possibly B. Weltoniensis.— C". D. Jenkins. Not re-
cognisable from the leaf alone.— IV. S. i, Physostegia
virginiana

; 2, P. parvifiora.

—

Cratregus. i. pyrifolia

;

2, punctata
; 3, Crus-galli var.— Z). Teucrium Polium.

Potato Disease : A. X B. Yes. Offered by Lord
Cathcart, President of the Royal Agricultural Society.
See back numbers.

Spawning a Mushroom Bed: Correspondent. From
80' to 85.° You would find Mr. Earley's little book on
Ho7v to Gro7o Mushrooms an excellent guide on this
as on other details in Mushroom culture.

Wiring Walls: G. Gillirigs. You should get the prices
of both makers and compare them for yourself We
have seen Wise's patent screws for wiring the roofs of
houses, and think well of them,

Catalogues Received.—Little & Ballantyne (Carlisle),

Catalogue of Forest and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,
Evergreens, and Fruit Trees, &c.—Desfosse-Thuillier
(Route d'Olivet, No. 23. a Orleans), Catalogue of
Fruit Trees, Hardy Trees and Shrubs, &c.—Wm.
Drummond & Sons (Stirling), Catalogue of Forest,
Ornamental, and Fruit Trees, Roses, Shrubs, &c.—
George Davison (Hereford), Catalogue of Roses.

Communications Received.— G. S.—J. L. G.—Dix.—T. B.—
H, K.—S. E.—An Assistant.—D. T. P.- T. A.—T. A.—
A. X. B.—M. W.—J. B.—T. M. S. (next week).—J. T.—T. E.

Markets.
COVENT GARDEN.—Ncn'. 8.

Supplies are very moderate, and prices of rough goods
are barely maintained. Large consignments of Conti-
nental goods are reported near at hand, buyers holding
over until they arrive,

s. d.

Apples, p. \ sieve .. 2 ©
Chestnuts, p. bush. 12 o
Grapes, per lb. ..30
Lemons, per 100 ..70
Melons, each ,.20

5. d.
Artichokes,green, ea. o 3
Beet, per doz. ..10
Broccoli, brown, bun, i 6
Cabbages, per doz. . . 10-

Cardoons, each
Carrots, p. bunch .

.

Cauliflowers, p. doz.
Celery, per bundle . 1 o
Chilies, per 100 .,30
Cucumbers, each . . o 3'

Herbs, per bunch .. o 2-

Horse Radish, p, bun. 3 o-

Potatos—Round, yj.

Fruit.

s- d.
I

J. d. s. d.
to 3 o

I

Nuts, Cob, p. lb. . . I 6 to 2 o
— 20 o

I

Pears, per doz. . . 20 — 40— 6 o
I

Pine-apples, per lb. 50 — 80— 10 o
I

Walnuts, p. bush. ..15 o —30 o— 50.
Vegetables.

s. d. s. a.
Leeks, per bunch ., o 2to o 4
Lettuces, perscore.. i o— z o
Mushrooms, p. pott, i 6— z 6
Onions, per bush. .. 2 o— 3 6
Parsley, p. bunch .. o 2— o 6
Radishes, p" bunch 02—..
Salsafy, per bun. .. o 6— i o
Scorzonera, per bun. . . — 20
Shallots, per lb. .. o 6— ..

o g Spinach, per \ sieve 1 o— i 6
• o 4 Tomatos, p. doz. . , i o— 2 o
5 o Turnips, p. bun. . . o 3— o 4

to ^s. per cwt. ; Kidneys, ^s. od.
to gj. do.

. d.

to o 6

3 o
2 o

>— I 3

— 0*6

>— 6 o
»— 20

Cut Flowers.
s. d. s. d.

Anemones, p. 12 bun. 3 oto 4 o
Blue Cornflower, p.
bunch ,

.

.... -

—

^06
Camellias, p. doz. . . 60 — 90
Carnations, p. bunch 40 — 60
Chrysanthemum,bun.o 3 — 10
Epiphyllum, per doz.
blooms . . ..10—16

Gardenias, p. doz. . . 30— 60
Heartsease, p. i2bun.i 6 — 30

Plants in Pots.

J. d. s. d.

p. doz. 6 otoi2 o
do. 9 0—12 o

Heliotropes, p, doz.
sprays

Mignonette, 12 bun.
Pelargoniums,ZonaI,

p. 12 sprays
Roses, per doz.

Stephanotis, p. doz.
sprays

Violets, p. 12 bun. .

.

s. d. s. d.

. . to o 6
16 — 30

6 o ~ 8 o
I o— t 6

Begonias
Bouvardia
China Asters
Cyclamen
Dracaena termi-

nalis do.

do.

do.

Fuchsi
viridis

3 o— 6 o
9 0—18 o

24 0—36 o
do. 12 o—24 o
do. 3 o— Q o

Double Pelar-
goniums -.p.doz. 6 oto 9 o

Mignonette .. do. 4 o~ 6 o
Myrtles . . do. 3 o— y o
Primula sinensis, do. 4 o— 6 o
Scar. Pelargonium,do. 4 o— 6 o
Solanum capsi-
castrum ..do. 6 o—iz o

ACK MAN'S Illustrated Priced ard Descriptive
CATALOGUE free on application.

rACKMAN'S CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES
of every description.

FACKMAN'S CATALOGUE of ROSES, of selected
•^ and choice sorts.

TACKMAN'S CATALOGUE 5f AMERICAN
^1 FI-ANTS. including llie best_varielies of Rhododendrons.

TACkMAN'S catalogues of CONIFERS, of"
bardy and choice species and varieties.

"ACKMAN'S CATALOGUE of HARDY SHRUBS'
of Evergreen and Deciduous Flowering, &C-

TACKMAN'S CATALOGUE of ORNAMENTAL
fJ TREES, of kinds suitable for Parks and Pleasure Grounds.

rACKMAN'S CATALOGUE of HARDY
CLIMBERS, including their celebrated Clematises.

JACKMAN'S CATALOGUE of FOREST TREES,
recently Transplanted.

TACKMAN'S SEVENTY COLLECTIONS of
fj FRUIT TREES, ROSES. RHODODENDRONS. CONI.'
FERS, HARDY SHRUBS, ORNAMENTAL TREES. and HARDY
CLIMRF.RS.

JACKM.-^N'S assortments of TREES and SHRUBS
adanted for Planting by the sea coast, on chalk soils, and in

/:|.EORGE JACKMAN AND SON, Nurserymen,^^ Woking Nursery. Surrey.

Dutcli Flower Roots.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his
• ANNUAL CATALOGUE of DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,

containmg a Descriptive List of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Nar-
cissus, &c. ; also a Select List of Fruit Trees, Koscs, &c, is now
ready, post free to all applicants.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

<^PRING BEDDING PLANTS.- Now is the time toO plant Alyssum, Aubrictias, Daisies, Double Primroses, Pansies,
Polyanthus, &c., many of which can be supplied by the 100 or looa
Price LIST on application to
RODGER, MCCLELLAND AND CO., Seedsmen, Nurserymen .ind

Florists (Successors to A. G. Daly), Ncwry, Ireland.

WM. KNIGHT solicits the attention of the Nobility,
Gentry, and the Trade generally to his magnificent NURSERY

STOCK, which consists of the finest Conifera:, Evergreen and
Fiowermg Shrubs, Ornamental and Forest Trees ; Pyramid, Standard,
and Trained Fruit Trees ; Standard and Dwarf Roses ; all of which
arc in the healthiest condition, and would move safely. CATALOG U ES
free. Floral Nurser>', Hailsham, Sussex,

MAURICE YOUNG'S TRADE CATALOGUE
of New Hardy Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, and Evergreens;

New Japanese Plants, New Aucubas, Rhododendrons, Roses, Fruit
and Forest Trees, is now ready, and may be had on application. All
Orders from unknown Correspondenis must be accompanied by
reference. Milford N urseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for si.x postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nurserj', Sidcup Hill, Kent.

Miindford, Norfolk.

TO BE LET, that old established NURSERY, for
many years carried on by Mr. H. Hammond, Possession at

April next, Mr. W. READ, Synford, Brandon.

UEED BUSINESS to be DISPOSED OF, in a
C-J provincial Town, within a few miles of London. Capital
required not very large.

For further particulars apply, by letter only, to Messrs. WAITE,
BURNELL, MUGGINS and CO., Southwark Street, London, S.E.

To Nurserymen, Florists, and Gardeners.

TO BE LET, with option of Purchase, a Plot of
Ground, consisting of 100 or more Rods, as may be desired.

There are large Greenhouses and Forcing Apparatus, with every
facility for doing a remunerative trade, in a first-rate position both as
to locality and population

Full particulars can be obtained on application to B. B,, Post Office,
Ipswich.

To Gardeners and Nurserrmen.
NURSERY BUSINESS to be DISPOSED OF, by

Private Contract, at a fair Valuation, which includes Good-
will,—all the Nursery Gardening Business and Stock in Trade of the
late Edward Thompson, situate at Chapel Allcrton, near Leeds. The
Business has been carried on successfully upwards of ao years.
Immediate possession can be given.
Apply to Mrs. THOMPSON, on the Prcinises.or toC. GRANGER,

Solicitor, Bank Street, Leeds,
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SALES BY AU CTION.
To Gentlemen Planting, tlie Trade, and Others.

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS

MR. H. M. KETTELWELL will SELL by
AUCTION, oil THURSDAY. November i.i, at liis Rooms,

33. Kinc Street. Covcnt Garden, W.C., a Collection of STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including some large Camellias and
Azaleas, and a quantity of Standard and Dwarf Roses, Fruit Trees,
Shrubs, &c. ; Lilies of the \'alley, Pa;onics, &c.
Catalogue of the Auctioneer, 22, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

SALE THIS DAY, AT HALF-PAST 12 O'CLOCK PRECISELY.
Consignment of Plants and Bulbs from Holland and

GHENT.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on
S.\TURDAV, November g, at half-past 12 o'clock prcciselv. Standard
Dwarf and Trained FRUIT TREES, Specimen CONIFERS.
DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS. Standard Dwarf and Weeping
ROSES, CURRANTS, and NUT TREES, &c : and some first-class

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, IRIS,
GLADIOLI, and LILIUMS.from well-known Nurseries and Farms
in Holland. Also a Consignment of CAMELLIAS, INDIAN
AZALEAS. LILIES of the VALLEY, SPIR.lilAS, DRAC.TiNAS,
Double \TOLETS, and other plants from Ghent.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Established Orchids.

MR. ]. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

TUESDAY, November 12, at half-past 12 o'Clock prccisclj-, a great
variety of ESTAHLISHED ORCHIDS, comprismg good plants of
Aerides, Vandas, Cattleyas, Cypripediums, Masdevallias, Angrjccums,
Dendrobiums, La:lias, Phalienopsis, &c., in healthy condition.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Consignment of Plants and Bulbs from Holland
and BELGIU>L

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

on MONDAY, November ti, at halt-past iz o'Clock precisely, choice
HYACINTHS, TULIPS. LILIUMS, RANUNCULI, NAR-
CISSUS, GLADIOLI, LILIES of the VALLEY, P/EONIES,
specimen CONIFERS. Dwarf-trained and Standard FRUIT TREES,
&c, from several well-known Nurseries and Farms in Holland,

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Highly Important Concluding Sale,
At the far-famed PROSPECT and HEATH HOUSE NURSERIES,

situate at CHEDDLETON, near LEEK.

MESSRS. FERGYSON and SON beg to announce,
that finding it impossible to Sell the multiplicity of Lots adver-

tised in the previous bale, they have again been favoured with per-
cmptorj- instructions from the Proprietor, Mr William Grosvenor, to
SELL by PUBLIC COMPETITION, on MONDAY, TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, November 11, 12. 13,

14, and 15, at i o'Clock exact (Refreshments on the table at 12 o'Clock
each dayT, the RESIDUE of the very judiciously selected STOCK-
IN-TRADE, comprising choice, rare, and costly varieties in the
Nurseries, viz. :—Splendid specimen American Plants, extensive and
very fine selection of Evergreens. Coniferous Plants, magnificent
Ornamental Trees, noble Forest Trees, Standard and Dwarf Roses,
chaste Flowering Shrubs, Quicksets, &c,

Messrs. Fergyson & Son deem it superfluous to pass encomiums
upon the Lots, as they include all the most costly specimen varieties
contained m the Nurseries, and form a charming and attractive com-
bination of excellence seldom equalled and never surpassed ; and they
feel convinced that, irrespective of the business-like manner observed
throughout the former six days' Sale, the intrinsic value and beauty of
the items now to be submitted will be a sufficient inducement for the
Noblemen and Gentlemen who have already so kindly honoured them,
to favour the Clearance Sale with their attendance and support. A
punctual attendance will be esteemed.

Conveyances will meet all Trains stopping at Cheddleton Station on
the days of Sale, and everj' facility be afforded to purchasers

The Nurseries adjoin the turnpike road, and are about three miles
from Leek, and 15 minutes' walk from Cheddleton Station,

Trains arrive at Cheddleton from I Arrive at Cheddleton from Derby
Manchester and the North,

j
and the South,

7.56 A.M., 1.58 p,M., 6,22 p,M. I 9.43 A.M., 12.25 P-"-. 5-53 PM'
Auction and Valuation Offices, Market Place and Stockwell Street,

Lcck.

Postponement of Sale.—Brighton and Hassock's Gate.
IMPORTANT SALE of FREEHOLD PROPERTY, NURSERY

STOCK, GREENHOUSE, STOVE, and other PLANTS,
GREENHOUSES. PITS, SHEDS, COTTAGES, with the
GOODWILL of the LONG-ESTABLISHED NURSERY,
SEED, FRUIT, and FURNISHING BUSINESS, by order of

the Executors of the late Mr. GEORGE PARSONS, deceased.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, at Garraway's, Change Alley, Cornhill, in the

City of London. E.C., on MONDAY, November 18, at 12 for 1 o'Clock
precisely, instead of November q, as previously announced, the
VALUABLE FREEHOLD PROPERTY, comprising 18 Acres 38
Perches, or thereabouts, of rich Nursery or Building Land, known as
Parsons' Nurseries, Hassock's Gate, Keymer, close to the Hassock's
Gate Railway Station, and seven miles from Brighton, in the County of
Sussex, with the whole of the VALUABLE TH R IVING NURSERY
STOCK growing thereon ; two substantially Brick-built Cottages, the
whole of the newly-erected Greenhouses^ Stove-houses, Vmeries,
Forcing houses, the several ranges of Pits, mcluding altogether about
40,000 superficial feet, heated with Ormson's large Tubular Boilers,
upon the most modem and improved Hot-water principles ; convenient
Potting, Packing, and other Sheds, Stable, Piggeries, Ulc.

Also the modern FREEHOLD RESIDENCE, commanding Shop,
with bold Glass Front, and Ornamental Span-roof Show Conserva-
tory, known as Nos. 27 and 28, Western Road, Brighton, in the most
eligible and central part of the town for business, together with
the GOODWILL of the long-established Nursery, Seed, Fruit, and
Furnishing Business, in one Lot.

Note,—P. & M. would strongly urge the Trade, or any persons
desirous of embarking into a thoroughly genuine, extensive, and
flourishing business.Uo inspect the above property; feeling assured
that with ordinary care and attention to the same, a large fortune may
be realised in a very short period.

Plans and particulars, with orders to view, may be obtained on the
Premises; of Messrs. CLARKE and HOWLETT, Solicitors, Ship
Street, Brighton ; and of the Auctioneers, Estate Agents, and Valuers,
Leytonstonc, Essex, £.

Addlestone, Surrey.
UNRESERVED SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
mstructed by Mr. J. F. Meston to SELL by AUCTION,

without reser\'C, on the Premises, the Woodham Nursery, two
miles from the Addlestone Station, South-Western Railway, on
SlONDAY, November it, and following days, at 12 o'clock
precisely each day, the extensive and varied assortment of
VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, comprising Coniferse and Ever-
green Shrubs; including |ooo Arbor-vitse of sorts, 3500 Cupressus
Lawsoniana, 1500 Picea Nordmanniana and nobilis, 700 Cedrus
Deodara. 300 luniperus, quantities of Thujopsis, Retinosporas,
Wellingtonias, Thujas, sorts ; 13,000 Spruce Firs, 12,000 Scotch Firs,

5500 Pinus austriaca. 3000 Larch, &c
; 50,000 Common and Portugal

Laurels, 4000 Box of sorts, 5000 Privet, 7000 English and Irish Yews,
11,500 Green and Variegated Hollies, 1200 Daphne cneorum. 3000
Mixed Shrub?, 6000 Lifacs and other Deciduous Shrubs; Choice
Hardy American Plants, including 16,000 Rhododendron ponticum,
hybrid, and named varieties, 900 Kalmias, 900 Hardy Heaths, 300
Azaleas in variety; a large quantity of Ornamental and Forest Trees,
vii., 3000 Poplars, 700 Spanish and Horse Chestnuts, 500 Ailantus,
3000 Hornbeam, 2000 Beach, 1000 Limes, 2000 Laburnums. 1000 Birch,
1500 Oaks of sorts, 500 Thorns, Ash, Acacias, roo Acer Negundo
variegata. Elms, Maples, &c. ; 1000 Standard and Dwjirf Roses in fine

variety, selected Fruit Trees, Filberts, and Nuts ; 1000 Cotoneaster,
500 Sweet BrierSj Gum Cistus, Tritomas, 1700 Irish and other Ivies,
600 Dcutzia gracilis, 300 Yucca recurva, &c.
May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had of Mr-

COOPER, on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers. Leytonsrone,
Essex, E.

Dulwlch, Surrey.
IMPORTANT SALE of THRIVING NURSERY STOCK

SPECIMEN GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. I-". & A. Smith to SELL by AUCTION,

without resen-e. on the Premises, the Dulwich Nursery, West
Dulwich, S,. on THURSDAY. November 14, and two following days,

at II for 12 o'clock precisely each day, in conseouence of a portion of

the Nursery being immediately required for building purposes, a

large quantity of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, consisting of
an unusually choice Collection of Coniferac and Evergreen Shrubs,
comprising Bushy Box, Laurustinus, Cotoneaster Simmondsii, 200

Lygustrum of sorts, fine Chinese Arbor-vitse and Red Cedars, 3000
Common Laurels, Rhododendron Calawbiensis and ponticum, large

Arbutus, Lilacs, Aucubas. Enonymus, Yuccas ; also 400 specimen
Evergreen Shrubs, particularly handsome plants, and in capita! con-

dition for removal, naving been frequently transplanted, vir, , Cedrus
Deodara, Wcllingtonia gigantea. Thuja clegantissima, chinensis
aurca, compacta, gigantea, Lobbii ; Thujopsis borealis and dolabrala

;

Araucarias, Cupressus Lawsoniana, viridis, stricta, variegata, aurea
and argentea. &c. ; Gold and Silver Hollies; also Ficea ^randis,
nobilis, lasiocarpa and Nordmanniana ; Pinus austriaca and Lcmbra,
luniperus, English and Irish Yews, Retinospora of sorts; likewise a
large and rich assortment of choice Border Plants, a quantity of

Ornamental Trees, various ; Selected Standard and Dwarf Roses,
clean-grown Fruit Trees, together with some beautiful Specimen
Greenhouse Plants of sorts, &c.
Now on view. Catalogues may be had on the Premises, and ol the

Auctioneers and Valuers. Leytonstone. Essex, E,

City Auction Rooms, 38 and 39. Gracechurch St., E.C.
IMPORTANT SALE of a FIRST-CLASS COLLECTION of the

finest DOUBLE and SINGLE HYACINTHS, CROCUS,
TULIPS, NARCISSUS, JONQUILS, and other DUTCH
BULBS ; a rich assortment of HARDY AMERICAN PLANTS
and CONIFER.E SHRUBS; 300 choice Standard, Dwarf, and
Climbing ROSES, of the best varieties, by name, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION the above, at the City Auction Rooms, 38 and

39, Gracechurch Street, E.G., on SATURDAY, November 16, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely.

On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues maybe had at the Rooms
as above, and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, E.

Blackheath.
IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. Thomas Malyon to SELL by AUCTION,

without r»ser\-e, on the Premises, Coombc Lane Nursery, near the

Standard, Blackheath, on MONDAY. November 18, at 11 for 12 o'Clock
precisely, a large quantity of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK,
comprising fine Evergreen and Coniferae Shrubs, in fine variety;

Ornamental and Forest Trees of sorts. Deciduous Shrubs, selected

Fruit Trees, 500 choice Standard Roses of sorts, by name; 500
Climbing Roses, 1000 hardy Climbing Plants, in variety; strong
Quick, together with 150 yards Box Edging, &c.
May be viewed one week prior to the Safe. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, Essex, E.

Homsey.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY

STOCK
MESSRS. PROTHEROE' and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr, M. Cleall to SELL by AUCTION, without
reserve, on the Premises, the Nurserj', close to Homsey Station,

(ireat Northern Railway, on TUESDAY and WEDNESD.AY,
November iq and 20, at n for 12 o'Clock precisely each day, a portion

of the land being required for the construction of the Alexandra Park
Branch Railway, a large quantity of VALUABLE NURSERY
STOCK, including fine Conifcras and Evergreen Shrubs, a large stock

of Ornamental and Forest Trees, clean-grown Fruit Trees, consisting

of Standard and Pyramidal Pears and Apples, large Walnuts, Goose-
berries and Currants, Raspberries, selected Standard Roses ; also 300
English-grown Camellias, set with bloom-buds ; 200 Acacias, Ericas,

&c., together with Two Stacks of Meadow Hay, a 4-whcel Pony
Chaise in good condition, &c.
May be viewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

Second Sale.—Windlesham, Surrey.
IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have
received instructions from Messrs. G, Baker & Son to SELL

by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, American Nursery,
Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, on MONDAY and TUESDAY,
November 25 and 26, at 12 o'Clock precisely each day, the remaining
portion of the VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, lel^t unsold during
the Sale in October last, in consequence of the unpropitious weather,
rhe Stock will comprise a large quantity of fine Conifera: and Ever-
green Shrubs in great variety, and too numerous to mention; 5000
Rhododendrons, ponlica, hybrids, and best named kinds; Standard
Rhododendrons; 2000 Kalmia latifolia, Hardy Azaleas, Heaths, and
other American Plants ; Pinus austriaca, 3 to 6 feel ; 25,000 trans-

planted Larch, a quantity of Purple Beech and other Ornamental
frees, Tea and other Roses in pots, quantity of Pampas-grass,
Tritomas, &:c.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had
on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and A'aluers, Leytonstone, E.

Royal Berks Koot Show.
NOTICE.

SUTTON AND sons;
beg to notify to their Customers .

that their TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL SHOW of MANGEL,
TURNIPS, and other AGRICULTURAL ROOTS, will be held at

READING, on the FOURTH SATURDAY in NOVEMBER.
Roots will be received up to Wednesday, November 20. No charge is

made for Entry. Prizes amount to EIGHTY POUNDS. Particulars

may be had on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

THE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE AND POULTRY
SHOW.—The TWENTY-FOURTH GREAT ANNUAL

EXHIBITION of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC
POULTRY, CORN, ROOTS, and IMPLEMENTS, will be held in

Bingley Hall, on SATURDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNES-
DAY, and THURSDAY, November 30. and December z, 3, 4. ard 5.

The Public will be admitted to Bingley Hall to witness the Judging
of the Cattle, Sheep, Pigs, and Poultry on Saturday, November 30, at

9 o'clock A. M., upon payment of Ten Shillings each,

The Private View will take place on Monday, December 2. Admis-
sion to Non-Subscribers until 5 o'Clock. 5s, ; after that hour, ii. The
Exhibition will also be open on Tuesday, Admission u. ; on
Wednesday and Thursday, until 5 o'Clock, is. ; after that hour, 6d.

For Special Railway Arrangements, see the Advertisements and
Bills of tne several Companies.

JOHN B. LVTHALL, Secretary.

Offices, 39, New Street, Birmingham.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1872.
•

A PROPRIETOR showed us recently two

little farms, lying side by side, and occupied

by two men with equal advantages, yet one of the

little spots was a model of superior cultivation,

and the other quite the reverse. " You see," said

the landlord in explanation, " it is not the system,

but the man."
When we have seen little freehold farmers

managing just as badly as their neighbours who
are under yearly tenancy, we have made the

s ame reflection, though not without a reser-

vation, on the ground that, in the long run,

circumstances make the man, and the slovenly

freeholder may have been dragged down to the

level of his slovenly neighbour, and a better

general system might raise them both.

We noticed recently the remarkably bad farm-

ing of the fisher-farmers of Shetland, the most
northern of the British Islands, and on inspecting

the admirable Farming of the Channel
Islands, which lie at the extreme south of the

Queen's home dominions, the question naturally

arose, as we recognised the surprising contrasts

of the North and South, "Is it the man,
the system, the climate, or the soil ? " Remem-
bering what a powerful arm the root crop

has become in farming, and that the root

crop of the North is more valuable than

that of the South, we think we may set the

Turnip in Shetland, when the fisher-farmers

have learned how to cultivate it, against the Pear
of the Channel Islands ! At all events, wc
recognise in one locality a system of waste,

barbarism, and failure, and in the other one of

economy and success ; and on the whole we are

inclined to say, in answer to our own question,
" the fault is mainly in the man." We will,

however, attempt a rapid sketch of the Channel
Islands, which will perhaps enable our readers to

form their own conclusions.

Jersey and Guernsey are the largest of those

geins of ocean which stud the Norman coast.

Next in size are Jethon and Sark, and there are

others which, like Jethon, are mere sea-beaten

rocks of granite. Outside, the islands bristle

all over with granite rocks and natural defences ;

inside, the larger isles smile all over with pretty

gardens and small farms and orchards. The
soil is rich and the climate good ; and the tableau

within these peep-shows of the Channel is made
up of much that is curious and interesting.

Besides the scenery aforesaid, there is a pleasant

picture of petite farming, fruit-growing, and
gardening. The land is all worth from ^4 to ^6
per acre, to rent, and it is frequently owned by
the occupiers. There is no frost, therefore there

are Geraniums and Myrtles out of doors all the

winter ; there is a constant sea-breeze in suminer
without oppressive heat, therefore there are

freshness, health, vigour, and excellent butter,

which could not be if the atmosphere were hot

and oppressive. Butter and extreme warmth
are incompatible, because flies are generated by
heat, and they are the worst of the plagues of

Egypt, so far as butter is concerned. You can
have frogs and butter but you cannot have flics

and butter, because if flies abound you cannot

tether your Alderneys ; and if they cannot be
tethered and petted and fed on the cool pastures,

with Clover, Lucerne, and the juicy leaves of the

Jersey Cabbage, they cannot be expected to give

so much butter.

We landed at St, Helier's, Jersey, and after-

wards at St. Peter's Port, Guernsey, Pats of

butter are placed on the table in enormous
squares, like models of masses of building granite.

Fowls and ducks are brought from France as

well as flour ; the people don't trouble them-
selves with producing articles that will grow
anywhere and everywhere, and as a general rule

they import their dinner and produce their

dessert.

The way to see the islands is by following

some of the numerous by-roads which bring you
upon fertile fields, lanes overarched with trees,

substantial cottages with nice gardens, and little

homesteads surrounded with comfort in a very

picturesque form, Jersey is about 11 miles long,

and from 4 to 6 miles wide, containing 29,000

acres. The northern coast rises abruptly out of

the sea to a height of 300 feet : the general in-

clination of the land is shown by the direction

of the little streamlets, which flow through the

charming miniature valleys towards the south.

Guernsey contains about 15,560 acres, sloping

generally towards the north and north-east. Its

southern boundary boasts a coast as rugged,

rocky, and lofty as that of the sister island.

The bays are equally romantic, and the glens

and valleys are just as pretty, and in both
islands there is the same rapid transition from
the wild coast scenery to the rich garden culti-

vation of the interior. From the rocks on the

coast the traveller sees no farming or gardening ;

he sees and hears the splash of the waves,

the cry of the sea birds, the alpine vegetation

and tlie rosy blossoming Thrift and purple

Heather, spreading a rich carpet over the rocks

wherever sea and waves permit. Descending
from the island buttress on which we have sup.
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posed him to have been seated, and crossing the

road running round its base, he enters imme-
diately upon scenes of cultivation and rural

industry. The coast is but a sea-wall, within

which are the island farms and orchards, rich in

their garden culture. The short space that

separates one little homestead from another is

often connected by a narrow winding lane, with

deeps banks over-arched by trees and covered

with Ferns— a miniature copy of the lanes of

Devonshire ; and at the end is the farm-house,

or, perhaps, one of the numerous country resi-

dences, whence the murmur of the waves can

often be heard in the distance.

Alderney, lying 10 miles from Cape La Hogue
in Normandy, is only 3|- miles long, and about

a mile broad, with a uniform surface, unrelieved

by valleys and timber.

Sark, lying off Guernsey, and a pretty object

from the esplanade, with its outlying rocks and
the adjacent islands of Herm and Jethon, is an

island almost without a beach
;
you step from

the boat on to a bare rock, and pass throug:h a

tunnel in the natural granite wall, that rises

abruptly from the water and encircles the island.

Within is a tableland, farmed in a few spots

amidst wild and waste land.

Small farmers are almost always an industrious

class, and nowhere more so than in these islands,

where even the well-to-do farmers are found

working in the fields with their families. The
visitor who comes upon the cheerful scene of their

labour when the corn is falling before the sickle,

will be suprised perhaps to find our countrymen
talking gaily to each other in French, at the same
time addressing him in good English, learnt at the

admirable schools of the islands, and polished a

little by the tourists of the better class coming in

contact with the people.

The farm frequently belongs to the farmer.

Eight acres is a good-sized farm, and one acre

is a good-sized field. Ivy-covered walls of stone,

3 or 4 feet high, divide the fields ; in exposed
situations there are high fences of Elm and Thorn
and even of stone, for shelter from the sea breeze.

The fences are kept up with the greatest care

and neatness, and every spot of available land is

cultivated. The homestead is generally superior.

The house and premises are almost always sub-

stantially built of granite, and kept in thorough
repair ; and the domain and garden are fenced

with the same materials. The humblest dwellings

are made to look bright and cheerful by the gay
flower border in front, with Fig trees and flower-

ing shrubs. The well-kept orchard, close to the

dwelling, is an object of attention and profit,

second only to the cow, which is sure to be
tethered soinewhere close at hand, among the

fruit trees or on the grass-plot before the windows,
where she crops the lawn, and saves the cost of

a mowing-machine. Everything is managed
with economy and contrivance, not an inch of

ground is wasted ; the buildings and their fittings

exactly suit the wants of the occupier ; the

machinery and utensils on the farm are of the

most useful description, and they are well taken

care of. The implements are, as they should be,

simple and few. The " fixtures," a term applied

by an English tenant to the tnovablcs that he
leaves behmd him at quitting, are of the most
substantial kind. A gate-post is frequently a

granite pillar, more durable even than COB-
hett's celebrated Acacia posts, which he
declared would " last for ever ! " The gate that

hangs on this novel post is of simple yet durable
make, and is so cleverly swung, turning on an
iron pivot, fixed in a block of stone, that it

seldom gets out of order so long as its bars hold
together.

Slovenliness does not exist among the island

farmers. Dilapidated premises, telling their own
thriftless story, are never met with. There is a
general look of neatness, comfort, and taste that

are sure indications of prosperity and inde-

pendence.
The purity of the famous Alderneys is secured

by practical measures, imported animals being
killed and eaten at once, according to law, which
only allows the importation of beasts for slaugh-
ter. The cows are the gentlest specimens of a
gentle race, having been kindly treated and
taught behaviour for generations, instead of
being left to the hands of a paid police, as in the
case of larger communities. They are looked
after as tenderly almost as an Englishman's
family or an Irishman's pig, and instead of
requiring a cow-house, with a rope or chain to
restrain them at milking time, they stand and
" set foot " quietly in the field ; and when the

Cabbage leaves are brought and strewed among
them they follow the feeder, and poke their noses

familiarly under the arm that encircles the

bundle of provender. The farmers are careful

not to part with their best animals, and when
the export dealers come round they don't sell

what brings most money, as Shetlanders do,

with an idea that anything will do for breeding,

but they carefully select the best milkers to

breed from, and bulls saved from the best milk-

ing families. Only the worst bulls are allowed

to quit their native shores, like "pilgrim fathers,"

to people other lands ; and a woful sight it is to

see the young e.xiles embarking, craned up aloft

and bellowing, in suspension betwixt heaven and
earth, till they are dropped into the vessel.

The other agricultural products are fruit,

flowers, and vegetables. The cattle Parsnip, for

winter feeding, is a favourite crop on the deep,

rich, friable soils. Early Potatos, that reach the

London market before the ordinary field crops,

realise large sums. The Chaumontel Pear, which
in England requires a wall to ripen it, thrives as

a standard, and is among the lesser articles of

export which help to make up a large acreable

return. Sweet and champagne cider are made.
Grapes, orchard-house fruits, and flower bulbs

are sent to London by gardeners, some of whom
are professional, while some are amateurs, who
thus dispose of their spare produce, and perhaps

manage to enjoy the luxury of a well-kept garden
without much actual cost.

It is for the cows, and not for making walking-

sticks, as the cockney tourist might suppose, that

the Jersey " Cow Cabbage" is grown everywhere,

and in all sorts of unexpected corners and im-

possible places. Its tall stems rise among the

Apple trees in the orchard, and little clumps of

them grow in the corners and waste places of

the fields, and where nobody but a little farmer

and a frugal one would think of growing anything

whatever. The amount of green forage grown
in out-of-the-way places fills many arms, and
feeds many cows. The seed of this gigantic

Cabbage is sown in beds in August ; the plants

are pricked out before Christmas, and during the

next summer and autumn the crop of leaves is

stripped from the stem, which is allowed to stand

through the winter for the sake of the edible

sprouts, and is destroyed in spring—or, rather,

it is utilised in a variety of ways, for walking-

sticks, rough fencing, thatching, &c. The Cow
Cabbage will grow both in the open and in the

shade, but in very shady situations the stems are

drawn up long and weak, and the crop of leaves

is only moderate. It is too tender for England,

and our " Thousand-head " is the nearest

approach to it in appearance and in its large

produce.

A SMALL supply of English Wheat at Mark
Lane on Monday sold at about the prices of the pre-

vious week. At Wednesday's market the inquiry

was for choice qualities, at fully Monday's quotations.

Prices for beasts at the Metropolitan Cattle Market
on Monday improved, even with a slow trade. Sheep
of choice qualities were rather dearer. On Wednesday
the quotations of the previous market day for both were
maintained. Hops have improved.

At the meeting of the London Farmers' Club
on Monday last it was announced that a committee of

the Club had been formed to co-operate with Mr.

James Howard, M.P., and Mr. C. S. Read, M.P.,

in connection with the Tenant Right Bill, which the

former gentleman is to introduce into the House of

Commons during the coming session. Mr. HoRLEV's
excellent paper on *'Freedom in Cultivation and
Security of Capital," is reported in another column.

A long discussion ensued upon it.—Mr. H. Neild
considered a good understanding between landlord and
tenant to be the key to agricultural improvement,

and he believed that more good would be done towards

effecting a settlement of this question if the landlords

would more generally take part in the discussion of it.

The country clubs wanted leading in this matter, to

lead the whole agricultural mind to an agreement

before bringing the matter into a condition for legis-

lation.—Mr. C. S. Read, M.P. , said, of the two
questions coupled in Mr. Horlev's paper, he, if

challenged, would have no hesitation in saying

that he preferred security to freedom, quoting the old

proverb, " Be just before you are generous. " He then

referred to the subject of artificial manures, and its

bearings on the matter ; and alluding to the lease of

Lord Leicester, he called it "great and noble,"

because, although exception had been taken to

the clause requiring the tenant to revert to the

four-course system it was perfect in every male-
rial point. He considered that in drawing up a

lease for 21 years, the landlord must be mad who would
deprive himself of the right to insist on the four-year

course at its close. There were two sides to the

question of freedom of cultivation, and they must not
ignore the existence of the landlord. Alluding to the

prizes given by the Royal Agricultural Society for the

best managed farms, he remarked that he was pleased
to see that they were nearly always given to those
who practised the old system of cultivation. He
believed that in all yearly tenancies compensation
for unexhausted improvements should be made im-
perative by Act of Parliament ; and that no landlord
should be allowed to contract himself out of it under a
lease for a shorter term than 21 years ; and he con-
cluded by saying that the absence of compensation for

tenants' capital invested in the soil was often made an
excuse for very bad farming.—The Rev. E. S.mythies
thought it impossible to say what was meant by un-
exhausted improvement, and he considered there was
more need of the hands of the farmer being untied in

the way of freedom of cultivation. He thought there

was a begging of the question in discussing the subject

of compensation, the idea prevailing that so soon as a
man had expended capital on a farm he would be called

upon to leave it. But to his thinking, when a man
invests capital in land, his landlord should try to keep
him there, and not take a beggarly advantage of him
by exercising his right to turn him out. He was
certain that more difficulties had arisen between
landlord and tenant through the musty cove-

nants of the family lawyer than most people
imagined, and he was sorry that that functionary was
not better represented at their meetings. Landlords
were hampered by the obsolete and stereotyped agree-

ment of the family lawyer, and they ought to pass a
resolution to improve him from off the face of the earth.

Leases ought to be made more simple, and the simpler

the better. After alluding especially to the landlords'

view of the question, he concluded by stating that

within 10 miles of his home was a farm which had been
held by one family, descending from father to son,

since the time of the Conquest, and that under a yearly

tenancy.—Mr. Cadle in the course of some observa-

tions on yearly tenancies, remarked that farmers gene-

rally looked on the subject under discussion as a tenant's

question, but he thought it was more a landlord's

question, for when a landlord wanted a farm to look at

its best, /'.('., when he wanted to get a new tenant, he
generally found it looking at its worst, dirty and bad.

He thought the subject of compensation was a question

of greater importance than that of freedom of culti-

vation.—Mr. Dring knew of no legislation better than

an agreement drawn up between a landlord and an
occupier to suit their special case. He supposed what
was meant by freedom of cultivation, was that when a

man had got into a good farm he should be able to sell

off all his hay, straw, and Turnips. Pie asked what better

security can there be than a good agreement, and
remarked that if the tenant on leaving was allowed his

last year's artificial manure or cake bill, he would have
nothing to grumble at on the score of compensation.

—

Mr. Masfen remarked that all tenant-farmers could

not look at the question as Mr. Dring did, who lived

in Lincolnshire, where good agreements were the rule.

He agreed with Mr. Cajl>i.e that the question should be

looked at from the landlord's side, though he would
ask if a landlord could reasonably expect, under exist-

ing circumstances, a tenant to keep his land clean to the

end of his tenancy. He thought not. It was against

human nature to expect any man to put into the land

what he had no hope of getting out of it again.—Mr.
James Howard, MP., said there were three parties

to be taken into consideration wheir discussing this

subject—the landowner, the tenant-farmer, and the

public. It may be asked what have the pulilic to do
with tenant-right ; but he thought, as the latter were

'

from 25 to 30 million strong, while the landlords

numbered some 30.000 only, they had much to do with

the question ; and had a right to put before the Legis-

lature a demand that all laws opposed to the free

development of the resources of the soil should be

removed. The public hail also a further right to

demand an enactment which should encourage the

investment of capital in the soil, and the employment
of labour, which should feed them more abundantly.

He considered that any law that should be made should

allow no landlord to contract himself out of it ; and he

believed that no one would be more benehted than the

landlord by a well-considered system of tenant-right.

He ought, perhaps, to say that any Act that may be

passed would not be intended for good and liberal

landlords, but only to protect the tenant from those

who, from ignorance, stupidity, or a grasping or un-

principled nature, were unjust.—Mr. Albert Pell,

M.P., had only words of praise for Mr. Horley's
paper. He thoroughly agreed with him that landlords

should take more interest in the question, as much had

been said about security for the tenant, but not a word
for the landlord. He observed that it was a signilicant

fact that it was on the poorest land that one found

liberal covenanl>s ; but in the case of the best land

there was less liberality shown on the part of the land-

owner. With regard to customary right, he considered

such a system could only be brought about where there

were long prevalent systems ot husbandry ; but for this

they could not wait. He asked would it not be possible

for owners of entailed estates to leave their m.iiiagement

in the hands of agents, so that tenants could go to

them, have just agreements drawn up and registered by

the Enclosure Commissioners, which would prevent the

next ownerfor lifefrom stepping in and overthrowing the
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arrangements of his predecessor. That was the onlyform

that he could see in which the Legislature could take

cognisance of the matter.—Mr. Sidney said the farmer

was only just beginning to find his voice, though the

landlord had been legislating for him these 300

years, and, with the aid of his family lawyer, had taken

very good care of himself. He thought Mr. IIorley's

paper a revolutionary one, coming from the tenant-

farmers' side, and he blamed the tenant-farmers of the

country for sending men to Parliament who promised

to vote for impossibilities and against what was certain

to become law, as too many country members did.

—

Mr. Ekown thought the interest of the landlord and of

the public were identical. Compensation was the horse

and freedom the cart, and he should like to see them
put together in that order. He certainly thought that

the owner should have the right to interfere when he

found a tenant mismanaging a farm.—Sir George
Jenkinsox, M.P., remarked that legislation must not

be onesided. He commented upon the application and

value of artificial manures and its beanngs upon the

question of compensation, and observed that the tenant-

farmers must clearly ascertain what they wanted, fix

their ideas and stick to them before they appealed to

Parliament for a tenant-right Act.—Mr. Horley, in

his reply, strongly asserted that he entertained no idea

of getting Parliament to legislate for one class at the

expense of another. After votes of thanks had been

passed to the reader of the paper and to the chairman,

the meeting adjourned.

• We learn that Mr. Hope's farm, Fenton Barns,

has been let, by private contract, to a Mr. Campbell,
at a rental of about $6s. per acre, an outlay of about

ji^jOOO for buildings being undertaken by the landlord.

The rent is to be "forehanded," so that the Law of

Hypothec will become a dead letter in its case. The
general custom has been to delay the first payment of

rent until the tenant has been 18 months on the farm.

The former rent was about 41^. per acre. Many farms

in the neighbourhood are higher rented, but, although
Fenton B.irns has latterly been in very good condition,

the farm is very poor naturally, and would soon grow
poor enough crops if not highly manured.

The Sewage of the Town of Chelten-
ham, after passing through tanks, where the solid

matter is precipitated, flows by gravitation over a farm
of 127 acres, about three miles from the town, which
has been purchased for the purpose by the Town Com-
missioners, This farm is divided into seven lots, and is

yearly let by auction, it being a condition that the

sewage liquid shall be applied in the discretion of the

borough surveyor, under whose management the

irrigation works are placed. With the exception of

one lot of 6 acres the farm is ordinary pssture ground,
the excepted field being laid down with Rye-gras-.

The third annual letting of the farm was held on
Thursday last, and a very large company attended the

auction. Lot i, of 26 a. 3r. 30 p., was let at / 5 loj-.

per acre, the price last year having been £6 6s. Lot 2,

of 17 a. 3 r., was let at ;£^6 Js. 6</. per acre, as against

£6 6s. last year. Lot 3, 22 a. 2 r., was let at £6 i$s.

per acre, the same price as last year. Lot 4,

S a. I r., was let at £y an acre, as against ;i^6 i6j". last

year. Lot 5, 24 a., let last year at £y an acre, was
knocked down at the same price this year, to the same
tenant. Lot 6, 21 a. i r. 20 p., was let at ;!^5 12s. 61/.,

as against ;^5 I5j-. last year. Lot 7, 6 a. i r., the only

portion of the farm laid down with Rye-grass, was let

at £g an acre, as against £g 15^. last year. The total

result of the letting was ^^815 is. 6J. for the year. The
pasture land was let subject to the condition that it be
mown not more than twice during the year ; the Rye-
grass land was subject to no such restriction. The cost

of the farm to the town of Cheltenham, with the neces-

sary irrigation works, was about ;^i8,ooo. Such part

of the liquid sewage as is not required on the farm is

supplied to neighbouring farmers at a charge of 15J.

per acre.

In answer to a question from our correspondent,
" M. H.," which has unfortunately been for sometime
mislaid, on the subject of piping for the distribution of

liquid manure, Mr. Mechi informs us :

—

"After trying various kinds of distributing hose, I find

that there is ' nothing like leather.' Mine are made by
Messrs. Shand, Mason & Co., London, Fire-engine
Manufacturers. Care should be taken to keep them soft

by oihng and emptying them when not in use, or they
will crack. I presume that fire-engine makers of neces-
sity make the piping capable of resisting great pressure,

for mine have never leaked, and they will stand rough
usage. Oiling them when not in use is absolutely

necessary."

The committee on Land Tenure, appointed
by the Warwickshire Chamber of Agriculture, has
reported :

—

(i.) That a much greater hbcrty of action in the culti-

vation of the land should be extended to the tenant than
has hitherto been allowed.

(2. ) That arbitrators should be appointed at the com-
mencement of every tenancy.

(3.) That farm tenancies should be subject to at least

twelve months' notice.

(5.) That before permanent improvements, upon which
a tenant is to pay the landlord interest upon outlay, are
made, the works and the cost of the same shall be specified

and accepted in writing by landlord and tenant.

(6.) That any building by the tenant, or fixture belong-

ing to him, which the landlord has declined to purchase,

may be removed by the tenant before quitting the farm.

(7.) That rick staddles and fixtures paid for or erected

by the tenant, with the consent of the landlord, shall be

taken of the tenant at a valuation when quitting the

farm.

(9.) That, at the termination of the tenancy, a tenant

should be paid for unexhausted improvements. [The

items noted in the schedule A included guano, bone

superphosphate, ground bones, bone-dust, hme. claying

and marling, night soil and manure, all according to the

nature of the land to which they were applied ; oilcake,

cotton cake, and linseed, corn purchased, hay, straw.

grass seed sown on fallow ; grass seeds one year old and
upwards, in excess of a quarter part of the arable land

;

tillage left clean and in condition for a crop, in excess of

two-thirds of the arable land ; haulage of materials

for new buildings and drain-pipes ; drainage, labour, and
materials, and the same for quickset fences, but labour

only for stocking and levelling fences, and also for filling

up pits.]

(10.) That no payment be made for cattle food or

manures used in excess of the average consumption of

three years in any one year.

(12.) That the landlord should be paid by the tenant

at the termination of the tenancy for undue exhaustions

and for all articles specified which are removed off the

premises. [The schedule B, indicating the exhaustions

of farm value to be paid for by the tenant, included the

following produce sold off the farm :—Hay, Clover, Trifo-

lium, straw, Vetches, Turnips, Swedes, Mangels. Kohl
Rabi, Carrots, Potatos, Cabbages, and Flax, during the

previous three years ; but, like the schedule relating to

unexhausted improvements, the proposed charges for each

description of produce sold off the land were left blank.]

(13.) That all amounts owing in respect to the ex

haustion or improvement of a farm, and all valuations,

should be settled between the landlord and outgoing
tenant, and that all matters relating to a new tenancy

sliould be arranged by the landlord and the incoming
tenant.

Schedules A and B were submitted in blank, it being
considered undesirable to undertake the labour of fillin:

them up until the principle proposed had been approved.

The committee further suggest that they be authorised

to confer with the committees of other Chambers upon the

subject of " Land Tenure," and instructed to prepare a
form of lease and agreement based upon the principles

set forth in this report.

OUR LIVE STOCK.
CATTLE.

The Aylesby herd at present consists of loi head
of Shorthorns. The cattle have just been (October 2r'

brought from the pastures into the foldyard, and the

boxes filled up. It is remarkable in going through the

whole herd to observe the striking general likeness

there is throughout. The same type of head, the same
sweet, feminine, buxom look among the cows, coupled

with well-laid shoulders, well-developed chests, broad
backs, roundly arched ribs, and massive quarters,

bespeak careful attention to a type which may justly be

supposed to be the beau /f/c-rt/of what a Shorthorn should

be in the mind of their talented owner. The general

squareness of form, and the varied but pleasing inter-

mixtureof red and white throughout the herd indicate the

same care, and well illustrate the beautiful race of

which the Aylesby cattle form so conspicuous a section.

The 2-year-oId heifers, one of the best lots we have seen

for some years, are by Fitzroyal, a white bull of the

FUnuer by Baron Warlaby {7813) tribe; Mr. Booth's

Manfred, and the late Mr. Barnes' Lord Napier.
It is also worthy of remark that the best, a beautiful

massive roan, by Fitzroyal and of the "Flower"
tribe, has never been housed or extra fed, but has been
always out at pasture, and yet she would take a pre-

mium at any exhibition in the country. The yearlings

are a little thin, from the effects of foot-and-mouth

disease. They are by Mr. Barnes' Royal Prince,
a sire of *'Mantalini" genealogy. Here too,

again, a roan daughter of Highlaiid Flinoer, one

of the handsomest cows of the herd, is the

best, although a very good and hairy daughter

of Royal Queen runs her hard. The calves falling,

by Royal Prince, are singularly characteristic, and
their long shaggy coats and beautiful markings show
high breeding, even at their present tender age. The
head is generally of a full red, with the white triangle

on the forehead, the red gradually intermixing with
white over the fore-quarters, while the body is

principally white, with a little roan here and there.

The heads are the most striking, being usually red,

with the white seal on the forehead, and furnished with
full, bright, intelligent eyes, and clear, buff, finely

chiselled noses, bespeaking strength and purity of blood.

The stock sires are Duke of York, another of the

late Mr. Barnes' animals, a most perfectly formed

bull, used for some time at the Aston Clinton herd,

where he got between 30 and 40 fine looking heifers,

and out of some indifferent cows, too ; Blinkhoolie
(23,428) by Prince of Warlaby, bred at Aylesby,

and the grand old bull Breastplate (i9,377)t now
in the decline of life and a skeleton to look at, but

such a skeleton ! fully bearing out Mr. Torr's great

guiding principle of *' round arched ribs from the

straight back bone, and fine shoulders!" An Austra-

lian breeder of great eminence, when travelling through

this country on a tour of inspection among our herds

and flocks, described him as the grandest fore-armed

bull he had ever seen. The bulls lately sold comprise

Robert Burns, who went to the Earl of Fit/.william's

Irish estate, and a noble white bull of the *' Flower"
tribe. Flag of Ireland (own brother to Mr. Bowstead's

prize bull. Flag of Brtiain, but considered a finer

animal), goes to the herd of Mr. J.
Thom at Chorley,

where a herd of very superior Shorthorns are being

gathered together. The bull boxes are filled with six

promismg roancalves rising ayearold. The " Flower"

tribe, which has been so frequently mentioned in the

preceding remarks, traces its line of descent directly

through the Maynards' herds to Robert Colling's stock,

and is of the same breeding as Hubback—a line that

may compare for length and purity with any Duchess

pedigree in the kingdom. Taking Flag of Britain
as illustrative of this pedigree, we have the following

lineage :

—

Flag of Buitain, calved October 7, 1866, by Breastplate.
by Dr. McHald.

d. Floxvcr ofBnlain by British Pkincs (14,197)-

g.d. Floiver Lady by Vanguard (10,994).

2d g.d. Flower Girlhy LoNDESBORo' (6142).

3d g.d. Flora 0/ Farftsfield hy KiNALDO (4949)-

4th g.d. /"(j;'W('i'(i by SiK Thomas (2636).

5th g.d. by Sir Alexander (591).

6th g.d. by Marske (418J.

7th g.d. Siveetbrier by North Star (459)-

8th g.d. by Wellington {680'.

qlh g d. by Favoi-;rite (252).

lolh g.d. by Bkn (70).

In noticing the breed of the " Lally " tribe,

last week, we quite unintentionally omitted to mention

two sires which occur in the pedigree, namely, Earl
of Liverpool (9061) and 20 Duke of Cambridge
(3638). Both of these bulls were bred by Mr. Bates,

and both were by the Duchess bull Duke of
Northumberland (1940). Earl of Liverpool
was out oi Duchess ^^th, and 2dDukeof Cambridge
was from Waterloo 2d by Belvedere (1706), the sire

of Duke of Northumberland.

We have received the following communication

from a correspondent, who is certainly to be considered

a "representative man." He says, *' Long prices and

high averages are tempting things despite little milk,

frequent barrenness, and many misfits." He longs for

a sight of those square-built, short-legged, long-haired,

deep-milking, thick-handling cattle of 40 years ago,

which so many of our old-fashioned friends stoutly

maintain were once to be commonly seen. He plain-

tively asks what he has to do? Has he to cultivate

pedigrees, to read well on paper, or must he cultivate

the more useful properties and superior qualities of his

own old tribe ?

" Having known Mr. Caddy's stock for many years, I

fully coincide with the remarks, under the head ' Our Live

Slock," in your issue of the 26th uU., and think that even

more stress might have been laid on the great improve-

ment effected in their appearance by the Booth crosses.

But what chiefly induces me to trouble you with a few

lines is the dilemma in which I feel placed by your further

remarks. You say, ' We surmise that had Bates' bulls

been used by Mr. Caddy, the average his cattle brought

would have been excelled : so much then for pure blood.'

This 1 think will readily be granted by all, whether at the

sale or not. Again, you say, ' We are convinced that ere

long the absurd notion that any price may be lavished upon
the "pure," but too often puny products of an artifi-

cial system of breeding will become exploded.' And
again, ' We do look for a change of " fashion " in favour

of those breeders who aim at the true improvement of

the breed.' The sooner these prophecies are fulfilled

the better, I think, for the nation at large. But still

the dilemma remains, what are we breeders to

do? Long prices and large averages are tempting,

despite htile milk, frequent barrenness, and many misfits,

so detrimental to the interests of the public at large, for

the ' pure breeding ' is undoubtedly very fast diminishing

our supply of milk, and very often without recompensing
us with choice sorts. But I do not blame the pure breeder

so much as the purchaser for this. I have in my mind's

eye nearly 40 years ago, a stock of the then ' improved
Shorthorn ' (such as 1 look in vain for now-a-days, except

an odd beast to be met with here and there), square built

on short legs, good hair and touch, splendid milkers, and
fat when dry almost without feeding. I cannot boast a
herd of 'pure Bates" or 'pure Booth,' but I have bid

my 50 or 60 gs., and occasionally have ventured as far as

three figures at various sales ; but I feel bound to confess

that hitherto I fail to see any corresponding beneficial

result in my stock, for whether I look for milk, a heavy

carcase, hardihood, or fertility, I find it more in

the offspring of my old tjreed of more than

thirty years' standing ; or if I look back on
honours won, I find they have generally been

drawn from the same source, notwithstandmg they

may not boast so much of their lineage. What then ami
to do ? Must I cultivate pedigrees to read well on paper,

no matter what the properties of the animals, so that I

can realise a long average some day ?—or must I cultivate

the more useful properties and superior qualities of my
old tribe, although of less aristocratic lineage? One in a
Dilemma."

The question of our puzzled correspondent is, we
think, not difficult to answer. Without in the least

commending the present condition of the Shorthorn

market, we must all see clearly that those who realise

excessive prices are also willing to lay out immense
sums both for cows and bulls. We cannot help think-

ing that our correspondent's dilemma need not be a

serious one, if he is resolved to follow his very com-
mendable plan of bidding 50, 60, or even loo gs. for

any animal which takes his eye. A breeder who
makes no larger outlay than this must be
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content with seeing a better lot of steers in his folds,

and of cows in his byres, than his neighbours—to have
his stock considered as desirable, and as worth some-
thing above ordinary market value. He is, however,
quite outside of the inner circle of breeders, who are
willing to pay the highest prices for the best animals.
So long as our correspondent adheres to his present, we
doubt not, excellent plan, the dilemma occasioned by
the *' absurd" prices given for *' fashion" need not
cause him serious anxiety. It is not so much that we
ourselves object to the high prices now given, as to the

manner in which they are bestowed—called forth as they
are by what is, we cannot help thinking, rather unne-
cessarily called "pure" blood. In what conceivable

way, we would ask, can a Bates animal be injured by a
cross with such sires as Valasco, Buckingham, or
Leonard? The progeny we shall, and may easily, sup-
pose to be improved in size, constitution, fecundity,

milking, and fattening properties ; but, granting all this,

we have no hesitation in saying that such an animal is

not calculated to call out a ** crack " price.

PINNOCK'S CATECHISM of the
ENGLISH 'LAND QUESTION.'

Quat. From our parting words, I understand you
to imply that tlie Century—or rather, the hundred and
twenty years—which followed upon the Statute of Uses
and the Statute of Wills of Henry VIII. had an im-
portant bearing on the English Land Tenures?

Anszit. A period which embraced the development
of Printing and of the discovery of America, the
Reformation in England, the dissolution of the Monas-
teries, and the enactment of the Poor Law, the war
between the Parliament and the Throne, the Execution
of Charles I., the Protectorate of Cromwell, and
finally, the Restoration of the Royal line—might well
have some effect upon the Land itself, but half released
from the chain of feudalism which had pressed for five

centuries, though nearly gnawed through at last by
the ingenuity of the Lawyers.

Q. Were the Lawyers then opposed to Feudalism ?

A. The Chancellors and many of the great Jurists
of early times were Ecclesiastics : to this day, lawyers
speak of those outside their profession as 'laymen.'
The Church was the only ' learned ' class : and all its

skill, ingenuity, and power were directed against the
iron tyranny of the feudal lords. It was a struggle of
rival powers, 'temporal' and 'spiritual,' which should
possess the Land. To this cause we owe all the
gradual evasions of the first Edward's Statute of
Entails, all the legal fictions, contrivances, and
shams culminating in the Statute of Uses, which
threw down the veil at last, and made the secret
enjoyer now the actual possessor of the 'legal estate.'

Q. But a land-law reformer would speak well,

would he not, of the file that bit the feudal chain,
though it might fail to burst it ?

.-/. Certainly, so far as its own selfish aims worked,
in the direction of public freedom. But Figs don't
grow on Thistles, even with centuries of cultivation.

As the mailed grasp of the feudal gauntlet weakened,
the unsalutary growth of legal fiction and chicanery in

aid of Secret Transfer (for this is its shortest name for

present purpose) had developed into a power more
dangerous and more enduring.

Q. The old fable ! The horse had taken a rider, to
fight its foe, and after the victory found that a worse
foe was on its back, and meant staying.

.-/. But the tremendous political events, without,
obscured what was taking place within, so to speak,
and, as I shall presently show you, even assisted it.

Revolutions bring forfeitures : and the laws made to
escape these, outlive the rez'olulioiis. It had
been at once the evil and the good of Feudalism
that it made all holders of land—the Sovereign ex-
cepted, merely Tenants. To this day law-language
knows no other name even for the holder of the Fee.
The word \s.ni.-mimer had not been coined. We have
to thank those now obsolete fictions ' Fine ' and ' Re-
covery ' for the first rudimentary conception—or in

Darwinian phrase, ' evolution ' of this idea ;
' con-

veyance to Uses ' for its development and growth
;

and Henry Sth's Statute for its maturity.

Q. Is it so recent ? Why then, a good ' nine hun-
dred and ninety-nine years ' Lease, however little it

may touch your ' lord '-ship, may be said to span
your ' owner '-ship three times over 1

A. From that time to this the ' title ' to Land
instead of being matter of Public Record, as it was in
this country hundreds of years before feudalism trans-
ferred it altogether to the sovereign,—became a kind of
documentary family history, fast bound by a chain
harder than any that feudalism ever forged—viz., a
language unintelligible, except to an expert in a
science belonging to that worst class of ' sciences ' in
w^hich life is spent and the judgment warped in recon-
ciling real and factitious principles, ever strueeline
against each other.

r r
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Q. Enough
: we are anticipating ; let us return to

the subject touched upon in your first answers. You
intimated that the political economists attach less
importance to the production than to the distribu-
tion of wealth, and you stated that nobody misunder-
stands tho latter term except when it is applied to

Land. Have you any suggestion to offer why this

is so?
A. I believe that the perfect freedom of Exchange

existing in this country in every other form of wealth
renders us unsuspicious that any exception can exist

;

and suggests the idea that those who would alter the
law, aim not simply at removing obstructions, but at

introducing some compulsory interference with indi-

vidual action ; as exemplified, for instance, in the case
of the French law which divides a man's property
amongst his children, leaving only one share disposable
by his will. I believe this mischievous and tyrannical
law, on the other side the Channel, terrifies John Bull
out of the power of calm reasoning, and is responsible
for half the ' fallacies ' I spoke of.

Q. But if 'distribution' is so desirable why is the
Napoleonic law bad ?

A. Words are troublesome things, and our language
is unfortunate in having no one which will, in single
harness, drag us out of this ambiguity. Subdivision by
law is wide as the Poles asunder from the 'distribution'

of the Economist. We have no better mode of ex-
pressing the spontaneous 7-esults of free exchange,
governed only by natural laws, enabling every man to
mend his condition to the best of his power—in other
words to get as rich as he honestly can.

Q. But cannot he do that in the case of Land ? Lord
Derby tells us " there is plenty of land for sale."
A. It was the remark of a rich man, and only

to the point in showing the exact opposite of the in-

ference intended by the speaker. ' Plenty of anything
on sale ' commonly implies a want of Purchasers

;

and the greater the plethora the greater the want in-

dicated. The argument, in fact, was good in proof of
the obstructions which interfere with land purchase.

Q. What are the obstructions ?

A. The Cost, the Delay, and the Uncertainty, of
Transfer.

Q. But surely those are faults of management ? You
must blame the Conveyancer, not the Law.

A. So our Legislators seem to have thought, and
still to think, by their futile attempts to ' Simplify the
Transfer ' of land, before the land itself is trans-

ferable. Macadamising the road will not move a
vehicle whose wheels are blocked, or with no wheels at

all ! Do you remember the Duke's order, at Waterloo,
when the French Cavalry charges were threatening to
force the British squares ; that, as the gunners retired

into square, they should take with them a zuheel from
ez'cry gun ' The Cuirassiers did not lack courage, or
the will, to Jacilitate the transfer of our twelve-
pounders into the French' lines. The horses were
there, and no want of drivers ! But the guns refused
/() inoz'e! So will it be with the Government 'Transfer
of Land ' Bill, if by that be meant smoothing the road,
instead of putting wheels to the body, removing the
obstruction from \\\^putre sohan, which Bridgeman, and
the other Lawyers since the Restoration, seem to have
thought God made only to be ' settled ' on the Unborn,
whatever the loss of Beef and Mutton, Eggs and
Poultry, Cheese and Butter, to the Living. The Con-
veyancer is no more to blame than a person who, having
undertaken to bring you a horse from Barbary, incurs
the requisite cost, time, and sea-risk, in order to con-
vey it, safe and sound, to your stables. And these
charges will be all the same whether it is an animal
worth ten pounds or a thousand. His trouble, and of
course his duty, is the same in either case.

Q. I understand your illustration to imply that land
investment is not 'distributed' in England because
so long as the proof of title lies in private documents
none but the rich can afford the sacrifice of buying it :

that in small parcels " the brokerage eats up the
bargain." But was it not the case that the small
Freeholders and Yeomen, were once very numerous,
even remarkably so ?

A. There is no good English library that has not its

old writers showing that this was once a special boast

of the English people.

Q. How do you account for the disappearance of
this class? The cost of Conveyance might prevent a
man from buying, but would not oblige him to sell ?

in fact, would help to deter him ; as the Vendor's
expenses are, I am told, equally disproportionate.

The act must have been spontaneous, and the motive
very strong.

A. As a rule, nobody parts with land without a
' very strong motive '

: no other property is clung to

with such tenacity.

Q. Then the presumption is that they sold be-
cause they found it unprofitable ;—the net returns
being, I am told, not over 2\ or 3 per cent ?

A. An excellent reason for a poor man selling : but
none whatever against a thriving man, however
humble, buying, if no other obstacle prevented him.
Little men are as fond of land as big men.

Q. Very likely. But how can it possibly answer to

a poor man to invest his money at 2-, or 2| per cent. ?

A. Ask that of the Savings Banks ! There needs
no other answer. But in truth, here you have touched
what may well be called the arch-Fallacy of the whole
question, which ' one drop ' of practical knowledge
will 'precipitate,' You are using the word 'poor

man ' in an ambiguous sense. No man is poor who has
spare money to invest, though the scale may be
small. The term applies to one who is obliged to sell ;

but wherever the transfer is cheap, easy, and prompt,
the old distich holds good :

—

' For every seller who is needy
There always stands a buyer ready.'

And for this reason it is that in the 'sweet simplicity

of the 3 per cents ' the whole amount of the National
Debt changes hands, we are told, in four years, by the
transactions in the Funds ; and that four-fifths of the
deposits are in sums under ;^2000. Suppose, for a
moment, that the small buyers were, through some
obstruction in the Brokerage, to leave off buying—say
for a couple of years ! the sellers meanwhile going on
selling as usual, simply as usual. How would you
answer if Lord Somebody remarked to you "There's
plenty of Stock in the market " ?

Q. But if the small buyers ceased buying, the stock
would be bought, I imagine, by the large buyers :

the high brokerage not affecting them ; and would never
be open to small buyers again.

A. Precisely. Well ; now, to bring the parallel

nearer—suppose this to go on, not for t7i'0, but for two
hundred ye:^rs \

Q. Let me follow you. I understand you to mean
that if a poor man—well, well,—a ' small capitalist

'

who has saved say fifty or a hundred pounds and
was going to place it in the Funds, were told that

instead of completing the transaction in an hour, for

5j-., as at present, he must wait afrLi' months, till two
lawyers had held a ' crowner's quest ' over the seller's

right to sell, his family pedigree, debts, and a few other
matters—after which he might perhaps be able to get

his little investment, {and the Bill,)—he would prob-
ably decline the honour, and leave it for those who are

rich enough to entertain it. There are plenty, I

suppose, who would ?

A. Of course. In a rich country like this there are

plenty of men who can stand a lawsuit, or a land-suit,

which by the way is worse, because you can't stop it !

A decree of ' special performance ' has been known to

excite a man's generosity to such a pitch as to make
him glad to giz^i his land away ?—Oh ! Jezebel ! if you
had but sent for an English lawyer ! What a mess you
made of that simple transaction !

Q. Fie ! Fie !—But you don't think, then, that the

old English Yeomen and Freeholders sold their land

in order to become Farmers ? That is what they call

' the landlord's theory ' of the matter.

A. And a capital landlord's theory ; especially

for those who prefer a hypothesis which is useless, to a
fact which is obvious. Knowing what we know,—that

selling and buying are relatives, and constants, in all the

free commerce of man, what does it matter to guess why
the sellers sold, if we knoza why the buyers have not

bought? If the stream flows on, and nothing flows

111, what need to account for the bed running dry?
We will say nothing of its naive ignorance of human
—not to say English nature, or its contradiction to the

whole living experience of Europe, of America, and of

every British Colony on the globe. A pleasing

hypothesis soars above all argument from general

evidence. A hybrid embodying the rash appetite of

Esau, with the calculating greed of Jacob, may be con-
ceivable, but it makes rather a modern frame for the

historical portrait of the * independent British Yeoman,'
who, joking apart, was really a character it was a mis-

take to lose.

Q. But, after all, do you think that poor men (I beg
pardon, the wrong word zi'ill come) would like to

invest money in land at 2^ per cent. ?

A. No, certainly ! No such thought ever enters

their heads ! None but a rich man ever conceived it.

The thriving man who has saved money (not the

hypothetical */(7t?;-man') " abnormis sapiens, crassaque
Minerva," argues thus—"The Squire gets z\ per

cent, from the Farmer, who has first booked 10 per

cent, on his capital, after paying his Labourers' Wages,
and Tradesmen's Bills, and the Keep of his Farm
Horses. ' It takes four Rents to pay one, the long-

heads say. \l\i\. il'i i\\& Land that pays it all ! What
shall 1 lump it at ? My Missus calls it 20 per cent.

But she's such a screw. I'd rather put it, safe, at

10 per cent. Which of us is right ? If you think we
both are wrong, will you please to let us try ? Two-
and-a-half per cent, indeed ! Why—hope no offence,—

•

but if you'll free the land to all buyers, on fair terms
like Bank of England Stock, we'll promise you ten

years' purchase more for every acre that lies out o'

doors in zoealthy England :—it isn't 'merry ' England,

now ! The ^ dead hand^ chills it, and the ' Unborn
hand' throttles it." Talpa.

( To be Continued.')

ARABLE FARMING.
[A kttcr addressed to J. J. Mcchi, Esq-l

I HAVE rtad with considerable interest the letter of

the " Suffolk Farmer," and your reply, published in

the A^^iicultural Gazdtc of October 26 instant. I have
long been convinced tliat the statesmen and newspaper
writers who have for years been preaching up the doc-

trine of the conversion of our arable land into grass

were inculcating a pestilent heresy, which would act

most injuriously upon the population, on the supply
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of stock, and on the well-being of the community, and
would weaken the power of the nation ; I am, therefore,

much pleased to find men of influence endeavouring
by their writings and speeches, and also by their

example, to correct the pernicious doctrines spread
abroad by well-meaning but insufficiently informed
philanthropists.

The mischief done in Ireland by the ore yotundo
speeches of that amiable Lord-Lieutenant, the late Earl
of Carlisle, who never missed an opportunity in sea-

son and out of season of advising the abandonment
of till.ige, and the laying down of land in grass, is

incalculable.

All experienced and practical agriculturists will

admit

—

1. That tillage and mixed farms will afford remu-
nerative employment to a greater number of hands than
grazing farms, and that their conversion into grass
must materially reduce the population, and drive away
the best men—the bone and sinew of the nation.

2. That a much greater amount of stock can be
reared and kept, in fact more beef and mutton manu-
factured, on a mixed (arm where two-thirds or three-

fourths of the land is in tillage than on a grazing farm
of land of the same quality.

3. That such a mixed farm is a much less hazardous
'* take '* than one entirely grazing. The dry summer
of 186S, when the rich pastures of the fine counties of

Leicester and Northampton did not produce a blade of
grass, and were literally without stock, was a profitable

season for the arable farmer ; and this season of 1S72,
where the arable farmer has liad to contend with a wet
and unpropitious harvest, while the grass has been
unusually abundant, affords a strong testimony in favour
of mixed husbandry, and of the policy of not putting all

your eggs into one basket.

Many parts of the county of Leicester have not been
ploughed within the memory of man ; the pastures
are rich, the labour employed is a minimum, and the
happy landlord is not put to much expense in farm
buildings, the principal shelter for the few unhappy
cattle kept through the winter being trees and enormously
high Thorn hedges. A little hay is mown for winter
use, and in a long frost with snow I have seen numbers
of cattle so reduced by want of food as to be little

more than skin and bone, and scarcely able to stand.
The occupiers buy store cattle in the spring, fatten

them on the pastures during summer, and sell them off.

In some districts dairy cows are kept, and cheese,
especially the renowned Stilton, is made.

This system no doubt pays in the general run of
seasons, but if there were a fair proportion of arable
land in each farm, the quantity of stock reared and fed
might be largely increased, to the great advantage of
the community.
The following remarks in that sensible and well-

conducted journal, the Irish Farmers^ Gazette, seem to

me well worth attention. The Editor writes :

—

" We are well aware that in basing the increased pro-
duction of live stock upon improved cultivation we shall
be met with the objection that the supply of labour has
now become so scarce, that it is difficult to carry on
tillage farming, even on a restricted scale. What has
been the great cause of producing the scarcity of labour
which is complained of? It has evidently been the mania
for turning all classes of soils into permanent pasture,
whether suitable for the purpose or not. This destroyed
the demand for labour, and those who depended upon
their earnings as field labourers have been compelled to
seek employment in other lands. . . . Although Irish
labourers may get 41. or 51. a day at rare intervals, such
as harvest, they have many idle days, and it is the uncer-
tainty of employment which is most complained of by
them. In Ulster and in other parts of Ireland, where
tillage farming prevails, labourers are, on the whole,
very steadily employed ; but wherever grass farming pre-
dominates it is 'a hunger and a burst ' with those who
depend upon their daily earnings for subsistence — the
'natural result,' to use Mr. Cayley's words, 'of a policy
deliberately pursued. It is a result we owe to the per-
nicious teaching of the Times and its disciples, by whom
every effort to develope the industrial resources of this
country, through the medium of cultivation, has been
systematically opposed."

On the other hand, I must submit that your urgent
recommendations, to turn all grass lands into tillage,

must be taken cutn gj-ano salis. Climate, rainfall,

altitude, quality of soil, markets, and several other
matters must be duly weighed before taking such a
course. In Wales, Lancashire, Cumberland, the West
of Scotland, and in fact in all the western parts of the
island, the average rainfall is some three or four times
as much as at Tiptree, and in the eastern and southern
counties. Any arable land in these humid districts

must perforce consist chiefly of Oats and green crops,
and the practice followed by the cultivators of having
their farms principally in grass is sound, and ought to
be adhered to.

Again, many extensive districts are at such an alti-

tude that grain crops cannot profitably be grown, and
must undoubtedly be in grass, and applied to the breed-
ing and rearing of sheep and cattle.

And in like manner other low-lying districts near
the rivers are so frequently inundated, that they can
only be used for hay and pasturage.

In many districts the soil is so thin, and interspersed
with rocks, that it is applicable only for grazing.
Some lands are so rich, and so peculiarly adapted for

pasturage, that the most profitable use to which they

can be put is the fattening of stock, and it would be
most unwise to break them up. So, also, much land
near large towns is required to be in grass for the
growth of hay, and as accommodation grazing land. In
short, the system of cultivation must be governed by
these and a great variety of other circumstances, and a
hard-and-fast line cannot be laid down for general
observance.

It seems, to me that the risk of disease incurred by
the purchase of stock in markets and fairs, and their

transit in infected vessels and railway trucks, must
induce the farmers to rear more cattleon their own farms,
and purchase fewer stores. To do this, a fair propor-
tion of grass land is necessary. The plan pursued by
you and the East Anglian farmers, of purchasing and
feeding bullocks in the winter, cannot be carried on
unless some one breeds them. Now, breeding stock
and their produce, whether calves or lambs, cannot be
kept on a farm unless there is a fair proportion of grass
land. They especially require frequent changes of
pasture

; they become sick, and die from the fouling of

the land by their excreta if kept too long on too limited
a space ; consequently the straightening and improve-
ment, and a diminution of the number, not the abolition,

of hedges and fences is the point to be aimed at.

It is all very well to talk about wheeled iron hurdles.
I have seen those at Tiptree ; they are admirable
contrivances for folding feeding sheep upon Turnips or

Vetches, but far too costly for a large farm where
stock is regularly bred for reproduction, and not simply
for feeding a few fat lambs for killing, and afterwards
the ewes for the butcher, the farmer again purchasing
other ewes lor the like purposes.
You may perhaps say that calves and lambs may be

bred and brought up confined in folds and hurdled off

on patches of Turnips and Vetches, but this unnatural
and artificial system will not answer on a large scale,

and, indeed, it is very questionable whether the high
feeding on artificial food has not increased the tendency
of our stock to disease.

On the farm with which I am connected we rear

annually from 25 to 30 calves and two or three foals,

and have about 200 breeding ewes. We grow a large

breadth of Rye and Vetches, besides Mangels, Swedes,
white Turnips, and from S to 10 acres of Drumhead
Cabbages.
We could not possibly rear and keep this stock

unless we had not only some arable but also a fair

proportion of grass land. We have consequently done
what your soul abhors, and laid down 50 acres in per-
manent grass, and intend to lay down an additional
quantity—perhaps, eventually, from about one-fourth to
one-third of the farm, leaving three-fourths to two-thirds
in tillage. Special circumstances, such as character of
soil, difficulty of cartage, &c., have, perhaps, caused us
to have more land laid down in grass than would other-
wise be advisable ; but under any circumstances we
could not possibly carry on this as a dairy farm, and
rear and feed the stock which we do, unless we had a
good proportion of land in permanent grass.

If the land were all in grass, we could not keep our
flocks and cattle during the winter for want of root
crops, and of straw for bedding and cutting for fodder;
and if it were all in tillage, we could not keep our
cows and ewes, and rear our lambs and calves during
the summer. In fact, while strongly condemning the
pernicious advice of those who recommend the aban-
donment of tillage and the substitution of grass land,
I must maintain the propriety of having a due propor-
tion of permanent grass in the generality of farms, and
its absolute necessity m those districts where climate,
rainfall, altitude, and the character of the soil render
the land unsuitable for tillage.

While on the subject of pastures and grass land, I

must say a word in condemnation of the improper way
in which much of it is treated. It will not do to leave
the land undrained, and to take everything out of
it and put nothing in, to mow your meadows
annually and never manure them, and to keep pro-
ducing meat and bone, and milk, butter, and cheese,
from your pastures, and never to restore what is taken
away, either by the judicious application of farmyard
and bone manures, or by the feeding of stock upon
them with corn, cake, and other feeding stuffs, in
addition to the grass grown upon them. A moderate
outlay of capital, and the exercise of skill and care,
will keep your grass land in good heart, while if left

to Nature and itself it will deteriorate every year, and
prove a standing disgrace to the tenant, the landlord,
and the district at large. B. H. IV., Oclober 30.

Compensation for Tenants' Unexhausted Im-
provements.—When these are enforced, either by
custom of the country or by Act of Parliament, who
will pay for them, upon a new occupation— the land-
owner or the incoming tenant ? We know that it is

the latter—especially in Lincolnshire, and what are
the effects of such a system ? Does it not keep out men
of straw, who would, without such valuation, pay a
higher rent in order to possess and exhaust the im-
provements and investments of the outgoing tenant?
And is it not a bar to the greediness of unjust
and grasping landowners? Does it not encourage
the investment of tenant capital, the employment of
labour, and the more abundant production of food ? I

think that all the queries might be answered in the
affirmative. There is plenty of evidence to confirm
this opinion, and to prove that even without leases this
practice tends to give stability of occupation, and an
increasing value to the owner's property. Being unable
to attend the discussion on this important subject by
our London Farmers' Club on the 4th, I trouble you
with this communication of my views. J. J. Mechi,
Tiptree, Nov, 2.

Potatos.—We have read with interest the many
letters and articles upon this valuable esculent which
have appeared in your columns from time to time, and
noted the suggestions made as to mode of culture and
the application of various substances to avoid, if pos-
sible, in future the sad ravages of disease. Being in a
district where large acreages are grown, and devoting
40 to 50 acres of our own land to the culture of this
tuber, we beg to enclose you copy of a letter received
to-day from Mr. John Ily. Brown, Swineshead Fen
Mouses, whose yield of sound Potatos this year is ex-
traordinary, and whose ideas so exactly coincide with
ours, that we take the liberty of placing them before
you, and by medium of your valuable paper, with your
permission, the Potato growing public. This year we
had Early Rose, Bresee's Prolific, Climax, and Peach
Blow touched about 10 per cent, with disease ; Early
Goderich, Bresee's Peerless, and King of Earlies
were all good, or nearly so, only i per cent, affected

;

\yhilst Regents, Victorias, Giant King, Myatt's Pro-
lific, and other kidneys ranged from 50 to 80 per cent,
of bad ones. All the varieties were grown on similar
quality of land, and, with the exception of 3 acres
devoted to trials of the kainit, all were manured alike
and received the same treatment. We had from 6 to

9 tons of sound Potatos per acre of the American
varieties, and we feel certain, by judiciously selecting
varieties of good constitution, and resorting to big
changes of seed, as well as encouraging the introduction
of new varieties, the tubers preserve such vigorous
health that the disease must be virulent indeed to affect
the crop to an extent resulting in loss to the grower ;

and we feel justified in speaking highly of those sorts
which have passed through the trying ordeal of a '72
season, and have proved themselves disease resisters,

immense croppers, and good sound quality :

—

(Copy.)
" Swineshead Fen Houses, near Spalding,

October 23, 1872.
" My dear Sirs,— I have pleasure in giving you my

opinion about Potatos. Last year I grew 2 acres Early
Goderich, from seed I had from your Mr. Wm. Cocks,
and liked the variety so well that 1 kept the produce, and
planted this season 20 acres. One field was quite flooded
in August, and all around me the disease was very bad,
and I thought mine, under such circumstances, would be
rotten

;
at dig day I had the satisfaction of having 10 tons

per acre of sound Potatos. Five roods Bresee's Prolific
were very much affected with disease, but I have 8 tons
sound tubers left. This variety I believe to be an extra-
ordinary cropper, and in such a season as '70 I have no
hesitation in saying would produce 15 to 20 tons per acre.
I believe we have kept on the old sorts year after year
without a sufficient change, and I intend to renew my seed
every two or three years ; and any time you hear of a new
variety worthy a trial, I wish you would let me know.
Autumn cultivation of land and a liberal dose of well-
made pig manure are valuable adjuncts to heavy and
good crops.—Yours very faithfully,

(Signed) "John Hv. Brown."

Cocks Brothers, Dojiington, Spalding.

The Rent of Labourers' Cottages. — Some
experience on this matter may be gained by the follow-
ing facts :—Itinerant builders, not landowners, have
built cottages in this neighbourhood at a probable cost
of £^o to £%$ each, the area of garden ground being
only about 10 rods, or the sixteenth part of an acre. The
rent demanded is j^^ per annum (free of rates and
taxes) for those having two bed-rooms ; other cot-
tages, having three bed-rooms and an out-building for
oven, &c., are rented at ^6 per annum, the area of
garden ground being still only about 10 rods. It is

found that at these prices the cottages are unletable to
agricultural labourers, the rent being too high, because
the garden ground is too limited. Had these cottages
the fifth part of an acre instead of one-tenth, they
would be quickly occupied. Especially should those
with three bed-rooms (which imply a large family)
have an exceptionally large area of garden ground,
for to this a labourer looks for the means of
supplying many of his wants, and of thus diminishing
his rent. A Cherry or Apple tree or other producers
will occasionally pay much of the annual rent, and so
will his Wheat, Potatos, and other vegetables. It is a
great mistake of cottage builders to cramp the garden
space. An acre of ordinary land, with its annual
charges of rents, tithes, and taxes, would probably ave-
rage 40J-. ; a fifth part of that' would be %s., giving a
garden space of 30 rods for 8j. a-year. This would
ensure a regular tenancy. It is a strong bond of
attachment. Another important consideration is water
supply. I know of m.any ne»v cottages hereabout
without a single pump, and yet the cost of one for each
pair of cottages would not exceed £z los. to .^3 io.r.,

water being near the surface. Should this not be
made legally compulsory? The want of water is

a cause of much suffering and consequent national
loss. A census of the number of cottages without
water supply would be rather astonishing and alarming.
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The draining of the garden, the troughing of the

house, and the privy arrangements are all very im-

portant. Under the old system of parochial relief,

landowners and their tenants endeavoured to banish

the labourers from their farms as soon as their daily

labour was ended ; and, as every parish tried to cheat

its neighbour by foisting on them the support of the

aged, crippled, or diseased, much of the poor labourer's

physical power, comfort, happiness, and shoe-leather

was absorbed {wasted, in fact) in long journeys to and

from his work night and morning. God be thanked !

this gross abuse has been greatly diminished by the

union of parishes, but the old sentiment has hardly

yet been fully removed from the minds of either

landowners or their tenants. The horse must be

always close to his work, never mind how far

the man may be from it. It was a false, blind, and

cruel economy. The doing away with cesspools, and

substituting a box of dry earth and a half-round

trowel in the privy, would soon be appreciated.

The initiative in these matters should naturally

come from the landowners or tenants. There can

be no doubt that the good mental and physical

condition of the labourer must be beneficial alike

to landowners, tenants, and the country at large,

just as the reverse of all this is detrimental and
unprofitable. We certainly know, as farmers, that it

does not pay to keep our horses in a bad physical con-

dition, or to waste their power by long and useless

journeys. J. J. Mtxhi, Nov., 1872.

Notes from the West of Ireland.—In this

neighbourhood, on the shores of the Atlantic, the

Potato crop has perished in tofo, and, so far as I know,
no one has either propounded a remedy or named a

substitute. Another evil of not less importance has

threatened us, nay, is actually upon us—we have no
fuel ; all the peat fuel about here has been washed into

fibre and sponge, and although we have bog of all

sorts in this quarter to any extent no one can obtain as

much peat fuel as would cook a good dinner. A most
industrious farmer, residing within less than a quarter

of a mile of where I now write, cut peat last summer to

the extent of several hundred loads, and now cannot
{he tells me) get out of it enough to boil a pot of

"praties." He has a family of small children to provide

for, and is now carting turf from some peat works
nearly 15 miles distant. Just think of that, and the

fact that he has peat of his own lymg ruined within a

pistol shot of his own door. It may he asked how
is this to be cured? Just as I have seen Captain King
do; just drive away at one crush the 75 per cent, of

bog water that peat is said to contain, and peat is

skinned over at once, instead of leaving it spread out

in this uncertain climate for weeks. During my resid-

ence here, for upwards of 28 years, I have seen only

two real turf-making seasons. A locomotive, with
movable tramway and machinery, is a permanent and
real cure for the above evil. Williaui Jones^ Kilboy.

Wheat Sowing and Sprouted Wheat.—There
being so much speared or sprouted Wheat, I put 80
grains in a flower-pot in our engine-room, and found
only 60 came up, so I have increased ray quantity of

seed from 4 pecks to 5 and 54. By close dressing, and
then using the blower, a very unusually large quantity

of thin and imperfect kernels were separated from the

more perfect kernels. This is a point worth attending

to this wet season, for our plastic clays are like mud or

birdlime, and although we managed to get in 6 acres

one fine morning, soon after, and the very same day,

came down torrents of rain. On undrained clays there

will be danger of the grains rotting, and I see that the

slugs are in superabundance. The quantity of tail or

worthless grains separated by dressing Wheat, is

greater this year than I ever remember, y. y. AUchl,
Noz'. 5.

Starlings and their Habits.—Mr. Tillery and
Mr. Cramb assert that starlings are not fruit-eaters.

Now I can fully enter into their views and feelings on
the subject, though Mr. Cramb may I think have
allowed greater latitude for the honest and trustworthy
observations of such as differed from them both. At
Digswell, in Hertfordshire, much woodland existed,

and vast flocks of starlings came nightly within the area
of the shrubbery grounds to roost ; yet never an attempt
at fruit-eating did I witness on their part during a
period exceeding 12 years. Here, however, they
devour Cherries of all kinds and Mulberries as
greedily as any blackbird, and do not rest until the
trees are thoroughly stripped. I account for this in this

latter instance from the fact that few or no hedgerows
exist around here, with a very great scarcity of pasture
land. Indeed corn stubbles are comparatively rare,

owing to the market gardening business. William
EarLy, Valentines.

Careful Selection of Seed Potatos.—Last year
I improved on my plan of selection for seed by choosing
Potatos, not here and there one from the general pro-
duce, but from special plants whose whole produce
was conspicuous for fine shape and productiveness.
The result is, that the crop of Red-skins is almost
wholly free from the warty and irregularly-shaped
tubers which were numerous last year ; and that
Paterson's Blues are so improved, in comparison with
the deep-eyed tubers of last year, as to be almost
worthy of a new name. When a heavy percentage in

the Potato crop has to be deducted for disease, it seems
unwise to pay another heavy fine for carelessness in

selecting seed by the separation of a second lot of mere
rubbish. If the crop pays first fruits to the stock of

seed, this dead loss will, I firmly believe, be to a great

extent avoided, y. IV. Taylor, Seer Green Vicarage,

near Beaconsfield.

Plastic Clays and Open Furrows.— "Mr. Mechi,
why don't you lay your land on the flat ?" Well, we do
on the light land, but experience has taught me and
many other Essex farmers that it won't answer on our
poor plastic, birdlime-like clays, even though they be
drained. In a wet autumn or winter these clays become
as sticking as hot pitch, and yet are as slippery as

butter. In summer they dry so hard and contract so
much that they cannot be used as bricks, for they crack
to pieces in drying. They are only fit for tiles, pipes,

&c., kiln burned. " But of what use are the furrows if

the land is drained?" Well, the nature of the soil

is to become more and more adhesive and imper-
vious by constant saturation, and although the
water passes gradually though very slowly to the

drains, it is found to be advisable to facilitate its

escape from the cultivated surface by open furrows,
rather than to allow the surface soil lo wait for the
water below it passing to the drains—in fact, to obtain
a more friable and less adhesive cultivated soil. It

should be remembered that after summer the rains in

drained clays saturates them, and then pass to the
drains ; but it is later in the season, when rains follow
each other in quick succession, that the furrows come
in as auxiliary aid, and thus prevent the soaking of the
surface soil. As a rule, the bulk of the rainfall passes

down to the drains. The soaking of such plastic clays
in winter causes them to become more sticky and
adhesive. Practically, for summer root crops, these
furrows are almost obliterated by horse and hand
hoeing. They are then not required for drainage, but
form a convenient path or guide for the horses and
machines. My original opinion was decidedly against
these furrows until I made a comparative trial. Very
few Scotch farmers and others know the nature of our
Essex plastic clays until they have to deal with them.
A farmer of 500 acres has adapted Fowler's steam-
plough to the furrowed land with admirable success.

These furrows are about 9 inches wide, perfectly

straight, and about the depth of the ploughed land.

They are not like the serpentine mounds of the midland
counties, and do not interfere with cross ploughing,

y. 7. Mechi, Nov., 1S72.

ROVAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council : IVednesday, Nov. 6, 1S72.

—

Present : Earl Cathcart, President, in the chair ; Lord
Chesham, Lord Kesteven, Lord Tredegar, Lord
Vernon, the Hon. Wilbraham Egerton, M. P. ; Sir

Massey Lopes, Bart., M.P. ; Sir Watkin W. Wynn,
Bart., M.P. ; Mr. Booth, Mr. Bovvly, Mr. Cantrell,

Mr. Davies, Mr. Dent, M.P. ; Mr. Druce, Mr.
Brandreth Gihbs, Mr. Holland, Mr. Wren Hoskyns,
M.P. ; Mr. Hornsby, Mr. Bowen Jones, Colonel
Kingscote, M.P. ; Mr. Leeds, Mr. Mcintosh, Mr.
Masfen, Mr. Milward, Mr. Pain, Mr. Randell, Mr.
Ransome, Mr. Ridley, M.P. ; Mr. Stone, Mr. Shuttle-
worth, Mr. Torr, Mr. Jabez Turner, Mr. Wakefield,
Mr. Webb, Mr. Welby, M. P. ; Mr. Wells, M.P.

;

Mr. John Wells, Mr. Jacob Wilson, Professor Simonds,
and Dr. Voelcker.

The Duke of Bedford, Woburn Abbey ; the Earl of
Craven, Ashdown Park, Shrivenham ; Lord Skelmers-
dale, Lathom House, Ormskirk ; and Mr. R. Milward,
Thurgarton Priory, Southwell, were elected Governors
of the Society.

The following new members were elected :

—

Archer, T., jun., Dunston. Gateshead.
Atkinson, W., Burneside Hall, Kendal.
Baker, Frederick, Manor Farm, Frindsbury, Rochester.
Bassett, Francis, M.P., The Heath, Leighton Buzzard.
Beckett, Joseph, Belvedere, Whitchurch, Salop.
Bradley, Edward, Cowbridge.
Rrailhwaite, Wilson C. W., Plumtree Hall, Milnthorpe.
Bridson, J.

Ridgway, Belle tsle, Windermere.
Catlin, Captain, R.C., Needham Hall. Wisbeach.
Claridse, William, 51, Brook Street, W.
Collard, Charles, Little Barton, Canterbury.
Cropper, James, Ellergreen, Kendal.
Curling. Edwin H., Brookland, Whitstable.
Day, John, Chilham, Canterbury.
DeSalis. Rev, H.J., Porinall Park, Staines.
Elgar, Frederick, yt. Margaret's, Rochester.
Fane, Colonel F. , Fulbeck Hall, Grantham.
Fenion, David Henry, 70, Strickland Gate, Kendal.
France-Hayhurst, Major C, H., Bostock Hall, Middle-

wich.

Gordon, Admiral G. T., Ingledon, St, Michael's, Ash-
ford.

Griffin, J. W., Towersey Manor, Thame,
Handley, W., Green Head, Milnthorpe.
Harris, Alfred, Limefield, Kirkby Lonsdale.
Harrison, ThomasJ., Singleton Park, Kendal.
Harvey, W. F., Thruxted, Chartham, Canterbury.
Hudson, Charlie, Kinsham, Tewkesbury.
Hughes, Frederick, Wallfield, Reigate.
Johnson, Henry, Kendah
Key, William, Casterton Hall, Kirkby Lonsdale,
Laycock, William, Woodville, Keighley.

Lefroy, Charles J. M., Itchel Manor, Crondall, Farnham
Metcalfe, Anthony, Ravenstonedale, Tebay.
Morton, John, Skelsmergh Hall, Kendal.
Mullins, Isaac, Alvington, Sydney.
Neame, Charles, Copton, Faversham.
Pentelow, John, Rounds, Thrapston.
Philips, Captain OdwJn, Rhual, Mold.
Poole, Cudworth H., Marhury Hall. Whitchurch, Salop.
Puckridge, A. F., Higham Court, Woodford.
Punshard, F, Underley, Kirkby Lonsdale.
Pye, Henry, St. Mary's Hall, Rochester.
Randall, John, Stroud.
Reeves, William, Chittenden. Staplehurst.
Robinson. John. Wingham, Sandwich.
Sankey, R. J., South Hill, Ashford.
SchoUick. E. S. Fortescue, Australia,
Scott. John. Wouldham, Rochester.
Stavert, William, Helsington, Laiths, Kendal.
Talbot, John G., Falconhurst, Edenbridge.
Taylor, Richard, New House, Kendal.
Vivian, H. Hussey, M.P., Park Wern, Swansea.
Walker, Adam, Denmark House, Kendal.
Williamson, B., Canal Ironworks, Kendal.
Wilson, G. E., Dallorn Tower, Milnthorpe.
Wilson, E. H., Hagworthingham. Spilsby.
Wilson, John, 2, Albion Place, Northampton.
Wilson, Thomas, Cunswick Hall, Kendal.
Wilson, T. Newby, The Landing, Ulverston.
Winn, Mary Ann, Uppingham.
Winn, William Fothergill, Bowerbank, Penrith.
Yeates, G. H. B., Brettargh Holt, Milnthorpe.

Finances.—Colonel Kingscote, M.P., presented
the report, from which it appeared that the Secretar)''s

receipts during the past three months had been duly
examined by the committee, and by Messrs. Quilter,
Ball & Co., the Society's accountants, and found
correct. The balance in the hands of the bankers on
October 31 was ;^999 S.r. Zd., and ;^200o at deposit.
The quarterly statement of subscriptions and arrears lo
September 30, and the quarterly cash account, were
laid on the table. The arrears then amounted to
;i^i343. The committee recommended that 16 mem-
bers in arrear of their subscriptions be removed from
the list of members. The committee also recommended
that Lord Bridport's name be substituted for that of the
late Colonel Challoner as one of the trustees in whose
name the Society's property is invested ; and that the
distinction between the separate funds possessed by the
Society be thus removed.—This report was adopted.

Journal.—Mr. J. Dent Dent, M.P., reported that

the President had offered a prize of ;^ioo for the best
essay "On the Potato Disease and its Prevention."
They recommended that the prize be accepted with
thanks, that the competing essays be sent in, subject
to the rules of the Society, on or before May i, 1S73,
and that advertisements giving notice of the prize
be inserted in the French and German scientific

journals as well as in the usual English newspapers.
All essays to be written in English or accompanied by
an English translation. They also reported that the
issue of the yourna I had been delayed, and its bulk,
and consequent cost considerably increased by the
publication of the report of the trial of Kidd versus the
Royal Agricultural Society, as ordered by a special

Council in August. A paper by Dr. Voelcker on the
substances used in the adulteration of oilcakes, and
the report of the engineer judges on portable engines
had, in consequence, been postponed until the February
number. The committee had examined and passed
accounts amounting to ^^723 15/. gd. in connection
with the present yournal, and oneof ^^19 for woodcuts
for the February number. They recommended that

an application made by Messrs. Marshall for six

electrotypes of their threshing machine, as delineated in

the report of the trials of implements, be granted.

The judges of plans for labourets' cottages exhibited
at Cardiff, having advised the publication of a design
by "Rustic," and Mr. Hine, Patent Brickworks,
Worcester, the author of it, having placed it at the dis-

posal of the Society, Mr. Hunt, the Society's surveyor,

had offered to prepare elevations and specifications for

the same. The committee therefore recommended that

Mr. Hunt's offer should be accepted with thanks, and
that Mr. Hine be paid £1 \os., the sum he asked, for

his designs, and that the plans, elevations, and specifi-

cations be published in this Journal.

A letter having been read from the Soci^te Centrale
d'Agriculture de Belgique, requesting the Royal Agri-
cultural Society to supply their Society with periodical

information as to the slate of the crops and of prices

in Great Britain, the committee recommended that an
answer be sent, stating that this Society has no special

means of obtaining such information.

The President laid before the committee a letter

from M. Drouyn de Lhuys, President of the Sociele

des Agriculteurs de France, asking for information rs

Co the tenant-right, and customs of compensation for

unexhausted improvements existing in different dis-

tricts of England. The committee recommended that a
copy of the evidence taken by Mr. Pusey's Committee
of the House of Commons in 1S48, and of Mr. C.

Cadle's paper in the yournaloi 1S68 on " Agricultural

Customs and Covenants," be forwarded to M. Drouyn
de Lhuys, with an intimation that the Society does not
possess any more accurate information on the subject.

The forms of specifications for the implement cata-

logue having been referred to this committee, they
recommended that in future catalogues the compulsory
insertion of the name of the inventor or improver be
omitted, and that the Society only require the name of
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the implement, the name and address of its manufac

turer, and tlie lowest selling price, as exhibited ; and

that any further description, which will be optional,

shall not exceed six lines of printed matter, to be

charged for at the rale of three shillings per line.—This

report was adopted.

Chemical.—Mr. W. Wells, M.P. (chairman),

reported that, since the meeting of the Council in

July, the trial of Kidd v. the Royal Agricultural

Society had taken place at Leeds. The trial was held

before JMr. Justice Blackburn and a special jury, and

lasted for three days. The jury deliberated for five

hours, and ultimately gave a verdict of ;^io 10s.

against the Sociely, which will carry costs. A :

/hi/iru report of the proceedings had been inserted in the

yonrnal '. and the action that had been taken by the

seed-crushers in Hull had led the committee to believe

that the trial, although unfortunate in a pecuniary

point of view, had been of considerable value to the

agricultural interest. To illustrate this, they appended
extracts from a letter addressed by the secretary of the

Hull Pure Linseed Cake Association to the Leeds

Mt-nury^ dated Sept. 25, 1S72 :

—

"Our Association is not formed for the purpose of

binding the crusher to sell only pure linseed cake, but for

preventing him selling as pure hnseed cake that which is

not : and it will be prepared to lake strong measures
against any one doing so.

"The Association, however, requires those making
composite cakes to sell them as such, and not as linseed

cakes."

Under the present circumstances the committee,

profiting by the experience they have gained, and
while feeling the necessity of the utmost vigilance in

preparing their quarterly reports, and also of having
due regard to the law as laid down by the judge in hi

summing up at the late trial, expressed a hope that the

Council would authorise the continued publication of

them ; and they therefore begged to lay before the

Council the quarterly report, which, in accordance
with the resolution passed at the last meeting of the

Council, had been hitherto withheld. This report

having been adopted, it was moved by Mr. WellSj

I^LP., seconded by Lord Tredegar, and carried unani-

mously, that the deferred quarterly report be sent to

the agricultural newspapers for publication.

Quarterly Report of the Chemical Committee.— i. Mr.
Henry McLaren, of Offerton Hall, Sunderland, has sent

two samples of compound cake (Nos. i and 3 in the fol-

lowing analysis), which had been supplied instead of the
pure linseed cake ordered.

In each Dr. Voelcker found but little Linseed ; and ap-
parently a large proportion of hard olive kernels, locust
meal, cotton cake, and starchy matter. The hard woody
shell of the olive kernels was too coarsely ground to be
useful for feeding purposes. Another sample sent by Mr.
McLaren, and sold to him at £i\ 10s., was a pure
linseed cake (No. 2). and appears to be cheaper at that
price than the compound cake No. i would be at £8 Bs.,

or No. 3 if sold at £g ^s., yet the actual prices paid were
£16 a ton for No. i, and, he believes, ^^lo 10s. for

No. 3.

Composition 0/ T'ivo Samples of Mixed or Compound Cakes,
sent by Mr. H. McLareu, Offertofi Hall, Sunderland:—

Moisture ..

Oil ..

'Albuminous compounds (flesh-forming
matters) .

.

Mucilage, sugar, and digestible fibre ..

Woody fibre (cellulose)

'^Mineral matter (ash)

*Containing nitrogen
Containing sand ..

10.76

8.60

ig.69

33-99
1 8. 84
8.12

3- IS
3.24

11.58

9,96

22.12

32.22

15.16

8.96

3-54
3-40

No information has been received as to the names of
the parties from whom the cakes were purchased.

2, Mr. Stephen H. Allen, of Eastover, Andover, has
sent a sample of artificial guano, sold at ^3 10s, per ton.

The following are the results of the analysis of the
sample :

—

Composition of a Sample of Artificial Gua?tOt sent by Mr.
Stephen H. Allen, Eastover, near Andover.

Moisture i7-57
*Organic matter 17.S4
Phosphoric acid .. .. .. .. .. .. .12
Equal to phosphate of lime .. .26
Oxide of iron and alumina .

.

. . . . . . 7.66
Carbonate and sulphate of lime i5-3i
Alkaline salts and magnesi.-i, (chiefly common salt) 5.64
Insoluble siliceous matter (sand) .

.

.

.

• . 35 86

*Conta'ning nitrogen .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .
.8z

Equal to ammonia 99

This so-called guano contains merely traces of phos-

phate of lime, and consists of a mixture of some nitro-

genous organic refuse matter, with a preponderating

proportion of sand and other useless earthy matters. Its

strong smell is due to bone oil, which has no value what-

ever as a manure; and although sold at £->, \os., this

guano is scarcely worth i5J-. per ton.

The committee beheve they have already noticed this

worthless compound in previous qtiarterly reports, but
abstain from referring to it by name on the present occa-

sion, as there appears to be some little doubt as to its

identity.

3. The next case is one of nitrate of soda, a sample of
which was sent by Mr. Alfred de Momay, Cold Harbour,
WaUingford, who states that he bought it of Messrs.

Frederick Edgington & Co., as standard nitrate, at ^'i;

per ton.

too parts of this nitrate of soda contained :

Moisture . . .

.

Chloride of sodium {common salt) .

.

*.

Sulphate of lime and magnesia . . . . . •

Insoluble matter .. ..

Pure nitr.ite of soda

3-98

22.73
.30

14
72.85

Genuine commercial nitrate of soda contains from 94. to

95 per cent, of pure nitrate of soda, and from ij to 4 per
cent, of common salt.

4. A sample of adulterated guano was sent to the labo-
ratory by Mr. Edward Knight, Smallrise, Sandon, Stone,
Staffordshire, and found to contain in 100 parts :

—

Moisture . . . . . . . . ., . . .. 13,57
"Organic matter . - . . . . . . . . .

.

25.7:
Phosphate of lime, iron, and alumina .. .. .. 18.49
Sulphate of lime 11. 16

-Alkaline salts 7.01

Insoluble siliceous matter. . .. . . . . k. 24 06

^Containing nitrogen .. 5.76
Equal to ammonia , . . . . . .

.

, . . 6.99

This guano, it will be seen, yields only 7 per cent, of
ammonia, and is adulterated with a considerable amount
of sand and gypsum.

In reply to a letter of inquiry for particulars respecting
the price of this guano, name of seller, &c., the following
note was received :

—

Smallrise, Sandon, Stone,
May 30, 1872.

Sir,— I am in receipt of yours of the 22d inst. , with analysis of
guano, and in reply to your inquiry as to whom it was purchased
from, and the price, I beg to say that, as 1 did not purchase it as
genuine Peruvian guano, I do not think it will be necessary to

provide you with the names, &c.— I am, sir, your faithful

servant, Edward Knight.
Dr. Augustus Voelcker, London.

5. The last case is one of bone-meal, a sample of which
was sent by Mr. Robert Rawlinson, Graythwaite, Ulver-
ston. Mr. Rawlinson writes to Dr. Voelcker :

—
I should much like an analysis of the sample I sent you, but

I doubt if I am entitled to it by the rules of the R.A.S. E., as the
circumstances of the case are somewhat peculiar. The bone-
meal was not directly bought by me, but by a tenant, who is

bound by his lease to expend a certain sum annually in either
bone or lime. By obtaining your opinion I protect myself, and
could come down on the tenant if I wished, but my inclination is

to protect him. I should be gratified by your advice how further
to act in the matter, and any further information I can get I will

willingly supply. I may add that in letting a farm this year I

have taken a higher rent, and bound myself to expend a certain

amount in bones or lime, so that I avoid the difficulty which now
occurs.—Yours faithfully, Robert Rawlinson.

The following are the results obtained in the analysis of

this bone-meal :
—

Compositioii of a Sample of Bone-meal, sent by Mr. Robert
Rawlinson, Graythwaite, Ulvcrsion. Sold at £,<^ ^s. dd.

per ton.

Moisture .

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

. . . . 19.72
^Organic matter .

.

.

.

.

.

,, . . 32-91
Phosphate of lime (bone phosphate) ., .. .. 26.82
Sulphate of lime (gypsum) . . , , .

.

. . 6.99
Sulphate of soda (glauber salt) .

.

.

.

.

.

. , 9, •74

Chloride of sodium (common salt) .

.

.

.

. . 2.60
Insoluble siliceous matter .

.

. . .

.

. . 1.72

305
3.70

•Containing nitrogen
Equal to ammonia

Genuine bone-meal seldom contains more than 10 to

12 per cent, of moisture, and yields from 45 to 48 per

cent, of bone-phosphate, and from 4 to 4^ per cent, of

ammonia.
The sample sent by Mr. Robert Rawlinson, it will be

seen, contains not quite 27 per cent, of bone-phosphate,
and is contaminated with sulphate of lime and glauber
salt, which substances do not occur in genuine bone-
meal. It is moreover mixed with some organic refuse

matter, and is not worth more than £^ 6s. to £6 10s. per
ton.

In a subsequent letter Mr. Rawlinson writes:—"In
reply to yours of the 22d inst., I beg to state that I

intend to get redress for my tenant at my own expense, as

this country is over-run with agents of manure manu-
facturers ; and the farms being small, and the tenants
men of very small capital, they are consequently at the

mercy of dealers."

This bone-meal was sold to Mr. Rawlinson's tenant by
a local agent of a large Liverpool firm, who state that they

have imported as much as 10,000 tons from America, that

they gave no guarantee further than that it is the meal it

is represented to be.

The Secretary then read a communication from the

Secretary of the Lincolnshire Agricultural Society,

enclosing a copy of the following resolutions passed by
the Council of that body at a meeting held at Lincoln
on Friday, October 11, 1872,

fi). Resolved unanimously, on the motion of W. E.
Welby. Esq., M.P., seconded by Mr. Charles Clarke (of

Scopwick) — " That this Society, in recognition of the

continued efforts of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England to prevent adulterations of feedmg stuffs and
manures, do offer to the Council of the said Society a
contribution towards the expenses incurred by them in

defending the action of Kidd versus The Royal Agricul-

tural Society of England at the recent assizes at Leeds."

(2). Resolved unanimously, on the motion of Edward
Heneage, Esq., seconded by Mr. Richard Robinson

—

"That upon the recommendation of the Finance Com-
mittee the sum of ^100 be offered as such contribution."

(3). Ordered that the secretary forthwith communicate
such offer to the Secretary of the Royal Agricultural

Society.

Lord Kesteven explained that the Lincolnshire

Agricultural Society, of which he was chairman at the

time when the foregoing resolutions were passed,
comprised nearly 2000 members, that its Council
consisted of the picked men of one of the fore-

most agricultural counties in England, and that

they were a very active agricultural body. The
members of the Society had derived so mucli benefit

from the action of the Royal Agricultural Society in

publishing the quarterly reports of the Chemical Com-
mittee, that they desired to express their sympathy
with the Royal Agricultural Society in reference to the

result of the Leeds trial. They knew no other way of

showing this sympathy than by contributing to the

expenses of the action ; and he hoped that the Council
of the Royal Society would receive the contribution of
the Lincolnshire Society in the spirit in which it was
offered.

Mr. W. E. Welby, M.P., as the author of the first

resolution on the subject, wished the Council to under-
stand that not only was the vote unanimous on the

part of the Council of the Lincolnshire Society, but

that it was extremely popular amongst the general

body of the members.
Lord Cathcart, as President of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society, expressed his gratification at the sym-
pathy of so important a body as the Lincolnshire

Society with the course which had been pursued by the

Royal. The vote of a sum of money was a tangible

proof of the sentiments of the Lincolnshire Society, but

otherwise he did not attach so much importance to the

money itself as to the spirit which prompted its offer.

He only wished that closer relations could be estab-

lished between this Society and the local agricultural

societies of the kingdom.
A question having been raised as to the pro-

priety of the Royal Agricultural Society accepting

a grant of money from any other society towards
paying for the consequences of their own action,

it was settled in the affirmative on the grounds
that the object of the society was a national one, and
that the Lincolnshire Society was desirous of contribut-

ing towards the expenses which had attended it. It

was therefore proposed by Mr. Torr, seconded by Mr.
Bowly, and carried unanimously :

—
" That the Royal Agricultural Society return their sin-

cere thanks to the Lincolnshire Agricultural Society for

their generous sympathy in offering j^ioo towards the
expenses of the late trial at Leeds, which they accept, and
request the President of the Society to express this feeling

to the President of the Lincolnshire Agricultural Sociely."

General Hull.—Sir Watkin \V. Wynn, Bart,

(chairman), reported that the committee had examined
and approved of the plan of the railway sidings to the

Hull showyard, and also that they had examined the

proposed plan of the drainage of the showyard. They
recommended that thequestionof drainagebe referred to

Mr. Randell, and that he be asked to confer with the

local authorities on the subject. They also recom-
mended that the Secretary be authorised to sign and seal

the agreement with the Mayor and Town Clerk of

Hull, as amended. This report was adopted, and the

amended agreement was signed in the presence of the

Council.

Implement.—Mr. T. C. Booth reported that the

committee recommended that implement prizes be
offered at the Hull meeting to the amount of ^365 ;

and that the rules and regulations as printed be
adopted, with one exception. — This report was
adopted.

Showyard Contracts.—Mr. Randell (chairman)
reported the following recommendations of the com-
mittee :

—

(i.) That No. 41 of the regulations referring to imple-

ment sheds be altered so as to stand thus :

— " No screen

or exhibitor's offices in their stands must adjoin the main
alley, nor exceed 20 feet in length.

(2.) That the horse-boxes in future have overhanging
eaves.

(3.) That two telegraphs instead of one be provided,

and that the numbers be provided on both sides of the

boards.

(4.) That 48 hurdles be provided for the use of the

stock judges.

(5.) That Mr. Hunt be requested to consider in what
way the lavatories and cloak-rooms, &c., maybe arranged
more satisfactorily than heretofore.

(6) That Mr. Hunt should prepare plans for the grand
stand at the horse-ring previous to the next meeting of the

Council.

—This report was adopted.

Education.—Mr. E. Holland (chairman) gave

notice that at the December meeting of the Council the

committee would apply for a renewal of the education

grant of ^200 for the ensuing year, and that they will

then be prepared with their scheme of examination for

the approval of the Council.—This report was adopted.

Selection.—The report of this committee having

been received, it was moved by Mr. J. Dent Dent,

M.P., seconded by Mr. W. Wells, M.P., and carried

unanimously, that Mr. Milward, of Thurgarton Priory,

Notts, be elected a trustee, in the room of the late

Colonel Challoner.

Botanical.—Mr. W. E. Welby, M.P., reported

that the committee had received the following report

from the Consulting Botanist, Mr. Carruthers, F. R.S.

Potato Disease.—From the general interest awakened be
the alarming extent of the Potato disease, and from the

matter being specially brought before me by Lord
Cathcart, I have been preparing a plain accoimt of the
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history and nature of this disease, which I propose, on
the approval of the committee, to insert in the next

Journal of the Society, illustrating it with several wood-
cuts, and adding some hints as to the direction in which
remedies may probably be obtained.

Dodder on Swede Turnips.—My attention was called

by Mr. Brandreth Gibbs to a field of Swede Turnips

attacked by the Trefoil Dodder. I visited the field, which

is near Dunstable on the Brandreth estate, and from Mr.

Scroggs, the farmer, I ascertained that, two years before,

the field had produced a good crop of Trefoil, which was

here and there affected by Dodder. Mr. Scroggs cut down
the Clover, leaving the diseased plants to die on the

ground, and then ploughed them into the soil. No
indication of the parasite appeared in the Wheat crop of

last year ; but it now appears on the Turnips, the seed

having been brought to the surface. As our native

Dodders attack plants of different and widely removed
natural orders, and as I have found one species finding

support even on grasses, it is most important that this pest

of our Clover crops should be prevented from laying hold

on our other crops. An impression is abroad that Tre-

foil Dodder (being an exotic) does not ripen its seed in

England. This is a mistake. I obtained ripe seeds from
plants on a Trefoil crop in a field near that where the

Turnips were growing. Every care must be taken to

obtain clean Trefoil seed, and wherever the Dodder
appears, the plants ought to be destroyed by fire.

Plantsfrom Cordoba.—A large case of cereals and some
seeds of other plants, sent by the Government of the

Argentine Republic, through the British Government, to

the Royal Agricultural Society, was submitted to me for

examination.
They consist of 25 specimens of Wheat and 24 speci-

mens of Barley, which were grown in separate plots of an
experimental field near to and in connection with the

national exhibition held at Cordoba in 1870.

The seeds belong to species of Cereus, Convolvulus,

Phaseolus, Cassia, Ageratum, Bignonia, &c., plants

which are of no economical value. Some of them, which
would be ornamental in the gardens, have already been
introduced.

—This report was adopted.

Live Stock Protest Committee.—Mr. Milward
(chairman) reported that with reference to the out-

standing protests against animals exhibited at the

Cardiff meeting, the committee are of opinion :

—

(i.) That the animals exhibited as belonging to the

Montgomeryshire breed were eligible to compete for the

prizes offered for Welsh cattle (including the Castle

Martin breeds), the Montgomeryshire having long been
known as a distinct breed m their native district.

(2. ) The committee had inquir.ed into the protest

against Mr. Robert Rendle's Guernsey heifer (No. 651),

and, as he admits having substituted a purchased heifer

for the one which he had entered, but which died before

the show, the committee recommended that Mr. Rendle
be not allowed to compete in future for the prizes offered

by the Society at any of its meetings.

(3.) The committee had examined into the circum-

stances and correspondence attending the entry No. 417
made by Mr. T. Statter, jun., in Class 40 at the Cardiff

meeting, and had read the explanation which he sent in

his own absence. They were unanimously of opmion that

the entry was made in violation of the rules of the Society,

and they therefore recommended that Mr. Statter be not

allowed to compete in future for the prizes offered by the

Society at any of its meetings.

(4.) With reference to an alleged irregularity in an
entry in the pig classes, the committee recommended that

the Secretary be instructed to make further inquiries into

the matter.

—This report was adopted,

Vienna Exhibition Committee.—Mr. R. C.
Ransome reported that information had been received

from Her Majesty's Commissioners that the space

applied for by them for the exhibitors of agricultural

machinery had, upon their urgent representations, been
granted without curtailment, and that they are making
the necessary preparations for the allotment of this

space. The committee continued to be impressed with
the importance of the exhibition, and the favourable
opportunity it presents for cultivating useful relations

with other national agricultural societies. They
suggested the desirability of arranging for a report

on the exhibition, and for an efficient representative of
England on the International Jury for Agricultural

Machinery. An application had been received from
Messrs, Carter proposing to send a collection of seeds,

and asking for the aid of the Society in doing so. The
committee regretted that they could not recommend any
individual application of this nature ; but they felt that

a combined effort of this kind on the part of the trade

might claim the support of the Society. The committee
had requested the Secretary to ascertain from Messrs.
Eastons & Anderson the practicability and cost of
preparing an interesting series of diagrams of the
testing apparatus employed by the Society, with a view
to the exhibition of such diagrams in the name of the
Society. The committee hoped on a future occasion
to recommend some definite plan for the attainment of
the objects which they now indicated.—This report
was adopted.
The Secretary presented an abstract report on the

trade in animals, and its influence on the spread of
foot-and-mouth and other contagious or infectious
diseases. On the motion of Mr. Dent Dent, M.P.,
this report was ordered to be printed, and circulated
amongst the members of the Council for their private
use, and for their individual consideration. Copies
were also ordered to be forwarded to the Vice-Presi-
dent of the Privy Council, and the secretaries of the

Great Britain and Ireland, with a letter stating that

the report was under the consideration of the Council.

It was then referred to the Cattle Plague Committee
(consisting of the whole Council), who were ordered to

report to the Council in December.
The date of the commencement of the Hull meeting

was fixed for Monday, July 14, 1873 ; and the

meeting was arranged to continue during that and the

four following days, closing on Friday, July 18. The
trials of implements were ordered to commence on

Monday morning, July 7, at nine o'clock.

Several letters were read in reference to foot-and-

mouth disease, and to the cottage competition at Car-

diff, and the Secretary was instructed to return suitable

replies.

The list of the General Hull Committee was partially

revised

.

On the motion of Mr. R. C. Ransome, the Secretary

was instructed to print the report of the engineer judges

on the trials of portable engines at Cardiff, as soon as

possible, and to issue it to exhibitors who may apply

for it at a charge of one shilling per copy.

The Council adjourned until Wednesday, December
II, at noon, and the half-yearly meeting was fixed for

Thursday, December 12, at noon.

Veterinary Departments of the Privy Councils for ' claimed!

CENTRAL CHAMBER OF AGRICULTURE.

Not'. 5.—At the first meeting of the Central Chamber
on Tuesday last. Sir M, Lopes, Chairman of the Local

Taxation Committee of the Central Chamber, read the

annual report of the committee. It adverted with satis-

faction to the success of the efforts of the committee in

the past session, the result having been that the ques-

tion of local taxation reform has been placed pro-

minently before Parliament and the country. The
report adds :

—

"The policy recommended by the committee, and
embodied in the motion recently submitted by their chair-

man to the Hoase of Commons, has proved successful in

obtaining for local taxation reform the foremost place in

the legislative programme of next session, while the

energy with which the ratepayers" grievance has been

urged has at last drawn from the Premier a definite pledge

that a complete and comprehensive measure on this sub-

ject will be submitted by the Government. Their pro-

posals the committee now anxiously await, and they are

glad to remember that the House of Commons, whose
duty it will be to consider the measure, stands already

pledged to the expediency of redress, and has emphati-

cally endorsed the principle contended for, that the cost of

discharging national duties should no longer be charged

solely upon a single description of property."

After reviewing the labours of the committee during the

past session in regard to the costs of criminal prosecutions,

the abandonment by the Government of the proposal to

throw upon the ratepayers the cost of providing store-

houses and barracks for the militia, the proposal to

defray election expenses out of the rates, and other

attempts to increase local burdens, the report says :—
" In introducing the Local Taxation Accounts Bill,

the aim of the committee was to provide for the annual

production (previous to the period at which the Imperial

Budget is usually discussed) of a complete and accurate

statement of local finance for the preceding year. The
value of such a statement is generally admitted, and the

want of it is demonstrated by the extreme difficulty of

ascertaining from existing returns with any accuracy the

present local taxes and local expenditure. It would
enable ratepayers to contrast their rapidly increasing

burdens with the much-vaunted remissions of Imperial

taxation, and place prominently before legislators how
the cost of much new legislation was being provided—

a

matter which is too often forgotten when the expense has

once been charged on the unchronicled chaos of ratal

taxes. It was found impracticable, in the then position

of public business, to pass this Bill into law. The com-
mittee hope to be supported in their intention to re-

introduce it early next session, unless the Government in

their promised scheme should deal also with the question

at the same time."

The chief event of the session of 1872 is described

in another passage of the report as the complete

success of the resolution moved by Sir M. Lopes on

April 16 upon the subject of local taxation, which was
carried against Sir T. Acland and the Government by

a majority of 100. The report adds :

—

" The immediate consequences of this victory were of

very considerable value. The House of Commons has

formally declared the practice of imposing taxation for

national purposes on a single description of property to

be unjust ; it has admitted the expediency of redress ;
it

has endorsed the principle that State aid must be pro-

portioned to State control ; and it has definitely acknow-
ledged that an indisputable claim is imposed on the

Treasury in the discharge of at least three distinctively

national duties. Besides this, public attention has been

aroused to an extent in no other way possible, and the

policy of postponement hitherto successfully practised on

this question by the Ministry rendered impossible. The
committee trust, therefore, that their policy will receive

general approval, and that they will continue to have the

united support of ratepayers in the moderate, prudent,

and practical fine of action indicated by their past efforts.

Government now stands committed to a thorough investi-

gation of the broad field of this large and important

question, and to a general revision of local and imperial

burdens. If this inquiry be thoroughly and impartially

conducted, the committee are sangume enough to believe

that the reasonable demands hitherto made embody but a

small modicum of justice, and that real property (lands

and houses) will be found to be justly entitled to a
still larger proportion of relief than they have hitherto

The report next quotes Mr. Gladstone's sketch of the

outlines of the promised comprehensive measure of
relief to be brought in by the Government, and adds

—

" The committee find it difficult to form any very defi-

nite opinion as to what proposals may be veiled under
these words. The proposal to institute representative

county financial boards is not improbably pointed at, and
also the project of dividing the payment of rates between
owners and occupiers. County Financial Boards, as an
administrative reform, will have the cordial support of the

committee ; but the minute portion of county rates not

now State-controlled amply shows that, however beneficial

in itself, this proposal could in no sense be accepted as

forming any part of that 'relief which Parliament has
just decided to be due to the ratepayer. The proposition

to divide the rates is another matter quite subsidiary to

the main issue, which might be fittingly discussed on its

own merits, but which can never be regarded as any
' remedy ' whatever for the common grievance of occupiers

and owners alike of lands and houses."

The report concludes as follows :

—

'

' The position of the committee can only be maintained
in its present strength by a steady pressure for redress on
the part of every one interested in this great social ques-
tion, and they can only advance the cause they have in

hand by feeling that they enjoy the confidence of rate-

payers generally, and thar their policy is unanimously
endorsed by those who have intrusted them with the task

of labouring for local taxation reform. If owners and
occupiers of real properties (lands and houses) unite, their

combined influence must be powerful, and therefore be
effective; but ff they allow their interests to be divorced,

and that will be doubtless the policy of their opponents,
their case will be much prejudiced. The committee feel

deeply the responsibility they assume indeahngwith so

grave and intricate a subject as that before them. They
are convinced, however, that they have never claimed

aught that has not been both practicable and just, and
they have, therefore, every confidence in their cause if only

their efforts are heartily seconded throughout the kingdom.
They have to return renewed thanks for the exertions of

individuals and Chambers of Agriculture in furnishing

them with their essential sinews of war. They need
hardly, however, remind their supporters that more ex-

tended operations, such as may be rendered necessary by
the events of next session, will demand, if they are to be
successfully conducted, much larger resources than have
ever yet been at their disposal. Should this aid be ac-

corded to them the committee will feel able to resume their

part in the struggle which is now fairly commenced, and
will do their best to free the production of food and the

provision of shelter from the exceptional burdens imposed
by a system of taxation alike anomalous, impolitic, and
unjust. " Massey Lopes, Chairman."

Sir J. Pakington said that the present would not

be a convenient moment for entering upon the discus-

sion of the subject of local taxation, as the Council had
been specially summoned to consider the question of

"Compensation for Unexhausted Improvements," He
would therefore only move that this most able and
important report be received.

The motion was seconded by Mr. Neild and carried.

Coinpensation for Tenants^ Improvements. — The
Chairman (Mr. E. Heneage) said that the adjourned
debate (June 6) on the subject of Unexhausted
Improvements was the next question for discussion.

The original resolutions, as recommended by the

Business Committee of the Council, were three in

number, namely :

—

(i.) "That this Council considers it necessary for the
proper security of capital engaged in husbandry that, in

the absence of a lease or agreement to the contrary, the
outgoing tenant should be entitled to compensation from
the landlord or incoming tenant for the unexhausted value

of his improvements, subject to previous consent of the

owner in the case of buildings, drainage, reclamation, and
other improvements of a permanent character ; and that,

at the same time, the landlord should be paid by such
outgoing tenant for dilapidations and deterioration, the

amounts respectively due to be determined by valuation."

(2. )
" That, in the opinion of this Council, it is desirable

that schedules of allowances adapted to different districts

should be framed for the guidance of arbitrators, and that

committees of the Chambers of Agriculture, or, in their

absence, local committees, including landowners, tenants,

and valuers, should be appointed to prepare such
schedules."

(3.) "That this Council, while deprecating Legislative

interference with freedom of contract, considers tliat a
change is required in the existing law of tenancy, so that

the letting and hiring of agricultural land, as well on
entailed as on otlier estates, shall be subject to at least

12 months" notice to quit."

Mr, T. C. Smith (Staffordshire Chamber) then

moved the following amendment to Resolution i —
"That it is desirable to introduce into Parliament a

Bill entitled 'Landlord and Tenants' Property Bill,* such
Bill to enact that, on the expiration of a tenancy, the

landlord may claim, under an arbitration award, the

amount due to him for dilapidation by default of tenant,

or the tenant may claim in like manner for unexhausted
' improvements resulting from his occupation."

Denying that compensations for unexhausted improve-

ments were fairly open to the objection that they con-

stituted an attack upon property, or were an inter-

ference with the freedom of contract, he admitted

that such a provision would alter the common law
under which a tenant had no right to any compensation
for unexhausted improvements. They must, however,
carry the landowners with them, for it would be of no
use for the tenants to approach the House of Com^
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inons on this subject unless they had the landlords by

their side.

Mr. T. Neville (Staffordshire), who seconded the

amendment, argued that the tenant required the pro-

tection of the Legislature herein. Custom was of slow-

growth, and no definite custom could be established in

favour of tenant-right un'.il after a long lapse of time.

Both the landlord and tenant must be allowed to call in

arbitrators to decide what was due from each, but the

arbitration ought to be conducted by a public body of

responsible persons. There might be such a tribunal

in each county, union, or district, consisting of lo or

12 persons, who should appoint two of iheir body to

arbitrate in each particular case. Under the present

system the arbitrators would not look to the justice of

the case, but would fight one against the other,

accordingly as they were appointed by the landlord or

tenant.

Mr. Brown (Norfolk) addressed himself to the "bug-

bear " that compensation for improvements would
interfere with the freedom of contract. He would be

a bold man who would assume that an equal contract-

ing power now existed between landlord and tenant in

this country. He contended that a system of com-
pensation for unexhausted improvements would be

beneficial to the landlord, the out-going tenant, the

labourer, and the community. By far the larger pro-

portion of land in this country was held from year to

year with only a six months' notice to quit, and such a

state of things was, on the face of it, unfavourable to

agricultural improvement.
Mr. DucKiiAM (Herefordshire) said that wdiile the

landlord, on the one hand, had security given him by
law against dilapidations, the tenant had no security

for improvements, and the capital he had invested in

the soil might be left for the benefit of some one else.

Great improvements had been made in agriculture

during the last quarter of a century, and hundreds of

pounds were now put upon the soil in the shape of

artificial manures, &c. If the present tenure of land

were improved, and security given to the tenant, mil-

lions of pounds sterling which now went abroad for

food would remain at home to pay for home produce.

Whether a landlord granted a lease or not, it must be

for his interest to have the land yielded up to him in

the highest possible state of cultivation.

Mr. Hurley (Warwickshire) said that if they put

it in the power of the landlord and tenant to contract

themselves out of the proposed legislative measure it

would be fatal to the success of the Act. Whether the

land was let upon lease or an annual tenancy the

enactment ought to be obligatory. No class suffered

more than the labourers when a lease was about to

expire without renewal.

Mr. BuwEN Jones (Shropshire) said, when some of

the Council went into the shires and saw the disgrace-

ful state of agriculture in many of the English coun-

ties, they could not resist the conclusion that legis-

lation was necessary. He recommended the Council

to rest satisfied to-day with afiirming the principle of

compensation, leaving the details to be settled here-

after. It would be much better for the agriculturists

to take this matter into their own hands before it was
taken up by others.

Sir >I. H. Beach held that upon this question there

was no real difference of interest between landlord and
tenant. Compensation might be secured either by the

custom of the country, as in Lincolnshire, or by agree-

ment, as in some other districts. Still, there were

numerous cases where no agreement was made, and no

custom of the country existed under which compensa-

tion could be secured. He agreed that this right to

compensation was one which ought to be enforced by

law, and he was ready to support a Bill for that pur-

pose. He doubted whether some schedule of allow-

ances would not be a necessary preliminary to

legislation. Could a measure be effectual, moreover,

until it was first settled what were unexhausted im-

provements? If these local inquiries were necessary,

it might be five or six years before a Bill would be

ready.

Mr. Read said that at present the landlord was able

by law to appropriate his tenant's property to himself.

They would never get a custom admitted in such a

matter without a law to back it. Custom was of very

slow growth in such affairs. Norfolk was the very

next county to Lincolnshire, yet in Norfolk there was
no custom by which a tenant could secure a penny for

unexhausted improvements, except for hay and Turnips
left on the farm. The broad general principle was that

the tenant was entitled to be paid according to the

improvement, and not according to its cost. The
details could best be worked out by practical men,
according to the wants of the several localities.

Sir J. Pakington thought the meeting had estab-

lished the principle that it was most desirable in the

interests of the landowner, the occupier, the labourer,

and the public that the farmer should be able to lay out

his capital with a due regard to his own safety and
security. He, for one, had no objection to this being

the general law of the land. Then came the question

whether legislation should be so shaped as to destroy

all independent power of agreement between landlord

and tenant. They ought to be very cautious how they
destroyed the power of independent action between
landlord and tenant. If, however, it were laid down
as the law of the land that a tenant was entitled to

compensation for unexhausted improvements, they

would have gained a very great step. Pie confessed

he did not see his way at present to so great a change
as to destroy the freedom of contract. He should,

therefore, hold up Ins hand against the amendment,
and recommended its withdrawal in favour of the

original resolution, as amended in accordance with the

suggestion of Sir M. H. Beach.
Mr. W. FowLEK, while generally approving the

fullest freedom of contract between individuals, feared

that if the words "in the absence of a lease or agree-

ment to' the contrary" were inserted in the Act it

would become a dead letter. He could not see why
the right to claim or give compensation siiould not be

binding upon every one, and why landlord and tenant

should not be forbidden to contract themselves out ol

the Act. He therefore preferred the amendment to

the resolution.

The CnAiR.\L\x appealed to Mr. Smith to withdraw
his amendment, as the opinion of the Council seemed
to be unfavourable.

Mr. Smith said he was willing to omit the title of

the proposed Bill, but, as this did not meet the view of

its opponents, Mr. Smith's amendment was put and
negatived.

5lr. Read said that, in his opinion, the original

resolution required amplification and division. He had,

therefore, prepared certain resolutions, of which, after

prolonged discussion in Council, sitting more than four

hours, the first, second, and last were carried, in the

following form, to which they were reduced by Sir G.
Jenkixson :—

"That this Council considers it necessary for the

proper security of capital engaged in husbandry, that

where such security Is not given by lease or agreement the
outgoing tenant should be entitled by law to compen-
sation for the unexhausted vakie of his improvements,
while at the same time the landlord should be paid for

dilapidations and deterioration caused by default of tiie

tenant. Provided that the above resolution shall be sub-
ject to the previous consent of llie owner in the case of
buildings, drainage, reclamation, and other improvements
of a permanent character."

And—
"That this Council considers absolutely necessary a

change In the law of tenancy, so that, in all yearly hold-
ings, the letting and hiring of agricultural land, as well

on entailed and ecclesiastical as on other estates, shall be
subject to at least 12 months' notice to quit, cases of

insolvency excepted."

On the motion of Sir George Jenkinson, it was
also resolved

—

" That a special general meeting of members of the
Central Chamber be held after the annual meeting on
December 11, to consider the operation of the Contagious
Diseases (Animals) Act, and to determine what action
should be taken thereupon."'

A vote of thanks was then given to the Chairman,
and the proceedings were brought to a close.

Farmers' Clubs.
LONDON.

Freedom of Cultivation and Security for Capital

:

Noz; 4.—At this, the first meeting of this Club for the

season, Mr. Horlev, of Leamington, read the follow-

ing paper on this subject. The discussion which
followed it is referred to in another page.

After referring to the history of the Club in con-

nection with successive discussions of this subject, Mr.
HoRLEY said :

—

When we look back to the early days of the Club,

when this matter was ably introduced by Messrs. Shaw,
Baker, Fisher Hobbs, and others, and during almost

each succeeding season by some of its leading members
— and I w^ould here call attention to the paper read at

the May meeting in 1S70 by our worthy Secretary,

which gives a concise history of what the Club has
done from its commencement, and claims for the JJritish

tenant-farmer justice and fair play—we must conclude
that we have a great incubus upon us which it is very

difficult to remove ; but I believe the time is come
when more decisive steps must be taken if the tenant-

farmer is to hold his own in the race with his fellow

men.

The high price of provisions, and I may say the

scarcity of meat throughout the country, is setting people
to think of these matters who never thought of them
before, and to inquire if everything is done in a country
like this to produce all that can be produced from our
own soil. The question must be answered, and I think

all practical men will give but one reply to this inquir>',

namely, that the produce of our land may be very mate-
rially increased if all the resources of the soil are deve-
loped by the science, skill, and capital that is, in but few
instances, brought to bear upon agriculture. Althoughthe
benefit derived from these discussions has not been so
direct as could be wished, I think this Club may fairly con-
gratulate itself in being the leader of this great work, and
by consistently advocating sound principles, has in no
small degree influenced public opinion on the subject,

and which is now so freely and generally expressed
throughout the length and breadth of the land, that

the British tenant-farmer is not placed in that position of

security which is needful either for his own benefit or for

the good of the community at large. During the last

12 months scarcely a paper could be picked up with-
out containing some allusion to the subject, whether the
meetmgs at which they were made were held on matters

connected with agriculture or not. The experience and
the changes which each year, each d.ay I may say, brings
must cause tlie most prejudiced to admit that a change is

necessary ; and, after many years of thought and study, I

feel thoroughly convinced it is absolutely necessary that
compensation for unexhausted improvements should be
universal and compulsory, whether land be held under
lease or yearly tenancy, and such freedom of cultivation

allowed as to enable the tenant to make the best of the
land he occupies ; and until these conditions arc brought
about, little progress will be made in increasing our pro-
duce of food for the people. The large quantity of land
that is in the hands of trustees, corporations, and tenants
for life, tic, would alone render legislation necessary ; and
this would give a feeling of security for capital hitherto
unknown to the great bulk of British farmers, and until

security is obtained we shall never see the soil of England
produce that amount of food for the people which they
may fairly expect from it. It is generally admitted
that there is nothing so grateful as land ; but how few
men depart from the beaten track, and invest a large

amount of capital In raising the value of another person's
land, without having either to pay for the improvements
themselves or let others reap the benefit ! The fact can-
not be disputed that the interest of the tenant in the soil

is at present such that he would not be justified, unless
under exceptional circumstances, in maintaining the
maximum fertility of the soil. The altered circumstances
of the times in which we live will not allow agriculture to

be an exception to the laws which govern other great
interests ; the large amount of capital necessary for the
thorough cultivation and occupation of the soil is more
than double what It used to be, for it is no uncommon
occurrence for as much capital to be invested now in the
machinery and dead stock upon a farm, as was considered
sufficient to occupy the same a few years ago ; and all who
have paid attention to the matter will, I think, concur in

the opinion that steam, science, and mechanics will occupy
a still more prominent part in agriculture than they have
hitherto done. These circumstances combined, necessitate

not only more security for invested capital and compensa-
tion for unexhausted improvements, but greater liberty

of action generally, to allow the occupier to make
the best return he can from his occupation ; and so
long as good crops are grown and a heavy stock of
sheep and cattle is maintained upon the farm, land-
lords need have no fears for their estates, nor inquire into

the details. Agriculture is associated with every station

and occupation of life, and has ever been uppermost in

tlie minds of the first authors, historians, politicians,

economists, scientific writers, and others. Swift tells us
that "the first cause of a kingdom thriving is the fruitful-

ness of the soil to produce the necessaries and conveni-
ences of life." Adam Smith says, " Whatever increases
the fertility of land in producing food, enhances not only
the value of the land upon which the improvement is

made, but contributes likewise to increase that of many
other lands, by creating a new demand for their produce.
That abundance of food, of which, in consequence of the
improvement of land, many people have the disposal be-
yond what they themselves consume, is the great cause
for the demand for the precious metals, and other con-
veniences and luxuries. Food not only constitutes the
greater part of the riches of the world, but it is the
abundance of food which gives the principal part of
their value to many other sorts of riches." Liebig
says, " Every step in advance made by agriculture

serves to alleviate the sufferings and troubles of man-
kind. Improvements in agriculture constitute the only solid

foundation for further progress in all other branches of
knowledge ; but observation and reflection are the funda-
mental conditions of all progress in natural science ; and
agriculture presents in this respect ample room for dis-

coveries. " If these remarks be true, is it not then a national
duty to do all we can for the development of our agricul-

ture, and leave no stone unturned that will tend to increase
the home production of food? Can it, therefore, be
believed, according to an article in the Times, taken i"rom

our Board of Trade Returns, that a system which requires

j^6o,ooo,ooo worth of cor.i, beef, mutton, &c., imported
annually mto this little island as food for the people is

satisfactory ; and is not this reason sufficient for inquiry?
Can anything be done to remedy It ? Does our land pro-
duce all that it Is capable of doing ? Is that security given
which will cause capital to flow to the cultivation of the
soil, and leave the occupiers that freedom of action neces-
sary to allow them to make the greatest return from the
land ? I fear these questions must generally be answered
in the negative,

Mr. Horley then referred to an article in the Agricul-

tural Gazette of January 27 on this subject, quoting it at

length. He then said :— The possibility of increasing

the produce of our country to the extent named in this

article may be ridiculed by some, doubted by others,

and utterly denied by many ; but men of observation

and thought, who have paid great attention to, and
studied the subject, and from their business habits or

desire to be well informed upon the matter, will, I

think, agree that a very large proportion of the land
under cultivation in the British Isles does not produce
more than one-half what it is capable of doing in the
shape of food for the people, and that a very small
portion indeed is farmed up to the capability of the
present occupier, for fear he sho'ild have to pay for his

own improvements in the shape of an increased rent,

or in case of removal or death he should leave behind
him a large amount of capital upon which he would
have no legal claim.

Our Land Lazus.—No doubt the land laws of this
country, which were framed and grew up under a very
different state of things to those which exist at present,
require some revision. Facilities for the sale of encum-
bered estates and the simplifying the transfer of land would
be more beneficial to the owners and occupiers of land,
and to the labourers in this country, than anything con-
nected with agriculture that has for a long time engaged
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the attention of the Legislature. The increasing wealth of

the country, without any extension of our broad acres, has

tended to make the possession of land eagerly sought after

more for the sake of position than income ; therefore

the nominal possession of larger estates than the owners
have means to perform the proper duties of landlord upon,

so that the property may yield all that it can to the country,

is as detrimental to the welfare of the State as the half-

cultivation often carried on for the want of freedom and
security. The law of distraint for rent is also one that is

occupying a great deal of attention among thinking men.

So long as there was a difficulty in finding capital in the

country this law might be necessary ; but now when capital

is everywhere seeking profitable employment it is certainly

open to many objections, and the opinion that this should

not be the security for rent is increasing. It is certainly

not so objectionable as the law of hypothec in Scotland,

but doubtless has a tendency to cause undue competition

for land. Mr, Hope says :
" The law of Hypothec is now

all but universally considered by the farmers of Scotland

lo be the greatest of all hindrances to the progress of agri-

culture and to the independence and welfare of their

class." Mr. Wilson, of Ediogton Mams, says, in a letter,

that " one of the strong objections to this is, that it has
given countenance and currency to the delusion that farm-
ing is a business in which a man may safely engage with

the very slenderest means, if only he be steady and in-

dustrious and have a good knowledge of the business. It

is very sad to think of the multitudes of such men who,
by attempting to farm on such means, have speedily lost

every penny of their hard-earned stores, and the still

greater numbers who in the same way have consigned
themselves to a lite-time of care and privation and ill-

requited toil. The truth is, and it cannot too often

be insisted on, there is a certain indispensable amount
of capital proportioned to the size of the farm (whether
that consists of 10, 20, 100, or 500 acres), without
which no man, be he ever so industrious and prudent and
skilful, can possibly farm land with advantage to himself

or any one else." Mr. Wilson then goes on to show that

"one farm differs from another in productiveness not so
much on account of the one tenant's greater skill or
industry as of his having larger means than the other for

improving his farm and conducting his operations." We
must not forget that although our pojiulation is annually
increasing the quantity of land available for the produc-
tion of food is diminishing, the large number of acres

absorbed by public works, the increase of towns, suburban
and country residences, are no small deductions ; and I

gather from the report of the agricultural returns for the
Board of Trade for 1872 that the quantity of waste land
available for cultivation, although considerable, is not so
large as generally computed : we must also remember
that with the present state of the labour market much
extra cost will be involved in reclaiming it. We often hear
surprise expressed that, with the large amount of capital

that is ever seeking employment in this country, more
does not flow to the land

; but those practically

acquainted with the difficulties do not wonder. Capi-
talists require security, and this can seldom be obtained

;

then, again, should any, for special requirements on
large undertakings, or farmers who have not sufficient

capital at command, need temporary assistance, they
cannot expect to obtain it on so good terms as others,

because they have no security to offer, and the knowledge
that the tenant in the majority of cases has no claim upon
it, if spent in improvements, in case the landlord chooses
to put in force his legal rights, or if the farm should
change hands or death ensue. Merchants, persons in

trade, or even speculators, find no difficulty in obtaining
advances on far less tangible security than the occupiers
of land ought to be able to offer ; but, as things are at

present constituted, it cannot and will not be obtained by
the occupier for the advancement of agriculture, however
much we may be dependent for our daily food on foreign
produce ; and should we ever be engaged in broils with
foreign States, this will present itself in a much more
serious form than it has ever done before : the require-
ments of the people are greater, and our increasing
population finds us every year making less provision per
head of the necessaries of life.

The Difficulties of English AgriaiUure.—We may
divide into two parts the difficulties under which the
British tenant-farmer carries on his business at the
present time. Under the first w^e may consider all that

interferes with the security of his capital ; and under
the second, all that interferes with free cultivation, and
his obtaining the largest amount of produce from his

occupation. A few of each of these difficulties I will

notice.

First, let us then inquire how the great bulk of the
land of England is held, and we shall find it is with six

months" notice to quit, and no claim for compensation for

any capital expended, and which the tenant has had no
opportunity of benefiting by, or only very slightly. I

contend that the capital of the tenant used in the cultiva-

tion and improvement of the farm he occupies ought to be
as well secured to him as the fee-simple is to the owner

;

and if the increasing population and the circumstances of
the times in which we live require alterations, it is the
duty of our legislators to attend to such ; for, rely upon
it, the less we depend on foreign nations for the supply
of food for the people, the better for Old England. We
know by bitter experience that a large proportion of the
food imported has to be paid for in hard cash. The con-
ditions upon which farms are let, and the stereotyped
agreements generally in force, although veiy often
without any idea that they will be carried out, cause
a feeling of insecurity it is scarcely possible to esti-
mate

;
and although it may be said each parly ought

to make half the bargain, it is known to be impossible,
except in a very few instances. Our broad acres cannot
expand, and not only do applications increase from
those who wish to make a livelihood from farming,
but in many districts a large competition for farms arises
from persons engaged in other occupations who wish for

a taste of country life, without either the idea of making
money or producing the most that can be from the land.

In a paper on " Hindrances to Agriculture, from a Scotch

Tenant-farmer's Point of View," by Mr. George Hope, it

is said :
—"As we cannot increase the area of the king-

dom by a single acre, it is clear the nation has a deep
interest in the proper cultivation of the acres we have,

and that every obstruction should be removed that tends

to prevent the application of skill and capital to the soil."

ICvery practical agriculturist knows there are no other

means except this application of skill and capital by which

produce can be increased and the effects of untoward
seasons rendered less disastrous. Unhappily there are

many hindrances all tending to prevent the full develop-

ment of the resources of the soil by tenant-farmers, to the

loss of both landlords and tenants. These hindrances are

becoming more apparent every day, particularly to the

most energetic and skilful of the practical agriculturists.

As a body tenant-farmers are compelled to think seriously

of the position in which they are placed, as it becomes
more and more necessary to apply greater skill and a

larger capital to land in order to raise increased crops

with which to pay steadily advancing rents to landlords

and higher wages to agricultural labourers. It might
naturally be supposed there was nothing very far wrong
when landlords are able to obtain larger rents, and
labourers higher wages ; but a little examination \s\\\

show that tenant-farmers have good reason for feeling

discontented at the unfair conditions under which they

are compelled to conduct their business.

Here are first the terms of agreement under which land

is almost universally let ; and secondly, the effects pro-

duced by the common law of the land and various Acts

of Parhament on the business of farming, and on the

class who follow agriculture as a profession. Beginning

then with the terms of agreement entered into between

the contracting parties who let and take land. Practical

farmers are well aware that the amounts of landlords'

rents and tenants' profits largely depend on the terms of

the contract entered into between the parties. It might

naturally be supposed that self-interest would be an un-

erring guide to the true solution of the problem of what

was best for both parties. This, however, is far from

being the case. The terms of agreement, and the form

of leases, are almost invariably stereotyped on every estate.

Singularly enough, in each separate district they will be

found to be neady uniform ; and, even taking the king-

dom as a whole, whatever modifications of terms there

may be, these seem to depend more on situation and
climate than on principle. Almost universally there

appears to be the same evident desire to prevent the

tenant exercising his skill beyond the ordinary prescribed

routine. The rotation of crops which the tenant is bound
to follow, is generally carefully stated, and no deviations

are allowed under heavy penalties without the written

sanction of the proprietor. More frequently the pro-

duction of the most valuable and best paying crops

is restricted in quantity or prohibited altogether un-

less under conditions impossible to fulfil. Scotch

farmers are right in holding it as an axiom as true as

any in Euclid, that security of tenure is absolutely neces-

sary and essential to produce profitable husbandry.

Again, it would be a great encouragement to continue

good farming, and thus a benefit to the country, if all

tenants under leases were entitled by law to allowances

similar to those granted in the Lincolnshire agreements,

whereby payments are made for improvements executed,

and for manures left in the ground by the out-going

tenants. Common honesty dictates that when a tenant

is compelled to leave his farm, the presumption in law

should be that payment should be made for his property

left on or in the land, and without this provision no lease

or agreement can be truly liberal or even a fair arrange-

ment." I am quite of opinion that leases renewable, if

agreed upon, some years before their expiration, give the

best encouragement and security for capital ; but cer-

tainly whether land is held under lease or yeariy tenancy,

the capital of the tenant expended in improving or keep-

ing up the fertility of the farm to the end of the term, and
from which from want of time he cannot have received

the benefit he is entitled to, ought to be his own, and as

easily obtainable as the payments for acts of husbandry,

and this security is even more necessary under yearly

tenancy, which I know is preferred by many when accom-
panied by fair allowance for unexhausted tenant's capital,

and a much longer notice to quit than is usually given.

Another source of insecurity is the state of the

law as regards buildings, which in a great many
instances are required, and can only be obtained

except by the tenant's erecting them himself. It cer

tainly does appear very hard that when this is done, he

has not only no claim upon them, nor can he re-

move them, but in accordance with many agreements he

is bound lo leave them in good repair. One of two things

the tenant is fairly entitled to --either that they be

taken to at a valuation by the landlord, or that he may
sell or remove them, making good any damage done by

their erection. The continual revaluations that have

taken place in many parts of England also give a feeling

of insecurity to tenants that none but those acquainted

with these matters can imagine ; and no wonder, for they

justly feel that in a large number of instances tenants are

placed at a great disadvantage. A stranger is called upon
to value an estate. Let him be ever so competent and
ever so careful, what is the result ? He taxes the energy,

industry, and capital of the improving tenant, who feels

that he must either submit or leave his capital for some
one else to reap the benefit of ; but if he had a legal claim

for what is fairly his own, he would then be placed in a

different position, and could calculate nearly what he

would have to receive in case he gave up his occupation ;

this would also enable him to make fairer terms for the

future occupation of his farm. It is in many instances,

and will continue to be, a cause of great anxiety to

occupiers, and produce an effect very detrimental to the

advancement ot agriculture. No doubt many here present

can call to mind estates and farms that are yearly getting

into a worse condition, and more impoverished from the
want of greater freedom and security.

As regards Freedom of CiiUivation^ I think the agree-

ments in force generally do not allow sufficient latitude

for the energy and skill of improving tenants ; and as

it is known how entirely dependent we are upon
seasons and circumstances, they prevent our agricul-

ture advancing in the way it would do, if the tenant
were left to do the best he could for himself, binding
him to pay, upon giving up the occupation, for any
damage he had done to the land, or for any mischief
he had caused by the course he pursued to the future

crops to be grown the year following the termination
of his tenancy.

Small enclosures and hedge-row timber are also no
small hindrances to freedom of cultivation, in some
instances absorbing something like one-tenth of the pro-
duce. It is not only the damage they do, but the amount
they add to the cost of the cultivation, and this in many
instances is very considerable, and is daily becoming
more so. The progress of steam cultivation is materially
retarded by small enclosures, and by timber on arable
land

;
and I feel sure that tlie timber grown upon the

tillage land of this country costs as much annually as it is

worth. The expense of cultivating a field of a given
area is more when surrounded by timber than without it,

and- most of you know the baneful influence it exercises,

not only so far as the shade of its branches and t)ie extent

of its roots, but by preventing the free circulation of light

and air from exercising their beneficial influence. A land
agent, an excellent farmer and a man of much experience,
rema-rked to me a short time since, that he had but one
tree on his arable land (about 400 acres), and if he were
to commence farming again he would like to have but
one fence, and that round the outside.

I must now call attention to Game, which in many
instances is a serious preventive to the free and full

cultivation of the soil. How impossible and futile it is

to endeavour to farm well, and grow good crops, where
game is preserved to any great extent, the tenant having
no controlling power. The present fashion of sporting,

viz., the battue system, is entirely incompatible with grow-
ing food for the people. And although many of us would
be very sorry to see game done away with entirely, some-
thing m.ust be done to stay the progress of over preserva-

tion, and give the occupier some control over the quantity

that feeds upon his farm. Some very strong evidence on
this subject was given before Mr. Bright's Committee.
One passage from the late Lord Hatherton's evidence I

will first quote. He said : "I soon found, as a farmer
desirous of introducing amongst my tenantry a belter

system of cultivation, that it was utterly hopeless to do so

unk'ss I completely destroyed the hares, for the attempt
to reduce them was useless, as a good season repaired

their number to such an extent that I found there was no
effectual cure but destruction." Many startling facts were
brought to light also by the committee that sat during the

last session, and whose duties are not yet concluded, but
the result of their inquiries will be looked for with anxiety.

And we cannot but note the paramount importance that

has lately been given to this matter in Scotland, not only

by the cultivators of the arable land but by the Highbnd
sheep-farmers.

The Labourer,—The subject which has been occu-

pying the attention of all classes of people throughout

the land during the last six months—the condition of

the labourer in connection with the land—is also one
which exercises a large influence in free cultivation :

—

The number of cottages that were pulled down in

close parishes before the Union Assessment Act came
into operation has caused a scarcity of labourers within a
moderate distance of their work, that materially interferes

with the modern system of farming. I believe that long

before the present agitation and unsettled state of the

labour market appeared, the want of any tie between the

employers and employed (except the mere wages received)

tended to add to the difficulty, and found subjects for the

agitators to make more of than it deserved. I know of

many instances where even the persons whose duty it is to

superintend the stock have to walk long distances. If we
look at millo\vners, manufacturers, or coalmasters, we find

the first thing they do is to provide accommodation for

those they employ close lo their work. But how little is

this thought of in agriculture ! It will not be a directly

profitable investment, but I believe the home of the

agricultural labourer must have more attention from the

owners of the soil ; and although many tenants may
be crushed before these duties are thoroughly realised, it

is really the landlords" question, and deserves their serious

attention ; for, depend upon it, if any material increase in

the cost of cultivation is incurred, it must be met by more
efficiency on the pari of the labourer, and more freedom
of action and security for the tenant. The extent to

which this topic has occupied the attention of our great

territorial possessors is certainly very remarkable ; and I

think (after reading most of the speeches that have been
made upon it) much more good would have arisen if,

instead of the question of wages between employers and
employed, co-operation, and other experiments, attention

had been drawn more to the condition of the labourers'

homes, and their habits, with a view to teaching them to

appreciate good dwellings, showing them that any
material improvement in their condition must spring from
themselves, from habits of thrift, economy, and tem-

perance, and a proper spirit of independence, that will

cause them to provide for themselves and their families,

instead of seeking relief from the parish immediately they

are out of employment or incapacitated by temporaiy
sickness, which has certainly been encouraged to a great

extent by the lax administration of outdoor relief.

Leases.—The need of the alterations necessary for

the fuller development of our agriculture, particularly
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as regards the points to which I have alluded in this

paper, has been forcibly brought forward by many
men in all stations of life.

The speeches of Lord Derby, at Liverpool last year
and at Preston lately, show the deep interest he takes in

the matter, and the thought he has bestowed upon it, and
carry with them a weight and conviction not easily esti-

mated. The lease Lord Leicester has provided for his

tenantry is also another instance of the importance
attached in high stations to these matters, although to a
few of the leading points and some of the minor details

strong objections may be raised. The Mark La7ic Express
well says of the Holkham lease,

*

' Lord Leicester has been
able to preserve the main idea by which he started, although
this is fettered and clogged with conditions, or perhaps
more properly 'set" in the mere verbiage of a solicitors
office." We must, however, admit it is a great advance,
but time will not permit a detailed discussion on so import-
ant a subiect. I know some persons, and perhaps some
present to-night, will say. We have much greater cause to
contend for security for capital than for freedom of culti-

vation. I would call the attention of such to what I con-
sider strong grounds for the latter. I believe one great
failing of nearly all agreements is, that they are hampered
with conditions to protect the landlord against bad tenants,
and bad cultivation, without any encouragement or induce-
ment to clean and high farming ; and I consider it both
hard and unnecessary that the good should have to suffer
for the negligent—not only so, but the production of food
for the people is thereby diminished. I feel sure we shall
be told it is necessary to protect landlords, and this
no one will deny ; but I would say how can you do
this so well as by giving encouragement by free cultiva-
tion and security for capital, reserving for arbitration
any claims that may arise during, or at the end of a
tenancy, for bad cultivation or injury to future occupa-
tion ? Properly constituted boards of arbitration, estab-
lished in every county or district, would be very beneficial.
I will call attention here to tlie remarks of Mr. Randell,
of Chadbury. Some years since, at the Midland Farmers'
Club (on the occasion of a paper read there by Mr.
Masien), he drew attention to the absence in nearly all

agreements of stipulations for clean farming, and after
alluding to the agreements he had in use on several large
estates, which contained clauses compensating the off-

going tenant for land that' was clean and fit to plant on
the one hand, and charging him with what was not in
a good state on the other, he briefly remarked: " The i

first thing a man does on taking a farm is to get it into a
good state of cultivation, and the last on lea\ing is to
bring it to as poor a state as he can." This is un-
doubtedly the usual practice, and a very ruinous one it is,

which is forced upon the agricultural community by the
fact that if the farm be entered upon in a bad state of
cultivation, there is no compensation for leaving it in a
better. Some inducement is necessary to make it the in-
terest of the tenant to farm well to the end of the tenancy :

this requires compensation for good, and a penalty for
bad farming. A committee appointed some time since
in the Vale of Evesham, for the purpose of considering
the best means of protecting landlords against injury to
their property, and giving compensation to the tenant
for unexhausted improvements and more freedom to the
cultivation, and of which Mr. Holland was chairman,
state in clause 3 of the agreement they propose that there
should be no stipulation as to cropping, but if any dis-
pute arose, it should forthwith be settled by arbitration.

Mr. Thompson, in an able paper on the " Progress of
English Agriculture." written in 1863, refers, after speak-
ing of the benefit which arises from leases, and compensa-
tion for unexhausted improvements, to the evils arising
from the prevalent custom of letting farms at will, or on
agreement with six months" notice to quit. These evils,

he says, though apparently of a very different kind, such
as injury to the public by inadequate cultivation of the
land, and injury to the tenant, who, without sufficient
cause, is suddenly dispossessed of his holding, are all

referable to the same cause, viz., "Want of sufficient
security for the capital of an improving tenant," and
recommends nothing less than 18 months' notice to quit.
Our friend, Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., at the meeting of the
Central Chamber in May last, drew attention to the
sensitiveness of tenant-farmers and others present at the
idea of any interference of the Legislature on the subject,
and pointed out with a clearness for which he is generally
distinguished, that legislation on the matter would no
more interfere with the rights of landlords than it did in
other relations of life. He said every Act of Parliament
was an interference between somebody and somebody else.
His views upon these matters have been brought so often
and so lucidly before you, that it is unnecessary to say more.
Our friend Mr.

J. Howard, M.P., who endeavoured to
pkxce the matter prominently before the House of Com-
mons during the last session, although then without
success, will, I feel sure, not fail to take an early oppor-
tunity of doing so, especially if he receives the promise of
support we have a right to expect from the representatives
of the agricultural interest.
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The report of the committee that sat in 1848 on "Agri-
cultural Customs '"

{a condensed digest of which, by the
late Mr. Shaw and Mr. H. Corbet, should be studied by
us all), is a source of astonishment to everybody who reads
it. I cannot but believe that even with the small direct
representation the tenant-farmers of England now possess,
we should have on a committee appointed on such a
subject at the present day men who would arrive at a very
different conclusion to the one set forth in that report,
even upon the same e\idence, and this I believe could be
made much stronger now than it was then. I wish,
before I conclude, to draw your attention briefly to the
reasons adduced by the committee of this Club in 1847
in support of Mr. Pusey's Tenant-Right Bill, to which I

think it very desirable to refer at this time. The Club
Address was very extensively circulated in the following
shape :

—

1st. Because occupiers of land having a very large amount of
capital engaged in the cultivation of the soil, bearing a con-

siderable proportion to the fee simple of the land, have a
as full security for their capital as all the other industriou;
of tlic community.

2d, Because the nature of the tenant-farmer's occupation is

such as to render it impossible to carry it on advantageously
without investing capital, to be reimbursed at a future period ; and
hence security of tenure with compensation for unexhausted im-
provements is absolutely necessary.

3d. Because at present security of tenure is the exception, not
the rule, in England and Wales, the greater part of the land
being held on yearly tenancy.

4 ill. Because compensatinn for unexhausted improvements
wduld, by affording security to the investment of capital,
induce afar more extended application of it to the cultivation of
the soil.

5th. Because security to capital would stimulate the cultivators
of the soil generally to adopt a better and a more improved
system of husbandry ; thereby greatly increasing the gross pro-
duce of the soil—a matter in which the public at large is deeply
interested.

6th. Because the gradual increase of population and enlarged
demand for the produce render all available improvements in
agriculture no less acts of private duty than public policy.

7th. Because where land is held for a term of years, either
under lease or by agreement, compensation for unexhausted im-
provements at the end of the term would put an end to the
system of injuring the land, now necessarily adopted by occupiers
in self-defence,

3th, Because the forced and ungrateful system of so exhausting
land is a bar to permanent advancement, and a loss equally great
to the owners and the public.

9th. Because every measure which may render the occupation
of land generally more beneficial to the tenant-farmer must be
productive of proportionate benefit to the owner.

loth. Because a more extended application of capital in the
cultivation of the soil would afford increased employment to the
labouring classes.

nth. Because increase of labour would be accompanied by
decrease of poor-rate, and consequently that land, being less
taxed, would be more profitable.

12th. Because in some districts a custom exists of giving com-
pensation for unexhausted improvements to tenants on the ter-
mination of their tenure, the beneficial effect of which is shown
in the highly-cultiv.ited state of the land in those districts.

15th. Because the making such a custom general instead of
suffering its advantages to be partial only, would increase and
confirm the mutual confidence that would exist between land-
lord and tenant, by doing away with all cause for doubt, distrust,
or dispute.

14th. Because uncertainty must always impede energy ; and
justice made subservient to caprice is no justice at all, as it

assumes the charity of might, rather than the claim of right.
15th. Because in letting every other description of property

advantages and improvements are so recognised as to become a
marketable investment ; whereas land improvement is not recog-
nised, and consequently is of no marketable value.

i6th. Because the tenant-farmer being now exposed to foreign
competition, justice demands that every impediment to the
unfettered application of his capital and skill should be removed.

Henrv Corbet, Secretary.

Let every practical man test by his own experience the
soundness of the reasons here offered; and then if (as it

is believed he must be) convinced of the justice of the
tenant-right, let him at once take the only step now
needed to secure it. Let him ask openly and firmly the
support of his representatives for the principle of the
Tenant-Right Bill, and let the farmers" friends be known
and numbered by this question, perhaps the greatest,
and certainly the most directly affectmg the tenant-
farmers interest. It would be impossible and far too
wearisome to dilate upon all or even the leading dis-
cussions that -have taken place during the last >ear, but
if any one present had not read them I would refer to the
paper read by Mr. Caird before the Scottish Chamber of
Agriculture, to one read by Mr, Latham in Cheshire, by
Mr. Ruston in Lincolnshire, and to the report of an
influential meeting in Gloucestershire, where it was un-
animously agreed that the tenant-farmer's position at
present was not such as to induce or render it prudent
for him to invest more capital in the cultivation and
improvement of his land. These are a few only
of the meetings at which this important subject has
been discussed, and a careful study of the reports
will teach many useful lessons in reference to it.

I think all who will give this subject the fair and im-
partial consideration it deserves must conclude that
owners, occupiers, and the public at large would all be
benefited to an enormous extent, and the ties between the
different classes materially strengthened. My experience
has led me to the conclusion that tenants are seldom
disturbed for bad farming ; much oftener the enterprising
man who steps out of the ordinary course. Many of us
know instances where land has continued for years to go
from bad to worse under the stringent cultivation clauses
we are told are so necessary to protect the landlord, and
that the tenant has been looked after almost with the care
of a foster parent. The power landlords have of inflicting
penalties for any departure from covenants, while the
occupier has no chance of reimbursement, except by
special agreement, is a serious drawback to agriculture,
prevents the employment of capital, and restricts the
energy and industry of the occupiers of the soil. What
has been done in Ireland in connection with this matter
has been in the opinion of many too sweeping, and
appears in some instances to lead to enormous claims
being made for compensation for disturbance ; but we
must not ignore the price that has been paid for land
under the new laws.

It has been well said that the British farmer neither
desires nor requires tenant-right to the extent it has been
carried in the sister isle, although he is quite as deserving
of it, and will continue his just claims until he has that
liberty of action and free cultivation which will allow him
to produce the most he can from the soil in the shape of
food for the people, and such security for his capital that
will enable hnn to obtain what he may have spent upon
his farm, and not had due time to recoup himself for.

We are not here to-night for the purpose of advocating
any changes that will tend to sever the various interests
connected with the land, for I feel sure that the changes I

advocate will, by placing the tenant-farmer in a just
position, tend materially to strengthen the ties that should
bind together landlord and occupier, and will, when
carried out, remove a great injustice, and be very beneficial
to the coimtry at large. It will tend to assimilate and
simphfy the many varied customs and agreements to

large increase of food for the nation, and security for
capital invested in the cultivation of the soil, which I feel
sure this Club will continue its endeavours to obtain.

I will conclude by requesting those who take part in the
discussion this evening to ask themselves one question

:

"Is it desirable to produce all we can at home for the
sustenance of our increasing population, and keep as
many people as we can here, or to send the sinews of the
nation abroad, and leave the remainder to depend largely
on a foreign supply of food?" No one would more
regret than myself any measure being advocated that
would in the slightest degree interfere with the rights of
property

;
but I firmly believe that greater freedom of

cultivation and legalised security for capital invested in
the improvement and occupation of land would tend
more than anything else to cement and give a more
genuine feeling of confidence between all classes inte-

rested in it. I feel that I have written more than 1 in-

tended, and I fear I may have wearied you with the sub-
ject; but as I proceeded I found it possessed so many
branches that it was impossible to prune it, and I now
leave it with you for discussion.

At a meeting of the committee of the Club, on
Monday, a special committee of the following members
was appointed to consider and report on Mr. James
Howard's Tenant-Right Bill, which, "backed" by
Mr. Sewell Read, will be introduced early in next
session :—The Chairman, Mr. H. Cheffins (Essex),
Mr. C. Howard (Beds), Mr. T. Horley (Warwick-
shire), Mr. R. Leeds (Norfolk), Mr. E. Little (Wilts),
Mr. R. J. Newton (Oxon), Mr. G. Smythies (Here-
fordshire), Mr. J. Thompson (Gloucestershire), Mr. H.
Trethewy (Beds), with Mr. J. Howard, M.P., and
Mr. C. S. Read, M.P. At the same meeting Mr.
C. S. Read gave the necessary notice that at the next
meeting of the committee he should move that a sub-
scription of ;^20 be forwarded by the Club to the
Royal Agricultural Society of England, towards the
payment of the expenses incurred at the Leeds Cake
Trial, and in expression of approval of the course taken
by the Society.

0lias 0f I00KS.
The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society
of England. (Second Series.) Vol. IV., Part 2,
No. i6. John Murray, Albemarle Street.

The second part of the annual volume of the yonrnal
is generally occupied less with subjects of general agri-

cultural interest than with reports of the Society's work
during the year, and the part which has just been
issued is no exception to this rule. Of 440 pages 200
are taken up with a report of the trial Kidd v. Royal
Agricultural Society of England, and upwards of 160
with reports connected with the Cardiff meeting. In
the other 80 the reader will find a paper on the "Agri-
cultural Geology of the Weald," an interesting account
of Swedish butter factories, by M. Juhlin-Dannfelt,
honorary member of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England ; a history of the French Peasant Seed Fund,
which has some features of agricultural interest ; and a
couple of short bits of history connected with the cattle

plague, which do not, however, bring the story quite
down to the present time. The report of the proceed-
ings in the Court of Exchequer on the case of Kidd v.
the Royal Agricultural Society of England, though
very long, is by no means unreadable. It was of very
great importance that the history of this case should be
placed on record ; and we believe that it will generally
be read with interest. Of the other articles in the
volume, the reports of Mr. Corbet and Mr. Roberts

—

the one on the live stock, and the other on the imple-
ment yard at Cardiff—will also be well thumbed
and studied. Mr. Corbet's, with its personal
detail and anecdotical style, is the greatest
success of late years among the attempts which have
been annually made to represent the live stock
classes of the annual show to those who were not
spectators, or to recal them to those who saw them.
And Mr. Roberts has given an even more detailed and
explicit description of the several classes of machines
that came under the inspection of the implement judges.
The report of the judges of the farms competing for Sir
Watkin Wynn's noble prize is interesting, perhaps
rather for its discussion of the general system of the
agriculture of South Wales than for its description of

the individual farms ; and from the former we extract

a couple of passages :

—

Permanence of Holdings.—"One remarkable circum-
stance, not to say serious drawback, in connection, not only
with the farms we examined, but, accordmg to information
we gathered, applying to the entire district, is the almost
total absence of leases, or even of ordinary written agree-
ments. It is usual to blame the landlords for omissions
of this kind ;

but in this case, at least, we believe the
tenants are more in fault. At any rate, while we heard of
no large landed proprietor having refused to grant leases
to deserving applicants, we were told that one owner of
vast and well managed estates had offered this boon to his
farmers, and yet, during two years, only three have come
forward to claim the proffered privilege. However, be the
blame where it may, we are strongly opposed to this un-
certainty of tenure : it seriously retards the progress of
agriculture, diminishes outlay by the tenant in permanent
improvements, checks the liberal application of permanent
manuring substances, and therefore hinders the thorough
development of the resources of the soil."

Drink as Wages.—"Besides the money payments and
which the tenancy of land is now subject, and cause a I perquisites above-mentioned, workmen and workwomen,
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of all ages, are, on the majority of the competing farms,

supplied with cider, or, failing that, with beer, throughout
the year. ' Drink, ' remarked the Monmouthshire farmers

;

'Drink,' re-echoed those of the Welsh tenants to whom
the cider traffic extends 'is the curse, the bane of our

labouring population !
' Throughout the year men are

commonly supplied with two quarts of cider each per day,

and women and boys with one quart ; while, in the busy
times of hay and corn harvest, there is hardly any limit to

the quantity consumed. Three gallons per man is no
unusual daily allowance, and the consequence is, that long
before night—in fact, during the greater part of the day

—

the men are not unfrequently in a state of semi-intoxica-

tion. We were informed of one confirmed and well-

seasoned toper who, when asked to undertake rather an
extra day's work of thatching (at which he was remarkably
clever), could only be induced to begin by the promise of

a liberal allowance of 'drink.' Instructions to this effect

were accordingly given to the proper party, and a request

added that an account be kept of the measure served out.

Twenty-seven well-filled pints did our thatcher consume !

and then, with the work only half finished, and that

badly performed, he reeled, or rather crawled, to the

kitchen door for more. This, however, may be, and we
hope is, an exceptional case ; but, in the districts referred

to, the health, happiness, and independence of the labour-
ing class are undoubtedly interfered with by the too
frequent indulgence in intoxicating drinks."

Cfee MuKb mark
Mungos Wells: dt 29. — Since the 22d we

have had very few dry days, so that farm work of all

kinds is proceeding very slowly, and Potatos are being

lifted in a very dirty state. It will be very difficult to

get the Wheat sown this year, the ploughing being so

very far behind. The work done this last week has

been topping and tailing Turnips for cattle, ploughing
stubble, and threshing Barley for straw for cattle. The
work to be done is much about the same, only plough-

ing potato and bean lands instead of stubble. //. B.
Nov. 4.—Another week, no better than its pre-

decessor as regards weather. Three days rain and four

dry is what we have, and what we generally expect. It

is hardly possible to get on with ploughing, and what
is being done is done to no purpose. Labour is about

a month behind. The land is saturated with wet, and
so the farmer's prospects, instead of improving, seem
to be gradually getting worse. A good many farmers

are already bankrupt, and it is feared that it is only the

beginning, as many of them have little capital laid by,

and instead of, perhaps, getting £,\ooo or ^^1200 for

their Potatos, will only receive instead about ;!^200 or

j^300. Wheat is worth little more than 30^. or 35 j.

per qr., and sprouted and unsprouted is all the same.
Barley is fetching about 5^'. less per qr. than last year j

Oats are an average crop ; Turnips not half a crop.

Feeding sheep are paying badly just now, having been
bought in so dear ; as for cattle, one can't say how they

will pay yet. One thing, however, remains to be said :

farming never was more heartless work than at present.

Work done this last week : Ploughing stubble, potato
land, and bean land ; threshing Wheat, Oats, and
Barley ; topping and tailing Turnips, carting home
same, and carting manure out of courts. Work to be
done, much about the same.
West Sussex : Oct. 30.—Work is now at a com-

plete stand ; the weather has been more or less wet for

the past fortnight, and it has been impossible to get

the Wheat put in the ground ; there was a little sown
before the rain set in. At the beginning of the month
we thought we had work well forward, but now we are

all behind time, and the land will not be in good
order for work for some time. Mangel ought now to

be taken up, but it will be heavy carting, and injure

the land while it is so wet. The late roots are grow-
ing as the weather is so mild, and the few frosts we
have had do not seem to have done much to check
them. Corn is now being threshed out freely, and
the market is well supplied with all kinds. Barley

has sold well, but the highest price appears to have
been reached, as there is now a good supply, and the

demand has fallen off a little. The work in prospect
is Wheat sowing. Mangel pulling, and ploughing
stubbles ; but we should much prefer ploughing dry,

as the land comes to hand so much better in the spring.

G. S.

N<:n/. 5.—It is really a difficult matter for me to

say what is doing on the farm now. We know what
we would like to do, but we have continual wet, and
everything is at a stand. There is hardly any Wheat
sown, and the land is now in a bad state ; the heavy
low-lying will require some days before we can work it

at all satisfactorily. All stock is now on roots or in the
yards, and sheep do not look comfortable on the clay
lands : they have hardly been free from looseness
all the summer, and now the weather is against
their getting better. There are no Mangel yet up, and
they will be a heavy job and rather damaging to the
land, and when the rain ceases we may expect frosts,

so that all expedition vrill have to be used to get them
stored. G. S.

Chatteris, Isle of Ely : Nov. 2.—We had two
fine days at the beginning of the week, which were
followed by rain, and the weather has since been
changeable. Sowing Wheat three days

; getting
Onions up three days ; threshing Oats two days.
Ploughing for Wheat with five ploughs part of week.
Taking up Mangels with spare hands. Land very wet

and much needing dry weather. All fen lands sown
with Wheat, but high lands too wet to work at present.

Getting these ploughed. A. S. R.
Wester Ross : N'ov. 4.—The weather continues

wet as ever ; the grain, which was stacked in a very
damp condition, is not improving in the stack, and is in

a very unmarketable state. We have been preparing
for Wheat sowing as the weather has permitted, and
have now sown about 20 acres, although the harrowing
is not yet completed. Quite impossible to have work
rightly done.
South Northumberland : Nov. 5.—The weather

during the week the same as hitherto. The early part

of week thunder, wind, and largest flood for 12 or 14
years. On very dry land a little stubble has been
ploughed, but very little. Getting Turnips for cattle

in stalls when fair, clearing watercourses or switching
hedges, have occupied the men and horses when able
to get out. 1 Yesterday ''and day before fair, and
commenced to store Swedes; the Mangels are stored.

A. W. D.

Notices to Correspondents.
Co-operation : Correspondent. The whole subject is

every month discussed in the pages of the Agricultural
Economist, whose office is 35, King Street, West-
minster.

arkts.
MARK LANE.

Monday, Nov. 4.

There was a small supply of English Wheat to this

morning's market, which was sold at about the prices of
this day se'nnight. The attendance was good, and
foreign Wheat in fair consumptive demand, at late

rates. Barley was steady, at last week's quotations.

Beans and Peas were unchanged in value. The Oat
trade was firm, and in some instances a trifle dearer. In
the value of Flour there was no alteration.

Price per imperial (Quarter
Wheat, Essex, Kent, Suffolk. .White
— line selected runs do.— Talavera
— Norfolk— Foreign

Barley, grind & dist. ,28^ to 335 . . Chev.
— Foreign, .grinding and distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk ... ..

— Scotch and Lincolnshire . . Potato
— I rish Potato
— Foreign Poland and Brew

RvE
RvE-MEAL, Foreign
Beans, Mazagan.. ..30J. to 33s. ..Tick— Pigeon —s. to —s,. .Winds
— Foreign Small

Peas, White, Essex, and Kent. . Boilers
— Maple, 35^. to yjs Grey

Maize
Flour, best marks delivered . . per sack
— 2d ditto ditto

— Foreign per barrel I

s. s. I

45—61 Red
55-66 Red
57-68'
— Red

53—? I— [Malting .

25-33, Malting •

Feed ...

Feed ...

Feed ...

Foreign .

21—24
26—28

22—25
31—33

44—47 Harrow .

,

— Longpod ,

33—40 Egyptian.
I—4t|Suffolk .

.

35—37 foreign .

,

Foreign .

.

46—57
40—42
30—35

48—62
55—63

35—50
43—55

31—34

44—47

32—34
40—43
37—42
28-34

Country .

,

Per sack .

,

Wednesday, Nov. 6.

The corn market, which was thinly attended, presented
a quiet appearance. English Wheat was in limited

supply, but there were rather liberal arrivals from abroad.
A fair inquiry prevailed for choice qualities, at fully

Monday's currencies ; other descriptions were dull, though
not quotably easier. There was very little doing in

Barley, either malting or grinding, and prices remained
without appreciable variation. Malt was firm in value,

with a steady demand for nearly all classes. The show of

Oats on the stands was good, though chiefly inferior
;

trade ruled slow, but fine com commanded late prices

somewhat more readily. Maize met with rather a cautious

sale, on former terms. In Beans and Peas transactions

were small, and prices unaltered. Flour was dull, but for

fine qualities extreme prices were realised.

Arrivals of Grain, &c., into London bv Water Carriage.

English &
Scotch.

.

Irish .

.

Foreign .

.

Qrs.

410

13,680

Barley. Oats.

Qrs.

J 1960

Liverpool, Nov. 5.—The business in Wheat was not
large in the aggregate, but Friday's prices were quite sup-
ported. Flour in fair demand. Beans and Peas steady.

Oats rather easier, and Oatmeal li. per load lower.

Indian Corn hardly sustained the improvement of 61/. per
qr. gained on Friday.

Averages.

Sept. s8 .

.

Oct. s •-

— 12 ..— 19 ..

— 26 ..

Nov. 2 ..

Average ,

.
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CAMPANULA MEDIUM CALYCANTHEMA,
GAIPAMLA lEDIUl CAIYCAITTHEMA ALBA.

These splendid bien-

nials are almost unri-

valled for their brilliant

effect in the flower gar-

den, and as single speci-

mens for conservatory

decoration it is scarcely

possible to over-estimate

their value. In habit the

plant differs but little

from the well-known form

of the old blue and white

Canterbury Bell, but while

the corolla is much larger,

the calyx, in addition, is

enlarged to nearly 4 inches

in diameter, presenting

the form of a saucer, and

changed from its ordinary

green colour to the same

as that of the corolla, thus

adding considerably to its

beauty. The fact of it

coming true from seed

renders it easy of access,

placing it within reach of

all amateurs and lovers

of their garden.

NE^V QUEEN ONION.
A very nice, silver-skinned Tri-

poli Onion, as remarkable for its

keeping qualities as for the rapidity

of its growth. If sown in February,

it will produce Onions from i to

2 inches in diameter early in the

summer, which will keep sound

until the summer of the following

year ; and if sown in July, it will

be ready to pull late in the same

year, and be sound and fit for use

until the following autumn. Rich

or strong soil is not necessary for

its cultivation, any medium or poor

garden mould will suit it. It is of

an excellent mild flavour, and can

be highly recommended.

The annexed engravinjj is a

correct representation of (and

taken from) an Onion which has

been off the ground between nine

and ten months.

The above Supplied only in Sealed Packets, Is. 6d. each. Price to the Trade on application,

A List of Names of Firms ordering the above will be published shortly in the Gardeners' Chronicle.

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS & CO.,

SEED GROWERS AND MERCHANTS, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.
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Ricliinond and Mortlake Nurseries, Rlctimond, Surrey.
ESTARLISHED l802,

GAND W. STEELL beg leave to call the attention of
• the Nobility, Gentry, and the Trade generally to their very

extensive and superior stock of AMERICAN PLANTS, CONI-
FEROUS and EVERGREEN SHRUBS. FRUIT, FOREST and
ORNAMENTAL TREES, consisting nf Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Andromedas (well set with bloom buds). Thujas, Araucarias, Junipers,
Wellinpionias, green and variegated HOLLIES, of which they nave
a very large stock; Aucubas, Laurels, Dwarf and Standard Rose
Trees, Acers (variegated and green), Double and Single Thorns,
Laburnums, Acacias, Mountain Ash, Copper Beech, Common and
Scarlet Horse Chestnuts, Standard and Dwarf-trained Fruit, Trees,
Currant and Gooseberry Trees, &c., which they can highly recom-
mend, knowing them to be in good condition for planting, they having
been removed within the last two years.
Where large quantities are required, a special price will be given.

Pretty Gardens in Spring.

DAISIES, Red, White, and Rose ; POLYANTHUS,
of a good strain ; VIOLA, alba. Blue Perfection, and lutea

grandiflora : MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA, DACTYLIS ELE-
GANTISSIMA fol. var., is. per doz., 55. per 100, or 100 of each (000 in

all) for 26s., half for iqs. Seedling WALLFLOWERS, SWEET
WILLIAMS, CANTERBURY BELLS, CARNATIONS, od. per
donen, as, per 100. Variegated ARAEIS (two soits), IBERIS
CORl FOLIA, PHLOX FRONDOSA, VERONICA INCANA,
LVSIMACHIA AUREA CENOTHERA (two sorts), 11. 6rf. per
dozen, 105. per 100. SEDUM, glaucum, acre, and acre aurea, the best
for carpet bedding, is. per dozen, 6s per 100. 12 SEMPER\'I\'MUS,
12 SEDUMS, or 12 SAXIGRAGES, in 12 sorts, 3^- THYMUS
CITRIODORUS AUREA MARGINATA, small, 11. 6rf. per dozen ;

larger, 3s. Bedding PANSIES, dark, yellow, and white sclfs, &c,,
IS. 6d. per dozen, jos. per 100 ; show sorts, 3J. for 12 to name, 20s. per
100. 12PENTSTEMONS, 12 sorts, 3S, la ANTIRRHINUMS of

1872, $s.; 12 older do., 3s. 12 of I. R. Pearson's new GERANIUMS
of 1872 for gs. 12 AZALEAS, very well set, i8s. 12 strong
PRIMULAS, in 54's, 41. 12 CINERARIAS, 31- 6rf. 12 CYCLA-
MENS, 65. 13 FUCHSIAS, 2S. 6d.

CATALOGUES of ROSES, SPRING FLOWERS, GERA-
NIUMS, &c , free on application.

STRAWBERRY plants, 1000, in 10 sorts, 15s.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

To Seed Merchants.—Season 1872-73.
SEEDS from the CANARY ISLANDS.

WILDPRET AND SCHENKEL, Seedsmen, &c.,
Oiotava, Canarj' Islands.

ALBERT SCHENKEL, Hamburgh. Warehouse and
Offices, Grindelhof, No. 96.

ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, ORNAMENTAL
PLANTS, CLIMBERS, TROPICAL and SUB-TROPICAL FRUIT
TREES. PALMS, and Miscellaneous uselul PLANTS, CONIFERS,
FERNS, CANARIAN VEGETABLES.
The unequalled climate and the most fertile soil of the Canary

Islands, especially of the celebrated ^'alley of Orotava. where nearly
all zones of the globe are represented, permit us to cultivate a great
many of the choicest Plants, and to offer their Seeds in best condition.

ACACIAS, ANONAS, SAMBUCAS, CALADIUMS, EUGENIAS,
MUSAS, and many other rare plants succeed in the Islands quite as
well as in their respective native soils, and give ample proof of the
most productive vegetation and climate of the country.

CATALOGUE free on application.

R. KRAUSSE, Agent, 27, Cheapside, London, E.G.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming.
NEW CATALOGUE.

MAURICE YOUNG'S new Descriptive CATA-
LOGUE is now ready, containing Lists of NEW and RARE

HARDY PLANTS,
CONIFERiE,
RHODODENDRONS and other AMERICAN PLANTS,
ROSES,
New Hardy JAPANESE PLANTS,
New AUCUBAS,
Hardy Ornamental TREES, SHRUBS, and EVERGREENS,
Cheap EVERGREENS, &c., for Cover or Shrubbery Planting,
PLANTS suitable for Winter Bedding,
FRUIT TREES,
CLIMBING PLANTS,
FOREST TREES, &c.;
AndaPLATEof YoL'NG'sNew\yEEPING BIRCH.

Where practicable, M. Young would invite a personal inspection ol

his Stock, which extends over more than 100 acres.

Railw.^vs.—The Nurseries are 10 minutes' walk from the Milford
Station, and i mile from the Godalming (New) Station, on the direct
Portsmouth Line ; 2 miles from the Godalming Old Station (all on the
bouth-Western Railway)

; 4 miles from Shalford Station, on the
Reading and Reigate Line ; and 4!^ miles from Bramley Station, on
the Guildford and Horsham Branch of the Brighton and South Coast
Railway.

Planting Season, 1872-73.
As the TIME for REMOVING and PLANTING TREES,

SHRUBS, and EVERGREENS is FAST APPROACHING,
MESSRS. J. STANDISH and CO. are anxious to

call the attention of the Public to their large and carefully
grown Stock, which, having been constantly transplanted, they can
with the greatest confidence recommend.

It consists, amongst other things, of magnificent Specimens of
all the best varieties of CONIFER.'E, including the newest and
hardiest ones from Japan.
EVERGREEN ancl DECIDUOUS SHRUBS.
FOREST TREES of all sizes.

RHODODENDRONS of every variety, well set with bloom, in-
cluding a Collection of Seedlings of their own raising, which they
believe to be unsurpassed.
Standard and Dwarf ROSES in large quantities ; also an immense

Collection of TEA ROSES in pots (see other Advertisement).
Fruiting and Planting VINES exceptionally line.

Standard, Pyramid, and Trained FRUIT TREES.
Also a large and varied Collection of STOVE and GREENHOUSE

PLANTS, FERNS, &c.
The Nurseries are situated within a short distance of the Ascot

Station, on the London and South-Western Railway, from whence
conveyances may always be obtained.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

New Plants to be Sent Out by
MESSRS. LITTLE and BALLANTYNE, Carlisle,

in 1873.NEW WEEPING WELLINGTONIA (Wellingtonia gigantea pen-
dula nova).—This is a perfectly distinct and most beautiful
variety, with all the branches truly pendulous, and the branchlets
curving gracefully upwards at their extremities The original
plant was discovered some years since, in Knowefield Nurseries,
Carlisle, among a lot of seedlings raised from Californian Seed.
It is now 38 inches high, and its beautiful drooping habit cannot be
surpassed. The branches begin to droop and nang gracefully
downwards when about -^ inches long.
Little & Ballantvnf. are prepared to take orders for

the above at 2is. each, to be delivered in the same rotation in
which they are received.

The KNOWEFIELD VARIEGATED BEECH (Fagus sylvatica
tricolor nova).—The leaves of this Beech are beautifully marked
with three colours—crimson, white, and green, blending into each
other, and which are permanent during the whole season, but
are especially bright for the first six weeks after the expansion of
the leaves. It was a chance variegation of a twig of purple Beech,
which was immediately cut off and grafted ; and the plant thus
propagated is now 5 (eel in height, and the variegation has
continued unaltered from the first.
Little & Ballantvne will receive orders for this plant at

21*. each, to be delivered in the same rotation in which they are
received

NEW VARIEGATED PETUNIA (SiKcr Queen).-This is a
variety of the well known and favourite bedding plant, with
leaves of a beautiful pal^ white colour, and Is well qualified to
produce a striking effect in all kinds of flower beds
Little & Ballantvne offer this plant at 5^. each, to be

dehyered in the same rotation in which the orders have been
received.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, Nurserymen and Seedsmen,
44, English Street, Carlisle. Nurseries—Knowefield, Stanwix.

SANDY AND SON beg to offer in quantities to
Gentlemen planting or to the Trade, the following articles,

their stocks ol wnich are very fine:

—

HOLLIES, Green, all sizes, from i to 5 feet, all transplanted
within two years.

ENGLISH YEWS, i to 4 feet, extra ; do., do., 5 to 7 feet.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 2 to 7 feet.

LAURELS, Common, 2 to 3 feet.

APPLES, Standard and Pyramid, in the best varieties.
TREE BOX, I to 3 feet.

QUICK, two and three years transplanted.
AMERICAN ARB0R-VIT,1L, 2 to 5 feet.

Prices on application ; also CATALOGUE of General Nursery
Stock forwarded post free.

The Nurseries, StafTbrd.

Free to London ; Five Casks and upwards to any Station in England
or IS per Cent. Discount.

EPPS'S SELECTED PEAT.—See Testimonials.
Packedin4-bush, barrels, 8s. each, inclusive; selected forOrchids,

91. Special offers for Truck-loads for general purposes. Terms, cash,
PEAT. SAND, and LOAM STORES, Lewisham, S.E.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840}

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition—
WHEAT MANURE, for autumn sowing.
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
NITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, Genuine

PERUVIAN GUANO, &c.
116, Fenchurch Street. E. PURSER, Secretary.

Lawes' Chemical Manure Company (Limited).
Chairman—John Knowles, Esq.

LAWES' WHEAT MANURE, for Autumn Sowing,
now ready for delivery,

LAWES' TURNIP MANURE, DISSOLVED BONES, SUPER-
PHOSPHATE of LIME, POTATO, MANGEL, BARLEY,
WHEAT, OAT and GRASS MANURES, CONCENTRATED
CORN and GRASS MANURES.
The Company having purchased the Business carried on by Mr.

Lawes for so many years, are now prepared to receive orders for the
above Manures.
The Manures can be supplied direct from the Works at Deptford

and Barking Creeks, or through the DepOts at the Ports and Railway
Stations throughout the Kingdom.
The Company have retamed the advice and assistance of Mr.

Lawes for a period of two years, and all their Manures will be pre-
pared under his direction. They are determined to send out
Manures of the highest quality only, and no expense or trouble
will be spared to maintain for the future the same high position which
they have occupied in the past.
Orders for Manures, ana applications for Agencies in unrepresented

districts, should be sent in at once to H. R. CHASTON, Manager.
Head Offices:—59, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

Branches:—22, Eden Quay, Dublin ; Market Street, Shrewsbury ;

Womanby Street, Cardiff; 63, Constitution Street, Leith ; 34, Market
Street, Aberdeen ; Cumberland Road, Bristol.

Wheat Sowing.

DOWN'S FARMER'S FRIEND, for Preventing the
Smut in Wheat, and the Ravages of the Slug, Grub, and Wire-

worm. A Qrf. packet is sufficient ft)r Six Bushels of Seed Wheat,
which can be dressed and fit to sow in a quarter of an hour.
Testimonials from the largest Wheat Growers in the Kingdom,

bearing testimony to its great power and efficacy, may be had ol

Agents, who arc appointed for every district.
Full directions for use are given with each packet.

Prepared at the Manufactory, Woburn, Beds
Caution.—To guard against fraudulent imitation, and consequent

disappointment, see that the signature of HENRY DOWN is on
the label.

Agents in every Town throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland.

G I S H U R S T
COMPOUND.

Used by many ot the leading
Gardeners since 1859, against
Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips,
Green Fly, and other Blight, in

solutions of from 1 to 2 ounces
to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a
Winter Dressing for Vines and
Fruit Trees. Has outlived many
preparations intended to super-
sede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen, in

boxes, li., 3s, , and loi. dd.

Magni-
fied.

Wholesale by
PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited),

Battersea. London. S.W.

PATENT VERMIN ASPHYXIATOR.

DISINFECTOR, VAPORISER, and UNIVERSAL FUMI-
GATOR, for Destroying Rats and all Vermin in holes. For making
Rabbits desert their Burrows and He out. For Preserving Meat and
Game in the larder (or when packed) from tendency to putrefaction.

For Fumigating Vines and Greenhouse Plants, and destroying noxious
Insects and Parasites. For Disinfecting Hospitals, Vessels, Rooms,
Bedding, Clothes, &c. For Deodorising Drains, Sinks, &c. For
Vaporising Chemical Compounds; and for preventing Loss of Life
from FoulAir in Wells, Vats, Tanks, &c. Price ^3 5s.

Manufacturers; JOHN WATT^ AND CO., 6, Broad Weir, Bristol.

London Agents (where the Machine may be seen and explained)

;

Mr- PUI<DEY, Gun Manufacturer, 314.';. Oxford Street, W.
Mr. SCHOLL. Eniiineer, .11, Berwick Street, Soho, W.

Descriptive Circular, with Price List and full i nstructions, post free.

^P JLE" C E^ E BRATED~GRa N IT I C PAINT.
-I- Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to

THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 39/\, King William Street, London, E.C

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c., from

Decay. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 3gA, King William Street, London, E.C,

Value for Money.
THE NORFOLK PHEASANT FOOD.

2$s. per cwt. ;

And the NORFOLK POULTRY MEAT,
i6j. per cwt.

Above prices arc for cash, and include Bags, also carriage as far as
London and Peterborough (the extremities of the Great Eastern
System). These Foods are genuine, and equal in quality to others

sold at much higher prices. A trial is solicited. Samples sent if

required.

Messrs, SQUIRRELL and UTTING, St. Swithin's Wharf, Norwich.

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
COMMODES for BED-ROOMS.
APPARATUS for HED-ROOMS.
APPARATUS for CLOSETS.
The AMERICAN CABINET.

M OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM-
Dr. Buchanan savs :

—"As compared with the water
closet the Earth Closet has these advantages— It is

cheaper in original cost ; it requires less repair; it is

not injured by Irost ; it is not damaged by improper
substances being thrown down it; and it very greatly

reduces the quantity of water required by each
household."

M OULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
GadshiU Place, Kent, July 18, 1871.—" I am pleased
to say that the apparatus works admirably."—Charles
DieKENS, Jun,

ALL LETTERS and COMMUNICATIONS
to be addressed to MOULE'S PATENT EARTH
CLOSET COMPANY (Limited), 5.A, Garrick Street,

Covent Garden, London, W.C.

T

Koslier's Garden Edging TUea.

HE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
materials of great durability. The plainer sorts arc especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR- „^
DENS, as they harbour no =^
Slugs or Insects, take up little

room, and, once put down,
incur no further labour or ex-
pense, as do "grown" Edg-
ings, consequently being much
cheaper,

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c, in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, S.E. : Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S. \V. ; Kingsland Road.E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANT
COVERS and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from 3s. per square yard

upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls ot Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving of
great durability, Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles of all kinds,

Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c.

F. andG. ROSHER, Brick and Tile Merchants.—See addresses above.

SILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.

Fine 14s., Coarse 171. per Ton. In Truck Loads \i. per Ton less.

Delivery by Cart within three miles, or to any London Railway or

Whart, 25. per Ton extra. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURKS for Rockeries or Ferneries. KENT
PEAT or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any quantities.

F. AND G. ROSHER.—Addresses see above.
N.E. Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal discount to the Trade,

ALVANISED WIRE NETTING-

Prices per Lineal Yard, 24 inches hiRh.

Mostly used for

Poultry ..

Rabbits, Hares, &c.
Smallest Rabbits

Light, Medium, Strong.

4W.

bid.

b\d.

J. B. BROWN AND CO.,
Offices—go, Cannon Street, London, E.C.

CARSONS' PAINT,
PATRONISED BY THE QUEEN,

The British, Indian and Colonial Governments,

7000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy,

Railway and Canal Companies, Collieries, Ironmasters,

&c., &c..

Is extensively used for all kinds of

OUTDOOR WORK,
It is especially applicable to

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE & COMPO.
C.\N HE LAID ON UY UNSKILLED LMIOUK.

SOLD IN ALL COLOURS.
2 CWT, Free to all Stations.

Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials sent post free.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
L.'V BELLE SAUVAGE YARD,

LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.,
And 21, BACHELOR'S WALK. DUBLIN.

NO AC.ENTS.
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QIR J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES
*^

for the ^HLLION are Simple,

Cheap, and Portable.

Illiistratid Price Lists free.
HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tichborne Street, Regent

Quadrant, W,, Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

^Patent Excelsior Boiler.
"GOLD MEDAL BOILER" (BIRMINGHAM, 1872).

H OT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials supplied for HEATING

Improvtd Ccnical.

GREENHOUSES,
HOTHOUSES,

CONSERVATORIES,
CHURCHES,
PUBLIC

BUILDINGS, &a

Tubular Boiler, with
Water Bun.

HOT-WATER
PIPES at wholesale
prices ; Elbows and
T I'ii-ics, Syphons, and
r\ir\ Miller connection '

k, [IE 111 slock, „ -•

\V U'lUGHT and *-»:

CAST-IRON CONI-
CAL, SADDLE, and
IMPROVED CONI-
CAL, also ELLIPTIC
BOILERS.

Goods, of the \-ery best manufacture, delivered at Railway or
Wharf in London.
LYNCH WHITE, Old Baree Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

London, S.E. (Surrey side of Blackfriars Brid;;e).

Price List on application.

GREEN'S NEW PATENT SINGLE anii
DUPLICATE HOT-WATER BOILERS. Illustrated Price

Lists free on application to

TIIO.MAS GREEN ,\ND SON, Smithlield Ironworks, Leeds;
and S4 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.

H. LASCELLES, Horticultural Builder,
• Finsbury Steam Joinery Works, 121, Bunhill Row, London.

qi i 11 n*'

RENDLE'S PATENT ORCHARD HOUSES,
PLANT HOUSES, GROUND VINERIES, and PLANT

PROIECIORS. Illustrated Catalogues can be obtained on appli-
cation to the Patentee, Mr. WILLIAM EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, Westminster Chambcis, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

rONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L" SADDLE
BOILER

Estimates Riven on applicaimn f-r U K 1',I':n IK.iUSES and CON-
SERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any Design.

GARDEN LIGHTS and BOXES. Each.-i. d.

3 feet by 4 feet Lights, 2 inches thick, unglazed 36
It II

glazed, i6-oz, good sheet glass . . ..70
6 feet „ „ 2 inches thick, unglazed 50

ti II glazed, t6oz. good sheet glass ..12 6
Portable Box containing one 6 feet by 4 feet Light, painted four

coats, ready for use 30 o
Portable Box containing two ditto, 6 feet by 8 feet SS

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; anti

2S9, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS forwarded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAIVI IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &o.

Otlier descriptions of BOILERS, including llie most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTING.S in great variety, always kept in stock.

IS- TENDERS given for HEATING CHITRCHES and PUBLIC BUILDINGS of every description.

Edwin Lloyd,
HORTICULTURAL WORKS, GRANTHAM, LINCOLNSHIRE.

.i hese Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,
with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is
also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at the
same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They are made of the follow-
ing sizes:

—

Sizes.
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By Royal Letters Patent.

NEW BOILER, the E X C E L L E N T I A,

The most complete, most compact, most'powerfiil, most perfect,

and most economical Boiler ever invented.

For particulars, apply to

J. G. SMEATON AND CO..
Horticultural Builders, Hot-Water and Steam-Heating Apparatus

Manufacturers,

Harwood Road, .WaIham.^Green, London, S.W. -^d^

GOLD MEDAL BOILER.
.TITLE Registered;'—

WITHOUT BRICKWORK CR FITTIMCS

THE BEST, MOST POWERFUL, and ECONO-
MICAL BOILKR extant.

Prices and Drawings to be liad of all Hot-water and Horticultural

Engineers-

The Original Weston-super-Mare Potiertes.
Established 1836.

WILLIAM WILCOX, Potter, Brick, Tile, and
Land Drain-Pipk Manlifacturfr : Artist in

VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN BASKETS, CLASSICAL
DESIGNS. GARDEN POTS (from 2 inches to 30 inches in

diameter), SEAKALE and RHUBARB POTS, &c. General Price

List of all kinds of Pottery Goods forwarded on application.

Goods manufactured at the above Pottery, obtained the First-class

Prize at the Great Exhibition of 1851.

Garden Wall Wiring.

RHOLLIDAY, Practical Wiri-.wokker,
• 2.\, Portobello Terrace, Noning Hill Gate, London, W., begs

to call the attention of all Gardeners who are about to have their

Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wirmg Walls, as being superior

to all others for neatness, strength, and durability.

For neatness,—Because all the Wires are kept perfectly tight, with-

out the use of the Raidisseur.

For Strength,—Because very much stronger Wire can be used,

therefore not liable to be drawn out of the horizontal line by the

branches of trees.

For Durability,—Because being able to use the strong Wire, it is

not so likely to be eaten through with the galvanism as the thin Wire,
as used in the French system.
The above Engraving is an example of our system of Wiring Garden

Walls. We have recently completed the Wiring of the New Garden
Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield House. The Walls are

12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired on both sides; making a total

length 01 1506 yards,—our system being chosen in preference to any
other.

Illustrated Catalogues of Garden and Conser\'atory Wirework,
Rabbit Proof Hurdle Fencing, &c., may be had on application as
above.

(^ ALVANISED WROUGHT-IRON FITTINGS
^^ FOR

WIRING WALLS
For the PURPOSE of TRAINING FRUIT TREES

on the French system, and as recommended by Mr.

W. Robinson, F.L.S., in his new work, "The Parks,

Promenades, and Gardens of Paris."

By this system nails and shreds are entirely dispensed with, the

walls are not injured, and no harbour is afforded to small insects.

The tying of the Fruit Trees is effected in one-fifth of the time

required by the old system. The arrangement is so sinjple, that it

can easily be applied to any walls by inexperienced hands.

Prices of Materials :

—

GALVANISED RAIDISSEURS, for tightening the
Wires—one of these required for each line of Wire.

No. 900, 4J. per dozen.

GALVANISED WALL EYES, 6^. per dozen.
GALVANISED TERMINATING HOLDFASTS,

25. per doien,

GALVANISED WIRE, 25. 6^. and 3.?. per 100 yards.
Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of the above, and

of Fittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical
principles, free on application to

BARNARD, BISHOP and BARNARDS,
.<^-- Norfolk Ironworks, Norwich.

GREENHOUSE WANTED, Iron or Wood, good
condition. Second-hand. Apply, stating size, &c., to

Mr. GAIT, Post Olhcc, Grimsby.

To Nurserymen, Gardeners, and Amateurs.

TO BE SOLD, Cheap, a WROUGHT-IRON
SADDLE BOILER, nearly new, 2% feet by 2.

J, ANDERSON, The Cottage, G ibson's Hill, Norwood.

ADDLE BOILER (Second-hand), to be
DISPOSED OF, cheap, 36 inches long, in excellent condition;

taken out because not large enough to heat the piping required.

Will heat 500 to 600 ieet of 4-inch piping well. For price, &c. , apply to

R. AND F. ALLUM, Nurserymen, &c., Tamworth.

COTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
cow FITTINGS.

1 licir .-nJx.iiitci^^'es are— Purtability, not fixtures, removable at

pleasure ; no Woodwork or Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary; increased width
and depth ot Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to

infection, being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 63s. 6d.

Prospectuses Iree ot COTTAM and CO., Ironworks, 2, Winsley
Street (opposite the Pantheon, Oxford Street, London, W.), where the

above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

0^ REEN'S PATENT "SILENS MESSORS" or
T NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-

LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

The WINNER of EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES of

-COMPETITION.

N.B. I'arti s ha g La n Mo ers to Repa r II do ell to send
them either to our Leeds or London Establishments, when they \mII

have prompt attention, as an efficient staft of workmen are kept at

both places.

/^REEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS,
VT DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and
GRAVEL PATHS,

Suitable for Hand or Horse-power,

Illustrated Price'Lists free on application.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithfield Ironworks, Leeds;
54 and 55, Blacktriars Road, London, S.E.

The Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

UNDER ROYAL '^^^MiS^ PATRONAGE.

JOHN MATTHEWS (late C. Phillips),
Manufacturer of TERRA COTTA VASES, FOUNTAINS,

ITALIAN BASKETS, RUSTIC FLORAL ARBORETTES,
STATUARY, GARDEN POTS (from 2 to 30 inches in diameter),
of superior quality, withstand frost, and do not become green;
EDGING TILES, &c. See specimens in the Royal Horticultural
Gardens. Price List free. Books of Drawings, yd. each.

JOHN MATTHEWS, Royal Hottcrj', Weston super-Mare.

Russia Mat Merchants.
MARENDAZ AND FISHER, 9. James Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, Importers of ARCHANGEL and ST. PETERS-
BURG MATS, RAFIA FIBRE, &c. ; Dealers in GARDEN
NETTING, LABELS, TIFFANY. TARRED TWINES, &c.

UUbSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames.

—

ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and
most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.

^AS. T. ANDERSON, 7. Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London .

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and Packing. Second sized Arch-

angel, looj. ; Petersburg, 60s. and 8oj. ; superior close Mat, 45s., 50s.,

and 55s.: packing Mats, 70s. and 351. per 100; and every other
description of Mats at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,
4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C,

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGl D O M O."
• —Patronised and uied for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold -where it is apolied.

PROTECTION AGAINST COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, if. 6d. per yard.
" FRIGI DOMO ' CANVAS.

Two yards wide i». jod. per yard.
Three yards wide 31. 2ti. per yard.
Four yards wide 3*. lod. per yard.

SCRI M CAN VAS, 72 inches wide, 70 yards Iong,65irf. toS}id. per yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, 7nd. and
9lid. per yard.
ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of "Frigi Dorao." 3, Cannon

Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.
Notice.—REMOVED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application ; also

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls, &c. MAW and CO., Benthall Works. Broseley.

LABELS. LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

long, 4s. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35J., cash on delivery. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London by
JOHN FISHER and CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

RUSSIAN WOOD GARDEN STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by the Royal Horticultural Society.

The above can be had, of all sizes, wholesale of

CHARLES J. BLACKITH and CO.,
Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

Retail of tne principal Seedsmen. Prices on application.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County in England.
For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER and CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.G. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

C^^HAPMAN'S PATENT WATER TUBE CUT
FLOWER CASES, the combined FRUIT and FLOWER

CASE, PARALLEL GRAPE CASE, and "ANTI-CLOCHE"
VENTILATED HAND-LIGHT, have been awarded the Royal
Horticultural Society's Silver Medal. " Anti-Cloches " for Gardeners'
use can be made any size— 13 inches by 13 inches, 51. 6d. per pair ;

18 inches by 18 inches, iis. 6d. per pair ; 21 inches by 19 inches,
14s. per pair, if with Glass Holder, is. extra. The " Mallon," with
rising light, packed and forwarded on receipt of 81. in stamps.

For Price Lists address the Agents, or W. F. CHAPMAN,
Patentee, Bristol Road, Gloucester.

rpHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
-L (Incorporated by Special Acts of Parliament.)

DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES. RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION. &c.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above

purposes, without investigation of title.

For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.
RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. i, Great George Street,

Storey's Gale, Westminster. S.W.

MONEY, without unnecessary expense, and at
moderate interest, can be obtained at a short notice, by applj--

ing (personally preferred) to H. W. HAMMOND, Se£retary. Eastern
Counties Monetary Advance and Discount Bank (Private), 3, Kingsland
Road, London. City end. Advances made to persons resident in any
part of the United Kingdom, for long or short periods, upon Personal
Security, Plant, Furniture, and Stock, without removal or sureties.

Life Policies, &c. Office hours Ten till Six. Business conducted in a
bojta fide and private manner. Established 1840.

Imperial 4(0, Copiously Illustrated, Price laf.,

FARM BUILDINGS: a Digest of the Principles
adopted in Construction. Reprinted from the " Farm Home-

steads of England," now out of print. By J. Bailey Denton, C.E.,
and Bailey Denton, J un.

E. and F. N. SPON, 48, Charing Cross, W.C.

Notice.

[By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.

)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, without extra charge
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS AND FRANCIS.Advertisement Agents, 59, Fleet Street, E.C

THE SYDNEY MAIL

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents ;

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved specially for

this Journal).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-

out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a

great variety of subjects.

Subscription in advance, £1 per annum.
Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, $d.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL.

London

Birmingham.

Liverpool

Bristol

Edinburgh .

Glasgow

Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.

;

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C. ; Messrs. Gordon &
Gotch, 121, Holbom Hill, E.C.

, Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

, Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

. James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

, Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers,
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THE

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF CARDEN OPERATIONS.
BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

REPRINTED from tlie GAU DE.VERS' C»/!O.V/CLE AMD AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE, with ADDITIONS.

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 Copies for distribution amongst Cottage Tenantry,
Delivered Free anywhere in London on receipt of a Post Office Order, payable to WiM. RICHARDS, at the

King Street Office, Covcnt Garden, W. C.

PUBLISHED at the OFFICE of the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICULTURAL
GAZETTE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, COVENT GARDEN. W.C.

D
Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

ESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: or, The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Sell

instruction and the Use Df Schools. Price is.

SCHOOL BOTANY; or, Thets of Rudimen
B0T.\NicAL Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

illustrations, price 5$. i>d.

MEDICAL and CECONOMICAL BOTANY ; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic CEconomy. In i vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price
71. bd.

1HE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structuralrpi
AND Physiologicm. With a Glossary ol Technical Terms,

and numerous Illustrations, 12s. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor Lindley, of which " School Botany," ^lnd " The Vegetable
Kingdom," form the other parts.

The first two Pans of The Elements of Botanv, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Technical
Terms, are published in one octavo volume, price 11s.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for Medical
and other Students who have made themselves acquaitited with the
Author's " School Botany."

N.H. The Glossary may be had separately, price S».

London : BRADBU RY. EVANS, and CO., ro. Bouveric Street. E.C.

Now Ready, price \os. (>d., with 17 Plates,

THE CLEMATIS as a GARDEN FLOWER. By
Thomas Moore and Geobgk Jackman.

See Advertisements of July 20 and August 24,

London: JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.

Now Ready,

NATURAL HISTORY of PLANTS. By Professor
H. Baillon. Translated, with Additional Notes and Refer-

ences, by Marcus M. Hartog, B.Sc. Vol. 2, with 308 fine Wood
En^avings. 251.

L- REEVE AND CO., 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
Second Edition of

SCOTT'S ORCHARDIST, Enlarged Threefold, is
now being published in Five or Six Numbers [9G pages each), at

If. per Number. Subscribers' names are Solicited, to all such the
work will be sent post-paid, No, i is ready. No. 2 will be so in a
week. Parties taking No. r will be considered liable to take the
whole. The work will contain a Descriptive, Supplemental, and
Synon^-mical List of nearly all known Hardy Fruits, amounting to
many thousands.

J. SCOTT, the Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset. Post-Office Order
at Completion on Crewkerne, Somerset.

Now ready, price u., Iree by post for 13 stamps, with q Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Earthenware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON AND SONS, 65, Paternoster Row, E.G.; through all

Booksellers, and of

BENJ. looker. Kingston-on-Thamea.

A Companion Volume to the "Handy Boole of the
FLOWER GARDEN."

In December will be published,

THE HANDY BOOK of FRUIT CULTURE
UNDER GLASS. Being a Series of Practical Treatises on the

Cultivation and Forcing of Pines, Vines. Peaches. Figs, Melons,
Strawberries, and Cucumbers, with Engravings of Hothouses, &c.,
most suitable for the Cultivation and Forcing of these Fruits. By
David Thomson, Author of ' Handy Book of the Flower Garden,"
*' A Practical Treatise on the Culture of the Pine-apple," &c.

In crown octavo, with Engravings,
WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS. Edinburgh and London,

Post 8vo, cloth, with Four Illustrations, by Wolf, 6s.,

AUTUMNS on the SPEY. By A. E. Knox. M,A.,
F.L.S , Author of " Ornithological Rambles in Sussex," " Game

Birds and Wild Fowl, their Friends and their Foes," &c (Reviewed
in Gardeners' Chronicle, September 28,)

JOHN VAN VOORST, t. Paternoster Row, EC.

Dr. Lindley's Theory of Horticulture.
In 8vo, with 08 Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth.

THE THEORY and PRACTICE of
HORTICULTURE; or, an Attempt to explain the Chief

Operations of Gardening upon Physiological grounds : being the
Second Edition of the " Tneorj' of Horticulture, much enlarged. By
John Lindley, Ph.D., F.R.S.

" The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1840, since
which time it has had an extensive circulation, and has been translated
into the German, Dutch, and even Russian languages. Being more
particularly restricted to principles, however, the author at length
resolved to render the work more generally interesting and useful by a
more frequent reference to practical operations. He has thus greatly
extended the matter by supporting the physiological doctrines with an
appeal to facts familiar to cultivators, or which ought to be ; and the
result is a still more interesting and popular compendium of the
principles and practice, or the science and art, of horticulture."

—

Buiider.
" This is a Second Edition of the ' Theory of Horticulture,' with the

addition of a large quantity of practical matter introduced to show how
entirely scientihc principles and good cultivation correspond. The
volume contains about four times as much matter as the first

edition. . . . Although ver>- large additions are made to evitry
chapter, while many passages in the first edition have been wholly
struck out, it may be proper to say that the greatest changes are those
which relate to vitality, climate, domestication, ventilation, propa-
gation, pruning, resting, and soils and manures; such being the
subjects m whicn practical men are most interested. The whole work
has, indeed, assumed such a form as to make it evident that the great
object of the author has been, not to produce a work suited to men of
science, but one which cvcrj' well-informed person may understand
and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious index of
matter, there is no difficulty in finding where any given subject is
treated of. "—Ganfwwrj' Chtanide.

By the same Author,

NTRODUCTION BOTANY.
Fourth Edition, greatly enlarged; with Six Plates, and numerous

Wood Engravings. Two vols. 8vo, 24J.
•,* It has been the Author's wish to bring everj' subject that he

has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in which it is
found at the present day. In doing so, he has added so ver>' consi-
derable a quantity of new matter, especially in what relates to
Vfe«able Anatomy and Physiologj-, that the present Edition miv be
considered, in those respects, a new work.
London; LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row, E.a

BY the Retirement of one of the Partners, an acti
WORKING GARDENER may obtain a PARTNERSHIPm a small Nursery and Jobbing Business, on long Lease, in Islington,

on moderate terms.—Mr. ROE, 20. William Street, New North Road,
Islington.

GARDENER. BAILIFF. and GENERAL
SUPERINTENDENT -Age 49: has a thorough practical

knowledge of Gardening. F.irming, Forestry. Draining. Farm and
Horticultural Buildings. Repairs, the Measurement of Timber, and
Keclaimmg Waste Lands. References and testimonials will bear the
striclrstinvestig.ntion.—Address, wiih nature of situation and wages
ofTored^to JM\IKLUN,_\Vinsford, Cheshire.

ANACER dr^t'R.WELLERT^Mr. Sr"BARRATTX begs to inform the Trade generally that his present engage-
nt with Mr. William Bull is about to termin.ite, and otTers his

services to any respectable Firm in the above capacity. References
unexceptionable,—66, Park Walk. Kulham Ro.id, S W

M

WANTED, a good NURSERY FOREMAN, one
who thoroughly understands his business, and willing to make

himself useful, Good character indespensablc— rj, Portland Place
Circus Road, N.W.

WANrED, an e-Kpenenced HEAD GAKUENEK,
where a Man is kept. Wife a good Laundress. A family of

three or four preferred. To answer calls at lodge gate.—Apply by
letter to T. C, Lawless, Stationer, 13, Philpot Lane, E.C.

WANTED, for a Single-handed place, an experienced
GARDENER, who understands Vines, Forcing, and the

Kitchen Garden generally.-Apply, stating age, and whether married,
to Capt. TURTON.L.nrpnol, Whitby.

WANTED, for" Saxony, a good WORKING
GARDENER where one Under-Gardener is kept, who

thoroughly understands the profession, and who is able to take
charge of a small farm of Forty Acres. Expenses paid to destination'
\\ ages £1 per week and free lodgings. To any young Man desirous
of coming abroad this is a most favourable opportunity. The Green-
houses are all built after English designs, and heated by warm water
apparatus made by Ellis, of Sheffield—Apply, in the first instance bv
letter, to MAJ OR PAXTON, Zschopaw, Saxony.

WANTED, a young MAN, in the Houses7-under~the
Foreman.-Must have been accustomed to Plants and Fruit

under Glass. Wages, los. per week, with lodging, &c. — A B
5t, King's Road. Chelsea. S W.w ____ „...
part in the general Management of the busmess.—AppTication, by
letter, statmg salary and experience, addressed B. S,, 12, King Si

ANTED, by Messrs. hARK & Sudgen, ;

thoroughly efficient SEEDSMAN, competent to take a leadini
' " '' "-- ---^----

-ication, b
Ling Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT lor the Seed Depart-
ment. A good and quick Writer preferred. Also anAPPRE.NTICE-DOWNIE, IJaIRD, and LAING, Nurseries

Forest Hill, S.E,
'

Seed Trade.
TVTANTED, a thoroughly energetic married Man, asTV SHOPMAN, and occasionally to Travel, One with a good
knowledge of the N ursery Trade preferred. Unexceptionable
references as to character and ability is of the utmost importance —
^PPi/,'.?'^^""S particulars, salary required, &c,, to DICKSON ANDRUBINSUN. Seed Merchants, Market Place, Manchester.WTo Farmers' Widows and Dauehters.

ANTED, by a. Geiuleman Farmer, an experienced
person as DAIRYMAID, to take charge of a Dairy with from

two to three score of Cows. Must have been accustomed to Cheese
and Butter Making. Liberal terms will be given to a competent and
active Person. Apply, stating age, experience, and terms, to H., care
of Mr. Vickers, 2, Cowper's Court, Cornhill, E.C.

WANT PLACES -Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33 ;
good practical Man.

At liberty to engage now. Seven years' character —H, M .

Mr. B. S, Williams, Upper HoUoway. London. N.

To the Seed Trade.
TRAVELLER. CORRESl'OXUlCNT. and BOOK-

KEEPER. Advertiser well auquainled with the Road. Good
references.—W., 155, FJnborough Road, West Brompton. S, W.

TO NOBLEMEN and GENTLEM ENr—A~ Practical
Brick, Pipe, and Tile Maker desires an engagement to make

Bricks, Pipes, &c. . at per 1000. Gentlemen intending to Build or
Drain can realise from 20 to 30 per cent, by manufacturing the material
upon their estates. Good references.—T. YoUNG. Rose Villa,
Stanford-lc-Hope, Romford, Essex.

S~"H0PMAN7^ ASSfSTANT.—Age 28
; good know-

ledgc of the Seed and Nursery business, also Ofhce work.
Thirteen years' experience.—J. E,, 17, Francis Street, Chester.

KI N A H A N ' S . L L . WHISKY.
This celebrated and most delicious old mcHow Spirit is the veryCREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,

in quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome than the
finest Cognac Brandy. Note the words " Kinahan's L L" on seal,
label, and cork.

Wholesale Depflt, 20. Great Titchfield Street, Oxford Street. W.
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ADVANTAGES TO WHICH NO OTHER THAN

WEEKS'S
PATENT

DUPLEX UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER

CAN LAY CLAIM.

I. The average DURABILITY of this Boiler is 20 years, and we are prepared to issue an

INSURANCE POLICY and GUARANTEE for 10 years.

2 A breakdown or failure is almost IMPOSSIBLE.

3. This Boiler may justly be styled INDESTRUCTIBLE.

4. Perfect SAFETY is insured.

5. All sediment can be removed without emptying the Apparatus.

6. This Boiler can be instantly converted into TWO DISTINCT HALVES, one left WORKING
and the other taken away.

7. These Boilers being of CAST IRON, are infinitely more durable than Wrought- iron Boilers.

8. Any ordinary labourer can periodically CLEAN OUT THE BOILER, without displacing a brick.

9. One of Weeks's Upright Tubular Boilers is equal in SAFETY to two ordinary Boilers, and will

do the work of a dozen, which has been proved over and over again.

10. In case of repairs to ONE SECTION of the Boiler, the REMAINING PORTION can be left

in operation.

11. This Boiler being in SECTIONS can be passed through any doorway i ft. 6 in. wide.

12. Weeks's Upright Tubular is the ONLY BOILER that offers these advantages, which cannot fail to

be of the utmost interest and benefit to the Horticultural World.

NOTE.—The grandest achievements in Heating on record have been

accomplished by these Boilers.

Full particulars sent Post Free on application to

J. WEEKS &, CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The Editor :" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41. Wellington Street, Covent Garden London, W.C
wiiriAMPrinted by William Richards, at the Office ot Messrs. Bradburv, Evans, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefnars, City of London, in the County of MiddlcsM, and Published by the saia William

Richards, at the Office, No. 4I1 Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said Cr>unty.—Saturday. November 9, 1873.

Agents for Scotland—Messra. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh ; for Ireland—Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son, Dublia
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
INTERNATIONAL FRUIT SHOW.

Class 3^, PE..\RS.—Six heaviest Fruit of any variety.
Equal 1st Frire, Rev, T. C. BrChaut, Richmond House, Guernsey.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL.
TURAL SOCIETY.—FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL

MEETING at the Town Hall. Manchester, on TUESD..\Y NEXT,
the 19th inst. BRUCE FINDLAV, Secretary to the Committee.
Botanic Gardens, Manchester.

RANTHAM and SOUTH LINCOLNSHIRE
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

i'miiinif—The Right Hon. Earl BROWNLOW, Lord.Lientenant of
the County.

The SUMMER EXHIBITION of 1873 will take place on TUES-
DAY and WEDNESDAY, July t and 2.

F. MORESBY WHITE, Hon. See.

Engllsb Saved Seed, just Earrested.

PRIMULA JAPONICA, 2s. 6<f. per packet.
PRIMULA INVOLUCRATA, var. abyssiniensis,2j. 6rf. do.

BARR AND SUGDEN, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

FOR STEELL'S NURSERY ADVERTISEMENT,
see last and next week's Gardeners' Chronicle.

FOR WITTY AND SON'S CHEAP NURSERY
ADVERTISEMENT, see Gardeners' Chrcmiete, page 1447,

November 2.

Nursery Trade List.HAND R. STIRZAKER will have pleasure in
* sending their CATALOGUE to purchasers, on application,

post free^ Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

" OMARIA GIBBA CRISPA.— Nice Plants, is. each;
-i post free, ir. 2d.

EDWARD SANG AND SONS, Nurserymen, Kirkcaldy, N.B.

New Rose Catalogue.
CHARLES TURNERS Descriptive LIST of all the

leading kinds is now ready. The Trees arc very line this season.

The Royal Nurseries, Slouj^h^

Paul & Son's Rose Catalogue.

PAUL AND SON, the "Old" Nurseries. Cheshunt,
wilt be glad to forward the above, post free. Carefully written

description of New French Roses and of their " Cheshunt raised"
Seedlines for NEXT SPRING.

1872. ID ESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of Selected

MUSA CAVENDISH II, the Banana, offered in all
sizes, from i to 4 feet. Prices on application to
RODtTER, MCCLELLAND and CO., Newrj-.

POLEMONIUM CCERULEUM VARIEGATUM.
180 strong Plants : will divide into 800. Price /g 105.

C. R. W., Post Office, Newbury.

rpHE COLCHIC LAUREL.—Hardiest, freest-
-L growing, and brightest of all Laurels. All sizes from 1 to 4 feet,
many thousands disposable.

RODGER, McClelland and CO., Newry.

Christmas Treed.
SPRUCE FIR, 3 to 3^ feet, T4J.; 3^ to 4 feet, 2qs. per

100, very fine; 3 yr., 4-yr , and 5-yr. QUICK, Ss. to 17s. per 1000.
H. JACKSON, Blakedown, Kidderminster.

ROSES, by JOHN CRANSTON. Copies can now
be had, free by post, on application.

The Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to

RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

CCHARLES VERDIER FiLS, Nurseryman, 12, Rue
J Dumferil, Paris, begs to announce that his CATALOGUES of

ROSES, NEW ROSES, GLADIOLI, P.'EONIES, &c., is now
ready, and may be had, on application, either from him, or of his

London Agents, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp
Lane, Great Tower Street, E.G.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots,

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurserj-man and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

Fruit TrG6s
CHARLES TURNER'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE

is now ready, and includes all the known good varieties, besides
several Novelties; also CONIFERS, HARDY TREES, SHRUBS,
&c. The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

FRUIT TREES.—One hundred thousand healthy,
free-grown Standard and Pyramid CHERRIES, APPLES,

PEARS, and PLUMS, from 751. per too; also a large stock of
GOOSEBERRIES, from loj. per too ; CURRANTS, from 6j. per 100.

T. EVES, Gravesend Nurseries.

RHUBARB, Victoria and Albert, i6j. per 100,
including cask and packing.

T. EVES, Gravesend. Nurseries.

VINES, VINES, VINES.—Strong well-ripened
CANES of all the leading varieties, for Fruiting in pots and

planting. The Trade supplied.
Priced LIST of sorts on application to JOHN KELLETT,

Wellington Nursery, Heaton Chapel, near Stockport.

GRAPE VINES.—Strong and extra strong, for
IMMEDIATE FRUITING and for planting—the leading varieties,

CATALOGUE and prices on application.

JAMES DICKSON & SONS, Newton Nurseries, Ch ester,

wEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other PRIZE
COB NUTS and FILBERTS LISTS of these varieties from

Mr. WEBB, Calcot. Reading.

GRAPE VINES, of the best sorts, from 6 to 8 feet,

well ripened, from Eyes this year :—Black Hamburgh, Mill
Hill Hamburgh, Musc.its, Lady Downe's, Alicante, Gros Colman.

W. DAVIS. Market Gardens, Fricrn Earnet, near London.

Vines and Plnea.

BS. WILLIAMS can supply first-class well-ripened
• CANES of all the leading VINES, and fine healthy PINES of

the best kinds.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Fines.

FOR SALE, 50 or 60 Fruiting QUEEN PINES.
Low price.

GARDENER, Fern Lodge, Atkms' Road. Clapham Park, S.W.

Ciiarlotte Rotlischlld Pines.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Seedsmen,
"^"2, Hanover Street, Edinburgh, can supply a quantity of the

above fine variety, in 32-sized pots, fine healthy plants, warranted
perfectly clean and true to name; also a few BLACK JAMAICAS
and QUEENS. Price on application.

Grape Vines.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN has this season a fine
stock of these, in strong well-npcned Canes, of all the leading

sorts.

STRAWBERRIES, well matured plants, in 48 and 32-5ized pots,
for forcing.

Priced Descriptive LISTS on application.
Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

FOR SALE, Nine PEACH and NECTARINE
TREES, for 15-inch pots.

J. HAWKINS, the Gardens, Manor House, Lyndhurst, Hants.

Mulberries, Mulberries.

SAM. DYER offers to the Trade a fine, clean, healthy,
well-rooted Stock of the above. Price per dozen or 100 on

application.
The Old Established Nursenes, North Street, Bridgwater.

JOHNSTONE'S ST. MARTIN'S RHUBARB,
tj earliest and best in Cultivation. Strong Roots, 11. td. each-
Price to the Trade on application.

W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurscr^'men, Dundee. N.B.

FINE SPECIMEN OLEANDERS, in Tubs, and
DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA and ALBA.—Any persons

having specimens of the above to offer will be good enough to send
size and price to

JAMES VEITCH AND SONS, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's
Road. Chelsea, S.W.Koad,_Chelsea;JvW^

WANTED, strong transplanted APPLE STOCKS,
not less than half an inch in diameter, and free from blight.
RICHARD SMITH. Nurser>man, Worcester.

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS. Florist
Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants of all

the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Single and Double; with every sort of Early
Spring Flowers. LIST on applieation.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading.

COMMON LAURELS, 5 to 6 feet, strong and bushy ;GREEN EUONYMUS. various sizes ; LAURUSTINUS,
various sizes, full of bloom, transplanted autumn, 1870. Price on
Bpphcation to

JAMES McRONALD, West Gate Nurseries, Chichester.

PLANT CHESTNUTS, and rival the glorious
Avenues of Bushey Park. Fine transplanted Trees, 5 to 6 feet,

451. per 1000, or 7*. td. per 10a Stout OAK, 3 to 4 feet, 255. per 1000.
Carnage free to London. Price LIST of oth«r TREES, &&, on
application to A. C. WILKIN, Tiptrce, Kelvedon, Essex.

WANTED, a few thousand strong QUICK. State
size and price per thousand, to

CHARLES DIMMICK, Nurseryman, Ryde.

WANTED. Strong transplanted SPRUCE, i\ to
2, 2 to z\ /eet ; must be well furnished, clean-grown,

with good fibrous roots. Also strong transplanted LARCH, i to 1%,
and ij^ to 2 feet, with good leaders. Stale quantity and price to
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS, the "Upton"

Nurseries, Chester.

WANTED, a quantity of EUONYMUS, green and
silver striped, also small quantity of choice kinds.—Apply,

stating price per hundred, including packing and delivery to Brighton
Station, and where samples can be seen, to J. G., West Brighton
Estate Office, a, Queen's Gardens, Hove. Brighton.

SPECIMEN PLANTS WANTED.—Persons having
large Specimens of the finer kinds of Conservatory Plants for

DISPOSAL, will oblige by sending particulars to the Pine-apple
Nursery Company. JOHN HESTER, Manager.

32, Maida Vale, Edgware Road, W,

PARIS, I

SUTTONS* GRASS SEEDS for ALL
1867. I

SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL
for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

H.M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Pri nce of Wales, Reading. Berks.

Hyaclnths,"T'uUps Crocuses, &c.

WM. CUTHUSH AND SON'S CATALOGUE
of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, and other

DUTCH BULBS, is now ready, and can be had, post-free, on
application. Highgate Nurseries. London, N.

To til6 Ti'adfi

BULBS, comprising LILIUM, NARCISSUS,
GLADIOLI, IRIS, ALSTRCEMERIA, CYCLAMEN, DOG'J-

TOOTH VIOLETS. JONQUILS, OXALIS, SCILLAS, ar.d

numerous other Bulbs. LIS T on application.
STEPHEN BROWN, Weston-super-Mare^

UTCH BULBS, finest mixed? warrinted.-Crocus,
II. '\d. ; Ixia, 6f bd. ; Oxalis, 4s. ; Spanish Iris, 4J. ; English, 6j. ;

Ranunculus, 2J 6d ; Scarlet Anemone, 31. 0''. !
Double, 51. ; Tulips,

61. ; Narcissus billora. Double While, 65. ; Double Snowdrop, 25, ;

smalt Hyacinth, 71. per 100. Amateur's surplus—Iree, or plants.

M. D. D., Post Office, Starcross. Devon.

CAMELLIAS.—Healthy bushy plants, well set with
bloom buds, best varieties. Double White, &c., i.'-^ to 2 feet,

42s. per dozen ; 2 to a'/j feet, 60J. per dozen.
L, WOODTHORPE having a larger .md finer stock than usual, is

enabled to offer the above. Early orders solicited.

Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

Q PRING BEDDING PLANTS.—Now is the time to
10 plant Alyssum, Aubrietias, Daisies. Double Primroscb, Pansies,

Polyanthus, &c., many of which can be supplied by the 100 or looa
Price LIST on application to
RODGER, McCLELLAND AND CO., Seedsmen, Nurserymen and

Florists (Successors to A. G. Daly), Newry, Ireland.

Select Geraniums. &c.. Cheap.
WPOTFEN begs to ofter the above from his

• unequalled Collection. See his Advertisement in the
Gardauri' Chnmiclc, October =;

The Nursery, Sissin^hurst, Staplchurst, Kent.

Ferns, Ferns, Ferns.—Special Offer to tbe Trade.
rOVER has many thousands of the above, in 48 and

• 6o-size pots, to offer cheap.

J. OVER, Mitcham Common, Surrey.^

British Fern Catalogue.

P>
OBERT SIM will send post free for si.x postage

\i stamps. Parti. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages'
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, Sidcup Hill, Kent.

BERBERIS DARWINIL—Handsomest of all Ever-
green Hedge Plants (now is a good time to plant). Fine plants,

1% to 2 feet high and bushy, transplanted spring 1872, lof. per 100, 80s.

per 1000. Special prices for quantities of^ 5000 and upwards. About
50,000 disposable.

RODGER, McCLELLAND and CO., Newry.

The Planting Season.
TRANSPLANTED SCOTCH FIR, extra fine, from

sj^ to 4 feet, to be SOLD, a Bargain ; the property of a Gentle-
man who does not require them for his own planting,

WILLIAM WOOD AND SON, the Nurseries, Maresfield,
Uckfield, Sussex.

To Nurserymen.
ENGLISH and CONTINENTAL NURSERYMEN

are invited to send their latest CATALOGUE of HARDY
TREES. EVERGREENS, CONIFERS, and HERBACEOUS
PLANTS, without delay, addressed to

C. S. SARGENT. Esq., Brookline. Boston, U.S. America.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, High Holbom, London.

Home-Grown Seeds.

HAND F. SHARPES WHOLESALE CATA-
• LOGUE of AGRICULTURA.L and GARDEN SEEDS is

now ready, and may be had on application. It comprises all the best
varieties in cultivation grown this season, from the finest selected
stocks. Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

To Fruit, Potato, and Vegetable Growers.

TR. SKINNER AND SONS. Commission Sales-
• MEN, 32, lames Street, W.C, and Covent Garden Market,

London. Establisncd 40 ycars-

R'
B^MATTH^EWS, Seed Merchant. Belfast,

• Exporter of finest Machine-cleaned PERENNIAL and
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS SEEDS dressed by Sleam Power, and
Shipped to all parts of the world. Samples and prices on application.
These Seeds are suited for best Retail I'rade.

The Best Early Pea for Marlcet Gardening
PURPOSES is

SUTTONS' IMPROVED EARLY CHAMPION.
A week earlier than Daniel O'Rourke, but with larger and

better filled pods, and lar more prolific Lowest price per bushel
on application to*

SUTTON AND SONS, Seed Growers, Reading.

sEAKALE, extra strong, for forcing, i2J. 6d.,
lor. 6d., and 71. 6d. per loo-

T- OVER, Mitcham Common, Surrey.

SEAKALE, ASPARAGUS and RHUBARB, EXTRA
STRONG, for FORCING. Pncc on application.

JAMES DICKSON & SONS, Newton Nurseries. Chester.

S~~EAkALE ROOTS for forcing, very excellent, Ss.

per 100. Cash on delivery.

5.\.MUEL ALLAWAV, Ead's Court Farm, Old Brompton, London.

S EAKALE ROOTS, magnificent, extra strong, for
forcing, 12*. 6d., loi. bd., and js. 6i. per 100; magnificent

ASPARAGUS ROOTS, extra strong, for forcing, ioj. 6d. per 100.

W. HOOPER, Clapham Junction, S.W.

FOR SALE, 10 Tons of BOVINIA POTATOS,
thoroughly sound, and suitable for Seed.

JOHN MOIR AND SON, 56, Virginia Street, Aberdeen.

POTATOS.—Veitch's Improved Ashleaf, 12^-. percwt.;
Rivers" do., las. per cwt. ; fine clean true samples.

H. JACKSON. Blakedown, Kidderminster.

Seed Fotatos.

HAND F. SHARPE beg to announce that their
• WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS will

be forwarded post free on application. It comprises the best varieties
in cultivation, and prices will be found very moderate.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech,
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GEO. POULTON begs to submit the following in
nice healthy Plants :—Herbaceous CALCEOLARIAS, nice

plants in 6o's, 41. per doz. ; do. in 48's, 8s, PRIMULA SINENSIS,
splendid strain, nice plants in 6o's, 4s. ; do. in 48's, 6s. and 8s. per doz.

CINERARIAS, from the best strains out, in 6o's, 3s. ; do. in 48's, 6s.

and Qs per doz, CYCLAMEN PERSICUM 6s., qs., and 12s. per doz.,

BEGONLA.S, winter flowering, 6s. per doz. LIBONIA FLORI-
BUNDA, in48's, is. each. CYTISUS (GENISTA), nice plants, in

48's, 8s. per doz. FERNS, a choice collection in 30 superior named
sorts, I2S. and i8s. per doz. SPIR-EA JAPONICA, strong tufis for

forcing, qs. per doz. ; do. established in 4S's, los. per doz. LILY of

the VALLEY, large clumps, is. 6d. each. Golden Tricolor, Silver

Tricolor. Bronze, Zonal, Double, and Ivy-leaved GERANIUMS,
strong plants from my large collection of named sorts, selections left

to G. P., 3s. and 4s. per doz. FUCHSIAS, 3s. per doz. CHRYSAN-
THEMUMS, 3s. per doz. ECHEVERIA METALLICA, large plants

in 48's, will bloom all the winter, 8s. and 12s. per doz. HYACINTHS,
best named sorts for pots or glasses, 4s. to 6s. per doz. TULIPS,
early, for pots or bedtfing, is to as. per doz. POLYANTHUS NAR-
CISSUS, for forcing, 2s 6d. per doz. CROCUS, best named varieties

for pots or bedding, is. 6i. to 3s. 6d. per 100 ; mixed, all colours, is. i^d.

Eer 100. GLADIOLUS GANDAVENSIS, 6s. to 12s. per doz.

ILIUM AURATUM, IS, to3s.6./, each; LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM,
II. each: do. PUNCTATUAI, is. to 2s. each; do. ROSEUM, 6s. to

I2S, per doz. ; do. RUBRUM, 5s. to los. per doz.

AUTUMN CATALOGUE, containing full particulars of above,
now ready, sent post free.

GEO. POULTON, Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, Edmonton, N.

LIST of SURPLUS STOCK.—Attention is called to
the followinfj. The Trees have all been grown on high exposed

land, and are of a sturdy short-jointed growth, with splendid roots.

}4 to 2 feet, 20J. per 100.

.andsworth variety, 3 feet, bushy, 451. per roo.

., .1 variegated, 3 feet, very bushy, 75s. per icw.
CARPET JUNIPERS, specimens, 2 feet across, 18s. per dozen.
ERICA HERBACEA RUBRA. —This dwarf winter-flowering

Heath is the finest edping plant for large beds or shrubberies, and
will grow in any soil Clumps 1 foot over, 30s. per 100; clumps
6 inches over, 15s. per 100,

LAURUSTINUS, Common, 1% to 2 feet, bushy. 40J. per 100.

I, dark-leaved, 1% to 2 feet, bushy, 50s. per 100.
LAURELS, Common, 3 to 4 feet, 25s. per 100.

SPRUCE FIR, 3 10 4 ftet, very bushy, 15s. per 100.

M M 4 to 5 feet, very bushy, 25s. per 100.
ALDER, Common, 10 to 12 feet, 5s. per dozen.
ELMS, English grafted, 7 to 8 feet, transpliuited spring, 1872, 50J.

per 100.

LABURNUMS, 10 to 12 feet, 8s. per dozen.
NORWAY MAPLE, 12 to K feet, fine straight trees, 12s. per dozen.
ONTARIO POPLARS, 12 feet, los. per dozen,
SILVER BIRCH, 18 to so feet, very handsome, as. 6d. each.
TURKEY OAK, g to 10 feet, transplanted spring, 1872, 15s. per doz.

,, 10 to ij feet, transplanted spring, 1872, 24s. per doz.
;a free to the Great Western or Midland Railways.Delive:

WILLIAM FOSTER;
Gloucestershire.

Nurseryman, &c., Stroud,

CARTER'S CRYSTAL PALACE ROOT SHOW,

James Carter & Co.
Beg to announce that in consequence of the great increase of

entries, they have made arrangements to hold their ANNUAL SHOW
of Spechnen Mangel, Swedes, Turnips, Cabbage, Potatos, &c. (produced

solely by Messrs. Carter's customers, from seed supplied by them), at the

Crystal Palace, Sydenham, on FRIDAY NEXT, November 22, and

following day, and where Prizes of great value will be awarded.

Intending Visitors should enter the Palaec by the approach front the

Brighton and South Coast Railway Station.

S37 and S38, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

NEW AND CHOICE POTATOS,

The Literary Feat of the Year in relation to matters Horticultural, is

EICHAED DEAI'S CATALOGUE OP POTATOS,
CAREFULLY CLASSIFIED AND CORRECTLY DESCRIBED, WITH VALUABLE CULTURAL

HINTS, SPECIALLY WRITTEN FOR AMATEUR CULTIVATORS.

First Edition, Price o^d., Post Free on receipt of Staraps.

rACKMAN'S Illustrated Priced ard Descriptive
CATALOGUE free on application.

rACKM.'\N'S CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES
of every description.

JACKMAN'S CATALOGUE of ROSES, of selected
and choice sorts.

JACKMAN'S CATALOGUE of AMERICAN
PLANTS, including the best varieties of Rhododendrons.

JACKMAN'S CATALOGUES of CONIFERS, of
hardy and choice species and varieties.

JACKMAN'S CATALOGUE of HARDY SHRUBS,
of Evergreen and Deciduous Flowering, &c

JACKMAN'S CATALOGUE of ORNAMENTAL
TREES, of kinds suitable for Parks and Pleasure Grounds.

CATALOGUE of HARDY
ncluding their celebrated Clematises,

JACKMAN'S
CLIMBERS.

JACKMAN'S CATALOGUE of FOREST TREES,
recently Transplanted.

JACKM.'\.N'S SEVENTY COLLECTIONS of
FRUIT TREES, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, CONI-

FERS, HARDY SHRtJBS, ORNAMENTAL TREES, and HARDY
CLIMBERS.

JACKMAN'S assortments of TREES and SHRUBS
.adapted for Planting by the sea coast, on chalk soils, and in

cities and towns.

GEORGE JACKMAN AND SON, NURSERYMEN,
Woking Nursery, Surrey.

WM. KNIGHT solicits the attention of the Nobility,
Gentry, and the Trade generally to his magnificent N URSERY

ST(_)CK, which consists of the finest Conifersc, Evergreen and
Flowering Shrubs, Ornamental and Forest Trees; PjTamid, Standard,
and Trained Fruit Trees ; Standard and Dwarf Roses ; all of which
are in the healthiest condition, and would move safely. CATALOGUES
free. Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex,

To Seed Merchants.—Season 1872-73.
SEEDS from the CANARY ISLANDS.

WILDPRET AND SCHENKEL, Seedsmen. &c.,
Orotava, Canary Islands.

ALBERT SCHENKEL, Hamburgh. Warehouse and
Offices. Grindelhof, No. 06.

ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, ORNAMENTAL
PLANTS, CLIMBERS, TROPICAL and SUB-TROPICAL FRUIT
TREES, PALMS, and Miscellaneous useful PLANTS, CONIFERS,
FERNS, CANARIAN VEGETABLES.
The unequalled climate and the most fertile soil of the Canary

Islands, especially of the celebrated Valley of Orotava, where nearly
all zones of the globe are represented, permit us to cultivate a preat
many of the choicest Plants, and to offer their Seeds in best condition.
ACACIAS. AN0NAS,BAMBUSAS,CALADIUMS.EUGENI AS,

MUSAS, and many other rare plants succeed in the Islands quite as
well as in their respective native soils, and give ample proof of the
most productive vegetation and climate of the country.

CATALOGUE free on application.
R. KRAUS5E, Agent, 27, Cheapside, London, E.G.

Planting Season. 1872-73.
As the TIME lor REMOVING and PLANTING TREES,

SHRUBS, and EVERGREENS is FAST APPROACHING,
MESSRS. J. STANDISH and CO. are anxious to

call the attention of the Public to their large and carefully
grown Stock, which, having been constantly transplanted, they can
with the greatest confidence recommend.

It consists, amongst other things, of magnificent Specimens of
all the best varieties of CONIFERjE, including the newest and
hardiest ones from Japan.
EVERGREEN antf DECIDUOUS SHRUBS.
FOREST TREES of all sizes.

RHODODENDRONS of every variety, well set with bloom, in-
cluding a Collection of Seedlings of their own raising, which they
believe to be unsurpassed.
Standard and Dwarf ROSES in large quantities ; also an immense

Collection of TEA ROSES in pots (see other Advertisement).
Fruiting and Planting VINES exceptionally fine.

Standard, Pyramid, and Trained FRUIT TREES.
Also a large and varied Collection of STOVE and GREENHOUSE

PLANTS, FERNS, &c.
The Nurseries are situated within a short distance of the Ascot

Station, on the London and South-Western Railway, from whence
conveyances may always be obtained.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

ALSO

LIST OF NEW BEDDING PANSIES AND VIOLAS,
OF QUITE DISTINCT TYPES, AND RARE E,\CELLENCE,

Seed Depot—EALIN G, LONDON, W. Seed Ground—BEDFONT, HOUNSLOW, W.

Pretty Gardens In Spring.
DAISIES, Red, White, and Rose ; POLYANTHUS,

of a fiood strain : A'lOl.A. alba, Rlue Perfection, and lutea
grandiflora ; MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA, DACTYLIS ELE-
GANTISSIMA fol. var. , il. per doz,

, 5J. per too, or too of each (000 in
all) for 3&., half lor i^s. Seedline WALLFLOWERS, SWEET
WILLIAMS, CANTERBURY BELLS. CARNATIONS, orf. per
dozen, 45. per 100. Varieeated ARABIS {two sorts), IBERIS
CORIFOLIA, PHLOX FRONDOSA, VERONICA INCANA,
LYSIMACHIA AUREA, CENOTHERA (two sorts). It. M. per
dozen, loj. per 100. SEDUM, glaucum, acre, and acre anrea, the best
for carpet bedding, is. per dozen, 6t per 100. 12 SEMPERVIVMUS,
12 SEDUMS, or 12 SAXIGRAGES. in 12 sorts, 3s. THYMUS
CITRIODORUS AUREA MARGINATA, small, is, M. per dozen!
larger, 3s. Bedding PANSIES, dark, yellow, and white sclfs, &C.,
IJ, fid. per dozen, los, per 100 ; snow sorts, 3s. for 12 to name, 20s, per
100, 12 PENTSTEMONS, 12 sons, 3s. 12 ANTIRRHINUMS of

1872, y.; 12 older do,, 31, 12 of I, R, Pearson's new GERANIUMS
of 1872 for m, 12 AZALEAS, very well set, i8r. 12 strong
PRIMULAS, in 54's, 4s. 12 CINERARIAS, 3s. M. 12 CYCLA-
MENS, 6s. 12FUCHSIAS, 2S, M,
CATALOGUES of ROSES, SPRING FLOWERS, GERA-

NIUMS, &c , free on application,
STRAWBERRY plants, 1000, in 10 sorts, 15s.

WM, CLIBRAN AND SON, Oldfield Nursery, ATlrincham.

Now ready for sending out,

JUNIPERUS CHINENSIS AUREA, YOUNG'S NEW GOLDEN CHINESE JUNIPER.M
A'

First-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society, London,
Aug. 2, 1871.

First-class Certificate, Crystal Palace, Aug. 5, 1871.

First-class Certificate, Manchester Horticultural, Sept. 10, 1872.

First-class Certificate, Glasgoxu and West of Scotland Inter-

national Horticultural, Sept. II, 1872.

MAURICE YOUNG, in offering the above really valuable Plant to the Public, thinks that he cannot do better than refer them to Extracts
from the Press and from Correspondence he has received, all bearing testimony to its being

THE FINEST YELLOW CONIFER OF THE DAY.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

seen in the parent, and that the colour of the more prominent portions of the plants is as bright aa tlia

tint of a Golden Holly. Taking these various points into account, and coupling with them the free*
growing hardy character of ihc plant, there is no exagHcralion in pronoiiticing this novelty to be one ol
the best and most desirable of ornamental Conifers."

Report frovt "Gardeners' Chronicle," S(M. ?, 1872.
Certainly one of the foremost places amongst f^oldcn-Ieaved Conifcra must be accorded to Mr.

Maurice Young's Junipcrus cliincnsis aureus. The Chinese Juniper is well known as one of the hardiest
and handsomest of Coniferous shrubs, and when we state that the novelty just referred to is the exact
counterpart of ils parent, in all but its colour, and that that colour is equal at least in richness of hue to
any golden Conifer hitherto known, but little further mention of it is needed. Wc may however add,
from a recent personal inspection of the stock, that it is thorouRhly conntant. Not a plant amongst the
entire stock shows the least tendency to run back, but all, whether infants of 6 Inches or adolescents ol
3 feet high, appear in the same aristocratic 'clolh ot gold' array." * • Ournolcs indicate that the propa-
gated plants lake on a close pyramidal habit, and have moreover the twofold character of foliage which is

Extmet from "Gardeners' Magahinb," ymtea<), 1872.
"A foremost position, however, must be accorded to Mr. Young's new Ooldctl Chin

(Junipcrus cliinensis aurca), a beautiful bright golden sport from the Chinese Juniper, origin
Ivlilford Nurseries. Il retains its bright colour throughout the winter as well as summer,

lineae lunipef
'natcd at tha
and it must

become one of the most favourite Coniters ever introduced."

For Testimonials and List of Subscribers, see Gardeners' Chronicle and Agricultural Gazelle, p. 1444, Oct, 26, 1873.

It is now being sent out in strong- well established Plants, 21s. each. A few Specimens, 42s., 63a., and 105s.

MAURICE YOUNG, MILFORD NURSERIES, near GODALMING, SURREY,
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TO THE TRADE.

T. Thornton
INVITES AN INSPECTION OF HIS IMMENSE STOCK OF WELL-GROWS

FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL, EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS;

Also FRUIT TREES, VINES, RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, KALMIAS, ROSES, CLEMATISES, &c.

CA TALOGUES ON APPLICA TfON.

N.B.—A Conveyance will meet intending Visitors at either Sunningdale or F.irnborotigli Stations, on an

intimation being sent by Post.

HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

Richard Smith,
NURSERYMAN AND SEED MERCHANT,

WORCESTER.
ROSES.— Standard, Dw.irf, and Climbing.

FRUIT TREES of every description.

CREEPERS (or Trellises and Walls.

FOREST, SCREEN, and TIMBER TREES.
SHRUBS for GAME COVERTS.
QUICK and other STOCK for HEDGES.

CONIFEROUS TREES and SHRUBS.
EVERGREEN
FLOWERING ,,

ORNAMENTAL ,,

AVENUE
GARDEN and FARM SEEDS of all kinds.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES to be had on application.

AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS.

James Veitch & Sons
Desire to intimate that their Crop of this magnificent Annual having turned out larger

than anticipated, they have much pleasure tn offerings it to the Trade at

£2 2s. per ounce.
special Quotations given for large quantities.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W

THE PLANTING SEASON.

ANTHONY WATERER
INVITES THE SI'ECIAL ATTENTION OF INTENDING

PLANTERS TO THE

STOCK OF HOLLIES
Which m.iy be seen growing at

Knap Hill:—

COMMON GREEN HOLLIES,—Some thousands of

well furnishctl plants, }, 5, 6, 7, 8, a.nd 10 feet high.

These have all been traiisplrinted since August, 1871.

The following varieties of GREEN HOLLIES, viz. :
—

LAURIFOLIA, I HODGIN'S,
SCOITICA, YELLOW BERRIED,
ANGUSTIFOLIA,

|
OVATA, and others.

I'liousands of splendid plants, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 feet.

Transplanted April, 1871,

WEEPING HOLLIES.—Some of the finest plants in

existence, 10 and 12 feet high, with magnificent weeping
heads. Transplanted March, 1872.

PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY.—Hundreds of beautiful

plants, nice heads, with stems 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet,

THE NEW GOLD WEEPING HOLLY.—A very

distinct and beautiful tree, some scores of good plants,

4, 5, and 6 feet stems.

THE WEEPING MILKMAID HOLLY, new.

GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLY, as Pyramids, 4, 5, 6,

and 8 feet high, hundreds.

GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLIES, as Standards, with

straight stems and heads, of 15 to 25 years' growth.

SILVER QUEEN HOLLY, Pyramids, 3, 4, 5, and
6 feet, thousands.

WATERER'S HOLLY.—Hundreds of the most perfect

plants it is possible to conceive, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet high ;

measuring 8 to 15 feet round.

WATERERS HOLLY, as Standards. — Magnificent
plants with compact round heads, of many years' growth.

Of the ordinary kinds of VARIEGATED HOLLIES, we
possess a stock of more than twenty thousand plants,

from 3 to 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, and la feet high.

^^ The Pliinis are perfect in shape, with healthy

foliage and splendid roots, and will be Guaranteed.

TEEES FOR AVEMES.
Antiionv Waterer has also a

very fine stock of the following

Trees, which may be seen growing

at Knap Hill :

—

LIMES, 12, 14, to 16 feet high.

PLANES, true, Occidental, 12 to 14 feet. The Planes
on the Thames Embankment were supplied by Anthony
Waterer.

SYCAMORES, 12 to 15 feet.

NORW.W MAPLE, 12 to 15 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, 10 to 12 feet.

HORSE CHESTNUTS, scarlet, 10 to 12 feet.

ELMS, 12 to IS feet.

t^" AH these Trees have straight stems, girting

from ^ to J incites, 4 feet from tlie ground. They
Iiave splendid roots, having been transplanted since

January, 1871. Tliere are Thousands to select from.

Prices will be forwarded on application,

LILIUM AURATUM.
Several Thousand strong sound English

grown Bulbs. They had this year from 5 to

30 blooms on a stem. iSj'., 30J., 42^. per doz.

and upwards.

Anthony Watei-ei',
KNAP HILL NURSERY, WOKING, SURREY.
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NEW PLUMS.

DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

James Carter & Co. have much pleasure

in introducing the New Plums raised by

Mr. Dry, of Hayes, Middlesex :
—

DUKE OF EDINBURGH (see Illustration.)—
Fruit large, roundish-obovatc, with a shallow suture ; outline very
regular and smooth ; skin ihin ; colour light purplish, with an
exceedingly dense coating of light bluish bloom; flesh reddish
yellow, thick, juicy, and moderately rich, parting freely from the
stone; a very prolific bearer, and good for culinary purposes.
First-class Certificate Royal Horticultural Scltiety.

Maidens, 51. each.

DRY'S SEEDLING.—Fruit large or above
medium size, roundish oval, marked with a very slight suture,

skin reddish purple, covered with a thin bloom, slij;htly marbled
when fully ripe, stalk long and stout ; flesh dull greenish yellow or

orange, firm yet melting and juicy, parting freely from the stone ;

it is of delicious flavour, and will make an excellent early dessert

variety. "The fruit is oval, of light purple colour, fine in size,

remarkably good in flavour, and early : it was shown at one of the

meetings held last year, and was then considered by the Committee
to possess considerable merit, and its qualities having been again

tested on this occasion, it was duly honoured with a First-class

Certificate."

Standards, 51. ; Pyramids, 31. 6d. ; Dwarf-trained, 1 year, 5s.

;

Maidens, 2s. 6d. each. The usual discount to the Trade.

GRAPE VINES of the leading kinds: well
ripened fruiting canes, 10s. 6d. to las. 6d. each; strong planting

canes, 51. to 71. 6d. each.

STRAWBERRIES, runners, in or out of pots,
of a large collection of leading kinds. For names and prices, see

our "Autumn Catalogue."

CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS, well set with
buds, 21. 6d., 35. i)d., and $s. each.

CYCLAMEN CILICICUM (new),
2S. 6d., 3 J. 6d., and ss. each.

AN^CTOCHILUS ORTGIESII (new),
2IS. each. Special Prices for quantities to the Trade on application.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,

237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Pretty Flowers In Winter and Spring.

CARTER'S
COLLECTIONS OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
AND OTHER FLOWERING BULBS,

Are now ready for delivery. Carriage free. The

cheapest and most effective means of securing a good

display. Per Collection :--

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS fof Indoor
Culture, 10s. td., 21S,, 42J., 63J., and 841.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS for Outdoor
Culture, los. 64., 21s., 421., 63*., and 04J.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS for In and Out-
door Culturi.', 15.?., 30J., 42s., 63s., and 84J.

Catalogues gratis and post /red.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
Seedsmen to H M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,

237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

NOVELTIES.

lEW QUEE]^ OIIOI^.

WINTER & SPRING FLOWERS.
VERY EASY OF CULTURE,

CAMPANULAS.
C, medium calycanthema.

C. medium calycanthema alba.

THE UNDERMENTIONED NURSERY-

MEN AND SEEDSMEN HAVE
OBTAINED A SUPPLY.—

Ames, Plow & Co.
Austin & McAslan
Backwell, E. & B.

Barr & Sugden
Benary, E. .

.

Bliss. B. K. ..

Breck & Son .

.

Bull, W.
Carter, Page & Co,

Cattell, Mrs. ..

Cooling, E. .

,

Daniels, Brothers
Dewar, H.
Dickson (F. & A.) & Sons
Dickson (James) & Sons
Dickson & Robinson ..

Dickson & Turnbull .

.

Dippe, Brothers

Gregory, J. H.
Griffiths, W
Henderson (E. G.) & Son
Henderson, Peter

Henderson, W.
Hill. J
Hogg & Wood
Holman, J
Hooper & Co.
Hurst & Son .

.

Inirie & Sons .'.

Jeffries (J.) & Co.
Lawson (Peter) & Son
Lee. J. &C
Martin, W.
Matthews, J
Minier, Nash Sc Nash
Mitchell, J
Morgan & Sons
Nutting & Sons
Oldroyd & Son
Pamphn. A. & J.
Pine-apple Nursery Company
Quick. W. H.
Radclyffe (Dick) & Co.

Rogers, W. H.
Samson & Son
Schlegel. Everett & Co.
Stuart & Co
Sutton & Sons
Thorburn (J. M.) & Co.

Tiley, Mrs
Todd, W
Treseder, J
Veitch (James) & Sons
Vick. J.
White, J
Williams, B. S.

United States.

Glasgow.
Crediton.
King St., Covent Garden.

Erfurt.

United States.

United States.

Chelsea, S.W.
London Wall, E.G.
Westerham.
Derby.
Norwich.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Chester.

Chester.

Manchester.
Perth.

Quedlinburg.
United States.

Worcester.
St. John's Wood, N.W.
United States.

Birkenhead.
Stone.

Coldstream.
Burgess Hill.

Covent Garden, W.C.
Leadenhall Street, E.G.
Ayr.
O.Kford.

Cannon Street, E.G.
Hammersmith, W.
Glasgow.
Milton.
Strand, W.C.
United States.

Torquay.
Barbican, E.C.
Shrewsbury.
Hornsey Road, N.
Maida Vale, W.
Barnstaple.

Holborn, W.C.
Southampton.
Kilmarnock.
United States.

Tavistock Row, W.C.
Reading.
United States.

Bath.
Grantham.
Truro.
Chelsea, S.W.
United States.

Paisley.

Upper HoUoway, N.

THE ABOVE SOLD ONLY IN

Sealed Packets, Is. 6d.

PRICE TO THE TRADE ON APPLICATION.

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS&CO.,

SEED OROWERS AND MERCHANTS,

SOUTHWARK street, LONDON, S.E.

A hirther" List will be pabliskedi

Carriage Free.

SUTTONS'
CHOICE COLLECTIONS of

Seedsmen to the

'-x.;5

Prince of Wales

FLOWER ROOTS.
For SPRING FLOWERING, Open Ground,

51., los. 6i. ; 21S, and 421. each. Carriage Free.

For SUMMER and AUTUMN. Open Ground,
loi. 6if

. ; 211. and 42s, each, Carriage Free.

For WINTER and SPRING, Pots and Glasses,
lOi. td. ; 21J, and 42?. each, Carriage Free.

HYACINTHS.
Na^led^'a^ietiesfo^Pot3

and Glasses.

100 in 100 very choice
sorts X4 4 o

So in $0 „ 220
35 in 25 ,, I I o
12 in 12 ,, o 12
12 in 12 good ,,060
For Beds and Open

Borders, various shades
of colour, 3s. per dozen,
2ii. per 100.

From Miss Broadbent,
Fairfield, Clevedon.
April 5.
" Miss Broadbent has

been much pleased with
the Hyacinths this
season ; they were the
finest in Clevedon."

From Mr. I. Winter,
North Toiv?t 7 trrace,
TauniOH. S(ptembtr
27.
" The Hyacinths I

had from you last year
were splendid."

Fivm the Rev. J. L.
Carbick, Sprins fiilt,

Soii.'hampton. A/rit
20.
" The Hyacinths you

sent me for out-door
bedding won the ad-
miration of ail who saw
them."

Fnvn Mr. SAMUEL
lIuBST, Ponttfract.
March 12,

" The Hyacinths you
sent me are truly
splendid specimens, and
have been admired by
all my friends."

SUTTONS' "GUINEA" COLLECTIONS
of Choice Flower Roots for Open Ground and

Indoor Cultivation.

Suttous' £1 18. Collection Buttons' £1 Is. Collection
of Choice Flower Roots for

Open Ground contains :

—

n fine mixed HYACINTHS
36 NARCISSUS, of sorts
12 double DAFFODILS
50 ANEMONES, double and

single
100 RANUNCULUS, ditto

200 CROCUS, 4 sorts

50 SNOWDROPS
50 ACONITES
60 TULIPS, 6 sorts
2 CROWN IMPERIALS
6 Campernellc JONQUILS.

Of Choice Flower Roots for

Pots and Glasses, contains :

—

18 best named HYACINTHS
36 best TULIPS
50 named CROCUS
6 named NARCISSUS
6 IRIS
6 SCILLAS
6 JONQUILS, sweet scented
6 l.XIAS
3 SPARAXIS
3 OXALIS
2 CYCLAMEN PERSICUM
I TROP/EOLUM.

And will be forwarded Carriage Free.

TULIPS.
Early Single Varieties.

100 in 20 named
sorts £0 18 o

100 in 10 ,, o IS o
50 in 10 ,, 08a
&S in 5 „ 040
12 in ^ ,, 020
Mixea, it. per dozen,

•js. id. per 100.

Larpe Double Varieties.

100 in 10 named
sorts jCo 17 6

50 in 10 ,, o 10 a
25 in 5 „ 050
12 in d ,, 020
Mixed, iJ. per dozen,

71. 6d. per 100.

From F. F. Armstrong,
Esq., Henrietta Street,

Dublin. May 29.
" The Tulips you sent

me last year were very
fine. I had a beautiful
display, and they were
greatly admired.''

CROCUSES.
Named Varieties, td.

per dozen, 41. per 100
Mixed, is.dd. per loa

FniM Mrs. Harding,
Lfiffhltm, Frome.
March 9.
" The Crocuses you

sunplicd arc looking
'--^-

--f -7 -_ Zj^~ splendid."

For further j>,n titulars of other Choice Flower Roots

and Complete Cultural Instructions, see

SUTTONS' AUTUMN CATALOGUE for 1872

Gratis and Post Free.

SUTTON AND SONS,
ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING,
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Primula Japonica.
For SPRING GARDENING, PLANT the

QUEEN of PRIMROSES, PRIMULA JAPONICA,
whicli is perfectly hardy. It can be supplied by the dozen,
hundred or thousand, bv

WILLIAM BULL. V L.S,, Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

PRIMULA JAPONICA. -Six Plants of this, the
" Queen of Primroses," in six colours, for a Guinea.

WILLIAM HULL. F.L.S,, Establishment for New and Rare
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

Dutcli Flower Roots.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his
- ANNUAL CATALOGUE of DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,

containing a Descriptive List of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Nar-
cissus, &C. : also a Select List of Fruit Trees, Koses, &c-, is now
ready, post free to all applicants.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

BroclEWOrtli Park Pear.JC WHEELER and SON can supply TREES of
• this extra fine PEAR at the following prices;

—

Dwarl-traincd for walls, 71. 6d. each.
Pyramids, s*- each.
Fine Maiden Plants. 2S. 64. each.

This magnificent Pear is well worthy of a wall wherever space can
be found for it.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Nurscrj-men, Gloucester; and
59, Mark Lane. London. E.C

To Fruit Growers and Fniiterers.
NOVA SCOTIAN APPLE TREES, NOVA

SCOTtAN APPLES, p.icked carcfullv, and forwarded with
despatch by Royal Mail Steamers, leaving tialifax every alternale
Tuesdav.
JAMES HUTTON JuN., the Gardens, Spring Gaiden Road.

Halifax, Nova Scotia, British North America.WHOP WOOD AND SON
• Jersey Nurseries, Cheltenham, oficr

Extra strong Standard APPLES, Extra strong Standard PEARS,
suitable for Orchard Planting.

ENGLISH ELM. 10 to 13 feet; COMMON YEWS (recently
transplanted), 4 to 5 feet; AUSTRIAN PINE (recently transplanted),
5 to 6 feet.

Prices on application.

THE HORTICULTURAL SUBSCRIPTION
ROOMS, 22, King Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

Subscription £t 11. per annum, without further liability, ofters
the following advantages :

—

A comfortable Reading Room, supplied with the Daily Papers and
the chief Weekly and Monthly Gardening Periodicals, in which
Members can meet their Friends for friendly chat and discussion
on Horticultural affairs.

The privilege of obtaining advice and information as to Planting,
Laying-out, Selection of Plants and Trees, subjects for Window
Gardening, Building and Heating Greenhouses, &c. ; the Plant
Exchantje, for the interchange of Surplus Plants.
Botanical Library for reference, and other advantages.

Proprietor, H. M. KETTELWELL.
aa. King Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

Noteworthy Hortlculturlsta and Botanists.
NOTICE.—A SERIES of PORTRAITS of

NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS and BOTANISTS
is being published in the "GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE." The following have already
appeared, and separate Copies (price 6ii. each), on tinted paper, may
be had on application to the Publisher, viz. :

—

Dr. Hooker, C,B.. F.R.S.
W. Wilson Saunders, PR S
Rev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.
M. Decaisne,
G. F.Wilson, F-R.S.
Dr. MoOBE. ofGlasncvi:
Professor Reichenbach.
Rev. S. R. Hole, M.A.
E.J. Lowe, F.R.S.
Published by WILLIAM RICHARDS, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden. W.C.

James McNab.
Robert Hogg. LL.D.

Berthold Seemann. Ph.D.
Archibald F. Barron.
Hon, Marshall P. Wildeh.
John Gibson.
Asa Gray.

e^arkncrs'Ctora
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER i6, 1872.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
(Entomological

and Horticultural
- js), at Manchester.

Thursday, — 21—Linnean 8 p. I

/Entomological
TtJESDAY, Nov. X^< Manchester Botanical and 1

I. (Exhibition of Novelties), at I

THOSE who remember the splendid displays
which Austria made in our Exhibitions of

1851 and 1S62 may well feel annoyed and
humiliated at the miserable response made by
our Government to the invitation addressed to it

by the Austrian Commission to take part in the
ensuing Universal Exhibition in Vienna.
While France, still reeling under the effects of
the late war, contributes, it is said, a hundred
thousand pounds in order to allow her exhibitors
to represent her worthily, while Democratic
Switzerland sets aside sixteen thousand pounds
for a like purpose, and Spain, Italy, Portugal,
and even Greece come forward liberally, the
British Government allots for this purpose the
magnificent sum of six thousand pounds ! In
spite of this niggardly parsimony, British
exhibitors do not seem disposed to allow them-
selves to be entirely put out of court on
this occasion, and, if only shght encouragement
be offered, there is no doubt that British manu-
factures and industry will be fairly represented.
As it is, even under the discouraging circum-
stances we have mentioned, we hear the agri-

cultural implement makers are likely to contribute
largely, and that some other departments will

also be well represented.

The Austrians are specially desirous that
British horticulture should be as well illustrated

as circumstances will allow, and they are ready
to grant as many facilities, on their side, as can
reasonably be expected. On our part it does not
seem too much to ask the Government to
contribute towards the expenses of transit. If
the Government would do this, we have no doubt

that the credit of British industry and skill would
be amply maintained.
We have already alluded to the main features

of the proposed exhibition, and we have called

attention to the unusually attractive and pro-

mising field which the Austrian Empire, and
Eastern Europe generally, offer for the develop-
ment and extension of IJritish commerce. The
population is dense, and, generally speaking,
eager to see and adopt the superior machinery
and products of the West, while the Austro-
Hungarian gentry and nobles are many of them
very wealthy, and keenly appreciative of what-
ever is rare and good amongst our productions.

At a preliminary meeting of horticulturists

held on Wednesday last, Ur. HoGG in the chair,

the general feeling of the exhibitors present was
decidedly in favour of making an attempt to
represent British horticulture on this occasion.
The proposal that found most favour with the
meeting was, that exhibitors should be invited
to form a joint collection of what was most
characteristic or suitable for the purpose without
thought of competition or rivalry amongst them-
selves, the idea being to secure, at least on one
occasion during the season (the particular time
to be hereafter fixed, so as best to suit the
interests of intending exhibitors), as good a
collection of flowering, fine foliage, and pot
plants, &c., as can, under the circumstances, be
got together to represent the condition and
resources of British horticulture. It may here
be repeated that the Vienna programme includes
a permanent exhibition from May till the end of

October, at which hardy plants, seeds, imple-
ments, and such-like could be shown, and four
special horticultural shows, each lasting ten days,
viz., I, from May i to May 10 inclusive ; 2, from
June 15 to June 25 ; 3, from August 20 to

August 30 ; 4, from September 18 to Sep-
tember 28 inclusive.

The programme is purposely drawn up in

a general manner, so as to put as few re-

strictions and obstacles in the way as possible.
Horticultural exhibitors might contribute to the
permanent exhibition such things as hardy
Conifers, Rhododendrons (which would, we
learn, be specially acceptable), fruit trees, succu-
lents, illustrations of forest trees, &c., and to

one of the special shows, or at any other
convenient time, such plants as the season and
other circumstances allow.

Without definitely pledging themselves to any
course of action, it was understood that Messrs.
Veitch, W. Paul, Gumming & Edmonds,
Warner, Standish, and Turner would be
willing to contribute, on one occasion, at least,

to a joint exhibition in the way indicated,

and no doubt many others will be inclined
to follow their example. Messrs. Carter
and Sutton, it is also understood, are likely

to contribute agricultural and other seeds.
We might suggest to the hot-water engineers,
boiler-makers, and manufacturers of agricultural
and horticultural implements and appliances,
that the Vienna exhibition offers a particularly

promising field for the display of their works.

The Royal Horticultural and the Royal
Botanic Societies, it is understood, are willing to

aid the movement by all means in their power
;

the former Society, indeed, undertakes to get
together a collection of fruit, to be sent to Vienna
in the course of the autumn, and will also modify
its schedule so as to interfere as little as possible
with any arrangements that may be made by
exhibitors desirous of sending plants to Vienna.

Arrangements have also been made that the
interests of British exhibitors shall be efficiently

attended to by a special representative at

Vienna. The Austrian, regulations are, more-
over, so liberal, that we have little doubt that
special awards will be made to deserving horti-

cultural exhibits, even though competition as
such will not be recognised.

At the meeting to wliich we have referred it

was also announced as most probable that the
authorities of the South Kensington Museum
would lend to the horticulturists some of the
"exhibition" vans which were used on the
occasion of the Paris E.xhibition, and which were
specially constructed for the purpose. This
would in itself be a great convenience, and if our
exhibitors would combine among themselves to

divide the expenses of transit, &c., they might
doubtless produce an exhibition which, if small,
would at least suffice to give an indication of
what we can do in this country in the matter of
horticulture.

We subjoin a copy of the resolutions moved at

the meeting on Wednesday by Mr. Harry
Veitch, and unanimously adopted :

—

r. That cultivators be invited to make a permanent
exhibition of hardy plants, such as Rhododendrons,
Azaleas, Conifers, Hollies. Clematis, Roses, &c., and that
these be sent as early in the year as possible, so that they
may be established at the opening of the exhibition.

2. That ata later period of the year cultivators be invited
to unite in sending collections of flowering, fine-foliaged,
and pot plants, also cut flowers ; and that all exhibi-
tions be regarded as simply illustrations of British horti-

culture without any competition between the exhibitors.

3. In addition to these, a great Fruit Exhibition will

be made in the autumn, under the management of the
Royal Horticultural Society [and to which cultivators are
invited to contribute].

We have only to add that Her Majesty's
Commissioners for the Vienna Exhibition have
nominated the following gentlemen to advise
them as to the best measures to be adopted lur

securing a due representation of British horticul-

ture at that exhibition, viz. :—H.S.H. the Diil<e

of Teck, G.C.B., President of the Royal Botanic
Society; the Lord Calthorpe, Mr. James B.iti-

man, F.R.S., Dr. Hogg, F.L.S., Dr. Hooker,
C.B., F.R.S., Mr. John Kelk, Mr. Wilson Sru -

ders, F.R.S., and Dr. Maxwell Masters, F.R .S.

Intending exhibitors would do well to put
themselves into communication with one or
other of these gentlemen, or with the Secretary,
P. CuNLiFFE Owen, Esq., 41, Parliament
Street, London, S.W.

Annexed is the Programme for the Society
of Arts Examination, in Floriculture and Fruit
and Vegetable Culture for the year 1873. We
invite the attention of young gardeners thereto, and
strongly urge upon them that the advantages to be
derived from the application and study which a pre-
paration for these and similar examinations entails, can
scarcely fail to be of great value to them in after

life :—
Floriculture.

Culture and selection of the following classes of plants :—a. Hardy flowers, as annuals, herbaceous perennials,
bulbs, rock plant.c, florists' flowers, b. Hardy trees and
shrubs, as evergreen shrubs, deciduous shrubs, useful
trees, ornamental trees remarkable for habit, foliage, or
flowers; wall plants and climbers, c. Greenhouse plants,

as New Holland plants. Heaths, soft-wooded decorative
plants, climbers, bulbs. d. Stove plants, as Orchids,
Palms, stove shrubs, climbers. e. Ferns, as hardy
British, hardy exotic, greenhouse, stove. Tree Ferns.

Flower Forcing : Soils, composts, manures, climatic
conditions.

Propagating Plants : Cuttings, layers, grafts, buds

;

seeds and their germination ; hybridisation.
Text Rooks : Lindiey's Theory and Practice of Horti-

culture ( Longmans). Thompson's Gardeners' Assistant
(Blackie & Son). "Thomson's Handy Book of the Ftower
Garden (Blackwood & Sons). Williams' Choice Stove
and Greenhouse Plants; Orchid Graivers' Manual; and
^(Vt'c/ /Vvv/i (Williams, Holloway). Sutherland's //^zrt/y

Herbaceous and Alpine Fknoers (Blackwood & Sons).
The Examiner, in reporting on last year's papers, says :— " The greatest fault 1 have to find with them—and Itis

is no new fault, as I have frequently mentioned it before
— is in regard to the spelling of the names of plants, many
of which—and some of them even common names—are
barely intelligible."

Fruit and Vegetable Culture.
Fruit-tree Culture : Kinds of fruits adapted for various

soils and exposures. The propagation, pnining, and
training of fruit trees. The structure and functions of the
organs of trees, considered in their relation to growth
and reproduction. The forcing of fruit trees, and their

cultivation under glass, both in and out of pots. The
theory of ripening, and the principles that ought to regu-
late the preservation of fruits after they are ripe, or their
subsequent maturation. The packing of fruit for trans-
mission to great distances.

Vegetable Culture : The kinds and quantities of vege-
table seeds and roots required for cropping gardens of
given dimensions. The most approved mode ot culture
of the different kinds of vegetables and salads. The pre-
paration of fermenting materials for artificial heating.
The forcing of vegetables and salads.

General Subjects : Soils, water, atmospheric air, light

and heat in their relation to the successful cultivation of
fruit and vegetables. Manures and their application. The
diseases and insects to which fruit trees and vegetables
are subject, and their remedies. The erection, heating,
and ventilation of garden structures.

Text Books : Lindiey's Theory and Practice ofHorti-
culture (Longmans). The Cottage Gardener s Dictionary
(Bell & Daldy). \io%%'s Fruit MaTiual, 3d edition (r/r.

Fleet Street). Rivers' Miniature Fruit Garden (Long-
mans). Breliaut's Modern Peach Pntner{iyi, Fleet Street).

We are requested to announce that a meeting
of the general committee for the recent Exhirition
of the Royal Horticultural Society at Birmingham has
been convened at the Great Western Hotel (Birming-
ham) for Thursday next, the 21st inst., at one o'clock,

to receive the statement of accounts and wind up the
affairs of the committee. The profit on the cxhibilion

exceeds the sum of ^2080.

We have received from Mr. D. Haneury a
Ripe Fruit of the Olive, ripened on a south wall
at Clapham^ near London. Last autumn, we learn.
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there were several fruits of good size, but they all

shrivelled while still green. The fruit sent is plump,

and of a good deep purple colour, with a fine bloom.

The magnificent Palm Tree that has for the

last 35 years formed one of the principal ornaments of

the gardens of Sig. Franz, in his Via Nazionale at

Rome, has, according to the Societv of Aris yonrnal,

just been purchased by the municipality of that city, in

consequence of the area occupied by this garden being

now about to be built upon. Sig. Formilli, the

head gardener of the Pincio, is now superintending the

removal of this tree, which is 8 metres in height and

I.S metres in diameter, and the roots, together with

about S cubic metres of soil, have been placed in a

box, so that there will be no fear of their being in-

jured. The site intended for its replantation is at the

end of the alley sldrting the Villa Medici.

The fine collection of Orchids belonging to

W. Marshall, Esq., Clay Hill, Enfield, was brought to

the hammer on the 7th and Sth inst., at Mr. J. C.

Stevens' sale rooms in Covent Garden. The collec-

tion included the fine batch of Cattleya Trianre which

has been awarded the Lindley Medal, and many
plants which had received First-class Certificates.

The plants were in excellent health. There were 555
lots, and the total amount realised was between £\Q00
and ;^iioo.

It is admitted on all sides that a cheap, legible,

and indestructible Label for Trees, &c., has long

been a desideraimn, and one which, we are glad to see,

has at length been met. The new Shakspearian Im-
perishable Labels, shown by Messrs. Bell &
Thorpe, nurserymen, of Stratford-on-Avon, at the

fruit show at South Kensington on Wednesday last, are

by far the best labels of their kind that we have seen.

They are made of a while lustrous metal, which with-

stands the action of heat or cold, a dry atmosphere or a

moist one, are particularly neat, and a marvel of

cheapness, considering their indestructible character.

The trees in the Indian Forests cannot,

cither in height or growth, be compared to the Sequoias

or Wellingtonias of California, or to the Eucalyptus of

Australia. The tallest tree, observes Dr. Brandis, which

I have seen and measured in India was 250 feet high and

3S feet in girth. This was a species of Upas tree

(Antiaris), in the Thoungyeen forests of British Burmah.
Such dimensions, however, are never found in the deci-

duous forests. The tallest Teak tree measured by me
was 102 feet to the first branch, with, perhaps, an ad-

ditional 50 feet of crown above. Teak trees with clear

Stems, 60 to 80 feet to the first branch, are not rare in

the moist regions of India. I have found them in

Burmah, in the Dang forests, north of Bombay, and in

those glorious but hot forests of North Canara, which
are probably the most extensive and richest Teak
forests remaining in British India. Teak of such

size and length is only found in very favourable localities,

where the young trees had grown up close together on
rich dry soil, in dells or sheltered valleys, generally in

|

company with tall Bamboos, and where they were thus

compelled to draw each other up to that height.

Luxuriant vegetation, under the influence of an
abundant supply of moisture, has its drawbacks, how-
ever, as well as its advantages. Thick masses of tall

grass and weeds spring up in the Teak plantations of

Burma, smother the young trees, and gi'eatly increase

the risk of fire. Worst of all are the climbing plants

with which the Teak, Sal, and other forests in all

moist tracts abound. Huge creepers, like gigantic

ropes, often as thick as a man's thigh, and thicker,

stietch from the ground to the top of the trees : they

spread numberless branches, and their foliage com-
pletely covers and smothers the crown of the tree of

which they have taken possession. When a young
tree is occupied by one of these gigantic climbers, the

stem remains short, gets crooked and deformed, and
makes no progress in growth. In Burmah several kinds

of epiphytic Ficus attack Teak and other trees ; the

seed germinates in a fork or in a hollow of the trunk,

sends down its roots, which eventually enclose the

stem as with a network. At last the tree dies, and the

Ficus spreads its massive but useless limbs in all direc-

tions. In the Sal forests of Oudh the creepers were
particularly heavy and numerous when these tracts

came into our hands.

The following are Mr. Glaisher's remarks
on the State of the Weather during the week
ending November 9 :—In the vicinity of London the
reading of the barometer at the beginning of the week,
at sea level, was 29. S inches. Increasing readings
were recorded till the morning of the 4th, when
30.1 inches was registered, which was followed by a
decrease to 29.8 inches by the morning of the 6th.
An increase then occurred which reached its maximum
{about 30.4 inches) by the evening of the 7th ; from
this time to the end of the week the values gradually
decreased to 29.9 inches. On the 5th and 6th the
highest temperatures were in excess of 60°, and on the
remaining days generally between 50'' and 60°. The
lowest temperatures at night varied from 38.^° on the
4th to 51" on the 5th. The daily ranges of tempera-
ture averaged xz". The mean daily temperatures
were in excess of the average throughout, and
their departures from average were as follows

:

—3d, o°.2 ;
4th, l°.8 ; 5th, 10°

; 6th, lo°.3
;

7th, 4". 4 ; Sth, 6°, I ; 9th, 1°. The highest tempera-

ture in the sun's rays was 87!°, on the 7th, and the

lowest temperature at night by a thermometer placed

on the grass was 31", on the 4th. The weather on the

3d and 7th was very fine, and the sky was at times

cloudless ; but on other occasions a generally overcast

sky prevailed, and rain fell at times, though not to any

great amount, less than half an inch being measured.

Fog was generally prevalent at night. The wind blew

almost persistently from the S.W. and W.S.W., and

heavy pressures were registered at times. The maxi-

mum pressures on each day were as follows :—3d,

II lb. ; 4th, 5.7 lb., 5th, 4 lb. ; 6th, S.S lb. ; 7th,

3.5 lb. ; Sth, 3.3 lb. ;
9th, 1.2 lb. The daily hori-

zontal movements of the air were also large, amounting

to 550 miles on the 6th.

In England, the highest temperature by day varied

from 64° at Leeds to 584° at Portsmouth, the general

average over the country being 61". The lowest

temperatures at night ranged between 40^" at Brad-

ford and 40° at Leeds to 32" at Hull and 33° at Nor-

wich, the average over the country being 374"- The
greatest range of temperature in the week was 28° at

Hull, and the least, 20°, at Wolverhampton. The
mean daily range of temperature was 13°. The
average daily rate of temperature was 48^", varying

from 50?;° at Bradford to 46^° at Hull and Norwich.

The rainfall was generally light over the country,

being, however, somewhat heavier near Liverpool and

Manchester, where nearly an inch fell ; but at other

places averaging from a quarter to half an inch. The
weather was generally cloudy and dull, though varied

at some stations by occasional fine and bright days

;

strong winds were generally prevalent, and a storm

of thunder and lightning passed over Manchester on

the 5th.

In Scotland the highest temperatures by day varied

from 62° at Leith and Dundee to 55' at Paisley, and

the lowest at night from 374° at Greenock to 30° at

Perth, their respective averages being 60" and ^i"^.

The highest mean daily temperature was 47° at

Greenock, and the lowest 44^ at Aberdeen and

Paisley, the general average being 454. Four inches

of rain fell at Greenock, and more than 3 inches at

Paisley, the average fall being as much as 2 inches.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 65° nearly,

the lowest 29°, the mean 484°, and the rainfall two-

tenths of an inch.

A recent number of the Revue Hortkole con-

tained a note on the formation of Waterproof
translucent paper for screens, &c. The process de-

pends on the action of bichromate of potash on

gelatin. If paper, cotton fabrics, &c., be washed over

with a solution of gelatin or glue, to which one-fiftieth

part by weight of the bichromate be added, they are

rendered impermeable to water. The process must be

carried out in full daylight. It is stated that the

Japanese prepare their paper umbrellas in this way.

We are requested to state that the Liverpool

Horticultural Society'susual Exhibition of Chrysan-
themums and Fruit will be held in St. George's Hall

on Tuesday and Wednesday, December 3 and 4, and

not as before announced.

The Twelfth annual Birmingham and Midland
Counties exhibition of Chrysanthemums, Fruit and
Winter Flowering Plants, will be held in the

Town Hall, Birmingham, December 4 and 5, 1872.

Strekter's Carriage Indicator is an

admirable invention, intended to do away with the

check-string and speaking tube in carriages, and has

been patented by Mr. Streeter, of Conduit Street,

Hanover Square. It consists of two dials, one

placed inside the carriage, and the other on the

dash-board. The handle of the dial inside is con-

nected by a chain with the outer dial, and by
a simple and instantaneous motion directions can

be telegraphed to the driver. The attention of the

latter is attracted by a gong, or bell, and by glancing

at the dial he can tell whether he is to **stop," " turn

to the right" or "left," "go slowly," "go fast,"

"proceed home," &c. In carriages used by profes-

sional men, the word " hospital," or any other, can be

inscribed on the dial. Mr. Streeter has also made a

somewhat similar aiTangement applicable to domestic

purposes, by which servants may be summoned to "open

the door," "bring hot water," "attend to fire,"

"serve," and so forth. In country houses, or in large

establishments, much time and trouble may be saved

by the use of the indicator, which may also be recom-

mended for its simple arrangements and economy.

In order to prepare lists of trees and shrubs to

plant in the New Arnold Arboretum, which Mr.

C. S. Sargent, Brookline, Boston, U.S., is about to

make, Mr. Sargent will be obliged to refer to the

catalogues of the principal nurserymen both in England

and on the Continent, and he would be glad if all tree

growers would send him their catalogues. Mr. Sar-
gent writes:

—"I hope to make the arboretum a

success, or rather as much of a success as our most try-

ing climate will allow. I have a large sum of money,

137 acres of most beautiful, undulating park-like

ground, already very finely wooded with a large assort-

ment of the trees native to New England ; and, what is

of still greater importance, the sympathy of all our best

horticulturists and others interested in rural affairs. I

am sure that you will gladly do anything in your
power to help me in making this undertaking known in

England among a class of persons whose assistance

would be of value to me."

The Floral Decorations at the Guildhall on
Lord Mayor's Day were this year furnished by Mr. B.

S. Williams, of the Victoria Nursery, Upper Hol-
loway, and we need scarcely add that they were
carried ©ut in such a manner as is only possible by
those having the command of a large stock of Palms,

Ferns, and other tropical plants. This, together with,

the good taste exhibited in the arrangement, rendered

the late Lord Mayor's floral display the most recherche

of any plant decoration we have seen on the 9th of

November.

We are glad to see that a second edition of

Mr. Smee's " My Garden " will be issued in a few
days. We understand the former edition has been
carefully revised, and nearly 100 new illustrations

added, the wood engravings now being nearly 1400 in

number.

LILIUM SPECIOSUM.
Some time since Mr. Barr submitted to us a consider-

able number of specimens of Lilium speciosum, with a
view to getting their nomenclature definitely settled.

This was no easy or satisfactory task, the degree of varia-

tion is considerable, the intermediate stages between
one form and another numerous. To begin with, then,

there are no absolute limits laid down by Nature her-

self, and any that may be made are therefore arbitrary

and liable to exception. Next, we have not sufficient

evidence as to the constancy of particular forms. What
security have we that the bulb, which this season pro-

duces flowers of any particular colour and form, will in

the forthcoming season produce the same, especially if

grown under different conditions. Again, there is the

difliculty that with one or two exceptions the varieties

have not been authoritatively named. Neither Du-
chartrc nor Baker have attempted to characterise the

varieties of this species. What one grower calls

roseum, another calls rubrum, and who shall decide

which is correct ?

It may be well then to state the method adopted in

the following attempt to come to some conclusion that

may be serviceable to cultivators.

In the first place we studied the specimens indivi-

dually, one by one, so as to become acquainted with,

their prominent characteristics ; next, the several

specimens were compared with each other, in order to

see which marks are peculiar, which are general. This
done, the next step was to look into the literature of the

subject, and especially to compare the coloured figures

that have been given, and to endeavour to ascertain

whether any of the specimens before us conformed to the

description or figure, and if so, to follow the botanist's

rule of taking the oldest or first imposed name as the

correct one, unless there be some special reason for

deviating from the "law of priority."

All this demands a considerable outlay of time and
labour, and involves an amount of " detail " of which
we do not think the cultivator would thank us to lay

before him more than is absolutely essential for his

purpose.

In brief, then, there is much variation in the colour

of the stem, foliage, and particularly of the flower ;

there is a good deal of variation in habit, and in the

form of the leaf. There are also great differences in

size and vigour, but these latter we may pass over as

probably accidental. It may save time to put the

results of our examination of Mr. Ban's specimens into

a tabular form, thus ;—

•

Lilium speciosum, Tkiinb, {var. hortenses).

A. Stems fasciated.

,, brownish .. .. ..

,, green

Stems not fasciated.

,, purplish brown.
flowers pii

FA5CIATUM
RUBRUM.

FASCIATUM
ALBUM.

ik RUBRUM.
ALBUM.

gruen.
ROSEUM.

( srsciosuM
I (proper).

white or nearly so.

flowers rose-coloured ..

flowers deep rose-coloured,

flowers white, or nearly so.

flowers white with ) ,u^„^^„„.
rose-coloured spots )

flowers quite white, vestale.

Concerning the fasciated varieties there is little need
to speak. They differ in nothing from the other

varieties, except in their fasciation. We have adopted

the name fasciatum to avoid confusion, though in

some catalogues the name corymbiflorum is used

for the same varieties. Of the non-fasciated forms

we have, first of all, a division into those which
have green stems and those which have purplish-

brown stems. We find in practice that this is

a fairly good character; moreover, it is usually

associated with the presence of a similar tint on the

idrib of the segments of the flower, easily seen even
when in bud. Of these purple-stemmed varieties there

are two main forms, the one with pink the other with

white flowers. We propose that the name rubrum
should apply to the pink-flowered varieties with

purplish stems. There is no figure, that we are aware
of, of this variety. The white-flowered form of this
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section we propose to call album, the albijlorum of the

Botanical Magazine belonging to another form.

Turning now to the green-stemmed forms, we have

those with pale rose or blush-coloured flowers in which

the colour is not distinct ; these we propose to refer

to roseum. The figure in Paxton's Magazim, vol. v.,

plate I, represents this form. Of the same colour,

but much deeper, and with a defined white or whitish

edge around the segments of the perianth, is the form

we propose to call the true speciosum. This is the

plant well figured in the Botanical Register, tab. 2000, by
Lindley, under this name ; also in the Flore ties Serres,

t. 276, 277. L. speciosum var. Kcempferi of the

Botanical Magazine, tab. 3785, we take to be synonym-

ous with this.

Of the white-flowered forms of this section we have

one which is white with rose-coloured spots. For this

the name punctatum, given by Lemaire, Flore ties

Serres, 276, seems most suitable, though if we were to

follow botanical rules rigidly, it should be called by tlie

Japanese name, Tametono. It is figured under the

name albiflorum in tlie Botanical Magazine, t. 37S5,

and in Paxton's Magazine, vol. v., tab. 267, as

lancifolium roseum. It has also been called L. Brous-

sartii and L. eximium in gardens, thougli the latter

name applies to quite a different plant. So far as the

prised in the stretch on the south side of the lake, which

is laid out with wide roads and walks as the special

promenade ground of the park.

"To dcvclope tlie variety of natural scenery above

referred to in a manner that should be attractive to the

visitor, and at the same time give an impiession of

artistic unity and largeness to the park design, it was
necessary to secure a circuit drive that could be con-

structed with an easy grade throughout, on a course that

should not appear to double on itself in a narrow or con-

tracted way."

BUD VARIATION.
{Concludedfrom /. 1454.)

The individuality or comparative independence of

buds—a circumstance often noticed— is also brought

prominently into view by such facts as we have

recorded. An interesting question arises as to whether

there are differences in the plant originating from bud
variation, as compared with one the produce of varia-

tion from seed. It is a matter of everyday expe-

rience with gardeners that seedling plants vary greatly

—even though the produce of the same seed-vessel, and
even though not the offspring of hybridised, or cross

fertilised parents. Is there any perceptible difference

between a seedling variety obtained as just explained,

petals partook of the parti-coloured nature, for in the

same flower were petals of a rose, or red colour, or of a
blended hue." Unfortunately neither the name of the

variety nor its genealogy are given, so that we are

unable to say positively whether this was a case of

reversion or no.

It may perhaps be said that seedling variations, such
as happen in the Apple or the Pear, are the necessary

outcome of the cross-fertilisation to which the plants in

question have been subjected for ages, just as the bud
variations in the case of the Pelargonium are. This

may be true in some cases, but can hardly be so in

all ; for instance, in a bed of seedling Conifers, such as

Lawson's Cypress or Deodars, raised from imported

seeds taken from wild plants, often from the same cone,

the number of seedling varieties is often large. In the

case of cultivated plants as of domestic animals, Mr.

Darwin has shown how the variations that arise are

directly connected with the objects for which the parti-

cular plant or animal is cultivated. A plant, for

instance, grown for the sake of its fruit is apt to vary

in its fruit characters more than in its leaf characters.

But although this may, and no doubt does, apply to a

considerable extent in the case of seminal variations, it

seems less applicable in the case of bud variations, as

will be judged from the illustrations before given, as

r7/7/7^
Fig. 32S.—plan of Brooklyn park, new york.

bulbs of these varieties go, we have not personally had
the opportunity of comparing any great number, but
we are informed by Mr. Barr that the range of

variation in the bulbs is but slight.

Lastly, for a variety with pure white unspotted
flowers, we adopt the catalogue name of vestale.

BROOKLYN PARK.
We have on several occasions alluded to this park,

and made extracts from the annual reports of the

Commissioners. It may be of interest to landscape

gardeners to see the ground plan, which we now illus-

trate (fig. 238) by means of a reduced copy of the

coloured plan, executed by the new process of Messrs.

Leitch & Co. We regret that we have not been able

to procure sections to show the variations in level.

Messrs. Olmstead & Co., the landscape architects and
superintendents, give the following particulars with
reference to this fine park ;

—

" The park territory, with reference to its special

adaptability for use as a city pleasure ground, is broadly
divisible into four principal natural sections ; first, the

pastoral or long meadow district; next, the old forest

ground, containing the east, west, and mid woods ;
3d,

the high lands of Breeze Hill and Lookout Hill ; 4th, that

which holds the open waters of the lake. To these may
be added a 5th, somewhat artificial, subdivision, com-

and a bud variety? In other words, are there any
means of distinguishing, in the case of a cultivated plant

ofunknown history, a "sport" from a ''seedling?"

We have tried in vain to find any such difference. The
experience of the most able cultivators furnishes no
data on this head. But although this is so, there is an

equally prevalent impression that while a variety can-

not always be perpetuated "true" from seed, it can

be propagated unchanged by cuttings or grafts. The
best varieties of Apples or Pears—to cite only one
instance—are propagated by grafts, because there is no
certainty at all that the pips will reproduce the desired

variety ; far more commonly they produce something
else. There is, then, a difference between seed varia-

tion and bud variation, in the greater degree of perma-
nence of the latter. That this difference is not absolute

is shown by the following case, recorded by M, Rafarin

in a French horticultural journal :—

•

"In 1S66, at La Muette, a Pelargonium, withpalerose-

coloured flowers, was observed to bear a branch, all the

flowers on which were of a deep red colour. Cuttings

were taken from this * sport,' from which 20 plants

were raised, which flowered in 1S67, when it was found

that scarcely two were alike. Thus while some bore

rose-coloured flowers, like those of the original plant,

others had red flowers, likethoseof the * sport' ; others,

again, had red and rose-coloured blossoms on the same
plant, and even in the same truss. Nay more, even the

, also from the negative evidence afforded by a plant

like the Jerusalem Artichoke, which is propagated

exclusively by its tubers, and indeed never ripens its

seed in this country, and which has produced no varia-

tion by "sport," or dimorphism, although so largely

grown, and for so long a period.

Mr. Darwin attempts to explain the phenomena of

bud variation, as of inheritance and reproduction gene-

rally, by his hypothesis of pangenesis. This hypothesis

proceeds on the assumption that every cell of a living

organism gives origin to an innumerable host of "gem-
mules" in minuteness and in number transcending con-

ception. These gemmules divide and multiply, or

they lie dormant possibly for ages. They circulate

throughout the organism, or they become aggregated

together, and so form embryos or buds, and they are

transmitted from one generation to another. There is

nothing improbable in the assumption of the existence

of these gemmules ; and, if we take their presence for

granted, it is easy to see how they afford an explanation

of the phenomenon of reversion to an ancestral con-

dition, such as bud variation so frequently presents.

Gemmules derived from a plant's remote progenitors

are, according to the hypothesis, circulating in the

present generation, and it only requires the occurrence

of favourable conditions to determine the revivification

of these now dormant gemmules to reproduce the

ancestral form. There still remains the difficulty of
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ascertaining what the favourable conditions are which

determine this change. The reason for the prolonged

dormancy of the gemmules is also not obvious. But,

supposing we admit the gemmule hypothesis as suffi-

cient to account for reversion by bud variation, there

yet remains that larger class of bud variations wherein

there is no suspicion of reversion.

This latter category, so far as we see, can only be

explained by Mr. Darwin's assertion that, "incases

in which the organisation has been modified by changed

conditions, the increased use or disuse of parts, or any

other cause, the gemmules cast off from the modified

units of the body will be themselves modified, and,

when sufficiently multiplied, will be developed into new
and changed structures."

But before we can, with propriety, avail ourselves of

the latter explanation, we have to be satisfied that a

change of conditions has really been in operation. And
this is too often beyond our ken. The majority of bud

variations, not distinctly referable to reversion, appear

suddenly, without any obvious change of external con-

dition, we know not why or wherefore. Suppose we
admit, on the ground of intrinsic probability, the ope-

ration of changed conditions, even though we may
have no direct evidence on the point, we have yet to

explain how and why one particular shoot on one par-

ticular part of a plant should be acted on in this way,

when there is no appreciable reason why it should be

influenced more than the rest.

There is still another way of explaining the pheno-

mena on the gemmule hypothesis, and that is, by sup-

posing changes in the number, arrangement, or position

of the gemmules ; and the supposition, though plausible,

is yet based on a number of mere assumptions, and,

moreover, it leaves the cause of the altered conditions

of the gemmules entirely unexplained.

To sum up, then, we may say that there is no absolute

difference between bud variation and seed variation.

The changes manifest themselves in the same manner
and in the same organs, in the case of buds or seedlings

respectively. The conditions, so far as we know, that

produce variation in the one are the same that are

effectual in the other. Lastly, apart from the different

mode of origin, there is no essential difference between
a bud formed as the result of fertilisation, ?>., an
embryo, and one formed without the direct agency of

the two sexes, i.e., a bud. M, T. AI.^ in Popular Science

Revie^u,

.ON GATHERING THE CONES OF
RESINOUS TREES.

This is a subject which is deemed of great conse-

quence by all scientific arboriculturists who have
studied the peculiarities of many species in their native

forests, and who are anxious to keep them as free as

possible from degeneracy in their cultivated state. A
late eminent writer on the arboreous vegetation of the

Spanish Peninsula, Captain Widdrington, R.N., to

whom we owe the introduction of Pinus hispanica,

together with all our best knowledge of the various

Pines and Oaks of the Spanish forests, was wont to lay

great stress on the season when cones should be
gathered. He would carefully explain to his younger
arboricultural friends that no tribe of trees degenerates

so ^urely as the Pines, Firs, Larches, and Cedars,

unless we allow their cones to hang upon the tree till

nearly the full natural season, when they open from the

warmth of the vernal sun in February, March, and
April, for then it is that they part with their precious

charge of seed, fully matured, hardened by the frosts of

a long winter, and furnished with all the resin and
essential oils proper to the species.

If the cones of some kinds, such as the Norway
Spruce, begin to open about mid-winter, then it is

time to gather the more forward cones of that parti-

cular species at mid-winter, but even in this case it is

by no means the entire crop which ripens so early.

Again, the beautiful imbricated cones of the Abies
Douglasii must occasionally be gathered soon after

Christmas, lest the seeds be cast by the scales opening
suddenly. The cones of the Weymouth Pine, and
those of Pinus excelsa, require great watchfulness.

But they ought to be allowed to hang till the very
latest day, and not be taken off till they are seen to be
distinctly opening.

Very different is the hardy native Scottish Pine of
our own island, and the Larch of the Tyrol and of
Siberia. They do not naturally shed their seeds till

the spring sun shines bright and warm at mid-day
about the equinox in March ; nay. the Larch retains
most of its seed far later in our British climate.

In neither of these trees is the footstalk of the cone
dead and effete even in the early spring. It is still

alive, and doubtless conveying a continuous though
small supply of oleaginous secretions to the centre
of the cone, whence these secretions may be attracted
by the seeds themselves.

So, again, the cones of the Cedar of Lebanon. That
they should have hung throughout the winter would
seem of much importance to the ultimate vigour and
hardihood of the trees to be reared from them. For my
own part, I would willingly give ten times the ordinary
price for seedlings of Cedar, Abies Douglasii, Wey-
mouth Pine, or even for those of Larch, if found
springing self-sown among the border Boxwood or
under the Gooseberry bushes of a garden near the

parent tree, than for any artificially reared ; and the

reason is, that no seedling of Nature is sown till the

tree naturally casts its seed, which has, therefore, stood

the test of a winter's frost, and been slowly and safely

matured.
Thevigour of the plant in its earlygrowth is a perfectly

secondary consideration. Weakly and unpromising
natural seedlings will develope themselves into fine hardy
and long-lived trees. Unfortunately, however, cones

gathered early in autumn, and made to open by arti-

ficial heat in the spring, will often yield seedlings of

hopeful appearance, which will grow rapidly for some
years. But no one who knows how Nature sows and
rears her own gi-and forests will have any confidence

in such plants ever becoming stately trees or valuable

timber.

The great maxim as to the Scottish Pine ought to be
—Never gather the cones before February or March,
and let them open slowly in the sun when spread upon
sheeting. Gather from the finest trees of the true

native Highland stock, if access can be obtained to

such ; otherwise, gather from the most healthy planta-

tions containing trees of 50 years' growth and upwards
which the country affords, and from such as have a

reputation for yielding the reddest and most resinous

timber. But never gather the cones until the end of

winter—that is to say, towards the latter part of

February and throughout the whole of March.

Gentlemen who wish to make sure of obtaining

young Larches hardy and healthy, like those of the

early years of the present century, must be content with

the limited number that can be reared at home from

cones gathered in March and April under special

arrangements, and the parent trees must be the finest

and healthiest that can be found on the hill-sides, or

occupying moorland ravines ; to which may be added
a few localities on the woodland banks and forest lands

of the lower country where healthy Larch is sometimes
produced.
The seed may be extracted by alternately watering

the cones lightly, upon sheets, from a fine rosed flower-

pot whilst they lie in the sun, then leaving them to dry
again rapidly in the bright beams. The scales will

open ere long under such treatment, and yield much of

their seed. After which more may be got out by
threshing them with a stick when wrapped together

in sheeting. The process may be repeated day after

day, and still more seed obtained.

The largest and brightest cones produce the best

seed, and these large and fine cones are thinly scattered

on the twigs, and are produced either near the tops of

the trees or towards the extremities of the pendulous
side-branches. They are never crowded, like the

unhealthy cones.

The thinning of our most healthy Larch woods ought
to be done as much as possible in February, March,
and April, in order to facilitate the gathering of healthy
cones from their summits when prostrated. These
should be secured for the use of the owners and their

friends, because they are really a valuable acquisition.

The seed should be sown upon good light soil in a
situation not too fully exposed to the sun. Boughs of

Beech, Elm, or Hazel (such as might be used for pea-

sticks), may be lightly laid over the beds, and over
these again old herring-nets, or other netting that

will exclude chaffinches, which would otherwise
peck off the top from every plant as it appeared
for the sake of the parent seed raised up from the

soil upon its tiny top, and which is a favourite dainty
with these little birds. The danger is soon over, but
until the tops of the plants liberate themselves from
the seed it is a fatal peril, if not effectually guarded
against. Netting, properly supported and prevented
from being blown about by wind, and so sweeping the
young plants to death, is the best safeguard.

It will be said. Why all this care in order to raise a
few hundreds of Larch plants in private gardens, when
Larch plants can be bought by myriads for a mere
trifle? The answer is, that if we mean to preserve the
Larch as a timber tree in Britain, we must bring private
gardens and private care into requisition. The time
may indeed come when evidence respecting the decline
of the Larch in Britain may be called for by proper
authority, with a view to some well considered enact-

ment and needful regulations as to the gathering of the
seed by licensed persons under proper instructions, and
subject to effectual control ; also with a view to regu-
lations concerning the extraction of the seed. But, in

the meantime, something may be done by private
persons to obtain the best plants for themselves,
however scanty in number such plants may be.

The principles of seed-gathering as applicable to all

the Pine and Fir tribe, the Cedars and Deodars and
Araucarias, also to the Junipers, Cypresses, Thujas,
&c., are the important matters to be borne in mind,
and these are always to leave the cone as long as we
can upon the tree, to obtain for it the utmost exposure
to winter frosts, and the longest time for receiving its

essential oils and resins from the parent tree ; and,
lastly, not to extract the seed from the cone till we are
ready to sow, and then to do it not merely by sun-
heat, but by endeavouring to imitate April showers
alternating with exposure to the sun, in order that whilst
heat is causing the cone to expand, extreme dryness may
not be exhausting the minute seeds inside of the scales.
There is nothing more difficult within the whole range
of cultivation than to raise any young Pine or Fir

without doing something which has a tendency to

induce its degeneration. Ralph Carr Ellison^ Diinston

Hilly Gateshead.
[To be Coniimied.)

JAPAN FLAX.
For some time a material known as " Japan Flax

"

has been in use by gardeners for tying up plants.

Many inquiries have been made as to what plant pro-

duces the material. The trade name, as in many
other instances, is no clue to its origin. I have never

been able to obtain satisfactory evidence of its being an
actual product, or even article of import from Japan.
That the material itself is the cuticle of the leaf of a Palm
there can be no doubt, and it has been referred to

Raphia tiedigera, IMart., but there seems some reason

in supposing that this species, which inhabits exclu-

sively the tide-flooded lands of the Lower Amazon and
Para rivers, would scarcely supply sufficient material

tliat could be sold at a cheap, and, at the same time,

remunerative price. The leaves of this Palm, which
is know as the Tupati Palm, grow to a great size. Mr.
Wallace says some of them cover a surface of more
than 200 square feet. " They rise nearly vertically

from the stem, and bend out on every side in graceful

curves, forming a magnificent plume 70 feet in height

and 40 in diameter. The stem itself is seldom more
than 6 or 8 feet high, but it is the petiole or leaf-stalk

that is most valued by the natives, this is 12 or 15 feet

long, and sometimes 4 or 5 inches thick. These petioles

are light and spongy, almost like cork, and they are cut

up and used for stoppers for bottles, also for partitions in

houses and various other purposes. The hard, glossy

outer skin of the petiole the natives split off in thin

straight strips, which they make into baskets, boxes,

window blinds, &c."

Though the leaves are so large it does not appear

that they are valued by the natives for making into any

articles of dress or of household use, which would cer-

tainly be the case if they produced so strong a material

as the so-called "Japan Flax." From an examination

of the substance and comparison with specimens in the

Kew Museum it seems to approach nearest, indeed to

be almost identical with, the cuticle of the leaf of

Mauritia flexuosa, L. ; and this seems to be the more
likely, inasmuch as the article so prepared is generally

used in the manufacture of hammocks or for cordage.

The Palm, moreover, is very abundant on the banks of

the Amazon, Rio Negro, and Orinoco rivers.

The leaf-stalks are used for similar purposes as those

of the Raphia tsedigera. Mr. Wallace, writing of the

Mauritia, says:—"The epidermis of the leaves fur-

nishes the material of which the string for hammocks
and cordage for a variety of purposes is made. The
unopened leaves form a thick, pointed column, rising

from the very centre of the crown of foliage. This is

cut down, and by a little shaking the tender leaflets

fall apart. Each one is then skilfully stripped of its

outer covering, a thin ribbon-like pellicle of a pale

yellow colour, which shrivels up almost into a

thread. These are then tied in bundles and
dried, and are afterwards twisted by rolling on
the breast or thigh into string, or with the fingers

into thicker cords. This they make into ham-
mocks, netting it into large or small meshes. This

material is very largely used in British Guiana, and is

excessively strong." The cuticle of the leaves of many
Palms, prepared in a like manner, produce a similar

strong fibrous substance—thus the Tucuma Palm,

Astrocaryum Tucuma, Mart., the Borassus tethio-

pum of Central Tropical Africa, and others. From
the latter numerous ornamental articles, such as

purses, scarfs, mats, &c., are made; they are very soft,

but at the same time very strong.

So far as clearing up the origin of Japan Flax

is concerned, it would help very much if any reader

of the Gardeners' Ckroiiicle could supply authentic in-

formation as to its native country ; also a portion of

the entire leaf, or a description or sketch of the plant.

yohn R. yackson^ Museum, Knv.

HECKFIELD PLACE.
Right through the midst of the kitchen garden at

Heckfield there runs a broad gravel walk, opening

into the grounds at both ends. On either side of this

walk Mr. Wildsmith annually plants a very attractive

arrangement. Fig. 329 gives a representation of tlie

vista formed by the walk, looking eastwards. The walk

is some 100 yards in length, and the border on either

side is 6 feet in width. A nicely trimmed Box edging

kept low runs along next the path, the back of the border

has a boundary line of Cupressus Lawsoniana. Next the

Cupressus ran a line of Punch Pelargoniums ; then one
of Pelargonium Christine and Bijou alternately ; then

came a line of semi-circular lobes, formed of Viola cor-

nula Perfection, some 3 feet in width from front to back,

and the soft beauty of this useful Viola, and its adapta-

tion for arrangements of this kind was both striking

and evident. A band of Pyrethrum Golden Feather

gave a wave-like edging to these lobes of clear purple-

blue, and at each point of contact with the line of

Christine and Bijou Pelargoniums there was a nice

plant of Dracajna australis. The Pyrethrum had a
thin edging of Festuca glauca, a charming silvery

grass most acceptable in the garden. The angles
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formed by the lobes were filled alteinatcly with Sedum
carneum variegatum, dotted with plants of Lord
Palmerston Pelargonium and Lady Plymouth variegated
Pelargonium, dotted witli Coleus VerschaiTeltii. A
delicious softness of liue pervaded tliis double border,
the \'iola was doing exceedingly well, and producing a

lovely hue of colour no other bedding plant could
possibly furnish. H. £>.

CONCERNING GARDEN POTS.
We are often invited by advertisement to reform

our tailor's bills ; there ought to be an association, if

need be, to reform the sizes and forms of our garden
pots. " W.'s" excellent article may save the trouble
of forming such an one. As to sizes let the numbers
from 6 to 20 stand for inches, and the needful change
is affected. In all pots above 4 inches let the measur-
ment be taken inside an inch from tlie rim ; this rule

would settle no end of disputes at shows. There is no
need for fractions at all, and if, as " W." suggests, the

|

Agam, e.vhib.tors may easdy pick the pots, and 1 breath ; "why, there was no competition-nothing
measure them exactly for special purposes; for in- approaching them." "Perhaps not; but did you
stance prizes are to be offered next summer for the measure the pots ?" coolly answered he with the tape
best dozen or two of Zonal Pelargoniums in S-inch and rule. " Measure ! confound the measuring
pots. It is easy to measure the pots before potting.
Suppose a dozen plants are wanted for showing

; pot a
dozen and a-half or two dozen in pots sorted and
measured.

Finally, the judges should allow a trifling latitude in
this matter of size. There is a possibility of breaking
the spirit of a rule by adhering too strictly to its letter,
and it is equally true that the letter may be kept, and
the spirit set at defiance. For instance, I have seen
Pelargoniums shown in S-inch pots, nearly a foot deep,
and others disqualified because some pots, to all prac-
tical intents and purposes 8-inch ones, measured Si or
SJ inches from a mere peculiarity of make—a curve
out towards the top. Both decisions were alike
wrong. The deep pots were not S-inch pots
rightly understood ; the others were. Common sense
would interpret the rule thus : Are the sizes so

no I Tliey were in S-inch pots of course," cried
another, " what are made and sold everywhere for
that size." " We appeal to the schedule," said the
two objectors ;

" 'in S-inch pots,' it reads. Now, we
contend that these plants are not in S-inch pots.
Here are the measurements—one 6j, one 7, one 7J,
one 75, one S, one SJ, one 84." "Stop, stop!"
cried the judges; "put one size with the other,
and the pots don't average S inches. The rule is,

in not more than S-inch pots ; these plants, upon
the whole, comply with the spirit." "I stand upon
the letter," said the rival exhibitor; "here is a
plant in a pot SJ, and another in one 8^ inches. And
besides, the others also ought to be disqualified, as
they are in pots less than S inches in diameter. I
appeal to the committee," The judges could only
consent. This body were very sorry indeed the point

Fig. 329.—FLOWER walk in the kitchen garden at heckfield.

Royal and other societies will hold together in the
matter of size, a useful revolution will be effected with-
out more ado. The pots also ought to be better made ;

in many cases they are formed of inferior clay, and
herein lies a difficulty relating to exact size. Were all

the pots made by such skilful potters as Mr. Matthews,
whose wares most of us have become familiar with
either in use or at the great shows, the matter would
be easy ; but every difference in clays tells upon the
size in the burning, and though the pots may all be
tamed out of one mould before going into the furnace,
many of them will display large fractional differences
when they are drawn out. There are several ways of
meeting this difficulty ; one would be for exhibitors to
have all their pots from the same, and that the best,
firm. This the trade would cry out against,
and, in fact, the various distances of cultivators
from the large potteries, and the weighty character of
the goods, would render that plan of reaching equality
impracticable. It might, however, be adopted more
than it is

; for I have observed that, in most cases, the
best pots are the lightest. It is not the pot that has
the most clay in it that is the best, but the one formed
of the best material, well moulded, and properly burnt.

near as to be shown honestly by the exhibitor for

those specified, and would they in general practice be
recognised as the sizes named ? If so, the plants ought
not to be disqualified for fractional differences in the
pots. No portion of the duties of judges is so irk-

some as the tape and rule measurements of pots, and
nothing is more mortifying to them than the being
compelled to set aside the best plants for almost in-

finitesimal variations in the sizes of the pots. All
cases of fraud or evasion of rules ought to be severely
punished, but slight differences in the sizes of pots
among different exhibitors are mostly accidental, and
the disputes arising therefrom mostly originate with
those who have shown more care in regard to the nice

measurement of their pots, than skill in the culture of
their plants.

I have met with some ludicrous instances of this : one
was to this effect :—A splendid set of Pelargoniums
in S-inch pots had got first honours at sight. There
was nothing approaching them in any way. As the
judges were leaving the tent two gentlemen met them,
tape line and rule in hand. " Beg pardon, gentlemen,
but you judges have awarded the prize to the wrong
Pelargoniums !" " Impossible," said the judges in one

should have arisen, but the conditions of the schedule
must be strictly complied with, and if not the prizes
must be forfeited, and given to those who had shown
the plants in strictest accordance with the wording of
the schedule. " That is," said the judges, "the prize
awarded on the ground of the highest cultural skill,

must be forfeited over a miserable squabble about a
fraction of an inch in the size of the pot, and given
to a set of plants that have nothing but the uniformity
of the size of the pots to recommend them." " Exactly,
gentlemen ; the letter of the schedule must be adhered
to." The judges turned round in despair, exclaim-
ing, "Well, at least we shall measure the pots
for ourselves." They did so, and found the sizes to
be as already stated. Then they turned to the other
plants. About the third pot they came to was
entirely original. It was more like a huge drain tile

stopped at one end than an ordinary flower-pot. The
judges seized it and held it up, to the utter discomfiture
of the rival exhibitors, who had trusted in the line and
rule, and to the satisfaction of the committee and
themselves. But here is the point. But for this tile

of a pot, a comparatively worthless set of plants would
have carried off the first prize.
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The system of judging by points would prevent

such mischief. In that case I would give

—

Exactness of size of pot . . . .

.

i point.

Health of plant 2 ,,

Good form .

.

. . . . . . .

.

3 ,,

Profusion of bloom .. .. .. .. 3 .,

Clearness of colour . . .

.

.

.

.

.

i ,,

Good arrangement for effect .. .. i .,

I merely offer these as suggestions. Any such

system will secure skill from being utterly defeated by

a mere mechanical measurement of the size of pots. It

is needful to specify sizes as a matter of convenience,

and to keep plants competing against each other within

some sort of comparison in regard to size. But
fractional differences have no cultural advantage nor

disadvantage, and ought never to be pressed at the

expense of other points of much more importance.

I have left myself no space to write of improved
forms. For general purposes, perhaps, our present

shapes are as useful as any ; but for show houses, con-

servatories, corridors, and rooms we are sadly in want
of other colours besides the everlasting red, and of

other forms besides the common, which has neither grace

nor beauty to recommend it. The basket at p. 1491
is very chaste and beautiful. The great problem is to

have thin and ornamental pots and baskets offered, at

once cheap, durable, and beautiful, and Mr. Matthews
and others, I was glad to notice at the great show at

Birmingham, are making strenuous efforts in this direc-

tion. I). T. Fish.

ABOUT COLCHICUMS.
Though the attention of lovers of hardy flowers is

now being called to the useful family of Colchicums,
and their praises are being said, if not sung, by many
writers, it must not be supposed that our forefathers

were ignorant of their beauty and their charming effect.

Writers of fifty years ago frequently alluded to and
commended the Colchicum. One writing in 1S12
said, *'The single and double Colchicums are beautiful,

and give gaiety to our gardens at a late season." It is

very rarely indeed that the Colchicum is met with, for

it, too, seems to have passed into the cold shade of

neglect, in common with many other good and useful

plants. Much rarer still is a collection of them—such
an one, for instance, as Messrs. Barr & Sugden bloomed
this autumn in their bulb garden at Tooting, where
several of the species and varieties could be seen
growing in large masses, and blooming most abun-
dantly. The prodigality of blossom shown by some of

them was really very remarkable.
An enumeration of the species and varieties forming

the collection seen at Tooting must commence with the

well known C. autumnale, the pale lilac flowers of
which can occasionally be met with issuing from clumps
of bulbs altogether denuded of foliage. Then follows

autumnale plenum, a very double form of the foregoing;

variegatum, a variety of the same, in which the flowers

are freely striped with lilac and white ; autumnale
album, pure white ; album plenum, very double, a very
beautiful form, some of the flowers coming delicately

tinged with rose ; autumnale roseum, rose, deeper in

colour than autumnale, and being also of a brighter

tint ; autumnale striatum, white, striped with lilac ; and
a double form of this, very delicately striped, and
extremely pretty. C. variegatum, chequered lilac and
white, like a dice board, is a charming form ; variegatum
pallidum is chequered similarly to the foregoing, but
with rose instead of lilac. C. byzantinum is a very fine

species, and very profuse of bloom, the flowers larger

than those of C. autumnale, and of a clear pale rose
colour ; indeed it may be considered as one of the very
best of the Colchicums ; byzantinum fol. variegatum,
the foliage edged white, the flowers of a pale creamy
hue, and somewhat insignificant in appearance. C.
speciosum is lilac, with veiy large flowers, some of the
larger blooms having the appearance of a teacup when
fully expanded ; it is a good deal in the way of byzan-
tinum, but differs materially in the larger size of the
flowers. Finally, C, crocitlorum is quite of a glowing
purple-crimson hue, the flowers sometimes flaked with
white : and there is this singularity to be noted about
this species, tliat the earliest blooms are always found
associated with the intensest colour, the later blooms
being much paler.

Messrs. Barr & Sugden are anxious to obtain or to

acquire information respecting C. agrippum [?] and
C. tessellatum ; also a species known as C. montanum,
reported to have deep rose-coloured flowers. Any one
having species or varieties not enumerated above would
do well to communicate with Messrs. Barr & Sugden,
as they are desirous of making their collection as com-
plete as possible.

One of the old writers already referred to has said,
respecting the Colchicum autumnale, that it " seems to
reverse the accustomed order of the seasons : it mingles
its fruits with the flowers of spring, and its flowers with
the fruits of autumn. Its blossoms rise out of the
ground in the most foriorn condition imaginable, with-
out a sheath, a fence, a calyx, or even a leaf to protect,
under all the disadvantages of the declining season of
the year. But when we come to look more closely into
the structure of the plant, we And that Nature has gone
out of her course to provide for its security, and make
up for all its defects ; for the seed vessel, which in other

plants is situated within the cup of the flower, or just

beneath it, in this plant lies underground, within the

bulb, and the tube of the flower extends down to the

root. The pod grows up in the spring, upon a foot-

stalk, accompanied with leaves ; the seeds have thus

the benefit of the summer, and are sown upon the sur-

face of the ground, for the plant produces its flowers in

September, and its leaves and fruits in the spring

following."

C. autumnale and its varieties thrive in almost any
garden soil, but it should be moist. A deep sandy
loam suits it well. Some of the finer species require a

little more attention than the common forms. Where
it is possible, a small bulb garden should be set

apart for the blooming of these beautiful flowers, where
they can repose secure from harm. If planted in

borders they should not be near shrubs that will grow
over and hide them, but in the open, where they can
display their charms without hindrance. A dressing of

leaf-soil in the autumn will be found of great advantage.

R. D.

THE IRON-WOOD TREE AND THE
PARASITE.

In the forest, side by side, there stood two Iron-wood
trees ;

* the one was tall and sprightly, and upright as an
arrow, looking up to the skies with its youthful branches
and crown of dark green leaves, a glory to behold

;

whilst the other was an aged and bent tree, with gnarled
stem and angulated branches, which, together with many
a yellow leaf and scantily clad twig, formed a striking

contrast to the young tree.

"Have you seen the climber that is creeping up my
stem?" inquired the young Iron-wood tree of her aged
and bent companion. "Have you," continued the young
tree, "seen my friend, the spotted chmber.f with her
handsome semi-transparent stem, covered with elongated
purple spots ? We have entered into a league ; it is our
Intention to dwell together in the woods. You are aware
that 'union is strength,' and our united stems and
branches will form a shield against the storms. ' Then
let the winds howl on ;

' we shall be to each other a tower
of strength—we shall not care for ' winter and rough
weather,'

"

" My friend," replied the aged and bent tree, " beware
of evil companions. In the days of my youth I wai tall

and stately as yourself— I was not the deformed thing
which you now behold ; but, unfortunately, I harboured
one of these spotted parasites—one of the same plants
that is now creeping up your stem—and mark the result.

I am prematurely worn and bent with age, my days have
been darkened, and I have had no pleasure in them.
Your friend the climber is fair to look upon, but beware
of her treachery ; for, like the 'Old Man of the Moun-
tain,' she will cling to you, and, when once established
amongst your branches, will cast off the stem which
connects her with the earth, by which she now obtains
her nourishment, and will become parasitical upon yoiu:

back, her great weight eventually bowing down your
proud head to the low earth. My young friend, beware
of the spotted parasite."

The counsel of the aged tree was, however, dis-

regarded, for the treacherous climber, whispering to her
friend, said in the most beguiling manner, "Do not
believe it. Place no faith in such whims and fancies

;

they have arisen out of envy and jealousy. Why should
you dwell alone? If we mingle our leaves and branches,
and blossom together in the woods, we shall be more
beautiful than all the other trees ; even Erythrinaj in all

her gorgeous beauty, and the wild Chestnut tree,^ will

sink into insignificance beside us."

In the pride of her heart, the credulous young tree

believed in her false friend ; and that they might dwell
together in the forest, she took to her bosom the purple-
spotted paraate.

However, as time wore on, the result became evident
;

the climber grew to an immense size, and multiplied her
innumerable twining stems like entangled whipcord
amongst the branches, and at length, by detaching her-
self from the stem which connected her with the soil, from
wliich as a seedling she had originally sprung, took up
her abode entirely upon the young Iron-wood tree,

affixing herself by her insidious suckers to every part of
it, usurping the places of the branchlets, and appro-
priating to herself the whole of the nourishment and
sap which the tree supplied. As for blossoming together
in the woods, alas, for the poor Iron-wood tree ! she could
never boast of a single flower ; the blossoming was all

accomplished by the parasitical " Old Man of the Moun-
tain," whose great accumulation of twining-stems at

length overburdened her friend, and bowed down her
sprightly head almost unto the earth.

However, Time, who has its revenge upon us all, saw
the end of the parasite. Her days were accomplished,
and she was gathered to her long home ; but tlie Iron-
wood tree was a cripple for life. i?he never again regained
her former sprightliness, although for many a long year
she continued to dwell in the forest after the purple-
spotted parasite had ceased to be remembered ; but she
had become prematurely old, bent, and gnarled, and
hollow-hearted ; and the wild bees took up tlieir abode
within the cavity of her sheltering stem. Mosses and
lichens found a home amongst her rugged branches.
Tree Ferns,

||
with their spreading leaves and long green

streamers, beautified the scene, and there, too, in the
spring time, the lovely white trumpet-shaped blossoms of

* Vcpris lanceolata.

t The spotted parasite, Ciiscuta cassythoidcs. " Parasitical,
cord-like, katless plants, germinating in the soil, but soon atl.icU-

ing tliemselves by disc-like suckers to the stems of neighbouring
plants. When this occurs the primary root withers away, and the
parasite hcnceforlh draws its nourishment from the plant to
which it has affixed \t'?.e\i."--Geuera c/ South African Plants.

X Erythriiia Kaffra.
% Calodendron capense.

II
Tree Ferns, Davallia concinna, Sec.

the tree Orchid shed their fragrance around the spot. She
was beautiful in her decay.

"Well," said the Iron-wood tree, " I am glad they have
found a home amongst my branches, for I never liked the
idea of living alone."

" For I was kind to old Decay,
And wrapped it softly round in green,

On naked root and trunk of grey
Spread out a garniture and screen.

He praised my varied hues—the green,
The silver hoar, the golden brown ;

* Said lovelier hues were never seen.
Then gently pressed my tender down."

Aunt Judys Magazine,

NOTES ON CONIFERS~XIV.
Sciadopitys verticillata.—Indigenous to Japan, from

whence it was introduced by Mr. Fortune in i86l. It

is described as a large pyramidal tree, with horizontal
spreading branches, attaining from 100 to 150 feet

in height, and from 3 to 4 feet in diameter. Dr.
Siebold, who previously discovered it, described it as
a large bush or small tree, from 12 to 15 feet in height.

Judging from the progress making, and the specimens
to be seen in this country. Dr. Siebold's description is

likely to prove correct. It is very satisfactory to know
that this very distinct, indeed unique, tree, has gene-
rally proved quite hardy, although of slow growth, at

least in its young state. Its branches are alternate

and verticillate, with numerous branchlets ; its leaves

are from 2 to 3 inches in length, linear, leathery, and
of a yellowish green colour, spreading out horizontally

like the ribs of an umbrella, hence its name of Umbrella
Pine. Dr. Siebold considers the Umbrella Fir the
finest Conifer of Japan, and one which presents an
appearance as strange as elegant, in consequence of its

innumerable ramifications, which always end in a
parasol-like tuft of leaves.

We have not yet had sufficient experience to speak
very positively as to its merits and culture, but have
seen enough to satisfy us that it will require a warm
situation to induce growth, and a good deep soil on a dry
subsoil. It will probably be found to be better adapted
for the southern than the northern parts of these islands.

Wherever there is any chance of its succeeding as

an ornamental tree it should be experimented with, on
accoimt of its unique and elegant appearance. At Castle

Kennedy, and numerous other places in Scotland, it has
stood the severity of our winters unscathed, but seldom
makes more than 2 or 3 inches of growth in a season.

Messrs. Veitch report that their largest plant (4 feet

in height) in their rich collection of Conifers at Coombe
Wood, near Wimbledon, last year grew 9 inches.

Taxodiiiin disticlmm.—Introduced, in 1640, from
North America, where it reaches from 60 to 100 feet

in height. In some of the Southern States it is to be
found growing along the banks of rivers, and covering
thousands of acres of swampy land, forming what are

called *' Cypress swamps." "This is more particularly

the case in Carolina, Georgia, East Florida, and
Louisiana, and it is also found less or more abundantly
in similar situations in Maryland and Virginia.

In this country it forms a charming little tree, from
15 to 30 or more feet in height, with small, bright,

delicate green leaves, gradually changing in the autumn
to a dull red colour before falling off, it being a
deciduous species. This is one of the few really orna-

mental trees which is well adapted for wet, marshy
places. I have seen it planted with the best efl'ect on
the margin of a small island ; it would also be very
suitable for planting near the edges of some of the

artificial pieces of water which nestle in many a
sheltered nook in our pleasure grounds. It will grow
in any good soil, if not too dry, but being a swampy
plant is always best near water, and comes to greater

perfection in the southern than the northern portions of

these islands. To be able to form a correct estimate of

the exquisite beauty of this tree it must be seen grow-
ing under brighter skies than ours. Those who have
seen it in the gardens of the Petit Trianon at Versailles,

growing on the margin of the artificial lake there,

cannot fail to have pleasant memories of the impression
which it left.

There is a very fine specimen growing on an island

in the artificial piece of water at Bergary, in Ayrsliire.

There is also a very fine plant at Calley, near Gate-

house ; and at Castle Kennedy it grows freely in deep
moss. In the Botanic Garden, Giasncvin, there is a
specimen nearly 40 feet in height ; and there are

several fine specimens at Sion, near London,

Thnjopsis dolabrata,—Indigenous to Japan, from
which it was introduced in 1854. Professor Thiinberg
says it is plentiful in the countries of " Oygawa " and
" Makonia," along the high roads, particularly on the

hill-sides, and that it is of vast height and dimensions.

It is also found on the moist slopes of valleys in the

Island of Niphon, Japan. Its leaves arc 4-rowed,

scale-formed, broad, thick, imbricated, rounded at the

points, of a deep green glossy hue, silvery white lie-

neath ; its branchlets are two-edged, the branches

vertical, and gracefully drooping towards the points,

forming a fine pyramidal tree. Although quite hardy,

it grows comparatively slowly with us, and is not

likely soon to merit the eulogium bestowed on it

by Thunberg, and which it doubtless deserved as

seen by him in the far Kast, growing in its native

habitats. He describes it as being " a lofty, vast, and
beautiful tree, of all evergreens the fairest." It appears
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to thrive best in slightly shaded situations, and should tion, with an eaily sort as Carter's riist Crop, for the

only l^e plan ed in warm, sheltered places, preferring a first and latest erops. I 'l;f-^"f"'-=''''=JW'lhams Ln^^^^

damp nrossy or loamy soil, rather of a strong, l.ght of the Marrows, under the foregone eonclus on that it

texture. Although of slow growth at first, nr well- would not equa my two favourites ; but did and I

chosen situations it will probably make more rapid am mclinedto place it rather a-head of both. Higher

progress after being well established, as not a few

Conifers are known to do. Wherever it is at all likely

to thrive it should be planted, as it is both distinct and

beautiful.

Tliuj^i gigaiitt-j.—Indigenous to California, where,

on the mountains of Klamat, it is found growing at an
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praise would be needless, and, in fact, I could not give.

T. D.

Mysterious Disappearance of Nuts, Potatos,

Apples, &c.—I can readily believe all that Mr. S.

Taylor writes on this subject (p. 1492). Mice can do

case in point. A set of Capsicums and Chilies were
particularly wanted by a certain time. To force them
on they were placed on the flue of a pine-stove. In a

week or so, when the fruit was wanted, behold ! it was
gone. There was trouble—a carpeting in store for all

concerned. Some one must have taken them. On
closer examination of the plants, a few of the peppers

were noticed to be torn oft, and no nibblings were

found on the surface of the pots. On a search being

made, a great proportion of the Chilies were found in a

heap in the tan. Traps followed, and several mice

and rats can do ' who had a tooth for a hot morsel came to grief ; and
plpvifion of cooo feet Teffrev found it growing along ! great things in the way of Nut lifting, —

-

. ,-,,.,
the b^te of^otttRver,fn Upper California, in , anything.

'' Many burglars with bag and barrow could yet nothing could have been more improbable than
the banics ° /^^?"^ f^'J^.^

'" ,''';. ,

? feet in i
hardly do more. I have had bushels of Walnuts ' that mice could have eaten these scorching hot peppers,

rm^et:?."' ft'Cs'Tls^'b^n'f^uirg^winfple^U^ili; ! cotar'ed in a single night by rats, carried olT between I The next lesson is to make ^U the foui^^aUons anddrains

along the banks of the —
Columbia River, and
at Nootka Sound, on
the north-west coast

of America.
This handsome, fas-

tigiate, evergreen tree,

is one of the really

valuable recent intro-

ductions, which is al-

ready widely known
and veiy extensively

planted, and which is

sure to become a gene-

ral favourite wherever

an ornamental tree is

an object, as it com-
bines in itself most of

the requisites of a use-

ful evergreen shrub or

small tree. In habit

it somewhat resembles

the American Arbor-

vitK (Thuja occiden-

talis); in general ap-

pearance it is far more
refined and cheerful,

and in all probability

is destined to aid very

much in supplanting

it. Its fine rich glossy

green foliage and
close upright-growing

branches give it a cha-

racter distinct from

all the other Thujas.

It is perfectly hardy,

and thrives in most
ordinary soils and
situations, not being

at all fastidious about

much shelter, or very

liable to be injured by
cold winds.

For planting on a

lawn by the sides of

walks or drives, or in

the best situations

near a villa or man-
sion, or in dressed

grounds or shrub-

beries, it will be
found to be no ordi-

nary acquisition, and
may generally be de-

pended on for credit-

ably occupying what-
ever post may be
assigned to it by the

planter. Sir E. Bel-

cher in his Voyage

Round the World
says, the timber is

very fine-grained,

bright yellow, very

valuable, and much
used at the Russian
settlement of Sitcha

for building purposes,

and that the natives

at Nootka Sound
manufacture their

cloaks of its inner

bark, which turns the

rain, is very pliable

and soft, and is in use

for mats, sails, clothing, &c.

not likely generally to be large enough to justify its

being planted to any extent for timber or other

economic purposes. A. Fo'^i'ler, Castle Kennedy.

The trouble, vexation,

loss that this would
prevent would be im-

mense. No doubt rats

and mice will come
even then, but a sharp

eye and ready hand»
can deal with surface

vermin ; but when
they spring up, as it

were, out of the

ground in all direc-

tions, the vermin will

mostly get the better

of us. D. T. Fish.

The Barbarossa
Grape.— I have been

always under the im-

pression that the Bar-

barossa Grape was a

large black - berried,

large-bunched kind,

with leaves heavily

veined, thickly ser-

rated, and turning to

a beautiful variegated

red of different shades

on coming to matu-
rity, but that, unlike

other Vines, the green

fades, and the co-

louring commences
sooner, and it was
owing to this red

colouring of its leaves,

and to its deeply ser-

rated beard-like look

at this season that it

takes its name from
" Barba-rosa," red

beard, and not from
its bunches, which are

not at all like a beard,

nor red, for they are

jet black with me. I

send you a bunch of

the Barbarossa Vine

leaves of different

sizes, which, if held

up to the face, is more
like a beard than a

bunch of Grapes. I

may further say this

Grape is perfectly dis-

tinct from the Sea-

cliffe Black ; and, in

my opinion, the Gros
GuiUaume and it are

identical. We have,

then, two first-class

large-bunched Grapes

—the Barbarossa, and
Seacliffe Black or

Gros Guillaume ; and,

if you want a third

large-bunched Black

Grape, Gros Colman
is the one. // Knight,

Floors.

Fig. 330.—EMER.VLD GEM I'EA.

Variegated Vine
Leaves. — Enclosed

are some Vine leaves

which, before falling

walls, and stored under floors in the most extraordinary I as they decay, form some beautiful objects of variega-

Although it'grows pTetty freely in this country, it is
]
manner, and their doings among Apples and Potatos tion suited for the ^<^^°'^='^'°"

f^f"'"f ' ^^'/J Xavl- • '> .. '^ • •'. ' . • ''
are equally marvellous. Many of these they drive the Vine off which these leaves were picked always

along before them on the level as a kitten with a baU,
,

does the same. Can any of your readers inform me

but how they manage to get them up our ceilings, &c., , why this Vine should do it and no others in the saine

seems marvellous. I think they form a heap and raise vinery ? Is it through any kind of bhgh or disease, or

themselves on the top of the spoil, at least I have
I
from the roots? It is a Black Hamburgh Grape.

occasionally found such heaps or hoisting grounds.
|

7. T., Cirencester.

But it is not worth pressing the subject, as doubtless
, , • 1

most readers have had painful experience of the clever Emerald Gem Pea.—Among forthcoming novel-

and wholesale thieving alike of rats and mice. There ties, Messrs. Sutton & Sons, of Reading, announce a

is iust a lesson or moral or two that it may be well to
i

new early Pea, under the above name, of which we

draw from the depredations of these vermin. On give an illustration. We have no personal experience

missing anything we should suspend our judgment,
i

of the Pea in question, but it is well spoken of by com-

watch and find out whether it is possible for them to petent authorities at home, as well as in Canada ana

have done it. I am inclined to believe that nearly Germany. It is said to be as early as Ringleader, more

aU things are possible to them. Here is a prolific, and of better flavour. Its name has been

jiome Comsponknte.
Williams' Emperor of the Marrows Pea.—

I

have pleasure in endorsing all that Messrs. Baines and
AVildsmith have said about this Pea. It is one of the

very best, if not the very best, in productiveness, size,

and quality. I confess I am shy of new Peas. I tried

some of Mr. Laxton's new varieties last year, and will

have a sentence or two upon them anon. But as a

rule, I stick to Ne Plus Ultra and Veitch's Perfec-
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suggested by the peculiar glossy emerald colour of the

haulm and pods.

Gros Guillaume Grape.—In replying to the

query with which *' D. T. F." closes his remarks in

your issue of Nov. 9, I have to say that what I mean
by Barbarossa is the Grape I have generally met with

under that name in England and Scotland. I have

seen it now and again since 1S50. This year there are

heavy crops of fine bunches of it at Tweed Vineyard,

grown in the same house with the variety I have here

named—Gros Guillaume. The plants of the latter at

the Tweed Vineyard were raised from plants which I

originally sent from Archerfield to Dalkeith, and I be-

lieve the Barbarossa from cuttings that came from

England. It is impossible to conceive of Grapes more
distinct than these two Grapes are at the Tweed Vine-

yard. I discarded Barbarossa years ago because it did

not fruit freely in a house with Muscats. Gros Guil-

laume fruits as freely as Black Hamburghs in houses

with Black Hamburghs, and equally freely on its own
roots and grafted. It is, I consider, a first-rate late

Grape, unequalled in appearance, of a far better flavour

than such late Blacks as Lady Downe's and Alicante. It

is much liked here, and so it was at Archerfield. It

will hang till March, or even longer. Does " D. T. F."
not consider the Grape he saw here quite distinct in

fruit and foliage from that which he has generally met
with as Barbarossa? On referring to his remarks at

p. 1492, I note that he says so in as many words.

And this, too, seems to corroborate my own convic-

tion that the Grape generally grown as Barbarossa is

quite distinct from the Gros Guillaume grown here. It

is my opinion that in cases where the latter is named
Barbarossa a mistake is made. D. Thomson^ Drum-
lanrig.

Autumnal Tints.—The trees in the grounds here

have this season been remarkable for the unusually

bright colours they have assumed. Conspicuous
amongst them have been the Elms and the Beech, the

Elms telling up amongst the Beech like Golden Pyre-

thrum alongside of Iresine ; in fact, the Beech trees have
been so dark here, that some persons have mistaken
them for the purple Beech. I should be inclined to

think it is general, caused, no doubt, by some peculiarity

of the season. I have also noticed this year a great

difference in the trees losing their foliage ; some of the

Horse Chestnuts and Beech trees here have not a leaf

on them, whilst others are still clothed with foliage,

and on some of the Horse Chestnuts it is still half green.

How do you account for this ? Can any of your corre-

spondents solve the problem? % Ande^soHy the Gardens^
Hill Grovey Kidderminsier.

My observation confirms that of Mr. William
Paul—the yellow tints are unusually bright ; I have
never seen the Elms so fine ; Hornbeams and Maples
have also been of a deep yellow, but there has been a
great deficiency of red on the Maples ; some of the

Liquidambars, however, have been brilliant in colour,

but others have hardly shown any red. Similar differ-

ences have been conspicuous among the Virginian
Creepers, but upon the whole they have been less

red than usual. On the other hand, I have noticed
Guelder Roses and Deutzia scabra with many leaves

almost red—this is rather uncommon, is it not ?

and a few of the Sumachs have been aflame
with scarlet, but more still almost green. The effect

of the wet season has likewise had a peculiar influ-

ence not only on the colour but the time of falling

of the different leaves. The rain seems to have
hurried off the foliage of Limes, Sycamores, Birches,

and Elms, whereas Oaks and Planes seem later than
usual. There is also a striking difference between the
falling of the leaf of Apples and Pears this season :

the Pears have been down for some time, and the
Apples are mostly green. Cherries on walls are also

bare of leaves, while Peaches and Apricots are still

quite green. It seems from this that some trees may
have the power of refusing to absorb an excess
of water, and others have not. Or does the excess
help some trees to ripen and shed their leaves,

and prevent others ? The whole matter of leaf shedding
and leaf colouring, and the effect of season on both,
deserves more attention that it has yet received. It is

a subject that perhaps no one is better qualified to
throw light upon than Mr. William Paul ; and I hope
that he may favour us with his views on this subject.

Nothing contributes so much to the beauty of the
landscape as a skilful arrangement of the colours, and
a proper disposition of the forms of trees and shrubs.
To plant at haphazard is to imitate the folly of a
builder, if such there be, who builds without a plan,
and leaves the form of a house to be moulded by the
caprice or fancy of a mere bricklayer. D. T. Fish,

The Late International Fruit Show.—The sug-
gestion made in your leading article of the 9th that some
small amount of floral decoration ought be be bestowed
on the collections of fruit and Potatos, tallies so entirely
with my own tastes that I had looked out a couple of
dozen suitable plants expressly to take to South Ken-
smgton on the 6th for the purpose of dressing up our
stand of Potatos, but was prevented from taking them
at the last moment, for lack of conveyance. Whether
this portion of the arrangement ought to be undertaken
by the exhibitors, or by the Society, may well be a
matter of question, but it is evident that persons bring-
ing collections from a distance would be at a dis-

advantage unless the material for dressing was found

ready to hand. One useful purpose suitable plants

might be made to serve would be to form lines of

demarcation between each competing collection, so that

the means of distinguishing which is which would be

comparatively easy. Then, as in the case of Potatos or

dish fruit, it would be desirable to run a few plants

along the back of the table to form a back ground, and
dotting the collections here and there with small pots

of mosses, grasses, Ferns, and small plants in flower

—

a mere simplicity of arrangement, intended to break up
monotony and give relief, without introducing any of

those burlesque or extravagant features in decoration

that characterised the dinner-table competition. The
worst feature of the show was the manner in which the

Grapes were staged, a result that I presume will

always attend upon Grape exhibitions as long as they

continue to be brought and placed on the table in what-

soever manner seems to the exhibitors most convenient.

Boards and trays of varied heights, sizes, and shapes,

and baskets just as dissimilar, make up a perfect

jumble of unevenness, and it was not a little discourag-

ing to visitors of medium height to have to stretch

upward on tiptoe, in order in many cases to catch

sight of the fruit in the back row. A raised platform

along the back of the table would in the future obviate

this difficulty, and some rule as to uniform size ofboard

for the respective classes might be enforced with con-

siderable advantage. I think there is also room for

complaint that the public in going to and from

the conservatory had to traverse the long eastern

arcade, which was so thoroughly naked in its

emptiness. It would have been more convenient for

them, and fairer to exhibitors, had the long lengths of

tables, with their loads of fruits, flowers, and vegetables,

which were placed in the remote western arcade, been

put into the nearest arcade, as many weary steps

to and fro would have been saved, and, as was not

the case on the 6th, the visitors would have seen the

whole of the show. I have heard of several instances

where persons concluded that the conservatory contained

the whole of the exhibition, and consequently the

western arcade was to them a terra incognita. No doubt

this was the case with large numbers. Finally, I should

like to suggest that, should another great fruit show be

held next year, some steps should be taken to provide

somewhere in the building a cheap luncheon for the

many gardeners, and other exhibitors, who would like

to take advantage of the opportunity to palaver together

in comfort, and not be driven forth to get a crust where
they can. The November show should be recognised

as a gardeners' show, and be treated accordingly. A. D.

Transmission of Seeds by Post.—Referring to

your remarks on p. 1451, I may say that the enve-

lope sent to you, simply enclosing my letter, &c., being
quite flat, was more likely to be stamped as you
describe. I have almost invariably found in numerous
experiments that any small box, &c., sent in these

envelopes has been safely transmitted, and stamped on
the flap only. In any case, the obliterating stamp
must be impressed on the flap where the postage label

is, thus most surely saving the contents from that

crash at any rate. I shall be happy to send a few to

any of your readers who may wish practically to test

them. Thomas Edtnondson^ ll, Dame Street^ Dublin.

Primula japonica.—Having seen in your adver-

tising columns, several weeks back, a statement of Mr.
H. Cannell's that the seed of Primula japonica takes
twelve months to germinate, allow me to say I beg to

differ from him on that point. I sowed some seed about
two months ago, which has been exposed to all the wet
weather of late. I put the pans of seeds into a pit

where there is a little heat, and my seeds, I am happy
to say, are coming up as thickly as possible. % L. G.

[If you put the pans of seed into a warm pit how were
they exposed to all the wet weather? Eds.]

The Ohio Squash.—At South Kensington, on the

6th inst., some large examples of this Squash were ex-

hibited, under the name of ** the New Zealand Melon."
This variety has been familiar to me for the past 12

years, under the designation of the "Vegetable Cream
Marrow," and is still grown as such in South Hants.
Its correct designation in the trade is that which heads
this paper. By many persons it is esteemed to be the

best flavoured and softest eating of all the Marrows,
and such is my impression of it. It also affords another
illustration of the fact that certain yellow-fleshed vege-

tables possess the richer flavour, as the flesh of this

Squash is of that colour. There are certain kinds of

yellow-fleshed Potatos that are truly first-rate in point

of flavour, and in my opinion excel most of the white-
fleshed kinds ; but the prejudice against colour is too
strong to make them generally popular. In the case

of the Cestrian Goldenstone Turnip, so much praised

by Mr. Berkeley, I find my neighbours are willing to

forego the eating of their own grown white kinds,

if they can get a boiling out of my patch of yellow
ones. Reverting to the Squash, I would say that,

although not so free to fruit as some other kinds, yet its

size amply atones for any shortcoming in that respect,

and espe'cially it is valuable for winter use when stored
in a ripe state, as, like a side of bacon, you may cut at it

and come again. Some of my neighbours used to make
it a rule to save five or six large ones for winter eating,

cutting out a good-sized wedge-shaped piece at a time
as needed, and wrapping the remainder in a dry cloth

until it was all consumed. Cottagers with families

would find a few of these big Marrows most acceptable
aids to their somewhat limited cookery during the

winter ; and they would also be as useful to those in a
better position in life, provided that no false pride or

taste intervened to render their consumption infra dig.

The stringiness of texture that characterises the white
Marrows is quite absent in this variety, as also a much
smaller proportion of water is found. A. D,

Seedsmen's Assistants.—"A Seed Merchant"
seems to doubt the veracity of my statements respect-

ing wages, which, however, I could substantiate by
giving names, if it were possible to do so without doing
harm. I again assert that there are but few head shop-
men in ordinary houses receiving more than ;^So per
year ; there may be some large houses where the
"general manager" receives ^^120 per year, in some
few instancesprobably ^200, but we all know such places

are very scarce. I believe if the average wages paid in

the seed trade throughout England were published, it

would be seen that I have not strayed far from the real

facts of the case. After being an assistant 12 years I

am receiving £b^ per year as head where four are

kept ; my employers only offered ;^6o, although I pro-
duced good references from three other houses. To show
that mine is not at all a solitary case, the man leaving

the place I now fill is being paid what "A Seed
Merchant" justly terms a miserable pittance, viz., ;^8o
per year, for managing a small business. It is grati-

fying to find " A Seed Merchant " admitting that

there is no necessity for such long hours as are at

present almost general in provincial and other small

towns ; and as a start towards getting them reduced,

I would suggest that a special appeal be made to gar-

deners to send in their orders immediately on receipt of

catalogue, giving us at least one month to execute
them. An Assistant.

Protective Resemblances in Nature.—A great

deal has been written on this subject of late years, and
although the conclusions of Darwin, Wallace, and
others are generally very reasonable and satisfactory,

yet in instances like the following the usual explanation

of this so-called " mimicry " appears to me to totally

break down :— I. There is a very common fungus in

this country named Agaricus atratus, and a very un-

common one named Cantharellus carbonarius. During
the last few years I have frequently found the latter,

but always in company with the former, on burnt
places in woods. The two species grow in groups close

together, and so exactly alike are they that it is simply
impossible to tell one from the other without gathering

them and examining the nature of the gills (even then,

at first sight, it is no easy matter to distinguish one
from the other). 2. A still more striking instance

occurs in connection with the commonest of all our
fungi, viz., Agaricus fascicularis. This is the yellow,

greasy-looking Agaric, growing in a fasciculate manner,
and so abundant everywhere on old stumps. Now,
during the last year or so two rare fungi have been
added to our flora in Agaricus alnicola and A.
conissans. We get both in Epping Forest, and they
invariably grow vrith the former, and exactly mimic
both habit and colour, yet the two latter belong to quite

different sub-genera, have different coloured gills and
spores, and are not analogous to the former in any
way. 3. Agaricus carbonarius has not been long on
our British lists, but recently it has been common
in Epping Forest on burnt ground. Not long ago
whilst gathering this species I found another, viz.,

A. spumosus (then new to us), growing with it in the

same groups. Now, this latter so exactly mimics the

habit and colour of the former, that it is impossible for

the sharpest eye to distinguish one from the other

without examination. 4. One of our very commonest
fungi is Agaricus epipterygius ; it has a cnsspitose

habit, generally grows amongst dead leaves in woody
places, and is very variable in stature. Quite recently

I have had some bundles of this species sent to me by
a friend, and in the midst of each bundle were single

specimens of Hygrophorus meisneriensis {Fr. Hym.
Afon,, vol. ii., p. 132), a species new to us, and so

exactly resembling its commoner brother in slender

stem, moist pileus, and peculiar colouring, as to be
certain to escape detection unless most minutely and
carefully examined. These four instances of rare

species of fungi possessing the exact habits and colours

of very common species, and growing with them,

might easily be multiplied in number. What good end
is served by this resemblance is difiicult to point out,

or even guess at. It has, however, certainly protected

the rarer species from the hands of fungus gatherers,

for there can be no doubt that, owing to this close

resemblance, they have for years been passed over as

the commoner ones. IK G. Smith.

The Raiser of Azalea Chelsoni,—In course of

conversation with Mr. Philip Frost, of Dropmore, on

the occasion of the complimentary dinner given by the

Horticultural Club, he made known to me that many
years ago he tried his hand at raising seedling Indian

Azaleas, and sowed some seed he took from a white

variety, which, without any attempt at cross-breeding

on his part, produced flowers of various hues. Several

of this batch of seedlings were named and distributed,

including Chelsoni, Duke of Devonshire, Frostii, and
Grenvillei. I think I am right in stating that these

flowers passed into the hands of Messrs. Knight &
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Perry, by whom they were sent out, and according to

some catalogues this firm has the credit of being the

raisers of Chelsoni and Duke of Devonshire. On an
occasion when the doughty deeds of a veteran horti-

culturist like Mr. Frost, are held in genial and kindly

remembrance for his works' sake, it is right and fitting

that every service done to horticulture should be
recorded, not so much to exalt the man, as to augment
our conception of his worth and usefulness. Richard
Deatty Eaiingy London^ W.

On the Encasing of Boilers.—"D.'s" second
communication on this subject has anything but con-
verted me to his system. " D." intimates that perhaps
a chamber of air would be superior as a non-conductor
of heat to my plan, which combines a body of the best

non-conducting materials, and an enclosed space or
chamber over it. The advocacy of a simple air

chamber in itself as an efficient non-conductor enclosing

a hot-water boiler, can exist only from one of two
causes, either from a want of practical experience, or

from not studying the conditions as they exist. An air-

chamber is an efficient non-conductor where only a
moderate inequality of temperatures exist ; such, for

instance, as an unheated enclosed space, compared
with the external atmosphere, on a severe frosty night,

say with the thermometer down to lo*. An enclosed
body of stagnant air is an efficient non-conductor
where the range of temperature does not exceed
this. But the temperature of what a stokehole
ought to be, and the temperature of the surface of
a boiler, which will be little lower than the water it

contains—which, when hard pushed, will be boiling,

or near it— is immensely different. It is only from an
omission to realise the extreme difference that here
exists that the setting of hot-water boilers with little and
inefficient covering can for a moment be defended. I

can assure "D."that I do not concede any merit in

the water jackets, simply because I fail to find any.
"D." says the cost of the jacket "is not relevant." I

say it is, unless it can be shown that a boiler with a
water jacket is equal in power and security to two
boilers without them. **D."must forget that in his

first communication he strongly advocates duplicate
boilers. So do I. But if we are to go in for duplicate
boilers and jackets in addition, it may be all very well

for boiler makers, but not so for the pockets of those
who buy them, for the loss of heat from the jackets is

as great, within a fraction, if unenclosed, as from a

simple boiler unenclosed. It is not simply sufficient

to extract all the heat possible from the fuel we use,

but it is equally important not to let it rush to the four
winds of heaven after it is extracted. T. Baines,

The Plane Trees of the Thames Embank-
ment.—There seems some danger that the fine lot of

young Planes along the Thames Embankment will be
greatly injured from the want of a little timely atten-

tion to the ties with which they are secured to their

stakes. The stems have grown far beyond the capacity

of the space allowed within the matting (which appears

to have been tied loosely at first), and there is now
scarcely a tree but will be found with its bark deeply

indented, if not cut into, by the pressure of the bands.

A little neglect at this stage of their career will greatly

jeopardise the life of the trees, and the defect com-
plained of will assuredly greatly mar their future

appearance, for nothing tends more to dwarf the habit

and promote the premature fertility of trees than this

process of bark compression on growing plants. The
plan may be defensible when applied with a distinct

purpose to fruit-yielding trees, but I imagine the very

opposite conditions, vigour and longevity, are to be
promoted in those designed for avenue purposes, A
I 'isitor.

The Beauty and Usefulness of Zonal Pelar-
goniums for House or Room Decoration.

—

Had the bedding-out system done no more for garden-
ing than given us the improved varieties of these plants

it would have earned the gratitude of horticulturists

throughout all time ; I therefore thoroughly endorse all

that Mr. Pearson says upon the extreme beauty and
usefulness of these plants for the furnishing of houses.

I have seen his house adverted to, and it is impossible

to over-rate its richness and beauty ; the sight did more
than gratify, it lead to the transference of some of the

finer sorts, and a closer acquaintance with them has
only increased my admiration. I am, therefore, much
interested in the proposal to hold a special exhibition

of these plants, and have no doubt that it will astonish

many and please all beholders. Leaving, however, all

the arrangements and suggestions to others, my object

now is just to note a few varieties, chiefly Mr. Pear-

son's, a few of them, however, being Mr. Canncll's,

that have been most admired here during the

past season, and most of which have bloomed
nearly all the summer, and are still in flower -.—

I, Mrs. Hetley, light red, vigorous fine truss ; 2,

Amaranth, brilHant pink, very free, vigorous, and
immense truss ; 3, Hon. Mrs. Eden, dazzling rosy

pink, dwarf, medium truss ; 4, Miss Saunders, car-

mine and scarlet, two colours distinct, vigorous, with
vast trusses

; 5, Mr. Gladstone, brilliant red, enormous
trusses, and very vigorous ; 6, Mrs. Lowe, lovely pink,

moderately vigorous, large truss ; 7, Diana, bright

scarlet, very large and perfect flowers, dwarf ; 8,

Chunder Sen, vivid orange-scarlet, completely dazzling,

habit of Cybister ; g, lanthe, flowers of a soft and

pleasing rosy hue, distinct, dwarf, small trusses, but
every pip large, perfect in form, and ofgood substance;

10, Rev. C. P. Peach, lively scarlet, very pretty, fine

truss, moderately vigorous; 11, Colonel Holden,
scarlet and carmine, immense trusses, and very
vigorous; 12, Corsair, vivid scarlet, good form, and
very free. D. T. Fish.

Asters.^I do not know how people do without
blue in their borders and flower glasses at this season,
but certainly one does not see the herbaceous Asters
grown as they ought to be in every garden ; and as they
are of all heights, from half a foot to 5 feet, varieties

can be introduced in every row of the mixed borders.
There seems to be great confusion or want of interest

in having these Asters correctly named, and as there
are above 100 varieties in cultivation it is puzzling. I

enclose specimens of ten we find the most free flower-
ing and ornamental for both out-of-doors and cut
flowers, and I should be very glad to have their correct

specific names. The Hypericum has been in bloom
for three months, and from its graceful habit and deli-

cate foliage is a very attractive bush, even before the
lovely little flowers expand. Artemisia annua is very
useful at present when grasses and umbelliferous plants

are over for tall glasses. F. y. Ifope^ IVardie Lod^e,
Edinbur^hy Niwejnber II. [A collection of Asters is

being formed at Chiswick, for comparison, with a view
to the correction of their names. May we ask you, and
others who have Asters in cultivation, to send named
sets of plants to Chiswick to aid in this object ? We will

furnish the names of those you sent next week. Eds.]

Foreign Correspondence.
The Sugar-cane in New Caledonia.—The

native country of the Sugar-cane has always been a

matter of great doubt, but the island of New Caledonia
has by some been regarded as likely to have been its

original home. It is well known that numerous
varieties arc found in that island, some of them growing
to a very large size.

A report which has lately reached us, by Mr. J.

Caldwell, of the Mauritius, on New Caledonia, refers

especially to the growth of the Sugar-cane, and is,

moreover, of such general interest, that we make free

quotations from it :

—

"Since the French occupation of New Caledonia, and
the allotment of the lands to European colonists in tracts

more or lessextensive, the natives have gradually but surely

faded away before the white immigrant, and are no longer
located in tribes in the districts they formerly inhabited,

and withm the limits recognised in past tiines among
themselves. 1 he necessary consequence is, that the old
villages (if such a term may be used) are completely
broken up, the tribes dispersed, many almost extinct, and
the few remaining individuals, generally speaking,
without a settled home or fixed abode.

" At the best of times cultivation, in its true sense, was
limited to growing sufficient for the bare supply of their

animal wants, and, like all savages, though they feasted

royally for a short time when their har\'est took place,

their general improvidence was such that they were often

severely pinched by want and hunger during many
months. So much so, that it is well established that the

cannibalism of some of the more predatory tribes {as, for

instance, of the natives of the Isle of Pines) was a sheer
necessity to support existence, and their periodical raids

were made solely with a view of providing them with the

food which their outlying and barren island was unable to

furnish,
" It has usually been supposed that New Caledonia was

one of those exceptionally fertile Pacific islands, like

Tahiti, which, from their rich and varied indigenous
productions and equable climate, almost realised the

idea of an earthly paradise ; and much has been
written, even very lately, in this sense, by parties in-

terested in attracting foreign capital to it. But, in

point of fact, nothing can be more erroneous than
such an impression. Physically, New Caledonia does
not belong to the Pacific group of islands, but is an
outlying member of the great Australian continent, to

which it is similar in geological and climatic conditions.

Its western coast represents accurately enough the

opposite tropical eastern coast of Australia ; it has, like

Australia, its coal measures, its copper and iron deposits,

and even well-defined (though as yet unprofitable) gold-

fields. Like Eastern Australia its main coast range is but

a short distance from the shore, and there is not only

a very marked similarity in the soils of either coast, but

many examples of cognate forms of indigenous vegetation

upon the few slopes still wooded. To mention only a
few well-known families, the Araucarias, Dammaras,
Grevilleas, Eucalypti, Melaleucas, &c., are common to

both lands under various forms, and many of the Crypto-

gamic plants are identical. To complete the general

resemblance, both countries are equally liable to fearful

droughts and to floods.
" Besides the Sugar-cane, the chief alimentary supports

of the New Caledonians were, and still are in some degree,

the Taro (Caladium esculentum) or Songe of Mauritius,

and ihe Igname or Yam (Dioscorea). to the cnltivation of

which all the energy they possessed in the way of agricul-

ture was devoted. The former, requiring an abundant supply
of water, was usually grown in terraces formed on the

slopes of the natural amphitheatres presented by the spurs

of the main mountain range, and most ingeniously irri-

gated by a constant filter of water. The latter, requiring

a deep, open, rich, and well drained soil, was planted in

beds formed by heaping up the naturally thin surface soil

of a few inches deep into beds of about 3 feet high by

4 feet wide, from which only one crop was taken, and the

next year fresh ground was broken up for new plantations.

" It was on the edges of these beds, forming, as will be
at once evident, a peculiarly rich and deep loose soil, that
the natives planted their canes, not in hnes near each
other, as we do, but 20 or 30 ftet apart, and in a single
row only. As the detached stools grew they were tied up
in a bundle with the straw, in order to exclude light, to
limit the number of shoots, and to force them to lengthen,
and hkewise to make them juicy and tender, instead of
sweet, for the New Caledonian values a cane for the
quantity of its juice, not for its saccharine qualities, and
has never, probably, eaten a really ripe cane. No marvel
that under such treatment, allowing only three or four
canes to a stool, they should grow large and long—so
long, in fact, that those which were tabooed, or kept for

grand ceremonies, have, after two and a half or three
years, attained a length of from 25 to 30 feet, and a
diameter of 4 inches or more, requiring to be supported
on forked sticks as they fell over. Above all, it should be
noted that, in direct opposition to our system, the cane
was never replanted in the same land, thus giving it the
best chance of progressive development, and avoiding the
chances of degeneracy or disease. Every intelligent

cultivator will at once recognise the necessarily practical

effect of such a continual principle of selection, carried out
for, perhaps, centuries.

" On my arrival at Noumt?a, I found that the two natu-
ralists from whom I had hoped to derive most material
assistance. Dr. Viellard, M(^-dicin de la Marine impcriale,

an eminent botanist, and M. Panchcr, government
gardener, had both returned to France, so that there was
literally no one who had devoted his attention to distin-

guishing the different varieties of cane existing in the
island. 'X\iQ. ferme-modkle.^Xy directed by M. Bouton
(a French ivgknicur a^^ricolc) in his special department,
was a manufactory of ploughs and carls, a breeding estab-

lishment for horses and oxen, and a farm for supplying
vegetables and milk to the hospital. And though there
was attached to it an extensive well kept garden, with
European vegetables, coffee and Orange trees, and other

introduced plants, there was not one stool of cane, nor
a simple example of any native esculent plant to be found
in it. Notwithstanding a diligent search no list could be
found in any of the offices, of the 20 or 25 species of cane
selected by M. Pancher some years ago, and for-

warded to M. Lavignac by His Excellency Admiral
Guillain, the governor. The only clue I possessed to any
information about the new Caledonian canes was a list of

41 kinds in a pamphlet of Dr. Vicllard's, dated 1863, lent

me for one night by Baron von Mueller, of Melbourne,
which I had copied. At Noumea I found this list com-
pletely useless, as it had been compiled for the Balade
district in the north-eastern part of the island ; and as

each of the 40 different tribes has a separate language,
unintelligible to its neighbours, I was forced to lay it

aside, although 1 was able later to identify some of the

canes described in it."

Mr. Caldwell then gives fuU details of the extent of

the manufacture of sugar in New Caledonia, from which
we gather that both the cultivation and manufacture

has been on a very small scale, and the production up
to January, 1S70, never reached a quarter of a million.

At the time of Mr. Caldwell's visit there was but one
working sugar-house in the island, the machinery of

which consisted of ** a water-driven 6-horse mill, and
an iron Gimart battery ;

" but before he left five others

had been erected, or were in course of erection, on a

much more extensive scale. On the east coast there

was no cane plantation beyond the little grown by
natives or the very few settlers, for eating.

( To be Continued^

Societies.

Scottish Arboricultural : Nov. 6.—The annual
meeting was held in the Masonic Hall, George Street,

Edinburgh, Robert Hutchison, Esq., of Carlowrie,

F.R.S.E., President, in the chair. A large number of

new members were elected. The opening address was
delivered by Dr. Cleghorn, of Stravithy, President for the

ensuing year. The following is an abstract :—Dr. Cleg-

horn alluded to the beneficial effects of the maintenance of

a due proportion of forest land in every country, from the

shelter it gives to springs and protection from high winds,

as well as the common belief that malaria and flights of

locusts and noxious insects are often arrested by belts of

forest. He then proceeded to sketch the evils that ha^e
followed the reckless cutting down of indigenous wood in

many countries, where, only when it was too late, have

measures been adopted by the Legislature for preserving

the forests. He urged the necessity of prudence and cau
tion in all operations which on a large scale interfere wilh

the Creator's primeval arrangements of the organic and
inorganic world. Our insular position, which enables us

to import timber from all sides, and our supplies of coal,

which have rendered us in a great measure independent of

vegetable fuel, have preserved our country from these

evils in an aggravated form. He expressed the conviction

that good might result from the present labour movement
in the introduction of coal-cutting machinery, and the

consequent diminution of the number of human beings

employed underground, and in the needful economising of

the backbone of our national wealth—our coal. Dr.

Cleghom described in general terms the working of the

Forest Department in India, with which he was for many
years connected. When he undertook the duty of super-

intending the forests in Madras, the natural woods in most
parts of the country had been ruthlessly wasted by felling

and burning ; and no system had been adopted to regulate

the cutting, or to provide for the wants of future genera-

tions by preserving existing forests, or by forming new
plantations. Magnificent trees were sacrificed for insig-

nificant purposes, and planks were not sawn, but hewn
with an axe, one tree furnishing a single plank. The
initiatory duties were to ascertain the proprietary rights,

if any existed, to mark out the first-class forests to be

resen'cd by Govemnient, to separate the tracts attached
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to villages, to frame leases wth native chiefs, to establish

and inspect depots for timber, to supply the Indian navy
and other public works, and to arrange annual auctions

for the general wants of the country. He then spoke of

the advantages accruing to young men looking to the

Forest Service in India from visiting countries where the

forests are kept up by the State, and managed with a view

to supplying future generations, and on a larger scale than

from the circumstances of our country is possible in Britain.

He concluded by remarking that, compared with that of

other professions, the forest literature of England does not,

perhaps, occupy so high a place as it might do, and he

threw out a suggestion that a forest journal might ere long

be advantageously maintained.

The Idstone Papers (Cox) is made up of a series

of articles reprinted from the Fields and consists of " de-

sultory observations on sport and things in general."

The title of this book is thoroughly expressive and
relieves the critic from any necessity of analysing the

writer's method, if he has any ; and as to the style it

is, if desultory, at least agreeable. The best way of

dealing with such a book is to let the author speak for

himself. Here is an extract which will remind
rosarians of Mr. Holes' story of the Briar Stock
vendor who at the appropriate season is diligent in his

attendance at church.

" It is an old story that a clerk who looked after his

master's garden always expected to cut Asparagus the

day Baalam and Balak were read in church, and many a
country gardener has his operations directed by some as

rough criterion. Around me cottagers' wives sow
Brompton Stocks (or what they call " Gilliflowers ")
before the sun is up on Good Friday, to make them come
double, and cover up their Peas until the Blackthorn is

out of blossom, or has been white a fortnight. I am
rather addicted to this rustic calendar, and I have accus-
tomed myself to fix dates by things around me. ' Snow-
drops is out, sir,' my man has said to me more than once
(for he knows every notch in my calendar) ;

' I suppose
Jim will soon be coming for the dogs.* He does not

depend, I may remark, upon the Wheat being forward
enough or the Clovers deep, for he wants first to let the

young ones chase and drive, then he has to teach
them to range and come to whistle, by which time they
will have got some sense, and have given him many a
weary walk, sometimes desponding and at others elate,

with the hope of showing me something we can talk of,

and compare others with, for years to come.
'

' As Danebury or Woodyate names years after

certain winners or favourites, my breaker and I have
our Robin year, or Tim year, or Don year, or
Ranger year, or ' Young Kent ' year, or the year ' when
the gentleman bought Moss and Rhine right out here on
the heath, sir, you remember, of the Captain, whilst they
was a pointing, and wanted to be off tlie bargain when
the lark got up;' for I need not say that, with all

Jim's care and work, we don't make all good—some, as he
says, being ' bad at heart,' and there's no use denying it.

Generally we have a brace, or perhaps three, worth a
monarch's ransom. Often we have one which would be
dear at no price, and as frequently as not we have
'nothing very particular.' This is my experience. There
have been exceptions. I once saw five magnificent
setters broken off one litter ; all of them are still alive, and
scattered over the British islands ; but I never before

knew of five in one litter turning out super-excellent.

"To proceed with my almanac. When the yellow
Marigold is first in bloom, and the buds of my large Wis-
taria are forward, and the Cowslips cover the meadows,
it is time my dogs were broken, and I see them gallop
annually at about this season."

We have before us the concluding numbers of

a book of which we have previously had occasion to

speak, viz., Dr. William Urich's Internationales

IVortenbiich der Pflaiizennamen (" International Dic-

tionary of Plants," in Latin, German, English, and
French) (Williams and Norgate). We regret that we
are not able to speak any more favourably of the work
in question now than previously, when we took occasion

to question the author's English version. The preface

does not increase our respect for the book—here it is :

—

" The vegetal kingdom now plays a great part in the

world. By making a frequent use of plants and their

products in agriculture, horticulture, industry, medicine,
&c., it is highly desirable to know not only their scientific

and common names, with the synonymous expressions in

our mother tongue, but also those of other modern
languages. This work brings, therefore, under the form
of a vocabulary a special enumeration of plants, even of
the newest discovery, and their varieties, inasmuch as they
may have an interest for the learned man and for the
horticulturist. At the same time, I beg to mention that
the best botanical books and price; lists of first-rate seed
houses have been recurred to. To make the book
profitable for several countries, I have adjoined three
summary alphabets referring to the chief one, which,
written in Latin, gives any explanation desired."

The new edition of the MicrograpJiic Dictionary
(Van Voorst), edited by Dr. Griffith, assisted by the
Rev. M. J. Berkeley and Professor Rupert Jones, has
progressed as far as " Equisetacea?.'* Wc need hardly
remind microscopists that this work is on essential
tenant for their book-shelves.

The Civil Service Arithmelic, by R. Johnston
(Longmans), is a book we may usefully recommend to
the notice of young gardeners and others desirous of
improving their arithmetic. We are glad to find it

contain sections on the decimal coinage and the metric

system. Respecting the former it says, truly, "This
system, when introduced, will have the effect of render-

ing compound arithmetic entirely unnecessary ; an

equivalent to adding nearly twenty minutes to each

school day in our primary schools."

I VENTURE to ask a few questions, in the hope that

some practical bee-keeper may be able, with the assist-

ance of the scientific entomologists of the day, to solve

a question regarding the queen bee. The sting of

the queen bee is peculiar in form and length as com-
pared with that of the common worker bee of the stock.

Can the queen bee sting the finger or any part of the

hand if she be suddenly or even deliberately put into

the hand and pressed ? Does she sting at all—that is,

in combat with a rival queen, in the acceptation of the

bee-masters, &c., of penetrating between the scales of

the abdomen, as the common workers can? What
proofs can be given ? Can facts be stated of these com-

bats having been seen by the bee-masters and their

friends, or are they merely conjectural statements ?

When a queen or two, or three, or four have been

placed in stock, they have been thrown out dead. I am
as anxious to receive actually observed facts as those

I have already challenged on raising the larvre, and

named " endosmosis." A '* sting " is such a practical

joke, that I hardly think a fanciful one could be given

by the most careless observer. IV. A. AIii?in.

Taking a retrospective view, the past bee season

has been the worst that I liave experienced for many years.

Although the winter was so mild, my bees suffered very

much from damp, and their numbers liad decreased

considerably by the new year. In this neighbourhood

we depend a good deal on the flowers of the Horse
Chestnut for an early start ; but this spring the Chest-

nut trees were so injured by the frost and cold piercing

winds that many of the blooms dropped off before

expanding, and tlie result was, I had to begin feeding

at a time when swarms are usually expected. I looked
forward with some anxiety to the Lime trees ; but

they, too, had evidently felt the effects of the cold

spring, as their flowering season was of very short

duration. Every bee-keeper reckons on a few losses

during the winter and spring months ; but my list this

year is a long way above the average.

In the matter of hives, I may say that after a run of

nearly forty years I have settled down with a wooden
double-sided Woodbury, verging on the old double
glazing principle. Th^ sides or walls are made of

Pine, I -inch stuff, with a space of a quarter of an inch

between, all around. The corners are not dovetailed,

but lapped, as a carpenter would say. All the joints

are bedded in white lead, so that the space or vacuum
may be as nearly air-tight as possible ; much depends
on this, as well as on the size of vacuum. If not per-

fectly close it is useless, and if too large it is equally

so. All that is required is just enough for the warmth
of the bees in winter to rarify. The whole hive is so

simple and so easily made, that it comes within the

reach of everybody.

In the choice of bees, I am rather in favour of

Ligurians ; they appear hardier than the black bee. I

have had several imported queens, all about one size,

but differing a good deal in colour. By far the best I

had from Mr. W. J. Pettitt, Dover. Deborah.

THE WEATHER.
S TA TE OF THE WEA THER A T BLACKHEA TH, LONDON,

For the Week ending Wednesday, Nov. 13, 1872.
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quantity of hybrid looses be pruned without delay, and
got ready for putting into gentle heat ; also a few plants

of Lilac, the double-blossomed Peach, and the Labitr-

num. If any old shoots of the firte-foliaged section of

Pcgonia are standing about, give them a shift, and put

tliem into a brisk heat. They will then soon make
some fine leaves, and tlirow up a large quantity of

flowers, which at this time are very acceptable. Those
plants of the flowering section which have been in

bloom and are getting p.ist their best, if cut in a little,

plunged in a mild bottom-heat, and placed in a

nice moist heat, will soon start into growth, make
fine plants, and yield a quantity of flowers. A, IT.,

Thoreshy,

Camellias.—Whether planted out or in, pots.

Camellias must now be frequently examined, to insure

Iheir being maintained in a healthy state of moisture at

the root ; this is a most important and essential point

in the culture of Camellias, and one which necessitates

extreme vigilance on the part of the cultivator. This
careful supervision is more especially necessary in the

case of large plants that have not been repotted for

years, and whose roots have become so matted as to

render the soil almost impervious to water. Frequent
dribblings of water is an unsafe practice, in fact it is

the worst system it is possible to pursue, as it keeps the

surface soil always so moist that it becomes almost

impossible to ascertain the true state of moisture. As a

rule, never give water till they require it, and then give

a good soaking, to thoroughly moisten the whole ball.

Where there is a great demand for cut blooms for

decorative purposes at this time of the year, I would
strongly recommend that a batch of the best of the

Pxony-flowered and semi-double varieties be grown
for this purpose. They are generally very hardy, and
have a tendency to flower early and profusely, and,
moreover, the buds are not nearly so liable to drop
from mismanagement as the fuller petaled sorts. They
associate very pleasingly with cut flowers in any form,

and are charming subjects for table embellishment.
Such plants as are being brought forward in a little

heat must also be carefully attended to as to watering,

discontinuing the use of stimulants immediately the

blooms expand ; guard against overhead syringing, as

the plants should by no means be encouraged to grow
at this season. Only such an amount of atmospheric
moisture should be supplied as will further the develop-
ment of the flower-buds. As previously directed,

remove the plants from the forcing-house as soon as

their blooms begin to expand, being careful not to

expose them to sudden draughts of wind or sudden
cliecks in any form. If the leaves are tarnished by sedi-

ment from the water, lay the leaf flat upon the hand and
rub it over with cotton-wool, which will put a bright

gloss upon it. George Westland, IVitley Court.

FLOWER GARDEN, ^c.

The Parterre and Mixed Garden.— Complete
as quickly as possible the spring and winter bedding,

that the plants may get established before severe

weather sets in, otherwise the frost is liable to lift them
out of the ground. Proceed with dispatch with any
alterations now in hand, such as levelling ground,

laying turf, planting Box, shrubs, trees, &:c., and see

that newly planted trees and tall shrubs are neatly

fastened to stakes, with a soft bandage, so as not to

pinch or bruise the bark. Many trees fail to grow
through being shaken about by the wind, particularly

in exposed situations. Protect Magnolias, Banksian
Roses, Bays, and any other plants that are liable to be
injured by frost. All vacant flower beds should be
manured or refreshed with fresh loam, and the soil

turned up before frost sets in. Shrubberies should now
be thinned out, the trees pruned, and the rubbish
carted away and burnt. Whilst the leaves are falling

it is impossible to keep the place tidy, but every effort

should be made to keep the garden near the mansion
and the pcincipal walks as neat as possible. Should the

weather continue open run the mowing machine over
the grass after the fall of the leaf, by so doing the grass

will have a better appearance during the winter, for it

frequently happens that the lawns get disfigured

through worms pulling the leaves partly into the grass,

and these are more easily got rid of with the machine
than the broom. Gravel walks should be well cleaned
from weeds and well rolled, and the edgings put in

neat order. The stock of cuttings should be frequently

looked over, and a little heat applied when the roots

are not fully developed. In storing the stock away for

the winter months keep all those together which
require about the same treatment. Some plants will

stand more frost and damp than others, and may be
wintered in common pits and frames, whilst others

require to be kept warm, free from damp, and must be
carefully housed. See that the covering for pits,

frames, &:c. , is at hand ready for use, so as to be pre-

pared on the first approach of severe weather. Edward
Bennett, Hatfield, Herts.

Roses.—If the weather should be fine, and the

ground work well, November is the best month in

which to move Roses. The plants should not be kept
out of the ground a moment longer than is necessary.

They should be staked directly after replanting, and to

give them every chance they should be mulched.
Do not prune them until spring, but any long and
straggling branches may be tipped, and if the leaves

still stick to the plants it will be better to strip off the

greater part of them, for I have found that the wood

wilters more after removal on plants not so treated. If

early blooms are wanted, a few old-established plants

may be pruned now, but I prefer to leave this operation

alone until March. I am not at all sure, however, that

it would not be better to prune in the autumn all these

Roses, which, as a rule, have their lower buds so

undeveloped, Mdlle. Vidot for example. R. B. P.

FRUIT HOUSES. .

Pines.—To obtain well-ripened fruit during the

winter months, the temperature about fruiting plants

should be maintained at 60'' to 70° at night, and from
70" to So° during the day, and the heat at the roots at

about 85*^. These plants will now require the gi'eatest

attention
;
persist in affording them every encourage'

ment to swell the fruit freely. As winter approaches

more fire-heat will be needed, which will necessitate

more frequent attention to syringing or sprinkling the

available surfaces in the house, in order to keep the air

in a moderate state of humidity. Whenever with sun-

heat the temperature rises to So", give a little air at

the top of the house or pit, and at this season take

every opportunity to close the house with sun-heat

early in the afternoon. If the heat at the roots is

supplied by hot-water pipes, look well after the

watering, as more constant attention is required to this

matter under these conditions than when the plants are

plunged in fermenting beds. If from the want of

leaves or from other causes the renewal of fermenting

beds has been delayed, no time should be lost in

doing it, and in completing the winter arrangements.

Keep succession plants and those from which ripe fruit

are expected by June, as directed last fortnight. G. T.

Alih's, Wvcombe Abbey Gardens.

The Orchard-house.—The chief operation now
requiring immediate attention here, is that of repotting

the pot trees. If not already done, no time should

be lost in doing what is necessary in this matter.

Examine every plant. Those which were potted last

season or the previous one into the largest-sized pots

will not require to be repotted this season, if the soil is

in a sweet and healthy condition. Take off as much of

the top soil, roots and all, as can be conveniently done,

to nearly half way down the pot, and re-fill with new
compost, ramming it down quite as firm as the old

ball. If the soil is at all sour about the root, turn the

plant out entirely, and clear away all the sour soil, &c.,

and repot again into the same sized pot ; or, if the

plant is pot-bound, and the soil exhausted, turn it out,

cut away two-thirds of the old ball, and repot into

fresh soil in the same sized pot. Thus, Peaches and
other orchard-house fruit trees may be grown and
made to bear good crops for 20 years in the same
pots, which need not exceed 16 inches in diameter

;

younger plants in smaller sized pots should be turned

out, have all the bad soil shaken off, and the roots

trimmed and shortened, and if the plant is in a healthy

condition give it a good shift. Plants in small pots

require so much water that they are very liable to be

neglected; therefore pot liberally until the largest size

is attained, then trust to feeding, &c. Water freely

after potting, then group the trees together, and cover

up the pots, tS:c., with leaves or dry litter, to protect

the roots from frost. The roots thus protected will

come into action at once. Fruit trees in pots require

rich soil—good turfy loam, crushed bones, or decayed

nightsoil, with some burnt ashes and chalk or lime

rubbish to give porosity. The quantity of all these

must be regulated according to the quality of the loam,

which varies exceedingly. B.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Forcing Department.—To Asparagus coming

through the soil give a sprinkling of salt dissolved in

tepid water, and give air night and day, according to

the state of the weather. Pot off Kidney Beans, and
syringe them frequently, using occasionally clear soot

water. Rhubarb may be forced on the ground, as

directed for Scakale last fortnight. A few more roots

may be taken to the Mushroom-house, which will be

more under command in case of severe weather. Sea-

kale may be forced in the Mushroom-house, but the

quality of the Kale is considered by cojinoisseurs to be

inferior to that forced on the ground ; good strong

plants lifted and placed close together on a slight hot-

bed, well covered up from light and air, will give a

good return. See to having a good supply of Mustard
and Cress, Chicory, Endive, Mint, Tarragon and
Sorrel, as directed last fortnight. Sow Lettuces, Cauli-

tlo-iL'er and Radishes on slight hotbeds near the glass.

D. Z., Bloxholm.

Notices to Correspondents,
Black Hamburgh Grapes Losing Colour after
BEING Ripe : G, R. B. We suspect it is owing
to your keeping the house too close, moist, and warm.
Keep the temperature low, and the atmosphere dry.

Bride's Bouquet : A. B. The flowers should all be
white, certainly. The size may be according to f.incy,

but a convex surface 10 to 12 inches over, or even a
httle more, would be a not inconvenient size.

rucuMBER Disease: W. L. Cucumber growers would
be deeply indebted to you if you could find any remedy
for gumming. It has baffled every kind of treatment :

change of soil, change of seed, and change of cultiva-

tion, all seem ineffectual. M. j. B.
Early Round London Market Potato: Dix. The

best and earliest round Potato for forcing purposes is

Union. Early Coldstream should be grown as a second
variety, and for general work the Early Red Emperor,
a fine free cropping Potato of high class quality. There
is nothing earlier than the old Ashleaf, but, as free

croppers and as possessing finer quality, Royal Ashtop
and Veitch's Improved Ashleaf arc to be preferred.

The Cornish Kidney is apparently a local variety, as it

is not generally known under that name.
Glazing : Constant Subscriber. Yours must, we fear,

be a case of bad glazing. The best thing you can do
will be to putty the laps, which, if you fill them so as to

prevent water from lodging between the panes, will do
no further harm than that of somewhat obscuring the
light.

Home-grown Tobacco : N. W. A simple way to

utilise the leaves of the Tobacco plants is to pull them
up, and hang the plants head downwards in some very

dry place, where tliey will get dried up, as you would
herbs. The leaves may then be taken and rubbed up
into powder through a fine sieve, and used as any other

powder for dusting, to destroy greenfly, &c.

I\Y : J. Stevens. Your sport does not differ from what is

called the Silver Irish Ivy.

Keeping Grapes : T. M. S. A simple system—one
which has succeeded exceedingly well— is, first to have
your Grapes well ripened— this is greatly important to

their long keeping ; and then, having a good dry, well-

ventilated fruit or seed room, procure some ordinary

soda-water bottles, one for each bunch, which fi.\ in a
rack in some way at an angle of about 45', so that the

neck of the bottles may project some little way from the

shelf or rack. Fill these bottles with clear water, and
place a little piece of charcoal in each. Cut your
Grapes, leaving 6 inches of wood or more at either end ;

place the end of each spur with the bunch on into the

neck of the bottles, one in each, and fix them so as to

keep them from moving with a piece of cork. Keep the

tem.perature of the room at about 40", with a dry

atmosphere, and as much as possible in the dark— in

fact, in such a condition as is most favourable to the

keeping of Apples and Pears. Examine them fre-

quently as you would if they were on the Vines. Well
ripened Grapes may be kept thus for months.

Lichens on Walks : 7- ^' The plant growing on
spots in gravel walks is the young state of one of the

gelatinous Lichens ((Collema). Without fruit it is

scarcely possible to determine the exact species. M. J • B.

Mildew on Melons : A. X. B. We are not aware that

hot sunny weather succeeding long-continued foggy

moist weather produces a liability to mildew. The
latter condition certainly does, and therefore succeeding

hot weather may be coincident with the appearance of

mildew. No plants want more constant attention than
Melons in frames, both as regards shading and regula-

tion of moisture. An hour's neglect will often make a
difference. M. J. B.

Names of Fruits : J. H. l\ i, Josephine de Malines ;

2, Doyenni^ du Cornice
; 3, Beurre dAlenfon

; 4,

Double Mansuette; 6, Winter Nelis.— J. M. Apple:
Round Winter Nonsuch.

—

H. O. Pears : 5, some wild

Pear, utterly worthless
; 4, Beurr*^ de Capiaumont.

Apples: I, Kerry Pippin ; 2, Golden Harvey ; 3, Cock-
pit.

—

AI. H. The samples you have sent us have been
gathered long before they were fit ; they are so much
shrivelled up, and shrunken like old Apples in the month
ofJune, that it is utterly impossible to say what they are.

No. I appears to be Hawthornden ; 5, Ross Nonpareil.
—J.S. I, Beurr^ Diel, good specimen; 2, Forelle

;

3, Winter Nelis, probably ; 6, Passe Colmar ; 5, Apple,

Fearn's Pippin.

Names of Plants : G. L. F. Asplenium septen-

trionale, a rare British species.

—

Constant Reader.

I and 2, monstrous growths of Lastrea Filix-mas ; 3, L.

Filix-mas, normal
; 4, Polystichum aculeatum lobatum,

apparently, but an inch of the tip of a frond is very

insufficient material to send for naming.— T. E. Ly-
caste Schilleriana var.

—

R. Epidendrum cochleatum
and Maxillaria picta. — H. Knight. iEchmea (Weil-

bachia) Lamprococcus.

—

J. B. K. Gomphocarpus
fruticosus.T

Pruning Back Newly Planted Fruit Trees :

M. W. It is better to plant now, and leave the trees

unpruned until the sap is just commencing to rise in

spring.

Selection of Fruits : G. S. Apples, Kitchen. : Lord
Suffield, Stirling Castle, Blenheim Orange, Dumelow's
Seedling, Rymer, Mere de Menage. Apples, Dessert

:

White juneating, Yellow Ingestre, Kerry Pippin,

Cox's Orange Pippin, Cockle Pippin, Scarlet Non-
pareil. Pears: Williams' Bon Chretien, Louise Bonne
of Jersey, Fondante dAutomne, Marie Louise, Thomp-
son's, Doyenne du Comice, Glou Morceau, Mar^chal
de la Cour, Beurre Ranee, Easter Beurr^, Josephine de
Mahnes, Bergamotte d'Esperen.

Communications Received.— B. S. W. (next week).—M. Y.—
J. A.—A. H.—A. T.—T. \V.—J. H. S.-A. B. S.—G. O.—
W. S. S.—Amateur.

DIED.—On October 30, at Great Berkhampstead,
Herts, Mr. Martin Rowan, aged 72 years.

arhds*
COVENT GARDEN.—Nov. 15.

The supply of English Fniit is but moderate, and the

bulk of indifferent quality. Continental and Channel
Islands fruit is superior. We have had large arrivals of

superior Newtown Pippins, which have commanded good
prices at auction, and also at private sales. Rough out-

door produce remains nearly at last week's quotation.

Fruit.
s. d. s. d.

Apples.p. i sieve . . 2 o to 3 o
Chestnuts, p. bush. 12 o — 20 o
Grapes, per lb. ..30—80
Lemons, per 100 ..70 —10 o
Melons, each .. 2 o — 50

s. d. s. d.
Nuts, Cob, p. lb. . . I 6 to 2 o
Pears, per doz. . . 20 — 40
Pine-apples, per lb. 50 — 80
\yalnuts, p. bush. ..15 o —30 o
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Vegetables.

. d. s. d.
Artichokes,green, ea. o 3 to o 6
Beet, per iloz. . . i o— 3 o
Broccoli, brown, bun. o 9— i o
Cabbages, per doz.. . 10— i 3
Cardoons, each . . . . — .

,

CarroLi. p. bunch . . . . — 06
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 3 o— 6 o
Celery, per bundle . i o— 2 o
Chilies, per 100 . . 3 o— .

.

Cucumbers, each .. i 6— 3 o
Herbs, per bunch ., o z— o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun. 3 o— 5 o

Potatos—Round, 71. to 9^. per cwt,

to or. do.

. d. s. a.

o 2tO o 4Leeks, per bunch
Lettuces, perscore. . i o— 2 c

Mushrooms, p. pott. 1 6— 2 6
Onions, per bush. .. 2 o— 3 6
Parsley, p. bunch . . o 2— o 6
Radishes, p' bunch 02—..
Salsafy, per bun. . . o 6— i o
Scorzonera, per bun. . . — 20
Shallots, per lb. .. o 6— ..

Spinach, per i sieve 1 o— 1 6
Tomatos, p. doz. . . i o— 2 o
Turnips, p. bun. . . o 3— o ^

Kidneys, ys. od.

Cut Flowers.

s. d. s. d.

AnemoncR, p. 12 bun. 3 oto 4 o
Blue Cornflower, p.

bunch . . .... —06
Camellias, p. doz. . . 40 — 60
Carnations, p. bunch 40 — 60
Chrysanthemum,bun.o 3 — 10
Epiphyllum, per doz.

blooms . . ..10 — 16
Gardenias, p. doz. . . 30— 60
Heaj-tsease, p. i2bun.i 6 — 30

Plants in Pots,

s. d. s. d.
Begonias p. doz. 6 otoi2 o
Bouvardia .. do. 9 o— 12 o
Chrysanthemums,do. 4 o— 12 o
Cyclamen ..do. 9 o— 18 o

s. d. s. d.
Heliotropes, p. doz.
sprays to o 6

Mignonette, la bun. 16 — 30
Pelargoniums,Zonal,

p. 12 sprays . . 04 — 00
Roses, per doz, .,10 — 1

Stephanotis, p. doz.
sprays .

.

..60 — '

Violets, p, 12 bun. . . 1 o—

fp H 1

Culti\

OXFORD ROSE SECRET;
or, Whence come the Finest Roses?

Vide Gardeners' CkronicU, Sept. 14. p. 1225.
Very finedwarf plants of best exhibition varieties of ROSES, on the

ivatcd Seedling Briar, suitable for forming Pyramids in three or
years, 6 or 8 Jeet hieh, entirely superseding the old hcdge-Erown

hockey-stick Enar and Manetti stocks, so many of which are budded
onlv to die. Descriptive CATALOGUES now ready

rirr.L.<^'?'"^?.S^K.!^^S"'^^'^'^
f''°"i unknown Correspondents.

Street Oxfrd
Seedsman and Rose Grower, 14, Market

.^„ To the Trade.
"Tl EA-SCENTED ROSES, in pots, by the dozen,
-*- hundred, and thousand, ven- fine plants, including—MARECHAL NIEL.

GLOIRE DE DIJON,
DEVONIENSIS,
CLIMBING DEVONIENSIS,
MADAME FALCOT,
RUBENS,

wii I ?r^.*'!,'.!lf ''?'" ^"'''^'"S sons. Price on application.WILIJAM WOOD .»ND SON, Woodlands Nuracry, Maresfield,near Uckfield, Sussex. '

Dracaena termi-

nalis do.

,, viridis .. do.
Fuchsia .. do.

24 o—36 o
12 o—24 o
30—90

s. d. s. d.

Double Pelar-
goniums -.p.doz. 6 oto 9 o

Mignonette .. do. 4 o— 6 o
Myrtles . . do. 3 o— 9 o
Primula sinensis, do. 4 o— 6 o
Scar.Pelargonium,do. 4 o— 6 o
Solanum capsi-
castrum ..do. 6 0—12 o

ENew Roses for 1872-73.
UGENE VERDIER, Fils Aine, Nurseryman,
3, Rue Dunois Pans, ofTers the magnificent varieties raised by

Vi'7),~P"'^'^s, ll each : the Collection, /8—viz..

M^'S K'''^1?F'''\'-^-™''i=" ^^''^t John Laing,
M.icMahon, Mdme. Louis Paillct, Mrs. Lalns, Mrs. Veitch

...-.Ir'-'S'^^"* Gr6vy, Souvenir de John Gould Veitch.MOSS {not Perpetual).—Eufjene Verdier.
Fifty other varieties of the dilTerent Growers of France, with discount
^ . .„ , , „ Carriatrc free to London.CATALOGUE of GLADIOLI and NEW ROSES is forwarded

post tree on application.

Autumn Planting.
FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL TREES, and SHRUBS.
DETER LAWSON and SON, Edinburgh andJ- London, have much pleasure in intimating that their most
extensive general NURSER-t STOCK is this season in Extra Fine
condition, and EARLY planting is respectfully recommended.

•9i,'^J'^''P'^^?^ °" application, and special offers will be made,

if iSesi d
"^ ' " personal inspection of the Stock is not convenient,

"POREST TREES to be SOLD, cheap, as the ground
,"7,.," yanledt—Larch, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet ; Birch, 2 to 3. and 3 to
4 icet

,
Scotch Fir, a to 3 feet ; Spruce, 1% to 2, and 3 to 3 feet ; Horse

hrf I ?"l;'^
"° }• 1 '° S. 5 to 6, and 6 to 7 feet

: Alder, 3 to 4, 4 10 s,

TtlfV^-'i;' ^"^' 3 "'4 feet: Sycamore, 2 to 3, 3 to 4. 410 s, ami
mJ^ ° f=f '

:
E!"", 3 10 4, 4 to s, 5 to 6, and 6 to 7 feet. All have beentwo or three limes transplanted. Prices on application to

Lan'calhire
"'^'^'''^^''' Farrington Hall Nurseries, Preston,

J
Pelargoniums for tlie Million.

AMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION is
IN BLOOM from FEBRUARY until SEPTEMBER. Strong

Plants, now ready, at the following low prices tor cash :— 100 choice
distinct sorts, 5oi. ; 50 sorts, 301. ; 25 sorts, 20j. Hamper and package
included. Crown Nursery, Reading.

"D ICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN
-*-*'J^'l^. TRIBE, suitable for Britain, giving sire, price, popular
and botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, fonage,
growth, timber, use in arts, native country and size there, situation
soil, and other information, with Copious Index of their Synonyms.
rree by post lor six stamps.
RICHARD SMIT H, Nurscr^-man and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Acnrysanthemums, Clirysantliemtuns.
DAM FORSYTH begs to inform his Friends and

<!.Ki4.'!f,7r,",';'.'f'.
"'»', ""'S GREAT COLLECTION of CHRY-

SANTIIF,MUMb. including several Seedlings and other Novelties,may now be seen any day, Sundays excepted.
A. F.'s Collection is acknowledged by the Press to be the BEST in

the country. A visit is resjictl'ully solicited.
Brunswick Nur5erv,_St<ike Newington, N.

Post Free to all Applicants.

P S. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT and GENERAL
"TT ' A?;^^^^,^^ 'S "°w ready. It contains a Descriptive List
01 beautiful New Plants offered in commerce by him this season for
the hrst time; also general Priced Lists of (Jrchids, Ferns, Tree
ferns, lowering and Ornamental-leaved Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Palms and Cycads, Azaleas Camellias, Amaryllis. Ericas,
tpacris.Liliums, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and general Collections olSoft-wooded and Hardy Plants.

Special prices for specimens quoted on application
An inspection of the Collection solicited.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N

rPRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.-Ash, i to-L 2 feet, tor.
: Beech, 9 to 12 inches. Si. ; Oak, 1 to 2 feet. 8j. ; 2 to

3 feet, .2j.
;
Berberis Aquifolia, i-^ to 2 !i feet, 30J. ; 2 to 3 feet, 40s. ;Larch, , foot, 6.. ; t% to 2^ feet, 12s. ; Scotch Fir, 6 to .2 i^nchei, 6j. ;I to i.^ loot, 8s. ;

ji^ to 2 feet, tor. ; 2 to 23^ feet, i2j. ; 2!^ 10 3 feet,
31.

; 3 to 4 feet, rss. : 4 to 5 feet, 21s. ; Pinus austriaca, i to l!J fool,

s Jr'''u ,1? „' 355. Pinus maritima, 2 to 3 feel, 30s.; 2.yr.

A^f „,'k^
Hollies, 8..

;
Spruce, 2-yr. and 3.yr. transplanted, 6s. per 1000.

All other trees equally cheap, >
v

W. JACKSON, Elakedown, Kidderminster.

IX/TESSRS. JOHN STANDISH and CO. are now
o^fi'f^o""'

"""^ riants of their celebrated strain of CINE-RARIAS, which arc now so well known as to require no
lurther description.

Collection No. j, consisting of 6 of the very best of all the varieties, 305.
Collection No. 2, consisting of 12 do., do., 42s.
Collection No. 3, consisting of 24 of the best from the general

collection, 63J.
*•

Collection No. 4, consisting of 50 do., do,, 103s
Collection No. s, consisting of lo-i do., do., /S.
Single Plants from 2s, &f, to 71, 6i each.
A descriptive LIST of each collection will be sent post free on"

*r^tly orders are solicited, as the supply of the best

W ,.,„„„ To Gardeners and Others.AN I ED, Surplus Stock Plants or Cuttings of the
following BEDDING PLANTS :-Alternanthera varieties,

tcneveria varieties, Mesembijanthemum cordifolium variegatum.
Semperyivum, Echeveria. californicum varieties; GeraniumS-Tri-
color, bilver or Variegated,—Reply, staling price per hundred, includ-
ing packing and delivery to Brighton Railway Station, to J. G,, West
Brighton Estate Office, 2, ijueens Gardens, Hove, Brighton.

Surplus Ntirsery Stock.Ty CROWDEk has the following "to offer to the

na J •
.
Trade.-LARCII, iJi to 2, 2 to 3. 2 to 4, and 3 to 4 feet

:

OAK, 3104 feet, transplanted; SPRUCE FIR, i to li^, ig to 2, anil
:o 3 feet

; SCOtCPI fTR, , to li^ foot.
>od leads; the Spruce Fir good colour,

frice on application.

I he Larch are stout, with
ell rooted, and bushy.

The Nurseries, Horncastle.

Y_,,Transplanted English Yews and Hollies.
EWS, well furnished, good rooted, average height
I to 2 feet, 2 to 3 feel, 3, 4 to s feet, 5 feet (extra stout), 6 to 7 feet,
7 to 8 feet, very fine,

HOLLIES, green, fine and bushy, with fibrous roots, 4 to < feet,
5 to 6 feet, and 5 to 7 feet. The above are all suitable lor forming
Hedges or Shrubbery Planting. Prices on application to

GEORGE JACKMAN AND SON, Woking Nursery, Surrey.

application.
varieties is limited.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot. Berks.

P
Spring Flowers.

OLYANTHUS, Red and White. DAISIES
Aiio.'J.S','','^.'!''"""?-^"''^'

PANSIF.S, Dark WALLFLOWERSAURICULAS, and SWEET WILLIAMS, can be supplied in anv
quatiiuy. Also CINERARIAS, PRIMULAS, and MIGNONETTE,
11 blooming pots ; fine strong stuff, very moderate. Now is the best
season to plant RASPBERRY CANES and CURRANT TREES
bpecial offers to the Trade, Prices on application to

R- AND F. A I.LUM, Nurserymen, &c,, Tamworth

T
Choice 'Winter Flowers.

SAAC DAVIES'S Priced LIST of the new sweet-
scented Hybrid AZALEAS and RHODODENDRONS raised by

him, and awarded First.class Certificates, is now ready, and will be
feV'^Jrfe,

'° fy.^fAi'ff. °" application. His stock of AZALEA
i'AM™^,"'' HVBRIDA OD6feATA, also RHODODENDRON
MULIII-LORLM and PK.KCO.X, grown in the open ground, are amass of flower-buds. The Nursery, Ormskirk.

Magnincent New Winter Flowering Plant
BOUVARDIA VREELANDIL

MESSRS. J. STANDISH and CO. are now
prepared to execute orders for the above beautiful plant It

has the habit and form ol B. Hogarthii, but the colour is of thePurest White. The flowers are of excellent substance and stand
well, thus rendering it invaluable (or Greenhouse or Conservatory
Decoration, and also for Cutting and Bouquets, Fine plants, with
12 to 14 shoots on each, which will all flower this winter in a moderate
temperature, 2s, bd. each. 24s per dozen, j£q per loo. Special quotations
10 the t rade on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berk

(^RAPES the FIRST YEAR.-The finest Canes inv^ the kingdom grown and ripened without lire-heat, ready for
Iruiting. LIST and prices post free,

RANSLEV TANTON. F.R.H.S , the Nurseries, Epsom-

/':j.RAPES, GRAPES.—The secret of Grape growing^-^ is pulverised Bone.

y"|^ }6s. M. per bushel. I '' '"'''
''}7s.pe:r bushel.

. Dust
„ . Bag included

r^A nII vv Ti^Mc,'.';, '2«''V=™'i »' »")• Railway Station in London,KANiLEY PANTON, Seed and M.anure Warehouses, Boroughiind, London Bridge, S,E.

H Vines from Eyes.
BOYCE has a large stock of fine, well ripened.

I r '''°"-J,°'",'f>lCANES, from 6 to 9 feet, of the leading kindsincluding B ack Hamburgh, Barbarossa, Duchess ol llu?cleuchLady Downe S.Muscat of Alexandria, Muscat Hamburgh, Madresfield

'ir^&r^^il',^^. """"'" '^"'"' ^'-"=' ^"^"'^ Champion,

Clapham Road Nursery, London, S.W.

"r)OWNIE, LAIRD, AND LAING have a splendidM^ Stock of the following to offer, in the finest possible condition,and at very moderate prices :—

plnc'''^r'",?"c"'f '"^" *'"" ""^ strong and short-jointed.

inclr"; c? 'J":
bsst new and old varieties, true to name.

Frti^t""! L'Stfe"" V"^
?*3'f' ?'=" ""= '"'''»i: varieties.

I.ITy/ivJc '^a^PT^',?"'''""'
'"'' Pjramid, all with Iruil buds.

ii iCr?i^l ";^" '''5.''"'!st new and old varieties.
1 ANMES-Show, fancy and Bedding, the best varieties only.

Stanstead park, and Rutland Park, London, S E

R
Finest General Nursery Stock In the Trade.OBERT NEAL, Nurseryman, Wandsworth
Common, Surrey, S.W., begs to offer to Gentlemen who intend

planting this season his large and varied stock of FRUIT, FOREST.
1"l''„-,5;?.H^S£!?J'^I- TRKES, Standard and Dwarf ROSESRH(3D0DENDR0NS, CONIFERyE, SHRUBS, &c., which arinow in hne condition for removal. CATALOGUES may be had free
on application.

The Nurseries are within a few minutes' walk of the Clapham
Junction and Wandsworth Common Railway Stations.

The Nurseries, Dumfries, N.B.
r\ UR NURSERY STOCK, which is one of the largestV^ 111 Scotland, comprises Forest, Fruit and Ornamental Trees,
Deciduous and Evergreen Shrubs, Roses, &c. The Trees and Shrubs
are of all ages and sizes, and are well adapted for extensive planting,
or giving immediate efiect in the formation and improving of Orna-
mental Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c. Priced CATALOGUES
supplied free on application.

THOMAS KENNEDY AND CO., Seed and Nursery Establiah-
meiil, Dumfries,

OANDYandSON beg to offer in quantities to
K-" Gentlemen planting or to the Trade, the following articles,
their stocks of which are very fine ;—

HOLLIES, Green, all sizes, from I to 5 feet, all transplanted
within two years.

ENGLISH YEWS, t to 4 feet, extra ; do,, do., e to 7feet.CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 2t0 7feet.
LAURELS, Common, 2 to 3 feet,

^i^l^^^S' Standard and Pyramid, in the best varieties.TREE BO.\. r to 3 feet.
QllICK, two and three years transplanted
AMERICAN ARBOR.VIT.E. 2 10 5 feet

Prices on application ; also CATALOGUE of General Nursery
stock lorwardcd post free.

The Nurseries, Stafford,

RNew Catalogue of Bulbs, Plants, Fruits, &c.OBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
T ,

CA'TAHJGUE, containing Select, Descriptive, and Priced
Lists of Dutch and other Bulbs, Alpine and Herbaceous PlantsHardy Aquatics, Delphiniums, Grape Vines, Fruit Trees, New andBare Plants, Miscellaneous Plants, suitable for bedding and decora-
tive purposes, double-flowered Pyrethrums, Sweet Violets, &c isnow published, and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W,

" An Unrivalled Collection of Dutch Bulbs,
At Wholesale Prices, including fine strong clumps of Lilics'of the

Valley, for Porcing; Lilium lancifolium (choice species), dittoauratum and testaceum, Amaryllis. Trop.-colums, Gladioli
Narcissi, Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, &c"

ALFRED LEGERTON, -Wholesale Seedsman
-1^ 5. Aldgate, London, E., begs to intimate to his numerous
S^nN^JV/^Jitf^i-S ,! generally, he has just received a SECON

D

CONSIGNMEN P ol choice Bulbs, as above, and which are remark-ably hne and large. Early orders are solicited, to secure the best.
CA'l'.-\L(i(;tJRS forwarded upon application.

20,000 Indian Azaleas, wltlfFlower Buds.OSEPH BAU.MANN, Nurseryman, Ghent, Kelgium
begs to offer :—

I^ clvfA tTi""^^' T'"^i «",' " l'""'
stronger, named, r.os,

100 CAMELLIAS named, without flowerbuds, I to t^ It, high rtoi.The sorts are all first-rale, but the selection must be left to J, BBaskets and Packing gratis. They will be sent carriage free duringtwo months to the Docks of London, Hull, and Goole
^

CATALOGUES free, on application.

T "E "ORTICULTuMLESTAffilSHMENT^f
"I'^fli-HEIM (Hanover, Germany) have to off-er-

100,000 APPLE TREES, t.yr. old, /«
>oo,ooo PICEA EXCELSA, 2-yr. oil. Ji, ,0,
5".°°<>

., „ 2.yr.old,i6;."•°" " .. 3-yr,old22..
500,000 „ ,.yr old /QO
.00,000 PINUS SYLVESTRlJ, 3y?,'Sld°/:2,

;«:ss " ll\%l"diti-r^s'k °'^' ^«'
00,000 ROSA CANINA, ,-yr, old! Zis

' "' plants are^ best cond ition and well rooted

T°ndllve°FPRs'"'''i'''rPf '^ ''"""'">' °f Austri.in, ScSlcli;

atd bu\^,,|'' .'x'tjRul'i'lNUs'Viom'Tto^"''?"? ^-S'lriViV- ^

'"""^
4feef ARBOR-VIT/1' VinXr ^ ,, '" ' feet

; AUCUBAS, i to

5 to «^lilh'ln1;',r^s'h ii^k rsZo'^fAr^i^ScAl^'

STRAWBERRIES, of kinds, 2S per to
' '° "'"' P" ""

R. AND W. CORNWELL, opposite Red Lion, High Street, Bamet.

B
A Magnificent New Pear.ROCKWORTH PARK-

J!mJ^'L°I ')"" ''^"'arkable Pear is very large, the flesh is

'Z±"J'Ar''Rt'l'J'^''-'r:!.'' te°":'' ''""."^ 'l>o "<! "' September
juicy, ^, _,.

or beginning of October. The Tree is' hardProf'oTname"ntar gr'owth,

Pelr?eS Th ="f' "'"""if
P>"-a"i<is bearing as many as^o fine

ll,e s„„ wv \ x-?"j
''

r'i°'"' ',!='''/ ''"""' slightly crimson next
\!t„f"\ ^\%«-'''"'"'=<l " befo'e the (fruit Commtttee of the Royal
Horticultural Society, on September 2., 1S70. and were awarded a First-

of lel-sV/'h"?" °,' """Vii-'
somewfiat resembles the Louise Bonne

SfJ^s^y.. but IS larger. This handsome Pear well deserves a wall.I he original Tree at Brockworth Park is trained against the houst-
Dwarf-trained Trees are 7s^ 6d. each; Pyra-

the aspect bein;
mids,

"

'

ing east,

idens, 2S,
r„'ri>S-r',„ fi J''

" '*''
,^X=

'"''" ""' ''"^" of this remarkably

Nobimrof°he'un'irdTi';,g1om""'""'' "" '° " ""'" """"'" °' '"'

^.TL7uZr,^.%tlt^°o?,ll°'
™"'^ TREES is now ready,

Sq/Ma'-;k'^"e!i™don,EC '°''- ^'--'>'"""'. G'°»cester, and

For Cash.TAMES GARAWAY and CO."
ofl-er the undermentioned :—

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 4 to 6 feet, moved spring, 187.perfect specimens, es. each, '

=Z"°^L'-'^" ' ' '° ' ""' ''"*>• "ansplanted spring, ,8;.,

ff'SV'l" Ff^^'j^A^'v*''" furnished, i2s.oer dozen.ELMS, English and Chichester, grafted, 6 to 8 feet y^s ner tonSCARLEf- HORSE CHESTI^Ot, 6 li 8:feet,"., per §oien

DAutiunn Planting.
ICKSONS AND CO., Nurserymen, &c , i
Waterloo Place, Edinburgh (Established, 1770), beg to call

the attention of those about to plant to their very extensive Stock of
all kinds of FOREST TREES, of sizes suitable either for hill plant-
ing or for places requiring extra large trees to be beyond the reach of
t.ame. the trees are grown in a very open situation, and as their
wood IS thoroughly ripened they can be safely planted in the most
exposed places, D, & Co, would specially recommend their splendid

f'Jo^.'?! ';J,'r-^-l?,'5,'=„''"''"^
'''al'>'= Highland PINE, Extra Strong

i-,^.?9H'^^'^'=^'^'^<^ BIRCH, BEECH, OAK. POPLAR, PINUS
e '^,'i'7',*,'.'i'.-.^''''^'CE. HAZEL, HORNBEAM, THORNS,
SLOES, LIMES, LABURNUMS, Specimen English YEW, Specimen
Hybrid RHODODENDRON, Specimen CONIFER.^, Stc.

Prices and Samples on application.

^/so to the Trade:—
Dwarf.lrainod GREEN GAGE and other PLUMS,

^

,, APRICOT,, I

NECTARINE, t
PEACH,

„ PEARS,
JAMES GARAWAY AND CO.,

Durdham Down, Bristol.

All
i~ first-class

I Trees.

Fruit, Forest, Ornamental, and Evergreen Shrubs
and TREES.

TX/" VIRGO AND SON have to off'er a very large

pre,en,'trans°ntn°ting,°viz''°-'^""""
':™-"' "'" rooted, and fit for

mf'i:-|T' A iJ'^i?'
'','-y^!^<'!' Pyramids and Standards).

ORNAMf"N-?A',"'A''tA ^",' ^^;"°"' Scotch, and Spruce Firs.ORNAMEN 1 AI^Ash, Birch, Chestnuts, Thorns, Maples, Sycamore
,r,rJ^?!';>''j.i.l!ft=>'„°a'<.rii"is austriaca, &c.

P",oycamorc,

vU= flherl,7 =,°'S"'rl;-
'"'' Poffsal Laurels, American Arbor-

H„Tli.r A. V.

""'' 'Chinese Arbor.vitje, Green and VariegatedHollies, Aucubaiaponica, Berbens Aquifolia, Privet Sic *•

Prices, height and samples to be had on application.'
The Nursery, Wonersh, Guiltjford.

City of Rochester.
To FLORISTS, NURSERYMEN, and OTHERS

CASTLE GARDENS.- Persons desirous ofTENDER-
ING for the supply of SHRUBS, TREES, PLANTS, &c , for

these Gardens, may obtain a Copy of the Conditions and further
information on application at my oflice. Sealed Tenders must be
delivered at my Oflfice, duly priced and endorsed " Tender for Plants,"
before 12 o'clock on THURSDAY, the 21st day of November, 1872.
1 he Corporation does not bind itself to accept the lowest or anv
Tender. By Order, RICHARD PKALL, Town Clerk.
Rochester, November, 1872,

ON SALE, a large quantity of Transplanted FOREST
SHRUBS. RHODODENDRONS, Sic.

BIRCH, 7 to ro feet, per 100, los.

SCOTCH FIR, i!^ to 2 feet, per itxM, 17s.
SPRUCE, Norway, i'.^ to a feet, per 1000, 24s.
LARCH. 2 to 3 feet, per io{», 25s.
SYCAMORE, 3 to 4 feet, per 1000, r6s. ; do., 6 to 7 feet, p. 1000, 601
PRIVET, Evergreen, a to 3 feet, per 1000, 20s. ; do., t-yr. cuttings,

fer 1000. 4s.

_ CK THORN, \\i to 2 feet, per 1030, toj.

LAUREL, Common, 2 to 3 feet, per too, 8j.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, 2-yr. seedling, per 1000, 51.

HENRY DERBYSHIRE, Darley Hill Side Nursery, near
Matlock, Derbyshire.

TO BE SOLD, Cheap, the Ground being required
immediately for other purposes ;

—

RHODODENDRONS, i^ to ^ leet, fine bushy plants.

„ Transplanted, 2 to 4, 4 to 6, 6 to 8, and 8 to la inches, suitable for
grafting.

RED CURRANTS, fine bushy plants. 3-yr. old,
LIMES, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 6, 6 to 8, and 8 to 10 feet, fine bushy

flants.
,
Mountain, 2 to 4, s to 6, 6 to 8, and 8 to 10 feet, fine.

PRIVET, many hundred thousand, very fine, cheap,
QUICKS, several million, from 3 to 6-yr. old,' all transplanted

extra line.
'

BEECH, 3 to 4. 4 to 5, 5 to 6, 6 to 8, and 8 to 10 feet, very bushvHORSE IDIIESTNUI'S, 4 to 5, ; to 6, and 6 to 8 feit, strong and fineENGLISH YEWS, 2 to 3, anjj to 4 /eet, fine bushy 'plants'^
and fine.

HEATHS in great variety, finelushy strong plants, very cheap.
Prices on application to

B. WHITHAM, the Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport.
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RODERICK. NICOLSON. Advertising Agent
and General Commission Agent, i, Racquet Court, Fleet

Street, E.C.

MR. JAMES FRASER, Horticultural and
Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,

Romford, Esscit ; late of the firm of J. & J. Fraser , Lea Dr idge Road

JC. STEVENS' Horticultural. Scientific, and
• Natural History Sale Rooms, 38, King Street, Covcnt

Garden, London, W.C. Established 1760. SALES by AUCTION
nearly EVERY DAY. Catalogues on application.

M Wood Enffravmg.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver on
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park. London, N.

rpO BE LET, a NURSERY. 60 feet by 24 feet
;

J- well stocked, and in ihorouch workinir order. There is a
cood Show-house, Double-fronted Shop, with handsome Plate Glass,
Good fobbing and Furnishing Business attached. A splendid Horse
and \ an may be had, with or without the business. For iurther
particulars, apply to

H. GARDINER, Norland Nurserj-, Nottinc Hill,^^

To Nursersmien, Horists. and Gardeners.

TO BE LET. with option of Purchase, a Plot of
Ground, consisting of 100 or more Rods, as may be desired.

There arc large Greenhouses and Forcing Apparatus, with ever>-

facility for doing a reniunerative trade, in a first-rate position both as
to locality and population.

Full particulars can be obtained on application to B. B., Post Oflice,

Ipswicn.

Land in Virginia.

TWO FARMS, of 1 100 and 1780 acres, in Buckingham
and Nelson Counties, the greater part under Culti\'ationi but

some Forest Land. Thcv are both situated on the James River, with
the Canal passing througli both high and bottom lands, the latter rii:h

dark loam, almost inexnaustibic. On each farm there is a good
House, with all necessary accommodation and offices.

The products of the Land are Wheat, Indian Corn, Oats, Hay,
Timothy and Clover-grass, English and Continental Tobacco, with
most kinds of Vegetables and Fruit. The yield per acre is good. The
land is well watered by fresh sprincs. Both properties are in an
excellent neighbourhood, convenient lor Schools, Churches, &c.
For further particulars apply to Messrs. JOHN K. GILLIAT AND

CO.. 4, Crosby Square, E.C.

To the Trade.
SALES of FRUIT TREES, ROSES, SHRUBS,

and all kinds of NURSERY STOCK, are held EVERY
WEEK at KETTELWELL'S ROOMS, 22, King Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. Entries to be sent in before Wednesday in each week
10 the Auctioneer,

H. M. KETTELWELL, 22, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

SALES BY AU CTION.
SALE THIS DAY, AT HALF-PAST 13 O'CLOCK PRECISELY.

ConBignment of Plants and Bulbs from Holland
and GHENT.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C, on

SATURDAY. November 16, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, Stan-
dard and Dwarf ROSES. CAMELLIAS. INDIAN AZALEAS,
DRACtN AS, Standard RHODODENDRONS. LAURELS. YEWS,
BOX. THORNS. HOLLIES, Climbing ROSES, Specimen CONI-
FERS, &c, Standard Pyramid FRUIT TREES, &c. Also, an
Importation from Holland of Double and Single HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, IRIS, LILIUMS.GLADIOLL
RANUNCULUSES, and other Bulbs.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Bulbs from Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

MONDAY, November 18, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely. Fifteen
Cases of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS,
GLADIOLI, LILIUMS, ANEMONES, RANUNCULUS, and other
BULBS, just arrived from Holland, in Lots to suit large and small
Growers.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION,
at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent Garden. W C,

on TUESDAY, November 19. at halfpast :2 o'Clock precisely,
50 lots of CARRIERS, from Mr. Ord. consisting of Black Duns,
Blues. Silvers, and Pieds. mostly two years old. and bred from the
best strain in England ; some Dun and Black Carriers from Mr.
Walker, of Leicester; and some Blue and Black Carriers from Colonel
Hassard. fAlso, a variety of COCHINS. DORKINGS, GAME,
BRAHMAS. SPANISH. BANTAMS. HAMEURGHS, DUCKS,
&c., from the yards of well-known Breeders and Exhibitors.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Hardy Plants and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C, on

WEDNESDAY, November 20, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely,
Specimen CONIFERS, LAURELS. HOLLIES, and DECIDUOUS
TREES and SHRUBS. Standard and Dwarf ROSES, FRUIT
TREES. &c. : and a quantity of HYACINTHS, TULIPS.
CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, LILIUMS, IRIS, RANUNCULUS,
&c., from Holland.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Importation of Valuable Orchids from Ocana.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

THURSDAY. November 21, at half-past la o'Clock precisely.
Twelve Cases of CHOICE ORCHIDS, in good condition, just
ajrived from Ocana, consisting of fine masses of—

Odonloglossum Pescalorei Oncidium cucullatum
,, trtumphans ,, cruentum
>. Phalsnopsis Sobralia Ruckeri

Selenipedium Schlimii Epidendrum species
Ada aurantiaca Heliconia vinosa
Houlettia odoratissima

And a variety of other Plants.
On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Califomian Tree Seeds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms. 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C., on

TUESDAY, November 26. at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, an
IMPORTATION just received from California, where they were
collected by a Gentleman who has devoted his especial attention to
Tree Seeds, comprising

—

Abies Douglasii I Pinus insignis
Libocedrus dccurrens ,, tuberculata
Cupressus Lawsoniana ., imbricata
Fious Torrej-ana i ,, ponderosa
„ Sabiniana I ,. Lambertiana
„ Coulteri

I
&c , &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C. on

TUESDAY, November 26, a great variety ot ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, comprising fine plants, in healthy condition, of rare and
valuable sorts.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

New and other LlUes.
IVTR. J. C. STEVENS will shortly SELL by
-^'i AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden, W.C . a quantity of fine Bulbs of the magnificent new
CALIF"ORNIAN LILY, PARDALINUM; also an importation,
from Sierra Nevada, of several hundreds of the beautiful new
LILIUM WASHINGTONIANUM, illustrated and described at

tToo of the Gardtnert' Chronicle for June 3, 1871 : a quantity of
tLrUM CARNIOLICUM, from the Camiolian Alps; and a

number of other well-known LILIES.
Date of Sale will shortly be fixed, and Catalogues ready

City Auction Rooms, 38 and 39. Gracechurch St., EC.
IMPORTANT SALE of a FIRST-CLASS COLLECTION of the

finest DOUBLE and SINGLE HYACINTHS, CROCUS,
TULIPS. NARCISSUS. JONQUILS, and other DUTCH
BULBS; a rich assortment of HARDY AMERICAN PLANTS
and CONIFER/E SHRUBS; 300 choice Standard, Dwarf, and
Climbing ROSES, of the best varieties, by name, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION the above, at the City Auction Rooms, 38 and

39, Gracechurch Street, E.C, on SATURDAY, November 16, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely.
On view the morning of Sale. Citalogucs maybe had at the Rooms

as above, and of the Auctioneers. I.eytonstone. E.

Blackheath.
IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by Mr. Thomas Malyon to SELL by AUCTION,

without r»serve, on the Premises, Coombe Lane Nursery, near the
Standard, Blackhcalh, on MONDAY, November 18, at 11 for 12 o'clock
precisely, a large quantity of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.
comprising fine Evergreen and Conlfera; Shrubs, in fine variety:
t'rnamental and Forest Trees of sorts, Deciduous Shrubs, selected
Fruit Trees, 500 choice Standard Roses of sorts, by name; 500
Climbing Roses. 1000 hardy Climbing Plants, in variety; strong
Quick, together with 150 yards Box Edging, &c.
May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premiers, and of the .Aui:tionccrs, Leytonstone, Essex, E.

Postponement of Sale.—Brighton and Hassock's Gate.
IMPDRTANT SALE of FREEHOLD PROPERTY, NURSERY

STOCK. GREENHOUSE, STOVE, and other PLANTS,
GREENHOUSES. PITS, SHEDS. COTTAGES, with the
GOODWILL of the LONG-ESTABLISHED NURSERY,
SEED. FRUIT, and FURNISHING BUSINESS, by order ol
the Executors of the late Mr. GEORGE PARSONS, deceased.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, at Garraw-ay's, Change Alley, Cornhill, in the

City of London, E.C, on MONDAY, November 18, at 12 for i o'Clock
precisely, instead of November 0, as previously announced, the
VALUABLE FREEHOLD PROPERTY, comprising 18 Acres 38
Perches, or thereabouts, of rich Nursery or Building Land, known as
Parsons* Nurseries. Hassock's Gate, Keymer, close to the Hassock's
Gate Railway Station, and seven miles from Brighton, in the Counly of
Sussex, with the whole of the VALUABLE TifRIVING NURSERY
STOCK growing thereon ; two substantially Brick-built Cottanjcs, the
whole of the newly-erected Greenhouses^ Stove-houses, Vineries,
Forcing houses, the several ranges of Pits, mcluding altogether about
40,000 superficial feet, heated with Ormson's large Tubular Boilers,
upon the most modern and improved Hot-water principles ; convenient
Potting, Packing, and other Sncds. Stable, Piggeries, &c.
Also the modern FREEHOLD RESIDENCE, commanding Shop,

with bold Glass Front, and Ornamental Span-roof Show Conserva-
tor>', known as Nos. 27 and 28, Western Road, Brighton, in the most
eligible and central part of the town for business, together with
the GOODWILL of the long-established Nursery, Seed, Fruit, and
Furnishing Business, in one Lot.
Note.— P. & M. would strongly urge the Trade, or any persons

desirous of embarking into a thoroughly genuine, extensive, and
flourishing business,{to inspect the above property; feeling assured
that with ordinary care and attention to the same, a large fortune may
be realised in a verj' short period.
Plans and particulars, with orders to view, may be obtained on the

Premises; ol Messrs. CLARKE and HOWLETT, Solicitors, Ship
Street, Brighton ; and of the Auctioneers, Estate Agents, and Valuers,
Leytonstone, Essex, E.

Homsey.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY

STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by Mr, M. Cleall to SELL by AUCTION, without
reserve, on the Premises, the Nurser>', close to Hornscy Station,
Great Northern Railway, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY.
November ig and 20. at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely each day, a portion
of the land being required for the construction of the Alexandra Park
Branch Railway, a large quantity of VALUABLE NURSERY
STOCK, including fine Conifer^e and Evergreen Shrubs, a large stock
ol Ornamental and Forest Trees, clean-grown Fruit Trees, consisting
of Standard and Pyramidal Pears and Apples, large Walnuts, Goose-
berries and Currants, Raspberries, selected Standard Roses ; also 300
English-grown Camellias, set with bloom-buds; 200 Acacias, Ericas,
&c., together with Two Stacks of Meadow Hay. a 4-wheei Pony
Chaise in good condition, &c.
May be viewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

Without Reserve.—Tulse Hill.
CLEARANCE SALE of CHOICE GREENHOUSE PLANTS,

large DOUBLE CAMELLIAS. AZALEA INDICA, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises. Ada Lodge, Tulse Hill,

Surrey, five minutes' walk from Tulse Hill Station. South London
Line, on THURSDAY, November 21, at 12 o'Clock precisely, by order
of the Proprietor, who is leaving the neighbourhood, the whole of the
CHOICE COLLECTION of GREENHOUSE and other PLANTS,
including large Double Camellias, Double White, &c.. Azalea indica,
choice Ferns, Orangei Ericas, 2000 Scarlet and Variegated Geraniums,
and numerous other Plnnts; also fine Fruit Trees, selected Standard
and Dwarf Roses. Shrubs in pots, together with a Patent Lawn
Mower (Green's), Light Boxes, Garden Seats, Barrows, Garden Tools ;

likewise some Vases and Statuary, Gold and other Fish, &c.
May be viewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctlnneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

Wimbledon Park.
CLEARANCE SALE of CHOICE GREENHOUSE PLANTS and

SUNDRY GARDEN EFFECTS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by T. D. Bolton. Esq. (who is leaving the neigh-
bourhood), to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises,
Devon Lawn, Victoria Road, Wimbledon Park, ten minutes' walk
from Putney Station, on FRIDAY. November 22, at 12 for i o'Clock
precisely.thewholeof the VALUABLE GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
including large Camellias, fine Azalea indica, Ficus elastica, specimen
Date Palm, Epiphyllum, Begonias, Pelargoniums, choice Ferns,
Primulas, &c. ; also a capital Green's 22-inch Lawn Mower, a ditto
Water Barrow, Garden Roller, Warner's Improved Pump, with
180 feet Hose; Barrows. Tubs, Iron Pump, Ladders, Vases, Garden
Chairs, and Sundry' Effects.
On view the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

M
Second Sale.—Wlndlesham. Surrey.

IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.
ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS have
received instructions from Messrs. G. Baker & Son to SELL

by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, American Nursery,
Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, on MONDAY and TUESDAY,
November 25 and 26, at la o'Clock precisely each day, the remaining
portion of the VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, lef^t unsold during
the Sale in October last, in consequence of the unpropitious weather.
The Stock will comprise a large quantity of fine Conifersc and Ever-
treen Shrubs in great variety, and too numerous to mention; 5000
hododendrons, pontica, hybrids. »nd best named kinds; Standard

Rhododendrons; 2000 Kalmia latifoiia, Hardy Azaleas. Heaths, and
other American Plants; Pinus austriaca, 3 to 6 feet; >5,ooo trans-
planted Larch, a quantity of Purple Beech and other Ornamental
Trees, Tea and other Roses in pots, quantity of Pampas-grass,
Tritomas, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, ana of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

Stratford, Essex,
FINAL SALE, WITHOUT RESERVE.

CLEARANCE SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, &c
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are

instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. G. H. Bunncy,
deceased, to SELLby AUCTION on the Premises, the Nursery,
Maryland Point, Stratford, and the Nursery, Wanstead Flats, on
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, November 27 and 28, at rt for 12
o'Clock precisely each day, the REMAINING NURSERY STOCK,
comprising quantities of fine Conifcra; and Evergreen Shrubs ,choice
hardy American Plants, including Scarlet and other Rhododendrons,
well set with buds; Selected Fruit Trees. Ornamental and Forest
Trees, fine Standard and Dwarf Roses, a Choice Collection of Dutch
Bulbs, of sorts, a few lots of useful Household Furniture, an Iron
Safe, a capital Force-pump, and numerous other efTccts.
May be viewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises ; and qfthe Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

Andover, Hants.
IMPORTANT to GENTLEMEN, BUILDERS, and OTHERS.

MR. W. ABRAHAM will SELL by AUCTION at
the Com Exchange. Andover, Hants, on TUESDAY. Novem-

ber 19. a CHOICE CONSIGNMENT of ORNAMENTAL, EVER-
GREEN, .nnd DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS, FRUIT
TREES. CLIMBERS. &c.

Catalogues can be had of Mr. GAMESTER, at the Exchange, or o(
the Auctioneer and Valuer, Goldworth Nurseries, Woking, Surrey

Batheaston. near Bath.
IMPORTANT to GENTLEMEN and LANDSCAPE GAR-

DENERS PLANTING for IMMEDIATE EFFECT.

MR. W. ABRAHAM is instructed by the Proprietor
of the above Nursery (Mr. I no Scott) to SELL by AUCTION,

without reserve, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, November 27
and 28. at 12 o'Clock each day. a quantity of SURPLUS NURSERY
STOCK, consisting of unusually nandsome specimen Conifer.x, Ever-
green, and Deciduous Trees. Amongst the former are splencdid plants
of Pinus Piasapo, 7 to q feet ; P. Nordmanniana, Cupressus Lawsoni-
ana, Thuja aurca, Thujopsis borealis, Juniperus sinensis. Arbor- vitas,

&c. with fine symmetrical bushes oi Berberis Darwinii, Laurustinus,
Euonymus, Tree Box (variegated). Rhododendrons, in pots, &c. ; also
fine plants of Birch, Limes, Standard Thorns, together with some fine

fyramidal Fruit Trees, in bearing condition, of the choicest sorts of
'car, Apple, and Plum, with trained Apricots, Currant bushes, and
many oiher things enumerated in Catalogues, to be obtained at the
Nursery, or of the Auctioneer and Valuer, Goldworth Nurseries,
Woking, Surrey.

N.B. — W. Abraham calls particular attention to this stock, as
positively being all transplanted within the last eighteen months ; and
gentlemen desirous of obtaining fine plants properly prepared for

successful removal seldom meet with such an opportunity.

Important to the Trade and Others.
Large CAMELLIAS, 6 to 8 feet. AZALEAS, ROSES, FRUIT

TREES. &c.

MR. H. M. KETTELWELL will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Rooms, 22, King Street, Covent Garden,

W.C, on THURSDAY, November 21, at half past 12 o'Clock pre-
cisely, a COLLECTION of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
including Camellias, 6 to 8 feet, Indian Azaleas, 3 to 4 feet through.
Palms, Ferns, &c., together with a quantity of Standard and Dwarf
Roses, Standard and other Fruit Trees, Evergreen and Deciduous
Shrubs, Gladioli, Lily of the Valley, &c.

Catalogues of the Auctioneer, 22, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Wednesday Next.
To NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS, and OTHERS.

EXTENSIVE and VALUABLE COLLECTION of ORCHIDS.
FERNS, STOVE, GREENHOUSE, and ORNAMENTAL
FOLIAGE PLANTS ; 1000 EVERGREENS, GARDEN
FRAMES; large quantity of NEW FLOWER-POTS, &c

MR. JOHN WINTERBURN has received instruc-
tions from Mr. J. Turner to SELL by AUCTION, on

WEDNESDAY NEXT, November 37, at his Nursery, Prince's Road,
Prince's Park, Liverpool, commencing at 11 o'Clock in the forenoon, the
CHOICE and VALUABLE COLLECTION of PLANTS, &c., com-
prising Orchids, including Cattleyas, choice and rare Odontoglossums,
very rare Dendrobiums, Aeridcs, Saccolabiums, Vandas ; io»o Ever-
greens (various), Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ornamental Foliage
Plants (many of the above having obtained several First class priies

during this season); Camellias, from 2 feet to 8 feet high, all choice
sorts, and true to name ; fine Pot Roses, Chr^'santhemums, Azaleas,
indica ditto; choice British and Exotic Ferns, comprising Adiantum
farleyense, Todeas, Alsophilas, Heaths, Epacris, Clematis,
Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Valotas, Amaryllis, Liliums, and a great
selection of other Plants; one and two-light Garden Frames. Propa-
gating Frames, Fern Cases, also Lawn Mower; a large quantity
of NEW FLOWER POTS, in various sizes.

On view prior to the Sale ; and Catalogues may be had at the
Nursery as above ; and at the Nursery, Victoria Road, Higher Tran-
mCre ; or at the Auctioneer's Offices. 65, Dcansgate, Bolton, and
I, Rice Lane, King Stract, Egremont, Cheshire.

s

Boyal Berks Root Sliow.

NOTICE.

UTTON AND SONS
beg to notify to their Customers

that their TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL SHOW of MANGEL,
TURNIPS, and other AGRICULTURAL ROOTS, will be held at

READING, on the FOURTH SATURDAY in NOVEMBER.
Roots will be received up to Wednesday. November 20. No charge is

made for Entry. Prizes amount to EIGHTY POUNDS. Particulars
may be had on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

THE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE AND POULTRY
SHOW—The TWENTY-FOURTH GREAT ANNUAL

EXHIBITION of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP. PIGS, DOMESTIC
POULTRY, CORN, ROOTS, and IM PLEMENTS, will be held in

Bingley Hall, on SATURDAY. MONDAY TUESDAY. WEDNES-
DAY, and THURSDAY. November 30. and December 2, 3, 4, and 5.

The Public will be admitted to Bingley Hall to witness the Judginj;
of the Cattle. Sheep, Pigs, and Poultry on Saturday, November 30, at

Q o'clock A.M., upon payment of Ten Shillings each.
The Private View will take place on Monday, December 2. Admis-

sion to Non-Subscribers until 5 o'Clock, 51. ; after that hour, ii. The
Exhibition will also be open on Tuesday, Admission u. ; on
Wednesday and Thursday, until 5 o'Clock, u. ; after that hour, 6d.

For Special Railway Arrangements, see the Advertisements and
Bills of the several Companies,

JOHN B. LYTHALL, Secretary.

Offices, 39, New Street, Birmingham.

CRYSTAL PALACE—GREAT LONDON SHOW
of POULTRY, PIGEONS. GAME, and RABBITS, TUES-

DAY, WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY, November 19, ao, and
21.—The Exhibition organised by the Honorary* Committee will this

year be of unprecedented extent and variety as to the examples shown.
The entries number nearly 3500, and include a full representation in

almost.every class of Poultry, Game, Bantams, Ducks. Geese, Turkeys,
Pigeons, Rabbits, and rare and curious varieties of these. The Show
will be opened immediately after the judging, at 12 noon, on Tuesday.
Admission each day, One Shilling, or by Guinea Season Ticket.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1872.

THE resolutions of the Central Chamber of

Agriculture, by which it is sought to re-de-

fine the Relations of Landlord and Tenant
in this country, make a tremendous confession
in asserting the necessity of legislative enactment
for that purpose. What becomes of Mr. Beres-
FORD Hope's ideal system, or rather lack of

system (as explained the other day at Goudhurst,
and reported in another column) in the face of
this almost universal protest that it is intolerable?

Here are Sir John Pakington, Sir M. Hicks-
Beach, Sir Massey Lopes, Mr. Heneage, and
many other leading landowners, agreeing in the
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resolution, that wherever proper security for the

tenant's capital is not given by agreement or by
lease, the outgoing tenant shall be entitled by
law to compensation for the unexhausted value

of his improvements. The voluntary system,

whose virtues have been sung in the interest of

the landlord, the tenant, and the labourer ahke,

is nevertheless so capable of abuse—so often

actually made the instrument of injustice—so

constantly associated with listlessness and lazi-

ness, that even the most conservative of our

authorities unite in the condemnation of it and
invoke the protection of the law.

Mr. Evan Davies, of Shropshire, to whose
weighty utterances on this subject we have more
than once directed the attention of our readers,

seems in a recent speech to have charged the

failure on the land agent. " So long," he says,
" as a tenant keeps well with these official gentle-

men all goes merrily as a marriage bell, but if

he once gets into their black books, every shilling

spent in the improvement of his farm is spent in

fear and trembling. But is this a position in

which the tenant-farmers of Great Britain, with
their advancing intelligence, ought to be placed?
Much has been said as to these things being left

to a private arrangement between landlord and
tenant. Has there been any disposition shown
on the part of the stronger here to make this

private arrangement? So long ago as 1847, I

brought this question before the Ludlow Agricul-

tural Association at some length, and in the same
year the Wenlock Farmers' Club offered a prize

of ^10 for the best essay on the subject. Surely
there has been plenty of time since then for this

private arrangement to have taken place. Has
it been carried out to any extent within the circuit

of our Chamber ? There is one very trifling boon
which the tenants have long asked from their

landlords : that before a change of tenancy takes

place 12 months' notice instead of six should be
given ; and how has this trifling boon been met ?

Why, by referring to the law on the subject. If,

therefore, the landlord will not relax in this trifle,

because the law says otherwise, then I say it is

to the Legislature that we must look for help and
not to the tender mercy of any individual."

Whether the land agent be responsible for this

failure or not, it seems plain that the conclusion
Mr. Davies urges is inevitable ; and almost a:ll

the leading speakers, landowners as well as

tenant-farmers, at recent meetings of Chambers
of Agriculture and Farmers' Clubs throughout
the country, agree with him in declaring that a
law is needed now to hold the balance fairly

between the landlord and the tenant.

But surely such a confession as this cannot be
made without shame. It is lamentable both
that men should be so willing to take land on
almost any terms (outside of the rent) that are

proposed to them—certainly on the most inde-

finite understanding as to the security of the
capital they may invest in it ; and that men
should be willing to let their land except to

tenants and on terms ensuring the energetic
cultivation of it.

It may be necessary on public, perhaps even
more than on personal and private, grounds to
enact a law for the regulation of the con-
tract between the letter and the hirer of land

;

but it appears to us that the necessity cannot be
confessed without shame either by the landlord
or the tenant. The former ought not to need
coercion—he ought, unprompted, to be foremost
in any measure for the protection of the capital

he wants to see employed upon his land. The
latter ought to be man enough, unaided, to insist

upon that which all now agree to be his right.

But it is the former, as being, according to Mr.
Evan Davies, the stronger of the two, who
ought, we venture to assert, to be the most
ashamed of this now impending legislation. It

is on public grounds especially that it is urgent.
The land is not nearly so productive as it might
be. The growing disabihty of England as the
producer of its people's food is the opprobrium of
our whole agricultural system. Land is held for
game preserving, for social and political influ-

ence, even as much as it is for agriculture ; and
it is vain to look for its being held and cultivated
by independent, energetic, money-making capit-
alists under such circumstances. The " heroic
remedy," which Mr. Beresford Hope so
warmly deprecates, seems the only one avail-
able, and the law must be called in to put that
right which people seem unable or unwilling to
settle for themselves.

We are all just now suffering from the hitherto
unheard-of price of coals, and charging it with

indignation on the idleness of the collier, who
refuses to v;ork more than four days a week

—

resolutely choosing to spend two days out of

every six in idleness and sport ; but we should
be glad to know wherein the difference lies be-

tween the conduct of a collier who thus of his

mere will declines to utilise one-third of his

working capital, and that of the owner of an
estate who makes mere sport so large an item in

his consideration, and lets his land with so large

a reference to this consideration, as virtually to

reduce by one-third the produce of his property
in wages, rent, and profit. We believe it is

quite as cominon for the landowner thus to de-

vote one-third of his working capital as it is for

the labouring man to do so ; and it is somewhat
remarkable— and, to revert to the point from
which we started, is it not somewhat shameful
also ?—that it is in the case of the more powerful,

the better educated, the leading class, that the

need of remedial legislation first proclaims its

urgency ? We are quite sure that if colliers were
wise enough to work with a will throughout their

tiiTie—even though it were for mere money-
making and accumulation—coals would fall in

price. Is it not very probable that meat might
become a little more within the reach of a poor
man if landowners were wise enough to turn
their property to its full usefulness, and do every-
thing within their power—uncoerced by legis-

lation—to welcome and attract a wealthy, ener-

getic tenantry, giving both security and scope
for the now necessary farm capital, which cer-

tainly will never come where game preserving
and battues are cared for even more than rent ?

Notwithstanding a moderate supply of

Wheat at Monday's market in Mark Lane, only the

best qualities commanded last week's rates. Trade was
rather firmer on Wednesday. -At the Metropolitan
Cattle Market last week's prices were maintained on
Monday last only for the choicest qualities, and trade

on Thursday remained at about Monday's rates,

inferior sorts being disposed of with difficulty. The
seed trade has been inactive. In the Wool Market
trade has been quieter, but there is no sensible giving
way in price. In the Hop Market there seems at

present to be rather a tendency to higher prices.

We learn from the Midland Counties Herald,
regarding the forthcoming Birmingham Cattle and
Poultry Show, that the entries closed last week
with the following satisfactory results :

—

&Ule 132
Siiccp 97
Pigs 64
Corn 54
Roots 179
Poultry and pigeons. . .. .. .. 2363

Total 2S80

The above figures show "that so far as quantity goes,

and that is all we can yet declare, the Bingley Hall
exhibition will compare very fairly with those of
previous years, of which the statistics are given in the
following Table :

—

Cattle ..

Sheep .

.

Pigs ..

Roots ..

Corn ..

Poultry
Pigeons

1867.
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OUR LIVE STOCK,
CATTLE.

A DESCRIPTION of Anglesea cattle, written by Mr.

Morgan Evans, appeared in the Field of November 2,

accompanied with a spirited engraving by Mr.

Harrison Weir. The cattle, as represented by Mr.

Weir, are long rather than massive, and the bull is

light in the thigh and buttocks. The horns are rather

short, and decidedly upturned in the cow, and the

colour appears to be uniformly black. We have seen

an engraving of Anglesea cattle ui Vouatt's book, in

which the animals bear a striking likeness to the old

Longhorns or Craven cattle ; and Mr. Youatt informs

us that the Longhorn cross, at the time he wrote, was
very prevalent in Anglesea, and that the cattle had pied

backs and long, down horns. Mr. Evans informs us

that Anglesea is 173,000 acres in extent, but that,

according to Mr. Vouatt, it exports 10,000 head of

cattle annually, valued at ^50,000. The black cattle

of Anglesea are nearly allied in character and race to

those of South Wales. Mr. Darwin pronounces the

, Pembrokes to be descendants of Bos primigeniits^ but

thinks with Professor Owen that the black cattle of

North Wales have their origin in Bos longifrons.

History and the geographical position of black cattle

on the northern and western coast of Britain, seem to

favour the idea of one common origin. They are

found at intervals in a line from St. David's Head in

Pembrokeshire, as far north as Iceland.

The Anglesea cattle are very like the Pembrokes.
The coat, as with the Castlemartins, should be long and
wavy. This generally denotes good quality and high
feeding properties. In colour they are darker than
those of South Wales, being a pure black. A little

more white is allowed than in the Pembrokes, the

scrotum of the bulls and the udders of the cows being
very frequently white. A white streak is sometimes
seen along the chine, but this feature cannot be com-
mended. The horns are, to speak generally, white
with black tips, curving gracefully upwards in cows
and oxen, but are usually much darker coloured than
in the case of the Pembrokes, and the white portion is

not so mellow and creamy in appearance. They are

perhaps a little larger than the Castlemartins, standing
on short strong legs, but are not so good in the head
and shoulders. The head of the ox is very frequently

heavy and bull-like. Davies in his time attributed the

bull-like features in the head and dewlap of the Angle-
sea ox to the fact that the calves were not weaned in

Anglesea until double the time at which, they are

weaned in other counties, together with their not being
gelt until they be about a year old ; but this will

hardly account for the persistency of this feature in

stock not thus treated. The shoulder is often coarse,

and falls in behind the bladebone. In short, com-
paring them once more with their rivals, they are alto-

gether coarser in the forepart than the Pembrokes, but
have better hindquarters, are wider, with bigger thighs,

and broader loins.

As breeding and rearing cattle has from time
immemorial been the pride of Anglesea, the develop-

ment of good dairy qualities in the cows has forages
neen neglected. In the beginning of the present

century the island but barely supplied enough butter

and cheese for home consumption. It is not, there-

fore to be expected that the Anglesea cattle,

under such, a course of treatment and selection,

should have inherited great milking powers, and
consequently they are in this respect surpassed by
many other breeds. Black stock in Wales are readily

bought up by the drovers who frequent the fairs of the

districts where they obtain. They can be disposed of
half fat at a pound or two a head more than coloured
beasts of the same weight. Whilst this continues, it is

some inducement to the local breeders to keep to the
type and colour of their beasts, especially for those who
have not the proper farm buildings for stall-feeding all

their oxen, and selling them only as prime fat. The
Anglesea cattle are now cultivated to equal perfection

in Carnarvon and some parts of the adjoining counties

as in the mother isle, and diminutions of this breed are

the principal stock of the mountainous districts of

Carnarvon and Merioneth. A few breeders have paid
considerable attention to the improvement of the
Angleseas. They offer good sound material for

development. Bakewell, it is said, thought highly of
them in this respect. The Rev. Walter Davies naively

says that this eminent breeder thought that **in some
points they were nearer his idea of perfection in shape
than any other he ever saw—his own improved breed
excepted." But they cannot be improved by
crossing with, English breeds. They will not blend
with foreign blood ; the colour becomes destroyed
and the type broken, and the produce cannot be
reduced to an uniform standard. Endeavours in

this direction have been fruitless. An improved type
of Anglesea, if it is to be obtained, must be evolved
from themselves, as must also be the case with the

Pembrokeshire breed. But, as the only possible cross

of the latter, not evidently retrogressive, is with the
Angleseas, so the cattle of North Wales allow of no
fresh blood except perhaps that of their kindred in

Soutli Wales ; and a writer in Morton's Cydop(sdia of
AgricuUure suggests this cross as the best and most
likely to improve them in many important points. In
one instance only, writes Mr. Morgan Evans, have I

witnessed the appearance of albinos in a herd of black

Welsh cattle. They were a dun fawn, with light eyes

of a pinkish hue ; some of them were very short-

sighted, almost blind. These animals cropped up in a

herd of the purest blood in the county. They could

all be traced to be descendants of a certain black cow,

likewise of the purest strain. The albinos appeared in

the herd with great frequency. They were principally

females, but the albino cows gave birth to calves of

the usual black colour. As their offspring was always
black, it did not greatly interfere with the course of

breeding pure stock on the farm.

• Belts Weekly Messenger thus advocates the
judicious introduction of new blood into even the

purest Shorthorn tribes :—
" The question of crossing versus in-breeding is one of

immense interest and importance in connection with the
loss or preservation of a family type. Families fail,

decline and disappear, from one or other of at least two
frequent causes. Long inter-bred without fresli blood
they degenerate and decay. Crossed with strange
varieties, they cease to be what they were. Better they
may be, or worse, or neither better nor worse, but they
are not the same. The hypothesis long supported in this

department of the Messenger, that the peculiar charac-
teristics of a tribe are best preserved by occasional

infusions of a new element to maintain constitutional

stamina, and prompt returns to the original stock, in a
pure or diluted state, to reproduce the desired external

properties, seems corroborated by the experience of the

closest observers. We grant that the choice of alliances

for the best Shortliorn families requires judgment of no
common order; but it is to judgment of no common order
that the country owes the establishment of the breed and
all the steps of subsequent improvement."

We are glad to see the much respected Shorthorn
Intelligence of our esteemed contemporary adopting
such a sound opinion, and the sooner that judgment
which gave us the Shorthorn race is revived the better

will it be. We fully believe that the improvement of

a race of cattle demands great knowledge, patience,

boldness of outlay, and an ideal in the mind of the

breeder as to what he is aiming at. When successful

breeding means merely an adherence to " a line of

blood," such as must have been a practical impossi-
bility to the founders of our herds, then the " science

"

of breeding is lost sight of. Sooner or later the result

will be deterioration and disease ; but with judicious

crossing (as practised by the old breeders before

dogma and tradition found their way into the simple
creed of "like begets like"), we may still hope for

those broad-backed, heavy-fleshed cattle for which our
correspondent, ** One in a Dilemma," sighs.

PTNNOCICS CATECHISM of the
ENGLISH 'LAND QUESTION.'

[Continuedfrom p. 1502.)

Quest Two remarkable expressions ! I presume
that those weird terms 'Dead hand' and 'Unborn
hand ' are meant to indicate the root causes of the cost

and difficulty of ' title,' and the stagnation of the Land
Market.
Ans. They are coupled together by popular use, in

that connection : but the two phrases have quite a

separate history ; and the first has rather transgressed

its true etymology ; the words 7no}ie main being

originally applied to lands acquired by religious houses,

which even at the time of Domesday book, had
absorbed 28,000 * Knights' fees' out of 62,000, nearly

half of the kingdom : and their occupants being * dead

'

in the eye of the law, though in their corporate sense

never dying, land passing into their hands was looked

on with great jealousy, and a Statute at length passed

(7. Edw. I.) to prevent it, except by special consent

of the King.

Q. On the ground of course that it took the land

away from the public services of the kingdom, as well

as what in these days we should call extra eommerdum,
out of free exchange. But were not the Monks the

best patrons of agriculture—the Drainers of the Fens,

and marshes, of Lincoln, Somerset, and other counties

—and their Tenants encouraged by Leases, and freed

(as far as possible in those times) from spoliation, and
disturbance of every kind?
A, True: but "the law of England abhors Per-

petuities." The maxim is as old as the law itself. The
agricultural advantages which religious lands enjoyed

formed no ground of exemption from the rigid applica-

tion of the rule of 'no Perpetuities.'

Q. But the principle of ' never dying ' applies equally

to all corporate bodies, does it not ? and even to an

individual representing a Corporation ?

A. Therefore by a subsequent statute the prohibition

was extended to all lay corporations and fraternities.

Q. Then how came the Jurists of Edw. I. to allow

the Statute of Entails to be passed so soon after-

wards in the same reign ? Surely Entail savoured of

the same quality ?

A. They could not prevent it : this time the Crown
and the great lords were against them. What they did

was to evade it, as I have said, by every ingenuity

and invention of law. The struggle lasted for three

centuries : and as Entail had prevented the alienation

of land by the fiction of carving out [entailler) a sort of

always revert to the family of the giver, the lawyers,

meeting invention by invention, created at length a
kind of beneficiary interest which under the name of

a * Use' undercut the work of the feudal carvers.

Q. The lawyers then, in feudal times, were opposed
to Entails ?

A. They regarded the Statute of Entail as "little

better than a second invasion of the free soil of England,
a fresh badge of conquest, violating the tirst principle

of our ancient land-right, often obscured though never
forgotten, viz. that ' the Law of England abhors Per-

petuities\^* The language of Ch. Justice Herle, and
of Lord Coke himself is as strong as words can be in

condemnation of them.

Q. The same question then recurs to me, which
I asked before in the other case. How comes
it that Entail has survived the Statute passed at the

Restoration, by which this Land was formally delivered

from feudal law ?

A. And my answer must for the present take the

same form as before. We shall presently come upon
them both together.

Q. Reverting then to our last conversation, I gather

that for very many years past, the dealing in small

estates in land, has in this country virtually ceased :

—

that the Sellers who, in ordinary course, have sold, not

being replaced by buyers of the same quantities,—for

the obvious reasons given—the parcels have been taken

up and absorbed into larger holdings ; the effect being

to increase the estates, while diminishing the holders,

of land.

A. The subject has drawn much attention of late,

and a curious little scufllc-in-tlie-dark has, owing to

the absence of statistics, been got up, as to the

actual number of owners at the present time. The
limits of the controversy are perhaps its most curious

feature ; for the question appears to be whether in

the Twenty Million inhabitants of Great Britain, the

sharers of the Soil amount, numerically, to Three, or

to Thirty, in Two Thousand ; exclusive of the Cortora-
TIONS, which still, in those days of ample Govern-
ment Security, retain the lion's portion of the land.

Q. Can it be true the proportion is so small?
A. Even a new ' Domesday' will hardly tell us : the

' freehold land societies' swamp the calculation. A late

authority, adopting the simpler process of taking the

largest acreages in every county, assigns not to Thirty,

but to a third of Thirty Thousand, including Corpora-
tions, Four-fifths of the soil of England and Wales.
In Scotland he states the disproportion on a scale of

far more lordly dimensions.

Q. This is surely an unexampled monopoly ?

A. I doubt the fairness of the word. A state of the

law exists, and has existed for six generations back,

which has, I won't say accidentally, but incidentally,

choked off the smaller land purchases, from the market.
Such a thing is quite conceivable in any description of
stock. It has happened in land : of that there is not a
doubt. It may be very unfortunate, politically unwise,
dangerous, and so forth : but really I don't exactly see

whom to hang ! It has been going on since the time
of Philip and Mary. Whom shall we hang ? Which is

the quarter whence the action originates ? the Lawyers ?

Whatever their own predilections, they are the instru-

ments, not the originators, of the undue strictness of

settlement, and length of entail. The Landowners ?

Well but they have simply Iwiight, and paid for, what
they bought. They have robbed no man. Let him,
big or little, who does not think " angulus ille''^ worth
all the rest of the acreage, cast the first stone ! Ah !

you may shake your head : but I tell you again the
thing has been going on for two Centuries. Whose
great grandfather from the first to the Sixth degree of

ancestry, are we to hang ?

Q. But is it not true that the Landowners all that

time have been the Parliament^ the governing body, have
been the makers of, and responsible for, the Laws ?

A. For that very reason unchallenged, and un-
corrected. Who in this wicked world corrects him-
self without the ' motus ah extra ? ' Do you believe

that there is one who did not from his heart and soul

believe that if The Land was satisfied, the Country
was all right ? Quand la France est contente VFurope
est tranquiiie ! Is not that * human natur ' ?

Q. Yes J but they resist the remedy of the evil.

A. But they don't believe in it ; and are asking for

evidence ! and as the Land Statistics are now—where
the Agricultural Statistics were but a few years ago,

—

behind every other country of Europe, we talk, and
write, in that sort of darkness which may be compared
to a masquerade, where every one says what he wishes^

since for ignorance on either part there is no detection.

The number of landowners in Germany, in Holland,

in Austria, in France, in the United States of America,
are as well known as every taxable dwelling is known
in England : and when you read them out by millions^

insular Mr. Bull looks pitiful, and says Ah ! them poor
Fiirriners I with as little notion how the land has
slipped from him^ as a man who dropped his pocket
handkerchief yesterday. But Beef is getting dear : and
presently when he wakes up to his discoveries he will

get into a towering rage, and misbehave himself as if

he was an injured victim of * Larceny with violence.'

qualified * estate ' from ,the ^ee, 59 that the land should I That is the fear ; for it is his way, you know, of righting
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himself: he does not like study, or examining things

patiently, beforehand.

Q. But large estates make large farms, don't they?
ihe repair of many farm buildings is costly, and
troublesome ; and large farms, I have heard, pay best.

Would you desire to see a multitude of small farms?
^. If so, I should have my wish ; (or, more than

half the farms of England, the Statistics tell us, are

under Tweniy acres. But there you have opened upon
another of the 'Fallacies.' The subject of large and
small farms, which is for ever thrust into the van of

the Land question, has as much to do with it, as that

of large and small Shops has to do with Trade ; as

much, and no more. It is purely a matter of agri-

cultural comparison, and a very interesting one, espe-

cially at the present time when our importation from
other countries of certain kinds of iood—not of the

most portable description, has become so enormous.
But on the land question it is simply irrelevant. Not
one m?n in a thousand, or in ten thousand, who would
be glad to buy a piece of land, if obtainable on reason-

able terms of brokerage, has the smallest thought what-
ever of embarking in a Farming speculation. The
confusion of the two subjects is one of those

curious instances of * argmnentum ab instantV

which recall to mind the terrors of the old pro-

tectionists at the exodus of gold that would be
occasioned to pay for foreign Corn when the trade

became opened, ignorant that the sudden specie drains

formed part of the eccentricities of the restricted trade.

All experience grows best in the open ; and the relative

advantages of large and small farming can be better

seen in a country where land is free, than where
aggregation, as in England, or Piorceliement, as in

France, disguise and disturb the elements of fair

judgment. Each has its special merits, and special

produce ; and each is complementary to the other.

Q. Might there not, however, be some displace-

ment of farming capital if increased facility of purchase
should much augment the proprietary holding of land ?

A. At present there is no Country in the world
except the United Kingdom where proprietorship does
not immensely exceed the vicarious cultivation, or

farming-tenancy, of land : and this was the case in

England itself less than two centuries ago, as many old

writers testify. So long as no one's freedom to hire or

let, any more than to hold, is interfered with, the

emancipation of the soil to proprietary investment
would be the greatest boon that has ever been granted
in these latter days, * Free trade ' not excepted.

Q. But who would be the parties most directly

benefited ?

A. First the land-owners themselves ;—secondly the

lawyers • You smile, but I will try to give you
reasons that are lawyer-proof. When I name the third

you will look solemn enough, as we do at the opening
of a new volume that was forgotten in our youth, and
will tax the study of our later years,—I mean—The
Labourer. Talpa,

( To be Continued.)

POOR PERMANENT PASTURE.
It is a mistake to suppose that I condemn indis-

criminately all pasture. This I never did, and never
shall do ; but I do condemn, and shall continue to con-
demn poor permanent pasture as a great agricultural

and national mistake. If you doubt it, read Mr. Wood-
ward's experience, recorded in the Royal Agricultural
Society's yournal, vol. ix., p. 54, and also the late

Mr. John Morton's report on the Ducie Example
Farm, recorded in his book on soils. You will find

details of these at pp. 157 and 15S, of my last work,
Profitable Farming. I attach great importance to

the word "permanent," in connection with pasture,

and also to the term "natural" pasture. Good or

natural pasture lands give evidence of their propensity
by the almost spontaneous growth of nutritive and
fattening grasses in great variety. Like a fine piece
of green velvet, their verdure is almost perpetual,
such as we see it in parts of Northamptonshire,
Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, and elsewhere, the excep-
tions being such dry seasons as 1868. But by far

too large a proportion of our 22,500,000 acres of
pastures are either naturally unsuited for good perma-
nent pasture, or are reduced to poverty, like the once
filled, but now empty, purse.

Many soils will produce spontaneously Furze, Bracken,
Heather, weeds, &c., but not good grass. If we desire

to have pasture on such soils, let it be occasional, and
not permanent. This can be easily accomplished by
well cultivating and well manuring the soil, and taking
from it large crops of roots, pulse, and cereals, and
then laying it down to pasture for two or three years,
but not longer, for if so, the soil would again throw
out some of its natural crop of Couch-grass or other
injurious productions.

_
How important is that word ^'cultivation." It

signifies plenty and profit, instead of scarcity and loss.
How soon certain lands, when left to themselves, will
become forests, commons, or a wilderness. These are
not the sort for natural or permanent pasture of good
quality.

I have found practically that I can get one or two
good hay crops if I sow down grass seeds with my
Barley or Wheat, but after that it must not be per-
manent on this soil, but should be again broken up.

The importance of sowing good genuine grass seeds

is most important. In too many cases one gets a
mixture of hedge grasses. Couch-grass, and weeds.
Our best seedsmen will send each sort of grass sepa-
rately if required.

If a census could be taken of the poor and rich grass

lands, what a preponderance would be seen in the

former. The want of drainage on a vast area of grass
lands inflicts great annual national loss. Close fold a
poor pasture with sheep, amply fed with cake, corn,

hay, and Turnips, and you will soon see a charge.
In conclusion, in good natural pastures we have a

variety of grasses, possessing various qualities, and in a
condition suitable for animal food—say, containing 75
per cent, of water and 25 per cent, of dry matter. The
animal frame consists of about the same proportion of

water and dry matter. These conditions vary some-
what with the season and the period of growth. No
doubt in very wet seasons the grass is more watery,
and not so nutritive or healthy, while in very dry
seasons, or at a particular time of their development,
they are more dry and nutritious ; but then the animals
require water. In fact we should well consider that

when we deviate from the natural supply or proportion
of water in sheep or cattle food (75 per cent.) by giving

dry food, such as cake and corn, we must supply the

deficiency of water ; and, on the other hand, when the

sheep or cattle are getting fresh Turnips or Mangel
containing two much water (88 to 90 percent), we
must mitigate the evil effects by a supply of dry corn,

cake or hay, or straw. Dry hay contains about 17 per
cent, of water, and dry corn about 11 per cent.

There can be no greater mistake than drenching
animals with large quantities of watery roots, unmiti-

gated by a proportion of dry food. It is this that

causes such heavy losses in ewe flocks, especially in a
wet season, when roots are unusually watery.

I read somewhere of a meadow that always gave
sheep the rot when unsuppljed with other food, but

when they received i pint per head per day of Barley,

no rot occurred.

Is not much of our foot-and-mouth disease owing to

the unusually wet season, causing damp sheds, and an
unhealthy vegetation, especially on undrained lands?

I attribute the generally healthy state of my stock to

the admixture of food and well-drained land ; and, in

in the case of cattle, shed shelter.

I usually have 12 acres or more of Italian Rye-grass
;

after the second year it is broken up, sown with white
Early Peas for the London market, followed by Tur-
nips fed off, and Wheat, all in the same year. I take

it on the light land portion of the farm, and irrigate it

by hose and jet. I get much more cattle or sheep feed

on ihis grass than on natural pasture.

My lambs are never sold until a year old as fat

mutton. Both ewes and lambs are lolded, the fold

being removed twice in a day, so that they are always
coming on fresh, untainted ground. The iron hurdles

are 1 5 feet long, and on wheels, each hurdle sufficing for

five sheep. They are now general in this neighbour-

bourhood. I first introduced them some 25 years ago
or more. J. J. Meehi, Nov.^ 1872.

LANDLORD, TENANT, LABOURER.
At the annual dinner of the Goudhurst Agricultural

Association on Thursday, Mr. A. J. B. Beresford
Hope, M.P., who presided, took the opportunity of

reviewing matters beyond the comparatively small area

of the parish of Goudhurst.

Many persons had been living in a fool's paradise, and
thought they were not as other men, or as the manufac-
turers ; that although there might be trades" unions and
strikes in London and in Lancashire, the country districts

would be free from all such trouble. But their eyes had
been opened on that point. The first remark he would
make was, that he looked with perfect horror on making
any questions of this sort political questions. Once go
into a matter as a labourer's question, or a tenant's ques-
tion, or a landlord's question, and that was the beginning
of the letting out of strife, which would swell like a
torrent of universal destruction.

In old days—in days when the question of free trade

was fought over and over again—he had said frequently
that he did not admit an agricultural question to be a
trade question : that it was a happiness-of-England ques-
tion, and ought only to be regarded in that light. To
deal with the question as if it were a question between
different classes of society that had clashing interests was
the first step towards making diflferences and difificuUies

which might have been smoothed over by a charitable

and wise course, instead of leading to a kind of little civil

war. That was the principle which he laid down regard-

ing the question, which had been sorely perplexed by
foolish discussions on abstract points. The controversies

which had been raised as to the right of the labourers to

combine were not only idle but mischievous. What was
the use of such abstract discussions ? Every body of men
had a right to do anything which did not bring them
within the clutches of the policeman. That was one side

of the question. There was an old proverb—"The
extreme of right is the extreme of injustice"—and he
thought that applicable to the question which was causing
so much trouble. He was now, as it were, in the con-
fessional. He believed that all classes had something to
learn and somethmg to unlearn. In so complex a state

of society as that which existed in England it was im-
possible that the machine should not require oil, that many
parts of it should not become rusty and sometimes get
dislocated. That being the case he implored his country-
men not to go in for what were called heroic remedies

;

not to go in for great changes. Here a little and there a ^

little, line upon line, precept upon precept. Let every
parish for itself find out where the shoe pinches, and be
not afraid of mending that useful article of clothing, and
then they might walk freely without corns, bunions,
or gout.

Take the labour question. What was the labour
question, stripped of all metaphor? Why the labourers'

question meant meat, beer, bedding, a roof, and sufficient

leisure for a pipe of tobacco ; and, besides that, the means
of sending their children to school to learn that which
would get them on in the world afterwards. Was it not
most desirable to keep up that old English feeling of
sympathy between classes? Let the labourers, if they
thought they were insufficiently paid, not go on strike,

but go manfully to their employers and state their case,

and let the employers meet them as friends. No farmer
had a right to starve his wife and children to give to a
labourer wages which he could not afford to give. On
the other hand, labour was an article in the market, and
the labourer had a right to sell his labour as much as
a grocer had the right to sell his groceries. By the exercise

of a little common sense, by the use of a little accommo-
dation, by adhering to the good old English system, not
by the assertion of abstract rights, but by the good rule-

of-thumb experience, which had made England what she
was, the threatening disasters might be tided over.

That very morning a little incident happened to him
which he thought worth mentioning. Ashe was plodding
his way up Goudhurst Hill he found on the road a bit

of wrought iron, evidently a portion of some machine.
He carried it and left it at the first house at which he
came, saying to a woman whom he saw, " If it is worth
anything, and the person to whom it belongs finds it here,

he will give you something for it." " Oh ! " said she,
" I don't know that ; hereabout they are not very givish."

He thought that woman had gone further into the

philosophy of the great labour question than many of our
great statesmen had done. We ought all of us to be a
little more "givish" and not more "takish," and then
the little difficulties which now existed would pass away.
He supposed that no one present expected to hear from
the chairman a discussion on the mighty question of the

day. But he could not help discussing the matter. The
question was so simple a question, the remedy was so

easy, that he could not help regarding it in the light in

which he had put it ; and if, after being considered a
question of political economy, should turn out to

be one of conmion sense, he should feel glad that

he had mentioned it. He now came back to

the question of "givishness," and believed that to

be the best principle to be acted upon all round. He
approved short tenancies of the cottages. He believed

the good old South of England custom of tenancies at

will, with compensation for improvement, was the happiest

for all classes. Once go into a lease, and the parties were
at war, and there was an end of the mutual confidence

that ought to bind classes together. It was the pound ol

flesh between the two. If a man had a lease for 21 years,

at the end of that time it was the duty of the owner, for

the sake of himself and his heirs, not to consider that

man's tenancy, but to let it over his head if there should
be a better bid. He wished to keep on the old system.

It was not spic and span, it was not neat and shapen at

the four corners, it was not modern, it was not foreign, it

was not philosophic, but it kept man and man mutually

depending on each other, mutually trusting each other,

mutually feeling that no one can live without the other

—

that the landlord cannot live without the tenant, the tenant

without the labourer, the labourer without the employer,

and that all must do their best to rub on together. Of
course this required great forbearance on both sides. It

required the landlord not to be harsh, and, in the event of

any difference between him and the tenant, to cancel the

agreement. They ought to work by mutual goodwill.

That system, which was the system of the country, begot

goodwill naturally. The very exigencies of the case

created a public opinion, and that public opinion kept

people straight whose consciences miglit lead them astray,

and who might be afraid of the frowns and mutterings of

their neighbours if they were to be harsh.

As to the question of cottages, he must say that that

was a matter which had pressed very much upon his

mind. He had latterly to the utmost of his power taken

his cottages into his own hands. He had not done so

from any suspicion of his tenants, but because he felt that

as the cottages had peculiar burdens the burdens ought to

be borne by the broadest back. The landlord could,

necessarily, repair cottages with less inconvenience to

himself than would be experienced by the tenant ; and he

thought that the man who repaired the cottages ought to

have the letting of ihem, and then he could see that tlie

tenant did not injure or improve the value of the property.

What he did was this. After setting apart the number of

cottages required by his own workmen, he made it a rule

to let the remaining cottages to the labourers on the farms

which were most convenient in a point of distance. At
present he had only done that in a small degree, but

intended to carry out that plan as circumstances would
allow. When a landlord and farmer did not agree they

would not make things go smooth by little arrangements

about cottages ; but when the landlord and the tenant

were friends and understood each other, he thought

it better that the tenant should only have his land

to attend to, when perhaps he might not have money
to repair the cottages. He believed that a system of the

kind would smooth down many difficulties. It would be

best for the farmers because it would remove one great

source of disagreement between ihem and he labourers,

and the worry of the thing would be taken from the

farmer's back, and placed on that of the landlord
;

and at the same time it would make the transaction

between the tenant and landlord more clear. He had
never concealed that this was his feeling. He did not

know that he had ever had occasion to carry out the

matter systematically, but that was the conviction which
he had entertained ever since he was a landowner. He
thought he had exhausted the subject in proving that the

question, which had for purposes which he would not
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characterise been inflated into the great immediate ques-

tion of the day, was only the recurrence of tliat constant

evil which had beset humanity from the beginning of

time, the evil of the battle of life ; the necessity for all

classes not only to fight that battle of life themselves, but

to assist their neighbours in fighting it. If all took to

heart the good principle of being within limits "givish,"

they would be exceeding " takish " afterwards.

FARMING IN THE STATES.
{Concludedfrom p. 14CS.)

1 HAD Sped across Europe to Venice, and noted with

interest the admirable, effective irrigation of the great

plain of Lombardy, before I could call any land my own.

. . . When I traversed Lombardy in July, 1851, the

beds of streams naturally as large as the Pemigewasset,

Battenkill, Canada Creek, or Humboldt, were utterly

dry ; the water which would naturally have flowed

therein being wholly transferred to an irrigating canal

(or to canals) often two or three miles distant. The
reservoirs thus created were filled in spring, when the

streams were fullest and their water richest, and gradu-

ally drawn upon throughout the later growing season

to cover the carefully-levelled and graded fields on

either side to the depth of an inch or two at a time. If

any failed to be soon absorbed by the soil, it was drawn

off as here superfluous, and added to the current

employed to moisten and fertilise the field next below

it ; and so field after field was refreshed and enriched,

to the husbandman's satisfaction and profit . . . Why
should not our Atlantic slope have its Lombardy?
Utah, Nevada, and California, exhibit raw, crude sug-

gestions of such a system ; but why should the irriga-

tion of the New World be confined to regions where it

is indispensable, when that of the Old is not ? I know
no good reason whatever for leaving an American

field unirrigated where water to flow it at will can

be had at moderate cost. When I first bought land

(1S53) I fully purposed to provide for irrigating my
nearly level acres at will, and I constructed two dams
across my upland stream with that view ; but they

were so badly planned, that they went off in the flood

caused by a tremendous rain the next spring. . . .

My next attempt was on a much humbler scale, and I

engineered it myself. Toward the north end of my
farm, the hill-side which rises east of my lowland is

broken by a swale or terrace, which gives me 3 or

4 acres of tolerably level upland, along the upper

edge of which five or six springs, which never wholly

fail, burst from the rocks above, and unite to form a

petty runnel, which dries up in very hot or dry weather,

but which usually preserved a tiny stream to be lost in

the swamp below. North of the gully cut down the

lower hill-side by this streamlet, the hill-side of some

3 acres is quite steep, still partially wooded, and
wholly devoted to pasturage. Making a petty dam
across this runnel at the top of the lower acclivity, I

turned the stream aside, so that it should henceforth

run along the crest of this lower hill, falling off

gradually, so as to secure a free current, and losing its

contents at intervals through variable depressions in its

lower bank. Dam and artificial watercourse together

cost me 90 dols., which was about twice what it should

have been. That rude and petty contrivance has now
been 10 years in operation, and may have cost 5 dols.

per annum for oversight and repairs. Its effect has

been to double the grass grown on the 2 acres it con-

stantly irrigates, for which I paid 280 dols., or more
than thrice the cost of my irrigation. But more : my
hill-side, while it was well grassed in spring, always gave

out the first dry or hot week ; so that when I most needed

feed, it afforded none ; its herbage being parched up and
dead, and thus remaining till refreshed by generous rains.

I judge, therefore, that my irrigation has more than

doubled the product of those 2 acres, and that these are

likely to lose nothing in yield or value so long as that

petty irrigating ditch shall be maintained. I know
this is small business. But suppose each of the 100,000

New England farms, whereof 5 to 10 acres might be

thus irrigated at a cost not exceeding lOO dols. per

farm, had been similarly prepared to flow those acres

last spring and early summer, with an average increase

therefrom of barely I ton of hay (or its equivalent in

pasturage) per acre. The 500,000 tons of hay thus

realised would have saved 200,000 head of cattle from

being sent to the butcher while too thin for good beef,

while every one of them was required for further use,

and will have to be replaced at a heavy cost. Shall

not these things be considered ? Shall not all who can

do so at moderate cost resolve to test on their own
farms the advantages and benefits that may be secured

by irrigation ?

I first farmed for myself in 1845, ^'^ ^ P^ot of

8 acres, in what was then the open country skirting

the East River, nearly abreast the lower point

of Blackwell's Island, near Fiftieth Street, on a little

indentation of the shore known as Turtle Bay. None
of the avenues east of Third were then opened above
Thirtieth Street, and the neighbourhood, though now
perforated by streets and covered with houses, was as

rural and secluded as heart could wish for. One fine

spring morning a neighbour called, and offered to

plough for 5 dols. my acre of tillage not cut up by rows
of Box and other wood, and I told him to go ahead. I

came home next evening just as he was finishing the

job, which I contemplated most ruefully. His plough

was a pocket edition ; his team a single horse ; his

furrows at most 5 inches deep. I paid him, but told

him plainly that I would rather have given the money
foi nothing, lie insisted that he had ploughed for mt*

as he ploughed for others all around me. " I will tell

you," I rejoined, ''exactly how this will work.

Throughout the spring and early summer we shall have

frequent rains and moderate heat : thus far my crops

will do well. But then will come hot weeks, with little

or no rain ; and they will dry up this shallow soil and
everything planted thereon." The result signally justi-

fied my prediction. We had frequent rains and cloudy,

mild weather to July i, when the clouds vanished, the

sun came out intensely hot, and we had scarcely a

sprinkle till September i, by which time my corn and
Potatos had about given up the ghost. Like the seed

which fell on stony ground in the parable of the sower,

that which I had planted had withered away because

"there was no root ;
" and my prospect for a harvest

was utterly blighted, where with 12 inches of loose,

fertile, well pulverised earth at their roots, my crops

would have been at least respectable. When I became
once more a farmer in a small way on my present

place, I had not forgotten the lesson, and I tried to

have ploughed deeply and thoroughly so much land

as I had ploughed at all. My first summer here

(1S53) was a very dry one, and crops failed in

consequence around me and all over the country ;

yet mine were at least fair, and I was largely

indebted for them to relatively deep ploughing. I

have since suffered from frost (on my low land), from

the rotting of seed in the ground, from the ravages of

insects, &c., but never by drouth, and I am entirely

confident that deep ploughing has done me excellent

service. My only trouble has been to get it done, for

there are apt to be reasons (haste, lateness in the sea-

son, &c.) for ploughing shallowy for "just this time,"

will full intent to do henceforth better. I have two

bits of warm gravelly hill-side, which bountifully yield

corn, Wheat, and Oats, but which are addicted to

washing. I presume one of these bits, at the south-

east corner of my farm, has been ploughed and planted

not less than 100 times, and that at least half the ferti-

lisers applied to it have been washed into the brook,

and hence into the Hudson. To say that 1000 dols.

have thus been squandered on that patch of ground

would be to keep far within the truth. And, along

with the fertilisers, a large portion of the finer and

better elements of the oiigiaal soil have thus been

swept into the brook, and so lavished upon the waters

of our bay. But since I had those lots thoroughly sub-

soiled, all the water that falls upon them when in till-

age sinks into the soil, and remains there until drained

away by filtration or evaporation ; and I never saw a

particle of soil washed from either save once, when a

thaw of I or 2 inches on the surface, leaving the

groung solidly frozen beneath, being quickly followed

by pouring rain, washed away a few bushels of the

loosened and sodden surface, proving that the law by

virtue of which these fields were formerly denuded

while in cultivation is still active, and that deep

ploughing is an effective and all but unfailing

antidote for the evil it tends to incite. I have

used guano frequently, and, though it has generally

made its mark, I never yet felt sure that it returned

me a profit over its cost. Phosphates have done

better, especially where applied to corn in the hill,

either at the time of planting or later ; yet my strong

impression is that flour of bone, applied broadcast and

freely, especially when Wheat or Oats are sown on a

field that is to be laid down to grass, pays better and

more surely than anything else I order from the city,

gypsum and possibly oyster-shell lime excepted.

My experience can be no safe guide for others,

since it is not proved that the anterior needs of

their soils are precisely like those of mine. Ten or

twelve years ago I bought a pound or more of Locust

seed rather late in the spring, scalded it by plunging

for a moment the little cotton bag which held it into a

pot of boiling water, and letting the seed steep and

steam in the bag till next morning, when the seed was
planted in rows in a newly broken bit of poor old

pasture land. This was a mistake ; I should have

given that seed the richest available spot in my garden,

to say nothing of planting it as early as April 20. My
Locusts came up slowly and grew feebly that year, not

to speak of the many seeds that did not sprout at all.

Still many came up and survived, and my place is this

day the richer for them. My upland has a gravelly

rocky soil, not natural to grass, and had been pastured

to death for at least a century before I bought it
; yet

it has yielded me an average of not less than 2 4 tons

to the acre for the last 16 years, and will not yield less

while I am allowed to farm it. My lowland (bog when
I bought it) is bound henceforth to yield more ; but,

while imperfectly or not at all drained, it was of course

a poor reliance—yielding bounteously in spots, in

others little or nothing. In nothing else is shiftless,

slovenly farming so apt to betray itself as in the

culture of grass. Fifty years ago I judge that the

greater part of the hay made in New England was cut

from sour boggy land, that was devoted to grass simply

because nothing else could be done with it. I

have helped to carry the crop off on poles from con-

siderable tracts on which oxen could not venture with-

out miring. It were superfluous to add that no well-

bred animal would eat such stuff, unless the choice

were between it and absolute starvation. In ray

boyhood I hoed Indian Corn diligently for weeks at a
time, drawing the earth from between the rows up
about the stalks to a depth of 3 or 4 inches ; thus

forming hills which the West has since taught me to

be of no use, but rather a detriment, embarrassing the

efforts of the growing hungry plants to throw out their

roots extensively in every direction, and subjecting

them to needless injury from drouth. I am thoroughly
convinced that corn, properly planted, will, like Wheat
and all other grains, root itself just deep enough in the

ground, and that to keep down all weeds and leave the

surfaceof the corn-field open, mellow, and perfectly flat,

is the best as well as the cheapest way to cultivate corn.

I have been having much ploughing done this fall in

my orchards, for what I presume to be the good of the

trees ; on my drained swamp, because it is not yet fully

subdued and sweetened, and I judge that the winter's

freezing and thawing will aid to bring it into condition.

And then my swamp lies so low and absolutely flat,

that the thaws and rains of spring render ploughing it

in season for Oats, or any other crop that requires

early seeding, a matter of doubt and difficulty. All

the land I now cultivate or seek to cultivate, has

already been well ploughed more than once ; no stump
or stone impedes progress in the tracts I have ploughed
this fall ; yet a good plough, drawn by two strong yoke
of oxen, rarely breaks up half an acre per day ; and I

estimate 2 acres per week about what has been

averaged, at a cost of 18 dols. for the ploughman and
driver ; offsetting the oxen's labour against the work
done by the men at the barn and elsewhere apart from
ploughing. In other words, I am confident that my
ploughing has cost me from first to last at least 10 dols.

per acre, and would have cost still more if it had been

done as thoroughly as it ought. I am quite aware

that this is high—that sandy soils and dry loams are

ploughed much cheaper ; and that farmers who plough

well (with whom I do not rank those who scratch the

earth to a depth of 4 or 5 inches) do it at a much lower

rate. Still, I estimate the average cost in this country

of ploughing land 12 inches deep at 5 dols. per acre ;

and I am confident that it does not cost one cent less.

Horace GreeleVy in " What I Know 0/ Farmings" quoted

by the " Mark Lane Express."

POTATO DISEASE.
Fearing that it might mislead, I was sorry to see

so positively asserted in a prominent leading article on
the Potato disease in ih^ AgricuUural Gazette {"p. 1397),

that cutting off the tops of Potatos does not stop the

disease, but that, "on the contrary, the tubers go on
decaying as before ; not only with the tops off, but

when lifted clean out of the ground and stored in fresh

earth." This is so contrary to my experience, and to

the nature of the disease, that I feel no hesitation in

disputing its correctness. I have so frequently practised

catting off the tops, and thereby checked the disease,

that I am fully convinced of the usefulness of the

practice. And in order to show that the theory of the

nature and progress of the disease justifies this practice,

it may be well shortly to review this theory. It is now
generally believed that the proximate cause of the dis-

ease is a fungus, or white mould (Peronospora infes-

tans), and some have lately asserted that a more remote

cause is an insect (Eupterix), which punctures the

leaves, and so renders them a more easy prey to the

fungus. The spores, or propagating bodies of this

fungus, seem in a mysterious manner to be hovering in

the air, watching their opportunity to seize upon their

devoted prey, so soon as the proper conditions for their

growth and work of destruction have arrived. These
conditions appear to be warmth, moisture, and over-

succulency of the plants ; and it is a little before Lammas
that these conditions begin to prevail, and they continue

in force until about the time of the equinoctial gales,

which cool and purify the air, and so retard the pro-

gress of the disease. They prevail most during the

dog-days. The mode of action of the spores is first to

attach themselves to the leaves of the plants, where
they soon grow, and betray their presence by producing

dark brown blotches on the upper sides of the leaves,

under which may be seen the enemy in the shape of a

white mould, or fungus, which, if not cut off", will under

sensible conditions spread in a surprisingly rapid

manner ; and if the weather should be wet the spores are

washed down to the tubers, and soon make sad havoc

of them.
Now, this being the theory of the nature and progress

of the disease, if it is true, it seems clear that the practice

ought to be to prevent, if possible, the fungus from

descending to the tubers ; and the readiest and most
effectual means of doing this seems to be to sever the

tops from them before the spores, or the mycelium of

the fungus, have reached them, and so stamp out the

disease by utterly destroying its germs. This may
sometimes be attended with a little sacrifice of the size

of the tubers; but this is a minor evil to the disease

itself. If the tubers should not have quite attained

maturity they will ripen by keeping. Mycologists may
perhaps be able to inform us, whether, if this practice

was stringently enforced throughout the kingdom, the

disease would not be entirely stamped out, or much
abated, by destroying or much reducing the pabulum
upon which it subsists. This practice has been much
discredited by the cutting off of the tops having been
postponed until the fungus had reached the tubers.
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The disease may be greatly mitigated by laying and
keeping down the haulm in the furrows, by moulding
up, so that their luxuriance may be restrained, and the
rain may wash the spores of the fungus into the furrows
instead of on to the tubers ; but this in practice is rather
difScult to accomplish, and is attended with labour and
loss of ground, as the ridges must be wider apart than
usual.

The mode of cultivation recommended a few years
ago in Belgium accomplished this effectually, but ex-

pensively. Whole large tubers were planted, 3 or 4 feet

apart, upon a large allowance of manure, but not in

contact with it, and as the tops grew they were laid

down all round, and in the centre of them mould was
thrown, so as to form hillocks open to the sun and air.

I have tried this on a small scale with success, growing
large tubers nearly free from disease.

I trust that I have now shown that cutting off the
tops of Potatos, in order to check the disease, is a

reasonable practice, and not to be lightly condemned as
useless. Speaking for myself, I can say with truth

that I have received much benefit from it, and much
loss when circumstances have prevented its performance.
This year the difference in the soundness of the tubers
produced by those plants that had their tops cut off,

and those that had them not so cut off, was very
marked, the former being much less diseased than the
latter. I have tried many of the other remedies that
have been proposed to stop the ravages of this destruc-
tive disease, but with little advantage. For instance,

when the insect (Aphis vastator) theory prevailed, I

fumigated with sulphur, afterwards I tried steeping the
sets in diluted sulphuric acid, until the sprouts turned
a deep red colour ; also lime and salt, and lime alone

;

also planting the sets high on the ridge, and not
moulding up much ; also planting them on the flat, and
moulding up deep, with the view of burying the tubers
so deep as to prevent the fungus from vegetating upon
them ; also sets raised from potato-apples, then recently
iinported from South America ; also dusting the haulm
with lime. But, alas ! all these remedies were found
wanting. Last year I steeped some partially diseased
tubers in diluted carbolic acid, but it did not stop the
course of the disease. If weak carbolic acid could be
easily applied to the diseased leaves of the growing
plants, it might probably be useful, for I have found it

destructive of fungi on the bark of fruit trees ; but its

effective application would, I am afraid, be diflicult.

It would seem, then, that until this intractable disease
can be overcome by utterly destroying or stamping out
the fungus from which it proceeds, the proper direction,
according to our present knowledge, in which to look
for a mitigation of it, is the cutting off the tops on the
attainment (during the season of danger) ofsuch a degree
of dryness both outside and (so to speak) inside of
the plants, as to check the growth of the fungus. Our
sanitory efforts should be directed to promote dryness
by means of drainage, protection from rain, and venti-
lation of the plants. Dryness might also be promoted
by planting the sets in rows so wide apart that high
ridges and deep furrows might be formed, admitting a
free circulation of air, and also by laying down the
haulm flat over the furrows, and by moulding up, so as to
expose the tops of the ridges to the sun and air. Could
the plants be protected from excess of rain during the
sickly season by a convenient covering, this would be
an effectual preventive of the disease, for, under such
circumstances, the fungus could not flourish.

In choosing varieties for planting, those sorts with
shrubby or woody, rather than watery or succulent
haulm, should be chosen. The Red Flourball, which
is very productive and free from disease, may be men-
tioned as an example of the former kind. And to
prevent succulency of haulm over-high manuring should
be avoided.

In conclusion, then, I may now state, that the position
in which we now stand with respect to the Potato disease
is simply this : no antidote, that can be practically ap-
plied against this disease has yet been, or probably ever
will be, discovered ; that the best way yet known to
ward off its attacks is to preserve dryness; that, after
the attack, the only means to protect the tubers are,
either to lay down the tops, cut them off, or lift the
tubers, before the disease whichever means be adopted,
has reached them. These propositions may now be con-
sidered as incontrovertible facts ; and in proof of such
of them as are positive, and not negative, clouds of
witnesses might be produced from the pages of the
Gardeners' Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette. Take,
for instance, one volumn, that for iS5i (which I first

looked into), and see, as to laying down the haulm,
pp. 176, 240, and 792, and as to cutting off the tops,
pp. 69S and 886. And I have this day, in my own

.seen farther testimony of the benefit of cutting

cut off at the proper time doubtless they would have
been saved. Last year my second earlies were taken
up and stored on the first appearance of the disease, and
they remained sound. This year likewise those second
earlies that had had their tops cut off were, on being
taken up, free from disease, but those that were left

with their tops uncut, by way of trial, were the greater
part of them diseased. A, Thompson, The Cross,

Whitehaven,

LABOURERS' FRIEND SOCIETIES.

fields.

off^ the tops. The Potatos (Paterson's Victoria) that
were bemg taken up had had their tops cut off, and
were free from disease, whereas those of the same variety
that had been taken up previously, and had not had
their tops cut off, were diseased to the extent of about
one-fourth. Last year, of this same variety about
three-fourths were diseased, not having had their tops
cut off, in consequence of the want of labourers at the
critical time. When in flower they were for beauty
and luxuriance the admiration of all beholders ; but
presuming upon the comparative immunity from disease
of Potatos during the few previous dry summers, they
were rather highly manured, and so became plethoric,
and an easy prey to the disease. Had the tops been

[The following is a speech on ttiis subject by Sir T. D. Acland,
Bart., M.P., at Broadclyst, the other day]

This society was formed a few years ago—not for
the purpose of giving a coat and buttons to the man
who had served the longest time on one farm, and in

order, as some supposed, to keep the labourer quiet
and divert his attention from more serious matters.
However, if any such intention had existed it had not
succeeded, for the labourers all over England seem fully

alive to their own interests and to their own value to
their employers. When this (the Broadclyst) society

was formed, the founders of it said they would not do
anything which would have the appearance of an
attempt to keep down wages—they determined to en
courage skilled labour. They began first with a reap
ing match, the object being to interest men in the
highest class of reaping. They endeavoured to en-
courage skill, and I think they had to a great extent
succeeded. As to the prize for hedging, no doubt it is

important to cast and lay an earth bank well, but
perhaps a prize for good Thorn hedges would be more
useful ; but when I suggested that, I was told the
trees must first be cut down. Our object, however,
is to make agricultural labourers better workmen,
and in doing this to make them also better servants,
and, what is of more importance, better men and better
fathers of families. With regard to the present posi-
tion of the labourers, it is important to bear in mind that
in the west of England agriculture is in a transition

state, passing from the condition of small holdings,
managed by working farmers, with farm servants in

the house, into that of larger farms, cultivated by men
of capital, with a staff of labourers living in their

cottages. In Broadclyst the transition stages have been
almost left behind. Not so, however, in a district

with which I am connected in North Devon. There
you find a very industrious, thriving population, with
very little pauperism, very little leaning on the richer
class ; in fact it is difficult to find people really in want
of charitable help. They are a people of considerable
independence, not very

,
conservative, not specially

attached to the Church, but for the most part sober
and industrious and paying high rents. They are, in

other words, small working farmers cultivating their
land with their own families. It is no doubt in the
recollection of some of them that such a state of things
once existed in this district. But we are passing out
of that state of things in which farmers are not so
much working farmers as capitalists and commercial
men employing labourers.

There is a wide difference between the modes of
managing agriculture ; and the most opposite opinions
are held as to which are the most productive and pro-
fitable. On the one hand it is maintained that the
small working farmer by greater care and industry in
small details makes the most of every inch of his
ground. On the other hand, it is believed that the man
who puts capital into the farm in the way of manure
and machinery, by working on a larger scale produces
more at less cost. Between these two views I have not
yet arrived at a decisive opinion ; though I have taken
much pains to ascertain the facts. There is no question,
however, that these little farms are gradually passing
away; landlords in these days look out for men of capital,

and in order to relieve themselves of the expense ofnumer-
ous farm buildings are almost necessarily obliged to con-
solidate the farms. I think some landowners were doing
this faster than was desirable. In some parts of England
there are farms of as muc has 2000 acres, and the farmers
who cultivated them are men of capital and of educa-
tion, sending their sons to public schools. In this part
of England it is not necessary to improve all these
little farms off the face of the earth—indeed, I believe
it is most undesirable to do this. I think that it is of
the utmost importance that there should be farms of
different sizes. At least three different classes of holding
(exclusive of the question of allotments or cow land for

labourers) are, in my opinion, desirable, to give a
chance of rising from the lowest to the highest upon
the ladder, i. Holdings of from 5 to 15 acres, for

tradesmen and others to keep a horse and cow. 2.

Holdings sufficient to employ a working farmer and his

sons, witlt one pair of horses (perhaps about 50 acres).

He might occasionally employ his horses on other
work with advantage. Such farmers were often very
deserving and industrious men. 3. The next step on
the ladder must be much longer—up to a rental of
nearly ;i30o a-year. If a farmer wanted a parlour and
the refinements of life, and to send his son to a boarding
school, he should have a sufficient capital and income.
This could not be done on /loo a year, nor could the
landlords find the buildings for so many farmers re-
quiring the accommodation of a higher class without
giving a corresponding return for the outlay.

Coming back to the labourer question. Sir Thomas
Acland referred to a paper read upon the subject by

Sir Baldwin Leighton at the Social Science meeting at
Plymouth, and to a paper by the same author on the
labourer of 1872, contrasting the old sort with the new
style. Part of this had been published in the Western
Times, or he would have read it aloud. The first object
of the Broadclyst Society was—he hoped it was

—

to endeavour to give the workmen an interest in their
work, and give the best men the means of rising with-
out leaving them. A good deal was said about emigra-
tion and migration, but it would rest with the em-
ployers whether the labourers left them, and especially
whether those who staye 1 at home were the best men or
the worst men. If they meant to keep the good men
at home they must make it worth their while to stay.
Onaformer occasion he had entered fully into the question
of the current rate of wages in Broadclyst. He was con-
firmed in his opinion that a good labourer could earn
I2J-. regularly, and i^s. or more for piecework. He
referred to a very remarkable paper issued by a West-
England Labourers' Improvement Association, sent to
him from Hereford. He found that the labourers
were asking for I5j-. a week, and in addition they
asked for certain other advantages—a bit of land of
about a quarter or third of an acre, in addition to
a small garden, and power to keep a cow. They
might depend upon it that this cow question was
becoming more and more a question which they
would have to meet. At any rate they should
give the labourer facilities for getting milk. He
would do his utmost to supply milk in this parish.
The second object of their association should be to
encourage habits of providence on the part of the
labourers, who were too much accustomed to spend
their earnings in the prime of life, before they had
families to maintain, and to look to the poor-rate in
their old age. Most of them belonged to a club, but
they received just a little more than the union would
be obliged to give them, and there was nothing to
provide against permanent disability. The feeling on
the part of the labourer was too often that he need not
take the trouble to save, because by doing so he only
saved the rates which the rich man paid, and they
(the rich men) ought to maintain them when their
labour was passed. He did not wish to deny the duty
of the rich, but many of the ratepayers were poor, and
all were interested in fostering habits of self-reliance in
the labouring population. It was the duty, therefore,
of all those who had to do with the labourers to endea-
vour to get them to look on the matter in a different
light. They knew what a strong feeling there was
on the subject of local taxation, but the best way to
diminish local taxation was to diminish pauperism
by raising the labourer above its influence, and
he referred to what Sir Baldwin Leighton had
done in this direction, who had succeeded in
bringing about a considerable reduction in the local
rates by a firm administration of the Poor-law. They
must do two things to benefit the labourer ; first of all

they must give a man an interest in his work, and,
secondly, endeavour to promote habits of providence.
With this second object in view a better administra-
tion of clubs was needed ; they should not so much find
fault with the poor man's club as sympathise with his
efforts, and try to raise their standard of action, and he
here pointed out what Prebendary Brereton had sug-
gested to him. It was worth their consideration
whether some means could not be found to turn the
stream of public and private charity into the way of
rewarding industry and providence by helping saving
men to invest in Government annuities, providing for
old age or for children. He spoke highly of the
Western Provident Society, and also of the Foresters
and Odd Fellows ; and with regard to the Foresters'
society in that parish, he trusted that they would be
able soon to get a room in which they could hold their
meetings other than in the public-house. In conclusion,
Sir Thomas Acland trusted that they would steadily
keep in view the two main objects of this association—
viz., to raise the standard of work among the labourers
by giving them an interest in it ; and, secondly, to
encourage them in habits of providence, which might
raise them above the level of hopeless and cheerless
pauperism.

)mt Cffrrespffitknce.

A Valuation. —If anything was wanting to show
the necessity of some fixed rule for allowances on
unexhausted improvements and agricultural valuations
in general, nothing could possibly be more conclusive
on the point than the discussions on that subject in the
Gloucestershire Chamber of Agriculture, for there it is

shown that neither landlord, tenant, or vainer knew
either the law or the customs of their own and neigh-
bouring counties : thus. Sir George Jenkinson said he
had never known a tenant leave a farm without valuers
being called in, and if they did not agi'ee, then an
umpire decided the dispute, always including compen-
sation for unexhausted manures ; and Mr. Long, in say-
ing that valuers never went back farther than one year,
implied that all one year's manures was allowed to the
the outgoing tenant, unless he had taken a corn
crop. Now, in my experience of more than
30 years, I might almost substitute the word
"never" in the place of Sir. G. Jenkinson's "always"
and I have had this experience actually confirmed
within the last fortnight by one of the most practical
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and trusted valuers m the country. Mr. S. Friday

and Mr. C. Cadle disputed as to the allowances in

the adjoining county of Hereford, one declaring they

were allowed and the other they were refused, and it

could not be enforced. The truth seems to be that

those allowances are very much at the caprice of the

valuers. Farmers, as a rule, although they are generally

considered "grumblers," make it a point of honour to

be satisfied with what their valuers propose on their

behalf, and seldom inquire further on the subject, lest

they might possibly oflend, and if they should venture

the least remonstrance the answer is, We are

bound by the custom of tlie country. Now I ven-

ture to ask who made these customs? How
came those foolish and absurd customs if not

through the valuers themselves ?—customs which I have

no hesitation in saying are the greatest possible

hindrance to good farming. My friend said he knew
they were wrong, but who would venture to be the

first to break through them ? This was only two days

before the meeting at Gloucester, while walking over a

farm the outgoing tenant had occupied about 24 years,

spending annually over ;!;,6oo (on less than 3C10 acres)

in cake, meal, corn, hay, straw, and bones, besides

nearly all the produce of the farm. Our first discussion

was over a piece of seeds, on land ne\\ly broken up
from woodland. This, as was his custom, was manured
heavily with bones (16 bush, per acre), soot, and ashes,

a good crop of Turnips fed on the land by sheep, with

a liberal allowance of linseed cake, cotton-seed cake,

and Peas, followed by spring white Wheat and seeds.

The seeds were very luxuriant, and fed by ewes and
lambs, they also having a good allowance of cake and
corn (the tenant thinking to get his return in Ms next

crop of Wheat). I said, " Vou must allow something
for this." "Well," he said, *' there certainly ought to

be, but then you know it is not the custom, and we
cannot do it." The next was Swedes, and Turnips
after Vetches, heavily manured with stall-made dung,
in which quantities of cake and corn had been used,

the Vetches fed on the ground with cake and corn, I

said there should be something allowed for this manure,
if not for the feeding stuff (a large quantity of which
\Vas decorticated cotton-seed cake). The answer was,
'* No ; we must not deviate from the custom ; we can
only allow for filling, hauling, and spreading." We
then came to a piece of Turnips, where 20 loads of

dung per acre had been drawn direct from the

yard and " bouted in." Upon making a claim for

this, the question was asked if it was filled any
more than once ? No was the answer, but it had been
turned and prepared in the yard. *' That is nothing,"

said the valuer ;
** the manure belongs to the incoming

tenant, and we can only allow for filling and spreading,

&c." We then came to a heap of manure, a great part

of which had been made with cake and corn ; here the

outgoing tenant said he had by agreement bought all

the heaps of manure at his incoming at 4J. per cubic

yard. " But did you," said the valuer, " agree that you
should have that sum at leaving? If not, and you
cannot show your agreement, we can only go by the

custom, and allow for filling and hauling." We then

came to a piece of Cabbage which had been very

heavily manured with stall-fed dung, phosphate of

lime, phospho guano, soot and salt. Here, as in the

other instances, the manure was disallowed, and
although there was a good crop of feed on the ground
from sprouts, the Cabbage having been fed in the same
and adjoining field with a very liberal allowance of

cake and corn
;
4-ioths of the artificials placed in the

ground in the spring were disallowed, and this is the

custom of valuation in the county of Gloucester ; who
vrill venture to break through it? I will try and do
my best in that direction. Henry Cox^ Iron Mills,

Alinchinkainptoii

.

Tenant Union.—Let me send you an extract from
Notes and Queries^ in which Mr. Holland describes an
old specimen of union for protection among tenant-

farmers. M. S. [The following is the passage :^
" A few years ago I was receiving the rents of an estate

of which I had the management, when the wife of one of

one of our cottagers brought me something carefully

wrapped up in a handkerchief. It proved to be an old

book which she seemed to value, and which was duly pre-

sented for my acceptance, ' if I thought it of any use.'

The gift of such a book to a land-agent proved to be
rather suggestive, for it was entitled The Duty of a
Steward to his Lord. Unfortunately, the title-page is

missing, so I do not know the date of the book ; but, to

judge by the printing and general appearance, it may be
about 150 years old ; and this is confirmed by the fact

that a specimen agreement which is given is dated 1722.

It is written by Edward Laurence, who seems to have
lived at Durham, and I fancy the various ways of farm-
ing that are spoken of are chiefly such as were then prac-

tised in the Norlh of England. There is not much in the

book that would be interestmg to general readers ; but
the author speaks of one practice which prevailed

amongst tenant-farmers, who, it would seem, were
accustomed to enter into a sort of trade union in

order to resist any attempt of their landlord to

raise their rents. He says ;
—

' This method I have always
found to have a good effect, and was the means of break-
ing the neck of a confederacy or combination, which some-
times will be observ'd among the Tenants, when they
agree together to make no advance.' The way in which
this combination was entered into was, however, rather
curious ; and I want to know whether it is or has been
practised, and where. Mr. Laurence goes on to say :

—
' This method had also another good effect ; for it put a

stop to nil further combinations, and, as it were, Rebel-

lious against their Lord, usually carried on in a stupid,

tho' a sort of sacred manner : For it is usual with llieni

to assemble together round ^.grcat Sto>n\ upon which they
are to SI'IT, believing this practice (joyn'd with a promise
of what they will do, and stand to) to be as sacred and
binding as if they had taken a publick Oath. In this

contrivance I will not suppose that they can prevail upon
the } '/car of the place to preach against Improvements;
but if they can prevail upon the Clark of the Parish (as

sometimes they have done) to set an apposite Psalm, and
make the Congregation sneer, they applaud themselves
for their Wit, and conclude their business done.' It

would appear from the above that trade unions are not
the invention of yesterday. Robert Holland."]

Bird Preservation.—The passing of an Act for

the preservation of birds during the breeding season

has naturally created discussion as to the habits of

certain birds, whether their services to man are bene-
ficial or prejudicial. From many years' close notice of

different birds, both in the garden and field, I am led to

the following conclusion :—The more numerous the

birds the better the crops, but as they, like man
require change of food, they too will also have their

dessert, if man does not take precaution to prevent

them. In this, as in all other sublunary matters, we
cannot have all good without an alloy. The inference,

therefore, is obvious, that whilst we make use of their

services in ridding the land and the budding crops from
insects, we must use our human instincts in making
them as harmless as possible. This applies to most
birds, but in regard to sea gidls no such precaution is

necessary, and their services to the farmer are simply

incalculable, as I propose to show by example. Some
25 years ago the Island of Walney, abutting on the

Irish Sea, was the breeding place of vast myriads of

sea fowl. As the country for some miles around was
sparsely populated, they were comparatively unmo-
lested, and never was a plough or a harrow seen at

work in a field but it was closely followed by a large

flock of white-winged gulls, which picked up the

insects as the land was turned over. At this time I

much question whether the farmers ever asked them-
selves the question as to whether the birds ren-

dered them any service or no. They had excellent

grain and green crops—wireworm or other insect never

bothered them, and they were content to accept the

good without inquiring as to their indebtedness.

About this time, however, the birds had become so

numerous, and were become so pretty a sight that

visitors come from distances to look at them. Their

numbers may be fancied when I say that visitors, for

the protection of their persons and attire, found

umbrellas a sine qitA non, no matter what the weather.

At this time, too, the neighbouring fishing village of

Barrow-in-Furness (now a town of 30,000 inhabitants),

began its upward rise, and the working population,

mostly imported from inland towns, found the eggs of

the gulls so palatable that numbers were taken

from the nests. Not to be behind hand, the

resident farmers, too, made merchandise of them,

and brought the eggs in thousands into the local

markets. Thousands of the birds also were shot,

many for mere sport, and others for their wings, which
were used to ornament ladies' hats. Such was the

destruction, that after changing their breeding places on

the island the birds eventually forsook it, and took up
their quarters at Pilling, on the other side of More-
cambe Bay. Gradually, year by year, insects increased

in the land ; wireworm and other food-raking insects

forcibly made their presence known, and the crops

decreased in quality and quantity. Seeing that the

birds had extended their peregrinations for miles inland,

over a vast tract of country, their loss was at last fully

realised, and some seven or eight years ago it was
resolved to endeavour to win them back. Subscrip-

tions were entered into, and the few stray birds which

yet continued to find their way to the island were care-

fully protected night and day by watchers employed by

the farmers. At the present time (for the preservation

is yet continued) they abound in almost their old

numbers, and no prettier sight than that of the Walney
bird island in the breeding season could be wished for.

Again may the white wings be seen sailing above the

plough, and descending on any luckless insects which

show themselves ; and again do the farmers for miles

around possess an almost immunity in their crops from

insect depredation. The lesson has not been valueless,

and although the Preservation Act is in force, the

farmers still maintain their vigilance committee, in

order to compel the carrying out its provisions in their

entirety. R,

" Tenant-right," or rather compensation to tenants

(on leaving their farms) for unexhausted improvements,

is a subject which is introduced at nearly all the meet-

ings of the Chambers of Agriculture in this country,

and there is no subject of greater importance than it is,

to the country generally. When it becomes an esta-

blished custom, it will no doubt stimulate many
tenants, who have any spirit of improvement in their

natures, and can afford it, to pursue any improvements

they may have contemplated, as long as they hold their

farms, instead of running out the condition of them,

and "getting them ready for their landlords," as it is

termed. In times like the present, when most articles

of agricultural produce are very dear, it is of very great

importance that the land of the country should be made
to produce the utmost amount of food it is capable of,

and there is nothing more likely to secure this than the
establishment of " compensation to tenants for unex-
hausted improvements," either by private agreement or
legislative enactment ; I prefer the former mode, but in

case of disagreement, parties might be allowed to call in

the aid of the latter. There is another important matter
in connection with this subject, it is—who is to pay for

the improvements? If the incoming tenant is expected
to do so, everything of course should be settled between
the old tenant and his landlord as to the sum to be
paid before entering into any negotiation with the new
one, to enable the latter to value the farm correctly

(at least, according to his own views), for although, as it

has been said, "he will derive the benefit of the im-
provements," it would be a hard case to call upon him
to pay the former tenant his demand, after having
valued the farm as he found it, with its unexhausted im-
provements," without knowing what he would have to

pay for the said improvements, a knowledge of which
would be a guide to him in his valuation of the farm,

unless it had previously been let at a remunerative rent

which had not been raised. In addition to what I
have already said, there is another important point ; it

is customary, in most agreements, in taking a farm, to

bind the tenant to keep in repair the buildings, gates,

stiles, &c. ; and if on the termination of his hold-
ing there has been any neglect on his part,

of course he would be liable to make it

good. Let be remembered, however, that things

will not last for ever, and that there is a

natural decay constantly going on, and, therefore, at

the termination of his holding the farm, it would seen\

hard for him to be called upon to put everything in the

same order as he found them on entering it. Under the

head " improvements," I imagine it to mean draining,

bone manuring on grass land not to be broken up,

removing old fences and planting new ones, filling up
useless pits, &c. ; it appears to me the fairest way o£

settling the point would be to produce an account of-

the actual cost of the improvement (and let it be borne
in mind that the tenant would have no claim unless he
could produce vouchers from his landlord, assenting to

such improvements). If for draining and boning
effectually I think the valuation should decrease 10 per

cent, for every year the farm is held after the com-
pletion of the works. Any other improvements which
may be considered permanent might be extended to 20
years ; as to guano and several other portable manures,
they are so uncertain in their effects, that it would be
difficult to fix a time for their extinction ; suffice it to

say that the allowance for these and also for oil cake,

or other feeding stuffs, might, I think, be safely left to

the arbitrators to settle. With respect to game, it is

a very difficult subject to treat upon. I do, however,
unhesitatingly uphold the right of every landowner to

reserve the privilege for himself and friends of sport-

ing over his own land, but I do not approve of letting

the game to other parties, which frequently leads to

unpleasant circumstances, and if the landowner does
not exact the privilege, I think the tenant who feeds

the game is the proper person to enjoy it. It has
often occurred to me that if the game was given to the
tenant and the owner expressed a desire to have a

day's sport whenever he required it, he would seldom
be disappointed ; for I have always thought that

farmers in going about their land had better oppor-
tunities of preserving game on their several farms than

any other class of men, and, generally speaking, I

think they would take a pride in showing their land-

lords a good day's sport whenever they paid them a

visit. \V. Palin, West Felton.

ShIITHFIELD CLUB.

A MEETING of the Council was held at the Agricul-

tural Hall, Wednesday, November 6— present, the

Right Hon. Lord Tredegar, President, in the chair

;

the Most Hon. the Marquis of Exeter, Vice-President

;

J, D. Allen, T. C. Booth, Thos. Duckham, Walter
Farthing, William Fookes, John Giblett, Thos. Hor-
ley, Richard Hornsby, Robert Leeds, E. W. Moore,
R. J. Newton, William Sanday, T. L. Senior, William
Torr, H. Trethewy, J. S. Turner, Henry Webb,
Jacob Wilson, the Hon. Secretary.

The minutes of the last Council meeting were read

and confirmed.

The hon. secretary was authorised to take any steps

that may be necessary relative to holding the coming
show. A committee was appointed to make the usual

regulations as to disinfecting cattle conveyances, &c.

A communication from Professor Siinonds having

been read, stating that his election as Principal of the

Royal Veterinary College would prevent his continuing

to be the veterinary inspector of the Club, it was
resolved that a vote of thanks be passed to Professor

Simonds for the services he has rendered the Club,

and that he be elected honorary veterinaiy inspector.

It was resolved that Professor Erovvn be elected the

Veterinary Inspector to the Club, that the fee be

40 gs., on the understanding that either he or a duly

qualified veterinary surgeon appointed by him be in

attendance day and night, from Thursday morning,

December 5, up to Saturday night, December 7, to

inspect every animal previous to its admission into the

show, and that the animals be duly examined during
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the other days they remain in the yard, and that an
assistant or assistants be in attendance both by night

and day to assist the Veterinary Inspector from
December 5, and to remain at the Hall day and night

until the close of the show.
The judges were appointed for live stock and also

for the Earl of Powis' prize for the instruments for

slaughtering animals by dividing the spinal cord.

The house list of eight names to be recommended to

the general meeting for election in place of the eight

members of Council who retire by rotation was pre-

pared in accordance with the bye-laws.

A notice of motion to be brought before the general

meeting to alter the bye-laws in reference to the pre-

paration of the house list was considered, and the

Council resolved to report their recommendation that

the proposed alteration should not be made.
It was resolved that the following rule must be

adhered to: *'That all animals (cattle, sheep, or pigs),

coming by railway to the Smithfield Club's show be
sent in horse boxes, or in private conveyances.

Letters were laid before the meeting, and the replies

to be given were determined upon.
Authority was given for the Champion and other

cups to be ordered on the usual conditions.

The following were duly elected members of the

Club :—

G. E. Wythes. Little Copt Hall. Epping.
Joseph Stanford, Haxted Mills, Edenbridge.
William Hew Dunn, Standen Manor, Hungerford.
Charles Le Neve, Sustead, Hanworth, Norwich.
William How, Tottington, Watton, Norfolk.
Sir J. R. Bailey, Bart., Glanusk Park, Crickhowell.
R. E. Duckering, Northorpe, Kirton Lindsay, Lincoln,

W. T. Cox, Spondon Hal!, Derby.
R. H. Chapman, Upton, Nuneaton.
James Bruce, Burnside, Fochabers.
Penstone Aaron Pike, Mitton, Tewkesbury.
John A. Smith, Bradford Peverill, Dorchester.

James Killick, Broom Farm, West Dean, Chichester.

H. D. Adamson, Balquher, near Alford, Aberdeen.

The best thanks of the Council were voted to the

President for his able conduct in the chair.

HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL.
At the first monthly meeting of this Society last

week the following report by Mr. Munro, Fairnington,

addressed to the Secretary, and dated August 30, was
read :

—

Trial of Reapers.—1 have now to send you the result

of the trial of the reapers recommended by the judges at

the Kelso show, which was carried out by the Local
Committee, on the farm of Spylaw on Tuesday last. The
field operated on bore a fair crop of Barley, partly laid

;

but being all one way, and little undergrowth of grass,

there was nothing to prevent the machines making good
work, cutting in one direction. The only machine of the
three that we considered worthy of getting a medal was
that of Messrs. Haughton & Thompson, Carlisle. It

made good work, seemed well constructed, and the
method of raising or lowering the points of the finger-bar

very simple and efficient. The following is the draught
indicated by the dynamometer and the width cut by the
different machines :

—

Draught in Width cut.

Cwt. Feet. Inches.
Haughton & Thomson .. ,. \\ .. 4 4
Lawson & Son . . .

.

. . i^ . . 3 4
Bickerton & Son .

.

.

.

. . 3^ . . 4 8

The Board agreed to award the silver medal to

Messrs. Haughton & Thompson for their reaper as
recommended by the committee appointed to conduct
the trial.

Siirling Sh(ru\ 1873.—It was remitted to the com-
mittee on general shows to fix the premiums and
adjust the regulations for the show to be held at

Stirling in 1873.

BLOFIELD AND IVALSHAM.
Legislation on Cattle Disease.—At the late meeting

of this Society, Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., said :— Pro-
bably some of you may remember that last year, when
I mooted the question of the Contagious Diseases
(Animals) Act in the House of Commons, I said it was
time we should have a committee to inquire into its

action, but the Government were kind enough to allow
the House to be counted out. I am happy to say that

Mr. Forster now sees the necessity of having an inquiry
into the subject, and has promised me a committee next
year. But I want to know whether you practical

farmers do not think that the Contagious Diseases
(Animals) Act has been a perfect failure in this district.

Colonel Black yesterday reported to the quarter
sessions that the Act was a total failure—that it im-
posed an immense amount of labour upon the police
without doing any good that he was aware of. Mr.
T. Beevor, the chairman of the committee, fully en-
dorsed that view. The operations of the Act, as
far as regards pleuro-pneumonia and foot-and-mouth
disease, certainly inflict upon the owners of stock na
immense amount of injury, and to all appearances do
no good whatever. We have now in this country an
amount of foot-and-mouth disease such as we never
had before. I find that during the last 1 2 months we
have had in this county no fewer than io5i cases of
pleuro-pneumonia, of which 734 have been reported
during the last three months. We have also had
during the last twelve months no fewer than 191,000
cases of foot-and-mouth disease, 131,000 of which

occurred during the past three months. Therefore we
seem to be getting from bad to worse. Let us hope the

tide is turning, not from any preventive action of this

Act of Parliament, but from natural causes. Only
think of 19 1 ,000 cases of foot-and-mouth disease !

What a loss that is to the country ! Take it at only \os.

a head—for of course there are a great number of sheep
—and it gives a total loss of ;!C95,ooo in the first instance

to owners of stock, and in the second place to con-
sumers. Yet some people say that the Act is no sort

of hardship or oppression to the owners of stock ! Some
of you, however, must have found that it is so. How
curious and perverse is the Act with regard to pleuro-

pneumonia ! You may take a bullock in the last stage

of disease and walk him to the nearest slaughter-house
;

but bullocks that have been herded with the unfortunate
animal, that are perishing in a marsh, and that may be
perfectly sound, cannot according to the strict letter

\

of the law be moved. Then take the case of foot-

and-mouth disease. Mr. Veterinary-Surgeon Smith,
when he sees going upon the hill two or three cattle

affected with it, immediately stops and removes
them, but he cannot detain the remainder. Is there

any Act so stupid as this ? It really disseminates the

disease, and does nothing that I can see towards pre-

venting it, except that it imposes certain fines and
penalties upon a few unfortunate owners of stock.

With a law like this those who have to administer it

really do not know what to do. Now and then a man
is brought up and convicted in a very heavy penalty

—

and for what ? We find that one gentleman, who had
not given notice that his cattle were suffering from
foot-and-mouth disease, was fined £<i\ ',

that another,

for not giving notice respecting two diseased

bullocks, was lined ^15 ; that another, for not return-

ing 78 sheep that were diseased, was fined £i(} ; and
that another, who neglected to give notice of six

affected cattle, was fined ^30. A man in North
Norfolk who had a large flock that were starving,

moved them for some distance along the road, as he
was almost bound to do, and was fined £,^0. It is all

very well for gentlemen at the quarter sessions—as a
noble lord did yesterday—to say that if you do not

enforce the Act rigorously you cannot expect it to do
any good. But the cases I have quoted sliow excessive

severity. It would be much better to inflict a nominal
fine for an offence which, after all, if it is an offence, is

so slight a one that it might almost be passed over,

because, when notice is given to the police, the police-

man tells the inspector, and there it ends, for no further

action is taken. Instead of that, in my opinion, the

man who has disease upon his farm ought to give

notice of it to his neighbours, who are the people most
interested. If there had been a clause passed, as I

suggested, providing that a man should tell his neigh-

bours, and not the policeman or inspector, it would
have done a great deal of good. I will not go into

the question of the outbreak of the cattle plague which
has taken place in Yorkshire, beyond observing that

it seems strange to me, after the Government had, as

it were, perfected all their arrangements at the ports

for the landing of foreign stock, there should be no
means of getting rid of diseased carcases. It is rather

curious, but a fortnight before this outbreak of cattle

plague, Mr. Forster, in answer to me in the House of

Commons, said that he would issue an order that no
carcases whatever should be thrown into the sea within

3 miles of the shore, or any tidal river or stream.

And yet what has occurred? The very moment a lot

of infected cattle arrive at Hull, Newcastle, or Leith,

they are thrown into the sea, and washed ashore in all

parts of the country. Happily, there has been no
outbreak of cattle plague in Norfolk ; but we have not

to thank the authorities for it, for all along the north
coast of Norfolk the carcases of stricken animals have
been thrown up by the sea and washed ashore. I

therefore think that you will agree with me that the

time has arrived when we want at least an inquiry into

the action of this Act of Parliament, and also as to

whether the whole of our legislation, as far as regards

our cattle, cannot be improved and modified.

ESSEX.

Land Tenure.—Mr. Hilliard read a paper on this

subject. He said— I wish to say at the outset that I

entirely deprecate any movement which would tend in

any degree to militate against the position of the land-

lord as owner of the soil, or curtail those privileges,

rights, and advantages which now justly attach to his

position as such, I look upon the resident landed
gentry, when alive to their privileges and duties, as an
immense power for good in this country, and I should
be the last person to advocate any movement that

would lessen their true and legitimate influence. I

think it right to say this much because there has been
in some quarters a disposition to endeavour to set class

against class, and a desire to insist upon the rights of

one irrespective of those of the other—a line of action I

hold to be altogether reprehensible, for if there be one
thing imperative in the consideration of this question
it is that it should be divested of all class interest, and
approached in a fair, unbiassed spirit, seeking to arrive

at such a conclusion as shall be fair, equitable, and
satisfactory both to landlord and tenant.

We have, then, the landowner in possession of the
land, and which he iseitherunableorunwillingtocultivate
himself, and we have the tenant who is willing to

occupy and use such land, and by the application of
skill and capital to become the manufacturer of food
for the community, and the question for our consider-

ation is, under what terms and conditions such a
relationship can most satisfactorily exist. Land is for

the most part held under lease, or yearly agreement, or
from year to year without an agreement. There can
be no doubt in the present day that successful farming
is becoming more and more a question of the judicious

application of sufficient capital to the soil, and the old
calculations as to the necessary amount of capital per
acre are much below the mark, and when we call to

mind the amount of capital employed in agriculture we
may realise the magnitude of the question, and the
importance and desirability of arriving at some conclu-
sion as to what is the best tenure for all parties

interested.

Yearly Tenajicies. — I propose to consider, then,
first, yearly tenancies, either with or without agree-
ment. It is contended by some that a yearly
tenancy is the best arrangement for the landlord,
and, with compensation clauses, not against the
tenant. Some of the apparent advantages of a
yearly tenancy to a landlord I presume may be taken
to be the following :— ist. A bad tenant can easily be
got rid of. 2d. Should the owner desire to sell his
land he can more readily do so with possession. 3d.
It is contended that under a yearly agreement a land-
lord retains more control over his tenantry generally,

whether for political, social, or local influence. It must
be admitted that there is some truth in the first two
propositions. In answer to the first I would say, don't
accept a bad tenant, be more particular as to the class

of men you take, for after all it is the man of character
and capital that is wanted, and having secured such a
tenant there will be no desire to get rid of him. 2d.
An owner contemplating an early sale would not be
disposed to let his land ; and 3d, I cannot believe that

a landlord's influence at all depends upon the terms of
the holdings of his tenants ; but to be an influencp

worth having, it must be based upon a much sounder
foundation than yearly agreements—namely, therespeit
which worth of character only can command. As to
the advantages to a tenant of a yearly tenancy, I confess

I cannot enumerate them, except there may be one.
and that is he can give a landlord notice to quit, ar.d

so get out of a bad farm ; but of the disadvantages I
know something, and by way of illustration I would
put the following case of a yearly tenant who is farming
under an agreement which entitles him to compensation
for unexhausted improvements upon quitting. He took
his farm out of condition, he has drained it, kept a
large quantity of stock upon it, consumed cake and
corn upon it, and, by good management, coupled with
a large outlay of capital, has brought it into a first-rate

state of cultivation. A misunderstanding arises between
the landlord and himself, and he receives notice to quit.

Will any one contend that, under any ordinary system
of compensation, he can be fairly recouped for his

outlay ? Will any one assert that any valuer can
obtain for him any adequate compensation ? I believe
it to be impossible, and so the tenant vacates his farm,
leaving his capital in the land to benefit the landlord,

who will get an increase of rent, and also the succeeding
tenant, who will reap the fruit of his predecessor's good
farming. A yearly tenant has no security, and there-

fore has no inducement to employ his capital in an
undertaking from which he may at any time be expelled
without any adequate remedy, and I have never yet
met a scale of compensation that can fully meet the
case of a yearly tenant compelled to leave a farm which
he has been cultivating highly.

Leases.— Having considered yearly tenancies, I pro-
ceed to the question of leases. Some of the advantages
of a lease to a landlord I believe to be the following :

—

He secures a tenant for a term of years and so is

relieved from the armoyance and trouble of frequent
changes ; he also secures, or he can or should secure,

men of character and capital who are willing to invest

money in his property ; he can bargain under his lease

that his land shall be well cultivated, and the build-

ings and premises properly repaired, and his estate con-
sequently improved. It saves the landlord from find-

ing the capital for the necessary cultivation and
improvement of the land ; and generally insures an
increased rental at the end of the term ; and it contri-

butes to the establishment of a good understanding
with his tenantry. The advantages of a lease to a tenant
is first of all security, an assurance that he will have a
chance of getting some return for the capital and skill

he has invested in the property of another. It enables

him to secure a business and a home for years, and to

form those associations in connection therewith which
are ever dear lo Englishmen. It induces him to take

an active interest in local affairs, and so begets an in-

terest in and attachment to the neighbourhood where
he resides. It secures him from undue and unfair

interference on the part of the landlord or agent, and it

gives him a freedom and independence which he can-

not enjoy under any other kind of tenure. Such briefly

are some of the advantages of leases. I am quite aware
that upon some of the hereditary estates of England
leases are unknown, and that upon them tenants

have lived in the snme farms for generations,

and a good understanding lias always prevailed,

greatly to the honour of the owners, but such
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cases are exceptional. There are noblemen of

the present day, such as Lord Lichfield and the Earl

of Leicester, who have recognised the right of their

tenantry to have security for their capital, and have

done a great service to the tenant-farmers of England in

not only advocating leases, but in giving niuch time and

thought to the form of leases they have prepared. Sir

John Pakington, addressing the Worcestershire Chamber
of Agriculture, not long since, upon the subject of the

tenure of land, said that wliat the farmers wanted was

security ; and the honourable baronet expressed in the

word security exactly what the tenant-farmers require.

And I ask, how can that security be given but by the

granting of leases? Vou may tell me that in dealing

with gentlemen a yearly tenant is quite s:.Te. He may
be so long as no difference arises. But should the

man who finds the capital, the energy, and skill to

improve the property of another be in such a position?

Is he not fairly entitled to say, "Give me some
assurance that I may have the time and opportunity to

repay myself for the outlay I am going to make." I

assume you have gathered before this that I am the

advocate of leases, and as 1 shall conclude with a

resolution to that effect, I perhaps ought, before I

conclude, to say a few words upon the subject of leases

generally ; but before doing so, I desire to say there

are certain exceptional cases where it would not be
desirable to grant leases. I allude to parks and other

lands, which immediately surround a mansion ; for

obvious reasons an owner would prefer that such lands

should be held from year to year.

I am the advocate of leases because you cannot give

tenants such security as they are entitled to have in

any other way. If it be admitted, and I do not think

the proposition can be disputed, that the basis of suc-

cessful farming is the judicious application of capital

to the land, then I contend, if you expect men of

character, with money, to invest it in the soil, that soil

being the propery of others, you must hold out to them
some reasonable hope that they shall enjoy for a certain

time the possession of the land, and give them the

opportunity of obtaining in the end a fair return for

their outlay. First, then, as to the term. I think this

should not be less than 14 years, perhaps 21 years would
be better, and for this reason, that a tenant with such a

term would have a reasonable time to recoup himself

for the outlay of capital made at the commencement of

the occupation, and with such a length of term there

would be no necessity to import into the lease com-
pensation covenants for unexhausted improvements.

I confess I see some difficulty in establishing a right to

compensation for unexhausted improvements under a

lease, and therefore I advocate the longer term. But
I am strongly of opinion that where only short leases

or yearly agreements prevail, there should be liberal

compensation clauses for improvements ; not that I

think they will meet the question, but they would Le
some guarantee to the tenant that he would get some
allowance upon a forced quitting of his occupation.

In letting farms we are met every day with this

observation, "Give me a good long lease and
I don't mind draining this field, or making that

road, or putting up a new shed, or other

improvements." And it appears to me to be in

accordance with common sense to offer a man good
security before you ask him to part with his money.
I am further the advocate of liberal covenants, that a

tenant should be allowed to farm in accordance with
good husbandry during the lease, except in the last

four years of the term, when the four-course system
should be enforced.

There should be a clause to entitle the landlord at

any time during the term to the right of going on and
seeing as to the due cultivation of the farm, with a right

of compelling a reference to arbitration if the farm be
not properly used, giving the arbitrator power to put
an end to the tenancy upon sufficient grounds, and, in

his discretion, with damages. The tenant would have
liberty of action and the landlord would be protected

;

and with the farm managed on the four-course shift

during the four last years of the term it would be left

in a proper condition for re-letting. Here let me
repeat that which I have slightly alluded to before
—namely, that the selection of the tenant is the
most important question after all. Your lease or your
agreement will be but a poor security against a bad
man. Secure men of character and capital, and,
having got them, deal with them liberally. With such
men you need not fear if you find your land drained,

and with plenty of well-fed stock upon it, you need not
consult the covenants of the lease. A tenant cannot
damage a landlord without himself suffering loss ; and
if due care be exercised in the selection of the tenants,

no landlord need withhold a lease.

There is one question in connection with this subject

that I desire to draw especial attention to, and that is

the negotiation for a re-hiring of farms under lease. I

think it would be most desirable to entertain the

question of the re-hiring of a farm under lease much
earlier than it is now the practice to do. I think it

should be entertained four years before the expiration

of the term, for the plan of putting it off until the last

year is altogether bad. Of course, with a bad tenant
the question of re-hiring would not arise ; but with a
good tenant it would be most desirable to agree for

another term, and it would obviate the careless nig-

gardly management that often occurs towards the end
of a lease, and which a tenant in many cases is forced

to adopt because he does not know whether he shall

continue the occupation at the end of his present lease.

It would be no obstacle to the landowner's obtaining

an increase of rent if circumstances warranted it, and
it would, I think, in a measure prevent the present
system of a tenant taking all out oi the land before the

expiration of the lease for fear he should not have the

farm again. As to whether such an engagement could
be incorporated into a lease for the sake of security to

the tenant I am not prepared to say. I throw out this

suggestion, as I venture to think it not an impossible
way of providing against the diftkulty.

The question of game must of necessity be considered
in settling the terms of the lease, but as this question
has been debated in this Chamber I will only make a
passing allusion to it. I hold that a proprietor has an
undoubted right to retain the sporting over his own
property ; but then if he will keep a large head of

game to be destructive to the tenant's crops, I think he
must adopt one of two alternatives—either grant a
very liberal compensation clause for game damages, or

release his tenant and farm the land himself. It is the
unfair, immoderate preservation of game for battues

that tenants object to, and not without reason ; but
where only a fair head of winged game is preserved {the

tenants having the right to destroy rabbits) I have
scarcely ever found any difficulty. There are many
other considerations bearing upon this important sub
ject which might be noticed, but as this short paper is

intended only as introductory to the discussion, I do
not propose to take up the time of the Chamber any
longer. Indeed, I have already I fear taken up too
much time in opening the question for discussion
to-day, I have only to apologise to you for the very
imperfect way in which I have done so ; indeed they
are only a few thoughts jotted down in the midst of
pressing business occupations. I have further to thank
you for the patience with which you have listened to

me.
In conclusion, I would say briefly I advocate the

letting of land upon lease, because I believe leases are
advantageous both to the landlord and tenant—they
are the best means of securing to the landowners the
best class of tenants, men of character and capital, and
so improving their estates ; and I believe they are the
only means whereby the tenants can obtain real security
for the capital and skill they invest in the occupation
of land. I beg to move the following resolution
*' That, in the opinion of this Chamber, it is desirable

that land should generally be let upon lease."

Mr. Pertwee seconded this.

DiscussroN.

Mr. W. E. Bear said Mr. Hilliard by his resolution

had placed them ratlier in a difficulty. They must have
compensation for unexhausted improvements, which Mr.
Hilliard did not seem to entertain at all in his paper.
When he came there he did not suppose the resolution
would contain everything he could agree to, but it did not
go far enough. He drew up the following amendment

" That, in order to secure to tenant-farmers their pro-
perty invested in the estates of their landlords, and to
encourage them increasingly to develope the resources of
the soil, to the benefit of landlords, farmers, and con
sumers alike, it was necessary that, notwithstanding any
contract or agreement to the contrary, the outgoing
tenant should be entitled by law to compensation from the
landlord for the unexhausted value of all improvements
effected by him during his tenancy ; and that, on the

other hand, heshould be liable for any deterioration caused
by his mismanagement or neglect. And this Chamber
further desires to suggest that, in order to preclude a
possible point of dispute, the word ' improvement ' shall

be defined to mean anything which increases, and
•deterioration ' anything which diminishes, the letting of a
farm."

If Mr. Hilliard would consent, it might be put as a rider

to his resolution, as something further than leases was
wanted. Leases had been tried for generations, and
found to be wanting.

Mr. Hilliard declined to accept Mr. Bear's pro-
position as a rider. Compensation for unexhausted
improvements was no part of what he was asked to

consider. What he dealt with was the tenure of land.

He had provided for unexhaustion of the soil by the
hiring four years before ; and if they were farming well,

they would have no difficulty in thus hiring.

Mr. Squier seconded Mr. Bear's amendment.
Mr. Hart thought if Mr. Hilliard could get them such

a lease as he advised it would be settled at once ; but he
was afraid they could not get all those rights as tenants.

After speaking of legal compensation, known in other
counties as tenant-right, he said the question was what
were they to do when they could not get such a lease as
Mr. Hilliard recommended? The word " security

"

comprehended it all. The commercial man must have
security ; but under the system of leases they were denied
it in Essex. He advised that leases should be supple-
mented by what worked so remarkably well in other
counties—tenant-right—by which they could recover for

improvements effected on the farm. KTentioning that the
bulk of the county was composed of heavy clay, he said

the cultivator did not think of getting more out of the
soil than by mere surface draining. Near the large towns,

where the soil was more highly cultivated, the old custom
was really working into a sort of tenant-right. Under the
present system, as a man went in a farm so he must come
out, or if he left it in a better state of cultivation, he lost

the benefit of it. He held that if they could establish

that system of tenant-right, so far as unexhausted
capital was concerned, it would be a great bene-
fit. At present, the first four years they were

engaged putting on the land, and the last four in exhaust-
ing it. The circumstances of the time did not allow that
they could keep the soil in an improved state. Under
their usual lease tenants did not make that improvement
that they would wish to make lus occupiers.
Mr. Pasii referred to the position a tenant would be

placed in if a farm which he held should be sold, and if no
arrangement could be come to between the purchaser and
the tenant. He took the case of a man about to hire
premises that needed a great deal of capital laid out on
them, and argued that a landlord should not let premises
in a tumble-down condition unless he gave the tenant a
lease to recoup him for any money laid out. That was
the plan he thought should be adopted in farming.
Mr. Smith said Mr. Hilliard recommended a lease

which all would be glad to get and farm upon. It was
very good as a recommendation, but was impossible to

be carried out. They could not get a renewal of lease

four years before it terminated ; therefore, unless there

was some system of compensation, he felt that that sub-
ject would be rather imperfectly handled. In the interest

of the tenant-farmer the tenant should be paid for any
permanent improvement, either in the shape of increased
charge of rent, or in tlie permanent value of the premises.

Land had wonderfully improved during the last 30 years,

which, he contended, was almost wholly due to the energy
and intelligence of the tenant-farmer and not to the
owner. They ought to look at it rather more from a
tenant's point of view. He contended that landlords and
tenants should feel that they rowed in the same boat, and
it should be the interest of landlords to secure good
tenants, and not to interfere with them in the way they often *

did. He did not think the subject would be properly
handled unless something like a rider was put to the
present proposition of Mr. Hilliard's, to the effect that the
tenant should be repaid for what permanent improvements
he had made, at the termination of his lease.

Mr. Barnard did not see that they should expect
compensation. If they bought bullocks they would not
expect compensation if they went down with the foot-and-
mouth disease. He argued that when tenants had the

offer of a farm they tliought it a favour, they were afraid

to speak their minds, seemed as though they must accept
the offer, no matter on what conditions, and so they made
bargains. They did not go about it in a business way,
and he did not believe compensation would make any
difference.

Mr. Welsh asked if yearly tenants could not be paid
for improvements, and if so were not long leases un-
necessary ? He preferred a yearly tenancy if they got
a good landlord. He and his father and grandfather
before him farmed on a yearly tenancy.
Mr.

J. S. Gardiner was satisfied that compensation
added to the lease was quite necessary. Cases occurred
before their eyes day after day of estates being sold

;

yearly tenants existed upon these large estates, and they
had to quit on six months' notice; the tenants were turned
adrift, leaving, perhaps, the bulk of their capital behind,
They wanted legislation to prevent that system of robbery,
for he maintained it was a system of robbery.

Mr. Tufnell would have been more satisfied if a
clause regarding compensation had been added to the
resolution. He thought Mr. Hilliard gave a very good
reason for not making any mention of compensation at

present, because he had given some consideration to the
subject, but had not been able to make up his mind as to
how it should be arranged. Speaking of the general
system of leases for 21 years, he said landlord and tenant
might be on perfectly good terms, but in that long term
lives might pass away, and others intervene and make it

inconvenient that they should continue together.

Col. Brise said they all wished landlords would come
up to the principles recommended by Mr. Hilhard, and if

they did they would hear no more of that subject and
nothing further of any compensation for improvements,
for because there were intolerant and independent land-
lords that question of tenant-right had arisen.

Mr. Hilliard having replied, Mr. Bear, at the
request of the members, withdrew his amendment, and
Mr, HiUiard's resolution was then carried.

|[0tk£S
Letter to a Prussian Civil Engineer, in Reply to

his Question on the Cultivation and Fer-
tilisation of the Soil. By the Right Hon. the
Earl of Dunmore, F.R.G.S., Chairman of the

Scottish Steam Cultivation Company, W. Black-
wood & Son, Paternoster Row.

The Earl of Dunmore begins with the application of
steam-power to agriculture. It is the best remedy for

the present rage for strikes ; it does its work at the

proper time, and more rapidly and more cheaply than
horses ; it saves horse-power on a farm ; it only is

capable of effecting deep cultivation ; it acts as a
premium on large and systematic agriculture ; and,
lastly, it increases the supply of home-grown food.

On this subject the author of this pamphlet goes into

elaborate detail. We grow, he believes, ;^24,65S,930
worth of Wheat, ^^16,332,058 in Barley, and, after

deducting horse feed, £^,^\,^^z in Oats, ;^537,o54
in Rye—or, altogether, .j^45,969,504 in cereals. We
grow no less than £dpfo^i-^(Xi in Potatos, and
;i^35,000,000 in Turnips and Mangels, of which, how-
ever, half goes to maintain the store stock of the
country; so that only ^17,500,000 is taken as fur-

nishing food. We grow ^^5, 000,000 worth of Peas
and Beans. Our 16,162,778 acres under crop in the
United Kingdom thus produce ;^I09, 121,304 worth of
food ; or, deducting exported malt and grain,

;^io6, 106,796 per annum. A similar calculation of

the value of our live stock results in an annual total of

;^9S,338,945 worth of food from this source, neglect-
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ing, however, as it appears to us, all the dairy produce

of the country. The total food produced according to

Lord Dunmore is ;^204,445,74i, in addition to which

there is ^^44,714,289 spent on food imported ; so that

_j^249, 160,030 represents the requirements of the

nation, and of this more than one-fifth has to be

obtained by purchase from the foreigner.

Can this large amount, for which we now send

money abroad, be produced at home ? The author of

this pamphlet believes that the use of steam-power in

cultivation would largely meet our present deficiency ;

more green crops and more grain crops would be pro-

duced per acre, and a saving of only one horse on

every farm in the country would put many millions of

pounds worth of food at the disposal of man. Lord

Dunmore proceeds to illustrate his assertions by refer-

ence to the experience of several steam cultivated

farms, and especially to that of Mr. Barford, of

PitchiU, in Evesham.
The latter half of the pamphlet discusses the fertili-

sation of the soil, and refers especially to the subject

of sewage utilisation as likely to result in an increased

food supply, sufficient for 5,000,000 of people. By
steam cultivation and sewage utilisation, close on

9,000,000 additional people may be fed ; and as we
already produce enough for 25,000,000 we shall then

have more than sufficient for our existing population.

"We fear, however, that our population will have doubled

before our agriculture doubles its productiveness, even

though steam cultivation and sewage utilisation be

everywhere adopted.

Farm Memoranda.
Eglw\'SNUNYD.— The First Prize Farm in the Car-

diff District.—" Eglwysnunyd " is situated about four

miles east of the town of Aberavon, and is intersected

by the road leading from Port Talbot to Bridgend.

The farm comprises 419 acres, of which 141 acres are

arable, and27S acres meadow and permanent pasture ;

the latter, including about 40 acres of rough cattle

ground, apparently reclaimed from the sea. The arable

land is moderately light and easily tilled, but the grass

land is of a colder and stiffer nature. This farm has

been held by the same family since the year 1827, the

present tenant, Mr. Willam Savours Powell, having

succeeded his father four years ago as a yearly tenant.

Much of the subsoil being clay and rather impervious

gravel, a considerable portion of the farm has been

under-drained. This operation was carried out by the

late Mr. Powell, who, having pipes found by his land-

lord, did the cutting and carting of material at his own
cost. Most of the fields are of large size, and suited to

the acreage of the farm, one or two small enclosures

being conveniently placed near the homestead. The
greater part of the farm has a south-westerly aspect,

sloping gently towards the British Channel, from which

Eglwysnunyd is only two miles distant. Strong winds

often prevail from this quarter, doing considerable

damage to the ripe grain and newly-thinned Turnips,

and also seriously checking the growth of herbage,

especially in the early spring.

Mr. Powell has no written agreement as to rotation

of crops, neither is he tied down by any strict verbal

injunctions. He could, like some of the hill-farmers,

take any number of white crops in succession, and

might, so long as he kept up the manurial condition of

the land, sell off a portion of hay and straw ; but he has

never taken advantage of this privilege.

Horses.—Besides a hackney, eight farm-horses are

kept, and these of a very superior description, combining

activity, symmetry, and power. Except when working

the two-furrow plough, they are always yoked abreast

in pairs. They are stabled in winter, each man feeding

his own team. Their food is generally hay in the

racks, with a liberal allowance of whole Oats, mixed
with chaff. In summer, if grass be plentiful and the

weather tempting, they are turned out day and night
;

if otherwise, they have green foot in the stalls. Mr.

Powell aims at breeding a couple of colts a year, but,

from some cause or another, the mares often prove

barren. When fortunate, however, in this respect, the

young colts come in for work at three years of age,

older horses being sold off to make room for them.

Close proximity to large collieries and ironworks

creates a brisk demand for good and well-seasoned cart-

horses, and high prices are realised, from ;^5o to £,^0
being no uncommon figure for sound animals, when
five or six years old.

Cattle,—After trying successively the Glamorganshire
breed of cattle, then Shorthorns, and finally, about 20
years ago, the Herefords, the late Mr, Powell came to

the conclusion that the *' white faces " were best suited

to the land and climate with which he had to deal. In
the summer months. Shorthorns flourished almost as

much as he could wish, but in the winter season the

Herefords had a decided advantage. The breeding of

Herefords has proved a great success, and there is at

present on this farm a wonderfully grand herd, of pure
blood, fine massive form, and faultless touch, and gene-
rally numbering from 100 to 120 head. The cattle

stock at Eglwysnunyd are so much superior to any we
saw elsewhere that we may well give a discription of
their management.

Mr. Powell has as many of his cows as is possible
dropping their calves during the autumn and beginning
of winter. These calves are nursed by their mothers

during the first four or five months, a method which
gives them a start they never forget. Moreover,
it is found by experience that losses occur much less

frequently where the calves are treated in this their

natural way than when hand-fed from their birth
;

and if, as is Mr, Powell's custom, they are

never allowed to lose their calves' flesh, fully

six months' keep is saved in a 2 or 24-year-old beast.

As long as the suckling continues the cows are kept in

large open yards, having one or two covered sheds in

each. The calves are confined, to the number of five

or six in a lot, in comfortable boxes partitioned off in

these sheds, are let to the cows twice a day, remain
with them fully an hour, and, as soon as they are able
to eat such food, are allowed a supply of the best hay,

pulped roots, and a small quantity of meal composed
of two parts of ground oats and one of peas. The
cows during the whole of this time are fed upon straw,

rough hay, and Mangels or Turnips sliced, and, when
seen last February, were in fine condition ; in fact,

they were nearly fat. When weaned, usually in April,

the calves have an increased allowance of meal until

about the midde of May, when they are turned out to

grass. After being separated from their offspring the

cows are tied in stalls, and milked for butter and
cheese ; in summer they are grazed in the fields day
and night. The young heifers are expected to calve

in May ; the calves follow them in the pastures until

November, when they are housed for the winter, and
are fed for the most part on pulp and hay. At this

time also the yearlings are brought in, are divided into

two lots, and placed in the loose yards, the older lot

getting sliced Turnips twice a day and oat straw, the

younger division pulp and rough hay. In May they

are again all sent to grass, the steers and less shapely

of the heifers being stall-fed for the butcher the follow-

ing winter. The feeding beasts have Swedes or

Mangels three times a day, meal twice, and hay
three times, the last foddering of hay being given

at S o'clock at night. The meal consists of " Tin-
worksbran" * (orsharps), two parts

;
peas, or decorticated

cotton cake, one part ; and barley or oatmeal, two
parts. The daily allowance at first is 2 lb. each, and
this is generally increased to 6 lb. At our winter in-

spection Mr. Powell showed us a row of 16 splendid

fat beasts, weighing from 18 to 22 stones {of 14 lb.) per

qr. ; six of the same lot had been sold out at Christ-

mas, at an average of £^'>^ ^s, a-head, and the

remainder were only waiting a favourable turn in the

market.
The breeding heifers are put to the bull in July and

August, at from 21 to 27 months old, according to size

and forwardness, and are then distinguished by num-
bers burned on the horn. During the following winter

they are fed upon straw and a few roots, with the occa-

sional indulgence of a little rough hay the two months
preceding calving. The main difficulty with these,

however, as with the rest of the cattle, is to prevent

their getting too fat. Possessing, as they do, such a

propensity to lay on flesh, it need not be wondered at

that Mr. Powell never sells off any cattle until they are

fit and old enough to slaughter. Bulls for use at

Eglwysnunyd have for some years been purchased
from Lord Bateman, Mr. John Hewer, Mr. Green,

Mr. Duckham, and other eminent Heref^ord breeders.

By this means, and by a judicious selection of the

home-bred heifers, Mr. Powell's herd has earned for

itself a name, and his young bulls are eagerly sought

after by other large breeders, one very promising year-

ling having recently been sold for exportation to

Australia. To meet this demand five or six of the best

bred bull-calves are reared each year, and these, with

a little indulgence beyond that given to the heifers and
steers, make, when fit for work, ^Tp to ;!^40 each.

Sheep.—Mr. Powell showed us a lot of 150 breeding

ewes, chiefly Oxford Downs, very good, and full of

wool. Until 10 years ago Cotswolds were tried, but

owing to the moist climate they did not give satis-

faction. The sheep management may thus be briefly

described :

—

About September 29 the ewes are properly sorted, the

oldest, and those known by the shepherd to possess any
particular fault, being drawn out for fattening purposes.

They are then divided into three or four lots, and placed

on rich forcing food for a month, a ram, selected to

suit the wool and other peculiar features of the ewes
given him, being put with each lot. Superior male
animals, as required to change the blood, are purchased
at Gloucester fair. At the end of about six weeks the

rams are taken out, and the ewes run on the grass until

December, hay being allowed as soon as they will

begin to eat it, and continued throughout the winter.

They are then, if the fields are conveniently situated,

allowed to feed for a few hours each day on a piece of

Swedes or common Turnips : or, failing this, they have
a load or so daily given them on the pasture. The
lambs are dropped early in March, the crop commonly
averaging four lambs to three ewes. At about a

month old the ram lambs {with the exception of a few
reserved for breeding purposes) are castrated, and the

whole are weaned early in July. They are not shorn,

but are twice dipped, and sometimes powdered also,

during the summer and autumn, and are run on the

Clovers and seeds until September ; they are then
placed upon white Turnips, which they eat uncut, and
are given a liberal allowance of hay, a few older sheep
being mixed with them until they get accustomed to

theirnew food. In December, or sooner if the supply

of common Turnips has run out, the wether lambs are

separated from the ewe lambs, and the whole are put
upon cut Swedes. In January the wethers begin to

have about a quarter of a pound of a mixture composed
of equal parts of decorticated cotton cake and Indian

Corn, and in March this is increased to half a pound.

The same mode of treatment goes on until the Swedes
are all consumed, usually towards the middle of April,

when the wethers are shorn and sent to market. This

year the average weight of the i -year-old wethers was
about 21 lb. per quarter, and they were delivered by
instalments to suit the convenience of the purchaser.

The draft ewes and shearlings are treated in much the

same manner as the wether tegs, the main difference

being their having, in addition to the cotton cake and
Indian Corn, half a pound each daily of " tinworks

bran." If prices are good, and the supply of roots

limited, these are sold ofif in the wool about the middle

or end of March. Not requiring to be made fit for

market, the ewe tegs are fed, after their separation

from the wethers, on cut roots and hay, no cake or com
being allowed. When the Swedes have all been con-

sumed, they are hurdled on the two-year-old seeds,

and are shorn about the middle of May. Mr. Powell,

like most of his neighbours, is much troubled with

foot-rot in his flock. As a remedy, he uses sulphate of

copper and alum mixed with common lard. Fluke-

worm, or liver-rot, also prevails to some extent, and

doubtless these two diseases may be attributed to the

low and damp situation of much of the grass land.

/Y^j.—Three breeding sows of a large white breed

are kept, but they call for no lengthened remarks.

Their produce, with the exception of those required for

home feeding and recruiting the breeding stock, are

sold off at eight or nine weeks old, and generally bring

from 20^. to 26j, each. Journal of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society.

{To be Continued.')

* This fattening substance, so highly praised hy Mr. Powell,

struck us as possessing some peculiar merils, and as being de-

serving of further notice. We therefore applied to Dr. Voclckcr,

who had, we were aware, examined a sample, and he most kindly

furnished us with the following analysis :
—

Moisture 4. 3S0
Oil and fatty matters . . .

.

.

.

. . 23.960
Albuminous, or flesh-forming compounds . . 4. 750
Starch, digestible and woody fibre . . . 60.670
Mineral matters (ash) 6.240

lOO.QOO

Containing nitrogen 760

Dr. Voelcker further says :
—" Tinworks bran, or Tinworks

sharps, is a refuse from tin-plate works ; bran and sharps, together

with palm oil, being employed in the polishing of tUi-pIatcs.

This refuse is largely impregnated with palm oil, and possesses

high fattening properties. It contains a great deal of ready-made
fat, twice as much fatty matter, in fact, as the best oilcake.

When free from copper and lead, it is in no way injurious to

health ; but, being deficient in the materials which build up the

muscles or lean flesh, it is better adapted for fattening stock than
for young and growing animals. When given to these last,

therefore, it should only be adminislpred in moderate quantities,

and along with a due admixture of Peas, Beans, or other nitro-

genous food."

Miscellaneous.
Winter Keep of Dairy Cows.—We quote the

following useful passage upon the keeping of dairy cows

during winter :

—

" In Cheshire cows are generally received into yards and
stalls during winter ; 2| to 3 acres of grass land per cow
are the general allowance in order to supply sufficient

summer pasturage and winter provender ; but the dairy

farms in that county generally have a larger proportion of

arable land attached to them, and it is common to give

the cows Turnips, Mangel Wur^cel, and straw, as well as

hay. The Tarporley Farmers' Club in that county

resolved, regarding the winter feeding of their cows after

cheese-making had ceased, ' that straw and Turnips are the

best and cheapest for the early part of the winter ; and
as the season progresses, half the quantity of Turnips with

hay and a little corn ; and in a season of scarcity, or

after a bad harvest, ordinary fodder (hay and straw) with

steaming and cutting is recommended.' Mr. Palin, of

Tarvin, near Chester, states that his cows being gradually

brought into yards towards winter, as the yield of milk

ceases, are fed in stall, first on Mangel Wurzel leaves,

then on Turnip-tops, and then successively on Turnips,

Swedes, and Mangel, along with cut straw and hay chaff.

Mr. M'Adam, of Silverdale, Newcastle, Staffordshire,

gives his cows ' as much pasture as they can eat in

summer, and as many roots as will maintain them in

good condition during the winter.' ... In Fifeshire,

Mr. Haxton, a farmer of that county, puts the annual

feeding of the dairy cow at 2^ acres of grass, gj tons of

Turnips, and 30 cwt. of oat-straw for fodder, together

with about 20 cwt. of wheat-straw for litter. Mr. Young,

during the winter, gives his cows four meals daily each,

followed by oat-straw; the first at 8. A.M., consisting of

a boiled mess o( 301b. of Swedes, i.i lb. oflinsecd meal, 2 lb.

of bean meal, chaff, and light grain ;
at 10 A.M. they

receive 60 lb. of yellow Turnips; at 2 P.M., one-si.\th

part of a bushel of grains apiece ; and at 5 P.M., 60 lb. of

yellow Turnips as before." Handbook 0/ Dairy Hus-

bandly {/.otlgmiltis).

Tallow and Bone Manure from Australia.—
The following plan is adopted at the Australasian

Manure Company :—A large three-storey building is

close to the sheep yard, from which an inclined stage

is constructed tc the top floor, and up whicli the sheep

are driven. The killing is done on this floor, on which

are placed three vats for holding respectively 550,
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350, and 300 carcases. When the vats are filled,

steam, at 25 lb. pressure, is forced thereinto for a

period of eight hours, by which time all the fat is

separated from the flesh and bones. Water is now
pumped into the vat, which causes the tallow to float

on the surface, and it is then run off through the

tallow-cock into a large cooler on the ground-floor,

where it is allowed to cool, and any water or other

matter to settle at the bottom. The tallow is then run

into casks, care being taken that it should not be

hot, and that it be well stirred before the casks are

coopered-up, and also that the gravy comes off before

the tallow is run in. What is left in the vat is the

refuse. In the manufacture of bone manures, the

bones, in whatever state they come, are hoisted by

engine-power to the top floor, where they are lilled

into vats and steamed. Green bones require 40 lb.

pressure of steam for three and a-half hours ; dry

bones, sheep's heads, and trotters from two and a-half

to three hours. In all cases the bones must be turned

out white and brittle. After the process of steaming,

the tallow and gelatine extracted from the bones are

blown off through the bottom cock. The gelatine

comes out first, and is run into a large wooden tank ;

the tallow follows, and is conveyed into a wooden vat

on the bottom floor, where it is re-boiled with a little

sulphuric acid, to separate the fat from the gelatine.

The latter is preserved, as it forms a valuable addition

to the manure. The bones having been steamed are

drawn from the vat on to the second floor, where they

lie in a heap till they become mouldy and perfectly dry,

which occupies from one to three weeks. Gelatine,

the principal source of ammonia, is thrown upon the

heap, by which the value of the manure is enhanced.

The bones are now taken to a mill, containing a pair of

rollers with large teeth, by which they are partially

crushed. They are then hoisted by a chain of iron

buckets into the "centrifugal revolving mill," which

discharges its contents into a sieve or dresser, also

revolving, and allows the stuff which is fine enough to

fall into a shoot, which carries it to the bottom floor,

from whence it is conveyed to the store-room. The
stuff which is not fine enough empties itself again into

the buckets, which carries it a second time to the upper

mill ; and so on till it is crushed fine enough to pass

through the holes on the "dresser." These vary in

size for every kind of manure, but average about three-

sixteenths of an inch. The bones thus manufactured

yield a good saleable bone-dust. In some instances

sulphuric acid is added to the dust for making the

phosphates soluble. The value of this manure is

;^6 10s. per ton. Bone-meal is made the same as

bone-dust, only the holes in the dresser are covered by
a fine wire gauze, which makes the meal much like

flour ; its value is ^S per ton. Animal guano is

entirely manufactured from the refuse of the boiling-

down and meat-preserving establishments, and has only

to be perfectly dry to be fit for the mill. Value,

/'5 10s. per ton. Half-inch bones are manufactured

by sending the residue which empties itself out of the

dresser through a sieve having half-inch holes. Value,

jf5 per ton. All these manures should lie in a heap for

nearly three months before they are sent out, as the

natural heating process they then undergo greatly

increases their quality and value. It is well, in the

steaming of bones, to classify them, as the tallow of

each kind of bone gives a different market value. The
average price for bone-tallow is from .,^26 to ^^28 per

ton, casks included. The harder and lighter the colour

of any kind of tallow, the mure it will be worth. The
tallow from fresh sheep's heads is worth from ^'30 to ^3

1

per ton. Sheep's trotters should always be steamed by

themselves, or, better, boiled in an open copper by
placing a steam-pipe therein, and adding enough water

to cover them. The oil will come to the top, and

should be carefully skimmed off, and then passed

through a clean cloth into casks to settle. The oil,

known as neatsfoot oil, is worth about 5^. per gallon.

It is used for tanning and saddlery purposes, as well as

for machinery. The first exportation of bone-dust

from Victoria commenced in 1S65, and was valued at

jCjg ; in 1S70, 3353 tons were exported, valued at

;^22,69i ; and manure, valued at /^io,303. Journal of
the Society of Arts.
The Lease.—A considerable number of English agri-

cultural societies have of late been considering the subject

of land tenure, or rather of the renting of land for agri-

cultural uses, and have agreed as to certain conclusions

with an unanimity which is wonderful, or worse. Of
course, it is unlikely or impossible that they could have

agreed so exactly as to these or any other conclusions

without communication with one another, which is a

perfectly natural and proper course ; but that does not

materially lessen what seem the causes for surprise

which will present themselves to the minds of agricul-

turists of other countries, especially of Scotland. The
conclusions arrived at are open to objection, both as to

the end and means—the end being that land shall be

held by the agricultural tenant at the will of the owner,

with 12 months' notice of dismissal, and not by a lease

for a term of years : and the means being that this

shall be accomplished by a law, or by universal com-
pulsion, as distinguished from individual contract.

The Earl of Harrowby, in supporting these pro-

posals, remarked, as if with suicidal intent, that
*

' a

tenant-farmer ought to feel as if the land he rented

were his own estate." That is a feeling very difficult

to induce by any instrumentality whatever, seeing that,

among other reasons, the tenant is constantly reminded,

by the process of rent-paying, that the land is not his,

but another's ; but, at all events, it is very hard to see

how that feeling can be induced by an arrangement

under which the tenant each day awakes to a conscious-

ness that, at the will of another, he may be off the

land that day twelvemonths. Would the desired

feeling not be more likely to be engendered by a

consciousness on the part of the tenant that the owner
could not displace him for a period of, say, ig years ?

Lord Harrowby said that "in many parts of Scotland,

as the result of the system of leases for years, at the

termination of those leases the farms were put up to

auction, and let to the highest bidder." As to letting

by auction, the noble lord is entirely wrong, and

his whole statement is much exaggerated ; but it is

true that, at the end of 19 years it is in the option of

the landlord to ask an increase of rent, though that

should lead to a change of tenant. But that which

may thus happen on a Scotch farm in 19 years, might,

under the arrangement in favour with the English

agricultural societies, happen on English farms once in

every two years. It is true that it is also proposed

that "compensation" shall be given to the English

outgoing tenant for unexhausted improvements made
with the landlord's consent : and Lord Harrowby said

that "in that body (Staffordshire Chamber of Agricul-

ture) they were all of opinion that compensation to

tenants was a better provision than distinct leases."

But there is no conflict between the two things

;

indeed, a lease is one form, and perhaps the very

best form, of ensuring compensation, either by
direct stipulation or by enabling the tenant, as it

were, to compensate himself. It is quite as pos-

sible to provide for compensation at the end of

19 years as at the end of two ; and, in addition,

19 years gives other advantages for which nothing

that can be classed as compensation could afford

an equivalent. Security of tenure for a long period is

both morally and financially a better thing, and is also

a more easily-worked thing, than insecurity of tenure

with compensation for removal, especially when it is

recollected that the compensation is only to amount to

repayment of the tenant's own actual outlay. The
question between the Scotch system and the proposed

English one, when looked at, is seen simply to be a

question between 19 years and two years ; the English

tenant would be as liable to be put out at the end of

two years as the Scoth farmer is at the end of 19

years ; the so-called compensation he would receive

would not be for disappointed hopes and calculations,

but for money which he had spent, and of which he

was not allowed to await the return ; and it must be

assumed as a general rule that the man who leaves

his farm at the end of 19 years will be in a

better plight than if his landlord, more than prob

ably with the view of getting a higher rent, had

compelled him to leave at the end of two,

Then this most questionable arrangement is not to

be a matter of individual option for each, but of legal

compulsion for all. There is to be a law that all Eng-

lish tenants are to hold their farms without lease, and

on a 12 months' notice to quit. There is no law at

present presenting any obstacle to such an arrange-

ment ; and why should there be a new law presenting

obstacles or prohibitions to all other arrangements?

The Scotch system of 19 years' leases differs much more
widely from the English system of tenancy-at-will than

the proposed plan of a 12 months' notice ; but the

Scotch system is not imposed by law—it is the result

of voluntary contract between the parties. This

is not only the best, but it is practically the only way
in which such things can be done. Why should

farmers, any more than merchants, be guided and con-

strained by special laws in their business bargains ?

The proposal is an insult to the whole class, and, if

accepted, a confessionof humiliation and incompetence.

And how are such laws, if imposed, to be enforced,

when the wishes and the interests of both parties con-

cerned may happen to be at variance with the inter-

meddling and rigid provisions laid down for the govern-

ment of cases which differ endlessly from each other ?

The Scotsman.

Chatteris, Isle of Ely : Nov. 9.—Rain early in

in the week, but the last few days beautifully fine and

drying, a change which was greatly needed. Dressing

and putting Oats in sacks ready for delivery ; riddling

Potatos ; taking up and carting off Mangel. Four three-

horse ploughs for Wheat most of the week. High land

still wet and unkind, and requiring a continuance of

finer weather to make it work at all well. Early sown
Wheats up and looking satisfactory. A. S. R.

North Wilts ; Mov. 9.—Weather improving, all

operations on land being now pushed forward. Wheat
sowing does well ; even the strong and wet soils have

wonderfully altered for the best since drying wmds
have set in. Mangel all stored. Grazing beasts are

now in sheds, having Swedes, hay, beans, and cake.

Stock generally healthy. Food abundant for the time

of year. Ewes in lamb looking well. Dairy cows

have hay night and morning, but milk decreases

rapidly. E. W. M.
Mungos Wells: No^'. II.—Another week of

stormy weather, so that work of all kinds is getting on I

very slowly. In another week, however, a good
breadth of Wheat will be sown, if the weather is only

favourable. Many farmers here are trying an English

Wheat called Sfjuare Head in place of Fenton and

Trump. Those who tried it last year say that it pro-

duced from 6 to S bush, more per acre. If it does as

well next year it is likely to become the standard

Wheat in East Lothian. The work done this last week
has been threshing Wheat, Barley, and Oats, topping

and tailing Turnips and Mangels, ploughing up
remainder of Potatos, ploughing bean, potato, and

turnip land. The work to be done this week will

be much about the same, only Wheat sowing will be

begun if weather permits. H. B.

West Sussex: Noz'. 11.—At last we have had a

few fine days, and have been able to finish all the

regular Wheat sowing, and in very good order, and

now must use all the speed we can to get the Mangel

up, as winter appears to be coming quickly, and they

have lost their tops to a great extent, and will be badly

protected should sharp frosts set in. The land does

not show signs of the rains we had, but has dried up
quickly, and we may yet get the stubbles turned up

comparatively dry, which will be so much in their

favour. Sheep and cattle are now consuming roots,

and they are sound, and are at present looking as if

they would remain so. We find birds of all kinds

destroying the Wheat as it comes up. I wish we had

some of those wise men of Gotham who want them
protected, to put bird tending. G. S.

North Riding of Yorkshire: Afc'. 11.—Wet
weather yet prevails with us, preventing Wheat sowing,

getting off Swedes, and all other current farm work.

Two dry days enabled us last week to get off a few

Swedes, and a start to sow Wheat, but the rains of

yesterday have again put a stop to us. We have turned

the hoggetts on to Turnips, taking off occasionally for

a run on the grass. All our cattle now housed, store

stock having a run during the day on the pastures.

Fat stock have Turnips a</ libitum, straw, chaff, and

5 lb. cake per diem,

Ross-shire : Nov. 11.—The weather has been tre-

mendously stormy and wet, but for the last few days

less rain has fallen, and soon the fields would be fit for

seed. Very little Wheat has yet been sown, all the

level fields, and those after Potatos, being so thoroughly

saturated that horses could scarcely go upon them. We
have been occupied all last week, when the weather

was suitable, in manuring and ploughing leas for

Wheat, and have as yet sown only about 20 acres.

Notices to Correspondents.

Cows AND Calves : Correspondent. We will give you

an answer abridged from a former number of the

Dublin Farmers' Gazelle:— First, as to calves. Asa
general rule, palm-nut meal, prepared by pouring boil-

ing water over it, and allowing it to stand some hours

before using it, forms a valuable food for calves, either

when mixed with a proportion of milk or given by
itself. Calves which are fed upon Palm-nut meal,

providing it is genuine, thrive well. Indian corn meal

made into gruel, and given milk-warm, is also useful for

mixing with milk, as a substitute for part of the natural

food of the calf. Another useful compound is a

mixture of linseed meal—made from the seed, not from

cake —and bean meal in equal parts. From 10 to

12 ounces of the mixture is a fair daily allowance for a

calf : but the mixture must be made into gruel before

giving it. Mr. Ruck's plan of feeding calves is as

follows :—7 lb. of finely ground Unseed cake is dissolved

in 2 galls, of hot water, and to this is added 2 galls, of

hay tea
; 7 lb. of mixed meal, consisting of equal

parts of wheat, barley, oat, and bean meal, is also

added with 2 galls, of hot water. This mixture, which

may be described as 7 lb. of linseed cake ground fine,

7 lb. of mixed meal, 2 galls, of hay tea, and 4 galls,

of hot water, is given to the calves as follows :—2 qts.

in the morning, further diluted with 2 qts. of water

;

and 3 qts. mixed with 2 qts. of water at night. Upon
this gruel the calves thrive well, and are weaned at

12 weeks old. From autumn onwards weanling calves

should get a daily ration of linseed cake of the best

quality. Begin with a quarter of a pound to each, and

increase as they become used to it, .until they get i lb.

per head daily. After the new year the allowance may
be increased to one and a quarter, and then to one and

a half pound ; and if convenient, half the daily allowance

may consist ot bruised Oats. This feeding will be

found to pay well in the increased growth of the calves,

and, what is of quite as much importance, in freedom

from blackleg, that fertile source of loss among young

beasts. Next as to cows in milk. We have had many
opportunities of knowing that the use of palm-nut meal

had proved very advantageous in promoting the secre-

tion of milk when given to cows. Our present corre-

spondent states, however, that he cannot get his cows to

take palm-nut meal, although his calves like it. The ne.xt

material, therefore, we have to turn our attention to is

rape cake, which has been found to be well adapted

as food for milch cows. It may be given alone

and in that case boiling water should be poured

upon it. From 6 to S lb. may be given daily with

profit to a cow in milk. There are, however, always

cases occurring which appear to run contrary to general

experience. A correspondent of the Agricultural

Gazette prefers bean meal to rape cake. He says :

—

" Having seen rape cake strongly recommended for

cows, I was induced to try it ;
but the results are un-

satisfactory. Several of my cows will not eat it at all.

The cow, however, which I put on trial liked the rape

caJce, had calved about three months, and is an average

cow. She gave on rape cake 3 lb. 12 oz. of butter.
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When 4 lb. of bean meal was substituted for 4 lb. of

rape cake, she gave 5 lb. 4 oz. of butter, and 4 qts.

I pint more milk. In addition to the cake or meal, I

gave the cows 50 lb. a day of Turnips pulped up and
mixed with hay and straw chaff; it is allowed to heat

for 24 hours, and then given to the cows, who relish it

extremely." Mr. Horsfall's method of feeding cows in

milk was as follows:— Rape cake, 6 lb.; malt combs,

I lb. ; bran, i lb. for each cow. Those materials were
moistened and blended together, and after being
steamed, were given to the animals in a warm state.

Before this was done, bean meal was added to the

mess. The quantity given to each cow varied from i lb.

to 3 lb. per day, those in full milk getting the largest

quantity. The other food given consisted of 9 lb. of

meadow hay and 2S lb. of Mangels. Kohl Rabi, or

Cabbage. The green food was given after each feed of

the steamed mixture, and when this was eaten up, a

ration of 3 lb. of hay. The cows were also allowed

water twice a day, as much as they could drink.

Dublin Farmers' Gazette.

Liquid Manure. An amateur asks how he can most
profitably use liquid manure from a cowhouse and
piggeries. It is collected in a tank. He tried it on
Cabbage plants during the summer, and the leaves

turned brown, and some of them perished. Would
Lucerne be benefited by its application at any time?
[Fump it over any compost of vegetable refuse on a
stance close by, from which the drainage will run back
to the tank, and apply the manure wet to the garden
ground or field.]

fflarhds.
SEED MARKET.

Higher quotations for red Clover seed come to hand
from France, and values are, in consequence, somewhat
firmer on this side ; still the business passing is very

limited, the trade appearing resolved, before gettmg into

stock, to ascertain more definitely the result of the

American crop. A few parcels of fine white Clover seed

have been bought for re-shipment to Germany. Alsike

and Trefoil seed are steady. Fine new French Italian

continues to advance. There appears to be some dis-

position to speculate in this article at the low rates now
current. Fine qualities of Linseed and Rape seed are

scarce ; if such were forthcoming they would meet with

a ready sale. New Dutch Hemp is in fair request. For
white Mustard seed tlie trade keeps very dull. A spell of

cold weather would doubtless cause a revived demand for

boiling Peas and Haricot Beans.

John Shaw & Sons, Seed Merchants,

37, Mark Lane, London, E.C,

Liverpool, Nov. 12.—There was but a slow demand
for Wheat, and prices for both white and red were xs, to

2J-. per cental lower on the week. Flour in moderate
request, at fully previous rates. Beans 6t/. per qr. dearer.

Peas unchanged. Indian Corn quiet, at a reduction on
the week of 6d. per qr.

Averages.
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PATENT SINGLE and
PLICATE HOT-WATER BOILERS. Ilhistrattd Trice

Lists free on application to
. . ^ . . , , t j

THOMAS GREEN AND SON, Smuhfield Ironworks, Leeds;

and 54 and 55, Blaclcfriars Road, London, S. E.

H. LASCELLES, HORTICULTURAL Builder,
Finsbur>' Steam Joinery \Vorks, I2i, Bunhill Row, London.

GREEN'S NEW
DU?L1

w

to be
^ .^..^, _- condition;

taken out because not larfie cnougli to heat the piping required.

Willhcat 5ooto6ooicet of4inch pipinRwell. For price, Uc., apply to

R. AND F. ALLUM, Nurscr>'men, &c. '" '''

SADDLE BOILER (Second-hard),
DISPOSED OF, cheap, 36 inches lone, "i excellent (

I
'lamworth.

THE TERMINAL SADDLE
is by far the cheapest and best.

BOILER

Estimates given on application for GREENHOUSES and CON-
SERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any Design

GARDEN LIGHTS and BOXES. Each.—J. d.

3 feel by 4 feet Lights, 2 inches thick, unclazed 36
,, ,, glazed, 16-OZ. good sheet glass .. ..70

6 feet ,, t) 2 inches thick, unglazed 5 "

,, glazed, 160Z. good sheet glass ..12 6

Portable Box containing one 6 feet by 4 f«t Light, painted four

coats, ready for use 3° o
Portable Box containing two ditto, 6 feet by 8 feet 55 o

GOLD M£DAL BOILER. ,

^TlTLE RECISTEREDi'

SECTION ON LINE A.P-

THE BEST, MOST POWERFUL, and ECONO-
MICAL BOILER extant.

Prices and Drawings to be had of all Hot-water and Horticultural

Engineers.

See Illustrated Cir<_ulars, post free.

THOMAS JONES, David Street, Manciiestcr.

p EORGE'S PATENT CALORIGEN,
^^ For WARMING and VENTILATING.

Prices :
—

Coal Calorigen, ^^6 6s. I Gas Calorigen, £^ 35.

Height, 36 ins. ; diameter, 21 do. I
Height, 28 ins. ; diameter, 14 do.

A—the interior of the Room; B—exterior of the Building; C—wall;

D—the Calorigen; E—a Cylinder; F—pipes communicating to

supply air for combustion, and carry ofif product; G—pipe for

passage of Cold Air to Calorigen; H—outlet for ditto after being

made warm ; I—gas burner ; J—door.

The only Gas Stove which retains the whole of the Heat given off

by the Gas without vitiating the atmosphere.

It will be found very valuable in the Nursery or Sick Room, Damp
Buildings, Shops, Conservatories, Offices, &c Exhibited in the

Exhibition of 1871 (Department of Scientific Inventions). May be
inspected at the Sole Manufacturers,

J. F. FARWIG AND CO.,

36, Queen Street, Cheapside, London, E.G.

St. Pancras Iron-work Company.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, &C.
ARCHITECTS DESIGNS CAREFULLY CARRIED OUT.

OLD SAINT
APPLY FOR ESTIMATES TO

PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

JAMES GRAY,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturer,

30 and 31, DANVERS STREET, PAULTON SQUARE ; and

289, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PLANS and ESTIMATES given for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS of every description, in Wood or Iron,

HEATING by HOT WATER on the most improved principles, &c.

PRICED LISTS for^varded on application of

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
STEVENS' TRENTHAM IMPROVED CORNISH BOILER,

MISS MALING'S PATENT INDOOR PLANT CASES, &c., &c.

Other descriptions of BOILERS, including the most improved forms of SADDLE BOILERS, and HOT-WATER
PIPES and CASTINGS in great variety, always kept in stock.

tW TENDERS glTexk for HEATING CHTTBCHES suid PUBLIC BUILDINGS Of every desOrlptloii.

QIR
J. PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES^

for the MILLION are Simple,

Cheap, and Portable.

Illustrated Price Lists free.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 14, Tichborne Street, Regent
Quadrant, W., Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

J'
"0NES'"S"PATENT '^DOUBLE L '

' SADDLE
noiLF,R

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle Boiler,

with the following improvements, viz., the water-space at back and
over top of saddle increases the heating surface to such an extent
that a "Patent Double L Saddle Boiler" will do about twice the
amount of work with the same quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is

also considerably reduced, and likewise the space occupied; at the

same time these Boilers are simple in construction, and, being made
of wrought iron, are not liable to crack. They arc made of the follow-

ing sizes :

—

Sizes.

Hi^h.

3^ '

48
,

43

Wide.
18 in.

To heat of
4-in. Pipe.

Feet.
300
400
500
700
850

1,000
1,400
i.Soo

2,6oo

4.500
7,000
10,000

Price.

C ». d.

35
50
75

And are kept in Stock and sold only by the Inventors and Patentees,

J. Jones Be Sons.

Price Lists of HOT-WATER PIPES and Tonnectiong, with
Boilers, of all sizes and shapes ; or ESTI MAT ES for HOT-WATER
APPARATUS, erected complete, will be sent on application.

J. JONES AND SONS, Iron Merchants, 6, Cankside, Southwark,
London, S, E.

BEARD'S
PATENT METALLIC NON-CONDUCTING

GLASS HOUSES,
WITH PERFECT SYSTEM OF

VENTILATION.

W. G. SMITH & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS (Successors to C. Bbacd),

SOLE PROPRIETORS and MANUFACTURERS,

VICTORIA WORKS, BURY ST. EDMUNDS.

CONSERVATORIES,
GREENHOUSES,
VINERIES,
ORCHARD HOUSES,

FERNERIES.
AQUARIUMS,
PITS,

PROPAGATING HOUSES,
MELON AND CUCUMBER FRAMES, &c.

These patent Houses possess many valuable advantages over wood
houses. No putty is used in fixing the glass. They are quite jKjrt-

able, and can ne readily taken down and re-erected without damage or

breakage oi glass. They are much lighter, more ornamental in

appearance, and last ten times longer than wood houses, consequently

they are more economical in cost.

The FIRST PRIZE was awarded at the Great Horticultural and
Botanical Congress, South Kensington, 1866.

A FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE at the Grand National
Horticultural Show, Manchester, 1867.

Three FI RST-CLASS CERTI FICATES at the Royal Horticultural

Show, Bury St. Edmunds, 1867.

Special Designs, Catalogues, and Estitnatca furnished on application.

Heatinfi Apparatus in all its branches.

MESSRS.
London Agents,

S. OWENS AND CO., ENGINEERS)
WHITEFRIARS, B.C.
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By Royal Letters Patent.

NEW BOILER, the EXCELLENT! A,

The most complete, most compact, most powerful, most perfect,

and most economical Boiler ever invented.

For particulars, apply to

J.
G. SMEATON AND CO.,

Horticultural Builders, Hot-Water and Steam-Heating Apparatus
Manufacturers,

Harwood Road, Walham Green, London, S.W.

"Goia Medal Boiler" (Birmingliain, 1872).'

PATENT EXCELSIOR B'.'ILER.

Portable Boiler. Saddle Boiler, -with Water
Bars.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS
erected complete, or the Materials supplied,

Improved and extra strong CAST-IRON TUBULAR BOILERS,
with or without Water-bars.

CAST andWROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE BOILERS, on Stand,

for use without brickwork.

Patent
THROTTLE

and other VALVES,
FURNACE

DOORS, BARS,
and FURNACE
WORK of every

description and size.

INDIA-RUBBER
RINGS for Pipe

) Joints; Sockets re-

quire no other pack-
ing, and are perlectly
water-tight.

Goods of the very best manufacture, delivered at Railway or

Wharf in London.
LYNCH WHITE, Old Barge Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street,

London, S.E. (Surrey side of Blackfriars Bridge).
Price List on application.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every

Agricultural County m England.

For particulars apply to JOHN FOWLER AND CO., 71, Cornhill,

London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds,

GREEN'S PATENT "SILENS MESSORS " or
NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COL-

LECTING MACHINES for 1872.

The WINNER of EVERY PRIZE in ALL CASES ol

COMPETITION.

N.B. Parties havmj^ Lawn Mowers to Rcp^ r w 1! do well to send
them either to our Leeds or London Establishments, when they will

have prompt attention, as an eflkicnt stafi of workmen are kept at

both places.

(^ REEN'S PATENT ROLLERS for LAWNS,
y DRIVES, BOWLING GREENS, CRICKET FIELDS, and

GRAVEL PATHS,
Suitable for Hand or Horsepower.

Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, Smithfield Ironworks, Leeds

;

54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.

Kosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

1 HE above and many other PATTERNS are made in
materials of great durability. The plainer sorts are especially

suited for KITCHEN GAR-
L DENS, as they harbour no ^.'^'-''^ -

ET. ARC HER '-S "FRIGl DOM O."
• —Patronised and used for Frogmore and Kew Gardens. It is

made entirely of Prepared Wool, and a perfect Non-conductor of Heat
or Cold where it is apolied.

PROTECTION AGAINST COLD WINDS and MORNING
FROSTS.

WOOL NETTING, 2 yards wide, 11. 6i. per yard.
" FRIGI DOMO " CANVAS.

Two yards wide is. lorf. per yard.
Three yards wide 3s. 2ii. per yard.
Four yards wide .. . . 31. lod, per yard.

SCRIM CANVAS, 72 inches wide, 70 yards \or\^,6%d. toSJ^rf. per yard.
HESSIAN CANVAS do., do., 54 and 72 inches wide, jy^d. and
g^jii. per yard.
ELISHA T. ARCHER, Only Maker of "Frigi Domo," 3. Cannon

Street, City, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen in London or the Country.

Notice.—REMO^'ED from 7, Great Trinity Lane.

Garden Wall Wiring.

RH O L L I D A Y, pRAcricAL Wirewurker,
• 2A, Portobello Terrace, Netting Hill Gate, London, W., begs

to call the attention of all Gardeners who arc about to have their

Garden Walls Wired to his system of Wiring Walls, as being superior

to all others for neatness, strength, and durability.

For neatness,—Because all the Wires arc kept perfectly tight, with-

out the use of the Raidisseur.

For Strength,—Because very much stronger Wire can be used,
therefore not liable to be drawn out of the horizontal line by the

branches of trees.

For Durability,—Because being able to use the strong Wire, it is

not so likely to be eaten through with the galvanism as the thin Wire,
as used in the French system.

'I'he above Engraving is an example of our system of Wiring Garden
Walls. We have recently completed the Wiring of the New Garden
Walls for the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield House. The Walls are

12 feet high and 753 yards long, wired on both sides; making a total

length 01 igoiS yards,—our system being chosen in preference to any
other.

Illustrated Catalogues of Garden and Conservatory Wirework,
Rabbit Proof Hurdle Fencing, &c., may be had on application as

above.

THE FRENCH SYSTEM of WIRING GARDEN
WALLS and ERECTING TRELLISES for TRAINING

FRUIT TREES.

Slugs or Insects, take up little "^-^'-i'sSS^S^
room, and, once put down, -l^'^-

^-^a
^

incur no further labour or ex- ^'^ l. —
pense, as do " grown " Edg- w
ings, consequently being much /^
cheaper. r ^

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &a, in Artificial Stone, very
durable and of suncrior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. AND G. ROSHER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars, S.E. ; Queen's Road West, Chelsea, S,W. ; Kingsland Road.E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES," PLANT

COVERS and PROPAGATII^G BOXES; also for FOXLEY'S
PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

QRNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,Vy Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., from 31. per square yard
upwards. Pattern Sheets of plain or more elaborate designs, with
prices sent for selection.
wrflTE GLAZED TILES, for LininE Walls ol Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Kan(;es, Baths. &c. Grooved and other Stable PavinK of
great durab.lily. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles uf all kinds,
goofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cements, &c.
F. AND G. ROSHER

,
Brick and Pile Merchants.-See addresses above.

QILVER SAND, fine or coarse grain as desired.

k^ivJi?'!,'^'^
Coarse 17!. perTon. In Truck Loads ii. perTon less.

WhLrl^, L?t" ""'"""
'I'" 7'''"; "' '» ="y London Railway or

^? r IctqP JS''„';'!;^^„,^""P'«= »' Sand free by post.

PFAToTlA»M'"'^^f^'5''Sf"'^°='<"'''<"- Ferneries. KENTPEA r or LOAM supplied at ojvest rates in any quantities.
F. AND G. ROSHER.-Addresscs See above.

H.B. Orders promptly executed by Rail or to WharvcjA liberal discount to toe Trade.

Iron and Wire Trellis for Pear Growing, with Cordon Edging,

Circulars with prices on application to

Messrs. J. B. BROWN AND CO.,
Offices—qo. Cannon Street, City, London, E.C.

GALVANISED WROUGHT-IRON FITTINGS

WIRING WALLS
For the PURPOSE of TRAINING FRUIT TREES

on the French system, and a5 recommended by Mr,
W. Robinson, F.L.S., in his new work, "The Parks,

Promenades, and Gardens of Paris."

By this ayslem nails and shreds are entirely dispensed with, the
walls are not injured, and no harbour i? afforded to small insects.

The tying of the Fruit Trees is effected in one-fifth of the time
required by the old system. The arranf;ement is so simple, that it

can easily be applied to any walls by inexperienced hands.

"E C E L S 1

T. WATTS AND SON.

RENDLE'S PATENT ORCHARD HOUSES,
PLANT HOUSES, GROUND VINERIES, and PLANT (

rROTECTuRS. Illustrated Catalogues can be obtained on appli- I

cation to the Patentee, Mr. WILLIAM EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
\

3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.— Prices, Printed
Patterns, and Specimens sent post free on application; also '

Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pavements for Conservatories, Entrance
Halls, &c. MAW and CO., Benthall Works, Eroseley.

;

LABELS, LABELS.—PARCHMENT or CLOTH
LABELS.—Tree or Plant Labels, punched parchment, 4 inches

lon{;, 45. per 1000, or 10,000 for 35s,, cash on delivery. Sample Label
sent on receipt of a postage stamp. Orders delivered free in London by
JOHN FISHER and CO., Label Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

HOLLY STICKS and PARTRIDGE CANES.—
WANTED, tlie above, in considerable quantities, for Whip

Manufacturers, &c.—Address, in first instance, by letter, with full
particulars as to price, quantity, &c , to

W. M., Back Mansfield Street, Liverpool.

KUSSIA MATS, for Covering Garden Frames

—

ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are the cheapest and
most durable. Price List, which gives the size of every class of Mat,
forwarded post free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 7. Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London.

RUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel and
Petersburg, for Covering and Packing. Second sized Arch-

angel, loos. ; Petersburg, bos. and 8or. ; superior close Mat, 455., 501.,
and 55s,; packing Mats, 30J. and 35J. per 100; and every other
description of Mats at equally low prices, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, Russia Mat and Sack Warehouse,
4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

Russia Mat Mercliants.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER, 9, James Street, Covent
Garden, W.C, Importers of ARCHANGEL and ST. PETERS-BURG MATS, RAI'lA FIBRE, &c. ; Dealers in GARDEN

NETTING, LABELS, TIFFANY, TARRED TWINES. &c

THE CELEBRATED GRANITIC PAINT.
Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa

Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply toTHOMAS CHILD, ManaEer,39A, King William Street, London, E.C.

THE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION.
To CURE DAMP in WALLS, and Preserve Stone, &c., from

Decay. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate Zopissa
Composition and Granitic Paint Company.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Manager, 3gA, King William Street, London, E.C.

M GULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM,
COMMODES for BED-ROO,MS.
APPARATUS for BED-ROOMS.
APPARATUS for CLOSETS.
The AMERICAN CABINET.

MGULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Dr. Buchanan says :

—"As compared with the water-
closet the Earth Closet has these advantages—It is
cheaper in original cost ; it requires less repair ; it is
not mjured by (rost ; it is not damaged by improper
substances bemg thrown down it; and it very greatly
reduces the quantity of water required by each
household."

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.
Gadshill Place, Kent, yw/y 18, 1871.—" I am pleased
to say that the apparatus works admirably."—Charles
Dickens, Jun.

ALL LETTERS and COMMUNICATIONS
to be addressed to MOULE'S PATENT EARTH
CLOSET COMPANY (Limited), g.A, Garrick Street,
Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Prices ut- AIaii-:kial.'^ .—
GALVANISED RAIDISSEURS, for tightening the

Wires—one of these required for each line of Wire.

No. 900,

^^.^aaill
4J. per dozen.

PATENT SELF-CLEANING CORN SCREEN.-
Seven thousand in use. This celebrated Implement was the

invention of the late T. C. Bridgman, Esq., of Bury St. Edmunds
thitherto known as Eoby's Screen), but the Patent having recently
expired, the Manufacturer, JOSIAII LE BUTT (who for many years
held a share of this Patent, and superintended the Manufacture of

these Machines at R. Boby's
works), now gives the public
the benefit of the expiration
by reducing the price about
25 per cent., guaranteeing
at the same time thorough
efficiency and accuracy of
gauge. Screen No. i, for a
youth to screen 00 bush,
per hour, £7 15s. delivered
(u^ual price, £g loi.) ; if

with stone separator, 25*.

extra ; if with blower,
extra £3. Screen No. 2 will
screen 60 bush, per hour,
price £6 5s., delivered (usual
price, £7 7i)-

Full descriptive Catalogues on application to the Manufacturer (note

the address), JOSIAH LE BUTT, Champion Haymaker Works,
Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, Manufacturer of Improved MALT
PLOUGHS, and the EVERLASTING MALT SCREEN.
Note.—The FIRST PRIZE of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England was awarded to Boby's Screens at the Cardiff Trials thisyeari
For Barley and Wheat these Machmes are invaluable, and make a splen-

did sample. " No good with the light," and "no light with the good."

COTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
COW FITTINGS.

GALVANISED WALL EYES, 6d. per dozen.

GALVANISED TERMINATING HOLDFASTS,
GALVANISED WIRE, 2J. 6d. and 3J. per 100 yards.

Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of the above, and
of Fittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical
principles, free on application to

BARNARD, BISHOP and BARNARDS,
Norfolk Ironworks, Norwich,

I'hcir ad\antiges are—Portability, not fixtures, removable at

pleasure; no Woodwork or Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin ; Hay Rick dispensed with as unnecessary ; increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cisterrt, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging, Cleanly, durable, and impervious to

infection, being all of Iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 63J. 6d.

Prospectuses Iree ol COTTAM and CO., Ironworks, a, Winslcy
Street (opposite the Pantheon, Oxford Street, London, W.), where the

above arc exhibited, together with several important Improvements
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.
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LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
NCORI'ORATRD BV SPECIAL AcTS OF PARLIAMENT.)

DRAINAGE. RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &c.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above

purposes, without investigation of title.

For Forms and further inlormation, apply to GRANVILLE R.
RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. i, Great George Street,

Storey's Gate, \Vestminster. S.W.

MO N E Y, without unnecessary expense, and at
moderate interest, can be obtained at a short notice, by apply-

ing (personally preferred) to H. W. HAMMOND, Secretary. Eastern
Counties Monetary Advance and Discount Bank (Private), 3. ICingsland
Road, London( City end. .Advances made to persons resident m any
part of the United Kingdom, for long or short periods, upon Tcrsonal
Security^ Plant, Furniture, and Stock, without removal or sureties,
Life Policies. &c. Office hours Ten till Six. Business conducted in a
bcHa fideajid private manner. Established 1840.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: OR. The Art of
Describing Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use af Schools. Price is.

SCHOOL BOTANY; OR, The Rudiments of
Botanical Scien'ce. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400

Illustrations, price 51. 6d.

MEDICAL and (ECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic CEconomy. In 1 vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price

7;. 6d.

London : BRADBURY. EVANS. AND CO., 10 . Bouverie Street, E.C.

Now ready, price u., free by post for 13 stamps, \\^th q Illustrations,

ITALY in ENGLAND ; a Practical Treatise on the
Cultivation of choice Fruits. Flowers and Vegetables with the aid

of Looker's Horticultural Appliances in Eartticnware and Glass,
which defy the Winter and assist the Summer.
HOULSTON and sons, 6g, Paternoster Row, E.C. ; through all

Booksellers, and of
B ENJ. LOOKER, Kingston-on-Thame s.

A Companion Volume to tlie "Handy Book of tlie

FLOWER GARDEN."
In December will be published,

THE HANDY BOOK of FRUIT CULTURE
UNDER GL.A.SS. Being a Series of Practical Treatises on the

Cultivation and Forcing of Pines, Vines, Peaches, Figs, Melons,
Strawberries, and Cucumbers, with Engravings of Hothouses, &c.,
most suitable for the Cultivation and Forcing of these Fruits. By
David Thomson, Author of" Handy Book of the Flower Garden,"
*' A Practical Treatise on the Culture of the Pine-apple," &c.

In crown octavo, with Engravings.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD .\nd SONS, Edinburgh and London.

T
Forster's Life of Dickens.

The Second Volume of

HE LIFE of CHARLES DICKENS,
1842— 1853.

By JOHM FOBSTER.
With I'ortraits aiid Illustrations. Price 14J.

[On November 15.

^HE LIFE of CHARLES DICKENS. Vol. I.

Demy Svo, price 12s. Twelfth Edition.

CHAPMAN an d HALT-. 193, Piccad illy, W.

Anthony Troliope's New Novel.
HE EUSTACE DIAMONDS

By Anthony Trollope. Three Volumes.
CHAPMAN AND HALL, 103, Piccadilly, W.

THE SYDNEY MAIL

NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

Contents :

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated BELL'S

LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA (Drawn and Engraved specially for

this Journal).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING senerally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through-
out the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia,

&c. It contains a large amount of information on a
great variety of subjects.

Subscription in advance, £1 per annum.
Single Copies, 4d. ; Stamped, ^d.

PubUshing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South
Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising

Agents are authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS,
which must be paid in advance, for the SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD and SYDNEY MAIL.

London . , Mr. George Street, 30. CornhiU, E.C.
;

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lom-
bard Street, E.C. ; Messrs. Gordon &
Gotch, I2r, Holbom Hill, E.C.

Birmingham.. Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool . , Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

Bristol , . James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh . , Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow , . W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Journal are filed at the above Offices

for the use of Advertisers.

Second Edition of

(iJCOTT'S ORCHARDIST, Enlarged Threefold, is

yj now being published in Five or Six Numbers (f)6 pages each), at
IS. per Number. Subscribers' names are Solicited, to all -such the
work will be sent post-paid. No, i is ready. No. 2 will be so in a
week. Parlies taking No. i will be considered liable to take the
whole. The work will contain a Descriptive, Supplemental, and
Synonymical List of nearly all known Hardy Fruits, amounting to
many thousands.

J. SCOTT, the Nurseries, Mcrriott, Somerset. Post-Office Order
at Completion on Crcwkernc, Somerset.

Notice.
{By Appointment to the Royal Horticultural Society.)

To HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS, NURSERY-
MEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.

ADAMS AND FRANCIS INSERT ADVERTISE-
MENTS in all the London, Country, Colonial, and Foreign

Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals, without e,\tra charge
to the Advertiser.
ADAMS AND FRANCIS, Advertisement Agents, qq. Fleet Street, E.C.

In One thick \'olunie, the Fourteenth Edition, price i6j.,

MODERN DOMESTIC MEDICINE. Describing
the Symptoms, Causes, and Correct Treatment of Diseases,

with a large Collection of Approved Prescriptions, &c. Forming a
Comprehensive Medical Guide for the Clergy, Families, Emigrants,
&c. By T. J. Graham, M.D., Fellow o? the Royal College oi
Physicians of Edinburgh.
"Of all the Medical Guides that have come to our hands, this is by

far the best. For fulness and completeness they all yield tlie palm to
Dr. Graham's."

—

Banner.
" Far excelling every publication of its class."—S/iVijA Standard.
London: Published by SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, AND CO.,

Stationers' Court. Sold by all Hooksellers.

BY the Retirement of one of the Partners, an active
WORKING GARDENER may obtain a PARTNERSHIP

in a small Nursery and Jobbing Business, on long Lease, in Islmgton,
on moderate terms.—Mr. ROE, 20, William Street, New North Road,
Islington, N.

To Propagators of Hardy Plants.
MESSRS. lAMliS VEITCH and SONS are in

WANT of a PROPACATOR for their Nursery at Coombc
Wood. He must understand Propagation in all its branches, includ-
ing that of ai: kinds of Ornamental Shrubs, Conifera:, Rhododendrons,
&c. Liberal wages offered.—Application to be made by letler,
stating references as to ability, character, &c,, Royal E.xotic Nursery,
Chelsea, S.W.

WANTED, a good Single-handed GARDENER.—
Married Man without family. Would have charge of an Acre

of Ground, with Greenhouse ; also care of Pigs, and to Clean Boots
and Windows. Wife to attend to Lodge and Poultry. Wages {to
begin with), £1 is. a week and house.—K. M., Post Office, Chapel
Allerton, Leeds.

WANTED, a first-rate GROWER of FRUITS,
PLANTS, and FLOWERS for Covcnt Garden Market.

Wages 25s. per week, house and fire —Address, by letter only, with
lull particulars, to I). D., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, WC.
WANTED, a First-class BOUQUET MAKER, &c.

;

wages no obj'cct to a competent person. Also an OUTDOOR,
APPRENTICE—Mr. G. TAVINEK, Bayswater Road, W.

To Gardeners.
WANTED, a few experienced MEN. Wage 45. per

day.—Mr. D. AYRES, Campden House Nurser>', Kensington.

WANTED, by Messrs. Barr & Sudgen, a
thoroughly eilicient SEEDSMAN, competent to take a leading

part in the general Management of the busmess.—Application, by
letter, stating salary and experience, addressed B. S., 12, King Street,
Covent Garden, W.C.

WANTED, a TRAVELLER, of experience and good
address, having a thorough knowledge of Plants, and who also

understands the Seed Trade.—Address, stating terms, to R. B.
MATTHEWS, Seed Merchant and Nurseryman, Belfast.

SfiPfi 'Prflrip

WANTED, a thoroughly energetic Man as SHOP-
MAN, and occasionally to TRAVEL. One with a good

knowledge of the Nursery Trade preferred. Unexceptionable refer-
ences as to character and ability are of the utmost importance.

—

Apply, stating particulars, salary required. &c., to DICKSON AND
RUblNSON, Seed Merchants, 23, Market Place, Manchester.

WANTED, a steady, industrious, married MAN, to
take charge of Sheep and Cattle. Must understand them well.

The Woman to lake charge of Poultry. Wages for both, 281. per
week.—Mr. HEPBURN, Scarisbrick Hall, near Ormskirk.

WANT PLACES.-Letters to be Post Paid.

GARDENER (Head).—Ago. 40, married, no incum-
brance; well skilled in all branches of the profession.—C. G.,

12, Caroline Cottages, Lower Norwood , S.

G~
""^ARTDEN'EiTJHEAD).—Age 33 ;

good practicafMarL
At liberty to engage now. Good references.—H. M., Bradford

House, Pellatt Grove, W'ood Green, N.sc, 1 ciiiii virovc, vvoou wreeii, 11.

ARDENER (Head), age 29.—J. Smith. Gardener
V_J ^to Viscount Walden, is at liberty to engage now. Thoroughly
understands the profession in all its branches. Highest references.—
Walden Cottage, Chislehurst, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, no family; thoroughly
experienced in all branches of the profession.—For character

and ability, apply to Mr. BAILEY, Shardeloes Gardens, Amcrsham,
Bucks.

GARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or Gentle-
man who may require a first-class practical Man in every depart-

ment of the Garden.— lilarried, two children. Sixteen years' unexcep-
tionable character from last employer.—G, B., lo, Little Stanhope
Street, Mayfair, London, W.

GARDENER (H E A D).—Middle-aged, single:
thoroughly understands Forcmg in every branch, Orchard

Houses, Kitchen and Flower Gardens ; also Stove and Conservator^-.
Good reference.-HORTUS, 3, Denmark Cottages, Church Road,
Watford, Herts.

GARDENER (Head), with one or two Men under
him.—Married, with one child ; well up to his work in all

respects, and thoroughly understands Gardening in all its branches.
Excellent character, and unexceptionable testimonials.—C. P.,

Heywood, Stafford. ^^
GARDENER (He.a.d) to any Gentleman requiring the

services of a firsl-class Gardener.—Married, with two children
;

Is a thoroughly practical working Man, and understands Gardening in

all its branches ; also Land and Stock. Four years' good character.

—

G. >1. , 28, Marlborough Road, Chelsea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), age 30, married, one child.

—

Mr. Cavsm, Gardener to E. Wood, Esq., Newbold Revel,
wishes to recommend his Foreman to any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring the services of a thorough practical Gardener. Has lived
with him over two years, and in other firsl-class estabiisments in

England, including three years under Mr. Rabone, Alton Towers, and
four years as Foreman to Mr. Miller, Combe Abbey. Unexceptionable
testimonials given.—A. P., Newbold Revel Gardens, Rugby.

GARDENER.—A Gentleman wishes to recommend
his Gardener to any one in want of a thorou£;hlv experienced

Man. Six sears' cood character.—H , Ringstone, Abingdon, Berks.

ROPAGATOR" and~GROWER, well up in~Clematii;
Roses, Stove and Greenhouse, and hard and soft wooded Plants,

Four years in leading London Nurseries.—J. SMITH, 64, Hill Street,
Newry, Ireland.

SHOPMAN (Second or Assistant).—Age 24. Nine
years' experience.—ALPHA, 5, Clarence Place, Kensington, W.

]\/rANAGER of a Farm or Small Estate.—Has beenXTX accustomed to Farming in Northumberland and the South ot
Scotland. 1 ho Southern or Midland Counties preferred. The highest

^HakV'.'I^^,.
^^'" ^^ given.—Apply, by letter only, to FARMMANAGER, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

MANAGER"or TRAVELLER.-Mr. S. Barratt
begs to inform the Trade generally that his present engage-

ment with Mr. William Bull is about to terminate, and offers his
services to any respectable Firm in the above capacity. References
unexceptionable.—66. Park Walk, Fulham Road. S W.

A SSISTANT,"or CLERK, in a Seed Warehouse.—Six
XJL years' experience. Good references.—B. S. W., Mr. McGregor,
2, Gladstone Terrace, Edinburgh.

U HOPMAN (AssfsTANT), or WAREHOUSEMAN.—O A young Man, Scotch. Nine years' experience in first-cIass
Houses. References. &c., of the highest order.—W. G., lo. Upper
Sackville Street, Dublin. *

**
• *'' ''*'"

^ P A R K L I N
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W. S. BOULTON &, CO., NORWICH,
HOETICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MAKERS.

Improved Steam-power Machinety for working wood enables us to supply first-class Horticultural Buildings of every description at very Low Prices,

Only the best materials used. Houses designed to suit any situation. Estimates given free. Gentlemen are respectfully invited to have priceJrom us before ordering elseiuhere.
Ladies or Gentlemen requiring advice as to tlie Situation, Style, Dimensions, &c., of proposed Horticultural Buildings, waited upon in any part of England, Ireland, or Scotland.

A NEW CATALOGUE, containing Illustrations and particulars of Conservatories and Horticultural Buildings suited for every purpose, also Prices and Estimates for upwards of 150 Houses of
various sizes, posted to any address on receipt of One Shilling in Stamps.

Royal Horticultural Society's only Prize Meaal.
UNIVERSAL PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER

ANB GROUND VINERY.

i
In I ^e V Pa n r r 1872 e w sh to po nt out that instead of having

to remove ui aimc itjose k'sss cverj' time it is necessary to attend to the plants, we attach
the glazed lights (21-oz.) with hinfies to the frame of each length, thereby doing away with
the continual breakage of glass and loss of time inseparable from the use of the ordinary
kind sent out by other makers. Two men can mstanlly remove a complete length
12 feet by 3 feet wide, thus proving them to be really portable.

The Judges at the Royal Horticultural Societys great vteeting lately held at Binnitte-
ham, pronounced these la be byfar the best and most useful articles of the kind they ever saw
and awarded thetn lite only Prise.

'

The first of this improved kind was lately sent to Christopher Turner, Esq., Stolce
Rochford, Grantham. His Gardener, Mr. I. Dell, wrote us the following Letter,
unsolicited :

—

'* Messrs. W. S. Boulton & Co.
"Gentlemen.—I consider them the only Plant Presen-crs worthy of that name.

Every one who has seen them is of the same opinion. I hope to have some more of them
shortly. " Believe me, yours truly, Isaac Dell."

They are made in the following sizes. One pair of ends is sufficient lor any number of
lengths, if set m a continuous row. In ordering state the number of ends required
Carriage Paid to any Station within 200 miles of Norwich.

Ends per
- ,- r 1 1 !• P'^''^ extra.

6 feet long by 2 feet wide ... ^150 ... 5.f. oc/.

12 feet long by 2 feet wide ... 2 5 o ... $s, od.
6 feet long by 3 feet wide ... i 15 o ... ys. od.
12 feet long by 3 feet wide ... 3 3 o ... ys. od.
6 feet long by 4 feet wide ... 260 ... Ss. 6d.

1 2 feet long by 4 feet wide ... 440 ... Ss. 6d.
12 feet long by 6 feet wide ... 7 o o ... I2j'. o^.
Two-thirds allowed for Packing Materials when returned free to our WorksWe cannot be held responsible for damage in transit; every care being taken in packing

breakages ar« seldom hedrd of

MELON OR CUCUMBER FRAMES.
All sizes (glazed with 21-ounce) ready for immediate delivery.

_ Height at back, 24 ins. ; at front .thick. All made of very best red deal.
Painted three coats. Every pane of glass is nailed as well as puttied in. Each liglit is provided with an iron strengthen-
ing rod and handle. Purchasers are strongly recommended tohave 2i-oz. glass, this being so much better than i6-oz.

All 6 feet Wide.
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Paul & Son's Rose Catalogue.

PAUL AND SON, the "Old" Narseries. Cheslnmt,
will be glad to forward the above, post free. Carefully written

description of New French Roses and of their " Chcshunt raised"
Seedlings for NEXT SPRING.

1872 I

T^FSCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of Selected**"*•
i
X^ ROSES, by JOHN CRANSTON. Copies can now

The Nurseries, Kii

Copie

\crc, near Hereford.

c
New Rose Catalogue.

HARLES TURNER'S Descriptive LIST of all the
leading kinds is now ready. The Trees arc very fine this season.

The Royal Nurseries , Slough.

TANDARD ROSES, fine.—Selected by purchaser,
from Descriptive Catalogue, £6 per 100; my selection, £$• cash.

The Trees are verj- fine, and will not fail to give satisfaction.
Fine Tea-scented KOSES, in pots, at per dozen or hundred, cheap.

CATALOGUES on application.

G. DAVISON, Mhite Cross Nurseiy, Hereford.

CHOICE ROSES.—The finest stock of Tea, Noisette,
China, and other Roses to select from, all strong and healthy, in

pots. Descriptive Priced LIST on application to
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.-
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples, Figs, Apricots

Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges,
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

ANETTI STOCKS, fine, 251. per 1000 ; SPRUCE
FIR, for Christmas Trees, 3 to 3?4 feet, ijs. : 3J4 to 4 feet

2ii. per loa
H. JACKSON, Blakedown, Kidderminster.

T ATE EXHIBITION TULIPS.-A choice Collection
-Li of 100 vanelies of finest English and Dutch raised Show
Flowers, of the finest strains, and warranted pure. Price 50J A LIST
can be had.

H. ALEXANDER, gpc), Goswell Road, E.G.

W Hyacinths, Tulips Crocuses, &c.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON'S CATALOGUE

TM:Tr^«°^D??T^4^^^'^"^'
TULIPS, CROCUSES, and otherDUTCH BULBS, is now ready, and can be had, post-free, on

application- Highgaie Nurseries, London, N.

To the Trade.
ULBS. comprising LILIUM, NARCISSUS,
GLADIOLI, IRIS, ALSTRCEMERIA, CYCLAMEN, DOG'S-TOOTH VIOLETS. JONQUILS, OX.VlIS. SCILLAS. and

numerous other Bulbs. LISl' on application.

STEPHEN RROWN, Weston-super-Mare.

Surplus Stock of DutchTEoots.
T\/rESSRS. HURST and SON will be happy to
;J-»JL- make special quotations for HYACINTHS, CROCUSES.
rJARCISSUS, &c, on application.

.

6, Leadenhall Street, London , E.C.

trOLLAND BULBS, warranted finest mixed,
J-J- Amateur's surplus, carriage paid; or Bulbs—Crocus, is -id'-
Ixias, 5*- 9^-; Oxahs, w. qd.; Spanish Iris, 3s. 6J., EncUsh. v. 6d.'-
Ranunculus, 2s. 2d.; I'ulips, 6s.i Narcissus biflorus, 5s.; Double Snow-
drop, 21.; small Hyacinth, 7s,: Double Anemone, 55,, Single Scarlet do
3?- Qrf. per loo.—M. D. P., Post Office, Starcross. Devon.

{^-^^^ELLIAS.—Healthy bushy plants, well set with
V-^ bloom buds, best varieties. Double White, &c., t'4 to 2 feet
4=s. per dozen t 2 to 2f^ feet, 60s. per dozen.

.nV^^^^'^^f?'"?^''^^
having a larger and finer stock than usual, isenabled to offer the above. Early orders solicited

Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Ejsex.

G RAPE VINES,—Strong and extra strong, for
niMEDiATK FRijiTiNG and for pUinlinR—the leading varieties,

CAT.\LOOUE and prices on application.

_ JAMES DICKSON & SONS, NcwMn Nurseries, Clicslcr,

VriNES, VINES, VINEST—StTong well-ripened
V CANES of all the leading varieties, for Fruiting in pois and

planting. The Trade sufplied.
Priced LIST of sorts on np|>lfcation to JOHN KELLETT,

Wellington Nursery, H c-Unn ( li.i|nl, near Stockport.

Vines and Pines.

BS. WILLIAMS can supply first-class well-ripened
• CANES of all the leading VINES, and fine healthy PINES of

the best kinds.
Victoria and Paradi-^c Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

Charlotte Rothscliild Pines!
JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Seedsmen.

32, Hanover Street, Edinburgh, can supply a quantity of the
above fine variety, iu 32-5ized pots, fine healthy plants, warr.-^nted
perfectly clean and true to name; also a few BLACIv JAMAICAS
and QUEENS. Price on application.

FRUIT TREES.— One hundred thousand healthy,
free-grown Standard and Pyramid CHERRIES, APPLES,

PEARS, and PLITMS, from 75s. per 100; also a large stock of
GOOSEBERRIES, from los. per 100 ; CURRANTS, from 6s. per 100.

'1'. EVp;;s, Cravesend Nurseries,

J^
H U BARB, Victoria and Albert, i6s. per 100,

-V including cask and packing.
T. EVES, Gravesend Nurseries.

TOHNSTONE'S ST. MARTIN'S RHUBARM,
f' earliest and best in Cultivation. Strong Roots, is. 6d. each.
Price 10 the Trade on application.

W. P. LAIRD AND SI NCLAIR. N urserymen, Dundee, N.R.

Fruit Trees.
CHARLES TURNER'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE

is now leady. and includes all the known ^ood varieties, besides
several Novelties; also CON 1 FEUS, HARDY TREES, SHRUBS,
&c The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

STRONG Standard APPLES. PEARS, and WAL-
NUTS ; Standard and Dwarf-trained PEACHES and NECTAR-

INES; a good collection of Evergreen and Deciduous flowering
SHRURS; FOREST TREES, from 2 to 10 ft. Prices on application to
CHARLES BURGESS, The Nurseries, London Road, Chellenham,WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other PRIZE

COB NUTS and FILBERTS LISTS of these varieties from
Mr. AVEBB. Calcot, ReadinfT-

WEBB'S NEW GIANT POLYANTHUS, Florist
Flower, and GIANT COWSLIP SEEDS; also Plants of all

the varieties, with Double PRIMROSES of different colours;
AURICULAS, both Sin(;le and Double; with every sort ot Early
Sprint,' Flower s. LIST nn a pplication.—Mr. WEBB, Calcot, Reading-

CALCEOLARIA (Herbaceous).—Choice strain, nice
Plants from pans, all pricked out. Free by post, any quantity,

3?. per dozen.
H. and R. STIRZAKER, Skcrton Nurseries, Lancaster.

To the Trade.
HYBRID and PONTICUM RHODODENDRONS,

and MOSS ROSES. A lar-e quantity of the above to be
SOLD, vcrv cheap. Samples to be seen at

KETTELWELL'S, 22. Kin? Street, Coveni Garden, W.C.

QPRING BEDDING PLANTS.—Now is the time toO pl.-int Alvssum, Aubrieii.is. Daisies, Double Primroses, Pansies,
Polvanlhus, &c., m.iny of which can be supp'icd by the 100 or looa
Price LIST on applicntion to
RODGER. MCCLELLAND AND CO., Seedsmen, Nurserymen and

Florists (Successors to A. G. Daly), Newry, Ireland.

MAURICE YOUNG'S TRADE CATALOGUE
of New Hardy Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, and Evergreens;

New Japanese Plants, New Aucubas. Rhododendrons, Roses, Fruit
and Forest Trees, is now ready, and may be had on application. All
Orders from unknown Correspondenis must be accompanied by
reference- Milfurd Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

Perns, Ferns, Ferns.—Special Offer to the Trade.
rOVER has many thousands of the above, in 48 and

• 6o-size pots, to offer cheap.

J. OV ER, Mitcham Common, Surrey.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM will send post free for si.x postage

stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his Priced Descriptive
CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery'. Sidcup Hill. Kent.

M
L

USA CAVENDISH II, the Banana, ottered in all
sizes, from i to 4 feet. Prices on application to
RODGER, McClelland an-d CO., Newry.

AURUSTINUS, I to li and 2 feet; BEREERIS
DARWIMI, I'i to 2 reet;'(;OOSEBF,RRIES,2-)r.and3-yr.
A larRC stocl< of the above. Price on application.

THOMAS SMITH, Nurseryman, Stranraer.

BERBERIS DARWINII.—Handsomest of all Ever-
green Hedge Plants (now is a good time to plant). Fine plants,

t]4 to 2 feet hifjh and bushy, transplanted spring 1872, loi. per 100. 805.
per 1000. Special prices for quantities 01 5000 and upwards. About
50,000 disposable.

RODGER , McClelland and CC, Newry
. _

LILIUM AURATUM.—Several Thousand s ronJ
sound ENGLISH GROWN BULBS They had this ye.w Irom

5 to 30 blooms on a stem iHs., 30s., j2s. per dozen, and upwards.
ANTHONY WATERER, Knap HillNurser)', Wokinc. Surrey

lllium aurattim.WANTED to PURCHASE, Two to Three Thousand
strong Flowering ENGLISH GROWN BULBS of above.

Send particulars of exact size and lowest price to C, I. BLACKITH
•ND CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.G.

WANTED, strong transplanted APPLE STOCKS,
not less than half an inch in diameter, and free from blieht.
RICHARD SMITH. Nurseryman, Worcester.

Wanted. Standard Apples.
THOMAS METHVEN AND SONS are in WANT of

a quantity of KESWICK CODLIN, LORD SUFFIELD, andHAWTHORNDEN APPLES, Standards. Apply, stating height
and price per 100.

Lcith W^alk Nurseries, Edinburgh.—Nov. 20.

QPECIMEN PLANTS WANTED.—Persons having
^^ large Specimens of the finer kinds of Conservatory Planis for
DISPOSAL, will obhge by sending particulars to the Pine-apple
Nursery Company. JOHN BESTER, Manager.

32, Aiai('a Vale, Edgware Road, \V.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
KEPT in STOCK at

CARTER'S New Seed Warehouse, 837 & 238, High Holborn, London.

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON, Wolcing Nursery,
Surrey. Trade CATAl.UOUE post free. _

tflOR WITTY AND SON'S" CHEAP NURSERY
' ADVERTISEMENT, sec Gardetters' ChronlcU, p it,'e 1447,

November 2.

To the Trade.
QTUART AND CO., Seed Growers, Nice;O St-ED Merchants, s, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, London,
W.C. Wholesale CATALOGUE will be forwarded immediately, or
sent on application.

Transit Airency for Plants. Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO.. late Betham &
• Blachitii, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

Street. London, S.E.— Forwarders to all p.iris ofthc World.

Planting season.

THE PRICED LIST of NURSERY STOCK,
FOREST TREES, SHRURS, HERBACEOUS PLANTS,

and ALPINES, of WM. URHUHART ano SONS, Dundee, may
now be had on application.

NURSERYMEN would oblige by sen din ef their New
Trade CATALOGUES to A. M. C. lONGKINDT-CONlNCK,

Nurseryman, Noordwyk, near Haarlem, Holland.

To Nurserymen.
ENGLISH and CONTi.\l':NTAL NURSERYIWEN

are invited to send iheir l.u<.'st C.\TALOGUE of IIARDV
TREES. EVERGREENS, CONMKERS, and HERBACEOUS
PLANTS, without delay, addressed to

C. S. SARGENT, Esq., Brookline, Boston, U.S. America^

fl^HE COLCHIC LAUREL.—Hardie-st, freest-
JL growing, and brightest of all Laurels. All sizes from i t0 4 feet,

many thousands disposable.
RODGER, MCCLELLAND AND CO., Newry.

pLANT CHESTNUTS, and rival the glorious
-L Avenues of Bushey Park. Fine transplanted Trees, 5 10 6 feet,

45J'. per 1000, or 7s. Gd. per 100. Stout t)AK, 3 to .j feet, si;i. per 1000.
Carriage free to London. Price LIST of other TREliS, &C, on
application to A. C. WILKIN, Tiptree, Kelvedon, Essex.

The Planting Season.
TRANSPLANTED SCOTCH FIR, extra fine, from

2J2 to 4 feet, to be SOLD, a Bargain ; t.he property of a Genllc-
m.in who does not require them for his own ptantmt:.
WILLIAM WUUD AND SON, the Nurseries, Maresficid,

Uckfield, Sussex.

U PECIMEN ENGLISH YEWS. 5 to 6 feet, frequently
kZ? transplanted ; e.ftra strong LARCH and native Highland
SCOTCH FIR. . .

DICKSONS AND CO., Nurserymen, &c., r, Waterloo Place,
Edinbur;;h^

/ lOMMON LAURI!:LS, s to 6 feet, slroni; and bubhy
;

\^' GREEN EUONYMUS. various sizes; LAURUSTINUS,
various sizes, full of bloom, transplanted autumn, 1870. I'rice on
application to

JAMES McRONALD, West Gate Nurseries, Chichester.

TO BE SOLD, a Bargain, Thirty fine AZALEAS,
from 30 inches to 4 feet over, four of which are the old White,

full of hua, and line for forcing ; will make t:rand Exhibition
Plants the following season. Also several fine Plants of ORCHIDS.
DENDROEIUM NOBILE, large Standard and Pyramid BAYS.

J, PRYER, Loam Pit Vale, LcwishamS, S.E.

F OR SALE, a splendid specimen of the Norfolk
Island PINE, ARAUCARIA EXCELSA. Height 13 feet, well

To Fruit, Potato, and Vegetable Growers.

TR. SKINNER AND SONS, Commission Sales-
• MEN, 32, James Street, W.C, and Covent Garden Market,

London. Establisned 40 years.

Home-Grown Seeds,

HAND F. SHARPE'S WHOLESALE CATA-
• LOGUE of AGRICULTURAL and GARDEN SEEDS is

now ready, and may be had on application. It comprises all the best
varieties in cultivation grown this season, from the finest selected
stocks Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

PARIS,
I

SUTIONS' GRASS SEEDS for ALL
1867.

I
SOILS. The PREMIER PRIX SILVER MEDAL

for GARDEN SEEDS, GRASSES, and GRASS SEEDS, was
Awarded to
SUTTON AND SONS, Seedsmen, by Special Appointment, to

It. M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Reading, Berks.

1p B. MATTHEWS, Seed Merchant, Belfast^
l-\j» Exporter of finest Machine-cleaned PERENNIAL and
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS SEEDS dressed by Steam Power, and
Shipped to all parts ofthc world. Samples and prices on application.
These Seeds are suited for best Retail Trade.

The Two Best Peas for the Coming Season.
BUTTONS' EMERALD GEM NEW EARLY

GREEN, BEST OF ALL (McLean).
For prices, illustrations, descriptions, and testimonials, see p. 1580

of this week's Gaidenlrs' Chronicle.
SUTTON AND SONS, the Queen's Seedsmen, Reading.

^EED POTATOS for SALE.— Si.K hundred bagsO German White Polatos, suitable for Seed.
JAMES S. CLARK. A gent, 3, Thomas Sireel^iverpoal.

FOR SALE, 10 Tons of BOVINIA POTATOS,
thoroughly sound, and suitable for Seed.

JOHN MOIR AND SON
, 56, Vi rginia Street. Aberdeen.

Seed Potatos.

HAND F. SHARPE bes to announce that their
• WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS will

be forwarded post free on application. It comprises the best varieties
in cultivation, and prices Avdl be found very moderate.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

'EAKALE, extra strong, for forcing, izs.
' lor. (id., and js. 6d. per 100.

T- OVER, Mitcham Common. Surrey.

6d.,

SEAKALE ROOTS for forcing, very excellent, 8^.
per 100. Cash on delivery,

S.VMUEL ALLAWAY, Earl's Court Farm, Old Brompton, London.

SEAKALE ROOTS, magnificent, extra strong, for
forcing, 121. 6d., lor. 6d., and 7s. 6J. per 100; m.ignificciit

ASPARAGUS KOO I S, extra strong, for forcing, 101. 6i/ per 100.
W. HOOPER, Clapham Junction, S W.
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The Nursery for Hardy Plants.

"OLD" N URSERIES, CHESHUNT.

PAUL AND SON respectfully invite an

inspection and orders for the following fine

Hardy Stock, in splendid movable order :

—

l.-FRUIT TREES.
STANDARDS, with straight 5 to 6 feet stems, and fine

heads.
APPLES, all the leading dessert and culinary sorts, i8.r.

per dozen, £j per 100.

PEARS, PLUMS. CHERRIES, MEDLARS,
QUINCES, 24J. per dozen, £i^ per 100.

"WALNUTS, ID to 12 feet, 30J. per dozen; moved
spring^. 1872, 42 J. per dozen.

X)SFALTERS, cleanly knifed and evenly branched
palmette-trained trees.

PEARS, PLUMS, and CHERRIES, leading kinds, 42J.

to 60J. per dozen, as size of trees.

APPLES, on Crab or Paradise, 30j-. per dozen.
PEACHES, NECTARINES and APRICOTS, fine

trained well ripened trees, 6oj'. per dozen ; Standard
trained or Riders, yj-. 6d, to loi. (yd.

PYRAMIDS—APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS and
CHERRIES, 3-yr., carefully pruned to shape, but in

quarters as worked, i.r. 6d. to is. each, i8i. per
dozen

; 4 and 5-yr., removed and root pruned, extra
fine, 2J". td. to 35. 6d. each, 30J. per dozen ; a few
extra fine Trees, 3J. 6d. to 5^-. each.

GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, clean trees on
neat stems, 45. per dozen.

RASPBERRIES. 3J. to 4^. per doz., i6j. per 100.

STRAWBERRIES, 3?. 6d. to 5^. per 100.
VINES, in pots, a specialty of the establishment.

—

Planting Canes, 5^. ; Fruiting, yj. 61/. each.

Priced LISTS of above on application.

II -ORNAMENTAL TREES.
ACACIAS, in variety ; ACERS. in variety ; AILANTUS,

Ash, in variety ; Alders, Birch, Caragana, in variety

;

Catalpa, Chestnuts, Cherries, in variety
; Elms, in

variety ; Gleditschia, cut-leaved Hornbeam, Judas
Tree, Laburnum, Lime, of sorts ; Oaks, Paulownias,
Planes, Poplars, Pinus, of sorts ; Service, Thorns,
"Willows, in variety ; Sycamores, of sorts.

The above, in some looo varieties, comprise most of the hardy
Ornamental Trees worth plantinfj.

Prices (if selection left to Paul & Son), fine straight
selected Trees, of 100 sorts, 6 to 10 feet, 150J. per 100

;

10 to 12 feet, 180J. to 200^. per 100.

lll.-ORNAIViENTAL EVERGREENS.
AUCUBAS, a very large stock, from i to 3 feet, as sup-

plied for Thames Embankment, from ^2. loj. to ^^15
per 100, according to size.

BOX in variety, i to 4 feet (larger sizes, pruned to Pyra-
mids). 30J. to ^15 per TOO.

BERBERIS, a collectionof 12 varieties, 6j-. to I2J. per doz.

HOLLY, Green and Variegated. —One of the finest stocks
of young Hollies in the kingdom, grown at their High
Beech Nurseries.

HOLLIES, Green, Common, fine healthy Pyramids, ij
to 4 feet, 40J-. to ^10 per 100, according to size.

HOLLIES, Green, choice named and worked kinds, 2 to

7 feet, 24J. to 120J. per dozen.
HOLLIES, Variegated.—Some 20,000 of gold and silver

kinds disposable, 2 to 4 feet, 30j-. to 84J. per dozen.
These are particularly worthy of the attention of Planters.

LAUREL, Common, fine bushy stuif, i^ to 2 feet, 20J.

per 100 ; 2J feet, 30J, per 100
; 3 feet, 40^. per 100

;

3^ to 4 feet, 50J-. per 100
; 4 to 4^ feet, 75J. per 100

;

5 to 6 feet, IOOJ-. per 100; and larger sizes, as
Catalogue.

LAUREL, Portugal, 2 to 6 feet, 9J. to 6o.r., according to
size.

SPRUCE FIRS, 3 to 6 feet, -all fine quartered stuff,

feather to ground, making an immediate effect in

plantations, 40J. to j^io per 100, according to size.

YEWS, Common, x\ to 4 feet, 6i. to 50J. per dozen,
according to size.

IV.-CONIFER£.
ARAUCARIAS.—The healthiest greenest plants to

be met with, 3 to 7 feet, from 55. to 30J. each.
CEDRUS ATLANTICA.—One of tlie finest ornamental

Conifers for wood planting, 25 to 5 ft., ^^5 to ^12 p. 100.
PINUS, of the rarer Mexican kinds, as Devoniana,

Hartwegii, macrophylla, and macrocarpa, fine for
hill planting. See p. 27 of Priced Catalogue.

PICEA NORDMANNIANA and FINSAPO, at suf-
ficiently reasonable prices, for planting in choice
spots in woods.

WELLINGTONIA, 2000 plants, 2 to 9 feet high
;

moved October, 1871, and hence safe to remove.

^^ The above are only specialties of the General
Stock, ofwhich we invite ati inspection.

The Home Nurseries are i mile from Cheshunt
Station on the Great Eastern Railway.

Purchasers of Araucarias, American Plants, Mexican
Pmus, Paul & Son will be happy to meet at their High
Beech Nurseries, 2 miles from Loughton Station on the
Great Eastern Railway.

Prucd Descriptive CA TALOGUE postfree.

PAULr& "son,
THE "OLD" NURSERIES, CHESHUNT.

NEW AND CHOICE POTATOS.

The Literary Feat of the Year in relation to matters Horticultural, is

EICHAED DEAI'S CATALOGUE OE POTATOS,
CAREFULLY CLASSIFIED AND CORRECTLY DESCRIBED, WITH VALUABLE CULTURAL

HINTS, SPECIALLY WRITTEN FOR AMATEUR CULTIVATORS.

First Edition, Price 3;/., Post Free on receipt of Stamps.

ALSO

LIST OF NEW BEDDING PANSIES AND VIOLAS,
OF QUITE DISTINCT TYPES, AND KAKE E.XCELLENCE.

Seed Depot—EALING, LONDON, W. Seed Ground—BEDFONT, HOUNSLOW, W.

Richard Smith,
NURSERYMAN AND SEED MERCHANT,

ROSES.— Standard, Dwarf, and Climbing.

FRUIT TREES of every description.

CREEPERS for Trellises and Walls.

FOREST, SCREEN, and TIMBER TREES.
SHRUBS for GAME COVERTS.
QUICK and other STOCK for HEDGES.

WORCESTER.
CONIFEROUS TREES and SHRUBS.
EVERGREEN
FLOWERING
ORNAMENTAL ,,

AVENUE
GARDEN and FARM SEEDS of all kinds.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES to be had on application.

T. Watts & Son,
SEEDSMEN, &C.,

56, GOLD STREET, and no, BRIDGE STREET, NORTHAMPTON.

From a Pliutugraph by Mcbsrs. W, \\ . Law S. Sons, Northampton.

(ELECTROTYPES 5s. EACH.)

BROCCOLI ''KXCELSIOR."
An early Spring Broccoli, of rare excellence, as hardy as any spring variety, is self-protecting, beautifully white,

large, deep, dense heads, a rich mild flavour, and in season March, April, and May.
Sow latter end of March or beginning of April

;
plant out end of June or early in July, in moderately rich

ground, the more exposed the better, but care should be taken to well drain, and not over-crowd, as many crops of

Broccoli are lost for want of room to mature.
We offer our Broccoli with the fullest confidence that it will prove the most genuine variety ever offered. We

have grown it for Market several years, but have not, until the present year, attempted to raise sufficient Seed to

distribute. For the Gentleman's Gardener it will prove a great acquisition ; to the Cottager a luxury perhaps seldom

enjoyed, and to the Market Gardener a boon. We have the honour to submit the following

TESTIMONIALS.
From Mr. Tillery, Gardener to the Duke of Portland,

Wdbc(k.
"Welbeck, April 29, 1872.

"Dear Sir,—I duly received the hamper on Saturday, containing

three heads of your Excelsior Broccoli. I have seldom seen (jncr

specimens of any kind of Broccoli ; heads large, very compact, white,

and well protected by the leaves. I had one head cooked, and the

flavour was e."<cellent. If your Excelsior is kept true, 1 venture to

predict that it will take the very highest position as a sprmg Broccoli.

—Very truly yours, M. TILJ-tKY.

From Mr. G. Beech, F.R.H.S., Gardener to the Most
Noble the Marquis of Northampton, Castle Ashby.

" Casilc Ashby, April 10, 187?.

"Dear Sirs,—Your Broccoli arc very fine indeed; flowers well pro-

tected, very firm, and beautifully white, three Rood pomts. Not
havinp Rrown, or seen them growing, I am not able to give an opinion

as to us habits or constitution. I should imagine good >" 00th points.

—Yours very truly, " G. BEECH.

From H. Rose, Esq., Her Majesty's Gardener, Windsor.
" Royal Gardens, Windsor, April ti, 1872,

" Gentlemen,— I consider your Broccoli Excelsior a first-rate

variety, large in head, white in colour, well protected, and the llavour
faultless.—I am, gentlemen, yours respectfully, " II. KOSE."

From Mr. R. Gilbert, Gardener to the Marquis of
Exeter, Burghky, Stamford.

" The Kitchen Garden, Burghlcy, April 6, 1873.
" Gentlemen,—Your note and glorious Broccoli to hand. I could write

a chapter on the latter. It is simply magnificent, white as snow, firm as
a bung. During thirty years' experience in Broccoli growing. I have not
seen any other variety so truly beautiful.—Very truly, R. GILBERT."

Frotn Mr. F.Perkins, F.R.H.S., Bedford Road Nurseries,
and "2, Gold Street, Nortluimpton, Aug. 10, 1872.

" Messrs. Watts & Son in the spring of this year regularly supplied
me for my own table with specimens of their Excelsior Broccoli,
which were of unsurpassed quality, and have had every other oppor-
tunity of judging of Its merits. It gives me, therefore, the greatest
satisfaction in recommending it as a first-c'class introduction."

The Northampton Mercury and the Northampton Herald also speak of the Excelsior as a first-rate introduc-

tion, with many other Testimonials.

In sealed packets, 2s, Cd. each. Price to the Trade on application.
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THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST STOCK OF ROSES
IS AT

^VILLIAM PAUL'S.
PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS, N.

PRICED DESCR/PT/VE CATALOGUE FREE BV POST.

The ROSE GARDEN, 3d Edition, 7s. 6d., post free 8s. ) ROSES in POTS, 3d Edition, 2s.

TACSONIA EXONIKNSIS,
NEW HYBRID GREENHOU SE CLIMBER.

R. TTUtch
BEGS TO CALL ATTENTION TO THE ABOVE BEAUTIFUL CLIMBER.

It received a First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticultural Exhibition at Birmingham, and was mentioned in

The Garden as amongst the most remarkable Novelties there exhibited. It is a most distinct cross between the
Tacsonia Van Volxemi and T. mollissima. The tube is at least 2J to 3 inches long, and the flower a beautiful
light magenta, with a purple ring in the centre.

Plauta now ready, at 10a. 6d. each. Plates Post Free for 18 Stamps.
Special quotations to tin; Trade on application.

THE NURSERIES, EXETER.

TO THE TRADE.

T. Thornton
INVITES AN INSPECTION OF HIS IMMENSE STOCK OF WELL-GROWN

FOREST TREES, ORNAIViENTAL, EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS

;

Also FRUIT TREES. VINES. RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, KALMIAS, ROSES, CLEMATISES, &c.

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

N.B.—A Conveyance will meet intending Visitors at either Sunningdale or Farnborough Stations, on an
intimation being sent by Post.

HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES, BAGSHOT, SURREY.

Winter and Spring Flowers, Easy of Culture.

Cakriace FRtt:.

SUTTONS' fresh imported
FLOWER ROOTS, carriage

free.

SUTTONS' CHOICE COLLECTIONS OF BULBS.
For SPRING FLOWERING, Open Ground, $s., los. W., 21s., and

^2s. each.
For SUMMER and AUTUMN, Open Ground, los. 6d., ais., and

42 J. each.
For WINTER and SPRING, Pots and Glasses, loi. 6d,, 21s., and

42*, each.

Cheques and Post Office Orders payable to SunoN & Sons. For
complete Cultural Instructions see SUTTONS' AUTUMN CATA-
LOGUE for 1872, profusely Illustrated, gratis and post free. All goods
value 20J, and upwards carriage free.

SUTTON AND SONS, Royal lierks Seed Establishment, Reading.

Dutch Flower Roots.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that his
• ANNUAL CATALOGUE of DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,

containing a Descriptive List of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Nar-
cissus, &c. ; also a Select List of Fruit Trees, Roses, &c., is now
ready, post free to all applicants.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

New Catalogue of Bulbs, Plants, Fruits, &o.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, containing Select, Mtscriptive, and Priced
Lists of Dutch and other Bulbs, Alpine and Herbaceous Plants,
Hardy Aquatics, Delphiniums, Grape Vines, Fruit Trees, New and
Rare Plants, Miscellaneous Plants, suitable for bedding and decora-
tive purposes, double-flowered Pyrclhrums, Sweet Violets, SiC, is

now published, and will be forwarded to applicants.
Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W,

" An UnrivaUea Collection of Dutcli Bulbs,
At Wholesale Prices, including fine strong clumps of Lilies of the

Valley, for Forcing; Lilium lancifolium (choice; species), ditto
auratum and teslaceum, Amaryllis, Tropeeolums, Gladioli^
Narcissi, Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, &c."

ALFRED LEGERTON, WHOLESALE SEEDSMAN,
5, Aldgate, London, E., begs to intimate to his numerous

Customers and the Trade generally, he has just received a SECOND
CONSIGNMENT of choice Bulbs, as above, and which are remark-
ably fine and large. Early orders are solicited, to secure the best.

CAIALOGUES forwarded upon application.

Post Free to all Applicants.

BS. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT and GENERAL
• CATALOGUE is now ready. It contains a Descriptive List

of beautiful New Plants offered in commerce by him this season for
the first time; also general Priced Lists of Orchids, Ferns, Tree
Ferns, Flowering and Ornamenlal-leaved Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Palms and Cycads, Azaleas. Camellias, Amar>'Ilis, Ericas,
Epacris, Liliums, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and general Collections, of
Soft-wooded and Hardy Plants.

Special prices for specimens Quoted on application.
An inspection of the Collection solicited.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDIs'h and CO. are now
sending out fine Plants of their celebrated strain of CINE-
RARIAS, which are now so well known as to require no
further description.

Collection No. i, consisting of 6 of the very best of all the varieties, 30s.

Collection No. 2, consisting of 12 do., do., 421.
Collection No. 3, consisting of 24 of the best from the general

collection, 63s.

Collection No. 4, consisting of 30 do, , do. , lOM.
Collection No. 5, consisting of 100 do., do., ^3.
Single Plants from 2s. 6d. to 7s. 6d. each.
A descriptive LIST of each collection will be sent post free on

application. Early orders are solicited, as the supply of the best
varieties is limited.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

THE FINEST BROCCOLI IN CULTIVATION,
COOLING'S MATCHLESS.

IN USE FROM END OF FEBRUARY TO APRIL.

GEORGE COOLING, Seedsman, Bath, begs to announce that he has this year succeeded in hafvesting

a fine stock of the above truly magnificent Broccoli, and has great pleasure in offering it to the Trade.

It is medium early, coming into use soon after Snow's Winter White, with very large pure white heads, of

a pyramid shape, very close, and of a delicious flavour. It is a self-protecting variety, the flower being well

covered with leaves—it has been known to stand many degrees of frost without any injury whatever. One of

its most valuable properties is that it gradually turns in, and does not come into use all at once. Upon

moderately rich soil this variety is unequalled for its flavour, size, and beauty.

It was awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society the first time that it was

exhibited in 1870, and has upon two occasions since been shown and Specially Commended.

The following are extracts from the report of the Society's Meeting :—

From the " Journal of Horticulture."

"Mr. Geo. Cooling, of Bath, sent a selected Broccoli, called 'Matchless.'

This is evidently a very superior selection of the old sclf'protecting

Broccoli. The heads were large and white, and the variety was considered

a valuable acquisition, and was awarded a First-class Certificate."

From the " Gardeners' Chronicle."

" FrCfftl Mr, G. Cooling, IS, Broad Street, Bath, came sevefal

specimens of a fine new close hearting Broccoli, named ' Matchless,

to which a First-class Certificate was awarded."

Trade Price on application.

Price Is. 6d. per Packet.
A List of the Firms that have secured a supply will be advertised Very shortly, and agaiil iil January.

GEOEGE COOLING, SEEDSMAN, BATH.
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NE^V AND CHOICK FLOAVER SEEDS.

James Veitch & Sons
HAVE JIUCH PLEASURE IN OFFERING

THE FOLLOWING FIRST-CLASS NOVELTIES,
WHICH THEY CONFIDENTLY RECOMMEND AS BEING OF STERLING MERIT.

CELOSIA
HUTTONIl.
This very beauti-

ful plant was in-

troduced by us,

through our collec-

tor, the late Mr.

Mutton, after whom
we have named it.

It is of compact

pyramidal forni

and bushy habit,

profusely branched,

each leading bran ch

being tipped with a

small spike of Ijright

crimson flowers.

In colour the

plant resembles the

well-known Iresine

Lindenii, the upper

surface of the leaf

being of a deep

claret colour, while

the under side is

of a bright crimson

shade. It grows to a

height of li to 2 ft.,

by about il ft. in

diameter, the leaves

measuring 3 to

4 inches long by

j to 1. 1 inch wide at

the broadest part.

GILIA ACHILL/EFOLIA MAJOR.
This fine variety (the true Gilia achillasfolia, to which

we have added the termination major to distinguish it from

the sort already offered under that name) was collected by

W. Robinson, Esq., in California. It is greatly superior to

and distinct from the old sort in habit, foliage, and size

of bloom. The plant is of erect and branching growth,

and attains a height of from 2 to 2| feet. The leaf is

very light and elegant, deeply cut and serrated. The

flowers, which are quite three or four times the size of the

old sort, are of a uniform fine bright cobalt-blue shade,

and being mounted on strong stiff stems, are exceedingly

useful as cut blooms. It is figured in the Botanical

Alaqazine of 1871, plate 5939, where Dr. Hooker says :

—

"As a species it comes near to A. capitata, having the

same Scabious-like habit, but this is a much handsomer

plant, with brighter blue flowers of a larger size, and col-

lected into perfectly spherical heads. It must not be con-

founded with the plant figured under the same name.

Tab. 3440 of this work, which is a totally different

species." it. 6d. per packet.

ARUNDO CONSPICUA.
We are again enabled to offer a supply of this valuable

ornamental Grass. It is very similar in habit to the well-

known Pampas Grass (Gynerium argenteum), but bloom-
ing about two months earlier than that variety, and last-

ing much longer in beauty. Per packet, is.

PRIMULA JAPONICA.
Our own saving. is. CJ. and zs. 6cl. per packet,

^^=^^

As a Bedding or

Sub-tropical Plant

it will take a high

rank, from its fine

habit and rich and

effective colouring.

Although gener-

ally treated as a

half-hardy annual,

plants which have

been bedded out

during the summer
retain their fine

bright colour till

late in the autumn,

a bed of it being

now (Oct. 29) in

full beauty at our

Chelsea Nursery

having withstood

the late severe

frosts without any

protection.

Plants propa-

gated by cuttings

taken off in early

summer, make
splendid objects

for greenhouse de-

coration during the

winter months.

CELOSIA HUTTONIl.

ls.6d. & 2s, 6d.

per packet.

GILIA ACI-nLL.'EFOLIA MAJOR.

AMARANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS.
This remarkably beautiful annual was introduced by

us from the Philippine Islands, through the late Mr. J. G.

Veitch, and we class it as one of his best introductions,

and by far the finest Amaranthus ever offered to the

public.

The plant is of pyramidal form, attaining a height of

from 2h to 3 feet, branching close to the ground, the

lower branches being from 12 to 15 inches in length, and
extending in a horizontal position.

The leaves, which are beautifully undulated, vary in

the earlier stages of growth from a green to a bronzy

green shade, and are from 5 to 7 inches in length, by

about a quarter of an inch in width. As the plants get

stronger, the leaves at the ends of all the principal

branches assume a bright orange-red colour, and become
more elongated, generally being from 10 to 15 inches in

length, forming magnificent bright-coloured plumes,

and giving the plant a most elegant and picturesque

appearance.

From its extremely graceful habit and rich colours, this

plant produces a striking effect when planted in large

beds or masses ; it also forms a very handsome object as

a single specimen for the centre of a vase or small bed,

and is invaluable as a pot plant for autumn greenhouse

decoration.

It has been exhibited by us in Hamburgh, London,

Edinburgh, and Brighton, and has invariably received

First-class awards; it cannot be too highly recommended.

IS. and 2s. Od. per packet.

Price to the Trade on application.

EOYAL EXOTIC NUESEEY, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W,
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NEW PLUMS.

r^.

DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

James Carter & Co. have much pleasure

in introducing the New Pkmis raised by

Mr. Dry, of Hayes, Middlesex ;
—

DUKE OF EDINBURGH (see Illustration.)—
Fruit larjje, round ish-obovate, with a shallow suture ; outline very

regular and smooth; skin thin; colour light purplish, with an
exceedingly dense coating of light bluish bloom; flesh reddish

yellow, thick, juicj', and moderately rich, parting freely from the

stone; a very prolific bearer, and good for culinary purposes.

First-class Certificate Royal Horticultural Society.

Maidens, 51, each.

DRY'S SEEDLING.—Fruit large or above
medium size, roundish oval, marked with a very slight suture,

skin reddish purple, covered with a thin bloom, slightly marbled

when fully ripe, stalk long and stout ; flesh dull greenish yellow or

orange, firm yet melting and juicy, parting freely from the stone ;

it is of delicious flavour, and wilt make an excellent early dessert

variety. "The fruit is oval, of light purple colour, fine in size,

remarkably good in flavour, and early : it was shown at one of the

meetings held last year, and was then considered by the Committee

to possess considerable merit, and its qualities having been again

tested on this occasion, it was duly honoured with a First-class

Certificate."

Standards, Jj. ; PjTamids, 3s. 6d. ; Dwarf-trained, i year, 5s.

;

Maidens, 2s. 6d. each. The usual discount to the Trade,

GRAPE VINES of the leading kinds: well
ripened fruiting canes. los. 6i. to 12s. 6d. each ; strong planting

canes, 5s. to ys. 6d. each.

STRAWBERRIES, runners, in or out of pots,

of a large collection of leading kinds. For names and prices, sec

our " Autumn Catalogue."

CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS, well set with
buds, 2S. 6d., 3s. 6d., and 51. each.

CYCLAMEN CILICICUM (new),

ss. 6d., 31. 6d., and y. each.

AN^CTOCHILUS ORTGIESII (new),

211. each. Special Prices for quamilies to tlie Trade on appiication.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,

237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Pelargoniums for the Million.
TAMES HOLDER'S unrivalled COLLECTION is

(> IN BLOOM from FEbltUARY iinlil SKPTEMllER. Slroiii;

riants, now ready, at llie following low prices for casli .—lOO choice
distinct sorts, 50s. ; 50 sorts, los. ; 25 sorts, 20J. Hamper and pacliatje

inciifJed. Crown 'N 11 rsiry. Rc.i.li..|;.

Siieclalty In Hardy Japanese Lilies, OrcUldB, &c.
MKSSKS. TEUrsCHliL and CO., Colt:liester,

Agents for Messrs. KUAMKR A.Mi CV , Si;i:DS.Mt:N and
Nt'KSi:B\M]:N, Yoliohama, Japan.
CATAl.flGUK includes several NEW LILIES, rVl'RirEnUIM

TAI'ONICUM, rLATvVNTllER.V, CtlOL OKCillDS, AERIDES
JAPONICUM, &c

Pretty Flowers In Winter and Spring.

CARTER'S
COLLECTIONS OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
AND OTHER FLOWERING BULBS,

Are now ready for delivery. Carriage free. The

cheapest and most effective means of securing a good

display. Per Collection :- -

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS for Indoor
Culture, los. 6d., sis., 42s , 631., and 84s,

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS for Outcloor

Culture, 10s. 6d., 21s., 42s., 63s,, and 81s.

CARTER'S COLLECTIONS for In and Out-
door Culture, 15J., 30J., 42S-, 635-1 and 84J.

Catalogues gratis and post free.

JAMES CARTER and CO.,
Seedsmen to H M. the Queen, and H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,

237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

American-grown Tuberoses, &c.
DOUBLE TUBKROSE BULBS, very Hnest quality,

own crowlh, £7 per 1000.

FRANKLINIA PUUESCENS, a beautiful but rare American shrub,
2 to 3 feet, £\ per dozen. Cy per 100.

No charcc for buxcs and packintr in best manner.
D.C,JOHN SAUL, \Vabhiii;4toi US. America.

Spring Flowers.
POLYANTHUS, Red and White. DAISIES.

I-ORCKT-ME-NOTS. I'ANSIES, D.irk WALLFLOWERS,
AURICULAS, and SWEKT WILLI AMS, can be supplied in any
quantity. Also CINERARIAS, I'RIMULAS. and MIONONETTE,
in blooming pots ; tine stronf; siulT, very moderate. Now Is the best

season to plant RASPRERRY CANES and CURRANT TREES.
Special offers to the Trade. Prices on application to

R. AND K. ALLUM, Nurscrj'men, &'C., Tamworth^

Chrysanthemums, ChrysantliemumB.
ADAM FOKSVlll begs to inform his Friends and

the Public, that his GREAT COLLECTION of CHRY-
SANTHEMUMS, including several Seedlings and other Novelties,
may now be seen any day, Sundays excepted.
A. E.'s Collection is acknowledged by the Press to be the best in

the country. A visit is respectfully solicited.

lirunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

GRAPES the FIRST YEAR.—The finest Canes in
the kingdom, grown and ripened without firc-heat, ready for

fruiting. LIST and prices post free.

RANSLEY TANTON. F. R. H. S. . the Nurseries. Epsom.

GRAPES, GRAPES.—The secret of Grape growing
is pulverii=;ed Bone.

v"do } ^^- ^''- ^" bushel.
I

\\^lf^ } 7s. per bushel.

Bag included.
Price per ton much less. Delivered at .nny Railway Station in London.
RANSLEY TANTON, Seed and Manure Warehouses, Uorough

End, London Bridge, S.E.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE, suitable for liritain. giving size, price, popular

and botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,

growth, limber, use in arts, native country and size there, situation,

soil, and other information, with Copious Index of their Synonyms.
Free bv post lor six stamps.
RlCrtARD SMITH. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

WM. KNIGHT solicits the attention of the Nobility.
Gentry, and the Trade generally to his magnificent N URSERY

STOCK, which consists of the finest Conifers, Evergreen and
Flowering Shtubs. Ornamental and Forest Trees; Pyramid. Stand-ird,

and Trained Fruit Trees ; Standard and Dwarf Roses ; all of which
are in the healthiest condition, and would move safely. CATALOGUES
free. Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.
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was, a diininishintj one, but that was no ansutr
to a complaint of this sort, if it was established

that a substanti.il evil did exist at tlie time when
the complaint was made. The Master was also

of opinion that the plaintiff had succeeded in

showing that the fnmes emitted from the retort-

house were most injurious to the plants and
flowers in the gardens. Nearly every witness

had spoken to this effect, and he was constrained

to take this view, notwithstanding some evidence

that the. smoke was no worse than common
smoke. The objection that the plaintiff was a
shareholder in the Company his lordship held to

be untenable. It was of vast importance, he

said, to the numerous class of Londoners wlio

came down in the summer months to rusticate

at Lea Bridge, that the purity of the air and water

should be maintained. Accordingly an injunction

was awarded, restraining the defendant Company
from fouling the wells, and from manufacturing

gas so as to injuriously affect the plaintif'f or his

tenants, or the flowers, fruit and vegetables

growing in their gardens ; but the injunctii n

was not to be enforced before April i, iJ)/3,

in order to enable the Company to take meas.n-LS

for abating the nuisance. The Company was
mulcted in the costs of the suit.

AT p. 1322 of our last volume, the question of

the antagonism of Gardens AND Gas\vork.s

was made the subject of comment, and the par-

ticular case of the Lea Bridge Gaslight Company,
whose proceedings were then undergoing inquiry

in the Rolls' Court, was briefly adverted to, as an

illustrative example. This suit has recently

come on for trial. The case of Mr. Hendrie, the

aggrieved party, who is the owner of a number
of little plots of garden ground close to the station

at Lea Bridge—and with the appearance of which

and of the curious structures thereon every one

travelling on the Cambridge line of railway must

be familiar—was supported by Mr. SoUTHGATE,
O.C, Mr. LiNDLEY, O.C, and Mr. Owen ; while

the Company was represented by Sir R. Bag-
GALLAY, O.C, Mr. HAWKIN.S, O.C, and Mr.

Speed. The object of the suit was to restrain

the nuisance alleged to be occasioned by the

Lea Bridge Company's gasworks. The fouling of

the wells on the property (about 6 acres in extent)

by the soakage of gas refuse from the gasworks,

was one source of complaint ; and another was

the damage resulting from the fumes emitted

from the retort-house while the manufacture of

gas was going on. Mr. Hendrie alleged that

many of his tenants had either given notice to

quit, or threatened to do so in consequence of the

nuisance, and that his property was depreciated

thereby. The Company, while admitting that a

sort of gas refuse called "blue billy" had been

buried by their predecessors in title near the

plaintiff's property, and had fouled the wells to

some extent, nevertheless contended, that this

evil would wear out in process of time, seeing

that no " blue billy " had been or would be buried

during their ownership, and that the injury to

vegetation ascribed to the fumes from the retort-

house was trivial. They also took the objection

that plaintiff was debarred by acquiescence from

suing, seeing that he had taken shares in the

Company since the litigation began.

The Master of the Rolls, in giving judg-

ment, said he was satisfied that the wells on the

plaintiffs property were fouled with ammoniacal

liquor which had oozed through the soil from the

gas refuse buried in it by some former owner of

the gasworks. The evil might be, and probably

One of the most useful functions fulfilled by
the Royal Horticultural Society is the establish-

ment of TRfALS of Ff.ORf.ST.S' FLOWERS, VEOE-
TAliLES, &c., at Chiswick. Not only is it a great

advantage to horticulturists to have such trials

carried on by competent and disinterested

authoritj', but it acts as a wholesome check to

that needless multiplication of so-called new and
relatively worthless varieties which the keenness

of commercial competition entails. Moreover,

and this is perhaps of greater importance, it

gives some security against the application of

different names to the same thing. This terrible

business of synonymy is one of the greatest

obstacles to the progress of scientific botany, but

its consequences there are generally harmless ti

the personal interests of individuals, and are felt

by a comparatively small number of persons.

Moreover, they are provided for by special regu-

lations, well understood by proficients. It is far

otherwise when venal interests are concerned.

The appUcation of different names to the same
thing, when not accidental or provisional, as it

very often may be, exposes those who practise

it wilfully to the severest reprobation.

The decisions of the Fruit Committee, and the

trials at the Chiswick Gardens under the

sanction of the Royal Horticultural Society, to

which we have alluded, form the best safeguard

for the public. Now, if the reports of these

trials be delayed a day longer than is absolutely

essential, their value is very seriously impaired.

Take, for instance, the case of Peas. Every year

we hear of new varieties for which some special

excellence is claimed by the merchants, backed

up by numerous testimonials. They may justify

all that is said of them, or they may not. They
may be valuable novelties, or they may be old

friends with new names, and the only means of

testing this is by means of the authoritative

trials we have already referred to. It is the

business of the horticultural press to note the

appearance of novelties, but sedulously to avoid

committing itself to any expression of opinion

till a trustworthy trial has taken place.

If such trial, or the report of that trial, be

deferred, a season or, it may be, more is lost.

Meanwhile, new candidates for notice make
their appearance, and the evil we have men-

tioned becomes each year augmented. The
valuable Report on Garden Peas given in recent

numbers of the Journal of HortiiuUiae lays no

claim to be considered as the authoritative

report of the Society. It is necessary to mention

this, as a contrary impression prevails. Mis-

apprehension has also arisen from readers

having supposed that the report in question

applies only to the Peas tried this year at

Chiswick. For instance, we are assured on

excellent authority that the Pea called Danecroft

Rival was not grown at Chiswick this year, and

therefore any comparisons made between it and

other varieties must be based on recollection

only.

The light in which the general public look on

these questions of nomenclature may be judged

from the appended quotation from our facetious

friend. Punch

:

—
" No Gardener as yet. No Pony, no Pig, in fact, at

present, nothing under the letter P. Happening to pass

a Nurseryman's within three miles of the Noolc, it occurs

to me that I might hire a Gardener fiom this establish-
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ment. It chances that Mr. Gutch, the head man, is on
the spot, at tea. I tell him that I want some Gardener

—

which sounds, after saying it. as if I'd gone to a grocer's

and asked for some currants, and I seem naturally to

expect the reply, ' Some Gardener? Yes ; how much ?'

—

But Mr. Gutch doesn't take this view of it. He only

eyes two Geraniums in pots, and rubs his unshaved chin

with his right hand meditatively. Presently, he observes

that he supposes I want some men to put my garden in

order. I reply to this 'Yes,' and really it suddenly

appears to me that I've been making quite a fuss about

nothing. Mr. Gutch, still rubbing his chin, and consult.

ing the wishes of the two Geraniums—he evidently under-

stands the language of flowers—wishes to know what
sized garden mine maybe? I am tempted, I own it, to

magnify this to GUTCH by mentioning the acreage of the

entire estate. I do not, however, and limit my reply to

about two acres, whereupon Mr. GuTCH thinks that it

would be better if his foreman came over to see it.

Agreed. To-morrow. Time fixed. Business done.

Exit myself. Gutch takes up the two Geraniums fondly

and carries them off with him to tea. End of scene

between me and the Nursery Gardener.
"On returning to Nook I find a packet containing two

books, and a sort of invoice from Englemore :

—

" 'Here you are : Two books, "The Flower Garden, and How
to Flower it ; " "The Kitchen Garden, and how to Kitchen it."

Also Bungay's List : Major Seeds and how to sow him. I know
an Amateur farmer and stockbroker all in one. Bulls on change,

Cows in the country. Introduce him ! Wire back to

'Your Little
' ENGLEHrORE.'

"Will dive into the books on my return. Bungay's
List looks attractive on the outside, there being a coat-of-

arms— Bungay's perhaps—and the pictures ot two Exhi-

bition medals, gained by Bungay for Turnips, or some-
thing in that line.

"I notice at a cursory and superficial glance that the

List is illustrated, and that Bungay has treated his

plants and vegetables as if they were his children, giving

them all his name. For instance, under the letter A. (for

Bungay goes in on my plan, I am glad to see, of alpha-

betical order, which, as he is a great professional Gar-

dener, and I'm only beginning, is flattering to my in-

stincts), he begins with

—

Asparagus. Bungay's Improved Purple-topped (Prize, iS6o).

The Bungay.
The Ornamental Bungay's Own.
The Improved Wanderer (Bungay).

Bungay's Giant Egyptian Blue.

Bungay's Miniature Turnip.
King of the Bungays (Prize, 1862,

Bungay's Chinese Hybrid.
Bungay's Mammoth Snowball.
The Hero (Bungay),
Quooly Snu, Bungay's Milky Chinese.
Swiss Bungay's Early Scarlet.

Bungay's Incomparable Nosebag.
Bungay's Prolific Climax (Prize, 1861. London).

great subjects, evidently beggaring verbal

description, require pictorial explanation, as I notice is the

case with Bungay s Speckled Negro, which occupies a
whole page, representing Beans all a-growing and a-blow-

ing. Then the Purple-podded Wonder (some relation, I

fancy, to the A'if^rt? just mentioned) is described, under a
picture of itself, as ' a very heavy cropper.'

''Happy Thought.—Mem. forthe hunting-field. Instead
of saying to a fellow who has come head first over a nasty
place, 'You've come [a very heavy cropper, " a man with
a taste for gardening would say, ' Hallo ! You've come
quite a Purple-podded Wonder, eh ?

'

"Bungay's Champion, next described on his list, is, odd
to say, a Runner. Sounds more like a Coward than a
Champion. Bungay is a man of e.xuberant fancy, and
you might almost imagine he'd compiled his list as a
Christmas book for children, so full is it of Heroes (Peas),

Champions [Broccoli), Dwarfs (Parsnips), Giants (Cucum-
bers), Mammoths (Turnips), Kings (of Potatos), Queens

iof
Marrows), Princes (of Spanish Onions), Princesses

Beet), Emperors (Leeks), Golden Globes (Tomatos), the
Niagara Squash Pumpkins for Cinderella, Romantic
Russian (Radish), and Long-Podded Negros.
"Happy Thought.—Write a Vegetable Christmas Fairy

Book for Vegetarian Children.
"Among the Flowers, I have, I see, a surprising

choice. Here's the IVarscewiczii (imcommonly like the
wicc zvcj-sy), the Aquilcgia Caiyophylloides, the Chanie-
pena diacantha, known in English as ' Bungay's Fishbone
Thistle'), ihe Major Convolvulus, which reminds me of
Englemohe, who would, however, have probably called
it ' Colonel ;

' and, finally, as I haven't time at present
to note any others, the Hcrachum gigantcum, or ' Bun-
gay's Cow Parsnip,' 'elective' (he adds, in italics) ' /;/

shrubberies.' I should think so. Rather. A strange
creature, which is something between a Cow and
Parsnip, would be effective in a shrubbery : and a jolly

mess he'd make of it. Which part of it would be a Cow,
and which Parsnip? Important question, on account of
the milk."

Beans.

Beet.

Broccoli.
CucuniuER.

Cabbage.

Birmingham).

' Some

be empowered to open the motto-paper of such essays,

not obtaining the prize, as he may think likely to be use-

ful for the Society's objects, with a view of consulting the
writer confidentially as to his willingness to place such
paper at the disposal of the Journal Committee.

"The copyright of all essays gaining prizes shall belong
to the Society, who shall accordingly have the power to
publish the whole or any part of such essays ; and other
essays will be returned on the application of the writers

;

but the Society do not make themselves responsible for

their loss.
'

' The judges are not bound to award a prize unless they
consider one of the essays deserving of it.

"In all reports of experiments the expenses shall be
accurately detailed.

" The imperial weights and measures only are those by
which calculations are to be made.

" No prize shall be given for an essay which has been
already in print.

" Prizes may be taken in money or plate, at the option
of the successful candidate.

" All essays must be addressed to the Secretary, at the
house of the Society.

" Every essay must be written in the English language,
or must be accompanied by an English translation, and
must be sent in so as to arrive at the Society's House,
12, Hanover Square, on or before May i, 1873."

Incidentally we may mention that the oflTer of Lord
Cathcart has caused a demand on the back numbers
of the Gardeners'' Chronicle which it is not in all cases

easy to meet. The first of the above regulations
requires the result of original investigation to be given,

and not a mere rechauffe^ of former observations. The
history of the resting spores demands fuller investiga-

tion than it has yet had. Till the natural history of the
disease is thoroughly well known, all attempts to find

a remedy must be of the hit-or-miss nature, with a
particular tendency to the latter.

At the last exhibition of the Brightoti and
Sussex Horticultural Society, in September last,

Mr. Voice, horticultural builder, Handcross, Sussex,
exhibited, for the first time, a Garden Frame of
novel consti-uction, of which the following (fig. 331)
is an illustration. The novelty in this frame is the
manner in which the miniature roof is raised to aflTord

The Birmingham Local Committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society met last Thursday (21st

inst.) to wind up its aflairs. The first business was the

consideration of the treasurer's account, which, having
been duly audited and found correct, was received and
ordered to be entered on the minutes. Then followed
votes of thanks to those who had been mainly instru-

mental in bringing about the success of the show. The
votes were numerous, we therefore make the following

selection :—To the Right Hon. the Earl of Bradford,
the President ; Mr. John Lowe, the treasurer ; Mr,
E. W. Badger, the hon. sec. \ Mr. B. A. Hallam,
hon. sec. of the implement department ; the sub-com-
mittees, the judges of boilers, horticultural buildings,

implements, &c., and Mr. Benjamin Harlow,
Macclesfield, for supplying, free of charge, 1000 feet of
hot-water pipes for the boiler trials. The committee
was then dissolved. The following is a copy of the

treasurer's account :

—

Local Treasurer's Account,

Dr. Receipts. £ s. d.

To Birmingham Rose Show 127 16 9
,, Subscribers' tickets .. .. .. .. .. 2507 o 6

Railway companies for admission to passengers 36 7

^
Money taken at gates

Special Prize Fund :

—

To Birmingham Rose Show
,

Donations

,
Bank for interest on this fund

2429 3 6

£5100 7 :o

;£i27 16

924 16

5 10

Bank for interest on general account

Faulkner, lavatory department
Sundries, per secretary

Implement, &c., Department
Less amount paid to Mr. Unite for

shedding ..

1058 3

9 19

Messrs. J. Carter& Co., for advertising on cover

of schedule

^16328 6 8

tiG. 331.—VOICES PATENT GARDEN FRAME.

ventilation ; this, as will be seen from the cut, being
effected by means of the winch and cogwheel in the
centre. When open as shown, should the wind or
rain beat on to the plants, that side may be instantly
closed down and the other opened by simply pressing
the open side down with the hand. Amateurs, we
believe, have tried it largely ; and there can be no doubt
of the great assistance which this and all other of the
handy contrivances in this way must be to dabblers in

gardening. It looks to be just the thing for a small
collection of choice Auriculas.

Cr. Payments. £ s.

By laying-out exhibition ground, labour, &c. . . 507 10

,, Restoration of exhibition ground 200 o
„Hireoftents 4^5 ^

,, Prizes.. ;Ci304 7 o

,, „ Medals 105 9 o
1409 16

,, fudges' fees 119 M
,, Music =49 o

„ Printing and stationery 208 5

,, Advertising =53 9
„ Bill posting 47 ^

„ Postages 65 '4

„ Metropolitan and county police 122 18

,, Expenses—Collecting Special Prize Fund, saleof

tickets, &c.

„ Gatekeepers, &c. -. •
„ Travelling expenses, lodging, board, &c., of

Society's staff at Birmingham, &c
„ Expenses of luncheon, exhibitors' breakfasts, re-

freshments for volunteers and police, judges'

luncheons, &c
,, Carriage of goods from London, parcels, &c. .

.

„ Sundry incidentals

„ Profit—One moiety paid to Royal
Horticultural Society . . £104,0 5 9^

„ ,, One moiety paid to Mr.
H. G. Quilter .. .. 1040 5 9^

d.

191 4
39 10

116

147 7
18 II

65 4

We have received numerous inquiries respect-
ing Earl Cathcart's Prize for the best essay on the
Potato disease and its prevention. The following
regulations, issued by the Royal Agricultural Society,
form the most fitting reply to these inquiries :

—

"All information contained in prize essays shall be
founded on experience or observation, and not on simple
reference to books or other writings.

"Drawings, specimens, or models, drawn or constructed
to a stated scale, shall accompany writings requiring

"All competitors shall enclose their names and addresses
in a cover, on which only their motto, and the subiect of
their essay, shall be written.
"The President or Chairman of the Council, for the

time bemg, shall open the cover on which the motto
designating the essay to which the prize has been awarded
is written and shall declare the name of the author. and the Right Hon. the Earl of Derby has kindly

Ihe Chairman of the Journal Committee shall alone ' consented to preside.

"We seldom see in pleasure grounds the
Andromeda arborea (sometimes called Lyonia
arborea), and yet it is one of the prettiest of deciduous
trees of moderate growth, and when in blossom it forms
an object of singular elegance. The tree is somewhat
erect in its habit of growth, and is clothed with largish

oblong serrated leaves, which have an acid flavour,

whence it has been called the Sorrel-tree. But its chief
interest is to be found in its flowers, which are so much
like the bells of the Lily of the Valley in outward
aspect, tliat the branched panicles might almost be
imagined to be made up of a loose cluster of Lily
spikes. The resemblance of the horizontal one-sided
racemes is, indeed, so striking, that the name of Lily-
of-the-Valley Tree might not inappropriately be applied
to the species, the more so as it inhabits the valleys of
the Alleghanies. This is one of the choice, old-
fashioned, neglected plants one meets with in such
collections as that at the Knap Hill Nursery.

We hear that very satisfactory progress is being
made with the International Fruit, Vegetable,
and Flower Show to be held in Manchester in the
first week in September next. The exhibition will be
held in the Botanical Gardens, Stretford, and the
Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society con-
tributes /400 towards the expenses. The committee
appointed at the meeting held on the Sth of last month
in the Town Hall feel certain that they will be able to
raise ;^ 1000 additional in subscriptions. On the first

evening of the exhibition a public dinner will be held

2080 II 7

;£6328 6 8

John Lowe, Hon. Treasurer.

November 15, 1872.—Examined and compared with vouchers,

and found correct.

Tames Richards, Assistant Secretary R.H.S.
Edward W. Badger, Hon. Sec. Local Committee.
Howard C. Parkes, Public Accountant.

Mr. Peacock, of Sudbury House, Hammer-
smith, London, W., has issued the following circular :

—

"20,000 surplus Cacti, Agaves, and succulent plants,

duplicates of which have been exhibited and taken prizes

at the Royal Horticultural Gardens, South Kensington

;

Botanical Gardens, Regent's Park ; Birmingham Prize

Show, Crystal Palace, &c. Ladies and gentlemen inter-

ested in bazaars, fancy fairs, or other charitable and bene-
volent institutions, can be supphed gratis with a case
containing 50 plants, in neat pots, correctly and botanically

named, to be sold for the benefit of the said object, and
proceeds handed over as a gift from the undersigned.
They will be delivered free to any part of London, or any
railway station in the metropolis."

We have received the following letter from
Messrs. Carter & Co., with reference to their

Challenge Cup. It will be seen that with much
public spirit they offer a second handsome cup for

competition next year among vegetable growers, and
leave the precise conditions to be settled by gardeners

themselves :

—

Considerable discussion arose during the past summer
amongst gardeners as to the supposed or real advantages
that accrued to competitors residing in the southern
counties, and other milder districts of the country, as
compared with those enjoyed by our northern friends

; and
to meet this dissatisfaction we now propose (with the

sanction ot the Royal Horticultural Society) to supplement
their already liberal schedule with another fifty guinea
cup, to be competed for under the conditions that regu-

late the existing cup. The dithculty. however, is to say
where the line shall be drawn to suit general opinion, and
we desire to leave the question in the hands of gardeners
generally, and any general conclusion that may be arrived

at we shall be pleased to adopt. J. Carter b' Co."

The Athenmitn tells us that the Government of

Colombia, or New Grenada, has extended for five

years the Grant to Mr, Josfe Triana to enable him
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to publish in London, in Spanish, La Flora Colom-

biana, and the Botanical Geography of Colombia.

In the Paris Gardens many Succulent
Plants have proved to be much more hardy than was
generally supposed. Thus, during the winter of 1S70,

in a greenhouse where, from want of fuel, the tempera-

ture often fell to Io.J° F., Agave mitrceformis, micrantha,

Salmiana, and Jacobiana did not at all suffer ; while

Agave Celsiana and americana were but slightly injured.

Again, Fourcroya tuberosa and F. Bedingliausii

(Roezlia regia, Hort. ) did not sutler ; but F. gigantea,

standing by their side, was sensibly damaged. Many
of the Cactacea;, of divers genera, took no hurt,

especially the rare Echinopsis MonviUei.

Concerning the State of the Weather
during the week ending November 16, Mr. Glaisiier
writes :—In the vicinity of London the reading of the

barometer, at sea level, at the beginning of the week
was about 29. 7 inches. The values increased gene-
rally till the evening of the 1 2th, when 30. i inches

was registered ; a decrease then occurred which reached
its minimum (about 29.7 inches) by noon on the 14th

;

an increase to about 30 inches by the morning of the

1 5th then took place, which was followed by a decided
fall to 29.5 inches by noon of the i6th. The reading
at the end of the week was 29.6 inches. The mean
value for the week was about 29.7 inches. The
highest temperatures by day varied between 464° on
the I2th, and 40^° on the 14th ; the lowest by night

were generally about 34°. The daily ranges of tem-
perature were small, the greatest being 1

1

}{" on the
12th, and the least but 4.5° on the i6th. The mean
daily temperatures were all below the average, their

departures being as follows?— loth, 5°.4 ; iilh, 5°. 2 ;

I2th, 4°.5; 13th, 6°.9 ; 14th, e-.S; 15th, 5°.i; i6th,

5". 3- The direction of the wind was generally
northerly and north-easterly, though changing occa-
sionally to N.N.W. and S.W. The pressures were
moderate, but during gusts on the loth and 15th as

much as 164 lb. and I2| lb. on the square foot were
respectively recorded. The weather was very cloudy
throughout, and on the last three days almost entirely

overcast. Mist and fog were at times prevalent, the
latter especially so on the afternoon of the l6th. Rain
fell on every day of the week, the total amount
measured being nine-tenths of an inch. Snow fell

about 9 P.M. on the 15th. Owing to the unpropitious
s.ateofthe weather, very few of the usual November
mtteors were seen. Except the period comprised
between November 6 and 9, rain has fallen on almost
every day since October 16.

In England the highest temperatures by day ranged
from 5ii° at Bradford to 443° at Wolverhampton,
with a general average over the country of 47.^°. The
lowest temperatures at night varied between 34" at

Leeds and Newcastle-on-Tyne, and 2SJ' at Portsmouth,
the general average being 32.J°. The greatest range of

temperature in the week was 205° at Portsmouth, and
the least was 12° at Sheffield and Manchester respec-

tively. The average of all the mean highest tempera-
tures was 44' nearly, and of all the lowest 34^°. The
highest mean daily temperature was 40" at Leeds,
and the lowest 37° at Wolverhampton, the mean
temperature for the week over the country being

39J'. The weather throughout the week was rainy,

foggy, and cold over the whole country. At
Birmingham and Wolverhampton a little snow fell

on the loth, and at Norwich hail and sleet on
the 13th and 14th. Rain fell on every day at

Blackheath, Birmingham, Nottingham, Sheffield,

Leeds, and Hull, and at other places more or less con-

tinuously. The amounts collected were in excess of

2 inches at Hull and Newcastle-on-Tyne, and of i inch
at Norwich and Leeds, the average over the country
being nearly i inch.

In Scotland the highest temperatures by day varied

between 504*^ at Paisley and 43° at Dundee, and the

lowest at night between 33!° at Leith and 30° at

Paisley and Perth, their respective averages being 454**

and 32° nearly. The highest mean daily temperature
was 39° nearly at Leith, and the lowest 36.4°, at

Perth and Edinburgh, the general average over the

country being 374". The average rainfall was little

more than eight-tenths of an inch, and varied from
Ij inch at Aberdeen and Edinburgh to two-hundredths
of an inch at Glasgow.

At Dublin the highest temperature was 474*, the

lowest 32°, the mean 37|°, and the rainfall half an
inch.

New Garden Plants.
ACROSTICHUM (Elaphoglossum) Prestoni, Baker,

n. sp.

Paleis caudicis parvis lanceolatis brunneis membranaccis ; stipiti-

bus elongatis contiguis paleis firmis linearibus patentibus

nigrescentibus dense crinitis ; frondibiis sterilibus magnis lan-

ceolato-ligulatis membranaccis prater costam paleis eis stipitis

conformiljus praisertim ad faciem inferiorem crinitis nudis,

apice et basi sub-deltoideis, margine paleis minutis lanceolatis

ascendentibus dense imbricatis decoratis : venis sub-patentibus

leviter arcuato-ascendentibus : frondibus fertilibus multo
minoribus stipitibus longioribus.

A native of the neighbourhood of Rio Janeiro, dis-

covered by the indefatigable Dr. Glaziou, curator of

the Imperial Botanic Garden, to whose researches in

the vicinity of the Brazilian capital during the last few

years we owe a large number of interesting novelties,

both in Ferns and flowering plants, communicated

liberally, both in a living and dried state, to European

gardens and herbaria. The present description is

taken partly from Dr. Glaziou's dried. specimens, .and

partly from a living plant brought from Rio this autumn
to the Kew collection by the Rev. T. A. Preston, of

Marlborough College, whose persevering and successful

efforts to promote the study of natural liistory amongst

his pupils I have wished to help to keep in remem-
brance by naming the plant after him.

Caudex woody, sub.erect, densely clothed with pale

brown membranous lanceolate acuminate scales 4

—

\

inch long. Stipes contiguous, but scarcely tufted,

those of the barren fronds varying in the specimens seen

from 3 to 10 inches in length, densely clothed through-

out with firm, spreading, linear, membranous, nearly

black scales 14—2 lines long, which easily break away
and in the older examples of the living plant have

almost disappeared. Barren frond membranous,
moderately firm, ligulate-lanceolate, 12— 15 inches

long, 2—24 inches broad at the apex subdeltoid,

bluntish, or subacute, narrowed below the middle to a

rounded base, the surfaces naked except the midrib,

which is densely beset on the under surface with

spreading firm linear scales like those of the stipes, a

few of which are scattered along the midrib on the

upper surface but soon rub away, the edge clothed

with a regular fringe of minute lanceolate acuminate

densely imbricated ascending pale brown scales, not

more than half a line long, resembling in colour and

texture those of the caudex, but quite different from

those of the midrib and stipes ; veins moderately close,

about a line apart from one another at the midrib in

the centre of the frond, rather ascending, simple or

forked. Fertile frond lanceolate, 4 inches long, under

an inch broad, with a longer stipe than the barren one.

Closely allied to A. scolopendrifolium, Raddi (A.

erinaceum. Fee), with which it agrees in size, shape,

texture, and the character of the scales that beset the

midrib and rachides ; but here the surfaces of the blade

are quite destitute of scales, and those that fringe the

edge are very minute, and quite different from those of

the stipes in colour and texture, resembling those that

in a similar manner fringe the edge of the Philippine

Islands, A. decurrens, Desv. (A. obtusi folium, J-

Smith), next to which, according to the arrangement

followed by our Synopsis Filicum, this will have to be

placed, in the small group of which A. hybridum is

the best known representative, y, G. B.

Sarcanthus maceodon, n. sp.

Foliis abbreviatis oblongo-Iigulatis apice dentibus geminis

triangulis forcipatis ; racemo elongate iaxo multifloro :
bractels

minutissimis : ovariis pedicellatis et calcaribus cylindratis

obtusis sequalibus ; sepalis tepalisque oblongis rectusiusculis

dorso costatis ; labelli lamina trifida : laciniis superioribus sub-

quadratis angulo antico implicato : callis 2 intiis ; lacinia media
trianguKi concava ; colimma brevi, iitrinque processu stylino

juxta rostellum elongatum deflexum linearl triangulum.

A small species, with yellowMsh flowers streaked

with purple, of no great merit as an ornamental plant.

Sent from the Madras Presidency by Colonel Benson
to Messrs. Veitch. H. G. Rchb. f.

PLANT LIFE.
Food of Plants—Soil.

To a very large extent the success of the cultivator

depends upon his ability to feed plants properly. If he

is to succeed in his art he must know what food is

required by the plants he cultivates, how it is to be

procured, how supplied, and when, lie must know
how the plants take up their food, and how they digest

it. He must be able to appreciate the different action

of food at different epochs of the plant's life. He must

realise in his practice the fact that at one stage of a

plant's existence one dietary is serviceable, while at

another a different regimen is preferable, just as one

supplies milk to babes, and strong meat to men. All

this demands considerable insight into vegetable phy-

siology, to apply it to practice implies a natural tact or

power of adapting knowledge to circumstances. A
plant as grown by a gardener or a farmer is usually

placed under very different conditions from what it is

in the wild state. It is lifted out of the struggle for

existence with other plants. Hostile conditions are, as

far as possible, removed. Moreover, and this, from

our point of view, is most important, it is cultivated

for a special object, roots or leaves, flower or seed, as

the case may be, and the food of the plant requires to

be regulated accordingly.

The details relating to the food of plants are given

with more or less fulness in all the text-books of botany

and agricultural chemistry.* For beginners, for whom
these notes are chiefly intended, the details are given

somewhat too fully, and the general principles on

which advance in science and success in art alike

depend, are apt to be obscured rather than otherwise

by the cloud of witnesses marshalled to give evidence

on the points at issue. The subject is further compli-

cated by the difterences of opinion among the learned

as to certain points—pretty conclusive evidence this

* We may specially recommend to the notice of English

readers a little work entitled Hcnv Crops Grmv. by Professor

Johnson, edited and revised by Professors Church and Dyer ;

and Htm) Crops Feed, by the same author, an English version of

which has not yet been issued.

that the whole truth has not been arrived at. To
avoid confusing the beginner, we shall in the following

notes confine ourselves as far as possible to those

points of vegetable pliysiology on which little or no

doubt exists, and shall touch but lightly on points still

in dispute.

It has been already stated that the roots are feeding

organs, and it h.as been also shown that tite cells or

bags of which the root, like the other parts of the

plant, is made up, have no visible apertures. It is

clear then that solid matters cannot get into the interior

of a plant, and that the food must be of a liriuid

or gaseous character. Though the roots be imbedded
in soil, though composts and manures and mulchings

be added, all is of no avail unless those substances

can in some way or another be reduced to the liquid

or the gaseous condition. Fluids from without pass

into the interior by means of the process already alluded

to as osmosis.

So far we can get without the assistance of the

chemist, but our further progress necessitates the

assistance of that modern magician to tell us what
those liquids and gases are. To ascertain this the

chemist begins by destruction. He destroys, however,

only to reconstruct, just as a machinist pulls a machine

to pieces to sec how it is made, or a botanist dissects

a flower to ascertain how it is constructed. The
chemist first weighs the plant just as it is taken from

the ground, then dries it, again weighs it, and, by the

difference in weight, estimates the amount of watery

and solid matters respectively. Then the test of fire

comes into play—the plant is charred, more water flies

off, and a black residue, charcoal, remains. If it be

more completely burned the charcoal is consumed, and

"ashes" remain over which the fire has no further

power. There is wonderfully little of the plant

left now.
Water, vapour, gases fly off with the heat. The

charcoal burns and ashes remain. Now, if all these things

were in the plant, as proved by the chemist beyond

the possibility of doubt, they must, either directly or

indirectly, have been introduced by or with the food. By
far the largest proportion of plants, as also of animals,

consists of water. A mummy from which the water

has long since passed off, weighs a trifle compared
with a living man of hke stature. A plant when
burnt in the platinum basin of the chemist weighs but

a fraction of what it did before it fell into the warm
embrace of the analyst.

Of the solid matters building up the plant, charcoal

—a form of carbon—constitutes by far the larger por-

tion, the ashes left after more complete burning being

in weight but small in comparison. Further analyses

show that these ashes are of an alkaline or earthy

nature. In considering the food of plants then, and

the way in which they feed, we have to inquire into the

absorption of water and of gases, to ascertain what
organs are employed in these processes, how they

do it, and what circumstances regulate them in

the fulfilment of their office. The water absorbed

is not pure water, neither are the gases which
are inhaled pure gases. The water contains various

saline and earthy ingredients in solution; the gases

are in like manner mixed. Once admitted into

the interior of the plant, the water and the air are

transmitted hither and thither, according to varying

circumstances and to meet varying requirements.

Moreover, they themselves undergo great changes in

the interior of the plant. One result of these changes

consists in the expulsion of a quantity of superfluous

water by evaporation, and the exhalation of a quantity

of superfluous gases from the surface of the leaves. It

follows, from what has been said, that in treating of the

nutrition of plants, we shall have to consider them in

their relation, i, to the soil and to the water in the soil

;

2, to the air ; 3, to the action of light, heat, pressure,

and other physical agencies. Thus we shall have to

investigate the function of absorption either of water

or of gases ; the function of transmission, and the

function of evaporation, and to study the parts con-

cerned in the carrying on of those processes ; and,

lastly, to explain the results of those operations.

With reference to these several matters, it may be

remarked that they are now-a-days treated almost

exclusively from a chemical point of view. Of ne-

cessity this must be the case to a large extent. We are

obliged to appeal to the chemist for information as to

the component parts of the plants ; we rely upon him
for an analysis of the soil in which the plant grows, the

water on which it feeds, the air which it breathes. We
trust to him to investigate the changes that take place

in the interior of the plant, and to tell us the nature of

the fluid, and of the gases which escape from it

.

Much as the physiologist and practical gardener

owe to the chemist in this way, it is not essential, or,

indeed, desirable, that the gardener should be a pro-

fessed chemist. Division of labour here, at all events,

is a great desideratum. All that can fairly be expected

from the practitioner is such an amount of knowledge

and intelligence as shall enable him to apprehend and

profit by the results laid before him by the chemist.

Hence, in considering the food of plants, we propose

to treat the subject in a somewhat different, though it

may be less philosophical, manner than a chemist

would do, dealing as he does for the most part with the

dead plants.

It may readily be understood how the water and the

gases get into the plant, but there is, at first sight.
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greater tUrficulty in accounting for the presence of the

polid chnrcoal or carbon and the ashes. The fact is,

th^ carbon is not taken into the plant as solid carbon,

but in admixture with oxygen gas, in which admixture
Ihe carbon is gaseous, like the oxygen—the admixture
itself being called carbonic dioxide, or more familiarly

carbonic acid. So the "ashes" are not absorbed into

the plant as solid ingredients, but in solution in water.

It must also be remembered that although the chemist

by his summary process produces from the plant the

substances just mentioned, it does not follow that those

substances existed in the living plant in the same state

or form in which he presents them to us in his crucible.

In point of f;ict, we know they did not. The sub-

stances in question were indeed in the plant, but in

various admixtures and combinations. . He, then, who
would thoroughly understand plant life and plant

nutrition must study these substances as they exist in

the form of plant food before absorption, after

absorption (that is, in the plant itself), and lastly by
post niorfc'in examination.

And, first of all, as to water. The water in the

soil is not, as we have said, pure water, but water
holding in solution certain gases and certain salts,

notably nitrates and nitrides of ammonia. Every
separate particle of the soil is invested with a thin film

or coating of water, and as the minute root hairs pene-
trate between the particles, and suck up the water by
endosmose, further supplies of water are poured in to

supply the deficiency, and restore the equilibrium.

Obviously the source whence the soil derives its

suppHes of water are the rains and dews of heaven.
In those countries, such as Peru, certain districts

of southern tropical Africa, &c., where rain seldom or

nsver falls, vegetation is by no means absent. The
weird -looking Welwitschia is a native of such a district,

and must contain no small quantity of water, which is

supplied mainly by the heavy dews which fall. The
quantity of water required by plants of course differs

according to the circumstances under which the plant

is grown, the nature of the soil, the temperature, the

construction of the plant itself, the amount exhaled or

evaporated from its suriace, &c. The gardener learns

by experience what amount of water is required by
any particular plant he cultivates, and few things test

which had been manured, and yet, in spite of this, the

crops on the unmanured plots suffered more from the

effects of drought than did those on the manured plot.

Tlie explanation of this seeming anomaly is to be found

in the circumstance that the roots in the unmanured
plots were not only fewer in number, but feebler in

development, than in the manured plots, and hence

did not remove so much water from the soil. No
gardener or Vine grower needs to be told the enormous
difference that exists in the root-growth of the same
plant, according to the nature of the soil. They see on
the large scale what the physiologist in his laboratory

demonstrates with greater precision, perhaps, but

hardly more effectively in his experimental jars.

Here is an experiment which every one may
make for himself, and which will show the great

difference that the nature and quality of the

food make in point of root development. Place

in a deep flower-pot a layer of garden mould, on
that place a layer of sand, and then another layer of

soil. Sow some Wheat or other deep-rooting plant,

and notice the difference in the roots as they traverse

the several layers. In the sand they will be slender,

and comparatively unbranched, but when they pass

into the richer soil they break up into a fine leash of

fibres. Notice, too, how the roots in a Vine border

will lay hold of a fragment of bone or old shoe leather,

or how, in other cases, such as the Hop or a pot Vine,

the roots will multiply amid the woollen rags used as

manure or top-dressing, It would be easy to multiply

such illustrations were it necessary. They all serve

to show that the quantity of water in any given soil or

compost at any particular time is materially dependent,
not only on the amount of rainfall and the nature of

the soil, but also on the development and vigour of the

roots which derive their nourishment from it. If the

quantity of moisture in any given soil be insufficient,

no amount of plant food can neutralise the evil. Poor
soils will yield good crops in seasons when the rainfall

ii abundant, and supplied at the right time.

Tliere is ^t first sight an inconsistency about the

relation of the roots to water. In some cases we find

water—that is, excess of water—injurious to roots.

Either they will not enter it, or entering it they rot,

and the plant dies. In other instances we find the

SCARECROWS.
We confess to a sneaking partiality for scarecrows.

We object strongly to the "Guys" that perambulate
our thoroughfares, or are dragged along the streets on
creaking cars. If these guys could be utilised as scare-

crows, we think that out of evil good might come. If

we must give reasons for our liking for scarecrows, we
must say that it is because they are so harmless to the
birds. We don't mind their being frightened a little ;

indeed, if we saw a bullfinch pecking at our fruit-buds

or ruining the Peaches in an orchard-house, we might
be disposed to frighten him very much ; but as a rule

we hate the sound of a gun, when the sound means
that a feathered songster has had to pay the tribute of
his life for a slight delinquency in the orchard.
A^ota bene— when the sound means grouse, or
partridges or pheasants, it is possible our fine feelings

may be temporarily set on one side ; but even then we
would rather not know that the inmates of that pie

were once the sport and prey of fashion at Hurlingham, ,

or that that remarkably good pheasant was one who
met his death in a battue conducted by some half-dozen

slaughterers in gross.

Seriously, however, we believe scarecrows to be
better farmers' friends than any description of firearms,

and the question arises, which is the best scarecrow ?

Our old friend of the hat and coat all stuffed with
straw (in some districts called a '* mawkin ") is in nine

cases out of ten useless. The birds are very soon too

knowing to take any notice of it, unless it be to pick
out the straw therefrom and demolish the insect

tenants.

Then there is the boy with his not unmusical (at a

distance) cry, and his flappers or his peas rattling in a

tin can. He answers the purpose well, but it always
seems a waste of power to keep a boy whooping about
the live-long day to the peril of his lungs and vocal

cords. To be sure the boy has a great advantage over
other scarecrows in that he is locomotive, else a rattling

windmdl fixed in an Apple tree seems as good a
deterrent as any boy.

Another plan, and an excellent one too for Peas,

Gooseberry bushes, and the like, is to hang up pieces

Fig. 332.—FELiJiTous mode of training a member of the catkin trice.

th^ judgment of the young gardener more than the

knowlege when and how much water to give, and
when to withhold it. No definite rules can be laid

d iwn as to this point. Each case must be dealt with
01 its own merits, according to the particular circum-
stances of the case. The precise and accurate experi-
ments of the physicist on this head can only furnish

principles. Their application to the varying circum-
stances of practice is the business of the gardener.
Nevertheless, it may be not without interest to men-
tion an experiment made by two German physiologists,

Plienkoff and Hellriegel, and cited by Johnson. These
experimenters took five pots of Buckwheat, and kept
them as nearly as could be under the same conditions
for a period of 67 days. During this period the pots

Wire watered 17 times, each pot receiving a different

quantity of water : thus pot No, i had half a gallon of
water ; No. 2, one-fourth ; No. 3, one-eighth ; No. 4,
one-sixteenth ; and No. 5, one-thirty-second part of a

gallon of water. Without citing all the details of this

experiment, it may be stated that pot No. 2 was in all

ways the best as to crop and number of seeds, while
No. 5 was by far the worst in these particulars. No. i

had a surplus of water, while the others had too little.

A plant during its growth is dependent for its supply
of water either on the rainfall or on the water stored in

the soil. If growing in a pot it necessarily suffers

sooner from drought than if growing in the open
ground, because, in the latter case, there is a reserve
store accumulated in the soil, and which is available
for the plant in time of need.

It is by reason of this latter circumstance that plants
do not suffer so much as might be expected from
drought—or, rather, that the amount of growth, as
measured by the weight of the crop, does not fluctuate,
as it might at first sight be expected to do, in corre-
spondence with the varying amounts of rain that fall
during growth. The experiments of Lawes and Gilbert
have shown very conclusively that there is no direct
relation between the growth or amount of produce of
any given crop and the total amount of rainfall during
the period of growth. The reason is, that the plant is
comparatively independent of the rainfall, owino- to the
quantity of water available in the soil. Some of the
observations ol the above-named gentlemen seem, at
first sight, somewhat inconsistent ; for instance, they
found that the unmanured subsoil retained more water
after a dry season than did the soil in certain plots

roots travelling in search of water for long distances,

overcoming or passing round obstacles in their search

for it, and having succeeded in gaining access to it,

seeming to revel in it, breaking up into a leash of fine

fibrils, as in what are termed "fox-brush roots."

These differences may be explained by the varying

requirements of particular plants, and also by the fact

that when roots refuse to thrive in water, the water in

question is stagnant, not sufficiently aerated, or too

low in temperature to be acceptable to the plant.

Another circumstance which must have struck every

observant young gardener is the wonderful power

which roots have of purifying and clarifying water to

which they have access.

Water dissolves the mineral ingredients of the soil.

When we see water falling on the surface of a flint, veiy

little impression seems to be made ; even the constant

dropping of water on such a surface produces but little

effect, and that little demands a long period of time
;

but if the stone be broken to powder, then, by reason

of the vastly increased surface, the solvent action of the

water has far greater powers of manifesting itself.

Thq water absorbed by the roots is of essential

importance to the plant, not only by supplying in

an available form the food required, but also by
facilitating and furthering those chemical changes

in the constitution of the plant which are the necessary

consequences of its growth, and in the absence of

which its growth could not be perfected, its repro-

duction could not be insured, its secretions could not

be formed—without which, in a word, its life could

not be maintained.

In a former article it was explained how the water

enters the root, and how it diffuses itself through the

plant. It is only necessary to add now that, as a

general rule, it is through the root only that water is

absorbed into the plant, The leaves and other partsof

a plant may and do absorb water, but they only do so

to a limited extent and under special circumstances,

as when the action of the roots is, in some way or

another, impeded. This is a statement that practical

men, accustomed to estimate the advantages of " syring-

ging," " damping down," and the like, will be loth to

accept ; but it has been confirmed by so many experi-

menters, that it may now be looked on as an established

fact, while the apparent inconsistency may be explained
by the lessened evaporation, and other causes hereafter

to be mentioned.

of looking-glass to blow about with the wind, but after

a time we have known these to become objects of
curiosity rather than of dread to impudent sparrows.
A like objection pertains to pieces of paper on a line,

though if the line be tarred the birds don't like it.

Lastly, we may mention the cat. It happened to us
in the course of the summer to see a monster cat, a
ferocious one too, keeping guard over some Peas.
The beast was only a counterfeit representation in tin,

but he was very large and very fierce, and had, more-
over, a sort of waggish look which excited our laughter,

somewhat immoderately, we fear, for it provoked a
remonstrance from the gardener, who declared in all

seriousness that having tried many a plan to keep the
birds off, none was so efficacious as this.

Be this as it may, we think the plan illustrated at
fig. 332 a better one stilL We can testify from actual
observation that it does frighten the birds, and we are
glad to say it frightens more than it kills. But what
about the cat ? How does she like it ? Well, those
we have seen were early tutored to their work, and
showed no objection to "cordon training." They
were moved from place to place as circumstances
demanded, and if provided with the necessary food
and slielter, were as happy as cats ought to be. In
proof of our assertion we append a letter purporting to
be from the cat depicted in the accompanying sketch.

" Weybridgc.
" Dear Editors,—When your woodcutter was down here

lately, he advised me to send you a roiiiih scratch of my
position in Mr. W 's garden, and he requested nic at
the same time to briefly tabbyX^tX'^., for the ;i//rrusal of your
readers, how 1 purri^ci my master's plants from beinij
potted by small birds. I can only trust your readers will

believe my Ti-mews-mg tail /

"Here is the sketch (fig. 332), as well done as my
tiilofii will admit. You see I live in a nice clean beer-
barrel, purr^osc\y selected for me, so that whenever I

' wire-in ' to rest at night my/cU/tes revert to my master's
favourite ale-o !

"This rough scratch explains better than any words
how I ' clear a bed,' and daily practise the art of ' l^orcing

'

and ' striking. I also teach tlie birds the equally useful

art of 'cutting.' The cat-kin tribe are known always to
be WL-ll ' up to the scratch ' in a garden ; so I may say, as
a concluding clams, that I never encourage any pnssy-
lanimous feelings towards sparing sparrows, or purr-
tecting small birds. May such/elines always be/«r from,
yours truly, Mr. W 's Cat."
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ON GATHERING THE CONES OF
RESINOUS TREES.

{Concludedfrom p. 1524.!

The so-called, diseases of the Larch in this country

will be found, on careful observation, not to be,

properly speaking, deserving of that name, but pheno-
mena of a very difterent character. Take, for instance,

ulceration of the stem and resinous effusion. Under
what circumstances does it chiefly occur? A Larch
plantation has reached, say the age of ten years, with
Scotch Fir and Spruce intermmgled. After each
winter (a little sharper than the mildest) many Larches
have been observed to perish completely, and now be-

sides that loss more than half of the remainder are seen

to be in a sickly state, their stems ulcerated, and side

branches dying off prematurely ; a white cottony blight

also appearing upon the foliage, as if something were
wrong with the quality or flow of the sap. The ulcera-

tions are suffused with resin. But is the resinous discharge

a disease ? On the contrary it indicates remedial
action, that is to say a strong effort of Nature to heal

extensive frost-bite or chilblain, so far as her impaired

powers will permit. It is the same in Araucaria imbri-

cata. Previous suffusion on the stem is in many,
perhaps in most cases, owing to an effort to heal lesion

from frost, the Araucaria being only hardy enough to

endure our British climate in favourable situations.

Sixty years ago the Larch rivalled the Scotch Pine
in hardihood. It is now scarcely, if at all, hardier than
Araucaria imbricata, and cannot endure the frosts

which leave the Scotch Pine, the Spruce and Silver

Fir, perfectly unscathed. It dies off by hundreds and
thousands. If not killed when young the chances are

it will perish suddenly afterwards, if the situation be in

any degree trying, no matter how favourable the soil.

It can now neither stand frost in the hollows, nor wind
on the heights.

Foreign seed from the native forests is invaluable
when imported in fresh-gathered cones, secured from
the trees at the conclusion of the alpine winter. But
that it is not worth having if gathered prematurely the

following unfortunate experience will demonstrate.

In the middle of November, 1S33, I was crossing

over the Mont Cenis from Piedmont into Savoy, and
on ascending to the upper border of the region of

Chestnuts I observed that Larches began to inter-

mingle, and that a natural growth of Larch was super-
seding the planted and cultivated groves of Chestnuts.
In walking up the mountain I gathered as many cones
as I could from the trees within reach, which were
then still retaining their yellow foliage, though all

green had disappeared, very sharp frosts having already
occurred. Again, after crossing the treeless summit of
the pass, and on beginning the descent towards Lans-
le-Bourg, on the western (or Savoy) side, first a few
Cembra Pines, and then, somewhat lower, a growth of

Larch, mingled with Abies and Pinus sylvestris, was
met with. On reaching the post-house at Lans-Ie-

Bourg, I sent a boy out into the woods to gather as

many Larch cones as his hat and pockets would hold.

The foliage was in the same yellow state as on the

eastern side of the mountains, and equally with-

out green, a very sharp frost prevailing at the time.

Next morning, on leaving the little town, we came
almost immediately to a natural wood of a Pine which
was then quite new to me, namely, Pinus uncinata,

consisting of trees from 15 to 30 feet high. Their
general a^Dpearance was not unlike that of Pinus
sylvestris, but more compact, and with spinelets nearly

twice as long, whilst the head also was different, being
greener and less glaucous j but the cones were
strikingly distinct, owing to their curiously twisted

form, and from evei^ scale terminating in a hook,
bending backwards towards the footstalk. This wood
grew on a white, arid, calcareous rock, and, as

appeared to me, did not extend farther than that rock
showed itself. As many cones were secured as time
would permit.

On reaching home late in April, 1S34, all the cones
were exposed to the warm sunshine of the season, and
the seeds, both of Larch and uncinate Pine, were care-

fully sown under a cold frame open at the sides. Of
the latter but a very few vegetated, and not above half-

a-dozen good plants were reared ultimately for planting
out. Nor of the Larches had we at last above a score

of good strong plants, such was the tendency to damp
off, notwithstanding the protection of glass and free

ventilation, with the least possible water. All the
plants were decidedly somewhat delicate and difiicult

to rear.

Of the Pinus uncinata three trees are still in exist-

ence, but they are not above 15 feet high, and show
themselves quite distinct. They require, however,
a sheltered situation in our Northumbrian climate.

Reared as they were from only half-matured cones, the

wonder is that they are living at all.

Of the Larches I gave several away to friends, but
planted half-a-dozen of the best in a favourable
situation with adequate shelter, 400 feet above the sea,

on a good sandy loam, where other Larches were doing
well. They all grew fast, but showed much tenderness.
Two died entirely, and all lost their side branches by
frost, at the same time they showed much ulceration of
the stems, with resinous efTusion. One, which enjoyed
more shelter from ihe west wind than the others, is

now from 50 to 60 feet high, with a straight stem.

The next best was nearly upset by wind last winter,
and on being cross-cut was found perfectly sound at

heart, and more than a foot in diameter, though sadly
denuded of side branches by the frosts of our ordinary
winters. I remember telling my lamented friend,

Captain Widdrington, when the trees were young,
that the seed had been gathered in the alpine forests.

He immediately asked at what season, and prognosti-
cated their tenderness when he heard it was in the
autumn.

I may add farther, that on my way to the foot of
Mont Blanc in March, 1S34, I gathered some seed of
the Pinus sylvestris genevensis, the alpine variety of
the widely diffused species which we designate Scotch
Fir or Pine. It is an inferior variety to the British

and Scandinavian tree, is less erect in stature, and
does not attain the same size, nor produce so red and
resinous a timber. Vet it is a very respectable tree on
its native mountains, and contends even with the un-
congenial heat of the plains in Piedmont. The trees

that were reared from my March-gathered cones show
perfect hardiness in Northumberland, 400 feet above
sea level, and never lose a shoot. Ralph Carr Ellison,
Dunston Hill^ Gateshead,

GALVANISM IN PLANT CASES.
About three years ago I purchased an ornamental

Fern case for one of my sons living in the neighbour-
hood of Cavendish Square, and was very much sur-

prised, as well as perplexed, to receive a report some
time afterwards that nothing could be made to grow in

it. I, of course, naturally attributed the want of success

to mismanagement, as I knew the situation and aspect
were all that could be desired. I had taken the case

to Kennedy's, in Covent Garden Market, and having
myself been a successful Fern grower for about 30 years,

had selected plants which as to habit and condi-

tion would grow almost anywhere, and after seeing
them carefully planted they were taken home, well
watered and placed in a shady part of a warm room
with a southern aspect. The next morning it was
observed that all the injured fronds were covered with
a very fine fungus on the damaged portions, and these,

therefore, were carefully cut away ; but it appears that

by degrees all the fronds, piece by piece, gradually dis-

appeared, while the soil itself became covered with
cryptogamic growth, and acquired the peculiar musty
smell of a fungoid condition. Fresh soil and a supply
of good healthy and well-established plants were next
taken up from the country, and the case thoroughly
renovated, but still the same disappointment followed.

I then had the case packed up and sent down here, in

order that I might find out, if possible, the cause of
failure. It was ultimately placed in a warm conserva-
tory and under every favourable condition. But plant
life, to say nothing of growing, seemed unable even to

exist within it. This fact having been fully established,

my attention became directed to the construction of the
case itself, and this led to an immediate detection

of the source of the mystery. The frame was made
of zinc, and the bronzed table upon which it stood
was of iron, and as these two metals turned out to

be in contact with each other, a galvanic condition was
engendered which proved to have been the detriment,

for on separating the case from the table by placing
wooden sleepers between them, the spell was broken,
and the plants soon began to show signs of an altered

condition ; in fact, on the next morning, the drooping
and flaccid fronds had become firm, and *' perked" up,

and were evidently in a state of revival. (I enclose

two of the young plants, almost the only ones left alive,

to show how the old fronds had become stunted and
deepened in colour, but which, on the change, had
started into fresh growth of a paler hue, and also

had thrown up several new fronds in good condition
besides.)

The numerous suggestions that were made by
different persons as to the various kinds of treatment
to be adopted, and the plans they had tried, strongly

point to the conclusion that similar circumstances are

not altogether uncommon, and as these cases are gene-
rally made of zinc, and iron is so commonly used for

supports, it is highly probable that such a combination
may frequently occur, and it will be well for those

-who may have met with disappointment under any
attempts at plant cultivation to look to this, and to in-

sulate all zinc frames or cases upon wooden trays or

shelves.

Although electricity in connection with vegetation
has received some degree of attention, it does not

appear that any practical results have hitherto been
obtained. Here, however, we have the establish-

ment of a most important fact, namely, that under one
of the two electric conditions, plants will not grow.
How far it may be otherwise by reversing the condi-

tions remains to be proved, and is now under trial, but
as yet it would be premature to allude to any results.

My own experiments in electro-physiology, extending
over some dozen or more years, have clearly demon-
strated three points :—First, that, as in the electro-

depositing of metals, all growth or increase of sub-
stance takes place at an electro-negative surface ; next,

that a polar condition is the essential arrangement of
growth ; and thirdly, that all oxygenation and decom-
position are effected under the electro-positive con-
dition. Hence, in the present instance, the zinc

being electro-positive to the iron, the decomposition of

the vegetable matter and the growth of fungi would be
a normal result ; the lower orders of Cryptogams may
be looked upon in the light of "scavengers," as they
serve the purpose, not of making new material for

themselves, but of converting the already existing

organic material of other bodies into lower forms
of life, having both a shorter existence, and being
more easily and more rapidly decomposed, and by
these means aiding and hastening the return of dying
organic matter to its original gaseous elements ready
for a fresh start into life in another form. For several
weeks past the case has been filled with Ferns from
Madeira, planted with all their damaged leaves just as

they arrived, and not a trace of mouldiness has yet
been detected, although under the previous condition
but very few hours elapsed before it made its appear-
ance. Thus, in the normal electric condition of the earth
and the atmosphere, that is, when the earth is negative
and the air positive, there is little or no tendency to

the growth of mould ; while in the abnormal condition
of the earth, when it is rendered positive, it would seem
to be impossible to prevent fungous growth wherever the

slightest degree of moisture exists. Hence the reversal

of the electric condition of the surface of the earth, or
of the lower stratum of the atmosphere, during a
thunderstorm, will be sufficient to account for the
rapid production of fungi so commonly following this

phenomenon, while it offers a very suggestive hint as
to the possible cause of mildew, and also tends to

throw some light on the manner of action of those
manures which prove most effective as top-dressings

;

for while it is admitted that these substances must act

chemically, chemical action and electricity are, after

all, only different phases of the same condition, and as

plant-life is also a series of chemical changes, any in-

terference with the normal electric conditions of its

surroundings must of necessity have a corresponding
influence, for good or for evil, in its welfare. IK K.
Bridgman^ Nonvick.

HILLFIELD, NEAR REIGATE,
There are gardens and gardens. We need not

enter into particulars, but we may say that there are

gardens in which the plants, as such, play quite a sub-
ordinate part, and from which they would probably be
banished could their role be equally well filled by any-
thing else. On the other hand, there are gardens
kept up, tended, cherished for the sake of the plants

that are in them. The French have a very expressive
mode of signifying the difference to which we are

alluding—they have Xhtxrjardhis, and they have their

Jardins des plantes. We are of those who think a
certain admixture of the two to be the most satisfac-

tory. A garden should be a pleasant place to work or
take one's ease in, a place of recreation in the best

sense of the word^ but it should be something more if

it is to fulfil its highest functions,—it should be interest-

ing, and it is deficient in this quality unless it have a
due infusion (without its too general ugliness) of the
jardin des plantes element in it. If the latter be
allowed to predominate, the result is about as satisfac-

tory as the inspection of a school library or a display

of mathematical diagrams. However, all this is

matter of opinion ; tastes differ, requirements differ,

conditions differ, and gardens vary in consequence.
We are led to these remarks, because we once

heard a gentleman who owned a few gay flower-

beds under his drawing-room window, a row of
standard roses bordering the pathway, and some well-

trained fruit trees nailed to his boundary walls, declare

that he did not consider the garden we are about to

make some comments on, to be a garden at all. To
our thinking, Mr. Wilson Saunders' establishment near
Reigate is eminently entitled to the denomination, and
it certainly is one of the most interesting gardens that

one can set foot in. Though it is a plant garden in

the best sense of the word, and though landscape effects

do not constitute its most important features, and bed-
ding-plants, as such, are almost non-existent, it must
not be surmised that it is destitute of pictural beauty,

or that it presents the depressing effect of a "botanic
garden " of the old gridiron pattern. The undulations of

the ground, and the boldness of the adjacent scenery

would save it from this, even if the specimen Conifers

dotted here and there on the lawn, and the fine plants

of Fuchsias which do duty for bedding-plants, did not
effectually prevent it from assuming so unattractive a
guise. But, after all, the distinctive features of Hill-

field consist, in the vast assemblage of plants, and in

the way in which their individual requirements are

complied with. If a stranger plant arrives, the first

question put by Mr. Saunders and his gardener,

Mr. Green, is, not "What is it?" but " Where
does it come from ? Under what conditions does
it grow naturally? How can we best make it adapt
itself to the conditions we can offer it?" In other words.
How can we grow it ? These questions, though put in

the first rank, cannot be satisfactorily solved until it is

known what the stranger is. Books, plates, magni-
fying glasses, dissecting needles now come into play ;

the plant is determined, if it be in a sufficiently

developed state for the purpose ; if not, it is put at

once under such treatment as Mr. Saunders and his

excellent gardener, Mr. Green, are enabled, from their

great knowledge and experience, to adopt as most
fitting under the circumstances. The consequence of

all this is, that to any visitor with his eyes open, this
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garden forms as good a school of practical horti-

culture as can well be imagined.

There is no straining after effect, no desire to grow

monster specimens ; interest, rarity, number seem to be

studied more than individual excellence, nevertheless

each specimen seems as healthy and as happy as a

plant should be. Now and then, as in any other well-

regulated family, disaster occurs (though there are no

traces to be seen). When this happens, the quick

glance of master or man detects at once the onset of

mischief, a court of inquiry is held immediately,

the history of the case, as a doctor would say,

is gone into in all fulness. Every circumstance, direct

or indirect, that can be thought of as likely to have

affected the patient is discussed. The patient himself

is carefully examined root and top, search is made for

worm or aphis, for mite or mould, for drip or draught,

and the treatment adopted follows upon the information

so obtained. Our illustrations (figs. 333, 334) impose

found which best suits the requirements of the case. The

centre of this house is occupied by a projecting bow, on

which is placed a good specimen of Blechnum corcova-

dense (see fig. 333). Here also are fine specimens

ofGIeicheniaflibellata, nestling under whose shade were

at the time of our visit blooming plants of Griffinia

hyacinthina, which Mr. Saunders by his tentative

experiments has found requires shade. In another

part of this house was the curious Tupistra, with

bunches of berry-like fruit like so many Grapes. This

plant was subsequently shown at one of the Wednes-

day meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Passing from this house, one comes into the Arad-

house. Can we be at Reigate ? Surely we must be

in some Brazilian or West Indian forest ? The strange

forms, the deep shadows, the damp hot air, the absence

of bright flowers, all make us think of a tropical forest.

A large tank occupies the centre of this house, and

contributes not a little to the welfare of its inmates.

reverse direction to that which a conventional root

assumes.

The leaf-stalks partake in the general diversity, now
swollen out balloon-fashion, or long and slender, very

often mimicing and replacing the true stem, and not

unfrequeutly simulating a spotted snake. With all

this astonishing diversity of habit the floral structure is

much more consistent. Though Arads form the

staple contents of this house, they are not the only

inmates. Amongst others is a fine plant of a creeping

Gesnerad, Drymonia—put there, perhaps, to show that

Gesnerads can assume strange forms as well as Arads.

But we must get out of the Arad-house, for there is

still much to see and much to tell of.

Of Orchids the number grown here is legion, and

several houses are assigned to them. Mr. Saunders

does not confine his affections to the large-flowered

showy sections, but includes in his collections a

veritable host of the smaller flowering kinds, whose

Fig. 333.—the I'Ern house at hillkield.

on us the necessity of entering somewhat more fully

into detail, but the task is not easy. It presents us with

a veritable einbarass de rUhisse. We know not where
to begin. If we begin, where shall be leave off?

There are at least twenty thousand species of plants

grown in the garden, in some form or another. Fortu-

nately, it matters little where we begin. Every nook
and comer, every house, every pit, every rockery,

every border teems with interesting plants of some sort

or another. The Fern-house, of which the central

portion is seen in fig. 333, is somewhat "]"-shaped. Of
course it is crammed full of plants, equally, of course,
in this establishment, they are in excellent health. This
is due to the careful manner in which their require-
ments are studied. The house in question is not all on
a level ; it is upstairs and downstairs, if we may
so speak. One portion is on one level, one
on another : the heating apparatus and the ventilation
correspond ; the consequence is, there arc several dis-

tinct climates in one house, and in doubtful cases the
plants are shifted from clime to clime till that one is

The roots come from far and wide to drink up the

precious fluid, running along like slender whipcords

till they reach the water, and then bursting out

in the fulness of fruition into tufts of feeding

roots. Any reader cognisant with the noble foliage

of the different species of Monstera, Philadendron,

Antliurium, Pothos, Caladium, Alocasia, and the like,

will be able to picture to himself the aspect of this

house. Aroids constitute one of Mr. Saunders'

specialities, so that one is not surprised to see a glorious

collection of them. Even Proteads can hardly be

more diverse among themselves in foliage, certainly

not in habit, than are these Arads. Climbing plants,

bulbous, or pseudobulbous plants ; with a single leaf or

with many ; with undivided leaves, with leaves deeply

gashed or perforated with holes, and others again cut

up into an infinitude of fine segments ; roots or root-

stocks, like so many cheeses, others bristling from the

creeping stems like so many beards ; others again

trailing along like elongated tendrils ; still others

(Anthurium) growing straight upwards, just in the

'' blossoms yield in nothing but size to their larger com-

peers. Their beauty is, when looked for, quite as

striking, often more so, while their conformation is

very generally more interesting and extraordinary.

Orchid growers enamoured of the more garish flowers

have sportively denominated the house in which these

little gems are grown as the " Refugium," a name which

the owner has accepted and made the title of an illus-

trated work descriptive of tliese and other treasures.

And the Refugium is well filled ; the refuge Orchids

swarm everywhere—above, below, on each side, and

to make room for more an ingenious device is adopted,

viz., that of erecting curved or bowed wire trellises

along the sides of the houses near the glass. On these

bows the tiny Orchids cluster. Too thick, we hear

some one say. Not a bit of it. The Orchids are in

the finest health and vigour ; the plants are flot large,

but they are in perfect health, and the roots they make 1

If we were to describe literally a Catasetum of no great

size we saw hanging in a basket from the roof,

we should scarcely be believed. Equally remarkable
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is the manner in which the roots in other cases cover

the pots with a perfect network, creeping from pot
to pot more as " Creeping Jenny " would do, than like

an ordinary Orchid.
The secret of this unusually luxuriant root-growtli

Mr. Samiders believes lies in the due aeration of the

roots. He is a great advocate for the free access of

air to the roots, and when the peculiar habit of Orchids
is considered, and the special structure uf their roots

borne in mind, there can be no doubt as to the sound-
ness of Mr. Saunders' physiology.

In another direction is a Cattleya-house, elsewhere a

a cool Orchid-house, facing the north, constructed of
boarding only, with provision for keeping the frost out
and nothing beyond. The air is here still cool, and
moist, the light tempered, and the plants seem as

lame €mtspnkna.
Silkworms.—In a recent conversation witli Mr.

Fryer, of Clarendon Nursery, Cambervvell, he informed
me that lie has this year had two successive hatchings
of silkworms, the last (the produce of the first) being
better than their progenitors. He has kept silkworms
for some 30 years, and does not recollect such an event
occurring before. Do any of your readers know of a
similar occurrence? I am of opinion that the keeping
of silkworms could be made a source of profit, in the
southern counties at least. We inure subtropical plants
and others of kindred nature to the variations of our
climate with marvellous success ; why not the silk-

worm ? Certain it is that any one who sliould succeed

only a few species, and being an admirer of the genus,
I should feel greatly obliged by his giving me a list of
those grown at Syon House at that time. y. JVaUs.
[Mr. Forsyth replies as follows :—Respecting the
names of the species of Mesembryanthemum grown at
Syon in 1S36, say 36 years ago, it would have been
an easy task to give the information if I could lay my
hand upon the Syon catalogue, which was in my pos-
session, and may be even now, for it was a neatly printed
little volume, containing the scientific and English
names of all the plants in the garden and grounds,
I may, however, state in the meantime, that as Mr.
Watts wants them for rockwork, the trailers, such as

M. reptans, with pink flowers and a creeping habit

—

and there are at least a score of that same character, all

elegant—would suit him. M. nobile is a type of

Fig. ^^4.—THE ORCHID HOUSE AT HILLFIELD.

healthy, firm, and green as so many Cabbage plants.

Nothing could be better for the particular kinds of
Orchids and the particular uses for which it is

intended.

We cannot pretend to cite a tithe of the Orchid
treasures, or even to mention the names of those we
saw in bloom on the occasion of our visit. The
Wednesday shows of the Royal Horticultural Society,

and the descriptions given by Prof. Reichenbach in our
columns, will attest the number and variety of Orchids
which find a place in the Refugium.
One house is devoted to Cape Pelargoniums of the

old stamp, with their knotted stems, bright flowers,

and sweetly-scented foliage. Among the species in

bloom at the time of our visit was a very remarkable
one, P. oblongatum, with a thick fleshy root-stock, and
a truss of sulphur-yellow flowers.

{To ie Continued.)

in so doing would confer a benefit, not only upon him-
self, but also his fellows, by opening up a new branch
of trade. Such ideas may seem Utopian, but in these

days of advancement it is worth a trial. Could second
hatchings be always obtained, the abundance of food

at the time would make the effort successful, as a

magnificent cocoon I have in ray possession, spun by
one of Mr. Fryer's second hatching, amply testifies.

.5". £. D.

Bedding Mesenribryanthemums.—Mr. Forsyth,

adverting recently to the value of the Mesembry-
anthemums for flower garden decoration, especially for

rockwork, alludes to the choice collection formerly

grown at the Duke of Northumberland's residence at

Syon House. Will he kindly favour us with the

names of those selected by his Grace, or his Grace's

gardener, for cultivation. Having, as an amateur,

another division, with little or no stem and bright

yellow flowers ; and of these stemless species there are

scores of kinds with red, pink, white, and yellow
flowers, but the greater part of tliem are yellow-

flowered. When it is seen that there are over

300 species enumerated in the Horlns BritaiinkiiSy it

would be impossible to give details of a genus with
such grotesque foliage and showy flowers, for the leaves

are shaped like boats, like hatchets, like fingers,

as well as mimic other shapes, and are, moreover,
warted, dotted, hook-nosed bags of water, stitched up
in fancy millinery. Verily their name is Legion, for

the genus takes up five closely-printed pages of

Loudon's Catalogue. It is easy enough to get a good
start in the right direction by ordering a dozen of each
colour from some respectable nurseryman, leaving the

selection in the first instance to him, after fixing the

price per dozen. I may remark that some flower early
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in May, and such should not be planted out on rock-

work ; but if any lover of plants would only make a

rocky bank, and plant it with these under glass, there

would be such an African glen as would immortalise

the owner. Lord Carnarvon, in days gone by, grew

the Amaryllis family at Highclere for exhibition to his

guests at Easter, and the effect was such that visitors

were enchanted with the gorgeoits display of that one

family ; and, later on, his lordship had an exhibition

of American plants. Wobum Abbey was famous for

its Heath garden and its grass garden ; at present our

energies seem wasted upon a monotony—one man's

bedding-out is just like his neighbour's, as if the

planting had all been contracted for, and cut to a

given pattern. A. F.^

Pleiones.—Why are not these pretty mountain

Orchids grown in quantity everywhere? If choice

flowers are required at this dull period of the year,

Pleiones, if well grown, will do much towards supply-

ing the demand. I lately saw in one of the Orchid-

houses at Manley Hall, 790 flowers fully expanded at

the same time, not to mention unopened buds. A
single pan of P. lagenaria bore 75 open blooms. P.

maculata has pure white sepals and petals, and is in-

valuable for mixing with Cyclamens, Roman Hyacinths,

Bouvardias, and other forced flowers for bouquets.

They should be potted soon after they have bloomed, in

a well-drained, open compost of peat sand and leaf

mould, covering the whole, after the plants commence

their growth, with a coating of living sphagnum. Now
is the time to pot those which have bloomed, and they

will be found to luxuriate in a cool or intermediate

house. F. W. B,

The Recent International Fruit Show.—Your
report of this show informs us that in Class S of the

Society's original schedule of prizes for the 6lh inst.,

namely, 6 dishes of Pears, Mr. Fowle, of Uagmersfield

Park, was placed 1st, a Jersey grower 2d, and a name

which I forget 3d. As I saw these awards made, I

am satisfied you were correct. How comes it then

that in the advertised list of prizes—furnished, I pre-

sume by the Society—these prizes are said to have been

taken by three other totally diflerent person ? I found

also another discrepancy in the list of prizes for single

dishes. I expected to have found the amciulc honor-

able for this blunder made in your advertising columns

of the 1 6th, but looked for it in vain. It is fortunate for

exhibitors that we have reliable press reporters. A. D.

Grape Nomenclature.—In your leading article

respecting the International Fruit Show lately held

at Kensington you alluded to one or two points

of general interest connected with the display.

First as to nomenclature. The silver-gilt medal was

taken by me for a collection of Grapes all correctly

named, and in your report it is mentioned that I had

some fine Barbarossa (wrongly named Alicante). I

should like to know what authority your reporter had

for making such a statement. One of the judges

knew them very well to be Alicante, and one of the

best Grape growers in England saw them hanging

upon the Vine a few weeks ago, and knew them to be

the same Grape. Cut from the same Vine last

December, Dr. Hogg named it Alicante. Conse-

quently I was right in naming my bunches Alicante,

and your reporter was wrong. The same bunches are

hanging here in bottles, as well as several of the same

sort upon the Vine, so that they can be seen by any

one interested in the matter. A. Donaldson, Latimer.

[Our reporter was under the impression that they were

the Barbarossa, but is open to conviction. Eds.]

The Duke of Buccleuch Grape.—After what

has already been said m favour of this Grape, it may
appear unnecessary to add anything in its favour. I

am, however, of opinion that those who have spoken

well of it in other respects, underrated its keeping

qualities. I am led to say so from having on the 12th

inst. seen a bunch of it at the Tweed Vineyard, in a

good state of preservation. Some of the berries were

showing signs of shrivelling, still the bunch was in a

presentable condition, and, considering that it was ripe

early in July, the flavour, to my taste, was decidedly

good. The Duke is undoubtedly a strong grower,

when compared with other standard varieties growing

side by side with it. Its superiority in this respect is

very evident. My visit to the Tweed Vineyard was of

a hurried nature, a circumstance I much regret, as any

one interested in Vine or Pine growing could not fail

to benefit by a thorough examination of the various

structures devoted at this place to the culture of these

fruits. The Lady Downe's house is at the present time

worth going a day's journey to see. Fancy a span-

roofed house 200 feet long by 25 wide, furnished on

each side from floor to ridge-board with an extra heavy

crop of Grapes, as black as Sloes, and fine both in

bunch and berry as regards size, and you have a Grape
picture not to be seen every day. J. II., Brayton.

Indian Azaleas.—I have some plants which were
taken from the pit on September 24 in good health.

They had fine foliage, and were well set with flower-

buds. On November i, I observed the foliage

dropping from the plants, the points of the leaves

being quite black. The plants are 2 feet higli, and
the same in diameter, and growing in S-inch pots.

The outsides of the houses are being painted. The

rainwater from the roofs of the houses is conveyed by

shoots into metal tanks placed permanently in each

house. I watered the plants twice from these tanks

since the painters began to work. Would fresh paint

washed from the roof into the tanks poison the water,

and thus have caused injury to the plants? Please

advise as to cause and remedy. J. B. [Mr. Haines

favours us with the reply :—It is not unlikely that the

new paint on the houses, if much drenched with rain

before it got sufficiently dry, may have been washed
into the water tanks to an extent that has rendered the

water injurious to the plants, and caused the leaves to

fall prematurely, by injuring the roots of this season's

formation, and which would be yet active and in a

tender state. Injury from this cause is not a common
occurrence, if good turpentine has been used in the

preparation of the paint, yet if an inferior article,

known in the trade as "mineral turps," has been

used, I should say at once that this was the cause.

But I have seen similar falling of the leaves whilst j-et

quite green, to such an extent as to much injure the

plants, caused by their being grown in too hot and

moist an atmosphere, with too much shade and insuf-

ficient air, or where the plants have been too much
stimulated by the use of liquid or artificial manures, and

when in that condition subjected to a severe fumigation.

I should recommend a few of the plants being turned

carefully out of the pots, in order that the roots may be

examined. If the roots are healthy, the injury has

evidently arisen from treatment that has affected that

portion of the plants above ground. If the roots are

injured, then the cause must be looked for in the water.

In either case, if the plants are not killed or rendered

useless, the first proceeding is to give no more water

than will suffice to keep them from being injured

through withholding it, as hard-wooded plants that

are out of health, from whatever cause, are not in

condition to absorb much water, and if much is given

it is certain to still further destroy the roots. I

should advise their being placed at once for the winter

in a nice growing temperature of 50" at night, with

a rise of 5" or 10^ by day, cutting back any shoots

that are so far injured as to have caused them to

die at the points. In the spring, towards April or

May, if they have pushed fresh growth freely, give

them pots 2 Indies larger than those they at present

occupy, and keep them growing on through the summer
till autumn, when they may be gradually hardened off

before winter. T. B.'\

The Rose Gloirede Dijon in the West High-
lands.—This Rose is so universally grown and so very

much admired by all who have a taste for Roses, that

a few remarks on the style in which I saw it growing,

in one of the places which I had occasion to call at

last summer, may not be out of place in the pages of

the Gardeners' Chronicle. On visiting the gardens of

the Right Hon. Lord Middleton, of Applecross, about

the first week in August, I was very much astonished

to find a hedge of this fine Rose, over 200 feet long,

and nearly 5 feet in height, in the finest possible health,

and one sheet of flowers (and such flowers !) I was
told by Mr. Whitelaw, the intelligent gardener here,

that the idea of such a hedge originated with Lady
Middleton, and that the idea was no sooner entertained

than it was carried out ; hence the result. Lady
Middleton has also had a hedge of Senateur Vaisse

planted to the same extent, but more recently, conse-

quently the plants have not the same fine appearance

as the others. Those hedges are planted as screens to

the kitchen garden, and nothing could be more appro-

priate ; and as Mr. Whitelaw remarked, there was no

end of cutting from them, which is another matter

worthy of consideration, when quantities of flowers are

required. I may mention that before these hedges

were planted a neat iron fence was put up with five

strands, and after the plants were put in they were

fastened to the wires. As they grew the shoots were

intertwined in and out until they reached the top. By
this means they are quite compact and independent

of any other fastening to the wire. The soil and situa-

tion here seem very suitable to the growth of the Rose,

as the numerous dwarfs and standards were all in

fine health, and blooming in the greatest profusion.

Applecross being situated on the west coast of Ross-

shire, and nearly close to the sea-beach, the influence

of the Gulf Stream is sensibly felt ; consequently there

is but little frost in winter. Tea Roses, Fuchsias, &c.,

are seldom injured ; in fact. Fuchsia Riccartoni is

quite a shrub here. The kitchen garden lies to the

south-east of the mansion, and is surrounded by a neat

substantial stone wall. To the west of this there is a

very pretty flower garden of considerable dimensions,

and bedding out is practised on a rather extensive

scale. As a rule there was a much finer bloom here

than in places farther south, the weather in the north

having been very fine in the early part of the summer.

It is hardly possible to conceive a more enjoyable

place in summer than Applecross, standing as it does

about 70 miles north-west of Inverness and opposite

the island of Skye ; and from the policies may be seen

some of the finest and grandest scenery in Scotland.

The following accurate description of the surroundings

here appears in Black's Guide

:

—
From Portree the steamer enters the Minch by the

sounds of Raasay and Rona, and on the ri^ht eastward

are the mountains of Applecross ; this mountainous and
picturesque region extends from Loch Locridon on the

North to Loch Carron on the South. Should the tourist,

while al Carron, wish to visit the wilds of Applecross, he

takes the road for Loch Kishoran ; here the road divides

into two branches,—take the one leading in a westerly

direction, which ascends to the height of 1500 feet along

one of the stupendous deer corries of Ben Bhain of

Applecross. When about 1200 feet up this road,

I found immense quantities of the lovely mountain

Parsley Fern (Allosorus crispus) and the purple Fox-

glove (Digitalis purpurea) ;
this was in full flower,

and has a very striking effect in the high altitude.

As this road traverses along its course, one views the

wildest description of scenery, scarcely surpassed by that

of Glencoe. From the summit towards the north the

road leads rapidly down to the plains of Applecross and

on to the fine old mansion of the proprietor, Lord

Middleton. Here, it is said, the Culdee monks, the con-

temporaries or immediate successors of St. Columba,

erected a small church and collegiate establishment. It is

thus noticed in one of the earliest Irish annals, translated

and pubhshed by the lona Club in 1835:— 'A. D. 663,

Malruba founded the church at Aporcrosan.' As at

lona, all barges approaching this sanctuary had to land at

a particular spot or harbour, where a cross was erected,

and whence a series of other crosses lined or pointed out

the way to the church and burying-ground. Some of

those crosses (with extremely rude carvings) are still

extant, but the religious edifices are all gone, and the

modern name of Applecross refers to a more recent

monkish tradition, that every Apple that grew in the old

orchard bore the mark of the cross. The sanctity of

the spot is, however, preserved in the Gaelic patronymic,

by which the proprietor is universally recognised by his

tenantry as ' Fer-na-Camaraich "
— the Laird of the

Sanctuary, or of the Land of Safety."

yohn Downie, West Coates, Edinburgh.

The British Queen Pea.—Notwithstanding the

host of novelties amongst Peas, this old favourite still

holds its place as a late variety. I always sow about

the middle of July, in good deeply-trenched soil, in

which they flourish admirably. This year we gathered

a dish on November 9 ; and to-day I have picked a

small dish for London. They are well in flower now,

and if we could keep Jack Frost away, we should

gather up to Christmas. R. Sawyer, Kes^oick, near

IVonoich.

The Golden Champion Grape.—We have several

bunches of the Champion hanging now (November 19)

which were ripe early in July ; they are in fine condi-

tion as regards appearance and flavour, and look as if

they would keep for months to come. The fatal spot,

which has condemned it so much, is scarcely visible,

and some of the bunches are entirely free from it.

Although I cannot claim any credit for growing it

under any particular treatment, I have found that the

Golden Champion will not succeed, that is, be free

from spotting, in a close or moist atmosphere. During

the stoning period ventilation should be given freely,

and the stoning process carried out rather slowly than

hurriedly ; the enormous thick footstalk of both bunch
and berry is apt to supply more sap at one given time

than the tender skin of the berries are able to bear, and

this can only be counterbalanced by slow growth. At
the same time the temperature should be moderately

warm and constant. When well grown, the Champion
is a noble Grape to look at, and has every qualification

that is desirable in a Grape. I have never known it to

shank. This quality no doubt is due to those enormously

thick stalks, which are at present as green as they were

in the month of June. George Johnston, Glamis Castle.

Adiantum farleyense.—There are in Mr. B. S.

Williams' Victoria and Paradise Nurseries at Upper
Holloway some very fine specimens of this noble

Fern, the smallest of which equals, if it does not

exceed in size and beauty, the original plant pUuded to

in your columns some time ago. T\yo out of the five

plants here are truly admirable specimens of chaste

beauty and successful culture, the large pendent fronds

possessing many pinna; exceeding 1 inches in diameter,

and the plants 2\ feet in depth, and the same in width.

Opus.

Lasiandra macrantha floribunda.—In writing

about this plant, Mr. Simms says he thinks it \yill

some day be used as a bedding plant. I do not think

it will answer that purpose so well as it will that of a

decorative plant. In Messrs. Veitch & Sons' nursery,

Chelsea, is to be seen a glorious specimen measuring

nearly 4 feet high, 3 feet in diameter, a perfect

pyramid in shape, and well furnished, having at the

present time upwards of 150 flower-buds and 24 ex-

panded flowers ; the plant has been in flower more

or less for the last six weeks, and a more beautiful

object at this season of the year it is almost impos-

sible to find. It supplies a colour much wanted, and

throws such a fine succession of flowers, that it will be

found invaluable for the decoration of the stove or

warm greenhouse. This plant was struck last March

twelvemonth, and was grown under the following treat-

ment : It was potted in equal portions of peat and

loam, with a little leaf-soil and silver sand, was shifted

as soon as the roots were well through the soil till it

was in its present pot, viz., an iS-ineh pot ; it was

grown in a temperature from 55° to 60° till June, when

it was put into a cool house having plenty of air on

night and day. In September the plant was moved to

the cool end of a stove, where it remains at present,

opening its beautiful flowers, most of which are 4 inches

in diameter. Every one who has seen it exclaims
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"What a beautiful plant !
" I should advise all those

who intend growing this fine plant to be sure and get
the fioribunda variety, as it is far superior in every
respect to the one first circulated. A. 0. F, [Messrs.

Veitch's plant is certainly a charming object just now,
Eds.]

A Flower Show Pavilion.—Among the numerous
designs for liovticultural purposes published by Mr.
Rendle is one intended for winter gardens or llower

shows, of which we give an illustration at fig. 335. It

is claimed for this that it can be erected and removed
with the same ease as a canvas tent. The glazing is on
Mr. Kendle's system, and the structure appears well
adapted for the purpose for which it is intended. It is

obvious that a structure of this kind may be used for

many other purposes beside flower shows.

Seedling Briar Stocks. — It is now nearly 60
years since I tried them co grow standards for bud-
ding, instead of robbing the shaws and copses of
their prime beauty. I raised them from seed, and
was not at all anxious to continue the practice ; for all

stocks so raised produced such a number of buds just

under the seed-leaf that the labour of years did not much
lessen them. The gardeners who planted them in their

fine his patronage to Orchids, but extends it to every
description' of plant worth cultivating, from the
Mimulus and Sweet William to the newest flowers we
have. There is also to be found at Meadow Bank a
good collection of shrubs and trees ; and herbaceous
plants are well cared for, a border the whole length
of the place being filled with the most popular kinds,

and forming a very interesting feature, all the more
efiective from having a wall at the back covered with
Roses and various climbers.

A fine avenue of Pinus auslriaca leads to the flower
garden, which is prettily laid out, but has been
deficient of bloom this year, owing to the continued
wet and cold weather which has prevailed in Scotland.
From this spot you get a charming view of the Clyde,
which flows past the garden, and is overhung by beauti-

ful trees. In the distance are the ruins of Bothwell
Castle, an ancient edifice famous in Scottish history. It

is also famous for its garden, where there is to be
found a grand collection of Ericas, many of the finest

in cultivation having been raised there by the veteran
gardener, Mr. Turnbull. There are other things of

interest to be found there, but I must return to Mr.
Dawson's wonderful collection of Orchids, which it is

at all times a pleasure either to speak of or to see ; for

there are always hundreds of plants in bloom. I

I

it is truly a noble centre piece. On either side of it are
splendid plants of Vanda suavis, 5 feet high, also of
V. tricolor, and many other of the best varieties; there
are nearly always some of these in bloom, as each
plant flowers two or three times a year. By the side

of these were the elegant Aerides odoratum pur-
pureum, very fine specimens, 5 feet high ; Aerides
quinquevulnerum, and A. virens—splendid plants,
such as are rarely seen ; A. Larpentre and A. crispum

;

Vanda gigantea, a magnificent looking plant, and
many other Aerides, too numeruus to mention. In the
same house were some splendid varieties of L?elia

elegans in bloom, some with dark sepals and petals,

others with white petals and a rich crimson lip ; also

Angnecum eburneum, 5 feet high, and showing well for

bloom. Near to these were grand plants of Lx'lia purpu-
rata, which, when in bloom, must be a gorgeous sight.

Mr. Anderson informed me they included some splendid
varieties. Cattleya Skinneri is well grown, and forms
a fine contrast among the paler kinds. The finest

lot of Cattleya Trianx to be met with, is to be seen
here ; there are hundreds of plants, some of which are

from 3 to 4 feet across, and when in bloom they are well
worth going a long journey to see. I have never seen
Cattleya amethystina grown better than it is here ; very
few growers are successful in its cultivation. On the

Fig. 335.—flower show pavilion.

flower-beds gave us their blessing ! Now for the life

of me I cannot see why dwarf plants so raised and so

budded should not be subject to the same "vice of

stock." You will say that most of those collected from
their wild habitats must be as liable to produce under-

ground buds as those raised from seed in our nurseries.

Not exactly so. A seeding plant when quite young is

more disposed to produce underground buds than those

that have been transplanted and pruned from the begin-

ning. Accompanying the first development from seeds

are sets of buds, almost rings of them, that only wish
for a chance of showing themselves and then burst

through, and become very troublesome. No aftergrowth

of the seedling is so productive of such ** robbers."

A Veteraji. [The same objection has been raised by
others, but as a matter of fact we believe it does not

apply to the stocks recently commented on. Eds.]

Garden Memoranda.
Meadow Bank, Uddingstone, Glasgow, the

Residence of T. Dawson, Esq., has long been
famous for its grand collection of Orchids, which, it is

no exaggeration to say, is the largest and finest

extant. There are nine houses well filled with the
choicest of recent acquisitions, besides the good old
sorts, which are by no means the least beautiful. Mr.
Dawson is a general lover of plants, and does not con-

should like to look in each month in the year, in order
to see the different species that were blooming—and
there are frequently as many as fifty plants of the same
species in flower at the same time. [If Mr. Anderson
would kindly send us a monthly list of those in flower,

it would be of much interest. Eds.]
My visit was paid in September, which is the dullest

time for Orchids, but it was not dull here, for there were
hundreds of plants blossoming in high perfection. The
first house I came to was the East India house,

70 feet by 24, with a centre table. It contains a noble
lot of specimens, growing vigorously, which is very
gratifying, as there are few places one now goes to

where East Indian Orchids are well grown ; they
seem to have been neglected since the Odonto-
glots have become so popular. I highly appreciate
Mr. Dawson's taste in keeping up these noble Orchids,
such as Aerides, Saccolabiums, Vandas, &c,, which
for grandeur are unsurpassed ; besides which they are

mostly sweet-scented, which is a great point in tlieir

favour, and one that is generally appreciated ; I tliink,

therefore, since they possess so many good qualities,

that they should rank first in our collections. I

have mentioned these old favourites thus prominently,

because, in looking round the London collections, I

am grieved to see that they are falling off". On the

centre table here is the grand Vanda Batemanni,
12 feet high, with foliage down to the pot, and throw-
ing out its thick fleshy roots all the way up the stem ;

same side-table are some grand specimens of Cattleya

Mossiie, many of them 3 to 4 feet across. There were
hanging from the roof about lOO plants of a new
Cattleya, which is expected to be very fine ; some of
them had flowered, and proved to very distinct, the

sepals and petals being white, and the lip a rich crim-

son ; they flower after C. Trianae is over, which will

make them all the more valuable. I also noticed

many fine plants of Oncidium crispum coming into

bloom ; Dendrobium Veitchianum, a very fine plant

;

some good specimens of D. infundibulum, which few
people can grow ; D. Wardianum, several fine plants

;

also D. primulinum, giganteum, and taurinum, grown in

pans, and thriving remarkably well. I was glad to see a
few good foliage plants, such as Dracosna Cooperi,

Crotons, Caladiums, &c., intermixed with the Orchids.

In front of the centre table is a nice border of Panicum
imbecille varlegatum, hanging down over the edge of
the stone. It has a good effect, and this and the

foliage plants take off any tendency to stiffness, and
enliven the appearance of the house. One feels inclined

to linger about this house, as there are so many fine

specimens to attract the attention of admirers of this

class of plants ; but I must pass on.

Near to this is a span-roofed pit, about 70 feet long
and 10 wide, filled for nearly its whole length with
Orchids that require cool treatment. I have heard
persons object to the expense of Orchid houses. Now,
this pit must have been erected at a very small cost,
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being made of wood, standing on stone, witli 4-inch

pipes all round. In the centre it is about 4 feet high,

and it has movable lights, that must be lifted in order to

see the plants. In this pit is the finest lot of Odonto-

glossums anywhere to be seen ; they appear to be quite

at home, being remarkably strong and vigorous. Ol

Odontoglossum Alexandra; and Bluntii there are many
wonderfully fine plants ; of O. luteo-purpureum several

plants, the bulbs of which are very large. O. caudatum is

thriving extremely well, O. nebulosum is good, and of

O. Pescatorei there are many fine plants. I was highly

gratified to see here the pretty O. Dawsonianum ; it is

very distinct. There are many other kinds doing equally

well, and these alone are worth a journey to see.

Orchids of this class can be grown with little expense, as

they require nothing more than a span-roofed pit, such

as is above described. I was glad to see the Masde-

vallias thriving equally well in the same structure.

The beautiful M. tovarense was putting forth its charm-

ing snow-white flowers, and by the side of it were good

plants of M. coccinea, which is very dwarf and com-

pact in habit, so that it may be easily distinguished

from the other kinds ; this is still very rare. M.
Lindeni was also growing well ; this is one of the

finest and very distinct, the flowers being of a rich

]3urple colour, and produced very freely. M. Veitchii

is another fine species ; and M. Harryana is a grand

addition to this interesting genus of cool Orchids. All

were doing well.

The next house is about 70 feet long, with a division

in the centre. In the first part is a grand collection of

Amaryllis—I think I may say the finest in cultivation,

there being some hundreds of bulbs ; when in bloom

these furnish a gorgeous picture. It is remarkable

that these plants are not more generally cultivated, as

there are none more easy to grow, or more accommo-
dating, for they can be kept under the stage during

several months in the year, being put there when their

growth is completed and taken out at the time they

begin to grow and throw up their flower stems. There

are many other bulbs grown here, to be taken into

the house when in flower ; among them the charm-

ing Nerine Fothergillii and its varieties, which are

well managed, send up their lovely spikes of scarlet

and orange flowers in the months of September

and October. Mr. Anderson has raised many seed-

lings. These Nerines are old plants that have long

been neglected, but which deserve to be more generally

cultivated, as they come in at a season when there

are few flowers to be had. In the next division of this

house there are some good East India Orchids, amongst

them several very fine plants of Saccolabium curvi-

folium, 14 inches high, which must produce a beautiful

effect with their lovely orange and scarlet spikes of

flower; also Saccolabium Blumei majus, plants 12 to

24 inches high, and in fine health, the leaves touching

the pot. Such plants, indeed, are seldom seen. By
the side of these was the charming Aerides Lobbii, ten

plants, 12 to 24 inches high, models of cultivation
;

also Aerides Veitchii. There were some equally good
plants of rhala;nopsis Schilleriana. Mr. Anderson has

not been so successful with P. amabilis and grondiflora,

but he has now found a more suitable place for them,

and they appear to be thriving better, and throwing

out freely their thick fleshy roots. Mr. Dawson has

received a fine importation of P. Schilleriana and
amabilis, 100 plants or more, some of which show a

difference in growth, and, I should fancy, would yield

something new, as the foliage varies considerably. The
effect that these plants will produce when in bloom
will be grand. The finest display of these I ever wit-

nessed was in the collection of R. Warner, Esq., of

Chelmsford ; in this case their graceful spikes of mauve
and white flowers were hanging in abundance on each

side ofa house 50 feet in length. Such a sight is seldom
seen ; they continue in bloom for several weeks, and
after all they are not so very expensive to import.

The next house is of about the same length (70 feet),

and filled with cool Orchids, Here are many fine

plants of Epidendrum vitellinum, with strong spikes of

orange-scarlet flowers ; also a splendid lot of Odonto-
glossum citrosmum, amongst which I was informed

there were some especially good varieties, varying from
pure white to a rich rose colour on the lip. Lcelia

autumnalis grandiflora was growing well, and will

make a fine show of bloom. Of Sophronitis grandi-

flora there are here many splendid plants on blocks ;

and numerous examples of other grand specimens,

such as Trichopilia suavis, »S;c. On leaving this house
we enter another, about 40 feet in length, in which are

some fine plants of Cypripedium Lowii ; also Miltonia
INIoreliana, of which there are fine varieties, some with

the lip very large, and of a charming colour. Here
were also good plants of Miltonia cuneata, Oncidium
sessile, and the good old O. Cavendishianum, plants

now seldom seen, but which are here well grown.
We now come to a house 75 feet long, with tables

on each side, and a walk through the centre. Here
a magnificent sight is presented by a truly grand lot of
Odontoglossum grande, occupying each side of the
house for nearly its whole length, and showing several
hundred flowers, some of the specimens having as
many as 50 open blossoms on them. Between them were
other fine Orchids in bloom, the most conspicuous
being several good plants of the rare Oncidium
Barkerii, with its rich yellow flowers, produced on
branching spikes more than 3 feet in length. I bloomed
this plant years ago, but never before saw such fine

flowers or spikes as these ; it must be the finest in

cultivation. With this were several charming plants of

Zygopetalum maxillare growing on a piece of Tree

Fern, the lovely spikes of mauve-coloured flowers

drooping amongst the green foliage ; there were also

many fine plants of the sweet-scented Oncidium

ornithorrhynchum, which perfumed the whole house
;

O. reflexum, with its showy yellow flowers ; O.

obryzatum and Helcia sanguinolenta, a charming little

plant, with white and purple flowers ; Oncidium
Kramerianum, with its butterfly-like flowers ; Odon-
toglossum Uro-Skinneri, several plants in bloom, and

amongst them some charming varieties ; Trichopilia

Turneri, very fine, with beautiful white flowers ; and

Cypripedium insigne Maulei. There were many other

plants in bloom in this house, in which I noticed a

wonderful specimen of Anguloa Clowesii, 3 feet across.

The Pleiones are grown well here, and when in

bloom must make a good show.

The next is a span-roofed house, about 50 feet by 24,

with a table in the centre, and one on each side. This

house was very gay with bloom. There were many
plants of the showy La:lia elegans, some with mauve
sepals and petals, and richly-coloured lips, others with

white sepals and petals, and wonderfully large lips of a

rich dark purple ; also Aerides suavissimum, with nine

spikes of its sweet-scented flowers. I noticed several

plants of this, but all were different in colour, some
being orange with pink spots. Cattleya maxima was

splendidly in bloom—the best variety I have seen, with

charming mauve sepals and petals, and the lip of the

same colour, veined with dark purple ; it is a very

dwarf-growing species. By this was Cypripedium

Lowii, with four flowers ; Calanthe Masuca, a distinct

plant, in bloom ; several plants of Vanda tricolor,

well out in bloom, all being different varieties

;

Miltonia Regnellii, with six spikes of bloom ; two

plants of the rare and pretty Cypripedium Fairrieanum,

which one seldom sees grown well; and many fine

specimens of Oncidium Lanceanum, some in bloom,

and others showing bloom, all in vigorous health, and

such as are elsewhere seldom met with. The rare

Oncidium hfcmatochilum was throwing up its spikes
;

Miltonia Moreliana atrorubens was finely in bloom
;

also Cattleya superba, with its dark, rich-coloured

blossoms, and the distinct Cattleya Dowiana, a good

variety with very large flowers. I noticed sever.al

fine plants of Burlingtonia decora, showing well

for bloom ; also of La;lia crispilabia, with pretty

lilac flowers. I was glad to see the best new
varieties of Croton mixed with these Orchids, also

the beautiful Anthurium Scherzerianum, which supplies

the deficiency of scarlet we find in a house wholly

filled with Orchids in bloom. The most wonderful

plant in this house was a grand specimen of Cattleya

exoniensis, with 40 flowers, recently noticed in the

Gardeiiet-s' Chronicle. There were here many other

fine plants, but I have only mentioned those in bloom
or showing bloom.

Leaving this we come to another double span-roofed

house containing many fine specimens. Lffilia anceps

will be a glorious sight when in bloom, for there are

about fifty flower-spikes showing on the different

plants, and I hear there are some beautiful varieties

among them. There is a fine lot of La:lia Perrinii

showing for bloom ; L. grandis, fine specimens

;

Cattleya bicolor in bloom, with a fine dark purple lip

and white margin ; Trichopilia crispa marginata,

forming a good plant ; Cypripedium caudatum, well

grown ; a grand plant of Dendrobium Grilfilhianum,

and a very fine variety of densiflorum ; also the rare

D. chrysotoxum, D. Schroderi and Farmeri, very fine.

With these were the beautiful D. moniliforme, and
splendid plants of Oncidium sarcodes, Cattleya

Walkeriana, a great variety of Cattleya speciosa,

and of C. Warnerii, fine imported plants, including

some good varieties.

I could prolong the list of worthy specimens in-

definitely, but must now describe the last of the Orchid

houses, which is a long narrow one, with many rare

and valuable plants. The first rare objects that met

one's view were three good plants of Lrelia Dawson-
iana, showing well for bloom ; Epidendrum syringo-

thyrsus, also rare ; and Oncidium Rogersii, a very

beautiful plant, which was showing a fine spike,

and is no doubt in bloom by this time. There were

many plants of Odontoglossum membranaceum, the

rare O. vexillarium, O. blandum, and the beautiful

L.X'lia majalis, thriving well on a block. Nanodes

Medus.-e, a scarce plant, was growing well ; and there

were many other rare species in this house.

This collection of rare and choice Orchids is the

largest in existence, and there is great credit due to

Mr. Anderson for keeping it in such excellent order,

and growing the different species so well as he does.

It is easy enough to keep a small collection in decent

health, but when the plants attain a large size and

are so numerous the task of growing them well

becomes more difficult. There are at Meadow Bank
several other houses besides the Orchid-houses—for

example, there is a good collection of Azaleas and of

Camellias, which latter have lately been planted out in

the centre of a large house, and appear to be growing
well. There are also some fine plants of the green-

house Rhododendrons, such as R. Nuttallii, Edg-
worthii, DalhousieC, &c. Disa grandiflora is bloomed
well here, and has not been grown in heat this season.

I noticed a fine lot of Pancratiums, which are grown for

their beautiful white flowers, to intermix with the Orchids

when in bloom ; these have a charming effect, and are

invaluable for bouquet purposes. Horticulturists are

much indebted to Mr. Dawson for his kindness and
affability ; he is always pleased for any one interested

in Orchids to see his superb collection, and they are

at any time of the year well worthy of a visit. B. S.

IVillinms.
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For the Week ending Wednesday, Nov. 20

LONDON,
1873.

1872.

Month
AND
Day.

1872. In.

2954

2g.62

29-37

29-5"

18 29.3s

19 sg-'S

20 29.34

In.
— a23

— 0.14

-0.38

— 0.22

— 0.47

— 0.46

— 0.36

40 -5 33 -7

42->J3t.3

40.736.2

40.932 9

41.0I32.3
45-836.0

6-836.4

7-S37-8|

4-537-3

8.0' 36-0

8.736.81

9-S39-9,

H^grome-
tncal_ De-
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from

Glaisher's
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Edition.
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33.2

36.S

35-0 9"

34 9] 96

36-8 100

38-
1|

93

S-S42-5 84

^5

In.

o.ai

0,27

N.N.E.

N.N.E

variable o.ot

WSW |o.03

variable o 36

N : Sw'0.08

S.W. n.os

14.—Nearly overcast throughout. Frequent heavy rain with
occasional hail and sTeet. Strong gusty winds.

15.—Overcast throughout. Continuous rain, with occa-
sional snow in small quantities. Violent wind.

16.—Overcast. Foggj', dull, and very gloomy. Occasional
thin rain.

17.—Cloudy generally. Foir and thin rain.

i8.—Fine in early morning. Overcast after mid-day. Rain
fell more or less heavily from i P.M. onwards.

19.—Generally line, though foggy and cloudy till night ; the
sky then became overcast, and rain fell.

20.—Brilliantly fine till about noon, and again at night.
Cloudy, and a little rain fell in the afternoon.

JAMES GLAISHER.

(FOR THE ENSUING FORTNIGHT.)

PLANT HOUSES.
The Conservatory.—In planting out permanent

objects that are destined to remain for a lengthened
period, it is very desirable that nothing should be
mixed with the soil that would in any way tend to

promote thegrowth of fungi. Leaf-mould and half-rotten

manure are stuffs too freely used for such purposes ; as

these, and especially in non- calcareous soils, are sure to

promote the growth of fungi. It is far better to mix only
bruised bones in loams of that kind, and thoroughly
rotten dung that has been laid up pure in its entirety

from the byre or stable. Where any large plants of
Camellias have become sickly, it will be advisable to

lift and replant them in new soil. If it is wished to plant

them on the same site let the soil be entirely taken
out, and a large pit be formed, according to the
size of the plant or tree. Half fall in with
good loam, and if calcareous, add a third of
very rotten dung, otherwise an eighlli of bmised
bones, say half-inch ones. Lifted from out of
sour mouldy soils, and planted in either of these soils,

their roots spread out, and nicely covered over, and
watered in with manure-water, Hhere are few plants,

whether it it be Camellias or anything else, but will

thrive healthily and vigorously. Altogether stronger

soils should be used, as a rule, in planting out per-

manent plants than for pot plants. Leaf-mould is a
very useful thing in the conservatory for improving and
planting temporary edgings of Lycopods and Ferns in,

and which is only imitating Nature in plantations and
forests, but using it in a deep permanent soil, for such
things as Camellias and other valuable ligneous plants,

is no less than a great error. Renewing beds of soil

and replanting large evergieen plants of any descrip-

tion, are jobs that are easily accomplislied at this sea-

son and onwards, before the sun has power to dry up
leaf and branch too much ; and besides, time for doing
it is more plentiful, and hlter and confusion less seen
and less offensive than at any other time. //. Knight^
Floors.

Greenhouse Soft-wooded Plants.— Cina-arias

must now have strict attention paid to them, and, as

the greenfly is their greatest enemy, they must be
fumigated frequently. When grown in pits the mildew
sometimes attacks them, when they should be dusted

over with sulphur. The first batch will be showing
flower, and tliey must have manure-water given them
at every alternate watering. This is a good lime to

pot all kinds o{ LUiiims : and although Lilnwi aura'

htm and Z. speciosiim are not necessarily greenhouse

bulbs, they cann(^t very well be dispensed with. If a

little care is bestowed on their cultivation, and a

sufficient number of bulbs provided, they may
be had in flower from June until September. As
they are gross feeders, the old soil should be
removed, and all live roots carefully preserved. It

is indispensable that they should have plenty
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of pot room; for large bulbs an ii or 12-inch

pot should be used, the roots requiring a

laige space to grow in. In potting, the bulb

must be placed 2 inches below the top of the pot, to

admit of a top-dressing. The soil most suitable for

them is equal parts of turfy loam and peat, one-sixth

of old cow-dung, and a good sprinkling of sharp sand.

A cold pit or frame is the most suitable place for them.

Water sparingly until they begin to grow. Although

the Cvdamen does succeed in a stove, tliose who wish

to grow it and do not possess a stove need not be

afraid of failure. If they have a greenhouse the plants

should be kept at the warmest end, and be placed as

near the glass as possible, so long as they are safe from

frost. Shift on MignoiuiU intended for specimens.

Keep the shoots neatly lied out, and remove the flowers

as fast as they appear. Geo. Baker, Clapham Common.

Orchids.—Now that winter may be fairly said to

have commenced, let the temperature in all Orchid-

houses be so lowered as to induce as complete a state

of rest as possible in all the plants which require it.

There are a few Orchids which grow most rapidly

during the cool months ; these will not require to be

kept in a high temperature, as they evidently like a

cool moist atmosphere during their growing season ;

but in the case of any imported Orchids which are

making a late growth, a little extra warmth will assist

them, in completing it. The temperature should be 1

—

East Indian house
Cattleya house
Dentlrobiutn house .

.

Lycaste house .

.

Mexican house
Odontoglossum house

9 !. M. 9 A.M.
65° .

.

70'

57" .

.

62°

55" 60

55 • ^
55° •• 60"

50" . . 60

Allow all to rise 10" higher by sunshine ; it will do the

plants no harm, on tlie contrary it will induce the growth
to ripen more fully, and thus insure an abundance
of flower next season. Give plenty of air when the

sun has power to maintain the temperature, but avoid

giving much air on cold, sunless days, as it causes

draught. Keep up a uniform state of moisture in all

the compartments, more especially the house devoted
to Aerides, Phalcenopsis, Saccolabiums, Vandas, &c. ;

also to the house containing the Odontoglossums, Mas-
devallias, iSic, which house should never be allowed to

become dry, but I would not advise steaming the pipes,

or keeping any water in the evaporating pans, except

in the East Indian house, in which house the pans

should always be kept full. The watering of all the

plants must be carried out with skill and care, or some
will lose their leaves, others their roots, and some their

lives. Odontoglossums may now be potted, using the

best fibrous peat, live sphagnum moss, and a little sand,

with abundance of potsherds to ensure efficient drain-

age. Every Orchid requires excessive drainage,

for if water stagnates about the roots they soon turn

sickly. This is the best season to accomplish the

destruction of insects, therefore see to it at once.

William Denning^ Lond€sl>orough Gardens^ Norbiiofi,

Surre}'.

Stove Plants.—Climbing plants that are trained

near to the glass should have their last pruning for the

season (see iormer directions on pruning climbers), and
get them neatly tied in, so as to give as much light as

possible to the plants under them. Watering should

now be done with great care ; never water a plant

unless it is really dry. If possible always use water
about the same temperature as that of the house. Less
moisture will suffice now, in particular where there are

many plants in bloom. Flowering plants that are

expected to keep up the supply for the next few
months should have every attention, to get them as

forward as possible before the shortest days come upon
us. Assist all strong-growing sorts that are in small

pots with a little stimulant once or twice a week.
When the moisture of the house is reduced, thrip is

most likely to appear on Crotons and other hard*

wooded plants. As soon as they are observed, lay the

plants down and give them a liberal application of the

syringe every other day, which will soon get rid of

them. Where such pests as mealy-bug or scale exist,

get the plants thoroughly cleaned, as there should be a

little more time on hand now for such things. Strong
soapsuds will be found the best remedy for such pests

as the above. The night temperature may now range
from 60° to 65°, and about 10" higher during the day.

See that everything is kept neat and trim in the house ;

for as the beauty is now gone outdoors, more will be
expected within. A. Ingrarn^ Ahiioick.

ing properly, and sec that the covering of the border is

sufiicient for the protection of the roots from the cold

rains. George yo/uision, Glamis.

Cucumbers.—The young plants that were put out

in August or September will by this lime be doing

well, tliat is, making rapid growth. Keep them on the

move for a lime before stopping, so as to get as much
wood made before severe weather may be expected.

Watch daily the vigour of the leaf; if there are any
symptoms of these turning to a light green colour or

becoming cupped or curled, niix a little soot with the

water. Apply this at intervals, say twice in the course

of eight days ; also give some liquid manure not less

than once a week, and twice or thrice after the plants

begin to fruit. Old plants that have been kept through

the summer, and seem likely to be fruitful, should be kept

on, as they sometimes fruit well until spring. It will

be found that they have a deal of old wood or branches ;

by all means keep them on, and do not cut them out, as

it often causes the whole branch or plant to rot. Get
as much young wood as possible tied over the old

stems, and lake off all old leaves ; the young shoots

will soon cover the bare places, and they will look like

young plants. Give the old plants some fresh soil,

eitlier as a top-dressing, or remove a portion of the bed
to make room for the fresh soil. This will cause new
vigour after the roots get into the new soil. R. II. D.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Wall Fruit. ^-Continue to plant and fill up

vacancies on walls, and endeavour to get the trees into

proper order. Most fruit trees do best in a good deep
loamy soil on a dry bottom, as they generally make an

abundance of fine healthy roots under such circum-

stances. When a tree is not doing well there is

generally something amiss at the roots. Any trees that

are unproductive, or in any way not satisfactory, should

now be carefully lifted, the drainage should be made
perfect, fresh soil added to the border, and the trees

fresh planted. When the planting is completed, push
on the pruning as much as possible. Fig trees on walls

should now be prepared for protection by unnailing the

branches and tying them up in bundles. On the

approach of frost they should be well covered with

straw or dry Fern. This will save the first crop of

fruit next year. JM. Saul, Stourlon.

Hardy Fruit.—The Pear is deservedly a favourite

dessert fruit, and, thanks to the skill of horticulturists,

there is no lack of good varieties. No garden, how-
ever small, should be without a collection, which need

not be very extensive to have choice fruit from July
until April or May. Standard trees on the Pear stock

are best for orchards, but for gardens trees on the

Quince stock are in general preferable. These, when
grown as pyramids, are very ornamental at any season

of the year; they occupy little space and bear abund-

antly. They may be also grown as espalier or' dwarf
bushes, or in any other form the grower may think fit.

Newly planted trees should have a good coating of

half rotten dung spread over the roots, and be made
secure to stakes. M. Saul, Stoiirton.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.—Those houses that were started in the

beginning of this month will require great care as

regards the temperature. When air cannot be admitted
freely for want of sunshine, the fires must be low in

proportion ; on the other hand, when the days are
mild, accompanied with sunshine, and abundance of
air can be given, the fires may be considerably in-

creased. When the Vines have fairly burst their buds
they can have a temperature of 60° at night in mild
weather, with a corresponding rise during the daytime.
Prune and otherwise get ready all Vines which are
thoroughly ripe, and from which the crops have been
cut. Save eyes of all the kinds required, choosing the
healthiest and best matured wood. Examine the main
drains from all Vine borders, to see that they are act-

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Outdoors.—Now is the best time to make new

plantations of Seakale, Rhubarb, and Globe and Jeru-

salem Ariiehokes. These are all lovers of rich land

and plenty of manure. Take care to trench the land

well, and give ample space for their proper develop-

ment. Globe Artichokes should be protected at the

roots, letting the foliage hang over the protector.

The latest batch of IVale/irreu Caulifcovers should be

lifted and laid in, as formerly directed. Broccoli will

require covering. I do not believe in lifting it, as if

planted in good firm ground the growth will be

solid enough to stand frost. Our Broccoli plants are

about iS inches high, and feathered to the ground. We
have only to scatter dry Fern amongst them when
frost comes, and this has always proved successful.

As Cabbage, Savoys, &c., are cut, dig up the land at

once ; nothing looks worse than vegetable refuse

lying about. Should the early Peas make their

appearance within the next ten days, earth them
slightly over, and lay pea-stakes up each row for pro-

tection against bad weather and pheasants, who are par-

ticularly fond of young Peas. All kinds of Salading^

as Lettuce and Etidive, which has been put into frames

should be dusted with charcoal to prevent rotting.

Celery will have to be again earthed up and made
secure by Fern or long dung being drawn between
the plants. R. Gilbei't^ Burghley.

Mushroom-house.—An enemy paid our camp a

visit last week, in the form of a gang of rats, but a little

early attention, and some phosphorus paste spread over

bread and butter, afforded us the pleasure of seeing

them soon on their backs. The beds, after being

gathered from for a few times, should have a litile sifted

soil spread all over them to fill up holes, and if on the

wane, a slight application of manure-water would do

good. Continue to make up successively beds with

well worked short dung. No fire has yet been used

here ; our house being at the back of a vinery, none is

required. I have also half a dozen lights engaged in

the production of Mushrooms, and these are now
coming forward. The quahty of those grown in a

frame is better than those obtamed from a close house.

R. Gilbert, Burghley.

Notices to Correspondents.
Books : H. W. Write to the publishers of the Journal
of Horticulture, 171, Fleet Street, E.C.— W. F.
Hooker's Haj.dbook of the New Zealand Flora, in two
parts ; andBentham and Mueller's Flora Australiensis,
not yet complete, but of which five volumes are pub-
lished.

Dkac.'KNAs : W. F. There are none of the Dracaenas,
or Cordylines, hardy enough to stand the open air un-
protected in our climate, though C. australis may be
plunged out for the summer in slieltered positions.

Exchange : The Rev. C. L. Ackland, Royal Grammar
School, Colchester, has a large number of seeds of
Australian shrubs, &c., which he would be happy to

exchange for other seeds or seedlings. Apply as above.

Garden Walks : A Ten Years' Subscriber. You would
find it much the best to have them asphalted. Several

methods of doing this hnve been given in our columns.
How TO Utilise Pits under Vines: A. H. You can-

not get many plants to grow under the shade of Vines,

at least with any degree of success. There are various

plants, of course, th;it at curtain seasons require the
same treatment. When you commence forcing the
Vines, all sorts of flowering plants, as Azaleas, Roses,

&c., could be mtrodnced, but as soon as the Vines are
in full leaf they would have to be taken out. In winter,

vineries not having fruit in them can be used as ordi-

nary greenhouses. Your Pine pits are actually of Utile

or no use.

Insects : M. J. The larva of some species of sawfly

(Tenthredo sp.) in the young state, which for want of

information as to its food plant, it is impossible to

determine. /. O. W.
Mushrooms: S.C. Your fungus arrived in such wretched

condition that it was no easy matter to name it.

It is Agaricus (Psathyra) obtusatus, a very uncommon
British Agaric, and new to me. It is no uncommon
thing for Mushroom beds to be overrun by worth-

less fungi, the bed itself being a rich and inviting

pabulum for all the poor relations of the Mushroom.
In making up a bed extreme care should be taken to

exclude everything like old wood, twigs, or sawdust, for

if these things get mixed with the compost they gener-

ally help to produce a luxuriant crop of worthless or
even dangerous fungi. IV. G. S.

Names of Plants : Miss Hope. Hypericum patulum (?)

I, Aster eyaneus (?) ; 2, A. puniceus ; 3, A. carnosus ;

4, A. multiflorus
; 5, A. Amellus, var. bessarabicus ;

6, A. turbinellus
; 7, A. dumosus ; 8, A. Tradescanti

;

g, A. simplex (?) ; 10, A. ericoides.

—

H. IV. Pro-

bably a Banhinia. We cannot say for certain without

flowers.

—

y. If". There are so many seedling or crossed

varieties of Begonias that we cannot undertake to name
Ihem.—E. AI. Buxton. Pinus Mugho.—C B. 3,

Lastrea spinulosa. The Asters next week.

ScoLiME d'Espagne : C. P. No doubt the same thing.

Cook it like Salsafy.

Village Reading Rooms : R. B. asks if any of our
correspondents would furnish him with any suggestions

as to the formation of a village club or reading room.

,

Vine Pruning : A Reader. Plants feed in part through
their leaves. The leaves also serve to elabomte the sap
which is drawn up from the roots. Deprive a plant of its

leaves when in full growth, and you will nearly (if not

quite) kill it. It is diflicult to say precisely when the

functions of a leaf end. We should say, in the case of

Vines, as long as they remain on the plant in a healthy

state they are serving some good purpose ; therefore, it

would be wrong to prune your Vines with the leaves still

on them. Vines are, however, such good-natured plants,

and bear such an amount of rough usage, that to prune
them with the leaves on and still green may not seem to

affect or injure them in the least, but we do not consider

it good practice.

Wellingtonias ; A. G. N. Wellingtonias in some
soils and situations are very subject to have the

shoots and branches browned and dead in the manner
you describe, and which it is difficult to account for. It

is not owing to the wet, as in other, and very damp
situations they succeed admirably. Are your trees much
exposed to the winds ?

Catalogues Received.—James Brooke & Co. (Fair-

field Nurseries, Manchester), Catalogue of Select Or-

chids, Palms, Ferns. Pitcher-plants, Vines. Pines, &c.

—Wood & Co. (Barbourne Nurseries, Worcester),

Descriptive List of General Nursery Stock.—^James

Dickson & Sons (Newton Nurseries, Chester), Cata-

logue of Forest Trees, Covert and Underwood Plants,

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, &c.

Erratum.—At p. 1494. col. e, for "Messrs. E. P. Francis

& Co., Hertford," read " Mr. W. H. Bannister, the

Gardens, Cote House, Westbury-on-Trym."

Communications Received.—J. Dixon (next week).—J. Gough.
W. G. S.—Pisum sativum.—E. Bennet—J. P.—T. S. M. (next

week).—Teutschel & Co.—J. Kingsbury.—T. D.—R. H. D.—
R. D. B.-J. Monro. -J. H. G.—J. M. T.—R. F.—J. E.—
R. P.—J. P. G. S.—Old Subscriber.—G. J.—A. F.

DIED.—November 16, at Woolton, near Liverpool,

Mr. John Mackenzie (of the firm of Blake & Mac-
kenzie, Liverpool, London, and Glasgow), aged 43 years.

Friends will please accept this intimation.

arkets.
COVENT GARDEN.—Nov. 22,

We have no improvement to report. Supplies are

sufficient for tlie trade and general demand. Pine-

apples, being somewhat in excess of the requirements, are

lower in price. Pears comprise Glou Morceau, Chau-

montelle. Winter Nelis, and Van Mons Leon le Clerc.

Of Apples, the choicest varieties are American Newtown
Pippin and Ribston.
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Fruit,
s. d. s. d.

Apples.p. \ sieve .. 2 © to 3 o
Chestnuts, p, bush. 12 o —20 o
Grapes, per lb. ..30 — 80
Lemons, per 100 ..70 —10 o
Melons, each .. 20 — 50

Vegetables.
s. d. s. d.

Artichokes,green, ea. o 3 to o 6

Beet, per doz. . . i o— 3 o
Broccoli, brown, bun. o g— i o
Cabbages, per doz. , , 10— i 3
Cardoons, each . . . . — .

.

Carrots, p. bunch . . . . — 06
Cauliflowers, p. doz. 2 o^ 6 o
Celery, per bundle . i o— 2 o
Chilies, per 100 . . 3 o— .

.

Cucumbers, each .. i 6— 3 o
Herbs, per bunch . . o 2— o 4
Horse Radish, p. bun.3 o— 5 o

Potatos—Round, 7s. to los. per cwt.

to qs. do.

Cut Flowers.
s. d. s. d.

Anemones, p. 12 bun. 3 oto 4 o
Blue Cornflower, p.

bunch — 06
Camellias, p. doz. . . 40 — 60
Carnations, p. bunch 40 — 60
Chrysanthemum,bun.o 3 — 10
Epiphyllum, per doz.

blooms . . ..10^16
Gardenias, p. doz. . . 30— 60
Heartsease, p. i2bun.i 6 — 30

Plants in Pots,
s. d. s. d.

Begonias p. doz. 6 otoi2 o
Bouvardia .. do. 9 o— 12 o
Chrysanthcmums.do. 4 o—12 o
Cyclamen . . do. 9 o—18 o
Dracjena termi-

nalis do. 24 c—36 o
,, viridis .. do. 12 o—24 o

Fuchsia . . do. 3 o— 9 o

s. d. s. d.

Nuts, Cob, p. lb. . . I 6 to 2 o

Oranges, p. doz. .. 09 — 16
Pears, per doz. .. 20 — 40
Pine-apples, per lb. 4 o— 70
Walnuts, p. bush. ..150 —30 o

s. d. s. a.

Leeks, per bunch . . o 2to o 4

Lettuces, perscore.. i o— 2 o

Mushrooms, p. pott, i 6— 2 6

Onions, per bush. .. 2 o— 3 6

Parsley, p. bunch . . o 2— o 6

Radishes, p" bunch o 2— ..

Salsafy, per bun. . . o 6— i o
Scorzonera, per bun. . . — 20
Shallots, per lb. .. 06— ..

Spinach, per 4 sieve 1 o— i 6
Tomatos, p. doz. . . 1 o— 2 o
Turnips, p. bun. . . o 3— o 4

Kidneys, 7.S. od.

s.d. s.d.
Heliotropes, p. doz.

sprays to o 6

Mignonette, 12 bun. 16 — 30
Pelargoniums, Zonal,

p. 12 sprays
Roses, per doz.

Stephanotis, p. doz.

sprays . . .

.

Violets, p. 12 bun. .

.

60— 1

I o— :

S. d. s. d.

Double Pelar-
goniums -.p.doz. 6 oto g o

Mignonette .. do. 4 o— 6 o
Myrtles . . do. 3 o— 9 o
Primula sinensis, do. 4 o— 6 o
Scar.Pelargonium.do. 4 o— 6 o
Solanum capsi-
castrum ..do. 6 o— 12 o

"ACK MAN'S Illustrated Priced and Descriptive
CATALOGUE free on application.

JACKMAN'S CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES
of every description.

JACKMAN'S CATALOGUE of ROSES, of selected
and choice sorts.

JACKMAN'S CATALOGUE of AMERICAN
PLANTS, including the best varieties of Rhododendrons.

JACKMAN'S CATALOGUES of CONIFERS, of
hardy and choice species and varieties.

JACKMAN'S CATALOGUE of HARDY SHRUBS,
of Evergreen and Deciduous Flowering, &c.

JACKMAN'S CATALOGUE of ORNAMENTAL
TREES, of kinds suitable for Parks and Pleasure Grounds.

rACKMAN'S CATALOGUE of HARDY
CLIMBERS, including their celebrated Clematises.

JACKMAN'S CATALOGUE of FOREST TREES,
recently Transplanted.

JACKMAN'S SEVENTY COLLECTIONS of
FRUIT TREES, ROSES, RHODODENDRONS, CON!

FERS, HARDY SHRUBS, ORNAMENTAL TREES, and HARDY
CLIMBERS.

JACKMAN'S assortments of TREES and SHRUBS,
adapted for Planting by the sea coast, on cltalk soils, and in

cities an(l towns.

EORGE JACKMAN AND SON, Nurserymen,
Woking Nursery, Surrey.

PRIMULA JAPONICA, a new hardy Primrose,
prowing 2 feet high, and having five whorls of the most beautiful

crimson-magenta flowers ; strong flowering plants, 3s. each, or 301
per dozen.
PRIMULA JAPONICA ALBA, a pure white variety of the above,

js. 6d. each.
Bronze and Gold GERANIUMS, in 4-inch pots, 6s. per dozen.
Finest Show GERANIUMS, in ^-inch pots, 6s. per dozen.
Finest Fancy GERANIUMS, in 4.inch pots, 6j. per do;'""*'""' •" Hope Nurseries, BedaleHENRY MAY, the Yorkshire.

fpHE EXTRAORDINARY PERPETUAL WHITE-
Jl. FLOWERING TREE CARNATION, LA BELLE.—"The
forerunner of a new race of varieties, of the highest possible value."
" The flowers, of the purest while, are very large and smooth, per-
fectly double and delifjhtfully fragrant, and are produced all the year
round in such profusion that one or more plants should be grown
wherever cut blooms are in request." Strong struck cutting, post
free. 3s. 6d. each. Large plants, carefully packed, 7s 6d. each ; aJtto
in bloom, carefully packed, jos 6d. each. Post Office Orders payable
to JAMES BLACKLEV, Leyton, London, E.

To the Trade.
TEA-SCENTED ROSES, in pots, by the dozen,

hundred, and thousand, very fine plants, includinti

—

MARECHAL NIEL,
GLOIRE DE DIJON,
DEVONrENSlS,
CLIMBING DEVONIENSIS,
MADAME FALCOT,
RUBENS,

And all the best leading sorts. Price on application.
WILLIAM WOOD and SON, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield,

near Uckfield, Sussex.

rilHE OXFORD ROSE SECRET;
J- or. Whence come the Finest Roses?

Vide Gardeners' Chronicle, Sept. 14, p. 1225.
Very fine dwarf plants of best e:(hibilion varieties of ROSES, on the

Cultivated SecdlinR Briar, suitable for forming Pyramids in three or
four years, 6 or 8 leet hieh, entirely superseding the old hedRe-f^rown
hockey-stick Briar and ^lanetti stocks, so many of which arc budded
only to die. Descriptive CATALOGUES now ready.

Remittances requested from unknown Correspondents.
GEORGE PRINCE, Seedsman and Rose Grower, 14, Market

Street, Oxford.

New Roses for 1873-73.
EUGENE VERDIER, Fils Aine, Nurseryman,

3, Rue Dunois, Paris, ofTers the magnificent varieties raised by
him —prices, £1 each ; the Collection, ;^8—viz.,
HYBRID PERPETUALS. — Ffilicien David, John Laine,

MacMahon, Mdme. Louis Paillet, Mrs. Laing, Mrs. Veitch,
Prfisidcnt Grfivy, Souvenir de John Gould Vcilch.

MOSS (not Perpetual).—EuL'^^ne Verdier.
Fifty other varieties of the different Growers of France, with discount.
_.^ , Carriaee free to London.CATALOGUE of GLADIOLI and NEW ROSES Is forwarded

post tree on application.

Sketty Nursery Farm, Swansea.
AiLw,vy Communication without Changi; of Tkuck

F(-^
r> -c CT-

'^'^ ^^^ Parts.
OREST TREES.—Immense quantities, hardy, and

ORNA,5'^N'¥ll^S'^Ss'"anr sTr^II^'- P^'lS'I.s'rl'^Fo^^^
warded post free on application.
HARDY BRITIsff FERNS,-A fine assortment for Rockworkand ecnerf' Pja"t'"e. 25J-^pcr too, cheaper by the tooo.WM. BAltROK, Sketty Nursery Farm. Swansea.

DinF.cT Rail

Grape Vines.
FRANCIS R. KINGHORN has this season a fine

stock of these, in strong well-ripened Canes, of all the leading

sorts.

STRAWBERRIES, well matured plants, in 48 and 33-sized pots,

for forcing.
Priced Descriptive LISTS on application.

Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, AND LAING have a splendid
stock of the following to oflfer, in the finest possible condition,

and at very moderate prices :

—

V I N ES—In all the best sorts, extra strong and short-jointed.
FIGS—In all the best new and old varieties, true to name.
ROSES—Standard and Dwarf, of all the leading varieties.

FRUIT TREES—Standard and Pyramid, all wilh Iruit buds.
PHLOXES—All the finest new and old varieties.

PANSIES—Show, Fancy and Bedding, the best varieties only.

Stanstead Park, and Rutland Park, London, S.E.

L*^
E'S PROLIFIC BLACK CURRANT.

For description and List of Nurserymen, &c., see Gardeners' Chronicle'

for November 2, page 1448.

Clevedon, November 19, 1872.

To Fruit Growers and Fruiterers.

NOVA SCOTIAN APPLE TREES, NOVA
SCOTIAN APPLES, packed carefully, and forwarded with

despatch by Royal Mail Steamers, leaving Halifax every alternate
Tuesday.
JAMES HUTTON, JuN., the Gardens, Spring Garden Road,

Halifax, Nova Scotia, British North America^^

w. HOPWOOD AND
Jersey Nurseries, Cheltenham, offer

SON,
Extra strong Standard APPLES, Extra strong Standard PEARS,

suitable for Orchard Planting.
ENGLISH ELM, ro to 12 feet; COMMON YEWS (recently

transplanted), 4 to 5 feet ; AUSTRIAN PINE (recently transplanted),
5 to 6 feet.

Prices on application.

Brockwortli Park Pear.

JC. WHEELER AND SON can supply TREES of
• this extra fine PEAR at the following prices :—

Dwart-trained for walls, 7s. 6d. each.
Pyramids, 5s. each.
Fine Maiden Plants, 21. 6d. each.

This magnificent Pear is well worthy of a wall wherever space can
be found for it.

j. C. WHEELER AND SON, Nurserymen, Gloucester; and
59, Mark Lane, London. E.C

A Magnificent New Pear.BROCK WORTH PAR K.—
The Fruit of this remarkable Pear is very large, the flesh is

juicy, melting, and of exquisite flavour, it ripens the end of September
or beginning of October. The Tree is hardy, of ornamental growth,
and a very free bearer — young pyramids bearing as many as 20 fine
Pears each. The colour is yellow, richly dotted, slightly crimson next
the sun. We exhibited it before the Fruit Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society, on September 21. 1870. and were awarded a First-
Class Certificate of Merit. It somewhat resembles the Louise Bonne
of Jersey

,_
but is larger. This handsome Pear well deserves a wall.

The original Tree at Brockworth Park is trained against the house,
the aspect being east. Dwarf-trained Trees are 7s. 6d. each; Pyra-
mids, 5s. ; Maidens, 2s. 6d. We have sent Trees of this remarkably
fine Pear to the Emperor of Germany, and to a great number ol the
Nobility of the United Kingdom,
Our Descriptive CATALOGUE of FRUIT TREES is now ready,

and may be had gratis and post free.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, Nurserymen, Gloucester, and
515, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Magnificent New "Winter Flowering Plant,
BOUVARDIA VREELANDIL

MESSRS. J. STANDISH and CO. are now
prepared to execute orders for the above beautiful plant. It

has the habit and form of B. Hogarthii, but the colour is of the
Purest White. The flowers are of excellent substance and stand
well, ihus rendering it invaluable for Greenhouse or Conservatory
Decoration, and also for Cutting and Bouquets. Fine plants, with
12 to 14 shoots on each, which will all flower this winter in a moderate
temperature, zs. 6d. each, 24J. per doieoj jjjg per 100. Special quotations
to the Trade on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

To Planters.
GEORGE DAVISON, White Cross Nurseries,

Hereford, offers the following, all grown singly and frequently
transplanted :•

Ash, Mountain, 10 to 12 feet
Arbor-vitee, American, 7 to q feet

,, Chinese, 7 to 9 feet
Abies Douglasii, 5 to 7 feet

,, Pinsapo, 3 to 4 feet
Araucaria, 3 to feet
Acer, sorts, 5 to 7 feet
Ailantus, 6 to 8 feet
Cypress (Lawson's), S to 8 feet

,, Evergreen, 5 to 7 feet
Deodars, 3 to 10 feet
Laurel, Common, 3 to 4 feet

Standard and Dwarf ROSES.

Laurel, Portugal, 3 to 4 feet
Laurustinus, 3 to 4 feet
Limes, 8 to 10 feet
Pinus austriaca, 5 to 6 feet

,, pyrcnaica, 6 to 7 feet
Red Cedar. 6 to 8 feet
Thuja Lobbii, 8 to 10 feet
Thujopsis borealis, 6 to 3 feet

Thorns, Double, 7 to 8 feet
Wellingtonia, 6 to 10 feet

Yews, splendid, 6 feet through, 6
to 8 feet ; do. I rish, 6 to 8 feet

S
Quicks and Forest Trees.

To RAILWAY and ENCLOSURE PLANTERS.
ROBINSON, Shaw House, Melbourne, has to offer

• a large quantity of fine rootedg strong 3-yr. to 4-yr. and 5-yr,
transplanted QUICK, from 7i. 6d. to iv. 6d. per 1000; also extra
strong, for Gapping and Budding, -zs. 6a. to 31. per 100. Fine well-
rootea LARCH, 2 to 3 feet, 25s. per 1000 ; 4 to 5 feet, 401. Well-
rooted bushy SCOTCH, 2 to 3 feet, 35J. per 1000 ; OAKS, 4 to 7 feet

;

ELMS, 5 to 8 feet ; LIMES, 4 to 6 feet; well furnished HOLLIES,
5 to 8 feet. Prices, according to size, sent on application.

nPRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.—Ash, i to
J- 2 feet, Beech, 9 to iz inches, 8j. ; Oak, 1 to 2 feet

3 feet, I2J, ; Berberis Aquifolia, ij^ to 2j^ feet, 305. ; 2 to 3 feet, 40J,
;

Larch, r foot, 61. ; i^s to zj^ feet, \2s. ; Scotch Fir, 6 to 12 mches, 6j. ;

I to iJ4 foot, 8j, ; tj^ to a feet, los. ; 2 to 2% feet, 121. ; 2j.^ to 3 feet,
131. ; 3 to 4 feet, 15s.

; 4 to 5 feet, 21s. ; Pinus austriaca, i to ij^foot,
25^' : iM to 2 feet, 555. ; Pinus maritima, 2 to 3 feet, 30J. ; 2-yr.
Seedling Hollies, 8j. ; bpruce, 2-yr. and 3-yr. transplanted, 6s. per 1000

;

Quicks, i;^ to 2 feet, 9s. ; 2 to 2j^ feet, 141. per 1000. All other Trees
equally cheap.

H. JACKSON, Blakedown, Kidderminster.

SPECIAL OFFER of the following TRANS-
PLANTED TREES.—Ash. common, 4 to 5 feet, 35*. per 1000;

4^^ to 6 feet, 40s. ; Birch, 2^ to 3 feet, -zos. ; Elm. Wych, 3 to 5 feet,
271. 6rf. ; 4 to 6 leet, 351. ; Fir, Spruce, 16 to 22 inches, 20J. ; 2 to 3 feet,
30s. ; Scotch Fir, 2^10 3}^ feet, 30s. ; Sycamore, 3 to 4 feet, 251. ; 4 to
5 feet, 305. ; 6 to 8 feet, 16s. per 100; Poplar, Black Italian, 3 to 3 feet,
17s. 6d. per 1000 ; Lombardy, 4 to 5 feet, 605. per 1000 ; 5 to 6 feet, 10s.

per 100 ; 8 to 9 feet, 20s.
; 9 to 10 feet, 255. ; Lilacs, white, 5 to 7 feet,

7s. per dozen, 50s. per 100; Laburnums, Scotch and English, 5 to7 feet,
5s. per dozen, ii;j. per too ; 6 10 8 feet, 6s, per do7cn, 4'^.?. per 100.

R. W. f'KOCTOR, Nurscri.s. Ashg.-ilc Rnad. Chesterfield.

Fruit, Forest, Ornamental, and Evergreen Slirubs
and TREES.W VIRGO AND SON have to offer a very large

• stock of the above, all well grown, well rooted, and fit for
present transplanting, viz. :

—

APPLES- PEARS, PLUMS (in Pyramids and Standards).
FOREST—Ash, Hazel. Alder, Wilton, Scotch, and Spruce Firs.
ORNAMENTAI^Ash, Birch, Chestnuts, Thorns, \laplcs, Sycamore,

Poplar, Turkey Oak. Pinus austriaca, &c.
EVERGREENS—Common and Portugal Laurels, American Arbor-

vita:, Siberian and Chinese Arbor-vita:, Green and Variegated
Hollies, Aucuba japonica, Berberis Aquifolia, Privet, &c.

Prices, height, and samples to be nad on application.
The Nursery, Wonersh, Guildford.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING AND COMPANY (Limited),

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants.
Address, z6. Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Ba.singstoke.

Samples and prices post free on application. Prize Medals, i8si|
for Wheat : 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds."

Surplus Nursery Stock.
CROWDER has the following to offer to the
Trade.-LARCH, I'i to 2, 2 to 3, 2 to 4, and 3 to 4 feet:

OAK, 3 to 4 feet, transplanted; SPRUCE FIR, i to i'4, i?^ to 2, and
2 to 3 feet ; SCOTCH FIR, i to 1% foot. The Larch arc stout, with

id leads; the Spruce Fir good colour, well rooted, and bushy.

w
e on application.

The Nurseries, Homcastle.

Surplus Stock.
PINUS AUSTRIACA, transplanted Spring, 1870,

I to ij^ foot, 1^2 to 2 feet, and 2 to 3 feet.

SCOTCH FIR, twice transplanted, iM to ^Ij feet, and 2 to 3 ft.

WYCH ELM, 3 to 4 feet, and 4 to 5 feet.

ENGLISH YEWS, transplanted Spring, 1870. 1 toi^i foot, i5ito2feet
WILLIAM ];0USKY, the Nurseries, Middlewich, Cheshire.

Transplanted English. Yews and Hollies.
ArEWS, well furnished, good rooted, average height
-L 1 to 2 feet, 2 to 3 feet, 3, 4 to 5 feet, 5 feet (extra stout), 6 to 7 leet»

7 to 8 feet, very fine,

HOLLIES, green, fine and bushy, with fibrous roots, 4 to S feet,

5 to 6 feet, and 5 to 7 feet. The above are all suitable tor forming
Hedges or Shrubbery Planting. Prices on application to

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON, Woking Nursery, Surrey.

Choice Winter Flowers.
ISAAC DAVIES'S Priced LIST of the new sweet-

scented Hybrid AZALEAS and RHODODENDRONS raised by
him, and awarded First-class Certificates, is now ready, and will be
forwarded to any address on application. His stock of AZALEA
DAVIESI and HYBRIDA ODORATA, also RHODODENDRON
MULTIFLORUM and PRECOX, grown m the open ground, are a
mass of flower-buds. The Nursery, Ormskirk.

Autumn Planting.
FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL TREES, and SHRUBS.

PETER LAWSON and SON. Edinburgh and
London, have much pleasure in intimating that their most

extensive general NURSERY STOCK is this season in Extra Fine
condition, and early planting is respectfully recommended.
CATALOGUES on application, and special otTers will be made,

with Samples, when personal inspection of the Stock is not convenient^
if desired,

J""
OSEPH SMITH, Sen., Tansley Nursery, Matlock.
Derbyshire, begs to intimate that his CATALOGUE of general

NURSERY STOCK, is now ready, which he will be happy to for-

ward on application. It contains a large Stock of Forest Trees,
Hardy Evergreens, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, American Plants,
&c., &.C.

The Nursery is in a very exposed situation, the soil of a fibrous
nature, and the plants take up with excellent roots, so as to insure
the best success on their removal.

J. Smith, Sen., will be glad to make special offers for large lots.

Farnham Hops.
FOR SALE, about 100,00a White Bine HOP

PLANTS; also 100,000 Grape Green BINE PLANTS, from the
best plantations. Stock guaranteed. Price £i per 1000. Samples on
application,

S, BIDE, Alma Nursery, Farnham, Surrey.

Orange Trees.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, for want of room and heat,
Ten handsome, well-grown TREES, in tubs 2 feet square;

each Tree stands from 6 to 8 leet in height, from surface of tub, and
measures in diameter, through the branches, from 6 to 8 feet ; stems
18 inches or thereabouts. Also Two STANDARDS, 3 feet stems,
from surface of pots. AH the above are particularly healthy and clean,
AH but the two last were imported a few years ago from Malta, con-
sisting of the following sorts :—Egg Blood, Blood, and Mandarin.
For particulars of price, apply to SAMUEL JAMES, the Gardens,

Patshull, Albrighton, near Wolverhampton,

TO be SOLD, Cheap, a quantity of Austrian, Scotch,
and Silver FIRS, 4 to 6 feet; 20,000 Common LAUREL; strong

and bushy LAURUSTINUS, from i to 6 feet; AUCUBAS, i to

4 feet; AKBOR-VIT.^. 3 to 6 feet : Variegated and Common BOX,
2 to J feet; EngUsh and Irish YEWS ; strong RASPBERRY CANES,
of all the leading sorts; strong Fruiting GOOSEBERRIES, 165. to
£t per 100; Red and Black CURRAN PS, from 121. to i6j. per 100;
STRAWBERRIES, of kinds, 2s. per 100.

R. and W. CORNWELL, opposite Red Lion. High Street, Bamet.

TO BE SOLD, Cheap, the Ground being required
immediately for other purposes :

—

RHODODENDRONS, ij^ to 4 leet, line bushy plants,

,, Transplanted, 2 to 4, 4 to o, 6 to 8, and 8 to 12 inches, suitable for

grafting.
RED CURRANTS, fine bushy plants, 3-yr. old.

LIMES, 3 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 6, 6 to 8, and 8 to 10 feet, fine bushy
plants,

ASri, Mountain, 2 to 4, 4 to 6, 6 to 8, andS to 10 feet, fine.

PRIVET, many hundred thousand, very line, cheap.
QUICKS, several million, from 3 to 6-yr. old, all transplanted,

extra fine.

BEECH, 3 to 4, 4 to g, 5 to 6, 6 to 8, and 3 to 10 feet, very bushy,
HORSE CHESTNUTS, 4 to 5, 5 too, and 6 to 8 feet, strong and
ENGLISH YEWS, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet, fine bushy plants.

HEATHS in great variety, fine bushy strong plants, very cheap.
Prices on application to

B. WHITHAM, the Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport.

V/TR. JAMES ERASER, HORTICULTURAL and
XVX Agricultural Valuer and Auctioneer, Mayland's Farm,
Romford, Essex ; late of the firm of J. & J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.

JC. STEVENS' Horticultural, Scientific, and
• Natural History Sale Rooms, 38, King Street, Covcnt

Garden, London, W.C, Established 1760. SALES by AUCTION
nearly EVERY DAY, Catalogues on application.

M Wood Eneraving.
R. W. G. SMITH, Artist and Engraver
Wood, 12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, Londoti, N.

KODERICK NICOLSON, ADVERTISING AGENT
and Gener-\l Commission Agent, i, Racquet Court, Fleet

Street, E.C.

'TO BE LET, the CLIFTON NURSERY, with
-L immediate possession^ of which a Lease may he had for the
period of i8 years, containing Vinery, Stove, Fernery, and Two
t;reenhouses, also 2j'4 Acres of Ground planted with choice Fruit
Trees, in full bearing; also Two Cottages.

J. W, LUPTON, 2, Bootham Terrace, York,

To Gardeners, Florists, &c.

TO BE LET, and the LEASE TO BE SOLD, of a
small florist and FRUIT GROWING CONCERN in

the town of Great Malvern, where Fruits, Flowers, &c,, command
high prices, 1 1 consists of a Cottage with Four Rooms, Large Vinery,
Three Forcing Houses, and about One Acre and a Quarter of fine rich
Land, quartered out with F'ruit Trees now planted five years, with 16
years Lease to run. The Stock is Light, and Ground Rent moderate
for the situation ; may be taken to at a valuation, and cntcretl upon
immediately.

G. BUTCHER, Florist, &c,, Great Malvern, Worcestershire.

To Market Gardeners and Others.
HE BRAINTREE LOCAL BOARD of HEALTHT.^ ail^ t^lilijlg to 1-.H I

f ijy \.iiu,-i,Jvi <» *v.,ii. v^, ,viitj\.ui \\t y\^aif

about TWELVE ACRES of LAND, supnlied with Town Sew.ige,
and close to the Town of Braintrce, suitable for a Market Gardener
or a Dairj-maii Further particulars may be obtained on application.

Sealed Tenders, endorsed "Tender for Occupalion of Land," to be
sent to me on or before 9 o'clock in the morning of December 7 next,
The Board will not be bound to accept the highest or any Tender.

A. CUNNINGTON, Clerk to the Board.
Brainlrec, Nov. 15, 1872.
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To the Trade.
SALES of FRUIT TREES, ROSES, SHRUBS,
- and all kinds of NURSERY STOCK, are held EVKRY
WEEK at KEl'TELWELL'S ROOMS, 23, King Street, Covcnt
Garden, W.C. Entries to be sent in before Wednesday in each week
to the Auctioneer.

II. M. KKl 1 EI.WKLL, 23, King Succt. fovciit C.ird en. W.C.

To the Trade^nd Large Buyers.

ONE TIIOUS.\.\n CYCLAMEN I'ERSICUM, in
jS's and 13's, will he included in Mr. H. M. KE rTELWELL'S

PUBLIC SALE, on THURSDAY, 38th inst., at his Rooms, 32, King
Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

SALES BY AU CTION.
Roses, Fruit Trees, Cyclamens, &c.

MR. H. M. KETTKLW'KLL wlU SELT. by
AUCI li'N. at his Rooms, 22. Kin>; Street, Covent Garden,

W.C, on 1 UDKSDAV, November =8, a larj^c quantity of Standard,
Pyramid, and Dwarf- trained FKl'IT TREES; Standard and Ihvarf
ROSES, CYCLAMEN TERSICUM, ARCHANGEL MATS, &c.
Catalogues to be had of the Auctioneer, 22, Kinj; Street, Covcnt

Garden. W.C.

Andover, Hants.
IMPORTANT to GENTLEMEN, IIUILDEK3. and OTHERS.

MR. W. ABRAHAM will SELL by AUCTION at
the Corn E.\eharii^e, Andovcr, Hants, on TUESDAY, Novem-

ber iQ. a CHOICE CoNSir.NMENT of ORNAMENTAL, EVER-
GREEN, and DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS, FRUIT
TREES, CLIMBERS, &c.
Catalogues can be had of Mr. GAMESTER, at the Exchange, or ol

the Auctioneer and Yaluer, Goldworlh Nurseries, Woking, Surrey

Batlieaston. near Bath.
IMPORTANT to OKNTLEMEN and LANDSCAPE GAR-

DENERS PLANTING for IMMICDLVFE EFFECT.

MR. W. ABRAHAM is instructed by the Proprietor
of the above Nursery (Mr. )no. Scott) to SELL by AUCTION,

without reserve, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, November 27
and 38, at 13 o'clock each day, a Quantity of SURPLUS NURSERY
STOCK, consisting of unusually handsome specimen Conifers, Ever-
green, and Deciduous Trees. Amongst the former arc splendid plants
of Pinus Pinsapo, 7 to 9 feet ; P. Nordmanniana, Cuprcssus Lawsoni-
ana, Thuja aurea, Thujopsis borealis, Juniperus sinensis. Arbor-vita:,
Stc, with fine symmetrical bushes of Berberis Darwinii, Laurustinus,
Kuonymus, Tree Box (variegated), Rhododendrons, in pots, Stc, ; also
fine plants of Birch, Limes, Standard Thorns, tojjcther with some fine

Jyramidal Fruit Trees, in bearing condition, ot the choicest sorts of
ear, Apple, and Plum, with trained Apricots, Currant bushes, and

many other things enumerated in Catalogues, to be obtained at the
Nurserj', or of the Auctioneer and Valuer, Goldworth Nurseries,
Woking, Surrey.
N.B. — W. Abraham calls particular attention to this stock, as

positively being all transplanted within the last eighteen months ; and
gentlemen desirous o( obtaininir line plants properly prepared for
successful removal seldom meet with such an opportunity.

Second Sale.—Windiesham, Surrey.
IMPORTANT SALE ,:if VALUABLE NURSERY STUCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have
received instructions from Messrs. G. Baker Sc Son to SELL

by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, American Nursery,
Windlcsham, near Bagshot, Surrey, on MONDAY and TUESDAY,
November 25 and 26, at 12 o'clock precisely each day, the remaining
portion of the VALLfABLE NURSERY STOCK, left unsold during
the Sale in October last, in consequence of the unpropitious weather.
The Stock will comprise a large quantity of fine Conifera; and Ever-
green Shrubs in great variety, and too numerous to mention ; tjooo

Rhododendrons, ponlicum, hybrids, and best named kinds; Standard
Rhododendrons; 2000 Kalmia latifolia, Hardy Azaleas, Heaths, and
other American Plants; Pinus austriaca, 3 to 6 feet; 25,000 trans-
planted Larch, a quantity of Purple Beech and other Ornamental
Trees, Tea and other Roses in pots, quantity of Pampas-grass,
Tritomas, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

City Auction Rooms, 38 and 39, Gracechurch St., E.G.
IMPORTANT SALE of a FIRST-CLASS COLLECTION of the

finest DOUBLE and SINGLE HYACINTHS. CROCUS,
TULIPS, NARCISSUS, JONQUILS, and other DUTCH
BULBS; a rich assortment of HARDY AMERICAN PLANTS
and CONIFER.E SHRUBS; 300 choice Standard, Dwarf, and
Climbing ROSES, of the best varieties, by name, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION the above, at the City Auction Rooms, 38 and

39, Gracechurch Street, E.G., on TUESDAY, November 26, at half-
past 12 o'clock precisely.
On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the Rooms

as above, and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, E.

Stratford, Essex,
FINAL SALE. WITlHtUT RESERVE.

CLEARANCE SALE of VALUAi;LE NURSERY STOCK, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. G. H. Bunney,

deceased, to SELL by AUCTION on the Premises, the Nursery,
Maryland Point, Stratford, and the Nurser\', Wanstead Flats, on
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY. November 27 and 28. at n for 12
o'clock precisely each day. the REMAINING NURSERY STOCK,
comprismg quantities of fine Conifera; and Evergreen Shrubs, choice
hardy American Plants, including Scarlet and other Rhododendrons,
well set with buds; Selected Fruit Trees, Ornamental and Forest
Trees, fine Standard and Dwarf Roses, a Choice Collection of Liutch
Bulbs, of sorts, a few lots of useful Household Furniture, an Iron
Safe, a capital Force-pump, and numerous other effects.
May be viewed two da>'S prior to the Sale- Catalogues may be had

on the Premises ; and oithe Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E,

Re George Davis.—Prescot, near LiverpooL
GREAT and UNRESERVED CLEARANCE SALE of NURSERY
STOCK and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, TOt»LS and SUNDRIES,
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL

by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Prescot Nursery,
Prescot, 10 minutes' walk from the Railway Station, on MONDAY,
December z, and following days, at 1 1 for 12 o'Clock precisely each day,
by order of the Trustees, without the slightest reserve, the whole of
the VALLTABLE NURSERY STOCK, extending over 22 Acres of
Land, and consisting of an unusually large and varied assortment of
Coniferae and Evergreen Shrubs, including 1000 ^'ariegated, Hodgins",
and other fancy Hollies; 6000 Green Hollies, handsome Portugal Laurels,
Common do., English and Irish Yews, Thujas, Pinus, Piceas in great
variety, Laurustmus, and numerous other Shrnbs; 15,000 American
Plants, including the choicest-named Rhododendrons and Azaleas; 80,000
Forest Trees, amongst which will be found 6000 fine Pinus austriaca,
1 to 6 feet, many thousands of Fruit Trees, clean-grown Standard ana
Dwarf Roses ; also the whole of the choice Greenhouse and other
Plants, consisting of 1500 Camellias, i to 6 feet, remarkably healthy

;

400 fine Azalea indica, 600 Daphne indica rubra, &c, together with
2 Stacks of Hay, Horse, Carts, nests of Seed Drawers, Sundry Lights,
Tools, and other effects.

May be viewed the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on
the Premises: of Messrs. TYRER. SMITH and KENION,
Solicitors. 16, North John Street, Liverpool ; of Messrs. GIBSON and
BOLLAND, Accountants, 10, South John Street, Liverpool; and of
the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone. E.

Finchley, Middlesex.
IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS are
instructed by Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son to SELL by

AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the Finchley
Nurseries, Long Lane, Finchley, close to the Finchley Station on
the Highgate and Edgewarc branch. Great Northern Railway, on
MONDAY and TUESDAY, December g and 10. at 12 o'Clock pre-
cisely each day, a large quantity of VALUABLE EXTRA
NURSERY STOCK, comprising Evergreen and Conifera; Shrubs,
including 10,000 Common Laurels, bushy. 3 to 8 feet; 1000 Berberis
Aquifolia, 2 to 3 feet; 500 fine Spruce Firs, 3 to 6 feet, suitable for
Christmas Trees; and many thousands of other useful Shrubs, too
numerous to mention; also Ornamental and Forest Trees, viz., rooo
fine Limes, 8 to 12 feet ; Poplars of sorts. Planes, Chestnuts of sorts,
&c. , Selected Fruit Trees, choice Dwarf Roses of sorts, 500 Rhododen-
dron ponticum, bushy and well set with buds, Hardy Climbers in
pots, &c.
May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, at Messrs. W. CUTBUSH and SONS, Highgate
Nurseries, or of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone, E.

SALE THIS DAY, AT HALF-PAST la O'CLOCK PRECISELY.
Consignment of Plants from Ghent.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C , on
SATURDAY, November 2^, at hall-past 12 o'Clock precisely,

400 CAMELLIAS, 300 INIjIAN AZALEAS, 200 GHENT AZA-
LEAS, 200 Hardy RH0DODENDR(.)NS, 100 CHAM.-EROPS
FORTUNEl, 200 SPIK.'EA JAPONICA, 200 CANNAS, and other

plants from Ghent; ROSES, SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, &c., from
Surrey; and a Consignment of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CKO-
CUSES, IRIS, RANUNCULI, LILIUMS. &c., from Holland.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Plants ftom Ghent, and Bulbs from Holland.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covcnt Garden, W.C, on

MONDAY, November 25, at half past 12 o'Cluuk precibcly. Twenty-two
Cases of llVAClNTHS, TULIl'S, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS,
IRIS, LILIUMS, GLADIOLI, LILY of [he VALLEY AMARVL-
LIS, SPIR.EA JAPONICA, &c, just arrived from Holland, in Lots
to suit the Trade and private buyers ; and .1 Consignment from a

well-known Nursery at Ghent, consisting of CAMELLIAS, INDIAN
AZALEAS. CONIFERS, PALMS^ Double White VIOLETS, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

CallfomIan Tree Seeds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covcnt Garden, W.C ""

TUESDAY, November 26, -' ".-ir---. — -/-i-.^l- ,..«^;.-„i,

IMPORTATION just
collected by a Gentleman v

Tree Seeds, comprising

—

Abies Douglasii
Libocedrus dccurrens
Cupressus Lawsoniana
Pinus Torreyana

,, Sabiniana
Coulter!

at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, an
ivcd from California, where they were
ho has devoted his especial attention to

Pinus insignis

,, tuberculata

,, imbricata

,, ponderosa
„ Lambcrtiana

&c..

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Orchids in Bloom.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will bELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on
TUESDAY, November 26, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, 30 fine

Plants of CALANTHE VESTITA RUBRA, 16 ODONTOGLOS-
SUM BICTONIENSIS, 40 ODONTOGLOSSUM GRANDE, and a
quantity of Plants of CYPRIPEDIUM STONEI, DENDROBI UM
DAYANUM, VANDA LOWII, CCELOGYNE LoWII, CYPRI-
PEDIUM HOOKERII, C. JAPONICUM, EPISTEPHIUM
ELATUM, and a great variety of other choice ORCHIDS.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad-

Hardy Plants and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on
WEDNESDAY, November 27, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely,

first-class specimen CONIFERS, for lawns; Standard and Dwarl
ROSES, Hardy and Ornamental TREES and SHRUBS, from several

English Nurseries; PRIMULAS, CYCLAMENS, RHODODEN-
DRONS, CONIFERS and AUCUBAS in pots, FERNS, BEGO-
NIAS, HOYAS, &c ; also a Consignment of HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, IRIS, RANUNCULI,
LILIUMS, GLADIOLI, and other Bulbs from Holland.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on
THURSDAY, November 28, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a great

variety of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, comprising good Plants of
Oncidiums, Odontoglossums, Masdevallias, Dendrobiums, Cypripe-
diums, Phalasnopsis, Vandas, Lycastes, Angra;cums, &c., in healthy

condition. Also a few imported CAT PLEYA DOWIANA and
ANTHURIUM SCHERZERIANUM.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

First-class Dutch Shrubs, Fruit Trees, and Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covcnt Garden, W.C, on
S.-VTURDAY, November 30, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, splendid

Dwarf-trained, Standard, and Pyramid FRUIT TREES; Climbing,

Weeping, Standard, and Dwarf ROSES, specimen CONIFERS, and
DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS, from Holland; and a Con-

signment of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSUS, IRIS,
RANUNCULI, GLADIOLI, LILIUMS, and other BULBS, from
well-known farms in Holland.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

New and other Lilies.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, , on
THURSDAY, December 5, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a
quantity of fine BULBS of the magnihcent new Californian HI.Y,
PARDALINUM ; also an importation from Sierra Nevada of

several hundreds of the beautiful new LILIUM WASHING-
TONIANUM, illustrated and described at p. 709 of the Gardeners'

Chronide (or June i, 1871 ; a quantity of LILl UM CARNIOLICUM,
from the Carniolian Alps, and a number of other well-known LILIES

;

also CRINUM BRACHYNEMA, MUSA SUPERBA, &C.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Peru'rtan Government Guano.
MESSRS. DREYFUS BROTHERS AND CO., of

Paris and Lima, the Contractors with the Government of

Peru, having charged us with their General Agency, we beg to give

notice that we are now the Sole Consignees of the PERUVIAN
GOVERNMENT GUANO in the United Kingdom, and are prepared

to effect Sales Irom this date on the following terms :—
Price—;£i3 os. lor lots of not less than 30 tons, or

£14 5s. for any smaller quantity,

per ton, in bags, gross weight, at any of our DepOts hereinafter

mentioned. ,- , .. ,

Payment.—Prompt cash In London in exchange for delivery order.

All expenses of removal from the Stores to be paid by the purchaser.

The Guano will remain entirely at his risk from the time it passes the

scale, and he will be expected to take delivery forthwith.

P'or the sake of maintaining the character of the Peruvian Guano,
and of protecting the consumer and fair dealers, we shall require

intending purchasers to sign an agreement, a copy of v»hich may be
had on application.

Parties wishing to make arrangements for the special use of Guano
will have to satisfy us as to their iti>m_^if< dealings with the article

before we can consider their applications.

In the event of our discovering any infringement of their agreements

on the part of any purchaser or purchasers, we reserve to ourselves

the right of withholding further supplies, and of announcing publicly

our intention of doing so.

In our attempts to prevent adulteration we confidently count upon
having the assistance of all Agriculturists and honourable dealers,

they being specialty interested with ourselves in suppressing that

species of fraud.

\V'e propose keeping Depflls of Guano in England at

London . . . . Under our own control, address as below.

, f Under the control of Messrs. J. H. Schroder &
Liverpool . - - . | Co. , 13, Ruraford Place.

Bristol ....> , . ,

Falmouth .. .. Messrs. William Smith & Co., Imperial

Plymouth . . . . > Chambers, 10, Corn Street, Bristol, and at

Southampton ..
J

King's Lynn.
King's Lynn . .

J

Huir Messrs. Edwards, Winklcy & Co,, 160, High St.

Newcastle-on-Tyne

—

In Scotland our Agents are—Messrs. Berry, Barclay & Co., of Leith

and Glasgow, for the Southern; and Messrs, Richard Connon
& Co., of Aberdeen, for the Northern Division.

In Ireland our Agents are—Messrs. Richardson Brothers St Co., ol

Belfast, Dublin, and Cork, who have the control of all the DepOts
in Ireland.

We shall also be prepared to open DepOts at such other Ports as

may be found necessary for the more convenient and better working
of the Trade.
All purchases will have to be made through the said Agents in their

respective districts. J. HENRY SCHRODER AND CO.
15, Leadcnhall Street, London, E.G.—No\-. i, 1872.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(ESTAULISIIED 1840)

Have now ready for delivery, in fine dry condition—
WHEAT MANURE, for autumn sowing.
PURE DISSOLVED BONES.
PURSER'S BONE MANURE.
PURSER'S BONE TURNIP MANURE.
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
N ITROPHOSPHATE.
NITRATE of SODA, SULPHATE of AMMONIA, Genuine

PERUVIAN GUANO, &c
ri6, Fenchur^h StrcLt. E. PURSER. Secretary.

Lawes' Chemical Manure Company (Limited).
Chainitan—JoilN Knou'les, Esq.

LAWES' WHEAT MANURE, for Autumn Sowing,
now ready for delivery.

LAWES" TURNIP MANURE, DISSOLVED BONES, SUPER-
PHOSPHATE of LIME, POTATO, MANGEL, BARLFIY,
WHEAT, OAT and GRASS MANURES, CONCENTRiVLED
CORN and GRASS MANURES.
The Company having purchased the Business carried on by Mr.

Lawes Jor so many years, arc now prepared to receive orders for the
above Manures.
The Manures can be supplied direct from the Works at Deptford

and Barking Creeks, or through the DepOts at the Ports and Railway
Stations throughout the Kirigaom.
The Company have retained the advice and assistance of Mr.

Lawes lor a period of two years, and all their Manures will be pre-
pared under his direction. They are determined to send out
Manures of the highest quality only, and no expense or trouble
will be spared to maintain for the future the same high position which
they have occupied in the past.
Orders for Manures, anil applications for Agencies in unrepresented

districts, should be sent in at once to FI. R. CHASTON, Manager.
Head OtTiccs;—59, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Branches :—22, Eden Quay, Dublin ; Market Street, Shrewsbury ;

Womanby Street, Cardiff; 63, Constitution Street, Leith; 34, Market
Street, Aberdeen ; Cumberland Road, Bristol

HE LANDS TMP'R"0VE^IENT COMPANY,
(iNCOia-ORATED BY Si'ECIAL ACTS OF PARLIAMENT.)

DRAINAGE, RECLAMATION, FARM BUILDINGS,
LABOURERS' COTTAGES, RAILWAYS, SEWAGE IRRIGA-

TION, &c.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the above

purposes, without investigation of title.

For Forms and further information, apply to GRANVILLE R.
RYDER, Esq., Managing Director, No. i, Great George Street,
Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W.

T~""hE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE AND POULTRY
SHOW,—The TWENTY-FOURTH GREAT ANNUAL

EXHIBITION of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP. PIGS, DOMESTIC
POULTRY, CORN, ROOTS, and IMPLEMENTS, will be held in

Bingley Hall, on SATURDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNES-
DAY, and THURSDAY, November 30, and December 2, 3, 4, and 5-
Thc Public will be admitted to Bindley Hall to witness the judging

of the Cattle, Sheep, Pigs, and Poultry on Saturday, November 30, at

9 o'clock A.M., upon payment of Ten shillings each.
The Private View will take place on Monday, December 2. Admis-

sion to Non-Subscribers until 5 o'Clock, y. ; after that hour, is. The
Exhibition will also be open on Tuesday, Admission is. ; on
Wednesday and Thursday, until 5 o'Clock, is. ; after that hour, 6d.

For Special Railway Arrangements, see the Advertisements and
Bills of the several Companies.

JOHN B. LYTHALL, Secretary.

OITices, 39, New Street, Birmingham.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY of ENGLAND.

POTATO DISEASE.
A PRIZE of ONE HUNDRED

POUNDS for the best ESSAY on the

POTATO DISEASE and its PREVEN-
TION has been offered by the Right Hon.
the Eakl CATHCART, President of the

Society.

Conditions of Competition may be
obtained on application to

H. M. JENKINS, Secretary,

12, Hanover Square, London, W.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1872.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

Saturday, Nov. f Midland Counties E.xhibltion, at Bingley

I Hall, Birmingham, opens this day.

THAT is a very important and significant

memorandum which the Earl of DuciE this

day pubhshes in our columns on the subject of

Accommodation for Farm Labourers—im-
portant, because it is no exceptional set of cir-

cumstances which is here presented to us, Lord
DUCIE fairly representing the landowners of the

country—and significant, for the letter illustrates

no exceptional anxiety, but a general and genuine
desire on the part of those who own the land to

do their duty equally to the tenants ol it and to

the labouring population on it. We claim to hold
a perfectly independent and disinterested position

in discussing tliis subject ; and certainly, what-
ever ground of complaint may be maintained
against the landowners of this country in respect

of the defective cultivation which so large a por-

tion of it still exhibits, we utterly dissent from
and deny the assertion made not long ago at, we
believe, an Oxford meeting on behalf of the agri-

cultural labourer, that it is their rapacity and
hard-fistedness which underlies the recent agita-

tion of this subject. On the contrary, it is cer-

tain that, from the rank of the country squire

and upwards, the landowners of this country are

quite alive to the duties which devolve upon them
as wealthy residents ; they are considerate, and
liberal, and kind, giving, as a rule, a larger share

of thought and money to their " neighbour " than
perhaps any other class, unless it be that of the

labourer himself, that can be named.
That in which we think that landowners are

often blameworthy or mistaken lies, most
people would say, quite in the other direc-
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tion—though our contention is that the two

considerations may be held together or apart,

just as any other pair that have no direct rela-

tionship whatever. The neglected duty to which
we refer is that which devolves on them, not as

mere wealthy neighbours, but as the owners of

the land. It is the same in kind as that which

is shirked by the collier who declines to work
more than four days in the week. It is that

which the energetic and enterprising manufac-

turer or tradesman discharges, and the listless

easy-tempered man in every rank of life neglects.

And this long preface leads us to the stand-

point from which wc think that all such questions

as those which Lord DuciE here submits should

be considered. We believe that it would be better

for all around him if the landowner were, like

other capitalists, to be more urgent and labo-

rious on the subject of mere money making
than he is. Other capitalists, who may hold and
discharge the duties which belong to them as

"neighbour" as conscientiously and as anxiously,

employ their capital, nevertheless, just for the

purpose of increasing it. That is their business ;

and it is, we venture to say, a business much
more useful to others than if they held their

capital simply for the purpose of enjoying it, or

even for the purpose of distributing it. It may
be the energetic employer of capital who makes
most profit for himself, but it is unquestionably

he who promotes most industry. It seems to us,

therefore, that the owner of land is most likely

to be guided aright on such questions as the

Earl of DUCIE moots if he considers simply what
is in the mterest of his estate. His capital will

be most serviceable to Labourers and all other

classes connected with the land when it is so

worked as to yield the greatest profit also to

himself.

The interests of the country labourer are best

served by whatever promotes economical and
profitable farm management, and those of the

landlord hinge upon the very same thing. Wc
would, therefore, on a priori grounds, rather

have the cottages of agricultural labourers on

farms where the occupants are to be employed
than in villages at a distance. And experience

leads to the same conclusion. Those counties

where the former system obtains illustrate an
altogether more vigorous, systematic, and better

paying agriculture than others where the latter

is the rule. Compare Tweedside with Bucking-
hamshire, for example,— the former with the

homestead invariably connected with the farm
" town ;

" the latter with its scattered villages, to

which the tired labourer has not un frequently

two or three miles to trudge after his day's work
—the former unquestionably employing more
capital and paying more rent, not merely per

acre, but per unit of land, whatever it may be, of

equal intrinsic value, than the latter—the

former certainly also paying the labourer better

than the latter.

The chief objection that may be taken to the

accommodation of labourers in cottages rented

with the farm (the yearly tenants being the

yearly labourers of the farmer) is that which has
already found expression in these columns, that

when located on the farms children and parents
are farther from the school and church than they
would otherwise be. Such an objection, how-
ever, is not felt in the large parishes of Scotland,

where it would tell with the greatest force. No
distance there is found to interfere with school
attendance and church going. And even here
it is often the case that a parish contains more
than one village where the misfortune com-
plained of necessarily already exists, but where
the church-going of the population bears no
appreciable relation to the distance of the place

of worship.

We believe, therefore, that the owner of a
large estate will do well in administering it to

look almost exclusively, first to the interest of
the property ; determining all questions con-
nected with it—this one among many others
as to whether, how, and where, he should build
cottages—by just that rule; to which, properly
obeyed and energetically carried out, we should
look for the prosperity of a country-side far
more confidently than if it were dependent on
the residence in it of my Lord or Lady Bountiful,
who, considering very possibly such a rule to be
almost heathen selfishness, might lay themselves
out, on the contrary, for the direction and protec-
tion of their people until they had almost for-
gotten the way to help themselves.
The first consideration in the administration

of an estate is to secure enterprising men of

capital as its tenants. It is by them that the

interests of the labourer are best served ; and
one is quite as likely to meet with right minded,
conscientious men among that class as among
the more listless and the less wealthy. Select

good men of that sort, just—let us frankly admit
it—because from these the largest profit in

fertility and rent can be obtained ; attract them
by offering perfect security and ample scope for

the profitable investment of their capital, and by
equipping the estate in every respect to suit the

purpose for which it is desired to use the land.

It seems plain that, if this is to be the rule of

management, every farm must be provided with

cottages sufficient for the labourers on that farm
;

and these, therefore, should be at the disposal of

the farmer.

The proceedings at the recent monthly Council
meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society
were interesting, especially for two of the incidents

recorded in the report of them. We rejoice to

observe that, undaunted by the misfortune which
has hitherto beset their publication, the Chemi-
cal Committee are to continue the public an-

nouncement of Dr. VoELCKER'.s Analyses of

Manures and Cattle Foods, with the names of

purchasers and salesmen, and manufacturers and
tradesmen, connected with every case. The
Society may well be encouraged to continue in

the useful course they have chalked out for

themselves by the resolutions of other agricul-

tural societies who have watched their proceed-
ings. The Central Chamber of Agriculture has
passed a vote of thanks to them—the London
Farmers' Club has done the same, and will con-

tribute 20 guineas towards the expenditure
incurred by them—and the Lincolnshire Agri-

cultural Society, comprising nearly 2000 mem-
bers, with a Council including the picked men of

one of the foremost agricultural counties in

England, have voted 100 guineas as their contri-

bution. As there is nothing so deterrent and
discouraging to agricultural progress as the

failure of those who are readiest to use the

recommended artificial manures and foods

which constitute the leading difference

between high and ordinary farming, so no duty
can be more imperative on a society, whose
object is to promote the progress of agriculture,

than that of detecting and exposing the roguery
to which much of this occasional failure is

unquestionably due.

The report of the Education Committee
of the Council is the second subject to

which we alluded as especially interesting.

The committee, here also undaunted, as

we hope the Society will continue to be, by
the unexpected indifference with which their

efforts have hitherto been regarded by the
agricultural world, ask for the usual annual
grant of ^200, and will state what they propose
to do with it at the December meeting. We
trust that the application will be assented to,

and that the Society will continue, as the
Highland and Agricultural Society do, to

offer that stimulus and guidance both to

teachers and to students which a periodical

official examination, and a prize list in

connection with a specified curriculum of

study, must give. Our pages have not been
wanting latterly in the discussion of this subject.

An elaborate and well-written essay, for which
the readers of this journal have to thank Mr. W.
Taylor, of Thorn House, Eastbourne, has
appeared at intervals in its columns, and an
opportunity has been given for considering the

whole subject from the somewhat heroic stand-

point taken by the author of that essay. Pro-

ceeding on the data that agriculture is one of the

most ancient, honourable, and useful of pursuits

—that its success depends not only on the

energy with which it is cultivated, but on the

amount and quality of the intellect applied to its

advancement—and that the increase of a nation's

intellectual powers depends, in a great degree at

least, on the quality of the education its people
possess, he has developed plans by which a fair

and practical education may be given to those
who intend devoting themselves to this pursuit,

pointing out the ends to be aimed at, and the

errors to be avoided. He appears throughout to

have ignored the fact that the Royal Agricultural

College at Cirencester already pretty nearly

answers to his own ideal ; but there was room,
nevertheless, for the appeal with which he
concluded — that those whose interests are

bound up with the culture of the soil will

recognise the necessity of taking steps

by which the next and future generations of

British farmers may occupy a more prominent
position in the eyes of their fellow men on the

score of natural and acquired intellectual endow-
ments, and may be able to apply the mental
advantages they have acquired to the promotion
of a more scientific and, therefore, more profit-

able system of agriculture than has hitherto been
in vogue among them.

We will only add that the establishment of an
Examining Board, such as the English Agricul-

tural Society has hitherto maintained, is not only

a very material contribution to the desirable end
at which our author aims, but is itself the only

step which the Society at present takes in fulfil-

ment of the seventh of the objects for which,

according to its charter, it was founded, namely,
" to take measures for the improvement of the

education of those who depend on the cultivation

of the soil for their support."

- Prices of Wheat remain barely altered for the

better at Mark Lane, notwithstanding a limited supply.

Prices vary from 501-. to 56^. for red Wheats, and from

56J. to 60J. for new white Wheats. Barley is firm,

the best malting Barleys being worth nearly 6j. a

bushel. In the Metropolitan Cattle Market on
Monday trade was dull, the supply of stock being in

excess of the demand. Wednesday's and Thursday's

markets, with notes of the Seed and Wool trade, will

be found elsewhere. The Economist, calling attention

to the diminished imports of wool during the past ten

months, declares that " if the manufacture maintains

its present rate of consumption we are two and a half

to three months short of our supply, the effect of

which we leave to those employed in the trade."

Mr. John Thompson, of Badminton, has

been elected Chairman of the Farmers' Club for 1873.

The Root Shows of agricultural societies and
seed-growing firms are now an invariable, and a very

pleasant and useful, part of our autumn agricultural

programme. Already at Gloucester and at Banbury,

at Coggeshall and at Thame, and, while we are

going to press, at the Crystal Palace and at Read-

ing, the most elaborate displays of Kohl Rabi,

Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, Carrots, Parsnips, Cab-

bages, and Potatos have been made ; and nowhere

can either farmer or farm student better study the

ideal forms of the various root crops on which he

depends for so large a portion of his food for

stock. Capital service is done by these shows, and

we shall hope, by the aid of the photographer and
engraver, to reproduce before our readers some of the

specimens by which they have been signalised. The
following, meanwhile, is a paragraph about the

Coggeshall show the other day, where Mr. J. K. King
had gathered some 100 separate collections for com-
petition for the silver cup and 26 other prizes which he

offered.—The Orange Globes were very numerous and

of fine quality, and so were the Essex favourites—the

Yellow Globes. The Long Reds were of gigantic

size, as were the Intermediates, and the premium for

12 heaviest, of any variety, produced a magnificent

collection. The Long Yellows, a favourite variety in

Norfolk, were very creditable. The *' Skirving" Swedes
were good, but there was no competition for the
*' 18 heaviest Swede " premium. The Turnip classes

were quite equal to any others, the White Globe,

Imperial Green Top, and Kohl Rabi being all com-

pact, nicely formed, and of large size. Besides these,

there were three commodious stands filled with speci-

mens not for competition, in one of which were those

intended for the Smithfield show, containing very fine

specimens of Mammoth Long Red, Elveth,am Long
Red (several of which measured 3 feet in length, and

were of proportionate girth), and Yellow Globe

Mangels, the Turnip tribe being likewise superior, the

White Globes representing unusual proportions. All

were grown from seed supplied by Mr. King from his

own stock, and for uniformity, great size, compactness,

small top, and single tap-root, all special excellencies

which Mr. KiNi; so successfully aims at, were really

as near an approach to perfection as could be

desired.

On the application of the West Cumberland
Farmers' Club, the Earl of Lonsdale has agreed to

let the Haycastle Farm of 100 acres as an experimental

farm, to be conducted by a committee of the Club. It

is not proposed to have either sheep or cattle, but to

confine the experiments to manures and crops.

At a late meeting of the East Lothian Farmers'

Club Mr. Hope, of Fenton Barns, called attention—

as our East Lothian correspondent had already done

(see p. 1543)—to a New Variety of WHEAr, named
SnuAKEiiEAD, of which he had towed 4 bush, last

autumn, on the recommendation of Mr. .Sciiolev, of

Eastcrofl Grange, near Goole, Yorkshire, for its un-

common stiffness of straw and its extraordinary prolific

nature. lie had made a small experiment willi it as com-

pared witli Fenton, and found that it yielded nearly

6 bush, per imperial acre more than Fenton ; the latter

being decidedly more lodged than the former. Of course
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this was a singularly wet year, but the grain of the Square-

head appeared to be ofgood quality. Mr. Scholey had

detailed an experiment with the Squarehead, Fenton,

Woolly-eared, and Browick Red Wheats lliis year,

the results being—Squarehead, 150 stones ; Fenton,

13S stones ; Woolly-eared, 1124 stones; and Browick

Red, 124 stones ; but in a hollow where the Square-

head was sown the grain was destroyed, so that Mr.

Scholey calculated it exceeded the Fenton by nearly

6 bush, per imperial acre, as he himself found it to

do. Mr. iloPE recommended the members of the

Club to make a trial of it. He intended to sow all he

hadgrownhimself.—Mr. SiIIKREFF, of Saltcoats, praised

the generosity of spirit displayed by Mr. Hope, who
having cultivated a Wheat which he had established

as the best in cultivation, had the candour, after trying

another kind, to acknowledge himself beaten on his

own farm. Mr. Shirreff proceeded to recommend
the square-headed Wheat, to which he said they could

not give too much manure. It had a big, bold head,

and a golden straw nearly as thick as his finger. He
advised every farmer to sow half of hia farm with it,

seeding thickly because of liability this year to sprouted

grain.

The Boston Journal of Chemistry states that

during the siege of Paris M. DuuRUNFAUT devised an
Artificial Milk, made by dissolving i^ oz. of sugar

in a quart of water, adding an ounce of dry albumen
(from white of eggs), and 15 to 30 grains of soda

crystals, and then making an emulsion of it from i^ to

2 oz. of olive oil. As the war progressed gelatine was
substituted for the albumen, and then slaughterhouse

fats—purified by melting at 150°, and then projecting

into them small quantities of water— for the olive oil.

One firm made in this latter way 132,000 galls, of milk

daily for Paris consumption.

Lord KiNNAiRU reports to the North British

Agriculturist the following answer, received from Dr.

VOELCKER, to a question as to the best mode of

utilising damaged \Vheat for sheep and cattle feeding :

" Analytical Laboratory, 11, Salisbury Square,
'

' London.
"I think it likely that the sprouted Wheat may have

lost some of its gluten, and in all probability it will be too

relaxing in its effects as food for cattle or sheep. It

should be kiln-dried rather hard, and then ground into

coarse meal and mixed with undecorticated cottun cake
ground into meal—two parts of \Vheat and one of cotton
meal. I believe this will be a good feeding meal for

cattle and sheep. Aug. Voelcker."

At the late meeting of the Scottish Chamber of

Agriculture, referred to last week, it was stated in the

course of the discussion on the Relations isetween
Landlord and Tenant, that if landlords were all to

take the same common-sense view as some were doing

there would not be much reason for complaint. Sir

Patrick Keith Murray, of Ochtertyre, had sent

cut conditions for future leases, requesting the tenants

to suggest any amendments. Among these conditions

were the following :

—

" Draining.—In addition to such special arrangements
as may be agreed upon by the parties at the commence-
ment of the lease, the landlord undertakes, if called upon
to do so by the tenant at any time during the lease, to

expend a sum not exceeding £ in underground drain-

ing the farm, the tenant perfonning gratuitously all

carriages. The work to be performed according to the

specifications, and under the direction of the landlord or

his factor ; the tenant to pay interest at the rate of 5 per

cent, on the sum expended during the remaining years of

the lease after execution of the work.
" Compensation for Unexhausted Extraneous Manure.

—The tenant, at the natural expiry or earlier termination

of the lease, shall be entitled to compensation from the

landlord for any unexhausted extraneous manure brought
to the farm, and purchased and paid for by the tenant,

the actual purchase and application of such manure being
proved to the satisfaction of the arbitrators.

"Compensation for Carriages.— In the event of the

tenant ceasing to occupy the farm before the natural

termination of the lease, he shall have right to compen-
sation from the landlord for the value of any carriages of

materials for the permanent improvement of the farm,

performed by the tenant under the provisions of the lease,

or with the written consent of the landlord. The amount
of compensation to be in proportion to the number of
yeais of the lease unexpired at the date of the tenant's

removal from the farm—that is to say, the total estimated
value of the carriages shall be divided into as many equal
portions as there are years of the lease to run from the

date of their performance ; and if the tenant ceases to

occupy the farm before the natural expiry of the lease, he
shall receive one of these portions for each year of the

lease which he fails to enjoy ; but under no circumstances

shall the amount for value of carriages at the time ol the

performance thereof be estimated by the arbiters above

14 per cent, on the amount paid by the landlord for these

permanent improvements at the time of their execution.

" Compensation for Tenant's Erections.—If the tenant

shall at his own cost erect any buildings or fences on the

farm, the landlord shall be entitled, if so disposed, to take

such erections at valuation of arbiters, or to decline

taking them, and in the latter case the tenant shall be en-

titled to remove them, on condition that he restores the

ground or the other buildings to which they are attached
to their original condition."

Colonel Cholmondeley, at a late meeting in

Cheshire, described a contrivance of which we ought

to hear again before another harvest time comes round.

Mr. Hughes, of Brampton Ash, in Leicestershire,

had this year had a great deal of his corn laid, and as

the men knew it could not be cut by the reaping

machine, they refused to name the terms on which

they would undertake the work. This set Mr.

Hughes thinking, and the result of his cogitations was

an instrument which can be attached to any make of

reaper— so that directly it is put in motion the laid corn

is lifted by it into an upright position within the range

of the cutter-bar. Thus the cutter-bar may be set

high, although the corn may be laid perfectly flat.

"The lifters will ensure all the corn being cut. and cut

evenly, leaving a good stubble. They certainly prevent

the ear-ends being cut off short, as well as twice cutting

under any circumstances. Tliey also enable the cutter-

bar to be set above the Clover or rubbish growing through

laid crops, and thus make as great a separation as possible

between the ripe corn and the growing stuff. In attempt-

ing to cut a laid crop without the lifter, it is necessary to

set the cutter-barlow. By this means, the knives and
fingers are forced through the tangled mass, and damage
as well as hindrance constantly occur from stirring up
stones and dirt, and cutting up a quantity of rubbish.

When using the lifters all risk to the knives and fingers is

avoided. The machine proceeds evenly through both
st.anding and laid corn without alteration, cutting the

straw, where it cuts best, about 3 or 4 inches from the

ground, and leaving an excellent stubble. Four of these

lifters are recommended for a full-sized machine, which
will ensure all corn being cut ; but more can be apphed
if great neatness is required. They can be attached to

any machine in a few minutes by a common carpenter.

The price is 5r. 6d. each, or 215. the set of four." By
this invention Mr. Hughes secured his corn, and a single

field paid expenses. He wrote as follows: " We have
had a most severe trial to-day in a very heavy crop of

Wheat laid flat. It looked almost hopeless to get it by
any process, and the farmer could get no men to take it.

We put in five lifters, picked it up, and cut it off, cutting

all round in grand style, I believe it is a great success,

and will be of great public utility."

The invention is described as a prolongation of four

or five of the fingers of the reaping machine to about

iS inches, so that, where attached, it acted as a lever,

raising the corn about 4 inches while the cutter worked
underneath.

The Mark Lane Express thus asks and answers

a very important question :

—

" If all foreign fat stock were killed at the port and all

foreign store stock put in quarantine for a longer period,

could we thus reasonably hope to shut out foot-and-

mouth disease and pleuro-pneumonia? Most assuredly

not. Actual facts are altogether against such a suppo-

sition. There has been more foot-and-mouth and pleupo

imported this year from Ireland than from all the rest of

the world put together ; and yet at Aylesbury [referring

to a recent meeting of the Home Cattle Defence Associa-

tion], so far as we can see, Ireland was never mentioned."

The following Clauses of Leases were read

at a late meeting of the Scottish Chamber of Agri-

culture. We reproduce them here in illustration of our

assertion, that the real business of landowning is often

almost entirely disregarded by the landowner :

—

" Reserving also to the said proprietor and his foresaids

the whole game of every kind, as well as the hares, rabbits,

and wild fowl on the lands hereby let. and the fish in the

rivers, streams, lakes, or ponds traversing upon or bound-

ing the same, with right of access thereto, and with full

and exclusive power and liberty to themselves and others

having their leave and permission to hunt, shoot, course,

fish, and sport thereon, without being liable in any claim

of damages or compensation therefor, or for damage
occasioned by game, hares, rabbits, wild fowl, or others

foresaid ; and all claims tor such damages and compensa-
tion shall be expressly renounced by the said tenants, who
are hereby not only prohibited from hunting, shooting,

and coursing on the said farms, and from fishing in the

rivers, streams, lakes, or ponds upon, traversing, or

bounding the same, and from killing the game, hares.

rabbits, wild fowl, fish, and others, but shall be bound by

themselves and their servants to do all in their power to

protect and preserve the same, and to prevent persons

not having the proprietor's authority from hunting.

shooting, coursing, and fishing as aforesaid, and killing

the said game, hares, rabbits, fish, and wild fowl ; and the

gamekeepers and fishermen on the estates, and others

employed imder or in connection with them, whether as

watchers or otherwise, shall at all times have Uberty to

enter upon and traverse the said farms for protecting and
killing game and fish, destroying hares and rabbits or

vermin, or for any other purpose whatever."

The following is perhaps an even more relentless

assertion of the rights of the owner of the estate, in

disregard of his- own and every other interest connected

with it :

—

" If any tenant shall be convicted of poaching or shoot-

ing game, his lease shall be forfeited, and the proprietor

shall be entitled to remove such tenant at the first term of

Whitsunday or Martinmas after such happens, in the same
manner as if his lease had naturally expired, any law or

practice to the contrary notwitlistanding. No heather, at

any period of the year, or under any pretence whatever,

shall be allowed to be set on fire or burnt, but at the sight

and with the written permission of the proprietor. And if

any tenant or person in his employment, or at his sugges-

tion, set on fire or burn heather without such permission,

he shall immediately thereafter forfeit his lease, which in

that event shall retimi to the proprietor without any
compensation, any law or practice to the contrary not-

withstanding ; and such tenant shall be bound to remove
himself without warning, or he shall in the proprietor's

option pay annually, and along therewith double of his

stipulated rent during the remainder of his lease after such
burning, defences against his removing and paying double
rent as aforesaid being hereby expressly renounced."

OUR LIVE STOCIC.

CATTLE.
We have received a complete pedigree of Mr. Terr's

well-known " Flower" tribe, with some particulars as

to the various sires which occur in it from and previous

to the time of the CoUings down to Flag of Ireland
(28,613), calved May 10, 1S69.

Flag of Ireland, white, calved May 10, i86q.

Got by Breast Plate (19,337).

Flower 0/Britain .. dam by British Prince (14,197).

Flower Lady .. .. gr.d. by Vanguard (10,994).

FlcnvcrGirt .. g.gr.d. by Londesboro' (6142).

Flora of Farmjicld g.g gr.d. by Rinai.do {4949!.

Formosa.. .. g-g-ggr-d. by Sir TunMAS (2636).

gg.g.g.gr.d. by Sir Alexander (591).

g.g.g.g.g.gr.d. by Marske (418).

STVcrlbrier g.g-g-g-gg-gr.d. by North Star (459)-

Nonpareil g.g-g-g.gg-ggr.d. by Wellington (680;.

Juno g.g.g.gg.g.g.g-gr.d. by Favourite (252).

//';A/ri:> g.g.g.g.g.g.g.g.g.gr.d. by Favourite (252).

gg gg-gg-g gggg'"-'i. by Ben [70).

g.g-g.g g.g-g'g g'g-g-g''-fi. l^y HUBBACK (319).

gg-S-gg-g-e-g-gggg-Sr-tl. by (sire of Hubdack) Snow
don's Bull (G12).

gggEggg-g-g-eEe-S-Sr-d- by Sir J. Pennvman's Bull
(601).

We believe this is the only tribe in the country that

traces to Hubback and to Hubback's sire, commonly
known as Snowdon's Bull (612). It will be seen

that the tribe is bred from the highest priced and best

animals at Robert CoUing's sale, namely, Swectbrier

and No7ipart'il ; and since then a succession of first-rate

and purely bred sires bring us down to the present day.

It will answer our purpose best, in investigating this

pedigree, to commence with Sir J.
Pennvman's Bull

(601), which lies at the foundation of the pedigree.

The 14th gr. dam was by this bull, which was descended

from the stock of Sir William St. Qulntin, of

Scampston. Next we find Snowdon's Bull (612),

the sire of HUEBACK, bred by Mr. George Snowdon,

got by Mr. William Robson's Bull (558), which,

again, was by Masterman's Bull (422), by the

famous Studley Bull (626), bred by Mr. Sharter, of

Chilton. Hubback (319) was the next sire employed,

and thus a fresh infusion of that vigorous blood was

effected which, in the estimation of all Shorthorn

breeders, made the breed what it has been and is.

Ben (70), a great-grandson of Hubback, was next

used. He was bred by the Messrs. Colling "'' ^'~

pedigree was as follows :

—

Cow by HuBUACK. Hl'Bback.

,
and his

Cow by Broken Horn (95). Broken Horn (95).
I ,

1

Cow by Hubback. I

Cow by Foljambe. Punch (531).

Ben (70). Red and white.

Hence Ben traced back to Hubback on both sides,

and in his sire's pedigree we have Punch by Broken
Horn, dam by Broken Horn, and Broken Horn
by Hubback, dam by Hubback, or two cases of

a method of breeding employed by Mr. Bates as well

as the Collings, and well illustrated in the breeding of

Comet, *'The Ox," and afterwards the DUKE of
Northumberland (1940). Following (Ben) we
find Favourite (252) occurring twice consecutively,

giving as the result the two cows named

—

Wildair

(totally distinct family to the "Wild Eyes" tribe), and

Juno. Favourite was by Bolingbroke (86), out of

Phixnix by Foljambe, daughter of Mr. Maynard's cow
Favourite. It seems needless here to follow further

the breeding of a bull acknowledged by all to

have been excellent in all points. Wellington
(680) could not be said to introduce any blood

but what must be approved, being by Comet
(by Favourite, dam by Favourite out of

Favourite's dam), and out of Wildairhy Favourite
just mentioned. The result of this close adherence to

Favourite and Hubback blood (as close as ever even

Mr. Bates would have desired) was Nonpareil, the

highest priced cow at Mr. Robert CoUing's sale in

iSiS. North Star (459) followed, and the result

was Sxocetbrier, the highest price heifer at the

same sale. We need not go far to find the whole

of the sources of North Star's descent. He was by

Favourite, dam Yellow Coxv\iyVv^<z\l. AH, there-

fore, ends in names already met with in investigating

this singular pedigree. Marske (41S) was bred by

Mr. R. Colling, was by Favourite (252), dam by
Favourite, g.d. by Favourite, g.g.d. by Punch,
g.g.g.d. by Hubback. Punch, it will be remem-

bered, was a closely interbred animal (see pedigree

above), and was the sire of Ben {70). Marske
was used by Mr. Hutton, of Marske, hence his name
(Mr. Hutton offered 1600 gs. for CoMET after the

Ketton sale) ; and this bull was in every way identical

in blood with the daughter of Siueetbrier, to whom
he was put. SiR Alexander (591), bred by Mr.

Maynard, was also by Marske, dam Amelia by

Lancaster (360), g.d. by North Star {459) (already

commented upon), g g.d. by Favourite, g.g.g.d. by
Punch. Turning to Lancaster (360) we find no

relief from the constant succession of the blood already

constituting the tribe. Lancaster was by Welling-
ton (680), dam Moss Rose by Favourite, g.d. Red
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^M« by Favourite, g.g.g.d. by Punch, g.g-g.d. by

FOLJAMBE, g-g-g.g.d. by HUBBACK. SIR THOMAS
(2636) followed next. He was by Juniper (1145),

dam Lively by Ketton. The female pedigree further

traces through cows by Blucher (80), a bull boasting

Alfred and Bolingbroke crosses, and Pope (514).

RiNALDO (4949), bred by Mr. Houldsworth, was

by Norfolk (2377), dam Robina by Bertram
(1716), bred by Mr. Whitaker, g.d. Rosa, bred by

Mr. J. Booth, by Pilot (496), g.g.d. by Albion
(14); and the pedigree traces afterwards through a full

brother to Easby (232), and a son of Twin Brother
to Ben. Norfolk was bred by Mr. Whitaker,

used by Mr. Bates upon the Duchesses, and after-

wards sold to Mr. Fawkes, of Farnley ; he was by

Mr. Bates' 2D Hubback (1423) by The Earl, from

Mr. Hustler's Red Rose 1st o( Robert Ceiling's "Red
Rose" tribe, by Yarborough. Norfolk's mother

was Nonpareil, bred as follows :—

•

North Star (459). Yoimg Sally.

Magnet (2240), bred by
Mr. Wetherdl.

North Star (459). Young Sally.
I

,

1

Cow.

Nonpareil.

YoUng Saltv's pedigree traces through females by

Mr. CoUing's Alexander (1623) (by a son of

Favourite), a grandson of Favourite, Punch, and

Hubback ; and North Star was by Favourite,
dam by Punch. Londesborough (6142) was pur-

chased by Mr. Torr from Mr. Botterill. He was by

Tomboy (2765), bred by Mr. R. Booth, a well-

descended bull by Ambo (1636).

d. li^oodhine by You.ng Albion (15),

g.d. Miss Fooie by Pilot (496),

g.g.d. Fair Matd by Agamemnon (9),

and boasting previously five pure crosses. LoNDES"
borough's dam, Marlininas Maid, was by East-

THORPE (1947), bred by Mr. Botterill ; his grand-dam

Variely was by Marlbro' (119S), own brother to

Fairfax, bred by Mr. Whitaker ; and it is through

these two grand cows that Londesborough's excel-

lence as a sire was derived ; a like result was obtained

in the Foggathorpe cows by Marlbro'. Vanguard
{10,994) is recognised as one of the most famous

of Booth sires. To remind the reader that he was
by Buckingham, from Isabella, daughter of the

famous Isabella by Pilot, is sufficient. British
Prince, the last sire we have to notice, was

bred by Mr. R. Booth, of Warlaby. He was by

Crown Prince, and from Biaiica by Leonard, and

traces back to Pilot (496) and Suwarrow (636).

Thus have we laboured through a somewhat trouble-

some task. The foundation of the tribe was laid upon
the principle of close interbreeding, but after the time

of Sir Alexander a more extended basis of affinities

was entered upon. It originated with Robert Colling.

At his great sale in 1S18 Nonpareil made 370 gs., the

highest price for a cow, and went to Lord Althorp.

Even her dam, yuno, although 1 1 years old, and the

first cow sold, made 78 gs. Her daughter, Sweetbrier,

made 145 gs. , being purchased by Mr. Maynard, from
whom the tribe passed to Mr. Houldsworth, of Farns-

field. At Mr. Houldsworth's death, Mr. Torr pur-

chased Flora of Farnsfield out of Formosa, the finest

cow in the sale, and a magnificent specimen of a Short-

horn. The pedigree was taken from the catalogue

then printed, although Mr. Torr was told that it

extended further, and so it has been entered in the

Herd Book. Siueelbrier may, however, be readily found
under her dam, Nonpareil, in the first volume of

Coates' Herd Book, p. 425, where the pedigree is

extended as we have given it above. This also agrees

with Robert CoUing's sale catalogue, printed in the first

volume of .Shorthorn Transactions. The "Flower"
tribe, as at present represented in Mr. Torr's herd,

where animals of it have been prominent for more
than 30 years, are remarkably true and uniform. We
have by us a picture of a head which is, as is the case

with many of the family, unsurpassable for beauty of

expression. The cows are large, massive, symmetrical
cattle, with fine quality of flesh and hair.

POULTRY.
One of the largest collections of fowls, pigeons,

game birds, geese, ducks, turkeys, and rabbits ever

exhibited in this country has been shown this week in

the Crystal Palace at Sydenham. Upwards of

3000 pens in all have been arranged in 200 classes.

Large classes of every variety of Dorking, also of

Cochins, Brahmas, Spanish, Houdans, Crevecceurs,

Hamburghs, Polands, and others, have tried the

patience and insight of the judges. The show
opened on Wednesday, and has attracted large numbers
of spectators.

THE GEOLOGY OF HOP SOILS.
Mr. Tuplev has frequently asked why Hops are

not grown in certain parts of England whose geological
conditions seem to indicate that they might be culti-

vated satisfactorily. At one time Mr. Topley suggested
the Vale of Pewsey as a suitable locale for Hop grow-
ing experiments ; and now recently, in his paper on
"The Agricultural Geology of the Weald, in the
Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
he has suggested Oxfordshire as likely to produce good

Hops abundantly, because Mr. C. S. Read, in his

essay on the "Farming of Oxfordshire," says "the
extraordinary luxuriance of the wild Hop seems to

indicate that it is the natural soil of that plant, and
peculiarly adapted for its growth ;

" and because Hops
do so well upon the upper greensand in the neigh-

bourhood of Farnham, they would certainly flourish in

Oxfordshire, where the upper greensand fcrops out.

But there is something required for Hop growing
beyond the mere soil or geological formation ; as for

instance, in the lower greensand and the Wealden
formation some fields cannot be made to grow Hops
profitably, while in the next parish, or even over the

next hedge, the most lu.xuriant crops are pro-

duced. A great deal depends upon situation,

upon the depth or arrangement of the surface soil,

and generally upon climatic conditions.

There are many and various soils where Hops
grow well under certain circumstances, as on the

chalk in East Kent, where the finest quality is pro-

duced ; on the upper greensand, as in Hampshire ; on

the lower greensand, as in Mid Kent ; the Wealden
clay and Hastings sand in parts of Kent and Sussex ;

but in most of these cases it will be found that success

in the cultivation of the Hop depends upon some
pecularities, and it may almost be said abnormal con-

dition of these formations ;—thus at Tunbridge and

Hadlow on the Weald clay, where very heavy crops

are grown, of better quality than ordinary Weald grown
Hops, a bed of rich alluvial soil is superimposed upon
the ordinary Weald clay. And it will be found generally

throughout that part of the Weald where Weald clay

prevails, that the best Hops are produced where the

clay is covered by superficial deposits—as for instance

on the banks of the rivers Beult and Teise, where

there are far-extending layers of loam and gravel beds,

more or less deeply covered with loam ; in the neigh-

bourhood of Bethersden, where there is a wide-spread-

ing bed of a kind of limestone abounding with shells,

where the celebrated Bethersden marble is obtained
;

and it may be shortly said of Weald clay pure and

simple that it is not especially suited to the growth of

Hops,—in the very large tract of it in West Sussex,

running into Hants and Surrey, no attempts are made
to plant them, and it is believed that Horsham is

almost the Hop growing boundary in the western

part of the county. It is much to be wished that Mr.

Topley had subdivided this division of his map more
carefully, by giving the whole of these various super-

ficial deposits, as it would have been most interesting

to see at a glance that where these occur Hops are

generally and successfully grown. Mr. Topley states

that there are but few superficial deposits in the Weald
clay, and he has given only two instances upon his

map, in both of which districts the best and most

abundant crops of Hops are grown, but it is quite

certain that there are many more, and it will be

found that experience and practice have taught

growers to plant Hops chiefly in these places.

Upon the adjoining formation, the Hastings sand,

where the variations of soil, viz., clay and sand,

are accurately shown on Mr; Topley's map, it is

remarkable to notice that the bulk of the Hop grounds

are in the eastern part of the district, where the clay,

particularly Wadhurst clay, predominates, and that

the parishes which are familiar as Hop-producing

are upon this clay. To those who know nothing of

the distribution of Hop plantations the curious distri-

bution of clays in these Hastings beds, as shown by

Mr. Topley, is most interesting. It will also be seen

by reference to the map that the soil of the "famous

district of Mid Kent," upon the Hythe beds of the

lower greensand, is calcareous. Hop growers will

see also that the good Hop growing district is coter-

minous with this soil, and that, as they know by

practical experience, the sandy soil of this formation

will not produce the same quality or quantity ; but it

is not to be supposed that the whole of this calcareous

division of the lower greensand district will grow Hops
profitably. It is only in certain situations—for instance,

upon gentle slopes where there is natural drainage,

where the "mould" is fairly deep, and for

Goldings where the roots can get down into

the ragstone, or upon the " coomby " land into

the hassock—that Hops do really well. There is

much ground upon the lower greensand that will

not grow Hops, and much that will not grow

them to pay, and it is partly because so many
conditions of soil, position, and situation are required

that planting has not succeeded in other counties.

Experienced planters have tried to establish planta-

tions in various parts of England, but without success,

although wild Hops grow well, and the land seemed

quite suited for the production of the best. There is

one other important reason why Kent, Surrey, Hants,

and Sussex monopolise nine-tenths of the Hop acreage

of the United Kingdom, which goes far to account for

the failure in the attempt to grow Hops in Oxfordshire,

in Wiltshire—where the late Mr. Bennett, of Pyt

House, gave them a fair trial ; in Essex, where heaps

of money have been lost in attempting to grow them
;

and in many other English counties ; this is, that the

climate of these four south-eastern counties, and

notably that of Kent and Sussex, where at

least 70 per cent, of the Hop acreage of

the United Kingdom is situated, is mild and genial, and

at the same time without an excess of rainfall, as in the

south-western counties. In Kent arid Sussex there are

remains of terraced vineyards on the sunniest slopes ol

the southern hills, where Grapes ripened at a time

when the climate, from causes which cannot be traced,

was milder and sunnier even than in these days ; and
even now in favourable seasons Grapes ripen well in the

open air, and all fruits are grown in the greatest per-

fection ; so that it must be said that the temperate

climate of Kent and Sussex is first and foremost among
the causes of their successful Hop production.

PINNOCK'S CATECHISM OF the
ENGLISH ' LAND QUESTION.'

{Continuedfrom p. 1536.)

Ques. Before we proceed with the catalogue of those,

whom you think the opening of the Land Market will

benefit, there is a question 1 should like to ask. It is

this. If the survival of feudal law has left our Land
system so faulty in the matter of Transfer, Succession,

and Entail, how comes it that the farming of Great

Britain has s(j high a reputation—may I not say the

highest, in the world? Surely in this as in other

things, " the proof of the pudding is in the eating."

Ans. Yes ! for the partakers. But how about those

who are not invited ? and those who make the pudding,

but mustn't touch it ? However, peace to your aphor-

ism. You have put a fair question : but have you

put it fairly?

Q. How not? Correct me, if wrong.

A. Why did you say 'Great Britain,' and not
' United Kingdom ' ? Our land laws are the same in

Ireland. Does not your panegyric include the Sister

kingdom ?

Q. Well,—the farming even there has certainly im

proved of late.

A. I hope, and believe it. But let us be honest.

We remember what it ^uas, and still, with due excep-

tion, is. Indeed, I fear that I retain an old vision of

English farming five and twenty years ago ;
before

'autumn-cleaning of stubbles,' before Spencer and

Richmond shook hands at Smithfield and ' Practice

with Science ' sprung from the union, before Free trade,

before " the chiel amang ye taking notes " that went to

Printing-house-Square, before Farmers' Clubs, and
' Central Chambers

'
; when good farms were, like

angel visits, ' few and far between ' ; the average

was below contempt : men talked of the Nether-

lands and Tuscany abroad, or 'the Lothians' at

home ; and English farming was all but a byword.

Times have changed certainly : but the land laws

haven't.

Q. Well then, I will amend my question thus—

How is it that in spite of faulty land laws British

farming has so immensely advanced ?

A. Because it is British farming. The British bemg

a race which has the faculty of setting to work, and

winning against odds, and in spite of discouragement.

Butas that is'only a British answer,—may I ask/ow a

question ? Does British farming answer the object of

a national system of agriculture—does it feed the

people ?

Q. Oh ! but Free trade supplies the 'balance' from

other countries, and employs our manufacturers.

./. That is,—we draw upon our Trade for what is

wanting in our Agriculture—while other countries feed

themselves, and us. And our Farmers are satis-

fied, and their customers—the public—are content,

and

Q. Well, well, not quite, perhaps

A. \Ne\\—not yK/Vf, perhaps; the consumers com-

plain of the dearness of Meat, and the want of Poultry,

and other small produce so abundant on the Conti-

nent ; and the farmers say they can't increase their

produce without security for capital,—c.^. first,

a change of that feudal maxim ' Quod additur solo,

solo cedit, which {while Trade fixtures are exempt)

confiscates agricultural fixtures—including all improve-

ments—to the landlord,—then, a repeal of the law of

Distress, and, in the North, of Hypothec,—a mitigation

of the Game Laws,—a twelvemonths' instead of six

months' ' notice to quit ' (lo Quit .')—and a few othe

trifles,—in order to increase, some say to double, their

produce. Is it so ?

Q. "Aye, sir ; all this is so."

A. Then the industry of the trading part of the

community is taxed, to supplement ' the best Farming

in the world,' because but for certain feudal vestiges,

which other nations have shaken off, it might be

better. Beef and Mutton more plentiful, and more

capital invested in growing meat at home, instead of

abroad.

Q. Why do you particularise meat ?

A. Because it implies fixed and permanent invest-

ment : differentially with cereals. If you sow a grain

of Wheat, in a few months it becomes an ear, perhaps

tillers into many. " God giveth the increase." But if

you sow a brick, or a stone, it won't produce a new

cattle-shed, if you plant a roof-tile it won't tiller

out into a covered strawyard—manure it how yoa

may : and if it did, it wouldn't be yours, you know !

Q. Subject too serious for joking, sir !

A. Quite so. I stand corrected. But there really

are some subjects so very serious that they sometimes
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make one try to stifle by n joke, a kind of tendency

to strong language, that is almost incontroUable :

witness that noble gentle tongue—now silent—whose

honest impulse could not resist, or recall, the word

'felonious' applied to this very law. If, by some
comprehensive ray of intelligence, England could see

in the glaring figures of an annual 'sum total,' what

she sacrifices by non-investment, what she pays for lost

investment, in her own soil, in order to keep up
the stupendous folly of a disjunctive partnership

—between two unwilling recusants each trying how to

strip the land by least investment ;'« //,—this game
of ' beggar-my-neighbour ' between Tenant-for-life and
tenant-at-six-months'-notice, — if this could only be

viewed as it is, and then compared with her abounding

and unrivalled Commercial ' employment of capital,' it

would suggest something in face of which the justly

vaunted ' release of the springs of Industry ' by the

unshackling of Trade, immense as it has been, would

almost tremble for its victory :— for a victory it is,

and a dangerous one, when a country is beginning to

be fed by its Trade instead of its Agriculture !

Then do I understand aright, that you would

labourers are well fed, well clothed, and well housed
;

and in general prosperity and well being, compare
favourably with any State in Europe. . . . The general
feeling in the country is decidedly favourable to the
system so widely spread over it."

(Signed) //. P. Finloil.

C-
reverse the feudal law of fixtures and give a Tenant

the property in any amount he may invest in the soil ?

A. Not in the mftoiuit certainly, for this might have

been ill expended, but in its I'aliie to the freehold.

Q. I see a difficulty there.

A. The Valuation ?

Q. No, that would be easy ; and easier every day

with practice. My difficulty goes further. How is

' Tenant-for-life ' of a hundred Farms to meet the

Valuations as they fall in ?

A. How does he meet the Drainage of his hundred

farms ?

Q. Well, by borrowing, under the Land Improve-
ment Acts.

A. By borrowing the money of the public, to main-

tain the nominal ownership of an acreage too large for

his capital. Surely a roundabout way of preventing

others from buying land in their own country, by the

use of their own money ! I think I see a shorter way,

and less unstatesmanlike ; though not perhaps so

fashionable, here.

Q. How do they manage it elsewhere ? Vou have

referred to other countries, more than once. We have

each our own fashion in these things, you know ; but

I'm content to learn—at least on good authority.

A. What shall it be then? Will "Her Majesty's

Representatives in the several Countries of Europe,"

in their ' Reports to Parliament', content you, with

the Minister's name subscribed to each ?

Q. I hope you're not in earnest !—I really haven't

time for State papers. Besides—long Catechisms you

know 1

A. Don't distress yourself; a paragraph or two
from each is all I shall afford you. If you want

any more, you must go to the originals : they contain

some useful reading, which should be better knovvn ;

—

'Customs of Countries,' by way of pendant to our
' Customs of Counties.'

Q. What is the order of precedence ?

A. The Reports themselves were printed in succession

as they arrived at the Foreign Office during the years

1S69-70-71, addressed to our then Foreign Minister,

Lord Clarendon ; and are written, in most cases, with

singular ability, and research. We'll take them, as we
always do our counties, alphabetically. Blessings on

the Alphabet !—But what an aristocrat it is : it puts

Austria /rj-/, and the United States last ;-for, you see,

in foreign-office geography, the United States—and

Egypt—are included in the "Countries of Europe !"

Listen, while I read

—

Austria.
" It was not till the year 1848 that the feudal system

was completely abolished throughout the Austrian

Empire. Previoirs to that period it was by the forced

labour of the peasants that the estates of the great pro-

prietors were cultivated. . . . But the peasant was also

a proprietor, and legal owner of the land he held : he
could sell, he could mortgage, he could transfer, or be-

queath it. By the land laws of 1848-9, the conditions of

forced service were removed, and he was invested by the

State with free and unconditional ownership. The great

proprietors admit that the change has been decidedly
beneficial to themselves, as well as to all other classes of
the population, from an agricultural no less than from a
social point of view. Many of them have doubled, some
trebled the value of their properties, since 184S ; while the

value of land has risen 100 per cent., and in some
pronnces still higher. The system of Tenant farming has
never at any time been prevalent, and is practically un-

known, in Austria. . . . My personal impression is that

the two classes of large and small proprietors have
mutually and greatly benefited, by their co-existence, and
that the annihilation of either would involve a material

€iisadvantage to the other." (Signed) Rt. Lytton.

Bavaria.
" The system under which land is held in Bavaria is

almost universally that of occupation by the proprietor.

Occupation by tenants, or sub-tenants, is a rare excep-
tion. Practically, land occupation is almost synonymous

Belgium.
" Properties are very much divided. There are many

small proprietors, who cultivate their own properties : the
others are let for a term from 9 to 12 years. If a small cul-
tivator possesses a bad piece of land, he will endeavour to
improve it by constantly digging and turning up the soil

;

he will labour to overcome its defective qualities, and
render it productive

; whereas land of a similar quality in
the hand of a large proprietor is in general neglected,
and will remain uncultivated. There are few, if any, who
cause their land to be cultivated by other persons. . . .

Public opinion does not ask for any change."
(Signed) J. Savilc Lumlcy.

Den.mark.
" Danish legal practice grants the Tenant farmers

something like a concurrent ownership in the soil. Such
right is enjoyed by them collectively as a class, not as
individuals. . . . The outgoing Tenant, or his heirs, may
claim compensation for all improvements whatever, which
have added to the marketable value of the farm. If the
two parties cannot agree, two arbitrators compare the
previous report and inventory with the actual state of the
farm, giving in a valuation of the improvements, taking
into account what the Tenant has himself derived from his
expenditure. No claim after 10 years for small, or after

30 years for great improvements. A tenant intending to
make large improvements, must give notice to the land-
lord, that a survey may be held, for future compensation.
"The Constitution of 1849 forbids fresh Entails, .rnd

promises that estates of this class shall be converted into
free property. By a recent law the lands of entailed
estates may be converted into trust monies. . . . Danish
legislation shows a disposition to encourage the great
landowners to sell the farms held on life tenures, to their
occupants. . . . The improvement of the moral and
material condition of the Danish freeholders may in part
be ascribed to the repeal of English duties on foreign
produce. That the conversion of Tenures has contributed
to this result may be accepted as an ascertained fact."
" In a preamble to an old Danish Law, the legislator de-
clares that the feeling that a man is bestowing his labour
on his own land is the best spur to agricultural industry
and progress.

"

(Signed) C. Strachey.

Egypt.
" Out of 5,100,000 acres of arable land, 3,800,000 are

considered Slate property, and are occupied by Tenants
who pay about 30J. per acre, in the Delta, and 8j. in
Upper Egypt. These holders (or 'Fellahs') have lately

obtained the privilege of bequeathing the land to their
heirs. According to the new project of Law, the Tenant
on payment of six years' rent will, in a way, purchase the
land he occupies as a freehold, without however the power
of entailing it. It is evident that the ' Fellah ' who culti-

vates land on his own account will derive a greater benefit
from the operation of the new project of law than the
landowner who lets his land at a fixed rent. In Egypt it

is the landowner, and not the Tenant who pays the
taxes." (Signed) L. Moore.

France.
'

' The land is chiefly occupied by small proprietors, who
form the great majority, throughout the country. ... It is

said that such a condition of property conduces to political

as well as to social order, because the greater the number
of proprietors the greater is the guarantee for the respect
of property, and the less likely are the masses to nourish
revolutionary and subversive designs. I have heard this
argument strongly insisted upon. . . . The small pro-
prietor is seen under more advantageous circumstances in
France than in any other country in Europe, for he has in

fact been the creation of a system which, whatever maybe
urged against it, has reconstituted the rural economy of
the nation, and more than doubled the produce of the
soil. . . . The prevalent public opinion as to the tenure
of land by small proprietors is that it has been advan-
tageous to the production of the soil and has tended to the
improvement of the material condition of the agricultural
population." (Signed) L. S. SackviUe West.

Greece.
"The Greeks as a rule do not take any interest in

agricultural affairs. Barely one-seventh of the whole
kingdom is under cultivation, though it contains large
plains the soil of which is extremely fertile. . . . Any-
thing more primitive than the mode of cultivation can
hardly be conceived, and there are few signs of improve-
ment. ... A tenant can, however, remove the materials
of buildings, erected by him, on giving up the Lease,
if the proprietor refuses to indemnify him for them. . . .

Tenants holding under large proprietors and paying cash
rent are very rare. The proportion of small proprietors
to large may be estimated at about thirty o